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    &�O�&�O�&�O�&�O�    
��0 �/.��1 

-.�,��/� �������� &	(�	 
>�(�, �������� 

    
����7H. �&�P����7H. �&�P����7H. �&�P����7H. �&�P    

    
 -.�,��/� �������� &	(��		 ��0 �/.��1 � :: &��� ���������	 
����� ����	 C��*�& 
��� Q ��H. �(R F*. (�	। �	��7�(��� 2C �(R 
����� ��� &�T�U ���� Q ��0&��* 
�(���	 �&��U F*. (�	। C��*�& 	O�	 43�� �	��3�� Q �VW�J�� 	3� (	� Q ��(X��	 
L��(� 2�8�1 ����	 ,0C C��*�& 	O�	 ��	���7 ���� Q ��0 �(���(C E��(�	 YZ[��.7 �� 
(	� *�1�\। L	 4& �(�R	 +&�C ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’। ��1 �",!!! �XJ�1 
�" ��� 2&� ������ �.1 (�	 � $? &��� �� �(�� (	� *1। 2C �(�R	 &�P ,�8� -��_( 
Q &'��(�X�`	 La�U ��	b��	 +&� 2C ������ Fc����। 

 
 ��� �(���	 �	�	C �VW�J�� Q �	��3��1 ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’ 
Fc���� &�7 �*�� �0��(���� &���X� *1।  
 2C Fc���� �(���	 ER &��1	 ���0C 2	 &���1 (�� ���T *�1 ��1। �	��7�(��� 
���������	 
����� ��� &�T�U &(� -��_.�1 2C Fc���� 4	+��	d �*�&�� �0�e� *�� ���(। 

 
 ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’ Fc����	 O��*�� fW�	�W	 ��8�\। ����g �*� 4��( 
��0 �/.���� Fc����	 O��*���� L&�� ��(�1 �/.��1 ’’���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’ 
Fc���� &���� &��0�1 ����7H�.	 �&��U F*. (�	। ��1�,�1 L�J��(�� 4��_ ����7H�.	 ���1[ 
E�7. (	� *1 4���	 ��0�� �(��� ���J� ‘*�6�� �������&7'4(। ����7H�.	 43�� ���0	 4(� 
�0�01 �� �0��T� ���� � *1, 4& �0����	 &�7�i( &�(7�� E��D (	� *�1�\। -� jC ���( 
�(��� ����k�� I�l��( ��	��7 &���� *�1�\। +�� ����7�H� �������	  EP�&mJ� L	Q &�`	 
Q �X�n` *�1�\।  

 
L��	 �Xo ��p�&, ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’ Fc����	 &�q	.�� �	���		 ��C 

��r( Q -��_(��	 (��\ L�X� *��। 
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-.�,��/� �������� &	(�	-.�,��/� �������� &	(�	-.�,��/� �������� &	(�	-.�,��/� �������� &	(�	    
��0 �/.��1��0 �/.��1��0 �/.��1��0 �/.��1    
4�&4�&4�&4�&----� � � � ����������������    

�������� &�O���1�������� &�O���1�������� &�O���1�������� &�O���1, , , , >�(�।>�(�।>�(�।>�(�।    
    

�-��/4�&-�/?2+-?/ :/�����-�/ @                                      ���	�� G! E�v��	 ?!!G 
 
4�	( :  Ew�� 	�� OT��7� 
 �&�1	 &*(�	� &�O� (4�&-�) 
 
���( :  ,�� 4-���� 4��5+� 


[���(�	� 
4�&�&7 *�6�� �������&7 
����, l�,� (=�7 ���) 
�����, >�(�। 

 
��_1 : ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������ (�" ��)’’ ����7H�.	 ����W �K� Q EP&x�	 ��� 
E�����। 
 
&�� : ��y	 !$ E�v��	 ?!!G ���	��	 L���। 
 
 
��*��1, 

 f���7k ��_�1 &����k L����	 &��� ��t ��� E���1� �K�, ��M�&7 ��C Q EP&x� 
4������( ��_�1�k Fc���� O�8�U ��H�.	 E����� ��� (	� *���। �/.��1 (�X7( ����O7� 
E������� �K� ���7�T�� 2�z&�� 4+	� ��� (	� *���। 
 
&����k : �.7� ������(।  
 
 L��	 ��p5, 

 
 

(Ew�� 	�� OT��7�) 
�&�1	 &*(�	� &�O� (4�&-�) 
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�(���(	 (���(���(	 (���(���(	 (���(���(	 (��    
        

    ����� 4�� �� ,���	 ,0 ��	 
����� &�F���	 C��*�& 2(�� E���0 &'�। 4& L����( 
���������	 � :� &�	 
����� ��� 2�� �{����7	 
����� &�F���	 C��*�& L����	 (��\ 2( 
4-m	��1 &'�। ���������	 
�����	 C��*�& �.1�	 ,0 � :: &� �{(��� &	(�	 
���������	 
����� ����	 C��*�& ��� Q ��H. �(R F*. (�	। �	��3�� Q ����7�� �,�1 	���	 
,0 
����� &�F�� Q 
����� ����	 ������� &�F* Q ��O�C���7( �� &�(� (	� *1। ��	C 
+�|�� ‘���������	 
����� ��� ������’ Fc����। �������� &	(��		 ��0 �/.��1 � $? &� 
�" ��� 2C Fc���� �(�� (�	। 2 f�s��0 -�r� (����	 &}��� &�&0-�.	 Ea�U ��	b��	 
+&� 2C Fc����। 
 

2C Fc���� �(�� *Q1�	 ER ���	 ���0 ��	 ���	� ~( +��	�1 ��1। 2C Fc���� 
����� 
���-��_1( &(� -��_.� (��7	 YZ[��.7 4	+��	d �*�&�� �0�e� *�K 2�� *��। �(� ~( � 
��(�1 ���������	 ��7�� ,�-�J�	 2(�� �X*{ E�� L����	 
����� &�F�� Q 
����� ����	 
�(X� C��*�& ,�� 4��( ���7�� ���{ ���� 	�1�\ 2�� 2	 j���0�� E�( -��_.� (��7 �0���� 
����K।  
 

2������1 -.�,��/� �������� &	(��		 ��0 �/.��1 (�X7( ���������	 
����� ��� ���������	 
����� ��� ���������	 
����� ��� ���������	 
����� ��� 
������������������������ Fc���� ����7H�.	 �&��U�� E�0U &��1�����-� ��� L�	� �� (�	। 
 

�������� &	(�	 (�X7( 2 	(� 2(�� ,���1 YZ[��.7 (�7(���	 ���1[ L����	�( E�7. 
(	�1 L�	� 4-m	�����। 2	C ���W�� Fc����	 ��_1&��O &'�.7 E��	���7� 4	�� �� L�P�( 
���7����� ����7H�.	 L��. 4On� (�	�\। L�� (�	, ����7�H� Fc���� ��r(--��_(��	 O��*�� 
4����� &3� *��। 
 

����� 2C (�7(��� ��y	� Ea�U ��	b� (�	�\, L�	� ��y��	 LU�	( (X���� Q �0��� 
,���K। 
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(4-���� 4��5+�)    

[���(�	�    

*�6�� �������&7 
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 �������� 
����� ����	 C��*�& �(�R	 1 &�&0����n ����.0(	. (����	 �	+ 4��( 
2C ���� &�F�*	 �(��� &'�(7 j�� (�� ���� (	�\। 2 �(�R	 f{��W Q -r, 2	 ��� 
f�s�0 Q (��7���� &'�(7 ����_ ��	��t (�7(�7� ,�� *�&� *��+,�� 	*�� ��5��	� ����। 
 

������1� Q &�-X*�� f��W 4��( �(�����0 ����&��* ��7�O (����	 &�&0�X` �	��3 
����(� ���� ���&��0 4On� (	�\। ��y	� �M�	 �	 �M� ��	 �������	 �������� I��7 ��	 �	�3� 
(�	�\, ��5��	� L���O�-&�����O�	 ���0�� &����, Q &������	 ,0 ���0�� f���� ���1 
�(R ��5��1� &*�1�� (�	�\। L����	 4(� �U�0 \�8�C ����Y��� &	�&�	 ��r( Q 
-��_(��	 (��\ f���� *�K। ������ ���&�� ���&�� 4��( f���		 4On� (	� *�1�\। �(���� 
����Y��� ����.7(	. (���� E����� (�	 ���1�\। 
 

��1 &��8 �� ��� �XJ��0��� ���� 4��( �����( ��7�O�	 �	 YZ���1[ ��� (�	�\ 
�(�R ��1��,� ����g -��_(�X`। ��y	� ,�� *�&� *��+,�	 	*���	 4�X�[ 2 ���1[ ����� 
�J� Q LU�	(��	 &��- ��� (�	�\। 
 

����.0(	. (����	 &(� &�&0�( 2�� �(�R	 -��_(�X��( ��y��	 ���&�1 ����(�	 ,0 
L�� E��_ �0��� ,��C। 4&C &�P �(�R	 ��� ���������	 ����n (�� Q &������( ,�� *�&� 
*��+,�	 	*���( �	�& Q E(��	 (�7��On�	 ,0 ,��C ��.>��� E��`। 
 

����g &��� &�-X*�� Q &����O�	 &��� ��7��O� ����Y��� 4��( L����	 
����� ����	 2(�� 
&���7(, ����.0 Q �	��3 �O� 4��	�1 L&��, L�	� 2 L�� 4��_. (	�\। &�-X*�� &���1 ���� 
2(�� ��1� L(7�C�� -r� &*�1�� (	��। E������� Q E���qX� ����Y��� ���_0�� &�-X*�� 
*�� ��	���n	 ���0�� 4&Y��� ��� �����	 &��- &�����,� *�� ���	। 
 

�(���� ����Y��� ��r( &��, Q -��_(��	 (��\ &���X� *�� L����	 b� &��7( ��� �� 
(	�। 
 
 
 
 
�= 4&��D	, 
� $?। 

��+,���* (��	��+,���* (��	��+,���* (��	��+,���* (��	 
4O1�	�0�, 

����.0(	. (����, 
�������� 
����� ����	 C��*�& �(R। 
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����(�����(�����(�����(� 
 

���������	 
����� ����	 &�1&��� � :� &���	 ?" ��O7 4��( �@ �<�&D	 ��7U। 2C &��1 
���������	 
����� ����	 &��- &'�(7� &�	� ���p �� �(\� ����\ ��	 ��0 Q ������ &�F* 2�� 
4&&��	 Q�	 ���W (�	 ���������	 
����� ����	 C��*�& 	O� Q ��H�.	 ���1[ E��7� *1 
���k��� C��*�& ��� Q ��H. �(�R	 Q�	। -.�,��/� �������� &	(��		 ��0 �/.���1	 
E��� 2C �(R�� ����J� *1 2�� 2	 (�, �Z *1 � :$ &���	 ,��1�	� 4��( (��	��n Hn�0)। 

 
C��*�& 	O�	 ���1[��t *��Q 2C �(R 
����� ���&�T�U ���� Q ��0&��* �(���	 

�&��U F*. (�	। 2	 (�	., &�(��� 4(� ���	 ����_ (�	 ���������	 
����� ����	 ���� 
2(�� ��-�U(�	� ���	 C��*�& 	O�	 43�� �	��3�� Q �5�J�� 	3� (	� 2�� ��(X��	 &���� 
2�8�1 ��Q1� ��� E�0U j�*। 2 ,0C L�	� C��*�& 	O�	 ��	���7 ���� Q ��0 �(���(C 
E��( YZ[��.7 �� (�	�\। 2	 +�� ���� Q ��0���C (�� ����, ���	 ��(�� Q ��	����*(�� 
	3� (	��, ��� �	'	�	 &�-�� 	3� (	��। 

 
2C �30 &��� 4	��C (�1(�� ��� &�-X*�� ����&��* �(���	 �&��U �(R F*. (�	। 2C 

��	���3�� �(�R	 &��� 2(�� ����_ ����O0 ��_1 4��� 4�1 2C 4�, ������ &�F�*	 &�1&��� 

����� ����(��( *Q1� &��Q 2 &�0Q &�� YZ[��.7 4�, 
����� ����	 ����� ��	�� ������ 
	�1�\। 
����� ����( 2C ������ 4��( ��Kg (�	 4��� ��1 �। 2C ������	 ������- ���( 
���k&�F�� ��� E���*� (	� ��1- ��	 E����7 ��	.��C 
����� ����( E��0���� (�	 4����। 
��C ���k&�F���	 
�� ,�� \�8� 
����� ����( ���� �	� &��C 1। 2C ��	������ 
����� 
����	 ���� �(���	 &��- 2	 ������ &�T�U j’�� ����&�F* �(���	 �&��UQ �(R F*. (�	। 
2	 +�� �(�R	 ���� �(���	 ��	(R� ����� ��y8�1 : 

 
���� ���  ������ (� !"-� "$) 
����1 ���  ������ (� "$-� :�) 
�X��1 ���  ���,�-	 : ���& 
O���7 ���  ���,�-	 : ���&� ��������	 �{�	�� 
��� ���  ���,�-	 : 4���	���0� 
_J ���  ���,�-	 : -.���0� 
&t� ���  ���(5�� ������ : &	(�	� Q 4�&	(�	� 
En� ���  -.*�0�, �	.��7� ����	 Q ��&��-( ��� 
�� ���  &�� &�F�� (�) 
��� ���  &�� &�F�� (?) 
2(��� ���  &�� &�F�� (G) 
���� ���  ������ ����T1� : ��	� 
T�1��� ���  ������ ����T1� : ,���&�� Q ����g 	�� 
O��7�� ���  ��p,�� 
���� ���  &�3�{(�	 
4_�8� ���  (���w�, Fc�w� Q ��7� 
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��� ��	(R�1 :?!! �XJ� ��H�.	 ��	(R� ��(��Q &�F�*	 ��	��. ����� *�1 ��Q1�1 
L����	 �&��U ��	��7 (	�� *1। �� ��	(R� E���1� ����� �� ��1  !! �XJ�, &�7���� 
�"!!! �XJ�	 ���0 &�F*Y��	 ��H. &'g (	�	 ���,� �	�s E������� *1। 2C ���W�� L����	 
(�, 2�-�1 ��1। 

 

���� Q ��0��� &�F�*	 �0����	 ������� L�	� �0��( Q 4�������� 4	���\। ��� ������ 
&D�� ���� Q ��0��� F*�. �(\��� &��� �X�n�P� E��D (�	। L�	� ��� 4&C&� ��0 Q ����C 
������ ��� &�g����� (	�	 �&��U �C, �� ���������	 ��7�� �����	 I���n0 Q 2��� �&��&(�	� 
,-�.	 L�� L(���	 &��- ��03���� ,�8�। E�7�{ 4�&� ���, L�`�� Q (��7(�	., 2C 
�����	 ,-.�( ���k&�F���	 ���( f��� Q ��	O���� (�	�\, ���� 4&&� &�T�U ���� Q ��0C 
2C ��� (����T��(���� &�,��� *�1�\। 2C �X�n�(�. 4��( L�	� ���������	 E��� ��y��� �� 
��	-E���� ��0���7 (�	�। � !" &���	 ��-��- 4��(C ������ &�T�U ����-��0��� &�g��� 
�Z (�	। L�	� �� (�	, ���������	 ���k&�F���	 �0��0�1 2C �Z	 &����� ����0��,7�, ��03 Q 
���kF�*0। 

 

� !"-2	 ��-��- 2�� �� 	�-2	 �	 � =! &�� ��7U ��0��7� 2 ���7 &��1	 L	 4(� 
���� 2 ��� &�g��� (	� *1�। (�	. � �� 4��( � =! ��7U 2C ����� E��J� &(� 	�,���( 
L�`�� &�7��	��1 �X������	��� L�`���	 EU��7k �\�। � =! &��� -X*�� ���*�	 �5��� 
�/ 
	���1 &W���� �����	 ���J�	 &���� ��*� �\�। L	 �� f��� (�	�\�� ���������	C 
&��0�YZ ,�-�J�	 E��&������ 4�� 2, 4(, +,��� *(। � =@ &��� ���U E������� ���� 
(���� ���*�	 �5���	 4� &������ (	� *1, ���� �����	 
�/ 	���1���	 ���( ��	*�	 (	� 
*1। � =: &��� ��	� ����- &'�(7 ��fM�0��� ��	(R� 4��_.�	 �	 
��� Q &��7��m� ����� 
���J�	 ��On� *1, �(� 4& ��On� �0�7 *1 2�� 4����� ���(5� ����J� *1 ���� 
�1W��&�	 
��_1�� &'�.7��� f���3� *1। 2	C ��	.���� �	��7�(��� ���������	 ,-�.	 &}��� 

�1W��& ��� 
�����	 ,0 &�F�� (	� ���*��&( ��1�, *�1 4��� 4�1। 2C ���*��&( 
��1�,�( ���7 (�	 �����\ 2� &�5 ����C 2 ��� &�g����� *�1�\। 

 

������ &�T�U ������ j�� ��� ���k। ��� ���� 4�_ *�1�\ � "$ &��� LC1�� ���	 
3��� ����	 &�1&���1। 2��� (�� ����, (	� *�1�\ 2(�UC �� ��	(R�	 �XJ�&��0�	 
&�����	 ���( �30 4	��- 4(� ����_ ���*��&( �X�n�(�. 4��( 1। 

 

������	 4���1 4� �	�	 ���� Q ��0��� L�	� F*. (�	�\ 4&Y�� *��� 4-�,� ����t, 
���7����M	 (��7���	.�, 4(���7	 ����� &'�(7� �	����7 Q 	�1, (��� �	����7, 	�,���( ���	 
(�7&�O� Q �5��, ,&��	 �5��, L�`���	 �	����7, \�����	 �5�� Q L�`��, -.����T1�, 
&�������	 ������, ����n �0�k��-7	 ����.0 &��3� Q ���, 	�,���( ��, &	(�	� ���7� Q 
���3� C�0���। 
����� ����	 ���� Q ��0���	 4���1 &�F�*	 �	 ��5X��	 *�1�\ 

�����(����C। (�	. 2C ����	 &��- &�	� ��p ,�8� *�1 ��8�\�। +�� 4(�� ���������	 
E�0U�	 1, &�	� ���p	 ��_1��� 4,�-�8 (	� E��	*��7 *�1 4��� 4�1 2�� �(R 4&����C EF&	 
*1। 2 �0����	 �0�k-� <��1	�, �O�r��, &�3�{(�	, �X��(��, &	(�	� ����, 	.�(m�� Q 
���&�T�U ������ ��0���, ��k 2��(�1 ���k���*� Q �������� &	(��		 ���&�( �{�	��, 
,&���	�.	 &�T1 E��F*., (���� -r, ���X��, ��p,��, ����g 4���	 ���7����M	 (��7���	.� 
��X�� �� �	�	 ��0 Q ���� 2C &�F�*	 EU��7k (	� *1। 2 43�� L�	� ����_���� ,	 
4	���\ ���� &�7&���	�.	 ������ ���+�� 4(� +�y( � ���(। 2C �30 &��� 4	�� 
-.&*����-��	 ���5�		 ��0 &�F�*	 4On� (	� *�1�\। ����� ��� ����	 &�� ��� ���� 
&�g����� (	�	 ���( ����_ �30 	��� *�1�\। ��� 4�&� ���� ���*��&( YZ[ E,7 (�	�\ 2�� 
4�Y�� ��� ���� ���	 ��	����*(�� 	�3� *1 � 4&Y�� L�	� �(���� &�� 4��( F*. (�	�\। 
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2 (��, 2(��C L����	 ��� ����O0 �\�, &�r( ���	 &�r( ���� 4� &�r( ��	���. ��05 
*1। L����	 4(� �U�0 4C, EP��� &��(� 4C, �,
 �0��0�-����_.Q 4C। L�	� ���J Q 
�	��3 ������ L-��-�8� �,�1 	���	 4On� (�	�\। 2C ��� �30 &��� 4	��C ����-��0��� 
��\�C, &'��� 2�� ��0�& (	� *�1�\। 2 43�� L�	� ��� 2C��(� &�(7�� E��� 4	���\ ���� (��	� 
������[ 3�  � *1। �����	 ����7��C ��	 �� ����(� Q YZ[ �� ��������� ���� �	��। ��� 
,&���	.C 2 �	�	 ���	 �(X� �*��1(। ,&���	�.	 ���0 E��� ��	��7�	 CK� �� ��	.� 
Q E����	�� *�1 Q�r, 4(�� ��C ,-�	 ��0 4��( 4��-0�� 4�X�[	 E��0�1 ���। ���������	 
4�����Q ��C ����\। L	 ��C 2� &� �� �� &�-r�	 ���� EU��7k (	� *�1�\, 4� �� �� 
&�-r L����	 ,���1 	�,���	 43�� *1��� ���0 ����(� �� 4�X[ F*. (�	�। ��� 2(�W�		 
E�( L�-C ���������	 
����� �OU� 2(�� 4���	 2(�� ,���	 ���n �30���&�	� EU��¡���(C 
&��� ���� ��	। L&�� �*�Z�*	 O�	���� 4,�- Qr� E,¡ -�\���� ��1C ��	 -r-(�r����। 
��( ,��� *�� 2	 &���C ,�� �	(�	। 

��� �0��( �������[	 ��� &���(� *1��� ���+��� �Q *�1 ��(�� ���	। 2	 j��� (�	., 
���� F�c	 &���� ��	&�	 �� &¢����	 ��, ����1� E�( ��0 Q ���� *��� � L&� �� 
���3�� 4��-����- (�	Q ��Q1� ��1�, �(\� 43�� 4��-�����-	Q &����- ����। &��C�( L�	� 
,�1-� ���� 4O�1�\ 2�� ����(� E���1� YZ[ �����	 ���(Q �30 4	���\- 2C��C ��� (��। 2C 
��� ������ Q E0�0 ���2(C���� E�&X� *�1�\। 

&��8 �� ��� �XJ�	 ���� ���� Q ��0��� &�F*&��0�	 ��( 4��( ����� ���� *��। ��� 
L����	 ��	.� 2C 4�, �� ���� Q ��0 2��� &�F�*	 ��C�	 	�1�\। ���������	 ��1 ����� 
4��(C 4(� � 4(� ���� 
����� ����	 &��- ,�8� �\��। F��� F��� �0�k�� �0�k�� �� ���	 
f£� *�1�\, �� ��	[-���, �� �0�-, ��p�&���(��, E�0�O�	, ���8�	 (��*� 5�	 5�	 -�8 
f�r�\। 2	 ��	��. E���� (	� (�r। ��\�8� &�	� ��p ,��8Q �\� 2 &'�(7 &��7 Q ����T1� 
2�� ���&� ��������	 �0��( �{�	��। ��C &�F�*	 (�, &'�.7 *�1�\ �� ��� ��1 �। 4�� Q 
������	 ��0 &�F�*	 (�, ��C 4(�� ��8�� ���	, 4�_ &���1 4�my\���	 4��_.� 4�1� 2�C &�� 
1। 2	 ,0 ���7 ��	T�� Q &�T1��	 ��1�,। 

&���� &��1	 ,0 L����	 �(�R	 L1�; �j��	 L����	 4��(��Q ��� O�	,। 2C E���1 
2C ����� (��,	 (���� ��5��1 &�� �� �����	 ��_1। ��� L�	� E&��0 &���	 ��30 ¥�y���1 
��8�\��� 2�� ����	 &+� *�1�\ ���� 
����� ���&�T�U ��0 Q �����	 ���W���� 	�O� *�1�\, 
���7��1 2 (�� ��� ��1। 2� 2	 ��(�� Q fg1�	 E��3� 	��� ���। ��0 Q ���� &�F* (	�� 
�-�1 L����	 4� E����� *�1�\ ���� 2 (�� ��� 1�1। 

������ &�F�*	 43�� L����	 ��On� �\� �0��( 2�� 4��������। �0�k-� 4��-����- \�8�Q 
2 f�s��0 L�	� ����g &��1 �����(�1 ����� �(�� (�	�\ 2�� ���k����� &�&�, ��3� 
���J�, �����(�	 �t	, Fc�-�	 2�� Cf�1 ��	_��	 (�7(�7�&* ����g 4b.�	 ,-�.	 (��\ 
4�	. (�	�\ (�1( *�,�	 ������ �(� j��,(���� L����� &�8� 4����। ����� 	�,���(, 
\��, b��( 2�� (X_( &�-r�	 &���C 4��-����- (	� *�1�\- �(� ��-����� 1, �0�k-����� 
4(f 4(f ���1 4-�\ �,
 &�F�*	 ������। L����	 ,���� L����� &�8� � ����	 (�	. 
�*�&�� L�	� j�� ��_1 �30 (�	�\ : ����, C��*��&	 YZ[ &'�(7 E&�O���, ��	 +�� ��� 
(�&��0( ���_C ������ &�F* �� &�	3. (�	 ���( 2�� ����1�, ���W*� &��1- ����_ (�	 
(��	� (��	� ����T1�	 L����	 �� *�1�\ 4�, C��*�& �.1�	 ��On��� &	(�	� *Q1�1 2	 &��� 
Q �VW�J�� &'�(7 ��y	�  
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\1 

���n &�`*� 2�� +�� ������ ����	 ���0�� ��	(�R� C��*�&�( &�X� (	�	 ��	���7 
E��.7��-��	 &�����(C 4� ��y	� 4�� ��1�\। �0��( �0�k-� 4��-�����-	 ���0�� 2C &�&0� L�	� 
E�(�� (����1 f�r�\। &	(�	� f��0��-	 (�	�. C��*��&	 �	��3�� &'�(7 4� L��¢�, �� L����	 
���� ��Y�� �	& (	�� ��� L�	� �� (�	। 

2\�8�Q L�	� �30 (�	�\, 2� E��(	 (��\C ���� Q ��0��� 	�1�\ �� ��y	� *��\�8� 
(	�� 	�,� । E��(C �(\� 4\�8�\, �(\� *��� 4	�� ���1�\। L��	 (��	� (��	� ��0���, ������� 
��	��� *�� 4&Y�� E�( 4��� ����	 f{& *�1 fr�� ���	। L�	� ��� �����	 +���(�� 4	�� 
E�(�(C ��y	 ��� (�� 4+	� ���1�\। 2 43��Q E��(C +���(�� 	���	Q &����- ���� 	�,� *�- 
E�7�{ ��y	 *���	 ������ ��� 4�	C (�	� ���_0��	 L��1। &	(�	 ���� &�F�*	 �0����	 4(� 
E�<70�d ��& (�	�। +�� ���� ��Q1�	 ,0 L�	� �0�k-� E��	�� Q �1�& O����� ���	, LC-� 
O�� &X�n (	�� ���	 �। E�O 2 (��Q &��0 4�, 
�����&�T�U ���� ���C ,���1 C��*��&	 YZ[��.7 
f�(	., ���( �0�k-����� �� ���J�-����� (��3-� (�	 	��� f�O� 1। 

2C &��- L�	� j���	 &��- f��� (�	 4�, 2C �(R �Z *��	 L�-C 
����� ����	 ����n 
4����	 E�(�( L�	� *��	�1�\। +�� ��y��	 (��\ 	�3� ������ ��Q1�	 �(��� ��y��	 &�3�{(�	 
F*�.	 &����- 4��( L�	� ���� *�1�\। 

2C&� �������¦	 ���0C L����	 2�-�1 4��� *�1�\। +�� L����	 2��&�T�U 4� ���1�� 
I�	� *�1�\ �� E����	 T�� &������ 2�� ���_0��	 &����	 43�� ��� (	�� &*�1( *�� ���	। 
4� ��0-� +�y( 4��( ���K �� ��	. *Q1� �	(�	। &�� *�� E�(���� ������ 4��( �(��� ���_0�� 
L�	� ������ &�-X*�� *�� �� 4��( ��7�O (�	 E���	k �� �(�� (�	 2C +�y( ��	�.	 4On� (	� 
����। 4���-������	 j���0 ���� &�F�*	 4On� E�0�*� 	��� 2(�U ,Z	� ���C L�	� �� (�	। 2 
��	� 3�  *�� 2 (�, j�*�	 *��, 2��( 2�� &'�.7 (	� E&�� *�1 fr�� ��	। 2 �0����	 ��1� 
(�7&�O� &�+���1( *�� &�`* 4C। 

���� 2�� ��0 ����.0(	�.	 ,0 &	(�	 1-&�&0����n 2(�� ����.0(	. (���� -r (�	 
(��	��n Hn�0)। 

>�(� ��p���0���1	 ��k 4��-��C& O0��d�	 ��0�� C��*�&��� ��+&	 ��+,���* (��	 2C 
����.0(	. (����	 4O1�	�0�। 

(����	 &�&0	� *�� (����	 &�&0	� *�� (����	 &�&0	� *�� (����	 &�&0	� *�� ::::    
<� &���*fs� L*��, ��+&	, C��*�& ����-, >�(� ��p���0��1। 

<� L�&�x���, ��+&	, ����� ����-, O§F�� ��p���0��1। 

<� &+	 L�� L(`, ��	O��(, C�~��f� E+ �������� ~��<,, 	�,��*�। 
<� 2���� *(, ��	O��(, >�(� ��j�	। 

<� 4(, 2�, (�	�, ��	O��(, ,���1 L(7�C�& Q Fc�-�	। 

<� 4(, 2�, �*&�, &*���-� ��+&	, C��*�& ����-, >�(� ��p���0��1। 
<� ���&�� ��� *�Z, &*���-� ��+&	, 	������ ����-, >�(� ��p���0��1। 

,�� *�&� *��+,�� 	*��, &�&0-&�O�। 
 

�(�R	 (�7��X` ���7n F�c	 ,0 ������� ��\�C (�	 ����.0(	. (����	 &��� 4�� (�	। 
����.0(	. (���� 4&Y�� ���7� Q F*.���-0 �( � �� ����������� ��O�C (�	। (����	 &�7&}� 
�&��U����1� 4� &(� ���� Q ��0 ����.0 ��� -X*�� *1, 4(����� 4&Y��C F�c EU��7k (	� *�1�\। 
F�c	 ,0 4��(X� �������	 �(\� �(\� (���� �(O (�	; �(\� �� ���� Q ��0 �� F�c	 f{(�_7	 
,0 4*�{ ,Z	� �� &�F�*	 ,0 ���7� 4�। �(�R	 �3 4��( ��y��	 2C ���7� ���&��0 ��� 
(	�  
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&�� 
 
*�1�\। ��� 2-43�� E�( &�1 �(R�( 4�� j�* &�&0�	 &}��� *�� *�1�\। 2�(C 4��(�� 
-.0, ��	 Q�	 
�����( (�, 4&�	 ���U j���0 �����	 &��� �(�R	 (�7���	 �*���� 4��� 
*�1�\। ���Q (�7�	� 4��- 4��(�\ 2�� E��(��� 43��C &+�Q *�1�\। ��� &�F* ���&��1 
*1��� *1�, E�( &�1 -�8�1 4-�\। +�� �������_ &����, E�0�1 4��- (	�� *�1�\। 
����_���� ������ �� &�(�� 2C ��	���� �(� *�1 4��� ���1�\�। f��*	.
�� ��� ��1 4�, 
� !" &���	 ��� 4-�,� ����t�� ��Q1� ���K� �। ������ ���	 ,0 L�	� ����.0 Fc 4��( 2C 
����t�� f�X� (�	। �(� ����.0(	. (���� ����	 &�� ��� ���� &�(��	 �3����। ��C ��� 
���� &�F�*	 4On� ������ 41� *1। >�(� 4-�,�� 2C ����t \��� *1�। 4(��(��� 4-�,��Q 1। 
C�����0 ������ ���� 4��& O�� ��1। 2C 4-�,��	 +�C� 4��(O3�	 EU	��� �\�, *r�{ E0 
(�-�,	 5���	 4��	 ������&�	� E���1 ��Q1� ��1। ���,��s ���	 	�� L����	 ��� ���� 
��y,�� �-�1 E��	&�� ��	b��	 �	Q �� ��Q1� ��1�। 2	 ��� (�� �&�� *�C�(���7 	�1�\। L� 
&�� *1�। &��	�� �� f�X��	 L(��	C �-�1�\। 2 4��( ����.0(	. (����	 &�(��	 (�, ���y� 
Q &�J� (	�	 ,0 E�� LF* Q LU�	(��C �0k *1। �(�R	 (�7�	�Q ��y��	 2C E�����	 ���&��0 
��7��� ���1�\; ��y��	 ���7����� ��5��1� (&�	 (�	�, ��1 43��C &+� *�1�\। ������ ��� 
����&��* (����T� E���1� &�,��� *�1�\। E0�0 ���	 �����	 4�����Q (����� 2C ��� 
E�&X� *�1�\। ����� ���C ��7M Q (���w� 4�1� *�1�\। 4�_ ��� F��� *�K &(� ���	 ��7M 
2�� (���w�; +�� ��r(��	 ��3 4(� ��� (� L�\ �� 2(,�	 ,�� &�� *��। 

����.0(	. (����	 �&��U �\� ����&��* ��� 4� ��_�1 L�\ ����C \��� *��; �(� (��7�3�� 
2�� ����_ E&����� 4��� 4�1। ����� Q C��	,� ��_�1 ��� ����Y�� L�	� &�(�� �� ���1�\। 
��\�8� fj7, �*`�, L	�� Q Z� ��_�	 4�� �(\� YZ[��.7 ���� E����&* &�(��	 EU��7k *�1�\। 
q��`���1, +	�&�, ,��7�, ,���� Q C�`����1 ��X�� ��_�1 4�� �(\� ���� Q ��0 ��(� &��Q 
��	 E���� (	� 2�� F�c 4&&��	 �� 4�1� 2�Q &���	 *1�। 2Y�� ���_0��	 ,�0 ,�� 
	C�। ��&�P(�� Q ��	&�		 (�� ����O� (�	 4(� 4(� ���� &��3t (	� *�1�\, ��� 4& 43�� 
L�	� ����_���� �30 4	���\ ���� ����	 ��(X�� � ���। 

��7��� L����	 &�F�* ��1 &��8 �� ��� �XJ�	 ���� Q ��0��� ,�� *�1�\। 2	 4��	 �" 
*�,�	 �XJ� \��� *�K। ���( ���� Q ��0��� \���	 ��C�	 	�1 ����। 2\�8� &�F�*	 ��T1� E�0�*� 
��(�1 L	Q ������ &�-X*�� *��। 2Y��	 YZ[Q (� 1। E�7�{ 2Y��	 Q�	 -��_.� (	� 2�� 
��	 Q�	 ���W (�	 �(R-�(���� ��Y��	 ��C�	Q �� ��0 &����� ���k&�F�� Q 
����� ��� 
&�T�U Fc �(���	 &���� E���	� 4��( ����। 2 &����- &¨&��	� (	� 4�� Q ,���	 
���7C 
2(�U E��	*��7। (�	. 2 &'�(7 �� 4��� ���J ��0��� ,��� ,��� ��	�� L����	 EF���� �� 
4��� ���7� Q &K� *��। ��\�8� 2 L����	 EU E���	.�	 f{&; ��C 2 &'�(7� ����� \� �	� 
�©, ���1[ Q LF�* &�	�3� (	� 4�� Q &	(��		 I��( (�7��0	 EU��7k। ��� ��1 ����� 
Li&�O� 4��C ����	 E��0��1	 &�P ,�8� ������ &�T�U ��0��� &�F�*	 ,0 ��1� 
L(7�C�& ���J� (�	 ���( 2�� 2 &�F�*	 (�, Q 2	 Q�	 -��_.�	 (�7&�O� E�0�*� 	���। 
���������	 ���k&�F�� Q 
����� ����	 �0����	 2 &����	 ��5��1 (	�	 &����- &X�n &������ 
�	(�	- ����_���� 2 (�	�. 4�, 2 &�F��� 2 4���	 &�75�		 ,&���	. E��F*. (�	�\��, �� 
�� ���� ����	 &��- 4��-����- �� �X�� ����, �� �� ��0 L(7�C�&-2	 &�F* &�X��	  (	�� 
��(��। 2 &����- ��n (	� j�7�-0,( \�8� L	 �(\�C ��� ���� �। 

�(�R	 ����� ��	��. ���� Q ��0��� &�F�*	 (��, 
��ª��7���� &�8� ���1 ��y	� L����	 
&*����-�� (�	�\ ����	 &(��( ,��C LU�	( �0���। 2 ��7��1 �(\� ���J�, &�-r, �0�k Q 
(�7�	 �� ����_���� f������-0। >�(� ��j�	, ����� 2(��<��, >�(� ��p���0��1 Fc�-�	, 4(��1 
�����( ��C�«	�, �������� E�,�	��	 ��C�«	�, I��( ����� ��C�«	�, ,���1 &�&� ��C�«	� 2��  
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L� 
 

,���1 L(7�C�& Q Fc�-�	 ����g���� L����	�( &�*��0 (�	�\। �������� 4�& C�~��f�, 
O§F�� ��p���0��1 ��j�	 2�� ���,��	 (���(��	� *��Q L�	� �(\� ���� Q ��0��� 4��1�\। 2\�8� 
��0 �/.��1, ���	3� �/.��1, �		�� �/.��1, �������� &�O���1 Fc�-�	 2�� &���	( 4-��1`� 
��	�t	 (�<, 2�, LC)-2	 4&m,�0 ��&��0( ����-�5���, L�	� &�F* (	�� 4��	�\। ��y��	 
&�T1 &*����-��	 ,0 L�	� ��y��	 ��� (X���� ��� (	�\। 

�0�k-� f��0��- Q �0�k-� &�F* 4��( E��( ������ ���1 �(R�( &�*��0 (�	�\। ��y��	 
���0 �(\� �� 2��� f��� (	� ���C &�-� �� (	�\। ��k 	����� ��O�	��� L�� &�¬� 4Om��	� 
�(\�&��0( ���0�� ���� �(R�( ���1�\। ������ ���������	 
����� L�`�� 2�� ���(7 
(��F�&	 ��&��0( ���� 2, 2�, 2, ���*��	 4&m,�0 L�	� 4��1�\। ����& �������� L�`���	 
&��- ,�8� E��( ��y��	 ������ �(R�( ���1�\। ��y��	 ���0 �	��� 	����� 	f+, L�,,�� *( 
��C1�, <� 2���� *(, L��	 L��, &���Q1�� 4*��& Q ,�*	 fs� L*���	 �� f������-0। ����� 
*�� �(\� ���0�� ���� ���r�1�\ ��*��j� *( 2�� 4��`(�	 C«��*� 4��*�}�। ���,�-	 &	(�	 2�� 

��� ����� 4����		 ������ &�F�*	 43�� ����	 &�*��0-&*����-��	 (�� L�	� ���X� *�  � ��y	� 
*�� *�&� 4�m�+( C���, �Qj� L*��, ��¬j� *�&�, L�j& &����, 4��«� �WYt, ���&�� ��� 
4Om��	� Q L��-�	 (��	। ������ ��7��1	 �(\� YZ[��.7 ���� ���1 &�*��0 (�	�\ ��Zs� f�	, 
(�,� ,�+	 L*��, E,1 	�1, C&��C� 4��*�}�, ��� &	(�	, 4�� L�j� ,���, <� &�¬�-f	-
	*�� 2�� L���� *(। C&�� (���	 -���, ���&�x��� ���, f{�� (��U �	, 
� 4Om��	� Q 4	,� 
4��5�( 
����� ����	 ���� Q ��0��� ���1�\। f����� &(��( L�	� LU�	( �0��� ,���K। 
2\�8� L����	 ����� &�F�*	 ��	�� (�7(���	 &��- ,�8� 	�1�\ L	Q E��(। 2C 
R ��	&�	 
��y��	 ���0�(	 �� f��� (	� &�� 1। L����	 L(7�C�&-2	 ���� &�	3. ����1 ��y��	 &(��	 
�� �������	 f{& �*�&�� ����� 	�1�\। ��y��	�(Q �0���। 

���� Q ��0��� &�0�� ��O�C�1	 43�� ����.0(	. (����	 E��� (X����	 &��� �	. (	�\। 
(����	 &�&0-. �	� I��7, �© Q LF* &*(��	 �������	 ��&�P(�� Q ���0 ��O�	 (�	�\। ��y	� ��� 
�������	 &�0�� ��O�C (�	�, �(�R	 fg1 2�� ����_ (�	 ��&���*	 ��0&�X�� Q 4&m(�7 �X��	 
,0 ���0�� �	���7 ���1�\। 2 43�� L�	� ����_���� (����	 4O1�	�0� ��+&	 ��+,���* (���		 
(�� LU�	(��	 &��- �	. (	�\। 

���� &�F* ��Y��	 �(���	 �0����	 �������� &	(��		 ��0 �/.��1�( �0��� ,��C। 2C 
&��- �������� &	(��		 ��H. ����- 2�� �� ��M�&7-2	 ���Q L�	� (X���� 
�(�	 (	�\। 

&����_ L	Q (�1(,�	 (�� ���� *1- 
����� ����	 ����&�F* ��Y��	 4�\� 	�1�\ 
��y��	 Ea�U b� Q �	�& &���, ��y	� 2C �(�R	 O�	, -��_(- I&1� L� ¬����	 	���, L+&� 
4Om��	�, ��* L*�� 4	,� 2�� Q1��*j� *(। ������ O�(�		 ���1�[ 1- -��_.�	 X*� Q �(�R	 
(��,	 &��- 2(�i��1 ��y	� ���� Q ��0��� &�F�*	 (�, *�� �Z (�	 ����&���*	 &�F*, ��\�C, 
&'���1 &*�1��, 4�&(�� I�	�(	., ��H. ������-&�7��� (�, &���� Q &�(�.7 &��1	 ���0 &'g 
(�	। 2\�8� &�(���	 ��p�& Q 	���� OT��7�	 b� Q �J�	 (�� f������-0। ���&�( ��( 4��( 
L�j� *�����	 -��	 ���1[���� 2�� �	�& �{�	�� �(�R	 
�����( (�,(�7 E�0�*� 	���� &�*��0 
(�	�\। 

���������	 
����� ���� ��y	� Li��� ���1�\, ��y	� ��7���� *�1�\, ��y	� �0�- 
�(�	 
(�	�\, &�7�0��� ���(�� ��	���� ��y	� 4������	 ������� E��� 4	���\, ��y	� L����	 (��7	 ��� 
��� ��*���7	 4�	.�
�� ��y��	 &(��	 f�s�� -��	 b�� Q LU�	( (X���� ��� (�	 
����� ����	 
�������	 2C &�F* L�	� 4���	 ����_	 *��� ���� ���K। 

 *�&� *��+,�	 	*�� 

&'��( 
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���� �&P� ������-� 
‘�������� 
����� ��� : ������’ F�c	 ��� ��� � !" 4��( � "$ &���	 &�1&���	 

EU��7k ���������	 	�,���(, E�7���( Q &��qX��( ����7�	 ������ �(���� *�1�\। 

� !"  &��� ��-��- &�T�U &	(�	� 4��_.� 2C ��� ��� ������� �� 4��1�\। 2	�	 
&�g����� *�1�\ ���� ��	� ��&��� ���-	 ���(5� �5�� &'�(7� ����। �X��1 ������ *��� 
4��	����� (�X7( ��1�(� L�� ���( ����� ��। 2C ��� ��-�1 ��&��� ��- 4�X�[	 &��- 4(��1 
��&��� ��- 4�X�[	 ��®	 �O� +��� f�r। 

2	 ���0 &�g����� *�1�\ ���� ��	� ��&��� ��- (�X7( � =! &��� -X*�� ���(5� �5�� 
4��( �Z (�	 � =: &���	 4�� ����- Q ���(5� ���J� &�T�U ��7��O� ������ (�X� ? 4��( 
=@ ��7U)। 2�� 2(���( ��-�1 ������( ��&��� ��- 4�X�[	 ��®	 �O� L�\, 4��	����� (�X7( 
��1�(� L�� ���( ����� ��� �� n�� ��� (�	�\; E0���( L�\ �X��� &	(�	 (�X7( 
f����� �(\� �5�� 2�� ��y��	 ��W (�1(�� YZ[��.7 L����	 ����। 
��� Q &��7��m� ����� 
���J�	 ��OJ� &�T�U ������Q 2C E��� &�g����� *�1�\ (�X� ??-G")। 

� =: 4��( � =$ &���	 4�&� ���� 2C &�F�*	 EU��7k *�1�\, ���� ���(5� ���J�	 �	 
���7 �����	 ,&���	�.	 T���7�� E&�U��_	 ��	O1 ��Q1� ��1। 2	 ���0 	�1�\ 	����_� ���(7 
(�X� = , "=, @@-:$), 4��*�}� L�� �,g�*	 ����g ��_. (�X� :"- G), ���7 �����	 ����_	 
E��(��		 ��3 ��Q��� ��&��	 2(��� &�&��1 �kX�� (�X� :=) 2�� -.���/( �����- (�X�  =) 
Q ���7 ���(5� LQ1��� ��- ���J�	 ���0�� ���	��� �����	�	 	�,���( �{�	��	 ���� (�X� 
��:-�@")। 

� =$ 4��( � "? ��7U 4�&� 	�,���( ��� �� ��	�-f���	� ��	��3� *1 ��	 �O� ���� 
�	� *�1�\ �XJ� �G= 4��( ??: ��7U। 2C E��� 4�� 2�&�\ ���(5� -.��	_��	 E��,(��� 
4	,���f�� (�X� �G:), 4�m��( E��(�	 (���� �	����7 (�X� �"@ 4��( �":), ������ &�T�U >�(�1 
E��J� ,���1 �*�&�}� (�X� �@! 4��( �@ )- 4��� &�����,� *�1�\ *�,� ���H�* (�X� �== 
4��( �="), ��O�� ���H�* (�X� �"�), � @! &���	 ���-����	��� �k�0 (�X� �"G) &�T�U ����। 

� "? &���	 ��_� L�`�� &�T�U ����g �����	 ���0 	�1�\ ��,���s�	 �kX�� (�X� 
??$), �{(��� �(���� ��_� L�`���	 ����w� (�X� ?G! 4��( ?G@), ����g ����T1� (�X� 
?G: 4��( ?G ) 2�� ����/� �Z� L���	 �k�0। -.��	_�� ����� ��_� &�T�U �5�� (�X� 
?=@ 4��( ?" ) 2�� &�7���1 4(��1 	����_� (�7��	_��	 ���� 4�Q1� *�1�\ ?@! 4��( ?@= 
�XJ�1। 

?�4� 4+¯1�	��� \��-,��	 f�	 Y���_7. &'�(7 ���U	 ,0 ����J� 2��& (��� 
�	����7��Q EU��7k (	� *�1�\ (�X� ?@  4��( G!�)। &����,� E��� �{(��� ���(�1 �(���� 
���	 L	Q �(\� ���	. 2�� 	�,���( ���	 �O�	�� 4�Q1� *�1�\। 

� "G &��� ��kAM -r (�X� G:�), ?� �+� (�7&�O� (�X� G:?), � "= &���	 ��7�O Q 
E0�0 ��_�1	 ���� 	�1�\ G:� 4��( G$$ �XJ�1।  ?-( ��	�	 ���0�� ��kAM ��/&�� ������	 
���� 	�1�\ �X� =!G 4��( =!@ ��7U। � "= &��� -.��	_� ����� *��	 (�X� =!:) �	 4��( 
� "$ &���  
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&���	( LC ,��	 *Q1� ��7U 4�&� ���� EU��7k (	� *�1�\ �� 4�� ���������	 ����_	 
T���7�� E&�U��_	 ��	O1 �* (�	 4��� ���7 ���(5�� ����g 	�,���( �� (�X7( &	(�	 
-r�	 ��On� (�X� =?!, @$� Q E0�0), ���7 Q ���� ���(5��	 &��0�&���0	 �0����	 ��	� O��k 
(�X� =?@), 2( Cf�� -r, �&8� ��&�/ C�0���	 ���	. 4�1। 

LU,7���( 	�,��� Q E0�0 ��_�1 ���7 ���(5��	 ��� 	�,���( �� LQ1��� ���-	 
E�0U�	 �®, (�-��	� &�}�� ��	 �����n �(�� (�X� " ?-@!?) 2�� 2C ��� ��	 � ": &��� 
0���� LQ1��� ����7 ��� �� 	�,���( �� -r�	 (�X� @��) ������ 2�� ���7 �����	 ����_	 
T���7�� E&�U��_	 ���	. ��Q1� ��1 LQ1��� ��- ���0�/� L��f	 	*�� ���	 �k��0 (�X� 
@�")। 2C 	�,���( L�*�Q1�	 4�3���� � "$ &���	 : E�v��	 4��&�<M C&(�`�	 ��,7� 
(�X7( &���	( LC 4��_.� 2�� ?: E�v��	 4,��	� LC1�� ���	 (��\ 3��� *5�U	 (	�	 
���� ��Q1� ���� ���T�� @?G Q @GG �XJ�1। 

� =: 4��( � "$ &�� ��7U ���(5�� &�&��1 �0��� �O��� �\�। 	���1 (�r����, &����� 
	O�, 
�1W��&, ��7�O �.���, 	����_�	 �� 2�� ���7 �����	 E�7���( E��� &�T�U ��_1 
&�&��1 ����(7 YZ[��.7 �� 4��1�\�। 2C ��� &�&��1 ���(7 4��( -X*�� �����	 &��0� ��C 
4���। �������0, L�	� 4�&� ���� &�F* (	�� 4��	�\, ��	 4��( ��7�O (�	C 2C &�(� I�	� 
(	� *�1�\। 
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����t 
>�(�, ?G4� L-~ � :: 

 

�-��0/=C-?"/::/=�=$�- 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/231                                                                             Dated 18-7-1978 

 

RESOLUTION 

In connection with the Writing and Printing of the History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberation the Government have been pleased to constitute and Authentication 

Committee for the Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberation” with the following members. 

 

1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar 

University 

3. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies. Rajshahi. 

4. Dr. Enamul Huq Director, Dacca Museum. 

5. Dr. K. M. Mohsin Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

6. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca 

University 

7. Dr. Ahmed Sharif Professor and Chairman, Deptt. of Bengali, Dacca 

University 

8. Dr. Anisuzzaman Professor, Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman O.S.D. History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project 

 

The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 

(a) To verity, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 
included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

(b) To determine validity and price of documents are required for the purpose. 

 

 

 Syed Asgar Ali 
Section Office. 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/10493/(25)                                                                Dated 13-2-1979 

 

RESOLUTION 

In partial modification of Resolution issued under No. 51/2/78-Dev/231, dated 
18.7.78 Govt. have been pleased to reconstitute and Authentication Committee for the 

Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh War of Liberation” with the 
following members:  

  

1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir 
Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 

Chairman 

   

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed 
Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar University 

Member 

   

3. Dr. Anisuzzaman 
Professor, Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University 

Member 

   

4 Dr. Safar Ali Akanda 
Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies. Rajshahi. 

Member 

   

5. Dr. Enamul Huq 
Director, Dacca Museum. 

Member 

   

6. Dr. K. M. Mohsin 
Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

Member 

   

7. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun 
Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca University 

Member 

   

8. Dr. K.M. Karim 
Director, National Library and Archives, Dacca 

Member 

   

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman 
O.S.D. History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project 

Member-Secretary 

 

2. The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 
 

a)  To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 
included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

 

b)  To determine validity and price of documents are required for the committee. 

 
 

 M.A. Salam Khan 
Section Office. 
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PARTITION OF BENGAL 
 

[The news that Assam with Dacca, Chittagong and Rajshahi Divisions of Bengal would 

be constituted as a separate province first appeared in the Calcutta Press on 6 July 1905 
and next day it was officially announced from Simla.] 
 

The resulting changes are summed up in para 7 of the resolution which runs as 

follows: 
 

“7. The effect of the proposals thus agreed upon, and now about to be introduced 

will be as follows: 
 

 

A new province will be created with the status of a Lieutenant-Governorship, 
consisting of the Chittagong, Dacca and Rajshahi Divisions of Bengal, the district of 

Malda, the State of Hill Tipperah, and the present Chief Commissionership of Assam. 
Darjeeling will remain with Bengal. In order to maintain associations which are highly 

valued in both areas, the province will be entitled Eastern Bengal and Assam. Its Capital 

will be at Dacca with subsidiary headquarters at Chittagong. It will comprise an area of 

106,540 square miles and a population of 31 millions, of whom 18 millions is 

Mohammadans and 12 millions Hindus. It will possess a Legislative Council and a 

Board of Revenue of tow members and the Jurisdiction of the High Court of Calcutta is 

left undisturbed. The existing province of Bengal diminished by the surrender of these 

large territories on the east and of the five Hindu States of Chhota Nagpur but increased 

by the acquisition of Sambalpur and the five Uriya States before mentioned, will consist 

of 141,580 square miles with a population of 54 millions of whom 42 million are Hindus 

and 9 million Mohammadans. In short the territories now composing Bengal and Assam 

will be divided into two compact and self-contained provinces, by far the largest 

constituents of each of which will be homogeneous in character, and which will possess 

clearly defined boundaries and be equipped with the complete resources of an advanced 
administration.” 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Foot-Note: The revised scheme of Partition was conveyed to the public in the form of a Government  

Resolution, dated 19 July and published in the Calcutta Press no the 20th July 1905 

(The full text to the Resolution is given by Bengal, op.cit App.G.P.L) 
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Resolution adopted by the All-India Muslim League at Lahore in its twenty-seventh 

Annual Session on 23rd March 1940, commonly known as "Pakistan Resolution" : 

 

While approving and endorsing the action taken by the Council and the Working 

Committee of the All India Muslim League, as indicated in their resolutions, dated 27
th

 
of August, 17th and 18th of September and 22nd of October 1939, and 3rd of February 

1940 on the constitutional Issue, this Session of the All-India Muslim League 

emphatically reiterates that the scheme of federation embodied in the Government of 

India Act, 1935, is totally unsuited to, and unworkable in the peculiar conditions of this 

country and is altogether unacceptable to Muslim India. 

It further records its emphatic view that while the declaration dated the 18th of 
October 1939 made by the Viceroy on behalf of His Majesty's Government is re-assuring 

in so far as it declares that the policy and plan on which the Government of India Act, 
1939, is based will be reconsidered in consultation with the various parties, interests and 

communities in India, Muslim India will not be satisfied unless the whole constitutional 
plan is reconsidered de novo and that no revised plan would be acceptable to the 

Muslims unless it is framed with their approval and consent. 

Resolved that it is the considered view of this Session of the All-India Muslim 

League that no constitutional plan would be workable in this country or acceptable to the 
Muslims unless it is designed on the following basic principles, viz., that geographically 

contiguous units are demarcated into regions which should be so constituted, with such 
territorial re-adjustments as may be necessary, that the areas in which the Muslims are 

numerically in a majority as in the North Western and Eastern zones of India should be 
grouped to constitute "Independent States" in which the constituent units shall be 

autonomous and sovereign. 

That adequate, effective and mandatory safeguards should be specifically 

provided in the constitution for minorities in these units and in the regions for the 

protection of their religious, cultural, economic, political, administrative and other rights 

and interests in consultation with them and in other parts of India where the Musalmans 
are in a minority adequate, effective and mandatory safeguards shall be specifically 

provided in the constitution for them and other minorities for the protection of their 

religious, cultural, economic, political, administrative and other rights and interests in 

consultation with them. 

This Session further authorizes the Working Committee to frame a scheme of 
constitution in accordance with these basic principles, providing for the assumption 

finally by the respective regions of all powers such as defence, external affairs, 

communications, customs, and such other matters as may be necessary. 
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Proposed by- 

 

Seconded by- 
 

Supported by- 
 

" 
 

" 
 

" 

 

" 

 

" 

 

" 

 

" 

 

" 

 

" 
 

" 
 

" 
 

" 
 

 

 

 

The Hon’ble Moulvi A K Fazlul Huqe. Premier of Bengal. 

 

Choudhuri Khaliquzzaman Saheb. M L A (U P.). 
 

Maulana Zafar All Khan Saheb. M.LA. (Central). 
 

Sardar Aurangzeb Khan Saheb. M L A (N. W. F Province) 
 

Haji Sir Abdoola Haroon. M. L. A. (Central). 
 

K B Nawab Ismail Khan Saheb. M L. C. (Bihar) 

 

Qazi Mohammad Isa Khan Saheb, President of Baluchistan 

Provincial Muslim League 

 

Abdul Hammed Khan Saheb. M L A (Madras). 

 

I. I. Chundrigar Saheb. M L. A. (Bombay). 

 

Syed Abdur Rauf Shah Saheb. M.LA. (C.P. ) 

 

Dr. Mohammed Alum, M. L. A. (Punjab). 

 
Syed Zakir Ali Saheb. (U .P.). 

 
Begum Sahiba Maulana Mohammad Ali. 

 
Maulana Abdul Haimid Saheb Qadri. (U. P). 

 
 

 

___________ 
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$)��� 4! ��>�!� '��� �!B ����� ��� 1� �*L ������ �<M !�� ��� �!N� C�� O��� P�*� 
!�� 4�� "But before I conclude I wish to record a most emphatic protest against the 

manner in which the interests of the Moslems of Bengal and the Punjab arc being 

imperiled by Moslem leaders of the Provinces where the Moslems are in a minority 

popularly known among Moslems as the minority provinces of India. Except in Bengal 

and the Punjab which together account for nearly 50 millions of Moslems and nearly 50 

percent of the total Moslem population of India, the remaining 50 millions of Moslems 

are scattered throughout the continent in such a manner that they are in a most hopeless 
minority in the so-called minority provinces, in some cases the Moslem minority 

dwindling to about 4 or 5 per cent of the population. It is evident that these Moslem 
brethren of ours can never hope to be in the enjoyment of even an effective voice in the 

administration, leave alone the prospect of their ever being in power. It is conceivable 
that they cannot realize, nor even imagine, the advantages of the Moslem community 

being in a dominant position in the administration of Bengal and the Punjab. Nor do they 
realize the responsibilities of the Moslem premiers of those provinces. Naturally enough 

they think that just as all their own political prospects are bleak and barren, even so is the 

case with the Moslems of Bengal and the Punjab. Naturally, enough they do not care for 

the repercussions on the politics of the Moslems of Bengal and the Punjab of any 

decision they may take with regard to Moslem India as a whole. I would ask the Moslem 
leaders of the minority provinces to remember that if they meddle too much with the 

politics of the majority provinces, they will do so at the peril of the interest of the entire 
Moslem community of India. For my part, I will never allow the interest of 33millions of 

the Moslems of Bengal to be put under the domination of any outside authority however 
eminent it may be. 

"At the present moment I have a feeling that Bengal does not count much in the 

counsels of political leaders outside our province, although we constitute more than 1/3
rd

 

of the total Moslem population of India. Even in this controversy, the leaders of the 
minority provinces never cared to take into in consideration my particular 

responsibilities and difficulties and wanted to drown my voice with meaningless slogans 
which may suit their own conditions of political helplessness, but which are utterly 

unsuited to the conditions prevailing in my province. I was condemned before I could 
put before the President my point of view." 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Letter of A.K Fazlul Huq, dated 8th September 1941, addressed to the Secretary of the All-India Muslim 

League. Vide statesman, 11 September, 1941
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Fazlul Huq's Letter to Liaquat Ali Khan, Secretary, All-India Muslim League, 

dated 8 September, 1941. 
 

Early in July Viceroy asked me through my Governor to serve on National 

Defense Council as Premier of Bengal representing this Province. 1 assented feeling this 

to be my duty. I knew I was selected in official capacity as Premier so no objection could 

possibly arise. I was surprised to read statement from League President as soon as 

personnel of Council was announced that he considered action of myself and other 

League members so objectionable that he must consider what action should be taken to 

express his disapproval of our conduct. I issued statement explaining position and 

contending that Premiers were selected in official capacity and therefore could not refuse 

to serve. I thought position was clear and clamour caused by President's statement would 

subside; but I was amazed to read President's statement dated 30th July declaring that it 

had been decided to take disciplinary action. There was no ambiguity in language and 

words used indicated accomplished fact. I maintain this action of President was highly 

unconstitutional. Despite Madras resolution he should never have done anything without 

hearing our explanation. I also maintain that his subsequent decision to refer matter to 
Working Committee was meaningless. Working Committee had no alternative but to 

endorse President's action as refusal would have amounted to vote of no confidence in 
President, contingency that Working Committee were not prepared to face. Committee 

therefore passed resolution calling upon me to resign unconditionally from National 
Defense Council. 

2. President apparently received communication from Viceroy through Bombay 

Governor on 21st July intimating Premiers had been approached to serve on Defence 

Council in certain capacity. Whether we were selected as Premiers or as representative 

men, President knew of our selection at least one day before names were published. It 

was his clear duty to inform us by telegram or by telephone of his disapproval and that 
he would like us to resign from Defense Council; he might even have hinted that if we 

did not resign he would be obliged to take disciplinary action against us. But instead he 
waited till names were published and then announced decision to take disciplinary 

action; even ordinary courtesy required a warning before such announcement. His 
procedure placed us in extremely awkward position, he gave us an opportunity of 

explanation and took us unawares as if anxious to make public exhibition of his 
authority; he thus converted simple affair into complicated political problem. 

3. I maintain that acceptance of membership of Defense Council in no way 

involves breach of League's principle or policy. League last year rejected Viceroy's offer 

to form expanded War Council composed of Indian states and representatives of various 
political parties but Defense Council consists of Indian states and representatives of 

various Provinces. This makes fundamental difference and membership of Defense 
Council therefore does not come within mischief of League resolution. Despite 

President's declaration that we were selected as Muslim representatives, I maintain that 
we were selected as Premiers. From this point of view also membership of Defense 

Council does not involve violation of League principles and policy. Further, since 
outbreak of war, I 
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have been taking keenest interest in promoting war efforts and using official and 

non- official position to induce people of Bengal to cooperate in support thereof. 

Hitherto President has not expressed disapproval of my extensive activities in aid of war 

efforts but has even allowed prominent Muslim League leaders to act likewise 

throughout India. 

4. Having regard to my provincial war activities my membership of Defense 

Council pales into insignificance; I consider it absurd that I should be called upon to 

non- cooperate with Government of India at centre.. On merits I maintain President's 

action ratified by Working Committee was unjustified. I do not admit that my acceptance 

of membership of Council has disapproval of majority of Muslim community of India or 

of Bengal Muslims. Outside Province there is large volume of public opinion in my 

favor. President's action throughout has been unfair and unconstitutional and I have done 

nothing contrary to interests of Muslim community; charge that by accepting 

membership of Council I have created a situation which may lead to split in ranks of 

Muslim India is baseless. I therefore find no justification for resiling from my original 

decision to stick to membership of Council despite view of President and Working 

Committee. 

5. But there are other matters to be taken into consideration. President's indiscreet 

and hasty announcement creating feeling in Muslim minds that we have accepted 

membership of Council from personal interests or to oblige high officials has produced 

most baneful consequences. Very few of present generation of Muslim politicians know 

services I have rendered to League of Muslim Community; without wishing to be 

boastful 1 have no cause to be ashamed of my record as a leader in cause of Islam and 

Indian Muslims. I emphatically declare that 1 am not being hampered in any way by 

high officials from exercising my independent judgment. I have been faced by 

embarrassing dilemma. I feel I ought to adhere to Council, but I also feel that 

continuance, therein especially after other Premiers have vacated their seats would lead 
to split in ranks of Indian Muslims. In such event I would be held responsible for 

situation and responsibility may also be thrown on other personage who have not had 
slightest desire to interfere in these matters but whose detachment is not within 

knowledge of public. 

6. In these circumstances I feel that no useful purpose would be served by my 

being member of National Defense Council; I am therefore going to request Viceroy 

through Governor to give me leave to tender resignation. In taking this step I have had 

before me sole desire to avoid conflict in ranks not merely of Muslim League but also of 

Indian Muslim community. My reason for resignation thus differs from Sir Sikanders. 

He alleged to have resigned because he felt convinced he had acted under misconception 
of facts. I resign because though convinced I was right in accepting membership of 

Council, my continuance therein would jeopardize interests of community. Sir Sikander 
feels he was wrong and has rectified mistake; I feel I was right but cannot continue 

member in view of possible consequences. I am thus deliberately accepting position 
which militates against my own judgment, in desire to avoid greater evil of domestic 

feud at time when we should close our ranks for great task ahead of defending best 
interests of community and country. 

7. I protest emphatically against manner in which Bengal and Punjab Muslim 
interests are being imperiled by Muslim leaders of ‘Minority Provinces'. Muslim brethren in 

minority provinces can never hope to enjoy effective voice in administration let alone 
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power. They cannot imagine advantages of dominant position of Muslim community in 

administration of Bengal and Punjab. They neither realize responsibilities of Muslim 

Premiers of these Provinces nor care for repercussions on politics of Bengal and Punjab 

Muslims of their decisions for Muslim India as a whole. They should not meddle too 

much with politics of majority provinces. At present I feel that Bengal does not count 

much in counsels of political leaders outside province, though we constitute more than 

one third of total Muslim population of India. My critics prejudge and condemn me 
without knowing facts and forgot my lifelong services to Muslim community. I 

confidently hope that political dictators in future will act with greater foresight so as to 
prevent creation of situation from which escape can be affected only by course of action 

which is revolting to sound sense or even conscience. 

 

8. It follows that I cannot continue to be member of Working Committee of All 
India Muslim League. As mark of protest against arbitrary use of powers vested in 

President I resign from membership of Working Committee and Council of All India 

Muslim League. I cannot usefully continue to be member of body which shows scant 

courtesy to provincial leaders and arrogates to itself functions which ought to be 

exercised by provincial executive. In matters under discussion President should have 

referred question to decision of Provincial Muslim League. He has signally failed to 

discharge heavy responsibility of office in constitutional and reasonable manner. In 

tendering resignation I should like to enter caveat that recent events have forcibly 

brought home to me that principles of democracy and autonomy in All-India Muslim 

League are being subordinated to arbitrary wishes of single individual who seeks to rule 

as omnipotent authority even over destiny of 33 millions in Bengal who occupy key 

position in Indian Muslim politics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Government of India, Home Political File 17/4/41-Poll (1) 
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Resolutions adopted at the Hindu-Muslim Unity Conference 

held at Calcutta on 20 June, 1942: 
 

1. India and more particularly Bengal and Assam are facing to-day the gravest of 

perils. Foreign aggression threatens not only our security but also our hearths and homes, 

our hopes and aspirations, our social, economic and cultural stability, in a word 

everything that we hold dear and inviolable. In view of the daily deterioration of the 
international situation it has become imperative to harness all our available forces to 

fight despair and defeatism and prevent a breakdown of our social and economic 
structure. For such consolidation of our resources of men and money, of intellect, 

character and energy and to hold ourselves ready against all contingencies, the first 
condition is the establishment of better communal relations and the creation of an 

atmosphere of mutual goodwill and co-operation. The need for unity and solidarity of the 
people of Bengal has never been so pressing and immediate as to-day and it is only on 

the basis of such unity that we can hope to overcome the perils which threaten to engulf 

us. 

While conscious of the differences in political programme and outlook among the 
different sections of the people of the province, this conference of the Muslims and the 

Hindus of Bengal is, therefore, of opinion that the people must unite in the common task 
of safeguarding internal security and order storage and distribution of foodstuffs and 

other essentials, and the provision of medical and other relief irrespective of differences 
in caste, community, creed or political affiliations, and for the purpose carry on an 

intensive propaganda to stress the overwhelming identity of interests if the people in this 
crisis and also constitute peace brigades for dispatch to areas where there is any 

apprehension of communal trouble. 

2. This conference is of opinion that in order to create an atmosphere of communal 

harmony and co-operation, work must be carried on both on a long-term and a short-term 
policy and for the purpose a permanent Trust Fund must be created for publicity1 

through speeches and pamphlets, creation of a literature of communal harmony and 
dissemination among the masses of greater knowledge of the common achievement of 

the communities in the fields of cultural and spiritual activities. 

3. In order to carry on the work of creating an atmosphere of communal harmony 

and co-operation and the consolidation of .the people in the tasks of safeguarding 

internal security, storage and distribution of foodstuffs and other essentials and the 

provision of medical and other relief, resolved that a permanent non-party and 

unpolitical organisation be set up and for the purpose the council of the Hindu-Muslim 

Unity Association be formed with direction to frame the constitution and work out a plan 
and programme of action for the organisation. 

 

[Published in the Hindustan Standard, 21 Jun, 1942.]
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'�D�� '���8� ��� 
�����!����2 y` 4�>�N।... ���" ���!���� ��]�> ; '��"! k��>c ��> ���h 
� 4��; C�! '���8�2 O�� !���N, '���; 1� '���8�> C��[4c !���N। �!t ���" ���!���� 
��Z� �! 4��, O ��> 1��)����) '���8� OS�� '�)� !���। !��� 1��� 4> O2 )< 1�, ���" 
���!���� ‘)���> @��! ')��’ ��q�� ��Z�� !��) O�� O��; ��2 ��� ��>�N, ���" ���!���� 
��Z� 1� ��q�� 4��, O ��< ����+� 4�>2 '�N। 4�>2 �N� ��<, ��q��� ��������� ���*��Z� ����� 
4�� �! Pj" 4�� O �!" ��� 1)��������2 O!��� P�?�N�। ������ ��q��� ��M���� 1����� 1���� ��� 
Pj"� ���! 1)�� ���>�N��, ��� '�j� �4�� ��~�, �<�� '_�� ��4�, 1��� $)��� 4!, &�� 
'�jW�4, 1��4��;>��"�, 1����� '��� !���� ��~� ���� �������� 1�� Pj"�! ��q��� �������� 
���*��Z� !���� ��c�c 18h� !���N��। �!t ������ ��q��� 1�����< O2 1�, Pj"� ��� ����� 1��� 
���" ��!�� !�� 1�2 '��� ���)2 O2 C��8h�> ���� ���>�N��। ��q��� '��� ����)� ����� 
��c �;��� 1��4�V� '!��� ��S, �;��� '�jW��4� ��!�, �;��� ��`���� 2�������� Pj"-
������� '�D���� 1�*: !���N��। OS��� �>��� ��M �����>�N�� ��~� ��� '�� 18����� ���4�। 
1� �l�2O OS��2 )>��� !���N��। ��q��� P�� Pj" 8������ 1� 18h� ��!�� �� �<�" 4>। �!t 
���"� 4>�। ��q��� ����| �4�� ����Z�� 1!����!�> ���� ���� Pj";>����� ��)��� '�D���! 
�)2�> 1����N��। �Q�� ���!�� '�D���� $�� ��������� 
�f )���>����� ����� ��)p��! 
'���"� ���>��� ���c� 4;>�> Pj";>����� '��� ��-��l� ���> P�?�N। �Q�� ‘��"� �P)’ ; ‘A�� 
C� 2��>�’ O �<����� !�� ����N। )!�! ��a 1��!; ���� )��B�N। O�� ����N� ‘���" 
���!���� ��Z� 
����2 Pj" 4��’। 

/73- ���� (/099) ��8� ; ‘����! 1��4�V��’1� �!���� O!�B �<G !����> $�`� '4�� 
Pj"����!��� ��� ��� !B�R ; ������c 14� �����N��� 
 

j2 1�� ��e� ���� 1� C��� 4�>�N 1�� 
������! ����! ���> Pj"�!2 !��>��N �!�,  
(����U s��� $�� P�l�N '��� 8���8!�) 
Pj"�� '��)���< ()�� �� �!B �a��c)। 
���B ���$�� ��� ���>��N 1� C)�� ���� 
��� ���� 8�!��� O!���� 1�>��� ; !��� 
��?! ��e�� ��S�8 1� ��4���" !��� �)"। 

 

��c" 1�����2 ��� 1��� ���� j’��̀ Z ��� 
������ ��� ����-)�� �� C��< ��!�? 
�!t 1!� ��� �� 4�� 1N�l ���� O �4�� 
'��� '���� �a ��! ��> '�)� C�"�8�। 
����"�M ����! ���� ���$�� !��� C)"; 
���� ��M� ��) '�� !�� ���� ����c  

                                                                                                                                                                                
((((Pj" ��� �����Pj" ��� �����Pj" ��� �����Pj" ��� �����))))    
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‘‘������ ��]��Z� �K�a ������ '���8�’ ���> ������! ��]��Z� !�� ��> �!�, O ��> ���� �8U� 
!�� 4>। P����M ������ '���8� ���� ����c /793 ����� $�� ���<� ‘�����’ ���!�> �!���� 
4>। �i��� OB�2 ������ ��]��Z� � �!" ��� ����। O��� ������� ����c 1�>� 4�। 

‘‘�� /0 1� ������ ��]��Z� �K�a '���8� !����� ���� �G�> ���4�<-���Z� ��� O!�B 
���� C����� 4>। ����v� 4������ �� �4��> ������� '� [4c !��। ��� O�� C���8� b�, 
C��"� !���� ��G����<�>, P����� ��G����<�>, �����!���� 8������<�>, ������ ���, �$�W!���� 
��!��, ��D�� 1��4 ��� ; ���)� �� @�� '���8�> 1����� !��। '���8��B !��!���� CU�� 
O!��� @��! !���) ����������� ���4� 4;>� P�8� �N�। ��4� � 4;>�> ��q��� ���� ; 
���4��<!��c� O-��Z�> �� ; ��M 1��� �! ���*� 42>��N� 1� ��Z�> C��q����� �����c�� Cd 
���!��। 24� ����> �4। 

������� ����b�� �*4�� 42>��N�� 

/। O2 ���� ��� ����� ��Z�� �~��� �8���� )< ������� ; C<�< P��> C��K !�� 
P�8�� 

(!) ����Z ��>�) ��| ��q��� �����2 @��D !��" ; �<�4��� ����� ��Z� �<�4�� !�� !�"�<। 

(�) ��������� ����� C< ��Z���Z� �<�M��c� ��4� ����� �i� ����� ��Z�> !����!� ; 
�8U�� ����> !�"�< । 

(�) C-��q���� ���< ; ������ ���4�� ��4��� �G-���4��<� �8�� ; ���� �*�� 4> ��< 
P���M �<��� !�� !�"�<। ���- ���R� [4c, ���n�� ����c, ����� ���4�< '���8�� ���+� 
��� ; ���������� ��"��c ��*��। 

-। O2 ���� ��� �����> ���]� ��"�� C���> ��]�> ��Z� ��"���c� 18h� !�����8� �4 O�� 
C���8�। ������Z" ��c"-
��) ����+� 42��� �� �����> ��M���]� CU��"M ��[ ������ 
��"��8� ��������" !�*"! ��]�> ��Z� ���"h 4;>� P�8�। 

7। ��"��� ��� ��]��Z� ���"h !����2 4>, ��� �G-���4��<� � � ; ��*�� O�� m ��Z� 
����8� ; �������� ����� ���� ������K� �� ����>� �G��Z��!2 ��]�> ��Z�k�� ��"��c 
!�� P�8�। 

9। O2 ��� �G�> ���4�< ���Z�, �G�> ���4�<-��V�, ������ ���4�<-��V�, ����� �G 
���4�<-��V� ; C<�< �G���4�<-���+��! O �K�a O!����� !��" !����� )< C����� ; 
'4�� !�����N। 

3। P���PM ����b�� !���" ���c� !����� )< �����8� �<��� !����� ��� ������� 
�����!����! �2>� ��?� !���B� ;�� C�"c !�� 42�। !���B ��>�)�� ���<���<� �*�� 
!���� ������� 

������ s���M 4������ ��। '4��!��� s���M 1)<����8� 1x�Z। ��<� s���M 
C���8� b�, s���M ����D 8������<�>, C�<��! �����!���� 8������<�>, s���M ������ 
���, s���M� C�k�� 1���, s���� !�<�c� ��W!, s���M �$�W!���� ��!��, ��v� C���<8�c  
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���<���Zc, s���M P����� ��G����<�>, s���M C��"�!���� ��G����<�>, s���M ���� �� ��� ; 
s���M @���� !*� ��4� ����। 

������ ��]��Z� 42��� �i��� �K�a �M���� ���< O!��� C�<��! �����!���� 8������<�> 
��D4 �!�� !��। O2)< ��S4�� �M*��� �����" ��8 1�;>� 42�� 

‘‘&� �����!���� 8������<�> ����� ��Z��! ��]��Z� !����� �i��� �K�a ��D4 �!�� !�� O�� 
��� 1�, ���4��<� 1���� ���!��2 ��Z�� ���� 4> �। 2���) )���� 'u������ ��M� $�� 2���)� 
��Z�� ���� 42>��N। !>��;>���, 8�P�;>���, ���� �����>� ��*�� �� 1sc�� 1���!� !�����"�� ���� 
��>� �4D� ��Z�� ���� x�B>��N। �!t !��[� P4��! ��]��Z� !���� ��4�� �4। !��c ��������� 
�!N���2 Pj" N��l�� �। 1�2 )< �4D����� �*�h 42>��N। �4D���� O!��&�� ; ��B� ������<���>� 
18h�> C��� �4D���� �*�h 42���N। ��4��� 1)�l� 1)�l� �_ �<�4�� !�����N-O!�B �4D� ; '� O!�B 
Pj" �_। ‘'U)"���!’ �_�B� 1��Z� ‘@��!’ ��_� ������" Pj" ‘1!��’ �_ ��>� ��4��� �4D���� 
‘CU���!��’ ��_� �*�h !��>��N। O2 ��Z� ��]�> ��Z� 4;>�� � �c" C����<। �M� �� !�� 1�, 
��q������ O2 �!� 1������� ��>� !�) �2। �!t ��M ���� ; ��4��� ����� ��Z��! ����2>� ������� 
1� 18h� 8��>��N ��4�� ������
k� ���������; �4D���� 8��� !����� 18h�� '��� 4;>� P�8�। &�� 
8������<�> '�; ��� 1�, �>�� ��Z� ; @����� ��Z�� ��G ����� ��Z�� C�! ��� '�N, �!t 
������� ��> 1���!�� �4D��� �4D� ; ��������� Pj" ��Z� �<�4�� !��। �!*���R Pj" ; �4D� ��Z� 
N�l� ������ �� ��Z�� ��� ; �!*�� O!। !��c �G� ; ����� ��<��"� ���� 42�� 1� ��Z�� �*�h 
42>��N ��4�2 ������ ��"� Nl�2>� ��l>��N।’’ 

‘‘������ 
���f<� O2 �<�-���c�� ������ ���" ���!�� 1����S 1����2�B ��?� 4�>�N�। 1����S 
'�D���� P���<, �R< O�� 8����< � �!" /09- ���� ��� 4�>�N�� 

‘‘���" ���!�� 1����S 1����2�B 8�> ���" ���!���� C������� ����� ���M ��� �8U����)< 
C��)!��� C���/ '���� �e>2 O!�� C
�!�� !��� � 1�, ����� ���M � xB�� O�� 
�8U����)<� C��)!��� C��� � 4��, ��� '�<U��c ���M � xB�� 1!� )���� ��4���G! ���M; 
����� 4> �। ��2 ���" ���!���� ��4���G! ���M, ��� ��)p��! ')��� ���<!������ '��� ���� 
�। ��Rc, ��Rc � ��� C������� ��� ���M, ��� �8U����)<� C��)!�� ��� 4��। 

'����� 1����2�B )���� O2 ��� ���M '���2 ���� !��N। O2 1� ��� ���M, O 4�� 
1����S� �<����। )���� �8U����)< �����u! �����" ��x�� �� 1����S। C���� ��<���"�� �� 
1����S >, '��� C����! ����� �)" !��� !{�; 1����S� 12। C����� �� ����� ; ��>� ��2 
����D�4 1����S� ��������। C����� O2 ��������� P��� ��S�l�> ��"��� C��d��� '����! 1����S 
���Z<��! ��c !��। ��2 1����S �8U����)<� ����। '��� ���" ���!���� (��"�� ��������) 
C������� �8U����)< O2 �����u! �����"2 8�2। ��2 '����� ���� �� ‘���" ���!�� 1����S 
1����2�B’। )���� ��)p��! ���M� ��"�G�c )���> ')��� >। !��)2 )���� ��)p��! ��� ���M 
��d��V� �\�-���"�2 1����S� O!��� !�) >। ������!, ���4��<!, '��"!, @��R! ���M � xB�� 
y�� ��)p��! ')��� ��� !�� 1!��� )��� ���<!�� ')��� ����� C��!��� 4> �। 1����S  
 
 
 
 
 
 
/ �����-���"!���2 ��� 1>� 4�>�N� 1� m��4���! ���4�� ���� ������>� 4�� ‘���" ���!��’ 4�� O!�B 
��� ���"���� 
��]। �!t ����� �� 4>� । /06/ ���� �MR>� ��[��� ���� ���> ���������� ��]�> ��� ; 
��� ���"���� C��: 
����+� 4�>�N। 
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��2 ���4�<, ����, ���, C�"���, ��{ ��*�� � �!"; )����! �����u! �����"� P��� !��।... 
������ ����"�>� ��� ������ O2 ���"����� C��������� ��)p��! �8U����� O ���� ��� ���2 
����4� 4�> O���N। ���� '��� C���� ��<���"�� P�!B �>�� !���N���। '����� 1� 18h� 

�����!����2 �<�" 4�>�N। !��c C���� ��<���"�� ��c� ��<!�� ')���� !��- 1����S� !�� >। 1� 
�<�"��� ��� '��� [4c !���N��� C�!��c� ��। ���� 1����� ��� ')��� 1��� �। '��� ��� ��� 
���> �R<�h 4�> ��l�N���। O2 �� �<�"��� C��d�� )����! ���>�N ���<!�� ���� �a�। )���� 
�8����! $�S�l P��� 4�>�N ���!���� ��c�।- O!��4���" )��� '� 
��� �$�� 1��>�N- �����!��c� 
'��>�� �e���� �<�� !�� 1� 
!�>���! ��c !���N। ���4��<; ��> O!2 �<����� C��+� 4�>�N। 
�)
 ��S��-���4�< ; 1��!-���4��<� ���� 1��! ��8�<� 4�> '��� C������� 4�> �!N� �� ��)���> Pj" 
��Z�� 1���4 !��B�>�N। ����� y` 4’� C�!��c� ����। 1� C��� !��� O��� 8��N। ��� 1� 
!����� 4��<!���� P���� ���� ���� '����� ���< 4��। ���"-���!�� 1����S-1����2�B '����� 
���4��< 
��� ; 
!�>�� '��� �- !��c ;B� C���� ��<���"��2 !��-1����S� !�� >। ��� ��S�� 
; 1��!-���4��<� ������ '����� ���4�<�! ��Sl !���� 4�� �e>2। 1� ����� P�� ��"���� �<�" 
���4�<! !����� C��d��� '����! ���Z<��� ��>�)� '����� ���� ���4��<� 1��� �8� !��� 
4��। ����, ��R�, 2��4��, C�"��� ��*�� 1R��; (����!) ���" ���!���� C������� 
!�> 
����h���! ��S�) ��� !��� 4��-���! ���+� !��� 4��। ������ ����"�> )��� �4���� )���*� 4�> 
�l�� $�� '��� 'u���*� 4�>�N�। '��� ���� ���>�N��� '����� 1�����> C����� 2��4��, ���� 
���>�N��� '����� ������! @����h<� !��, �����N��� '����� ��R����� �c���f! O�� C�"��� 
���)���f! ����� ����h��� !��। O�� 1R��; '��� 
!�>�� 4����> C�!��c� ��S��� ���c� 
4�>�N���। !��)2 1����S� 1���� !��?� g��" '����� O ��S��: 1x�8��� 4��।’’ 

['��� !���� �������, 1����S ��V�� C�<�"� ������ ������� ��Zc, ����! 1��4�V��, s��c ; ���, /73/।] 

1�� ����� O�� ����! ���!�� ���+�� C�! '��2 ‘���" ���!�� 1����S 1����2�B’� P��<��� 
'�>��)� /73/ ���� !��!���> C��+� 1����S-��V�� ��� ������� C����Zc ���� ���> ��<�� 
���4��<! '��� ���� '4�� gh�2 ����N��: 

‘‘��)����!� ��8�� (����!) ‘���!����’ C�" ��2 14�! � 1! ���4��<�!� !��N ��� C�" ����� 
')���, ���n*��! 
��), !��8��� CB��। ��)p��! ')��� N�l� 1!��� )��� ��S8�� ���� �!� 1� 
��=� )��� ���� '���� ��] 1����� !��N। '��� ���4��<!�� y�� O2 !��B�2 ���� ���� 1�, 
����� ')��� N�l� 1!��� ���4�<-��S8���� ���� !��-)����2 ���� �। -���!�� (����!) ; O!B� 
����। O ���� '�� 4�� ���4��<� 1��� ���>2 �� !��� 4��। �!t 1!���> ���!���� ���4�<? 
(����!) ���" ���!�� C�"�� ����� ; '����� ���4�< ���� '��� �� ����, �� ���<�����- ����8� 
1��! ����-���8� ����� ���4��<!��� ���4�<। OB� ���2 P|� ���4�<। ����Z�� ������ O-
���4�<�! ���-���4��<� ������ �� ���> ���>�N��। ���; O-���4�< ���" ���!���� ���4�< >। O-
���4��< ��������� P�W�����< 1!��� �� 12। y�� �� >, ��������� ���; O-���4��<� 1!��� 
�� 12। C�"�� O ���4�< 1��!  ������ ���)-��c 1��c� ��>� O�� ���� �। O� !��c 

 

 

 

 

 

 
- m��4���! ���4�� ���� ; ��!���   ‘���!�� ���!{�’ C���>� ‘���" ���!��’  
�f, 
��� ; ���"���� ��] 4��, OB�2 �N� 
��e� ।  
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'�N। 1� !��c O2 1�, O-���4��<� ¡h�; ������ >; O� �g��B; ������� >; O� ��Z�; 
�������� ��Z� >। ���� O-���4��<� �g���B� !��2 ��� ��!। O-���4�< �*�h !���N। �?!2 ��S�� 
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The Delhi Resolution 1946* 

(Text of the Resolution as adopted in the Legislators' Convention held at 

Anglo- Arabic College, Delhi, on April 9, 1946, popularly known as Delhi 

Resolution Mover: Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy of Bengal.) 

"Whereas in this vast sub-continent of India 100 million Muslims are adherents 

of a Faith which regulates ever)' department of their life, educational, social, economic 

and political, which is not confined merely to spiritual doctrines and tenets or rituals and 

ceremonies, and which stands in sharp contrast to the exclusive nature of the Hindu 

Dharma and Philosophy which has fostered and maintained for thousands of years a rigid 

caste system resulting in the degradation of 60 million human beings to the position of 

untouchables, creation, if unnatural barriers between man and man and superimposition 

of social and economic inequalities on a large body of the people of the country, and 

which threatens to reduce Muslims, Christians and other minorities to the status of 

irredeemable Helots, socially and economically; 

"Whereas the Hindu Caste System is a direct negation of nationalism, equality, 

democracy and all the noble ideals that Islam stands for: 

"Whereas different historical backgrounds, traditions, cultures, social and 

economic orders of the Hindus and the Muslims made impossible the evolution of single 

Indian nation inspired by common aspirations and ideals and whereas after centuries 

they still remain two distinct major nations; 

"Whereas soon after the introduction by the British of the policy of setting up 

political institutions in India on lines of Western Democracies based on a majority rule 

which means that the majority of the nation or society could impose its will on the 

majority of the other nation or society in spite of their opposition as amply demonstrated 

during the two and half years' regime of Congress Governments in the Hindu Majority 

provinces under the government of India Act 1935, when the Muslims were subjected to 

untold harassments and oppressions as a result of which they were convinced of the 

futility and ineffectiveness of the so called safeguards provided in the constitution and in 

the instrument of Instructions to the Governors and were driven to the irresistible 

conclusion that in a United India Federation, if established, the Muslims, even in Muslim 

majority provinces, could meet with no better fate and their rights and interests could 

never be adequately protected against the perpetual Hindu majority at the Centre; 

 
* ���4�� ���� ‘States of Pakistan’ �� O!���! ���!���� !�� ��� 4�>�N। O2 ������ ���<�� ‘States’ �_ 
�����" !�� ‘State’ �� O!�B ���!�� !�� 4>। 
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"Whereas the Muslims are convinced that with a view to saving Muslim India 

from the domination of the Hindus and in order to afford them full scope to develop 

themselves according to their genius it is necessary to constitute a sovereign independent 

state comprising Bengal and Assam in the North Hast zone and the Punjab, North-West 

Frontier Provinces, Sind and Baluchistan in the North-West zone: 

This convention of the Muslim League Legislators of India Central and 

Provincial, after careful consideration hereby declares that the Muslim nation will never 

submit to any constitution for a United India and will never participate in any single 

constitution- making machinery set up for the purpose and any formula devised by the 

British Government for transferring power from the British to the people of India, which 

does not conform to the following just and equitable principles calculated to maintain 

internal peace and tranquility in the country will not contribute to the solution of the 

Indian problem: 

(1) That the Zones comprising Bengal and Assam in the North-East, and 

the Punjab, the NWFP, Sind and Baluchistan in the North-West of India, 

namely the Pakistan Zones, where the Muslims are a dominant majority, be 

constituted into one sovereign independent state and that an unequivocal 

undertaking be given to implement the establishment of Pakistan without delay. 

(2) That two separate constitution-making bodies be set up by the people 

of Pakistan and Hindustan for the purpose of framing their respective 

Constitutions. 

(3) That the minorities in Pakistan and Hindustan be provided with 

safeguards on the line of the All India Muslim League Resolution passed on the 

23rd March, 1940 at Lahore. 

(4) That the acceptance of the Muslim League demand for Pakistan and 

its implementation without delay are the sine-quanon for the Muslim League 

co-operation and participation in the formation of  an interim Government at the 

Centre. 

 

This convention further emphatically declares that any attempt to impose a 

constitution on a United India basis or to force any interim arrangement at the Centre, 

contrary to the Muslim demand will leave the Muslims no alternative but to resist such 

imposition by all possible means for their survival and national existence. 

 

 

------------- 
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THE CABINET MISSION 
16 May 1946 

 

1. On the 15th March last, just before the dispatch of the Cabinet Mission to 
India, Mr. Attlee, the British Prime Minister, used these words: 

'My colleagues are going to India with the intention of using their, utmost 
endeavors to help her to attain her freedom as speedily and fully as possible. 
What form of Government is to replace the present regime is for India to decide; 
but our desire is to help her to set up forthwith the machinery for making that 
decision……? 

I hope that the Indian people may elect to remain within the British 
Commonwealth. I am certain that she will find great advantages in doing so.......  

'But if she does so elect, it must be by her own free will. The British 
Commonwealth and Empire is not bound together by chains of external 
compulsion. It is a free association of free peoples. If, on the other hand, she 
elects for independence, in our view she has a right to do so. It will be for us to 
help to make the transition as smooth and easy as possible.' 

2. Charged in these historic words, we—the Cabinet Ministers and the Viceroy 
have done our utmost to assist the two main political parties, to reach agreement upon 
the fundamental issue of the unity or division of India After prolonged discussions in 
New Delhi we succeeded in bringing the Congress and the Muslim League together in 
conference at Simla. There was a full exchange of views and both parties were prepared 
to make considerable concessions in order to try to reach a settlement, but it ultimately 
proved impossible to close the remainder of the gap between the parties and so no 
agreement could be concluded. Since no agreement has been reached, we feel that it is 
our duty to put forward what we consider are the best arrangements possible to ensure a 
speedy setting up of the new constitution. This statement is made with the full approval 
of His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom. 

3. We have accordingly decided that immediate arrangements should be made 
whereby Indians may decide the future constitution of India, and an interim Government 
may be set up at once to carry on the administration of British India until such time as a 
new constitution can be brought into being. 
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We have endeavored to be just to the smaller as well as to the larger sections of 
the people and to recommend a solution which will lead to a practicable way of 
governing the India of the future, and will give a sound basis for defence and a good 
opportunity for progress in the Social, political and economic field. 

4. It is not intended in this statement to review the voluminous evidence which 
has been submitted to the Mission; but it is right that we should state that it has shown an 
almost universal desire, outside the supporters of the Muslim League, for the unity of 
India. 

5. This consideration did not, however, deter us from examining closely and 
impartially the possibility of a partition of India; since we were greatly impressed by the 
very genuine and acute anxiety of the Muslims lest they should find themselves 
subjected to a perpetual Hindu-majority rule. This feeling has become so strong and 
widespread amongst the Muslims that it cannot be allayed by mere paper safeguards. If 
there is to be internal peace in India it must be secured by measures which will assure to 
the Muslims a control in all matters vital to their culture, religion and economic or other 
interests. 

6. We therefore examined in the first instance the question of a separate and fully 
independent sovereign state of Pakistan as claimed by the Muslim League. Such a 
Pakistan would comprise two areas: one in the North-West consisting of the provinces of 
the Punjab, Sind, North-West Frontier, and British Baluchistan; the other in the North- 
East consisting of the provinces of Bengal and Assam. The League were prepared to 
consider adjustment of boundaries at a later stage, but insisted that the principle of 
Pakistan should first be acknowledged. The argument for a separate state of Pakistan was 
based, first, upon the right of the Muslim majority to decide their method or government 
according to their wishes, and, secondly, upon the necessity to include substantial areas 
in which Muslims are in a minority, in order to make Pakistan administratively and 
economically workable. 

The size of the non-Muslim minorities in a Pakistan comprising the whole of the 
six provinces enumerated above would be very considerable as the following figures 
show: North-Western Area: 
 

North-Western Area: 

 

Punjab ... 
North-West Frontier Province- 

Sind- 

British Baluchistan- 

 

 

 

North-Eastern Area : 
Bengal 

Assam 

 

Muslim 
16,217,242 

2,788,797 

3,208,325 

438,930 

 

22,653,294 

 

62.07 per cent 

33,005,434 

3,442,479 

 

36,447,913 

51.69 per cent 

Non-Muslim 
12,201,577 

249,270 

1,326,683 

62,701 

 

13,840,231 

 

37.93 percent 

27,301,091 

6,762,254 

 

34,063,345 

48.31 per cent 
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The Muslim minorities in the remainder of British India number some 20 million 

dispersed amongst a total population of 188 million. 

These figures show that the setting up of a separate sovereign state of Pakistan on 
the lines claimed by the Muslim League would not solve the communal minority 
problem; nor can we see any justification for including within a sovereign Pakistan those 
districts of the Punjab and of Bengal and Assam in which the population is 
predominantly non- Muslim. Every argument that can be used in favor of Pakistan can 
equally, in our view, be used in favor of the exclusion of the non-Muslim areas from 
Pakistan. This point would particularly affect the position of the Sikhs. 

7. We, therefore, considered whether a small sovereign Pakistan confined to the 
Muslim majority areas alone might be a possible basis of compromise. Such a Pakistan is 
regarded by the Muslim League as quite impracticable because it would entail the 
exclusion from Pakistan of (a) the whole of the Ambala and Jullundur divisions in the 
Punjab; (b) the whole of Assam except the district of Sylhet; and (c) a large part of 
Western Bengal, including Calcutta, in which city the percentage of the Muslim 
population is 23.6 per cent. We ourselves are also convinced that any solution which 
involves a radical partition of the Punjab and Bengal, as this would do, would be 
contrary to the wishes and interests of a very large proportion of the inhabitants of these 
provinces. Bengal and the Punjab each have its own common language and a long 
history and tradition. Moreover, any division of the Punjab would of necessity to divide 
the Sikhs, leaving substantial bodies of Sikhs on both sides of the boundary: We have 
therefore been forced to the conclusion that neither a larger nor a smaller sovereign state 
of Pakistan would provide an acceptable solution for the communal problem.  

8. Apart from the great force of the foregoing arguments there are weighty 
administrative, economic and military considerations. The whole of the transportation 
and postal and telegraph systems of India have been established on the basis of a United 
India. To disintegrate them would gravely injure both parts of India. The case for a 
united defense is even stronger. The Indian Armed Forces have been built up as a whole 
for the defense of India as a whole, and to break them in two would inflict a deadly blow 
on the long traditions and high degree of efficiency of the Indian Army and would entail 
the gravest dangers. The Indian Navy and Indian Air Force would become much less 
effective. The two sections of the suggested Pakistan contain the two most vulnerable 
frontiers in India and for a successful defense in depth the area of Pakistan would be 
insufficient.  

9. A further consideration of importance is the greater difficulty which the 
Indian States would find in associating themselves with a divided British India  

10. Finally, there is the geographical fact that the two halves of the proposed 
Pakistan state are separated by some seven hundred miles and the communications 
between them both in war and peace would be dependent on the goodwill of Hindustan. 

11. We are therefore unable to advise the British Government that the power 
which at present resides in British hands should be handed over to two entirely separate 
sovereign states. 
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12. This decision does not. However blind us to the very real Muslim 
apprehensions that their culture and political and social life might become submerged in 
a purely unitary India, in which the Hindus with their reality superior numbers must be a 
dominating element. To meet this the Congress have put forward a scheme under which 
provinces would have full autonomy subject only to a minimum of central subjects, such 
as foreign affairs, defense and communications. 

Under this scheme provinces, if they wished to take part in economic and 
administrative planning on a large scale, could cede to the centre optional subjects in 
addition to the compulsory ones mentioned above. 

13.  Such a scheme would, in our view, present considerable constitutional 
disadvantages and anomalies. It would be very difficult to work a central executive and 
legislature in which some ministers, who dealt with compulsory subjects, were 
responsible to the whole of India while other ministers, who dealt with optional subjects, 
would be responsible only to those provinces who had elected to act together in respect 
of such subjects. This difficulty would be accentuated in the central legislature, where it 
would be necessary to exclude certain members from speaking and voting when subjects 
with whom their provinces were not concerned were under discussion. Apart from the 
difficulty of working such a scheme, we do not consider that it would be fair to deny to 
other provinces, which did not desire to take the optional subjects at the centre, the right 
to form themselves into a group for a similar purpose. This would indeed be no more 
than the exercise of their autonomous powers in a particular way. 

14.  Before putting forward our recommendations we turn to deal with the 
relationship of the India States to British India. It is quite clear that with the attainment 
of independence by British India, whether inside or outside the British Commonwealth, 
the relationship which has hitherto existed between the Rulers of the. States and the 
British Crown will no longer be possible. Paramountcy can neither be retained by the 
British Crown nor transferred to the new government. This fact has been fully 
recognized by those whom we interviewed from the states. They have at the same time 
assured us that the States are ready and willing to cooperate in the new development of 
India. The precise form which their co-operation will take must be a matter for 
negotiation during the building up of the new constitutional structure and it by no means 
follows that it will be identical for all the States. We have not therefore dealt with the 
States in the same detail as the provinces of British India in the paragraphs which follow. 

15. We now indicate the nature of a solution which in our view would be just to 
the essential claims of all parties and would at the same time be most likely to bring 
about a stable and practicable form of constitution for All-India. 

We recommend that the constitution should take the following basic form: 

(1) There should be a Union of India, embracing both British India and the 
States, which should deal with the following subjects: foreign affairs, defense and 
communications: and should have the powers necessary to raise the finances required for 
the above subjects. 
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(2) The Union should have an executive and a legislature constituted from British 
Indian and States representatives. Any question raising a major communal issue in the 
legislature should require for its decision a majority of the representatives present and 
voting of each of the two major communities as well as a majority of all the members 
present and voting. 

(3) All subjects other than the Union subjects and all residuary power 
should vest in the provinces. 

(4) The States will retain all subjects and powers other than those 
ceded to the Union. 

(5) Provinces should be free to form groups with executives and 
legislatures, and each group could determine the provincial subjects to be 
taken in common. 

(6) The constitutions of the Union and of the groups should contain a 
provision whereby any province could by a majority vote of its legislative 
assembly call for a reconsideration of the terms of the constitution after an 
initial period of ten years and at ten-yearly intervals thereafter. 

 16. It is not our object to lay out the details of a constitution on the above 
programme but to set in motion machinery whereby a constitution can be settled by 
Indians for Indians. 

It has been necessary, however for us to make this recommendation as to the 
broad basis of the future constitution because it became clear to us in the course of our 
negotiations that not until that had been done were there any hope of getting two major 
communities to join in the setting up of the constitution-making machinery.... 

We hope that the new independent India may choose to be a member of the 
British Commonwealth. We hope, in any event, that you will remain in close and 
friendly association with our people. But these are matters for your own free choice. 
Whatever that choice may be, we look forward with you to your ever increasing 
prosperity among the greatest nations of the world to a future even more glorious than 
your past. 

 

 

 

___________ 
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A. Extracts from the Press Statement of H. S. Suhrawardy, Chief Minister, in New 

Delhi, 27 April 1947 

 

It must be a matter of greatest regret to all those who were eagerly looking 
forward to the welfare and prosperity of Bengal to find that an agitation for its partition 
is being vigorously pursued in some quarters. This cry would never have been raised had 
it not been due to a sense of frustration and impatience on the part of some Hindus 
inasmuch as the members of their community have not an adequate share in the Bengal 
Ministry in spite of their numbers in the province, their wealth, influence, education, 
participation in the administration of the province, their propaganda and their inherent 
strength. 

 
This frustration is largely the result of a failure to realize that the present 

conditions in Bengal are not applicable to an independent sovereign state as I hope 
Bengal will be. Today we are in the midst of a struggle in India between contending 
factions of all-India importance each intent on enforcing its views on the other and 
neither willing to give way except at a price which the other is not prepared to pay. 

 
Their disputes profoundly affect the politics of all the provinces and the problems 

are being treated as a whole. An entirely different state of circumstances will arise when 
each province will have to look after itself and when each province is sure to get 
practical, if not total, independence, and the people of Bengal will have to rely upon each 
other. 

 
It is unbelievable that under such a set of circumstances there can exist a Ministry 

in Bengal which will not be composed of all the important elements of its society or 
which can be a communal party Ministry or where the various sections will not be better 
represented than they are now. I do not think that the fact that the Muslims will have a 
slight preponderance in the Ministry by virtue of their slender majority will be grudged 
by the Hindus as indeed this has hitherto been accepted by all as inherent in the nature of 
things in Bengal. 

 
I have read the most fervid fulminations against the government of Bengal on its 

alleged treatment of the Hindu population. These denunciations have been built on the 
most slender and imaginary foundations. I by no means admit that the demand for the 
partition of Bengal is the demand of the majority of the Hindus even of West Bengal, let 
alone of the majority of the Hindus of Bengal. 

 
The ties and culture of the Hindus of every part of Bengal are so much the same 

that it is not even to the advantage of the Hindus of one part of Bengal to sever those ties 
in the hope of grasping power. 

 
Indeed by the same analogy the wishes of all the people of Bengal-Muslims, 

Hindus and Scheduled Castes and others ought to be ascertained on the question of 
partition of 
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Bengal which can only be undertaken if there is a substantial majority in its favour. It is 

these fundamental factors peculiar to Bengal which differentiate the question of partition 

of  Bengal from the Muslim demand for the division of India, apart from such factors as 

economic integrity, mutual reliance and the necessity of creating a strong workable state. 

 

The lead of partition has been taken by the Hindu Mahasabha which hopes that by 

whipping up agitation for the partition of Bengal, for the dismissal of the Bengal 
Ministry, imposition of Sec. 93, establishment regional ministries, by arousing 

fanaticism against the Muslims of Bengal, by creating disturbances through hartals and 
violence, they will be able to ingratiate themselves with the Hindu people and destroy 

the influence of the Congress. The Hindu Mahasabba wishes to stage a comeback, so do 
sundry politicians who have not been able to find an inch for themselves. 

 
                        *                               *                              *                              * 

 

But let us once more consider the validity of the demand itself. Why should the 

Bengalee Hindus demand a separate homeland? 

 

Let me proceed on the assumption for the time being that the demand is not limited 

to a few but is put forward by all caste Hindus, Scheduled Caste and those who have not 

returned their castes. Nor has their culture, their religion, their language suffered under 

the present regime and how do they think that in a future set-up they will suffer so that 

they can only flourish and safeguard their culture and life if they have a small portion of 

Western Bengal. To my mind, I think, the demand is suicidal from the point of view of 

the Hindus. Even, if it did happen, an eventuality which I cannot conceive, that the rule 

passed solely into the hands of Muslims, and attitude which would combine the entire 

population of Hindus in opposition to Muslims, could such a policy possibly succeed or 
be put into effect, where any Government of Bengal would have to carry its own 

servants along with it and most of them belong to the Hindu community? Then again, the 
industry, business, the professions are in their hands. Their youths are well-advanced and 

know their rights and know how to achieve their claims. Not only is the present attitude 
due to sense of impatience, frustration, not only is it short-sighted but is a confession of a 

defeatism which one hardly expected from the great Hindu Community of Bengal. 
 

Noakhali is constantly cited as an indication of what might happen in the future set- 

up of an independent state. I have already said that it would be ridiculous to draw 

conclusions for the future from the present set-up but let us pause here for a moment. 

Can Noakhali and the incident of that area be considered typical and an augury for the 

future, and are there not many other districts where the Muslims are in a convincing and 

overwhelming majority and yet has not peace been preserved in those districts and has 

not the Hindus carried on exactly as before with all their powers and privileges? 

 

And let us pause for a moment to consider what Bengal can be if it remains united. 

It will be a great country, indeed the richest and the most prosperous in India capable 

of giving to its people a high standard of living, where a great people will be able to 

rise to the fullest height of their stature, a land that will truly be plentiful. It will be rich 

in agriculture, rich in industry and commerce and in course of time it will be one of the 
most 
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powerful and progressive states of the world. If Bengal remains united this will be no 

dream, no fantasy. 

 

Anyone who can see what her resources are and the present state of its development 

will agree that this must come to pass if we ourselves do not commit suicide. I have 

visualized all along, therefore, Bengal as an independent state and not part of any union 

of India. Once such states are formed, their future rests with them. I shall never forget 
how long it took for the Government of India to realize the famine conditions in Bengal 

in the year 1943, how in Bengal's dire need it was denied food grains by the neighboring 
province of Bihar, how since then every single province of India has closed its doors, 

and deprived Bengal of its normal necessities, how in the councils of India Bengal is 
relegated to an undignified corner while other provinces wield undue influence. 

 
No, if Bengal is to be great, it can only be so if it stands on its own legs and all 

combine to make it great. It must be master of its own resources and riches and its own 

destiny. It must cease to be exploited by others and shall Dot continue to suffer any 

longer for the benefit of the rest of India. ... To those, therefore, of the Hindus who talk 

so lightly of the partition of Bengal, I make an appeal to drop this movement so fraught 

with unending mischief. Surely, some method of government can be evolved by all of us 

sitting together which will satisfy all sections of the people and revivify the splendor and 

glory that was Bengal's. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*(SOURCE: Morning News, 28 April 1947. The Hindu, 29 April 1947). 
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B. The Press Statement of Abu! Hashim, Secretary, Bengal Provincial Muslim League, 

Calcutta, 29 April 1947. 
 

Time has come when truth must be told. Surrendering to vulgar thinking for cheap 
popularity and opportunist leadership is intellectual prostitution. Only around 1905 

Bengal was the thought-leader of India and successfully challenges the might of the then 
British Government. It is a pity that Bengal today is intellectually bankrupt and is 

begging and borrowing thought and guidance from alien heroes. I wonder what has 
happened to the Hindus of Bengal who produced men like Surendranath Banerjee, 

Rabindranath Tagore, Ashutosh Mukherjee, Chittaranjan Das and Subhash Chandra 
Bose. 

The present revolutionary thinking of India owes its birth to Bengal. True revolution 

does not lie in internecine killing but in creating revolution in thinking and feeling 

Bengal must shake off her inferiority complex and defeatist mentality, revert to her past 
traditions, rise again to the heights of her genuine and mould her destiny. Sentiments and 

emotions have no place in serious thinking. Temporary insanity should not be allowed to 
influence our future decisions. 

Bengal today is standing at the cross roads-one leading to freedom and glory and the 

other to eternal bondage and abounding disgrace. Bengal must make a decision here and 

now. There is a tide in the affairs of men which taken at the floods leads on to fortune. 

Opportunity once lost may come no more. 

Cent per cent alien capital, both Indian and Anglo-American, exploiting Bengal is 
invested in West Bengal. The growing socialist tendencies amongst us have created fears 

of expropriation in the minds of our alien exploiters. They have the prudence to visualize 

difficulties in a free and united Bengal. It is in the interest of the alien capital that Bengal 

should be divided, crippled and incapacitated so that neither part thereof may have 

strength enough to resist it in future. 

From the nature of the communal disturbances in Bengal I am of the opinion that 
these are being engineered and encouraged by Anglo-Indian vested interests and their 

Indian allies. In the ordinary course of business, respectable and reliable parties find it 
difficult to secure license for fire arms. But immense quantities of dangerous weapons of 

British and American origin, left over in India, are being lavishly distributed among the 
Hindu and Muslim hooligans, conscious and unconscious agents of the partition of 

Bengal. A big gun of Bengal, who has developed an obnoxious craze for the Premiership 

of Bengal, once remarked to me that since he has no future and his everything was past, 

he has thus justified his opportunism. Fossils of Bengal may find immediate gain in her 

partition but what has happened to her youth, whose entire destiny lies in the future? Are 
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the going to barter away their future for the benefit of handful of careerists placed at a 

position of vantage by circumstances? 

 

Partition of Bengal bears no analogy to the partition of India. The lamentable 

perversion in thinking which suggests that the movement for the partition of Bengal is 

convenient counterblast to Pakistan arises out of a colossal ignorance of the contents and 

implications of the Lahore Resolution to which and which alone and not this or that 
interpretation thereof, Muslims of India owe allegiance. That resolution never 

contemplated the creation of any 'Akhand' Muslim State or any artificial Muslim 
majority either by forcible importation of alien elements as is being done in Palestine or 

by any mass transference of population as was done between Turkey and Greece. 
 

It rarely demanded complete sovereignty for those countries which are known to the 
world as Muslim majority countries and by implication demands complete sovereignty 

and self determination of all the nations and countries of India. It gives Bengal and other 

cultural units of India complete sovereignty while keeping open the possibility of 

creating an international (sic) purely on a voluntary basis for the benefit of all. 

 

Pakistan never postulates that in Bengal or the Punjab Muslims shall be the ruling 

race and others reduced to the status of a subject nation. Quaid-e-Azam after the failure 

of Jinnah Gandhi talks at Bombay had declared in clear and unequivocal terms that free 

Pakistan states shall be governed and administered by the will and consent of the entire 

people on the basis of universal adult suffrage. I will like to add by system of joint 

electorate if the minorities do not demand separate electorate for their own protection. 

 

In the absence of outstanding leadership the country is being rack rented by vulgar 

fortune hunters. Youths of Bengal, both Hindu and Muslim, must unite, liberate their 
country from the shackles of extraneous influence and make a bid for regaining Bengal's 

lost prestige and an honourable place in the future comity of nations, both of India and 
the world. Let the youths of Bengal build their character from their past traditions and 

derive inspirations for their present struggle from the glories of the future. 
 

Hindus and Muslims of Bengal, preserving their respective entities, had by their 
joint efforts, in perfect harmony with the nature and climatic influence of their soil, 

developed a wonderful common culture and tradition which compare favorably with the 

contribution of any nation of the world in the evolution of man. 

 

In the free state of Bengal, Hindus and Muslims as such shall have no right 

exclusively reserved for them except the right of Muslims to govern their society 

according to their own "shariat" and the right of the Hindus to govern their own society 

according to their "Sastras". These rights give the Muslims their spiritual need for 

Pakistan and the Hindus a real homeland for the free development of their own ideology 

and material realization of their particular outlook on life. It is unthinkable that in free 

Bengal, the Hindus of Bengal who constitute nearly half of its population will be denied 

their legitimate share in administration and in the enjoyment of her material resources. 

Hindu-Muslim population of Bengal is almost balanced. Neither community is in a 

position to dominate the other. If Bengal is permitted to harness all her resources for the 
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exclusive service of the children of her soil, both Hindus and Muslims shall be happy 

and prosperous for many a century to come. 

 

But in a divided Bengal, West Bengal is bound to be treated as far-flung province, 

possibly colony, of alien Indian imperialism. However high they may pitch their 

expectation on partition, it is crystal clear to me that the Hindus of Bengal shall be 

reduced to the status of daily wage-earner of an alien capitalism. 
 

It will be a tragic mistake to visualize the future in the context of the vicious present 
bondage and slavery. Hindus of Bengal have developed a suspicious complex from 10 

years of one party Muslim Ministry in Bengal. But it must be told to all fairness that 
neither the Bengal nor the All India Muslim League ever stood in the-pray of coalition 

with the real representatives of the Hindus of Bengal. The Muslim League party in the 
Legislature made persistent efforts to affect such a coalition but failed in the attempt due 

to the interference of the Congress High Command. Mr. Suhrawardy before the 

formation of his ministry made honest efforts to secure the co-operation of the Congress. 

 

I distinctly remember that Mr. Gandhi in course of his talks with us at 40, Theater 

Road, on the eve of his departure for Noakhali, had said "I am not enamored of coalition. 

I believe in one party government. Therefore, I do not insist on coalition in Bengal." I 

might mention here that Bengal was then the only place which had a Muslim ministry. 

Any coalition here would have envisaged coalition ministries in the rest of India. Thus 

Hindu-Bengal was left in the lurch as were Muslim League elsewhere. 

 

Hindus and Muslims of Bengal left to themselves and freed from the menace of 

Indianism can settle their affairs peacefully and happily. Unfortunately, the paramount 

interests of Muslim parliamentarians have always been in shuffling the ministry like a 
pack of cards. They could hardly concentrate on any policy and programme good, bad or 

indifferent. 
 

I am unfortunate inasmuch as I fail to appreciate what is there in the wretched 
ministry under the Act of 1935. Since, reasonably or otherwise there is a suspicion on the 

part of the Hindus against them, it is now up to Muslims to clear the deck and convince 
them, not merely by sermons and press statements but by action that they do not mean to 

be unfair to them. The present unrest perverse thinking and suicidal moves constitute a 

disease of the social organism. Intense patriotism for the creation of a united and 

sovereign Bengal having all the attributes of an independent country is the remedy and 

not partition. 

 

Mr. C. R. Das is dead. Let his spirit help us in moulding our glorious future. Let the 

Hindus and Muslims of Bengal agree to his formula of 50:50 enjoyments of political 

power and economic privileges. I again appeal to the youths of Bengal in the name of her 

past traditions and glorious future to unite, make a determined effort to dismiss all 

reactionary thinking and save Bengal from the impending calamity. 

 

___________ 
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[Text of H.S. Shurawardy's rejoinder to criticism of his move for United 

Independent Bengal by Hindu Mahasabhites and others. Published in the press 011 

May 8,1947] 

 

Mr. Shyama Prasad Mukherjee and various other leaders have come out with 

rejoinders to my plea for a united sovereign Bengal. In the rejoinders one senses a great 

deal of suspicion and distrust of Muslims and a great deal of hope that in. one portion at 

least of Bengal the Hindus will be 50 overwhelmingly large in number that they will be 

able to dominate over Muslim minority. 

 

Petty Show 
 

This dream appears to have dazzled them into driving away all sane logic, all desire 

for compromise and co-operation with Muslims. They seem unable to realise how their 

Bengal will be a petty little show that will be accorded a backseat in the councils of their 

divided India. 

 

Mr. Shyama Prasad Mukherjee has in particular unburdened himself in violent 

language and hyperbolic abuses. By constant reiteration of what he designates as to 

helpless position of the Hindus in Bengal, Mr. Mukherjee will like to convince the world 
at large and not the least himself that the Hindus in Bengal are really unfortunates if 

Bengal remains united. 
 

He even likens the position of the Hindus in Bengal to a hell, a hell, however, so 
privileged, so replete with wealth, power and influence, that the Muslims consider it 

their aims and ambition and would deem themselves unfortunate if they could but dwell 
in a semblance of it. 

Hard words 
 

What is the use of hard words and vituperations? What is the use of vilifying me, 

attacking my bonafides, expatiating on my sins of omission and commission and holding 

me responsible for all the ills in Bengal? They cannot after the nature of things, but 
merely excite the passions of persons who have been taught to imbibe readily abuse and 

hatred of the Muslims and to believe the worst of every Muslim.  
 

He and those who think like him have absolutely overlooked the irrefutable fact that 
the future independent Bengal which will not rely either on the 1935 Act or on any 

extraneous power but will have to rely on the willing co-operation of the people, 
particularly of a people so dominantly situated as the Hindus are the province cannot but 

have different politics. What have the alleged shortcomings of the present government or 

ministry, what have even my own position and individuality to do with what the people 

of Bengal can achieve if they remain united and co-operate with each other? 
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Short-sighted View 

 

It is not I who am offering them anything; it is for the people of Bengal to make and 

transmute their destiny by remaining together. It is a very short sighted view to adopt the 

present, with its tremendous limitations, as a guide to the shape of things to come in 

Independent Bengal. 

 
Further, cannot Mr. Mukherjee visualize that there is a vast difference between the 

problem of Bengal and of India; that because Bengalees are one race and have one 
language and have many points in common and are capable of understanding each other, 

and working for the common good, it does not follow that persons living within the sub- 
continent of India also belong to one race, speak the same language, have the same 

interests or even have the same history? In India, as well as in most of the provinces the 
Hindus are in a considerable majority, whereas in Bengal the majority margin of the 

Muslims is narrow and will be narrower still in greater Bengal. 

 

The Hindus of Bengal by virtue of their position and their status and their numbers 

hardly stand in need of any protection or safeguards, whereas in India the Muslims with 

their inferiority in numbers and resources do stand in need of such protection as is given 

by a partition. In Bengal the Hindus have their own language, their culture, their system 

of education and a free exercise of their religion. In India the language of the Muslims it 

being tampered with, their literature is being distorted, their education is being affected 

and in place after place laws have been framed which prohibit the full and free exercise 

of their religion. 

Big Share For Hindus 

 

In India and in most of the provinces the Muslims will have a negligible share if any 
at all, in the administration but in Bengal the share of the Hindus is bound to be 

considerable and about equal to the share of the Muslims. Hence if there is a partition of 
India for the purpose of giving protection to the Muslims of India, it does not follow that 

there should be a partition of Bengal for the purpose of giving protection to the Hindus 
of Bengal. 

 
I need not stress these obvious differences any further. Mr. Mukherjee is of opinion 

that two areas predominantly Hindu on the one hand and predominantly Muslim on the 

other are a solution. Far from being a solution this overwhelming predominance will 

give rise to a sense of submission, which will retard the growth of the moral stature of 

the minority and affect their very culture and mode of life. 

 

Is not the alternative which I propose, namely, complete co-operation which is 

bound to exist where the majority and minority communities are almost equal in number 

and where the influence of the minority community balances its minority status, as in an 

undivided Bengal, is not this far better than a sense of repression brought about in the 

minorities of the two sections? There can be no one party rule under the scheme which I 

propose. The desire that the Bengal state should be linked to the centre seems to have 

been prompted by the belief that if it is linked to the centre, which will be predominantly 

Hindu, the life and liberty and culture of the Hindus of Bengal will be saved, otherwise 
they will perish in a united Bengal. 
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Moral Weakness 

 
Is this not a doctrine of defeatism and a confession of a terrible moral weakness 

that the Hindus of Bengal should stand in need of protection from a loose centre? 

 
I ask them, is domination possible any more anywhere, and what have the Hindus 

to fear in Bengal of all places on earth? The idea of domination has to disappear and is 

disappearing. The British that have dominated India so long have had to confess that 

domination is outmoded and no one race or party can dominate over the other in the face 

of determination and a will to assert. Where the British have failed, is it possible that any 

other people in India can succeed? 

 

Once more I find that some Hindu leaders of Bengal are succumbing lo the 

pressure of the Hindus of India and are playing their game that the Hindu leaders, 

although they know fully well that a partition of Bengal means the doom of Hindus and 

Muslims alike, have subscribed to this partition under pressure from Hindu leaders of 

other parts of India who want to utilise Bengal as a pawn in their game and who do not 

care what happens to the people of Bengal. 

 

Indeed they know fully well that Bengal divided will mean Bengal a prey to the 

people of other parts of India, a Bengal waiting to be exploited for their benefit. 

 

After everything is said and done I am charged with having issued threats in the 

concluding paragraph of my statement where I have referred to Calcutta merely because 

I have pointed out the dangers. I have only been realistic. I have merely stressed what is 

well recognised that the cry for partition of Bengal was nothing but an attempt to get the 

rich prize of Calcutta and they deprive the Muslims of trade and commerce. 

 
But I have equally attempted to point out that a rich prize like this is not easily 

attained merely by brow-beating statements and if Calcutta becomes a bone of 
contention what will remain of it? In order that it should be the hub of the economic life 

of Bengal, it is necessary to have peace and security. 
 

Somewhere I have read it remarked that I have parried questions regarding adult 
franchise and joint electorate. I have never assumed the role of an' autocrat with power 

enough to bind the people of Bengal. I have suggested that the future shape of Bengal 

will be a matter for negotiation between the Hindu and Muslim leaders to sit down 

together at a conference to give concrete form to their hopes and aims. 

 

I still extend that invitation to all. I beg of them not to destroy Bengal, not to be 

blinded by wrath and prejudice, or consumed by their hatred for their fellow Bengalees 

but to look ahead and grasp this wonderful opportunity to make Bengal free and 

independent, master of its own destiny and its own wealth, capable of a free will to form 

unions and treaties and alliances with whomsoever it will, respected amongst the nations 

of the world, rich, powerful and a heaven for the common man. 

 

_______________ 
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The following is the text of the tentative agreement signed by Sarat Chandra Bose and 

myself: 

1. Bengal will be a free State. The free State of Bengal will decide its relations with 

the rest of India. 

2. The Constitution of the free Bengal will provide for election to the Bengal 

Legislature on the basis of joint electorate and adult franchise, with reservation of seats 

proportionate to the population amongst Hindus and Muslims. The seats as between 

Hindus and scheduled caste Hindus will be distributed amongst them in proportion to 

their respective population or in such manner as may be agreed among them. The 

Constituencies will he multiple Constituencies and votes will be distributed and not 
cumulative. A candidate who gets majority of the votes of his own community cast 

during election and 25% of the votes of the other communities so caste will be declared 
elected. If no candidate satisfies these conditions, that candidate who gets the largest 

number of votes of his own community will be elected. 

3. On the announcement by His Majesty's Government that the proposal of the free 

State of Bengal has been accepted and that Bengal will not be partitioned, the present 

Bengal Ministry will be dissolved and a new Interim Ministry brought into being 

consisting of an equal members of Muslims and Hindus (including scheduled castes 

Hindus) but excluding the Chief Minister. In this Ministry the Chief Minister will be a 

Muslim and the Home Minister a Hindu. 

4. Pending the final emergence of a Legislature and a Ministry under the new 
Constitution, the Hindus (including scheduled castes Hindus) and the Muslims will have 

an equal share in the services including Military and Police. The services will be manned 
by Bengalees. 

5. A Constituent Assembly composed of 30 persons, 16 Muslims and 14 Hindus, 

will be elected by Muslims and non-Muslim members of the Legislature respectively, 

excluding the Europeans. 

 

 
 

I, Woodburn Park, 
Calcutta,. 

20th May, 1947 
 

Sd. Sarat Chandra Bose 
Sd. Abul Hashim. 

 

 

_________ 
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Mr. Gandhi wrote to Mr. Sarat Chandra Bose on the 8th of June, 1947: 

 

My dear Sarat, 
 

I have gone through your draft. I have now discussed the scheme roughly with Pundit 
Nehru and Sardar. Both of them are dead against the proposal and they are of opinion 

that - it is merely a trick for dividing Hindus and Scheduled Caste leaders. With them it 
is not a suspicion but almost a conviction. They feel also that money is being lavishly 

expended in order to secure Schedule Caste votes. If such is the case you should give up 

the struggle at least at present. For the unity purchased by corrupt practices, would be 

worse than a frank partition, it being recognition of the established division of hearts and 

the unfortunate experiences of Hindus. I see also that there is no prospect of a transfer of 

power outside the two parts of India. Therefore, whatever arrangement is come to, has to 

be arrived at by a previous agreement between the Congress and the League. This as far 

as I can see, you cannot obtain. Nevertheless, I would not shake your faith unless it is 

founded on shifting sand consisting of corrupt practices and trickery alluded to above. If 

you are absolutely sure that there is no warrant whatsoever for the suspicion and unless 

you get the written assurance of the local Muslim League supported by the Centre, you 

should give up the struggle for unity of Bengal and cease to disturb the atmosphere that 

has been created for partition of Bengal. 

 

 

Lovingly, 

Bapu 

 

_____________ 
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THE INDIAN INDEPENDENCE ACT 
1 

18 My, 1947. 

Be it enacted....as follows;- 

I.  (1) As from the fifteenth day of August, nineteen hundred and forty-seven, two 
independent Dominions shall be set up in India, to be known respectively, as India 

and Pakistan. 

(2) The said Dominions are hereafter in this Act referred to as 'the new Dominions', 

and the said fifteen day of August is hereafter in this Act referred to as 'the 

appointed day*. 

II.  (1) Subject to the provisions of sub-sections (3) and (4) of this section, the territories 

of India shall be the territories under the sovereignty of His Majesty which, 

immediately before the appointed day, were included in British-India except the 

territories which, under sub-section (2) of this section, are to be the territories of 

Pakistan. 

(2) Subject to the provisions of sub-sections (3) and (4) of this section, the territories 

of Pakistan shall be- 

(a) the territories which, on the appointed day, are included in the Provinces of East 

Bengal and West Punjab, as constituted under the two following sections; 

(b) the territories which, at the date of passing of this Act, are included in the 

Province of Sind and the Chief Commissioner's Province of British Baluchistan; 

and 

(c) if, whether before or after the passing of this Act but before the appointed day, 
the Governor General declares that the majority of the valid .votes cast in the 

referendum which, at the date of the passing of this Act, is being or has recently 
been held in that behalf under his authority in the North West Frontier Province 

are in favor of representatives of that Province taking part in the Constituent 
Assembly of Pakistan, the territories which, at the date of the passing of this Act, 

are included in that Province. 

(3) Nothing in this section shall prevent any area being at any time included in or 

excluded from either of the new Dominions, so, however, that- 

(a) no area not forming part of the territories specified in sub-section (1) or, as the 

case may be, sub section (2), of this section shall be included in either Dominion 

without the consent of that Dominion; and 

(b) no area which forms part of the territories specified in the said sub-section (1) or, 
as the case may be, the said sub-section (2), or which has after the appointed day 

been included in either Dominion, shall be excluded from that Dominion without 
the consent of that Dominion. 

 

110 & 11 Geo. VI, ch. 30 
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(4) Without prejudice to the generosity of the provisions of sub-section (3) of this 

section, nothing in this section shall be construed as preventing the accession of Indian 

States to either of the new Dominions.  

III. (1) As from the appointed day- 

(a) the Province of Bengal, as constituted under the Government of India Act, 

1935, shall cease to exist; and 

(b) there shall be constituted in lieu thereof two new Provinces, to be known 

respectively as East Bengal and West Bangal. 

(2) If, whether before or after the passing of this Act, but before the appointed 
day, the Governor-General declares that the majority of the valid votes cast in the 

referendum which, at the date of passing of this Act, is being or has recently been held in 
that behalf under his authority in the district of Sylhet are in favor of that District forming 

part of the new Province of East Bengal, then, as from that day, a part of the Province of 
Assam shall, in accordance with the provisions of sub-section (3) of this section, form 

part of the new Province of East Bengal. 

(3) The boundaries of the new Provinces aforesaid and, in the event mentioned in 

sub- section (2) of this section, the boundaries after the appointed day of the Province of 
Assam, shall be such as may be determined, whether before or after the appointed day, 

by the award of a boundary commission appointed or to be appointed by the Governor- 
General in that behalf, but until the boundaries are so determined- 

(a) the Bengal Districts specified in the First Schedule to this Act, together with, 

in the event mentioned in subsection (2) of this section, the Assam District of Sylhet, 

shall be treated as the territories which are to be comprised in the new Province of East 

Bengal; 

(b) the remainder of the territories comprised at the date of the passing of this Act 

in the Province of Bengal shall be treated as the territories which are to be comprised in 

the new Province of West Bengal; and 

(c) in the event mentioned in sub-section (2) of this section, the district of Sylhet 

shall be excluded from the Province of Assam. 

(4) In this section, the expression 'award' means, in relation to a boundary 

commission, the decision of the chairman of that commission contained in his report to 

the Governor-General at the conclusion of the commission's proceedings. 

IV. (1) As from the appointed day- 

(a) The Province of the Punjab, as constituted under the Government of India 

Act, 1935, shall cease to exist; and  

(b) there shall be constituted two new Provinces, to be known respectively as 

West Punjab and East Punjab. 

(2) The boundaries of the said new Provinces shall be such as may be 

determined, whether before or after the appointed day, by the award of a boundary 
commission 
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appointed or to be appointed by the Governor-General in that behalf, but until the 
boundaries are so determined- 

 

(a) the Districts specified in the Second Schedule to this Act shall be treated as the 

territories to be comprised in the new Province of West Punjab; and 

(b)  the remainder of the territories comprised at the date of the passing of this Act in 

the Province of the Punjab shall be treated as the territories which are to be 

comprised in the new Province of East Punjab. 

(3) In this section, the expression 'award', means, in relation to a boundary 
commission the decisions of the chairman of that commission contained in his report to 

the Governor General at the conclusion of the commission's proceedings. 

(4) For each of the new Dominions, there shall be a Governor-General who shall be 

appointed by His Majesty and shall represent His Majesty for the purpose of the 

government of the Dominions: 

Provided that, unless and until provision to the contrary is made by a law of the 

Legislature of either of the new Dominions, the same person may be Governor-General 

of both new Dominions.  

VI. (1) The Legislature of each of the Dominions shall have full power to make laws for 

that Dominion, including laws having extra-territorial operation. 

(2) No law and no provision of any law made by the Legislature of either of the new 

Dominions shall be void or inoperative on the ground that it is repugnant to the law of 

England, or to the provisions of this or any existing or future Act of Parliament of the 

United Kingdom, or to any order, rule or regulation made under any such Act, and the 

powers of the Legislature of each Dominion include the power to repeal or amend any 

such Act, order, rule or regulation in so far as it is part of the law of the Dominion. 

(3) The Governor-General of each of the new Dominions shall have full power to 

assent in His Majesty's name to any law of the Legislature of that Dominion and so much 

of any Act as relates to the disallowance of laws by His Majesty or the reservation of 

laws for the signification of His Majesty's pleasure thereon or the suspension of the 

operation of laws until the significance of His Majesty's pleasure thereon shall not apply 

to laws of the Legislature of either of the new Dominions. 

(4) No Act of Parliament of the United Kingdom passed on or after the appointed 

day shall extend, or be deemed to extend, to either of the new Dominions as part of the 
law of that Dominion unless it is extended thereto by a law of the Legislature of the 

Dominion.  

(5) No Order in Council made on or after the appointed day under any Act passed 

before the appointed day, and no order, rule or other instrument made on or after the 
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appointed day under any such Act by any United Kingdom Minister or other authority, 
shall extend, or be deemed to extend, to either of the new Dominions as part of the law 

of that Dominion. 
....    ...    ... 

VIII. (1) In the case of each of the new Dominions, the powers of the Legislature of the 

Dominion shall, for the purpose of making provision as to the constitution of the 

Dominion, be exercisable in the first instance by the Constituent Assembly of that 
Dominion, and references in this Act to the Legislature of the Dominion shall be 

construed accordingly. 

(2) Except in so far as other provision is made by or in accordance with a law made 

by the Constituent Assembly of the Dominion under sub-section (1) of this section, each 

of the new Dominions and all Provinces and other parts thereof shall be governed as 

nearly as may be in accordance with the Government of India Act. 1935; and the 

provisions of that Act, and of the Orders in Council, rules and other instruments made 

there under, shall, so far as applicable, and subject to any express provisions of this Act, 

and with such omissions, additions, adaptations and modifications as may be specified in 

orders of the Governor-General. 

XI. (1) The orders to be made by the Governor-General under the preceding provisions 

of this Act shall make provision for the division of the Indian armed forces of His 

Majesty between the new Dominions, and for the command and governance of those 

forces until the division is completed. 

(2) As from the appointed day, while any member of His Majesty's forces, other 

than His Majesty's Indian forces, is attached to or serving with any of His Majesty's 
Indian forces- 

(a) he shall, subject to any provision to the contrary made by a law of the 

Legislature of the Dominion or Dominions concerned or by any order of the Governor- 

General under the preceding provisions of this Act, have, in relation to the Indian forces 
in question, the powers of command and punishment appropriate to his rank and 

functions; but 

(b) nothing in any enactment in force at the date of the passing of this Act shall 

render him subject in any way to the law governing the Indian forces in question. 

XVIII. (3) Save as otherwise expressly provided in this Act, the law of British India and 

of the several parts thereof existing immediately before the appointed day shall, so far as 
applicable and with the necessary adaptations, continue as the law of each of the new 

Dominions and the several parts thereof until other provision is made by laws of the 

Legislature of the Dominions in question or by any other Legislature or other authority 

having power in that behalf. 

 

....    ...    ... 

 

XX. This Act may be cited as the Indian Independence Act, -1947. 
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SCHEDULES 

 

FIRST SCHEDULE 
 

BENGAL DISTRICTS PROVISIONALLY INCLUDED IN THE NEW 

PROVINCE OF EAST BENGAL 
 

In the Chittagong Division, the districts of Chittagong, Noakhali and Tippera. 

In the Dacca Division, the districts of Bakerganj, Dacca, Faridpur and 

Mymensingh. 

In the Presidency Division, the districts of Jessore, Murshidabad and Nadia. 

In the Rajshahi Division, the districts of Bogra, Dinajpur, Malda. Pabna, Rajshahi 

and Rangpur. 

 

 

SECOND SCHEDULE 
 

DISTRICTS PROVISIONALLY INCLUDED IN THE NEW PROVINCE 

OF WEST PUNJAB 
 

In the Lahore Division, the districts of Gujranwala, Gurdaspur, Lahore, Sheikhupara 

and Sialkot. 

In the Rawalpindi Division, the districts of Attock, Gujrat, Jhelum, Mianwali, 
Rawalpindi and Shahpur. 

In the Multan Division, the districts of Dera Ghazi Khan, Jhang, Lyallpur, 

Montgomery, Multan and Muzaffargarh. 

 

 

 

________ 
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1947 
 

Quaid-i-Azam's inaugural address to the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan on 11th 

August 1947, in his capacity as its First President: 
 
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 

I cordially thank you, with the utmost sincerity, for the honor you have conferred 
upon me-the greatest' honor that is possible for this Sovereign Assembly to confer-by 
electing me as your first President. I also thank those leaders who have spoken in 
appreciation of my services and their personal references to me. I sincerely hope that 
with your support and your co-operation we shall make this Constituent Assembly an 
example to the world. The Constituent Assembly has got two main functions to perform. 
The first is the very onerous and responsible task of framing our future Constitution of 
Pakistan and the second of functioning as a full and complete sovereign body as the 
Federal Legislature of Pakistan. We "have to do the best we can in adopting a 
provisional constitution for the Federal Legislature of Pakistan. You- know really that 
not only we ourselves are wondering but, I think, the whole world is wondering at this 
unprecedented cyclonic revolution which has brought about the plan of creating and 
establishing two independent Sovereign Dominions in this sub-continent. As it is, it has 
been unprecedented; there is no parallel in the history of the world. This mighty sub-
continent with all kinds of inhabitants has been brought under a plan which is titanic, 
unknown, unparalleled. And what is very important with regard to it is that we have 
achieved it peacefully and by means of an evolution of the greatest possible character. 

 
Dealing with our first function in this Assembly, I cannot make any well-considered 

pronouncement at this moment, but I shall say a few things as they occur to me. The first 
and the foremost thing that I would like to emphasize is this remember that you are now 
a Sovereign Legislative body and you have got all the powers. It, therefore, places on 
you the gravest responsibility as to how you should take your decision. The first 
observation that I would like to make is this: You will no doubt agree with me that the 
first duty of a Government is to maintain law and order, so that the life, property and 
religious beliefs of its subjects are fully protected by the State. 

 
The second thing that occurs to me is this: One of the biggest curses from which 

India is suffering-I do not say that other countries are free from it, but, I think, our 
condition is much worse-is bribery and corruption. That really is a poison. We must put 
that down with an iron hand and I hope that you will take adequate measures as soon as 
it is possible for this Assembly to do so. 

 
Black-marketing is another curse. Well, I know that black-marketers are 

frequently caught and punished. Judicial sentences are passed or sometimes fines 
only are imposed. Now you have to tackle this monster which today is a colossal 
crime against society in 
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our distressed conditions, when we constantly face shortage of food and other essential 
commodities of life. A citizen who does black-marketing commits, I think, a greater 
crime than the biggest and most grievous of crimes. These black-marketers are really 
knowing, intelligent and ordinarily responsible people, and when they indulge in black- 
marketing, I think they ought to be very severely punished, because they undermine the 
entire system of control and regulation of foodstuffs and essential commodities, and 
cause wholesale starvation and want and even death. 
 

The next thing that strikes me is this: Here again it is a legacy which has been 
passed on to us. Along with many other things, good and bad, has arrived this great evil-
the evil of nepotism and jobbery. This evil must be crushed relentlessly I want to make it 
quite clear that I shall never tolerate any kind of jobbery, nepotism or any influence 
directly or indirectly brought to bear upon me. Wherever I will find that such a practice 
is in vogue, or is continuing anywhere, low or high, shall certainly not countenance it. 

 
I know there are people who do not quite agree with the division of India and the 

partition of the Punjab and Bengal. Much has been said against it, but now that it has 
been accepted, it is the duty of every one of us to loyally abide by it and honorably act 
according to the agreement which is now final and binding on all. But you must 
remember as I have said that this mighty revolution that has taken place is 
unprecedented. One can quite understand the feeling that exists between the two 
communities wherever one community is in majority and the other is in minority. But the 
question is, whether, it was possible or practicable to act otherwise than what has been 
done. A division had to take place. On both side, in Hindustan and Pakistan, there are 
sections of people who may not agree with it, who may not like it, but in my judgment 
there was no other solution and I am sure future history will its verdict in favor of it. And 
what is more it will be proved by actual experience as we go on that, which was the only 
solution of India's constitutional problem. Any idea of a United India could never have 
worked and in my judgment, it would have led us to terrific disaster. May be that view is 
correct; maybe it is not; that remains to be seen. All the same, in this division it was 
impossible to avoid the question of minorities being in one Dominion or the other. Now 
that was unavoidable. There is no other solution. Now what shall we do? Now, if we 
want to make this great State of Pakistan happy and prosperous we should wholly and 
solely concentrate on the well- being of the people, and especially of the masses and the 
poor. If you will work in co- operation, forgetting the past, burying the hatchest you are 
bound to succeed. If you change your past and work together .in a spirit that everyone of 
you, no matter to what community he belongs, no matter what relations he had with you 
in the past, no matter what is his color, caste or creed, is first second and last a citizen of 
this State with equal rights, privileges and obligations, there will be no end to the 
progress you will make. 

 
I cannot emphasize it too much. We should begin to work in that spirit and in 

course of time all these angularities of the majority and minority communities-the Hindu 
community and the Muslim community-because even as regards Muslims you have 
Pathans, Punjabis, Shias, Sunnis and so on and among the Hindus you have Brahmins, 
Vashnavas, Khatris, also Bengalees, Madrasis, and so on-will vanish. Indeed if you ask 
me this has been the biggest hindrance in the way of India to attain the freedom and 
independence and but for this we would have been free people long long ago. No power 
can hold another nation, and specially a nation of 400 million souls in subjection nobody 
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could have conquered you, and even if it had happened, nobody could have continued its 
hold on you for any length of time but for this. Therefore, we must learn a lesson from 
this. You are free; you are free to go to your temples, you are free to go to your mosques 
or to any other places of worship in this State of Pakistan. You may belong to any 
religion or caste or creed-that has nothing to do with the business of the State. As you 
know, history shows that in England conditions, some time ago, were much worse than 
those prevailing in India today. The Roman Catholics and the Protestants persecuted 
each other. Even now there are some States in existence where there are discriminations 
made and bars imposed against a particular class. Thank God, we are not starting in 
those days. We are starting in the days when there is no discrimination, no distinction 
between one community and another, no discrimination between one caste or creed and 
another. We are starting with this fundamental principle that we are all citizens and equal 
citizens of one State. The people of England in course of time had to face the realities of 
the situation and had to discharge the responsibilities and burdens placed upon them by 
the government of their country and they went through that fire step by step. Today, you 
might say with justice that Roman Catholics and Protestants do not exist; what exists 
now is that every man is a citizen, as equal citizen of Great Britain and they are all 
members of the Nation. 
 

Now, I think we should keep that in front of us as our ideal and you will find that in 

course of time Hindus would cease to be Hindus and Muslims would cease to be 

Muslims, not in the religious sense, because that is the personal faith of each individual, 

but in the political sense as citizens of the State. 

 

Well, gentlemen, I do not wish to take up any more of your time and thank you 

again for the honor you have done to me. I shall always be guided by the principles of 
justice and fair play without any, as is put in the political language, prejudice or ill-will, 

in other words, partiality or favouritism. My guiding principle will be justice and 
complete impartiality, and I am sure that with your support and co-operation, I can look 

forward to Pakistan becoming one of the greatest Nations of the world. 
 

I have received a message from the United States of America addressed to me. It 
reads: 

 

"I have the honor to communicate to you, in Your Excellency's capacity as 

President of the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan, the following message which 

I have just received from the Secretary of State of the United States: 

"On the occasion of the first meeting of the Constituent Assembly for Pakistan, I 

extend to you and to members of the Assembly, the best wishes of the 

Government and the people of the United States for the successful conclusion of 

the great work you are about to undertake." 

 

 

_______ 
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REPORT BY THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BENGAL BOUNDARY 

COMMISSION. 

To 

HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL 

1. I have the honor to present the decision and award of the Bengal Boundary 

Commission, which, by virtue of section 3 of the Indian Independence Act, 1947, is 
represented by my decision as Chairman of that Commission. This award relates to 

the division of the Province of Bengal, and the Commission's award in respect of the 
District of Sylhet and areas adjoining thereto will be recorded in a separate report. 

2. The Bengal Boundary Commission was constituted by the announcement of the 

Governor-General dated the 30th of June. 1947, Reference No. D. 50/7/47 R. The 

members of the Commission thereby appointed were- 

Mr. Justice Bijan Kumar Mukherjee, 

Mr. Justice C.C. Biswas, 

Mr. Justice Abu Saleh Mohammed Akram, and 

Mr. Justice S.A. Rahman. 

I was subsequently appointed Chairman of this Commission. 

3. The terms of reference of the Commission, as set out in the announcement were as 
follows: 

"The Boundary Commission is instructed to demarcate the boundaries of the two 

parts of Bengal on the basis of ascertaining the contiguous areas of Muslims and non-

Muslims. In doing so, it will also take account other factors". 

We were desired to arrive at a decision as soon as possible before the 15th of August. 

4. After preliminary meetings, the-Commission invited the submission of memoranda 

and representations by interested parties. A very large number of memoranda and 

representations were received. 

5. The public sittings of the Commission took place at Calcutta, and extended from 

Wednesday the 16th of July 1947 to Thursday the 24 of July 1947, inclusive, with the 

exception of Sunday, the 20th of July. Arguments were presented to the Commission 

by numerous parties on both sides, but the main cases were presented by counsel on 

behalf of the Indian National Congress, the Bengal Provincial Hindu Mahasabha and 

the New 
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Bengal Association on the one hand, and on behalf of the Muslim League on the other. 
In view of the fact that I was acting also as Chairman of the Punjab Boundary 

commission, whose proceedings were taking place simultaneously with the proceedings 
of the Bengal Boundary Commission, I did not attend the public sittings in person, but 

made arrangements to study daily the record of the proceedings and all material 

submitted for our consideration. 

6. After the close of the public sittings, the remainder of the time of the commission 
was devoted to clarification and discussion of the issues involved. Our discussions took 

place in Calcutta. 

7. The question of drawing a satisfactory boundary line under our terms of reference 

between East and West Bengal was one to which the parties concerned propounded the 

most diverse solutions. The province offers few, if any, satisfactory natural boundaries, 

and its development has been on lines that do not well accord with a division by 

contiguous majority areas of Muslim and non-Muslim majorities. 

8. In my view, the demarcation of a boundary line between East and West Bengal 

depended on the answers to be given to certain basic questions which may be stated as 

follows: 

(1) To which State was the City of Calcutta to be assigned, pr was it possible to 

adopt any method of dividing the City between the two States. 

(2) If the City of Calcutta must be assigned as a whole to one or other of the States, 

what were its indispensable claims to the control of territory, such as all or part of the 

Nadia River system or the Kultirivers, upon which the life of Calcutta as a city and port 

depended? 

(3) Could the attractions of the Ganges-padma-Madhumati river line displace the 

strong claims of the heavy concentration of Muslim majorities in the districts of Jessore 

and Nadia without doing too great a violence to the principle of our terms of reference? 

(4) Could the district of Khulna usefully be held by a State different from that which 
held the district of Jessore? 

(5) Was it right to assign to Eastern Bengal the considerable block of non-Muslim 

majorities in the districts of Malda and Dinajpur? 

(6) Which States claim ought to prevail in respect of the Districts of Darjeeling and 
Jalpaiguri, in which, the Muslim population amounted to 2.42 per cent of the whole in 

the case of Darjeeling, and to 23.08 per cent of the whole in the case of Jalpaiguri, but 
which constituted an area not in any natural sense contiguous to another non-Muslim 

area of Bengal? 

(7) To which State should the Chittagong Hill Tracts be assigned, an area in which 

the Muslim population was only 3 per cent of the whole, but which it was difficult to 
assign to a State different from that which controlled the district of Chittagong itself? 
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(8) After much discussion, my colleagues found that they were unable to arrive at an 
agreed view on any of these major issues. There were of course considerable areas of the 

Province in the south-west and north-east and east, which provokes no controversy on 
either side; but, in the absence of any reconciliation on all main questions affecting the 

drawing of the boundary itself, my colleagues assented to the view at the close of our 

discussions that I had no alternative but to proceed to give my own decision. 

(9) This I now proceed to do: but I should like at the same time to express my 
gratitude to my colleagues for their indispensable assistance in clarifying and discussing 

the difficult question involved. The demarcation of the boundary line is described in 
detail in the schedule which forms Annexure A to this award, and in the map attached 

thereto, Annexure B. The map is annexed for purposes of illustration, and if there should 
be any divergence between the boundaries as described in Annexure A and as delineated 

on the map in Annexure B, the description in Annexure A is to prevail. 

(10) I have done what I can in drawing the line to eliminate any avoidable cutting of 

railway communications and of river system, which are of importance to the life of the 

province: but it is quite impossible to draw a boundary under our terms of reference 

without causing some interruption of this sort, and I can only express the hope that 
arrangements can be made and maintained between the two States that will minimize the 

consequences of this interruption as far as possible. 

 

 

New Delhi; 

12th August, 1947. 

(Signed) CYRIL RADCLIFFE 

 

 

THE SCHEDULE 

ANNEXURE A 

 

1. A line shall be drawn along the boundary between the thana of Phansidewa in the 

District of Darjeeling and the Thana Tetulia in the District of Jalpaiguri from the point 

where that boundary meets the Province of Bihar and then along the boundary between 
the thanas of Tetulia and Rajganj; the Thanas of Pachagar and Rajganj, and the Thanas 

of Pachagar and Jalpaiguri, and shall then continue along the northern corner of the 
Thana Debiganj to the boundary of the State of Cooch Behar. The District of Darjeeling 

and so much of the District of Jalpaiguri as lies north of this line shall belong to West 
Bengal, but the Thana of Patgram and any other portion of Jalpaiguri District which lies 

to the east or south shall belong to East Bengal. 

2. A line shall then be drawn from the point where the boundary between the 

Thanas of Haripur and Raiganj in the District of Dinajpur meets the border of the 
Province of Bihar to the point where the boundary between the Districts of 24 Parganas 

and Khulna meets the Bay of Bengal. This line shall follow the course indicated in the 
following paragraphs. So much of the province of Bengal as lies to the West of it shall 

belong to 
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West  Bengal. Subject to what has been provided in paragraph I above with regard to the 

Districts of Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri, the remainder of the Province of Bengal shall 

belong to East Bengal. 

3. The line shall run a long the boundary the following Tbanas :-Haripur and 
Raiganj; Haripur and Hemtabad; Ranisankail and Hemtabad; Pirganj and Hemtabad; 

Pirganj and Kaliganj; Bochaganj and Kaliganj; Biral and Kaliganj; Biral and Kushmendi; 

Biral and Gangarampur; Dinajpur and Gangarampur; Dinajpur and Kumarganj; 

Chirirbandar and Kumarganj; Phulbari and Kumarganj, Phulbari and Balurghat. It shall 

terminate at the point where the boundary between Phulbari and Balurghat meets the 

north-south line of the Bengal Assam Railway in the eastern corner of the Thana of 

Balurghat. The line shall turn down the western edge of the railway lands belonging to 

that railway and follow that edge until it meets the boundary between the Thanas of 

Balurghat and Panchbibi. 

4. From that point the line shall run along the boundary between the following 
Thanas: 

5. The line shall then turn south-east down the River Ganges along the boundary 
between the District of Malda and Murshidabad; Rajshahi and Murshidabad; Rajshahi 

and Nadia; to the point in the north-western comer of the District of Nadia where the 
channel of the River Mathabanga takes off from the River Ganges. The district 

boundaries, and not the actual course of the River Ganges, shall constitute the boundary 
between East and West Bengal. 

6. From the point on the River Ganges where the channel of the Riyer Mathabanga 

takes off, the line shall run along that channel to the northern most point where it meet 

the boundary between the Thanas of Daulatpur and Khairpur. The middle line of the 

main channel shall constitute the actual boundary. 

7. From this point the boundary between East and West Bengal shall run along the 

boundaries between the Thanas of Daulatpur and Khairpur; Gangani and Karimpur; 

Meherpur and Karimpur; Meherpur and Tehatta; Meherpur and Chapra; Damurhuda and 

Chapra; Damurhuda and Krishnaganj; Chuadanga and Krishnaganj; Jibannagar and 

Krishnaganj, Jibannagar and Hanskhali; Maheshpur and Hanskhali: Maheshpur and 

Ranaghat; Maheshpur and Bongaon; Jhikargacha and Bongaon; Sarsa and Bongaon; Sars 

and Gaighata; Gaighata and Kalaroa; to the point where the boundary between those 

Thanas meet the boundary between the districts of Khulna and 24 Parganas. 

8. The line shall then run southwards along the boundary between the Districts of 
Khulna and 24 Parganas to the point where that boundary meets the Bay of Bengal. 

 

 

_______ 
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���" ���!�� ������ N������� 1!��> ���?� !���B ���" ���!���� N�� ����)� 
1����� ����M !�"��8� 1�� !��>��N�    

 
N�� ����� '�"� ; P���<N�� ����� '�"� ; P���<N�� ����� '�"� ; P���<N�� ����� '�"� ; P���<    
    

/। (!) ���" ���!��� ����|���� ����� �*�h� P������ ������ @�>�� !�� (�) ����| �!��� 
!������, 2�±�>����, &�M��� ; �������<� ��R�� )< N��-N������ P����4� !��। -। ���!���! 
'�<U��c ; ��4��T��� !����M !�� O�� ��"��M ���> ���!���� ���"����: �R� !��। 7। (!) 

��"�²Z� 1�*�*�D� ��`�� ��� ��[�� O�� N�����)�! ��4���� 
��"����� �fk�� 8���� 42�� � 
1�;>� (�) N�����)�! ���> ��)��� 42�� ��M ���� 9। (!) ��R���� ��`�� 1)4�� 1x�Zc� (�) 
N�����)�! ��g� �4�������� ������ C�����<���� O!����� !�� (�) N������)� <��< ����-
��;>�b���! ������+� !�� (x) N�����)�! !*�h ; '���!  ��)p��! '�D���� ��g��" '�>� 
@��! ; 8�����! ������ �*�h !�� (q) )��� ; 1���� !�<��c� )< N������)� ���R� !�"��M�! 
������ ; 1!����� !�� 3। 2�����! ���� P�� ���� !��� )���> ������� ��`�� ��[�� !��>� 
C�"p��! 
����� ; ���� '> !�� §। ���!���� ����| �Q���>� ���< ������!��� ������ 
1��4��"< ; ����� �� ����� !�� 6। )���<�� C����� ���" ; ��e� ���!������ <��< ����-
��;>�b��� ����e� �<��� !��>� ��>� ���" ; ��e� ���!���� ����! ���*L !�� I। ��!���� 
)!�<�c!� !V"�����! ���" !�� O�� �c
��"������� !V"�\�� ��`�� ��[�� !�� 0। ����>n��� 
���"�)� 1��B���!���� ���� /.। j"���, 
)����, ���$�!��� ; 18���!��������� P��� ��� O�� 
�<�M�! 1!� !��>� N�� '�D�� ���8���� 1� 1�;>�) �8��� '�N, ��� ³�� ���। 

 
N����N����N����N������� ������� ������� ������� ����    
 

/। ')��� ����� ������R�� ��[ ��R� �<��� O�� ��?< ����!� '��� �����" -। Cp���! 
���<�����! �����! ��R�� �8� ; ��"�� ��R�����8 ���� ������� 7। (!) ��� �<�> ���<�����! 
�����! ��R�� ���" (�) ��́ " ���!���� ���!��� ����, 1�, �� ����� �����! ��R� ����� )< 
C������K ��́ " ���!��� �����! ��R� ���+� ��� (�) ���!�� 1� ������� ��� �$�� 8¦[��� 
���U���!�c 9। !������, 2�±�>����, &�M���, �������<� ��*�� ������ C��!�� ����D���!�c 3। 
(!) 
{�<�> Pµ ��R�� �<��� (�) ��R� ���+�b���� C��!�� ��!��� ��4��< (�) ��R�>�b���� 
P���M 1�� ��>� P���M ��R! ��>�� (x) �W� C���! ��R��!�k�� ��l>� ������� P����< 
�$
� ��R�>�b��� )< C��!�� N�������� ���+� (q) ���� ; 1����� N����� )< ��R�>� ; 
N������b���� C��!�� �% h��&v��� O�� �*��� ���<� ��l�2>� 1�;>�� �<��� (8) ��R�>�����4� 
��?����b���� 2�����! !*�h ; m��4<���! [�\� ������ (N) ����<�> N����� �8�!���� P���M 
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�<��� §। �����R� ������ P���M �<��� 6। ���" ���!���� ������<��> ; n�� !��)����4 ����� 
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N������ ; O�!�����&� ���<���M n��-!���)� N���a���� ‘‘1!��> O�!�����&� !���B ; !���B C� O!���’’ ��4� 1�������� 
��� !����� )< C����� )�� 42���N। 
 
* ���!�� ���+�� ���" 1��!2 �������� ������ ����� j�B C�� !�) !��� ���!। O!�B C���� 1�*�: �N�� ��)� ��4���� ; 
��)� ��)���� O�� C<�B� 1�*: �N�� '��� 4���� ; 1��4��;>��"�। ���" ���!�� ������ N����� �N� 4����-1��4��;>��"� ���"!। 
����"�!��� O2 ���? 1��!2 ';>��� ����� �~ !�"� �*�h 4>। 
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/। ����� ��Z�2 4��� 
 

(!) ���" ���!���� ��R�� ��4। (�) ���" ���!���� '������ ��Z�। (�) ���" ���!���� 
C�$����� ��Z�। 

 
-। ���!���� 1!��> ��!���� ��Z� 4�� j�B- Pj" ; �����। 
 
7। �����2 4�� ���" ���!���� ��R� ������� ��� ��Z�। 24� ���" ���!���� ��!�� 

O!��)2 ��R� !���। 
 

(�)  Pj" 4�� ����> ��Z�। ���� ���!���� C<�< C��� 8�!�� 2�<��� !��) ��� 4�� 
����2 y�� ;-��Z� ��R� !���। 24� ���" ���!���� ��!�� 3 42�� /. ) ��R� 
!���; 8���। ���<��! n���� Pµ�� 1sc��� O2 ��Z� ����> ��Z� �4���� ��R� 
1�;>� ����। 

 
(�)  2���)� 4�� ���" ���!���� �*��> ��Z� �� 'U)"���! ��Z�। ���!���� !�"8��� 

�4���� ��S�� �*����� C<�< 1��� 8�!�� !��� �� ��S�� Pµ�� ��d� ��R�> 
��>��)� 4�� ��S��2 y�� 2���)� ��R� !���। ����� ���<� ���" ���!���� 
4�)��!�� / )�� 18�> !��� 1��� 4�� �। �?! O!2 ��� �4���� ��e� ���!���� 
����b���� ;���� ���> ��Z� �� Pj" /� ��Z�, ����� -> ��Z�, '� 2���)� 7> 
��Z�� �� C��!�� !���। 

 
9। ���!��" ; ��d�-��R�� ������� )< '����� !�>! ������ )< 2���)� ; ������ 

P�> ��Z���2 ���" ���!���� ���!��" 8���। 2�����< ��>�) C���>� ����� ��Z�� 
��n�� ��� !��� 4��। 
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�N� ����� ��Z�� ���<�� ��n*�� 1���। ����� ��Z�� ��R ���!�� ���+�� �� O��� ����!� �N� �����! ; b`:��c"। 
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���<! ����� )���� ���M ��[��� N�����) O! C���4��"< C�� [4c !��>� ���!। ���!�� 
4������ ��� N����� ���+ ������, O!�+ ����, �<�� ; 1��c� ') 2��4���� �¢। )���� 2��4�� 
�!t )���> 
����� '�D���� ���<2 ���!>� ��> �। �¢�� ‘‘1�;>�� ')���’’ ����� ���� ��>�2 
�� 2��4�� ��l>� P�?। '� ���<! ����!�!2 O2 m��4���! ���>:��� �4 !���� 4>। '����� 
C[������� ���< 
���"� ��x�� ; 2�B���)· ��>�� C������� N������)� P���2 ') O2 ���>: 
��"�2>��N। O!B� ��R�-
��<� | ���+ )��� �? '�����2 ���>:। 

 
O!B� ���]� �� �� � !�?, ��4�� 18�>; !�? 1�2 ��]�! ��l>� 1����। ��4�� )< 8�2 ��+� 

���!{� ; �*L ���?। ��+� ���!{� O�� �*L ���?; �����"<� C���� �<�" 42>� ��>। ��2 �!� 
���<�� 1��l�� !�� 42���N ���?। O! !��> ���?2 ��M। 

 
���" ���!���� 1��B� ��R��<��� ') ��G�� ����। N�� '�N N������ �2, n��-!��) '�N 

��R! �2, ��R� ��� '�N ��R� ������ 18h� �2। ��� ��R� �����8� P����4 ��!��� �4�� ��) 
��) �� ��l>��N। ')���� ������R�� ��R������ '��� �����" ����� !��, ��R��<���> 
�������!��� ���� 1� ���l>�2 8��>��N। 1� C{���<! ��R! '�N, ��S4����; '��� )�� 
����c� �� 1�� �2। 1� !�>!�B n��-!��) ��4��; '��� �!N� C�� ��!��� !��) �<�¯� 42���N। 
��4�� P�� 1���� C|�¸ 
��< ��!B ') 1��B� ���)�! ����Z !��>� N�����)�! �8v 'x�� 
4�����N। 

 
O2 ��!�B ���" ���!���� N��-N������ ��l� ����2 42��। ��4��� '¹� )��2>� ���" ���!�� 

������ N����� N������)� �!� ����-��;>� '���>� ��� [4c !��>��N। n��-!��) �&-��!�2�)�, 
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Prof. Raj Kumar Chakravarty (East Bengal: General). 

 

...................Sir, ours is a democratic state and it is our duty to respect the feelings 

and wishes of the majority of the people or a good number of the people of the State. 

You know, Sir, Eastern Pakistan consists of the two-third of the people of this vast 

Pakistan State. It is natural on the part of the people of Eastern Pakistan to have some of 

the sittings of the Committees of this Assembly and the sessions of this Assembly in 
their own capital. This amendment has two points in its favor along with other points. It 

has got its Psychological effect. There is a feeling that in this set-up-new set-up of the 
Pakistan State-Eastern Pakistan is being neglected. If we have some of the meetings of 

the Assembly and the Committees in its capital, well, that feeling will be removed and 
hat misconception also will have no place. Then secondly Sir, my amendment, if it is 

accepted, will have its educative. The sessions of the Assembly or the meetings of the 
committees, if they are held in the Capital of Eastern Pakistan, will be conducive to the 

best interests of the people. It will educate them in the matter of parliamentary procedure 

and will give them some idea as to the way how the Government of the country is carried 

n and how they feel about it. 

 

If the leaders of the Pakistan State visit the capital of Eastern Pakistan on such 

occasions, the people there will have opportunities to come in contact with them and will 

e inspired by their presence and the people will feel the entire letter. I, therefore, say. Sir, 

hat the educative value of my amendment should not be minimized. I anticipate there 

may be objections to my proposal on the ground of practical difficulties; but if there is 

will, there is a way. Before the partition of India, the sittings of the Central Assembly 

were held in Delhi and Simla, and the Sessions of some of the Provincial Assemblies 

were held at different places. There are undoubtedly, some difficulties—I have to 

confess them; but they should not stand in our way if we want to give effect to the 
proposal for reasons that I have stated just now. Sir, my amendment is a very modest 

one. The rule as adopted and placed before the House is that "the business of the 
Assembly shall be conducted at Karachi unless the President otherwise directs". So there 

is the right of the president to direct otherwise. If the House accepts my amendment the 
right of the President remains unimpaired, but the very acceptance of this amendment 

will have a great effect upon the psychology and otherwise as regards the people of 
Eastern Pakistan. It is a very modest amendment and I hope fervently that the feelings 

and wishes of the people of Eastern Pakistan will be considered and the House will 

kindly accede to my modest proposal...................... 

 

Mr. Tamizuddin Khan: I have a good deal of sympathy with many of the 

observations made by the Honorable the mover of this amendment, but I think there will 
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be obvious, practical difficulties. The question of finance is an all important question. 

How difficult it will be for the Government to transfer all the paraphernalia necessary for 

holding a session there, I do not know. There may be a good deal of difficulty so far as 

that is concerned. On the other hand, I see that if a session is desirable to be held at 

Dacca, the President has always got the authority under this rule to give direction to that 

effect. I, would, therefore, think that even without this amendment the purpose that the 

Honorable the mover has in view can be very well served, if the president is convinced 
about the practicability and feasibility of holding a session there. I, therefore, think that 

this amendment is not very necessary. 

 

Begum Shaista Suhrawardy Ikramullah (East Bengal: Muslim): 

 

Sir, I do not think that the practical difficulties of members traveling from Western 
Pakistan to Eastern Pakistan could be greater than that of the Eastern Pakistanis coming 

to the West, for their number is greater. 

 

As regards administration and accommodation, I am not suggesting any remote 

village in Eastern Pakistan but Dacca which, I presume has got sufficient arrangements 

to accommodate the House. Anyway, I think the psychological benefit for outweighs the 

practical difficulties. A feeling is growing among the Eastern Pakistanis that Eastern 

Pakistan is being neglected and treated merely as a "colony" of West Pakistan. We must 

do everything possible to eradicate this feeling. This narrow provincialism must be 

stated. Justified or unjustified, we must not give any province a chance of feeling that it 

is neglected. I have lived many years with the Western Pakistanis and I feel that they are 

grossly ignorant of the people of Eastern Pakistan. I, therefore, think that at least once a 

year a meeting should be held in Eastern Pakistan. At the moment, we are faced with far 

too many difficulties. So let there be a meeting of this House only in Western Pakistan 
now; later on when it becomes the Legislature only then let it meet at least once a year in 

Dacca. 
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Mr. Dliirendranath Datta. (East Bengal: General) 
 

Mr. President, Sir, I move: 
 

"That in sub-rule (1) of rule 29, after the word "English" in line 2, the words "or 

Bengalee" be inserted." 

Sir, in moving this - the motion that stands in my name - I can assure the House that 
I do so not in a spirit of narrow Provincialism, but, sir, in the spirit that this motion 

receives the fullest consideration at the hands of the members. 1 know, Sir, that Bengalee 

is a provincial language, but, so far our state is concerned, it is the language of the 

majority of the people of the state. So although it is a provincial language but, as it is a 

language of the majority of the people of the state and it stands on a different footing 

therefore. Out of six crores and ninety lakhs of people inhabiting this State, 4 crores and 

40 lakhs of people speak the Bengalee language. So, Sir, what should be the State 

language of the State? The State language of the state should be the language which is 

used by the majority of the people of the State, and for that, Sir, I consider that Bengalee 

language is a lingua franca of our State. 

I know, Sir, I voice the sentiments of the vast millions of our State. In the meantime 

I want to let the House know the feelings of the vastest millions of our State. Even, Sir, 

in the Eastern Pakistan where the people numbering four crores and forty lakhs speak the 

Bengalee language the common man even if he goes to a Post Office and wants to have a 

money order form finds that the money order is printed in Urdu language and is not 

printed in Bengalee language or it is printed in English. A poor cultivator, who has got 

his son, Sir, as a student in the Dacca University and who wants to send money to him, 
goes to a village Post Office and he asks for a money order form, finds that the money 

order form is printed in Urdu language. He cannot send the money order but shall have 
to rush to a distant town and have this money order form translated for him and then the 

money order, Sir, that is necessary for his boy can be sent. The poor cultivator, Sir, sells 

a certain plot of land or a poor cultivator purchases a plot of land and goes to the Stamp 

vendor and pays him money but cannot say whether he has received the value of the 

money in Stamps. The value of the Stamp, Sir, is written not in Bengalee but is written 

in Urdu and English. But he cannot say, Sir, whether he has got the real value of the 

Stamp. These are the difficulties experienced by the Common man of our State. The 

language of the State should be such which can be understood by the common man of 

the State. The Common man of the State numbering four crores and forty millions find 

that the proceeding of this Assembly which is their mother of parliaments is being 

conducted in a language, Sir, which is unknown to them. Then, Sir, English has got an 

honored place, Sir, in Rule 29. I know, Sir, English has got an honored place because of 

the International Character. 
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But, Sir, if English can have an honored place in Rule 29 that the proceedings of the 

Assembly should be conducted in Urdu or English why Bangalee, which is spoken by 

four crores forty lakhs of people should not have an honored place, Sir, in rule 29 of the 

procedure Rules. So, Sir, 1 know I am voicing the sentiments of the vast millions of our 

State and therefore Bengalee should not be treated as a Provincial Language. It should be 

treated as the language of the State. And therefore, Sir, I suggest that after the word 

'English', the words "Bengalee" be inserted in Rule 29... 

Mr. Prem Hari Barma (East Bangal: General): Sir, I whole-heartedly support the 

amendment moved by my Hon'ble and esteemed friend, Mr. Dhirendra Nath Datta. Sir, 

this amendment does not seek to oust English or Urdu altogether but it seeks only to 

have Bengalee as one of the media spoken in the Assembly by the Members of the 

Assembly. 

So, it is not the intention of the amendment altogether to oust English or Urdu, but 
to have Bengalee also as the lingua franca of the State, Sir, as my Honorable friend has 

told the House, the majority of the people of the State of Pakistan speaks Bengalee. 

Therefore, Bengalee must find a place as one of the media in which the Members can 

address the Assembly. Another difficulty will be that if any member speaks in his mother 

tongue, but if it is not one of the media in which the members can address the House, the 

true speech will not be recorded, but only a translation of the speech in the proceedings 

of the House will be recorded. Therefore, it is necessary for the majority of the people of 

the State that the speeches which will be delivered in Bengalee should be recorded in 

Bengalee. With these few words I support the amendment moved by Mr. Dhirendra Nath 

Datta. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan (Prime Minister and Minister for 

Defence): Mr. President, Sir, I listened to the Speech of the Hon'ble the Mover of the 

amendment with very great care and attention. I wish the Hon'ble member had not 

moved his amendment and tried to create misunderstanding between the different parts 

of Pakistan. My Honorable friend has waxed eloquent and stated that Bengalee should 

really be the lingua franca of Pakistan. In other words, he does not want Bengalee only 

to be used as a medium of expression in this House, but he has raised indeed a very 

important question. He should realize that Pakistan has been created because of the 

demand of a hundred million Muslims in this sub-continent and the language of a 

hundred million Muslims is Urdu and, therefore, it is wrong for him now to try and 

create the situation that as the majority of the people of Pakistan belongs to one part of 

Pakistan, therefore the language which is spoken there should become the State language 

of Pakistan. Pakistan is a Muslim State and it must have as its lingua franca the language 

of the Muslim nation. My Honorable friend is displeased that Urdu should replace 
English. The intention is that instead of changing English as the State language which it 

has been so long, Urdu should be the State language, Sir, my honorable friend never 
minded it, never pressed for Bengalee as long as English was the State language. I never 

heard in the Central Assembly for years and years any voice raised by the people of 
Bengal that Bengalee should be the State language. I want to know why is this voice 

being raised today and I am sorry that he should feet if necessary to bring in this 
question. We do recognise the importance of Bengalee. There is no intention to oust 

Bengalee altogether from Bengal. As a matter of fact, it would be wrong for anyone to 

thrust any other language on the people of a province which is not their mother tongue, 

but, at the same time, we must 
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have a State language-the language which would be used between the different parts of 
Pakistan for inter-provincial Communications. Then, Sir, it is not only the population 

you have to take into consideration. There are so many other factors. Urdu can be the 
only language which can keep the people of East Bengal or Eastern Zone and the people 

of Western Zone joined together. It is necessary for a nation to have one language and 

that language can only be Urdu and no other language. 

Therefore, Sir, I am sorry I cannot agree to the amendment which has been moved. 
As a matter of fact, when the notice of that amendment was given, I thought that the 

object was an innocent one. The object to include Bengalee was that in case there are 
some people who are not proficient in English or Urdu might express their views in that 

language, but I find now that the object is not such an innocent one as I thought it was. 
The object of this amendment is to create a rift between the people of Pakistan. The 

object of this amendment is to take away from the Mussalmans that unifying force that 
brings them together. 

Mr. Bhupendra Kumar Datta (East Bengal: General): Sir, we press this 

amendment in no frivolous spirit of opposition. I am surprised at the speech the 

Honorable the Leader of the House has just made. I wish he had not made some of the 
remarks he chose to make. They will have unfortunate repercussions elsewhere even in 

certain sections in Pakistan. Therefore it is all the more necessary that this amendment 
should be pressed. 

I tour frequently in the part of the country to which I belong and I know the strength 

of the feeling there over this matter. Bengalee is the language of the overwhelming 

majority there, it is the only language spoken and understood there. It is also the 

language of the overwhelming majority of the entire State of Pakistan. I find in this 

House, sometimes a tendency to emulate or to draw parallels to things that happen in the 

other Union. Even yesterday, when the discussion on the question of redistribution of 

seats was going on, my friend Mr. Datta, was interrupted and asked: "What was taking 
place in the Indian Dominion?" But in this vital matter there is departure. In the Indian 

Union, they have adopted the language of the largest single section of population. 

Several voices: question, question. 

Mr. Bhupendra Kumar Datta: But here we are adopting Urdu. Urdu is not the 
language of any of the provinces constituting the Dominion of Pakistan. It is the 

language of the upper few of Western Pakistan. This opposition to the amendment 
proves an effort, a determined effort on the part of the upper few of Western Pakistan at 

dominating the State of Pakistan... 

This is certainly not a tendency towards democracy: it is a tendency towards 

domination of the upper few of a particular region of the State. We are not yet pressing it 
to be the lingua franca of the State. We are merely demanding that it to be included as 

one of the three languages to be permitted here. Even the language, which unfortunately 
I am speaking at the moment - the English language-which remains with us as a souvenir 

of slavery is given a place of honor, but not the language of the common people, the 
majority of the common people. That is pity... 
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The Honourable Khwaja Nazimuddin (East Bengal: Muslim): Sir, I feel it my 

duty to let the House know what the opinion of the overwhelming majority of the people 

of Eastern Pakistan over this question of Bengalee language is. I think, there will be no 

contradiction if I say that as far as inter communication between the provinces and the 

centre is concerned, they feel that Urdu is the only language that can be adopted. But 

there is a very strong feeling that the medium of instruction should be Bengali in 

Educational Institutions and as far as the administration of the province is concerned, the 
language used in administering the province should also be Bengalee. I am glad to find 

that the Hon'ble the Leader of the House has made it clear that there is no question of 
ousting Bengalee from the province and I am sure that the overwhelming majority of the 

people are in favor of having Urdu as the State Language for the Pakistan State as a 
whole. 

There is another point which I would like to correct. The previous speakers who 

have supported this amendment have made out that Hindi is the language of the majority 

of the people in the other Dominion. That, I think, is not correct. As far as Madras. 

Bombay, CP., Orissa, are concerned, in these provinces, Hindi is not their mother 

tongue. I think, I can state that even in U.P., the majority of the people in that province 
speak Urdu and those who advocated Hindi, find it very difficult to make a fluent speech 

in Hindi in the Assembly or in public meetings. So, Hindi is not the mother tongue of all 
the provinces in the Indian Dominion and yet Hindi has been accepted as the state 

language there. Therefore, on that analogy, Sir, there is no ground for supporting theory 
that Bengalee should be the state language of Pakistan, but I do feel very strongly over 

the question of language as far as the province of Bengal is concerned. 

I would raise the question in proper time and like to press the case that so far as 

general administration and Government business in the provincial sphere is concerned, 

the language to be used should be Bengalee within Bengal. 

Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya (East Bengal: General): Mr. President, Sir, it 

pains me to hear the Hon'ble the Leader of the House when he says that Pakistan is a 

Muslim State. So long my idea was that Pakistan is the Peoples' State and it belongs to 

the Muslims as well as to the non-Muslims. If today the statement of the Honorable the 

Leader to the House is accepted that it is a matter of serious consideration for the non- 

Muslims whether they have any right to take any part in the framing of the constitution 

as well. That is really very important question because in that case, Muslims only, and it 

is desirable, should frame their own constitution. I have already told you and told this 

House that so long in my speeches I asserted to the people of my part of the country that 

the Pakistan is not merely a Muslim state but it is a state of the Muslims as well as that 

of non-Muslims, i.e., it is people's state. That is a matter, I desire the Honorable the 
Leader of the House to clarify so that in future we may decide our line of action and 

know our position also in the state. 

Here the amendment says-it never said about the state language-how the 

proceedings of the House are to be conducted. There is mention of Urdu as well as 

English. He only wants to add Bengalee. If the House accepts, well and good but so far 

as lingua franca is concerned, it is not a point at issue today but even if it is made 

Urdu, I have no objection 
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to accept it but nobody knows Urdu. We learned English and now we shall learn Urdu, if 

necessary. 

I myself tried to learn Urdu with my Honorable friend, Mr. Tamizuddin Ahmad, 
when we were in Jail, but out of jail I have forgotten it. (Laughter) So the conducting of 

proceedings of this House is quite a different thing from the selection of lingua franca. 

His amendment is as to how the proceedings of this House are to be conducted? In Urdu, 

in English or in Bengali? That is the only point raised by this amendment, and I am sure 

that by moving this amendment, he has done nothing to incur the displeasure of the 

Honorable the Leader of the House. With these words, I supported the amendment......... 

"Mr. Tamizuddin Khan: Sir, I have very little to add to what has already been said 

against the amendment moved by my Honorable friend, Mr. Datta. One thing that has 
been said by the Honorable the acting Leader of the Congress Party here seems to me to 

be of some importance. He said that the Honorable the Leader of the House in the course 
of his speech stated that this is a Muslim state and his apprehension is that if that is so, 

where the minorities are. So far as that question is concerned, you, Sir, made it clear on 

the very first day and it has been made clear from a thousand platforms that all 

minorities in Pakistan will enjoy equal rights with the majority. They will have the same 

rights as the majority has. That position, I think, remains unaltered. The Honorable the 

Leader of the House has called it a Muslim State. There are people who call India a 

Hindu State. We call Turkey a Muslim country and also Egypt a Muslim country. But 

does that mean that there are no non-Muslims in those countries? So far as America is 

concerned, till recently, all Indians, irrespective of the fact whether they were Hindus or 

Muslims or Parsees or Christians, were called Hindus. The substance of the thing does 

not depend upon the name. It is absolutely clear, as clear as anything can be, that every 

citizen of Pakistan, who is loyal to Pakistan, has the same rights and privileges. 

So far as the other question is concerned, I do not want to add anything to what has 

already been said. 

Sir, 1 cannot accept the amendment. 

Mr. President: The question is: "That in sub-rule (1) of rule 29, after the word 

'English' in line 2, the word 'Bengalee' be inserted." 

The motion was negatived. 
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Prof. Rajkumar  Chakravcrty (East Bengal: General):...... Sir, I congratulate the 

Honorable the Finance Member on his admirable speech with which he presented the 

Budget before this House. It was full of high sentiments and noble emotions for Pakistan 

which we all fully share. We have his assurance that not a single Pie would be spent so 

long as, according to the Finance Minister, it is an avoidable item of expenditure. We 

also learn that his maxim for the Finance Department is that inescapability must be the 

criterion of all future expenditure. 

Sir, we fully share his difficulties also in presenting the first Budget of the Pakistan 

Government, as he has said that he has begun almost from scratch and he has to build up 

the future, worthy of Pakistan. But, Sir I cannot congratulate him on the contents of the 

Budget and the way in which he has presented the Budget before this House. The Budget 

lacks a sense of realism. I wish to add that in spite of his best intentions, he has not been 

able fully to avoid the old, outmoded way of presenting the Budget. The Budget should 

have been really a deficit Budget, but he has shown it to be a surplus one, and that too at 

the cost of poor men and the common men. Sir, the test of a Budget is not whether it is a 

deficit Budget or a surplus one. The test of the Budget lies in the fact whether it leads to 

the greatest good of the greatest member of people whether it has anything for the 

Common man and considered in that light the Budget has not came out as a successful 

one. Sir, the Honorable the Finance Member has continued the tax on the poor man's 
salt, which is a very essential commodity of the common man. He has increased the 

excise duty on hookah tobacco, which is the solace of the life of poor people. He has 
increased the rates of excise duty on betel nut which is another joy in the life of the 

Common man. He has increased the rates of the inland postcards which are very 
necessary in the life of the common man every day. He has increased the duty on 

kerosene, knowing very well that 99 per cent of the people of this land cannot do without 
kerosene and they have not got their houses electrically lit. He has increased the third 

class railway fares knowing very well that their journey is anything but comfortable 
while traveling in the third class. He has not only given no relief to the poor man and the 

common man, but he has hit them hard and he has kicked them too. The poor people will 

groan during the year to come under the measures of taxation he has proposed in the 

Budget. Sir, the Budget, he has presented follows the old bureaucratic method. He has 
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merely cut the t's and dotted the is. He has given up nothing new worth the name in any 
sphere of life, whether in the matter of education or medical relief or industry, but he has 

given us more promises and promises in abundance, but without any fulfillment. He has 
said that he has set up a development Board, but the Board has not developed anything. 

He has said that he has set up an Advisory Planning Board, but the Board has planned 

nothing as yet. He has proposed to set up an Industrial Finance Corporation, but it is yet 

to mature. He has stated that he is going to set up an Industrial Research Institute, but it 

is yet under consideration, and the Budget, therefore, Sir, is a Budget of speculation and 

of little actual performance. Six months have elapsed since the establishment of the free 

State of Pakistan and I regret to have to say that nothing has been done tangible in the 

way of Planning and time is essence of any Planning. He has pointed out, and we all 

know, that over 70 per cent of the produce of jute in this Sub-continent is from Pakistan 

and there no jute mills worth the name in Pakistan. While he has done nothing, he has 

not even taken any tangible steps to set up any jute mill to cope with the production of 

jute in Eastern Pakistan. He has told us, and you all know there are few cotton mills in 

Pakistan and the production of staple cotton there is a very large in quantity. I wish he 

did something to establish cotton mills or increase the number of cotton mills in Pakistan 
so that our resources might be better realized. These are, Sir, my first reactions to the 

Budget. 

The next thing to which I take objection to in the Budget is -the encroachment on 

the rights of the Provincial Governments. He has proposed to take over in proceeds of 

the Estate duty from the Provinces. Sir, this raises very important issues, and on behalf 

of the Provincial Governments I think it is my duty to protest in this House against this 

encroachment by the Centre on the provincial sphere. Sir, we are going to have a 

Federation of the Autonomous States of Pakistan and these taxation proposals of the 

Honorable the Finance Minister strike at the very root of the autonomy of the federating 

units which we cannot look at with any sense of pleasure or equanimity. I must, 
therefore, sound a note of warning to the Central Government, that if they continue 

encroaching like this, the Provincial Government will took at these measures as a 
starting kick of the Honorable the Finance Minister and I hope he will consider the 

matter... 

Mr. Abul Matin Choudhury (East Bengal: Muslim):. ... I congratulate, Sir, the 

Honourable the Defence Minister on the steps that he had already taken for the 

nationalization of the Pakistan Army, but I suggest to him. Sir, it in making recruit for 

the officers' rank in the Army, Navy and the Air Force of Pakistan, he should see to it, 

Sir, that the Eastern Pakistan makes the necessary contribution. Defence, Sir, is a 

responsibility common to all the citizens of the State and there is no dearth of suitable 
candidates from among the millions of people in the Eastern Pakistan for officer’s rank 

in the Army. When I speak of Eastern Pakistan, Sir, I do not speak in a spirit of 
provincialism. I hold the view, Sir, that interests of the State of Pakistan transcend every 

other consideration-sectional, parochial or provincial-and that we must suppress all 
disruptive in every sphere of life, if Pakistan is to survive as a compact and 

homogeneous State, but, Sir, that should not preclude as from ventilating the grievances 
of the part of the country with which we are familiar and about the conditions of which 

we have special knowledge. 
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Eastern Pakistan, Sir, is fortunate in having a large body of sea-faring population 

inhabiting the districts of Sylhet, Chittagong, Noakhali, Comilla, Dacca, Mymensingh 

and Faridpur. For years these districts have been supplying crew for all Ocean-going 

steams for the port of Calcutta, the Port of Bombay and even for the port of Mombassa. I 

hope, Sir, full opportunity should be taken of utilizing the services of these men in 

training for our Navy. Concentration, Sir, of the training Establishments in Karachi in 

my view, is hindrance, a drawback to the full utilization of our available manpower for 
the Navy. I hope. Sir, that in locating training centers, the Defence Department will bear 

all these considerations in mind.. 

Mr. Azizuddin Ahmed (East Bengal: Muslim) : . . . Sir, it is quite true that Pakistan 

as it is situated now requires a large defence force and a strong army, navy and also Air 

Force, and so the bulk of our revenue should go for Defence, but Sir, when I go into the 

Budget and find that nothing has been done for the isolated part of Pakistan, namely, the 

Eastern Bengal, which is surrounded on three sides by foreign Dominion and on the 

South by the Bay of Bengal. I feel really disappointed. Sir, it has been said that at one 

time Bengal was neglected and the other day our esteemed colleague, Begum Shaiesta 

Ikramullah, remarked that East Bengal is, if late, talked if patronizingly. It seems. Sir, 
that in the present scheme of things. East Bengal is really Very much neglected. Our 

friends over here who are in the compact area of Sind, N.W.F.P., Baluchistan and the 
Punjab do not give much time or thought, it seems, to the isolated position of East 

Bengal which is cut off from this part of Pakistan by at least 1,500 miles and surrounded 
on all sides by foreign, and even at times hostile, Dominion and the Bay of Bengal. Sir, I 

do not know what my friend, the Honourable the Defence Minister, may have to say - it 
may be a State Secret - for the defence of Eastern Pakistan, but. Sir, the people should be 

taken into confidence so that Eastern Pakistan may not be a sort of temptation to other 

people for aggression or for attack. So, Sir, this part of the Budget has been really very 

much disappointing to us, the people of Eastern Bengal. 

Then, Sir, a lot of revenue of Pakistan certainly comes from the Jute Duty, but, Sir, 

in the present Budget we do not find any provision whatsoever for improving the port of 
Chittagong, so that this item of our duty might be increased. Jetties are there – they 

require a lot of improvement - but I feel, Sir, that the Honorable the Finance Minister 
altogether forgot Chittagong and its improvement for the purpose on exporting jute and 

to add additional revenue to our coffers. 

Then, Sir, what is the provision we find in the Budget for improving the lot of the 

people who grow jute. The only luxury, Sir that they enjoy is hookah. They have got no 

Cinema, they have no theatre; no club life; the only luxury, Sir that these poor people 

enjoy is the hookah which also is being taxed... 

Then, there is another luxury which the poor agriculturist enjoys and that is Pan. 

That, Sir, is also being heavily taxed, so that the poor man's lot is really unenviable. The 

poor men had already been faced with difficulties in getting kerosene and the heavy 

taxation which has been put on kerosene adds to them... 
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Then again, Sir, there is no provision whatsoever for any textile mills in Eastern 

Pakistan. Probably the Finance Minister sitting over here, 1,500 miles away, did not 

gather information regarding the shortage of cloth from which the poor people of East 

Bengal suffer. Whatever, my friend, Khwaja Nazimuddin, may say and give his good 

wishes and dooa for the masses and whatever Mr. Hamidul Huq Chowdhury, the 

Finance Minister of East Bengal, may say for his failure or for the matter of that he may 

throw the blame on somebody else in supplying their quota of cloth to the villagers, 
people really go naked. Now, Sir, if the difficulties were there before the advent of 

Pakistan, if the difficulties are now increased the common people, who have got no 
education, and for whom there is no provision for education in the Budget, would blame 

Pakistan all the more if they go naked, if they have got no cloth to cover their shame and 
even to bury their dead. These are instances in Eastern Pakistan where dead bodies have 

had to be buried without cloth... 

So, Sir, I think this part of the Honorable the Finance Minister's Budget is also 

disappointing because there is no provision for giving us additional quota of cloth by 

having some sort of textile mills in Eastern Pakistan. 

I am glad, Sir, that the Honorable the Finance Minister has put taxes on Cigars and 

Cigarettes, Motor cars and Wireless sets, but, Sir, I think that he could alleniate the 

difficulties and sufferings of the poor masses if he had also taxed cycles and bicycles. In 

Bengal, Sir, we have cycles and also rickshaws, but at the same time, Sir, I would 

request the, Honorable the Finance Minister, if he has this in his mind - to tax cycles 

also-not to make it a Central Subject. At least my friends from East Bengal have lost 

their sales-tax.. 

The Honourable Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan: No, Sir, you have not lost it. You are 

getting everything back. 

Mr. Azizuddin Ahmed: But the compensation, Sir, would be so inadequate that it 

is as good as robbing Peter for paying Paul! So, Sir, if the sales-tax goes, if the income-
tax goes, which was already out of the Province, and if the agricultural income-tax also 

goes what is to be done to improve the lot of these poor people and probably the 
Provincial Governments will have no more item to tax... 

Mr. Ghyasuddin Pathan (East Bengal: Muslim):... Sir, while offering my sincere 

congratulations to the Honorable the Finance Minister for his honest efforts in 

strengthening and re-organizing the defence side, I should like to draw his attention to 

certain facts: There is no doubt that Pakistan needs complete re-organisation and 

strengthening of its defence in the context of new circumstances. It is needless to 

mention that of the two parts of the State, Eastern unit of Pakistan is surrounded by 

foreign countries on all sides. This is a plain country with not many natural barriers 
except at the time of rainy seasons when water serves the purpose of obstacles in the way 

of invasion. We have got the largest population both in number and in density. I will be 
borne out by pre-British History in India that Bengalis were a martial race and did win 

laurels in many battle fields. It was due to a mischievous policy of the British rulers that 
the raising of army from amongst the Bengalis was stopped. It must be admitted that in 

the freedom 
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movement Bengal was the first amongst other Indian provinces to plunge itself into the 

fight and this is one of the reasons for depriving the Bengalis from their right of 

participating in the Army. With the achievement of independence, the old outlook of our 

old masters has got to be changed. Besides, during the last war no difference was made 

between martial and non-martial races and the recruitment covered all the provinces of 

India including Bengal, which has contributed to the land and air forces. So far as Navy 

is concerned East Bengal is proud of having a sea-faring nation which has made name 
centuries ago. Indian Seamen which is mainly composed of East Bengal Seamen has 

entered every water on the globe, rough and smooth, and have got the appreciation and 
admiration of foreign admirals. It is, therefore, incumbent upon the Government to 

provide facilities immediately to the people of East Bengal for naval training and to 
develop Chittagong as a Naval Training Centre. As regards recruitment in the Air Force, 

East Bengal has been treated in a step motherly way. There are 6 or 7 recruiting centers 
in West Pakistan whereas there is only one in East Pakistan. This is not certainly giving 

equal facilities to all citizens of Pakistan. Again, no Training Centre has been opened in 

East Bengal and the Boys recruited there have got to travel at least two thousand miles to 

receive their first training. This is not encouraging. A training centre for Air Force must 

therefore be opened in East Bengal without further delay and though East Bengal is a 

part and parcel of the Pakistan State it must be developed into a self-sufficient unit on 

account of the great distance between East Pakistan and West Pakistan. In all matters of 

development and defense, East Bengal cannot be treated as a unit of the Pakistan State in 

its ordinary sense, applicable to West Punjab, Sind, Frontier and Baluchistan, because all 

these units in the West are a compact geographical area. East Bengal, physically situated 

as it is, must be regarded as a separate unit and defence and development should be made 

equally in the Eastern and Western zone of the Pakistan State. You must make East 

Bengal self-sufficient in every respect... 

Sir, before I close discussion on defence, I must emphasize the immediate necessity 

of establishing an Ordnance Factory in the Eastern zone. It is foolish to think that in time 

of hostilities, Western part of the State will be able to help the Eastern counterpart with 

sufficient arms and ammunitions. Throughout the Budget speech recognition of the 

urgent necessity of East Bengal's defence is lacking. I am, however, glad to find that 

Pakistan Government contemplates starting a number of new training-institutions like 

the Military Academy, Technical and Administrative School, Electrical and Mechanical 

Engineering Centre and School and has provided a fairly good account for setting up 

machineries for certain essential factories during the next year. This will certainly 

include ordnance and ammunition depots. I must bring it to the notice of this House that 

some of these institutions must be set up in East Bengal for the reasons stated above. 
Such a step in my opinion will be an act of foresight and political sagacity. Difficulties, 

excuses or platitudes may be used for depriving East Bengal of the advantages already 
mentioned. But such a step will be most impolitic and may give rise to a sense of 

frustration amongst more than half the population inhibiting the State of Pakistan. The 
feeling is already there and the sooner the leaders at the helm of affairs realize and 

remedy the same, the better for all concerned... 
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Mr. Mahnuid Husain (East Bengal: Muslim) : ... To me, Sir, there are two things 

which are objectionable in the method by which the Budget has been balanced. One is 

very fundamental. And it is this that I find in it an encroachment upon the financial 

autonomy of the Provinces. It is a very fundamental question and a very large question 

and it requires very careful thought. I cannot possibly express fully on this subject within 

the short time available to me. But, Sir, the kind of Pakistan that I envisage consists of 

autonomous units. For reasons of geography, because of linguistic difference, because of 
racial differences, because we are many miles apart-1,500 miles divide Eastern Pakistan 

from Western Pakistan-and because even within Western Pakistan there are differences 
which cannot be ignored and which should not be ignored, I think, Sir, our future 

development should be on the lines of autonomous development of provinces, complete 
autonomy for Provinces. That is the only manner in which we can run Pakistan. That is 

fundamental. I think, Sir, in the Budget this principle has not merely not been observed 
but there are signs of encroachment upon the financial resources of the Provinces. It 

really does not help us, because all you do is that you take away some money from the 

provinces and spend it for the Centre. It does not really solve our economic problem. Our 

economic problem can be solved only when we can increase our national wealth. We can 

raise our standard of living not by just some sort of reshuffling of the sources of income, 

not by taking away some money from here and giving it there. It does not solve our 

economic problem. My complaint is. Sir that our economic problem has not been 

squarely faced by the Honorable the Finance Minister. He ought to have faced these 

difficulties and he ought to have produced a solution. He ought to have at lease made a 

beginning could have been made; at least he could have given us some idea that in future 

this was the kind of thing he was thinking of and this was the plan by which he was 

trying to solve our problem........................ 

 

The Honorable Khwaja Nazimuddin (East Bengal; Muslim) [2nd March, 1948]:... Sir, I 
would point out that in the State where there are provinces, it is very necessary that the 

people of the provinces should develop and progress equally just as in the case of a 
carriage drawn by a pair of horses, it is no use if we have got one strong and powerful 

horse and the other lean and thin, the team never works. Similarly, provinces must 
develop and prosper together and if we are going to have one province which is 

economically and financially unsound, whose people are not wealthy, it is bound to 
affect the position of the whole state and purely from that point of view, I would like to 

place certain demands, if I may say so, suggestions before the Central Government. First 

and foremost among these is that as far as Eastern Pakistan is concerned, we must have a 

fair and proper share in the Armed Forces of Pakistan. This I consider very essential and 

it must be remembered that so long for various reasons the people of Eastern Pakistan 

have been almost kept out of the Armed Forces and if you are now going to place us in a 

position that we have got to get only a share of the new recruits, you can realize how 

long it will take for us to get anything like adequate representation. The Heads of the 

Armed Forces who have visited Eastern Pakistan have been impressed with the material 

that they have seen recruited in one or two battalions of the East Bengal Regiment... 
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They feel that there is a great possibility of East Bengal supplying a large number of 
people into the Armed forces of Pakistan. But unless special steps are taken to see that 

they get their fair and proper share, it will be difficult to ensure adequate representation 
of the people of Eastern Pakistan... 

In conclusion, I would like again to congratulate the Finance Minister and would 

again ask him to remember that we in Eastern Pakistan are suffering from great 

handicaps. We are far away from the seat of the Central Government and we are apt to 
be forgotten. We are anxious to help in every possible manner to maintain the solidarity 

of the Pakistan State. We are mostly poor people and that is the special feature of the 
Pakistan State. The Pakistan State is for the poor people. It is a people's Government 

now and not the government of any other kind and their demands should receive the 
special attention of the Central Government. 
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gh2 1���� ��> 1� ��������� ���< ����� O�� �����! 4������� �*�h !�� ���!���! ��" !��� 
P����< O!B� ���� Zl�f 8��N। 

 

 
 

 
__________ 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
���"����� �<����! ���> !��" ����c�� 

O!�B C�� 
������! �<����! ��� /32 ��8", /09I 

 

*   *   *  * 
 

Mr. Dhirendra Nath Dutta:    �<��, Assembly-� ��2�� ��� 1������ 8��N, 1N����� P�� 
1!� C�<�8�� 4�� �!� '��� )��� 8�2। 

 
Dr. Protap Chandra Guha Roy: ������ ���4�, ���; '����� adjournment motion 

move !��� ���� �2 ��4��; m Adjournment �K�a '����� House-�� Leader 1!� statement 

1��� �!? 
 
The Hon'ble Mr. Khwaja Nazimuddin: Sir, the reason why I was delayed is that I 

was meeting the members of the Committee of Action. An agreement was signed 

between us and I have given orders for release of these people. There was an 

understanding that they would not come near the Assembly Chamber and the Secretariat; 

but I find that evidently they have come very near the Assembly Hall and are making 

demonstration. I have withdrawn all the police, under the agreement and they left them 

in front of the Assembly and the Secretariat building. I do not know what has been 

happening and I think nothing untoward will happen. This is the position, Sir, since they 

did not come on the road adjoining the Assembly, I do not think they will be molested. 

 

Dr. Protap Chandra Guha Roy : Sir, // ������� xB� �K�a 1!� Statement ���� 
�!�? 

 
The Hon’ble Mr. Khwaja Nazimuddin : O �K�a '���8� Parliamentary party 

meeting-� 4�> ���>�N O�� ��� ���*�� !�� 4�>�N, 1� �K�a '� C��! '���8� ��� �� !�� �। 
 
Mr. Provash Chandra Lahiri :::: ���> ������ ���4�, House-O� ��2�� 1� �! 4�� O�� 

N�� demonstrator-1�� P�� 1!� C�<�8�� 4�� �!� 1�B� O!��� 1��� O�� ��� 14��। 
 
The Hon’ble Mr. Khwaja Nazumuddin : With your permission, Sir, I would like 

to make a statement about what has happened (Interruption). Please listen to me. Please 
listen to what I have got to say (Interruption). 

 
Mr. Speaker: I appeal to the members to follow the procedure of the House. The 

Hon’ble Leader of the House will make a statement on the subject and appeal to you all 
to listen to him. 

 

Mr. Monoranjan Dhar : Sir, '�� ��) 1��� O��� O�� ��� �f�� ��) ���> 1��� P�8� 
1� ��2�� �! 4��। ��<2 ��� O��� N����� P�� ������� 1!� C�<�8�� 4> �� 4�� 1�B� �l j���� 
��Z> 4��। 
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The Hon'ble Mr. Khwaja Nazimuddin : Sir, since this morning I have been in 

consultation with the Committee of Action which represent various organizations who 

have started this movement. As a result of our discussion certain agreements were 

arrived at and they were given permission to go to jail and see who were there. They 

came back and signed the agreement. I gave order for release of all people who have 

been in jails. They wanted me to withdraw all the police. I gave orders for the 

withdrawal of the police except in front of the Assembly and the Secretariat. I assured 
them and also gave orders that the police will be withdrawn. They should not come 

before the Assembly. They can go anywhere else they like provided they do not come 
before the Assembly. They can go to Ramna or any other place. I do not know what has 

happened. Why they are making demonstrations here? Here is a copy of the agreement. 
All the police have been withdrawn except in front of the Secretariat and the Assembly. I 

think the Committee of Action has been disowned, or what has happened I do not know. 
(Noise). 

 

If you like 1 can read out the copy of the agreement. 

 

"After discussion with the members of the Joint State Language Committee of Action it 

was agreed as follows: 

 

1. All those who have been arrested in connection with the Bengali language issue 

from the 29
,h
 February, 1948, will be released immediately. 

2. The Hon'ble the Prime Minister will enquire into the alleged excesses by the 

police and issue a statement within a month. 

3. In the first week of April, 1948 on a day reserved for the unofficial business of 

the East Bengal Legislative Assembly a special motion will be moved 

recommending that Bengali should also be one of the State languages and given 
the same status as Urdu in Pak Assembly and in Central Govt. examinations. 

 
In today's party meeting this question will be discussed. 

 
4. An official resolution will be moved in the Assembly in April proposing that as 

soon as English is replaced it will be by Bengali as the official language of the 
province, and the medium of instruction will be in Bengali but in schools and 

colleges the mother tongue of the majority of the students will have preference. 

5. No victimization of anyone who has taken part in this movement. 

6. The ban on papers will be withdrawn. 

7. Wherever section 144 has been imposed in East Bengal in connection with the 

language question with effect from the 29th of February will be withdrawn. 

8. After discussion with the Committee of Action, I am satisfied that this movement 

was not inspired by the enemies of the State." 

 

Dr. A.M. Malik : ���> ������ ���4�, '����� House-�� Leader O� 1� ��W �� )�>�� 
4�� Police ���� 1;>� 4�>�N �!t '�� 1��� O��� Police ���� ��> Military ��� 4�>�N। 
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Mr. Abu Taiyab Mazharul Haque : �<��, '�� ��) ���> 1���। 

 

The Hon’ble Mr. Khwaja Nazimuddin : O��� Military ��� 1��! ��� �N�। The 

military was posted here from the beginning and the police have been withdrawn from 

other parts. They were all over Ramna, but from all those places the police have been 
withdrawn and no arrests have been made, nobody is being interfered with. The 

arrangement was that they would not come before the Assembly or go to the Secretariat, 
but they could go anywhere else they liked. (Great uproar in the House). 

 

Mr. Mafizuddin Ahmed: Sir, // ������ 1� ��� N����� 1[��� !�� 4�>�N ����� 1N�l 
1�;>� 4�>�N �!? 

 

Mr. Abdul Momin: O!)� ���� ��� 4>। 
 

Mr. Shamsuddin Ahmed: Sir, '��� �� '�� �� �~ )�>��> ����� 1����N। �! 
agreement 4�>�N '�� �� )�� �। ��2 4P! ��� 1� agreement-B� �l�� ;B� �~ �v������ 
�<����, ��� ��� �<����B� ��) ���> O!��� 1��� '�� �� 4�� ��� 4>। 

 

Mr. Muhammad Ali: Sir, fresh developments must have arisen by this time It 

seems the demonstrators want to come to this place because this is the only forum where 

the representatives of the people ventilate their grievances. Therefore the matter should 

be taken in session of the House. I do not suggest that the Premier should personally 

present and see that what their grievances are. It is better that you, Sir, your 

representative should find out what the demonstrators want and what their grievances 

are, so that we may understand what is the position, and how far it possible to redress 

their grievances. 

 

Mr. Masihuddin Ahmed : ������ ���4�, '�� O2 House-1! O!B� ����� ����, '���� 
)�� 1� O!B� agreement 
�R��� 4�>�N� �!t O�2 y�� 1���� 1� Mr. Gafur 2P�������B 
��G�c ¶��! 1���� ��4�� N������ P�� tear gas open !���N, ��� $�� 1� agreement 4�>�N� �� 
h 4�> ���>�N O�� ���2 )�< ���4�� demonstration 4��, '�� '�� !�� Leader of the House 

���4�� 1��� �� ����� �����। ��� �$�� O2 situation create !���N। 

 

*  *  *  *  *  * 

 
 

Mrs. Anwara Khatun : Sir, '��� O!B� �M�< '�N। 

 
Mr. A. K. Fazlul Huq : On a point of order. Sir, I suggest that the Leader of the 

House should go out and see what is happening outside. Unless that is done we will not 

allow the proceedings of the house to go on. Our feelings cannot be trampled like this. 

This is not ���� ���	।The Leader of the House must go outside just now. He must go, must 

go, must go. 
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Anwara Khatun: Sir, '��� O!B� �M�< '�N। 
 

Mr. Speaker : Mr. Fazlul Huq, I am very sorry to say that what you have spoken 

was not on any point of order. As an old parliamentarian, you should know what a point 
of order is and what not a point of order is. The Leader of the House made a statement in 

connection with the language question. After this I cannot ask him to take any action in 
the matter. He is quite aware of his duties. If you so like you can request him to take 

further action in the matter outside the house. 

Mr. Dhirendra Nath Dutta: Mr. Speaker, Sir, Mrs. Anwara Khatun �!N� ���� 
8���। 

Mrs. Anwara Khatun ::::    �<��, �� //2 ��8" ������ �� 4�>�N, �� 4�>�N। ') ����� 1��>��� 
���> 4�� ���>�N, ��� �B�� 1����N, ��� ���!�� 8�2। m ��� 18����� O��� 8��� �। '��� 8�2 
Chief Minister 1���� ���> 1��� '��। 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

Mr. Shamsuddin Ahmed : Sir, 1��>��� ���> ����� 4�� �����N। '��� O� ���!�� 8�2। 
O2 ��4���" �!��� resign !�� P�8�। 

Mr. Speaker: The House stands adjourned still 4.55 P.M. 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

After Adjournment 

 

Mr. Mohammad Ali: Sir, I made a suggestion that you should take up the matter in 

your own hand as the demonstration is going on in front of the Assembly. Sir, this is the 
House of the representatives of the masses and when some people are demonstrating in 

front of us, we would like to know what are their grievances and how they can be 

redressed. You are the best person to take up the matter in your own hand by holding a 

conference in your Chamber with some of the members of the House and some 

representatives of the demonstrators. And then we would be in a position to know what 

are their grievances and whether it is within the competece of the House to redress them. 

I would, Sir, like to know what you propose to do with my suggestion. 

Mr. Muhammad Rukunuddin : Mr. Speaker, Sir, 1N���� '����� ��c; 1N����� ���U 
'����� ���U; ����� C���U '����� C���U, �� -/7 �� ���� �� 8��N O�� '); �� 8��N �� 
���U2 C����!�। O!B� compromise 4;>�> '��� '�D� ; ��e� 4�>�N���। �!t 1� 
compromise �G 4�>�N। '����� 1��� ��!�� �! )< !���� Pn���� O� O!B� ��D� 
compromise �G 4�, O!B� enquiry 4;>� P�8� O�� ���� O� )< ��>� ��4���� P���M ��8�� 4;>� 
P�8�। 
 

*  *  *  *  * 
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Point of Information Regarding Language Question (17th March, 1948). 

 

Maulana Abdul Hamid Khan : )�� ��� ���4�, O��� ��S�� ���< '�N ��S�� �!��2 

�!�� !��� 1� OB� ����� ��Z���Z���� 1��, O2 Assembly-� ��� ��� ���; �e>2 �������2 
����। '�� �! ��� '��� ��’ �!N�2 ������ ���� �, '�� �� ��� ��� ��4� ���<��� 
discussion-O� 1!� ��¡� ��!�� ���� �। '�� ��� �����> Ruling � 1� �� 4�� '��� '��� 
'���8�� ���! 4’� �! !��, '�� '�� !�� '�� ruling ���� 1� ���2 ������� ��� O�� 
'��; ������� ruling ����। 

 

Mr. Speaker : ���> 1�K� �� ���N 1� �K�a '��� �M�< 4�� O2 1� O� ��"U O2 
Assembly-1� �?! 4> �2 1� 1!� ��Z�> O2 Assembly-� !�) 4��, �� ��"� !�� O2 
Assembly-� ���<��� �����U� P��। O�; O2 k� 1!� ����U O2 Assembly-1� 4> �2, 1� 
��"U O2k� 1!� ����U � 4> 1� ��"U ��� 1� ��Z� )�� ��� 1�2 ��Z�> ����, OB� Ruling-
O� ��Z> >। 

 

Moulana Abdul Hamid Khan :::: '�� 1!� ��Z�> ����? ��� ���4�, '�� '�� !�� 
2���)� ��" !�� ����� ��Z���2 ���� �!�� ��� ��� �<��� !���। 

 

 

*  *  *  *  * 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

���"����� �<����! ���> ���)�B� 
;�� ����!" �;��� ������ �M�< 

������! �<����! ��� /02 ��8", 
/09I 

    

Maulana Abdul Hamid Khan    ::::    )�� ��� ���4�, ��x"�� ���� ��ª�)<���� �*�B� 
��c"���5� ��� ; 1��Zc 4’1� ���M ��� !�� ��́ "��G� )�����c '�� !���N� 1� 
��� ���!�� 
���] 
������� )���!� � "́�4 !���, 
��� ����� �<M !���, ����� 4��� 1���� �$�� ����, ���� 
C�"p��!, �����)! O�� ��)p��! P|�� ���� �R� 4�� �!t �l2 �������� ��Z>, �l '$������ 
��Z> 1� O2 4�P�� )�� C�"��8� 1� ���)B 1�� !���N �� ��� )������c� ������ �4���� 
!���। ��c"� 1)������ ����� 1�K� �4���� !���N। 
��� 1���, ‘
��� ���!��� 1g��� 
��;>���� �f� ���� ���)B 1�� 4�� �� '��� !�; '�� !���। )������c� ��� !��, ��� j�� 
; 1��� ������ ��S� ���M �2 !��c )������c� ��G ��S� '��� 1!� ��s� �2। ��� ��c"� 
1)������ 1���� ������। )������c� ��G ��S� ��� 1!� ��� �2। ���� ���_�� O2 �c���f! 
���� O2 
��� 1��� ��c"� 1)���� 1g��� ��;>�� �<�4�� !��� OB� '����� ���c�� C���। 

����� ��� 1� ���)B 1�� !���N ���� '������f! 1���������� )< �� �!N�2 !���N। �!t 
1���� 1�`�v !*Z! �)�� ���� ������� 4�l��G� ��B�� 1��B ��)
 1����>, ����� )< �!N�À2 !�� 
�2। ��!�� 9 ) 1��! �4�� ��� !�� ����� ���> )��� )< /. �R B�!� ���� !���N �!t 9 
1!��B §. �R [��������� ���> )��� )< 1!� �<��� !�� �2। ��M��G /097-99 ���� ����� 
���� �<> ���� !�� 4�>�N� 7 1!��B - �R /9 4�)�� B�!� '� '����� ���> C�" ��8� 1� ���)B 
P���� !���N ���� 1!�� ��́ " ���!���� )< ������� ���� �<> ���� !���N 7,.7,66,... 
B�!�। 

��́ " ���!�� ���� 4���� !���N ����� P��2 24� �R� !��� ���>:। ��́ " ���!���� )�����c 
�� !��� �����!�। ��́ " ���!���� ��`�� ���� �T�� !�� 24��! ³�� !���� 18h� !���, ��́ " 
���!���� '����*���c�� !*Z!, �)��, �!�� ����� 4�> ����� ��`�� �l�� O�� ���!���! �R� 
!���। ������� �<> �*�� !�� 
��� ���!���! �R� !��� 18h� C�<U ���!� ��Z>। 

1���� ��{, !*�Z, @��! 8��� ; � "́�!�� P|�� ��"� !�� ��R�� P��। �!t 1�2 ��R�� )< 
�<> ���� !�� 4�>�N ��� j2 1!��B !�>! �R B�!�। '�� '�� !�� ���> C�" ��8� ���4� ������� 
�<> ����8 !�� ��R�� ���� ���h B�!� ���� !��� O�� O2 ���)B ��4� !�� �� '!��� '> 
!���। 

���> C�" ��8� ���4� 1��� ����N 1� )������ ��� ��l����l P��� !��� O! 1!��B 1��! 
���� ���� �� ����� )�� ���| 4��। ��S� �$��� ����� ������ �। ����" ������ 1��B 9 1!��B §. �R 
1���!� ���< ��!�� 03 ��� !*�Z)���। )������ ��� P��� !��� / 1!��B 1��! �! !�� ���� ��>? OB� 
��� �! !�� '��«�� !���? ���� !*Z!��� P�� )�B ��2��¬ $� ���� -. �R B�!� ���"< !�� 
4�>�N। �!t '���� 1)� C��! 4�� 1� O2 ����� )�������� !��N - 1!��B B�!� 1�Á ���! '�N। 
O! �>����4 1)��> -§ �R B�!� 1�Á ���!। �&�# �<��)�#B ��� �� x��� '� �a�� ��> ���> 
���� !��। O2 ���! 1�Á '���>� 1!� �<��� !��N �। 1� ��� ���� !*Z! !*�ZÂc  
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��>�N O�� 1��� !��� ����N �, ���> C�" ��8� ���B"�$�!B ���� ����� ��l�x� ���� O�� 
1)��)�� 1T�! !�� PM Âc '���>� �<��� !���N। �!t ��� �������� )�������� 4��� !l� 
�����> - 1!��B B�!� ���! 1�� '���>� �<��� !��� �����। O2 4�P�� C�! ���h���� !��N; �R 
�R B�!� 1�Á ���! ��l '�N। 
>� C�" ��8� ���> 4���j� 4! ���4���; 4>� 1�� ��!� '�N। 
(4��<...)। ��� �f��� ���� !*Z!��� 1��� �f�: !��� 8� ��4�� ��4��� '� 1��� �� �f�: !��� 
����� �। 
 

The Hon'ble Mr. Hamidul Huq Chowdhury : Mr. Speaker, Sir, will you ask the 

honorable member to take personal responsibility for the statement he has made that a 

large amount of cess remains in arrear so far as I am concerned? 

 

(At this stage there was uproar in the House). 

Moulana Abdul Hamid Khan: ��� ��c��| !*Z!��� ��� O2 �<��� !�� 4> ��4�� 
�f��v��� 1���� 18>�� ³�� 4��। !*Z!��� P�� C�<�8�� !�� ��f: !��� C��!�� !���� �2। ') 
'� �*�B� ��� �2। ')�� ���!��� ���<! �����!� ��� C��!��। ���<! ���Z 8�> ��;>�-���, 
1��� ÃZ�, ��!�� x�, 8��8��� ����, ; 1����l�� ���<��� O�� Ob�� ����� �G� ����। '�� '�� 
!�� �f��v�� )������ ��� P��� !�� )��>�� ��� !���। 

Co-operative Department-O� Âc�� ����� ����� B�!� '��> !��� �! C�<�8�� � !��? 
O2 Department ��� Bogus Department। ��c"���5� !� B�!� ��8 4�� �!t �����! 1!� !�) 
4�� �। O� 18�> Trade Society ��� Share ���T !�� [��� [��� Industry ��l ������ �<��� !��� 
C�! ��� 4�। 

��� 1��� Civil Supply Department � Superintendent-O� �� 1���; C��! ����� 
!���। '�� 1����N Civil Supply Department-O� -.. B�!�� !�"8���� x�� Silk ����� O�� ��)� 
)����> Silk-O� ��"�। O��2 O2 ��! ���!���! ����!� Depot-1� ���c� !���N। OB� �l2 
'$������ !��। O2 ����!� Depot P��� !��� 4��। Civil Supply Deptt. j"�����c" 
Department। � Department-1! P��� !���� ���Ä�� ���> O2 house-O� ���< ��"��8� 
4�>�N। Muslim League-O� ���"� C���>� 1���� )�����c ��� ����� !�� ��N�!; 1��B 
���>�N। ������ ��� ���"� / > - > ��!�� 0I�B '� ��� !���N। )�����c '����� ������ 
18�> '�N-)������ ��� P��� 4��, ���<�����! �����! ��R� ����"� 4��, �������c" !�Å�� ��� P�? 
����। 

O2 ���!��� �R �R B�!�� �� ���T 4��। �� ���T !��, 4���� ���T� ��)
 ���> ���!�� 
��] ���8��� 4�� ���� �। ����Z� @��! 8����� P|�� N�l� ���!���� P|�� 4�� ���� �। '���� 
)�� �~ B�!� R�� 4;>� ��o; '��� ��c"��5 �� ���T ���� ���>�N। '����� ����f� '�4�), 
'�� !�� ���!��� ���! �&���, ��-��)�� 1��!�, 1��<��*�� O�� j���"��c" Control ����	 �	���� 

�	। �	���	�� �	� �	��� �	� ����। �	� Department ��!��। 1�K���� )< /. �R !�>! 4�)�� B�!� 
���� 4�>�N �!t ��2���� n���� ��R!�c ') I ��� ���� ����< /3 B�!� 1��; ���� �। C�8 
�f���� 1�� �?! ��� ��� '��> 4��। 
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Mr. Speaker: '��� ��> 4�>�N, '�� ���। 

Maulana Abdul Hamid Khan: j�B !��। ������! ��"c��5 O2 1� sales-tax 

Central ��c"���5� ��G 8��M !�� Central Government-Subject !�� ���> '��� O�� 
����� !�N 4�� ��� / 1!�B� B�!� ��� ��� 
�!*� 4��, OB� �f��v�� 1!� 
������ ��� !���? 
Assembly-� member-1�� ��G �����" � !�� ��S�� ��)�� 1��l�� !��� 1!� C��!���? '��� 
�! Central Government-O� 1�����? �*�B� ��c"���5� 1������ !�� �2। <�>�G� C��!���� 
)< �8�!�� �l�2 !���N, '); !��। '��� 4�l��G� ���s� !�� ��B P���� !�� C�8 Jute 

Tax, O� �! Railway Tax, Income Tax, Sales Tax ��> ���� Central Govt. O2 �� tax-
O� ��!�� 63 ��� ������ )< 1��� ���! C�� Central Govt. 1! 1�;>� 14�!। O2 ���)�B 
1��4�V� '�� ; �;��� �;!� '�� ��S�� ')���� )< ��c ���>�N O�� !��>�� '�� 1��4�V� 
'�� �)|�4 ��� ���!���� )< ��� )�� P��� !���N ����� memorial-O� )< 1!� �<��� 
!�� 4> �2। O2 ���! '�� ��c"���5� �*�h '!Z"c !��। 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
//2 ���8"� ��"xB � �!" ‘‘; 

1������’’ ������� �M�< 
���"������ ��Z� '�D�� ; 
��!��� ��)���� ��`�� 

P��। �*+�-I7 
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//2 ��8" 1!����� �!N� ���<! C��������� 1��!� �a �N��� O�� ��Z� '�D���� P���< 
��������� ���< ����� �*�h ; ���!���! ��" !��, O2 �M��<� ���<�� 1�� ��d���B�� ��[ 
'�D���� O!B� ��Q���>! �<��<� 1�;>�� ��8h� �4�)2 �Rc�>। O2 ���G �����4! ‘; 1������’ 
¶�!�� ������ 1���� O!�B �8�?�� ��� 4>� 

//2 ���8"� O� �l xB�� �� ���"�G ��!�� 1� 1����B ���4� !�� ��4� ��l��2 ���� ��> �!*� 
������! ¤<�! 'PB !��� )< ��!�� 18h� !��>��N। 1�����B ��� 4> ��� !���> ����� 
�*�h!��� ���]� j�� O2 ��"x�B 1��� ��>��N�। �4��� ��[ ������ O��!� ��"x�B C��[4c 
!���� C
�!�� !�� C�"�� ��!���� ��� ���h��> !��<�h O�� !���> �4D� ��"x�B C�� �>��N�। 
C�8 1! � )�� ��"xB�! �$� !��>� ������� )< ¶�!�� ���<!�B ������ N�� ������� b�� 
�<�>�B ; ���?� �V��� ��! ����>� ��>��N�। C�8 ��!���� ��� �������� O2 '�D��� 1��� 
1�> �2। �8��c�� �! C��́ " ���! 
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��"�V� 8��M�B� ����c ��ck����"�V� 8��M�B� ����c ��ck����"�V� 8��M�B� ����c ��ck����"�V� 8��M�B� ����c ��ck�� 

/।   -01� 1$»>���, /09I, 42�� ����� ��Z�� ��= ��S4�����! 1[��� !�� 42>��N ��S4�����! 
C����K ���M �� !�� 42��। 

-।  ����� !�*"! C�<�8���� C������ � �!" ����f� 
>� ��U !��>� O! ����� ���< O 
��Z�> O!�B ���*�� ��� !����। 

7।  /09I-O� O����� ��� ����4 ���" ����� ��!���� �<����! ���> 1���!��� '���8�� 
)< 1��� ��"���� 42>��N 1�2�� ������! C<�� ��]��Z� !����� O�� ��4��! 
���!�� �c���Z�� O�� 1!��> ��!���� ���R� ���� Pj"� ����"��� ���� )�< O!�B 
����Z ���� P��� !�� 42��। 

9।  O��� ���� �<����! ���> O2 ���" O!�B ���� P��� !�� 42�� 1� ������ ��!��� 
��Z� �4���� 2���)� P�?>� ��;>�� ��2 ����� ��4�� ��� ��!��� ��Z� k�� 
�!*� 42��। 
24� N�l� ��R�� ���<�; 42�� �����। ��� �����c���� n��-!��)b���� C��!��� N���� 
���*��Z�� ���<��2 ��R� �� !�� 42��। 

3।  '�D��� ��S4��� C��[4c !��>��N ��S4���� !�4���� ��`�� 1!� �<��� [4c !�� 42�� 
�। 

§।  ��������� P�� 42�� ��Z��d� ��<�4�� !�� 42��। 

6।  -0 1� 1$��>��� 42�� ���" ������ 1� �!� ��� ��Z� '�D���� )< /99 ���� )��� 
!�� 42>��N 1��� 42�� ��4� ��<�4�� !�� 42��। 

I।  ��[�� ���Z��� ���� '���8�� �� '�� O �<����� ����D4 42>��N 1� O2 '�D�� 
���]� j����� ���� C����c� 4> �2। 
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NATIONAL CONSOLIDATION 
 

Speech at a public meeting 

attended by over three lakhs of people at Dacca 

on March 21,1948 

 

Assalam-o-Alaikum! Assalam-o-AIaikum!! Assalam-o-Alaikum !!! 
 

I am grateful to the people of this Province and, through you, Mr. Chairman of 
the Reception Committee, to the people of Dacca, for the great welcome that they have 

accorded to me. I need hardly say that it gives me the greatest pleasure to visit East 
Bengal. East Bengal is the most important component of Pakistan, inhibited as it is by 

the largest single bloc of Muslims in the world. I have been anxious to pay this Province 
an early visit, but unfortunately, other matters, of greater importance had so far 

prevented me from doing so. 

 

About some of these important matters you doubtless know. You know, for 

instance, of the cataclysm that shook the Punjab immediately after Partition, and of the 

millions of Muslims who in consequence were uprooted from their homes in East 

Punjab, Delhi and neighboring districts and had to be protected, sheltered and fed 

pending rehabilitation in Western Pakistan. Never throughout history was a new State 

called upon to face such tremendous problems. Never throughout history has a new State 

handled them with such competence and courage. Our enemies had hoped to kill 

Pakistan at its inception. Pakistan has. on the contrary, arisen triumphant and stronger 

than ever. It has come to stay, and play its great role for which it is destined. 
 

In your address of welcome you have stressed the importance of developing, 

the great agricultural and industrial resources of this province, of providing facilities 

for the training of the young men and women of this province for entering the Armed 

Forces of Pakistan, of the development of the port of Chittagong and of 

communications between this province and other parts of Pakistan, of development of 

educational facilities and finally you have stressed the importance of ensuring that the 

citizens of Eastern Pakistan get the due and legitimates share in all spheres of 

Government activity. Let me at once assure you that my Government attaches the 

greatest importance to these matters and is anxiously and constantly engaged in 
ensuring that Eastern Pakistan attains its full stature with the maximum of speed. Of 

the martial progress of the people of this province, history provides ample evidence 
and, as you are aware, Government have already taken energetic steps to provide 

facilities for the training of the youth of this province both in 
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the regular Armed Forces and as volunteers in the Pakistan National Guards. You may 

rest assured that the fullest provision shall be made for enabling the youth of this 

province to play its part in the defence of this State. 

Let me now turn to some general matters concerning this province. In doing so, let 

me first congratulate you, the people of this Province and your Government, over the 

manner in which you have conducted yourselves during these seven months of trials and 

tribulations. Your Government and loyal, hardworking officials deserve to be 

congratulated on the speed and efficiency with which it succeeded in building up an 

ordered administration out of the chaos and confusion which prevailed immediately after 

Partition. On the 15th August, the Provincial Government in Dacca was a fugitive in its 

own home. It was faced with the immediate problem of finding accommodation for 

thousands of Government personnel in what was, after all, before Partition only a small 

mofussil town. Hardly had Government got to grips with administrative problems thus 

created when some seventy thousand Railways and other personnel and their families 

suddenly arrived in this Province, driven out of India partly by panic owing to the 

disturbances immediately following the Partition. There were further, owing to the 

wholesale departure of Hindu personnel, great gaps left in the administrative machinery 
and the entire transport and communication system had been disorganized. The 

immediate task that faced the Government, therefore, was hurriedly to regroup its forces 
and reorganise its administrative machine in order to avert an imminent administrative 

collapse. 

This the Government did with extraordinary speed and efficiency. The 

administration continued to function unhampered, and the life of the community 

continued undisturbed. Not only was the administration speedily reorganized but the 

great administrative shortages were quickly made good, so that an impending famine 

was averted, and what is equally important, peace was maintained throughout the 

province. In this latter respect, much credit is due also to the people of this province, in 
particular to the members of the majority community, who showed exemplary calm and 

determination to maintain peace despite the great provocation afforded by the massacre 
and oppression of the Muslims in the Indian Dominion in the months immediately after 

Partition. Despite those horrible happenings, some forty thousand processions were 
taken out by the Hindu community during the last Puja in this province without a single 

instance of the breach of peace, and without any molestation from the Muslims of this 
province. 

Any impartial observer will agree with me that throughout these troubles the 

minorities were looked after and protected in Pakistan better than anywhere else in India. 

You will agree that Pakistan was able to keep peace and maintain law and order; and let 
me tell you that the minorities not only here in Dacca but throughout Pakistan are more 

secure, more safe than anywhere else. We have made it clear that the Pakistan 
Government will not allow peace to be disturbed; Pakistan will maintain law and order at 

any cost; it will not allow any kind of mob rule. It is necessary to draw attention to these 
facts, namely, the building up of an orderly administration, the averting of an imminent 

famine and the maintenance of the supply of food to some forty million people in this 
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province at a time of overall food shortage and serious administrative difficulties, and 
the maintenance of peace, because there is a tendency to ignore these achievements of 

the Government and to take these things for granted. 

It is always easy to criticize; it is always easy to go on fault-finding, but people 

forget the things that are being done and are going to be done for them, and generally 

they take those for granted without even realizing as to what trials, tribulations, 

difficulties and dangers we had to face at the birth of Pakistan. I do not think that your 
administration is perfect, far from it; I do not say that there is no room for improvement; 

I do not say that honest criticism from true Pakistanis is unwelcome. It is always 
welcome. But when I find in some quarters nothing but complaint, faultfinding and not a 

word of recognition as to the work that has been done either by your Government or by 
those loyal officials and officers who have been working for you day and night, it 

naturally pains me. Therefore, at least say some good word for the good that is done, and 
then complain and criticize. In a large administration, it is obvious that mistakes must be 

made not expect that it should be faultless; no country in the world can be so. But our 

ambition and our desire is that it should be as little defective as possible. Our desire is to 

make it more efficient, more beneficial, more smooth working. For what? What has the 

Government got for its aim? The Government can only have for its aim one objective - 

how to serve the people, how to devise ways and means of their welfare, for their 

betterment. What other object can the Government have and, remember, now it is your 

hands to put the Government in power or remove the Government from power; but you 

must not do it by mob methods. You have the power; you must learn the art to use it; you 

must try and understand the machinery. Constitutionally, it is your hands to upset one 

Government and put another Government in power if you are dissatisfied to such an 

extent. 

Therefore, the whole thing is in your hands, but I advise you strongly to have 

patience and to support the men, who are at the helm of your Government, sympathize 

with them, try and understand their troubles and their difficulties just as they should try 

and understand your grievances and complaints and sufferings. It is by that co-operation 

and that good spirit and goodwill that you will be able not only to preserve Pakistan 

which we have achieved but  also make it a great State in the world. Are you now, after 

having achieved Pakistan, going to destroy it by your own folly? Do you want to build it 

up? Well then for that purpose there is one essential condition, and it is this - complete 

unity and solidarity amongst ourselves.  

But I want to tell you that in our midst there are people financed by foreign agencies 

who are intent on creating disruption. Their object is to disrupt and sabotage Pakistan. I want 
you to be on your guard; I want you to be vigilant and not to be taken in by attractive slogans 

and catchwords. They say that the Pakistan Government and the East Bengal Government 

are out to destroy your language. A bigger falsehood was never uttered by a man. Quite 

frankly and openly I must tell you that you have got amongst you a few communists and 
other agents financed by foreign help and if you are not careful, you will be disrupted. The 

idea that East Bengal should be brought back into the Indian Union is not given up, and it is 

their aim yet, and I am confident - I am not afraid, but it is better to be vigilant - that those 

people who still dream of getting back East Bengal into the Indian Union are living in a 

dream-land. 
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I am told that there has been some exodus of the Hindu community from this 

province. I have seen the magnitude of this exodus put at the fantastic figure often lakhs 

in the India Press. Official estimates would not put the figure beyond two lakhs at the 

utmost. In any case, 1 am satisfied that such exodus as has taken place has been the 

result not of any ill-treatment of the minority communities. On the other hand, the 

minority communities have enjoyed, and rightly so, greater freedom, and have been 

shown greater solicitude for their welfare than the minorities in any part of the Indian 
Dominion. 

The causes of this exodus are to be found rather in the loose talk by some war- 

mongering leaders in the Indian Dominion of the inevitability of war between Pakistan 

and India; in the ill-treatment of the minorities in some of the Indian provinces and the 

fear among the minorities of the likely repercussions of that ill-treatment here, and in the 

open encouragement to Hindus to leave this province being sedulously given by a 

section of the Indian Press, producing imaginary accounts of what it calls the plight of 

the minorities in Pakistan, and by the Hindu Mahasabha. All this propaganda and 

accusations about the ill-treatment of the minorities stand belied by the fact that over 

twelve million non-Muslims continue to live in this province in peace and have refused 
to migrate from here. 

Let me take this opportunity of repeating what I have already said: we shall treat the 

minorities in Pakistan fairly and justly. Their lives and property in Pakistan are far more 

secured and protected than in India and we shall maintain peace, law and order and 

protect and safeguard fully every citizen of Pakistan without distinction of caste, creed or 

community. 

So far so good. Let me now turn to some of the less satisfactory features of the 

conditions in this province. There is a certain feeling, I am told, in some parts of this 

province, against non-Bengali Muslims. There has also lately been a certain amount of 

excitement over the question whether Bengali or Urdu shall be the State language of this 

province and of Pakistan. In this latter connection, I hear that some discreditable 

attempts have been made by political opportunists to make a tool of the student 

community in Dacca to embarrass the administration. 

My young friends, students who are present here, let me tell you as one who has 
always had love and affection for you, who has served you for ten years faithfully and 

loyally, let me give you this word of warning: you will be making the greatest mistake if 
you allow yourself to be exploited by one political party or other. Remember, there has 

been a revolutionary change. It is our own Government. We are a free, independent and 

sovereign State. Let us behave and regulate our affairs as free men: we are not 

suppressed and oppressed under the regime of a foreign domination; we have broken 

those chains, we have thrown off those shackles. My young friends, I look forward to 

you as the real makers of Pakistan do not be exploited and do not be misled. Create 

amongst yourselves complete unity and solidarity. Set an example of what youth can do. 

Your main occupation should be-in fairness to yourself, in fairness to your parents, in 

fairness to the State - to devote your attention to your studies. If you fritter away your 

energies now, 
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you will always regret. After you leave the portals of your universities and colleges then 
you can play your part freely and help yourself and the State. Let me warn you in the 

clearest terms of the dangers that still face Pakistan and your province in particular as I 
have done already. Having failed to prevent the establishment of Pakistan, thwarted and 

frustrated by their failure, the enemies of Pakistan have now turned their attention to 

disrupt the State by creating a split amongst the Muslims of Pakistan. These attempts 

have taken the shape principally of encouraging provincialism. 

As long as you do not throw off this poison in our body politic, you will never be 

able to weld yourself, mould yourself, galvanize yourself into a real true nation. What we 
want is not to talk about Bengali, Punjabi, Sindhi, Baluchi, Pathan and so on. They are of 

course units. But I ask you: have you forgotten the lesson that was taught to us thirteen 
hundred years ago? If I may point out, you are all outsiders here. Who were the original 

inhabitants of Bengal - not those who are now living? So what is the use of saying "we 
are Bengalis, or Sindhis, or Pathans, or Punjabis". Now we are Muslims. 

Islam has taught us this, and I think you will agree with me that whatever else you 

may be and whatever you are, you are a Muslim. You belong to a Nation now; you have 

now carved out a territory, vast territory, it is all yours; it does not belong to a Punjabi or 
a Sindhi, or a Pathan, or a Bengali; it is yours. You have your Central Government where 

several units are represented. Therefore, if you want to build up yourself into a Nation, 
for God's sake give up this provincialism. Provincialism has been one of the curses; and 

so is sectionalism - Shia, Sunni, etc. 

It was no concern of our predecessor Government; it was no concern of theirs to 

worry about it; they were here to carry on the administration, maintain law and order and 

to carryon their trade and exploit India as much as they could. But now we are in a 

different position altogether. Now I give you an example. Take America. When it threw 

off British rule and declared itself independent, how many nations were there? It had 

many races: Spaniards, French, Germans, Italians, English, Dutch and many more. Well, 
there they were. They had many difficulties. But mind you, their nations were actually in 

existence and they were great nations; whereas you had nothing. You have got Pakistan 
only now. But there a Frenchman could say 'I am a Frenchman and belong to a great 

nation', and so on. But what happened? They understood and they realized their 
difficulties because they had sense, and within a very short time they solved their 

problems and destroyed all this sectionalism and they were able to speak not as a 
German or a Frenchman or an Englishman or a Spaniard, but as Americans. They spoke 

in this spirit: I am an American' and 'we are Americans'. And so you should think, live 

and act in terms that your country is Pakistan and you are a Pakistani. 

Now I ask you to get rid of this provincialism, because as long as you allow this 
poison to remain in the body politic of Pakistan, believe me, you will never be a strong 

nation, and you will never be able to achieve what I wish we could achieve. Please do 
not think that I do not appreciate the position. Very often it becomes a vicious circle. 

When you speak to a Bengali, he says: 'Yes you are right but the Punjabi is so arrogant'; 
when you speak to the Punjabi or non-Bengali, he says 'Yes, but these people do not 

want us 
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here, they want to get us out'. Now this is a vicious circle, and I do not think anybody 
can solve this Chinese puzzle. The question is, who is going to be more sensible, more 

practical, more states man-like and will be rendering the greatest service to Pakistan? So 
make up your mind and from today put an end to this sectionalism. 

About language, as I have already said, this is in order to create disruption amongst 

the Mussalmans. Your Prime Minister has rightly pointed this out in a recent statement 

and I am glad that his Government have decided to put down firmly any attempt to 
disturb the peace of this province by political saboteurs or their agents. Whether Bengali 

shall be the official language of this province is a matter for the elected representatives 
of the people of this province to decide. I have no doubt that this question shall be 

decided solely in accordance with the wishes of the inhabitants of this province at the 
appropriate time. 

Let me tell you in the clearest language that there is no truth that your normal life is 

going to be touched or disturbed so far as your Bengali language is concerned. But 

ultimately it is for you, the people of this province, to decide what shall be the language 

of your province. But let me make it very clear to you that the State Language of 

Pakistan is going to be Urdu and no other language. Anyone who tries to mislead you is 
really the enemy of Pakistan. Without one State Language, no Nation can remain tied up 

solidly together and function. Look at the history of other countries. Therefore, so far as 
the State Language is concerned, Pakistan's language shall be Urdu.' But, as I have said, 

it will come in time. 

I tell you once again, do not fall into the trap of those who are the enemies of 

Pakistan. Unfortunately, you have fifth-columnists - and I am sorry to say they are 

Muslims-who are financed by outsiders. But they are making a great mistake. We are not 

going to tolerate sabotage anymore; we are not going to tolerate the enemies of Pakistan; 

we are not going to tolerate quislings and fifth-columnists in our State, and if this is not 

stopped, I am confident that your Government and the Pakistan Government will take 
the strongest measures and deal with them ruthlessly, because they are a poison. I can 

quite understand differences of views. Very often it is said, "why cannot we have this 
party or that party"? Now let me tell you, and I hope you will agree with me; that we 

have as a result of unceasing effort and struggle ultimately achieved Pakistan after ten 
years. It is the Muslim League which has done it. There were of course many 

Mussalmans who were indifferent; some were afraid, because they had vested interests 
and they thought they might lose; some sold themselves to the enemy and worked 

against us, but we struggled and we fought and by the grace of God and with His help we 

have established Pakistan which has stunned the world. 

Now this is a sacred trust in your hands, i.e., the Muslim League. Is this sacred trust 
to be guarded by us as the real custodians of the welfare of our country and our people, 

or not? Arc mushroom parties led by men of doubtful past to be started to destroy what 
we have achieved or capture what we have secured? I ask you one question. Do you 

believe in Pakistan? (Cries of yes, yes). Are you happy that you have achieved Pakistan? 
(Cries 
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of yes, yes). Do you want East Bengal or any part of Pakistan to go into the Indian 
Union? (No, no). Well, if you are going to serve Pakistan, if you are going to build up 

Pakistan, if you are going to reconstruct Pakistan, then I say that the honest course open 
to every Mussalman is to join the Muslim League Party and serve Pakistan to the best of 

his ability. Any other mushroom parties that are started at present will be looked upon 

with suspicion because of their past, not that we have any feeling of malice, ill-will, or 

revenge. Honest change is welcome, but the present emergency requires that every 

Mussalman should come under the banner of the Muslim League, which is the true 

custodian of Pakistan, and build it up and make it a great State before we think of parties 

amongst ourselves which may be formed later on sound and healthy lines. 

Just one thing more. Do not feel isolated. Many people have spoken to me that East 
Bengal feels isolated from the rest of Pakistan. No doubt there is a great distance 

separating the East from the West Pakistan; no doubt there are difficulties, but I tell you 
that we fully know and realize the importance of Dacca and East Bengal. I have only 

come here for a week or ten days this time, but in order to discharge my duty as the Head 

of the State I may have to come here and stay for days, for weeks, and similarly the 

Pakistan Ministers must establish closer contact. They should come here and your 

leaders and members of your Government should go to Karachi which is the capital of 

Pakistan. But you must have patience. With your help and with your support we will 

make Pakistan a mighty State. 

Finally, let me appeal to you-keep together, put up with inconveniences, sufferings 
and sacrifices, for the collective good of our people. No amount of trouble, no amount of 

hard work or sacrifice is too much or to be shirked if you individually and collectively 
make a contribution for the collective good of your Nation and your State. It is in that 

way that you will build up Pakistan as the fifth largest State in the world not only 

population as it is but also in strength, so that it will command the respect of all the other 

nations of the world. With these words I wish you God-speed.* 

 

Pakistan Zindabad. Pakistan Zindabad. Pakistan Zindabad. 
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STUDENT'S ROLE IN NATION-BUILDING 

Speech at the Dacca University Convocation 

on 24th March, 1948. 

(Recorded by Radio Pakistan, Dacca) 

Mr. Chancellor, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

When I was approached by your Vice-Chancellor with a request to deliver the 

Convocation Address, I made it clear to him that there were so many calls on me that I 

could not possibly prepare a formal convocation address on an academic level with 

regard to the great subjects with which this University deals, such as arts, history, 

philosophy, science, law and so on. I did, however, promise to say a few words to the 

students on this occasion, and it is fulfillment of that promise that I will address you 

now. 

First of all, let me thank the Vice-Chancellor for the flattering terms in which he 

referred to me. Mr. Vice-Chancellor, whatever I am, and whatever I have been able to 

do, I have done it merely as a measure of duty which is incumbent upon every 

Mussalman to serve his people honestly and selflessly. 

In addressing you I am not here speaking to you as Head of the State, but as a friend, 

and as one who has always held you in affection. Many of you have today got your 
diplomas and degrees and I congratulate you. Just as you have won the laurels in your 

University and qualified yourselves, so I wish you all success in the wider and larger 

world that you will enter. Many of you have come to the end of your scholastic career 

and stand at the threshold of life. Unlike your predecessors, you fortunately leave this 

University to enter life under a sovereign, independent State of your own. It is necessary 

that you and your other fellow students fully understand the implications of the 

revolutionary change that took place on the birth of Pakistan. We have broken the 

shackles of slavery; we are now a free people. Our State is our own State. Our 

Government is our own Government, of the people, responsible to the people of the State 

and working for the good of the State. Freedom, however, does not mean license. It does 

not means that you can now behave just as you please and do what you like, irrespective 

of the interests of other people or the State. A great responsibility rests on you and, on 

the contrary, now more than ever, it is necessary for us to work as a united and 

disciplined nation. What is now required of us all is constructive spirit and not the 
militant spirit of the days when we were fighting for our freedom. It is far more difficult 

to construct than to have a militant spirit for the attainment of freedom. It is easier to go 
to jail or fight for freedom than to run a Government. Let me tell you something of the 

difficulties that we  
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have overcome and of the dangers that still lie ahead. Thwarted in their desire to prevent the 

establishment of Pakistan, our enemies turned their attention to findings ways and means to 

weaken and destroy us. Thus, hardly had the new State come in to being when the Punjab 
and Delhi holocaust came. Thousands of men, women and children were mercilessly 

butchered and millions were uprooted from their homes. Over fifty lakhs of these arrived in 

the Punjab within a matter of weeks. The care and rehabilitation of these unfortunate 

refugees, stricken in body and in soul, presented problems which might well have destroyed 
many a well- established State. But those of our enemies who had hoped to kill Pakistan at 

its very inception by these means were disappointed. Not only has Pakistan survived the 

stock of that upheaval, but it has emerged stronger, more chastened and better equipped than 
ever. 

 
There followed in rapid succession other difficulties such as withholding by India of 

our cash balances, of our share of military equipment and lately, the institution of an 

almost complete economic blockade of your Province. I have no doubt that all right- 
thinking men in the Indian Dominion deplore these happenings and I am sure the attitude 

of the mind that has been responsible for them will change, but it is essential that you 

should take note of these developments. They stress the importance of continued 
vigilance on our part. Of late, the attack on your province, particularly, has taken a 

subtler form. Our enemies, among whom I regret to say, there are still some Muslims, 

have set about actively encouraging provincialism in the hope of weakening Pakistan and 
thereby facilitating the reabsorption of this province into the Indian Dominion. Those 

who are playing this game are living in a Fool's Paradise, but this does not prevent them 

from trying. A flood of false propaganda is being daily put forth with the object of 

undermining the solidarity of the Mussalmans of this State and inciting the people to 
commit acts of lawlessness. The recent language controversy, in which I am sorry to 

make note, some of you allowed yourselves to get involved even after your Prime 

Minister had clarified the position, is only one of the many subtle ways whereby the 
poison of provincialism is being sedulously injected into this province. Docs it not strike 

you rather odd that certain sections of the Indian Press to whom the very name of 

Pakistan is anathema, should in the matter of language controversy, set themselves up as 
the champion of what they call your "just rights"? Is it not significant that the very 

persons who in the past have betrayed the Mussalmans or fought against Pakistan, which 

is after all merely the embodiment of your fundamental right of self-determination, 

should now suddenly pose as the saviors of your just rights and incite you to defy the 
Government on the question of language? I must warn you to beware of these fifth- 

columnists. Let me restate my views on the question of a State language for Pakistan. For 

official use in this province, the people of the province can chose any language they wish. 
This question will be decided solely in accordance with the wishes of the people of this 

province alone, as freely expressed through their accredited representatives at the 

appropriate time and after full and dispassionate consideration. There can however, be 
only one lingua franca, that is, the language for inter-communication between the various 

provinces of the State, and that language should be Urdu and cannot be any other. The 

State language, therefore, must obviously be Urdu, a language that has been nurtured by a 
hundred million Muslims of this sub-continent, a language understood throughout the 

length and breadth of Pakistan and above all, a language which, more than any other 
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provincial language, embodies the best that is in Islamic culture and Muslim tradition 

and is nearest to the language used in other Islamic countries. It is not without 

significance that Urdu has been driven out of the Indian Union and that even the official 

use of the Urdu script has been disallowed. These facts are fully known to the people 

who are trying to exploit the language controversy in order to stir up trouble. There was 

no justification for agitation but it did not suit their purpose to admit this. Their sole 

object in exploiting this controversy is to create a split among the Muslims of this State 
as indeed they have made no secret of their efforts to incite hatred against non-Bengali 

Mussalmans. Realizing, however, that the statement that your Prime Minister made on 
the language controversy, on return from Karachi, left no room for agitation, in so far as 

it conceded the right of the people of this province to choose Bengali as their official 
language if they so wished, these persons changed their tactics. They started demanding 

that Bengali should be the State language of the Pakistan Centre and since they could not 
overlook the obvious claims of Urdu is the official language of a Muslim State; they 

proceeded to demand that both Bengali and Urdu should be the State languages of 

Pakistan. Make no mistake about it. There can be only one state language, if the 

component parts of this State are to march forward in unison, and that language, in my 

opinion, can only be Urdu. I have spoken at some length on this subject so as to warn 

you of the kind of tactics adopted by the enemies of Pakistan and certain opportunist 

politicians to try to disrupt this state or to discredit the Government. Those of you who 

are about to enter life, be on your guard against these people. Those of you, who have 

still to continue your studies for some time, do not allow yourselves to be exploited by 

any political party or self seeking politician. As I said the other day, our main occupation 

should be in fairness to yourselves, in fairness to your parents and indeed, in fairness to 

the State, to devote your attention solely to your studies. It is only thus that you can 

equip yourselves for the battle of life that lies ahead of you. Only thus will you be an 

asset and a source of strength and of pride to your State. Only thus, can you assist it in 
solving the great social and economic problems that confront it and enable it to reach its 

destined goal among the most progressive and strongest nations of the world. 

My young friends, I would, therefore, like to tell you a few points about which you 

should be vigilant and beware. Firstly, beware of the fifth-Columnists among ourselves. 

Secondly, guard against and weed out selfish people who only with to exploit you so that 

they may swim. Thirdly, learn to judge who are really true and really honest and 

unselfish servants of the State who wish to serve the people with heart and soul and 

support them. Fourthly, consolidate the Muslim League Party which will serve and build 

up a really and truly great and glorious Pakistan. Fifthly, the Muslim League has won 

and established Pakistan and it is the Muslim League whose duty it is now, as custodian 
of the sacred trust, to construct Pakistan. Sixthly, there may be many who did not lift 

their little fingers to help us in our struggle, May even opposed us and put every obstacle 
in our great struggle openly and not a few worked in our enemy's camp against us, who 

may now come forward and put their own attractive slogans, catch-words, ideals and 
programmes before you. But they have yet to prove their bonafides or that there has 

really been an honest change of heart in them, by supporting and joining the League arid 
working and pressing their views within the League Party organisation and not by 

starting mushroom parties, at this juncture of very great and grave emergency when you 
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know that we are facing external dangers and are called upon to deal with internal 

complex problems of a far-reaching character affecting the future of seventy millions of 

people. All this demands complete solidarity, unity and discipline. I assure you, "Divided 

you fall. United you stand". 

There is another matter that I would like to refer to. My young friends hitherto you 

have been following the rut. You get your degrees and when you are thrown out of this 

University in thousands, all that you think and hanker for is Government service. As 

your Vice-Chancellor has rightly stated the main object of the old system of education 

and them system of Government existing, hitherto, was really to have well-trained, well-

equipped clerks. Of course some of them went higher and found their level, but the 

whole idea was to get well qualified Clarks Civil service was mainly staffed by the 

Britons and the Indian element was introduced later on and it went up progressively. 

Well, the whole principle was to create a mentality, a psychology, a state of mind that an 

average man, when he passed his B. A. or M. A. was to look for some job in 

Government. If he had it he thought he had reached his height. I know and you all know 

what has been really the result of this. Our experience has shown that an M. A. earns less 

than a taxi driver and most of the so-called Government servants are living in a more 
miserable manner than many menial servants who are employed by well-to-do people. 

Now I want you to get out of that rut and that mentality and especially now that we are in 
free Pakistan. Government cannot absorb thousands. Impossible. But in the competition 

to get Government service most of you get demoralized. Government can take only a 
certain number and the rest cannot settle dawn to anything else and being disgruntled are 

always ready to be exploited by persons who have their own axes to grind. Now I want 
that you must divert your mind, your attention, your aims and ambition to other channels 

and other avenues and field that are open to you and will increasingly become so. There 

is no shame in doing manual work and labor. There is an immense scope in technical 

education for we want technically qualified people very badly. You can learn banking, 

commerce, trade, law, etc; which provide so many opportunities now. Already you find 

that new industries arc being started, new banks, new insurance companies, new 

commercial firms are opening and they will grow as you go on. Now these are avenues 

and fields open to you. Think of them and divert your attention to them, and believe me, 

you will thereby benefit yourselves more than by merely going in for Government 

service and remaining there, in what I should say, circle of clerkship, working there from 

morning till evening, in most dingy and uncomfortable conditions. You will be far more 

happy and far more prosperous with far more opportunities to rise if you take to 

commerce and industry and will thus be helping not only yourselves but also your State. 

I can give you one instance. I know a young man who was in Government service. Four 
years ago he went into a banking corporation in two hundred rupees, because he had 

studied the subject of banking and today he is Manager in one of their firms and drawing 
fifteen hundred rupees a month-in just four years. These are the opportunities to have 

and I do impress upon you now to think in these terms. 

Finally, I thank you again Mr. Chancellor and particularly you, Mr. Vice-Chancellor, 

for the warm welcome you have given me and the very flattering references made by 

you. I hope, may I am confident that the East Bengal youth will not fail us. 
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FAREWELL MESSAGE TO EAST PAKISTAN 

Broadcast Speech from Radio Pakistan, Dacca on 

28th March, 1948 

During the past nine days that I have spent in your province, I have been studying 

your local conditions and some of the problems that confront East Bengal. Tonight, on 

the eve of my departure, I want to place before you some of my impressions. Before I do 

this, however, let me first cordially thank you for the great warmth and affection with 
which you have received me everywhere in your midst during my stay here. 

From the administrative point of view, East Bengal perhaps more than any other 

province of Pakistan, has had to face the most difficult problems as a result of Partition. 

Before August 15, it existed merely as an hinterland to Calcutta, to whose prosperity it 

greatly contributed but which it did not share. On August 15, Dacca was merely mofussil 

town, having none of the complex facilities and amenities which are essential for the 

capital of a modern Government. Further, owing to Partition, the province's transport 

system had been thrown completely out of gear and the administrative machinery 

seriously disorganized at a time when the country was threatened with a serious food 

shortage. The new province of East Bengal thus came into being in the most unfavorable 
circumstances which might easily have proved fatal to a less determined and less 

tenacious people. That the administration not only survived but even emerged stronger 
from such setbacks as the Chittagong cyclone, is a striking tribute both to the sterling 

character of the people as well as to the unremitting zeal of the Government of the 
province. The position now is that the initial difficulties have to a great extent been 

overcome and, though there is no ground for complacency, there are at least reasons for 
quite confidence in the future. Though now undeveloped, East Bengal possesses vast 

potentialities of raw materials and hydro-electric power. In Chittagong you have the 

makings of a first-class port which in time should rank among the finest ports in the 

world. Given peaceful conditions and the fullest co-operation from all sections of the 

people, we shall make this province the most prosperous in Pakistan. 

It is a matter for congratulation that despite the massacre and persecution of Muslims 
in the Indian Dominion in the months immediately following Partition, peaceful 

conditions have throughout prevailed in this province, and I have seen the minority 
community going about its normal day-to-day avocation in perfect security. Some 

migration of Hindus to the Indian Dominion there unfortunately has been, though the 
estimates mentioned in the Indian Press are ridiculous. I am satisfied, at any rate, that 

whatever movement there has been, has not in any way been due to their treatment here, 
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which under the circumstances has been exemplary, but rather to psychological reasons 

and external pressure. Indian leaders and a section of the Indian press have indulged 

freely in war-mongering talks against Pakistan. There has been persistently insidious 

propaganda by parties like the Hindu Mahasabha in favor of an exchange of population 

and disturbances in the Indian Dominion, in which Muslims have been persecuted, have 

not unnaturally given rise to fears in the mind of the minority community lest unpleasant 

repercussions should occur in East Bengal, even though such apprehensions have no 
foundation for they have been belied by actual facts. Over and above all these factors, 

the recent declaration by the Indian Dominion on Pakistan as a foreign country for 
customs and other purposes has involved the Hindu business community in serious 

economic difficulties and brought pressure to bear on many Hindu businessmen to 
remove their business to the Indian Dominion. I find that the Provincial Government 

have repeatedly given assurances and have at all times taken whatever steps were 
possible for the protection and well-being of the minority community and have done 

their best to dissuade them from leaving their ancestral homes in East Bengal for an 

unknown fate in the Indian Union. 

I would like now to offer a word of advice to the people of this province. I notice a 
regrettable tendency on the part of a certain section of the people to regard their newly- 

won freedom, not as liberty with the great opportunities it opens up and the heavy 
responsibilities it imposes, but as license. It is true that, with the removal of foreign 

domination, the people are now the final arbiters of their destiny. They have perfect 
liberty to have by constitutional means any Government that they may choose. This 

cannot, however, mean that any group may now attempt by any unlawful methods to 
impose its will on the popularly elected Government of the day. The Government and its 

policy may be changed by the votes of the elected representatives of the Provincial 

Legislative Assembly. Not only that, but no Government worthy of the name can for a 

moment tolerate such gangsterism and mob rule from reckless and irresponsible people, 

but must deal with it firmly by all the means at its disposal. I am thinking particularly of 

the language controversy which has caused quite unnecessary excitement and trouble in 

certain quarters in this province and if not checked it might lead to serious consequences. 

What should be the official language of this province is for your representatives 

to decide. 

But this language controversy is really only one aspect of a bigger problem-that of 
provincialism. I am sure you must realize that in a newly formed State like Pakistan, 

consisting moreover as it does of two widely separated parts, cohesion and solidarity 

amongst all its citizens, from whatever part they may come is essential for its progress, 

nay for its very survival. Pakistan is the embodiment of the unity of the Muslim nation 

and so it must remain. That unity we, as true Muslims, must jealously guard and 

preserve. If we begin to think of ourselves as Bengalis, Punjabis, Sindhis etc, first and 

Muslims and Pakistan's only incidentally, then Pakistan is bound to disintegrate. Do not 

think that this is some abstruse proposition: our enemies are fully alive to its possibilities 

which I must warn you they are already busy exploiting. I would ask you plainly, when 

political agencies and organs of the Indian press, which fought tooth and nail to prevent 

the 
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creation of Pakistan, were suddenly found with a tender conscience for what they call the 
'just claims' of the Muslims of East Bengal, do you not consider this a most sinister 

phenomenon? Is it not perfectly obvious that, having failed to prevent the Muslims from 
achieving Pakistan, these agencies are now trying to disrupt Pakistan from within by 

insidious propaganda aimed at setting Brother Muslim against brother Muslim? That is 

why I want you to be on your guard against this poison of provincialism that our enemies 

wish to inject into our State. There are great tasks to be accomplished and great dangers 

to be overcome: overcome them we certainly shall but we shall do so much quicker if 

our solidarity remains unimpaired and if our determination to march forward as a single 

united nation remains unshaken. This is the only way in which we can raise Pakistan 

rapidly and surely to its proper, worthy place in the comity of nations. 

Here I would like to address a word to the women of Eastern Pakistan. In the great 

task of building the nation and maintaining its solidarity, women have a most valuable 
part to play, as the prime architects of the character of the youth that constitutes its 

backbone not merely in their own homes but by helping their less fortunate sisters 

outside in that great task. I know that in the long struggle for the achievement of 

Pakistan, Muslim women have stood solidly behind their men. In the bigger struggle for 

the building up of Pakistan that now lies ahead, let it not be said that the women of 

Pakistan had lagged behind or failed in their duty. 

Finally, I would address a special word to Government servants, both Central and 

Provincial-that great body of pioneers, many of whom have been working under very 
difficult conditions in this province. Yours is a great responsibility. You must ensure that 

this province is given, not merely the ordinary routine services that you are bound to 
perform, but rather the very last ounce of selfless endeavour that you are capable of 

producing for your State. In the great task of building up this State, you have a 

magnificent opportunity. You must continue to face the future, handle your jobs with the 

same courage, confidence and determination as you have so far displayed. Above all, do 

not allow yourselves to be made the pawns of mischievous propagandists and self- 

seeking agitators who are out to exploit both you and the difficulties with which a new- 

State is inevitably faced. The Government of Pakistan and the Provincial Government 

have been anxiously devising ways and means whereby your housing and other 

difficulties, inescapable in a period of such rapid transition, may be relieved and I trust 

that these difficulties will soon disappear. You owe it to the great State to which you 

belong, to the people whom you serve and, indeed, to yourself not to be daunted by any 

difficulties, but to press on and go forward and maintain sustained efforts with single- 

minded devotion. Pakistan has a great future ahead of it. It is now for us to take the 

fullest advantage of what nature has so abundantly provided us with and build up a 
glorious and mighty State. Pakistan Zindabad ! 
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�� /096 ���� /92 '�h ���!�� ����+� 4>। 24�� O! ��� ��� 1��JK� ���� ¶�!�> 

C��+� ���" ���!�� !�"� ��V�� ����� 42>� ���!�� ��[��� ��4��� ��������� �N� 1�2 ��� 
���) �c���f! ������ �? !��>� ���!���! 
���, ���� O�� ��*������ !��>� ��l>� ������� 
���d� [4c !��। ������) ���� !�� ���� ; 
��� ���!�� �?�� )< �*�B� !�;�>���� ���4�� 
'��>�  ��c" ')��� 1x�Zc� !���� 42��, ��c" �<�M
�����, ��)p��! O�� '��"! �c�f ����+� 
!���� 42�� O�� )��c� �4���������2 ���!�� ��l>� ������ 42��। ������ ��!���� 
�4�������> !��) ��S��2>� ��l। ���� ��Q���>! �Q��� ; ���<��!B ����� '�D��� 
�������� 1�*�: ������) ��������� ��l� ��>��N। ��]��Z� '�D��� ������) ��������� '��2>� 
'��>��N। 

 
���!�� ����+� 42��� �� O! �N� ��� 42>� ��>��N। ���!�� ��] O�� ���!�� ���]� 6 

1!��B )������c� P|��� )< ������) !�B�!� !���� ����>��N O�� 
��� ���� ���!�� �?�� 
���d� !���� �$� 42>��N ������) ��4� ') ���2>� 1�����। 

 
���!�� '); �*�B� !�;�>���� ���4�� '��>� ��c" ')��� 1x�Z� !�� �2। ���!��� 

�<�M
������ !�� 1�;>� 42>��N। ��� ������ C��!�� 4�c, ��� ��8��� 'B!, ��������� 
!É���� O�� C�&"<�¬ ���)� A�������� ') ���!��� �����Z!�� �*�h !��>��N। ��)p��! O�� 
'��"! �c�f C�"4� 42>� ��Sl�2>��N। !*Z�!� ����< )�� ���� �2। �)���� �)��� ���l �2। 
N�SB�2�>� !��� ��l>� �R �R 1��! )���!�4� 42>� ��l>��N। ���< ��!B ���� 42>� 1��� 
��>��N। !*Z!, �)��, ��<��� �!��� )���2 ��!B ���� 42>� 1��� ��>��N। 
��� ���!��� ��2>� 
���>� ��S�8��� '!�©� ������� 42>� ��>��N, ��c" ')���, �c�f O�� ���� )���� ������" �� 
���: O�� C�4���� �*���� )�c �*����� 42���N। 

 
���h��> 1��! C��c� )�����c�! C
�!�� !��>� ��)��� 1��� ������� )< ���!���! 

�<�4�� !�����N। ���h��> !��>�� 
��"����� 
��"�! ���!�� O�� 2������ 
��" ���>� ��!��� ��� 
��"��c !�� 42���N। ���!���� )���> ; 'U)"���! ��� ') 1�4�!��� ����Z� ��`�� ��"���� 
42���N। 
����� ; �c��f� ������" ��! ���:2 )��c� )��� 8�� ��< 42>� ��Sl�2>��N। 

 
���� ���!�� �?�� )< )��c� �4�������� '!�©� O�� �������)� ���� ���R� ') 

1������� ���� `� 42��� P�T� 42>��N। �4�������� '!�©��! ���!���� j��� ���>� 
'�<� 1�;>� 42���N। �!t ������) ��4���� ���� ���d� !��"<!�� !���� �*L���d। ������) 
)�� 1!� O!) �<�M� !*���: ���!�� ����+� 4> �2। �R �R )������c� ��[���2 O2 
���!�� '��>��N O�� ���� ���!�� �?�� C��!�� ��4����2, 1!� ��M2 )������c� �� 1��� 
!���� ������ �। )������c� ��M�� CB� ����� �2>�2 ������) C[�� 42��।  
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¶�!�> ���d� �2��� O! �N� ��� ��)��4� ������� ����!�� Ê������ ������> ��V�� 
����� 42>� ��� C���� ��"<����8� !��>��N। ��! 1sc�� Zl�f�! ��8�� !��>� ���� ���!�� 
�?�� )< ������ ���d� �2>��N। ��V�� '�D���� )< O!B� 2��4�� O�� !�>!�B ���� 
�*4�� 42>��N। !*Z!-�)���! ��4���� 1sc� ���? ��x�� !��>� )��c� �c�f ���+�� )< 
��[�� !����� )< ������) ���d� �2>��N। ���< ��!B �������, �<�M
����� ���+�, N�SB�2 �a, 
)������ P���, �8�!���� ��c" �<��� O�� ��!�B� 4�� 42�� ��R��<��� �R� !����� )< ���� 
�;>� 42>��N। ��V�� �*4�� 2��4�� O�� ������� !���"< ���c� !���� ������) '���Z4� 
��[�� !����। ��c" ')��� O�� �c��f� )< ��[�� !���� ������ ������)�! '¹� )��2���N। 
���! ���! ��� ���? !��>� �c�f ���+�� ��[��� ������)�! ��x�� 42��� )< ������ '��� 
)��2���N। 

'����� 
����� ��[�� 1�Z 4> �2। )��c� ���M )< '��� �*�B��� ��`�� ��[�� 
!��>��N। �*�B��� 1��Z�c� ��`��2 �N� '����� ��[��। '); 1��Zc �a 4> �2। ������ 1��Zc 
'�i 42>��N। 1��� ������ 1!� 1���!�!2 '��� ����� !��� �। ��� �!��� 1��Zc ³�� 
!��>� �c')��� ���+�� )<2 ������) ��[�� !��>��N। �c')��� ����+� � 4;>� ��"U 
������) ������ �। ��c" ')��� O�� �c�f ���+�� )< ������) 1� ���d� �>��N� 1� ���d� 
��c"���� ���� !����2। 1!��B 1!��B �)��� ����Z� )< ��c" ')��� 4���� !����2। �c���f! 
������ ��2 O2 ���� ���d� ����� )< ������)�! P��� '¹� )��2���N। 

 
1��� O!����� 4!1��� O!����� 4!1��� O!����� 4!1��� O!����� 4! 

�!��! 
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2��4�� 

 
�� ���� ���" ���!���� ����� ���! !�"�� �4������� ; 18h�� ��< ��>� �c���f! ‘‘������’’ 

)���� !��। �������� �?�� ��N� ��� 1��c� �N� ���!���! O!�B 
���, ���� ; �c���f! 1�� 
�4���� ��l>� 1����। 1�2 )< �� ��� ��V�� ������� '���"� P�� ���� !��>� O!�B ‘‘�c����� 
��’’ ��8� ; �*4�� 4>, 1�2 '���"� P�� ���� !��>� ���!�� ��]�! ��l>� ������� )< 
�����M� �!B '¹� )�� 4> O�� O2 ��� ��]�! ��l>� ������� !��) ��!���! �!� �!� 
�4�������� ���Ä�� 1�;>� 4>। 

 
������ ���+�� ��� ���� O! �N� 8��>� ��>��N। ���" ���!���� �)�� !*Z!, ��<��� ��*�� 

�!� 1sc�� ���!��� ���< ') �= )���>��N �� ��� ��V�� 1� �c����� �� ��8� 42>��N�, 1� 
1��c� ; 18�� �2>� ���!�c ���!�� ��]�! ��l>� ������� 
Ë 1���>��N� �� O! �N�� ��4�� 
!�B�!� �$��� ��� !��>��N? '��� �! ��c" 
�����, ��� ; �c��f� ��� C[�� 42���N, � T��2 
��ª�)<���� 8T��U� ���! )l�2>� ��l���N, 1������� )��� j��-j�"�� !�����N � '�; ���l>� 
8��>��N। 

 
'����� ��"�� j��-j�"��, �c���f! C��!�� 4�c ; �*�B� '�����<� )< ��>� 1! O�� 1!� 

���2 �� 24�� '��� 42�� ����, 24�2 ') ���<! �c���f! 18��� | ����!� �� ���8�> �l 
�=। 1� ‘‘�c����� ��’’ '��� �� ¶�!� ��V�� [4c !��>��N��� ��4� 1!� C���� ���< !��"<!�� 
4;>� �i�, ��"�� ��!�� ���� m ���! !���"< ���c� !�� �i� �!� O�� ��4� �i� � 42�� 
1!� !V"�\�� ������ '��� C[�� 42� O2 �!� ��� �= Ol�2>� ��;>�� $��2 '����� 
‘‘�c����� ��’’ O!�B '��" ���!{�2 ��� ��4>� ��>��N, 24��! !���"< ���c� !����� ��[�� 
'); ��l>� P�? �2। 24�� $�� ��� �!N�B� !V"8����<� ���2 ������ ����2>� ��l>��N। 
'����� O2 ����2>� �l� C���� !��c 24�2 > 1� ���!���� ������ ') �)"�� ; C!V"c< ��� 
O!�� ��� 1)���� ����2 ��� 8�� 1� ��"�� j��-j�"�� ') !*Z!, �)�� ; ��<��� ���!�! �� 1��� 
8�� !��>� ����>��N, �� 1��� !V"���� �*�h !��>��N C���� 1!���2 Ok� 4> �2। ���!�c 
') O!�� ����>��N 1� y����� O!B� '��" 1��[�� 4��)� !���� �� ��4��! �8�� !����2 8���� �। 
��4��! !��"<!�� !����� )< ��T> !V"���; [4c !���� 42��। '����� �� ��V� 1� �K�a 
1!�; ���"� ���� ���� �2 1� )<2 ') ���!���� �����M ����� !V"R��� �2>�; ��"�� 
C���� ����R ��"!��� 42>� ��4>��N। C���� 1��� ��>��N ��2 ��4���� !��N ��[���� '¹� 
'��>��N �� ��4��� ��l� ���� O!B�!�; �������� !�� �2। 

 
�� ����� ��Z� '�D�� j�B ��< '����� �V��� ����>� ���। ����� O!�� ���«�� ��� ��l 

1� '����� �c����� ���� � "́�� ���� ����� ��Z�� C��!�� C)" !����; �����M ��"�� ���! 
1sc�� !�N 42�� ���?, b��, !�Sj� �<�� ; 1)� ��2>��N। 24���2 1��� ��> '����� ���� 
C<�< ������� '��> !���� 42�� '������! �! ����B ����� �V��� 42�� 42��। ����>�� 24�; 
1��� ��> 1�, ���!���� �����M ��"�� ���! 1sc�� �!� 'x�� P��R� !��>�; '�D���� 
'¹�� �!���� ��l� ��>��N। 

 
‘‘����� ��Z� '�D����’’ ��R� '��� �?!�� ����>� ��>�� 1�*: � ����� $��2 ����� 

�i��� ��o; ���" ���!���� ��� '�D��� ��B� ��l>��N। '����� �c����� �� y����� 
!��)���� ���!>� ��>��N। 
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��� '�D���! �� ; Pµ��� '��2>� �2>� ��2�� 42�� C����K ��>�) ���!�� ���+�� 
�� �� O! �N��� ��)p��! ; C�"p��! C��� ������� ��"<����8� !��>� �� !V"���� [4c 
!��। ����< ��>�)�> �����" !����2 ‘‘�c����� ��2’’ ��� '�D���� ��� 1��[�� �4���� 
O�; [4c !�� ��2�� ���� ��B �!t ��4���"� ��>�) 42� PM 1��[���! !��"!�� !����� 
'�D�� ��l>� 1����� �K�a !V"�\� ��"��c !��। 

 
/3/3/3/32 '�h 2 '�h 2 '�h 2 '�h /096 /096 /096 /096 42�� 42�� 42�� 42�� /3/3/3/32 '�h 2 '�h 2 '�h 2 '�h /09I/09I/09I/09I----'��� �! 8��4>��N��� O�� �! ��2>��N'��� �! 8��4>��N��� O�� �! ��2>��N'��� �! 8��4>��N��� O�� �! ��2>��N'��� �! 8��4>��N��� O�� �! ��2>��N    
    

�� ¶�!� ��V�� 1� ‘‘�c����� ��’’ �*4�� 4> ��4��� �c���f! ��], 1����! �c���f! 
C��!��, �c���f! ���) �<���, '��"! �c�f, !*�Z ���"?, ��{ ���� ��*�� �������� !�� ��� 
42>��N। O2 ���� C�"2 42� ����� 1���� ��)p��! � !" ; C�"p��! �<��� ���G>� 1$��>� 
�� ���>���� P�� 1���� ��)p��!, C�"p��! ���� ��� !��। �!t ��"�� ��!�� ����� 
�����)!, C�"p��! ; ��)p��! �<����!2 !��>� ������ 1� �����!� �� O! �N��� !��"<���� 
�R< !����2 ��4� ��� ��l। 

 
�c���f! ��]�c���f! ��]�c���f! ��]�c���f! ��]????    
    

'����� ���� �N� ���!�� �*�B� ��ª��)� ���4�� O!�B 
��� ; ��´"���� �c��] 14�! C�8 
/09I ����� )� ���� ��"�� ���!�v�� ���"���� 1x�Zc� � !��>� 2���) ��)�� )� ���� ��� 
!���। !��>�-O-')� ��� "́2 1x�Zc� !��>��N 1� �*�B� !�;�>���� ����� ��!�2 ��S4�� 
�<�M�� ��। O�; ��)p��!, C�"p��! ; �����! !���"< 2���) ��c"�, P���h� ; �l �l 
C�$��� ���M ���!>� ���� 1���� 1!��B 1!��B B�!� ���B���N, '����� ���]� P�� ��4���� ���� 
�)�> �������N। 24�2 �! 
�����? O2 �!� xB� 42��2 ���n�� 1���� ��> ��"�� �!*� 
����� 
>, 1��! 
����� ���। 

 
'��� ���� !��>��N��� ���!���� ����| ��Z���Z� �����! 'u�>f�c� ��c" C��!�� 1�;>� 

4P!। ���]� ���"����: )��c� P�� <� ���!��। C�8 ��"�� ���! 1sc� 'u�>f�c� 
C��!���� ���� ��[ R��� 1!��>!��c� P�� 1)�� �����N। ������ 1� 1!� ������ C��!�� 
4�c !�����N (��a� 42�� !��8��! ����| !��) ��� ��)p��! R��� 4�c !����� O� �! 
������! ; 1!��> '2 ���� 4�� 42��; R��� !��l>� ��� R��� �l ���B� 4��� 1!����� 
!����N। 24�2 �! �c���f! ���]� ���? 

 
1����! �c���f1����! �c���f1����! �c���f1����! �c���f! C��!��! C��!��! C��!��! C��!��????    
    

'����� ��� ���� !�� 42>��N� ���<! �>n 1���!� 1��B���!�� 8�2 �!t O� ��"<U �!� 
� "́�82 2���) ��!"� ������2 8��>��N। C�&"<�¬ !��>� )��c� C��!�� 4�c !�� 8�� �!t 
C��!�� �� !�� 8�� �। 

 
'��� ���� !��>��N��� �<�M
����� 8�2 C�"�� ����� �!����, ��� ; �����, 1��������, 

���? �?��, ���!� ; �!����, ���R�� ; ���" ; �V"x�B�, ��� ��8��� 'B! � ����� 
����� 
8�2। �!t �� O! �N��� C��d��� $�� O!�� 1)���� ����2 ��� ��> 1�, ') 1����� 
�<�M
����� 4�c !�� 42���N O�� �!� �!��� ��������� ; ������8�� B��B �B��>� �a !�� 
42���N, 2���) '���; 24�� 8�2�� 1��� �!N� !�� �i� 4> �2। �����, 1���>D� ; !��>�� 
���"� 
�� 4�� ������ 
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!��>� ') �!� �!� ������� '�D�� ³�� !�����N O�� ��4���2 ��2���N ���!�v��� ��c" 
���"। ������ /99 ���� )��� !��>� ��� ����� �a !��, 1� 1!� �!� �)�� !*Z! '�D���!2 
1�-'2� !�) �4���� �� !��, ��������� ����W��� 8�����, 1���>�D� ������� CG��� 14�� 1� 
1!� �<�M�! �� �� ���� ��� ��8��� 'B! ���� �� ���� 42�� ��4«*� !�� ') ������� xB� 
42>� ��Sl�2>��N। �� �� ������ �l�2 ; �<���� ��< ��>� ��B�!� �<�M
����� '��� C)" 
!��>��N ��"�� ���!�v��� 4��� ��4�; ���| 42>� ��l>��N। ‘‘��� ���4�’’, ‘‘���]� �T’’, 
‘‘!��P�h’’ ��*�� ������ '�<� ��>� 8�� ����� ��>�� !��>� ��"��� �f���� ��� R��� 
��)� ���+� ���< '�>� �����, 1���>D� ; ��! 1sc�� 1�>���� P�� ��́ " ���!���� 1��� ��S8 
1!��B 1���!� ���< N��l>� ��>��N। )�����, 1)�����, ��� ����! ��*�� ��! 1��+�� 
���" 'x�� 
���� Ok� 1� 1!� '�D���!2 �� !�� ; ���]� �Ì '�<� 1�;>�� ��< ��>�2 ���]� ��"�� 
!c"�����c� 
k� ��� ��l। ����� ��Z� '�D���� P�� �V"� 'x�� 4��� ���< ��>� 24���� 
'u�>fc C��!��������� ������; �!�� ��2>��N। 
 

O! !��> ����� 1��� 1� 1����! �c���f! C��!�� '��� ���� !��>��N��� ��"�� 
���!�v�� ��4�� 1!� ��"<���2 1�>� �2। 

 
'��"! �c�f'��"! �c�f'��"! �c�f'��"! �c�f????    
    

1!� 1���� ��)p��! !�?���� �!k� ��4� ������� ������ 42�� 1�2 1���� C�"p��! 
�<����! ���� �R< !���� 4>। 1� 1���� C�"p��! �<��� 1��Zc ; )������ ������ ��?� C�"�� 
1���� ��!�� 03 ) 1��!�! ��!�� ��� 3 ) 1���!� 
���"2 ���B>� ����� 4>, 1� 1��� �l �l 
1��B� 1���� '��� ���Z>� ���� 1!��� ; �)���! N�SB�2 !�� 4>- O !��> ����� 1��� 1� 1��� 
C�"p��! ���< ���>� 1!� �)�Z �2 1� 1��� ��)p��! �c�f ���>�; �!N� ���!�� ���� �। 
2���) ��!�� ��4�� 1��Zc ; ��� �)�> ������� )< '����� 1��� O!���! )��� P�� O!�� 
����N� �*�h !��>��N C�� ���! ���{� ��! ��>� '����� 1���! C[�� !��>� ����>��N। ���h��> 
)������� 
���" 1!��B 1!��B !*Z!�! 1��Zc !�� 42���N O�� C�� ���! 1�!���� �� �*�h 42>��N। 
1�2)< '����� ')���� �l�2�>� ��� !��2 �N� 2����)� @��� C�"p��! !�?���� ���G>� 8����� 
!��>� 1�2 ��� �� �c���f! C�"p��! !�?���� @��� !��। '����� �� C�"p��! !�?����� ��� 
����2 42�� ��� 1������ )������ ��� ³�� !��>� !*Z!�! )��� ����! ���>� 1x�Zc� !�� O�� 1� 
�!� 1R�� O!) 1���!� 4��� C��! ������c '���� )�� O!���� 42>��N 1� �!� 1R�� ��� 
��>�)�����M )�� ���)>�� !��>� ��4� ���� !*Z! ; ���)����� ���< ����c !��। ��4��� 8��Z� 
4��-��� �!��� �������N �, )���� ��� ���� �������N � ��4�����! ��!�� 42�� ��4��< !��। 
C�8 ��"�� ��!�� )������ P����� 1� ��� '�>��N ��4��� ‘‘��y ���]�’’ ��!B 42�� 9. 1!��B 
B�!� 1����� �<��� 42>��N, 1)������! -.. �� ��x� )�� ������ 1�;>� 42>��N, )������� Âc 
��x��� �<��� 42>��N, )����� 1)������� )< �!� �!���2 �R�!��8� �<��� 42>��N �!t O2 
����� $�� !*Z! �! ��2��, '��>�� ; ���)���� ����<� �! �����" 42�� y�� 1�2B�2 ��S�)>� 
��;>� ��> �। O! !��> ����� 1��� O2 ��� !*Z�!� 
���" ��8� 4> 2- )������� 
���"2 ��8�। 

 
!V"8���, 1!���, ��R! ��*�� �K�a ���<!���� �c���f! ���� C�" O2 1�, 1� 1���� 1!��B 

1!��B 1���!� 1��B ��� �2, ��� !��l �2, x�� ���� �2 1� 1���� �f� �� Pµ C�$������ 
!�; ���4�, ���� ��*�� ��>� 8��-��S8 4�)�� B�!� ����! '> ������ !�� 8�� �। ��4��� O!) 
1���)���! ; O!) ��2���� ��R!�! /3/-. B�!� ���4� ���� ��� 1��� !�� � ��4��� ��)��2 
�� 
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��S8 4�)�� B�!� �> �!���� ; 2���) '���� C�<�8��� ; j"������>c '������ 4�)�� 4�)�� B�!� 
1�� ��>� ���Z���N �!����? ��"�� C���> 1!� �)�� ; !V"8���� 1�� ; ���� /.. B�!�� !� 
42�� ���� � O�� 1!� Pµ��� !�"8���2 1�� 3.. B�!�� 1��� 4;>� P�8� >। C�8 '����� 
��!�� ���� 2����� ���)��f� !�� ���>� !��"<�R�� 2���) '���� 1��Zc ; C����<� P�� 
����+� C�"p��! �<����!2 !��>� �������N। x�Z, j"���, 
)���� ; 1
��8����� �*�B� 
'���!; ��� 1�>। 
 

��{ ������� �<����� ��!�� �)�� ; )������c� ��T> �4������� ��� !��>��N, C�����! 
1��� ���h��> ���!� 4��� � )��>� 1!��B 1!��B B�!� ��!���� 4��� 42>��N, ��4� ��>� �� 
��{ ��l>� 1����, ����� ��{�! ���� !��� ������ ��;>� ��>��N। O2 ���2 ��4��� )������c� 
'> ��l�2>��N, �)��Z� �� !��2>��N O�� 1�!�� ���<�� ����� !��>��N। O2 �<��� [4c !��� 
$�� ���h��> ��!, ��)�, )����� ; ������ ��ª�)<���� ��4���� �T 42>��N ��B �!t 1���� 1!��B 
1!��B �)��, !*Z! ; ��<��� ����>� ���]� ������� ��� [4c !��>��N, ��] ���8���> ��T> 
C��[4c !��>��N। 1�2 )<2 1��� ��> ����� ���` R>R�� �4< !�� ��o; 1�����>B ����>� ; 
>� �c���f! 1�����4 1!����� �) ��M� P�� ���� !��>�; ��g��� ���� �4������� !��>� 
C�� Í� C�"p��! P|��� ��� C[�� 42���N। '� ���!" �!������c� ��4��< ��� !��>� ��e� 
2P������ 1�����4, �8>��!�2���!� 8� ��*�� 1!�� ��V� !��>� 1�l�2���N ; C�"p��! 
��!�B 4���&��� ��2���N। 

 
��4���  ��)� 1���� ��!��� 1��Zc ; ������ !�� C��"� )< �����2 ������ 

��ª�)<������� !��N 4�� ������ 4> O�� ����� C�<U��c �<�����; ������ ������ 4��R� &��!>� 
'��� 4>। O2����2 C�"p��! 1������ 42�� ��)p��! 1������� �*�h 4>। 

 
1�2)< ���!�� ��!�� C�<U��c �<����� ��! 1��Zc ; !*Z! �)�� '�D��� ³���� �� 

[4c !��>�; 'U)"���! �<����� �*�B� ; '����!�� 1�)��l ���c� 42>��N। 24�� $��2 1���� 
�*�B� � �!"������ ���� �*�B� ��ª��)<� CU��"M ���!��� !�� ������N, ��)�� )����� ��� 
!�����N। 24� ')���� �� >, 1������� ��, ��{ ������� �� >, ������ ��S�)������ 
���" 
1���� ��{����� �a ����� �� ; C�"p��! 
������ ���� C�"p��! ����:� ��। 

 
���<!���, ')���� ��{ ����� ; C�"p��! 
������ ��� ��"��� ���!�v�� C[�� 42�� 

���� �, !��c ��4� 42�� !*Z!, �)�� ; ���� ��<����� ��`�� 1)4�� 1x�Zc� � !��>� ��� 
����!, )�����, 1)�����, ������ ��S�)���, ���$�����, �l �<���>� ; 1��B� 1���� 1���-������ 
C�$������ ��`��2 1)4�� 1x�Zc� !���� 42��। j2 1�!�> �� ��>� 8�� ') C�i�। 4> ���!� 
��� ³�� !��>� 1�4�!��� )�����c�! ��S8�2�� 42�� '� � 4> 1�4�!��� )�����c�! 
����R� ����>� ���!� �-1���� ��l�2�� 42��। 1!� 1�� 1!� ��� ��2�� ��4� ��"� !�� 1�2 
1���� ���! 1sc� 1!� ���� ������ ��4�� P��। 1�����>B ����>� ; >� �c���f! 1������4 
!*Z!, �)�� ; ���� ��<��� ��] R��� ��� !��>��N 1�2 )<2 1���!�� )�c ') ��S�B ')��� 
�c�f ; ��� 1��� !��>��N, '� P|��� ��� '��2>� 8��>��N। �� O! ������ !��"<!����� $�� 
O!�� T��2 gh 42>� P�?���N 1� ���!���� ���! 1sc� ��! 1sc�� ������ �4����2 !�) 
!�����N O�� 1�2 )<2 1������� )��� j��-j�"�� ���>� '��>��N। ��!�� ��� ‘‘��> ��;’’ 
�!t '����� �= 1� O! ���� ��> '��� ����� ��4� !�4�� 
���" �!���� �<�4�� !�� 42�? O2 
O! ����� �! ��4��� �*�B� � �!"����, ��! 1sc�� P���, 18���!������ ; ���$������ ³�� ; 
!*Z! �)�� ��<����� P|��� 
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!��) �<> !��>��N, � 1��� ������ ��! 1��Zc ; ���� 4�<�� !��) �<> !��>��N? ��> ��2��2 
��� ��! 1sc�� P��� 42�, )�����c 1��B ���, ��� !��l ��2� ��4� 42�� '����!� ; 
2����v ') 1!��B����� 1���� ����! 1!? 1���!�� �)�����; �)��� �*��� )< ��"xB !���� 4> 
1!? '� ��� -/7 ���� ���>� ���< '����>�, 4��G��, 1����v ��*�� 1�� ��4���� ���< 
�����" !���� ����� 1!? 
 

��> ��2��2 �� �?! 42�� O!�� � �c" ���<�, ��!��� !�*"�R !�4�� 
���" ��] ���8��� 
!�����N-���!� � ������? OB�2 42� '�� �=। 1� ��!�� ���!� 
���" ��] ���8��� !�� 
��4��! ��> 1�;>�� C�" ���!� ��M�*�� !���� ������ 1�;>� ���। 

 
�c���f! ����<����c���f! ����<����c���f! ����<����c���f! ����<���----    
    

1� ���] C�"p��! ; ��)p��! �c��f� �� �2; 1�2 ���] �c���f! ���) �<��� '�� !�� 
�*��। 

 
'��� ���� !��>��N��� �!��� !�) !����� C��!�� 8�2, [��� [��� ��� 1��� ��R� ����� 

n�� 8�2, ��� 2P�>� ��!��� &�M�� 8�2। ��� ��~�< 1�, 24�� 1!�B�2 '��� ��2���N � O�� 
��2��� 1!� �i���; 1������N �। ���<�!� !��)� C��!���� ���� ��2���N 1�!�� ���<�; [��� 
[��� n���� ������" ��"��� ����< !>�B n�� ; ��!��� ��R� ������� 1�>���� ��G� �l� 2�<���। 

���<� P|�� ����� !�� ��!��� ���8 ��� 1� !>) Health Assistant �B!�, 2�)!� ����� 
)< ���� 42>��N ��4����; ������� ��D��� 42���N। s��!, !*Z!, ��� )��� ��*��� )< '��� 
1� �!� C��!�� ���� !��>��N���, O!�B ���� ���) �<��� ��l��� 1� '�"�, 1� !�"�\� '��� [4c 
!��>��N��� ��"�� ���!�v��� ���� ��4� � �c" P���R� 42>��N। �� O! �N�� �� ���) �<��� 
��l>� 1���� ���� ��!�! ����� )��)�c" �<���; ���G>� ��l>��N। ����)� ����| 1sc��! �� 
C��!�� ���� ���� ����� C��!�� !��l>� �;>� 42>��N। 

 
��"�� ���! 1sc� ���< ���<�� ����� !���� �������N � C�8 ����� !���) ���*�� �����N 

1� 1��� ���< ���<� �2। 1!� �)��Z�2 �� !��2�� �������N �। �!� �!��� !��B� ��{ ³�� 
42>� ��2���N। N�SB�2 ��*��� $�� ����B '!��� 1�!�� ���<� 1��� ��>��N। O! !��> ����� 1��� 
1���!� '> T��2 !�����N '� �<> �~����� ���l>� 8��>��N, C�8 ��!��� !�*"�R 24�� ��`�� 
1!� �<���2 [4c !�� �2। �!t 1�� s��!, ��!��� !�"8��� ��*�� �� �) �) 2P�> ���$� 
��"�� �<���� ���!���� )< '�D��, ��"xB ��*��� ���! '��2>� '�� �� ��!�� 2P�> 
1����� 1[���, �����, ����, /99 ���� )��� ��*�� ���� 24�� )��� 1�>। !��l ; �8�� !��� 
����!�� �� P����! �)�� 1sc�, 1T�� ; ��<��� ; !*Z! 1sc��! 1��Zc !��>� 1!��B 1!��B B�!� 
���$� ��B !�� �� ��!�� ����R ��"�!� <�> ��2 ��� ���)>� �4< !��। C�8 �)j� 1sc� �� 
���< 42>� )�� ����c� P������ �)���, N��B ��*��� ���� �2>� '�D�� ; ��"x�B� ��� C[�� 4> 
�� ��!�� ��� �����!� ��R2 4��R� !���! ���� !�"�< ���>� �� !��। '��� ')��� 
��2>��N, �!t O�; 1�� s��! ; ������� 1��Zc !��>� 1!��B 1!��B B�!� 2���) ��S�)������ )< 
������ ��?�2�� 4>। 1� �!� 2���) C�$��� '����� 1��� 8�!��� !��� ��� 1��Zc ; ����� �f 
�4���� !�) !��>��N, '����� 1���� 
�����!��� )������c� ���!� �M ��>� 4�� ��G�2>��N, 
1�����
k� ��4���� 1���� B�!� ������ ��?�2�� 4>। C�8 '����� 1����2 ���� �)�� ; 
��R�!� �� � ��2>� ���!। 
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���� ���� ���������� �� !��� "#�$, &��'#�(�� �)�*�� ��+�। ��- ���� ��.���� 
/����� ���0��� ������ 
��� � �� !��� /������), &��1� &���2�"�, &2�"-����+ 4 ������� 
�56�, �76� �8��+�� ���9 :+����#- .6�. �� .+���� +��:�$? � +��:��$� ��� ��<�? 

 
��= ��>���= ��>���= ��>���= ��>�    
    

"� /� ��� 6.� +������6� 6.�� ���� ��#� ?� 6.���� &� ����@�� ��= ��@���� 
+A��� �-��। /� ����' ����1 "�B� 6.����, .���: ����'C��"��4 &��1� 1��� ���� �����  
����� :) �� 6.����, ��D ��*�� /�-��4 ����E  6��। ��@� �� �F� �2�E�� /��1 ��:4 
?G 6��। ������ +���� ���� �H�1� 4 �������� +�I�:)������� &��'# ����� ����@��� 
��= ��@���� &-0� ����� ���� �� J �E �� ��*�. -���� ������। ���# +�I�:)������ �: 
���  
��1��� ����: ��� -�.�� /����4 �K+� 6.�� �। ����@��� :+�����#� ����:�� &-�� 
��:��� +�I�:) ��@���� ����:. ��6���� ���� &L� �M ��� /�� /.���� :� ������. ��6��� 
+� ���� �����। ��� �� ����=� ���NO ��P� .Q������ ��=��� &��R���� &�2��� ���� 
������ &-0� �������, ��6��� &�� ��S� ��� &� /. +�I�:)���� ���T���� ����@��� U� ���� 
+����" K6# ����� &���1. ���M�� �। ��- ������ ��H �V ��6����. U���� �# � ������। 
�������� ��� 6.�� ��6���� ��E  1��� ��� ��� �� �������� ��W�:���"#�� &��� ��= ��@���� 
:) ��$# :���� &� ��� ���1�� ����� �����. ����� 6.�� /��� &� &�� +����# &����. 
���S�� ����। ��- &-���� Q��. &������� �(X  .Q������ �� "#���$� ��Y+�(6 +�I�:)������� 
��+Z+��2 ���  &�4�� [# \H#�� ��)��� ����� �: ��]� Q�� �2 � �����. ��� ^�"���� 
��= ��@�� �������। _`a_ +��� +��:���$� ��>��� ��� &+��2��1 ������ ������ &���� �� 
����(� ��*�� ���) ��M��4 +�I�:)������� ���� ���� ����.�� � ���� �: ��]� Q�� 2�+� 
����� ��WM�.�����। ��6��� ��� +�I�:)���� ��]� ��������� +�b4 ��� ^� ��= ��@�� ����� 
���� ��6� 6.�� ������ +���� +�I�:)������� &��'# �����4 "� /� ���� /� ���4 �K+� 
6.�� ���� �. &�? 

 
&+��2��1 ������ ����� &�� &��'# ����� �� +�I�:)������� ��� 6.�� [# ����� ��= 

��@���� 1��� &:�"�M ��� �.। ��6��� 1��� &:�"�M ������� +�� ��������, ��, ����6, �)�8 
4 �2)J��# 4 ��6� ��# :) ��� &c#�� 6�� 6.�� ��� ����� ���Y� 6��� ���� :���� ����� 
+�� ���-&�� �
���� �����। &��� 4 ������ ������ 6��� ��B� 6.�� �� !��� ����� ���M�� 
�4��� N�� /����� &�� c��� &c#�� �:��� ���M���� 4 �:��'� �� �������- /����� ����� 
&"�� ��:!���, �� !��� 4 +����:� +�� ��� ����. ���� &� ��4 �������� �"���� 
��� 6.����। �"#���$� �)�*�+�(6 &:�� ����� ������ Q�� -���.�� &�4�� 6.����- .6�. 
6.� ������ "� /� ����� ��2C��। 

 
"#���'�"#���'�"#���'�"#���'�    
    


��� &���� "B�$ �-�� N�� &� ���0��� &����� &2��1 /�� ����] �� �- d��� "#���'� 
"�B� 6.����� /� ���� /���� ����� �� ��# ��M� ��6� &�� ��:. ��� �.। :+����#�� 
2���.���  :) ������ /��1 "#���'� ��M� ����� ���� 6.����। �H����� �)�) &���� 
����� 
��e���� .��6�+ ����-� ����� ������ "#���'��� �"#���$� �2�E 4 *����� /��1 �f�� 
��'� 6.����। /.g� /��1 "#���'��� ��� 6.�� ���� ��>�� �����  ��� ����� ���� ��2���? 
+���� ��. �: / �h :��"���� �E �� ���'� �� ����� ����� +�6� ��� ����.�� ����� �H�1� 
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��-� +��:�)�*� i�+ ����� ������ ��:!��� �� !��� 4 +����:� :��� ��>�� ����E  
���� ������? /��� �: �f�� +��� 
���� �����. 6.�� &� �E �� "#���'� ����@���+��� 
+�� ��� 6.��. ���� �������। 
 
������ 2��')O������ 2��')O������ 2��')O������ 2��')O    
    

"� /� ����� ��2C�� �"�������� 2��')O +j��  &���1. ����k� ����� �������� �। ��� 
/. �����. ������ ���) ��� &�, �� �� ��*�� "������ ����� � ������ ������ ��:!���, 
�� !��� 4 +����:� :��� /� &\���� ���� � &��� ����। ��� ����: &����� 
���  ����@��� 
&���1 &���1 :+�����#� +�� ������ 6�# ����� /��1��� &"�l�� /����Z :�W���� ��+��। 
.6����. 
���  /�� &���� -�����  ������ :) ������ +���� 
��  �)�" ����� 6.��। .6����. 
+�� �H��� :) ������ +���� +�� ��+:  ���� 6.��। .6���� ������ ����� ������ ������ 
+���� ������ 6�# ��� 6.��। ����@��� ���+��: ��+������ /. "#������� ���, "#��$� 
��� Q��V� 4 &��'��(�� �)�*� ����� ��� ���:�� ����� �.�� ���� �। +���� ��� �� ����� 
���� /���� �� ���� +�6���) ���+� +<�� ����� +�@ "#���$� ��e�� @m ����� ���, 
�H'�, �:��, ��� 4 ��� +�"B i�+ ����� ���, ��6� 6.�� ��6��� -�� 2�� �������; .��6�+ 6.�� 
&�� ��V�. K6# ��� �.। ���B 4 &:����� +�6���) ��4 "#��e�� i�+ ��� ��� �.। 
�61���-���+���� 6.�� ?G ����� �H����� &�� &���� ��+� &c#�. &� ���: �H���� ) 6.�� ���� 
�. ����@� +������ &+. &-0� ��� �H��। ����@� +���� &� / ��� � 2��� &�, �: ��6��� "#-
��e�� "�M�� �������� ��6����. /� ����1 ��� �E �� ����@� ���l�� :) ����। ?����� 
‘�<� ���6�’, ‘���Y� �q’ �2H�� ��)� ���� &��� -�V ��6���� &6� ������ &-0� �H��। &� &��#� 
�.�� ���� /��� ����@� 6��+� ���� ��e��� S���.�� ��M������� ��� ����: 6� ��6�� 
:) �dR# QO+�6 �.��. �E �� ��+��c#�� ��G�� ��e��� ����@��� �����] S�W��.�� ��M��। 
+������ &�� r��� ��6��� +N�-�)� ����� ������ �। 

 
���+���:� ������+���:� ������+���:� ������+���:� ���    
    

�E �� +������ +�I�:)��� &\W'� ���, �)�]-
����� 6�#, �H'�-�:�� ��e�� 4 ��6���� 
+�"B i�+ ��� 4 :�����, ��� ����� &��'#, ��W1�. 4 &�� �H�� � ��� �2H�� ���� � ��G�� 
����� ��e�� ������ :) ���� ����@��� ��� +���:� ���� Q��E �6�� :��.����, /� 
��e�� +H�0 ����� 6.�� ��6�� N�� +���� ��6�� "#������� ��� ����E  ����� ���) 6.��। � 
6� �:��, �H'�, "���, ��)���E� ������Z�(�� (� +���� �E �� +������ *� K6# �����। &� 
+���� "#������� ���� )� d��� �*� 6���.�� &N�� &� +���� &���� &����� 2��-����M� �)�*� � 
����� ?�� ���B 4 &:����� +�6���) &�� ��+ ��� "#���$� ��� ������ ��6�� /���4 �1���� 
������� ������ �.। 

 
���+��:. :���� &�G��। &+.:) ��6���� ���� ������ �6�� �����. �"�.�� ��+�� 

��e��� &�HZ ��। �H'�, �:��, ���, �s -��� �2H��� &� +�� �:
 &c#�, ���l� ��6�� +��� 
������"� &�� ��������� �. ��� ��6���� +6����"����. /���� ��H� "#���$� ��Y "�M�� Q�B�� 
����। ������"� ���) ������4 &� �H'� +���� 4 �:�� .Q���� +2)2(] 6 /�� �H'� +���� 4 
�:�� .Q���� +��" +6����"�� ���। ��6���� ����-��4�� �M�. ���� ���� ���C���। �H'�-
�:���� ��e���� ��� ���� &�� +��)����� "#���$� ��e��. "�M�� Q�B�� ���� �। &�� 
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&�� ��1� "#���$� ��6�� ��H� ���# ���� &+. &���� ��+� &c#�� �H'�-�:���� ����-��4�� 4 
��6���� ��e���� ��� ���2���� ��) ����। ������� +�I�:)������� )�� ���� "#��$� ���� 
4 ����  ��K� �� �� 4 �H'�-�:�� &��'# ���� "#��$� ��� 6.�� ���� �। 
 

����@�� /� ��]���� "#���$� ��� ��e�� "�M�� QB�� ��6� U���� �"����� ��� 
��e���� ���� +��� )��� �.�� ��WM�.�� ����। &+. Q�t��) ��� K��, �e� 4 ��������� 
������"� ���� "B ����� 6.��। ��6���� ����-��4�� �.�� ��e�� ����� 6.��। �u����� 
��� +(-�� �2�E�� ��e�� "�M�� ������� :) ��� +���:� ��� �6�� :���� ��.����� 

 
_। �����k �H�1� +�I�:)����� +�v +j�  ��5 ����� �(#  �:��� &\�'#� ����� 6.��। �"��� 

��w����� �H�1� Q����� +�s�� &��"�� ��� -���� �। �H�1� ����� &�� .���: 
��N+���� &�+�� ��- ����@� +���� �6 ����� ������ �। _`xy +���� ���). 
����@��� Y���� ��4� �M�� "��� ���S�� �.�� 6.��- &�� ��� ��\ -&����� -��] ��� 
-���� �। 

 
z। ��{ ��|��� +�X :� &2�1�������� �2�E�� �����k (� "#���'� ���NO "#���$� 

��+ �)�*� �#� ����� 6.��। 
 

}। 2�'�� �2�E�� 
�� ��+ ������ +j5 ���� "�M��� /�� �~��$�#� ������ ����� 
�.�� 6.��। 

 

x। +��)��\���� )��) ������� 
���� ����� 6.��। 
 

�। :"�#� 
���  ������� �� !��� +�6���)� :) /�� +�I�:)���� 6@�V��� ��G�� 
"#���$� &��R��� +�6� �T�Z *�� ����� 6.��। 

 

�। ��� V���(��# :������ ���� Q��� ����� �H'��� :��� ����� ����� 6.��। �H'��� [# 
���� ����� 6.��। &V�-�:����� )��) �:��� ���� 6.��। 

 

a। �M �M ��=, �M �)�8, .�+4��� &��j��R�� :������# ����� 6.��। c������ ��1��� 
+�� �1 \�� ��W���� ���� 6.�� /�� ��W-�� �� �:���� �)�*� ����� 6.��। 

 

y। �)�8, -� ��"�, �� .�)��� �M �M �)�+�� �����:� ������ �(�� ���:��{ ����� 6.��। 
��� �� >� ���� �) &�� ������ �(�� :���� 
�� ������� ���  K6# ��� -���� �। 

 

`। ��� �)�� ��V� ���)���(�� 4 +�X :� ������ ��V� -��( ����� 6.��। 
 

_�। ���Y� ���- 
�*) /�� �-��O+�� �)�*� ����� 6.��। 
 

__। :"#�� +����� ��V� ���� 6.�� /�� :"�#� +����� ���6� "�M�� ������ 6.��। 
 

_z। ������ +�� "#���$� ������ 
���� ����� 6.��। 
 
����@� "#���$� ������"� ��:��6� ��2�"�� �<��� ����1� &+�q1��� &��6�s� /����(� 

6� ��H � /. .@�6�� Q����� 6� /�� Q��*� ������"# �EH � +X +s�� q�� "H6�� 6�। 
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���+�s�� "H6�� �@���������+�s�� "H6�� �@���������+�s�� "H6�� �@���������+�s�� "H6�� �@������    
 

____। । । । ���) +���1� ��G�� G���� ��WM�4���) +���1� ��G�� G���� ��WM�4���) +���1� ��G�� G���� ��WM�4���) +���1� ��G�� G���� ��WM�4    
�������$� "��N���� ������ ������ ��4�������$� "��N���� ������ ������ ��4�������$� "��N���� ������ ������ ��4�������$� "��N���� ������ ������ ��4    
:"�#� ������� "�M�� &���:"�#� ������� "�M�� &���:"�#� ������� "�M�� &���:"�#� ������� "�M�� &���    

    
�(� ����@�� ���)+�+)� ��1 6.�� Q�B�� ����6� &:��� x� 1���, ����� }y 1���, ���� 

����� }� 1���� Q��� -�Q��� �� -������। zz/zx 1���� ��- &�� &:����. -�Q� ��4�� +A� 
�। /� ���� ����� &"�� �(X  ����@�� ����)� �(�) :+�����#� �"��� ���6�� -���� �"����। 
����@� ����l� 64��� �� .6� �d��� ���) +��1। 

 
/. +��1 +����� +������ ��N 6.�� /� ���H�� &�4�� ��M� �) &��. &-0� 6.����  �। 

���) +�K6 4 +����6 +j��  +����� ��� ���) +��1�� ��4 ��1 ����� ��������। /� �� )J 
���) +�K�6� �������] �)�*� 6� �.। �M &:����� 4 �:�������� ��  � ����� +����# �H'��� 
��1 6.�� �� -�Q� +�K6 ���. +������ ��� 6.�� ��WM�.����। �:����� 4 &:������� &��'# 
����� �H'��� �� ‘+�:’ ������ ����� ���) +�K6 6.�� ���� �। �d����� ����� 6.�� ���) 
������4 &�� �)�*� 6.���� �। &� ���) �E ��� +���� +�K6 ������� ��6�4 +�B�2��� 
+����6 6.���� �। 

 
���) +�K6 4 +����6 /.g� -���� ����� x &���1 x� �V &����� �(�  ����@� �: /� 

2���6 U�2 �V� +��� Q��*� 6.����। 
 
��:��6� ��2�"�� ��� +�s� 2���6 Q�d�"� +�v /. ����*�� �V �������। ���) +�+)�� 

�? +������ :) �����k ������� �s ���� K6# ������ :) /. +�s� +������ ��1 ���� 
�������� 

 
_। �H'���� ��1 6.�� :����@�(��2��� �� ���M�� �4�� -���� �। �����k +�@ 

&:����� 4 �:�������� ��M�� ���) ���:��{ ����� �.�� 6.��। 
 
z। 2��� 4 ����@��� ���6�� �)�) &���� +�v +��S��� ����� ���) ������ �)�*� ����� 

6.��। 
 
}। +���� ��H � +�"H6�� ���) ������k � ����� \�1�� /����� +@� ��� +����6 ����� 

6.��। 
 
x। ���)� �6�� &���� �)�*� -��� ����� 6.�� /�� &���� /����� �����2��� +@� ��� 

���) +�����6� �)�*� ����� 6.��। 
 
�। &� +�@ &��� U* 6.�� ��M���� /�� ���)q�� �V� ��6���� :) ����(��) ���) ����� 

�)�*� ����� 6.��। �)����M� �<�� ^� +����6 ��B�.�� 6.��। 
 
�। ��)����:�� �:��'� �(�) ���..�� 6.��। 
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a। �H'��� q� ��] �H��� :) �� ���� N+� &�� ��1 .�)���� �(�) �H�� ����� +� �u �� 
��W���� ���� 6.��। ���1� +� �u �� �# ��� x� 1��� ��W���� ���� 6.��। 

 
y। �:�� 4 ��)��E �� -������ ���6� �H�� ����� 6.��। 
 
`। �:5�6 �6��� 6.�� U.-�H������ ��  �(X  ����@��� U�2 V 4 �)����M���� +�6���)� 

:) ���t ����� 6.��। 
 
Q����] ���� ��6��� �����k ��� )��� ��� 6� �f) ��e�� "�M�� ������� :) �(X  

����@��� ��� +��: 4 :+�����#� ��1 /. +�s� �6�� :��.����। 
 
z। :������ Q����� 2�W4�� ���� �H'� Q��� -���� �। ��� &�+��� :������ Q��� 4 

�H'��� :��� ����� ����� 6.��। 
    
�H�1� +�I�:)���� ��:� ��+ 4 &��'# ����� ������ :) :������ ���� +H�0 ����� ������ 

&���� :+�����#� �� ��� :�� �v� ����� ������। &��� �-�*��� ���)+�+)�� +H�0  �������। 
+�I�:)��� +H0 /. \H#) ���� ��G�� �H'��� ��e�� �r���� ��e��। �:��� ��.�� :������ 
��� Q��� ����� �H'��� :��� ����� ��� 6.��-.6�. ��� &����� 4����। �:�� �(X  ����@� 
+���� :������ Q����� /� ���4 Q��� �������। ��D /. ���� &� +�@ ���� ��6���� ��6� 
+�@. �H'� 
��� � �������। /. ����� �(�����R�� 6.����� 

 
(_) :�������� :) x� &���1 1����4 ���� V���(�#। 
(z) &:�������� :) :��। 
(}) :�������� [# ����। 
(x) 4��� � 4 &����E� +j�E� +����� .�)���। 
 
/. +�s��� ��� Q����] +�@ ����R�� �H'� 
�� ������� /�� ��� &�+���� :������ ��� 

Q��� ����� �H'��� :��� ����� ������ �(� ���� "H6�� 6� �.। /. ��� ��� 6.�� :������ 
Q����� �����E  �H'� Q�����. �)�*� 6.��। :������ Q����� ��� /.g� �H'� ������� ��� 
Q��� ����� +���� �(X  ����@��� :���� +�v -�� ����+\����� �������। /. +�s�� 
�@���� ����� ��G�� ��� ������ ������� /�� �����k /. ��� ��)�6�� ����� ��� V���(��# 4 
‘‘�H'�. :��� �����’’ /. ���� �2�E�� :������ Q����� ���� :��.����। 

 
/. +�s� �� ��� &� ����� ��e�� �)��� +���� �H'��� ���� ������ :������ ��� Q��� 

����� �। �H'��� &c#� +�"B�� &:����� �����. /. ��e�� +N� 6.�� ����। /. +�s� �(X  
����@��� ��� +��:�� �H'��� &c#� +�"B�� +X ���2��� +�6��) ����� :������ Q����� +N� 
������ :) �6�� :��.����। 
 
}। &�� c����� ��W�-��� �M�.�� +�6��) ����। �+5 &�� �� \1�� ������� ���� +� ���� 

+6����"�� ���। 
    
����@� +������ c���� ����@��� &�� �:����� i��+� ���� &B���� ������। ����@� 

&��4���� ��� _�,��� 6�:�� c��� ��W1�.��� ����। &� ������ ��� -���, &K���� ���� �)�*�, 
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��+*� .�)��� c������ &�� ����. +���� �(�# ��� �. Q��D &�� c��� ��e���� Q�� 
�)��� ����� ����" ��� 6.����। ��. &��c����� ���) 6.�� �s����� ��W-�1 �(� ����� �2�E�� 
+����# �s \�1� ����� :) Y�.� �)��1 K6# �������� 
 

(_) ����� &� ������ ��� -��� ����� 6.��। 
(z) ��W1�. �T ����� 6.��। 
(}) &K���� ������2(] 9�) �(#  +�����6� �)�*� ����� 6.��। 
(x) ��+*��� �)�*� ����� 6.��। 
(�) ����� �T ����� 6.�� /�� &�� .Q�� ��e���� �(#  
����� ���� 6.��। 
 
/. +�s� &�� c������ ����-��4�� )��) ����� �� ��� /�� ���� ������ :) c������ 

�s \�1� �+��J�� �(# 2��� +��  ������� /�� ��6���� +�K�� +X ���� +�6��) 4 +6��2(��� 
������ ������। &�� �s \1�� +�N�)���� ������ :) /. +�s� ���25 &��c��� ���l��� 
��)��2��� ��e�� ������ �6�� :��.����। 

 
xxxx। । । । �)�]
������)�]
������)�]
������)�]
���������    :) ��M�:) ��M�:) ��M�:) ��M�    
    

�:�� ����@�� �)�] 
����� 6�# -�� �� )��� Q�B����। �)�] 
����� 6��# ����@� 
+���� +�I�:)�������4 ����.�� Q�B����। +2�, &��2����� ������ ������ �)���2��� �X  ��� 
6.����। _xx ����� ���� ����", ��� ��-��� �1�, �J��# 4 ��6|�� ����, &K{��� ��4���, 
+�������� 
����� 6�# .�)��� ��)!���E� �)���� 6.�� ��WM�.����। �����, ����� :���� 4 
��� )��-��: ����@���+� :+�����#� :��� ��2��'�� +H�0 �������। 

 
/. +�s� �)�] 
������ Q�� +����� �q�# /�� ������ ��G�� ��� ������ 

������� /�� �����k +�@ ��� ��-��� �1� �e���� ���], _xx ����, &K{��� �������, �J��# 4 
��6|�� ������ �? ��)�6�� ���� �������। 

 
������ ��G�� ��e�� "�M�� ������ �)�] 
����� ���l� ������ :) /. +�s� ���� 

��X ���' +�@ ���� 4 :+����#�� �6�� :��.����। 
 

����। । । । ��� ��e���� Q�� 6���� ����@ ��� 6.��  �।��� ��e���� Q�� 6���� ����@ ��� 6.��  �।��� ��e���� Q�� 6���� ����@ ��� 6.��  �।��� ��e���� Q�� 6���� ����@ ��� 6.��  �।    
    

/. +�s� "2�� QO���� +�6� �V) ������� &�, ����@� +���� ‘"#���$� �����"’ 
����l� 6.��� �� 6.�� .6�� Q�� 6���� ?G �������। +��� L���� ������"� &���� ��N+ 
�������� ��� 6.����। ������"� �)�� ����l� ��� ���Q� �6���� ��G�� &K{��� ������� 
:��� ��� 6.���� /�� ������� ����1� +�+) ��� ��U� �4����� Q�� ����+�6 �:�� 6.�� 
��6|�� ���� :��� ��� 6.����। 

 
/. +�s�, ������"� ��� +����� ������ ��� ������ ������� /�� �����k ��� ���Q� 

�6���� Q�� 6.�� &K{��� ������� ��)�6�� /�� ��� ���� �Q����� Q�� 6.�� ��6|�� ���� 
QB�.�� �.��� ���� :��.����। 
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����। । । । �)��� ��W�)��� �� W�)��� �� W�)��� �� W1�.��� ��G�� ��WM�41�.��� ��G�� ��WM�41�.��� ��G�� ��WM�41�.��� ��G�� ��WM�4    
    

/. +�s� ����' QO���� +�6� �V) ������� &�, ����@� +������ ��W1�.-��� &���� 
���) /� 2��� ��2��'��� +H�0 �������। ��W1�. ���� ���� ��M�� 6�:�� 6�:�� ���9 �s -��� 4 
�:���� +�+�� ������ 6.�� ��.����। /. +�s� +������ /. ��W1�. ���� ��� ������ 
:��.���� /�� +�s� �� ��� &�, /.g�� +�+)� ���M�� ��D ����� �। +����� +�s��� ���� 
&�, ��W1�. ��� �����k �T ����� 6.�� /�� ��6���"�� ��W1�. ��� 6.���� ��6���"�� ��� ���" 
����� 6.��।  

 
aaaa। । । । i�+���� ��V�i�+���� ��V�i�+���� ��V�i�+���� ��V�    �)�*��� ��W-�4�)�*��� ��W-�4�)�*��� ��W-�4�)�*��� ��W-�4    
    

�(� ����@�� ��V� �)�*�� 2�'# ���H��� +H�0 6.����। -�K��, L���, ����� �2H�� &:��� 
���)���� +����� �{� *�� ������ &-0� �������� ��D +�\�� ��� ��e�� d���. +����� ��-0� 
�)�  6.����। ����@� ���2� ��" ��:��6� &:��� ��.���� |�� ��� _z�� ��, �E �� +���� 
��6��� y�� ��� ���.��� �)�*� �������। ��.���� ��V�"�#� ���6� ����:�� ����� 
����<�O�� ��D ��6�4 ����� ��.���� �। 

 
L��� ������)����� (� �+����+ ������ (� ��@� /�4 �� )J ���0 ������# ��:��� 

���6� � 64��� :) ������ �M�?� 2��� V�� 6.���� /�� ���25 +����� ���V�R�� �T 
��6����। 

 
������ ��) ����:�� 9�) ����, &����, ���M, &�����+ �2H��� �2��� ��� :�� ���5 

��D +������ ��N 6.�� &�� ���� +�6��) &�� ��� 6� �. ��� ��6��� ��) ����:�� ���� �.�� 
��e�� ������� ��6���� Q�� +����� ����� �g�� ���� ��.����। �: ��V� :��� &� 
+��1 &��� ������ ��6� &��� ������ :) �����k �u����� �)�*�R�� ��� )��� ������ :) /. 
+�s� +������ ��1 ���� :��.����; /�� /. +�@ ���� +���� ��6��� ��� )��� ��� ��6�� 
:) ��)�� ��e�� "�M�� ������� :) ���+��:�� �6�� :�� ��.����� 

 

(_) &�� ������, ���)��� �� 6�. |�� ������ &�4�� -���� �। 
(z) ��V�"#�� ����'� ��  ��W�-��� Q����"� &�� ���� 6.��। 
(}) ����� 2�'��� ��V�� ���)�g�� -��� ����� 6.��। 
(x) ���)���(�� �!���� ��V� �)�*�� ��E  ����� 6.��। 
 

(�) ������ ��) ����:�� �:�+ ����, &����, �., &�����+ .�)��� ����� +�����6� 
�)�*� ����� 6.��। 

 

(�) L��� ������)���� /�� �)�) ����: ���25 ��2��" ��V��� &� +�@ �� ���� ��6���� 
��6�� �(�# ����� 6.��।  
 

(a) ��V���� �(#  "#���$� Q���� .Q�� -��� ����� 6.��। 
 

yyyy। । । । :
��*)� ��� +����� Q��+���� ������ -�.:
��*)� ��� +����� Q��+���� ������ -�.:
��*)� ��� +����� Q��+���� ������ -�.:
��*)� ��� +����� Q��+���� ������ -�.    
    

�(� ����@�� :
�*) ���5 6.����। :+��)�� ����� ��]���� +��)� "#)। �'��� ��:��� 
U���) 6.�� ��WM�.����। ��6�4 ��+���� ����(��)� :) :+�����#� ���E� ���6��। �'��� 
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������ &�� �)�*� 6.���� �। ��]��� ��V�� :) &����)�� |��-���: ��V�� ���� ����� 
/������. "#)। 
��� ����@�� :
��*)� Q5��� :) (� �)�*� 64�� �(��� ��� &�1��� �)�*� 
��� +������ ���6��� ��6�4 ���5 6.�� ��M����। +����� 6�+�����R���� �'� �., U ����� 
�(# । ���� :
�*) �V�� &�1��� �)�*� ��� ��6�4 :
�*) �s -������ ��W1�. ����� i�+ ������ 
����=� -������। /. +�s� +������ :
�*)������� ���2���� ��� �e� ������� /�� 
�����k :
��*)� Q5��� :) �u����� �)�*�R�� ��� )��� ������ ���� :��.���� /�� /. 
�)�*�R�� ��6��� +���� ��� )��� ��� ��� :) ��e�� "�M�� ������ /. +�s� :+����# 
/�� ���+��:�� �6�� :��.����� 
 

(_)  6�+�����R���� �'� +����6 ����� +�q� 4 U �����] ����� 6.��। 
(z) ��� .Q��� 6�+����� ������ ����(��) �-��O+�� �)�*� ����� 6.��। /, �:,   

6�+�����R���� ��: ���� ����� 6.��। 
 
(}) &����)�� |��-����:� +��)� �H�� ����� 6.��। 
(x) :
�*) ��2�"�� ��Y����# ����� 6.�� /�� ���Yw &���  &6�� /)��++�1���� -����� *��� 

����� 6.��। 
 

+��"B�� �@������+��"B�� �@������+��"B�� �@������+��"B�� �@������    
    

Q����] �@��R�� ��M� +�s�� �u����� ��'�� -����1 +��"B�� �@�� "H6�� 6.����� 
• ��:��6� ��2�"�� �<��� ����1 "B। 
• ��:��6� �6�� �<��� ��N+ *��। 
• �<��� ����1� �V 6.�� ‘��� ��2��’ ��� ���V� �-���� ����। 
• ������� �����" +�s� �6���� :) ������� ����1�� ������। 
•  

��� ��2����� ��2����� ��2����� ��2��    
    

"#���$� ������"� ��:��6� ��2�"�� �<��� ����1� ��N 6.�� ‘��� ��2��’ ��� /���� 
���V� �-���� ���6� ������ �+��J �4�� 6.����। /. �-�� ������ :) �-�� ��� � ����:। 
��:��6� ��2��"� ���)� &:��, �6���� /�� ������ �����" ����1R���� ��  +�K6 ����� ��B�.��� 
:) ���� ��� ��.����। &�6 +��+�� +�6��) ��B�.��4 +���� "H6�� 6.��। ��� ��e���� 
&�"�� ����� 6.�� �-������ ����:���� ����� ��6� ��� ��r�)। 

 
���25 �����" ����1 ����� ‘��� ��2��’ �.�� -� ��6� �����k :��.��। &���� �����" 

"�B� 6� �. &+����� &�� ����� � �)�]"�2��� ‘��� ��2��’ �.�� .��� ������ ��2�"�� 
��N�+ :��.��� :) ���� ��� ��.����। 
 

��  ��B�.��� �B���� ��6��� �6s� �� (&��'��)V), 
&��� �����, ����। 

 

 
* _`xa +� �(�  ����@� "#���$� �����" ����l� 6�। ����@� ���l�� �� ��. L��� ��:��6� 4 ����+�6+6 ���25 &:��� 
/� ���� &���� 6�, ��D ��� ������ �� �� 4 V���+� ��+��� ���"� R����� ��)�-���� N�� _`xy +���� &�' ���� /. 
+�"B�� �����{ \�1। 
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 �������    +(�    �����    
�(�  ����@� +��6�) +�s�� 2�'�� 


������ ��V �� �6�U��6    
‘‘�6�U��6 +k� � KF /�� 

��Gt� Q���� �(�  ������ 2�'� 
��e�� 4 �O���� ��:���’’    

���+k�, _`xy    

 
�(�  ����@� +��6�)�(�  ����@� +��6�)�(�  ����@� +��6�)�(�  ����@� +��6�) +�s� L��� ������� �(� +2����� ��22�'# +�s� L��� ������� �(� +2����� ��22�'# +�s� L��� ������� �(� +2����� ��22�'# +�s� L��� ������� �(� +2����� ��22�'#    

}_}_}_}_----_z_z_z_z----_`xy_`xy_`xy_`xy.�.�.�.�    

 

+���� +��6��)� 4 +��6�)��+� �T�"#+���� +��6��)� 4 +��6�)��+� �T�"#+���� +��6��)� 4 +��6�)��+� �T�"#+���� +��6��)� 4 +��6�)��+� �T�"#,,,,    

����� &����������� �+��) �)���, ���� �: /� 
��� ���Y� ������� ��:���� ���� 
��] ������ ��- ��]-���'g�� +���� 6�� +V� 6����। :�6�v��, ����@� �� 4 .+��� �� 
������ ���� ¡H����:�M� :�6�v��"� L��� �: ���� �(�  ����@��� ��:���। L���� ��1�E � 
�(� ��v� /������ ��:��� &+���"�W4 )���� �����6 �"��+�t� ��� ���6� ��#) ¡H�� �:4 ���� 
��� ���। ¡H�� ������ ��� ��� L���� ��(��E � ��q����� &+ ��:���� &�' ��:�����, &���� 
/��� �V# &+, &��� &+ 4 ��� &+ ��:Z �������। �(� ¡H�� ������ &1� ��� -�� 
��q������ +�5�1 ��:� �������� ¡H���-¢ ������� /�� &�£� �6����� ���2�, ������ 4 
���8� c�C� ������ ¡�#�(� ��(�-��¡H� :�2(����। /. �<� &�� &�£�, �6e� 4 ��+����� 
¡������� 6�� ���, ��� � ��� &��. / &� (� ���Y� :��� �#  �s  ���� ���' +�� �"����� 
���2(�� 6�। ���! 

�(�  ������ ����' &"£�� /. &�, /. ������ ��-� �� ��v�� &��� +�@ &���� �� 6���� 
��v��� �� �����। /. �v�� �� ��. ���� ���:� &-��M� ���G!� ������ (_�z} ¥�� ���)। 
&�£����"� ��� 2�+��� /��1 -� )�"����� �����- 

 
‘‘��:-#�� ��M�   �Q�W ����W ���6Q। 

�d� �v�� &�� ���MQ’’।। 
 

-�¦��g� &£��� ���M ���� �§�� ���� ��.���। �d�-g� �v�� &�� ��1 �����। -/�� 
��S�� ���� &� �§� ��� ����. 6’� �v�� &��। ‘‘��¨��’’ ������ �e�� ��� �, /. &����+�� 
��-� ��। ������� ��� ��� 6��N� &+���"�W4��� +���� �"��+Q�t ��� ��6�� &� "�� 
����� Q�6�� ���B������, ���� �����- 

 

‘‘�©�-��� �4e 6�� �(����� �6e। 
&� ��e ���+� &� �-�v��� �� �4�।।’’ 

 
-2����� &���� 6�� �-� &���� +���। 
���+�� ����� /. &� ��v���� -����। 

 
&��� 6��N� , ������� ���)����4 ������ /. +������ ���+� �����- ‘‘�6�� ��"��� 

�-�:�� :���� ")�+�� +����’’। 
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����, �# �1 �2H�� &���� ���� )�� /. �v�� &��4 +v�� ���7� /� ����' ���"� ����# 
�����। 2�+�� /��1 -� )�"��� /. �v�� ���" �-� �����। 

�(� ��v� &cl &"£�� /. &�, /. &�� &���. ����� +��6�) /�� ����F� QO��E 6����। 
�O�+)��� &�� ������ ���� &���, &��� ��� ����F� ��� �। ��W� ���+ ��� V����� 
+�"��� ���� -�d���, �E ��� +A��� ���� +d�� ���। ��a ¥�� ��� ��� ��:� ��� &���� 
��:Z���� &���� Q��*� 6। ��W� /��1 ����� ��W� ���� &��� �P� )-� )�-��� 1���� Q�H� 
6����- 

 
‘‘�6�@ RG, ������ � ��1 
�s �� �v +����� ��1। 

��� ����+� ��66 # :��� 
��� ��� ������ &���.  2���।।’’ 

 
�� -�6� RG ������ � ��1। 

��s � �v +����� ��1।। 
��� ����+� ��64� &:��M��� (�������)। 
��� ��� �� ����� 2�� ��� � &2����।। 

 
/� &�' U. ���� +�v ���� �G- 

 
‘‘R�#� R#�C� ���� �R#���+) R�#� ������'�। 
������� ��O ���� �6 &2���Z����+�6��।।’’ 

(�6�������) 
 

�O�+)����� ���8 ��+�# �'&� ��� ��, ��©�����, &��k�, +�6, ���� �2H�� �r �+��-�� ) 
-� )�"��� �� ������� � "� �-� ���। ��� ���R�� ���� &�����। /. "�R��� /��1 ����'Z-
���� &��' 2�#��। &�� �G- 
 

‘‘+�6 RW#�J �� +( &"�6��� �� &�� UB ����W 
/���� :"� ��+� &� ��6�rW +���eW।।’’ 
 
-+�6 2�## ��� �() &"����, �� &��� U0 ����। 
/���� :"O ����� &� ��� ��6�� ��� 
��e।। 

 

/. 2�#��� ���� ��-� ����� &��� +�|H�� ���। &�� :������ "���"����e। +�@ �6�: 
������ -� )�"���� «�<� +�|�#। ����F� ��@���� +�v +�v -� )�"���� ���� �¬�� �� )J QE� 
2����� ������� � "�� -��� ����। �¬�� &��� /. ���� ����+) ���। ���+� ":� ����� 
�����# �। �� -� )�"����. �����#। ������ G+��� ��� "�� &.। 

������� &��6������ ��:� &"���-� RG :��T�� ��� ��1 ����F ���V� 6�� «���"� 6�� ��। 
����F� +�v +�v /. ��)� 2����� ���25 2�'�� ������ Q�:��) 6�� 4�B। +��(� �6������ 
���M� Q��)��� &� &"���-�W��� "� �-��� ���, ��� ��� ��� -�� -�# QdH�� ����- 
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‘‘- &-£�� &�� g�� S��M��¨ ��:� &"���-e 6�/। 
�� �k� &2��� &�� � #� -�e� �# � B�� ��e ���£4 �/। 
�� +�f &�� «�B� ���� «�J� «-2�� 2�� &1�/। 
�� �N�� Q�M6(¨ &6�� ��:� &"���-e �� ���� «�J� &��/।।’’ 

 
--e�� &-£���� g��� \M�� ��:� &"���-�W� ���। 
���� ���|�� -�W���# , B��� �H�0��e� &���� &��� ��+? 
����e�� ��+ �� ������ &-�� 2'&� 2'&� ��W��। 
�� &N� Q�� ���� &-�� &��� ��:� &"���-�W�, 

�� ������ ��W��। 
 

/. �(� �<��� 2��, ���X��, �+� ��, -�W� ���, &���� ��� �2H�� ������ +�I�:)���� ��)�-��� 
��:��]� ��G�� �M�. ������। �(� ��v� +�6+� +J���� ?�� �: �, ��-� ��� &��� +��9����� 
�2 ��। /��. /��� +�����, :�2�, ����d��, ��k����� /�� ��# 4 �� )J +�"�� ���M ���। �6���� 
������+ &£ ���)�� �V �v��+�� Q��� �����। ����8# �-� ���6) ��+�# ���. ���� 
+��"��� :�6��:� ���S-������"�� �(X �v��+� ��� �# � �����। ��V#-�(�  /����� /�� �(X  
2����� d�����¬� �� , +��6�) 4 +�|H���� ������ ��� �����। ������ Q���� /�4 &+��� 
�-��� ���। ������ �] &� ����� ��]� +�v &����, �� &� ���� ����? :�2�� ����U��� *���) 
QE� ��v� ��6�M����� ��B� *����)� �����#। 

 
��-� ��®, ���� /�� �v ���. ������ ��v��� &��। ��® ��¯#) �s �� �W��M ���। &+��� 

�(� ����� ��:��� ��:Z ����। /. ����� ����(� ��.�� &��� ��¯# ����� ��� �6e�Z�� 
��W�-�� ����। �(� ����� �� &+ ��� /. ��® &���. ��:Z ��@�� ���। ��W��4 &"�WM� �6e� ����। 
���� &+ &�£��#) ��� -����� ����(��� ������. *��� ���। ���� ��� ����� ��:��� +(���� ��® 
&��� 6��4 /��� .+��� &�� ��:�� 6�� �����। ���� 4 �v ��+��� �q��#� ��©��� &�£� �� 
���F� ���। ���� +�� �F���� d��� �� )���� 6���। /� +��� ��+ ���� ��� 6����। ���� /. 
��������� �V��� � �� �'&� &��� 6� +�6��) ������ /�� ��� +��)���� .+��� ��� � ���� ����� 
�c� ������। ��. �: �(�  ����@� 64�� +A��� 6����। ���F���� /��1 �M�� /. ���"� 
��6e� :+������ ��� ��� �����- 

 
‘‘:�:��� �������  &+�� +� \� &��� 

 &��� �� &����� U:   
���)� ���"�� :��  :�� \�� ��6 ��� 

 +�W� ���� ��M� 2��।।  
 * *         * 

&�� ��� Q°��#  &�� )�� ��� \� \ 
 &����� +2�. �j��  

��� ��.� �s  +�2 &���� ��� �s 
 &���� ��� &� ��� ���E�  

 
************ 
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�s «6�) :�g��  ����/� ��� 1��� 

 6��� &+��2 ���- ����।  
-���� QE� 6�  ��2(�� ���" 2� 

 &����� ����� /� ��।।  
��¬ ������  «6�� &2J ����� 

 ����� ��� ��k���।  
���� &����"#  +�2 6�)� /�� 

 ��e� ���� .:��।।  
* * * 

  
:��� &����"#  6�)� +�� /�� 

 ���� ���� :�:���।  
&�Q� &�6��� 2��v  ��M)� �NM)� ��� ��v 

 ���M� ���M &���� &���।  
���� ��s � ���  �����< ���� ��� ��v 

 . �M ��'� "��"��।।’’’’ (�() ����#)  
 

���E ����� ���� ���� �6e� .+��� K6# ����4 �(�  ����@��� ������� ��+��� &� &�£� 
���:�� ���� +�e�6� ����� &.। ������ &�£� 4 �� �F���� ��� Q��+) ��� �()�(�E  ��¬। 
����� ��W� &��6�� �����- 

 
‘‘&���6 "�� +��X6. 6QW ����� ���। 
&���M6 ��¨S /©�:. &6�. ���: ��।’’ 
 
�� �O- &���"�  ��� &�M�� &� ��� ������  ���#। 
&���1� ���) /�: ��� ��¬� �� 6�।। 
 

��-� ��+��� &������ &�6. ��� �� 2"�� ����6� ����� g�� �)�6�� ����। ��D 
��W�� ��¬ ���1 �)�6�� �����। /�1 &�£� QO��E� /��1 ���O ���#। .+��� :�� ��� ��� �। 
���' ����. ����� +J� /�� +��। ������ ��#� ‘‘.5� ��������± .e����6 ��²����’’- 
�P� &������� ���) &� +���� &-�� &��� ���s �, &+. ����6� ��1 +���� &-�� &��� +s���। 
���:. ���� ��� &��� �, ���� &��� R#। ������ ��+��� ��� R�# &cl 6�� ����, ��� ���, 
���+), ��� �, �6e�*� �2H�� �H����� &� &�� ��+����� &-�� &+ &� ��H0 6��? ��� 6��N: &�� 
+�e� �����- 

 
‘‘���: ��6� ���� "46�� ���� ��-���। 
4��� &��� �� ��³ ��/ -± ��� 4 N��U  ����।’’ 
 
�� �O- ��:�� ����1 -�4 ��� �: R�#� ���� ��। 
64 N��U :± ����� �� ��� �����4। 
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��� �(�  ������ 
��� �"���g�� �: ������ ����: 6���� +� ����� +�+�H� /� 
+��6�)। /. +��6��) ���� �:�� ���-�"��� "B�� Q���] ����:�� ��'��� ����� -�.। /. 
+��6�) 6�� ������ ���H2�'� ������। �H����� &�� :��� :���� +��6�) &��M ������ 2�'�� +��6�) 
�-� ��� ��
� 6�� �����। .+����� .��6��+� /������ &"�M�� ����. ���+) ��� ��H � ���:� 
6�����, ���+) ����� �s  ������, ���� +��6��)� -- � ������। ��D ��W� ��:� +��6�) ���M�। 
��. G��"� �N���£+�, �����, +���, 6��N�, Q�N , �����, ����� +��, "�����, ���)�� ���� ���, 
2���� +�N� 4 ��� �� &���"�#� �-�� ���+) +��6�) &"£��-+��´�। ����� +��6��)� -° � ������ 
���) �: (� �। �������� �� ����� �����-�"M &��� ��] 6�� &"£�M /� 
��� +����� 
���l� ���, �� &���. ����� +��6�) +H�0� ���� ��:�� ������" ��M। .Q+�N ��µ &6��+ ��µ, 
+�� ��µ, �N���� ��µ, ���� ��µ �(�, ��1� ��W, ���"� ��W �2H�� ��:� 4 ��:��G'"# ����� +��6��)� 
QO+�6���� ����। �6e� ����� ��]��� ����� �� ���  �'&� &"��। �H�E���+� �Hl���'� ���� 
/� &"£�M��। ��W� ���+�� ��� �����- 
 

‘‘�< &"£M -����� &"£�M�� ��:�। 
&"£�M�� �(:� «��� R�#� 6� �(:�।’’ 

 

/. &"£�M�� ��� +A��� ��:� "�#� ; ��D ��W� ��� QE�������� :�����t� ��6s� ��µ। 
��:� "�#��� ��:Z��� �= /�� ����J�(#  ���। ���� ��W�� +��6��)� �Hl���'�g�� &����4 &��� 
�। �)�V :�����t� ��6s� ��µ ��\ ��� ���J�� ��:Z ��� (_x_`-_x}_ ¥��)। ��� 2�� 
������ �� Q�6�+6 �H6��� 4 �������1 /. U. Q���� �������। �H�E��+ 
�s �)�"� ��� &��� 
6� /. &"£�M���� �� Q��� ����। 
 

���� ������ +���� ���Qt� &6��+ ���6� ���+�� �����- 
 

‘‘�����" ����� R�#� ���� 
�H���� 2���� ��W� ���� ��@��। 
+���� ���Q�t �2� &"£�M�� 
/ �� 2��� ��W� ���� �+��।’’ 

 

c��� e� +�� ���6� ���+�� �����- 
 

‘‘+�� ��µ ��� ��� �����: 
��� +� �:� ���� ��� ��:-��:।’’ 

 

��� &��� /. +�� ���6� ���+�� �����- 
 

‘‘��� &��� 2# ��g� g� &��� 
��� +�� ��µ 2:�� �������’’। 
 

(��)���"� ����� +��6��) ��+����� ���� �6e� ���V� �� �।) 
 

���"������ ��+����� �� ��� �6O। ������� ������)����� �� +�6���) &:)l +�6����=। 
������"� ����-� &+�� �K�6 4 QO+��6 &� "���R�� +�"H6�� 6����, �� ��M� ��4 �r ���-
����� �(X ��v ��M�� ��M ���। L��� ������)��� /�� �(X ��v� +���� �� /���� ������" 
����? /�. ������) +k�T �������� �����, ‘‘/. ����1 +��6��)� +(-� ��� &��� ��.�������, 
&+�� ���� :���� /� ¡�#�� ��। ��� &+�� &��-���H��� &���6��(�E  &����� ��¶ 6.�������, 
������ ����� 2�'�� ��] 4 �+�� &����� ���¡� 6.������� /�� �6e� 4 ��+����� &� ��"�g� 
&����������- 
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��6��� -V� :�M�.�� �"�����।’’ / �� J ������� ������)��� x��1 ���"��� ���� �����। /� 
���) z}�1 ��+��� ���� ��-�। 

 
"� ���1� ���"� 4 �E ���� +��6�) +���� ��� +���� +������। +����� /��� ��� 

�����:। ������ ����: ��� ������ &��� �������� �� J ������ ��+����� +��6�) 
+���� ��@H� .��6�+ &��� /�� ��-� ��+��� &������ KF ���� ���। ������ +��6��)� �T��� 
�� / ���� ���6� /�� �K+� 6��? L��� ������)����� /�� +������ ���) �E �) �(� ������ 
+�� *� &��� �(W��, ���"���, ������) 4 Q���� +�K6 ��� �V� ���। ������)����� ��W����2�"�� 
�� +�H� ���� 6��। &��1��� ���� L��� ������)����� �(X ��v� :���� ������)���g�� &���� 
-�., +����� 4�����g�� �। /��� ��� �0��� ������ ��� ‘‘������’’ &��� &�������� 
+·�� ���+� ��U� 6������ /��1 ��� ������ &���� /��c#�� &����� ?��� �����- 

 
‘‘&� +�� ��v�� :�� �6��+ �v��#�। 
&+ +��� ���� ���� �# � � :��।। 
���� �����6 q�� ��v�� �+��। 
&���2�'� Q���� �� �6� ���।। 
&���2�'� ���)� ��� �� � :����। 
�: &�� &����" &� ������ � ���।। 

 
&�� ���� ������ �6e�, ��+���, &�£�, �H0� /� ���c� :���, ������ 2�'� �����4 &��� 

/� ���c� 2�'�। ������ QO��E &"£M ��¸�� &���। +�|H��� +�v ��� +j� 1� ����(���। ���4 
&�� &�Q �M ����'� +�v /�1� +j�  ���|�� �� Q¹�� ��� �~�"£���� :), �� ��� &��+� 
������ ��M��� &���� �����?��� ��+��� 2�. &6� � &�, &+. ���. ���� ������ +�v 
+�|H��� ��1��k�� ����.। ���1� ���� �����¬� 6’� ��1। ����' ��� +�|H��� [# ����� 2�'�� 
�����@� /� 2���q�J ����� &�, +j� 1� 
���� � ���. ���� ���� �। 2�'��b��������� 
:) /�1� Q��6�# &�.- ‘‘&����� � "��1� &��’’। /� &"£M ��¸�� 6�� ‘‘����6���� 4�6 "�� 
&�� �6’’; /� +�|H� 6�� ‘‘�(�� ���� �HV� ��)�।’’ �(��- &�����, ����- �, �HV�- "��, ��)�- &��, 
-������ &�� ��. +�|H� &��� ��+�। ��� ������ &"�M�� &� �� )2�'�, �� &�Q �
���� ���� 
���� �। 

 
&+. �� )2�'�� +�v ������ ��� ���" &���, ��)���" ���+� 4 ���+�� �2�� ���� ���� ���� 

4 �O+���) ����  /�� ���E � ���" �E� "�: �� .����:। U’-��1� 9���M, &��v���, N��+�, 4�e�: 
�2H�� 2�'�� ��4 ������ ���। ��c2�'� ��� ������ ���� �f� &.। �H����� +� ���V� -��� 2�'� 
.����:� ��� �� �� ��+��0 ������। ��P���v� ���2�'�-�s �#-+���� ��W�1 +�|H�2�'�� 
���2�'� �-� �����। ��B)��@�� /g� ��W�1 �� )2�'� -��� ����; ��D 2�'�� -�� �। �r�� 
�(�X  &��4��� *�� &�£6�~ , &1��K��N� *�� ���M���E ��6 �2H�� +�|H� ����� +H�0 ��� 
6�����; ��D &+R�� &�����#� ��������� +H�0� ��. �-� 6�� &"��। ������ �� ����� 6�� 
2�'�� &V�� &"�WM��� �� ��W���" � &��4 *� &.। 

 
\H#� \H#��� :� &��। &"�M��� &"�M����� :� &��। /� �� &�� ������� +�|H�-&\W'� ���� 

&-����, &��� �� /��� ������� ����-���+� &\W'� ���� Q�)� 6����। /� �� -��� ��W�1 
������� ‘���’ ����, �� /� �� -��� ‘:��’ ����। /����� ������� ��WM�, �� /����� 
�+�.��� ����। 
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��� "���� &�� ��� � ��� &�4�� ��� �, 2�'��4 &���। /���� ���. 2�'�� "�� ��� 0 
���। 2�'�� ���� (Style) 4 "�� &�� ��t 0 �����W�� ����� ��� 6�� ���� �। N��+� 2�'�� ��� 

Le style c’est I homme- 2�'�� ���� &+1� ���'- �� �O ����' ����' &�� �N�O, ���)� &����� 
�-���4 &��� �N�O ���� 
�2����। /. ��� �) �2 � ��� &����� ��V���V�, ��� /�� 
�����0�� Q��। &��1 ���, 2�'� 64�� -�. +6:, +�� /�� 2�'�� ���� (Style) 64��  -�. 

��º(E , +�e� 4 ����। / +���� �। \�+-&��: g� �� ���-&�W�� ����� &��, ��� &�W�� 
2�'�� ���� &���4 &��। ���) ����:����� (����������� �) +�|H�, ����, ���+�, .����:, 
:�s �, G� &� &�� 2�'� &��� ������ �� ��� ���� 6��। ��D ������ U’�1 ��� ¡�# ���� 
Q�-�- 2�'� 2�� ������ :) 2�� &"���� :) �; �� +��6��)� ��# &+£e� ), &"�WM��� �। 

 
���� �� &��� ��� 4 �V� +�+)� &��� &��� ������। +�|����]2��� /R��� ����-� ��� 

Q�-� /�� ��� :) ����'C��� ��� �����  +���� "B ��� ���)�। ��W�� ����, ��H� 4 i�b� 
+���� ����, ��W�� 
���� ���� ���) &�, ����� ��� ���1� �!�C���, +����� ��� +�|�� 
�����। 
��� �(� ������ &�Q ���� 6��N, &�Q �� &���� �V�� ����� ����� Q���� ����। 
��D ������ ����� y� : &� ��V�, ����� ���) �V�C� ��@���� :) �� &-0� 6��? ��� 
�(� ������ ��.�� ����� &�� � ���� �� ��� &"�1� ����� &��� ��+��� �25 �) +���� � ����, 
��� /. �V��� �h1� /� +v� 6� �। ������ �����2�'� ������� ��Y 4 +������ +�v +j�  
����� 6��। ���:. ����� �V� ��M�� ���� ��� �। ����@� ��Y 4 ��+��� :"��� +�v +j�  
����� ����:���� ���� 
���� ���। ��� Q��� ���� 6�N �; ��� Q��� ���� 2�'�। ���� 
6��N ����� ����� ������ ����1 +��6�) 2���� &��� �����"�� ��<� 6�� 6��। ����J ������ 
/�R�� (� �V� 4 
��-¢ &��" ���� 6�� &� ������ ��.�� �� &� &�Q �����+ �M�� �����, 
�� &��� 6� �। N�� &�� QU  2�'� � :��� &�Q QU  �M�� ���� �, &��. 6�� �����। 

 
������� :) �V� C��� �(��  2�'�C�- /� �¹�� �=� / «�C��� ���" ���1 �। ���-��-

� /. ��� &�W, ��W�, ���, ����, ����, ��, &�, ��� /. ��� �rg��. �M� &��� ����। ��� 
&�� «�C��� �V� ��� 6�, ��� International Phonetic Script �)�6�� ���� 6�। �V� +k�T 
����-� ���� 6�� �������, 1�.�-��.1��, �1 6)�� /�� &1��K��N� +����� 4 �+������ ��� �� 
���� 6��। ����' ��� �: �� ������� ������� ��Y 2�'�g�� K6# ��� 6���� /�� 2��')�� 
����@� 4 2��� ���Y� �)�� ��Y2�'�g�� K6�#�4 +A��� �����, �� ����� 2�'�� ��:!��� 
+A��� 4 Q�����"��� ��� �-J� ����4 ����: �����। :"�#� ���) ��V� 4 C� ��@���� :) 
Basic English-/� �� /� &+�:� ������ ��'� ������ ����-� ��� �E �)। ��� y���1 .���:� 
���� +�@ ����:�� 2�� ���� ���� ���� ���, ��� ������ �� &� +A� �? 
 

���� �(� ������ +������ �)��� &�. &� ��W�� ������� �(�  ����@��� ������� ��Y2�'�g�� 
K6# ��� ����� 2�'�� ������ �����g�� 
���� �����। ��D +������ 4 :+�����#� /� ����� 
�E �) +s��� �����। �(� ����� :+��)�� &K1���1, »��, .1���, &�, �E� "��, ���, ���+), ���� , 
�2H�� &���� &-�� &cl। /. &+��� ������� &��� :�� �, ��-���), C��-R�#, ��=-��C�� 
�H����� &� &�� +2) &���� +��V ���� 6��। ��. &��� ���) 4 Q�)��+� &V�� ������� 
+����� ����� -��� �। �� , .��6�+, 2(�"��, "�#�, �+��, ���� ���)�, 2��b, :���b, 2�'��b, 
�� ���, �����C�, �¼�b, �2H�� C�-��C��� +�� ��2��" ������� Q° �+ ��� 4 ���� 
6��। ��� :) ��V�� ���)�� |��, ���:, ��9�+� 4 ������)���� �"��"�M� ����� ���� 6��। 
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����� ���� �������� 4½ |��, �Q |�� 4 +����#- /. �� ���25 ����� ��V�-������ 
/�. +����# �2�E� Q�� ��WM ����� 6��। ��s  &�� ���� /�Z����, ��V��4 ������" /�Z���� 
6�� 6��। /:) �� ��'�� ��2C ��V������� ��� /��1 �����  +2�� �? ����: 6����। 
���� ����@�� ������ �����k ��V�-������� +�|�� ���� 6��। /. (� ������� ��Y-2�'� 
Qt� �� *� ���� 6��। ���� /��� ��:-2�'�g�� .����:� -° � �����, ����� Qt�  ����� �� ���E 
����� ����? &��� "#��V�, 7���V� 4 ��|��� ��V�� ��@�� ���� 6��। ������ ��V�, �s  4 ��� 
��V� /�� +����� ��V��� ���)���(�� ���� 6��। 

 
������" /��1 /������ (���'�) "M�� 6��, ��� �� �) 6�� �H����� ���25 2�'� &��� C�-

��C� 4 +��6�) ��'�� &cl KF����� ����� ������ ����। /:) /��1 ���2�'�-+����� ����: 
���। ����' ��� ����, ���+� /�� Qt�  2�'� &��� .+���, �s  4 +�|H�� +k�T �.R��� ����� 
/��J ����:�� 6�� ��M��। ���� ‘����@� �:e���:’ ���. ����@� :���� ����� �; ���� ��s  
4 C��, -���� 4 «��6� ��]�� Q5� ��� �H�' 4 ���=, ���#�:) 4 �#��£���, +��6��) 4 ���� 
��6���k� 4 &"£����k� ���� 6��। &� �� &+ �� 6��, &+ �� ���� �d����] ���� ��� ���� 
����- 

 
 
 

����@� �:e���� 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
* ���� �6e� �� ��+��� +�), ��� &-�� &��� +�) ���� ��v���। /�1 &�� ���� � ��� �, /�1 /��1 ��@� ���। �� 

��H�� ��:� 6��� ������ &-6���� 4 2�'�� ��v����Z� /� ��� &��� ������ &�, ����-����-�1���� ����� 1���-��v�-���M�� 
L����� &:�-�1 &.। 

 
** 2�'�� &�' &� ����1 (����� �-�¾�) K�F ������ 6�� �� /��� ��G�t Q���� KF &��� QdH� 6���। 
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 �������    +(�    �����    
���+�� 6� ��H � �4���� ��+��� ���"� 

��� �@���� �)���N�0�    
�(�  ������ 2�'� ��e�� 4 

�O���� ��:��� : ��Gt� Q��, 
�Hl�-zx_    

zx&� :�, 
_`x`    

 
���+�� 6��� �@�� 4 �4���� ��+��� ���"� ��� �)���N�0����+�� 6��� �@�� 4 �4���� ��+��� ���"� ��� �)���N�0����+�� 6��� �@�� 4 �4���� ��+��� ���"� ��� �)���N�0����+�� 6��� �@�� 4 �4���� ��+��� ���"� ��� �)���N�0�****    

���  ����@� ��+��� ��" �� � +�s�� ����-�� :�) ���+�� 6� ‘�(�����’ ��� /��1 ���� 
���@���� ������ ��W� �]�) ��B ���। ���@���1� �����T� ����A ��� ���� 

.� _`y` +�� z}&� 4 zx&� :� ������ L���� ���l� ‘‘�(�  ����@� ��+��� ��" �� � 
+�s�’’ �� ��� &�, +� �����, +� ���"� +� ����� ��" ��� � \1����� )�� ���6�� �@��4 
/��1 (� .��6��+� +H�0 �������। ��G� ������� ����� &�6, � 4 ��@�|� Q5�� 4 �(#  ����� 
+A� �। ���' �������� ��+ / ��� ����� «�C���"#4 
���� ���। ��G� ������� �(#  
.+����� ���2�� /�� +��: ���� "�M�� &���� +A� �। 2����� ��+���"# �r ������ +�<� 
��2C�� 6.�� /. �6� +�) Q���m �����. ��G� ������� �� ��G� 6���� ������  .+����� 
������ �� ��G� .+��� ����� ���� :) ���C��� 6.�����। ��D ����@� .+����� ��Y 6.��4 
?�� ��+����� ��Y �� ?�� ��+����� :) ����l� ������ /�� ��P��) +2)�� 4 ��V� �2����k� 
.+���������� +�I�:)����, ����$� 4 �~����� ������ "�M�� ������� .�� ��6���� ��� �। 

�� �� À0� �6�+��. +H�0� ����' ����� +H�0� &cl :�� ����'� +��� ���6 +�-�.�� \�l 
+j� । ���� �� �� À0�, ��� �� &��'#�� � �6+���, ��� 4 +H�0�� ����� �� ���, @��� �� @�, 
����� �� �� ����� �� �2�� ���� ���R�� *��� 4 +����# q������ q���5��� �����+��� 
/� ��*� 6.�� ��� ��*�� �2�� ���� ���� ���� ��D +���P�g�� -�� +��, ���J 4 �(# �� ���{� 
���� �"�.�� ���। .+����� �H�02�v�� ���6 ?�� ��+����� �- :���, ��  4 �#  ��� ���' +�K 
�����। ��. ���6 +��)��� ���-�। �� �6+��� �������O �� ���-���. ��W� ��� 4 ��� ��:। 
+����� U���� Q�� ���6� ���N� �� ���2( �6+��� ��� /�� &���NO �6+��� ���Y� ��� /�� 
��� ��: 4 �� �) 6.� ���6� Q��� 4 ���� ��+��� ����� ��� ��� /�� :���, ��  4 �#  
��� ���' ����'� +���K� +��, ���J, Q5��, ��)�# 4 �(#  ������� :) &-0�, +��� 4 +�K�� ���। 

��+��� ��" +j��  ���+�� 6� ���@���1�� �����+��� ��" +j��  ���+�� 6� ���@���1�� �����+��� ��" +j��  ���+�� 6� ���@���1�� �����+��� ��" +j��  ���+�� 6� ���@���1�� �������    

���� 2��� ��+��� ��" ��4 �� �����'� ���l� ��� �; .6� ��� 2��� Q��6������ 
��+��� :"�#� :���� >)�1N�  �� �<। .6�� Q�t�) ����@� ���l�� ��, ����@��� �(� 
���R���� ��� ��� ����� ������ 6.�� ����: �� �-J�����, �� &�HZ /�� �� +����:�, 
�� !��� 4 ��:!��� ��� 4 �� +(-� /�� ��+��� ��"�� ��+��� :"�#� +��)��� :���� 
>)�1N�  �� �< �6+��� "�M�� &�����।... 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

* _`xy +���� z}&� :� �4���� ��" ����l� 6�। /. +�"B�� ��� +2���� �4��� 2�+��, +j��� ���+�� 6� /�� ��Â 
+j��� &�� ���:��� �6�� 4 &��e��� &������ �6���। 
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     ��D U���� ��'� �� �� ���1 ��" &�H�He Q����] �� �F� ��+�# � ����� ��W��� ��:��� 
������ 
��  /�� ����q����� &�HZ �:�� ����� :) ���"� �� ��� 4 :����� 2�v�.�� -������। 
/. Q�t��). ��6��� ��+��� ��"�� �������'� ���l� ����� &N������। ?�� ��6�. �, ����� 
��� ���� ��
g� .+�����4 �)�], �� 4 &c#������'� 
�� �+��� :) �)�� /�� �+���2��� 
���: ��"� 6.����। &��4 ����@� &���� /� �� ��+��� ���"� S�� ��� "# �� J ��� 4 
�� +(-� +j��  &��g� �h Q��� ����� ���� �@�� ����� ���� �। &�6 ��� /.g� ������ 
&-0� ��� ��6� 6.�� ��6���"�� ����@��� �q ����� ��)���� ��� 6�। 

�(�  ����@� ��+��� ��" �� � +�s� �� ��� &�, ��+��� ��"�� /.+� 
�� ��Ã'� ���0��� 
&������ ���1 6.�� ���6� ����� +��)��� :"�#� ��+��� ��" �6+��� "�M�� ������ 6.��, 
��+��� ��"�� +��)��� ��]���� ��+��� ��" �� ��+��� :���� �� ��+��� :���� >)�1N�  �� ��< 
���#� ����� 6.�� ���)� ��{��| ��+����� .6�� +�+) &c#�2�] ����� 6.��, �)��� ��+��� 
��"�� ��P��) +2)��, "#�$ 4 +��"B�� ��� �2����Ã� �������'� ���1  ����� &\�'#� ����� 
������ +��.�� +��)�� �� "B ������ +����"-+����� 4 ������ ���� 6.��। ��+��� ���"� 
�2�� ���)� �)�], �� 4 Q����� 
��� �����, ����, ��� 4 �� +(-� �)] /�� ��� ���� 
+�\�� 6.��� ������ ���� 6.��। �U��� ���, ����, ��6��, -�'�, &V��:��, �:U� �2H�� 
&c#�+�\ "�M�� ������� 
����� ������। 

 

.+���� ���Y� g� +j��  ���� ��� 6��.+���� ���Y� g� +j��  ���� ��� 6��.+���� ���Y� g� +j��  ���� ��� 6��.+���� ���Y� g� +j��  ���� ��� 6��    
_। ����@� &���NO ���� .Q�� �� ����@� �������� + �H�1� ��4������ ���6�� 

/��1 
��� +�� �2£� .+���� ��Y 6.��। 
z। ����@��� .Q�1R���� �~��$�#� �(#  ������ ���� 6.��। 
}। ���Y� +�� �2£�Z ���6� ���2( �6+��� :"�#� Q�� )@ ������। 
x। "B�$ 6.�� ����� .+����, "#���$� 4 ����� ���������। 

 
�H�' ��" B �@��� ��� 6��  

_। :������ ��� 4 :��� Q�� �)�) ������ 
��  ��� &�+���� Q��� ����� 6.��। 
z। +�@ ��' � 4 �H�' Q����"� ���' � :�� �H'���� ���) �� ����� ���� 6.��। 
}। ��M����M ��� )�� :��� ����� ‘&�2�"�’ ���� ����� �.�� 6.��। 
x। ���Y� �b����� �����k +���� 4 &�£� �H�' ��� ���l� ����� 6.��।... 
�। �u����� ��'�� �H'���� �����k +�6��) ����� 6.��� 
 

(�) &+- �)�*� +����� 4 +�� ����� ����=�। 
(�) Q5� ���� ��: 4 «�C��� �$����। 
(") +6: [#�� 4 �H�'[# 6.�� ���]। 
(\) 2(��-���� Q��� � 64��� �(�  �� J 2(���� ����� �<�� 2�" �����। 
(¨) 2(��-���� ������  �H�' ���� �+���। 
(-) ���)�+) �2H�� :���� N+��� +� �u 4 +� -Äi  �� �� ��# ����� ���� 6.�� /�� 

���1� +� �u �� ��W���� ���� 6.��। 
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(�) ���)��+)� �)�+� +������ 6��� /��-�1�� ���� Q�-�। ��1 �)�+� 4 ����� ��.�+� 
��6� ����� 6.��। 

(:) +�� ����� +���� +����R���� +�6��) 4 QO+�6 ���� 6.��। 
 

�। ���� +�@ 2(���� ���Y� :���� +j�E�� ���#� ����� 6.�� /�� +������ ������Z 4 
�b����� &�£� 4 +���� �H�'��� ������ 6.��। 

&���� ��=�� �� ������ 6�� &��� �V� ���� Q�t��) �(� ������ �u����� �� +(-�� Q��� &���� ��=�� �� ������ 6�� &��� �V� ���� Q�t��) �(� ������ �u����� �� +(-�� Q��� &���� ��=�� �� ������ 6�� &��� �V� ���� Q�t��) �(� ������ �u����� �� +(-�� Q��� &���� ��=�� �� ������ 6�� &��� �V� ���� Q�t��) �(� ������ �u����� �� +(-�� Q��� 
��� 6����� 6����� 6����� 6�� 

_। ������ ��=R���� :���� +j�E�� ���#� ����� 6.�� &��� ��� ��=, �)�8, ����, 
����6, ��U)O +����6, ��, �-:v� .�)���; /�� �)�) &��1���1� ��=R���� ����=�� 
�2�� ���� +��+�� ���Y� �b���� ���� 6.��। 

z। ��1 4 -� ��=�� :���� +j�E�� ���#� 6.�� /�� ��1 4 -� �)�+� +������ 6��� 
/��-�1�� ������। 

}। ���1� ��=R���� +��-�J� ����=�� �2�� ���� ����'2��� +�6��) 4 QO+�6 �� ����� 
6.��। 

x। ���, 6�4� 4 ��� Q�� 6.�� ������ 
��  ������ ���� +������ ��H Z���� �O+):������ 
���S &�£� Q���� �� ����� ���� 6�� /�� +������=� ������ «�C��� Q���� �O�+)� -�' 4 
�O+) �)�+�� �E ����� 6.��। �N���� ��2��"� ^� Q5� ����� /. +�@ ��'�� ��V� �+�� 
����� 6.�� 4 Q5� ���� "��'#�"�� ������ 6.��। 

�। ��= 4 �)�+��� �)�]"� /��-�1�� ������ ������ �। 

�। �H�1��� ��1 6.�� Å��� � ��4� �����k ���� ����� 6.�� /�� ��6� d��� �$���� q� 
����� 6.�� 4 ��= ���l� "�M�� ������ 6.��। 

a। &���� �2)J��# 4 «������ �)�+��� ���$� 4 ���-���� ������ 2�� ��Y�� K6# ����� 
6.��। 

y। +�@ �H�1� 4 «������ �)�+��� :���� +j�E�� ���#� ����� 6.��। 

`। ���= «������ �(�� ��1��� �T ����� 6.��। 

_�। ���= ���N� 6�� �. ����� ��W���� ���� 6.��। 

 

������ -(M�J ���] +�K�� ���� ����k� � 6�, &+:) :���� ��6���� +�@ �)�]"� /�� 
��"� ���2� ��+:  ���� /� ������ +���� 6.�� ��+��� ��" �� � +�s� ���� :��.����। 
+�I�:)���� +��+H��� &N�W+-&N�W+ �� �: +���:� ���--����- +� � &��� ��.����- &+. &N�W+-
&N�W+ ��. &� /. ���"� +v��। ������ �4�� ���l� /. +��+H���� ��G�� +�K�� -���.�� 
��6���� ��'��W� QO��1 ����� �������। 6:�� ��� ��� �+�t�� (���) ��������� : ‘��� ��� 
�B� ����, ��� ����� ��+�# ��, �� ��� ��� ¸�J 6., ����� +����� ��।’ &+. ��� 
��� ��. +��� �����. �4�� ���l� +�@ &����+��� +����� �"�.�� ��+�� �6�� 
:��.����; �+� ���� &���1 &���1 �-���� +���� &-0�� "#-�:�� 6��+� ����� &+��� �(�  
����@��� +���, +�H� 4 "#���$� �2�E�� "�M�� ����। 
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 �������    +(�    �����    

�(�  ����@� �4���� ��+��� ���"� 
��� &\�'#� 4 "B�$    

�(�  ����@� �4���� ��+��� ��"    _`x`    

 

Draft 

CONSTITUTION AND RULES 

OF THE 

EAST PAKISTAN AWAMI MUSLIM LEAGUE 

NAME 

This Association shall be called "THE EAST PAKISTAN AWAMI MUSLIM 

LEAGUE", and shall be affiliated with the All Pakistan Awami Muslim League in 

due course. 

Why Awami Muslim League was formed 

ITS AIMS AND OBJECTS 

All-India Muslim League struggled for Independence and its main issue was 

the 

achievement of Pakistan. After Pakistan came into being, the leaders decided to 

dissolve the organization and in its stead brought into existence Pakistan Muslim 

League.  

At the inception, Muslims of Pakistan accepted this organization as the 

successor of the All-India Muslim League which fought for Pakistan; but as days 

passed by, they were disillusioned. It became clear to them that, the Pakistan 

Muslim League which pretended to inherit all the glories of its predecessor was in 

fact not meant to be a popular organization but a party whose sole aim was to 

maintain the Ministry in power. People who actually sacrificed their everything in 

the struggle for freedom could not enter the organization, thanks to the 

machination by the organizers, while a large number of erstwhile 'nationalists' and 

anti-Pakistan elements and opportunists power-loving people became Muslim 

leaguers overnight and formed what is called 'Muslim League' by a coterie. 

The burning problems of the country remained unsolved and for these long 

years Muslim League did not do anything to alleviate the distress of the people. 

The party proved to be completely Governmental machinery and in course of time 

turned into a Sarkari league. Voice of opposition was gagged and measures under 

various Safety Acts and Ordinances were adopted to incarcerate the real and 

natural leaders of the people who demanded just and legitimate rights. 

The country has not progressed mainly because of the attitude of the Muslim 

League. Education of the people collapsed, refugees have not been rehabilitated. 

Industry has not been developed, by-election in the seats vacant for over two 

years have not been held; the 
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quality of administration almost in every branch has deteriorated and the list of 

safety acts is becoming bigger every day. 

In this context, it was proposed to form an organisation of the people-the 

common 

man, with the object of mobilising public opinion and ensuring economic freedom 

to the poverty-stricken masses and for trying to get all grievances redressed by the 

strength of popular will. The organisation is for all the people - the Awam - as 

opposed to the pocket or the Sarkari League, which is subservient to the present 

rulers. Awami Muslim League is distinctly a separate organisation. 

 

Aims and Objects 

The aims and objects of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League shall be. 

inter alia, as follows: 

1. To preserve the Sovereignty, integrity, dignity and stability of Pakistan. 

2. To ensure that the constitution and the laws of Pakistan are founded on the 

principles of true democracy. 

3. To promote and maintain the religious, cultural, social, educational and 

economic interests of the Muslims of Pakistan and to ensure similar rights to other 

non-muslim citizens of Pakistan. 

4. To secure the basic necessities of life for every citizen of Pakistan namely, 

food, shelter, clothes, education, medical aid and the scope to earn an honest and 

honorable competence. 

5. To improve the lot of the common man to raise his standard of living and to 

procure for him full remuneration for his labour. 

6. To relieve sufferings, propagate knowledge, promote equality and justice, 

banish oppressions, eradicate corruptions, elevate moral and material standard of 

the people by organizing social service on the basis of self-help and co-operation. 

7. To separate the judiciary from the Executive and maintain the independence 

of the Judiciary and the Public Service Commission’s; to provide Judicial trial 

before any detention unless in emergencies, such as war or mutiny. 

8. To safeguard civil liberties, such as individual and collective freedom of 

belief, expression, association and organisation. 

9. To strengthen the bonds of brotherhood amongst Muslims all over the 

world; to establish and strengthen friendly and economic relationship with the 

neighboring countries as well as with the Muslim countries all over the world. 

10. To disseminate true knowledge of Islam and its high moral and religious 

principles among the people. 

11. To promote peace in International affairs. 
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Immediate Programme 

 

1. Abolition of the system of Zamindary without compensation and equitable 

distribution of land among the tillers of the soil. 
 

2. To nationalize the key Industries, essential to the life of the nation; to establish 

Industries on Govt. initiative and also to organise, expand and encourage cottage 
industries, etc. 

 
3. To introduce free and compulsory primary education; to reorganise secondary 

and higher education on modern and scientific basis. 
 

4. To eradicate corruption, favouritism, nepotism, and all other kinds of anti-social 

evils from the administration and social life. 
 

5. To take bold and swift measures to rehabilitate the Muhajereen in the life of the 

country and make them useful citizens. 
 

6. To utilise to the fullest advantage-JUTE-the golden fiber, in the interest of the 

State and to ensure the highest price for the GROWERS and to establish sufficient 

number of mills to assure proper market for Jute. 

 

7. To adopt austerity measures and to curtail the expenses of administration to the 

necessary minimum and provide for honest living of the lowly-paid officers. 
 

8. To provide a net-work of Govt. charitable dispensaries to afford free medical aid 
all over the country. 

 

9. To fix a just and fair apportionment of all revenues between the Centre and the 

Provinces. 
 

10. To eradicate the evil of begging and make provision for establishment of 'Work 

houses' and to undertake the maintenance education of the destitute orphans to make 
them useful citizen. 

 

11. To improve the means of communication by roads, railways and river navigation. 

 

Composition of the Organisation 

 

3. The organisation of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League shall consist of:- 
 

(i) The Annual and Special Sessions of the Provincial Awami Muslim League. 
 

(ii) The Council of the Awami Muslim League as constituted under section 9. 
 

(iii)The Working Committee of the Provincial Awami Muslim League as 
constituted under section 11. 

 

(iv) The District Awami Muslim Leagues as constituted under section 28 and 

affiliated to the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League. 
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(v) The Sub-Divisional Awami Muslim Leagues and City Leagues. 

(vi) Primary Leagues. 

 

Membership of the Awami Muslim League 

4. Every member of a primary branch of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League 

must be (a) a Muslim, (b) a citizen of East Bengal, and (c) not less than 18 years of age, 

provided that a candidate for membership who does not fulfill all or any of the above 

conditions, may be exempted from all or any of the said conditions by the Working 

Committee of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League. 

5. Every member of a primary League shall declare in writing that he/she adhere to 

the objects and rules of the League mentioned herein. A member shall cease to be a 
member unless he/she renews his/her membership by signing membership form for the 

next following year within two months. 

 

Office Bearers of the East Pakistan Awami League 

 

6. There shall be the following office-bearers of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim 

League:- 

(a) President 1 

(b) Vice Presidents 5 

(c) Hony. General Secretary 1 

(d) Hony. Treasurer 1 

(e) Permanent Secretary 1 

(f) Asst. Secretaries 3 

7. The office-bearers of the Provincial Awami Muslim League shall be elected 
every year by the Council of the Provincial Awami Muslim League from amongst its 

members at the first meeting, hitherto referred to as the annual meeting, to be held after 

the annual election to the Council by the different District Leagues and its reconstitution 

in accordance with Section 9 and they shall hold office until the next annual election but 

shall be eligible for re-election. 

8. No person shall be an office-bearer of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League 
unless he/she is a member of some primary branch of the organisation. 

 

The Council of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League 

 

9. There shall be a Council of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League constituted 

under the following rules:- 

(i) The Council shall consist of 1043 members elected annually by the District 

Leagues from amongst the members of the Primary Leagues (other than 
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elected members of the legislature), who shall hold office till the next annual election to 
the Council by the District Leagues and shall be eligible for re-election. The District 

Awami Leagues shall, on giving fifteen days notice, elect their representatives at least 
one month before annual election of the office-bearers of the Provincial Awami League. 

(ii) (a) The number of Council members from each District shall be fixed as 

follows: 

 

Bakerganj 72 Khulna 32 

Bogra 32 Mymensingh 135 

Chittagong City 20 Kushtia 32 

Chittagong District 40 Noakhali 50 

Dacca City 50 Pabna 45 

Dacca District 80 Rajshahi 45 

Dinajpur 30 Rangpur 60 

Faridpur 48 Saidpur City 10 

Narayanganj City 10 Tippera 85 

Jessore 40 Sylhet 50 

 

(b)  Over and above the numbers so fixed, all the elected Muslim members of the 
East Bengal Legislature and the elected Muslim members of the Central 

Legislature from East Bengal shall be Ex-officio members of the Council of 
the League, provided they are members of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim 

League. 

(c) The elected and the ex-officio members shall, at the first annual meeting of 

the Council, co-opt 20 persons who are members of some primary branch of 

the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League. 

(iii) In case a District Awami League fails to elect within the prescribed time its 

quota of members, the Working Committee of the East Pakistan Awami 

Muslim League shall have power to nominate the requisite quota to represent 

the said District. Such nominated members shall be entitled to attend, to take 

part, and vote at meetings of the Council until the next annual meeting of the 

Council or the next annual election to the Council by the District for which 

they have been nominated. 

(iv) The Council shall not be deemed to have been improperly constituted merely 

by reason of any defect in the election, nomination or cooption of members or 

for similar reasons. 

10. Every member of the Council shall pay an annual subscription of Rs.2/- to the 
Provincial Awami Muslim League within one month from the date of notice by the East 

Pakistan Awami Muslim League. In any event the subscription must be paid before the 
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annual general meeting of the council. An ex-officio or co-opted member shall not be 
entitled to attend any meeting of the Council, if he or she has not paid the annual 

subscription of Rs. 2/-, but an elected or nominated member, who has not paid the said 
subscription within the above time limit, shall cease to be member of the Council. The 

Working Committee shall have power to nominate members to the Council in the 

vacancies created by the non-payment of subscription. 

 

THE WORKING COMMITTEE OF THE EAST PAKISTAN 

AWAMI MUSLIM LEAGUE 

11. There shall be a Working Committee of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim 

League consisting of 35 members, besides the President, the Secretary and the Treasurer, 
the Permanent Secretary and Assistant Secretaries, who shall be ex-officio members as 

well as office-bearers of the Working Committee. Of the 35 members 30 will be elected 
by the Council members from amongst themselves, and 5 will be nominated by the 

President from amongst the members of the Council of the League. In case, of any 

vacancy occurring amongst the members elected by the Council, the same will be filled 

by election by the Working Committee, and in case of a vacancy occurring from 

amongst those nominated by the President, the same shall be filled by the President by 

nomination. 

Sessions of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League. 

12. The Annual and Special sessions of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League 

shall be held at such suitable times and places as the Working Committee of the League 

may determine. 

13. The Working Committee may convene a Special session of the League when it 

considers it necessary so to do, and shall convene within two months such a session 

when not less than 100 members of the Council of the League shall call in writing on the 

Hony. Secretary of the League to hold such a session. 

14. The President of the Annual or Special Session of the Provincial Awami Muslim 

League shall be elected by the Council of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League from 
amongst those who have been nominated by the different District Awami Muslim 

Leagues. The Working Committee may, instead of convening a meeting of the Council 
for this purpose, obtain in its discretion, the votes in writing of the members of the 

Council. 

15. The quorum of the Annual and Special sessions of the League shall be 125. 

16. (a) As the Annual and Special sessions of the League the members of the Council 

of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League and delegates of all affiliated District 

Awami Leagues shall be entitled to attend take part and vote on payment of a fee of 

Rs.,2/- each for every such session. 

(b) The delegates for such sessions shall be elected by each District League in 
numbers not exceeding three times the quota fixed for the Council from that particular 
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district. The District Leagues shall, in so doing, equitably distribute the numbers allotted 
to them among the sub-divisions. Where representatives of a District have been 

nominated to the Council by the Working Committee, the Working Committee shall be 
entitled to nominate the delegates to the sessions in accordance with the above 

principles. 

17. The Council of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League, together with such 

persons not exceeding 50 in number as the President may nominate from amongst the 
delegates, shall act as the Subjects Committee to frame and adopt the resolutions to be 

put forward at the Annual or Special sessions of the League. All resolutions that may be 
moved at the annual or special sessions of the League must be placed before the Subjects 

Committee. Only such resolutions may be moved in the open session as have been 
approved of by the Subjects Committee. 

 

Meetings of the Council of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League 

18. Meetings of the Council of the League shall be held from time to time at the 

discretion of the Hony. Secretary with the approval of the President, but the Council 

shall meet at least twice a year. Besides on a written requisition by ICO members of the 
Council a Special meeting of the Council shall be convened within 30 days of the receipt 

of such requisition by the Hony. Secretary. 

 

19. Forty members shall form the quorum of all meetings of the Council, provided 
that the requirement of a quorum shall not apply to adjourned meetings. 

20. The Secretary shall issue to each member a notice with the agenda, stating the 

time and place of the meeting, not less than 15 days previous lo ordinary meetings and 

seven days previous to special meetings. 

21. The meetings of the Council shall be held under the Chairmanship of the 

President and in his absence under one of the Vice-Presidents. In the absence of the 

President and the Vice-Presidents- the Council shall elect its own Chairman from 

amongst the members present, for the purpose of carrying on the business of that 

particular meeting. 

Meetings of the working Committee 

22. The Working Committee shall meet at least once a month or as frequently as may 

be necessary. 

23. (a) Seven members shall form the quorum of the meeting of the Working 

Committee. 

(b) The Secretary not less than seven days previous to an ordinary meeting, shall 

issue to each member a notice with the agenda stating the time and place of the meeting. 
Emergency meetings may be called at shorter notice. 

24. All resolution of the Working Committee shall be placed before the Council of 

the League for approval. 
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Functions of the Council 

25. The Council shall exercise the under mentioned functions: 

(a) To elect office-bearers as provided for in Section 7; 

(b) To elect a President for the Annual or Special Session of the League as 

provided for in Section 14; 

(c) To consider and pass resolutions in regard to all matters relating to the object 

of the League; 

(d) To take all necessary steps for giving effect to the resolution passed at the 

Sessions of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League or at the meeting of the 
Council of the Provincial Awami Muslim League; 

(e) To control and regulate the expenditure of the funds of the Provincial Awami 

Muslim League; 

(f) To appoint Auditors; 

(g) To appoint Sub-Committee for carrying out its duties and exercising its 

powers with such limitations and conditions as it may deem fit to impose; 

(h) To affiliate and disaffiliate Branch Leagues; 

(i) To pass the Annual Budget; 

(j) To elect members for the Council of the All Pakistan Awami Muslim League 

for the Province of East Pakistan (when affiliated); 

(k) To take disciplinary action against members of the League and against 

Branch Leagues; 

 (1) To frame Rules for: 

(i) Regulating the conduct of the Sessions of the East Pakistan Awami 
Muslim League and the meeting of the Council; 

(ii) Regulating the conduct of the Sub-committees appointed under clause 

(g); 

(iii) Such other and further matters necessary for carrying out the objects of 

the League: 

Provided that no rule framed by the Council shall be valid if it is inconsistent with 
the principles embodied herein. 

26. The Council may delegate one or more of its powers to the Hony. Secretary of 

the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League with such limitation and conditions as it may 

deem tit to impose. 

Functions of the working Committee. 

27. The Working Committee shall exercise the following functions:- 
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(a) To prepare the Annual Budget for the approval of the Council and to 
authorize payments in accordance with it; 

(b) To sanction all payment exceeding Rs. 50 not included in the Budget; 

(c) To employ and dismiss employees; 

(d) To appoint Sub-Committees for carrying out its duties and powers, with such 

limitations and conditions as it may deem fit to impose; 

(e) To remove the name of such member of the Working Committee who 

absents himself from four consecutive meetings without sufficient grounds 

satisfactory to the Committee; 

(f) Convene Annual and Special sessions at such suitable times and places as it 

may determine; 

(g) To ascertain the views of the members of the Council regarding the election 

of the President of the Annual or Special session; 

(h) To nominate representatives of the District on the Council where it has failed 

to elect its representatives; 

(i) To nominate delegates from a District to the Annual or Special Session 

where the District has failed to elect representatives to the council; 

(j) To perform all functions necessary to carry out the objects of the Awami 

League; 

(k) To perform all functions of the Council except the powers conferred on the 

Council by Sections 7, 11, 14, 17, 25(f) (g) (i) (j) unless otherwise decided 
by the Council. 

 

BRANCHES OF THE PROVINCIAL AWAMI MUSLIM LEAGUE 

DISTRICT LEAGUE 

28. There shall be a District League in each District, which shall be constituted as 

follows:- 

(a) 25 members elected by each Sub-Divisional League within the District. 

(b) 25 members elected by each City League Vide Sec. 31 (ii). 

(c) 5 members per Sub-division and City co-opted by members elected under (a) 

and (b) before the Annual election of office-bearers. 

(d) The quorum for a meeting of the District League shall be one-fifth of the 

total number of members of the District League. 

29. Each member of the District League shall pay an Annual subscription of Re. 1/- 

to the District Fund. Members of the District League who have not paid such 

subscription 
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within one month of the receipt of notice from the office of the District Awami League 
calling upon them to pay their subscriptions, may be declared by the Executive 

Committee to have vacated their office as members of the District Awami League and 
the Executive Committee shall have power to fill up the vacancies so created. 

30. (a) The District Awami League shall elect the following Office bearers :- 

President  ..........  one 

Vice Presidents  ..........  five 

Secretary  ..........  one 

Permanent Secretary  ....  one 

Assistant Secretaries  ....  three 

Treasurer  ..........  one 

The number of office-bearers may be altered after obtaining the previous consent of 

the Working Committee of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League. 

(b) The Office-bearers and 18 members elected from amongst them by the 

members of the District Awami League shall form the Executive Committee 

of the District League. The quorum of the Executive Committee shall be 

seven. 

Sub divisional Awami League 

31. (i) Every Subdivision shall have a Sub divisional Awami League, which shall be 

constituted as follows: 

(a) Six members from each Union League. 

(b) 20 members from each municipality within the Sub-division having less than 

10,000 Muslim inhabitants. 

(c) 20 members from each Sub-divisional Head Quarters which have no 

municipality. 

(d)  Ten members co-opted by the above elected members, before the annual 

election of office-bearers. 

(e)  The quorum for a meeting of the Sub-divisional Awami League shall be one- 

fifth of the total number of members of the Sub-divisional League. 

(f) The following shall be the office-bearers of die Sub divisional League:- 

President ...   ....  one 

Vice Presidents  ....   .... five 

Secretary  ...   ...  one 

Permanent Secretary   ...  one 

Asstt. Secretaries  .  …  three 

Treasurer                       …one 

 

The Working Committee of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League shall have 

power to alter the number of Office-bearers for any Sub divisional League. 
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(g) Each Sub divisional Awami League shall have Executive Committee which 

shall be composed of office bearers and 18 members, elected from amongst 

members provided for in Section 31 (a) (b) (c) (d). 

The quorum of the Executive Committee shall be seven. Each member of the 

Sub divisional League shall pay an annual subscription of As. -|8|- (eight) to 

the Sub divisional Awami League Fund. 

 

City Awami League 

(ii) Every Municipality having a population of more than 10,000 Muslim inhabitants 
shall have a City League of a constitution similar to that of a Sub divisional League. 

Every Ward within the municipality shall have the constitution of a Union and the Ward 
Leagues shall be governed by the rules governing Union Leagues, except that each such 

Ward League will be entitled to elect 20 representatives to the City League. 

(b) The City Leagues will be composed of 20 representatives from each Ward 

League and will be entitled to send 25 representatives to the District Awami League. The 

subscription payable by each member of the City League to the City League Fund shall 

be As. -|8|- per year. 

Union Awami League 

32. (a) (i) Every union shall have a Union League, and shall be entitled to elect an 
Executive Committee of not more than 50 members, exclusive of Office-bearers. The 

quorum for a meeting of the Executive Committee shall be one-fifth of the members of 
the Committee. 

 (b) Every member of the Executive Committee of the Union League shall pay an 

annual subscription of As. -|2|- to its fund. 

(c) Where the Working Committee of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League is of 

opinion that two or more unions shall be amalgamated into a unit for purposes of better 

organisation, it shall, in consultation with the District and Sub divisional Awami League, 

create such a unit which shall be governed by all the rules which govern a Union League. 

(d) The Office-bearers of the Union League shall be as follows:- 

 

President ... one 

Vice-Presidents ... five 

Secretary .. . one 

Permanent Secretary ... one 

Asst. Secretaries .. . three 

Treasurer . . . one 
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It will be open to the Executive Committee of a District Awami Muslim League to 
alter the number of office-bearers for any particular Union League, within its jurisdiction 

in consultation with the Sub divisional Awami League. 

(e) Every Sub divisional Head-quarter without a municipality, and every 

Municipality having less than ten thousand Muslim inhabitants, shall have a League 

which shall be called a Town and a Municipal League respectively. A Town or 

municipal League shall be governed by the rules governing a Union League, and shall be 
constituted accordingly but shall be entitled to send 20 representatives to the Sub 

divisional Leagues. 

(f)In any place where there is no Union Board, the area of a Union League 

Committee shall be co-extensive with its Panchait Committee. 

Primary Awami League 

33. The following shall be deemed to be Primary League:- 

(a) Union League. 

(b) Town or Sub divisional Head quarters Leagues. 

(c) Municipal Leagues, with less than 10,000 Muslim inhabitants. 

(d) Ward Leagues under City Leagues. 

(e) Ward Leagues of Municipalities in the cities of Dacca & Chittagong. 

FUNDS OF THE AWAMI MUSLIM LEAGUE 

Primary League Fund 

34. The Primary League Fund will be constituted as follows:- Donations and annual 

subscription by executive members. 

Sub divisional or City Awami League Fund 

35. The Sub divisional or City League Fund will be constituted as follows:- 

(a) Special subscriptions at the rate of annas -|8|- paid by each members of the 

Sub divisional League. 

(b) Affiliation fee Rs. 2 by each Union League. 
(c) Donations. 

District Awami League Fund 

36. The District League Fund shall be constituted as follows:- 

(a) Special subscriptions at the rate of Re. 1 paid by each member of the District 

League. 

(b) Affiliation fee Rs.20 by each Sub divisional and City Leagues. 

(c) Donations. 
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Central League Fund 

37. The Central League Fund will be constituted as follows:- 

(a) Special subscription at the rate of Rs.2 paid by the members Council of the 
Awami Muslim League as provided for in section 10(a). 

(b) Monthly subscriptions paid by the ex-officio members of the Council of the 

East Pak. Awami League as provided for in Section 10(b). 

(c) Affiliation fee at Rs. 30 by District Leagues. 

(d) Donations. 

 

38. Each of the above Funds shall be known as the Primary League Fund, the 

Sub divisional or City League Fund, the District League Fund and the Central League 

Fund, as (he case may be. The Funds shall be kept in the Post Office Savings Banks or 

any Scheduled Bank approved by the Working Committee of the Central Awami League 

in the joint names of the Treasurer and the Secretary. 

 

39. The account of each Fund shall be audited at least once a year. 

 
40. (a) The Funds deposited in the Banks shall be operated on the joint signatures of 

the Treasurer and the Secretary of the respective branch Leagues. In case of the Central 
Fund also the same rule shall apply. 

 
(b) The Secretary of the Provincial or of a branch League shall be entitled to keep in 

his personal custody any sum of money for necessary expenses as may be decided by the 
Working Committee of the Provincial League or the Executive Committee of the branch 

League as the case may be. 

POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE OFFICE-BEARERS 

 

41. The Honorary Secretary shall exercise all the powers delegated to him by the 

Council of the Provincial Awami League or which may be entrusted to him by the 

Working Committee. 

 

42. The Honorary Secretary shall exercise all the powers and discharge all duties laid 

down by, and incidental to the enforcing of these rules and generally to his Office. 

 

43. The Honorary Secretary shall have power to appoint, punish, dismiss or grant 

leave of absence with or without pay to the paid employees of the Awami League, 

subject to the sanction of the Working Committee. 
 

Assistant Secretaries 

 

44. The Assistant Secretaries shall assist the Honorary Secretary and perform their 
duties under his guidance and instructions. The permanent Secretary will be in-charge of 

the Central Secretariat. 
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45. (a) The Office-bearers of the East Pak Awami Muslim League may attend and 
take part in discussions at meetings of the District and the Sub divisional or City 

Leagues, and their Executive Committees. 

(b) The Office-bearers of the Provincial Awami Muslim League shall have 

power to examine the records, papers and accounts of all the branch Leagues in the 

Province. 

 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

 

46. All casual vacancies arising in the ranks of the office-bearers or members of the 

Council shall be filled up by the Council by election. 

47. The elections of the different Awami Leagues shall be held generally according 

to the following timetable:- 

(a) All Primary Leagues will ordinarily hold the election of their respective 

Office-bearers and Executive Committees, and their representatives to the 

Sub divisional or City League in the month of January to March every year. 

(b) All Sub divisional or City Leagues will ordinarily, hold the election of their 
respective Office-bearers and Executive Committees, and their 

representatives to the District Awami League (or Provincial Awami League) 
in the mondi of April every year. 

(c) All District Leagues will ordinarily hold the election of their Office bearers 

and Executive Committees, and their quota of members to the Council of the 

Provincial Awami Muslim League in the month of May every year. 

(d) The Council of the East Pak. Awami Muslim League will ordinarily elect its 

Office-bearers, and the Working Committee shall also be formed, in the 

month of June or July every year. 

 

48. In exceptional cases any branch League may be granted temporary affiliation or 

recognition by the Working Committee for better organisation of the League in the 

Province. 

49. (a) (i) Primary Leagues within the jurisdiction of a Sub divisional or a City 
League shall be granted affiliation by the Sub divisional or the City League as the case 

may be. 

 (ii) The sub divisional or the City Leagues shall be granted affiliation by the 

District League. 

 (iii) The District Leagues shall be granted affiliation by the East Pak.             

Awami Muslim League; 

 

Provided that the Working Committee of the Provincial Awami Muslim League shall 

have power to grant direct affiliation to any branch League. 
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(b) All affiliated branch Leagues shall be deemed to be branches of the East 
Pakistan Awami Muslim League. 

50. All disputes of branch Leagues relating to League matters shall be decided by the 

immediate Superior League with right of appeal to the next higher League. 

It will, however, be open to the Working Committee of the East Pakistan Awami 

Muslim League to admit and decide any appeal or dispute. 

 

Rules for the guidance of branch Awami Leagues 

51. (a) The Office-bearers of the District League may attend, and take part in 
discussions at any meeting of the Sub divisional or City Leagues and their Executive 

Committees; and the Office-bearers of the Sub divisional or City Leagues shall have 
similar powers in respect of the meetings of their branch Leagues. 

(b) The President and the Secretary of a District. Sub divisional or a City Awami 

League shall have similar powers with respect to all its subordinate branch Leagues as 

under section 45 (b). 

52. The quota of members to be elected to the Council of the East Pak. Awami 

Muslim League by each District League should, as far* as practicable, be equitably 

distributed amongst the Subdivisions. 

53. Where a Sub divisional or a City Awami League has failed to elect its quota of 
members to the District League, the Executive Committee of the District League shall 

have power to nominate the quota from amongst the League members of that particular 
Subdivision. 

54. A District or a Sub divisional or City League shall meet at least twice a year. 

Besides, on a written requisition by 30 members of the District, Sub divisional or City 

League, a special meeting of the League concerned shall be called within 30 days of the 

receipt of such requisition by the Secretary. 

55. The Executive Committee of the District, the Sub divisional or the City League 

shall meet at least once a month. Besides, on a written requisition by 10 members, the 

Secretary shall call a meeting of the Executive Committee of the League concerned 

within 15 days of the receipt of such requisition. 

56. (a) Notice of meetings of the District, Sub divisional or City Leagues:- Section 
20 of this constitution shall apply to all meetings of the District, the Sub divisional or the 

City Awami Leagues. 

(b) At least 7 days' clear notice shall be given for ordinary meetings of the 

Executive Committees of the District, Sub divisional or the City Leagues. 

57. All resolutions passed by the Executive Committee of the District and the Sub 

divisional or City Leagues shall be placed before the respective District and 

Sub divisional or City Leagues for approval. 
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58. Casual vacancies in the District League or in the District League Executive 
Committee shall be filled up by the Executive Committee by election, but vacancies in 

the ranks of office-bearers shall be filled up by the District Awami League. This rule 
shall apply mutatis mutandis Sub divisional and City Leagues. 

59. (a) At District, Sub divisional or City League Conferences the members of the 

District or the Sub divisional or the City Leagues as the case may be, and the delegates 

shall attend, take part and vote on payment of a fee of Re. 1 each. 

(b) The delegates, for the District, Sub divisional or City Awami Muslim League 

conferences shall be, elected by their respective branch Leagues, but the number of such 

delegates shall not exceed 5 times their quota of representatives fixed for the District, the 

Sub divisional or the City Leagues, as the case maybe. 

(c) The members of the District Sub divisional or City Leagues shall form the 

Subjects Committee of the District and the Sub divisional or City League Conferences 
respectively with power to the President to nominate 10 members from amongst the 

delegates to the Subject Committee. 

60. At conferences of the District, Sub divisional or City Leagues, the members of 

the Council of the East Pak. Awami Muslim League belonging to the respective District 
or Subdivision or City, shall be ex-officio delegate and members of the Subjects 

Committee. 

61. Notices of the meetings of Primary Leagues:- 

(a) Rule 56 shall apply to all ordinary meetings of the Primary Awami Leagues. 

(b) In case of requisition meetings of Primary Leagues Rule 55 shall apply 

except that such requisition shall be signed by at least 20 members. 

62. All vacancies in the ranks of office-bearers and members of the Primary League 

Executive Committees shall be filled up by the Executive Committees by election. 

63. All branch Leagues shall submit quarterly reports of their activities to their 

respective immediate superior Leagues. 

64. The Executive Committee of the District League shall have power to take 

disciplinary action against any member within its jurisdiction, who violates the decisions 

of the League or acts in contravention of the principles and policies of the League. Such 

members, against whom disciplinary action has been taken, shall have the right of appeal 

to the Working Committee of the Provincial Awami League and the decision of the 

Working Committee shall be final. 

 

 

 

 

 

N. B.- this is a provisional constitution, which will be finally adopted at the first meeting of the 

elected Council of the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League, with such alterations, addition or 

modification as may- be deemed necessary by the said Council.* 
�  ����������� ���� ��� �������
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Speech of Liaquat Ali Khan on Objectives Resolution 

"In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful" 

Whereas sovereignty over the entire universe belongs to God Almighty alone and the 
authority which He has delegated to the State of Pakistan through its people for being 

exercised within the limit prescribed by Him is a sacred trust; 

This Constituent Assembly representing the people of Pakistan resolves to frame a 

constitution for the sovereign independent State of Pakistan; 

Wherein the State shall exercise its powers and authority through the chosen 

representatives of the people; 

Wherein the principles of democracy, freedom, equality, tolerance and social justice, 

as enunciated by Islam, shall be fully observed; 

Wherein the Muslims shall be enabled to order their lives in the individual and 

collective spheres in accord with the teachings and requirements of Islam as set out in 

the Holy Quran and the Sunna;* 

Wherein adequate provision shall be made for the minorities freely to profess and 
practise their religions and develop their cultures; 

Whereby the territories now included in or in accession with Pakistan and such other 

territories as may hereafter be included in or accede to Pakistan shall form a Federation 

wherein the units will be autonomous with such boundaries and limitations on their 

powers and authority as may be prescribed; 

Wherein shall be guaranteed fundamental rights including equality of status of 

opportunity and before law, social, economic and political justice, and freedom of 
thought, expression, belief, faith, worship and association, subject to law and public 

morality; 

Wherein adequate provision shall be made to safeguard the legitimate interests of 

minorities and backward and depressed classes; 

Wherein the independence of the judiciary shall be fully secured; 

Wherein the integrity of the territories of the Federation, its independence and all its 

rights including its sovereign rights on land, sea and air shall be safeguarded; 

 

 

 

 

* Tradition of the Holy Prophet 
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So that the people of Pakistan may prosper and attain their rightful and honored 

place amongst the nations of the World and make their full contribution towards 

international peace and progress and happiness of humanity." 

 

Sir, I consider this to be a most important occasion in the life of this country, next in 

importance only to the achievement of independence, because by achieving 

independence we only won an opportunity of building up a country and its polity in 
accordance with our ideals. I would like to remind the House that the Father of the 

Nation, Quaid-i-Azam, gave expression to his feelings on the matter on many an 
occasion, and his views were endorsed by the nation in unmistakable terms. Pakistan was 

founded because the Muslims of this Sub-continent wanted to build up their lives in 
accordance with the teachings and traditions of Islam, because they wanted to 

demonstrate to the world that Islam provides a panacea to the many diseases which have 
crept into the life of humanity today. It is universally recognized that the source of these 

evils is that humanity has not been able to keep pace with its material development, that 

the Frankenstein Monster which human genius has produced in the form of scientific 

inventions, now threatens to destroy not only the fabric of human society but its material 

environment as well, the very habitat in which it dwells. It is universally recognized that 

if man had not chosen to ignore the spiritual values of life and if his faith in God had not 

been weakened, this scientific development would not have endangered his very-

existence. It is God-consciousness alone which can save humanity, which means that all 

power that humanity possesses must be used in accordance with ethical standards which 

have been laid down by inspired teachers known to us as the great Prophets of different 

religions. We, as Pakistanis, are not ashamed of the fact that we are overwhelmingly 

Muslims and we believe that it is by adhering to our faith and ideals that we can make a 

genuine contribution to the welfare of the world. Therefore, Sir, you would notice that 

the Preamble of the Resolution deals with a frank and unequivocal recognition of the fact 
that all authority must be subservient to God. It is quite true that this is in direct 

contradiction to the Machiavellian ideas regarding a polity where spiritual and ethical 
values should Play no part in the governance of the people and, therefore, it is also 

perhaps a little out of fashion to remind ourselves of the fact that the State should be an 
instrument of beneficence and not of evil. But we, the people of Pakistan, have the 

courage to believe firmly that all authority should be exercised in accordance with the 
standards laid down by Islam so that it may not be misused. All authority is a sacred 

trust, entrusted to us by God for the purpose of being exercised in the service of man, so 

that it does not become an agency for tyranny or selfishness. I would, however, point out 

that this is not a resuscitation of the dead theory of Divine Right of Kings or Rulers, 

because, in accordance with the spirit of Islam, the Preamble fully recognizes the truth 

that authority has been delegated to the people, and to none else, and that it is for the 

people to decide who will exercise that authority. 

 

For this reason it has been made clear in the Resolution that the State shall exercise 

all its powers and authority through the chosen representatives of the people. This is the 

very essence of democracy, because the people have been recognized as the recipients of 

all authority and it is in them that the power to wield it has been vested. 
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Sir, I just now said that the people are the real recipients of power. This naturally 

eliminates any danger of the establishment of a theocracy. It is true that in its literal 

sense, theocracy means the Government of God; in this sens6, however, it is patent that 

the entire universe is a theocracy, for is there any corner in the entire creation where His 

authority does not exist. But in the technical sense, theocracy has come to mean a 

Government by ordained priests, who wield authority as being specially appointed by 

those who claim to derive their rights from their sacerdotal position. I cannot over-
emphasize the fact that such an idea is absolutely foreign to Islam. Islam does not 

recognize either priesthood or any sacerdotal authority; and, therefore, the question of a 
theocracy simply does not arise in Islam. If there are any who still use the word 

theocracy in the same breath as the polity of Pakistan, they are either laboring under a 
grave; misapprehension, or indulging in mischievous propaganda. 

 

You would notice, Sir that, the Objectives Resolution lays emphasis on the principles 

of democracy, freedom, equality, tolerance and social justice, and further defines them 

by saying that these principles should be observed in the constitution as they have been 

enunciated by Islam. It has been necessary to qualify these terms because they are 
generally used in a loose sense. For instance, the Western Powers and Soviet Russia 

alike claim that their systems are based upon democracy, and yet, it is common 
knowledge that their policies are inherently different. It has, therefore, been found 

necessary to define these terms further in order to give them a well-understood meaning. 
When we use the word democracy in the Islamic sense, it pervades all aspects of our life; 

it relates to our system of Government and to our society with equal validity, because 
one of the greatest contributions of Islam has been the idea of the equality of all men. 

Islam recognizes no distinctions based upon race, color or birth. Even in the days of its 

decadence. Islamic society has been remarkably free from the prejudices which vitiated 

human relations in many other parts of the world. Similarly, we have a great record in 

tolerance, for under no system of Government, even in the Middle Ages, have the 

minorities received the same consideration and freedom as they did in Muslim countries. 

When Christian dissentients and Muslims were being tortured and driven out of their 

homes, when they were being hunted as animals and burnt as criminals-even criminals 

have never been burnt in Islamic society-Islam provided a haven for all who were 

persecuted and who fled from tyranny. It is a well-known fact of history that, when anti-

Semitism turned the Jews out of many a European country, it was the Ottoman Empire 

which gave them shelter. The greatest proof of the tolerance of Muslim peoples lies in 

the fact that there is no Muslim country where strong minorities do not exist, and where 

they have not been able to preserve their religion and culture. Most of all, in this Sub-
continent of India, where the Muslims wielded unlimited authority, the rights of non-

Muslims were cherished and protected. I may point out, Sir that it was under Muslim 
patronage that many an indigenous language developed in-India. My friends from 

Bengal would remember that it was under the encouragement of Muslim rulers that the 
first translations of the Hindu scriptures were made from Sanskrit into Bengali. It is this 

tolerance which is envisaged by Islam, wherein a Minority does not live on sufferance, 
but it respected and give every opportunity to develop its own thought and culture, so 

that it may contribute to the greater glory of the entire nation. In the matter of social 

justice as well, Sir, I would point out that Islam has a distinct contribution to make, Islam 

envisages a society in 
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which social justice means neither charity nor regimentation. Islamic social justice is 

based upon fundamental laws and concepts which guarantee to man a life free from want 

and rich in freedom. It is for this reason, that the principles of democracy, freedom, 

equality, tolerance and social justice have been further defined by giving to them a 

meaning which, in our view, is deeper and wider than the usual connotation of these 

words. 

 

The next clause of the Resolution lays down that Muslims shall be enabled to order 

their lives in the individual and collective spheres in accord with the teachings and 
requirements of Islam as set out in the Holy Quran and the Sunna. It is quite obvious that 

not non-Muslim should have any objection if the Muslims are enabled to order their lives 
in accordance with the dictates of their religion. You would also notice. Sir, that the 

State is not to play the part of a neutral observer, wherein the Muslims may be merely 
free to profess and practice their religion, because such an attitude on the part of the 

State would be the very negation of the ideals which prompts the demand of Pakistan, 

and it is these ideals which should be the corner-stone of the State which we want to 

build. The State will create such conditions as are conducive to the building up of a truly 

Islamic society, which means that the State will have to play a positive part in this effort. 

You would remember, Sir, that the Quaid-i-Azam and other leaders of the Muslim 

League always made unequivocal declarations that the Muslim demand for Pakistan was 

based upon the fact that the Muslims had a way of life and a code of conduct. They also 

reiterated the fact that Islam is not merely a relationship between the individual and his 

God, which should not in any way, affect the working of the State. Indeed, Islam lays 

down specific directions for social behavior, and seeks to guide society in its attitude 

towards the problems which confront it from day to day. Islam is not just a matter of 

private beliefs and conduct. It expects its followers to build up a society for the purpose 

of good life-as the Greeks would have called it, with this difference, that Islamic "good 
life" is essentially based upon spiritual values. For the purpose of emphasizing these 

values and to give them validity, it will be necessary for the State to direct and guide the 
activities of the Muslims in such a manner as to bring about a new social order based 

upon the essential principles of Islam, including the principles of democracy, freedom, 
tolerance and social justice. These I mention merely by way of illustration; because they 

do not exhaust the teachings of Islam as embodied in the Quran and the Sunna. There 
can be no Muslim who does not believe that the word of God and the life of the Prophet 

are the basic sources of his inspiration. In these there is no difference of opinion amongst 

the Muslims and there is no sect in Islam which does not believe in their validity. 

Therefore, there should be no misconception in the mind of any sect which may be in a 

minority in Pakistan about the intentions of the State. The State will seek to create an 

Islamic society free from dissensions, but this does not mean that it would curb the 

freedom of any section of the Muslims in the matter of their beliefs. No sect, whether the 

majority or a minority, will be permitted to dictate to the others and, in their own internal 

matters and sectional beliefs, all sects shall be given the fullest possible latitude and 

freedom. Actually we hope that the various sects will act in accordance with the desire of 

the  
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Prophet who said that the differences of opinion amongst his followers are a 

blessing. It is for us to make our differences a source of strength to Islam and Pakistan, 

not to exploit them for narrow interests who will weaken both Pakistan and Islam. 

Differences of opinion very often lead to cogent thinking and progress, but this happens 

only when they are not permitted to obscure our vision of the real goal, which is the 

service of Islam and the furtherance of its objects. It is, therefore, clear that this clause 

seeks to give the Muslims the opportunity that they have been seeking, throughout these 
long decades of decadence and subjection of finding freedom to set up a polity, which 

may prove to be a laboratory for the purpose of demonstrating to the world that Islam is 
not only a progressive force in the world, but it also provides remedies for many of the 

ills from which humanity has been suffering. 
 

In our desire to build up an Islamic society we have not ignored the rights of the non-

Muslims. Indeed, it would have been un-Islamic to do so, and we would have been guilty 

of transgressing the dictates of our religion if we had tried to impinge upon the freedom 

of the minorities. In no way will they be hindered from professing or protecting their 

religion or developing their cultures. The history of the development of Islamic culture 
itself shows that cultures of the minorities, who lived under the protection of Muslim 

States and Empires contributed to the richness of the heritage which the Muslims built 
up for themselves. I assure the minorities that we are fully conscious of the fact that if 

the minorities are able to make a contribution to the sum total of human knowledge and 
thought, it will redound to the credit of Pakistan and will enrich the life of the nation. 

Therefore, the minorities may look forward, not only to a period of the fullest freedom, 
but also to an understanding and appreciation on the part of the majority which has 

always been such a marked characteristic of Muslims throughout history. 

 

Sir, the Resolution envisages a federal form of government because such is the 
dictate of geography. It would be idle to think of a unitary form of Government when the 

two parts of our country are separated by more than a thousand miles. I, however, hope 
that the Constituent Assembly will make every effort to integrate the units closer and 

forge such ties as would make us a well-integrated nation, I have always advocated the 
suppression of provincial feelings, but I want to make it clear that I am not an advocate 

of dull uniformity. I believe that all the areas and units, which form Pakistan, should 
contribute to the richness of our national life. I do, however, want to make it clear that 

nothing should be permitted which, in any sense, tends to weaken national unity; and 

provision should be made for bringing about a closer relationship amongst the various 

sections of our population that exists today. For this purpose the Constituent Assembly 

will have to think a new as to what will be the best method for the distribution of 

subjects between the Centre and the units, and how the units should be defined in our 

new setup.  

 

Mr. President, it has become fashionable to guarantee certain fundamental rights, but 

I assure you that it is not our intention to give these rights with one hand and take them 
away with the other. I have said enough to show that we want to build up a truly liberal 

Government where the greatest amount of freedom will be given to all its members. 
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Everyone will be equal before the law, but this does not mean that his personal law will 

not be protected. We believe in the equality of status of justice. It is our firm belief and 

we have said this from many a platform that Pakistan does not stand for vested interests 

or the wealthy classes. It is our intention to build up an economy on the basic principles 

of Islam which seeks a better distribution of wealth and the removal of want. Poverty 

and backwardness-all that stands in the way of the achievement of his fullest stature by 

man-must be eradicated from Pakistan. At present our masses are poor and illiterate. We 
must raise their standards of life, free them from the shackles of poverty and ignorance. 

So far as political rights are concerned, everyone will have a voice in the determination 
of the policy pursued by the Government and in electing those who will run the State, so 

that they may do so in the interests of the people. We believe that no shackles can be put 
on thought and therefore, we do not intend to hinder any person from the expression of 

his views. Nor do we intend to deprive anyone of his right of forming associations for all 
lawful and moral purpose. In short, we want to base our polity upon freedom, progress 

and social Justice. We want to do away with social distinctions, but we want to achieve 

this without causing suffering or putting fetters upon the human mind and lawful 

inclinations. 

 

Sir, there are a large number of interests for which the minorities legitimately desire 
protection. This protection the Resolution seeks to provide. The backward and depressed 

classes are our special charge. We are fully conscious of the fact that they do not find 
themselves in their present plight for any fault of their own. It is also true that we are not 

responsible by any means for their present position. But now that they are our citizens, it 
will be our special effort to bring them up to the level of other citizens, so that they may 

bear the responsibilities imposed by their being citizens of a free and progressive State, 

and share them with others who have been more fortunate than themselves. We know 

that so long as any sections amongst our people are backward, they will be a drag upon 

society and, therefore, for the purpose of building up our State we must necessarily look 

to the interests of these sections. 

 

Mr. President, in the end we firmly believe that by laying the foundations of our 
constitution on the principles enunciated in this Resolution, we shall be able to put 

Pakistan on the path of progress, and the day is not far distant when Pakistan will 
become a country of which its citizens, without distinction of class or creed, will be 

proud. I am confident that our people have great potentialities. Through their 

unparalleled sacrifices and commendable sense of discipline, displayed at the time of a 

grave disaster and crisis, they have earned the admiration of the world. Such a people, I 

am sure, not only deserves to live, but is destined to make a contribution to the welfare 

and progress of humanity. It is essential that it should keep alive its spirit of sacrifice, 

and its adherence to its noble ideals, and Destiny itself will lead it to its place of glory in 

the affairs of the world, and make it immortal in the annals of humanity. Sir, this people 

has traditions of great achievement to its credit; its history is replete with deeds of glory; 

in every sphere of life it has contributed its full measure of achievement; its heroism 

adorns the pages of military chronicles; its administrators created traditions which have 

withstood the ravages of time; in creative art, its poetry, architecture and sense of beauty 

have won their tribute 
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of appreciation; in the matter of spiritual greatness it has few parallels. It is this people 

which is again on the march, and given the necessary opportunities, it will surpass its 

previous record of glorious achievement. This Objectives Resolution is the first step in 

the direction of the creation of an environment which will again awaken the spirit of the 

nation. We, whom Destiny has chosen to play a part, howsoever humble and 

insignificant, in this great drama of national resurrection, are overwhelmed with the 

magnitude of the opportunities which are before us. Let us use these opportunities with 
wisdom and foresight, and I have not the least doubt that these humble efforts will bear 

fruit far in excess of our wildest expectations, through the help of a Providence which 
has brought Pakistan into existence. It is not every day that great nations come into their 

own; it is not every day that peoples stand on the threshold of renaissance; it is not every 
day that Destiny beckons the down-trodden and the subjugated to rise and greet the dawn 

of a great future. It is the narrow streak of light heralding the brilliance of the full day 
that we salute in the form of this Resolution. 

 

________________ 
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��) +�K�6� ��G�� �4��: &����। ��6��� �� �, ��4 �2H�� ����~� �7��7 +�f� ���। ������� 
��6��� ��4 ��1 ���। zy&� :������ +���J ����� ���� :!� ���� ��6���� 6�@ �6� 6�। 
/�: ����� ��0����4 6�:��� &��� �6�� ���। "� xB� &NÆ���� ���)�0 6�:���� /� ����1 
:�� �� � 4 ��4 �2H�� �7��7 +�f� 6.�� &�v��� ���� ����� �)�j�1 �����0 ����� &N��। 
����� ��6���"�� ��2v ����� �+��  6.�� R�� -����। U. \�� �� ���V��H� �H6O �����1 
:�� � *�� :����� 6�। ����� ��6���"�� ��2v ���� :) ���� R�� -����। `. &NÆ���� 
U" ���� 4 6�����\�1 ���� U.�1 *��4 ��g� \1� \�1। ���)� &V��. :���� ��2v ���� :) 
����� ������ +���� ���। :�� �� 2��� ���  ��� /�� ��*� �� ���E� ���6�� -���� 
��4��� Q�q� 6�, ��. ����� R�� ���। / �� )J &��1 _} : �6� 6.����। �� ��� ��*� 
��J। 

_x. &NÆ���� ��� &N�������* L��� ������)��� ���� ����+��6� 6�:� �H'���� 4�� 
������� R���' # 4 �H'� 6�)�� ������� _�. &NÆ���� ����� ������)��� ��v�# /��1 ���+2� 
�6�� ���। &��6�s� ��6�Qt��� +2�����Z +2�� ��: ?G 64��� ��. &��� ��� /��� ��� 
&:���(� � +2� &2�v ���� �������। /��� ���) /�: ‘+2� &� �6�� �����’ &+1� :��� -�� 
/�� +2����� 6�� ��� &1� ��W�� &-��� &��� &N�� &�� /�� �) /�: +2����� &-����1 
��� �� � ������ ��V� ���। /��� &+. R�� ����� +2��1� Q��)�]���� Q�� .���� ���, -M, 
\��' .�)��� -����� ����। N�� +2�*�� /� ���# 6��"�� "��"���� +H�0 6� /�� +2�� ��: 
-����� �� +A� 6� �। /. R����� ��G�� ���) +2�*��. /��� ��� ��� ������ :��। /W��� 
/�:�� /��1 �� 4������ ������ 6� /�� ���� ��� ���� 

+��. ���S�� ����, ��6��� R���� ����� +2� 2��v�� &� ��6��� ?�� ��� &N�������. �É 
, ��6��� ���)��1 "#�$���� ��� ��e����. U'�। /��. ����� 2�'� ��e��� +������ 
����� +��:�����। /��. :������ Q��� �)����� +������ :����� &��'# ���� +��  ���। 
+�� ���� /�� 6�:� -�'���� Q�� R���' # ���� ��� ���� +��  ���।*** 

 

 
* &�� ��2��"� �(��  ����l� ���Q�0 �2����� /��1 ��� ���l�। /. ���l��1 +����� 4 &�+����� ����q�������� 
�q��# /�. ���� @ 6�� ��M &�, ��� ��@Z �V� ��� �� +A� 6� � /�� �=��� ���. ��� ���(�{ \�1। �,Q। 
 
** /. ���� ��� ���l� �� L����� /��1. ���। ��� �� ���� �(�  ����@� ��+��� �����"। +���� 4 ��+��� ���"� 
�Hl���'���� /. +�"B�� �����. ������� ���� +2�R���� +������=�2��� R���� �����। /��� +��� +j� ��� ���. 
���G�t, ���t�, �6��, ��:: �6��, ��U� �6�� &-£����, &�� ���:��� �6��, ��U� ��� �2H�� ‘�(�  ����@� ��+��� 
��"’ ��� /��1 �� ��� ���l� "B ���। 
 
*** �+��1 4 ����+�6 /����� 6�:� ��e���� +(���� 6� :������� ��)�-���� ��G��। ��D ����@� ���l�� �� /. 
6�:���� ��e�� ���� �� ��� ��� &�W�� 4�B ���� 4�� +����� &�2� 4 18 (���� ���)�� ��:�) ���� ���������� 
���)��। /�1 +� ���' +�7 ��e���� g� &� /�� 6�:���� 4�� �)��� ��)�-���� N�� /. ��e���� �����{ \�1। /. 
��e���� &�H�Z ���� ���Q�0 ���1  +� ��� �H'� +����। 
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 �������    +(�    �����    

�(�  ����@� ��+��� ������"� 
��:!��� �]�) +k��� ��N��1    

�(�  ����@� ��+��� �����"    :�, _`x`    

��� ����F� ���2�������� +j��  rW��������� ����F� ���2�������� +j��  rW��������� ����F� ���2�������� +j��  rW��������� ����F� ���2�������� +j��  rW������    

L�� ������)����� za : ���-����� ��G�� ���@�(�� �)�*� ���k�� ������� L���- ��� 
�(X -����@��� ���+��: _a. /��� &��� &� ��e�� ?G �����, �E ��� �� /� ����' 
RGZ�(#  �� )��� Q��� 6����। +�K�� ���'� �����. /. +�+)�� +�l� +���� &-����, ��D 
�EH ��V� ¸�J��� 4 ����#���� � ���V��� :�) +������ U��� ������ G� 6����। �EH ��V� 
��.�N��� R���� ��e���� @m ��� ���� &-������; ���� &2������ &� ��� &����� ����-
��-���� �J���� ��� ��� �����. +�K�� &��� ����। ��D +�K��� ���+��: &�� :������ 
&���������. @m 6�� ����- ��< �"������ 
��º��  +��  4 +6����"��� ����� ��e�� 
��R# ��]���� 6����। -�� ����(� �������� ���)4 ���+��: ���� Q-� ��� &�����- ���� 
&��q��. �~+�� # ����। +�K�� ���'�� �V) ���- +�@ ���+��:�� +���� ��� �H���� 
+�v +�K�� -����� ��4��। / �)����� +�K�� ���'� +N� 6����। �EH ��V� ������� ��� +�6��� 
���) 2�v ����� �r &-0� �����। ��D ���� ���+���:� ��) /�1��� V�5 ���� �����। ��< 
:"�#� +s��� � �������� 
g� +��02���. Q�\��1� 6����। 

��D �: /� �� ��� /�+ :��1��। /1� 6�� ���)�0 ���)�'� ��� &N�����। ��+ 
+�K���� +�� "� L��� &�4�� /�� +����" ���S ���1� ��� &��� "��1� &�� ��� U’1���1 
‘‘�����>��’’ ���� ��-�. ����� &���। ‘‘�����>�’’ &� ‘‘�����>�’’-/�. +���� �� ���) /�� 
��:��4 :��। /. ����� &N����� &���� ����1 ���l ��� ��e��� ������ ���� &-0� 
��� /�� &\�M�� ��" "�M�:��M �����. ��e���� +����1�� ���। ���l ��e���� &-�� 
���H��� +H�0. ����� ���), ����. +����1�� ��� K6# ���। 

"���� ��Y2�'� ��e���4 /. ‘‘�����>��’’ ����� &���� Q�M /�+ :��M ��+ 
��e���1�� i�+ ���� &-0� �������; ��D ���+���:� �H®�� 4 +�� ��� ����� ���-0� +N� 
6��। /������ ��e���4 /�� ������ ���� &-0� �������- ��D +�K�� ���'��� +�� ��� 
/� +j(#  �)�  6����। ��. /. �X �-� ����F��� /��� &���� +�K�� ���'� /�� �(X  ����@� 
��+��� ������"� ��G�� ���-���� ��2�� ?G �����। +��� /� .���6��� /�� �����- 
‘‘�(X -����@� ��+��� �����" ���� ���� ���+���:� +�K��� &:����� ��� &1���, ���� �(X -
����@� ��+��� ��� ���"� +�v /� +����� /�+ ��W�M���� /�� ������V �(X -����@� ��+��� 
������"� &�� &�� ���:��� �6�� &��������2��� ���� �(X -����@� ��+��� ������"� +�v 6�� 
������ -�’’ .�)���। 

&� �(X  ����@� ��+��� ������"� Q��)��" /�� &�H�Z ��Y2�'� ��e��, ��V� ���l� 
����.�:� ������� ��e��, &6��0�-��G� ���l�� ��e��, ����� ������� ��e�� 
������)��� �EH ��V� «
��-��������� ��e�� /�� +����� +����# �s \1 ���-���� 6����, 
������ -q��� ��Ê�'� ��� :���� ���� �(X  ����@�� /�4 �:���� &����, ����1 
+�K���� �����2��" &��� ���� ������� ���B, R�� /�� ��WU� ")��+� &�������� �����, ���� ��� 
��� 
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������ ������# ����� (��D &�� U��� ���� ������ �"�� ���1� ���� �~�"�� ����) ����� 
��G�� /. +� ���-�� &� ����� 6� /�� Q�t�)�(�� �� ���. ��r�)। &� +��� ��"  ������# 
����� /�� �:4 &� ������-���� �J���� ��� ��� &+. ���:��� �6�� ���� �(X -��� ��+��� 
������"� �� 2(.�N�WM, ����q�����, ����� ���l��� +�v 6�� &����� �)@ /g� �������] 
&N������� ‘‘�~-������ �����.’’ ���� ���� /�� ����. /1� ����+ ���� ����। &N������ 
-���� /�� ���� ��� �������]. �����। ���� :�� ���+��: &+R����� Q��V�. ����। 
��D /. +� ���-���� ���) &N������� &� ���2� +H�0���� g� ������ 6���� ��� ��G�� �(�  
����@��� ���+��:�� ���� +��  ��� &�4��� ����: ��2� ����। 

• /. ���2� +H�0������� ���-���� ��G�� ���+��: rW����� 6Q। 

• ���H������� ������� ‘����F����’ 
g� QË \��1� ��� ���l ��e���� -��� 
����। 

• +���� ��� ��� �e���� ���] /�� ���@�(�� ���� ��)�6���� ���� �G। 

• :����, ��-�� 4 ���-���� ��G�� &:6�� &\�'#� �G। 

• �(X  ����@��� ������� ��V� �)�*��� ����") �EH ��V� ��� &��� �V� �G। 

• +��H�� +�K���� ��) ���� �(X  ����@��� "�M &����� ��] +<� �G। 

 

����@�- �:e����, �(�  ����@� ��+��� �����"- �:e����। 
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 �������    +(�    �����    

Qt� � ��V &��� ��¨������ ���b�     
  �]�)    

���6 4 (�:��� +��)�)    _x. �"Å, 
_`x`    

 
����@��� ��Y2�'�� ������@��� ��Y2�'�� ������@��� ��Y2�'�� ������@��� ��Y2�'�� ��    

��:��� �6�� 

U���� ���)� �:�� ���Y� �:
 ��Y2�'� ����� /�� ���� �����। /. ��'�� �� -������� 
&"�:���� �.। 

��� �+��� �� 2����'  �� �6e�@��� ��Y2�'�g�� K6# ��� 6���� �"�� 6��N &��� �6e� �� 
�6e�*����। ����@��� ��Y2�'�� +4��� 
�2����2��� Q�B���। ������ �:� ��� � ���� &"��- 
Qt�  6�� ����@��� ��Y2�'�। 

������ �:��� ��� � ���]+�"�। ����@��� ��Y2�'� 6��� �������� Qt� � �����। /. 
+�+)�� +������ ������ «��� 6���� &"��। �:���� /��:�� ?�� ����। 

+������ ��'�"� ����-�� ����� &.। ��� ����@��� ��Y2�'�� �� ��� ���� ���� 
&+������ �����। /. &+������1��� &�� ���� :). �:��� ����-�। 

��Y �� :���� ����+���. 6�� ���� ��Y2�'�� ��। 64��4 +�"� /�� +�����:�। /. �6+��� 
���� ��� ����@��� ��Y2�'�� �� 64�� Q�-O ����@��। Qt�  2�'��� ‘‘����@��’’ ��� ��2�6� 
���. ���� �@��। 

‘‘Qt�  ��� +����� ��Q� (����1��� �)�j) Qt�  &��� ��+����� 2�'� �6। ��+��� 4 
���+������ +���� ��-0���. Qt�  ������ 6����। Qt� � ���� +�6� ��+��� ��6:�� ��t��� 
��� &�� ������� &.। ��r� �4��� &��6�s� ���� ����- ‘‘Qt�  .+����� &��6N� �6। ����-
N��+�-��� � :�� 6��4 Qt� � QO��E �6... ����-N��+� :���� ���R�� ��N�:. Qt�  2�'�� 
��+������ �:
।... ���� &�� ��. 2����� ��+������ ��) 2�'� ����। N��+� /�� ��� � 
/����� 2����� ��+������ ��) 2�'� ���। 

“Although the Court Language of the Muslims remained Persian. Hindustani had 

to come the vernacular of daily use long before the Mughals lost the rule of Delhi. It is 

this language which is called Urdu and in the advocacy of which Muslims are 

sometimes so vehement. To use the sneer or Mr. Lioyd George, it is not only Mr. 

Balfour who is hatching the Cuckoo’s egg for even though the Muslims of India know 

that it is not their own they are now as much attached to Urdu as they were attached to 

Persian before, and far more than they were ever attracted to Arabic”. 

 

Qt�  «��� ‘6����� �’ +j��� /�� ��r� Qt�  ��� ��r� �4��� &��6�s� ���� ��V Qt�  
6���� �. 
�2����। ����� +��)� ������. �4��� Q���� �J�) �����। Qt� � ������ ��+����� 
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�� ���) �-��। �:
 ��] &+£e�) /�� +�������� ��)��#. Qt�  2�����' � �� ����� /�1� 
�+�� ��2 ������। 

��+��� r������� �����: ����� +����� ��Q���. Qt� � �������। ��:���� ����# &�-��� 
Qt� �� �: :�2(�� 6�� �6:�� ��� �+�� 6���� ����@��। ����@��� �� ����� Qt�  ���) 
�����-� �6। �# ���� 4 .+���� ������� ��)��# /�� �:
 ��] 4 &+£e�� )� �4��� Qt�  
��+������ ��1 ���. ���#��। 

��"���� ����@��� ���+e�"�#� ��1 Qt� � ��������O +k�T +�e�6� ��+� �.। ������� 
����@���4 Qt� � ������� �)���। ��+���� ����� /�� ��+���� Qt�  �� +j���� ���� &"�� 
������� 2�.। ������� ����@��� ��+��� +���: ��) �-��� ��+�(�6� ����� ��-a��1 �� 
Qt�  2�'���4 �-��� ��� ���� ����+। +��6��)� ������ ��� ���) ����6��। ������� +��6��)� 
����� ������� ����@��� +����# ���H2�'� �6 ��6� ���). 
���� । &������ :�� /�� ����� 
:���� ��� �) +�� &���. �� ��। &������ :��. �+��� ������ :��। 

��+���� ����� /�� ��+���� Qt� � �+� ��� �) ��� �#�����। ������� ����@��� ����� 
:���� ������� ����� �� ��� QB��। ���� 6��N ����� 6�� ��+���� ����� /�� ��+���� 
Qt� � �� �� ����) ���q�� ������ ��4�� ���-� �6। ����@��� ��)��# ������ :�� ��� 
���� �����  /�+�� /�� ��4 �+��। ��:!��� ���  ���� �� +�6� 2�'�� ���  ����  
����'2��� ��:�M�। 2�� ������ :). 2�'�। 2������� ����� �� +��" +��" 2�'�� ����� 4 
���)�A���। 

��+��� :������ &2£�"���� +�������� +����� �6। &2£�"���� :������� +�6� .+���� 
:������� &�£��� &�������O &2£�"���� �)��� ��6�. &6�� � &�, +�K U���� ��+������ /� 
&����, /� ��, /� ��6��, /� �����, /�. ��6:��-���t�। +����� &2£�"���� �)���� ��+��� 
������� +��)��� 2������ ���25���� 6�� ���� �। &��6�� 2������� QO+ /�, 2���� ��6 2�'�4 
&��1����1 /�-&���� 64��. 
�2����। 

��". ����� ��Y-2�'�� �� &�� �� :���� ����+���. 6�� ����। /�� 64��4 +�"�। 
����@��� ��Y-2�'�� 
�2���� �� ‘‘����@��’’। Qt�  �� ��� ��� ����@��� ��Y-2�'��� 
‘‘����@��’’ ���. ���� ��� +v�। ����@�� "H6�� 6�� ���� ����+ ��+���� ����� /�� 
��+���� Qt�  Ultimate fusion-/� �� ����� ��@ 6��। ��+���� ����� /�� ��+���� Qt�  
+����� "�B� 6�� Common Script-/ &��� ����@��। ������� 4 ��"���� ����@��� :��� 
+�+)�� +�l� +���� /. ���। 


�2����2���. +4��� 6�� ���� Qt�  �� 6�� ����@��� ��Y2�'� �� Q6�� �� ����� 
����� ��? ����� �����। ����@��� +��-�� +��5� 2�'� Qt�  /�� �����। �) &�� ������� 2�'� 
������ )�� /�1� ������ �6। ������� ����@��� ��+���� ������ +�6� Qt� � +��¬�+)� ��� 
�����। ����@��� ��Y-2�'�� �� ����@�� ���� 6�� ������� 4 ��"���� ����@��� 2�'�"� 
+�Ã��� �� +6: 4 &������ 6��। ����@�� ���1�� ����@��� ����e�"�#� ���# ��1� �����#�� 
+<�� ���� �) &�� ��� ��6� +A��� �6। �����#�� ���1� ����'2��� ������ ���। 

�� ����� �� Qt� � �J� �6� 4 +������� �)�6� 6�� �। ���)� +�|�� /�� ����� �� �� 
������� ����@��� ����� 2�'�� �� ����� ��4 ��� Q�B��। ��+���� ������ �� �����  ��� 
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����@�� 6�� ����। ����@�� ����� 4 ����@�� Qt�  
�2����2���. -��� .+���� ��6:��-
��t��� ���। 2����� Qt�  /�� ��P� ������ ����� 2�'� -��� �) ���। U. ���25���� 2�'�� /� 
�� �+�"� �6 ��? /. ��� ���� ����-� ����4 ����@�� ����� 4 ����@�� Qt� � �� 
����� �� ���)��� ��2(� 6��। 

Common Script /�� Common ideology &+��� ���B� ���� Common Language-

evaluation ���. +A� /�� 
�2����। ����@�� 64�� Q�-O Q] Common Language-�� ���। 

��	
����� ��	�
 
���� 
����� Common Language ���� 
��� ����� ���� ��� ���, �����। 

 ���!"�# ��	
��� $��� �%�� ���  ���& Common Language 6�� ����@��� *������ �)�� 
&+���� �T। �� ����� �� Qt�  2�'�� �+� 6��@ �:�� �����। ��- �� ���� �4��� 
����@��� +�� ������ ���� ��� ��� ������� ����@��� ����e�"�#� ��1 ��Y2�'�� �� )��� 
/�� ��' #���� �H�� ����। ���# ��". ��� �����। 

/��� +�) &�, Qt�  +����#2��� ����@��� &�� ������. ������ :�� �6 ���4 Qt�  
����@��� �-��� :��+�(�6� ���) ����@��� r����� :�� 6��� ��V ������ &������6�। 
��:!��� ��� � Qt�  �: ��+2(�� �����+� 6�� ��+��। �6e�*��� .Q,��, ���� �2H�� �����. 
��� Qt� � ��]���� �@��। �"�� 6��N &��� �6e�� 6����� Qt�  +���� ���+ 6�� ��6|H� 6��। 
����@�� ���� ����� Qt�  2�'� ���� �������] �@�� /�� Q°�� �+ ����@��� ��� 
���1��। 

�� ����� �@�� &�� ����� ��� &�Q &� �� � ��� &� ��� Qt� � &������N। ����� 
���� ������ :�� 6��4 ��� ����� Qt�  2�'�� ������ -- �� �V����। ����@��� +���K� 
��)�# �����. ��� �� ����� �� �@�� &�� �����। ���� �@��� ���� �:�� �����, ��� 6�� 
&��� ����। ����� &-�� ����. �+�� ���)। 

Common Script-� '�(� Common Language ���Y� ��V &6���� :G�� �)����। 2������� 
��� ���� ���Y� 2��')O 4 ��"��� :) �����"�� +� ���� �)�" 
����� ��� ����� 6��। 
����@��� 
� �H�0 ��H0 &6�� /. RGZ�(#  ��'��1� ���, ��� "#���'�� ��Y2�'� �@�� K6# 
����� ���� �@���� ‘‘����@��’’ �� �����+ "H6�� 6�� ����। ���-�����, /�� ���-Qt� � +�Ã� 
+���� ��H0 �F� &+����� &��@����, ����@��। 
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HOW HUMANITY ATTACKED UNDER 

LIAKAT-NURUL AMIN REGIME? 

Below in the statement of Sm. Ila Mitra made before the court at Rajshahi with 

regard to inhuman treatment meted out to a lady, only because she holds a political 

opinion other than that of Liakat-Nurul Amin Feudal class : 

Sm. Ila Mitra in her Statement Pleading "not guilty' to the charges said, I know 
nothing about the case. On 7-1-50 last I was arrested in Rahanpur and taken to Nachole 

the next day. The police guards assaulted me on the way and thereafter I was taken 
inside a cell. The S. I. threatened to make me naked if I did not confess everything about 

the murder. As I had nothing to say all my garments were taken away and I was 
imprisoned inside the cell in stark naked condition. 

No food was given to me, not even a drop of water. The same day in the evening the 

sepoys began to beat me on the head with butt ends of their guns, in the presence of the 

S. I. I was profusely bleeding through the nose. Afterwards my garments were returned 
to me, and at about 12 midnight I was taken out of the cell and read possibly to the 

quarters of the S.I., but I was not certain. 

In that room where I was taken they tried brutal methods to bring out confession. My 

legs were pressed between two sticks, and the people around. 

I was being administered a 'Pakistani injection'. When this torture was going on they 

tied my mouth with a napkin. They also pulled off my hairs, but as they could not force 
me to say anything, I was taken back to the cell carried by the sepoys, as after the torture 

it was not possible for me to walk. 

Inside the cell again the S. I ordered the sepoys to bring four hot eggs, and said, now 

she will talk. Thereafter four or five sepoys forced me to lie down on my back, and one 
pushed a lot egg through my private parts. I was feeling like being burnt with fire, and 

became unconscious. 

When I came back to my senses in the morning of 9-1-50 the S. I and some sepoys 

came into my cell and began to kick me on the belly with boots on. Thereafter a nail was 

pierced through my right heel. I was then lying half conscious, and heard the S. I. 

muttering: we are coming again at night, and if you do not confess, one by one the 

sepoys will ravish you. At dead of night, the S. I. and his sepoys came back and the 

threat was repeated. But as I still refused to say anything, three or four men got hold of 

me, and a sepoy actually began to rape me. Shortly afterwards I became unconscious. 
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Next day on 10-1-50 when I became conscious again I found that I was profusely 
bleeding and my cloth was drenched in blood. I was in that state taken to Nawabganj 

from Nachole. The sepoys in Nawabganj jail gate received me with smart blows. 

I was at that time in a prostate condition and the Court Inspector and some sepoys 

carried me to a cell. I had high fever then and I was still bleeding. A doctor, possibly 

from the Govt. Hospital at Nawabganj had noted the temperature of my body to be 105°. 

When he heard from me of the profuse bleeding I had he assured me, I would be treated 
with the help of a woman nurse. I was also given some medicines and two pieces of rugs. 

On 11-1-50 the woman nurse of the Govt. Hospital examined me. I do not know 

what report she gave about my condition. After she came, the bloodstained piece of cloth 

I was wearing was changed for a clean one. During all this time, I was in a cell of the 

Nawabganj P. S. under the treatment of a doctor. I had high fever and profuse bleeding, 

and was unconscious from time to time. 

On 16-1-50 a stretcher was brought before my cell in the evening and I was told that 

I would have to go elsewhere for examination. On my protest that I was too ill to move 

about, I was, struck with a stick and forced to get on the stretcher after which I was 

carried on it to another house. I told nothing there, but the sepoys forced me to sign a 

blank paper. I was at time in a semi-conscious state with high fever. As my condition 

was going worse, I was next day transferred to the Nawabganj Govt. Hospital, and on 

21-1-50when the state of my health was still very precarious, I was brought from 

Nawabganj to Rajshahi Central Jail, and was admitted to the Jail Hospital. 

I had not under any circumstances said anything to the police, and I have nothing 

more to say than I have stated above.* 

 

.�� ����� :���e�। /. :���e�. .@�6�� ����� �(�  ������ +� �. _`�� +���� &"�M�� 
���� ���� ��� 6�। �Hl� z`z-`x। 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*_`xa +��� &�2�"� ��e�� &�' 6�� &"��4 /� �2�� ���������� ��:��6�� ��-�� /����� �@��� 6��। ��� N�� 
_`xy &��� _`�� �� J /. /����� �� ��� �)��� �H'� ��e�� ?G 6�। /. +� �H'� ����� ���� +�W4��� /�� /W��� 
&�� ���� ����� +����। /. /����� +����� �2�� ��� �����{ 6�� ���। _`�� +���� :������ ���+ +�W4��� �H'� 4 ������� 
���) +�\�'  Q2� ��V �+��) 6��6� 6�। /� �� +�K /����� ������� �����'� ��)�-���� N�� ��e�� i�+ 6�� ���। 
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�(�  ����@��� �"���"�#� ��1 �����(�  ����@��� �"���"�#� ��1 �����(�  ����@��� �"���"�#� ��1 �����(�  ����@��� �"���"�#� ��1 ����    
 

¸��H"#,  

���µ ��’���� �+�� ��K�6 U.�� �O+��� &"������ ��� ���� �:��� ��2 �������। /. 
�:��� �:6���� ��� &+�� ������ �:� ��6�s� ��� �:5�6 ��r� �����"�� �������, ‘‘��� 
����@��� �2�E �E ������, &����� ����@��� �"���"# .6�� Q�� .���� "B �����’’। /. 
"B ���� )� :) ��)���)� &��� ��V�, ��=, ���#:) 4 �H�'� +��5�� +��। .6�� :) +� ��" 
����: &���� ���J� ��6�4�� +H�0 ���। ��D "2�� U���� ��'� ��P� ��v ����� *�� ����'� 
�������� +������� 6�v���� ����# ���� �) &� �� ����#. 6Q� ������ /. +�e� ���J�(#  
�(�  ��v�����4 ����J &��� ������। ��P� ��v� +��)��\���� ��� QO��M &�� ���� \H#� ���, 
�(X ��v� +��)��\���� ��� QO��M ���� &+.g�. \H#� ���। ������ �6���) ������ �:� 
��r�, ����@��� �M ��1 ���� :�� ��:� ��:���t, ��� �$� ���� :�� ������ ��� 
��, �(� ��v� ��� �$� ���� :�� (G� ���, �(�  ����@��� :����� Q������ .+����� 
+2���� &�£��� ���6�� ��� �2H�� "#)��) ��6���"# �) ���Y� ��+���"�#� ��� �)�� 
�-��#� ������� ������ ���Y� +��)��\� ��+6�� ��J :"�� Q�� �4��� ��H�E�� /�����) 
�e� �������। ���� ������ ��+��� 2�."#�� +���� �H®2��� ���� &�, /. ���� ���� )� 
d��� ����V2��� 4 �C��+��� ��W6��� 2����� x (-���) &���1 ��+����� ��� ���5 ����� 
�������� /�� ����@��� ���' V�� +�� �������। / ���� ���� )� N�� ���s� &��� 
������ ���Y� Q�� /� -�� ��M�� &�, ��� N�� 2��� 4 ����@� Q2� ���Y� �� !��� ��B���� 
2��v ��M��। Q�H��� ��� )������ N��, ��=-���#:) /�� |��-���:, .Q�2��+ �1 �2H�� ��V� 
���l�R�� �T 6.�� Q2� ��Y. �-� 6.�� ��M�� ��� N�� ������ /. +���� �:��� ���5 
6.��। 

���6��’��� �s ����+� ����"#�� �������, ‘‘4�6 �s ����+� ����"#, &����� ���6� ��� 
��, �+����, /�� &������� ���) �C����� &����� ��� ��’’। (����, +��� �+�, G�� y)। ���6 
��’��� �������, ‘‘&� �)�] 6�)����� ����� �H������ QO������� �25 �) &��4 ��#�� 6�)� 
���, &+ &� +�@ ��') :����� 6�)� ���’’। (���� ��.��� G�� �)। 6:�� �+(����6 (��) 
�������, ‘‘QO���M� (�:���) ���4 ���s � 6�, ��6�� �� �� 6.�� +���� 64’’। ��� ��4 
�������, ‘‘&� �)�] &�� �:s��� (��+��� ���:)� ���+�����) �0 &��, &+ �P�. ����� �0 
&��’’। 

����@��� ���)� ��+����� �� ���� Q�-O &� ������� �� �6e�@��� &�� ���� �6e���� 
d��� ���l� &�� �)���� :) /����� �6e���� ������. ���� ��� -�� �। ��+������ )�� 
��6���4 
��� ����@��� �"��� /�� ����@� +���� �� ��6���� �"��� ����� 
���� 
������� �� :�-����� ����E�� :) ��+������ )�� ��6����4 ���Y� +j(#  ���� ���। /��� 
���)� 
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��+����� ¡�# ���� Q�-O &�, ����@��� �6e��� �6e�*��� ��+������ ������ :���� �6+��� 
��+ ������� �। ��6��� ����@� ���Y� �"��� �������� ���. ��+ �������। ��/� /�: 
��+����� &� ���. �� /�: ����@��� *��� �"��� /� /�: �6e� Q�� &�� ��*���. 
�)�� QO��M ���� ������ �.। ���)� ���V� 4 ����-� ��+����� ¡�# ���� Q�-O &�, ��P� 
��v� ��v�� ������� /��� ������ �6e���� ��� ��)�-�� ����� ��6��� �6e�*��� ��+������ 
&��. Q���� 6.�� �। ��� ��6��, Q�M')�, &��k�., ��9�:, �"��� �2H�� ����� /�4 &�+� &��1� 
&��1� ��+��� �6e���� +�v +���-���J�� ��+ ������� ��6���� :�� ���5 6.�� ��M��। &��� 
���J �V�� d��� ����@��� �2�E�� +��H® ���� d���. /���� �6e�*��� ��+������ ����� 
+��)��� Q���� ����� ����। 

�6e� 2�."#�� ���� ����, ����� ‘‘:� :�2(��P 
" ���� "���+�’’ &+. :�2(���� 
��8K@ 6.�� +6+� ����)�" ����� �। ����� �6�~� "�T�� �� � ��+��# �6e�-��+������ 
����$ K6# ����� V��� d��� &q���� :� �G /�� +�6: +6���� ���� �(� ������ :) &-0� 
�G। ����� �P� :���� ���Y� +� ���� +�6��) 4 +6��2(�� +���-U��� +j��-����� +�� 
+�� ����� ��.��। ����@��� �H® ��- +�� ��r +X �� �����"�� +�6��) 4 �V� ����� 
��� ��� /�� ���Y� +�@ �6����� �"��� 4 �s �l ���� ��+��� ������ +�6� ���। 
.6�� ���# ����� �� ��� ��.���� /�� ������ 2��')��4 ��.��। ����� �V) ������, 
������ ��) 6.�� �~��
: &N���� ��W6��� ��P� �v 4 �+�� �2H�� 2����� ���:) -���� 
��.����, ��W6��� &� &+��� ��.�� �����¬� &�� ��� � ��� �� Q�E:��(�� &�� R:� � 
�1�, ���� /�� 6.�� &�6 &�� ���)� +���� +������� ����� �-�B-���� ���N�� ��6��4 ��1 
� ��B�। ���#, ��6��� &+��� Q�E:�� +H�0 6.�� /���4 6.�� ���� /�� ��� N�� Q2� 
���:). ���' �\1 \�1�� ���� ��� &�6 ��6� ���, ��� ��:� �~��-&"�l��. ��0 �����। 
+���� �v��� :) ���J� ��. /���� ��। 

���� ������ �6e�-��+��� 2�."#�� /. ����� +� � ����� ���� -�. &�, ����� ������ 
����6�+�, ���d' �-�� 4 \H#� ��� �� N�� ���� �r �0 ��.����, �E ���4 ��.����, ��� 
6.����, �� �। ���� 
��� 6.����। 
������ �� ��� �V�Ì ������ 6.��। +����� / ��'�� 
+���� +�� �� ���k ����� 6.��। &����� 6.��, &� &� ����Z6� +�������� �-��#�� 
����� &����� R:� ���� ����+ ����� ��8K@ �� Q�E�:� � 6। +�� +��� ����� ������ 
+������ �������� +������ Q�� �2 � ����� /�� ������ &�����"� ��t ��� ��+�# 
�����। 

���� ����� ������ &����+� 2�."�#� ��1 ������ +��� ��: :��.���� &�, ��W6��� 
&� +���. /� 6.�� �:��"�� ����@�� ����� ����-� ��� /�� ���-� &� /�� .����:� 
���2��~� 2���� �2�� 6.�� ��] ����। ���� ��4 :��.���� &�, �) ���Y ��6�. \1�� � &� 
���� ����@�� ��� ���J ����:�� &����� -�. ��6��� ������ ��� ����@� +X ����� �H����� 
/��1 ���  ���Y ���#� 6�। 

 

 

����@� �:e��������@� �:e��������@� �:e��������@� �:e����    

�� ��6s� �6�U��6, L��� ������)��� (&��+���) 

�� /+, /, ��� 

+(� )����� �+� (L������ �1 ���) 
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6���U� 6� &-£���� /�./�./  ����� ��� 
��� �6�� �� ’’ (+j���) /�, /. �Q��� (�-�� +j���) 
�+J ����� ��+ ’’ /�, /, 4��U� (+6-+j���) 
N��� �6�� &-£���� ’’ &�, �:, ��6��� (+6-+j���) 
������� ���� ’’  
��U� ����� ’’ �N�f� &6��+ (��N+ +j���) 
����� &6��+ ’’ ����� &4��: �� (.,��,/�,/+,/�) 
��U� 6���� ’’ /�,/, ��:: 
+�����t �6�� &-£���� ’’ ��::�� 6���� 
(�������) /���6� �� (+�+)) ��� "#���'� Q'� ��� (�e��:��) 
2���-� e� ’’ ��U� 46�� (&01+�)�) 
���Q� �6��, /��2���1 (�-�� +j���) /+, &�, -)�1��:� (��H� ��:��) 
  /, �+, +�6� 
��� �G� r�� ’’ ��, &�, �)���:  
��N� Q�t &-£���� ’’ :�N� ���� 
��� ��:�� �� ’’ &V� &��6 ��#� 
  ���� ��2 +�6� 
(����6�U�) ��N� �� &��'��)V 

+������ 
(�����6�U�) ��, ��, +�6� &��'��)V 
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF CITIZENS 

OF PAKISTAN AND ON MATTERS RELATING TO MINORITIES. 

(As adopted by the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan on the 6Ut October, 1950). 

FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF CITIZENS OF PAKISTAN 

 

PART I 

CITIZENSHIP 

1. Citizenship at the date of commencement of the Constitution-At the dale on 

which this Constitution comes into force every person shall be deemed to be a citizen of 

Pakistan. 

 (a) Who or cither of whose parents or grand-parents was born in the territory 
comprising Pakistan and who after the fourteenth day of August. 1947, has not been 

permanently resident in any foreign State; or 

 (b) Who or cither if those parents or grand-patents was born in the territories 

which on the 31" March, 1937, comprised India and who has his domicile in Pakistan as 
described in Part II of the Indian Succession Act, 1925, had the provisions of the Part 

been Applicable to him: 

Provided that in case of his having, before the date of the commencement of this 

Constitution, acquired the citizenship of any foreign State, he has renounced such 

citizenship by depositing a declaration in writing to this effect with an authority 
appointed for that purpose. 

 2. Legislature to regulate the Right of Citizenship-The Legislature of Pakistan 

may make further provision in respect of acquisition and loss of citizenship and all other 

matters pertaining thereto. 

 

PART II 

FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS 

1. Protection of life and personal liberty and equality before law-(1) (a) All 

citizens are equal before law; and 

(2) No person shall be deprived of life or liberty, save in accordance with law. 
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2. Protection in respect of conviction of offence- No person shall be punished in 
respect of an act the doing of which was not punishable at the time when it was done. 

3. Right to move High Court for writ of habeas corpus-The right of a citizen to 

move the High Court for a writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended, except in case 

of an external or internal threat to the security of the State or other grave emergency. 

4. Prohibition of discrimination on grounds of religion, race, caste or sex- 

There shall be no discrimination on grounds only of religion, race, caste, sex or place of 

birth with regard to access to places of public entertainment, recreation, welfare or 

utility: 

Provided that nothing in this Article shall derogate from the powers of the State to 

make special provision for the benefit of women and children: 

Provided further that the provisions of this Article shall not apply to places of 

religious worship, shrines or other similar sacred premises. 

5. Prohibition of slavery and forced labor.- (l) No one shall be held in slavery or 

servitude. 

 (2) All forms of forced labor are declared unlawful: 

Provided that the State shall not be prevented from imposing compulsory service for 

public purposes. 

 (3) No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel inhuman treatment or 

punishment. 

6. Prohibition of employment of children in factories, etc.- The Employment of 
children under fourteen years of age in a factory or a mine, or in occupations involving 

danger to life injury to health, is prohibited. 

7. Equality of opportunity in matters of public employment- Every duly 

qualified citizens shall be eligible to appointment in the service of the State irrespective 

of religion, race, caste, sex, descent or place of birth: 

Provided that it shall not be unlawful to make provision for the reservation of posts 

in favor of any minority or backward section of citizens in order to give them adequate 

representation : 

Provided further that it shall be lawful to prescribe that only a person belonging to a 

particular religion or denomination shall be eligible to hold office in connection with any 
religions or denominational institution or governing body thereof. 

8. Compulsory acquisition of property- (/) No person shall be deprived of his 

property except in accordance with law. 

(2) No property shall be requisitioned or acquired for public purposes under any 

law authorizing such requisition or acquisition unless the law provides for adequate 

compensation. 
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Nothing in this clause shall affect the provisions of any existing law or the provisions 
of any law which may hereafter be made for the purpose of imposing or levying any tax 

or for the promotion of public health or for the prevention of danger to life or property. 

9. Protection of certain rights regarding freedom of speech, etc.-(l) Every citizen of 

Pakistan is guaranteed: 

(a) freedom of speech, expression, association, profession, occupation, trade or 

business, acquisition and disposal of property and peaceful assembly without 

arms; 

(b) the right to move freely throughout Pakistan and to reside or settle in any part 
thereof; 

(c) the right to equal pay for equal work. 

(2) Nothing in this Article shall affect the operation of any existing law or 

prevent the State from making any law relating to libel, slander, defamation, sedition 
or any other matter which offends against decency or morality or undermines the 

authority or foundation of the State; or from restricting or regulating, in the public 

interest or in the interest of public order, morality or health, any freedom or right 

guaranteed by this Article. 

 

 

 

_________ 
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Will Janab Liaquat Ali Khan answer the following Questions? 

1. In view of the fact that the Historic Lahore Resolution is the basis of Pakistan 

envisaging autonomous and sovereign states in different regions, why have the principles 

thereof been completely ignored in the recommendations of the B. P. C.? 

2. Don't you admit that East Pakistan being separated from the other wing by two 

thousand miles of foreign territory must have complete autonomy in all its affairs for its 

stability and prosperity? 

* 3. It has been stated in the Objective Resolution that the Sovereignty of Pakistan 

belongs to its people. Has not the provision of suspension of the constitution by the Head 
of the State nullified the very basis of the Objective Resolution and made the people 

Subservient to the whims of the Head of the State? 

4. Don't you admit that the power to suspend the constitution is fraught with grave 

danger to the rights and liberties of the people as it is calculated to create a positive 

tendency in the Executive to lapse into dictatorship? 

5. What is the idea behind creating an Upper House-the relic of medieval feudalism 

and of giving equal powers to both the houses of legislature? Is it not designed to curve 

the majority into a minority and to retard all progressive legislations? 

6. Is it not absolutely arbitrary and in flagrant violation of the demand of sixty-two 

percent of the population to recommend Urdu as the only State language whereby the 
claim of Bengali has been completely turned down? 

7. Is it not absolutely undemocratic to make provincial ministry responsible to the 

central cabinet instead of to the provincial legislatures? 

8. Don't you admit that the suspension of the right of Habeas Corpus for persons 
detained without trial in court is absolutely incompatible with any concept of 

democracy? 

9. Don't you admit that the usurpation of the control by the centre of the affairs of the 

East Pakistan for the last three years has caused disastrous consequences on the 
economic and cultural life of the people in the following amongst others? 

(i) (a) Abnormal fall in the income of Jute-l14 crores in 1948, 75 crores in 1949 and 

only 35 crores in 1950? 
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(b) Fall in the price of jute available to the growers, much below the fixed minimum 
due to the bungling of the jute Rs.12 per maund in East Bengal, whereas it sells at Rs.55 

on the other side of the border. 

(c) Does not the Jute Board serve the only interest of the Ispahanis. Haroons and the 

Adamjees as against that of the growers? 

(ii) Fall in the price of betelnut from Rs.75 to Rs.10 per maund whereas it sells at 

Rs.90 in the Indian Union.  

(ii i) Complete collapse of the Primary, Secondary and University education for the 

inability of the provincial government to finance due to the taking over of all the sources 
of Revenue of East Bengal by the centre-whereas a number of Universities are being 

opened in West Pakistan at the cost of the Central Government. 

(iv) Non-development of once-flourishing cottage industries such as hosiery, comb, 

conch and button manufacturing and brass and bell-metal wares due to the wrong Import 

and Export policy of the Government. 

(v) Negligence in the development of Chittagong Port kept East Bengal subservient 

to Indian Union which seriously affected the industrial and commercial life of the 

people. 

 

 

Central Committee of Democratic 

Federation. 
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CONSTITUTION OF PAKISTAN 

BASIC PRINCIPLES 

AS ADOPTED IN 

GRAND NATIONAL CONVENTION 

THE PREAMABLE 

 

Whereas this Grand National Convention of the people firmly believes that the 
Sovereignty of the heavens and the earth belongs only to Allah who out of His mercy 

created Pakistan for His people who are His true and real representatives on earth to rule 

over this territory and to enjoy all rights, comforts and amenities conferred by Him on 

the people of Pakistan; and 

 

Whereas in the year 1940, the All-India Muslim League Council at its Session at 

Lahore passed a Resolution which contained the Basic Principles of the Constitution of 

Pakistan and the creation of Sovereign and Autonomous States in different regions 

having territorial contiguity; and 

 

Whereas the Sub-committee of the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan has drafted the 

Basic Principles of the Constitution in flagrant and deliberate violation of the principles 
of the aforesaid Lahore Resolution which are the very Basis of the conception of 

Pakistan; and 
 

Whereas in the opinion of this Convention the Basic Principle so formulated are 
clearly undemocratic and un-Islamic and tending towards the establishment of an 

autocratic form of Government in Pakistan which means the end of sovereignty of the 
people as representatives of Allah; and 

 
Whereas the ultimate right to frame its constitution is inherently vested in the people 

and the members of the Basic Principle Sub-committee of the Constituent Assembly 

having lamentably failed to give just and proper Basic Principles of Constitution and 

fundamental rights: and 

 

Whereas this Grand National Convention representing the voice of the entire people 

with a view to the implementation of the principles of the Lahore Resolution and 

establishment of real and true democracy based on the principles of Islamic justice and 

equity have assembled together for deliberations and drafting of the Basic Principles of 

the Constitution now therefore this Grand National Convention by and with the authority 
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of the people does hereby formulate the general outline of the basic principles and 
fundamental rights as follows :— 

 

The name and character 

1. The State should be called the United States of Pakistan. 

2. The United States of Pakistan should consist of two regions. 

3. There should be no area within the State as excluded, partially excluded, and 
centrally administered or any princely state. All areas in any one of the above forms 

should merge with the contiguous province or provinces or form into province or 
provinces themselves in accordance with feasibility of such merger and formation and 

according to the wish of the people concerned expressed by a referendum. 

4A. United States of Pakistan shall be a Sovereign Socialist Republic. 

 

The Head of the State 

4. There should be a Head of the State of the U. S. P. 

5. The executive power of the U. S. P. should vest in the Head of the State to be 

exercised by him in accordance with the Constitution and the Law. 

6. The term "Head of the State" should mean except where it is provided that he 

should act in his individual judgment or discretion the Head of the State acting on the 
advice of the Cabinet.  

 

Election of the Head of the State 

7. The Head of the State should be elected by the Central Parliament by an absolute 
majority. But he should not be a member of the House. 

8. The Head of the State should be elected not earlier than 60 days and not later 

than 30 days before the expiry of the term of the out-going Head of the State. 

 

Tenure of office 

9. The term of the office of the Head of the State should be five years from the date 
of his assumption of the office. 

10. In case of vacancy in the office of the Head of the State as a result of death, 

resignation, incapacity or removal, the term of office of the new Head of the State should 

be five years. 

 

Removal of the Head of the State 

11. The Federal Parliament should be entitled to remove the Head of the State by a 

two-thirds majority of the total strength of the House, on grounds of treason and 

misdemeanor. 
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12. The Speaker of the House should assume the office of the Head of the State in 
case of vacancy caused by his removal, death, resignation, incapacity or otherwise, till 

the election of the new Head of the State. 

13. The new Head of the State should be elected within ninety days of the falling of 

vacancy in the Head of the State. 

 

Powers and functions of the Head of the State 

14. The Head of the State should have power of clemency. 

15. The Head of the State should have command on the Armed Forces of the United 
States of Pakistan. 

16. He should appoint Election Commissioner, Judges of the Supreme Court and the 

Auditor-General of the U. S. P. in his individual judgment. 

17. He should appoint as Prime Minister a person who commands the confidence of a 
majority in the House. Other ministers should be appointed by him on the advice of the 

Prime Minister. 

18. He should accredit foreign diplomats, receive ambassadors, and represent the 

State on all ceremonial occasions.  

 

Organisation of the Government of the U.S.P. 

19. The Parliament of the U. S. P. should consist of one House. 

20. The Parliament should sit alternately at the Federal capital and the capital of the 
Eastern Region. 

21. The members of the Parliament should be elected by the people on the basis of 

equal representation from each region on universal adult suffrage and joint electorate 

system. 

22. The life of the Parliament should be four years. 

23. The members of Parliament should be liable to be recalled by Electoral College. 

24. Not less than two sessions should be held every year and not more than six 

months should elapse between the last day of last session and the first day of next 

session. 

25. The session of the Parliament should be called within three months of the 
appointment of the Prime Minister. 

26. The Parliament should be prorogued by the Head of the State. 

27. The Head of the State should give assent to all Money Bills within three days of 

the receipt of the same from the Parliament. Assent to other Bills should be given within 

thirty days. 
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28. The Election Commissioner, Judges of .the Supreme Court and the Auditor- 

General of Pakistan may be removed by the Parliament by a two-thirds majority on 

grounds of treason and misdemeanor. 

29. Members of the Legislature shall not hold office of profit under the Government. 

Note.-Office of profit does not include the remuneration of the members received as 

members of Parliament. 

 

Speaker and Deputy Speaker 

30. The Speaker and the Deputy Speaker should be elected in the first session of the 
Parliament. 

31. The Speaker on his assuming the office of the Head of the State in case of 

vacancy should not lose his membership which should be kept suspended during the 

period he acts as the Head of the State. 

 

Dissolution of the Parliament 

32. The Parliament should be dissolved by the Head of the State on the advice of the 

cabinet to elicit the opinion of the people through General Elections on certain grave and 
important National issues. 

33. If a contingency arises wherein no ministry as can command the majority of the 

Parliament can be formed the Head of the State should be entitled to dissolve the 

Parliament in his discretion and hold fresh election. 

34. After the dissolution of the Parliament, General Elections should be completed 

with 45 days from the date of the seat or seats fall vacant. 
 

The Cabinet 

35. The members of the Cabinet should be jointly and severally responsible to the 

Parliament. 

36. Any citizen who is a member of the Parliament may be appointed as a minister 

provided he is elected as member of the Parliament within six months of the date of his 
appointment as a Minister. This period of six months should not be extended under any 

device or pretence or legal fiction. 
 

The Supreme Court 

37. There should be a Supreme Court for the United States of Pakistan. 

38. The Supreme Court should sit alternately at the Federal Capital and the Capital of 

the Eastern Region. 

39. The Supreme Court should be Guardian of the Constitution. 

40. There should be a Standing Election Committee of the Supreme Court for all 

electoral disputes of the General Legislature. 
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State Language 

41. Bengali and Urdu should be the two State Languages of the U.S.P. 

 

Central Subjects 

42. (1) Foreign Affairs, (2) Defence : Provided that— 

(a) There should be two units of Defence Forces with two Regional General Officers 

commanding in the East and the West under Supreme command at the Federal Capital. 

(b) The Regional Defence Force should be raised from and manned by the people of 

the respective Regions. 

(c) There should be a Regional Foreign Affairs office in Eastern Region. 

(d) All other powers should be dealt with by the Regions. 
 

Revenue of the U.S.P. Government 

43. The Federal Government should be entitled to levy taxes on certain specified 

Subjects and Items only. New items or subjects for taxation may be added with the 

consent of the Regions to make up the deficit, if any. 

 

Amendment of the Constitution 

44. The Constitution should be the Supreme Law of the land. 

45. The Constitution so far as it relates to the Federal Government or powers vested 

in the Federal Legislature, may be amended by a 2/3rd majority of the Federal 

Legislature; amendments affecting the relationships between the Federal and any or all 

of the Regional Government may only be made if a proposal to that effect is made by a 

resolution in the Regional Parliament or Parliaments concerned by 2/3rd majority of the 

respective legislatures and then passed by the Federal legislature by a 2/3rd majority. All 

other amendments to the constitution may only be made by the Regional Legislatures 

concerned by 2/3rd majority. 
 

Suspension of the Constitution 

46. There should be no power given to any authority to suspend the Constitution or 

any part thereof. 
 

Regional Government of the East 

47. There should be a Head of the Region. 

48. The executive power of Region shall vest in the Head of the Region to be 

exercised by him in accordance with the Constitution and the Law. 

49. The term "Head of the Region" should mean except where it is provided that he 

should act in his individual judgment or discretion the Head of the Region acting on the 

advice of his cabinet. 

50. The Head of the Region should be elected by the Parliament of the Region by an 

absolute majority. 
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51. The Head of the region should be elected not earlier than sixty days before the 
expiry of the term of the out-going Head of the Region. 

 

Term of Office 

52. The term of the Head of the Region should be five years. 

53. In case of a vacancy in the office of the Head of the Region as a result of death, 

resignation, incapacity, removal or otherwise, the term of the office of the new Head of 
the Region should be five years. 

 

Removal of the Head of the Region 

54. The Regional Parliament should be entitled to remove the Head of the Region by 
a two-thirds majority of the total strength of the House on grounds of treason and 

misdemeanor. 

55. The Speaker of the Regional Parliament should assume the office of the Head of 

Region in case of vacancy caused by his death, resignation removal, incapacity or 

otherwise, till the election of the new Head of the Region. 

56. The new Head of the Region should be elected within ninety days of the falling 

vacancy in the office of the Head of the Region. 

 

Powers and Functions of the Head of the Region 

57. The Head of the Regions should have powers of clemency. 

58. The Head of the Region should appoint Election Commission, Judges of the 

Regional High Court and the Auditor-General of the Region in his individual judgment. 

59. He should appoint as Prime Minister a person who commands the confidence of 

the majority in the Parliament. Other ministers should be appointed by him on the advice 

of the Prime Minister. 

 

Organisation of the Government of the Region 

60. The Parliament of the Region should consist of one House. 

61. The members of the Parliament should be elected by the people on universal 

adult suffrage and on joint electorate system. 

62. The life of the Parliament should be four years. 

63. Not less than three sessions should be held every year and not more than four 

months should elapse between the last session and the first day of the next session. 

64. The session of the Parliament should be called within three months of the 

appointment of the Prime Minister. 

65. The Parliament should be prorogued by the Head of the Region. 
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66. The Head of the Region should give assent to all Money bills within three days of 

the presentation thereof. Assent to other bills should be given within thirty days. 

67. The Election Commission, Judges of the High Court and the Auditor-General 
may be removed by the Parliament by a two-thirds majority of the total strength of the 

House on grounds of treason and misdemeanor. 

 

Speaker and Deputy Speaker 

68. Speaker and Deputy Speaker should be elected in the first session of the 

Parliament. 

69. The Speaker on his assuming the office of the Head of the Region should not lose 

his membership which should be kept suspended during the period he acts as the Head of 
the Region. 

 

Dissolution of the Parliament 

70. The Parliament should be dissolved by the Head of the Region on the advice of 

the cabinet to elicit opinion of the people through general elections on certain grave and 

important issues. 

71. If a contingency arises where no ministry as can command the majority of the 

Parliament can be formed the Head of the Region should be entitled to dissolve the 
Parliament in his discretion and hold fresh elections. 

72. After the dissolution of the Parliament general elections should be completed 

within sixty days of the date of dissolution. 

73. Casual vacancy of a member of the Parliament should be filled up within forty-
five days from the date of the seat falling vacant. 

 

Cabinet 

74. The members of the cabinet should be jointly and severally responsible to the 

Parliament. 

75. Any citizen who is not a member of the Parliament may be appointed as a 
minister provided he is elected as a member of the Parliament within six months of the 

date of his appointment as minister. This period of six months should not be extended 
under any circumstances. 

 

Regional High Court 

76. There should be Regional High Court of the Region. 

77. The High Court should have original as well as appellate jurisdictions. 

78. There should be a Standing Election Committee of the High Court to decide all 

election disputes of the Regional Legislature. 
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Regional Government of the West 

Whereas the Western Region consists of administrative multi-units the Constitution 

of the Region should be different from that of the Eastern Region in some particulars. 

It is therefore suggested that a Convention of the people of the Western Region 

should meet and decide the nature of the Government they would like to have for their 

regions in addition, modification, or alteration of the Government of the Eastern Region. 

 

Fundamental Rights of Citizens 

A. (1) All citizens are equal in the eye of Law. 

(2) There should be no detention of a person without trial in a court of Law. 

(3) Every citizen on attaining the age of 18 years and not being of unsound mind 

should become a voter and should be eligible for election as a member of Parliament on 

attaining the age of 21 years. 

(4) There should be no provision for the suspension of the right of Habeas Corpus. 

B. Every citizen should have right to— 

(1) Life. 

(2) Education-with free and compulsory education up to a certain stage. 

(3) Work and employment. 

(4) Medical relief. 

(5) Shelter. 

(6) Wage in accordance with cost of living. 

(7) Form Trade Unions and Trade Secretariat and to strike for collective bargaining. 

C. The State should guarantee to its citizen the following:— 

(1) Social, economic and political rights including freedom of speech, press 

movement, thought, action, association, expression, worship and conscience. 

(2) Equality of status and opportunity. 

(3) Dignity of individual. 

(4 ) Old age provisions. 

(5 ) Maternity Benefit. 

(6) Forces of production shall be socialized. 

(7) No Legislature shall enact any law which can contribute to any exploitation of 

labor, peasantry and common man. 

 

_______________ 
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To 

THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF PAKISTAN, 

KARACHI. 

In accordance with the provisions of Rule 72 (1) of the Constituent Assembly Rules 

1 submit herewith the Interim Report of the Basic Principles Committee regarding the 

Federal and Provincial Constitutions and Distribution of Powers. 

The Basic Principles Committee was appointed on March 12, 1949, by a Resolution 

of the Constituent Assembly to report, in accordance with the motion adopted by the 

Assembly on Aims and Objects, on the main principles on which the Constitution of 

Pakistan is to be framed; the text of the Resolution is given in Annexure I. The Chief 

Ministers of the Provinces of East Bengal, Sind and N. W. F. P. and the Honorable Mr. 

Justice Abdur Rashid were co-opted as Members. 

The Basic Principles Committee appointed a Steering Sub-Committee to report on 

the scope, functions and procedure of the Committee, and in pursuance of its report the 
following three Sub-Committees were appointed to make recommendations embodying 

the main principles with regard to the subjects assigned to them: 

 (i) Sub-Committee on Federal and Provincial Constitutions and Distribution of 

       Powers. 

(ii) Sub-Committee on Franchise. 

(iii) Sub-Committee on Judiciary. 

It was also decided to set up a Board of Talimaat-i-Islamia consisting of five 

members to advice on matters arising out of the Objectives Resolution and on such 

matters as may be referred to them by Basic Principles Committee or any other 

Committee or Sub-Committee. 

The Board of Talimaat-i-Islamia began functioning in September, 1949, with four 

members. The Chairman, AI-Haj Maulana Sulaiman Nadvi, has not taken charge as yet. 

A Special Committee of the Sub-Committee on Federal and Provincial Constitutions 

held discussions with the Board of Talimaat-i-Islamia and their report along with the 

recommendations of the Board of Talimaat-i-Islamia was considered by the Sub- 

Committee. 

The Federal and Provincial Constitutions and Distribution of Powers Sub-Committee 

submitted its report on the 11th July, 1950, and the Committee considered this report 
during its meetings held on August 5, 9, 10 and 11, 1950. The reports of the other two 

Sub-Committees on Franchise and on Judiciary have not yet been submitted. 
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The Committee has not been able to finalize its recommendations in regard to several 
other matters, such as financial allocations, nomenclature, qualifications of the Head of 

the State, etc. 

The recommendations of the Basic Principles Committee are accordingly presented 

to the Assembly in the form of an interim report. As envisaged in the terms of reference 

of this Committee, only the basic principles have been dealt with. 

The recommendations of the Committee are given in Annexure II and III. The 

recommendations given in Annexure II cover the following field: 

(1) Type of Federation; 

(2) General features of the Federal Constitution; 

(3) Powers and functions of the Legislatures; 

(4) The Head of the State, his power and functions; 

( 5 ) Provision for residuary powers; 

(6) Provision in case of conflict of Legislation; and 

(7) Division of administrative, including financial powers. 

Annexure III deals with the distribution of various subjects amongst the Centre and 

the Provinces for the purpose of Legislation and comprises the following lists, namely: 

(1) List of powers to be assigned to the Federal Legislature; 

(2) List of powers to be assigned to the Legislatures of the Provinces; 

(3) Concurrent List. 

The Committee has appointed Mr. Zahid Husain, Governor of the State Bank of 
Pakistan, as an expert to examine the question of financial allocations between the 

Centre and the Provinces. 

The Basic Principles Committee has also appointed a special Committee consisting 

of Dr. Mahmud Hussain as convener and Dr. I. H. Qureshi and Dr. Maulvi Abdul Haq as 

members to report on appropriate nomenclature. 

 

 

 

 

 

KARACHI, 

September 7, 1950. 

 

TAMIZUDDIN KHAN. 

Chairman, 

Basic Principles Committee. 
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ANNEXURE I 

RESOLUTION 

That this Assembly resolves that a Committee consisting of the President and the 

following Members, namely: 

(1) The Hon'ble Sir Muhammad Zafrulla Khan, 

(2) The Hon'ble Mr. Ghulam Mohammed, 

(3) The Hon'ble Sardar Abdur Rab Khan Nishtar, 

(4) The Hon'ble Khwaja Shahabuddin, 

(5) The Hon'ble Pirzada Abdus Sattar, 

(6) The Hon'ble Mr. Fazlur Rahman, 

(7) The Hon'ble Mr. Jogendra Nath MandaJ, 

(8) Dr. Omar Hayat Malik, 

(9) Maulana Shabbir Ahmed Osmani, 

(10) Dr. Ishtiaq Husain Qureshi, 

(11) Mr. Kamini Kumar Datta, 

(12) Begum Jahan Ara Shah Nawaz, 

(13) Malik Mohammad Firoz Khan Noon, 

(14) Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya, 

(15) Mian Mumtaz Muhammad Khan Daultana. 

(16) Maulana Mohd. Akram Khan, 

(17) Mian Mohammad Iftikharuddin, 

(18) Khan Sardar Bahadur Khan, 

(19) Dr. Mahmud Hussain, 

(20) Begum Shaista Suhrawardy Ikramullah, 

(21) Mr. Prem Hari Barma, 

(22) Mr. Nazir Ahmad Khan., 

(23) Shaikh Karamat Ali, and 

(24) the mover (The Hon'ble Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan) 

be appointed, with powers to co-opt not more than ten Members who need not be 

Members of the Constituent Assembly, to report as early as possible in accordance with 

the motion adopted by this Assembly on Aims and Objects, on the main principles on 

which the Constitution of Pakistan is to be framed. 

The presence of at least seven Members shall be necessary to constitute a meeting of 
this Committee. 
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ANNEXURE II 

MEMORANDUM ON FEDERAL AND PROVINCIAL CONSTITUTIONS 

AND DISTRIBUTION OF POWERS 

PART I 

DIRECTIVE PRINCIPLES OF STATE POLICY 

1. The Objectives Resolution 

The Objectives Resolution should be incorporated in the Constitution as a Directive 
Principle of State Policy, subject to the provision that this will not prejudice the 

incorporation of Fundamental Rights in the Constitution at the proper place. 

2. Education 

Steps should be taken in many spheres of governmental activities to enable the 
Muslims, as laid down in the Objectives Resolution, to order their lives in accordance 

with the Holy Quran and the Sunna. 

It is not possible to enumerate the details of such activities in the Constitution. The 

incorporation of the Objectives Resolution, however, as a Directive Principle of State 

Policy would guide the Governments of the Centre and the Units in this respect. 

An important point in this connection is the provision of facilities for the Muslims to 

understand what life in accordance with the Holy Quran and the Sunna means and, 

therefore, the Committee, among other things, lays particular emphasis on the 

compulsory teaching of the Holy Quran to the Muslims. 

3. Wakfs and Mosques 

Wakfs and mosques should be organized on proper lines. 

PART II 

THE FEDERATION AND ITS TERRITORIES 

4. Name and Territories of the Federation 

The name of the State should be Pakistan, which should be a Federation of the 

Governors' Provinces, the Chief Commissioner's Province, the Capital of the Federation 
and such States as have acceded or may accede to the Federation. 

All other territories not specified above which form part of Pakistan on thp dale of 

the enforcement .of this Constitution should be included in the territories of Pakistan. 

5. Alteration of Boundaries and Names of Provinces 

The Central Legislature may by law— 

(a) increase the area of any Province; 

(b) diminish the area of any Province; 

(c) alter the boundaries of any Province; and 

(d) alter the name of any Province: 
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Provided that no Bill for the purpose should be introduced in either House of the 
Central Legislature except by the Government of Pakistan and unless- 

(A) either-(i) a representation in that behalf has been made to the Head of the Stale 

by a majority of the representatives of the territory in the Legislature of the Province 

from which the territory is to be separated or excluded; or 

(ii) a resolution in that behalf has been passed by the Legislature of any Province 

whose boundaries or name will be affected by the praposal to' be contained in the Bill; 

and 

(B) where the proposal contained in the Bill affects the boundaries or the name of 
any Province, the views of the Legislature of the province both with respect to the 

proposal to introduce the Bill and with respect to the provisions thereof have been 
ascertained by the Head of the State. 

6. Establishment of New Provinces 

The Central Legislature may, from time to time, by law, admit into the Federation or 

establish new Provinces on such terms and conditions as it thinks fit. 

PART III 

THE FEDERATION 

CHAPTER I 

THE EXECUTIVE 

7. The Head of the State 

(1) There should be a Head of the State. 

(2) The executive of the Federation should vest in the Head of the State to be 

exercised by him in accordance with the Constitution and the law. 

(3) Except in those cases where it is provided that the Head of the State should act in 

his discretion or, unless there is something to the contrary in the context, the term "Head 

of the State" means the Head of the State acting on the advice of the Ministry. 

8. Election of the Head of the State 

(1) The Head of the State should be elected by a joint session of both the Houses of 

the Central Legislature and should not be a member of either House. 

(2) A Member of either House, if elected Head of the State, should cease to be a 

member after his election. 

9. Term of Office of the Head of the State 

The term of office of the Head of the State should be five years from the date of his 

assumption of office. In case of a vacancy in the office of the Head of the State as a 

result of death, resignation, in capacity or otherwise, the term of office of the new Head 

of the State should be five years. 
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10. Eligibility for Reelection 

No person should be allowed to hold the office of the Head of the State consecutively 

for more than two full terms. 

11. Deputy Head of the State 

There should be no Deputy Head of the State. 

12. Casual Vacancy in the Office of the Head of the State 

(1) In case of any casual vacancy in the office of the Head of the State the following 
persons should act as Head ‘of the State till such time as a new Head of the State is 

elected and assumes office in the order given below: 
 (i) the President of the House of Units/ 

(ii) the President of the House of People. 
(iii) the senior most Governor of a Province present in Pakistan. 

(2) As long as the President of the House of Units acts as the Head of the State, he 

should not act as the President of the House of Units, or in any other way take part in its 

proceedings. He should not, however, on account of his acting as, Head of the State, lose 

his seat or hrs office in the House of Units. The same rule should apply mutatis mutandis 

to the President of the House of People or the senior most Governor if either of them has 
to act as Head of the State. 

13. Oath by the Head of the State 

The Head of the State should take oath of allegiance to the Constitution of Pakistan 

as well as oath of office and secrecy in the form and manner to be prescribed. 

14. Discharge of the functions of the Head of the State in certain contingencies 

The Central Legislature should be entitled to make provision for the discharge of 
functions of the Head of the State in certain contingencies not provided for in the 

Constitution. 

15. Special Powers of the Head of the State 

The Head of the State should possess special powers, such as running elections, and 

should be given authority to take all necessary steps to ensure free and impartial 

elections. 

16. Supreme Command of the Armed Forces 

The Supreme Command of the Armed Forces should vest in the Head of the State. 

17. Appointment of Commanders-in-Chief and Officers of the Armed Forces 

The Commanders-in-Chief of each of the three Armed Forces, the Supreme 

Commander of the Armed Forces, if any and officers in the Armed Forces should be 

appointed by the Head of the State. 

 
 

 

* The Committee has preferred to name the Upper House, i.e., the House representing Provincial! 

Legislatures at the Centre as the House of Units'. In all other respects, the words "Province" and' 

'Provincial" have been retained; the word "Unit" therefore, means Province. 
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18. Discretionary Powers of the Head of the State 

The following powers should be exercised by the Head of the State in his discretion: 

(1) powers of clemency, and 

(2) appointment of Election Tribunals. 

Explanation-Wherever the words "special powers" or "special responsibility" are 

used, they should mean the exercise of power by the Head of the State or the Head of the 

Province, as the case may be, in his discretion. 

 19. Pay and Allowances of the Head of the State 

Suitable provision should be made for fixing the pay and allowances of the Head of 

the State according to his status and dignity. 

The Committee accepted the principle that a reasonable sum in the form of pension 
or allowance may be allowed to the Head of the State for his life after his retirement. 

This allowance or pension will be deemed as suspended while he is holding any office of 
profit. 

If the Head of the State is removed in accordance with the Constitution for 

misconduct, he should not be entitled to any allowance or pension. 

 20. Protection for the Head of the State 

(1) The Head of the State should not be answerable to any court for the exercise and 

performance of the powers and duties of his office or for any act done or purporting to be 
done by him in the exercise and performance of these powers and duties. 

(2) No criminal proceedings whatsoever should be instituted or continued against the 

Head of the State in any court as long as he holds office. 

(3) No process for the arrest, imprisonment or appearance of the Head of the State 
should issue from any court as long as he holds office. 

( 4) No civil proceedings in which relief is claimed against the Head of the State 

should be instituted during his term of office in respect of any act done or purporting to 

be done by him in his personal capacity whether before or after he entered upon his 
office as Head of the State until the expiration of 60 days next after notice in writing has 

been sent to the Head of the State, or left at his office stating the nature of the 
proceedings, the cause of action therefore, the name, description and place of residence 

of the party by whom such proceedings are to be instituted and the relief which he 
claims. 

 

21. Bar against impeachment of the Head of the State and Others 

No prevision should be made in the Constitution for the impeachment of the Head of 

the State or the Heads of Provinces, the Ministers of the Central and Provincial 

Governments and the Members of the Central and Provincial Legislatures. 
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22. Removal of the Head of the State 

The Central Legislature should be entitled to remove the Head of the State from his 

office provided a requisition was received from a majority of the Members of each 

House to that effect and the resolution passed by a joint session of both the Houses of the 

Legislature by a majority of not less than two-thirds of the total strength, and not merely 

of the Members present and voting. 

Further a month's notice would be necessary for the removal of the Head of the State. 

COUNCIL OF MINISTERS 

 23. Council of Ministers to aid and advice the Head of the State 

The Head of the State should appoint as Prime Minister a person who, in his opinion, 

commands the confidence of the majority of both the Houses of the Central Legislature 
jointly. The other Ministers should be appointed on the advice of the Prime Minister. 

 24. Other Provisions as to Ministers 

Provision should be made for appointing as a Minister a person who is not a Member 

of either House, provided that a person should cease to be a Minister unless he gets 

elected within a period of six months from the date of his appointment. 

 25. Joint Responsibility to the Legislature 

The Ministers in the Centre should be jointly responsible to the Legislature. 

 26. Oath of Ministers 

The Ministers should be required to take oaths of allegiance office and secrecy. 

THE ADVOCATE-GENERAL FOR PAKISTAN 

 27. Advocate-General for Pakistan 

There should be an Advocate-General for Pakistan appointed by the Head of the 
State. The Advocate-General should be one who is qualified to' become a Judge of the 

Federal Court. There should be no age limit in his case. 

CONDUCT OF GOVERNMENT BUSINESS 

28. Conduct of Business of the Government of Pakistan 

Provision should be made in the Constitution for framing rules by the Head of the 

State for the conduct of Government business. 

29. Duties of Prime Minister as respects furnishing of information to the Head 

of the State. 

Provision should be made whereby the Head of the State should be kept informed of 

all the decisions of the Council of Ministers and the proposals for legislation. The Head 
of the State should also be furnished with such information relating to the administration 

of the affairs of the State and the proposals for legislation as he might call for. 
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CHAPTER  II 
THE CENTRAL LEGISLATURE 

30. Constitution, Powers and Functions of the Central Legislature 

There should be a Central Legislature consisting of two Houses: 

(1) The House of Units representing Legislatures of the Units. 

(2) The House of People elected by the people. 

31. Representation of Provinces 

The existing Provinces, including Baluchistan, should have equal representation in 

the House of Units (Upper House). 

32. Representation of the Centrally-Administered Areas 

Although the centrally-administered areas cannot be given representation in the 

House of Units, for the reason that they are not Provinces, the Committee recommends 

that they must be represented in the House of People (Lower House) on the same basis 

as other Provinces. 

33. Disqualification for Membership 

No person should be entitled to remain at the same time a Member of- 

(1) both the House of the Central Legislature, or 

(2) any House of the Central Legislature and a Provincial Legislature. 

34. Duration of the Houses of the Central Legislature 

The life of either House of the Central Legislature should be five years. 

35. Summoning of the Houses of the Central Legislature 

(1) The Head of the State should summon the Legislature. 

(2) Not less than two sessions should be held every year, and not more than six 

months should elapse between the last day of the last session and the first day of the next 

session. 

      (3)A session of the Legislature should be called within three months from the date of 

appointment of the Prime Minister. 

36. Summoning of Joint Session of the Houses of the Central Legislature 

Power to convene a joint session should vest in the Head of the State. A joint 

should be summoned in the following cases: 

(1) Conflict between the Houses of Legislature. 

(2) Election and removal of the Head of the State. 

(3) Consideration of the Budget and other money Bills. 

(4) Consideration of a motion of no-confidence in the Cabinet. 
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37. Prorogation of the Central Legislature 

The Central Legislature should be prorogued by ail order of the Head of the State. 

 

38. Dissolution of the Central Legislature 

(1) The first dissolution of the Legislature should be on the advice of the Prime 

Minister. 

(2) No dissolution should take place on the advice of the Caretaker Ministry which 
functions between the date of the dissolution of the Legislature and the formation of a 

new Ministry after fresh elections. 

(3) If a contingency arises wherein no such Ministry as can command the confidence 

of the Legislature can be formed, the Head of the State should be authorized to dissolve 

the Legislature in exercise of his discretionary powers and hold fresh elections. 

Explanation—As the Committee recommended that the Ministry should be 
responsible to both the Houses of the Legislature, it is necessarily implied that under the 

Constitution the dissolution of both the Houses should take effect simultaneously. 

 

39. Powers of the two Houses inter se and provision for Conflict 

The two Houses of the Central Legislature should have equal powers and, in case of 

dispute on any question, a joint session of both the Houses should be called for taking a 

decision thereon. 

The Budget and other money Bills should be considered jointly by both the Houses. 
 

40. Right of Ministers and the Advocate-General as respects the Central Legislature 

The Ministers and the Advocate-General should have the right to address any House 

of the Legislature even though they' may not be Members of that House. The Advocate 

General should have no right of vote as he will not be a Member of the Legislature. 

A Minister should not vote in the House of which he is not a Member. 
 

41. The Chairman and the Deputy Chairman of the Central Legislature 

Each House should have a Chairman and a Deputy Chairman. 

Provision should be made in the Constitution regarding the election and the removal 

of the Chairman and the Deputy Chairman on the following lines: 

(i) Each House of the Central Legislature should, as soon as may be, choose two 
Members of the House to be respectively Chairman and Deputy Chairman 

thereof and, so often as the office of Chairman or Deputy Chairman becomes 

vacant, the House concerned should choose another Member to be Chairman 

or Deputy Chairman as the case may be. 

(ii) A Member holding office as Chairman or Deputy Chairman of any of the 

Houses should vacate his office, if he ceases to be Member of the House, and 
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may at any time resign his office by writing under his hand addressed to the 
Head of the State and may be removed from his office by a resolution of the 

House passed by a majority of all the then Members of the House, but no 
resolution for the purpose of this sub-para should be moved unless at least 

fourteen days' notice has been given of the intention to move the resolution. 

(iii) While the office of the Chairman is vacant, the duties of the office should be 

performed by the Deputy Chairman, or if the office of the Deputy Chairman is 
also vacant, by such Member of the House as the Head of the State may 

appoint for the purpose. During the absence of the Chairman from any sitting 
of the House, the Deputy Chairman or, if he is also absent, such person as may 

be determined by the rules of procedure of the House, or if no such person 
also is present, such other person as may be determined by the House should 

act as Chairman. 

(iv) The same rule should apply mutatis mutandis to the office of the Deputy 

Chairman. While acting as Chairman of the House concerned, the Deputy 

Chairman should exercise similar powers as the Presiding Officer. There 

should also be provision for the delegation of powers by the Chairman to the 
Deputy Chairman or to the person who acts as Chairman of the meeting in the 

absence of the Chairman or the Deputy Chairman. 

(v) In joint sessions the Chairman of the House of Units should preside. In his 

absence the Chairman of the House of people should preside and in case both 

of them are absent, such other person as may be determined by rules should 

preside. 

 42. The Secretariat of the Central Legislature 

The Committee unanimously held the view that the Secretariat of each of the Houses 

of the Central Legislature should be absolutely independent and should be under the 

House as such. Also there was unanimity on the point that the Finance Committee of 
each House should scrutinize all the financial proposals relating to the expenditure of its 

respective House and thereafter the Budget should be presented to the House. 

The Chairman of each House should be the Chairman and the Finance Minister as ex 

officio Member of its Finance Committee; the Finance Committee of each House should 

exercise similar power of control and direction in matters relating to the finances of each 

House of the Central Legislature as are exercised by the Standing Finance Committee 

with regard to Government expenditure. 

In view of the special nature of the work rules should be framed by the Finance 

Committee to secure to itself closer contact and effective voice in regulating the finances 

of the House to which it relates. 

 43. Oath to Members: Failure or Refusal to take Oath 

The Members of the Central Legislature should be required to take an oath of 

allegiance. No Member should take his seat in the House as long as he has not taken the 
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prescribed oath. Provision should be made that where a Member fails or refuses or 
declines to take the oath of allegiance within a period not exceeding six months from the 

date of the first meeting of the Legislature, his seat should be declared vacant, provided 
that before the expiry of the above mentioned period the Chairman may on good cause 

shown extend the period. 

44. Voting in Houses and Quorum 

Except for cases in which a specific majority is provided such as the removal of the 

Head of the State, all decisions in each of the Houses of the Central Legislature should 

be taken in accordance with rules framed by the House concerned. The presiding officer 

of any House of the Legislature should not exercise any vote except the casting vote in 

case of a tie. The Houses of the Legislature should be entitled to conduct their business 

even if there as a vacant seat and the proceedings should not be invalidated on that 

account. 

The quorum for a meeting of each House, or for a joint meeting of both the Houses, 

should be one-seventh of the total number of the Members of each House or of both the 

Houses as the case may be. 

45. Ordinances by the Head of the state 

Ordinances passed by the Head of the State during the period the Legislature is not 

sitting should be laid before the Legislature at its next meeting. Some period should be 

fixed to restrict the operation of ordinances. 

46. Joint Sittings of both Houses 

Rules for joint sittings of the two Houses should be framed by a joint sitting of both 

Houses. 

47. Assent to Bills 

(1) When a Bill has been passed by the Central Legislature it should be presented to 

the Head of the State for his assent. 

(2) The Head of the State should, within ninety days of the presentation of a Bill, 

either declare his assent or return the Bill, with or without message, to the Legislature 

concerned. In case the Legislature passes the Bill again, with or without any 

amendment, it should be assented to within thirty days. 

(3) In the case of money Bills the Head of the State should either assent or return 
them for reconsideration to the House within three days. If the House sends them back, 

his assent must be given within three days. 

48. Annual Financial Statement 

There should not be any formal recommendation by the Head of the State regarding 

the annual financial statement. Such proposal should be placed before the Legislature 

only at the instance and on behalf of the Government. 
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49.The Budget 

In view of the fact that the Committee has recommended that the Budget and certain 

financial matters should be placed before the joint session of both the Houses of the 

Legislature, the Committee further recommends that a special procedure should be laid 

down in the Constitution to deal with financial matters, the Budget and the way in which 

it should be presented to the Legislature. 

50. Authentication of the Schedule of Expenditure 

The Head of the State should authenticate the Schedule of Expenditure. 

51. Rules of Procedure 

Each House should determine its own rules of procedure for transacting business. 

Pending the framing of the new rules the existing rules, with such adaptions as may be 
necessary, should be applicable. Machinery should be provided for effecting such 

adaptations. 

AUDIT AND ACCOUNTS AND APPOINTMENT OF 

AUDITORS-GENERAL 

52. Auditor-General of Pakistan 

Provisions should be incorporated in the new Constitution on the following lines: 

(1) There should be an Auditor-General of Pakistan, who should be appointed by 

the Head of the State and should only be removed from office in like manner 

and on the like grounds as a Judge of the Federal Court. 

(2) The conditions of service of the Auditor-General should be such as may be 
prescribed by an order of the Head of the State, and he should not be eligible 

for further office under the State after he has ceased to hold office: 

Provided that neither the salary of an Auditor-General nor his rights in respect of 

leave of absence, pension or age of retirement should be varied to his 

disadvantage after his appointment. 

(3) The Auditor-General should perform such duties and exercise such powers in 

relation to the accounts of the Federation and of the Provinces as may be 

Prescribed by, or by rules made under, an order of the Head of the State, or by 

any subsequent Act of the Central Legislature varying or extending such an 

order: 

Provided that no Bill, or amendment for the purpose aforesaid should be 

introduced or moved without the previous sanction of the Head of the State. 

(4) The salary, allowances and pension payable to or in respect of an Auditor-

General should be charged on the revenues of the Federation, and the salaries, 

allowances and pensions payable to, or in respect of, members of his staff should be paid 

out of those revenues. 
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53. Provincial Auditor-General 

The appointment and removal of the Provincial Auditor-General should be in the 

same manner and by the same authority as in the case of the Auditor-General of 

Pakistan. 

(1) If after the expiry of ten years from the date of the enforcement of the new 

Constitution a Provincial Legislature passes an Act charging the salary of the Auditor- 

General for the Province on the revenues of the Province, an Auditor-General for the 

Province may be appointed by the Head of the Province to perform the same duties and 

to exercise the same powers in relation to the audit of the accounts of the  rovince as 

would be performed and exercised by the Auditor-General of Pakistan, if an Auditor-

General of the Province had not been appointed. 

(2) The provisions relating to the Auditor-General of Pakistan should apply to the 

Auditor General of a Province and his staff, subject to the following modifications, that 
is to say: 

(a) A person who is, or has been, Auditor-General of a Province should be 

eligible for appointment as Auditor-General of Pakistan; 

(b) in sub-paras (2) and (3) of the paragraph relating to the Auditor-General of 

Pakistan for the reference to the Central Legislature there should be substituted a 

reference to the provincial Legislature, and far the reference to the Head of the State 

there should be substituted a reference to the Head of the Province; and 

(c) in sub-para (4) of the paragraph relating to the Auditor-General of Pakistan 
for the reference to the revenues of the Federation there should be substituted a 

reference to the revenues of the Province: 

Provided that nothing in the preceding part of this paragraph should derogate from 

the power of the Auditor-General of Pakistan to give such directions in respect to the 

accounts of the Provinces as are mentioned in the succeeding part of this paragraph. 

54. Power of Auditor-General of Pakistan to give directions as Accounts 

The accounts of the Federation should be kept in such form as the Auditor General of 

Pakistan may, with the approval of the Head of the State, prescribe and, in so far as the 
Auditor-General of Pakistan may, with the like approval, give any directions with regard 

to the methods or principles in accordance with which any accounts of Provinces ought 
to be kept, it should be the duty of every Provincial Government to cause accounts to be 

kept accordingly. 

55. Audit Reports 

The report of the Auditor-General of Pakistan relating to the accounts of the 

Federation should be submitted to the Head of the State, who should cause them to be 

laid before the Central Legislature, and the reports of the Auditor-General of Pakistan or 

of the Auditor-General of the Province, as the case may be relating to the accounts of a 

Province should be submitted to the Head of the Province, who should cause them to be 

laid before the Provincial Legislature. 
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PART IV 

THE PROVINCES 

CHAPTER I 

THE EXECUTIVE 

56. Heads of the Provinces 

There should be a Head of the Province for each Province. 

57. Executive Power of the Province 

The executive power of a Province should be exercised on behalf and in the name of 

the Head of the Province in accordance with the Constitution and law. 

Except in those cases where it is provided that the Head of the Province should act in 

his discretion and unless there is something to the contrary in the context, the term "Head 

of the Province" means "Head of the Province acting on the advice of the Ministry". 

In matters where the Head of the Province is to exercise his discretion and in matters 
of appointment and dismissal of Ministers, the Head of the Province should be under the 

supervision, control and direction of the Head of the State. 

58. Appointment of the Head of the Province 

The Head of the Province should be appointed by the Head of the State. 

59. Term of Office of the Head of the Province 

The Head of the Province should hold office during the pleasure of the Head of the 

State. 

60. Oath of the Head of the Province 

The Head of the Province should be required to take oaths of allegiance office and 

secrecy. 

61. Discharge of the functions of the Head of the Province in certain contingencies. 

The Provincial Legislature should have the power to make provision for the 

discharge of functions of the Head of the Province in certain contingencies not provided 

for in the Constitution. 

62. Power of the Head of the Province to grant Pardon, Reprieve, etc. 

The power to grant pardon, reprieve, etc., should vest in the Head of the Province to 
be exercised by him in his discretion. 

(The Honorable Khan Abdul Qaiyum Khan dissented.) 

63. Assumption of Powers by the Head of the Province 

The Head of the Province should possess the same powers in an emergency as the 

Head of the State at the Centre, but those powers should be exercised by the Head of the 

Province under the direction and control of the Head of the State. 
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64. Special and Ordinary Powers of the Head of the Province 

The running of elections within the Province should be a special responsibility of the 

Head of the Province and he should be empowered to take all necessary steps to ensure 

free and impartial elections. 

The appointment of Election Tribunals should vest in the Head of the Province in the 

exercise of his discretion. 

65. Protection for the Head of the Province 

(1) The Head of the Province should not be answerable to any court for the exercise 

and performance of the powers and duties of his office or for any act done or purporting 

to be done by him in the exercise and performance of those powers and duties. 

(2) No criminal proceedings whatsoever should be instituted or continued against the 
Head of the Province in any court as long as he holds office. 

(3) No process for the arrest, imprisonment or appearance of the Head of the 

Province should issue from any court as long as he holds office. 

(4) No civil proceedings in which relief is claimed against the Head of the Province 

should be instituted during his term of office in respect of any act done or purporting to 

be done by him in his personal capacity whether before or after he entered upon his 

office as Head of the Province until the expiration of 60 days next after notice in writing 

has been sent to the Head of the Province or left at his office stating the nature of the 

proceedings, the cause of action therefore, the name, description and place of residence 

of the party by whom such proceedings are to be instituted and the relief which he 

claims. 

COUNCIL OF MINISTERS 

66. Council of Ministers to aid and advice the Heads of Provinces 

The Head of a Province should appoint as Chief Minister a person who, in his 

opinion, commands the majority in the Provincial Legislature. 

The other Ministers should be appointed by the Head of the Province on the advice 
of the Chief Minister of the Province. 

In matters of appointment and dismissal of Ministers, the Head of the Province 

should act under the supervision and control of the Head of the state. 

67.  Oath of Ministers 

The Ministers in the Provinces should be required to take oaths of allegiance office 

and secrecy. 

68.  Joint Responsibility of Ministers to the Provincial Legislature 

The Ministers in the Provinces should be jointly responsible to their respective 

Legislatures. 
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69. Protection in respect of the act of choosing Ministers 

The action of the Head of Province in appointing or dismissing a Minister should not 

be called in question in any court of law. 

70. Conduct of Business of the Government of a Province 

Provision should be made in the Constitution for the framing of rules by the Head of 

the Province for the conduct of Government business in the Province. 

71. Duties of a Chief Minister as respects the furnishing of information to the Head 

of Province 

Provision should also be made whereby the Head of the Province should be kept 
informed of all the decisions of the Council of Ministers and the proposals for 

legislation. The Head of the Province should also be furnished with such information 
relating to the administration of the affairs of the Province and the proposals for 

legislation as he might call for. 

THE PROVINCIAL ADVOCATE-GENERAL 

72. The Provincial Advocate-General 

The Advocate-General of a Province should be appointed by the Head of the 

Province. He should be a person qualified to become a judge of the High Court. There 
should be no age limit. 

THE PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURE 

73.  Constitution of the Provincial Legislature 

There should be one House of Legislature in each Province elected by the people. 

74. Life of Provincial Legislature 

The life of a Provincial Legislature should be five years. 

75. Summoning of the Provincial Legislature 

(1) The Head of the Province should summon the Provincial Legislature on the 

advice of the Cabinet. 

(2) Not less than two sessions should be held every year, and not more than six 

months should lapse between the last day of the last session and the first day of the next 

session. 

(3) A session of the Provincial Legislature should be called within three months from 

the date of appointment of the Chief Minister of the Province. 

76.  Prorogation of the Provincial Legislature 

The Provincial Legislature should be prorogued by an order of the Head of the 
Province. 
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77. Dissolution of the Provincial Legislature 

(1) The first dissolution of the Provincial Legislature should be on the advice of the 

Chief Minister of the Province. 

(2) No dissolution should take place on the advice of the Caretaker Ministry which 

functions between the date of the dissolution of the Provincial Legislature and the 

formation of a new Ministry after fresh elections. 

(3) If a contingency arises wherein no such Ministry as can command the confidence 
of the Provincial Legislature can be formed, the Head of the Province should be 

authorized to dissolve the Provincial Legislature in exercise of his emergency powers 
and hold fresh elections. 

78.  Right of Ministers and the Advocate-General as respects Provincial Legislature 

(1) Provision should be made for appointing as a Minister a person who is not a 

Member of the Provincial Legislature, provided that a person will cease to be a Minister 
unless he gets elected within a period of six months from the date of his appointment. 

(2) The Ministers and the Advocate-General of the Province should have the right to 

address the Provincial Legislature even though they may not be Members of the 

Provincial Legislature. The Advocate-General should have no right of vote as he will not 
be a Member of the Provincial Legislature. Any Minister who is not a Member of the 

Provincial Legislature should also have no right of vote. 

79. The Chairman and Deputy Chairman of the Provincial Legislature 

Provision should be made for the election of a Chairman and a Deputy Chairman of 
the Provincial Legislature on the following lines: 

(1) Every Provincial Legislature should, as soon as may be, choose two Members of 

the Provincial Legislature to be respectively Chairman and Deputy Chairman thereof and 

so often as the office of Chairman or Deputy Chairman becomes vacant the Provincial 

Legislature should choose another Member to be Chairman or Deputy Chairman, as the 

case may be. 

(2) A Member holding office as Chairman or Deputy Chairman of a Provincial 

Legislature should vacate his office if he ceases to be a Member of the Provincial 

Legislature and may at any time resign his office by writing under his hand addressed to 

the Head of the Province and may be removed from his office by a resolution of the 

Provincial Legislature passed by a majority of all the then Members of the Provincial 

Legislature, but no resolution for the purpose of this sub-para should be moved unless at 

least fourteen days' notice has been given of the intention to move the resolution: 

Provided that whenever the Provincial Legislature is dissolved, the Chairman should 

not vacate his office until immediately before the first meeting of the Provincial 

Legislature after the dissolution. 
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 (3) While the office of Chairman is vacant, the duties of the office should be 
performed by the Deputy Chairman, or if the office of Deputy Chairman is also vacant, 

by such Member of the Provincial Legislature as the Head of the Province may appoint 
for the purpose. During the absence of the Chairman from any sitting of the Provincial 

Legislature the Deputy Chairman, or, if he is also absent, such person as may be 

determined by the rules of procedure of the Provincial Legislature, or if no such personal 

so is present, such other person as may be determined by the Provincial Legislature 

should act as Chairman. 

80. The Secretariat of the Provincial Legislature 

The Secretariat of the Provincial Legislature should be absolutely independent and 

should be under the Provincial Legislature itself. The Finance Committee of the 

Provincial Legislature should scrutinize all the financial proposals relating to the 

expenditure of the Provincial Legislature and thereafter the Budget should be presented 

to the Provincial Legislature. 

The Chairman of the Provincial Legislature should be the Chairman and the Finance 

Minister of the Province, an ex officio Member of the Finance Committee. The Finance 

Committee of the Provincial Legislature should exercise similar powers of control and 

direction in matters relating to the finances of the Provincial Legislature as are exercised 

by the Standing Finance Committee of the Provincial Legislature with regard to 

Government expenditure. 

In view of the special nature of the work rules should be framed by the Finance 
Committee to secure to itself closer contact and effective voice in regulating the finances 

of the Provincial Legislature. 

81. Oath of Members 

The Members of the Provincial Legislature should be required to take an oath of 

allegiance. No Member should take his seat in the Provincial Legislature as long as he 

has not taken the prescribed oath. Provision should be made that where a Member fails 

or refuses or declines to take the oath of allegiance within a period not exceeding six 

months from the date of the first meeting of the Provincial Legislature, his seat should be 

declared vacant: provided that before the expiry of the above-mentioned period the 

Chairman may, on good cause shown, extend the period. 

82. Voting and Quorum 

Except for cases in which a specific majority is provided all decisions in the 

Provincial Legislature should be taken in accordance with rules framed by the Provincial 

Legislature concerned. The presiding officer of the Provincial Legislature should not 

exercise any vote except the casting vote in case of a tie. The Provincial Legislature 

should be entitled to conduct its business even if there is a vacant seat and the 
proceedings should not be invalidated on that account. 

The quorum for a meeting of the Provincial Legislature should be one-seventh of the 

total number of the Members of the Provincial Legislature. 
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83. Powers, Privileges and Immunities of the Provincial Legislature and of the 

Members and Committees thereof. 

The Provincial Legislature should be entitled to legislate about privileges and 

immunities of its Members subject to the Rules and Standing Orders regulating the 

procedure of the Provincial Legislature. Freedom of speech and immunity from any 

proceedings in any court in respect of anything said or any vote given by a Member of 

the Provincial Legislature or a Committee thereof should be provided and no person 
should be liable in respect of publication by or under the authority of the Provincial 

Legislature concerned of any reports, paper, vote or proceedings. Similar privileges 
should be provided for those who, though not Members of the Provincial Legislature are 

authorized under the Constitution to attend, address and participate in the proceedings of 
the Provincial Legislature and its Committees. 

Pending the passage of legislation with regard to such matters, the privileges and 

immunities enjoyed by the Members of the House of Commons in the United Kingdom 

should be enjoyed by the Members of the Provincial Legislature. 

84. Assent to Bills 

A Bill which has been passed by the Provincial Legislature should be presented to 
the Head of the Province and the Head of the Province should declare either that he 

assents to the Bill in the name of the Head of the State or that he withholds assent there 
from or that he reserves the Bill for the consideration of the Head of the State. 

When a Bill is reserved by the Head of the Province for the consideration of the 

Head of the State, the Head of the State should declare either that he assents to the Bill or 

that he withholds assent there from, provided that the Head of the State may, if he thinks 

fit, direct the Head of the Province to return the Bill to the Provincial Legislature 

together with a message and, when a Bill is so returned, the Provincial Legislature 

should reconsider it accordingly, and if it is again passed by the Provincial Legislature, 

with or without amendment, it should be presented again to the Head of the State for his 
consideration: 

Provided that if the Head of the State thinks that he should not give his assent to the 

Bill for the reason that Central legislation is necessary on the subject he may withhold 

his assent until the said legislation is passed during the next session of the Central 

Legislature. 

In the case of money Bill the Head of the Province should either assent or return 
them for reconsideration to the Provincial Legislature within three days. If the Provincial 

Legislature sends them back, his assent must be given within three days. 
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85. Annual Financial Statement 

There should not be any formal recommendation by the Head of the Province 

regarding the annual financial statement. Such proposal should be placed before the 

Provincial Legislature only at the instance and on behalf of the Government. 

86.  Authentication of the Schedule of Expenditure 

The Head of the Province should authenticate the Schedule of expenditure 

87. Rules of Procedure 

Every Provincial Legislature should determine its own rules of procedure for 

transacting its business. Pending the framing of new rules, the existing rules, with such 
adaptations as may be necessary, should be applicable. Machinery should be provided 

for effecting such adaptations. This machinery should also decide about the rules of 
procedure of any House which may be created under the present Constitution in any 

province where no Legislature exists at present. 

88. Power of the Head of the Province to promulgate Ordinances during the recess 

of the Provincial Legislature 

Provision should be made to empower the Head of the Province to promulgate 

ordinances during the recess of the Provincial Legislature, but these powers should be 

exercised under the direction and control of the Head of the State. Some period should 

be fixed to restrict the operation of the ordinances. 

PART V 

RELATION BETWEEN FEDERATION AND ITS UNITS 

89.  Subject-matter of Laws to be made by the Central Legislature and by the 

Provincial Legislatures 

The Committee has prepared three comprehensive Lists of Subjects for the purpose 

of legislation 

(1) exclusively by the Central Legislature; 

(2) exclusively by the Provincial Legislatures; and 

(3) both by the Central and the Provincial Legislatures. 

These three lists-the Federal, the Provincial and the Concurrent-will be found in 
Annexure III. 

The residuary powers of legislation should vest in the Centre. 

90.  Planning and Co-ordination in respect of matters in the Provincial and the 

Concurrent Lists 

Provisions should be made for planning and co-ordination by the Centre in respect of 

matters in the Provincial and the Concurrent Lists, and the Central Legislature should be 

competent to legislate regarding this. 
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91. Power of the Central Legislature to legislate for one or more Provinces by 

consent and adoption of such legislation by any other Province. 

If it appears to the Legislature or Legislatures of one or more Provinces to be 

desirable that any of the matters with respect to which the Central Legislature has no 

power to make laws for the Province or Provinces, except legislation in respect to any 

matter in the Provincial List in case of proclamation of emergency, should be regulated 

in such Province or Provinces by Central Legislature, by law, and a resolution or 
resolutions to that effect is or are passed by the Legislature of the Province or of each of 

the Provinces it should be lawful for the Central Legislature to pass an Act for regulating 
that matter accordingly, and any Act so passed should apply to such Province or 

Provinces and to any other Province by which it is adopted afterwards by resolution 
passed in that behalf by the Legislature of that Province. 

92.  Repeal of the Laws made by the Centre 

Any Act passed under the preceding paragraph by the Central Legislature may be 

amended or repealed by an Act of the Central Legislature passed or adopted in like 

manner but should not, as respects any Province to which it applies, be amended or 

repealed by an Act of the Legislature of that Province. 

93. Inconsistency between Laws made by the Central Legislature and Laws made 

by the Provincial Legislatures 

Provision should be made for the Federal Laws to prevail over the Provincial Laws 

in the case of a conflict. 

94.  Power to declare a Provincial Law ultra vires 

The Head of the State should not possess powers to declare a Provincial Law ultra 

vires. The Federal Court alone should be given this power under the Constitution. 

95.  Delegation of Powers 

Provision should be made authorizing the Centre to delegate its powers to a Province 

or some officer thereof, with the consent of that Province. 

Provision should also be made authorizing the Centre to take legislative or executive 

action at the request of more than one Province with regard to matters that are in the 

Provincial List. 

Notwithstanding anything in this list of recommendations the Head of the State may, 
with the consent of the Government of a Province or the Ruler of a Federal State, entrust 

either conditionally or unconditionally to that Government or Ruler, or to their respective 
officers, functions in relation to any matter to which the executive authority of the 

Federation extends. 

An Act of the Central Legislature may, notwithstanding that relates to a matter with 

respect to which a Provincial Legislature has no power to make laws, confer powers and  
impose duties or authorize the conferring of powers and the imposition of duties upon a 

Province or officers and authorities thereof. 

An Act of the Central Legislature which extends to a Federal State may confer 

powers and  
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impose duties or authorize the conferring of powers and the imposition of duties upon 
the State or officers and authorities thereof to be designated for the purpose by the Ruler. 

Where by virtue of this provision, powers and duties have been conferred or imposed 

upon a Province or Federated State or officers or authorities thereof there shall be paid 

by the Federation to the Province or the State such sum as may be agreed, or, in default 

of agreement, such sum as may be determined by an arbitrator appointed by the Chief 

Justice of Pakistan in respect of any extra costs of administration incurred by the 
Province or the State in connection with the exercise of those powers and duties. 

96. Legislation in respect of any matter in the Provincial List in case of 

Proclamation of Emergency 

Provision should be made authorizing the Centre to legislate in respect of any matter 
in the Provincial List in case of Proclamation of Emergency. 

97.  Machinery for the Adjustment of Boundaries 

Provision should be made for the setting up of machinery for the adjustment of the 

boundaries of various Provinces. 

Explanation—Adjustment of boundaries does not mean the abolition of any of the 

existing Provinces. 

98. Obligation of Provinces and Federation and Control of Federation over 

Provinces in certain cases 

(1) The executive Power of every Province should be so exercised as to ensure 

compliance with the laws made by the Central Legislature and any existing laws which 
apply to that Province and the executive power of the Federation should extend to the 

giving of such directions to a Province as may appear to the Government of Pakistan to 
be necessary for that purpose. 

(2) The executive power of every Province should be so exercised as not to impede 

or prejudice the exercise of the executive power of the Federation and the executive 

power of the Federation should extend to the giving of such directions to a Province as 
may appear to the Government of Pakistan to be necessary for that purpose. 

(3) The executive power of the Federation should also extend to the giving of 

directions to a Province as to the construction and maintenance of means of 

communications declared in the directions to be of national or military importance; 

Provided that nothing in this sub-para, should be taken as restricting the power of the 

Central Legislature to declare highways or waterways to be national highways or 
national waterways or the power of the Federation with respect to the highways or 

waterways so 
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declared or the powers of the Federation to construct and maintain means of 
communication as part of its functions with respect to naval, military and air force 

works. 

(4) The executive power of the Federation shall extend to the giving of directions to 

a Province as to the measures to be taken for the protection of railways within the 

Province. 

(5) "Where, in carrying out any direction given to a Province under sub-para (3) as to 

the construction or maintenance of any means of communication or under sub-para (4) as 

to the measures to be taken for the protection of any railway, costs have been incurred in 

excess of those which would have been incurred in the discharge of the normal duties of 

the Province if such direction had not been given, there should be paid by the 

Government of Pakistan to the Province such sum as may be agreed, or in default of 

agreement, such sum as may be determined by an arbitrator appointed by the Chief 

Justice of Pakistan in respect of the extra costs so incurred by the Province. 

99.  Disputes regarding interpretation of Constitution 

A dispute with regard to the interpretation of the Constitution between the Provinces 

inter se or between the Centre and one or more of the Provinces should always be 
referred to the Federal Court for decision. 

100. Disputes in General 

All other disputes between the Centre and the Provinces or the Provinces inter se 

should be settled by a Tribunal to be set up by the Chief Justice of Pakistan at the request 
of any party. The report of the Tribunal should be submitted to the Chief Justice of 

Pakistan to see that the purpose for which the Tribunal was set up has been carried out. 
The report should then be sent to the Head of the State for implementation. 

101. Inter-Provincial Councils 

The Head of the State should have the authority to set up one or more Councils for 

dealing with matters of common interest between more than one Province or the 

Provinces and the Centre with the consent of the parties concerned. 

102. Borrowing by Government of Pakistan 

The Centre should be competent to borrow money on its own credit for a Province if 

it likes. 

103. Borrowing by Provinces 

So far as borrowing by a Province on its own credit through the agency of the Centre 

is concerned, no provision is necessary. 

 

PART VI 

SERVICES UNDER THE FEDERTION AND FROVINCES 

104. Protection of Services 

Protection against suits, etc., should be provided to the public servants on the 

following lines: 
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No Bill or amendment to abolish or restrict the protection afforded to certain servants 
of the State in Pakistan by section 197 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, or by 

sections 80-82 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1980, should be introduced or moved in 
the Central Legislature without the previous sanction of the Head of the State or in a 

Provincial Legislature without the previous sanction of the Head of the Province. 

Where a civil suit is instituted against a public officer, within the meaning of that 

expression as used in the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908, in respect of any act purporting 
to be done' by him in his official capacity, the whole or any part of the costs incurred by 

him and of any damages or costs ordered to be paid by him should, if the Head of the 
State so directs in the case of a person employed in connection with the affairs of the 

Federation, or if the Head of the Province so directs in the case of a person employed in 
connection with the affairs of a Province, be defrayed out of and charged on the revenues 

of the Federation or of the Province as the case may be. 

105. Public Service Commissions for the Federation and for the Provinces 

There should be a Public Service Commission at the Centre and a Public Service 

Commission in each of the Provinces provided that it may be permissible to set up a 

Joint Public Service Commission for two or more Provinces. 

106. Appointment of Chairman and Members of Public Service Commissions 

The appointment of the Chairman and the Members of the Public Service 

Commission at the Centre as well as in the Provinces should be made in accordance with 

the procedure which may be laid down for the appointment of the Judges of the High 

Courts. 

PART VII 

EXCLUDED AND PARTIALLY EXCLUDED AREAS 

 

107. Excluded and Partially Excluded Areas 

The expressions 'excluded area' and "Partially excluded area' mean respectively such 
areas as were excluded or partially excluded areas immediately before the establishment 

of the Federation, or such areas as may henceforth be declared by the Head of the State 
to be excluded or partially excluded areas. 

(1) The executive authority of a Province extends to excluded and partially excluded 

areas therein, but notwithstanding anything in the Constitution, no Act of the Central 

Legislature or of the Provincial Legislature should apply to an excluded area or a 

partially excluded area, unless the Head of the Province by public notification so directs, 

and the Head of the Province in giving such a direction with respect to any Act may 

direct that the Act should in its application to the area, or to any specified part thereof, 

have effect subject to such exceptions or modifications as he thinks fit. 

(2) The Head of the Province may make regulations for the peace and good 

government of any area in a Province which is for the lime being an excluded area, or a 
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partially excluded area, and any regulation so made may repeal or amend any Act of the 
Central Legislature or of the Provincial Legislature or any existing law, which is for the 

time being applicable to the area in question. Regulations made under this sub-para shall 
be submitted forthwith to the Head of the State, and until assented to by him, should 

have no effect. 

PART VIII 

EMERGENCY PROVISIONS 

108. Proclamation of Emergency 

In case the State is threatened on account of external aggression or internal 
disturbances an emergency may be declared. 

109. Power of the Head of the State to suspend Constitution in case of emergency or 

threat to the security of the State 

In case of emergency or of threat to the security of the State or failure of the 
Constitution, the Head of the State should have power to suspend the whole or part of the 

Constitution, if he thinks necessary. 

110. Power of the Head of the State to suspend Constitution or part of Constitution 

in case of failure of constitutional machinery in a Province. 

In case of a failure of the Constitution in a Province the Head of the State should 

have the power to suspend such part of the Constitution as may be necessary for the 

purpose of carrying on the administration, but such power should not extend to the 

suspension of the Federal Court or the High Court itself or the powers that are vested in 

the Federal Court and the High Court’s by the Constitution. 

111. Power of the Head of the State to take necessary steps in case of threat to the 

economic life of the country. 

The Head of the State should have power in all emergencies to take necessary steps 

in case the stability or the economic life of the country or any part thereof is threatened. 

112. Power of Supervision, Direction and Control in case of threat to Financial 

Stability. 

Authority should vest in the Head of the State to exercise the powers of supervision, 
direction and control with regard to matters that may be essential for the financial 

stability or the credit of the State or any part thereof. 

113. Exercise of certain Powers by the Centre 

The Centre should possess power to legislate in respect of any matter in the 
Provincial List in case of proclamation of an emergency. 

Provision should be made to empower the centre to issue directions to the Provinces 

with regard to certain important matters when an emergency arises. 
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The Head of the State should have the power to legislate subject to the ultimate 
control of the Central Legislature. 

In case it is not possible for the Legislature to sanction the Budget in time, a 

provision should be made authorizing the Head of the State to certify the expenditure. 

114. Laying of Proclamation of Emergency before the Central Legislature 

Provision should be made making it compulsory on the part of the Head of the State 

to lay the Proclamation of Emergency issued by him before the Central Legislature in 
case the Legislature is in existence and can meet. 

PART IX 

MISCELLANEOUS 

115. Titles and Decorations 

No titles should be granted by the State of Pakistan; no citizen of Pakistan should 

accept any title of any kind whatsoever from any King, Prince or Foreign State. This 

should not, however, bar the award by the Head of the State of decorations in recognition 

of service in its Defence services, Police and other similar organizations, or decorations 

for velour. 

116. Treaty-Making Powers 

All the treaties should be signed and ratified by the Head of the State. 

All treaties except of those categories which might specifically be excluded from the 

operation of this clause should be subject to ratification by the Central Legislature. The 

treaties excluded may be ratified by the Government. The Committee is of the view that 

certain treaties may be of such an important nature that they should go for ratification to 

each House of the Central Legislature sitting separately. In the case of a difference, the 

matter may be considered in a joint session of both the Houses. 

As a large number of treaties relating to day-to-day administration have to be 

excluded, the matter should be investigated by an Expert Sub-Committee of officer and a 

list of such categories of treaties should be prepared as soon as possible, and they should 

be included in a schedule to be attached to the Constitution Act. 

117. Power to receive Diplomats 

The Head of the State should have power to receive diplomats. 

118. Power to declare war 

The power to declare war should vest in the Head of the State. 

119. Jurisdiction of the Federation in relation to Territories outside Pakistan 

Suitable provision should be included in the Constitution for legislative executive 

and judicial jurisdiction of an extra-territorial nature. 
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120. Language of the State 

Urdu should be the national language of the State. 

121. Nomenclature 

Nomenclature should be in the national language with English translation in the 

English version of the Constitution. 

The Committee has appointed a special Committee consisting of Dr. Maulvi Abdul 

Haq, Dr. I. H. Qureshi and Dr. Mahmud Husain to suggest appropriate nomenclature. 

122. Oaths 

Wherever under the Constitution oath is required to be taken, the Muslims should 

lake it in the name of God and in the case of non-Mulsims it should be open to them 

either to take oath in the name of God or make an affirmation. 

123. Interpretation of the Constitution 

The interpretation of the Constitution should be left to the Judiciary. But while 

framing the details, care should be taken that the final interpretation by the highest Court 

in Pakistan is not unnecessarily delayed. 

 

PART X 

AMENDMENT OF THE CONSTITUTION 

124. Procedure for Amendment of the Constitution 

The Committee is of the view that the process of amending the Constitution should 

be made difficult. It is accordingly decided that the following procedure should be 

recommended. 

If a notice is received signed by not less than one-third of the Members of a House 
seeking permission for the circulation of their motion for amendment of the Constitution 

amongst the Provinces for opinion, it should be placed on the agenda of the House 

concerned and considered. In case it is passed by a majority, the matter should be 

referred to the other House for consideration for the same purpose. When permission is 

granted by the second House, the proposal should be circulated to the Provinces by the 

Chairman of the House in which it is initiated. The Chairman of the Legislature of every 

Province, by whom the proposal is received for consideration, should convey the 

decision of the respective Legislature to the Chairman who circulated the proposal. The 

decision in the Central as well as the Provincial Legislature should be taken by majority 

of votes. If a majority of the Provinces support the consideration of the motion, it should 

be placed on the agenda of the originating House for consideration. In case it is passed 

by the House with two-thirds majority of the Members present and voting, it should be 

referred to the other House for similar action. If the latter House also passes the proposal 

by a like majority, the amendment should be deemed to have been passed. 
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PART XI 

TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS 

 

125. Provision during the Transitional period 

(1) Special provision should be made to enable the administration of the country to 

be run. as far as possible, in accordance with the present Constitution from the time of 

passage of the new Constitution till its implementation. 

(2) Provision should be made to enable the existing administration to take all suitable 

steps towards the enforcement of the new Constitution. 

 

ANNEXURE III 

LIST I (Federal) 

1. All matters necessary for ensuring the defence of the State in peace and war. 

2. The raising, training, maintenance and control of naval, military and airforces 

and their employment for the defence of Pakistan and enforcement of the laws of 

Pakistan and its Provinces and any other force which may be needed for the protection 

of, and service on, the border. 

3. Preventive detention in the territory of Pakistan for reasons connected with 

defence, external affairs or the security of Pakistan, 

Persons subjected to preventive detention under the authority of the Federation. 

4. Defence industries and atomic energy. 

5. All work connected with services set up under Nos. 1 and 2 and Local Self- 

Government in Cantonment areas, powers and functions within such areas of 

Cantonment authorities, control of house accommodation in such areas and the 

delimitation of such areas. 

6. Foreign affairs, all matters which bring Pakistan into relation with any foreign 

country. 

7. Diplomatic, consular and trade representation. 

8. International organizations, participation in International conferences, 

associations and other bodies and implementing of decisions made thereat. 

9. War and peace and making of treaties and implementation thereof. 

10. Foreign and extra-territorial jurisdiction. 

11. Trade and commerce with foreign countries. 

12. Foreign loans. 

13. Citizenship, naturalization and aliens. 

14. Extradition. 
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15. Passport and visas. 

16. Piracies and offences against the law of Pakistan and offences against the law of 

nations committed on the high seas and in the air. 

17. Admission into, and emigration and expulsion from the territory of Pakistan. 

18. Pilgrimages to places beyond Pakistan. 

19. Pilgrimages by foreigners to places inside Pakistan. 

20. Inter-Provincial and port quarantine, seamen's and marine hospitals and hospitals 
connected with port quarantine. 

21. Import and export across customs frontiers as defined by the Government of 

Pakistan. 

22. Communications which shall include the control of railways, airways, shipping, 
navigation on sea and air, national highways declared to be such by Central Legislature 

by law, national ports declared to be such by or under the law made by Central 
Legislature, posts and telegraphs, telephones, wireless, broadcasting and television. 

Maritime shipping and navigation, including shipping and navigation on tidal waters; 

provision of education and training for the mercantile marine and civil aviation and 

regulation of such education and training provided by the Provinces and other agencies. 

22A. Airways, aircraft and air navigation; provision for aerodromes; regulation and 

organization of air traffic and of aerodromes; provision for aeronautical education and 

training and regulation of such education and training provided by Provinces and other 

agencies. 

Shipping and navigation 011 inland waterways, declared by Central Legislature by 

law to be national waterways, as regards mechanically-propelled vessels, and the rule of 
the road on such waterways; carriage of passengers and goods on such waterways. 

23. Ancient and historical monuments declared by law to be of national importance, 

archaeological sites and remains, libraries and museums not financed by the Provinces. 

24. Federal agencies and institutes for research, for professional or technical training 

or for the promotion of special studies. 

25. Federal surveys and Federal meteorological organizations. 

26. State Bank of Pakistan, banking, currency, foreign exchange, coinage, legal 

tender, cheques, bills of exchange, promissory notes, and other like instruments. 

27. Insurance. 

28. Company Laws. 

29. Copyrights, designs, patents, inventions, trade and merchandise marks. 

30. Development of industries, when development under Federal control is declared 

by Federal law to be expedient in the public interest. 
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31. Iron, steel, coal, petroleum and mineral and any other such commodities, the 
control of which is declared by Federal law to be of national interest. 

Regulation of mines and oil fields and mineral development to the extent to which 

such regulation and development under Federal control is declared by Federal law to be 

expedient in the public interest. 

32. Industrial disputes concerning the regulation of labor and safety in mines and 

oilfields. 

33. Regulation of Inter-provincial trade and commerce. 

34. Standards of weight and measure. 

35. Opium so far as regards cultivation and manufacture or sale for export. 

36. Constitution, organization, jurisdiction and powers of the Federal Court and fees. 

37. Census. 

38. Inquiries and statistics for the purpose of any matters in this List. 

39. Central Intelligence Bureau. 

40. Federal Public Service and Federal Public Service Commission. 

41. Election to Central Legislature and of the President and all other Federal 

elections. 

42. Fishing and fisheries beyond territorial waters. 

43. Salt. 

44. Provision for dealing with emergencies in any part of the territory. 

45. Offences against laws with respect to any of the matters in this list. 

46. Corporation, that is to say, the incorporation, regulation and winding up of 

trading corporations, including banking, insurance and financial corporation’s other than 
Universities, co-operative societies and municipal corporations. 

47. Inter-Provincial migration with Pakistan. 

48. Acquisition and requisitioning of land or property for the purposes of the 

Federation. 

49. Property of the Federation and the revenue there from, but as regards property 

situated in a Province subject always to legislation by the Province save in so far as 
Central Legislature by law otherwise provides. 

50. Public debt of the Federation; borrowing of money on the Federal credit. 

51. Zakat. 

52. Decoration and titles of honor. 
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53. Intoxicating liquors and narcotic drugs. 

54. Sanction of cinematograph films for exhibition. 

55. Arms, firearms, ammunitions and explosives. 

56. Post Office Saving Bank. 

57. Admiralty jurisdiction. 

58. Lighthouses, including lightships, beacons, and other provision for the safety of 

shipping and aircraft. 

59. Petroleum and other liquids and substances declared by Federal law to be 

dangerously inflammable, so far regards possession, storage and transport. 

60. The salaries of the Central Ministers and Deputy Ministers and of the Chairman 

and Deputy Chairman of the Central Legislature, the salaries, allowances, and privileges 
of the Members of the Central Legislature and the punishment of persons who refuse to 

give evidence or produce documents before Committees of the Legislature. 

61. The enforcement of attendance of persons for giving evidence or producing 

documents before Committees of Central Legislature. 

62. The development of waterways for purposes of flood control, irrigation 

navigation and hydro-electric power when such development is required for the benefit 

of more than one Province. 

63. Stock exchanges and future markets. 

64. Extension of the jurisdiction of a High Court having its principal seat in any 

Province to an area outside that Province and exclusion of the jurisdiction of any such 

High Court from any area outside that Province. 

65. Jurisdiction and powers of all Courts, other than the Supreme Court, with respect 
to any of the matters in this list. 

66. Extension of the powers and jurisdiction of members of a police force belonging 

to any Province to any other area in Pakistan, but not so as to enable the police of one 

Province to exercise powers and jurisdiction elsewhere without the consent of the 
Government of the area concerned. 

67. All other matters not enumerated in Lists II and III. 

 

LIST II (Provincial) 

1. Public order (but not including the use of armed forces in aid of civil power), 

administration of justice, constitution and organisation of all courts except Federal Court, 
and fees taken in preventive detention for reasons connected with maintenance of public 

order. 
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2. Prisons, Reformatories, Borstal institutions and other institutions of a like nature 
and persons detained therein, arrangements with other Provinces for the use of prisons 

and other institutions. 

Police. 

3. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts except the Federal Court with respect to any 

of the matters in this List, procedure in rent and revenue courts. 

4. Public debt of the Province. 

5. Provincial pensions, i.e., payable by a Province. 

6. Provincial Service and Provincial Public Service Commission. 

7. Works, lands and buildings vested in or in the possession of a Province. 

8. Acquisitioning and requisitioning of land or property for the purposes of 
Provinces or when so required for the Federation. 

9. Universities, libraries, museums and other similar institutions controlled or 

financed by the Provinces. 

10. Public health, sanitation, hospitals, registration of births and deaths. 

11. Burials and burial grounds. 

12. Election of Provincial Legislatures, salaries and allowances of Ministers, 

Chairmen, etc., the punishment of persons who refuse to give evidence or produce 

documents before Committees of Legislatures. 

13. Local Government, i.e., municipalities, improvement trusts, district boards, 

mining settlement authorities and other local authorities for the purpose of local self- 
government. 

14. Pilgrimages within the Province. 

15. Education. 

16. Communications, that is to say, roads, bridges, ferries and other means of 

communication not covered by List I, municipal tramways; ropeways; inland waterways 

and traffic thereon subject to the provisions of List III with regard to such waterways, 
ports subject to the provisions in List I with regard to national ports; vehicles other than 

mechanically-propelled vehicles. 

17. Water supplies, irrigation and canals, drainage and embankment, water storage. 

17A.Water power. 

18. Agriculture, including agricultural education and research, protection against 

pests and prevention of plant diseases; improvement of stock and prevention of animal 

diseases; veterinary training and practice; pounds and the prevention of cattle trespass. 
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19. Land, rights in or over land, land tenures, relations of landlords and tenants, 

collection of rent; transfer, alienation and devolution of agricultural land, land 

improvement and agricultural loans; colonization; courts of wards; encumbered and 

attached estates; treasure trove; jagirs and inams chargeable to Provincial revenues. 

20. Forests, protection of wild birds and animals. 

21. Gas and gas works. 

22. Regulation of mines and oilfields and mineral development subject to the 

provisions of List I. 

23. Fisheries. 

24. Control of inns and innkeepers, shops and saloons. 

25. Trade and commerce in the Province, fairs and markets. 

25A. Money-lending and money-lenders. 

26. Production, supply and distribution of goods, development of industries subject 
to List I. 

27. Adulteration of foodstuffs and other goods. 

28. Intoxicating liquors and narcotic drugs subject to List 1. 

29. Poor relief, unemployment, charities, charitable institutions, charitable and 
religious endowments. 

30. The incorporation, regulation and winding up of corporations specified in List I 

or Universities; unincorporated trading, literary, scientific, religious and other societies 

and associations excepting those of Muslims; co-operative societies. 

31. Betting and gambling. 

32. Theatres, dramatic performances and cinemas excluding sanction of 

cinematograph films for exhibition, 

33. Inquiries and statistics for the purpose of any of the matters in this List. 

34. Offences against laws with respect to any of the matters in this List. 

35. Walks and mosques. 

 

LIST III (concurrent) 

 

1. Criminal law, including all matters included in the Indian Penal Code at the date 

of the passing of this Act, but excluding offences against laws with respect to any of the 

matters specified in List I or List II and excluding the use of naval, military and air 

forces in aid of the civil power. 

2. Criminal procedure, including all matters included in the Code of Criminal 

Procedure at the date of the passing of this Act. 
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3. Removal of prisoners and accused persons from one Province to another. 

4. Civil procedure, including the law of limitation and all matters, included in the 

Code of Civil Procedure at the date of the passing of this Act; the recovery in a Province 
of claims in respect of taxes and other public demands, including arrears of land revenue 

and sums recoverable as such arising outside that Province. 

5. Evidence and oath; recognition of laws, public acts and records and judicial 

proceedings. 

6. Marriage and divorce; infants and minors; adoption. 

7. Wills, intestacy, and succession, save as regards agricultural lands. 

8. Transfer of property other than agricultural land; registration of deeds and 

documents. 

9. Trusts and trustees. 

10. Contracts, including partnership, agency, contracts of carriage and other special 
forms of contract but not including contract relating to agricultural land. 

11. Arbitration. 

12. Bankruptcy and insolvency; administrators-general and official trustees. 

13. Stamp duties other than duties or fees collected by means of judicial stamps, but 

not including rates of stamp duty. 

14. Actionable wrongs, save in so far as included in laws with respect to any of the 

matters specified in List I or List II. 

15. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts except the Federal Court with respect to any 
of the matters in this List. 

16. Legal, medical and other professions. 

17. Newspapers, books and printing presses. 

18. Lunacy and mental deficiency, including places for the reception or treatment of 

lunatics and mental deficient’s. 

19. Poison and dangerous drugs. 

20. Mechanically-propelled vehicles. 

21. Boilers. 

22. Prevention of cruelty to animals. 

23. Vagrancy, nomadic, criminal and migratory tribes. 

24. Factories. 

25. Welfare of labor; conditions of labor; provident funds; employer's liability and 
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workmen's compensation; health insurance, including invalidity pensions; old age 

pensions. 

26. Unemployment and social insurance. 

27. Trade unions; industrial and labor disputes. 

28. The prevention of the extension from one Province to another of infections or 
contagious diseases or posts affecting men, animals or plants. 

29. Electricity. 

30. Shipping and navigation on inland waterways as regards mechanically propelled 

vessels, and the rule of the road on such waterways, carriage of passengers and goods on 
inland waterways. 

31. The principles on which compensation is to be determined for property acquired 
or requisitioned for the purposes of the Federation or a Province. 

32. Inquiries and statistics for the purpose of any of the matters in this List. 

33. Fees in respect of any of the matters in this List. 

34. Interest. 

35. Higher technical education. 

36. Scientific and industrial research. 

37. Muslim religious societies excluding mosques and wakfs. 

 

 

 

 

_________________ 
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MOTION RE: POSTPONEMENT OF CONSIDERATION OF INTERIM 

REPORT OF THE BASIC PRINCIPLES COMMITTEE 

The Hon'ble Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan (East Bengal: Muslim): Sir, I beg to move: 

"That with a view to give full opportunity to those who may be interested in offering 

suggestions regarding the basic principles of the constitution, the Constituent 

Assembly resolves not to take consideration during this session the Interim 

Report of the Basic Principles Committee, in order to enable the Committee to 

consider any concrete and definite proposals that are in conformity with the 

Objectives Resolution, which may be received by the office of the Constituent 

Assembly by the 31st of January, 1951, and to make such further 

recommendations as may be found necessary." 

Mr. President, Sir, since the presentation of the Report of the Basic Principles 

Committee to this House and its publication, a large number of comments have been 
appeared in the press as well as from platform. These comments can be ‘classed into 

three categories. Some of them arc based on ignorance and inadequate appreciation of 

the recommendations contained in the Report. Some are deliberately intended to mislead 

people and create confusion. Some have been made with a genuine desire to see our 

constitution based on the principles laid down in the Objectives Resolution. Sir, when 

this House adopted the Objectives Resolution, I have no hesitation in stating that it did 

so without any mental reservations. It has been our earnest desire throughout to frame 

our future constitution in conformity with the principles that are laid down in the 

Objectives Resolution  

...Mr. President, it is stated in the motion that this postponement is desired for the 
purpose of enabling the Basic Principles Committee to examine and consider any 

concrete and definite suggestions that may be sent by the people with regard to the basic 

principles of the constitution. I am fully aware of the fact that it means some delay, but 

there is no other alternative, if we are anxious and desirous to do our best in this 

direction. 

Sir, a number of people while offering criticism on the Report have just stated that it 
is not in accordance with the Objectives Resolution and that there are a number of 

principles that should have been embodied in the Report. It is an invitation and an 
opportunity to those people to make concrete and definite suggestions with regard to the 

report as to which of its provisions are not in conformity with the Objectives Resolution 
and what are the reasons for their saying so. In the same manner, it is to ask people to tell 

us what other principles are there, which are in conformity with the Objectives 

Resolution, which have been left out and which can be and should be embodied in the 
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Principles which are laying down for the framing of our future constitution. I do hope 
that those who are genuinely and honestly interested in framing the kind of constitution 

we all desire will take the fullest opportunity that is being afforded to them. It is not in 
the nature of a challenge that I have moved this motion; it is with the desire for seeking 

co-operation from all those who have a genuine desire that we should have a constitution 

which is the best  

Mr. Shahoodul Haquc (East Bengal: Muslim): Mr. President, Sir, I rise to lend my 
wholehearted support to this motion and to heartily felicitate Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan for 

the wisdom and sagacity he has displayed by initiating this opportune motion which I am 
sure will be welcomed and warmly appreciated by all sections of the people not only in 

this House but also outside, bearing possibly those who wanted to create disaffection and 
fish in troubled waters and were dreaming of getting into power, taking advantage of the 

widespread storm of discontent that raged all over Pakistan in its western as well as in its 
eastern wing over the widely resented Interim Report of the Basic Principles Committee. 

While this motion recognizes the fact that this House does not like to pose as the only 

repository of juristically wisdom on knowledge, nor its members of the Basic Principles 

Committee as the infallible constitutionalists, it offers a real opportunity to all those 

people-bona fide jurists, constitutionalists and well-versed Ulema-to offer concrete and 

definite proposals in connection with the basic principles keeping view the letter as well 

as the spirit of the Objectives Resolution that was adopted by this House. Let us hope 

they will all make good use of this opportunity. 

*  *  *  *  *  * 

Mr. Nur Ahined (East Bengal: Muslim): Sir, I rise to extend my hearty 

congratulations to the leader of the House for bringing in this motion. The great leader of 

Pakistan, whom I call a man of destiny, has once more proved himself a true and great 

leader of humanity. 

Unfortunately, with the Publication of the Interim Report of the Basic Principles 

Committee, there has been a great agitation and very hostile comments even against the 

Leader of Pakistan. Sir, in some quarters these principles enunciated in the Report, have 

been ascribed as most undemocratic, un-Islamic and most reactionary. It has been said 

that the principle disclose a picture of a constitution whereby dictatorship will be 

established in Pakistan. Sir, it has been said in some quarters that if these principles are 

implemented, there will be no democracy and no Islamic constitution in Pakistan. It has 

also been said that Provincial autonomy will disappear-there will be a Unitary Central 

Government in Pakistan. 

Sir, in East Bengal there is a growing belief-I must say that it is wrong impression- 

that there are principles in the Report which, if adopted, will reduce the majority of East 

Bengal into a minority and it will turn East Bengal into a colony of Pakistan. 

Sir, I must say, most of these criticisms are based on wrong impression and 
uninformed information of those who have not seriously studied the principles and have 

not applied their mind to them. They have only read the newspaper reports and 
comments 
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and unfortunately some newspapers have made comments which are not borne out by the 
Report. These comments have been made with some ulterior motives to create 

disintegration in Pakistan. Sir, from what I know of East Pakistan, I find that almost all 
of them have been told that the Provincial autonomy was to be abolished and that they 

will be made a colony of Pakistan. I have tried to wash off that feeling from the minds of 

the people of East Pakistan and have told them that there is no such intention of the 

Constituent Assembly and not this was the intention of the members of the Basic 

Principles Committee. Their intention was to draw up a constitution for Pakistan which 

will be Islamic and wherein everybody irrespective of caste, creed and race will be a free 

citizen. The centre will be only a guiding factor; Centre will regulate if necessary in case 

of emergency, but will, in no case and at no time, act against the best interest of the 

country. 

Sir, the constitution when framed will be the best constitution in the world. Sir, by 
the motion that the Honorable the Leader of the House has moved, the agitation that is 

going on will disappear. I think the motion is a welcome measure and it will silence 

those critics who are now agitating or saying things to misguide the People of Pakistan. 

Sir, by this motion they are being asked to give their suggestions and if they fail, they 

will not be able to blame us. Sir, I support very strongly the motion under consideration. 

Sayed Abul Basher Mahmud Husain: (East Bengal: Muslim): Sir, I feel I am 
voicing the feeling of the whole House when I heartily welcome this motion and I am 

confident that the people of Pakistan would not only welcome it but congratulate the 
Honorable Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan for his gesture in respecting their views. 

Sayed Abul Basher Mahmud Husain: (East Bengal: Muslim): Sir, I feel I am 

voicing the feeling of the whole House when I heartily welcome this motion and I am 

confident that the people of Pakistan would not only welcome it but congratulate the 

Honorable Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan for his gesture in respecting their views. 

In a state like Pakistan whose fundamental basis is on Islam, the views of the people 

must deserve consideration even when the people have entrusted their works to be done 

by their representatives. It is such a healthy move that the disaffection that was sought to 

be created by interested parties likely to be quelled through it and this certainly a 

democratic stand. It appears some stalwarts who consider themselves as the mouthpiece 

of at least four and half crores of Pakistanis gave out that there would have been no 

agitation in whatever form the basic principles of the constitution are adopted. 

I am afraid, if the problems of Pakistan are not approached on the basis of 

population, no solution can be arrived at for the good of the people……………  it 

may be good for a section only but that would be disastrous. 

When an opportunity is given for offering suggestions regarding the basic principles 
of the constitution. I would request those who are interested in offering suggestions 

should come forward and put forth constructive suggestions in no time…….. 
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*���� +���� G6 ���� @3�� �e6� ��!  @�d+�f� �����, "������ I��> E���-7��� M���M���, ���� 
��d�� *$����� E�� ����� �:��6, 3@�3 IG ����%��� _��6-�����D� +�$6। I����� ��#� 4H� ���� 
*�� *"K�3 ��!�� ������� �3। ��!g��� *��'�&, ��N�� �+��� *���� ��& E3 _��6-�����D 
���� @��� @3>� ��d���M। I��� I��> ��� ��X��>� ����%��� G6 ��d>��M���- G�� ��3�, ��N� 
��3�; ��Z ��!�� ������ ��$ ������� ��6��& I����� �:'� �����D� *�3 I��> M�3 ��d>��M।    

h��� ����h��� ����h��� ����h��� ���� 

I��� �������G� *� ��� *��� ��G ���>�, "i_�� j�� $�� ����>�, ������ "���3>�, ����� 
"���3>� �� ��k� ��F�� ���h� ���>� ��-�G�� �@���� G����� �G! ���- I��� *�3 ������G I�� 
���>��M��� *� ����%�� I��� G��-����&� 4���D �G��� ��3�, ��3� "������ #��>Y E�� ��N�। 
��Z ��%� G��� I����� I�� �G��� ������M, ����� ���d���M। ��N�� �6�#� �3। *����� 7 
M�X��3�>� ��+��'�� I����� �P���। ��" I����$�� *��'& ���>�3 ���K��> ��� ����� ��@�d 
G��3���M।    

��6��\ ������6��\ ������6��\ ������6��\ ���� 

I��� ��6��\ ������G 
l *���>��M���- ����%�� I��� "����� ��3�, �6���-���&G6 ������� 
�����$ ��3�, $:@ ��3�, ��3� 4H� ��m:�� 7 4H��� G��-����� ��। ��Z ��%���� �n�� I1��� 
*� 
l I����� +��f>� �$>��M �+���� ��d�> I��� GG!���, �@��� ���#��� �+�� I����� E� 
����� ���6�। �S��� IG I��� )/ ��N� *��� *���� E� ��F� +���� G6 E��� *���� �&!� 
�����M, Io@�6� ��!6  ������M।    

*��@��G� ���� 

I���, *��@��G� �������, ����%��� G6 I����� ��!
 @���3>��M। ��Z IG ����%�� I����� 
*�� +��'6p �3। ����� I����$�� *��� *�q��� �@��+��� E�� �����  ��$�G� ���rp ��@��6 
������M। ��Z I����� ���!��� 7 ��G!��-����� *�� 4�s����$6 �6�#�3 ��@��� ��� �3। 
��t@��� @3>� ����%�� I��>� I����$�� *���� @3>�, $:@@��� @3>�, �H@��� @3�� @3���M, E��� 
Io@�6� ��!6 7 ����� @3���M।    

��� ������ ������ ������ ���----���G���G���G���G 

I��� ��� ���-���G I�� ���>��M��� *� ����%��� ����� I3 ���>� I����$�� �����G� 
��6�"�� @3�� ���D ����, ��N�� ����' �6�#� ����� E�� ���� G���� ����N�� ��Q�'� ��@� 
��� ��!��� 7 ������। ��Z IG7 I��� �$:@��� E�� ��N� 7 �+6��� ����6�� ��� @3��7 
��c��। I��� $+�� �[�� ��@� �N6 ������M *�, ����%� @7>�� �� I� �M� ���� @3�� "���, 
*���� ��_ �������G� ���!� E3 ���-�����D� ����� E�G7 ������-��d�� ���� �। �S��� 
����� *��> ���G 7 ���Q�H�� *��> ���G, 3�j m��, �������� E���� M��� ����, G$H�� 
����G *��>��� ��6>�� �6�#� ����>� ��>� ��� ��N�� ��Q�� ����� E� ����� ��+�� "���3���M। 
��" I����>�� 6�> ������ ���u� ).;/ �� �g����  ���6������ ������ ��N�� ���! @7>�> 
).;v ����� *��' E���� *���� *G��> ����� 2/ G�� ��N��� ��� @3>� ��>। m����� *G��> 
).;v-E� ��w����w (<,000 *��> ������ ���6���> ��d�� I��। E3 k�� ���+H    
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��� *��� I����� *����� �� ��N���N�� 4H� @3>� *���� 7 ����G� 4H��� ���G Io��>�$ 
������M, �� I�����, ����%��� ��� ����G� +��$6 G������M ���N�, �x�� 7 �����G� ���Y।    

��!g��� ������!g��� ������!g��� ������!g��� ���� 

���!�f ��� ����%��� ��!���� *�Q�y @3���M �:�'। ����%��� ����� .( G �������3 
�:'�। *� ��� ��@��� $�d <0 ���� ��� ��z> ����� ��@� IG )( ����>, *� ������ $�d 2/ ���� ��� 
��z> ���� ��@� IG )0 ���� ��� ��z> ����� ���6 @3���M। �S��� ������� 4�� ��� ��& )0 
����। /0 I� {| ���!6 @7>�> ������ ��z>3 @> �। E+��� ����%��� ���������� $� I�>� �� 
+�'&+��� �}��"� @3���M, �6���� ~��J �6�@���� ��6��� ��@���$�� �������6 z> ����� 
@3���M। ��$� �> �M�� ��6���6 ���� ��"����6� (Index number) @3�� E3 ��6 �@�G3 G�� ��>।    

).<. �� ���6� $d�d�� ���6 �M� )00    

    

).;L �� ���6� $d�d�� ���6 �M� <2;     ����%� ���!����� ��\    

).;. ��� ���6� $d�d�� ���6 �M� ();    ��!���� �\:�� @3��    

    

IG E����� ���, ������, ������� ��� �� ���>� �:'��� I> +>��+��� ��� ��7>�> 7 
������� ��6 �6�@��! ���6� ���6 �:�� ��7>�� r�� ����%��� �������$& IG ��� ��!g��� 
������ �P���।    

��N� 7 ��m:����N� 7 ��m:����N� 7 ��m:����N� 7 ��m:�� 

I��� ����%��� ������G I�� ���>��M��� *� ����%� ����n� @�� ����� ��% *��� 
��x��P� ��N�� �"� ���>� �:��� I���� ����N� 7 �x�� ��� ����� ��Z ��� �����\! IG7 
*��� ���N��� @�� ����� )) G। ��3���� m�� ��d�3��� �����\! ����� ����� ;0 @3�� /0 +�$ 
m��- E� ��� "i_�� *G��> L;;��, ������ ;00��- 4F�3>� ��>� ��N��6�#�� �����" ������M। 
����� IG ��N� ���� /.v +�$ �6> ���5 ���>� ��� ���� *���� �W��� ����� 2( +�$ �6> 
������M।    

�S��� ����� ����%��� ���+H ������ ���:+�'�� ������ 4��N� ���>� I����� ���m:��� 
�_$��� �� Q� ���� *"K� ������M। ����'� �6�� ��u+�'� �@���� ����%��� ����� v( G�� 
���:+�'� ����� +�'�� ������ 4��N� ���>� 4S! "���3���M E�� I��� @��r ����� ����� 4�� 
����V��� ����!6 ���&� ���� G6 �G� ���!� ��"> ������M। I��� ����� ��� 4��! 7 ����� 
E��� ��u+�'� @3�� ����%� S��!� @3��  �। E�� I��� I�7 ����� ��� *� I��� @��r ����� 
����� �6�#��� I����� 4�� "���3>� ���� I��� *���� ���� ���G �"����� G6 �x�� 7 ���N�� 
�e��� j���>� ��3�; I����� ����� 7 I�6��o� 4H�� �� Q� @3��।    


�#6
�#6
�#6
�#6 

I��� *����� ��3���M *� �\!�� ����� *���� �������G� 
��#6�H��� G6 *�� �6�#�3 
���, ��� �3, �������G� G6 �6�>��$��, ���, 
�#6 7 ��N�� ���� ���� ��" � ���>� ��������, 
����� 7 ����� ���& ����� ��! �6> ������M। �����6 7 *+G�� ���6 ��3>� E�� ��F��    
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���h��� �Q ����%��� �����D IG ~��@� ��� ��>� @���, �����:��6 I���� +�$6। I����� 
$d�d�� I>� IG7 (v �M�। ��!�p I��� ���&� *�q� ��+ ���� �����!3 �:��6�� ���।    

������� ��+��'��������� ��+��'��������� ��+��'��������� ��+��'�� 

I��� ������G I�� ���>��M��� �����&! $&����� ������। ��Z IG ��3 I��� ��G��� 
*�� ���� �� ����G� 4H��� G6 *�� I�J�� �� ��$F� ����� @3, ��3 ����� I����� 4�� 
�� ��� ��>�$ ���। ���@���� +�'� I�J��, ����%� ������� ��!1�, ���@�� ���� h����� 
��!1�, ���"� j����>� ����� r6����� h��� ��!1�, ?��� ������6���>� ���� *���+�$� ��!"������ 
���!� M����� ��!1�, *��j��� M����� ��!1� �+:�� 6��6 $&����� I�J���� 4�� ������ �� 
���� ��� ���1�� I��� ���!����� ��� ����%��� ������G IG7 +��� �3। *��j��� M����� 7 
j�D����� ����� ��� ������� ���> ���+�� I��� �N6 ���>��M ‘‘+���’’ "���! *h&�� �P!"������ 
�����%� �6����7 $+�� *N��+� ��@� I��� �N6 ���>��M।    

������� �� ���� *���� ��d>� IG ����%��� 
����� 7 $&������ �� �� ����-����� 
����$��� I��। ������ �� ���� �Q 
���+��� �+�-����� ���� �� ��$F $d�� ������ 
I����� �3। �n�� ������ �� ���� r�� I����� �6�D
����� IG ����!6%। ��3 IG I����� 
����%��� �������G� G��� �����G� ��!g���, I�6��o� 7 ~��@� E3 "�����!� ���� ���>� 
I�����M। I����� ����G� ��!����� ������ ��X�G� ����6 IG7 ��6�@�। I����� _��6 ��!����� 
G������ ���� �$��� IG7 �N�। I����� *���� ��V �3, $&����� ������ �3। *������ S��@ 
G���> I��� GG!��� 7 I����� *�@ � 
�#6 IG @���। ��!�� ������� ���3 I����� *���� 
�����D� E3 �@� ������ ���&।    

��� ���� 7 I������ ���� 7 I������ ���� 7 I������ ���� 7 I��� 

4��Z I��� $+�� 4�]�$� ��@� �N6 ������M *� ��R�G6���� ���� Ed�3��� G6 ��R�G6���� 
��D���@ S�>��6��� I� E� �@���� ����3�� ��"K। �n�� ����� I1��� *����>� IG ��U%। 
����z>���� ��R�G6���� ��D��� ���� E��>��� E�� S�>��6��� E3 ����� I� Md�3>� ���� "�>। 
��@��� S�>��� _�� ����� "�>। I��� $+�� I��}� ��@� �N6 ������M *�, I����� ����z>���� 
��D���@7 I����� *���� E3 ���� Gd�3�� "��@���M। I����� �������G� *������ 7 S5!��� �����$ 
�3>� ����z>���� ��D�� I����$�� ��R�G6���� ����� *����� @3��� G6 ~�6��� "������ *��+ 
*���3���M।    

I��� ���!�f ��� ����%��� ������G ��G��� *���� 
������ G6 ���!���� �6�$ 
���� 
����� E�� ����N�� *
b�> ��& ���� �t�। ��Z I��� �:���T *1�'&� ������M *� ��R�G6���� ���� 
I��� ��7 ������ *����� @3� �। I��� G�� ����� I�'�f� r�, *�3 /0 ��� �� �� @3��7 
+>��@ �� � *� �� �� I��� I����� </ �N ��-+�3-*���� @���3>��M। I��� G�� ����� ��! 
I����� m��-����G I��� ��������� I%��, I��� G��, ����� ��! /0 ��� �� I����� �� �� 
���� 3[�@��, I��� G��, E��� ��� I�� @3�� ��� 7 *����� I1��� I����� m��, ���G, 
������, ���G�, ��J� U�� @3��। ����� E3 ���� �W��! I��� ���� ���G ��"� @3>��M। I��� 
����%��� ������G "�3 
�����; ��� , ��� 7 4H� G��।    

    

������ Io�N������� Io�N������� Io�N������� Io�N�    ��!��!��!��! 

��" G���> G���� E3 ����> ����+�� ���6� 7 ���� �,�e *�� ���� �� ������3 ����� 
Io�N�� E����� ������ ��! ����� ���>� ����। ��M��� I�$ ��!  �M� ��{���u� *��@�3। ��Z    
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*�3 *��@�3 E� 
k� IG G������&� ���M 4�1���� @3>��M। ��3 IG ‘‘��{ ���u�’’ ��� I��� 
{��� ��3 �। IG I��� �� ���� ���� ��@��� I7d�3���M। I��� *���� *�� ���6�� 
��������� *$��3 I����$�� I�6� *�7>� @>- ‘‘���u� �� �� ��u���@�’’। *�� ���� ���6�� ����� 
@3�� ���, 1�����M *�, E3k� �� �����3 �� G7>�� 
k� ����� @3�� ��� @> ‘‘3����� 
���>��� ���� ��� 3@� ����� @3�� *� ����& *��� @3���M’’। (E3��� E��� �� ����� 3�b� ���� 
3����� ���>� ����>� E3 �� ��u�>��� ��!�6 *� +��� �P!"��� ��@���� N���� ��� G��3�� ��� 
��@���� N��� ���3��� *"K� � ���>� N��� ��d�3��� *"K� �����?) ����%��� $F���� �6����� 
E����� ������ ������ @3�� I��� ��k� G7>��3 ��3>��M। �S��� ��u+�'� �W��! �����1��� 
��G�4�5 ���>�� IG��� *��@�3 ��>� Io�N�� *"K� ����� M��d �3।    

3������ ��� IG I� �p�� ���p I����� *���� G�����&��, ��� +�7�� ��>� "��>��M। 
��Z ��@���� ��Gg��� ��G�P!, ��@���� ‘‘*��_���’’ ��@���� ~��J G��� 3������ ���� 
*��$����$ ������ ��@� �� ��3 I����� *������� ��� ������ @3>� ��d���M। 3������ ��� 
G������&� *� +������ I�M ��@� I����� *���� G��, ��3 ��@��� �6�D$� 7 ��$� 
��!����� 
G63 ������� 3������ ���� I7d�3���M, ��!�p ‘‘3����’’, ‘‘��u���@�’’, ‘‘���u� �z’’ �+:�� ���� 
����� *� *�� I�J���� ���� Io�N�� ��!k�� E�� $&������ "��� *�7>�� ��k�� �6�@�� ���>� 
����। I��� ����%��� ������G �K +�'�> *$�'&� ����� "�3 *� I����� ��D� �����> ����%� 
��G!� @3>��M, Io��!
 *����� ��$�d,� ]��� >। ����%��� *� ��f 
l I��� *���>��M��� 
*����� ���!6���� ��@��� ������p ���>� ��>��M। *� 
l�� ��%�� k���>� ������ ���>Y I����� 
������G��3 �3�� @3��।    

I��� 3��@���� ���� @3�� 3@�7 �N6 ���>��M *� *���� ������G ��� *���� G�����& *�� 
�� *���� 
������ ��Q�� 'd��� ��9 @> �3। ��� ���K��� ����z>���� ���������� *����� E� 
��� ��@������ @��� *���� ����>� ��>��M�। ��$� �@����� I��� *���>��M � ����> *���3 *���� 

������� r6�������� @��� ����>� ��>��M। ������� *���� ������G ��� *���� G�����& *���� 

����� �N�� G6 ��_�� ���>� IG��� ���n� ���>��M। ����, ����6, ��4���>�� ��_��� ������G 
E3 ����3 ���& ����।    

    

I����� *1�'&� 7 ����I����� *1�'&� 7 ����I����� *1�'&� 7 ����I����� *1�'&� 7 ���� 

I��� ��3 *1�'&� ������M *�    

)। I��� ��� "�3 �। S�>�� ������G IG ����� ��Q�� �:����x� *1�'&� ������M। ��@���� 
��f �T ����3>� I��� *1�'&� ������M *�, I��� ��R�G6������� ���-��"K� �6�! ����। 
��R�G6������� ����� ������ *����� @3� �। I��� ���� ������M *� I����� ����� ���������� 
��Q�� ��Xd��।    

E ���7 I��� *1�'&� ����� "�3- E�� �� @3���M Iz��&� ��, ���'�� �6���+��� ���� 
���� ��। ��3 I��� ���� ������M E�� ���� ������! �g�� *1�'&� ��� @4� E�� E3 ��'��x� 
���!��� ���� G6 ����� ��F�� I G!��� �>�& ���n� ��� *@��।    

*� ����� ��� *�� *���� ��Q�� E�� �� �6�@�� �����, *�3 ����� ���G���� �z�� 
�����, I��� ��@��� ��� ������ ������ �� ����।    
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IG I��� 3@�7 �N6 ������M *� S�>�� �����>� ��u E��>�, I����� ���+H *���� *���� 
*���� ���'�� ���Y �:���� I�� ���>� ����>��M E�� �������� *������ IG���>� I�J�� +�� 
��R�G6���� ���6�� �������� @3>� � �� *��� ��D� *��� �@�3>� �����M। I��� E3 ��R�G6���� 
Iz�& 7 :������ ��Q�� �:� I7>�G ������ "�3 E�� IG��� ��_��� ���D I����� *���� *���� 
+�3-*����� ��+J 7 ���T ���! G��3।    

(। I��� "�3 ����%� �:��� ��7�>�� �6�$ �Q� E�� ����%�� 
��� $&����� �G��� 
���>� @4�, ��@��� ���6��� +�'�+�'� ���� ��&! Io�>��&� ������ *+�$ �����; ���6��� 
4�G��� ��3�� �:�K� 
����� 7 #��> 
�>\���; G���-�P! ���!���' ���6��� �$��� *+�$ ����� 
��� �$��� ������ E�� I��� @�r@� ����� @3�� ��u+�'�।    

<। I��� "�3 *������ ���� E�� G���-�P! ���!���' ���6� ����-������ "����� 7 �p+��� 
G�����G!�� ��>��, *������� G6 ������ +���।    

;। I��� "�3 ��9�>m��� ���!G� *+�������� 7 ��D ��!�"।    

/। I��� "�3 *���� ��N�� ������&, ��N�� 4H�� ��� ���� �6> ���3>� ��N�� G6 ���!� @��� 
�6> ���5, ���6������ �g���� ������ ��N�, ��>�G ������ *��>��� G6 ��N�� ����' �6�#� 7 
��9�>m ����N� �������G� G6 ��N�� ����' �6�#�, m��-����G� 4H��, M��-M������ I���#� 
�:�� 7 M��-*�� ���।    

v। I��� "�3 �������G� ~��� 7 ���m:��� 4H��� G6 �@�� 7 _��� ����� �\:!� �"�� 
������& ��F�$��, ��� 7 *�������� �6�#� E�� ��!��� *� ��% ��F�$�� 7 ��� I�M *�3����� 
������ ��@��6, *��>��� G6 ��F�$�� 7 ����� �6�#�।    

2। I��� "�3 G������&� 
��#6� 4H��� G6 ����� �\:!� �+�� ������& �6> ���5- �@�� 7 
_��� �"�� �"��p���> 7 �6�>��$�� #��।    

L। I��� "�3 ��� *������ G������, G�>$������ ���� 4�b� 7 �:'��� @��� G��।    

.। I��� "�3 h����� G������&� 4����$� �G���, ~��� L 1�� �@���� �9��@ ;; 1�� ���G� 
��> ��!��&। h��� ������� G6 *�������, ��F�$�� 7 ����� �6�#�।    

)0। I��� "�3 ��% ������ ���� ���G>�9��&, �d �d ��V���� G���>��&।    

))। I��� "�3 �������G� G6 ������ ��N� �6�#� 7 �� �@ ������ ������।    

)(। I��� "�3 ��% ���Y���� I3�� ��6�@��, ��� ��"��� I�� ����� ��� ��", ��% 
��Gg��� �J���� ���D, ����G� ���6��� *h&��- h�����, �:'���, ��6���\�, M�����, *��>���, 
"�������� �G �G ��$F $d��, �+������ ���� 7 �� ������ ��&! 7 ���� ������। ���6��� ���� 
�G ������>� ��G 7 �� ���� ������ ~�� ������।    
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)<। I��� "�3 *���� ���6��� �G �G ��! ��� ���� ��&! ������, ���6��1� � ���>� ��! 7 
�6�6 ������ �N�� �����&! �6�#�।    

);। I��� "�3 ��� ���� ��������� 7 �� ���>���� ����।    

4����D ���� ��-��-��!-���!���' ����%��� ���6��� ����-������ ����। 4����D *�q��� 
������� ���>� ����� ������ *���� ��% �������G� �����G�, ��Gg���, ���m:��� 7 I�6��o� 
4H��� ��>�� @3�� E�� ���!����� ��� ���� ����%� ��, G�, ���V, ��N�> ��:� @3>� 4�F��।    

    

��6 7 ���x�� �:��� ��>�G��6 7 ���x�� �:��� ��>�G��6 7 ���x�� �:��� ��>�G��6 7 ���x�� �:��� ��>�G 

I��� G�� *�, *���� �������G� ��� ��% ����G� 4H��� G6 ��� ��>�G- ��Gg���, 
�����G�, ��!g��� 7 ������ �6�#�� I��� ����\! ��� 7 *�q��� ��$!F। *�3 �@� 4�5�6 
����� G6 4����D �P!��"�� �+�\�� ��-��-��!-���!���' ����%��� ��_ ������G ������$ 
*��$�� ���>� ����%��� ��!� ��D���� ��� I�J�� $�d>� ����।    

I��� G�� *�, I����� �� �@G >। �¡ ����, ���>�� 
���!� �N"N� 7 ��6�"�� I����� E3 
G>����� ��� ��¢ �:�K ����� ��Z *���� ������G ������& ��D� �������। �@� I���! �����&� 7 
��6�� �����D ����6 ��� ����� ����। ��� G6 "�3 �������G� ��6 7 ���x�� �:���।    

S�>�� �����D 7 I���S�>�� �����D 7 I���S�>�� �����D 7 I���S�>�� �����D 7 I��� 

S�>�� *��� *��� IG �����D� �����> �+�6£� 1��>��M। *��@ ���� ��D 7 �� �:����x� 
�3>� ��@��� IG I$�3>� "��>��M 
�����, ���  7 $&���� G6, `������������ 7 ��R�G6����� 
��Q��। I�� I��� ����%��� ������G ��-��-��!-���!���' ��@���� ���� ��X�� ��X� ����3>� 
�_�� @3। I����� G���� ��!��� 4H�� 7 ����%��� 
���, ���� 7 ��:����� ���� G6 I��� "�3 

�����, ���  7 $&��। I��� "�3 S�>��6��� ��R�G6���� *��'�&� ����।    

 

����%��� �����D �GJ����।����%��� �����D �GJ����।����%��� �����D �GJ����।����%��� �����D �GJ����। 

����%��� �����D ��6�� @4।����%��� �����D ��6�� @4।����%��� �����D ��6�� @4।����%��� �����D ��6�� @4। 

����� ��� I�J�� ��1!G��� @4�।����� ��� I�J�� ��1!G��� @4�।����� ��� I�J�� ��1!G��� @4�।����� ��� I�J�� ��1!G��� @4�। 

����%� �GJ��������%� �GJ��������%� �GJ��������%� �GJ���� 
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�������    ���    �����    

����� +�'�� ���+H ������& ��"K�� 
E��� ��� 7 ��� ����z>�    

7 ��@�� (��9��@�) ��"!, )./)    

    

�W����>� 

$&$&$&$&----��¤�� ��������¤�� ��������¤�� ��������¤�� ������**** 

I� ��M� @4� � @4� S!��� �� ��+��$� �j,I3,�G G�� I��� @����p ���@��� ��6��& ���!-
����%�� +�'�, @�r E�� ����� ��m�� ��� �� $���� �_�� @3���M। ‘4h�’ G������� ��3 E3 
��m���� ���� ~$��� ����� ���! ����%��� ���@�6 7 ��m:��� �6��� *N��� 4�� ��>� ��@>� "��>��M। 
‘4h��p ������3 � �� ‘‘$&-��¤�� �����’’ #���� @3>��M। +�'�, @�r E�� ����� ��m�� *�' 
@3>� ��7>�� �� G�� I��� @����p ���@� E� ‘‘$&-��¤��’’ �3>� ����>� 4�F>��M। E3 ����� 
@3�� ��� ������� E���@�� G��� ���>��M। 

 

 

USREE, Ramna 

DACCA 

 

To 

The Manager, 

Presidency Printing Works 

Dacca. 

 

Dear Sir, 

Kindly send 3 or 4 intelligent Compositors of yours to attend the evening classes at 

the headquarters of Council of Mass Education at 7-17 P.M. to get lessons from us 

regarding the use of the reformed Bengali Script. It is expected that if they attend these 

classes for only 3 days, the compositors will be able to compose correctly any matter in 

old Bengali by themselves. 

 

This is very necessary as your press is on the way and work of the fortnightly, Kajer 

Katha, will start straightary-(?) 

 

Yours faithfully, 

Sd. ABUL HASANAT 

Joint Secretary. 

Council of Mass Education. 
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Copy forwarded to the Editor. Nao Bahar. with reference to your request in our 
request in our Memo, dated 7-3-51 and to the resolutions of the meetings requesting 

them to print at least some matter regularly in their papers or journals. It is requested that 
they should also send their compositors for lessons like-wise so that some columns of 

their papers or journals may be composed in reformed script. 

Sd. ABUL HASANAT 

Joint Secretary. 

Council of Mass Education. 

 

�6 I� E��� E���@��� ��� ������M �6 I� E��� E���@��� ��� ������M �6 I� E��� E���@��� ��� ������M �6 I� E��� E���@��� ��� ������M :::: 
 

15-3-1951. 

 

Dear Sir. 

I'm quoting here-under copy of a report on two meetings of leading intellectuals and 

public men and Resolutions passed by them. I would request the favor of your lending  

support to the noble cause in all ways possible Your Co-operation will inspire us to go 

ahead. 

The NEW SCRIPT may kindly be given a trial in columns of newspapers, journals, 

etc owned, edited or supported by you with IMMEDIATE FFFF.CT as per Resolution 

No. 2. 

Further literature on our activities is also enclosed. 

Yours faithfully. 

Sd. ABUL HASANAT 

7-3-1951. 
 

���! ����%�� *� ��G�, *� �G�, *� ����, *� �����- ��M�3 ��w� ��> �। $� ).;. ���� 
$+&!��� E��� +�'�-����� (*����>G �����) ���D ���, ��> *�d �p�� �� E3 ����� ��� ��X��� 
������! ����� ���>��M। G�� I��� @����p ���@� *�3 ������ �6�� ���6 �M��। ������ ������! 
E��� ������� ����"���। ���G3 E3 �,�e E�7 *�� �#� ����  $:@�� @> �3। *���� ���-
���@��6� E�� �6�6 �" ���� ��'���7 ������ ���������� �,�e E��� �@। ��" E3 ��#�> 
G�� I��� @����p ���@� ��X� E3 *�>��� +�'�, @�r E�� �� ��� "��� ���>� �����M E�� 
������ ¡����� ?�-E ��% ����� 7 *���� �� @��r E�� �� ��� ������ M��� {Q ����� 
I��� �����M। +�'�-��m�� ������ ������� ����� ��:!� $:@�� @3�� �����3 �� ��@� "��� 
������ G6 *"�K� @3��। ��@�� I�$3 *�� �6�D����' Ek� ���!� ���� ����, 3@� I����� G�� 
�M� �। Ek� ���!6 ������� �>������!��� ������r। ������! ����� ������ ���$ ���$ +�'�-
������ *�,�����$� ���!6 ��� @3>��M। ���� ��G $+&!�����। G�� I��� @����p ���@��� E3�� 
��5!��� ��M� $+&!����� *�� �P�� I�M ���, I��� G���� "�3। ��� � ����, ��� I��� 3@�� 
��� ������ G��3���M।    
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G�� I��� @����p ���@� ������� E�� ?���� *����j§� ��3����� ��@� ���¨K I�M। *�3 
��3���� @3�� ��� ���N� �� ‘‘���G� ���’’ ���@� @3��। E3 �� ��!-�p����� �N6 E�� 4�5�6 
��, ��w� ��3���M �। E��� �����>���� +�� ��!� ����G��। 4���� 4�:� 3���G� ������� +�'�, 
�©-��6�� E�� �6���& ����� ���67 ���K "ª������� M�� ��d>��M। I��� @����p ���@� ����� 
�6���&�� ��� � ���>� 3���G� �6���&��7 �:������ *���3>��M *������M, ��� �"�F� *��'�D 
�6���3 ��� ���&। ��X� �� ��"N& �6�D� ��� @3�� I��� ������ ������ I�� ���।    

E3 ����$ ���!-��� $+&!����� ���7 I����� I�G, G�� I��� @����p ���@��� ������� 
�j,I3,�G, �� @3�� ������� ���>� +�'� ��m��� 7 $&��N�� �j,I3,�G, ��� ���D �Q। ��X@�� 

�+���� ���+� �� E3 ����3 ��@>��M, �� ��X@��� *� ��!� �j,I3,�G ���� �Q���>Y ���>� 
I�� ���� @>? 3@�� r�� ��X@�� ��G� ������ ��G7 ��� +��+��� ����� ���� �। ��� 
$+&!����� ����� ��� E� @> *�, E� ��� ����>� �6 ���� ��G ��� �� ����� ������, ��� 
��3 �����$6 �P!"��� ���>� �����"� @3��, ��@� @3�� I����� I� *�� I��\� ���& ��@�� �। 
�� ��N���+��$� �j���� @3�� E� �6�D ��� *����d� G�� �। ��N� ��+��$� *��z����� ��G 
@3�� ��� *���, 
�#6���� ��G @3�� ���@�6 7 ���6 �3>� ������ ���, 3����6�« ��r����� ��G 
@3�� ����� �� ���@� ���, I� ������� ��G @3�� +�'� ��m�� ���। *�3 k� ��������� �j���!���-
E� ��G @3�� *�� ��M� ������ � ���। Ek� @3�� I����� ��M�3 ������ �3।    

$+&!����� ��� I��� G���� "�3 G�� I��� @����p ���@��� E3 �� ����!6� ����� 
��X@���� *�� �P�� (*"���) I�M ���। ��� ����, ��� ��>3 I��� G�� @����p ���@��� ��5!� 
���>� "��� E�� ��"��3 (-; G ��W��G��� ��F�3>� ���- ��@��� �� @��r 7 ��� ����>� ��� 
�� �� ��W��G� ����>� I��>�3 �+�!�+��� ����� ���� ������3 ��@��� ��W�G ����� ����। �� 
����! *���M��p, ��Z I����� �� @>, ��W��G������ 3@��� ��G� @3�� �। +�� ��� �+�!�+��� 
������� +�� ��@��� *� �����?    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

* * * * ����%� ���n�� �� *���3 ����� +�'�� 4�� ���+H ���� I1�� @�� @>। +�'��� ������& �� I��� @��r ����� �����!�� ����%� ���n�� �� *���3 ����� +�'�� 4�� ���+H ���� I1�� @�� @>। +�'��� ������& �� I��� @��r ����� �����!�� ����%� ���n�� �� *���3 ����� +�'�� 4�� ���+H ���� I1�� @�� @>। +�'��� ������& �� I��� @��r ����� �����!�� ����%� ���n�� �� *���3 ����� +�'�� 4�� ���+H ���� I1�� @�� @>। +�'��� ������& �� I��� @��r ����� �����!�� 
��"K�� ���6��। E��� E3 ��"K����� ��� �@���� *�7>� @�>�M।��"K�� ���6��। E��� E3 ��"K����� ��� �@���� *�7>� @�>�M।��"K�� ���6��। E��� E3 ��"K����� ��� �@���� *�7>� @�>�M।��"K�� ���6��। E��� E3 ��"K����� ��� �@���� *�7>� @�>�M। 
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�������    ���    �����    

4��! +�'��� *hn ���& ���� ��N 
�D�6    

���@ 7    G���3, )./)    

 
4��!� +�����4��!� +�����4��!� +�����4��!� +����� 

rG��� �@��rG��� �@��rG��� �@��rG��� �@�� 

4��! ���+H +�'�� 4������ E��� ����h& E�� ���� 4��!�� ���:+�'� ��� ���� ���� ��X��7 4��!� 
���¬�� ��� ��� *����� G��$�>�M। ���-+��� 4��@������ +�'�� *N�� 4��! ���+H � ���>� 
G$&�� E� _��� ����D ����M। ������� ������"��� ��3 ���� � *� ��� 4��!� ���63 E3 
4��@������ I �������� +�'� ���6�� ����� ����� @�>�M�। ���+H +�'� ]��� ��:� @�>�M *� 4��! 
��� ���!G� _@& N��� ]���3 3@� ����� @�>�M। 4��! ���@��6 ���7 ��M��� I�+G���6� M�� I�M, 
��� 4��! +�'�� *���� G$�&� ���$ ��� ��� �W�! ��>�M। ��� G63 4��! �:���Y� ���$ 7 �@J� 
������� ����o� Iz��&� *�������� �:��� 7 G$�&� �� �+�� ��%�� ���� *����M।    

I����� E3 *$�����$��&! wd-w®� ���z�  @�> ��7>�� �� I����� +��� �����$& ������� 
����! ������ G6 ���-+��� 4��@������ 3��@���� E3 ������ ��$���� �:�x��� ���� ¯�& 
����।    

�����- #�>� *�ª�> ��� �6�#�� G6 ��>� E3 I��! ��� �6�#�� r�� *���� �:�� �:�� 
������� E�3 _��� ������G� @�>�M।    

�]��>��- S�>�� ������� ��� ��J� #��� ���V� G6।    

�:��>��- 4��! +�'�� z�������� G6 E3 +�'� Ic��� ���� ������� ��� ���-����� � G$�&� 
~��6 ��� ����M 7 
���+��� I���-I���"� 7 +���� I��-��� ���� �����$ ���>�M। *��'�D 
���� �����D S3��� "�3�� ���� #�>�, ���& *�' ��!  �t$� ������ ���N� ���@�6 E�� �:�K3 
��'6G��� �"�#�>� M�� *��� ��>। �t$� ������ N>��9 @�> ��>; ��Z I��! 7 +������ *�X�" ����।    

+�'� 
��+��� ��:����� @> �। �6�@������ G$�&� ��&�3 +�'�। ���G3 ��������$�� E��� 
G��� �@���� ���� ����� ��_�� I� 4��!�� �G3�> ����� ��_�� E�3 ���। �N �N ��������� +�'� 
�M� E3 4��! ��Z *�� ��+��$� ����! ���� 4��!� ������ ����6+��� ]6�!@� +�'�> �J� ���� ���� 7 
3@�� ��!���@� ���� ��:\ @>। E3 ��_��� 4��!3 E3 4��@������ ������ ��5� 7 ��@G���� ���@�6 
+�y��k�� ���$�&� @�>�M�। *� ��� ������ 4��!�� ����� ���:+�'� ��� ���� ����, ��X��7 E 
��'>�� 4���° ����M�� E�� 4��!3 ��X��� G���Y������ �6�� �@�>� @�>�M�।    

3��@�� IG 4��!�� ����� +�����> _@�&� 3���� ���b। 4��! IG ����%� +����� ���6 ~��� 
�e�� *��� ��!�& ���M E�� ����%� ��� ��G� ��r *���7 E3 *��� ���� ����� G6 �:� ���x। 
I��� I�� ���, ��� ��� *��� {�+b�������7 4��!� ���@���� 7 ����5��� ����'�Y� ����� 
����।    

����%�� 4��!� ���6��3 I �������� I���-I���"� 7 �������� I��-��� "���। 4��! ���7 
E����� *����� ���:+�'� >; ����� 3@� ��X��� *�q��� +������� 4��3 ����n�। E� ���� ��� 
����� E�� �6 ���� ��� ��e� 4��!� 4p��\ #�। *� ��3 *@��, 4��! ��!��3 I����� *���� ���N�    
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*������ ��� �G +�'�k�� ��> @�> ��>�M। ��$ ��$ ��� ���@�� 7 ?��� 4��!�� ��:������ ��� 
*����M। *�� ��+��$� �¡ ���! @�� E���� ��e� �6��� ���� ����%��� ��!� m�� ��!�> ��!  4��!�� 
��N�� ��@k�� _@& ��� @�>�M। ��e� �����7 4\���\� 4��!� G��>�� *��d ���b। ���! ����%��� 
G$& 4��!�� ����� �]��> +�'�k�� _@& ���� ��>�G�>�� 
���� ����M E�� I�� ������> ���� 
���� *�, 4��! E�� ����� ������ ����h�& 4+> +�'���3 ��:������ ����।    

����%� ���>� @7>�� ��6��@� ��� ).;2 ����� �+,� ���� ���"��� ����%� Ej������ 
�r���§ ���n� @> E�� ���� 4��!��3 I����� *���� G���> +�'� ��� ����  _@& ��� @>। ).;L 
����� ��� +��$ �����> ��s�p ��¡� ���>�� IG� ���! ���$ {+�$� ��� E�� ���7 E3 ����  
������ ���। ����%� Ej������ �r���§ E�� Ej���� Ej+�3G��� *��j! I��� ������� ��� 
*�, *� ��� E����> 4��!�� ���6 �F�> ��'>k�� _@& ���� @��। ���! ��$ 7 ��e� ������� ����� 
E3 ������� _@& ����M E�� 3@� ����!6 ���&� ���� ��G7 I�� ��� ���>�M। I �������6��> 
*���j!� ���!������ ��N� 4���K� *��j! ���� ����%��� ��% ������6��>����@ 3���G�� ������! 
4��!�� ��N�� ��@ ���� G67 ������� ���M।    

E ����$ I�� E ��� ���� "�3 *�, ���6� +�'�3 ��� �G
 $������� ]��� ���"���� @> E�� 
��6� +�'�� �� �&!�� @> ���@�6 E�� ��N� *N�� ��� ���� ]���। ���@��6� ���� ����� @��3 "��� 
�। ����'� Io�� ���$ �����$ #���� G6 ��� $+����� ��>�G I�M। ��M�d� ��� �+6��� 
4H>�� G6 ��� �� ���� 4�"�।    

I����� IG��� ���+� �� *���3 4��!� 4�� �� ���>Y 6% @�>�M। 4��!�� E3 ‘"6����’ _@& 
����3 @��। ��!���� _@&�> ��"� 4��! ���@�6 �N���! I����� �������, �±�� @7>� 4�"�। 
����%��3 ��"� ���@�6 ��!�>z�� ����� @7>� 4�"�। I��� ����� *�, I����� ���@�6 ���n����� 
E�� �����$& E3 �@p ����!6 �@����$�� ����।    

��!�� E�� +��'6��� ������F ���>3 ������ k� �&!> ���� @��। ���@�6��7 ���@6��&! @�� 
@�� �� ��������!����� E�� ��!������� ���z� ��� �¡ ²�U! 4F�� @�� ��" ����� ���$ �,e7 
�N� ���� @��। +�'��� �$����� @�� @�� G$�&� ��+���� ��@ @�� @��। 4��!� G��>�� �:�� 
*��>�M *$��� ���-+��� 4��@������ E����� +�'� *��� �© �c>�� ]���। E�� ���3 
�+���� *�, 
4��!� ���6�� ����%��� G��N� ������ ���$ ���$ ���� �����, ���e 7 *���� +�'�� ��©�7 M�� 
�����। I��� �:� ����� ���� 4��!� {+���³� ���� 4��!� E3 ���!G����� ���'&3 G����। I�� 
I�� ���, I����� *���� *��� E�� ����G���$& ����%��� ���+H I��-I��³� E�� ���6� ]��� 
�+������ @�� E�� 4��! ���@��6� ��¬� ���� �� @��।    

I����� ��¬�> 4��! 7 3@�� ��6���>� �+���� *�q��� I�S� @� ���@��� {���>� I��> ��� 
I�� I��� �D��6� 3�� ���� "�3।    

���� I�M *�, *�� E��� ���n� E��� �6�D�Y� �����,
k�। I���� 7 *�q��� I�S� @� 
���@��� ���6 *� �W�! *� �W�! E3 
����� ���������+���3 ����G6। E3 I������ ���r� 4��!� 
��¬�� G6 ��� IG�� *� *��� ����M, �� I����� ���@�6 3��@��� �"�¯�&�> @�> �����। I��� 
�:� ����� *�, ��� *��$6 ���"���> 4��! �r���§ 4��! +�'� 7 ���@��6� ��¬�� G6 �� ���� �e� 
*���।     

 

 

 

)./) ����� )/3 E��� ���"��� ���n� ���� ����%� 4��! �r����§ ����%� ������� ���&G6 7 ��N���"� ���> rG��� 
�@���� 4�]��� �D:��।    
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���! ������ ��& ����    ~��� IG�� 7 ���! ����� �6�#��� 
�+�� ���!����&� 

������-�+,�, )./)    

 
)./) )./) )./) )./) ��� ��& �}� �W��! ?��� ��&� ������ �+������� ��& �}� �W��! ?��� ��&� ������ �+������� ��& �}� �W��! ?��� ��&� ������ �+������� ��& �}� �W��! ?��� ��&� ������ �+���� 

����7>�� *@�������7>�� *@�������7>�� *@�������7>�� *@���----E� ���:���E� ���:���E� ���:���E� ���:��� 

���! ����%��� ���&� S´��6��� G�6 ������ ��!� $+�� ��� ��'� �:�K @3>��M। ���&� 
�+���� ���& �W��! ���+H �@� ���+H �� *��'& ���। ��Z �����&+��� 3@�� I�� ���& ��@��7 
G�� �3। ��� ���"� @3�� ���!�9 �����@3 *� 3@�� ��� ���& ��@� ����J�@ ��� "��। ����� 
���D *��+� Id������� �����D ���r� *��+3 ����� ��!�� ����#��� ���&। ������ �@��� ��� 
���! ����%�� ���'!� 2/ �N �& ���&� ��>�G @>। ���� ����%��� ����J�$& �����&�� ������� 
��& �6�@�� ��� �। ���> �p��� ��� v �N �& ��& ��" @>। 3@�7 ��!G����� *�, ����� *��� 
��V�� 4p��@ ���� G�6 ���@� @3�� ��& I���� �W�&!+��� �e ���>� *�7>�� ��� ���, 
���>��M। ���� ����%��� /�� ���&� ������ ��@>��M E�� ��@��� �p��� /( �N �& ��& 4p�H 
@>। ���! ����%��� *����7 *�k� ����� ������ �3। ������ *��� *� ��& 4p�H @> ��@��� *�' 
��!6  ��>�G ���N� �p��� <. �N �& ��& 1���� ��d। ��!�p *���� ��>�G�� ����> ����%�� 
��& 4p����� �����& ���3 ��। ������ 4�p��� �:�� �� ����� @3�� ��& I���� �6������ �6 
*�� 4���> *���� ��>�G ������ ����� >।    

����� ��:!� ��& I���� �e @7>�� �� @3��3 I�� ���&� ���� 1���� ���� ���>��M���। 
I�� ������� +��� E�� �6�6 ������ ��u @3�� ��& I����� ����� ���� G6 ������ 
���>��M���। I��� �%�� ����>�3 $� E��� ���� ~������ ���&G6 4H> ���'� ����� @3�� ��& 
I����� ����� ���� *������� G��3>��M��। ��Z ����� E �W��! E�7 *�� ����  _@& 
��� �3। ?��� ��&� ����� ��> E�3 ��> ���6 ���� ��� ��k� *������� G��3>��M�। ��Z E 
�W��!7 E� ��!6  ��M� ��� @> �3।    

4p����� 
V�� M�d� ����� ���&� ���� �6�#�7 ���K +��3 ��@>��M। "i_�� �J�� ��& 
����� 7 ��@� @3�� �6� "��� *�7>�� +�� E��� +����> ���n��� E��"��>�।    

E �W��! I�� I�7 G��3�� "�3 *�, ���� ����%� "� 7 ���� �+�� ����> ������ 
����J�$&�� ����� @3�� E3 4+>��� ��6 I����� ����� *�7>� @3>��M।    


���� ���6� �:n���'��� ����� ��3>� ���!��f� �������$&�� E� *�� ���&� G6 �� (.00 
���� @3�� <.00 ���� �6> ����� @3���M, �� ���� ����%��� �������$& *�� ���D�� ����� 
@3�� �� 7 "� I���� ���>� ��G��� 1���� ����&� ����� ��3���M? E�3 �����#���� ���� 
����%��� G6 E3k� �+H �+H ��� $:@�� @3�� ���� ��k��? E ���f 4�s����$6 *�, ���"��� 
��!��� ��� S3 I� *�� ��� ��& ��z> @3���M। [~��� IG��, ((-)0-)./)]    

    

$�� M�d$�� M�d$�� M�d$�� M�d 

E3��� ���&� S�+!N "�� I��� ���& ���>��M। ���� ���!�f G��d>�3 ���&� S´��6�� *@�� 
"d��� 3��@�� �:�K ���>��M। *�� ��� S3 ���� @3�� I�� ���>� #������' *'�� ����> ��!6   ��&    
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���� ����� *��� ���6 @3���M। E3 ��6���6��> E3 ��6��>�G�> ���6� �+��� G������&� 
S5!��� ���� �3। ��3 "����� @3�� ��M� ��M� *����$�� 4�F>��M। I����� IrG� ��� I��� ���:�� 
w��d>��M, *�ª�> ������ ~����6 7 ��6�#�� G63 ��� E3 ��d,�। [��9��@� 7 *����- E 
������ �W����>, )-))-)./)]    

Special motion regarding salt situation in the Province [2nd Nov., 1951] 

The Hon'ble Mr. S. M. Afzal: Sir, I beg to move that this Assembly is of opinion 

that the salt situation in the province of East Bengal be taken into consideration. 

Mr. Chairman, Sir, it was in August, 1950 that the Provincial Government noticed a 
rise in the price of salt. The rise in price appeared to be due to the monopolistic 

tendencies of the merchants supplying salt from Karachi. In order to counteract their 

activities the Provincial Government decided to promulgate statutory order to keep the 

price of salt at a reasonable level. Accordingly the East Bengal Salt Control Order was 

promulgated on the 30th August, 1950. The order provided for the fixation of wholesale 

prices and empowered the local dealers to distribute salt at prices fixed by Government, 

if this became necessary. The retail trade was excluded from the purview of this order on 

the ground that salt trade was being carried on by a very large number of persons of 

limited supplies in all the markets and hats of the province and that any attempt to 

control salt transactions may result in widespread corruption amongst the minor officials 

of the Civil Supplies Department. The above measure was considered by it self to be 

adequate. The Provincial Government, therefore, proposed that the Centre should 

increase the supply of salt within the Province and they should import salt on 

Government account. This could not be given effect to because the Central Government 
decided to trade in salt themselves. They promulgated the Sea Salt Control Order on the 

13th November, 1950, under which the sale, purchase or procurement of salt came to be 
controlled by the Central Government. 

Its import from foreign countries was also licensed. On the 14th December 1950, the 

Central Government launched the scheme for the monopoly procurement of sea-salt by 

them and for its shipment to East Bengal on their account. They also asked the 

Provincial Government not to take any action that the latter might be contemplating with 

respect to the supplies of salt to East Bengal. It was explained that there was a large 

accumulation of sea-salt in the Karachi Salt Works which was sufficient to meet the 

demand of East Bengal. We protested against the monopoly scheme because we were of 
the view that it was not a wise policy to supplant private importers altogether and assume 

the entire responsibility for supply. This was not heeded to. 

Since December, 1950, the Provincial Government have been watching dispatches of 

salt from Karachi with considerable anxiety. During the period from January to May, 

1951, 9,70,942 maunds of salt were received from Karachi against estimated 

requirement of 25 lakh maunds. This deficiency was brought to the notice of the Central 

Government in the middle of May and they were asked to plan dispatches in such a way 

that supplies exceeded 5 lakh maunds per month so that something was left over as 

reserve. Due, however, to difficulties in getting shipping space the Central Government 

could not speed up dispatches The deficiency noticed in May had been aggravated by 
July and 
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the Hon'ble Minister, Civil Supplies, accompanied by the Director-General personally 
discussed the matter with the Central Ministry and pressed for placing salt on O.G.L. 

Urgent reminders were sent to the Central Government to expedite dispatches from 
Karachi and to import from abroad. This was continued in September and the Central 

Government were asked again to place salt on O.G.L. The Director-General went to 

Karachi again in September to apprise the Central Government of the deteriorating 

position. Our suggestions for foreign import were turned down in the first week of 

October on the ground that foreign salt may not be cheaper and that the capacity for 

discharging the cargo at Chittagong and Chalna ports was strictly limited. They also 

informed us that arrangements were being made to charter foreign ships for the carriage 

of salt from Karachi to East Bengal even by paying higher freight. 

Apart from departmental efforts the Hon'ble Prime Minster took up to question with 

the Central Government very strongly during his visit to Karachi. Salt ships began to 
arrive from the middle of October when the price of the commodity had already gone out 

of control. From the middle of October, we have been receiving salt ships in quick: 

succession and before the month was over we had 4 ships in Chittagong and 1 at Chalna 

with altogether 7,46,429 maunds of Karachi salt. We have also been informed that 6 

other ships are sailing by middle of November with another 8,87,000 maunds. In 

addition, the Central Government are understood to be planning to import 10,00.000 

maunds of salt from foreign countries and have assured the Province a regular supply of 

7,00,000 maunds per month. According to this programme we will have received 

16,33,000 maunds during the period of 6 weeks, from the 15th of October to the 30
th

 

November against a requirement of 9 to 10 lakh maunds. So we expect to have a reserve 

of over 5 lakh maunds by the end of November, 1951. 

Meanwhile what supplies had been received in the month of October, 1951 were 

rushed to all the areas in the Province and the local officers were instructed to distribute 

salt at controlled prices. Some local officers had already been doing this others started 

distribution on receiving supplies. In all towns supplies were given through ration shops 

at prices ranging between As. 4 to As. 5 per seer and in rural areas supplies were sent 

through selected retailers and prices ranging between As. 4 to As. 6.were fixed. Due to 

the haste in which the distribution had to be organised there have been reports of black 

marketing even by merchants working under Government control. Every such case 

coming to the notice of Government was pursued and the offender punished. 

Two employees of a wholesaler of Pirojpur have been arrested for selling salt in 

violation of the order issued by the Sub divisional Controller. Another wholesaler of 

Pirojpur was arrested for stealthily disposing of part of his stocks. Many more arrests had 

been made at other places. One wholesaler of Dacca who was found issuing salt on short 

weight has been blacklisted. Similar action has been taken in Mymensingh and other 

districts. All the officers have been instructed to take action against hoarders and have 

been told that good work done in this connection will be specially recognized by 

Government. 

Apart from these measures action is being taken under the Public Safety Ordinance 

against merchants selling salt at scandalously high prices. We take the opportunity of 
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warning ail merchants against their unsocial activities and would inform the public that 
Government contemplate to take very strong action against black marketers. 

We have now the latest reports received from Sub divisional Officers and Sub 

divisional Muslim Leagues. According to these reports nowhere the free market price 

was above Rs. 6 per seer. Now the situation is almost under control. I would like to take 

the indulgence of the House to read out the prices reported by some agencies. 

This was when the price was very high but now the price has gone down. 

 

Name of places. 

Narayanganj............................................................ 

Munshiganj............................................................. 
Manikganj .............................................................. 

Cox's bazar............................................................. 
Rangamati............................................................... 

Noakhali................................................................. 

Feni........................................................................ 

Tippera................................................................... 

Chandpur................................................................ 

Brahmanbaria......................................................... 

Mymensingh town................................................. 

Netrokona............................................................... 

Jamalpur.................................................................. 

Tangail..................................................................... 

Iswarganj................................................................. 

Sunamganj............................................................... 

Habiganj.................................................................. 

Barisal..................................................................... 
Pirojpur................................................................... 

Patuakhali................................................................ 
Faridpur................................................................... 

Madaripur................................................................ 
Gopalganj................................................................ 

Goalundo................................................................. 
Kushtia.................................................................... 

 

Price per seer 
Rs.2 

Rs. 4 to 6. 
Rs. 3 to 4. 

Rs. 6 to 8. 
Rs. 4 to 5. 

Rs.2 

Rs. 3 to 5. 

Rs. 3 to 5. 

Rs. 3 to 4 

Rs. 2 to 2-8. 

At the controlled rate. 

Rs. 4 to 5. 

Rs. 2 to 4 or 5. 

Rs.2 to 4. 

Rs.2 to 2-8. 

No report. 

Rs. 2 to 3. 

No report 
Rs. 3. 

Rs. 2 to 5. 
Rs. 1-4 to 2-8. 

Rs. 6 
No report. 

Rs.2. 
As. 4 to. Rs. 2. 
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Chuadanga................................................................ 

Meherpur.................................................................. 

Jessore....................................................................... 

Magura...................................................................... 

Jhenidah.................................................................... 

Khulna...................................................................... 

Satkliira..................................................................... 

Bagerhat.................................................................... 

Rajshahi.................................................................... 

As. 12 to. Re. 1. 

No. report. 

As. 12. 

As. 6. 

Re. 1-4. 

As. 12 to. Re. 1. 

As. 10. 
No. report. 

Re. 1. 

From Bogra I have not received any report. Rajshahi-Re. 1. Naogaon-12 annas. 

Natore-12 annas to. Re. 1, Chapai-Nawabganj 4 annas to.7 annas. Dinajpur-6 annas to. 

Re. 1. Rangpur-14 annas. Nilphamari-7 annas to 8 annas. Gaibandha-8 annas to Rs. 2. 

Kurigram-Re, 1, Pabna-4 annas to. Rs 2. Serajganj-Rs.2 to. Rs. 2-8. Bogra-8 annas to. 

Re.l. I asked the Subdivisional Officers and the Secretaries of the Muslim League to 

inform me as to the highest price of salt in their areas. They have said that now at the 

present moment the prices is under control and in every town control has been 

introduced and in the rural areas also this control system is going to be introduced. It has 

been suggested that the Provincial Government were responsible for distributing-salt that 

was supplied from Karachi. We do not shirk this responsibility. Supply was, however, so 

far below the requirement and so there was little salt available for distribution. During 

the months, January to September, we have received 25 lakh 78 thousand maunds 

against the minimum requirement of 45 lakh maunds per human consumption alone. 

With this meagre supply distribution could not possibly make salt available to all. With a 
view to increasing supplies further and to provide a reserve we have established Letter of 

Credit in Calcutta far the impart of 4 lakh maunds of salt from India. Unfortunately, 
however, export of salt from that country is under license and this is causing delay. We 

are also planning to import 15 lakh maunds of salt from foreign countries, an our own 
account, addition to Central Government's imports and, for that purpose, we are in touch 

with the Central Government. 

Mr. Mir Ahmed Ali: Mr. Chairman, Sir, E� �V ���>� ���6 )/3 ������ ������ 
���>�� ��s���� ��@������ �� I����� 4�� ���> *� wd ��> *$� *��� ���3 G��। *��� *$���> 
��� >। �:����� �:�K *��� IG ��!6  ���&� ��� E3 ��� @> �3। _��� $������ ��5!��� ���� �3। 
����� ���  *+�f *$�M। ����� ��H� *� *�4 *��� � *� ��� ���3 ��¡�6। I�� w�X� ���� *� �����& 
� G�� S���� I�!��� ��� *"�> *��� µ��। )v ���� *�� ��& ��z> @’� ���� $����� *���� *���� 
���� ��!�� @�> *$�।    

I�� ���� "�3 *�, � ��> I��� Premier ������� Nurul Amin ���@� ���"��� "�� *$��। 
��� 2/L �N �& ���&� *��$�d ��� E���M। *� G6 ��X�� I ��� �6��� G���b। ��Z ��X�� 
���� @�� *� *� E3 ��& �}� @’�। E3 Ministry  $����� ministry, E�� �d *����� ministry 

>। $����� *� )v ���� *��� ��& ���� @’�? *� ��>�� ��& I���� ��� @’� �। ��& �    
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I����� ����� *��� I�� @> �। �G *���� ��& *� ��> �� I� @’� �। �� ��& ��� 
I��M� �� Civil Supply Minister ���@� *����> �M��? ���"��� E3 �6���� �,�e enquiry @7>� 
�����। ��f��� ��& �+��� ��� �3 ��� �K @�>�M ���K। 

�����s�@�� Is�@ ����M� ‘‘*@ *��@�P�, ��s� �F� ���।’’ *�� ��� ��s�> 7G @��। ���&� *�� 
)v ���� @’�। I��� ��� ��� ��$� @�> "�� *$�� ���"���। I�� ��� I��� *��� �"�� ��& I�M। 
Search    �Q। ��& *�� @��। ����� ���$�> ��। I�� ��� ��� � Civil Supply Minister ���@��� 
��� *� ��& Control ���� "��� �। *���� control *���� �+��। I��� ��� @�b *�, I���� 
¶�� �F� *��� ��&�& *"K� �Q। I���� "�'�� ���, $����� ���। I���� ��&�& *"K� �Q। 
����%��� ��� ��� ��G� ��G���5 ���@��� force �Q। I�� "�3 ���� E3 ��% neglect ����M 
����� ����> �� Department *���। ����� ������ ����� �3। ����� G6 I��� ���� @>। 
I�� G�� Civil Supply Minister ���@� ��� ��r����� punishment ���>�M। *� IG *��'� 
��r������ *M�d *�7>� @’�? *� /0 �N ��&� G�>$�> / �N �& ��& I��?    

�� ��>��� I�� �����@��� �:��6 @’� �� ���&� ���6 )v ���� *�� @’�। ���6����� ���� 
����%�� @�b। +> ���� �। I�� +> ���� �। E ���� *��� ����। ���&� �+�� ��� �Q। tax 

��� ��। ���� *���� �� ����6 ��& ��> *�3 *"K� �Q। E3 I��� ����।    

Mr. Benode Chandra Chakraborty : Mr. Chairman, Sir, I����� �����@ ��"� ��& 
�W��! *� ���:�� ���>�M �� {� ��%���3 I��� �� @’� *� ��� �6�!��� E� �Q& ���@� �&!� 
���M। ��� ���&� �\!�� ����#�� �W��! ���& �&!� ���� �$�> ����M *�, Central 

government-E� ��6�#�� �Q E3 ���� 4��#� @�>�M। ��X� E3 ~��r>p {� *���� *��� ���� 
@�� ����� �। E3 *���� �\:!Y+�� ��X��� 4�� 6% ��>�M, ��X��� ���>Y7 �� >। E3 ����� 
���!��f� ���������� ���, S�� �+�� ��+���$ ��% ��M� *���{� ���>Y+�� ��X�� _@& ����M, IG 
��X��� E3 �Q ���@� {� G�����& �ZK @�� ����� �। ��& �}� ����� �,�e I��� �����! 
�� �����@ ��"��� ����M��� �� ��� warning �_�@6 ��� ����M�� *� ���&� �����@ �6�#� 
��X�� *�+��� ��� ���� ��@� � ���� ��& �}� ��� @�� �। IG Central Government-*� ��>� 
����7 I�� ���� ���6 *� Central E�� Provincial Government-E� ��f *��$����$ ������ 
���>Y Provincial Government-E�3 4��। *�G6 I�� ��� *� Provincial Government ��� 
���>Y ����� �N� @�>�M। E3 ��Q& ��& �}��� ���7 I��� �����@ ��"��� *�� Statement 
3�������! ��3 �3- ���G3 ���� @> *� ��� ��� ���>Y E ���p E�d�> �$�>�M। ��% *��' Central 

Government-E� 4�� "��� ��·7 
+��� E3 ���3 �� @> *� Provincial Government-7 ��� 
���>Y ��� ���� ���� �3। ���! ��f ��� �p�� �� ���&� ��>�G �� �����@ ��"��� ��>3 G�� 
I�M। I��� *���M ���� E�� � E��� ���6�� �P��� @�> I�M। *�� ��> "�4��� �+��, *�� 
��> �"�� �+��, I��� *�� ��> *���� �+�� E��� � E��� �+�� *��$3 I�M। I����� �+���� 
G6 ��>� *�? ��� *��+� �6���>� E3 ���&� �+���� ��> 4¸ ����6 ���z ��� ��� ��!��+ 
����M। $+&!��� ����� ��:\ ���� *�� *"K� ��� �3। $+&!����� @��� Public Safety 

Ordinance ��>�M, �� ��X�� ���G���������� ��Q�� ��>�$ ���� ����। ��M�d� $+&!����� @��� 
I�7 ��� N��� ��>�M ��� ]��� 3b� ����3 E3�� ��� *��+���� ���%� �6�#� ��� *��� ����। 
��Z �� ��X�� ��� �3 ��& I����� ��� ����� @3�� {�M ��Z ��& IG7 E�� *�qXM�>�। 
I��� ��w�� ����M � ���&� ��� I�7 ��d�� ���। *��� �������� ��>�G�> ��6���_� �����@ � 
���� ����� *� 4�5��6¨ Civil Supply Department �:�K ��� @�>�M �� �6�! @�>�M। I��� �� @>    
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Civil Supply Department– E� ��!"������ S!�����D ���� � ����� ��6 ��>�G�> �G������ 
��� ���� � E�� �+��7 ��7 ������। I��� ��� ��> *���, *� �� �@�� �"�� Rationing 

�6�#� ��>�M *�3 �� �@��7 ��> ��> �"�� �+�� @>, E� �� z����> (/< �9�@  �"� ��7>� 
��>�। �@��3 ��� E3 ��#� @> ��@�� _���c��� ��� �@�G3 ��w�� ����। *� �G�' Civil 

Supply-E�  I7��> *7>� @> *�3 �G��'�3 �+�� @>, E� ��! I��� ��w�� �����। Civil Supply 

Department-E� ]��� ��& ������@� �6��#� ���� ���&� �+�� ��¹ ����� �। ��� *� �����& ��& 
���! ��f� G6 ��>�G �� ���!��º I���� ��� ��G��� *M�d ���� r� +�� @��। E�� G������&� 
@>���7 ���� E�� $+&!�����7 *�� ������� *+�$ ���� @�� �। IG ���������� ���p ��& 
�}��� �Q *���� ��� *h&�� *�����3 �K *+�$ ���� @�b। IG ���7 *��� G�����& ��»> 
@�> ��� I�M ��@��7 E� E��� I��� �� ���� "�� ��� ����� �। E� @>��� G������&� 
��1�� @��� ��D �3; ��Z E� �� �"���� ����� �। *���� E3 �}����� ��!�� ����� *�� 
���!��� �6�#�  ���, ���� ���� �3। ��X�� *� ���D ���>�M ���� G�����& ��K @�� ���� �3। 
$+&!��� G�����&�� E�+���3 *"�� ����� "� ���� *�� ���� ���������7 ��� ���� *� � 
����� ����। IG ��& �}��� ��� ����� @��� ��M� ���� I�M ����, Black marketing ��� �¡ ���� 
*��G$�� ���M। E�7 {��M ��� #�� ������ ���$� *�� *�� President E�� Vice- 

President- ��7 Black marketing ����M।    

Mr. Chairman (Al- haj Janab Sharfuddin Ahmad): MR. Chakraborty, in course 

of your speech you cannot mention any political party. You need not say anything about 

Muslim League. 

Mr. Benode Chandra Chakraborty: �� ��6 ���, I�� �� ����M। I��� "�N If�� ���> 
*����> *���� G63 I�� E3 ��� �����। $�� �� I�M �� I���� *�������� �6��#� �Q। I�� 
Muslim League Organization- E� *��' *�3 �3। I�� ����M E� ��� *��� I�M ���� E3 
��& �}��� �����$ ��> �¡ ���� ��+ ����M। I�� G�� ��& �}� �"��� ����� �। ��Z ��� 
G�����& ��»> @�>3 ��� ���� ��@�� ��& �}� ��� @�> *$�� I��� �� E� �}� E�� 4��#� 
@��। ������� ����� ��� *���� *����� ���6 E�� ��>�G�> �G�'�� �����@ ���� � ���� 
��’@�� ��X��� E ���>Y+�� �6�$ ��� ���� �N� ����� @��� *M�d *�7>� 4�"�। E�+��� I� 
������� *���� ���@ G�����&�� �K *���� *�� ������ ��X��� �3।    

Mr. Chairman (Al- haj Janab Sharfuddin Ahmad): Mr. Lahiri, will you able to 
finish within 5 minutes? 

Mr. Provas Chandra Lahiri: No. Sir. 

The Hon’ble Mr. Nurul Amin: If Mr. Lahiri cannot finish his speech within 5 

minutes, he may finish it within 10 minutes. We may wait for another minutes at best. 

Mr. Provas Chandra Lahiri: G�� *">���6� ���@�, �����@ ��"� ��& �W��! *� ���:�� 
���� �� I��� {���। �6���� *��� ��> *� ���u� S3 ��  *��� S3G ���>Y��&! �6�D S3 ��� ��� 
���M।  I����� �����@ ��"� ���M *�, I����� *����� ���&� ��>�G *�ª�> ����� *� �����& 
��& �����@ ����। ��& ������@ ��&! ���>Y *�ª�> ����� @��� ��>�M ��" �����@ ���� 
�����। <)*� ������ ������� ����%� ��G��+��� I�M Mr. Fazlur Rahman, Pakistan’s 

Minister for Commerce told the Pakistan Observer about the shortage of salt 
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in East Bengal and its prices are very exaggerated. He said that the Central Government 
had a placed salt in a large quantity at the disposal of the Provincial Government for 

distribution. It is the responsibility of the provincial Government to arrange the fair and 
proper distribution of the salt in the Province, he added.” 

 

G�� rG��� �@�� Press Reporter- *�� ���M E3 ���:�� ���>�M । ���  E3 ���:�� ��6 @> 
��@�� �W�&! ���>Y ���!�f �������। ��� ����M *� ���K �����& ��& �����@ ��� @�>�M, ���!�f 
����� Fair distribution ����  �����, ��X��� $��r���� G6 ��� *��d�M। I� E��� ��� ��� 
����M ���&� ��� exaggerate ��� @�>�M। E��� ��� ��6 @� ��@�� rG��� �@�� ���@� E��� 
4��#� ����� ��X�� �Gx��� ����� *� ��� �� �����& ��d�� *����� exaggerate ��� *��� ����। 
�����@ ��"���  ���:���� ���!�¸ ���6 ��>�M v ���� *��। *� ��& S3 I� )0 ��3 @�� "�� I� *�� 
��� ���z @’� ��� ��� ��� v ���� @> ��@�� �� �& @�>�M? �����@ ��"� ��X� ���:���� ��G��@��� 
���&� *�� ) ���� ����M, I� ���$�� ���&� *�� I� I� ����M। ���e� ��� *��� *� 
Border E����> ��� ��, ���& *�3�� G�>$�> ��& �6 ��u *��� smuggled @�> I��। ��G��@� 
�� ���$�� ��� �� ��� ��� �@��> IJ ���� ����M; ��G��@� �� ���$�� *"������������ 
smuggle ��� E� ��& ���z ���M, ��3 ��� �%�।  E�� ��� I��� IJ ���� ��� ��@�� 
*"������������� ���! ��� @��। �6 G�>$� *��� *"��������� ��� ��& I�M ���� �����, ����� 
��� �h> *� ��@�� ���� �� ���!� �����> *���� ��% �G�' ��� ��� *���, �� ����� ����� 
����  I� ��� ������।    

�������� *��� ��> �� G�>$�> ���&� �� +�'&+��� *��d �$�>�M। *��� ��� > E3 ��>&$�� 
��& )//)v ���� *��। {��� ���>&$� @�������� (G *��� ��& *��> ���� �$�>�M- ���� @�>�M 
���&� �+�� Bone dust ������� r��3 ����� �:��6 @�>�M। (Voice: *����>?) E 1�� @�>�M *��� 
��� > E3 ���>&$� @��������। $+!&��� E��� *��XG ����3 G��� �����। IG "¼_�� *��� 
��� E���M *� *���� *+G�� ��& *��> *���� *���� ����� +�$�M। �����@ ��"��� *�� �������� 
����!�� *���� ���&� ��f �"� ���� @�b। E3 4���N I��� E��� $V �� ��d *$�। E� G�>$�> 
S�+!N @�>�M�। *���� E� F���� �@��> ������, *��� *���� �। ��� E3 ��#� *��� ��� E� ��'6 
���� ����� ‘‘F���� �@��>, I�� I����� *��� "�� *���� �G�'�� �%�।’’ E3 ���> F���� �@��> 
��� ���'6� ��d��� *$�। ��'6 ��G��� �$�> F���� �@���>� G6 �� ��� �G�' ��� I���। F���� 
�@��> ��'6�� �Gx��� ����� E�� �G��'� ��� ��। ��'6 4\� ��� *� E��� �� �G���� ��� E� 
I�। "�’� ���d 7 ��d�� �� �G���� E� I� ���। F���� �@��> *�� E3 ��� {� �V��V� ����> 
�7� @��। ��'6 �Gx��� ����� ���b *�? F���� �@��> ��� *� *���� ���d ��d��� ��� E��� 
*���� ������ �। *�3 ��#� ��X�d�>�M I����� E���-���& *+G�� �"� I� �"��� *+G�� ��& 
E�� $+!����� $���$��� ��� ��+ *3। I��� E3 �W��! �%�� @�b *� (�� scheme ��� @��। 
E��� short term I� E��� long- term । ���� short- term *7>� �����, ��� long- term 

scheme @��। short-term scheme ��'�> ���� "�3 *�, immediately �����f @��, +��� @�� 
directly I� *@�� E�� ���� ��f ��& E��� I�� *$�� ���"� @�> G�@�G ����� E��� I���, 
E ��� �e �Q। ������ ��& I����� �6�#� �Q। I� 
��u ��"��� @��� ����� I�M। ��� 1�� 
��& �G�� I�M �� ��X� G�� 4�"�। ����� ���> �G�� ��& *�� ��� G������&� ���6 ���� ���� @> 
��� ��J��% ��� 4�"�। long- term scheme �,�e ����� *�, E3 ���!��f ��& ~���� �6�#� �Q। 
E �W��! I�� �6�D$�+��� ������ ���G� �D:��> ��� 
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I��M। Proceedings *���� M��� @> �। (@�b, M��� @�b) �> �p���� @�>�M? ���G� ������� 
I��� *� �%�� ��� �� *�� I���� I� *��� �। I��� *� �� �%�� ���>�M *�3 ������ ��& 
~���� �6�#� �Q। *�>������� �� ���� ���� ��� ��& ~��� @’�। ���>�� ��s�� ��>��� I�� �� 
�� +����� ��!��� @�>�M�� �� ��� ���� 4�� tax ���� ���>�M��; G�� � *� I��� tax 

��� @�>�M। Income- tax 3�6���� G6 *�>�����, "i_�� 3�6��� G�>$�> *�, ��& ~��� @’� �� �e 
@�> �$�>�M। *����� receive ��� ���� ��!�9 �����& ��& ~��� @�� ���� �� �����@ @�� ���� ��� 
�6�#� �Q E�� *� G6 long- term scheme �Q। ��½!���� *�ª�> ������� control *+�f ��। 
I���� �D @’। I���� ���!��f� ��D�� ��D�� @�> *�ª�> ������� ��Q�� ��� *� I����� 
��>�G�> ��& ~���� G6 *������� ���&� 4�� �6�« ��@� ���� @�� E�� ��& decontrol ���� 
@��। ���&� ��&! ���>Y I����� @��� *M�d ���� @��।    
    

IG ���&� ���6� *��� ���>�M; E��� ���'�� *��, *������ *�� E�� ������ *���� ���6� 
E�� �d��� ���। ���'� *���� ��� �� �� ��d�M। ���'��� ������ I� ����� �। �� I���� 
E�+��� � E�+��� "����> ����। ����6+��� ��3�� I����� ��M� ����� 4��> �3; Special 

Power Ordinance 1��d� 4�� w���M। I���� @>� ��½!���� "����> ����, ��Z ��� ��'�> r��� 
�" � ����।    

 

Mr.Chairman (Al-haj Janab sharfuddin Ahmed): The house stands adjourned till 

3 p.m. tomorrow. 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

 

The Assembly was then adjourned at 8-10 p.m. on Saturday, the 3rd November, 

1951. 

 

 

 

. 
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������    ���    �����    

��G�4�5�� +�'� ��z�  �D:��    ~��� IG��    (L*� G��>���, )./(    

 
*+���+� +���>� ��6��+��� ���u� *����� Io��>�$ �Q    

�¾ �>���� G�+�> ������� I@��। ������ ��!�f�& 4H>� ������� +����� �&!�    
(K�r ������!��)    

    

‘‘IG7 ���� ����� ¡���� ���� @> �3। ����%��� ����� 7 ��D���� ���>� $�d>� ������ 
@3�� ��!���� *+���+� +���>� ��6��+��� ����%��� *���> Io��>�$ ����� @3��।’’    

$���6 �����º ����� �¾ �>��� E� ����� G�+�> ����%��� ������ �7>�G� ��G���5 
*�d 1���6��� �D:��> G������&� ��� 4����D I@�� G��।    

�7>�G� ��G�4�5 ��¡� ���>�� I���� ��&� 4�:� ���>� ��6, ����� 7 �:����� ��6 ���> 
����� G��� 7 *�� $F�� I@�� G��।    

������� ������ G�� �Q� I�� E3 �+�> �+����Y ���। ������� �D:�� *����� �"�� 
��� @>।    

������ G�� �7>�G� ��G�4�5 ��X@�� �D:��> ���, ���>�� ��s�� ��¡� ��>��� I��� 
�:��6� �� I��� m�e *� �Q���>Y I������ @3>��M *� ���>Y �����+��� ��� ����� @3�� 
����%��� G������&� �@����$��3 I��� E���� ���6। ��X@��� ���! ����%��� ���:� ����� I���� 
��@��6 ���>��M,��X@��� I��� ��� ���>� ���� �@���� I��� ��@� ��G ���>��M E�� ��X@���� 
4����� I�� 4��:� @3>��M IG7 I�� ��@���� ��!���� ��@��6 7 �@����$�� ���� ���। I��� 
��@� ��X@���7 *� G���� 7 *���� *������ G6 ����> �t� I�M, E ����� I��� I�M। ������ 
���, ���6� ����%�� ��� 
 
 ��!�N�� ����>� *�� 7 G���� *����� Io��>�$ ���, I��� 
�Q���>Y+�� ������ ��1� @3��।    

���! ����%�� E ���p *� ��% 4H�� ����� @3>��M ��@�� ��%���� I���"� ������ ����! G�� 
�7>�G� ��G���5 �:���� ��@� ���,‘‘������� ����� ����� G������ 4�b� I3 ��� ���>� 
*������ ���$� ��!�"� 7>��� ��� ���>��M। ���!�f ������� E G6 I�� *��������� 
G��3���M।’’    

������ I�7 ���, ‘‘E ���p ���! ����%��� *��3 4H�� ����� @> �3 ���>� *�@ *�@ �� 
���� ���>� ����, E��� *�� *�� ��������7 E3k� ������"� @3>� ����। ��Z ����N+��� 
��"�� ���>� *����� ���! ����%��� 4H��� ��� *�@3 �
���� ����� �������। E��� �r�� I$� 
������ ��������7 ���!��f� ��!�f�& 4H��� ����� ���>��M।    

������ 4H��� G6 ������ 4H��� G6 ������ 4H��� G6 ������ 4H��� G6 ������ ��@��6������ ��@��6������ ��@��6������ ��@��6 

����� ������ ��� *� E3 ������ 4H����V *�ª�> ����� �\!�� �p��� �¡ ��! ��@��6 
���>��M। ���!���$� G6 *�ª�> ����� �� �����& ��! ��@��6 ���>��M ������ ��@�� ���N9 
I���"� ���।    
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���������� ��Q������������ ��Q������������ ��Q������������ ��Q�� 
 

���������� ��Q�� G�� �7>�G� ��G���5 ���, ����%��� I��� EM���� ��uk�� $F 
����� ��3���M E�� *� EM���� *��k� ����m�� �� *+���+� �3 *�3 ���u *�� ���>� ���������� 
��G �� ��� "���� ����?    

��� ��� *�, ��¡� ���>�� I�� ���>��M *� ����������� *� �� ��@��� �h> *�> ��@��� 
����%��� S��।    

����%��� +�'� �W��! G�� �7>�G� ��G��5� ��¡� ���>�� I���� �D:�� 4�:� ���>� ��� 
*�, ������ +�'� �� @3�� ��@� ��������3 �#� ����� ��Z ����%��� ��u+�'� @3�� 4��!। ������ 
��� *�, E����� ��u+�'� ������ *�� ��u+�'� ��D����  @3�� ���� �। �+�� ����� ������� 
������ G�� �Q� I�� ���! ����%��� ���d "�� *���� �-���� �N @3�� ������ G�� 
�7>�G� ��G��4�5�� �����!� ���।    
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�������    ���    �����    

E���� *r¿>���: I�J���� 
1�����    

E���� *r¿>��� (����)    *r¿>���, )./(    

 
E����� 3��@��    

���� 4�5 �@������ 4�5 �@������ 4�5 �@������ 4�5 �@�� 
 

������� ��u+�'�� ��!��� ���� $&����� ������ ���n�� ������ ).;L �� ?���� �_&� 
M�����G 7 ��m:���� ����G����� ��� I7>�G �����M�। �� *���3 ��u+�'� I�J���� ������ 
@>। *���7 M�� ���G �� ��6�� @�> �"y I�J�� $�d �����M�, ������� "�d�  ����� *�� 
E���M� ����� 4��। M�� G��� S�!�� ��D� �À��� �����1��� ��G���5 ����� ��6�� 
���� 
���� ���6 @�>�M�। ��� ���!�f I3 ���'�� ��u+�'� ������ ������ 
���� ��� �%�� ��� 
����M�� 7 $&���'��� ���M ������� �6�� ��u+�'� ���� ��������� ��f ��f +�'� I�J��� �:� 
��� �J���� ���D ���> E�� �6�� ��!� 7 *�:�:�J� 4�� *��� *_9��� ����>�� ��6�@�� ��� 
?���� ����c� ����#��� ���� 1���>�M��।    

).;L ��� ���@���� +�'� I�J���� ��  ��> "��-"�� �M� ()./() *��� *$�M। ��Z 
��u+�'�� ������ �W�!& ����"��� ���> ���� @�>�M, ��G��4�5 ����� ��� ��G� ���Á��7 +f 
����M। ��$ ������� E�� �����1�����3 G������&� �� ����+�� ��� ��'� �:�K ����M�।    

(v (v (v (v *� G��>���*� G��>���*� G��>���*� G��>��� 

����%��� ��Gg��� I���!� ���@"�z ��G��4�5 ����%��� ������ @�> *$��। )./( 
�� ���!�f �r����� (v*� G��>��� �¾, �>��� E� G�+�> ��� ����> ��!�[� �� ‘‘4��!3 
����%��� E���� ��u-+�'� @��’’ ��� *1�'&� ����। E3 �D:�� ������ ��� �'-+�� G��� 
��N�° ��� *����। ?���> E�� ������ ��!� ��� ����z>� *��� ���। �+�-������ ��6 ���> ��1��� 
������ 4F�� ��$��� ���� ����।    

<0<0<0<0*� G��>���*� G��>���*� G��>���*� G��>��� 

��G���5�� ~
��"��� *1�'&�� ������� ?���� M��-���G ��$�F� I�J�� $�d ������ ���V 
_@& �����। <0*� G��>��� ������6���>� M���� ��&! ��!1� 7 ������6��> ��f�& M�� �+� ��� 
��u+�'� ��Â��� ������ ����_� ��T ��Q£� ���। E3 ��Q£���� *�:Y _@& ��� ‘‘ ������6��> 
��u-+�'� �����’’। ).;L ��� ���@���� +�'� I�J���� ��!���� M��-��!��� ��G���5�� 
�����1������ 
k� 4���� ���� *��� +�'� I�J���� G�3�> ����� G�6 G�� I�S� ����� 
I@��>� ��� ‘‘������6��> ��u+�'� �����’’ $F ���। E3 ��u+�'� �����3 ��� �p�� ))3 ��"! 
‘‘��u+�'� ����’’ 4���� ���� E�� E3 �����3 )./( ��� +�'� I�J���� ��� ��$�F� k� 
*�>।    

��!���> ��u+�'� ��!���'���!���> ��u+�'� ��!���'���!���> ��u+�'� ��!���'���!���> ��u+�'� ��!���'� 

*�3 <0*� G��>��� ~����� ��� ��3���� @��  ?���� M��, ����G���, ��m:����� 7 ��Gg��� 
��!��!���� E� ~�F�� ��G� *$���� ��@����� I@��>� ���D ��� E��� ��!���> ��u+�'� ��!���'� 
$F ��� @>।    
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;;;;F� *r¿>���F� *r¿>���F� *r¿>���F� *r¿>��� 

E3 ��!���> ��!���'��� ����  ����>� ��u+�'� ������ ������ ;F� *r¿>��� ?��� �@��� ��� 
��N� ���n� M��-M����� ���M� ��� ������6��> ��f�& ����� @��� �� E� �+� ���n� @>। �+� 
*��' ��> / @�G�� M��-M���� E� ����1! ���M� ���N�+ ���! ���� ���� ���� �@� ���N& ���। 
~����� ��!���'��� 4��6��$ E� G�+� ���n� @>। �+�> G��� �7��� +����, I��� @���� 7 
�6�6 ��Gg��� 7 M������� ��$ ������� G16 �����1������ ��� �J� ��� E�� ����� +�'�� 
���� ������n� � @7>� ��!  ������ ��_�� "������ ����  *1�'&� ���। *�3 ��3, ()*� *r¿>��� 
�6�� ��u+�'� �@���� ������ ������ �����6��� �����& ��!1��� I@�� *�7>� @>।    

()()()()*� *r¿>���� �t��*� *r¿>���� �t��*� *r¿>���� �t��*� *r¿>���� �t�� 

;F� *r¿>��� *��� (0*� *r¿>��� ��!  �����& ��!1��� G6 ����bH �"�� �tttt�� "��� ����। 
?���� ��Gg��� I�@�7>��� *�ª ��� ��_ ������ G�� �� ���N��+� I� µ��� ����। 

���G�\� ���� ����� ���+H 4p��d���� ���� ��6 ���> G���> G��� *� ��&U��� N>N��� 
+>��@�� �:�K ����M�, ���3 ��6N I1���� r�� G������& �:�K ���� *$�M, �e *��@ *��� *$�M। 
E�� ����#���� +�'�� �T���� ���� �� 'd�� ����� ��� �'�� �]�&�� ��� ���>�M। ��_ ���� 
�� ���������� @�> 4�F�M। �� �� ��#�� �� �����!7 �����N� @�b।    

E����� ()*� *r¿>���� G6 G������&� ��!1��� �tttt�� �6���� ���3 ���!�f ������� 
���G� ������ 4���N $&-��D� +�> +�� ����� ��G��� ��@�> �� ��� (0*� *r¿>��� ���� 
*��� z��$� E� ����� G6 ?��� *G��� ��!� ��!1�, �+�, *��+����� ��'� ��� );; ���� G��� 
���।    

��f ��f ?��� �@��� I�@�7>�� �+�����! �����! *��� ���। ��«�7>���, $�d�7>���, *������� 
*��� {Q ��� M��, *���&�, ��r��� 7 ��Gg��� �@� ��!  ��!� ��� ���N��+� �c�� @���। ��� 
�@��3 );; ����� ��� ����z>� *��� ���, ���� �@��> E��� ����� +�� ���6�� ����।    

E����� "�d�  ������ ����� �6���� G������&� ��� ��� �'-E����#�> ��!�6 ��!���&� 
G6 ‘‘��!���> ��u+�'� ��! ���'���’’ E� GQ�� �+� I@�� ��� @�। ��f ��f �����s�@ @��� 
M����7 E� GQ�� ~�F� ����� @�> ����#��� �6��� ��!����"� ��� );; ���� +�f ��!�P� ����  
_@& ���।    

��_���� *�q�� ��!��& ���� �$�> ��!���> ��!���'��� ���6��� ���6 ����� ���y�� �:�K @>। 
G�� 7�� I@�� ����#��� ���K ���¨'& ��� *����> ���� *�, );; ���� +f ��� I�J��� �_�� 
� @�� +�'� I�J���� E���3 �����! �:��6 1���, I� ������ ������ ���7 ��6�� 
���� ��� 
@��, ���!���� G������&� 
��Ã��! ��_��� *"��� ��f �����1����� ��� @��। 3�����63 �����s�@ 
@��� M����� �+� *��� S3G ������ ��!���> ��!���'��� �+�> E�� 4D @��� M��������&� 
);; ���� +f ���� ��!�P� ��+�� G���> *�>। E����·7 4D �+�� ������� ���63 ������ 
������� *�� *7>�� ��N � �6 ��� E�� �����' ))-; *+��� );; ���� +f � ���� ����  
$:@�� @>। ��f ��f I�7 ����  _@& ��� @> *�, ��� M�� 7 G������&� *�� ��� ��!���> 
��!���'��� E3 ����  �_�@6 ��� );; ���� +f ��� I�J�� "����> ��> ��� 
�+����+���3 E3 
��!���> ��!���'� ����� @�> ���� ��� ��� *7>� @��।    
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()()()()*� *r¿>���*� *r¿>���*� *r¿>���*� *r¿>��� 

E3 �� ���� *���3 �@��� ��� *h&�� ����'� ���6 �����$�n�� ��Q�� E��� "�� 1:&� 7 
����� �c�� @�>�M। ��!���� ��� �"������!� r�� G������&� ���6 I�$ *���3 ��!1��� ������ 
���+�� �:�K @�> ��>�M। ��!���� ��"K�> �@��� ��� �c��� *����-���, $�d�-*1�d�, ����@ 7 
m��-���G �e @�> *��� ��$�। *��� )(��� ���6 ��� m��-����G� M��-M����� ���bH+��� 
������6���>� ��f�& E�� @��G� @���। ��> ���d )(��� ��> ������6��> ��f�& G�� $�G�4� @��� 
�+�����Y �+� ��n�� @�। ������6��> ��u+�'� ������ I@��>� G�� I�S� ��� I�J���� 
���!��� ��!�>7 );; ���� ���!�� r�� 4��� ����' �}�G� ����#�� ��!����"� ���� E�� �����& 
M��-M������ ������� 4��3 );; ���� �W��! "�d�  ����  _@�&� ���>Y *M�d ����।    

��3 ��!���> ��u+�'� ��!���'��� �N *��� G�� ������� @� );; ���� +f � ��� ���  
��&!+��� I�J�� "������ G6 �:D�� ����। ��Z M����� I�J�� �W��!� ���+H ���� �P��� 
����!% @�> ��� ��X� �@��!�$&�@ �+� *��� *����> *��� ���6 @��। ����� �6����� ��!����"�� 
�� +�'�� ������ ������n� ���� G6 ����#��� *�������� ���� ����  _@& ��� @>। M���� �:�:� 
Io�"��> ��6�� @�> );; ���� +�f� ��N ��@� ��+�� *1�'&� ���।    

��f ��f �+� +f ��� ‘‘��G� ���M�’’ *�� ���� G6 M���� *¨�$ ���� ���� *$��� ���� 
�_�� @�� ����। *$��� ��3�� ������+��� ��X�d�>�M� I3�� 7 ����� ���@�। M����� ��� ‘��G� 
�����’ *¨�$� ���> *�� @��3 ����� E�� *_r��� ��� ����� i��� +��! ���। *���� *����3 ����6 
M���� *_r��� ��� ������ i��� +�� ����� �����$ ���> ��> ��7>� @>। ��Z E� *_r����� 
��7 M����� �� ���� � *��� ����� M�+f ���� G6 ����� �� ��XS� $6�� M�d� ��%�� ���� 
I� ������6��>� ��f�&। 4���!��� ��>���� ��XS� $6�� *M�d�� �� M���� ��&�> ��#� @�> 
������6���>� ������ w�X� ���� ����। ����3 I��� ��XS� $6��� I@� @�> ��d �3� ������6��> 
��f�&। M���� �� 4�\G� I� ��&�> ������ �N9 @�> 7�F।    

��> *��� (�� ��!  ���M� ��� M���� ����Y� ��f *_r���� ��& ���� ����, I� ���� ���� ���� 
*��j��� ���G *@��K�, *��j�6�� ���G 7 3���>���� ���G *$�� �$�> G���>� @�� ����। ���� 
@�> *¨�$� ���> *�� @��3 4�� ����� ���@� E�� ��d� ���। *��� ��> *��>� ���� ��> E�,E�,E 
7 ����� *��j�6�� ����G� ���� ���> ���'� +�� I��� ����। M���� ��3 *¨�$� *�> I� 
���M�� E���� @> ��3 ����� ����� 7�� *�����>� @�� ���� ����। ��>���� M����� 4�� ��XS� 
$6�� M��d ��d� ���� ���� *��j�6�� ���G *@��K��� *+�� ?��� ��d। *@��K� ��f�& ?��� M����� 
4�� Iz�& ���> E��� M���� ���6 @�> 3�-������ M�d�� ����। E����� 3�-������ I� �6��� 
*��� ��� ������! ��XS� $6�� I� ���F"�G! I��। ����� �� ���Ä��� x���6 @�> M����� ���� 
�N6 ��� ��� "���>। 1��#��3 I�S� G���� 7 ��r�4�5 I@P� �@�� @, I� )2 G�� �� 
�Q��+��� I@� @। ��X��� @�������� ����� @>। ��X��� ���6 ��� I���> ��> I��� ���� �@�� 
@।    

���"���� ���� ����3 ����#��� ��" 6�> �����! ����� @>। �� M��-M������ *"���-���� 
*� *z�� I� ����@���� I� w��� ����। *��j�6�� *@��K��� ��3� ���> �� ������ @�6������ 
��� ������ ��� @>। I3 ���'��� ����6� ��� M����� 4�� ��� "������ ������� ������ �G! 
���� ����7 G�� @>। );; ����� ��-����7 �� I� �����N� @> �। ���"���� ����� 
������� �� M�d�> ��d �@��� ���  ��� । ��3 ��r�-I����, *��z�����>� 7 *���� *��ª�    
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��!"����� ��r� �G! ��� *����> I��। �@�� ��% *��� �� ��N�° @�> *��j�6�� *@��K� ��f�& 
E�� @��G� @�� ����। ��%�> I� �����-$���� *� ?���� ��N�° ����'� wd ��> "�� ��� *��$। 
*��j�6�� *@��K��� �6����� �6����� �@����� �D���� ���� ����� 4�\���� @�>�M। ��3� ���> �� 
�@����� ��-�F��� *1�'&� ��� @�b� �� ��% ����'� � *��� *� ��% +>-��� ���M *$�M, 
*"���- ���� ��% ��&��D ���> ��!� @�6����y� ��������� SG!> ��� ������ @�> 4�F�M ����� ����� 
*���> *���>।    

��3��� E�� ����� ����#��� *?4 E�� *��$�M ���'� ��N। ���'��� ������� ���� ���6�� 
�Q� I���� ���M M����� 4�� ���"���� ~��r>p ���� ��� E�� ���'� ������� ����� ���� 
G��। �Q� I�� ��f ��f ��� 7�F, ‘‘��>�G M�� �Q��k�� I@� @�>�M {� I�� �6��� 
@�>�M, ��3 ��� I������� +������$ "���� @�� "��� �।’’ ���'� ��N3 E�� G16 ����:�\� ��� 
������ 4F���। ��$ ���'� ���� G�� ��!��$�� ��� 4F��, ‘‘I����� M��$& �� ��@���� ��& 
����M �� I��� I���� ����� @�7>� *��� ���� �� I�� ������ ��� �।’’ -E3 ���3 ��� 
���'� �N �G! ��� E�� M����� ��3�� ������ ��!���� ������� 7 I�J���� ���N �D:�� 
����।    

���� ���! @�� G����:� ��e6 I3 I� );; ����� ��J���� �"º7 *����7 �3� �। �@� I� 
�@����� @�G�� @�G�� *��>-��Q' *�3 ���� *��j�6�� ���G *@��K� ��f& *���� I��। *��� �� 
@� ���� �@�� @��� ���� *� �:��6@�, ���� *� ������ ��� ���!� ��� ���� ����'� ���!�N�� 
���&� ����M E3 ��6+�����।    

((((((((*� *r¿>���*� *r¿>���*� *r¿>���*� *r¿>��� 
E3 �� *+�� *���3 �����s�@ @�, *��j�6�� ���G, rG��� @� @�, ����r�j! *��j�6�� m��, 

G$H�� ����G� ��3���� ��z> @�> 7�F। ��� ��!� I� M����� I�J���� ��f *��$����$ ����� 
G6 I@�� G�� @>।    

���� *��� �������� *��� *$� ��� < G �@�, <00 G I@� 7 )L0 G�� *_r��� ��� 
@�>�M।    

M����� 4�� ���"���� ����� {�� �@��3 >, ���-����� � _���c��7 M�d�> ��d�M। �@��� 
��% *����-���, $�d�-*1�d�, ��r�-I����, ��-��@ �e ��� h���-�G��-*���� 7 ��!"����� 

��Ã��!+��� ��!1�� E�$�> E���M। �@����� �������� *��j�6�� ���G 7 @������� *��� ����> 
*r�� @�>�M। *��j�6�� *@��K��� *+�� ‘$��>�� G��G�’ �d� @���। E�� ��% �@� ��������� @��� 
*�>� @�>�M। ���7 *���� *���� ����6 ���' G��G�> E�� ���� @��। 3��� ���@� *���G�� 
����, ‘‘*@ Is�@, I����� ��� ��> �@����� Io� *� �"����  ��>। I� *� G������ I����� 
���&� ��> *M����� �� ����M ���� *� U�� @�> ��> *����� *�7>� E3 S�>�� ��� *���।’’    

G��G� *��' G�����&�� ��> E��� �+� ���n� @>। G�� 7�� I@�� ����#��� ����_� �QY 
��"�� 7 ��!�� *1�'&� ��� �\:�� ����। ��X� ��� *��� E�-E��� ��� *� I��� r����� �� 
*�Q�। �+� *�' ���3 �N���� G��� ����� ���M� *����>। E3 *��+������ ��6��� @F�p ���F"�G! 
���� ��7 G���� M�+f ���� � *��� ��� "���>। E��� @�3�����!� *���� ��r4� �@�� �@�� 
@। M�+f G�� �� @�3����! I� ��G! @��� "Y�� �$�> Ih> *>। *��+������ ��� ��� ���7 
*K� 7 ������ @�> E��� ����। *��+������ E3 ��� ���1�� E�� ����> �����    
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4�� ���F"�G! ��� @>। ����3 I@� @�> ��d �3��� ��%�> S’����। ���M��� ����r�j! @�> "���G�� 
���� *��j�6�� *@��K�� �$�> *�' @>।    

�6���� ���� .��> G������&� E� ����� ��� ‘��!� �4G’ ��r� µ����> *�> E�� ‘�����’ 
��r��� ���� *��� ����। ����� ��r��� �P��� ���M��� 4�� �������� *�����>� ��� "���>। 
����3 @��@� @> E���।    

E3�� G������&� ���+H ��� �@��� ���+H �c��7 ���� @�> *��+����� *�� ���, I� );; 
���� �_�@6 ��� ��!� @�6����y� ��Q�� ���N�+ ���! ���� ����। _�� *��� $�d�7>���, ���w-��s�, 
I� �:'�-�G�� M��-��N��� E�� �@�� ���N�+ ���! ����M। E3�� ��% ��r�-I����, ������, 
m��-���G, *����-���, ����@ �e ��� ���� ���M�� *��$ ���>�M। �@��� ��� ��  *��� 
G�����& ��G��3 ���M� ��$�F� ��� ���N�+ ���! ����M। ?���-���>&$��� *��7�> ������> 
��!1� *1��'� @�>�M। ������� h�����3 *���� "��� �e ���� E�$�> E���M। ��> ))�� ��!6  *�� 
"��"� E��� �e ����। ����� *��� �6����� ��!1��� "��� ����� *��� ���� @�> ��d�M�। 
���3 "��� ��d *��� ���'�� ��$ ����� ������� ��u+�'� ���� E�� ��� G6 $&���'��� ���M 
������� ���� �%�� _@& ���� ���6 @>। IG�� �W��� I��� ����� ������5 ���"���� ������� 
��$ ���!������� �� �G! ���।    

(<(<(<(<*� *r¿>���*� *r¿>���*� *r¿>���*� *r¿>��� 
$� S3 �� ��� �����-�������� ��� G��� 4�� *�����>� ��� "����>�M। �@����� ������ 

��> ��!6  ����� �M���� *����M। ������ *����> ��> *$�M ��� *�� @���3 *����। G������&� 
���6 "�d�  ����z>� *��� ���>�M- ����� ��� N� I��� �]�&�� @�> *$�। �@����� ��� ��> E 
S�!6�#� *��� ‘~��� ��s��’ *��� �W����> � ��6 ���, ‘‘3����� ���� ������ �������� ��� 
��� ���� E�� ��6  ���G��� ��@� ��r ���! �WH ��� ����>। ��Z S3 ���� ����� G������ r�� 
��@������9 ������ 3@���� ��++������ *r�� *�7>� @> �3। ���>� *������� ��@���� *�'�:�6 
��� ���� � ��� @3>� ���� ��@� @3�� ������� *$���@� +�$� @3�� @3��। 3����� ��u ���>� 
G��@� ���� ��7 ����%�� E3k� 1���� *�7>� ��6  I��\��। ������ G������&� ��� N�� 
3@�� ]��� ���&� �M�� *�7>� @3>��M ��� ��3�� ����।’’ 

    
���� *��� �������� *��� *$� / G �@�, )/0 G I@� 7 <0 G�� *_9�� ��� @�>�M। 

������ ��!� ?���� @�6����y� ������� ��� *h&�� G������&� ��$�F� ���N�+ ����!� @�b। 
��!1�-*��+������ ��6 ���> ������� I�J�� $�d ����� �$�> ��!� $&-I�J���� �:�K @�b। 
����� �6��� �����d {Q ����M *G��> *G��>।    

?���> ��&! ��!1� �������� @�>�M E��7। ��� G��� 4�� ��G����G�� 7 *�� *K�� ���F"�G! 
��� @�>�M। *��j�6�� ���G *@��K��� ��3��� �������� E�� *G�����!� ��� ��� ��> ��>।    

*��j�6�� *@��K��� *$��� ����3 M���� ��G��3 �@�� :̄��%� $�d *����। �@�� ��r4� 
�@���� ���� E3 �@�� :̄��%� 4�]�� ���। E3�� ��!���> ��u+�'� ��!���'��� I�J�� 
"������ G6 I��� ��&! ��:!Y *�7>� @>। �+�> . �r� ���� �#���:� @> E�� �Q� I���� G16 
���6� ���:��� ������� ��¾� ���:�� *�7>� @> I� ������ 7 *��ª� I�J��� *��$����� G6 
��z> ��!�� _@& ��� @>।    
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?���� �� �@� ���'�� E� E��� ��3��� �P��� ��� ��� ���� �� �D:�� {�� *��� ��>। ���� 
I�G���� ������ *��>�� E� ������ �+�� I�>�G ���। *�3 �+�> *��$���� G6 *�3 I���� 
����� ������� *���7 *��>�� I��। ��>� @�G�� ��@�� E3 ������ �+�> E���� @�> ������� 
��!� @�6����y� ������ G��।    

(;(;(;(;*� *r¿>���*� *r¿>���*� *r¿>���*� *r¿>��� 

��3 ����� ����� "����b� ��3 G�����& I�J���� ��6 ���> ��$�F� @�b�। E���� ; 

�� ����� I�J�� "���M ?��� �@��। �@� 7 _���c��� ��� *h&�� ���' E�� *��$ ���>�M *�3 
������� I�J���। ��% ��r�-I����, ��-������, ����@, �6���-���&G6 �e @�> *$�M। E� 

�������� M�d� I� *�� ��D3 �� ������� @��� �M� �। ���6��� ��@���!3 ������� ���� I�}� 

�M���। E�� ����#�� *��� $+!� ��6���> @�> ����!K����� G6 I3 ���'��� ������ �e 

��� ����।    

������6��> ��:!�N M����� 4�� ��� "������ G6 ��� �J� ��� E�� ���3 ������� (/*� 
*r¿>��� ������6��> �e ����� ���� 7 _@& ���।    

�������� ���@� rG��� @� @�, G$H�� ���G, ����r�j! *��j�6�� m��, 3���>���� ���G 7 

�����s�@ @��� ��3���� *G�����!� �M��> ��> ��>। �����s�@ @��� ���� ���# ��G� *+�f 
�������� ���@� ��> L0 G�� �� ��!��� *_9�� ��� E�� �����s�@ @��� �+��� I�J��������� *� 

*�z�����>� ����M� ��� ��% ��$G�� @%$� ��� *>। �e6����� *��j�6�� ���G *@��K��� 

:̄��%��� �������� E�� *+�f *r��।    

G����� ����#��� �P��� @�> ��!���> ��!���'� I��� �+� I@�� ���। ������� 2/ 1��� 

"���� *�>� @> E�� /3 ��"! �����6�� ‘‘�@�� ����’’ ����� ����  *>� @>; I� I�J��� 
��!���� <. G �@�� @�>�M ��� ���� ��� @>। . �r� ����� �+�\�� ������� ��� ����N ��  

���� ���� ��� @>।    

(/ (/ (/ (/ *� *r¿>���*� *r¿>���*� *r¿>���*� *r¿>��� 

I�J���� "��� ��d ��:!�N ����!K����� G6 ������6��> �e ��� *� E�� M��M������ @� 
����6�$ ��� "�� ����� G6 ���!� *�। �� I�J���� ��% �"���� ����� *��d ��>�M। 

I�J��������� 4�� E��N�> Iz��&� r�� "�� ������ +�� �����N� @�b� ���� �@��>। 
*���� *����3 I�J���� ��� . G ��!��!�� 4�� *_r���� ����>�� G��� @�> *$�। ����� ���b 

*_r��� {Q ��� M�� 7 ��Gg��� ��!����। ����������7 �W�&!Q�� ��� �����> I�J��������� 
���u� �� ��� I�6� ���� ��$�। �@�� ������ ��GY ���>� @�>�M। r�� I�J�� 
�+����+���3 

I���� %° @�> *$�।    

(2(2(2(2*� *r¿>���*� *r¿>���*� *r¿>���*� *r¿>��� 

���� ����� E� ��d��� @�� ���> ��u+�'� I�J���� . G Io�$������ *��� ���6 L G�� 
*_9�� ��� *>। 

/3 ��"! ?��� �@�� �@�� ����  ��r�6��y�  @>�। ����6 �������� ���� �@��� ���-$�� *�K 
��� *����M�। ��� �r
�� / ��"! �@�� ���� ��&! ��r�6��y� @�>�M�।    
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����� ���� ������ ������ �
���� ���� � *��� E� +�>� ��  ���� ���। ��Z *��@�� 
I�J���� *����� �J� ��� *��� ������ *��� ���>3 *� ���� $�F� @�>�M�, *� G6 ��!���> 
��!���'� �� �G! ���। +�'� I�J�� E�� "�d�  ������ ����� "��� I����� %° @�> *$��7 
������ G�����& ���� *+����। ��� ���& )./< ��� ()*� *r¿>��� ���@���� ��r�6। ���� 
������ ���' E3 �� ��� ��&! ��!1��� ��6 ���> )./( ��� @�6����y� ������ G���� ��z>+��� 
E�$�> E��M। ).v< ��� ()*� *r¿>��� E�� �p����!� $&-I�J���� ���� ���3 ��N6 �@ ��� 
I��M।    

+�'� I�J���� �:� ��� ��G�J��� �����, *M�d *��� ��� ����� ��:!� ��� ��� ���Á�� 
*�7>� ��·7 ��6��� *��G�rr� I@��� *"q����, G�� 7�� I@��, G�� *��>�@�, ��6��� ���� 
*"q���� 7 ��6��� ��G� �@�� ��1!�� �����+�$ ���� @>। E���� *r¿>��� ���@���� $&-�+�6£��� 
��6 ���> ���! ������ G�����& ����� ��-*$�n�� *"@��� �"� ��>�M। I� ��� ��� �@���� ���6��� 
����'� �� E� E��� :̄��%� @�> ��>�M �"������ G6। E3 :̄��%�3 ��� ����e���� �"�� 
U�� ��� �� G�� ���n�� ��_��� E����� ����'� �� SG!> *��&�� �c�� ��� "���M।*    

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* * * * ��"! ��"! ��"! ��"! )./<)./<)./<)./<    
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�������    ���    �����    

I��� ����� �����5� ��:!� ����� 
~��� IG��� ������ �W����>    

~��� IG�    (<*� *r¿>��� )./(    

 

‘‘$� S3 �� ���>� ?��� �@��� ���� *��� ��y 1��>��M, *����� {�� *�����@3 >, ��!����"�7 
��� "��। G�� �Q� I�� ������ G���� �,�e ��� � ��� ���>��M�� E�� );; ���� G���� 
*�q�D��� �,�e7 3�%��� +�� ���� ���>�M��। ��Z *� ��� � *�� �6�#� @3� � E�� );; 
����7 ���p ��@>��M। r�� ����� ���' @��@� @3���M E�� ����'� ��D �� ���� @3���M। �Q� 
I�� ����+�� �6�!�� "��+��� r���>� 4�F>��M। I��� E3 ����+�� ���6�$ ���� ������M।... M����� 
����� +�'��� �6�� ��u+�'� ���� ���� G��3>��M, E ���� G��3��� ����� ��&! ������ I�M। ���! 
����%��� ��������� ����%��� ���6��Q।... E3 $&����� ���� �
���� ���� N��� ����� �3। ���! 
����%��� I3�+�� ���6$&�� ��X@���� ��!�6 ��� ����� @3��। E�� ��X@���� ����  ��D+��� 
G��3>� ��>� ������ ���� ���n� ���� +�� ��X@���$�� _@& ����� @3��।    

    

$+&!��� ���M ��\ ��X� ���6�$��$+&!��� ���M ��\ ��X� ���6�$��$+&!��� ���M ��\ ��X� ���6�$��$+&!��� ���M ��\ ��X� ���6�$�� 

$+&!� 7 ���'��� ������� ���M ��F��� ���6�$��� ��� �����$+&!� 7 ���'��� ������� ���M ��F��� ���6�$��� ��� �����$+&!� 7 ���'��� ������� ���M ��F��� ���6�$��� ��� �����$+&!� 7 ���'��� ������� ���M ��F��� ���6�$��� ��� ����� 
    

‘‘������� ����%��� �6�� ��u+�'� ���� ���� ���> M����� 4�� ����� *� ��!���� ���"> 
��>��M, ��@�� ������� I�� ���'��� I��� ���6�� @3�� ���6�$ ������M। *� �Q� I�� 
������� I��7 E�G ���!�- E �6����� ��@���� +����� E���� �[�G� *�, N���> ����n� 
������ E�� ���'��� ���6 �@���� �@�� ������ I�� �[����� ������M।    
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�������    ���    �����    

+�'� �����!� 7�� *��� �p���� ��> 
�"���� ��e    

7 ��@��    *r¿>��� )./(    

 
��� +�'�� ��� ��!������ +�'�� ��� ��!������ +�'�� ��� ��!������ +�'�� ��� ��!��� 

I�� I���r    

    
[+�'� I�J�� ��+��� �N6@��� @3>� �� ��� 1���>� *�d�3���M E3 ���e ��@�� ��J� ���& 

������। ��e�� ()*� *r¿>��� ������� ‘‘7 *����’’ ��� �����> ������ @3>��M�। ��� 3@� ‘‘���!-
�����’’ ��� ��9��@� ���� )<3 r�Å ���6�> ����!��� @3>�M। ‘‘7 *����’’ 7 ‘‘���!-�����’’ 
�$����� �Q& ���� ������। ����� +�'�� 3@��� ��&! ���!�। ���G3 E3 S3��� �������� �� ��� 
{�> I��� ��63 ���¯� @3>��M। *��� *� $���$��� �" �-����> +���>� �� �3 E�� ���6���� 
4�� *� ��M��� �� I������� ����� ����>��M, �[6 I��� ��e��� �������' ������ ���>� 
�����]    

    
....����%��� ‘‘��u+�'�’’ @�� ����� 7 4S!- E ��3 ��!��� �$����� �@�� �"���। E�� E 

����� *���3 ����7 G���� @�b *� (*�� I7>��� ��$ *���� G���b) ���!��f� ��N� 
���n������� *� +��� 4��!�� ���6������ ��� @�b, *�+��� ���� ����%��� ���n������ 
�����+�'��� ���6������ ��� *@��।    

    
‘‘�6�� ��u+�'� ����� "�3’’ E3 ]6�!����� I7>�G3 IG ������ @�> ‘‘����� 7 4S! ��u+�'� 

"�3’’-E3 ���K I7>��G�3 k� ���& ����M। �$����� �@� �����&+��� +���M *�, E��3 @��� 
����%��� ‘‘��u+�'��’’ ���6� ������� ��। ��Z ��63 �� ���� ���6�� �����&! 7 $&���P� 
����� @��? ()*� *r¿>��� *� *$q���> ��_�� ���n� @�>�M�, ����� 7 4S! E S�� +�'� ����%��� 
‘‘��u+�'�’’ @��3 �� *� ��_���� 4�5�6 �W�&! �r� @�� E��3 �� $&��? �, E�� ���6�� ����� 
@�� �, E�� $&��7 >। ���&, *� ��� ������ I��� I����� ���:+�'�� ������ "�3�M, *� ��� 
������3 �6�6��7 ��X��� +�'�� ������ ���� @��। ����%��� G$& {�� ����� 7 4S! E S�� +�'�> 
��� ��� �। ����%�� {�� *� ����� +�'�+�'� G$&3 ��>�M �� >, E ���u� ���� I��� ��>�M ���� 
+�'�+�'�, ������ +�'�+�'�, ��t +�'�+�'�, *���" +�'�+�'� 7 �G���� +�'�+�'� G$&। EM�d� ��>�M 
��>��� 4�G���- ����� ��>�M #��> j�>���, ������ ��$ �����7 �����, 4S!, ���e, ������, ��t, 
*���"� 7 �G����- E3 ����� +�'��� ����%��� G$�&� +�'� ��� 
���� ���� ���6 @�>�M। �t�� 
����%��� ��>�M ��X"�� ��� ��� G���- ��Â���, ���e, ������, ��F� 7 *���"�। E��� ���6��� 
���!K, #�>�, ����bH ���+��� I�M, ���6���3 �G
 E��� ��!g��� G�� I�M, ���6��� �G
 
����� $F 7 �:�K ��>�M E�� ���6��� ��>�M �G �G ���:+�'�।    

    
������ ��$ E3 ��%� ��6 �
���� ��� E� G���, E� ��5�, E� +�'�� ����z>���� ���D� 

�����&� ��� 4S!�� ‘‘��u+�'�’’ ���� "�3�M। E3 ����#���� ��� $&��� ��!���7 {�� ����� 7 4��!�� 
‘‘��u+�'�’’ ���� "�, ��’@�� ���e+�'� ��t+�'�, ������+�'�, *���"�+�'� 7 �G����+�'� G$�&� 4�� 
� S��� +�'� "����> *�>� @��। E��7 ~
��"�� 7 $&��������� ���G3 ‘‘����� 7 4��! ��u+�'� *@��’’- E 
���� ����3 �����&! $&���P� >। ‘‘�6�� ��u +�'� ����� "�3’’- E3 ]6�!����� I7>�G, *� 
I7>�G *���3 {�� ����� 7 4��!�� ��u+�'� ���� ���� E���M, *�3 I7>�G    
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IG ����6�G6 I�J���� ���%�� G$�� *� I7>�G �"��� @�>�M�। ��Z �@� E���� 
*r¿>���� E� �p�� �� �� G$�� ��+x�� 7 $����� *"�� I�7 *��d *$�M, �� 
I�J���� ��� ����Q�� � ]6�!����� I7>��G� *�� I�J���� �6���� �:�� 7 �_$��� ��� ���� 
@�b। ��� ���& @���, *� I7>�G ���e+�'�, �+:�� G���� $&����� ������ I�� � ���> {�� ����� 7 
4S!�� ‘‘��u+�'�’’� I�� ����� "�3�M E�� +�'� I�J���� ��M� ���e+�'�, ��t+�'�, *���"�+�'�, 
������+�'� �+:�� ���� ����%��� ����� G���� ������ ��� ���b �। ��� ���� E� ��Q�� *N�� 
4F��। 4S!�� ���!��f E�� ���� ����%�� ������� ���6������ ���� ����7 �$&�����। *�� 
+�'�+�'� G$�� 4�� �6 +�'��� ���6������ +��� "����> *�7>��� ~
��"���� ��+�6�D। E+���, 
E� +�'� ����� *N�� ���6������ ���� G$�� ��N� �6�@� @> 7 G���$� ������ �:�K @>। ���!��f 
4S! 7 ���� ����%�� ����� ���6������ ���� I7>�G ���> ��:���N G���$� ������ �:�K @�b। 
���G3, E I7>�G ����6�G6।    
    

�¡ +�'�+�'� G$�&� ��!�p �¡ G���� ����N� ����%��� +�'� ���6�� $&���À� ������� 
G6 I����� I�J���� ������ @��� *M��- �d ���6��� +�'�+�'� G$�&� ���6��� +�'���  ��� 
��!6��� 7 ��� ������ *�>�। ���+H +�'�+�'� �����& G$& ���� ��u���"���> ���_@& ���� ���� 
7 ��N�� ��&! �����$ ��>, ��� G6 E I�J���� ���� @�� ��k��    

    
(�) *�ª�> ���u� ��% I3, *1�'&�, ����, �+:�� �����, 4��!, ���e ������, ��t  7 *���"� 

+�'�> ���� ���� @��। �G���� +�'�+�'� G���6� ��� ���K���6� @�> ���� ��� *� +�'�>7 ���� 
���� @��।    

    
(�) *�ª�> I3 �+�> ���6� �+6 �G �G ���:+�'�> �G �G ���:+�'�> �G �D�6 ���� 

����� 7 *��+�'��� *���� ���+H +�'�> �G!�� ��� *���। (G������1 7 *���+�>� ��D���u E �6�#� 
��r��6� ��f "��M।)    

    
($) ���6� +�'�+�'� G$�&� �G �G ���+���� (��!�p ���+H ������) ��u���!6, I3 

I������ ���!6 *� ������ +�'�> "���। ���+H ����� ���#� �6 +�'�+�'��� ( *�� ���!��f� 
4��!+�'��� �� ������� ��Â�����) *� �� ������ I3- I����� �G �G ���:+�'�> �G �D�6 ���� 
�����।    

    
(1) ���+H 4�G��� ���6�'� �c�� *��� 4�G���> +�'�> I3-I������ ��G "���।    
    
(Â) *M��� �d ���6� +�'�+�'� G���K 7 ���+H ����� ���6��1���7 �G �G ���:+�'�> ��N� 

��+ ���� ������ *+�$ ����।    
    
E3 ��% �������� �����! ��> I����� I�J���� ���N9 ��+�6�Dk�� ��� *¨�$� �� 

I7>�G @��।    
                 

‘‘��� +�'�� ��� ��!��� "�3’’    

 

 

 

I�� I���r ���� MÆ��। *����� I�� �� *���� ��>। ��� �p���� ���4�K ����!� ���6 �M��।    
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�������    ���    �����    

I�J��� ������ I"�& ���! ��� 
���6���� �D�6    

����%� �"�� ��+�$    <�� ��"!, )./(    

 
+�'� I�J���� � ����    

�Q� I���Q� I���Q� I���Q� I�� 

 
������� ����%��� �6�� ��u+�'� �@���� _@& ���� G6 G������&� �>������ ���� ���3>� 

����� ��3 4�F �। ()*� *r¿>���� ��� E� �N��� ����! E3 �W��! ?���> E�� ������ �6�6 
#�� �+� 7 *��+����� ��� @>; #��> ��:!�N ��@��� *��k� @%�N� ��� �3। ��Z ��u+�'�� 
���� I�� �� >, 3@�� ����� ������� ��"�� ���� G6 ������ ����� 7 �6�6��� 1:&6 'd�� 
��@� I�M। I3 ����6� 4��6�D���� ��� +�'�� ���� ���n� ��� M�d� �6 4�5�6 � ������ ��� 
�6�#� ���'�� ������� ����%��� �6�� ��u+�'� ���� G6 $&���'��� ��� ������� ���>� �%�� 
$:@�� @7>���3 ��@��� �W�&! �ZK @3�।    

    

��Z I��� �� *������....।    

    
$� <�� ��"! ���� ����%� *��j7� ?��� @3�� G������&� 4�5�� ��\ ������ G�� �Q� 

I���� *���� �\:��� 
    
S��+���z�  ���> IG I����� 4�5�� ��>��� ��� ������M। *r¿>��� ����� *�' �9��@ 

?���> *��� 1�� 1��>��M, ��@��� I�� ��6  �6��� 7 ��!�@� @3>��M। I�� I�����3 E�G, 
I����3 I���� E�G ����� �@���� I����� *����  ���� �����$ 7 *$q�� ��>��M। I��� 
��������� ��� I��� ���6�� I����� *���� ���3 I��� ��!�6। E3 ��� @>��� � �����7 "�� 
*�, ���6� ����%��� G��- *� M��3 @4� �� �6 �6 *�4 @4�- I����� ���M *�� ��> I��� 
���M �F� *��� ��>। ���6��� ����%��� G�� ����%��� G���> �W�, ��3 ?���> S1!��> *� 
��X"G�� G�� �� @3>��M ��@��� I�� G���> 7 I��� �6�D$� N�� ���>�3 �� ���। ?���� 
�� ��� ��1!��> ��@��� +�D�+�$� ��@���� ��� I��� I ��� ������ x�� ������M। I�� ����!3 
���>��M *�, ?���� ��� "����� ��z�  1����� ������> ������ @3�� E�� E �W��! *�@ *��'� 
���6%  @3��  ��@�� ��Q�� 4���D �6�#� ���, ��� @3��।    

    
*��@�� ��#� z��3 
�+���� @3>� I�����M E�� $� �>���� 1��� #�� *� 4�\G�� �:�K 

@3>��M� ��@� z��3 ������ @3���M, E� E ��'�> ����#�+��� �" � ������ ��> I��>��M। ���u� 

���! I��� I�$� �D:��> I����� ���M ��� ��M�3 ����>� ����� ���� �3। E� I�7 ��M� ��6 
���� ����� "�3 E�� ��@� @3�� I���� �@�G3 ���w�� ������ *�, ����� E� E� ����#��� 
�P��� @3>��M�� *���� ��F�� �6�#� ���, ��� M�d� I� $�6 � �M� �। ���6�K, ������ "� 
E�� @��� ��Gg������ U���o� "z�  ������3 ��K @3>��M। E3 "z�� � ��+���, 
k� E�� 
"z� ������� �� 7 4�5�6 �W��! E� I����$�� ��$� ��� I��� ��!�6। E ��% �6����� 
��!�� Id��� ����>� *� ��� ��D ��G ������M� �p�W��! I��� ���! �D:��> ��M� ��M� 3��$� 
���>��M���।    
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���! �����V� 'd��    
    

() *� *r¿>��� ������ ?���> ���:³�� �:�K @7>�� ���! @3��3 ����� ����� ��3���M�� *�, 
��@��� ����%� ����V��� E��� ��+�W�� ���>� ����"� ����, ����%� ��%Y�� ��@��� ���� 
��X�� ���>� �� ���� E�� ����%� U�� ���� �" � ��@��� ��7 �6�$ ��� �3 ��@��� ����> �p�� 
@3>� 4�F>��M । E3 �� ������6���>� ���67 ��G ������M� E�� ��M����6� M���� +�� ��� 
���"���� ������M�। *��� 4¸:³��� �:�K ���>� ����6�#��� G����%z�� ��"�� ���>� ����� G6 
3@��� �6��� ����V� ������M�। ��@��� ��� ������$� ���N�> �M�। ���>�� IG� 7 ���>�� 
��s���� G��5��> U���o� ���!6����� ��9 E3 ��� *��� ��� �M�। ���>�� ��s���� ��@������ 
�� ��@��� ������$� �e� ��>। �����+�'� ���� 
+����3 ����� +�����$ I�'!& ���  ���>� 4@�� 
Id��� E3 ��� *��� ��@���� @� ��"K� ��¬��>� ������� �����$ ��>।    

    
����� ����"� ���>� *����� E3 ���3 ���K @3>� 7�F *�, ������� I3 �+�� �������� 

��� �� @3�� I�� ���>� �� �� ����� @> �� �� *$����� ����3>� ������� ����V� ��� 
@3>��M�। ����� ��� ��3>� ���!������ �6�#� �@���� ?���> );; ���� G��� ���। ������� 
����%��� �6�� ��u+�'� ������ G6 G������&� �>������ ������ ����3>� ������� *�� ��3 
3@�� ���6 �M� �। 1��� ��� �N��� ����!7 ?���> E�� �6�6 G�>$�> E3 �W��! �+�� ��n� 7 
*��+����� ���@� ��� @3>��M�। ��Z #��> ��:!�N *����7 *�� @%�N� ��� �3। );; ���� G��� 
���>� E ���� �+� 7 *��+����� �W�&! ��'� ��� @> �3। *G�� ��:!��N� ����� �3>� 4@� ��� 
��3�। ��Z *�@ E3Q� *�� ����� "� �3। 3@�� ����!� 1����� @3�� ������� ��9 �������3 
���K ���! ��7>� ��> *�, *� ��� *��� *$�����$ �:�K� 'd�� ������M�, ��u+�'� ���� ����� E3 
@� 'd���� ��� G������&� ���! ���+� E��� @���>�� �6��� I� ��M�3 �@।    
 

 
+�'�-����!    

 
����%��� �6�6 {+���³���� �� I��7 I�� ���>��M��� *� I����� *������ ��@���� x�-

����, 3����-���� 7 ����%��� ��� �������� ��G��� I+6 ��& ���-���,�� +���>� ��3�� E�� 
*������� �$��� �@���� ��6�� ?���> �� ��� *$������$� �� G���> ������ ������� ����� 
�t� @3��। 3���� 7 ����%��� ���� ����>�+��� @3��7 ��M��� ��r�6 ��+ ���>��M E�� 
I����� *������� ���� 7 G������&� ���6 ��M� *����� ����  ����� ����>��M *���>� I�� 
S����। ?���� �� ��� *$������$� ��M� ��@��� I�M ��@���� ��!���� 7 ��@��� *�+��� ��G��� 
3b� G$�&� 4�� "���3>� ���� "��@>��M�, ��@� @3�� ��� �@�G3 ��w� ��> ��@���� 4�5�6 �� �M�। 
G������&� ����3 ���u� S����� "z�  ���w�� � ����>� ��@���� r�X�� ��d>��M�� ���>� I�� 
��!�@� @3>��M। I��� �¡�� ��!  3���G� +�'� ����%�� "��� ������ ���6 ���>� ��u+�'�> I{ 
������� ��6���6��> �� ��� @> �3। E3 ��#�> ��� ���> 
�+���� ��#� ����!�� �+�� ��>� E3 
���6� ����� ���3 ��$� �����"� @3>��M�। I���� G��, ����%� ���n� @7>�> I����� G���> 
G��� �� ��&���� 7 �� ��#�� �c�� @3>��M E�� r�� 4��! ����� 4+> +�'��3 ��6�����! 
1�����M। 4��!+�'� 7 �����+�'� *������ ������� ����� r�� S3�� +�'�� ��:� @3�� E�� E� 
+�'�� �© �6 +�'�> �6��� @3�� ����> S3 +�'�+�'� �$������ �6��� z��3 ��� @3���M। E3 
G63 ��¡� ���>�� IG� E�� ���>�� ��s�� ���� ��d����d ���>� E �W��! $&���'��� ��� 
@3�� *�� ����  ����� ��>�G �� ��� �3। �����+�'� ������> E3 ������ ������ +�'� 
@3��, 3�6���� 3@� 
���� ���>� ���! ����%��� ���+� 7 ��m:��� 4����$� ���>� *����� ��!���� 
��"K��� ����� 4p��@ ��� ���।    
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��@� @4�, $� () *� *r¿>��� ?���> *� ������� ����#��� 4]� @> �p��� �N ����>� I�� 
+�'� ����!�� ��G��� @3�� �:��+��� ����"�� ����  _@& ��� E�� I��� ���&� ����>� ���& 
����� "�3 *� +�'�� ���� *����3 I�� �� >, ��� +�'� �����!� � ���� E��� �$�� S��+��e 
��@>��M। ��!�p I+6 ��& ���:³�� �:�K ���>� ������� U�� ���� G6 ��� "� E�� S����� E��� 
����V� ���>��M�। ((*� *r¿>��� ������3 ������� ����%��� �6�� ��u+�'� ���� G6 
$&���'��� ��� *������� ���>� I�� �6�#� ���'�� E��� �%�� 4£�� ���। I��� �%�� ���'�� 
��!�P��z�� $:@�� @>। ��@��� I3 ����6� 'd�� ���>��M� +�'� ���6� M�d� �6 *�� ����' 
���� ��@���� ��� � ����� ��@� @3�� E �6�#�> ��@��� ��>3 �ZK @3�।    
    

+��� ���! 7 4b:³���    
    

��Z I�� *������, ��@��� @��$���� ������ ���>��M� ��@��� 4D �%���� $:@�� @7>�� ���$ 
���$3 �6�6 ���� 4£�� ����� {Q ����। z�� 3@� ����3 ��� ������ @3>� 4�F� (���6 3@� 
{Q @3��3 ������� G�� �M�) *�, N���> ����� ������� U���o� ���!����, +��� ���! 7 
'd�� ]��� ��"�� ��� �6��� @��$���������� I� *�� 4�5�6 ������ ���� �। 4��Z ������� 
�@���o� 4���> U�� ���>� �p#�� ��G��� ���� @������ 4����$� E��� ��X����� ����� ����n� 
����� "z� ������ "��@>��M�। 3@� 4�s����$6 *�, *$������$� ��> ���>&$�� E��� *��+�����> 
���N�+������ *�������� ‘��D ����� "�3’ ���>� U� ����>��M�। *�� ��+��$� �� E3 ��!��� ��¯�p 
��@��� E3Q� U� 4£�� ����� ��@�� @3�, 3@� ����J�@ ��p��!��&!। ������� ��� 
"z� ������� ����V� ��z�  *��� ��6 I�M *�3���� ���$ 3@���� ��&! �����6 ��@>��M। 
��G��� 4�5�6 ����� G6 ��@��� ��+� �� _@& ���। 3@� ����3 G�� *�, ��@��� �6�#� 
���'��� ���6$&�� +��� ���! ��� E� �� *�� *�� *N�� ~��@� ��!���� +> *���3>� 
��M����6� ���6�� ������ ��$ ����! @3�� ���6�$ ����� ���6 ��� @>। ��G��� ���!������ 
���!�� G6 #��> ����������� ���7 ��Q� +��� ���! ��� @>। �6�6 ������������ +> 
*���3��� G6 ����V����>� "��!� �4G’’ ������ M������ �W�&!k�� +¯�+�� ��� @>। ����6�#� 
�6�@� ������ G6 ��� ������ ��!"�����7 ��k�+��� +> *���3>� ���G *��$��� ���� ��� @>। 
¡��� ���! ]��� ���� �����!� �����& ����@ 7 *����-��� ��> ���� �e ����� ���6 ��� @>। 
*��j7 ����%��� ��G��! �e ���>� *�7>�� *"K� "��।    
    

*����r� 7 *���_�r �6�#� E�� *i "��"�� ��¢ �:�K ��� @>। ������' ���u� ����\�� ������ 
���6 @3>� ����� ��F�� �6�#� ���, ����� ������� @। ������ ��\��� �6�D$�&� ��� 3@� 
���K @3>� 4�F *�, ������� �6�� ��u+�'� ��� ��:� �� *����3 �F� �, ��� ����� E��� 
*����� *���� ��� , �:³�� ���H ����� ���� ��� ��@�3 �M� ���6����� ��। E����#�> ������� 
�� ��� 4�"� �M� ��@�3 ����"6। E3k� @� 'd���� �P��� @3>� �:����� *�� ���>Y��� ����� �� 
�6�#� ���, �����? ��� $&6���6� *��� G$�&� ������ �6�#� ���'��� ������ ���6��$�� 
+> *���3>� ���6 ��� E�� E3+��� ������ ��$ ������� N���"�6� ���>� ��G�� N���> ����n� 
@3��� G6 *"K�> ����&! @3>��M�। 3@� 1���� ���� I��� G������&� ��� ����� +��$� ������ 
*��'� @3���। ��� �:���� ���$ E3 ���G��� ��� I�� 7 I��� �@��!�$& �_�� @3�� � �������, 
��@� @3�� G$&7 3������ ��� ��!�6 �W���� I��� I����� ����7 I����� +��'6p 
�������� ���� ��>3 ������ ���6% @3���। �>������ 4���> ������� �� 1�� ��3�� ����। 
*������ I3�+�� ���6$&3 ��G��� 
��� 3b�> *+�� ��>� ������� N���"�6� ����� ����। 
I3�+�� ���6$& ��@��� ����#� 7 
���+��� E3 �6����� ��G��� ����� ����    
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����� ����, ��@�� G6 E� ������ �:�K� ��>�G *� ��!���� +>+���� ���@�� ����>� ��@��� 
��G ����� ����। E3 k� ������ �:�K � @3�� $&�������� ������ @3>� 4b:³� G��� ���3 
���>� @>। +> *���3>� 7 4b:³���� �:�K ���>� *���� ��� �:³�� ���H ������ E3 *� 'd�� 
@3>��M�, ������� ����,� �6�#� r�� ���7 ����>�+��� *� ������ ���� @3>��M ����� I����� 
IG���� ��Q�� *� ���� *��� ��>��M� E�7 ��@� �W�&!k�� ����+�� @> �3। ������ ���  7 
����\� *�� ���>�3 @4� I����$�� �N� ����� @3��। I�� I�� ��� E3 �6����� ����� 
*������� ��� ����%���3 ��&! ���! ��3��। I�� ��� ����%��� ���M I��� ������M, 
������� @�� �G��� ����� I$�3>� I��, ��_ ����� I3 7 �:³�� ��6�@� ������ ������� 
��@��6 �Q- �:�:�������� I��� �:�K, ���6� �G� �"��&� E�� G������&� ���6 ��� �' �:�K� 
�>�� �6�! �Q।    
    

3������ I��!    
    
*������� *����� I��� I�7 I�G, I���� ����� � 7���� E���� �:�K ��N� �Q, 

4���° ����� *"K� �Q ��!��� I��� �� ������ �P��� @3>��M। {�� ����%� >-��� 3����3 
IG ���Q& ������ �P���। I��� ���� ���>� ����, G���$�, *+q�$����, ��!g��� 7 +�'�$� 
�6��� ��� ���>� 3���� E��� *� 
&!���$� ��"� ���>��M�, ��!���7 3���� ��@� ����� �N�-
��@�� r�� ��� G���� G��� I���� ���' ���-��:�� 7 ��� । I��� ����%�� 3������ E3 I��!3 
��%�� k���>� ���� "�3। �N �N *����� �6��$� �����> I��� ����%� @���� ���>��M {����� 
3������ ���>� ������� G63। ���+H G��� 7 ���+H +�'�+�'� *��� ��6���� *+q�$���� ~��"�6��&! 
I����� E3 ����%��� ���+H ����� 3���� E� ���� _��� ���>� ����>��M। I����� ��@�� 7 
��1���� ��-��� �����3 ���¯� ���>��M। ����%� ��_ ������ G�@�� �G�� I> ���>��M 
E�� ��!�3 3������ E3 �G�� �J ��+�� @3���M। S�>�� ��� I����$�� ����H ����� 
@3�� *�, ���7 I����� �� ���! ���� G6 ���>�� IG� 7 ���>�� ��s�� IG I� �3, ����� 
3���� I����� ��6�� ����>� I����$�� ��:��� ��� ���"���� ����� �N�। E3 �6����� I����� 
���>Y3 *���। ���&, E��� �� �������� ��� S�>�� I� *����7 E� G�>$�> E� ������ ��� 
��� �। ������ ��� �������� ��@�� ����� ���>Y ����'+��� I�����3। ������ G�@��� E3 ���� 
��@���! I��� �� ����%� 7 3������ ��� E3 �Q���>Y ���� ����! @3�? ����%��� 7 ������ 
G�@��� ��� I����� ���� ��!�6 �W��� I��� *�� ��3 ���p�� @3� �।    

 
����%� �GJ����    

 
((((���! ����%��� 4G��� I�� G�� �Q� I���� *���� �\:��। ��� ! ����%��� 4G��� I�� G�� �Q� I���� *���� �\:��। ��� ! ����%��� 4G��� I�� G�� �Q� I���� *���� �\:��। ��� ! ����%��� 4G��� I�� G�� �Q� I���� *���� �\:��। <<<<�� ��"! �� ��"! �� ��"! �� ��"! )./()./()./()./())))    ****    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* * * * +�'&�� +�'&�� +�'&�� +�'&�� ‘‘‘‘���@ 7���@ 7���@ 7���@ 7’’’’’’’’----E� E� E� E� ;;;;�! �'!�! �'!�! �'!�! �'!, , , , ))))� ���6�� ���6�� ���6�� ���6�, , , , E���E���E���E���, , , , )./( )./( )./( )./( *��� 4�:�।*��� 4�:�।*��� 4�:�।*��� 4�:�। 
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�������    ���    �����    

���  ���� ���� 4���N ���! ����%� 
������$� ��Gg��� *1�'&�    

���! ����%� �����$    (2*� ��"!, )./(    

    
‘‘��� ���� �����’’    

���! ��� ������$� *1�'&�    
 

I��� ����%��� ������G IG G���� ����� *N�� ��'� �}��� �P��� @3>��M। ����%� 
���>� @3��� �� I��� ����%��� ��� *h&� ����-�����, �Q&-�Q&� I�� ���>��M��� *�, 3���G 
*��'���� @�� @3�� ��D @3>� I����� *���� *�� I��� �����6 ��N�>-���V ��:� @3>� 4�F��, 
IG ���d "��� �p���� ��+x��> I��� *������M *� I�� �W�&! ������p @3>��M। E3 �}��> 
G���� ������V ����G� ��� *h&�� ����-�������� ������� ); �r� ����� �+�\�� ���!-��� 
�����$ ��6�� ���� �}V �>��M। �F� E� �p�� ����! ��!��� ���! ����%��� ������G�� E� 
��#�> ��1�� ���� I@�� �>� ������$� GÀ @>। I�G��� ‘‘��� ���� �����’’ I��� ������$� *�3 
); �r� �������3 G�P��� *�� ������M�    

    
)। ��!��� I��� S�>�� �������G� ��@� �T ����3>� *1�'&� ������M, I��� ������������ 

��R�G6���� ������ "�3 �; E�� ��� ���� ����o� ������ U�� ���� ���। I����� ����� 
����%��� ��� � ���63 4H� ����� �����। ��3 S�>�� ����'� 4H���� �6�@� ������ 7 ��@���� 
����Y� �:���� I�� ������ *�  ��R�G���� "z�  ��@��� I��� *� *�� ����63 ���@� ���� ��� 
�3���M।    

    
(। I��� "�3 ����%� �:��� ��7�>�� @3�� ��D @3>� E��� 
��� �G���� ���u ���&� @4� 

E�� ���6��� +�'�+�'� ������ ���������� 
�>\��� E�� ��Gg��� 7 ���m:��� 
����� ���>� 
@4� E�� �������7 ����%��� �6�� ��u+�'� ��!��� *�7>� @4�।    

    
<। I��� "�3, *������ ����, E�� ���6��� �p+��� G�����G!�� ��>��। 
    
;। I��� "�3, ��9�>�m� ���!G� *+�������� E�� ��D ��!�"।    
    

/। I��� "�3, ��% ��� 7 ��Q�'� ��N��� ������& E�� ��� ���� �6> ���3>� ��N� ���� �6> 
�:����&।    

    

v। I��� "�3 �������G� ~��� 7 ���m:��� �� 4H> E�� ����-�������� G6 �"�� ���, 
��3���� 7 *�������� ����J��%।    

    

2। I��� "�3 G������&� 
��#6� 4H��� G6 ����� �\:!� �"�� �6> ���5 7 ���K �"��p���> 
7 �6�>��$�� ��!�&।    

    

L। I��� "�3 ��� *������ G������, G�>$������ ���� 4�b� 7 �:'��� @��� G��। 
    

.। I��� "�3 h����� G����� ����&� 4���D �G��� 7 L 1�� �@���� �9��@ ;; 1�� ���G� ��> 
��!��&।     

    

)0। I��� "�3 ��% ������ ���� ���G>�9 7 �d ��V���� G���>��&।    
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))। I��� "�3 �������G� G6 ������ ��N� �6�#� 7 �� ����� ������।    
    
)(। I��� "�3 ��% ���Y���� I3�� ��6�@��, ��Gg��� �J���� ���D E�� ��� *h&�� 

G������&� �+������ 7 ����� �6D ���� �+�\�� �6�D� ��&! 
������।    
    
)<। I��� "�3, ����� �G �G ��! ��� ���� ��&! ������ �N�� �6�#�। 
    
);। I��� "�3, ����%� @3�� ��� ���� �� ���>��� 7 ���������� ����।    
    
4����D ������� ����%��� ���� ���!���� ���6��� ����-������ ����। 4����D *�q��� 

������� ���>� ����� ������3 *���� ��� ���� �������G� �����G�, ��Gg���, ���m:��� 7 
I�6��o� 4H��� ��>�� @3�� E�� ���!�f ��� ���� ����%� ��, G�, ���V 7 ��N�> ��:� @3>� 
4�F��।    

    

    
;v/), ��$�$� *�, ?���।    
�����: (2*� ��"!, )./(।    

���! ����%� �����$    
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�������    ���    �����    

����� +�'��� ����%��� �6�� 
��u+�'� ���� �%�� 4£��    

����%� $&���'�    )03 E���, )./(    

 

MOTION RE: BENGALI BEING ONE OF THE STATE LANGUAGES IN 

THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF PAKISTAN, 10TH APRIL, 1952. 

Mr. Nur Ahmed (East Bengal: Muslim): Sir, I move: "That the Assembly is of 

opinion that Bengali language shall be made the State Language of Pakistan." 

Sir, my resolution is self-evident and clear to every Honorable Member of this 

House. I would not take the valuable time of the House by inflicting a speech in support 
of my motion. 

Mr. President (to Mr. Nur Ahmed): Do you want to speak? 

The Honourable Mr. Nurul Amin (East Bengal: Muslim): He has spoken. 

Sardar Shaukat Hyat Khan (Punjab:Muslim): An official is stopping him from 
speaking. 

Mr. President: Motion moved: 

"That this Assembly is of opinion that Bengali language along with Urdu language 

shall be made the State language of Pakistan." 

The Honourable Pirzada Abdus Sattar Abdur Rahman (Sind: Muslim): Sir, I 

move: 

"That in view of the fact that no decision has yet been taken in the matter of the State 

language and there being no immediate necessity of taking a decision thereon, be it 

resolved that the question be decided by this Assembly when it comes up before it in due 

course." 

Sir, the Amendment is very clear and it does not need any further clarification. 

Mr. President: Motion moved: 

"That in view of the fact that no decision has yet been taken in the matter of the State 

language and there being no immediate necessity of taking a decision thereon, be it 

resolved that the question be decided by this Assembly when it comes up before it in due 

course." 

Sardar Shaukat Hyat Khan: 'Sir, I am both pained and surprised to see that one of 

the Government party's Members is first allowed to bring the resolution and then 

Government itself tries to postpone it. We have seen during the past two months that this 

language issue has taxed the minds of the people or our brethren in East Bengal. 

 

 

 
* Speech not corrected by the Honorable Member. 
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The issue was then raised after the speech of no less a person than the Prime Minister 
of Pakistan and then after that there were trouble, there agitation, there were shootings’, 

there were killings and there was lot of agitation, seeing which no less a person than the 
Chief Minister of East Bengal got up in his Legislature where he holds a majority to pass 

a resolution in keeping with the feelings of the people of East Bengal. Unless he was 

then in harmony with the ideas of the people of East Pakistan, he could not have passed 

that resolutions or was it only a political way in which he wanted to get out of the 

difficult situation? I would ask the Honorable Chief Minister from East Bengal, what 

was the reason that he passed that resolution in the Legislature of East Bengal. If there 

was no need for it then, there was no need for bringing this resolution here. If there was a 

need for that resolution to be passed, if there was a public feeling which had led him to 

pass that resolution in East Bengal Assembly, then surely, Sir, that need has not been 

done away with and therefore this issue should not be put in cold storage. 

 

I being to a province where we have nurtured and brought up Urdu in the last 30 

years or 40 years or more and Punjab is really proud for nurturing that language which 

was not its own. Then, Sir, after all these years we have been speaking that language and 
improving that language, in spite of the fact, I am today with the fullest responsibility 

standing here to support the issue of Bengali and I say that let us have Bengali as one of 
the State Languages, because it is the language of 4 crore and 9 lakhs of our people 

living in East Bengal. If we, from West Pakistan, are going to oppose that urge, of the 
people of East Pakistan, we will be responsible for starting trouble in East Pakistan, 

which may damage the very fabric of my country and my nation. Sir, I am one of those, 
therefore, who, though loving Urdu language, though speaking Urdu language, are today 

on their legs to support this issue with all sincerity and all seriousness because we do not 

want that by opposing the cause of the people of East Pakistan, we are going to do no 

good. Instead, by postponing the issue, by postponing the evil day once again, we will be 

starting trouble, which may result in the complete disruption of Pakistan. Therefore, Sir, 

in the interests of Pakistan, in the interests of our people, in the interests of our solidarity, 

in the interests of our future ties, in the interests of our future children and in the interests 

of our posterity, I am going to support the issue of Bengali. Let us not waste any time; let 

us support the resolution of Chief Minister of Bengal; let us have the Bengali language 

as one of our State languages. If we can have English, if English could be spoken here, if 

English could be treated as a language in which we can communicate with each other 

why cannot the Bengali language, the spoken language of 4 crores of people, be the State 

language. I am sure, Sir, that Urdu is neither so weak, nor Bengali language so weak, 

that by having them both as State languages, we are going to kill one or the other 
language. It is just trying to put oil on fire and this fire would spread, I assure you, Sir, if 

we do not take up this issue seriously and if we do not get over this petty Provincialism, 
if we keep on going; on Provincial lines of sentiments on which we have lived for past so 

many years, we, we are going to destroy this country. Sir, sentimentalism should be 
apart. We have been sentimental too long. We have been emotional too long. Let us be 

rational, let us ask 'ourselves, ask searching questions to yourselves.; I ask the Prime 
Minister here, let him ask a searching question to himself: Is it really the desire of East 

Pakistan people that they should have Bengali language as one of the State languages? If 

it is not, then for 
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God's sake get up and tell us that it is fraud, it is not the voice of the people, it is only the 
call of a few people and I will take back all my words which I have spoken in favour of 

Bengali. But if on the other hand, this is certain that this is the urge of people, this is the 
desire of the majority of the people of Pakistan, then I do not see any reason why you are 

putting back the issue and why you are adding to the troubles of the Government and the 

people of Pakistan. Sir we know and all of us know that here are countries in within 

there are three languages spoken. Take Switzerland, there is German, there is French and 

there is Italian spoken. Take the question of Canada. There is French and English both. 

Take the question of our country; why cannot we have two languages? Why should we 

oppose it? We, who have been speaking English for the last 200 years, we are going to 

oppose that language, the language of the majority of the people of this country? I have 

got no hesitation. Sir, in saying that we, in the Punjab, and we people who think sensibly 

about the future of Pakistan, we have got no desire to float the language issue and 

otheraspiration's of the people of East Pakistan. 

Sir, I am sure, if we have Bengali as one of the State languages, it will lead to 

stronger ties and stronger friendship between the two wings of Pakistan. There will be 

people here in West Pakistan who will be learning Bengali and there will be people in 

Bengal who will be learning Urdu so that by this interchange of languages, by this 

compulsory learning of the languages of both wings of Pakistan, we are going to forge 

ties which it will be impossible to break by an artificial manner. Therefore, Sir, if we are 

going to have stronger ties and friendship and brotherhood between the two wings of 

Pakistan, we should give up this motionalism and came forward with open hands and say 

that we are accepting your language, not that you are in a majority but because we want 

to make Pakistan-stronger and our brotherhood stronger and a real and effective thing. 

We are coming forward to accept the language of your country as at par with Urdu 

which is the spoken language of certain people in West Pakistan. Sir, if we do not do 

that, if we do not come to rationalism, if we keep on being emotional, if we keep on 
putting it away for political reasons, then, Sir, I assure my friends opposite that they are 

not today shelving, the issue Bengali language, but they are shelving the very foundation 
of Pakistan being laid on a proper basis. By trying to put off this issue they are going to 

create trouble in the mind of the East Bengal people who might think-and think wrongly- 
that we, in West Pakistan, are trying to dominate them. We have got no desire whatever 

to dominate any one part or any Province or any people of this country. We want all the 
people and all the Province to get up together and with proper co-operation and 

friendship with each other, we should grow into a mighty nation which is our right to be. 

Therefore, Sir, in the interest of Pakistan's solidarity, in the interest of our people, in 

the interest of Bengal, Punjab, Sind, Frontier and Baluchistan, I am going to ask my 
friends in the Government, do not keep on shelving these issues, do not keep on putting 

off the real issues of the country, do not keep on putting off the need of the day. Be 
brave, be the worthy followers of Quaid-i-Azam, the worthy successors of Quaid-i-

Azam, behave like true successors of Quaid-i-Azam and get up and do as he would have 
done in a different situation like this and accept this language issue. Do not do a thing 

which is going to disrupt the very strength of our nation. 
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Sir, it is very well saying that when the Constitution is made, then we will take up 

this issue. Even, Sir, only yesterday a resolution was brought in about Islamic research. 

Many resolutions every day are brought in, some are about elections, some about 

amending the Government of India Act. When these small things can be discussed in this 

House and passed, why cannot these major issues, when they arise, be discussed and 

passed to that here is no trouble in the country, so that we can live happily, so that there 

is no inferiority complex any where that people here are conspiring against them or 
people there are trying to dominate the people in West Pakistan. Sir, with these few 

words, these inadequate words, I am going to once again appeal to the people to be 
sensible, do not try to be emotional and do not try to put off these issues. Let us go and 

help the Bengali culture to grow and if necessary, if you think and I am sure the people 
in East Bengal and people in West Pakistan may agree that we may try to have a 

common script so that Urdu and Bengali languages can be understood and read easily by 
the people of West Pakistan and East Pakistan. Therefore, Sir, with this prayer that you 

should coolly and calmly consider this issue and settle at once as all and take up the issue 

of the script and let us see if we can have a common script. Let us have this Quranic 

script which is understood by both the people in East Bengal and people in West 

Pakistan. This may be the common script of the two languages. Therefore, Sir, with 

these words and with these suggestions, I appeal to the House for God's sake give up 

your ideas of Provincialism of which you are accusing your opposition and rise above 

the present level and see that you are the real Statesmen of Pakistan and that you are 

going to preside over its funeral. 

*  *  *  *  *  * 

Mr. A.K. Fazlul Iluque (East Bengal: Muslim):* Sir, while I had been listening to 

this debate, I felt it my duty to put forward my views before the House. I do not claim to 

be an orator. Nor can I claim to possess the vehemence of language with which my 

friend Mr. Shaukat Hyat Khan, can carry a motion before the House, but, Sir, I claim, 
through God's grace, to have had something of parliamentary experience. I have outlined 

three parliamentary generations in the whole of India and I know, Sir, what it is. When a 
question of the utmost importance to the State is being discussed, how people can play to 

the gallery and not look to the essential importance of the question itself. I do not for a 
moment impute to any of my friends here the charge that they do not realize the 

importance of the question itself. I do not for a moment impute to any of my friends, 
here the charge that they do not realize the importance of the motion, but I do say that 

they are not in a possession of all facts. Not only have I derived experience, Sir, of my 

thirty years either as a politician or as a member of the Bar. I am in close touch with the 

people from the mofussil who come to me on professional work. After my work is done, 

I just indulge in conversation with them to find out the real feelings of the people in 

connection with my burning question of the day. Now, Sir, I say it without any fear of 

contradiction that whatever the reasons may be, the feelings of the people of East 

Pakistan at the present moment are that Bengali should be at the least be given a place in 

the recognized State languages of Pakistan. Sir, I do not think there is any inhabitant of 

Eastern: Pakistan at present that can be expected to vote for Urdu only as the State 

language of Pakistan. It is not for me to say whether that feeling is well-founded or not. I 

am not saying that. Now, 

 

* Speech not corrected by the Honorable Member. 
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Sir, at present the question that has come up before the House has not been the unseating 
of Government. Government did nothing, but some of our Members have tabled 

resolutions to the effect that Bengali should be recognized as one of the State languages 
of Pakistan. My friend, Mr. Nur Ahmed, who will pardon me if I say that he is a machine 

for turning out resolutions at the rate of 100 per hour and amendments at a similar rate. 

He could not have left this occasion to go without tabling a resolution. Moreover, being 

an inhabitant of Chittagong, for the feelings of the most violent character he has only 

done his duty in bringing this motion before the House. So let us now understand the 

position. What is that the Government have decided? Government have fully realized 

that there is behind this demand of Bengali being one of the State languages, the 'Voice 

of 90 million of the 'people of Pakistan. At the same time, the question can be looked at 

from various point of view. It takes time to consider and come to a definite decision. All 

that the Government proposes is that the question should not be decided here and now by 

the mere majority of votes, but that time should be taken into consideration to see that 

question is gone into in all its aspects and decided finally as to what should be the 

language or the languages of Pakistan. I do not very much like the phrase 
4
in due course'. 

As things at present stand, I feel that; 'due course* may not come in the near future. It 
may be that the English language may continue to be the State language for five or eight 

years. We do not know what will happen, but whatever the reasons, if the Government 
motion is held today. We will not allow Government to sleep over this question. We will 

face an issue the next time when the Assembly meets. All this time we will have ample 
opportunities of mobilizing the public opinion in East Pakistan and if we succeed in 

showing to the world that the people of East Pakistan have not only got a very good case; 
but also they have got public opinion behind their demand, I am sure the Government 

will have to look into it, whatever may be any personal views in this matter. 

Mr. President: I may remove a misconception. Here the Government is not 

represented. All members represent themselves. 

Mr. A.K. Fazlul Haque: "Sir, that is theory. So whatever it may be, the remarks I 

make here apply to Honorable Pirzada. Whatever may be case, I am placing certain 

facts. I am saying that after coming to Karachi I looked at this question from various 

points of view. At present my estimate is that Government has got a majority in the 

House. If we force a decision we are likely to lose and if we lose we lose this cause for 

ever, because It is not only the members of the Constituent Assembly, but a member, of 

that section of the Constituent Assembly who dealt with the situation. But if we allow 

this question to remain open, get an opportunity of considering this question along 

Members of Government and have not a decision to the question we desire, I submit, Sir, 

then we will have great apprehensions. I do not wish to get a definite decision today, but 
I wish to have an opportunity of mobilizing public opinion there and inducing 

Government to accept our point of view. There is a beautiful couple that says: He who 
fights and runs away lives to fight another day, if that may be the position then that is to 

our advantage. Instead of taking a defeat just now, whatever may be the reasons, it is 
much better that the question should remain open and Government may have an 

opportunity of considering the questions from all its aspects and then coming to a 
decision. 

 
* Speech not corrected by the Honorable Member. 
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Now, Sir, I will be very frank. The discussions that have taken place and the 
discussion that will take place will show that the Members of this Assembly from 

Eastern Pakistan-and If we will have the Members who come from Eastern Pakistan-will 
be put in a very awkward position, because their own feelings are that Bengali should be 

declared straight away here and now as one of the State languages of Pakistan. 

Sardar Shaukat Hyat Khan : Why do not you say so? 

Mr. A.K. Fazlul Haque: "Well, I want it. But I want to have proper initiative. Sir, I 

want to be frank. As I have said, I do not want to break it. I feel that if a division is taken 

in the present circumstances, we will lose, whatever reasons may be. I do not want to 

lose but I want to get an opportunity and as a matter of fact I do not want to shelve the 

question but I want to put off the defeat and see if I can get successfully out of 

unfortunate circumstances. 

Sardar Shaukat Hyat Khan: Who can defeat you? 

Mr. A.K. Fazlul Haque: *I cannot for a moment answer my friend's questions in the 

way he desires because it is not for me to change facts. I am not saying these things from 

the point of views of any particular section of the House. I am not holding any brief for 

anybody but I am only putting before the House the question from practical point of 
view. Does the amendment of Honorable Abdus Sattar go to this length that this question 

can never come before this House to consideration? It may be postponed for six months 
or eight months. These are all matters of procedure. So, Sir, I submit that it is not fair 

politics because some of the Members here have been placed in a very awkward position 
because there is a conflict between their duty towards their constituencies and the 

circumstances with which we are faced in this House today. I am only appealing to the 
House not to make provocative speeches but allow the Government to consider this 

question coolly and calmly and I feel sure that the time will come when we will be able 

to convince that the importance of Bengali must be properly weighed  

Before I sit down I convey my grateful thanks to my friend Sardar Shaukat Hyat for 
the manner in which he has espoused the cause of Bengali I wish I had delivered that 

speech and not he. (Applause) 

*  *  *  *  *  * 

Shri Dhirendra Nath Dutta : Mr. President, Sir,...........today, it is rather difficult for 
me to speak as it has been enhanced by the fact that I am to speak after the 

Honorable and most learned friend, Mr. A.K. Fazlul Huq. I have the honor of being his 
colleague for a long period and I know the difficulty of speaking after him. He can place 

any case with abounding arguments. He has got that capacity. I shall confine myself to 

one fort only and that is this: Whether there is a necessity for postponing the 

consideration of this issue. It is now agreed. Sir, and it has been agreed by my 

Honorable and most esteemed friend, Mr. A.K. Fazlul Huq, that the claim of the Bengali 

language is genuine and it has got the opinion and the backing of all the population of 
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East Bengal. If we look, Sir. to the resolution that have been tabled in this House, we 
shall find it. Not only Mr. Nur Ahmed, who has got a knack of moving resolution, and 

who comes from Chittagong. has moved this resolution but the resolutions have been 
moved by Mr. Shahoodul Haq coming from my place in the district of Tipperah and if 

you look to the resolution itself, it says that in view of the general opinion prevailing in 

East Bengal over the question of State language and also in view of the unanimous 

resolution of the East Bengal Assembly passed at its last session recommending adoption 

of Bengali as one of the State languages of Pakistan, the Constituent Assembly resolves 

to adopt Bengali as one of the State languages of Pakistan. 

So, it has been said in the resolution itself that there is the general opinion prevailing 

on the question of State language and there is unanimous resolution of the East Bengal 
Assembly. Sir, I happen to be a Member of the East Bengal Assembly. I know, Sir, the 

leader of the East Bengal Assembly, I mean the Honorable the Chief Minister of East 
Bengal, himself moved that resolution. He himself got up and got it passed that the East 

Bengal Assembly recommends that the Bengali language shall be one of the State 

languages of Pakistan. Then, Sir, we get the resolution of Mr. Abdullah-al Mahmood 

who comes from Pabna who also says that Bengali be declared as one of the State 

languages. Then Mr. Abul Kasem Khan who also comes from Chittagong also say that. 

Then Moulvi Ebrahim Khan who, is the President of the Secondary Education Board of 

East Bengal, and who was the Principal of a College in the District of Mymensingh also 

says in his resolution that Bengali should be one of the State languages. So, Sir, it i's 

agreed and it cannot be denied that there is the backing of the whole population of 

Eastern Bengal that Bengali shall be one of the State languages. I have got the 

opportunity of mixing with children in the Districts. The children who can barely speak, 

they utter the slogan: "Bengali shall be a State language." .......... 

Sir, it is most regrettable that silence has been imposed upon my friends who come 

from East Bengal. Mr. Nur Ahmed has only moved the resolution and has not spoken a 

few words in favor of the resolution. Other Members, Sir, are also keeping mum. So, Sir, 

it is clear that the silence has been imposed upon them by the persons in authority and by 

the present ruling group. Then, Sir, Mr. A.K. Fazlul Huque says that it should be 

postponed and a better day shall come. In these matter. Sir, which have been agitating 

for the last 4 years and in which they have been silenced, no further mobilization is 

necessary. It is well known. Sir, and I do not understand how the present ruling group do 

not attach any importance to it. Let us decide it once for all. It is useless to ignore facts. I 

have paid due attention to the arguments that have been advanced by Mr. A.K. Fazlul 

Haq that the matter shall improve if the consideration is postponed. He has declared that 

he wants that Bengali shall be one of the State languages of Pakistan. But he has not 
given any argument in favor of the postponement of the consideration. But, I know. Sir, 

the reason for postponement. The reason is to shelve the matter today. It is clear, Sir, that 
a silence has been imposed upon member of East Bengal Legislative Assembly who role 

East Bengal, I mean my Muslim brethren. Silence has been imposed upon them and 
silence will be imposed upon the people and, therefore, it is not prudent today to 

postpone the consideration. The matter is of such importance that it cannot be shelved. Is 
it not a fact that the feelings of the Bengalis are not known to our Prime Minister who 
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happen to be a Bengali? My Chief Minister is present today, sitting up quite silent and 
mum. He knows the real situation. But he does not venture and the members of the 

Eastern Bengal, my Muslim brethren, do not venture today to utter an expression in 
favor of the Bengali language. I know their feelings and I know the feelings of the 

people of Eastern Bengal. Whatever may be said, but they have been compelled to be 

silent today. Face the question bravely and courageously. The demand that Bengali 

should be one of the State languages of Pakistan is in the interest of Pakistan. For the 

interest of Pakistan and for the integrity of Pakistan, the Eastern wing and the Western 

wing should be connected and they can be connected if my friend from Western Pakistan 

start to learn Bengali and we learn Urdu  

Shri Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya (East Bengal: General): Mr. President, I rise to 
support the resolution moved by Mr. Nur Ahmed and oppose the amendment which has 

been moved by Mr. Pirzada with trepidation. 

The first cause of my trepidation in this debate is that when Mr. Nur Ahmed brought 

this resolution before this House the words uttered by him looked to me like some 

Mantras on a Sradh ceremony. I know that Mr. Nur Ahmed, even when he gets up 

without moving any Resolution, talks much and it is always difficult for the President to 
stop him within time, but what did he do today? He got up and read the resolution like 

Mantras on a Shradh ceremony without a word in support. I think really, he was 
gagged…. ...  

My second point is this that when there was an agitation in East-Bengal personally I 

do not know anything about that because I was absent from East Bengal at that time-the 

Chief Minister of East Bengal hurriedly went to the East Bengal Assembly and himself 

moved a Resolution supporting the Bengali Language and promising that he would see 

that it is accepted as one of the State languages or something like that. 

The Honorable Mr. Nurul Amin (East Bengal: Muslim): Where did you get it 

from? 

Shri Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: Did you not support it? 

The Honorable Mr. Nurul Amin: Why do you put in a Sentence which was not 
uttered by me? 

Shri Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: Did you move the Resolution or not? 

 

The Honorable Mr. Nurul Amin: I said something else: 

 

Shri Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: What is the Resolution which you moved? 

 

The Honorable Mr. Nurul Amin: You can read yourself. 

Shri Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: I was not there; I was not a Member of your 

Assembly. I did not get a copy but I saw it in newspaper. 

The Honorable Mr. Nurul Amin: Then why do you quote me; why do you tread on 

the subject if you have not read the Resolution? 
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Shri Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: You moved that Resolution, and it is 
reported that you said that you would come here and have that Resolution supported by 

this Assembly. 

Sardar Shaukat Hyat Khan: You are treading on his pet corn. 

Shri Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: I know that. However, I had accepted that 

being the leader of the House in the East Bengal Assembly and having moved that 

Resolution, it would have been proper on his part himself to bring that Resolution 

beforethe House. I find, as he did not move the Resolution, nor has he said anything in 

support of the Resolution, that he may be against the Bengali language being made a 

State language. That is the second reason for my trepidation; so that it may not be said 

here after that there was a talk over the language question in the Assembly but it came 

more from the Hindu side and therefore it was only a Hindu agitation-and it may be 

circulated thereafter that it was merely a Hindu agitation-as I find, there is already the 

allegation that the language agitation in East Bengal was engineered by the Hindus-the 

dhotiwalas and others-and not by the Muslims and handy Safety Act was used against 

some of them. That is my difficulty. Then, Sir, my old friend, who was my colleague 

once-Mr. A.K. Fazlul Haq-in his old age is a very different man. 

Mr. A.K. Fazlul Haq: You are senior to me. 

Shri Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: Mr. Fazlul Haq has asked for time. Sir, he 
who once wanted the Britishers to leave the shores of India, not giving them even 24 

hours to do that, today comes forward to say that, though he knows this is an urgent 
matter, still be silent now and some time may come-it may be after the doomsday-when 

Bengali will become a State language. 

Now, who has nurtured this agitation; who was responsible for this agitation? There 

was an agitation in 1948. There was no agitation afterwards in Bengal, until there was 

speech-somebody may say you are misquoting-but there was a speech by some big man 

in which he said Urdu was to be the State language and no other language. I was not 
there, but that set the ball rolling and that brought together all Muslim Students-Students 

of Fazlul Haq Hall and Salimullah Hall-who came forward and started that agitation, it is 
stated that they were going on with this agitation months before the 21st February. If it 

was in their knowledge that they were agitating about the language issue, why did Mr. 
Nurul Amin rush to the House on the 22nd at nightfall to move his Resolution? If he had 

moved that Resolution on the 20th the whole agitation would have fizzled out. There 
would have been no provocation for that agitation.. . 

Mr. President: Mr. Chattopadhyaya, which is not the issue before us. You can 

speak in respect of the resolution and the amendment. 

Shri Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: I am on the amendment. I do not agree with 

these words of the amendment, these words, "that there being no immediate necessity of 

taking a decision here and now." I do not agree with that. I say it is a very urgent matter. 

Already people are in temper in East Bengal. Therefore, the sooner it is decided, one-

way or the other, it is better at least for the people of East Bengal. Because in that case 

they 
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will not be back into the agitation and they will not give opportunity to the Government 
of East Bengal to use their Safety Act and other laws for terrorizing the people and it will 

not be necessary for them to use firing squads against the youth and boys, that would be 
very wrong for them to do. But if it is postponed in this way without a final decision that 

will give cause for fresh agitation and will not stop the people of East Bengal from 

pressing their claims for recognition of Bengali as a State language. I am afraid of this. 

Again they will say it is being engineered by Hindus. I think, in that case our only course 

would be to leave the town of Dacca for some time so that nobody can say Hindu are 

doing all this. Hindus had not taken part in agitation and will also remain aloof from any 

future movement on language question. We do not want to take any part in this agitation. 

We do not agitate for Bengali language outside this House. This House is our only 

forum. We have tabled motions and we support this issue here and we had agitated for 

Bengali in this House before; and there it ended. We do not go outside to agitate. Many 

things have been stated and said in support of Bengali language. In this connection 12 

Muslim Editors of East Bengal issued a statement, one of them is the Editor of the Azad 

of which my friend, Maulana Akram Khan, is the proprietor, strongly supporting the 

demand for Bengali as a State language.. . 

... I expected the mover to have spoken some words in support of his resolutions. I 

expected some of our Muslim members of this House from East Bengal would have 

spoken either way-either supporting or rejecting it. By keeping mum people there will 

understand they are not supporting the Bengali language. The people of East Bengal will 

be misled thereby. 

The Honourable Mr. Nurul Amin: I rise to speak a few words more for giving a 

personal explanation on account of certain mis-statements made by no less a person than 

Mr. Chattopadhyaya who is the leader of the Opposition in the Legislature... 

 

 (Interruption) 

I understand he is leader in the Constituent Assembly, as well, that puts him to a 

position of much higher responsibility than being a leader in the Legislature. When I 

heard certain provocative statements coming down from his lips-mis-statements, 

incorrect facts-I thought that it was not the Bengali language which has created a loss of 

balance in him but it was something else which was in his mind and which was coming 

up before the House. This is a bill which is going to be moved with regard to the 

arrangements that will be made in East Bengal for the coming general elections on the 

basis of separate electorates. As for myself, I did not speak because I thought the 

amendment which has been made by the Honorable member Mr. Abdus Sattar was not 

inconsistent with the resolution moved by me in the Bengal Provincial Legislative 

Assembly or with any of the motions tabled by my esteemed friends from East Bengali. 

But there was another reason for which I did not speak. I wanted to see how far the 

Honorable members sitting on my right can go to create a cleavage between us; what are 

the arguments, what are the provocations, what are the appeals to our sentiments, in 

which they are part-masters, by which they want to create a cleavage. In that I hope I 
have been successful in exposing them to the best. This was not such a motion on which 

such lengthy and emphatic speeches would have been made. It was not the denial of the 
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desire of the people of East Bengal; it was not the shelving of the question, but is was a 

very simple proposition by which it is expected that better results may emerge. There has 

been a demand from East Bengal for Bengali language, no doubt. The people of Bengal 

also want that people on this side-their brethren on this side should be educated and 

acquainted with their feelings, logic and justification. So, Sir, this postponement, to my 

mind, seems for the better and not for the worse as has been interpreted by my honorable 

friends on the opposition. Each one of them has spoken in the strain that they are the 

only advocates, fathers and forefathers of Bengali language; and the Muslims coming 

from East Bengal have no claim on Bengali language and have no love for that language. 

This is not their monopoly. They arrogate to themselves in certain matters to show to the 

world that they are the monopolists in these matters-in the matter of preservation of right 

in a democratic country; in giving rights to the people; in giving rights to the people for 
the freedom of speech and all that. But they should understand that we who are sitting 

here, who have got the responsibility to run the administration of the country, have got to 
be more responsible than those  

(Interruption) 

 ........ Sir, what was the resolution that I moved in the East Bengal Assembly to 

which several honorable members on this side, including the Leader of the Opposition, 

have referred. This is a simple resolution: 

"The reason for moving this resolution is that there has been a good deal of 

confusion among a section of the members of the public that the action that was taken by 

the Government yesterday was on account of the demand by the students for Bengali to 

be one of the State languages. The issue have been confused because so far as that 

demand is concerned, the students brought out two peaceful processions on two 

occasions and the Government did not interfere." 

That was the occasion on which this resolution was moved. Then there was an 
amendment by a member of that Assembly-Begum Anwara Khatoon-to the effect. 

"That it should be finally decided in the next session of the Constituent Assembly of 

Pakistan." 

That was the amendment and my reply was: 

"Coming to the amendment of Begum Anwara Khatoon there also I find that it is 

not acceptable because we are not the persons, we are not the authority to decide 
whether this matter will be taken up in the next session of the Constituent Assembly 

or not." 

So this amendment was also voted down. It was not accepted. So what I meant by 

this resolution-and I still stand by that-was that this resolution should be forwarded to 

the proper authority, the President of the Constituent Assembly, who will deal with this 

matter according to the rules governing such matters in the Constituent Assembly, and 

this has been sent to the President. I do not know what will happen to that, but when this 

matter comes up before this House in due time, certainly I will mention the resolution 
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passed by the Legislative Assembly of East Bengal. This is not the proper time. This 
matter has come up before this House because certain motions have been moved by 

some members of this House and there has been an amendment to that motion, and I do 
not see how the amendment is contradictory to any of the resolutions which has asked 

Bengali to be one of the State languages in Pakistan. So long as the question of Bengali 

language remains pending, so long as the demand of East Bengal is not decided 

adversely, I do not see any fear in that. Rather I am hopeful that better results may come 

out of it. 'But there are members in this House who want to fish in troubled waters when 

they get a certain opportunity, and this is one of them .. . 
 

 ................... Sir, I have confined myself to the issue. Sir, the resolution is of the East 

Bengal Assembly there. I have read out the wording of the resolution of the East Bengal 
Legislative Assembly, as also its intention. So it is not the question why I do not move 

that resolution here A motive has been imputed by the Honorable the Leader of the 

Opposition. So there should not be a confusion which has been sought to be created 

amongst our people by the gentleman speaking from that side. I do not touch the points 

raised by Sardar Shaukat Hyat Khan who has spoken from the Bench over there, because 

I know that his party being so small, he has got to be in the lap of my friend Mr. 

Chattopadhyaya... 

Mr. President: I am first putting the amendment to vote. 

The question is : 

That for the original motion the following be substituted: 

"That in view of the fact that no decision has yet been taken in the matter of the State 

language and there being no immediate necessity of taking a decision thereon' be it 

resolved that the question be decided by this Assembly when it comes up before it in due 

course." 

(The House then divided) 

A YES-41 

 

 i. Mr. Abdulla-al Mahmood. 

 2. Maulana Md. Abdullah-el Baqui. 

 3. Maulana Md. Akram Khan. 

 4. The Hon'ble Mr. Azizuddin Ahmad. 

 5. Moulavi Ebrahim Khan. 

 6. The Hon'ble Mr. Fazlur Rahman. 

 7. Mr. Ghayasuddin Pathan. 

 8. Mr. Shahoodul Huque. 

 9. The Hon'ble Dr. Ishtiaq Husain Qureshi 

 10. The Hon'hle Mr. Mafizuddin Ahmad. 
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18. 
 

19. 
 

20. 
 

21. 
 

22. 
 

23. 
 

24. 
 

25. 
 

26. 
 

27.  
 

28. 
 

29. 
 

39. 
 

31. 
 

32. 
 

33. 
 

34. 
 

35. 
 

36. 
 

37. 
 

38. 
 

39. 
 

40.c 
 

41. 

The Hon'ble Dr. Mahmud Husain. 
 

The Hon'ble Dr. A. M. Malik. 
 

The Hon'ble Mr. Md. Habibullah Dahar. 
 

Mr. Nur Ahmed. 
 

The Hon'ble Mr. Nurul Amin. 
 

The Hon'ble Khwaja Nazimuddin. 
 

Mr. Asadullah. 
 

H.E. Khwaja Shahabuddin. 
 

The Hon'ble Mr. Abdul Hamid. 
 

Sayed A. B. M. Husain. 
 

Shri Dhananjoy Roy. 
 

Mr. Akshay Kumar Das. 
 

Mr. Abdul Monem Khan. 
 

Mr. Choudhury Zahiruddin Moazzam Hossain (Lalmian). 
 

H.E. Malik Md. Firoz Khan Noon. 
 

The Hon'ble Mr. Mohamad Ali. 
 

The Hon'ble Sir Muhammad Zafrulla Khan. 
 

The Hon'ble Sardar Abdur Rab Khan Nishtar. 
 

Khan IftlHv.r Hnrain Vh ,n nfMnmHnt 
 

Syed Khalilur Rahman. 
 

Sardar Amir Azam Khan. 
 

Shaikh Sadiq Hasan. 
 

Sayed Ghulam Bhik Nairang. 
 

Malik Shaukat Ali. 
 

The Hon'ble Pirzada Abdus Sattar Abdur Rahman. 
 

Mr. M. H. Gazder. 
 

Mr. M. A. Khuhro. 
 

Mr. M. H. Kizilbash. 
 

The Hon'ble Mr. Mushtaq Ahmad Gurmani. 
 

Mr. P. D. Bhandara. 
 

Mr. Ahmad E. H. Jaffer. 
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NOES-12 

 

1. Mr. Prcm Hari Barma. 

2. Sim Dhircndra Nath Duita. 

3. Shri Kamini Kumar Duta. 

4. Prof. Rajkunur Chakraveny. 

5. Shri Sris Chandra Chattapadhyaya. 

6. Mr. Bhupendra Kumar Datta 

7. Mr. Jnunendra Chandra Majumdar. 

8. Mr. Birat Chandra Mandal. 

9. Mr Bhabesh Chandra Nandy. 

10. Sardar Shaukat Hyat Khan. 

11. Sardar Asadullah Jan Khan 

12. Seth Sukhdev. 

The motion was adopted. 

Mr. President: So `all the other motions on the language issue full through. 
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(2(2(2(2*� E���*� E���*� E���*� E���, , , , )./()./()./()./( 
�+���� G�� I��4� �@�� ���� +�'&    

 

�e�$&,    

������� ����%��� �6�� ��u+�'� ���� ���� ������ ����! ����%�� *� ����!> 7 ��+��'��� 
wd ��> *$� ��� E��� *��������� 3��@�� I����� ���� *�� ���� "�3। 

    

²�� �’ I�"�s� ���� ��u+�'� I�J��� ��� 4p��\, M������G� 4�� ������ ��$ ������� 
��!�� 7 I�J���� ��Q�� �� ��+���$ 4£�� E�� *�' ��!6  ����� ����! ����%��� 
������, ��G� ��G�45��� "��D�� 
�N�- ��3 I���� G��। I���� E7 G�� *�, 4D "��D� 
�\! ��7 ���!��� ���� *"K� @>�, �N� �� I��� @��r ����� +�'� �"��� E� 4�� ����V� 
���!��� ���� G6 ����� �N �N ���� �6> ��� *r���M।    

    

����� "�� �M� *��� *$���। ��u+�'� �W��! ���3 E���� "��"��। �F� E�� ��> E��� 
G��>��� *�' +��$ ��G� ��G�45� ���@�, ?���� G�+�> 45�!3 ����%��� E���� ��u+�'� @�� ��� 
*1�'&� ��� ����। ��Q�� I� ��$���। ���d "�� *���� ����'� ������ 4�d�> ���>, ��G� 
���Á�� 7 "��D +f ��� ‘��G�45� ���@� �� E3 *1�'&� ����, �� ���� ����! ����%��� 
G�����& ��¯�> %��� 7 @���� @�> �d���। "����� *��� ��� �������� *��� ����%��� I����- 
������ U�� @���।    

    

����� ������ G��>��� ������ M�� 7 G������&� ����� ���M�, G�+�, E���� ������ *�q��� 
+����� �+�����Y ���!���> *�ª�> ��u+�'� ��!���'� $F E�� *"qF� *r¿>��� ������ �@�� @���� 
��� 7 m��-���G �e, E�� �� �� @�> *$���। ��!���'��� E� �+��� E���� *r¿>��� ������ 
*���6��� @����, *��+����� �+������ ���� �%�� *1�'&� ��� @���। E$����, ����� 7 *���� ������ 
����� ���� ��� ��� @���। *"q53 ������ ��!���'��� ��r *��� �Q� I�� ���@��� 
��!���'��� ���6��� ���� I���"� ���� G�6 ��, ����� 7 #� ���! ���� ������ G���> E� �"�F 
*�7>� @>। *� �"�F� G��� ���6 *����3 ��7>� ��>�।    

    

@F�p ���� *r¿>��� �����º ?���� *G�� �6��G�u� E��’ "�>��s� ���� *1�'&� ��� *��+����� 7 
�+������ �e ���� I��� *�। ��� *��1 �È���। E� I�$ I�J���� ���+H ��!��> M�� 7 
G�����& �:{³� 7 �>������+��� �+�, @���� 7 ���M� "����> *$�M- ��'��x� G��� ���� *��    
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��>�G *������7 @>�। M�� 7 G�����& E3 @F������> +>�� ��N�° @>। ��Z ��!���'� �+� 
I@�� ��� �pN&�p *1�'&� ��� *� ��� ��&! @���� ��� ��� @��, ��Z ��'��x�� �Q �+� 7 
*��+����� �e ���� @��।    

E���� ������� �P!Z� 7 *�����@ 1������ �����:�\ ��� I����� �� �K ���� "�3 �। ��� 
������6��> ��f�& M����� ��� ��&! ���:³� �+� ���� ��> "������ ��� ������� ��@���, �+� +�f� 
�� 3�%� $��� M����� 4��� ���F"�G!, ��XS� $6�� ��N�, ��� ��� M����� *_r��� E�� *�' 
��!6  *��j��� M�������� *+�� ������ ���� ��� ��� M����� 4�� *�����>� ��� "��� 7 �:��6� 
1�� E�� ����6 M�� G��-E �:�6 �������� �:�6��7 @�� ����> ���>�M। �+6 G$�� E� �:K�  ����। 
���� �@��� ���6��� �-���� �� *����� M�d� ��d *$���। E3 �P!� @�6����y� ��Q�� ���6��� 
�$��� ������ ��� 4F���।    

���� ���� �@�� *����\! ���M�; ��N�° G��� ��� �J� �@��� ��� *���& U�� @���। E3 
��7 ����� ��� "����> ����> *����� �:��6 1��> 7 ������ *����� G�� ���।    

����%��� ������ ����M, �@�� �>�� ‘‘�����’’ �M� ��� �� @> �। E���� ��3��� 1�� 
���� *����M ��X��7 E��� �� ����M *� *�� ���+6 7 $&����� ����� �� ?���> ����n� �M� 
�, ���& ���, ��� ��> 7 ���:³� �Q& �����& M����� 4�� *�� ����� *�� ��#�>3 ��� 
"����� ���� E��� *"��� *����7 ���� ����� ���� ��G� @�� �।    

E� �d �6�> ��G ���� r�� ������� I� ���� ��� 4F���। "����� *��� ����y��� $�� 
M�d�� ���� ���+��� G���� @�� ��$���। ��� ���!� ���6��7 ��� 3%r� ���� �:��}V @��। E�� 
���m�� ��w� *$� *� E3 ���Y I� E���7 ���� ����� ����M �। �F� E�� ���> ���'��� 
������ @F�p  �e ��� *�7>� @���। ����y�� @�Xr *M�d ��X"��- "���� ��> *$���।    

E� I�$3 *�$��� *��� �Q� I�� ���@� ��u+�'� �,�e E��� *������� �%�� ���'�� ��� 
����> ��> G���> ���� *� E� �� I�J���� I� *�� ����� *3। ����� ��������7 ���� ��� 
�����> $�3�� ��$���। ���\!������ 1����� ������k�� ���& ����M *� I�J���� �� ��>�G 
�M� E�� I�M ������� *1�'&� 7 ���K���� �� ����o� *��X����G�।    

����� ��Z �P!� @�6����y� *�� ~��r>p3 ����� *"K� ��� �। �N� �� ����Y� ���@�� 
�g�� 4���> ����� ���� �� ���� Ih> _@& ����। �� ������ ��>���� G�� �:�K *��� 
��u+�'� I�J���� ��"�� ��� *�7>�� G6 ���  G16 ���6� �"�� I�� ��� ����। ��� *��� 
��Â���-���Â��� ������ �:�K ���� ��"K�7 "��M�, ��Z *� *"K� �W�&!k�� �6�! @>। *$��� ��u+�'� 
I�J�� ���6�K ��u���@� 7 ������ �������� ]��� ���"���� @�>�M� E�� ����3 M����� 4m�� ���> 
�:��6� S>��� *F�� ���>�M, ��Gg��� ������������ E� ���� @�� �����> �@�>�� ����M, r�� *$��� 
��u��3 ���H @�> ��d�M���- E3 �� �"�� ��� �N �N 3%�@�� @�7>�3 G�@��G *���> M�d�> ����� 
*��� E��� +�'& I��}� �:�K ��� *����। ������ ��$7 ��> ���w �F� � ��P! �%�� ��� ��� 
*�������� ����� ��� *�, *� *�4 E�� I�J��� *��$ � *�। ��f ��f �����d I�� @�> 
��>। M��, ��� ��!�, ���'��� ���6, ������� ���� *�� 7 ��!�, E�� ����> ��6����� *G�� *?����� 
@���। �����s� ������ @�� @���� ��� ������ *M���� ��� I� @���। �@����� :̄��� ��� �P� 
���!�� G�6 M���e�$& *��j��� ���G *@��K�� *� :̄��%� $�d �����M�� ����� �� �P!�+��� 
������p ���। ���!���� E� �G� *����>7 ���� �।    
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���� *���� *��� I��}� @�> 4F���। ��� r��� ��� �3��� *G� *3। ����� ���������� 
I�J���� ���, �P! ���'��� ���:�� 3�6��� �� M����� �e ��� �����। �����7 ��� ����X ���� *�7>� 
@�>�M���। ��Z ��G�45� ���@��� �6��� ��G� �Q5� ���@��� ��� �4G {Q *���3 G16 �"��&� 
{Q ���। *���� ����, ��N�, ����G���, ������6��>, �@��� �5!�� ���3�� ��u���@�, �y� 3�6��� 
I�6� ���� �� �� ���> *��� ��$���-E���� ���b। ���� *�� E� ��Q�� ������ ��� ��·7 ����� 
E� *�� ������ ��� �। �N� �� ����� ��!� �4�G� $V3 ����� ��� �����>� �� ��� 
"����> ��। E3 �������3 ������6���>� ��:!�N, ��6���, M�� ���3�� 'd������, ��u���@� ��� 
��� G16 +�'�> $��� *�>। �����7 �� ���! ���। ������6���> ��Q�� Ek� ���6� ��+����$� 
�G� 3��@��� I� *3।    

*����> *�� ������ ����� �� ����M, *����> *�� ����@��� *� �� ��@��� �@� ����M, ��� 
��"�� � ���, *��' "����> *�7>� @�>�M ��u+�'� I�J���� 4��। E���7 ��� @�>�M *� 
���>&$��7 ‘G>�@J’ 7 ��D ������ U�7 *�4 *�4 ����M�।    

IG ��Z E ��� ���� I���� �� ������ @�> *$�M *� E3 �� ��+���$, ���N, �:K� , ���6� 7 
����>�� E�� ��u+�'� I�J���� $������ ����� 'd�� M�d� I� ��M�3 >। E��� �"�� ��·7 
��>��� ������ ������� ��!"��� I� ������ ���$� *�� *�� �+6 M�d� ����! ����%��� *�� �6�D3 
E�� ��� ����� ���� �����। $&���'��� S’E�G ���6 ������ ����M *�, ��u+�'� I�J���� 
��Q�� ����� 7 ������ ���$� �N *��� *��� ��+���$ ��� @�>�M �� �W�&! ���6�। ���� ��%��� 
��N ��u+�'� I�J�� "����> *$� ���� *���� ���6�K, ��u���@� �� ������ �������� ��%Y �+��� 
��3�� *����>7 ��X�G ��>�। �����7 IG ��!6  E��� ��u���@��� *_r��� ��� ����� �¡ 4¸���� 
+�'�&� *��'��� ���� �����। ������ ��@��6� *�� ���� �� ���& IG ��!6  *������N ���� 
�����। ��u+�'� I�J��� ���¨K *�� �6�D ��@����� *�� ����@�� @�6�� �6����� G�d� @�� ���� 
E ��� *�� ���� 7 ������WH �6�D ����� ���� ���� �। ����%��� ���� ��X�d�> ‘‘G> �@J’’ �� 
‘‘��D  �����’’ U� 4¸��& ���� �� S���@� ����� @�� ���� E ��� *�� ��$�7 ����� ���� ��G� 
@�� �। ��" �Q� I�� ���@� 7 ��X� ������ ��G�4É��� ���@� �Ê� ��� �� {�� �����3 ����, 
���'� +�� � ��P! ���:��7 ���>�M। @�r ��� ��� *��� ���� *�, ��X��7 E  ��� � �� ����� 
��� � ��Z +�'� I�J���� ��Q�� G$�&� �� 1:&� �:�K ���� G6 ��X�� ��G��3 E ��% $V 
�:�K ��� ������ �"�� ���M- E�� ��X��� 
+��। ��X�� *� *��w��� "� *�, *$��� ����%���3 ����!� 
I���+��� I� ��X�� E�� ��X��� ���N$� ������ ��$ ��% x��� E���� �������।    

�P!� �� ���� ����7 IG ����! ����%��� ���d "�� *���� �-���� ���� E3 U�3 ��J� 
@�b *�, ������ ��$ 7 ��� ����� *����3 G$�&� *�� ���� *����� ����� 7 ����� �। �"��� 
���� ���6�� *����� ��� E���M ����� ���M G$& ��M�3 I�� ���� ���� �-���7 �।    

*��� ����%� $&���'�� ��u+�'�� ����$& *� ��![ �@��� ���� ��f ���� ��� ������ 
3��@���� ���� @�� *����3 ���M ���� �। ��_ G���� 3��@�� ���}� @�> �3���। ��X�� ����� 
+�'��� +��������� +� ��� ���'��� *������� �%�� ��� ��� G$&�� I�J�� @�� ���� ����� 
��5!� *�- ��X��3 ���"� �$�> *��� �����> ��������� ���� ����। r�� ��u+�'�� ���� ����!K 
����� G6 "��� �3���। ���6��� GQ�� >- ����! ������ �Q&-��& ���:+�'�� ��!6��� ���n� ���� 
�$�> Io�¡�� ���>7 ���6����� GQ�� ���& ���� �N� @>�। 3���� 7 ����%��� ��� ������ 
��@��� ��� I����� +�$6�> ��� ���6�� *�������� � ��� ����"��� *���� �@G ��3 *��M ���।    
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����! ������ ����� �$��� ��w�� ������ E ���6�� ����� ���� ��7 ���� �। E���� ������ 
���$� ��y��� *�4 *�4 *��� �r�� E�� E� ~��r>p ���� �$�> �� �� +�X7�� �:�K ����; 
G������&� 6��6 7 ���� ���� �����> ����� ������� ��r�3 $�3�� @�� �!    

����! ����%��� G$& IG G�_�। ������� ���� ��� *��� ���> ���� G$��� *����> ���>�M 
*� ��_ G���� 6��6 ���� *�� ~
��"��� �����3 *�� �@�� 4��> ���,� ����> ����� ���� �। 
G�� ���> *� G��� ��� ����� ��6�� 7 ������ ���& ����M *� ������ �_�@6 ����� ����6 ����� 
*3।    

�e�$&, ������ ��$ 7 ��$ ������� ���!���� IG I>�� �� I����� *"���� ����-��� 
���¨'& �� �r�M��� *�� ��>�G *3-�e����� E�� $� ��X" �M�� I����� G���> G���� ���'�> 
�����M-���6��� ���6��� ����"��� *���� G6 E�� �"��� *"K� ��� E���M। E� �d E��� 
��Ã�\! 
I�J���� �+��7 +�f ������ G6 E�� �� ���� 7 ���6� ��+���$ �:�K ����M, ����� *����> 
���>�M, ����'� �� I�} �:�K ����M। ����� 7 ������ ��$ G�� *�, ����! ����%��� G$& 
����� ��T ����� ��Q�� ��> ���>�M, ��3 ���>�� 
��! �N�� G�6  ���� G$�&� ���� ���>�M ���& 
���d। *� 4���> *@�� E I�J���� �����> ���� �����-�����     � �� +�f ����� �����7 ����� 
������ ��+। *�3 ���+� I��> ���� �� �� rJ� I����� ��� ���b। E��� ����� I��� 
*����M I�J���� �����+��$ ���_@& ��� I�J���� ����$��� ���� *"K�7 ����M। ��’ � *��� 
*��' ������d ����> 4¾� ��� $�3�� {Q ����M।    

���!���> ��u+�'� ���'� ���� G���>�M� *�, ������� ���!6���� ��  ���� G6 ������ 7 
*������� ���6 ]��� $�F� ����6 ��  ���� ���D ��� *@��। *� ���� 4��N� ��� ��� E���� 
������� ������� ����'!& I3�f� @�>�M� ���- E �6����� ��  ���� G�6 E��� *$�� ��  
���� ���D ��� @�>�M। ��3�� ������� 1����� �W�&! 4��N� ��� @�>�M। E��’ "�>��s ���� G��� 
���� *�� I3�f� ���& �M� ��� *� �W��! *�� �� 4£���� @�� �। ��" E3 ��'��x�3 ��% 
S1!��� G�6 ��>�। ����! ����%��� *��� G�>$�> ��'��x� G��� ��� @>� *���� *�� *$�����3 
1���। ������ ���� ����D� �6�����7 ����� *� G$&�� *��X�� ���>�M-�� �K *��w� ��>। 
G�����& 7 M�� ����G� ��� ���> ��� � *�� ���63 *3। ��3 ��u+�'� ��!���'� E�� *��$�� 
����।    

��� E� ������ ��$ 7 ��$ ������� ��>  >, ��� @�b E� I����� ��>। ����� �"�� 
���M *�, ������ ��$ 7 ������� *����� ‘��'�:N’ r� ���� I�� ����M- G�����& ��� �$�>�M, 
M�� ���G7 +��-��% @�> ��d�M। ����� +�'�� ���� *������ +�� ������ ��$ 7 ����� _@& ����M-
����� ����� ���� 3�b @�b �। E� �d E��� 
��Ã�\! I�J�� ������ ���6� +�X7��� "��� ��� 
����-*� G��� G�� ���� �����M *� G��� ��% @�> �d��-Ek� �V� ��� �6�>। ����>� ����z>� 
�������& ��� �� ��M��� ��>��� �:�K ���� ���� ��Z ��� � ��� � �%�� ���� ��X��� ���� �। 
��>�G @�� *� I��� ��X�d�> 4�F, ��� r����> �6�>-��6�"���� ��Q�� ��� 
k� ���� ���� ����।    

�e�$&, G�� I����� 4��7 ������� I�z�� �� >-I����7 �� ��!�� *+�$ ����- 
��Z �� ��·7 *� IG E��� ����� @�>�M E��3 �K ����&� @> *� ������� ��G�$� �6�! 7 ��r� 
@�> �$�>�M। ����3 *� ����%� 7 3������ E���� �N� I� ����! ����%��� G������&� �� 
����%� 7 3������ G�6 ��J���� ��� *3- E ��� ��� *� S��!'@ ������ +�� I����� 1��d    
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"����> *�>- ��� �������� �� E���M। I���� ���& ��� ��- ���� 3���� 7 ����%��� 
E���� �GP���� ��� ���� ���- ��� +y। ����%��� ��%Y ����� ��_@-�_�@� 4�� �+!� ��� �-
����%� *�X�" �����, I� ��� *���� *���� ����J� ��G��� ������ ��> *�X�" �����- ����� � ��� 
�:� �����, ��D 7 �����!6� *G���।    

��u+�'� ���6�3 I����� E���� ���6� >। �¡ *M��-�d ���6� I����� G��� ����"�d� ���> 
4�F�M- ���7 ������� ��>�G। ��_ G����� ��1�� ��� E�� ���6�� ����� I����� 
��G�����3 ���� @��, ���& ��u I�����। ��Z ��� G�6 "�3 �:³��, E��_�� 7 I �����। 
I���� ��D �G! �Q, ����� ����'� ���& *���o����, G�� ����&� ��>�G *��� G��$�> ����। 
1�� 1�� E�3 I7>�G ����- ‘‘I����� ���� ���� @��।’’    

I����� ��_�� E� ���� >। *� ����z>���� *�:Y �\!��� I����� +�$6 ��> �M���� 
*���M ���� �@�G ���� @��� >-��d�¡d� ��� ~@g" ��� �� �:³�� +f ��� I����� ��G 4��� @�� � 
��1!��>��� ��_���� ��� ���, ��� ���� ���� I�J���� E�$�> ��� @��। @¼�$�� ��� *� E� 
�QY I��� K � ��� E���� �N ����� @��। ��� ��"������� E��  ��>�G। I���� ���� ����! 
����%��� ������Y ���। ���� *�� I����� ���� *"�> I�M। +��'6p ��!�� I���� ��!��& 
�Q। ���6� �@��, �@����>, ���> _��� ��!���'� $F ��� ����। -E3 @�� I����� I�J���� 
�]��> ��6�>। I� I7>�G ���� :    
 

��u+�'�  ����� "�3    

�J���� ���D "�3।’’    

����%� �GJ����    
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�������    ���    �����    

�����+�'�� ��N 3����� ���:���1�    
*1�'&�    

3���� ���:��1    *�-)./(    

 
3����, +�'� ���6� 7 I���    

3����� ���:��1    
 

3����� ���:���1� �"�� �9 
vvvv� >� �¾� >� �¾� >� �¾� >� �¾, , , , ?��� @3�� ������?��� @3�� ������?��� @3�� ������?��� @3�� ������ 

•     
‘I����� *��’    

).� I�G���� *��j @3�� �����।    
 

()*� *r¿>��� ���! ����%��� $&G�$��&� 3��@��� ���¯�&�> ��। ���! ������ ���d "�� *���� 
������� E3�� �:9 ��� _@& ����M : ������� ����%��� �6�� ��u+�'� �@���� ������n� ����3 
@��। 

    

��Z *� E3 ����? ���d "�� *���� �������� ���&� ���� ���� ������� ��u+�'� ���� ���� 
���U�� @�> 4F� *�� ���D� �+�\��? 

    

*� ���D E��� >, S’�� >, �$�&�। 3����� ���:��1 ����� ���, G������&� *�3 �� ��D 
3������ I����� ������n�। 

    

����� �$����� *�@ E�� ��� ��!��$�& ����� 3����� ���u ��!��� �N6। 3����� ���:��1 
�:�+��� ����� ���, ���:+�'�� ��@��6 M�d� E ����� ��� ��� E������3 ����। �:����� ���6��� 
*��� G���> 4H>�� ������ ��G {Q @�>�M ���:+�'�� 4H������� ��6���>। I����� ��> �� 
@��� *��@�P� (��) I��+!���� ��> �@¿ +�'� �:����� *hn �W����� +�'� �@���� ���$�&� @���; 
��Z �����& ����'� *���$�6 @7>�� G63 ���N��:� �@G +�'� I����� ���� *���� ���r ��G� 
@>। I���� ������! *��� ��� �6 *�� +�'�> *���� ���r ��G� @��� ��� I��������� ��N 
3������ ��&� ��� �V ���> _@& ��� ��� @��� �। ���! ����%�� ���6��� 3����� ���G �6�#� 
���n� ���� @�� �F� *��� ��� ���:+�'�� ���6�� IG 3����� ���G����� ��&� ���!-����%��� 
����� 1�� 1�� *�qX�M ���� @��। ���:+�'� M�d� �6 *�� +�'�� ���6�� E *"K� ���� ��! @�� I����� 
�_$�� �6�@� ���। 

    

3���G I��� ��������� ��������� ��Gg���, ��!g��� 7 ���m:��� G�� �@J���� ����> 
*1�� ���p�� �M�। E� E���� ���&, 3���G �����> ���-��%���� ���� ����3 ��������� ���6 
+�'�-���� �:�K ���। ��G+�'� r������� �����d� ��� 3���G�� *���� ��> E� 3���G�। ��6 
IG���@��� ��������� 3���G� +�'�� ��� ���@�� E�� ��!�6��� ��@����$�� 7 �x���� �����$    
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��> ������� �@J� ���G 
�+����+���3 �V ��M����� ���63 ��N�-��m:���� ������ � ��>�� 
���z� ��� *$��।    

E���� ��������� ��#� ��? ��X�� @�> �3�� ‘� 1��� � 1����।’ �����+�'�7 +�� ��� ""!� 
���� �, 3���G���7 �>�� ����। +����� ��N�-��m:��� ���� 7 ��@� ����� ������ G��� 
����N� �p�G���� ��!��> *�� I��� ���6 @��।    

�6���� E��� ‘‘*���r’’ �W�&!+��� �����+�'��� �G! ����� G6 ��"K @�> 4F��। E����� 
3���G� �G!, �6���� ‘‘*���r’’ *�� ����� �G! ��� 4S! �"��� ���� ��"K�> *� ����!> *��� *�> 
���� �����& ��������� ��N�-��m:�� 7 �_$�� ����o�+��� �6�@� @>।    

��Z I�% I�% ��#�� �����! ���"� @���। ����' ��� $� ��� �M� ��� E3 ��#�� ����� 
�����! E���M। ���N� ������ ���G ���� ���� ���:+�'�� ��� ��w�� �����M E�� z�� z�� ����� 
���@��6� ����> ��������� �6��� ������ ���� ��� �_�� @�b�। �����-+�'��+�\� E��� 
��6��\ ������ ���G7 ��������� $�d 4F�। ������ "�����, �6���-���&G6, ��V-�:�' 3�6��� �� 
*N��3 ���$��� �������� z���H�� �N6 ��� *$� E�� ���3 ��¡�6, E3 �$�F� ������ ��6��\ 
����G� ��N�-��m:�� 7 �:�K-�+6��� ��@ @� �����-4S! �� 3���G� >।    

E��� E� *�� ��+�$। ��6  
�+����+���3 E����� ���d "�� *���� G�����& I�� ��� *�, 

��������9� ���� ���� ����� +�'�� ���6�� ���!����%��� 4H> I�7 �6��� 7 ��!�o� @�> 4F��। 
*� +�'�� ���6�� 3�����63 E��� ��6��\ ���G $�d 4�F�M, *�3 +�'��� *�ª ���3 ���! ����%�� 
�����G�, ��Gg��� 7 ���m:��� 4H> "���, E�� ��6  6�>��$� 7 
�+���� ���; ��Z E���7 
E��� ������ �:�K ��� @�>�M। 3���G ����� ���������� ��� @��� *��� ���� ����3 *�+��� +�'�-
������ �:�K ���, E����7 ��� �6��z� @�b �। 3���G r���� ���d�> I���� ����M� 3���G�, 
E��� ������� @���> ���> I���� ���� ��� "��M 4S!।    

�:����� *�� *���� 3��@��� ��@��$� ��u+�'�� #��>�Y� G�� *3। 3�� 7 ����m� 3��@��� 
E� ���& I��� *��>�M। E3 +��� 7 ����%��7 3���G� ���� �¡ +����> ���� ����� I���@& 
����M ���6 ���, ��Z 3���G "�� ����� ���� ���� 3���G� +�'���7 E��� *��� ������d ����� 
@�b। ��� #� ��� ���� ���b +���� �@J� E�� ����%�� ����� 7 4S!।    

�����+�'��� ��u+�'� ���� ��Q�� E��h&�� *����� ���M E��� �%� ���D ��>3 {�� ��7>� 
��>। *��� @�b E3 *�, ����� ��m:�� +�'� *��� 4p�H 7 �@J� ���@��6���� ]��� �����K ��� E3 +�'� 
3����� +������ �"���� 4����$� >। ��X�� E3 ���D *����> ����, ��X��� G�� I�M (E�� � G��� 
G�� 4�"�) *� +��� 7 ����%��� ��> ���6��� ��� +�'� �V��%� ��m:� +�'� *��� 4p�H। 4S! 
+�'�> �G� ��m:� ��©� ��%Y �,�e ��Q� *�� ��J@ I�M ��? ��� � ���� ��@�� �� 4S! +�'�� 
G�� *��>� *$�M ���� @��? I����� ��, ���� *���� ���r *� ��> ���!�& @>, *� ��> I��� +�'� 
����� +�'� �M�? �����-��G��� *�q\��� �������� > ��? ��� ��3 @>, ��@�� I��� +�'��� ���� 
+�'�> ��!��� *�7>� @> *�? I���, +�'� +�������� ��@ ���। +�� ��� ��:� @> E�� +�'� ��� 
��D���� @>, ��@�� *� *�� ��:� +������ *� *�� ��D���� +�'�> ���� ��� "���। ����� +�'� 
�:����� �c� �:@p +�'�- E3 +�'�> ��� 3����� +������� �"�� 7 ���� 1�� ���� @>, ��@�� ��w�� 
@��, @> ����� +�'� S�!�, > 3����� +�������3 S�!��� ��>�M; ��Z E S�>� *� *�� E��� 
���� 
��� *��� �$�+�� ��Q� I�M ��?    
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4S! +�'��� 3����� +������� �6�� ��@ ��� @�> ����; ��Z �� ���� ���� ��, E3 4S! 
+�'���3 ��������� ���6�K ���6 ���@��6� �"�� ��� @�b �� ���? 4S! +�'� ��� E�3 ��r-����� 7 
���-���� @��, ��@�� *� +�'�> ���6�K ���@�6 �"� ��� @�b *�? �t�� ����� 3����� +������ 
�"���� ����� +�'� > ��� ��X�� ����� *�, ��X��� �:�K��D ��� 3 E�����। 3����� +������ ��� 
�G
 I���!� ���9�� ���Ì�। �:����� *� *�� +�'�> *� *�� ���$ ���!� k��>& "��� ����।    

�����+�'�� 3��@�� I���"� ���� E ��6 ���Ã�� @�> 4F��। �����+�'�� ������ ��%���� ���� 
�M�� ������, �@J��� >। �p���� ����� +�'�> �"�� I���-r���� ��©� ��%Y �M�। ��� *@��� 
���@� I��� ����� ������ ���-���@��6���� ��"K�> ����� ���@��6� h��:�� 1��। ����� +�'� 7 
���@��6� ��m:�-*1X'� k� ��� �V���� 1��। ���6���$�3 ��� ����� +�'� *��� I��� r���� ��©� 
��> ������ ��� ��� E�� ��m:� �6����&� 4�� �+�\ ��� ����� +�'�� k� *�। ��� ��¡�6, 
���6���$��� ��m:� ���-*1X'� ����� IG �@J����G7 �6�@�� ��� �। +�� 7 ��m:��� ����!�� ���� 
���� ����� +�'�>7 ����! E���M- E3 ����!�� ���� ��G� GQ� 3������ I���-r���� ���� 
I��G *�7>� ���6 7 M�J� ��G� ���6ª�� ��\� I���-r���� ��©� ��n� ��>�$����K ����� ����� 
���@��6� �W� �:�� ����M। ����%��� ���n� ���!������ ��������� ���G$�� E� ����� 
+����Í��� �:�K ����M। ��m:��� *N�� *G��G����% ��� � ��� @> E�� 4�� *��� *�� ��M� "����> 
*���� *�� *"K� ��� � @>, ��@�� ����� +�'� 4S! +�'� *���7 ��� I@�&�-���+�� ���"> *���, 
�����J�@ E I�� I��� ���� ����।    

I��� �K +�'�> ���� "�3, ������� �6�� ��u+�'� �@���� ���� ���� �$�> I��� @� 
���������� ���+���� �h> ���b �। I��� ����� ���, *$�n�$� 7 *��$� k� M�d�7 ���6� 
�������� E��� ���G� k� I�M- ���������� ��}���> ��� @�> I��� N�� 7 ����&! �:K+�$�� 
������'��� ���� �������। ����  ���� E���7 ��� ���� ����� *� 4S!�� �6�� ��u+�'� ���� 
��Q�� I����� *�� �D�6 *3। ��� I��� �:�+��� ����� ���, ���� ����%��� ���� +�������>� 
��>�G� I����� 4S! ����� @��। ��3 �6�� ��u+�'� �@���� 4S!� ����7 I��� ���! ���।    

3����� ��u ����%�� E��� *��� S3�� ��u+�'�� ��%Y ����� G���� ���6 r��� ����, *�4 
*�4 E3 ��+��7 *��'& ��� ����। ��� ��¡�6, E ���D7 3������ I����� *�� *7>� "�� �। 
��6 (unity) 7 ���� (uniformity) E� @��, E�3 +�'�> ��G-������ ���� @��, E�3 ����> �" � 
���� @���-E ���D 3������ �:�K�� �W�&! �"�। ~��"��6� ���6 ���- 3���G��� ����  ��� @>, unity 
in diversity-*�3 ��N6 *�qXM���3 3������ I��!। E���� �����& I��! 7 G��-���� ���6��3 
E��� G����� E������� I�� ��� *��� ����। ����%��� ��_��� +����� ���+H ���� *��� �¡ 
+�'�-+�'� �������� E�$�> E���M��। ��������� ��$ 7 ����%��� �"�� "���M� ����� +�'���3, 
�����G ����G���, 4�d'6�> 4�d>���। E�� ����%��� ���� ���!� � @�> ��� *G������3 @�>�M�। 
����%� ��_���� �+�������! ��r��6� �6�� ���& �M� E3 *�, +����� ���+H ������ ��������� 
I�:��$�, ��:��$� E�� +�'�$� ���+� ��·7 E�3 I���!� �������� ����� @�� *����M��। 
IG ����%� ��G!� @7>�� �� �����-�����-��e�-*����"%�-����  ������ ��������� ��� ��� 
*��&� ��> ¡������ �����>�p ���n�� ��_���� E�$�> I��, ��@�� +�'�� ���+H��, ���:��� ���Y 
E�� �6�6 ������� *�� ����e���� �:�K ���� ����� �। ��-M�d� I��� ����� ��� IG��� ���$� 
+�'�� ���6�� > ��� E���� I����� ���6��3 ����%� ��6�� 7 ��D���� ��u �@���� S�>�� ���� 
*�X�" ����� �����। ���� ����%��� +�3�� ��� ����� *��� E�� ���! ����%��� G�����&    
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4��! *��� ��@�� 4+> ����� G$& E�� ����� +������, ���-S��, ���@�6 7 ��m:��� ���$ 
����"� @�� ����� E�� 4+> ����� G������&� ���6 ��6 ���:� �+�\� 4�� #���� @��।    

��3 4���@��� E ��� ]6�!@� +�'�> I��� *1�'&� ���� "�3 *�, �����+�'� I�J�� ����%��� 
���6 r��� ���>� ��� E� ��6�� 7 ��D���� ����%� ���n�� ��� E I�J�� I����� E�$�> 
���>�M। 

3����� ��:��1 7 ��u+�'� I�J��    

������� �6�� ��u+�'� ���� ���N 4��� *��� ���D *�7>� *$�, 3����� ���:���1� ��!��:J 
�����& �� ����� ��� ���3 ���$F�� ��% ������� ���N� ���7 ��!��� ��u+�'� I�J��� 
���_@& ����M���।    

E3 I�J��� ������& 7 ��!���� �P��� @�� ���� *����3 �]������ ����।    

I��� ����� ���, ���������� ����&! ����:�\ �� 4S! +�'�+�'���� ��� *����� ���]�'� 
���+�� +�'� I�J���� GÀ�� ����। $+�� *������ 4]�] @�>3 ���!-����%��� ���d "�� *���� 
G�����& ������� IG ����%��� �6�� ��u+�'� ���� G6 ��_�� I�� ����M।    

�@� 4�5��6 �����&� @�> *� I�J�� I�� @�>�M ���� ����!$� �� �6�D$� 
���!� ���N$� 
���� ��"K�� ��Q�� 3����� ���:��1 Q�� ��Xd���।    

3����� ���:��1 ����� ���, ��u+�'� I�J���� ���� ��u+����� I�J��� ���&� ���� "�> 
����� ��Q�� ���G�_� �@��k�� ��G ��� ���� ���!-��f��� ����� � �।    

��3 ������� ����%��� �6�� ��u+�'� ���� ���G �@�>�� ���� G6 ����%��� ����� 
��6�&���� ���@��6�, ����G��� 7 h�G����� I��� 4��\ I@�� G��3।    
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Report of the Enquiry into the Firing by the police at Dacca on the 21st 

February 1952, by the Hon'ble Mr. Justice Ellis of the High Court of Judicature at 

Dacca. 

GOVERNMENT OF EAST BENGAL 

HOME (POLICE) DEPARTMENT 

RESOLUTION 

No. 2148PL, doled the 3rd June, 7952. 

READ—Government Notification No. 943-PL., dated the 13th March, 1952, stating that 
with regard to the firing that took place at Dacca on the 21st February 1952, an 

enquiry should be held by a Judge of the Dacca High Court, to be nominated by the 
Hon'ble the Chief Justice, to ascertain whether— 

(i) The firing by the police was necessary; and 

(ii) The force used by the police was justified in the circumstances of the case. 

READ—The Report, dated the 27th May, 1952, submitted by the Hon'ble Mr. Justice T. 

H. Ellis, who was nominated by the Hon'ble the Chief Justice and appointed by 

Government to hold the enquiry. 

The Government of East Bengal are pleased to accept the findings of the Enquiring 
Judge that- 

(i) The firing by the police was necessary; 

(ii) The force used by the police was justified in the circumstances of the case. 

Ordered that a copy of the Resolution be forwarded to the Enquiring Judge, the 

Hon'ble Mr. Justice T. H. Ellis, for information. 

Ordered also that copy of the Resolution together with a copy of the Report be 
forwarded to the Commissioner of the Dacca Division and the Inspector General of 

Police, East Bengal, for information and necessary action. 

Ordered further that the Resolution together with the Report be published in an 

extraordinary issue of the "Dacca Gazette". 

 

AZIZ AHMED 
C'hipf Secretary 
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FROM: 

THE HON'BLE Mr. JUSTICE ELLIS. 

HIGH COURT OF JUDICATURE. 

DACCA. 

To: 

THE CHIEF SECRETARY. 

To THE GOVERNMENT OF EAST BENGAL. 

DACCA 

Dated Dacca, the 27th May. 1952 

Sir, 

1 have the honour to submit herewith, my report on the Firing by the Police at Dacca 

on the 21st of February, 1952. in pursuance of Notification No 943PL. dated the 13th 

March, 1952, published in the Dacca Gazelle. Extraordinary, dated the 13th March, 

1952. 

1 have the honour to be. 

Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 
T H. ELLIS 

Report of the Enquiry into the FIRING BY THE POLICE AT DACCA on the 21
st
 

February, 1952, in pursuance of Notification No. 943PL„ dated the 13th March. 

1952. published in the Dacca Gazette, Extraordinary, dated the 13th March, 

1952, by the Hon'ble Mr. Justice Ellis of the High Court of Judicature at     

DACCA. 

I. On the 31sc of January. 1952. a Committee styled the "All-Party Committee of 

Action" was formed in order to direct the agitation which was being carried on in East 

Bengal for the inclusion of Bengali as a State Language. This Committee claimed to 

guide and control the agitation and announced through the medium of the Press that a 

mammoth demonstration would be staged in Dacca on the 21st of February. 1952 and 

called for a complete hartal on that date. The East Bengal Legislative Assembly would 

be in Session on the 21st of February. 1952. and the Provincial Muslim League Council 

had also arranged to hold a meeting on that date. In the circumstances the District 

Magistrate of Dacca apprehended that there might be a breach of the pcace and 

disturbance of public tranquility in the city; accordingly at about 5 o'clock in the 

afternoon of the previous day the 20lh of February, 1952, he duly promulgated an order 

under section 144 of the Code of Criminal Procedure prohibiting processions, 

demonstrations and the assembly of 5 or more persons in any public place or 

thoroughfare in the city except with the prior permission of the District Magistrate. The 
order was promulgated by beat of drum 
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throughout the city; a publicity van broadcast it through the microphone and copies were 
given to the various newspapers. Police arrangements were made to meet the expected 

emergency and by 7-30 a.m. on the 21st of Februrary 1952, the Control Room was 
manned and dispositions were made of the police forces in accordance with these 

arrangements. Reports were received at the Control Room and at the various police 

stations from an early hour in the morning that attempts were being made to enforce the 

hartal by closing down shops interfering with vehicular traffic and compelling 

passengers to dismount from buses, taxis, rickshaws and hackney carriages. Throughout 

the day the situation deteriorated and ultimately the Police opened fire at 3-20 p.m. at the 

Medical College gate with the result that one person was killed on the spot and three 

others subsequently succumbed to the injuries they received. One of the persons killed 

was a student named Abul Barkat. 

2. On Thursday, March 13, 1952, a notification, being Notification No. 943-PL, 
dated the 13th March, 1952, was published in the Dacca Gazette, Extraordinary of that 

date 

The notification is in the following terms :- 

"With regard to the firing by police that took place in Dacca on the 21st February. 
1952, the Government of East Bengal have decided that an enquiry should be held by a 

Judge of the Dacca High Court to be nominated by the Hon'ble the Chief Justice. The 
terms of reference of the enquiry are as follows 

To enquire and report— 

(i) whether the firing by the police was necessary, and 

(ii) whether the force thus used by the police was justified in the circumstances of the 

case or whether it was in excess of that necessary to restore order. 

The enquiry shall be held in camera. The Enquiring Judge may at his discretion 

permit Advocates to assist him in the conduct of the enquiry. 

The enquiry shall start on a date to be fired by the Enquiring Judge and shall be 
completed as soon as possible." 

3. This notification recited that the Government of East Bengal had decided that the 

enquiry should be held by a Judge of the Dacca High Court nominated by the Hon'ble 

Chief Justice. Thereafter, I received a copy of an order, dated the 17th of March,1952, 

from His Excellency the Governor of East Bengal, directing that I should hold the 

enquiry. The order runs as follows:- 

"His Excellency the Governor of East Bengal is pleased to direct the Hon'ble Mr. 

Justice T. H. Ellis, a Judge of the High Court of Judicature at Dacca to hold an enquiry 

into the firing by the police at Dacca on the 21st February, 1952, as required under 

Notification No. 943-PL., dated the 13th March, 1952, published in the Dacca Gazette. 

Extraordinary, dated the 13th March 1952. 

 

A. O. RAZIUR RAHMAN 

Secretary to the Governor of East Bengal 
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4. On receipt of the order I issued the following notice :- 

NOTICE 

"Statements in writing, preferably typewritten, of facts relevant to the firing by the 

Police at Dacca on the 21st of February, 1952, are invited from members of the public, 

members of the University, student groups or organisations from the Provincial 

Government and any other parties concerned. 

The statements should be accompanied by a list of the full names and addresses of 

the witnesses cited in their support. 

The statements should be addressed to the Hon'ble Mr. Justice Ellis at the High 
Court, Dacca, and should reach him on or before the 31st March, 1952." 

T. H. ELLIS, 

Judge, High Court, Dacca. 

20-3-1952. 

The notice was given wide publicity by publication in the Provincial newspapers and 

by broadcast announcement over Radio Pakistan. 

 

5. The notice invited statements in writing from persons in a position to speak to 

facts relevant to the firing by the Police on the 21st of February 1952. In all I received 28 

communications and of those 28 communications one related to the events of the 22nd of 

February, 1952, which did not fall within the scope of my enquiry and therefore did not 

call for consideration. Eleven of the communications were received from persons who 

thought that the firing by the Police was not warranted by the circumstances of the case. 

Two of the communications came from the convenor of the All-Party State Language 

Committee and from the acting General Secretary, East Pakistan Youth League 

respectively. They forwarded resolutions of those associations announcing that they did 

not propose to take part in the enquiry inasmuch as they objected to its scope and 

limitation. An anonymous petition purporting to come from the students and public 
complained that the students leaders and the leaders of the public who were aware of the 

material facts had been kept in jail and thus were not in a position to make any 
statements relevant to the Police firing. One communication was a letter signed by one 

Syedul Huq of Mymensingh who asked me to send his letter to the Press for publication. 
It appeared that he was labouring under a personal grievance, had a private axe to grind 

and was anxious for a little free and safe publicity. One statement in Bengali, dated the 
28th March 1952, was received from a student of the Dacca College by name Mohd. 

Abdul Matin, but he subsequently withdrew in a letter of the 9th April, 1952 that 

statement on behalf of himself and the witnesses he had cited. A statement was sent by 

one Aktaruddin, President of the All East Pakistan Muslim Students' League, 24, S.M. 

Hall, Dacca, on the 27th of March, 1952. It did not reach me till the 1st of April 1952, 

one day after the date appointed for the reception of statements. I accepted it, however, 

as it had been despatched on the 27th of March, 1952. It contained the surprising 

statement that a 
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written order to fire was handed over to the Police officials from a private car from 
Burdwan House. It was accompanied by a letter expressing the students' mortification at 

the limited scope of the enquiry and then apprehension that it would prove impossible-or 
had been made impossible for me to gather the true facts of the occurrence. 

6. The principal statement of the communicants who objected to the Police firing 

was received from one Dewan Harun Md. Maniruddin, a student of the Jagannath 

College, Dacca. He was the only person who claimed to have personally witnessed the 
Police firing. He submitted one statement on the 21st March, 1952, in which he gave the 

names of 5 witnesses but followed it up two days later by another statement, dated the 
23rd of March, 1952, shorter but substantially on the same lines-in which he added the 

names of 17 more witnesses. 

7. Sixteen statements were received from persons who complained that they had 

been the victims of lawlessness on the part of the student body on the 21st February, 

1952. Some of them were bus conductors, drivers and rickshawalas, who had apparently 

gathered the impression that one of the functions of the enquiry was to assess damages 

and award compensation to persons whose vehicles had been damaged. The principal 

statement in justification of the firing was that submitted by the Government of East 
Bengal to which a list of 21 persons was attached as witnesses in a position to give 

evidence material to the enquity. 

8. I considered it desirable to secure the statements of all the persons whose names 

had been given in the various statements submitted and accordingly had notices issued or 

requiring requesting them to attend the enquiry for that purpose. The addresses proved 

insufficient to reach 8 of the persons whose names had been given and so no notice 

could 

be served upon them. Seven of those who actually did receive notice did not put in an 

appearance. They replied either declining to give evidence or explaining that they were 

not in a position to give any evidence material to the scope of the enquiry. 

9. The Government notification of the 13th March, allowed me at my discretion to 

permit Advocates to assist me in the conduct of the enquiry. Mr. Hamoodur Rahman 

appeared with my permission on behalf of certain of the Government officers concerned 

in the enquiry. No other Advocate applied for permission to appear, nor did any other 

party ask to be represented by an Advocate. Though the Government of East Bengal had 

submitted a statement it did not consider itself a party to the enquiry and was not legally 

represented. At my request, however, Mr. Syed Abdul Ghani appeared as appointed by 

Government to assist me in the enquiry. 

10. The hearing in camera should have commenced on the 7th April, 1952, but on 

that date it proved impossible to examine any witness as certain preliminary 

arrangements were not completed in time. The examination of witnesses actually 

commenced on the 8th of April. 

11. Witnesses whose statements were in support of the police claim that the firing 

was justified and was not in excess were examined on the 8th, 9th, 10th, 15th, 16th, 17th 
and 18th of April, i.e., for 7 days. Witnesses whose names figured in the statements 
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disapproving of the firing were examined on the 21st, 22nd, 24th, 25th, 26th, 28th and 
30th of April, i e., for a similar period of 7 days. After the statements of the witnesses 

had been recorded two days were taken up in argument. Mr. Hamoodur Rahman 
presented the case for his clients on May 2nd, and Mr. Abdul Ghani argued his case on 

May 3rd. After the enquiry was concluded, although familiar with the topography of the 

scene of the firing I visited the locality to refresh my memory as to the position and lie of 

the buildings and landmarks figuring in the enquiry and to see for myself the bullet 

marks on the Medical College hostels. 

12. Witnesses' statements recorded in the enquiry may conveniently be divided into 5 
classes. The first class consists of official witnesses-1 to 21 and witness No. 36, Ashraf 

Ali Wahidi, a photographer attached to the firm of Messrs. Zaidi & Co., who took 
photographs at the instance of the police after the occurrence was over. 

   Witness No. 

Mr. Md. Idris, P.S.P., S.P., Dacca 

Mr. S.H. Quraishi, C.S.P., District Magistrate, Dacca ... 

Mr. A.Z. Obaidullah, D.I.-G., Dacca Range 

Mr. Md. Siddique Dewan, D.S.P., City, Dacca 

Mr. Nuruddin Ahmed, S.D.O., Sadar South, Dacca 

Mr. Masood Mahmood, P.S.P., Additional S.P., City, Dacca 

Mr Nabi Sher Khan, then R.I. 2nd, Dacca. Now R.I., Faridpur. 

Mr. Md. Yusuf, Special Superintendent of Police, I.B., East Bengal, Dacca. 

Mr. Abdul Gofran, then O.C., Lalbagh, Dacca. Now Inspector of Police, 

BarisaL 

Mr. Mir Ashraful Huq, Inspector of Police, D.D., Dacca ... 

Mr. J.D' Mellow, Inspector of Police, Dacca 

The Hon'ble Mr. Hasan Ali, Minister-in-charge of C.B.I. 

Department, Government of East Bengal, Dacca. 

Mr. Syed Abdul Majid, Director of Land Records and Surveys, 

East Bengal, Dacca. 

Mr. Aulad Hossain Khan, Parliamentary Secretary to Hon'ble 

Minister, Civil Supplies, Government of East Bengal, Dacca. 

Dr. Altafuddin Ahmed, Civil Surgeon, Dacca 

Mr. Abdur Rahman, Sub-Deputy Magistrate, Dacca 

Mr. A. Jabbar, Inspector of Police, Lalbagh Circle, Dacca 

 

1 

 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

 

14 

15 

16 

17 
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Dr. Hibibuddin Ahmed, Professor of Midwifery and Gynecology. 

Medical College. Dacca. 

Dr. Ahmed Hossain. ElectroTherapisi attached 10 Medical 

College Hospital, Dacca. 

Dr. Hammadur Rahman, Medical Practitioner, Dacca 

Dr. Shaikh Abdus Shakoor. Medical Practitioner. Dacca 

Mr. A&hraf Ali Wahidi, Photographer attached to Messrs. Zaidi & 
Co. 

13 The second class of witnesses consists of the 3 University 

officials : 

Dr. S.M. Hossain, Vice-Chancel lor, Dacca University ... 

Dr. I. H. Zuberi. Dean of the Faculty of Arts, and Head of the 

Department of English. Dacca University. 

Dr. M.O. Ghani. Provost, Salimullah Muslim Hall, Dacca 

 

Witness No. 

18 

19 

20 

21 

36 

35 

37 

38 

 

        14. The third class of witnesses consists of 10 students. 7 of them being, students 

residing in the Medical College Hostel and 3 of them being outsiders. 

 

The students are-  

Abdul Malik 

Safiuddin Choudhury 

Hurmai Ali ... 

Md. Gholam Zulfiquar 

Aminur Rahman 

Rafiqur Raza Chaudhury 

Sycd Abdul Malik 

and Che 3 outsiders arc- 

Ahsanullah. Resident of Salimullah Muslim Orphanage. Dacca 

Shaikh Md. Abdul Hye 
Dewan Haroon Md. Maniruddin 

 

Witness No. 

42 

47 

50 

52 

53 

54 
60 

58 

62 

64 

 

15. The 4th class of witnesses may be described as witnesses hailing from the 

Medical College. Of their number, four are doctors- 

Dr. Zinnur Ahmed Chaudhury Witness No. 

39 
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Dr. Abdul Masood Khanmajlis 

Dr. Nawab Ali 

Dr. Abdus Samad Khan Chaudhury 

40 

41, and 

55 

Three of the witness arc nurses, viz.— 

 

Sister Miss Eliza Kuruala 

Miss Nur Jehan Begum 

Miss Pulu Costa. 

 

Witness No. 

43 

44, and 

48 

 

Five of the witnesses are Ward boys Ambulance attendants, viz.— 

Deedar Bux 

Mohammed Mian 

Sekander Ali 

Muslim Khan 

Ramzan Khondkar 

 

Witness No. 

45 

46 

49 

59, and 

61 

Witness No. 51, Mr. Abdus Sattar Dewan is connected with the Medical College 

Hospital being its Accountant and witness No. 63, Mr. Ekhlas Uddin Ahmed is a 

representative of the firm of Khondkar & Co., Contractors to the Medical College 

Hospital. 

16. The 5th and the last class of witnesses consist of those persons who may be 

conveniently grouped together as witnesses belonging to the public. 

 

They are—         Witness No. 

Mir Muslim, Bus driver 

Mansur, Bus conductor 

Sona Mian, Rickshaw-puller 

Pear Bux, Rickshaw-puller 

Faku Mian, Rickshaw-puller 

Kala Chan, Rickshaw-puller 

Nawab Mian, Rickshaw-puller 

Ashrafuddin, Rickshaw-puller 

Abdul Hamid, Rickshaw-puller 

22 

23 

25 

27 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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Witness No 26, Khairullah, is a Rickshaw passenger. 

In this class also come— 

Dr. A. Musa A. Huq, a medical practitioner 

Mr. Md. Kamal, M.A. At present unemployed 

Mr Abdus Sattar, A Technician of the A.P.P. 

Matil Islam, an Assistant in the C.L. and I. Department, Government 

of East Bengal, Dacca 

Mr. Noor Mohammed, an Assistant in the Air Custons Office, 

Tejgaon, Dacca 

 

24 

 
28 

 

34 

 

56, and 

 
57 

17. The witnesses who were represented by Mr. Hamoodur Rahman had already had 

their statements recorded and these were produced as each of the witnesses presented 

himself at the enquiry. As it was thought advisable to do so, each of the witnesses was 
examined by Mr. Hamoodur Rahman and was then cross-examined Mr. Ghani. When the 

witnesses who had been cited in disapproval of the firing presented themselves they were 
questioned by the presiding officer first of all and were then questioned by Mr. A. Ghani 

and Mr. Hamoodur Rahman in turn. It may be added that none of the witnesses deposed 
on oath as the enquiring officer had no power to administer an oath to any person 

appearing as a witness in the enquiry. 

It may be here observed that the witnesses whose evidence is really immaterial in- 

this enquiry are the 8 official witnesses, 6 police officers—   

                                                                                                         Witness No. 

Mr. Md. Idris, P.S.P., S.P., Dacca 

Mr A.Z. Obaidullah, D.I.-G., Dacca-Range 

Mr. Md. Siddique Dewan. D.S.P., City Dacca 

Mr. Mohammed Yusuf, Special Superintendent of Police, I. B., 

East Bengal, Dacca 

Mr. Abdul Gofran, then Officer in Charge, Lalbagh P.S. 

Dacca, now Inspector of Police, Barisal. 

Mr. Mir Ashrafu! Huq, Inspector of Police, Detective Depart- 

ment, Dacca; and two Magistrates 

Mr. S.H. Quraishi, C.S.P., District Magistrate, Dacca 

Mr. Nooruddin Ahmed, S.D.O., Sadar, South, Dacca 
and non-official witnesses 

Mr. Md. Kamal, M.A. 
Dewan haroon Md. Maniruddin 

1 

3 

4 
 

8 

9 

 

10 

2 

5 

28 

64 
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These are the only witnesses who claim actually to have seen police the firing. The 

evidence of the other witnesses is important only in so far as it is of assistance in 

assessing the situation as it developed from the early morning of the 21st of February up 

to the time when the police actually opened fire at 3-20 p.m. 

19. With regard to the incidents in the morning the police witnesses claimed that the 

day opened with interference with vehicular traffic in the University area from 7-30 a.m. 

The Police had anticipated that the hartal declared for the 21st February would soon lead 

to trouble in the University area and had made arrangements to face the emergency. 

Accordingly the police forces took up their position according to the arrangements 

previously made by 7-30 in the morning. Md. Siddique Dewan, City D.S.P., Dacca, 

being detailed for duty in the University ground. Mr. Masood Mahmood, the Additional 

Superintendent of Police, City, went out on his rounds and visited the Police Outposts 

from the early morning. In the University area he saw that students were stopping 

vehicular traffic, forcing passengers to alight from buses, taxis, rickshaws and cars and 

the tyres of those conveyances were deflated in order to prevent them from being used 

subsequently. The Police officers intervened in order to keep traffic moving and were 

abused in filthy language and in particular-the Additional S. P. City, was made the target 
of the students' attack. The Superintendent of Police, Mr. Idris, at 7-45, a.m. received 

information that a large number of students had collected inside and outside the 
University premises and the Medical College Hostel compound and, they were 

compelling drivers of vehicles to stop and passengers to alight in order to enforce the 
declared hartal. The Superintendent of Police hurried to this troublous spot at. 8-15 in the 

morning and found that the students were actually using violence in order to stop 
vehicular traffic as had been reported to him. The S. P. tried his best to dissuade the 

students from carrying on these activities but he found that his protests were not having 

any effect and as he anticipated trouble he stationed police in that particular area. At 9 

a.m. at the University gate he had in position the D.S.P., City, one Inspector, two head 

constables and 20 constable of the S.A.F., one Inspector, one Sub-Inspector, one 

Sergeant, two head constables and 14 constables armed with lathis. At the Medical 

College gate he had one head constable, and 10 constables of the S.A.F. and near the 

Salimullah Muslim Hall he had one head constable, and 10 constables and the constables 

were armed. 

20. At about this time people began to collect in the University compound in driblets, 
small groups of students and outsiders filtering into the compound until by 10 a.m. a 

large number of persons had assembled in the University compound and preparations 

were being made for a meeting. The situation by 10 a.m. had become so tense that a 

message was sent to Mr. Quraishi, the District Magistrate, and he immediately proceeded 

to the University gate. When he reached the spot, Mr. Quraishi found that a very large 

crowd had gathered at the gate and inside the University compound which was indulging 

in abuse of the police and preparing for a mass defiance of the orders under section 144 

of the Code. Mr. Quraishi got the Registrar of the University to telephone to the Vice- 

Chancellor, asking for the University authorities to persuade the students not to violate 

the order under section 144, Cr.P.C. Shortly after the arrival of the District Magistrate 

the Vice-Chancellor, together with Dr. Zuberi and Dr. Ghani had arrived on the scene. 

The 
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District Magistrate Mr. Quraishi, requested them to prevail upon the students to stop 
their unlawful activities, to refrain from interference with traffic on the public highway 

and to refrain from violating section 144 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. When the 
Vice-Chancellor approached the students whose number he estimated at 1,000 or so. at 

first they asked him to lead their procession in violation of the order. He proposed that 

they might hold a meeting, pass a resolution and then disperse. The students met this 

proposal with a request for him to give them a lead in the matter and preside over the 

meeting. He did not agree. But he said he was prepared to associate with them if they 

gave him a guarantee that they would behave peacefully and disperse peacefully after the 

meeting. The guarantee was never given though some of the leading students tried 

without success to prevail upon the general body of students. The Vice Chancellor 

refused to accept the students- suggestion that he should act according to the decision of 

the meeting. It was abundantly clear that the students were in no mood to listen to any 

reasonable suggestions and had obviously made up their minds to violate the orders 

under section 144 of the Code. 

21. The meeting which was held inside the University compound broke up at about 

11 a.m. The students then "terribly excited" according to Dr. Zuberi, took possession of 

the University gate and according to the statements of the Vice-Chancellor and his two 

colleagues they began to emerge from the gate in small batches of 5, 7 or 10 at a time in 

order to court arrest by the Police. The police witnesses stated that they came out in 

batches of 25 or 30. The University authorities stated that the students went out of the 

gate as their names were called from a roster-list in a note-book-a circumstance which 

establishes beyond doubt that the "meeting" was merely a specious pretence, the students 

had made all preparations beforehand for their defiance of section 144 and had selected 

the names of the students who were to defy the order and had arranged the order in 

which particular students were to leave the University premises for that purpose. As the 

students emerged through the University gate the Police arrested them-ignoring the girl 
students- and indeed some of the students of their own accord climbed into the vehicles, 

which were to convey them to the police stations. In all 91 persons were arrested and by 
that time all available accommodation in the police vehicles had been filled up and the 

Police were in the embarrassing position of not being able to remove any more persons 
under arrest. Sensing this embarrassment the crowd became more truculent and began to 

throw brickbats at the Police. The Police had to make further arrangement in the 
disposition of their forces. Some constables had to be sent in order to escort the students 

who had been arrested. The Additional S.P, City, was sent to the Assembly House in 

order to guard the same as it was reported that the students intended to stage a march on 

the Assembly House and a gas squad was brought to the University gate. At this time the 

disposition of the police force was as follows:- 

At the University gate one Inspector, one Sub-Inspector, one head constable, 6 
constables of the S. A. F., one head constable and 4 constables armed with lathis and 14 

constables of the gas squad. At the Madical College gate there was the D. S. P., City, one 
head constable and the 10 constables of the S.A.F. At the Assembly House corner there 

was the Additional S.P., City, 3 Sergeants, one Sub-Inspector and 2 head constables and 
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18 constables armed, one head constable and 4 constables with lathis and one head 
constable and 6 constables of the gas squad. 

22. After the arrest of the 91 offenders who violated section 144 of the Code there 

was a general rush from the University compound. The mob began to run in the direction 

of the Assembly buildings shouting slogans such as, "Rastra Bhasa Bangala Chai", 

"Police Zulum Chalbe Na". Its members were informed by the S. P. and the District 

Magistrate that they constituted an unlawful assembly and unless they dispersed force 
would be used to disperse them. They did not disperse and so the police fired gas shells 

and threw gas grenades in order to disperse them. The result of the gas attack was that 
the students scattered only to reassemble in the Medical College area and on the other 

side of the Secretariat Road in the University playground. The students could pass from 
the University compound area into the Medical College compound area because the wall 

which separates the two at that time was breached and it was physically possible to pass 
from one compound to the other within the University area without coming out on to the 

Secretariat Road. The gas attack temporarily dispersed the crowd but by that time the 

Additional S. P., City, Mr. Masood Mahmood had already been injured, a jeep had been 

smashed and there was intermittent brickbatting on the police force from the University 

premises and from the Medical College area. The situation was regarded as serious 

enough to call for the presence of the Deputy Inspector-General of Police, Dacca Range, 

Mr. A. Z. Obidullah. He arrived on the spot at about 1 p.m. There he met the District 

Magistrate and the Superintendent of Police and found that a crowd was collected on the 

road in front of the University and the Medical College extending almost up to the 

Assembly House. Warnings by the District Magistrate, the Deputy Inspector-General of 

Police and the Superintendent of Police went unheeded and the crowd intensified its 

attack on the police and showers of brickbats were hurled at them. When dispersed by 

gas attacks, they merely retreated temporarily into the University area-their "sanctuary" 

and gathered for a fresh attack. It appeared that the focus of the trouble was at the gate of 
the Medical College and accordingly it was decided to concentrate the police force at the 

Medical College gate, where it appeared, to be more urgently needed. Between 2 and 2- 
30 p.m. the situation developed more serious and the police were forced to take shelter 

behind the shops on the western side of the Secretariat Road. A member of the 
Legislative Assembly Maulvi Aulad Hossain, was actually intercepted on his way to the 

Assembly and was forced to drive into the Medical College Hostel compound. He was 
compelled to sign a paper that Bengali should be one of the State languages-and, under 

threats, that he had witnessed lathi charges were being made and had seen the injuries on 

some boys though as a matter of fact he had not done so. He was unable to come out 

until 9 p.m. At about this time also the D.S.P., City, Mr. Md. Siddique Dewan, was 

manhandled and one of the two determined lathi charges which took place on the 

afternoon of the 21st February was made to effect his rescue from the hands of the 

crowd. The Police made repeated use of tear gas grenades and shells but the effect 

produced was not lasting and the mob quickly recovered the initiative. They played what 

one witness has described as a "cat and mouse" game with the Police, put the grenades 

and shells out of action by pouring water upon them and' then continued their attacks on 

the Police and passers-by with showers of brickbats. 
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23. It was at this stage that the Hon'ble Mr. Hassan Ali passed by that way in his car 
on his way to the Assembly together with Maulana Abdullah-al-Baqui, M.L.A., 

M.C.A.-President of the Provincial Muslim League, who was travelling with him in the 
same car. The car was stopped by the crowd and put out of action by having the tyres 

deflated. Two young men got into the car, one by the left door, the other by right door. 

They wihsed the Hon'ble Minister and his companion to go with them into the Medical 

College Hospital and pressed them hard. His companion got out of the car in order to do 

so, but the Hon'ble Minister and his orderly pulled him back into the car as he considered 

it highly unsafe for him to go as so many brickbats were flying about the place. The 

Police put the Hon'ble Minister and his companion into a Police car and drove them off 

to the Assembly House but the Hon'ble Minister was injured on his head by a brick as 

the jeep drove away. But this time the Police had sustained a considerable number of 

casualties and the D.I.G., the District Magistrate, the Superintendent of Police and the 

Additional Superintendent of Police, City, had all been injured with brickbats. Other 

members of the Police force had also sustained injuries but they were carrying on in spite 

of that handicap. 

24. It was about this period from 3 p.m. onwards that the Police found the situation 

was slipping beyond their control. A second and last determined lathi charge was made 

by the Police at 3 p.m. on the mob on the road. This time, however, the lathi charge did 

not have the desired effect and the Police found that instead of the mob falling back they 

themselves had to fall back as they could not face the heavy showers of brickbats rained 

upon them. According to estimates of the District Magistrate and Police Officials, the 

mob at this time consisted of over 5,000 men. It was closing in on the Police force from 

two sides-from the University playground corner and from the Medical College Hostel, 

in a menacing fashion and finding that the Police party was in danger of being encircled 

and overpowered, the District Magistrate, the D.I.G. and the S.P. agreed that the 

situation was so desperate that it was necessary to open fire. As a last resort, a final 
warning was given but as this had no effect, under the direction of the District Magistrate 

and under the direct orders of the Superintendent of Police, the Police party fired on the 
rioters. The firing party consisted of 3 head constables and 30 constables who formed a 

square on the road between the Medical College gate and the Medical College Hostel 
gate. Five men on each flank faced the University ground and the Medical College 

Hostel in a kneeling position. The rest remained facing the north-west. The D.I.G's 
recollection of the exact formation does not agree with that of the S.P.-but as the S.P. 

was in actual command his recollection is more likely to be accurate. Other members of 

the Police party and the S.P. himself took up their position inside the square. The S.P. 

ordered the two flanks to fire one round each and they did so. The mob on the University 

playground side fell back but the mob on the Medical College Hostel side halted 

momentarily and again advanced throwing brickbats. And then the S.P. ordered the flank 

facing the Medical College Hostel to open fire a second time. As soon as the mob on this 

side began to fall back the Superintendent of Police ordered the "cease fire". After the 

firing the ammunition was checked and it was found that 27 rounds in all had been fired. 

Five towards the rioters on the University playground side and 22 rounds towards the 

ioters on the Medical College Hostel side. At the time of the firing one man dropped 

dead near the corner of the 
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University ground and was removed to the hospital in an ambulance but as the rioters 
were still in an excited and turbulent mood, it was impossible for the Police to discover 

what were the casualties on the Medical College Hostel side. It was ultimately 
discovered that there were nine casualties as a result of the firing, of whom three were 

students and six outsiders. Two died in the hospital that night at about 8 p.m., one being 

a student and a third succumbed to his injuries during the course of the enquiry. Even 

after the firing the crowd did not stop throwing brickbats-a microphone was set up in the 

Medical College Hostel compound and fiery speeches were made against Government 

and the Police. Bloodstained clothes were displayed to the crowd to keep its excitement 

high. And the Police had to make a lathi charge to prevent another concerted rush on the 

Assembly at 4-30 or 5 p.m. 

25. Mr. Homoodur Rahman has contended that the statements of the Police officers 

with regard to the development of the situation in and around the University area have 
been corroborated by the evidence of the witnesses of the University itself. These 

witnesses, namely, the Vice-Chancellor, Dr. Zuberi and Dr. Ghani were in a position to 

corroborate the position inside the university compound and to speak of the excitement 

and commotion amongst the students although they did not see what was actually 

happening outside on the road, save on their visits to the University gate. They did 

admit, however, that complaints were made to them by the officials that brickbats were 

being thrown from the University area and those brickbats had actually injured personnel 

of the Police force and had damaged some of the Police transport Dr. Zuberi (Witness 

No. 37) was questioned with regard to the brickbats: 

Question No. 140-"Please try to remember if you had noticed whether while these 
arrests were being made any brickbats were coming from the University compound and 

hit policemen and the jeep?" 

Answer-"When the arrests were being made I do not think any brickbats were 

thrown." 

Question No. 141-"Later?" 

Answer-"But after the firing of the tear gas shells the Police complained to the Vice- 
Chancellor that brickbats had been thrown at them." 

Question No. 142-"Was any attempt made by the Vice-Chancellor to ascertain 

whether brickbats were thrown from that place across the railings? 

Answer- "I do not think that the Vice-Chancellor made any attempt to find that out. 
But I think some brickbats were thrown. I was outside the railings. I tried to dissuade the 

students myself that they should now throw any brickbats. I remember that very well" 

26. Although the Vice-Chancellor and Dr. Ghani did not themselves see any 

brickbats being thrown, yet the Vice-Chancellor in answer to questions 59, 64 and 245 
admitted that he saw brickbats on the streets when he came out of the University and in 

answer to question No. 246 he admitted that as he left the University brickbats fell near 
him and caused him hurriedly to leave that particular place. The doctors who gave 

evidence also speak of seeing brickbats scattered about on the road as they entered or left 
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the premises on their duties. Witness No. 39, Dr. Zinnur Ahmed Chaudhury, No. 40, Dr. 
Abul Masood Khanmajlis, No. 41, Dr. Nawab Ali, and all the male nurses, namely, No. 

46, Mohammed Mian, No. 49, Sekander Ali made mention of brickbats in the course of 
their statements and so does witness No. 63, Ekhlasuddin Ahmed, a Contractor's 

representative. That brickbats were thrown and were to be found scattered about the 

street is also apparent from the photographs exhibited and from the statements of 

witnesses who belong to the class of the general public, the bus drivers, the doctors, the 

rickshawalas who wanted to claim compensation for damage done to their vehicles 

(Witnesse Nos. 22,23,24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 and 34). Perhaps even more 

impressive is the statement of witness No. 24, Dr. A. Musa A. Huq, a medical 

practitioner of Dacca who deposed that he was stopped on his way to attend a patient 

while driving in his car past the Medical College. He spoke on the sudden swelling of the 

crowd at that particular junction, the crowd being composed of boisterous elements and 

he also spoke of the brickbats being thrown at the Police. This doctor is a gentleman 

whose word there is no reason to doubt and if his statement is accepted as true then 

certainly at 2 p.m. the situation in front of the Medical College gate was serious. 

27. It has been suggested by Mr. Ghani that as a matter of fact the incidents prior to 

the firing by the Police have been exaggerated and the numbers of the crowd magnified 

in order to give a veneer of truth to the police statements that they were in danger of 

being overwhelmed. It was suggested for example that the crowd in the University and 

the Medical College areas has been estimated by the police witnesses as being somewhat 

4,000 or 5,000 strong while according to the Vice-Chancel lor the total number of 

University students is only 2,500. It is claimed therefore that even if the whole body of 

students and Medical College Hostel boarders were involved in the disturbances the 

number falls short of the estimate given by the Police. It is also claimed that only two 

outsiders, Mr. Shamsul Huq and Mr. Oli Ahad were mentioned as having been seen 

within the University area on that morning. The high officials of the University, the 
Vice-Chancellor, Dr. Zuberi and Dr. Ghani, according to their own statements estimate 

the crowd in the University precincts at about 1,000 and Mr. Ghani points out that they 
say that after the meeting was over a large number of the persons who had attended the 

meeting dispersed peacefully. The ranks of the students thinned out and some merely 
listened to the meeting and left shortly thereafter. It is also pointed out that the police 

raised no objection at all to these students who wished to leave and allowed them to do 
so and therefore if the University officials figure of 1,000 is approximately correct and if 

a considerable number of these dispersed peacefully, then it is difficult to accept the 

Police figure of 4,000 to 5,000 at about 1-45 p.m. This argument, however, does not 

really carry conviction because the police opened fire at 3-20 p.m. and it is possible that 

the crowd augmented in the interval between the termination of the meeting and the 

actual firing. Indeed if the evidence of P.W. 28, Mr. Mohammed Kamal be believed-that 

would seem to be what actually happened and as has already been noticed-it was not 

difficult for students and outsiders to pass from one part of the University and the 

Medical College compound to another without coming out on the road at all. And that 

there were outsiders within the University compound at this particular time admits of no 

dispute on the statements of witnesses and on the casualty lists. 
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28. The Vice-Chancellor spoke of the students as being "Exasperated" after the 
police used tear gas on them and it is perhaps not without significance that one witness. 

No. 55, Dr. Abdul Samad Khan Chaudhury, Assistant Surgeon in the Ear, Nose and 
Throat Department stated that after he had heard the explosion of the first gas attack to 

disperse the students, they were excited and shouting and he told the Resident Surgeon 

that they might expect trouble. In answer to the President's enquiry as to why he 

expected trouble the witness stated that as a result of his own Calcutta experiences in 

1947, he knew that when student's excitement clashed with the Police, trouble always 

broke out and the students really were very excited. As a result of his Calcutta 

experiences he expected a large number of casualties. That this really was so is shown by 

the fact that he told the Resident Surgeon to draw up a list of doctors to cope with the 

influx of cases which heexpected. 

29. It has been suggested that the University authorities were amiss in that they failed 
to take steps to check outsiders from the University premises and to close the University 

gates. The Vice Chancellor stated that any attempt to remove outsiders would have 

worsened the situation and an invitation to the Police to enter the premises of the 

University to remove the outsiders would have only complicated matters. He was 

supported by his colleagues who also stated that no such steps were possible and it was 

not physically possible to any close the gates because the students were in command of 

the gates. 

30. It has also been suggested by Mr. Ghani that the Police did not handle the 
situation properly from the earlier stages and when they saw that the University area was 

proving a focus of trouble on that had particular day perhaps the Police officers could 
have avoided the firing by assembling a larger police force on the spot, or shutting it off 

by a cordon. This does not seem to be a very convincing argument. Obviously, the Police 

arrangements to deal with any possible trouble he had to cover the whole city and not 

any particular area and the police might well consider that it would have been inviting 

disaster elsewhere to denude the rest of the city of necessary police forces in order to 

concentrate them in the University area. 

31. This, however, is not really the question which arises for determination in this 

enquiry. What has to be decided is whether with the police force available at the spot at 
3-20 p.m. on the 21st of February, firing could have been avoided. 

32. On the Police statements it is their case that the situation rapidly deteriorated and 

although the Police expended a huge quantity of tear gas firing in all 39 gas grenades and 

72 tear gas shells they were by 3 p.m., not in a position to cope with the riotous mob that 

kept assembling and reassembling in front of the Medical College gate and in the 

compound and across the road, in the University playing ground. It is only too obvious 
that the students regarded the University compound, the Medical College compound and 

the Hostel area as "sanctuary" from which they could with safety sally out and attack the 
Police. This is perhaps the reason why the students who have made statements all claim 

that they were inside the compound behind the railings engaged in their peaceful 
pursuits. 
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33. It will at this point be appropriate to quote the statements of the official witnesses 
with regard to the position of the police force at 3-20 and with regard to the necessity for 

firing on the crowd. 

34. Mr. Idris was questioned with regard to the situation at the time when he opened 

fire as follows: - 

Question No. 75- "Now to return to the determined lathi charge would you tell my 

Lord what was the effect of the lathi charge?" 

Answer - "The lathi charge failed completely. Instead of the crowd receding and 

stopping brickbatting they started advancing with more showers of brickbats, mainly 
from two directions" from the university playground corner and from the Medical 

College Hostel side." 

Question No. 76-"What would be your estimate of the crowd, you say, advancing 

from these directions?" 

Answer - 'Five to six thousand." 

Question No. 77: -"What was the strength of the Police Force at that place at that 

time?' 

Answer - "In all at that time there were 3 head constables, 30 constables of the 

armed branch, two head constables and 14 constables of the unarmed branch, and one 

head constable and 14 constables of the gas squad, one Inspector and two Sergeants." 

Question No. 78- "When the crowd was advancing, you said that lathi charge had no 

effect. Would you tell my Lord what steps did you consider necessary at this time?" 

Answer-'The crowd was advancing with shower of brickbats and I had to come with 

armed forces and put them in position. When the situation came to such a pass that we 

were being almost encircled and overpowered, I consulted the D.M. and the D.l.G. who 

had all along been present there. We decided to open fire." 

Question No. 79-"Could you tell my Lord how fire was opened by you and under 

whose command?" 

Answer-Tiring was done under my command. I put my men in position and formed 

them in flanks of 5 men each facing the university ground corner and Medical College 
Hostel side. I ordered my men on both flanks to fire one round each. They did so. The 

crowd near the University playground, at the corner of the University playground-was 
held back and I found one man dropping down there, but the crowd from the Medical 

College Hostel side fell back momentarily and again advanced towards us with heavy 
showers of brickbats. I ordered the 5 men in the flank to fire a volley of rounds. Then I 

ordered them to stop as soon as I saw this mob falling back. I ordered cease fire and then 

checked up ammunitions and found that in all 27 rounds were fired." 

Question No. 80 - "Prior to the opening of the fire was any warning given to the 
crowd ?" 
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Answer - "Yes, we warned them repeatedly." 

Question No. 81 - To Court: "Who gave the warning?" 

Answer - "We all." 

Question No. 82 - "What do you mean by 'all*?" 

Answer-"D.I.G., D.M. and myself all warned them and ultimately firing was 

opened." 

Question No 83 - To Mr. H. Rahman: "Would you give us the approximate time of 
the firing?" 

Answer- "At about 3 p.m." 

Question No. 84- "What was the effect?" 

Answer - "One man dropped down that was at the university playground." 

Question No. 85 - "What was further casualty?" 

Answer - "We could not ascertain that." 

Question No. 86 - "Why not?" 

Answer-Because the attitude of the mob was very violent. To make any attempt to 

recover the dead and the injured persons from amongst the rioters would have been a 

severe fight. That was my reading of the situation at that time because even after the 
firing throwing of brickbats continued." 

Question No. 87 - "You have said that after the second firing the mob fell back and 

you ordered 'cease fire'. When the mob fell back did you see any injured person in the 

street?". 

Answer - "No." 

Question No. 88 - "What happened to that person who died? 

Answer-The dead body was removed by ambulance." 

Question No. 89 - "By whom?" 

Answer-"I could not tell you." 

Question No. 90 - "You have told my Lord the situation in which you opened firing. 
Would you now tell my Lord what would be the result had you not ordered open firing?" 

Answer - "Had I not opened firing all the forces could have been over powered." 

Question No. 91-"Is it your case then that firing was necessary for your protection 

and for the protection of your force?" 

Answer-That was my object; otherwise firing would have been done long ago. It 

was only when we were being overpowered we fired to save ourselves." 

Question No. 305 - "In one word, Mr. Idris, is it not a fact that the firing was rather 

excessive and was not called for by the exigency of the situation? " 
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Answer- "The firing was not excessive. The firing was most essential. Unless we 
opened fire I would not have been here to give evidence today. 1 had two alternatives 

before me, either to run away with my force or to allow myself to be overrun and killed." 

35. The District Magistrate (witness No. 2) was also questioned in the same 

manner: - 

Question No. 59 - "At about 3 p.m. what would be your estimate of the crowed that 

was collecting there round about the crossing?" 

Answer-"The crowd was spread over-it must have been about 5,000". 

Question No. 60-"Have you got any idea of the strength of Police force to deal with 

the situation there? 

Answer-"The total strength of the Police force was 50-some of them were armed 
and some of them were with tear gas." 

Question No. 61-"Please tell my Lord what steps you took?" 

Answer-"We tried to dissuade the crowd from throwing brickbats but all that failed. 

Some policemen were manhandled by the crowd. Still we were trying to keep .the crowd 

away from the gate by continued lathi charge whenever possible and in doing so the 

number of casualties on the side of the police, was mounting until the position became 

such that lathi charge was done but it did not have any effect on the crowd. It rather 

increased the casualties on our side. Use of tear gas also had no effect, and actually at 

one stage showers had become so intensive that the Police party had been collected and 

put near the shops in order to have some protection against the missiles and brickbats. 

That was all happening after 3 p.m. but even in this position the crowd won't stop. They 

advanced again on the spot where the police was posted and came within the striking 

distance and concentrated their shower of brickbats." 

Question No. 62-"What did the Police do then?" 

Answer-'Almost the cry was that the police party might be overwhelmed. All efforts 

to keep the mob away had been exhausted. Our attempt to keep a bit away from the 
crowd again became fruitless. We discussed the situation -Deputy Inspector-General, the 

Superintendent of Police and myself-and we were strongly of opinion that firing had to 
be opened; otherwise the police party would be overwhelmed. This was about quarter 

past three. We again decided that there must be a final attempt to disperse the crowd by 
determined lathi charge and we did so. Our men had advanced, the lathi charge failed 

because before we could come in contract with them we were almost littered with stones 
and the police party which was now posted on the road found itself in an awfully 

hopeless position. The crowd seeing this again converged and started brickbatting with 

increased severity. To meet the situation, in my opinion, there was no way left to 

disperse the crowd or to extricate the police force from being overwhelmed except by 

opening fire. The S. P. asked me for permission and I gave permission for opening fire. 

Question No. 63-"Under whose command this firing was started?" 

Answer-"The order was mine and the command was of the S. P. " 
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Question No. 64-"Do you know in which direction the firing was opened?" 

Answer-'The firing was against two formations of the crowd, one towards the 

crossing and in front of the hospital gate and the other towards the gate and the road in 

front of the Medical College Hostel" 

Question No. 65-"Do you know how many rounds were fired?" 

Answer-'After firing was over I was told that 27 rounds had been fired in all. I must 

mention here that while firing was ordered it was stopped after hardly any round had 
been fired to see if it was sufficient to disperse the crowd but the crowd came again". 

Question No. 66-To court: "Under whose orders was the firing stopped, yours or the 

S.P.s?" 

Answer-"S.P.'s. A few rounds more were fired. This 2 includes all the rounds fired". 

Question No. 67-To Mr. Rahman: "Prior to giving the order of firing, did you give 

any warning" 

Answer-"Repeated warnings were given by me and other police officers to the crowd 

to disperse and to keep away from the Police or firing will be done". 

Question No. 68-"Did you notice any casualties as a result of the firing?" 

Answer-"I noticed only one at the comer of the University ground". 

Question No. 69-"What happened to that?" 

Answer-"It was being removed by members of the crowd and put in a van which was 

there or it came from somewhere-I do not exactly remember-after the firing was 

opened." 

Question No. 70-"What did you do after the firing had been opened?" 

Answer-"Cease fire had been ordered." 

Question No. 71-"Did you remain on the spot or you went anywhere else?" 

Answer-"We went to the Assembly buildings having been sent for." 

Question No. 153-"Did you order firing for disobeying section 144 or for protection 

of police or for both?" 

Answer-"I ordered firing to save the police force from being overwhelmed". 

Question No. 154-"They sought your permission to fire for protecting themselves or 

for saving themselves from being overwhelmed?" 

Answer- "I was myself seeing the position of the police". 

Question No. 155-"Did they seek orders from you?" 

Answer- "Yes". 

Question No. 156-To court: "Who sought orders?" 

Answer-"The S. P. told me that the situation was such that the police party was 

almost at the point of being overwhelmed. I found the position exactly so, and I was 
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satisfied that firing has to be ordered." 

36. Then the Deputy Inspector-General of Police (Witness No. 3) was questioned: 

Question No. 20-"In this situation what was the action that was taken by the Police?" 

Answer-'Finding the situation getting almost out of control a determined lathi 

charge was ordered at about 3 p.m. 

Question No. 21-"What was the effect of the lathi charge?" 

Answer-'The crowd fell back but reassembled again and showered brickbats". 

Question No. 22-"In which particular directions or place was the mob concentrated at 

that point of time?" 

Answer-'The mob concentrated in the Medical College Hostel compound and in the 

University playground." 

Question No. 23-"Have you any idea of the strength of the crowd?" 

Answer-'Tt must have been about 5 to 6 thousand." 

Question No. 24-"Finding the lathi charge not having any effect, did you do anything 

else ?" 

Answer- "We were by this time completely surrounded and we took shelter behind 

the shops near the Medical College Hostel gate. The S. P. formed up his men andtook 

firing position. I warned the mob that unless they stopped hurting the policemen with 

bricks they will be fired upon." 

Question No. 25-"Did that have any effect?" 

Answer- "It had no effect. The crowd started advancing towards us throwing 

brickbats while advancing." 

Question No. 26-"Then what did you do?" 

Answer-'About this time the S. P. in consultation with me and the District 

Magistrate and after shouting the final warning ordered the opening of fire. 

Question No. 27-"Under whose command or order the firing was done?" 

Answer-'The firing was done under the direct supervision of the Superintendent of 
Police." 

Question No. 28-"And were you satisfied that the firing was justified?" 

Answer-"! was satisfied that he was giving the correct order for firing." 

Question No. 29-"Where were you then?" 

Answer-"I was between the S. P. and D. M. and other officers" 

Question No. 30-"In which direction did the firing take place?" 

Answer-"In the direction of the Medical College Hostel and the University 

playground." 
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Question No. 31-"Could you give my lord an idea of the exact position in which the 
firing party was formed upon the road?" 

Answer-"It was formed up in front of the shops in two lines facing the opposite 

direction at an angle with the shops." 

Question No. 32-" At that point of time did you consider the firing necessary?" 

Answer-" Most essential. Otherwise the police party would have been 

overwhelmed". 

37. Witness No. 4, the City D.S.P., who was manhandled by the crowd was 

questioned; 

Question No. 30-"Do you know how much tear gas was used?" 

Answer-'Three or four times tear gas was used before the University compound and 

Medical College Hostel compound-several times tear gas was used. " 

Question No. 31-"What happend after that?" 

Answer-'The situation was grave and the agitators came from all directions and 

brickbats came like showers and we had no place to take shelter and many police 

officersn including constables were injured. The situation was so grave that the D.M. 

passed order to open fire". 

Question No. 32-"Who ordered the firing?" 

Answer-"D. M." 

Question No. 33—."Was the firing opened?" 

Answer-"Yes." 

Question No. 34-"What was the time when firing was opened?" 

Answer-"At about 3-30." 

Question No. 35-"Where Were you when firing was opened?" 

Answer—"I was between the Medical College gate and the Medical College Hostel 

gate, just in front of the shops." 

Question No. 36-"Not behind the shops?" 

Answer- "In front of the shops on the road." 

Question No. 37-"Do you know in which direction the firing was opened ?" 

Answer-'Tn all directions the firing was opened-one towards the University 

playground and another towards the Medical College Hostel compound." 

Question No. 38-"Did you notice any casualties as a result of the firing?" 

Answer-"Actually I saw one man dropping down just in front of the University 

ground. I did not see any other casualty." 
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Question No. 39-"Did the police try to ascertain what was the casualty after firing?" 

Answer-"Yes, we tried but it was not possible for us to do so, to get into the 

compound." 

Question No. 40-"Why do you say it was not possible for you?" 

Answer-"Because still after the firing was opened the students were inside the Hostel 

compound and the Medical College compound. They were still there and throwing 

brickbats." 
h
 

Question No. 130-"And this condition of the mob, as you say, you found at about 3, 

and from what time, from 2 or 1 or 1-30?" 

Answer-'They were encircling us by that time and before that wc used tear gas and 

lathi charged." 

Question No. 131-"They were receding and again proceeding?" 

Answer-"Yes". 

Question No. 132-"Now when you first came you found them at what place? Were 

they getting nearer?" 

Answer-'They were gradually coming nearer. They were sometimes running away 

when we used lathi charge and used tear gas and then again they came. " 

Question No. 133-"These people were on one side, as you said, 40 to 45 ft. away and 

on the other side 25 to 30 ft. away. Were they in that position before you came?" 

Answer-'They were gradually coming towards us." 

Question No. 134-"How long, ten minutes or 15 minutes?" 

Answer-"They were gradually coming to this side; it was about 10 minutes." 

Question No. 135-"When did they start throwing brickbats and coming nearer and 
nearer?" 

Answer-"At about 3. Of course, it is not possible to say the exact time." 

Question No. 136-"And the firing in your estimation was made at 3-30?" 

Answer-'Between quarter past 3 and 3-30." 

Question No. 137-"And the last determined lathi charge was made at what time, sav, 

before 3?" 
J
 

Answer-"Before 3." 

Question No. 138-"That was the last thing that was done, I mean the last lathi 
charge, and after that the firing. After the last determined lathi charge there was firing?" 

Answer-"Yes, there was firing." 

38. The answers of Mr. Nuroddin Ahmed, S.D.O., Sadar South (Witness No. 5) are 

as follows : 

Question No. 29-"At this point of time when you returned what was the situation like 

there?" 
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Answer-"There I found a very large crowd assembled on the road in front of the 
Medical College gate and by the side of the University playground and also on the road 

that leads towards, probably, the Fuller Road." 

Question No. 30-"What would be your estimate of the crowd at this point?" 

Answer-'Crowds from all sides would amount to 5,000 but bulk of the people were in 

front of the Medical College Hostel gate and the Medical College gate." 

Question No. 31-"Did you notice as to what was the attitude of the crowd at this 

point of time?" 

Answer-'They were very threatening and brickbats were showered incessantly from 

all directions, mostly from the direction of the Medical College Hostel gate and I also 

noticed that a large number of the policemen were injured. The S.P. himself was 

bleeding from his collar bone." 

Question No. 32-"What, according to you, was the position of the police force at this 

point of time?" 

Answer-'The Police was surrounded on all sides by the crowd and they were 

standing and looking awkward; they had arms in their hands but they could not take 

action. At the same time, they were being brickbatted and being injured. That being the 
position the D.I.G. asked the District Magistrate to give orders for opening fire. The 

District Magistrate who was present there ordered lathi charge." 

Question No. 33-"Was the lathi charge made?" 

Answer-"Yes, it was made." 

Question No. 34-"Did that have any effect?" 

Answer-'Tt had its effect for two or three minutes; the crowd dispersed for the time 
being but again they converged from all directions towards the police and brickbats were 

being thrown incessantly towards the Police. The whole road was full of brickbats. I 

myself took shelter behind a shop." 

Question No. 35-"After the lathi charge, was any other action taken by the Police?" 

Answer-'After the lathi charge, when it was found that the police were going to be 
overwhelmed, repeated warnings were given. But as that produced no effect, the District 

Magistrate ordered opening of fire." 

Question No. 36-"Was firing done?" 

Answer "Yes". 

Question No. 37-"Have you any idea as to how many rounds were fired?" 

Answer-'Tt was counted a little later and found that 27 rounds were fired. Just after 

warnings and firing of few rounds it was stopped to see the reaction." 

Question No. 38-"What was the reaction?" 

Answer-'The first firing had no effect; the people came again and were throwing 
brickbats. Firing was done in two directions-one towards the Medical College Hostel and 

another towards the University playground corner." 
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Question No. 39-
11

And did you notice when firing was stopped ?" 

Answer-"Firing was stopped after the people had dispersed as a result of the second 

firing." 

Question No. 40-"Did you notice any casualties as a result of the firing?" 

Answer-"! saw one man falling down in the University playground and inside the 

Medical College Hostel compound were some casualties. I could not say what was the 

number because I did not dare to go there for the students were very furious." 

39. Mr. Md. Yusuf, Special Superintendent of Police, Intelligence Branch, (Witness 

No 8) stated: 

Question No. 24-" While you were at the Medical College gate please tell my lord, 

what action was taken by the police party to disperse these people?" 

Answer-'While I went there some policemen with lathis were brought to the place 

and they were collected in front of the University gate. Then a lathi charge was made, 

under orders of the D.M. I saw the students and other demonstrators who were there. 

They fell back a little in the compound of the Medical College Hostel. But they retaliated 

with heavy shower of brickbats and were charging the police party and 

literallythepolicecould not stand the attack. They fall back to the place where they 
werestanding.Thestudents rushed out all the time throwing brickbats on the police. 

Brickbats were coming from practically all sides and mostly from the direction of the 
University playground and the Hostel compound, and these students and demonstrators 

were closing on the place. The situation was awfully bad and the District magistrate 
decided to open fire. A number of policemen had been injured also and some of them 

had injuries on the head. I saw the D.I.G., S.P. and the D.M. getting brickbats and they 
were also hit with brickbats." 

Question No. 25-"Was fire opened?" 

Answer.-"Yes. Then fire was opened." 

Question No. 26-"At about what time?" 

Answer'-'Tt would be at about 3-15 or. 3-10". 

Question No. 27-"In which direction was the fire opened?" 

Answer-'Tt was opened in two directions-one party facing the University ground 

and the other the Hostel gate." 

Question No. 28-"How far were you at that time?" 

Answer-"! was between the two flanks of the firing parties and behind the roadside 

shops in front of the Medical College Hostel compound." 

Question No. 29-"And do you know how many rounds were fired on how far the 

firing was controlled?" 

Answer-'Tn all about, I think, 20 or 25 rounds were fired. The firing was done by 
two parties as I said before. Only one round was fired on the 1st occasion by both the 

parties and there was an interval of a few minutes." 
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Question No. 30-" Why". 

Answer-"Because after this firing the demonstrators had fallen back a bit but after 

this firing they rushed out again towards the police throwing brickbats again, and then 

firing was ordered second time by S.P." 

Question No. 31-"Did you notice any casualties as a result of the firing"? 

Answer'-'! could not actually see any casualty except one man whom I saw being 

carried on the arms of two or three followers who were in the compound of the Medical 
College Hostel. That was a little after the firing had ceased." 

40. While Mr. Abdul Gofran who was then O. C., Lalbagh (witness No.9) stated: 

Question No. 32-"Now what was the position at 3 O'clock or just a little before 

that?" 

Answer-'The students began to brickbat the police in this way from inside the 

Medical College Hostel, Medical College and also from the University playground and 

all of us had to take shelter twice by the eastern side of the shops, on the western side of 

the Secretariat Road in order to save us and a number of us including the Range D.I.G. 

and S.P. were injured by brickbats. " 

Question No. 33-"Were you injured?" 

Answer'-"No, perhaps I was the only man who was not injured." 

Question No. 34-"At this time did the police do anything?" 

Answer-"Yes, they used tear gas repeatedly and lathi charged to disperse them but 

there was no sign of retreat. Rather they became more vigorous with brickbats and were 
about to encircle the police party on duty there from the Medical College Hostel side and 

the University playground and the Medical College gate side." 

Question No. 35-"And then what happened?" 

Answer-'The situation was totally out of control when repeated warning were given 

and then a determined lathi charge was made to disperse them but all this failed and they 

showed no sign of retreat, rather they were advancing towards the police with brickbats. 

Ultimately finding no other alternative to save ourselves order for opening firing was 

given by the authorities and firing was done at about 3-30 p.m." 

Question No. 36-"Do you know in which directions the firing was opened? 

Answer-'Towards the Medical College Hostel gate and the University playgrounds 

side." 

Question No. 37-"Where were you at that point of time?" 

Answer-"I was in front of the shops at the junction." 

Question No. 38-"How many times firing was done?" 

Answer-'Twice." 

Question No. 39-"Did you notice any casualties as a result of the firing?" 
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Answer-"One man was seen dropping down near the University playground and he 
was then and there removed in an ambulance." 

41. Lastly Mr. Mir Ashraful Huq, Inspector of Police (Witness No. 10) was 
questioned as to the situation: 

Question No. 15-"Then what happened, and what did you do." 

Answer-'Brickbats still continued and at about 15:00 hours strong lathi charge was 
made, but to no effect. Instead of falling back they started brickbatting heavily." 

Question No. 16-"And then?" 

Answer-"By this time D.I.G., D.M., S.P., myself and other police officers were 

injured. Showers of brickbats still continued and police men were being injured."  

Question No. 17-"Please tell us if the Police took further action if you know." 

Answer-The Police and D. M. warned them repeatedly but without any result. After 

that S. P. ordered to open firing. It might be at about 15.20 hours. " 

Question No. 18-"Do you know in which direction the firing was done?" 

Answer-'The first was done towards the University ground and the Medical College 

Hostel. And after a little while the rioters again attacked the Police party with double 
vigour." 

Question No. 19-"What happened?" 

Answer-"After two or three minutes again the rioters were fired at toward the 

Medical College Hostel." 

Question No. 20-"Did that have any effect?" 

Answer-There was a pause for some time, but after a little while was brickbatting 

continued". 

Question No. 21-"After the firing where the brickbatting continued from?" 

Answer-"From the Medical College Hostel and mainly concentrated near the 

Assembly corner." 

Question No. 22-"Did you notice any casualty as a result of the firing?" 

Answer-'! saw one man dropping near the University ground." 

Question No. 23-"What happened to him?" 

Answer-"He was taken by some rioters." 

Question No. 24-"Where to?" 

Answer-"In an ambulance." 

Question No. 25-"Were any attempts made to ascertain what the casualties were as a 

result of the firing?" 

Answer-'The situation was still hot and the students were excited and so nothing 
could be done at that time, for any attempt to ascertain casualties would have caused 

more casualties". 
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Question No. 67-"And this state of things continued from the time you reached there 

till the firing was actually resorted to?" 

Answer-'Since my arrival and in between the firings there were two lathi charges 
also." 

Question No. 68-"Excepting these two lathi charges do you mean to say that there 

was no brickbatting?" 

Answer-'There were brickbats all the time; and after the lathi charges it increased 
heavily." 

Question No. 69-"And the District Magistrate, the D.I.G, S.P., D.S.P., all of them 

were exposed to the shower of brickbats?" 

Answer-"Yes, Sir." 

Question No. 70-"Where were you when the D.M. was actually giving the firing 

order, at what distance were you from the District Magistrate?". 

Answer-'That I did not hear. I did not hear the D.M. giving the order of firing." 

Question No. 71-"When the actual firing was resorted to where were you?" 

Answer-"I was outside, in front of the shops on the road." 

Question No. 82-"The firing continued for what length of time?" 

Answer-'The first firing for a minute or two or so and after that there was a pause 

for two or three minutes and it might not be more than two minutes." 

42. The responsibility for the firing rests of course on the shoulders of three officials, 

viz., the District Magistrate, the Deputy Inspector-General of Police and the 

Superintendent of Police. It was suggested in criticism that the constables who actually 

fired were not examined as witnesses in the course of the enquiry. Had the police case 

been that the constables fired on the mob in self-defence without any order, then it would 

have been necessary to examine all the constables who opened fire in order to see from 

their own statements whether their action was justified in the exercise of their right of 

private defence. This question, however, does not arise because the constables 

admittedly fired under orders and the only point for decision is whether the persons who 

gave the order were justified in doing so by the circumstances obtaining at that particular 

time. 

43. Witness No. 28 is an important witness (he is Mr. Md. Kamal, M.A.) inasmuch 

as he is the only independent witness to the firing on the police side who arrived on the 

scene immediately before the police opened fire. This witness stated that he had been to 

the High Court on the afternoon of the 21st February and left the High Court at 2-30 p.m. 

on his way to the Assembly House to see one Maulvi Najibullah. He went on foot 

proceeding along the Fuller Road. On the Fuller Road he ran into a mob on the northwest 

side of the University field near the pumping station. A mob was gathering round the 

University playing field and it consisted, in his opinion, of 1,000 people who were 

shouting slogans and throwing brickbats on the police. The police was throwing tear gas 

on them and the tear gas was effective for a short while and drove the crowd back. The 

crowd recovered and once more came to attack the police. Witness stated that he 
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remained at that particular place on the Fuller Road because when he saw the mob he 
thought it was quite impossible for him to get through. He actually heard the police open 

(ire and saw one-person shot through the head near the pumping station. On seeing this 
witness took to his heels and ran away along the Nazimuddin Road. This witness is one 

of the two non-official witnesses who speak to the actual firing. He said that he was 

behind the crowd 100 yards from the pumping station but it appears that this is not an 

accurate estimate and he probably meant that he was 100 ft. away from the station. But 

he was actually prevented from proceeding towards his destination, the Assembly, and as 

he said in answer to Question Nos. 74 and 75 he was afraid to pass by that way because 

he thought he risked his life if he did so. He added that he might be injured either by the 

police or by the mob; and it is his evidence that one person was shot through the head by 

the side of the pumping station on the road when the police opened fire Mr. Hamoodur 

Rahman relies on his statement as supporting the police witnesses estimate of the gravity 

of the situation at 3-00 p.m. at the Medical College gate. As an independent gentleman 

with no obligations to the police his word is valuable as supporting their assessment of 

the then position. 

 

44. The statements of the witnesses who came forward to condemn the police firing 

did not carry conviction. Many of them had no material contribution to make to the 

objects of the enquiry, and it was only to clear that the student elements were concerned 

to disclaim all knowledge of inconvenient facts and circumstances. Mr. Hamoodur 

Rahman points out that in the statements which they made in the enquiry they studiously 

avoided all mention of the events on the road outside the University and the Medical 

College gates and following the same pattern they spoke of events within the fencing - 

which was to them an area forbidden to the police-and they one and all knowledge of the 

microphone which was set up in the compound after the police firing was over-the 

microphone through which fiery speeches were broadcast over that particular area. Mr 
Ghani suggests that the students were "stampeded" and thought it was better in their own 

interest to disclaim all knowledge of anything that happened outside the compound and 
to confine to their statements to what had happened inside the gates. In answer to this 

explanation Mr. Hamoodur Rahman points out it inevitably follows that the statements 
cannot be relied upon and that if the students avoid mentioning any events in the streets 

and try to deny their presence as participants in the meeting on that day the statements 
which they do make should not be accepted as carrying any weight against the police. A 

witness who economises truth when it suits his personal ends stands discredited. 

 

45. Of all the statements that the general public made the most important one is that 
of Dewan Harun Md. Maniruddin (witness No. 64), the only witness who claims actually 

to have witnessed the firing. This witness stated that he was a student of the Jagannath 
College, Dacca, and admitted that he submitted two representations in response to the 

President's invitation. In his first statement he began by saying that he was a student of 
the Jagannath College, Dacca, who went to the University premises on the call of the All 

Party State Language Committee to raise a demand for Bengali as a State language at 
about 10-30 a.m. and the main aim of the assembled students was to let the M.L.A.'s and 

M.C.A.'s know their demand. So he himself in one statement admitted that he had gone 

to the University premises at the call of the All Party State Language Committee. 
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Subscribed to his second statement appear the following words: -"Dewan Harun Md. 
Maniruddin, 23-3-52-a student of the Jagannath College, Dacca who was present at the 

time of firing and who took part in the State Language movement of the students." When 
he appeared before the enquiry he changed his tune and stated that he had actually gone 

on that morning, not to the University but to the Outdoor Department of the Medical 

College Hospital for treatment, and he disclaimed the position which he had assumed for 

himself in his written statement as one who took part in the State Language movement of 

the students. As to the witnesses he named, he admitted that he never consulted them to 

see if they knew anything about the firing-he put their names as he thought they would 

be "good witnesses." In this spirit he put down the names of Mr. Fazlul Huq and Mr. 

Shamsuddin and he named Matiul Islam (Witness 56) who was in Chandpur and Noor 

Mohammed (Witness 57) who was in Noakhali on the date of the firing. In course of his 

evidence this witness stated that he actually saw the Police entered the Medical College 

Hostel premises take up their position alongside the path running through the Hostel and 

from there fire at the people in the compound as a result of which one man fell on one of 

the Hostel verandahs, and 7 or 8 other persons were injured- 

Question No. 52-"Then what happened?" 

Answer-'Then after half-an-hour or a bit more I saw a few Police going inside the 

hostel and taking their position by the path which runs through the hostel". 

Question No. 53-"Then what did they do?" 

Answer- 'They fired at the people." 

Question No. 54-"What were the people doing at that time?" 

Answer- 'They were standing on the premises of the hostel and also on the 

College premises." 

Question No. 55 "Where were you standing then?" 

Answer- "I was standing in the Medical College compound." 

Question No. 56-"How many times did the Police fire?" 

Answer- "I did not count it" 

Question No. 57-"Did the Police hit anybody with the firing?" 

Answer- "I did not see, when they fired, who was wounded, but after that I saw a 

man falling down on a verandah." 

Question No. 58-"Was he dead?" 

Answer- "Yes, Sir." 

Question No. 59-'.'You saw one man shot dead, did you see anybody being shot at?" 

Answer-"Afterwards I saw." 

Question No. 60-"Did you see anybody else being hit?" 

Answer- "I saw 7 or 8 people." 
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Question No. 61-"Killed' 

Answer-"Not killed, but injured. I saw them when they were being carried by people 

to the hospital" 

Question No. 62-"Did you go inside the hospital?" 

Answer-"No, Sir." 

Question No. 63-"You saw 7 or 8 people being carried to the hospital, after that what 

did you do?" 

Answer-Then I went to Dewanji Bazar Road through the torn wall at the back of the 

E.N.T. Department and crossing the University premises." 

Question No. 64-"Where did you go to?" 

Answer-"From Dewanji Bazar Road and Nazimuddin Road I went to Aga Mashi 
Lane and then I went straight to my house." 

I am not prepared to accept the statement of so irresponsible a witness as being a 

statement of truth. It was never suggested in cross-enquiry he changed his tune and 

stated that he had actually gone on examination of any of the police witnesses that any 

Police constable actually trespassed into the' Medical College Hostel compound and 

from inside the compound opened fire on the students and others assembled there. What 
was suggested was that one of the constables advanced up to the "Master Cabin" the 

double storied shop at the corner of the Medical College Hostel gate and from there fired 
into the compound. This suggestion was denied by the Police officers who claimed that 

the firing party never broke the square and fired from the position, which they took up 
under the orders of the Superintendent of Police (Vide witness No.l Q. 281 to 284). 

Question No. 281-"I put it to you that your constables were taking cover under the 

two storied hostel on the right hand side of the road and they were coming up and 

shooting and then going away?" 

Answer-"My men never moved from their position." 

Question No. 282-"It is suggested to you that they moved and took cover under the 
two-storied hotel?" 

Answer- "I brought them to the position as shown by me and after that they did not 

move an inch" 

Question No. 283-"And they fired from that position one by one?" 

Answer- "No my lord, they did not go one by one and fire." 

Question No. 284-"Your men fired within the Hostel compound?" 

Answer- "Bullets might go inside the Hostel compound which is only about a few 

hundred yards." 

The bullet marks which are to be found on Hostel No. 12 and Hostel No. 20-two 

hostels built "en echelon" -two in the east-end wall of Hostel No. 12 and one in the east- 

end wall of Hostel No. 20 and a glancing shot on the north wall of Shed No. 12, in my  
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opinion clearly indicate that the line of firing was that as stated by the Superintendent of 
Police and that the Police did not leave their appointed positions at the time of firing and 

certainly did not enter into the Medical College hostel compound for that purpose. 

46. Mr. Ghani has suggested that the mere fact that shots actually landed inside the 

compound of the Medical College Hostel itself disproves the Police case that they 

merely fired along the road on one side and in the direction of the University playground 

on the other. It cannot be denied that shots did land in the Medical College Hostel 
compound but it does not appear to me from the statements that have been made in this 

case from my personal inspection of the hostels that the Police deliberately entered the 
Hostel com-pound and fired from the path. It is possible that a portion of that compound 

came within the range of fire as the Police, from the position which they took up in front 
of the Medical College gate, fired along the direction of the road. 

47. Once more with regard to the firing it is claimed that the Magistrate under whose 

direction the actual order was given (P.W.2-Mr. Quraishi) is a new Magistrate of limited 

experience who had only assumed charge as District Magistrate the day before and who 

was immediately under the necessity of promulgating orders under section 144 of the 

Code of Criminal Procedure. It is true that the District Magistrate has so far had very 
little experience as a Magistrate but nothing has transpired in the enquiry before me to 

show that he lost his head in the emergency with which he was confronted or that he 
allowed himself to be prevailed upon by the D.I.G, and the S.P. to give them permission 

to open fire. It was suggested to the S.P. that he opened fire because he was exasperated 
at the continuous brickbatting and because the Police force had been stoned by the 

students and others. He denied that this was the case and stated that he fired because 
neither of the two alternatives, which presented themselves to him was feasible. He had 

used a large quantity of tear gas on the crowd facing him with no effect. His last deter- 

mined lathi charge had proved a failure. He could either run away with his force or 

leave the field in possession of the persons whose declared object was to violate the 

orders under section 144 of the Code or could be stand still and allow his force to be 

overwhelmed. As a Police officer he could accept neither alternative. That the position 

was serious is shown by the fact that not only were the District Magistrate, the D.I.G, the 

S.P., the D.S.P. injured by brickbats but 24 out of the total Police force of 60 had, by 

3.20 p.m.. become casualties. In these circumstances if the Superintendent of Police gave 

the order to open fire in order to prevent his force from being overwhelmed by the crowd 

I do not think that it can, on the almost uncontested statements which have been made 

before me in this quasi ex-parte enquiry, be held that he was not justified in opening fire. 

48. I have now to see whether the firing was excessive or not. It has already been 

pointed out that at first the Police stationed on both flanks of the firing squad fired one 

round. One man fell dead on the University playground side and the rush on that side 

was promptly stopped. The rush on the other side, the Medical College Hostel side, was 

temporarily stopped, but the advance began again and brickbats were thrown at the 

Police and so firing was opened for the second time on that flank. I have satisfied myself 

from the relevant entries in the registers that 27 rounds were fired in all and that as a 

result of those 27 rounds 9 casualties were caused which have resulted in four deaths. 

Remembering that when the Police open fire they do so with the deliberate intention of 
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killing I cannot hold from the number of casualties shown taking in conjunction with the 

number of rounds fired that there was any use of excessive force. The firing was 

controlled and was effective. 

49. I have also satisfied myself from the registers of Medical College Hospitals that 

the casualties caused by the Police firing are as stated in the enquiry before me. It is true 

that the registers show that a large number of persons was affected by tear gas and also 

injured by lathis or by falling on the ground but that is not unexpected in view of the fact 

that the Police expended a large quantity of gas grenades and shells and made two 

determined lathi charges. 

50. I cannot part with this enquiry without recording the astonishment with which I 

learned that the East Bengal Police Force is not equipped with steel helmets and has only 
a few ancient A.R.P. helmets to draw on. It seems incredible that a force required 

maintaining law and order should have to take up "action stations" wearing cloth caps 
and stand its ground under showers of brickbats, stones and similar weapons, and Dacca, 

in its present state of constructional activity, presents potential law-breakers with a 

veritable arsenal of ammunition. Had the Police force under Mr. Idris been properly 

equipped, it is more than probable there would never have been any occasion for this 

enquiry. 

51. In conclusion I must find, on a consideration of the statements made in this 
enquiry, that— 

(i) the firing by the police was necessary; 

(ii) the force used by the police was justified in the circumstances of the case. 

52. It is unfortunate that certain Associations and Organizations decided to boycott 

the enquiry as they disapproved of its limitations. Had they taken part in the proceedings, 

the official witnesses would undoubtedly have been subjected to a more knowledgeable 

and therefore more effective cross-examination while the presentation of the case against 

the Police would have been more effective because better informed. I have, however, 
gratefully to acknowledge the assistance of Mr. Hamoodur Rahman and his scrupulous 

fairness in presenting the case of his clients, and the help afforded by Mr. Abdul Ghani 
in the face of great difficulties and serious handicaps. I must also place on record my 

appreciation of the sterling work of Mr. A.R. Osmani, B.L., Assistant Registrar, High 
Court, Dacca, who acted as my Secretary in the Enquiry; and of the ungrudging hard 

work of Mr. Mohabbat Ali, Senior Reporter of the East Bengal Legislative Assembly, 
who in addition to putting in long hours transcribing the statements of the witnesses 

along with his colleagues, (Messrs Md. Lutfur Rahman, Syed Bazlur Rahman. Abdus 

Samad, Abdul Mohaimen and Osman Ali) was solely responsible for typing this report, 

and of Mr. Din Mohammed of the Secretariat staff who assisted Mr. R.A. Osmany in the 

Secretarial work of the Enquiry. 

 

T. H. ELLIS* 
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Speech delivered by the Hon'ble Al-haj Khwaja Nazimuddin at the time of 

presenting the report of the Basic Principles Committee to the Constituent 

Assembly on the 22nd December, 1952. 

 

Mr. President, 

 

Sir, 

I beg to present the report of the Basic Principles Committee appointed by a 

resolution of this Assembly dated the 12th March, 1949. You would recall Sir, that the 

late Shahid-i-Millat Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan presented an interim report of this Committee 

on the 28th September, 1950. This Assembly resolved to refer the report back to the 
Committee to enable it to consider any concrete and definite proposals in conformity 

with the Objectives Resolution which might be received by the office of the Constituent 
Assembly by the 31st January 1951 and to make such further recommendations as might 

be found necessary. The number of suggestions received was very large and, therefore, 
the Basic Principles Committee set up a sub-committee to examine these suggestions. 

This subcommittee submitted its report on the 8th July, 1952. The Basic Principles 
Committee considered the report of this sub-committee and also the reports of the sub- 

committees on franchise and judiciary. All these reports were received during this year. 
When the first draft of the report was ready, a number of legal points arose as the result 

of the expert legal examination of the draft. The Talimat-i-Islamia Board also made 

certain further observations. The Committee sat in the month of November to take into 

consideration the various memoranda. For these reasons it was not possible to present 

the report on the 22nd November as I explained on that date. 

The delay in the presentation of this report has been criticized in certain quarters. It 
should, however, be remembered that the office was to receive suggestions from the 

public up to an extended date. After that all these suggestions had to be tabulated, printed 
and circulated to the members who needed time to examine them, and if you read the 

Introduction of the report you will find that the various committees met at regular 
intervals and there was no undue delay in their deliberations. It is quite true that the 

committees could not sit continuously but that was not possible since their personnel 

necessarily included a number of central and provincial ministers who otherwise as well 

had heavy duties to perform. We should also remember that the Objectives Resolution 

laid certain heavy responsibilities upon us in so far as the principles enunciated by Islam 

had to be interpreted in terms of the democratic constitutional practice of the 20th 

century. Such a course needed careful thinking, discussion and deliberation so that we 

could bring about a synthesis not only of the fundamental teaching of our faith and the 

requirements of progressive democracy but also of the requirements of the 20th century 

and the best elements in our own tradition and history. This, you would recognize. Sir,  
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was a delicate and grave responsibility and when the country reads the recommendations 

of the Committee, I have not least doubt, it will agree with me that the Committee have 

discharged this great and historic responsibility in a most admirable manner. 

The Objectives Resolution which truly embodies our political faith and aspirations 

has been the guiding light in the deliberations of the Committee. The late Shahid-i-Millat 

in proposing the adoption of that Resolution compared it, in his historic pronouncement, 

to the first streak of light in which we saluted the dawn of glorious day. Permit me to 

compare this report as the first golden ray of the sun which illumines the sky. Herein are 

presented for the acceptance of this Assembly the basic principles on which we think 

that our constitution should be based. The constitution of a country is the mould through 

which its political energy shapes itself into creative effort; it is true that the mould by 

itself cannot provide the spirit, but it is equally true that the spirit finds it easier to 

achieve its destiny if the channels for its working are properly defined. I am presenting 

this report with the faith that the recommendations of the Committee do achieve that 

object. In my opinion they correspond not only to our aspirations but also to our needs 

and our genius. 

I do not expect that there will be no criticism of these suggestions. It is easier to 

achieve unanimity on the objectives than on the recommendations for their 

implementation. If you look at the records of the Assembly, you would find that the 

Objectives Resolution also was criticized; but when its scope and significance were 

explained to the people it received remarkable unanimity of support. A constitution may 

implement the objectives which embody the aspirations of a nation and yet it may not 

receive unanimous support, because a constitution is only an imperfect method of 

fulfilling the aspirations which must necessarily be too sublime for easy attainment. It is 

easier to agree upon the ultimate goal than upon the various means and ways of reaching 

it. But I have not the least doubt that these recommendations will receive the maximum 

support which any recommendations could achieve in this country. There may be 
disagreement on certain points. Some of these differences may be smoothed out as the 

result of our deliberations, others may be more fundamental, but I do think that it would 
have been difficult to produce a report which would have been more acceptable to the 

vast majority of our people. 

You would perhaps like me to explain some of the more outstanding 

recommendations. I will first of all take up those provisions which, if adopted, would 

make our country an Islamic democracy. The teachings of Islam have been the guiding 

principles in formulating these recommendations at every stage and not one of our 

recommendations would be found to transgress the limits laid down by the Quran and 

the Sunnah. I would draw the attention of the House to the important recommendation 
regarding the prevention of any legislation coming into conflict with the teachings of 

Islam. You would notice that machinery has been created to ensure that no legislation 
under the new constitution should be repugnant to the dictates of the Quran and the 

Sunna. A Board consisting of persons learned and well versed in Islamic law will be 
available to the Head of the State for consultation in cases where objection is raised to a 

bill or a portion thereof in the Legislature on the ground that it is repugnant to the Quran 
and the Sunnah. In case the Board unanimously supports the objection, the Head of the 
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State has been empowered to refer the bill back to the Legislature for reconsideration. 
The final decision will not only require a majority of the Legislature; it will also need the 

support of the majority of the Muslim members, because the decision in such case will 
involve an interpretation of the Quran and the Sunnah. 

The possibilities of a wrong decision on account of ignorance having thus been 

eliminated, the only doubt that may arise in the mind can be that the majority of the 

Muslim legislators themselves may be hostile to the teachings of Islam. Such a 
contingency, in my opinion, cannot arise, but, if God forbid, this country can return at 

any stage of its history a majority of Muslim members who, not out of ignorance but 
deliberately in open revolt against Islam, legislate un-Islamic laws, then no constitutional 

safeguards can save the country from deviation from the Islamic faith. Indeed Islam can 
thrive in this country only so long as the people are sincerely Muslim. If at any time the 

majority of Muslim legislators betray the interests of Islam, they should lose the 
confidence of their constituencies which in accordance with our recommendations will 

consist of Muslims alone. We were bound in this regard by the Objectives Resolution 

which emphasizes that "the State shall exercise its powers and authority through the 

chosen representatives of the people". This resolution, as I have already said, received 

unanimous support not only of the country but also of eminent Ulema like the late 

Maulana Shabbir Ahmed Usmani, who was one of its authors. This principle of the 

authority of the people we had to safeguard by vesting their representatives in the 

Legislature with final authority. 

In this way the recommendations provide for building up a truly Islamic democracy 

conscious of its great mission of interpreting the progressive nature of Islam to the 
modern world unhampered in its work by short-sighted narrow mindedness or reaction 

masquerading in the garb of religion. The interests of true religion have been properly 

safeguarded, and religion has itself been given the fullest scope for its beneficent 

activities. 

 

Another important recommendation is that the Head of the State will be elected, and 
it has been laid down that he must be a Muslim. This is in keeping with Islamic usage. It 

is no less democratic. It may be said that in a country where the entire population is not 
Muslim, it is not proper to lay it down that the Head of the State must belong to a 

particular religion. Such criticism would be merely superficial. If we look at the law and 
the practice of some of the foremost democracies of the world, we find that the provision 

which the report recommends is by no means extraordinary. In a democracy like the 

United Kingdom the monarch must not only be a Christian but he should also belong to 

the Church of England. This is because the British monarch is also the Head of the 

British Church. In the United States of America I am not aware of anyone having been 

elected President who was not a Protestant. I do not know if anyone who does not 

profess the more popular faith can ever be elected President in that great democracy. I 

have mentioned only two of the leading democracies of the world. Outside the 

democratic world no one who does not belong to the Communist Party in the Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics possesses the franchise; the possibility of being elected to an 

Office is, of course, beyond imagination. Therefore, if we say that the Head of the State 

of Pakistan 
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can be only a Muslim, we cannot be accused of any departure from recognized 
democratic practice. 

There are other elements in these recommendations which in the long run may 

perhaps prove to be even more potent than any specific machinery which a constitution 

can provide. I would refer you to the directive principles of the State policy wherein are 

enshrined, along with the Objectives Resolution, the ideals which the State of Pakistan 

should pursue as well as some of the more immediate objectives which should form part 
of its policy. Herein you will find the enumeration of such principles as in the opinion of 

the members of the Committee would be conducive to the maintenance of the Islamic 
nature of our State and its progressive growth into a truly Islamic democracy, in which 

the Muslims will be enabled to order their individual and collective lives in accordance 
with the Quran and the Sunna and the non-Muslims will find all their rights and interests 

fully safeguarded and secured. 

I would in particular draw your attention to the provision that facilities should be 

provided for the Muslims to understand what life in accordance with the Holy Quran and 

the Sunna means and that the teaching of the Holy Quran to the Muslims should be made 

compulsory. I want to make it clear in this connection that the interpretation of the Holy 
Quran and the Sunna by one sect shall not be imposed upon another and that endeavor 

will be made to organize this education in a way that it not only does not militate against 
the beliefs and the traditions of any particular sect but that its own views in these matters 

are given the fullest recognition. I am not unaware of the feeling in certain sections that 
some aspects of Muslims personal law, for instance the injunctions regarding divorce, 

should be enforced and adjudicated upon by specially constituted courts. I would explain 
that this is not a constitutional matter and can be properly dealt with by legislation. I 

understand that this question is already being examined by the Law Commission which 

was appointed to make recommendations for bringing the existing laws in conformity 

with the Objectives Resolution. 

In accordance with the mandate of the Objectives Resolution the report recommends 

a federal form of government. In its proposals the autonomy of the provinces has been 
fully respected without weakening the federation. This, in our opinion, will give all the 

opportunity that the people of a province may need to attain their full stature as 
participants in the fuller life of the country. One of the problems was to bring about a 

constitutional balance of power as well as responsibility between the two wings of 
Pakistan. This report seeks to achieve by providing parity of representation in the two 

houses of the legislature in the federal government. This, in our opinion, will bring about 

a happy interdependence between the two wings and will foster the growth of the 

feelings of unity. The representation of the various provinces in the Central legislature 

has been so arranged as to give weight age to the smaller provinces for creating 

confidence and trust. I hope that all the units will realize the importance and the fairness 

of such an adjustment. 

The other important features of the report are recommendations regarding the 
conduct of elections, the stability of the permanent services and the independence of the 

Public Service Commissions. You would find that every care has been taken to make the 
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elections impartial and to provide for a fair adjudication of any complaints that might 

arise. Similarly effort has been made to make provision for the stability of the services 

whose rights and privileges will be duly safeguarded and victimization of honest public 

servants for political reasons will not be possible. Similarly at the Centre and in the 

Provinces the institution of fully independent Public Service Commission’s has been 

recommended and care has been taken that the Commissions should be free from any 

political or executive pressure. The report provides for the absolute independence of the 
judiciary and for the ultimate separation of the judiciary from the executive. The 

recommendations to ensure the independence of the judiciary are not only positive but 
also uncompromising. The supremacy of law has been established; no one can claim 

exemption or privilege in this regard. If the recommendations of the report are accepted 
in their essence by the Constituent Assembly, the executive shall be fettered on the one 

hand by the control of Parliament and on the other by the supervision exercised by an 
independent judiciary. It may be argued that the executive should have been more 

powerful but in our opinion that would not have been fully democratic. 

I now come to the structure of the Government. Both in the Provinces and at the 

Centre the executive will be responsible to popular Houses and will be liable to dismissal 
on their withdrawal of confidence. The Provinces will have unicameral legislatures; at 

the Centre there will be two Houses. The House of the People, however, will have all the 
real authority. The second House will enjoy only the privilege of recommending revision 

in hasty legislation. As I have said before, the Central Ministry will be responsible only 
to the House of the People and all money bills will originate there. The Provincial 

legislatures and the House of the People at the Centre will be elected by universal adult 
franchise. There is no reservation of seats for any special interests, nor has any weight 

age been provided to any class either by nomination or by the creation of special 

constituencies. The rights and privileges of the minorities form part of the report of 

another committee and need not be mentioned here; but in the matter of their 

representation, the Basic Principles Committee, being solicitous of their welfare, thought 

that their best political safeguard would be that they should elect their own 

representatives to the various legislatures without any outside interference. Ultimately all 

power will vest in the popular Houses elected on the basis of universal adult franchise. I 

may add with a feeling of genuine pride that the recommendations of the Basic 

Principles Committee envisage a constitution which is fully democratic, even more 

democratic than the constitutions of many an old democracy. The will of the people 

under the proposed constitution will know no fetters except those which it may itself 

accept in the form of its faith and its ideals. I pray to God that great power may be 

exercised beneficently and wisely in accordance with the highest ideals and the best 
interests of the country; the recommendation of such a constitution is an act of faith in 

the wisdom of our people which at present may not seem justified because of the lack of 
political maturity among our masses but which, let us hope, will be the harbinger of that 

political experience which alone can tutor a nation in the ways and means of exercising 
democratic authority. We have made these recommendations because we believe and 

trust that God in His great wisdom will guide our people at every step and lead them to 
their goal of happiness, 
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prosperity and service to Islam and humanity. If we keep the ideals inculcated by our 
faith constantly before ourselves, I have not the least doubt that our efforts will be 

rewarded. 

 

A constitution should not be judged from any preconceived notions based upon 

school-book maxims of political science; it should be judged from the point of view of 

the achievement of maximum compromise between the different sections of the nation. 
Judged purely as a political document as well, this report will not be found wanting, but 

as the Embodiment of major agreement between the different sections of our nation, this 
report should be welcomed as a remarkable achievement. It sets out the principles of a 

democratic Islamic constitution safeguarding the interests on non-Muslim minorities; the 
proposed constitution will create a closely integrated federation with autonomy to the 

Provinces; it will confer for the first time the fullest political power upon millions of our 
citizens and vest the highest authority, in their directly elected representatives. It will 

embody principles of social justice and economic freedom; it will ensure the inculcation 

of righteous living and the maintenance of moral standards; it will abolish all forms of 

coercion and privilege. In short it will remove all fetters which had put into shackles our 

nation and stunted its growth; it will be for the nation, after the promulgation of the 

constitution, to use the liberties so gained and freedom so unfettered for positive good 

and progress. The destiny of the nation will be in the hands of the people; they will have 

only to use their great powers with wisdom and for sight to build up a-future worthy of 

their great past. 

 

With these words, Sir, I commend this report to this House. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

_____________________ 
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[REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF CITIZENS OF  

PAKISTAN AND ON MATTERS RELATING TO MINORITIES: 

CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF PAKISTAN-22ND DECEMBER, 1952.] 

 

TO: 

THE PRESIDENT, 

CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF PAKISTAN. 

 

On behalf of the "Committee on Fundamental Rights of Citizens of Pakistan and on 

Matters relating to Minorities" I have the honor to submit this the Final Report on 
Fundamental Rights and on matters relating to minorities. 

The Committee was constituted by the following Resolution which was adopted by 
the Constituent Assembly at its meeting held on the 12th August, 1947:- 

"That this Assembly resolves that a Committee consisting of the President and the 
following members, namely: 

The Honorable Sardar Abdur Rob Khan Nishtar, 

Dr. Muhammed Husain, 

Mr. Bhim Sen Sachar, 

The Honorable  Mr. M.A. Khuhro, 

Sheikh Karamat Ali, 

Prof. Rajkumar Chakraverty, 

The Honorable Mr. Ghazanfar Ali Khan, 

Mr. Prem Hari Barma, 

The Honorable Mr. Fazlur Rahman, 

Begum Shah Nawaz, 

Mr Birat Chandra Mandal, 
Dr. Ishtiaq Husain Qureshi, 

Mr. Abul Kasem Khan, 

The Honorable Mr. Jogendra Nath Mandal and the mover, be appointed to advise 

this Assembly on fundamental rights of citizens of Pakistan and on matters relating to 
the minorities with power to President to nominate not more than seven other members 

who need not be Members of the Constituent Assembly". 

The President, in exercise of the power conferred by the Resolution, subsequently 

nominated the following persons as Members of the Committee:- 
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1. Mr. C. E. Gibbon, 

2. Diwan Bahadur S.P. Singha, 

3. The Hon'bie Sir Muhammad Zafrullah Khan, 

4. Mr. Jamshed Nusserwanjee Mehta, 

5. Chaudhuri Nazir Ahmad Khan, 

6. His Excelleney Khwaja Shahabuddin, and 

7. Babu Phani Bhushan Barua. 

 

APPOINTMENTS TO CASUAL VACANCIES 

Later on the Honorable Khan Sardar Bahadur Khan and Qazi Muhammad Isa were 

appointed by the President under Rule 70 of the Constituent Assembly Rules of 

Procedure vice Mr. Ghazanfar Ali Khan and Mr. Bhim Sen Sachar, who resigned their 

seats in the Assembly and ceased to be members of the Committee under Rule 71-A (2). 

In November 1949, Mr. Rallia Ram was appointed by the president in the vacancy 

caused by the death of Dewan Bahadur S.P. Singha. 

The Honorable Khwaja Nazimuddin and Captain Syed Abid Hussain were 

appointed in the vacancies caused by the demise of Khan Liaquat Ali Khan and Sheikh 

Karamat Ali. 

The Honorable Dr. A.M. Malik and Mr. Yahiya Bakhtiar were appointed vice His 

Excellency Khwaja Shahabuddin and Qazi Muhammad Isa, who resigned their 

membership of the Committee. 

 

VICE CHAIRMAN 

The Committee had elected the late Quaid-e-Millat Khan Liaquat Ali Khan as 

Vice-Chairman of the Committee but after his death it was not considered necessary to 

elect any other person as Vice Chairman. 

 

PROCEDURE AND WORK OF THE COMMITTEE 

The Sub-Committees:- The Committee at its first meeting held on the 26th May, 

1948, appointed the following two Sub-Committees to deal separately with matters 

which their names indicate: 

(1) Sub-Committee on Fundamental Rights of citizen of Pakistan; and 

(2) Sub-Committee on matters relating to Minorities. 

Sub-Committee on Fundamental Rights.-In respect of matters dealt with by the 

former Sub-Committee the Committee presented its Interim Report on Fundamental 

Rights of Citizens of Pakistan to the Constituent Assembly which was adopted the same 
of the 6th October, 1950. 

This Report is the final report of the Committee and deals with additional 

fundamental rights and with the safeguards for minorities. 
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Sub-Committee on matters relating to Minorities.- As already stated matters 

relating to minorities had been referred to the Second Sub-Committee. That Sub- 

Committee issued the following questionnaire to important individuals and organizations 

in the country with a view to ascertaining the views of the Public. 

 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

(1) What should be the political safeguards of a minority- 

 (a) in the Centre, and 

 (b) in the Province? 

(2) What should be the economic safeguards of a minority- 

 (a) in the Centre, and 

 (b) in the Province? 

(3) What safeguards should be provided for a minority with regard to matter- 

 (a) religious, 

 (b) educational, and 

 (c) social and cultural? 

(4) What methods are suggested to make the safeguards effective? 

 (5) Should any of the safeguards be eliminated later, and if so, how, when and under 

what circumstances? 

(6) Any other remarks or suggestions with regard to safeguard for a minority. 

 

The views received from the public were circulated to the members of the Sub-

Committee in a consolidated form and subsequently, the members of the Sub-Committee 

made their own suggestions in respect of the various kinds of electorate and in view of 

the great importance of the question it decided to refer it to this Committee. The 

Committee fully discussed the question and came to the conclusion that with a view to 

ensuring real representation to all communities, particularly the minorities, it should 
recommend to the Assembly the adoption of the system of separate electorate. Its 

recommendation on this point is contained in Article I of Part I of the Annexure. It 
further decided that, in the interest of expeditions completion of work, the Sub- 

Committee on matters relating to Minorities be dissolved and that the work pending 
before it should be disposed of by this Committee. Accordingly all matters in the nature 

of special provisions and safeguards for minorities were considered by this Committee. 

 

The Committee's recommendations are in three parts: 

PART I- Deals with Safeguards of minorities. 

PART II- Contains additional Fundamental Rights. 

PART Ill- Gives additional directive principles of State Policy. 
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The Committee has taken into consideration all the suggestions which had been 

made in the Sub-Committee on matters relating to Minorities as well as our suggestions 

made before this Committee and has after careful consideration and through deliberation 

arrived at the conclusions which are given in the Annexure and which the committee 

recommends to the Assembly for acceptance. 

The Committee has authorized me to place on record their appreciation of the 

valuable assistance which the members of the Committee received from Mr. K. Ali 

Afzal, Joint Secretary of the Constituent Assembly, and the members of the Staff of the 

Constituent Assembly Secretariat who were associated with the work of the Committee. 

Your obedient Servant, 

22nd May, 1952.      A. R. NISHTAR 

 

ANNEXURE 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

PARTI 

SAFEGUARDS FOR MINORITIES 

The following safeguards should be provided for the Minority Communities of 
Pakistan: 

1. Representation in the Legislatures.- The Minority Communities of Pakistan 

specified below shall be represented in the Central Legislature and the Legislatures of 

the federating Units of Pakistan through separate electorates for everyone of them: 

 

Scheduled Castes, 
Hindus other than Scheduled Castes, 

Buddhists, and 

Pakistani Christians including Anglo-Pakistani Christians: 

 

Provided that the question whether any community in view of its small number is or 

is not entitled to be represented in a particular Legislature and the quantum of 

representation for such a community is a matter to be determined by the Franchise 

Committee. 

 

2. Safeguards for language, etc.- Any minority residing in the territory of 

Pakistan or any part thereof having a distinct language, script or culture of its own 

shall not be prevented from conserving the same. 

 

3. Safeguards in respect of educational institutions. - The State shall not, in 

granting aid to educational institutions, discriminate against any educational institution 

merely on the ground that it is mainly maintained by a religious minority. 

 

4. Portfolios for Minority Affairs:- There shall be a Minister for Minority Affairs 

both at the Centre and in the Provinces to look after the interests of the minorities and to 

see that the safeguards provided in the Constitution for the minorities are duly observed. 
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PART II 

FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS 

To the Fundamental Rights already adopted by the Constituent Assembly, the 
following Articles may be added: 

1. No discrimination in admission to educational institutions. No citizen shall be 

denied admission into any educational institution wholly maintained by the State on the 

ground only of religion, race or caste: 

Provided that nothing in this Article shall prevent the State from making any special 

provision for the advancement of any socially or educationally backward class of 

citizens. 

2. Safeguards against discrimination of religious institutions in taxes:- There 
shall be no discrimination against any community in the matter of exemption from or 

concessions of taxes granted with respect to religious institutions. 

 

PART III 

DIRECTIVE PRINCIPLES OF STATE POLICY 

The following may be provided as Directive Principles of State Policy: 

1. Protection to places of worship, etc:-Protection shall accord to all duly 

established places of worship, burial and disposal of the dead. 

2. Promotion of educational and economic interests:- The State shall promote 

with special care the educational and economic interests of the backward classes and, in 

particular, of the scheduled castes and the people of the Tribal Areas. 

 

TAMIZUDDIN KHAN 

ZAFRULLA KHAN 

A.R. NISHTAR 

FAZLUR RAHMAN 
YAHYA BAKHTIAR 

PHANI BHUSHAN BARUA 
JAMSHED NUSSERWANJEE 

C. E. GIBBON 

*RAJKUMAR CHAKRAVERTY 

*PREMHARI BARMA 

ABID HUSSAIN 

M. A. KHUHRO 
*B1RAT CHANDRA MANDAL 
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I. H. QURESHI 

MAHMUD HUSAIN 

A.K. KHAN 

J. A. SHAH NAWAZ 

B.L. RALLIA RAM 

 

K. ALI AFZAL, 

Secretary to the Committee. 

22nd May, 1952. 

 

£Note of Dissent 

We strongly dissent from the decision of the majority that the Caste Hindus, the 
Scheduled Castes, the Buddhists and the Pakistani Christians should have separate 

electorates in the constitution of Pakistan. This is good neither for any of the above 

sections of the public nor for the State. While during the British rule there were two 

divisions among the people, now in their place there will be at least five divisions. 

Members elected by such separate electorates are likely to have sectional and communal 

outlook which will impair the unity among the different communities and the solidarity 

of the State. Such electorates will cause a perpetual communal majority and communal 

minority, most unsuitable for a democratic country as also for the freedom, growth and 

self-expression of its component pans. Under separate electorates, the minorities will live 

under permanent sense of insecurity and inferiority, as they will feel that they live on 

sufferance. We are in favor of a joint and common electorate for all sections of the 

people with reservation of seats for a limited period for the backward classes like the 

Scheduled castes, Buddhists and others. All separate electorates, whether for a limited 

period or otherwise, should be given up. 
 

B1RAT CHANDRA MANDAL 
PREM HARI BARMA 

RAJK UMAR CHAKRAVERTY 
24th April, 1952. 

 
 

 

 
*Subject to Notes of Dissent. 

N.B.-Signatures of the Honorable Khan Sardar Bahadur Khan and Chaudhuri Na2ir Ahmed Khan 
could not be obtained up to the time the Report was sent to press. 

 

£This Note of dissent was tendered soon after the meeting held on 22nd April 1952 and it was 

circulated to members along with the draft report of the Committee containing the recommendation. Mr. 

C. E. Gibbon, a representative of the Pakistani Christians including Anglo-Pakistanis, and Mr. Phani 

Bhushn Barua, a representative of the Buddhists, dissociated them from the Note of dissent and appealed 

to the members Concerned to withdraw their Note of Dissent. This, they further explained, they were 

doing as they were not member of the Constituent Assembly and as such may not get an opportunity to 
express their views on it. 
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Note of Dissent 

We sign this report subject to this note of dissent. We consider the safeguards for the 

minorities, embodied above, are inadequate. 

1. There should have been recommendation giving due weight age to the minorities 

in (a) all Legislatures, Central and Provincial, and in (b) Services, both in the Central and 

Provinces. In pre-partition days under a system of separate electorates, the Muslim 

minority enjoyed such weight age. (Vide the Lucknow Pact, the Communal Award and 

the Government of India Act, 1935). 

2. There should have been a recommendation that there should be in some part of 
the Constitution or the Schedule an exhortation to the Central and Provincial 

Governments to keep in view the claims of the minorities in the formation of the 
Cabinet, as it can be found in paragraph VII of the Instrument of Instructions issued to 

the Governors under the Government of India Act, 1935, and reproduced below: 

"VII. In making appointments to his Council of Ministers our Governor shall 

use his best endeavors to select his Ministers in the following manner, 

that is to say, to appoint in consultation with the person who in his 

judgment most likely to command a stable majority in the Legislature 
those persons (including so far as practicable members of important 

minority communities) who will best be in a position collectively to 
command the confidence of the Legislature. In so acting, he shall bear 

constantly in mind the need for fostering a sense of joint responsibility 
among his Ministers." 

3. There should have been a recommendation that no Bill or Resolution or any part 

thereof which operates against the interests of the minorities shall be passed in any 

Legislature if three-fourths of the minority representatives in that Legislature oppose 

such Bill or Resolution or part thereof on the ground that it would be injurious to the 

religious, cultural or social interests of the minorities. In pre-partition India the 
Quaid-e-Azam claimed such a right for the Muslim minority. 

We beg to add with a view to safeguards for the minorities, it was proposed by us in 

a meeting of the Committee that there should also be a recommendation that "no Bill, 

unless it is supported by three-fourths majority should be moved in the Legislature which 

adversely affects any .of the Safeguards provided for the minorities in the Constitution." 

The Committee did not vote it down, but opined that the matter might be more 

appropriately considered when we consider the provisions for the amendment of the 

Constitution. We hope and trust, it will receive due consideration. 

 

 
RAJKUMAR CHAKRAVERTY 

PREM HARI BARMA 
BIRAT CHANDRA MANDAL 

22nd May, 1952. 
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Report of the Basic Principles Committee 

 

 
To 

THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF PAKISTAN, 
KARACHI. 

The Basic Principles Committee was appointed by a resolution of the Constituent 

Assembly, dated 12th March, 1949, to report, in accordance with the Objectives 

Resolution, on the main principles on which the future Constitution of Pakistan should 

be framed. The text of the Resolution is given in Annexure I of the Report. 

The Committee has authorized me to present this report to the Assembly under 

Rules 72(1) of the Constituent Assembly Rules of Procedure. 

 
KH. NAZIMUDDIN 

 

REPORT 

The Basic Principles Committee, of which we the signatories of this Report are 

members, was constituted by the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan by a resolution, 

dated 12th March, 1949. The Committee was charged with the task of recommending the 

principle on which the future Constitution of Pakistan should be based. These principles 

have been settled after considerable discussion and are now being submitted to the 
Constituent Assembly in the form of recommendations. 

The Committee was empowered to co-opt not more than ten other members. In 

pursuance of this authority the Chief Ministers of East Bengal, Sind and N.W.F.P. and 

the Hon'ble Mr. Justice Abdur Rashid, Chief Justice of Pakistan, were co-opted as 

members. The Chief Minister of the Punjab was already a member of the Committee. 

A little before the conclusion of the deliberations of the Committee Mr. M. A. 
Khuhro, who was an ex-officio member of the Committee, ceased to be Chief Minister of 

Sind and for that reason he ceased to be a member of the Committee. As it became 

necessary to have a representative from Sind the Committee decided on 12th May, 1952, 

to co-opt in his place the Legal Remembrance of the Sind Government. 

For the purpose of facilitating the progress of its work the Committee appointed a 

Steering Committee to report on the scope, functions and procedure of the Committee 
and in pursuance of the report of the Steering Committee the following three Sub- 

Committees were appointed to make recommendations to the main Committee on the 
subjects assigned to them, viz. :- 
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(i) Sub-Committee on Federal and Provincial Constitutions and Distribution of 

Powers; 

(ii) Sub-Committee on Franchise; 

(iii)    Sub-Committee on Judiciary. 

It was also decided to set up a Board of Talimat-i-Islamia to advice the Committee 

on matters arising out of the Objectives Resolution and on such other matters as might be 

referred to it by the Basic Principles Committee or by any other Committee or Sub- 

Committees. 

 

The Federal and Provincial Constitutions and Distribution of Powers Sub-committee 
submitted its report on the 11th July, 1950, and the Basic Principles Committee 

considered this Report at its meetings held on 5th, 9th, 10t.h and 11th August, 1950. The 

Interim Report of the Basic Principles Committee was presented to the Constituent 

Assembly on the 28th September, 1950. In accordance with a Resolution of the 

Constituent Assembly, dated the 21st November, 1950, the Interim Report was published 

for inviting suggestions from the public. The text of the Resolution is given in Annexure 

II. These suggestions were to be received in the Secretariat of the Constituent Assembly 

by 31st January, 1951. As the number of suggestions received was enormous the Basic 

Principles Committee appointed a Sub-Committee on the 13th April, 1951, to examine 

these suggestions. This Sub-Committee after necessary examination of the suggestions 

submitted its report to the Basic Principles Committee on the 8th July, 1952. This report 

was considered by the Committee at its meetings held from 1st to 9th August, 1952. 

 

The Judiciary Sub-Committee submitted its report to the Basic Principles Committee 
on the 24th April, 1952, and the Committee considered this report during its meetings 

held from the 12th to the 16th May, 1952, and again on 1st to 9th August, 1952. 
 

The Report of the Franchise Sub-Committee was submitted to the Basic Principles 
Committee on the 17th May, 1952, and was considered by it at its meetings held from 1st 

to.9th August, 1952. 
 

The recommendations annexed to the Report are the basis on which, in our opinion, 

the future Constitution of Pakistan should be drafted. There are certain matters which are 

still outstanding, such as financial allocation between the Centre and the Units, 

nomenclature and the position of the acceding States in the new set-up. A special Sub- 

Committee has been appointed under the chairmanship of the Honorable Khwaja 

Nazimuddin to report on matters relating to the position of acceding States in the future 

Constitution. 

 

A Supplementary Report on financial provisions and on such other matters as may be 

found to be outstanding will be submitted to the House when decision on these matters 

will be reached. 

 

We regret that it was not so destined that this Report should appear under the 
signature of all those members who were originally appointed on this Committee. Three 

of our members, the late Quaid-i-Millat Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan, Maulana Shabbir Ahmad 
Usmani and Shaikh Karamat Ali, whose contribution to the deliberations of the 
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Committee were of inestimable value, were snatched away from us by the hand of 

Death. Maulana Mohammad Abdullah-el Baqui who remained associated with the 

Committee up to its final stages died only a few weeks before he could have appended 

his signature to the Report. 

 

TAMIZUDDIN  KHAN 

KH.  NAZIMUDDIN 
SRIS CHANDRA CHATTOPADHYAYA 

F AZLUR RAHMAN 
A. R. NISHTAR 

ABDUS SATTAR PIRZADA 
ABDUL RASHID 

M. IFTIKHARUDDIN  subject to the note' of dissent which has been 
submitted by me on the first meeting of B.P.S.C. 

after the Final Report has been given to us today. 

I. R. QURESHI 

PREM HARIBARMA 

MAHOMED HANIF 

ABDUL QA1YUM 

JAFFAR SHAH 

SHAUKAT ALI MALIK 

GHYASUDDIN PATHAN 

K. SHAHABUDDIN 

MAHMUD HUSAIN 

SYED KHALIL-UR-REHMAN 

KAM1NI KUMAR DUTIA 

MOHAMMUD AKRUM KHAN 
MUMTAZ DAULTANA 

S. ALI HUSSAIN GARDEZI 
J. A. SHAH NAWAZ 

NURUL AMIN 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
*   *   *  *  * 

 

PART III 

THE FEDERATION 

CHAPTER I 

The Executive 

The Head of the State 

 

12. The Head of the Slate- (1) There should be a head of the State. 

 

(2) The executive power of the Federation should vest in the Head of the State to be 

exercised by him in accordance with Constitution and the law. 
 

 
* The note referred to was found not to conform to the requirements of a minute of dissent and 

therefore could not be appended to the Report. 
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 (3) Except in cases where it is provided that the Head of the State should act in his 

discretion, the Head of the State, when he is to act under the Constitution, should act, 

unless the context otherwise requires, on the advice of his Minister or Ministers. 

13. Election of the Head of the state. -(1) The Head of the State should be a 

Muslim and should be elected at a joint sitting of both the Houses of the Federal 

Legislature. 

(2) A member of the Legislature, if elected as Head of the State, should cease to be 

such member. 

14. Rules for the election of the Head of the State-(I) The Federal Legislature 
should at a joint sitting frame rules for the election of the Head of the State and until 

rules are so framed the first election of the Head of the State should be conducted in 

accordance with the rules framed by the Governor-General of Pakistan. 

(2) The election of the Head of the State should not be called in question in any court 

of law.*, 

15. Qualification for election of Head of the State.- (1) No person should be 

eligible for election as Head of the State unless he- 

(a) is a citizen of Pakistan; 

(b) has attained the age of forty years; and 

(c) is qualified for election as a member of the House of the People. 

(2) A person should not be eligible for election as Head of the State if he holds any 

office of profit under the Federal Government, or the Government of a Unit, or under 

any local or other authority subject to the control of any of the said Governments. 

Explanation-For the purpose of this paragraph a person should not be deemed to 

hold any office of profit by the reason only that he is the Head of the State or the Head of 

a Unit, or is a Minister of the Federal Government or of the Government of a Unit. 

16. Term of office of the Head of the State. -The term of office of the Head of the 

State should be five years from the date of his assumption of office. In case of a vacancy 

in the office of the Head of the State as a result of death, resignation, incapacity or 

otherwise, the term of office of the new Head of the State should be five years. 

17. Eligibility for re-election. -No person should be allowed to hold the office of 

the Head of the State; consecutively for more than two full terms. 

18. Casual vacancy in the office of the Head of the State. -(1) In the event of the 

occurrence of any casual vacancy in the office of the Head of the State, one of the 
following persons, if otherwise qualified for election as Head of the State, should act as 

Head of the State until such time as he resumes office or a new Head of the State is 
elected- 

 

 

 

 

 

 
* Messrs S. C. Chattopadhyaya, Prcm Han Banna, K. K. Dulta and Begum Shah Nawaz dissented. 

* Mr. S.C. Chattopadhyaya dissented. 
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(i) The Chairman of the House of Units; 

 (ii) The Chairman of the House of the People; 

 (iii) The Head of a Unit present in Pakistan in order of seniority from the date of 

appointment. 

(2) As long as the Chairman of the House of Units acts as the Head of the State, he 

should not act as the Chairman of the House of Units, or in any other way take part in its 

proceedings. He should not, however, on account of his acting as Head of the State, lose 

his seat or his office in the House of Units. The same rule should apply mutatis mutandis 

to the Chairman of the House of the People and to the Head of the Unit, if either of them 

has to act as Head of the State. 

19. Oath by the Head of the State.-The Head of the State should be required to take 
the following Oath. 

"I____________, do swear in the name of God that I will faithfully discharge the 

duties of the office of the Head of the State of Pakistan according to law, that I will 

preserve, protect and defend the Constitution, that I will do right to all manner of people 

according to laws and usages of Pakistan without fear or favor, affection or ill-will and 

that, in my public and personal life, I will endeavor to fulfill the obligations and duties 
enjoined by the Holy Quran and the Sunnah." 

20. Powers of the Head of the State in certain contingencies. -The Federal 

Legislature should be entitled to make provision for the discharge of the functions of the 

Head of the State in certain contingencies not provided for in the Constitution, and 

enactment of any of law by the Federal Legislature for this purpose should not be 

deemed to be an amendment of the Constitution. 

21. Supreme Command of the Armed Forces. -The supreme command of the 

Armed Forces should vest in the Head of the State. 

22. Appointment of Supreme Commander, Commanders-in-Chief and Officers of the 

Armed Forces. -The Supreme Commander, if any, of the Armed Forces, the 
Commander-in-Chief of each of (he three Armed Forces, and officers in the Armed 

Forces should be appointed by the Head of the State. 

23. Discretionary powers of the Head of the State. - The following powers should be 

exercised by the Head of the State in his discretion. 

(1) Powers of clemency throughout Pakistan where the exercise of this power is 

not forbidden by the Holy Quran and the Sunnah. 

(2) Appointment of the Election Commission and Election Tribunals. 

24. Salary and Allowance of the Head of the State: -(1) Suitable provision should be 

made by Act of the Federal Legislature for fixing the pay and allowances of the Head of 

the State according to the status and dignity of the Office, and until a provision in that 

behalf is so made by the Federal Legislature, the Head of the State should be entitled to 
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such pay, allowances and privileges as were payable to and enjoyable by the Governor- 

General of Pakistan immediately before the commencement of the Constitution: 

provided that these should not be varied to the disadvantage of an incumbent during his 

term of office. 

(2) A reasonable sum in the form of pension or allowance may be allowed to the 

Head of the State for life after his retirement. This allowance or pension should be 

suspended while he is holding any office of profit under the Government. 

(3) If the Head of the State is removed, in accordance with the Constitution for 

misconduct, he should not be entitled to any allowance or pension. 

25. Removal of the Head of the State. -(1) The Federal Legislature should be 

entitled to remove the Head of the State from his office provided a requisition to that 
effect is received from a majority of the members of either House and a resolution is 

passed at a joint sitting of both the Houses of the Federal Legislature, by a majority of 
not less than two-thirds of the total strength of the two Houses. 

(2) A month's notice should be necessary or moving a motion for the removal of the 

Head of the State. 

26. Extent of the executive authority of Federal Government. -Subject to the 

provisions of the Constitution, the executive authority of the Federation should extend- 
 

(a) to the matters with respect to which the federal legislature has power to 

make laws; 

      (b) to the exercise of such rights, authority and jurisdiction as are exercisable   
by the Federal Government by virtue of any treaty or agreement: 

Provided that the executive power referred to a sub-paragraph (a) should not, save as 
expressly provided in the Constitution or in any law made by the Federal Legislature, 

extend in any Unit or Federated State to matters with respect to which the Legislature of 

the Unit or of the Federated State has power to make laws. 

 

Council of Ministers 

 

27. Council of Ministers to aid and advise the Head of the State.:-(1) There 
should be a Council of Ministers, with the Prime Minister at the head, to aid and advise 

the Head of the State in the exercise of his functions, except on those cases where he is 
empowered to act in his discretion. 

 

(2) The question whether any, and if so what, advice has been tendered by Ministers 

to the Head of the State should not be enquired into in any court. 

 

28. Other provisions as to Ministers. -(1) The Prime Minister should be appointed by 

the Head of the State and other Ministers, including Ministers of State, Deputy Ministers 

and Parliamentary Secretaries, should be appointed by the Head of the State on the 

advice of the Prime Minister. 
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 (2) The Prime Minister who, for a period of six consecutive months, is not a member 

of the House of the People should at the expiration of that period cease to be the Prime 

Minister. 

(3) Provision should be made for appointing as Minister a person who is not a 

member of either House: provided that a person should cease to be a Minister unless he 

gets elected within a period of six months from the date of his appointment. 

(4) Ministers of State. Deputy Ministers and Parliamentary Secretaries should not be 
members of the Council of Minister. 

(5) The Ministers, including Ministers of State. Deputy Ministers and Parliamentary 
Secretaries should hold office during the pleasure of the Head of the State. 

29. Salaries and allowances of Ministers, etc.-The salaries and allowances of 
Ministers. Ministers of State, Deputy Ministers and Parliamentary Secretaries should be 

such as the Federal Legislature may from time to time by Act determine, and until the 
Federal Legislature so determines, should be the same as were payable immediately 

before the commencement of the Constitution: provided that these should not be varied 

to the disadvantage of an incumbent during his term of office. 

30. Joint responsibility.-The Council of Ministers should be collectively 

responsible to the House of the People only." 

31. Oath of Ministers.-The Ministers should be required to take oaths of allegiance, 

office and secrecy. 

Provided that in the case of a Muslim Minister the oath of office should include an 

affirmation to the effect that both in his personal and public life he will endeavor to 

fulfill the obligation enjoined by the Holy Quran and the Sunnah. 

32. Protection in respect of choosing Ministers. -The action of the Head of the 
State in appointing or dismissing a Minister should not be called in question in any court 

of law. 

 

The Advocate-General for Pakistan 

 

33. Advocate-General for Pakistan - (1) There should be an Advocate General for 

Pakistan to be appointed by the Head of the State. He should be a person qualified to 
become a Judge of the Supreme Court. There should be no age limit. 

(2) The Advocate-General should hold office during the pleasure of the Head of the 
State and should receive such remuneration as may be determined by Act of the Federal 

Legislature, and until so determined, such remuneration as was payable immediately 

before the commencement of the Constitution; provided that it should not be varied to 
the disadvantage of an incumbent during his term of office. 

 

 

 

 

 
* The Honorable Dr. I. H. Qureshi dissented and was of the view that both Houses of the Legislature 

should have equal powers in respect of no confidence motions. 
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Conduct of Government Business 
 

34. Conduct of business of the Federal Government: -Provision should be made for 
framing rules by the Head of the State for the conduct of Government business. 

35. Duties of Prime Minister as respects furnishing of information to the Head of the 
State. -Provision should be made whereby the Head of the State should be kept informed 

of all the decisions of the Council of Ministers and proposals for legislation. The Head of 
the State should also be furnished with such information relating to the administration of 

the affairs of the State and proposals for legislation as he might call for. 
 

CHAPTER II 
The Federal Legislature 

 

36. Constitution of the Federal Legislature: -There should be a Federal Legislature 

consisting of two Houses which will in these Recommendations be called the House of 

Units and the House of the People. 

37. Right of sending messages to the Federal Legislature: - The Head of the State 

may send messages to either House of the Federal Legislature, whether with respect to a 

Bill then pending in the Federal Legislature or otherwise, and the House to which any 

message is so sent should, with all convenient dispatch consider any matter which they 

are required by the message to take into consideration. 
 

(A) The House of Units 
 

38. Composition of the House of Units: - The House of Units should consist of 120 

members who should be elected in the following manner. 

(i) The Legislature of East Bengal should elect 60 members according to the 

principle of proportional representation by means of the single transferable 

vote. 

(ii) Seats in the House of Units should be allocated to the Capital of the 
Federation and the Units of West Pakistan as follows: 

 

Punjab 

Sind 
N.W.F.P. 

Tribal Areas 
Bahawalpur 

Baluchistan 
Baluchistan States 

Khairpur State 
Capital of the Federation 

Total. 

27 

8 
6 

5 
4 

2 
2 

2 
4 

60 
 

 

(iii) In the case of a Unit, having a Legislature, members of the House of Units 

should be elected by the Legislature of a Unit according to the principle of 

proportional representation by means of the single transferable vote. 
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 (iv) In the case of a Unit, other than the Capital of the Federation, not having 

Legislature at the time of the commencement of the Constitution, the 

manner of filling the seats allocated to it should be determined by an Act 

of the Federal Legislature. 

 

(v) In the case of the Capital of the Federation four members should be elected 

by an electoral college composed of the elected members of the Karachi 
Corporation and the members of the House of the People representing the 

Capital of the Federation. 
 

(vi) In the case of merger of one area with another or re-adjustment of areas, 
re-distribution of seats should be made in accordance with the provisions 

of paragraph-39 
 

39. Re-allocation of seats in the House of Units : - Notwithstanding anything in the 

Constitution, the Federal Legislature may, by law, re-allocate seats in the House of 

units to the various Units and the Capital of the Federation subject to the following 

limitations :- 

 

(a) that parity between East and West Pakistan should not be a disturbed; 

 

(b) that subject to the provision in paragraph 38 (vi), relating to reallocation on 

account of merger, 

 

(i) such re-allocation should be done not more than once after each new census 

and only on the ground of increase or decrease of population, 

 
(ii) such re-allocation should, as far as possible, reflect the then existing ratio 

of population inter se between the different Units of West Pakistan 
including the Capital of the Federation, and 

 
(iii) the principle of weight age, namely, the smaller the population the greater 

the weight age to the Capital of the Federation and the Units of West 
Pakistan having smaller populations adopted in the allocation of seats 

shown in paragraph Iron (ii) should be maintained. 

 

40. Qualifications for membership of the House of Units. -A person should not be 

qualified to be chosen to fill a seat in the House of Units unless he- 

 

(i)   is a citizen of Pakistan; 

(ii)  has attained the age of thirty years; 

(iii) is able to read and write in some language; and 

(iv) is entitled to vote in the choice of a member to fill a seat in the Legislature 

of the Unit by which he seeks to be elected: 

 

(1) Provided that the provisions of clause (iv) should not apply in the case of a Unit 

which has no legislature of its own. In that case he must be a voter in a territorial 
constituency in that unit for the House of the People. 
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(2) Members of the Legislature of a Unit electing members for the House of Units as 

well as persons who are not members of that Legislature should be equally eligible for 

election to the house of Units if they are otherwise duly qualified. 

41. Vacation of seats by members: -(1) No person should be 

(1) a member of both the Houses of the Federal Legislature; or 

(ii) a member of the Federal Legislature as well as of the Legislature of a Unit or of a 

Federated State; or 

(iii)a member of the Legislature of a Unit and of a Federated State; or 

(iv) a member of the Legislature of two or more Units. 

(2) If a person is elected to more than one seat in contravention of the provisions of 

sub-paragraph (1), he should vacate his seat or seats except one. If he fails to do so 
within thirty days of his election to the seat to which he has been elected last he should 

be deemed to have vacated all his seats. 

 

42. Disqualifications for membership of the House of Units: -A person should be 

disqualified for being chosen as, and for being, a member of the House of Units- . 

(a) if he is of unsound mind and stands so declared by a competent court; • 

(b) if he is an undercharged insolvent; 

(c) if he holds an office of profit under the Federal Government or under the 
Government of a Unit, or under any other Government except an office declared by an 

Act of the Federal Legislature not to disqualify its holder: 

Provided that for this purpose a person should not be deemed to hold an office of 

profit under the Federal Government or under the Government of a Unit by reason only 

that he is a Minister, Minister of State, Deputy Minister or a Parliamentary Secretary for 

the Federal Government, or a Minister or a Deputy Minister or a Parliamentary Secretary 

for the Government of a Unit. 

(d) if he has been found guilty, by a competent court in Pakistan, of any offence or 

illegal practice relating to elections which has been declared by any law or rules, for the 

time being in force, to be an offence or practice entailing disqualification for 

membership of the Legislature; 

(e) if he has been convicted of any offence, other than those specified under sub- 
paragraph (d) above, before or after the commencement of the Constitution, by a 

competent court in Pakistan and sentenced to life imprisonment or to imprisonment for 
not less than two years, unless a period of five years has elapsed since his release; 

(f) if, having been nominated as a candidate for the Federal Legislature of the 

Legislature of a Unit or having acted as an election agent of any person so nominated, he 

has failed to lodge a return of election expenses within the time and in the manner 
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required by any rules or orders for the time being in force or by a law of any legislative 
authority in Pakistan, unless five years have elapsed from the date by which .the return 

ought to have been lodged or the Head of the State has removed the disqualification: 

Provided that a disqualification under this sub-paragraph should no take effect until 

the expiration of one month from the date by which the return ought to have been lodged 

or such longer period as the Head of the State may in any particular case allow; 

(g) if he has been dismissed for misconduct from service or from a post in 

connection with the affairs of the Federation or of a Unit unless at period of five years or 

such less period as the Head of the State may allow in any particular case, has elapsed 

since his dismissal;    

(h) if he is not a citizen of Pakistan or having been a citizen of Pakistan has 
voluntarily acquired the citizenship of, or owes allegiance to. or is under any 

acknowledgment of allegiance or adherence to, a foreign State. 

(B) The House of the People 

43. Composition of the House of the People: -(i) The House of the People should 

consist of 400 members of whom 200 should be directly elected by voters in East Bengal 

from single member territorial constituencies, and 200 should be elected in like manner 

by voters in the Units and other areas of West Pakistan including the Capital of the 

Federation: provided that the total number of members so elected should be as follows: 

 

Punjab 

Sind 

N.W.F.P. 

Tribal Areas 

Bahawalpur 

Baluchistan 

Baluchistan States 

Khairpur State 

Capital of the Federation 

90 

30 

25 

17 

13 

5 

5 
4 

11 

Total     200 

 

(ii) The single-member territorial constituencies should be drawn in such a manner as 

to ensure that within a Unit or the Capital of the Federation all the constituencies of a 
particular community have, as far as possible, equal number of voters. 

(iii) For the purpose of ensuring uniform representation in the House of the People, 

the areas of all the constituencies should be re-adjusted after every new census by such 

authority and in such manner as the Federal Legislature may by law determine, subject to 
the provisions of sub-paragraph (1) relating to parity and the total strength of the House. 

(iv)  In the case of merger of one area with another or re-adjustment of areas, re- 

allocation of seats should be made in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 45. 
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44. Representation of Kashmir and Junagadh.- The representation of Kashmir and 
Junagadh in the House of the People and the House of Units should be determined by the 

Federal Legislature by law, but not so as to affect the parity between the East and West 
Pakistan in either House. 

45. Re-allocation of seats in the House of the People:- Notwithstanding anything 

in the Constitution the Federal Legislature may by law, re-allocate seats in the House of 

the People to the various Units and the Capital of the Federation subject to the following 
limitations: 

(a) that parity between East and West Pakistan should not be disturbed;. 

(b) that subject to the provision in paragraph 43 (vi) relating to re-allocation on 

account of merger- 

(i) such re-allocation should be done not more than once after each new census and 

only on the ground of increase or decrease of population, 

(ii) such re-allocation should, as far as possible, reflect the then existing ratio of 

population inter se between the different Units of West Pakistan including the 

Capital of the Federation, and 

(iii)the principle of weight age, namely, the smaller the population the'greater the 
weight age to the Capital of the Federation and the Units of West Pakistan 

having smaller populations adopted in the allocation of seats shown in 
paragraph 43(i) should be maintained. 

46. Allocation of seats to communities:- Seats should be allocated to communities 

in the House of the People, in accordance with the table appearing in Schedule II of these 

Recommendations/ 

47. Qualifications for membership of the House of the People:- A person should 

not be qualified to be chosen to fill a seat in the House of the People unless he- 

(i) is a citizen of Pakistan: 

(ii) has attained the age of twenty-five years: 

(iii)is able to read and write in some language; and 

(iv) is entitled to vote in the choice of a member to fill Legislature of the Unit from 

where he seeks election: 

Provided that the provision of clause (iv) should not apply in that case of a Unit 
which has no legislature of its own. In that case he must be a voter in a territorial 

constituency in that Unit for the House of the People. 

48. Disqualification for membership of the House of the People:- A person should 

be disqualified for being chosen as, and for being a member of the House 

of People. 

 

 

 

* 
Messrs. S. C. Chattapadhyaya, K. K. Datta and Prem Hari Barma dissented. 
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(a) if he is of unsound mind and stands so declared by a competent court; 

(b) if he is an undercharged insolvent; 

 (c) if he holds an office of profit under the Federal Government or under the 
Government of a Unit, or under any other Government except an office 

declared by act of the Federal Legislature not to disqualify its holder: 

Provided that for this purpose a person should not be deemed to hold an office of 

profit under the Federal Government or under the Government of a Unit by reason only 
that he is a Minister, Minister of State, Deputy Minister or a Parliamentary Secretary for 

the Federal Government or a Minister or a Deputy Minister or a Parliamentary Secretary 
for the Government of a Unit; 

(d) if he has been found guilty, by a competent court in Pakistan, of any offence or 

illegal practice relating to elections which has been declared by any law or rules 

for the time being in force to be an offence or practice entailing disqualification 

for membership of the Legislature; 

(e) if he has been convicted of any offence other than those specified under sub- 

paragraph (d) above, before or after the commencement of the Constitution, by 

a competent Court in Pakistan and sentenced to life imprisonment or to 

imprisonment for not less than two years, unless a period of five years has 

elapsed since his released; 

(0 if having been nominated as a candidate for the Federal Legislature or the 

Legislature of a Unit or having acted as an election agent of any person so 
nominated, he has failed to lodge a reurn of election expenses within the time 

and in the manner required by any rules or orders for the time being in force or 
by a law of any legislative authority in Pakistan, unless five years have elapsed 

from the date by which the return ought to have been lodged, or the Head of the 

State has removed the disqualification: 

Provided that a disqualification under this sub-paragraph should not take effect until 
the expiration of one month from the date by which the return ought to have been 

lodged, or such longer period as the Head of the State may, in any particular case, allow; 

(g) if he has been dismissed for misconduct from service or from a post in 

connection with the affairs of the Federation, or a Unit, unless a period of five 

years or such less period as the Head of the State may allow in any particular 

case, has elapsed since his dismissal; 

(h) if he is not a citizen of Pakistan or having been a citizen of Pakistan has 

voluntarily acquired the citizenship of, or owes allegiance to, or is under any 

acknowledgement of allegiance or adherence to, a foreign State. 

49. (I) Every citizen of Pakistan who has attained the age of twenty-one year should 
be entitled to vote at elections to the House of the People: 

Provided that he should be entitled to vote only in the constituency in the electoral 

roll of which his name is for the time being included. 
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 (2) A person should not be qualified to be included in the electoral roll of any 
constituency unless he has a place of residence in that constituency. 

In the sub-paragraph "a place of residence" means a place where a person ordinarily 

resides during the greater part of the year: 

Provided that in the case of persons holding parliamentary offices such as Ministers, 

Ministers of State, Deputy Ministers and Parliamentary Secretaries for the federal 

Government and Ministers, Deputy Ministers and Parliamentary Secretaries for the 

Government of the Unit, and Chairman and Deputy Chairman of the Houses of the 

Federal Legislature and the Legislature of the Unit, the non-fulfillment of the condition 

relating to residence should not have a disqualifying effect: 

Provided further that a person who holds a public office or is employed in connection 
with the affairs of a Unit or the Federation or is a member of the defense services and 

who in the discharge of his official duty or on account of such employment or 
membership is absent from the place of ordinary residence should be deemed to be 

resident in the constituency in which he would have been qualified to vote immediately 

before the commencement of his absence: 

Provided further that where a person becomes qualified to be entered on the electoral 
roll of a constituency under the proviso immediately preceding, his wife should also be 

deemed to have become so qualified if she is otherwise qualified. 

(3)  No person should vote at a general election in more than one territorial 

constituency and provision should be made for the purpose of preventing persons from 

being included in the electoral roll for more than one territorial constituency. 

(4) Even if the name of a person appears on the rolls of more than one constituency 
he should exercise his right of vote only in one constituency. 

(5)  If a person votes in more than one constituency in contravention of this 

paragraph, his votes in each of the constituencies should be void. 

(6) Notwithstanding anything in the foregoing provisions, separate electoral rolls 

should be maintained for Muslims as well as for every minority community for whom 

seats have been reserved and no person who does not belong to the community for which 

the electoral roll purports to be, should be included in that electoral roll/ 

50. Disqualifications for franchise- No person should be included in the electoral 
roll for, or vote at any election in, any constituency- 

(a) if he is of unsound mind and stands so declared by a competent Court; 

(b) if he is an undercharged insolvent; 

(c) if he has been found guilty by a competent Court in Pakistan of any offence or 

illegal practice relating to elections which has been declared by any law or rules 

for the time being in force to be an offence or practice entailing 
disfranchisement; 

 

 

* Messrs. S. Chattopadhyaya, K. K. Dutta and Prem Hai i Barma dissented. 
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(d) if he has been convicted of any offence other than those specified under sub- 
paragraph (c) above before on after the commencement of the Constitution by a 

competent court in Pakistan and sentenced to life imprisonment or to 
imprisonment for not less than two years, unless a period of five years has 

elapsed since his release. 

51. Decision on questions as to disqualification of members. -If any question 

arises as to whether a member of either House of the Federal Legislature has become 
subject to any of the disqualifications mentioned in paragraphs 42 and 48, the Chairman 

of the House concerned should obtain the opinion of the Election Commission and 
should act in accordance with such opinion. 

52. Penalty for sitting and voting by persons not qualified or when disqualified— 

If a person sits or votes as a member of either House of the Federal Legislature, before 

he has taken the prescribed oath, or when he knows that he is not qualified or is 
disqualified for membership thereof, or when he is prohibited from so doing by the 

provision of any law made by the Federal Legislature, he should be liable in respect of 

each day on which he so sits or votes to a penalty of five hundred rupees to be recovered 

as a debt due to the Federal Government. 

53. Absence without leave: -Provision should be made that a member should vacate 

his seat if he absents himself from the Legislature for sixty consecutive sitting days 
without leave of the House. 

54. Term of the Federal Legislature: - The life of either House of the Federal 

Legislature should be five years, unless sooner dissolved. 

55. Summoning of the Houses of the Federal Legislature: -(I) The Legislature 
should be summoned by the Head of the State. 

(2) Not less than two sessions should be held every year, and not more than six 

months should elapse between the last day of one session and the first day of the next. 

(3) The Legislature should be summoned within three months from the date of the 

appointment of the Prime Minister. 

56. Summoning of joint session of the Houses of the Federal Legislature: -(1) 
The Legislature, should be summoned for a joint sitting in the following cases: 

(a) conflict between the two Houses of the Federal Legislature; 

(b) election and removal of the Head of the State; 

(c) framing of rules for joint sittings and for certain Secretariat appointments 

common to both Houses; 

(d) in any other case for which provision has been made in the Constitution. 

(2) The power to convene a joint sitting should vest in the Head of the State except in 

the case of sub-paragraph (1) (b) above, when the authority to summon the Legislature to 
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meet in a joint sitting should vest in the person who is entitled to preside over the joint 
sittings. 

57. Prorogation of the Federal Legislature:- The Federal Legislature should he 

prorogued by an order of the Head of the State. 

58. Dissolution of the Federal Legislature. -(1) Authority to dissolve the House of 

the People should vest in the Head of the State. 

(2) No dissolution should take place on the advice of the Caretaker ministry which 
functions between the date of the dissolution of the Legislature and the formation of a 

new Ministry after fresh elections. 

(3) If a contingency arises wherein no such Ministry as can command the confidence 

of the House of the People can be formed, the Head of the State should be authorized to 

dissolve the House of the people in exercise of his discretion and hold fresh elections. 

59. Powers of the two Houses inter se and provision for conflict:-In all matters, 
other than the Budget, Money Bills and motions of confidence or no-confidence, the two 

Houses of the Federal Legislature should have equal powers, and in case of conflict on 

any question, a joint sitting of both the Houses should be called for taking a decision. 

60. Right of Ministers and Advocate-General as respects the Federal Legis- 

lature: -(I) The Ministers including Ministers of State, Deputy Ministers and 

Parliamentary Secretaries should have the right to address either House of the 
Legislature even though they may not be members of that House. A Minister including a 

Minister of State, a Deputy Minister and a Parliamentary Secretary should not vote in the 
House of which he is not a member. 

(2) The Advocate-General should have no right of vote in either House, but he 

should be entitled to address either House or a joint sitting of the two Houses of the 

Federal Legislature. 

61. The Chairman and the Deputy Chairman of the Federal Legislature:- (1) 

Each House of the Federal Legislature should have a Chairman and a Deputy Chairman. 

(2) Provision should be made regarding the election and removal of the Chairman 

and the Deputy Chairman on the following lines: 

(a) Each House of the Federal Legislature should, as soon as may be, choose two 

members of the House to be, respectively, Chairman and Deputy Chairman 

thereof and, so often as the Office of Chairman or Deputy Chairman becomes 

vacant, the House concerned should choose another member to be Chairman or 

Deputy Chairman as the case may be. 

(b) A member holding office as Chairman or Deputy Chairman of any of the 

Houses should vacate his office if he ceases to be a member of the House, and 

 

 

 

* The Honourable Dr. I. H. Qurcshi dissented and was of the opinion that the two House should have 

equal powers in all respects including the Budget and Money Bills, 
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may at any time resign his office by writing under his hand addressed to the 
Head of the State and may be removed from his office by a resolution of the 

House passed by a majority of all the then members of the House, but no 
resolution for the purpose of this sub-paragraph should be moved unless at least 

fourteen days' notice has been given of the intention to move the resolution. 

(c) While the office of the Chairman is vacant the duties of the office should be 

performed by the Deputy Chairman or if the office of the Deputy Chairman is 
also vacant, by such member of the House as the Head of the State may appoint 

for the purpose. During the absence of the Chairman from any sitting of the 
House, the Deputy Chairman or, if he is also absent, such person as may be 

determined by the rules of procedure of the House, or if no such person also is 
present, such other person as may be determined by the House should act as 

Chairman. 

(d) While acting as Chairman of the House concerned, the Deputy Chairman should 

exercise similar powers as the Chairman. There should also be provision for the 

delegation of powers relating to admissibility of questions, resolutions, bills and 

motions by the Chairman to the Deputy Chairman or to the person who acts as 
Chairman of the meeting in the absence of the Chairman and the Deputy 

Chairman. 

(e) In joint sittings the Chairman of the House of Units should preside. In his 

absence the Chairman of the House of the People should preside and in case 

both of them are absent, such other person, as may be determined by rules. 

 
62. Salary and allowances of the Chairman and the Deputy Chairman : -There should 

be paid to the Chairman and the Deputy Chairman of each House of the Federal 

Legislature such salaries and allowances as may be determined by Act of the Federal 

Legislature and until provision in that behalf is so made such salaries and allowances 

were as payable immediately before the commencement of the Constitution to the 

President and the Deputy President of the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan; provided 

that these should not be varied to the disadvantage of an incumbent during his term of 

office. 

 

63. The Chairman and the Deputy Chairman not to preside when a resolution for his 

removal is under discussion -At any sitting of either House of the Federal Legislature 

while a resolution for the removal of the Chairman or of the Deputy Chairman from his 

office is under consideration the Chairman or the Deputy Chairman, as the case may be, 

should not preside though he is present but he should have the right to speak in of 
otherwise take part in the proceedings of the House. 

 
64. The Secretariat of the Federal Legislature:- (1) The Secretariat of either 

House of the Federal Legislature should be independent and should be under the House 
concerned. 
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 (2) Nothing in this paragraph should prevent the creation of posts common to both 
the House of the Federal Legislature. 

(3) Recruitment and conditions of service, including punishment of and disciplinary 

action against the officers and staff of the Secretariat of the Federal Legislature should 

be at par with the corresponding services of the Federal Government, but the 

recommendations of the Public Service Commission, instead of going to the Federal 

Government, should go to the Chairman of the House concerned. 

65. The Finance Committee. - (1) The Finance Committee of each of the Federal 

Legislature should scrutinize all the financial proposals relating to the expenditure of that 

House and thereafter the Budget should be presented to the House. 

(2) The Chairman of each House should be the Chairman and the Finance Minister, 
an ex-officio member of the Finance Committee. The Finance Committee of each House 

should exercise powers of control and direction in matters relating to finances of that 
House similar to those as were exercisable by the Standing Finance Committee of the 

Central Government in relation to the affairs of the Government immediately before the 

commencement of the Constitution. 

(3) Each House of the Federal Legislature should have power to make rules of 
procedure for the timely completion of business relating to its Budget. 

(4) The Finance Committee should frame rules to secure to itself closer contact and 

effective voice in regulating the finances of the House to which it relates. 

66. Oath of Members: failure or refusal to take oath. - (1) A member of the 
Federal Legislature should be required to take an oath of allegiance to Pakistan. No 

member should take his seat in either House of the Federal Legislature until he has taken 
the prescribed oath. 

Provided that in the case of a Muslim member the oath should state that he would 

endeavor to fulfill the duties and obligations enjoined by the Holy Quran and the 

Sunnah. 

(2) Where a member fails to take the oath of allegiance within a period not exceeding 

six months from the date of the first meeting of the Legislature, or refuses to take the 

oath, his seat should be declared vacant, provided that before the expiry of the said 

period the Chairman may on good cause being shown, extend the period. 

67. Privileges of (he Federal Legislature and of the Members and Committees 

thereof:- Provision should be made empowering each House the Federal Legislature to 
legislate in regard to privileges of the House and its members. Pending such legislation 

the present position should continue. 

68. Salaries and allowances of members.- Members of either House of the Federal 

Legislature should be entitled to receive such salaries and allowances as may from time 
to time be determined by Act of the Federal Legislature and until provision in that behalf 

is so made, such salaries and allowances as were payable immediately before the 
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commencement of the Constitution to the members of the Constituent Assembly of 

Pakistan; provided that these should not be varied to the disadvantage of the members 

during their term of membership. 

 

69. Voting and quorum in the House of the Federal Legislature.- (l) Except in 

cases in which a specific majority is provided, all decisions in each of the Houses of the 

Federal Legislature should be taken in accordance with the rules framed by the House 
concerned. The presiding officer of any House of the Federal Legislature should not 

exercise any vote excepting a casting vote in case of a tie. 
 

(2) The Houses of the Federal Legislature should have power to act notwithstanding 
any vacancy in the membership thereof, and any proceedings in either House of the 

Federal Legislature should be valid notwithstanding that it is discovered subsequently 
that some person who was not entitled so to do, sat or voted or otherwise took part in the 

proceedings. 

 

(3) The quorum for a meeting of each House or for a joint sitting of both the Houses, 

should be one-seventh of the total number of the members of each House or of both the 

Houses as the case may be. 

 

70. Ordinances by the Head of the State.- The Head of the State should have 

power to promulgate ordinances during the period when the Legislature is not sitting. An 

ordinance promulgated under this paragraph should be laid before the Federal 

Legislature at its next meeting and should cease to operate-at the expiration of six weeks 

from the re- assembly of the Federal Legislature. 

 

71. Joint sittings of both the Houses.-Rules for joint sittings of the two Houses 
should be framed at a joint sitting of both the Houses of the Federal Legislative. 

 
72. Assent to:- When a Bill has been passed by the Houses of the Federal 

Legislature, it should be presented to the Head of the State and the Head of the State 
should declare within ninety days either that he assents to the Bill or that he withholds 

assent therefore: 
 

Provided that the Head of the State may, as soon as possible after presentation to him 

of a Bill for assent, return the Bill if it is not a Money Bill, to the Houses with a message 

requesting that the Houses should reconsider the Bill or any specified provisions thereof 

and, in particular, should consider the desirability of introducing any such amendments 

as he may recommend in his message, and when a Bill is so returned, the Houses should 

reconsider the Bill accordingly, and if the Bill is passed again by the Houses with or 

without amendment and presented to the Head of the State for assent, the Head of the 

State should not withhold assent therefrom. 

 

*                    *                    *                    *                    *                    * 
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PART IV 

THE UNITS 

CHAPTER 1 
THE EXECUTIVE 

The Head of the Unit 

81. Head of the Units.- There should be a Head of the Unit for each Unit. 

82. Executive power of the Unit.- (l) The executive power of the Unit should vest in 

the Head of the Unit to be exercised by him in accordance with the Constitution and law. 

(2) Except in cases where it is provided that the Head of the Unit should act in his 
discretion, the Head of the Unit when he is to act under the Constitution should act, 

unless the context otherwise requires, on the advice of his Minister or Ministers. 

(3) In so far as the Head of the Unit is required to act in his discretion he should be 

under the general control of, and comply with such particular directions, if any, as may 

from time to time be given to him by the Head of the State. But the validity of anything 

done by the Head of a Unit should not be called in question on the ground that it was 

done otherwise than in accordance with the provisions of this paragraph. 

83. Appointment of the Head of the Unit:- The Head of a Unit should be appointed 

by the Head of the State. He must be a citizen of Pakistan. 

84. Term of office of the Head of the Unit:- The Head of a Unit should hold office 
during the pleasure of the Head of the State. The term of office of the Head of a Unit 

should not exceed five years at a time. 

85. Salary and allowances of the Head of the Unit.-Suitable provision should be 

made by Act of the Federal Legislature for fixing the pay and allowances of the Head of 

a Unit according to the status and dignity of the office and until provision in that behalf 

is so made, he should be entitled to such pay, allowances and privileges as were payable 

to the Governor of the Province concerned immediately before the commencement of the 

Constitution; provided that these should not be varied to the disadvantage of an 
incumbent during his term of office. 

86. The Head of the Unit should he required to take the following oath: 

"I, ....................... do swear in the name of God that I will faithfully discharge the duties 

of the office of (the Head of the Unit) of (…........) according to law, that I will preserve, 
protect and defend the Constitution, that I will do right to all manner of people according 

to the laws and usages of Pakistan without fear or favor, affection or ill-will and that in 
my public and personal life I will endeavor to fulfill the obligations and duties enjoined 

by the Holy Quran and the Sunnah." 

87. Emergency power of the Head of the Unit- The Head of the State should have 

the power to declare emergency in Pakistan or in a part thereof, and when a declaration 
of 
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emergency has been made, the Head of the Unit should exercise such powers in the Unit 
as may be conferred upon him by the Head of the State. 

Council of Ministers 

88. Council of Ministers to aid and advise the Head of a Unit.- (l) There should be 

a Council of Ministers, with the Chief Minister at the head, to aid and advise the Head of 

the Unit in the exercise of his functions except in those cases where he is empowered to 

act in his discretion. 

(2) The question whether any, and if so what, advice was tendered by Ministers to 

the Head of the Unit should not be enquired into in any courted law. 

89. Other provisions as to Ministers.- (1) The Chief Minister should be appointed 

by the Head of the Unit and the other Ministers including Deputy Ministers and 

Parliamentary Secretaries should be appointed by the Head of the Unit on the advice of 

the Chief Minister. 

(2) A Minister including a Chief Minister and a Deputy Minister who for any period 

of six consecutive months is not a member of the Legislature of the Unit Should at the 

expiration of that period cease to be a Minister. 

(3) Deputy Ministers and Parliamentary Secretaries should not be members of the 
Council of Ministers. 

(4) The Ministers including the Deputy Ministers and Parliamentary Secretaries 

should hold office during the pleasure of the Head of the Unit. 

90. Salary and allowances of Ministers, etc:- The salaries and allowances of 
Ministers, Deputy Ministers and Parliamentary Secretaries should be such as the 

Legislature of the Unit may from time to time by Act determine, and until the 
Legislature of the Unit so determines, should be the same as were payable immediately 

before the commencement of the Constitution; provided that these should not be varied 

to the disadvantage of an incumbent during his term of office. 

91. Oath of Ministers, Oath of allegiance.- The Ministers for the Unit should be 
required to take oaths of allegiance, office and secrecy: 

Provided that in the case of a Muslim Minister the oath of office should include an 

affirmation to the effect that both in this personal and public life, he will endeavor to 

fulfill the obligations and duties enjoined by the Holy Quran and the Sunnah. 

92. Joint responsibility of Ministers to the Unit Legislature:- The Ministers in 

the Units should be collectively responsible to the Legislatures of the Units. 

93. Protection in respect of the act of choosing Ministers:- The action of the 

Head of the Unit in appointing or dismissing a Minister should not be called in question 

in any court of law. 
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94. Extent of the Executive authority of the Government of the Unit- Subject to 
the provisions of the Constitution the executive authority of the Unit should extend to the 

matters with respect to which the Legislature of the Unit has power to make laws: 

Provided that in any matter with respect to which the Legislature of Unit and also the 

Federal Legislature have power; to make laws, the executive power of the Unit should be 

subject to and limited by the executive power expressly conferred by the Constitution or 

by any law made by the Federal Legislature upon the Federal Government or authorities 
thereof. 

Conduct of Government Business 

95. Conduct of Business of the Government of a Unit: - Provision should be made 

for framing rules by the Head of the Unit for the conduct of Government business in the 
Unit. 

96. Duties of Chief Minister as respects the furnishing of information to the 

Head of the Unit. - Provision should be made whereby the Head of the Unit should be 

kept informed of all the decisions of the Council of Ministers and proposals for 

legislation. The Head of the Units should also be furnished with such information 

relating to the administration of the affairs of the Unit and proposals for Legislation as he 
might call for. 

The Advocate-General of a Unit 

97. The Advocate-General of a Unit: - (1) There should be an Advocate-General of 

the Unit to be appointed by the Head of the Unit. He should be a person qualified to 
become a Judge of the High Court. There should be no age limit. 

(2) The Advocate-General should hold office during the pleasure of the Head of the 

Unit and should receive such remuneration as may be determined by an Act of the 

Legislature of the Unit and until so determined, such remuneration as was payable 

immediately before the commencement of the Constitution; provided that it should not 

be varied to the disadvantage of an incumbent during his term of office. 

CHAPTER II 

The Legislature of a Unit 

98. Constitution of the Legislature of a Unit: - (I) For each Unit there should be a 

unicameral Legislature composed of members chosen by direct election. 

(2) The members of the Legislature of a Unit should not be less than 75 and not more 

than 350. 

(3) The Federal Legislature may by law determine. 

(i) the total number of seats for the Legislature of a Unit subject to the limits 

specified above; and 
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(ii) the actual number of seats to be reserved for various communities on the basis of 
population as far as practicable. 

99. Representation in the Unit Legislature: -(1) The members of the Legislature of a 

Unit, should be elected from single-member territorial constituencies drawn in such a 

manner as to ensure, as far as possible, equal number of voters in all the constituencies 

of a particular community. 

(2) For the purpose of ensuring uniform representation of all the areas of a Unit the 

constituencies should be re-adjusted after every new census by such authority and in 

such manner as the Federal Legislature may by law determine. 

(3) If any area which does not at present form part of any Unit is subsequently 

merged in a Unit, it should be represented in the Legislature of that Unit on the same 
basis, as regards ratio of the number of seats to the total population, as will be applicable 

to the other parts of the Unit. 

100. Right of sending messages to the Legislature of the Unit: -The Head of the 

Unit may send messages to the Legislature of the Unit whether with respect to a Bill then 

pending in the Legislature or otherwise, and the Legislature with all convenient dispatch 

consider any matter which they are required by the message to take into consideration. 

101. Qualifications for membership of the Legislature of a Unit: -A person 

should not be qualified to be chosen to fill a seat in the Legislature of a Unit unless he- 

(i) is a citizen of Pakistan; 

(ii) has attained the age of twenty-five years; 

(iii) is able to read and write in some language; and 

      (iv) is qualified to vote in the choice of a member to fill the seat to which he seeks 

election or another seat of a similar class in the Unit. 

102. Disqualifications for membership of the Legislature of a Unit: -A person 

should be disqualified for being chosen as and for being a member of the Legislature of a 

Unit- 

(a) if he is of unsound mind and stands so declared by a competent court; 

(b) if he is an undercharged insolvent; 

(c) if he holds an office of profit under the Federal Government under the 

Government of a Unit, or under any other Government, except an office declared by Act 
of the Legislature of the Unit not to disqualify its holder; 

Provided that for this purpose a person should not be deemed to hold an office of 

profit under the Federal Government or under the Government of a Unit by reason only 

that he is a Minister, Minister of State, Deputy Minister or a Parliamentary Secretary for 

the Federal Government, or a Minister or a Deputy Minister or a Parliamentary Secretary 

tar the Government of a Unit; 
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(d) if he has been found guilty by a competent court in Pakistan of any offence or 
illegal practice relating to elections which has been declared by any law or rules for the 

time being in force to be an offence or practice entailing disqualification for membership 
of the Legislature; 

(e) if he has been convicted of any offence other than those specified under sub- 

paragraph (d) above, before or after the commencement of the Constitution by a 

competent court in Pakistan and sentenced to life imprisonment or to imprisonment for 
not less than two years, unless a period of five years has elapsed since his release; 

(f) if, having been nominated as a candidate for the Federal Legislature or 

Legislature of a Unit or having acted as an election agent of any person so nominated, he 

has failed to lodge a return of election expenses within the time and in the manner 

required by any rules or orders for the time being in force or by a law of any legislative 

authority in Pakistan, unless five years have elapsed from the date by which the return 

ought to have been lodged or the Head of the Unit has removed the disqualification: 

Provided that a disqualification under this sub-paragraph should not take effect until 

the expiration of one month from the date by which the return; ought to have been 

lodged, or of such longer period as the Head of the Unit may in any particular case 

allow; 

(g) if he has been dismissed for misconduct from service, or from a post, in 
connection with the affairs of the Federation or a Unit, unless a period of five years or 

such less period as the Head of the Unit may allow in any particular case, has elapsed 
since his dismissal; 

(h) if he is not a citizen of Pakistan or having been a citizen of Pakistan has 

voluntarily acquired the citizenship of, or owes allegiance to, or is under any 

acknowledgment of allegiance or adherence to, a foreign State. 

103. Decision on question as to the disqualification of the Members: - If any 

question arises as to whether a member of the Legislature of a Unit has become subject 

to any of the disqualifications mentioned in paragraph 102, the Chairman of the 

Legislature of the Unit should obtain opinion of the Election Commission and should act 

in accordance with such opinion. 

104. Penalty for sitting and voting by persons when not qualified or when 
disqualified:- If a person sits or voles as a member of the Legislature of a Unit before he 

has taken the prescribed oath, or when he knows that he is not qualified or is disqualified 
for membership thereof, or when he is prohibited from so doing by the provision of any 

law made by the Federal Legislature or the Legislature of the Unit, he should be liable in 

respect of each day on which he so sits or votes to a penalty of five hundred rupees to be 

recovered as a debt due to the Government of the Unit. 

105. Franchise.- (l) Every citizen of Pakistan who has attained the age of twenty- 

one years should be entitled for vote at elections to the Legislature of a Unit. 

Provided that he should be entitled to vote only, in the constituency in the electoral 

roll of which his name is for the time being included. 
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 (2) A person should not be qualified to be included in the electoral roll of a 
constituency unless he has a place of residence in that constituency. 

In this sub-paragraph a "place of residence" should mean a place where a person 

ordinarily resides during the greater part of the year: 

Provided that in the case of persons holding parliamentary offices such as Ministers, 

Ministers of State, Deputy Ministers, Parliamentary Secretaries for the Federal 

Government and Ministers, Deputy Ministers and Parliamentary Secretaries for the 

Government of the Unit and Chairman and Deputy Chairman of the Houses of the 

Federal Legislature and the Legislature of the Unit the non-fulfillment of the condition 

relating to residence should not have a disqualifying effect. 

Provided further that a person who holds a public office or is employed in connection 
with the affairs of a Unit or the Federation or is a Member of the defense services and 

who in the discharge of his official duty or on account of such employment or 
membership is absent from the place of ordinary residence, should be deemed to be 

resident in the constituency in which he would have been qualified to vote immediately 

before the commencement of his absence: 

Provided further that where a person becomes qualified to be entered on the electoral 
roll of a constituency under the provision immediately preceding, his wife should also be 

deemed to have become so qualified if she is otherwise qualified. 

(3) No person should vote at a general election in more than one electoral 

constituency, and provision should be made for the purpose of preventing persons from 

being included in the electoral roll for more than one territorial constituency in a Unit. 

(4) Even if the name of a person appears on the rolls of more than one constituency 
he should exercise, his right of vote only in one constituency. 

(5) If a person votes in more than one constituency in contravention of this 

paragraph, his vote in each of the constituencies should be void. 

(6) Notwithstanding anything in the foregoing provisions separate electoral rolls 

should be maintained for Muslims as well as for every minority community for whom 

seats in a particular Unit have been reserved and no person who does not belong to the 

community for which the electoral roll purports to be should be included in that 

electoral roll." 

106. Disqualification for franchise: - No person should be included in the electoral 

roll for, or vote at any election in, any constituency- 

(a) if he is of unsound mind and stands so declared by a competent court; 

(b) if he is an undercharged insolvent; 

 (c) if he has been found guilty by a competent court in Pakistan of any offence or 

illegal practice relating to elections which has been declared by any law or rules 

 

 
 

* Messrs S, C, Chattophadhyaya, K. K. Dutta and Prem Hari Barma dissented. 
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for the time being in force to be an offence or practice entailing 
disfranchisement; 

(d) if he has been convicted of any offence, other than those specified in sub- 

paragraph (c) above, before or after the commencement of the Constitution, by a 

competent court in Pakistan and sentenced to life imprisonment or to 

imprisonment for not less than two years, unless a period of five years has 

elapsed since his release. 

107. Life of the Legislature of a Unit - The life of the Legislature of a Unit should 

be five years unless sooner dissolved. 

108. Absence without leave - Provision should be made that a person should vacate 

his seat if he absents himself from the Legislature for sixty consecutive sitting days 
without leave of the House. 

109. Summoning of the Legislature of a Unit.- (1) The Legislature of a Unit 

should be summoned by the Head of the Unit. 

(2) Not less than two sessions should be held every year and not more than six 

months should elapse between the last day of one session and the first day of the next 

session. 

(3) The Legislature of the Unit should be summoned within three months from the 

date of appointment of the Chief Minister of the Unit. 

110. Prorogation of the Legislature of Unit - The Legislature of a Unit should be 

prorogued by an order of the Head of the Unit. 

111. Dissolution of the Legislature of a Unit:- (1) Authority to dissolve the 

Legislature of a Unit should vest in the Head of the Unit. 

(2) No dissolution should take place on the advice of the caretaker ministry which 

functions between the date of the dissolution of the Legislature of a Unit and the 

formation of a new Ministry after fresh elections. 

(3) If a contingency arises wherein no such Ministry as can command the confidence 

of the Legislature of a Unit can be formed, the Head of the Unit should be authorized to 

dissolve the Legislature of the Unit in his discretion and hold fresh elections. 

112. Right of Ministers and the Advocate-General as respects the Legislature of 

a Unit - The Ministers and the Advocate-General of .the Unit should have the right to 
address the Legislature of a Unit even though they may not be members of the 

Legislature of the Unit. The Advocate-General should have no right of vote. Any 
Minister who is not a member of the Legislature of a Unit should also have no right of 

vote. 

113. The Chairman and Deputy Chairman of the Legislature of a Unit- 

(1) The Legislature of a Unit should have a Chairman and a Deputy Chairman. 
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(2) Provisions should be made regarding the election and removal of the Chairman 
and the Deputy Chairman on the following lines: 

(a) The Legislature of each Unit should, as soon as may be, choose two members 

of the Legislature of the Unit to be, respectively, Chairman, and Deputy 

Chairman thereof and, so often as the office of the Chairman or Deputy 

Chairman becomes vacant, the Legislature of the Unit should choose another 

member to be Chairman or Deputy .Chairman, as the case may be. 

(b) A member holding office as Chairman or Deputy Chairman of the Legislature 

of a Unit should vacate his office if he ceases to be a member of the Legislature 

of the Unit, and may at any time resign his office by writing under his hand 

addressed to the Head of the Unit and may be removed from his office by a 

resolution of the Legislature of the Unit passed by a majority of all the then 

members of the legislature of the Unit, but no resolution for the purpose of this 

sub-paragraph should be moved unless at least fourteen days notice has been 

given of the intention to move the resolution. 

(c) While the office of the Chairman is vacant, the duties of the office should be 

performed by the Deputy Chairman, or if the office of the Deputy Chairman is 

also vacant, by such member of the Legislature of the Unit as the Head of the 

Unit may appoint for the purpose. During the absence of the Chairman from 

any sitting of the Legislature of the Unit, the Deputy Chairman or, if he is also 

absent, such person as may be determined by the rules of procedure of the 

Legislature of 'the Unit, or if no such person also is present, such other person 

as may be determined by the Legislature of the Unit, should act as Chairman. 

(d) While acting as Chairman of the Legislature of the Unit, the Deputy Chairman 

should exercise similar powers as the presiding officer. There should also be 

provision for the delegation of powers relating to admissibility of questions, 

resolutions, bills and motions by the Chairman to the Deputy Chairman or to 

the person who acts as Chairman of the meeting in the absence of the Chairman 

and the Deputy Chairman. 

114. Salary and allowances of the Chairman and the Deputy Chairman – There 

should be paid to the Chairman and the Deputy Chairman of the Legislature of a Unit 
such salaries and allowances as may be determined by Act of the Legislature of the Unit, 

and until provision in that behalf is so made such salaries and allowances as were 
payable immediately before the commencement of the Constitution to the Speaker and 

the Deputy Speaker of the Provincial Legislature, provided that these should not be 

varied to the disadvantage of an incumbent during his term of office. 

115. The Chairman and the Deputy Chairman not to preside when a resolution for his 
removal is under discussion.-At any sitting of the House of the Legislature of a Unit 

while a resolution for the removal of the Chairman or of the Deputy Chairman from his 
office is under discussion, the Chairman or the Deputy Chairman, as the case may be, 

should not preside though he is present; but he should have the right, to speak in or 
otherwise take part in the proceedings of the House. 
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116. The Secretariat of the Legislature of a Unit- (1) The Secretariat of the 
Legislature of a Unit should be independent and should be under the Legislature of the 

Unit. 

(2) Recruitment and conditions of service, including punishment and disciplinary 

action against the officers and staff of the Secretariat of the Legislature of a Unit, should 

be at par with the corresponding services of the Government of the Unit, but the 

recommendations of the Public Service Commission instead of going to the Government 
of the Unit should go to the Chairman of the Legislature of the Unit. 

117. The Finance Committee.- (l) The Finance Committee of the Legislature of a 

Unit should scrutinize all the financial proposals relating to the expenditure of the 

Legislature of the Unit and thereafter the Budget should be presented to the Legislature 

of the Unit. 

(2) The Chairman of the Legislature of a Unit should be the Chairman and the 
Finance Minister of the Unit, an ex-officio member of the Finance Committee. The 

Finance Committee of the Legislature of the Unit should exercise powers of control and 

direction on matters relating to the finances of the Legislature of the Unit similar to those 

as were exercisable by the Standing Finance Committee of the Legislature of a Province 

in the relation to the affairs of the Government immediately before the commencement 

of the Constitution. 

(3) The Legislature of the Unit should have power to make rules of procedure for the 

timely completion of business relating to its Budget. 

(4) The Finance Committee should frame rules to secure to itself closer contact and 

effective voice in regulating the finances of the Legislature of the unit 

118. Oath of Members, failure or refusal to take oath.- (l) A member of the 

Legislature of a Unit should be required to take an oath of allegiance to Pakistan. No 

member should take his seat in the Legislature until he has taken the prescribed oath: 

Provided that in the case of a Muslim member the oath should state that he will 
endeavor to fulfill the duties and obligations enjoined by the Holy Ouran and the 

Sunnah. 

(2) Voting quorum in the Legislature of a Unit.-Where a member fails to take an 

oath of allegiance within a period not exceeding six months from the date of the first 

meeting of the Legislature or refuses to take the oath, his seat should be declared vacant, 

provided that before the expiry of the said period the Chairman may, on good cause 

being shown, extend the period. 

119. (1) Except in cases in which a specific majority is provided, all decisions in the 

Legislature of a Unit should be taken in accordance with the rules framed by it. The 

Presiding Officer of the Legislature of the Unit should not exercise any vote excepting a 

casting vote in case of a tie. 

(2) The Legislature of the Unit should have power to act notwithstanding any 
vacancy in the membership thereof, and any proceedings in the Legislature of the Unit 
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should be valid notwithstanding that it is discovered subsequently that some person who 
was not entitled so to do, sat or voted or otherwise took part in the proceedings. 

(3) The quorum for a meeting of the Legislature of the Unit should be one-seventh of 

the total number of the members of the Legislature of the Unit. 

120. Privileges of the Legislature of a Unit and of the Members and Committees 

thereof:- Provision should be made empowering the Legislature of a Unit to legislature 

in regard to the privileges of the Legislature and its members. Pending such legislation 

the present position should continue. 

121. Salaries and allowances of Members-Members of the Legislature of the Unit 
should be entitled to receive such salaries and allowances as may from time to time be 

determined by Act of the Legislature of the Unit, and until provision in that behalf is so 
made, such salaries and allowances as were payable immediately before the 

commencement of the Constitution to the Members of the Provincial Legislature: 
provided that these should not be varied to the disadvantage of the Members during their 

term of membership. 

122. Assent to Bills:- When a Bill has been passed by the Legislature of a Unit, it 

should be presented to the Head of the Unit and the Head of the Unit should declare, 
within ninety days, either that he assents to the Bill or that he withholds assent there 

from or that he reserves the Bill for the consideration of the Head of the State: 

Provided that the Head of the Unit may, as soon as possible, after the presentation to 

him of the Bill for assent, return the Bill, if it is not a Money Bill, to the Legislature of 

the Unit with a message requesting that the Legislature of the Unit should reconsider the 

Bill or any specified provisions thereof and, in particular, should consider the desirability 

of introducing any such amendments as he may recommend in his message and when a 

Bill is so returned, the Legislature of the Unit should reconsider the Bill accordingly, and 

if the Bill is passed again by the Legislature of the Unit with or without amendment and 

presented to the Head of the Unit for assent, the Head of the Unit should not withhold 
assent there from: 

Provided further that the Head of the Unit should not assent to, but should reserve for 

the consideration of the Head of the State, any Bill which in the opinion of the Head of 

the Unit would, if it became law, so derogate from the powers of the High Court as to 

endanger the position which that Court is by the Constitution designed to fill. 

 

*  *  *  *  *  * 

 

PART VI 

Relations between the Federation and the Units. 

133. Subject-matter laws to be made by the Federal Legislature and by the 

Legislature of a Unit: -(1) There should be three lists of subjects for the purpose of 
legislation— 

(a) exclusively by the Federal Legislature; 
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(b) exclusively by the Legislature of a Unit; and 

(c) both by the Federal Legislature and the Legislature of a Unit. 

(2) These three lists to be respectively called the Federal, the Unit and the 
Concurrent Lists are in Schedule of these Recommendations. 

(3) The residuary powers of legislation should vest in the Federation.' 

134. Planning, and coordination in respect of matters in the Unit and the 

concurrent Lists. - Provisions should be made for planning and coordination by the 

Federal Government in respect of matters in the Unit and the Concurrent Lists, and the 

Federal Legislature should be competent to legislate in such Cases, with the prior 

consultation of the government at the Units concerned. 

135. Power of the Federal Legislature to legislate for one or more Unit by 

consent and adoption of such Legislation by any other Unit.- If it appears to the 
Legislature or Legislatures of one or more Units to be desirable that any of the matters' 

with respect to which the Federal Legislature has no power to make laws for the Unit or 
Units, except legislation in respect of any matter in the Unit List in case of proclamation 

of emergency should be regulated in such Unit or Units by the Federal Legislature by 

law and resolution or resolutions to that effect is or are, passed by the Legislature of the 

Unit or of each of such Units it should be lawful for the Federal Legislature to pass an 

Act for regulating that matter accordingly, and any Act so passed should apply to such 

'Unit or Units, and to any other Unit by which it is adopted afterwards by resolution 

passed in that behalf by the Legislature of that Unit. 

136. Repeal of the laws made by the Federal Legislature: - Any Act passed under 

the preceding Paragraph by the Federal Legislature may be amended or repealed by an 
Act of the Federal Legislature passed in like manner but may, as respects any Unit to 

which it applies, be amended or repealed also by an Act of the Legislature of that Unit. 

136. Repeal of the laws made by the Federal Legislature: - Any Act passed under 

the preceding Paragraph by the Federal Legislature may be amended or repealed by an 

Act of the Federal Legislature passed in like manner but may, as respects any Unit to 

which it applies, be amended or repealed also by an Act of the Legislature of that Unit. 

137. Provisions as to legislation for giving effect to International Agreements. 

- Notwithstanding anything in the foregoing provisions of this part the federal 

Legislature has power to make law for the whole or any part of Pakistan for 
implementing any treaty, agreement or convention with any other country or countries or 

any decision made at any international conference association or other body. 

138. Inconsistency between laws made by the Federal Legislature and laws 

made by the Legislatures of the Units. - Provision should be made for the Federal 

Laws to prevail over the Unit Laws in case of a conflict. 

139. Rules relating to previous sanction of Bills by the Head of the State or the 

Head of the Unit.- (l) Where under any provision of the Constitution the previous 

sanction or recommendation of the Head of the State or the Head of the Unit is required 

 

 

* The Hon'ble Mr. Nurul Amin the Hon'ble Mian Mumtaz Mohammad Khan Daultana and the Hon' Mr. 
Abdul Qaiyyum khan dissenied from the recommendation as to the, residuary power. 
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to the introduction or passing of a Bill or the moving of an amendment the giving of the 

sanction or the recommendation should not be construed as precluding him from 

exercising subsequently in regard to the Bill in question any powers conferred upon him 

by the Constitution with respect to the withholding of assent to or reservation of Bills. 

(2) No Act of the Federal Legislature or the Legislature of a Unit and no provision in 

any such Act, should be invalid by reason only that some previous sanction or 

recommendation was not given, if assent to that Act was given- 

(a) where the previous sanction or recommendation required was that of the Head 

of the Unit, either by the Head of the Unit or by the Head of the State; 

(b) Where the previous sanction or recommendation required was that of the Head 

of the State, by the Head of the State. 

140. Enforcement of Federal Laws in the acceding States. -Provision should be 

made for the enforcement of the Federal Laws in the acceding States in accordance with 

the agreements. 

141. Delegation of powers. - (1) Provision should be made authorising the Federal 

Government to delegate executive powers to a Unit or any officer thereof, with the 

consent of that Unit. 

(2) When the Federal Legislature makes a law in respect of a matter-falling in the 

Unit List at the request of a Unit or Units executive authority of the Federal Government 

should extend to the issuing of executive instructions to the Unit or Units concerned in 

respect of the matter. 

(3) Notwithstanding anything in the Constitution the Head of the State may with the 
consent of the Government of a Unit or the Ruler of a Federated State, entrust either 

conditionally or unconditionally to that Government or Ruler, or to their respective 
officers, functions in relation to any matter to which the executive authority of the 

Federation extends. 

(4) An Act of the Federal Legislature may, notwithstanding that it relates to a matter 
with respect to which the Legislature of a Unit has no power to make laws, confer 

powers and imposes duties, or authorizes the conferring of powers and the imposition of 
duties, upon a Unit or officers and authorities thereof. 

(5) An Act of the Federal Legislature which extends to a Federated State may confer 
powers and impose duties or authorize the conferring of powers and imposition of, duties 

upon the State or officers and authorities thereof to be designated for purpose by the 
Ruler. 

(6) Where, by virtue of the aforesaid provisions, powers and duties have been 

conferred or imposed upon a Unit or a Federated State or officers or authorities thereof, 
there should be paid by the Federation to the Unit or the State such sum as may be 

agreed or in default of agreement, as may determined in accordance with the procedure 
prescribed for the settlement of dispute between the Federation and the Units in 

paragraph 143. 
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142. Obligation of Units and Federation and control of Federation over Units In 

certain cases. - (I) The executive power of every Unit should be so exercised as to 

ensure compliance with the laws made by the Federal Legislature and any existing laws 

which apply to that Unit and the executive power of the Federation should extend to the 

giving of such directions to a Unit as may appear to the Federal Government to be 

necessary for that purpose. 

(2) The executive power of every Unit should be so exercised as not to impede or 

prejudice the exercise of the executive power of the Federation, and the executive power 

of the federation should extend to the giving of such direction to a Unit as may appear to 

the Federal Government to be necessary for the purpose. 

(3) The executive power of the Federation should also extend to the giving of 
directions to a Unit as to the construction and maintenance of means of communications 

declared in the direction to be of national or military importance: 

Provided that nothing in this sub-paragraph should be taken as restricting the power 

of the Federal Legislature to declare highways or waterways to be national highways or 

national waterways or the power of the Federation with respect to the highways or 

waterways so declared, or the powers of the Federation to construct and maintain means 
of communication as part of its functions with respect to naval, military and air force 

works. 

(4) The executive power of the Federation should extend to the giving of directions 

to a Unit as to the measures to be taken for the protection of railways within the Unit. 

(5) Where, in carrying out any direction given to a Unit under sub-paragraph (3) as 

to the construction or maintenance of any means of communication or under sub-
paragraph (4) as to the measures to be taken for the protection of any railway, costs have 

been incurred in excess of those which would have been incurred in the discharge of the 

normal duties of the Unit if such direction had not been given, there should be paid by 

the Federal Government to the Unit, such sum as may be agreed, or in default of 

agreement, as may be determined in accordance with the procedure prescribed for the 

settlement of disputes between the Federation and the Units in paragraph 143. 

143. Disputes other than disputes relating to interpretations of 

Constitution. - All disputes between the Federation and the Units or between the Units 
inter se, other than those specified in paragraph 175, including disputes relating to supply 

of water or national sources of supply of water and disputes for contributions towards the 
expenditure incurred in connection with the needs of the Federation and the Units or 

more than one Unit, should be settled by a tribunal to be set up by the Chief Justice of 

Pakistan at the request of any party. The report of the tribunal should be submitted to the 
Chief Justice of Pakistan, who should see that the purpose for which the tribunal was 

appointed has been carried out. The report should then be submitted to the Head of the 
State for decision. 

144. Inter-Unit Councils. - The Head of the State should have the authority to set 

up one or more Councils for dealing with matters of common interest between more than 

one Unit or the Unit and the Federation, with the consent of the parties concerned. 
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145. Borrowing by the Federal Government -The executive authority of the 
Federation extends to borrowing upon the security of the revenues of the Federation 

within such limits, if any, as may from time to time, be fixed by Act of the Federal 
Legislature and to the giving of guarantees within such limits if any, as may be so fixed. 

146. Acquisition of land for Federal purposes. -The Federation may, if it deems 

necessary to acquire any land situated in a Unit for any Federal purpose, require the Unit 

to acquire land on behalf and at the expense of the Federation; or if the land belongs to 
the Unit to transfer it to the Federation on such terms as may be agreed, or, in default of 

agreement as may be determined in accordance with the procedure prescribed for the 
settlement of disputes between the Federation and -the Units in paragraph 143. 

 

*   *  *  *  *  * 

 

SCHEDULE I 

List—I (Federal) 

1. All matters necessary for ensuring the defense of the State in peace and war. 

2. The Naval, Military and Air Forces of the Federation and any other armed force 

raised or maintained by the Federation; any armed forces which are not forces of the 

Federation but are attached to or operating with any of the armed .forces of the 

Federation; any other armed forces of the Federation. 

3. Preventive detention in the territory of Pakistan for reasons connected with 
defense, external affairs or the security of Pakistan; persons subjected to preventive 

detention under the authority of the Federation. 

4. Defense industries; atomic energy and mineral resources necessary for its 

production. 

5. All works connected with services set up under Nos. 1 and 2, and Local Self- 

Government in Cantonment areas, powers and functions, within such areas, of 

Cantonment authorities, control of house accommodation in such areas, and the 

delimitation of such area. 

6. Foreign affairs, all matters which bring Pakistan into relation with any foreign 

country. 

7. Diplomatic, consular and trade representation. 

8. International organizations, participation in International conferences, 
associations and other bodies and implementing of decisions made thereat. 

9. War and peace and making of treaties and implementation thereof. 

10. Foreign and extra-territorial jurisdiction. 

11. Trade and commerce with foreign countries. 

12. Foreign loans. 
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13. Citizenship, naturalization and aliens. 

14. Extradition. 

15. Passport and visas. 

16. Federal Pensions. 

17. Piracy and offences against the law of Pakistan and the law of nations committed 

on the high seas and in the air. 

18. Admission into, and emigration and expulsion from, the territory of Pakistan. 

19. Pilgrimage to places outside Pakistan. 

20. Pilgrimages by foreigners to places inside Pakistan. 

21. Inter-Unit and port quarantine, seamen's and marine hospitals, and hospitals 

connected with port quarantine. 

22. Import and export across customs frontiers as defined by the Federal 

Government. 

23. Communications which shall include the control of railways, airways, shipping, 

navigation on sea and air, national highways declared to be such by the Federal 

Legislature by law, national ports declared to be such by or under the law made by the 

Federal Legislature, posts and telegraphs, telephones; wireless, broadcasting and 
television. 

24. Maritime shipping and navigation, including shipping and navigation on tidal 

waters; provision of education and training for the mercantile marine and civil aviation; 

and regulation of such education and training provided by the Units and other agencies. 

25. Airways, aircraft and air navigation; provision for aerodromes; regulation and 

organization of air traffic and of aerodromes; provision for aeronautical education and 
training; and regulation of such education and training provided by Units and other 

agencies. 

26. Shipping and navigation on inland waterways declared by the Federal Legislature 

by law to be national waterways, as regards mechanically- propelled vessels, and the rule 
of the road on such waterways; carriage of passengers and goods on such waterways. 

27. Ancient and historical monuments declared by law to be of national importance, 

archaeological sites and remains; libraries and museums not financed by the Units. 

28. Federal agencies and institutes for research, for professional or technical training 
or for the promotion of special studies. 

29. Federal surveys and Federal meteorological organizations. 

30. State Bank of Pakistan; banking; currency; foreign exchange; coinage, legal 

tender; cheques; bills of exchange; promissory notes; and other like instruments. 
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31. The law of Insurance and Government Insurance 

32. Company Law. 

33. Copyright; designs; patents; inventions; trade and merchandise marks. 

34. Development of industries, when development under Federal control is declared 

by Federal law to be expedient in the public interest. 

35. Iron, steel, coal, petroleum and mineral and any other such commodities the 

control of which is declared by Federal law to be of national interest. 

36. Regulation of mines and oilfields and mineral development to the extent to which 

such regulation and development under Federal control is declared by Federal law to be 
expedient in the public interest. 

37. Industrial disputes concerning the regulation of labor and safety in mines and 

oilfields. 

38. Regulation of Inter-Unit trade and commerce. 

39. Standards of weight and measure. 

40. Opium, so far as regards cultivation and manufacture or sale for export 

41. Constitution, organization, jurisdiction and powers of the Supreme Court and 

fees taken therein. 

42. Census 

43. Inquiries and statistics for the purpose of any matters in this List. 

44. Central Intelligence Bureau. 

45. Federal Services and the Federal public Service Commission. 

46. Election to the Federal Legislature and all other Federal elections. 

47. Fishing and fisheries beyond territorial waters. 

48. Salt. 

49. Provision for dealing with emergencies in any of the territory. 

50. Offences against laws with respect to any of the matters in this list. 

51. Corporation, that is to say, the incorporation, regulation and winding up of 

trading corporations including banking, insurance and financial corporation’s other than 

Universities, cooperative societies and municipal corporations. 

52. Inter-unit migration within Pakistan. 

53. Acquisition or requisitioning of land or property for the purposes of the 

Federation. 
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54. Works, lands and buildings vested in or in the possession of the Federal 
Government for purposes of the Federation (not being naval, military or air force works) 

but as regards property situate in a unit subject always to legislation by unit, save in so 
far as Federal law otherwise provides; and as regards property in a Federated State held 

by virtue of any lease or agreement with that state, subject to the terms of that lease or 

agreement. 

55. Public debt of the Federation; borrowing of money on the Federal credit. 

56. Zakat. 

57. Decorations. 

58. Intoxicating liquors and narcotic drugs. 

59. Arms, firearms, ammunitions and explosives. 

60. Post Office Savings Bank. 

61. Admiralty jurisdiction. 

62. Lighthouses, including lightships, beacons, and other provision for the safety of 

shipping and aircraft. 

63. Petroleum and other liquids and substances declared by Federal law to be 

dangerously inflammable, so far as regards possession, storage and transport 

64. The salaries and allowances of the Ministers, Ministers of State, Deputy 

Ministers and Parliamentary Secretaries of the Federal Government, and of the Chairman 
and Deputy Chairman of the Houses of the Federal Legislature; the salaries, allowances 

and privileges of the members of the Federal Legislature; and powers and privileges of 
the Federal Legislature. 

65. The enforcement of attendance of persons for giving evidence or producing 

documents before Committees of the Federal Legislature and the punishment of persons 

who refuse to give evidence or produce documents before Committees of the Federal 

Legislature. 

66. The development of waterways for purposes of flood control, irrigation, 

navigation and hydro electric power when such development is required for the benefit 

of more than one Unit. 

67. Stock exchanges and futures markets. 

68. Constitution and organization of High Courts. 

69. Extension of the jurisdiction of a High Court having its principal seat in any Unit 

to an area outside that Unit and exclusion of the jurisdiction of any such High Court 
from any area outside that Unit. 

70. Jurisdiction and powers of all Courts, other than the Supreme Court, with respect 

to any of the matters in this list. 
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71. Extension of the powers and jurisdiction of members of a police force belonging 
to any Unit to any other area in Pakistan, but not so as to enable the police of one Unit to 

exercise powers and jurisdiction elsewhere without the consent of the Government of the 
area concerned. 

72. Election to the Legislatures of the Units; the Election Tribunals and the Election 

Commission. 

73. All other matters not enumerated in Lists II and III. 

List-II (Unit) 

1. Public Order (but not including the use of armed forces in aid of civil power), 

administration of justice; constitution and organization of all courts, except High Courts 

and Supreme Court, and fees taken in such courts. 

2. Prisons, reformatories. Borstal institutions and other institutions of a like nature 

and prisoners detained therein, arrangements with other Units for the use of prisons and 
other institutions. 

3. Police including railway and village police. 

4. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts except the Supreme Court with respect to 

any of the matters in this List, procedure in rent and revenue cases. 

5. Public debt of the Unit; borrowing of money on the credit of a Unit 

6. Unit pensions, i.e., pensions payable by a Unit. 

7. Unit Services and Unit Public Service Commission. 

8. Works, lands and buildings vested in or in the possession of a Unit. 

9. Acquisition or requisitioning of land or property for the purposes of Units or 

when so required for the Federation. 

10. Universities, libraries, museums and other similar institutions controlled or 

financed by the Units. 

11. Public health, sanitation, hospitals, dispensaries, registration of births and deaths. 

12. Burial, burial grounds and places and manner of disposing of human dead bodies. 

13. Elections to the Legislature of a Unit, subject to the provisions of any law made 

by the Federal Legislature. 

14. Salaries and allowances of Ministers, Deputy Ministers and Parliamentary 

Secretaries and Chairman and Deputy Chairman of the Legislature of a Unit; the salaries, 
allowances and privileges of the members of the Legislature of a Unit; powers and 

privileges of the Legislature of the Units. 
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15. Local Bodies, municipalities improvement trusts, district boards, village 
administration, mining settlement authorities and other local authorities for the purpose 

of the Government of local bodies. 

16. Pilgrimages other than pilgrimage beyond Pakistan. 

17. Education. 

18. Communications, that is to say, roads, bridges, ferries and other means of 

communication not covered by List I; municipal tramways, ropeways, inland waterways 
and traffic thereon subject to the provisions of List III with regard to such waterways; 

ports subject to the provisions in List I with regard to national ports; vehicles other than 
mechanically-propelled vehicles. 

19. Water supplies; irrigation and canals; drainage and embankment; water storage. 

20. Water power. 

21. Land revenue including the assessment and collection of revenue, maintenance of 

land records; survey for revenue purposes and records of right, and alienation of revenue. 

22. Agriculture, including agricultural education and research; protection against 

pests and prevention of plant diseases; improvement of stock and prevention of animal 

diseases; veterinary training and practice; pounds and the prevention of cattle trespass. 

23. Land, rights in or over land; land tenures; relations of landlords and tenants; 

collection of rent; transfer, alienation and devolution of agricultural land; land 
improvement; and agricultural loans; colonization; courts of wards encumbered and 

attached estates; treasure trove; jagirs and inams chargeable to Unit revenues. 

24. Forests; protection of wild birds and animals. 

25. Gas and gas works. 

26. Regulation of mines and oilfields and mineral development subject to the 

provisions of List I. 

27. Fisheries. 

28. Control of inns and innkeepers, shops and saloons. 

29. Trade and commerce in the Unit, fairs and markets. 

30. Money-lending and money-lenders. 

31. Production, supply and distribution of goods; development of industries subject 

to List I. 

32. Adulteration of foodstuffs and other goods. 

33. Intoxicating liquors and narcotic drugs subject to List. I. 

34. Poor relief; unemployment; charities; charitable institutions; charitable and 

religious endowments. 
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35. The incorporation, regulation and winding up of corporations not specified in 
List I or Universities; unincorporated trading, literary, scientific, religious and other 

societies and associations excepting those of Muslims; cooperative societies. 

36. Betting and gambling. 

37. Theatres; dramatic performances and cinemas including sanction of 

cinematograph films for exhibition. 

38. Inquiries and statistics for the purpose of any of the matters in this list. 

39. Offences against laws with respect to any of the matters in this list. 

40. Waqfs and Mosques. 

41. Surveys other than Federal Surveys. 

42. Any other matter in respect of which a Legislature of the Unit is, by the 
Constitution, given power to make laws subject to the provisions of the Constitution. 

List—III (Concurrent) 

1. Criminal law, including all matters included in the Penal Code at the 

commencement of the Constitution, but excluding offences against laws with respect to 

any of the matters specified in List I or List II and excluding the use of naval, military 

and air forces in aid of the civil power. 

2. Criminal procedure, including all matters included in the Code of Criminal 

Procedure at the commencement of the Constitution. 

3. Preventive detention for reasons connected with the maintenance of public order, 

or the maintenance of supplies and services essential to the community; persons 

subjected to such detention. 

4. Removal of prisoners and accused persons from one Unit to another. 

5. Civil procedure, including the law of limitation and all matters included in the 

Code of Civil Procedure at the commencement of the Constitution the recovery in a Unit 

of claims in respect of taxes and other public demands, including arrears of land revenue 

and sums recoverable as such arising outside that Unit. 

6. Evidence and oath; recognition of laws, public acts and records and judicial 

proceedings. 

7. Marriage and divorce; infants and minors; adoption. 

8. Wills, intestacy, joint family property and succession, save as regards agricultural 

lands. 

9. Transfer of property other than agricultural land; registration of deeds and 
documents. 

10. Trust and trustees. 
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11. Contracts, including partnership, agency, contracts of carriage and other special 
forms of contract but not including contract relating to agricultural land. 

12. Arbitration, 

13. Bankruptcy and insolvency; administrators-general and official trustees. 

14. Stamp duties other than duties or fees collected by means of judicial stamps, but 

not including rates of stamp duty. 

15. Actionable wrongs, save in so far as included in laws with respect to any of the 

matters specified in List I or List II. 

16. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts accept the Supreme Court with respect to 

any of the matters in this List. 

17. Legal, medical and other professions. 

18. Newspapers, books and printing presses. 

19. Lunacy and mental deficiency, including places for the reception or treatment of 

lunatics and mental deficient. 

20. Poisons and dangerous drugs. 

21. Mechanically-propelled vehicles. 

22. Boilers. 

23. Prevention of cruelty to animals. 

24. Vagrancy, nomadic, criminal and migratory tribes. 

25. Factories. 

26. Welfare of labor; conditions of labor; provident funds; employer's liability and 
workmen's compensation; health insurance, including invalidity pensions; old age 

pensions and maternity benefits. 

27. Unemployment and social insurance. 

28. Trade unions; industrial and labor disputes subject to the provisions of List II. 

29. The prevention of the extension from one Unit to another of infections or 

contagious diseases or pests affecting men, animals or plants. 

30. Electricity; 

31. Shipping and navigation on inland waterways as regards mechanically propelled 

vessels and the rule of the road on such waterways, carriage of passengers and goods on 
inland waterways. 

32. The principles on which compensation is to be determined for property acquired 
or requisitioned for the purposes of the Federation or a Unit. 

33. Inquiries and statistics for the purpose of any of the matters in this List. 

34. Fees in respect of any of the matters in this List. 

35. Higher technical education, vocational and technical training of labor subject to 

the provisions of List I. 
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36. Scientific and industrial research. 

37. Muslim religious societies excluding mosques and waqfs. 

38. Relief and rehabilitation of the displaced persons. 

39. Price control. 

SCHEDULE II 

(vide paras 43 and 46) 

Table of Seats- House of People. 
 

Provine Tot
al 

Sea
ts. 

Seats 
reserve

d for 
Muslim

s 

Seats 
reserved 

for 
schedule

d Castes. 

Seats 
reserved 

for Hindus 
other than 

scheduled 
Castes. 

Seats 
reserved 

for 
Christia

ns. 

Seats 
reserved 

for 
Buddhist

s and 
others. 

Seats 
reserve

d for 
Parsis. 

East 
Bangal 

200 153 24 20 1 2 -- 

Punjab 90 88 -- -- 2 -- -- 

Sind 30 27 2 1 -- -- -- 

N.W.F.P. 25 25 -- -- -- -- -- 

Tribal 

Areas 

17 17 -- -- -- -- -- 

Bahawalpu

r State 

13 13 -- -- -- -- -- 

Baluchistan 5 5 -- -- -- -- -- 

Baluchistan 

State 

5 5 -- -- -- -- -- 

Khairpur 

State 

4 4 -- -- -- -- -- 

Federation 11 10 -- -- -- -- 1 

 

1. For filling up the two seats of Scheduled Castes and one seat of Caste Hindus in 

Sind, the Scheduled Castes and Caste Hindus of other areas in West Pakistan should also 

be entitled to vote and should be eligible for membership. 

2. For filling up two seats of Christians in Punjab, the Christians of other areas in 

West Pakistan should be entitled to vote and should be eligible for membership. 

3. For filling up the seat of Parsis in the Capital of the Federation the Parsis of other 

areas in Pakistan should be entitled to vote and should be eligible for membership. 

4. For filling up the two seats of Buddhists and other in East Bengal the Buddhists 
and others of other areas in Pakistan should also be entitled to vote and should be 

eligible for membership. 

 

 

* Mr. Kamini Kumar Dutta dissented. 
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Excerpts from the Speech of the Prime Minister Mohammad Ali of Bogra on the 

Third Draft Constitution delivered on the 7th October 1953. 

 

MR. PRESIDENT : 

Sir, constitution-making is always a difficult and complicated matter. It is more so in 

our case because of certain features of the country's geography and population, which are 

peculiar to Pakistan. First our country consists of two parts, separated by a thousand 

miles of foreign territory. Secondly, one of these parts, namely, the Province of East 

Bengal, has a population, which exceeds that of all the other provinces and States put 

together, which compose the other part commonly called West Pakistan. This 

phenomenon has no parallel in any other country. The constitutional provisions made by 

other democratic countries therefore offer no guidance on what constitutional 
arrangements will be appropriate in such a situation. It is obvious that a special situation 

of this nature calls for special treatment, one that will give East Bengal the importance it 
deserves by virtue of its population strength, will take due notice of the geography of the 

country and will nevertheless conform to the universally recognized federal principle 
that it must be acceptable to all Units constituting the Federation and must ensure to each 

Unit an equitable share in the governance of the country. 

The Basic Principles Committee grappled with this problem for four years and 

considered a number of proposals that would secure this result. Its final report which the 

House is now being invited to consider, was presented to the House in December last 

year. The proposals contained in the Committee's Report which deal with the 
composition of the Federal Legislature and the division of powers as between the Upper 

and the Lower House failed however to satisfy all Units. Progress with further 
constitution-making had therefore to be abandoned. There arose as regards the structure 

of the Federal Legislature a deadlock which defied solution. Strenuous efforts were made 
to resolve this deadlock. They all proved abortive. As this deadlock continued, provincial 

misunderstandings began to grow and threatened to undermine the solidarity of the 
nation. A sense akin to frustration began to spread among the people. 

Happily, out of this frustration there eventually grew a recognition on all hands ot the 

fact that the constitutional deadlock can and must be broken. People all over the country 

began to grow restive over the delay in the framing of the country's constitution. When 
this session of the Constituent Assembly was called, there was a strong desire among all 

members of the House that it must precede with constitution-making and that difficulties 
which had hitherto held it up must be resolved. 

The members of the Muslim League Parliamentary Party in particular were 

determined that a formula regarding the composition of the Federal Legislature, which 

would be acceptable to all Units, must be solved. Efforts were, therefore, intensified by 

my colleagues and me, by the Chief Ministers of the Provinces and by the members 
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of the Muslim League Parliamentary Party to find a way out of the deadlock and, 
fortunately, I am in a happy position today to announce to the House that such an 

acceptable formula has at last been evolved. (Applause.) 

Sir, this is the formula the Federal Legislature should be composed as follows: 

(I) Upper House. -Membership 50 to be divided equally among five Units which 

will be (i) East Bengal, (ii) Punjab, (iii) N.W.F.P., Frontier States and Tribal 

Areas, (iv) Sind and Khairpur, (v) Baluchistan, Baluchistan States Union, 

Bahawalpur and Karachi. 

(II) Lower House. -Membership 300 to be divided amongst the five Units in 
accordance with their population. 

The two Houses will thus be constituted as follows: 

 

Unit. Upper 

House. 

Lower 

House. 

Total 

(1) East Bengal 10 165 175 

(2) Punjab 10 75 85 

(3) N.W.F.P., Frontier States and Tribal Areas. 10 24 34 

(4) Sind and Khairpur 10 20 30 

(5) Baluchistan, Baluchistan States 10 16 26 

Union, Bahawalpur and Karachi.    

Total ... 50 300 350 

 

N. B. -In respect of Units No.3, 4 and 5 distribution of seats as between the 

constituent areas of each of these Units shall be in accordance with their respective 
populations. 

(Ill) Equal powers for both houses. 

N. B. -A vote of confidence/no-confidence/election of the Head of the State can be 

passed only if a majority of the two Houses sitting jointly vote for it, provided however 
that the members voting for it must include at least 30 per cent of the members from 

each zone. 

Explanation. -For the purpose of this clause and the succeeding two clauses, the 

State shall consist of two Zones: 

(i) Western Zone-Consisting of 4 Units, namely, (1) Punjab, (2) N. W. F. P.. 

Frontier States and Tribal Areas, (3) Sind and Khairpur, (4) Baluchistan, Baluchistan 

States Union, Bahawalpur and Karachi. 

(ii) Eastern Zone-The province of East Bengal. 

IV. In the case of a difference of opinion between the two Houses in respect of any 
measure, the following step will be taken: 
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A Joint Session of the two Houses will be called; the measure may then be passed by 
a majority vote, provided the minority includes 30% of the members present and voting 

from each zone. 

If the measure is not passed with the majority as provided in the preceding sub- 

clause, then: 

(a) the measure fails, but 

(b) If the measure is of such nature that the administration cannot be carried on 
unless it is passed, or that its failure will gravely imperil the security of the country or 

the financial stability or credit of the Federal Government, the Head of the State shall 
have the power in such an event to dissolve both the Houses and order fresh elections. 

Explanation. -In doing so the Head of the State will act on and be bound by the 

advice of the Ministry. 

V. The Head of the State will be elected from a zone different to that to which the 
Prime Minister belongs. 

The provisions of this formula will be moved at the appropriate time as amendments 

to provision relating to the Federal Legislature contained in the Basic Principle 

Committee's Report. 

The House will be pleased to learn that the formula has been unanimously accepted 

by my colleagues, by the Chief Minister of East Bengal, the Punjab, Sind, the N. W. F. 

P. and Bahawalpur and by all members of the Muslim League Parliamentary Party. This 

unanimity of opinion is in itself a remarkable feature. It serves to underline basic unity 

and cohesion of the country - a unity which transcends all provincial boundaries. 

Throughout, our discussions were marked by a strong desire to place the interests of 
the country above the interests of the various provincial and territorial units. The 

interests of Pakistan must come first the interests of its individual units must take a 

second place (Hear, hear). This was the first principle that those who worked out this 

formula unanimously and wholeheartedly endorsed. The House will agree that there can 

be no two opinions in this matter. 

Our next step was, consistently with this overriding principle, to devise a Federal 
structure which would ensure a just and equitable share to each Unit in the governance of 

the country. The proposals that we have placed before the House do in our unanimous 
opinion, fully ensure this. 

The principal features of the proposals are as follows: 

The Central Legislature will be bicameral. For the purpose of representation in these 

Houses the State has been divided into five Units. There will be a Lower House in which 

the Units will be represented on a population basis and a smaller Upper House in which 

each of the Units will enjoy equal representation. This is the essence of any Federation. 

The Lower House, which will be directly elected will represent the people; the Upper 

House, who’s Members will be elected by the respective Legislatures of the Units, will 
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represent the Units. A federation is a free association of Units in the governance of the 
country. The equality of representation in the Upper House is, therefore, designed to give 

each Unit, big or small, an equal voice in the Upper House. Thus far these proposals 
follow, the generally accepted federal pattern adopted by most progressive countries. 

We then proceeded to make special provision to ensure that neither of the two parts 

of Pakistan may apprehended domination by the other. For this purpose the following 

mechanism has been devised. First, both Houses have been given equal powers. Every 
measure introduced and passed in the Lower House which is constituted on a population 

basis, must also be passed by the Upper House where each unit is equally represented. 
Similarly every measure introduced and passed in the Upper House has also to be passed 

by the lower House. Should there be a difference of opinion between the two Houses in 
respect of the measure or any clauses thereof, it shall be placed before a Joint Session of 

the two Houses. The measure may then be passed by a majority vote, but this majority 
vote must include at least 30 percent of the members present and voting from each zone. 

For this purpose, East Bengal constitutes one zone and the four Units of what is 

commonly known as West Pakistan constitute another zone. Further it has been provided 

that a vote of confidence or of no-confidence may be moved only in a joint session of the 

two Houses, may be passed by a majority vote provided only that the majority includes 

at least 30 per cent of the total members belonging to each zone. A similar majority is 

required also for the election of the Head of the State in a joint session. 

The effect of these special provisions is that no vote of confidence/no-confidence and 
no controversial measure can be passed unless it receives substantial support from both 

zones, since its passing will require support of at least 30 per cent of the members from 
each zone in the case of a confidence/ no-confidence motion and 30 per cent of the 

members present and voting from each zone in other cases. Similarly no person may be 

elected the Head of the State without the support of at least 30 per cent of the members 

of each zone. 

There are a number of checks and balances provided. You will notice that, firstly the 

Central Government will be responsible to both Houses jointly, since a confidence 
motion can be moved only in a joint session of the two Houses, and secondly, that any 

measure over which there is disagreement between the two Houses, can only be passed 
in a joint session of the two Houses. The representation of the various Units in the two 

Houses is so arranged as to give an overall equality of representation to the two Zones. 
You will recall that this principle of what came to be known as parity between East 

Bengal on the one hand and the Provinces composing West Pakistan on the other is 

contained in the Basic Principles Committee's Report. Fears were expressed, however, 

that it might in practice result in the domination of West Pakistan by East Bengal or vice 

versa. In order to prevent such a contingency the safeguard has been provided that any 

measure to be discussed in a joint session which gives East Bengal parity of 

representation vis-a-vis the units composing the Western zone can be passed only if a 

substantial percentage of the members for each zone support that measure. What we 

have thus ensured is not merely parity between the two zones, but, what is far more 

important, inter-dependence of these two parts of Pakistan. No Government can be 

formed or can 
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continue in office at the Centre unless it has amongst its supporters at least 30 per cent of 
the members from each zone and no controversial measure may be passed until it has the 

support similarly of at least 30 percent of the members present and voting from each 
zone. 

It is important to remember that this additional safeguard is merely another 

expression of the same principle of parity. It imposes an equal obligation on each zone to 

secure a minimum measure of support from the other zone. It gives an equal assurance to 
each zone that without its support to that minimum degree, the other zone will not be 

able to form a Government or to pass any controversial motion. It is also proposed that 
the Head of the State must be elected from a zone other than that to which the Prime 

Minister belongs. 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *  * 
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CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF PAKISTAN DEBATES ON THE REPORT OF 

THE BASIC PRINCIPLES COMMITTEE, 7TH OCTOBER, 1953. 

 

SHRI DHIRENDRANATH DUTTA : Sir,…… 

If you look to the report itself, Sir, in the recommendations annexed to the Report on 

which our future Constitution is to be based, it has been stated that certain matters are 

still outstanding such as financial allocations between the Centre and the Units; 

nomenclature and the position of the acceding States in the new set up. A special 
subcommittee had been appointed under the Chairmanship of the Honorable Khwaja 

Nazimuddin to report on matters relating to the position of the acceding States in the 
future Constitution. These are matters really which are still outstanding; financial 

allocations between the Centre and the Units are very important. This Committee, Sir, 
has not yet submitted its report and it has not been placed before us. This I consider, one 

of the most important things to be considered. In this connection, I must tell this House if 
you look to the lists mentioned in the report. List No.I is the Federal List; List No. II is 

Provincial List or the Unit List; and List No. Ill is Concurrent List. If you look to these 

Lists, you will see that there are subjects included in both the Central List and as well as 

Provincial List and this, I should say, amounts that the Provinces are not but glorified 

Union Boards. If you look to the Lists, Sir, you will find that there is nothing which

 ...................  

Mr. Chairman: Order! Order! The time is up. The House stands adjourned till 11 

a.m. tomorrow. 
 

*  *  *  *  *  * 
 

(8th October, 1953) 

Shri Dili rend ra Nath Dutta (East Bengal: General): I was just referring yesterday to 
List No. II appended to this report. If you read List No. II, you will find that the 

Provincial Government-the Government of the Uniti- will not be able to run the 

administration at all. As I was submitting yesterday that the provinces will be nothing 

better than the glorified Union Boards. The Union Boards after paying the salaries of the 

chowkidars and dafadars, have not any fund whatsoever to carry on the administration 

and do its duties to the Public. So, it seems to me strange -I do not know whether the List 

is complete or not but if the list is complete- there is no provision anywhere in it for 

raising any fund whatsoever. Therefore, the most important thing to be considered is that 

funds should be given to the Provinces-Units - to carry on the administration in the best 

possible way. While making amendments to the Basic Principles Committee's Report, I 

had suggested for raising certain taxes. It seems to me that the present source of raising 

the revenue has all along been denied to the Provinces. 
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You are aware that the tax on agricultural income is a provincial matter but this has 
also not been mentioned in the report. Therefore, I suggest that taxes on agricultural 

income, duty in respect of succession to agricultural land, estates duty in respect of 
agricultural land, taxes on lands and buildings, taxes on the consumption of electricity, 

taxes on the sale or purchase of goods other than newspapers, taxes on goods and 

passengers carried by road or inland waterways, taxes on vehicles whether mechanically 

propelled or not suitable for use on roads including tram-cars, taxes on animals and goats 

should be mentioned in List No. II, otherwise it would be impossible for the Provinces to 

raise any fund to carry on their administrative duties. This is indeed a very important 

matter to be considered  

Prof. Raj Kumar Chakraverty (East Bengal: General): .................................  Sir, 
there has been great joy and beating of drums over the latest formula regarding this 

representation of the two wings of Pakistan. No doubt, the Honorable the Prime 
Minister has done it with the best intentions, but I am afraid. Sir, he has failed to see the 

seed of mischief inherent in his proposal which is merely a patch-work. I do not think the 

members of the Muslim League party in coming to this settlement have shown sufficient 

vision or sufficient foresight or sufficient democratic spirit which was expected of them. 

They have failed to grasp that the future parties in this country and this legislature will 

be not on provincial considerations but on economic programme and ideological back- 

ground. This formula, which is unnatural and merely artificial, indicates suspicion and 

mistrust between the two wings of Pakistan as indicated by a previous.speaker, Mr. 

Dhirendra Nath Dutta. Our future generations might forget the present provincial 

feelings but when the Constitution is going to put down in black and white this parity 

formula, saying that "this is the Eastern Wing and this is the Western Wing, these are the 

checks and balances of each other", I am afraid. Sir, these provincial feelings will be 

revived in the people and the future generations on account of our putting down these 

"checks and balances." Rather than discouraging these provincial feelings, I am afraid, 
Sir, this will encourage provincial feelings. Therefore, Sir, there is nothing to be 

overjoyed on this formula. 

As regards the co-existence of the two Houses with equal powers, my friend has 

already pointed out that it is most undemocratic. The combined wisdom of 300 persons 

who will be elected directly on adult franchise and who will enjoy a fuller confidence of 

the general public and the masses should never be overridden by 50 persons coming by 

indirect election in the Upper House. That is very undemocratic. It should be realized 

that many of these 50 persons are likely to be men with long purses, and vested interests. 

They are likely to be, as it has been the history in many other countries, mere clogs on 

the wheels of legislation. They may very often bring about deadlocks on account of their 
natural predilections. If this House would like to abolish zamindari system in the West 

Wing of Pakistan, I am afraid, it will not be possible to do so, because of these 50 
representatives in the Upper House if they happen to be capitalists, will never be 

abolished from the soil of Pakistan on account of these fossils with vested interests 
adorning the seats in the Upper House of the Centre. And I am afraid, Sir, all progressive 

legislation will be held up. 

 

*                  *                  *                  *                  *                 * 
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(9th October, 1953) 

Sir, next I take up the question whether the Constitution is a federal one. It is federal 

in name only. Like the Unitary System of Government the Centre has usurped many of 

the powers of the Units and the Provinces. It is neither Federal nor Unitary but it is a 

hotchpotch. It is a curious amalgam. Scrutinize the three lists given in the report and you 

will find that even under the bureaucratic British administrations, Provinces had many 

powers which have been taken away from them under the proposed Constitution. 
Situated far away as East Bengal is, the autonomy of that Province and the autonomy of 

other provinces also, except in certain important matters like the Defense, Foreign 
Affairs, and Currency should have been conceded and granted. This question of the 

autonomy for the provinces has been the claim of the Muslim League Parliamentary 
Party of East Bengal. They passed a resolution in 1949 in which this was included. It is 

supported by the Lahore Resolution of Muslim League passed in 1940. It is in the 
objectives Resolution which the late Qaid-i-Millat moved. It is the scheme that was 

placed before the Cabinet Mission by the late Qaid-i-Azam in 1946. What we have got, 

Sir, today, is a truncated provincial autonomy. It is a negation of federalism and we 

cannot touch it even with a pair of tongue. 

 

*                  *                  *                  *                  *                 * 

 (14th October, 1953) 

The Honourable Mr. Nurul Amin: (East Bengal: Muslim):................Sir. there are 

people who thinks in terms of confederation. They think that the Lahore Resolution 

which gave a sort of an inkling of the two zonal independent States, should be given 

effect to. One has got to take into consideration the time factor between the Lahore 
Resolution and the achievement of Pakistan. The idea behind that resolution was to 

include the whole of Bengal in the eastern zone with Assam and the whole of Punjab and 
the rest which now comprises Western Pakistan, including Kashmir State, in the Western 

Zone. That was the idea when the Lahore Resolution was passed, but what did we get? 
In the words of the late Quaid-i-Azam, we got a truncated Pakistan, not the Pakistan 

which was envisaged in the Lahore Resolution, but a truncated Pakistan, and this very 
fact alone is sufficient to abandon the idea of two independent States. East Bengal with a 

load of 4Vi crores of population, has no area to expand. I do not see how it is possible 

for those, who think in terms of two independent States, to think of East Bengal existing 

as an independent State, unless they in their heart of hearts feel that by doing so they 

shall make East Bengal a satellite of India. Of course, then that is possible. The less we 

think in terms of a confederation the better it is for all of us in Pakistan. 

Now, Sir, we have got to frame a constitution which should inspire confidence 

among the people of both the zones and for that purpose certain figures have been 
prepared, as this can be achieved only by figures. That is not the main consideration. The 

main consideration is that we must all work for the consolidation of Pakistan. We must 
have the same idea which imbibed us at the time of Lahore Resolution, that we must 

have a Pakistan of our own, so that the people irrespective of their place of birth or place 

of residence must have a common ideal, we must have a common State of their own and 
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must work together hand-in-hand. That was the ideal that was kept before those who 
framed the formula which has been published in the press and placed before the House 

by the Honorable Prime Minister. 

Sir, it is within the knowledge of everybody that on account of this difference of 

opinion between East Bengal and West Pakistan in the matter of composition of the 

Houses, the work of constitution-making was stopped......................The deadlock, which 

was created on account of the difference and which has persisted for the last few months, 
is working as a dead weight on the nation. The nation is going to lose confidence in the 

leaders, in those who are at the helm of the Administration. They have been disappointed 
and frustrated; one has got to realize that those who have the love of the country at their 

hearts must find out some solution of the tangle. It has been done and it has been hailed 
all over the country, except those who do not see eye to eye with the Muslim League and 

I know the reason. They are those people who opposed Pakistan; they are, again, those 
people who do not want that there should be a strong Pakistan and that constitution 

should take another step to make it stronger. I have read in the press that a meeting was 

held in Dacca, which was attended by several parties. I will just name those persons 

rather parties who are said to have rejected this formula. The meeting was addressed by 

representatives of the Jinna Awami League, the Communist Party; the Krishak Sramik 

Party, the Gangatari Dal, the Khilafat-i-Rabbani Party and ex-Finance Minister, Mr. 

Hamidul Haq Chowdhury and it was presided over by the former Bengal Premier, Mr. A. 

K. Fazlul Huq. All these disgranted gentlemen and organizations, which are 

ideologically opposed to Pakistan have joined hands and are trying to gather strength 

against the 

Muslim League. I am sure the People of Pakistan, far more the people of East Bengal, 

are quite conscious of their duties and their obligations and their rights. They can 

understand who are their friends and who are not. They know who have achieved 

Pakistan which is the organisation which has given millions of Muslims a State of their 
own. I am sure that such combination of these heterogeneous elements will not cut any 

ice with the people of East Bengal. 
 

*                  *                  *                  *                  *                 * 

 

Sir, it has been suggested that the Upper House has been given more powers. So far 

as powers are concerned, certain powers have been given according to the formula to the 
joint House-neither to the Lower House nor to the Upper House. Certain other 

powers-Legislative measures-are equal as are to be found in many other countries. Even 
in undivided Bengal the Upper House had independent power with regard to legislation. 

That is also to be found in various other federal systems of Government. The only 
deviation that has been made is that certain power has been given to the joint House and 

that is, as I have said, to create a feeling of confidence amongst all sections of the 
people, amongst all people living in different parts of Pakistan, in the Constitution of 

Pakistan. And, I think that no sacrifice for achieving that end is too great. We must first 

of all see that Pakistan's foundations are made strong; that there is no fissiparous 

tendency to weaken the foundations of Pakistan. 

Then, Sir, comes the question of Autonomy which has been raised by some of the 

members. So far as provincial autonomy is concerned, I have always held the view that 
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provinces should be given the maximum autonomy. The Central Government should not 
be undermined but still there are many subjects which can be assigned to the provincial 

Governments for administration. In the committee stage I had also my difference of 
opinion and I shall try to express my opinion both in this House and elsewhere. I feel 

that without affecting the integrity of Pakistan, a larger number of subjects can be given 

to the provinces. That would be good both for the Centre and the Provinces. It is difficult 

for the Central Government to administer many subjects from here-from the seat of the 

Federal Capital. The Secretariat, the Staff and the Ministers who cannot have first-hand 

knowledge of the difficulties and sufferings of the people on those matters cannot 

dispose of things quickly and properly from the seat of the Central Government. So far 

as East Bengal is concerned, the geographical position has got to be given a special 

consideration. It has been found very very difficult by experience of these six years that 

some subjects which can easily and without affecting the authority of the Central 

Government be transferred to the Provincial Governments, could not be dealt with 

properly and quickly as they could have been done if the subjects were administered by 

the Provincial Governments. 

I am also in favor of having one list instead of having three lists. Make one list of 

subjects for the Central Government and no more. The rest of the subjects will be 

administered by the provinces. We had three lists in the Government of India Act; we 

have suggested three lists in the reports; but I think the best course would be to have only 

one list, namely, subjects to be administered by the Central Government and there should 

not be any other list. 

Shri Dhirendra Nath Datta: Provinces must have funds to administer the subjects. 

The Honorable Mr. Nurul Amin: The question is as the responsibilities will be 

transferred the sources of revenue will follow. That goes without saying. If the 

responsibilities are transferred the sources of revenue will also follow. 

Now, certain references have been made with regard to the language question and I 

was surprised that Honorable Members of this House who know the history of the 

language could raise this question at this stage. After a resolution which was adopted by 

this House, the Basic Principles Committee had no jurisdiction to make any 

recommendation with regard to the language. It was decided by this House that the 

question of language will be taken up when the report is taken up. So this has got to be 

considered by this House as a proposal or an amendment. The report could not have 

contained this recommendation. So this issue was out of place. We stand by that 

resolution which was passed by this House, and I am sure the time will come when the 

members of this House will give due weight to the claim and sentiments of the people of 

East Bengal and a solution, as we have been able to find with regard to other matters, 
will be found for the language also. Sir there was another point on which most of the 

time of the Honorable Members belonging to the opposition was taken that is with 
regard to the separate electorates. This very question was discussed threadbare and a 

full-dress discussions (lasting for several days) took place in this House, when separate 
electorate was acceded to the scheduled castes on account of their demand. You might 

have noticed that the other day Mr. Bhandara, who belongs to the schedule 
Castes……….. 
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Shri Dhirendra Nath Datta: He is not a scheduled caste. He belongs to minority 
community. 

The Honorable Mr. Nurul Amin: Yes I am sorry. I withdraw. 

Shri Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: He is a Parsi. 

The Honorable Mr. Nurul Amin: May be a Parsi but he belongs to minority 

community. 

Shri Dhirendra Nath Datta: He does not belong to East Bengal. 

The Honorable Mr. Nurul Amin ................... has welcomed separate electorate. 

The provision of separate electorates is made for the benefit of the minority community; 
but I know, Sir, I shall not be able to convince these honourable gentlemen here about 

the justice and fairness of separate electorates because they have got a set idea about 
that. But I am speaking for the people at large and out side this hall. I am sure that no 

amount of reasoning, 110 amount of argument, however, cogent it may be, will be able 
to remove the prejudice from their mind against separate electorates. These gentle men 

are not the people who represent the entire minority community. 

 

(Interruption from Congress Benches) 

The Honorable Mr. Nurul Amin: They do not represent the entire 'minority 

community. Here, Sir, you will find that the Scheduled Castes who have come in this 
House have come with a certain mandate from the Congress and some of them are 

stooges of the Congress people. They have come here by the votes of Caste Hindus who 
are against separate electorates. 

Mr. Bhupendra Kumar Datta (East Bengal: General): It is only worthy of Mr. 

Nurul Amin to say so! 

The Honorable Mr. Nurul Amin: Sir, only the other day there was a meeting in 

Dinajpur ......  

A Congress Member: He can engineer such things. 

The Honorable Mr. Nurul Amin: If I can engineer things then I must be a 

super-human being; let me have that satisfaction. 

 

(Interruption) 

The Honorable Mr. Nurul Amin: The motive behind the giving of separate 

electorates is far from creating division amongst Hindus. It is the demand of scheduled 
Castes. It is for the creation of better scope for progress of the Schedule Castes 

Community which has been so long kept backward and down trodden. 

Mr. A.K. Fazlul Hague (East Bengal: Muslim) 24th October, 1953: 

...Sir, I felt it my duty to approach all political parties and extend invitation to the 

Leaders of all political thought to come and stand on the same platform, consider the 
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whole situation and decide whether we should support these proposals reject them, or 
support them partially or reject them partially, whatever was the decision of the majority. 

On the 9th of October, Sir, I may told the House, that I collected nearly three lakhs of 
persons in Dacca-the biggest meeting that was ever held in Dacca. There, Sir, after 

discussion over six hours, a resolution was adopted unanimously by all the parties. It is 

printed and with your permission, I would read it to the House. The question is, Sir, is 

East Bengal behind these proposals, or is East Bengal opposed to these proposals? What 

is the opinion of the people of East Bengal regarding these proposals? There is no doubt 

that there are many members of the House from East Bengal who are supporting the 

proposals. Sir is it the support of the few members here that is wanted or do you want the 

support of the people of East Bengal? Have any of my friends here, who talk so loud 

about the support given, consulted a single person-man, woman or child-as regards these 

proposals and ascertained their views. They are giving their personal views. This is not 

representative and in the face of this unrepresentative character of the opinion that is 

being pressed here, let me read out to the House the Resolution adopted when I 

addressed about three lakhs of people, followed by a meeting at Mymensingh-a couple 

of lakhs-and another meeting at Comilla-a couple of lakhs, and so on. I have addressed 
these meetings already and when I go back and address more such meetings I will send 

number of persons who may have come forward to give their opinion. You copies of 
more Resolutions passed at meetings attended by a colossal. Sir, this is the opinion of 

East Bengal recorded at that mammoth gathering:.., 

 

East Bengal's Reaction to the Constitutional proposals before the Constituent 

Assembly at Karachi. 

 

Whereas the so-called agreed solution of Constitutional deadlock announced by the 

Prime Minister of Pakistan gives no indication of East Bengal's universal demand for 

complete zonal Autonomy on the basis of the historic Lahore Resolution of 1940 and 

recognition of Bengali as one of the State languages; 

And whereas the proposed Constitutional Solution deals only with composition and 

power of Federal Legislature and the election of the Head of the State and. Prime 
Minister, to the exclusion of all other aspects of a Constitution; 

And whereas the creation of an undemocratic and retrograde Upper House is 

majority commanding confidence of the people to implement their policy and 

programme and by providing mandatory 30 per cent zonal support for acceptance of any 

measures gives constitutional sanction to undesirable zonal distrust and suspicion instead 

of encouraging mutual confidence and good-will and sanctions separate communal 
electorate stensively to safeguard communal interest but really designed to perpetuate 

reactionary leadership thriving upon communal hatred and jealousy; 

And whereas the creation of an undemocratic and retrograde Upper House is 

deliberately designed to put a constitutional clog on popular and progressive schemes in 

the guise of checks and balances; 

And whereas the House of Units is given powers co-extensive with the powers of the 
House of peoples; 
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And whereas in the composition of the House of Units East Bengal has not been 
given the status of zone but East Bengal with a population of four and a half crore has 

been put on equal footing with Baluchistan and Karachi and other very small Units, the 
population of which will not exceed even forty lakhs; 

And whereas the creation of an undemocratic and retrograde Upper House is silent 

about other reactionary recommendations of the Basic Principles Committee Report such 

as suspension of the constitution by the Head of the State according to his sweet will and 
behest and giving autocratic powers to the Head of the State to appoint or dismiss the 

Unit Cabinets without referring to wishes of legislature and the impediments placed by 
Basic Principles Committee on the independence of judiciary and the inviolability of the 

fundamental rights of the citizens; 

And whereas the Basic Principles Committee Report fails to equalize the advantages 

of administration and justice and arranging alternative sittings of the government and 

federal court in Karachi and Dacca; 

And whereas East Bengal during the last six years of consideration of constitutional 

problems has declared unequivocally in favor of a unicameral Federal Legislature 

directly elected by the people having two specified reserve subjects, namely Defense and 

Foreign Affairs, which means powers to raise Army, Navy and Air Force and maintain 

them in time of war and peace and deal with political relations with foreign countries and 

formulate the foreign policy; 

And whereas a country's constitution cannot be considered and accepted piecemeal, 
but has to be placed before the people as a composite whole for their considerations; 

It is hereby resolved that this meeting of the citizens of Dacca convened under the 

joint auspices of all political and cultural parties except the Muslim League to do hereby 

reject the constitutional formula announced by the Prime Minister and warns the Central 

Authority not to hazard imposition of any constitution unacceptable to the people. 

It is further resolved that the people of the country have no confidence in the authors 

and supporters of the constitutional schemes and solutions announced by the Prime 

Minister on behalf of Muslim League Parliamentary Party and demands immediate 

dissolution of the consumable for fresh election of a constitutional Assembly directly by 

the people on the basis of universal adult franchise and on joint electoral system. 

This meeting calls upon the people of the country to express their views! On this 

issue through press and platform from all districts, sub divisional and rural centres. 

Now, Sir, as I have said, after this several meetings were held. What then, Sir is the 

position? Sir, I have got great respect and regard for all my friends who come from East 

Bengal-who are Members of this House-but let me remind them how we have been 

elected. The elections of 1946 were something like a miracle in disguise. In 1946, 
Pakistan had not been announced, nor had the British left, but it was known that the 

British would go and that Pakistan was in the offing. The Muslim League at that time 
was at the height of its glory and as a matter of fact it was the most disciplined party at 

that 
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time in politics, and last but not least, the whole movement was headed by no less a 
person than the Quaid-i-Azam, who was at that time the most powerful political factor in 

the whole world. Sir, the position then was that the people knew that a ticket from the 
Muslim League would ensure their election. 

*                  *                  *                  *                  *                 * 

The point is that my friends who thus came into the House represented none but their 

own selves. He got the ticket. He came here. He conquered and took his seat. Can he say: 

"My view is that of the people of 16 districts of Eastern Pakistan?"'He cannot say 
that. 

*                  *                  *                  *                  *                 * 

This is the position. Sir, The best thing that can be done is that this Assembly should 

be adjourned until the Members of this House come in contact with the people of the 

country and then let them come and give their opinion. As regards Western Pakistan, the 

report is that it is all in their favor and I have no doubt about it. 

*                  *                  *                  *                  *                 * 

Now, Sir, so far as this Report is concerned, it is a matter of great importance that if 

you could wait for 6’/2 years, why not waits for ten years or more, Let another 

generation come, and so on, till perhaps India itself will not be recognizable in this 

context. There is no need of constitution till then. Let us carry on as hitherto. Why 

should these constitutional reforms be shelved down our throat? I object, because, as I 

have already submitted, I have ascertained the views of the people of East Pakistan and 

they are definitely against it. 

*                  *                  *                  *                  *                 * 

I do not know whether I can make suggestions but there are one or two of a very vital 

character so far as East Bengal is concerned. I ask the House, especially my friends from 

Western Pakistan, to consider the geographical position of Eastern Pakistan vis-a-vis the 

Centre, the seat of Government. We are in Eastern Pakistan; the Central Government is 

at Karachi. The Centre is on the circumference and consider, Sir, the disadvantages of 
the governed people who are governed from 2,000 miles away without any 

communications whatsoever which can bring the governed into close contact with the 
governors. It means coming by aero plane, in addition to the risk of your being through a 

crash and losing your life, you have to spend Rs.500 or 600. How many of us can afford 
this sum? If you want to file an appeal in the Federal Court, you have to go to Lahore 

and spend thousands of rupees. What harm have the people of East Pakistan done that 
4Vi crores of them be put to this disadvantage. Why advantage should be given to 

Western Pakistan so as to make the people of Eastern Pakistan feel that they are not 

being fairly treated and you expect them to say that everything is quite all right in 

Pakistan. The fact is that, it is not all right in Pakistan. There is no>meaning in it. The 

least that can be done is that if the Centre is located at Karachi, the judiciary should be 

located in East Pakistan at Dacca or some other place. If the Army is located in Karachi, 

then the Navy should be located in East Pakistan. I need hardly say that East Pakistan 

has produced the best sailors whose feats 
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of velour are known the world over. They have been engaged in increasingly large 
numbers by the Western countries, particularly British Merchant Shipping. These men 

hail mostly from Noakhali, Sylhet and Chittagong, who in turbulent waters, and days of 
war got up the ropes and can be trusted to keep the Ships afloat. Times without number 

they have proved their worth by their perseverance and presence of mind and everything 

that goes to make a good sailor. These are the only suggestions I can offer at the present 

moment. It is impossible to satisfy reasonable men in East Pakistan if you have the 

Federal Government at Karachi to administer East Pakistan from a distance of 2,000 

miles. I will be asked if I criticize so much to give what my alternative suggestions are to 

the Basic Principles Committee's recommendations. I make only one suggestion: Let us 

feel in actual practice that we arc fully autonomous: we have our own government; we 

make our own laws. Only we will not cut ourselves adrift from the other position. We 

will be cemented with the other position with as strong ties as are possible but we must 

have our own laws. It is quite evident, Sir, that if you frame a constitution which suits 

Baluchistan, the tribal areas of Baluchistan, Bahavvalpur and other states, it is likely that 

they may not suit Eastern Pakistan. Four and a half crores of inhabitants are there in East 

Pakistan. Twenty-five percent of this population happens to be non-Muslim. The 
position is quite different from Baluchistan where everybody is Muslim. You cannot 

have the same constitution for all the different units of Pakistan. It must be different 
from unit to unit. Leave East Pakistan to work out its own destiny. 
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OFFICE OF TIIE UNITED FRONT PARTY 

56, Simpson Road, Dacca. 

 

Dear Sir, 

Will you kindly send to us information’s and report on the following points as early 

as possible : 

 

1. The names of the other candidates in your constituency with notes on their 

influence, names of their principal supporters and their chances of success. 

2. A note of your own work; for instance, how many unions there are in your 

Constituency; how many you have covered yourself; in how many are your 

workers working; what are the difficulties in your way; should we write to any 

particular person to help you; your own chances of success, etc; 

3. Nature of the propaganda against you e.g., are there any candidate misusing the 

name of the United Front Party or that they will join Mr. Haq's party if they 
succeed, are they defaming you or threatening the voters with hell-fire or are 

there any Maulvis and Pirs working against you and for the Muslim League. 

4. Are there any leaflets in circulation in favor of other candidates alleged to have 

been signed by any of the leaders. 

5. What is your symbol? If you have not got "BOAT" as your symbol, you have 

time up to February 17th to apply to the Election Commissioner for the symbol. 

If, however, any other candidate has got the "BOAT" symbol, you must obtain 

his consent to the transfer. So you should try to get that consent. 

6. Detailed report of the progress you have made so far. Have you met with any 

difficulties? If so, suggest means to get over the same, if you have not been able 
to surmount them already. 

 

 

Yours truly, 

       (H.S. SUHRAWARDY) 

 

_______________ 
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@��� %��� �� �'�� %�T�7�� O ��*�� $/�. '��P� ���@���� '� _� @�P� $.� U�� '���9� 7��� 
�T�H.0, ��@���� U� ��i .K� $'� �'�� �T�. O ���Q� 
�'�� '���� @P ��, ��@��� ���i� 
'0*������ ���Y��' �l��� %���0* @���। �@�� 
�/���' ���0��
�� ���'-��� ��0T/,�� '���9� 
@�� U�� ���'-��� $'��6 $'��6 �.�0� /��.T 7�� ����*P $��� ���।     

    

��. $�5�W� 
����. $�5�W� 
����. $�5�W� 
����. $�5�W� 
�� 

 ���'-��� �Z*�� $��.�0� 7��� ���o90 '���� $��� ����� $� �@���� ����� $'� �T�. 
��। �.�0� �T ��� �� U�� �@���� �A* O ����� ��l ��@���� %��5� ��� O '��*����� $'� 
�`'* ��। %�7 �@��� ���q O %���=� $������.0�' ������ '����� �T ���� u u ������� �� 
3k��0 '�����1, ���C���� ��@� ������ ����� ��*� $�������1 U�� �@���� '�'���*� 
������7� '���� ������7'��� �@��� ��i�q�@�, '���R U�� �5��� /l'��� ���P� %�/�@� '��P� 
�� �'� $�B�� B��� '��� $C��P� ��@���� '� -� '��P� �����1। �'� �'5� %�V� ���o90 
'���� $��� ����� $�, �@��� ������' ���'-� @��� ���*���� '���� �����'�। ����� �� '��P� 
�@��� $�-����� 7�� ���'�e� $�������1, �.0�' ���T� $�y�' ��P� X�� $/��.� ��0� �����1, 
%�7 ����� $/�.������ �Z ��'�� ��P��� �� %�X���P ������ �-$�;�� �5�� '��P� �'��g 
�C������1।     
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��� ������ ��.��� ������ ��.��� ������ ��.��� ������ ��. 

������ ��. ���'-� BP '��P��1 �'� $�� ������ ��. B� �Z*�� ������ ��. � ,̀0* 
�5�' X��6 ���e�। ���'-� %�* '��P��1� ���� /��� ������ ��. �'� ���'-� %�*�� �� $� 
������ ���.� %�-W �1� �। �'� ���.� �� /�l��P� ��@��� ���� 
��*���� '�� 7�� U�� 
���'-��' ��� O $��90 '����� '��P�� 
��* ���P ���' ��T U'�� 
��*��, =������� O 
X*������ $���'� $7R�P ���'-� ������ ���.� $.�8��Z @P। �@��� ������ ���.� ����� $.;���� 
3Z����'��� ����P� ������ 
��* 3����� '��� ��*��� ���� �7�� '�����1 $�, ������ ��. '��P�� 
B���� B���
�� U�� '��P�� B�� �@���� @���� ��.�' B��� ����P� �.P��1। ������0 
�@���� ���������� .� �g�� ���P� ������ @�P��1। '��P�� B�� ���, U'�� O �5��� U� ���6 
�,��n B����.�' ��P� �.P��1। �'� ���'��� ����P ���e��� $�5�5c U� ���6 �,��n %���/��� 
��@���� '��� ��.�����1। ��@��� ������0�' $��90 '�����1, ������ '���� U'�� O �5���� 
$��@�� ���8���1।      

 ������ ���.� ��� ��*�� ���' �d��P �.0�' ��h�+ '��� $� $Qe�� $';�� B����� 
'��P��1, ��@��� B����� �A* O �w5�� ���S @��� 7��P��1। B� ��� ��A*� %����'������ '�K�� 
���-� �T�V� B�� ���'�, ��@� @��� �Z*�� ��i������ %�'�'� C����'��e ������ %��� 
'���.��� ��7P� ����� @��। B��@ O ������� �� '��P� �@��� U� '�� '��P� ���', ��@��� B��� 
%���� U�� ������� %��*��� '�� @P B��� ���� �Z*�� ���.� ��@�� �A*-������� '��*'����� $� 
���7P �� '���, ��@��� $��� ����� $� �@���� @��� ��� =��� ���'�� ���'-�� ������ �'��g 
$'� '��� '��P� @��� �, U��' ������ ��A*� %�-W �@���� b��� ���S @���। �@� ������ ����P�� 
$�;�� B��@�� B��� $�5�W �,��* ���'-� ���P�� 3�����P ����� ������ ���.� ��_�� ��a��� 
��P��1। ����� $�������� O $������' /�9�� �O��� @��� @�� O '���� '��� �����P��1। ������ 
��. $����� ����� ����� ��9P ��P� B���� B����� �,���* $����C��P �������� B��� ���C���� 
��l �Z*�� ������ ��. ���C���� ������� �0���� U'6� �����,�' B���7� '�� ��'।     

    

���C���� �T�. O ���.� $����� %�*���/���C���� �T�. O ���.� $����� %�*���/���C���� �T�. O ���.� $����� %�*���/���C���� �T�. O ���.� $����� %�*���/ 

 ������ ��i %��� $����C��P �������� ��P $� $�� ��i�P�'�� ����, ��@�� ��@� 
���'-��� ��i�P'��� $���� U' �����,�' �@��� ��A $����� @���     

    

�� O �b��P ���C� @��� B���'� O @��� B���'� O @��� O�� (���) ����' ##! 
$��@�� $�� ����। ���@��� ���C� '��*/�� a@�0� �,���* �T�H.� �`�Z� U' �,0* ����'� ��'��� 
$�� '�PP��1��। �@�� 3�4�T �1� $�, ���C�� '��*/�� �T��.� �� ���@���� �A�Z, ������ 
�����'���� �����. �5�� '��P��1 �'�, ��@� $������� �����. ������0�' �� '��। �5��P ���C� 
@��� O��� (���) ��'��� $'�9�.�� @��� B��; $'� $�� a@0 '�� ��। 7���* ���C� @��� 
B�� (���) �g��� !�� $��@�� $�� a@0 '����।      
    

'��P�� B���� ��'��P�� B���� ��'��P�� B���� ��'��P�� B���� �� 
    

���'-� ���e�� �� ��i��� �@���� '��P�� B�� $��@�A� B�� ��S�@ ��'��� �@��� @��� 
$'� $�� a@0 '�� ��।     
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'��P�� B���� U�+'���� �� �5�6� ��'���� %�a@��R �T�� ����4� �� ���'-��� �8��6 
���H @, �� @���� ���'-��� ��P�,�� ��� Bu�� @�� ]_ @P। ��� B����� �T $'� �T�. 

�'�� '�� ��, %�7 B����� �� ��� '��P�� B���� �,T B� ��� '����। ���'-��� U� 
P� ���C�� ����' $�� �#,!vv 6�'� ��*���� @��। ���9*' /��� �@���� ��� !v,vvv 6�'� U�� 
��'��� �T��P ���� #vvv 6�'� ����' /�8�� ����6 ���� ��� ���7 $/�. '���� ���.�। ��@�� 
�C��� �TP ��i�'� �@ '���� @�� U�� ���@�� ��
 ���� 7���� �TP ��� �����vv 6�'�। ���@�� 
$��9��'� �TP �@��� ���9*' E,vvv 6�'� ��'�� @��� $�OP� @��। %�*�g ���@�� �'� �TP ��i @��� 
�@ '��P��1� U�� �g��� ���@�� B8�� �= 6�'� ���� @P।     

$'��P ��'���� ����n� ����' " @���� 6�'� $�� U�� ���9*' E @���� 6�'� $��9��'� ��7 
�@���� a@0 '��। ���@�� ��8�, .�8�, ����, $� O L�����, /5�T, �� ��7� ��'�� @��� �@ '�� 
@P। $'��� %T�T �n�.0O �'�� U� �����. ���P� ���'।     

������' ��� �n�.0-�,�*��lO ����n�� $��- �,svv 6�'�    

      /���- �,#vv 6�'�     

��8�, .�8� U�� 7�'�-��'��� �TP ��'��� $'�9�.�� @��� �@ '�� @P। ��� r �g�� O����� 
'��P� x�'� O �P�����@ '�P'��� ����� �A*� '��P��1। U' U' ��� ������O �A*�0 �TP E �= 
6�'�। U��� 3������.T $� ��. ��@�� �,���* ��� �P�����@� U'� ����T 3�'� �1��।     

������ %T�T �n���O ����' $�� �,!vv 6�'�। �@���.�' ������ ����� U�� .�8�� /��� 
$�OP� @P। ����9 '��P� �,��*��l '�P'� �T���a- O %'�*0T �n��' %�*' ����P� $�� $�OP� @P। 
U��� �T���a- %����* �n� ��@�X��� ����� �� ��� ��'��� ���7 @�������� �7�'g���� ���'P��1। 
�n���O 
�VT /�� '����� ��'��� �@����� ����6 %�� �T�P� @��। %��T U� �� $�� O ��7����� 
����� $������ �@ '��P� ���'।     

������� �,������� ���� ���������� �,������� ���� ���������� �,������� ���� ���������� �,������� ���� ��� 

������ ���'-��� ��i�,� �@���� U' $Q0�� $��'��.�' ��K��� @�P� ���', �@����O %��' 
������ ���'-��� ����� U�� ������� ����� '�� $�� '�����1। �,�������,�@ ���O �T $� 
%�* �TP '�� @P ��@��� U'�6 ������  $'� U' ��/�.�P �TP �`S @��� ����।     

$���C� ���.� ��i�P'��� $�� U�� %T�T �T�P� ��@� P� ������ ��i ���'-��� ��i-
�P'��� �TP O $���� U� �����,�' �@��� $����� �R ���P�� @��� $� �@��� ������' ����� 
'��� �T� $� u u ������ ���.� �������1।     

���'-��� ��@� %T�T %������ ���i� ��i��� O �n���� �����,�' BP-�T�P� �@��� ��z 
��Z @���     

7�7�7�7� 

7�� .0-��'�� ����n� ��O $� ��� O %T�T ��7 ���� ����' !vv 6�'� O %T�T �n��� ����' 
#vv 6�'� ���P� ���'। �@���� .�8�, ��8�� ��7 ������� �@ '���� @P।     

 

/���/���/���/��� 

�5�6� B��� �8���6� $�� �1� ����' #!,vvv 6�'�।     
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��� /����� ��i���� $�� ���*T @P �#,!vv 6�'�। ��� ��i��� Q����� $.����7��� ����' 
Dvv 6�'� ��i �� '����, #,!vv 6�'� ���q 1����� �@���� ���� U�� ��� ���� ����' 
E,vvv 6�'�।     

��q���� ����n� @�P�O ���T $.����7��� U�O ��'�� 7�8P� $�8�। �����4 O ���� 
$.����7���� ���T ���*'T U� $� ������4 �7�'�� �5�6��� ������ '��P��1। B� ������ B����� 
��a��� �7�'�� ��*���� @�P��1।     

�8 ��6 �@���� ����P'��� /��� ���P��1 ���� $.�����7��� ����' �,vvv 6�'� U�� ����3�4 
����' #,vvv।     

������ ���i������ ���i������ ���i������ ���i    �� O ��P��� O ��P��� O ��P��� O ��P� 

���'-� ���e�� �,���* �,��*��l $� �����0 �� ��^P @��, ���'-� @OP�� �� ��@� $� '�~0 
���8P� �.P��1, ��@�� �@��� '�� P�P �। ���'-� @OP�� �,��* $'����� x�'� ���� ���� Dv @��� sv 
.T��  �� ��^P @��। ���'-� @OP�� �� B� '��P� ��T�� ��9� '�� @�P��1। %�7 U' x�'� 
����� ���� Dvv .T�� �� ��^P @P। �@� 1�8�O ��� ,_� B�� ���@��� $��@������ x�'� 
�@��� ���' B�O r�6 ���� $��'� $���� @�P��1 U�� ��@���O ����� ������0 �� ��^P @P।     

������ B� %����� ��6 ���@���� ���C���� �����। %�7 $�� ���C���� ���/�� �� �O��� 
���� $@��P� �_�� �T����। %�' ��P ��6 ������ '�&� ���6* U�� $��P��� $'��� ���P� �7 (�� 
�7) @�P� ���'। ������ ������ $'���O U��� '�&� ���6* O �� ��7� @��� ��OP� ��P ��।     

$�3��P� ���'-�$�3��P� ���'-�$�3��P� ���'-�$�3��P� ���'-� 

���'-� @OP�� �� B����� B��*' %�V� �1�, ���� '�P' �g��� ��@�� ���� $��7�P @�P��1, 
%��'� ��@� %�.� । '���� ��@�� �@��� ���=�� $�OP� ��P��।     

� "s-"  ���� ���'-��� �O��� �@���� �vs $'��6 6�'�� $��� ��8�� @�P��1�। �'� � !v-
!� ���� ���'-��� $�� @P rs $'��6 6�'�। ����� @��� ������ ��, ��� ��, ����� �����, $K���6� 
�� U�� ����� �'��� ���i� �@��� 3��8 '��P� $�OP� @P। %�7 U� �'� ���9 .����� $'� '��� 
���. �। �8���' U�� �l-�l ������ $�P�� ��6����� �T .��� $���� $'��6 $'��6 6�'� �TP '��P� 
$���' C��� '�� @�P��1।     

����n $'���P����n $'���P����n $'���P����n $'���P???? 
    

���'-� '��P� @�P��1 ��P ��� �g�� �,��*, �'� U� ��u* ���P� ���T U� ���i� $'� ����n 
��7� @P ��। ������� .8� ����n ��P� U� ��i ���7���� @����1, %�7 /��� 
����� ��OP�� 
��� U' �g�� ���� ��@�� ,� ����n �7� $�9 '��P��1। B����'�� �� U'�6 $���� ����n 
�7� '���� ��� P ��� ��P ���.P��1। /����� ����n �7� U�� .5@�� @��� $��6 �TP @�P��1   
�= 6�'�, B����'�� �TP @�P��1� �  �= 6�'�, %�7 ���'-��� ����n U�O �7� '�� @P ��, 
�'�, ������T U� ����  r $'��6 6�'� �TP @�P� �.P��1। @�P�� .��� ��i ���'-�।     
    

.� r �g�� ���P� ���'-� .0-���9��� �/���� ����' " @���� 6�'� '��P� $�� U�� ��8� O 
.�8� ��'��� ��7�P ������1। .0-���9��� ���T.�0� ����P���� /�8� O '��7� %�V��� �T 
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��T@ "# 6�'� �@���� /��� $�OP� @�P��1। U� ����� %�* $� ���q ������0� ��P��1, U'�� ���� 
����T।     

    

�T�H
����� ����T�H
����� ����T�H
����� ����T�H
����� ���0    

 ���'-��� ��
 ����n � ��'P U� ���i �T�H
����� ���S @�P��1। ���� ���'-�� $�8 
@������ %��' %�T��', 3�'�, 1��-1��� O $�����' ���'.0 $���� ���T ��� ��7��� B6' �1�, 
%�7 ������� ���� %����� ��� ��7��� '�@��'O B6' ���� ��P �। �c����.� ��� $��� $� �T�@�� 
'�� @P, ��@� ���9T��7� ��� ��P �। ��� $Q0�� ����c���� ��T L��' � 6�'� # B� ! �P�� 
����T� ���4 '�� B�1, �'� ������ ���.� $��9� '��'6���� 7��� '��� �� �c���� /��.T s B� 
@��� �v B�� %��' ���T $���6 �।     

    

���� /,��'�P ������ ��.���� /,��'�P ������ ��.���� /,��'�P ������ ��.���� /,��'�P ������ ��. 

 ��A*���� �@6����� B��� ����T '���0 �c���.�' $�/��� @�T� '�� @��, ������ ��. 
���� ���'-�� ��@� ��� %��5� @����1। �@�� C�� �� $����� 1�� ��.-��@�� %�T�7��� t� 
��P��1। �����@� $��� $� ~���9*0 '�� @�P��1�, ��@��� '�P'� @��@� @P। �@��� ���T �1� ���� 
$���� U' ���q ������ U'��� ��� B��P��, $� �b��P ���9*' ��t� ��/��.� 1�� �1�।    

 x�'�P /�9� B�c���� ��P ,_� B�� ��'�� ~�� '��P� '�P'� O���P��� 
�������� %��� '��। �@� �T�H��� ��C ��*+ ������ '�� �� '�� @P ��। ����+ 
������� ���.� ����� L��' ����� (#E $C�P���) � !# � U �`�'* �,0* ����0 �'�� 
'��P��1��।    

 x�'�� ������.� ����� �T����' ,_� B�� ��'�� ~�� 7����P� ��P ���� ������' @��@� 
'�� ���P� �'��। �@���� �' $��9 �1�, ��@� ��'�� ��� ��। U�� ~�� 7���� �T����O ���� 
$.�� ���� @�P��1। 

������� ���.� %T�� %�'��Z* '��7��� 1����� 3�� ~�� 7�����।1����� %���� �1� $� ��@��� 
$�� �5��� ������ $��/����� ���@� '��P��1�। U� ����T '��� �# � 1���' $� ������ ��. 
��'�� ~�� '��P� ������ ����, $�� ����� $'� %��'�� ��@���� ��'� 3�7� P।     

 7�a��� ���� '�6� ��P� ~���9*0 O ��.�� ������� ���T ~���9*0 ��.-��@�� %T�� 
%�'���* @�P� ��@�। ��a ���� ���'-�� B@����P� ������� B�c���� ��P �����' B� ���� 
'��P�O �����T' $��'�' ��. ��'�� �� '��P��1। ����'T' �A��� 3�����P-$'����' 3�l '��P� 
��/g�/��� �@�� '����� ���@�� $���' ���� ���� �7����।    

 ������ ��. ��'�� �.�0� ��P�� ��6���� ���� ��, C�� ��@���� ����-��OP�� � ,̀0* 
B��A� ��a�� ��H� b��� �����P� ����� �T �,�* ���'-��� ������ �TP %��� �'� �5�� '��P��1। 
��H ������ B��� ��������� U'� B�.��. ������� %��� ��� r � �@'��� B�,��, ���'��। 
�'� �,�* ���'-� ��a ������ BP� %��=� %�' '� @���O U��� U'� B�,�� ���'��। �'� 
�,�* ���'-� ��a ������ BP� %��=� %�' '� @���O U��� B�,��, ������� %��� '���= 
�� � �(,B�,��, �@�� '�� @�P��1। %�7 %������ ���T� �1� !"!rr, �'� � !v ���� U� 
%������ ���T� �5�� @�P� ���8�P #�srDv। U� �@��� @���� ����0� @����1 $�, ������ ��. $�� 
����� ��� %���'��� �5�R '��P� 7��P��1। ����� ��/�.�' �TP��� '�� ��¡O �� %������ ���T� 
'�� �� �� ������ @��� $� ����� ��/��. �k��� O 3���H $��'��.�' V� $�OP� @P ��।     
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���T���T���T���T, , , , �� O ¢9� @��� �.0 ������ O ¢9� @��� �.0 ������ O ¢9� @��� �.0 ������ O ¢9� @��� �.0 ���� 

 1P �g���� ������-��. ��� ���'-��' ���T, �� O ¢9� @��� ���� '��P��1, �,�* 
���'-��' �/����� $��� ���0� '�� @�P��1, ��. ��'���� �|T� ���� C�� � !� ��� @��� ‘!E 
��� ��*+ ���� O ������� X�/*= �Z*�� �1�। U' ���� $���P� ��P #v @���� $��' X�/�= 
�5��T��0 '��। ���� $��� �� '��V�� ���0� @�P��1�, ��O ������ ���.� ��*� �n��� ����P� 
$�8�����1� $� X�/*= B���� @P ��। ������ ���.� %T�� 7��� O ����� U�, U� U�, U, ���� 
�� �������� ���5�� ��P� ���P��1�� $�, X�/*�= #v @���� $��' ����P��1 U�� �� $��' ���'-� 
@��� �@c�-�� �@��� '��P��1। %��T $�� ���� ���@�� U� ������ ���.� ����� @�P� ��V�� 
�H5�� '��P� $�8�����1।     

��0 ��'6��0 ��'6��0 ��'6��0 ��'6 

� !� ����� ��0 ��6 ������ ���.� %T�� %�'��Z*। �,�* ���'-�� ��0 L�P��� @�P� ���', 
�'� ������ ���.� �n���� $'@ $'@ ������ By�P $��9�0� �T �,�* ���'-��� ��0 L�P���� 3�� 
��9��t� ���� '�� U�� By�P-
��' ��0 �T����P� U'j� �����. $�। ��@����� 7^��+ C�� 
X� B� �,��T� ��0 �r 6�'� $�� ��� �,�* ���'V���� ^P '��P��1। ��. ��'���� ������ /�P 
�.0 ������ '���O $�� ��@� ��P ��।     

�,�* ���'-�� �� ���T/��� ���9 ������1, �� ������ ���.� $���� �'/��� 7�3��� �T��� 
'��P� ��/�� @�P��1, ��@�� ����0 $�OP� ��P��। �,�* ���'-� ��'�� '��7� @��� ����' ���T�n� 
������� B�X� ��Z���� ����� @��� s 6�'� �0 ��� 7�3� ^P '��P� B�। $�� 7�3� U��� 
��@��� #v 6�'� �0 ���, $'� $'� ��P #� 6�'� " B� �0 ��� ��^P '��P� ��'���� $'�9�.��� 
����6 %��� ��/ $����P� ���'। U�� U� ���/� 6�'� ��P� �n� U�� ��'��� 7�'���P���� �T .�8� 
$'� @�P� ���'। ����q� /�.T ��P� U� ���@�� $'����� ������ ���.� ��=� $��/� ��P।     

 ���� ��' ��P� �,�* ���'-��' ��P 3�l '��P� ���� @�P��1। ������ ��. ��'�� U���� ,� 
����� ���e�� $'� $7R� '�� ��। %�7 ���� ���'-�� .� '�P' �g��� D/s �6 ,� ��� V�� 
'�� @�P��1। �,�* ���'-��' �T���P� O ����������� $��9�0� $=���� �T�@�� '�� @����1। � !# 
���� �,�* ���'-�� '���8� X�/*= ��6����� �T OP��@X���� ��' U' '��T�� �T�H�' X� $'��6 
6�'�� /����P '��8 B����� �����} $�OP� @�P��1�। $�� '���8� $���� /�. '��'���P ��^� 
@P। ����T '��8 x�'�P B�P� '���������� 7��� $�OP� @�P��1�। ����� U� 7�� %������� ��9�P 
��+ ]_ '��� 3���� B�� �_� B�� 3@� ����7��� ��P� ����P��1। �_� B�� ��'���� %��T� 
��� B�1 $� OP��@X���� ��' U� �T�H�6 %��/H �����P $'�-%�����6/ $'������� �T ��P�। 
����� ��/�. @OP�� C�� $� By�=� '���� ���* @�P��1। ��/�. �,�* �����P ���'-� B�c���� 
��P U� �T�H�6 ������ ���.� ��_�� '�� '��P��1�। �,�* ���'-��� ��' $� U� ������ ���.� 
U'� �8 7���।     

$��.�� ��T O ¢9��� %�T�V�$��.�� ��T O ¢9��� %�T�V�$��.�� ��T O ¢9��� %�T�V�$��.�� ��T O ¢9��� %�T�V� 

 

¢9��� �T�����O �,�* ���'-�� %�@�P %�V�� �5�R @�P��1। X�� �n� $���� ¢9��� B����-
�>��� ������}� ���@ /�. ������1 U�� ���@���� '�T��0� �,�* ���'-�� ¢9� ��OP� ��P �, %�7 
���'-� @��� /���� ¢9� 7��� ��P। U��� $������(*, ��3��T����6 ����T �7�'g��~����    
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¢9� ��; ���q $��.�� ¢9��� %/��� ��� �7�'g��P ���� ������1। @�������� ¢9��� %/��� 
$��.�� �5��T���T� %��� �'� �5�� ���P��1। %�7 
�VT �n� ��@�� ���@� $'� '�� � '��P� ���P� 
���P� $��6� $�� �����1। ���q $�� ���� �� ¢9� O ��T�/��� �5��T��0 '�����1, �� ����T 
%����� %��@��� ���.� �n��� U�� $���� �7�'g�� '������ �T �� B����'�, �������T��,�/�P� 
��/5�� �3�����P �����' ���8 �����1। �.�0� ��� $�-����� �@� %��=� 7,8�+ ���7P B� �' 
���'�� ����? U $����� '�� %�* ��7� $7;���� $��@�A� B�� �� �� %�* �T�P x�'�P ��'��� ���7 
�7�'g��� @����1�, �K' $�� ��P �O��� /�9��� �� U' $C��6� ¢9��� %/��� ���� ���� �5��T� 
���' %a�� @����1��।    

��=�� ��_�� $�@����=�� ��_�� $�@����=�� ��_�� $�@����=�� ��_�� $�@�� 

��=�� ��_�� ������ ��. $� $�@�� $u�90� '��P��1। ������ ��. =��� ����� �� �,��* ���'-��' 
�����'�p� 3���P %���=� ����� u50T 98�n '��P��1। ��@�� C�� ��. �'����� ��� �g���� �,��* 
���'-��� ��P Ev @���� ������� w�� �| '��P� $�OP� @P। $� w��~�� 7�����1, ��@� �| '��� 
%�/���P ��='.0�' %��*�> $�� %�T+ %�P���/��� $�OP� @P। w��� B���������� ��-.| ��। 
3k��=�� �T ��. ��'�� ���� ���� $��6� ���4 '��P� ���', %�7 ������� O ���T��' ��=� 
�T�V��' ���@��� %�T+ 7������ ��@� �l� '��P� �����1। �@�� C�� %�,�/�9T�� 3k��=�� �T B� 
%�* ����4� ��P�� @��� �।     

������4-_� B�� 7^ ������ ��=� �n�� ���� U� U' %���.T �T�H�' ����P� 
����P��1 ��@�� $��6 $���� ������O ��=�� �T����� $'� ��t���,�' '�� ���@� @��� ��। �@�� 3�� 
���T��' ��=� $��(* ��' U� U %�,��* 7�� �5�R '��P� ���� @�P��1, ��@�� $'� =��� ��, %�7 
��=�-�T�V� �� '��� $��.T�� ���R B�1 U�� U� $���(*� $����(J��� U� U' �T�H�' ��P�. 
'�� @�P��P1 ��� 'P �g��� $'����� ���� �T���P $���� 7����P� C���P� C����P� $x�� @�P��1।     

�,�* ���'-��� %���.T ��n�/� .� 1P �g��� ��=� �T����� '�6� %���.T��� ���7P ��P��1, ��z 
��@�� ����0 $�OP� @��।     

���� ���'-�� B�1 ���� ���'-�� B�1 ���� ���'-�� B�1 ���� ���'-�� B�1  
    

��f���T��P    ..    ..    ..    "�6    

$��(�'� '���    ..    ..    ..    !�6    

��{�P��� '���    ..    ..    ..    E�6    

$6¥6��� '���    ..    ..    ..    s�6    

C������ '���    ..    ..    ..    #�6    

@�������    ..    ..    ..     �6    

�,� * ���'-�� B�1 �,�* ���'-�� B�1 �,�* ���'-�� B�1 �,�* ���'-�� B�1  
    

��f���T��P    ..    ..    ..    #�6    

$��(�'� '���    ..    ..    ..    ��6    

��{�P��� '���    ..    ..    ..    ��6    
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%�T���� �,�* ���'-�� U'�6O ��'��� ��K�.�� �� $R6 ����¦�� ����e� @P ��। ��0 ������ 
@��� $� ���� ���'-��� ��'�� !r /�. $��' �,��* ���'-�� ��� '��।     

�� ��=�� �T U'�6 
P�� ,̀0* '��� O B���' 1������� �,��* ���'-��� �������� ��। 
��@����� '��� O 1��� ������ �T ����6 ����� ����e� @�P��1� ��@� ��. ��n�/� ��*��� �� 
$��^6����P6 /� �@���� �T�@�� '�����1।     

��'��� ����'� ���T��P~����O By�P $��90 ��� %�����  3������ By�P
��'  ���� 
@�P��1। ��@�� C�� ��=�� �� ���R '��P� �.P��1। �@�� 3�� 1������ ����� /�8� O $�� �5�� 
'��P� �� 1����' �8� �T��. ���T '�� @�P��1।     

��=��=�� X*��� U� �T��'/��� $��� ��P��1 $� ��-' ���*�7 '���6 u�9 1�8� '�� ��� �। %�* 
�TP '��P� %�' %��KT ��-' '�� ��P U '�� �,��* ���'-��� ��. O������ B���� ��T ���P� 
����0� @��।     

�,��*-���'-��� ��=� 3SP�� �T � "D ���� ��=� ��.*K '���6 ������� '��P��1�� $� 
�����' -�� ���5/�9� 1�8� %T $'� /�9�P ��=� $�OP� @��� �। �'� ���T���..� �n��� �����' 
-�� 34�* /�9��' U���� ���T���,�' '��P� �����' ��=�� 7�� ���*�� ��� '��P��1।     

�,��* ��l� ����' ��=�� �T $'� @��� �g��� !# �= 6�'� $�OP�� '�� �1�, �'� $� '�� 
��=� @P ��। U�� �,��* ��l� %���.T �n��� 3@� B��P '���� ���� ��।     

x�'� ��f���T��P §0a- ��'� ��¡O ��� '�P' �g�� $'��� �'6 ��@��T 7��@P� ��C� ����� 
@�P��1, %�7 ��|��� ��f���T��P ��'� ��¡O '��7�� �T B��� U'�6 $C(���� �3�/�����6 '�� 
@�P��1।     

U����� ���q O ��T��Z $Q0�� ��y��� �� %�*�/�� U�� ��'��� %�T�V�P ��=� ���/ ���� 
@��� 7��P��1, �� �� U�� '��P�� 
��*������� ��y�.�0� ������ /�9�� ���T�� ��=�� �T 
�����' w�� ����e� @����1। U' �/'�_�S�� w����� �T� ��'�� U ��*T+ Ev �= 6�'� �TP 
'��P��1। U� w�� �5��P $Q0�� U'�6 1���� $�� �!।v B�। U� �TP��� ��=�� '��0 �`�'* 
�n��� ��� $� U����� ���' L�P���� �T U� ���� w���� ��P�� B�1। ������ �'���� ���' O 
����� �d��P �5�R� ���� %�T+ ����y'। �@��' .��P� ������ '��-'����� ��� ����� ����।     

�,��* �����P ��'��� O $���'��� w���� ���*'T ���P ����P� ��=�� ������ �,�� '�K���u�� '�� 
@�P��1। �,��*-������ $��6 B��P� ���
 #D $'��6 6�'�� ���T ���8 �E $'��6 6�'� ���/� O ����� 
���� �TP @P। B� ��'��� w�� O '���� $� ��7 '�� @P, ��@�� %��*'O $���'��� w�� O '����� 
�T ��7 '�� @P �।    

������� ��� �������� /��O��������� ��� �������� /��O��������� ��� �������� /��O��������� ��� �������� /��O�� 

������ ��. �� ���'-� B�c�� B�� '��P��1�, �� �.�0� �'6 �@�� %T�� 
���¨�� �1� U� $� ��� $������ ������� ��� '��P� /,��@� 7�9���� ���T 3@� ����0 '�� @���। 
�'� ���'-�� ���e�� �� '��P�� 
���* �������� ������ ��. rv $'��6 6�'� $����� ��P ������� 
���� '���। U� 6�'� ���� � $��� @P, ���� 7^�5�4 @��� �������' ��� ���� @���। �@��� ��P 
�#! $'��6 6�'� $��6 =���,�0 ���� @���।     
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������� ���@�� ��*����7� '���� $��� ��P $� %�' �������� ����� �,��T %��� ��� �,��T 
�5�6� ����'� �'6 @��� $���q��@��� U��-
�� ������� ���P��1�। �@��� $@�R���� B�� @��� 
������4�� B�� ��*+ ������ �A*�/��� $��90 '��P� ����� $/�. ������� �Z ���'�। �@���.�' 
=���,�0 $�OP�� $'� �l� '��0 ���'�� ���� �, �'� $��@�� ������ ��. ��@�� [��@T /���P� 
������ O �@���� ������� B�� '��P��1, $��@�� �,��* ���'-��� �.�0� 'R���*� %�* b��� 
��������� =���,�0 �����1। '�@��O �A�Z ��� $������ $��� '��P� �1��P� �OP� ����� �������, 
U��� @��T'� ���H ��@��� �����1।     

��6 $'��������6 $'��������6 $'��������6 $'������ 

X�P�P �� ��6 3g�S @P, ��@�� ��'�� D! /�. �,��* �����P ��©। �'� 7�9��� $�� ��6 
3g��� '��P� ��@���� =���� %S ��P �, $��� ��6 �T���P� ��� �,��* ���'-�� @P, ��@��O %S 
$��6� ��P। ����' ���0�T �n� C���� �@���� 98��n ��� �"�6 $'�`�� ������ ��6 7��� $�OP�� 
%��'�� ��/ '��P��1�। ��@���� ���T ��� ��6 �,��* ���'-�� ���e�।     

7�9���� %�V� %�T+ $��7�P @�P��1 ��. ��'���� u50T 98��n� C��। �� ��6 ������ 3�K, 
�� ���';��� ������ �T���P��� ��6 ^P �| ����। C�� $� U' � ��6 3g��� '���� 7�9�� � .vv 
6�'� ��7 ���., $�� ��6 �����' E.vv 6�'� � ���O ��^P '���� @P। %�7 ��� $�� ��67�9�� 
@��1�8� @�P� ���@��, B����, ���� ¦����* ���� �8 �8 �������� �T���P���� @��� �.P� ��8 ��� 
���6� ��� '���= "v/"! 6�'� O�K। 7�9�� U� %�V�� ��l �R-���P� $'�`��� B���� �� 
7�9���� X/*��.T� ���� '�� ��P। ���� �T����P ������ ��0�'�� �'���� @��, B� $��� 7�9��� 
ª��-$.��-��� ���=� '���। 7�9�.0�' ���7����� �j� ��� ��. ��'���� ���'�, ��@� @��� ��6 
�T���P ����P'�0 '�� @��। �'� '��P�� 
���*� ����� ���P� ������ ��. .0
���*� ������� '���� 
���� �। .0 ���� $���P'�5�c� ��HI�J� ���*�7� OP���� %T�� ��� OP��� @����1 ��6 
�T���P�' ����P'��0� OP���।     

'�/�� ���8� ���q 7�9�'�/�� ���8� ���q 7�9�'�/�� ���8� ���q 7�9�'�/�� ���8� ���q 7�9� 

���6� 7�9 '��P� $� 7�9� ���*
�+ @�P��1, ��@�� 3�� ��� B�O '�/�� 7����P� $�OP� @P, ��@� 
@��� ��@�� ����7��� B�� $'���P? 7��9� C��� @��� �P�� ��P �, X� 7����6 ������ .�1 B�1, $�� 
������ ��^P '��P� @P��� ��@�� '�P'�� ~��� @��� ����, �'� ��@�O ��. ��'���� �@T @�� �। 
��'�� 7�9�� 3�� ������ '� ���*T '����। U� '� �� �'��� B��P @����1। ����� ��� 
������.��1 X-B�, ��� '��8 ������� 3�� 1P �P�� O ��� ��0 �v 6�'� # B� '� ���� @P।     

.����� 3���P� B� U'�6 �� ����' ��^P। �'� ��@�� 3��O 6T�¥ ���*T '�� @�P��1। 7�9� ��� 
$=�� 3g����� �����'� 3�� ��� $�� �# B�, ��� ��0 Ev 6�'� �" B� 6T�¥ �����1। �@�� 3�� 
������}� ������ $�� B�1�। ��� ������} ����' ��^P '�� ��P � %�7 �����} ���� $.��O 
7�9��' %�* �TP '���� @P। �!v-!� ����� �@���� $��� ��P $� [ �g��� ������ ��� �0 ����' "v 
6�'� s B� @��� "v 6�'� � ��� ��^P @�P��1�, �'� 7�9��� ���P��1� ��7� ���� ��� �v 6�'� s 
B�।     

�,��* ���'-�� O.�� .���� 3g����� $'�। U� .����� �P��P 7�9��� ���� '�������� '�����1�। 
�'� ������ ��. ��'�� .����� ������� rE।. B� 6T�¥ ����P� $�। �@�� C��     
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������ .���� ��^P �| @�P��1 U�� 7�9��� %�@��� ������1। ��'����O U� ���� '�P' �= 6�'� 
���9*' $��'�� ������1। U���� ������ ��. ��'���� ^���*�� ��7� $��9����� �T $������ 
U'�6� �� U'�6 ,� '��/��� ��*��� @����1।      

��7�� ��^P��7�� ��^P��7�� ��^P��7�� ��^P 

 ������ ��i ���e�� �T ���.� 7����� �� 7�g'�� '�����1, �� ������ �P�� ��7��-
�T�V� '��P� � '��P� ��7�� ��^P ]_ '��P��1। ������ �'���� B���� O C��P��� '���� ������ 
@���� @��� ����T�P ����7�� ����। �'� B����� �Z*�� ��'�� '���� ��7�� ��Z* $�� �,��� '��, 
$'�6* C�� @�� ��'�� !v 6�'� �@���� ��8��P� ��P��1। �@�� C�� .����� ��= %�T�7���� @�P�O 
��7�� ��OP� B�� ��।     

����������������� /�9� '��8P� �OP�� 98�n� /�9� '��8P� �OP�� 98�n� /�9� '��8P� �OP�� 98�n� /�9� '��8P� �OP�� 98�n 

 ���� ���'-��� ��'�� !r �T %������� ����� /�9� �����। ������ ���.� ������� U� 
/�9�6�'�O '��8P� �OP�� 98�n '��P��1�। $.��� $.��� ���� B��� O 34�* /�9� 7������� �T $7R� 
'��P��1�। B��� O 34�* /�9�� ��� �,��*-���'-����� $'� ���b9 �� U�� �1� �। ����� $' U� 
$.�� 98�n? �@�� 3�4�T �1� $'����� 34�*�' ��i/�9� '��। �,��*-���'-��� ������ ��. $���� 
U� 98��n� ��@� ��8� �1�। ��� �� �,��*-���'-��� 1���� ������' ��i/�9���� ��OP�� ���� 
$������ '���, ��� ����� ������ ���.� 6' �8�। ��.-��@�� ������� ~���� 1����� ���'� 
��H ����� ���� ��� @�P� $.�। �@�� 1�� O ���'��� �H�� '��P�O �������� �5�> ��/ @�� �, 
��@��� $��/H �_0��� '��T�R, ��i�q�@� �/5�� B�T� ��P� ������ '�� x�'� $�OP�� $7R� '���।     

 �Z*��� ���*�7�� ��P U� ������ ��. �n��� �������� ��i/�9� '�� @��� ���P� ���T� 
$�y�' �����1 U�� ��a� ����' ��h�+ '��� $7R� '�����1। �'� �.0 ��� $�, ����� /�9��' 
��i/�9� '��� �j� ��� �_� B�� ��'���� ���'� ��@� @��� %�*' U�~�� 1�� O �_�0� �H�� 
'��P� �_� B�� ��@�� �H������ ��6��� �। B� ��1�8� ���j� ��@���� ���'�� ��@��� U���� 
����� �j� '��*'�� '���� �����, $��@�� U��� ��@���� ���9���,�@ ����� ���T�H�W� ������ $/�. 
'��P��1।    
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��HI�J� ��*�7 ����*� ���.K�' 
��'�*���    

��HIJ �>�    �!� ��7*, � !"    

 

UNITED FRONT PARTY OFFICE 

56, SIMPSON ROAD, DACCA 

Dated, 15th March, 1954 

Dear Sir, 

Now that the elections are over and matters must still be fresh in your minds, it is 

very important that we collect for future reference some important data. We would 
request you to devote some time and attention to the collection of material and to let us 

know the replies as soon as possible. The replies may be sent in two batches, one batch 
in regard to questions which you can immediately answer and the other in regard to 

questions which may require some time to reply. 

We would like to have information on the following points: 

(1) Names of contestant candidates with particulars of whether- 

(a) they had applied to the Muslim League, 

(b) whether they had applied to the United Front, 

(c) whether they claimed to be nominees of any particular person, 

(d) whether they issued pamphlets signed or purporting to have been signed 

by any particular Leader of the United Front or any other Party, 

(e) any important particulars. 

(2) Can you send the leaflets produced by all parties particularly-? 

(a) leaflets containing a Fatwa or recommendation of the Pir of Furfura. This 

was actually issued by the late Pir Sahib in 1946 and has been re-issued 

by the Muslim League on this occasion to mislead the people, 

(b) the Fatwas of Maulana Shamsul Huq and the Pir Sahib of Sarsina stating 

that a Vote against the Muslim League is against the Quoran and the 
Sunnah, 

(c) any other leaflets calculated to mislead the people. 

(3) The names of those who worked on behalf of yourself and on behalf of the 

Muslim League and on behalf of other candidates. Union by Union and 
preferbly village by village. Names of important and influential people need 

only be given (This information is required). 

        (4) Names of important workers not associated with the Union or Village but 

working in the Centre may also be given. 
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(5) Particulars of persons arrested before the elections-whether under Public Safety 
Act or in any specific case; if in detention when election held also, who 

amongst them are Communists, and who are your workers? 

 (6) Names of persons who should have supported us but did not do so. 

(7) Of the workers of the Muslim League many were violent characters and 

Goondas. Their names may also be supplied with short notes. 

(8) Some information regarding Polling-where any difficulties were placed in the  
way. 

(9) Any comments regarding female voting. 

(10) Was the Polling Station placed where it should have been or was there anything 

wrong with its location? 

(11) Has your Constituency been properly constituted or should your Constituency 

have been differently constituted in the interests of contiguous or Polling 

facilities. 

(12) Was the Muslim League candidate rich? What were his antecedents and did he 

spend much money? Give any particulars regarding his method of work. 

I would very much like a note regarding- 

 (a) Partial or impartial officers in your Constituency and their behavior, 

 (b) a note on the requirements of your Constituency and its grievances and what 
should be done to improve your area and give some satisfaction to the people. 

 

Please consider this to be of the utmost importance and reply as soon as possible. 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

SHAHEED SUHRAWARDY 
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�������    �,�    �����    

��HI�J� ��*�7 ���P    L��' ‘B���‘    #�� U���, � !"    

,� ���9�� ���P ��H,� ���9�� ���P ��H,� ���9�� ���P ��H,� ���9�� ���P ��H 

�,�* ��l� ��*��9 X��6 $��1��� ��*�7 $'��� C� .�'�� (�5@������) �'���� @�P��1। U� 
$'� X��6 @���O X�� ��HIJ ���*� ��*��7� @�P��1। C�� ������ ��HIJ �6�'�6 ��*��7� 
$��1��� ���T��� ���T� @�� #�!। �@�� ���T ��� C���� @' #�6 $'� @��� ��*��7� @�P� U'�6 
$'� @��� ���T�. '���P��1। C�� '��*T�� ��HIJ �6�'�6 ��*��7� ���T��� ���T� U� #�" 
@�P��1।     

U�bT���� 
�n ���@��� ��*��7� @�P��1�� ���@���� ���T D��� ��HI�J $��.���� B��� 
������T IJ '�5*' .5@�� @�P��1। # ��� B��� ����7��� B�1। 3����H D ��@ U� ��*T+ 
��HI�J� ���T ���T� ##� @�P��1। %���� P� ���9�� ���/S ���P ��H �z����� @����    

��HIJ    ..    ..    ..    ..    ##�    
$��1��� ��.    ..    ..    ..    ..         

�n    ..    ..    ..    ..    !    
$���C�� �����    ..    ..    ..    ..    �    
            $��6    ..    #Er    

    

���T��u� B�-                          
'��a�    ..    ..    ..    ..    #"    
���T��u� ��HIJ    ..    ..    ..    ..         
.0�n� ��    ..    ..    ..    ..    #    
'��T�R    ..    ..    ..    ..    !    
�C���� $C(���� O 
�n    ..    ..    ..    #s    
$�;�    ..    ..    ..    ..    #    
�5R�    ..    ..    ..    ..    �    
            $��6    ..    D�    

��*��9 $u��9� X��6 $��1��� $'��� C��C� �z���     

��=0 ����6-'��-@��.{ $��1���-$'���� B��    

(��HIJ ��*��7�)     

 ......................    

 $������@� ��� 3Z� $��1��� ��HIJ ���*� �O��� CP��� �@�� U� $'� @��� ��*��7� 
@�P��1।     

 .�'�� ��z�H �C���� $'��� C�O $u��9� @�P��1�     

 x�'� �,�* �C����-    

 �{�� 7� ��� (��*��7�)*     

    
* ��� ��7* %��e� ��*�7�� � ,̀0* C��C� ��'���/��� �'���� @�P��1� � !" ��� #�� U���।  
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�������    �,�    �����    
���.K�' ��9P O ���/S U��'�� 

���T� %�.� '��� B@�� ����P 
�O��� /����� ��C��6    

BOP��� ������ ��.    U���, � !"    

$���$���$���$���, , , , �@'����@'����@'����@'���, , , , ��� O �3�P BOP��� ���.� '�*'�*���� �'6��� O �3�P BOP��� ���.� '�*'�*���� �'6��� O �3�P BOP��� ���.� '�*'�*���� �'6��� O �3�P BOP��� ���.� '�*'�*���� �'6 

�_�� B����_�� B����_�� B����_�� B��� 

$���, �@'���, ��� O �3�P BOP��� ���.� 'A*'�*��5c ��@���� �� �� U��'�� ��z�H 
��T��,@ BOP��� ���.� !r, ��`� $��(, ���u�6, x�'�, $'��P %�C�� %�.;�0 $��0 '����। �= 
������ @��� $�, U� ��- ��T $� /�� ������� 3�� �/�Z '��P� $���� � @P।     

�। �� �� U��'�� ���� ���-$���i� %�C�, C��R %�C�, '5�9 %�C�, $��6��� %�C�, ���6� 
�����} %�C�, �C���� %�C�, $/�6����� �7�'g���P, �(�i& $��(* �� ./0*��J �7�'g���P ��T��� 
���e���,@ �Z*��� �'�� X*��� 7�����1 ��@� ��-5� �����6*।     

#। $� ��- ������� ��'�� �� ���� ��P��1 ��@��� ������ ��'P� ������ �_ U�O 
���6*�C�'6 @����1 �'�- @�P� ���'�� $'� a��� '� )� @�P��1- '5�9 $�� B���P� ��� $'� 
����� @����1 �' �- ������� �@�� ��'� %�V�P� ������ 3�� %�T�7�� $��� @��- � ��'��� 
B���� $��� %�T�7�� @����1, ������� B��� ������ ��� B��P @��- �' �Z*��� B��P @P ��T��� 
��T �)��� �����6*।     

E। �@c�-������, ����, ����, (��6� �� �����, ��1 ���� ��� %��� '��8 ������� �T �,�� ��P 
�' �, �,��� �(��� %��� ���'��.0 '���������� '�� �' � ��@�� �����6*।     

"। �Z*�� �g���� ]_ @��� w��, '��� %��� ��q���� 1��.0 %��*� %/��� �8�]� 1��8�� ���T 
@�P��1 �'� %��� @���O ��@���� ���T� �'�� ��@�� 3����,��*' ��-���� �����6*।     

!। ��HI�J� �-��*��7� ���9� ���T.0 �� �� ���*�7� U��'���,�@ ��'/��� �/�� O 
������6* ���R� �@�� ��'� %�V�P O �' �'��� �' �' ���9 �����+ %�� ���� 7��� '�����1 U�� �' 
�' ���9 B���� '�����1 ��@�� ��-���� ��T।     

r। ��HI�J� �-��*��7� ���9� ���T.0 �� �� ���*�7� U��'� ���h�0 '��P� V��P %/��-
%�/���.��,�@� ��� '�p $'� �'�� ��^P �T�V� %��) '�����1 �'� %��� U �`�'* ��@��� 
OP��'C@�� B�1 �'� ��@�� �����6*।     

D। ��'�� �P�n� �,��T �� ����0 '�� @����1 �'� %��� �P�n� �,��T �� �����0� $'� 
��'��� $��'�� $'� �'�� '���������� 7�����1 �'� ��@�� �����6*।     

s। ����'� L��, @¬�, ���7 O %T�T ����, '�.� O ��T��P���P %T�T q��T� �Z*�� �,�T 
'� U�� �� ��6 O %T�T '5�9��� %�*'�� C���� �Z*��� �' �,�T U�� $'���O U� ����� %�T���' 
�,�T m�� u�6��� C�� 7�9���� ^P=��� �' ������0 '��P��1 U�� �@��� ��@���� �' �' ���6� 
�A��� @��� @�P��1 ��@�� �����6*।      
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 । V��P ��'��� O $���'��� %�C���,�@ �T��' 1��6�� ��� '��*'�� '�� @�P��1 �' �, $'� 
%�C�� �' �����0 'A*7��� 1��6�� @�P��1 U�� '�*7�T� $�� �� 'A*7����� �Z*��� �' %�V�P 
'�������� '�����1 ��@�� �����6*।     

�v। ��-�-u�6, $����� O ����� u���6� �T �' �����0 ��� ��'�� ��P��1�� U�� $�� �� 
���� �T ��'�� $'� =���,�0 ��P��1 �' � ��@�� �@���।     

��। ���T���- U��'�� w��, ��q���, �����, ��c� ��T��� �)�| ��-���� ��T     

�#। $� ��- '59', ��HIJ ��'�� ���6� �����} �C �O'�C '��� �,���*� �����} �C ��P��1 
��@���� �� O $�P 6T��¥� �����0 ��^�+ ��T��,@।     

�E। �����l, B���, ��@��, �/5�� V� @��� X��*�a- B.� �@������� ���T� U�� ��@���� 
�Z*�� %�V�, ���*��� O $����-$���.���� �T�V�� �T U ��*+ ��'�� �' �' '��P��1।     

�"। ������� w���� ��='.0 w�� $��(* @��� �P��� /��� $�� �� �' �। � ���P� ���'�� 
'��� @��� �� � U�� '�@�� '� 6�'� ��'�।     

�!। $'�® $'�® V�� �' �����0 ���Y��' 'A*� U�O B6' U�� %+��0 B�1 ��@���� ���� 
����'� U�� 'A*���� 3�� ���*�7'��� $C;����� ������ �,0* ����0।     

-$��� B\�� @���� �� (/����)    
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�������    �,�    �����    

�,�* ���'-� ���@�T ��A�� 
3�b��� �H5��� (� �@�X��@     

���@�T ��A� �7�� '���6    #E $� U���, � !"    

�,�* ���'-� ���@�T ��A��,�* ���'-� ���@�T ��A��,�* ���'-� ���@�T ��A��,�* ���'-� ���@�T ��A� 

3�b��� �H5��3�b��� �H5��3�b��� �H5��3�b��� �H5�� 

(� ��@A� �@�X��@ (� ��@A� �@�X��@ (� ��@A� �@�X��@ (� ��@A� �@�X��@  

'��* @�, x�'�    

#E$� U���, � !"    

���.� ���@��T' O ���@�T������ �|�.0,     

� "D ����� �"� B.�R �� ���� $.������ �� �� B����� ���/�� @�, �� ���0 B�� 
$��.�1� $�, U� 
������ ��H ������ ����� ���@�T ��� ��5��� �� ����� ����। � "s ����� 
�(��)�� x�'�P $� ���@�T ��A��� %����� @�P�1�, ���� �8 B����� ��' $���� B�� %�//�90 
���P�1���। �'� ����� $� ����^P� @P, ���� @��8 @��8 �����1��� 
������ ,� $��P B����� 
���jS '�� ���P�1। B��� @��C ����� $���, ����� /�9�P %�7��� B��� ����� ��\� %��� 
B����, �7��� ����� /�9��' .l������ /�9� �’$� ��� �����Z* �¯������ /�9� �7��� $�P�� 
�/5�� ������� B����� U'�� ���@��T'�' $��P ����। ����� U��� ��������� U� $��� $.�� $� 
�'5� ���@�T $��� ���� $���� O ���� �l� @’$� ����, ��� ��� B��*�� -,� ���P ���@��T� 3S��� 
�� $'�� _� '’$�� ������ /,�9� @�� �, ��� ����6 ���@�T������.�' �� �'��� ��8�)� O 
����a- '��� B���� $��P $'��� $���� $��. $.��। ���� '�' 3k��V ��'��� '�*7����� 3w�� 
���� '��� '��� �। C�� ����� /�9� O ���@��T� 77*�, ������, ��g7� U�� %T�T ������l� 
'�� O ���@��T'.�0� '��T O a° B���7�, U��' ��l��� ���6 ��*+ $� ���'-��� ��_�� 98�n 
�’$� $'3 $'3 �� '��� ��.��। $'3 U U�� ����� ��l� /,��� /�P B��aV @�P B��-���� 
�'�� ]_ '’$� ���� U�� $���P @��-�� 1�8�� ��.��। '��7�� ������� .� ��. ./0*��J ����� 
/�9� O ���@��T� 3S��� �T �'1� '�� �,�� ��', ��l��� ����'� '�7 ����P 3X*� $���� 7����P ���� 
U�� $'��P ��'���� B��� @��C ����� /�9� $���� U�� 3X*�' U'��� ��i/�9� '��� %��7R�P 
�@����.�� '��1। U��� ��9�H B�@�OP�P � "s ����� �� B� $'�O ���@�T ��A��� B�P�� 
����� @P�।  B�� ���P �,��* ��l���� ./0*���J� BQ�P B��� 
�-� ��f�� $C�� U' ��*���P 
���@�T ��A��� B�P�� '��1।     

�,��* �l������� 3����� $� ���� 7�� $'��6 $���'� /�9��' ���'-��� U'��� ��i/�9� '��� ���� 
� '’$� ��� 3X*�'O %T�� ��i /�9���� ���� 
�'5�� ���P�1। U� 3�����P '5�t � @�P $'3   
$'3 U��� ���� ���P ���1 $�, ���� ������' ��i/�9� '��� ���� '�� ���� ���'-��� Xª। B� 
�,�* �l���� ��±�� ���� $� U� �'� 3X* �,������� ���'-��� Xª। B��� ���'-��� ��� $��-, 
��� ��T B�y�������' ['T 7��; $�� [�'T� ������ B��� ������ ��l 3X*�O ���� $�� ��P�1। 
����     
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�����- ^�� ��- ���'-��� O�� $'� U'�6 /�9� 7����P ���� 7�P, ����� ���'-��� Xª; ����� 
���'-� �� '���।     

����� ��9P, ������ ��. ����*��J��� ���6*� �'��g ������� 3�P @�P�1। ����� 3X* O ����� 3/P�' 
��i/�9�� ��*��� ���� �-�� a@0 '���1, ���O %T '�'~�� /�9�� ��9P ����� ����7� '��� 
�'5� 
@�P�1, �'� ������' ��i/�9�� B�� B�� $����� B��� 7�����* @� �, ��� � $�� ��l B��� 
����� /�9� O ���@��T� ��5���'O � ���। ��� �T ���*��� ��P�� ����*��l� ��- ���@��T'���  
['T�� @OP� U�� ���@��T� 3S�� �'5R �°� %��)�� �T U'�6 �����'�p� �°� ��4*� '��। U� 
�T U��� ���@�T ��A��� B� ����9 ~_W ����8�P�1। B�� '�� ����� ���@��T'.0 U ��9�P 
%��@� @��।      

B��� 7�� �l�P ���@�T ���9��� T�P U'�6 $'��P ���@�T ����� ��� ���7������ ��� �g��� 
���'-��� ���/S V�� U��� ��A��� %����� @��। ���� ���@��T'�� B����� ���@��T� 3S��� 
�°� ��*��0 O /���� B�� ���� ���* @��। U� �T U'�6 $'��P ���@�T ����� V���� �� a@�0� 
'��O U� ��A��� �������.* ����7� '��� U� B�� '��। u�� u�� ���@�T �/� �c '�� P; �'� 
7�� U'�6 $'��P ���@�T �����, ��� ��
 '��*T��P ��'�� B� ����� ��'��। B���  %�//H 
����� ��l �l�P ������ ���@�T ����� V�� '’$��1���। U� 
��� �,�*��l �' U'�6 3S��� 
$'��P ���@�T ����� V�� '��� ���� �?     

�Z*�� %�V�P �,��*�l ��'���� '��*T� �@��/,�� �/S B��� B�����  ���@��T' %/�� �,� '’$� 
���' ��5������ '��� ���� �। $�� �T U'�6 ����� U'��(�� �� ����� ���@�T ��'��� ���'p� 
a@0 '�� @�P�1। %�T+ B�c� ��9P B����� ���P �,��* ����� ��'�� U� ���'p� %���P� '�� 
'��� %a�� @�P�1। �'� U� ���'p� �`�'* �'��� @P��� ���R ���0� $�। U� �T B�� U� 
����� ���@�T ��'� ���� �' ����, �� .� %�&��� ���� �����6� U' ��/�P �� ����1���, U��� 
��� �'1� %�� 3�5� '��1।     

‘‘U� ����� ���@�T ��'� ����� B�� ���� '��'���� �l�P ���@�T ���9��� T�P ��� ����=� 
3S��� O �T��'�� U'�6 ���e�। �@�� �T ��� ��P�� ��c� �������� ���T B���'/��� ���� 
U'�6 ��- �b�� .5@। ��@�� ���² ��-'���P ����� ���@��T 3g'5R a°~�� ����9�� ����� /�9�P 
������ ��7�, ���q� O %���q� ��- �� O ����� ���'��। ��@��� ���'-���� ��*, ���@�� O ��w5�� 
�)|�P B���, C����, 3X*, �@c�, ������, C����, ���*�, �����P�, (�7, $��� U�� _� /�9�P 
����� ��-' U�� ���@��T' ���'�~�� ��=� @���। �@�� U'�6 %���� ��/�. ���'��। ��@�� '��*T 
@��� ���/S /�9� @��� ���'-��� ��*, ��w5��, �³�¡ O ���@�� �`'*�P �,�T�� ��-'~��  ����� 
/�9�P %���� '��। �@�� U'�6 ��-' �'�� ��/�. ��'�� ��@� @��� ���/S /�9�P U�� ������ ��7� 
��T ���.� ����� ���@��T� ��w�0 �'���� @���। U� ����� ���@�T ��'��� ��@� ��K'=, .��90� 
��'�e U�� .��90�'������ �T ���/� ���'��।     

‘‘$�;/�.T^�� B��� ���� B�X� '��� ���@�T������ ���@�T��.� ���@��� ��.5@�� %�,�T 
�����~��� %��'��� ���P��1 U�� ���@�� %���R �����~��O ����� B�� '��। �'� B�O %�' ������ 
����� ��7� ����� %��³, .5@��@, ����� �� '�6�R @�P� �7���� ����> @�P� ������1। �T��'/���  
U� �'� �,��� B@��0� �T '�*7��� ��P�. U�� %�* �TP '���� @���। '��'��� ��f���T���P� 
3��T��. U� �,��*�l @���� �P����@ .���'� O �,�*�l .���'� ��.5@�� @�P� �'���� @�P��1। $7R� 
'���� $��'-���@�T U�O ��a@ '�� ����� ����। x�'� ��f���T���P� U'�+ �j� ��'� ��¡O    
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%�*�/��� U� �'� B��T'�P '�� '���� �������1 �। U� %�*�/���� �T ��f���T��P ��7� ������ 
��w�0 1������ ������1 �।     

.... ������ U� B����� U'��� /��� $� �-���� ����� ���@�T ��'� �,��*�l ��'�� '�5*' 
V���� @�P� U� ��- ���@��T' %/�� �,� '���� %a�� @���।’’     

B�� ��*��� � "s ����� ���@�T ��A�� U� U'��(�� '�� ����1���। ‘‘B����.�' U'�6 
U'��(�� (���9�) .8�� @���, ��� 'Z*�T @�� �5����� ���/S /�9� $��' t�-��t� O ���@�T ��9�P 
$Qe a°����� %���� �����P �'��। U�T U' ���/�9� ����� ��P�� B�1। ����9 '�� B���, 
����� U�� 3X* /�9� $��' ���'-��� ��* O ��w5�� �)�| ��~��� %���� U'�+ ��P���P।’’     

�T����� Academie Francaise----U� �Pn���� C���� %�/�� ��'� '�� @�P�1, ���� $��� 
�\ B�1 ��1�8� C���� ���@��T %T �\ �T�@�� '���� '���� %��'�� $�। B����� U� ���@�T 
��'���O '�� @�� U��� U'�6 %�/�� ��'� '��। �'� �= '0*��� � @�� $;'� $�� ��� 
���P�P (��� ��P $���� U� ���@�T ��'��� ��� 3���H %�T= ���H � @P ��� ���� b��� �R  
%��=� %�e @���� B��� $��� B�1। B�� '�� B����� ���P ��'�� ����9�� ��=��n� B����� 
U� �+�T�6 ���/��� ����7� '�� $����।     

/,��,��* ��. ��'���� B��� ����� /�9� O %=� �)�| $� '5��� ���T�� �5�R '�� @�P�1� X���� 
��9P U�O ��*+ $'3 $'3 �� ��P ���� u����j, U� ���l B�� � "s ���� x�'�P ���@�T   
��A�� �� ����1��� U��� �� 3�5� '��� ��P�� �� '��1।     

‘‘�,� B�*T/�9�� ��l �����1 B�� ���. $'��, ��T���. C���� O ������ �/�� ���P �'1� B��� O 
�g����T ���'* U�� ����*� ���. �Z�*.�� B� ������। X7��6� q���8, $��l��, C����, O�c�� �/5�� 
/�9�� �\O �����P B�1। ��Q /�9� ��� B����� �'1� ��� $�। �5����� ���*���=� 7��� /�9� 
������� ��P �� B� �\���R ������। ���� ������ ���/�9� �A*�0 ����� ����6 ��w5� /�9�P 
���/�9� �7� '���1। ��KT ��-�' U��� ���6 B�*T /�9� 7��� ���� �'� /�9�P 7�� �। B����� 
�� ����� @�� /�9�� $=�� $.�8��� �� 1��g���.*� $'�O V� $�।’’     

‘‘u50� u50��' �© $�P। $.��8��� $.��8����' �© $�P। U'�� $�� ������' ��w5�-$u�9� '��� 
$7�P�1, $��� B� U'�� ������' B���-����� $u�9� '��� 3�T� @�P�1। U'�� 7��j ����6   
������' ��� ����, B� U' �� 7��j ‘���’ '���। U'���' '������ ���8�, B� U'���' '����P� 
1,��।’’    

‘‘��� .���� $�� ��4*� '�� $�OP� ��P �, /�9��O $���। U'��� '��� /�9�� .�� ��4*R 
'��। /�9�� ���� (style) O .�� $'� ��4*R ���-����� �P��� %�� @�� ���� �। C���� /�9�P ��� 
Le style c’est I’ homme-    /�9�� ���� $�6� ���9-%�*�g ����9 $�� �C�g, ���T' $���'�  
�7���O $��� �C�g ��'� 
�/���'। U� ���*'T �/*� '�� $���'� ��=�-��=�, ��� U��    
�����R�� 3��। $��6 '�� /�9� @OP� 7�� �@�, ��� U�� /�9�� ���� (style)  @OP� 7�� 
��´�Z*, 
��c� O ����। B����� ��0 ���� 3�7� /�9� /�� �'���� �T, /�� $.���� �T P, B� ���@��T� 
��0 $�;c�*T, $.��8��� P।    
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‘‘�'1��� $��' ��� O %=� ���T� $��� $��� ���P�1। ��w����H/��� U~��� B���7� '�� 
3�7� U�� ��� �T ����9t��� ��P �����* ����� .K '�� B��T'। ���� ���¡� ����� ����, 
����� 
�'�� '��� ���T $� ����� ��� %�'6� %Y�t��', ������ ��� ��w�� ��'��। $'3 $'3  
B��� @��C ����� ����� 3���� ���P�1। ��� �,��* ������ ����� �������� � ��H B� ��� $.�6� 
��������� ������ �/S %T �d��P � ��'� ��� U� %=��� �µ6� U� �l� @� �। B����� 
�����/�9� ������� ��i O �d���P� ��l �`'* ����� @��। '���� ����� %=� 1�8�� ���� ��P �। 
B��� @��C ����� ����� ������ ����6 ���@�T /���� $��' B����.�' ���� @�� @��। %��'� 
B����� U�~�� ,� %=� O 
��7� $��. '��� @�� $� ������ ����� �� $'3 %�P��� �8�� ����� 
�।     

‘‘������� �T %=� t��� �,���* /�9�t� U� %�/�� 'p� U L�t��' ���. ���6 �। %=� 
�)�| ����7� '��� @�� 1������, 6���-���6��, �6@T�� U�� $6��a��C� ������ %������� '�� �� 
����� @��। ����9 '�� ������' �� ���'-�� ��i/�9���� a@0 '�� @�j �� ����� /�9�� 
���Y��' ����� O 3�����.��� '�� �7�y� '���O ��P�� ��P�1। �������0� ���T ��=� O t� 
��-���� �T Basic English- U�    �� U' $���� ������ ��9P B����� ����7� '�� 'Z*�T। ��� 
s!v�6 ������ '��P ��- ��P��P /�� �'�� '��� ���� ��P, ��� �����P �� $' ��� P?    

�,��* ������ ����T� $a6�¦�6, I�}, �����, $�, �Z�*.��, B��, ����T, ���'* �/5�� $����   
$7�P $���। U� $���� ������' $'�� �� P, ��-�T��T, t��-~�, ��p-��t�� �5����� $� $'� 
��T $���� ��'= @�� @��। ��� $'�� '��T O 3�T���� $=�� ������' ������ ����� 7��� �। 
��*, ���@��, /,�.��, .�0�, ����*���T�, /,�¡, /�9��¡, %�*���, �����t�, �³�¡, �/5�� t� 
��t��� �'� ��/��. ������� 3k B� ��� O ���� @��। ��� �T ��=�� ���T� w��, '���, 
��f���T���P B.��.�8� ����� '��� @��।     

B�� %R��� ���\�� '�� ‘������’ $��' $�P����� �¶�� ����� B\�� @��'��� U'�6 '�� 
B����� $���� U' $Q0�� $��'�' ]��P ����1 :     

‘‘$� ��� ��l�� ��© �@��� �l��0�।    

$� ���� �'�� ���� �0*P � ���\    

���� �����P ^�� ��l�� ����।    

$��� /�9� 3���� �� �@� %��\    

$��� /�9� ���T� ��� �� � ��P�P।     

�� $�� $�P��. $' ������ � ��P\’’    

 ���@��T' �|�.0, B�� ������ @�P�1, B��� '��O ������ @�P�1। �'� B��� �� '�� U�O    
$�9 @P�। �'� 3�b��� �H5��� ���� ��u '�� B����� L���*T� 3�� %�T�7�� '��� 7�� �, ��� 
'_0��P B��@ ��P���� �'6 ��l��� ���@��T� 3S�� U�� U� ���@�T ��A��� ��C�T�,0* O ���+�P 
�������> '��� '’$� U� ]/ 3�b�� $u�90� '��1।    

‘‘B�����-C��¸ �� B�OP��� �@���'’’    

$@ B��¸ B����� �T �P�� b�� 3©�H '�।    
����� /�9� ��c����    
���'-� ��c����    
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���'-� ���@�T ������ '��*��*�@' ��������'-� ���@�T ������ '��*��*�@' ��������'-� ���@�T ������ '��*��*�@' ��������'-� ���@�T ������ '��*��*�@' ����� 

� !#-� !E    

    

�/����              ◌�  (&� '��� $����@�� $@���    

�@-�/����  ◌�  $�.� ���CP� '����    

     %�T��' ��OP�� ����*�    

     B�X� .� @�����    

     $��-C� ,�3� �����     

�����0 �`��'  ◌�  C�P� B@��    

�@-�`��'  ◌�  @��� @��C��� �@��    

     $���@� 3�4 �� ��@�l��    

��/�.�P �`��'  ◌�  B��3�4 B� B��� (���@�T)    

     C��� $��@��   (���@�T)    

     B�X��@ B����� (��t�)     

     B���� �����  (�7�'��)    

     U�, B�, B���� (�7��)     

���T   ◌�  ������ �@��    

     B�� $7;����     
     $�;��� $�� ����    

     ��P�� �����    

     ����� ��P 3�4    

     B��3� �@��    

     B�� ��C� O��PX��@    

     B�������     
     $�� ��gC� �@��    
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URDU AND BENGALI OFFICIAL LANGUAGES 

A new eight clause chapter-'Language of the Republic'-was added to the Basic 

Principles Committee Report by the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan yesterday. 

The chapter "Language of the Republic" was brought before the House by Prime 

Minister Mohammad Ali and accepted without any amendment. It reads as follows: 

(1) The official languages of the Republic should be Urdu, Bengali and such 

other Provincial languages as may be declared to such by the Head of the 

State on the recommendation of the Provincial Legislatures concerned. 

(2) Members of Parliament shall have a right to speak in Urdu and Bengali in 

addition of English. 

(3) Notwithstanding anything in the above article, for a period of 20 years from 
the commencement of the constitution the English language should continue 

to be used for all official purposes of the Republic for which it was# being used 
immediately before such commencement. 

(4) For examinations for the central services, all provincial languages should be 

placed on an equal footing. 

 

Additional Language 

(5) Provision should be made for the teaching of Arabic, Urdu, and Bengali in 

Secondary schools to enable students to take either one or two of them in 

addition to the language used as the medium of instruction. 

(6) The state should take all measures for the development and growth of 

common national language. 

(7) A commission should be appointed 10 years after the commencement of the 

constitution to make recommendations for the replacement of English. 

 

On a point of information Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan wanted to know if there were 

any decisions on provincial languages. 

 

The Prime Minister explained that: 

(1) All Provinces were free to use the provincial languages of their choice. 

(2) The Head of State also had the powers to declare any provincial language as 

official language of the Republic on the recommendation of the Provincial 

Legislature concerned. 
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URDU ALONE MUST BE OUR STATE LANGUAGE 

Dr. Haq's statement 

The following is the full text of Dr. Abdul Haq's statement on the state language 
formula issued yesterday. 

"The language formula proposed by the Muslim League Party and subsequently 

approved by the Constituent Assembly merits careful examination. The authors of the 

formula have drafted it with great ingenuity and skill, and every word has been so 

meticulously chosen as destroy the chances of Urdu and disable it from gaining any 

strength anywhere in Pakistan. In this sedulous care to weaken Urdu the whole formula 

has been rendered vague contradictory and meaningless. 

"The first clause of the formula lays down to State Language for Pakistan-Bengali 

and Urdu. This is entirely unacceptable to us. To juxtapose two such languages as are 

opposed to each other in genius and farm is highly objectionable. The Bengali language 

has Nagri or Sanskrit script. Whereas Urdu is written in Arabic script. Bengali is written 

from left to right and Urdu from right to left. 

"Bengali has been nurtured by famous poets and authors of Bengali and Urdu has 

had its growth and development in the tradition of Islamic culture and learning. The 
simile and metaphors, symbols and references of Bengali are mostly taken from the 

Hindu mythology, while Urdu derives its material and motive force from Arabic and 

Persian and is steeped in Islamic lore and religious tradition. 

Before Partition 

"Our demand for Pakistan was based on the argument that we wanted to safeguard 

our religion, culture and language. It was for this reason that the Architect of Pakistan, 

Quaid-i-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah had categorically declared in the most 

unequivocal terms that the state language of Pakistan would be Urdu and Urdu alone, 

and no other language could be made the state language of Pakistan. We stand by this 

declaration firmly and consider any deviation from the Quaid's command a betrayal of 

Pakistan. 

Our Ideal 

(1) "There can be only one national and state language of Pakistan, and that in the 

words of the Quaid-i-Azam is Urdu and Urdu alone, and no other language can claim its 
place. 

(2) "Within a year the process of replacing English by Urdu should be so begun that 

before the end of two years all government offices and courts carry on their business in 

Urdu. Urdu is fully capable of fulfilling the requirement of an official language for the 

country. 
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 (3) "Urdu should be made the medium varsities. Beginning with 1955, all stages 
should be completed with five years, and the books and syllabi required for the purpose 

should prepared in the meantime. 

(4) "The Anjuman Traqqi-e-Urdu is ready to offer any assistance in implementing 2 

and 3 above. What is mentioned in clauses. 

(5) "Finance should be found for the institution of an Urdu University and 

Government should also come forward with generous assistance in this connection. 

To achieve this aim, we need sincere workers from the various parts of the country. 

Associations should be formed and money should be found for the many allied tasks. 
The An juman has not been able to make much headway in this behalf for lack of funds. 

 

No Compromise 

"In the end I would say that we are not prepared to make any compromise in this 

connection. We will not rest content until Urdu is made the state language of Pakistan, 

for no other language of the subcontinent can compare with the Urdu in respect, of its 

vastness, its richness of resources, its effectiveness and comprehension in 

communication of ideas and feeling and its unlimited receptivity. It is, therefore, our 
claim that Urdu alone can be the national and state language of Pakistan. All other 

languages .used in one part of the country of the other are regional languages or dialects, 
which are neither understood nor spoken beyond their limited frontiers. 

"Urdu alone has the University to be spoken or understood through continent, and is, 

therefore, equal to its claim to be the state language of the country." 
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Bhashani Rejects Constituent Assembly's Decision on State Languages 

 

Maulana Bhashani said. "I am surprised to note that two Ministers of East Pakistan 

have welcomed the language resolution of Pakistan Constituent Assembly. I consider 

that no member of the United Front Parliamentary Party should give such opinion on a 

highly controversial matter like this without referring it to that party. 

Maulana Bhashani added, "The resolution of the Constituent Assembly on the 
demand of the State language of Pakistan is unacceptable to us its entirety as it has 

completely failed to meet the popular demand of the country. It is an attempt to sidetrack 

the real issue and to divert the attention of the people to other controversial matters not at 

all connected with the issue. 

"The demand to make Bengali as one of the Slate languages of Pakistan is 

categorical and unequivocal. All well-wishers of Pakistan demand that Bengali should be 
adopted as one of the Slate languages here and now it can brook on delay but the 

resolution adopted by the Constituent Assembly says that it will be given effect after 20 
years. Twenty years is a long and far away cry for us and we do not know what will 

happen to issues like this within the period. 

"So this resolution is of no interest to us and it will not help to ease the situations at 

all rather it will complete the issue. I hope all our countrymen will protest against this 

mischief with one voice. Resolutions and the movement for making immediately Bengali 

as one of the Slate languages of Pakistan should be intensified throughout the long and 
break of the land." 
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East Bengal wishes to he Independent: Fa/lul Haq's Interview with 

New York Times. 

Centre's Attitude to Province Deplored. 

New York, May 23: The New York Times today published an interview with East 

Bengal's Chief Minister, Mr. A.K. Fazlul Huq, quoting him to say that East Bengal 

"wished to become an Independent State". 

The dispatch filed by the Newspaper's Karachi correspondent, who displayed on the 
front page and also credited Mr. Huq as saying that "independence will be one of the 

first things to be taken up by Ministry." 

Dispatch said: "Leaders of East Pakistan, the largest province of Pakistan, said today 

it wished to become an Independent Stale." 

Mr. Fazlul Huq. Chief Minister of province, made this statement a few hours after a 

closed-door meeting with the Prime Minister Mohammad Ali. 

Mr. Huq, an octogenarian with 50 years of political experience including Chief 

Minister ship of his present domain, when it was part of Bengal in Undivided India, said: 
separation of West and East Pakistan by more than one thousand miles of India was one 

reason for 42 million Bengalees wanting their freedom. 

At two-hour interview, he reviewed several cultural and economic points of 

disagreement between the two zones. These included the language difference (Bengali is 

used in East Pakistan and Urdu in most of West Pakistan), lack of corridor across India 

other than by air and lack of revenue balance. 

During the election campaign earlier this year in which Mr. Huq's United Front Party 

defeated the nation-founding Muslim League, Mr. Huq frequently referred to Foreign 

Exchange earning of East Pakistan jute which provides Centra! Government with most 

of its dollar and pound revenues. East Pakistan produce about 70 percent of world's raw 

jute. 

Colonial Status 

Mr. Huq, who is known as the "Lion of Bengal" (East Pakistan) rented colonial 

status. He referred to what he described as 'favoritism' in the Central Government 

offices, particularly preferences given to people of the Punjab province to the exclusion 

of Bengalees. 

After announcing today that he would complete the formation of his Ministry early 

next month, Mr. Huq, said a cabinet of 20 would lake up the issue of autonomy for East 

Pakistan. 
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Discussing possible partition which would be the great blow to the two-nation theory 

in the sub-continent and conversely victory for Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru of 

India. Mr. Huq talked about building a Bengali navy and spoke of the province's natural 

defenses. 

 

"He said he had no idea of how soon autonomy could be accomplished. However, 

independence' will be one of the first things to be taken up by my Ministry." 
 

Centre's Reaction 

 

Asked what reaction would be in the Central Government to a move for partition, 
Mr. Huq said, "Undoubtedly they will try to resist such a move. But when a man wants 

freedom, he wants it." 
 

Pakistan was distracted last Saturday by the worst labor riot in her seven-year 

history. More than 400 persons died, following an outbreak of fighting in the Adamjee 

Jute Mill in Narayanganj in East Pakistan. 

 

A few days after the Prime Minister accused communists of instigating the riot, Mr. 

Huq asserted that communists had nothing to do with it. He said, he had asked the 

Central Government to help the province to investigate into the cause of the riot. 

 

Mr. Huq arrived here for meeting with Central Government officials to discuss the 

riot and for the meeting of Chief Ministers of provinces. -APP 
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"Deliberate Falsehood and Perversion of Facts" 

Fazlul Huq Contradicts 'New York Times' Report: Provincial Autonomy for 

East Pak. pleaded. 

 

Karachi, May 24: "The notes taken by the Karachi correspondent of the New York 
Times, of my conversation with him contains nothing but deliberate falsehood and 

perversion of facts," said Mr. A.K. Fazlul Huq, Chief Minister of East Bengal while 
contradicting a statement published under his name by the New York Times. 

He said, "what I actually stated at the interview to the correspondents was, East 

Pakistan should be an autonomous unit of Pakistan. This is our ideal and we will fight 

for it." 

The following is the full text of Mr. Fazlul Huq's statement, issued to the Press late 

tonight: 

"Today at about 4 p.m. I have had the advantage of having read some of the notes 

taken by the Karachi correspondent of the New York Times, of my conversation with 
him on Monday. I regret to have to say that the statement as taken down by him 

containing nothing but deliberate falsehood and perversion of facts which it is 
impossible to believe, has been made deliberately. Every word of the statement is 

baseless, falsehood and every sentence is perversion of truth. It is impossible to 
contradict such a statement peacemeal, so, I am making the following statement as a 

whole to give the public an idea of what I said and how much my statement has been 

mutilated. 

What I actually stated at the interview to the correspondents are as follows: 

"East Pakistan should be an autonomous unit of Pakistan. This is our ideal; and we 

will fight for it." I never said for a moment that our ideal is "independence." 

I extremely regret that I am so much misunderstood and misreported. Perhaps people 

come to me with preconceived notions about me. I am not a coward. If I said something I 
will own it up. 

There were two correspondents, the Reuters and the New York Times, at the 

interview. 

They asked me about the defense of East Pakistan. I told them that in the case of 

aggression, we would expect help from West Pakistan but if no help was forthcoming 

from West Pakistan we will help ourselves. 

I did say that East Pakistan has a fine manpower for a first class Navy. 
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There was a discussion about this interview at the Prime Minister's House where the 
correspondents were called in. The correspondent of the New York Times admitted that I 

did not talk of independence. He said that he had gathered it from my talks. 

The New York Times correspondent in Karachi is famous for his notoriety in 

reporting. Many a sensational stories sent by him from Karachi were ultimately proved 

baseless. The most ridiculous item published by the paper from its Karachi 

correspondent is the Language Firing of Dacca in February 1952, in which the double 
column headline said, "Indian police open fire on Dacca, students: 4 Killed and several 

injured," but the story following was more ridiculous still. It said that "there were two 
English Language daily newspapers in Dacca, the Pakistan Observer and the Morning 

News. The Government banned the Pakistan Observer in protest of which the students 
organized a strike and the press of the Morning News was gutted down. The Indian 

police had to open fire to bring the situation under control as a result of which 4 students 
died and several others were injured. - (Ed., P.O.) 

 

Ali, Huq and Times Reporter confer. 

 

It is understood that on reading the text of Mr. Fazlul Huq's interview with Mr. John 

D. Challahan of the New York Times, the Prime Minister got together both Mr. Huq and 

Challahan and put before them the published report of the interview, reports A.P.P. 

Mr. Fazlul Huq denied having made some of the statements ascribed to him Mr. 
Challahan of "New York Times" however struck to his version of the interview and did 

not retract any part of it.-(A.P.P.) 

 

 

 

 

____________ 
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Section 92-A Promulgated in East Bengal: Maj-Gcneral Iskander Mirza Sworn in 

as new Governor: "A Grave Emergency Exists." 

 

Karachi, May 30: The Governor-General of Pakistan today promulgated Governor's rule 

in East Pakistan. His Excellency the Governor-General made the following 

proclamation on May 29, 1954 which has been published in a Gazette, Extraordinary, 

dated May 30, 1954 issued by the Ministry of Interior, Government of Pakistan. 

"Whereas the Governor-General is satisfied that a Grave Emergency exists and 

thereby the security of East Bengal is threatened and that a situation has arisen in which 

the Government of East Bengal can't be carried on in accordance with the provisions of 

Government of India Act of 1935. 

"Now, therefore, in exercise of the power conferred by section 92-A of the Act, the 
Governor-General is pleased to direct the Governor of East Bengal to assume on his 

behalf all powers vested in or exercisable by the Provincial Legislature." 

The proclamation also suspends the operation of certain sections of the? Act. 

Major-General Iskander Mirza was sworn in as Governor of East Pakistan at 6 p.m. 

today. 

The oath of office and allegiance was administered by the Chief Justice of Dacca 

High Court, Sir J. H. Ellis. 
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Action taken to preserve integrity of Pakistan: Prime Minister's Broadcast 

Karachi, May 30: Pakistan Prime Minister Mr. Mohammed Ali told the nation over the 

radio this evening, "Our sole aim in taking over the administration of the province is to 
save East Bengal and preserve the integrity of Pakistan." 

The Prime Minister in a 29-minute broadcast immediately after the imposition of 

section 92-A in East Bengal gave a graphic survey of the situation leading to this drastic 

step by the Central Government. He said, the administration of East Bengal had 

"virtually broken down" and the Fazlul Huq Ministry was not able to secure the lives and 

properties of the people of the province. 

Mr. Mohammed Ali -assured the nation that in coming to this decision we have not 

been influenced in the slightest degree by the fact that the provincial ministry was not a 

Muslim League Ministry but a United Front Ministry. He added the centre did not 

hesitate to dismiss the Muslim League Ministries in Sind and the Punjab when similar 

situation arose in the past 

Centre's Information 

Mr. Mohammed Ali said that in the light of information in possession of the 

Government two factors stood out clearly, Firstly, disruptive forces and enemy agents 

were actively at work in East Bengal to undermine the integrity of Pakistan by setting 

Muslim against Muslims, class against class and the province against the centre. The 

second factor was that Mr. Fazlul Huq and his colleagues were "not prepared to made the 

action necessary to cope with this situation". 

The Prime Minister detailed the tragic events resulting from the nefarious activities 

of subversive elements in East Bengal and referred to the troubles in the industrial 

centers of Chittagong, Narayanganj and Khulna immediately after the results of the 

United Front Victory which came to be gradually announced. 

He proceeded to mention the "Serious riot" at the Chandraghona Paper Mills where 

13 persons were killed, the disturbance between the jail staff and the public at Dacca and 
Finally the "proudly tragic" riot at Adamjee Jute Mill in which over four hundred 

persons including innocent women and children were killed. 

The Prime Minister asserted that the modus operandi in all these disturbances was 

identical. He declared, "no government could afford to ignore a situation pregnant with 

such disastrous possibilities for the well being of the province and the future of 

Pakistan". 

He disclosed that on 17th May directives were issued to the Provincial Government 

requiring them to take certain actions to cope with the situation that had arisen. At the 
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same time the Provincial Government was assured that Centre would give them "every 
assistance in the restoration and maintenance of order in the province.” 

Centre's Directive Ignored 

Mr. Mohammed Ali pointed out that the action suggested by the Central 

Government, Mr. Fazlul Huq publicly repudiated the suggestion that communists or 

other subversive elements had any hand in the disturbances. He added the United Front 

leaders made the fantastic allegation that the centre and the Muslim League had 

instigated these riots to discredit the United Front. "This", he said, "was of course a 

deliberate falsehood and wicked attempt to mislead the people and make political capital 

out of a great tragedy." 

Mr. Mohammed Ali declared that Mr. Huq's recent statements viewed against the 
background of his Calcutta Utterances had convinced him and his colleagues that they 

had to deal with a political leader who was fundamentally opposed to Pakistan. It was 
clear that neither he nor his cabinet was Fit to administer the Province or could be trusted 

to restore peace and confidence and work for the prosperity of 42 million people. The 

centre had, therefore, no other alternative but the dismissal of the Huq Ministry. 

The Prime Minister gave no indication in his broadcast as to how long the Governor's 
rule would continue in the province but added that section 92-A would remain in force 

“until such time as normal conditions have been restored in the province and ministry 
representative of the people and worthy of the people's confidence can function 

successfully". 

Warning to people 

He warned the people against the internal enemies and dangers of provincialism and 
appealed to the youth not to be misled by the enemies. He also told the members of 

services to do their duty in accordance with their duty in freedom from fear of 

victimization and restore social and administrative order. 

Referring to Mr. Fazlul Huq's talks with the Central Government Mr. Mohammed 
Ali said that he and his colleagues were solely disillusioned and were left in no doubt 

that the United Front Ministry would not and could not be depended upon to take 
effective measures to meet the situation. "It was clear that since his last visit to Karachi 

Mr. Fazlul Huq's psychological makeup had undergone a remarkable metamorphosis." 

The Prime Minister disclosed that during his previous visit here Mr. Huq had 

expressed concern over the growth of communism in his province and even favored a 

strong centre but during his second visit he maintained that there were no communists 

and no communism in East Bengal. 

 

New York Times Again 

Mr. Mohammed Ali also, made a reference to Mr. Fazlul Huq's interviews with 

Reuter and the New York Times in which he was reported to have stated that his 

objective was to secure independence for East Bengal and later issued a denial to this 
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statement. "Three days later, however," said Mr. Mohammed Ali, "Mr. Fazlul Huq had 
again changed his mind and in the coarse of certain discussions plainly told us that his 

objective was an independent East Bengal". 

 

Mr. Mohammed Ali also quoted Mr. Huq's statements made in Calcutta to which he 

later issued "evasive explanation" and declared "I leave Mr. Fazlul Huq and his various 

statements to the contemplation and judgment of my countrymen. I have no doubt that 

their verdict will be that Mr. Fazlul Huq is a traitor to Pakistan." He also quoted the 

opinions publicly expressed by the Qaaid-e-Azam about Mr. Fazlul Haq whom he had 

called "a curse." 

Full Text 

Following is the full text of the Prime Minister's broadcast 

"My colleagues and I have recently had under careful consideration the present 
situation in East Bengal. We have gratefully come to the conclusion after discussion with 

the Chief Minister, East Bengal, and his colleagues, in Karachi, that the administration in 

the province has virtually broken down, that the present Ministry is not able either to 

secure the lives and properties of the people of East Bengal or to inspire that confidence 

in the administration and the people which is a essential prerequisite to the working of an 

orderly and progressive Government. We have therefore, decided to assume the 

provincial administration under section 92-A of the Government of India Act 1935, as 

adopted by Pakistan. Accordingly, necessary orders under section 92-A dismissing the 

Provincial Ministry have been promulgated. 

 

"They will remain in force for the minimum time necessary to restore law and order 

and public confidence so that parliamentary Government." 

 

 

 

_________________ 
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G-G Dissolves Constituent Assembly: State of emergency proclaimed: Ali heads 

new 8-member cabinet: Ayub Khan Defense Minister and Commander-in-

Chief. 

Karachi: The Governor-General of Pakistan has declared State of Emergency throughout 
Pakistan today. 

The constituent Assembly has been dissolved. 

The Proclamation said that the ultimate authority vests in the people who will decide 

all issues including constitutional issues through the representatives to be elected afresh. 

Elections will be held "as early as possible". 

Until fresh elections are held the administration of the country will be carried on by a 
reconstituted cabinet. 

Prime Minister has been called upon to reform the cabinet. The invitation has been 

accepted. 

A press Communiqué issued by Cabinet Secretariat said, "The following 
proclamation has been issued by the Governor-General and published in a Gazette, 

Extraordinary, today: 

The Governor-General having considered the political crisis with which the country 

is faced with deep regret has come to the conclusion that the constitutional machinery 

has been broken down. He, therefore, has decided to declare a state of emergency 

throughout Pakistan. The Constituent Assembly as at present constituted has lost the 

confidence of the people and can no longer function. 

The ultimate authority vests in the people who will decide all issues including 

constitutional issues through their representatives to be elected a fresh. Elections will be 
held as early as possible. 

Until such time as elections are held, the administration of the country will be carried 

on by a Constituent Cabinet. He has called upon the Prime Minister to reform the 

Cabinet with a view to giving the country a vigorous and stable administration. The 
invitation has been accepted. 

The security and stability of the country are of paramount importance. All personal, 

sectional and provincial interests must be subordinated to the supreme national interest." 

NEW CABINET 

Karachi: An eight member cabinet with Mr. Mohammed Ali as Prime Minister was 

sworn in at the Governor-General's House this evening. 
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The new ministers with their portfolios allotted to them are: 
General Ayub Khan-Defense. 

Mr. Ghyasuddin Pathan-Food and Agriculture and Parliamentary Affairs 

Mir Ghulam Ali Khan Talpur-Information, Broadcasting and Education. 

Mr. M. A. H. Ispahani-Industries and Commerce. 

Maj-Gen. Iskander Mirza-Interior, States and Frontier region. 

Choudhury Mohammed All-Finance, Kashmir Affairs and Refugee and Rehabilit- 
ation 

Mr. Mohammed Ali, Prime Minister-Foreign Affairs and Communications. 

Dr. A. M. Malik-Health and Works. 

 

Two State Ministers 

Mr. Murtaza Reza Choudhury and Sardar Ameer Azam Khan will continue as 
Ministers of state for Finance and Defence respectively-APP. 

General Ayub Khan will also continue as Commander-in-Chief, Pakistan Army. 

 

ALI'S BROADCAST. 

Karachi: Prime Minister Mohammed Ali, a few minutes after the swearing in ceremony 

of his 8-men new Cabinet told the Nation over Radio Pakistan that the People will be 

given an opportunity to elect a fresh Constituent Assembly "as early as possible". 

Mr. Ali said that some of the actions of the Constituent Assembly were questioned 
by the majority of the people and that it had failed to inspire confidence in them. In fact, 

its actions had the contrary effect. 

He declared that the constitution making has not more important than the security of 

the country. 

Following is full text of the Prime Minister's broadcast: 

"Fellow countrymen, most of you have no doubt heard that the Governor-General 
has issued a proclamation today declaring a State of Emergency throughout Pakistan. He 

considers that the Constituent Assembly as at present constituted has lost the confidence 
of the people can no longer function. The ultimate authority vests in the people who 

must decide all issues including constitutional issues through representatives to be 
elected afresh. For that purpose elections will be held as early as possible. Until such 

time as the elections are held, the administration of the country has to be carried on. The 
Governor- General, therefore, called upon me to reconstitute the Cabinet so as to give 

the country a vigorous and stable administration. This invitation I accepted. It was a duty 

which in this hour of crisis I owed to the country and to you, my beloved countrymen. I 

have accordingly reconstituted the Cabinet which was sworn in about 15 minutes ago. 

Certain 
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actions of the Constituent Assembly have provoked a storms of indignations throughout 
the country. Recently by far the majority of you have seriously questioned its confidence 

to speak for them, with result that its decisions have ceased to command that general 
acceptance by the people which is sin quo non of a workable and stable constitution. It 

has failed to inspire confidence in the country as to consolidate our people. 

Growing Concern 

In fact, some of its recent decisions have had quite the opposite effect. Under the 

circumstances, it became manifest that it no longer was in a position to function 

effectively. Some indication of these distressing developments began to reach me soon 

after 1 left for the United States. Since then I have watched with growing concern the 

progressive deterioration in the political situation in the country following a rapid 

decline in the prestige and authority of the Constituent Assembly. On my return I found 

that a situation has developed in which the Governor-General had to take the action he 

has taken in the larger interest of Pakistan. The destiny of the country could no longer be 

left to the caprices of an assembly which, instead of safeguarding the interests of 

Pakistan, was becoming increasingly subject to internal strain and bickering. 

Constitution making is important but more important by far is the security and stability 
of our country. These must at all times be fully assured. Constitution making by the 

present Constituent Assembly has resulted in developments which threatened to imperil 
our national unity. It was provoked personal, sectional and provincial rivalries and 

suspicions. * 

These have to be curbed and Pakistan's interest must be put above everything else. 

This is what the Governor-General's action envisages. This is what my new Cabinet and 

I, your servant, will always have in view. In this 1 am fully confident of your whole 

hearted support. The only course open under the circumstances is to appeal again to you 

who are the true custodians of Pakistan. Therefore as early as possible you will be given 

an opportunity to elect your new representatives. They will have a fresh mandate from 
you to frame a Constitution such as I trust, will advance not reverse the process of 

welding our people into a single, united, progressive and strong nation. -APP. 
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34�8 ���9�� ���� ����� ����� 
�� � %�54    

��1:;    *<= >���, *+,,    

    

*<*<*<*<= >��� ������= >��� ������= >��� ������= >��� ������ 

34�8 ���9� ���� ?���@ �A �B���� ��%�B34�8 ���9� ���� ?���@ �A �B���� ��%�B34�8 ���9� ���� ?���@ �A �B���� ��%�B34�8 ���9� ���� ?���@ �A �B���� ��%�B 
�%���� (��� ����� ��� >�%���� (��� ����� ��� >�%���� (��� ����� ��� >�%���� (��� ����� ��� >, , , , ( ( ( ( , , , , ����� �� � %�54����� �� � %�54����� �� � %�54����� �� � %�54 

C��� ��B ��� #�� %�=34,    

 C� (�� D ����� $�� �EF��4" �����G" C�� C����3�  >= ‘‘34�8 ���9� ����’’ ������� 
C��� ���=B��J। =���� ����� *L&< ��� �=�� C��M  ��B� *+-' ��� �NO" (��B� �� �P�� 
���B� �� -%����� 
����� C�Q���� R�� 34 ���%S C�Q���� �%�� ��B� (� ����T�� ��� 
 ��B� C��B��J �����= ��
U� *+-V ���� C��� C��� ��� #� ��%  ��B��J। >= C����� 
��W��� ����� ����� (������  ����� ( ����  ��B� (� =����� �!�X  ��B��J ����� Y�4  ���� 
?1 �2�3� ������ �2 
��= �#  $�� �=B� C��। ����� ��4  ��B�, ��Z�� ��9 [���B�,    
 �����4  ��B� >�� �����B ��5B-�\�G ����" ��B� C��� �@ �@ (������ (� C���� ����� 
 ��B��J (�= C����� �� �  C��� (%�3  ��� �����3 ��=B��J? � U� C����� �2 ��W��  ��B� ^ 
�� ��5�34 ����3�  ( �����  ���B��J�� >�� (�= C����  ����  ���? ������ ���2 �F ���5 
����� �_3� 34���8  $�� �� ��%  ���� ���� >�� (�= $�� ���� ��� (������� �2 �3�4� 
� !� 34���8  ������ �� ��` �=�� ���� ?���= �� � !� C����। C���� � �� (�= C����� 
�2= ��W��  ��B��J, C���= (�= C����= a���B��J। � b C����� C� ��"2O C��� (�= C����� 

�� W�4  ��� ���" �= �=। C����� C���� ���`� �� ��B L �P�� ?G�4" �=B�  a���-=���� 
����� �!X %��� ��� C= c���= C�D C����3�  ���  �� �=���J, C����� C��� ��� #��� 
?����3� ����8 C�D C��� ��= �=। ��3� V �P���� ��� ��� #��  ��B (�?��B�  ��B� 
(���B��J।     

 $�����  �� (��� 6��FB� ��% �=-C�� ��"�� �\� " >� C����3�  � J� ����� a�=। 
3� �P�� >= >��� ����� /�� ������ C����� >= ���" ��� #�� ��1:; ��8�%�  ��B� �B >�� 
?���  ,V �� ��= ?1 ��8�%� �����  ��� 3%4"� ���a���� C������8  ��� a���  �� �B। 
����2�� �� �� ������= ��� (%��F ���"��a� C= ���5��� �%234�  ������  ��� C= 
�%��    $� ���  ��B� ���� �B। �T ��1:; >�,>�,>-�� �� ��  �"��  ����G� C= ��� 
(W����  ��B� (��� CF  ���� �B, C�D ?����� $��   ���3��� ��a���J। C��� �������4� 
(%�F �=B� C��B��J, ���5 C����� ���  �� �=B� ���B��J, C��  ��B� ���B��J C����� ��� ��B� 
Cd�� ������� e�� (��a  ��=��। � b C��� ( �  ��  ��� �����3 D ��B= ��=��� �।  ���B�� 
������� C�Q���� ��� ��f��� ����� ����� (��  ���� ��DB�� �� �D���� ��8�%� �g����  �� 
�=B��J� ��2 � b +&( ) ���� ����  ��B� C= ���5��  $� ���  ��B� ���� �B �=। � b C����� 
>= ���" ������ (���B ^U� $%�����"  ��"2 c��� ��� #��� $��j��� �3�4� �� %�5 C6��  �� 
�=B��J।     
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 ��1:; ��8�%� �g����  ����� �� �=�� C� ��"O �� ����� (��� ��B a��B� �3B��J 
C���  >�� C����� (������ ����� ����k ��4"����B ����� ����B� a��B��J ?l��m �� ��� 
(��� ��D >  �� �T��� 
� ��  ��B��J। ( ���D ( � (3����� �� ( � �n�� $�m� C��0 (��� (�B 
�=, ����� +&( ) ���� ����� $��� �=���J �, �3�4� ��� ���������� ���� ����=B� 
(�DB� �=���J �। � J��� ���P ��1:; ���� �%�� ���%��� $����� (���=B� 34-����  ����=B� 
����� ��aX� a��B��J। $o��#� ���O� �� (��� �� ���F"��= ���  � b ?1U� ���O��� $������ 
( � 
��� (��� ( � ��� ���"���;��� ��� CF �=B� ����� ���� �=। =?�����B �T (��� ( � 
���� ������1 ���2�3��9��� $%���= ��8�%� ��� ��� %�p�3q� �=B� ���  � b ����� ^ $������ 
���"���;���  ��� �=�� (�������  ���3"�  �� �B �। ( � ( � ��� �=�� �������� � ��  �� 
�=B��B- C�� ( r�B �� ���� � F W�4���32 = ���B� >��� ���"���;��� ��� ���" �M� 
�=���J �। >=U� $����  ?�1� ��P��" C�� ���[�� $@�। ( r�B �� �� �� ����� ��B���� 
������  3%4"� �����  C= ���5��� ���2�3��9 ���� Cm�%�� ���B� ��  ���� ����� = 
C=������ ��8�%� 3s   ��� �2 C���  ���� ���� ������ ( � �2�1 W�4���32 �� ( � �2�1 
W�4���32 B =�� ��a�=  ��� 3%4"��� � F > ��� ��� ��s �=���J ���5� �%2��� ���2�3��9��। 
���"�a�� ��t��� C�� ���" ������ ���"� 6���B� (6�54�  ��B��J���। (� ��1:; ���� �%2��� (%�F 
(�DB� �=�� (�= (%�F C��� = (�DB� �=��। (������ C��� (�= C���� C����� ��q� ��B��J��, 
������ C��� (������ C���  �2�3 �  �� ��"2O C�� ������3�  2�B�� D ��"�� �2�3  ���� ���� 
�। � b ��= ���B� C��� �2 ���"���;��� ��� CF� B� �� �� ( �=  ��4 �=। ������  3%4"� 
��� ��  �� C���  J�q� $2 ( ��  ��B� �3�4� D ���5��� 3��9���2  �%2��� Cm�%�� 
( � ��8�%� 3s  �� �M� ��� ���@4 ����  ���� ����। C�� C� >= � ��2 �%�B (6�54� 
 �����J (� C�� a�= �3�4� Cm�%�� ���"���;��� ��� ( � �2�1� �2 ���� ���� �=B� ��� �� 
���� �  ��4 �2�1 (a�B (�� D ���� $�  �q। (� ��1:; �� �� �� ����S��=�F (%�F ��=B� �B� 
�=B��J (�= ���  ��� ���q a��� ( ��F ���"��� #� �����  ������� �_3� 34���8  ������ �� 
�=�� ��j�  ��B� ����� ( � $�� �� ( � �� ���� �� ( ��= �=।     

 >�@� u�� ���"���;��� �����  �� C�� ���B��J >� ?�� �=��D vn�� > �F ��5�B� 
 �� C����3�  ����। C��� ��� 3� �P�� &-(� $�7��� ������ ��� #��� 3%4"� (����� 
> �F (6�54� c��� 34���5� �����  ��B� ��B� ?1 (6�54�B ���B��J�� (� �34= � � @���� 
$�� ��� >�� �3�4� =w������= �� � J�  �� �=��। ���� (���� (��  3%4"� (������� ?����1 
(6�54� u�B� �q= C���x� �=B��J�। 3� *<= ��l" ������ ��� #� (�g���� ( ��F" ��� �����y 
��� ����� ���a���� ��B ( r�B �� ���� ��B���� ( 0���� ��� �g���  C������ � F ?1 
�� ���� ��y"������� ����  ��B��J�� (� 3%4"� (����� �G"�� ������  C= ���5�v��� 
���2�� ���"�a�� ������2 > �F �� 34���5� 3s  ���� =w�  ���B��J। � b ��z��   �v�� 
6F������� ��� �34 ?�c{ D C��E� �=B� ��qB��J। � b ?�c3 D C�E��  ��4 >= (� =���� 
�� �� �%2 ���B c��� > �F ����8 �a� ���  ���F 3s  ���� a� ���B� ���%S �������� 
� �� ��=B��J, C��� >�  ��D u� ��=���J (� $�g"2���� ������2D ������ > �F ����8 ���� 
 �� �M�। >=%��� �3�4� �|�� �2�����  ��� ( � ����8 �a� ��  ���F 3s  ��� ?��� 
������2 �� ������ ( � $�g"2�} ����  ��B� ( � ����8 �4B  �� �B ���� �=�� ?�� c��� 

������ ������� = $
� ��  �� �=�� >�� ?�� � J���= �3�4� W�4���32 �=�� �।     

?����1 e=�F ��5�B ����5 ?P �~� �=B� ����5� �_3� �3��  34���8  $�� �� �@��  
?�y��2 C�� $�2 �� �����F (6�54�  ��� C��� (�������  �����%��� =�� ������  �����  
$����� ���=B��J। 3%4"� (������� &-(� $�7��� (6�54�� %�5�B a�q�O @���B $�� ��� C����     
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�34=; ��= C����� ����� $�%�� ��� ?�y��2 >= �%�� C�B��  �� �=B��J। C���� 
���� ����"���5 ^ 2��%��� ���q �`� ��F  �~ CDB�� ���� 34�8 ������� ( �  ��"2 ��� C��� 
>= C��� ��� #�� ����#  ��� �। (����� C����� ����� CDB���� ��� 34�8 ������� � � 
a��O ������P �=B� ��=��। �� ������ 34�8 �@�� ���B� ��f���, ��s�, ����, (����a, ��p��� 
� ���= ���।     

��1:�;� $2�� (�� �D��� %���� C� (���� ������। ��Z��� 
���� ��2��G" �\� "  
�� ��� ( � ������5� C�J � � ���� C��� ��� �=। ��� #��� 
��� �3��  ������ 
���� 
��2��G"�� �\�4" $�� �� �D��� %����� ���B��J। � !�= ��� ����� ��n�� ( � $�%���3 ��� B� 
���  ��� ��Z��� ��a�� �=�� ���� � b ��= ���B� ��Z��� 
���� ��2��G" �\� " ( � ��Z����5� 
��� �� ���� �। ^U� ��Z��-��5� 34��8� �\�4" ������। C�� �T��� ����Q���� ���1� �2 
�� ���� � F C��� ���=B��J। C� ��"O �T �������  (��� �a� �=���J। =��� ������ C�� 
>�� $2�2 �T �2�1 ��� ��� ���=B��J। �� �� C�����  ��B  �= �����J �। ?������� C�� 
����B C��� (�������  C��� ��� #��� C��� �3��  ������ ���"� �� 34�8 ������� 
 ��"2 ����� ��n�� ���� ?Za�  ��B� ��Zq�=�� C��� ���=���J। C���� C� DB���  n >�� 
��
�� CDB�� ���� ��� #��� 34��8� ��4" ���9� � �DB� ��"2O C��� @�O �=� �। C��!!     

��� #� ��Q����!    

��1:; ��Q����!!    

34�8 ��Q����!!!    
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%�����  (��� ����  ��� (���� 
����    

�� � ������   �"�!Q    >���, *+,,    

    

��6"�� �� ( r�B �8� ��� (���� ���� (�����DB�y"� �� �B C3�  ������J। (��3���1 >�� 
( r�B �� �� (��3���� �� ���� ������� >= C3�� ����� ����Q�� CQ��B  �=�� ��� �  
>= ��� ���  �%�� ����"�p �=�� ������ ���B�� �2 ��� ��� #��� ( r�B ����� �8� 
��� >��Q�� ���"��� �� �B C3�  ����। ��� (� ��� ���  �%��� ���2 ���B�� �2 
����"��p C3�  �����J �����  =�����2= (�C=� D 34�8 ������� ���B� ���%S ���B���� ��� 
�=�� $�%�� � ��  �� �=B��J। ����5%��� >=  �%�� 34�8 ������� ���2�����2� �2�m�  ��B� 
����"��p� 2�B�p� $�� ���  ������  �� �=B��J। >�� *+-V ����� 
����� C=� ����2�� 
$����� 34���5��� C� �;�� (� ������ (6�54�  �� �=B��J�, ���2�����2� �2�m�  ��B� (�= 
���� = ��2�  �� �=B��J। C� CF ( ��F $������ $��2�5� > �F (���� ����8 �a�� �� > �F 
$��� vn���4"  �� ���"��a� 34���5� J�q� $2 ( �  �%�,  ����} c��� �\S �=�� ���� 
�।    

���� J�q� ����"-��p� ���q a�� ( ��F ��"���� ���5 C �� CW�� ����� ���� �D��� C�e� 
����� �� %����� (��� ��2��G"�� ���@�  �����J। ��� ���� (�����DB�y"� ( r�B ��8�%�B 
����� �� %����� (��� ��2��G"�� ���@�  �����J। ��� ���� (�����DB�y"� ( r�B ��8�%�B 
(��3���� �����" >�� ��� ������ (6�54�  ��B��J (�, �D��� ������  ��p �=B� ��� ����"��p 
C3�  ���� � b  ��"� C��� (����� ��=���J (�, (� �2�1 ��D��� ������   ��2�X, (������� 
>�� (���� ��W ����5� �����G� �\� " ��U� �62 ?�1  ��B��J, (�= �2�1�  ��p �=B�= 
���� ����� ����"��p C3�  �����J। C��� ��Z���� >= ��3� C3��� ��� ������  �����J।    

��6" ��Za ��� ��� ���� ����� ( r�B ��8�%�B (��3��  ��B��J। �D��� %����� (���� 
C� ��"O ��2��G"�� ( � �2�m� ���  ���� ���� �= (���� ����� (���� �������) ( r�B 
��8�%�B (��3��  ��= ?�a� �B �= ���B� ������4 ��  ��। 34�8 ��� (������� 2��2 
$�� ���  ���  ��"2 ��  ���� =��= (������ ��Z��� � F a�B। ( �U� C���� C���a� $��� 
������8  ���� �2 CT� ��|�� �D��� %����� $���m���� ����O W��4� $�� ��  ����D 
�=।    

>= $�m�B C��� ���B ( r�B ��8��3�  ���X%��� ���=B� �����J (� �D��� %�����  
����� ����EF@�4 ���� ���=B� ����B� ��� ( �U� $���  ��"2 ��� (������� ?�� a���=B� (�DB� 
�B ��� (������ ����  �D ����#  ���� �। (������ 34�8 D C=�� ��� a�B। �g�7F�� D 
�����#� � F CF ( ��F $������  �D ����B 
� ��  ���� �,  ���� ���� �। =��= =������� 
��@�।    
 

    
    
 �� �� ������   �"��!Q    

��� #� ��Q����।    
34�8 ��Q����।    
&* ���  ��B�  �।    
����Q���� ���1 a�=।    
%����� ��2��G" a�=।    

 

 
**+,- ����� (� ���� �D��� %�5�� � �����  $��9� ��� ���O ���5��� �%�B (��3���� ?�y��2 ��� #� �2�3  ��। 

+&-  ���� ���"�� �� %����� ��@ (��� (��� $�M� ��B ��Zq�B,  ��4 =��Q�� ���"�◌� T��  (� (� �D��� %���� (��� ����� 
��Z�  v��  �� ���।    
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&V&V&V&V(� �%x�(� �%x�(� �%x�(� �%x�, , , , ** ** ** ** $W��B$W��B$W��B$W��B, , , , ������������������������, , , , ����F ��%�����F ��%�����F ��%�����F ��%� 

m��  �3���� m��  �3���� m��  �3���� m��  �3���� ((((F�p�=�F�p�=�F�p�=�F�p�=�)))) 

 

C3��� * ����� ���2 ���" ��� #� C= ���5��� �%� C���  ���� �=��। ��"�� �� �� &* 
��� ���  ���� �|"� D C=�� ���2। �����6�� ��  ���� ��# ���" ��� #� ���qB� 34 
C�Q���� [q ���B� ��=��।    

*। ( r�B �� ���� ���� u�� �����  ��%�3 ((0 ��%��3� ��� ���� ���" ��� #�� ��� ��), 
���� ��G�, R�����  ��� (R�����  ���4�2 ����" ��� #�� ��� ��); >= @��� ���F J�q� ��# 
@��� >�� ��1 ��"�a C���B� �2 ( r�B �� ���� � F (�������  ��B� ������  �� ���� �@ 
�=�� ���" ��p� C= ���5��� C�S R�s�  �#�� ���  ���� �=��।    

&। ������  $2�� ���%�5�  ���� �=��।    

/। �n� C�� �� �� '< ( ��F F� � @�����4 ����� �2�m�  ��B� ������� ��� ?�w� ��� (� 
��� ?�aJ� C=  ��B� ����B��J, (�= C= �����  ��B� ��� C= �%� C���  ��B� ��� 
@������ &* ��� DB��� $���B� ������� ��� ?�w��� C= ���  ���� �=��। ����� ���  �, 
���F"��� F ��� ����, �� B� ����� ��� D �� �� �# ���� ���� �D ��  ���� �=��।    

-। �� -��� " �����  a��1, ��B��F� a��1, �� -��3�� a��1 �%!�� ����B ������ ������ 
�����2���� a��1 �����  ���� �=��। 3� �����4 ��"�a� ��"��a� $�� ��� ���5� ���2 DB����� 
�=B� �����  a��1 ������� �2 (� ���" �#�� ��B��J�� (�= ���" C= ���5�� �#�� ���  ���� 
�=��।    

,। ���, ������ D  ����� J����� �G"�� (���� ��� >�� (���X� ��a $����x ���  ���� 
�=��। (��� ��� ��@� ���9�v���  �� ��� �B84���  ���� �=��।    

'। �� �=�g�Fg D W��2 ����B ����������� ���  �c"��� � �#�Q� (������  � �#� F� � C��B 
 ���� �=��। �4������ (��g"  G!"  ��� (�DB� ��� ( ����?�) C��B D ���F"��� F ��  ���� 
�=��। ������� � �#�Q�  �� �B �= ������� �2 � �# ��"��4  ����= �=��।    

V। ( ) ���F� ���2 �2��@ ����4 /< F� � ��Z��B� ���� �=��। u��  �B � �2���B��  ��F 
����B� ��=��} � ��B� �T���2  �2���B� ������ ��=��} ��B ����� �2�m�  ���� �=��।    
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 (�) ��F �_���� ��=��} �� D ����� � F2�� ����  ���� �=��।    

 (3) ��"� ���  (L< (����) D��� ��G"  ���� �=��।    

L। ( ) ����� %�5� C�Q���� ������� Y!��#M ��"��4 3�q���  �� a���� �- ��� ��"�4 
 ���� �=��।    

(�) &*(� (��B����   �� ���x �  ��B� �� ��� J��F (6�54�  ���� �=��।    

(3) ��"�� ��?��  $����x ����� %�5�� 3��54�3��  ���� �=��।    

+। ( ) �%�� ��� ����  ���� �=��।    

(�) ���"���� (���������� ����"���� �2�m�  ���� �=��।    

*<। +&( ) ����� C���4 +/ ����  ��"2 ��  �� a���� �।    

������ (� ��# 34���5� ���2 +/ ����, (�p� (�v��� >2�7 D :�;B�� ��=�� C= ��� 
 ���� (%�F ��B��J ������ ������ D 34��8� ��-=�� ���"� �a��  �� �=��।    

**। ( ) ��� #� �=��� �� ��#�6��F� $�m� $��� (��a�B �=B� ��qB��J, =��� Cu ����� 
a�=।    

(�) ��, ���, ��� =�2��� �����  ��B� ��� �2��  ������� D (��a� �2�m�  ���� �=��।    

(3) �������� DB� � �\�G D ��Q���� (����G�, ����G� �%!�� �\�G� CB ���� �  ��� 
(���F= �2B �=���J �; =��� ��� �� a�=!    

*&। ����%��� ��� $�"�P 3%4"� (�����, 3%4"�, �8�, ������,  ����� D $2�2 ?l��m 
 �"a������ (��  � D �� (���  ��B� ��  (���%�3�  �"a��� D ������� (�� �!��  ���� �=��।    

*/। ���@� (� ��, %�����  !5 -������� �2  ���� �2�m� a�=। (��, �� ��� D (��� ��� 
���9���  �"a��� D ��� ��� J�ZF�= D ��%��" ��  ���� �=��।    

*-। ���2�����  ��=���� ��@�� C= ���  ��"2 ��  ���� D ��@ ��� ?���1 (���� �2�m� 
 ���� �=��। ����� D  ��� �� ���� �B84���  ���� �=��।    

*,। ��2��B���B ��2���� ��� $�{���2 �DB�B a�5�-������� �B@��� >� ����= �=। $�>� 
��4, ( ����� (��, ���, ���� � (��, ����, ���� D ��p��� ���, ( ����,  �Z�a, ��a =�2��� 
R�B��  ����� �2 (����, ���� ���,  ��q, ��Z��� ����,  |" ����  �Z��, ����,  �����  ���, 
������� �����q, ��F��, ���� =�2��� ��8� >�� ���[��� ����� ���� D J����� ��# ,  �3� D  ���� 
���2  ����� ��� �2�m� a�=।    

*' ( ) C�a�5�� C� ������ ���2�m� D ?���1 ���2 a�=।    

(�) ��Z����� �2 ����5 ��� ���� D (��F� ���� Cu �������� �2�m�  ��B� ��Z�� �����  
����� ��� �=�� �@�  ���� �=��।    

*V। �3, 3�Z��, %��, (��2��!�G =�2��� �����  �� C=  ��B� �\�4" ��  ���� �=��।    
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*L। ������34 ������ ����, (����, ��, �� �� =�2��� ���B� ��3�  ��� $����� �  �� 
>�� � � (�4�� �3�� ��� a��� 3s�� �2 �� ��� �a�� (����3) ��%�3 ������ �=��। ��Q� D 
$2�2 ��"���x���� �2D $�U� �2�m�  ���� �=��।    

*+। 6�5 D 
������� (������ $��9, ��� =��� m�B� ��� �� a�=। u�� a�����Z�F�  ���# ���� 
a���� �, �q �q n=- ����� D  �s�� ���# ���� �=��।    

&<। (���� �!��B (�4�� %�q�  ��=�� �=�� >�� ������� �2 (��J������� D ���B ���� 
�2�m�  ���� �=��।    

&*। �����  ��%��3 ?l D ���� ?���1 ������4 ��p��� W�4  ���� �=��।    

&&। 3���  !5 ��� 6����� D (0 � �|"��4� �2 �a�� ������4 ���  �s D �F ������  ���� 
�=��।    

&/। ������  �� ���� �8����2� + ��� (��� � J���= ���� a���� �, (g���F �8�, ������;��� 
(���F��� =�2��� &* ���� DB������B� (���� %��� ��� ��) (���F= ���1  �� a���� �।    

&-। �G"��� �2�G"��� �����2���" (� ��# a�?�, ��, �a� =�2��� ������ 
o ����2 �� �� 
������  �����J ������ ���2 ���� 3��� �������4� ?� �� �=���J �। ��j �� ���� ��9� 
���� $%��� ?���� (a��� ������ D (������������� �!�F� D ������ ��3 C���� (a�B (��� �����3 
(�DB� �=B��J। > �2 ��� =��� ��� �����" ����B� ���"X �� ��Z��B� ��9�%��� �������� �2�m� 
 ���� �=��।    

�����- � J� ���� ���2= 34���5�� ��� #��� ����8 ��� �=B� ��=��। $�>�, ��������B 
C�Q��  ��B� ��� &* ��� �����8 W�4  ��=�� � ���� ���� �=�� ��� #� D C����� 
�����3�4� ��"�� �=��। ��= ��� ��� >= ��|�� (��3��  ��B� &*-����  ��#�� U���  ���� 
��9�  �"��� W�4  ����� �2 C �� C��� ���=���J।    

*�B����� �=�� �F�-����, �� � �=�� �j-�X����, �����3f 6�F �=�� �j D (0 � (���3 
����B��  �� ��=��।    

    
C�� (3����C�� (3����C�� (3����C�� (3���� 

(��� C�e� ����� �� %����    

�%���� ����" ��� #� CDB��� ��3�%���� ����" ��� #� CDB��� ��3�%���� ����" ��� #� CDB��� ��3�%���� ����" ��� #� CDB��� ��3 
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CONSEMBLY ELECTION RESULTS 

Single party majority for U. F. in E. Bengal: Top point preference vote for Fazlul 

Huq: Hoq Chowdhury Suhrawardy Ali and Rahmans among elected. 

*  *  *  *  *  * 

Forty persons were declared elected to the Pakistan Constituent Assembly from East 

Bengal after a little over 13 of counting votes ended at 11 p.m. last night (Wednesday). 

Of 40 elected, 16 are from United Front, 12 are from Awami League, 4 Congress, 2 

United Progressive Party, 3 Scheduled Caste Federation, 1 Muslim League, 1 

Communist and 1 Independent. 

Twenty-four candidates (19 Muslims and 5 Hindus) did not receive any vote and as 
such they were out. Mr. Fazlur Rahman, former Commerce Minister of Pakistan who 

had resigned from the Muslim League returned as an independent candidate. 

The counting at votes started shortly after 10 a.m. yesterday in the presence of the 

representatives of the contesting parties and continued till 11.10 p.m. Candidates Finally 

declared elected are as follows: 

United Front-16 

Messrs. A. K. Fazlul Haq; Maulana Atahar Ali ; Hamidul Haq Chowdhury; Yusuf 

Ali Chowdhury; Abdul Latif Biswas ; Nurul Haq Chowdhury;Abdul Karim; Abdul 
Wahab Khan; Abdus Sattar; Lutfar Rahman Khan; Mahfuzul Haq; Mahmud Ali ; Abdul 

Aleem; Syed Mesbahuddin Hussain;Adeluddin ; Farid Ahmed 

Awami League-12 

Out of the 16 candidates nominated for election the Awarni League secured 12 seats: 
Messrs. H. S. Suhrawardy ; Ataur Rahman Khan; Abul Monsur Ahmed; Zahiruddin; 

Shaikh Mujibur Rahman; Nurur Rahman; Deldar Ahmed; Abdur Rashid Tarkabagish; 

Abdur Rahman Khan; Mozaffar Ahmed; Muslem Ali Mollah; Abdul Khaleque. 

Pakistan National Congress-4 

Mr. Basanta Kumar Das; Bhupendra Kumar Datta; Konteswar Barman and Peter 

Paul Gomez. 

 

U.P.P.P. -2 

 

Dr. Sailendra Kumar Sen and Mr. Kamini Kumar Dutta. 
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Scheduled Caste Federation-3 

Mr. Akshay Kumar Das ; Rasaraj Mondal and Gour Chandra Bala. 

Muslim League-1 

Mr. Mohammed Ali (Prime Minister of Pakistan). 

Communist-l 

Mr. Sardar Fazlul Karim. 

Independent-1 

Mr. Fazlur Rahman (Former Commerce Minister of Pakistan)! 

According to the first preference Mr. A. K. Fazlul Huq, leader of the United Front 

party topped by securing 104 votes. He was the first to be declared elected from East 

Pakistan to the new Constituent Assembly. 

 

Pakistan Law Minister Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy secured 93 first preference votes. 

 

Prime Minister Mohammed Ali secured 18 first preference votes, Sardar Fazlul 

Karim received 9, Akshay Kumar Das received 11 and Basanta Kumar Das secured 7 

first preference votes. 

 

 

 

_____________ 
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United Front Ministry to be sworn in today." 

Lifting of Section 92-A approved by G.G. 

 

The Governor-Genera! has by a proclamation approved the removal of section 92-A 

regime from East Bengal according to a Karachi message received here yesterday 

(Sunday). 

A new Ministry headed by the nominee of Mr. A. K. Fazlul Huq will be sworn in 

today at 11-30. 

Since the Governor-General by a proclamation on May 30, 1954, suspended the then 
Ministry the old Ministry still holds office and Mr. Huq it appears will resign his office 

as the Chief Minister before the new Ministry is sworn in today. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* =� �Q�� ���"� D �vq�� (����|� C�� ��1:; ���F"� ���2 %��3 ����� ��� � ��� ��� ( , >�, �� D CDB��� ���3� ���2 
c� (��� (�B। ��� CDB��� ��3 J�q�= ��1:; �8��%� 3�s�।    
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Sarkar heads 5 man United Front Cabinet. Priority to release politicians. 

Ministry expansion soon. Minorities to hold seats. 

The five-men second United Front Cabinet headed by Mr. Abu Hussain Sarkar was 

sworn in yesterday (Monday) at Government House of 11.30 in the morning. East 

Bengal Governor Mr. Shahabuddin administered the oath of office and secrecy at the 

Durbar Hall. 

As required by law, Mr. A. K. Fazlul Huq whose old Ministry came to life as soon as 

the Governor General by his proclamation lifted 92-A from East Bengal resigned his 

office before the swearing in ceremony was held. 

Mr. Abu Hussain Sarkar also tendered his resignation from the Pakistan Cabinet to 

P.M. Mohammad Ali yesterday. Both the resignations have been accepted. 

All the five men sworn in minister happen to be ex-ministers of the deposed Fazlul 

Huq Cabinet. The Ministry Consists of Mr. Abu Hussain Sarkar of the Krishak Sramik 

Party of which Mr. A. K. Fazlul Huq is the President. Mr. Abdus Salam Khan and Mr. 

Mashamuddin Ahmed of that group of the Awami League which break away from the 

parent organization and joint hands with Mr. Fazlul Huq, Mr. Syed Azizul Huq (K. S. P.) 

and Mr. Ashrafuddin Chowdhury of Nizame-Islam, the only political organization within 
the United Front party left unrepresented in the skeleton cabinet is the Pakistan 

Ganatantri Dal. 

All the five Ministers signed the oath of office and secrecy in Bengali. Mr. A. K. 

Fazlul Huq was also present in the ceremony. 

With the entrance of the Governor in the Durbar Hall the ceremony started. The 

Chief Secretary Mr. N. M. Khan then requested permission to open the proceedings and 
on permission being granted presented Mr. Abu Hussain Sarkar to the Governor. After 

the oath of office and secrecy being read along they signed the oath forms in Bengali in 
turn. 

At 3 in the afternoon the Cabinet met the Governor and the portfolios were allocated 
Mr. Abu Hussain Sarkar, Chief Minister (Home and Chief Ministerial Department), Mr. 

Ashrafuddin Chowdhury (Finance and Education), Mr. Syed Azizul Huq (Commerce. 
Labour, Industries and Revenue), Mr. Abdus Salam Khan (Communication, Building 

and Irrigation, Local Self-Government and Public Health) and Mr. Mashamuddin 

Ahmed (Food and Agriculture and Judicial). 
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Sarkar Explains Broad Programme 

East Bengal's new Chief Minister Mr. Abu Hussain Sarkar told presssmen here 

yesterday that he would enlarge the skeleton cabinet soon. 

He announced that release of political prisoners will be given first priority and added 

that his Ministry would make efforts to implement the 21point mandate of the United 

Front as far as practicable during the tenure of his office. 

Mr. Sarkar was talking to the pressmen in the drawing room immediately after the 
swearing in ceremony was over. 

In his Ministry Mr. Sarkar will include no representative of the dissident group of 

Awami League which has disobeyed Mr. Fazlul Huq's leadership unless they rejoin the 

United Front party. He said "let them first come to our party and then we shall consider 

the position." But for the Minority he expressed willingness to include two members, 

one from the scheduled caste and one from the rest. But he was not certain as to the time 

he will be taking for the expansion of the cabinet. The Chief Minister said, his Ministry 

would make all out efforts to increase the standard of living of the people of East Bengal. 

He observed that the problem of enhancing the lamentable low standard of living of the 

masses was one of great magnitude and that his cabinet will approach it in a planned and 
systematic moreover. 
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P.O., June 9,1955 

Detained MLAs released on second day of UF office. 

Cases of other detunes to come up today. 

Only after 48 hours of assumption of his office as Chief Minister of East Bengal Mr. 

Abu Hussain Sarkar passed orders for immediate release of 4 political prisoners, all 

MLAs including two communists, of the eleven persons 7 are of the Gonotantri Dal, two 

communists, one of the Minority United Front and one Independent. Ten of them were 

arrested after the imposition of the section 92-A rule in East Bengal. Release orders have 

been passed for the following persons: 

 

Pakistan Ganatantri Dal: 

Mr. Mahmud Ali (Sylhet), Secretary. 

Haji Md. Danesh (Dinajpur), President. 
Khalifa Ahmed (Noakhali). 

Ataur Rahman (Rajshahi), Joint Secretary. 
Dewan Mahboob Ali (Tippera), Joint Secretary. 

Azizul Huq (Rangpur). 
B. C. Chatterjee (Dacca). 

Communists: 

Mr. Akhay Burman (Rangpur) and Mr. Purnendu Dastidar. 

The other two M.L.As. are Mr. Phani Majumdar of the Minority United Front and 
Prasun Kumar Ray, Independent. Mr. Ray was arrested in 1954 and returned as an 

M.L.A. from Jail. 

It will be recalled that Mr. Abu Hussain Sarkar gave a solemn pledge that his 

Ministry's first task would be to release the security prisoners and one political detenue 

was released on June 7 last. 

Cases of other politicians are understood to be taken up today. 

P.O., June 11, 1955 

500 detenues to be set free by June. Talk with Centre likely over complicated 

cases. 

About 500 security prisoners who were arrested before and after the imposition of 

92-A rule in East Bengal are to be released within this month it is reliably learnt. A 

majority of them may be set free within a week's time. The government will consider the 

issue very seriously and cases of those prisoners against whom no specific charges have 

been brought will be taken up immediately. As regards others the Centre is likely to be 

consulted. 
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������ ���3� ������ ���3� ������ ���3� ������ ���3� V V V V �P���� ��� ��� ���B��P���� ��� ��� ���B��P���� ��� ��� ���B��P���� ��� ��� ���B� 

• ��� ��� ����G� C=� �D��� %������ ��-��  (������, J��, ���  D  |"��  ��� 
��a���  ���3��� ��@�।    

• ������ ���B �2���B���� c���  !��� ?���B ��4 �EF �!�X  ��B� ������4�  *' F� � (�� 
��� ��4 �B  ���� ���2  ��।    

• ( r�B ���  (3�9�� � F Ck���"4  ��B� ����" ��� #��� �3�4� 2�¡ ����-��DB� 
�� �=B� (�DB�।    

• C��� ���� ����� %�5� ������� ?¢F ��� o�  ��।    

• ����" ��� #��� ���4� ���� ������  $2�� ���%�5�  ��� �����  �2�P  ��।    
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CA Adjourns Tomorrow-To Reopen in Karachi 

M. L. Acceptance of Regional Autonomy Reported. 

(From our Murree Correspondent) 

Murree, July 10: An agreement virtually reached here tonight at the Governor's 

house among leaders of the three main Political Parties in the Consumable concluded to 

adjourn the constituent Assembly after its session on Tuesday next and to reassemble its 

next session in Karachi on August 5  

Today's meeting was also reported to have discussed constitutional matters relating 

to One Unit and regional autonomy. The M. L. is further reported to have accepted the 

principle of provincial autonomy which will be the major item to be raised by U. F. in 

the Assembly when it resumes in Karachi. 

Mr. Hamidul Haq Chowdhury and Mr. Yusuf Ali Choudhury along with other U. F. 

leaders will have further parley in this matter and also in the repeal of 92-A and 223-A 
after the Session is adjourned on Tuesday. 

That agreement was based on five points and it was agreed that the draft constitution 

will conform to those fundamental points. With your permission, Sir, I will enumerate 

the points; Point No.l; One Unit affair for West Pakistan. Point No.2 related to the 

question of parity; then the third principle was full regional autonomy for the Units. 

Principle No. 4;  Joint Electorate. Principle No.5;  Bengali to be accepted as one of the 
State languages of Pakistan along with Urdu.* 
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Excerpts from the Speech by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 011 one-Unit Bill in the 

Constituted Assembly of Pakistan, 25th August 1955. 

 ........... Sir, you will see that they want to place the words "East Pakistan instead 

of "East Bengal". We have demanded so many times that you should make it Bengal 

(Pakistan). The word "Bengal" has a history, has a tradition of its own. You can change 
it only after the people have been consulted. If you want to change it then we will have 

to go back to Bengal and ask them whether they accept it. So far as the question of one-
Unit is concerned it can come in the Constitution. Why do you want it to take up just 

now? What about the State Language, Bengali? What about joint electorate? What about 

autonomy? The people of East Bengal will be prepared to consider one Unit with all 

these things. So I appeal to my friends on that side to allow the people to give their 

verdict in any way, in the .form of referendum or in the form of plebiscite. Let the people 

of Frontier say that they want one Unit. At the moment they say that they are against it 

But Dr. Khan Sahib said the other day that people were in favor of one Unit, but his 

brother Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan and Pir Shahib of Manki Sharif said that they were 

against it. Now, who will judge it? Who should be the judge? If the people of the 

Frontier say that they are in favor of one-Unit, we have no objection to that. Similarly in 

Sind, Mr. Khuhro says that they are in favor of it, while Mr. G.M. Syed and others say 

that people are against one-Unit. All right, if they are in favor let a referendum be held 
and let the people decide themselves and we will accept it. 

As far as Karachi is concerned, there should be no referendum in Karachi because it 

is the Federal Capital made by Quaid-e-Azam and we will not allow people to insult 

Quaid-e-Azam and the late Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan. We have no right to take Karachi from 

the people of Karachi and from the people of East Pakistan. It belongs to us also as it 

belongs to other parts of Pakistan. We have spent so much money for its development. 

Why do you want to make another capital and spend hundreds and thousands of rupees 
and for which you will require at least 50 years. 

For these reasons, I appeal to my friends "Zulum mat karo Bhai" (Do not be so 

cruel). If you will force it upon us then we have to adopt unconstitutional means. You 

must proceed constitutionally. If you do not allow the people to follow constitutional 
means, they will perforce adopt unconstitutional means. That is what has happened all 

over the world and it can be seen from the history of world. So I appeal to them: if you 
love Pakistan: though unfortunately after the achievement of Pakistan, you are at the 

helm of affairs and those people who fought for its establishment are no more with us. 

 

So, I will appeal to you, although you have got force at your disposal, that for the 
sake of Pakistan, for the sake of democracy, for the sake of humanity, for the sake of 

Quaid-e-Azam, go to the people, let the people give their verdict and we will accept it. 
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26th August, 1995 

Mian Mumtaz Mohammad Khan Daultana (Punjab: Muslim).......... Now, Sir, there is 

another argument which I really hesitate to deal with; it is a perverse and 

malicious argument; it is an argument that the integration of West Pakistan is a 

counterblast against Bengal. Now, Sir I think it was some vague realization, some 

confused apprehension of some such fear that gave rise to the curious argument 

presented by my dear friend, Mr. Fazlur Rahman. Mr. Fazlur Rahman's mathematics is, 
in fact, a type of mathematics which I have not learnt in my school. He said that if you 

want unity in Pakistan, you can have it through one Pakistan, that is, through Unitary 
government or you can equally well have it through a Pakistan divided in eleven Units, 

but if you only have two parts, then Pakistan is demolished, disrupted, broken up. Sir, 
this is something which I cannot really understand. But I think at the back of his mind 

was some fear like this: Bengal is one united province; now by consolidating West 
Pakistan in one Province, is there some design, some desire to fight out battles, to 

grapple issues by marshalling one united unit against another already united unit. Sir, if 

you begin to think in these terms, there is no end to it. But I can tell you, Sir, that in all 

honesty T view the establishment of one Unit, amongst other things, as a deliberate 

attempt to meet the national demand of Bengal for Provincial autonomy. It has its other 

advantages but to a political man, to the members of this Constituent Assembly, 

particularly, perhaps one of the advantages that will most clearly present itself, perhaps 

the most happy consumption of all will be that it will provide a solution which will 

enable us to form a Constitution, strictly in accord with the demands and wishes of the 

people of Bengal. Then, Sir, our Bengal members must realize that the prosperity of a 

part is the prosperity of the whole. If a part withers away, if a part falls into internecine 

turmoil, if a part lives in conflict, if a part ultimately succumbs to disorder, confusion 

and decay, then the effect of that will also have its consequences for the solidarity and 

strength of Bengal. I assure you Sir, that if the integration of West Pakistan will make 
the people of West Pakistan more prosperous, if it will make as more capable of 

developing our resources, of responding to our potentialities, then the wealth gained, the 
strength achieved will really be the wealth and strength of Bengal. I assure my Bengali 

brothers that all of us when we think in political terms, we think in terms that completely 
include them as part and parcel of ourselves. In fact, I think that we who live in West 

Pakistan may not be able to see things with the same clear vision, we may not be able to 
rise so completely above provincial, parochial and racial jealousies, and in fact, we look 

to the people of Bengal who can show that larger vision which comes from grappling a 

problem sym-pathetically from a distance and I am sure that very soon, in this spirit the 

integration of West Pakistan will become as much a national slogan for the people of 

Bengal as it is for the people of West Pakistan. 
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31st August, 1995 

Mr, Abul Mansur Ahmed: There is a suspicion also in the minds of the people of 

East Pakistan. You remember, Sir, that the people of East Pakistan accepted the principle 

of parity in all respects. This was a great sacrifice on the part of the people of East 

Pakistan because they are actually in a majority and they shall continue to remain in a 

majority for another two or three decades. There was an apprehension in the minds of 

some people in the West that the people of East Pakistan would dominate over West 
Pakistan merely on account of their numerical superiority. That is the apprehension 

which was allowed to grow in the minds of the people of West Pakistan including the 
political leaders by the shortsighted policies of the Muslim League leaders of East 

Pakistan. They behaved in such a way that suspicion was bound to grow in the minds of 
the people here as well as in the minds of their leaders, that these people from East 

Pakistan wanted to dominate over them by their numerical superiority. In order to clear 
the minds of the people and political leaders of West Pakistan we from East Pakistan at 

once came forward with this liberal offer: if you want us to accept parity, we accept it, 

We never wanted to dominate over you by our numerical "superiority," Sir when we 

accepted parity, we believed that it is the genuine demand of the leaders and the people 

of West Pakistan that we should accept parity in all respects. We wanted to remove the 

suspicion of domination from the minds of the people of West Pakistan. That is what 

prompted us to accept that parity. Now in a House of 80 we are 40. Previously we were 

44 in a House of 74. We sacrificed this superiority only to show that we did not want 

domination. But, Sir, what has been done by our Punjabi brothers at the first opportunity 

got by them? What they have done is to give a go-bye to all the sense of propriety, all 

sense of fair play and well established convention, now they have taken both of the two 

highest posts in the State into their pocket.......................... Sir, I was just referring to 

the fact how the suspicion has arisen in the minds of the people. It has arisen in their 

minds due to this haphazard way in which this bill is being rushed through. They say, 
Sir, which the people are behind it, the entire people are behind it and therefore they do 

not like to refer it back for circulation. Why don't they hold public meetings anywhere 
within a short period of time I charged my learned erstwhile leader Dr. Khan Shahib in 

Murree to go to the Frontier Province and address public meetings I know he is not 
afraid of the people; he has been a veteran leader and is held in high esteem by the 

people of the Frontier province.......... I am very glad to see that Dr. Khan Shahib has 
begun to feel the importance of my argument and has begun to address his people, but 

other leaders occupying Ministerial gaddi, as also the Honorable Sardar Amir Azam 

Khan who is piloting this Bill don't go to their own provinces and address public 

meetings................... 

 

I have already referred Sir, why the people of East Bengal have become suspicious of 

late about the bonafides of the ruling Junta of Karachi. Sir, we have seen very recently 

how the interest and wishes of the people of Bengal have been ignored on the question of 

division of powers and parity; how the salutary convention that had grown in Pakistan 

for the last eight years with regard to the appointment of Governor-General and the 

Prime Minister from two wings has been broken at the very first opportunity Sir, apart 

from the all that has been struck on the head of the people of East Pakistan on many 

issues, again, Sir, Karachi is being taken away from them and is being handed over to 
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West Pakistan.......................... I shall refer you to a statistical bulletin published by the 
Central Government-not the East Bengal Government because when my honorable 

friend Mr. Abdul Rahman Khan was referring to a Statistical Bulletin of East Bengal 
there was laughter on the other side as if East Bengal Government is not a Government 

at all. Sir, I am this time confronting them with the Statistical Bulletin, 

Government of Pakistan, Ministry of Economic Affairs, Central Statistical Office. April 

1955, Vol. 3, No. IV, published by the Manager of Publication, Karachi  

In today's report it has come out that the Muslim League Party has agreed that for the 

time being Karachi City will remain to be centrally administered but other parts will be 
merged in West Pakistan. 

Mr. Speaker: Honorable Member is not entitled to refer to any newspaper reports in 

this House. 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: All right. I will not refer to it. Sir, what is Karachi City? 
We are concerned with the Province of Karachi, Chief Commissioner's Province of 

Karachi. We are not concerned with the Karachi City. We are not concerned with some 

buildings here or there. We are concerned with the factories, mills, workshops, 

ammunition factories, etc that have grown up around Karachi during these eight I am 

referring to pages 361, 434, 453 and 454. I have typed these pages for anybody's 

consultation. East Pakistan has during these four years earned 312 crores in the shape of 

foreign exchange, whereas West Pakistan has earned only 295 crores. This is the figure 

which was given by my friend Mr. Abdur Rahman. It may appear that the difference is 

not very wide. Difference between 312 crores and 295 crores is only 17 crores. That is 

not all ........Sir, what is shocking is that East Bengal was allowed to spend 163 crores 

whereas West Pakistan spend 468 crores........... The entire wealth of East Pakistan is 

controlled from Karachi. Imports of Commodities, Consumers' articles are ordered from 

Karachi. The part of East Pakistan representatives that this integration was a counterblast 

against East Pakistani numerical Superiority. 

Sir, I would have been very glad, in fact I was glad to believe in the sincerity of most 

of the leaders of West Pakistan, that there is no attempt at counterblast. We never said 

that it was a counterblast. But, Sir, when Mian Mumtaz Daultana uncalled for says that it 

is not a counterblast it reminds me of a Bengali Proverb: 

Thakur Gharey Kay? Ami Kala Khai Na. 

An Honorable Member: Please translate 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: I would translate it for the benefit of my non Bengali 

brothers but, Sir, I would remind you that Mr. Mumtaz Daultana refused to translate an 

Urdu Poem for our benefit. 

The English translation is this: There was someone inside the temple; the priest or 
someone asked: "Who is there?" The person inside replied, "I do not eat bananas." Sir, as 

in his story, it gives rise to suspicion in our minds that when Mian Mumtaz Daultana 
says that it is not a counterblast it reminds me today of that banana-eater and I feel that it 

must 
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be a counterblast. Therefore, Sir, it is a counterblast. Sir, I submitted yesterday that this 
is against all sense of fairness, all sense of fair play, all sense of justice, that a convention 

which was allowed to grow around the practice of filling the two highest positions in the 
State from two religions has been broken. All this has been given a good-bye by this 

recent act-unjust, unfair, improper and undemocratic act-which has given rise again to 

that suspicion which all patriotic Pakistani Citizens want to eliminate and remove from 

the minds of all concerned..................  

Sir, it has been contended by the other side that Karachi has been built from the 

wealth of West Pakistan. I shall not refer in this connection to the bulletin published by 
the East Bengal Government which appears to have been ridiculed by my friends 

opposite. Therefore, with your Permission, I condemned this book published by Central 
Government to my friends on the other side which will show that out of 312 crores of 

Foreign Exchange earned by East Pakistan, East Pakistan was allowed to spend only 163 
crores, the balance was brought to the credit of West Pakistan and spent here, and this 

has continued for four years...................  

Sir, in considering the case of Karachi, we should not only consider the money spent 

and money earned. But, Sir, we should take into consideration that while we partitioned 
ourselves away from India we had practically no Muslim Industrialists; industrialists 

used to be Hindus. Muslims were only tradesmen or businessmen. These pepple came to 
Karachi;' they assembled at Karachi, began business as tradesmen and earned profit, not 

only 6 or 25 % but 300, 400 or 500 percent in the beginning or three or four years, i.e., 
1947, 1948, 1949 and 1950. These profits were earned by black marketing and otherwise 

and they became big capitalists and with that capital they have erected mills-Cotton 
Mills, Jute Mills-near and around Karachi. Where did this profit of 500 percent come 

from? This evidently came from the consumers, and, Sir, where are those consumers? 

They are mostly East Pakistanis. Not only this, Sir, but our foreign exchange earnings 

were spent on the imports of foreign consumer goods, meant certainly also for East 

Pakistan. But you know, Sir, all such imports were brought in Karachi at the first 

instance and then they were re-exported to Chittagong and for this terrible state of affairs 

I will refer you to page 434 of this bulletin. It shows that during one period alone 18 

lakhs and 12 thousand tons of goods were exported from Karachi to Chittagong and from 

Chittagong to Karachi only 2 lakhs 55 thousands were exported leaving a margin of 16 

lakhs. What, Sir, will you think those commodities were? 16 lakh tons of articles 

exported from Karachi to Chittagong, were they manufactured articles, or were they 

salts? No Sir, we have eaten salt at Rs. 16 per seer in East Pakistan. You remember it 

well. Thanks to those in authority now who were also then in power. What I want to 

point out is this that these were the consumer goods which were imported from foreign 
countries for the benefit of the people of Pakistan, both East and West but they were at 

the first instance brought to Karachi because the dealers and. the permit holders here all 
known to the officials of Government. You must remember, Sir that on the eve of our 

departure from Dacca for Karachi the other day on the 22nd of last month, we purchased 
Scissors Cigarettes at 71/2 annas at Dacca whereas it was selling at Karachi at 51/2 

annas. This is the difference in price of commodities in two wings of Pakistan............. 
Then Sir, I would cite you another instance of most essential articles, such as medicines; 

Scots 
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Emulsion and Glaxo are sold at Dacca at a much higher rate than at Karachi. The 
whole sale rate at Chittagong and the wholesale rate at Karachi varies from 6 per cent to 

12 per cent. That is the variation that is the difference. Why, Sir? Because articles 
imported from foreign countries by the exchange, by our foreign exchange earned by our 

jute, are in the first instance brought to Karachi for the benefit not of the people but for 

the benefit of some dealers who earn profit here in one point and then in another point at 

Chittagong. They earn twice, while the Government earns customs duty only once. 

Therefore, Sir, this Karachi has been built up from the wealth earned by East Pakistan. 

Now, Sir, I will refer you to another point. Step-motherly treatment has been moted out 

to the majority people of Pakistan by persons who were in power and who are in power 

now the people as you know, Sir, by their free franchise have dislodged them from East 

Pakistan gaddi but they have not been able to do that here. They continue to be in power 

and, Sir, we do not know what we shall get from them. There has been no re-orientation 

of their policy towards East Pakistan, towards the People of West Pakistan. We are 

greatly suspicious about their movements. We were rightly and sincerely inspired by a 

genuine feeling of equality which brought us together and closer to each other and, Sir, 

we on the East, this time after accepting parity, showed to our friends on the West that 
we are ready to accept the Constitution on the basis of equality in every respect and we 

accepted that the capital can remain away from us leaving all the benefits accruing from 
the neighborhood and the nearness to the Capital to our Western brothers. We are always 

deprived of that benefit physically and geographically Sir, we are unanimous in voicing 
our demand that regional autonomy should be given both to West Pakistan and East 

Pakistan. Sir, again I bring you back to the provisions made in clause 4 which, as I have 
already submitted, is a replica of section 9 of Indian Independence Act, 1947 that all 

powers should be given to Governor-General for an indefinite period. No mention of 

autonomy has been made. There is no possibility of having it if this Bill is accepted by 

this House. Sir this has given rise to a suspicion, a bona fide and genuine suspicion, in 

the minds of the people of East Pakistan because we believed the demand of integration 

of West Pakistan was a demand of the people for they said that this would enable West 

Pakistan to put themselves on the same footing with ourselves of the East Pakistan. We 

are one region, the entire East Pakistan is one compact geographical and political unit, 

let West Pakistan also get itself into one compact political area so that we should be two 

brothers, two eyes of Pakistan, two ears of Pakistan, two hands of Pakistan. How 

beautifully said, how nicely described- that let us be two hands, two eyes, two nostrils, 

two ears of Pakistan So that we may depend on each other. How beautiful! But, Sir, we 

find that arrangements have been made, attempts are being made, to give no democratic 

rights, no autonomy to West Pakistan People. Instead of democracy they are giving to 
West Pakistan people an "officiocracy". West Pakistan people must think that if they are 

not granted regional autonomy, naturally East Pakistan people will not get autonomy. 
We cannot claim autonomy alone we cannot take ourselves away from our West 

Pakistan brethren and say that leave aside the question of granting autonomy, for the 
present, to West Pakistan, but give us autonomy. Or we cannot say that let it be decided 

afterwards. No; Sir, we are not one of those. We, the East Pakistan people, shall not have 
autonomy unless we can make those in power grant autonomy to West Pakistan people 

also....... One wing of Pakistan to have democracy and the other "officiocracy"-that 

cannot be the position. 
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Therefore, Sir, these two wings must be put on the same level, with the same rights and 
same powers. As soon as this Bill is passed, as soon as the integration is pushed through 

this packed House with its steam-roller of the majority, then what happens? It is finally 
imposed upon the unwilling people of West Pakistan. Imposition means force; force 

means power. Therefore, the Governor-General must be endowed with power-without 

any semblance of democracy and for an indefinite period to give effect to this plan. 

Therefore, as soon as this is done there will be utterances made towards East Pakistan 

people by our learned leaders, the Prime Minister and the Governor-General over Radio 

Pakistan: "Oh! ye people of East Pakistan! Wait for some time; we are busy managing 

West Pakistan. As soon as we shall have finished this, we shall surely grant whatever 

you want." That is the scheme of things that they want to rush through. Therefore, we 

have grown suspicions and we cannot in the interest of democracy and autonomy of both 

the wings of Pakistan and in the interest of the people allow this Bill to be rushed 

through in this manner without reference to public opinion. 
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6th September 1955 

Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan (East Bengal: Muslim): Mr. Speaker, Sir, at the outset I 

want to congratulate Sardar Abdur Rashid for the brave and the most sincere speech that 

he has delivered today in this House. (Hear, hear). He has exposed the ruling Coterie's 

game for the last few months. He has exposed to the House the nature of those people 

who are at the helm of affairs of this country. .Sir, Mr. Daultana had said the other that 

the integration of West Pakistan provinces into one Unit will revolutionize the mind but I 
think myself completely revolutionized after have heard Mr. Rashid this morning. I feel 

that all the ideas and all the thoughts that came into my mind before have all changed 
and we have got to restart afresh our thinking and our working in this August House.... 

when we have heard Sardar Rashid, each and every member should think 100 times as to 
whether he should go on with this work of integrating the provinces of West Pakistan 

into one unit? Because, what is it? .It is the outcome of a conspiracy, a plan well laid out 
for the purpose of vested interests, for the purpose of the benefit of the Coterie which has 

been ruling or misruling the country for the last eight years. Sir, I tell you a few things 

also, a few assurances that were given to us by which we have had to change our views 

in East Pakistan. You, Sir, know that for the last eight years, we have been fighting 

against the idea of parity. We do not believe in parity. We believe in democracy. We 

believe in representation of the people, the principle that we possess and preached in 

East Bengal. Be it majority or minority they should rule the country. Now, Sir, I address 

you personally to think as a man of Bengal. Can you say that a man of Bengal has got 

any confidence in the leaders of West Pakistan, I mean the Central leaders? No, not one 

soul, you will find, who has any confidence in these leaders. For the last eight years they 

have broken all the provinces, they have shattered all their hopes and aspirations and 

they have shattered the very root of our confidence. No one has got any confidence in 

them. Now, Sir, after long eight years, when the Constituent Assembly was dissolved 

and a new Constituent Assembly has come into existence we are trying to think in a 
different manner, trying to remove all the mistrust that we and people in East Bengal 

have had and trying to start with fabula rasa, a clean state, in order to hurry up with the 
framing of the Constitution, all our hopes have again been shattered during the last few 

days. Why? It is very clear. The same game which has been pervading the minds of the 
leaders for the last eight years is being played again. They have not forsaken that game 

You know. Sir,....... very well what were our demands. All our demands have been 
legitimate, reasonable. I take one example. For instance, this question of state language-

Bengali to be one of the State languages of Pakistan................. It is the desire and will, 

legitimate and reasonable claim of 4 crores and 20 lakhs of people of East Bengal, which 

has been trampled down. Nobody had shown any regard for that. Not even a good 

gesture has ever been made. People have died for that. People have been killed by the 

Muslim League coterie there. A large number of youthful, valiant, chivalrous young 

boys laid their lives on the 21st or 22nd of February, 1952, in support of the language, 

their mother tongue. They did not disregard Urdu. They did not refuse Urdu as one of the 

State languages of Pakistan as was misunderstood by so many people here also, that 

these gentlemen are against Urdu. Urdu was never disregarded by us. We say Urdu and 

Bengali should be the State languages of Pakistan. Even after the great and supreme 

sacrifice that the young people of our country have made, the movement is going on. 

This idea is in the heart of 
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everyone, every child, every boy, every man and woman in Bengal shall have Bengali as 
one of the State languages of Pakistan. Now what is the attitude of the people here-a 

complete condemnation and disregard. They did not consider it worthwhile. I will tell 
you one single instance about the attitude of the mind of the people. I was in Lahore with 

Moulana Bhashani. Moulana Bhashani was lying on a Khat and I was just saying my 

prayers by the side of his Khat. In the meantime three or four gentlemen came. They 

were leaders of the Punjab-not leaders like Mr. Gurmani or Mr. Daultana. They were 

leaders of the public opinion in Punjab. They came to me and said, "Mr. Ataur Rahman, 

it seems that you are a Muslim because you are saying prayer and: 

 

" To yell Bangla wangla ki bat chhoro." 

 

(Then brother, give up this talk of Bengali.) 

I was surprised to find this. That means that if I am a Musalman and say my prayers and 

call the name of Allah, I should not be allowed to talk about Bengali language. You say 

that Bengali is a language of Hindu culture. Who told you that? I had a long discussion 

on this issue with Nawabzada Liaquat Ali Khan, lasting for ninety minutes; I had almost 

a fight with him for about 90 minutes. He was also saying the same thing. I said that you 

have been completely misinformed about it; you do not know anything about it. Our 

people who came to Karachi must have misreported and must have been given a wrong 

impression about the Bengali language, its development, its origin and its culture and its 

exposition. He said it might be. 

Don't you realize when you go over to East Bengal, how we are neglected; how that 
language is trampled down; no regard is paid to that language. Take even small things. 

At the Airport of Dacca the announcements are made in English and Urdu as if no 

Bengali travels by air; have 'you ever marked it? Not a word is uttered in Bengali and 

things are announced either in English or in Urdu. Then look at the Passports. I think, 

Sir, you have got a passport yourself. There is inscription in English, in Urdu and even in 

French but, there not a word in Bengali.......... Then take the forms and records. They are 

either in English or in Urdu-not a word of Bengali language. In the matter of currency 

apologetically one word is written in Bengali. What do we find in the National Anthem-

not one word is there of Bengali! No translation is possible! What do we find in the 

official gazette? In the Dacca Gazette also there is not a word of Bengali. In this office 

we have the Seal of "Majlis-i-Dastur Saz" and the "Constituent Assembly of Pakistan" 

and again there is not a word of Bengali. If there is English as also Urdu, why not an 

additional language......... All this shows a complete disregard to the sentiments of 

the people and a total absence of sympathy for the language as also to those people who 
fell as martyrs and whom you prefer to call as rioter. Call them by any name but you did 

not dare to hold a proper enquiry into the matter. You know how that matter came up 
before Mr. Ellis. A tribunal was set up and the terms of reference said whether the firing 

was justified. We appealed to the Government and to all other persons to bring within 
the scope of the enquiry all the relevant matters. Nothing was done and the judgment of 

Mr. Ellis was that firing was justified. That is all. That was not the point of issue. The 
point at issue was 
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whether section 144 or any other Government order passed on that memorable day, 
whether that was justified and a legal order. That was never done It was said that the 

claim of the Bengali language will be recognized before we actually frame the 
constitution; the fullest regional autonomy to East Bengal; the question of one Unit; Joint 

electorates. It was said all these things will be done together as the basis for Constitution. 

Dr. S. K. Sen (East Bengal: General): There was an agreement on the Point. 

Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan: That agreement has not been signed by the people in 

Power. They refuse. It does not behove them. Now it does not lie in their mouth to say 

that you agreed to a thing and now you are going back. Mr. Aziz Din's strongest 

argument was that Mr. Suhrawardy had supported it. Is that a crime? He says that such 

and such gave this statement or that statement. Yes, Sir, we have a right to refuse under 

the changed circumstances-when the very basis of the agreement has broken down. We 

have now no legs to stand. We have got to revise our decision. A scheme-whatever it 

may be-cannot be good or bad in absolute terms. You have to see to the attendant 

circumstances... 

As I was telling you about parity, I must mention, Sir, that for the last eight years we 

fought against parity; we did not want parity; it is no basis of democracy; it is an 

arrangement we have been fighting against. Ultimately when we found we must have an 

agreed Constitution and that Constitution was to be based on federal scheme. We came 

to the conclusion that we must have parity; we agreed to it. We thought parity is the 

basis of federation and so we agreed to parity. But parity in what respect ? Having 40:40 

in this House and not in other matters at all. I now sincerely believe that they just put us 

into trap. They just got us agreed to that parity of 40 in this House from East Bengal and 

40 from West Pakistan and then they forgot about all those assurances that parity was to 

be in all respects. Parity indicates Justice and fair play; parity means parity in all respects 

in all walks of life, in the total wealth of the country; in all things; in matters of 

appointments; in matters of posts; in matters of Industry and Commerce; in all matters 
possible there must be parity and equality. Have we done it Sir, Not at all. You, from 

West Pakistan, have usurped to yourself the two highest posts of Pakistan at the first 
opportunity that you got-the Governor-Generalship and the Premiership  

.... Sir, you know very well the position about Hast Bengal. Last year we had 

committed the greatest crime of routing the Muslim League there in East Bengal 

completely. That was very unfortunate. Had we given them a greater member of seats 

there in East Bengal, of course the calamity that came over there and is still persisting, 

would not have come. After the routing and complete dissolution of Muslim League, 

whose leaders in West Pakistan started thinking in different manner it has been said in 

this House repeatedly that the scheme of integration of Provinces in West Pakistan is one 
of the most momentous and most memorable, and many other mosts, movement plan or 

scheme, for the welfare of the people of Pakistan. You know Sir, the Quid-i-Azam that 
mighty brain, did not conceive this idea; neither during the struggle for Pakistan nor after 

the achievement of Pakistan this benevolent and beneficial project was thought of by the 
Quaid-i-Azam and if it was so good, could it never have escaped this mighty brain. Then 
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three Basic Principals Committee Reports, one after the other in the name of three 
successive Prime Ministers, even did not consist of this plan. Then Sir, where did it 

come from? After the first defeat of Muslim League in East Pakistan I can tell you, Sir, 
in all sincerity that it came about from the fertile brain of an official in spite of the claim 

of Malik Firoz Khan who afterwards were taken in as associate sponsors or co-sponsors 

of that movement. It came in the brain of one gentleman who had been an official and 

the attitude of officials you know very well. Their attitude first and foremost is to 

disregard the public opinion; and these officials do not agree to anything that Public 

says. So that scheme was conceived and brought out by the gentleman and he brought 

some other people like Mr. Firoz Khan Noon and Mr. Gurmani and others to support this 

scheme. The rest we have heard from Sardar Rashid. 

Now, Sir, if that is the origin and development of that scheme the earlier it dies the 

better for the country; the earlier it is abandoned the better for the country. Let us get rid 
of all conspiracies; let us get rid of all secrecies; let us be plain people. We have got the 

most sacred task of framing the Constitution for the people of the country. People on the 

other side have become intolerant and Mr. Aziz Din has shouted out all sorts of things. 

Even Mian Abdul Bari, the wisest man, is saying: "Why are you taking time and 

delaying things." I tell them, "Do not give sermons. We know the value of time; we 

know more than you do the urgency and necessity of Constitution. We feel more than 

you do. It is you people who have been responsible for all these troubles for the last so -

many years. We are not to blame for this. Did we delay things for eight years? We have 

not delayed for years; even if it takes one or two days it is not tolerated by you; at least 

we must say what we have to say on these important matters in this House." People 

should know, the world should know what our attitude is towards the scheme. Our 

attitude to the scheme, I may tell you briefly, Sir. In the context of the scheme there is 

lack of confidence in the mind of the people in East Bengal which is still persisting. 

When the Basic Principles Committee's Report in the year 1950 for the first time came 
up, you know. Sir, there was conflagration in the whole of East Bengal; hundreds and 

thousands of meetings were held in every village, in every home, in every thana, 
subdivision and in every district against the Basic Principles Committee's Report. We 

also held a conference at Dacca called the Grand National Convention over which I had 
the honor to preside. Mr. Fazlul Haq also delivered speeches in that meeting; we held 

that conference for three days in the month of November, 1950, and there we discussed 
that the Constitution of Pakistan should be based on regional territories, regional 

autonomy. One region is East Pakistan and the other should be West Pakistan. We did 

not want to impose anything on these people; we just left it at that. We said it will be the 

desire of our brethren in West Pakistan to frame the pattern of Government that they 

want to have, either federation or confederation, zonal or sub-federation, whatever they 

like, but it must be entirely left to the people, left to the free will of the people. That was 

our position in the year 1950, five years ago, and we still persist on that idea, Sir. You 

know, Sir, what were the Basic principles on which we got our elections-the historic 21-

point programme which have been described by our leaders here in this House. Some of 

them have said that they do not know about 21-point programme and Mr. Daultana has 

said in his speech that if you want to place your autonomy on 21-point programme, then 

we will also have to reconsider our position; if 
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that is going to be on the pattern of Soviet Russia, we have got to reconsider our 
position. Do it by all means; we will also consider our position. Let us both start 

considering our position in this House. Let us not go on the basis on which we actually 
came into this House. Let us completely detach ourselves from other considerations and 

from another kind of basis on which we shall have to frame the Constitution. So, you 

know very well, Sir, this 21-point programme is an article of faith with the people of 

East Pakistan, but these other people have no regard for it and they say that it is not 

workable. That is their contempt towards Bengal. Even if we talk in Bengali in the lobby 

they deride at us and say: 

 

Kya yeh cheeni zaban hai; 

Kalian Se lae yeh zaban, bhai. 

 

(Is this Chinese? Whence did you bring it, brother?) 

As if we have no right to talk our language; that is the attitude. This is the frame of 

mind that precludes the possibilities of attaining unity between East and West Pakistan. 

Well, Sir, if I am sincere, I have got to be sincere from tomorrow because I cannot work 
with you in that frame of mind. If you want that we should be sincere towards you, you 

must also have the reciprocity of being sincere towards us. It cannot be one-sided or 
exparte. What have we been doing? Maulana Bhashani, our reverend leader, said in 

London "if the people of West Pakistan give their verdict in favor of the one-Unit 
scheme, then there will be not a single voice against it. I tell you not a single word of 

protest will come from East Bengal. The emphasis has been laid on the will of the 
people"; it is the will of the people they have to find out; it is the will of the people on 

which everything should be done. Now, Sir, things were not clear for so many days. 

After Sardar Rashid has spoken, the necessity of sending this Bill for eliciting public 

opinion has become all the more important.. You cannot avoid it now, in spite of the fact 

that Mr. Daultana has told so many things in a beautiful way of expression-all these 

arguments were useless and not at all convincing... 

Sir, you know, one of the arguments that have been advanced by Mr. Daultana and 

others also is that the germ of provincialism will be completely rooted out after the 
integration of all the provinces of West Pakistan into one unit. Sir, before we were not 

accustomed with to this word of provincialism. We never knew what the word 
"Provincialism" was, what was its meaning? It was first introduced and exported to East 

Pakistan from outside. A bogie of Provincialism was raised. When I demand my things, 

and demand my legitimate rights, you say "you are provincialist". I say, "I am". This is 

exactly following the Congress People. They actually started the bogie of communalism 

whenever the question of demand of seats was raised. They always said that you will get 

these seats by your efficiency alone. Exactly in the same way the poison of provincialism 

has been spread. Sir, the attitude of the people of East Pakistan is to live and let others 

live. It is a question of self-determination of East Bengal has come out of the leaders of 

West Pakistan, the leaders of Central Government. We know this since our arrival here 

in Karachi. Sir, I have come to know from the highest quarter, from responsible quarters 

and a very reliable quarter that these leaders of the Central Government who think that 
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East Bengal will not remain with West Pakistan, they say that it is not worthwhile 
spending a farthing in East Pakistan; it will be thrown in the gutters. I actually quote it 

here: "Money sent to East Bengal will be thrown into gutters because East Bengal is not 
going to stay with us." 

Malik Mohammad Firoz Khan Noon: Who said it? 

Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan: I have heard it from the highest authority and it is not a 

matter of document. I do not know whether I shall be able to prove it here in this House. 

The Honourable Mr. M.R. Kayani (N.W.F.P.: Muslim): You cannot accuse us. 

Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan: I am not accusing you. It will be very difficult for me to 

present that personality here in this House to give evidence on Oath. 

Sir, I have had the opportunity of mixing with the Industrial Community, the 
Commercial Community, going lo bazaars and other places also telling them to start 

business in East Pakistan also, to open one branch there, but they say: 

Bat to theek hai magar Mashriqi Pakistan agar alaihda ho jae to? 

(Its a good suggestion; but what if East Pakistan secede?) 

I said, "Who says?" They say: Log kahte hain "Mashriqi Pakistan alaihdh ho jae 

ga." 

(People say: "East Pakistan will go out of Pakistan.) 

Sir, how is this that this sort of thing has come into their ears. 

At this stage Mian Abdul Bari rose in his seat and the Honorable Member noticed it. 

Mr. Ataur Rahman (addressing Mian Abdul Bari): While you were speaking I 
gave you a patient hearing. I have given you the highest verdict that you were supposed 

to be the wisest man in the country. I have not said a single word against you. Why are 
you becoming so much nervous? 

Mian Abdul Bari: I include myself in you. 

Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan: If you include yourself in us, then fall in line with us. 

Sir, that is the attitude here. We have got to think seriously and very sincerely about 
our position; we have got to revise our whole attitude because there is a complete change 

of outlook here and we have got to change our outlook completely because we began 
with certain assurances given by the leaders of the Central Government, by the leaders of 

the Muslim League here in this House. We are now not going to rely on your mere 
assurances. We don't believe in the promises anymore because you have completely 

shaken the sentiments out of mind. We must have now everything done here and nothing 
more. As I told you, five demands of East Pakistan must be conceded to, must be 

ensured, not by mere mouth or word, but it must be ensured in the Bill that you have 

brought here, namely, the West Pakistan Merger Bill ... 
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[Extracts from the Speech of Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy.] 

Mr. H. S. Sulirawardy (12th September, 1955): It may be said that since I was in 
favor of the One-Unit Scheme, why today there is so much opposition to it. In short, it is 

due to the fact that the people have lost confidence in the good faith of Government. Sir, 

I was dilating upon the attitude of various parties regarding political issues; what 

transpired thereafter is also well known, and is not a Cabinet Secret. What transpired in 

Murree is well, known and it was talked about all over the place. What had been told to 

me in private by the Honorable Prime Minister and his colleagues I shall not refer to. 

Private conversations should be kept out of this House. The trend of events the logical 

trend of events of what they were leading to was well known and I pointed this out to 

you, not because as I said yesterday, I was not elected or selected as the Prime Minister. 

That is a very very minor matter, as the Honorable Prime Minister himself will find out 

in due course. The situation is such that Office does not carry with it that prestige or 

power which it should carry in a democratic country. Why then I am referring to it here 

which I shall have to refer at a later stage because it has resulted in not only myself, very 

unimportant, extremely unimportant, not my party which is extremely unimportant, but I 
think that those who have followed the trend of events in losing complete confidence in 

the present Ministry and in the provinces of these persons who sit on the other side. Yes, 
you have got one friend now and that is that self-saying gentleman and those who are 

with him who will co-operate with you. How far they will carry you will depend upon 
the course of events and possibly, Sir, with them behind you as I said you have been able 

to manufacture a Steam-roller which will crush all opposition. Well, Sir, I, therefore, ask 
the Honorable Prime Minister that will he please see that when this One-Unit Scheme is 

ignorable in its conception, when it has got so many advantages, when he thinks that if 

this is adopted, we shall proceed on the lines of true nationalism and perhaps, will be 

able to bring the two Units together, if there is not that intrigue entered into the Scheme 

of things, namely, the intrigue for the purpose of capturing power, if that does not enter 

into, if the work is done honestly and sincerely. Why is it then that today there is so 

much opposition to it/ Does not the Honorable Prime Minister hear the rumbling or 

voices in the districts and the growing opposition? Why is it so? I will tell you the 

reasons a little bit later, but I would like before I do that to search your own hearts, 

everyone of you sitting on the other side and see whether you have behaved honorably 

within these last days and you deserve the confidence of the people, a confidence of the 

people that you will abide by your promises? That is the fundamental of the success of 

this One-Unit scheme. The One-Unit scheme cannot succeed if the people have not got 

confidence in you and if it fails it will disintegrate Pakistan. Sir, consequently you have 
got to search your heart and if after searching your heart you are satisfied that you have 

behaved in such a way that the people can have confidence in your promises, come then 
and make these promises over here. At least your conscience will be clear although other 

persons may not agree with you, although other persons may think that possibly a further 
searching of the heart may lead to finding nooks and corners and skeletons which may 

lead you to alter your views regarding your position in the country. Now, Sir, as I said, 
we have unhappily to go into the motive to some extent although I would much rather 
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have not done so. Before I do that however, I would like to place before the Honorable 
the Prime Minister the four principles which hang together and for which we can support 

the One-Unit Scheme. If any of these principles are destroyed, you destroy the support to 
your Scheme. These principles are: Firstly the integration of West Pakistan-that 

integration can be in various forms, it does not necessarily mean unification. You can 

have unification, you can have zonal sub-federations, or you can even bring some 

provinces together and instead of having ten or eleven provinces, you may have three or 

four provinces just as suits your administrative convenience keeping in view the views of 

the people whom I would request you to consult. Secondly, then, Sir, Parity between 

East and West Pakistan. This is the important part of the principle. Thirdly, division of 

the offices of the Governor-General and the Prime Minister between East and West 

Pakistan which forms a principle of that parity, because the principle of that parity is 

again a question of division of powers. The principle of that parity is : no domination by 

one over the other. The principle of that parity is: Co-operation between the two wings. 

Consequently this question of the division of powers between East and West Pakistan is 

of a fundamental importance. It is a question which requires considerable thought. It 

must be said that there was a particular time, as you know, it has been said in the papers, 
when the matter was raised, I said what does it matter I am prepared to give in-that was a 

personal matter; the Honourable Prime Minister knows it perfectly well that if you ask 
my coat over here I shall hand it over to you, with all that it contains-but the question 

here is that of principle, Sir. And, that principle was thrashed out-there is no" doubt 
about it-that it was ultimately before you come to your conclusions and decisions, it was 

told, it was brought home to you that the question of division of power between East and 
West Pakistan was fundamental and if there was a Governor-General who came from 

West Pakistan, it was necessary to a Prime Minister of East Pakistan, and consequently 

inasmuch as this Governor General was adopted by West Pakistan-let there be no 

mistake regarding that-I cannot understand why your Protagonists go round and try to 

mislead the people? I have said that over and over again in this House, I have said that 

over and over again in public and it is not a Cabinet Secret, Mr. Prime Minister, because 

this question, you will agree with me, was never raised in the Cabinet, it was outside the 

Cabinet, and, therefore, it was understood that there should be a Prime Minister from 

Bengal. You had to make your own choice, if you wanted to work with a United Front. 

there was the ex-Prime Minister Mohammad Ali who had delivered the United Front 

bound hand and foot, who told you that the United Front led by Mr. Fazlul Haque was 

prepared to accept all your conditions blindfold. You could have had him. No, you get 

rid of him. Probably, at that moment, you had some other ideas in your sub-conscious 

mind. Then, later on you changed those ideas and for the sake of principle which 
thereafter, as I said, I do not know something was enunciated which was so horrific that I 

quaver before it that if this is going to be the principle underlying your administration, 
then God help us! You should not forget that it is not a thing that I shall leave untold and 

unsaid in this connection. So, the forth principle also thereafter was: regional or zonal 
autonomy. All these principles hang together. You have destroyed on principle and with 

that you have destroyed the principle of parity. The main basis of the unification of 
Pakistan, viz., that we as equal partners will work together, has been destroyed by you. 

Therefore, Sir, 
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think about it sincerely when you place this before you. I know what I have said, and 
there will be papers who may support you here and there, who will say, "Ah, it is a voice 

of a disappointed man who speaks" because he has not been the Prime Minister. What do 
these papers know about me? I do not like to say anything on this but I would say this 

much definitely and I speak from my conscience that this was no charm for me. As a 

matter of fact, at a particular time you, Sir, thought that I could be the Prime Minister of 

Pakistan. I do not put it further than that. I was engrossed with that idea. I said: can one 

fail shoulder carry that burden-this great burden of trying to rescue Pakistan from the 

morass into which it has fallen? I am glad, Sir, that the Honorable Prime Minister has 

undertaken that colossal task and I humbly pray that may be succeed in this task because 

after all it is one and one aim before us whether we are on that side or on this side, 

namely, that Pakistan should succeed. Sir, it is on this account that the question of 

motives becomes somewhat relevant. I understand, Sir, that the idea which first 

germinated in the mind or at least so far as I know-I do not know where it germinated 

but Malik Firoz Khan Noon claims the credit for the first germination-it germinated in 

his mind. It was somehow or other to find a scheme which will destroy the domination of 

East Bengal-'the domination of East Bengal", I use the word adversely. Therefore, they 
decided that let us have parity. They were always thinking all the time on that line, not 

on political lines; they were thinking all the time of provincial lines. But it happened so 
that the majority in East Bengal did not believe by virtue of this majority to do things in 

the manner in which it was unpleasant to the persons who came from this side, and they 
felt it necessary that this should be made away with. I do not know whether at that 

particular time there was any idea at the back of their mind that this would result in 
ultimately the domination of the Punjab both in the Centre and in the Unit. I do not want 

to deal with that point. All that I wish to fell you now that there are reasons for suspicion 

regarding that and that suspicion has got to be alloyed. I would ask the Honorable Prime 

Minister please to consider it because I think he is a gentleman who is able to think 

clearly whether the act which has recently been done, namely, for capturing both the 

offices for the Punjab, not for West Pakistan alone but for Punjab because you have 

adopted the Governor-General from the Punjab, whether this will alleviate that suspicion 

that Punjab was out to dominate the Centre and the Unit. Do you not think that it would 

have been far wiser, far wiser for you to restrain your hand from it. Even it that was your 

idea, would it not have been far wiser, if for the sake of One-Unit, you had showed 

yourself to be self- sacrificing and that you should have restrained yourself from taking 

up the position which has been handed over on a platter by somebody. Do you think that 

it would not have been far better for the sake of parity that you should have given it up 

and showed the world, "Look at our bona fide, we were offered but we refused". But 
alas! You could not see that how we were jeopardizing all these principles for which we 

had been fighting and which will make for the stability of Pakistan. Alas! You could not 
see that you were antagonizing a very large section. Now the whole section of East 

Bengal is against you. You could not see that suspicion will be aroused on that side 
regarding your bona fides. You could not see that the result of this could be that the 

people and the papers and your supporters in West Pakistan, who are short-sighted, will 
consider this a West Pakistani victory. You could not see that they will consider that East 

Bengal has been denied its 
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rights. I think it was Mr. Haroon who said here-and I think he did it very unwisely-'why 
are you objecting today a Punjabi gentleman taking office when on the last two 

occasions you have had Bengali Prime Ministers, The question is not that although these 
Bengali Prime Ministers were thrown out by neck: that is a different matter. 

Mr. Yusuf A. Haroon: On a point of a further explanation, Sir. 

Mr. Speaker: Kindly resume your Seat. 

Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy: Now, Sir, what I wish to place before you is this that I have 
got no grievance against any Punjabi as such or against Punjab. That is what I intended 

to state. I have got very highest regard for them. They are men, they are persons who 
give us army, soldiers, give us strength and they are people who, if properly led, would 

rise to the pinnacle of patriotism. But what you have done for them? You have put them 
behind, you have guillotined them, you have ruined them, you have stopped all the 

places for them, all for the sake of coterie. On account of your short sightedness you 
have allowed people to think that all that is being done here and there is for the sake of 

capturing power for the Punjab. So this is the state of affair in which we find ourselves 

today and with which we are faced today and that is the reason why the Opposition to the 

One-Unit Bill is growing. And how hive you gathered support for it, I do not want to go 

into the history of all these things which I have already dealt with to some extent. But 

you did so somewhere by force. 
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����� > ��g��� ?�c��� $�9������� > ��g��� ?�c��� $�9������� > ��g��� ?�c��� $�9������� > ��g��� ?�c��� $�9�� 

?���� C��?���� C��?���� C��?���� C�� 
��� C�� (���� �� ������� C�� (���� �� ������� C�� (���� �� ������� C�� (���� �� ���� 

%�54%�54%�54%�54 
���3� ��������3� ��������3� ��������3� �����,,,, 

> �� ���  ��"��a��� ���"������ �3�4�  ��J C��� (� �� �����  ��B��J���, C� �����= 
> �F DB��� ����� �2 C��� >��� ����� �=B��J। ���q a�� ( ��F ���"�p����� ���!%�5� ������  
$2�� ���%�5�  �� >�� �����  ?���1 ��"���B ����X�  ��� (� ���"�� ����, ����� ���� �=��= 
����� > ��g�� ���9�� ��� o� �_ �=B��J।  ���= ����� > ��g�� ���9� ���" ������ %�5�� ���� 
���� D ^������  C�Q����= ��� ��#� 
� !��। ��Z����� ��� �2��3 >= ���� �������2 �=B� 
?�sB��J, C�� � >= ��� � ��� C�3 C��� ��Z����� Y�4  �����J ����� �a�G। ����� > ��g�� 
m���� ?��2�3-C�B�� C����� ��� ��1:; �� �� @������%� $�2���� ���=  ��B��J��। 
�P ��� ��@��8� ��� R�B� C����� �  ����� >= �2�����  ��" �� �2�m�D $��x  ��B��J��। 
� b �   ���4 (� C�B�� �� m�B� D ��#�U� W�4  ���� ���� �=, ���� C���� %��  ��B�= 
���। ���� �?  C��� >� (�= DB��� ����� �����3 ��=B�J; >�2 ( �  !����� ���� C��� 
 ���� ���� �- !��� ��Z�����=, ������� ����� �2��3� ���B��� ����B 3��"� ��G >= ����� > ��g�� 
����9� �=���J।    

����� %�5�� ^���2    

����� %�5� �����4 ����5� %�5�। ( � ( � ��� �=�� ��� �=B� ���  (�, ���!� �=�� ������ 
�_ >�� =�� (�0G��  %�5�। �����T�2, >=  �� ���2� D $��������। %�5� D �����2 �\� " C��� 
(� ����2 ���4� C�J ���� �=�� C�� ����� ���� (�, ����� %�5� D �����2 ( � ����5 %�5� �=�� 
?¢�� B। ����, �� !�, ��%�5� �%!�� �=�� �T #� $����  ��B� �T ����4� �%�� ��B� ������ 
?¢�। >= %�5� > �O= > (���� ‘�� !��’ ��� �����4 ����5� %�5�। ��Q�, (�0�, ������, �!X�, 
� ��= ����� ��aX� =��� ��!��� ����  ��  ��B��J। C��� >= ����� ^������  ��2�  �%�G 
 ��B�= 3�qB� ?�sB��J। ��2 ���3� ������ !��� (���� ��« ����� %�5�� �!9���5 ��  ��B� =��� 
����SB� (� ���B��  ��B��J�� ���� ����� ������2 >  (����� $�2�B। >= C�� ����� ��2 
������2� >�� ��Z��-������2� (� ���� �� un �B, ���� (���� ����5� ¬��B� ��G �=B� ?�s। =��� 
��p C����� (���� ����5� �q� D ��1� �\ " C�J। !��� (���� ����� �!9���5 ���  �� �=�� 
un  ��B� >= ���� ���� ��"O ����� ������2� (@�� ��������� (� �� ���� ����� %�5� D 
�����2�  $%�����"U�� ��!�  ��B��J। �E��a���"2� C�Q���� ��� (� ��# (�0��� ���"��p C��B� 
C�B W�4  ��B��J��, ������� ���D >= %�5� ��!� �=B��J। ���a��2� R�®����, C��� ���, >  
����5 (�4�� 3��� �����4 ����5� ���2 ���� ��%  ��B��J। ��Z����D ��� �J� >= �����4 ����5� 
����� %�5� ����� %�5�। ����� %�5� ������2� �!X� �����D �� $������। ?=��B�� ( ��, ���"�2�, 
>;� >�� C�D �T��� ��� >= %�5� C�D 3����� >�� ��!� �=B��J। ��� ����� 3�2-    
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W��� �a�B�� ���B� ?=��B�� ( ��� �2����  �� ��"������। C�� (��F����F%��� >= ��2�F�  �� 
������J (�, �z��B ���"���5 � ��� ��� >= %�5� 3�qB� ?�sB��J >�� ��"�� ��� =��� �2��� 
e�B�� ��"� Jq�=B� ��qB��J। C�� ����� > ��g��� ?�c��-����� C�� ��= �z��B ���"���5 
� �� = =���  C�D ��!�  ��B� ������ C��� ���=���J।    

����� %�5�� ����B ��"2���    

C��� ����� %�5��  ���%�5�  ���� �Eo  ��B��J- ���� C���  ���=। =���� ( � ��Q��� 
$� �� (=। C�� C����� ��B (�� ��� ����� �  �������  ����= ���� (�, (�-�����8 ����� 
%�5��  ���%�5�� ��"��� (�DB� �=�� �, ���� C��� � J���= W�4  ��� �। ��= >� (�= ��"��� 
���� ��p ��p C�����  � v��  �"�2 D ���B��� ��� D �!�X ���� �=��।    

%�5�� ��!��-���    

����� %�5��  C�D ��!� D ���4�  ���� �=��। ����� %�5� D ������2� ��"��� ���� 
� !�� ��% 
 ��B��J ��Q� �= � b ���" �=�� >= %�5� ����B-
� !�� ��%  ���� �� ?S� �=�, ���� �=�� ���� 
�=। C���� ���%�5� �4B, $�%�� �4B, �2� �4-3��54�, �4"����� ?S�� ����, ���4  ��"�  
�����  �� �����2�  ?S� D ��!���  ��� �2 ?���1 ������ �!�X �%!�� �T  �"�2 �� � C�J। (� 
�� ���� �2�13� ����� �� ������ ���� ���� ���F-���F-6��F Jq�=B� C�J ����� ���2 (�� 
���!��� D a������ (� U�-���� ?���  ����� ���B�D ?��@4�B B। C�� C��  �� >= ����� 
> ��g�� >= $%�� ���4  ����।    

���"��p� %�5�� 
��82    

���� J�q� ���" �����B ����� %�5�� > �F 
��82 C�J। ����� �=�� a�W���, ������ �=�� ����F 
��"O ��#!� >= $j�� ��� �  �2-%�5� C�J। � b ���� ���" �����B ( � X2���g" �� �����4  �2- 
%�5� >�D 3�qB� ?�s �=। =�� �M� �  �, ���� %�5��¥�����= �����। ��� �M� �B, ���� �=�� 
>= �2�����D ����� > ��g��� ����5 ���B� C�J ���B� C��� �����। C�� 
� ��  ��, (�-( � 
����g" %�5� ?�� �=�� a���=B� (�DB� ��B �। %�5� C�� �=�� ?���G ��%  ��, � b >� ���� 
C�� C��= ?���G ��%  ��- ���� C�� 
� ��  �� �। �� � J�� �� %�5�� U� U��O�, 3������D 
�������� ?�� �%"����। �3�4� ��B���� ��  �=�� C����� %�5�� > F� X2���g" U� W��4� 
$� �� �������� �!�X� �2����� ����� > ��g�� $�  � J�  ���� ����। ���O���8  ������ ���� � J� 
>�D $���X ���B��J, ���� ���  ��B� > F� (��54��1 ���� 3�qB� ������� �2 C���  ��  ��B� 
��=���J; C����� %�5� D �����2  ����� C� ��2  ���� �=��। ������ ����� �=�� ��B�� $����� 
C��4  ��B� >= %�5� ��!���  ����D C����� R���X2 D 
 �B���  C��� � J���= X �=�� ��� 
�।    

C����� ����B �%2�� D ���!��� ���"  ��� ������ >= %�5� D �����2 �3� �%�B ��"���� 
C� ��=��।    

������2� �a�� D ����-���    

C���  �"�2#��� ���2D C�� C�����  �� ������2 ��� (���  ����, 3o, ?�2�� D ��� � J� 
� J� ��qB� ��� । =��� �%�� �T ���2�� �a�D C��� (a��� ��qB��J। � b ������� e�B�� >=v�� 
?���1 C�� ��=���J �। >��  (���� �%���D $�  ��B >=v�� �2��  � �� D �a���� �����3    
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��%  �� �। ��1���� ������2 ��� �a� � ���� ���2����G >= �� �\� $�  (@�� X  ��B� 
(���B��J। u�� (���= =��� �a�� D ������ �2�m�  ���� a���� �, e�B�� ��"� $���� (�0J�=B� 
���� �=��। >= � � $���� W� C����� (���� ���!�� D ����� ��� ������ C����� ���4�  �� 
e�B�� ��"� ��  ��B� �=B� ��=��।    

C����� (����  �� D �����2������� e��m� �\� " C�� ���= ��a�। (� �!9���5 �� ��o D 
������2� ��4�j��  ��, ����� ���= $%�� C�J ���B� C��� �� �B। ( �� ?���1 � ��  
���9�= �� ���X���2  ��s� �D $%�� C�J। ������2 ��� (��54  ��B� $�2 ��%�� �, >� 
�����D $%�� �=। >= (��54 ��  ��B� ������2 ��� ��"��� �!�� D ������2� ����SB��  �� 
 ���� �=��। ����� > ��g�� >= ��5�B ���B ��� ��।    

> ��g���  �"�2 D �3�4� ������3��    

>= > ��g���  �"�2 �T���। C�� ���@`���� �����  �B �F ?�d�  �����। � b >=��  �"�2 
����� �2 �������4� ������3�� $������"। C�� C��  ��, (���� � � ������2 ,  �"� >�� 
�������4� ������3��� ��� >= > ��g�� e�B�� ���2 > �F (�9 > ��g�� ���B� 
� !�� ��% 
 ����। C����� %�5� D ������2� ���2�� >= > ��g�� e�B��  (�� C����� � F��  ����, (��� 
>= > ��g���  ��"� ����� C��� ����"3�� � F�� �=�। C�� �����  ��, %�5� D �����2������ 
>= > ��g���  ( r  ��B� >� >  ���a� �a�  ����-    

    
�p� �����p� �����p� �����p� ����---- 

                                                                                                                                ‘‘‘‘C�Q  ���� 3�C�Q  ���� 3�C�Q  ���� 3�C�Q  ���� 3� 
                                                                                                                                                                                            ���� ��������� ��������� ��������� �����’’’’।    

    

C����� � ��� ���= >= C��� ���=B� C�� >= ����� > ��g��� ?�c��  �����J।    
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Awami League open to non-Muslims non-denominational move accepted by 

over-all majority 

(By Staff Reporter) 

The six-year old all-Pakistan Political Party, the 'Awami League' chose to become 

non-denominational in character when the full session of its council yesterday accepted 

the recommendation of the subject committee and decided to drop the word 'Muslim' 

from its title, throwing the organisation open to membership of all sects and 

communities in Pakistan. 

The amendment to the organization’s constitution............was moved by its President 

Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy. 

Both he and Moulana Abdul Hamid Khan Bhasani, who presided are understood to 
have made impassioned appeals to the councilors to realize that it was only fair to allow 

the members of the minority communities to exercise their just right to partake in the 
Political life of the country and that it was only when such opportunities were available 

to them, would they be able to give that loyalty to Pakistan which every citizen of a 
country was expected to give. 

Moulana Bhasani's address to the Councilors in understood to have been so 

convincing and moving that the element of opposition to the proposal, which was there 

earlier, practically disappeared and in a house of about six hundred councilors there were 

only five to vote against the proposal. 

When the fateful decision of the party was taken, the councilors’ meeting in the 

Rupmahal Cinema Hall, burst into enthusiastic slogans of Shaheed Bhasani Zindabad, 

Hindu-Muslim Bhai-Bhai. 

This is the first time a Political Party, dominated by Muslims and of considerable 

significance in the Political life of the country, has decided to throw its doors open to 
members of all communities residing in Pakistan. 

The Party will now be known as "East Pakistan Awami League" and any citizen of 

Pakistan, above 18 years of age, who signs a pledge of allegiance to the aims and objects 

of the organisation and pays its membership fee is now eligible for its membership. 

On Friday when the proposal for the fundamental change on the character of the 

organisation was being debated in the Subject Committee and influential sections were 

reported to have been opposed to be moved on grounds of inopportune timing; it was not 

certain which way the votes would go. Moulana Bhasani who during the Subject 

Committee meeting was resting in an anti-room in the Awami League Office, was still 

the most powerful influence. 
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In his speech yesterday the Moulana Bhasani said that the proposal that the 'Awami 
League' should be an organisation of the people of all communities had been mooted 

sometime back; but it was feared so long that if that step were taken before the party had 
gathered sufficient strength to withstand the onslaughts which might be lunched on it. 

The party might go under. In this connection the Moulana referred to the lengths to 

which the Muslim League Politicians went during the Language movement engineered 

by the Hindus. The Awami League had now grown into a powerful organisation and it 

could not die. It was; therefore, felt that the step which they had hesitated in taking so 

long could now be taken safely. 

We are fully with them 

Mr. Suhrawardy, moving the amendment to the constitution earlier, said "Give them 

(the minorities) the opportunity to realize that you as well as your Government are fully 

with them in their desire to get their due share in every walk of life. Only then can you, 

in fairness, claim loyalty from them". 

Mr Suhrawardy, who spoke for about fifty minutes, further said that without justice, 

there was bound to be distrust and disaffection. Muslims in India had demanded Pakistan 

because the Hindu Congress had denied them their just rights. If the same treatment were 

be meted out to the Hindus here, would not the councilors agree that the condition of the 

minorities here would be the same as that of the Muslims in Pre-Partition India, he 

enquired. , 

Proceedings Mr. Suhrawardy referred to the doubts, with regard to the propriety of 
the move, which had assailed some minds because of the fact that though if was the 

Awami League which had fought for the cause of the minorities during the last 8 years, 
they had joined hands with the party in power. This Mr. Suhrawardy explained might be 

due to apprehension that if they fell in step with the party in oppositions, they would get 

the same treatment as they got under the Muslim League Government. 

East-West Uniformity 

Mr. Suhrawardy further added: 'We had the Jinnah-Awami Muslim League in West 

Pakistan whereas you had the East Pakistan Awami Muslim League in this wing. 

Realizing the position in trade unionism, recognition was given by us to the East 

Pakistan Awami Muslim League though there were differences in name and perhaps 

other details. Now, we in West Pakistan have the Pakistan Awami League and for the 

sake of unanimity in name, it would, in my opinion, be fair and fine to get your 

organisation into that line, but it rests entirely with you the House to pass a verdict on 

this point. 
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Excerpts from the speech of the Law Minister on the Fourth Draft Constitution 

delivered on 9th January 1956. 

 

The Honorable Mr. I. I. Chundrigar: Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir. . . . The 

Constitution Bill, which is placed before you, is the outcome of prolonged discussions in 
the Coalition Party. The Hon'ble Prime Minister had invited the Leader of the Awami 

Muslim League Party. 

The Leader of the Opposition and the leader of the Awami League Party to join in 

these discussions. Unfortunately, this party did not accept the offer of the Honorable 
Prime Minister. Other political parties remained in opposition in the day-to-day running 

of the Government. The constitution-making is a matter above party politics and it 
should be the endeavor of every member of the Constituent Assembly to appraise the 

constitution-making on national and not on a party basis. 

I am sure all the members of this House will rise to the occasion and approach the 

task of constitution-making in a really national spirit. If any party or individual formulate 

their attitude on constitution making with a view to gaining a political advantage over 

rival political parties they will in my humble opinion, be rendering great disservice to the 

country and the nation. Future elections to Parliament must be fought on the programmes 

of political parties and not on what attitude any political party took in respect of 
constitution making. As an earnes' of what I say, 1 can give the Honorable Members of 

this House an assurance that if any member of the Constituent Assembly were to make a 
useful suggestion for improving the Bill, I shall have no hesitation in accepting his 

suggestion…..  

Sir, the constitution of a country may be of a unitary type or of federal type. We have 

in this bill provided for a federal type of constitution. 

If you will look into it closely, you will find that it is of federal type and your 

criticism is unjustified. 

The Leader of the Opposition say that if I look into it more closely I will find it of a 

unitary type. Well, I never expected the Leader of the Opposition to betray such a 
colossal ignorance of constitutional law. In the case of a country where there are 

provinces with certain legislative powers and certain executive powers and there is a 
Federal Government or a Central Government call it by whatever name you will – which 

has also legislative powers and executive powers, then it automatically becomes a 
federal form of government. 

The Honorable Member should know that the Government of India Act, 1919, was 

not the Constitution of a free country. The Constitution of 1935 was passed on a Federal 

pattern. 
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It was a federal Form of government and it provided for a Federation and the 
Provinces. 

It is no use copying my expression when the case fits you. 

The 1935 Act contained a chapter on Federation and contained a chapter relating to 

the Provincial Governments. As there was a provision in the Government of India Act, 

1935, that the federal part of the constitution shall come into force only if the number of 

native States prescribed therein to the Federation before the 15th August, 1947 when we 

became independent, therefore, that put of the Federal Constitution did not come into 

operation. 

But if that part had come into operation, if had been put into force, it would have 

been as much as federation as we have contemplated here (interruptions by Honorable 

Members of Opposition). I know how the mind of the Leader of the Opposition is 

running. I do not propose at this stage to quote from some draft to which he was a party. 

But at the proper stage I may quote from that if you will be pleased to give me the 

opportunity. And I will show that the Federation which is contemplated in this Bill is 

more federal in character and distributes the functions of Government between the 

Federation and the Provinces in a far better way than the draft which was formulated. 

I was only submitting that a constitution may be of a unitary or federal type. This 

constitution is of a federal type and this is in consonance with the resolution which was 

passed at the sessions of the All-India Muslim League and which was adopted and which 

provided autonomous provinces and here also provinces have been given autonomy as 

appears from the Fifth Schedule to the draft constitution. 

If you try to understand the Fifth Schedule you will understand what improvement it 
had made. 

You will find that it is a great improvement on any distribution which I have come 

across in any constitution......................  
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Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad (16th January, 1956):................ In framing a constitution, 

generally speaking, two patterns are kept in view-one is federal and the other unitary 

type. If we have a federal type we shall have quite a different structure even to the 

minute’s details from what we shall have if we have a unitary form of government. If we 

think there is one people and one country then we must have one language and one 

capital, and as a matter of course the capital goes to that wing where the majority of the 

nation lives. There cannot be any question of the capital being at Karachi and Dacca. 

There cannot be any question of parity between the two wings. You cannot think in those 

terms. The entire Pakistan is one country and its peoples are one nationality, then there 
cannot be any discrimination between the people of the two wings. That is the only 

logical conclusion. But, Sir, that will entail several natural consequences. If you proceed 
with one-people theory, if you proceed on the unitary-form of government basis you 

must have one franchise, one economy, one calendar, one language, one standard time 
and one capital. The capital then automatically goes to Dacca. Sir, do you want to raise 

and re- open this question again -Does anybody: let us have a unitary form of 
government and the Capital of -Pakistan shifted from Karachi to Dacca by the people's 

vote? Now, Sir, which will be creating new problems and more problems. In that case 
instead of solving problems we shall be creating problems. In fact, we have had the taste 

of a unitary form of government for the last eight years and you already know what 

consequences have followed. I repeat that this will be the natural consequence if you 

proceed with one-state theory, with an unitary form of government. In that case we must 

proceed on the basis that the only State language must be the language spoken by the 

majority of the people, i.e. Bengali, and Bengali alone is entitled to be the State language 

of Pakistan. Then why do you talk of two wings? Why do you think of parity? Why two 

languages? Why do you talk of the capital being here for six months and there for six 

months? Let us go by the vote of the people. If we go that way geography will be 
ignored. The people of West Wing instead of the East will be sufferers. Therefore, Sir, in 

consideration of these things we should not be theoreticians. The Lahore Resolution was 

drafted by a Divine hand-the hand that drove the pen which drafted that Resolution was 

really that of God. It set the fate of Pakistan. Even if Pakistan were created after the 

entire demands of the All-India Muslim League were conceded by the Congress and the 

British Government, still Pakistan would have remained divided into two widely 

separated parts. That was visualized in that Resolution. The leaders of Pakistan and 

framers of a Constitution for it were confronted with this extraordinary geographical 

position. For eight years the framers of the Constitution tried their utmost-and in all 

sincerity-to frame a Constitution. I am not one of those who will abuse our old Muslim 

League friends who were in charge of framing the Constitution; I shall not challenge 

their bona fides. I am not one of those who move about with self-satisfaction that 

anybody other than themselves is worthless and useless. I concede that they exhausted 

their genius in an effort to give the country a constitution. But why did they fail? Did 
they not try this method and that method-adding 
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something here and subtracting something there? They did. Even then they failed. They 
took long eight years and failed in the end. They failed to give the country a constitution. 

They failed not because they lacked a sincere desire. No, Sir. They had sincere desire to 
frame a constitution. They were actuated by good motive and possessed all the anxiety 

that was, needed and yet they failed. They failed because they lacked imagination. 

When we found that our leaders were failing to give the country a constitution 

whereas our twin brother, the elder brother, rather the younger brother-India-had given a 
constitution to the country (with so great a territory in their possession and with so many 

people inhabiting that country-India is practically a multi-nation country), even though 
we were not members of that Constituent Assembly, we the lovers of Pakistan, the 

patriots who fought for Pakistan, who were soldiers of Pakistan and who were 
lieutenants' of the Quaid-i-Azam, we put our heads together and tried our very best to 

help the leaders give a 'constitution to the country. And what was that? We reminded 
them to revert to the Lahore Resolution: the sheet-anchor of Pakistan Movement. We 

asked them to follow the heritage of Quaid-i-Azam and not to ignore his last testament. 

We said: "Do not depart from those principles. If you do, you will go on failing to give 

the country a Constitution. And this did happen. Now, that we have come here in a new 

Constituent Assembly we are saying the same thing: take the geographical position into 

consideration because that is the principal factor. The basis of Pakistan will have to be 

looked into far more in the economics of the country than in the political questions that 

confront it. The difficulties that are faced by the framers of the Constitution are more 

economic than political. 

Sir, the principle of modern democracy is based more upon the economics of a 
country than its politics. The well-established axiom of economics is: "Income of one is 

the expenditure of another." Extending this theory to political economics you will find 

that the expenditure of the Government is the income of the people; and the income of 

the Government is the expenditure of the people. That is the principle on which 

Democracies-whether republican or monarchical, federal or unitary-are functioning. 

Sir, by that standard what do we find in Pakistan? Due to this geographical anomaly 
money does not circulate in its two wings. The money that is brought from East Pakistan 

never goes back to East Pakistan. This is natural economics. You cannot help it; I cannot 
help it. Even if I was the Prime Minister of this country I could not help this situation 

and make the money circulate. If I were the Finance Minister even then I could not have 
solved the issue ignoring the geography of the country. It does stand in the way. Money 

will never circulate. Money is collected through Government agencies but it is not spent- 

the whole of it-through Government agencies. Sir, at a glance you will find that the 

money that is coming from East Pakistan is being spent either in your salary or on the 

salary of the Speaker, including your chaprassi and the Honourable Ministers, including. 

Mr. Chundrigar and of High Court Judges, Federal Court Judges including their 

chaprassi Our Bengali Ministers including Mr. Hamidul Huq Choudhury and my 

reverend friend, Mr. K.K. Dutta, are getting salaries. But all this money is being spent in 

Western Pakistan and you should not forget that East Pakistan is contributing in equal 

proportion to the federal structure and its economics. This is geography! 
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I shall show, Sir, from statistics published by our Government that the share of East 
Pakistan to the Federal revenues from 1947-48 to 1954-55 has been 168 crores and 14 

lakhs. During this period West Pakistan contributed 553 crores and 53 lakhs to the 
Federal Revenues. These figures may make our West Pakistani brothers, like Mr. 

Gurmani, boast and say: "Look! East Pakistan is contributing only 18 percent. West 

Pakistan contributes more than treble." That will make them very glad. But. Sir, look at 

the expenditure side. This is the expenditure. The Central Government has spent during 

these nine years 42 crores and 66 lakhs in East Pakistan as compared to 790 crore and 67 

lakhs spent in West Pakistan. Therefore, Sir, we have got back much less than what we 

have contributed. Sir, we have got a shortfall of expenditure to the extent of 125 crores 

50 lakhs and this money has been spent in West Pakistan and even then there was a 

deficit of 237 crores 14 lakhs in the Central Budget during these eight years. This has 

been paid from loans for which East Bengal is paying interest. Thus we are being doubly 

penalized. Sir, this is how the economic position of East Pakistan versus the West stands. 

Now, this shortfall has reduced the national income and per capita income of the people 

of East Pakistan and has led to their impoverishment to that extent. There is another 

pamphlet given by Government and 1 am quoting from that pamphlet published by 
Central Government. I am referring to page 34, and anybody can look into that book. 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: Where is that book? 

Mr. Abu! Mansur Ahmad: This is the book called "Pakistan 1954-55:" 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: I have not got it. 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: You have not got a copy? 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: Did you give a copy? 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: This shortfall to the extent of 125 crores, 50 lakhs is an 

unrequited drain upon East Pakistan. The drain is a one-way traffic as it only comes and 

never goes back. As I have enunciated Government expenditure is the income of the 

people, in this case the expenditure of the Central Government of Pakistan is not, the 

income of the people of East Pakistan. It is one-way traffic. It comes from East Pakistan 

but does not go back to East Pakistan but is absorbed in West Pakistan. Therefore, 

gradually East Pakistan is going to be impoverished very rapidly. I will quote another 

figure from this book. 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: What book is this? 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: It is a book published by the Pakistan Information, 

Advertisement and Film Department. 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: Put it on the table. 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: Sir, I am putting it on the table; I will place it on the 

table and I will quote from my notes. 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: Quote from the book but later on put it on the table of 

the House. 
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Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: I am quoting from it. In 1947-48 East Pakistan's 
contribution to the Central revenue was 28 per cent, in 1948-49 it came down to 26 per 

cent; in 1949-50, to 25 per cent; in 1950-51, to 24.57 per cent; in 1951-52 to 24.7 per 
cent; in 1952-53 to 20.8 per cent; in 1953-54 to 19.4 percent; in 1954-55 to 14.7per cent; 

in 1955-56 to 12.47 per cent. 

 

Honourable Deputy Speaker: Where have you taken all these figures from? 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: From this book. 

Honourable Deputy Speaker: From this book? 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: Yes Sir. I leave the book with you and in the meantime 

let me proceed according to the calculations. You will find that for coming down from 
28 per cent to 12 per cent,' we have taken only nine years. In the course of nine years our 

contribution from East Pakistan to Central Revenues has been reduced from 28 to 12 per 
cent. By this process how long do you think East Pakistan will take to come down to 

zero-only another eight years, Sir. If this process goes on in the year of our Lord 1965 

East Pakistan shall come to zero. East Pakistan will then contribute a zero to the Central 

Revenues. This is arithmetic; this is the result of geography. How does it happen Sir? 

Because, as I have said it must happen due to the geography. Our geography cannot be 

altered. This geography is the hardest fact to be taken into consideration in framing our 

Constitution; geography is the basis on which a country is located, a "language is 

described, a state is demarcated and a people is defined Sir, it is an extraordinary 

situation that we are confronted with  

Now, Sir, according to the figure that I have given you, if calculated, it comes to this 
that people of East Pakistan in eight years got from Central Revenues 2 crores, or 

equivalent of 10 rupees per head which comes to Re.1-2 per head per year. 

Honourable Deputy Speaker: How did you arrive at that figure? 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: 42 crores rupees divided by 4 crores 21 lakhs people, 

etc., pure mathematics, Sir. People of West Pakistan during the same period have got 

235 crore rupees in eight years which is equal to Rs. 32 per head per year. 

Honourable Deputy Speaker: What? 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: Rs. 32 per head per year. Sir, this is the result of 

geography; rather this is the punishment of geography. Geography must assert and must 

have its own way. Sir, you have heard so much of Bengal, which was known in history 

as "Golden Bengal" and which was said to be full of honey and milk. Where has it gone 

after the achievement of Pakistan? Has it been so poor a country that it has contributed to 

the Central Revenues only this meagre sum of 12 per cent. 

 

Honourable Deputy Speaker: Are you putting this question to me? 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: No Sir. People may ask me this question. Had the 

learned Speaker been present they would certainly have put this question to him also. 
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We should not run with the idea that East Pakistan is contributing only this figure to 
the Central Revenues. There is, Sir, what is known in Bengali as: Shubhankarer fanki. It 

means "mathematical deception". Money collected in West Pakistan and in the Capital of 
the Federation which is in West Pakistan, is deemed to be the money contributed by 

West Pakistan. In political economy there are two clear terms "contributed by" and 

"collected in". "Collected in", does not necessarily mean "contributed by". Money that is 

collected in Karachi does not necessarily mean that it is contributed by the people of 

Karachi or the people of West Pakistan. There lies the whole mathematical deception. 

Sir, this deception has brought us to this that the taxes collected from' industry, business, 

customs which means export and import taxes and income-tax and central excise-these 

are the four biggest items which constitute 90 per cent of the revenues of the Central 

Government-are collected in Karachi. Now, what is industry and what is business unless 

it is contributed by the people? Industries grow in a country by surplus earnings of the 

Nation. That means that the producers here consume less and save money for the 

purchase of machinery from outside. It is they who are really the founders of industry in 

a country. What is their contribution, Sir? 

The Honorable Mr. I.I. Chundrigar (West Pakistan: Muslim): May I raise on a 

point of order as to whether this relates to the general discussion of the Bill. At the first 

reading only the general principles of the Bill may be discussed and the Honorable 

Member is going into the details and is repeating the facts which he has already 

mentioned. 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: Your point of order is perfectly correct. I have been 

trying to deal with the Honorable Member myself  

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: I beg your pardon. 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: The point of order raised by the Honorable Mr. 

Chundrigar is perfectly relevant and in order. 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: What I am putting to the House is quite relevant. 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: I say that the point of order is quite relevant. 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: You have held that what I am saying is quite relevant. 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: Well, carryon, but only keep those in mind that you 

are going into details which are quite unnecessary ....  

 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: Now, Sir, I was submitting that 90 per cent of the 

Central Revenues is contributed by industry, trade, income-tax and central excise and, 

Sir, industry and business are nothing but a surplus of our earnings which are left over 

after consumption. Now sir, what is industry? We send articles to foreign countries and 

for that to get foreign exchange and with that we bring in some commodities for 
consumers or industrial. If it is consumers' good, it is consumed; industrial, it becomes 

the basis of further production. Now, Sir, that the excesses of East Pakistan and West 
Pakistan separately, you come to this figure; exports and imports, you find that the more 
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that East Pakistan gets out of exports, is not expended there; it is expended in and it 
helps the growth of industry and it helps the building up trade and business. 

Honourable Deputy Speaker: You can discuss them when we are to the Schedule. 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: I am discussing the entirety of the and it matters 

little if I speak on schedule first or on clause 1 first. 

This Bill is against the pledges that we have given to the people. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman (21st January, 1956): My friends say, why you want 
regional autonomy. It is not in the 21-Point Programme. It is a vague thing. I wish my 

friend Mr. Farid Ahmad could say this thing to the people who have elected him. You 
know, Sir, when elections come people give you a manifesto and this 21-Point 

Programme was given by the people. They voted for us on the basis of this 21-Point 
Programme. They never voted for Mr. Suhrawardy or for Mr. Fazlul Huq or for Maulana 

Bhashani. The people voted for these 21-points, otherwise these people who have been 
elected and come here would not have come to this Constituent Assembly in the whole 

of their life time. This thing is categorically said in clause 1 and if you will permit me to 

read it as you have permitted others, I shall show it to you  

Honorable Deputy Speaker: This has been read before. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman: Sir, with Defense, Foreign Affairs and Currency, the 

Central Government can be a strong Central Government. 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: We have heard this argument from Mr. Abul Mansur. 

We want some new arguments. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman: Sir, I am not going into details. I am only referring to it. 

Our friends say that with the three subjects, it will be a weak Centre, but Sir, we can 

prove that it will be a strong Centre. Sir, why are the people of East Bengal for the last 

eight years fighting for regional autonomy. Sir, unfortunately there is no more time at 

my disposal but if you permit time 1 can show you what injustice they have done to the 

people of East Bengal. Sir, according to Mr. Gurmani, East Bangal used to pay 25 per 
cent of revenues to the Central Government. They say that it later decreased to 20 per 

cent and now it is only 14 per cent. This is what they say. So, it is decreasing day by day. 
According to this decrease, Sir, in 1960 it will be nil. East Bengal is so ruined. 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: So, Mr. Abul Mansur also informed us (Laughter). 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman: Sir, I am only pointing it out to you. Sir, it is like this: 

there are two hands to the body of Pakistan. One is West Pakistan and the other is East 
Pakistan. They are making one hand strong and the other hand weak. Sir, this policy is 

wrong and will ruin the country. In the Central Government Services, those who form 56 

per cent population are not getting 5 per cent share. The East Bengal people are 

educated, but they are not getting their share. Sir we do not blame the West Pakistan 

people. In fact we want autonomy for them also. If East Pakistan gets autonomy, the 

West Pakistan people will also get autonomy. We blame the ruling junta. These jagirdars 

zaminders, 
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these big landlords and ruling junta of West Pakistan has suppressed the peoples opinion 
of West Pakistan. They are so much suppressed, they cannot cry, they cannot demand, 

but the people of East Pakistan are politically conscious. They challenge anybody and 
everybody. They challenge Mr. Fazlul Haq, Mr. Suhrawardy, Moulana Bhashani; they 

challenge their leaders. They tell their leaders "You have done this wrong and we will 

not vote for you, but they have been suppressed, persecuted and they have been 

economically ruined. They have no land; no shelter. But, Sir, we have nothing against 

the people of West Pakistan, but against the ruling junta, who have entered the 

Constituent Assembly through the backdoor, one who were not even in the District 

Board and have become Foreign Minister of Pakistan and such people want to speak on 

behalf of the people of East Pakistan and say that the people of East Bengal support this 

draft Constitution. Sir, I have just come from East Pakistan and know the mind of the 

people there. I know that they have rejected this un-Islamic, undemocratic and dictatorial 

Constitution, and it cannot be accepted by the people of Pakistan, particularly the people 

of East Pakistan. These people are thinking that they will sit in Karachi like Mr. Pathan-

he will never go back to East Pakistan; he is domiciled here. So these people are also 

thinking that they will earn some money and make a house here. They cannot go back 
because they are going against the demand of full regional autonomy which is the 

demand of the people. You can kill us, you can jail us. Sometimes we hear that our lives 
are in danger, but we are not afraid. We have been elected by the people on the basis of 

21-Point Programme, on the basis of regional autonomy. They can betray but we cannot. 

Mr. Abdul Aleem: We have never betrayed. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman: Sir, the people of East Bengal will never accept the draft 
Constitution. You can arrest us. You have already arrested our friends and you will arrest 

more. I would appeal to my friends, Hon'ble Mr. Chundrigar, who fought in the Federal 

Court about the dissolved Constituent Assembly and who has fortunately become the 

Law Minister now, to frame the Constitution on the basis of 21-Point Programme. If you 

want to push through the Constitution you could do so, but if you press this Constitution, 

then you are playing with fire. I have just now come from East Bengal, and I know the 

sentiments of the people there, of the agriculturists, the poor business men and other 

people of East Bengal. If you push through this Constitution, God alone knows what will 

happen. We want that Pakistan should be saved with the ruling junta for the poor masses, 

who have achieved Pakistan after great sacrifices. These people who are now ruling were 

not 2-anna members in the struggle for Pakistan. They want to destroy Pakistan in the 

name of Islam. If you frame the Constitution on the basis of 21-Point Programme, we 

will cooperate with you, we will join you, but if you go against the wishes of the people, 

we will mobilize opinion not only in East Pakistan but also in West Pakistan against this 
dictatorial and undemocratic Constitution. If you agree to pass a democratic Constitution 

we will help you to pass it within seven days, even within three days but that 
Constitution should be on the democratic basis, on the basis of 21-Point Programme, 

otherwise wewill oppose it tooth and nail. 

Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan (27th Jan., 1956): Sir............If the people of East Bengal 

feel that they are a different people, it is these people here who have forced them to do so 
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and nobody else. It is they who have created this situation. For the last 8 years they have 
crippled the people in such a way that they cannot but think like this. For instance, the 

statement of Maulana Bhashani has created a fuss here, it has created a row here. So has 
the statement of Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad. He has been recommended for being tried for 

high treason. 

 

Honourable Deputy Speaker: But we are not discussing this. 

Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan: No, Sir, I am just saying about the reaction of the 

people. Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmed has made a statement. What was his statement? 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: I do not know what his statement was, but I know 

what the business of the House is for today. 

Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan: Sir, he said it in the House. 

Mr. Yosuf A. Haroon: What did he say? 

Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan: He said all that in the House, and if you do not know 

what he said.... 

Mr. Yosuf A. Haroon: Come out with it. 

Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan: Sir, he said we are two geographical and Economic 

units; we are two people; we have got two cultures; we have got two ideas; we have got 

two languages. All this has astounded these people. It has shocked them. I wonder if the 

injustice of the last eight years has shocked their conscience or not. Sir, they do not 

possess any conscience. Their exhibition of love for the country is nothing; they just 

raise a slogan to cover up the faults that they have committed. It is only to cloud the real 

issue. Sir, has any paper of West Pakistan till now discussed or written a word about the 

injustices that have been done to East Bengal; has any paper written exposing the ruling 

coterie; has any paper here expressed regret, expressed sorrow and said that they are 

ashamed to find this disparity? 

Sir, Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad has already given a list showing this disparity. Out of 

151 crores that they have raised as revenue for the Centre, they have spent only 46 crores 

on East Bengal. Similarly out of about 600 crores of export, only 293 crores have been 

spent on East Pakistan in import and so mach more has been given away to West 

Pakistan. Sir, they have done this in all the matters. Out of 12 crores that they have spent 

on Central services, they have spent only 60 lakhs for East Bengal people. Sir, is there 

any comparison. Sir, out of the 42, thousand employees of the Central Government, only 

2,900 are of East Bengal and that too in the lowest categories and very few, almost nil, in 

the top grades. Out of 12 crores on the Central Services, only 60 lakhs have been spent 

on East Bengal. That is the position, Sir, that is five per cent in money as well as service, 

and 95 per cent for them; and with this, Sir, they are calling us brothers. They have 
sucked the blood of our body, leaving us dry skeleton and crippled and still they say they 

are brothers. If we say anything against it, they say, you are traitors, you are not worthy 
to live, you deserve to be shot". Sir that is their attitude. 
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Sir, now that we are welded into one nation-and we must live as one nation till 
eternity-there are methods of going that. Sir, it is the fault of geography. Even one 

people may separate on account of geography. The history of America, the history of 
Australia, the history of New Zealand is there. The same blood has been running in the 

vains of these people, but they are separated on the account of geography. Sir, we have 

been two countries. There is no denying the fact. It is sacrilege to you, to us it is not. We 

have been two countries; as a matter of fact we have been welded into one nation and 

there are necessary things to be done. The union must be a happy one. The union mast be 

a cordial one. There are certain methods of doing it; let us try for it. A single Act, 

Government of India Act, or the Independence Act, cannot unite two hearts. Only the 

hearts themselves meet. Have you done anything for this?  

....I will tell you, Sir, one small thing, a very insignificant thing though. Sir, about 

three months ago in this House I had narrated that at the Dacca Aerodrome on the arrival 
of aircraft for and to various distances announcements are not made in Bengali, although 

they are made in English and Urdu. It does not cost a farthing; it does not cost a penny to 

anybody-there are Bengali boys sitting there who could very easily make an 

announcement in Bengali that such and such a plane is leaving for Karachi and those 

who are to go there will please, come to the lounge etc. Now, Sir, in spite of my request 

three months ago nobody took any notice of it. Now what is this? Is this the way you 

regard our sentiments? It could have made a tremendous effect on the people. It would 

have made a tremendous effect on the minds of the people if this announcement could 

have been made in Bengali also, because the country which has boon pleading for the 

last eight years for the Bengali language would have found one line of solace, that after 

all they have had some regard for our sentiments. That would have carried much further 

our cordial regard for each and wiped out much of the frustration from the minds of the 

people of East Bengal. It does not cost a farthing, one pie, as you make an announcement 

in English and Urdu already and you could very well also make an announcement in 
Bengali also, but, Sir, this could not be done... 

So, Sir, that is the attitude of our brothers on this side. Then, Sir, we must have our 

economic freedom, economic liberty, because the two Units are altogether different. Our 

economic structure is also altogether different. We must have separate things. If you do 

not attach any importance to what I say then you have only to beat me; you don't love 

me. It is just like a child, who is always beaten by his mother who loves him also, but in 

this case you may beat me but you do not show any love towards me! I made the small 

suggestion three months ago and I do not understand what has debarred you from 

implementing this. This, Sir, shows the attitude. So, how can we expect them, to do 

bigger things when they cannot agree to do such a small thing? This gives an idea of the 
attitude of these people. Those people who have been in the coterie ruling this country 

for the last eight years will God willing, or God forbid, continue for some time more, Sir, 
and God alone knows what will happen to 'East Bengal thereafter. The injustice, the 

disparity, the misdeeds that have been committed on East Bengal are going to be legally 
and constitutionally perpetuated by this Constitution, Sir. No-where there is any 

provision in this Constitution for amending those things or making amends for those 
things and so it will continue under the authority of the Constitution after the 

Constitution is passed. 
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.... Sir, in this present context I will tell you that so far as the people of East Bengal 
are concerned, I mean the people of Pakistan as a whole. I divide them into two groups- 

autonomists and the Centralists. 

Honourable Deputy Speaker: What are they? 

Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan: They are the Centralists and the autonomists, and about 

6½ crores of people are autonomists who believe in the autonomy of the respective 

regions, and against this background, as I understand, there are four divisions of people 

also. These four divisions are enumerated as follows: 

Firstly, Common Pakistanis are generally autonomists, and they are always dubbed 
as provincialists. 

Secondly, Indo-Pakistani capitalists. They are Centralists in view of the fact that their 

intention is truly to exploit the resources unhampered and uncontrolled of the producer 

of the raw materials. 

Thirdly, Pakistani feudal lords-their interest is not against Defense and Foreign 

Affairs. They want to have some job and also for defense purposes. 

Fourthly, the common Indo-Pakistan. -This group is generally known as Muhajirs, 

who are in a miserable plight. They are generally utilized for certain political purposes 
and when their purpose does not suit them, they are sometimes dubbed as Indian agents 

unfortunately. If I am in power I want to utilize some of them and if he does not line up 
with me or my ideas, I call him an Indian agent, saying that he has one leg there and the 

other leg here, and as such what can be expected of him. So, there are four classes of 
people. You will find from this division that autonomists are about 90 per cent of people, 

because common Pakistanis are autonomists. They want to live and let others live. It is 
the right, of self-determination of the people to be autonomous. By autonomy understand 

not in the context in which Pir Mohammad Ali Rashdi or Mr. Hamidul Huq Choudhury 

has said.... 

I have already told that it is going to be a charter of perpetual slavery. It contains 
provisions which are anti-Islamic and anti-democratic and I will analyze these. 

(Interruption) Who else can do it better than one who feels for autonomy? One who has 
skipped 1,500 miles to become a Minister by fluke, he cannot think of autonomy. So I 

will have to give an analysis of autonomy. 

Sir, political terms have their own connotations against certain backgrounds. In this 

House ten persons can give ten definitions of democracy and all of them will be accepted 

by certain number of persons. We should not be bothered about connotations. The most 

vital question is the geography of the country and the last eight years of the sufferings of 

the people of East Bengal. Had the two zones been contiguous I would have preferred a 

unitary form of Government-one country, one Government, one vote, one economy….. 

So, Sir, but for the geography of the country, unitary form of government would have 

been an ideal arrangement. Situated as we are, we must have a federation and federation 

postulates strong regional autonomous wings in the country. Unfortunately, our friends 
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starting with the idea of federation incorporated all the provisions that will be found in a 
unitary form of Government, or even in a dictatorial form of government. They have not 

considered, it wise to incorporate any provision on the lines of autonomous federated 
units. When we are a federation, the provinces must be federated and provinces must be 

autonomous. You have not given any autonomy to the provinces and you have not given 

any safeguards.............   

I was telling you about the case of Autonomists-demands of autonomists - and why 
they demand it. As I told you earlier the geographical position of the country is so 

peculiar and on that account the economic division of the country is so perfect that East 
Bengal must have its own economy apart from the economy of West Pakistan or it 

cannot live. The last 8 years of our existence have shown that unless and until we have 
separate and distinct economy in East Bengal within the next eight years we will be 

completely impoverished and it will bring our annihilation. So it is a determination to 
live and live as an integral part of Pakistan and also contribute to the pros parity of 

Pakistan. There is a feeling in the minds of the Centralists, who are mostly in the ruling 

coterie that if the Provinces become stronger the Centre will also become weak. My 

theory is altogether different. I hold altogether different opinion and I feel that unless and 

until you make the two wings of Pakistan stronger than before you cannot have a strong 

Pakistan. You cannot have a prosperous Pakistan. Pakistan will have no future. So in the 

interests of the prosperity and solidarity and the strength of Pakistan it is necessary that 

the further Wing of Pakistan, namely East Bengal, must be as strong as the Central 

Government here. This has not been done for the last 8 years and there is no provision 

also in the Constitution which will make this part of Pakistan a bit stronger than before. 

My learned friend Mr. Hamidul Huq Choudhury yesterday told that a greater amount of 

autonomy has been given to East Bengal and that East Bengal should be satisfied with 

that. I strongly repudiate this view and hold that this is absolutely incorrect and that what 

prime facie has been shown as strength of the Provinces is not really the strength of the 
provinces. You have actually cut down from the autonomy by adding a few more 

subjects which are not power creating or money producing. You have actually swelled 
the provincial list and thereby you want to show that regional autonomy has been given 

to the country. I do not really understand the attitude of Mr. Choudhury so far as regional 
autonomy for East Bengal is concerned. The last eight years of Central Government have 

shown that although for these 8 years we were told that a sort of federal Government was 
existing for all practical purposes there was a unitary Government. There is unitary 

control over economy, over industry, over finance, over commerce and all these things 

are in the hands of the Centre, practically everything. Provinces, particularly East Bengal 

did not get any benefit out of that. Now, Sir, regarding defense I will tell you one thing 

that out of 40 crores that has been spent in the last few years in the country on account of 

defense, only 14 crores have been spent in East Bengal, which means about 2 crores of 

rupees or less than that per year. Why it has been done in this manner, why this step-

motherly treatment, why this wild arrangement. Is it just, is it brotherly, do they want to 

say that they are our brothers and we are their brothers. Is it really a brotherly feeling 

that they do not look to the interests of East Bengal? They do not equip East Bengal 

militarily for all and every eventualities thinking that there should not be any defence so 

far as East Bengal is concerned. They think that the defence of West Pakistan alone 

would mean the 
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defence of whole of Pakistan. Sir, the Central coterie, the ruling coterie, has never 
understood the strategic position of East Bengal and once our Commander-in-Chief had 

told that East Bengal is indefensible. If it is indefensible. Sir, why bother about it at all 
leave it where it is. Do not bother about it at all. Throw it away if you do not want to 

have it. Do not say that it is indefensible and on that plea you will not spend a farthing 

for East Bengal................... 

Now, I come to the financial aspect of the Constitution. 172 crores were raised from 
revenue in East Bengal and out of this 45 crores were spent in East Bengal during the 

last 8 years. The economic policy of any country in the world is to spend the entire 
amount in the same area from where the revenue has been raised. 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: What provision of the Constitution are you referring? 

Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan: I am referring to the clause relating to Finance 

Commission. It is Section 114 of this Draft Constitution Bill. Mr. Hamidul Huq 
Choudhury on behalf of the Government has told us that all the remedies have been 

provided for and all the amendments have been made up in such novel innovations that 

they have been able to set up a National Finance Commission and that is a remedy for all 

our difficulties and no more injustice will be done to East Bengal after that. In reply to 

that I say how the remedy cannot be measured by this National Finance Commission. I 

will presently show how this is another hoax. But he has said it as 'novel'. I say it is a 

drama and I will show how it is a hoax. I told you earlier that this refined policy has 

made out confusion and it must have been their plan. Good intention is as easily 

discovered at the first view as a fraud is detected, at the last. This is how it has been 

detected and that it is a fraud on the people and a fraud on the intelligence' of the people. 

It will be shown by me just now. Let me tell you about the financial position of East 

Bengal. I have already told you that out of 172 crores, only 45 crores have been spent in 

East Bengal and 124 crores have been taken away from East Bengal and the money went 

to the Central coffer and there has been practically a double-edged drain. If this amount 
of 124 crores would have been spent in East Bengal, that would have brought further 

income to the country but instead of doing it, they made that Province drier and this part 
prosperous. So the disparity was going to. be more and more, because the money spent 

from there never came back to its source. It is just like the heart and the body, Sir. Heart 
transmits the blood to the body and after going through the body, the blood returns back 

to the heart. Unless it comes back, the heart becomes dry. So here also it is exactly the 
same position. Unless that income comes back, further incomes will dry up. Therefore, 

Sir, if this course of action that was taken by the Central coterie here continues for 

another 8 years, Bengal will become totally bankrupt and it will face complete financial 

annihilation. That is what should have been stopped. But it has not been stopped and the 

proposition, therefore, has been accepted that so far as finance is concerned, Bengal has 

suffered a lot. In connection with this finance, Sir, I may tell you about the State Bank. 

Now State Bank in the country controls the foreign exchange. Finance is collected by 

commerce and industry and in the matter of commerce you will find that goods that were 

exported from East Bengal and imports that were brought did not have any ratio of 

balance. Sir, the greater the export of the country, the greater chance there is of goods 

going away unless it is balanced by import. It has not been so, so far as East Bengal is 

concerned. The total trade balance for 
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the last 8 years is 664 crore exports and 292 imports, leaving a balance of 372 crores. In 
West Pakistan 586 crores exports and 826 imports-leaving an unfavorable balance of 239 

crores of rupees. These 372 crores which could have been brought to East Pakistan have 
not been brought and the goods of the country have gone away by way of export leaving 

the country poorer so far as the material goods are concerned. But in proportion to that, 

that amount of goods did not come by way of imports giving no incentive to the 

producer, the labor and all other classes of the people who are interested in this and the 

country has become poorer. It works in this way, Sir, that when the country becomes 

poorer in production of goods, the labor suffers because they have no incentive to 

produce more and the producer of raw material cannot produce raw material on account 

of the fact that income of the country has become less and in that way, it goes on 

diminishing every year and at the end of another 8 years, the economists have calculated 

it, the position of East Bengal will come to zero. 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: I have heard that before. 

Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan: All right, Sir. This is the position and a solution to this 

should have been found by the division of foreign exchange. There is no harm in it. It 

would not have made the Centre weak in any way. Nobody should be shocked at that. 
What is actually the position here? The entire amount of foreign exchange is controlled 

by the State Bank of Pakistan. The State Bank could have been divided also as it is done 
in other countries. As my friend Mr. Mansur has said that there are countries which 

merely on account of sheer distance have divided the State Bank in two parts. Even in 
the neighboring country India, in the month of January, 1955, I read a statement of Mr. 

Nehru that they are going to create five or six zones of the Reserve Bank with a 
federating Reserve Bank over all of them at the Centre. 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: You want this provision in the Constitution. 

Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan: Yes, Sir. There should be two State Banks for the two 

wings for State Bank controls foreign exchange. There should be one Federating unit 

situated at Karachi and two branches-one at Lahore and another at Dacca… 

I have been telling this House about facts of economy that we want to order out 
things there. So far as Commerce, Industries, and other things are there, it is necessary 

for us to put up a strong case and show that it is on account of the defective policy of the 
Commerce Department of the Centre that we have suffered so much. Had it been with 

us, we would not have suffered. Sir, non-devaluation decision of the Government was a 
sort of course for East Bengal and this revaluation decision is serving as a nightmare. I 

will show you just how it is so. At the time of non-devaluation, large exports bring in 

large machinery, heavy plants and installations and other things and the country is 

benefited. Bui the machinery which came in lieu of those large exports at the time of 

non- devaluation did not benefit East Bengal a little. Exports at that time were very very 

heavy and Pakistan was in a very good position so far as the currency of the country was 

concerned. But West Pakistan was entirely benefited thereby. Now, Sir, West Pakistan 

has become completely industrialized, so much so that a stage has reached, as my friend 

Mr. Abul Mansur said, that industries are in a position to produce surplus which they can 

export. In East Bengal the industrial progress is at the low ebb and there is no possibility 
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in future for East Bengal to industrialize itself. Now this revaluation has brought the 
industrialization of East Bengal to a stop and there will never be any chance unless there 

is an upheaval and upsurge of any kind in the whole world. 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: What do you propose? 

Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan: I have told that these subjects should have been wirh he 

Provinces-Commerce and Industry should be in the provinces. 

The Honorable Mr. M.A. Khuhro (West Pakistan Muslim): What about foreign 
trade? 

Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan: I told about foreign trade also. I have said that there 

should be three subjects with the Centre-Defense, Foreign, Affairs and Currency. Now if 

you like you can I bring everything under Defense. If you. go on amplifying the position, 

Defense has got a demand on everything in the country. For instance, the anvil on which 

a man is mending shoes may also be requisitioned for Defense in case of war and you 

can say that it is required for the man in the Army. So in this way everything and all the 

subjects can be brought under Defense. So also with Foreign Affairs you can bring 

anything you like within its scope. Foreign Affairs mean the relations that exist between 

Pakistan and other foreign countries but if Mr. Hamidul Huq Choudhury wants to cover 
up everything under it, he can do so. For instance, if I write a letter in London that also 

can be covered by Foreign Affairs. Similarly if I have got a friend in Australia and he 
sends me a parcel, Mr, Hamidul.,Huq. Choudhury opens it and sees what it contains 

because all these matters are connected with Foreign Affairs for the reason that it has 
come from a foreign country and everything that is connected with any foreign country 

comes under Foreign Affairs. Now that is not our intention. Mr. Hamidul Huq 
Choudhury has been one of the authors of the 21-point programme in the year 1950 

when we held that Grand National Convention in Dacca over which I had the honor to 

preside against the Basic Principles Committee's Report brought out by the late-lamented 

Liaquat Ali Khan. He was one of the sponsors and there we decided that these three 

subjects should be given to them in the Centre. Now Mr. Hamidul Huq Choudhury must 

have clearly understood every word of it and every meaning and connotation of it. He 

cannot now say that Defense, Foreign Affairs and Currency include all these things. I 

will give instances and show how people have been bluffed and things from heaven to 

earth can be taken there in the name of a particular subject. Sir, if Mr. Hamidul Huq 

Choudhury remains the Foreign Affairs Minister, he can bring all these things there. He 

can gather up everything under Foreign Affairs. But, Sir, if I happen to become the 

Foreign Minister, I may hold that these things are not Foreign Affairs. They can be 

safely dealt with by the Provinces. The Foreign Trade and Foreign Exchange can be 

controlled by the State Bank of Pakistan, having two State Banks in two places-one in 
Dacca and Lahore and the Federal Bank having its headquarters in Karachi. This can be 

provided in the Constitution. There would be no difficulty about it. 

Now, Sir, it is said that in the economic field something has been done to East 

Bengal, It is said that, the National Finance Commission has been established as a 

panacea, for all the injustices .done to East Bengal in all the departments. Sir, the 

Ministries and other things have been there before also, but they would not rectify the 
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injustice. I do not know what novel thing, what miracle this National Finance 
commission will do................. 

Sir, you will find that one very important thing which actually determines the 

character of autonomy for province is the election. The election of the Provincial 

Assemblies, which was in the Provincial Lists, has now been taken away in the new 

scheme of things. That has actually crippled any amount of autonomy that East Bengal 

enjoyed before this. It is not saying that we have given you so many subjects, twenty or 
thirty subjects. All the subjects are there, but that does not make the country 

autonomous; in fact, the principle of democracy has been taken away-a very important 
thing, namely, the election-because judging from the things that are going on in the 

country, it is a party government which is running the country's administration. East 
Bengal may have a Government of one Party opposed to a party which is in power in the 

Central Government. Therefore, it is necessary that the election of the Provincial 
Legislature must be under the control of the Provincial Government and not under the 

control of the Central Government here, but it has been taken away, so that autonomy, 

even if it is given, or even if it were there, has been completely, in a way, taken away by 

that provision. 

Under item 23 of the Government of India Act, the Provincial List contained 

oilfields, which could give some amount of revenue to a unit, that too has been taken 
away very carefully, because there is a chance of discovery. So the province has been 

made poorer. A number of subjects have been given, but what of that. For instance, 
Railways has been given in the Provincial List, which is a great hoax that has been 

committed. What do you find in the Constitution itself? In the body of the Constitution it 
is not in the Provincial List; it is given to the Central Authority and that Authority has to 

decide whether it should be given or not. It may not be under the control of the 

Provincial Government. Sir, this is the Provincial List, showing a number of subjects. I 

cannot understand the subjects. I cannot understand what the estate duty in respect of 

agricultural land is. I cannot understand Capitation taxes. Lotteries, betting and 

gambling, fisheries, treasure trove, electricity, gas and gas works, professions, inns and 

inn-keepers, liquor and a number of other subjects are there to show that autonomy has 

been granted by making these provisions in the Provincial List, but Provincial autonomy 

is not there. As I told you, the root of the Provincial Autonomy has been cut down 

however you may try to pour water over it. This will not give provincial autonomy. 

 

Extracts from the Speech of Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy as Leader of the 

Opposition on "The 1956 Constitution". 

31st January, 1956 

 .. Sir, I had recently been to East Bengal for the purpose of assessing for myself 

whether the opposition that we heard in the papers and voiced on the floor of this House 

was a mere paper opposition or was it really grounded in the will of the people. I have, 

Sir, no hesitation in stating that people of Bengal are greatly perturbed. 

The people in East Bengal have no confidence in the Ministry here or in the 

Constitution prepared by them and they desire that adequate provision should be made in 
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the Constitution for their welfare and development and this matter should not be left to 
the administration or maladministration of the Ministry. The feeling there is of such a 

nature that it is extremely doubtful if the Ministry of that place can withstand the 
pressure, as is borne out by the fact that it hesitates to call a meeting of the Legislature 

and put its confidence to the test......... in approaching constitutional proposals, I do so 

with only and objective. It must ensure and promote the stability and integrity of 

Pakistan. To me and my party, all of us residing within Pakistan as its citizens and 

subjects are one nation, namely, Pakistani Nation, irrespective of the provinces or the 

regions from which we come, irrespective of the origin, of our race, and tribe, 

irrespective of the religion, caste or creed. We are one State and we are one people. ... To 

my mind. Sir, as a Pakistani, I say that I cannot visualize any period of time when there 

will be secession between the two wings of Pakistan. I cannot conceive even the idea of 

secession. We have got to live together. . . . What keeps us together is this: the 

realization that neither part of Pakistan can live without the other. We are dependent 

upon each other in a hundred thousand ways and therefore it will be fartuous on the part 

of any one to say "Let us seek our own destiny elsewhere without the help and co-

operation of the other".. . . . . . To me the development and the understanding is 
necessary on both sides. East Pakistan is as much concerned with the welfare of West 

Pakistan and Pakistan as I hope the West Pakistan is concerned with the welfare of East 
Pakistan and Pakistan as a whole, but then if you really have a genuine desire to reach a 

mutual settlement which is absolutely essential for the governments of East Pakistan and 
West Pakistan, we must get together as soon as possible, instead of fighting each other, 

even on the floor of this House There is no denying the fact that there has hardly been 
any development in East Bengal worth the name, compared to the development on this 

side of the country. We wish this country well. We are happy that it has been developed. 

After all whole Pakistan is being strengthened it is advisable if both the wings are 

developed equally and it would certainly be weakened if one side is developed only and 

the other remains undeveloped. But surely the people from East Bengal too have the 

right to come forward and claim some consideration from you. Surely, they have got the 

right to come and say that during all these years East Bengal has been impoverished in 

several ways. I do not want to juggle with figures. These things are facts which are 

before us. There has hardly been any development in that part of the country. By putting 

a jute mill or a paper mill in that wing you think that is sufficient development for 4 

crores of the population that are living between wind and water, whose subsistence is so 

low that the slightest alteration in prices pushes them to starvation. Mind you the British 

Government did not take a pice out of India for the administration of India. They took 

nothing from here to England for that purpose and the money that went from here went 
as interest on the capital in business or trade. Has it been forgotten that the main brunt of 

our charge against the British was that our country was getting impoverished because 
money was being sent out of the country to England? 'And this is exactly what, 

unfortunately, is happening in East Pakistan. Money is going out from there and it is not 
being replenished; our people, there, are getting poorer and poorer. 

.... Sir, there resources of East Bengal have been utilized for the purpose of the 

development in this part of the country but the development of East Bengal could 

proceed side by side. East Bengal is riverine. Canals have been dug here but we have got 

natural 
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rivers. What is the position of the rivers there? Could not attention be paid to cleaning 
the silted rivers and canals? Today the position in East Bengal is very distressing and I 

am very much alarmed. 

.... And, after all, can it be denied that we have received considerable foreign aid 

from various sources, and that we are receiving that foreign aid and can it be denied that 

hardly a small percentage of it has been spent on East Pakistan. 

If it is a case of foreign aid, surely both the wings have a right to take the benefit of 

it. Then, Sir, there is another matter over which the people of East Bengal feel and that is 

the question of defence and of bases. Sir, I would not go into the question of strategy; 

that is a matter that the army should look after. But I will maintain that the people in East 

Bengal can be trained to be a fine military force as they were in the old days. It was the 

Bengal regiment that created a reputation for itself long before the other regiment, 

possibly about the same time as the Madras Regiment, created a name for itself. Now 

here something could be done; some attention could be paid to the military training and 

whether you produce soldiers or not, whether East Bengal can be defended or not against 

aggression in East Bengal, whether West Pakistan can be defended only in West 

Pakistan, these are matters into which 1 will not enter but this much I am certain that 
every patriotic citizen desires that he should be associated with the defense of his 

country. 

. . . After all East Bengal is not such a backward area as to have justified all this 

under-development, that you say, that people are not coming forward and there is 

nothing there as if the people are primitive or something to that effect. There is 

absolutely so justification for this view. 

. . . Now, let us come to the provisions of this Constitution. Is it really honestly and 

improvement on the 1935 Act? I can hardly see that it is so in any respect. The lists are 

there as they were before; powers are there, just as they were before. You have merely 

called if Federal Constitution, whereas it was not federal previously. But same lists 

existed; there had been some modification but the same List I, List II and List III are 

there. In the days when India was a unitary Government you still had the same Lists I, II 

and III and so what is the difference that you can show from the Government of India 

Act. You can say that the residuary powers have been given to the Provinces under this 

constitution. But what are residuary powers? Do they ever come in for exercise? . . . . 

Where, Sir, You have differed from the 1935 Act, it has always been done to the 

detriment of democracy and against the interests of this country. May I just point out a 

few instances and then ask you whether you should not make some efforts to bring it into 

line with progressive thought? 

Take the case of the powers of the President..........You have given to the President 

the powers of the British sovereign as they stand of late. The British sovereign has 

supreme powers, but there is, in Britain a Convention, Convention which no sovereign 

may dare to break, it is an unwritten convention and the powers of the sovereign are 

unwritten. No sooner you put that down in your book, no sooner you put that down in 

the Constitution, no sooner that that becomes justiciable, that convention will be thrown 
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overboard. You cannot rely upon them in law and in order to enforce conventions you 
cannot rely upon them in law; you have got to go through the process of chaos, 

disturbances and revolution and I would certainly not like to go through that process. 
Better far that you should not define the powers of the President in so far as that of the 

British sovereign, or if you define them, then also define them with those conventions by 

which those powers are circumscribed. I think, Sir, with regard to the dissolution, viz., 

the power of the President to dissolve an Assembly when he is of the opinion that the 

Ministry has lost the confidence of the country, I think Sir, that this thing is so obviously 

ridiculous that I am sure that the Government will either withdraw it, or place something 

else a bit more reasonable. To leave it to the President to judge about the possibilities 

that you have lost the confidence of the country is fantastic in a democratic Constitution. 

Yes, if he thinks that a present Ministry has lost the confidence of the legislature over 

which that Ministry presides, then, some powers might be invoked, but to go and 

dissolve the legislature 011 that ground because they have lost the confidence of the 

people is a vastly different matter. Then, Sir, a very very important power has been given 

to the President which will override the entire Constitution, viz., power to declare 

emergency. All the power to declare and emergency is vested in the President.... 

. . . Then, Sir, let us take another provision in this Constitution, viz., that of 

fundamental rights. Why these fundamental rights have been absolutely put down in the 

Constitution if provisos were a necessary attachment of them. If these fundamental rights 

have got to be hedged round with all kinds of provisos, circumscribed by this under these 

circumstances that under those circumstances, and so on, what is the use of these 

fundamental rights? You have taken them from the Indian Constitution... 

The Honorable Mr. I. I. Chundrigar: I have taken them from some other 

document. 

Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy; Some other document, possibly, but, then the Indian 

Constitution must have borrowed them also from some other document, and therefore, 
they are of the same pattern and same origin, but I have very great doubts whether the 

Constitution from which the Honorable Member took these fundamental rights contains 
all those provisos and hindrances which have been enshrined here. I have compared it 

even with the Indian Constitution. The then Constitution has certain provisos, had certain 
restrictions but it is very very important word, viz., "reasonable". There were reasonable 

restrictions and as soon as that word is put in well, that word "reasonable" has been left 
out-nobody can do anything which the rights guarantee in so far as they can be invoked 

in a court of law, but, if in the Constitution you have reasonable restrictions and the work 

"reasonable" becomes justiciable, at once the courts will then be in a positions to say-if 

the legislature put down the reasonable restrictions in the fundamental rights-that these 

are unconstitutional because they are not reasonable. Therefore, Sir, please do no delude 

us by putting this word that you have been able to put in the fundamental rights. The 

fundamental rights are of no value at all... 

. . . But then, Sir, there are also certain hiatuses in these Fundamental Rights and 
Directive Principles which I hope will be filled up. I do not find anything either in the 

Rights of Directive Principles to look after the interest of the agriculturists and labor, 
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and to prevent them from exploitation. There is a general clause; an attempt. I believe, 
will be made to promote the social and economic well being and so on. of people. And to 

adjust relationship between landlords and tenants and between employers and labor Sir, 
that is not enough either as a Directive Principle or a Fundamental Right because we do 

maintain that the cultivator, the man who produces the food grains should be the owner 

of the land which he is tilling (Applouse). This should be provided for in our 

Constitution, At least this should be the aim of this Government..,, 

.... Now Sir, there were other problems that came up. There was nothing in the 

Constitution regarding them, not even in the Directive Principles-regarding the principle 
of giving military training and establishing military bases for purposes of giving to the 

people of East Bengal encouragement to come forward and to take part in the defense of 
their country. There is nothing regarding foreign exchange, There is no provision to say 

that there shall be development side by side and in equal measure. There is nothing 
regarding Services and so on. What is the use of this Constitution? This Constitution hits 

shelved all the problems and all that it has got a certain number of clauses taken from c 

Government of India Act, 1935 and wherever they have departed from it, woe to this 

country I 

.... Now, Sir, we come to the question of provincial autonomy. It is a matter on 

which you cannot come to finality here. At the same time you have to consider that if the 
two wings-East and West do not come to an agreement, what should be done, I feel, as I 

have pointed out, that the ruling party of West Pakistan want to have and eat the cake. 

They have taken their parity in the constitution over and over again. They have 

pointed it out that this shall stand even if the number of members increases in the 

National parliament. I am sorry to state that all that goes with parity has been ignored by 

them. I maintain that the people of Bengal would not have accepted parity had it not 

been coupled with regional autonomy. This was the thing which was placed before them; 

One group in one part should not dominate over another group in another part: 
everything should be done by agreement and by a process of give and take and not by 

force. For that reason there should be equality obviously, West as a nation, as a group 
was piched against the East as a nation or as a group. I am using the word "nation" in the 

loose sense and not in the sense of Pakistani nation. Therefore, inasmuch as they were 
separated on account of distance they must have regional autonomy. That was the basis 

of parity and the further basis of parity was that if Bengal was to speak it should speak 
together and for that we must have joint electorate….. 

 

[Excerpts from the speech delivered by Mr. Mohammad Ali, Prime Minister, on 

the Fourth Draft Constitution] 

1st February, 1956, 

Sir, Pakistan came into existence as the result of a struggle by the Muslims of the 

sub-continent to win a homeland for themselves in which they would be free to live their 

own way of life and develop their own culture. 
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Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy: Hear, hear. We agree. 

The Honorable Mr. Mohammad Ali: That struggle culminated in an agreement 

between the main political parties of the sub-continent: to partition the sub-continent so 

that - the majority Muslim-areas of the North-East and the North-West would form the 

State of Pakistan. This is how Pakistan came into existence-and on its establishment, the 

object of the Pakistan movement was not completely fulfilled. If I might quote the 

Quaid- i-Azam: 

"The establishment of Pakistan for which we had been striving for the last ten years 

is by the grace of God an accomplished fact today," (This was in October, 1947). "For 

the creation of a State of our own was a means to an end and not an end in itself. The 

idea was that we should have a State in which we could live and breathe as free men and 

which we could develop according to our own way of life and culture and wherein the 

principles of Islamic social justice could find free-play." 

Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy: Quite right. I entirely agree. 

The Honorable Mr. Mohammad Ali: That was the reason for the establishment of 

Pakistan. And the urge to develop our culture, to realize our potentialities to the utmost 

to find an atmosphere in which the spirit of Islam can flourish, that urge is there in the 
nation today. It has been the reason for its existence and it remains the driving force of 

the people of Pakistan. That freedom and that urge we must safeguard; we can ignore it 
only at our peril. No man of honor repudiates his parentage. Every tree springs from its 

seed; it grows an it flowers. It may stay as a small seed but, over a period of years, it 
shoots out branches, it bears fruit and people recognize its worth. We, Sir, shall be in that 

process for many years before the true spirit of Islamic culture finds fruition here. The 
freedom which the Muslims of Pakistan wanted for themselves, they do not want to deny 

to other communities living in Pakistan. It is an essential part of our faith that the non- 

Muslims living here should be equally free to develop their culture; to practice and 

propagate their religion; should be equal and honored citizens of Pakistan. It is on these 

basic concepts that the whole structure of Pakistan should be built. 

And how did we, the people of North-West and the people of North-East come 
together even though separated by a distance of 1,500 miles, how did we overcome the 

handicaps of geography? It is partly a tribute to the spirit of Islam which rises above 
geography and partly recognition of the fact that we need each other: that it is only living 

and working together that we can survive. The remark which the Honorable Leader of 
the opposition made on that subject, I can endorse whole-heartedly. There can never be 

any question of secession. No such thought must ever be entertained. Mr. Suhrawardy 

excused the people who talked about it as indulging "in intellectual exercise". I do hope 

that these intellectual gymnasts will not go through their contortions in public but that 

they would devote their surplus intellectual energies to innocent pursuits such as solving 

cross-word puzzles, certainly not doing things which injure the very foundations of our 

State. And those of my friends who use phrases carelessly, who talk of "nationalities" in 

a loose way which can lead to misunderstandings, I would earnestly request them to 

desist. We are yet in a formative stage and even though the idea 
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of Pakistan Nationalism, the idea of our common culture of one country and one people, 
shines bright, yet there are spots here and there, dark spots, where germs of disruption 

can thrive. Let no patriotic man do anything which would help these germs to survive. 
Let him not, by inadvertence, or in any other manner, lend support to any such, tendency 

in our body politic. Let us, once and for all, make up our mind and be absolutely clear 

that East and West Pakistan are one; they must be welded into an indivisible whole. That 

way lies our survival. The freedom for which our people struggled is our most precious 

possession. I maintained that our people have made tremendous sacrifices for winning 

freedom and that they are continuing to those sacrifices. (I shall turn to this matter later.) 

Any attempt to cause misunderstanding, between East Pakistan and West Pakistan, 

anything that creates a gulf between the two, endangers that freedom, because it 

endangers the integrity of the State. It would mean in other words that the freedom, to 

develop our culture, to have an environment in which the Islamic spirit could flourish 

would be dead and gone; we have therefore, continually to remind ourselves of this. We 

cannot live one without the other. It may be remembered by many that at the time of 

partition a large number of experts thought that even the combined resources of East 

Pakistan and West Pakistan would not be enough to make a stable state with a viable 
economy. These prophets of gloom claimed and prophesied that Pakistan would 

disintegrate and come to an end within a period of months. These prophesy included 
both East and West Pakistan. They thought Pakistan would not be able to provide for its 

defense and that if, at all, it made some half-hearted attempt towards that end it would 
have no resources left for development. That was the forecast by some eminent experts 

at that time. This forecast has been belied and Pakistan is here-strong and flourishing. 
But that is so because the resources of East Pakistan and West Pakistan together are 

available to it in every way. Alone neither East nor West Pakistan can hope to survive. 

We have, in safeguarding our freedom together, made extreme sacrifice. Let me give an 

illustration. The bulk of our revenue goes towards the maintenance of our defense forces 

because it is essential to maintain our freedom and to preserve our independence. The 

security of the State occupies the foremost place in our polity. Defense expenditure is 

unproductive expenditure; it takes away a lot from the resources of the country but it 

does not give anything back to it. And precious resources, which could have been used 

for the development of the country and for raising the standards of living, have been year 

after year allocated for defense, so that our independence and our freedom might be 

preserved. I remember the late Honorable Mr. Liaquate Ali Khan saying that he would 

rather see the people of this country go naked and hungry than jeopardize its security. 

That is the spirit of the people of the country and let us not tamper with that spirit. Let us 

not weaken it in any way. Let us not in any way undermine our will and survive and to 
grow strong and prosperous in unison together............  

At the time of partition Pakistan was a poor country, producing raw materials, having 

very little industry and not much control over commerce and not fully developed 

administratively or economically. It still is a poor, under-developed country with one of 

the lowest national incomes in the world. And this is true of both East Pakistan and West 

Pakistan. We have to go a very very long way, indeed, before we can raise the standard 

of living of our people to what may be regarded as an adequate level in the modern 

world. One of the impulses that led to the creation of Pakistan arose out of the feeling 

that the 
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Muslim majority are both in the North-East and North-West i.e. both East Pakistan and 
West Pakistan were far more under-developed than the rest of India. There had been very 

little industrialization in these areas, very little economic development. And if 1 may be 
permitted a comparison as between East and West Pakistan, East Pakistan was still more 

under-developed. Compared with the advanced countries, we might say that both East 

Pakistan and West Pakistan are somewhere in the Kindergarten class, but as being in 

Kindergarten class II, West Pakistan stands a bit higher than East Pakistan. That was the 

position at the time of partition. In East Pakistan all the means of communication 

converged on Calcutta. Centers of culture, commerce, and industry everything was 

concentrated in Calcutta. East Pakistan was nothing but the producer of raw materials, of 

jute in the main for which it had no baling presses; it simply passed the jute on to 

Calcutta, There had been 200 years of neglect. For one hundred years a trading company 

exploited the resources of East Bengal for commercial profit. Later, I need not go into 

details, but anyone who has read Hunter's Book "The Mussalmans of India", knows well 

that the plight of the Muslims of East Bengal. Culturally, economically and in every way 

they were very very under-developed. With partition, Calcutta going to India, this 

situation came to the fore and the first task that confronted the Pakistan Government was 
to win economic independence for East Bengal whose economy was totally dependent 

upon Calcutta, The port of Chittagong had to be developed; communications had to be 
re- organized; inland river transport had to be planned and developed; jute baling presses 

had to be set up and hundreds of things, big and small, had to be done just to win 
economic independence. There were no banking facilities, no commerce and industry, all 

had been concentrated in Calcutta, All had to be built anew. A new Capital had to be 
built in Dacca. In the matter of administration, the Muslims of East Bengal has been very 

poorly represented in the service. I have always regarded it as one of the great 

misfortunes of Pakistan that at the time of partition, there were not a large number of 

trained administrators from the Muslims of East Pakistan. 

 

Malik Mohammad Flroz Khan (West Pakistan, Muslim): One I, C. S. Officer only. 

The Honorable Mr, Mohammad Ali:  Just one I.C.S, Officer-I am talking only of 

the Muslims of East Pakistan because most of the Hindus had opted for India. Had they 
remained in East Pakistan, the position would have different. That was the condition. 

The food economy was in a very precarious condition and, as I said, there was no 
industry and very little of commerce. It was these deficiencies that had to be made up. 

They were of the first importance because without basic services relating to 

communications, port, banking, commerce, administration, it is impossible to develop. 

They are the essential preliminary conditions, the sub-structure on which you can raise 

an economy. West Pakistan, as it happened, was more developed In these respects. True, 

it had the impact of those large disturbances which led to the migration of millions and 

for some months, the economy of West Pakistan was disrupted, but the gap that was left 

by the migration of Hindus was very soon filled by the refugees coming from various 

parts of India bringing with them knowledge, skill, trade connections and capital. West 

Pakistan did not suffer the loss of any capital city. The canal water dispute with India did 

create problems for West Pakistan and very large expenditure has had to be incurred-not 

for development as is mistakenly said but merely to preserve the status quo as it was at 

the time of partition. 
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In the administrative services, among engineers, technicians and others there were a 
fairly large number of Muslims in West Pakistan and many of those who came from the 

minority Provinces of India were perhaps, if I may say so, more easily assimilated hen. 
Therefore the economy of West Pakistan-though in an undeveloped state and though 

disrupted by the conditions I have described-was in a stronger position, Also a number of 

schemes like Malakand Hydro-electric Project, the Lower Sind Barrage Project, the 

Rasool Hydro-electric Project had already reached a very advanced stage of planning 

and were even in the process of execution. Banking, commerce, industry also were at the 

time of partition in a more advance state in West Pakistan. Higher taxation in West 

Pakistan at the time of partition is also indicative, to some extent; of the difference in the 

level of the two economics-taxation both Central and Provincial was about three times as 

high in West Pakistan as it was in East Pakistan. The disparity is still large enough 

though not so great now as it was then. 

These were the conditions in which the Central Government had to operate. It 

necessarily had to go by priorities and the first priority, as I have said, was to win 

economic independence for East Pakistan. The development of the Chittagong Port, the 

development of jute baling and manufacturing capacity, the organisation of the E.B.R. 

all uses tasks were taken in hand first of all. The re-organisation of the Armed Forces 

could only be accomplished where there were Cantonments, Ordnance and supply-

depots, etc., and the re-organisation of the Armed Forces was a matter of the highest 

importance for the State. Let us remember that we got bits and pieces of Units, True, 

most of the preparation army was stationed in what is now known as West Pakistan. That 

had been happening over a whole century as a result of strategic requirements. There 

were no Cantonments and no facilities for the re-organisation of the Armed Forces in 

East Pakistan. One must view all these factors objectively. Objectivity is essential for 

only men can one get a true understanding of the actual state of affairs existing at the 

time. It is true that development in West Pakistan has been more rapid than in East 
Pakistan. But it is completely untrue to say that East Pakistan has been impoverished and 

that in it is a poorer state than it was at the time of partition. 

 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman (East Bengal: Muslim): The facts are there. 

The Honorable Mr. Mohammad Ali: It has developed not at the same rate as 

West Pakistan but it has made, In my humble opinion, very considerable progress. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman: No progress, 

The Honorable Mr, Mohammad Ali: A great deal more needs to be done and we 

are determined to do it. We are determined to raise the rate of development in East 

Pakistan so as to bring it to parity with West Pakistan. It is essential that every part of the 
country be developed uniformly. 

An Honorable Member: Have it in the Constitution, 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: Please be quiet. 
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The Honorable Mr. Mohammad Ali: As I said the allegation that East Pakistan 
has been impoverished is completely wrong. Figures have been cited to show that the 

contribution of East Pakistan to the Central revenues has been progressively coming 
down in terms of percentage. Now that is not quite so. It started going up and why did it 

come down? Because during the Korean boom when jute prices went up, jute duty was 

increased and the revenue resources of the Central Government were thereby enhanced. 

When these prices came down, the jute duty was brought down very considerably. That 

has in the main accounted for this decrease. Another factor was that the duty on betel- 

nuts which are grown in East Pakistan was removed. Looking at these statistics, one 

must carefully examine the underlying factors. A great many figures have been quoted in 

this House. I regret to say that most of them are incorrect not by a small margin but by a 

wide margin. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman: We can prove that it is correct. 

Honorable Deputy Speaker: You can prove it later on. But in the mean time you 

hear what the Prime Minister has to say. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman: We are patiently hearing. We know the Prime Minister is 

speaking. 

The Honorable Mr. Mohammad Ali: May I say one thing? I never interrupt any 

member of the House, however great the provocation might be. There have been the 
occasions when statements have been attributed to me which were completely false. 

Nevertheless, I never stood up to intervene. I request that the same courtesy be extended 
to me. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman: Sir, we always extend that courtesy. 

Mr. Fazlur Rahman: Sir, the word 'false' is un parliamentary. 

The Honorable Mr. Mohammad Ali: All right, I say incorrect. Now, Sir what is 

the policy that one has to follow? First of all economic independence for the country 

which is a matter of the highest importance. That means, in effect, that whatever we can 
produce from our own resources, for the basic necessities of life, food, cloth, shelter, 

etc., we must produce ourselves. And we must do so treating the economy of the country 
as a single economy wherever with the presence of raw materials or other advantages we 

can most advantageously and most economically develop it, we develop it there in the 
interest of the whole country. We must ensure that there is uniform development all over 

the country. There may be some raw materials available here, some raw materials 
available there but we must try so to develop them that we are able to make the fullest 

use of the potential which is available both in East Pakistan and in West Pakistan. This 

policy will be seen reflected in the plans that the Planning Board is preparing and which 

will be placed before the country very soon. It is not a matter in which I am holding out 

some personal assurance to be fulfilled or not to be fulfilled at some future indefinite 

date. For the last two years the Planning Board, with the assistance of eminent experts 

from outside as well as from inside the country, has been engaged in preparing a plan for 

the whole of the country. I have insisted that these plans should ensure uniform 

development all over 
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the country, that they should be prepared in consultation with the Provincial 
Governments of East Pakistan and West Pakistan and to their satisfaction and should 

ensure that there is maximum utilization of the resources of the country in the shortest 
possible time. These plans will be placed before the National Economic Council. I 

maintain that in that body we have the means of bringing unity and harmony in this very 

important and vital field. In this Council will be associated Ministers of the Central 

Government and Ministers of the Provincial Governments and they will work together. It 

may be said they may disagree; possibly they might, but I have no doubt that reasonable 

men sitting round the table objectively examining the facts and figures before them and 

determined to do the best that is possible for the country, will reach an agreement. That 

has been my own experience, today we sit in the Cabinet Ministers from East Pakistan 

and Ministers from West Pakistan we examine each proposal on merits in the interest of 

the whole country, East Pakistan as well as West Pakistan. I have no doubt that if one 

works in that spirit; one can achieve most valuable results. 

There are one or two figures of a general kind, which I would like to mention 

although I had no intention of entering into this area of controversy. It has been said that 

the wealth of East Pakistan is being drained away. This is not correct. What does the 

Centre get from East Pakistan-the contribution from East Pakistan to Central revenues 

plus the part of the Central loans which comes out of East Pakistan. What is put into East 

Bengal by the Central Government is through the disbursements of the Central 

Government on revenue account and capital account plus the loans advanced by the 

Central Government to the Provincial Government. The outgoings from the Centre are in 

excess of the Centre's receipts. 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: Question. 

The Honorable Mr. Mohammad Ali: By many crores. This is the first thing. 

Secondly about Foreign Exchange. In thinking of Foreign Exchange one has to look not 

merely at the balance of trade or the balance of merchandise with the rest of the world, 
but also with the rest of Pakistan. It makes no difference from that point of view whether 

the goods come from West Pakistan or from any outside sources. From 1949-50 to 1954- 
55, East Pakistan has had a trade surplus of 136 crores and West Pakistan had a deficit of 

40 crores. 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: Incorrect. 

The Honourable Mr. Mohammad Ali: That is the trade deficit taking into account 
the trade with foreign countries as well as inter-zonal trade. But the balance of trade as 

everyone knows is a very different thing from what is known as balance of payments. 

The Balance of Payment takes into account many other items, shipping, insurance, 

movement of capital, movement of gold and so on. Within a country there are not exact 

statistics for these movements. It is because of this that no one is in a position to prepare 

the balance of payments for separate parts of the same country having the same currency 

system and belonging to a single economy. Remittances and transfers are continually 

being made and there is no statistical record of this. In the one field in which for some 

time statistics have been kept namely, gold, the movement has been continually from 

West Pakistan to East Pakistan. Further, one has to consider the payments made outside 
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the country for stores, defense equipment; and they come to a very very considerable 
amount. Then there is the expenditure on Foreign Missions. Import of defense stores into 

West Pakistan confers no benefits on the economy of West Pakistan. The fact that guns, 
fire ammunition for training, or vehicles move on the roads of West Pakistan confers no 

benefit of any kind. 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: Question. 

The Honorable Mr. Mohammad Ali: Unproductive defense expenditure which 

takes away from the resources of the country is not an economic benefit. 

The fact of the matter is this, taking a broad view; the bulk of the revenues of the 
Central Government is raised from West Pakistan and is spent on unproductive defense 

services. That is the real position. Why does one spend it in a particular place? Not to 
confer economic benefits. It is spent where forces arc located on strategic considerations. 

There is another class of unproductive expenditure on the Civil Armed Forces in the 
Frontier. That again is considerable-and again is unproductive. Now it is maintained that 

salaries paid to armed forces confer a benefit on West Pakistan. For the last hundred 

years or so, salaries have been paid to the men drawn from certain districts in West. 

Pakistan and these districts remains the poorest district in West Pakistan, to this day. In 

fact, before partition, one used to hear complaints-very frequent complaints-that the 

British Government deliberately refrained from developing these districts economically, 

kept them poor, in order to be able to recruit men from there/Money which goes into 

productive activity is fruitful. The payment of salaries merely in certain poor districts 

without adding to the productive development in those places confers no benefit and, this 

can be seen by making a comparison between the districts from which most recruitment 

is made and the districts, like Lyallpur, Multan and others, where practically no 

recruitment takes place and which are the richest districts in West Pakistan. Now this is 

not to say that recruitment should continue to be confined to those areas. I agree wholly 

with those who maintain that citizens all over the country have a right to take part in the 
defense of the country. (Hear, hear). 

His Excellency Mr. Mushtaq Ahmad Gurmani: Duty. 

The Honorable Mr. Mohammad Ali: I agree wholly with that, efforts are being 

made, and I have intensified those efforts, to make up deficiencies in that respect. When 
some years ago, a Committee was appointed to go into the question of accelerating 

recruitment in East Pakistan, the most important recommendation it made was that a 
Military Academy should be set up in East Pakistan for the training of young men there. 

Unfortunately, no action had been taken on that, or rather a half-hearted attempt had 

been made at one time and thus not pursued. I have now sanctioned Rs. 40 lakhs for the 

construction of the Military Academy and work is being taken in hand immediately. 

The Honorable Mr. Mohammad Ali: The Honorable Leader of the Opposition 

asked why a Naval Base was not set up in East Pakistan? He perhaps was not aware that 
I had already passed orders for the establishment of a Naval Base at Chittagong. 
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Mr. Zahiruddin: Abul Mansur's speech is bearing fruit. 

Mr. Abu! Mansur Ahmad: After my speech? 

Some Honorable Members: No, no (Laughter). 

The Honorable Mr. Mohammad Ali: Much earlier. 

Mr. Zahiruddin: It is after that speech that we have heard about this Rs.40 lakhs. 

His Excellency Mr. Mushtaq Ahmad Gurmani: This is unearned credit. 

 

The Honorable Mr. Mohammad Ali: It was over a month ago or so that I had 

passed orders about Rs.40 lakhs. 

Honourable Deputy Speaker: He was drafting his speech at the time; (Laughter). 

The Honourable Mr. Mohammad Ali: Sir, I have given an indication of the firm 

determination of this Government to do everything possible to develop East Pakistan 

economically and to do everything that lies in our power, so that East Pakistan may play 

its due part in the Defense Services. 

One incidental advantage I might mention of the unification of West Pakistan is that 

it has reduced five Provinces to two. Previously, East Pakistan was one of five Provinces 

and therefore, was competing in demands with the five Provincial Governments. Today, 

with only, two Provincial Governments, inevitably the demands of East Pakistan and 

West Pakistan must receive equal consideration. (Hear, hear). 

Mr. Abul Mansur Ahmad: With Capital in one. 

The Honorable Mr. Mohammad Ali: This aspect of the matter may not be present 

to the minds of the members of but it is an evitable consequences and I think it is a good 

consequence of the unification of West Pakistan. 

Mr. Zahiruddin: Just put down parity in the Constitution-honestly. 

The Honorable Mr. Mohammad Ali: Now about Services. I have referred already 

to the fact that at the time of partition, there were very few officers from Bengal. The 

policy followed since then has been to recruit on the basis of 20 per cent.-I am talking of 
the Central Services-20 per cent, on merit; 40 per cent from East Pakistan; 40 per cent 

from West Pakistan, and the results are that in most of the Superior services today where 
the ratio was same where near zero at the time of Partition, it ranges from 20 to 25 

percent now. 

In the Central Secretariat itself, taking Under Secretaries and Deputy Secretaries, 

East Pakistan officers from about 25 per cent of the total and I am taking special steps to 

increase the representation of East Pakistan officers in the Central Secretariat. I have no 

doubt in my mind that within, say, seven years or so, this problem will be forgotten. 

Mr. Zahiruddin: We hope you will be there. 
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The Honorable Mr. Mohammad Ali: That is to say, there will be an adequate 
number of officers from East Pakistan and from West Pakistan in all the Services and, 

therefore, any uneasiness or heart-burning that might arise from this disparity which was 
infinitely more marked the time of partition, will disappear. It is the earnest desire of all 

of us that it should go. It is only when East Pakistan feels that it is adequately 

represented in the Administration that it will feel that it is receiving fair treatment. 

Otherwise, even if there is fair treatment, there is always the suspicion that it is not so. In 

this matter I recognize that the situation of the Capital in West Pakistan does make a 

difference and it does lead to difficulties for the people of East Pakistan. We must 

therefore take steps, by decentralizing administration, to remove or reduce those 

difficulties as much as possible (Interruptions). 

The Honorable Pir All Mohammad Rashidi: The running commentary has 

become a great nuisance. 

Honourable Deputy Speaker: Order, please. 

His Excellency Mr. Mustaq Ahmad Gurmani: Pakistan Radio should take 

advantage of it. This is a useful source. 

The Honorable Pir Ali Mohammad Rashidi: No doubt, we shall take advantage of 
it (Interruptions). 

The Honorable Mr. Mohammad Ali: One inevitable consequence is that because 

of the distance, the feeling of isolation and neglect grows sharp. Exactly the same 

conditions may prevail in West Pakistan as in East Pakistan and yet the feeling will be 

greater neglect there. As I have said before, both East Pakistan and West Pakistan are 

poor. You go inside the country here. Do not look at Karachi. You go inside the country 

into the villages and you will find that people are living in as great poverty, misery and 

squalor as anywhere in Pakistan. Karachi gives a misleading picture and those people 

who merely look at the buildings and mills here are likely to be lead away by the 

impression that West Pakistan is prospering mightily. But we have, as I said, to develop 
and to raise the standard of living not merely in the big cities, but in the remotest villages 

both in East Pakistan and West Pakistan. Our people have to learn Sciences and new 
techniques and methods of production. They have to receive education. 90 per cent of 

our people are illiterate. Health services have to be improved. A thousand and one things 
have to be done. And that is one reason amongst others, why I am very impatient that we 

should pass the Constitution as early as possible. Let the country concentrate on the real 
social and economic problems that confront us. Undoubtedly we must provide the basic 

constitutional framework for the country, but the real problems are those concerned with 

the welfare of the masses, whether in East Pakistan or in West Pakistan and it is to these 

problems that all of us have to apply our minds. 

 

If I might, Sir, now turn to some aspects of the Constitution. The dictates of 

geography make it inevitable that we should have a federal constitution. There is the 

disability in the situation of the capital. A unitary form of Government would multiply 

the disabilities a thousand-fold. Therefore, a federal constitution, where the spheres of 
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activity of the Provincial Government and the Central Government are earmarked, is 
essential. Even now with the clear ear-marking of these responsibilities in the 

Government of India Act, 1935, there is a good deal of confusion. The Honorable 
Leader of the Opposition referred yesterday to projects for improving inland waterways, 

and for the setting up of canning factories and charged the Central Government with 

neglect. In fact, they all fall within the provincial sphere. Unfortunately the federal 

system is not a very easy system of government for people to understand. A unitary 

government makes it much easier for people to place responsibility. However, our 

geographical situation is such that a federal constitution is inevitable for us, and in that 

federal constitution for reasons of geography there must be the maximum of provincial 

autonomy. But provincial autonomy has meaning and significance only within the 

framework of a country. Provinces are parts of a country and, therefore, provincial 

autonomy has to be consistent with the integrity and security and stability of the country. 

On that matter I am in full agreement with the Leader of the Opposition. I could not 

improve upon the remarks he made on this subject, and I think anybody looking at the 

problems of this country in a rational manner would come to the same conclusion. 

 

*  *  *  *  *  * 
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THE CONSTITUTION OF THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN 

 

 

Preamble 

[2nd March, 1956] 

 

In the name of Allah, Beneficent, the Merciful 

 

 

WHEREAS sovereignty over the entire Universe belongs to Allah Almighty alone, 

and the authority to be exercised by the people of Pakistan within the limits prescribed 
by Him is a sacred trust; 

WHEREAS the Founder of Pakistan, Quaid-i-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinpah, declared 

that Pakistan would be a democratic State based on Islamic principles of social justice; 

AND WHEREAS the Constituent Assembly, representing the people of Pakistan 
have resolved to frame for the sovereign independent State of Pakistan a constitution; 

WHEREIN the State should exercise its powers and authority through the chosen 
representatives of the people; 

WHEREIN the principles of democracy, freedom, equality, tolerance and social 

justice as enunciated by Islam, should be fully observed; 

WHEREIN the Muslims of Pakistan should be enabled individually and collectively 
to order their lives in accordance with the teachings and requirements of Islam, as set out 

in the Holy Quran and Sunnah; 

WHEREIN adequate Provision should be made for the minorities freely to profess 

and practice their religion and develop their culture; 

WHEREIN the territories now included in or in accession with Pakistan and such 

other territories as may hereafter be included in or accede to Pakistan should form a 

Federation, wherein the Provinces would be autonomous with such limitations on their 

powers and authority as might be prescribed; 

WHEREIN should be guaranteed fundamental rights including rights such as 

equality of status and of opportunity, equality before law, freedom of thought, 

expression, belief, faith, worship and association, and social, economic and political 

justice, subject to law and public morality; 
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WHEREIN adequate provision should be made to safeguard the legitimate interests 
of minorities and backward and depressed classes; 

WHEREIN the independence of the Judiciary should be fully secured; 

WHEREIN the integrity of the territories of the Federation, its independence and all 

its rights, including its sovereign rights over land, sea and air should be safeguarded; 

So that the people of Pakistan may prosper and attain their rightful and honored 

place amongst the nations of the world and make their full contribution towards 
international peace and the progress and happiness of humanity. 

Now, THEREFORE, we the people of Pakistan in our Constituent Assembly this 

twenty-ninth day of February, 1956, and the seventeenth day of Rajab, 1375, do hereby 

adopt, enact and give to ourselves this Constitution. 

PART I 

The Republic and its Territories. 

1. The Republic and its territories- (l) Pakistan shall be a Federal Republic to be 

known as the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, and is hereinafter referred to as Pakistan. 

(2) The territories of Pakistan, shall comprise- 

(a)  the territories of the Provinces of East Pakistan and West Pakistan; 

(b) the territories of States which are in accession with or may accede to 

Pakistan; 

(c)  the territories which are under the administration of the Federation but are 

not included in either Province; and 

(d) such other territories as may be included in Pakistan. 

Explanation.- In the Constitution, the Province of East Pakistan shall mean the 

Province known immediately before the Constitution Day as the Province of East 

Bengal, and the Province of West Pakistan shall mean the Province of West Pakistan set 

up by the Establishment of West Pakistan Act, 1955. 

2. Administration of territories outside the Provinces. - Until Parliament by law 

otherwise provides the President may, by Order, make provision for the government and 

administration of the territories specified in sub-clauses (b), (c) and (d) of clause (2) of 

Article 1. 

PART II 

Fundamental Rights. 

3. Definition of the State.- In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires, "the 
State" include the Federal Government, Parliament, the Provincial Government, the 

Provincial Legislatures and all local or other authorities in Pakistan. 
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4. Laws inconsistent with or in derogation of the fundamental rights to be 

void.- 

(1) Any existing law, or any custom or usage having the force of law, in so far as it is 

inconsistent with the provisions of this Part, shall, to the extent of such inconsistency, be 

void. 

(2) The State shall not make any law which takes away or abridges the rights 

conferred by this Part, and any law in contravention of this clause shall, to the extent of 

such contravention, be void. 

(3) Nothing in this Article shall apply to any law relating to the members of the 
Armed Forces, or the Forces charged with the maintenance of public order, for the 

purpose of ensuring the proper discharge of their duties or the maintenance of discipline 
among them. 

5. Equality before law.- (l) All citizens are equal before law and are entitled to 

equal protection of law. 

(2) No person shall be deprived of life or liberties save in accordance with law. 

6. Protection against retrospective offences or punishment.- No person shall be 

punished for an act which was not punishable by law when the act was done, nor shall 
any person be subjected to a punishment greater than that prescribed by law for an 

offence when the offence was committed. 

7. Safeguards as to arrest and detention.- (l) No person who is arrested shall be 

detained in custody without being informed, as soon as may be, of the grounds for such 

arrest, nor shall he be denied the right to consult and be defended by a legal practitioner 

of his choice. 

(2) Every person who is arrested and detained in custody shall be produced before 

the nearest magistrate within a period of twenty-four hours of such arrest, excluding the 

time necessary for the journey from the place of arrest to the court of the magistrate, and 

no such person shall be detained in custody beyond the said period without the authority 

of a magistrate. 

(3) Nothing in clauses (1) and (2) shall apply to any person- 

(a) who for the time being is an enemy alien; or 

(b) who is arrested or detained under any law providing for preventive detention. 

(4) No law providing for preventive detention shall authorize the detention of a 

person for a period exceeding three months unless the appropriate Advisory Board has 

reported before the expiration of the said period of three months that there is, in its 

opinion, sufficient cause for such detention. 

Explanation.-In this clause "the appropriate Advisory Board" means, in the case of a 

person detained under a Central Act or an Act of Parliament, a Board consisting of 

persons appointed by the Chief Justice of Pakistan, or, in the case of a person detained 
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under a Provincial Act or an Act of a Provincial Legislature, a Board consisting of 
persons appointed by the Chief Justice of the High Court for the Province. 

(5) When any person is detained in pursuance of an order made under any law 

providing for preventive detention, the authority making the order shall, as soon as may 

be, communicate to such person the grounds on which the order has been made and shall 

afford him the earliest opportunity of making a representation against the order: 

Provided that the authority making any such order may refuse to disclose facts which 

such authority considers it to be against the public interest to disclose. 

8. Freedom of speech.- Every citizen shall have the right to freedom of speech and 
expression, subject to any reasonable restrictions imposed by law in the interest of the 

security of Pakistan, friendly relations with foreign States, public order, decency or 
morality, or in relation to contempt of court, defamation or incitement to an offence. 

9. Freedom of assembly.- Every citizen shall have the right to assemble peacefully 

and without arms, subject to any reasonable restrictions imposed by law in the interest of 

public order. 

10. Freedom of association.- Every citizen shall have the right to form associations 

or unions, subject to any reasonable restrictions imposed by law in the. interest of 

morality or public order. 

11. Freedom of movement and right to hold and dispose of property - Subject to 
any reasonable restrictions imposed by law in the public interest, every citizen shall have 

the right- 

(a) to move freely throughout Pakistan and to reside and settle in any part thereof; 

(b) to acquire, hold and dispose of property. 

12. Freedom of trade, business or profession.- Every citizen, possessing such 

qualifications, if any, as may be prescribed by law in relation to his profession or 

occupation, shall have the right to enter upon any lawful profession or occupation and to 

conduct any lawful trade or business: 

Provided that nothing in this Article shall prevent- 

 (a) the regulation of any trade or profession by a licensing system, or 

  (b) the carrying on, by the Federal or a Provincial Government or by a 

Corporation controlled by any such Government, of any trade, business, industry or 

service, to the exclusion, complete or partial, of other persons. 

13. Safeguards as to educational institutions in respect of religion, etc.- (l) No 
person attending any educational institution shall be required to receive religious 

instruction, or take part in any religious ceremony, or attend religious worship, if such 

instruction, ceremony or worship relates to a religion other than his own. 
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 (2) No religious community or denomination shall be prevented from providing 
religious instruction for pupils of that community or denomination in any educational 

institution maintained wholly by that community or denomination. 

(3) No citizen shall be denied admission to any educational institution receiving aid 

from public revenues on the ground only of race, religion, caste, or place of birth: 

Provided that nothing in this Article shall prevent any public authority from making 

provision for the advancement of any socially or educationally backward class of 

citizens. 

(4) In respect of any religious institution, there shall be no discrimination against any 
community in the granting of exemption or concession in relation to taxation. 

(5) Every religious community or denomination shall have the right to establish and 

maintain educational institutions of its own choice, and the State shall not deny 

recognition to any such institution on the ground only that the management of such 

institution vests in that community or, denomination. 

14. Non-discrimination in respect of access to public places.- (l) In respect of 

access to places of public entertainment or resort, not intended for religious purposes 

only, there shall be no discrimination against any citizen on the ground only of race, 

religion, caste, sex or place of birth. 

(2) Nothing in this Article shall prevent the making of any special provision for 
women. 

15. Protection of property rights.- (l) No person shall be deprived of his property 

save in accordance with law. 

(2) No property shall be compulsorily acquired or taken possession of save for a 
public purpose, and save by the authority of law which provides for compensation 

therefore and either fixes the amount of compensation or specifies the principles on 

which and the manner in which compensation is to be determined and given. 

(3) Nothing in this Article shall affect the validity of- 

(a) any existing law, or 

(b) any law permitting the compulsory acquisition or taking possession of any 
property for preventing danger to life, property or public health, or 

(c) any law relating to the administration or acquisition of any property which is or is 

deemed to be evacuee property under any law, or 

(d) any law providing for the taking over by the State for a limited period of the 
management of any property for the debenefit of its owner. 

(4) In clauses (2) and (3), "property" shall mean immovable property, or any 

commercial or industrial undertaking, or any interest in any such undertaking. 
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16. Slavery and forced labor prohibited.- (l) No person shall be held in slavery. 

(2) All forms of forced labor are prohibited, but the State may require compulsory 

service for public purposes. 

17. Safeguard against discrimination in services.- (l) No citizen otherwise 

qualified for appointment in the service of Pakistan shall be discriminated against in 

respect of any such  appointment on the ground only of race, religion, caste, sex, 

residence or place of birth: 

Provided that for a period of fifteen years from the Constitution Day, posts may be 

reserved for persons belonging to any class or area to secure their adequate 
representation in the service of Pakistan: 

Provided further that in the interest of the said service, specified posts or services 

may be reserved for members of either sex. 

(2) Nothing in clause (1) shall prevent any Provincial Government or any local or 
other authority from prescribing, in relation to any class of service under that 

Government or authority, conditions as to residence in the Province prior to appointment 

under that Government or authority. 

18. Freedom to profess religion and to manage religious institutions.- Subject to 
law, public order and morality- 

(a) every citizen has the right to profess, practice and propagate any religion; and 

        (b) every religious denomination and every sect thereof has the right to establish, 

maintain and manage its religious institutions. 

19. Preservation of culture, script, and language.- Any section of citizens having a 

distinct language, script or culture shall have the right to preserve the same. 

20. Abolition of untouchability. - Untouchability is abolished, and its practice in 

any forms forbidden and shall be declared by law to be an offence. 

21. Safeguard against taxation for purposes of any particular religion.- No 

person shall be compelled to pay any special tax the proceeds of which are to be spent on 
the propagation or maintenance of any religion other than his own. 

22. Remedies for enforcement of rights conferred by this Part.- (l) The right to 

move the Supreme Court by appropriate proceedings for the enforcement of the rights 

conferred by this Part is guaranteed. 

(2) The Supreme Court shall have power to issue to any person or authority, 

including in appropriate cases any Government, directions, orders or writs, including 
writs in the nature of habeas corpus, mandamus, prohibition, quo warranto and 

certiorari, whichever may be appropriate, for the enforcement of any of the rights 

conferred by his Part. 
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 (3) The right guaranteed by this Article shall not be suspended except as otherwise 
provided by the Constitution. 

(4) The provisions of this Article shall have no application in relation to the Special 

Areas. 

PART III 

Directive Principles of State Policy. 

23. Definition of State.- (1) In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires "the 

State" has the same meaning as in Part II. 

(2) The State shall be guided in the formulation of its policies by the provisions of 
this Part, but such provisions shall not be enforceable in any court. 

24.  Promotion of Muslim unity and international peace.- The State shall 

endeavor to strengthen the bonds of unity among Muslim countries, to promote 

international peace and security, to foster goodwill and friendly relations among all 

nations, and to encourage the settlement of international disputes by peaceful means. 

25. Promotion of Islamic principles.- (l) Steps shall be taken to enable the Muslims 

of Pakistan individually and collectively to order their lives in accordance with the Holy 

Quran and Sunnah.  

(2) The Stale shall endeavor, as respects the Muslims of Pakistan- 

(a) to provide facilities whereby they may be enabled to understand the meaning of 

life according to the Holy Quran and Sunnah ; 

(b) to make the teaching of the Holy Quran compulsory; 

(c) to promote unity and the observance of Islamic moral standards; and 

(d)  to secure the proper organization of zakat, wakfs and mosques. 

26. Parochial and other similar prejudices to be discouraged.- The State shall 

discourage parochial, racial, tribal, sectarian, and provincial prejudices among the 

citizens. 

27. Protection of minorities.- The State shall safeguard the legitimate rights and 

interests of the minorities, including their due representation in the Federal and 

Provincial Services. 

28. Principles of social uplift.- The State shall endeavor to- 

  (a) promote, with special care, the educational and economic interests of the 

people of the Special Areas, the backward classes and the Scheduled Castes; 

  (b) remove illiteracy, and provide free and compulsory primary education with 
the minimum possible period: 
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(c) make provision for securing just and humane conditions of work, ensuring that 
children and women are not employed in avocations unsuited to their age and 

sex, and for maternity benefits for women in employment; 

 (d) enable the people of different areas, through education, training and industrial 

development, to participate fully in all forms of national activities, including 

employment in the service of Pakistan; 

 (e) prevent prostitution, gambling and the taking of injurious drugs; and 

 (f) prevent the consumption of alcoholic liquor otherwise than for medicinal and. 

in the case of non-Muslims, religious purposes. 

29. Promotion of social and economic well-being of the people.- The State shall 

endeavor to- 

 (a) secure the well-being of the people, irrespective of caste, creed, or race, by 

raising the standard of living of the common man, by preventing the 
concentration of wealth and means of production and distribution in the hands 

of a few to the detriment of the interest of the common man, and by ensuring 

equitable adjustment of rights between employers and employees, and tenants; 

 (b) provide for all citizens, within the available resources of the country facilities 
for work and adequate livelihood with reasonable rest and leisure;. 

 (c) provide for all persons in the service of Pakistan and private concerns social 

security by means of compulsory social insurance or otherwise; 

 (d) provide basic necessities of life, such as food, clothing, housing, education and 
medical relief, for all such citizens, irrespective of caste, creed or race, as are 

permanently or temporarily unable to earn their livelihood on account of 
infirmity, sickness or unemployment; 

 (e) reduce disparity, to a reasonable limit, in the emoluments of persons in the 

various classes of service of Pakistan; and 

(f) eliminate riba as early as possible. 

30. Separation of the Judiciary from the Executive. — The State shall separate the 

Judiciary from the Executive as soon as practicable. 

31. Provisions for equal participation in national activities by people of 

Pakistan. — (1) Endeavour shall be made by the State to enable people from all parts of 

Pakistan to participate in the Defense Services of the country. 

(2) Steps shall be taken to achieve parity in the representation of East Pakistan and 
West Pakistan in all other spheres of Federal administration. 
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PART  IV 
The Federation. 

CHAPTER I.-THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

32. The President.- (I) There shall be a President of Pakistan, in the Constitution 

referred to as the president, who shall be elected by an electoral college consisting of the 

members of the National Assembly and the Provincial Assemblies, in accordance with 

the provisions contained in the First Schedule. 

(2) Notwithstanding anything in Part II, a person shall not be qualified for election as 

President unless he is a Muslim; nor shall he be so qualified- 

(a) if he is less than forty years of age; or 

 (b) if he is not qualified for election as a member of the National Assembly ; or 

  (c) if he has previously been removed from the office of President by 

impeachment under Article 35. 

(3) The validity of the election of the President shall not be questioned in any court. 

33. Term of office of President.- (1) Subject to clause (3) and Article 35 the 

President shall hold office for a term of five years from the date on which he enters upon 

his office: 

Provided that notwithstanding the expiration of his term, the President shall continue 

to hold office until 1 his successor enters upon his office. 

Provided that notwithstanding the expiration of his term, the President shall continue 

to hold office until 1 his successor enters upon his office. 

(2) No person shall hold office as President for more than two terms. 

(3) The President may resign his office by writing under his hand addressed to the 
Speaker of the National Assembly. 

(4) When a vacancy occurs in the office of President by the death, resignation or 

removal of the President, or by the expiration of the terms of his office, it shall be filled, 

as soon as may be, in accordance with clause (1) of Article 32. 

34. Promotion of Islamic principles.- (1) The President shall not hold any office of 

profit in the service of Pakistan, or any other position carrying the right to remuneration 

for the rendering of services, but nothing in this clause shall prevent him from holding or 

managing any private property. 

(2) The President shall not be qualified for election as a member of the National or a 

Provincial Assembly; and if a member of any such Assembly is elected as President his 
seat in that Assembly shall become vacant on the day on which he enters upon his office. 

35. Impeachment of the Presidents.- (1) The President may be impeached on a 

charge of violating the Constitution or gross misconduct. 
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 (2) No such charge shall be preferred unless not less than one-third of the total 
number of members of the National Assembly give to the Speaker of that Assembly 

notice of their intention to move a resolution for the impeachment of the President, and 
no such resolution shall be moved in the Assembly unless fourteen days have expired 

from the date on which notice of such resolution is communicated to the President. 

(3) The President shall have the right to appear and be represented during the 

consideration of the charge. 

(4) If, after the consideration of the charge, a resolution is passed by the National 

Assembly, but the votes of not less than three-fourths of the total number of members, 

declaring that the charge has been substantiated, the President shall vacate his office on 

the day on which the resolution is passed. 

(5) Where the Speaker of the National Assembly is exercising the functions of the 

President under Article 36, the provisions of this Article shall apply subject to the 
modification that the reference to the Speaker in clause (2) shall be construed as a 

reference to the Deputy Speaker, and that the reference in clause (4) to the removal from 

office of the President shall be construed as a reference to the removal of the Speaker 

from this office as Speaker; and on the passing of a resolution such as is referred to in 

clause (4) the Speaker shall cease to exercise the functions of President. 

36. Speaker of National Assembly to act as President.- (1) If a vacancy occurs in 
the office of President, or if the President is absent from Pakistan or is unable to 

discharge the duties of his office owing to illness or any other cause, the Speaker of the 
National Assembly shall exercise the functions of President until a President is elected, 

or until the President resumes the duties of his office, as the case may be. 

(2) For any period during which the Speaker of the National Assembly exercises the 

functions of President he shall be entitled to the same remuneration and privileges as are 

admissible to the President, but he shall not, during any such period, exercise any of the 

functions of the office of the Speaker of a member of the National Assembly, or be 
entitled to the remuneration and privileges admissible to the Speaker or such a member. 

37. The Cabinet.- (l) There shall be a Cabinet of Ministers with the Prime Minister 

at its head, to aid and advice the President in the exercise of his functions. 

(2) The question whether any, and if so, what, advice has been tendered by the 
Cabinet, or a Minister or Minister of State, shall not be inquired into in any court. 

(3) The President shall, in his discretion, appoint from amongst the members of the 

National Assembly a Prime Minister, who, in his opinion, is most likely to command the 

confidence of the majority of the members of the National Assembly. 

(4) Other Ministers, Ministers of State and Deputy Ministers shall be appointed and 

removed from office by the President, but no person shall be appointed a Minister of 

State or Deputy Minister unless he is a member of the National Assembly. 
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(5) The Cabinet, together with the Ministers of State, shall he collectively 
responsible to the National Assembly. 

(6) The Prime Minister shall hold office during the pleasure of the President, but the 

President shall not exercise his powers under this clause unless he is satisfied that the 

Prime Minister does not command the confidence of the majority of the members of the 

National Assembly. 

(7) In the exercise of his functions, the President shall act in accordance with the 

advice of the Cabinet or the appropriate Minister or Minister of State as the case may be, 

except in cases where he is empowered by the Constitution to act in his discretion, and 

except as respects the exercise of his powers under clause (6). 

Explanation.- Fox the avoidance of doubt it is hereby declared that for the purposes 
of clause (4) the appropriate Minister shall be the Prime Minister. 

(8) A Minister who for any period of six consecutive months is not a member of the 

National Assembly shall, at the expiration of that period, cease to be a Minister, and 

shall not before the dissolution of that Assembly be again appointed a Minister unless he 

is elected a member of that Assembly. 

(9) Nothing in this Article shall be construed as disqualifying the Prime Minister or 

any other Minister, or a Minister of State or Deputy Minister, for continuing in office 

during any period during which the National Assembly stands dissolved, or as 

preventing the appointment of any person as Prime Minister or other Minister, or as 

Minister of State or Deputy Minister, during any such period. 

38. Attorney General.- (1) The President shall appoint an Attorney-General for 

Pakistan, who shall hold office during the pleasure of the Precedent, shall receive such 
remuneration as may be determined by the President, and shall perform such duties as 

may be assigned to him by the President.. 

(2) No person shall be qualified for appointment as Attorney-General for Pakistan 

unless he is qualified for appointment as a Judge of the Supreme Court, but no person 
shall be appointed as Attorney-General if he is or has been a Judge of the Supreme Court 

or of a High Court. 

(3) In the performance of his official duties the Attorney-General shall have a right 

of audience in all courts in Pakistan. 

39. Extent of executive authority of the Federation. — (1) The executive authority 

of the Federation shall vest in the President and shall be exercised by him, either directly 
or through officers subordinate to him, in accordance with the Constitution. 

(2) The executive authority of the Federation shall extend to all matters with respect 

to which Parliament has power to make laws: 

Provided that, save at expressly provided in the Constitution or in any Act of 

Parliament which Parliament is, under the Constitution, competent to enact for a 
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Province, the said authority shall not extend in any Province to any matter with respect 
to which the Provincial Legislature also has power to make laws. 

40. Supreme Command of the Armed Forces.- (l) The Supreme Command of the 

Armed Forces shall vest in the President, and the exercise thereof shall be regulated by 

law. 

(2) Until Parliament makes provision by law in that behalf, the President shall 

have the power- 

  (a) to raise and maintain the Naval, Military and Air Forces of Pakistan and the 

Reserves of such Forces; 

 (b) to grant Commissions in such Forces; and 

  (c) to appoint Commanders-in-Chief of the Army, Navy and Air Forces  and 
determine their salaries and allowances. 

41. Conduct of business of the Federal Government.- (l) All executive actions of 

the Federal Government shall be expressed to be taken in the name of the President. 

(2) The President shall by rules specify the manner in which orders and other 

instruments made and executed in his name shall be authenticated, and the validity of 

any order or instrument so authenticated shall not be questioned in any court on the 

ground that it was not made or executed by the President. 

(3) The President shall also make rules for the allocation and transaction of the 
business of the Federal Government. 

42. Duties of Prime Minister in relation to President- It shall be the duty of the 

Prime Minister- 

(a) to communicate to the President all decisions of the Cabinet relating to the 
administration of the affairs of the Federation and proposals for legislation; 

(b) to furnish such information relating to the administration of the affairs of the 

Federation and proposals for legislation as the President may call for; and 

(c) if the President so requires, to submit, for the consideration of the Cabinet any 

matter on which a decision has been taken by a Minister but which has not been 

considered by the Cabinet. 

 

CHAPTER II.-THE PARLIAMENT OF PAKISTAN 

43. Parliament of Pakistan.- There shall be a Parliament of Pakistan consisting of 

the President and one House, to be known as the National Assembly. 

44. Composition of the National Assembly.- (1) Subject to the succeeding clauses, 

the National Assembly shall consist of three hundred members, one half of whom shall 
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be elected by constituencies in East Pakistan, and the other half by constituencies in 
West Pakistan. 

(2) In addition to the seats for the members mentioned in clause (1), there shall, for a 

period of ten years from the Constitution day, be ten seats reserved for women members, 

only of whom five shall be elected by constituencies in East Pakistan, and five by 

constituencies in West Pakistan; and constituencies shall accordingly be delimited as 

women's territorial constituencies for this purpose: 

 

Provided that a woman who, under this clause, is a member of the Assembly at the 
lime of the expiration of the said period of ten years shall not cease to be a member until 

the Assembly is dissolved. 

(3) Parliament may by Act alter the number of members of the National Assembly, 

provided that equality of representation between East Pakistan and West Pakistan is 

preserved. 

(4) Parliament may by Act provide for the representation in the National Assembly 

of any territory which is included in a Province after the Constitution Day, but no such 

Act shall alter the number of members to be elected by constituencies in that Province. 

45. Qualifications and disqualifications for membership.- (l) A person shall be 

qualified to be elected to the National Assembly- 

(a) if he is not less than twenty-five years of age, and is qualified to be an elector 

for any constituency for the National Assembly under Article 143; and 

(b) if he is not disqualified for being a member by the Constitution or an Act of 

Parliament. 

(2) If any question arises whether a member has, after his election, become subject to 

any disqualification, the Speaker of the National Assembly shall obtain the opinion of 

the Election Commission and, if the opinion is that the member has incurred any 

disqualification, his seat shall become vacant. 

(3) If any person sits or votes in the National Assembly knowing that he is not 

qualified for or is disqualified for, membership thereof, he shall be liable in respect of 

every day on which he so sits or votes to a penalty of five hundred rupees, which may be 

recovered from him as a debt due to the Federation. 

 

46. Bar against double membership.— (1) No Person shall at the same time be a 

member of the National Assembly for two or more constituencies. 

(2) Nothing in clause (1) shall prevent a Person from being at the same time a 

candidate for two or more constituencies, but if a person has been elected as a member 

for two or more constituencies and does not, within thirty days of his election by the 

constituency by which he has been elected last, make a declaration in writing under his 

hand addressed to the Speaker specifying the constituency which he wishes to represent. 
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all his seats in the National Assembly shall become vacant; but so long as a person is a 
member for two or more constituencies he shall not sit or vote in the Assembly. 

(3) If a member of the National Assembly for one constituency permits himself to be 

nominated as a candidate for election by another constituency for the Assembly, his seat 

in respect of the former constituency shall become vacant. 

47. Absence from the National Assembly.- If a member of the National Assembly 

is absent from the Assembly, without leave of the Assembly, for sixty consecutive sitting 

days, his seat shall become vacant. 

48. Oath of members.- If a member of the National Assembly fails to make and 
subscribe an oath or affirmation in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution 

within a period of six months from the date of the first meeting of the Assembly after his 
election, his seat shall become vacant: 

Provided that the Speaker may, before the expiration of the said period for good 

cause shown, extend the period. 

49. Resignation of members.- A member of the National Assembly may resign his 

seat by notice in writing under his hand addressed to the Speaker. 

 

Meetings and Procedure of the National Assembly. 

 

50. Duration, summoning, prorogation and dissolution of the National 

Assembly.- (1) The President may summon, prorogate or dissolve the National 

Assembly and shall, when summoning the Assembly, fix the time and place of the 

meeting: 

Provided that at least one session of the National Assembly in each year shall be held 

at Dacca. 

(2) Whenever a Prime Minister is appointed, the National Assembly, if, at the time 

of the appointment, it is not sitting and does not stand dissolved, shall be summoned so 
as to meet within two months thereafter. 

(3) Unless sooner dissolved, the National Assembly shall stand dissolved on the 

expiration of five years from the date of its first meeting. 

51. Session of the National Assembly. — There shall be at least two sessions of the 
National Assembly in every year, and six months shall not intervene between the last 

sitting of the Assembly in one session and its first sitting in the next session. 

52. President's address and messages to the National Assembly- The President 

may address the National Assembly and may send messages thereto. 

53. Right of Ministers and the Attorney General to address the National 

Assembly.- Every Minister and the Attorney-General shall have the right to speak in, 

and 
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Other wise take part in the proceedings of the National Assembly, and of any committee 
thereof of which he may be named a member, but shall not by virtue of this Article be 

entitled to vote. 

54. Speaker and Deputy Speaker of the National Assembly.— (1) The National 

Assembly shall, as soon as may be, choose two of its members to be respectively 

Speaker and Deputy Speaker thereof, and so often as the office of Speaker or Deputy 

Speaker becomes vacant, the Assembly shall choose another member to be Speaker or 
Deputy Speaker, as the case may be. 

(2) A member holding office as Speaker or Deputy Speaker shall vacate his office if 

he ceases to be a member of the National Assembly, may at any time resign his office by 

writing under his hand addressed to the President, and may be removed from his office 

by a resolution of the Assembly passed by a majority of the total number of members 

thereof; but no resolution for the purpose of this clause shall he moved unless at least 

fourteen days' notice has been given of the intention to move the resolution: 

Provided that whenever the National Assembly is dissolved, the Speaker shall not, by 

virtue of the dissolution, vacate his office until immediately before the first meeting of 

the Assembly after the dissolution. 

(3) While the office of Speaker is vacant, or the Speaker is acting as President, or is 

otherwise unable to perform the duties of his office, those duties shall be performed by 
the Deputy Speaker, or if the office of Deputy Speaker is also vacant, by such member of 

the Assembly as the President may appoint for the purpose; and during any absence of 
the Speaker from any sitting of the Assembly the Deputy Speaker, or if he also is absent, 

such person as may be determined by the rules of procedure of the Assembly, shall act as 
Speaker. 

 

55. Rules of procedure, quorum, etc. — (1) Subject to the provisions of the 

Constitution— 

 (a) the procedure of the National Assembly shall be regulated by rules of 

procedure framed by the Assembly; 

 (b) a decision in the National Assembly shall be taken by a majority of the 

members present and voting^ but the person presiding shall not vote except 

when there is an equality of votes, in which case he shall have and exercise a 

casting vote; 

  (c) the National Assembly shall have power to act, notwithstanding any vacancy 

in the membership thereof, and any proceedings in 'the Assembly shall not be in 

valid only for the reason that some person who was not entitled to do so, sat or 

voted or otherwise took part in the proceedings. 

 

(2) If at any time during a meeting of the National Assembly the attention of the 

person presiding is drawn to the fact that less than forty members are present, it shall be 
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the duty of the person presiding either to adjourn the Assembly, or to suspend the 
meeting until at least forty members are present. 

56. Privileges, etc., members of the National Assembly- (1) The validity of any 

proceedings in the National Assembly shall not be questioned in any court. 

(2) No officer or member of the National Assembly in whom powers are vested for 

the regulation of procedure, or the conduct of business, or the maintenance of order in 

the Assembly, shall, in relation to the exercise by him of any of those powers, be subject 

to the jurisdiction of any court. 

(3) No member of the National Assembly, and no person entitled to speak therein, 
shall be liable to any proceedings in any court in respect of any thing said or any vote 

given by him in the Assembly or any committee thereof. 

(4) No person shall be liable to any proceedings in any court in respect of the 

publication by or under the authority of the National Assembly of any report, paper, vote 

or proceedings. 

(5) Subject to this Article, the privileges of the National Assembly, the committees 

and members thereof, and the persons entitled to speak therein may be determined by 

Act of Parliament. 

57. President's assent to Bills.— (1) When a Bill has been passed by the National 

Assembly it shall be presented to the President, who shall, within ninety days,- 

(a) assent to the Bill; or 

(b) declare that he withholds assent there from; or 

(c) in the case of a Bill, other than a Money Bill, return the Bill to the Assembly 

with a message requesting that the Bill, or any amendment specified by him in 

the message be considered. 

(2) When the President has declared that he withholds assent from a Bill the 

National Assembly shall be competent to reconsider the bill, and if it is again passed, 

with or without amendment, by the Assembly, by the votes of not less than two-thirds of 

the members present and voting, it shall be again presented to the President, and the 

President shall assent thereto. 

(3) When the President has returned a Bill to the National Assembly it shall be 

reconsidered by the Assembly, and if it is again passed, with or without amendment, by 
the Assembly, by a majority of the total number of members of the Assembly, it shall be 

again presented to the President, and the President shall assent thereto. 

 

Financial Procedure. 

58. Money Bills.- (l) In this Part, "Money Bill" means a Bill containing only 

provisions dealing with all or any of the following matters that is to say- 

(a) the imposition, abolition, remission, alteration or regulation of any tax; 
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 (b) the borrowing of money, or the giving of any guarantee, by the Federal 

Government, or the amendment of the law relating to the financial obligations 

of that Government; 

(c) the custody of the Federal Consolidated Fund, the payment of moneys into or 

the issue or appropriation of moneys from, such Fund; 

(d) the imposition of a charge upon the Federal Consolidated Fund, or the 

abolition or alternation of any such charge; 

(e) the receipt of moneys on account of the Federal Consolidated Fund, or the 

Public Account of the Federation, or the custody or issue of such moneys, or 

the audit of the accounts of the Federal or a Provincial Government; and 

(f) any matter incidental to any of the matters specified in the aforesaid sub-
clauses. 

 (2) A Bill shall not be deemed to be a Money Bill by reason only that- 

(a) It provides for the imposition or alteration of any fine, or other pecuniary 

penalty, or for the demand or payment of a license fee, or a fee or charge for 

any service rendered; or 

(b) It provides for the imposition, abolition, remission, alteration or regulation of 
any tax by any local authority or body for local purposes.  

(3) Every Money Bill, when it is presented to the President for his assent shall bear a 

certificate under the hand of the Speaker that it is a Money Bill, and such certificate shall 

be conclusive for all purposes and shall not be questioned in any court. 

59. President's recommendation required for financial measures.- No Bill or 

amendment which makes provision for any of the matters specified in clause (1) of 
Article 58, or which if enacted and brought into operation would involve expenditure 

from the revenues of the Federation, shall be introduced or moved in the National 

Assembly except on the recommendation of the President. 

60. No taxation except by an Act of Parliament.- No tax shall be levied for the 
purposes of the Federation except by or under the authority of an Act of Parliament. 

61. Federal Consolidated Fund and the Public Account of the Federation.- (l) 

All revenues received by the Federal Government, loans raised by that Government and 

all moneys received by it in repayment of any loan, shall form part of one consolidated 

fund, to be known as the Federal Consolidated Fund. 

(2) All other public moneys received by or on behalf of the Federal Government 
shall be credited to the Public Account of the Federation. 

62. Custody of public moneys of the Federation.- (l) The custody of the Federal 

Consolidated Fund, the payment of moneys into such Fund, the withdrawal of moneys 

there from, the custody of public moneys other than those credited to such Fund received 
by or on behalf of the Federal Government, their payment into the Public Account of the 
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Federation and the withdrawal of moneys from such Account, and all matters connected 
with or ancillary to matters afore said, shall be regulated by Act of Parliament and, until 

provision in that behalf is so made, by rules made by the President. 

(2) All moneys received by or deposited with- 

(a) any officer employed in connection with the affairs of the Federation in his 

capacity as such, other than revenues or public moneys raised or received by 

the Federal Government; 

(b) any court to the credit of any cause, matter, account or person in connection 

with the affairs of the Federation; shall be paid into the Public Account of the 
Federation. 

63. Annual Financial Statement.- (l) The President shall, in respect of every 

financial year, cause to be laid before the National Assembly a statement of the 

estimated receipts and expenditure of the Federal Government for that year, in this Part 

referred to as the Annual Financial Statement. 

(2) The Annual Financial Statement shall show separately— 

(a) the sums required to meet expenditure described by the Constitution as 

Expenditure charged upon the Federal Consolidated Fund; and 

(b) the sums required to meet other expenditure proposed to be made from the 

Federal Consolidated Fund; and shall distinguish expenditure on revenue 

account from other expenditure. 

64. Charges on the Federal Consolidated Fund.- The following expenditure shall 
be charged upon the Federal Consolidated Fund. 

(a) The remuneration payable to the President and other expenditure relating to 

his office, and the remuneration payable to- 

(i) The Judges of the Supreme Court; 

(ii)  The members of the Federal Public Service Commission; 

(iii) The Comptroller and Auditor General; 

(iv) The Election Commissioners and Regional Election Commissioners; 

(v)  The Speaker and Deputy Speaker of the National Assembly; and 

(vi) The members of the Delimitation Commission; 

(b) The administrative expenses, including the remuneration payable to officers 

and servants of the Supreme Court, the Federal Public Service Commission, 

the department of the Comptroller and Auditor-General, the Election 

Commission, the Secretarial of the National Assembly, and the Delimitation 

Commission; 

(c) All debt charges for which the Federal Government is liable, including interest, 

sinking fund charges, the repayment or amortization of capital, and other 
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expenditure in connection with the raising of loans, and the service and 
redemption of debt on the security of the Federal Consolidated Fund; 

(d) any sums required to satisfy any judgment, decree or award against Pakistan 

by any court or tribunal; and 

(e) any other sums declared by the Constitution or by an Act of Parliament to be 

so charged. 

65. Procedure relating to Annual Financial statement.- (l) So much of the Annual 
Financial Statement as relates to expenditure charged upon the Federal Consolidated 

Fund may be discussed in, but shall not be submitted to the vote of the National 
Assembly. 

(2) So much of the Annual Financial Statement as related to other expenditure shall 

be submitted to the National Assembly in the form of demands for grants, and that 

Assembly shall have power to assent to, or to refuse to assent to any demand, or to assent 

to any demand subject to a reduction of the amount specified therein. 

(3) No demand for a grant shall be made except on the recommendation of the 

President 

66. Appropriation Bill.— 1) As soon as may be after the grants under the last 
preceding Article have been made by the National Assembly, there shall be introduced in 

the Assembly a Bill to provide for appropriation out of the Federal Consolidated Fund of 
all moneys required to meet- - 

(a) the grants so made by the National Assembly; and 

(b) the expenditure charged on the Federal Consolidated Fund, but not exceeding 

in any case the amount shown in the statement previously laid before the 
National Assembly. 

(2) No amendment shall be proposed in the National Assembly to any such Bill 

which shall have the effect of varying the amount or altering the destination of any grant 

so made. 

(3) Subject to the provisions of the Constitution, no money shall be withdrawn from 

the Federal Consolidated Fund except under appropriation made by law passed in 

accordance with the provisions of this Article. 

67. Supplementary and Excess Grants.- If in respect of any financial year it is 
found- 

(a) that the amount authorized to be expended a particular service for the current 

financial year is insufficient, or that a need has arisen for expenditure upon 

some new service not included in the Annual Financial Statement for that 

year; or 

(b) that any money has been spent on any service during a financial year in 

excess of the amount granted for that service for that year; 
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the President shall have power to authorize expenditure from the Federal Consolidated 

Fund, whether the expenditure is charged by the constitution upon that Fund or not and 

shall cause to be laid before the National Assembly a Supplementary Financial 

Statement, or as the case may be, an Excess Financial Statement, setting out the amount 

of that expenditure, and the provisions of Articles. 63 to 66 shall apply to the aforesaid 

statements as they apply to the Annual Financial Statement. 

68. Votes on Account, votes of Credit, etc.- (l) Not withstanding anything in the 

foregoing provisions of this chapter, the National Assembly shall have power- 

(a,) to make any grant in advance in respect of the estimated expenditure for a part 
of any financial year pending the completion of the procedure prescribed in 

Article 65 for the voting of such grant and the passing of law in accordance 
with the provisions of Article 66 in relation to that expenditure; 

(b) to make a grant for meeting an unexpected demand upon the resources of the 

Federation when on account of the magnitude or the indefinite character of the 

service, the demand cannot be specified with the details ordinarily given in an 

Annual Financial Statement; 

(c) to make an exceptional grant which forms no part of the current service of any 

financial year; and Parliament shall have power to authorize by law the 

withdrawal of moneys from the Federal Consolidated Fund for the purposes 

for which the said grants are made. 

(2) The provisions of Articles 65 and 66 shall have effect in relation to the making of 
any grant under clause (1) and to any law to be made under that clause as they have 

effect in relation to the making of a grant with regard to any expenditure mentioned in 
the Annual Financial Statement and law to be made for the authorization of 

appropriation of money out of the Federal Consolidated Fund to meet such expenditure. 

 

Legislative Powers of the President. 

69. Promulgation of Ordinances when National Assembly is not in session.- (l) If 

at any time, except when the National Assembly is in session, the President is. Satisfied 
that circumstances exist which render immediate action necessary, he may make and 

promulgate such Ordinances' as the circumstances appear to him to require, and any 
Ordinance so made shall have the like force of law as an Act of Parliament, but the 

power of making Ordinances under this clause shall be subject to the like restrictions as 
the power of Parliament to make laws, and any Ordinance made under this clause may 

be controlled or superseded by any such Act. 

(2) An Ordinance promulgated under clause (I) shall be laid before the National 

Assembly, and shall cease to operate at the expiration of six weeks from the next 
meeting of the assembly, or if a resolution disapproving it is passed by the Assembly, 

upon the passing of that resolution. 
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 (3) At any time when the National Assembly stands dissolved, the President may, if 
he is satisfied that circumstances exist which render such action necessary, make and 

promulgate an Ordinance authorizing expenditure from the Federal Consolidated Fund, 
whether the expenditure is charged by the Constitution upon that Fund or not, pending 

compliance with the provisions of Articles 63, 65 and 66. 

 

(4) As soon as may be after the date of the reconstitution of the National Assembly, 

any Ordinance promulgated under clause (3) shall be laid before the Assembly, and the 

provisions of Articles 63, 65 and 66 shall be complied with within six weeks from that 

date. 

 

PART V 

The Provinces 

CHAPTER 1-THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT 

 

70. The Governors— (1) There shall be a Governor for each Province who shall be 

appointed by the President and shall hold office during the pleasure of the President. 

(2) No person shall be eligible for appointment as Governor unless he is a citizen of 

Pakistan and is not less than forty years of age. 

(3) A Governor may resign his office by writing under his hand addressed to the 

President. 

(4) Subject to the foregoing provisions of this Article, a Governor shall hold office 

for a period of five years from the date on which he enters upon his office. 

(5) A Governor shall not be a member of the National or a Provincial Assembly, and 

if a member of any such Assembly is appointed a Governor, his seat in that Assembly 

shall become vacant on the date on which he enters upon his office. 

 

71. The Cabinet— (1) There shall be a Cabinet of Ministers with the Chief Minister 

at its head, to aid and advise the Governor in the exercise of his functions. 

(2) The question whether any, and if so, what, advice has been tendered by the 

Cabinet or a Minister to the Governor shall not be inquired into in any Court. 

(3) The Governor shall, in his discretion appoint from amongst the members of the 

Provincial Assembly a Chief Minister, who, in his opinion, is most likely to command 
the confidence of the majority of the members of the Provincial Assembly. 

(4) Other Ministers, Deputy Ministers and Parliamentary Secretaries shall be 

appointed and removed from office by the Governor, but no person shall be appointed a 

Deputy Minister or Parliamentary Secretary unless he is a member of the Provincial 
Assembly. 

(5) The Cabinet shall be collectively responsible to the Provincial Assembly. 
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(6)  The Chief Minister shall hold office during the pleasure of the Governor, but the 
Governor shall not exercise his powers under this clause unless he is satisfied that the 

Chief Minister does not command the confidence of the majority of the member of the 
Provincial Assembly. 

 (7) In the exercise of his functions, the Governor shall act in accordance with the 

advice of the Cabinet or the appropriate Minister, as the case may be, except in cases 

where he is empowered by the Constitution to act in his discretion, and except as 
respects the exercise of his powers under clause (6). 

Explanation—For the avoidance of doubt it is hereby declared that for the purposes 

of clause (4) the appropriate Minister shall be the Chief Minister. 

(8) A Minister who for any period of six consecutive months is not a member of the 
Provincial Assembly shall at the expiration of that period, cease to be a Minister, and 

shall not before the dissolution of that Assembly be again appointed a Minister unless he 
is elected a member of that Assembly. 

(9) Nothing in this Article shall be construed as disqualifying the Chief Minister or 

any other Minister, or a Deputy Minister or Parliamentary Secretary, for continuing in 

office during any period during which the Provincial Assembly stands dissolved, or as 
preventing the appointment of any person as Chief Minister or other Minister or as 

Deputy Minister or Parliamentary Secretary, during any such period. 

72. The Advocate-General for the Province.- (l) The Governor shall appoint an 

Advocate-General for the Province, who shall hold office during the pleasure of the 

Governor, shall receive such remuneration as may be determined by the Governor, and 

shall perform such duties as may be assigned to him by the Governor. 

(2) No person shall be qualified for appointment as Advocate-General unless he is 

qualified for appointment as a Judge of a High Court, but no person shall be appointed as 

Advocate-General if he is or has been a judge of the Supreme Court or of a High Court. 

(3) A person shall not hold office as Advocate-General after he has attained the age 
of sixty-five years. 

73. Extent of executive authority of a Province.-(l) The executive authority of a 

Province shall vest in the Governor and shall be exercised by him either directly or 

through officers subordinate to him, in accordance with the Constitution. 

(2) Except as expressly provided in the Constitution, the executive authority of a 

Province shall extend to all matters with respect to which the Provincial Legislature has 
power to make laws. 

74. Conduct of business of the Provincial Governmental.- (1) All executive 

actions of the Government of a Province shall be expressed to be taken in the name of 

the Governor thereof. 
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(2) The Governor shall by rules specify the manner in which orders and other 
instruments made and executed in his name shall be authenticated, and the validity of 

any order or instrument so authenticated shall not be questioned in any court on the 
ground that it was not made or executed by the Governor. 

(3) The Governor shall also make rules for the allocation and transaction of the 

business of the Provincial Government. 

75. Duties of Chief Minister in relation to Governor.-It shall be the duty of the 

Chief Minister of each Province- 

(a) to communicate to the Governor of the Province all decisions of the Cabinet 
relating to the administration of the affairs of the Province and proposals for legislation; 

(b) to furnish such information relating to the administration of the affairs of the 

Province and proposals for legislation as the Governor may call for; and 

(c) if the Governor so requires, to submit for the consideration of the Cabinet any 
matter on which a decision has been taken by a Minister but which has not been 

considered by the Cabinet. 

 

CHAPTER II-THE PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURE 

76. The Provincial Legislature.-There shall be a Provincial Legislature for each 

Province consisting of the Governor and one House, to be known as the Provincial 
Assembly. 

 

77. Composition of Provincial Assembly.— (1) Subject to the succeeding clauses 

each Provincial Assembly shall consist of three hundred members. 

(2) In addition to the seats in each Provincial Assembly for the members mentioned 

in clause (1), there shall, for a period of ten years from the Constitution Day, be ten 

seats reserved in each Provincial Assembly for women members only; and 

constituencies shall accordingly be delimited as women's territorial constituencies for 
this purpose: 

Provided that a women who, under this clause, is a member of a Provincial Assembly 

at the time of the expiration of the said period of ten years, shall not cease to be a 

member until the Assembly is dissolved. 

(3) Parliament may by Act alter the number of the members of the Provincial 

Assemblies, provided that the number of members of the two Assemblies shall 
remain equal. 

(4) Parliament may, with the consent of a Provincial Assembly, by Act provide for 

the representation in that Assembly of any territory which is included in the Province 

after the Constitution Day but no such Act shall alter the number of members of the 
Assembly. 
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 (5) Until the fourteenth day of October, 1956, the number of members of the 
Provincial Assembly of the Province of West Pakistan elected by constituencies in the 

territory which, immediately before the commencement of the Establishment of West 
Pakistan Act, 1955, constituted the Province of Punjab shall not be more than two-fifths 

of the total number of members of that Assembly. 

78. Qualifications and disqualifications for membership- (1) A person shall be 

qualified be he elected to a Provincial Assembly- 

(a) if he is not less than twenty-five years of age and is qualified to be an elector 

for any constituency for the Provincial Assembly under Articles 143; and 

(b) if he is not disqualified for being a member by the Constitution or an Act of 

Parliament. 

(2) If any question arises whether a member has, after his election, become subject to 

any disqualification, the Speaker of the Provincial Assembly shall obtain the opinion of 

the Election Commission and, if the opinion is that the member has incurred any 

disqualification, his seat shall become vacant. 

(3) If any person sits or votes in a Provincial Assembly knowing that he is not 

qualified for, or is disqualified for, membership thereof, he shall be liable in respect of 

every day on which he so sits or votes to a penalty of five hundred rupees, which may be 

recovered from him as a debt due to the Province. 

79. Bar against double membership— (I) No person shall at the same time be a 

member of the National Assembly and of a Provincial Assembly, and if a person has 
been elected as a member both of the National Assembly and of a Provincial Assembly, 

and does not, within thirty days of his election to the Assembly to which has been 
elected last, resign one of his seats, his seat in the Provincial Assembly shall become 

vacant. 

(2) No person shall at the same time be a member of both the Provincial Assemblies, 

and if a person has been elected as a member of both the Assemblies and does not, 
within thirty days of his election to the second Assembly, resign one of this seats, his 

seats in both the Assemblies shall become vacant. 

(3) No person shall at the same time be a member of a Provincial Assembly for two 

or more constituencies; but nothing in this clause shall prevent a person from being at the 

same time a candidate for two or more constituencies, but if a person has been elected as 

a member for two or more constituencies and does not, within thirty days of his election 

by the constituency by which he has been elected last, make a declaration in writing 

under his hand addressed to the Speaker specifying the constituency which he wishes to 

represent, all his seats in the Assembly shall become vacant; but so long as a person is a 

member for two or more constituencies he shall not sit or vote in the Assembly. 

(4) If a member of a Provincial Assembly for one constituency permits himself to be 

nominated as a candidate for election by another constituency for the Assembly, his seat 

in respect of the former constituency shall become vacant. 
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80. Absence from Provincial Assembly.- If a member of a Provincial Assembly is 
absent from the Assembly, without leave of the Assembly, for sixty consecutive sitting 

days, his seat shall become vacant. 

81. Oath of Members- If a member of a Provincial Assembly fails to make and 

subscribe an oath or affirmation in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution 

within a period of six months from the date of the first meeting of the Assembly after his 

election, his seat shall become vacant: 

Provided that the Speaker may before the expiration of the said period, for good 

cause shown, extend the period. 

82. Resignation of members.- A member of Provincial Assembly may resign his 

seat by notice in writing under his hand addressed to the Speaker. 

 

Meetings and Procedure of Provincial Assembly. 

 

83. Duration, summoning, prorogation and dissolution of a Provincial 

Assembly.— (1) The Government may summon, prorogue or dissolve the Provincial 

Assembly and shall, when summoning the Assembly, fix the time and place of the 

meeting. 

(2) Whenever a Chief Minister of a Provincial Government is appointed, the 
Provincial Assembly, if, at the time of the appointment, it is not sitting and does not 

stand dissolved, shall be summoned so as to meet within two months thereafter. 

(3) Unless sooner dissolved, a Provincial Assembly shall stand dissolved on the 

expiration of five years after the date, of its first meeting. 

84. Sessions of Provincial Assembly.- There shall be at least two sessions of a 

Provincial Assembly in every year, and six months shall not intervene between the last 

sitting of the Assembly in one session, and its first sitting in the next session. 

85. Governor's address and messages to the Provincial Assembly.- The Governor 
of a Province may address the Provincial Assembly and may send messages thereto. 

86.  Right of Ministers and the Advocate-General to address a Provincial 

Assembly.- Every Minister and the Advocate-General of a Province shall have the right 

to speak in, and otherwise take part in the proceedings of, the Provincial Assembly, and 

of any committee thereof of which he may be named a member, but shall not by virtue of 

this Article be entitled to vote. 

87. Speaker and Deputy Speaker.- (1) Every Provincial Assembly shall, as soon as 

may be, choose two of its members to be respectively Speaker and Deputy Speaker 

thereof and, so often as the office of Speaker or Deputy Speaker becomes vacant, the 

Assembly shall choose another member to be Speaker or Deputy Speaker, as the case 

may be. 
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(2) A member holding office as Speaker or Deputy Speaker shall vacate his office if 
he ceases to be a member of the Provincial Assembly, may at any time resign his office 

by writing under his hand addressed to the Governor, and may be removed from his 
office by a resolution of the Assembly passed by a majority of the total number of 

members thereof; but no resolution for the purpose of this clause shall be moved unless 

at least fourteen days notice has been given of the intention to move the resolution: 

Provided that whenever the Provincial Assembly is dissolved the Speaker shall not, 
by virtue of the dissolution, vacate his office until immediately before the first meeting 

of the Assembly after the dissolution. 

(3) While the office of Speaker is vacant, or the Speaker is for any reason unable to 

perform the duties of his office, those duties shall be performed by the Deputy Speaker, 

or if the office of Deputy Speaker is also vacant, by such member of the Assembly as the 

Governor may appoint for the purpose; and during any absence of the Speaker from any 

sitting of the Assembly the Deputy Speaker, or if he also is absent, such person as may 

be determined by the rules of procedure of the Assembly, shall act as Speaker. 

 

88. Rules of procedure, quorum etc.- (l) Subject to the provisions of the 
Constitution- 

(a,) the procedure of a Provincial Assembly shall be regulated by rules of 

procedure framed by the Assembly; 

(b) a decision in a Provincial Assembly shall be taken by a majority of the 
members present and voting; but the person presiding shall not vote except 

when there is an equality of votes, in which case he shall have and exercise a 
casting vote; 

(c) a Provincial Assembly shall have power to act notwithstanding any vacancy in 

the membership thereof, and any proceeding in the Assembly shall not be 

invalid only for the reason that some person who was not entitled to do so sat 
or voted, or otherwise took part in the proceedings. 

(2) If at any time during a meeting of the Provincial Assembly the attention of the 

person presiding is drawn to the fact that less than forty members are present, it shall be 

the duty of the person presiding either to adjourn the Assembly, or to suspend the 

meeting until at least forty members are present. 

 

89. Privileges, etc., of the members of the Provincial Assembly.- (I) The validity 

of any proceedings in a Provincial Assembly shall not be questioned in any court. 

(2) No officer or member of a Provincial Assembly in whom powers are vested for 

the regulation of procedure, or the conduct of business, or the maintenance of order in 

the Assembly, shall, in relation to the exercise by him of any of those powers, be subject 

to the jurisdiction of any court. 

(3) No member of a Provincial Assembly, and no person entitled to speak therein, 

shall be liable to any proceedings in any court in respect of anything said or any vote 
given by him in the Assembly or any committee thereof. 
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 (4)  No person shall be liable to any proceedings in any court in respect of the 
publication by or under the authority of a Provincial Assembly of any report, paper, vote 

or proceedings. 

(5) Subject to this Article, the privileges of a Provincial Assembly, the committees 

and members thereof, and the persons entitled to speak therein may be determined by 

Act of the Provincial Legislature; but such privileges may not exceed those conferred on 

the National Assembly, its committees and members, and the persons entitled to speak 
therein. 

90. Governor's assent to Bills.— (1) When a Bill has been passed by a Provincial 

Assembly it shall be presented to the Governor, who shall, within ninety days,- 

(a) assent to the Bill; or 

(b) reserve the Bill for the consideration of the President; or 

(c) declare that he withholds assent from the Bill; or 

(d) in the case of a Bill other than a Money Bill, return the Bill to the Assembly 

with a message requesting that the Bill or any specified provision thereof, be 

reconsidered, and that any amendments specified by him in the message be 

considered. 

(2) When the Governor has reserved a Bill for the consideration of the President it 

shall be presented to the President, who shall, within ninety days,- 

(a) assent to the Bill; or 

(b) declare that he withholds assent there from. 

(3) When the Governor has declared that he withholds assent from a Bill, the 

Provincial Assembly shall be competent to reconsider the Bills, and if it is again passed, 
with or without amendment, by the Assembly, by the votes of not less than two-thirds of 

the members present and voting, it shall be again presented to the Governor, and the 

Governor shall assent thereto. 

(4) When the Governor has returned a Bill to the Provincial Assembly it shall be 
reconsidered by the Assembly, and if it is again passed, with or without amendment, by 

the Assembly, by a majority of the total number of members of the Assembly, it shall be 
again presented to the Governor, and the Governor shall assent thereto. 

 

 

Financial Procedure 

91. Money Bills.— (1) In this Part "Money Bill" means a Bill containing only 

provisions dealing with all or any of the following matters, that is to say- 

(a) the imposition, abolition, remission, alteration or regulation of any tax; 
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 (b) the borrowing of money, or the giving of any guarantee, by the Provincial 
Government, or the amendment of the law relating to the financial obligations 

of that Government; 

(c) the custody of the Provincial Consolidated Fund, the payment of moneys into, 

or the issue or appropriation of moneys from, such Fund; 

(d) the imposition of a charge upon the Provincial Consolidated Fund, or the 

abolition or alteration of any such charge; 

Ce) the receipt of moneys on account of the Provincial Consolidated Fund, or the 

Public Account of the Province, or the custody or issue of such moneys; and 

(f)   any matter incidental to any of the matters specified in the aforesaid sub- 

clauses.  

(2) A Bill shall not be deemed to be a Money Bill by reason only that- 

(a) it provides for the imposition or alteration of any fine or other pecuniary 

penalty, or for the demand or payment of a license fee, or a fee, or charge for 

any service rendered; or 

(b) it provides for the imposition, abolition, remission, alteration, or regulation of 

any tax by any local authority or body for local purposes. 

(3) Every Money Bill, when it is presented to the Governor for his assent shall bear a 

certificate under the hand of the Speaker that it is a Money Bill, and such certificate shall 
be conclusive for all purposes and shall not be questioned in any court. 

92. Governor's recommendation required for financial measures.- No Bill Of 

amendment which makes provision for any of the matters specified in clause (1) of 

Article 91, or which if enacted and brought into operation would involve expenditure 

from the Province, shall be introduced or moved in a Provincial Assembly except on the 

recommendation of the Governor. 

93. No taxation except by Act of the Provincial Legislature.- No tax shall be 

levied for the purposes of a Province except by or under the authority of an Act of the 

Provincial Legislature. 

94. Provincial Consolidated Fund and the Public Account of the Province.- (l) 
All revenues received by a Provincial Government, all loans raised by that Government, 

and all moneys received by it in repayment of any loan, shall form part of one 
consolidated fund, to be known as the Provincial Consolidated Fund. 

(2) All other public moneys received by or on behalf of the Provincial Government 

shall be credited to the Public Account of the Province. 

95. Custody of public moneys in a Province.— (1) The custody of the Provincial 

Consolidated Fund, the payment of moneys into such Fund, the withdrawal of moneys 
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there from, the custody of public moneys other than those credited to such Fund received 
by or on behalf of the Provincial Government, their payment into the Public Account of 

the Province, and the withdrawal of moneys from such Account, and all matters 
connected with or ancillary to matters aforesaid, shall be regulated by Act of the 

Provincial Legislature and, until provision in that behalf is so made, by rules made by the 

Governor. 

(2) All moneys received by or deposited with- 

(a) any officer employed in connection with the affairs of a Province in his 

capacity as such, other than revenues or public moneys raised or received by 

the Provincial Government; 

(b) any court to the credit of any cause, matter, account or person in connection 
with the affairs of the Province; 

shall be paid into the Public Account of the Province. 

96. Annual Financial Statement.- (1) The Governor shall, in respect of every 

financial year, cause to be laid before the Provincial Assembly a statement of the 

estimated receipts and expenditure of the Provincial Government for that year, in this 

part referred to as the Annual Financial Statement. 

(2) The Annual Financial Statement shall show separately 

(a) the sums enquired to meet expenditure described by the Constitution as 

expenditure charged upon the Provincial Consolidated Fund; and 

(b) the sums required to meet other expenditure proposed to be made from the 
Provincial Consolidated Fund; 

and shall distinguish expenditure on revenue account from other expenditure. 

97. Charges on the Provincial Consolidated Fund.- The following expenditure 

shall be charged on the Provincial Consolidated Fund:- 

(a) the remuneration payable to the Governor other expenditure relating to his 

office, and the remuneration payable to— 

(i) the Judges of the High Court; 

(ii) the members of the Provincial Public Service Commission; and 

(iii) the Speaker and Deputy Speaker of the Provincial Assembly; 

(b) the administrative expenses, including the remuneration payable to officers and  
ervants, of the High Court, the Provincial Public Service Commission, and the 

Secretariat of the Provincial Assembly; 

(c) all debt charges for which the Provincial Government is liable including interest, 

sinking fund charges, the repayment or amortization of capital and 
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other expenditure in connection with the raising of loans and the service and 

redemption of debt on the security of the Provincial Consolidated Fund; 

(d) any sums required to satisfy any judgment, decree or award against the Province by 
any court, or tribunal; and 

(e) any other sums declared by the Constitution or by an Act of the Provincial 

Legislature to be so charged. 

98. Procedure relating to Annual Financial Statement.- (1) So much of the 

Annual Financial Statement as relates to expenditure charged upon the Provincial 

Consolidated Fund may be discussed in, but shall not be submitted to the vote of, the 

Provincial Assembly. 

(2) So much of the Annual Financial Statement as relates to other expenditure shall 
be submitted to the Provincial Assembly in the form of demands for grants, and that 

Assembly shall have power to assent to, or to refuse to assent to any demand, or to assent 
to any demand subject to a reduction of the amount specified therein. 

(3) No demand for a grant shall be made except on the recommendation of the 

Governor. 

99. Appropriation Bill.- (l) As soon as may be after the grants under the last 

preceding Article have been made by the Provincial Assembly there shall be introduced 

in the Assembly a Bill to provide for appropriation out of the Provincial Consolidated 

Fund of all moneys required to meet- 

(a) the grants so made by the Provincial Assembly; and 

(b) the expenditure charged on the Provincial Consolidated Fund; but not 

exceeding in any case the amount shown in the statement previously laid 

before the Provincial Assembly. 

(2) No amendment shall be proposed in the Provincial Assembly to any such Bill 

which shall have the effect of varying the amount or altering the destination of any grant 

so made. 

(3) Subject to the provisions of the Constitution, no money shall be with drawn from 

the Provincial Consolidated Fund except under appropriation made by law passed in 
accordance with the provisions of this Article. 

100. Supplementary Excess Grants.- If in respect of any financial year it is found- 

(a) that the amount authorized to be expended for a particular service for the 

current financial year is insufficient, or that a need has arisen for expenditure 
upon some new service not included in the Annual Financial Statement for that 

year; or 

(b) that any money has been spent on any service during a financial year in excess of the 

amount granted for that service for that year; 
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the Governor shall have power to authorize expenditure from the Provincial 

Consolidated Fund, whether the expenditure is charged by the Constitution upon that 

Fund or not and shall cause to be laid before the Provincial Assembly a Supplementary 

Financial Statement, setting out the amount of that expenditure, and the provisions of 

Articles 96 to 99 shall apply to the aforesaid statements as they apply to the Annual 

Financial Statement. 

101. Votes on Account, votes of Credit, etc.- (l) notwithstanding anything in the 

foregoing provisions of this chapter, the Provincial Assembly shall have power- 

(a) to make any grant in advance in respect of the estimated expenditure for a part 
of any financial year pending the completion of the procedure prescribed in 

Article 98 for the voting of such grant and the passing of the law in 
accordance with the provisions of Article 99 in relation to that expenditure; 

(b) to make a grant for meeting an unexpected demand upon the resources of the 

Province when on account of the magnitude or the indefinite character of the 

service the demand cannot be specified with the details ordinarily given in an 

Annual Financial Statement; 

(c) to make an exceptional grant which forms no part of the current service of any 

financial year; and the Provincial Legislature shall have power to authorize by 

law the withdrawal of moneys from the Provincial Consolidated Fund for the 

purposes for which they said grants are made. 

(2) The provisions of Articles 98 and 99 shall have effect in relation to the making of 
any grant under clause (1) and to any law to be made under that clause as they have 

effect in relation to the making of a grant with regard to any expenditure mentioned in 
the Annual Financial Statement and law to be made for the authorization of 

appropriation of money out of the Provincial Consolidated Fund to meet such 

expenditure. 

Legislative Powers of the Governor 

102. Promulgation of Ordinances when Provincial Assembly is not in session.— 

(1) If at any time, except when the Provincial Assembly is in session, the Governor is 

satisfied that circumstances exist which render immediate action necessary, he may 

make and promulgate such Ordinances as the circumstances appear to him to require, 

and any Ordinance so made shall have the like force of law as an Act of the Provincial 

Legislature; but the power of making Ordinances under this clause shall be subject to the 

like restrictions as the power of the Provincial Legislature to make laws, and any 

Ordinance made under this clause may be controlled or superseded by any such Act: 

Provided that the Governor shall not, without previous instructions from the 

President promulgate any such Ordinance if an Act of the Provincial Legislature 

containing the same provision would, under the Constitution, have been invalid unless it 

had received the assent of the President. 
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 (2) An Ordinance promulgated under clause (1) shall be laid before the Provincial 
Assembly and shall cease to operate at the expiration of six weeks from the next meeting 

of the Assembly, or if a resolution disapproving it is passed by the Assembly, upon the 
passing of that resolution. 

(3) At any time when the Provincial Assembly stands dissolved, the Governor may, 

if he is satisfied that circumstances exist which render such action necessary, make and 

promulgate an Ordinance authorizing expenditure from the Provincial Consolidated 
Fund, whether the expenditure is charged by the Constitution upon that Fund or not, 

pending compliance with the provisions of Articles 96, 98 and 99. 

(4) As soon as may be after the date of the reconstitution of the Provincial Assembly, 

any Ordinance promulgated under clause (3) shall be laid before the Assembly; and the 

provisions of Articles 96, 98 and 99 shall be complied with within six weeks from that 

date. 

 

Excluded and Special Areas 

103. Excluded Areas.- (l) In this Article the expression "excluded area" means an 

area which was an excluded area immediately before the Constitution Day. 

(2) The executive authority of a Province shall extend to any excluded area therein 

but, notwithstanding anything in the Constitution, no Act of a Provincial Legislature 

shall apply to an excluded area unless the Governor by public notification so directs, and 

in giving such a direction with respect to any Act he may direct that the Act shall in its 

application to the area, or any specified part thereof, have effect subject to such 

exceptions or modifications as may be specified in the direction. 

(3) The Governor may make regulations for the peace and good government of any 

excluded area in the Province, and any such regulations may repeal or amend any Act of 

Parliament, or of the Provincial Legislature, or any other law in force in the area: 

Provided that no regulation repealing or amending an Act of Parliament shall take 
effect until it has been approved by the President. 

(4) The President may by Order direct that the whole or any specified part of an 

excluded area shall cease to be an excluded area, and any such Order may contain such 

incidental and consequential provisions as appear to the President to be necessary and 

proper. 

 

104. Special Areas.- (l) The executive authority of the Province of West Pakistan 

shall extend to the Special Areas, but notwithstanding anything in the Constitution, no 

Act of Parliament or of the Provincial Legislature shall apply to a Special Area or to any 

part thereof unless the Governor, with the previous approval of the President, so directs, 
and in giving such a direction with respect to any Act the Governor may direct that the 

Act shall, in its application to a Special Area, or to any specified pait thereof, have effect 
subject to such exceptions and modifications as may be specified in the direction. 
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(4) Parliament shall have power to make laws with respect to matters enumerated in 
the Provincial List, except for a Province or any part thereof. 

107.Power (2) The Governor may with the previous approval of the President, 

make regulations for the peace and good government of a Special Area, or any part 

thereof, and any regulation so made may repeal or amend any Act of Parliament, or of 

the Provincial Legislature, or any other law in force in the Area. 

(3) The President may, from time to time, give such directions to the Governor 

relating to the whole or any part of a Special Area as he may deem necessary, and the 

Governor shall, in the exercise of his functions under this Article, comply with such 

directions. 

(4) The President may, at any time, by Order, direct that the whole or any part of a 
Special Area shall cease to be a Special Area, and any such Order may contain such 

incidental and consequential provisions as appear to the President to be necessary and 
proper: 

Provided that before making any Order under this clause, the President shall 

ascertain, in such manner as he considers appropriate, the views of the people of the area 

concerned. 

 

PART VI 

Relations between the Federation and the Provinces. 

CHAPTER I-LEGISLATIVE POWERS 

105. Extent of Federal and Provincial laws.- Subject to the provisions of the 

Constitution, Parliament may make laws, including laws having extraterritorial 

operation, for the whole or any part of Pakistan, and a Provincial Legislature may make 

laws for the Province or any part thereof. 

106. Subject matter of Federal and Provincial laws.- (l) Notwithstanding anything 

in the two next succeeding clauses, Parliament shall have exclusive power to make laws 

with respect to any of the matters enumerated in the Federal List. 

(2) Notwithstanding anything in clause (3), Parliament, and subject to clause (1) a 
Provincial Legislature also, shall have power to make laws with respect to any of the 

matters enumerated in the Concurrent List. 

(3) Subject to clauses (1) and (2) , a Provincial Legislature shall have exclusive 

power to make laws for a Province or any part thereof with respect to any of the matters 

enumerated in the Provincial List.                                                                                                                                                 

(4) Parliament shall have power to make laws with respect to matters enumerated in 

the provincial list, except for a province or any part thereof. 

107. Power of Parliament to legislate for Provinces by consent.- If it appears to 
the Provincial Assemblies to be desirable that any of the matters enumerated in the 
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Provincial List, or any matter not enumerated in any list in the Fifth Schedule should be 

regulated in the Provinces by Act of Parliament and if resolutions to that effect are 

passed by the Provincial Assemblies, it shall be lawful for Parliament to pass an Act 

regulating that matter accordingly, but any Act so passed may, as respects any Province, 

be amended or repealed by an Act of the Legislature of that Province. 

108. Power of Parliament to give effect to International agreements, etc.-

Parliament shall have power to make laws for the whole or any part of Pakistan for 

implementing any treaty agreement or convention between Pakistan and any other 

country, or any decision taken at any international body, notwithstanding that it deals 

with a matter enumerated in the Provincial List or a matter not enumerated in any list in 

the Fifth Schedule: 

Provided that no law under this Article shall be enacted except after consultation 

with the Governor of the Province to which the law is to be applied. 

109. Residuary Power of Legislation - Subject to the provisions of Articles 107 and 

108, the Provincial Legislature shall have exclusive power to make laws with respect to 

any matter not enumerated in any list in the Fifth Schedule, including any law imposing 

a tax not mentioned in any such list; and the executive authority of the Province shall 
extend to the administration of any law so made. 

 

110. Inconsistency between laws made by Parliament and laws made by the 

Provincial Legislature.-(1) If any provision of an Act of a Provincial Legislature is 
repugnant to any provision of an Act of Parliament, which Parliament is competent to 

enact, or to any provision of any existing law with respect to any of the matters 
enumerated in the Concurrent List, then subject to the provisions of clause (2), the Act of 

Parliament, whether passed before or after the Act of the Provincial Legislature, or, as 

the case may be, the existing law, shall prevail and the Act of the Provincial Legislature 

shall, to be extent of the repugnancy, be void. 

(2) where an Act of a Provincial Legislature with respect to any of the matters in the 

Concurrent List contains any provision repugnant to the provisions of an earlier Act of 
Parliament or an existing law with respect to that matter, then if the Act of the Provincial 

Legislature, having been reserved for the consideration of the President, has received his 
assent, the Act of the Provincial Legislature shall prevail in the Province concerned, but 

nevertheless Parliament may at any time enact any law with respect to the same matter, 
amending or repealing the law so made by the Provincial Legislature. 

111. Provisions as to recommendations.— (1) Where under any provision of the 

Constitution the previous recommendation of the President on of a Governor is required 

to the introduction of a Bill or the moving of an amendment, the making of the 
recommendation shall not preclude him from exercising subsequently in regard to the 

Bill in question any powers conferred on him by the Constitution with respect to the 
withholding of assent to, or the returning or reservation of Bills. 
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 (2) No Act of Parliament or a Provincial Legislature, and no provision in any such 
Act, shall be invalid by reason only that some previous recommendation was not made, 

if assent to that Act was given— 

(a) where the previous recommendation required was that of the Governor, either 

by the Governor, or by the President; and 

(b) where the previous recommendation required was that of the President, by the 

President. 

 

 

CHAPTER II—FINANCIAL PROVISIONS. 

112. Property of the Federal and Provincial Governments exempted from 

taxes.- (l) The Government of a Province shall not be liable to taxation under any Act of 

parliament in respect of land or buildings situated in Pakistan, or income accruing, 

arising or received in Pakistan: 

Provided that where a trade or business of any kind is carried on by or on behalf of 

the Government of a Province outside that Province, nothing in this Article shall exempt 

that government from any Federal Taxation in respect of that trade or business, or any 

operation connected therewith, or any income arising in connection therewith, or any 

property occupied for the purposes thereof. 

(2) Property vested in the Federal Government shall, save in so far as an Act of 

Parliament may otherwise provide, be exempt from all taxes imposed by, or by any 
authority within a Province. 

(3) Nothing in this Article shall prevent the imposition of fees for services rendered. 

113. Exemption from taxes on electricity- Save in so far as Parliament may by law 

otherwise provide, no Act of a Provincial Legislature shall impose or authorize the 

Imposition of a tax upon the consumption or sale of electricity which is consumed by the 

Federal Government, and any Act a Provincial Legislature imposing or authorizing the 

imposition of a tax on the sale of electricity shall secure that the price of electricity sold 

to the Federal Government for consumption by that Government shall be less by the 

amount of the tax than the price charged to other consumers of a substantial quantity of 

electricity. 

114. Grants-in-aid to Provinces - Parliament may by law make grants-in-aid of the 

revenues of a Province which may be in need of assistance. 

115. Borrowing by the Federation.- The executive authority of the Federation shall 

extend to borrowing upon the security of the Federal Consolidated Fund within such 

limits, if any, as may be determined by Act of Parliament, and to the giving of 

guarantees within such limits, if any, as may be so determined. 
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116. Loans to and borrowing by the Provinces:- (l) Subject to the provisions of 
this Article the executive authority of a province shall extend to borrowing upon the 

security of the Provincial Consolidated Fund within such limits, if any as may be 
determined by Act of the Provincial Legislature, and to the giving of guarantees within 

such limits, If any, as may be so determined. 

(2) The Federal Government may, subject to such conditions if any, as it may think 

fit to impose, make loans to, or, so long as any limits determined under the last preceding 
Article are not exceeded give guarantees in respect of loans raised by, a Province and 

any sums required for the purpose of making loans to a Province shall be charged on the 
Federal Consolidated Fund. 

(3) A Province may not without the consent of the Federal Government borrow 

outside Pakistan, nor without the like consent raise any loan if there is still outstanding 

any part of a loan made to the Province by the Federal Government or in respect of 

which a guarantee has been given by the Federal Government. 

(4) A consent under this Article may be granted subject to such conditions if any as 

the Federal Government may think fit to impose, but no such consent shall be 

unreasonably withheld, nor shall the Federal Government refuse, if sufficient cause is 

shown, to make a loan to, or to give a guarantee in respect of a loan raised-by, a 

Province, or seek to impose in respect of any of the matters aforesaid any condition 

Which is unreasonable; and, if any dispute arises whether a refusal or consent, or a 

refusal to make a loan or to give a guarantee or any condition insisted upon, is or is not 

justifiable, the dispute shall be settled in accordance with the procedure prescribed in 

Article 129. 

 

117. Taxes on professions, trades, callings and employments.- (l) Notwithstanding 

anything contained in Article 106, no Provincial law relating to taxes for the benefit of a 

Province or of a municipality, district board, local board, or other local authority therein 
in respect of professions, callings or employments shall be invalid on the ground that it 

relates to a tax on income. 

(2) The total amount payable in respect of any one person to a Province or to any one 

municipality, district board, local board or other local authority in the Province by way 

of taxes on professions, trades, callings and employments shall not exceed fifty rupees 

per annum. 

(3) The fact that a Provincial Legislature has power to make laws as afore said with 

respect to taxes on professions, trades, callings and employments shall not be construed 

as limiting in relation to professions, trades, callings and employments, the generality of 

the entry in the Federal List relating to taxes on income. 

 

118. National Finance Commission.- (l) As soon as may be after the Constitution 

Day, and thereafter at intervals not exceeding five years, the President shall constitute a 

National Finance Commission consisting of the Minister of Finance of the Federal 

Government, the Ministers of Finance of the Provincial Governments, and such other 
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persons as may be appointed by the President after consultation with the Governors of 
the Provinces. 

(2) It shall be the duty of the National Finance Commission to make re- 

commendations to the President as to— 

(a) the distribution between the Federation and the Provinces of the net proceeds 

of the taxes mentioned in clause (3); 

(b) the making of grants-in-aid by the Federal Government to the Governments of 
the Provinces; 

(c) the exercise by the Federal Government and Provincial Governments of the 

borrowing powers conferred by the Constitution; and 

(d) any other matter relating to finance referred to the Commission by the 
President. 

Explanation.—In this Article "net proceeds" means, in relation to any tax, the 

proceeds thereof reduced by the cost of collection. 

(3) The taxes referred to in paragraph (a) of clause (2) are the following taxes raised 

under the authority of Parliament namely:- 

(a) export duty on jute and cotton, and any other specified export duty; 

(b) taxes on income other than corporation tax; 

(c) specified duties of Federal excise; 

(d) taxes on sales and purchases; and 

(e) any other specified tax. 

(4) As soon as may be after receiving the recommendations of the National Finance 

Commission, the President shall by Order specify, in accordance with the 

recommendations of the Commission under sub-clause (a) of clause (2), the share of the 

net proceeds of the taxes mentioned in clause (3) which is to be allocated to each 

Province, and that share shall be paid to the Government of the Province concerned, and 

shall not form part of the Federal Consolidated Fund. 

(5) The recommendations of the National Finance commission, together with an 

explanatory memorandum as to the action taken thereon, shall be laid before the 

National Assembly and the Provincial Assemblies. 

 

119. Inter-Provincial trade- No Provincial Legislature or Provincial Government 

shall have power- 

(a) to pass any law, or take any executive action, prohibiting or restricting the entry 

into, or export from, the Province of goods of any class or description; or 
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 (b) to impose any taxes, cesses, tools or dues which, as between goods manufactured 
or produced in the Province and similar goods not so manufactured or produced, 

discriminate in favor of the former, or which, in the case of goods manufactured 
or produced outside the Province, discriminate between goods manufactured or 

produced in any locality and similar goods produced in any other locality: 

Provided that no Act of a Provincial Legislature which imposes any reasonable 

restriction in the interest of public health, public order or morality shall be invalid under 
this Article if it is otherwise valid under the Constitution; but any Bill for this purpose 

passed by the Provincial Assembly shall be reserved for the assent of the President, and 
shall not become law unless the President assents thereto. 

 

CHAPTER III. —AUDIT AND ACCOUNTS 

120. Comptroller and Auditor-General of Pakistan.- (l) There shall be a 

Comptroller and Auditor-General of Pakistan, who shall be appointed by the President. 

(2) The terms and conditions of service and the term of office of the Comptroller and 

Auditor-General shall be determined by Act of Parliament, and until so determined, by 

rules made by the President. 

121. Removal of the Comptroller and Auditor-General and ineligibility for 

further service.- (l) A person who has held office as Comptroller and Auditor-General 
shall not be eligible for further appointment in the service of Pakistan. 

(2) The Comptroller and Auditor-General shall not be removed from office before 

the expiration of the term of his office except on the like grounds and in the like manner, 

as a judge of a High Court. 

122. Duties and powers of Comptroller and Auditor-General.- The Comptroller 

and Auditor-General shall perform such duties and exercise such powers, in relation to 

the expenditure and accounts of the Federation and of the Provinces, as may be provided 

by Act of Parliament. 

123. Form of public accounts.- The accounts of the Federation and of the Provinces 

shall be kept in such form as the Comptroller and Auditor-General may, with the 
approval of the President, prescribe. 

124. Reports of Comptroller and Auditor-General.- The reports of the 

Comptroller and Auditor-General relating to the Accounts of the Federation shall be 

submitted to the President, who shall cause them to be laid before the National 

Assembly, and his reports relating to the accounts of a Province shall be submitted to the 

Governor, who shall cause them to be laid before the Provincial Assembly. 
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CHAPTER IV -ADMINISTRATIVE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE FEDERATIONS 

AND THE PROVINCES. 

125. Protection of Provinces by Federation.- It shall be the duty of the Federal 
Government to protect each Province against external aggression and internal 

disturbance, and to ensure subject to the provisions of Part XI, that the Government of 

every Province is carried on in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution. 

126. Directions to Provincial Governments in certain cases.- (l) The executive 
authority of every Province shall be so exercised- 

(a) as to ensure compliance with Acts of Parliament and existing laws which apply 

to that Province, and 

(b) as not to impede or prejudice the exercise of the executive authority of the 
Federation. 

(2) The executive authority of the Federation shall extend to. the giving such 

directions to a Province as may appear to the Federal Government to be necessary for the 

purposes of clause (1), and the said authority shall also extend to the giving of directions 

to a Province- 

(a) as to the construction and maintenance of means of communication declared in 

such direction to be of national or military importance; 

(b) as to the measures to be taken for the protection of railways within the 
Province; 

(c) as to the manner in which the executive authority of the Province is to be 

exercised for the purpose of preventing any grave menace to the peace of 

tranquility or economic life of Pakistan, or any part thereof; and 

(d) as to the carrying into execution in the Province of any Act of Parliament 

which relates to a matter enumerated in Part II of the Concurrent List and 

authorizes the giving of such directions. 

 

(3) Where in carrying out any direction given to a Province under sub. clauses (a) 

and (b) of clause (2), costs have been incurred in excess of those which would have been 

incurred by the Provincial Government in the discharge of the normal duties of that 

Government if such direction has not been given, there shall be paid by the Federal 

Government to the Provincial Government such sums as may be agreed, or in default of 

agreement, as may be determined in accordance with the procedure prescribed in Article 

129. 

127. Delegation of Powers to Provinces.— (1) Notwithstanding anything in the 

Constitution, the President may, with the consent of a Provincial Government, entrust 

either conditionally or unconditionally to that Government, or to any officer thereof, 

functions in relation to any matter to which the executive authority of the Federation 

extends. 
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 (2) An Act of Parliament may, notwithstanding that it relates to a matter with respect 
to which a Provincial Legislature has not the power to make laws, confer powers and 

impose duties, or authorize the conferment of powers and the imposition of duties, upon 
a Province or officers or authorities thereof. 

(3) Where by virtue of this Article powers and duties have been conferred or 

imposed upon a Province, or officers or authorities thereof, there shall be paid by the 

Federal Government to the Provincial Government such sums as may be agreed or, in 
default of agreement, as may be determined in accordance with the procedure prescribed 

in Article 129, in respect of any extra costs incurred by the Provincial Government in 
connection with the exercise of those powers and duties. 

 

128. Acquisition of land for federal purposes.- The Federal Government may, if it 

deems it necessary to acquire any land situates in a Province for any purpose connected 
with a matter with respect to which Parliament has Power to make laws, require the 

Provincial Government to acquire the land on behalf, and at the expense of the Federal 

Government or, if the land belongs to the Province, to transfer it to the Federal 

Government on such terms may be agreed or, in default of agreement, as may be 

determined in accordance with the procedure prescribed in Article 129. 

 

129. Settlement of disputes.- (l) Any dispute between the Federal Government and 

one or both Provincial Governments, or between the two Provincial Governments, which 

under the law or the Constitution is not within the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court, 

may be referred by any of the Governments involved in the dispute to the Chief Justice 

of Pakistan, who shall appoint a tribunal to settle the dispute. 

(2) Subject to the provisions of any Act of Parliament, the practice and procedure of 

any such tribunal, including the fees to be charged and the award of costs, shall be 

determined by rules made by the Supreme Court and approved by the President. 

(3) The report of the tribunal shall be forwarded to the Chief Justice who shall 

determine whether the purpose for which the tribunal was appointed has been carried 
out, and shall return the report to the tribunal for re-consideration if he is of opinion that 

the purpose has not been carried out, and when the report is in order the Chief Justice 
shall forward the report to the President who shall make such order as may be necessary 

to give effect to the report. 

(4) Effect shall be given in a Province to any order made under this Article by the 

President, and any Act of the Provincial Legislature which is repugnant to the order 

shall, to the extent of the repugnancy, be void. 

(5) An order by the President under this Article may be varied by the President in 

accordance with an agreement made by the parties concerned. 

130. Inter-Provincial Council.- If at any time it appears to the President that the 
public interest would be served by the establishment of an Inter Provincial Council 

charged with the duty of- 
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 (a) Investigating and discussing subjects in which the Provinces, or the Federation 
and one or both of the Provinces, have a common interest; or 

 (b) making recommendations upon any such subject and, in particular, 

recommendations for the better co-ordination of policy and action with respect 

to that subject; 

the President may, with the consent of the Governors of the Provinces establish such a 

Council and define the nature of the duties to be performed by it, and its organization 

and procedure. 

131. Broadcasting.- (l) notwithstanding anything in the Constitution it shall be 
competent to the Provincial Government to construct and use transmitters with respect to 

broadcasting in the Province: 

Provided that when a Provincial Government constructs and uses transmitters in the 

Province, it shall be entitled to a part of the net proceeds of the fees received by the 

Federal Government in respect of the use of any receiving apparatus in the Province, in 

such proportion as may be agreed or, in default of agreement, as may be determined in 

accordance with the procedure prescribed in Article 129. 

(2) Any Act of Parliament with respect to broadcasting shall be as to secure that 

effect can be given to the foregoing provisions of this Article. 

(3) Nothing in this Article shall be construed as restricting the powers conferred on 
the President by the Constitution for the prevention of any grave menace to the peace or 

tranquility of Pakistan or any part thereof. 

 

132. Transfer of railways to Provincial control.- (l) Parliament may by law 
provide for the transfer of the railways in each Province to the Government of the 

Province or to an authority constituted in the Province for that purpose, and for all 

conditions, reservation and other matters appertaining to the said transfer; and until a 

transfer made by or under any such law takes effect railways shall remain within the 

purposes of the Government of the Federation, and Parliament shall, notwithstanding 

anything contained in Article 106, have exclusive power to make laws with respect 

thereto. 

(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in Article 196, a Provincial Legislature shall 
not have power to make any law affecting any provisions of a law made under clause (1). 

 

 

PART VII 

Property Contracts and Suits 

133. Property accruing by escheat or lapse or as bona vacantia.— Any property 

which has no rightful owner or which but for the enactment of the Constitution, would 

have accrued to Her Majesty by escheat or lapse, or as bona vacantia for want of a 

rightful owner, shall if it is a property situates in a Province, vest in the Provincial 

Government, and shall, in any other case, vest in the Federal Government: 
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Provided that any property which at the date when it would have accrued to Her 
Majesty was in the possession or under the control of the federal Government or a 

Provincial Government shall, according as the purposes for which it was then held were 
purposes of the Federation or of a Province, vest in the Federal Government or the 

Provincial Government, as the case may be. 

134. Power to acquire and dispose of property and make contracts.- (l) The 

executive authority of the Federation and of each Province shall extend to the purchase 
or acquisition of property for their respective purposes, and any such property shall vest 

in the Federal Government or, as the case may be, in the Provincial Government. 

(2) the executive authority of the Federation and of each Province shall extend to the 

transfer by grant, sale, mortgage or otherwise of property vested in the Federal 

Government or the Provincial Government, as the case may be, and to the making of 

contracts. 

(3) All lands, minerals and other things of value underlying the ocean within the 

territorial waters of Pakistan shall vest in the Federal Government. 

135. Contracts.— (1) All contracts made in the exercise of the executive authority 

of the Federation or of a Province shall be expressed to be made by the President or the 
Governor of the Province, as the case may be, and all such contracts and all assurances 

of property made in the exercise of that authority shall be executed on behalf of the 
President, or the Governor, by such person and in such manner as he may direct or 

authorize. 

(2) Neither the President nor the Governor shall be personally liable in respect of any 

contract or assurance made or executed in pursuance of any provisional of the 

Constitution, or of any Federal or Provincial law, nor shall any person making or 

executing any such contract or assurance on behalf of any of them be personally liable in 

respect thereof: 

Provided that nothing in this clause shall be construed as restricting the right of any 

person to bring appropriate proceedings against the Federal Government or the 

Government of a Province. 

136. Suits and Proceedings.- The Federal Government may sue and be sued by the 

name of Pakistan, and the Government of a Province may sue and be sued by the name 
of the Province. 

PART VIII 

Elections 

137. Composition of Election Commission and Regional Commissions.- (l) There 

shall be an Election Commission consisting of a Chief Election Commissioner, who shall 

be the Chairman of the Commission, and such number of other Election Commissioners 

as the President may determine. 
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 (2) The Chief Election Commissioner and every other Election Commissioner shall 
be appointed by the President. 

(3) The President may, after consultation with the Election Commission, appoint 

such Regional Election Commissioners as he may consider necessary, to assist the 

Election Commission in the discharge of its functions under this Part. 

(4) In the exercise of his functions under this Article the President shall act in his 

discretion. 

 

138. Conditions of service of Election Commissioners and Regional Election 

Commissioners.- (1) The conditions of service of the Election Commissioners and 

Regional Election Commissioners shall be determined by act of Parliament, and until so 

determined, by rules made by the President. 

(2) The Chief Election Commissioner shall not be removed from his office except on 
the like grounds and in the like manner as a Judge of a High Court, But any other 

Election Commissioner or a Regional Election Commissioner may be removed from his 

office by the President, in his discretion, after consultation with the Chief Election 

Commissioner. 

(3) The term of office of the Election Commissioners and Regional Election 

Commissioners shall be five years: 

Provided that no such Commissioner shall continue to hold office after he has 

attained the age of sixty-five years. 

(4) On the expiration of his term of office- 

(a) the Chief Election Commissioner shall be eligible for re-appointment for one 

further term of office, but shall not otherwise be eligible for any appointment 

in the service of Pakistan. 

(b) any other Election Commissioner shall be eligible for re-appointment as Chief 

Election Commissioner, But shall not otherwise be eligible for any 

appointment in the service of Pakistan; and 

(c) a Regional Election Commissioner shall be eligible for re-appointment for one 
further term of office, or for appointment as an Election Commissioner, but 

shall not otherwise be eligible for any appointment in the service of Pakistan. 

139. Assistance to election Commission.- (I) it shall be the duty of all executive 

authorities in the Federation and in the Provinces to assist the Election Commission in 

the discharge of its functions, and for this purpose the President may, after consultation 

with the Election Commission, issue such directions as he may consider necessary. 

(2) When so requested by the Election Commission, it shall be the duty of the 

Federal Government and of each Provincial Government to make available to the 

Commission, such staff as may be necessary for the discharge of its functions, and in the 

event of any 
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disagreement as to what staff is necessary for this purpose the question shall be decided 
by the President in his discretion. 

140. Function of Election Commission.- The Election Commission shall be charged 

with the duty of- 

(a) preparing electoral rolls for elections to the National Assembly and the 

Provincial Assemblies, and revising such rolls annually; and 

(b) Organizing and conducting elections to the National Assembly and the 
Provincial Assemblies. 

141. Time of election and by-election.- Whenever the National Assembly or a 

Provincial Assembly is dissolved, a general election for the reconstitution of the 

Assembly shall be held not later than six months from the date of dissolution; and 

whenever a casual vacancy occurs in any such Assembly, a by-election to fill the 

vacancy shall be held not later than three months from the date of the occurrence of the 

vacancy: 

Provided that the Chief Election Commissioner may, if in his opinion climatic 

conditions so require, hold a by-election at any time after three months, but not later than 

six months, from the date of the occurrence of the vacancy. 

142. Delimitation Commission (1) The President may from time to time constitute a 

Delimitation Commission consisting of a Chairman who is, or has been a Judge of a 
High Court, and two other members who shall not be members of the National Assembly 

or of a Provincial Assembly. 

(2) The Chairman and other members of the Delimitation Commission shall be 

appointed by the President for such period as the President may fix, shall hold office 

during the pleasure of the President, and shall be entitled to such remuneration and 

privileges as may be determined by the President. 

(3) In the exercise of his functions under the two preceding clauses the President 

shall act in his discretion. 

(4) The Delimitation Commission shall have power to delimit territorial 

constituencies for election to the National Assembly and Provincial Assemblies and shall 
publish lists of such constituencies by public notification. 

(5) The validity of anything done by or under the authority of the Delimitation 

Commission shall not be called in question in any court. 

 

143. Qualifications of electors.- (l) A person shall be entitled to be an elector in a 

constituency if- 

(a) he is a citizen of Pakistan; 

 (b) he is not less than twenty-one years of age on the first day of January in the 
year in which the preparation or revision of the electoral roll commences; 

(c) he is not declared by a competent court to be unsound mind; 
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 (d) he has been resident in the constituency for a period of not less than six months 
immediately preceding the first day of January in the year in which the 

preparation or revision of the electoral roll commences; 

       (e) he is not subject to any disqualification imposed by the Constitution or Act of 

Parliament. 

(2) Until Parliament by Act otherwise provides, the word "resident" for the purposes 

of this Article, shall have the same meaning as in the Fourth Schedule. 

144. Electoral laws.- Subject to the provisions of the Constitution, Parliament may 

by Act provide for- 

      (a) the delimitation of constituencies, the preparation of electoral rolls, the 

determination of objections and the commencement of electoral rolls; 

      (b) the conduct of elections and election petitions; the decision, of doubts and 

disputes arising in connection with elections; 

      (c) matters relating to corrupt practices and other offences in connection with 

elections; and 

     (d) all other matters necessary for the due constitution of the National assembly and 

Provincial Assemblies; 

but no such law shall have the effect of taking away or a bridging any of the powers 

of the Election Commission under this Part. 

145. Principal of electorate- Parliament may, after ascertaining the views of the 

Provincial Assemblies and taking them into consideration, by Act provide whether 
elections to the National Assembly and Provincial Assemblies shall be held on the 

principle of joint electorate or separate electorate, and may in any such Act provide for 
all matters incidental and consequential thereto. 

146. Election Tribunals- No election to the National Assembly or a Provincial 

Assembly shall be called in question except by an election petition presented to such 

authority and in such manner as may be provided by Act of Parliament. 

147. Special provisions for Special Areas- Nothing in this Part shall apply to the 

Special Areas; but the President may by Order make such provision for the 

representation of the Special Areas in the National Assembly and the Provincial 

Assembly of West Pakistan as he may think fit. 

 

 

PART IX 

The Judiciary 

CHAPTER I.-THE SUPREME COURT 

148. Establishment and constitution of the Supreme Court- There shall be a 

Supreme Court of Pakistan consisting of a Chief Justice, to be known as the Chief 

Justice of Pakistan and not more than six other Judges: 
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Provided that Parliament may by Act increase the number of other Judges beyond 
six. 

149. Appointment of Judges of Supreme Court.-(l)A person shall not be qualified for 

appointment as a Judge of the Supreme Court unless he is a citizen of Pakistan, and- 

(a) has been for at least five years a Judge of a High Court or two or more High 

Courts in succession: or 

(b) has been for at least fifteen years an advocate or a pleader of a High Court, or 
of two or more High Courts. 

(3) For the purpose of computing any such period as is referred to in sub clause (a) 

of clause (2) there shall be included any period during which a person has been a Judge 

of a High Court in Pakistan before the Constitution Day. 

(4) For the purpose of computing any such period as is referred to in sub clause (b) of 

clause (2) there shall be included any period during which a person was an advocate or a 
pleader of a High Court in Pakistan before the Constitution Day or of any High Court in 

British India. 

150. Age of retirement and disabilities of Judges of Supreme Court.- (l) Subject 

to Articles 151 and 173, a Judge of the Supreme Court shall hold office until he attains 
the age of sixty-five years. 

(2) A person who has held official as a permanent Judge of the Supreme Court shall 

not plead or act before any court or authority in Pakistan. 

151. Removal of Judges of Supreme Court - (1) A Judge of the Supreme Court 
shall not be removed from his office except by an order of the President made after an 

address by the National Assembly, supported by the majority of the total number of 
members of the Assembly and by the votes of not less than two-thirds of the members 

present and voting, has been presented to the President for the removal of the Judge on 

the ground of proved misbehavior or infirmity of mind or body: 

Provided that no proceedings for the presentation of the address shall be initiated in 
the National Assembly unless notice of the motion to present the address is supported by 

not less than one-third of the total number of members of the Assembly. 

(2) Parliament may by law prescribe the procedure for the presentation of an address 

and for the investigation and proof of misbehavior or infirmity of mind or body of a 

Judge, and until such a law is made the President may by order prescribe the said 

procedure. 
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152. Temporary appointment of Chief Justice.- If the office of Chief Justice of 
Pakistan becomes vacant, or if the Chief Justice is, by reason of absence or otherwise, 

unable to perform the duties of his office, those duties shall, until some person 
permanently appointed to the vacant office has entered on the duties thereof, or until the 

Chief Justice has resumed his duties, as the case may be, be performed by such one of 

the other Judges of the Supreme Court as the President may appoint as Acting Chief 

Justice. 

153. Temporary appointment of acting puisne judges.- When any Judge of the 

Supreme Court is appointed to act temporarily as Chief Justice of Pakistan, or when any 
such Judge is unable to perform his duties on account of absence through grant of leave 

or for any other reason, the President may appoint a Judge of a High Court, who is 
qualified for appointment as a Judge of the Supreme Court, to act temporarily as a Judge 

of that court, and the person so appointed shall be deemed to be a Judge of the Supreme 
Court until the President revokes the appointment. 

 

154. Appointment of adhoc Judges.- If at any time for want of a quorum of the 

Judges of the Supreme Court it is not possible to hold or continue any sittings of the 

Court, the Chief Justice of Pakistan may, in writing, require a Judge of a High Court 

qualified for appointment as a Judge of the Supreme Court to attend the sittings of the 

Court as an adhoc Judge for such period as may be necessary; and while so sitting such 

as hoc Judge shall have the same power and jurisdiction as a Judge of the Supreme 

Court; 

Provided that no Judge shall be so nominated by the Chief Justice of Pakistan 
without previous consultation with the Chief Justice of the High Court concerned. 

 

155. Scat of the Supreme Court.- The Supreme Court shall sit in Karachi and at 

such other places as the Chief Justice of Pakistan may, with the approval of the 

President, from time to time appoint: 

Provided that toe Court shall sit in Dacca at least twice in every year, for such period 
as the Chief Justice of Pakistan may deem necessary. 

 

156. Original jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.- (1) Subject to the provisions of 

the constitution, the Supreme Court shall, to the exclusion of any other Court, have 
original jurisdiction in any dispute between- 

(a) the Federal Government and the Government of one or both Provinces; or 

       (b) the Federal Government and the Government of a Province on the one side, 

and the Government of the other Province on the other; or 

(c) the Governments of the Provinces, if and is so far as the dispute involves 

       (i) any question whether of law or of fact, on which the, existence or extent of 

a legal right depends; or 

       (ii) any question as to the interpretation of the Constitution. 
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 (2) The Supreme Court in the exercise of its original jurisdiction shall not pronounce 
any judgment other than a declaratory judgment. 

157. Appellate jurisdiction of the Supreme Court in matters involving inter- 

pretation of Constitution.- (l) An appeal shall lie to the Supreme Court from any 

judgment decree or final order of a High Court in civil, criminal or other proceedings if 

the High Court certifies that the case involves a substantial question of law as to the 

interpretation of the Constitution. 

(2) Where High Court has refused to give such a certificate, the Supreme Court may, 

if it is satisfied that the Case involves a substantial question of law as to the 

interpretation of the Constitution, grant special leave to appeal for such judgment, decree 

or final order. 

(3) Where such a certificate is given or such leave is granted, any party in the case 

may appeal to the Supreme Court on the ground that any such question as aforesaid has 
been wrongly decided, and with the leave of the Supreme Court, on any other ground. 

158. Appellate jurisdiction of the Supreme Court in civil matters.- (l) An appeal 

shall lie to the Supreme Court from any judgment, decree or final order of a High Court 

in civil proceedings- 

(a) if the amount or value of the subject matter of the dispute in the court of first 

instance was, and also in dispute on appeal is, not less than fifteen thousand 

rupees or such other sum as may be specified in that behalf by Act of 

Parliament; or 

(b) if the judgment, decree or final order involves directly or indirectly some claim 

or question respecting property of the like amount or value; or 

(c) if the High Court certifies that the case is a fit one for appeal to the Supreme 

Court. 

(2) Notwithstanding anything in this Article, no appeal shall, unless an Act of 

Parliament otherwise provides, lie to the Supreme Court from the judgment, decree or 

final order of a Judge of a High Court sitting alone. 

159. Appellate jurisdiction of the Supreme Court in criminal matters.- An appeal 
shall lie to the Supreme Court from any judgment, final order or sentence of a High 

Court in criminal proceedings, if the High Court- 

(a,) has on appeal reversed an order to acquittal of an accused person and 

sentenced him to death or to transportation for life; or 

(b) has withdrawn for trial before itself any case from any court subordinate to its 

authority, and has in such trial convicted the accused person and sentenced him 

as aforesaid; or Court; or 

(c) certifies that the case is a fit one for appeal the Supreme Court; or 
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 (d) has imposed any punishment on any person for contempt of the High Court: 

Provided that where a certificate is issued under paragraph (c) of this Article an 

appeal shall lie subject to such rules as may be made in that behalf under paragraph 3 of 

the Third Schedule, and to such other rules, not inconsistent with the aforesaid rules, as 

may be made in that behalf by the High Court. 

160. Appeal to the Supreme Court by Special leave of the Court.- Notwith- 

standing anything in this Part, the Supreme Court may grant special leave to appeal from 

any judgment, decree, order or sentence of any court or tribunal in Pakistan, other than a 

court or tribunal constituted by or under any law relating to the Armed Forces. 

161. Review of judgments or orders by the Supreme Court.- The Supreme Court 

shall have power, subject to the provisions of any Act of Parliament and of any rules 
made by the Supreme Court, to review any judgment pronounced, or order made, by it. 

162. Advisory Jurisdiction of Supreme Court.- If any time it appears to the 

President that a question of law has arisen, or is likely to arise, which is of such a nature 

and of such public importance that it is expedient to obtain the opinion of the Supreme 

Court upon it, he may refer the question to that court for consideration, and the court 

may, after such hearing as it thinks fit, report its opinion thereon to the President. 

163. Enforcement of the decrees and orders of the Supreme Court and powers 

of the Supreme Court.- (I) The law declared by the Supreme Court shall be binding on 

all courts in Pakistan. 

(2) All executive and judicial authorities throughout Pakistan shall act in aid of the 
Supreme Court. 

(3) The Supreme Court shall have power to issue such directions, orders, decrees or 

writs as may be necessary for doing complete justice in any cause or matter pending 

before it, and any such direction, order, decree or writ shall be enforceable throughout 

Pakistan, and shall be executed as if it had been issued by the High Court of the 

appropriate Province. 

(4) If a question arises as to which High Court shall give effect to a direction, order, 

decree or writ of the Supreme Court, the decision of the Supreme Court hereon shall be 

final. 

(5) The Supreme Court shall have power to issue any order for the purpose of 
securing the attendance of any person or the discovery or production of any document. 

(6) Any order of Her Majesty-in-Council made before the Constitution Day on an 

appear or petition shall be enforceable as if it were an order issued by the Supreme 

Court. 

164. Interpretation.- In this part, references to any substantial question of law as to 

the interpretation of the Constitution shall include references to any substantial question 
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of law as to the interpretation of the Government of India Act, 1935, or the Indian 
Independence Act, 1947, including any enactment amending or supplementing the said 

Acts or any Order made under the said Acts. 

 

 

CHAPTER II-THE HIGH COURTS 

165. Constitution of High Courts.- (l) There shall be a High Court for each 

Province. 

(2) The High Court for the Provinces of East Bengal and West Pakistan functioning 
immediately before the Constitution Day shall be deemed to be High Court, under the 

Constitution, for the Provinces of East Pakistan and West Pakistan, respectively. 

(3) A High Court shall consist of a Chief Justice and such number of other Judges as 

the President may determine. 

166. Appointment of High Court Judges.- (l) Every Judge of a High Court shall be 

appointed by the President, after consultation with the Chief Justice of Pakistan the 

Governor of the Province to which the appointment relates, and if the appointment is not 

that of the Chief Justice, the Chief Justice of the High Court of that Province. . 

(2) Subject to Articles 169 and 173, a Judge of a High Court shall hold office until he 

attains the age of sixty years. 

(3) A person who has held office as a permanent Judge of a High Court shall not 

plead or act before that court or any court or authority within its jurisdiction. 

 

167. Qualifications of High Court judges.- (l) A person shall not be qualified for 

appointment of a Judge of a High Court unless he is a citizen of Pakistan and- 

(a) has been for at least ten years, an advocate or a pleader of a High Court, or of 

two more High Courts; or 

(b) is a member of the Civil Service of Pakistan of at least ten years standing, who 
has for at least three years served as, or exercised the powers, of a District 

Judge; or 

(c) has for at least ten years held a Judicial office in Pakistan: 

Provided that a person shall not be qualified for appointment as a permanent Chief 
Justice of a High Court unless- 

(i) he is, or when first appointed to a Judicial office, was, an advocate or a pleader 

in a High Court; or 

(ii) he has served for not less than three years as a Judge of a High Court in 

Pakistan; 
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Provided further that a person who was immediately before the Constitution Day a 
Judge of a High Court shall not be disqualified from continuing as such on the ground 

only that he is not a citizen of Pakistan. 

(2) For the purpose of computing any period referred to in sub-clause (a) of clause 

(1) there shall be included- 

(a) any period during which a person has held Judicial office after he became an 

advocate or a pleader; and 

(b) any period during which a person was an advocate or a pleader of a High Court 

in British India. 

(3) For the purpose of computing any period referred to in sub-clause (c) of clause 

(1) there shall be included any period during which a person held Judicial Office in 

British India. 

168. Temporary appointment of Chief Justice and judges of High Court.- (l) If 
the office of the Chief Justice of a High Court becomes vacant, or if any such Chief 

Justice is, by reason of absence or otherwise, unable to perform the duties of his office, 

those duties shall, until some person permanently appointed to the vacant office has 

entered on the duties thereof, or until the Chief Justice has resumed his duties, as the 

case may be, be performed by such one of the other Judge of the Court the President may 

appoint as acting Chief Justice. 

(2) If the office of any other Judge of a High Court becomes vacant, or if any such 

Judge is appointed to act temporarily as a Chief Justice or is by reason of absence, or 
otherwise, unable to perform the duties of his office, the President may appoint a person 

qualified for appointment as a Judge of a High Court to act as a Judge of that Court, and 
the person so appointed shall unless the President revokes his appointment, be deemed to 

be a Judge of that Court, until some person permanently appointed to the vacant office 

has entered on the duties thereof, or until the permanent Judge has resumed his duties. 

169. Removal of Judge of High Courts.- A Judge of a High Court shall not be 
removed from his office except by an order of the President made on the ground of 

misbehavior or infirmity of mind or body, if the Supreme Court on reference being 
made to it by the President, reports that the Judge ought to be removed on any of those 

grounds. 

170. Power of High Courts to issue certain writs, etc.- Notwithstanding anything 

in Article 22, each High Court shall have power, -throughout the territories in relation to 

which it exercises jurisdiction, to issue to any person or authority including in 

appropriate cases any Government, directions, orders or writs, including writs in the 

nature of habeas corpus, mandamus, prohibition, quo warranto and certiorari, for the 

enforcement of any of the right conferred by Part II and for any other purpose. 

171. Power of High Court to transfer cases to itself from subordinate courts:- If 

a High Court is satisfied that a case pending in a court subordinate to it involves a 
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substantial question of law as to the interpretation of the Constitution, the determination 
of which is necessary for the disposal of the case, it shall withdraw the case from that 

court and may:- 

(a) either dispose of the case itself; or 

 (b) determine the said question of law, and return the case to the court from which 

the case has been so withdrawn, together with a copy of its judgment on such 

question, and the said court shall, on receipt thereof, proceed to dispose of the 

case in conformity with such judgment. 

172. Transfer of High Court judges.- (l) The President may transfer a judge of a 
High Court from one High Court to the other High Court, but no such Judge shall be 

transferred except with his consent and after consultation with the Chief Justice of 
Pakistan and the Chief Justice of the High Court of which he is a Judge. 

(2) When a Judge is so transferred, he shall during the period for which he serves as 

a Judge of the High Court to which he has been transferred, be entitled to such 

compensatory allowance, in addition to his salary, as the President may by order 

determine. 

 

 

CHAPTER III-GENERAL PROVISIONS AS TO THE SUPREME COURT AND 

HIGH COURTS. 

173. Resignation of judges of Supreme Court and High Courts.- A Judge of the 

Supreme Court or of a High Court may resign his office by writing under his hand 

addressed to the President. 

174. Ineligibility of Supreme Court and High Court judges for employment as 

Governor- A person who is or has been a Judge of the Supreme Court or of a High 

Court, shall not be eligible for appointment as Governor of a Province. 

175. Remuneration, etc., of judges of the Supreme Court and High Courts.- (l) 
The remuneration and other conditions of service of a Judge of the Supreme Court or of 

a High Court shall not be varied to his disadvantage during his tenure of office. 

(2) Subject to Article 151, the conduct of a Judge of the Supreme Court or of a Judge 

of a High Court shall not be discussed in the National or a Provincial Assembly. 

176. Supreme Court and High Courts to be courts of record.- The Supreme Court 

and each High Court shall be a court of record and shall have all the powers of such a 
court, including the power to make any order for the investigation or punishment to any 

contempt of itself. 

177. Application of Third Schedule.- Until other provisions in that behalf are made 

by Act of Parliament, the provisions of the Third Schedule shall apply in relation to the 
Supreme Court and High Courts in respect of matters specified therein. 
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178. Exclusion of the Supreme Court and High Court jurisdiction from Special 

Areas.-Notwithstanding anything in the Constitution, neither the Supreme Court nor a 

High Court shall, unless Parliament by law otherwise provides, exercise any jurisdiction 

under the Constitution in relation to the Special Areas. 

 

 

 

PART X 
CHAPTER I. —SERVICES 

 

179. Conditions of service of persons in the service of Pakistan.- (l) No person 

who is not a citizen of Pakistan shall be eligible to hold any office in the service of 

Pakistan : 

Provided that the President, or in relation to a Province, the Governor, may authorize 
the temporary, employment of a person who is not a citizen of Pakistan : 

Provided further that a person who is, immediately before the Constitution Day, a 

servant of the Crown in Pakistan shall not be disqualified from holding any office in the 

service of Pakistan on the ground only that he is not a citizen of Pakistan. 

(2) Except as expressly provided by the Constitution, the appointment and conditions 

of service of persons in the service of Pakistan may be regulated by Act of the 
appropriate legislature. 

180. Tenure of office of persons employed in public services.- Except as expressly 

provided by the Constitution- 

(a) every person who is a member of a defence service, or of a civil service of the 

Federation, or of an All Pakistan Service or holds any post connected with defence, or a 

civil post in connection with the affairs of the Federation, shall hold office during the 

pleasure of the President; and 

(b) every person who is a member of a civil service of a Province or holds any civil 
post in connection with the affairs of a Province, other than a person mentioned in 

paragraph (a) of this article, shall hold office during the pleasure of the Government. 

181. Dismissal, disciplinary matters, etc.- (l) No person who is a member of a civil 

service of the Federation or of a Province or of an All-Pakistan Service, or holds a civil 

post in connection with the affairs of the Federation, or of a Province, shall be dismissed 

or removed from service, or reduced in rank, by an authority subordinate to that by 
which he was appointed. 

(2) No such person as aforesaid shall be dismissed or removed from service, or 

reduced in rank, until he has been given a reasonable opportunity of showing cause 

against the action proposed to be taken in regard to him: 
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Provided that this clause shall not apply— 

(a) where a person is dismissed or removed from service or reduced in rank on the 

ground of conduct which has led to his conviction on a criminal charge; or 

(b) where an authority empowered to dismiss or remove from service a person, or 

to reduce him in rank, is satisfied that for some reason, to be recorded by that 

authority, it is not reasonably practicable to give that person an opportunity of 

showing cause; or 

(c) where the President or the Governor, as the case may be, is satisfied, for 

reasons to be recorded by him, that in the interest of the security of Pakistan or 
any part thereof, it is not expedient to give to that person such an opportunity. 

 

182. Recruitment and conditions of service.- (l) Except as expressly provided by 

the Constitution or an Act of the appropriate legislature, appointments to the civil 
services of, and civil post in the service of, Pakistan shall be made- 

(a) in the case of services of the Federation and posts in connection with the 

affairs of the Federation, by the President or such person as he may direct; 

(b) in the case of Services of a Province and Posts in connection with the affairs of 

a Province, by the Governor of the Province, or such person as he may direct. 

(2) Except as expressly provided by the Constitution, or an Act of the appropriate 
legislature, the conditions of service of persons serving in a civil capacity shall, subject 

to the provision of this Article he such as may be prescribed- 

(a) in the case of persons serving in connection with the affairs of the Federation, by 

rules made by the President, or by some person authorized by the President to make rules 

for the purpose; 

(b) in the case of persons serving in connection with the affairs of a Province, by 

rules made by the Governor of the Province, or by some person authorized by the 

Governor to make rules for the purpose: 

 

Provided that it shall not be necessary to make rules regulating the conditions of 

service of persons employed temporarily on the constitution that their employment may 

be terminated on one month's notice or less; and nothing in this clause shall be construed 

as requiring the rules regulating the conditions of service of any class of persons to 

extend to any matter which appears to the rule-making authority to be a matter not 

suitable for regulation by rule in the case of that class: 

Provided further that no such Act as is referred to in this clause shall contain 

anything inconsistent with the provisions of clause (3). 

(3) The rules under clause (2) shall be so framed as to secure- 

(a) that the tenure and conditions of service of any person to whom this Article 

applies shall not be varied to his disadvantage; and 
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(b) that every such person shall have at least one appeal against any order which- 

(i) punishes or formally censures him; or 

(ii) alters or interprets to his disadvantage any rule affecting his conditions of 

service; or 

(iii) terminates his employment otherwise than upon his reaching the age fixed 

for superannuation: 

Provided that when any such order is the order of the President or the Governor, the 
person affected shall have no right of appeal, but may apply for review of that order. 

 

183. All-Pakistan Services.- (I) In the Constitution "All-Pakistan Services" means 

the services common to the Federation and the provinces which were the All-Pakistan 
Services immediately before the Constitution Day. 

(2) Parliament shall have exclusive power to make laws with respect to the All- 

Pakistan Services. 

(3) Articles 182 and 188 shall apply to the All-Pakistan Services as they apply to 

Services of the Federation. 

(4) No member of All-Pakistan service shall be transferred to a Province to serve in 
connection with the affairs of that Province, or be transferred from that Province, except 

by order of the President made after consultation with the Governor of that Province. 

(5) While a member of an All-Pakistan Service is serving in connection with the 

affairs of a Province his promotion and transfer within that Province find the initiation of 

any disciplinary proceedings against him in relation to his conduct in that Province, shall 

take place by order of the Governor of that Province. 

 

CHAPTER II—PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSIONS 

 

184. Public Service Commission’s- (l) Subject to the provisions of this article, there 
shall be a Public Service Commission for the Federation, and a Public Service 

Commission for each Province. 

(2) The Public Service Commission for the Federation, if requested so to do by the 

Governor of a Province, may with the approval of the President exercise all or any of the 

functions of the Public Service Commission of the Province. 

(3) Where the Federal Public Service Commission is exercising the functions of a 
Provincial Public Service Commission in respect of any matter, references in the 

Constitution or in any Act to the Provincial Public Service Commission shall, unless the 

context otherwise requires, be construed, in relation to that matter, as reference to the 

Federal Public Service Commission. 
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185. Composition of Public Service Commissions.- In the case of the Federal 
Public Service Commission the President, and in the case of a Provincial Public Service 

Commission the Governor, may by regulations determine- 

(a) the number of members of the Commission and their conditions of service; and 

(b) the number of members of the staff of the Commission and their conditions of 

service. 

 

186. Appointment, etc., of members of Public Service Commissions.- (1) The 

Chairman and other members of a Public Service Commission shall be appointed, in the 

case of the Public Service Commission by the President in his discretion, and in the case 

of a Provincial Public Service Commission by the Governor of the Province in his 

discretion. 

(2) Not less than one half of the members of a Public Service Commission shall be 
persons who have held office in the service of Pakistan for not less than fifteen years. 

Explanations.—For the purposes of this Article the service of Pakistan shall be 

deemed to include the service of the Crown in British India, and the service of the Crown 

in Pakistan before the Constitution Day. 

(3) The term of office of the Chairman and other members of the Provincial Public 

Service Commission shall be five years. 

(4) Any member of a Public Service Commission may resign his office by writing 

under his hand addressed, in the case of the Federal Public Service Commission to the 
President, and in the case of a Provincial Public Service Commission to the Governor. 

(5) On ceasing to hold office- 

(a) the Chairman of the Federal Public Service Commission shall not be eligible 

for further employment in the service of Pakistan; 

(b) the Chairman of a Provincial Public Service Commission shall be eligible for 

appointment as Chairman or other member of the Federal Public ervice Commission, 
or as Chairman of another Provincial Public Service 

Commission, but shall not be eligible for any other employment in the service 
of Pakistan; and 

(c) a member of a Public Service Commission, other than the Chairman thereof, 

shall be eligible for appointment as Chairman or other member of any Public 

Service Commission other than that on which he has already served, but shall 

not be eligible for any other employment in the service of Pakistan: 

Provided that a person who is a member of a Public Service Commission may be 

appointed as Chairman of that Commission for the unexpired term of his office. 

187. Removal of the members of Public Service Commissions.- (l) A member of a 
Public Service Commission shall not be removed from office except on the ground of 

misbehavior or infirmity of mind or body. 
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 (2) A member of the Federal Public Service Commission shall not be removed from 
office except in the manner applicable to a Judge of a High Court. 

(3) A member of a Provincial Public Service Commission shall not be removed from 

office except by an order of the Governor of the Province made in a case where the 

Supreme Court, on reference having been made to it by the Governor, has reported that 

the member ought to be removed on a ground such as is mentioned in clause (1). 

188. Function of Public Service Commissions.- (l) It shall be the duty of the 

Federal Public Service Commission and a Provincial Public Service Commission to 

conduct examinations for appointment to the services and posts connected with the 

affairs of the Federation, or the Province, as the case may be. 

(2) The President, in respect of services and posts in connection with affairs of the 
Federation, and the Governor of a Province, in respect of services and posts in  

connection with the affairs of the Province, may make regulations specifying the matters 
in which generally or in any particular class of case, or in any particular circumstances, it 

shall not be necessary for a Public Service Commission to be consulted; but, subject to 

such regulations, the appropriate Public Service Commission shall be consulted 

(a) on all matters relating to methods of recruitment to civil services and posts, 
and qualifications of candidates for such services and posts; 

(b) on the principles to be followed in making appointments to civil services and 

posts and in making promotions and transfers from one service to another, and 

on the suitability of candidates for such appointments, promotions or transfers; 

(c) on all disciplinary matters affecting a person in the service of the Federal or a 

Provincial Government in a civil capacity, including compulsory retirement 
whether for disciplinary reasons or otherwise, and memorials or petitions 

relating to such matters; 

(d) on any claim by or in respect of a person who is serving or has served under 

the Federal or a Provincial Government in a civil capacity that any costs 
incurred by him in defending any legal proceedings instituted against him in 

respect of acts done or purported to be done in the execution of his duty should 
be paid out of the Federal Consolidated Fund or the Provincial Consolidated 

Fund, as the case may be; 

(e) on any proposal to withhold a special or additional pension or to reduce an 

ordinary pension; and 

(f) on any claim for the award of a pension or allowance in respect of injuries 

sustained while serving under the Federal or a Provincial Government in a 

civil capacity, and any question as to the amount of any such award; 

and it shall be the duty of the Public Service Commission to advise on any matter so 
referred to them, and on any other matter which the President or the Governor, as the 

case may be, may refer to the Commission. 
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(3) Where under the Constitution or any law, rules are made for regulating the 
appointment or conditions of service of persons in the service of Pakistan, but not under 

the control of the Federal Government or a Provincial Government, such rules may 
provide for consultation with the appropriate Public Service Commission; and, subject to 

any express provision of the Constitution or of the said law, clause (2) shall apply 

mutatis mutandis. 

189. Power to extend functions of Public Service Commissions.- An Act of 
Parliament may provide for the exercise of additional functions by the Federal Public 

Service Commission, and an Act of a Provincial Legislature may provide for the exercise 
of additional functions by the Provincial Public Service Commission. 

190. Reports of Public Service Commissions.- (1) It shall be the duty of the Federal 

Public Service Commission to present to the President annually a report on the work 

done by the Commission, and the President shall cause a copy of the report to be laid 

before the National Assembly; and it shall be the duty of each Provincial Public Service 

Commission to present to the Governor annually a report on the work done by the 

Commission, and the Governor shall cause a copy of the report to be laid before the 

Provincial Assembly. 

(2) The report shall be accompanied by a memorandum setting out- . 

(a) the cases, if any, in which the advice of the Commission was not accepted and 
the reasons therefore; 

(b) the matters, if any, on which the Commission ought to have been consulted, 

but was not consulted, and the reasons therefore. 

 

PART XI 

Emergency Provisions. 

191. Proclamation of emergency  account of war, internal disturbance, etc.- If 

the President is satisfied that a grave emergency exists in which the security or economic 
life of Pakistan, or any part thereof, is threatened by war or external aggression, or by 

internal disturbance beyond the power of a Provincial Government to control, he may 
issue a Proclamation of Emergency in this Article referred to as a Proclamation. 

(2) While Proclamation is in operation notwithstanding anything in the Constitution- 

(a) Parliament shall have power to make laws for a Province, or any part thereof, 

with respect to any matter not enumerated in the Federal or the Concurrent 
List; 

(b) the executive authority of the Federation shall extend to the giving of 

directions to a Province as to the manner in which the executive authority of 

the Province is to be exercised; and 

(c) the President may by Order assume to himself or direct the Governor of a 

Province to assume on behalf of the President, all or any of the functions of the 
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Government of the Province, and all or any of the powers vested in, or 
exercisable by anybody or authority in the Province other than the Provincial 

Legislature, and make such incidental and consequential provisions as appear 
to the President to be necessary or desirable for giving effect to the objects of 

the Proclamation, including provisions for suspending, in whole or in part, the 

operation of any provisions of the Constitution relating to any body or 

authority in the Province: 

Provided that nothing in sub-clause (c) shall authorize the President to assume to 

himself, or direct the Governor of the Province to assume on his behalf, any of the 
powers vested in or exercisable by a High Court, or to suspend either in whole or in part 

the operation of any provisions of the Constitution relating to High Courts. 

(3) The Power of Parliament to make laws for a Province with respect to any matter 

shall include power to make laws conferring powers and imposing duties, or authorizing 

the conferring of powers and the imposition of duties, upon the Federation, of officers 

and authorities of the Federation, as respects that matter. 

(4) Nothing in this Article shall restrict the power of a Provincial Legislature to make 

any law which under the Constitution it has power to make, but if any provision of a 

Provincial law is repugnant to any provision of a Federal law, which Parliament has 

under this Article power to make, the Federal law, where passed before, or after the 

Provincial law, shall prevail and the Provincial law, shall, to the extent of the 

repugnancy, but so long only as the Federal law continues to have effect, be void. 

(5) A law made by Parliament which Parliament would not but for the issue of a 

Proclamation have been competent to make, shall, to the extent of the incompetencey, 
cease to have effect on the expiration of a period of six months after the Proclamation 

has ceased to operate, except as respects things done or omitted to be done before the 

expiration of the said period. 

(6) A Proclamation shall be laid before the National Assembly as soon as conditions 
made it practicable for the President to summon that Assembly, and if approved by the 

Assembly, shall remain in force until it is revoked, or if disapproved, shall cease to 
operate from the date of disapproval. 

(7) A Proclamation declaring that the security of Pakistan or any part thereof is 

threatened by war or external aggression may be made before the actual occurrence of 

war or any such aggression if the President is satisfied that there is imminent danger 

thereof. 

192. President's power to suspend fundamental rights etc., during emergency 

period.- (1) While a Proclamation issued under Article 191 is in operation, the President 

may. by Order, declare that the right to move any court for the enforcement of such of 

the rights conferred by Part II as may be specified in the Order, and all proceedings 

pending in any court for the enforcement of the rights so specified, shall remain 

suspended for the period during which the Proclamation is in force. 
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(2) While a Proclamation issued under Article 191 is in operation, the President shall 
have power, by Order, to suspend the operation of the Proviso to clause (1) of Article 50. 

(3) Every Order made under this Article shall, as soon as may be, be laid before the 

National Assembly. 

193. Proclamation of assumption of power by the Federation in case of failure of 

constitutional machinery in provinces.- (1) If the President, on receipt of a report from 

the Governor of a Province, is satisfied that a situation has arisen in which the 

government of the Province cannot be carried on in accordance with the Provisions of 

the Constitution, the President may by Proclamation 

(a) assume to himself, or direct the Governor of the Province to assume on behalf 

of the President, all or any of the functions of the Government of the Province, 
and all or any of the powers vested in, or exercisable by, anybody or authority 

in the Province, other than the Provincial Legislature; 

(b) declare that the powers of the Provincial Legislature shall be exercisable by, or 

under the authority of, Parliament; 

(c) make such incidental and consequential provisions as appear to the President 

to be necessary or desirable for giving effect to the objects of the Proclamation, 

including provisions for suspending in whole or in part the operation of any 

provisions of the Constitution relating to anybody or authority in the Province : 

Provided that nothing in this Article shall authorize the President to assume to 

himself, or direct the Governor of the Province to assume on his behalf, any of the 
powers vested in, or exercisable by a High Court, or to suspend either in whole or in pan 

the operation of any provisions of the Constitution, relating to High Courts. 

(2) A Proclamation under this Article (not being a Proclamation revoking a previous 

Proclamation) shall be laid before the National Assembly, and shall cease to operate at 

the expiration of two months, unless before the expiration of that period it has been 

approved by a resolution of the National Assembly, and may by a like resolution be 
extended for a further period not exceeding four months; but no such Proclamation shall 

in any case remain in force for more than six months: 

Provided that if any such Proclamation (not being a Proclamation revoking a 

previous Proclamation) is issued at a time when the National Assembly stands dissolved, 

or if the dissolution of the National Assembly takes place during the period of two 

months referred to in this clause, the Proclamation shall cease to operate at the expiry of 

thirty days from the date on which the National Assembly first meets after its 

reconstitution, unless before the expiration of the said period of thirty days, a resolution 

approving the Proclamation has been passed by that assembly. 

(3) Where by a Proclamation issued under this Article it has been declared that the 

powers of the Provincial Legislature shall be exercisable by or under the authority of 

Parliament, it shall be competent- 
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 (a) to Parliament to confer on the President the power of the Provincial 
Legislature to make laws; 

(b) to Parliament, or the President, when he is empowered under sub-clause (a), to 

make laws conferring powers and imposing duties, or authorizing the 

conferring of powers and the imposition of duties, upon the Federation, or 

officers and authorities thereof; 

(c) to the President, when the National Assembly is not in sessions, to authorize 

expenditure from the Provincial Consolidated Fund, whether the expenditure is 

charged by the Constitution upon that Fund or not, pending the sanction of 

such expenditure by Parliament; 

(d) to the National Assembly by resolution to sanction expenditure authorized by 
the President under sub-clause (c). 

(4) Any law made in exercise of the power of the Provincial Legislature by 

Parliament or the President, which Parliament or the President would not, but for the 

issue of a Proclamation under this Article have been competent to make, shall, to the 

extent of the incompetency, cease to have effect on the expiration of a period of six 

months after the Proclamation under this Article has ceased to operate, except as to 
things done or omitted to be done before the expiration of the said period. 

194. Proclamation in case of financial emergency.- (l) If the President is satisfied 

that a situation has arisen whereby the financial stability or credit of Pakistan, or any part 

thereof is threatened, he may after consultation with the Governors of the Provinces or 

with the Governor of the Province concerned, as the case may be, by Proclamation make 

a declaration to that effect, and while such a Proclamation is in operation, the executive 

authority of the Federation shall extend to the giving of directions to any Province to 

observe such principles of financial propriety as may be specified in the directions, and 

to the giving of such other directions as the President may deem necessary for the 

financial stability or credit of Pakistan or any part thereof. 

(2) Notwithstanding anything in the Constitution any such directions may include a 

provision requiring a reduction of the salary and allowances of all or any class of persons 

serving in connection with the affairs of a Province. 

(3) While a Proclamation issued under this Article is in operation, the President may 
issue directions for the reduction of the salaries and allowances of all or any class of 

persons serving in connection with the affairs of the Federation, including the Judges of 
the Supreme Court and High Courts. 

(4) The provisions of clause (2) of Article 193 shall apply to a Proclamation issued 

under this Article as they apply to a Proclamation issued under that Article. 

195. Revocation of Proclamation, etc.- (I) A Proclamation issued under this Part 

may be varied or revoked by a subsequent Proclamation. 

(2) The validity of any Proclamation issued or Order under this Part shall not be 
questioned in any court. 
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196. Parliament to make laws of indemnity etc.- Nothing in the Constitution shall 
prevent Parliament from making any law indemnifying any person in the service of the 

Federal or a Provincial Government, or any other person, in respect of any act done in 
connection with the maintenance or restoration of order in any area in Pakistan where 

martial law was in force, or validating any sentence passed, punishment inflicted, 

forfeiture ordered or other act done under martial law in such area. 

 

PART XII 

General Provisions 

CHAPTER I-ISLAMIC PROVISIONS 

197. Organization for Islamic research and instruction.- (1) The President shall 

set up an organization for Islamic research and instruction in advanced studies to assist 

in the reconstruction of Muslim society on a truly Islamic basis. 

(2) Parliament may by Act provide for a special tax to be imposed upon Muslims for 

defraying expenses of the organization set up under clause (I), and the proceeds of such 

tax shall not, notwithstanding anything in the Constitution, from part of the Federal 

Consolidated Fund. 

198. Provisions relating to the Holy Quran and Sunuah.- (l) No law shall be 

enacted which is repugnant to the Injunctions of Islam as laid down in the Holy Quran 
and Sunnah, hereinafter referred to as Injunctions of Islam, and existing law shall be 

brought into conformity with such Injunctions. 

(2) Effect shall be given to the provisions of clause (I) only in the manner provided 

in clause (3). 

(3) Within one year of the Constitution Day, the President shall appoint a 

Commission- 

a) to make recommendations- 

(i) as to the measures for bringing existing law into conformity with the 

Injunctions of Islam, and 

(ii) as to the stages by which such measures should be brought into effect; and 

(b) to compile in a suitable form, for the guidance of the National and Provincial 

Assemblies, such Injunctions of Islam as can be given legislative effect. 

The Commission shall submit its final report within five years of its appointment, 

and may submit any interim report earlier. The report, whether interim or final, shall be 

laid before the National Assembly within six months of its receipt, and the Assembly 

after considering the report shall enact laws in respect thereof. 

(4) Nothing in this Article shall affect the personal laws of non-Muslim citizens, or 

their status as citizens, or any provision of the Constitution. 
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Explanation.-In the application of this Article to the personal law of any Muslim 
sect, the expression "Quran and Sunnah" shall mean the Quran and -Sunnah as 

interpreted by that sect. 

 

CHAPTER II-APPOINTMENT OF SPECIAL COUNCILS AND BOARDS 

199. National Economic Council.- (l) As. soon as may be after the Constitution 
Day, the President shall constitution National Economic Council, hereinafter to be called 

the Council, consisting of four Ministers of the Federal Government, three Ministers of 
each Provincial Government, and the Prime Minister, who shall be ex officio Chairman 

of the Council. 

(2) The Council shall review the overall economic position of the country and shall, 

for advising the Federal and Provincial Governments, formulate plans in respect of 

financial, commercial and economic policies; and in formulating such plans, the Council 

shall aim at ensuring that uniform standards are attained in the economic development of 
all parts of the country. 

(3) The Council may, from time to time, appoint such committees or expert bodies as 

it considers necessary for the discharge of its functions. 

(4) In the implementation of the aforesaid plans, the President shall take suitable 
steps to decentralize the administration by setting up, in each Province necessary 

administrative machinery to provide the maximum convenience to the people; and 
expeditious disposal of Government business and public requirements. 

(5) Nothing in this Article shall affect the exercise of the executive authority of the 

Federation or the Provinces. 

(6) The Council shall submit every year to the National Assembly a report on the 

results obtained and the progress made in the achievement of its objects, and copies of 

the reports shall also be laid before each Provincial Assembly. 

200. Appointment of Advisory Boards for Posts and Telegraphs Department (1) 

The President shall appoint a Board for each Province consisting of representatives of 
the Federal Government and the Government of the Province, to advise the Federal 

Government on matters relating to Posts and Telegraphs 'in the Province. 

(2) Notwithstanding anything in the Constitution, recruitment to posts and services, 

other than Class I, in the Posts and Telegraphs Department in a Province shall be made 

from amongst persons domiciled in that Province. 

 

Chapter III -Provisions Relating to States And rulers 

201. Territories in accession with Pakistan.- Notwithstanding anything in the 

Constitution, the President may, by Order, make provision for representation in the 

National Assembly of the territories mentioned in sub-clauses (b), (c) and (d) of clause 
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 (2) of Article I, provided that equality of representation between East Pakistan and 
west Pakistan is preserved. 

202. Agreements relating to Rulers.- (I) Where, under any agreement made at any 

time before or after the Constitution Day between the Government of Pakistan and the 

Ruler of a State which at that time was in accession with Pakistan, the payment of any 

sums free of tax has been guaranteed or assured by the Government of Pakistan to that 

Ruler as his privy purse, those sums shall be charged on the Federal Consolidated Fund 
and shall be paid out of that Fund to the Ruler free of tax. 

(2) Where the territories of any such Ruler as aforesaid are comprised within a 

Province, there shall be charged on the Consolidated Fund of that Province, and be paid 

out of that Fund to the Federal Government, any sum which that Government has paid to 

the Ruler under clause (1). 

(3) In the exercise of any power to make laws, and in the exercise of the executive 
authority of the Federation or a Province, due regard shall be had to the guarantees or 

assurances given under any such agreement as is referred to in clause (1) with respect to 

the personal rights, privileges and dignities of the Ruler of any such State as is referred 

to in that clause. 

203. Provision relating to the State of Jammu and Kashmir.- When the people of 

the State of Jammu and Kashmir decide to accede to Pakistan the relationship between 
Pakistan and the said State shall be determined in accordance with the wishes of the 

people of that State. 

 

Chapter iv-Scheduled Castes and Backward Classes 

204. Definition of Scheduled Caste.- The castes, races and tribes, and parts or 

groups within castes, races and tribes which, immediately before the Constitution Day, 

constituted the Scheduled Castes within the meaning of the Fifth Schedule to the 

Government of India Act, 1935, shall, for the purposes of the Constitution, be deemed to 
be the Scheduled Castes until Parliament by Law otherwise provides. 

205. Promotion of the interests of Scheduled Castes and backward classes.-The 

Federal and Provincial Government shall promote, with special care the educational and 

economic interests of the Scheduled Castes and backward classes in Pakistan, and shall 

protect them from social injustice and exploitation. 

206. Appointment of Commission to investigate the conditions of Scheduled 

Castes and backward classes.- (I) The President may appoint a Commission to 

investigate the conditions of Scheduled Castes and backward classes in Pakistan and 

make recommendations as to the steps to be taken and grants to be made by the Federal 

or Provincial Governments to improve their conditions. 

(2) The Commission appointed under clause (1) shall investigate the matter referred 

to them and submit a report to the President with such recommendations as the 
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Commissions thinks fit, and copies of the report shall be laid before the National 
Assembly and the Provincial Assemblies. 

207. Special Officer for Scheduled Castes and backward classes.- (1) There shall 

be a Special Officer for the Scheduled Castes and backward classes in Pakistan, to be 

appointed by the President. 

(2) It shall be the duty of the Special Officer to investigate all matters relating to the 

safeguards provided for the Scheduled Castes and backward classes by Article 205, to 

investigate the extent to which any recommendations of the Commission appointed 

under Article 206 are carried out, and to report this findings to the President at such 

intervals as the President may direct and the President shall cause all such reports to be 

laid before the National Assembly. 

 

Chapter v-Miscellaneous 

208. Titles, honors and decorations.- (l) No title, honor or decoration shall be 

conferred by the State on any citizen, but the President may award decorations in 

recognition of distinguished military or public service. 

Explanation.-In this clause "the State" has the same meaning as in Part II. 

(2) No citizen of Pakistan shall accept any title, honor or decoration from any 

foreign State except with the approval of the President. 

209. Pardons, reprieves, etc.- The President shall have power to grant pardons, 

reprieves and respites, and to remit, suspend or commute any sentence passed by any 
court, tribunal or authority established by law. 

210. Special provisions relating to major ports and aerodromes.- (I) Not- 

withstanding anything in the Constitution, the President may, by public notification, 

direct that, for a period not exceeding three months from such date as may be specified 

in the notification- 

(a) any law made by Parliament, or by a Provincial Legislature shall not apply to 

any major port or aerodrome, or shall apply thereto subject to such exceptions 

and modifications as may be specified in the notification; or 

(b) any existing law cease to have effect in so far as it applies to any major port or 

aerodrome, except as respects things done or omitted to be done before the 
aforesaid date, or shall in its application to such port or aerodrome, have effect 

subject to such exceptions or modifications as may be specified in the 
notification. 

Explanation.-In this Article "aerodrome" means an aerodrome as defined in any law 

relating to airways, aircraft or air navigation. 

211. Federal Capital.- (l) Parliament shall by law provide for the determination of 

the area of the Federal Capital, and until such a law is passed the area which immediately 
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before the Constitution Day was comprised in the Capital of the Federation shall 
continue to be the Federal Capital. 

(2) The administration of the Federal Capital shall vest in the President who may, by 

Order, make such provisions as he may deem necessary or proper- 

(a) for its government and administration; 

(b) with respect to the laws which are to be in force therein; 

 (c) with respect to the jurisdiction, expenses or revenues of any court exercising 

the jurisdiction of a High Court therein; 

 (d) with respect to apportionments and adjustments, of and in respect of assets and 
liabilities; 

(e) for authorizing expenditure from the revenues of the Federation; and 

(f) with respect to other supplemental, incidental and consequential matters. 

(3) Notwithstanding anything in the Constitution, Parliament shall have power to 

make laws for the Federal Capital with respect to matters enumerated in the Provincial 

List and matters not enumerated in any List in the Fifth Schedule, other than matters 

relating to the High Courts. 

212. Remuneration of President, Ministers, etc., not to be varied during their 

terms of office.- The remuneration and other privileges of a person holding the office of 

President, Minister of the Federal or a Provincial Government, Speaker or Deputy 

Speaker of the National or a Provincial Assembly, Governor, Comptroller and Auditor 

General, member of a Public Service Commission. Election Commissioner, or Regional 

Election Commissioner, or member of the Delimitation Commission shall not be varied 

to his disadvantage during this term of office. 

213. Protection to the President and the Governor.- Neither the President nor the 

Governor of a Province, shall be answerable to any court for the exercise of powers and 

performance of duties of his office, or for any act done or purported to be done in the 

exercise of those powers and performance of those duties: 

Provided that nothing in this Article shall be construed as restricting the right of any 

person to bring appropriate proceedings against the Federal Government or a Provincial 
Government. 

214. State languages.- (l) The State languages of Pakistan shall be Urdu and 

Bengali: 

Provided that for the period of twenty years from the Constitution Day English shall 
continue to be used for all official purposes for which it was used in Pakistan 

immediately before the Constitution Day, and Parliament Day by Act provide for the use 

of English after the expiration of the said period of twenty years, for such purposes as 

may be specified in that Act. 
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(2) On the expiration of ten years from the Constitution Day, the President shall 
appoint a Commission lo make recommendations for the replacement of English. 

(3) Nothing in this Article shall prevent a Provincial Government from replacing 

English by either of the State languages for use in that Province before the expiration of 

the said period of twenty years. 

215. Oaths and affirmations.- A person elected or appointed to any office 

mentioned in the Second Schedule shall before entering upon the office make and 

subscribe an oath or affirmation in accordance with that Schedule. 

216. Amendment of the constitution (l) The Constitution or any provision thereof 
may be amended or repealed by an Act of Parliament if a Bill for that purpose is passed 

by a majority of the total number of members of the National Assembly, and by the votes 
of not less than two-thirds of the members of that Assembly present and voting, and is 

assented to by the President: 

Provided that if such a Bill provides for the amendment or repeal of any of the 

provisions contained in Articles 1, 31, 39, 44, 77, 106, 118, 119, 199, or this Articles, it 

shall not be presented to the President for his assent unless it has been approved by a 

resolution of each Provincial Assembly, or if it applies to one Province only, of the 
Provincial Assembly of that Province: 

Provided further that the Schedules, other than the Fifth Schedule and part VI of the 

Fourth Schedule, may be amended or repealed if a Bill for that purpose is passed by a 

majority of the members present and voting and is assented to by the President: 

Provided further that Provincial Legislature may by law make provision with respect 

to matters specified in Part IV of the Fourth Schedule. 

(2) A certificate under the hand of the Speaker of the National Assembly that a Bill 

has been passed in accordance with the provisions of clause (I) shall be conclusive, and 

shall not be questioned in any court. 

217. Application of Fourth Schedule.- Until other provision in that behalf is made 

by law; the provisions of the Fourth Schedule shall apply in respect of the matters 

specified therein. 

 

Chapter vi-Interpretation 

 

218. Definitions, etc.- (l) In the Constitution, unless the context otherwise requires, 

the following expressions shall have the meanings hereby respectively assigned to them, 

that is to say- 

"Act of Parliament" means a Bill passed by the National Assembly and assented to 

by the President, and includes an Ordinance made by the President in accordance with 

the Constitution;' 
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"Act of a Provincial Legislature" means a Bill passed by a Provincial Assembly and 
assented to by the Governor or the President, and includes an Ordinance made by the 

Governor in accordance with the Constitution; 

"Agricultural income" means agricultural income as defined for the purpose of the 

enactments relating to income-tax; 

"Article" means an Article of the Constitution; 

"borrow" includes the raising of money by the grant of annuities and loan shall be 
construed accordingly; 

"casual vacancy" means a vacancy arising in the National or a Provincial Assembly 

otherwise than by reason of the dissolution of the Assembly; 

"citizen" or "citizen of Pakistan" means a person who is a citizen of Pakistan 
according to the law relating to citizenship: 

"clause" means a clause of the Article in which the expression occurs ; 

"Concurrent List" means the Concurrent List in the Fifth Schedule; 

"Constituent Assembly" means the Constituent Assembly of the Dominion of 

Pakistan; 

"Constitution Day" means the day fixed by the Constituent Assembly under clause 

(4) of Article 222; 

"corporation tax" means any tax on income, so far as that tax is payable by 
companies and is a tax in the case of which the following conditions are fulfilled:— 

(a) that it is not chargeable in respect of agricultural income; 

(b) that no deduction in respect of the tax paid by companies is, by any enactments 

which may apply to the tax, authorized to be made from dividends payable the 
companies to individuals; and 

(c) that no provision exists for taking the tax so paid into account in computing for 

the purposes of income-tax the total income of individuals receiving such 

dividends or in computing the income-tax payable by, or refundable to such 
individuals. 

"court" does not include the National or a Provincial Assembly or any committee of 

such an Assembly; 

"debt" includes any liability in respect of any obligation to repay capital sums by 
way of annuities and any liability under any guarantee, and "debt charges" shall be 

construed accordingly; 

"elector" means a person whose name is included in an electoral roll prepared in 

accordance with the Constitution; 
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"estate duty" means a duty to be assessed on, or by reference to the principal value, 
ascertained in accordance with such rules as may be prescribed by or and, or any Act of 

Parliament relating to the duty of all property passing upon death or deemed, under the 
provisions of the said Act, so to pass; 

"existing law" means any Act, Ordinance, order, bye-law, rule, regulation or 

notification which immediately before the Constitution Day has the force of law in the 

whole or any part of Pakistan. 

"Federal Court" means the Federal Court established under the Government of India 

Act, 1935, and functioning as such immediately before the Constitution Day; 

"Federal List" means the Federal List in the Fifth Schedule; 

"Federation" means the Islamic Republic of Pakistan; 

"Governor-General" means the Governor-General of the Dominion of Pakistan; 

"guarantee" includes any obligation undertaken before the Constitution Day to make 

payments in the event of the profits of an undertaking falling short of a specified amount; 

"legal proceedings" include a suit, an appeal or an application, or any cause or matter 

pending before a court of law for adjudication; 

"Part" means a Part of the Constitution; 

"pension" means a pension, whether contributory or not, of any kind whatsoever 

payable to, or in respect of any person, and includes retired pay so payable, or gratuity so 

payable, and any sum or sums so payable by way of the return, with or without interest 

thereon, or any addition, thereto, of subscriptions to a provident fund: 

"Provincial List" means the Provincial List in the Fifth Schedule; 

"Public notification" means, in relation to the Federation, a notification in the 

Gazette of Pakistan, and in relation to a Province, an notification in the Official Gazette 

of the Province; 

"remuneration" includes salary, allowances and pension; 

"Schedule" means a Schedule to the Constitution; 

"Scheduled Caste" means a Scheduled Caste determine in accordance with the 

provisions of Article 204; 

"securities" includes stock. 

"service of Pakistan" means any service or post in connection with the affairs of the 

Federation or of a Province, and includes any defence service, and any other service 

declared as a service of Pakistan by or under an Act of Parliament or a Provincial 

Legislature, but does not include service as Governor-General, President, Governor 
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Speaker or Deputy Speaker, of the National or a Provincial Assembly, Minister of the 
Federal or a Provincial Government, Minister of State or Deputy Minister of the Federal 

Government, Deputy Minister or Parliamentary Secretary of a Provincial Government, 
Judge of the Supreme Court or a High Court, or Comptroller and Auditor-General; and 

"Servant of Pakistan" shall be construed accordingly; 

 

"Special Areas" means the areas of the Province of West Pakistan which 

immediately before the commencement of the Establishment of West Pakistan Act, 

1955, were- 

(a) the tribal areas of Baluchistan, the Punjab and the North-West Frontier, and 

(b) the States of Amb, Chitral, Dir and Swat; 

"Sub-clause" means a sub-clause of the clause in which the expression occurs; 

"taxation" includes the imposition of any tax or impost, whether general local or 

special and "tax" shall be construed accordingly; 

"tax on income" includes a tax in the nature of an excess profits tax, or business 

profits tax. 

(2) Where under the Constitution something is required to be specified it shall be 
specified, if no specifying authority has been prescribed, by the President. 

(3) For the avoidance of doubt it is hereby declared that a session of the National or a 

Provincial Assembly shall be taken to commence at the beginning of the first meeting of 

the Assembly after a general election or prorogation and to end with the prorogation or 

dissolution of the Assembly, and references in the Constitution to an Assembly's being in 

session shall be construed accordingly. 

219. Application of General Clauses Act, 1897.- (1) Unless the context otherwise 

requires, the General Clauses Act, 1897, shall apply for the interpretation of the 

Constitution as it applies for the interpretation of a Central Act, as if the Constitution 

were a Central Act. 

(2) For the application of the General Clauses Act, 1897, to the interpretation of the 

Constitution, the Acts repealed by the Constitution shall be deemed to be Central Acts. 

 

Chapter vii-Commencement And Repeal 

220. Commencement.- This Article and Articles 218, 219 and 222 shall come into 

force at once, and the remaining provisions of the Constitution shall come into force on 

the Constitution Day. 

221. Repeal.- The Government of India Act, 1935, and the Indian Independence Act, 

1947, together with all enactments amending or supplementing those Acts, are hereby 

repealed: 
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Provided that the repeal of the provisions of the Government of India Act, 1935, 
applicable for the purposes of Article 230 shall not take effect until the first day of 

April, 1957. 

 

Part. XIII 

Temporary and Transitional Provisions 

 

222. Provision as to President.-(1) As soon as may be after the National Assembly 

has been constituted after the first general election held for the purposes of that 

Assembly, the Chief Election Commissioner shall take the steps necessary for the 

election of a President under Article 32. 

(2) The Constituent Assembly shall, in accordance with the provisions contained in 

the Sixth Schedule, elect a person to serve as President until such time as a President 
elected under Article 32 has entered upon his office, and the election shall take place 

within thirty days of the coming into force of this Article, on a day fixed by the 

Constituent Assembly. 

(3) A person shall not be qualified for election as President under this Article unless 
he is a citizen of Pakistan and has attained the age of forty years. 

(4) The Constituent Assembly shall fix a day to be the Constitution D3y, and the 

person elected as president under this Article shall, after taking an oath or affirmation in 

the form set out in paragraph 1 of the Second Schedule enter upon his office on that day. 

(5) The validity of the election of a President elected under this Article shall not be 

questioned in any court. 

(6) If a vacancy occurs in the office of the President elected under this Article, by 

reason of his death, resignation or removal from office, it shall be filled by a person 

elected by the National Assembly in accordance with the provisions contained in the 

Sixth Schedule. 

 

223. Provision as to the National Assembly and its officers.-(I) Until the first 
meeting of the National Assembly constituted in accordance with the provisions of the 

Constitution, the body functioning as the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan, immediately 
before the Constitution Day, shall, as from that day, be the National Assembly of 

Pakistan. 

(2) Any casual vacancy in the National Assembly under this Article shall be filled in 

accordance with such rules as may be made in that behalf by the President. 

(3) Persons holding office immediately before the Constitution Day as Speaker and 

Deputy Speaker of the Constituent Assembly shall, as from that day, hold office 

respectively as Speaker and Deputy Speaker of the National Assembly under this Article, 

on the same terms and conditions as to remuneration and other privileges as were 

applicable to them immediately before the Constitution Day. 
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224. Continuance in force of existing laws and their adaptation. (1) Notwith- 
standing the repeal for the enactments mentioned in Article 221, and save as is otherwise 

expressly provided in the Constitution, all laws (other than those enactments), including 
Ordinances, Orders-in-Council, Orders, Rules, Bye-laws, Regulations, Notifications, and 

other legal instruments in force in Pakistan or in any part thereof, or having extra- 

territorial validity, immediately before the Constitution Day, shall, so far as applicable 

and with the necessary adaptations, continue in force until altered, repealed or amended 

by the appropriate legislature or other competent authority. 

 

Explanation /.—The expression "laws" in this Article shall include Letters (Patent 

constituting a High Court. 

Explanation 2.—In this Article "in force", in relation to any law, means having effect 

as law whether or not the law has been brought into operation. 

(2) For the purpose of bringing the provisions of any law in force in Pakistan o(3)

 The President may authorize the Governor of a Province to exercise, in relation to 

that Province, the powers conferred upon him by clause (2) in respect of laws relating to 

matters enumerated in the Provincial List. 

(4) The powers exercisable under clauses (2) and (3) shall be subject to the 

provisions of any Act of the appropriate legislature. 

225. Provincial Legislature.-(l) Until a Provincial Assembly for the Province of 

East Pakistan has been duly constituted under the provisions of the Constitution, the 
Provincial Legislative Assembly for the Province of East Bengal functioning 

immediately before the Constitution Day shall exercise the powers conferred, and 
perform the duties imposed upon, the Provincial Assembly of East Pakistan by or under 

the provisions of the Constitution; and a person holding office immediately before the 

Constitution Day as Speaker or Deputy Speaker of the Provincial Legislative Assembly 

for the Province of East Bengal shall, as from that day, hold office as Speaker or, as the 

case may be, Deputy Speaker of the Provincial Assembly of East Pakistan. 

 

(2) Until a Provincial Assembly for the Province of West Pakistan has been duly 

constituted under the provisions of the Constitution, the Legislative Assembly of that 

province consisting of persons elected thereto under section 11 of the Establishment of 

West Pakistan Act, 1955 (hereinafter referred to as the Legislative Assembly) shall 

exercise the Powers conferred, and perform the duties imposed upon, the Provincial 

Assembly of West Pakistan by or under the provisions of the Constitution; and such 

person as may have been elected as Speaker or Deputy Speaker of the Legislative 
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Assembly before the Constitution Day shall, as from that day, hold office as Speaker, or 
as the case may be, Deputy Speaker of the Provincial Assembly. 

(3) Any casual vacancy in a Provincial Assembly functioning under clause (1) or 

clause (2) shall be filled in accordance with such rules as may be made in that behalf by 

the President. 

(4) The provisions of clause (1) of Article 79 shall not apply to a provincial 

Assembly functioning under clause (1) or clause (2). 

226. Continuance in office of Governors, Ministers and Advocate General.-(l) A 

person holding office as Governor of a Province, immediately before the Constitution 
Day, shall, as from that day, continue to hold that office until a Governor appointed 

under the Constitution enters upon his office. 

(2) A person holding office as Prime Minister or Minister of the Governor-General, 

immediately before the Constitution Day, shall, as from that day, hold office as Prime 

Minister or other Minister of the Federal Government, as the case may be. 

Explanation.-In this clause, the word "Minister" includes a Minister of State. 

(3) A person holding office as Chief Minister or other Minister of the Governor of a 

Province, immediately before the Constitution Day, shall, as from that day, hold-office 
as Chief Minister or other Minister of the Provincial Government, as the case may be. 

(4) The person holding office as Advocate-General of Pakistan, immediately before 

the Constitution Day, shall, as from that day, hold office as Attorney-General for 

Pakistan on the terms and conditions applicable to him immediately before the 

Constitution Day. 

 

(5) The person holding office as Auditor-General of Pakistan, immediately before 

the Constitution Day, shall, as from that day, hold office as Comptroller and Auditor-

General of Pakistan on the terms and conditions applicable to him immediately before 

the Constitution Day. 

(6) A person holding office as Advocate-General of a Province, immediately before 

the Constitution Day, shall, as from that day, continue to hold that office on the terms 

and conditions applicable to him immediately before the Constitution Day. 

 

227. Judges, Courts and legal proceedings.-(l) A person holding office as Chief 

Justice or other Judge of the Federal Court, immediately before the Constitution Day, 

shall, as from that day, hold office as Chief Justice or other judge of the Supreme Court, 

as the case may be, on the same terms and conditions as to remuneration and other 

privileges as were applicable to him immediately before the Constitution Day. 

(2) A person holding office as Chief Justice or other Judge of a High Court, 

immediately before the Constitution Day, shall as from that day, hold office as Chief 

Justice or other Judge of that court, as the case may be on the same terms and conditions 

as to remuneration and other privileges as were applicable, to him immediately before 

the Constitution Day. 
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(3)All legal proceedings pending in the Federal Court, immediately before the 
Constitution Day, shall on such day, stand transferred to, and be deemed to be pending 

before, the Supreme Court for determination; and any judgment or order of the Federal 
Court delivered or made before the Constitution Day shall have the same force and effect 

as if it had been delivered or made by the Supreme Court. 

(4) Without prejudice to the other provisions of the Constitution, the Supreme Court 

shall have the same jurisdiction and powers as were, immediately before the Constitution 
Day, exercisable by the Federal Court, and references in any law to the Federal Court 

shall be deemed to be references to the Supreme Court. 

(5) Without prejudice to the other provisions of the Constitution, each High Couii 

shall have the same jurisdiction and powers as were exercisable by it immediately before 

the Constitution Day. 

(6) Subject to the provisions of the Constitution— 

(a) all civil, criminal and revenue courts exercising jurisdiction and functions, 

immediately before the Constitution Day, shall, as from that day, continue to 

exercise their respective jurisdictions and functions and all persons holding 

office in such courts shall continue to hold their respective offices; 

(b) all authorities and all officers, judicial, executive, and ministerial throughout 

Pakistan exercising functions, immediately before the Constitution Day, shall, 

as from that day, continue to exercise their respective functions. 

 

228. Legal proceedings by or against the Federation of Pakistan.-(l) Subject to 

clause (2),. if any legal proceedings in which the Federation of Pakistan is a party were 

pending in any court, immediately before the Constitution Day, then in those 

proceedings, for "the Federation of Pakistan", "Pakistan" shall as from that day, be 

deemed to be substituted. 

(2) Any legal proceedings which, but for the Constitution, could have been brought 

by or against the Federation of Pakistan' in respect of a matter which, immediately 

before the Constitution Day, was the responsibility of the Federation and has, under the 

Constitution, become the responsibility of a Province, shall be brought by or against the 

province concerned; and if any such legal proceedings were pending in any court, 

immediately before the Constitution Day, then, in those proceedings for the Federation 

of Pakistan the Province concerned shall, as from that day, be deemed to be substituted. 

 

229. Public Service Commission.-A person holding office as Chairman or other 

member of the Federal Public Service Commission or of a Provincial Public Service 

Commission, immediately before the Constitution Day, shall, as from that day continue 
to hold his respective office on the same terms and conditions as to remuneration and 

other privileges as were applicable to him immediately before the Constitution Day, until 
the expiration of his term of office as determined by the law under which he was 

appointed. 
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230. Provisions as to financial matters:-(l) The provisions of the Constitution 
relating to the Federal consolidated Fund, or a Provincial Consolidated Fund, and the 

appropriation of moneys from either of such Funds, shall not apply in relation to moneys 
received or raised, or expenditure incurred, by the Federal Government or the 

Government of a Province in the financial year which includes the Constitution Day or 

in the next succeeding financial year; and notwithstanding anything in the Constitution 

any expenditure incurred during those financial years by the Federal Government or the 

Government of a Province shall be deemed to have been validly incurred if it is incurred 

in accordance with the provisions of the Government of India Act, 1935. 

(2) For the purposes of clause (1), the provisions of the Government of India Act, 

1935, and of any statement, demand, schedule or other document made there under, shall 
have effect in relation to any time after the Constitution Day, subject to the modification 

that references therein to the holder of any office, or to any body, service or other matter, 
shall be construed' as references to the holder of the corresponding office, or, as the case 

may be, to the corresponding body, service or matter, under the Constitution. 

(3) For the purposes of clause (1), if, at any time when the National Assembly stands 

dissolved, the President is satisfied that circumstances exist which render such action 
necessary, he shall have power to authenticate a schedule of authorized expenditure 

under the Government of India Act, although no Annual Financial Statement has 
previously been laid before the Assembly, and although no grants have been made by the 

Assembly. 

(4) Clause (3) shall apply to the Governor of a Province, subject to the modification 

that references therein to the President and the National Assembly shall be construed as 

references to the Governor and the Provincial Assembly respectively. 

(5) In relation to accounts which have not been completed or audited before the 

Constitution Day, the Comptroller and Auditor-General shall exercise the functions of 

the Auditor-General of the Dominion of Pakistan; but reports relating to the accounts of 

the Federal Government shall be submitted to the President, who shall cause them to be 

laid before the National Assembly, and reports relating to the accounts of a Province 

shall be submitted to the Governor, who shall cause them to be laid before the Provincial 

Assembly. 

(6) Notwithstanding anything in the Constitution all taxes and fees levied under law 

in force, immediately before the Constitution Day, shall continue to be levied until they 
are varied or abolished by Act of the appropriate legislature. 

231. Succession to property and assets, rights, liabilities and obligations-(I) All 

property and assets which immediately before the Constitution Day were vested in Her 

Majesty for the purposes of the Federal Government shall, as from that day, vest in the 
Federal Government, unless they were used for purposes which on the Constitution Day 

become purposes of the Government of a Province, in which case they shall, as from that 
day, vest in the Provincial Government. 
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(2) All properly and assets which immediately before the Constitution Day were 
vested in Her Majesty for the purposes of the Government of a Province shall, as from 

that day, vest in the Government of that Province. 

(3) All rights, liabilities and obligations of the Federal Government or the 

Government of a Province, whether arising out of any contract or otherwise, shall as 

from the Constitution Day. be respectively the rights, liabilities and obligations of the 

Federal Government, and of the Government of the corresponding Province: 

Provided that all rights, liabilities and obligations relating to any matter— 

(a) which immediately before the Constitution Day was the responsibility of the 
Federal Government, but which under the Constitution has become the 

responsibility- of the Government of a Province, whether arising out of a 
contract or otherwise, shall devolve upon the Government of that Province; 

(b) which immediately before the Constitution Day was the responsibility of the 

Government of a Province, but which under the Constitution has become the 

responsibility of the Federal Government, whether arising out of a contract or otherwise, 

shall devolve upon the Federal Government. 

232. Transitional provision as to servants of the Crown.-Subject to the provisions 

of the Constitution, every person who was, immediately before the Constitution Day, a 

servant of the Crown in Pakistan, whether serving in connection with the affairs of the 

Federation or of a Province, shall, as from that day, become a servant of Pakistan on the 

same terms and conditions as were applicable to him immediately before the 

Constitution Day. 

233. Transitional provision as to conditions of service of persons appointed by 

the Secretary of State.-Except as otherwise expressly provided by the Constitution, 

every person who, having been appointed by the Secretary of State or the Secretary of 

State-in-Council, to a civil service of the Crown in India, continues, after the 

Constitution Day, to serve under the Federal Government I or the Government of a 

Province, shall be entitled to receive from the Federal Government or the Government of 

the Province which he is from time to time serving, the same conditions of service as 

regards salary, allowances, leave and pensions and the same rights in disciplinary 

matters, or rights as similar thereto as the change circumstances may permit, as he was 

entitled to receive immediately before the Constitution Day. 

234. Power of President to remove difficulties.-(I) The President may, for the 
purpose of removing any difficulties, particularly in relation to the transition from the 

provisions of the Government of India Act, 1935 and the Indian Independence Act, 

1947, together with Acts amending or supplementing these Acts, to the provisions of the 

Constitution, by Order, direct that the provisions of the Constitution shall, during such 

period as may be specified in the order, have effect, subject to such adaptations, whether 

by way of modification, addition or omission, as he may deem to be necessary or 

expedient: 
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Provided that no such Order shall be made after the first meeting of the National 

Assembly constituted after the first general election held for the purposes of that 

Assembly. 

(2) Every Order under this Article shall be laid before the National Assembly and 

may be amended or repealed by Act of Parliament. 

 

FIRST SCHEDULE  

(Articles 32 and 33) 

Election of President 

1. The Chief Election Commissioner shall hold and conduct any election to the 

office of President, and shall be the Returning Officer for such election. 

2. The Chief Election Commissioner shall appoint Presiding Officers to preside at 

the meeting of the members of the National Assembly, which shall be held at Karachi, 

and at the meetings of the members of the Provincial Assemblies of East Pakistan and 

West Pakistan, which shall be held at Dacca and Lahore, respectively. 

3. The Chief Election Commissioner shall by public notification fix the time and 

place for depositing nomination papers, holding a scrutiny, making withdrawals, if any, 

and holding the poll, if necessary. 

4. At any time before noon on the day fixed for nomination any member of the 
National Assembly or of a Provincial Assembly may nominate for election as President a 

person qualified for elections as President by delivering to the Presiding Officer of the 
Assembly of which he is a member, a nomination pa per, signed by himself as proposer 

and by another member of that Assembly as seconder, together with a statement signed 
by the person nominated that he consents to the nomination: 

Provided that no person shall subscribe, whether as proposer or as seconder more 

than one nomination paper at anyone election. 

5. The scrutiny shall be held by the Chief Election Commissioner at the time and 

place fixed by him, and if after scrutiny only one person remains validly nominated, the 

Chief Election Commissioner shall declare that person to be elected, or if more than one 

person remains validly nominated, he shall announce, by public notification, the name, 

of the persons validly nominated to be hereinafter called the candidates. 

6. A candidate may withdraw his candidature at any time before noon on the day 

fixed for this purpose by delivering a notice in writing under his hand to the Presiding 
Officer with whom his nomination paper has been deposited, and a candidate who has 

given a notice of withdrawal of his candidature under this paragraph shall not be allowed 

to cancel that notice. 

7. If all but one of the candidates have withdrawn, that one shall be declared by the 
Chief Election Commissioner to be elected. 
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8. If there is no withdrawal, or if, after withdrawals have taken place two or more 
candidates are left, the Chief Election Commissioner shall announce by public 

notification the names of the candidates, and their proposers and seconders and shall 
proceed to hold a poll by secret ballot in accordance with the provisions of the 

succeeding paragraphs. 

9. If a candidate whose nomination has been found to be in order dies after the time 

fixed for nomination, and a report of his death is received by the Presiding Officer before 
the commencement of the poll, the Presiding Officer shall, upon being satisfied of the 

fact of the death of the candidate, countermand the poll and report the fact to the Chief 
Election 'Commissioner, and all proceedings with reference to the election shall be 

commenced anew in all respects as if for a new election: 

Provided that no further nomination shall be necessary in the case of a candidate 

whose nomination was valid at the time of the countermanding of the poll: 

Provided further that no person who has under paragraph 6 of this Schedule given 

notice of withdrawal of his candidature before the countermanding of the poll shall be 

ineligible for being nominated as a candidate for the election after such countermanding. 

10. The poll shall be taken at the meetings of the members of the National Assembly 
and of each Provincial Assembly, and the respective Presiding Officers shall conduct the 

poll with the assistance of such officers as they may, with the approval of the Chief 
Election Commissioner, respectively appoint. 

11. A ballot paper shall be issued to every member of the National Assembly, and of 

each Provincial Assembly, who presents himself for, voting at the meeting of the 

members of the Assembly of which he is a member (hereinafter referred to as a person 

voting), and he shall exercise his vote personally by marking the paper in accordance 

with the provisions of the succeeding paragraphs. 

12. The poll shall be by secret ballot by means of ballot papers containing, the names 

of all the candidates in alphabetical order who have not withdrawn, and a person voting 

shall vote by placing a cross against the name of the person for whom he wishes to vote. 

13. Ballot papers shall be issued from a book of ballot papers with counterfoils, the 
ballot papers and each counter foil being numbered; and when a ballot paper is issued to 

a person voting his name shall be entered on the counterfoil and the ballot paper shall be 
authenticated by the initials of the Presiding Officer. 

14. A ballot paper having been marked by the person voting shall be deposited by 

that person in a ballot box to be placed in front of the Presiding Officer. 

15. If a ballot paper is spoiled by a person voting he may return it to the Presiding 

Officer, who shall issue a second ballot paper, canceling the first ballot paper and 

marking the cancellation on the appropriate counter foil. 
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16. A ballot paper shall be invalid if— 

       (i) there is upon it any name, word or mark, other than the official number, by 

which the person voting may be identified; or 

(ii) it does not contain the initials of the Presiding Officer; or 

(iii)it does not contain a cross; or 

(iv) a cross is placed against the names of two or more candidates; or 

      (v) there is any uncertainty as to the identity of the candidate against whose name 
the cross is placed. 

17. After the close of the poll each Presiding Officer shall, in the presence of such of 

the candidates or their authorized representatives as may desire to be present, open and 

empty the ballot boxes and examine the ballot papers therein, rejecting any which are 

invalid, count the number of votes recorded for each candidate on the valid ballot papers, 

and communicate the number of the votes so recorded to the Chief Election 

Commissioner. 

18. If there are only two candidates, the candidate who has obtained the larger 

number of votes shall be declared by the Chief Election Commissioner to be elected. 

19. If there are three or more candidates, and one of those candidates has obtained a 
large number of votes than the aggregate number of votes obtained by the remaining 

candidates, he shall be declared by the Chief Election Commissioner to be elected. 

20. It there are three or more candidates, and the last preceding paragraph does not 

apply a further poll shall be held in accordance with the preceding provisions of this 

Schedule at which the candidate who obtained the smallest number of votes at the 

previous poll shall be excluded. 

21. The three last preceding paragraphs shall apply in relation to the further poll and 

any subsequent poll which may be necessary under the provisions of these paragraphs. 

22. Where at any poll any two or more candidates obtained an equal number of votes, 

then- 

(a) for if there are only two candidates for election, or 

(b) if one of the candidates, who obtained equality of votes is required to be 
excluded from a further poll under paragraph 20 of this Schedule, the selection 

of the candidate to be elected, or, as the case may be, excluded, shall be by 
drawing of lots. 

23. When, after any poll, the counting of the votes has been completed, and the result 

of the voting determined, the Chief Election Commissioner shall forthwith announce the 

result to those present, and shall report the result to the Federal Government, who shall 

forthwith cause the result to be declared by a public notification. 

24. The Chief Election Commissioner may, by public notification, with the approval 

of the President make rules for carrying out the purposes of this Schedule. 
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THIRD SCHEDULE  
(Articles 159 and 177) 

The .Judiciary 
PART I 

The Supreme Court. 

1. Salary and allowance of Judges.-(I) There shall be paid to the Chief Justice of 

Pakistan, a salary of Rs.5, 500 per mensem and to every other judge of the Supreme 
Court, a salary of Rs.5, 100 per mensem. 

(2) Every Judge of the Supreme Court shall be entitled to such other privileges and 

allowances, including allowances for expenses in respect of equipment and traveling on 

first appointment, and to such rights in respect of leave of absence and pension, as may 

be determined by the President, and until so determined to the allowances, privileges and 

rights which immediately before the Constitution Day, were admissible to the Judges of 

the Federal Court, and for this purpose the provisions of the Government of Indian 

(Federal Court) Order, 1937, shall, subject to the provisions of the Constitution, apply. 

2. Officers and servants of the Supreme Court.-(l) Appointments of officers and 

servants of the Supreme Court shall be made by the Chief Justice of Pakistan, or such 

other Judge or officer of that court as he may direct and shall be in accordance with rules 

framed by the Supreme Court, with the previous approval of the President. 

(2) The conditions of service of officers and servants of the Supreme Court shall be 

such as may be prescribed by rules made by the Supreme Court: 

Provided that the rules, in so far as they relate to remuneration or leave, shall require 

the previous approval of the President. 

3. Rule-making power of the Supreme Court.-(l) The Supreme Court may, with 

the previous approval of the President, make rules for regulating the practice and 

procedure of the court, including rules as to- 

 (a) the persons practicing before the court; 

(b) the conditions subject to which any judgment pronounced, or order made, by 

the court may be reviewed, and the procedure for such review, including the 

time within which applications for such review are to be entered; 

(c) the procedure for hearing appeals and applications to the court, including the 
time within which such appeals and applications are to be entered; 

  (d) the entertainment of appeals under paragraph (c) of Article 159; 

 (e) the costs of, and incidental to any proceedings in the court; 

  (f) the fees to be charged in respect of the proceedings in the court; 

(g) the procedure for summary determination of any appeal which appears to the 

court to be frivolous or vexatious, or brought for the purpose of causing delay; 
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(h) the number of Judges who are to sit for any purpose, and the powers of Judges 

sitting alone and in any division of the court; 

(i) the stay of proceedings, and the granting of bail; 

(j) the procedure for enquiries and investigations referred to the court for opinion 

or report. 

(2) No judgment shall be delivered and no report shall be made by the Supreme 

Court save in open court and with the concurrence of the majority of the Judges present 

at the hearing of the case, but nothing shall prevent a Judge who does not concur from 

delivering a dissenting judgment or opinion. 

(3) Subject to the provisions of any rules made under this paragraph, the Chief 

Justice of Pakistan shall determine which Judges are to constitute any division of the 
court and which judges are to sit for any purpose. 

PART II 

The High Courts 

4. Salaries of Judges.-(l) There shall be paid to the Chief Justice of a High Court a 

salary of Rs.5, 000 per mensem, and to very other Judge of that Court a salary of Rs. 

4,000 per mensem. 

(2) Every Judge of a High Court shall be entitled to such other privileges and 

allowances, including allowances for expenses in respect of equipment and traveling 

upon first appointment, and to such rights in respect of leave of absence and pension, as 

may be determined by the President, and until so determined to the allowances, 

privileges and rights which immediately before the Constitution Day, were admissible to 

the Judges of the High Court, and the provisions of the Government of India (High Court 

Judges) Order, 1937, shall, subject to the provisions of the Constitution, apply. 

5. Administrative function of High Courts.-(l) Each High Court shall have 

superintendence and control over all courts subject to its appellate or revisional 

jurisdiction. 

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing provision, the High Court 

may- 

(a) call for returns; 

 (b) make and issue general rules, and prescribe forms for regulating the practice 
and procedure of such courts; 

 (c) prescribe forms in which books, entries and accounts shall be kept by the 

officers of any such courts; and 

 (d) settle tables of fees to be allowed to the sheriffs, attorneys, and all clerks and 

officers of such courts; 

Provided that such rules, forms and tables shall not be inconsistent with the 
provisions of any law for the time being in force, and shall require the previous approval 

of the Governor. 
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6. Officers and servants and expenses of the High Courts.-(l) Appointments of 

officers and servants of High Courts shall be made by the Chief Justice of the High 

Court or such other Judge or officer of the Court as he may direct, and shall be in 

accordance with the rules framed by the High Court with the previous approval of the 

Governor. 

(2) Subject to the provisions of any Act of the Provincial Legislature, the conditions 

of service of officers and servants of a High Court shall be such as may be prescribed by 

rules made by the High Court: Provided that rules in so far as they relate to remuneration 

or leave shall require the previous approval of the Governor. 

7. Right to practice in High Court.-An advocate on the rolls of a High Court shall 

be entitled to act and plead in both the High Court and in all other courts subordinate 
thereto: 

Provided that an advocate who has been struck off the rolls of a High Court shall not 

be entitled to act or plead in that court or in any other court subordinate thereto. 

 

FOURTH SCHEDULE 

(Article 217) 

Temporary provisions 

PART I 

Remuneration and Privilege 

1. Until Parliament by law otherwise provides, the remuneration and other privileges 
of persons holding offices mentioned in column 1 of the Table below shall be the same 

as were admissible, immediately before the Constitution Day, to persons holding offices 
mentioned in the corresponding entries in column 2 of that Table. 

 

Table 

 

Column I Column 2 

President Governor-General. 

Speaker of the National Assembly Speaker of the Constituent Assembly 

Prime Minister Prime Minister. 

Minister of the Federal Government Minister of the Governor-General. 

Minister of State of the Federal Government. Minister of State of the Governor- 

 General. 

Deputy Minister of the Federal Government. Deputy Minister of the Governor- 
 General. 

Deputy Speaker of the National Assembly.. Deputy Speaker of the Constituent 
 Assembly. 

Member of the National Assembly Member of the Constituent Assembly. 

Governor of a Province Governor of the corresponding 

 Province. 
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PART II 

Provisions relating to Elections. 

2. Residence.-(1) A person shall be deemed to be a resident in a constituency if he 

ordinarily resides in that constituency or owns or in possession of a dwelling house 

therein: 

Provided that- 

(a) any person who holds the office of Minister of the Federal or a Provincial 
Government, or Speaker, or Deputy Speaker of the National or a Provincial 

Assembly shall be deemed, during any period in which he holds such office, to 
be a resident in the constituency in which he would have been resident if he 

had not held such office; 

(b) any person who holds a public office, or is in the service of Pakistan, shall 

during any period for which he holds such office or is employed in such 

service be deemed to be a resident in the constituency in which he would have 

been a resident if he had not held such office or had not been so employed. 

(2) Where a person becomes qualified to have his name entered the electoral roll of 

constituency under the proviso to paragraph 2, his wife, if otherwise qualified, shall 

become so qualified. 

3. (1) A person shall be qualified to be elected to the National Assembly if his name 
appears on the electoral roll of any constituency for that Assembly. 

(2) A person shall be qualified to be elected to a Provincial Assembly if he his name 

appears on the electoral roll of any constituency for that Assembly. 

4. Disqualifications for election to the National Assembly or a Provincial 

Assembly.-(l) A person shall be disqualified for being elected or for being a member of 

the National Assembly or a Provincial Assembly- 

(a) if he is of unsound mind, and stands so declared by a competent court; 

(b) if he is an undischarged insolvent: 

Provided that this disqualification shall cease after the expiration of ten years from 

     the date on which he has been adjudged insolvent; 

(c) if he holds any office of profit in the service of Pakistan; 

(d) if he has been convicted or has, in proceedings for questioning the validity or 
regularity of an election, been found guilty of any offence or corrupt or illegal 

practice relating to elections which has been declared by law to be an offence 
or practice entailing disqualification for membership of the National Assembly 

or a Provincial Assembly, unless such period has elapsed as may be specified - 

in that behalf by the provisions of that law; 
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(e) if having been nominated as a candidate for election to the National Assembly 

or a Provincial Assembly, or having acted as election agent to any person so 

nominated, he has failed to lodge a return of election expenses within the time 

and in the manner required by law: 

Provided that his disqualification shall not take effect until one month after the date 

on which the return ought to have been lodged, or until such time as the President in the 

case of a return relating to an election to the National Assembly, and the Governor, in 

the case of a return relating to an election to a Provincial Assembly, may allow: 

Provided further that this disqualification shall cease when- 

(i) five years have elapsed since the date on which the return ought to have been 

lodged; or 

(ii) the disqualification is removed by the President, in the case of a return relating 

to an election to the National Assembly, and by the Governor, in the case of a 
return relating to an election to a Provincial Assembly; 

(f) if he has been convicted of any offence before the date of the establishment of 

the Federation by a court in British India, or on or after that dale by a court in 

Pakistan, and sentenced to transportation or to imprisonment for not less than 
two years, unless a period of five years, or such less period as the President in 

the case of election to the National Assembly and the Governor in the case of 
election to a Provincial Assembly may allow in any particular case, has 

elapsed since his release; 

(g) if he has been dismissed for misconduct from the service of Pakistan on the 

recommendation of the Supreme Court, or a Public Service Commission: 

Provided that this disqualification shall cease after the expiry of five years from the 

date of the dismissal, or may, at any time within that period be removed by the Governor 

in the case of dismissal from a service of a Province, and by the President in any other 

case; 

(h) if he has ceased to be a citizen, or has voluntarily acquired the citizenship of a 

foreign State, or has made a declaration of allegiance or adherence to a foreign 
State. 

(2) For the purpose of clause (c) of sub-paragraph (1) of this paragraph, the Judges of 

the Supreme and High Courts, and the Comptroller and Auditor-General shall be deemed 

to be holding offices of profit in the service of Pakistan. 

PART III 

Procedure and Privileges of the National Assembly 

5. Rules of Procedure.-Until rules have been framed by the Assembly under Article 

55, the procedure of the National Assembly shall be regulated by the Rules of the 

Constituent Assembly functioning as Federal Legislature, in force immediately before 

the Constitution Day, subject to such amendments as may be made therein by the 

President. 
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6. Privileges.-Until an Act of Parliament is made in that behalf under Article 56, the 

privileges of the National Assembly, the committees and members thereof and the 

persons authorized to speak therein shall be same as those of the Constituent Assembly 

in force immediately before the Constitution Day. 

7. Finance Committee.-(I) The expenditure, of the National Assembly within the 

limits sanctioned under the Government of India Act, 1935, or within the limits of the 

Appropriation Act for the time being in force, shall be controlled by that Assembly, 

acting on the advice of its Finance Committee. 

(2) The Finance Committee shall consist of the Speaker as Chairman, the Minister of 
Finance, and such other members as may be elected thereto by the National Assembly. 

(3) The Finance Committee may make rules regulating its own procedure. 

8. Secretariat of the National Assembly.-(1) The National Assembly shall have its 

own secretarial staff. 

(2) Parliament may be law regulates the recruitment and conditions of service of 

person s appointed to the secretarial staff of the National Assembly. 

(3) Until provision is made by Parliament, the President may, after consultation with 

the Speaker of the National Assembly, make rules regulating the recruitment and 

conditions of service of persons appointed to the secretarial staff of the National 

Assembly, and any rules so made shall have effect subject to the provision of any law. 

PART IV 

A-Remuneration and Privileges in the Provinces 

9. Until a Provincial Legislature by law otherwise provides, the remuneration and 

other privileges of persons holding offices mentioned in column I of the table below 
shall be the same as were admissible, immediately before the Constitution Day, to 

persons holding offices mentioned in the corresponding entries in column 2 of that table. 

Table 

Column 1 Column 2 

Chief Minister of a Provincial 

Government 

 

Minister of a Provincial Government 

 
Deputy Minister of a Provincial 

Government. 
 

Parliamentary Secretary of a Provincial 

Government. 

 

Speaker of a Provincial Assembly 

 

Deputy Speaker of a Provincial Assembly 
 

Member of a Provincial Assembly 
 

Chief Minister of the Governor of the 

corresponding Province. 

 

Minister of the Governor of the 

corresponding Province. 
Deputy Minister of the Governor of the 

corresponding province. 
 

Parliamentary Secretary of the Governor 

of the corresponding Province 

 

Speaker of the Legislative Assembly of 

the corresponding Province. 

Deputy Speaker of the Legislative 
Assembly of the corresponding Province. 

Member of the Legislative Assembly of 
the corresponding Province. 
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B-Procedure and Privileges of a Provincial Assembly 

10. Rules of Procedure.-Until rules have been framed by the Assembly under 

Article 89, the procedure of a Provincial Assembly shall be regulated by the Rules of the 
Corresponding Provincial Legislative Assembly in force immediately before the 

Constitution Day, subject to such amendments as may be made therein by the Governor. 

11. Privileges.-Until an Act of the Provincial Legislature is made in that behalf 

under Article 89, the privileges of a Provincial Assembly, its shall members and 
committees, and the persons taking part in its proceedings shall be the same as those of 

the Legislative Assembly of that Province in force immediately before the Constitution 
Day. 

12. Finance Committee.-(l) The expenditure of a Provincial Assembly, within the 

limits sanctioned under the Government of India Act, 1935,. or within the limits of the 

Appropriation Act for the time being in force, shall be controlled by that Assembly 

acting on the advice of its Finance Committee. 

(2) The Finance Committee shall consist of the Speaker the Minister of Finance, and 

such other members as may be elected thereto by the Provincial Assembly. 

(3) The Finance Committee may make rules regulating its own procedure. 

13. Secretariat of the Provincial Assembly.-(1) The Provincial Assembly shall have 

its own secretarial staff. 

(2) The Provincial Legislature may by law regulate the recruitment and conditions of 

service of persons appointed to the staff of the Provincial Assembly. 

(3) Until provision is made by the Provincial Legislature, the Governor may after 

consultation with the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, make rules regulating the 

recruitment and the conditions of service of persons appointed to the secretarial staff of 

the Assembly, and any rules so made shall have effect subject to the provisions of 

any law. 

FIFTH SCHEDULE 

(Article 106) 

Federal List 

1. Defense of Pakistan and of every part thereof, and all acts and measures connected 

therewith. 

The Naval, Military and Air Forces of the Federation and any other armed forces 

raised or maintained by the Government of the Federation; armed forces which are not 

forces of the Federation but are attached to or operating with any of the armed forces of 

the Federation; any other armed forces of the Federation, including civil armed forces. 

Naval, Military and Air Force works. 
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Industries connected with defense; nuclear energy and mineral resources necessary 

for its production. 

Delimitation of cantonment areas; local self-government in cantonment areas; 
constitution, powers and functions, within such areas, of cantonment authorities; control 

of house accommodation (including control of rents) in such areas. 

Manufacture of arms, firearms, ammunition and explosives. 

 

2. Foreign affairs, including all matters which bring Pakistan into relation with any 

foreign country. 

Diplomatic, consular and trade representation 

International organizations; participation in international bodies and implementing of 
decisions made thereat. 

War and peace; making and implementation of treaties, conventions, declarations 

and other agreements with foreign countries. 

Foreign and extra-territorial jurisdiction; offence against the laws of nations; 

Admiralty jurisdiction; piracy and offences committed on the high seas and in the air. 

Admission into and emigration and expulsion from Pakistan; extradition; passports; 
visas, permits and other such certificates; pilgrimages to placcs outside Pakistan, and by 

persons from outside Pakistan to places inside Pakistan, quarantine, including hospitals 
connected therewith; seamen's and marine hospitals. 

 

3. Citizenship, naturalization and aliens. 

4. Trade and commerce between the provinces, and with foreign countries import 

and export across customs frontiers. 

5. Currency, coinage and legal tender; foreign exchange and negotiable instruments; 

State Bank of Pakistan; banking (excluding co-operative banking) with objects and 

business not confined to one Province. 

6. Public debt of the Federation, and the borrowing of money on the security of the 

Federal Consolidated Fund; foreign loans. 

7. Stock exchanges and future markets with objects and business not confined to 

one Province. 

8. Insurance and corporations that is to say, incorporation, regulation and winding-

up of corporations, whether trading or not (but not including co-operative societies or 
universities, or municipal and local bodies), with object and business not confined to one 

Province. 

9. Copyright, patents, designs and inventions; trade and merchandise marks; 

standards of quality for goods to be exported out of Pakistan. 

 

 

 

10. Establishment of standards of weight and measure. 
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11. Navigation and shipping, including coastal shipping (but excluding coastal 

shipping confined to one Province); airways ; aerodromes; aircraft and air navigation, 

and all matters connected therewith; lighthouses and other provisions for the safety of 

shipping and aircraft. 

12. Major ports, that is to say, the declaration and delimitation of such ports and. the 

constitution and powers of port authorities therein; fishing and fisheries outside 

territorial waters. 

13. Posts and all forms of telecommunications, including broadcasting and 

television; Post Office Savings Bank. 

14. Industries, owned wholly or partially by the Federation, or by a corporation set 

up by the Federation. 

15. Mineral oil and natural gas. 

16. The constitution, organization, jurisdiction and powers of the Supreme Court 

(including contempt of such Court) and the fees taken herein; persons entitled to practice 

before the Supreme Court. 

17. Elections to the National Assembly, to the Provincial Assemblies and to the 

office of President; the Election Commission. 

18. Central intelligence and investigating organization; preventive detention for 

reasons connected with defense, foreign affairs, or the security of Pakistan; persons 
subjected to such detention. 

19. Census; the survey of Pakistan; the Geological Surveys of Pakistan; 

Meteorological organizations. 

20. Property of the Federation situated in any Province and the revenue therefrom. 

21. Federal agencies and Federal institutions for the promotion of special studies and 

special research; libraries and museums financed by the federation. 

22. Federal Services and the Federal Public Service Commission; Federal Pensions. 

23. Remuneration of the President, Ministers, Ministers of Stale and Deputy 
Ministers of the Federal Government, Members, Speaker and Deputy Speaker of the 

National Assembly, remuneration of Comptroller and Auditor-General, Attorney 
General and the Governors of Provinces. 

24. Privileges and immunities of the President and Governors. 

25. Powers, privileges and impunities of the National Assembly and of the members 

and the committees thereof, enforcement of attendance of persons for giving evidence or 
producing documents before committees of the National Assembly. 
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26. Duties of customs (including export duties); duties of excise (including duties on 

salt, but excluding alcoholic liquor, opium and other narcotics) corporation taxes and 

taxes on income other than agricultural income; estate and succession duties in respect of 

property other than agricultural land; taxes on the capital value of assets exclusive of 

agricultural land; taxes on sales and purchases; terminal taxes on goods or passengers 

carried by sea or air taxes on their fares and freights; taxes on mineral oil and natural 

gas. 

27. Fees in respect of any of the matters in the List excluding fees taken in courts. 

28. Inquiries and statistics for the purpose of any of the matters in this List. 

29. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts, except the Supreme Court, with respect to 

any of the matters in this list; offences against laws with respect to any of the matters in 

this List. 

30. All matters which under the Constitution are within the legislative competence of 
Parliament, and matters incidental thereto. 

 

Concurrent List 

PARTI 

1.Civil and Criminal law, including the law of evidence and procedure, limitation, 

marriage and divorce, minors and infants; adoption, joint family and partition; all matters 
in respect of which parties in judicial proceedings were immediately before the 

Constitution Day subject to their personal law; will intestacy; succession, and transfer of 
property (excluding succession to and transfer of agricultural land); registration of deeds 

and document; arbitration; contract; partnership; agency; bankruptcy and insolvency; 
actionable wrongs; legal and medical professions contempt of court; trusts and official 

trustees. 

2. Scientific and industrial research 

3. Poisons and dangerous drugs. 

4. News papers books and printed publications; printing presses. 

 

PART II 

5. Relations between employees and employees; trade unions; industrial and labor 

disputes welfare of labor including conditions of work; provident fund; employers' 

liability; workmen's compensation; invalidity and old age pensions and maternity 

benefits; vocational and technical training of labor; social security and social insurance. 

6. Measures to combat corruption. 

7. Price control. 

8. Relief and rehabilitation of refugees; custody, management and disposal of 

evacuee property. 
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9. Economic and social planning. 

10. Commercial and industrial monopolies, combines and trusts. 

11. Inter-provincial migration and quarantine. 

12. Iron, steel, coal and mineral products, except mineral oil and natural gas. 

13. Banking, insurance and corporations, subject to Federal List 

14. Stock exchanges and future markets, subject to Federal List. 

15. Ancient and historical monuments declared to be of national importance 

16. Arms, firearms, ammunition and explosives, subject to Federal List. 

17. Inquiries and statistic; for the purpose of any of the matters in this List. 

18. Fees in respect of any of the matters in this List. 

19. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts, except the Supreme Court, with respect to 

any of the matters in this List; offences against laws with respect to any of the matters in 

this List. 

 

Provincial List 

1. Public order (but not including the use of naval, military or air forces, or any 

other armed forces of the Federation in aid of the civil power); 

2. Administration of justice; constitution and organization of all except the Supreme 

Court; procedure in Rent and Revenue courts; fees taken in all courts, except the 
Supreme Court. 

3. Police, including Armed Police, Railway and, Village Police. 

4. Extension of the powers and jurisdiction of members of a Police force belonging 

to any province to any area outside that province. 

5. Preventive detention for reasons connected with the maintenance of public order; 

persons subjected to such detention. 

6. Prisons, reformatories. Borstal institutions and other institutions of a like nature, 

and persons detained therein; arrangements with other provinces for the use of prisons 

and other institutions. 

7. Removal from one province to another province of prisoners; vagrancy; criminal 
and nomadic tribes. 

8. Land, that is to say, rights in or over land; land tenures, including the relation of 

landlord and tenant, and the collection of rents; transfer, alienation and devolution of 

agricultural land; land improvement and agricultural loans; colonization. 

9. The incorporation, regulation, and winding-up of corporations, subject to Federal 

List; unincorporated trading; literary, scientific, religious and other societies and 

associations; co-operative societies. 
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10. Land revenue, including the assessment and collection of revenue, the 

maintenance of land records, survey for revenue purposes and records of rights and 

alienation or revenues. 

11. Courts of Wards. 

12. Works, lands and buildings vested in or in the possession of the Province. 

13. Compulsory acquisition or requisitioning of property. 

14. Agriculture, including agricultural education and research; protection against 
pests and prevention of plant diseases. 

15. Local government, that is to say, the constitution and powers of municipal 

corporations, improvement trusts, district boards, minning settlement authorities and 

other local authorities for the purpose of local self-government or village administration. 

16. Preservation, protection and improvement of stock, and prevention of animal 

diseases; veterinary training and practice. 

17. Pounds and the prevention of cattle tress pass. 

18. Prevention of the extension from one Province to another of .infectious or 

contagious diseases. 

19. Water, including water supplies, irrigation and canals, drainage and 
embankments, water storage and water power; flood control. 

20. Education, including Universities, technical education and professional training. 

21. Libraries, museums and ancient and historical monuments. 

22. Botanical, zoological and anthropological surveys. 

23. Co-ordination and determination of standards in institutions for higher education 

or research and scientific and technical institutions. 

24. Theatres; cinemas; sports; entertainments and amusements. 

25. Sanctioning of cinematograph films for exhibition. 

26. Public health and sanitation; hospitals and dispensaries. 

27. Registration of births and deaths. 

28. Railways. 

29. Communications not specified in the Federal List; roads, bridges, ferries and 

other means of communication, minor railways; tramways; ropeways; inland waterways 

and traffic thereon. 

30. Shipping and navigation on tidal waters. 
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31. Coastal shipping confined to ports within one Province. 

32. Vehicles, including mechanically-propelled vehicles. 

33. Ports, subject to entry No. 12 in Federal List. 

34. Burials and burial grounds; cremations and cremation grounds. 

35. Relief of the disabled and unemployed. 

36. Pilgrimages, subject to Federal List. 

37. Intoxicating liquors, that is to say, the production, manufacture, possession, 
transport, purchase and sale of intoxicating liquors. 

38. Cultivation, manufacture and sale of opium. 

39. Industries. 

40. Factories and boilers. 

41. Regulation of mines and mineral development, subject to Federal List and 

Concurrent List. 

42. Trade and commerce within the Province. 

43. Production, manufacture, supply and distribution of goods. 

44. Markets and fairs. 

45. Weights and measures, except establishment of standards. 

 46. Manufacture, supply and distribution of salt. 

 47. Money-lending and money-lenders; relief of indebtedness. 

 48. Forests. 

 49. Protection of wild animals and birds. 

 50. Prevention of cruelty to animals. 

 51. Adulteration of food-stuffs and other goods. 

 52. Lotteries. 

 53. Betting and gambling. 

 54. Fisheries. 

 55. Treasure trove. 

 56. Electricity. 

 57. Gas and gas works. 
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58. Professions. 

59. Inns and inn-keepers. 

60. Provincial Public Services; Provincial Public Service Commission. 

61. Provincial pensions. 

62. Public debt of the Province. 

63. Administrator-General. 

64. Zakat. 

65. Charities and charitable institutions; charitable and religious endowments. 

66. Lunacy and mental deficiency including places for reception or treatment of 
lunatics and mental deficient. 

67. Salaries and allowances of members, the Speaker and the Deputy Speaker of the 

Provincial Assembly; salaries and allowances of Ministers of the Provincial 

Government, and the Advocate General. 

68. Powers, privileges and immunities of the Provincial Assembly and of the 

members and the committees thereof; enforcement of attendance of persons for giving 

evidence or producing documents before committee s of the Provincial Assembly. 

69. Waqfs and mosques. 

70. Orphanages and poorhouses. 

71. Taxes on agricultural income and on the capital value of agricultural land. 

72. Duties in respect of succession to agricultural land. 

73. Stamp duty, including stamp duty on negotiable instrument and insurance 
policies. 

74. Estate duty in respect of agricultural land. 

75. Taxes on lands and buildings. 

76. Taxes on mineral rights, subject to Federal List and to any limitations imposed by 

Parliament by law relating to mineral development. 

77. Duties of excise on the following goods manufactured or produced in the 

Province and countervailing duties at the same or lower rates on similar goods 

manufactured or produced elsewhere in Pakistan- 

(a) alcoholic liquors for human consumption; 

     (b) opium, Indian hemp and other narcotic drugs and narcotics; non-narcotic 

drugs; 

     (c) medicinal and toilet preparations containing alcohol or any substance included 
in sub-paragraph (b) of this entry. 
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78. Taxes on the entry of goods into a local area for consumption, use or sale therein. 

79. Taxes on the consumption or sale of electricity. 

80. Taxes on advertisements. 

81. Taxes on the sale or purchase of newspapers. 

82. Taxes on goods and passengers carried by road or on inland water ways. 

83. Taxes on vehicles, whether mechanically-propelled or not, suitable for use on a 

road; on boats, launches and steamers on inland waters; on tram-cars. 

84. Taxes on animals and boats. 

85. Tolls. 

86. Taxes on professions, trades, callings and employments. 

87. Capitation taxes. 

88. Taxes on luxuries, including taxes on entertainment amusements, betting and 

gambling. 

89. Terminal taxes on goods or passengers carried by railway. 

90. Rates of stamp duty in respect of documents other than those specified in the 

provisions of Federal List with regard to rates of stamp duty. 

91. Offences against laws with respect to any of the matters in this List. 

92. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts, except the Supreme Court, with respect to 

any of the matters in this List. 

93. Fees in respect of any of the matters in this List, but not including fees taken in 

any court. 

94. Inquiries and statistics for the purpose of any of the matters in this List. 

 

 

SIXTH SCHEDULE 

(Article 222) 

Election of President under Article 222 

1. At any time before noon on the day preceding the day fixed for the election of the 

President, any member of the Assembly may propose a person for election by delivering 
to the Secretary of the Assembly a nomination paper signed by that member and stating 

that person consents to the nomination. 

2. Any person who has been nominated may withdraw his candidature at any time 

prior to the holding of the election. 
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3. On the day fixed for the election the person presiding over the Assembly shall read 

out to the Assembly the names of the persons who have been duly nominated and have 

not withdrawn their candidature, together with the names of their proposers, and, if there 

is only one such person, shall declare that person to be duly elected. If there is more than 

one such person, the Assembly shall proceed to elect the President by secret ballot. The 

ballot shall be held in such manners as the person presiding over the Assembly may 

direct. 

4. Where there are only two candidates for election, the candidate who obtains at 

the ballot the larger number of votes shall be declared elected. If two candidates obtain 

an equal number of votes, the determination of the election shall be by drawing of lots. 

5. Where the number of persons who have been duly nominated and have not 
withdrawn their candidature exceeds two, and at the first ballot no candidate obtains 

more votes than the aggregate votes obtained by the other candidates, the candidates who 
has obtained the smallest number of votes shall be excluded from the election. Balloting 

shall then proceed, with the candidate obtaining the smallest number of votes at each 

ballot being excluded from the election until one candidate obtains more votes than 'the 

remaining candidate or than the aggregate votes of the remaining candidates, as the case 

may be, and such candidate shall be declared elected. 

6. Where at any ballot any two or more candidates obtain an equal number of votes 
and one of them has to be excluded from the election under paragraph 5, the 

determination of the question as to which of the candidates whose votes are equal is to 
be excluded shall be by drawing of lots. 

7. The meeting of the Assembly at which the election takes place shall be presided 

over by the Speaker, or, if the Speaker is unable to preside, by the Deputy Speaker, or if 

the Deputy Speaker is also unable to preside, by such person as may be determined by 

the Rules of the Assembly. 

8. In this Schedule, "the Assembly" means, as respects the period before the 

Constitution Day the Constituent Assembly, and as respect the period commencing on 

the Constitution Day, the National Assembly. 
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��� ����� ��� %��#� %-��� ����� ��� %��#� %-��� ����� ��� %��#� %-��� ����� ��� %��#� %- 
���� ���%&��� �$��%��� ��� !"#��� ���$� !������� ���%&��� �$��%��� ��� !"#��� ���$� !������� ���%&��� �$��%��� ��� !"#��� ���$� !������� ���%&��� �$��%��� ��� !"#��� ���$� !��� 

    
!�����  .���� ����� ���� �%/� 0"#� 1��� ��� �����, � �2�% �����, .� ��3�# 

!"#��� ���$� �  04�� !���  �����  !����� �%5 6���0� 7�3�# " ���78 ���� ��#� ���#��9 .�, 
���%&��� �:��� ;< !��� ��� ����� ��� ��4। > �?�%� >� !�" @’ >%�5 %�� !����� 
.����� 0��;� %���� ��4। %��B, ;������� ������ ��$ " .;��� 4���� �72�� �� C����� 6��� 
��� ����� ���� ��-�� ;$�B� �� ��D��E �2�F %���� ���0���9।    
    

������ ��$ " .;��� 4���� ������9 .�, ��� ����� ���� ���� 04�� ���%&� G�� 04��।    
    

7�4��, 40���� >4 %��� ;���� !��� H�� >%�5 ��3# !����� ���� 0��;� %�����9। 
%��#�� !;� 04�� !����� ���%&��� ;I����। ��� ���%&��� C�:� ���0�� >� %�� .%� 
���%&��4 ���� !��� ���� �। ���%&� ����J� 0"#�� ��� �����4 )*KL ��� )K4 !$F ������ 

��� ���%&��� �����7M� $B���3��� ��� ���� C������ ��� 1��N %�O ���� @�#�� ���� 
.P�3� %��#��9�� ‘‘%��� �0R� !� �0R� ���%�� � >�� ������ ���%�� �; C��< ����# C��� �0; 
%��B ��� 04���9 ���<�%� �<��$� ��T��। %��5� 04���9 ��;U��% C���, ���V� �$��% �0����।’’    
    

%��#�� !;��� 1����� .P�3B� 04�� 40�4 ����B� 0# .�, !����� W �0� .�� �X��# 
�������3 ���%&��� ��& �$��%�% ��;U��%7��� W%<�� %��#� >%�5 �� ���%&�� ;��� $�Y#� 
������� 
Z .���#��9��। ��[0�� .� 
Z�% ��&�� ���B� %��� ;<4 !��� ��� ����� ��4। ��� 
����� ���� ��< ��#�4 !����� ���V� ������, �0R� �72�� ��;U��% .7���7� @� 04�� >�� 
������, �0R� �72�� ��& �$��%��� �#� ���%&�� ;��� $�Y#� 1�\��। 40��� ���%&��� ��0�� 
!�" C5�5 04��।    

    
!; ��0��� ��� ������� ��������� %�����9 ��0��� %��#�� !;��� ��B��% 1�� � 

%�����9। ��0��� %��#�� !;��� ]2���% C���� %�����9 >�� ��0��� ���%&��� ��0�� !�" 
C5�5 %��#� ������� ��� ���� ;I�4���9।    
    

������ ��$ " .;��� 4���� !� >% �;$�� ����#��9 .�, ��� ����� ��� ���� 04�� �0R��� 
��������� 7���4#� !4 ���3��� ��& !� ��� %��#� ���।    
    

C�77� 7����- .���� �0R��� �9� ��%�� L+ ; >�� .���� �0R��� �7�� �-�?��� 
C��%���" �9�, .�� �>4 ��� �0R�$B ��������� ���%&��� ���� 04�� ����<� %��#� ���%�� � 
����, ��� !; ���%&��- .���� �0R�$B ���<�# ��%�� )_ ;�� .��� #, .���� ��0��� �% %��#� 
.%��5 .%��5 �������% 7���4#� ���3��� �� !� ��� %��#� ���? 41�# .���a� " .;�� .���a�    
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��� ����� ��� ����� !�9। .���� �% �0R��� �� !� ��� �#��9? ��%�� )_ ; �0R� .%��5 
.%��5 �������% .��%� ���4#� ����- >/� !;b�� %�� !; ��0��� ������9, ������ ����;� 
1�� ��0���� .%� !c� �4। %��;4 ������ ���;" ��0���� ��T�� %���� ���� �।    
    

���, ��� ��T��� ������ 7�4��� �� ��D��E ;I�4��� ;< W ������ ��$ " .;��� 4���� 
$�����; %�����9 .�, ��� ����� ��� ���� 04�� 4������ .���� 04��।    
    

�%d, 7�4��! ����, ����#�, .���, ���f, 4�R����#� �72�� ������ ���V ��� ����� ��� 
���� !�9। ��0��� .� �� .��� 4������ .���� 0# �4। !��� ��$ ��$ ���#� 41�# .��a� " .;�� 
.���a�� ������ ��� ����� ���# .7�5 �����9। ��0���" !����� ����� 0�� 0# �4। !; !4 
���3��� ������ ��� ����� ��� ���� 04��4 4������ .���� 04�� .%?    
     

���� ���%&��� 
����� ��%5�" !; !����� 7���#� .��� ��%��। $� * ���� ���� ��g� 
���%&��� >%�5 ����h#���� �h ���� ���%&��� ��� >4 C����� %��#��9। !; .%i�# !4 �7�� 
!� �j� ���� " ��g� ���%&��� �7�� ���<����< ���" ���� ��0#��9। >4 C�c�# ��� �2�% 
����� ��� ���� ���% >�� ���� ���%&��� ������ " ���<��P���� �7�� .7���7��� �����$ �#� 
��g� ���%&��� W ����h#������ ��� %�#%; ������% 0�� %���� ����, ��� ��0��� ������� 
;< ���� ���%&��% ���<��P��� ���B� %��#� ���� ���%&��� 1�� C����� ����4#� ��4��। �kN�� ���� 
���%&��% ���� %��#� ����� ;<4 ����h#������ �2�% ����� ���0���9 40���� >4 �h�E �<�� 
%��� ;<" !; ��� ����� ��� ���� %�� ��#�;।    
    

.� ������ ��$ $� *���� ���� �� ��% ��#�4 !����� ����� %��#��9 .�4 ������ ��$ " 
��� .���� .;��� 4���� >�" ��X���#%��� 1�� �7�� %��#�4 ��[��#� ���%�� ���0���9। .�;<4 
��0��� �2�% ����� ���0���9।    
    

�%d ��X���#%�� .���� �l  �� %��#��9। .���� �:��� ;< ��X����#%��� ��3�# !; 
��� %�� ��#�;। .�;<4, !��� ��4 ��� �����। ���� .��� ��X���#%�� ���%��, �0R�-������� 
��;U��% .7���7� ���%��, ���� .��� ��c $B�m" ����J� 04�� ���� �। ��X���#%�� ��� %��#� 
$B�m ���J�� ;<" !; ��� ����� ��� ���� %�� C���0���। �%�� W%<�� ��� 6��� ��� ������� 
�����% C���P %��#� ����। �%�� ����#� !"#�; ����-    
    

• %��#�� !;��� 
Z�% ��&�� ���B� %��� ;< ��� ����� ��4। 

• ���%&��� ��0�� C5�5 %��� ;< ��� ����� ��4। 

• ��X���#%� .7���7� @� %��� ;< ��� ����� ��4। 

• $B�m ���J�� ;< ��� ����� ��4। 

• ���� ���%&��� 
����� ;< ��� ����� ��4। 
    
    
    
    
    
    
���� ��% !"#��� ���$� ��  ;�� !@� 0�4 %�2�% +, � ���� .��a, n�%� 04�� ���o� " �%����। ��4"�#�� .��, n�%�।    
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ATAUR RAHMAN CALLED TO FORM MINISTRY: 

AW AMI'S AGREE TO ACCEPT:  

CABINET NAMING TODAY 

(By a Staff Reporter) 

The Governor Mr. A.K. Fazlul Huq yesterday formally commissioned the leader of 

the opposition in the East Pakistan Assembly, Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan to form a 

Ministry in the province. 

Mr. Khan when contacted last night said that he would accept the invitation to form a 

cabinet and would inform the Governor accordingly today. 

The Governor's letter commissioning Mr. Khan to form a Ministry, it is learnt, was 

delivered to the latter soon after 5 p.m. when he was in the meeting of the Awami 
League Parliamentary Party. 

The Awami League Parliamentary Party meeting which was being held, according to 

previous schedule from 4 p.m. it is learnt, discussed the question whether the party 

should accept office. There was some opinion in the party that they should not accept 

office at the present moment. 

Moulana Bhashani who addressed the Parliamentary Party advised that unless there 

was assurance from the Centre that all the food which was required for meeting the 

deficit, irrespective of how much that might mean in terms of money, would be supplied, 

the party should not assume Governmental responsibility. 

Both the Parliamentary Party and the Working Committee, which met immediately 
after, however, decided in favor of accepting office. 

Mr. Ataur Rahman told pressmen last night that when he met the Governor today, he 

was likely to submit a list of names of those who wanted to include in his cabinet. Asked 

what the strength of the cabinet was likely to be he said that he could not yet give a 

definite idea. 

It is, however, understood that the cabinet might consist of about eleven members. 

According to present indications five ministers may come from the Awami League, 

two from the congress, one from the Ganatantri Dal, one from the U.P.P., one from the 
Scheduled Castes and one other. 
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There were faint rumours last night of some other parties seeking an alignment with 

the Awami League. No confirmation was, however, available of such a move. 

Soon after Mr. Rahman would submit his list of proposed ministers to the Governor, 
President's rule will be lifted from the province to allow the formation of a Parliamentary 

Government. 

Till last night, the leaders of all the opposition groups were closed at the Circuit 

House in Mr. Suhrawardy's room where matters related to the formation of a Ministry 
were discussed among those who took part in the discussions were Mr. Suhrawardy, Mr. 

Ataur Rahman, Mr. Basanta Kumar Das, Mr. Mahmud Ali, Mr. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 
and others. 
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�������    ���    �����    
!"#��� ��$ ��%�� ���<�m�� 

���-�����B� ��2��    
���� ���%&� ��%���� ���� 

��7�$    
L4 .��pq�, )*+,।    

 

 

!����� ��� " %���h�!����� ��� " %���h�!����� ��� " %���h�!����� ��� " %���h� 
���� ���%&��� ����m����� ���%&��� ����m����� ���%&��� ����m����� ���%&��� ����m� 

;�� !��1� �0�� ����;�� !��1� �0�� ����;�� !��1� �0�� ����;�� !��1� �0�� ���� 
.���� 7�3B.���� 7�3B.���� 7�3B.���� 7�3B 

((((LLLL4 .��pq�4 .��pq�4 .��pq�4 .��pq�----)*+,)*+,)*+,)*+,)))) 
    

$� L4 .��pq� �t<� ���Y ���5�# n�%� .���� .%i 04�� ���� ���%&��� ����m� ;�� 
!��1� �0�� �� >% .���� ��2��# �� �m�-�7�� ��� " %�����%u� ���v3B %��। ��� �%� 
��;�R�� ����� .P�3B� ���� %�� >�� ��� .�, ���< ���<�� ������� ;< ��[0��� �w��< �%� 
1��# C��q %����। ��[0�� >4 ��2��� ��B� ����B ��I ����B .�"#� .$�:-    
    

4�����<4 !��� �w��� ;��� .����9 .� .%����� ���Y 9����� Pj� !�$ !�� 
����m� �0���� ��� y0 %���9। ��%�� $\�� %�; >� ���E �?�� 0#�। ��z4 > %�; �?�B� 
0��। 4�<���� !�� " !��� C�� ���; �0%��� .� �� ���<� ���-�<�c� " ;-%�<�B ���F��% 
�<�0� %�� .����9, ��0� " ��%�u� ���� .�b��� ������� ;< >�$�# ��� ��� �{u�� 0�#�9।    
    

!� C��% �%9� ���� ����� !��� >�� !��� �0%������ ��� !E��% �0��7��� �%���� ;< 
!�� .������ ;$�� 1�|�� %2�}�� ��� %��9।    
    

D��� " 7�~$B! !��� > ������ 4��0���� >%�5 �{5 ��0����4 %���7�� y0B %���9। !��� 
.�� 7��/��4 C�$� !�9 .�, !����$�% %�%b��� 7#��0 ���<�� ����� %��� 0�� >�� ����w� 

u ���#� ���<4 ��’ %��� 0��। !��� H�����  ��� " $�� ����� .���7 ���#� y0B %�� �4। 
1��E %����<� ��� !0���4 �� %���9। !����� %������ y0B %��� ��� >%�� !�$ ������� b�� 
����� ��� n�%� �0� >% 7�3B .$������$� �]��� 0�#�9�। !��� >4 @P�5�� ;< >%�5 �����-
��7�$�# ���E� �&�� %���9 >�� ��%�� �0� " !0�$�B� 1N����%������ 1����  �����B " 
.���।    
    

���< ���<����< ���<����< ���<����< ���<� 
    

���< �<�c� " ���-�<�c�� . �� h����� $7�� 1�%O�� ��:4 !��� � < %��9। 
y������� ;�����B �l ���� ���� .� C��0�� �0< %�� !��9, �� �%2�4 C�B��#। C��U��% ��% 
���# .��;� 7�3�# ���� .$�� 0# .�, ���� @|���� .�3 ����� �$�# .�M�9��। �� .0�% ���< ��%5 �� 
���<��% 9��Y�# 1�\�9। !�� !����$�% !T�� ���� .�, C�y �����< ��3#����0� ���< ���<4 
������ c� C��%�� %�� !�9। %��;4 !����� ��� %�;4 0�� ��y ���< ���<�� ��������� %��। > 
�?�%� !; ��5-7�� .����aj .�;�-.;���� 4f�R�� ��;��� ��: !����� >%�5 ��\% 0�#    
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.$�9। >4 ����� ;�� .0��� �0�� .��0��"#���� C�� y0B %��# !��� .�M7�$< ���4 �� %��; 
%��B, ���< �<�c�# ��[� ��&� C�7}�� �q�t !���� �����3 "#��%�0�� !�9। ��� ���< ���<�� 
��E�3;% �����%�u ���< �����0 �2�� >�� ���< �<�c� !#�N !��  ;< .� %�#%�5 �<�c� 
C�q %���9, �� >4:-    

�. 4������� .� ) .%��5 )_ ��� �B ���<-��< !����� !��� .�#� 0�#�9, �� 9�Y�" .����a�j� 
�0��7���# !��� �L ��� � ��1� !����� !��� .�"#� 0�#�9। 

    �. ���� ���%&��� �R�b��� " .�� ���E ���� ���< .����4 ;�0�;b��� ��Y����Y .�M9�� ����, 
��� ;�< �� 1��# 1���%�u �<�c� C��q %�� 0��। !����� 1�|�< 0�� > �9� C����� ��� 
.�3 0"#�� �����4 ) .%��5 �L ��� �B ��1� !���� %���4 0��। 

�. !$��� )K4 .��pq� .;�� �<��;F<�5 " .;��� %��������� >% ���� ���9। > ����� 
���<�c� ��������� %�� ����� 

 >��%�� ��#�; �B�# %�� 0��- >�� %�� ���<-���<� �� 
���� �<�c�# �����< �2�F %�� ����। >�� C�������� ��� 0�#�9 .� ��[�� ��[��� �;�� ���<� 
�����B .��pq� " C����� ���� �% �����B ����<� ��#�; >�� y������ �%7��� ���<-��< 
��Y����Y ���� %�� ��# ��� �&���0 n�%�# !��। 

 �. !��� ����E %���9 .�, ���< ���<�� ����y% �<�c���� ;�< .;�� �<��;�V5��� ��B�  ��� 
.�"#� 0��। ��[��� %�; C��%�� �0; " %���%�� %��� 1�|��< >4 �� C�������� �<��%  ��� 
.�"#� 0��, ���� %�� n�%�� ��� ������ ��: ������� �2�� ��# F � %�� ���� ������ ��#�;�# 
�<�c� C��q %��� ����। ���< ��h�E C����� ����3 %�� �";��%���, .��������%���, 
%������;��� >�� ������������ %�\�� ���& ������ ;< .;�� �<��;�V5��� C��%��  ��� .�"#� 
0��। 

+. >�" ��a %���5 $�\� 0�# � ��%�� 10���� !H $\�� !��� .�"#� 0��। .��� ��a %���5 
4�����<4 $\ %�� 0�#�9, C��%�� ������� %��� ;< .��$����% ��$�\ %�� 0��। 

 
    ,.  .���� �:����� ��#�; 0��, .���� �:���� .����� �<�c� 0��। 
 

��P� �� 
u��#��� >� .�-.%� ����4 ����< �7�� %�� %��������� � ��, %��� ��� >�� 
1���� ���� 1��। >;< !��� ��� �<�c��% ��$�\ %�� ����%�� @������� %��� ��4। c�#� 
%��������� ���� >�� ������ �����# !��4 0��। C�� >�� C%��B< %��������� !��� ����# ���� 
��4। �� %�� � >�� ������$� %��������� ;< C������$� >�� .�#�Y� %��������� ;�#$� .9�Y 
����4 0��। %�������� 0# %�; %���, � 0# %�; .9�Y ��� ����; %��b�B ;������B� C�� C��# 
%�� ���� �। !����� %������ >�� ���%u� %���%�� %��� ��%��� %�������� !����� ��B� 
�0����$�� " ���� ����।    

     
!�� �F 7�3�# ���� ��4, �� �%9� !��� %��, ;������B� .���4 0�� ��� �7�N, ��;U��% 

����������� ��: ��� .%� �?%� ��%�� �। ���R ���%���� ��;U��% 0&� � ����& %�� �। 
���� >�� �  %��������� ����� ����� " C5�5 ����� " ����w� ����� ���f2� %��� >�� C���� "     
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%������� CE�7�� %���9���। ;������B� <& ��T���� ������ " !����� ������ "#��� � �� ;< 
!��� !; �%� ��;U��% �R�� ����� !��� ���#�9। ��;U��% %������ 1�� !������ ����# 
����-��3�" !��� ���� ���#�9। ��;U��% %������ 1�� !������ ����# ����-��3�" !��� ���� 
��#�9। ����N� !4 ������� ;< ����� !4 ��� �<�c�" %�� 0��।    

 
������ �������� �������� �������� �� 

    
!����� "#��� C���#� .���� ��;U��%, C��U��% " �����;% . ��� �����# C���� " 

@���� ����%��B� ;< !��� ��&� %����� C��q %��। ��R0;% 1��# >�� ;$�B� ���� 
�����# ���� ��?� C;� %���9, ����� �?�%� C��t� %��� ;< >%�5 1� �������F C��t� 
%���5 $\ %�� 0��। >�� ����%0� 7�$<��3���� C���� �� %�� ��#�; >�� "��� �� %�� 0��।    

    
�� � ��f���� � ��f���� � ��f���� � ��f�� 

    
;$�B� ��� !����� "#��� C���#� .���� �� � �<�c� ��$�\�� �<�c�" !��� %��। 

!;��� ���7� �� .���� ���&��4 C���$�� .��� �$�#�9; �%d �� � . ��� �� ����� .%� ����4 
0# �। �� �� �� 9�Y�", �� �� �<# .�7��� �2�� .��#�9, ���� �����B �:��� .��%��� ��  @��0 
0�# 1�\�9। !��� �� %��, �$��%��� .� �� � .�#� 0��, ��� 1���4 .���� 7��3<� �7�����। 
������ !��� �����% &� .��% H- %�� ��T���<��# ���E �� � �<�c�� ��$�\�� ��� ������� 
%��� ��4। C8, �� " ���c��� ���� �� ��%" !��� ;���� C<�� ��� ��#�; ��� �� %��। 
>4 C�7����� C����� 0�#4 !��� ;������B� ;< %� �<#����  " 18� ���� �� �� �<�c� 
%��� %��; ��� 0�।    
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!�� >� .������� >% C�� �
�t ���9- ���� ��X��% ��;U��% ������ �� ���<��P� 

��� ������ �%d ��[��� !��� .�� " ;���� >% C�����< C�� ���4 �� %��। ��[��� .���# !��� 
���}���। !��� ��[��� >4 !T�� ���� .�, ��%��� %��; " .���� .���# ��[�� .%�� ��� �����$ 
������4 ���� �; C��%E >� >% ������ �2�F� ������ ���� ���� ��[�� ������ 7�4��� ��4 ��B� 
����N�� ���$ ��[��� ���-��T�� .��3B " ��� %��� ����।    

    
.��0��;� ���<�.��0��;� ���<�.��0��;� ���<�.��0��;� ���<� 

    
>� !�� !��� .�4 �� .������ �q�t @->% %�� ���9 ���� @�7��$<���� !����� 

!;���� ��� ��3� "‘.��0��;�’ ��� ������ 0��। ��[��4 0�� .�4 �� ���� ��[�� ���%&� 
0������ ;<    
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�� �%9� .%���� %���9। >5� !�� %�� ����� ��[�� �l !�$4 7��7��� ����J� " �������� 0��। 
��� ������� ��[��� �l .��% %<��?, ���$�Y���, .���� " ;�B� %��5�� ����3� C����� C�c�# ��� 
%��9। ��[��� ��J� ������4 !����� ��%u । >�� %�� ��[�� ;������B� ��: >%�7�� 0�# ����। 

��� .���� 
��� �$��% �0���� �I�;%7��� ��J� >�� �����B ;������� 1�|��< ��[��� ;< 
�����$-������� �2�F %���4 0��।    

    
����� ���<-���<� ������0� ��R��& ���?8 %��� ��: ��:4 !�� >�� !��� �0%���$B 

���< �����0 " �j �<�c�� %������� 
��  .���� ;< ��q�� ���। !����� �t�-��t� >�� 
H7�%����$B�% C����� %��9-�� !��� ���� .�� 04, �� .� ��[�� !����� ;< ���5�, C7<��� " 
������� ��t��& � %��। !��� ����37��� ����� ����9 .�, �� !����� ;������B� >% ����5 
C�� C���� C�c�# ��#�9, �� !����� ;�[%;�%��B� !����#�� y0B %���� C��%�� .4।    

    
!;�% !����� �%5 .��% ����# .��� !�$ !�� >5�4 ���� ��4 .�, !��� ;������B� 

4��� 1���4 ��%��� %�2�� y0B %���9 >�� !��� ���� ���E ;������B� !c�7�; ��%���, 
���� ���E !��� ��%��� %��� ������� %��। !�� !T�� ���� .�, .� ��l��� !��� ���� .�, !��� 
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Joint Electorate Bill in National Assembly in Pakistan 

10th and 11th October, 1956. 

Excerpts from the speech of Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy: Sir, I beg to move: 

"That the Bill to provide for the principle of electorate in elections to the National 

Assembly and Provincial Assemblies be taken into consideration." 

It may appear strange to those who have not been able to adapt themselves to the 

change in political outlook resultant on the creation of Pakistan, that I, who was an 

advocate of the two-nation theory in undivided India, and whose contribution to the 

creation of Pakistan was perhaps not insignificant, and who believed in separate 

electorate in undivided India, should advocate joint electorate in Pakistan as a salutary 

constitutional principle. Undoubtedly separate electorate formed the cardinal creed of the 

Muslim of undivided India, and was strongly advocated with irrefutable logic by Sir 

Abdulla Suhrawardy in his minute of dissent to the Simon Report as early as 1918-19, 

but it was not based on the two-nation theory as such a theory advocated as late as 1940 

in the political document known as the Lahore Resolution. Separate electorate was a 
device to secure proper representation in the Legislatures for the Muslim minority; it 

took something away from the majority population; it was certainly never meant to be a 
device to safeguard the interests of a majority population. Although the Lahore 

Resolution appeared to endorse the two-nation theory, it actually never did so; it threw it 
overboard when it visualized in the same Resolution that minorities would be left behind 

in the two countries of Pakistan and India. The two-nation theory carried to its logical 
conclusion would have connoted total exchange of population-the creation of a 

completely Hindu nation in India and the creation of a completely Muslim nation in 

Pakistan. 

 

Of course, by a strange illogicality all the non-Muslim nations were lumped together 

as one Hindu nation. The two-nation theory was advanced by the Muslims as a 

justification for the partition of India and the creation of a State made up of 

geographically contiguous units where the Muslims were numerically in a majority. 

Once the State was created, the two-nation theory lost its force even for the Muslims. If 

it is still persisted in, it will logically lead to the partition of Pakistan and the creation of 

a State made up of contiguous areas where non-Muslims are. in a majority; a 

contingency from which every Pakistani must recoil with horror. The Muslims, who 

were a nationality in undivided India, are now citizens in their own country, Pakistan, in 

which every citizen, whatever may be his religion, is a member of the Pakistani nation. 

All of the Muslims and non-Muslims are Pakistanis first and last and we take pride and 

glory in our having achieved nationhood. There is, thus, a radical difference between the 

conception 
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of the Millat-i-Islam which transcends geographical boundaries, and the conception of a 
Pakistani nation or qaum which has boundaries and has a peculiar entity which 

differentiates it from other nations. Circumstances thus have changed, and so must our 
political outlook change with the establishment of Pakistan. Today we do not want to 

develop fissiparous tendencies within the country but must create one nation. I, 

therefore, avocate joint electorate because this will help in welding all the people 

together into one great Pakistani nation, in creating mutual confidence and co-operation 

in the service of the country and in destroying the seeds of suspicion, distrust and hatred 

between the citizens professing different religions. I want to help in the creation of a 

Pakistani nation. I want the citizens to have only one ideal, namely, service to Pakistan 

each according to his own religious convictions but all united to advance the stability, 

integrity and the glory of Pakistan and all dedicated to their motherland. Surely, this is an 

ideal worth struggling for a worth achieving. 

 

It is said by some that joint electorate is contrary to the tenets of Islam and that if our 

National Assembly passes it, it will be doing something un-Islamic. Apart from the 

conviction which I hold, a conviction which is supported by all the Muslim countries of 
the world that- there are no injunctions regarding electorates in Islam and that it is 

wholly wrong to drag Islam into this controversy. I maintain that under our constitution, 
labeled as Islamic by those gentlemen who consider joint electorate to be un-Islamic, the 

final word as to what is Islamic or not rests with the State and its organ, the National 
Assembly.............  

 

It is said that joint electorate is un-Islamic. Joint Electorate implies that Muslims and 

non-Muslims vote for a particular person. Are we not always doing that in our 

Legislatures? Have you not jointly voted for the President of the Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan? Do we not, Muslims and non-Muslims, vote jointly for every measure in our 

Legislature? Have we not voted jointly for your venerable self when we elected you as 

our speaker? How do these gentlemen, who consider that joint electorate is un-Islamic 

and a sin, remain members of a Legislature and vote with non-Muslims for individuals 

and for measures? Indeed the Members of this very National Assembly have been 

returned by a joint electorate, namely, the Provincial Legislatures composed of Muslims 

and non-Muslims. The argument that joint electorate is un-Islamic should hardly appeal 

to the members here who by their very association in the Legislature must be groveling 

in sin. 

 

Then again, is Pakistan the only Muslim country in the world? Are there not other 
Muslim countries like Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Syria, Iran, Lebanon, Jordan and even 

Afghanistan where they declared law is the Shari at law, and is there separate electorate 
in any of these countries? In the days of colonialism, in the days of their subjugation one 

or two of them had separate electorate. This was a device to divide the people. No sooner 
did they attain independence than they had one electorate and made no difference 

between Muslims and non-Muslims. What will these countries think of the thesis that 
joint electorate is un-Islamic? What will those countries think of Pakistan and its 

divines? I leave the people to ponder. 
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Let us go nearer home. In East Pakistan members are returned by joint electorate to 

all the self-governing bodies, like Union Boards, District Boards, the Municipalities, the 

School Boards and so on. No one up till now has doubled the system un-Islamic or 

should it be said that it is only when it comes to electing representatives to a Legislature 

that the joint electorate becomes un-Islamic, but is absolutely Islamic in all other cases 

even in the election of our President. 

In my opinion this problem must be viewed only from one angle, namely, what is in 

the interest of Pakistan? As I have pointed out, joint electorate will help to create one 

country and one nation and destroy all fissiparous tendencies. Separate electorate will 

keep alive the flame of difference based on religion, which will in their turn lead to 

differences in outlook and even discrimination between citizens and citizens. However, 

much we shall endeavor to avoid it. Separate electorate is unhealthy if we want to create 

a nation. It IS useful if we wish to divide. It is a powerful weapon for division. If we 

search Our hearts sincerely, we shall find that the present Muslim demand for separate 

electorate is based on deep suspicion and distrust and even hatred of the non-Muslim 

element. I know that the scars resultant on the partition has not yet healed. Generations 

will pass before they will heal, but the process of healing must begin, and, living as we 
must, side by side, with the realistic conviction that the transfer of population is 

impossible, that the migration of the 4.5 crores of Muslims in India may well result in 
Pakistan being swept into the sea, we have to accept the fact that Pakistan will remain a 

country inhabited by Muslims and non-Muslims all of whom must have equal rights and 
are entitled to be treated as equal citizens. This can only be produced by a feeling, that 

all are entitled equally to participate in the future of the country through the political 
institutions of a democratic state. I know that the protagonists of separate electorate will 

loudly deny that they have any such feeling of distrust, suspicion and hatred against non-

Muslims but we cannot escape basic facts and the only way to prove that they entertain 

no such feeling is to accept joint electorate. 

Those who support separate electorate declare that in the system of joint electorate, 

the Hindus will dominate over the Muslims, capture all the seats, corrupt the Muslims 
and so on. It is strange that this has been voiced in an area of Pakistan where there are 

not more than 2 percent Hindus. Strange that these people in West Pakistan, who know 
nothing at all about. East Pakistan, should try and impose on it this political panacea, and 

pose as its saviors, as if the Muslims of East Pakistan understand nothing. Do they not 
realize that it constitutes a slanderous condemnation of the Muslims of East Pakistan, 

where Hindus still dwell in significant numbers? Let me tell those who think in this 

manner that there is no such danger. Muslims of East Pakistan, who have not lost their 

faith in themselves and who basically, are true Muslims, know how to perform their duty 

to their country. Whether we have joint or separate electorate matters little in West 

Pakistan where the non Muslims are in such a negligible minority, but it does matter a lot 

in East Pakistan and the Muslims of East  

Pakistan pray to be saved from those who consider them so contemptible that they 
will sell the interests of the country for the money of non-Muslims. In view of this it is 

hardly relevant to point out that the wealthy Hindus have migrated from this country, for 
I do not admit that the Muslims of East  
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Pakistan are in danger, but I point this out for the benefit of those who entertain such 
contemptuous ideas regarding their brother Muslims. Let me give you a few instances of 

joint electorate in action in East Pakistan to show how incorrect is the view of its so-
called saviors. 

In the district of Khulna, where the Hindus and Muslims are almost equally divided, 

and from wherein the Provincial Assembly which is based on separate electorate, there 

are 8 Muslims and 7 Hindus, there are in its District Boards of 30 Elected members, 
where there should have been on the same basis 16 Muslims and 14 Hindus, 28 Muslims 

and 2 Hindus. In the Faridpur District Board, where on the basis of separate electorate, 
there should have been 25 Muslims and 11 Hindus, 32 Muslims and 4 Hindus have been 

returned. In Dinajpur, where On the basis of electorate, based on population, there 
should have been 12 Muslims and 9 Hindus, 21 Muslims have been returned and no 

Hindu. These figures speak for themselves, and show that in a system of joint electorate 
Hindus have little chance of being returned unless they cooperate with the Muslims and 

identify themselves with them. Indeed, joint electorate if it does any harm at ail in the 

matters of representation will harm the Hindus. I deliberately use the words "in the 

matter of representation", for I think they will gain otherwise from the point of view of 

creating identity of interest and a sense of common endeavor in a common cause for a 

common country, which is so vital for a minority community, for its safety, for its 

dignity and for its future progress, more particularly if the majority community is willing 

and prepared to be just and to live with the minority community as equal partners and 

share with its hopes and its fears. It may, therefore, well be asked why, if the Hindus 

stand to loose so much in representations, do they advocate joint electorate. I have 

already given the answer but there are other answers as well. It is difficult for the 

Hindus, who, when they were citizens of undivided India, denied to the Muslims the 

right of separate electorate as a proper method or representation to claim that right for 

themselves now that they are in the position of a minority. Apart from this the Hindus 
find that in a system of separate electorate they will remain for all time a constitutional 

minority subject to a minority complex and at the whim of a majority complex. It is 
always to the interest of the minorities if there these complexes are removed and the idea 

of one nation takes its place and the term minority community loses significance. In the 
system of separate electorate, the Hindus will be entitled to such a large number of seats 

that they will always hold the balance of power between the contesting Muslim groups. 
It is a political and logical phenomenon that the minority community closes its ranks and 

stands solid as a group, while the majority community that wields power will always be 

divided. It is to the credit of the Hindus of East Pakistan that they realize that it will be 

fatal for their future if they place themselves in the position of being able to playoff one 

group against the other. Their position can become so dominant that they can place the 

smaller Muslim party in power by combining with it and oust the larger party. This while 

giving to the Hindus minority some temporary advantage will build up against it forces 

of distrust and the major Muslim group cannot but entertain unfriendly feelings towards 

it. It speaks greatly for the political insight of the Hindu community that they prefer to 

reap the benefits of trust and cooperation and one nationhood rather than scramble for 

representation on the basis of numbers. A time will come, I hope, when Muslims and 

non-Muslims will forget 
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the difference of religion in the service of the country, and we shall find ourselves 
working together, side by side and shoulder to shoulder, in all nooks and corners of the 

country, and through such work attain a common nationhood, and take our rightful place 
in representative institutions, in local bodies and in legislatures according to the service 

we render to our fellow creatures. 

I beg the House, therefore, and the people outside the country to view this problem only 

from one angle, namely, the interest of Pakistan. It is so easy to mislead our people who 
are prepared to sacrifice everything in the way of Islam, to mislead them in the name of 

Islam. It is so easy to excite passion, so easy to kindle fires, so easy to destroy, so 
difficult to build, that I would beg of those who are utilizing this controversy, for the 

sake of opposition, not to fan the flames of fanaticism and bigotry and hatred but to 
pause and build Pakistan on the solid foundation of trust and unity between all the 

peoples inhabiting this beloved country of ours. 

 

I commend my motion to the house.., 
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NATIONAL ASSEMBLY PASSES ELECTORATE BILL (48-19) 

Unparalleled All-night Marathon Session. 

BEST POSSIBLE SOLUTION: PM 

(By S.C.) 

After a more than 14-hour debate which commenced yesterday morning and 

concluded in the small hours of to-day the National Assembly passed the Bill providing 

for joint electorate in East Pakistan and separate electorate in the country's Western 

wing. The Electorate Bill was passed at 4 a. m. (East) by 48 votes to 19. But this was not 
before several divisions had been pressed by the opposition and lost including one by 48 

votes to 20. 
 

Animated debate marked the sessions proceedings and other points of interest 
included defection of one member from the republican party over the electorate issue, 

declaration of a member of the United Front that he believed in joint electorate regarding 
which he said his party had given him freedom of conscience and the ending-up 

speeches of Mr. Suhrawardy, Prime Minister and Mr. Chundrigar, leader of the Muslim 

League party. 
 

Mr. Suhrawardy's concluding words while commending the bill for enactment were 
that it constituted under the circumstances the best possible solution and that it would 

bring the two wings of Pakistan closer together. This was also the best solution until 
such time as West Pakistan of its own volition changed its view point. 

 
Earlier, he appealed to the opposition that if they wanted to save the people from 

bigotry and fanaticism, then they should have the guts to go and tell them that the 

question of electorate had nothing to do with religion. 

 

Mr. Chundrigar marshalling the case for separate electorate said that he would 

submit that this system of voting was in the best interest of both Hindus and Muslims. 

 

He also stated that equality of rights for the minorities had already been provided for 

in the constitution. 

 

As regards the Government Party's contention that under a system of separate 

electorates 72 non-Muslims in East Pakistan had held the balance of power, he said that 

the particular method of voting could not be blamed for this but the Muslims themselves. 

 
Yesterday afternoon Pir Ali Mohammad Rashidi of the Muslim League held out a 

threat that a movement for separate electorate would be launched to which Mr. 
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Suhrawardy interjecting replied that he would break this by a bigger movement based on 

annihilation of all suspicion and distrust. 

In his vinding up speech, Mr. Suhrawardy said that he would like to join with Mr. 
Chundrigar in condemning the hooliganism that might have taken place here on 

October7. He hoped that leaders of all political parties will enjoin that there be no 

disturbance in political meetings. 

Among those who participated in this session's debate also were Dr. Khan Saheb and 
Mian Iftekharuddin; the West Pakistan Chief Minister said that it was not possible for 

him, to understand why the issue of the electorates was worrying the members. But as 
Mian Saheb had told them they were worried because they did not represent the public. 

Whether he believed in joint or separate electorate did not matter. The point was that 

representatives of West Pakistan had supported separate electorate and his party and 

himself had no right to go back on it without referring the matter to people. 

In Pakistan, he said, will had always been imposed from the top and politics directed 

from drawing rooms. He would request all members of the House in clearing the country 

of fortune hunters but mere speeches would not do. 

Referring to East Pakistan he said that they had voted for joint electorate and had 
every right to do it and also propagate their viewpoint but they should do it peacefully 

and violently. 
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7�4��,    

> .�� H�� �m�, .�q��, ��%��� %��������� �0-> .�� C$�B� ;$�B� .��। ��0��� > .�� 
�������� %��, ��0��� ��%�� *+ ; $���, %���� %���� �72�� �%� .�B�� ;������B� 5�%� ��#�4 
���। > .���� ��%�� ;$�B�4 ��%��। ��4 ;$�B� 
��� � �%�u @����, 
;����, 
.����%������ �72�� �%� �%� ���;������� %���%��� �t %��� ;< 7#7��� �<�$ %��#� W%<�� 
01। ���� ������ ��[��� ���� ��B� !���% 
�#N��� !���#� ���� >�� �0� �) ���� ��%� )K ��� 
���� ����B� ;< ����8 ;����% !"#��� ���$� ���<�� W%2�� %��#� ����� !�R�� $�Y#� ������ 
04��।    
    

.���� ����� ���<�� ������� 1��# 1��� >�� !�R���% ��\%7��� �������� ;< 
!�� !$��� L4 .��#��� 04�� ���0�<��� ��E�3 %�$������ >% ����5 ���� !0�� %��#��9। �� 
��, ;������ �������3 1� ����� .��$�� %��#� ;$�B� ���� !���#� !�R�� .;����� %-।    
    

%������%������%������%������ 
    
L4 " �4 .��#���- ���� ��% !"#��� ��$ %�1��� �7�।    
    
L4 .��#��� 04��-%2�3, ��u ����� " ���f2��% ����। ������ ;< .�J o�<�w�� !#�� >�� 
���f2��% ����� .��$���� ;< ��u�$B�% C����� ;�� ��4���9। ��%�� �<�c� %�� 04��, ��9�� 
��: !���।    
    

    
    

;$�B� $B< �����    
.��� !�@� 0���� �� 7����    

)�-_)-+L    
    
    
    
     
    
    
    
 

 

 

 

����3 oF�<�- ������ ;< ��1�, ����, .a%��, %Y�4, $--�%�� .� ��0� �� %���� �� ������ �����4 .�M9�4#� ����।    
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�������    ���    �����    

%�$���� ���� ��h�E 
������    

��"��� 7����    ��� .��#��� )*+L    

    
%�$����� a�%%�$����� a�%%�$����� a�%%�$����� a�% 

    
• ���� ��� .%��5 ��:���� ��[��� ���� !���% 
�#N��� !���#� a�%। 

• W��0���% �0� �)-��� !���#� a�%। 

• ��3�, �;��, %����, %����, �<���#�, ����;��� " ��u� �%� .��� ����� a�%। 

• ����;<����� %�� 04�� >��#� !��%�� ����� a�%। 

• ����� ������ ,_ 0�;�� y��� !"#��� ��$�% ��$\�� a�%। 

• ‘‘�)-���� ��B /��#�B� ;< !����� �����8 !�R�� ����4#� ��4�� 04��। 40� ���� 
���%c��� �����;% " !���% �������� 0�� 04�� ����� �0� ��, 40� .� !��� 
%�" ��]2� � 04।’’ 

    
    

   --�"��� !�@� 0���� �� 7����    
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�������    ���    �����    

%�$���� ����� !E;����% 
��;���� 1�� 1�&���� �"��� 

7����� ���<    

���% �����    ,4 " �4 .��#���,    
)*+L    

    


��� " ����  ����V ��� ���%c��� ;$�B� �%2� ��� " ���&� �&�� %���� ��T���&� 
��� " ����  ����V ��� ���%c��� ;$�B� �%2� ��� " ���&� �&�� %���� ��T���&� 
��� " ����  ����V ��� ���%c��� ;$�B� �%2� ��� " ���&� �&�� %���� ��T���&� 
��� " ����  ����V ��� ���%c��� ;$�B� �%2� ��� " ���&� �&�� %���� ��T���&� 
������ .������� .������� .������� .�----.%� �%�� ����;�5 ����<�$ " ������� ������� ����.%� �%�� ����;�5 ����<�$ " ������� ������� ����.%� �%�� ����;�5 ����<�$ " ������� ������� ����.%� �%�� ����;�5 ����<�$ " ������� ������� ���� 

(������� ����3 ������)    

%�$���� (5��$�4�), +4 .��#����- �"��� !���� 0���� �� 7���� C�< �t<�# >% 
�� ��%��� ��� .�, ‘‘!�� .%� �%�� �����;��5 ��T�� %���। ��T ���&� ������ .�-.%� �%�� 
����;�5 ��� �7<�� " ����� ��� ����
/�’’।    

    

��� .P�3B� %��, ‘‘�� %�\ ����4 !��% � .% !�� ���%&��� ;$�B� 7��3<� %�<��B� 
;< 
��� " ����  ����V ���� ;< ��y�� %�� ���। %��B !�� ��T�� %��, >4 ���4 
���%&��� ;$�B� �%2� ���� " ���E� �� ��& %����’’ ।    

>��� 1������$< .�, )*+, ����� �_.� .� !"#��� ��$ %�1��� C������ �������h�� 
����%�� ����;��5� ��������� %�� 04#��9� >�� ��$���, ��#��5� 4�<��� ���-����� ����� ���� %�� 
04#��9�।    

    

    

‘�����’ �4 .��#���, )*+L    

LLLL4 .��#��� !"#��� ��$ %�1��� C������ �"��� 7�����4 .��#��� !"#��� ��$ %�1��� C������ �"��� 7�����4 .��#��� !"#��� ��$ %�1��� C������ �"��� 7�����4 .��#��� !"#��� ��$ %�1��� C������ �"��� 7����� 
 

��P� # ���� ��� h��$� ��y�� %��� �� >4 ������ !"#��� ��$ .%�i " ��B� ���%&�� 
 ��� .����। >- ��� ���%�� #, C<�< ���5� �0����$�� ��� 0�#�9 >  ��� .���, ��� C��%� 
�� 0�� ����, !��� ����5 ;#��7 %���9, �m��� .�� ��� %-%, !��� ��Y��� ����� .4।    

��� %��" ���B� 0�# ���% ��� �� �?�B� 7��। > 7�� �� ��$�$� 7���$ ��4 �:�। !���� 
������ $��$� 4��0�� ��]2� 0�� �। >%�� ������ ��$ �9� ��%-7����� �������� ������ � 
������� ��;U��% ���J� । ���%&� %��#� 0��� �� ���  ��� " ��-������ !� " �2�� ��#। 
�&� )*KL ����� )K4 !$F ������ ���%&� %��#� 0��� ��# ���%&�� C< ��;U��% ���� 
C�&�4 �9� �। !�� ��;� ��54, !; ���� >��� ����� 0�#�9 �����" C��%��� ������ ���$� 
�7< �9��। ;������B� C$�� ��T�� �9� �� ������ ���$� 1��। ���%&��% �������, ��R� " 
������- %������;��� �72�� ����%�� %��3 .��% ���� %��� C������ !y0 " %����� �%�-    
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.���� �%� .��� ;������B� ���< ���<��। �%d ��� *�5 ���� � .���4 !; ������ ��$ 
;������B� � .��% ���# ���9  .$�। >� �Y >%5� ��;U��% ���J��� >/� C�c� �2����� 
4��0��� ����। ��$� �����B ������ ������ ���$� .� 0�� 0�#�9  .� /� 0�� �2����� .%� .��� .%� 
%��� .%�  ����� ���� 0#�।    
    

.% >� 0���? .% ������ ���$� >� .����# �2��< 0���? !"#��� ��$ %�2�% .%�i " 
����� !���%  ��� C��%���� �� ��}��% � ��# > ���� ����� 0"#� ��#�; 0�# ��Y�9। 
�� ����� 0�� .�, C�i @�F >�� ����� ��  �0���� � �����  ��� ��;U��% ���J��� �2��< �� 
��$�$� .a�% !� �� ��$�$� !� �%9��� !� �। ������� �� �0���� @’>%5� 7�� %��� ��������B 
C�% ��#  �� %�� ���%, �%d  ����� �� �0���� 7�� %��� .� 7����  �� .4।    

    

������ ��$ �% �% 7�� %���9� ��� >%�5 �0��� ���4 !�����  ��  ����� 0"#� �0; 0�� 
��� ��¡ !��� }� ������ ������ ���$� 7��b�� >�% >�% ���9�    
    

����  ��� ����� ���� b���# ���#�9�। ��� ���B ���� ���%&��� ���Y ��� .%��5 .���%� 
����� � ��# ������ ��$ %������ ��;��� ��# .$�, 1��� ��V7�3� 0�� ��� .P�3B� %�� >�� 
�������� ���� " ��g� ���%&��� C�� " ��%�� �j� ��3�<���% ��� C���B %�� �����।    
    

�6��#�� ���� �<��$� �� ��$� 
��� � �� ;< ��;����� ����% .5� !��। �9% 
��;U��% ���J� �0���� ��� ;I .�4 ������ ���$� .��3h�5� <��< ���������% ���� 4���� 
���������, ��V�o��0�� �72�� !�<�# !�<��#� %�� ;�� >%5� ����� ���� %��� ���F�# �N 0���।    
    

�2��#�� ������ ��$ .����� C��%����� �<��$� ;��� 4������ C���� �� � 0"#�� 
����� ��¢ ����� � � 0��" ���� ��;U��% �7�������% ����� ������% "#�;-��0��� 
;���# ���B� %��� ।    
    

������� �������� !��0 >%, ��� >%, ���� >�� >�� .%��� >%->4 ������ ��;U��% 
��" 0�� >% ��� ���� ������ ����। >%4 ������ ���� ��� .��� ��$�� ������� �� ��£�4 
��V�o�0�।    
    

����� ������ ���$� %B����$B ���%&��% ����� �<��$� ;������ �� %�� ��;��� 
�<��% �<���� >�� �?�N 4�<���� ;< ���V� � " �?� ���¤ ��O� �N 0��। ���$� 1���� 
&��� .��%$B ��� @����, .����%������ >�� 
;������ $� 7����# ����, > C�c� �� ��%��� 
%������$�B� %��9 ��� �Y��� �� �����" C��% ���%&� ��¥�� %���� C���B� 0�� (.$���� 
��0���� ;����� .0��� ����% ��� .��% "#�$ .%�� ��� .%i�# ��%���� K,��� 5�%� L/� 
�§�� ��� �<���$� C0���7�� %�� .����9)। ���%&� 0��� �� ������ ���$� .��, 1���� " 
��%��� %��������� C��%4 !�b� ���� %��$�9 0�#�9। ����� �?�N �%7��� C�;�� 0��� ��� ��� 
��E .%� �� 0# ��� ���%&� ��O�� .� ��� ;����� �%���� 0�# �Y��, �� C����� ��& 
��;U��% C����, @����, .�������; " �����������% 0�� �����।    
    

3J�� ���%&��� ����% 0"#���� ������ ��$ .��$B ��;���  ��� " .��$<��� �������� 
7��� .$��। >%�� C
�%�� %�� ��� � .�, ��%-7��� 1��0����� .��%  �����<� 0��� �� 
��������� ���; ;�� .$����0� " ������# ���¤� 0#। .�4 .$����0� " ������ .��% }�-��}��� 
. �� ����    
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���F� %��� ���% ��� ���� ���¨�� ��� ��% .��%। 7����# ��������� ���; ;��� ��<��N    .�B� 
$�Y 1\�� ���% ��� ���� ���¨�� �6��# ��% .��%। .� $Y� !;" .�3 0#�। ���� ���%&�� ���" �� 
!; C�%5� ���2©; �%d ��g� ���%&�� �� !;" $�Y�। ������ ��$ .��$B >4 W��0���% ��< 
7��� .$��, ���� ��;��� ��  %��� ��$�� ��� " ��� ��}��� C��%��� " �7���। ��� ������� 
���$ C0��%� �� 4���;��� ���% ��� >����$�, ��� ���B 0���। ���� ��;� ������ 
�%�� %�� %���� 
C���B� 0�� >�� C���� $\���% 1������� y0�B ��;� 0�� �� .�� �2�F%5� 0# �। �%d ������ " 
!ªw����� ���B >�%����4 C�0<।    

���� ������ ��$ C��U��% ��;��� ���$ �����# .����। ��;����� C�% ��# ;$�B� 
7������� %��; ��$��� 0#। �%d C����� ������ ;$�� ��}��� >%�5 ����। ������ 7��������7�N% 
C����� !���% ;$�� >�%����4 C��। ���B�;<� ��� %��4 0��� ��7-.��%��। ��� �«� ���$" 
��7 0�� �<��� %��� 0#। �%d ��$ %B������ ���B�;<� ������ ��]2� 0�# 7����� ���$ %�#%����� 
��# �t %�� ����। 
������ �� 7��� ���%&� .��% K_ ��7 .�� ��5 " )+ ��� .�� ���� �%�, 
�%d !; .%� ��� �� ��� .�� ��5। 7��� ��5 1§��� �2�� %��, !��� C��q %���� ‘‘��5 
1§��� %��" ���’’। ������ ��$ ��%�� ��, ����#� �72�� .���� ���$ ���B�;<% �?�%� c��� 
�l%�� 4�&�� %���9। >���4 .�3 #, @�#�� �� .�� �� ��o�� ���<�� %���# .�# �� >4 
>%�1�j5 C����� �������� ���%&�� ��o�� ���<�� ���� 0���4 .��� .�, �%d >� .��% .� ��7 0��� 
��� >�5�%�" .���� ;�����B�% ��4�# .���� .%� �<�c� %��� �। >�� .���� @4 C���� ���< 

�B�� @’�%� ���< �����B %�� %���� ���%&��� @4 C���� C����� �?�B� 
�m 
�%�� %��", 
��;��� 
�������� " ���� ���%&��% �¥�� ;�< 17# ���%&��% >% C������ .;�#��� !�� %�� 
��:� ����। >4 C������ ������� ��� !; ���%&�� C����� �����&; ;�����B !; C�B��# 
@��-@����� �����, ���� ���%&� !; �7����� .��� ���B�: C�� .�-.%� �7< .��� ��V 
������%$�B� ���< ������ " !ªw����� >/� ������ 0�� .���� .���%� ������ ����� b-�� ���& 
0���।    

CF��� 4���; !��� ����7��� ��� �<�c� ������ %�� ����� %��, ������ ��$ ���% 
������� �" ����7��� %��� �kN� 0��। .� .���� ������9� ���3�% !# >� ���E �w��� >%�� 
5�%�� 1�G� #, .�4 .��� ���3�% @’�� ��� 5�%� ���E !�#� �� ����� ;�� ����� @�#�# .4। 
.y5 �2�5�� �� 18� .���� ����m�� .���� ��4�� .��� >����� C��%� ����% .��। 
���%&��� �� ���o .���� ������% �������, .¬a %���, .a���$� �72��� ���<� %��a� " �2�5�� 
�� 18� ���V� ��4��" �w��� C�% .���, C�� C�� �0�;4 >%�5 ������% ������� .��% C�% 
. �� >%���% .��� %�; %��� ����।    

.��5 %��, ������ ��$ ���� ����� �;�$� >�� %���� .���� ;�����B�% 4���; !�� C�� �" 
����o ���¤� %�� .���% �7 ��%� .��� ���B� %��� .� C��< 1§��0 " ���F�# �N 0���, ��� 
;�� .%� 4��0��� .4। ����� >4 ���F�� ��� .�� !; ���R ����� ;< �������� �। ������� 
C�� ��0��< 9�Y� !; ���%&� C��। >;< ��;U��% 
����� ���E ���;� .�"#�� �� C�c�# �$�# 
.�M[�9�9 .��।    

������� ���� C�&� ���V� ;�< ��%��� ���� ��4 ��� ��#�; ��� �� %��� 0��। ������� 
���� ‘��� %���’ .�"#�� %u� ����<�$ %��� 0��। ������� ���� %��" .������ ��R0 �%�� %���    
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��� �;� %��� 0��। .��5 %��, ��B� ������j��� ��� >�� ���;���m% C��U��% �<�c� 0�� !����� 
� <c�।    

4��0�� �� �, .%� .���� ;�����B .%� %���4 7�� %���। ���� ��� .�, �� ��� �� 
C}��� ;< ;�����B 7�� %��� ����, ������ ;������B� 1�� ��B� !c� ���� ��# �, ����� ���$ 
;������B� .%� ����# .%� ����# .4। �����7��� ;�����B ��� 7��4 %��, ��� ���� ���%&� 
!�� ���� �। ���� ������ ��$� ����� ������ ;�� .� C���� ��;U��% �}�� ���B ���#�9, ��� 
���� .4।    

>� ���E !����� C�% %�; ��%�। >%�� ��� "#���� ��� ��� >�� !"#��� ��$ 
�<�����F��" ��� %�� 0� ����V, ��o� >�� .��� � ��7�$ 9�Y� !� �%� ��7��$� 7�� �����% 
���� 0��। %��B ���� � ���� ���%&� ��� C�;�� ������% ��o� ��� %��� ��B�  ��� ����, ���� 
� ��u " ���B;<, .��"�#, .��F C��� �72�� ��7�$b��� ��B� %�2�� c��# ��%���� 0��� !��9, 
���� � ���� " ��g� ���%&��% C��U��% ������ @�5 �?�B� 
�m 41�5 ��� 
�%�� %�� 0��- 
���� ���E ���� ���%&��� ����:�B �:� �w� #।    

��� .������ ;������ 1��� !� >%�5 "#���। ��& ��<
��7�$���� .����� ���� 0�� ���� 
���%&��%  CE�� ,_ .%��5 5�%�  �����B 
/�4 ���� 0��, 5�%� .�"#�� ����  ��� ���� ���%&� 
��%���� .4। .� 5�%� ;�����-����%����%  �����B 
/� .�"#�� �<�c� ����� !4� !�9, .� 
5�%� 6��� >���� ���78 ��u ���J� $�Y ���� %�� � ;�����-����%������ .��$<���� ��#�$ %�� 
.��� ����। ��$� �� 0�� W �%� ���u� �%9� .�#��" ����� .�#� .��� ����।    

�� �-���� ���%&�� ),% ��� C �}��?8। �����% �� ��% CU���% " ���<�����% %��� 
"#���� !��� !��। )*K� ���� ���� ���%&��� �<��¬% ��� ����� ���<� �9� ��# ,_ 0�;�� >� 
�_-�+ 0�;��; 0�4f�� " 0�4-��o��� ���� �9� ��# � 0�;��, >� %�$�;���4 ��� )K ��। ���< 
4���;� " ;��#� ��o���� ���<� �9� ��# �,+__ >� .4 ����4 ���। �� �%� ���<� !��� 
b-��- �����% �� �%� .�� ��%��� K�� .�B�� %��������� .��#" %�।    

�����% ��7�$ .%i�# ��%���� �#m��� ��%�� !��� ����9: �%d ��� C�� >4 # .�, �����% 
��7��$� ��#�$ .��% ���� ���%&�� ���%�� ���%���� ;< ���� ��%��। �����% ��7��$� � �  
%������� ���< +% ;" ���� ���%&�� #। ���%&� ��%�� .��� � ���� ����� ��;
 ��� .��%4 
��# �N� .%��5 5�%� �<# %��, >9�Y� ������% ��0��< .�� !�94। >4 5�%�� ����� !�4 �<# 0# 
��g� ���%&��। C�� .�� � �� C��%�� �%��� ���। ;��� " ������ �� ���%�# �<���� ����� 
1����$� 0�� ����� ���� ���%&�� ���%�� �����% ��7��$� ;< 1����$� .% 0�� � �� ���� "\� 
%�\। !��� ���<����< .�� ��#�9 .���� �%� �<����� ���<����< .7�$ %�� ���- .%i�# ��%���� 
.��5 ����� ��%�� �[��N� 7�$ .��% ���� 0��� ;�< #।    

���� ���%&��� ��� �$���4�� ��# #�� .��% ��� %��; � �E�� ��g� ���%&�� >4 ���<� >% 
����" %�। %��;4 ���� ���%&�� �� 4�� %���" %2�3� ��� 18�� %�� �w� #। ������ ��}���� 
�<�c� 0� ��g� ���%&�� ���m% %2�3 �<�c�� ���� >�� ���� ���%&��% �<��%7��� ��u��#� %��। 
.%i�# ��%�� ���� ���%&��% ��u��#� %��� %���� > ���E ��� C��0�� ���� %�� !��9। ��g� 
���%&�� ���� ��& 7��� ��u .%i�7�� %���9।    
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���� ���%&��% ��u��#� >�� >��%�� �<���# ���B�;<� 18��� ;< ���� ���%&����� %�2����� 
>%�5 �20��%�� .%i�# �<���%� ��#�;। ������% ��%���� 1��<��$4 >4 .�B�� >%�5 �<��% 
C������q �0���� 0"#� ��%��।    

���� ���%&�� �<����� �<���#� ���J�b���� ��� C��� %������ %�� C�% �<���#� 
4%��5<�® ��[�% .���� �����$ ����। C�� ���% ���� ������ .9�5���5� ��u " �<����#� ����%$B 
>%���� 4%��5<��®� ���� ��¯F 0�# C��% %����� b5��� ���< 0��। >/� C�c�� ���%�� 
��%��। ���� ���� ���%&��� ��u $�Y "�\ �¤�< ���� ���%&�� 1��<������ 1����0� %��� 0��- 
��#�;���� ����3 ������" ���� 0��।    

���%&��� $B�m" ���� ���%&��� C�%�� 0’� �। 40� �������� ;< !"#��� ��$�% ��h# 
0�� 0��।    

!������ .�� K-+ 0�;�� 5�%�। >� ���%���� ;< !"#��� ��$�% !�R�� ������ 0��। > 
!�R�� $B�m %��#��� !�R��, ������� !�����m� 0�� .��% ;$�B� 0���  ��� ."#�� 
!�R��।    

����V��� ���: !��� ���<- ‘���7� �2�F %� >�� ��� %�’- �� �� ������ >4 ����;<���� 
��� >��#�, !��%�� �<�� 01%- @�#�� �����8 ���E c���� ��  ��� ;�� $�Y 1\�%।*    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

* 7�3B�5�% ��� � %�� 0�#�9।    
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�������    ���    �����    

%�$���� ����� !E;����% 
��;���� 1�� .0��� �0�� 

.��0��"#����� ���<    

���% �����    �4 .��#���, )*+L    

    

    
���#� 1�� �±���#� 1�� �±���#� 1�� �±���#� 1�� �±				� %��#� ������% ��� ������B� !���� %��#� ������% ��� ������B� !���� %��#� ������% ��� ������B� !���� %��#� ������% ��� ������B� !��� 
!"#��� ��$ %�1��� C������ ;�!"#��� ��$ %�1��� C������ ;�!"#��� ��$ %�1��� C������ ;�!"#��� ��$ %�1��� C������ ;�� .��0��"#����� ��2��� .��0��"#����� ��2��� .��0��"#����� ��2��� .��0��"#����� ��2�� 

(�;
 ������)    
    

!"#��� ��$ %�1��� C������ �N2�� ����$ ����m� ;�� .��0��"#���� ‘‘���#� 1�� �7�� 
%��#� ������% ��� ������B�’’ ��  �� .�। ��� ��� !����� .%i 04�� ���<�$ %���� ��� 
04���9 �। 40���4 ���B 0# .�, ;������B� !����� 1�� ����< 04��" !c� ��0#��9। )*++ 
���� .� ����V���� %�� ��� 04#��9, ��0� C�<���� ����� ���� �%� ��0� .����� 04��। !����� 
.���� ��;U��% �� �� ��#�;�#�� ��0#��9। !����� .%�i >%�5 ��� ���5�� ;<4 ����V ��� 
�����B %���� 0# �। ��y .���� ;< ��0� %���� 0#।    

��� �"��� ���0��� ������% 
�#N����� %�� 1��� %��#� ���, !��� �� 0# ��%�� *� 
7�$ 
�#N��� !��� ��4#��9। �%d >� %�%b�� �<���� .�� ������% ��0��<, .%i�# C�� �j 
��3�# .%i� 0&� � ��#�; ��0#��9।    

;�� .��0��"#���� ���%&��� C�<���%�# ��0�� " ;������B� .�M��% .������� ��� b-� 
!���� %��।    


�#N���
�#N���
�#N���
�#N��� 


�#N����� ���� �?�%� ��� ��� .�, >4 ����� ��&� �7�N �4। %��B 
�#N��� .������% 
>4 ����� ��%�� *� 7�$4 
�%�� %��#� �"#� 04#��9। 1��� .%����� ;���# ���3�� !4 ��� 
%���� C�c�� 18�� 04�� �। >4 �?�%� %�1���� ��� 18# ���%u�b���� ���� ���%&��� 
!��<%�# C���� �����B ������B� %���5 $\ %���� ��� >�� >4 ����$ ��� ��� .� ���� 
���%&� .%i 04�� ���F ������B ��0��< ��4���9। >4 �?�%� ��� 
�m ����� ��� ������ 
%��#� ��� .�, ���� !���#� ;< !����� W%<��7��� ��y�� %���� 04��।    

����V�������V�������V�������V��� 

4�����<4 40�� (����V���) ����< ����B� 04#��9। ����V��� %�4 �c����� 04�� ���� �। 
��� �������� C�c�� ��0� 40��% C��<4 ���# ��� %��#� ����� 04��। ����V��� �����B%��� 
C��<4 ���� ���#� %��" ������ %���� 04�� >�� ���%&��� . �� 40� ����#% 04#��9।    

�"��� 7����� ��2�� ����$- �"��� 7���� �����% .;��5� ������� 04��" .���� 
;������B� 18�� ������ ;�< ��� C��U��% ��0��< y0�B� ������� �0।    

����V��� �?�%� !��� ��0� ��0���� ����%< !��� ��� �<����
/�। !�� ��0���� ��;� 
%����� ������< .�F� %���।*    
    

    

    

    

    

* 7�3B�5 ��� � %�� 0�#�9।    
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�������    ���    �����    

%�$���� ���� �?�%� ������ ��$ ����% 
‘���% !;��’- >� �?��%�# �E�<    

���% ‘!;��’    )�4 .��#���, )*+L    

%�$���� ����%�$���� ����%�$���� ����%�$���� ���� 

�X�� .������0�� %�$������ !"#�� ���$� %�1��� C����� 04#� .$�। ��� ���� >%5� 
���%��� ‘���f2��%’ ������ C�����" 04#� �$#��9 ���#� �%��। ‘���%���’ ���#� C�7�0� 
%����� >4 ;< .�, ��%-������ ���0�< ���| �4#� ��[�� ���� %��#� ���% ��[��� C��%���4 >4 
���f2��% ����� .��$�� %���� ���� �4। %��B ��0���$�% .��$���� !0��4 ;���� 0# �4। 
.� �%9����<% ���0�< " ��f2������ >-����� .��$���� .�M7�$< ��7 %��#��9��, ��[��� !��� 
.���� 7�$4 �9�� >% ����3 �� " ���� ���% " ��0%। %��;4 >4 ���f2��% �����% �%9���4 ���� 
���%&��� ���0�<-��f2��� ���������% ��� ��� �।    

��%-������ ���0�<-��f2��������� ��� �� 1�� � .����� .0�% � .%, 7����# �����# 
���0�<������� ��� ������ 1��<������ ���7�� .���#� ����%� 04�� 0#। �� 0# �w� 04�� 
7����# ����� 1;�Y %��#� ���0��<%���$� %�$���� �4#� !����" ��[��� �6�� �9� �। �%d �� .�� 
�w� �9� �, ��4 b�5 %�#%;�% !�#�4 @��� ��� .P��� ��5�4�� 04#��9।    

��0� .0�% ‘‘���f2��%’’ ���� �?�%� !��� C<�� !����� %���। !; !"#��� ��$ 
%�1��� �?�%�4 !��� �%��� !����� %���� .�F� %���। C��< >4 !"#��� %�1���� .��� �&�� 
$20�� 04#��9, .�4�� �&���� .�M��%�� �� ���#������$�� �?�%� !��� �%9� ����� ��4 �। !��� 
H�� >4 C������� %���h��� �7�� ��#� .� ��� ���5#��9 .� �?�%� �%9� ����� ���< 04���9 >4 
%���B .�, >4 ����5 �Y 7#�%- 40��� ���%&��� CH7 ������� 4��$�4 ���5#� 1�\#��9।    

����� ���%&��� ����V��� �������� .� ����ª% .�F� %�� 04#��9� ����� ��3#, ����m� 
;�� .��0��"#����� 0&� �� >�� ��� �<����� �7��� .� .�F� �<����# ������� 04#��9। ���� >4 
C���F� %��#��9�� ��[��� 1�|�< %��#� ;�� .��0��"#���� ��̄ F 7�3� .P�3B� %��� ‘‘.���� �20N� 

����, ��# " ��#�;�� ������ �� �������T% C�c� ������ %��#� ����V ��� �������� 04#� 
!�����9। %�5���� 1��4 ����V��� �7�� %��। >4 %���B4 ����V���� �7�� %��। >4 %���B4 
����V���� . �� )*+_ ���� ��N ������ �9��� �� �9� ���#� !%Y�4#� ���%�� 04��, >� 
.%� %�� �4। >4 ��T��� ���#� 04#� ����V ��3#% �<����� ����� ��%�� .� ��� y0B %��#��9, 
0��� 0��� ��� �� ��"#� �$#��9। !E;����% . �� ���%&� !; ���F b-� " ������ C;� 
%��#��9।’’    

�����l�<, ;�� .��0��"#����� >4 .P�3B�# ���������� ��& .�F� 7���#� �$#��9�। 40�� ����� 
!5 �����% %�1������� %������� C����� %  ������ 04#� 1�\#��9� ���#� �%��। �%d ��� >4 
C���F�%����� ���#� �$#��9�� �%? �� .�� 0# �। ‘‘.F5��<���’’ �����5� ��� ��< 04#� ���% ��0� 
04�� �"��� 7����� .�2�� 40��� !��� ���� ;�$�4#��9�� >�� ��[��� C���F�� ����� >%�5 
�&��" ��� %��4#� �4#��9�� ���#� �� 0#। > %�� ��< 04#� ���%�� >�� > �&�� %���%�� %��� 
.�F� 0#, ��0� 04�� !"#��� ���$ 7�² .��� %�� %�\ 04#� ��Y�� ���#� �� %��� %��B !�9।    
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������ ����� ��� !� "#�$% ��� &� $�� '��! ������ $�( �, *+ �!����� ������ �,�! 
-�� *+.�$� /�, ����� ��"��� /�0�1 ��2�� ���$3��� ����4��� ����+�� �05���6, ��2�� 
���$3��$ /$���� �+�� ��+�� 7�? ����4����� ����9�� ��� �:�;���, -�� ��+ �, (�� 
/"�;������%�� �� �� ‘=!�$�����’। *+ ��@A��� �( �����$ �:�;� $�����B, $�C�� ��D� �( 
*$(� ��� "��%$ �+। *"� /������ ��� ���� ���$3��$ ������ '�"�& $���� ������B /$� 
"@�E��!? $�C�� "�"!�� "�"���� ���� � ;+���B, ���� ������� ;+���, �����$ ���$3� 
�:��4 ����� 
�$0�� ���� ���� �। $��(+ *+ "�� ����4���� /9�� ������ ��@A���� '�$�& 
$���� ���� ���, ���$3��� �F� ����� $�.�$� $��!?    

��B�A� ����� ��"��� �� �& *� $�$G�� H�, ��B, ���� "�!���� ���$3�� ���+ ��I� 
� ;+�� ���� �। /��B��� ����� �J�� ����� ��"�� ��� �� �& *�$���� �K��� ;+�� H�L���B। 
�� /;�, �$M /�"��� ;+�� ��� *� $��� ����� /N�����B� ‘‘��$- 
����� ������ /��B��� 
����� /$� '�3��7$ (����% �B� �। ����� ���P �$ '��Q $�� /"�� ������ ��(��� 
���7���� ;���B। (�R��"�� ��0�S ;�� ���� �$ ��A ���� /"�� *$�� ������ /$� /�� �7T� 
$��� *�� �7T� $��� ���+ ���$3�� �( ��%T "�!$�� �&��U� ���V� ;� �।’’    

H����, H�,� /"�(� '�% *+ ��2A�� /� $����� �(��� /�0�1 /� ���$3� ��J�� ���7���� 
;+���B� ��;� �B� ���T+ /����7$ ;W���� ���, (����% ����� /$ �L���$ �!���� ���� �B� 
�, �� ���P� �B� *+ ;W������ ���S। *�� ���-$��.� ���� ���� ���$3� ��"���B �����+ 
���$3�� *� ��%T �&�U ����V� ;+� �।    

���$3� ��J�� *�� /" ��J���� /�� $����� �(� "#�$% ������ $��X"��� '�$ 
$�$�� ������B ��. �$M *� $�� ����� ����� ���� �+। $����� �(��� /��B��� ���"�Y�� 
���V�� ����, ����� ��"��� ��� �B� /����7$ $�����। $������ �(� 7��;���B�� �A- /B�.� 
/������ R�7�+�� /�� &;� �&���U$ ��4 ���$3� ���V� $����। ��2� * H�,� ��;� ;+�� 
(����%;� ���( $�����। �ZS�� ���4� ���V��� (���� ���� "#�$% *� ���3 (!) �� /$� 
/��� $��� H^���� ;+���B �$� "�J;। ���$3��� H���S "#�$% *� !_��($ R0&! H�, 
-���� @�%��! ������ ;+�� *`� $a�� ������ �B� �। ���$3� "#�$% *+ ���&� /�� & $�� 
�����+ �$ ����� ��"�� +;��$ �( �"���� �+�� ��+��� ���� �2�.���B?    

��2� *+ ���� ��� ��A���B ��2� �� *$�. H�S��। ��� ������B /�, ��b� ���$3� $�0%$ �Y�% 
���$3��� /�� & ��� �: � ;� ��� '�Y� ��� !�� *� �� ��"��, �� �Y�% ���$3� ;�� ��b� 
���$3��$ (��+�� ‘�""������ ����$��’। '�%�� ���$3� ;+�� �Y�% ���$3� ����� ;+�� ��+��। 
���$3� "#�$% /$� ���$3��� ���� ���$3� ���c��� ����d$ $�� /� *� ;��$����� H^���� 
;+�� ����, +;� /$ $�� ������ �������B�? *� $�� ���� H^��& $���� ���� ��� ��2��+, ��2�� 
���$3��� "�;��� /$� Ge1+ H���f $���� ���� �। ���$3��� H�� '�� ��� /���� � $e, 
�0�$ ;+�� ��A, ��;� ;+�� ���$3��� '�31 ���$�� �$? �� ���$��� ��g ��(����� ��� /$� 
Ge1 ���$�� �$? ��b� ���$3�-���P�  *� $�� /$� ���$3�� H^��& $���� ���� ��� �Y�% 
���$3� ��� ;�� �$�� ��+�� ����, �$M ��4 �;"��� ���$3��� ��� +;� ��4�h�;$� H�, B�A� �� 
�$B�+ �। ��B�A� ����� ��"��� ��+ �� ��%��� ��4��&�� $&%��� �� *� H�,� ��� *$�. 
'�%+ ;+�� ����, *�� �� ;+���B� ��� *� H�, $��, ���$3� �;"��� *+ ���4� �.�$�� ��$� ��2� 
$��! �।    
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�������    "Y�    �����    

��"��� ��(i��$ � "���L�$ 
�,�!���S$ ��N��.    

������ ��"��    jk/� ��7%, lmno    

������ ���  $�%� � /����"�� ��� ����    

��+"�,    

H�� ���$3��� "�;�� � ��� ��%� $�� *$��� �K��$ 
��S��" ���� H��।    

�K��$ 
��S��" �!��� "��� 7�� /$��. ��F���� '�%i��$, ��(i��$ � "��( (���� ���, 
'"p�।    

������ ����� ���!�� /��-(���, B��, 7� �, �(��, ��a�, �!�"��� � ��9$ "$��+ 
q$!������ jl �N�� '!�� �N� �K��$ 
��S��" ��J�� -e $e।    

���� /���; ��"��� ����� "�;� ;��� ����+�� ��;��� "��A r /$��. ��F����$ �7�$���� (! 
$0���" ���+��, �K��$ 
��S��"�� ���� ��"(% ���� ���$3��� ��"�s ��" $�����B�, ��;���+ 
����� "�t�(!����� � /$��.��� /�� $��� "�;� ;�� ����+�� ��%��� ����� ������ ����� ��e�� 
"������� ���0��, /��u��, ��6�� BA�+�� "�������� ���!� �7�� -e $�����B। *+ "� $�7v���� 
/����"� ��� $����+ �7�। ��;���+ �� � ��"� ����� �Y��% ��$ ��� ���$3��� '�%i��$ 
$�L�����$ 7�� ����%��� ���� /L���� �����B।    

�$M ���� �w� ���� /$�$M ���� �w� ���� /$�$M ���� �w� ���� /$�$M ���� �w� ���� /$???? ���!� �7��� $&%��� � $���� jl �N� ���� ������ (! "��� /���� 
��J�� $e।    

���$3��� ��(��� $�7� ;+�� x��T��� $�� ;+�, ���$3��� ��$�� nk ( '����"�� ���� 
���$3��� ��(��� y�$�� x��T��� $���� ;+��। +��-    

    

    

��( G(��-    

�� ��@� ;���� �� ��"��    
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lmno    

 

Mr. Mohiuddin Ahmed (3rd April, 1957) : Sir, I beg to move that this Assembly is 

of opinion that Government of East Pakistan should represent to the government of 

Pakistan for taking suitable steps for providing full Regional Autonomy for East 

Pakistan leaving the following subjects only to be the concern of the Centre : 

(1) Currency, 

(2) Foreign Affairs, and 

(3) Defense. 

Mr. Syed Quamrul Ahsan: I beg to move the amendment of which notice has 

already been given. 

This Assembly is of opinion that the Government of East Pakistan should represent 

to the Government of Pakistan the necessity of making regional autonomy as envisaged 

in the Constitution a reality. 

Mr. A. K. Rafiqul Hossain : Sir, I beg to move by way of amendment that form the 

words "Full up to (3) Defense" in the resolution moved by Mr. Mohiuddin Ahmed be 
omitted and the following be substituted :- 

"autonomy to the Provinces with a view to better and more effective administration 

considering the geographical peculiarly between the two regions of Pakistan and for 

setting up an independent commission consisting of Federal and High Court Judges 

to determine the extent of autonomy necessary for the purpose so that the solidarity 

and integrity of Pakistan cannot be at jeopardy."  

Mr. Mohiuddin Ahmed : ��u�� {�$��, "!�� ��� *��� /� �3��.� H|�� $���B ��� 
(!  ��� ��(�$ /�}����Q� �� $��B। ��� $��& �� lmnr "��� /� ���%�7  ;�� �����B *�� ��� 
���N� *$.� ����v����� ����� '�"� R�.�� ������ "Y7� $���B��� /"+ ��,~��� jl �N�� 
���� "��%��V /� �N� �B� /".� ;� ������$ 
��S��"।.... *.� �Y��% ���$3��� (��&� *$��� 
���� �, *.� "�3 ���$3��� �&���U$ ��,� ����। ��� {�$��, "!��, �(�$ �Y��% ���$3��� *+ 
�����$ ��7�� $��� (! �� �$���  A�U, �� �$��� �7�� ����� ��$ /��$ ;�c। ���� (�� �� 
m/l� ��"� ��%!T �Y��% ���$3��� �������1� ��� �Y��% ���$3��$ G�. $��$ *$�7�.�� 
���N������� ;��� ����� /9� �;"��� ���� �����B� *�� �(�$ �Y��% ���$3��$ ��� $��� '�"� 
� "����� /��$ ��K� ;���� (! $���� /��$ /���� ���� �����T "0�u $��B। ���� ���B �Y��% 
���$3��� *+ ������$ 
��S��"�� '�% ;�c ���$3� /��$ �Y��% ���$3��$ ���c� $��। * $�� 
Y� $�� �। * $�� ���� 
��� ;���� ��� ��"��� ��� �� 9���� ��" �� /��$+ -� 
�"�B। ���� �� ���%�7� �� ��,~� ���N� ��� �� ���������� $���B��� �� ������ ��e�� 
$���� /��$ � ��(i��$ ���V� �7�� $���B�    
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/� ��,~��� '�% ��, �����। *+ �$� �7�� ������ ��e�� *+ (!+ $���B� /� ������ ��e�� 
�7�� $�� ��� ("�����&� �� '���T, "�J; *�� �����T "0�u $��� ���� ��;�� /"+ ��,~��� 
N�2�$ *+ "�3 ����v�������� ���� 9���"� ;�� �����।    

"!��, ��� �� $�� /�, ������$ 
��S��"�� ���� *$�. ���, "F� ���� *.� ���$3��� ���!$ 
'F�$ ��,���� $���। ��� *$.� ���� � *$.� ;�� �� *$.� �� G�$�� ��� ��’;�� ���$ *$( 

�x!�� /��$ ��� 7�� �। ���$3��� "��7�� /��� ("��!� *+ �Y���% ���$3��। ������ �Y��% 
���$3� /"��� /��। *��$�� ���L N"� N��। ���  "��� ���T�� ��" $��। /"+ �Y��% ���$3� �( 
���"� ���। �Y��% ���$3��� �( @��%9 *�� �;����� "0�u ;���B। *����� /���$� �( "�%�� ;�� 
���c। *�� �( "���!�� ���,� �� ��2�( /��� 7��। �(�$ �Y��% ���$3��� ��� �$ � ��+�� -�$�� 
/��� ���� ���$3��� ���, $��� $�� ���� ���$3��� ��" B�A� �� �$B�+ $��� $�� �। �( �Y�% 
���$3��� r /$��. jl �9 /��$ ��� ����� ��a, ���&(! *�� 7� ������ "#Y&% ���, ��� ��;�� 
*��� *$ *$.� "��� "�0������ ������ ��A HL�� *�� /"+ "�3 ������ ;�� ���$3��� *$.� '�� 
��,। '!���$ $�� ;�c /� ���$3��� *$.� 'F�$ ��� 9��X3 $�� ;�, @��%� $�� ���� ;�, �� 
�$� '�!�7���� ���! ���� ;�। ��;�� /".� �b�+ -� �9& �। �(�$ "�X ���$3��� �F��� 
(!+ *+ ������$ 
��S��" ���� $�� ;�c। *.� /$�� �Y��% ���$3��� �� �+  �। ��b� 
���$3�� /��� �����B /� '�&���U$ ��" �!�x� (��&� ���$� H�� /7�� ��B। *$ +H�. $�� 
/"��$�� ���!$�. ������ "S� ����� $�� /���� /�  A�U 7��B ��� ��e�� /"��� �( �!��$ 
��J�� -e ;���B। �(�$ ������ *+ ��J�� -�� �Y��% ���$3��� ��J�� �, * ��J�� 
"�X ���$3��� �&���U$ ��,� ��J��। * ��J���� ��������� $��� 9��� $���� �+।.... ���� 
�3���� H�� "������ �3�� *��B ���� �:� (�� $��e� �;B� "��;�। ��2�� ��"�U ��" 
$���B (�� $��e� �;B� "��;� ��2��� ���! *$(। ��"��U �$ /���� ;���B, ��u�� {�$�� 
"!��, ��� �� (��। ��� *$( ����  �+6 �!�,। ��� ��"�U ��A�B, ���� /����B 
$�$G��� '����% 9��� �Y��% ���$3��� H�� 7����� /���� ;���B। *+ ��"�U ��&����� ���! 
(�� $��e� �;B� "��;�� *$( �B��। �(�$ ��2�� /"G��� ������ R��A 7������ /7u� $��B। 
��� ��� $�� *� ����7�� ��, *� �,0��� �� (�� �;B� "��;� ��2� "������ �3�� ��!�;�� 
$���।    

Mr. Khandaker Mushtaque Ahmed: ����� *�$���� 
��� ;�� 7�?    

Mr. Mohiuddin Ahmad: ��u�� {�$�� "!��, (�� ��N$�� ;�"� "��;� /� "������ �3�� *��B 
��� ��� ������ $��B। ���� "��+ ��,~��� �.�$�. ���%��7� ;�� *�"�B। ���� (��&� $��B 
����� $�� *�"�B। ��� ��� $�� ���� �:� (�� ��N$�� ;�"� ��2� "������ �3�� ��!�;�� 
$���।.......................... 

Mr. Muzaffar Ahmed: Sir, it was not the only demand of our leader Maulana 

Bhasani as regards the form of address "Assalamo-Alaikum". Our resolution on regional 
autonomy is in accordance with the 19th point of the 21-point programme on the basis of 

which the last general election was faught and to which the various components of the 
then United Front Party, namely, the Awami League. Krishak Sramik Party, Nizame 

Islam Party, Ganatantri Dal. are committed. The Muslim League is also committed to 
this by their Lahore Resolution of 1940 where in it is clearly laid down that the units of 
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Pakistan are to be autonomous and sovereign. Today this resolution of demand for 
regional autonomy is not a demand of our Leader Maulana Bhasani alone or any 

particular party. This is a national demand; this is a demand of 42 million people of East 
Pakistan. The demand for regional autonomy is based on facts, reasons and history; and 

it is not an outburst of sentiments and emotions nor is it neither a vote-catching slogan 

nor an outcome of frustration and disappointment. It means complete freedom of the 

regions in internal affairs from the control of the Central Government in spheres other 

than Defense, Foreign Affairs and Currency. The demand for regional autonomy is not 

undemocratic. It is democratic because at least 56 per cent of the total population of East 

Pakistan demands it. It is geographically inescapable because the two wings of Pakistan 

are based on two different economies. It is politically sound. There can be 'union without 

unity' and unity cannot be achieved through coercion, threat or force. There is no 

necessity of unity so long as there can be "union without unity'. History confirms it; 

because Political History is replete with such instances... 

After August, 1947 political independence we have achieved no doubt, but economic 

liberation is yet to be achieved. Containing 56 per cent of the population of Pakistan, 

East Pakistan has all through these 10 years been smarting under numerous grievances 

relating to uphold their national rights. East Pakistan has suffered under the 

discriminatory treatment met out to her economic filed. 

Mr. Speaker, Sir, the improvement of the lot of our backward and poverty-striken 

people will not be possible without regional autonomy. The real solution of the food 
problem of the country which is suffering from permanent deficiency lies either in the 

import of foodstuffs from foreign countries or in the increase of yield per acre by the 
application of scientific appliances. How can we import foodstuffs and scientific 

appliances from other countries without exporting goods to those countries? Export of a 

country pays for its import. East Pakistan has nothing today to be called industrial or 

manufactured goods to export and thereby to earn foreign earnings. The little foreign 

earnings that she has every year by exporting jute that also she is deprived of. Our 

agriculture has been very much neglected... 

You know, vSir, in the field of industrial development, tariff laws play a great part 

and East Pakistan has got no control over it. Another important factor is freight charges 
which again arc under the control of the Central Government. In the name of currency 

and foreign exchange is controlled by the Central Government and the step-motherly 
treatment of the Central Government is well known to all of us. The Central Government 

also on account of its economic subordination to some foreign countries and signing the 

various military pacts labors under serious handicaps in the field of industrial 

development. 

Mr. Speaker, Sir, in the field of our agriculture, industry, commerce, internal 

transport, education and health, no development can be conceived of by a Government 
silting 1,400 miles off at Karachi. In the present pattern of our State, it is regional 

autonomy and regional autonomy alone that can guarantee an all round development of 
this wing of Pakistan ... 
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Mr. Ashabuddin Ahmed : "!��, 
��S��"�� ����� H���+ ���$3��� ���S। q��;��"$ 
���;�� �3���� 
��S��"�� $�� ��� ;���B। ��+ *� 
��S��"�� ����� ������� $�� ���;�� �3�� 
� ���$3���+ ��������� $�� ;��। ���� �� *$.� $�� ;’� "!�� /�, ��"��� ����� �� ;’� �- 
7�� �!�%��� ��"��� ��� ��" ��%��"� ;’� � ��� ���$3� ����� �� ���� �Y&% �K��$ 
��S��" 
������ (! "�X�� $��� *�� "�7u ;��। �� � $�� ������ ;��� ����� $� ������ /� 9��� 
�B� /"G��� /$��� ;��� ��2�� ���� ����। /� �����& 9��� ��2�� /$��� ;��� /B�A �����B /" 
�����& 9��� ������ * ���� ;������B। ��� N�� ;���B /����"� ����� 9�� $���- ����� 
9���7�!� $���B। jl �N� (���� �;�"�। *+ "�� (�� �;�� /"�;������%� "��;�, (�� *, /$, 
N(��� ;$ "��;� � ����� ��@� ;���� �� ��"�� "��;� 
�9� $���B��। /" "��� �K��$ 

��S��"�� ���� $�� ;���B�। (Voice: ����� ���;�� ��� "��;�� /" jl-�N� "�� 
�9� 
�����B��)। ��� �� $�� /� ������ jl-�N� /� "�3 �� � ��� ��7� ;���B� ��� ���! lm� 
�N�� /� �Y&% �K��$ 
��S��"�� ���� ��B /".�+ "��7�� Ge1�Y&%, $��& *+ ���� ���� $��� � 
����� ������ '!�! ���� �Y�& $�� "p� ;�� �। ��� *$�� ���� ���� /� ��� *+ lm� �N� �Y&% 
�K��$ 
��S��"�� ���� ���� $��� � ���� ��;�� �(�$ *+ �+ ��� �� ���� "�"! ;�� 
*�"�B ("����& ����� �N� �N� $�� /���।... *$�� /$H '
�$�� $��� ����� � /� ������ 
�0�u�F� ��� ��3� � ;� ��;�� ���� (��� �;"��� ��27�� ���� �। *$��� /$H '
�$�� $��� 
����� � /� ������ ���$3� @’'�� ��{� �� �� � �Y�� '��x�। *+ ��3� "��!� H�� ���S 
$�� ������ ���4� "�3 �$B� ��� ��%��& $��� ;��। ������ �K��$ 
��S��"�� ���� '
�����$ 
�$B� � �( ������ /���� *$.� ���-��� $�.�� ;�� $��7� /��$ "��� ��� ;�। *+ ������ 
���-���, ��-���, 
�����$ *.� /$H '
�$�� $��� ���� �। �$M *+ ��-��� �$�� ��� "���� 
'������� (! $��7� /��& *.� '
�����$ � '����$0�। (�� {�$�� "��;�, �� $��$ �B� ���� 
/$��� $�0%��9� $��B ������ * ���� �$`� �!�;�� /����B /".� ��� (��। �;"��� /��� ��� 
/� lmro "�� /��$ lmnk "�� ��%!T *+ ���� �!� $�� ;���B� 

    

        [/$��. .�$�� '�I]    

    �Y� ���$3�।    �� ���$3�    

��(
 ����    l��    l,���    

$�-$����� � �U����    nr    jlm    

"�;��! ����    l�    nr    

������ "�;��!    ln    oz    

$0�  ����    m    mo    

�K-��� %$ ���$a�� "����$ ����    zo    klj    

��$ � ���    z    lz    

����� lmro-lmnn " ��%T ����� (! '����� /���� ;���B *+ ����-     

    [/$��. .�$�� '�I] 

�����    

����    

�Y�% ���$3�    j�m    nkj    

��b� ���$3�    ool    n�l    
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Mr. Syed Quamrul Ahsan : Mr. Speaker, Sir, I must make it clear at the very outset 
that I am not opposed to regional autonomy as such by my approach to the problem is 

fundamentally different from that of the sponsors of the resolution on regional 
autonomy. To me it appears that the real trouble lies in our failure to implement the 

provisions of the Constitution. ... To begin with Article 118. It relates to the 

establishment of a National Finance Commission. Article 199 provides for a National 

Economic Council. Between these two articles I maintain with the fullest sense of 

responsibility we have fiscal autonomy of the right type. What do these two articles 

profess to give us? The representatives of the Provincial and the Federal Governments 

are to meet, to put their heads together, to chalk out plans relating to the distribution 

between the Federation and the Provinces of the net proceeds of the taxes, the making of 

grants-in-aid by the Federal Government of the Governments of the Provinces, the 

exercise by the Federal Government and Provincial Governments of the borrowing 

powers conferred by the Constitution and the review of the overall economic position of 

the country formulating schemes aiming at the attainment of uniform standards in the 

economic development of all parts of the Country. That is not all. In the implementation 

of aforesaid plans, Article 199 enjoins the President to take suitable steps to decentralize 
the administration by setting up in each Province Necessary administrative machinery to 

provide the maximum convenience to the people and expeditious disposal of 
Government business and public requirements. I would ask, Sir, cannot we then ensure 

legitimate economic demand of East Pakistan by implementing Articles 118 and 199? 

Article 132 provides for the transfer of railways to the Governments to the Provinces 

or to the authority constituted in the Province for that purpose. 

Then I come to the question of control of All Pakistan Service. Article 183(5) lays 

down that while a member of All Pakistan Service is serving in connection with the 

affairs of a Province, his promotion and transfer within that Province, and the initiation 

of any disciplinary proceedings against him in relation to his conduct in that Province, 

shall take place by order of the Governor of that Province. 

Then Article 200. It relates to the appointment of Advisory Bards for Posts and 
Telegraphs Department. It is laid down that recruitment to Posts and Services other than 

class I, in the Posts and Telegraphs Department in a Province shall be made from 
amongst persons domiciled in that Province. 

These are salutary provisions deserving commendation. 

Sir, industries, shipping and navigation on tidal waters, coastal shipping confined to 

ports within one Province-these and many other items, all told 94 in number figure in the 

Provincial list where as the Federal and the concurrent lists contain 30 and 19 items 

respectively. I believe that the Constitution offers the possible opportunity of working 

out our own destiny keeping in fact at the same time the integrity and unity of Pakistan. 

We cannot conceive anything better under Federal system of Government. To take 

regional autonomy in the sense, that Bhashani Saheb does, will be putting a premium on 

disintegration and chaos... 
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Mr. Abul Khair Rafiqul Hussain : (�� {�$�� "��;�, * ��(��H��� H�� ���� /� 
"������  �3�� ��B, ��� �� $�� /�, *� P��� ��(��H��.� ���} /$� /�}��$ �����% $�� ;�� 
�। -�� +;�� �!�x� � H�E�! "#�$% *$.� �!��!�+ $�� ;��। (�;i7) ���� �:��� '��$ "�J; /�� & 
$��� ��p $���B /� * "������ �3���� ���!�� � ���� 
��S��"�� ��������� $�� ;�। ���� 
'�� H�"�;� �:��� -�� 
��S��"�� /����+ ;�2$�B �, ��2��� ��� ����� ;���� +;� B�A�� '! �$B� 
��$�� ����। ���� * "������ �3�� ����� /"+ '�!, H�E��! ���� ��� $�� ��� "�J; /�� & 
$��� ���� �$B� ��" ��� �। 
��S��"�� ������� ��� $�� +। $��&, ������ ����� /�}��$ 
���� 
��S��" (�;i7)।    

Mr. Speker: '�%��, '�%��।    

Mr. Abul Khair Rafiqul Hussain : (�� {�$�� "��;�, ���� �:��� ��(��� ����7� 
��(�� $�� ���� "��.� u � $���+ /��;���� $�� ��� $���। (�;i7) ��� {�$��, "!�� /� 
l�/n ( /��$ /��A� /��$ ������ ����$ �L $���B ��� ����� ���! *$(। "����� 
��S��"�� 
����� "�F ��� 'F��F���� (�A�। *�� /$� "�J; �+। "����� ��� /� (����� "������ �����B 
/�".�$� ���� �:��� '���� $��� ����� ����� /�, * "������ 
��S��"�� ������� �। /" 
(����� ��� ����B...... ���� �:���� ��� *� /$� �� "Q�: ���S $��� ���$, ��� *$-*$�. �� 
$�� ���� ����। 
��S��" ��B, ���� ��B H�$0u ��" �!�x� ��B, *�� "�F "�F "���%��}� � 
'�� (�;i7) ���$3�� ��B। -�� �:���� '��-H�"��;� N�� ���$3��� H�� /� ������ ��I� ��B 
��;�+ �+।......    

....  ....   ....   ....   .... 

 Mr. Ashutosh Singha : ��� {�$��, "!��, /� �D.� �(�$ ������ "��� H��x� ;���B 
/".� ������ ����x����� ����7� $�� H�7�- �� ���Y&% � ��� �, ��, � ��� ���$3��� 
��%$ 
"���� /��� ����7� $�� ��$��। * "#�$% ������ ���$3��� +"����$ �(���U� ��"��U� 
��*Q� ��B। /" ��*Q��� *$.� ����� ��� ������ �0�u �$ %& $��B।    

Where in the territories now included in or in accession with Pakistan and such other 
territories as may hereafter be included in or accede to Pakistan should form a federation, 

where in the provinces would be autonomous with such limitations on their powers and 

authority as might be prescribed. 

 

��� �� $�� �K��$ 
��S��" � ������$ 
��S��" *$+ '�%��7$, �� ���� ���� 
����%���  "$��+ *+ ��*Q� X;& $���B। ��;�� *.� ��b� ���� ��� /�, ���� * �3�� H|�� 
$���B ���� * $�� ���� 7�� � /�, �Y��% ���$3� $�� 
��� ;�� ����। ��� ���� *$�� ��� /� 
�Y��% ���$3��� H���� (! /��� 9��� ���� ;��। �"!���;� ;�c �"� �(�"। ��� �"!���;� 
/$��� "�$���� $�0%�1 ���$ ��’;�� ���� �K��$ 
��S��"�� ���� $��B ���� /���$ �$���� ��� 
$��� 7� /".� ��� ���� HL�� ����B �।... �P��� �D ;�c ������$ 
��S��"�� '�% *+ � /� 
���� ��(i��$ 
����� 7��c। ���� '�%i��$  
����� /��� $��� 7�+।...    

 

Mr. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman: ��� {�$��, "!��, ������$ 
��S��"�� ���� ���� /� -�� 
*+ ��� �� ��" $��B ��+ �, *.� "�X �Y��% ���$3��� (��&� ����। *+ ����� ���S�� ����    
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�� ��%�7� ���P�J�� $���B���। �Y��% ���$3��� "$� /�&�� /��$ *+ ���� "��% $���B। 
(���� ��� �� �� ��"�U ���� ;�c� �� ���� ������ ����� lj ( "�"! 
��S��"�� ���� 
��� "�X�� $���B���। *.� $���B��� ���$3��$ @��%� $���� (! �, ��� ���$3��$ "�� $��� 
(!। ��R% m ��"��� +��;�" ��%!����7� $��� /��� ����, /$ ���� �Y&% 
��S��" 7�+। '�%, 
������$ ��� "�3 /$��� ;���। �Y��% ���$3� ��� ��b� ���$3��� "��� ��(! ;��� ��;�� ���� 
* ���� �� $��� ������। �( ���� /���� ��+ /� ���$3�� @+.� '�%��� 7��B- *$.� ��b� 
���$3�� �� *$.� �Y��% ���$3��। �� ���a� H�� ��b� ���$3�� ;���B, �Y��% ���$3�� ;� 
+। ��"��� ����� ���� ���$3�� '�%i��$ ���S�� (��� $��� (! *$�. $���. $�� ;���B�। 
��2�� �����.% �����B�� /� �Y��% ���$3��$ ��a���� $�� /;�$। ��"��� ��� ��&%��� /" �����.% 7��� 
�����B, ������ * "�X�� ��b� ���$3��� (��&� ��e�� "�X�� �। ����� ��b� ���$3��� 

��S��"�� ���� "��% $��। * ���� ;’�  �Y��% ���$3��� ("�����&� ����, * ���� ��b� 
���$3��� (��&� ����। *+ 
��S��"�� ���� ��(i��$ ���� �, *+ ���� ������ ��27�-���� 
����। ������ ��v� $��� .�$� ���� �������� ��+ �। '��%� '���� ���� H����Y�$ $�( $��� 
���� �। ������$ ��h�$� ���� '�� ��+�। '�x� �$-    

‘‘�� � ���$ ����    

���6 ���  $�2�� ���।’’    

.!�� �� ��$�� �� ��� /;�$, ���� ������ ���S �+। ��(i��$ 
����� ���� /����B �$M 

��S��" ������ ��$�� ���� ���� ������ "��%�F�& H��� $��� ����। ������$ 
��S��" jl 
�N�� '!�� ����। �( ���� �U� ��B �$M $�� �� ��$�� ����, �$M ������ jl �N�� ���� 
��$�� *�� ���� jl �N�� ���� "��% $�� ���। ���� ������$ 
��S��"�� �3���� ������� $��� 
����� ("����& 9�� $��� �। ������$ 
��S��"�� (! �( ������ Y�  $�� ��� X;& $��� 
;��।    

"!��, *+ ���� -�� *+ ��� ��� ���� � *.� ("������ ����। ("����& ��27�� 7��। * ���� 
��b� ���$3��� ("�����&� ����। �Y��% ������ ("�����&� "�F /"��$�� ("�����&� /$� 
���%$! �+। �Y��% ������ ("����& ����9� *�� "�%;���, �� ��b� ���$3��� ("����& � /��� ���। 
("�����&� ���! /$� ����� �+। ��� ���%u $�� ���� 7�+ /� ���$3��� ���,� (!, ���$3��� 
H���� (! ���� *+ 
��S��"�� ���� "��% $��। ("����& ���� /� * ���� ����� !��! ����। * 
���� ������ ��27�� ����, ("�����&� ��27�� ����। * ���� $���� ��e�� ����  �। *+ $�� ���+ ��� 
��;H�E "��;��� �3�� "#Y&% "��% $��B।    

The question that this Assembly is of opinion that the Government of East Pakistan 

should represent to the Government of Pakistan for taking suitable steps for providing 
autonomy to the Provinces with a view to better and more effective administration 

considering the geographical peculiarity between the two regions of Pakistan and for 

setting up an independent commission consisting of Federal and High Court Judges to 

determine the extent of autonomy necessary for the purpose, so that the solidarity and 

integrity of Pakistan cannot be at jeopardy, was then put and negatived. 

The question that this Assembly is of opinion that the Government of East Pakistan 
should represent to the Government of Pakistan for taking suitable steps for providing 
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full regional autonomy for east Pakistan leaving the following subjects only to be the 

concern of the Centre : 

(1) Finance, 

(2) Foreign Affairs, and 

(3) Defense 

was then put and negatived. 

The question that this Assembly is of opinion that the Government of East Pakistan 

should represent to the Government of Pakistan for taking suitable steps for providing 

full provincial autonomy for East Pakistan leaving the following subjects to be the 

concern of the Centre : 

(1) Currency, 

(2) Foreign Affairs, and 

(3) Defense 

was then put and negatived. 

The question that this Assembly is of opinion that the Government of East Pakistan 

should represent to the government of Pakistan for taking suitable steps for providing 

full Provincial Autonomy for East Pakistan leaving the following subjects only to be the 

concern of the Centre : 

(1) Currency, 

(2) Foreign Affairs, and 

(3) Defense 

was then put and agreed to. 
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�������    "Y�    �����    

!���� ������ ���.% ��L�    ���$ "����    jk/� (���+, lmno    

 

���$3��� H�� '���� �&���U$ ��,"�Y�;� "��� ���$3� !���� ������    

���.% ��� �� ��(i��$ �� ��L�    

y�$�� '�V��� �&���U$ "����� '�Y��Y�% "�N�!� ����� �����$ �������    

"������ (�X� (���� '���!�,    

�� � ��%�7 $���.�� �"A� �!���N�u� �0;��� ������ "��� "�����$���� '����� ��    

"��� ���$3��� �&���U$ $�%� "����� "�%"�� �"��T '����� ��$�! (�0;{�����) y�$�� 
���$3� !���� ������ ���.% ���� *$�. �� ��(i��$ ���V� (���� $�����B। "�X ���$3� 
�&���U$ ��,"�Y�;� "���� ��L� *+ ��(i��$ ���V��.� '�3�1� N�� ���$3��� +��;��" *$ 

�&%��� "�X��� '�!�� "Y7� ;+�।    

�&��U� '�� �;�� ����� ��@� ;���� �� ��"�� "������1 '��V� *+ q��;��"$ 
"���� ���$3��� H�� '���� ����� �����$ $�%� � /�� /����� $�����B।    

'"������$ ���S��  �� ��(i��$ ���V��. �L�� �3�� $�� ;+���B। "�X ���$3�� +;�+ 
�0;S� '"������$ ��(i��$ "�x�। ��� � �$���� �����$ H���"� ����. ������ �� ���V� 
�L�� �3���.� ��� "�������� "��% (��+���B। �&�U� ��, !���� ���.% *�� ��"������& *+ 
�� ���.%�� /����� $���� ����� (�� �����B। ��b� ���$3��� "�%(��! /�� ��@� ��N�� 
��, �( *� �"��, ���� +N����� H�E, ��;��@� ;$ �"���, ��@� ��(� �":�, ��@" "���� �� 
�7�$(��� (�7�$(�+), ����� ��@� �N��, /����� /��;��� ������, ;���� �� �����+; ��;��� 
��� $�"���, *��� $����� ��¡��� ���� *$ �����$ $�%� H��x� �B��। "����� �K�. 
("�����&� ����� ����-����� "Q��� ��"��!$ /��u�� ���� "�¢� $�� ;+���B�। '����£� 
'������ "����T� ��:� �� ��@� ��N�� �� *�� ������$ �U� (�� ��;��� ��� /����� $��। 
"$�� "��A �..�� ���! ����� HE���� "�;� ������ ����� 'K��� ";¤���$ �&���U$ $�%� 
"��R�.x `��;� �"��� ;�� "���� ;। (���� ���$� H�S�� *�� /$��� ���N /��������� �� 
"��� ���$3� �&���U$ $�%� "����� ��� '����� -e ;�। "���� '�!�%� $���.� "����� 
(�� +��� /��;��� �� '���� � $�%���� 
��� (��+�� /���� ��%�� ��(i��$ '�x� ��%����7�  
$���� �S0�� /�। ��� ��;�� �,0��� ��%�� ������ "�$���� $��%!v� � (�� /"�;������%�� 
����4���� ��¥ "�����7� $�����B।    

+;�� �� "����� ����� ��"�� �����%� �(J���� ��� "��� �� & �� $���� H�L। ��� 
������Y�% $�� ;+�� -e $���� ������ ����� 9��� ��� *�� ���$3��� '�%i��$ � ��(i��$ 
'�x� ��%����7� $���� ��R% �,0�� $��। ��2;��� �,0�� H@%��� '���� $���� ��L $�� ;�।    

��b� ���$3�� /����� �,0��� �� (�� +��� /��;��� �� �� �&���U$ ���V� �L�� 
�3�� H|�� $��। (�� /��;��� /����;� �3���. "��% $��। �3���.�� ��� ;�: ���$3���    
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H�� '���� ����� �&���U$ �� *�� "$� �&���U$ ����$��� �������0J��� *+ "����$ 
/���� ��!T��& ��(i��$, '�%i��$ � "����($ '�x� ��%����7� �� *�� (l) ���$3��$ 
"������$��, ������$�� "�t�(!��� � /�� &��, *$�. ��,���� (����� "���L�$�&, (j) 
("�����&� '�%i��$ '�x�� H��� "��, (z) ������U$ ������ /��� �&�U ���V� � /���� 
H�� '��� 
��S��" $���� $��� H�E��! /���� "�3 �&���U$ ��,�$ q$!�� $��� ����(���� 
H��f� $���� "���� ���$3���"�� /"��� H�"�%�$0� �� *$�. (���� �� �L�� �3�� $�����B। 
*+ �� ���.� �� ;+�� !���� ������ ���.%।    

*+ ���.% *$�. �L�U �&��� ������ �!�x� X;& *�� ���$3��� H�� '��� ��V��$���� 
���.% ���V�� (! "��� *$�. "��L� $���. �L�� �"��T X;& $�����B।    

H, �3��v�� ��L� �� ���.%� �!���N�u��� ��� ;+���B /�, /���� 
����� � "��%��}�1 �9�, 
�&��U¦� ���V�, ������$ 
��S��" '(% *�� /�� � (���� '�%i��$, "����($ � "���0��$ H�� 
"���� (! �Y�% � ��b� ���$3��� �&���U$ ��,"���;� "����� *$ � ��(i��$ �� �L�� 
����( ��;���B। ���$3��� H�� '���� �&���U$ ��,G��� �������0�J� *+ "��� *�P��� 
/R� &� $�����B /�, *$ �� ��(i��$ �� ��L� ;+� *�� ��b� ���$3��� !���� ������ ���.% 
� �Y�%�K��� �&�U� �� *�� '!�! �&���U$ ��,G�� *+ �� ��� /����� $�����B।    

�� ���� /R� &���� ����4 ��� "#�$% ��� ;� ���� 
��� ����4 ��� '�"�& $���� 7���। 
������ (���� 
���%� ����% *+ ����4 ��� ���7���� ;+�� *�� ������ 
������ ��, �0��, 
�T(%���$ /9�� ���$3��� ��%��� �0�� � ��g-���T ���V�+ ����4 ���� �9! ;+��।    

*+ �!���N�u��� �Y�� "����, (������ H�c�, ��a��, @%��� �:, ��9�� �"��, �� �Y�! ��, 
/�}�����$ '�x� *�� �� �� ���S�� ��b� ���$3��� ���� ����� $�� /R� &� $�� ;+���B।    

�� � ��%�7� $���. �!���N�u��. ��$�! '����£� *$ ����  "��� "������� X;& $�� *�� 
"����& ������ "�� $�0%$ 'x������� X;�� ;+���B। '�! "$�� "��A �..�� ����� "��� -e 
;+��। ��� /$� �$�� @��%���$ '�!$�� "��� '��V� � ;� ��� ������ "���� �x��$0� "�� 
'����� 'x��� '������� �!���N�u� *�� �L�U '����� �� ���.% ����%� "�� ��%T $�( $���� 
��+��। ��$�� � R��$�� '����� '����§ B�.� ��%T 7��। "���� G�� �v��&� ��¥ �J� 
$���� *$�. �3�� X;&  $�� ;+���B। ����� �,� *+ G����� ��e�� �,0�� $��।    

��b� ���$3�� /����� �,0��    

"���� (�� ���� ��(� �":� ���, ������ q$!�� ��, *���� � ��~$�� (��&� ���,� 
"�X�� �����(� ;+��। �$M ���� @���� /$� ���4� �;"��� ���$�� 7�+�। "�3 �$�� ����(�. 
������ ����; ����� ���! /L���� �����B। ���� �&��$ ����� ����� $� ;+�� ������$ �9� 
$���� 7�+।    

��� ���, ������� �� ������ /����� H�� �( �v�& $����+ ������ *+ "����$ 
"�N�!���� $���� �����B।    
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�������    "Y�    �����    

"����& ��%�7 ��7��    "����;$ ‘�"�$’    j�/� ��Q�, lmno    

    

"����& ��%�7 '�V�� ���Q (�& ����3 $���� �। /$��� ��U"��� "�$.:    

�������$� ���� "����������� : ��¨�� ��� � �L�� �Y�%���"?    

�0�$ ��%�7 ���N� ���$3��� ��� "����& ��%�7 '�V��� ���% /$�� ��"��� ����� /�0�1 
/$������ "�$�� ��L� ;+���B। ��U"��� ��L�$� *+ �!����� �"��T �0;�� ;+���B। ��� N�� ��, 
��%�7�� ���S�� �&�� /��.�� ����$� B���� $�( ��� /�  ;+�� ��"��� H;� �: $���� /���� 
;+���B। *�@���9 ��U"��� �"��T '����� ���� ��� '�! (���� ��� ��� '������ H�(�� �(� 
(�� 7������� H|���� $��। ��� ����! *+ (!+ y�$�� ������% $��7��� ��A��A� $���� *+ 
'����� �;�� $�� ;+���7।    

�$M /$�������� ��� '�� �� �������$� ���.%� "����$ /$��� "��L� $���.� "��� 
(���� ��� �� *+ ��� H|��  � $��� (! H�(�� �(��$ '����� $�� ;+���B *�� ���.% "�"!�& 
��;��� *+ �3���� ���%� ����� 7�� ��;�� ��� �9! ����� (! ���.%� /���$ ��� /���� ;+���B।    

������ @�%��! *+ /�, ������ ���$3��� ��(i��$ ��G�� �( �� �"��T $�� $�� ��� 
������� *$�. �$B� $���� ��"।    

*+ ��U"�� ���� ��"��� ����� /�0�1 $���� ;+���B ���� �������$� �� �� (�� 
/"�;������%�� H�� ;+�� "��% ��!�;�� $�� �� ��� ���!�� $��। *+ "�� �������$� ���� 
H��!���+ ��%�� ��U"�� $���� ;+���B।    

'�x��0�u �� ;� ���� ��U"�� ������A� ;+�� ����। ;�� ������ ������ ���� ��� ��� 
"p� ;+�� ����। �������$� ���.%� *+ "��������� ��� ���$3� ��(��� /��A /$� ���$ ��� ��� 
��� ��� �। ��� * $�� "�! /� ����$ /$� $���� ��L� �������$� �� /�� �$B��� 9���� 
���$��। *+ ���� /�01 �� ���$3�� ������$ ��� � "��� ���$3�� �0�$ ��%�7 �!�x� ���%�� 
/"������ $�����B�। ���� ����+ y�$� (���� ��� ��� '������ �Y�% ���$3��� (! ��, ��%�7� 
"��% $�����B�। �� '��! ���� ��b� ���$3�� �0�$ ��%�7 ���%�� �"���T '.� �B��। ���� 
���� (���� ��� �� ��� ��" $��+�� "��� ���$3��� (! ��, ��%�7 7��� $��� �!�x� $��।    

"$��+ ��� $�����B�� �0�$ ��%�7�� ���% /� ��U"��  $���� ;+���B �������$� ���.% /"+ 
���©�� ��� $����। �$M /$��� "��L� $���.� "��� ��;��� ��� ��e�� ����� 6�� $�����B। 
���� /�  ��%T ª�%� $�0%��9� 7��� '��� "�������% ���N� "��������� ��% '����� ��;��� ���� 
�� ����+��� ����।    
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�������$� ���� *+ "������������ ��B� /$� ����  A�U ��;���B �$� ��� ��� �। 
$��& H, ���.%� /�� �$B��� ���� ‘‘��¨�� ��� �’’ 'T��%�$��� "�$��’’ +�!���� /� "� 
/R� &� $���� ��"���B /"+ "����������� ���+ �Y�%���" �$� (�� �।    

����� /�+ ��$�$ � /$� �Y�% /R� &� �� lmn� "���� ��Q� ���" "����& ��%�7 '�V� 
�( (��&� ����। *+ ���� /������$ $�( � ;+�� /�� *+ '-� ��,� ;�� ;+�� ��, ;+�� 
� *�� ���;� ���g� ���$3��� $��$ ���A�� 7����। (�& "����& ��%�7� ��e�� /$� �$�� 
"�$���-/�"�$��� 7v�T ������ $���� �। ��¨�� ��� � �� 'T��%�$��� "�$�� �L�� 
'�&���U$ � ��"�U ������� '-� ��7u��$ "$� ���$3� ����� e���� ;+��।    
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�������    "Y�    �����    

�Y�% ���$3��� ���%$ '�x� �!��!� $�� 
���!�U� ���H� �;���� �� &    

�Y�% ���$3� "�$��    rL� (������, lmn�    

 

�Y�% ���$3��� ���%$ @�%��    

���$3� ����V� ;���� �� /��$+ �Y�% ���$3� *$ ����d$ �$��� ���%$ � '�%i��$ "I�. 
���� �"�B, �� /��$ /" �(� ��, ;�� �����। ��%��� ��� '�x� ��� 7��� ���� /�}2�B�B। �ZS�� 
�Y�% ���$3��� ���%$ (���� $�$G�� "�"!��$ �Y�� $�� /$� /$� ���$� � ��(i��$ �� *� 
"� �7��&� 7����� ���c ���� $�� �$0� '�x� "#�$% ��2�� ����$�;��  ��2��� 
����� ����T 
;�� �A�B। ��+, �Y�% ���$3��� ��%�� "�"!�G�� �$0� �3��� �$, ("����& ";�(+ ���� �� "�!$ 
H���f  $��� ����, ��� (! �( �Y�% ���$3��� ���%$ '�x� � '�%i��$ +��;��"� *$ "��9� 
����& ���� 7�+।    

������� ���G�� /��. lr /$��. lk ��� .�$�� /��� /���� R��A ��� lmro "���� ln+ ��« 
*$�. �Y&%�F ���� �;"��� �Y�% ���$3��� (� ;� :-    

(l) ��(��% �!��I� $��B /��,    

(j) ������ N��,    

(z) /�-"����$ �������,    

(r) '����� /W(��� ���"�Y;,    

(n) ���! v� ���� R�.�� (�� �    

(k) "�$��� 7�$�������� ����"; 7��,�� /��।    

'��! ��(��% �!��I� *+ ���� � '���, ������ '����� /W(��� ��� ���� ������ /� /�� 
�B�, �� ��������� (! /$��� "�$�� /��A���+ r /$��. ro �9 .�$� ¬& ��� $��। �$M '!�! 
����� /�� /��$+ ���। N��, $��%��� X;�&� �� /��$ ������$ "�$���$+ �B��� �� �B� ��� *"� 
����� /�� ��������� �!�x� $�� /��� ;�। /"+ "��� ������$ "�$���$ ������ ��(����� "�� 
�N��"�Y�;� x� "I����� (! �� "��!$ ����-/$�L� ��%�& $��� ;�।    

r /$��. lm �9 /���$� ��"���� �Y�% ���$3��� ��(
 ���� lmr�-�m "���� ��� %$ �� �B� lk 
/$��. ml �9 .�$�। '�� ��9 z /$��. zo �9 '����"� '��!� � ��b� ���$3��� ��(
 ���� �� 
�B� /" "�� jo /$��. mn �9 .�$�।    

/$��� "�;��!/$��� "�;��!/$��� "�;��!/$��� "�;��!---- 

"����� /��� ���c /�, -e /��$+ /$��� $�B /��$ ��b� '���� ����� �Y�% ���$3���+ '�$ 
/��� ���%$ "�;��! ����� ����( �B�। �$M @�%��!���� *+ "�!�. $��%�9�� "�%��+ H���9� ;���B 
*�� �� $’�B�� /$��� "�$�� ����� "��� H�� '���� (! /� "�;��! ��� $���B, @+ '����    
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������$ ����(�� "��� ��� /$� "F�� /+। lmn�-nm "�� ��%T �Y�% � ��b� ���$3��� (! 
/$��� "�$�� /� '�% "�;��! $���B, �� /��$+ * $��� "�!�� �`�& $�� ���। ����7! "�� ��%T 
/$��� "�$�� ��b� ���$3��$ /� /9�� nj /$��. n� �9 .�$� "��"�� "�;��! �����B, �Y�% 
���$3��$ /" /9�� �����B jk /$��. nj �9 .�$�।    

�"Fv�� H�w� $�� /��� ���� /�, /�� ������� ��� �Y�% ���$3��� $��$�. H�� 
���$a�� $�( 7��B�। ����� ������ * "$� H�� ���$a� $��%$�� $��� (! ����T ���� 
"�$�� o� /$��. .�$� "�;��! ��� $��। *+ '��%� ���! �Y�% ���$3��� ���! ;��� 'Y! n� /$��. 
.�$�। �$M ���$3� "�$�� H�� ���$a�"�Y�;� (! '�% "�;��! /���� �: $�� ���� ��� /�, 
H�� ���$a� ���� ������$ "�$���$ ¬& ��� $�� ;��।    

¬& ���� /9��� �Y�% ���$3��� ��� "���7�� $�� ;��। lmno-n� "�� ��%T H�� 
���$a�"�Y; $��%$�� $��� (! ��b� ���$3� /���� ¬ /����B m� /$��. jz �9 .�$�, �Y�% 
���$3� /"��� /����B ��� rn /$��. oo �9 .�$�। ����� /��$ ��� "�;��! �Y�% � ��b� ���$3��� 
���! �$���� �� $�� ;���B, ��� ������$ ;�� "#�$% "�L$ /$� ��! ����� ��� �। ��� /� "$� 
���" ����� ���c �� /��$ ��� /�� /��� ���� /�, * /9��� �Y�% ���$3� ��� !��! '�� ����। 
�$0���9 �Y�!� /$�L� /��$+ �Y�% ���$3��� (������� -e। *����x��, ��b� ���$3��� ����� 
�Y�% ���$3��� ��������� R�.�� �Y��&� (! *��$�� ("��!� *�� �� ��$ � ���%$ '"c���� $�� 
����7� $�� /$��� "�$���� ��S "��"�� "�;��!, ������$ "�;��! � H�� ���� ����$0� ¬�&� 
'Y! ��$�� n� ����� /��� �Y�% ���$3���+ ����� H�7� �B�। �$M $��%�9�� �� ;��� /�� �Y��� 
$��- *+ ���� /$�� '��;��+ /��� *�"�B। ������ ��%�� /��7�� ���%$ '�x� *+ '��;���+ 
N�।    

/$��� "�$���� ��(
 ����� �!� ����E� /9��� �Y�% ���$3��� ��� '�!T '��7�� $�� ;���B। 
lmnk-no "�� ��%T *+ ����� �!� ����E� �����Y�$ ����& /��$ *.� ������ ;�� ��A�B। ����7! 
"�� ��%T �Y�% ���$3��� (! /���� �!� $�� ;� ��� kz /$��. .�$� /"��� ��b� ���$3��� (! 
�!� $�� ;� �l /$��. .�$�।    

/���9�-    

/���9� ����� �!� ����E� �7� ��� ����!($। lmnk-no "�� ��%T /���9� ���� �Y�% 
���$3�� �!� $�� ;� �$�K���$ l� /$��. .�$�, '����9 ��b� ���$3�� �!� $�� ;� r�� /$��. 
.�$�। * $�� 
�$�� $���+ ;�� /�, /�� �����$��� �Y�% ���$3��� ����� ��b� ���$3��� '�x� 
"� ��$ ����+ "�T� ($ �B�। "����� * ������ /���9� �!�x� H�� � ��,���� $��� ���$ ��� 
/��� (� /���� H�7� �B�। �$M '�x��0�u �� ;�, �Y�% ���$3��$ ��� '�31 �(�� ����� (! 
����c� $�L�� "�X���� ���+ /L�� /���� ;���B�। N��, ��� ��9 (��� �L�Y�$ /$� Ge1�Y&% 
$��( ;�� /���� "p� ;�� ��L�। * $’�B�� �Y�% ���$3�� /�� /$� �A �$��� H�� ���$a� 
$��%$�� � ;���� *��$�� ���%$ '�x�� ����  /$� H��� ;��। ��� ���+ ����B, * "� '"����� 
"�®� �Y�% ���$3� "�$�� ��2��� ��U&��� ����� ����� �� �0��� (! ���& /7u� 7����� *�"�B। 
�� �0��� H�E��! "�$�� ���� l� �B�� z��. �� $� ���% $���B '�7 "�����&� ���%$ ���� 
H��� � ;���� '��$ $���� �;�� 9���� ����� /+। /� �����& "�;��! $�� H�7� �B�, /$��� 
"�$�� �� $���। �"*"�� '�N"����� /�� � ���� �0�� *�� ��&%��$ �� /��� "�����-"����� 
/����� H�E��! /$��� "�$�� ������$ "�$���� H�� $���� �!�x� 7����� /�����    
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������$ /$� ���� /��$ ��"��  $��$ �9 .�$� '����, �!� ;�c। ��(
 ������ H�"G��� 
���� ���� /9�� "���7���� (! ������$ "�$�� ���� (���� *�"�B। *��"�®� lmr�-�m "��� 
��(�
� *$��� "�"��&��� H�" ‘‘��v�-$�’’ � /$��� "�$���� ����� /�� ;�। ��(
-
H�"G��� ����!��"� (! ������� ���� (���� ��$�� /$��� "�$�� lmnj-nz "��� * "#�$% 
*$�. $���. �L� "�� ;, ���$ /�+"�!� $���. ��� ;�। @���� �� �, *+ $���.� �����$ "�;��! 
� $�� /$��$+ /(����� $�� /��B। ��. �N��� -�¯� '�� �� �!����� /�+"�!� $���.� 
/������� ������ "��!$�� /$� H�$���� ������% ��� '�$��+ $���B। lmn�-nl � lmnl-nj "��� 
��. -¯ ���� ������ �� �B� ���v�� k /$��. oj �9 � k /$��. .�$�। �$M /�+"�!� /��������� 
�� lmnj-nz � lmnz-nr "��� ��� �����& ��2A�� ���v�� r /$��. zj �9 � r /$��. .�$�।    

������ ���%$ '�x�� v���� *+ '���� �� *$�. $��& ;�c, /$��� "�$���� (! 
������$ "�$�� /� "� $�( $���B, /" "$� /9��� /$��� "�$�� ����� ����1 ������������ ��� 
$���। +u ���$3� ��+�N�" � "���T ����� ���;�� (! /��. �� �!� ;�, /$��� "�$�� ��� 
��$�� k� ��� �; $��� "�� ;���B��। �$M /$��� "�$�� H, .�$� /��। N��, *+ *$�. 
����+ ��%�� "�� ��%T /$��� "�$���� $��B �Y�% ���$3� "�$���� ���� ��2�A���B ��� � /$��. 
.�$�।    

/�"����$ /���9� ���� �� �!� ;�, /$��� "�$���� ���� ��$�� on ��� �; $��� $��। * 
����� �Y�% ���$3��� ���� ��2�A���B nz �9 .�$�। ������� ����� /���� "�®� /$�� "�$�� *+ 
���� /$� "�;��!+ ��� $���।    

�� ;�� /��� ���c, /� "� $���&  �Y�% ���$3��� ���%$ '�x� ��%��� "I.($ ��%��� *�" 
/L�$�B, �� �(� ���!��� ����B। ����� H�� ���$a� ����  $�� ‘‘'��$ ���! N���’’ ��J�� 
/(����� $��� (! /$��� "�$���� ��S "�;��! � ¬�&� '�� ��� ��%�� ;���, �� ;�� '��$��� 
'"�����+ ���� *�A�� /��� ������। ��(�
� /9�� ������ *+ /� v����  R�.�� *�� '!�� 
$��& /$� � ������ ���! ��(
 H�" ���� �!����� '�"0� '"� �!�x�।    

�!� "�I�7-    

/$��� "�$�� ��(
 ����� �� ���9� � �!�-°��"� (! ������ �����% �����B। �$M ���+ 
��� ����B /�, �� l� �B�� ���� z��. �� $� ���% $���B। �$M ������"�� �� ��$ '�x� '��� 
/��7�� ;���� ������ ��(
 ���� �� /�� ���A�। �9�T�� �!� $����� "p� ;��। /$�, 
��!����(�� h�!���� H^�Y�! *�� (������� v���%�� �!��� "��� "�$��� 7�$�������� �� �� 
/���� "��"! /+। '!�! /9��� �!� ������$ ;��� /��A ������ /" "�-/9��� �!� "�I�7 $�� 
"p� ;��। ���%$ "�;��! ���� /9�� �Y�% ���$3��� ��� '���� /� "� '��7�� $�� ;���B ��� �- 
���$�� *�� /$� � ������ ���! ��(
 ����� H�"G��� !��! � "� � ���� ���!+ ���% 
���$3��� *"� '���-'"������ ��3� "���� ��;�।    

�����N� �!����� /$��� "�$���� $��B ���� /� "�;��! /7���B /" "#�$% '�$ �$B�+ ��� 
;���B। * �"�F ��� �Y�% ���$3��� ��%�� '�x�� *$�. "��9� �&%� /���� ����( �� $��।    

����  $�� ���! �Y��!� ��$ /��$ ����7� $��� *��� /��$ (���+ ��%T-*+ 7�� ��" �Y�% 
���$3��� (! "� "��+ "I.$�� ��� �����7� ;�� ���$। * "�� '�x� �����  ���!��"!� �Y�!    
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$�-/�� �0�� /��� ���$। �@��� lmnr, lmnn � lmnk "���� "�%X�"� �!� ������ '�x� ��� 
"F� $�� /����। *��� lmno "��� '��0�u� N�� ������ $�$G�� /(��� �H" �� � ����"! 
"#Y&% u ;�� ������ *�� '�� $�$G�� /(��� ����$ �"!;��, H�$Y� *��$�� /������ ¨�� 
� $��.� H�h�� '�x�� ��� '��� R�.।    

*� H�� ���� �A�$ ����� /(��� �� ������G� �0��! ;�। �� /"+ "�F $����� � �"�T� 
����; �;����� "�X ���� /B�� /N��। *� �e-X���K��� ("�����&� $�%"9��� °�" ���c।    

*"� ��$0��$ @��%���� N�� ��, 7�� � '!�! ��!����(�� h��!� �Y�! �0�� /��� *� 
("�����&�  v� 9���� ��+�� 7�� �����B। N��, *� "�%� /��7�� @��x� ����( $��B। @�%� 
*��$�� ���� ("����& (� ��27���� ������ �e, ��B��, ��( *��$ $0� � �U���� ��%T ���v $��� 
���! ;���B। *� ����� $��B *� /$� "#�+ /+, ��� H�� ���� ��%� $�� ��$�� ����। * 
'�x�� *� "�$���$ /$�� *��� 7� ������ �!�x� $�� ����+ 7��� �- ��� *+ "I.$��� ����� 
/�2�7 ��$��� �� "�x��  $�� ���� ;��।    

*"� ��$0��$ @��%���$ ������ ��$�� "��A lj ( '�%�� /��. ��� n� �9 /��$ ����d$ 
�$��� 9��X3 ;���B। *���  "$���+ "�;���!� ��$�� *�� ����� �� ����� H�7�। 9��X3��� 
���! z� �9 /���$� (k �9 ������) $0�  ¬& ����(। *+ k �9 �������� ���! n �9 �������$ 
������ ��� n� .�$� ;��� $0�  ¬& � ������ ��� ln� .�$� ;��� @+ �9 �������$ ������- v� ¬&  
��� $��� ;��। * ���� ����( ;�� "��A n /$��. .�$�।    

/.u ����N/.u ����N/.u ����N/.u ����N---- 

�Y��;� /� "� ���$ ";�( $�( ���c �, /.u �����N� ���N� ����� $�( ���� ;��। @�%� 
("�����&� ���! ln �9 /��$ '�%�� z �9 �������� (! *+ ���� �����N� ����(। /.u 
�����N� $�( (� ���"� /�  �$��� (���+ ���"� �������� *��$, /$� /$� /(��� *� ���� 7��� 
����� ;��। ������ ��B� @+( �;"��� ������� j .�$� $���� �;"�� $���� B� �9 /���$� *$ ���"� 
$�%"�x� $���� z /$��. k� �9 .�$� ����(। ���(���, �����, ��(��;� *�� �GA� /(��� *$-
N"�� 'K��� ��� *$ �9 /���$� "�;��!���% /.u �����N� $�( ��Q� ���"� /� ���� �� N"� 
� �L� ��%T 7����� /��� ;�� *�� *(! '����, z /$��. .�$� ����(। "����� /��� ���c, /.u 
�����N� (! /��. ����( ��� k /$��. k� �9 .�$�। '�%i��$ '�x�� �$B�.� H��� � ;��� ��%T 
�Y��;� '9� /��$���� ������ "�;��! ���� /��� ;��। ���u� ������� �H" $�.� -e ;�� 
'�x�� �$B�.� H��� ;��। * ���� /���$� "��!� ����� n ��9� ��। 
�����$ ;��� ��"��� ������B� 
l� /"� 7�� /(������ @’���" ((� � (���+) 7�� ����( ;�� j,n�,��� �& ��� ��� ;�� ������ 
��7"; /��. nk �9 jn ;�(�� .�$� '�%�� ���� jj .�$� � ��। * B�A� *$-N"�� *��$�� l �9 
/��$�$� ����� ��Q� ��%T r ��" ������ "�;��! ���� ����( ;�� jj �9 n� ;�(�� .�$�। * �� 
������ "�;���!� (! /��. ��$�� o� �9 .�$�।    

7WX��, /�������, ����"�;, ������ � '!�! (����� RY�&%����� 9��X3 j �9 �������$ 
����� R���A� /������� (% �0;��%�& "�;��! ��� $��� ;��। ������-��B� 
�����$ ;�� z� .�$� $�� 
��� ;��� k� �9 .�$�� ����(। RY�&%��A ������ ����� x�� ��"��!$ ��9� ���V�, �"�(� � 
����! �7�$�"��� �Y��"�� ;���B। *G��� ������V� � /������� (! *$$��� ��    
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�;�"�� $���9 ln �9 .�$� ��� $�� ��$��। �� @��%���$ HS���F� B�� "��( ���+ '"������ 
��A�B। ���-$���(� /�� ��������� "����%! ����� /+। *��� "�;��! /���� (! $���9 n �9 
.�$�� �� ����(।    

*"� ������ ��%��� �Y�% ���$3��� (! /��. "��A lz /$��. .�$��� '��$ ����(। ����! 
/$��� "�$�� j /$��. l� �9 .�$� ��� $���B। �$�K���$ "��A ll /$��. .�$�� *�� ����  
����(। '����Q * .�$� ��� /$��� "�$���� $�B /��$ ����� � ���, �� ;�� ("�����&� @�%��� 
"��� ��$�� �। *��� H�w� $�� /��� ����, �� (������ ��" /��$ * $’���" �Y�% ���$3� "�$�� 
����� �( �;��� /��$ ��������� "�;��! �!�x� ���� k� �9 .�$�� �� �!� $���B।    

���! ��������! ��������! ��������! �����---- 

lmnk-no � lmno-n� "��� ����� /��$ ���! ������ /��. �!��� *$�. '�� /$��� "�$�� 
�; $�� *�"�B, �$M ��%��� ��2�� * ���� �� /$� "�;��! � /����� �"��T $��� ������ 
'�%i��$ '�x�� ��� '��� ;���B। ����7! @’�B�� * ���� /$��� "�$�� ���v�� j /$��. jm 
�9 � m /$��. rl .�$� ��� $���B��। /$��� "�$���� * "�;��! "�®� ������$ "�$���$ lmnk-
no "�� l /$��. k� �9 .�$� *�� lmno-n� "��� j /$��. j �9 .�$� /��$"� ���� ;���B। ��b� 
���$3� /��$ ��-7�� "�X�;� �!������ $���� '���!$ �!�x� ���% $�� ;���B। "��±u 
�!��"���& ���$�, ��@, (!��$���� � -$$���� x��� /��$��� ��� /������� ����+ ����" ���c। 
/"�� /��$ /"+ ��� ���� 
�U �!�x���� $��7��� 7��� ���� ;�c।    

*���� *$+ ��� @��� HL���-����� ����( ;���� /$��� "�$���$ *(! *$�. 
�U 
�����+ ����� ;�c। *� (! �� �F$ /� �!� ;�c, /�  ��%T �� ���� ������$ "�$����+ H�� 
7���B। "���$ �":� "�$���� ���� *�� �� �Y�% ���$3� "�$�� ��-7�� "�X; $��� �� q"� 
*��$�� ��-7�� "��"�� $��7� �J��+ /������� /��� ;��� *�� /"��� (�;��( /����+ $�� ;���। /" 
"�� �&��� �. ��� /��� '����, �!� �A� �। �$M ��%�� ��b� ���$3� "�$�� ������ $�B 
/��$ * ���� �&��� l .�$� ���� $��B। *� N��, ��b� ���$3�� 7�� �$�� ���� ������ ��%�� 
7�� '��9� �&��� z .�$� /��� ��� ���� ;�c। �&��� *+ l .�$� ��A�� ��7 ���� $�� �$0� 
�3��� �Y�% ���$3��� ���� /v����� 
���%� ������ ��b� ���$3� "�$���$+ �$���T�� "�;��! 
$�� ;�c।    

v�.�Y&% ���v�.�Y&% ���v�.�Y&% ���v�.�Y&% ���---- 

/$��� "�$���� '�"0� *+ v�.�Y&% "�X; ���� �e ����� '���!$ $�$G��� ���7� ������ 
/��;��� ;�c। �� /"+ '
�����$ �$��� ��A�� ���7� 7�� ���� �A�B �Y�% ���$3���+ ���h 
/v����� H��। *� ��� �":� "�$���� "��0;�� 7���� «$ �Y�% ���$3��$ /� 7�� "����; $�� ;� 
��� ���� ��2�� .��� ��� l .�$� j �� ;�� ����$� �N" ���� $���। *�� $�� �&��� ��A�� 
��7 �A��� �� ��"�� $�।    

*���$, �����$0� � "��0;�� 7���� �� �F$ ��7"; �&��� ��A �Y�! ��2A�� jz .�$� ln �� 
o ��+। ��v� $�� ;� �&��� jl .�$� n �� �Y�!। N��, �&��� "�$���� /��$"� ;� j .�$� l� 
�� o ��+। *+ �;�"�� ��� %$ '��� l,��,��,��m �& 7�� v�-��v� ���� "�$���$ /��. 
/��$"� ���� ;� j,�m,��,zjr .�$�।    
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"������ H���"������ H���"������ H���"������ H���---- 

/� �!��$ � ����d$ �$��� @��x� ������"��$ X�" $���B ���� $�� "�$�� $�0%$ ��S 7���� 
��v� �Y�! /$� v��+ �0�� $�� "p� � ;���� *�� ("�����&� v� 9��� °�" ������ ����x�� 
/��$������ (! /�"� �3�� $�� /��� ���� /"G�� ;�c�    

 (l) ������ (! 7�� "�X; ���� /� /��. �!� ;�� /$��� "�$���$ �Ee j /$��. .�$�� �� "�;��! 
$��� ;��। '��!, /��$"��� �����& ��� �$0���9 $� ;� ��� *+ "�;���!� �����& �$B�.� $�� 
$�� /��� ����। '���, ��$a �!�x� �;�"�� lmno-n� "���� !�� /� /$� x�� "��0;�� /;�$ � /$ 
/" 7�� 7WX��� �&��� l� .�$� ��� /������� ���� ;��।    

(j) ��b� ���$3� "�$�� 7���� H�� /� ��A�� ��7 ���� $��, ;� �� ��!�;�� $��� ;�� ���� 
"���$ �":� "�$���� �� *+ ��7 �&��� � �� ���% $��� ;��।    

(z) /$��� "�$���� '�"0� v�.�Y&% "�X;���� �e /� �� �F$ �!� ������$ "�$���$ �; $��� 
;�, /$��� "�$���$ �� ��!�;�� $��� ;��। '���� ����$� �N" �;�"�� .��� l .�$� j �� ;��� 
/� ��7 ���� ;���, �A�(�� /$��� "�$�� /"+ ;���+ ���� $��� ����।    

'"�! �7��&�'"�! �7��&�'"�! �7��&�'"�! �7��&�---- 

*��� ��� �Y�% ���$3��� �;�����(�� ����x�� H�� �$B�.� ����$��� $��� 7�+। �Y�% 
���$3��� �"T � $����� ��@�%�� �����+ R�. �"�B। lmnl-nj "��� *+ /���� �0��!� ;�� �B� 
"��7�� /���। �$M * �B� �Y�% ���$3�� �;����� *� ����;`� ���X; $�� /�, ������$ "�$�� 
"p��! "$� /7u� 7����� "�®� �� /���$� �0��! R�.। �� �B��� /�  ���$ �"T /��� /����� "�F 
"�F ������$ "�$�� H�²� *��$�� 
�x! ������� $�%7������ "��!��0�� B�A�� "�%�$��� ���� �$ 
�!�x� '��Q $��। �$M, �� "�®� *+ /��� �;����� �$��� "�%� B�A�� ��A। ����x��� Ge1 
����7� $�� "�$�� (���� (e�� '�x�� ���S�� ��� /��$����� $��� "�%-���³ ���" ��। * 
�!����� ";�������� (! "$� ��(i��$ �� � "����($ ���V��� ��� ��U& (�� ;�। "�$��� 
$�%7��� � ��(i��$ �� *�� "����($, 
�x! � /����$� ���V�"�Y�;� ��������� ��� ������$ 
�;����� ������� $���. �L $�� ;�। �$M @���� "�F ����$ ���� ;�c /�, �;����� ����x���$ 
��(i��$ �Y�� �;�"�� �!�;���� H�E��! (�� +H"�N ��� /7}���� /�  ��� ��B, /"+ ��"; 
$���� ��(i��$ �� *+ /$��� $���.� ��+�� ���$। *� /���B (�� /7}���� *+ ����x��� ���� 
"�����+ X;& $��B। �Y�% ���$3�� �;������� *$ �9 /���$� �0��! ;���B ��� ��� /� �;"�� 
�����B �� /$�� '�����+ � �(G��� ��.। "�$��� "��!���®� H�� "#Y&% ��%� � $��� *$�� 
"��"�� ��� ��� /�, "��!��® "�X�;� �� /$� �!�x�+ (�� +H"�N ��� /7}����� ;��� /+। '��! 
$a�� ����%� ;�� +c��� ��� /� /$� "��!�+ H�w� $��� ����। �� �� �B�� ����� �"T � 
$����� $� /���$� �0��! ;���B, ��� �;"�� ������$ "�$���� $��B ��B *�� '����� /� �!�x���� 
*+ "��!��® "�X; $�� ;���, �(� ��+ 7��� ��B। �(�� �� � *+ /�, �$B��� ��� (�� +H"�N 
��� /7}���� � '�� @( /$*"�� /�� ������$ �;����� ��U& $���.� $��$( "��"!� "��� 
���� "�F "�9�� $�� �.$� ��( 7�। ����-����7�� �� ��� ��2�$ (��+ /� $���.� $�B /��$ 
�$B� �.$���( ���� $�� ���9����� ($��$ /
c��"�$ /$���� ��L� ���� ��9 "p� ;�� �। 
��´� �3�� �;�"�� ��� ��2� ���� $���� "�"!�$ �;����� ��U& $���.��    
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��L��� ���। /$�, *+ $���.� '���� ���7��� /���%�. ���!$ ��+ ��L�$ ����� ;�� ������ 
�;�����(�� "�%��  ����x�� ��%����7� $��� ��2� ���� "�"!�&� ���J '�x� "�!$ H���f 
$��� "9� ;��। ��� ��2�$ ��2� ���� /
c��"�$��� *$.� ����$� ��L���� (!� '����� $�� *�� 
��� /�, *"� /
c��"�$�$ �;����� ��U& $���.� ���7������ H�²� *��$�� ��L��� ����। �$M 
@���� "�F ���� ;�c /�, (�� +H"�N ��� /7}���� �;����� ��U& $���.�� ��2� ���� /$� "��"!� 
�� /�� ����� $��+�-*��$, /
c��"�$��� /$� ����$�� ��L��। *�� $�� ��� ���������� 
����� ���� /�, ������ �;����� ����x���$ ��� ��(i��$ �Y��+ $��� /7���B��- "��!$�� 
(�"��� /$� H�E�!+ ��2�$ �� /��&� /������। "��( /"��� �!����� ��2� �T��$�� "#�$% 
���� "�J; $���� �$B� � ��$��� ���� ���, * ���� /$� $��( �d������� �� /$� �!�x� 
�� ���V� ��2� /+।    

������ "����$ �;�����(�� ����x�� "#�$% ��3���� ��! "�X; $�� * ���"� ln ������� 
���! *$�. �����.% /���� (! ��� +�����!+ *$( ������� $������$ ����� $���B। ��2� $�B 
/��$ *+ �����.% ������ �� ���� �x� $�� * "#�$% ��� �!��$���� ���T� (! *$�. �Y&% 
$��� �L�� ����(��� ��B �$�। * �"�F ��� ���� $��$ �B��� "��!��® /�� $��� 7�+। 
$���� � �"�T �Y�% ���$3�� lmnz "��� �0��� "��!� �B� jo,mj� lmnr "��� l�,mlj, lmnn "��� 
ln,�on, lmnk "��� j�,omm, lmno "��� lk,jn� � lmn� "��� /� ���"� �P��� "��; ��%T 
lm,��k। ����� "��� ����� �$ �����& �.$� ��( ����& $�� ;���B ���� *$�. �������$ �;"�� 
/��� /��� ����। lmnr-nn "��� /� �.$���( "����; $�� ;� ��� �����& �B� lr,llm,z�� ���, 
lmnn-nk "��� ln,mrr,rz� ���� lmnk-no "��� l�,r�m,ml� ���, lmno "��� jo,�lm,mo� � 
* �B� jr /� ��%T jk,�no,kj� ���। *" �;"�� /��$ ������ �;����� �!��$�� � �� ��"�� (! 
'��� � ��%�� "�$�� $��Y� �$ �!�x� X;& $���B ��� ���7� ����� ����। �.$���( �����&� 
"��!��® /��$+ ������ ;� /�, �;����� ����x��� /��$������ (! ��%�� "�$�� /� �!�x� X;& 
$���B �� �Y�%��%� /� /$� "�$���� �!�x��$ B��A�� /��B। �� B�A� ����� /��$ ��� �.$���( � 
/���� '�!T�� �.$���( H������ �����& ���A�� ������ 'Y! r /$��. /���$ �.$� /���� 
���$a� ��� ���� *���� 7���B। �;$��� "�� �N��G���� �.$���( "��9�&� �!�x�� ���� 
$���B। y�$� /��$ ����  ��;�$� ���N� * "$� /$�� �.$���( /�}2�B /��� ;��।    

��� !�� �;������ �v�& ��������� (! "�$�� ��µ�, �!�x�G�� X;& $���B� "�$�� /(�� 
/����%� ���7���� ��� @+�. +H���� (! *$( $�� /;�� *!��"u!��, ��� ���� (! *$( 
"!��.��� +"��¶� � z ( /;�� *!��"�u� ����� $���B। /(�� /����%� $�%7��� � ���!��& 
+H�.G���$ "�;���!� (! ro� ( ��&%��� /;�� *!��"u!�� ����� $�� ;���B। lmno "���� /� 
��" /��$ '����, j�� /;�� *!��"u!�� *�� lmn� "���� *��� ��" /��$ ��� z�� /;�� 
*!��"u!�� $�( $�� ���c। * B�A� n� ( "��-������� /;�N '�N"�� � l��. ���!��& +H�.� 
����� $�� ;���B। ����� /(��, �;$���, ��� � +H���� �;����� ������� $���. �L $�� ;���B 
����� ���7����� �� �� /
c��"�$ H�²� *��$�� ���� @�%� ������ /"��� ������ ��A�B।    

'��� �������� �� �, (
�x! ������� $�%7����& �� X��� X��� ���� �.$��� '���� 
���7��� $�� �� X����"���� '��$+ �.$� ��� '"�� ;। ���� �����.% /����B /� ����+ �.$� 
����B, ��2�� ;� *+ /���� ���} �v�T ;��, '��� �v�T ;��� ����� �0��! R�.�। �$M ��2�� �.$� 
/� ��2��� ���+ *+ /���� �v�T ;���B � /�  ��%T '��$ ���� �����B। ���+ ����B, �Y�%��%� 
�B�G��� ����� �� � ��%�� �B�� '�$ /��� �����& �.$���( "�����; $�� ;���B। lmnl  "���,    
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�� �"T � $���� �;������� �0��!� ;�� �B� "��7�� /��� (���v�� z�,�ol, � lo,�lo) �� 
"��±u r ���" �.$� /��� ;� ��� o� �9 /��$�$। '����9, lmn� "���� *��� ��%T r ���" /��. j 
/$��. nl �9 ���� �.$���( "����; $�� ;� � �.$� /��� ;� /��. l /$��. o� �9 /��$�$।  "����� 
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IMPOSITION OF MARTIAL LAW 

President's (Iskander Mirza) Proclamation 

October 7, 1958 

For the last two years, I have been watching, with the deepest anxiety, the ruthless 

struggle for power, corruption, the shameful exploitation of our simple, honest, patriotic 

and industrious masses, the lack of decorum and the prostitution of Islam for political 

ends. There have been a few honorable, exceptions. But, being in a minority, they have 

not been able to assert their influence in the affairs of the country. 

These despicable activities have led to a dictatorship of the lowest order Adventurers 

and exploiters have flourished to the detriment of the masses and are getting richer by 

their nefarious practices. 

Despite my repeated endeavors, no serious attempt has been made to tackle the food 
crisis. Food has been a problem of life and death for us in a country, which should be 

really surplus. Agriculture and land administration have been made a handmaiden of 
politics, so that, in our present system of Government, no political party will be able to 

take any positive action to increase production. 

In East Pakistan, on the other hand, there is a we 11-organized smuggling of food, 

medicines and other necessities of life. The masses there suffer due to the shortages so 

caused in, and the consequent high prices of these commodities. Import of food has been 

a constant and serious drain on our foreign exchange earnings in the last few years, with 

the result that the Government is constrained to curtail the much needed internal 

development projects. 

Some of our politicians have lately been talking of bloody revolution. Another type 

of adventurers among them think it fit to go to foreign countries and attempt direct 

alignment with them which can only be described as high treason. 

 

Disgraceful Scene 

The disgraceful scene enacted recently in the East Pakistan Assembly is known to 
all. 1 am told that such episodes were common occurrences in pre-partition Bengal. 

Whether they were or not, it is certainly not a civilized mode of procedure. You do not 

raise the prestige of your country by beating the Speaker, killing the Deputy Speaker and 

desecrating the National Flag. 
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The mentality of the political parties has sunk so low that I am unable any longer to 
believe that elections will improve the present chaotic internal situation and enable us to 

form a strong and stable Government capable of dealing with the innumerable and 
complex problems facing us to-day. We cannot get men from the moon. The same group 

of people who have brought Pakistan on the verge of ruination will rig the elections for 

their own ends. They will come back more revengeful, because, I am sure, that the 

elections will be contested, mainly, on personal, regional and sectarian basis. When they 

return, they will use the same methods which have made a tragic farce of democracy and 

are the main causes of the present widespread frustration in the country. 

Shifting Loyalties 

However, much the Administration may try, I am convinced, judging by shifting 

loyalties and the ceaseless and unscrupulous scramble for office, that the election will 

neither be free nor fair. They will not solve our difficulties. On the contrary, they are 

likely to create greater unhappiness and disappointments leading, ultimately, to a really 

bloody revolution. Recently, we had elections for the Karachi Municipal Corporation. 

Twenty-nine per cent of the electorate exercised their votes, and, out of these, about 50 

per cent were bogus votes. 

We hear threats and cries of civil disobedience in order to retain private volunteer 

organizations and to break up One Unit. These disruptive tendencies are a good 

"indication of their patriotism and the length up to which politicians and adventurers are 

prepared to go to achieve their parochial aims. 

Our foreign policy is subjected to unintelligent and irresponsible criticism, not for 

patriotic motives, but from selfish viewpoints, often by the very people who were 
responsible for it. We desire to have friendly relations with all nations, but political 

adventures try their best to create bad blood and misunderstanding between us and 

countries like the USSR, the UAR and the Peoples Republic of China. Against India, of 

course, they scream for war, knowing full well that they will be nowhere near the firing 

line.   

In no country in the World do political parties treat foreign policy in the manner it is 
done in Pakistan. To dispel the confusion so caused, I categorically reiterate that we shall 

continue to follow a policy which our interests and geography demand and that we shall 
honor all our international commitments, which, as is well-known, we have undertaken 

to safeguard the security of Pakistan and as a peace loving nation to play our part in 
averting the danger of war from this troubled world. 

For the last three years, I have been doing my utmost to work the Constitution in a 

democratic way. I have labored to bring about coalition after coalition, hoping that it 

would stabilize the Administration and that the affairs of the country would be run in the 
interests of the masses. My detractors, in their dishonest ways, have, on every 

opportunity, called these attempts as palace intrigues. It has become fashionable to put 
all the blame on the President. A wit said the other day: "If it rains too much it is the 

fault of the President and if it does not rain it is the fault of the President" If only I alone 
is 
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concerned, I would go on taking these fulminations with the contempt they deserve. But 
the intention of these traitors and unpatriotic elements is to destroy the prestige of 

Pakistan and the Government by attacking the Head of the State. They have succeeded to 
a great extent, and if this state of affairs is allowed to go on, they will achieve their 

ultimate purpose. 
 

People Disillusioned 

My appraisal of the internal situation has led me to believe that a vast majority of the 

people no longer have any confidence in the present system of Government and are 

getting more and more disillusioned and disappointed and are becoming dangerously 

resentful of the manner in which they are exploited. Their resentment and bitterness are 

justifiable. The leaders have not been able to render them the service they deserve and 

have failed to prove themselves worthy of the confidence the masses had reposed in 

them. 

The Constitution which was brought into being on March 23, 1956, after so many 

tribulations, is unworkable. It is so full of dangerous compromises that Pakistan will 

soon disintegrate internally if the inherent malaise is not removed. To rectify them the 

country must first be taken to sanity by a peaceful revolution. Then it is my intention to 

collect a number of patriotic persons to examine our problems in the political field and 

devise a Constitution more suitable to the genius of the Muslim people. When it is ready 

and at the appropriate time, it will be submitted to the referendum of the people. 
 

Foremost Duty 

It is said that the Constitution is sacred. But more sacred that the Constitution or 

anything else is the country and the welfare and happiness of its people. As Head of the 

State, my foremost duty before my God and the people is the integrity of Pakistan. It is 

seriously threatened by the ruthlessness of traitors and political adventurers whose 
selfishness, thirst for power and unpatriotic conduct cannot be restrained by a 

Government set up under the present system. Nor can I any longer remain a spectator of 
activities designed to destroy the country. After deep and anxious thought, I have come 

to the regrettable conclusion that I would be failing in my duty, if I did not take steps, 
which in my opinion are inescapable in present conditions, to save Pakistan from 

complete disruption. I have therefore, decided that— 
 

(a) The Constitution of March 23, 1956 will be abrogated. 

(b) The Central and Provincial Governments will be dismissed with immediate 

effect. 

(c) The National Parliament and Provincial Assemblies will be dissolved. 

(d) All political parties will be abolished. 

(e) Until alternative arrangements are made. Pakistan will come under Martial 
Law. I hereby appoint General Mohammad Ayub Khan, Commander in-Chief, 

Pakistan Army, as the Chief Martial Law Administrator and place all the 
Armed Forces of Pakistan under his command. 
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Call to Armed Forces 

To the valiant Armed Forces of Pakistan, I have to say "That having been closely 

associated with them since the very inception of Pakistan, I have learnt to admire their 

patriotism and loyalty. I am putting a great strain on them. I fully realize this but I ask 

you Officers and men of the Armed Forces on your services depends the future existence 

of Pakistan as an independent Nation and a bastion in these parts of the free World. Do 

your job without fear or favor and may God help you. 

To the people of Pakistan, I talk as a brother and fellow compatriot. The present 

action has been taken with the utmost regret but I have had to do it in the interests of the 

country and the masses, finer men than whom it is difficult to imagine. To the patriots 

and the law-abiding, I promise you will be happier and freer. The political adventurers, 

the smugglers, the black-marketers, the hoarders will be unhappy and their activities will 

be severely restricted. As for the traitors, they had better flee the country, if they can and 

while the going is good. 
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NEW LEGAL ORDER 

Text of the order 

1. (1) This order may be called the Laws (Continuance in Force) Order, 1958. 

(2) It will come into force at once and be deemed to have taken effect immediately 

upon the making of the Proclamation of October 7, 1958, hereinafter referred to as the 

Proclamation. 

(3) It extends to the whole of Pakistan. 

2. (1) Notwithstanding the abrogation of the Constitution of March 23, 1956, 
hereinafter referred to as the late Constitution, by the Proclamation and subject to any 

Order of the President or regulation made by the Chief Administrator of Martial Law the 
Republic, to be known henceforward as Pakistan, shall be governed as nearly as may be 

in accordance with the late Constitution. 

(2) Subject as aforesaid all courts in existence immediately before the Proclamation 

shall continue in being and, subject further to the provisions of this Order, in their 

powers and jurisdictions. 

(3) They law declared by the Supreme Court shall be binding on all Courts in 

Pakistan. 

(4) The Supreme Court and the High Court’s shall have power to issue the writs of 
habeas Corpus, mandamus, prohibition, quo warranto and certiorari. 

(5) No writ shall be issued against the Chief Administrator of Martial Law or the 

Deputy Chief Administrator of Martial Law or any person exercising powers or 

jurisdiction under the authority of either. 

(6) Where a writ has been sought against an authority which has been succeeded by 

an authority mentioned in the preceding clause, and the writ sought is a writ provided for 
in clause (4) of this Article, the Court notwithstanding that no writ may be issued against 

an authority so mentioned may send to that authority its opinion on a question of law 

raised. 

(7) All orders and judgments made or given by the Supreme Court between the 
Proclamation and the promulgation of this Order are hereby declared valid and binding 

on all Courts and authorities in Pakistan, but saving those orders and judgments no writ 
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or order for a writ issued or made after the Proclamation shall have effect unless it is 

provided for by this Order, and all application and proceedings in respect of any writ 

which is not so provided for shall abate forthwith. 

3. No Court or person shall call or permit to be called in question 

(1)  The Proclamation; 

      (ii) Any Order made in pursuance of the Proclamation or any Martial Law Order or 

Martial Law regulation; 

     (iii) Any finding, judgment or order of a special Military Court or a summary 

Military Court. 

4. (1) Notwithstanding the abrogation of the late Constitution, and subject to any 

order of the President or regulation made by the Chief Administrator of Martial Law, all 

laws, other than the late Constitution, and all ordinances, orders-in-Council, orders other 

than orders made by the President under the late Constitution, such orders made by the 

President under the late Constitution as are set out in the Schedule to this Order, rules, 

by-laws regulations, notifications, and other legal instruments in force in Pakistan or in 

any part thereof or having extra-territorial validity, immediately before the Proclamation, 

shall, so far as applicable and with such necessary adaptations as the President may see 
fit to make, continue in force until altered, repealed or amended by competent authority. 

(2) In this Article a law is said to be in force if it has effect as law whether or not the 

law has been brought into operation. 

(3) No Court shall call into question any adaptation made by the President under 
Clause (1). 

 

Governor's Powers 

5. (1) The powers of the Governor shall be those which he would have had the 

President directed him to assume on behalf of the President all the functions of the 

Government of the Province under the provisions of Article 193 of the late Constitution 
and such powers of making Ordinances as he would have had and within such 

limitations had Article 106 and clauses (1) and (3) of Article 102 of the late Constitution 
been still in force. 

(2) In the exercise of the powers conferred by the previous clause the Governor shall 

act subject to any directions given to him by the President or by the Chief Administrator 

of Martial Law or by any person having authority from the Chief Administrator. 

(3) Nothing in this Article shall prejudice the operation of any regulation made by 

the Chief Administrator of Martial Law or by any person having authority from the 

Chief Administrator of Martial Law to make martial law regulations and where any 

ordinance or any provision thereof made under clause (1) of this Article is repugnant to 

any such regulation or part thereof the Regulation or part shall prevail. 
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(6) All persons who immediately before the Proclamation where in the service of 
Pakistan as defined under Clause (1) of Article 218 of the late Constitution and those 

persons who immediately before the Proclamation were in office as Governor, Judge of 
the Supreme Court or a High Court, Comptroller and Auditor-General, Attorney-General 

or Advocate-General, shall continue in the said service or in the said office on the same 

terms and conditions and shall enjoy the same privileges, if any. 

7. Any provision in any law providing for the reference of a detention order to an 
Advisory Board shall be of no effect. 

 

Schedule 

 

1. The Karachi Courts Order; 1956. 

2. The Federal Capital (Essential Supplies) Order, 1956. 

3. The Adaption (Security Laws) Order 1956 (Except so far as concerns of a 

detention order to an Advisory Board). 

4. The Stamp Act (Amendment) Order, 1956. 

5. The Essential Services (Maintenance of Powers) Order, 1956. 
6. The Hoarding and Black Market Order, 1956. 

7. The Karachi Courts (Amendment) Order, 1956. 
8. The Karachi Rent Restriction Act (Amendment) Order, 1956. 

9. The Requisitioned Land (Continuance of Powers) Order, 1956. 
10. The University of Karachi (Amendment) Order, 1956. 

11. The High Court’s (Bengal) Adaptation Order, 1956. 
12. The Karachi Development Authority Order, 1957. 

13. The Karachi Development Authority (Amendment) Order, 1958. 

14. The High Court Judges (Daily Allowances) Order, 1958. 

15. The Federal Capital (Powers and Duties of the Chief Commissioner) 

(Declaration) Order, 1958. 

16. The Federal Capital Essential Supplies (Amendment) Order, 1958. 

17. The Gwadur (Government and Administration) Order, 1958, except clause (2) of 

Article 2. 

18. The Gwadur (Government and Administration) (Application of Laws) 

Order, 1958. 
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Chief Justice Md. Munir's Comment on the New Legal Order. 

[Extract from his judgment. State vs. Dossa, Dacca Law Report. Vol. XI.) 

By the Proclamation of October 7, the President annulled the Constitution of 23rd 

March, 1956, dismissed the Central Cabinet and the Provincial Cabinets and dissolved 

the National Assembly and both the Provincial Assemblies. Simultaneously, Martial 

Law was declared throughout the Country and General Mohammad Ayub Khan, 

Commander-in-Chief of the Pakistan Army, was appointed as the Chief Martial Law 
Administrator. Three days later was promulgated by the President the Laws 

(Continuance in Force) Order, the general effect of which is the validation of laws, other 
than the late Constitution, that were in force before the Proclamation, and restoration of 

the jurisdiction of all Courts including the Supreme Court and the High Courts. The 
Order contained the further direction that the Government of the Country, thereafter to 

be known as Pakistan, shall be governed as nearly as may be in accordance with the late 
Constitution. 

As we will have to interpret some of the provisions of this Order, it is necessary to 

appraise the existing constitutional position in the light of the juristic principles which 

determine the validity or otherwise of law-creating organs in modern States which, being 
members of the comity of Nations, are governed by International Law. In judging the 

validity of laws at a given time, one of the basic doctrines of legal positivism, on which 
the whole science of modern jurisprudence rests, requires a jurist to pre-suppose the 

validity of, historically, the first Constitution whether it was given by an internal usurper, 
an external invader or a national hero or by a popular or other assembly of persons, 

Subsequent alterations in the Constitution and the validity of all laws made there under is 
determined by the first Constitution. Where a Constitution presents such continuity, a 

law once made continues in force until it is repealed, altered or amended in accordance 

with the Constitution. It sometimes happens, however, that a Constitution and the 

national legal order under it is disrupted by an abrupt political change not within the 

contemplation of the Constitution. Any such change is called a revolution, and its legal 

effect is not only the destruction of the existing Constitution but also the validity of the 

national legal order. A revolution is generally associated with public tumult, mutiny, 

violence and bloodshed but from a juristic point of view the method by which and the 

persons by whom a revolution is brought about is wholly immaterial. The change may be 

attended by violence or it may be perfectly peaceful. It may take the form of a coupd'etat 

by a political adventurer or it may be effected by persons already in public positions. 

Equally irrelevant in law is the motive for a revolution, inasmuch as a destruction of the 

constitutional structure may be prompted by a highly patriotic impulse or by the most 

sordid of ends. For the purposes of the doctrine here explained, a change is, in law, a 
revolution if it annuls the Constitution and the annulment is effective. If the attempt to 

break the Constitution fails, those who sponsor or organise it are judged by the existing 
Constitution as guilty of the crime of treason. But if the revolution is victorious in the 

sense that the persons assuming power under the change can successfully require the 
inhabitants of the country to conform to the new regime, then the revolution itself 

becomes a law-creating fact because thereafter its own legality is judged not by reference 
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to the annulled Constitution but by reference to its own success. On the same principle 

the validity of the laws to be made thereafter is judged by reference to the new and not 

the annulled Constitution. Thus the essential condition to determine whether a 

Constitution has been annulled is the efficacy of the change. In the circumstances 

supposed no new State is brought into existence though Aristotle thought otherwise. If 

the territory and the people remain substantially the same, there is, under the modem 

juristic doctrine, no change in the corpus or international entity of the State and the 
revolutionary Government and the new Constitution are, according to International Law, 

the legitimate Government and the valid Constitution of the State. Thus a victorious 
revolution or a successful coup d'etat is an internationally recognized legal method of 

changing a Constitution. 

After a change of the character I have mentioned has taken place, the national legal 

order must for its validity depend upon the new law-creating organ. Even Courts lose 

their existing jurisdiction, and can function only to the extent and in the manner 

determined by the new Constitution. While on this subject, Hans Kelson, a renowned 

modern jurist, says: 

"From a jurist's point of view, the decisive criterion of a revolution is that the order 

in force is overthrown and replaced by a new order in a way which the former had not 

itself anticipated. Usually, the new man whom a revolution brings to power annul only 

the Constitution and certain laws of paramount political significance, putting other forms 

in their place. A great part of the old legal order remains valid also within the frame of 

the new order. But the phrase remains valid does not give an adequate description of the 

phenomenon. It is only the contents of these norms that remain the same, not the reason 

of their validity. They are no longer valid by virtue of having been created in the way the 

old Constitution prescribed. That Constitution is no longer in force; it is replaced by a 

new Constitution, which is not the result of a constitutional alteration of the former. If 

laws which are introduced under the old Constitution continue to be valid under the new 
Constitution, this is possible only because validity has expressly or tacitly been vested in 

them by the new Constitution. 

The laws which, in the ordinary inaccurate parlance, continue to be valid are, from a 

juristic view-point, new laws whose import coincides with that of old laws. They are not 

identical with the old laws, because the reasons for their validity are different. The 

reason for their validity is the new, not the old Constitution, and between the two, 

continuity holds neither from the point of view of the one nor from that of the other. 

Thus it is never the Constitution merely but always the entire legal order that is changed 

by a revolution. 

This shows that all norms of the old order have been deprived of their validity by 

revolution and not according to the principle of legitimacy. And they have been so 

deprived not only de facto but also de jure. No jurist would maintain that even after a 

successful revolution the old Constitution and the laws based thereupon remain in force, 

on the ground that they have not been nullified in a manner anticipated by the old order 

itself. Every jurist will presume that the old order too to which no political reality any 

longer corresponds has ceased to be valid, and that all norms, which are valid within the 

new order, received their validity exclusively from the new Constitution. It follows that. 
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from this juristic point of view, the norms of the old order can no longer be recognized 

as valid norms." (General Theory of Law & State, translated by Anders Wedberg, 20
th

 

Century Legal Philosophy Series, pp. 117-118). 

Bearing in mind the principle just stated, let us now approach the question involved 

in these cases. If what I have already stated is correct, then the revolution having been 

successful it satisfies the text of efficacy and become a basic law-creating fact. On that 

assumption, the Laws (Continuance in force) order, however, transitory or imperfect it 

may be, is a new legal order and it is in accordance with that Order that the validity of 

the laws and the correctness of judicial decisions has to be determined. The relevant 

provisions of this Order are: 

"Article 2-(l) Notwithstanding the abrogation of the Constitution of the 23rd March. 
1956, hereinafter referred to as the late Constitution, by the Proclamation and subject to 

any Order of the President or Regulation made by the Chief Administrator of Martial 
Law, the Republic, to be known henceforward as Pakistan, shall be governed as nearly as 

may be in accordance with the late Constitution. 

(4) The Supreme Court and the High Courts shall have power to issue the writs of 

habeas corpus, mandamus, prohibition,, quo warranto and certiorari. 

Article 4-(l) Notwithstanding the abrogation of the late Constitution, and Subject to 

any Order of the President or Regulation made by the Chief Administrator of Martial 

Law, all laws, other than the late Constitution, and all Ordinances, Orders-in-Council, 

Orders other than Orders made by the President under the late Constitution, such Orders 

made by the President under the late Constitution, as are set out in the Schedules to this 

Order, Rules, by laws. Regulations, Notifications, and other legal instruments in force in 

Pakistan or in any part thereof, or haying extra-territorial validity, immediately before 

the Proclamation, shall, so far as applicable and with such necessary adaptations as the 

President may see fit to make, continue in force until altered, repealed or amended by 

competent authority. 

(2) In this Article a law is said to be in force if it has effect as law whether or not the 

law has been brought into operation. 

(3) No Court shall call into question any adaptation made by the President under 

clause (1)." 

The Order applies to the situation that came into existence under the President's 

Proclamation of October 7. The laws that are in force after that date are enumerated in 

Article 4, but from the list of such laws the constitution of 23rd March, 1956, has been 

expressly excluded. This means that when under clause (4) of Article 2 of the order the 

Supreme Court or the High Court is moved for a writ, the ground for the writ can only be 

the infraction of any of the laws mentioned in Article 4, or any right recognized by the 
Order and not the violation of a right created by the late Constitution. The so-called 

fundamental rights which are described in part II of the late Constitution are, therefore, 
no longer a part of the national legal order and neither the Supreme Court nor High 

Court has under the new Order the authority to issue any writ on the ground of the 
violation of 
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any of the fundamental rights. The very essence of a fundamental right is that it is more 

or less permanent and cannot be changed like the ordinary law. In Jibendra Kishore 

Acharya Chowdhury and 58 others vs. The Province of East Pakistan Secretary, Finance 

and Revenue (Revenue) Deptt. Govt, of East Pakistan (1), I had occasion to point out 

that the very conception of a fundamental right is that it, being a right guaranteed by the 

Constitution, cannot be taken away by the law and that it is not only technically 

inaccurate but a fraud on the citizens for the makers of a Constitution to say that a right 
is fundamental but that it may be taken away by the law. Under the new legal order, any 

law may at any time be changed by the President and, therefore, there is no such thing as 
a fundamental right there being no restriction of the President's law-making power. 

Under Article 4 of the late Constitution there was a restriction on the power of the 
Legislature to make laws involving breaches of fundamental rights and invalidity 

attached to all existing laws, customs and usages and having the force of law if they were 
inconsistent with any of the fundamental rights; This test to determine the validity of the 

laws and the fetter on the power of the Legislature to make laws have both disappeared 

under the new order. Unless,  here fore, the President expressly enacts the provisions, 

relating to fundamental rights, they are not a part of the law of the land and no writs can 

issue on their basis. It is true that Article 2 provides that Pakistan shall be governed as 

nearly as may be in accordance with the late Constitution but this provision does not 

have the effect of 

restoring fundamental rights because the reference to Government in this Article is to he 

structure and outline of Government and not to the laws of the late Constitution which 

have been expressly abrogated by Article 4. Article 2 and Article 4 can, therefore, stand 

together and there is no conflict between them. But even if some inconsistency be 

supposed to exist between the two, the provisions of Article 4 which are more specific 

and latter must override those of Article 2. 

The position in regard to future application for Writs, therefore, is that they lie only 

on the ground that anyone or more of the laws mentioned in Article 4 or any other right 

preserved by the Laws (Continuance in Force) Order has been contravened. 

As regards pending applications for writs already issued but which are either sub 

judice before the Supreme Court or require enforcement, the relevant provision is clause 
(7) of Article 2, which provides: 

"All orders and judgments made and given by the Supreme Court between the 

Proclamation and the promulgation of this order are hereby declared valid and binding 

on all Courts and authorities in Pakistan, but saving these orders and judgments no writ 

or order for a writ issued or made after the Proclamation shall have effect unless it is 

provided for by this Order, and all applications and proceedings in respect of any writ 
which is not so provided for shall abate forthwith." 

Analyzed, this provision means that, excepting the writ issued by the Supreme Court 

after the Proclamation and before the promulgation of the Order, no writ or order for a 

writ issued or made after the Proclamation shall have any legal effect unless the writ was 

issued on the ground that anyone or more of the laws mentioned in Article 4 of any other 

right kept alive by the new Order had been contravened. And if there be a pending 

application or proceeding in respect of a writ which is not covered by clause (4) of 
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Article 2 or any other provision of the new Order, that is to say, the application or 

proceeding relates to a writ sought on the ground that a fundamental right has been 

contravened, then the application or the proceeding shall abate forthwith. This means 

that not only the application for the writ would abate but also the proceedings which 

require the enforcement of that writ. The abatement must, therefore, be held to govern all 

those writ which were the subject-matter of appeal before the Supreme Court either on 

certificate or by special leave. No judgment, order or Writ of a High Court can be 
considered to be final when either that Court has certified the case to be a fit one for 

appeal and proceeding for appeal have been taken or when the Supreme Court itself has 
granted special leave to appeal from that Judgment, order, or writ, I am, therefore, of the 

view that the writs issued by the High Court in this case are not final writs, and that all 
proceedings in connection with such writs including the original applications in the High 

Court, have abated. 
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PRESIDENT MIRZA STEPS ASIDE 

ALL POWERS HANDED OVER TO GEN. AYUB KHAN. 

Karachi, October 27: President Iskander Mirza to-night announced he had decided to 

"Step aside and hand over all powers to General Mohammad Ayub Khan". 

President Iskander Mirza has made the following declaration to-night:- 

Three weeks ago, I imposed Martial Law in Pakistan and appointed General 

Mohammad Ayub Khan as Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces and Martial Law 

Administrator. By the grace of God this measure which I had adopted in the interest of 

our beloved country has been extremely well received by our people and by our friends 

and well wishers abroad. 

Since the imposition of Martial Law I have done my best to assist Geperal Ayub 

Khan and his administration in the difficult task of arresting further deterioration and 

bringing order out of chaos. 

In our efforts to evolve an effective structure for the future administration of this 

country and based on our experience of the last three weeks, I have come to the 
conclusion that: 

(a) Any semblance of dual control is likely to hamper the effective performance of 

this immense task which is of emergent nature. 

(b) An unfortunate impression exists in the minds of a great many people both at 
home and abroad that General Ayub and I may not always act in union. Such an 

impression, I can't help feeling, if allowed to continue, would be most damaging to our 

cause. I have, therefore, decided to step aside and hand over all powers to General Ayub 

Khan. 

 

I wish General Ayub Khan and his colleagues the best of luck. 

Pakistan Paindabad 
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GOVERNMENT GAZETTE 

EASTERN BENGAL AND ASSAM 

Extraordinary 

The 16th October 1905. 

[No. 1 C-The following is republished for general information:- 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 

HOME DEPARTMENT 

PUBLIC 

Simla, the 1st September 1905. 

No. 2832. -The following proclamation, to which the sanction of His Majesty the 

King, Emperor of India, has been signified by the Secretary of State for India in Council, 

is hereby published:- 

PR OCL A M ATION 

The Governor General is pleased to constitute the territories at present under the 

administration of the Chief Commissioner of Assam to be, for the purposes of the Indian 

Council Act, 1861 (24 and 25 Vict., C.67), a province to which the provisions of that Act 

touching the making of laws and regulations for the peace and good order of the 

presidencies of Fort St. George and Bombay shall be applicable, and to direct that the 

said province shall be called and known as the Province of Eastern Bengal and Assam, 

and further to appoint the Honorable Mr. Joseph Bampfylde Fuller, C.S.I, C.I.E., of the 

Indian Civil Service, now Chief Commissioner of Assam, to be the first Lieutenant-

Governor of that province with all power and authority incident to such office. 

2. The Governor General in Council is pleased to specify the sixteenth day of 

October, One thousand nine hundred and five, as the period at which the said provisions 

shall take effect and fifteen as the number of Councilors whom the Lieutenant-Governor 

may nominate for his assistance in making laws and regulations. 

3. The Governor General in Council is further pleased to declare and appoint that 
upon the constitution of the said province of Eastern Bengal and Assam the Districts of 

Dacca, Mymensingh, Faridpur, Backergonge, Tippera, Noakhali, Chittagong, the 
Chittagong Hill Tracts, Rajshahi, Dinajpur, Jalpaiguri Rangpur, Bogra, Pabna and Malda 

which now form part of the Bengal Division of the presidency of Fort William, shall 
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cease to be subject to or included within the limits of that Division, and shall thenceforth 

be subject to and included within the limits of the Lieutenant-Governorship of the 

Province of Eastern Bengal and Assam. 

H. H. RISLEY 

Secretary to the Government of India. 

[Extract from the proceedings of the Lieutenant Governor of Eastern Bengal and 

Assam in the General Department No. 2C, dated Shillong, the 16th October-, 1905./ 

READ- 

The Resolution of the Government of India, Home Department, Public, No. 2491, 

dated the 19th July 1905. 

Proclamation No. 2832, issued by the Government of India, Home Department, dated 
the T' September, 1905. 

RESOLUTION 

By the proclamation issued by the Government of India on the 1st September, 1905, 

the Province of Eastern Bengal and Assam has been declared to comprise the territories 

included within the Chief Commissionership of Assam, together with certain districts 

which have hitherto formed part of the Bengal Division of the Presidency of Fort 

William, and in the resolution cited above, the Governor General in Council has 

indicated the circumstances in which the new province has been founded. By the same 

Proclamation the Honorable Mr. J.B. Fuller has been appointed Lieutenant Governor of 

the province of Eastern Bengal and Assam, and by Act VII of 1905, the Bengal and 

Assam Laws Act, the required legal status has been given to the new administration. 

2. The Lieutenant Governor proceeds to appoint the officers who will constitute the 
headquarters staff of the new Government, and to arrange for the administration of the 

territories that have thus come under his Jurisdiction. Nominations to the Legislative 

Council will be made hereafter. 

5. The new province has been created with the object of improving the moral and 
material conditions of over 30 millions of people; and to the responsibilities which attach 

to so onerous a charge are added the difficulties which must accompany the inception of 
a new administration. The Lieutenant Governor realises very clearly that success is only 

attainable if all officers of his Government, European and India, will work together with 
him for the welfare of the people and the province with whose interests they will now be 

identified, and he confidently relies upon their earnest co-operation. Not less confidently 
does he hope that their effort will be appreciated by those to whose benefit they will be 

directed, and that the new local Government will secure the general goodwill, assistance 

and support which are required to give vitality to its measures. 

By order of the Lieutenant-Governor of 
Eastern Bengal and Assam, 

P. C. LYON, 

Chief Secretary to the Government of eastern Bengal and Assam. 
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THE GAZETTE OF INDIA 

Extraordinary 

DELHI, TUESDAY, THE 12TH DECEMBER, 1911. 

HOME DEPARTMENT 
NOTIFICATION 

Delhi, the 12th December, 1911. 

The Announcement graciously made by His Imperial Majesty, the King Emperor, at 

the Imperial Durbar is republished below and beneath it are printed' for general 

information the dispatch of the Government of India of the 25th August 1911,...] 

 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY 

"We are pleased to announce to Our people that on the advice of Our Ministers 
tendered after consultation with Our Governor-General in Council. We have decided 

upon the transfer of the seat of the Government of India from Calcutta to the ancient 
Capital of Delhi, and simultaneously, and as a consequence of that transfer, the creation 

at as early a date as possible of a Governorship for the Presidency of Bengal, of a new 

Lieutenant-Governorship in Council administering the areas of Behar, Chota Nagpur and 
Orissa, and of a Chief Commissionership of Assam, with such administrative changes 

and redistribution of boundaries as Our Governor-General in Council, with the approval 
of Our Secretary of State for India in Council, may in due course determine. 

 

"It is our earnest desire that these changes may conduce to the better administration 

of India and the greater prosperity and happiness of our beloved people." 
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THE GAZETTE OF INDIA, EXTRAORDINARY, 

DECEMBER 12,1911. 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 

HOME DEPARTMENT 

 

To 

THE RIGHT HON'BLE THE MARQUESS OF CREWE, K. G. 

 

His Majesty's Secretary of State for India. 

 

Simla, the 25th August, 1911 

 

MY LORD MARQUESS, 

1. We venture in this despatch to address Your Lordship on a most important and 

urgent subject, embracing two questions of great political moment, which are in our 

opinion indissolubly linked together. This subject has engaged our attention for some 

time past and the proposals which we are about to submit for Your Lordship's 
consideration are the result of our mature deliberation. We shall in the first place attempt 

to setforth the circumstances which have induced us to frame these proposals at this 
particular juncture and then proceed to lay before Your Lordship the broad general 

features of our scheme. 

 

2. That the Government of India should have its seat in the same city as one of the 
Chief Provincial Governments, and moreover in a city geographically so ill-adapted as 

Calcutta to be the Capital of the Indian Empire, has long been recognized to be a serious 

anomaly. We need not stop to recall the circumstances in which Calcutta rose to its 

present position. The considerations which explain its original selection as the Principal 

Seat of Government have long since passed away with the consolidation of British Rule 

through the Peninsula and the development of a great inland system of railway 

communication. But it is only in the light of recent developments, constitutional and 

political, that the drawbacks of the existing arrangement and the urgency of a change 

have been fully realized. On the one hand, the almost incalculable importance of the part 

which can already safely be predicted for the Imperial Legislative Council in the shape it 

has assumed under the Indian Council Act, of 1909 renders the removal of the capital to 

a more central and easily accessible position practically imperative. On the other hand, 

the peculiar political situation which .has arisen in Bengal since the Partition makes it 

eminently desirable to withdraw the Government of India from its present provincial 
environment, while its removal from Bengal is an essential feature of the scheme we 

have in view for allaying the ill-feeling aroused by the partition amongst the Bengali 
population. Once the necessity of removing the seat of the supreme Government from 

Bengal is established, as we trust it may be by the considerations we propose to lay 
before Your Lordship, there can be, in our opinion, no manner of doubt as to the choice 
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of the new capital or as to the occasion on which that choice should be announced. On 
geographical, historical and political grounds, the Capital of the Indian Empire should be 

at Delhi, and the announcement that the transfer of the seat of Government to Delhi had 
been sanctioned should be made by His Majesty the King-Emperor at the forthcoming 

Imperial Durber in Delhi itself. 

7. The only serious opposition to the transfer which may be anticipated may, we 

think, come from the European Commercial Community of Calcutta who might, wc fear 
not regard the creation of a Governorship of Bengal as altogether adequate, 

compensation for the withdrawal of the Government of India. The opposition will be 
quite intelligible, but we can no doubt count upon their patriotism to reconcile them to a 

measure which would greatly contribute to the welfare of the Indian Empire. The 
Bengalis might not of course be favorably disposed to the proposal if it stood alone, for it 

will entail the loss of some of the influence which they now exercise owing to the fact 
that Calcutta is the headquarters of the Government of India. But as we hope presently to 

show they should be reconciled to the change by other features of our scheme which are 

specially designed to give satisfaction to Bengali sentiment. In these circumstances we 

do not think that they would be so manifestly unreasonable as to oppose it, and if they 

did, might confidently expect that their opposition would raise no echo in the rest of 

India. 

8. Absolutely conclusive as these general considerations in favour of the transfer of 

the capital from Calcutta to Delhi in themselves appear to us to be there are further 
special considerations arising out of the present Political situation in Bengal and Eastern 

Bengal which, in our opinion, renders such a measure peculiarly opportune at such a 
moment, and to these we would now draw your Lordship's earnest attention. 

9. Various circumstances have forced upon us the conviction that the bitterness of 

feeling engendered by the partition of Bengal is very widespread and unyielding and that 

we are by no means at an end of the troubles which followed upon that measure. Eastern 
Bengal and Assam has, no doubt, benefited by the Partition, and the Mohammedans of 

Province, who form a large majority of Population, are loyal and contented, but the 
resentment amongst the Bengalis in both Provinces of Bengal, who hold most of the 

land, fill the Professions, and exercise a preponderating in hence in public affairs, is as 
strong as ever, though somewhat less local. 

 

10. The oppositions to the Partition of Bengal was at first based mainly on 

sentimental grounds, but, as we shall show late in discussing the proposed modification 

of the Partition, since the enlargement of the Legislative Councils and specially of the 

representative element in them, the grievance of the Bengalis has become much more 

real and tangible, and is likely to increase, instead of to diminish. Everyone with any true 

desire for the peace and prosperity of these countries must wish to find some manner of 

appeasement if it is in any way possible to do so. The simple rescission of the portion 

and a reversion to the stat as quarrante are manifestly impossible both on political and 

on administrative grounds. The old province of Bengal was unmanageable under any 

form of Government, and we could not defraud the legitimate expections of the 

Mohammedans of Eastern Bengal, who form the bulk of the population of that Province 

and who have  
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been loyal to the British Government throughout the troubles, without exposing 

ourselves to the charge of bad faith. A settlement to be satisfactory and conclusive must- 

(1) Provide convenient administrative units; 

(2) satisfy the legitimate aspirations of the Bengalis; 

(3) Duly safeguard the interests of the Mohammedans of Eastern Bengal and 

generally conciliate Mohammedan sentiment; and 

(4) be so clearly based upon broad grounds of political and administrative 
expediency as to negative any presumption that it has been exerted by elamour or 

agitation 

11. If the headquarters of the Government of India be transferred from Calcutta to 

Delhi, and if Delhi be thereby made the Imperial capital, placing the city of Delhi and 

part of the surrounding country under the direct administration of the Government of 

India, the following scheme, which embraces three inter-dependent proposals, would 

appear to satisfy all these conditions:- 

(i) To reunite the five Bengali-speaking divisions, viz., the Presidency, Burdwan, 

Dacca, Rajshahi and Chittagong divisions forming them into a presidency, to be 

administered by a Governor-in-Council. The area of the province will be 

approximately 70,000 square miles and the population about 42,000,000. 

(ii) To create a Lieutenant Governorship-in-Council to consist of Behar, Chota 
Nagpur and Orissa, with a Legislative Council and a capital at Patna. The area 

of the province would be approximately 113,000 square miles and the 
population about 35,000,000. 

(iii) To restore the Chief Commissionership of Assam. The area of that Province 

would be about 56,000 square miles and the population about 5,000,000. 

12. We elaborated at the outset our proposal to make Delhi the future capital of India, 

because we consider this the key-stone of the whole project, and hold that according as it 

is accepted or not, our scheme must stand or fall But we have still to discuss in greater 

detail the leading features of the other part of our scheme. 

13. Chief amongst them is the proposal to constitute a Governorship-in Council for 
Bengal. The history of the Partition dates from 1902. Various Schemes of territorial 

redistribution were at that time under consideration and that which was ultimately 
adopted had at any rate the merit fulfilling two of the Chief purposes which its authors 

had in view. It relieved the overburdened administration of Bengal and it gave the 
Mohammedan population of Eastern Bengal advantages and opportunities of which they 

had perhaps hitherto not had their fair share. On the' other band, as we have already 

pointed out. it was deeply resented by the Bengalis. No doubt sentiment has played a 

considerable part in the opposition offered by the Bengalis, and, in saying this, we by no 

means wish to underrate the importance which should be attached to sentiment even if it 

be exaggerated. It is. however, no longer a matter of mere sentiment but, rather, since the 

enlargement of the Legislative Councils, one of undeniable reality. In pre-reform scheme 
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days the non-official element in these Councils was small. The representation of the 

people has now been carried a long step forward, and in the Legislative Councils of both 

the provinces of Bengal and Eastern Bengal, the Bengalis find themselves in a minority, 

being out membered in the on by Beharis and Oriyas, and in the other by the Moha- 

mmedans of Eastern Bengal and the inhabitants of Assam. As matters now stand, the 

Bengalis can never exercise in either province that influence to which they consider 

themselves entitled by reason of their numbers, wealth and culture. This is a substantial 
grievance which will be all the more keenly left in the course of time, as the 

representative character of the Legislative Councils increases and with it the influence 
which these Assemblies exercise upon the conduct of Public affairs. There is therefore 

only too much reason to fear that, instead of dying down, the bitterness of feeling will 
become more and more acute. 

14. It has frequently been alleged in the press that the Partition is the root cause of all 

recent troubles in India. The growth of political unrest in other parts of the country and 

notably in the Dacca before the Partition of Bengal took place disproves that assertion 

and we need not ascribe to the Partition evils which have not obviously flawed from it. It 

is certain, however, that it is, in part at any rate, responsible Jar the growing 
estrangement which has now unfortunately assumed a very serious character in many 

parts of the country between Mohammedans and Hindus. We are not without hope that a 
modification of the Partition, which we now propose, will, in same degree at any rate, 

alleviate this most regrettable antagonism. 

15. To sum up, the results anticipated from the partition have not been altogether 

relished, and the scheme, as designed and executed, could only be justified by success. 

Although much good work has been done in Eastern Bengal and Assam and the 

Mohammedans of that Province have reaped the benefit of a sympathetic administration 

closely in touch with them, those advantages have been in a great measure 

counterbalanced by the, via lent hostility which the Partition has aroused amongst the 
Bengalis. For the reasons we have already indicated we feel bound to admit that the 

Bengalis are laboring under a sense of real injustice which we believe it would tie sound 
policy to remove without further delay. The Durbar of December next affords a unique 

occasion for rectifying what is regarded by Bengalis as a grievous wrong. 

16. Anxious as we are to take Bengali feeling into account we cannot overrate the 

importance of consulting at the sometimes the interests and sentiments of the 

Mohammedans of Eastern Bengal. It must be remembered that the Mohammedans of 

Eastern Bengal have at present an overwhelming majority in point of population and that 

if the Bengali speaking divisions were amalgamated on the lines suggested in our 

schemes, the Mohammedans would still be in a position of approximate numerical 
equality with, or possibly of small superiority aver the Hindus. The future province of 

Bengal, more over will be a compact territory of quite moderate extent. The Governor-
in- Council will have ample time and opportunity to study the needs of the various 

communities committed to his charge. Unlike his predecessors, he will have a great 
advantage in that he will find ready to hand at Dacca a see and capital with all the 

conveniences of ordinary provincial headquarters. He will reside there from time to time, 
just as the Lieutenant-Governor of the United Provinces, frequently resides in Lucknow, 

and he 
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will in this way be enabled to keep in close touch with Mohammedans sentiments and 

interests. It must also be borne in mind that the interests of the Mohammedans will be 

safeguarded by the special representation which they enjoy in the legislative councils; 

while as regards representation on local bodies they will be in the same position as at 

present. We need not therefore trouble your Lordship with the reasons why we have 

discarded the suggestion that a Chief Commissionership, or a semi-independent 

Commissionership within the new province might be created at Dacca. 
 

24. Before concluding this despatch we venture to say a few words as regards the 

need for a very early decision on the proposals we have put forward far Your Lordship's 

consideration. It is manifest that if the transfer of the capital is to be given effect to the 

question becomes more difficult the longer that it remains un salved. The experience of 

last two. sessions has shown that present Council Chamber in Government House, 

Calcutta fails totally; to meet the needs of the enlarged Imperial Legislative Council, and 

the proposal to acquire a site and to construct a Council Chamber is already under 

discussion. Once a new Council Chamber is built, the position of Calcutta as the capital 

of India will be further strengthened and consolidated and, though we are convinced that 
a transfer will in any case eventually have to be made, it will then be attended by much 

greater difficulty and still further expense. Similarly, if some modification of the 
Partition is. as we believe, desirable, the sooner it is effected the better, but we do not see 

how it can be safely effected with due regard for the dignity of Government as well as 
for the public opinion of the rest of India and more specially for Mohammedan 

sentiment, except as part of the larger scheme we have outlined. In the event of these far 
reaching proposals being sanctioned by His Majesty's Government, as we trust may be 

the case, we are of opinion that the presence of dig Majesty the King Emperor at Delhi 

would offer an unique opportunity for a pronouncement of one of the most weighty 

decisions ever taken since the establishment of British rule in India. The other two 

proposals embodied in our scheme are not of such great urgency but are consequentially 

essential and in themselves of great importance. Half measure will be of no avail, and 

whatever is to be done should be done so as to make a final settlement and to satisfy the 

claims of all concerned. The scheme which we have ventured to commend to Your 

Lordship's favorable consideration is not put forward with any spirit of opportunism but 

in the belief that action on he lines proposed will be a bold stroke of statesmanship 

which would give unprecedented satisfaction and will forever associate to unique an 

event as the visit of the reigning sovereign to his Indian dominions with a new era in the 

history of India. 

 

25. Should the above scheme meet with the approval of Your Lordship and His 

Majesty's Government, we would propose that the King Emperor should announce at the 

Durbar the transfer of the capital from Calcutta to Delhi and simultaneously, and as a 

consequence of that transfer, the creation at an early date of a Governorship in Council 

for Bengal and of a new Lieutenant-Governorship in Council for Behar. Chota Nagpur 

and Orissa, with such administrative changes and redistribution of boundaries as the 

Governor General-in-Council would in due course determine with a view to removing 

any legitimate causes for dissatisfaction arising out of the Partition of 1905. The formula 

of such a pronouncement could be designed after general sanction had been given to the 

scheme. This sanction we now have the honor to solicit from Your Lordship. 
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26. We should thus be able after the Durbar to discuss in detail with local and other 

authorities the best method of carrying out a modification of Bengal on such broad and 

comprehensive lines as to form a settlement that shall be final and satisfactory to all. 

We have the honor to be, 

MY LORD MARQUESS 

Your Lordship's most obedient, humble servants, 

(Signed) HARDINGE OF PENSHURST 
” O' MOORE CREAGH. 

” J. L. JENKINS. 
” R. W. CARLYLE. 

” S. H. BUTLER. 
” SAIYID ALI IMAM. 

” W. H. CLARK. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Printed at the foreign office and Coronation Durbar Press, for the Government of India. 
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;��� H�7� �;। ������$ ��0��� ��4�� �`�� ������ ;+��� �����$ ���T+ �(� ������ '��!�, 
;+�� �। *�� H@% �� �-�� �� "��!�� ������ ����� ���T+ 
a। +;� �!��� H@% �� � ������ 
'��$��� (��&� �$.+ /� /$� ������ �� �� !�+ @���%��! /L�$�� ���!। "����� *+��$ ;+�� 
��7�� $���� �Y�% ���$3��� ��4�� � H@% ;+��� /$� ����+ ���,��, ;� �। ��(��� /9�� ����� 
�� ��� ��  �����S �7�$�� ;+��+ ��"�� ��� $�����B। *+ "��(-����� �����S ��%�+ �;���� 
/������ ������B��� What Bengal things today, India things tomorrow.  

§�-/�}�� �N���� ��+��� (! ������ ��"��� 7K� ;+�� H�L���B। +;�� ���� ��� ����� 
��+���B। *+��$ ;+�� ��7�� $���� �$B�$�� �Y���% H@% �� �� /$�" ����+ ���.�� �। �$M ��º��� 
��"������ '�x�-����%��� "����� X;& $���� q �� ��� ��� ��;���� �����$ �, $���� �������B। 
�$M ����9���� *+ ������9�� ��7�� $���� +���(� �� �� ���� '��!+ 'X�!, $��& *��� 
��(��� /9�� +���(��+ ����! �B�। ��� ������$ /$� �� �+ ���$3��� /$�� ���4�+ ��4�� �� � 
;+�� ���� �-*+ (! +���(�� ���� ����� ���� ��� �। "����� H@% *�� ������ ����+ ��� *� 
������ ��7��%!। �$M H@%� /� �$0���9 *+ /���� �� � *+ $��� ��� 7���। H@% ;+� ��$%� ��-
��� ’�����’। �"!��� ���! ����-����7�� "�������% "t�. �$�� *+ �� �� H��� $��-
�����(�� �����+ *+ �� �� *+ ��। "����� /��� ��+���B, H@% �� � �$0���9 /���� �� � �।   
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����� /���� ������� ;+�� 7� $���� *+ �� �� ��"p�� "�0������ $�� ;+���B। 
$��1 ����� 
*+ �� �� �$B�+ �+। *+ �� �� ���� 'X�&! ;+�� �����। 

���� /$; /$; *+ �� ��$ ��"���� �� � �;"��� ��2A $��+�� +;��$ ��4�� �`�� 7���+�� /7u� 
$�����B। *+ ��7u� /� ���T+ �����&��, * $�� $�;��$� ����+�� ����� ;+�� �। $��&, ����� 
��"���� �� � ����� /$� 
�U �� �� '�31 �+। ��;� ;+�� ��"����& /� �� �� $�� ��� /"+ �� ��$+ 
��"���� �� � ��� ��+�� ����। +;� ;+�� ���� /�, +"����� ��9�, "��0�� /�-�� �� ���!�� �$�.� ;+�� 
H�L���B ��;��$+ ��"���� �� � ��� 7��। �$M *+ �!��!� ��� ���� �� ��$+ *$��� ��"���� �� � ��� 
��+�� ����। "����� �"���� �� � �Y��% ���$3��� ��4�� � ;+�� *+ ���, ��� ���� �� ��$+ ������ 
��4�� � $���� ;�। �$M ��;�� N� �$ ;+��, H;� ";�(+ '��� $�� ���। ��;� ;+�� /����� ��+ /�, 
+"����� q���;!$ �;�� ������ ��4�� � ;+��� /���!�� ������� �+, H@%�� �+। ��� �Y�% ����%� 
$���& H@% ;+�� ������ ����+ /��� ���,"���।  

/��� ��+���B /�, +"����� ��������$ ������ "�;��! ���+ ;+��। �$M *+ $�� '
�$��%! /�, 
��º��� ��"������ ���! +"����$ ������� � $0�u� �7�� $���� ;+�� ����� �� �+ $��%$�� ;+�� /���। 
$��& ���0�� �� "�;���! /$� �$B� ��9� � ���� *$.� Y� �� � ����+�� q �� �� "�;���! *+ ��9� ���� 
����� /��$��� ;+�� ���। Y� /$� �� � ��9� $����+ *� ������ 'T���9 �/l� ��"� "�� 
'��v�T ;+�� ��+�� *�� +�����! *��E��� ��"����& 
�� q���;!$ /7������f� /9� ;+�� �� 
��B� ��A�� ���$��। ��B�A� ������� �� �� �Y�% ;+�� ���� � N��"� �������� ^7%� ;+���B। ��7� ���� 
��7� ��2��G�� �B� *+ �� ��� �������; ��%���� �� 6�� �!�,��% �� ��3$-���3$� �7� $���� *+ 
�7��$��% 7��+���B। '��! *+ $�� 
�$�� � $���� H��� �+ /�, *+ �7��$��%! ����� �� �� ���u $� 
;+���B। �$M *��� *+�� � ;+�� H��� �B� �। *�$ /�� ������ ��(�� � �B� ��(���� � ����%��, 
��� H�� ����� �� �� H�� $�0%1 $��� �;J��&; "����� �( +c��� �7��$��%! 7���+�� ���� ��+� �। 
*� ��� ���� ��F���� H�� H@% �� ��� ���� $�0%1��� ���� 7���+�� /���� ;�, ��� H;��$ �A�� 
H�� ��2A�� R� �+ �� �$B�+ ��� 7���� �। 

+;� �!��� �!�$��&� ��$ ����� H@% '��9� ������ ���� ���, "����9। �$0� H@% '�%�� "��;��!$ H@% 
'�!T (�.�। �v������ ��F��� ;+�� ��p $���� �!�$��&� '!�! (�.��� *� '��$ /�, 
a����" 
*+ �� � ��9� $�� ��� �। �9�T�� ����� �� �� (�.��� H@% ;+�� �� '��� $�। *$�� '��!+ �L$ /�, 
����� ��9��%�� ��9 �, A,  , ", �, , & ��0��� ���%$! "�L$ '���� $�� $u$�। �$M +���� �� �����& 
��7� �&%����, �!�$�& � ��� ���� ���� �����%�� ��0S ;+���B,��;�� N�� ��� $�� ���, "�"��0� 
;+�� ����� �� �, �&%����, �!$�& � ����� ��$ ;+�� +���(�� !��+ ";( *�� "$��� /�����! ;+��। 
+�����!+ $��$��� ��g���!��� $�0%$ ����� ��� ����� "���� "�� $�� ;+���B, N��  N�� ��� 
*� ���u";( ;+�� �����B। '��! *+ ��� *�� �!��$���� "��;�! � ��L!-��3�$ �7���� ;� �+। 
�$M ���!$����� �7��� $���� �+�� /��� /��� ;+���� /$� $��& �+। '�����$ H@%� �!�$��&� 
(�.���� $�� B��5�� ����� �&%������ @���%��!��� H��9&�� �। /�, /A, ���, ��� ��0�� ���� ��» 
B���� �e ��� ��9��%�� ��9 H@% ��9� @`; ;+�� ��A। *�� *+ "� @��%; @`;���$ "�� $����� 
/$� ���"+ '�!���� q �� �� �����& $�� �+। H@% '�%�� 7��� ��(��� H@%� �!�$�&�� (�.��� 
'��9$0� $� ;+��� H;��$ ��4�� �`�� x� /���� ��+�� ���� �। �$0���9 H;� /$� �� �+ �-
�����, �;J�, +���(� ��0�� ����� �� �� ������� "��;��� ��L� *$ �(� �7( ��� ��+�� ����। /� 
�� �� /$�" 
$��1 �+, /$� "��;�! �+, /� �� ��$ ��4�� � $�� (���� �� /���� ��9 $��$($ �+ 
�$। *����x�� ����� �� � ����� /�}�,$�� "Q�: "�J;� ;+��� /$�� $��& �+। 

*� �D H�L�� ���� /�, �Y�% ���$x��� ��4�� ����� ;+�� ��b� ���$3� � /$��� "�$���� "�;� 
*+ ���4� /���"Y� �$ �$��� x���� ;+��। *+ ��D� HS� ����� ��%� $�� ������ ��4�!�x�� H��। 
/$� /$� �� � ������$ ��4"�Y�;� H�� /$��� "�$���� $�0%1 ���$�� /"+ �� ��. ���¼�� ;+��+ *+ 
��D� "���� ����� ��+��। �S%�� �!�x� ��� '�%�� /���9�, '�% �����  
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*�� ����4 ������� H�� ��� /$��� $�0%1 ���$, ��� '"����� ����  �$B� ;+�� �। /$��� "�;� 
/���� � '����$� "�;���! $�( '����"+ "���� $�� ���। �S%��� ������$ "�$���� '���� 
������� �� *$�. ����� ������+ "� /������ 7�$�� ��+�� *�� '!�! ������ "�;�� *+ H����+ 
/���"Y� '9�½ ���� ��+��। -�� /� ����� /���� (!+ /$��� '�N�" '�����$� �N�� ����� ;+��, 
*� �। /$��� ��4�� � /� H�� H@% �$��� ����� ;+�� *$�� '������। "����� ������ ���4� "�;� 
/� "���� ���-��� $���� ;+��, ��;�� (!� '�`� �N���� ����( ;+��। *�� �;J�3� ���4� 
���� '�`� �!�x� $���� ;+�� $��& �;J�3��� ��4�� � ;+�� �;�J �� �;J�3��।    

������0�u�� ��� *$�. �� ��� ������ '"����� ;+�� ����� �� ;�। /"�. ;+� �"! ������ 
����� ���-���। �Y�% ���$3��� /"���;� � ��b� ���$3��� /"����;��� 
 
 ������ 
�� 
������$ ��4�� ��+ $�����%� ����� ������। �$M �� *+ @+ ������ /"����;� ����(��"��� 
*$��� ;+��, ��+ '"����� ;+�� /���। ���{���$���� ���-��� B�A�� ���� /��� ($���) 
�+��� '"����� /��� $���� ;+�� �� ;�। $��&, ��%��� ����� /���� /"�� �+�� /"����;� ��L� 
;+��� ����$��%! 7����� ;� +���(���। �$M �� +���(� �(% $�� ;+��। *+ "�"!� ��µ�� 
;+��� '�� ";�(+ +;�� "���� $�� ���। ��� ���� ��������G��� (Commandments) ���� 
�� � �7� $��, ���+ '"������ ��" ;�। ������ ���� ���� H;� +���(� ;+��� ��,���� ;+��। 
$��& ���� �� �� /� ��$��, /� /�!��� ��B, /" /�!��� � ��$�� +���(� �� �� �+। @+ ���4� 
'���"��& ��{��� ";������� $����+ *+ "�"!� *�� '�`� "$� �""!��+ "���� ";("��! ;+�� 
��+��। �(
 �(� �(��� ������� (! /��2A���� ��� X;& $�� $���e� ��7� �!�;�� �����+ '���;� 
;+��। ��{��� ��� /"};��%! � ���$�� /$� ���4�+ H��� ���� "p��� ;+�� �, *$�� "���b�।    

��� ��� '"����� ;+��+, �$M ���� ���� �� ("����& *�� $�%��& Y� �������� "�;� �(�$ 
��� �����+�� �+�� ������, �� /$� '"�����+ /��� $���� ;+�� �।    

��b� ����� �;J��& �Y�% ��� ;+�� �P��-���, ;+�� ���� /�� 
� "S� ��"(% ���, �Y�% ����� 
��"����&� '�`� '�x�� "���� ;+��, ��� H@%�$+ "�X ���$3��� ��4�� � $�� ;�। �;J�3��� 
��4�� � /� �;J�3�� ;+��, +;� ��b� *�� ��;� ;+�� ����� "��;��! ��b������ �� �� ��;�� 
�����  /��� ��+��। ��;���� "��0��, ��;���� ���(��! "$�+ ���% ;+�� ��+��। �Y�% ���$3���� 
'�x� +;�+ ;+��, ��� ��4�� � ����� � ;�। ���� �05��g�", ������ ��"����& $�+ +;� R�.�� 
���� �...।    

H�Y%� ���� ����� ������ ��b� ���$3��� ��+��� ��9�-"��0�� (���� ;+�� �����। �$M 
��;�����$� ����� ��9� $���� ;+��, ���� ��2;��� *$ /�����%��� ���7� ��� $����।    

    

    

    

    

* ���$3� ���V� /�� �$B�$�� ��� /��$ ��4�� � "#�$% ����7� 7��B�। *+ ��:�. ������ "��9 *$�. �3��। 
��:�. $�$�� ;�� �$���� ‘+�S;��’ ���$�� j�/� (���+, lmro "��� �$���� ;�। 
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[Excerpts from the Official Report of the Fifth Session of the Constituent 

Assembly of Pakistan Debates.] 

Monday, the 7th March, 1949 

Mr. Prem Hari Barma (East Bengal General): Mr. President, Sir I beg to move: 

"That the Motion" be circulated for eliciting public opinion there on by the 30th 

April, 1949". 

Sir, the Objectives Resolution which we shall pass shall be the foundation stone of 
the structure of the constitution of the Pakistan State. The constitution which will be 

framed by this august body will govern the people of Pakistan not only for  generations 
but for centuries to come, because the constitution of a country, once framed, is scarcely 

changed or modified. The foundation of the constitution must be strong, sound and solid 

so that the structure built upon it may last long and may not give way after some time. 

For this purpose, not only the Members of the Constituent Assembly, who entrusted with 

this noble work, should have time to carefully examine the pros and cons of the proposed 

Objectives Resolution, but the public also whom we have the honor to represent here, 

must have an opportunity of expressing their opinion on it. If we get the opinion of the 

public and if the opinion of the public is in support of it then our task and responsibility 

will be mush lighter. 

I do not think that we shall be right in passing the Resolution in hot haste, without 
giving any opportunity to the public to express their opinion. It took about ten years to 

frame the constitution of the United States of America. It will not, therefore, matter 

much if it is taken up and considered after seven or eight weeks. 

We must not forget that our State of Pakistan consists of peoples professing various 
religions and having different social customs and cultures. We must not proceed with the 

work of framing the constitution in such a way as may cause apprehension, distrust or 
anything of the kind to any section of the people. The members of the Constituent 

Assembly, irrespective of the community to which they may belong, have the sacred 
duty and trust imposed upon them to look equally to the rights and interests, whether 

political, social or religious of all section of the people of Pakistan. We should give 
opportunity and time to all sections of the people of Pakistan to examine and see whether 

this Objectives Resolution is acceptable to all of them or not. If we see that some portion 

of the, Objectives Resolution is not acceptable to any section of the population, then we 

should try to amend or modify that portion of the Resolution to make it acceptable to all. 

 

 

 

* The motion refers to the Motion on Arms and Objects. 
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There is no doubt that the Constituent Assembly has every right and authority to pass 

any resolution concerning the constitution or any constitution it likes, but I think that it 

will not be fair for the Constituent Assembly to pass hurriedly any resolution of a vital 

character, on which will solely depend the destiny of people of Pakistan for generations 

and nay for centuries to come. 

 

Tuesday, the 8tli March, 1949. 

MOTION RE: AIMS AND OBJECTS-Contd. 

Mr. Bhupeudra Kumar Datta (East Bengal: General): Sir, I beg to move "That the 
paragraph beginning with the words whereas sovereignty over the entire universe and 

ending with the words is a sacred trust be omitted." 

Sir, let me make it clear at the outset that I am not moving this amendment because I 

happen to be in the Opposition. I am moving it in no spirit of opposition; nor am I 

moving it as a member of the minority community. Whatever the minorities are to get 

under the constitution is indicated, in the substantive clauses of the Resolution. Sir. I 

feel, even if I were among the majority in the House, both by religious and political 

persuasion, I would move this amendment at this hour of the day. 

Sir, we are hereby the will of the people of our newly-won independent State of 

Pakistan to draw up a constitution for its future governance. Although all powers of an 

independent Slate emanate from the sovereign powers of its people, certain laws, rules 

and regulations must guide and control the relations between the people and the State. 

Such laws, rules and regulations have in the modern world come within the domain of 

matters, political. The relations between a State and its citizens may be, and have been 

throughout the ages, of diverse forms, but whatever the forms, they are subjects properly 

of politics. On the other hand, the relation between man and God comes within the 

sphere of religion. In all ages, there have been men and women who have believed that 

not a grass grows, not a leaf falls, not a star shows itself except by the will of God. 
Similarly, whatever takes place there in human affairs is guided and controlled by God. 

Many in this House, I have no doubt in my mind, do believe that we could not be 
assembled here except by the will of the Creator. But even if they do believe it, they go 

about their business, even about the business of this House, with that tacit, albeit, deep 
faith, with that un-exhibited background of the mind-they go about it in all devoutness, 

all humility, without making a flourish of it. 

Thus even in a world where vast numbers of men had a more living faith than today 

in the omnipresence and omnipotence of God, they found it more convenient, more 

suitable, more methodical to assign proper spheres to their relation with their Maker and 

to their relation with their ruling power of governing apparatus. 

Nay, Sir, let me go further, Politics and religion belong to two different regions of 

the mind, even if it be held that these two regions are inter-related by the presence of 

God, or 
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even if, say, by the unity, integrity or indivisibility of the human mind or human 

personality. For the special study, development and working of each region, we get them 

more conveniently separated. Thus separated-even without denying the unifying bond 

either of God or of the human personality-politics comes within the sphere of reason, 

while religion within that of faith. 

The two-reason and faith-may blend together perfectly. But we allow each to work 

separately in order that each may grow to its fullest maturity so that a higher synthesis of 

the two may be attained-a mellower blending Even in the evolution towards that ultimate 

end, the two may be working hand in hand but unobtrusively. 

We know, Sir, whenever either has become obtrusive at the cost of the other either in 

individuals or in groups, convulsions have taken place-convulsions, that in the case of 
groups, have caused infinite human misery, that have flung States as under, that have 

debased men. We need not look to Europe in the Middle Ages or for the other side of the 
picture to the Worship of Reason during the French Revolution. We may look to various 

chapters of the history of this subcontinent. I need not mention periods. Even two years 

earlier, we did not behave as if we were rational human beings. We so behaved because 

on each side, faith became predominant over reason, what normally should have 

remained unobtrusive became obtrusive. 

I feel, Sir, in this House I am treading on exceedingly delicate grounds. But let me 
put it to you, Sir in all humility.-whatever relation most of us may think or feel, subsists 

between us and our Maker or between this great State and its people and God Almighty, 
need we be obtrusive with it, need we make a flourish of it on this occasion when we 

have met here for a political purpose-for framing the constitution of the State? 

Politics, as I have said, Sir, belongs to the domain of reason. But as you intermingle 

it with religion, as this Preamble to this nobly conceived Resolution does, you pass into 

the other sphere of faith. The same is done in the paragraph on "Sovereignty" on page 13 

of the 1st volume of Select Constitutions of the World, circulated by the Constituent 
Assembly Office. Thereby, on the one hand, you run the risk of subjecting religion to 

criticism, which will rightly be resented as sacreligious; on the other hand, so far as the 
State and State policies are concerned, you cripple reason, curb criticism, Political 

institutions-particularly modern democratic institutions-as we all know, Sir grow and 
progress by criticism from broader to still broader basis. As long as you remain strictly 

within the region of politics, criticism may be free and frank, even severe and bitter. 

But as you bring in religion, or things as matters of faith, you open the door ajar for 

resentment of criticism. You then leave it to absolutism to fling it wide open. Sir, I feel-I 

have every reason to believe-that were this Resolution to come before this House within 

the life-time of the Great Creator of Pakistan, the Quaid-i-Azam, it would not have come 
in its present shape. Even with you Sir, the Honourable Mover of this Resolution at the 

helm of affairs in the State, I have no fear that criticism will be stifled or absolutism will 
find a chance to assert itself. 

But, Sir, we are framing a constitution, which will outlive us, may be, even many of 

our succeeding generations. So, as far as human reason can guard against it, let us not do 
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anything here today that may consign our future generations to the furies of a behind 

destiny. May be, may God forbid it, but some day, perhaps even within our lifetime- 

extremely troublous times as we live in-a political adventurer, a Yanshikai, or a 

Bachcha-i-Sakao may find a chance to impose his will and authority on this State. He 

may find a justification for it in this Preamble. To people of our State, he may justify his 

claim on the clause in it that refers to the delegation of the Almighty's authority to the 

State through its people. He has only to forge a further- link and get it delegated through 
the State to himself and declare that he is the Ruler of Pakistan, anointed by his Maker. 

Besides, Sir, shall we not be prudent to avoid the deification of the State that the 

Preamble implies? In recent history, Hitler did it. But I am sure, Sir, the Honorable 

Mover of this Resolution found no merit in that act of Hitler's. Nor the world very much 

appreciated it. And at the hour when we have come so very near to the rest of the world, 

we, in this House, shall not be wise to ignore it. 

Prof. Raj Kumar Chakraverty: Sir. I beg to move: 

"That in the paragraph beginning with the words 'This Constituent Assembly' after 

the words 'independent' the word 'democratic' be inserted." 

So that with the amendment, the paragraph will read thus: 

"This Constituent Assembly representing the people of Pakistan resolves t6 frame a 

constitution for the sovereign, independent, democratic State of Pakistan." 

Sir, I take it that this paragraph states the character of the constitution that we shall 

have. In the first paragraph of the Preamble we have been told that the authority which 

God has delegated to the State of Pakistan for being exercised within the limits 

prescribed by Him is a sacred trust, and this paragraph proposes to give us the character 

of the constitution. It says that the constitution would be a sovereign constitution, it will 

be independent, but the word 'democratic' is not there. I want to add the word 

"democratic" in this connection, just after the word 'independent'. My arguments will be 

very short. I consider the description of the constitution in this paragraph is not all 
perfect. It is not the complete description. The word 'democratic' should have been here. 

While telling about the constitution, we should tell the public and the world that the 
constitution or the form of Government that we shall have will be of this kind or that 

kind. Whether the Government will be ruled by one man or it will be ruled by a few 
persons or the Government will be in the hands of many persons, we should state clearly. 

It may be monarchy; it may be despotism; it may be oligarchy; or it may be democracy. I 
believe that our Government will be a democratic one, but that is not stated here. That is 

my complaint and that is why I move the amendment. 

Sir, to day, there is a great unrest throughout the world and you know the reasons of 

this unrest. One of them is that the common men-ordinary people-have no voice in the 
administration of their Government. They are the producers of the means of our 

livelihood. They are the workers on the fields and in the factories and unless voice is 
given to them in the affairs of the State, this unrest of the world will not subside. Up till 

now, of all the forms of Government that have been evolved, democracy with all its 
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imperfections of the best sort of Government. Therefore, Sir, we ought to put the word is 

'democracy' here, so that we might cure the world of all the unrest and of all the 

undesirable elements that have crept into our administration. If the word 'democratic' is 

put here, the Resolution will go before the world with a message of hope, with a message 

of cheers that we are going to have a rule by the people, a Government of the people, for 

the people and by the people. No doubt, Sir, in the fourth paragraph which says that "the 

principles of democracy, freedom, equality, tolerance and social justice, as enunciated by 
Islam, shall be fully observed", the word 'democracy' occurs, but I submit that in that 

paragraph the word 'democracy' is used in a very vague and loose sense and that the 
principle of democracy is to be applied generally in all our institutions, in all our affairs 

of life, so in this paragraph, where we are going to characterize the constitution of this 
State, I want to clinch the issue and say definitely now and here that we shall have a 

democratic form of Government an no other. 
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MOTION RE: AIMS AINU OBJECTS-contd. 

9
th

 MARCH, 1949 

Mr. President: The Resolution and amendments are now open to discussion, 

Dr. Ishtiaq Husain Qureshi (East Bengal: Muslim): Mr. President Sir, I would like 

to complement the movers of the various amendments on the excellent speeches that 

they have made. Most of these speeches were thought provoking and I am sure that the 

sentiments of patriotism which have been expressed by various movers of the 

amendments have been most welcome, not only to us on this side of the House, but. I 

believe, to the entire nation. Sir, it is in the spirit of the patriotism shown by the movers 

of the amendments that I would like to make a few comments upon the speeches-and the 

arguments contained therein-which were made in support of the various amendments. 

Sir; I divide those speeches into two categories. The first category reveals a fundamental 

difference of outlook between the mover and the supporters of the Resolution, on the one 

hand, and the movers of the amendments, on the other. The other speeches, which to my 

mind fall into the second category, are based upon a fear, a fear which cannot be justified 

by a close study of the wordings of the Resolution and the principles which are 

embodied therein. With your permission, Sir, I would like to deal first with the 
fundamental difference of opinion that seems to exist between certain movers of the 

amendments and some of us. 

Sir, it has been said that politics and religion should be completely divorced from 

each other, that politics and religion belongs to different aspects of human activity and 

indeed, it has been said that one being founded on reason and the other on faith, they 

should be related to different compartments of the human mind. I would submit most 

humbly that this is impossible. They cannot be divorced from each other for the simple 

reason that our reason is fashioned by our faith and our faith is fashioned by our reason. 

Unless we can think cogently we cannot possibly have faith in any ideal, and unless we 

have some faith, it would be absolutely impossible for us to chalk out the channels into 
which our thought should run. Therefore, I would say that it is absolutely impossible to 

accept the theory of a split personality. It is impossible to accept the view that we should 
keep our faith apart from our political behavior and that certain aspect of our behavior 

should be fashioned purely by reason and certain other aspects purely by faith. I would 
leave the further discussion of this abstruse problem to the psychologists who may have 

studied it. I would submit that we, in any case, cannot subscribe to the view advocating 
divorce between faith and reason. To us religion is not like a Sunday suit which can be 

put on when we enter a place of worship and put off When we are dealing with day-to-

day life. This conception is absolutely foreign to us. Let us examine this a little further. 

What does the Resolution say? The Resolution says that our policy should be based upon 

God consciousness. It has been said that God may be there, but do not bring him into 

your lives. I am reminded of a song which was fashionable amongst the Epicurean 

philosophers during the later period of the Roman Empire, which said: "There are no 

gods, but if there be, they do not meddle, with the affairs of humanity." This deity 

epitomized the attitude which took the Roman civilization to its undeserved end. Are we 

to repeat the same mistakes today? Are we really to divorce politics completely from 
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ethical and spiritual principles?; It has been said that if we permit religion to enter the 

realm of politics, there may be convulsions, there may be revolutions and wars. It is 

quite true that sometimes humanity has erred and waged wars on the basis of religion. 

But is it not a fact that the wars which have been fought in the lifetime of all of us were 

not fought for religion? I challenge anybody to prove that there was any war that was 

ever fought in the history of the world for religion which was so disastrous as these wars. 

Let us not bring such confused thinking into the consideration of this Resolution. Vast 
convulsions are not caused by faith they are caused by the lack of faith. It is when we de 

not work within the limits set down by ethics, by religion, by spiritual truth that we 
really get so narrow-minded, so jealous of the good things that others possess that we 

enter into the realm of war. I would go even further and say that whenever politics has 
been completely divorced from ethical principles, the sanction for which lies in our faith 

and not in anything else, humanity has been overtaken by disaster. I am quite willing to 
quote chapter and verse that various convulsions that have overtaken humanity have 

been the result of lack of faith. Was it not that the Goddess of Reason was enshrined at 

Paris? Is it not a fact that bloodshed came in the wake of her enthronement? Has 

humanity forgotten the days of Red Terror followed by the White Terror? Therefore, for 

Heaven's sake, do not confuse matter. Whenever the emotions of people exercised very 

deeply and whenever these emotions are not controlled by ethical principles*which 

should govern the life of humanity, there has been a disaster. Therefore, Sir, I am afraid, 

it will not be possible at least for me to describe to the idea that religion and politics 

should tie completely divorced. If anybody were to say that religious prejudice should 

not be permitted to effect our relation with humanity, I would certainly say, ‘Yes’. 

.............................................................................................................................................. 

A large number of other arguments have been advanced. It has been said that so far 

as the fundamental principles of Islam are concerned, they may be as they have been 

explained by the Honorable the Mover of the Resolution, but then it is asked, "How can 
you guarantee the fact that tomorrow there will not arise interpreters who will interpret 

these very terms in a different manner" Well, Sir, who can ever guarantee that? Can any 
constitution of the world guarantee such a thing? So long as you lay down a law, there is 

always scope for interpretation. Humanly speaking, who can promise that any limits laid 
down today or any constitution adopted today may not be interpreted in a different 

manner tomorrow? But we are laying down at least one limit which cannot be provided 
simply by constitutional methods, and it is this. This constitution may be interpreted, as 

it will be, by people who come after us. We cannot bind our successors; but these 

interpretations must at least follow the fundamental principles which have been 

embodied for anybody to study in our Scriptures. Besides, it is said that simply by 

bringing in religion and by recognizing the principles of the sovereignty of God, we are 

laying the foundation of absolute authority. Not only that but we are also accused of 

laying the foundations of the deification of the State. I am afraid nothing could possibly 

betray a greater ignorance of the very words of the Preamble. The Preamble recognizes 

right in the beginning that all authority is delegated through the people to the State and 

that authority really belongs to God and to none else. If that is so how can a person 

believing in the existence of God simultaneously believe in the deification of the 

State?.......... 
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Sir, it has been said that the secular parliamentary form of government is the only 

form of democracy. What is meant by 'secular'? I would like my friend to consult the 

dictionary. The dictionary lays it down that secular is on-monastic, anything which is not 

dependent upon the sweet will of the priests. When we say that no priesthood is 

recognized by Islam, we do not know why it is said again and again that our democracy 

is not secular. Is it to be run by any priesthood? There is such a considerable amount of 

confusion in the use of the word 'secular', that one gets sick of it. Of course, if the word 
"secular" means that the ideals of Islam, that the fundamental principles of religion, that 

the ethical outlook which religion inculcates in our people should not be observed, then I 
am afraid, Sir, that kind of secular democracy can never be acceptable to us in Pakistan. 

(Hear, hear)...........  

10
th

 MARCH 1949 

The Honourable Sardar Abdur Rab Khan Nishtar (West Punjab: Muslim): 
Sir, the criticism that has been leveled against this Resolution by the Members of the 

Opposition Party and also by my friend who just spoke, seems, with all respect to them, 

to be based on some misunderstanding. I will deal with the main amendments that were 

proposed by some Honorable Members and will endeavor to show whether they are 

really necessary in view of certain paragraphs of the Resolution where similar thoughts 

are expressed in a different language, or the suggestions made are such which should be 

accepted by this House. 

The first and the main Opposition was voiced against the Preamble of the Resolution 
and the basic idea that was put forward in support of this adverse criticism was that 

politics is different from religion, politics should be divorced from religion and politics 
should have nothing to do with the religion. Both have different spheres and therefore 

they should not be mingled together in the affairs of the state. Well, Sir, so far as this 

point is concerned, the world knows, and particularly those who belong to the Indo-Pak 

continent know it very well, that on this point there is fundamental difference between 

the Muslims and the non-Muslims. I can well understand the reason for that difference. 

May be that the non-Muslims who advocate divorce between religion and politics look at 

this point from the point of view of their own religion. May be that their religion lays 

down that religion is only a matter which concerns the relations of a man with his 

Creator and thus far and no further. But we, the Muslims and our Leader, the foremost 

Leader of the Muslims, the Quaid-i-Azam, have declared it from thousands of platforms 

that our outlook on life and of life is quite different from the outlook of our friends. We 

believe that our religion governs not only our relations with God, but also our activities 

in other spheres of life. We have always described it, and rightly described it, as a 

complete code of life. Therefore, if in spite of this knowledge and in spite of the 
controversy that has been going on for years in the Indo-Pak sub-continent, it is expected 

of us to-day to accept that philosophy which has been advanced by my friends who have 
opposed the Preamble, I would submit it is too much. That is not our belief. Our view 

about this point is quite different. So, let there be no misunderstanding on that point. But 
this in no way  

 

 

 

affects them. They should examine it from this point of view whether this philosophy or 

this outlook of life in any way adversely affects their legitimate interests. If on account 
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of this, legitimate interests of minorities suffer one could understand their position. But 

submit that they have no ground for complaint. As a matter of fact, when we say that our 

code of life is Islam and we want that we should live as Muslims and our Constitution 

should be based on Islamic principles, it give the minorities a very great guarantee, a 

guarantee which no other Constitution would had given to them. It saves them from the 

tyranny of the majority. They know that in constitutions, which are known as democratic 

constitutions what the tyranny of the majority means. When we say that the authority 
that is to be exercised in this state is an authority conferred by the Almighty, who is the 

Sovereign of the whole Universe and it is a sacred trust from Him to be exercised 
through the people of Pakistan, they should try to understand the implications of this 

declaration. What a responsibility this declaration lays upon the shoulders of the 
majority. It gives the minorities a very great guarantee, a very strong security, against the 

tyranny of the majority, because the majority who happens to be in power will have to 
exercise this authority as a sacred trust from one who is the Sovereign of the minorities 

and of the majority. Therefore, when we say that the constitution shall be based on 

Islamic principle and the authority of State is derived from the Almighty who is not only 

the sovereign of Pakistan but of the whole universe, the minority should welcome it. I 

think it was due to some misunderstanding that they have opposed it. When we say that 

the Almighty is the sovereign of the whole universe and not only of Pakistan, it is a 

statement of fact and whether we say it or not, it is true. This declaration implies a very 

very important principle and_ that is the principle of brotherhood of man all over the 

world. Therefore, I would submit that it is a principle and a declaration, which 

everybody should welcome.... It has been said why has it been laid down that the 

authority has been delegated to the state of Pakistan through its people? It was remarked 

that it is just possible that it may be misinterpreted by somebody. 1 would submit that 

anybody who properly studies it will not misinterpret it: only one who has just read it 

and not understood it will misinterpret it. This sentence has got a very important 
principle behind it. My friend, Mr. Chakraverty and my other friend, Mr. Kamini Kumar 

Datta themselves defined "State" as the organized will of the people. That is correct. We 
say that the authority is conferred upon the organized will of the people through the 

people. Where does the objection lie: Let me tell my friends what it means, and I hope 
after they come to know the real meaning of it, they will withdraw their objections. It 

means that Pakistan does not envisage anarchy. It means that Pakistan does not believe 
in a chaotic land, a land where there is no Government, where there is mere anarchy-

Islam believes in an organized existence-and, therefore, when we say this Resolution that 

the authority has been delegated to the State of Pakistan through its people it means that 

the authority has been conferred upon the people but is to be exercised by the people 

through their own organized will and in an organized manner. It is not that you have to 

live Just like people of the jungle under the law of the jungle. This is what is meant by 

this particular phrase. It does not in any way detract from the powers of the people. This 

position has been again and again explained, in the Resolution. Several amendments that 

have been put forward by my Honorable friend are all directed to one point because there 

is some misunderstanding in their minds that probably the State of Pakistan-the 

constitution of 
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Pakistan-will not be based on democratic principles. They have proposed the words 

should be "conferred upon the people". Another gentleman said the word democratic 

should be inserted. Another gentleman said that we should insert a clause applying the 

principle of Government of the people, for the people and by the people and so on and so 

forth. All these amendments were directed to one and one point: that the Constitution of 

Pakistan shall be a representative constitution, a constitution where the will of the people 

will be supreme and where no particular individual in the words of one of my friends 
will be able to arrogate authority to himself. I would submit. Sir, that if a man has, just a 

cursory glance of this Resolution no doubt will be left in his mind that all these thing had 
been safeguarded, not only safeguarded but effectively secured. There are at least five 

portions in this Resolution which relate to this particular point and I would just draw the 
attention of my Honorable friends to these five points and would ask them to keep the 

overall picture of this Resolution before their minds and then decide for themselves 
whether this particular principle has been safeguarded or not. 

In the first paragraph, Sir in the Preamble it has been clearly stated that the authority 

has been "delegated to the State of Pakistan through its people". Then in the second 

paragraph that immediately follows it, it is stated that: 

"This Constituent Assembly representing the people of Pakistan resolves to frame a 

constitution". 

Again emphasis has been laid on the representation by the people. Then in the third 

paragraph it has been stated very clearly- 

"Wherein the State shall exercise its powers and authority through the chosen 

representatives of the people". 

Then in the fourth Clause it is sated- 

"Wherein the principles of democracy, freedom, equality, tolerance and social 

justice. as enunciated by Islam shall be fully observed," 

And then ultimately the object of all these steps is stated to be- 

"So that the people of Pakistan may prosper and attain their rightful and honored 

place amongst the nations of the world..............." 

In view of this emphasis upon the people: the right of the people, the representation 

of the people, the prosperity of the people and the exercise of power and authority by the 

chosen representatives of the people, I do not think. Sir, there can be genuine doubt in 

the mind of any person about the fact that what is meant by the Mover of this Resolution 

is a democratic constitution in the real sense of the term. It might be said then: Why don't 

you accept the word "democratic"? Let me tell my friends that it is I think very right on 

the part of the Mover of the Resolution that he has avoided this word. As I see the 

Resolution, Sir, there appear to be two reasons for this. First of all, while describing the 
Pakistan State, the nature of the state has not been described in any particular term. The 

status of the state has been described as the sovereign independent state of Pakistan". It 
was necessary to use the word "Pakistan"-of course, the name of the state is there-and 
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further the status of the state has been explained that it is to be "independent and 

sovereign" and that would, I hope, meet the point of Mr. Kamini Kumar Datta about 

"national sovereignty" because he had proposed an amendment on that point. It is not 

only the sovereignty of God that has been referred to in the Resolution but within certain 

limits prescribed by Him: the sovereignty and independence of the Pakistan state has 

also been declared. So, so far as the "national sovereignty" is concerned that has been 

secured. The status has been declared but the nature of the state has not been described, 
and rightly so. The word "democratic" 'has lost all its meaning in the present day world 

as was stated by one of my friends just now. The state of England with a king-who is 
there "by the grace of God" is "democratic". The people of America with an all-powerful 

President have a "democratic" State. France, with peculiar system of Government that is 
known to all of us is a "democratic" State, So is the case with Holland. Russia also claim 

to be a "democratic" State and although it was not stated by one Honorable Member 
probably he meant by "democratic state" the Russian democracy. Now how to interpret 

this word "democratic" in the present day world? How to interpret it when Kings and no 

Kings, presidents and no presidents. Parliamentary system of Government and non- 

parliamentary system of Government and even a state like Russia, which is accused by 

the so-called democracies to be a dictatorship-all claim to be democratic states. I think it 

was better to avoid the word "democratic" to give the real features of the state and leave 

it to the people to judge for themselves whether ours is a good constitution or a bad 

constitution. And after all what is in a name? Call the rose by any name and it will smell 

sweet. The nature of the state has not been described but the features-the important 

features have-been given. If the word "democratic" had been used it would have been 

interpreted in the light of the present-day multifarious interpretations of this word that 

exist in the world in different manners by different people. 

Sir, the Mover has given as the real features of the State and these features clearly, 

right at first sight, prove, show and disclose that the state that we shall have, the 

constitution that is intended to be framed, will be a constitution which will provide for a 

government of the people and by the people. The last clause says that the constitution is 

for the purpose of making the people of Pakistan prosper. This shows that it will be for 

the people also. Therefore, it is unnecessary for us to borrow a sentence from Abraham 

Lincoln and put it in our Objectives Resolution. It is necessary to borrow a word and put 

it in this Resolution which has lost all its meaning; I mean the word "democratic". 

Lookat the provisions of the Resolution, look at the main features that have been given  

in the Resolution and the emphasis upon the people, the right of the people and the 

representatives of the people and the authority of the people. After that I do not see any 

justification for the suspicion that the Resolution, that we have, would mean that the 
voice of the people will not be supreme. As I understand it, Sir, it will be constitutions 

which will be purely democratic constitution in that meaning of the term which the 
Muslims know. It means that even the humblest will have the right to criticize the 

highest.... 
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12™ MARCH 1949 

Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhvaya (East Bengal: General): Mr. President, I 

thought after my colleague, Mr. Bhupendra Kumar Datta, had spoken on the two 
amendments on behalf of the Congress Party, I would not take any part in this 

discussion. He appealed, he reasoned and made the Congress position fully clear, but 

after I heard some of the speakers from the majority Party viz, Muslim League Party, the 

manner in which they had interpreted the Resolution, it became incumbent on me to take 

part in this discussion. 

I have heard Dr. Malik and appreciate his standpoint. He says that "we got Pakistan 
for establishing a Muslim State, and the Muslims suffered for it and therefore it was not 

desirable that anybody should speak against it". I quite agree with him. He said: "If we 
establish a Muslim State and even if we become reactionaries, who are you to say 

anything against it?" That is a standpoint that I understand, but here there is some 
difficulty. We also, on this side, fought for the independence of the country. We worked 

for the independence of the entire country When our erstwhile masters, Britishers, were 

practically in the mood of going away, the country was divided -one part became 

Pakistan and the other remained India. If in the Pakistan State there would have been 

only Muslims, the question would have been different. But there are some non-Muslims 

also in Pakistan. When they wanted a division, there was no talk of an exchange of 

population. If there was an exchange of population, there would have been an end of the 

matter, and Dr. Malik could establish his Pakistan in his own way and frame constitution 

accordingly. It is also true that part of Pakistan in which Dr. Malik lives is denuded of 

non-Muslims. That is clear. 

Dr. Omar Hayat Malik: On a point of order, Sir, I never said that. He has 

understood me quite wrongly. 

Mr. President: You may say something as a matter of personal explanation if you 

like. 

Dr. Oniar Hayat Malik: I never said that Pakistan was denuded of non-Muslims. 

My friend on the opposite has misunderstood me. 

Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: I say the part in which Dr Malik lives is 

denuded of non-Muslims. I did not say that Dr. Malik had said that Pakistan was 
denuded of non-Muslims. That is clear. 

But we belong to East Bengal. One-fourth of the population is still non-Muslim. 

Therefore, what constitution is to be framed, it is our duty, it is in our interest to look to. 

We are not going to leave East Bengal. It is our homeland. It is not a land by our 

adoption. My forefathers, founder of my family, came to East Bengal thousand years 

back on the invitation of the King of Bengal. I am 27th in decent from him. Therefore, 
East Bengal is my land. I claim that East Bengal and Eastern Pakistan belongs to me as 

well as to any Mussalman and it will be my duty to make Pakistan a great, prosperous 
and powerful State so that it may get a proper place in the comity of nations because I 

call myself a Pakistani. I wish that Pakistan must be a great State. That will be covetable 
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to Muslims as well as to non-Muslims who are living in Eastern Bengal. A few people 

from East Bengal have left-may be five per cent, and my calculation is not even that. Of 

course, there are other calculations too-somebody says ten lakhs. We are living in East 

Bengal peacefully in peace and amity with our Muslim neighbors as we had been living 

from generations to generations. Therefore, I am anxious to see that its constitution is 

framed in such a way which may suit the Muslims as well as the non-Muslims. I have 

gone carefully through this Resolution and I have carefully, read made-to-order, nicely- 
worded statement of my esteemed friend, Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan. But after reading the 

Resolution carefully and reading the statement, even after hearing the speeches of my 
friends, both the Doctors and others, I cannot change my opinion. I cannot persuade 

myself to accept this Resolution and my instruction to my party would be to oppose this 
Resolution. 

Now, as for the first paragraph: 

"Whereas sovereignty over the entire universe belongs to God Almighty alone and 

the authority which He has delegated to the State of Pakistan through its people for being 

exercised within the limits prescribed by Him is a sacred trust". 

This part of the Resolution, I think, ought to be deleted. All powers, in my opinion, 
rest with the people and they exercise their power through the agency of the State. State 

is merely their spokesman. The Resolution makes the State the sole authority received 
from God Almighty through the instrumentality of people-Nemittamatrorui, "Merely 

instruments of the State". People have no power or authority; they are merely post boxes 
according to this Resolution. The State will exercise authority within the limits 

prescribed by Him (God). What are those limits, who will interpret them? Dr. Qureshi or 
my respected Maulana Shabbir Ahmad Osmani? In case of difference, who win 

interpret? Surely they are not the people. One day a Louis XIV may come and say "I am 

the State, anointed by the Almighty" and thus paving the way for advent Divine Right of 

Kings of afresh. Instead of State being the voice of the people, it has been made an 

adjunct of religion. To me voice of people is the voice of God "Jatra jiba tatra shiva" The 

people are the manifestation of God. 

In my conception of State where people of different religion live, there is no place 

for religion in the State. Its position must be neutral: no bias for any religion. If 
necessary, it should help all the religions equally. No question of concession or tolerance 

to any religion. It smacks of inferiority complex. The State must respect all religions no 
smiling face for one and askance look to the other. The State religion is a dangerous 

principle. Previous instances are sufficient warn us not to repeat the blunder. We know 

people were burnt alive in the name of religion. Therefore, my conception is that the 

sovereignty must rest with the people and not with anybody else. 

Then about the Constituent Assembly representing the people of Pakistan. This 

Constituent Assembly was created by a Statute-Indian Independence Act-allotting one 
member for ten lakhs of people to be elected by the members of the Provincial 

Assemblies. The members were not elected by the people themselves. They are for the 
purpose of framing a constitution. They have the legal right to do so but they cannot say 

that they are the representatives of the people. They are merely a Statutory Body. 
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Then I come to the fourth paragraph: 

"Wherein the principles of democracy, freedom, equality, tolerance and social 

justice, as enunciated by Islam, shall be fully observed". 

Of course, they are beautiful words: Democracy, freedom, equality, everything. Now 

about this portion I had some discussion with some Maulanas from the Punjab. What 

they told me must be from their religious books. I shall repeat here. If I commit any 

blunder, I wish to be corrected. 

In this connection, you say "equal rights", but at the same time with limitations as  

enunciated by Islam. Is there any equal right in an Islamic country? Was there any … An 

honorable Member: "There was in Islamic countries" It was not between Muslims and 

non-Muslims. We are now divided into Congress Party and Muslim League Party 

here for framing constitution and suppose after framing of this constitution we face 

election, and parties are formed on different alignment, there may not be Congress, there 

may not be Muslim League, because the Congress has fulfilled its mission of attaining 

independence and Muslim League has also got Pakistan. There may be parties of have 

and have-nots-and they are bound to be-and have-nots party may have a leader coming 

from non-Muslims. Will he be allowed to be the head of the administration of a Muslim 
State? It is not a fact that a non-Muslim cannot be head of the administration in a Muslim 

State? I discussed this question and I was told that he could not be allowed to be the head 
of the administration of a Muslim State. Then what is the use of all this? The question is 

whether there can be Juma Namaz in a country with a non-Muslim as its head. I am told 
that a country where a non-Muslim is the Head of the administration-as was, in India, the 

Britishers were the head of the administration-according to the interpretations of Muslim 
rules and I do not know much of them-Muslims cannot say their Juma Namaz, As an 

instance, I cite a case and I think, the Honorable President also knows about it-in the 

District of Faridpur, Dudu Mea's party. They do not say Juma Namaz. His grandson, Pir 

Badshah Mea, told me that "in a country where the head is a non-Muslim, there cannot 

be Juma Namaz". Therefore, the words "equal rights as enunciated by Islam" arey-I do 

not use any other word-a camouflage. It is only a hoax to us, the non-Muslims. 

There cannot be equal rights as enunciated by Islam. If the State is formed without 

any mandate of the religion, anybody whether Hindu, Muslim, Christian, Buddhist who 
can get votes can become its head, as such there would be difficulty if we accept this 

Resolution as it is. It cuts at the root of equal rights. I read out a portion of a book-it is 
not my book, it is not a Congress book, it is a Jamat-i-Islam publication from Lahore and 

it was handed over to me. I read a few lines from this book-Page 30: 

"The preceding statement makes it quite clear that Islam is not democracy; for 

democracy is the name given to that particular form of Government in which sovereignty 
ultimately rests with the people, in which legislation depends both in its form and 

content on the force and direction of public opinion and laws are modified and altered, to 
correspond to changes in that opinion. If a particular legislation is desired by the mass of 

people steps have to be taken to place it on the Statute Book if the people dislike any law  
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and demand its removal, it is forthwith expunged and ceases to have any validity. There 

is no such thing in Islam which, therefore, cannot be called democracy in this sense of 

the term". 

My friend, the Honorable Sardar Abdur Rab Nishtar, the other day said, 'What is in 

the name? I also say, what is in the name? Name may be given to mislead people but it 

will smell theocracy. 

The Honorable Sardar Abdur Rab Khan Nishtar (West Punjab:Muslim): Do 
you know what treatment was meted out to this man by the Government? He is in jail. 

Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: That is a different matter. Further he goes on: 

"A more apt name for it would be the kingdom of God which is described in English 

as 'theocracy'." 

I do not know much of your theocracy or Surma. But he told me many things about 

Islam. 

And then you will also find this: 

"No law can be changed unless the injunction is to be found in Gods shariat. Laws 

are changed by the consensus of opinion amongst the Muslims." 

So, if any law is to be changed, it is to be changed by the vote of the Muslims only. 

Where are we then? We are not Muslims. There are, I find, many safeguards in the 

Resolution. I do not attach much importance to them words are there but there is no law 

which will allow them to be put into practice. That is the limitation. If the non-Muslims 

cannot vote, then what is the good of our coming here for framing the constitution? Even 

if we have the right to vote for legislation but if some non-Muslim wants to be the 

President of the State, he will not be able to do so. If we want to elect somebody who is a 

non-Muslim, he cannot be elected by us to be a member of the legislature. We may vote, 

but we can vote for Mr. Nishtar only and not for Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopdhyaya, who 

is a non-Muslim. I know you can pass this Resolution because you are in the majority 

and 1 know the tyranny of the majority. But we cannot be a consenting Party to it; we 
must oppose it in order to safeguard our interests and not to commit suicide by accepting 

this Resolution. If that is so, what is the position of non-Muslims in a Muslim State? 
They will play the part of the second fiddle-the drawers of water and hewers of wood. 

Can you expect any self-respecting man will accept that position and remain contented? 
If the present Resolution is adopted, the non-Muslims will be reduced to that condition 

excepting what they may get out of concession or pity from their superior neighbors. Is it 
equality of rights? Is it wrong if we say that the non-Muslims will be in the position of 

Plebeians? There may not be patricians and plebeians in the Muslim community, but the 

question is between the Muslims and non-Muslims. 

[Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya.] 

The much about this Resolution. Now, Dr. Qureshi has attributed fear complex to the 

non-Muslims and has found a new dictum of behavior for the minority. He has given a 

 

 

 

warning to the non-Muslims and has asked them to discard fear and behave well. What 

does our conduct show? We are not afraid of anybody. We, the Congress people, were 
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not afraid of anybody or any power. We are still living in Eastern Pakistan and we are 

not running away. We are telling our brothers not to leave Eastern Pakistan and not to 

give up one inch of land. The position in the Western Pakistan is different. There the 

non- Muslims have left. But we are determined to stay on. As for behavior, it depends 

upon the majority community by their behavior to get the Confidence of the minority 

people. The minority people cannot create by their conduct confidence in the majority. 

The majority people should behave in such a way that the minority people may not be 
afraid of them and may not suspect them.... 

Dr. Ishtiaq Husain Qureshi: On a point of personal explanation, Sir, I never said, 

or implied in my speech that my friends on the opposite side were suffering from the fear 

of the seen. Unfortunately, they have been suffering from the fear of the unknown and 

my point was that the Objectives. Resolution does not embody any principle which 

might make them afraid, I know that my friends are very brave and they would certainly 

not run away and I also know.... 

Mr. President: This much will do for your explanation. 

Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: It goes without saying that by introducing the 

religious question, the differences between the majority and the minority are being 
perpetuated, for how long, nobody knows. And. as apprehended by us, the difficulty of 

interpretation has already arisen. The accepted principle is that the majority, by their fail- 
treatment, must create confidence in the minority. Whereas the Honorable Mover of the 

Resolution promises respect, in place of charity or sufferance for the minority 
community, the Deputy Minister, Dr. Qureshi, advises the minority to win the good-will 

of the majority by their behavior. In the House of the Legislature also we find that, while 
the Prime Minister keeps perfectly to his dictum, others cannot brook that the Opposition 

should function in the spirit of opposition. The demand is that the Opposition should 

remain submissive. That is Dr. Qureshi's way of thinking. The minorities must be 

grateful for all the benevolence they get and must never complain for the malevolence 

that may also be dealt out to them. That is his solution of the minority problem. 

Dr. Ishtiaq Husain Qureshi: Sir, I again rise on a point of personal explanation. I 
never said that. My words are being twisted. What I said was this that the best guarantee 

of a minority's rights is the good-will of the majority and those words cannot be twisted 
into the way my friend has been twisting them. 

Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: My esteemed friend, Mr. Nishtar, speaks that 

there is difference of outlook between the two parties. It is true that before the division of 

India into two States, India and Pakistan, we opposed the division on the ground that the 

people of India consisted of one nation, and the Muslim League supported the division 

on two-nation theory, the Muslims and the non-Muslims. There was this fundamental 
difference in our outlook and in our angle of vision. India was divided without the 

division of the population. So, in both the States there are Muslims and non-Muslims no 
exchange of population and even no exchange of population under contemplation. We,  
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the non-Muslims of Pakistan, have decided to remaining Pakistan, as the loyal citizens of 

Pakistan. Of course, some non-Muslims from East Bengal and practically the majority of 

non-Muslims from West Pakistan left the place. We call ourselves the nationals of 

Pakistan and style ourselves as Pakistanis. But this Resolution cuts at the root of it and 

Mr. Nishtar's speech makes it clear. We, the Congress people, still stick to our one-

nation theory and we believe that the people of Pakistan, Muslims and non-Muslims, 

consist of one nation and they are all Pakistanis. Now, if it is said that the population of 
Pakistan consists of two nations, the Muslims who form the majority party and the non-

Muslims who form the minority party, how are they to be described? No where in the 
world nationality is divided on the score of religion? 

Even in Muslim countries there are people of different religions. They, do not call 

themselves a majority or minority party. They call themselves as members of one nation, 

though professing different religions. If the Muslims call themselves Pakistanis, will the 

non-Muslims call themselves non-Pakistanis? What will they call themselves? 

Some Honorable Members: Pakistanis. 

Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: Will they both call- themselves Pakistanis? 

Then how will the people, know who is Muslim and who is Non-Muslim? I say, give up 
this division of the people into Muslims and non-Muslims and let us call ourselves new 

nation. Let us call ourselves one, people of Pakistan. Otherwise, if you pall me non- 
Muslim and call yourselves Muslim the difficulty will be if I call myself Pakistani they 

will say you are a Muslim. That happened when I had been to Europe. I went there as a 
delegate of Pakistan. When I said "I am a delegate of Pakistan" they thought 1 was a 

'Muslim. They said "But you are a Muslim". I said, "No, I am a Hindu". A Hindu cannot 
remain in Pakistan that was their attitude. They said: "You cannot call yourself a 

Pakistani". Then I explained everything and told them that there are Hindus and as well 

as Muslims and that we are all Pakistanis. That is the position. Therefore, what am I to 

call myself? I want an answer to that. I want a decision on this point from my esteemed 

friend, Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan. 

I request my Honorable friend, Mr. Nishtar, to forget this outlook, this angle of 
vision. Let us form ourselves as members of one nation. Let us eliminate the complexes 

of majority and minority. Let us treat citizens of Pakistan members of one family and 
frame such a constitution as may not break this tie so that all communities may stand 

shoulder to shoulder on equal footing in time of need and danger. I do not consider 
myself as a member of the minority community. I consider myself as one of seven crores 

of Pakistanis. Let me have to retain that privilege. 

I have stated about this Resolution. Now what will be the result of this Resolution? I 

sadly remind myself of the great words of the Quaid-i-Azam' that in state affairs the 
Hindu will cease to be a Hindu; the Muslim shall cease to be a Muslim. But alas, so soon 

after his demise what you do is that you virtually declare a State religion! You are 
determined to create a Herrenvok. It was perhaps bound to be so, when unlike the Quaid-

i-Azam-with whom I was privileged to be associated for a great many years in the Indian 
National Congress-you felt your incapacity to separate politics from religion, which the 
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modern world so universally does. You could not get over the old world way of thinking. 

What I hear in this Resolution is not the voice of the great creator of Pakistan-the Quaid-

i-Aazm (may his soul rest in peace), nor even that offer Prime Minister of Pakistan, the 

Honorable Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan, but of the Ulemas of the land. 

When I came back to my part of the country after several months absence in Europe, 

the thing that I saw there depressed me. A great change for, the worse has come over the 

land. I noticed that change this side also. I told His Excellency Khwaja Nazimuddin of it. 

I told the Honorable Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan about it and now that spirit of reaction has 

overwhelmed this House also. This Resolution in its present form epitomizes that spirit 

of reaction. That spirit will not remain confined to the precincts of this House. It will 

send its waves to the countryside as well. I am quite upset. I have been passing sleepless 

nights pondering what shall I now tell my people whom I have so long been advising to 

stick to the land of their birth? They are passing a state of uncertainty, which is better 

seen and felt than imagined from this House. The officers have opted out, the influential 

people have left, the economic conditions are appalling, starvation is wides-spread, 

women are going naked, and people are sinking without trade, without Occupation. The 

administration is ruthlessly reactionary; a steam-roller has been set in motion against the 
culture, language and script of the people. And on the top of this all, by this Resolution 

you condemn them to a perpetual state of inferiority. A thick curtain is drawn against all 
rays of hope, all prospect of an honorable life. 

After this what advice shall I tender? What heart can I have to persuade the people to 

maintain a stout heart? But I feel it is useless bewailing before you, it is useless 

reasoning with you. You show yourselves incapable of humility that either victory or 

religion ought to generate. You then go your way, I have best wishes for you. I am an old 

man not very far from my eaternal rest. Personally I am capable of forgetting all injuries. 

I bear you no ill will. I wish you saw reason. Even as it is, may no evil come your way. 

May you prosper, may the newly-born State of Pakistan be great and get its proper place 
in the comity of nations. (Applause.) 

The Honorable Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan (East Bengal: Muslim): I have listened to 

the speech of my Honorable friend, the Leader of the Congress Party, with great care. I 

assure him that whatever I say will be with full sense of responsibility and in all 

sincerity...........  

Sir, my Honorable friend, the Leader of the Congress Party, had a visit from some 
Ulemas. He did not tell us whether it was that they had come in search of knowledge to 

him or whether he had gone in search of knowledge to them. But I presume that this visit 

was paid by certain Ulemas according to him from Lahore on their own initiative and 

they left certain literature with him, which seems to have upset my Honorable friend, 

who is very seldom upset. I can quite understand why this visit and why this handing 

over of this literature was done. There are some people here who are out to disrupt and 

destroy Pakistan and these so-called Ulemas who have come to you, they have come 

with that particular mission of creating doubts in your mind regarding the bonafide as of 

the Mussalmans of Pakistan. Do not for God's sake lend your ear to such mischievous 

propaganda. I want to say and give a warning to this element, which is out to disrupt 
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Pakistan that we shall not brook it any longer. They have misrepresented the whole 

ideology of Islam to you. They are in fact enemies of Islam while posing as friends ;and 

supporters of Islam. 

Sir, my honorable friend said that according to these people, the Muslims will not 

offer their Juma Prayers if there was a non-Muslim as the head of the State. Well, Sir, till 

yesterday-when I say yesterday I am only talking figuratively-we had non-Muslim rulers 

here. Were not the Muslims offering prayers? Were they not offering Juma Prayers ? 

Can you say they have never offered Juma Prayers in this country? How can, then, 

anybody come to you and how easily you get taken in by a statement of this kind? 

Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: They did not tell me. I mentioned Dudu Mea's 

party whose grandson is Pir Badshah Mea. 

The Honourable Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan: Supposing there are some maniaces in 

this country or amongst the Mussalmans, are you going to be guided by what they say or 

are you going to be guided by what a vast majority Mussalmans believe in ? If my friend 

wants that we should succeed in persuading every Mussalman in Pakistan to think in the 

same way on every matter. Well that is a task which is not possible for any organization 

or leader of any people to do. 

Sir, my Honorable friend said that you have talked of equality and again he has been 

misled by these so-called Ulemas because according to these people there can tie no 

equality. I am really surprised that a man of his ripe experience should really be taken is 

so easily and should put it all his belief in what these two people have told him and not 

believe in what we and men like Maulana Shabbir Ahmad Osmani have been telling him 

about Islam. Sir, as I said when you have made up your mind it is very difficult to try 

and convince you. 

Sir, my friend said that these people told him that in an Islamic State that means a 

State which is established in accordance with this Resolution no non-Muslim can be the 

head of the administration. This is absolutely wrong. A non-Muslim can be the head of 

administration under a constitutional government with limited authority that is given 

under the constitution to a person or an institution in that particular State. So here again 

these people have indeed misled him. 

Sir, my Honorable friend's last peroration I very much regret. But for the fact that I 
have great regard for him and a belief that whatever he says is out of sincerity I would 

have said it was a most mischievous statement to have been made by any responsible 
citizen of Pakistan. He has interpreted the Resolution in a most undesirable manner. He 

has by his remarks told the non-Muslims here that if this Resolution is passed there is no 

place for them in Pakistan. This, Sir, as I said is not the type of statement that one would 

expect from one who professes to be a true and real Pakistani, Sir let me tell my 

Honorable friend that the greatest guarantee that the non-Muslims can have, they will get 

only through this Resolution and through no other manner and therefore I would request 

him not to be misled by interested persons and do not think, for a moment that this 

Resolution is really intended, or will really result, In driving out the non-Muslims from 

Pakistan or reducing them to the position of-as he described-hewers of wood and 
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drawers of water. In real Islamic society let me tell you, Mr. President, there are no 

classes of hewers of wood and drawers of water. The humblest can rise to the highest 

position. Of Course, I can quite understand his believing it because my friend has been 

brought up in a society where there are condemned people who are born as hewers of 

wood and drawers of water and remain as such. But let me tell him that there is no such 

thing in Islamic society or in Islam. When we say social justice we mean social justice. 

And when we say democracy-as a matter of fact the propounded some other theory that 
he had learned from the so-called Ulemas that there is no such thing as democracy in 

Islam-we mean democracy in the real sense and nothing else. I think, Sir, even the 
bitterest opponents of Islam have never made such an astounding statement. As a matter 

of fact it has been recognized by non-Muslims throughout the world that Islam is the 
only society where there is real democracy. 

Sir, there was another astounding statement that he made and for this statement he 

did not get his inspiration from the Ulemas from Lahore, but I do not know from where 

he got it. He said, "Your Resolution is a misstatement of facts, because you say here that 

this Constituent Assembly representing the people of Pakistan resolves: This Constituent 

Assembly does not represent the people of Pakistan". Then, Sir, whom does this 
Constituent Assembly represent? If it does not. represent the people of Pakistan, then 

why are my friends wasting their time here ,and sitting in this Constituent Assembly? 
Then what are we talking about? Either this Constituent Assembly represents. The 

people of Pakistan or it does not? If It does not represent the people of Pakistan, then this 
Constituent Assembly has no right to frame any constitution for the people of Pakistan. 

Is that what he expects me to accept? Sir, I do not know why he made that statement 
 

Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya: I gave them. 

The Honorable Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan: He said he gave those reasons. They may 

be in his mind, but they were never uttered. 

Sir, my Honorable friend said that Muslim League has fulfilled its mission because it 

has achieved Pakistan. I submit, Mr. President, that the Muslim League has only fulfilled 
half of its mission. The other half of its mission is to convert Pakistan into a laboratory 

where we could experiment upon the principles of Islam to enable us to make a 
contribution to the peace and progress of mankind. Therefore, he is not right when he 

says that the Muslim League has completed its mission. 

Sir, my Honorable friend said: "Are the Pakistani nationals only Hindu or 

Muslims?" I say we are both. There are Hindus and Muslims in Pakistan and everyone of 

us is a national of Pakistan. I do not see any contradiction in this statement. You can be a 

national of a State, with equal rights, equal privileges and equal responsibilities and yet 
remain Muslims and Hindus. I really do not see, Mr. President, what is the difficulty 

about that. My Honorable friend said that when he went to England and Europe last year, 
they would not believe that there was any non-Muslim in Pakistan and they all took him 

to be a Muslim. It is not the fault of Pakistan, Mr. President; it is the fault of the 
Honorable Member's erstwhile friends and co-workers! The propaganda that they have 
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been carrying on throughout the world against Pakistan with regard to this very 

particular matter is responsible for this misunderstanding, not that the Muslims have ever 

said that there are no non-Muslims in Pakistan or that we do not want that there should 

be no non- Muslims in Pakistan. As a matter of fact, let me tell you, Mr. President, what 

we have provided here for minorities I only with that the sister Dominion of India had 

provided similar concessions and similar safeguards for the minorities in India. Here, we 

are guaranteeing you your religious freedom, advancement of your culture, sanctity of 
your personal laws and equal opportunities, equality in the eye of law. What have they 

done on the other side? No question of culture. As a matter of fact, the personal law of 
Muslims is not to be recognized in India. That is the position. Does my friend really 

want me to create a state in Pakistan like what his erstwhile friends are doing in India? 
Does he really want me to create a State like that? I shall not, Mr. President. I want a 

State where every community will be free to live its own life and not be forced to act, as 
the majority wants to it to act. 

Sir, my Honorable friend said towards the end of his speech which I call- I think e 

will pardon me, I am not used to using strong language, but I think on this occasion I 

must say-a mischievous portion of his speech. He said that in Bengal it is communal 
rule. The position of non-Muslims is pitiable. Who is responsible for this communal rule, 

may I ask him? Did we turn out the non-Muslim Officers from our administration? Was 
it not due to the fact that it was a part of the plen to destroy Pakistan administratively and 

all the non-Muslims were made to opt for India and not serve Pakistan? Is it my fault 
today if there are no non-Muslims in the administration of Pakistan? My friend knows 

what the position in Bengal was and, therefore, I think that it was not really right for him 
to have made this a grievance against the Pakistan Government or the Muslims of 

Pakistan. I hope, in due course of time, there will be non-Muslims in the services of 

Pakistan, because we are leaving the doors open for everyone, Muslim or non-Muslim, 

to enter Pakistan services.............. 

Mr. President: First I shall put the amendments. The question is: 

"That the paragraph beginning with the words 'Whereas sovereignty over the entire 

universe .... 'and ending with the words'... .is a sacred trust' be omitted." 

The House then divided. 
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Mr. Prem Hari Barma 

Prof. Raj Kumar Chakraverty 

Mr. Sris Chandra Chattopadhyaya 

Mr. Akshay Kumar Dass 
Mr. Bhupendra Kumar Datta 
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Mr. Birat Chandra Mandal 
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Mr. Dhananjoy Roy 
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Mr. A.M.A. Hamid 

Maulana Mohd. Abdullah-el-Baqui 

Mr. Abul Kasem Khan 
Maulana Mohd. Akram Khan 

The Hon'ble Mr. Fazlur Rahman 
Prof. Ishtiaq Husain Qureshi 

The Hon'ble Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan 
Dr. Mahmud Husain 

Mr. Nur Ahmed 

Mr. Serajul Islam 

Maulana Shabbir Ahmad Osmani 

The motion was negatived. 

 

The Hon'ble Khwaja Shahabuddin 

Begum Saista Suhrawardy Ikramullah 

Mr.Nazir Ahmed Khan 
Sheikh Keramat Ali 

Dr. Omar Hayat Malik 
Begum Jahan Ara Shah Nawaz 

The Hon'ble Sir Muhd. Zafrullah Khan 
The Hon'ble Sarder Abdur Rab Khan 

Nishtar 

Khan Sarder Bahadur Khan 

The Hon'ble Pirzada Abdus Sattar 

Abdur Rahman 

 

Maulana Shabbir Ahmad Osmani 

The motion was negatived. 

Mr. President: The question is: 

"That in the paragraph beginning with the words 'Whereas sovereignty over the 
entire universe...." for the words 'State of Pakistan through its people' the words 'people 

of Pakistan' be substituted." 

The motion was negatived. 

Mr. President: The question is: 

"That in the paragraph beginning with the words 'Whereas sovereignty over the 

        entire universe....' the words 'within the limits prescribed by Him' be omitted." 

The motion was negatived. 

Mr. President: The question is: 

"That in the paragraph beginning with the words. 'This Constituent Assembly ' 

       after the word 'independent' the word .democratic' be inserted." 

The motion was negatived. 

Mr. President: The question is: 

"That after the paragraph beginning with the words This Constituent Assembly...." 

        the following new paragraphs be inserted: 

'Wherein the National Sovereignty belongs to the people of Pakistan; 
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Wherein the principle of the State is Government of the people, for the people, and 

by the people'. 

The motion was negatived. 

Mr. President: The question is: 

"That for the paragraph beginning with the words 'Where in the State shall 

exercise..... the following paragraph be substituted:- 

'Wherein the elected representatives of the people-in whom shall be centered and to 
whom shall belong legislative as well as executive authority-shall exercise their powers 

through such persons as are by law authorized to do so. The elected representatives shall 
control acts of Government and may at any time divest it of all authority'." 

The motion was negatived. 

Mr. President: The question is : 

"That in the paragraph beginning with the words 'Wherein the principles of 

democracy ..."the words 'as enunciated by Islam' be omitted." 

The motion was negatived. 

Mr. President: The question is: 

'That in the paragraph beginning with the words 'Wherein the principles of 

democracy ... " after the words 'as enunciated by Islam' the words and as based upon 

"eternal principles, be inserted." 

The motion was negatived. 

Mr. President: The question is: 

"That in the paragraph beginning with the words 'Wherein the principles of 

democracy ... after the words 'as enunciated by Islam' the words 'and other religions' 

be inserted." 

The motion was negatived. 

Mr. President: The question is: 

6 p.m., 

"That in the paragraph beginning with the words 'Wherein the principles of 

democracy............. after he words 'as enunciated by Islam' the words 'but not 

inconsistent with the Charter of the Fundamental Human Rights of the United Nations 

Organization' be inserted." 

The motion was negatived. 

Mr. President: The question is : 
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"That in the paragraph beginning with the words 'Wherein the Muslims shall be."... 

for the words 'Muslims shall' the words 'Muslims and non-Muslims shall equally' be 

substituted." 

The motion was negatived. 

Mr. President: The question is: 

"That in the paragraph beginning with the words, 'Wherein the Muslims shall 

be.............,' for the word 'Islam as set out in the Holy Quran and the Sunna the words 
'their respective religions' be substituted." 

The motion was negatived. 

Mr. President: The question is : 

"That in the paragraph beginning with the words 'Wherein the Muslims shall be 
..........,' after the words 'Holy Quran and the Sunna' the following be added :- 

'in perfect accord with non-Muslims residing in the State and in complete toleration 
of their culture and social and religious customs'." 

The motion was negatived. 

Mr. President: - The question is: 

"That for the paragraph" beginning with the words 'Wherein adequate provision shall 

be the made for the minorities', the following paragraph be substituted :- 

'Wherein shall be secured the minorities, the freedom to profess and practise their 

religions and develop their cultures and adequate provision shall be made for it," 

The motion was negatived: 

Mr. President: The question is: 

Mr. President: The question is: 

"That in the paragraph beginning with the words 'Wherein shall be guaranteed ....,' 
after the word 'guaranteed' the words 'and secured to all the people of Pakistan, be 

inserted'." 

The motion wag negatived. 

Mr. President: The question is: 

"That in the paragraph beginning with the words 'wherein adequate provision shall be 
made to safeguard …,’for the words 'and depressed classes the words 'classes and 

Scheduled Castes' be substituted." 

The motion was negatived. 

Mr. President: The question is: 

"That in the paragraph beginning with the words 'Wherein adequate provision shall 

be made to safeguard ,' between the words 'backward' and 'depressed classes' the words 

'and laboring' be inserted." 
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The motion was negatived. 

Mr. President: That finishes all the amendments. I now put the main Resolution. 

The que8tion is that the following Resolution be adopted: 

"In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful; 

Whereas sovereignty over the entire universe belongs to God Almighty alone and the 

authority which he has delegated to the State of Pakistan throug its people for being 

exercised within the limits prescribed by Him is a sacred trust; 

This Constituent Assembly representing the people of Pakistan resolves to frame a 

constitution for the sovereign independent State of Pakistan ; 

Wherein the State shall exercise its powers and authority through the chosen 

representatives of the people; 

Wherein the principles of democracy, freedom, quality, tolerance and social justice 

as enunciated by Islam shall be fully observed; 

Wherein the Muslims shall be enabled to order their lives in the individual and 

collective spheres in accord with the teachings and requirements of Islam as set out in 

the Holy Quran and the Sunna ; 

Wherein adequate provision shall be made for the minorities freely to profess and 

practise their religions and develop their cultures; 

Whereby the territories now included in or in accession with Pakistan and much 
other territories as may hereafter be included in or accede to Pakistan shall form a 

Federation wherein the units will be autonomous with such boundaries and limitations 
on their powers and authority as may be prescribed; 

Wherein shall be guaranteed fundamental rights including equality of status, of 

opportunity and before law, social, economic and political justice, and freedom of 

thought, expression, belief, faith, worship and association, subject to law and public 

morality; 

Wherein adequate provision shall be made to safeguard the legitimate interests of 

minorities and backward and depressed classes; 

Wherein the independence of the Judiciary shall be fully secured; 

Wherein the integrity of the territories of the Federation, its independence and all its 

'rights including its sovereign rights on land, sea and air shall be safeguarded; 

So that the people of Pakistan may prosper and attain their rightful and honored 

place amongst the nations of the World and make their full contribution towards 
international peace and progress and happiness of humanity." 

The motion was adopted. 
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�������    "Y�    �����    

��4�� � ������ "��%� � jl /N¿���� 
;�!�$���� ������� @�.  ��N��.    

���$3��� $��H�« ���.%    j�-j /N¿����,lmnj    

"�%���� ��4�� �  $�%��� ��� �;��� "�A� ��    

"$� �� �� "���%���    

�    

������$ '!�� ��4�� � $��� ������    

jl jl jl jl /� /N¿���� "��� �����!���/� /N¿���� "��� �����!���/� /N¿���� "��� �����!���/� /N¿���� "��� �����!��� 

��%R.��%R.��%R.��%R., , , , ;����;����;����;����, , , , "�� �  /��"�� �  /��"�� �  /��"�� �  /�������� $e।������ $e।������ $e।������ $e। 

����( ���������( ���������( ���������( ����� 

0 +���(� �� ��$ �� ��4�� � ���� 7��� �।     

0 ���$3��� "$� �� �� �"���%��� 7�+।     

0 ��º���, �����, ��L�, �":�, /���7�, H�%�� � ��0�� "$� (����$+ �( �( ���0�� �� 
��9���� $�� � ��4$��% ���7���� '��$�� /���� 7�+।    

0 ����� �� ��$ '!�� ��4�� � $�� 7�+।     

������ (! ��J��, H@%� ��e�� ��J�� À +���(�� ���� H@%, ����� "$� �� ��$ ��4 
"���%��� /����� ��J��।     

+���( ��$������ ����� �� ����  (����$ �b���� ������ "�t�(!���� � "��T���� /�� & 
�!�x��$ '�!�;� ����� (! *$�. �� � +���(�  �� ��$ ��4�� � �;�"�� 7��� $�����B�। ��� "�$��� 
*$+ H�E��! *� ��%T +���(� �� ��$ ��4��  �;�"�� 7��� ������B । *�� *$��� H@%�$ ��4�� � 
$���� 7��;���B।     

*$�. �� ��$ ��4�� � $���� ���$3��� ����� �� ����  (��� �b���� ���$�� ��+�� *�� +;�� 
N�� ���$3��� "���X$ H���+ �!;� ;+��।     

'�*� ���$3��� ����� �� ��$ "���%��� � ��4�� � $��� ����� ��J��� ���$3��� ��º���, 
��Á(���, ��L�, �":� ,/���7� H@%�� � "$� (��� q$!������ ���+�� �"�।     

    

    

    

    

j�/� /N¿����, lmnj                         �Y�%��� "���L�$ $���.-  ��$�"d�     

                                                               $��H�« ���.%।       
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'�!�7��� �e� ��� "�$���� ��%� ;�!�$���� �������'�!�7��� �e� ��� "�$���� ��%� ;�!�$���� �������'�!�7��� �e� ��� "�$���� ��%� ;�!�$���� �������'�!�7��� �e� ��� "�$���� ��%� ;�!�$���� ������� 

"�"�"�"��� �Y� % ����!��� ���Y� q$!�� ��J�� ��A�� ������ �Y� % ����!��� ���Y� q$!�� ��J�� ��A�� ������ �Y� % ����!��� ���Y� q$!�� ��J�� ��A�� ������ �Y� % ����!��� ���Y� q$!�� ��J�� ��A�� ���� 

jl/� /N¿���� ��g���!��� � /���$!�� $���(� /;��«�� y��$�� ��� ��� G��, �.��� �!�" � 
/������� ���L 7���+�� (��Y���( �e� ��� "�$�� �� � ��J���� lr ( /������$ $�%���� 
��%����� ;�!� $�����B। �;����� ��� �( ��� ;+�� H�L���B ������ /�}���� �� � ��J��।  

�( ���0�� � ������$ '!�� ��4�� � �;"��� ����V� $��� (! �( ��;��� �;�� ;+���B 
��;��� (���� ���$ �7�Â�&�� ;+�� ���$��। /� y�$� ��� ������ ��� �;����� ��� ��� ;+�� 
H�L���B /"+ y�$� ����  ��9�� ("����& �e� ��� "�$���� ��%� ;�!�$���� (��� /���� (! 
���+�� �"�।     

��� "�$�� (��&� (���� /$� "�"!�+ "���� $�� �+ ��� ��;���� (���� "�$.�$ 
��� ��A�+�� �������B।      

�( ������ ��4�� �� ��J���$ �e� ��� "�$� ��,� �!�� ����+�� ���� 7��। *+ 
(������( "�$���� '�"� B�A� (��&� ��27��� �&���U$ '��$�� ���V��  �� /$� �� /+Ã     

���� ���%���  "$� ���V� � ���$3��� ����� �� ��� � ("�����&�� *$+ "��� ����( 
�����    

0 ��(�-�e� ��� "�$�� ��� B�A।     

0 '����Q ������$ '!�� ��4�� � $�� 7�+।     

0 ;�!�$���� ���3 7�+, /�"�$��� ��T $��� 7�+, ;� � �;���� (! ���� 9���Y�& 7�+Ã     

0 '����Q "$� ��(i��$ �J���� ���, 7�+।     

0 ����S� �+, lrr ���� � "�3 ���Y�$ �+�� ��!�;�� 7�+।     

(������( ��� "�$���� '�"��� ������, ;�!�$��� ���3� ������, �( ���0�� ��$ '!�� 
��4�� � �;�"�� ����V� $��� ������ "��� �����!��� ��R., "��, /�������� $���� ��� ��J�� 
��A�� ����। �;����� '"��� ��J���$ ���+�� ��� ������ (! �;����� ��� ��� �H।      

    

�Y�%��� "���L�$ $���.-���$3��� $��H�« ���.% ।     
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�������    "Y�    �����    

lmnj "���� /N¿����� �� � 
��J���� R.���    

���$ �(��    jl-j� /N¿���, lmnj    

    

/N¿���� jl     

y�$�� y�$�� y�$�� y�$�� lrr lrr lrr lrr ��� (��� *$���" (! "����� (��� *$���" (! "����� (��� *$���" (! "����� (��� *$���" (! "��----/�������� �� �/�������� �� �/�������� �� �/�������� �� � 

y�$�� /(�� �!��(�Ä. ��$�! (������) lrr ����� ���� (��� $���� *$ ���"� (! y�$� 
�;�� "��, /�������� ��0�� �� � $�����B। ����(���� $��&
`� ��� ��� /�, *$�� /��$ 
�;�� "��, /�������� � ���9�� ���%�� ���" ������ *�� �P��� ("�����&� ���T � ����S� ��u 
;���� ���$� ��$�� *+ �!�"x� '���Q� ;+���B।     

/$��������, "Y�����, ������, ��� � /�(��2� ���� 'T�%� "���� *��$�� +;� ����%� ;+���B।     

/N¿���� jj        

y�$� /����$� $��( /;��u� ��F�&  B�� "������� H�� ������� G��� %&    

-----------    

��g���!����� z ( B��";  7�� �!�, �;� � lo �!�, �;�    

--------------    

;�"������ /���� �;��� ���! n (�� '�x� ���$�($    

------------    

                    ����� B�� "; ����� B�� "; ����� B�� "; ����� B�� "; kj kj kj kj ( /XN���� G��� %&  "#( /XN���� G��� %&  "#( /XN���� G��� %&  "#( /XN���� G��� %&  "#�$% ����U� $�0%$ ���T��$% ����U� $�0%$ ���T��$% ����U� $�0%$ ���T��$% ����U� $�0%$ ���T�    �g�" ��   �g�" ��   �g�" ��   �g�" ��    

----------    

(«�N �����.%��)    

��$�! (�0;{�����) ��$�� ��� r.�� y�$� /���$!�� $��( /;��u� ��F�& ��4�� � ������ ������ 
���9���� B����� H�� ������� G�� 7���� N�� y�$� ��g���!����� *� * Å���� B�� /��;��� 
"���;HE� (jk) R.�x�� �;� *�� �� "��!$  B�� � ��7��� �;� ;�। �;���� ���! j� (�$ 
;�"������ ���% $�� ;�। ���� � .�� �� �;���� ���! y�$� ��g���!����� B�� ��@� (Æ�� (z�) 
���� ��$�� (jn) � �������� $����%��� /��"� �����$� ��� ��N$�E� �;����� (jo) �0��! ;�। 
�;���� ���! n (�� '�x� ���$�($ ����� (�� �����B।     

*+�� "$�� m.� ;+�� �;��� ���-$���(� B�� B����& ��4�� � ��º�� ������ � �;�� lrr 
���� (���� ������� ��g���!��� ��F�& ���T�Y&%���� *$ "��� ����( $��। ��� �� 7��� 
'������ /�����$��� "�"!����$ ��4�� �� �!����� �Y��% ���$3��� (��&� ������ "#�$% 
����$N;�� $����+ *+ "��� H�E�! �B� ����� "��� H��!,��� �$. ;+�� (�� �����B। 
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��g���!��� ��F� "�� 7���� ��$�� "�� ;+�� ��g���!��� *��$�� 7����%�$ ��+�N����� 
����� /������ ���$�� /��� ���। ��g���!����� ��+" 7!��Ç��� � ������� ���& R.�� "�� 
��g����!��� ��F� H��"x� �B��। ��g���!��� ��F& ;+�� B���& /��� ll.�� /��. ��"�� H��x� 
;� *�� ��;�����$ /B�. /B�. ��� ���, ;+�� ��3�� ���;� ;+�� /��� ���। *+ "�� ��;����� 
������& ��g���!��� /��. *�� ��g���!����� ��F�& $�2��� �!�" ��9� $��। N�� �$B�"��!$ B�� 
/�}A�+�� ��3�� '�� ���g% ��g���!��� ����� ��� X; $�� *�� �$7� "��!$ B���$ /�}A�+�� 
/����$� $���(� ���$ ��+�� /��� ��À ��g���!��� ��F�& "���� '����u B���& /R��� $�� 
*��$�� ���! $���� X�" ��9��� �e�� ��e& ���9�� �$�� $�� *�� ��g���!����� ��+" 
7!��Ç���� (��� *+ R.�� "�� R.�"x�� H��x� �B��) �$. ������� *+ �7��� ��e�� 
������ (���।  

G�� 7��� "#�$% ����d� �g�"� ��� �� (�� �e� ����� ���0��G�� 7��� "#�$% ����d� �g�"� ��� �� (�� �e� ����� ���0��G�� 7��� "#�$% ����d� �g�"� ��� �� (�� �e� ����� ���0��G�� 7��� "#�$% ����d� �g�"� ��� �� (�� �e� ����� ���0��    

��$�! (�0;{����) �Y�%�F ��� ��� '����� ��p ;���� '�!��;� ��� ��� �� "��X" 
���� /����. ����� ��� ����� �� ���� $�� /�, ��� ��� /���$ R.�x� �����% $����  
;�"������ ���% $�� �;���� '�x� /����� ��"�� ��� �� ��$0�� ���� ;+��।  

��� �S ��� /�, lrr ���� ��� � $���� B��� �� /���$!� $��( /;��u��� "����� 
���! ���� ���9�� ���% $�����B� ����� �� ��;���� H�� G��7����। ��� ���� �� ($��X") � 
(�� ��@� ���� �$%����� (/��B��� ���) ��� ���� ���� ���� "��% $��।  

(�� �e� ��� (���� ����� (! ������ ;+�� (�� �$%����� ���� $���� ���$ /�, 
����U��$ /$����� �!�,������ R.�"x� �����% $���� ��"��+ ���0�� ���� ;+��-���Y��% �;। 
(�� �$%����� 
�� �" X;� '"�� ;। 

{�$�� (�� ��@� $��� ;�2;��$ ��� /�, ��� ��� '!�! "�"!�$ ��;�� (�$%�����) 
"������� $�� $S%�! '!��� ��;��$ ���! ;+�� ��������� �!�3� '��Q $��� ;+��। '!�! 
"��¤� '������ ��� (�$%�����) �" X;& $��।  

����U� (�� �e� ��� ��� � "��"!� *+ ���% �g�" /� /�, ��� �b�+ ���9�� 
���%$�� B����� H�� ������� G�� 7���� ��T $����। 

��+" 7!��Ç��� ���0����+" 7!��Ç��� ���0����+" 7!��Ç��� ���0����+" 7!��Ç��� ���0��    

��$�! (�0;{�����) ��g���!��� ��F�& 7����� H�� ����� $�0%$ $�2��� X�" ����� "#�$% 
��g���!����� ��+" 7!��Ç�� �(���� ������� * ��D�S�� ��� /�, B���� ��2;�� �$. ��"�� 
����� $�0%$ $�2��� �!�" ����� "#�$% '������ $���� ��� ����� $�0%��9� �$. $�� (���� 
7��;। ����� $�0%�9 ��+"-7!��Ç���$ ��� /�, B���� ��;���� ��� �3� �� ��9� $��� *�� 
��;���� ��A��3� P��� 9��X3 $��� ��;��� $�2@� /���� ��9� $���� ���! ;+���B�।  

'�� *$ ��D� HS�� ��+"-7!��Ç�� ��� /�, ��g���!��� ��F�& ��2;�� H��x� ��$�$��� 
��� B����� ���! /$�...।   

��g���!����� "����% x��� 

y�$�, jl /� /N¿����। -y�$� ��g���!��� $�0%�9 (��+���B /�, '����� �Y�% ����x��� H�� 
;���� ��g���!����� "����% ;+�� ����� �x� ;+���B�। ��;� x��� ����;+���B, "����%�� ����� 
��� /R� � $�� ;+��। *, ��, �� 
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/N¿���� jz  

 

-v��� �;�� '�x�� ��� '���� "�$� $�0%$ "����$ ���;� ���-v��� �;�� '�x�� ��� '���� "�$� $�0%$ "����$ ���;� ���-v��� �;�� '�x�� ��� '���� "�$� $�0%$ "����$ ���;� ���-v��� �;�� '�x�� ��� '���� "�$� $�0%$ "����$ ���;� ���    

----------------------------------------------------------------------------    

����� � /"���� G���� ����� � /"���� G���� ����� � /"���� G���� ����� � /"���� G���� rrrr( �;� � ������$ �!�, �;�� "�� R��� (! $���NH (���( �;� � ������$ �!�, �;�� "�� R��� (! $���NH (���( �;� � ������$ �!�, �;�� "�� R��� (! $���NH (���( �;� � ������$ �!�, �;�� "�� R��� (! $���NH (���    

------------------------------------------------------------------------    

�;����� Â0�;����� Â0�;����� Â0�;����� Â0��� ��� ��� 6�����% �;�� 
�%¹�;�% ;���� ������ ��� ��� 6�����% �;�� 
�%¹�;�% ;���� ������ ��� ��� 6�����% �;�� 
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(«�N �����.%��) 

�0;{������� /��7�� � �����; R.� ��Â0� ;+�� � ;+�� ��$�! (-v�� ) (���� �� �� 
*$��� y�$�� ���. ��- � B���� ��, ��� ;+�� H�L। /"��$�� R.�� �;� �!�,��� Â0��� ��� ��� 
6�����% ���T�Y&% ���B� ���;� $���� ����� � �"!��� G��� �R��� ����$��� r (�$ ��& ��"(% 
��� ;� *�� �����$ �;� �!�, ;�"������ ���  ;�। +;���� ���! rn (�$ ;�"������ ���% $�� 
;�। ��;���� ln (�� '�x�  ��I�($ ����� (�� �����B।  

��$�! "�3 y�$� �;�� H�S(��� ����x�� ����( $���� ���$। "��� �;��. ������0�u�� 
*$�. "����$ B�H� ����� ������ ;+�� ���» ����� "x�� B�� � ("�����&� ����� /��������� 
H�� ����� � �"! ���;� ���Q�� ���L7�(% � G��� %& $��। "$�� ;+��+ �0�, �;� � ���Y �% 
�!�,�&�$ �+�� *Q���Ç ��A�G�� /����$�  $��( � ��.�N��% ;�"������ ��"�� ���$। $��$�. 
x� ;+�� �0� � Ge��`�� �;� $��$(�$ ����� �!�� ������ �+�� /�� ��� ����� ��!9��%�� 
�$. ;+�� (�� �����B। 

 *+�� "�X �;�� "�3 /��$���. ��(�� R�. "#Y&%���� �: ���$। '�N"-����� *��$ 
/"�v.������.� $�%7����&� 
��¹Y�%���� $��% /����� ;+�� ���� ���$�� ����� "x�� /�������� � 
���9��� '�� X;& $��। 

 �;�� B����� ��� ��� 6���� (! �;��� ���� �0� "$�� '��������� ����� �"�(�� 
(����� ; *�� ������� (��(�� ���( ���� $��। �Y�%���� R.�� �;���"� ����. �-��� �� � 
�� ��$�!$�� ����. ��;Y��%� R.�-@R%.�� '��9� $���� ���$। ����� *+�� /��. nj (�$ 
/XN��� $��।  

 *+�� /���$!�� $��( /;��u� ��F� (�� * /$, N(��� ;�$� H��x���� �;�����  e�;� 
����N��� $���� �� /��� ��� "��A z .�� B�� � ("�����&� *$ ����.  /�������� /;��u� ���� 
;+�� ;�+�$�.% ��%T /�}2�B�� ����� � �"!�� ��;���� H�� ���L7�(% � ��� G��� %& $�È N�� 
R.�x�� $��$( �;� ;À B���� B���& ����� ��(���E /���� "���� ;+�� /�������� ";$��� 
7$��(��, ��.�N��%, +"������ ;+�� "��R��. (��� $���(� �$. /�}2�B�� ����� /��������� H�� 
���� ����� ���L 7�(% $��। 7$��(�� *��$� ���� ��+��� "�� x��� /��$���� � ("���� ��� 
��� /����� $��� /��������� $���� ��G�& �0�� ���।  
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/��� @+.�� ���$ *$�. ����. /�������� �������� ��$ ;+�� ‘�(��’ '�N�"� "���  ���� 
��"��� ;��� ���$ ��+��� "�� /���������.� �$B� "��!$ /��$ ‘�(��’ '�N�"� $�%7������ H�� 
�3� ��9� $���� ��"�+�� । ‘�(��’ $�0%�9 � $%7���� $�0%$ B����� ���� "#�$% ��"�É /7u� $�� 
$���� B��$�%�� ;3�9��� N�� � ��;���� ������% ���9��$����& 9�T ;+�� "���� 'X"� ;�। 
����� /���� v�"�-*�  �$. /�}2�B�� ����� ;������ H�� ���L7�(% $��।  

/���$!�� $��(/���$!�� $��(/���$!�� $��(/���$!�� $��(    

��$�! (-v���) "$�� '��� �� R�.$�� "�� /���$!�� $��( ��F�& �� ��-� �;� 
B����� ������� (��(� "��� $�� ;� । *+ '�V�� (�� *, /$, N(��� ;$ H��x� �7��। 
'���� /"�� ;+�� ��� ��27 ;�(�� B�� � x��� ("�����&� *$�. ���B� /�������� ���;� $�� ;�। 
���������. ���T�Y&%���� /���$!��  $���(� "����x� ��3� ���� 'X"� ;+�� ���$। ����� ��� ���$ 
H, /���������$ /$�`� ���� ��� $�� �+ । B�� � ����$��� *+ /����������� ���! /$�`� 
Hc0����� /��� ��� �+। ������$ ��4�� �� ������ *�� ������� G��� %�&� ��e�� ��`� �� 
$���� $���� /��������$����& ;�+�$��.%� "���� H��x� ;+�� /"��$�� �;���� �"!���;� 
��;�����$ ���� ��� $��।  

*+ /��������� "�;� �� "�$��� $�%7����$� '�� X; $���� /��� ���। ;�+�$��.%� �$. 
����� � "����$ ���;� /��������� �� ���L � G�� 7���� *�� ��A� $���� ;�+�$��.%� ���� �+�� 
���। *��� $��$( Ge��`�� �R�� ��। +;� "�®� /���������. ���T�Y&%���� ��������� ���$ 
��+��� /7u� $�� *�� /���������. "������ N(�Y� ;$ ;��� ��g��%� ��3� ����� /�� �$B�.� 'X"� 
;À *+ "�� ����� ���;� ��;�����$ �05��� "�;� ���� ��� $��। 

/���������.� "������� �;� � �;���� �,���� (���-$��A  +�!��� /��� ;+���B�। 
/���������. ���$���� ����"Y7$ �� $���� $���� ������� /��� ����� "����w�; ��"��� ;�� 
B���& $�0%$ �;� ������� (��(�� /������� (! 'X"� ;+�� ���$। ��� ���"��;� ��(���� 
�$.x  �"�(�� ��"��!$ ����$�$ �;����� ������� (��(� "����� (! (����� ;+�� /��� 
��� ।     

��$�!$�� R.�� ���� 1 ;+� *+ /�, �"!�&�$ '�$�9�� "F��� /��27�� 
���9��$�����$ ���� $����� /��� ���। ��3�� /���A ��� ��� �"! � ����� /������  ���$�� 
/��� ���। ��� � ���� �Y�%-��9& /$��& �"!�&�$ @+�. /����� ������ ��"�� ���$�� *� '!�! 
�����s �+��  /R����N�� $���� /��� ���।  *$�� �"!�$ *$�. /�����, $�$G�� $���� .����, 
/¥�� � /���."; ��+�N� �+�� /���$!�� $��( ;�"������� "���� .;� ���� /��� ���।  

�;����� ��� ��� 6���� ���% 
`� �;��� ����. B������", *��$ /$� /$� �0�;� 
���$� '�%��� ���� ;� *�� �;���"� $�����!�( ����� $��।  

������� /����� R.�    

��$�! "$�� ;+��+ �;��� ��� ��3� ��������� H�� /���$� ��A (���� ���$। /���A 
/���A ("���� ;� ������� /���� �� 7��7��� ���� /���� ;�। 
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"�+�$� � /��.�-"�+�$��� 7�$�� ;���� B��A�� /���� ;� ��� ��.� "��A ��.�� "�� ���� 
"����$ �� �!��� /�"����$ �� 7��7� *$`� �: ;+�� ���।  

 

*+ ��3�� ������� ������% "����$ /��$��� ����� $�� ;+���B�। ��;��� 's �s";  ���� 
;�2�.�� *�� W��$ $���� ��3�� .;� ��� ���$। �������� /���A *$ W�$ "�s �9��$ /������ $�� 
;�। *���$ ��������� (�� /B�. /B�. /��������"; ‘‘��4�� � ����� 7�+’’ /±��� ����  HS� ���$ 
'X"� ;+�� ���$। ��;��� $��� ��(���� /���A /�}2�B�� q "x�� '��9��� "�s ����� ���;� 
��;���� �9! $���� *$ ��H� G�� B��A। �$��, q G��� %�&� N�� /$; ;��;� ;� �+। 

 

������� ��3�� H�� ���$� "�3 /��$� "#Y&%`�� �: ���$। ����. ��A�� ����J� � 
������g% ("����& ��T � �� ���Y% /�� ��2A�+�� ��3�� ;��7�� �9! $���� /��� ���। /��� ��� 
*���.�� "�� ������� � ���� �"��� ;��� /���A� ��!��%� x�� *$�. 7��� "����$ W�$ ;+�� 
'��9���& ���; ��7������ H�� /����������� G�� 7��� ;� ����� (�� �����B। N�� *$( ���$ 
R.�x��+ �;� *�� @+( �;� ;�। �;���� ���! *$�. ���$�$ /���. P���  ����� �R�� $�� 
;� ����� (�� �����B । ��� �$��, "����$ W��$ $���� ��;���� �+�� ����� ;�। "$���� ���$ 
��������� ����� x�� "����$ /��$( ���9����� G�� 7����।  

 

��$�! /"�v.�����. ��� '�� 'a"��!$ $�%7��� $���%! /����� $��। ��;��� H��x�� 
�B�� ��;���� ���! '�$�$ /$� $�( $���� /��� ��� �।  

 

��$�! /�� ;�"������� �$.  *$��� *!�Q����Ç 7��� ��A�� *$ ����$� �0��! ;�। 
 

'����£ ��"��� ;� ;+�� *$ ����. (�� ��� � ���� ���$ �� �$��  �� ";$��� ���T 
�Y���� 'X"� ;�। ��;��� ��� � ���� �$.��%� ;+�� ����� ��;���� H�� ��¥���� ���L7�( $��। 
��;�� �� +������ $��( "����� ���! ���� $�� *�� ��� ;+�� �e� ��� ��U"��� ��e�� � 
����� (������ ��e�� ���9�� ��� $���� ���$। ��$��� ��"��� ;��� �$.� ���L7�(% ;�। 

 

'�����$ /���$!�� $��( /;��u��� ���! �� B�� (����� ;� *�� ��+$����� �,0��  $���� 
/��� ���। ��$��� �� ��;��� �,0�� $�����B��, *� "�� ����� *�� �"!�& /;��u��� ���! 
���� $���� e��� '��$��� (�� ���� ;�����$ /����.� /��27�� �� /���+�� ��+$ $��A�� �� *�� 
$����� ���� $���� /�, R�A � /���� /". �+�� ��� ����� H, $����� ����$ (�� ���� ;���� 
(��। ����� � �"�$ ���� *+ (������ ������� ��$�! "��(% /(������ "������1 /����$� 
$���( *$ "�� ;�। (�� �����B /�, H, "��� "��(% /(���� ����� (������ ��e�� ������� �!�x� 
'��Q $�� ;+�� ����� B������$ �g�" /�। ��� (�� ������B /�, ��$�! "��(% /(���� � 
$���(� ��+" ���Ç��� ��� *,/$, *� ��@� ����;� *+ �� �� ����7�� (! ����U�� "�;� 
"�9�� $��।   

(����� /��" '��"�����    
 

��$!� (" /���x (����� /��" '��"����� $��� �e H;� "#Y&% �Â��;; ;+�� ���। 
��$� ��� /�AR��$�� �G ���+��� $���% �����(� ���$। H, /�" ;+�� ��% �H( ���$� ���h� 
;+�।   
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�;����� e�;� ����N��� $���    

��$�! -v��� �;�� ���!$ "��(�� (���� ����(� �� �;����� �d�� ����N��� $���� 
;�(�� ;�(�� ��"w� ���$ ;। '����£ ��� z/r ( ��"w� $��x� ;+�� "����w� ��"��� ;�� (����� 
;�। (���� ����(� �� "����w� ��"��� ;�� *$ ����. (��� H��x���� /$��� /��������� �� *$ 
"�� '��V� ;�। "��� ����� �,� "$�� /���� ����� � "����$ ���;� $�0%$ *$ ����. ������ 
���T��&%���� /�����$��� (�� H�� /����������� G�� 7������ ��¥ ������ $��।   

 

��2;��� ��$�!$�� /��7�� � ��%M� @R%.�� $�� H�w� $���� ����� ���;�� '�!�7���� 
��e�� ��¥ ������ 6�� $�� *�� ("����&�$ *+ '�!�7���� ��e�� ����� �!�x� '��Q 
$���� '����� $��। ��2;��� ��� ��� /�, �� B���$ Ge�� �;� '�x�� /���$!�� $��( � 
��.�N��% ;�"������ ���%  $�� ;+���B । ��;���� �7�$�"�� (! ��,� ����(Ê =�� �!���$ '$���� 
�,�� $���� ;�2;��� '����� (��। '���� �,��& ���T�Y&%���� ��J�� 7���+�� ��+�� '����� 
$��।  

 

�0;{������� R.� "#�$% �;�� ��� G(� ��. /�, q�� r (��� /��� /��$ �;� ;�, 
�$M R.�� "��� "���+ ��;���� �0���; "��+�� /N�� ;� । *$�. �$���� ��� ���$ "Q�: '�`� 
G(� ���� ����  '�":��� �� (�� ��� /� ���$�. /���$!�� $��( � ��� � ���� ���! N���� 
/���� G��� �R��� �;� ;� *�� ��� ��� '�"���� ;�। ��g���!����� $���� /��uX�(���. B���� 
�$. ;+��� +;�� "��% ����� �����B।   

���%��� "�$���� *���;�� 

�;�� ����� ���V��� "��� �3�� X;& 

y�$, jj /� /N¿���� । -'�!$�� y�$� �;��� '�x� "#�, �Y��%��� "�$���� *$ *���;��� 
$�� ;+���B /� '�! '����£� ��� �;��� '�x� '�$.� ���S ��"। '�! ������� ��3�� ������� 
G�� 7���� �� /��. rn ( �;� �!�,�$ ;�"������ x��T��� $�� ;�। j ( �;� ;�।  

*���;��� ��� ;+���B� '�! "$���� ���$+ '�x� ����� ;+�� H�L *�� +"������ � 
������� *��$�� /��$(�� ��A ;� G�� /�&�� /���$�� *+ '�x�� "����� X; $���� ��.����(� 
H�E��! (��� "�;� ����। '�x� ��;��� ��� ����� � ;+�� ���� �@�E��! ����� ���;�� 
"�;��%!���% �"! ���;� �� $�� ;�  

 ��%� �H( /�"�. (�� /��A�+�� /��।  

$�(% ;�, ;�+�$�.%, ������� /���, ��g���!��� *��$� ��0�� x�� Hc0�� (���$ ���c� 
$��� (! ������� ���L7�(% � G�� 7���� N�� �;� /��. rn (�$ ;�"������ ���% $�� ;�। j 
�!�, �;� ;�।  

��s B�� "������� H�� ������� G��� %�&� �J���s B�� "������� H�� ������� G��� %�&� �J���s B�� "������� H�� ������� G��� %�&� �J���s B�� "������� H�� ������� G��� %�&� �J�    

�� jl /� /Ne����  y�$� ��g���!��� � /���$!�� $��( ��F� ���; � ��s B��"������� 
H�� ������� '���� $ '�!�7�� � G��� %�&� �J� $���� �;��� ����� x�� � ���V��� "��� 
�J�6��$ �3�� �0;�� ;� । ����� ���V��� $���� �3�� � $��$(�� ��$0�� ���& ��� $�� 
;+��  
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;+�$�.% ���;+�$�.% ���;+�$�.% ���;+�$�.% ���----*�"��"����� "��*�"��"����� "��*�"��"����� "��*�"��"����� "��    

��$�! (-v��� ) (�� *,/$, N(�Y� ;�$� "������1 y�$� ;�+�$�.% ��� *�"��"������ *$ 
(e�� "��� ��  jl /� /N¿���� y�$� ��g���!��� ��F�&� ���! ��s � ���T�Y&% B�� "������� H�� 
������� G��� %�&� N�� H�;� ����x���� ���� H�P� �$�� $�� ;�।  

��� $���& �;�� lrr ���� (��� $��� *+ "�� "�$���� �J� $���� � '����Q +;�� ��!�;�� 
���� $����� �3�� X; $��।  

*+ "�� /(�� �!��(�Ä. � '!�! ����� $�%7������ '�"��& *�� ����9 ��T $��� �L�� ���� 
(��+�� �� *$�. �3�� X;& $��। 

*+ "�� �;� � �;���� /��$"T� ������ ���(��� ��� "����� 6�� $���� �!�x� ��� � 
� ���� ��� *+ ������ "�"!��� �$. ������$ ���$3��� '!�� ��4 �� � $��� (! '����Q 
�!�x� X;�� ���� (���। 

(�� ���� ;������ ���0�� 

��,������ ��, ��"��� ��� /"�v.��� (�� ���� ;���� *$ ���0���� ��� /� ��($�� 
"�!(��� /$� "�!����� "�$�� '�N"���& �$ $���� ��g���!����� $�0%��9� ������� �� � "�S� 
��g���!��� � $��( ��F�&� ���! ��s B�� � ���$��� H�� /����������� G��  7���+�� ��;���� 
;�!� $���� ���� ��;� $a����। y�$� ��g���!����� ��+" 7!��Ç���� ���0�� ;+�� ����������+ 
(�� ��� /�, �����+ ���� �v� 7����। /B����� �����.� �R��� ����+�� ����� "�$��� �"��T�$ 
� ��%����+ ���7��$ ��� ��+�� ����। �� �0;{����� � -v����� ���%��T$ R.�� (! ���� 
�!�,�� /�  �w�; � ("�����&� ��e�� ��� /R� � $�����B /" �� �� /$�+ "�J; �+। ��%¢ 
"�$�� (�y�$ y�$�� ��%� �H( ���$�� ��4�� � ��J���� H�� "������$��� B�� /����� (! 
(R!���� /7u� $�� ;+���B। H;��� ��� ;+���B /� B����� ���! H�S(� "0�u $��� (! �Y�%����� 
�;J� *�-*�-* ��+ ���� *�� �;J� �������A� � '!�! ����� �!�"��� 
���%� �����+ ����&�� 
;���� "�N�!���� ;+���B। "�!�$ "�;�"� "�;� ("������ "���� ������ /����� (! ��� 
��w��, �(�� � +"�N ���$�� ��� '��J (��+���B।  

*+ @+ ��� ���� /���� $��$( /�V �e& � B���$ ;���+���B। ��;���� ���� Â0�� �Y�%����� 
("�����$ �7���+ '����&� /����+��।  

������ ��"��� ���0�� 

�Y�% ���$3� ������ ��"��� ����� "����� ����� ��@� ;���� �� ��"�� ��;�� ���0���� 
���, $�0%�9 �$ $���� *¦Y� ��%� �!�x� '��Q $���� ���� ��;� ���� ��9 ���� �,। ������ 
����"� ��_��� lrr ���� (��� $��� /$�+ /�}�,$�� �B� �।  

*+ �� �� �� /��� �$B� ����7� � $���� R.�� (! ��� *$�. ��7�� ������� ��T *�� 
'�������� �$��! ��7���� (! ���� $�����B।   
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����S� �J���� '� ��%R.�����S� �J���� '� ��%R.�����S� �J���� '� ��%R.�����S� �J���� '� ��%R.�    

                                                                                                                
��x!� '��� "#�$% ������ ��"�� 
��x!� '��� "#�$% ������ ��"�� 
��x!� '��� "#�$% ������ ��"�� 
��x!� '��� "#�$% ������ ��"��     

 

����S� �J���� '� ��%R. "#�, ����� ��@� ;���� �� ��"�� ��&����� ���0�� 
�����B�  

 

‘‘��� (���� �������B /�, �� lk+ /N¿���� ;+�� ����S� �J� /�� ���(��� �;�� � �;�HE� 
�;�� '� ��%R. -e $�����B। ("����& '��� ��B /�, /�� ���(��� �;�� ��R%�� ;+�� 
����d$ /���� ����� �B�� *�� �$B��� �Y��% �7�$�"�� (! ��2;��$ y�$� /���$!�� $��( 
;�"������� x��T��� $�� ;+���B�। �$M ��2;��$ /��� ���,� �Y��%+ ����  /(�� /��& $�� ;�। 
�;�HE��� 
�x!� ²� '���� ���$ ��+���B। *����x�� ���� "$��+ ������ �������B /�, *+ 
'� ��%R. ��2;���� �� 
��x!� �$ ����� R.�+��। ��2;�����$ �.$ ����� "Q�: $�0%��9� 
'��� ������ /����� ��� '�T ��%�;� ;+���B। ��� ������ ��� "�$���� �$. *+ ���� 
$�����B /�, 'T�� ���$�($ 
��x!� ���$ 7��;��� /� ��2;��� ���(��� �;�� � �;�HE��$ ���, 
�� $��।  

������� ������� ������� ������� G��� %�&� ������� $���w�� ("��G��� %�&� ������� $���w�� ("��G��� %�&� ������� $���w�� ("��G��� %�&� ������� $���w�� ("��    

$���w�, jj /� /N¿���� । y�$� B����� H�� ������� /������� G��� %�&� ������� '�! $���w� 
.�H;� ��F� (�� (�;e� ;$ ��*� "��;��� "������1 *$ ����.  ("�� ;�। "��� ������� 
���%����7� ��¥ "�����7� $�� ;�। +;� B�A� $���w�� /�������� B����� H�� x��� /��;��(���� 
�v� � B������$ ������.� ��e�� ��¥ R0&� � '"�T�  �$�� $�� ;�। 

 

"��� �e� ��� ��U"��� ���!��, ������$ ��4��"�� ��%��� ��, /��;��(���� ��e�� ���3�Y�$ 
�!�x� X; ����  $�� ;�। "��� /��;��(���� "����($���� ��$�.� �":�T  $�� ;�।  

y�$�� "�:! �+y�$�� "�:! �+y�$�� "�:! �+y�$�� "�:! �+    

y�$�� �(�� �!��(�Ä. ������, /$�������� � "Y����� ���� -v��� ��� l�.� ;+�� /��� n.� ��%T 
"�:! �+ (��� $�����B।  

������$ ���$3��� '!�� ��4�� � $��� (! �Y��%��� �!�x� ��� ��� "������  

��$�! (-v���)'����£ �!�x� ��� �� "��%"���v�� �0;�� *$ �3��� �&��� ��� �$. 
������$ ���$3��� '!�� ��4�� � $����� "������ $�� ;� ����U� (�� �e� ��� �3���. 
H|�� $��। *+ "#�$% ��� "���� "������ �3�� ����� ;�।  

H, "������ "�v�T @+�. "������ �3�� "#�$% ��� �� /��. �0;�� ;� । +;�� ���! *$�. ��� 
���� �� ($��X" ) *�� '���. (�� ���"��E �;�� ('����) H|�� $��। 

*+ "�� (i$ "�"! (�� �e� ����� �0�u �$ %& $���� ��� /�, �;�� "�:! �+ (��� $�� 
;+���B।  
 

(�� �e� ��� ��� /�, ����x���0�u ����( ;+�� "�$�� "�:! �+ (��� $��� �"��T 
$�����B। ��� ��� /�, @�0�$����� '
�����$ ����x��� "����� /$ $��( ����+��� H�v� 
$�����B। "����� ����$��� (���� �9� $�� ��$��।  
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�Y�%��£ (�� ��@� ���� �$%�����, (��.../;��" � ��� �;��  ����x�� "#�$% ���. ������ 
�3�� H����� /7u� $�� �$M ��� � H;�� '���� /� �+। 

����� /"����� /��� z-z� ��� ��%T ��� ��� '����� ������ ��B।    

�3�� ��� $���� (�� �e� ��� ��� /�, �0;{����� "�$�� /� �!�x� '��Q $��, ��;� 
��4�� � "#�$%� ����� ������� ����� �� $��� ��`� ��T ���&�� "0�u ;+���B।    

��� ��� /�, /"`� ��������� $��� +c� "�$���� �+। �;�� lrr ���� (���� $��& �!��!� $���� 
��� ���� "�$�� (���� �������B /�, /$�� /$�� /��$ �;��� 
�����$ (�������$ '7� $���� 
/N���� 7��। ��� ��� /�, �Y�%��%� '!�! "��� B���� �� ���B� ���;� $�� "�$�� �� H;��� 
;3�9� $�� �+। ��� ��� /�, H�E�! ��+ �;� *�� ��K�� ;H$ � /$, ��;��� ���T � �0��� 
��� � ;� ����� "�$���$ �0�u ������ ;+��।    


�x! "�7� (�� ;�����w���;�� *�� (�� "�NH�E �;�� (�� �e� ����� ��� � �3���. 
"��% $��। (�� �;�� ��� /�, �3���. ��� ;+�� ���9�� ����� ;+�� ����� ��� ��� $��।    

��� ���� �� ��2;�� "�������� ��� /�, �&��� ��� �Y�% ���$3�� "�"!�&�$ "�"!��. 
"#�$% 7�� /����� ���%� ���� ;+��। (�� ���"�E� �;���� "�������� ��� ;� /�, �&��� � 
"������ ��!��!� $���� �Y�% ���$3�� "�"!�&�$ ���!�� $���� ����� ;+��।    

���"" ������� ����� *$�. "������ /�� $��। ��2;�� "�������� ��� ;� /� �&��� ��$ 
+;�� ����%� '������+ "������ X;& $���� ����� ;+��।...    

��� ���� "������ "��% $���� ����������� /�� ��� �"T$���� ��" ��� /�, �� � ��J���$ 
�� $����� (!+ lrr ���� (��� $�� ;+���B।    

��� � ;+�� �(�� "#���$� ���!����� � ;+�� �(�� "#���$� ���!����� � ;+�� �(�� "#���$� ���!����� � ;+�� �(�� "#���$� ���!�� 

‘‘�(��’’ ���$�� "#��$ (�� ���� $���� ���"��E '�! �Y�%-��$ ��� ��� "�"!��� *�3N� 
�����B।  

��&%� � ��� ��� {�$���� �$. /���� *$ ����� ��� ������B� ������$ ���$3��� 
'!�� ��4�� � $��� ���� $��� B����� H�� ����� /� ��%���� ���7� �����B ��;�� ������� ��� 
��� �� ���� "�"!�� ;+�� ���!�� $�����B। /� �e� ��� "�$���� ���� *$( "��%$-* 
�!����� ��;���� �Y��$� *��� �¢�($ /�, 9���� '���u� *+ ���� "�;� "���, ���$�� *�� 
��� ��� "�"! �;"��� �;�� ���$�� ��� �¢����� $�����B। 

    

��� *�"��"����� "��� �J���� *�"��"����� "��� �J���� *�"��"����� "��� �J���� *�"��"����� "��� �J�    

��$�! (-v���) y�$� ��� ��+�¥�� ;�� (�� ��@� ���N ��g��"� "������1 '��V� y�$� ��� 
*�"��"����� "�"!��� "��� ���&�, �3��G�� "�%"���v�� �0;�� ;�।    

($) �� jl/� /N¿���� y�$� ��g���!��� � /���$!�� $��( ��F�& ������� '���� $ � ��%����7� 
G��� %& P��� �� �� ��s � ����� B���$ ;�!� � �;� $��� ��¥ �J� *+ "�� $�����B।    
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 (�) *+ "�� ���� $�����B /�, /(�� �!��(�4., �"�. *",��,��, �+, �(, � '!�! $�%7�������$ 
7�$��� ;+�� '����Q '�"���� $���� /�"�$��� ��T $���. P��� R.�� ��T $�� ;H$।    

(�) *+ "�� y�$� �;�� ��� $���& lrr ���� (���� ��¥ �J� $�����B *�� '����Q H;�� 
��!�;�� ���� $�����B।    

(R) *+ "�� '����% Ye� ��� �U�"��� ���!�� ���� $�����B *�� ��%�� R.�� ������9�� 
"����& ��%�7�� "���� ;+�� ���� (��+���B।    

(º) ��;��� ������� G���� �;�� ;+���B *+ "�� ��;���� /��$��% �������%�$ "����� 
(��+���B।    

*+ "�� �;���� ��� "�� 6�����% *$ ���.$�� ����� ������ ���$�� ��;���� `�;� 
����N��� $��� $��।    

���� �Y�%���� �Y�%���� �Y�%���� �Y�%----��$ B����� $�%���� �J���$ B����� $�%���� �J���$ B����� $�%���� �J���$ B����� $�%���� �J� 
 
���� �Y�% ���$3� ��"��� B������� "����� (�� ���B�� ��� 'x��� "����& "#��$ (�� *, 

*", *�, ����� H�E, y�$� �"�. ��"��� B������� "����� $�(� ����� /;��" � "����& "#��$ 
(�� �(�e� ;$ y�$�� B����� H�� ������� /������� G��� %�&� ��¥ �J� $���� "������� *$ 
���0�� �����B।    

���0���� ��2;�� * �!����� ����9 ��T � *+ ��%��� $���%� (! ��;��� ���� ��;��� "���7� 
���3� ���� $��।    
    
/N¿���� /N¿���� /N¿���� /N¿���� jrjrjrjr 

G��� %& "#�$% ;�+�$��.%� ��7�������� P��� ��T '�V��� ����    
������$ ��� ����$%� $���.� �3��    

�;� B�� � ���$��� �d����� ��� "����� 6��    
��� ���%������� ���.%� "��� lrr ���� ��!�;���� ����    

    
y�$� jz /N¿����।- �( �Y�% ���$3� /��B��� ��� ����$%� $���.� ��L�$ ������� "����$ 

G�� 7��� "#�$% ;�+�$��.%� (�(� P��� ��T '�V� � '�������� ���3� ���� $�� ;+���B।    
    
B�� � ����$��� ���! ��;��� /��7������ �;� ;+���B ��;���� (! ����$%� $���.� ��N 

;+�� ���� /��$ �$�� $�� ;+���B *�� /��$"T� ��������% � �;���� ��� "����� 6�� $�� 
;+���B।    

����U�� ��"��� *+ ��L$ '��V� ;� *�� ����� ��@w��;� ��$� +;��� "�����1 $��। 
*+ ��L�$ ��&����� ���% �3�� �0;�� ;+���B�    

    
�Y�% ���$3� /��B��� ��� ����$%� $���.� *+ "�� ������� G�� 7���� N�� /� "$� B�� � 

����$ /��7������ �;� ;+���B ��;���� (! ���� @�� � /��� '��� $�����B *�� /��$"T� 
��������% � �;���� ��� �T��$ "����� 6�� $�����B।    
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*+ R.� "#�$% ;�+�$��.%� ��7��$��� P��� ��T, '�������� $�L�� ���3�� *�� �;���� 
���������%� (! H���, � �����7� 9���Y��&� �!�x�� (! *+ "�� "�$���� �$. ���� 
(��+���B।    

    
����� �� �� "��%� ���;���� B���0J����� �� �� "��%� ���;���� B���0J����� �� �� "��%� ���;���� B���0J����� �� �� "��%� ���;���� B���0J 

 
���;�� ��&%��� $���(� lrk� �H /;��u� ;+�� �Y�% ���$3� "���0��$ "��R� ���;�� ����� 

"����& "#��$ (�� /��"��; H�E �;��� ’’�(��’’ "#���$� �$. ����� *$ ��� 
(��+���B,’’��� '�!T ��J� "�;� ����$ (��+���B /�, �Y�% ���$3� "�%���� $�%��� � 
������ $�$G�� ‘��4�� � ����� 7�+’ �!�( ��� ��+���B *�� qG�� ��� ���� ���;��x ��F��� 
�:���� ���! ����& $�����B। �( ���� ��g���!���� $�$G�� '-��º��� B���$� *+ �!�( ����;� 
/����� ��+। /$}��;����� ��� * �!�( "#�$% �(6�"� $���� (���� ���� /�, ������$ '!�� 
��4�� � $����� ������ ��2;���� q "$� �!�( ���& $�����B। ��2;��� ��� /�, ����� ���$3��� 
'!�� ��4�� � ;��� H�7�’’    

"����� /��� ��+���B /�, -����� ��F�����+ ��4�� � ��J�� $�����B �� � ��� (�X� 
'��F������ �( ���$3��� "��!����V��� �� � ��J��� ��2��+�� ��A���B।    

    
��&%��� @���� "�;� (��+���B /�, "����$ ���;�� /���$ (��� H�� G��� %& � /���. 

7�(% *�� ��.���( $�����B ����� /$� /$� "������� ����& �$��� ;+���B। +;� "#Y&% ���!�।     
    
* ��%T /$� �� �� ("�����&� "�;� "����$ ���;�� /$�`� "�R % ;� �+।    
��g3 �;� ;+�� ��� ;+���B /�, * ���� �;��� ����� x�� G��� %& � ���L 7���� /�"� "���� 

�$���� ;+���B /" "��� "��� "���$ ���;�� /$� "��� �+। -�� �����+ ����� "��� "��±u ����� 
(�� �����B।    

    
������$ H@%� "���%�� ���� ��b� ���$3����� ���S �+������$ H@%� "���%�� ���� ��b� ���$3����� ���S �+������$ H@%� "���%�� ���� ��b� ���$3����� ���S �+������$ H@%� "���%�� ���� ��b� ���$3����� ���S �+---- 

y�$�� ��%��T$ R.�� ��%����7�$��� y�$�� ��%��T$ R.�� ��%����7�$��� y�$�� ��%��T$ R.�� ��%����7�$��� y�$�� ��%��T$ R.�� ��%����7�$��� ’’’’����’ ’ ’ ’ ���$�� �T�!���$�� �T�!���$�� �T�!���$�� �T�! 
    
$��7�, jz/� /N¿����।- �( � ���$�� ’’y�$�� ��%��T$ R.�’’ �� %$ "#��$�� ���: �Y�% 

���$3��� ("����&�$ *+ ���% �g�" /���� ;+���B /�, ����� �� ��$ H@%� "���%��� /���� 
;+��� ��b� ���$3��� ("�����&� /���.+ ���S ���$�� ���� �। ����� �� � "#�$% �Y�% 
���$3���"�� ���� '����  ���� ;+���B।     

    
H;��� ��� ;+���B, y$�� *+ ��%��T$ R.�� N�� "�X ���$3� @������v�T ;+�� *�� 

������ �v�� Hw�"� ;+��। *$ ���$ �� �� ��g��"� ��%��� �9� *�� '�����$ �+ � 
�0��� �9�� "�"!�- *+ @+-*� "�R� % ��2;��� ��& ;���+�, ��2;���� ��� ���� ��� 6�� $�����B। 
*+ "�3 �e& /� ���� ����� �T��$�� "�;� ��g�" $��� ��;� ���V� $���� ���� ��& ��"(% 
$�����B ��;���� Â0��� ��� ��� ���% $�� $�%�!। '!�! '��$ ��;��� �;� ;+���B, ��2;���� 
(!� ���� @�� /��� $�����B *�� "����� 6�� $�����B। 

    
B�� "���(� *$.� ����. '�� ��;���� �T��$ ��g��"� P��� '����&� ;+�� ���9�� ���% 

$�����B *�� "��!$�� ���$3�� �;"��� ��;��� ������ ���&� '����� $�%��� '��Q $�����B। 
'��! ��;���� ���! ���7���$��� �;"��� �$B�"��!$ /��$ ���$�� ����। �$M *+ @��($     
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R.����� ���!� *$.� ���� ���� /��� ��+���B। �Y�% ���$3�� �d��
(��� �� ��� 
"�"!��.�$ �$`� �������� '��� $��, ��;�� ���7� ���� *+ "$� R.����� ��! ;+�� �9! 
$�����B। H@%� !�� ������$� '!�� ��4 �� �� ��%��� �� "#�$% *$�. �3�� *9�& ������$ 
�!�x� ��� �� ����U� ��� $��+�� �+���B। "����� ��4�� � "�"!�� *+���� *$. �����"� ;+���B। 
�&��� �� ���"��� +;� '����� $���� *�� ����� �� ��$ H@%� "���%��� ���� �!����� ��b� 
���$3���� /$� /9���� $��& ���$�� � ����� ���� ��g�" $��।    

G�� 7��� "��� ;+���B �$�, ��"#�$% ���©� ��T $���%� �!�x� P��� *+ ��%��T$ �!����� 
*+���+ ���$���� ;H$। "��7�� �A $�� *+ /�, ����� G��� %& � $���� /���.+ �&��&;�� R�.� 
�। H���, $�0%�9�$ * (! (�������; $����+ ;+��।    

    
����� (! 9���Y�& ���������� (! 9���Y�& ���������� (! 9���Y�& ���������� (! 9���Y�& ����� 

(�� +H"�N ��� /7}����� ���0��(�� +H"�N ��� /7}����� ���0��(�� +H"�N ��� /7}����� ���0��(�� +H"�N ��� /7}����� ���0�� 
 
�Y�% ��$ /��B��� ����� /(���� /"�v.��� (�� +H"�N ��� /7}���� �µ����� ���% *$ ���0�� 

�� $�����B�    
���Ä¶ /����% ��%�7 H���9 ��� N������ ��$��� y�$�� B����� H�� ������� G��� %& "����  

-��� 3�p� ;+। B����� H�� �$ $���& /� G��� %& � ���L7�(% $���� ;+���B� ��;� ���� (�� �B� 
�।    

��� '����Q *$�. H^ 9�������u ��7�� ������� ��T $���. $�0%$ ������ (������ ���T� 
���%� ���� (! "�$���� �$. ���� (��+���B। ��� �;���� ��������%�$ ����� 9�����& ���� 
�!�x� $����� (!� "�$���$ (��+���B।    

��%�� ��U"��� ���!�� �����    
����� x�� ("��� �3�� �0;��    

    
/������;� jz/� /N¿���� ��$�! /������;�� ("��� �0;�� �3�� '����� '�! "�%���� 

*$�. ’’��4�� � "�X�� ��� �’’ ��L� ;�। '����£ "�� �;$��� /��B��� ����� "����� (�� 
N�eE� ������ "������1 y�$�� ������ (������ ������� x��� .�H ;� ��F�& /(�� � "�� 
�;$��� ����� H��!��� *$ ("�� ;�। "��� -e��+ (���$ ��� H�S�(� /��� ���। ��;��� ��%�� 
��U"��� ���!�� ������ ���$�� �� $���� ���$। "������ '������+ (�� ��N$H�E �Y2+�� 
"��� $���� �3�� H��� $���� ��;� ("�����&� "�%"�� "��% ��� $�� *�� ��;� "��� �0;�� 
;�। �"�� "���� �;�� ��-*", ��N$��E �Y2+��, ����N�E� ����$���, /(�� B����� "#��$ 
(�� ���"�� ;$, /��N�¢� /;��" ��-*", ���� �,0�� $��।    

    
    

������� G��� %�&� ������� y�$�� �� x�� "�� '�V�������� G��� %�&� ������� y�$�� �� x�� "�� '�V�������� G��� %�&� ������� y�$�� �� x�� "�� '�V�������� G��� %�&� ������� y�$�� �� x�� "�� '�V� 
�;� �!�,��� `�;� ����N��� $�����;� �!�,��� `�;� ����N��� $�����;� �!�,��� `�;� ����N��� $�����;� �!�,��� `�;� ����N��� $���� 

R.�� ����9 ��T ����R.�� ����9 ��T ����R.�� ����9 ��T ����R.�� ����9 ��T ���� 
 
B����� H�� ������� G��� %�&� ������� ��$�! (�����) y�$�� �� x�� "��-"���� '��V� 

;� *�� '����Q lrr ����� ���� ��!�;���� � ���9 ����d� ���� (�� ;�। "��� �Y�% �F    
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"�$�� �7��&� ��¥ �J� $�� ;�। �;� �!�,��� `�;� ����N��� $��� $��� ��2;���� 
/��$"T � ���������%� ��� ";���Y�� 6�� $�� ;�।    

    
��$�! (�����) '���£ n R�.$�� ���� �Y�% ���$3� /��B��� B����� ����$� $���.� *$ 

(e�� "��� "�%"���v� ��&����� �3�� $��$�. �0;�� ;��-    
    
(1) "�$���� /� $��%$����� N�� �� B���� (�� ��u ;+���B, ��;��� *+ "�� ���� H�P� 

�$��   $�����B *�� "�$���� �$. ;+�� +;�� �$�N�� ��� $�����B *+ 0��" 
;�!�$���� (! /� "$� $�%7��� ����, *+ "�� '����Q ��;���� '�"��& ���� $�����B।    

����� �$%������� ���!������� �$%������� ���!������� �$%������� ���!������� �$%������� ���!�� 
 

�Y�%�F �!�x� ��� ��� "�"! ����� ��@� ���� �$%����� '�! ����� ��� ���%������� ���.% 
;+�� ���!�� $�����B। ���!���� $��& �&%� $���� '�! (������) ��� *$ ���0�� �� $���� ����� 
(�� �����B।    
    

����� �Y&% ;���� ����    
"�:! �+�� /���� �0��    

    
��$�! (�����) ��(����(�� �- ;�"������� �$. *$ (��� H�� ������� ���L7��(%� N�� 

r �!�, �;� ;�। ����! j �!�, �R�� Ge�� ;���� ��;�����$ /���$!�� $��( ;�"������ ���% 
$�� ;�। +;� B�A� �;��� �� /$���� /$� @R%.� R�.���B ����� "���� ���� ��� �+।    
    

�Y�% ���� !�� ��$��� �Y&% ;���� ����� ;�। y�$� /���u��� $�%7������ *�� ;���� ��� 
$��।     
    

$�%7����& ������� H��x� ;+��� /$� $�( $�� �। '�$ ������� /��$ ���} $��( 
/������ $���। �����  *+ ;������ /��� l.� ��%T 7�� *�� ����H ����+�� /��. r�. /W 
������� $��। ���� /� "$� /�� +�� $��� /����+ $�� ;+���B�, ��� ��;�� +�� $��� /����+ 
$�� ;+���B�, ��� ��;�� +� ;+�� /N���� /��� ;+���B� ����� (�� �����B।    
    

���� ��. ;+�� "$�� n.� ��%T ":� �+ (��� ;+���B *�� ������� � /���� ��%T +;� 7���� 
����� /R� &� ;+���B।     
    

����� � "����$ ��;��� �Y��%� !��+ ��B। $��$�. H�w�����! /���A H;�� ��, �$B� �0��� $�� 
;+���B।    

    
�Y�% �F ��� ��� ������$ '!�� ��4�� � $��� '�$Y� ���� �0;�� ;+�� �;����� �������!��� 

�!��� B����&� ���! /$�� Hw��"� "K�� $���� ���� �+। �;�� lrr ���� �� ��6� ���� 
���$��� ;�(�� /��$�$ ��3�� /R����N�� $���� /��� ���। ��3�� /���A /���A "���� /��$�&�$ 
��%�� ����x��� ����7� $���� /��� ���। $���!�( ����� $���� �� �� /��$ "����w� /��B��� 
;� �F�& "���� ;+�� -v����� �;� �!�,��� H�E�! ����� (��(� ���� $��।    
    

"$�� ;+��+ ;�� ��H� {�$�� /���� ��%�� ����x�� *�� �� � "�"!�� �$0� ����& "#�$% 
����� /R� &� �7�� $�� ;�। ����� �,� ������� G��� %& *�� ("����&� $�%�! "#�$% �,0�� /�।    
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$���� H@%�� � B��� �,0�� �� $��। +;��� B����� ���! H�"��;� "K�� ;�। ��;��� 
("�����&� �$. *+ ����� ���� (�� /�, ��2;���� ���$ /$; /� ��� ���&� � $�� *�� $�a� 
�������� ���� ������ @+ ��� ����� ����+�� � /��।    

������� (��(�������� (��(�������� (��(�������� (��(�    
    
/��� j.�� H, ;� ��F�& ������� (��(� ���� ;� *�� ��;��� ��� 7��� ;�(�� /��$ /����� 

$��। ����! �������!����� ��+"-7!��Ç��, "����w� /��B��� ;��� ����u *�� ��g���!����� 
'!�! '�!��$� H��x� �B��।    

(�� N(��� ;�$� ����(�� N(��� ;�$� ����(�� N(��� ;�$� ����(�� N(��� ;�$� ���� 
 

'����£ (�� *, /$, N(��� ;$ /��B��� ;��� "��� H��x� ;+�� B������$ ��(��� ���! 
���3 �(�� ������ ���। B����� �����$ (���, $��+��� (! ��� ���"��! /7u� $���� ������ 
�g�" /�।    
    

G�� 7������ �$�� ��� /�+ �+�    
��N(��E    

    
�Y�%��F� "�;��! "�7� (�� ��N(H�E �;�� "������� �µ����� ���0�� �� $�����B�    
    
’’B����� H�� G�� 7���� (! ��� ������$ �$�� �����B ����� ���;�� G(� H�L���B (���� 

������ ��� '�!T ��%�;� ;+���B। *+`� *$�. ���S;� "���� �$ $���� ��.�� ����, �� ������ ��� 
��Ë� /��� $�����B।    

     
 y�$� ��g���!��� "�X�� ��� � $�0%$ �$���� /��"� ��"; *$�. �7���� �( ���� 

;3�� ;+���B।    
    
 �7�����.�� ��� ;+���B, ���� �����+ ����� G�� $��। +;� "��!� '���� B�A� �� 

�$B�+ ��; "����� (�& ��;��� ��� � ���� ��� (! "�! ��$0� $�����B।    
    
��� /���$!�� $���(� /�. ���� /���.� ��+ �+, R.�x��� �B��� �.../$� ����� $�%7���� 

"��� ���� "�9��$�� ;� �+। "����&� /� ��� ��� �� ��+�� ���$ q ��� /"+ '�%��...(/�"�$��"%� 
��b� ��$) �Y�% P�� ���� ��� � ��� ��� $��। ��� ��� '���� z-z� ��� -e ;�। ��� �� 
������� ���� "�"!�& B����� H�� ������� G�� $��� $�� ����� ��� ��� "���� (���� ����।...    
    

 G��� %�&� @��($ R.�� '�!T �!���। �$M ��(i��$ H�E�! ;��B� $����� (! *$�. 
@��($ R.��$ /$� �!�,� ��e�� �!�;�� ;+�� +;� ��� ������+ ���� �+।’’    
    

�(�� "#��$ '���J��(�� "#��$ '���J��(�� "#��$ '���J��(�� "#��$ '���J� 
 

�!�x� ��� ��� "�"! ��� *�3N� /����� �(�� "#��$ (�� ���� $���� ���"��E�$ 
'��J (��+�� �����"; /��� (�� $�(� /;����� /;��" /� �� �������B ��;�� *$.� '�� 
��µ H�0� $�� ;+��    
    

‘‘*+ ��%�� "�:9�& ��� �Y�%�F �!�x� ��� ��� "�"!�� �!�� $���� /� ��1���� � $�%�! 
6��� ���7� �����B ��;� ��3��$+ '�����। ���� *+ "�;�"$���Y&% $��(� (! H���, /��$�- 
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/��(�� $���� �� � ���� �+। /����� $��B ���%�, ��� /� ����$ "�x ����� ��R%(��� $�� *�� 
(��&� "�$�.� ��� �����  �b��� ��2A�+��� /�}�N$ /�।    

$���w�� �Y&% ;���� ��������$���w�� �Y&% ;���� ��������$���w�� �Y&% ;���� ��������$���w�� �Y&% ;���� �������� 

 
$���w�, jz /� /N¿����। -y�$�� ������� G��� �R��� �;����� ��� ���� ���%
`� '�! 

*��� �Y&% ;���� �������� ;�। ����;, /��$���., ��(��-R�. *��$, ����� ��" "���%"� "#Y&% 
�: ���$। ��3�G�� "#Y&% (�Y! *�� �"��� ;�G�� �: ���$। $���w�� +��;��" *+ ���� ��%R. � 
;������ /$� (�� �+। "$��� ��� *$ ��+� ��R% *$ /�������� �;��� ����� ��3� � (�� 
���9& $��। x��� .�H ;� ��F�& n ;�(�� /���$� *$ "�� ;�। "�����1 $�� ��� (;�e� ;$।    
    

"��� �,0�� �"�F �Y�% ���$3� $��( ��9$ "����� "#��$ ��N"� ���� ����� y�$�� 
�;����� �d��-
(�� ��� "����� 6�� $�� *�� "����� �9 ;+�� ����( ;+� /� /$� 
����x��� /��$����� $��� �ZS�� �$�� $�� ;�। '�!��$ ��$� ���, (�� ;�"� +���, (�� 
��@� ��, (�� ���� /;��" ���� �,� ������ (������ ��¥ �J� $��।    
    

"��� X;�� *$�. �3��� �;����� ��� "����� 6�� *�� ���; B�� � ("�����&� ��� 
������� G��� %�&� ��¥ �J� � ������ $�� ;�।    
    

'�� *$ �3��� ������$ ��U"��� ���!�� *�� 7�N /"�v.��� � /(�� �!��(�4. (�� 
/$�������� '!� '�"��& ���� $�� ;�।    
    

/(�� ����� "����& "#��$ (�� �(�(�� �;�� *$ ���0�� y�$�� B����� ��� G��� %�&� ��¥ 
�J� $�� *�� ��� /�, *+ "����� ��� '�!T ��%�;� � ��Â� ;+���B।    

����&�� ����. ("��� �U�"��� ���!�� ��������&�� ����. ("��� �U�"��� ���!�� ��������&�� ����. ("��� �U�"��� ���!�� ��������&�� ����. ("��� �U�"��� ���!�� ���� 

 
����&�, jz/� /N¿����। '�!-�����&� �"�. /��"��� ��� *$�. ���T /����� �+�� "�X 

�;� ���9& $�� *�� y�$�� B�� � ("�����&� H�� ������� G��� %�&� ��e�� ��¥ ������ (��।    
    

'����£ 7� �A�� ������� $���(� ��$�+�(� $�� (��� *$ ����. ("�� ;�। "��� "�����1 
$�� ���$ /�� (�� N��( �;��। ���$ /�� (�� /"������, *N, �;��, �N�$�� /;��" ��, 
/������ �;�� ���� �,��& ������ ��%��� �U�"��� ���!�� ���� $��।    

    
������� G���� �;���� `�;� ����N��� $��� $���� "��� *$ �3�� �0;�� ;�।    

    

��4�� � ������ ������ �GA�� �Y&% ;������4�� � ������ ������ �GA�� �Y&% ;������4�� � ������ ������ �GA�� �Y&% ;������4�� � ������ ������ �GA�� �Y&% ;���� 
    
�GA�, jz/� /N�¿����। -"�%���� ��4�� � ��J�� $�%��� ��� �;��� ������$ '!�� 

��4�� � $��� ������ �� jl/� /N¿���� *��� �Y&% ;���� ��� $�� ;�। B�� � ("�����&� *$ 
����. /�������� �;� �����& $�� � ‘‘��4�� � ����� 7�+’’ ��0�� �� $���� ���$।    
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��$��� x��� ����N���B� ����� *$ ("�� ;�। ����� �,� ������$ '!�� ��4�� � $��� 
���� $���� �,0�� $��।    

"��� �0;�� '�� *$ �3��� �Y�%�F ��� ��� "�"!��� '����Q ���!�� ���� $�� ;�।    

����� �F���� "�X �;�� �Y&% ��%R. � ;���� ����� �3��� "��� X;�� ;�।    

"��� X;�� *$ �3��� �Y�%��F� ��%�� �U�"��� ��e�� �Y&% '�x� �$�� $�� ;� *�� �$��! 
������ ��2;���� ��7�� ���� $�� ;�।    

'�� *$ �3��� y�$�� �;�� ������ `�;� ����N����� (! /���� $�� ;� *�� ����� �� ��$ 
'!�� ��4�� � �;"��� X;�&� (! "�$���� �$. ��¥ ���� (���� ;�।    

Ye� /;��" ���� ������Ye� /;��" ���� ������Ye� /;��" ���� ������Ye� /;��" ���� ������ 

;���, jz/� /N¿����। -;����� *�-*�-* (�� Ye� /;��" �� (��+���B /�, ��4�� � 
��J�� H���9 "��� y�$�� B����� H�� ������� G�� 7���� "����� ��� '�!T ��%�;� 
;+���B। ��� ���, ‘‘������� $��( �J� $��� H���, �� � �+।’’    

������� G��� %�&� ����( ;+���B� *� /$� '�x�� "0�u ;+���B� ����� ��� $�� ��g�" 
$�� �। *+ G�� 7���� (! /� �� ��;��� ���� ;H � /$ '����Q ��2;�����$ 7�$��� ;+�� ����3 
$�� H�7� *�� ��7�� ������� $�%7��� � *�-*�-*��� P��� ��L� $���. P��� *+  "#�$% ��T ;��� 
H�7�।    

* ���c � �V�� $��(� (! ��%�� ������$ "�$���� ��¢� ;��� H�7�।    

��E� �(��� $�0%$ �J���E� �(��� $�0%$ �J���E� �(��� $�0%$ �J���E� �(��� $�0%$ �J�    

���$3� ��E� �(����� /$��� �N�� *$ ���0������� ������B� jl/� � jz/� /N¿���� B�� 
"������� H�� /� 0��" ������ (���� 7����� ;+���B ��;�� �J� $��� �� � ������ �+। ���� *+ 
@����%� "�;� (�A� ����. '������ �- ��T � $�L�� ���3� ���� (��+���B। �;����� /��$"T� 
����(���%� ��� ���� �T��$ "����� 6�� $�����B।......    

/N¿���� /N¿���� /N¿���� /N¿���� jnjnjnjn 

'��!�������� �Y�%��� ��� ��� '����� x���'��!�������� �Y�%��� ��� ��� '����� x���'��!�������� �Y�%��� ��� ��� '����� x���'��!�������� �Y�%��� ��� ��� '����� x��� 

y�$�, jr/� /N¿����। -��&%� '�! ;+�� �Y�%��� �!�x� ��� ��� '����� '���%u$���� (! 
x��� �������B। ���(. "#�$% �����$�! /� '����� ;���� $�� �B�, ��;� '��V� ;+�� �। -
*,��,��    

�;�� ������ Â0�����;�� ������ Â0�����;�� ������ Â0�����;�� ������ Â0���� 

��4�� � ��J��� /�"� �;�� ��� �� jl/� � jj/� /N¿���� ������� �V�� G��� �R��� 
���$� ��,� y�$�� ���. ��F�+�� �����B, ��2;�����$ Â�&�� $���� ������� H�E��! y�$� /���$!�� 
$���(� B���& ��;���� $��( ��F�& �( ;�3 *$ ����� ���! l� N�. H^ � k N�. 7�A� *$�. 
Â0��3p ��%�& $�����B।    
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������� '��$�� ^%�������� '��$�� ^%�������� '��$�� ^%�������� '��$�� ^%�    

��$�! ������, (i$ ��N"� �� ��g���!��� ��9$��&� "��� /������� (! ��"���B��, 
�� ������! (i$ ����� ��2;��$ ��2;�� (���� ������ $���� �!�(�. ������ /N���� ���। ��� 
��2;��� '"�� ;+�� ������. ���Y�%$ ��2;�� �$. ;+�� H;� �B�+�� �� ����� (�� �����B।    

(���� $����� $����� /$� +c� "�$���� �+(���� $����� $����� /$� +c� "�$���� �+(���� $����� $����� /$� +c� "�$���� �+(���� $����� $����� /$� +c� "�$���� �+---- 

�Y�%����� ����U� (�� Ye� ����� /���� �,0�Y�%����� ����U� (�� Ye� ����� /���� �,0�Y�%����� ����U� (�� Ye� ����� /���� �,0�Y�%����� ����U� (�� Ye� ����� /���� �,0�������� 

y�$�, jr/� /N¿����। �Y�% ���$3��� ����U� (�� �e� ��� '�! ���� ��� /�, ‘‘�� � �� 
'�� /$� "�"! "#�$% ��"�U /������$ (�� �$�� $�� ;+��, ��;�� $Ì���� $����� /$� 
+c�+ "�$���� �+।’’ ��� "�$% $���� ���� ��� ‘‘"�$���� �$. ���&��� ��;���B, �E0�u ���� 
��+���B, /� ���$a� $�� ;+���B, ��;�E%$ '��9� ��;�� ����� ��� �05 '�% ��;���B *�� 
���$a�$����� ���$3��� ���;� ;+�� /��&� ��+���B।’’    

y�$� /���� /$� ;+�� �,0����$��� (�� �e� ��� ‘‘���$3��� -��$�Í����’’ �Y&% "��% 
$��� $�� *�� ��� /�, ‘‘*+  A�U �!�% $����� (! *�� /���� ����S�� ��� ��g�R���$� !�� 
/� ��$� /���� ;+���B ��;� �� $����� (! /� �!�x� '��Q $�� ����(, "�$�� /"+ �!�x�+ 
'��Q $����।    

����U�����U�����U�����U� /���� �,0��� ����& ���& ��S ;+�� /���� �,0��� ����& ���& ��S ;+�� /���� �,0��� ����& ���& ��S ;+�� /���� �,0��� ����& ���& ��S ;+�� 

�( y�$�� /$� R.�-@R%.� ;� �+।    

y�$�� �0��� ��u $����� /� /7u� $�� ;+���B *�� +;�� N�� /� R.�-@R%.� ;+���B � "�$�� 
/� �!�x� '��Q $�����B, "�$��� *���;��� * ���� ��;�� "�! ����&+ /$�� �$�� $�� ;+���B। 
lrr ���� (���� /�}�,$�� "#�$% /������������+ "�J; �$�� $�� ;+���B। $��$���� "������� 
"����&�� /���� ("����&�$ ����T $����� *�� ��;���� ���! ����� "0�u $����� /7u�+ $�� ;+�� 
���$, �$M -�� $��$���� "������� �, y�$��� /$� /$� �;�� ��� ;+���B /�, ������$ ���$3��� 
'!�� ��4�� � $��� (! /� ���� H|�� $�� ;+���B, ��;�� $����� $����� (!+ *+ ���� (��� 
$�� ;+���B। �0��� �9�� (! /� �!�x� '��Q $�� ;+���B, ��"#�$%� $���� H�S(�$� *�� 
�ZS����9 "#Y&% ���S;� ���0�� /���� ;+���B। H��;�&
`� ��� ���, x��� $���� "������� ��� 
;+���B /�, -v���-* /"����;� ������ ("�����&� H�� G��� %& $��, $��$(�$ /���. P��� 
R���� $�� *�� ��L����( /����� $�� *+ ����&� "#Y&% ���S;�।    

/��������� N��, @�%��!v�� ��;��� �;� �� �;� ;+���B��, ��;���� ��� ";���Y�� �$���� 
(! ����; '7� $���� /�����, /��$�����&�$ ;���� ����� (! �����7� �� ���! $��� *�� 
"�$��� $�%7�������$ $��( /�����  ;+�� ���� ����� /7u� $�� ;� ����� "�$�� §��F� $�����B। 
$��(+ *+ "#�$% ����7� $�� ����( ����� "�$�� �� $�� *�� ��� $�� /�, �� 
�0;{����� ;+�� /� "$� R.� R�.���B, ��;���� -����� ����& �� $����+ �0��� �(�� ����� (! 
"�$�� lrr ���� (��� $��"; /� "$� "�$%���Y�$ �!�x� X;& $�����B�� ("����& ��;�� 
/�}�,$�� §����� $���� ������।    
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�� �0;{����� ;+�� /� ����x��� H�� ;+���B, ��;��� /��� ���, *+ R.�� �����% "#�$% 
��� '��$ ��! H�R�. *�� ��;��� H;�� ����7� �� $�����B� ��;���� H�E��! �$�� $�� *$�T 
����(।    

�� � "�"!� "#�$% (�� 7��� /����� '������ lrr ���� (��� $�� ;+���B� ����� /� '������ 
$�� ;+���B, ��;� "#Y&%���� ���S;�। lrr ���� (��� $��� "�;� �� � "�"!�� /$� "#$% �+। 
*$�� 
��%��Q � /��$ ������$ �+ ��� � '����� ���p� ��  *�� ���� H;�� '����� 7�� 
���� �0��� u $��� ���$a� $�����B ����� "�Îu ���& ��+�� /(�� $�0%�9 "�$%�� �;"��� 
lrr ���� (��� $��� �"��T /। �+ � �0��� ��� $��� /� /$� ����"� /��$����� $��� (! 
/(�� $�0%�9 *+ �� ��6� (��� $��। "�$�� �+ � �0��� ��� $��� ���$a�� $�� (���� 
�������B��। �� � �� '! /� /$� �D "#�$% ������U$ ������ (�� �$��� �������� /$� 
'�����+ �B� �। *$ ��9�� '��$$��� �Y��% "�$�� /$� �$�� ;3�9� $�� �+। �� �� ��D y�$� 
� y�$�� ���;�� ����� ���;� $���� *�� "�� /��������� '���� �� $�����B��। ��;� ;+�� *+ 
H�,� "�!�� "�Îu ;+�� H�L��।    

�� � ��J���� ���� �$B� �, �+ � �0��� ��� $���� ���T� u $��� (! /� *$.� 
��"�d$  A�U $�� ;+���B� lrr ���� (��� $��� ����%� R.� ����x��+ ��;�� ���&। *+ ���,� 
"��%�� @+�. �� � H�w� $�� ��+�� ����। ����� /�������� � ("�� *�$���� �� � $���� /���� 
;+���B, lrr ���� (����� /�� /$� $�� �B� �। �� ��6�� ��� ;+���B� /�, /(�� �!��(�4�.� 
'���� �+�� /�������� � ("�� '�V� $�� '��� /�������� ���;� $��� ���� ��;���� +c� �B� 
��� ��;�� (! *+ '���� ����� ��� /$�+ ���� �B� �। �$M ��;��� $�� *`� $�� �+। 
�P����� ����� �� ��$ ��4�� �� ��%�� /����� (! ������$ "�$���� /"������ "�®� *�� �05��� 
"�;� B�� � ("����&�$ �;�"�d$ $��( H�S�(� $��� � �+ ����� (! "�R�� $�� ��Ïu� 
7�����B। *+ "$� ���,� *�� ;�F���$������ $��%$��� ;+�� ��"�J�; +;�+ ����� ;� /�, �� & 
�$��� /$� *$.� ����%� "0�u $��+ �B� ��;���� ��� ����, -�� ("�����&� ";���Y�� ����� 
(!+ ��;��� +;�� "�;� �� �� �D /��� $��। y�$�� "����$ R.���� "#�$% ���!� � �� & 
H�S(��Y�$ G(� -�� y�$� �;��+ �7�� $�� ;+���B �- "�3 �����+ +;� BA��� ;+���B। �+ 
���$������ "��% (����� (! /��B��� ��� *�-*�-* �&�$ *�� x��� "������G���$� ���� 
���% $�� ;+���B। 
�����$ ��" ���7�� $���% ��Ð "0�u� (!� /7u� 7�����B। x��� B�� �;��$ 
H�S�(� $��� (! ��� ��;Y��% "����� X;& $�� ;+���B। ��;�����$ *+ ����� H�"��;� $�� ;+���B 
/� +;� ��;���� (���� ��J��। �+ ����� (! ��;�����$ 7�� /���� ;+���B। '�`� ��7u�� 
(! ������ ����� x��� ��;�� �� /��& $�����B।    

H�w��� R.�G�� *�� "�$���� ;��� /� "�3 ���& ��;���B, ��;��� +;�+ ����� ;� /�, *+ 
 A��U� �Y�� ���� H�E�! ��;���B *��  A��U� /���& ���$3��� ���;� ;+�� H�"�; ��+���B। 
*����x�� *+ "$�  A�U �!�% $���� ���4� ����S� �9� $��� (! �!�x� '��Q $���� "�$�� 
$�� +�3�� $���� �। ��� �05���� ��g�" $��, ���$3��� -���%��&� *+ $��( "#Y&%`�� 
";���� $����।    

;�"������ �� *$(�� �0��!    

'"���%� "����� �$��, R.�� �P��� �� '�%�� �� -v��� ������� G���� �;� *$ �!�, �� 
����� y�$� /���$!�� $��( ;�"������ *�T$�� $�����B (+����w��;....... ���(H)।    
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+;�B�A�, ��$�! (������) ������ ����� ;�"����� ;+�� �Y�% @+ ���� �;� n �!�,�$ 
��.�N��% ;�"������ x��T��� $�� ;+���B ����� (�� �����B।    

��g���!��� $�0%$ '�! ������ ���" ���    

-----------    

*$�(�$H�.� $�H�Ç��� "��� �3�� �0;��    

----------    

������$ ��4�� � $��� ����� �;�� B����� Â0��� ��� ��� 6��    

��$�! (������) y�$� ��g���!����� *$�(�$H�.� $�H�Ç� � '�!��$��� ��L$ ;�। H�� 
��L�$� �3��� ������$ ���$3��� '!�� ��4�� � $��� ���� (�� ;�। y�$�� B����� H��  
G��� %�&� �J� $���� *�� G��� %�&� N�� �;� �!�,��� ���������%� /���$ ";���Y�� (��+�� 
�3�� X;& $�� ;�।    

'�!���$� ��L�$� ��g���!����� ��� "�3 '�!��$+ H��x� �B��। ��L�$ H��x� '!�!��� 
���! "����w�, /��B��� ;�, N(��� ;$ ;� *�� (���� ;��� ����u�&, $��, ��6� � �+ ������� 
�� *�� ��� �(���, /�"�"% �!��.�, ��(�� /;��", �"�E$� ���� ��"��!$ '��F��� '�!���$� �� 
H�w�����!। *$�. �3��� $�H�Ç� jl/� � jj/� /N¿���� ������ G��� �&%� N�� ;��;� B����� 
(! ���� /��$ � @�� �$�� $��।    

'�� *$�. �3��� y�$� ��g���!��� � '!�! ��9� ���V��� ��F�& ������� ������ ��e�� 
��¥ ������ $�� ;�।    

jl/� � jj/� /N¿���� /� "�3 B�� ������� G��� %�& ��& ;���+���B, ��;���� ��� ���� 
���%
`� � ��;���� ��� ���� ���%
`� � ��;���� /��""T� ��������% � �;���� ��� 
";���Y�� 6���� H�E��! *�� ������� /������� G��� %�&� ������� $�H�Ç� jn/� /N¿���� 
��g���!��� �: ����� �"��T $�����B।    

��L�$ �"� �+ ���9�� x��� ����� �"��T $�� ;+���B *�� * �!����� 7YA�T ����� ��%��& 
$��� (! ��+" 7!��Ç���$ 9��� /���� ;+���B।    

'�� *$�. �3��� ������$ ���$3��� '!�� ��4�� �`�� X;�&� (! �&��� ��� �$. ���� 
$�� ;�।    

'�!��$��� ��L$'�!��$��� ��L$'�!��$��� ��L$'�!��$��� ��L$ 

��g���!����� $�� ������� �� ��� �+, *+7, (����� "������1 ��$�! (������) 
��g���!����� '�!��$��� *$ ��L$ ;+���B। ��L�$ "�$���$ '����Q ������$ ���$3��� '!�� 
��4�� �`�� /R� &� $��� ���� (���� ;+���B। ��L�$ ��9�� ���!� �;"��� ���"p� ����� ���%�� 
(! ��g���!����$ '����� $�� ;+���B। jl/� /N¿���� � ����%� ��"�Y�;� ����� � ����.���� 
���%7��� B�� "������� H�� G��� %& *�� ‘�V�� ;�!�$����’ ��¥ �J� $�� ;�। ����� � ����.��� 
$�0%$ ��g���!����� ��%��� ��R "#�$%� ��L�$ �J� $�� ;�।    

*$�. �3��� ��g���!����� B�� � '�!���$� H�� $�2@� �!�" ��9��� ��e�� ��¥ ������ 
6�� $�� ;�।    
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"����� '�!��$�& ;�+�$��.%� *$( ��7������ /�0�1� ��L� *$�. ��7�� ������� $���.� 
P��� y�$�� "����$ R.����� ����d� ���� $�����B। '���� ��2;��� '!�! �3���� ���! y�$�� 
/��7�� R.����� (! ���� '�N"����� '�"��&, lrr ���� ��!�;�� *�� ����� � ����.��� ��;��� 
HL�+�� ���� (! *�� '����Q ��� ���% �J���� ���,���� �3�� X;& $��।    

������� �;��� '�x�� ���� H���������� �;��� '�x�� ���� H���������� �;��� '�x�� ���� H���������� �;��� '�x�� ���� H��� 

@+ @+ @+ @+ x�� ������� �0@ ���L7�(%� "�:! �+�� /���� °�"x�� ������� �0@ ���L7�(%� "�:! �+�� /���� °�"x�� ������� �0@ ���L7�(%� "�:! �+�� /���� °�"x�� ������� �0@ ���L7�(%� "�:! �+�� /���� °�" 

��$�! (������) y�$�� '�x� '��9�$0� ��T ���$। ��� +B������ /��� � y�$� /�� /«��� 
��-*�-*" '�N�"� �$. *$ (��� H�� ����� ���L7�(% $��। N�� $��$ �!�, �;� ;�। 
@(�$ /���$!�� $��( ;�"������ �����$ �7�$�"�� �� B��A�� /���� ;� ����� (�� �����B। *+ 
�� �;�� "�:!� �+ �$B� ����� $���� ���� �.�� ���� l�.� ;+�� /��� n.� $�� ;�। "�%� ����� � 
"����$ �;�� �Y&%����� �(�� ���$।    

*+��� �;��� ��x�� "�$���� "�����7��Y�$ �� �� ���� �7���� ���� $�� ;�। �� 
�0; � ��7���� "��� '�`� �� ��7���� ��7������ �0�u �$ %& $��।    

�$B�"��!$ ������$ *+ �� ����� ��3� ;+�� ��7����G�� ������ /N���� �!3 /��� ���।    

*+ �� �;�� ����, /R�A�� ��A� B�A� '!�! "�%�$�� ����; 7��7� �: ���$। ��������� 
$��$�. /B�.���.� /��$� �!��� �;��� '!�! *��$�� "�3 /��$� �: ���$। *+ �� �;����� 
Â0��� ��� "�� ���%�� (! '��$ /��(� ����।    

�� 7��� ���" y�$� /���� /$�� �Y&% ;���� ��� $�� ;�। N�� /$����� "���� �����. �!��� 
'! /$� '�V� �7���� Á� �+।    

��$�! "$�� ;+�� "����w� /��B��� ;�� ��+$����� �,0�� /���� ;�। *+ �,0��� H@% �� �� 
B����� '�� X;& $��। H@% �� �� B���& ��F��� B����� ��%�� ��J���$ /�����$��� (�� *�� 
������$ '!�� ��4�� � ����� '������Q /R� &� $��� (! "�$���$ '����� (��। *$ /�&�� 
@�0�$��� ����� � H@%�� ���� ���! ����� "0�u $���� *+ ��J���$ ��7�� $����� /� /7u� 
$�����B; H@%�� � B���& ��;�� ��e�� ��e& /9�� �$�� $��।    

$��7�� B��$��7�� B��$��7�� B��$��7�� B����� "�������� "�������� "�������� "����� 

$��7� /���� /;��u��� B���& *$ �������� ��4�� � "����� $�%���� H�� ������� G�� 7���� 
��¥ ������ � �;�� B���0�J� �d��-
(�� ��� "����� (��+���B। *+ R.�� ��T $���� 
�$0� /�� �� ���3� ������ (! *+ ���� "�$���$ '����� $�� ;�।    

������� $��(� ������� ����u ��� "�"!��� ���0��������� $��(� ������� ����u ��� "�"!��� ���0��������� $��(� ������� ����u ��� "�"!��� ���0��������� $��(� ������� ����u ��� "�"!��� ���0�� 

y�$�, jr/� /N¿����। -��+��:� ����� /"�v.��� (�� �"�@� �;��, �GA� ����� /"�v.��� 
(�� N(��� ����, ��N����� ����� /��"��� $�(� ��@� $����, �GA� ����� ��+"-/��"��� 
(�� ��@� ����, ����� ����� /"�v.��� (�� ���B�� �;�� *�� �GA� ����� /��"��� (��    
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;������ �;�� '! *$ ��, ���0���� G��� %�& �;� �!�,��&� /��$"T� ���(�� ��� "����� 
6�� $�� *�� ������$ ���$3��� '!�� ��4�� �`�� X;& $����� ���� "��% $��।    

�;�� B����� ��� �T��$ ��� 6���;�� B����� ��� �T��$ ��� 6���;�� B����� ��� �T��$ ��� 6���;�� B����� ��� �T��$ ��� 6�� 

$��7�� ���$�"�Y�; ��:� G��� %& "#�$% ��T ����$��7�� ���$�"�Y�; ��:� G��� %& "#�$% ��T ����$��7�� ���$�"�Y�; ��:� G��� %& "#�$% ��T ����$��7�� ���$�"�Y�; ��:� G��� %& "#�$% ��T ���� 

*��$�� ‘+��� «��’ � ‘+��� .�+�"’- *+ @+�. ���$ ���$�� y�$�� "����$ G��� %& 
"#�$% ��T ���� $�����B। G��� %�&� N�� ��;��� �;� ;+���B ��;���� (! ���$� @+�.�� ���� 
/��$ �$��$��� ��2;���� ���������%� ��� ";���Y�� 6�� $�� ;+���B।    

'!�! ���$�G����� *+ G��� %& "#�$% ����d� (! "�%"�� ���� (��+�� B�� �;����� 
(! �T��$ /��$ �$�� $�� ;+���B।    

‘‘+��� .�+�"’’-* ��� ;+���B ‘‘H@%� "�;� ����� �� �� /� ���$3��� '!�� ��4�� �� ��%��� 
��� $����, ��;��� /$�+ "�J; �+। "����� �� ��Ñ *+ ��D� �����"� ;�, ��+ �F�। ����� �� �� 
����� "��%$�& /������$  ����� '���� /���� '!��। *+ ����� (! "�X��� ��2;��� ��& 
�����B, /"+ ��� �;����� (! ���� ���� ��� 6�� $�����B। *+ ��� �;���& /� ����% ��g�" 
$����, /"+ ����%� (! ��& �����B। ������ *+ �e&�& �d���� ���� ���� /� "�;�"$�� � 
/�(�
��� ���7� ����, ��;��� ���� +;�+ ��� $���� ���� /�, ���$3� x��� ;+��। B����� H�� 
G��� %�&� (!� ���$�� ��¥ "��±u "�$�� � "�$���� ��T ���� �J� $�� ;�।    

��g���!��� $�%7������ �"��T��g���!��� $�%7������ �"��T��g���!��� $�%7������ �"��T��g���!��� $�%7������ �"��T 

��g���!��� � /���$!�� $��( ��F�&� ���! ����� $�0%�9 ��s B����&� H�� '�;��$ � 
'!�� (���� *�� /������� G�� 7���� N�� /� �e& B�� �;� � �;� ;+���B, ��;���� /��$"T� 
���������%� ��� *+ "�� ���� "����� (��+���B। ��;���� �0��!�� ���� ������ ����d����� 
�0��!(�� /��$ '��� $�����B। ���� �;���� `�;� ����N��� $��� $��।    

��g���!��� � /���$!�� $��( ��F�&� ���! ��g���!��� $�0%��9� ������ "�®� ������� 
'�;��$ � /������� �v��& ��9����� ������ ��u ;+���B।    

*+ "�� H;�� ��¥ ������ $�����B *�� ��&%����� �$. ��� !�� +;�� ��e�, ��;��� � 
;�, ��;�� ���©�� ���� *�� "�$���$ ��;���� $0�$���%� (! 9�� 7��;�� ������B।    

*+ �3�� $��%$�� $��� (! H���, �!�x� '��Q�� (! ���� ��g���!����� $�0%�9�$ 
'����� (��+���B।    

*+ R.�� (! ���� "�$��� $�%7����&�$ '����Q "�"��� $�� ;H$ *��.... '!������ �.$ 
B����� ���, /���� ;H$।    

B����� ��� '!�� (���� � ��g���!����� ������ u $��� ������� ��g���!����� $�%7����0J 
������ $��( /����� ;+�� ���� ���$।    

���;���� �����;���� �����;���� �����;���� ���T�T�T�T� ����� ����� ����� ���� 

���;��, jz /� /N¿����।- �&�U� B�� /N������� $��%��%�;� $���. '�! *��� y�$�� B����� 
H�� ������� G��� %�&� ��e�� ��¥ ������ 6�� $��।    
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"��� �;���� ��� ";���Y�� ���% $���� G��� %& "#�$% ���T� ���� (���।    

��4�� �� ��D /"�;������%���4�� �� ��D /"�;������%���4�� �� ��D /"�;������%���4�� �� ��D /"�;������%� 

;���������, jr /� /N¿����� (�� *+7, *�, /"�;������%� "������� *$ ���0�� �� �"�F 
y�$�� G��� %�&� N�� �;� �!�,��� /��$"T� ���������%� ��� ";���Y�� 6�� $��।    

��� ���, ‘‘��� *$���$ -����B B���� ��T �B� *�� �� *$���$ -����B, ��;��� ������� 
��� +.��.�$� ��9� $�����B�। "����� 
����+ ��D H�L ����� R.�x�� �$ $�����B� *�� 
�+"������� ���9�� ���%�� (! ��;��� /$ ���T�Y&%���� /�������� $���� /�� �+।    

��� ���, R.� ��%��� R�.��� �� �Y��%+ �Y�%���� �� � "#�$% ���$% /��� �����B। ��� /"+ 
"�� *$�. ("���� *$ ���0���� ������B���, /� ����%� ���S�� ���$3� ����V� ;+���B 
���"��� H@%+ ;+�� ���$3��� ��4�� �। �$M /"+ "�� ��� +;�� ������B��� /�, ����� ���$3��� 
(��&� *$�. ����. '���� ���0�� � �$0���9 +;� ("�����&� "��!�Ge '���� ���0�� �।    

������ ���$ H@%�$ '��! /(�� $���� 7���+�� /���� ;+�� �, ��� ���!���� ����!$ �P��� 
�� �`�� +;� �A� ;+�� *�� ���"��� *+ ������"��& *+ �� �� "�;� ����7� +;�� H�L�� 
������ ���9� "��( � "�$��� $�%7����& ��� ;+��+ +;� ��A�� � ������ -e $����। �� H@% 
��;���� �$. /�}��($ ��%��� ��� $���� *�� �Y�% ���$3����� @+ �� ��� � ;+��। ���{��$ 
"������ � "����� ��� �9�� (! ��b� ���$3���� ����� �� � ��9� /���� H�7�..... +;�+ "�"!� 
"������ ��3� H���। �$M $�0%�9 H@%�$ ��4�� � $����� (! ������� /(� $����� ����v�� �;"��� 
@�%��!($ ���&�� R�.���B। /��. $�� ������ �� ��b� ���$3� H@%� �"���� (! �� /$� /7u� 
$� ;+���B � �� *+ �D H|���� /;�� �$? +;� '�!T �������� �� � /�, ��b� ���$3��� 
("���� �Y�% ���$3��� "#�$% �$B�+ '��� �;। �¢! '�$ "�������� "#��$ N�2�� 
��A���B। H@%�$ ��4�� � $�� "#�$% ����U�� *�� �7�� ������� ����� '��� ;+��� (! ��� 
�� �������B��� *�� ��2;���� '���� (���� ������ *$�. ���0�� ����� �"��T $�����B��� �$M ��� 
��2;���� �$. ;+�� /$� (���� ��+ �+। ��%�� ����x��� �e ����$ ���! ;+�� *+ 9�h ���0�� 
���� ;+�।    

/N¿���� /N¿���� /N¿���� /N¿���� jkjkjkjk 

/"����� y�$� �;�� ���T�Y&% ;���� ��/"����� y�$� �;�� ���T�Y&% ;���� ��/"����� y�$� �;�� ���T�Y&% ;���� ��/"����� y�$� �;�� ���T�Y&% ;���� �������������� 

------------------------------------ 

��27�� �� '�! 
�����$ ����$ (�� �����p��27�� �� '�! 
�����$ ����$ (�� �����p��27�� �� '�! 
�����$ ����$ (�� �����p��27�� �� '�! 
�����$ ����$ (�� �����p 

------------------------------------ 

(����S� �+ '�"��� ��27( ����u �!�, /XN���(����S� �+ '�"��� ��27( ����u �!�, /XN���(����S� �+ '�"��� ��27( ����u �!�, /XN���(����S� �+ '�"��� ��27( ����u �!�, /XN��� 

((((«�N �����.%��«�N �����.%��«�N �����.%��«�N �����.%��)))) 

��$�! (/"�����) ��4�� � ��J���� �K� ����" y�$� �;�� "�%� �Y&% ;���� �������� ;�। 
q�� "$� �$�� ����;, ��(��, /��$�-��., �!��$, �"��� � /������� �: ���$ *�� /$��� � 
������$ "�$���� '�N"G�� � �����"�Y; (�Y! ����� ������ ;�।    
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/"������ �;�� H�S(��Y&% ��;���� ����(�� ���$��� /$�`� @R%.�� "���� ����� ��� �+। 
*�� B����� ���! /$; /XN��� ;+���B ������ /��� ��� �+। '�! �F���� ;+�� �;�� "#Y&% 

�����$ '�x� �N���� ��"�� ����� �� ;�।    

"$�� ;+�� "����w� ��"��� ;� ��F�& B�� � ("����&�$ (����� ;+�� /��� ��� *�� �� 
�,� ��+$����� ������$ ��4�� � $��� *�� '����Q lrr ���� ��!�;���� ������ �,0�� $��।    

/��� ��� ll.�� "�� ����� ���;�, +,��,�� �� "����w� ��"��� ;� ;+�� ��+$ �B�+�� �+��� 
(! ;� ��F�& ���� $���� ;��0; �R���� /N��। �$M ;��� ����� /�. �: ��$�� ����� ���;� ����� 
���� $���� "9� ;� �।    

*+ "�� "����w� ;��� ����¶ �� �B�� ��& @+( '�!��$"; R.�x�� H��x� /(��-
�!��(�Ä�.� "�;� ����-����7� $��। ����7�� �� B���& �� ��&� '�����v�� ��+$�. ��2;�� 
(�� ��&�) ;��� /��। �$B�9& �� ����� � +,��,�� ���;� R.�x�� ;+�� 7���� ���।    

����� '��� r ;�(�� /���$� *$ "�� ;�.....।    

������$ '!�� ��4�� � $����� ���� ������ �g�"�������$ '!�� ��4�� � $����� ���� ������ �g�"�������$ '!�� ��4�� � $����� ���� ������ �g�"�������$ '!�� ��4�� � $����� ���� ������ �g�"� 

------------------------------------------------ 

�Y�% ���$3� ��"��� ��� ���$% $���.� �3���Y�% ���$3� ��"��� ��� ���$% $���.� �3���Y�% ���$3� ��"��� ��� ���$% $���.� �3���Y�% ���$3� ��"��� ��� ���$% $���.� �3�� 

-------------------------------------------- 

��"�d$ $��%! ;+�� ���� ��$�� H������"�d$ $��%! ;+�� ���� ��$�� H������"�d$ $��%! ;+�� ���� ��$�� H������"�d$ $��%! ;+�� ���� ��$�� H���� 

�Y��% ���$3� ��"��� ��� ����$� $���.� ��L�$ �0;�� *$ �3��� ("����&�$ �05 �g�" /���� 
;+���B /�, �&��� � $�0%$ ��;��� ����� '!�� ��4�� � �;"��� �0;�� ;� �¢! ��� ���%������� 
���� "������ ������ '������ ����$� $���. "��%�$�� /7u� $����।    

������$ ��� ����$� $���.� �� ���!��� ��L$ ��$�! (/"�����) "��� ;+���B।    

����$� $���. ��"�d$ $���%! ��� /��$��� "�;� "$� "#$% �B� $���� *�� ���$3��� 

����� � "���%��}�1 ;��&� (! /� "$� �v /7u� $�����B ��;���� �v�&�d$ ���� ;+�� 
���$3��$ �9� $��� �!����� "�;��! $���� ("����& *�� B���0J�$ '����� $��।    

��B������ q$! � "�;��� (!� ����$� $���.� �3��� ������ ���� (�� ;�।    

����$� $���.� �3��� ��� ;+���B� ������� G��� %�&� N�� $��$( B�� � "����& /��$ �;� 
;���� ���� @�� �$�� $���� *�� ������� $��(� ���T� (! ��7�� ������� ��T $���. �L � 
'�������� ��e�� $�L�� �!�x!� X;�&� ���� (��+�� jz /� /N¿���� ����$%� $���.� �3�� �L 
$�����B��, ��;�� ��� ����x��� H��� ;� �+; �+ � �0��� ����� (! ("����& �$���! 
�����7� ;+���B *�� ����x���$ �� '�� $��� (! ��I � �;�"��d$ $�( '���� 7�����B 
����� $���.� ���� @���� "�;� �9! $�����B।    
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���� H�$Ì�� "�;� $���. ��� �9! $�����B /�, $��!�u *�� ������ ������& �7�� H�$�& 
�+�� �Y��%���� '����� $�����B *�� ������ ���, ������ � '"Mu ��(i��$ "������������ 
";�������� ��(��� 
��%�"��� (! ��J���� /��A R���+�� /7u� $�����B।    

��;��� /W ��+ ������ /N����, ��� � /.���N� /�������� ���c� $����, ��@!� "����; �!�x� 
��7�� $���� *�� ("����&�$ �0��! '��� ������.� �� /���+�� "�$���$ '7� $���� /N��� (! 
���$a� $�����B।    

/��� �+ � �0��� ��� $���� ���$3��$ ���c� $���� � ���$3��$ ��" $���� ��;��� 
��"�d$ '���� � -e $�����B......।    

'�! �;�� Â0��3p H�P��'�! �;�� Â0��3p H�P��'�! �;�� Â0��3p H�P��'�! �;�� Â0��3p H�P�� 

'�! (�F����) "$�� "��A �.�� /���$!�� $��( /;��u� ��F�& ‘‘�(��’’ "#��$ (�� ���� 
$���� ���"��E ‘‘�;�� Â0�� 3p’’ H�P�� $����।    

������$ ��4�� � $���� � ������ ���!�� $����������$ ��4�� � $���� � ������ ���!�� $����������$ ��4�� � $���� � ������ ���!�� $����������$ ��4�� � $���� � ������ ���!�� $���� 

�&�&�&�&----��� ��� "�"! (�� *��� ��� "�"! (�� *��� ��� "�"! (�� *��� ��� "�"! (�� *, , , , *�*�*�*�, , , , ****, , , , ;������ ���©��;������ ���©��;������ ���©��;������ ���©�� 

�Y��% �!�x� ��� � � ���$3� �&-��� ��� "�"! *, *�, ��@� ;���� "�������� �$�����% 
��&����� ���0�� �����B�    

‘‘��� "�!$ H���� $�����B /�, ������$ ���$3��� '!�� ��4�� � $��� ���� ���V�� (! 
��7u� 7�����+ ���� $�%�!। ������$ ���$3��� ��4�� � ��%������� (! ��� ��$ �&-��� �� 
���"��! /7u� $���।’’    

‘‘��� /R� &� $�����B /�, ��� ��� +;��� '"��% ;+, ��� ��� '��!+ �&-��� �� ���!�� 
$���।’’    

    

"�X�� ��� � $�0%$ ����U�� /���� �,0��� �J�"�X�� ��� � $�0%$ ����U�� /���� �,0��� �J�"�X�� ��� � $�0%$ ����U�� /���� �,0��� �J�"�X�� ��� � $�0%$ ����U�� /���� �,0��� �J� 

------------------------------------ 

�!�, ���� �$�!�, ���� �$�!�, ���� �$�!�, ���� �$    /$� $���� �� � ��J���� "0�u �; ����� �;����$� H,/$� $���� �� � ��J���� "0�u �; ����� �;����$� H,/$� $���� �� � ��J���� "0�u �; ����� �;����$� H,/$� $���� �� � ��J���� "0�u �; ����� �;����$� H, 

------------------------------------ 

(�� N(��� ;$ "�v�T "������ "�;� "#$% '
�$��(�� N(��� ;$ "�v�T "������ "�;� "#$% '
�$��(�� N(��� ;$ "�v�T "������ "�;� "#$% '
�$��(�� N(��� ;$ "�v�T "������ "�;� "#$% '
�$��    

 

����U� (�� �e� ��� ��2� "����$ /���� �,0��� �� � ��J�� "#�$% /� �T�! 
$�����B ��;�� ������� "��%���� ��4�� � "�X�� ��� ��� $��� (�� $�(� /����� ��;��� *$ 
���0�� �� $�����B। ����� *, /$, N(��� ;$�$ ������ ����U�� ����� �"�+��� �;�� (��+�� 
"��� /� *���;�� �7���� ;+���B (�� $�(� /����� ��;��� ��;�� H�w� $��� (��+���B /�, q 
*���;���� "�;� ��2;�� /$�� "��� �+।    
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(�� $�(� /����� ��;��� ����    

‘‘����U� (�� �e� ��� /���� �,0��� �� � ��J���� H�� /� $.�9 $�����B, ���� 
��;�� ��¥ �J� $��। ���� ("�����&� $��B ��2� �,��!� �"� `� �$�� $���� /���� ����( 
�� $��।    

(�� �e� ��� ������B /�, �� � �� '�� /$� "�"!� "#�$% ��"�U /������$ (�� 
�$�� $�� ;+�� ��;�� $Ì���� $��� /$�� +c� "�$���� �+। ��2� $��%$��� *�� y�$�� ���$ 
'��V� "����$ ;�!� *�� ����� � ����.��� �7�&+ ���& $�����B /�, *+ H�, "i�%� ���!�। /� 
��"��U� H�� �e� ��� "�$�� ����V�, ��;� �0�.� ����� $��!�� ���Y�$ �+ � 
'��%!�Ç�+ "��u। *+ ���Y�$ �+�� ���+ ��� ��2;�� �
�7��� ��" $���� �������B।    

(�� �e� ��� ��� ������B /�, ��J��$���� ���$3��� ���;� ;+�� ��&� ��+���B। 
*+ H�, ���& $����� (! ���� ��2;��$ 7!��� $�����B। ��%�� ��J�� "�X /����"�� 
��J�� *�� +;�� /�01 $�����B ����� �� � �����Q� $�%��0J। (�� �e� ��� ��2;�� R0&! 
$��%$��� �( �� /��� ������ �������B �, ��+ ��� *�� ��� /�0�J ���!� �.�� �� ���B�� 
�+���B। �$M ���� ��g�" $�� /�, /� (�� G��� "���� ��$ ������ �����B ��;��� *+ "�3 
'��7�� ����T ;+�� �।    

�0����� �+ � �0��� �F $���� ���T ��u $��� (! /$��� "�X�� ��� � � ("�����&� 
H�� ��� /� /�� ����� $�����B ��;�� H�� �T�! �Ò���(। ���� -�� *+.�$�+ ����� 7�+ /�, 
"�$���� ����� � ����.���+ ���T�F $�����B *��  ��%�� ���0���� (! "�$��+ ����। "�X�� 
��� � �����+ ���T�Y&% ��J���� $�� ������B *�� *�� ���T�Y&% ;������ ���%� �����B, 
���� "��%�$�� ���0���� �������।    

(�� �e� ��� �� ������B /�, B���& ("�� � /�������� $��� '���� 7��;�� /(�� 
�!��(�Ä. q`� '���� ����। �$M �"� �!���� *+ /�, "�X�� ��� � '���� ���%� $���� �!�%$�� 
;+���B।    

'���� (�� �e� ��� ‘‘�!�x� ��� � $�0%$ ����� �� �� ���� 
�$0� ;���� ��� ;���� 
���’’ "#�$% ��;� ������B, /" �"�F ������ �,�! "�{u... ������ ���� ����� �+��+ 
��J�� 9�T ;+��। '!��� �;����� ���$� �,-��� ��� �+�� ("�����&� ���+�� 7��� 
'���� �$B���+ 9�T ;+�� �।    

����U� �e� ��� ��2;�� �,0��� ����.���� $��(� "��%� /� "�3 H�, $�����B, ��;� 
("�����&� ��¥ R0&��+ H�h$ $��।    

*+ �!����� @+�. �� �� ���� ("����&�$ "�%$ $���� /����� ����(���� '��� $����B�B।    

����� (�� *, /$, N(��� ;$�$ �Y��%��F� ����U�� ����� �"�+��� �;�� (��+�� 
�$���� *���;��। ��4�� � "�X�� ��� ��� "�;� *+ *���;���� /$� "#$% �+। ���� "�{u���� 
/R� &� $�����B /�, ������ ��J�� /$� ����  �!�, �� ���$ /$� $���� �;, ������ ��J�� 
"��%����।    
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�P����� ������$ ��� � ����� ��� /�0�0J *� $�p���© � %& $���� ("����&�$ ����+�� 
7��;���B /�, ��2;��� �� � ��J���� "��%$। (�& ����� *+ 7��� ����T ;+�� �। �;�� /� 
�;�!� "�R�.� ;+���B �����-����.��� /� (R! �7�& $�����B ��;�� (! ���� ��"��� ��� � ��� 
"�$��+। *+ ;�!�$���� (���� ��"��� ����$+ ���� ;+��। /"+ $���&+ ���� /������B /� �!�x� 
��� ��� �� "�"! �Y��%�F ��� ���%������� ���.% ;+�� ���!�� $�����B। ���� *+ "�3 ���!��� 
"�"!�$ �T��$ '��J (��+���B।    

/N¿���� jo    

"����w� ��"��� ;�� ����� $�0%$ �w�"�"����w� ��"��� ;�� ����� $�0%$ �w�"�"����w� ��"��� ;�� ����� $�0%$ �w�"�"����w� ��"��� ;�� ����� $�0%$ �w�"� 

------------------------------------ 

��g���!����� $��$( '�!��$ � �� B�� /XN�����g���!����� $��$( '�!��$ � �� B�� /XN�����g���!����� $��$( '�!��$ � �� B�� /XN�����g���!����� $��$( '�!��$ � �� B�� /XN��� 

------------------------------------ 

/���$!�� /;��«�� ���%� �;�� Â0��3�p� ������/���$!�� /;��«�� ���%� �;�� Â0��3�p� ������/���$!�� /;��«�� ���%� �;�� Â0��3�p� ������/���$!�� /;��«�� ���%� �;�� Â0��3�p� ������ 

��$�! (�F����) ��� /��� �A�+ R�.$�� "����w� ���"�� ;�� �����w�"� ;�। �� ����� ;�� 
'�!T�� ���� $���� ���!$�. $���� �w�"� $��। *+ �w�"� ��� @+ R�� ���� 7��। ��� '��� z� 
( B���$ ����� /XN��� $��। ��"��� ;��� ;�H" �.H.� �� ��NH�E �;���$� ����� /XN��� 
$�����B ����� (�� �����B।    

�w�"�� "�� ��+" 7!��Ç��, ��"��� ;��� ����¶, ��g���!����� /��(4���$ /��.� �$. 
��2A�+�� ���$�� /��� ���। �$��, ����� ��2;�����$ ����� ���� $��� '���� /�� �+। /���$!�� 
/;��«� ��F�& ���%� �;�� Â0��3p ����� ���F�� �����B।    

*+ �� /���� ��g���!����� /��¶� /��(�NN� �;�� /7}����, '�!��$ ���� /7}���� � '�!��$ 
�� ��, �", 7v��%��$ ����� /XN��� $��। +;���� B�A�� (���� $���(� ��N"� ��(� $���� G; 
*�� �������� *�, *�, * ��� "����� /"�$� ����� /XN��� $��।    

/��� ��� �A�+.�� "�� ����� ��"��� ;��� /��.� ���� ���F�� ����� ���� $�� *�� ���!$ 
$���� �� �� $���� ����w�"� $��। *+ �w�"�� "�� B���& /$� �$�� ���� /� �+। B���& 
'������ $�� /�, �w�"�� "�� ����� �� ��3$ � '!�Ã� �(�"��� �+�� �����B। �$��, (i$ 
B���� '�����$ *$�. �J�$ �����B��, ����� /"+ �J�$�.� �+�� ���।    

��$�! /���$!�� $��( /;��«�� �;����� /� Â0��3p H�P�� $�� ;+���B�, ����� ":!�� ��;� 
���F�� /N�����B।    

��$�!  (�F����) �;�� 
�����$ '�x� �N���� ��"। *$��� ��9���"�Y; B�A� �;��� ����. 
/��$� � '�N" $�B��� ����� /���� ;� *�� /"��� 
�����$����+ $�(-$�% 7��। �;��� ��3�� 
'!�! ���� 7�+�� ��$�! ����; *�� (���� '��$ ��A �����9� ;�। �;�� �"��� �0;"�Y; � 
"�$%�" ���.% *+ $��� �: ���$��� ��� ����� /���� ;�। (���� N�.�� ���������� /���� *+�� 
'��V� ;�।    
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����� ��� ����  �!" #� ��$� �� "%&'()�� �* ������� !�� �"��� #����  ��� +��� 
�,- �����.� /$। 

    

�������  ��� ��1,�2� �/"��� 
��3���������  ��� ��1,�2� �/"��� 
��3���������  ��� ��1,�2� �/"��� 
��3���������  ��� ��1,�2� �/"��� 
��3��    ���� �4 #'���2��� 5#���  ������ 5���6����� �4 #'���2��� 5#���  ������ 5���6����� �4 #'���2��� 5#���  ������ 5���6����� �4 #'���2��� 5#���  ������ 5���6�---- 
+�� &� 5/�� ��3(� �8�� 9:���� ���;� ��+�� &� 5/�� ��3(� �8�� 9:���� ���;� ��+�� &� 5/�� ��3(� �8�� 9:���� ���;� ��+�� &� 5/�� ��3(� �8�� 9:���� ���;� �� 

6<=��, ?@�� �!A$���- 5#��� ?B�� ��6( ����8� #'���2��� ��  ����� /C��, +�� &� 
5/�� ��/��� 9D(� "�/� �������E ����8��� ��1,�2� ���$� =/�'� +� ���; �8�� 9:�� 
�����।    

+�� &� 5/�� C������C ����8� #'���2��� ",����� ��; � "%��( ���; ���;�E ��� 
���$��F।    

���/��G �&�( ��� F����� �8�����/��G �&�( ��� F����� �8�����/��G �&�( ��� F����� �8�����/��G �&�( ��� F����� �8�� 

���/��, ?H �� �!A$���।- #� ����� ���/���� 9C� /�� +�� ��8��!+�� �/���� ",�����I 
 ��J� ���/��G �&�( ����8�� F����� �� ",�$ K���� "�L��� DM(;�� +� #,�� D�� ���� E 
F����� 9�� N���2(�'� ��O �P� ��� /$।    

",�$ �/�� �������� ������� Q�/� ��#�!��� E ����� ����"RS ��������#(� ��� ������� 
E "�T ���/�� 5U��' 5/���� ��� "����� V�� ��� /$।    

",�$ ��"����� "�"���� W��� #�X� ��R ���� ��3(� K���� �C ��(��R� M;�� ��R ��� 
/���� +� ��$� ��(6�����#��  ������Y G�$�,��� ��6���� E ��6�� ���� ��� /$।    

",�$ ����8� #'���2��� ����� ����8���  ��� ��1,�2� ����  ���� +�� /C$��F। 

    

����� +������ �P������ +������ �P������ +������ �P������ +������ �P� 

K���� ��/����� ",�$ �8�� =/'K���� ��/����� ",�$ �8�� =/'K���� ��/����� ",�$ �8�� =/'K���� ��/����� ",�$ �8�� =/' 

K���� ���/ F�� E +"�����'� 9�� ������� N�� "%��( ������� Z? �  ,$ ��" ��� 
��/����� �� ����; ",� /$। ",�� ����2I �F� �C ��, �/�� ��[� E �M�-�� #�-� �* ���� "�\E 
�]D� /C�� ���$ /�̂�;$� �3�� E �$"� ��/���� ��(R �C ",�$ ���#�� ���।    

",�$ #3/�� ���; �8��� ?Z �� �!A$��� E ����(� DC���� F�� E +"�����'� 9�� ����� E 
����;��� ‘�J��’ N���2(', ���X6�+( E �;$�� #��" �2(�'� ��O �P� ��� /$ ��� /�"������ 5/���� 
a� ����$ ���� ��� /$।    

",�$ K���� /�������� ����b� �� ���2� ��(6������ ����� ��6�� E 9���c ���8 ���� ��� 
/$।    

�/��  ����' Zdd ���� +��� ���� ��O �P� ���$� ",�$ �8�� #3/�� /$।    
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�Q� 5���� ���+� "�����6��Q� 5���� ���+� "�����6��Q� 5���� ���+� "�����6��Q� 5���� ���+� "�����6� 
+�� �+�� �+�� �+�� �, , , , "����� ���3��"����� ���3��"����� ���3��"����� ���3�� 

������� ��# ���(���e��� ���;(� "�"� E ���� �+�� ���#� ���"�fe +�� 5�D" "���  "�G 
 �G�$ K��� ���f���� ����+ 5�F। ��� ������� "�L��� N���2(�'� �P� ���$� ��g�c)� 
���3�� �� ���$��F�-    

#� ?Z �� �!A$��� /C�� K���$ �� "�� ��� M�;$��F, ��/� /�"������� ���#����$ ����$� 5�� 
��F� ��F� 9���h ������F। F����� 9�� �� +���� 6���$��F ��/�  ����2� ��� 5����' �C +������ 
 �J� ��� /C$��F। "���� E F���� "��C �� ����� ,�2��� ��1,�2� ����� 6�$, �� ������ 
�����$? Zdd �����C �� ��$�+ �� /C$��F�?    

+�� �Q� 5�� #� ?d �� �!A$��� ������ ��/�� ����� �c3��$ Zdd ���� +���� �� ���' 
��(�C$��F, ��/�� 9j" �����$,  ��� ��� �c �/। #� ��$��� ���$� K���� ����� �3��$ �k'�� 
C���+� l��� ������ N+� E ,����$ ��+e-�� ��� ����2 ���$� �/P� 2-��m� 5E$�+ ����$� F�� 
E +������ 9�� +������ ��6U 6���C��� �� /� �����( �����F�, �Q� 5�� "��/� ��/�� W��� 
���6���� /C���F। .����������� ���# ���$� ��;� ��3��G /C$� �6R� ����� ��� ���n�� ������ 
��,  /����� ��� ����� ��� �����$ �C$� ��C���F।    

+�� ���$��o� 9p� �/��" ��3(� ����m�� ����� �c3��� "�����6�+�� ���$��o� 9p� �/��" ��3(� ����m�� ����� �c3��� "�����6�+�� ���$��o� 9p� �/��" ��3(� ����m�� ����� �c3��� "�����6�+�� ���$��o� 9p� �/��" ��3(� ����m�� ����� �c3��� "�����6� 

 ��,c ������ ��c ��.� "�6� l"$� ���$��o� �/��" �� ���3���� ���, �&�(��q� ����m� 
+�� �Q� 5���� "�(��2 ����� �c3��$ �� /$, ��, F��#' ��1������� ���(����� 9g�� /C$� 
5C E �3r�� ,�# ������ !��C ����� N�� ����� ���� /C$��F�। ��� C/�C "�� /$ ��, F��#' 
���/��� 9s���� 5C E �3r��� ���M�� M;�C���F�, ��� ��/���#�� �t�.�� �� /��� � ���$� 
����( ���G�  ��Y ����$ �F�।    

��� 5�E ���� +�� ����m�� ��� �C 5�P�� E ���.��,� ��F�  ��� 9s�� ��/$��F। 
����� F��#'C �+� ��$� �/। ��� ��/�C /$ ��� F����� 9�� N�� �2(�'� ]��� +��� ��� �/��$� 
���3� ��8�s�C ���6�$� ���।    

+�� �Q� 5�� �� "�8 ���3�� ��$��F ��/� W��� +"����'�� 5� ��u�R ��� 6����  �। #� 
DC "S��/ "������ ���X C/� v� ��n� ��C�� ��, ��1,�2� "%��( F����� ���� ���; ����2 +�#��'� 
"3�� /C$��F ��� � ������� +"����' E G��$  ������ "�������� �&'( "��( ��C���F। �C 
5�P�� tQ ������ +� F�� E +"����' ���/� /C�� ��� 9s�� ��$ �C। C/��� ���' /$ ��, 
"���� 5����� ���  ���R ���� +� Zdd ���� +��� ��� �C।    

    
+�� �"�/���E$��(�� "�L��� ���3���    

�&�( ��� 5E$��� ���F��� ��# �"�U;���� ��O "�����6�    

K���, ?H �� �!A$���, �&�( ����8� 5E$��� ���F��� ���#� �+���� �"�U;��� +�� ���"�� 
/� �� ���3�� �"��# ���, ‘‘ � ��$��; "������� +�� �/�� �"�/��E$��(�� �� ���3�� ����$� 
5���  ��R ���w� /C���। 9/��� ��� ����.,��� 9D(��C ����8��� ��1,�2�)�� =/�'� +� 
E����� ���$��F। ��� ��3� �8��� �)� ���3�� ��$��F ��� ��/� 5��� "�X� +�� �। ��x    
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5��� C/� "�X�,���  �#� 5�F ��, #� �j"� 5�����;���� �� ����; +",�$ ��� ���s��,��� 
�M�2'� ���$��F�� ��, ������� ����8���  ��� ��1,�2�)�� =/' ��� 9�6�। �� �� ���$� ��� 
C/�� ������ ���3�� �����F, ��/� 5��� ���n�� �������F �। 5��� � "%��( ��̂/�� ��; /C�� 
��3� ��� +���� �6�� ������F। ��� ��3� �8��� ��� 9����c ���( ���3�� ��$� ����, ��� 9/��� 
��̂/�� ���c#�  �,��C ������ /C$��F ���$� ���n�� /C�� ��� 5��� W��(/� ,�2�$ �M�2'� 
������F ��, �&�( ����8� 5E$��� ���F��� ��# ������� ����8���  ��� ��1,�2�)�� =/' 
������ ���� ��� ��� ��� #'���2�� ����� ��1,�2�)�� #3/�� � /E$� ��(R ��� "���� ��3(� 
���(��� � ��� ��(R ���R�&'(,��� 5�P�� 6���C��। 5E$��� ���#� �M�2'���� ������� 
��1,�2�)�� =/' ������ ���� ��� /C$��F ��� �C ���J� #�X� /E$�� �� /C��C 5��� ������� 
��1,�2�)�� =/' ������ +� 5�P�� ���$� 5"���F।    

�!A$��� ?y    

������ ���R E 5,�R��' �3r�� �+�$ ����� 5���������� ���R E 5,�R��' �3r�� �+�$ ����� 5���������� ���R E 5,�R��' �3r�� �+�$ ����� 5���������� ���R E 5,�R��' �3r�� �+�$ ����� 5���� 

+"�����'� ��� ��# ��3�3�P� 5/��+"�����'� ��� ��# ��3�3�P� 5/��+"�����'� ��� ��# ��3�3�P� 5/��+"�����'� ��� ��# ��3�3�P� 5/�� 

---------------------------- 

�������  ��� ��1,�2� �/"��� "��( ���� 5z�"�������  ��� ��1,�2� �/"��� "��( ���� 5z�"�������  ��� ��1,�2� �/"��� "��( ���� 5z�"�������  ��� ��1,�2� �/"��� "��( ���� 5z�" 

------------------------------------ 

N���2(' "%��(N���2(' "%��(N���2(' "%��(N���2(' "%��(    ����b� +� ����; #X�� �"����������b� +� ����; #X�� �"����������b� +� ����; #X�� �"����������b� +� ����; #X�� �"������ 

‘‘#� "S��/ K��� �/�� N�� 6���� !�� �� ������$� M;� "�M�;� /C$��F, �j"%��( 
������� ��"��� ��# E$���(� ����; #,�� D�� ���� ���$� �/� ���c��� ����"RS ��������#(� 
��� "����� V�� ���$��F। /�C����;(� ��6����� �C$� ���; ����. 9{.�������� ��R ����; 
#X ���� ��3� ���2� ���c��� ���8���� ��� �/� ���c��� ��������#(� .���&�' ��E$�� +� 
E$���(� ����; "������ ��; ��$� +��C$��F। K��� �/�� 
�,����  �G� �!��$� 5"�� "��# "��#C 
Zdd ���� ��� "�*�� 5C ����$� �E$�� +�E "������  ����� ��� /C$��F।’    

������� ��# E$���(� ����;� ���"�fe �E��� 5�D|��/� ����, �"�U;��� +�� C9"�! 5�� 
�6}����, ,�C" ���"�fe ��+� /�����|�, ����8� ���F��� ���#� +�$e �"�U;��� E ������� ��# 
E$���(� ����;� "�"� +�� �#$�"��p ��X� E ������� ���#� +�$e �"�U;��� ��/ 5�++�� �/�� 
�� ��c ���3���� 9����c)� 5��� ���।    

��̂/��� 5�E ���, ������� ��"��� ��# E$���(� ����;, ������� ��"��� ��# ���(���e��� ���;( 
��� ������� 5C",� ������� ����8���  ��� ��1,�2� ���� �� �8�� "�(w��U�� =/' 
���$��F ��/� ��/��� #'���2�� #3/�� /$ ��� �6�� ����।    

    

�������  ��� ��1,�2� ���� �8�� "��(� ���~����������  ��� ��1,�2� ���� �8�� "��(� ���~����������  ��� ��1,�2� ���� �8�� "��(� ���~����������  ��� ��1,�2� ���� �8�� "��(� ���~��� 

"�/��� "�6� +�� ��!+��p 5/���� ���3��"�/��� "�6� +�� ��!+��p 5/���� ���3��"�/��� "�6� +�� ��!+��p 5/���� ���3��"�/��� "�6� +�� ��!+��p 5/���� ���3�� 
 

K���, ?� �� �!A$��� �&�( ����8��� "�/��� E ���(��"� "�6� +�� ��!+��p 5/��  �� 
���� �C 5z�" �� ��, #'���2�� ������� ����8���  ��� ��1,�2�)�� =/�'� ������ ��� 
�&'(,��� "��( �����।    
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+�� ��!+��p�� ���3��+�� ��!+��p�� ���3��+�� ��!+��p�� ���3��+�� ��!+��p�� ���3�� 

������� ��1,�2�)�� ������ �3����V।.... ����8� #'���2� �C)� ���; +��$ ������ 
�-�C$� 6����, ��/� ��/&(��(� +�E 5�� ���'� ����� ���� �। ����� � �Q ��� #'���2�� � "%��( 
5���6� ������  ���� � ��E$� /$, ��/� /C�� #'���2��� �&�( �q�$ "�"�#�'� 9��C ����(� 
���$I ����� /C��।    

+�� ��!+��p 5�E ��� ��, ���G� ���2� �� ,�2� "�U�R ���� #3/�� /C$� #'���2��� 
����6��� ��/$��F, �� �/�� �&'( ���R E 
�,����  �G� ����+  � ���� ��� ���' ������ ���� 
���$� 5�� �� ��� �।    

��� 5�E ��� ��, �/�� �&'( ���R �!��C$� 5�� +� ������� �6�� ����� 5��  ����� 
+��C���F। ���' �C  
�,����  �G� ��(�� ������ ����8��� D����C ���� 5�P� /C��।    

+"����' E F��#�'� ��1��#���� 9�� 5��� �&'( 5G� ��/$��F। ��/��� ���)�  ������ 
M;�� �����3�� /C�� ���� ���$� 5�� �� ��� �।    

����8�  �+��,������8�  �+��,������8�  �+��,������8�  �+��,��----�� 9�� /C�� ��2��V� ����/���� ������� 9�� /C�� ��2��V� ����/���� ������� 9�� /C�� ��2��V� ����/���� ������� 9�� /C�� ��2��V� ����/���� ����� 

"%��� ���2��� ",�$ �8�� =/'� �&�( ��# "������ 56��'� �P�"%��� ���2��� ",�$ �8�� =/'� �&�( ��# "������ 56��'� �P�"%��� ���2��� ",�$ �8�� =/'� �&�( ��# "������ 56��'� �P�"%��� ���2��� ",�$ �8�� =/'� �&�( ��# "������ 56��'� �P� 

���/��, ?d �� �!A$���-  �� ���� ‘f’ "%��� +�� 5���! �/��"�� ",�����I  ��J� 
����8� "%��� ���2��� ",�$ K���� ‘����8�  �+��,��’ ����� "%��(  ���Y� "����� ���G�� 
�P� ���$� ���  ����Y ��2��V� ����/���� ���� +��C$� �8�� =/' ��� /$।......    

6�̂�� ������� ��� ]̂��$���    

"�(���$ ��1,�2� ����$ ��(���2��� �!�� /C�� ��� /C$��F ��, ���,� ���� ��1,�2� 
5�P���� �� ���$� +"�����'� ��; /C�� 6�̂�� 5��$ ������F। �C +� +"����'��  ����� 
��� /C���F ��, ��/��� �� "�(���$ ��1,�2� ��(���2��� 5/��$� (��,�+ ��/���)-�� �8����c 
F��� ��"� � �C$� �� "����/� 6��̂�� ���[ 6�̂�� � ��।    
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������� "&� ����� 

,�2�-5�P������ l��� 
5+��-�� D�; "%����$ 

l��� 5+�� ?? E ?d �!A$��� Z�H? 

(Z) 

��R 6�C��R 6�C��R 6�C��R 6�C    

    
#���� K���� ���� ��z������$ E ���f���� ����+� ���; �� ���6�$ DM(;� M�;$��F, ��/� 

��� ��(�,�� ����  �����। 5C  ���, �$�,�#, 9�3����� "��(���#� $, ��x �C "��# � 
���E "�� ��, 5C  ��� /E$�� �� �.� "3�� ���E ��� #'���m� "������ 9�6� $। 

 
��#� DC ���� M;� ��(����6� ����� ���� ��$ ��, ������� ��1,�2� ������ ����� "��(� 

F�� ���J��� �. /C�� ��$ ���. �&��( ��(M; ��� ������ �"��R �M�2'� ��� /C$��F�। #� ��t 
������ G��$ ��3(�. /X�j Zdd ���� +��� ���$� ���,����� E ",�-"���� �* ���$� ��। #���� �C 
�������� ��� ���$� F�� ���.�, /C$��F, �;$�� #��" E N�� 6��$��F, ���N�� /��/�E /C$��F। 

 
Zdd ���� +��� ������ ��� ���' M�;$��F ���, �C �4C "���� 5�# �� /$। ��$��� �&��( 

����m� ��+� ��+��p� �� ���� 5�"$��F��, �� K���� s��-����+� F���� ��(M; ��� ��� 
����; ���,����� ���$��F�, �� �/�� ���R,�# /$ �C। #���� F�� ��(M; E ���,����� /C�� ���R 
,��#� 5���� "%��( ��3(�. ��;� �,(����#� "���� ��C$��F��, ��(�� �m�",� �����"��� ��/� 
+��C�� ���� ���$� 5��� �� ���। 

 
#������� M;�� ���� N�� 6���C$� ���N�� F���� /��/� ���� ������ "� 6�C�� �- /C$� 

9�X$��F। ����8�� �)� M;� M�;�� ���� ���$� 5��� ��E ,����� ���� �C- ����� +"����'E 
5�� ��� �C। N�;��� ���� E ���� ��� �$�������� ���( ���$�C ����, �� �� ��� ��/��� 
��3(�.�� 9��+�� ���'E ��$� ����, ��/� /C��E N�� 6���C��� �� "��;���  �"G� /C$��F� 
���, ��/� ����2,��� ����6�, /��/����  ���� 5/� G� "%��( �� "���� ��E$� �#$��F, ��/��� 
���(6���E N�� 6��� /C$��F ���$� 5��� �� ������F। ���� �;$�� #��" F��-$� +���� F�,�# 
��� �� "�� �F� �? ���/� 9�(���# N�� 6��� "�����6� "�#� ���,  ��� 9/� "����' �$��� 
����U� ���, ��/�C 5+ 5��� ��3(�.�� �+V�"� ������F। 9�(���# N�� 6������ ��� �&�� ���, 
����;C N�� 6���C��� ��$�+ /C$��F� ���$� 5��� �� ����� �������F �। 

 
"�8  �G� ����6� ���$� 5��� �� ���, ��;� ����. ��c���� E +"�����'� 5G�,�+ 

���c��� �C$� #�X� ����;� W��� �C M;�� ���� E ����� ��R /E$� 5����। /�C����;(� ++ ��� 
��"����� ���c��� �C$� �C ����; #�X� /E$� ��$�+। 
��� ����� �#���#�'� ��$�  ����� 
"��.�'� +� �����"�� �. /C�� �C ��R ���� ������F। ��R���� ����� ���'�c ��2$N��� 
��6�� ��� 5����-(Z) Zdd ���� +��� ������ ��$�+ �� �F�? (?) ��z������$ E ���f���� ���+ 
������ ���� ������� 5U�' 6��$��F� ��? (�) N�� 6���C��� ��  �G� M�;$��F� ��? 9��� 5��� 
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�� ��R ���� ���$��F, 9c �8�� ���(��� ����� "�8 M;� ��� +��$� �Q�'� �3���� +� ��/��� 
��$�, ��/�E ���� /C�� ���$� 5��� M;� "%��( ���� 5���6� ������ �। 

#������ DM(;�$ �� "�8 ������ ����"RS, ��/���� ������ 5��� ��+��� ���� ���$� 
#'� ���, 5��� �"C "� �������� #,�� "����� +��C���F। 

(??�� �!A$��� Z�H?) 

(?) 

,���� ��t�,���� ��t�,���� ��t�,���� ��t�    

#� tU��� ����� ,�2��� ����8���  ��� ��1,�2�)�� #'� ���� +� ���-#'���2��� 
��; "������ ���$� ����m� +�� �Q� 5�� ���G� ���2�� �� ����2 �8�� 9:�� ���; 9/� 
"�3"���U�� #3/�� /$। �] ����Y ���  ����� M;�� �� ��m",� E ���G� ���2��� "�"�#�'� 
5���� t,���� 9�$ /C$��F ����$� "���C "��� /C��। ��x �C �8�� ���(��� ���' ��m",� E 
����� "��(� �� ��;� �3��� ����C��, � "%��( +�� "�P�/�  �"� /$ �C। ����2�� ��"� 
M;�� �� 9c �8�� ��� E =/' ��� /$ 9/�C ��m",�� 9�� +"����'� 5G�-��" ���$��F। 

 

�8�� ��� ������ "�$ +�� �Q� 5�� ��� ��, #� �3/v������ "����� �� ���G� 
 ��Y ��� ��/� ��1,�2� "%��(� ����� ������� ���$� �� ���� �)� u�R ���'�� "3�� /C$��F। 
��� ��� ��, �")� ��������� ���� C�� "������ �C। C/�C ��� ����m� E ��� �m�",�� ��3� 
�c�� /$, ��/� /C�� ��/��� ?Z�� ������� �&��(C 9/� ���� � ���� ���' D�V($ �/"�)�� ����$� 
��C���F। �� �� ?Z�� ������� "��� ������E �)� ��;� ���3�� ��m",�� ��! /C�� ������ 
/C�� ����(� ��(x� M;� /C� � ��� 5����� ��z�", ���N��  �&�� +����E  �"� /C� �। 
"����� ��)� u�R ���'�� "3�� /C$�C ����, ��/� /C�� �"+� +"����'�� ���2 ��E$� ��$ �। 

 

�/�� Zdd ���� +���� ���' ������ ����� �#$� ����m� ���$��F, "���� +���� ����$��F 
��, ���E ���E ���� �/��� 
�,���� +��������  6� ����� 6�$। ??�� ������ ������ "����� 
���3����E �C ���( �R�� ������ /C$��F� ��, �� "�� ��� 5�F ���� +�� ��$, ��5C� 
���(������ �Q 5+��� ( �(�j ?Z �� �������)  �����$ M;� M�;$��F, ��/�� +� ��$� �� 
���� ����, ��/���� "�q ��z������$ �� ��� ��.� ���J��� "%�( �C। ���;� ��� "�� /$ ��/� 
/C�� ���� +"����'� ��; �"� ��� ���&� "�� 9�M�; ��� /$ �C ��? ��� �&�(���C ����� 
,�2��� ��1,�2� ��� "%��( ��m",�� ���,�� ������ /C� ��� �����"�� ��; ��1-���������� 
���(���� ������ /C�, ��/� /C�� N�� 6��� �* /�। Zdd ����� ��$�+ /C� �। ��m",� 5+ 
��+���� ��  �G� ���$��F ��/��� ���� "�v�  �,���# W��� ����� +"����'�� 
��3�� �� 
��/���� 5G�  �+(� ����� ������ ���$� �� /$ �। ���� +"����' ���R E �3�������� �� 
��1���������� ��E "/� ����� �। F��"���+� ����������� 9�� 5����� "%&'( 5G� 5�F। "����� 
"���� 5+ ��̂/���� ����� �K� �;���� ����। "� ��� /$� ���� ��� "�� $। ��x  
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���"�� ���� �Q। 5��� ��/��� � ��$�� ���� ���� ��, 5����� F��"��+, 5����� ����� 
+"����' D�3�������� "�&�� 9��� ����� ��P���� �W������ ����� �। 

 

+�� �Q� 5�� E ��̂� ��m",� ,���� �� ,&� ���$� 6��$��F। ��/̂�� ��+��� #'��� 
���$� ���� ���। "�(+����� ��, +��� ��/���C, ����� ����&'( ���#����# 5�F +���  R��� 
"�q, "��;���� ��̂/��� ‘"�;���� ���̂�.........+���� "�J���� 6���� ����� ����। �C ������X�� 
+�� �Q� 5�� E ��̂� ��m",�� ��6�� ����� ��/���� "%��( �� �"��R =/' ����� /$, �� 
���$�+। 

 

 �" ��/�C �/�� ��(�� ��m",�� ��6�� ����� +"����'C �����। ��x 5+ ��/��� �� +�;� 
����G�� "3�� ���$��F, ��/�� "���� ��/����C ����� /C��। �� ��/����C ,��� ��  ����� 
����G��� 9�� /C$��F, 9/�� "������ +�C ��/����C  ="� /E$� ��(��। �;� ��/���� ,���� 
��t� ��� ��/� ��E$� /C�� ��� ��/���  �/��� ����+ ���# ���$�  ������Y Zdd ���� ����/�� 
��� ��� 9{��(��$� ����. 5G�,�+ ��R ����; ��$�# ���। ���R E �3r�� �.���� ��� 
����� �����'� +� � F�-�  � ��� �� 5�F ���$� 5��� �� ��� �।  

(?d�� �!A$��� Z�H?) 
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GOVERNMENT OF EAST BENGAL 

Home Department 

Special Branch 

ORDER 

No. 842-U.S. Dacca, the 24th March, 1952. 

Whereas the person known as Muzaffar Ahmad Chaudhuri, son of Moulvi 

Obaidullah of lbrahimpur, P. S. Lakshmipur, Dist. Noakhali, and of University Quarters 

at the gate of the Dacca University, Dacca, is detained in the Dinajpur Jail under the 

provisions of section 41 of the East Bengal Public Safety Ordinance, 1951 (East Bengal 

Ordinance No. XXI of 1951) as enacted and continued in operation by the East Bengal 

Expiring Laws Act, 1951 (East Bengal Act No. XXXVIII of 1951). 

 

And whereas having considered the materials against the said person the Governor is 

satisfied that with a view to preventing the said person from acting in any manner 

prejudicial to the public safety and the maintenance of public order, it is necessary to 

make the following order for the purpose of continuing his detention: 

 

Now, therefore, in exercise of the powers conferred by clause (a) of sub-section (1) 

of section 17 of the East Bengal Public Safety Ordinance, 1951 (East Bengal Ordinance 

No. XXI of 1951) as enacted and continued in operation by the said Act the Governor is 

pleased to direct: 

 

(a) that the said person shall subject to the provisions of section 18 of the said 
Ordinance as enacted and continued in operation by the said Act be detained until 

further orders; 

 

(b) that, subject to the provisions of clause (a) of this paragraph the said person shall 

until further orders, continue to be detained in the Dinajpur Jail; and 

 

(c) that during such detention the said person shall be subject to the conditions laid 
down in the East Bengal Public Safety (Security Prisoners) Rules, 1951. 

 

By order of the Governor 

M. F. BAR1 

Asstt. Secy, to the Govt, of East Bengal. 
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 [Communication of grounds of detention under section 19 of the East Bengal Public 

Safety Ordinance, 1951 (East Bengal Ordinance No. XXI of 1951) as enacted and 

continued in operation by the East Bengal Expiring Laws 1951<East Bengal Act No. 

XXXVIII of 1951).] 

 

In pursuance of section 19 of the East Bengal Public Safety Ordinance 1951 (East 

Bengal Ordinance No. XXI of 1951), as enacted and continued in operation by the East 
Bengal Expiring Laws Act, 1951 (East Bengal Act XXXVIII of 1951), you Prof. 

Muzaffar Ahmad Chaudhuri, son of Maulvi Obaidullah of Ibrahimpui, P.S. Lakshmipur, 
Dist. Noakhali and of University Quarters at the gate of the Dacca University, Dacca, at 

present detained in the Dinajpur Jail under Order No. 842-H.S., dated 24th March 1952, 
made under clause (a) of Sub-Section (1) of Section 17 of the said Ordinance as enacted 

and continued in operation by the said Act are hereby informed that your detention has 
been considered necessary on the following grounds: 

 

1. That you have been and are associated with the illegal activities of a secret 

association in the district of Dacca, the object of which is to overthrow this Govt. (i.e. 

Govt, of East Bengal) by violent means and that during the years 1947, 1948, 1951 and 

1952 (till your arrest you were concerned in prejudicial and disruptive activities in the 

district of Dacca against the Govt, and particularly in the months of December 1947; 

January, February and March, 1948; June 1951 and February 1952 (till your arrest you 

along with some anti-State elements held meetings and made prejudicial propaganda 

amongst the people of Dacca district as well as the students of the Dacca University and 

incited them against the Govt, with the ultimate object of overthrowing the Government 

of East Bengal. Furnishing any more facts and particulars other than those given above 

would be against public interest. 

 
2. That all your activities mentioned above threaten and are likely to endanger the 

existence of public order and safety in this province. 
 

3. You are further informed that you have a right to make a representation in writing 
to this Govt, against the order of detention made against you, and should you wish to do 

so you should send the representation to the undersigned through the Superintendent of 
Dinajpur Jail, where you are at present detained. 

 

 

By order of the Governor 

M.F.BARI, 

Asstt. Secretary to the Govt, of East Bengal 

Home (Special) Department. 
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GOVERNMENT OF EAST BENGAL 

Home Department 

Special Branch 

ORDER 

No. 1220 H.S. Dacca, the 4th April, 1952. 

 

Whereas the person known as Mirza Golam Hafiz, son of late Mirza Asimuddin, of 
Atwari, District Dinajpur and of 40/1, Abdul Hadi Lane, P. S. Kotwali, District Dacca, is 

detained in the Dacca Central Jail under the provisions of section 41 of the East Bengal 
Public Safety Ordinance, 1951 (East Bengal Ordinance No. XXI of 1951) as enacted and 

continued in operation by the East Bengal Expiring Laws Act, 1951 (East Bengal Act 
No. XXXVIII of 1951) 

 
And whereas having considered the materials against the said person the Governor is 

satisfied that with a view to preventing the said person from acting in any manner 

prejudicial to the public safety and the maintenance of public order, it is necessary to 

make the following order for the purpose of continuing his detention: 

 

Now, therefore, in exercise of the powers conferred by clause (a) of subsection (1) of 

section 17 of the East Bengal Public Safety Ordinance,. 1951 (East Bengal Ordinance 

No. XXI of 1951) as enacted and continued in operation by the said Act the Governor is 

pleased to direct: 

 

(a) that the said person shall subject to the provisions of Section 18 of the said 

Ordinance as enacted and continued in operation by the said Act be detained until 

further orders; 

 
(b) that, subject to the provisions of clause (a) of this paragraph the said person shall 

until further orders, continue to be detained in the Dacca Central Jail; and 
 

(c) that during such detention the said person shall be subject to the conditions laid 
down in the East Bengal Public Safety (Security Prisoners) Rules, 1951. 

 
 

By order of the Governor, 

M. F. BARI 

Asstt. Secy, to the Govt, of East Bengal. 
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������� "&� ����� 

�&�( ����8� #'�m� ���� 5b����� 
����8�� ��!f���� ���J�� ���� 

l��� 5+�� Z� E Zy +��$��� Z�H� 

 

Z� +��$��� 

(��! �����;(��) 

    #���� (tU���) 5�����;��� �$��� �8���� �&�( ����8� #'�m� ���� �� ������� 
"��� 9�W�� /$। "���� ������ $�; �+�� /C�� 5#� ������#' ���#�� ���। 
 

  ,��(� "����� ",���� +�� ��E$� ��/��� 5�� "���� �c3�� �"��# ��� ��, ����� 
��(�� "����+� ��+���� E  �(����  �G�� �����( "�����  ����Y ���; ��c��1 #X�� 
��$�+ ��/$��F। ��� �Y� ��� ��, ����� ��(�� #X�m C����+� "���+���� E "��R��m�C 
���R� ���। ��"��� ��# "���� �� �k'�� � �3����C "/�$�� ���$��F t��। "����' ����2� D��-
D�(�� ��M��� ��� �6��C ��� �C। ��� /C�� "���+���� E "��R�m����� 9��� ���$� ����8��� 
"�3���� "�� �#����� "��  ����� ���� 9�p��C #'�m� �� #�X� /C$��F ���$� ��� 9�|� 
���। 
 

 #�m� ���� 5/��$� +�� ��/��� 5�� ��/̂�� �c3��$ #'�m� �� #X�� ��$�+�$��� 
���,� ��� "%��( 5���6� ���$� ��� ��, ��� ��"� ��"��� ��# "���� "%&'( ���(��� ���6$ 
���$�F। #� ��̂6 �F� ��# ��"�� !�� ����� ���,� ���� ���3r��� "3�� /C$��F ��� �����"�� D�(�� 
6�� "���$ ��}̂�F$��F। 
 

 ����8��� l������ ���� "�����6� ���$� ��� ���� ��, 9/� ����. ��� $ ��� 9/� 
������ "��+����� ���� �,�����। �3��R
)� ��� �3�;� ��E�$���� "�/� ����8��� +�-� 
������ ��� 9�|� ���। 
 

Z� Z� Z� Z� +��$���+��$���+��$���+��$���    

(��! �����;(��) 

 #���� (������) �����J� #'�m� ���� �� ���"�����  ����� ��2 /$।  ����� ����� 
+"����� �����  ����� /$। �����  ������ ",����I ��� +�� ����9p� 5/�� �6}����। 
",�$ #'���2��� "�"� ������� +�� "�(�� �E�� /�$�� ��, +�� 5�D" "����, +�� ��/��� 
5�� ���� ���c �c3�� ���। 
 

 +�� �E�� /�$�� �� ��̂/�� �c3��$ ����8� "���� E �&���� ����;� ������;(� "����6� 
���$� ��� ��, 9c ������;( �&�( ����8��� ���"P���� "%&'()�� 9��.� ��� /C$��F। ����8�� 
��!f���� ���J�� +� ��� ���� +��। ��� ��� �� ���� ����8��� #���� 5"� ����$� �&�( 
����8��� ���"P����  ,��- �,����#� "�X� "*� ���� ��� ��/� ��"�� 9���c 9��$ ��(��' 
��� "%&'(  "�� ���। �&�( ����8���  ����"�� "�����- "������ ��� �3�� ����  �C ������ ����� 
9���� 9�$ ��(��' ����� �&�( ����8���"�� W��C "��। �C ����' ��� �&�( ����8���"��� 
"�����,��� ��!f���� ���J�� ������ 5�P�� tQ ����� 9���� ��। 
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 #'���2�� �&�( ���#� �� "�� "�"� �&���� ����;� �����;( ���$� �C$��F ��̂/���� 5t 
������#� ������ +�� #X�� +�E ��� �&�( ����8���  ����"��� 9���� ��। 

 "�(���2 ��� �R�� ��� ��, �&���� ����;� �����;( +
���(� ��� �.� ����$� #X ��� /$ 
�C। ��"��� ��# "������ #��� ������� ��� �3�� ����$�C ��/� #X ��� /C$��F। 

 ���� ����8��� 5+�� ����G� ���;( ��� �&�( ����8��� #'�m� ���� 9�p��� E ��(���� 
,��2��� ��C)� /C�� ���$�E ��� ��̂/�� �c3��$ 9�|� ���। 

 ",�$ +�� /�+� ���/��� ������ �����J� #'�m� ���� ",����, +�� ���+�� �/�� 
�� ("%���, ‘6�2�’), +�� 5��� +���� (����), +�� ���� 9p� 5/�� �6}���� (�"��;), +�� 
��/9p� 5/�� ("%���, ‘5������’), E  ����� ��!��� C"����� (6��̂���) "/",����; +�� 
��/��� 5���� "����' "%��� ��� +�� 5��9� �/�� (��+��/�) E ��E$� ��/��� 5���� ���-
"%��� ��(��' ��� /$। C/� F�-� ?Z +�� ",� ��(��' ��� /$। 

 ���� ����8��� 5+�� ����8� ���;(� "�/� ������# ��+ ������ 9�p�� 9,$ ����8��� 
NQI�&'( ��2$"�&/ ��(��' ��� ��/�� ������.�� ��(��� �G� ������ +� 5+�� ����G� ���;(� 
"�/� 5��-5���6� 6���C��� .���E �#�X� ����;� /���  �(' ��� /$।  
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PAKISTAN OBSERVER 
June 1,1954 

About 190 persons arrested throughout Province, Promulgation 
of Section 92-A welcomed in West Pakistan. 

( By A Staff Reporter) 
 

General sense of disappointment and frustration prevails among the people in the city 
since the imposition of 92-A in Province. Contingents of Army continue to patrol the 

city through-fates and guard the strategic points. It may be mentioned that since the 

Adaiujee disturbances Armymen were posted in the city as a precaution against any 

possible breach of peace. 

 

About 190 arrests were made throughout the province yesterday (Monday) evening 

which include Mr. Shaikh Mujibur Rahman, one of the members of the former Huq 

Cabinet, Mirza Gholam Hafiz, MLA, Mr. Gholam Quader Choudhury, MLA. 

 

Chittagong Arrests 

 

A report received here from Chittagong says that 17 persons were arrested on Monday 

among whom Mr. Zahur Ahmed Choudhury, MLA and Mr. A. Aziz, Secretary of the 

District Awami League, are prominent. 

 

At Sylhet 
 

Mr. Mahmud Ali, MLA, Secretary -General, Pakistan Ganatantri Dal was reported to 
have been arrested at Sylhet on Sunday night. 

 

At Bogra 

 

As a precautionary measure section 144 has been promulgated at Bogra and some 

arrests have been made according to reports received in Dacca. 

 

APP adds : The situation in East Pakistan was quiet and normal and no untoward 

incident has occurred anywhere in the districts according to reliable reports received here 

till this evening. 

 

Dacca city life was queit normal and people were seen busy in Eid purchase. 
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Tension existing since the recent rioting in the Adamjee Jute Mills has also died 

down and the Mill is expected to restart functioning from June 6. 

 

188 person have been arrested under Public Safety Act and other specific charges all 

over the province till this evening. 

 

Pre-sensorship has been imposed on all the local papers. 
Another A.P.P. report from Karachi, dated May 31 says: 

 
Mr. Ghulam Ali Talpur, Speaker, of the Sind Legislative Assembly and Vice- 

President of All-Pakistan Muslim League has issued the following statement to the press: 
"I sincerely congratulate His Excellency the Governor-General and Hon'ble the 

Prime Minister of Pakistan for their timely action of removing the Fazlul Huq Ministry 
in East Bangal. 

 

1 condemn with all emphasis the attitude of Mr. Fazlul Huq in non-cooperating with 

the Central Government and his design of breaking the solidarity of East and West 

Pakistan. 

 

I assure His Excellency the Governor-General and the Prime Minister that the entire 

people of Sind are behind them". 

 

Frontier Chief Minister 
 

Peshawar, May 31: The Frontier Chief Minister Sardar Abdur Rashid, who returned 
here from Karachi this morning after about ten days, declared that people of the Frontier 

Province would stand by the Centre in any action that they might take to preserve the 

integrity and solidarity of the State. 
 

Commenting on the imposition of section 92-A in East Bengal the Chief Minister 

said on his arrival. 1 am sure that every true Pakistani has received the news with great 
relief and will laid and endorse this wise decision of the Governor-General and the 

PrimeMinister of Pakistan. To us no price can be too dear for keeping the integrity and 
solidarity of Pakistan. We shall stand by and support the centre in any action that they 

may consider necessary towards that end. 

 

(By A Staff Reporter) 
 

According to latest information received from the Police Control, Dacca at 2.30 a.m. this 

morning (Tuesday), the number of arrests throughout the province is 209. Of these, 144 

were arrested in Dacca City and Narayanganj and the rest in the districts. 
 

June 3, 1954. 

2 more M.L.A's arrested. Total arrests: 484. 

(By a Staff Reporter) 

 
According to information received from the Dacca Police Control at 2 a.m. (Thuesday), 

the total number of arrest made throughout the Province following the Imposition of 

section 92-A rose up to 484. 
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With the arrest Mr. Altaf Hossain (Mymensingh) and Mr, Azizur Rahman 

Khondoker (Rangpur) the number of M.L.A's so far arrested totals 9. 

 

Mr. Sajid Ali, Assistant Secretary of the former Chief Minister Mr. A.K. Fazlul Huq 

is also among those arrested. 

 

The situation in Dacca remains quiet. No untoward incident anywhere in the 
Province was reported till late hours on Wednesday night. 

 
An earlier APP message said: Total number of persons arrested so far is 435 states a 

Press note here yesterday. 

June 6, 1954. 

More arrests in Districts. 

 
Barisal, June 6 : Five persons including Mrs. Monoroma Bose, Mrs. Sujata Das 

Gupta and Mr. Nurul Islam, B.L, have been arrested under the East Bengal Public Safety 
Ordinance on May 3I-UPP. 

 
Khulna, June 6: Several persons including Mr. Nepal Das of the Communist Party 

have been arrested under the Public Safety Ordinance on May 31. 
 

Dr. Atulendra Nath Das was also arrested under the Safety Ordinance on June 1-

UPP. 

(From a Correspondent) 
 

Kliulna, June 1: Mr. Devendra Nath Das, MLA and two Communist workers have 
been arrested by local police under the East Bengal Special Power Ordinance. 

 

Chittagong, June 6: 17 persons were arrested here under the East Bengal Public 

Safety Ordinance on May 31. -UPP. 
 

Rajshahi, June 6: Several persons including Mr. Ataur Rahman, MLA, Sri Santu 

Bhaduri, Srimati Sonamani Lahiry and Mr. Momtazuddin have been arrested under the 

East Bengal Public Safety Ordinance on June 1. 
 

The District Magistrate has promulgated Section 144 Cr. P.C. since the beginning of 

this week. -UPP. 
 

(From our own correspondent) 
 

Faridpur, May 31: It is reported that three Communist workers named Mokhlesur 
Rahman, Liaqat Hossain and Monawar Hossain were arrested today as a preventive 

measure taken by Government to maintain peace and under. 

 

June 11, 1954. 

772 arrested so far. 
 

Another 38 persons have been arrested on June 10, making the total 772 says a Press 
note issued last night (Thursday) by the Government of East Bengal. 
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Mr. Khair Ahmed. MLA, has been arrested at Feni on June 8, under Safety Act, it is 

learnt and on the same day Mr. Mohammed Ullah, Secretary, Tippara District Youth 

League has also been arrested. 

June IS, 1954. 

890 persons detained so far. 

(By a Staff Reporter) 

 
Nine hundred and ten persons were arrested till yesterday (Monday) evening 

throughout the Province according to the information received from Official sources. 
 

These figures also include 20 students who had already been released. 
 

APP adds: The number of persons detained so far in the Province is 910 including 
20 students who had already been released according to information received from 

official source last night (Monday). 

 

Mrs. Selina Banu, United Front, MLA, was arrested in Pabna recently according to 

the same source. 
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154 TAMIZUDDIN KHAN VERSUS FEDERATION OF PAKISTAN 

(W.P.C. SIND) VII. D.L.R. 

 

[Excerpts from the Writ petition by Tamizuddin Khan against the dissolution of 

Constituent Assembly of Pakistan] 

 

 ................The petitioner's case is stated in para 11 which is reproduced below : 

"The petitioner is advised that the alleged Proclamation is unconstitutional, illegal, 
ultra vires, without jurisdiction, inoperative and void on the following among other 

grounds: 
 

(a) That His Excellency the Governor-General has no authority either under the 
Indian Independence Act of 1947 or under the Government of India Act, 1935 

(as adapted by Pakistan or under any law for the time being in force in Pakistan) 
for issuing the alleged proclamation. 

 

(b) It is denied that the Constitutional Machinery had broken down. It is submitted 

that the said allegation was made in the alleged proclamation merely with a view 

to justify the promulgation thereof. In any case the insertion of assertion of such 

allegation therein does not empower His Excellency the Governor-General to 

issue the alleged proclamation. 

 

(c) Under the provisions contained in the India Independence Act 1947 the 

Constituent Assembly performs dual functions. It is invested with the higher 

overriding functions of acting as a supreme, sovereign, unfettered legislature and 

is also empowered to act as the Federal Legislature for the purposes of the 

Government of India Act 1935 (as adapted by Pakistan). 

 
(d) The said proclamation recites that the Constituent Assembly could no longer 

function. If thereby it is purported or otherwise intended to dissolve the 
Constituent Assembly the said petitioner submits that the Proclamation is void 

as His Excellency the Governor-General has no power to dissolve the 
Constituent Assembly. 

 
(e) It is denied that the Constituent Assembly has ceased to function. The 

Constituent Assembly cannot be dissolved by the Governor-General or any other 

authority except by the Assembly itself. 

 

(f) The constituent Assembly even in its capacity as the Federal Legislature cannot 

be dissolved by the Governor-General. The power to dissolve the Federal 

Legislature was contained in section 19(2) (c) of the Government of India Act 
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1935 prior to August 15, 1947. Thereafter the said sub-section was omitted by 

and under the Pakistan (Provisional Constitution) Order of 1947. The Governor- 

General, therefore, does not possess any power to dissolve the Federal 

Legislature. 

 

(g) As regards the Constituent Assembly exercising the powers of the Legislature of 

the Dominion, His Excellency the Governor-General has no jurisdiction, 
authority or power to dissolve it. The provisions regarding the summoning, 

adjourning a meeting, proroguing or dissolving the Constituent Assembly are 
contained in the rules framed by the Constituent Assembly. The President alone 

has the power to summon, adjourn a meeting of and to prorogue the Constituent 
Assembly. So far as dissolution is concerned it is provided that the Assembly 

could not be dissolved except by a Resolution assented to by at least two thirds 
of the total number of Members of the Assembly. 

 

(h) It is therefore submitted that by virtue of alleged proclamation the Constituent 

Assembly could not be dissolved. 

 

(i) His Excellency the Governor-General had no control over the Constituent 

Assembly (Constitution). In fact the acts passed by the Constituent Assembly in 

that capacity do not require his assent. It is provided that when a bill is passed, a 

copy thereof shall be signed by the President and it shall become law on being 

published in the Official Gazette of Pakistan under authority of the 

President." ........... 
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EAST PAKISTAN ASSEMBLY PROCEEDINGS 

OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE THIRD SESSION, 1956 

Volumne XV, No. 1. 

17
th
 September, 1956 

BUDGET ESTIMATES, 1956-57 

 

MR. ATAUR RAHMAN KHAN: 5�� Z�@H "���� Z��  �¢��� /C�� Z�H� "���� �Z �� 
��6( ��(R �&�( ����8��� ���+�;� 5$-���$� �/"��-���� ��� ������F। ���2��� "�"�#'  �#� 
5�F �� #'���2� #� ��6( ���" ���; 5C ��" ���$� 6��� 5��(� �j"��� ���� E �� ���"� ��$ 
���p ���� ������ +� #,'(��� ��$�+�$ .��� ��� ���। ����"��� #,'(� ���� E �� ���"� 
���p�3� ��$ ���� ���$��F। #�  ?@�� �� ������ ��"��m� Z�� ���� �������� ���"�fe ���; 
�M�2'� �6�� ���। 9c �M�2'�  ���$� �&�( ����8��� ������� 5C ",�� .������ ���(���e 
��3(� #3/�� /$। ��x �� +���$ ���2��� ���( �* ����� �Q ���"�fe ��"��m� Z�� ����� (�) 
9�-����� (#) �!�$ ��� ?�B ����� (Z) 9�-����� ��� .������ Z�H@ "���� Z �� +� /C�� �Z 
�� 5#� ��(R �&�( ����8��� ��+
 /C�� ��$ ���� ���।  �)�,��� �Z�� 5#� ������E ���"�fe 
�&�( ����8��� ��+
 /C�� Z�� �"�¡Y� /C�� �B�� �"�¡Y� ��(R "��$�  +� 5�����$ ��$ ���� 
���$��F। �C"� ���' 5�� �� 6��� 5��(� �j"���  ���� F$ ���"� 5$-���$� �/"��C ��� 
������F ���। �C "�q 5�� ",�� "�"����  �#��� +� #,'(� ��� ���"�fe ��3(� ������3� ;���� 
�/"��-���� �������� ����C$��F ��� ������3� ;��� "��� "��� �j"��� ���; ���$� �/"��E ���( 
���$��F। 
 

 5E$��� ��# ���$���� "���� "����� .���$  ���J� /C$��F। ��#� "����' ��(�6� 
+"����'�� ��� ���~�� ���!� �C "���� ?Z �!� ��("&6� ���(��� ����� 5��' �6�� �����। 
��#� ��$� �j"�� ����� "�"��� "���� ��� /$C �C ��� �� �� "�"�� �3�� ��C$��F। ������ 
+#' ��C 5+  R/�। "�"��� "����; 5����� "���� �C"� "�"�� "����� ��(�� �j�� 
��/$��F। ��3� "���� ���E "�$"���. ���E 5�� ��� ��$ �� "I�C ����� ��(�� "�"��N��� 
���� 9��� "�� "���� /C��। &� �m�",��� ���(,�� =/' ���$� �.����� ����C ���+; ��� 
����� /C���F। �C 
������ �,�� ��� ����� ������  ���$� ���+; ��� ��� "�� $। 5#��� 
+��$��� ���" �� ��(�� �j"��� "������� ���+; E Z�H�-Hy "�� +� &� ���+; ��� ��� 
/C��, �� �m�",� ���$ ��("&6�  ���$� ������ �'$ ���$� ���+�;� ���,� ���� ����p� +� 
���2��� "���� /C��। 
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+����'C �C "������ ����� �.। �C 9�p�� "!� ������ +� �m�",� ��6̂"��� 
������ ���� �����'  ��(� ���G� ����� �6�� �����। "�"�#'  ��/� 5�F ��, ��6̂"��� 
������� �"-� ���$� "���� ��3(� ������ /C$��F। C/� 
���� �����C /C�� ��, �C ������ 
+� ���p�3� ;���� �����' ���C  �। �C ����  ���� ,$�� ����  ��/��� /C$��F। ����8��� 
����"���� ����� H.@ ,�# �C ����� ��" ���। ��̂/���� ����£ ���� ����� ���� /C$��F। ����� 
��6̂���� ������$ �&�( ����8��� "�"��� ��� 5��} �3����� ��� /$ �C। 5��� ��(�� ����$ 
"������ "�/� � ��2�$ 5���6� ���$� ���p�3�  ��(� ����� �3�� ���$� 9c ������$ 5�&� 
�����( "�� ����� �6�� ����। 

���p���p���p���p    

��(�� ���+�; ��')� ���p ���( ��� /C$��F� 

���+; ���+; ���+; ���+; Z�H@Z�H@Z�H@Z�H@----H�H�H�H�    

    

5$ 

#��j"��� 9W3�         Z,H? 

��+
          �?,@H 

¤' ��� /C�� ���S                  Z,??,yd 

 

��$ 

 

 Z�H@ "���� 
���� /C�� �� 
��(R #,'(� 
��3(�  ������� 
��$ 

Z�H@ "���� +� 
/C�� �"�¡Y� 
��(R ���"�fe 
��3(�  ������� 
��$ 

Z�H@ "���� Z�� 
 �¢��� /C�� 
Z�H� "���� �Z 
��6( ��(R 
���p�3� ��$ 

"�= �j"�  

Z�H@-H� 

��+
 ���� ��$ d,@@ �,�B Zy,�d �?,�B 

�&�� ���� ��$ ?,�H @,�� Z?,�� ?Z,@H 

¤' ���� ��$ Zd,y? @�,�@ H?,@y Z,BZ,?@ 

9W3� ... ... ... Z,?B 
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Z�HH-H@ "���� ��2 �/"��� �&�( ����8��� ���9�ee-�+������ ��; /C�� ��E ��E$� 
��$ �C। ¥ �j"��� ������ �/"��� ���� ����, Z�HH-H@ "���� ��+
 ���� 5��$ /$ ���; ?Z ����;  
�B �. ;���। �C "�� "����� �����( /E$�� "���� 5�F; ���' ���� ��$ ������ �/"��� ��� 
��� ����$ ;��[� ������� "������ �/"�� E ����$ "������ ����$ ������3� "�/���� "%&'(,��� 
��� /$ �C। #� �j"��� ��+
 5���$� �����' ?H ����; ;���� 9��� ��-̂�C�� ���$� �� /$। 
Z�HH-H@ "��� �&�( "���� ����$ �C �j"�� 5$ �3��� ��� ���' ,&�� ��+
। 9�|����#� ��, 
Z�HB-HZ "��� �&�( ����8� +������ ��� E �+�
I 5C ��� /$ ��� C/��� ������ "�8 ��+� 
5��$���� 
I ����� ���� ��� /$। #� F$ �j"�� �C 5C ���������,��� ���(��� ��� /$ �C। 
��(�� 5��(� "���� "�8 ��+� 5��$���� 
I ����� ��("&6� "%&'( ���� �"��R =/' ��� /C$��F। 
�C ���("&�6�� ����3� +������ /C�� ��+
 5��$ �3�� ��C�� ���$� 5�� ��� ��$। ��; �!��� 
t�¦� �/"�� ���� Z ����; HB �. ;��� �3��� 5�� ��� ��C�� ���� ��� ��U$ ���� �/"�� ���� 5�E 
�H �. ;��� �3�� ��C�� ���$� ��� ��C�� ����। +������ ��� ���� �Q ‘‘���%’’ ���� dB �. ;��� 
��� �3�2 ‘‘5$-��’’ ����� HB �. ;��� M�;�� /C��।     

    
����$� ���� ���E 5C ���2��� Z�H@ "���� Z��  �¢��� /C�� Z�H� "���� �Z �� ��6( ��(R 

@ ���"� �/"�� ����6� ����� /C��, ����� ���� ���$� ����� "�������( �#�;� �j"��� �/"��C   
5���6� ��� /C���F। ���6(� ������ �/"��� Z�HH-H@ "���� ��+
 ��$ ?@ ����; HB �. ;���, 
��G�� Z�H@-H� "���� ���+; ����� �? ����; �B �. ;���। ���,� ���� ��� ��� ��2�$ �/"���� 
��"b3� ����' ��� ��E$� /C��। �� "�� 9�$ ������� +� ��+
 ��� /C�� ��$ ��� /$। 
9/���� +� ? ����; ;��� ���� ���p ��� /C$��F। �"�,� E$��(�" �� �. ;��� ���-$��F। �§��� ��$ 
"�8 +���$ 9�$�&�� ���+C ���p �3�� ��� /C$��F। ��+
 ���� ���; ?H �. ;��� M�;�� ��̂-�C��। 
+����'�&�� ����(� 6��/�� ��;�C�� 5�E  ���  ��(� ��$�+। ��,��� ��+
 ���� 5$ �3�� ��� 
��$, �m�",� �"C ��2�$ ����6� ������F। 5���� /C�� �� ��� ���( ���$� +���$ #X�&�� 
����(� +�  �( "�=/ ��� /C��। �C "Y�* ��$�+�$ ��� ���2��� 5#���  ������ ��� ��� 
/C��।     

    
#� �j"��� �&�� ���� ��6 /C$��F� ? ����; � �. ;���,  �6 �C �j"� 5��� ¥ ���� ���p 

����$��F ?Z ����; @H �. ;���। #q�-������. ������, �'(!��� ������, l�D���� ������ E 
��� �$m' ������ C����� ����� ,��2�� 9�$�&�� ������N�� ���� ��$ �&�� ��� /C�� 
���p ��� /C$� ����। ���� 9�|� ��� ��C�� ���� ��, #� ��$� �j"��� �&�� ���� #-�-�� ��$ 
�F� ���2(� H ����; ;���� ��। Z�H@-H� "���� ���+�; ?Z ����; @H �. ;��� ���p ��� /C$��F। 
����2 ����2 9�$�&�� ������ ��+ I���¨� ���$� "����' ������ +������� �� a� 9�$ 
���C "������ �.� ��� �C 9�p���C ����� ,�# ��$ ���p ��� /C$��F।     
    

 "������ #3/�� ¤' ��1�$ ��,�fe !��, ���,� ������ �f����+; E ���f,�©, ���-�"�,�,   
���,�9 ��� �U���� ���;( �f����+;, �f����+;  � ������ ��f+ C����� ¤' ���� �/"�� ������    
/$।     

6��� �j"��� ���+�;� ����$ NQI��'( ��2$ ���' �'(� ��� /C���F�     
    

,&�� ��+
     
    

,&�� ��+
 ���� � ����; yd �. ;��� ��$ ���p ��� /C$��F। ���+�;� l����� �C ��, ������ 
"�8 ��+� 5������� 
I ����� ���G� ��� /C$��F। Z�HB "���� �&�( ����8� +������ ��� E     
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�+�
I 5C�� "��"�� ����� ����  ���$� "���� ������ ���; HB,BBB ;��� E ��&��(� ���2(� 
5$����� �- �- +�����N�� ��� ���� �� ��  �G�$ 5�"$� ��-̂�C$��F�� ��,  ����  
"��"��,��� ��� ��� 5� "���� /$ �C। "�����,  ���� "�8 ��+
�,�#���� 
I ��(�� �j"�� 
��� ���� �"��R "���� =/' ���$��F।     

�    
 6��� 5��(� �j"�� �C ������ �.' E � "%��� 9���� +� d� �. ;��� ��$ ���p ��� 
/C$��F।     
    
 ��X E  ��� �+£���� "����/ �3�� ��� ��(�� �� "��.' E �3��� +� � ��,�# ��3(� 
�]��� ������ =/' ��� /C$��F। ���(�� 6ª=���� � /C�� ��X "�=/ ������� +� ?Z �. @Z 
/�+�� ;��� ��$ ���p ��� /C$��F।     
    
 �&�( ����8� ��"����� � 5C �������� "������ �$m�' 5�� ��"����� �"�&/ 
��"����� � "��.' ������ ��� ���6���� /C���F। �C 9�p��� � �. ;��� ���p ��� /C$��F।     
    
 "������ �$m'��� �"�&�/� "�s�� ������E ���(��� ��� /C���F ��� �C 9�p��� Z 
�. ;��� ���p ��� /C$��F।     

�"6    
�"6 ����(� +� y ����; d� �. ;��� ���p ��� /C$��F। �"6 ������N��� ���� �'(!��� 

������ ����2 NQI�&'(। 9/�� +� ���+�;� d ����; ���p ��� /C$��F। �C ������� ��+ 
"��b�2+�,���  ="� /C���F। 5�� ��� ��$ ��, Z�H@ "���� ��n����n ,��# �C ������� 
��+ "%� /C��।     
    
    

#q�-������. ������ 5����; NQI�&'( �"6 ������। �C ������� ��� ��(��$ 
5����� Z ����; �@ �. ;��� ��6 /C��। C/�� +� ���%,  �!" #3/, ��8�M�; C����� ��(�' ��� 
5�����$ "��=� "�=�/� ������ ��+ ��$ "%� /C$� �#$��F। ��� ��� ���� ��� ��� ��+ 
 ="�  /C���F। ��D�j 9j��� #3�/� �,�� G���� ��+E 5�� ��� /C$��F। �C ������� +� 
���+�; �B �. Z� /�+�� ;��� ���p ��� /C$��F। ������� ��� ��(��$� ��+  ="� /E$�� "�q 
"�q ����$�, ����� E ���� �+��$ ����  ���� �"6 E +� ���� ������ l�$���� 9�p�� 
+���"�M ����� ��+ ����2�V� �\����� #q�-������. �������  R,�(c "�=  �� +��� 
��� /C���F। ��(�� �j"��� ���+�; 9/�� +�  �( ���p ��� /C$��F।     

    
    

��8� ��̂� ������ 5����; NQI��'( ������। 9/�� +� 5����� � ����; ?B �. ;��� ��6 
/C��। ���+�; 9/�� +� Z ����; �H �. ;��� ���p ��� /C$��F। 5t !� ���,� 9�p��� ����$ 
C���$���� ��3(��.� �����(  ���$� ���; 9�-������ (��8� ������ ��� ��(��$) l��� ��� 
/C$��F। �C 9�-������$ 5����� Z@ �. �@ /�+�� ;��� ��6 /C��। 9/�� ��+ C������C 
5�� ��� /C$��F।  �C 9�-�������;� +� ���+�; ZZ �. ;��� ���p ��� /C$��F।     
    

    

��W����  ��� �����2� 9j����� +�  ��N�� +����� ������ ���(��� ��� /C���F। 
��$ H �. ��� +�� 9�$ E ���2(� yB �. �'  ����c �����"� 9j���C �C ������N��� �&� 
�.�। 9/���� +� ���+; �d �. ;��� ��� /C$��F।     
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��� �$m'    

 ������ ��� "���� ��3�  �G� �)�' +���� ����(� ��("&6� �'$, ������ "�=/ ��� ��� 
�$m�'� +� �&'(�q ������ �§�� ����(� +� �&�( ����8� "���� ��� ���� #X ���$��F। 
���; ��� �$m' ���J�E #X ��� /C$��F। +��� E ��R ���( ���6���� +� ��� ����� �"��R 
#3/�� /$। �C �"����b� ������.�� ���; 
���$��� ��� �$m' ������ �§�� ���$� ��� 
������ ��; ��� ��� /$।  ���� 9/� �&�( ����8� "���� ��3(�  ������� /$ ��� ��$�+�$ 
 �( ���p E ������ +� ����8� "������ ��; ����� ��� /$। ����8� "���� ���.��&��,��� 
������N��� ���� DC�;, ��� (Z) +��� E ��R ��� (?) ����� �+��� ������ ��^� "L"��' ����(� 
5t ��$ ��(��/� +� d �. ;��� ���� "�� /C$��F। 9,$ ���(C 5�� ��� /C$��F।     

 ������ ��̂� ��(��'� ��+ ���  ="� /C���F। �C ��^� ���(� /C�� ���� ��� ���� ����� 
������ /C�� ��$ H? �#(��C� ������ �"� 9j������� ����� �.� ��C��। ����8� "���� � 
����  ��� 5�E ��� ����� ������  ����� ���$��F। ��� ��(�� 5��(� �j"��� +� Z 
����; ZB �. �� /�+�� ;��� ���p ���$��F। �C"� ������� ���� ��; ��� �$m' ������ E 
Z?�; �"6 E +� ���� ������ ��/$��F। �2(� ���2 �C"� ������� ���+ /�� ��E$� /C��। +� 
������ "�������( "���� ��� "�s�� ������ +� �]"���� ������ =/' ���$��F। �C"�  
������ ���� ��O�� ���" "�/��� �����।     

��.���.���.���.� 
 ��.�� ���� d ����; HZ �. ;��� ���p ��� /C$��F। "����' ��$�+� ��� 9�$ 
���������� +� ���(� /���  �( ���p ��� /C$��F।     
    
 ����� ,�2� E "��/���� 9j�2( "���� 9�p�� ����� ����f�� G���� /C$��F। 5�� ��� ��$ 
��, �C ����f�� ���U�� t�����  ��� ,�2�$ ����� ��(, ����#�� ��V� E "��/�� ��2$� =��� 
 ���� ���� ���)��C #�-$� 9�X�� �, ��� C/� ����� ,�2��  �,V ���� E ��.��(�#�'� ���; 
#��2'� E 5���6�� ���)� ����&'(�� ��, �����।     
    
 K��� ���+ �����C �����$ �� #3/ G��R��� /C$��F। �C ����+� F������"� ��(�' 
���(E  tQ ��� /C$��F।     
    
 C���� /��� ��(�� #3�/� G�� ���; &� #3/ ��(��'� +� ���+�; ��$�+�$  �( ���p ��� 
/C$��F। C�f #��(" ���+ E �/������ +�E �� #3/ ��(�' ��� /C��। �C +� ��$�+�$  ��(� 
���G� ��� /C$��F। ����� "�T ���/�� +� ��/��� ����� ����#' ��+����� #�-$� ������ ����, 
�o� "���� 6«=��� ���; ����f; ���+ G��� �"��R =/' ���$��F। ����$ "���� �C 
������ ���(��� ����� �� ��$ /C�� 9/�� ���; 9�|����#�  �� �/ ����� "�� /C$��F। 
�������"���� +�� ��� E ������ ���6�  �� �/ ��� F�-�E �C ������ ���� ���2(� 
�����}��,��� �� � �. ;��� ���$� /C�� 9/� �/�� "%&'( ���$I �/ �����। ����#�� ��.� 
U���(�� 6��/�� ��;�C��� +� "���� ��+��/� ��z�������$�  ��� 5� ���; C���$���� ���+ 
������ �"��R =/' ���$��F ��� �C 9�p��� ���+; ��$�+�$  �( ���p ��� /C$��F।  
    
 "���� ��(�� �j"��� +� #��� E ������ F����� �3�� E "�/��� ���� � �. H� /�+�� ;���  
���p ���$��F। �C "Y�* C/�E 9�|� ��� ��C�� ���� ��, #� �j"� "���� �C ���� ���; @ �.      
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H� /�+�� ;��� ���( ���$��F��। ��C���� s���� ��.���� ��� �3�� ���� �]��� /C�� 6���� 
5�"���F। 5��� 9c 9�p��� �C ���+�; H �. ;��� ���p ���$��F। "�����M� "L���$�  ��� 
�k'�� ���� ��.�� �"�� ��/��� I���¨� /$, �"C +� "���� ��� 9�W¬। �D�p��� d �. ;���� 

�,���� ���p F�-�E ���+�; 5���  ����c d �. ;��� ���p ��� /C$��F।  �)�,��� ��}�  
"L���$� +� 
�,����,��� ���p�3� ZB,BBB ;��� F�-�E 5���  ����c �,BBB ;��� ���p ��� 
/C$��F।     

�6��j"� E +
�G�    

 �C ���� � ����; ?Z �. ;��� ���p ��� /C$��F। ��� ��� ������� +� ���(� /���  �( 
���p ��� /C$��F। K��� ���f��� ����+� +� �/���#� &� �[�� �m ��� ������C+�� U$ ����� 
 �( ���p ��� /C$��F। 6«=�� ���f���� ����+ �� ������ +� ���G� /C$��F। ¥ ����+� #3/��(�' 
C������C "%� /C$��F। "����� /�"�����"�&�/ ®2��� E  �T��6���� "������� U�$� +�  ��� 
 �( ���p ��� /C$��F। "���� ������ ���f���� s��N���� ����+ 9��� ������ ���� "%��( 
"����2  ��/� 5�F। ���+C 5��(� �j"��� ��+��/� ��z�������$�  ��� ���; ���f���� ���+ 
������ �� ��$�+�$  ��(� ���G� ���$��F।     

 Z�d�-HB "��� ��,�",�+, �;�� ��� ��("&6� #3/�� /$। ��� U��#� ����� /��� C/�� ��+ 
 ="� /C���F। 6��� "�� ���+�; �C +�  ����c  �( ���p ��� /C$��F।     

    

 ��83� G� +��-$� ��� ����'� E �������$� �����  �,�� 6��� /C���F ��� ������-� 
�����$ ����2 ���G� =/' ��� /C���F। #3/�� U�"L"��' ��("&6�  �$�$� Z�H@-H� "���� +� HB 
�. ������ �������$� ���#��c ������ �8�� ��� /C$��F।     

    

 "����� �C ���+�; ���(� /���  �( ���� ��� /C$��F। �/� �����$ �������$� ����� ���G�� 
+� �&�(���.�  ���  �( ���� ��� /C$��F।     

    

� ��(R 5����,��� 6����; �+��$ 
�G� E �6��j"� "Y*�$ ���G����� ������� "���� 
/�"b 
=/' ���$��F ��� ��/� ��#(X ���$��F। �C "�8 ���J� E �j"�U�R ���,� ��� 6������ ���� 
��� �j"� ?H �. ;��� ��$ /$। 5��� ���N�� �f"��©��� ������� "������  ��� 5�� +� 
Z�H@-H� "���� ���+�;  �����  �( ���p ��� /C$��F।     

    

K��� ��� ���$'#�� C¯,��e <�� G�� ������ +� Z? �. HB /�+�� ;��� ���p ��� 
/C$��F। C/�� +� �] �&��(C ��$�+�$ 5C ��� ��� /C$��F।     

�3�2    

 �3�2���� ? ����; d? �. ;��� ���p ��� /C$��F। �3�2 s�� E �3�2 ����+� +° 
�,���� 
���G� ���� �3�2 ��.�� 9�$�� +�  ����c ;��� ���p ��� /C$��F।  ����� �����,��� �3�2 
#��2'� 6���C��� +� ��(�� �j"��� ���+�; ���(� /���  �( ���� ��� /C$��F।  ��� ���� !��E    
5�P���� +� ���(� ���p �C ���+�;� 5� ���; l�����।  
    

�j"�    
 �C ���� ���+�; @ �. Z� /�+�� ;���� ���G� ��� /C$��F।      
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 �&�( ����8�����  ������ ����;+�� ���� ���FC ��E$� ��$ ��� ������ �j"� "%��� 
��3� ‘�"��� ��’ 5��� ��E$� /$। ��x �C "%��� � ��(R ���������,��� ���/�� ��� /$ �C। 
Z�HB "���� �&�( ����8� �j"� ��� E "��.' 5C � ��(R "�U$,��� 6��� ��� /$ �C। ��(��    
������� "������ ��� /C���F �C 5C�� ����"�&/�� ���(��� ��� ��� �j"�, �fYE ���� ��F 
��" �* ���।     
 �"C ��� �j"� �f��¢��;�� (Z) l�V��� 9���$ �j"� 6�2 W��� ����� �j"� "%� �3�� ���� 
+� E (?) ���F� �����c  �� ��� � ���F� "��(�j�3� ���/�� ���� �Q��'� +° Z�H@-H� "���� 
���+�;  ��� �����' ;��� ���p ��� /C$��F।     
    

�"�,� E$��("     
    

 ��8�M�; ��� "����� C���� �,3�� ��(�' ���� � ����; @@ �. ;��� ��$ ���p ��� /C$��F। 
�C ���� �&��( #-�-�� ��j"��� ����$�  � �F� d ����; ;���। ��(�� 5��(� �j"�� �C ���� 5��� 
� ����; @@ �. ;��� ��$ ����� �G ���$��F। ���+�; �]"���� +���$ #X�&�� �������� 
���(��� ������ ���G� ��� /C$��F। �C "�8 ������ ����� a� 9���� ���  ="� /C�� "�/��� 
�����।     

����    

��(�� �j"��� 5����� ���� M�;�� � �. ;। ��(�� ���+�; �C � �. ; �����"� "�=/ ���� 
���G� C���&��(C ��� /C$��F। "���� ���'�c G�"�&/ /C�� ��£�"� ��C��� 5z�" ��C$��F�  

    

���� ����8�     ..    ..    �d,��H    

O±���    ..    ..    @Z,dHB    

��c��� (5������)    ..    ..    d,Zd,�Z�    

,���    ..    ..    ?H,BZ�    

�"�/�    ..    ..    Z,BBB    

+���"��M� 5R+(���� +Q�� ��t 
�/���    

..    ..    �,??�    

�"��,�$; ����$�    ..    ..    dB,BBB    

6�    ..    ..    @B,BBB    

        ���;-    @,��,�yB    

     

C/�� ��$  ��(� �����' �����"� C������(C 5�"$� ��}�̂F$��F। ������� �����"� /$ 5�"��� 
���, � /$ 9c ���N���� +�/��+ ���n�C /C���F। ��D��� ����8��� ���"�fe ��+� �+���� 
Cs�P�� ��+(� "��/� #� � C �"�¡Y� ������ 5�E Z �. ; ���� 5���� ������ 5��� ��$��F। 
9c ��� /C�� �����"� +�/��+ 5$ ���� ����2  "����� ����$ 5���  ��� ��� /C��E �����"� 
 �� "I� 5�C��� ���G� ������F। �� "�8 5�����3� �����"� 5�"$� ��}̂�F�� �� ������G� 
t�� 
�,����C /C�� � ��� "��$� +� ���� �����' �����"� /��� ��/$� ��C�� ���$� 5�� ��� 
��$।     
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�|� 9�$ ���("&6�    

��D�p��� ���+�; �? �. �H /�+�� ;��� ���p ��� /C$��F।     

�|� 9�$ ���("&6� Z�HH-H@ "��� ����2 ���(��� ��� /$ ��� ��(��� 9/� "��b�2+�,��� 
 ="� /C���F। ��+#�^E, ��}����� E #�C��*��  ��G� �|� 9�$ ��.� ���� ��.���S ����   
��(� ��+#�^E, ��}�����, !����� E #�C��*� ���"�&�/ ���; ���,� G�� 9�$ ����( ���c 5�F। 
��/��� "��b�2+�,��� ���( ������F। �� DC �� �<����S ��(� �C �j"� ��� ���$��F, 
��̂/���#�� &� 9�$ �����$ ���c ��� /C$��F। ZH + ��/��� ���; ��E ��+#�̂E ���J�� 
��.���S /C$��F��। ��̂/���#�� ��(��� ���; 9�$ �����$ ���c ��� /C$��F।     

��/��� ����; ���J� ��(���� ���G� ���!� @B-�� ������( Z?B + ��(��� ��.� ���� ����; 
�"C 9�p��� ���J�"�&�/� �<�� ���G�� "L"���'� �"��R ��� /C$��F। 5���6� �j"�� 5�E DC�; 
���J� G�� ���E �6R� ��� /C���F। 9/�� 9�p��  � "��$� ����  ���"���� ��(� l�$�� ���-
��/��� �� ��² "�� "�= ����� 9�$ ���( I���¨� ��� ��$। �&�( ����8� "������ ��(6������ 
�,��� �|����� ���,�� "3��� +� ��� �� "�8 ��(6��� "��"�� �|� 9�$ ��("&6�  ���$� ���c 
/C$��F, ��/���� &�,��� ��.� ����� ���� ���; ‘‘����f��’’ ���J�� ���E �6R� ��� /C���F। 
�C �"�q �8�� ��� /C$��F �� �"�,� "��,(" ��(6�����#�� �C ‘‘����f����’’ ��F���� ��.���, 
����� /C�� ��/��� ��̂/��� �C �����  ����� ���$I�&'( 6����� =/' ������ 5�# �C ��("&6� "%��( 
���; ���;����; ���'� ��, ����� ����। 5�� ��� ��$, �C ������� "�/���� ���; +����'�&�� 
��1 #X�� ���( I���¨� /C��।     

9�"�/��� "���� "/����#�� ���� ���$� 5�� ����� 6�C ������ ��" ��3(I "����� 5����� 
/��� 5�"$��F। �"},��#�� ��2$ ����E 5����� "����#� ��� +�� �/�� �"�/��E$��(� �� 
���$���� �m�",� #X ����� "��( /C$��F। ��� E ���� "�"��$ ���� �����"�� ����� �&'(,��� 
��� ��3�C "���X�� ��(��। 5�� ���, ���2��� ���$ "�"��#( E �����"�� "/����#��$ �C ��(�� 
"�J�,��� "%�� ���$� 5��� U�� U�� ����� �#�� E "�3��� ��� 5#�C$� �C$� ��C�� ".� 
/C�।     

����8� �+P�������8� �+P�������8� �+P�������8� �+P������� 
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�������    "&�    �����    

�&�( ����8��� ���G��� ",�$ ��(�6 
��� "%��(� ����( E ��c ��(�6�� 

"��. �8�� =/'    

�&�( ����8� ���G��� ",�$ 
���(����'�    

Z?  �¢���, Z�H@    

 

ELECTORATE ISSUE  
(29th September) 

 
MR. SPEAKER: Ladies and Gentlemen, we are now upon the threshold of the most 

momentous issue, namely, the electorate issue. The destiny of the millions of the people 
of Pakistan hangs in the balance in this respect. Whether there is a volume of 

demonstration on this side or on that side is beside the point. We, the legislators here, as 

the true representatives of the country in exercise of our freedom, in response to the 

voice of conscience-not in response to slogans and demonstrations should exercise our 

votes freely and conscientiously. We should conduct the proceedings of the House 

coolly, calmly and in a peaceful atmosphere. Now Mr. Khurshiduddin Ahmad of the 

Nizame Islam Party would move his resolution on Separate Electorate first. 

 

(1st October) 

 
Mr. KHURSHIDUDDIN AHMAD: Sir, I beg to move that the East Pakistan 

Assembly is of the views that elections to the National Assembly and Provincial 

Assemblies shall be held on the principle of Separate Electorate. 

 

",���� ��/��$, �3�� �� 
�m ��(�6�� ���� ���� ��� &� ��� $ ��� 5��� �8��E &�  ��� 
$। 5�� �� "�$ ��n��� �6�� ����F ��, 
�m ��(�6�� ���� &� ��� ��� 
�,���� �§� 
������-5�� � ���� �3�,��� ������ ���। 5|�/� "��(��}��I� ������.�� �3�� ��(�6�� ������ 
����8��� +g "��� E "��(� /�$�F�। ����8��� 
�m ��(�6�� ���� ��(�,��� ��� 5��(�,���। 
�� 5��( )��$�'� +� ����8� �C �3������ +g��, ����F� �" 5��( /�� ���; 
�m 
+���$������� 5��(। �3�����  ����� C"��� ������� �� ��F� ��c �� 5��( 5�F ��� ����&�� ���� 
��� 6�� �� ��"������ 
�m +���$���� ���; &� ��� $। ��; ����� ����!� ��z� ��'�-/���" 
�� ������ �&'(�� ��, ����F। "�8 +#��� 9�� �� 5|�/� "��(�,��I 
���� ��� �� ����� ��� 
9�� �,��  ��� ��6� /�$�F� �3�� ��(�6 ����। ��� �C �3�� ��(�6 ����  
���� ��� /$ ��/�� 
����8��� ������ "��j ��� ��$� /��। ‘‘C"���� �+��m’’ ����� ������� )��$'�� ��� ��� "�� 
/�$�F। �,}#��� ����� �� �§���m� ����� ���� C"���� +���$����� "%&'( �3��। Secular State-
"�(�.�� 5|�/� "��(�,}�I 
���� ��� /$ �। ����8��� ��"��m� ������* ����C "�8 +#��� 
9�� �� 5|�/� "��(�,}�I 
���� ��� /�$�F। 5|�/� "��(�,}�I 
���� ��� �� +���$����� ���C 
9�� �,�� ��� ����8��� ��"�m ��6� /�$�F। ��� �3�� ��(�6 ���  
����  ��� /$ 5+ ��/�� 
����8��� ��"��m� ��Q� ��3���. �+/�� �M�2'� ��� /�� ��� ��� !�� ����8���  �8I ���� 
/��। ��� ��³��, +��#- C������ ���� ����/�� ���� /��।    
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�C ����8��� +g �C 
��m���� ���� /�$�F� �";� ���' ����� +� ���� �&�� ���� /$ �। 
����� ���� D’���; ��� 9�3� ��� 5��� ��� ��  ��$E ��}�&/��"&� $ �";� ���' ���।   
����� ����F �� "�8 ���+��� �� �����  R,&(c। ��z ��� ��C ������ �3���� 5��। �C 
�,����-�C 5��(�� ��� 5����,��� �� "%&'()��  
���� ��� ��/�� ��� +���� ���,� "3�� ��� 
/��। 5|�/� "��(�,}�I ��/ "%&'( 
���� ��� ��$�F- ��� "%�'(  
���� ����F 5��� ��/�� 
?/d/� 5� 
��3�� ���$�F। �C ���� 
�m���� l�2���� �Q �3������ +����,��� "3�� /�$�F। �C 
+����,��� ��Q�� ���̂� "�=�� ����F ��̂�� ���# ���#  ���� �� �/���Q2 ��� 5��,&(� /�$�F��। 
C"��� ��( �6���� �&��( �3����� ���2 ���,� +����� ��,c /�$�F� ��� +����,� �&� ���C �F� 
C"����� ��6��। C"��� �6�� ��� �� ���+��� ��। ��x  
�,���� �,}#��� +���$������ �3����� 
���2�� ��,c ����F। China for chinese, India for Indians and Russia for Russians, � ��� 
����'� /�� 6���F �� ������ ��9�©� ��� +���� "��(�,}��I� ���#"&� ��̂�+ ��$ �C। ������ 
��(�,��� 5|�/� "��(�,}�I E "�� ��(����� ��� 
���� ��� ��/�� ��� +���� �C  ����� ��, 
"�� /��। ������� �C 5���(� ��8� )��$�'� +�E �" 5��(�� ����&'( ��� +� ����8��� 
µ 
5+ ��8�� )���$� /�$�F। +�� v���� "��/�, ����8��� ���� �F� �W+��� �,��� 9��। �C 
�W+������ �,�� ��� D�;� 5���(� "�=���� 9�� ����8��� +g /�$�F  �(�j ��z ��� ",�$ 
����8� �� 5����� 
��m������� ���� 
��3� /�$�F। ��� !�� ����8� +g��, ����F। �� ,��� 
��,�#�� ���� ��,�# ����� "���(�$ �� ��� /�$�F�। ���� ����8��� ����������� �F� ����� "�q 
"�U$ agreement, "��n��� ��� ����8��� "3�� /�। ���� ����8��� 5��(�� 
���� ��� ��$�F�। 
5+�� ��� �C 
��m������  
���� ��� ��$ ��/�� ���� /�� �� ����8� ����� �&�� ���̂����+� 
�F�। ���� ��� ���2 ���� ���� � �� ���$�� 5�� 5����� ����� ���$�F। "����� 5+�� ��c 
��(�6�� ��. �� "�8 ���c ���� /$ ��  6�। (Noise) .... 

 

5+ �W+���� �,�� ���  
���� ��� /$ ��/�� ��n�� /�� �� �������z(� ��+���� body----�    
6��� ��- �" 5��(�� ��"��� +��� ��"+( ���� ���� /��। ��x 5�� ��n�� ����F� �" 5��(���    
�� ����' +����� ���� /��। �C 
��m�����C /�� ��"������ +���$������� 9j"। 5�����   
����� E "���/ ��C ���। �";��� ���  
���� ��� /$ ��/�� ��n�� /�� 5� ���; ����� E /���" 
��E$� �#$��F ��� ��"������ ��z��� ������ 5��(�� ������# ���� /��। �����]�� 5����� 
����� E /���" �C �,}#��� +���$����� ���� "��( ��� �। 5�� 5��� ������ �P���� 
+����...    

    
�C ��� ����� �,}�#����, "����h +���$������� ��Q�� +�� C���� ��]� �� �����F   

5�� �� ���� D’���; ��� 9�|�� ���F- If Turky is left to seek forces of energy in the cretion 

of new loyal, such a patriotism and nationalism nourishes the strongest force against that 

culture. ���s, ��"� E C���� 5���� ��"������ ��� ����$ +���$����� &�  +�� ��c� 
���$ ��S /�$�F। �C ��� ����� +���$����� ",���� ��3� ����*�)� ���  5����$� /�$�F। 
+�� v���� "��/�, +���$������� ��� �� ��� /$ �"�;  ��}�c� ��� +#��� ��2�#' ������� 
����F। +�� C���� ��]� ��"������ +���$������� �� &� "&� 5����� ����F��। ���(" 
����F, �;� unreasonable, ���    ��� �3�� E ���6���� ��Q�� ��� ",���$ �;� ���;  ���c E 
 ���}��। �C  ���}�� ��(�� �3������ D�; ����j"� ������ ���'� ����F। ���; /�� ����$�� 
communism �� "��+�m��� 5� ��;� /�� ��m��� �� "���+����। �C D�;  ������ "�M2( /��। 
���.� ��� ���� �#�$�F ������ ���2� �� "�=��C �Q � �� � �-�C     
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�3������ ���R�� ����� ���� �। �C "�=���� ��2 ���� /�� �W��$ ��� /�� ��� +���� "����  
¶��( 9�X 5|�/� "��(�,}��I� �,���� �� +���$����� 5"�� �"�;। ��/�� D’�; ������� "���"�   
/�� ����। +#��� ���R� �� ��8 /�� ����। �3���� ���R� ����  ="� /��। �3����� ���R 5����� 
���R ���#���। 5��� 5����� ��"��m� Preamble-� ����F �� �3������ ���� ���R ����J� /$  
��� �6�� 5��� ���। 5����� ��"��m� �C ��� ��� 5��� ��z�" ��� E ��� 6�� ��/�� 
��z����� ���R� +� 
�m ��(�6�� ����� ����� 5�F। 5� ��;� ���  ��� ��� ���� ��, 
5����� Local Board, District Board, Municipality �,3�� ���J��� ��� National 

Assembly-� v���� ��(�6� 5����,��� Joint Electorate ��� 5����,��� 
��3� /�$�F। �� 
������� 5�� ���� 6�C ��, Head of the state /�� Titular figure head ��� English king 

/�� constitutionalt figure head, ���� ����� 	�
���� �	�� ���। ����� 	�� ��� Municipality, Local 

Board,-�� ��(�6 5���(� "�=�� $। �"��� /�� 5C ",�� �"���R�-Distic Board, Union 

Board- Lical Self Govt. Act �
 �"��R 5�F ��� )��$'।  

��;� ��8� �/P� ��� �� ��"��� ���, ��;� +���$ �/P� ��� � �3�� ��� ��� ��F� 5�"   
��$ �। "����� �"��� 
�m �� ��c ��(�6�� �4 5�" �। ��x 5C ",�� ��(�6 ��;� 
�m   
�+�"। 5����� ��.�, 5����� "��s3��, 5����� ",���, 5����� ��/��+, ���p� "%&'( �,�।    
���,� �#���, ���,� �������� ���� W��� �C 5C",� #�X� /$।     

5�� ����F��� �� 5����� ��(�� "������ 5�" �"C "�8 ���(��� ��� 5�3� ���� 6�C। 
"���� #X�� ���� ���; ��,�# ����- ��;� /�� "��(�{ ���2�, ���� 5��� ��� ���� ���2�।  
�";� /�  Legislative Body, �"��� 5C �'$ ��� /$। �W��$�; /�� 5C�� ���� �X��� 
������ ����� +� Executive Body �� ��" ��3(�.। �3��$�; /�� �C 5C�� ���� ���� �· 
��� ����� ������#� ���$� �������� ��6�� ��� ���8 ���� ��� �� /�� Judiciary.  

5��� 5+ �C 5C ",�$ �� "�8 ���� ��"�F ���� ���,� �3��, ���,� "��+, ���,� 5���(� 
����)��C ���� ��Y�� /�$ ��"�F। 5����� ��+��� constituency  ���$� 5����� ��.�, 
"��s3��, ��/+��, ���p� ���,�, ���� 
��3� "��। �C l�2�� ����� ���' /� 5����� �+ �+ 
�3�����' ���� ��+� ��+� ��� ����� +� 5+ ������ �/�"�� �C 5C ",�$ ��"�F। �3��,��� 
��(�6 /E$� ���R ����� ���', ��� �3�� ��� ��"����� ��/+��, ���p�, ���� ���� ���� �, 
��� �/P� +���� �q��� )��$' ��"��� �������� ���� ���� �। "����� ��.�� ���,� ��.�, �3��, 
"��s3���, ,�2� ��� �� ��� ���$C l�2���� ���� ���' ��$�F। ���,� "��+ /�� 5#� ��Y���� 
"���C �� 
�m "���  ������ � ��� 
��3� "��। "����� ���,� +���$ "�� ���� +� 5C  
���2��� ��(�6 ��c � /�$ 
�m ��(�6�� ������ /E$�C ����$। v���� ��/��$, ��;� ��� t�� 
��C �� 5����� ���$�� 5�� ��c ��(�6�� "��(� �F��। �;� +�¸���� ����� ��� 
��� ������� 
���। ���$�� 5���� "�8 +���� �3��R ����C �;� v� ���$�� /$। Z�?y "�� ��(R ��� 
���=�" �F��। �� ��� DC�; +����� ����� ���� �6�� ����F��, ��x ���=�"� �����$����  
+� ��� ����8��� ���� 9:�� ����F��। �C ���� 
��3� /��� �� 5��� &�,��� ���� 9X� 
���RC  "q�। 5�� �C �"�q ���$�� 5���� ��2 ��'�� ��� 5����� �3�� 5�2(' ���� 6�C। 
��� Z�d� "��� ����8��� National Parliament- �� �c3��$ �� ��� ����F�� �"�����+$� 
��"������ ��; ��� ��;� ��z� ��'� ��� ���+�  ��"������ ��� ���+�$� ¹�� ,��� ��E$�� 
��;� �8�- 5z��"� ��'�। �C ��'�� 5��� ���� ���� ����। 5����� ��"���|�/ ����F��, ���̂    
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 ��+�$� ���, ‘‘�/ 5��� ��+$� �*�#'! ������ �� +���C /E� ��, �� ���, 5+ ������� 
�E$�� �� $; 5+ t�� ��� ����' ��� ��� ���2 ,��� ��E$�� ��।’’ "����� �"C �� ���$�� 
5���� ��'� �"�;  ��"������ ��; �3�S ��� 5z��"� ��'� ��� ��"������ ��; �#}���� ��'�। 
��+$� 9j!�| ��"������ ����8� ���J� /E$�� ��, ��� "���� ��� ���$�F��, ����F��, 
������ �/P� ��"��� ��"��� �"��" ��। 5�� �)� ��� ���� ���� � �� ��  �( /�� ���� �� 
��� �3�� ��(�6��   ���� "��j ��� ���$�F��। +��#- "Y�*, ���³� "Y�* /�$£���� "Y�* +� 
����C "��� 
���� ���� ���� /�� �� ��̂� "�= +�� ���' ���� �� ��� ����8��� ��c ��(�6�� 
��Q�� ��� 
�m ��(�6�� ��. ��$ ���$�F। ���� "�(���� "��। ",���� ��/��$, #'�m "Y�* 
��;� ��� ��� /$ ��, 
�m ��(�6 ���$� /�� #'�m ���/� /��। � ��� ����;C "�� $ ....     

v���� ��/��$, 5�� 9�"�/��� ���� 6�C, ��� 
�m ��(�6�� ���� ������c /$ ��/�� "�(��� 
��� /��, ��"������ "��, ��z� ������ �� 5��( 5�F �" 5��( /� 5|�/� "��(�,}��I� 

��3��, �� ���/� /��। ����8��� ��"������ W��� 
�m ��(�6 �����c /�� �&��(�c 5��(�� "%&'( 
��"+( ��$� /��। ��� �C 
�m ��(�6�� ���� ������# ��� /$ ��/�� ����8��� "���� 5+ ��/�� 
��� ��6� /��। �� ����� "�s3�� ��� ���"���� ��� �C &� �������� "3�� /�$�F�, ��"��� 
+#' 5+ �" 5��( ��w3� /�� 6���F। �"C ��w3� 5��(�� ����$ ���z ���J�� 9�p��� 5+ ���z� 
"�8 ��"��� ���� � +�#��'� �&�(���� �/�+�#��'� ��'� 9�X�F, 5b�]��� ���� ��"�F। 5+ 
����8�� �" 5���(� ������ �������� "3�� /�$�F। �"C ������ � ��� ���� /��। ����8�� 5��� 
��+�� /�$ ��� ����8��� ��E�� ,��� ��C ��/�� ������ 5� "�����b� ���  ����� ����� �। 
 �#� ,��2��� �/P� ��"����� �,��; ��� ��"��� �/P�� �,��; ��(��6� /�� ��x ���� ��3� 
������ /�� ����� �। ��� �3�� ��(�6 ���G�$ ��(�6 /$ ��/�� ���� "�������� ������I ���� 
�����। ��� �/P� ��"����� ��� ��"��� �/P��� �,�; ��$ �";�  ��R  ��$ ��� ����b� /��। 
��� !� "� ��� ���$C ����� /��। 5�E ��;� ��� /�� �� ����8� �� ��z����� ��#� ��� ���R 
���J�� �8�� ���F, �"C "��(�,}� ������  ����� .�» /��। 

    
Mr. ABUL BASHAR MOHD. SULTANUL ALAM CHOWDHURY: Mr. Speaker. 

Sir, the question of electorate wliich is being mooted and debated here, I think, is one of 
the most outstanding and serious subjects that have been placed before this House in the 

last nine years of its splendid existence. I call it an outstanding and serious subject 
because, to me, it is not a political question pure and simple, as is often explained and 

interpreted by the exponent of Joint Electorate but with it are interlinked the very 
important religious and culture, questions and above all the safety and security of the 

state itself. Before entering deep into the main theme, sir, I think it behaves me to give in 

nutshell the genesis and history of separate Electorate in the undivided subcontinent of 

India. 

 

In 1906 a deputation consisting of Nawab Mohsinul Mulk, Nawab Vikarul Mulk, Sir 

Syed Ali Imam, Hakim Azmal Khan, Mr. Justice Shahi Din and others under the 

leadership of the Aga Khan waited upon Lord Minto, the then Viceroy of India and 

demanded among other things the right of separate Electorate for the Muslims and that 

was agreed to and was in view of the political backwardness of the Muslims embodied in 

the Minto-Morley Reforms. 
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The period extending from 1915 to 1918 may be called the dawn of political 

consciousness in the Indian sub-continent. In that period the Indian Home Rule 

Movement gained momentum; Hindus and Muslims came on the same platform, so 

much so that a joint session of the Indian National Congress and the All India Muslim 

League was held at Lucknow to press united demand for self-Government and the 

Muslim and Hindu leaders hammared out a pact as a land mark in the history of the 

Hindu-Muslim unity known as the Lucknow Pact which later on formed the basis of 
Montague- Chelmsford Reform and the Government of India Act of 1919. Even in that 

historical Lucknow Pact the principle of separate Electorate was recognised and adopted. 
Again in the year 1935 the Report of the Joint Select Committee of the British 

Parliament also recommended separate Electorate and that was later on embodied in the 
Government of India Act of 1935. The first election under the Act was held in 1937. 

Mussalmans were elected on legislatures in large number; a ware of enthusiasm and 
political activity surged over the country inflaming the Mussalmans to hope and action. 

In that election the seed of the future Pakistan Movement was imperceptibly sown to 

bear the golden fruit eleven years later. 

 

Then again, sir, election came in 1946 and that election was also held according to 

the principle of Separate Electorate envisaged in the Government of India Act of 1935. 

In that election the two main political parties of the Sub-continent had two distinct issues 

before them. The National Congress with a microscopic minority of muslim exponents 

stood for an undivided India on the principle of United Nationalism and the All India 

Muslim League stood for Pakistan or divided India on the principle of an ideological 

nationalism better known as the Two Nation Theory. The non-muslims voted for the 

Congress or the united nationalism and Mussalmans en masse voted for the Muslim 

League or the Two Nation Theory. 

 
Then the Cabinet Mission visited India to find out a compromise between the two 

extremely contradictory and militant political ideologies and demands. The plan, they 
suggested, though accepted by the Muslim League, was intransigently rejected by the 

Congress on the question of grouping and as a result India was divided under the 
Mountbatten plan and Pakistan came into existence symbolising the hopes and 

aspirations of ten million Mussalmans of the Indian Sub-continent. So, Sir, Pakistan is a 
creature and off-spring of the Two Nation Theory. 

 

What is that Two Nation Theory? I beg to explain that with the words of the Father 

of the Nation himself. 

 

"We maintain and hold that Muslims and Hindus are two major nations by any 

definition or test of a nation. We are a nation of a hundred million and what is more we 

are a nation with our own distinctive culture and civilization, language and literature, art 

and architecture, names and nomenclature, sense of value and proportion. Legal laws and 

moral codes, customs and calendar, history and traditions, aptitudes and ambitions. In 

short, we have our own distinctive outlook on life and of life. By all canons of 

international law we area nation." 

 

Mr. Speaker:, Sir, the conception of the two nation theory is not an invention or 
innovation of the Quaid-e-Azam in the political theories of Islam, the main springhead of 
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that conception is the Holy Quoran, the book of Allah. In illustration, therefore, I am 

giving the English translation of a verse of the Quoran. 

 

"O. believers do not take the people other than you into confidence in your own 

affairs, they will have no stone unturned to destroy you, they love. What pains you, their 

hatred against you has found expression through their mouth and what their heart 

conceals is much more dangerous; I have shown you the signs if you can understand 
them.'" 

 

There are many other verses in the Quoran which also substantiate and justify the 

two nation theory on which stands the superstructure of the mighty edifice of Pakistan. 
 

Now 1 wish to observe that separate Electorate is the living symbol of the Two 
Nation Theory and the pith and marrow of our political Philosophy. The words of the 

Quaid-i-Azam will further illustrate this matter. He said, "we (the Hindus and Muslims) 
are different in everything. We differ in our religion, our civilization and culture, our 

history, our language, our architecture, music, jurisprudence and laws, our food and our 
society, our dress-in everyway we are different. We cannot get together only in the ballot 

box." 
 

In view of these facts, I say acceptance of Joint Electorate will be tantamount to 
violating the eternal principles of Islam, subverting the very cause for which Pakistan 

stands, ignoring the evolutionary history of our political growth and forgetting the 
struggles and sacrifices undergone by our predecessors to secure for us a place of honour 

in the comity of nations. 
 

Many of our friends on the treasury bench often endeavoured to convince us that 

secularism and nationalism are the order of the day and a state to be progressive and to 

keep pace with the dynamic forces of time has no other alternative but to take recourse to 

these two "isms" as the Summum Bonum or the highest good of political life. Let us, Mr. 

Speaker, sir, examine this preposition, secularism or laicism may be the guiding 

principles of that state which had no predetermined or premeditated programme or 

policy before its emergence. But the case of Pakistan was absolutely different. The 

policy and programme of Pakistan were chalked out beforehand. Quaid-i-Azam 
declared: 
 

"Our bedrock and sheet anchor is Islam." He again said, "Pakistan not only means 

freedom and independence but the muslim ideology, which has to be preserved, which 
has come to us as a precious gift and treasure and which we hope, others will share 

with us. 
 

These words falling upon a people proned to quick impulses, worked a mighty 

revolution, solidified the Mussalmans from Cape Camorin to the Himalayas and 

electrified them to heroic sacrifices and actions. Had secularism been the main idea there 

would have been no necessity of carving out an independent sovereign state under the 

name of Pakistan; the undivided Indian Subcontinent would have been wide and 

spacious enough for the cultivation and materialization of that idea. 

So in the face of all these speaking of secular National State and Joint Electorate is 

tantamount to throwing into oblivion the memories of the great heroes and architects of  
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Pakistan, forgetting the untold miseries and in describable affections which befalls the 

muslims of India just before and after the birth of Pakistan and, in fact, it will be 

equivalent to passing a vote of censure on Pakistan herself  

 

MR. SHEIKH MUJIBUR RAHMAN:  

 
 +�� v���� "��/�, 5+ 5��� �&�( ����8� ���2� ���� +���$ ���2��� ��; 5����� 
opinion    ��X�$ �� 5��� ��c ��(�6 6�C, � �3�� ��(�6 6�C- ��� �3�� ��(�6�� ��� resoultion 

move    ���F ���̂ �c3�� t��F। ���̂ points    t��F। +�� "����� 5���� �c3��E t��F। ��F��� 
�&��( �� 5��� ��"�m l��� ���� ���+ ��8 �F��� �� ���� 5���6� tQ /�$�F ��c ��(�6 /�� 
�� �3�� ��(�6 /��। Constitution    � �C provision 5�F �� "�� ������� ���2� ��(�6 ��� �G� 
��� +���$ ���2��� ��; +����। ��� v����, "���,  �� 5���6� 5�� t�F, C"���� 
principle-�� ��� t��F। ����8� �� �6�$�F���? 5��� ���; ��� �� ��-; ����8� /E$�� 
�&��( ���� �� +����I ��z�" ���� ����8� /E$�� �� ���� DC +����I ��z�" ���F। ��� v����, 
"��� C"��� ��z�" ��� ��zu��3�I। 5+�� ���� ���� ������� �F�; ���� 6�$। ����� ��"����� 
5|�/? D�$�� ����2� 5|�/ $? � "Y�* 5���6� ���� 6�C �। �C;��� 5���6� ���� 6�C, ��� 
D�$�� ����2� 5|�/, ��� "�8 ���2�� �� 6�. ����। DC +���, ��E��� ��� ���� ���� ��9 
����F ����8�� DC +��� 5�F। +��� �/"��� ��� ��� /$ ��/��  5��� ����8�� H/@/� +��� 5�F। 
��"��� +���, �3�� +���, ��� +���, ��}� +���, �/P� +���, ���(� +��� C�����।  ���C ��� 
�����,�c �� +��� 5�F। C"����� ��������  � ����8� �� /�$�F �" "Y�* ��F� 5���6� ���� 
6�C। 5+�� 5����� �C ���2� ���� opinion ��� �� �C ���� ��c ��(�6 6�$, �� �3�� ��(�6 
6�$। +���$ ���2�� �� ��"�m �'$ /$ �� ",����I ����F ��� �#�। ��� ‘‘�� C��/� 
C|�|�/’’ ��z�" ��� �। ��� 5����� C"���� ��"�m ��� ��� ���$�F। +���$ ���2��� yB + 
"��"�� ���� Z? + "�����M� "L���$� "�"� C"���� ��"��m� ��. �,�; ���$�F। �"��� �/P�, 
�3��, ��}�, ��"�q �,�; ���$ C"���� ��"�m ��� ����F। �;� +��$+ ���? ��� v����, "���, 
5��� ���(� ��� ���# ���# exploit ����F। � "Y�* 5���6� ���� 6�C �। 5�� practical ��� ���$ 
5���6� ���� 6�C। ��c ��(�6 +��$+, �� � +��$+ �� ���' ����� �� ��}��� E���� 5�F। 
��̂�� ����F ��, ��"������ ��;� �3�� +��� ��� �3�� ��(�6 F�-� C"��� ����� ���� �, C"��� 
��6̂�� ���� �। C"����� ��� 9��.� ���� C"����� �&�� ��X���M�� ��� /��। 5��� "��� D�$�� 
HB ����; ��"��� ��" ���। �&�( ����8�� "��- 6�� ����; ���� ��" ���। C�P����$�� � ����; 
��"��� ��" ���; �"��� �/P�, �3��, ��}� 5�F, �"��� ��c ��(�6। C�+�¡ ��"��� E �3�� 5�F, 
�"��� ��c ��(�6। ;��(��� ���"�fe ��"���, �"��� ��c ��(�6। ,���� �� ����; ��"��� 
�/P���� "�q �,�; ��$, �"��� ��c ��(�6। ����$�� ��"����� ��c ��(�6� �,�; ��$। D�$�� "�8 
+�$#�$ ���2 ��c ��(�6� �,�; ��$। 5��� ��c ��(�6� �,�; ���� ���!� /�$ ���?     
    
    

 �� +�� "������ 5�� �6}���� �c3�� ���F�� ��  5��� 6�� ��� �F���। 5�� �� 
��c ��(�6�� ��. ���F। 5�� ��� opposition 5��� ��� t��। �3�� ��(�6 �8�� ��� ��� /�$ 
��$ 5��� D�$�� "��� /� ����� /�$ ���। �� �*� ����F, �� 5��� ,���� �� ����;   
��"���� �F��� �� DC +���� �,���� ����8� ���$�F���। ,�� ���, �� ��� ,�# /�$ �#� ��     
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�� ����; ��"����� ���� 6�� ����; ��"����� �/P�8�� �!�� 5"� /���। ���� �� +����� ��z�" 
��� ���� ��� ��� 6�� ����; ��"����� �/P�8�� ���� 5"��? ���̂� ��-¼��� ��� 6�� ����; 
��"����� �/P�8�� �!�� ��"�F।     
    
 DC +���� �,���� ����8� ��"�F, �� $। �� ��F� 5� ���; �+�2 �F�। �";� /�� 
,����$ ��"����� 5��(� D��G�। �C 5��(� D��G� /�� ���c ���,� "�=���� "�q "�q ��(�$ 
5�P�� ��" ��-। 6�� ����; ��"��� ,���� ��c ��(�6� �,�; ���$�F। 5��� �� +��� ���� ���� 
����, �3�� ��(�6 ���� ���� ���� ��� 6�� ����; ��"����� ���� 5�� ����। �3�����  ��� 
��"��� ��� ���1 ��c ��(�6 5�F, ���� �� ��"��� ��� #�(  �,� ���, ���� non-muslim /�$ 
��$�। C"����� ��� +"����'�� ���̂�� ��$�� �6�� /�$�F। ��� D�$�� �] ��"��� .��=G /�$�F 
��� third grade, fourth grade    +����� ���'� /�$�F।     
    
 5+ D�$�� ����� C"���� ��1 3rd grade, 4th grade ���1 ���'� /�$�F। ;��(�, C�+¡,  
�"��$�, C��, ����, C�P����$�- "� C"���� ���1 ��c ��(�6 ��� �6���। �" "�8 ����� 
��"������ ��� �6x �Q। ����8�� ���$ ���$ C"����� ��/�C ��E$� /�$ ����, ��x ����2� 
D���� "��� �C। ���2 ���� ��$ �, ���� ��$ �, #3//��� "�(/����-����� bribery ���� 6��F। 
C"��� �� $। ��3� C"��� /’� ����� +���� ����� �, M�2 ����� �, D(��� ����� �, ����2 ����2 
�,���,� ����� ��- "�� ����2 ���� ����, ���� ����, ��.� ����, ������ ��"G� ����, ����# 
®2� ����। 5��� �� ���+�� �/��- 5���� ���+ ������ /�� �� 5�� ��"��� ��� C"��� 5��� 
��(।     
    
 5+�� �C /�9�" �? + minority "�"� 5�F। "���, 5�� +��� 6�C ��, ��� ��c ��(�6 
��� =/' ��� � /$ ��/�� �� ����8�� ���; Assembly-�� 6���? ��̂6;� Assembly ���� /��। 
�/P�-��"��� �� "�q �,�; ���� ��� un-Islamic /$ ��/�� �C Assembly-�� �/P�, ��"���, ��}� 
E �3�� �� "�q �,�; ��$ ��� ���? "��� 5��� �/P�-��"��� �� "�q �,�; ���$ 5���� �C 
/�9�"� v���� ����F, �/P�-��"��� �� "�q �,�; ���$ Islamic Republic of Pakistan ����F- 
5+ ��(R �� 5C ��� ����F "�C �/P�-��"��� ��"�q �,�; ���$ ����F- 5�� +��� 6�C, �C 
"�8C �� C"��� ������� /�$�F? 5��� ����� ����  ���.� /�� ���� ��x ���( $। ���nC   
+"����' 5+ ��c ��(�6�� ��� "��( +����। 5�� ���� 6�C, "��� �C /�9�" 5��� ��" 5�F- 
5��� 5C ��� ���F- 5��� debate ���F- �/P�-��"��� �,�; ����- �3�� �,�; ����-��}� �,�; 
����- ���� 5C ��� ���F। 5�� 5��� ������ �+V�"� ���� 6��� �� �C �� 5C "�� 
"L���$� ���� ��"�q �,�; ���$ ��� ����� �;� �� Islamic 5C ��, � un-Islamic 5C /�? 
�C 5C ",�$ ��� �/P�-��"��� ��"�q ��", ���� �,�; ���$ 5C ��� ���� ����, +"����' 
�� ��"�q �,�; ���� ����� �- +"����' ���  ����� �� ���� ����� �? "���, 5� ��;� �4 
���� 6�C- ���� ��c ��(�6�� ��Q�� �+/�� tQ ����F, ����� ���F ��;� �4 ���� 6�C- ����2 
��� ��"��� ��# �*���� ���F +��� 6�C ��, �C �� National Assembly-� ��(�6 /�- ����8��� 
����R ����m� �N-�� ���/��� 5�� ]��� ���� ��(�6 ��c,��� /��। �&�( ������ dB + �/P�-
��"��� ��Y�� 5��� ��c,��� ��(��6� /�$�F। �";� �� +��$+, � �-+��$+ ��+ /�$�F? �� ��� 
��}��� 5��/�� 5�� "��/� �M�2'� ���� �� �;� C"���, ����� ��� /����"� ������� ��+- ��� 
5�� ���� /� �। ��/�� ��n��� �� ��̂�� "�������� 5��( ��$ "�=�� ���F। 5+�� ��}��� 
5��/�� 5�� !��� 5/�� "��/� �"C National Assembly-� ��Y��। "���5��� �W��$ ��$e /�� 
�� �3�� ��(�6 "��(���� �/P�-��"��� ��"��� �,�; ���� 5��� 5�F, ��x ��"�q  
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��mI ���� 5��� �F� �। �����  .$ ����� ��", ����� ����� �� �m� �F� �"���C �+��� 
C"����� �Q� /� �6}���� �m� �F�। ���� �"R ����� ���"� "�q �+��� C"����� 5���!9p�  
�6}���� ��"�q ��mI ����F। ��"�q �/P�-��"����� ��" ��� +��$+, �� �-+��$+? �C ���� 
9�� ����। 5���6� ����� ���� ��$�F। ��+��� #��+� "�$ ����� /$ Separate Electorate-
��। 5��� �� ���2 ��� 5"�� 6�$ �� ��� �� ��c ��(�6 ��। D�(� ����-+"�����'� "��-
D���� ,�#� $- ���� +#�� �c ���2' ���- ���� "�8 �j"� Arm chair politics 5E-�$ ��� 
"����' ��(�6�� "�$ ���(� ��$� ���� +"�����'� � ,��q�$ ��(��6� /�� 6�$, ������� ����C 
�3�� ��(�6 6�$। +����, +����'����, ��� �� �� ���� �3�� ��(�6 6�$ � ��� 6�C�� ���� �।  
    
      5���� �� �*� ����F, �� ���� minority-��� "��,��� �����। 5�� �+V�"� ��� ��,��� "��,��� 
�����-Islamic Republic �� change ��� ���$? Islamic Republic � /�$ Pakistan 

Republic �/�� 5��� ���� fight ����F���। 5��� �6�$�F��� ��+����� �/P�, ��"���,��}�, �3�� "� 
"�� /��- "�� ��� "����� ���� 9�� ��1 ����J� �/��। ����� �����, M�2, ����2   ����2 �,���,�, 
 ��6��,  �6��,  ���6��, D�,(. 6��F- ����� ���2 ���� ��$ �, ���� ��$ �, ��.� ��$ �, ����# ®2� 
��$ �, ������ #3/ ��$ � �"��� C"��� �� ��� ����? 5� ��� ����� ����� ����� ���2 "��,��� ���� 
����, ��.� ����, ��-C"�! �C,  �6�� �C,  ���6�� �C ����� �C, �� �� � �����E Islamic 

Republic /��। "���, 5� ��;� ��� ���� 6�C। ... 5�� 5��� �*���� ��n��� �6�� ����F��� ��, 
Minority, Majority, ���/��+�, 5F��, �/P� ��� ��"��� ���2 �/"�� ���� ���� ��� ��,� �C। 
���� "�� �� 5�� ��"��� �/"��� 5��� ��( ��� ���-  �" �/P� �/"��� ��� ��( ��� ����- �3�� ��� ��( 
��� ����। ��x "���, 5+ ����8�� 5C ��� ��� ��� tax ��� �" tax �/P���E ���� /��, ��"�����E 
���� /��, 6��� ��� ���, �/P�E ����, ��"���E ����- �/P� ��"��� 9,�$�C ��6�� /�$ ���R /��। #��� 
�/P�-��"��� � ���$ ���, �-���� �/P�E 5��� ���, ��"���E 5��� ���- ���� "��। 5��� D�$��� 
������ 6�C ����8��� "�� ����; �/P� ��"��� ���� �� ��1 ���$� ��� ����� ����� � �,���,�- 
inority, majority �4 ����� �, ���+��/�, 5F�� �4 ����� �। 5+ ��� ���� ��� �� "�� $। 5��� 
"��- 6�� ����; ������ +�� ��$ ���� ���F। Mr. Speaker, Sir 5+�� 5��� �/P�8��� �/P� �/�",��� 
����6� ����। 5����� ����6� ��� 9�6� ��, "��- �� ����; ��"��� ���� �C ����8��� +� "�=�� ����F 
���� 5+E �/P�8�� ��- 5�F। 5����� ���� 9�6� �� C��$�� "�L���$� ��N�� �� .���$ � 5�" ���� 
���� �" +�$#�� ��"������ 9��  ���6�� ���� ����। �"��� ��� 5+ �/P� �/�",� ��� �� Head of the 

Republic  �(�j �/P� ���"�fe /��, �"��� ��"��� G� ���� � ��/�� 5+ HB ����; ��"������ ��� DQ 
DQ ��� ���̂� 9X��। ,���� C"�� ��� ��F� ����� �। 5+ ��� 5��� �/P� "�����M���� "��,��� =/' ��� 
��6�� ���, D�$�$ ��/�� ���� �����- �/P�8��� ��� ��/Q ��� ���+� �"���� ���� ����, “Do 
justice to the minority of your country”.  
 
 Sir, 5��� Head of the State ��"��� ��� �����। Islamic Republic of Pakistan 
�� �����। �C,��� DC +��� ��� ���C ����� ��� 9���E ��� Spearate Election /$ ��/�� �� 
/$? DC +���� �,���� 5����� ����8� /�$�F ����E ��� 5+�� 5���6� ��� /$ �� ����8�� 
5��� DC +���� �,���� 5����� ����8� /�$�F ����E ��� 5+��� 5���6� ��� /$ �� 
����8�� 5��� DC +���, ��;� �/P� 5� ��;� ��"��� ��/�� Provocation ��;� ��$� /$। 5+ 
��� �&�( ������ �� ����; �/P� ��� �� 5����� 5���� +�$#�  �(�j ��;� Hindu State ���� /�� 
��/�� �� /��?  
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����8��� ������, ����8��� C"��!� ������, ����8� ���1� ������ 5�� 5��� �*����  ����� 
��� ���̂� �� �C Separate Electorate- �� �8�� withdraw ���। �/P��� ��� ��c ��(�6 6�$ 
��/�� ��"������ 5��� ����� �� 5�F? 5+ ��+ ���� ��� ���  ���� #����� +� ����� 
�½ ���, ����� ���  ���$� ��Q�� "�=�� ��� �" �/P� �/��, ��"��� �/��, 5� ����C �/��, �" 
����2� k��  +( ���� �����। +"����' ��̂��C �,�; ����। �"C+� 5�� ���F �� 5+ �� 
minority ��c ��(�6 6�$, �� ��"��� +"�����'� 5��� ����� ��� ���' �C। 5+ ��"����� 
��� +"����� ����� �B + /�$E ��� �� 5����� safe guard-�� +� Spearate Electorate 
/E$� 9�6� ��/��� D�$�$ 5� ��� ������ ���� �। ,���� 5��� dB ����; ������ ���� ��� ZB 
����; ��"���� �F���। �"��� 5��� minority �F��� �"C+� 5��� Spearate Electorate 
�6�$�F���। 5+ ��� 5��� ����� �B + /�$ �/P���� /�� ���� ��6̂�� +� Spearate Electorate 
6�C ��/�� �o�$ 5� ��� ������ ���� �। 5+ �/P��� Spearate Electorate. ���� ����� safe 

guard-�� +�, �����  ����� ����� +� Spearate Electorate 6�C�� ����, majority /�$ �� 
6�C�� ����  �। ��� 6�C ��/�� D�$�$ �/$ ����� /�$ ���। 5�� 6�C ����8� ���; +��� �/"��� 
#�- 9X��, ����8��, ��6̂�; +��� /�� �। ��� ����8�� ��̂6�; +��� /$ ��/�� ��̂6�; Assembly 

House ���� /��, ��̂6�; Speaker ���� /�� ��� �,�;�,��; ��� �/P��� �/P� 5C, ��"����� 
��"��� 5C, �3���� �3�� 5C 5� ��}��� ��}� 5C ����। Sir, 5��� �c3�� ��2 /�$ �#�F। 
5�� t�� �C;��� ���� 6�C �� 5��� ���2 ��� 5��� +�� �� C"��� ���� ����� ��� �#�F ��� 
����� ��+��� �,��E 5�F �� do good to the people  �(�j ����2� �q� ��। ����2� �q� ���� 
/�� ����2� ���� �,���,� ����� ���� �। ��C 5�� ���, ����� +�, ����8��� +�, �� 
����8��� 5���� ,�����", 5��� ,�����", ����8�� DC +���� ��� ���, ��C 5+ Spearate 

Electorate 6�$।  
 
 5�� ���� 6�C ��, ��c ��(�6 ���, +��� ��� ����8��� �q� ����। ���+C 5���� 
Spearate Electorate-�� �8�� withdraw �Q ��� Joint Electorate support �Q। �C ���C 
5�� 5��� �c�� ��2 ���F।     
                       

Mr. A.K.M. FAZLUL QUADER CHOUDHURY: Mr. Speaker, Sir, I thank you very 

much for allowing me the opportunity of participating in this momentous issue which 

concerns everybody in Pakistan. It is needless to repeat here that the history of electorate 

dates back to the first decade of this Century  

 

Now what is the background of this demand? In 1940 the All India Muslim League 

at Lahore passed a resolution demanding Pakistan as the Muslims were a separate nation. 

Quid-i-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah who presided over the conference sad in his 

presidential speech that the Mussalmans of India were a separate nation. He also 

declared from many political platforms that Muslims were a separate nation. In 1946 
election was sought on definite and distinct issues-Pakistan or no Pakistan-whether the 

Muslim League represented Muslim India or the Congress represented the whole of 
India and the verdict was that the Muslim League represented Muslim India and the 

verdict was for the establishment of Pakistan-Muslim homeland. 
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The Congress wanted Akhand Bharat. Sir, had there been joint Electorate the 

Congress-Muslim would have returned to the Assembly in the 1946 election and no 

Pakistan could have been dreamt of. Sir, it will be confirmed by the fact that in the 

plebiscite that was conducted in the North-West Frontier Province the majority of 

Muslims voted for Pakistan. Had there been Joint Electorate many of us would not have 

the privilege to talk with authority here in this House and there would not have been any 

Pakistan. So, Sir, Separate Electorate is the mother of Pakistan. 
 

Now, Sir, I come to Pakistan itself. Quid-i-Azam was the leader of the whole 
movement. He came to preside over this country. In March, 1948, Quide-i-Azam came 

out with these words not very long before his death that Pakistan was the embodiment of 
the Muslim nation and it must remain so. Sir, arguments are advance that Quid-i-Azam 

said that 'the Mussalmans will cease to be Muslims, Hindus cease to be Hindus'. Yes, 
Sir, it is correct. So far as rights and privileges are concerned, all citizens of Pakistan 

both HindusjantfMusIims are equal before law. They will get equal protection. That is 

correct but that does not improve the case of joint electorate. 

 

Sir, my learned friend, Mr. Mujibur Rahman has tried to draw analogy of the other 

Muslim countries of the world. My reply to his argument is that the background of the 

creation of Pakistan is unique in the annals of the world. So, you cannot compare 

Pakistan with any other country of the world. No nation of the world has been curbed out 

on religious basis. So the question of comparison does not arises, Sir. In Egypt 95 per 

cent of the people are Muslims. In Iraq the population is 50 Lakhs of which 98 per cent 

are Muslims. In Lebanon it is not 35 lacs as Mr. Mujibur Rahman has said. It is only 13 

lacs of which 7 lacs are Muslims. So, Sir, in the absence of the background of the 

creation of Pakistan the question of electorate in those countries is no problem. There is 

reservation in Lebanon. In Syria they have divided the people into different nationalities. 
Our case is altogether different from those countries. Those countries do not have a 

neighbour like India by their sides. Take the question of Indonesia. Is there a neighbor 
like India by their side? Was Indonesia curbed out on religious basis? Was Indonesia 

curbed out of a country where everybody cried, form Akhand Bharat? No. So, Sir, that 
analogy cannot stand. 

 
Now, Sir, let us examine what joint Electorate can offer to them. You have already 

put a seal on the question of electorate in the constitution of Pakistan. The word 

'minority' exists nowhere in any constitution of the world, even not in India. What is 

written there is "backward people". The preamble of the constitution of Pakistan 

presupposes two nations in the Sub-continent (VOICES of hear, hear from the 

opposition). In the preamble it is written that adequate provision must be made for the 

protection of minorities and back- ward and the depressed classes. The word 'minority' 

presupposes the existence of two nations. Muslim India wanted Pakistan and Hindu India 

wanted Akhand Bharat. Hindu India included many members of the treasury benches to-

day also. (VOICES from the opposition: yes, yes,). Sir they said 'No, ,��� ������ �W���� 
��� ���� �, �;�  "Y, ���।’ May I tell you why the congress wanted Joint Electorate? Sir, 

Pakistan was achieved on Two Nation Theory and the Congress wants to kill the Two 

Nation Theory. So that India and Pakistan is united. Sir, a responsible Muslim member 

in the House of Parliament said 
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East Bengal is a distinct country and West Pakistan is a distinct country; they are two 

completely separate countries. If that is so, Sir, then why remain with West Pakistan, go 

to West Bengal. (Interruptions from the Government benches) Sir, I did not interrupt 

them. Why should they interrupt me now? 

Sir, it has been said by a Muslim colleague of mine from Comilla to the effect, if you 

introduce separate Electorate the Hindus will be just wiped out and they cannot do 

anything. May I remind those friends of mine that our friends of the Congress at least are 

no fools to vote for their liquidation? They are sacrificing their to-day only for their 

tomorrow. (ries of yes, yes from the opposition.) I asked a non-Muslim friend of mine 

who happens to be a member of the opposition as to why they were voting for joint Elec-

torate. He said that this was an investment for his son (Laughter). 

Sir, it is said the minority member of the House hold the balance. The proportion is 

72 out of 309. What is the population of East Pakistan to-day? 4 crores 22 lacs. What is 
the non-Muslim population? 1 crore. The proportion of their representation is more than 

what they are to-day. They do not want to be M.L.As ; they want to get their purpose 

served and they have realised by experience that the purpose can be best served not by 

the Hindus but by the Muslims. 

Mr. SPEAKER: Order, Order, this is casting reflection on the other section of the 

House. 

Mr. A. K. M. FAZLUL QUADER CHOWDHURY: Sir, the Ottoman Empire which 

comprised states like Syria, Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia and Egypt and which was a 

solid rock of Muslim nation was disintegrated and dismembered by the machination of 

designing power. Now Syria is again thinking of re-union with Egypt. Sir, Pakistan is an 

experiment of Islamic Ideology-an unique experiment in history and separate electorate 

is the bedrock of Pakistan. If the bottom ceases to exist, Pakistan will also cease to exist. 

Sir, after the great debates in the round Table Conference and after the great debates in 

Delhi and Simla, to-day in the year 1956 again debate has started in Pakistan Whether 
we should have separate electorate or joint electorate in Pakistan, i.e.. Whether Muslims 

are a separate nation or not. Unfortunately we have come to that stage  

 

Mr. SPEAKER: Speak about the effects of separate Electorate. 

 

Mr. A. K. M. FAZLUL QUADER CHOWDHURY: All right, Sir, the Scheduled 
Castes have no ulterior motive. They have been ousted from political life by the caste 

Hindus wedded to Brahmanical cult; and who will dieted them? In the case of joint 

Electorate, Scheduled Caste will have no voice. They will only be dictated by the Caste 

Hindus. 

You say that Muslims and non-Muslims are one nation. In that case how do you go 

to Security Council for Kashmir case? How do you then claim Kasmir? You have seen. 
Sir, in this morning's paper, Mr. Justice Din Mohammad, Adviser on Kashmir Affairs to 

the Government of Pakistan's statement. He says that Muslims are in majority in 
Kashmir and by usage, religion and culture they form one nation, and are linked up with 

Pakistan. They must be allowed freedom too. If you say that two Nation Theory goes 
then with what arguments you will face the nations in the Security Council. 
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Sir, it is advocated that joint Electorate will bring communal harmony. But look at 

the joint Electorate and Secularism of India. Riots are almost occurring everyday there 

and Muslims are being persecuted and killed. So, Sir, instead of bringing communal 

harmony it will raise communal frenzy and instead of solving communal problem, this 

country will be landed into turmoil and communal fire. 

It is being urgued; good and efficient people will be elected in joint Electorate. Sir. 

Dr. Ambedker. the author of the Indian constitution could not get himself elected 

because, he belong to schedule caste. He was defeated and he could not have a seat in the 

parliament. Any way, Sir, those who advocate for joint Electorate, they ought to know 

that joint Electorate will cut at the very root of Pakistan. Separate Electorate does not 

harm anybody. Sir, this country has been on religious basis, and this country must 

observe the ideology, for which Pakistan came into being as the Homeland of the 

Muslims. Pakistan did not come into being for making ministers. It came into being for 

making experiments with the ideologies of Islam. It is the last foothold of the Muslims in 

the world. Pakistan is the only country in the world which is called Islamic Republic. If 

our friends start bartering away our ideology for political expediency and for capturing 

power only, then their loyalty to Pakistan will be questioned; that will be no service to 
Pakistan. Their names will go down in the history as one who parted with the ideology of 

Pakistan for temporary gains. 

Sir, East Pakistan and West Pakistan are the two integral parts of Pakistan. They are 

linked with each other on the basis of Muslim nationhood. If you have the feeling that 

Bengalees arc one nation and if you have joint Electorate, then East Bengal will be 

separated from Pakistan. In the absence of any common ideological basis there is the 

feeling of Bengali nationalism what would be the objection of getting East Bengal linked 

up with West Bengal. Sir, I can prove that joint Electorate will end in joint Bengal,i.e., 

East Pakistan will be united with West Bengal. 

Mr. BASANTA KUMAR DAS: Mr. Speaker, Sir, after the debate has proceeded so 

far, I do not think that I should take much time of the House. Many Points which I 

wanted to stress have been stressed and spoken in support of Joint Electorate System and 

against the motion. I have listened with interesf and attention to the Speeches that have 

been delivered in support of Joint Electorate System and against their motion and 1 

really congratulate the members who have spoken for the manner in which their 

speeches have been delivered. Those members who have spoken in support of the 

motion have shown their great enthusiasm and they have placed before the House the 

sentiments that are working in their minds; but, Sir, I regret to say that all these 

sentiments and enthusiasm have made them forget the real point at issue. However, Sir, I 

shall place my viewpoints against the motion in as dispassionate a manner as possible 
and I would appeal to this august House through you. Sir, to examine the viewpoints I 

shall place in the light of reason and with a vision unblurred and undeemed by any 
sentiment and prejudice. Sir, the question before the House is that there should be 

separate Electorate for election to the National Assembly and the provincial Assemblies. 
Now, I would remind the House that this question has come before us. after the 

Constitution has been framed and put into operation. All the speeches that have been 
delivered in suppprt of the motion have given  
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the background of how the question of Joint Electorate verses Separate Electorate 
arose in India before partition. They have also given the Historical background why 

Pakistan was necessary for the Muslims and how Pakistan came to be created. But Sir, 
after the Constitution has been framed and accepted and that specially by my friends of 

the majority Community, as an Islamic Constitution, I would submit that all that has 

been said in those speeches are now irrelevant and would have been pertinent when the 

Constitution was being framed for giving an Islamic Constitution to Pakistan. All this is 

now a reiteration of the demand which now stands embodied in the Constitution. So I 

would appeal to them to examine the various provisions of the Constitution and judge for 

themselves whether the issue of Separate Electorate can be considered to be a live issue 

and whether Separate Electorate System can at all come and be adopted for future 

elections. This morning, Sir, you very rightly said as the reason for deciding that this 

motion should be first moved, that "Joint Electorate is the natural thing and the separate 

Electorate is an exception". (MR. FARID AHMED: No, Sir, you didn't say like that). 

Yes Sir, you said it, and it is so, because if the provisions of the Constitution are 

analysed it will be found that all that has been said about Two-nation Theory Stands 

negatived in the Constitution and that an Islamic Constitution giving effect to, what was 
demanded in that behalf, and that all matters that were necessary to make the members 

of the Majority Community lead their lives according to the Quoran and Sunnah have 
been embodied in the Constitution, along with the matters for making it a Democratic 

Constitution. Now what are the provisions of the Constitution? Islamic provisions lave 
been embodied in the Constitution and that has made the Muslims of Pakistan to acclaim 

it as an Islamic Constitution. From the provisions in the directive principles you will find 
that the State will take all care to see that the Mussalmans would endeavour to lead their 

lives according to the Quoran and Sunnah., and that the state would help the Mussalmans 

in that behalf. Then there are come specific provisions as to how the provisions of the 

Quoran and Sunnah are to be enacted into law. A Commission will be appointed under 

articles 197 and 198 by the President within a year from the Constitution day to examine 

the provisions of the Quoran and Sunnah and then report to the President what 

provisions of the Quoran and Sunnah are enactable and should be enacted into law. 

When such laws would be brought before the National Assembly, the members of the 

National Assembly composed of Muslims and non-Muslims will have to take a decision. 

Here the Two-nation Theory was not adhered to by debarring non-Muslim members 

from taking any part in such, a decision. Now, Sir, here I submit that by these provisions 

jointness is established in the very Constitution. Then with, regard to the other matters 

take for instance the case of election of the President. The President is to be elected 

through the Electoral College composed of the members of the National Assembly and 
members of the provincial Assemblies of both the wings. Then they will have to vote 

together and elect one for the Presidentship. Here also the Two-nation Theory stands 
abandoned. Of course, there is a provision that none but a Muslim should be elected as 

the President. That is another matter. I will come to that later on if time permits. 

The other provisions in the Constitution are to enable the members of the Provincial 

Assemblies and of the National Assembly to take such measures as will aim at 

establishing a Welfare State-a Socialistic State-as would do away with the disparity of 

wealth and all existing inequalities in the economic field that hamper the growth of the 
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nation. In enacting those provisions the Muslim and non-Muslim members of the 
Constituent Assembly took part. There was thus jointness of action of the members as 

equal citizens. Then for enacting legislations for working the Constitution in the National 
Assembly and in the Provincial Assemblies all members thereof will act conjointly and 

no question of a Muslim Nation or a non-Muslim Nation would ever arise. Sir. this being 

the position, there should be also jointness i.e., equality, with regard to the franchise that 

has to be exercised by the people of Pakistan. Now, Sir, what is this Electorate Issue? 

This Electorate issue is connected with franchise and how that franchise is to be 

exercised? Here the franchise we are considering is the right to elect members for the 

National Assembly or the Provincial Assemblies. Should we introduce the Two-nation 

Theory here in deciding the question of Electorate? One of my friends, who spoke in 

favour of the motion, said that there is mention of Minorities in the Constitution which is 

not to be found in any other onstitution and that indicates two nations. That, I think, is 

wrong. However, Sir, in the Constitution it has been provided that all Minorities and 

Majorities are equal citizens and all shall have equal rights. So the Minorities and the 

Majorities have been placed on the same footing. Now if there is equal right, then the 

Minority has got equal right to elect his representative. He has got equal right. How can 
you curtail his right? He has got equal right to elect anyone, anyone of the citizens, be he 

a non-Muslim or a Muslim. This is the very fundamental right in a Democratic Country 
and that is a right which is one of the human rights that have been declared by the United 

Nations. Now ne of my friends, I think it was Mr. Sinha referred to the declaration of 
human rights formulated by the United Nations Organisation of which Pakistan is also a 

member. Now that declaration was framed on the 10th of December, 1948 and Quaid-i- 
Azam made his memorable declaration in the Constituent Assembly while inaugurating 

the Assembly on the 11th August, 1947. Just after the creation of Pakistan, Pakistan 

became a member of the U.N.O. and the representatives of Pakistan were sent there. 

They went there as members of the Nation of Pakistani People and she was a party to 

this declaration. If you read the Preamble of this declaration and if you read the intention 

that was expressed while promulgating this declaration you will find what impelting 

necessity was felt for preparing the declaration and there was a perfect unanimity in 

framing the declaration. So far as this question is concerned the Pakistani Representative 

did not stress that Pakistan did stand on a different footing. It was not stressed that there 

were two nations in the country, and that the declaration No. 21, which relates to the 

question of franchise in a democratic country would not be possible to be applied. 

Now, my friend, Mr. Sinha read some portion of the declaration. I shall read this 

declaration in full and that would give you an idea as to what this declaration is. Now, 

Article 21 says, "Everyone has the right to take part in the Government of his country 

directly or through freely chosen representatives. Everyone has the right of equal access 

to public service in the country. The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority 

of Government. This will be expressed in periodic and genuine elections which stall be 

on Universal and Equal Suffrage and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent free 

voting procedure". 

Now, Sir, I would draw your attention to the words "Universal" and "Equal". What 
do these two words "Universal" and "Equal" signify? "Universal" means that all people 
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should vote, of course, excluding minors, for obvious reasons. It comes to this then that 

all adult members of the people should vole and everyone should have equal right to 

vote. What is .the meaning of Equal? It is to be equal in extent and equal in value. 

Otherwise equality would not really be equality. Now if one territorial constituency is to 

elect its representative, every citizen thereof would try to select the best man possible 

and if he wants to select a person who does not belong to his faith he has got that right. 

How can you put a restriction on that right? If you do it you will destroy the totality of 
the citizens of the territory, from amongst whom a citizen is to elect his representative. 

Hindus to elect Hindus from particular area and Muslims of that area to elect Muslims 
would lead to create compartments and thereby destroy the equality which the 

underlying intention of the declaration. That will affect his fundamental right. Take for 
instance a simple case. Can you legislate that when there is illness of a member of a 

Muslim family he will have to call in only a Muslim doctor? To exercise his right of 
franchise he should elect the best man to represent his cause in the National or Provincial 

Assemblies. He would like to choose anyone from the territory from which he is to elect. 

He has equal right, and that equal right cannot be curtailed in anyway. What is the 

separate Electorate? It means that the Hindus should elect members for the Provincial or 

National Assembly only from the Hindus and Muslims should elect members for the 

Provincial Assembly and the National Assembly only from the Muslims. That would go 

against what has been stated in the United Nations declaration and it will be an 

infringement of this declaration. It is the natural right of a citizen that stands recognized 

in the declaration, which he should be allowed to exercise. Now, having regard to the 

provisions of the Constitution and having regard to what has been declared in the 

declaration of Human Rights by the United Nations this motion, I think, is really 

irrelevant being not in conformity both with our Constitution and the Declaration of 

Human Rights. The jointness is there and a citizen is to exercise his right, on the basis of 

the jointness of the right, whether he be a Muslim or a Hindu. That is the position. This 
motion has come before us in compliance with Article 145 as enacted in the 

Constitution. Let me give a brief history how it came to be nacted. I was a member of the 
Constituent Assembly and we the non-Muslim members fought tooth and nail that this 

question of Electorate should be there and then in the Constituent Assembly. My friends 
of the United Front who wanted to support us did not give us support although they were 

pledge bound to support us and our demand was for Joint Electorate with reservation of 
seat for the backward classes including the Scheduled Castes. But they could not agree. 

So this matter had to be postponed. My esteemed friends Mr. Abu Hossain Sarkar and 

Mr. Hashimuddin rang me up from here over the phone. My esteemed friend Mr. Datta, 

now the Health and Medical Minister, was also with them at Dacca, when I was rung up. 

They all said, "well do not try to have the matter decided in the Constituent Assembly. 

Bring it down to the Province and we shall give you Joint Electorate." Not only that, 

along with Mr. SarkaT, my esteemed friends Messrs. Ashrafuddin Choudhury and 

Abdus Salam Khan went to Karachi requested me to agree to the said proposal. But what 

do we see now today? I told them then that I anticipated trouble if we brought this matter 

to the Provincial Assembly, because in that case there would be commotion in the 

country, and communal hatred and communal frenzy will be roused, and that is what 

actually has happened today round about Dacca. Not only so, we are getting information 

of such happening from the districts also. You 
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have rightly said that Joint Electorate is natural and we say why there should be an 

exception made by accepting this exception. My friend Mr. Mujibur Rahman has rightly 

said that, everywhere there is jointness. He has very clearly and impressively shown 10 

the House that there is jointness everywhere and that this motion, if accepted, would be 

inequitable. Now, Sir, what does the two-nation theory mean? When Quaid-i-Azam 

made his memorable declaration he took a realistic view of the whole situation. He was 

faced by the realities. Two-nation theory was propounded for getting the Indo-Pakistan 
continent partitioned in order to get Pakistan, for which he strenuously fought. But what 

Pakistan did he fight for? He fought for a Pakistan in which the population would be 
exclusively Muslims. There will be no minorities and really that was the original 

scheme. Therefore, along with this scheme there was the logical demand for exchange of 
population. Now, the date of Independence was fixed to August, 1948, but after the 

advent of Lord Mountbatten, as the Viceroy of India, the date was altered and 
independence came to us on the 14th August, 1947, by creating Pakistan and the demand 

for exchange of population was abandoned. This question of Pakistan and India was 

settled and it was settled in a manner by which in Pakistan there were not only Muslims, 

but also there were Hindus, Christians, Jains, Buddhists and many other backward 

classes. That is the Pakistan that was created. Quaid-i-Azam thought over this and in his 

very first inaugural address delivered in the Constituent Assembly he said, "After all we 

have got Pakistan. We wanted to avoid the Minorities but there are Minorities. What are 

we to do now the perceived that the two-nation theory was inapplicable as it was created. 

Therefore, lie exhorted the people to forget the past and bury the hatchet. "Do not raise 

religious cries in connection with political rights." He pointed out that in England there 

was now no Presbyterian, there was no Catholic although they fought for rights on 

religious grounds. They are now all British citizens. Similarly he asked the people to 

forget the past and remember that they are all one nation and he very significantly said 

that a time might come when there will be no Hindu and no Muslims; meaning that there 
would be one nation composed of all religious groups. Now, Sir, that inaugural speech of 

Quaid-i-Azam came to be scrutinized by eminent Judges, in connection with the Punjab 
disturbances and one of the Judges was the Chief Justice of the present Supreme Court of 

Pakistan, I mean Mr. Justice Munir. They said, "if we realised the real meaning of the 
utterances of Quaid-i-Azam in his inaugural speech we would find that it meant that he 

stressed the creation of one nation in Pakistan." He dreamt that all the people of the 
various religious groups would unite to form one nation to have one political life and that 

in that lay the overall welfare of the country, which would be hampered if religious 

differences art actuated even in regard to political rights. One nation composed of 

various religious groups merged together, working together for the amelioration of the 

condition of the people and to create a Pakistan of peace, prosperity and happiness, so 

that the country might lake its rightful place in the comity of Nations, was what he 

emphasised. But whal do we find now? That speech is now distorted and 

misinterpretation by reference to some of his previous statements in which he made 

mention of Two nations- non- Muslims and Muslims. The criteria for determining the 

nationality of the two nations are differences of dress, food, manners and language. But 

he did never say that these differences should make them politically to be two different 

nations. His idea was that religious faiths should be kept apait from political affairs of 

the country of Pakistan.  
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And if he mentioned two nations he really emphasised that Muslims might remain a 

nation by ordering their lives according to Quoran and Sunnah and by maintaining their 

distinctive manners and language and other things. Let them follow the Quoran, let them 

follow the Sunnah in the right way. No one of the other communities will obstruct them 

and even no objection will be there from anyside. Let the Hindus and the followers of 

other faiths also follow their religions in the rightway in order to order their life 

according to the tenets of their respective religions. 

 

Therefore, Sir, so far as the political life of the people of Pakistan is concerned, from 
what I have shown, Two-nation Theory has vanished. To stick to that even now is to 

land us to an absurd position. We are not two nations in the United Nations. We are one 
Pakistani Nation there. As a member of the Commonwealth of Nations, we are also one 

Nation. But so far as the question of Electorate is concerned, we are to remain two 
nations and so, there cannot be Joint Electorate. What would be the effect of this? It 

would mean that we are to act as one nation when working the Constitution even for 

giving effect to all Islamic provisions and we are to be known as one nation to the 

outside world, but that at the base, we are to remain two nations on account of the 

differences in the faiths that different groups of us profess. This a position, besides 

affecting our prestige to the outside world, would be fruitful of many evils affecting our 

life at home. It would be accentuating religious difference to such an extent as will be 

detrimental to the very best interests of Pakistan by making the non-Muslims to remain a 

perpetual minority and a subordinate political entity. The people are to be welded into 

one nation and to merge together, work together for the upliftment of Pakistan. But, Sir, 

we feel that creation of such compartments, as Separate Electorate means, would tend to 

do would grievously hamper it. 

 

Now, Sir, many of my friends have said many things by which they have imputed 
some motives to us. Of course, Sir, I can very well reply to those in the same way as they 

have done. But I submit that I will not do so. I submit, Sir, that the imputation of motives 
is the weakest part of an argument. I can hit back with a greater show of reasons. But I 

will not do that. Yet I would like to submit one matter which may supply a cue to the 
claim for Separate Electorate. Now, Sir, there is one Moulana-I mean Maulana Maududi 

who toured East Pakistan and preached for Separate Electorate. He said that Pakistan 
would be destroyed if Joint Electorate was accepted. He bas written a book in which he 

has given fantastic ideas. He had mentioned in the book that non-Muslims in Pakistan 

have no right to be placed in responsible positions and even women have no right to be 

so placed. If the women are to be given any right to be elected for legislatures then there 

should be a Separate Assembly for them so that in that Assembly they might discuss 

matlers which affect them. They might discuss also other matters and submit their 

decisions to the men's Assembly. There is another paragraph in which he has said that 

the Separate Electorate for minorities is the only thing, as by giving to them Separate 

Electorate, the minority will never be placed in a responsible position and the result will 

be that in order to get that right they will gradually become Muslims. That is the 

statement in the book. If any friend of mine wants to see that, I can show it. So, if you 

impute motive we can also say that, the claim for Separate Electorate is motivated by the 

same motive as that of Moulana Moududi. It is said that if Joint Electorate is given, 
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Pakistan will be destroyed. It is a fantastic idea without any valid ground. Sir, much 

abuses have been hurled on us, the Congressmen, in so vociferous a language as carries 

its own weakness. Sir, I have got to tell you. that we here believe that Pakistan was 

created on account of the demand of the Muslims, and the Congress of India stressed that 

there was one nation throughout India and for the unity. Congressmen opposed partition; 

but ultimately the Congress yielded and they agreed to the creation of Pakistan. If the 

Congress had not agreed, there would have been no Pakistan. They agreed and Pakistan 
was created. (Cries of "No, No. We fought out Pakistan."). Yes, you Ibught out Pakistan. 

That cannot be denied. So, we who have remained in Pakistan, feel it our moral duty to 
see that Pakistan should emerge as a country to take its rightful place in the Comity of 

Nations. And Sir, I feel in my heart of hearts that Pakistan was justified. When I took 
round, I find that the administration is being mainly manned and run by the Muslims. I 

feel that my Muslim brethren are really coming into their own. When I see there very 
many young men going about with a glow of great enthusiasm in their activities and 

even going abroad in large number for higher education, I feel that the creation of 

Pakistan was justified. Whether Pakistan is being managed in a good way or in a badway 

or in an indifferent way, that is quite another matter. But Pakistan has come and Pakistan 

will stay. Nobody can dispute that. It has been said that those who want Joint Electorate 

want to unite East Pakistan with West Bengal. I submit, Sir, that it is only mere 

imagination and fiction. There cannot be any union between West Bengal and East 

Bengal Pakistan that they so glibly talk about. 

 

Now, Sir, in one of the debates in the Constituent Assembly when this was asserted 

by the then Prime Minister, Mr. Mohammad Ali of Bogra, my friend Mr. Bhupendra 

Datta said to Mr. Mohammad Ali, "You go to your elder brother (meaning Mr. Nehru) 

and make a present of Pakistan in a platter of gold and see what he does." So, that is the 

position. It is only misleading the people when they say that there is the intention of 
bringing about an annexation of East Pakistan with West Bengal. I say that, that is a 

fantastic idea. 

 

Now Sir, with regard to the historical backgrounds, I referred to earlier I shall point 
out certain inaccuracies. It has been said that the Quaid-i-Azam always wanted Separate 

Electorate for Pakistan. It is not so. Sir, I had the privilege of associating myself with 
Quaid-i-Azam in the Indian Legislative Assembly from 1935 to 1937. At the time when 

he discussed the mailer in a convention on the Nehru Report on India's claim for self- 

Government in the Congress Session, 1928, I came to know his mind. He clearly said in 

some of his speeches, "I am not wedded to Separate Electorate." That was in 1927. Four 

years after that, after the formation of his well known 14-points, addressing the U.P. 

Conference at Allahabad on the 8th of August, 1931, just when the Constitutional 

proposals to be embodied in the Government of India Act of 1935 were being 

considered, he said, "The next question that arises is one of Separate Electorate versus 

Joint Electorate. I myself believe that if majority is conceded in the Punjab and Bengal. I 

would personally prefer a settlement on the basis of Joint Electorate." He added, "My 

position is that I would rather have a settlement even on the fooling of Separate 
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Electorate hoping and trusting that when we have our constitution, and both the Hindus 

and Muslims get rid of the distrust, suspicion and fear and when they gel their freedom, 

they would rise to the occasion and probably separate Electorate will go sooner than 

most of us thought." Now, Sir, in Pakistan Muslims and Hindus are not to get rid of the 

distrust, suspicion and fear are not to go, but are to be perpetuated by Separate 

Electorate. 

Now, Sir, that is the position. Here the majority community are the Muslims. 

They were wanting Separate Electorate. That is a position which no one can understand. 

These are my submissions and I appeal to the House to consider this matter 

dispassionately and come to their considered decision in a calm way on the question 

whether Separate Electorate is to be the desideratum in the present context of things. 

 

Mr.  MOHIUDDIN AHMEDP: Mr. Speaker, Sir,    ��c ��(�6 E �3�� ��(�6 �C$� ����G��� 
��+����� ��� 5���- "3�� /C$��F। �C +�;� E ����(�&�� ��"$;��� ��  ��R NQI�&'(� 
��+������ ��j��(�&'( ���$�  �� ����� /C�� ���� �#�-���C ���$� ���� ����� ��c ��(�6  ��� 
�3�� ��(�6 �C �4�; ����$ ���+���� ��8��"&� ������� ���; M;�  �/,  ��� 9/��� 
��$���� ��$�� ���$�E 5��� ��E$� 6�� � ����8� ���,� �� ����8��;����2 ���$� �&�(���8�� 
�&�( ����8�� +#�'� ���c "���� �� ��X�� "�=�� 6��$� 5�"���F�, �"C ��X�� "�=���� 
�,���� 
�$��E ��$�+�� ���#�� �C ����( ��+ +g ��$��F । ����G�����,� "��� "��� ��(6 ����� 
�"q�; ��/���E �� ,���C$� ������ ���� �C । ��/�� ���' �F�� �C ��; ����8��  #'���m� 
��+���� ��+$ ����� ��"��� ��# �]�� ��(R ���(�¾ 9-�C�� ����$��F� । ��x ��M3( $ �6�� 
����8��� +M' /����, D:� ��¿� E  ���6���� �,�� ��$�  �� ����$��F। +#�'� �6R������ 
5�&� �����( "���� /C$��F। +#' #'��m� +� "�=�� �����E ����$��F। +#�'� �6R�� �C 
����� ���!��� /C$��6 ���,� "�G�� ������, C������ ����G��� �3/�� ��+���� �� 5E��� ��# 
��/�� W�� +��� ��( ����(���2 "���� +� 9g�c ���$��F। "�L���$� ���J� Repubican party,    
5+�� ����G� ���;(, #'�m����� +g /C$��F। �C� "�L���$� ����'� ���� ������� ��+���� 
���J��� ���� "������� ���� �C F�� E ��� ���J��� ����E ���� ��$��F। ����#, F�� C9�$ E 
F���"�"�  "�L���$� ���J� �/"��� #�-$� 9�X$��F।  ��� �3/�� F�� ���§X� F����#��E 
 "�L���$� ��� /C$��F। �&�( E ���� ����G� �C 9,$  ���� ���(���e��� ��+�����  L���$� 
NQI ��, ���$��F। �&�( ����G��� "���� ������� ��"�&�/� ���$������ #X� ��c ��(�6 =#'� 
/C$� ��-�C$��F। ����G��� +���$ ����� ��(�6�� "�$ ������ 6��  ���� ��  �� "��� �� � 
���� ���$� ��"��#( �C "�L���$����� "���� 6��/$��F�� । "����� ��c ��(6 �4�; �F� ���; 
���2� ,��� ������(� ���'�� ����� ,�� /C��। ����G�� +#�'E(���� "&6� �C ��c ��(�6। �C 
��M( $ �j"��� "�=����  �,V��� +#�'� ������� C/� ���; t� C�q�। ����G��� ,��2�j "��+ 
+���� C/� �� �  ���$।  
    

�3�� ��(�6 �� "�8 �� "��( ���$��F, �+��� C"���, ��"��� ��#; +����� C"���, 
+���$�� C"��� �,3�� �� ��/����  ���। C/� F�-�E ����$ À� E ����c �3�� ��(�6�� ��� 
"��( +��C$��F।  "��� ���8�� E ���c� +�� W��� �3�� ��(�6�� "��(� +�� "3�� ������ �6�� 
������F। �3�� ��(�6�� "��(���� ��� ���c �C ��, ����8� ���,� ��F� �� DC +������ �F�, 
�3�� ��(6 ��$� � �C��, �C +���\ ��" /C$� ����G� ���,� �&� 9�p���� �,��� 9�� 5M�� 
/����।  �(�j ����G��� �/P� E ��"���, ���� ����G��� DC�; +��� �/�"�� ��,c ���$�     
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� ������ ����8���  �8I �+�$ ������ �। ‘‘����8� ���,� +� ��/� /C� 5����� "�=�� ��� 
�3�� /C$��F। �/P�-��"��� ��� �� +�� �/"��� ���#�'� /$, ��/� /C�  �&� ,��2��� �/P�8� E 
����8� �� /C$� ��C��’’ C�����। �C���C ��/��� .�R / �C, C������ ��/��� C/�E ���n�� 
����$��F ��, ‘‘��c ��(�6�� "��(��� ���/�� 
���(C ���1� �C �Á�� ������F- C"����� ���� 
������F’’। C/�C �3�� ��(�6�� "��(���� "�6�$ ‘‘�&����’’ l�V��� ������। C/� F�-�  ��� ��, 
���c ��/��� ��$� ���� �"N��� /C���F ‘‘��"����� �����; "����� �/P��� "����$  � /C��E ���/�� 
��/��� ������, �"�/�� ��"������ ��(�6� +$��, ���� ���C 5�� �C। ��"������ 9�� 
C"����� �.���� ��  �&�( k��! �3�� ��(�6�� "��(�#' ����� ����� "��(� �� "�8 �� ���c ��$� 
����, ��/� ���;����;�,��� �)�। �� 5����� ��6�� ���$� ������ /C�� �� ��/���� ����N��� �&�' 
��� /C�� ����8��� �q� /C�� ���।     

    

 ��c ��(�6�� "��(���� ��Q�� �� ���.�� E "�P/ "3�� ���� 5�$�+ 6�����F, ��/� �F� 
��u��R "3�� ���� �$�" C/� ��"�P�/ ��� ��$। ���� "�� �� ����8� ���,� ��F� ���$�� 5�� 
�+��/� DC +����\ ��+ ���$��F। ��x ����8� ���,� ��F� 9/�C "� �/। ���"b� ���,� �� 
���$�� 5�� �+��/E �3���� "�/� �M�2'� ���$��F ��, ‘‘5+ 5� �/P� , �/P� �/; ��"���; 
��"��� �/, "��� ����$�C 5+ 5��� ����8��।’’ ��8� £��, ���$�� 5�� �+��/ ���n�� 
����$��F�� ��, "�L���$����  �"� � /C�� ����8��� 9�p�� ���( /C$� ��C��। ��M( DC �� 
�j"��� "���+����� ���2�' +#�'� +��� �� 6�� "���;� "3�� /C$��F�, +#' �"C "��; /C��C 
���c 6��/$��F�। ��� +#�'� �C ���c� 5��r�C +#'�� ����8� ���,� ���'� ���#�C$��F। 
Z�d@ "���� "����' ��(�6� ��"��� ��#E ���� "�"��, +������ ���, ���c 
����� �,3�� 
+"�"��� �&� ����N���� 9:�� ����� /C$��F�। +#' C/�C ��z�" ���$��F� ��"��� ��# 5+ 
��(R DC +����\�� �6�� ���$� 5�"���F। ��x +#' ��"��� ��#�� ���E ��&(� ���$��F। C/�� 
����� ���' �C ��, ��"��� ��# +#�'� �&� "�"��� ���C "���� ��� �C। C/� 5+ ��"�P�/ 
��� ��$ ��, +#�'� "�"��� "���� /C�� ����8� ���,� ��F� +#�'� �C ��z�" ��+ ���$��F। 
�C ��z�"� ��j��( ��# ��3�3P  ���� ���$��F��, ��C +#�'� ���c �C ��O 5��Â.�  �&� 
,��2j�� ���2� ��3�I� ���2' �m�� ��&(� ������ ��� ���6���� /C�� ���� �"C 5���� ‘‘��"��� 
+�����,’’ �/P� +�����’’ ��"��� ���2�’’ �/P� ���2�’’ ��"���  ���6���, �/P�  ���6���’’ �,3�� �Ã�#� 
W��� +#'�� ���,�, ��u��R E "�L���$���� ��� ���6���� ���$� ���� ������ ���(� ���( �+ 

��(�� �+�$ ����� �$�" ��C$��F।     

    

����8� ���,� ��� DC +����\ W��� ����8��� +#'�� DC�; �,� +����� ���'� ��� ��� ��1 
���G�$ 9/��� )��� ���� �$�" ����8��� ����b�,��� .��=8 �����। DC +����\ ����8� 
���,� �&� ���� /C�� ����8� ���,� "���C "���C �"C ���� �&�' /C$��F ���$� ���$� �C�� /C��। 
���� �/P� E ��"����� ��� ����8��� �,�� DC�; 
�m +��� �/"��� ���#�'� ��� /$ ��/� /C�� 
DC +�����\� ������#(� "��� ��� ���; ��C ����� ������। �"C�; /C���F , �C ‘‘�/P� +����’’ 
+� 
�m ��1 �/"��� ����8�� ���;  ���� F��-$� ��E$�, �/P��� �C ‘‘C"����� �.����’’��; 
��$�� E ��c"q�,��� DC +�����\ �,���� ��/���� 5��",/�� ���� ����� ����। �� ���'��, 
����8� ��-���� /E$� E ����8��� �����S। ���c ��(�6� "��(������� ��/��� ����8��� �Á 5��� 
��$� ��+��� DC +����\�� ��� ������ ,&���� "3�� ������F, ��/���� ���� �&�' ����� /C�� 
����8���  �8I�� ���� � ���$� 9��$ �C।     
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�C"� ������� ���V��6� ��\� �C ,$��/ ���'�� E ���c  "���� 5+ +"�����'� ��; 
��� ���$��F। "����� +��� ��� ��$� �/P���#�� "�����M� �,3�� 5��� ��$� ��+��� ��� ��̂6�C��� �6�� 
������F ��� �C "�� "�����M��� �.���6 ��E$�� ��� �3�� ��(�6�� E����� ������F। 
"�����M����  ���C �.���6 ���� /C��, C/� �3����� "�(�C 
��3� /C$��F। ���; ���1 �� ��$��; 
�#�J� ������ ����, ��/��� ���,� ����' ��.�, "�s3�� E ��(�$ ������� "����# /C�� ���� /C$� ���1� 
9�� �#��� �/"��� ��+��� #�-$� ������ "����# ��$ �C। �C �.�� ��/���� ¥ "�8 "����#���� 
+� ��1�$ #X��m �D����#� ���� "������� ���$� �#-� ������� ���G� ����� /C��। �C 
�.���6���� /C��, C/� ��� /��"��p���, ���� ��}����&'(।  ����� �.���6  �( �3�� ��(�6�, 
�C 9�; ��c ��/��� �����$ ��̂�+$� ��C$��F, ��/� ��/���C ����� ����। ��/���#�� ����� ‘‘+���’’ 
��� /C���F, ����� �� ���$ 5��� ��/���#�� ‘‘ "�����M�’’ ��� /C���F। C/�� ���' ‘‘+���’’ 
‘‘"�����M�’’ �.���6’’ E ‘‘�3�� ��(�6’’ �,3�� "���"�/� ���c�  ����'� ���$� ��+��� ��� 
��6��̂�� F�-������ 5� #��R� �C।     

    

"�����M���� +� ������ �.���6 ���G��� "�����M���� ����� �$�C ���$� ��� 9�;� 
��� �� ���� �.���6�����, ��/�E ����� ������� 9�� �,(� ����� /C��। "�����M���� 
�.���6 ����� ���� ��Q�� 6���C$� ��E$� ���c"q� �/। ����8�� �C ‘‘ "�����M���’’ ����� 
 
 
���J��� ���!�� ��c ��(�6� 
��. ��+��� ����� ��c ���$��F। ���E ��/����� �3�� 
��(�6�� �.���6 ���C /C��’’ �C ���,�� ���/�� ��� 9�6�।    

    

 ���$�� 
���(� "�L���$��� ���W2�� ������� �/P�-��"����� ���� "����� ���� /$ �C, 
C/�� ��2�U$��� "��+ +���� ��Ä ��Ä 6����� /C$��F। �C �"C��E ������� ����$��-5/��� 
l����6� "�L���$� ��q�$ /�+�� /�+�� ��"����� /��� ��� /C$��F। ������-��q��� ���W2 5��+� 
��;���� ��q�$ ���/ k������ �c ��/$��F। ��$���� C������� "����� ���+ ��-�� ��+� �/। ���̂+ 
����� ����� ��(��� ��"������ ����C "L���$� "3�� /C$��F, �"��� �C ‘‘�3�� ��(�6�� 
�.����6�’’ ���G� �����$ �#$� ��2 /C�� ��/� �6R� ���$� ���� �����। �C �3�� ��(�6�� �.���6 
���'���� ��  �G�� "3�� ����� ��  �&�,��2j�� ��+� ��E$� F�-�  ��� �,�; ��E$�� 5� 9��$ 
������ �।     

    

"�L���$���� "��� �C। �C ���W2 ��(�� "��+���G��C ���;  �,���, "����' ����2� 
��$�+� ���#�� �C "�L���$���� "3�� /$ �C। C/� ����$ ����2� 
���(� +� "3�� ��� /C$��F। 
��C �3�� ��(�6� "�����M���� ��$�+� � ���#��E ��/���� �.����6� ��� ��/���� 9�� 6���C$� 
��E$�� �� 5-Y� ।    
    

�C �.���6 ��E$�� ��� ����$� "�����M ��� �.����6� ��� �3�� ��(�6�� ������ ��( 
���� �6�� ��� /C$��F ����� ,�� ��� /C��।  ���� �/P�-��"��� "�L���$� ��q�� �,�� ��$� �/P� 
��"������ �,�� ���,��� ‘‘��8���� ’’ �+#�� ����$� ��/��� �3�� ��(�6�� ��}�c��� ��̂- 
���C$��F, ��/���� �� ���� 9�6� ��, ��"���� ��"���� "�L���$� ��q�$ ��/���� 6�C��E 
��(��R� �c .$ /C$��Å। "�L���$��� ����2� �,��� ���; ���W2,�� F�-� 5� ��F�C �/।     
    

C/��  �"�, �C "�L���$����� �k$ ��$� /C�� ���� �। C/��  �"� /C�� ���� ����2� 
�/� ����� ���।     
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C/� "�� ��, "�L���$���� ����G��� #'+��� ���; "�"�� /C$�C ��/$��F। 9/�� 
 �"��� "�(����� 5�$�+ ����� /C�� । ��x �3�� ��(�6 W��� �C "�"���� ��F���C �&� ��� 
"�� �/। 9/� W��� �C "�L��$����� 9s��C ��E$� /C��। "�L���$���� ��2 ���  �� 9j"�/� 
�6����� �C �3�� ��(�6��  �,��� ��/̂���#�� ��u��R� !�̂�� �!���� ".� /C$��F, ��̂/���� �C 
 "�� "�(��� ���'�� "Y�* ,���$� 9/��  �"� ��� ��$ � । ��1 ���G�� ����.��  �� "����+�, �� 
 �(����, �� ��+����, "�� "L���$� "�� "L���$� "�� ���(� "����  ���  ����� �C 
�/� ����� W�� 9g�c ����� ����।  

    

�3��,��� ��(��6� /E$�� ��� ���2��� "�"��� �� ��� 5C ��� ���C�� ��c,���C �,�; 
���� ����।  ����� "������ ;���� ��", ���;� �&�� �3��, ��� ���G�, ��+� ��", "��;(�!��; ��� 
����� �,3�� +�/��� 5CN�� #3/�� /C�� ������� ���; "L���$�C 9���� /$ �, ������; 
����8�� 9/�� W��� 9��3� /$ । ��( E "L��$ ���(���2 ��� "�"�C �� ��� 5C�� 
��.  ��� 
����. C���� �+ �,�; ���� ����। ��(�$ �&;���(� �����"�� +� �.���6 ��� �3�� ��(�6�� +� 
���G� �C,  ��� �m� /E$�� ����$ �C "�����M� "�"���� �,�;�� �+( ��� /$ �।  �6 +#' 
"����� E ��c,��� �,�; ��$� ��+��� "�"�� "������ +� ������ ��(��6� ����� ������ �, �C 
���c "%&'(  6� ।  

    

����8��� ��1�$ ���G� ���6���� +� N�� �m ��/$��F: ��/�� �����E �3�� ��(�6 �C। 
C9�$ ���f(, ������ ���f(: �+�� ���f(, ��9��"�������;: ���(���e �,3���� ��c ��(�6 6��� 
��/$��F। �+��� C"����� ",���� E �3�� ��(6��  ��� ��� ��E��� 5��/�� 5�� �C ��c 
��(�6�C +���$ ��2��� "�"� ��(��6� /C$��F। ��� �#��� ",�����I ��/��� C"���� ��"�m ��� 
���C$��F। �/P� ��"��� "�� "��"�� �,��; +�� Cs�P�� ��+(� ’’"��� ��$�"�’’ ���"�f; 
��(��6� /C$��F ��(�� �&�( ����8� �m�",�$ ����� �+��� C"������ +�� 5���!9p� �6}���� 
�m� �6��, �"C��� ��+ �/P� �m� �m���� "��  ����� �C$� ����+ ���$��F,। �m�",�� �"���R 
�C �/P� �m���#�� �,�; ���� ��E$� /$ �C , �CQ� ��� 5+ ��(R 5��� ��C �C। ��"� �k'� 
,����,���C +�� ��; ��1�$  ���G� ���6���� +� ����� /C$� ��+ ��� F�-�  � ��� �� �C। 
��C ���� ���,��� ��'� ��C �6�� �Q� � ��, 9/� ���� +"�����'� ����$।  

    

����8��� "�(�C ����� 5+ ��c ��(�6 6��� ��/$��F, �"��� +#'�� �"C ��c ��(�6�� 
"����# /C�� ���� ��� ��$C ��j��(�&'(। ����8� ���,� "��� "��� +#'�� ����� ��"��#�J� 
��.� ��$��F ��, ������ +#' DC +���-�/P� 5� ��"���। ���;  ���6��� 5� ���;  ���6����, 
��� �����C �� /C�� ����  �। �C �6�� +#�� �� "����$ ��u��R� "3�� ���$� ������E 
��/���� ���2���� �6�C$��F। ;���U� ¸���$ 5�  �/��� ��/��� ������F N��, �+���� ��/���� 
����� ,�"� ����$� ����F, �&#(����� ��/���� ����� ��c ���; ��� /C$��Å ��/��� "�(/��� ����8��। 
����, D�� 5� "�=�� "����' ����2� ����  ���6���� ��Q�� ��}/�3- ¥�� #�-$� ����$� �C ¥�� 
��/���� ��Q�� ��/��� +#'��  ������ ���$��F, ��/��� +#'��   �/��� ����$��F, �"��� 
����8��  ��/��� "�(�� ���$��Å "����' ����2� ¥�� ��" ���$� ���" �3�� ��(�6�� ��� ���; 
 ��8� ���� "�"� ���� ����� ���� +�C ��"� �k'�� �� 9����#  5� 5�$�+। ��� $ 
�j"��� &� +���� ��. ���- "�L���$� ���2��� ��Q�� ��  �     
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"��$� ���� Q��$� ��̂-���  "����' �� /C��E ����G��� +#' 5+ "�!���� "�/� �"C 
 "����' ��+ ����� ����$��F ।    

    
+#�'� �C ����; ¥����  ���2� �k'� E ��/���� ��̂�������� ,���� 6�. �������F।�3�� 

��(�6�� "��(������� ���c�  "���� E  "��V"��� "�IE �� ��/��� ��/���� ����� "��(�  +Æ 
 �( E +�� ��$ ������F ��/� 5+ ,������ "�$ 5�"$��F। ���2��m�� ��s��,��� ���6���� ���� 
9����#� �.� "3�� ����� "�(��� ����� ��/�� +��� �,��� ¥���� � ���$� ��E$� ।�C ¥���� 
���" ����� /C�� ��$�+ ��/�� +��� �,��� ��u��R "3�� ��� ��� �"C ��u��R � !�;� ��� 
 ���6���� 5" �� �������J� ��� �C ��u��R E ���,� "3�� ���� +� ���2� �#�J�� /��� ��N�� 
 ÆÇ ��/$��F "�L���$��� ��/���� ����  ��� ।��x =������� /�+�� /�+�� �32� ������ �+�� 
����G���  "���  ���6���� ���� ��� �C 23'� "�L���$�� �� �&� ����� ".� /$, ��/� /C�� 
��/�� +��� ����; ¥�� ���2� �k'�� "�� ���2' Èm�� ��&� ���$� ����।C��/��"� ��(���� 
#���� ��/C ���� ����� ���� �C।+�� ��/�� ��(���É¥���� ���� ���F$� �$��F।+#' #������ 
����; ���� ��/���  ��U� �����C। 

    
 "�(���2 ���; NQI�&'( ��2�$� ���� �3�� 5�2(' ����।��c ��(�6�� "��(�� ����E 
"�L���$���� ��F� ��F� �+� ��/$� �#$��F, ��/� �&� ������ �6�� ��� �����।��/ ��/ ���c ��$� 
���� ��,��� ��c ��(�6 /$,��� �/P���� ��(��� ����2 "�����+� ,&���� ������ � ।���� "� 
�$�; 5"C ��"��� ��(�6 ���(�#' ��� ����� ������,�C ���� ���c ���� ��E$� ,�� ��� 
#'���m� 5�P���� ��. .����।��C ,�� /C���F "���.� 5""/ ��c ��(�6 ����।#'���m� 
+�� ��� ��/���� ��������� 9��C ,�� ��E$�Ç9�6�,��/��� "�� 8� /C�� +��� �+
 ���� 
���2�� ����� /C�� ����।      
         
 (Nothing was audible due to the continuous thumping of tables by the opposition.) 

 
       Mr. SHEIKH MUJIBUR RAHMAN: Sir, I beg to move that the question be now 

put: 
 

The question that the question be now put, was put and agreed to. 
 

The question that the East Pakistan Assembly is of the views that elections to the 

National Assembly and Provincial Assemblies shall be held on the principle of Separate 

Electorate was then put and negatived. 

 

Mr. ATAUR RAHMAN KHAN: Sir, I beg to move that the East Pakistan Provincial 

Assembly is of the view that election to the National Assembly and Provincial 

Assemblies should be held on the principle of Joint Electorate. 

 
The question that the East Pakistan Provincial Assembly is of the view that election 

to the National Assembly and Provincial Assemblies should be held on the principle of 

Joint Electorate, was then put and a division called. 

 

Mr. PRAVAS CHANDRA LAHIRY: Sir, I express my desire. 

 

Mr. SPEAKER: Not now. You will do so after the voting is closed.(Thumping of 

desks was continuing) 
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AYES-159 

Ahmed, Abul Mansur 

Ahmed, Aftabuddin 

Ahmed, Dabiniddin 

Ahmed, Jasimuddin 

Ahmed, Khawja 

Ahmed, Mafiz Uddin 
Ahmed, Maizuddin 

Ahmed, Md. Muzafar 
Ahmed, Mohammed Ashabuddin 

Ahmed. Mohiuddin 
Ahjned, Momtaz 

''Ahmed, Rahimuddin 
/ Ahmed, Haji Ramizuddin 

Ahammad, Raisuddin 

Ahmed, Serajuddin 

Ahmed, Syed 

Ahmed, Taj uddin 

Ahammad, Zamiruddin 

Ali Abu Md. Younus 

Ali, Dewan Mahboob 

Ali, G.M. Okalai 

Ali, Mahmud 

Ali, Mohammad Munsoor 

Ali, M. Korban 

Ali, Syed Akbar 

Awal, Abdul 
Bala, Gour Chandra 

Banu, Selina 
Barman, Abhoy Chandra 

Barman, Canteswar 
Begum, Amena 

Begum, Bad run Nessa 
Begum, Toftunnessa 

Bhattacharjee, Munindra Nath 

Bhuiya, Aftabuddin 

Biswas, Kshitish Chandra 

Chakravarty, Trailokya Nath 

Chatterjee, Bejoy Bhusan 

Choudhury, Abdul Hamid 

Choudhury, Abdul Wazed 

Choudhury, Akbar Ali Khan 
Choudhury, Aminul Huq 

Choudhury, Habibur Rahman 
Choudhury, Khoda Baksh 

Choudhury, Mohammad Harunur Rashid 
(alias Khushu Mia) 

Choudhury, Dr. Nuruzzaman 
Choudhury, Prafulla 

Choudhury, Sakhawatul Ambia. 

Choudhury, Tohur Ahmed 

Choudhury, Zahur Ahmed 

Danish, Haji Md 

Das, Basanta Kumar 

Das, Braja Madhab 

Das, Debendra Nath 

Das, Gour Kishore 

Das, Radha Madhab 

Das, Sanjiban Chandra 

Das, Choudhury Kali Prasanna 

Das . Gopta, Sures Chandra 

Dastidar, Purnendu 
Datta, Bhupendra Kumar 

Datta, Dhirendra Nath 
Datta, Ramesh Chandra 

Datta, Sudhanshu Bimal 
De, Pulin Behari 

Deb Roy, Jogendra Chandra 
Dhar, Monoranjan 

Ghose, Debendra Nath 
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Gomes, Peter Paul 

Hafez, Mirza Gholam 

Hussain, Abul Khair Rafiqul 

Hossain, Altaf 

Hossain, Khairat 

Hussain, Maqbul 

Hussain, Md. Moazzam 

Hussain, Syed Altaf 

Hossain, Syed Sharfuddin 

Huq, Farmuzul 

Haque, Fazle 

Huq, Serajul 

Hoq, Shamsul (Dacca) 

Huq, Dr. Zikrul 

Islam, Azharut 

Islam. Iqbal Anwarul 

Jaladas, Satish Chandra 

Jaiil, A. F. M. Abdul 

Joardar, Ohid Hossain 

Kanchu Uddin 

Karim, Abdul (Patuakliali) 

Kazi, Rokonuddin Ahmed 

Khoddar, Abdul Jabbar 

Khaleque, Mohammad Abdul 
 

Khan, Abdul Ghani 

Khan, Abdur Rahman 

Khan, Achmat Ali 

Khan, Ahmed Ali 

Khan, Aktaruzzaman 

Khan, Ataur Rahman 

Khan, Faizur Rahman 

Khan, Haiem Ali 

Khan, Yar Mohammad 

Khandakar, A. Hamid 

Khandakar, Azizur Rahman 
Khatun, Meherun Nessa 

Khoda Baksha 

Khondker, Abul Quasem 

Lakitullah, S. W. 

Majumder, Muhammad Abdul Hamid 

Majumder, Phani 

Majumder. Sarat Chandra 

Miah. Abdul Avval 

Miah, Abdul Hakim 

Miah, Azizul Haque 

Mia, Mohammad Toaha 

Mitra, Khetra Nath 

Mohiuddin, Dewan 

Molla. Abul Kalam Azad 

Molla, Moslem Ali 

Mandal, Rasaraj 

Mondal, Sural Ali 

Mallik, Hyder Ali 

Quamaruzzaman 

Quazi, Kafiluddin Ahmed 

Rahman, Ataur 

Rahman, Azizur 

Rahman, Mojibar (Rajshahi) 

Rahman, Mashihur 

Rahman, Mohammad Abdur 

Rahman, Hafez Mohammad Habibur. 

Rahim, Zillur 

Rashid, Md. Abdur 

Roy, Amorendra Nath 

Roy, Bejoy Chandra 

Roy, Bibhuti Bhusan 

Roy, Dhananjoy 

Roy, Durga Mohan 

Roy, Prasun Kanti 

Roy, Rai Chandra 

Roy Choudhury, Gazendra Nath 

Saha, Dhirendra Nath 
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Saha, Sudhansu Sekliar 

Samad, Abdus 

Samad, Mahibus 

Santal, Jiban 

Sarkar, Abdur Rashid 

Sarkar, Nil Kamal 

Sarkar, Rajendra Nath 
Sen, Pran Kumar 

Sen Gupta, Purnen Kishore 
Sen Gupta Nellie 

 

Serajuddin 

Shaikh, Abdul Aziz 

Shaikh, Mujibar Rahman 

Singha, Bhabesh Chandra 

Sutar, Chitta Ranjan 

Talukdar, Md. Ismail 

Talukdar, Nagendra Nath 
Tarkabagish, Moulana Abdur Rashid 

Waliullah, M. 
 

 

 

NOES—I 

Bhuya, Islam 

 

The Ayes being 159, and Noes 1, the question was agreed to. 

 

(The Opposition Party Members did not participate in the voting.) 
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�������    "&�    �����    
���� ����8� #'���m� ��(� 

"��� �E��� ,�"��� �c3��    
"��� ����; ���8��    ?H-?@ +���C, Z�H�    

���� E �&�( ����8� /C�� 5#� u��� E ,¬�#'���� E �&�( ����8� /C�� 5#� u��� E ,¬�#'���� E �&�( ����8� /C�� 5#� u��� E ,¬�#'���� E �&�( ����8� /C�� 5#� u��� E ,¬�#'!!!! 

5����  �� �� 
���� ���$� ���� ����8� #'���m� ��(� "���� "���� /C$��F। 
"����� "!� ���$� ������� 9�p��� 5���� "�� ����  "�����  �� �8�� =/' ���$��F। 
5����� "���� ��� ��C 5��� #,�� k�� E 5R��� �3�V�� +�C।    

�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'!!!! 

�� �F� �&��( 5��� ����8�  +( ���$��F। "�=���� ��N�� �F� 5����� 
�µ E ���$ 
,����। 5��� ����8�� �� �"��� 
µ ��8�� ���'� ����� 6��/$��F���। 5��� ��� ���$��F��� 
"��� "�3� ���; ���। 5��� 
µ ����$��F��� ���# E "���� ¥z��(� ��/���Y� ���; +�=� +���। �" 
+��� ���z  ����� ����� �C �#}���$ 5"।    

��x �� �F��� 
µ 5����� ,��q$� 6����� /C$� �#$��F। �����"�� ���� �"}� 5+ ���8। 
 ������  *���� ���o� E ���u�R +��� 5+ ���� "*� 6�$, "*� 6�$ ���c�।    

�" �� ���(��� ���� ���$I 5+ 5����� "���� 9��। "��&� 9�� ���� "���R /C�� tQ 
���$� 6<=���� �[�+�� ��(R 5����� ����� "�� ���2 5����� 9�� �" �/� ���$I  �(' 
���$��F। ����� 5/��� 5���� "�-� ��$��F। ����8��� 
����� E #'���m� +��������  .�� 
������� +� 5���� �� �3� "����� ���6$ ��$��F �"+� 5��� 5����� "���� +��C 5��� 
5R��� �����।    

�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'!!!! 


������ ��(��� "�� ���� E "�� ���� ��$ ��। "����+� E  �(���� ���2�'�  �"�, 
5��(� D#(��� ��" ��� ����2� "�s3�� E ������� 9��� E ����SC 
������ ��'���। ����2� 
+�� /C�� �C �§� DC�;�� ��� ���� ����2-�t�� ����� ���� �। ��C ���2 ��� ��(��� ���J�� 
���'�$ ���# ���# 5b]�� ��$��F: ��+� +���� ������� ���$��F। �� ���; N�' N'��Y� ���$�C 
��z Æ�� ��� �Q'��$ 5|�/��$��� ���2�� ���$��F- 5���!�� �������। ��̂� "�(�kJ "3��।    

��x �� �k'�� ���2 "�� ���#C �+��� �,�#���"� 6�����( ���� +� ���2�� �#���� ���C$� 
Æ��� ‘5���!�’�� ‘5����!’ ���'� ������ 2-�m ���$��F, ��x �C  
�,���� ���,� ���2 ��� 
����E ���$� �$ �C। � +�C ���# ���# ���2 ���$��F ���£�/। ���� ���� 
����� 5�P�� E #'-
 ,��:� �"C ���£��/�C  �� ��।    

����-� ����2� Co� E  ����� ���J�� +� �C ��� �"�� 5��� �"�� 5�� �Q,&��� ���� 
5+�� "�=�� ���$� �#$��F ��/̂�� "�=�� �F� +���� ��������� ��Q��। 5���� ���2�� �3����" 
���'� ���$� �������� +��+����� 5��� ��(��-���- E D(���� �� ��,��2�� ���$� ���।    
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��"���|�/ 5��,(�� � M�;�� �"����� C��/�" /$��� ��� C��/��"� �� ����$  ���$ /C$� �����।    

5���� ����-� ����2� 5b���J� 5+E "���� /$ �C, "�� ���, ��x �"���|�/ ����(� ���c 
E 
������ +� "�=��E ����� ���� �C। ���� E ������ +������� "����� ��c� ��Q�� 
+��+����� 5���� �+��� +"����' "�=�� ������F। ����� ����� 5�F "��� �3����� �+��� 
+"�����'� t�,�� E l��� "��(।    

�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'!!!! 

���-,����� 5+���� "�=���� C��/�"  � ����� "�=���� C��/�" /C�� �,� $। ���� /C�� 
������ ��c ,���� ����� ��+I ���$� ��� �"�� /C��C �"C ������ ��c� ��(���� �&����J ��' 
��� ,����� ��"���। ��' ��� ,����� �/P�, ��}� "��� "��,���। �"��/� ���£�/ 
��������� 
+"������ �� ¥��/��"� +�#3��, �� �#}����Ê� 
�.�।    

��|�� ��2 ���#� "��; ��/�D� ��/ ���(�$ ��(��"� /C��। 5� ��̂� "�q ��' ���� n��©� ���, 
 ������� ��#�, ���̂�$��;���, �� "��/�, ��E��� 5/�D|�/ ��� 5�E �. �. �� � +�� 
��"��� E �/P�।    

������ ��R�� �"��+�p}��� "�q +�� �� ��� ��� ��, ���/ ���। �"�� ������ 

������������ ��� ��� �/� ���.�। ��x ����$ ����£�/�� 6U��R 5����� 
������ ��� 
 8��� /C�। ��/��� ��z�"M���, ��/��� ����£�/� ��/���� ��� ��(�$ ���6$ �C। ��C  ����� �"C 

�����-"�=���� ��Q�� ������ ��c� 6U��R ���# ��$ ��"��� ��� +�!�, 5#�C$� 5�" �/P� 9�� 
6�̂�, ��+�|,। 
����� �.�� ��� �$� ������  ="� /C�� �"��+, ���/ ��� E ��� ��। 
 ������ ���c
��( 6������(� +� ����� 
������� ��"+( ����� 2-��m ��S /C�� ��z�"M��� 
��� +�!�, 9��6�̂�, ��+�|,। ��z�"M�����C �"�� +$��, ����। ������ ��c� "�/���� 
����£�/���C ����'� /C�  ����� ��c����।    

�" C��/��"� �����3�� 5����� ���� 5���E �� M�;��?    

�*�#'! ����� ����� �� /C�� �3�;� "���� ���; �� ����$ ���2� �k'� "3�� ����� ���#��। 
�C ���2��� ��� ��"��� �F� #'�; ���' ����$��,��� ���  �"��� C���+ ����+� ��"��� 
"���+� ���.� E "�3������ ������#�� ��C����,��� /��� ���$��F�। ���; ��� C���+ ��+� 

��(�"��� +� �6��6��� ��  ��Y ����।    

��x �������� ����E ¥���� "�� �F�। �" ¥�� �� t�C$� ��$� �#$��F E/��� 5�P��, �"��/� 
���£�/। �" ¥���� ����� ¶��( ����$� ���$��F ����!� 5�P��। ������ ��c� "�q "�q ��� +�!�, 
¶��6�̂��� ��$ ,����� #'D�� ����U$���� 6UE +"�����'� ¥���� "�=��� 5����� /C$� 
9�X। ��x ��/��� 5����� 
������ 5�P�� ����$� ��$ �C। 
������ ���'� E 5��( �$�C 5��� 
5����� 
��� 5,�",&�� ����8�  +(�� "�=��� n�̂��C$� ��-। ,����� ���=" ��3I �+��� 
��"������ 5b�$m'�������� 
��3�� ���� ��+� /$ �C। ��C 5��� ���=" ��3�I� ��Q�� "�=�� 
���$��F। ��x 5����� �" "�=���� �&� ��� �F� "�(����  ���6����  �" M;�C$� �3�;� 
"���+������ �,����c 
��� E "��(�,}� ����8� ���1� �� ���। 
��� E "��(�,}� ����8� 
���J�� 5���C �"�� ,����� ����; ����; ��"��� 9W�� /C$��F�।    
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�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'!!!! 


����� 5��� ��C$��F। 5����� 
��� ��",&�� ����8� ����J� /C$��F। D�$�� ���F �" 

������ 
��3��E ��E$� �#$��F। ��x #� �� �j"��E �����"�� +��� �� �" 
������ 
��3�� ��, 
M�;$��F? 5���� t�$� ��o� /C�� �� 5+ ��(R =��� �� ���E ���� ��$ �� �����  �G� ���- 

������ 5���C ���  ����� ,�� �F�। �|� ���u��' �" "�� ��(�,��� �6���� "���� ���Ë�; 
/C$� 9�X।    

����8� ���; �3�2��� ���। ���  �(���� �&� �,�� ��/� �32��� +�� 5� �32��� +����। 
��(��� �3����� �3�2��� ��� �����  =#��C "���� $, ��� � ����� �3�2 ���G� "�X�,��� 
���6���� /$।    

5����� �3�2 ���G�  ���$ ���j��। �"C ��*��� 5���� ,�q� ��q� 5� 5���� NQ 5�+E 
����8��� �32��� ����� ��̂�+। �/���,  �(�/���,�" 5+ +��g3�।"����� �/"�� ���C 
�&�(����8��� �32��� �,�� ����� �@ + /C� ,&��/� ��� ����� dB + /C� #��� �32�। �C 
�/"�� Z�dy "�� �/"��। ����� #� � �j"� 9���(��� "���; 5��� �� �32� �� +��/��� /C$��F 
��/�� ��� �/"�� �C। 5����� �C ������ 6�2�#' D�$�� �"�� ��; �$�� ���; ��x #� �� 
�j"��� �,�� ��/�� ���� �&�� ��/��� ��$ �C। 9����q� �;�, �����, ��.'��q� ��D�, �&�(��q� 
��� E 6�;�C ��� 5+ ������g��। C/� F�-�, �32��� ;��[ E ��+�� ���n� ���-$��F।  �/�� E 
DG��C /C$��F 5����� �32���� ���"q� ��� �32��� DG��� !�� �3�2 9j��� �� �� ���$� 
6��$��F। �3�2� 9j��� ��" ��E$�� !��C M���$� M���$� ��O ���� "��; 5����� "���� 5�"$� 
9��G� /C���F। "�+�� "�!�� �&�( ����8� ��� �"�,���� ���$� ������, ���� ����8� 5+ ������ 
���� "�/����� 9�� �,(���� /C$� ��-$��F।    

����� /C�� ���� 5������ 5+ 5����� l������ �/����� ����� �����'  �( ��$ /C$� 
��C���F, ����� ������$� ����;  R��$ "3�� /C���F ��� �,.�� n��� /�8 5��� ������� "�/��� 
�,.� ������F।    

��"��� ��#, �32� k��� ���;(, �+��� C"��� �,3�� "���� �32���� �C D��G�� ������ ��� 
�C। 5E$��� ��# ���$���� "���� ���J�� �� �32���� �� &� 5��� "��� /C$��F�। �C 
"���� ��� ���� ��$��; �"���$ ��+-  ���, #� ��O ���� "���;� "�$ �q���� �����, "�8 
��+�P�� ���c, ������ 5C ����� ��� ��c ��(�6 ��� ���$� ���। "L�� �C "���� 
"��;(�!��; ��� �� ������ �"��R �M�2'� ���$�F।    

��x �32����#� ��}��� "�"��- ���, ,��� "�"��, ��+� "�"��, ���� "�"��, ����� �32��� 
��$�# "�"�� "����� ���(�� ����C$��F। "�$ �� ����� E �����  ,�R� /C�� ���� "�=/, ����; 
��9��"���� �����$ �&'( �����, =��� M�;�� �����$ "������� �����, �E+�� 9��� �,3�� 
���G�N�� "�$ ��  ��Y ��� �C। !�� ����� ��E ��O ���� "��; ����; ������F ��� #��� 
�32� +"�����'� M��  �(�/�� E  �/�� 6�����F। ��"��� ��# "���� ��3(� ��6� ,&����� E 
�+�
I 5C�� ������/� "�s�� � ���$� �C "���� ¥ 5C 6��� ������F। C/�� !�� =��� =��� 
"3�� /C$��F D(������$' 5��  5�����  ��� +���� E D(���� ��+I। ��� ��"���� +������ 
9����� "��(+� ���� "�\E �C "���� �32���� M�- ,��q$� +�����#'�� ��"��� ���� ���G�C 
�/�� ����$��F। �F�-� ?Z-�!� �������� ��+� ��" ��S /$ �C, ��� �]�.�� ��+� �3�� /C���F।    
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5����� ���� ����8��� �32� ,�C���  �G� �&�( ����8��� �32���� 6�C�� 9�� ��� $C, 
��� �] �.�� ��/���� D��G� 5��� ����। �"��� ��"��� ��# E ��������� "���� �32���� ��� 
6&-�R ��z�"M����� ���$��F। ��C ��c �"*�� ��� �. /��� (,&��/� �32�) 5+E +�$#����� 
+��������  ��� �#������ +�� ��� ������F। ��� ��c ������� ��� ��� �+��� �32� ��(� 
��;�C E ��#��� ���� 6��� ��Ì�2� /C���F। �.�R�� ������$ ��E$��, �����, ���+�, ��$�, � 
�,3�� +����� +�$#����� ������ ���� ����8���  ������ +�� ��� ���$� �,�#����" ������F।    

���; ���, C/�  ��"Y���� "�� �� 5+ /C�� �� �j"� �&��( 
��� ����8� ���$� /C��E, 
����8��� +"�����'� ���� ����� yH + �"C �32� "��+ 
������ ��� 5
�� ��$ �C। ��/��� 
5+E ,&��।  �/��� �32���� ��; 5� ��X 5+ �� /C$� �#$��F।    

�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'!!!! 

����8� ��������  �G� �32��� �6�$ ���� ,�� $। ���� �&����  
�,���� �3��, �����$�+�$ 
£�����  �¬�&�� ��� ����� ��  ���� ����G�� 5+ ������ �k'�� +�� D��(2/ ���$� ����$��6। 
"����C �)� ����G�� "3�� ���$��F। ����8� ���J�� �� /C�� ��/��� �� ���;  �(���  �"�' 
����� ��� !�� �����  �(����� �G������� "3�� � /C$� ��  
�,����  �(���� "��; ���� 
���।  �G� 5+ 5$��� ���/�� �����E  ����c /$ �। !�� ����� ����; ����2� "�q "�q ������ 
"���+� 5��(� ��Q��E ,��q$� ��-���F। �)� ����G�� �X��C��� ��� ������ ��(�� "������ 
�C। !�� ����� ������ "���+� +��� 5+ ����;��$ �4����� �6Í ���� ��$��F।    

��.� "��;���.� "��;���.� "��;���.� "��;� 

����8��� ����2 ���$� �&�( ����8��� ��.� +��� ��"��� ��# "���� �� ��"�b� ��� 
 �"�' ���$� 6��। ����� ��"���� "�� �F�� �&�( ����8��� �����$�N�� ��" ��C$�  ��(� 
��-̂�$। ��C���� E ������� ��.�� �.�� ��"��� ��# "������ ��.�-��� 5���� "3�� ���। !�� 
 �� ��.� ��.��� ������# ���$�  � ���� =/�' ���� /C$��F। =��� �] s�� ��X���� #Q� 
���$̂�- E �M�-�� 58���� ���'� /$। ���"� �� ��" ��.���� ��� ���$�� ����$ ��-$� ����। 
�C)� ��$� /�+�� ��.��� ��$ �#���� ���"� ��� ���$� ����$� ����R  �( "�6� +�� �#���� 
���/��� �����"�� "��� ��� ��� �� ������� 9W3� ���+;। 5���(� ��2$, �����"� 5�P�� 
��� ������ "�\E ��"��� ��# "���� ��.� +��� ����� ��"�b� ��� 6���C$� �#��।    

��#-��cÎe "���� �" ���� ��� �����( ��� �C ��� ��(�� 5E$��� ���$���� "����E 
�"C ���C  �"�' ������F। �"�/��E$��(� "���� �����2(�� ������$ �&�( ����8��� .�$Ï� ��.� 
���G� 9�� 6�� 5M�� /���� ���Z�; ��C���� s�� �* ������ ������ ���$�। 5����� �����m� 
+�� 5��9� �/�� �� E ��� ���+��� �/�� Ð���� ������ ",� �/"��� ��/��� "��� ��$��F। 

����� ���,� ��E �����"��� ��.�� 5���� /C�� ���� ���$� ������� �������� ��"�b� 
���(� F�-� 5� �� ��� ��$?    

 

������$ ������$ ������$ ������$ :::: 

�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'!!!! 

"�� 5+�����S ���; ����� ����2 ���$� ����8��� �� ���;  ��� ����  �(��� 9�$ 
�,(� ��� ��� ���J�$। �������$��� 5����#�� �6�� "%� ��$��F। ���+C "���� ��.� ���    
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������#� ��6�� ����� ��/� /C�� #� �� �j"�� 5����� �C ��� ����2  =#�� ��, ����� �����। 

����� ���,� �� 5����� ���� �&�(���.� �������� /C$��F "��। ��x ��$�+�� ����$ C/� ���� 
�/। "����T, �"��e, ��;, ��#+, �6� �,3�� �.�� ����� ��  =#�� /C$��F ��/��� ��E ����� 
 ,�R��' 6��/�� ��;��� "���� /C���F �- ������ �!��� ��� �&��� ���।  ��� 5����� ���+�� 
��F� ��F� ��� ������ �!��� /$। ��x ���  �( �C $ ��, 5����� ��� ���� �,&�  ="� /C$��F। 
�. �. ���� 5����� ���� �T ��$ �।  �6 "���� ��F� ���- ������ ��X�C$� "���� ���' ����� 
6��/���F �� 5����� ����� ������$ /C$� �#$��F।    

    

���� ����� 9���� ����; "���� "�\E 5����� ����� ����� �C  �G�� +� ��$� "����। 
5����� ��;, ���� �,3��� �����$ �3����� ���,� ��� /C�� ����� �m���� 5����� �� "����� �F� 
��"��� ��# "���� �� ��#-��cÎe "���� �" "����# ���+ ��#� �C। 5E$��� ���$���� "����E 
�� ��(R ��.�� &� ��F� ��� �C। ����� �m����, ��̂6���� �,3��� +� "���� �,(� ������F 
��/���� 9�� ��/���� ��; /C�� "�R�2+� "�-� ��E$� ��$ �C।  �6 ��Ñ� ���G� =/' �����E 
"���� ���+। !�� 5����� ����� ��������� ��� 5+ ����� ���� ��¾ 9��G� /C���F। ��� 
��/��� ��� #�-�� 6� ��/��� ����&'( "����#-"����� ��C���F �। ��C 
����� ���,� �� �j"� 
���;$� �#��E 5����� ����� ���j���� ���; �C।    

    

5��� ��� ��� ���� ���$� 5�"���F �&�( ����8��� �����$� ��� /9�। ��x ��"��� ��# "���� 
E ��cÎe ��# "���� �&�( ����8��� ���� ���� ����6� ��� ��� �&��� ��� C/��� ��������� ���$� 
�6�� ���$� ���� ����8��� ,�C#'�� �&�( ����8��� ,�C#�'� ��Q�� ��2�c ������  ��6�� 
���$��F।    
    

5E$��� ��# ���$���� "���� #�X� /E$�� ���E ����� �����$� ���� ��4 �&�(��� ��� 
 �"3� /C���F। �C "���� ?Z �!� E$���  �"��� ����� �����$� ���� ���~�� ��$��F�। ��x �" 
E$��� ��/̂��� ��� ��� �C। ��̂/��� ����� �����$� ���� +� ���)� "�J� ��� �� ��(R �'$ 
��� �C।    
 

k��� "�"���k��� "�"���k��� "�"���k��� "�"��� 

�*�#', ��� �� ��$��; ���-������ �  ��� ����J� /C$��F, "�����  ���G�� �Q ����� 
��$��; �F���  �� "�$ ��̂6������  ,���  "����� �,�# ���। ����2 ���$�  ����-� ��N��� ��� 
������F।    
    

k��� ���2 ����m� ���"�&�/� ��;� ���#� ������। ���+C k���-����� ��c�� �""� 
����� ��������� ���। ��x 5����� ����� �� ���;  ="� ���� ��/��� k��� ������� ��c�� 
�3�� � ��$ ����� �����$� ���� ��( �/"��� "������ �"���� +� ��E$� ��$�+।    
    

��x � ��(R ��� "����C k������ +������'� 9����#� �+���, ��/���� 9���c ��"G�, 

�G�, ��.� �,3�� ��� ��2�$C ��F� ��� �C। ���� ����� +� k��� l�� 5�P�� ����� "���� 
k������ 9�� t����� �� ��� 6���C$� �#$��F। �&�( E ���� ����8��� k���#' ��(��� �� �+��� 
��C$� ���� �W��� ��/���� T�-��� �$� +�����' ���C ��X। �] �.�� k����� �� "� ��8��    
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��" ����� ���� /$ ��/� ����2� ���"�����#� $। �] �.��C k��� 5C ,q ���$� k�����#�� 
 ����c ��;�C$� �E$� /$। ����8��� k������  �G� "��C  �'(�$।    

��(��� ������/��(� ����; £���� �&�� �3�� ��C$��F। �C  �G�$ ?Z �!� E$��� �������� 
k������ ��� E ��##� ,��� �3�� ��� 5E$��� ��# ���$���� "������ 9�6� �F�। ��x ��/� ��� 
/$ �C। ��� ��(�� �&�( ����8� "���� ���� ���R �.�� ��� �� 6��c "%�� ���$� k���#�'� 
l�� ��(M�;�  ����� /�' ���$��F। �32����  �G� �'(�� "�$ 5�� ���$��F ��� k������ ������� 
���(�� 5�� �"C ���C ����� 6�C ��, 5����� 5���� ���,� �� �j"�  ��� /C$� �#��E �&�( E 
���� ����8��� k������ +��� 
������ �F�̂$� ���# �C। ��X�� ���k�, �������� +���� E T�-
���"/  ��$��� +�����' C/�C ����8�� k������ �"�।    

    

D(��� ��� ���(���D(��� ��� ���(���D(��� ��� ���(���D(��� ��� ���(��� 

���� 5�" D(���� ���।    


����� ���,� �&��(E ���� D(��� �F�। ��x 9/�  
�,���� �F� �, ���' l������ "���� �] 
������ D(���� �k$ ��$� ����। ��/���� ��" ���$� ����� +� 6�C D(���� 5k$ =/'। ����� 
���2' ���$� ������ /C��E ��$�+ D(����। ���+C ��" .��� /��� ����� �� ����; /���$�� 
����� D(���।    

9��/��'
)� ����� "���+�������� ��� ��� ��C�� ����। �C ‘�/� ���c��’ �� ����C �#$��F 
�"���C D(��� ��"� ���̂�$��F। ����� 5#�E D(����&�� ��� �����  �G�E D(����&��। 
5������� ��$ ��� �6$�� ��C����� ��� 6� ���� D(�����+��� 5�- /C$� ��̂-�$। �3�;���  ��� 
�������� ,����E  D(��� �k$ ��$। 5+ �3�;�, 5������ E !��"�� ��c  �,��� �#�;� �����6� 
D(���� 5�-�$ ���'� /C$��F। ������� +��� E ���sE 5������� �����' D(������+� 5�-�$ 
���'� /C$��F।    

9�������� "&�� ����8��� ��"�#'E �3�;��� ��; /C�� D(���� ���� 5$E ���। ��"��� 
��# "���� ����8�� D(���� �����J� ���( ���। ��cÎe-��# ���$���� "������ 5��� 9/� 
5��� �"����, ���।    

5E$���-���$���� "���� �] K���K�� ��;�C$� �6�� ���$��F�� ��/̂��� D(���� �&����j��; 
����� �3����V। ��x  �G� ��(��� �� �� 8�� 5�"$��F ��, D(��� 5+ ��$ "�= "��+-+���� 
��2�c ���$� ����$��F।    

D(��� �� ��� ��$ � 5�� ���� ��z�" ����� �§�� C। "��+ +�� /C�� D(��� �&� �����  
� ������ ����8��� ��� 9��� /C�� ���� �। ��C "��+ +�� /C�� D(��� 9j��� ������ +� 
5�� "�8 ����8���"�� ��; 5��� 5��� +��C���F।    

5�� ��z�" ��� ��, "���� ��� 9����#� /C�� ��� 9���c ���G�  ��Y ����� ��/� /C�� 
������ "��+ +�� E ��"�m�� ��/̂��� D(�����c ����� ������। ��x "����� ��6���C  ,�� 
��/$� �#$��F। ��C D(������� "%��(� "������ ������(� 5+  R"���&� ����'� /C$� �#$��F।    
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���c���c���c���c----
����� 
����� 
����� 
����� :::: 

��"��� ��# "����, �32�-k��� ���;( E �+��� C"��� 5����� ����� ���c-
������� ����(R 
���$� �#$��F�। 5E$��� ��# ���$���� "���� ��� ���� ��+�P���� ���c ��� ������ 5C 
����� ���$� ��$� Í� ���c
����� ��)��� ����� "�6� /। �o� �����"� ��̂/���#��  "��� 
����� V�� ���। 

    

��x �"�/��E$��(� "����  �f��© W��� ����$ ������� ����$ ��$�# ���$��F। ����8��� 
�#������ ��"���;( C����� ���-$� �C$� ��� ���c#� �6�X�� 5;� ���$� ��}��� �#���  ������ 
/8�.� ������F। � ����' #'�m������� ���$I �� N�' �3�� ��C$��F। ���c
����� 5+ ��̂��� 
���$� ������C /C��। �+� �� ��� �&�� ���� /C��E ���� ����� /C��। 

    


�$���"�
�$���"�
�$���"�
�$���"� 

���� 5�� �&�( E ���� ����8��� 
�$���"�� �4�; +"�����'� "��� ����$� ����� 6�C।  
����8��� �� ����2 �,}�#����  �G��/�� 5��� ?Z-�!� ��("&6��� �C ������ �&'( 
�$���" ���� 
���$��F��� �C ���� �&�( ����8��� "�8 �k'�� +"�����'�  ��Ò ����। 5����� �C ���� 5+E 
�&�' /$ �C। 5+E ���, ���'+� 5�#��� �,3�� �]��� ��2�$� �&'( ���$I ������ ��; ��E$� /$ 
�C।  �6 ����8��� ����m� 5E$��� ��# ���  +�� �/�� �"�/��E$��(� ������F �� �&�( 
����8��� �-�� ����� �y �,�# 
�$���" ��E$� /C$��F। Z�HH "� ��"���m� ��,� �$� 
���� �����(� "��$ +�� �/�� �"�/��E$��(� ��+ /��� ����$� ��$��F�� ��, ��m�I �������� ��� 
?Z-�!� �������� �&�( ����8��� 
�$���"�� +� ��6�� �����। ����8��� ����m�� 5"� 
��"$� �/�� "��/� �� ��̂/�� �+ /��� ����� �"C ���$�I� ��� ,���$� �#$��F?    

�C �"�q ���� ����8��� �� C9�; "%��( ��$��; ��� ��� ��$�+। 5E$��� ��# 
��9�©��� Z�HH "��  �¢��� ���"�  ������ �� �8��� ���� ����8��  +����8�&��,��� �� 
C9�; #X�� ��Q�� ������ +�� /$ ��� �M�2'� ��� /$। 

    

‘‘��� 5E$��� ��# .���$ ��$ ��� ��C ��C�� ��C C/� "�= ���� ����8��� +�� 
"�=/ ���$� ��� +"�����' ������� �&'( 
��3�� ��$� �� C9�; ����(�6� �����।’’ �C �8�� 
����� ���j 5�F ��� 5E$��� ��# .���$ 5�"$��F 5+ �� ��"। ��x ���� ����8�� +�� 
"�=�/� ��� ��6�� ��� /$ �C। /E$�� ��� �.'E �C। 

    

5����� 
�$���"�� ����� ��� ��"��� ��#, �32�-k��� ���;( E �+��� C"��� 6&-�R 9��. 
���( ���$��F। �"+� �����"� ��/���#�� .�� ��� �C। 5����� �"C 
�$���"�� ��4 ����$ 
5E$��� ��# ���$���� "����E 5+ 9��.� ���( ������F। �����"� 9/� ������ ���� ��? 

    

�"q� 9�|� ����� 6�C ��, �&�( ����8��� +� 
�$���" �����  �( ���� ����8��� +�E 

�$���" 5��� 6�C �&'( 
�$����"� �&�( E ���� ����8��� �
����'���� ����� ��c�� ����$ 
"���� ��c���� /9�।    
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l������ ��� l������ ��� l������ ��� l������ ��� :::: 

�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'!!!!    

 

#,�� 9�W�#� "�/� 5�� �.� ������F ��, ����$ 5E$��� ��# ���$���� "���� ��"��� ��# 
"���� ��"��� ��# "���� ��3(�  �"3� "����� 6��cN���� "��( ���$� 5����� ����8��� 5+��� 
E "��(�,}��I� "��� �� ��� 9��G� ���$��F।    

��"��� ��# "���� 5������ �3�; �,3��� "��� ��"� "����� 6��c  �J� ���$��F, �""� 
6��c �� ����� 
����� E "��(�,}��I� ��. /����, t��  ����� 9�� �,(� ���$� 5�� �" ��� 
������F �। 5��� 5�����  ���  �,V�� /C�� ����$��F �� �3�;� "���+������� "� "�$ 
��"������ ��� ��z�"M����� ���$��F। Z��’ ������ ��2 ,�# /C�� 5+ ��(R 5�� +�/�� �3�;� 
��"���#(� ���(���� /C� ����� ���~�� ,�# E ��z�"M������ ���(����। ������ ����� "�$ 
/C�� tQ ���$� "�L������� ��(R 5����� ��� �3�;� ��"��#( �� ���/�� ���$��F ��/� /C� t�� 
���, ���2' E  ���6���� ���/�। ����8� ���$� /E$�� "��$E �� �3�;� ��"���#(� F�6������ 
+�C ����8� ‘‘�����q E ��;��’’ ��1 �/"��� +g=/' ��� �C? 5� +�/��� ��. F�����M�� ���$� 
�3�;� E 5������� ��"��#(C �� C"��C� ���1� �� ��� �C? 

    

��� /C$� ���� �� 5����� ����� 5��(� 9�$�� +� 5������� f��� "�/��� ��$�+। ��(/� 
l������ 5��(� "�/��� =/�' 5����� ��� 5��� �C। ��� �")� "�/��� 5��� 6�C। ��(/� "�/���C 
�*�I�� #�� ����� ����। ��x 5������� ��(��� f��� "�/���� ��� ��� 9��� ���$��F, �)� ��� 
�3��R ��/ ����C�� ���� ��? �.�R��, 5��� ����$��F ��, �� �� ����; f��� "�/��� "�\E �6$�� 
���"� 6��� 5��(�  �G�  ���� 6&-�R "���$ ��}�F$�F�। ���s, C��� �,3�� ��� �]�� /C�� 
f��� "�/��� ��C���F।  �6 5������� ��"���#(� ��� /C��C ���� ��$ ��, ¥ "� ����� 5��(� 
"��; ���-���F l� ������F �। 5���E f��� "�/��� ��C���F Z�Hd " /C��। ��x ���E 5����� 
����� 5��(� "��; �� �� #,�� /C���F ��� ����; ����; "����' ���2 5+E  �/��� E  �(/��� 
������ ���� /C���F। 

    

f��� "�/��� W��� ��� ����� 5��(� 9��� � /E$�� ��� ���' /C� ��, ��"� 6��c ���!� 
5������ ¥ "� "�/��� �� ��� �""� 6��c�� �� "� ��( +��-$� ��E$� /$ ��/��� "�/�����S ����� 
��+���� E 5��(� 
����� ��� /$। �� ���'
)� 5�� ���-����( "����� 6��c� ��(����� ��F� 
9��G� ������F।    

Z�Hd "�� ��� ,��# ¥ "����� "�/��� 6��c  ��J� /E$�� "��$ ����R ����m� �N-�� 
���/��� 5�� 5��� ������(�� +E$��� ¥ 6��c� ���N�� ��( +��C$��F��। �"N�� �� "������� 
������ /$। �" ��(����� DC ���; 9�3� ������F। 

    

¥ 6��c� ��(����� 6���( �������� ���  ����� ��� /C$��F,    

‘‘����8� "���� ��c���1� ��; /C�� ��"� ��(6��� ��C��, ��/��� 6��c  �"��� ����8�� 
����$� ��c��1 "������ ���$I ��� ����� ��� 6��c  ���$� ��� "�/��� ��,��� ���Í� /C���F 
��/� ��(��.' ���� ��3(I E ��$�+�$ "����#-"����� ��C��। �C 6��c  ���$� ��(6���)�� ����8�� 
5#� ��c���1� �#���#' ����8� "������ "�/� "%��(� �.�� ��c���1� �&�����"�C  �� ���$�    
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#��#�'� /C�� ��� �&;���� ����� �f��¢��� �$m'��� ������। ��c���1� "������ ���(�� 
����8� "���� 9{��G ����(�, ���� E G� ���/��  �!"����#�� �&;���� ��(��� �� �����।’’ 

    

�C ��(  ���$� ����8�� 5#� 5�������  �!"��#' 5������ /C�� ��S £������ ���/�� 
��(��.' ���$ �� ‘‘��3(I E "��� "����#’’ ��, �����, 9/�� !�� 
�,���C 5����� �"����/�� 
9�� ��/���� �,�� ��8�� /C���F। 5����� ���� ¥ ������  �!"���� /C��, ‘
���’! ���' ��/��� 
5����� ���� ����$� ‘‘��c��1 "������ ���$I ��� �����’’; ‘‘�&;���� ��(���’’ �,�# ����� ��� 
��/���� 9�� 5����� ����� "������ ��� ��c$�� ������ �। ���� ��/��� "����'  ���� 
�����E 5����� ���;( ��/���� ��6�� ����� ������ �। +�� �/�� �"�/��E$��(� E ����$ "������ 
5�� �+V�"� ����� 6�C �� ���- ����( "����� "�/��� 6��c� ¥ ���(� !�� �� �,�� ��8�� /C���F 
��/��� �� 5����� �"����/�� 
����� .�» /C���F �? C/�C �� 5����� ����.� ���G� ��c���� 
���� ���? 5� 5����� �"����/�� "��(�,}�IC ��� .�» /$; ��/� /C�� ����8��� "��(�,}�I 
������ ��? 

    

��F��� �&��( ����$ "���� 5������� f��� "�/��� E  ��� l������ 5��(� "�/��� "%��( �� 
�z��� ����  ���$��F, ��/��� ���� ��$ ��, 5������� "�/� 5��(� "�/����� ��N�� 6��c 
5����� "����  �J� ���$��F ��/��� ������;��C ��( 5�F ��, ¥ f��� "�/����� ���/�� ����� 
�,3��� +� 5������� ��"�  �!"�� 5����� ���� 5�"�� ��/��� "��C ‘‘��c��1 "������ 
��(6���’’ ���$� #' /C�� ��� �&;���� ��(��� E "����� �,�# ����� ��/���� 9�� 5����� 
"������ ��c$�� ���;�� �। 

    

 �(�j 5������� f��� "�/����� "��� "��� 5����� ���� �� �� �� 5������  �!"�� 
5�"���F, ��/���� "����$ ��3���. 5����� ���� ���; ‘
���’ "�#X #�-$� 9�X���F, �� 
"�#X ��c��1 "������ ��; ��$�। C/�� W��� 5����� ���1� ����  � ���; ���1� �� "3�� /C���F 
�? C/�� ���'�� �����"�C ��6�� ����।    

���-����( "����� 6��c� 5�E ���; ���( ��� �������� ?(�)  ����� ��� /C$��F;    

‘‘���v��� "�/����� ���  �"��� ����8� "���� ��c���1� ��$�+� �� "� ��̂6� ��� �� 
5����,��� ���(� £������ 9j��� ���(� "��$� +� ���(� ������' �3�� �� ��c���1� ��; /8�R� 
����� ��/� ����8�� �6�� ������' 9j��� ��� "��।’’ 

    

+�� �/�� �"�/��E$��(� E ����$ "������ ��; 5�� 5��� �+V�"� ������F ��, 6��c� ¥ ��( 
W��� �� 5�����  �(���� 
����� ��� /C���F � ��� 5�����  �(���� 9�� 5������� 5����� 
��8�� /C���F �? ����$ "������ "���� 5�� ����$  �( "�6� +�� 5�+�� 5���� "�.� 
�/�"��E 9��G� ������F। ��F��� �&��( (#� �� ���"� ��2 ,��#) �����$��� E ���6��� DC�; �c3��$ 
+�� 5+��� 5�� ���$��F ��, 5�����  �(��� a� 5������� 9�� �,(���� /C$� ��-���F 
��� �o� ,���#$� ��-���F।  �( "�6��� �C �R�� "%��( ����$ "������ �c�� ��?    

Z�Hd "�� ���,��# ���-����( "����� "�/���6��c  �J��� "��$ �&�( ����8� ���2��� � 
��(��6� Z@� + "�"� �� ����� ���3���� ¥ 6��c "%��( ���$��F��,    
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‘‘5��� �� ��� ��, �C 6��c� !�� 5����� ���E ��z��� 6U��R +-�C$� ��-��, 5����� 
����� �"%� E +�� 5������� ��� 2-��m ���Í� /C�� ��� 5����� ����� 
����� E 
"��(�,}�I ��� /C��।    

�C ���3���� �] 5E$��� ��# ��� ��� �&�( ����8��� ��(�� �����m� +�� 5��9� �/�� ��, 
�&�( ����8��� ��(�� ��� E k��m� ��� ���+��� �/��, ����� ��(�� ��� E ���'+��m� +�� 
5��� �"�� 5/�� ���� �+ /��� 
�.� ��$��F��।    

��/� �/��, 5�� C/�C ������F ��, �3�; E 5������� ��"���#(� ��� E ���(����, ���,� ���� 
5������� f��� "�/����� !��!� ��� "����� 6��cN��� ��(���� ��6�� ����6� ���$�C 5E$��� 
��# ����� 
����� E "��(�,}�I �.���( �W��/�,��� �M�2'� ���$��F� ��, ¥ 6��cN��� ‘‘����� 
��+���� E 
������ ������’’ ��� 5E$��� ��# ‘‘"�� ���� "����� 6��c� ��������� ���’’। 

    

��x  ��� �������� ��2$ ��, +�� �/�� �"�/��E$��(� "�8 +��$� t�$�E, ����m� /E$�� 
��F���� �� /C�� ������ "���+�������� "�/� ��"��� ��# "���� ��3(�  ��J� "����� 6��cN���� 
������ "��( ����� ����। �C ��+ W��� ��� ��� 5E$��� ��# ���J��� ��� E 5��(#� �3r�� 
,q ���$��F, ���� ����� 
����� E "��(�,}��I� �4�� ,���$� �#$��F।    

5�� ��� 5E$��� ���#� �] ��(� ��� /C�� +�� �/�� �"�/��E$��(� ¥ ���+� ��O ������ 
+��C$��F। 5��� 5�� ���$��F���, +�� �/�� �"�/��E$��(� ��+� ,�� ���n�� ������। �"+� 
��̂/��� 5��� "�$E ��$��F���। ��x, ��F���C ��� !� /$ �C। ��� �+ C��  �"��� 
"���+�������� "�/� "/����#�� ���$� 6��$��F।    

    

��³�� E ����� ��� ��³�� E ����� ��� ��³�� E ����� ��� ��³�� E ����� ��� ::::     

��"��� ��# "���� ��3(�  ��J� "����� 6��cN�� "��(� +�� �/�� �"�/��E$��(� ���; ��� 
���c ���( ������F ��, C/��� 5����� ��³�� ��, ���� ��. "/�$�� /C���F। ��³���  ���� 
#'�,�;  ��J� /9� ��� ��³�� ����8�� 5"�� C/� 5����� "����  ��Ò ����। ,��� "������ 
���� ��� ��N�$���&'( ��� "�\E ��³�� "�"��� ���R�&'( "���� E 5����� ¥ ���� /��"� ���� 
+� ������#� ��E 5����� =/' ����� /C��।    

��8�� ���� ��C���F ��; ��"��� ��# "���� ������ �3�; 5������� 9�� �,(� ���$� E ��� 
"����� 6��cN���� ���# ��$� ��³���� ����8��  R,�(c ���� �� ��6�� "���M(��� ���j 6���C$� 
5�"$��F��, ��/� ���( /C$��F। +�� �/�� �"�/��E$��(� 5�E �.��� "�/� #� �� ��" ���j �"C 
��� E �"C ��6�� 6���C$� 5�"���F। ��x, ��(� ���2� �"� ���$��F। ��³�� �� G�� �F�, �"C 
G��C 5�F। 

    

9�|� ��� ��$�+ ��, #� Z�� +� ���6��� ��"��"�$�;f ��"  � 5������� ����2 
"��������� "�/� �� "�.�j���� ����m� +�� �/�� �"�/��E$��(� ���$��F, ‘‘����� ��� ������ E 
��³�� "�"�� 5����� 9�� "�-̂���  �,���� DC�; ���।’’... ��x, ‘‘5��� ��F�C ����� ���� �। 
,��� ��C ��c���� ��, 5������"/ ������C ��/��� �*�I ���� ���।’’    

�C ������c� �,�� ��$� +�� �/�� �"�/��E$��(� �+ ���� ���(�� ��+ 
���� ���$��F। ��x 
���E ���"� ����/ +�� �/�� �"�/��E$��(� �C �*�� ��� 5�̂-�C$� ��/$��F, ��/� ���C +��।    
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5����� ����m� +�� �/�� �"�/��E$��(� ��(��� ��c��1 "!� ������F। �"��� �#$� ��� 
���"�fe 5C�"/�E$���� "�q "�.�j ��� ��� ����( �"��; �c3�� ��� ��� ���"�fe 
5C�"/�E$���� "��# ���; ��c �M�2'� ���� ���$��F।    

��c��1 "!�� �#$� +�� �"�/��E$��(� ��"� 9c ���$��F ��� �� ��c �M�2'� �6�� ���$��F 
��/�� ������;�� ��� 5������ l������ ���� ��� "��( +��C$��F। ��x ������ ����8� �� 
��C$��F? ���-����( ��c �M�2'�� ���� ��$ ��, ��³�� E ����� ��� �������� �� ����8��� +��-
��' "�"���� ���"�fe 5C�"/�E$�� ‘5���� "�"��’ ���$� 5����$� ���$� t�,�� V�� 
���$��F ��� ��x �"� "�"��$ ����8��� "��(� ��� ��� v����c ��� �C।  �6 +���"�M 
����. �,�; =/' W��� ��³�� "�"�� "��(�� ��� ���$��F।    

+�� �"�/��E$��(� ����( ���=�" �� �c3�� ��� ��/��� ��� ��³�� E ����� ��� ������ 
"%��( 9�|� ����� 6��/$��F��। ��x 5������� ��"���#(� ‘‘ ������’’ 5����� ����m� +�� 
�"�/��E$��(� ��� ��/�� �c3�� /C�� ��³�� E ����� ��� ��2$�, ����$ ��2$ ��2 ��(R ��� ��$� 
��। �.� ������ ��2$ �� ��c���1� ���=�"� �c3��$ +�� �"�/��E$��(� ��³�� E ����� ��� 
"%��( ��� ��� ��� �C। 

    

�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'!!!! 

5����� ����m� ��c���1 "!�� �#$� ��� ��+� ���  ���� ����� � ����, �"��� ��� ��̂� 
���c
����� ��( ��� /$, ��/� /C�� �� C/�C ����'� /$ � �� ��c���1� "�/� ‘‘�*��I�’’ �����$ 
5��� 5����� "�(������ 
����� ��"+( �����F?    

��³�� ��E$�� +� "��+�������� 9�� �,(� ���� �� ��� ��"��� ��# "����  �"�' ���$� 
�#$��F ��� �� ��� ��(��� +�� �/�� �"�/��E$��(�  �"�' ������F; �"C ��� 5+ ��8�� �*�� 
E ��9��$� ���$� ����'� /C$��F।    

¥ �*�� E ��9��$� ����� �� "���M( "�$ � ��� /C$��F ��/�� "�����# ,��� "���� ��³��� 
��/��  �G��� "��3�  ���$� �!�����F। 5����� "���� ��³���� ,����� /��� ����$� ��E$�� +� 
��$�। �.�R��, ��³�� ��E$�� ���c�� "���� ��"� "����� 6��c�� ���#�� ���$��F ��/�� 
��(N��� !�� ����8��� 5+��� E "��(�,}�I ����=8 /C$� ��-$��F। 5��� ��³��E ��C��� � 
��� 5����� 5+��� E "��(�,}�IE ��� /C���F। C/�C ��"��� ��# "���� E +�� �/�� 
�"�/��E$��(�� ����1 ���� !�!    

    

5����� 6��� ��5����� 6��� ��5����� 6��� ��5����� 6��� �� 

�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'!!!!    

 

������2 5�� C/�C ����� 6�C �� ��# ��# ���$� 5����� �&�(��Q2#' ���c E #'��m� �� 5��( 
�$� "�=�� ���$� �#$��F, �� 5��( E ���'�$ 9W�� /C$� 5��� ����8� "�=��� 5b��$�# 
���$��F��� �"C 
����� E #'��m� 5��( 5+E ��8�� )���$� /$ �C। 5����� 
��� ����8� 
 +(�� �� �� �j"�  ��U�R /C��E �+��� +"�����'� +��� 
������ �F�$̂�6 ���# �C। 
����8��� ����; ����; �+��� ���� 5+E ��Ì�2�,  ���6���� E ����2�।    


�����, #'�m E +"�����'� 5��(� D#(�� ��"�� "E$�� �$�C ���� 5E$��� ��# #�-$� 
9�X$��F�। �"C 5E$��� ���#� �����E 5+ .���$ ��E$�� �� ��̂/���� ��� ���~�� ����! 
������F। ��� 5E$��� ��# "�#X�� 9/�� ��� E 5��( /C�� ��6��� ���$��F।    
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��� ��� ������ /C$� ����� +"�����'� �� "�P/ +��#���F ��� ��/��� ������  *���� 
���o� /C���F। 

    

9�"�/��� 5�� ����� 6�C �� "�� E ������ �-�C, ���2� E ����2��� �-�C, +����� E �+��, 
"������ �/�+ E ������ �-�C, "���+���� E "�������� �-�C, ��(- ���(� �-�C, ���,� "��$ 
�3����� ���,� ���� �� �����C /C$��F ��/��� �� "�8 ��� E ��(�  ��=/' ���� ��/���� ���#, 
�������, ��(�� �,��#� ������X�� �"C "�=�� �� �-�C ��;� "�!�� ��, ����� ".� /C$��F। 
9/�� +�� ��z�� E ��/̂�� F�/����� +���� E ��(�� �� 6��� ���c 9���� C��/�" 5����� 
"���� �E+��। 

    

���-,���� 
����� "�=��� �/P�-��"��� ��}� E  ��� ��(���Y� �] ������ �] ���# E 
�������� C��/�"E 5����� "���� �E+�� 5�F। ��x ¥ "�8 ���#� ��� �������� ����  ���C 

������ �&��(  ��� ��F��� ���C 5����#�� �6����� +� ��/���� "��� E 5��( /C�� ���� 
���$� 5|�/� C��$ ������ #� ���$��F। 5+ ��/��� ����8��� �'(��� C/���� ���� ��C �� 
�� .��� ��� ���$��F ��/���� ���� ��� �� ����C 5�F ��/��� 
����� "�=��� ��� ������ 
������� �� ��(�� �,�# ���$��F। ��(���� ��� ��)�,��� ����� ��(���� +"�����'� ��� ��� 
���� ��/��� +��� ���� +������ +����� ���� / �C ��/���� ��. ����� ������ ��� �")� ��� 
���� "���� �/। 

    

��C 5+ 5��� �� /$ ��� ��]� ���$�� 5+�, ��]� �E��� ���/��� 5��, �/��� 5+�� 
��^, �E��� �E�� 5��, �E��� 5+�� �"��/��, �E��� ��Qo��� C"��������, ����*� �6��� 
��" �,3�� ���#� �/���Q2#' +���� ����$� ����8��� 9,$  ���� �'(���)�� ��" ���6��� 
����� ��/� /C�� 5+ �� �j"�� 5|�/� ��+( ����8��� 5��(�, "����+�, ��+���� ��(�$ E 
l��� 9��� �]����� �3�� ��C�। ����2 ���$� ��$ DC�� �j"���� ������ C����+� ��" E 
���2�'� ��c  �,V�� w�' ����� ����8��� ��(�� �'(���#' ��,��� ����$ ������ "���+����� E 
���2���� ��; "��(�,}�I .�» ������ +� "����� 6��c ���$� ����$ �����"��� �������� �3r�� 
5�� ������ +� 9�X$� ��-$� ���#$��F ��/��� ���� � /C$� 9��$ �C। 9�����|��� ��]���� 
��+��� ����� ��� E +����� ����-������ "�� �k'�� ���2���� ��� /C�� ��c ���$� ��� E 
+����� "��� E "�3������ ������ +�। ��(��� ��/��� ��+��� ��� ��/���� ����  ���"���� 
����C .��� ��, E ��+��� ���c#� 
���(� +�। ��C ���� ��$ .��� ���,� �&��( ��/���� ����2 
��F� "/�$-"%�� �F� �, ��/���E �� .���$ �� �� ��F������ ����C ��+� +� ?� ��+�� 
��-� #�-�, 5b�$ 
+�� 6�����, �����;, ��C�"© C������ "�/���� �+ �+ ���$ ���"��/� E M�J 
5b�$���  �G� 5�&� �����( ���$� �!��। C/� �.� ���$� �� �� ���,� �� #�� ��� ������ +� 
��,��� �6�� ����� ����। ��� +��� ��" /C� ��� ��/� �.� ������ �3��,�q �� ��(R �� ���� 
���� .��� ��� ���$��F ��/���� ���� "���#�,��� ��� ���� ����C �����.� /$ �C। ����� 
���� �����C �������#���&��,��� ���c#� E ���$ 
��( /��"� ����� 5��' �6�� ���$��F E 
������F। C/�� ������ � /E$�� ����� ���' ����8��� ��Q�� �|���"���� �,�� "������ 
��("&6� �C$� 5��� "�#X G�� ����� ���� �C। ��(��� �� ��� ��+���� ��C /9� � �� 
��/���� ����, "����, "���� ��/� ��F� ���$� /C$��F ��/��� =��� ������ �C �����C 6��। 
 ������C �/��� 9���, ���c��, ���"�$� C����� �k'�� ����। =��� ��" ��� ���; +"����� ��$ �H 
+ ����, ��x ��� ��+���� ���C ��/���� "�������� ������ �C।    
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��C 5��� �� /$ ��, ����8��� 9,$  ��� ��+���� E  ��+���� �32� "����  ��� 
������' ���$� ��� ��$�+। 

    

�&�( ����8��� @B /�+�� =���� d ����; �32�, ,&��/�, �+��, ���- k���,  ��� �F�; �F�; 
������� k���, .�£ .�£ ����� �����, ���"�$�, ��C����, ������� ������$, ��"����� ���+ 
�,3��� ��.�, �j"+��� �,3��� /�--,��#� ���k��� !��C 5+E ����8� �;��$� 5�F। ��/���#�� 
��6̂�C�� ������C ����8� ��̂�6��, ��/���� 5R��� "/����#�� ���,� W���C �3�2, ���, ���"�, ��.�, 

�G� C����� #X�&�� ���+ 9��� ��, ��� "����। 9,$ ����8��� �|��� u�' ����� ���� ��$ 
���� ;���� ��; ��� �&��� ���, �� ;���� ����� ��; ,��#�C�� �̂�6� ��� ��-� M���$�E ��6�� ;��� 
��E$� ��$ �। C/�� W���C ���s��,��� ��n� ��$ ����� "%� E  �( U��C ������ ���2� E ����$ 
�6����������, �-  �-  �!"��, �m�, ��Y�� �,3�� ����$  ��  � "���� ������ ��; +�� 
/C���F। +��� ��/���� 6<=��, ���/��, K���, ���6� �,3�� �/� E �P�� �F�;-���;� ��-�E �F� � 
��/���� ����  ���C 5+ ZB/ZH;� ��-� 9X�C$� 9{ /��� ,�-� 5��$ ���$� /�+�� /�+�� ;��� 5$ 
������F। C/���E �|���"�� ���� �/�"�� ���' /C��� � ��� ��/���� ��; ��  �( 5�F �"C  �( W��� 
��� ���J� #�-$� ����� �. �. ,&��/� �+�� E ����� ������� ���+� "�G� ���$� ��$� ���;� 
,�� ����-� ���G� ���$� ����। 

    

5��� 5R��� ��z�", 5+ "�8 ����8��� �6���������� E �����; ��������� /��� ��$ �� 
/�+�� ����; ;��� 5�F। �C ;���� ��� �/"��-���� "������ ���� /$ �। C��� ;���[� n����� 
�C, K��� /C�� ���6� �� ���6� /C�� K��� 5�-�E$� ����� ��� ������� Ó�!; =/' ����� /$ �, 
"�;��" ,��$� �Ð� �� #�-�, ������ 6�-$� ������� ��� ��$। C/�� !�� 5����� ����  ��� ����� 
��. ��� ���J� ���$� ����  ���/��(� ��(���; U��C ��F�C$� ��-���F। ������ "���+������� 
��/��� 5����� ��"� �#�J�� ��� �*� ��/���� l��� ��� 5����� ����� ��+��� ���U ���$� ����; 
����; ;��� ���!� �C$� ��C���F। C/�� !�� ��� E +���� 5��(� D��G� U��C �3�� ��C���F। ������ 
��£� ����� �32���� /�-,�q ���k�� 9j����� ��6̂���� W���C "�#3�/� /C���F, ���+�� £�� ������ 
��}�̂F$� �,� ����� 
'( ����8��� 5�� ���G� �����C /C���F। C/�� +� t�� D�� ���� ���$� 
��"$� ������ /C�� �। �C  �G�� �����( ����� ��� �� �� �� +"�����'� �,��; ������ /C$� 
#�� ��� ����� ��/��� ���� ���c#� 
��( E �6���������� �����; ��������#�� �k$ ���� � ���� 
��� ����� +#�'� C�� E ��$�+����$� "�J� ��("&6� =/' ���$� ����� #X�&�� ���+ 5b��$�# 
����� ���� /$ �o� "��� ����$ #'-5�P�� �+����� ����� /C��। ��� ����� ��3� ������� E 
6����� ������ ��/��� +"�����'� ������ /C�� ���� ��/�� ���$I +"����'�� =/' ����� 
/C��। 5����� ���� ����;C ,�� ���#� ���� �C C/� ����� "����  ���� /C��। ,�� ���� ��/��� 
5�F ��/��� ��(�6 E ���W�P��$ ����;C  ="� /C�� 6� �। C/�� ��� ���' � ����� ������; 
��(�6� ;��� ���6� �� F-�F�- ���� ��$ ��/��� ����� �6���������� M�2�������C �)� ;��� ��6 
����� ����। 5��(���� E "j ���� ��/��� 5�F ��/���� ��. ��(��� �F����$"/ +������ ��(�/ 
���C ��X। �D��� ��(�6�� +� ?B/?H /�+�� ;��� ��6 ��� t��  "��C $ 5��� ��"��। ��C 
�6���������� E M�2���� �,3�� �k'�� ���� ?B /�+�� /C�� @B /�+�� ;��� ��6 ���$� ��� +$��, 
����� ���� ��/� /C��  ����� ����C ��/�� ���6� ;��� ���!�"/ 9t� ����� ��� ,��2��� 5� 
����� ��(�6� ���(� /C�� �" ;���E  +( ����� ".� /$। C/�� ������ ����� � ������ ����� "j 
E 5��(���� ������ 5C ",�$ ��X� ��F���C "�� /C�� �।    
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�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'�*�#'!!!!    

 

��C 5+ ����8��� +"�����'� �� &� 5�� !�;�C$� ������� +� ��� 5����� 
����� E 
#'��m� 5��(�� )���$� ���� +� 5�� �&�( E ���� ����8��� "�8 #'�m���� ��c�� ¥���� 
/C�� 5��� +��C���F। 5�� 5��� +��C���F ��, �32�, ������, k��� E  ��� �+��� 
+"�����'� 5��(� 9���, "��+ "�s�� E �32��� /��� +�� ���� "���;� "���� ������$ E 
k����� 9���c �+��� ���� �&'( #'�m E ���c
����� ���J�, ��c ��(�6 ����� "��3� ���, 

�$���"��  ����� ���J� ��� "�8 ���� "����� �+�; /C�� 5����� ����� ��c ���$� 
����8��� ���; �&'( 
��� "��(�,}� E +����'�&�� �!f���� ��1 �/"��� ���J� �,3��� 5��( E 
�.� �$� ����8��� 9,$  ���� #'�m����#' ���; ��� ����� /9। 5�� ��z�" ��� ��, ���,� 
���� ��+���� ��3I ��� E +"�����'� ��� �� ��z�"M�����C ���$� ����� � �� ����8��� 
9,$  ���� #'�m����#' ��� 5+ 
����� E #'��m� 5���( ¥���� /, ��/� /C��C ����8��� 
�+��� +"�����'� ���c 5�"�� ��� 5����� ����� 
����� E #'��m� 5��( ��8�� )���$� /C�� 
��� 5����� ����8� �"�� D�$��  ��� �kJ ��1 ���$� ���#�'� /C��। 

    

�"C �/� ���� ���.�$ 5�� ��/���। �FQ� ���|��/ E$� !��] �����। 

    

����8� �+P����    
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����8��� ����$ �m� ���2�    
ZH ZH ZH ZH 5#�5#�5#�5#�, , , , Z�d� Z�d� Z�d� Z�d� /�� /�� /�� /�� ?B ?B ?B ?B �f�"Y��f�"Y��f�"Y��f�"Y�, , , , Z��Z Z��Z Z��Z Z��Z ��(R��(R��(R��(R 

 

CENTRAL CABINET OF PAKISTAN SINCE I5TH AUGUST 1947 TO 

20TII DECEMBER 1971 

(E. P. indicates East Pakistan Minister) 

 

     Name              Period                         Portfolios 

 

(I) MR. LIAQUAT ALI KHAN 

Prime Minuter 

1. Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Ministers 

1. Mr. 1.1. Chundrigar 

 

 

2. Mr. Ghulam 

Mohammad 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Sardar Abdur Rab 

Nishtar. 

 
4 Raja Ghazantar Ali 

Khan. 
 

5 Mr. Jogindra Nath 
Mandal (H. P.) 

 
6 Mr. Fazlur Rahman 

(E. P.) 

 

7 Sir Mohammad 

Zafrullah Khan 

 

8 Mr. Abdus Sattar 

Pirzada 

 

15-8-47 to 16-10-1951 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

15-8-1947 to 7-5-1948 

 

 

15-8-1947 to 19-10-1951 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15-8-1947 to 2-8-1949 

 

 
15-8-1947 to 30-7-1948 

 
 

15-8-1947 to 16-9-1950 
 

 
15-8-1947 to 24-10-1951 

 

 
27-12-1947 to 24-10-1951 

 
 

(30-12-1947 to 24-10- 
1951) 

 

Defence (15-8-1947 to 

16-10-1951) 

Foreign Affairs and 
Commonwealth Relations 

(15-8-1947 to 27-12-1947) 
Kashmir Affairs (31-10-1949 

to 13-4-1950) 
State and Frontier Regions 

(12-9-1948 to 16-10-1951) 
 

Commerce, Industries and 

Works (15-8-1947 to 

7-5-1948) 

Finance (15-8-1947 to 

19-10-1951), 

Economic Affairs 

(12-3-1948 to 19-10-1951). 

Commerce and Work 

(18-5-1948 to 29-5-1948) 

 

Communications 

 

 
Food and Agriculture, Health, 

Refugees and Rehabilitation. 
 

Law, Labour and Works. 
 

 
Interior, I & B, Education 

 

 

Foreign Affairs and Common- 

wealth Relations. 

 

Food, Agriculture, Health, Law 

and Labour. 
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9. Khawja 

Shahabuddin (E.P) 

8-5-1948 to 24-10-1951 Interior, Information and 

Broadcasting, Refugees and 

Rehabilitation 

10. Mr. M.A. Gurmani (i)3-1-1949 to 30-10-

1949 

(ii)13-4-1950 to 24-10-

51 

(i)Minister withour Portfolio. 

(ii) Kashmir Affairs 

11. Sardar Bahadur 

Khan 

10-9-1949 to 24-10-

1951 

Communications, Health and 

Works 

12. Choudhury Ahmad 

Nazir Khan 

10-9-1949 to 24-10-

1951 

Industries 

13. Dr. A.Malik (E.P) 20-9-1949 to 24-10-

1951 

Health, Works and Minority 

Affairs 
 Minsiters of State   

1. Dr. Mahmud 
Hussain 

24-10-1950 to 24-10-
1951 

States and Frontier Regions. 

2. Dr. I.H.Qureshi 24-10-1950 to 24-10-
1951 

Refugees and Rehabilitation 

3. Azizuddin Ahmed 

(E.P) 

23-4-1951 to 24-10-

1951 

Minority Affairs 

 Deputy Ministers   

1. Dr.Mahmud 

Hussain 

3-2-1949 to 24-10-1950 Defence and States and Frontier 

Regions. 

2. Sardar Bahabdur 

Khan 

17-2-1949 to 10-9-1949 Foreign Affairs and 

commonwealth Relations and 

Communications. 

3. Dr.I.H. Qureshi 17-2-1949 to 24-10-

1950 

Interior, Information and 

Broadcasting, Refugees and 

Rehabilitation. 

4. Sardar Mohamad 

Nawaz Khan 

10-9-1949 to 30-6-1950 Defence and States and Frontier 

Regions. 
5. Mr. Ghyasuddin 

Pathan (E.P) 

23-4-1951 to 24-10-

1951 

Finance. 

(2)AL-HAJKHAWJA NAZIMUDDIN 

 Prime Minister   
 Al- Haj Khawja 

Nazimuddin (E.P) 

19-10-1951 to 17-4-

1953 

Defence 

 Ministers   

1. Sir Zafrullah Khan 24-10-1951 to 17-4-

1953 

Foreign Affairs and Commerce, 

Relations. 

2. Mr. Fazlur 

Rahman 

14-10-1951 to 17-4-

1953 

Commerce, Education and 

Economic Affairs. 

3. Mr.Mohammad Ali  24-10-1951 to 17-4-

1953 

Finance. 
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4 Mr. A.S. Pirzada 24-10-1951 to 17-4-

1953 

Food, Agriculture and Law. 

5. Khawja Shahabuddin 

(E.P) 

24-10-1951 to 26-11-

1951 

Interior, Information and 

Broadcasting. 

6. Mr.M.A. Gurmani 24-10-1951 to 17-4-

1953 

Kashmir Affairs, Interior 

States and frontier Regions. 

7. Sardar Bahadur 

Khan 

24-10-1951 to 17-4-

1953 

Communacations 

8. Dr.A.M.Malik (E.P) 24-10-1951 to 17-4-

1953 

Labour, Health and Works 

9. Sardar Abdur Rab 
Nashtar 

26-11-1951 to 17-4-
1953 

Industries 

10. Dr. Mahmud Hussain 26-11-1951 to 17-4-
1953 

Kashmir Affairs 

11. Dr. I.H. Qureshi 26-11-1951 to 26-11-
1953 

Refugees and Rehabilitation, 
I&B 

 Ministers of State   
1. Dr. Mahmud Hussain 24-10-1951 to 26-11-

1951 

Defence, States and Frontier 

Regions 

2. Dr. I.H. Qureshi 24-10-1951 to 26-11-

1951 

Refugees and Rehabilitation 

3. Mr. Azizuddin 

Ahmed 

24-10-1951 to 17-4-

1953 

Minority Affairs 

4. Mr. Ghyasuddin 

Pathan (E.P) 

19-8-1952 to 17-4-1953 Finance and Parliamentary 

Affairs. 

5. Syed Khanlilur 

Rahman 

19-8-1952 to 17-4-1953 Defence 

 Deputy Ministers   

1. Mr.Ghyasuddin 

Pathan (E.P) 

24-10-1951 to 19-8-

1952 

Finance 

(3) MOHAMMAD ALIBOGRA 
 Prime Minister   

 Mr. Mohammad Ali 
Bogra (E.P) 

17-4-1953 to 24-10-
1954 

Commerce, Defence and I& B 

 Ministers   
1. Sir Mohammad 

Zafrullah KHan 

17-4-1953 to 24-10-

1954 

Foreign Affairs and 

Commonwealth Relations. 
2. Mr. Mohammad Ali 17-4-1953 to 24-10-

1954 

Finance and Economic Affairs. 

3. Mr.M.A. Gurmani 17-4-1953 to 24-10-

1954 

Interior, States and Frontier 

Regious 

4. Sardar Bahadur 

Khan 

17-4-1953 to 24-10-

1954 

Communications 

5 Dr. A.M. Malik (E.P) 17-4-1953 to 24-10-

1954 

Labour, Health and Works. 

6. Dr.I.H. Qureshi 17-4-1953 to 24-10-

1954 

Education. 
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7. Mr.A.K. Brohi 17-4-1953 to 24-10-

1954 

Law. Parliamentary Affairs 

Monority Affairs and I& B 

8. Khan A.Q. Khan 18-4-1953 to 24-10-

1954 

Food and Agriculture 

Industries and Commerce. 

9. Mr. Shoaib Qureshi 18-4-1953 to 24-10-

1954 

Information and Broadcasting 

Refugees and Rehabilitation 

and Kashmir Affairs. 

10. Mr. Tafazzul Ali 7-12-1953 to 24-10-

1954 

Commerce 

 Ministers of State   

1. Mr. Ghyasuddin 
Pathan (E.P) 

7-12-1953 to 24-10-
1954 

Agriculture, Minority Affairs 
and Parliamentary Affairs. 

2. Sardar Amir Azam 
Khan 

7-12-1953 to 24-10-
1954 

Defence 

3. Mr. Murtaza Reza Ch. 
(E.P) 

7-12-1953 to 24-10-
1954 

Finance 

 
(4)MOHAMMAD ALIBOGRA (Reconstituted Cabinet) 

 

 Prime Minister   

 Mohammad Ali 

Bogra (E.P) 

24-10-1954 to 11-8-

1955 

Foreign Affairs 

Communications and Health 

 Ministers   

1. Mr. Mohammad Ali 24-10-1954 to 11-8-

1955 

Finance, Economic Affairs, 

Refugees and Rehabilitation 

and Kashmir Affairs. 

2. Dr. A.M.Malik (E.P) 24-10-1954 to 11-8-

1955 

Labour, Health and 

Commerce. 

3. Mr. M.A.H. Ispahani 24-10-1954 to 11-8-

1955 

Industries and Commerce. 

4. Maj-Gen, Iskander 
Mirza 

24-10-1954 to 7-8-
1955 

Interior, States and Frontier 
Regions and Kashmir Affairs. 

5. General Mohammad 
Ayub Khan 

24-10-1954 to 11-8-
1955 

Defence 

6. Mr. Ghyasuddin 
Pathan (E.P) 

24-10-1954 to 11-8-
1955 

Food and Agriculture Affairs 
and Law. 

7. Mir Ghulam Ali 
Talpur 

24-10-1954 to 18-3-
1955 

Information and Broadcasting 
and Education. 

8. Dr. Khan Sahib 24-10-1954 to 11-8-

1955 

Communications 

9. Mr.H.I.Rahimtoola  20-11-1954 to 11-8-

1955 

Commerce 
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10. Mr.H.S. Suhrawardy 20-12-1954 to 11-8-

1955 

Law 

11. Syed Abid Hussain 18-12-1954 to 11-8-

1955 

Food and Education 

12. Sardar Mumtaz Ali 22-12-1954 to 11-8-

1955 

Information and Broadcasting 

and Kashmir Affairs 

13. Mr. Abu Hussain 

Sarkar (E.P) 

4-1-1955 to 6-6-1955 Health 

 Ministers of State   

1. Sardar Amir Azam 24-10-1954 to 11-8-

1955 

Refugees and Rehabilitation 

and Defence 
2. Murtaza Reza 24-10-1954 to 11-8-

1955 

Finance 

(5)MR.(CHAUDHURY)MOHAMMAD ALI 

 Prime Minister   
 Mr. Choudhury 

Mohammad Ali 

11-8-1955 to 12-9-

1956 

Defence, Foreign Affairs and 

Commonwealth Relations, 
Finance,Economic Affairs, 

Kashmir Affairs and State and 

Frontier Regions 

 Ministers   

1. Dr. Khan Sahib 11-8-1955 to 14-10-

1955 

Communication and States 

Frontier Regions. 

2. Mr.A.K.Fazlul Haq 

(E.P) 

12-8-1955 to 9-31956 Interior and Education. 

3. Mr.H.I Rahimtoola 11-8-1955 to 12-9-

1956 

Commerce and Industries. 

4. Dr.Abid Hussain 11-8-1955 to 14-10-

1955 

Kashmir Affairs and education  

5 Mr.Kamini Kumar 

Dutta. (E.P) 

11-8-1955 to 12-9-

1956 

Law and Health 

6. Pir Ali Mohammad 

Rashidi 

11-8-1955 to 27-8-

1956 

Information and Broadcasting. 

7. Mr. Mohammad 

Noorul Huq Ch. 
(E.P) 

11-8-1955 to 12-9-

1956 

Labour, Works. and Minority 

Affairs. 

8. M.A.L. Biswas (E.P) 11-8-1956 to 27-8-
1956 

Food and Agriculture 

9. Mr. I.I. Chundrigar 31-8-1955 to 12-9-

1956 

Law 

10. Mr.Hamidul Haq Ch. 

(E.P) 

26-9-1955 to 12-9-

1956 

Foreign Affairs and 

Commonwealth Relations. 

11. Syed Amjad Ali 17-10-1955 to 12-9-

1956 

Finance and Economic Affairs. 

12. Mr.M.R. Kayani 17-10-1955 to 12-9-

1956 

Communications. 
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13. Mr.Abdus Sattar 17-3-1956 to 12-9-

1956 

Interior and Education 

 Ministers of State   

1. Sardar Amir Azam 18-8-1955 to 12-9-

1956 

Refugees and Rehabilitation and 

Parliamentary Affairs. 

2. Mr.Lutfur Rahman 

Khan (E.P 

11-8-1955 to 12-9-

1956 

Finance 

3. Mr. Akshay Kumar 

Das (E.P) 

26-9-1955 to 12-9-

1956 

Economic AFfairs 

 

(6) MR. H.S.SUHRAWARDY 
 

 Prime Minister   
 Mr. H.S Suhrawardy 

(E.P) 

12-9-1956 to 18-10-

1957 

Defence, Kashmir Affairs, 

States and Frontier Regions, 
Economic Affairs, Law, 

Refugees and Rehabilitation, 
Eucation and Health. 

 Ministers   

1. Malik Feroze Khan 

Noon 

12-9-1956 to 18-10-

1957 

Foreign Affairs, 

Commonwealth Relations. 

2. Mr.Abul Mansoor 

Ahmed (E.P) 

12-9-1956 to 18-10-

1957 

Commerce and Industries. 

3. Syed Amjad Ali  12-9-1956 to 18-10-

1957 

Finance 

4. Mr. M.A. Khalique 

(E.P) 

12-9-1956 to 18-10-

1957 

Labour and Works 

5. Mir Ghulam Ali 12-9-1956 to 18-10-

1957 

Interior 

6. Mr. A. H Dildar 

Ahmed ( E. P) 

12-9-1956 to 18-10-

1957 

Food and Agriculture 

7. Sardar Amir Azam 

Khan 

12-9-1956 to 5-9-1957 Information and Broadcasting. 

Parliamentary Affairs and 
Law. 

8. Main Jaffar Shah 12-9-1956 to 18-10-
1957 

Communications. 

9. Mr. Zaheeruddin (E. P) 12-9-1956 to 18-10-
1957 

Education and Health 

 Ministers of State   

1. Mr.Rasa Rasa Raj 

Mandal (E.P) 

26-9-1956 to 18-10-

1957 

Economic Affairs 

2. Haji Maula Bakhsh 

Soomro 

9-3-1957 to18-10-

1957 

Rehabilitation. 

3. Mr. Abdul Aleem (E. P) 9-3-1957 to 18-10-

1957 

Fiance 
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4. Mr.Noorur Rahman 13-3-1957 to 18-10-

1957 

Commerce 

 

(7) Mr. I.I. CHUNDRIGAR 

 

 Prime Minister   

 Mr. I.I Chundrigar  18-10-1957 to 16-12-

1957 

Economic Affairs. Labour 

Works and Rehabilitation 

 Ministers   

1. Malik feroze Khan 

Noon 

19-10-1957 to 16-12-

1957 

Foreign Affairs & 

Commonwealth Relations. 
2. Mr. Fazlur Rahman 18-10-1957 to 16-12-

1957 

Commerce and Law. 

3. Syed Amjad Ali 18-10-1957 to 16-12-

1957 

Finance 

4. Mian Mumtaz 

Mohammad Khan 
Daulatana 

18-10-1957 to 16-12-

1957 

Defence 

5. Mr. Muzaffar Ali 

Khan Qizilbash 

18-10-1957 to 16-12-

1957 

Industries 

6. Mr. A. L Biswas 

(E.P) 

18-10-1957 to 16-12-

1957 

Food & Agriculture 

7. Mr. Ghulam Ali 

Talpur 

18-10-1957 to 16-12-

1957 

Interior. 

8 Syed Misbahuddin 

Hussain (E.P) 

18-10-1957 to 16-12-

1957 

Communications. 

9. Mian Jaffar Shah 18-10-1957 to 16-12-

1957 

States & Frontier Regions, 

Information’s and 

Broadcasting. 

10. Mr. Abdul Aleem 

(E.P) 

18-10-1957 to 16-12-

1957 

Rehabilitation and works. 

11. Mr. Yusuf A. 

Haroon 

18-10-1957 to 16-12-

1957 

Kashmir Affairs and 

Parliamentary Affairs. 
12. Mr. Lutfur Rahman 

Khan (E.P) 

18-10-1957 to 16-12-

1957 

Health Education 

13. Mr. Farid Ahmad 

(E.P) 

23-10-1957 to 16-12-

1957 

Labour 

Ministers of State   

1. Haji Maula Bakhsh 

Soomro 

24-10-1956 to 16-12-

1957 

Rehabilitation. 

2. Mr.Akshay Kumar 

Das (E.P) 

5-11-1957 to 16-12-

1957 

Commerce. 
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 Prime Minister   

 Malik feroze Khan 16-12-1957 to 7-10-

1958 

Foreign Affairs and 

Commonwealth Relations, 

Defence, Economic Affairs, 

Rehabilitation, Information, 

Broadcasting, Kashmir Affairs, 

Law & Parliamentary Affairs. 

 Ministers   

1. Syed Amjad Ali 16-12-1957 to 7-10-

1958 

Finance 

2. Mr.Muzaffar Ali 16-12-1957 to 7-10-
1958 

Industries, commerce ana 
Parliamentary Affairs 

3. Mir Ghulam Ali 
Talpur 

16-12-1957 to 7-10-
1958 

8-4-1958 to 7-10-1958 

Interior and Supply 

4. Main Jaffar Shah 16-12-1957 to 7-10-

1958 

Food and Agriculture 

5. Mr. Abdul Aleem 

(E.P) 

16-12-1957 to 7-10-

1958 

Works and Labour, Minority 

Affairs and I & B 

6. Mr. Ramizuddin 

Ahmed (E.P) 

16-12-1957 to 7-10-

1958 

Communication. 

7. Mr. Kamini Kumar 

Dutta. 

16-12-1957 to 7-10-

1958 

Health, Education and Law. 

8. Haju Maula Bakhsh 

Soomro 

22-1-1958 to 7-10-1958 Rehabilitation 

9 Mr. Mahfoozul Haq 

(E.P) 

24-1-1958 to 7-10-1958 Health, Social Welfare and 

Community Development 

Division 

10. Mr. Basant Kumar 

Das (E.P) 

7-2-1958 to 7-10-1958 Labour and Education 

11. Sardar Abdur Rashid 
Khan 

29-3-1958 to 7-10-1958 Commerce and Industries 

12 Sardar Amir Azam 
Khan 

29-3-1958 to 7-10-1958 Economic Affairs and 
Parliamentary Affairs. 

13 Mr. M.A Khuro  8-4-1958 to 7-10-1958 Defence 
14. Mr. Hamidul Haq 

Ch. (E.P) 

16-9-1958 to 7-10-1958 Finance 

15. Mr. Zaheeruddin 

(E.P) 

2-10-1958 to 7-10-1958  

16 Mr. A. H Dildar 

Ahmad (E.P) 

2-10-1958 to 7-10-1958  

17 Mr. Noorur Rehman 

(E.P) 

2-10-1958 to 7-10-1958  
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 Ministers of State   

1. Haji Maula Bakhsh 

Soomro 

16-12-1957 to 7-10-

1958 

Defence, Economic Affairs, 

Rehabilitation, Information & 

Broadcasting, Kashmir 

Affairs, Law and 

Parliamentary Affairs. 

2. Mr. Akshay Kumar 

Das (E.P) 

16-12-1957 to 7-10-

1958 

Finance 

3. Khan Mohammad 

Jalauddin Khan 

5-4-1958 to 7-10-1958 Interior and Finance 

4. Syed ahmad Nawaz 
Shah Gardezi 

5-4-1958 to 7-10-1958 Food and Finance 

5. Sardar Mohammad 
Akbar Khan Bugti 

20-9-1958 to 7-10-1958 Interior 

6. Mian Abdus Salam  20-9-1958 to 7-10-1958 Information and Broadcasting 
7. Abdur Rahman Khan 2-10-1958 to 7-10-1958  

8. Mr. Peter Paul 
Gozmez (E.P) 

2-10-1958 to 7-10-1958  

9. Mr. Adiluddin 

Ahmad  

2-10-1958 to 7-10-1958  

10. Syed Alamdar 

Hussain Shah gilani 

2-10-1958 to 7-10-1958  

 

GENERAL MOHAMMAD AYUB KHAN-CHIEF MARTIAL LAW 

ADMINISTRATOR 

(8-10-1958 TO 26-10-1958) 
 

President 

Iskandar Mirza together with advisory council consisting of central Secretaries. 
 

Prime Minister 

Gen. Mohammad Ayub Khan 27-10-1958 Defence & Kashmir Affairs 

Ministers 

1. Lt. Gen. Mohammad 

Azam Khan 

27-10-1958 Rehabilitation 

2 Lt. Gen. W. A Burki Do Health & Social 
Welfare(Labour) 

3. Mr. Mohammad Ibrahim 
(E.P) 

Do Law 

4. Lt. Gen. K. M Shaikh Do Interior 
5. Mr. Abul Qasim Khan 

(E.P) 

Do Industries & works, Irrigation & 

Power. 
6. Khan F.M Khan  Do Communications 

7. Mr. Z.A Bhutto   
 

Do Commerce. 

8. Mr. Mohammad Hafizur 

Rahman (E.P) 

Do Food & Agriculture 
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GENERAL MOHAMMAD AYUB KHAN-PRESIDENT 

1
st
 CABINET 

President 

General Mohammad Ayub 
Khan 

28-10-1958 to 17-2-
1960 

Cabinet Division, Defence, 
Kashmir Afairs, establishment 

Division 
Ministers   

 

1. Lt. Gen. Mohammad 
Azzam Khan 

28-10-1958 to 17-2-
1960 

Rehabilitation,Food & 
Agriculture, Works, Irrigation 

& Power 
2. Lt. Gen W.A Burki  28-10-1958 to 17-2-

1960 

Health & Social Welfare. 

3. Mr. Manzoor Qadir 29-10-1958 to 17-2-

1960 

Foreign Affairs & 

Commonwealth Relations. 

4. Mr. Mohamad 
Ibrahim (E.P) 

28-10-1958 to 17-2-
1960 

Law. 

5. Lt. Gen K.M. Shaikh 28-10-1958 to 17-2-
1960 

Interior (Home Affairs 
division) States & Frontier 

Regions, Establishment 
division. 

6. Mr. Mohammad 

Shoaib 

15-11-1958 to 17-2-

1960 

Finance 

7. Mr. Abul Qasim 

Khan (E.P) 

28-10-1958 to 17-2-

1960 

Industries, Works, Irrigation & 

Power. 

8. Mr. F. M Khan 28-10-1958 to 17-2-

1960 

Railways & communications 

9. Mr. Habibur 

Rahman 

29-10-1958 to 17-2-

1960 

Education, I & B and Minority 

Affairs 

10. Mr. Z.A Bhutto 28-10-1958 to 17-2-

1960 

Commerce 

11. Mr. Hafizur Rahman 

(E.P) 

28-10-1958 to 17-2-

1960 

Food, Agriculture and 

commerce 

2
ND

 CABINET 
President 

Field Marshal 
M. Ayub Khan 

17-2-1960 to 8-6-
1962 

Kashmir Affairs, Defence, President’s 
Secretarial (cabinet division, Establishment 

division), S& F R, economic Affairs division, 
National reconstruction and Information, 

Planning. 
Ministers 

1. Lt. Gen Mohammad 

Azam Khan 

17-2-1960 to 15-4-

1960 

Rehabilitation, Food & Agriculture, 

works and Water Resources. 

2. Mr. Manzoor Qadir 17-2-1960 to 8-6-

1962 

Foreign Affairs and 

Commonwealth Relations, 

(External Affairs) Law and 

Parliamentary Affairs 
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3. Lt. Gen W.A Burki  17-2-1960 to 8-6-1962 Health and Social Welfare. 

Education and Scientific 
Research, Kashmir Affairs and 

Minotiry Affairs. 
4. Mr. Mohammad 

Ibrahim (E.P) 

17-2-1960 to 8-6-1962 Law 

5. Lt. Gen K.M. 

Shaikh 

17-2-1960 to 8-6-1962 Home Affairs, Rehabilitation, 

food and Agriculture, Works, 
Housing and Water Resources, 

States and Frontier Regions and 

Establishment Division 

6. Mr. Mohammad 

shoaib 

17-2-1960 to 8-6-1962 Finance, Economic 

Coordination 

7. Mr. abul Qasim 

Khan 

17-2-1960 to 8-6-1962 Industries 

8. Khan F.M. Khan 17-2-1960 to 8-6-1962 Railways & Communication. 

9. Mr. Mohammad 

Habibur Rahman 

(E.P) 

17-2-1960 to 8-6-1962 Education and Scientific 

Research, Minority Affairs  

National Reconstruction and 

Information 

10 Mr. Hafizur 

Rahman (E.P) 

17-2-1960 to 8-6-1962 National Reconstruction and 

Information, Minority Affairs, 
Fuel, Power and Natural 

Resources, Kashmir Affairs, and 
works. 

11. Mr. Hafizur 
Rahman (E.P) 

17-2-1960 to 8-6-1962 Commerce. 

12. Mr. Akhtar Hussain 1-6-1960 to 1-3-1962 National Reconstruction and 
Information, Kashmir Affairs, 

Minority Affairs, Education and 

Scientific Research  

13. Mr. Zakir Husain 

(E.P) 

14-6-1960 to 8-6-1962 Interior (Ministry of Home 

Affairs.) 

14. Mr. Abdul Qadir 30-1-1962 to 8-6-1962 Finance and commerce. 

15. Mr. Mohammad 

Munir 

22-5-1962 to 8-6-1962 Law and Parliamentary Affairs. 

 
3

RD
 CABINET 

President 

Field Marshal M. 

Ayub Khan 

8-6-1962 to 23-3-

1965 

President’s Secretariat, Cabinet division, 

S. & F. R Division Economic Affairs 

division. Planning division Defence, I & 
B. 

Ministers 

1. Mr. Mohammad 

Munir 

8-6-1962 to 17-12-

1962 

Law and Parliamentary 

Affairs. 
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2 Mr. Mohammad Ali 

(E.P) 

13-6-1962 to 23-1-1963 External Affairs 

3 Mr. Abdul Qadir 8-6-1962 to 15-12-1962 Finance 

4. Mr. Abdul Monem 

Khan (E.P) 

13-6-1962 to 7-11-1962 Health, Labour and Social 

Welfare. 

 

5 Mr. Habibullah Khan 13-6-1962 to 23-3-1965 Home Affairs, Kashmir Affairs. 

6. Mr.Wahid-uz-

Zaman (E.P) 

13-6-1962 to 20-3-1965 Commerce, Health Labour and 

Social Welfare. 

7. Mr. Z.A Bhutto 13-6-1962 to 23-3-1965 Industries, Natural Resources, 

Rehabilitation Works, External 

Affairs. 
8. Mr. Abdus Sabour 

Khan (E.P) 

13-6-1962 to 23-3-1965 Communications. 

9. Mr. A.K.M Fazlul 

Qadir Choudhry 
(E.P) 

13-6-1962 to 28-10-

1963 

Food and Agriculture, 

Rehabilitation I & B Labour 
and Social Welfare, Health 

10. Sh. Khurshid 
Ahmad  

17-12-1962 to 23-3-
1965 

Law and Parliamentary Affairs. 

11. Rana Abdul Hamid  17-12-1962 to 23-3-

1965 

Health, Labour and Social 

Welfare, Rehabilitation and 

works, Food and Agriculture 

12. Mr. Mohammad 

Shoaib 

15-12-1962 to 23-3-

1965 

Finance 

13. Mr. A.T. M. 

Mustafa (E.P) 

4-9-1963 to 23-3-1965 Education, I & B 

14. Mr. Abdullah-al-

Mahmood (E.P) 

4-9-1963 to 23-3-1965 Industries, Natural Resources. 

15. Abdul Wahid Khan 9-1-1963 to 23-3-1965 Information and Broadcasting 

16. Al-Haj abdullah 

Zahiruddin Lal 

Miah (E.P) 

20-1-1964 to 22-3-1965 Health Labour and Social 

Welfare. 

 
4

TH
 CABINET (After Elections) 

President 

Field Marsha M. Ayub 

Khan 

23-3-1965 to 25-3-1969 Cabinet Division 

Establishment Division, S 

and F. R. Division 

Planning Division, Defence 

Division, scientific and 

Technological Research, 

Home and Kashmir 

Affairs, 

 
Ministers, 

1. Kh. Shahabuddin (E.P) 24-3-1965 to 25-3-

1969 

Information and 

Broadcasting 
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2. Mr. Mohammad Shoaib 24-3-1965 to 25-8-1966 Finance 

3. Mr. abdus Sabour Khan (E.P) 24-3-1965 to 25-8-1969 Communications. 

4. Mr. Z. A Bhutto 24-3-1965 to 31-8-1966 Foreign Affairs. 

5. Mr. Ghulam Farooq 29-3-1965 to 15-7-1967 Scientific and 

Technological 

Research, 

Commerce. 

6. Mr. Altaf Hussain (E.P) 29-3-1965 to 15-5-1968 Industries and 

Natural Resources. 

7. Mr. S.M Zafar 29-3-1965 to 25-3-1969 Law and 

Paliamentary 

Affairs 
8. Qazi anwar-ul Haq (E.P) 29-3-1965 to 25-3-1969 Education, Health, 

Labour and social 
Welfare. 

9. Ch. Ali Akbar Khan 17-8-1965 to 30-11-1966 Home and Kashmir 
Affairs 

10. A.H.M.S Doha (E.P) 17-8-1965 to 25-3-1969 Food and 
Agriculture 

Rehabilitation and 

Works. 

11. Syed Sharifuddin Pirzada 20-7-1966 to 01-05-1968 Foreign Affairs 

12. Mr. N.M Uqaili 25-7-1968 to 25-3-1962 Finance 

13. Vice-Admiral A.R Khan 21-10-1966 to 25-3-1969 Decence, Home and 

Kashmir Affairs. 

14. Nawbzada Abdul Ghafur Khan 

Hoti 

5-7-1968 to 25-3-1969 Commerce 

15. Mr. M. Arshad Husain 7-5-1968 to 25-3-1969 Foreign Affairs 

16. Mr. Ajmal Ali Choudhury 

(E.P) 

6-7-1968 to 25-3-1969 Industris and 

Natural Resources. 
 

GENERAL A.M. YAHYA KHAN-PRESIDENT 
 

COUNCIL OF ADMINSTRATION 

President 
 

Gen. Agha Mohammad  26-3-1969 to 3-8-1969 
Yahya Khan 
 

1. Vice-Admiral A.R. Khan 26-3-1969 to 3-8-1969  

2. Mian Arshad Hussain 26-3-1969 t 4-4-1969 Foreign Affairs 

3. S.Fida Hassan 26-3-1969 to 31-3-1969 General Administration 

and Coordination. 

 
President and Chief Martial Law Administrator 

Gen. Agha Mohammad 

Yahya Khan 

5-4-1969 to 3-8-1969 Cabinet Division, Establishment 

Division, I & B Law and 

Parliamentary Affairs, Defence, 
Foreign Affairs. 
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Name Period Portfolios 

 
Duputy Chief Martial Law Administrators and Advisors (Second Martial Law) 

1 Lt.Gen. Abdul Hamid 
Khan 

5-4-1969 to 3-8-
1969 

Home and Kashmir Affairs, States 
and Frontier Regions. 

2. Vice-Admiral S.M. 

Ahsan 

5-4-1969 to 3-8-

1969 

Planning Commission including 

Planning and Economic Division, 

Finance, Commerce, Industries, 

Natural Resources, Food and 

Agriculture, Scientific and 

Technological Research Division 

3 Air Marshal Noor 

Khan 

5-4-1969 to 3-8-

1969 

Communications, Health, Labour 

and Social Welfare, Education, 

Rehabilitation and Works, Family 

Planning, Scientific and 

Technological Research Division. 

 

 
PRESIDENTIAL CABINET 

President 

 

Gen.Agha 

Mohammad Yahya 
Khan 

4-8-1969 to 20-12-

1971 

Agriculture and Works Communications 

(4-8-1969) to (14-8-1969); Cabinet 
Division (4-8-1969) to (20-12-1971); 

Defence (4-8-1969) to 20-12-1971); 
Economic Affairs (4-8-1969) to 20-12-

1971); Establishment Division (4-8-1969) 

to 20-12-1971); Foreign Affairs (4-8-

1969)to 20-12-1971); Law (4-8-1969) to 

16-9-1969); Parliamentary Affairs (4-8-

1969 to 4-8-1969 to 20-12-1971); 

Ministry of Information and National 

Afairs (15-12-1970 to 20-12-1971) 

 
Council OF Ministers 

 

1 Dr. A.M.Malik (E.P) 4-8-1969 to 22-2-

1971 

Health, Labour and 

Family Planning, 
Communications 

(15-8-1969 to 7-10-
1969); 

2 Sardar Abdur Rashid 4-8-1969 to 22-2-

1971 

Home and Kashmir 

Afairs, Sates and 

Frontier Regions. 

3 Mr. Abdul Khair Mohammad 

Hafizuddin (E.P.) 

4-8-1969 to 22-2-

1971 

Industries and 

Natural Resources. 
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Name Period Portfolios 

4 Nawab Muzaffar Ali Qizbilash 4-8-1969 to 22-2-

1971 

Finance 

5 Mr.Mohammad Shamsul Haq 

(E.P) 

4-8-1969 to 22-2-

1971 

Education and 

Scientific Research. 

6 Nawabzada Mohmmad Sher 

Ali Khan 

4-8-1969 to 22-2-

1971 

Information and 

National Affairs. 

7 Mr. Ihsanul Haq (E.P) 4-8-1969 to 22-2-

1971 

Commerce. 

8 Mr. Mahmood A. Harron 8-10-1969 to 22-2-

1971 

Agriculture and Works. 

9 Mr. A.R. Cornelius 17-9-1969 to 22-2-
1971 

Law 

10 Dr. Ghulam Wahid Choudhury 
(E.P) 

8-10-1969 TO 22-2-
1971 

Communications. 

 

PRESIDENTIAL ADVISERS 

1 Mr. M.M.Ahmad 8-9-1970 to 20-12-

1971 

Economic Co-

ordination and 

External 

Assistance 

Division, Finance 

Division 

2 Mr. A.R. Cornelius 22-2-1971 to 20-12-

1971 

Law and 

Parliamentary 

Affairs. 

3 Mr. M.R. Soofi 13-3-1971 to 29-12-

1971 

Agriculture and 

Works, Kashmir 

Affairs Division 

4 Mr. S.Ghyasuddin Ahmed 2-9-1971 to 28-12-

1971 

Defence 
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Majumdar, Jnanendra Chandra. 259 

Majumdar. Phani. 422 

Malakand Hydro-Elcctnc Project. 474 

Malik. Abdul (Student Witness...) 275 

Malik. A. M. 70. 257. 309.408 

Malik. Omar Hayat. 170 

Malik. Shaukat. 317 

Malik. Syed Abdul (Student Witness ...) 

275 

Mandal. Mint Chandra. 259, 31. 313. 314 

Mandal, Jogendra Nath. 308 
Manour (5th Class Witness...) 276. 

Martial Law. 623-35 

Masood. Mahmood (Offic ial Witness of 

the Govt. Enquiry-Commission into the 

firing on 21st Feb 1952). 274. 278-79. 

280-81 

Matin. Mohd, Abdul (a student of Dacca 

College). 272 
Maulvis. 374. 

Medical College. 271, 278-79. 279-80. 
280-81. 282. 283. 284. 291. 294. 297. 298. 

299.300 
Medical College Hostel. 273. 27. 275. 

276.278-79, 2SI-82.283. 284. 28. 286- 
87. 289. 290. 291. 292. 293. 29. 295. 296. 

398. 300. 301 

Mchta. Jamshed Nusserwanjee. 309 

Mian. Abdul Ban. 439 

Mian. Mohammed (4«h ("lass Witness...). 

276.282 

Mian. Nawab (5th Class Witness...) 294 

Mian. Faku (5th Class Witness .) 294 

Mian Sona (5th Class Witness .) 294 

Military Academy. 63.479 

Millat-i-Islam, 585-86 

Minority. 18. 29.41. 58. 82.91. 137. 139- 

40. 142. 153-54. 156-58. 205. 307. 308- 

14. 366. 367,422. 429. 447. 482 585 
Minonty United Front. 422 

Mir, Muslim (5th Class Witness...) 276 
Mirza. Lskander, (Governor of East 

Bengal) 403.408.419.623-26.635 
Mitra. ila (a leader of Nachole Feasant 

Movement) Statement against Police 
Oppcrsswn.. 151-52 

Mohammad. Ghulam. 170 

Mohaimen. Abdul. 301 

Mollah. Moslem All 417 

(Elected M. P. from Awami league, 

1955). 71 

Momin. Abdul, 170 

Mondal. Jogendra Naih. 

Mondal. Rasaruj, (Elected M P. from 

Scheduled Caste Federation. 1955). 418 

Morning News (Daily Newspaper). 402 

Muhajire. 462 

Muhajereen. 122 

Mukherjee. Ashutosh. 25 
Mukheiyee. Bijay Kumar. 43 
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Mukherjee. Shyoma Prasad. 28-29 

Mumr. Mohammed. 630-34 

Murree Agreement,426,440 

Muslim India. 2, 4, 6. 7 

(Moslem) 

Muslim Community, 1.2.3.4-7.8.15. 
16.18. 19. 22-30,33.41. 83.44. 55.56. 

57. 58. 79. 80. 82. 83. 84. 87.89.92.93. 
121. 122. 138-42. 148. 171. 2044)6. 253- 

55. 303-06. 314. 318. 321. 328. 332.334- 
35. 338-39. 342. 355-56. 365.40». 417. 

431.435. 447 .448. 471.472. 473.474. 
482.488 490. 543. 544. 585-590 

Muslim league (All-India) Legislation 

Convention. 15-16 

Muslim League. 2. 6. 34. 84. 88. 120. 140- 

41. 225. 270. 363, 364. 365. 369. 374. 

385. 386. 3%. 399.405. 417.429.430. 

434. 436. 437. 439, 448. 453. 590.605 

Muslim League Ministry. 404 

Muslim league Parliamentary Party 357. 

358. 359. 364. 369 

The Mussalmuns of India. 

(A book written by W. W. Hanler in 

1876). 473 

 
"N" 

Sachole. 151 
Nadvi. Maulana Sulaiman (Chairman of 

Talimaat-i-Islamia) 168 
Nagn Script (Language). 396 

Najibullah. Maulvi. 297 
Nandi. Bhabesh Chandra. 259 

Nao Bahar (Weekly Journal). 215 

National Anthem. 435 

National Dcfoncc Council 5-6 

National Economic Council. 476-77. 544. 

607 

Nauonal Finance Commission. 464.466. 

517-19 

Naval Base at Chiitagong. 479 

Naval force 493 

Naval Tramng Centre. 63 

Nazimuddm. Khawaja 56-57.61. 64-65. 

69-71. 257. 302-7. 309. 316-56. 362 

Nehru. Jawaharlal 
(Prime Minister of India), 34. 400. 465 

New Bengal Association. 43 

New legal Order, 627-35. 630-34 

New-yort Time*. 399.401.402.405 

Nineteen (19) Point. 605 

Nishtar, Sarder A. Rab Khun. 170.258. 

308.311.312.317 

Nizame-Islam.. 420.605 
Noor. Mohammed (5th Class Witness...). 

277.298 
Noon. Malik Mohammud Firoz Khan. 

170. 258. 437.438 
Nur. Ahmed. 205-06 

Nusserwanjee. Jamshed. 313 
 

"O" 

Obaidullah. A. Z. (Official Witness of the 

Govt. Enquiry -Commission into the finng 

on 21st Feb 1952). 274. 277, 280-81 

Objective Resolution. 137-43, 158, 170. 

204. 302. 303. 304. 305 06. 315. 316. 364 

One Unit 426.427-43 

Ordnance Factory. 63 

Osmani A R. (Assistant Registarof 

Dacca High Court) and Secretary of the 

Govt. Enquiry Commission into the Finng 

on 2lst Ferb. 1952). 301 

Osmani Maulana Shabbir Ahmed. 170 
 

"P" 
Pakistan 1954-55 

(A Pamphlet Published by Central Govt.). 
455 

Pakistan Awami lxaguc. 448 
Pakistan Ganatantn Dul. 365. 420. 422. 

580.605 

Pakistan Muslim League. 120 

Pakistan National Congress. 417 

The Pakistan Observer (Daily News 

Paper) 226.402 

Pakistan Resoluuon. 2-4 

Pakistan Chnsoans. 311.313. 355-56 

Panty. 426.429.436. 441. 446. 471.475. 

479 

Parsis. 355-56. 366. 

Partition of bengal (1905). I. 26. 34. 

Pathan. Ghyasuddin. 62. 63. 257. 317. 

408.459. 
Persian Language 396 

7Pir. 374 
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Pir of Furfura. 385. 

PirofSarsina. 385 

Pir Shahib of Manki Sharif. 427 

Pirzada Abdus Sattar. 170.246.250.251. 

252. 255.317. 

Pirzada. A. S. A Rahman. 258 
Planning Boards. 476-77 

Principle* of blame Social Justice. 471- 
72 

Provincial Assembly. 490. 502-10. 543. 
545. 585-86. 588. 

Provincial autonomy. 365. 366. 368. 401- 
2.428.432.443. 561-62.459.462.467. 

471.481.603-10. 

Provincial Coasolidated Fund, 509. 510. 

Provincial. 54.60.82. 83. 92.93. 247. 

249. 363.438.442. 

Provmcialist. 462, 

Provincial Government. 476-77.479. 

483.485.487.501-10. 524. 

Provincial Legislature. 403.483.484. 

504-10.587-88 

Provincial Muslim League (E Pak). 280-

81. 

Provincial Muslim league Council 270 

Public Safety Act & Ordinance. 221.253. 
254. 386 

Punjab Boundary Commission. 44 
Punjabi. 429, 443 
 

"Q" 

Quaid-I-Azam. 40-42.138. 140-41.248. 

314. 364. 369. 396. 405. 427. 437, 454. 

471.482 

Quaid-i-Millai (Liakat All Khan). 364. 

Quiyum. Abdul. 317. 

Qureshi. Ishuaq Husain. 169. 170. 195. 

257. 308.313. 321.330. 

Qureshi. I- R 320. 317 

Quraishi. S. H. Official Witness of the 
Govt Enquiry-Commission into the finng 

on 21st Feb 1952). 274. 277. 278-79. 300 
 

"R" 

Radio Pakistan. 272. 408. 433. 480. 

Radeliffc. Cynl.45 

Rahaman. Ahdur Official Witness of the 

Govt Enquiry-Commission into the firing 

on 21st Feb 1952). 274 

Rahman Ammur. (Student Witness) 275 

Rahman. Ataur (Ra>»hahi) 

(Joint Secretary. Ganatantn. Dal).422 

Rahaman. A. O. Raziur 

(Secretary to the Governor of East 

Bengal). 271 
Rahman. Fazlur. 170. 226. 257. 308 , 

312. 317.417.428.475. 
Rahaman. Hammadur (Official Witness of 

the Govt. Enquiry-Commission into the 
finng on 21st Feb 1952). 275. 288 

Rahman. Hamoodur (An advocate). 273. 

277.281-82.297.298 

Rahaman. l-utfar. 301 

Rahman, Nurur 

(Elccted M. P. from Awami league. 

1955). 417 

Rahman, Shaikh Mujibur 

(Elected M P. from Awami league. 

1955)417.427.458-60.475.580. 609-10 

Rahman. Syed Bazlur. 301 

Rahman. S)«d Khalilur. 258 

Ramna. 70. 71 

Rum Rallia, 309. 313, 

Rashid. Abdur (Chief Justice of 

Pakistan). 

168.315,317 

Rashid, Sardar Abdur, 334-35.437.438, 
Rashdi. Pir Mohammad Ali. 462.480.590. 

Rusool Hydro-electric Project. 474 
Regional Autonomy. 426.432.433.436. 

437.458.459.462. 467.471.481. 603.605. 
Rehman. S>ed Klialil-ur. 317. 

Religious Community 485-86 
Rcpoci on fundamental rights of citizens 
and on matters relating to minoriues. 55-57 

Renter. 405 
Roy. Dhananjoy. 258 

Roy Prasun Kumar 422 
Roy. Protap Chandra Guha. 64-65 

Rukunuddin. Muhammad. 72 
Rupmahol Cinema Hall. 447 

 
S" 

Sachar Bhim Sen. 308. 309 

Safety Acts and Ordinance. 120 
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Salimullah Muslim Hall. 254. 272.278-79 

Sartan League. 120 

Salimullah Muslim Orphanage. 275 

Sail Situation a policy in East Bengal. 

219-227 

Samud. Abdul. 301. 

Sanskrit language. 396 

Sarkar. Abu Hussain. 420421. 422 

Saiiar. Abdus (5th Class Witness) 277 

Sattar. Abdus. 255.417 

Scheduled Caste. 23. 33. 34. 311.313., 

355-56. 367.488. 545-46. 550. 580 

Scheduled Caste Federation 417.418. 

Sen. Sailendra Kumar. (Electcd M P. 

fromU. P. P. P. 1955).. 418.436. 

Separate Electorate. 310. 313. 314. 328. 

338-39. 453. 366. 367. 368. 526. 585-91 

Seth. Sukdev. 259 

Shahabuddin. Khawaja. 170. 257. 309. 

317, 321 

Shah.Jaffar. 317 

Shah Nawaz. Begum Jahan Ara, 170. 308. 

313.317.318. 

Shah. Syed Abdur Rauf. 3 

Shakoor. Shaikh Abdus (Official Witness 

of the Govt. Enquiry-Commission into the 

finng oo 21st Feb 1952). 275 

Shamsuddin. 298 
Shanat Law, 587-88 

Shubhankater fanki. 457 
Sikander (Sir). 6 

Simon Report (1918-19). 585-86. 
Sind Barrage project. 474 

Singha. Ashutosh. 608. 609 
Singha. S. P 309 

Slogan 

(a) Police Zulum Chalbe Na 279-80. 

(b) Rastra Bhasa Bangla chai- 279-80 

(c) Zulum mat Kuro Bhui 427 

(d) Shaheed Bhasam-Zindabad- 447 

(e) Hindo-Muslim Bhai-Bhai 447 

Special Power Ordinance, 227 

State language Movement 9-14.58.66- 

73,77-90,92. 158. 246-59. 269-301. 368. 

395-97, 398. 399.402. 426. 427. 434. 

435-36, 443.448.453 

Statistical Bulletin of East Bengal. 430 

Student Community ol Bengal. 82. 271. 

272. 273. 275. 278-79. 279-80. 283. 296. 

298. 300. 395. 402 
Suhrawardy. H. S. 15. 22-24,27. 28-30. 

374. 380.417. 418.436.440-43.447.448. 458. 

459. 467-71.472. 580. 586-89. 590. 591 

Syed G. M 427 

 
"T" 

Tagore. Rabindranath. 25 

Tahmaat-i-Islamia Board. 168. 302. 316 

Tarfcabagish. Abdur Rashid. (Elected M. 

P. from Awami League 1955). 417 

Traqqi-e-Urdu (An)uman). 397 

Twenty one Point Programme. 437.438. 

458.459. 466. 605 

Two-Nution theory. 585-86 

 

"U” 

Undivided India. 585-86 

Union of India. 20-21, 23-24. 

United Bengal. 23.25. 27.28-29 

United Front Cabinet, 420-21 

United Front Ministry. 4(M, 400.419. 

420-21 
United Front Parliamentary Pany. 398 

United Front Puny. 374.385-86. 399.405. 
417.418.419.420-21.422, 441. 590 605, 

United Indian Federation. 15 
United Pakistan People's Party. 418 

United Progressive Party. 417.476-77 
Urdu Language. 54. 55. 395. 396-97. 399 

430.435.461 

Usmani. Moulana Shabbir Ahmed. 304- 

05.317 

USREE. 214 
 

"W" 

Wahidi. Ashraf Ali (Official Witness of 
the Govt. Enquiry-Commission into the 

finng on 2lst Feb 1952). 274. 275 
Wakf. 488. 

Waibcrg. Anders. 631-32, 
West Pakistan Act of 1955. 483 

West Pakistan Merger Bill. 439 
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"Y" 

Yusuf. Muhammad (Official Witness of 

the Govt. Enquiry-Commission into the 

finng on 21st Feb 1952). 274. 277 293 

 

-Z" 

Zahiiuddin 

(Elected M. P. from Awami League. 

1955). 417.479.480 

Zakat. 488 

Zamindars. 459 

Zubcn. 1 H. (Second Class witness of the 

Govt. Enquiry-Commission into the 

firing 

on 21 si Feb 1952). 275.278-79. 279-80. 

282.283 

zulfiquar. GhoJam (Student witncss).275 
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708.709.710 
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(1951).708.709.710.714.715 
Fast Bengal Special Power Ordinance. 715 
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Farooq. Ghualam. 780 

Fazlul Huq Ministry. 714 

Fourteen (14) Points. 746 

French Revolution. 650 

Puller. Joseph Bampfylde. 636 
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Haq. Ihsanul. 782 
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Haroon. Mahmood A . 782 
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737.738 739742.743 744 
Hindu India. 738 

Hindu Muslim Unity. 731 
Hitler .652 

Hoq. Shamsul (Dacca). 752 
Hossain. Altaf.714.752 

Hossain. Liaqat. 715 
Hossain. Monawar. 715 
Hofi. Nawabazada Abdul Ghafar Khan. 780 

Huq. A K Fazlul.714.715.773 
Huq. Cabinet. 782 

Huq. Farmazul, 752 

Huq. Mohammad Shamsul. 782. 

Huq. Serajul. 752 
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Husain. M. Arshad. 780 

Husain. Mahmud. 668 
Husain. Zakir. 779 

Hussain. Abul Khair Rafiqul. 752 
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Hussain. Maqbul, 752 

Hussain. Md Moazzam.752 
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Hossain. Syed Sharfuddin, 752 
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Ibrahim. Mohammad. 778.778.779 

Imam. Saiyid Aii. 644 

Imperial Durbar 638.639. 342-43.644 

Imperial Ugulativc Council. 642-43. 

India Act of 1935.731 

India Council Act (1861). 636 

Indian Council Act (1969). 639 

Indian Home rule Movement. 731 

Indian Independence Act of 1947.717 

Indian Nbonl Congress. 731.737.738.745 

Islam. Azharul. 752. 
Islam. Iqbal anwarul. 752 

Islam. Nurul. 715 
Islam. Serajul, 668 

Ispahan. M A H 772 
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Jamait-i-lslam. 661 

Jain. 743 

Jaladas. Satish Chandra. 752 

Jalil. A. F. M Abdul.752 

Jenkins. J. 1..644 
Jinnah Mohammad Ali. 737 

Joardar. Ohid Hssain.752 
Joint Electorate. 731. 732, 733.737.738. 

739.740.743. 744 .745, 746 
Joint Select Committee of the Bantish 

Parliament. 731 
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Kanchu Udd in. 752 

Karim. Abdul. 752 

Kayam. M R . 774 
Kazt. Rokonuddin Ahmed, 752 

Khaleque. Mohammad Abdul. 752 
Khan. Abul Qasim.778. 778.774 

Khan. Abdul Gani. 752. 
Khan. Abdul Hamid. 780 

Khan. Abdul. Kasem, 668 
Khan Abdul Monem Khan. 779 

Khan. Abdul Wahid.780 

Khan. A Q Khan 771 

Khan. Abdur Rahman. 752. 777. 780 

Khan. Abdus Sabour. 779. 780 

Khan. Abdus Salam.743 

Khan. Achmat All. 752 
Khan. Aga, 731 

Khan. Aga Mohammad Yahya. 789. 790. 

780.781 
Khan. Ahmed Ali, 752 

Khan. Aktaruzzanun. 752 

Khan. Ataur Rahman. 750. 752 

Khan. Faijuf Rahman. 752 
Khan. F M Khan.778. 778. 774 

Khan. Habibullah. 779 

Khan. Hakim Azmal.731 
Khan. Haiem Ali, 752 

Khan. Kiaquat Ali 659.664.665-68.768 
Khan. Lutefar Rahman. 774.776 

Khan. Mohd Akram. 668 

Khan. Mohammad Ayub, 772 . 778.778. 

779.780 

Khan Mohammad Azam. 778. 778 

Khan Mohammad Jalaluddin Khan. 777 

Khan Mohammad Zarrullah.668. 769. 

770.771 

Khan. Nawaha Zada Mohammad Sher 

Ali. 

782 
Khan. N'azjr Ahmed.668 
Khan. Noor.78I 

Khan. Reja Ghazanfcr Ali.768 

Khan. Safeb (Dr.) 772. 773 
Khan. Sardar Abdur Rashid. 777 

Khan. Sardar Amir Azam. 771. 773. 

774.777 
Khan. Sardar Bahadur. 668. 769. 770.771 

Khan. Sardar Mohammad. 769 

Khan. Sardar Mumtaz Ali 772 
Khan. Tamijuddin. 717-18 

Khan. Yar Mohammad. 752 

Khandakar. A. Hamid. 752 

Khatun. Meherun Nessa. 752 
Khoda. Bakiha, 752 

Khoddar. Abdul Jabhar. 752 

Khondakar. Abul Quasem. 752 
Khondker. Azizur Rahman. 714. 752 

Khuro. M. A.. 777 

KhushaMia. 751 

L 
Lahiry. Pravas Chandra. Lahiry. 750 

Sonamam. 715 
Lahore Resolution. 737 
l-akitullah. S. W.. 752 
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Lakitullah. S. W 
Lai Miah. A. A Zahiruddin. 780 

Local Self Government Act. 729 
Louis XIV.660 

Lucknow Pact. 731 
Lyon. P. C.. 630 

M 

Moha mood. Abdullah al. 780 

Mojumdar. Jnanendra Chandra. 668 

Majumder. Md. Abdul Hamid. 752 

Majumdar. Phani. 752 
Majumder. Sarat Chandra. 752 

Malik. A. M. 769.770.771.772.781 
Malik. Omar Hayat.658. 659.668 

Malik. Hyder Ali. 752 
Mandal. Birat Chandra. 668 

Miah. Abdul Awal. 752 
Miah. Abdul Hakim. 752 

Miah. Azizul Itaquc. 752 

Miah Mohammad Toha. 752 

Minoriues.655.662.663.667.735,336. 

738.741.743.745 

Minto. Lord. 731 

Mirza. Iskander. 772.778 

Mitra. Khetra Nath.752 

Mohammadullah (Mr ) 715 

Mohiuddin. Dewan. 752 

Molla. Abu! Kalam Azad. 752 

Molla. Moslem Alt. 752 

Momtazuddin (Mr.) 715 

Mondal. Jogindra Nath. 768 
Mondal. Ra&araj. 752 

Mondal. Sarat Ali.752 
Moududi. Maulana. 745 

Montague Chclms Ford Reform, 731 
Mount Batten. Lord 743 

Mourn Batten Plan. 731 
Mulk. Mohsinul, 731 

Mulk. Vikarul, 731 

Munir (Chief Jusnce) 743 

Mumr. Mohammad. 779. 779 

Muslim. 641 -42 .642-43655.658.660. 

661.662.663, 664.665, 667.671. 771.741. 

742.743.744 745 

Muslim India, 738 

Muslim League. 658.660.663.667 

Mustafa. A. T. M. 780 

N 

Nandy. Bhabesh Chandra, 668 

Nazimuddin. Khawaja. 664, 770 

Nehru. J. I_ 745 

Nishtar. Sardar Abdur Rab Khan.655 -

658. 

661.663.664.668.768.770 

Nizame Islam Party. 727 

Malik Feroze Khan. 774. 775.776 

Obaidullah. Maulavi. 708. 709. 

Objective Resolution. 668-672 
Osmam. Maulana Shabbir Ahmed. 660, 

666.668 
Ottoman Entire, 738 

P 
Pakistan Ganatantri Dal. 713. 

Pakistan Observer 713 
Parliamentary Form of Government. 654, 

658 

Partition of Bengal. 636-644 

Pathar, Ghyasuddin. 769.770.771.772 

Penshurst. Hardinge. 664 

Pir BadshahMea. .661.665 

Pirzadar. Abdus Saoar Abdur Rahman. 

668. 769.770 

Pirzada. Syed Sharifuddin. 780 

PleBeiaus. 662 

Provisional Constitutional Otder of 1947. 

717 

Punjab diaurbances 743. 

Q 
Qudir. Abdul.779. 779 

Qadir, Manzoor, 778 
Qizilbash. Muzaffar Ali Khan. 775.776. 

782 
Quaid-i-Azam. 650-51.655.664. 732.737. 

743. 744.745 
Quamaruzzaman. 752 

Quazi. Kafiluddin Ahmed. 753 

Qureshi. Ishliaq Hussain. 663-55.660.662. 

663.668.764.770.771 

Qureshi. Shoaib. 771 
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Rahim. Zillur, 753 

Rahimtoola. II 772.773 

Rahman. Ataur. 715.753 

Rahman. Azizur 753 

Rahman. Fazlur.l 668. 768. 770.775 
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.(��� .���l�� I�m��( �����7 &���� )���]। *�� ����7�H� ��������  EQ�&nJ� M�R &�a� 
R �Y�oa )���]।  

 
M��� �Yp ��q�&, ‘‘���������� 
����� ��� : ������’’ Fd����� &�r�-�� ������� ��C 

��s( R ,��`(��� (��] M�Y� )��। 
    
    
    
    
=�(� 
�;�&D� >!!G 

(�+��� M�� �&�t(�) 
���.�u &�P� 

    
    
 

    
    
    
    



,-.+��/� �������� &�(��,-.+��/� �������� &�(��,-.+��/� �������� &�(��,-.+��/� �������� &�(��    
�01 �/�01 �/�01 �/�01 �/-���-���-���-���    
4.&4.&4.&4.&----� � � � ����������������    

�������� &�P������������ &�P������������ &�P������������ &�P����, , , , =�(�।=�(�।=�(�।=�(�।    
    

�-��/4.&-�/>2*->/ $/�����-�/ ?                                      �����L G! E�w��� >!!G 
 
4.�( :  Ex�� ��� PU��7� 
 �&��� &)(��� &�P� (4.&-�) 
 
.��( :  +�� 4,���� 4��5*� 


\���(��� 
4�&�&7 )�6�� �������&7 
����+ m�+� (<07 ���) 
�����, =�(�। 

 
��`� : ‘‘���������� 
����� ��� : ������ (�" ��)’’ ����7H�-� ����X .K� R EQ&y�� ��� 
E�����। 
 
&�� : ��z� !@ E�w��� >!!G ������� M���। 
 
 
��)���, 

 g���7l ��`�� &����l M����� &��0 .�u ��� E����� .K�, �.N�&7 ��C R EQ&y� 
4������( ��`���l Fd���� P�8�V ��H�-� E����� .�� (�� )���। �/-��� (�Y7( ����P7� 
E������� .K� ���7�U�� 2�{&�0 4*�� .�� (�� )���। 
 
&����l : �-7� ������(।  
 
 M��� ��q5, 

 
 

(Ex�� ��� PU��7�) 
�&��� &)(��� &�P� (4.&-�) 

    
 

 

 

 



 

.(���(� (0�.(���(� (0�.(���(� (0�.(���(� (0�    
        

.���� 4�� �� +���� +1 ��� 
����� &�F���� C��)�& 2(�� E���1 &'�। 4& M����( 
���������� � $� &�� 
����� ��� 2�� �|����7� 
����� &�F���� C��)�& M����� (��] 2( 
4,n���� &'�। ���������� 
������ C��)�& .-��� +1 � $$ &� �|(��� &�(�� 
���������� 
����� ����� C��)�& ��� R ��H- .(S F)- (��। ����3�� R �0�07�� �+�� ����� 
+1 
����� &�F�� R 
����� ����� ������� &�F) R ��P�C���7( �� &�(� (�� )�। ���C 
*�}�� ‘���������� 
����� ��� ������’ Fd����। �������� &�(���� �01 �/-��� � @> &� 
�" ��� 2C Fd���� .(�� (��। 2 g�t��1 ,�s� (����� &~��� &�&1,�-� Eb�V ���c��� 
*&� 2C Fd����। 

2C Fd���� .(�� )R��� ES ���� ���1 ��� ����� �( *����� ���। 2C Fd���� 
����� 
���-��`�( &(� ,��`-� (��7� Z[\��-7 4�*���e �)�&�� �1�f� )�K 2�� )��। �(� �( � 
0�(�� ���������� ��7�� +�,�J�� 2(�� �Y)| E�� M����� 
����� &�F�� R 
����� ����� 
.(Y� C��)�& +�� 40�( ���7�� ���| ���� ����] 2�� 2� k���1�� E�( ,��`-� (��7 �1���� 
����K।  

2������� ,-.+��/� �������� &�(���� �01 �/-��� (�Y7( ���������� 
����� ��� ���������� 
����� ��� ���������� 
����� ��� ���������� 
����� ��� 
������������������������ Fd���� ����7H�-� �&��V�� E�1V &��������,� ��� M��� �� (��। 

�������� &�(�� (�Y7( 2 �(� 2(�� +���� Z[\��-7 (�7(���� ����\ M������( E�7- (��� 
M��� 4,n������। 2�C ���X�� Fd����� ��`�&��P &'�-7 E������7� 4��� �� M�Q�( ���7����� 
����7H�-� M.�- 4Po� (���]। M�� (��, ����7�H� Fd���� ��s(-,��`(��� P��)�� 4����� &3� 
)��। 

����� 2C (�7(��� ��z�� Eb�V ���c� (���], M��� ��z��� MV��( (Y���� R �1��� 
+���K। 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
!$ �;�&D� >!!G 

(4,���� 4��5*�)    

\���(���    

)�6�� �������&7 
 
 

 



�������������������� 
 

 �������� 
����� ����� C��)�& .(�S� � &�&1����o .���-1(�- (����� ��* 40�( 
2C ���� &�F�)� .(��� &'�(7 k�� (0� ���� (��]। 2 .(�S� g|��X R ,s, 2� ��� 
g�t�1 R (��7���� &'�(7 ����` ���.�u (�7(�7� +�� )�&� )��*+�� �)�� ��5���� ����। 
 

�������� R &�,Y)�� g��X 40�( .(�����1 ����&��) ��7�P (����� &�&1�Ya ����3 
����(� ���� �0�&��1 4Po� (��]। ��z�� �N�� �� �N� ��� �������� �������� I��7 ��� ���3� 
(���], ��5���� M���P�-&�����P�� ���1�� &����+ R &������� +1 ���1�� g���� ���� 
.(S ��5���� &)���� (���]। M����� 4(� �V�1 ]�8�C ����Z��� &��&�� ��s( R 
,��`(��� (��] g���� )�K। ������ �0�&�� ���&�� 40�( g����� 4Po� (�� )���]। .(���� 
����Z��� .���-7(�- (���� E����� (�� �����]। 
 

.�� &��8 �� ��� �YJ��1��� ���� 40�( .�0��( ��7�P�� �� Z[����\ ��� (���] 
.(�S �����+� ����h ,��`(�Ya। ��z�� +�� )�&� )��*+�� �)���� 4�Y�\ 2 ����\ �0��0 
�J� R MV��(��� &��, ��� (���]। 
 

.���-1(�- (����� &(� &�&1�( 2�� .(�S� ,��`(�Y��( ��z��� .��&�� ����(�� +1 
M�� E��` �1��� +��C। 4&C &�Q .(�S� .�� ���������� ����o (�� R &������( +�� )�&� 
)��*+�� �)���( ���& R E(��� (�7.�Po�� +1 +��C .�-=��� E��a। 
 

����h &��� &�,Y)�� R &����P�� &��0 ��7��P� ����Z��� 40�( M����� 
����� ����� 2(�� 
&���7(, .���-1 R ����3 �P� 4����� M&��, M��� 2 M�� 4��`- (��]। &�,Y)�� &���� ���� 
2(�� ���� M(7�C�� ,s� &)���� (���। E������� R E���rY� ����Z��� ���`1�� &�,Y)�� 
)�� ������o� ���1�� 4&Z��� ��� ������ &��, &�����+� )�� ����। 
 

.(���� ����Z��� ��s( &��+ R ,��`(��� (��] &���Y� )�� M����� c� &�07( ��� �� 
(��। 
 
 
 
 
�< 4&��D�, 
� @>। 

��*+���*+���*+���*+���) (�����) (�����) (�����) (��� 
4P����1�, 

.���-1(�- (����, 
�������� 
����� ����� C��)�& .(S। 

 

    
    
    
    
    



����(�����(�����(�����(� 
 

���������� 
����� ����� &��&��� � $� &���� >" ��P7 40�( �? �;�&D� ��7V। 2C &��� 
���������� 
����� ����� &��, &'�(7� &��� ���q �� �(]� ����] ��� �01 R ������ &�F) 2�� 
4&&��� R�� ���X (�� ���������� 
����� ����� C��)�& �P� R ��H�-� ����\ E��7� )� 
���l��� C��)�& ��� R ��H- .(�S� R��। ,-.+��/� �������� &�(���� �01 �/-����� 
E��� 2C .(S�� .���J� )� 2�� 2� (�+ �[ )� � $@ &���� +������ 40�( (�����o Ho�1)। 

 
C��)�& �P�� ����\.�u )��R 2C .(S 
����� ���&�U�V ���� R �01&��) .(���� 

�&��V F)- (��। 2� (��-, &�(��� 4(� ���� ����` (�� ���������� 
����� ����� ���� 
2(�� ��,�V(��� ���� C��)�& �P�� 43�� ����3�� R �5�J�� �3� (�� 2�� ��(Y��� &���� 
2�8�� ��R�� ��� E�1V k�)। 2 +1C M��� C��)�& �P�� ������7 ���� R �01 .(���(C 
E��( Z[\��-7 �� (���]। 2� *�� ���� R �01���C (0� ����, ���� ��(�� R �������)(�� 
�3� (���, ��� ��'��� &�,�� �3� (���। 

 
2C �31 &��� 4���C (��(�� ��� &�,Y)�� ����&��) .(���� �&��V .(S F)- (��। 2C 

����.�3�� .(�S� &��� 2(�� ����` ����P1 ��`� 4��� 4�� 2C 4�, ������ &�F�)� &��&��� 

����� ����(��( )R�� &��R 2 &�1R &�� Z[\��-7 4�, 
����� ����� ����� ����� ������ 
����]। 
����� ����( 2C ������ 40�( ��Kh (�� 4��� ��� �। 2C ������� ������- ���( 
���l&�F�� ��� E���)� (�� ���- ��� E����7 ���-��C 
����� ����( E��1���� (�� 4����। 
��C ���l&�F���� 
�� +�� ]�8� 
����� ����( ���� ��� &��C �। 2C ��������� 
����� 
����� ���� .(���� &��, 2� ������ &�U�V k’�� ����&�F) .(���� �&��VR .(S F)- (��। 
2� *�� .(�S� ���� .(���� ���(S� ����� ��z8�� : 

 
.0�� ��L  ������ (� !"-� "@) 
����� ��L  ������ (� "@-� $�) 
�Y��� ��L  ���+�,� : .��& 
P��07 ��L  ���+�,� : .��&� ��������� �|���� 
��� ��L  ���+�,� : 4�������1� 
`J ��L  ���+�,� : ,-���1� 
&u� ��L  ���(5�� ������ : &�(��� R 4�&�(��� 
Eo� ��L  ,-)�1�, ��-�07� ����� R .�&��,( ��� 
�� ��L  &�� &�F�� (�) 
��� ��L  &�� &�F�� (>) 
2(��� ��L  &�� &�F�� (G) 
���� ��L  ������ .���U�� : ���� 
U����� ��L  ������ .���U�� : +���&�� R ����h ��� 
P��7�� ��L  ��q+�� 
���� ��L  &�3�|(�� 
4`�8� ��L  (���x�, Fd�x� R ��7� 

 
 
 



P�� 
 

��� ���(S�� $>!! �YJ� ��H�-� ���(S� 0�(��R &�F�)� �����- ����� )�� ��R��� 
M����� �&��V �����7 (��� )�। �� ���(S� E����� .���� �� .��  !! �YJ�, &�7���� 
�"!!! �YJ�� ���1 &�F)Z��� ��H- &'h (��� ���+� ���t E������� )�। 2C ���X�� M����� 
(�+ 2�,�� ���। 

 

���� R �01��� &�F�)� �1����� ������� M��� �1��( R 4�������� 4����]। ��� ������ 
&D�� ���� R �01��� F)�- �(]��� &��� �Y�o�Q� E��D (��। M��� ��� 4&C&� �01 R ����C 
������ ��� &�h����� (��� �&��V �C, �� ���������� ��7�� ������ I���o1 R 2��� �&��&(��� 
+,�-� M�� M(���� &��, .�13���� +�8�। E07�| 4�&� ���, M�a�� R (��7(��-, 2C 
������ +,-�( ���l&�F���� ���( g��� R ���P���� (���], .��� 4&&� &�U�V ���� R �01C 
2C ��� (����U��(���� &�+��� )���]। 2C �Y�o�(�- 40�( M��� ���������� E��� ��z��� �� 
���-E���� .�1���7 (���। � !" &���� ��,��, 40�(C ������ &�U�V ����-�01��� &�h��� 
�[ (��। M��� �� (��, ���������� ���l&�F���� �1��1�� 2C �[� &����� ����1��+7�, .�13 R 
���lF�)1। 

 

� !"-2� ��,��, 2�� �� ��-2� �� � <! &�� ��7V ��1��7� 2 ���7 &���� M� 4(� 
���� 2 ��� &�h��� (�� )��। (��- � �� 40�( � <! ��7V 2C ����� E��J� &(� ��+���( 
M�a�� &�7������ �Y���������� M�a���� EV��7l �]�। � <! &��� ,Y)�� ���)�� .5��� 
�/ 
����� &X���� ������ .��J�� &���� ��)� �]�। M� �� g��� (���]�� ����������C 
&��1�Z[ +�,�J�� E��&������ 4�� 2, 4(, *+��� )(। � <? &��� ���V E������� ���� 
(���� ���)�� .5���� 4� &������ (�� )�, ���� ������ 
�/ ��������� .��( ���)�� (�� 
)�। � <$ &��� ���� ����, &'�(7 ��gN�1��� ���(S� 4��`-�� �� 
��� R &��7��n� ����� 
.��J�� .�Po� )�, �(� 4& .�Po� �107 )� 2�� 4����� ���(5� .���J� )� ���� 
��X��&�� 
��`��� &'�-7��� g���3� )�। 2�C ���-���� ����7�(��� ���������� +,�-� &~��� 

��X��& �0� 
������ +1 &�F�� (�� ���)��&( .���+ )�� 4��� 4��। 2C ���)��&( 
.���+�( ���7 (�� �����] 2� &�5 ����C 2 ��� &�h����� )���]। 

 

������ &�U�V ������ k�� ��� ���l। .0� ���� 4�` )���] � "@ &��� MC��� ���� 
3��� ����� &��&����। 2��� (�� ����+ (�� )���] 2(�VC �� ���(S�� �YJ�&��1�� 
&������ ���( �31 4���- 4(� ����` ���)��&( �Y�o�(�- 40�( �। 

 

������� 4���� 4� ���� ���� R �01��� M��� F)- (���] 4&Z�� )��� 4,�+� ����u, 
���7����N� (��7����-�, 4(���7� ����� &'�(7� ������7 R ���, (��� ������7, ��+���( ���� 
(�7&�P� R .5��, +&��� .5��, M�a���� ������7, ]������ .5�� R M�a��, ,-.���U��, 
&�������� .�����, ����o �1�l��,7� .���-1 &��3� R .��, ��+���( ��, &�(��� ���7� R 
���3� C�1���। 
����� ����� ���� R �01���� 4���� &�F�)� �� ��5Y��� )���] 

�����(����C। (��- 2C ����� &��, &��� ��q +�8� )�� ��8�]�। *�� 4(�� ���������� 
E�1V�� �, &��� ���q� ��`���� 4+�,�8 (�� E���)��7 )�� 4��� 4�� 2�� .(S 4&����C EF&� 
)�। 2 �1����� �1�l,� ;�����, �P�s��, &�3�|(��, �Y��(0�, &�(��� �0��, �-�(n�� R 
���&�U�V ������ �01���, ��l 2��(�� ���l���)� R �������� &�(���� .��&�( �|����, 
+&�����-� &�U� E��F)-, (���� ,s, ���Y��, ��q+��, ����h 4���� ���7����N� (��7����-� 
.�Y�� �� ���� �01 R ���� 2C &�F�)� EV��7l (�� )�। 2 43�� M��� ����`���� +� 
4����] ���� &�7&�����-� ������ .��*�� 4(� *�z( � 0��(। 2C �31 &��� 4��� 
,-&)����,��� .��5��� �01 &�F�)� 4Po� (�� )���]। .���� ��� ����� &�� ��� ���� 
&�h����� (��� ���( ����` �31 ���� )���]। ��� 4�&� ���� ���)��&( Z[\ E+7 (���] 2�� 
4�Z�� ��� ���� ���� �������)(�� ��3� )� � 4&Z�� M��� .(���� &�� 40�( F)- (���]। 
 



��zP 

2 (��+ 2(��C M����� .�� ����P1 �]�, &�s( ���� &�s( ���� 4� &�s( ������- ��15 
)�। M����� 4(� �V�1 4C, EQ��� &��(� 4C, �+
 �1��1�-����`-R 4C। M��� ���J R 
����3 ������ M,��,�8� �+�� ����� 4Po� (���]। 2C ��� �31 &��� 4���C ����-�01��� 
��]�C, &'��� 2�� ��1�& (�� )���]। 2 43�� M��� ��� 2C��(� &�(7�� E��� 4����] ���� (���� 
.�����\ 3�  � )�। ������ �0�07��C ��� �� ����(� R Z[\ �� �0��0���� ���� ����। ��� 
+&����-C 2 ���� ���� .(Y� �)���(। +&�����-� ���1 E��� �����7�� CK� �� ���-� 
R E.������ )�� R�s, 4(�� ��C +,�� ��1 40�( 4��,1�� 4�Y�\� E��1�� ���। ���������� 
4�����R ��C ����]। M� ��C 2� &� �� �� &�,s�� ���� EV��7l (�� )���], 4� �� �� 
&�,s M����� +���� ��+���� 43�� )���� ���1 ����(� �� 4�Y\ F)- (���। ��� 2(�X��� 
E�( M�,C ���������� 
����� �PV� 2(�� 4���� 2(�� +���� ���o �31���&��� EVL�¡���(C 
&��� ���� ���। M&�� �)�[�)� P������ 4+�, Rs� E+¡ ,�]���� ���C ��� ,s-(�s����। 
��( +��� )�� 2� &���C +�� ��(��। 

��� �1��( .������\� .�� &���(� )���� .��*��� �R )�� 0�(�� ����। 2� k��� (��-, 
.0�� F�d� &���� ���&�� �� &¢����� .�, ������ E�( �01 R ���� )��� � M&� �� 
���3�� 4��,����, (��R ��R�� ����, �(]� 43�� 4��,�����,�R &����, ����। &��C�( M��� 
+��,� ���� 4P���] 2�� ����(� E����� Z[\ ������ ���(R �31 4����]- 2C��C ��� (0�। 2C 
��� ������ R E1�1 ���2(C���� E�&Y� )���]। 

&��8 �� ��� �YJ�� ���� ���� R �01��� &�F)&��1�� ��( 40�( ����� ���� )��। ��� 
M����� ���-� 2C 4�, �� ���� R �01 2��� &�F�)� ��C�� ����]। ���������� .�� .���� 
4��(C 4(� � 4(� ���� 
����� ����� &��, +�8� �]��। F��� F��� �1�l�� �1�l�� �� ���� 
g£� )���], �� ���\,�0�, �� �1�,, ��q�&���(��, E�1�P��, ���8�� (��)� 5�� 5�� ,�8 
g�s�]। 2� �����- E���� (�� (�s। ��]�8� &��� ��q +��8R �]� 2 &'�(7 &�07 R .���U�� 
2�� .��&� ��������� �1��( �|����। ��C &�F�)� (�+ &'�-7 )���] �� ��� ��� �। 4�� R 
������� �01 &�F�)� (�+ ��C 4(�� ��8�� ����, 4�` &���� 4�nz]���� 4��`-� 4��� 2�C &�� 
�। 2� +1 ���7 ���U�� R &�U���� .���+। 

&���� &���� +1 M����� .(�S� M��; �k��� M����� 4��(��R ��� P��+। 2C E���� 
2C ����� (��+� (���� ��5��� &�� �� ������ ��`�। ��� M��� E&��1 &���� ��31 ¥�z���� 
��8�]��� 2�� ����� &*� )���] ���� 
����� ���&�U�V �01 R ������ ���X���� ��P� )���], 
���7��� 2 (0� ��� ���। 2� 2� ��(�� R gh��� E��3� ���� ���। �01 R ���� &�F) (��� 
�,�� M����� 4� E����� )���] ���� 2 (0� ��� ���। 

������ &�F�)� 43�� M����� .�Po� �]� �1��( 2�� 4��������। �1�l,� 4��,����, ]�8�R 
2 g�t��1 M��� ����h &��� �����(�� ����� .(�� (���] 2�� ���l����� &�&�, ��3� 
.��J�, �����(�� �u�, Fd�,�� 2�� Cg�� ���`��� (�7(�7�&) ����h 4c-�� +,�-� (��] 
4.�- (���] (��( )�+�� .����� �(� kL�+(���� M����� &�8� 4����। .���� ��+���(, 
]��, c��( 2�� (Ỳ ( &�,s�� &��0C 4��,����, (�� )���]- �(� ��,����� �, �1�l,����� 
4(g 4(g ���� 4,�] �+
 &�F�)� ������। M����� +���� M����� &�8� � ����� (��- 
�)�&�� M��� k�� ��`� �31 (���] : .0��, C��)��&� Z[\ &'�(7 E&�P���, ��� *�� ��� 
(�&��1( ���̀ C ������ &�F) �� &��3- (�� 0��( 2�� ������, ���X)� &���- ����` (�� 
(���� (���� .���U��� M����� �� )���] 4�, C��)�& .-��� .�Po��� &�(��� )R��� 2� &��� 
R �WX�J�� &'�(7 ��z��  



]� 

��0o &�a)� 2�� *�� ������ .���� ���1�� ���(�S� C��)�&�( &�Y� (��� ������7 
E��-7��,��� &�����(C 4� ��z�� 4�� ����]। �1��( �1�l,� 4��,�����,� ���1�� 2C &�&1� M��� 
E�(�� (����� g�s�]। &�(��� g��1��,� (���- C��)��&� ����3�� &'�(7 4� M��¢�, �� M����� 
���� ��Z�� ��& (��� ��� M��� �� (��। 

2]�8�R M��� �31 (���], 2� E��(� (��]C ���� R �01��� ����] �� ��z�� )��]�8� 
(��� ��+� । E��(C �(]� 4]�8�], �(]� )��� 4��� �����]। M��� (���� (���� .�1���, ������� 
������ )�� 4&Z�� E�( 4��� ����� g|& )�� gs�� ����। M��� ��� ������ *���(�� 4��� 
E�(�(C ��z� ��� (�� 4*�� �����]। 2 43��R E��(C *���(�� �����R &����, ���� ��+� )�- 
E07�| ��z� )���� ������ ��� 4��C (��� ���`1��� M���। &�(�� ���� &�F�)� �1����� 4(� 
E�;71�e ��& (���। *�� ���� ��R��� +1 M��� �1�l,� E����� R .��& P����� ����, MC,� 
P�� &Y�o (��� ���� �। E0P 2 (0�R &��1 4�, 
�����&�U�V ���� ���C +���� C��)��&� Z[\��-7 
g�(�-, ���( �1�l,����� �� .��J�,����� (��3,� (�� ���� g�P� �। 

2C &��, M��� kL��� &��, g��� (�� 4�, 2C .(S �[ )��� M�,C 
����� ����� ����o 
4����� E�(�( M��� )������]। *�� ��z��� (��] ��3� ������ ��R��� �(��� ��z��� &�3�|(�� 
F)�-� &����, 40�( M��� ���� )���]। 

2C&� �������¦� ���1C M����� 2�,�� 4��� )���]। *�� M����� 2��&�U�V 4� ������ 
I��� )���] �� E����� U�� &������ 2�� ���`1��� &����� 43�� .�� (��� &)��( )�� ����। 
4� �01,� *�z( 40�( ���K �� ���- )R�� ��(��। &�� )�� E.(���� ������ 40�( �(��� ���`1�� 
M��� ������ &�,Y)�� )�� �� 40�( ��7�P (�� E����l �� .(�� (�� 2C *�z( ����-� 4Po� (�� 
����। 4���-������� k���1 ���� &�F�)� 4Po� E�1�)� ���� 2(�V +[�� ���C M��� �� (��। 2 
���� 3�  )�� 2 (�+ k�)�� )��, 2��( 2�� &'�-7 (�� E&�� )�� gs�� ���। 2 �1����� ���� 
(�7&�P� &�*����( )�� &�a) 4C। 

���� 2�� �01 .���-1(��-� +1 &�(�� �-&�&1����o 2(�� .���-1(�- (���� ,s (�� 
(�����o Ho�1)। 

=�(� ��q���1����� .�l 4.�-��C& P1��e�� .�1�� C��)�&��� .�*&� ��*+���) (��� 2C 
.���-1(�- (����� 4P����1�। 

(����� &�&1�� )�� (����� &�&1�� )�� (����� &�&1�� )�� (����� &�&1�� )�� ::::    
;L &���)gt� M)��, .�*&�, C��)�& ����,, =�(� ��q���1���। 

;L M�&�y���, .�*&�, ����� ����,, P§F�� ��q���1���। 

;L &*� M�� M(a, ���P��(, C����g� E* �������� ���;+, ��+��)�। 
;L 2���� )(, ���P��(, =�(� ��k��। 

;L 4(, 2�, (���, ���P��(, +���� M(7�C�& R Fd�,��। 

;L 4(, 2�, �)&�, &)���,� .�*&�, C��)�& ����,, =�(� ��q���1���। 
;L ���&�� ��� )�[, &)���,� .�*&�, ������� ����,, =�(� ��q���1���। 

+�� )�&� )��*+�� �)��, &�&1-&�P�। 
 

.(�S� (�7��Ya ���7o F�d� +1 ������� ��]�C (�� .���-1(�- (����� &��� 4�� (��। 
.���-1(�- (���� 4&Z�� ���7� R F)-���,1 �( � �� ����������� ��P�C (��। (����� &�7&~� 
�&��V������ 4� &(� ���� R �01 .���-1 ��� ,Y)�� )�, 4(����� 4&Z��C F�d EV��7l (�� )���]। 
F�d� +1 4��(Y� �������� �(]� �(]� (���� �(P (��; �(]� �� ���� R �01 �� F�d� g|(� 7̀� 
+1 4)�| +[�� �� &�F�)� +1 ���7� 4�। .(�S� �3 40�( ��z��� 2C ���7� �0�&��1 ��� 
(��  
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)���]। ��� 2-43�� E�( &�� .(S�( 4�� k�) &�&1�� &~��� )�� )���]। 2�(C 4��(�� 
,-1, ��� R�� 
�����( (�+ 4&�� ���V k���1 ������ &��� .(�S� (�7���� �)���� 4��� 
)���]। ���R (�7��� 4��, 40�(�] 2�� E��(��� 43��C &*�R )���]। ��� &�F) �0�&��� 
)���� )��, E�( &�� ,�8�� 4,�]। *�� �������` &����+ E�1�� 4��, (��� )���]। 
����`���� ������ �� &�(�� 2C ������� .(� )�� 4��� �����]�। g��)�-
�� ��� ��� 4�, 
� !" &���� ��� 4,�+� ����u�� ��R�� ���K� �। ������ ���� +1 M��� .���-1 Fd 40�( 2C 
����u�� g�Y� (��। �(� .���-1(�- (���� ����� &�� ��� ���� &�(��� �3����। ��C ��� 
���� &�F�)� 4Po� ������ 4�� )�। =�(� 4,�+�� 2C ����u ]��� )��। 4(��(��� 4,�+��R �। 
C�����1 ������ ���� 4.�& P�� ���। 2C 4,�+��� *�C� 4��(P3�� EV���� �]�, )s�| E1 
(�,�+� 5���� 4��� ������&��� E���� ��R�� ���। ���+��t ���� ��� M����� ��� ���� 
��z+�� �,�� E���&�� ���c��� ��R �� ��R�� ����। 2� ��� (�� �&�� )�C�(���7 ����]। M� 
&�� )��। &����� �� g�Y��� M(���C �,���]। 2 40�( .���-1(�- (����� &�(��� (�+ ���z� 
R &�J� (��� +1 E�� MF) R MV��(��C �1l )�। .(�S� (�7���R ��z��� 2C E������ �0�&��1 
��7��� �����]; ��z��� ���7����� ��5���� (&�� (���, .�� 43��C &*� )���]। ������ ��� 
����&��) (����U� E����� &�+��� )���]। E1�1 ���� ������ 4�����R (����� 2C ��� 
E�&Y� )���]। .���� ���C ��7N R (���x� 4��� )���]। 4�` ��� F�0� )�K &(� ���� ��7N 
2�� (���x�; *�� ��s(��� ��3 4(� ��� (� M�] �� 2(+�� +�� &�� )��। 

.���-1(�- (����� �&��V �]� ����&��) ��� 4� ��`�� M�] ����C ]��� )��; �(� (��7�3�� 
2�� ����` E&����� 4��� 4��। ����� R C���+� ��`�� ��� ����Z�� M��� &�(�� �� �����]। 
��]�8� gk7, �)a�, M��� R [� ��`�� 4�� �(]� Z[\��-7 ���� E����&) &�(��� EV��7l )���]। 
r��a����, *��&�, +��7�, +���� R C�a����� .�Y�� ��`�� 4�� �(]� ���� R �01 0�(� &��R 
��� E���� (�� 2�� F�d 4&&��� �� 4��� 2�R &���� )��। 2Z�� ���`1��� +�1 +�� 
�C�। .�&�Q(�� R ���&��� (0� ����P� (�� 4(� 4(� ���� &��3u (�� )���], ��� 4& 43�� 
M��� ����`���� �31 4����] ���� ����� ��(Y�� � ���। 

��7��� M����� &�F�) .�� &��8 �� ��� �YJ�� ���� R �01��� +�� )���]। 2� 4��� �" 
)�+�� �YJ� ]��� )�K। ���( ���� R �01��� ]���� ��C�� ��� ����। 2]�8� &�F�)� .�U�� E�1�)� 
0�(�� M�R ������ &�,Y)�� )��। 2Z��� Z[\R (� �। E07�| 2Z��� R�� ,��`-� (�� 2�� 
��� R�� ���X (�� .(S-.(���� ��Z��� ��C��R �� �01 &����� ���l&�F�� R 
����� ��� 
&�U�V Fd .(���� &���� E����� 40�( ����। 2 &����, &¨&���� (�� 4�� R +���� 
��07C 
2(�V E���)��7। (��- 2 &'�(7 �� 4��� ���J �01��� +��� +��� ����� M����� EF���� �� 
4��� ���7� R &K� )��। ��]�8� 2 M����� EV E��.�-�� g|&; ��C 2 &'�(7� .���� ]� ��� 
�©, ����\ R MF�) &���3� (�� 4�� R &�(���� I��( (�7��1� EV��7l। ��� .�� .���� 
Mj&�P� 4��C ����� E��1���� &�Q +�8� ������ &�U�V �01��� &�F�)� +1 ���� 
M(7�C�& .��J� (�� 0��( 2�� 2 &�F�)� (�+ R 2� R�� ,��`-�� (�7&�P� E�1�)� ����। 
���������� ���l&�F�� R 
����� ����� �1����� 2 &����� ��5��� (��� &����, &Y�o &������ 
��(��- ����`���� 2 (���- 4�, 2 &�F��� 2 4���� &�75��� +&����- E��F)- (���]��, �� 
�� ���� ����� &��, 4��,����, �� �Y�� ����, �� �� �01 M(7�C�&-2� &�F) &�Y���  (��� 
0�(��। 2 &����, ��o (�� k�7�,1+( ]�8� M� �(]�C ��� ���� �। 

.(�S� ����� �����- ���� R �01��� &�F�)� (��+ 
�Lª��7���� &�8� ���� ��z�� M����� 
&)����,�� (���] ����� &(��( +��C MV��( �1���। 2 ��7��� �(]� .��J�, &�,s, �1�l R 
(�7�� �� ����`���� g������,1। =�(� ��k��, ����� 2(��;��, =�(� ��q���1��� Fd�,��, 4(��� 
�����( ��C�«��, �������� E�+����� ��C�«��, I��( ����� ��C�«��, +���� &�&� ��C�«�� 2��  



M� 
 

+���� M(7�C�& R Fd�,�� ����h���� M������( &�)��1 (���]। �������� 4.& C����g�, 
P§F�� ��q���1��� ��k�� 2�� ���+��� (���(���� )��R M��� �(]� ���� R �01��� 4����]। 2]�8� 
�01 �/-���, .���3� �/-���, ����� �/-���, �������� &�P���� Fd�,�� 2�� &����( 4,���a� 
����u� (�;, 2�, MC)-2� 4&n+�1 ��&��1( ����-�5���+ M��� &�F) (��� 4����]। ��z��� 
&�U� &)����,��� +1 M��� ��z��� .�� (Y���� ��� (��]। 

�1�l,� g��1��, R �1�l,� &�F) 40�( E��( ������ ���� .(S�( &�)��1 (���]। ��z��� 
���1 �(]� �� 2��� g��� (�� ���C &�,� �� (��]। .�l ������ ��P����� M�� &�¬� 4Pn���� 
�(]�&��1( ���1�� ���� .(S�( �����]। ������ ���������� 
����� M�a�� 2�� ���(7 
(��F�&� ��&��1( ���� 2, 2�, 2, ���)��� 4&n+�1 M��� 4����]। .���& �������� M�a���� 
&��, +�8� E��( ��z��� ������ .(S�( �����]। ��z��� ���1 ����� ������ �g*, M�++�� )( 
��C��, ;L 2���� )(, M��� M��, &���R��� 4)��& R +�)� gt� M)���� �� g������,1। ����� 
)�� �(]� ���1�� ���� ���s���] ��)��k� )( 2�� 4��a(�� C«��)� 4��)�~�। ���+�,� &�(�� 2�� 

��� ����� 4������ ������ &�F�)� 43�� ����� &�)��1-&)����,��� (0� M��� ���Y� )�  � ��z�� 
)�� )�&� 4�n�*( C���, �Rk� M)��, ��¬k� )�&�, M�k& &����, 4��«� �XZu, ���&�� ��� 
4Pn���� R M��,�� (���। ������ ��7���� �(]� Z[\��-7 ���� ���� &�)��1 (���] ��[t� g��, 
(�+� +�*� M)��, E+� ���, C&��C� 4��)�~�, ��� &�(��, 4�� M�k� +���, ;L &�¬�-g�-
�)�� 2�� M���� )(। C&�� (���� ,���, ���&�y��� ���, g|�� (��V ��, 
� 4Pn���� R 4�+� 
4��5�( 
����� ����� ���� R �01��� �����]। g����� &(��( M��� MV��( �1��� +���K। 
2]�8� M����� ����� &�F�)� ����� (�7(���� &��, +�8� ����] M�R E��(। 2C 
S ���&�� 
��z��� .��1�(� �� g��� (�� &�� �। M����� M(7�C�&-2� ���� &��3- ����� ��z��� &(��� 
�� �������� g|& �)�&�� ����� ����]। ��z����(R �1���। 

���� R �01��� &�1�� ��P�C��� 43�� .���-1(�- (����� E��� (Y����� &��0 ��- (��]। 
(����� &�&1,- ��� I��7, �© R MF) &)(��� �������� .�&�Q(�� R ���1 ��P�� (���]। ��z�� ��� 
�������� &�1�� ��P�C (���, .(�S� gh� 2�� ����` (�� ��&���)� �01&�Y�� R 4&n(�7 �Y��� 
+1 ���1�� �����7 �����]। 2 43�� M��� ����`���� (����� 4P����1� .�*&� ��*+���) (����� 
(0� MV��(��� &��, ��- (��]। 

���� &�F) ��Z��� .(���� �1����� �������� &�(���� �01 �/-����( �1��� +��C। 2C 
&��, �������� &�(���� ��H- ����, 2�� �� �.N�&7-2� .��R M��� (Y���� 
�(�� (��]। 

&����  ̀ M�R (��(+�� (0� ���� )�- 
����� ����� ����&�F) ��Z��� 4�]� ����] 
��z��� Eb�V c� R ���& &���, ��z�� 2C .(�S� P��+ ,��`(- I&�� M� ¬����� ����, M*&� 
4Pn����, ��) M)�� 4�+� 2�� R���)k� )(। ������ P�(��� �����\ �- ,��`-�� Y)� R .(�S� 
(��+� &��, 2(�j��� ��z�� ���� R �01��� &�F�)� (�+ )�� �[ (�� ����&���)� &�F), ��]�C, 
&'���� &)����, 4.&(�� I���(�-, ��H- ������-&�7��� (�+ &���� R &�(�-7 &���� ���1 &'h 
(��। 2]�8� &�(���� ��q�& R ����� PU��7�� c� R �J�� (0� g������,1। .��&�( ��( 40�( 
M�k� )������ ,��� ����\���� 2�� ���& �|���� .(�S� 
�����( (�+(�7 E�1�)� ����� &�)��1 
(���]। 

���������� 
����� ���� ��z�� Mj��� �����], ��z�� ��7���� )���], ��z�� �1�, 
�(�� 
(���], &�7�1��� .��(�� ������� ��z�� 4���.��� ������� E��� 4����], ��z�� M����� (��7� ��0 
.�� ��)���7� 4.�-�
�� ��z��� &(��� g�t�� ,��� c�� R MV��( (Y���� ��� (�� 
����� ����� 
�������� 2C &�F) M��� 4���� ����`� )��� ���� ���K। 

 )�&� )��*+�� �)�� 

&'��( 



    

���� .&Q ���� .&Q ���� .&Q ���� .&Q : : : : ������������������������---->>>>    
    

2C ��� &�,Y)�� �������� (��&��� � "@ &�� $ E�w��� 40�( � $� &��� >? ��P7 
��7V।  

&����( MC +���� �� 40�( � ?> &���� @C +� &����( MC�� E�&� ��7V &� 
���� ��+���( (��7(��� ��`� �]�। *�� 2C &���� ������� ���1� &����( &�(���� ����h 
�U��(��C .��*��� )�, ����h E�1���� +���, �0�-2��;� (�? �YJ�), 4��+&����� ��R��� E;7�� 
(>@ �YJ�), 4�n��( ,-�/ MC (G! �YJ�), ��� E�� ��7�P &�U�V ������7  (<@-?� �YJ�), 
��&�/ (��� ������7 ($$-�>? �YJ�) 2�� � ?> &�� ��&�/ &�U�V &�(��� .����� 
(�"@-�$> �YJ�)। 2� &��, ����] ���������� ���� ��+���( 4��� F*����� &���� (>, G 
�YJ�), �)�� ���& ����� .�� &�(��� ����� (?G-$! �YJ�), 2�� ]����+���� �|(��� ������� 
(�>@ �YJ�)।  

&�(��� (�,+�� 40�( &�,Y)�� 2(�� ���� ���7 ���(5� ������� AN (�Y7( 
��� 
�������� .��J� &'�(7�   ���(S�� 2(�� ���� 2C E��� ,Y)�� )���]। ��]�8� 4.�&�;N 
MC��� �� 2�� 4+���� M+� ���� �1�l,� �� ������� ���1�� ���(5�� ��&(��� EV�7��� 
���P� *��� g�s�] (�<$-�"? �YJ�)।  

� ?> &� &����( MC E�&��� ����C �|(��� &�(�� (�Y7( .�X ��&��/� 
��[�� ��������� �Y�Y�a� .����� (�$G �YJ�) 2�� ���� ��+���( ���� &���� +���� 
,-��/�( AN .��J�� ���� &�h����� )���] �@  �YJ��। � ?> &�� ��3� (��� �������7� 
��[�� ]����� .����1��� )���� R .������� ���� &������ )���] �@G-�@@ �YJ��।  

� ?G 40�( � ?" & ��7V 4�&� ���� EV��7l )���] ��� ���1 ����] A�e�C+ (��� 
������7 (� ?->�" �YJ�), &�(�� (�Y7( &�������� 
������ )5�3� (>>!->>> �YJ�), 
���������� +&����- (�Y7( ���,� .������ (>>" �YJ�), &�7���� ���X�� 4��� R .�13 ��7�P 
���� (>?> �YJ�) 2�� � ?" &�� ������ ��7�P। 2 ��7�P 4.�&�;N MC��� ���� ������� .�07�  
��& *����� �+h�) 4( ���7 ���(5��� 
���(��(��� ��+���( ��C &�07 +���। 2� ���� ��R�� 
���� >>@ 40�( >"" �YJ��।  

��7�P�� *��*��� �� ���������� .�� ��+���( ��Z�� 4���� ����`� &��� �� 
(�7&�P� .�� (��। � ?" &� 1���� MR���� ����7 �<-�*� (�7&�P� .�� (�� (>"$->?? �YJ�) 
2�� � ?? &� ���7 ���(5� MR���� ��,  ? �*� (�7&�P� 4�� (>?$->$? �YJ�); ? �*�� &�07� 
$C +�� E��J� )����, ������� Z���`7- (>$$ �YJ�) 2�� &�7�1��� .������� �P� (>$$->@G 
�YJ�) ����&���) ��R�� ����। 

����� ��`� R &�rY��� R�� ���(5�� ��&(��,7� MU�-�j( ���� ��������� ���� 
&�����+� )���] >@@-> ! �YJ��। ����7�(��� ����� �7����� R�� )5�3� .�Po�� ��[�� 
M�a���� �P�  ��R�� ���� G$>-G$  �YJ�� &�h����� ����&���)।  

� ?@ &�� ? +������ �(]�&��1( 4�&����( ������ �,��( 2�� &����( ���)�� 
&�&1��� ���7 ���(5��( ���Kh (��� E������, 4F*��� (�� )� (G!<-G!? �YJ�)। M,���� 
`8�/ ������ ��� (�0� 2C ������ .�� M&��� ) 4+�� M�( E���� MR���� ��, .�� 4�� 
���+�� �)��। 2C ����� &�U�V ���� ����] G!<-G?@ �YJ��।  



M,���� `8�/ �����, �-7���� &�r�� .�Po�, E07���( E&�V�`, &�������� 
������ 
)5�3� 2�� ����h ��+���( ���� ���1 ��(1� .�Po�� ����.�3�� ��+���( M�)�R�� 
���(5� ������� )�� Rs। 2C &�� ���7 ����� c��( M�a�� (����7�(�� &�7)��� ����7) .-�� 

��� ����� .��J�� M®��� ����  &�����+� )���] G@>-G ? �YJ��।  

,--E&�V��`� 2C �������� ���1 � ?@ &�� ? �;�&D� �R��� ��&�� 4���R R 
)������ ;�( 4�। ����h ��+���( 2�� ]�� &�,s (�Y7( 2C M�a���( 4���1��� ��5Y� (��� 
���� ��R�� ���� G @-<G@ �YJ��। ‘‘&�F��� ]�� &���+�’’ ��-�*� M�a�� 2�� ,-E��1�� 
&�U�V ���� &�����+� )���] <!@-<�> �YJ��।  

M,���� ����� .�1�)��, 4,������� I�s( 2�� 4+���� C���)��� (��] 4.�&�;N 
MC����� 3��� )5�V��� ���� ��R�� ���� <G@-<"! �YJ��। � ?  &�� >? ��P7 3��� ����� 
����7� &�� 40�( 4+���� C���)�� �� (�Y7( &�7+� .�13 4����� ���X�� ��7�P, ���� 
��+���( ���� &��,s�( R ��7�P� .P��-�, MC,� (�s���� M��� 2�� ��� ��[�� ��+���( 
��&���)� .����� 2�� (��(�� ��+���( �� (�Y7( .(���1 
������ ��3 �l�1 ����� ���� 
4��� )���] <"�-" > �YJ��।     

� $! &�� ��7�P� ���(5���  ���X�� &��1�,��J �� �)�&�� MR���� ���,� ��¢�� 
��+� &��R ���(5�� ��&(�,7 (�Y7( 3��� )5�V��� &���� &'�(7  &����� 2�� ���(5� 
����& ����7� 4�� +���*(�� M�� ���¯� (�Y7( 3��� )5�V��� ���������� ���� ����] "">-??� 
�YJ��। 2 ]�8� ���� ���(5�� ��+���( �� ���� ,-���`�� 4��,�� (��� 4P���]��, ���(5�� 
��&(�,7 (�Y7( 3��� )5�V��� .�� EV��� &Y�o� ��[�� ���� ��+���( �� 
��� ������� 
.��J�� ��3 �l�1 4�� (� 4&&� ��`��� g�� ����R EV��7l (�� )���] 2C E��। 

� $� &�� � �� ��P7 4+���� C���)�� �� (�Y7( +���� ���`�� E����� ��,� (��� 
4��`-� &�����+� )���] ??< �YJ��। 

2C 4��`-�� ����.�3�� &�F ��������� 4� E�5�` �����3� )� ��� ����R ����] 
? > �YJ� ��7V। ���������� ����h ��� )���� R &�7�1��� .������� ��[��  ���(5�� 4&����)� 
E� �1�)�� (�� (? � �YJ�) 2�� � $� -2� ? C ��P7 C���)�� �� ,--E&�V�&�( ���(5��� 
&�)��������� ��� M�1���� (�� (? G �YJ�)। 

� $� &� $ C ��P7 =�(�� 4�&�(�&7 ����� MR���� ��, .�� 4�� ���+��� �)���� 
���)��&( ��`�-� ���� &�h����� )���] $!G-$<" �YJ��।  E&)���, M�a��� ����.�3�� 
MR���� ��, 4�Y�Y�a� &��, M���P�� +1 4.�&�;N C���)�� ��, +���*(�� M�� ���¯� 2�� 
E1�1 ���(5�� 4��� =�(� M,� 2(� �? C ��P7 40�( 2C M���P� &�U�V �������R ����]। 
M���P�� &���u�  ����7C =�(�&) ���������� ����h ��� &����( ���)� +,�-� R�� &�� 
MU�- P����। 

2 �� G �� &���+� 4��� )���]। .0����� ($ G-@!@ �YJ�) ? �*�� ����  MR���� 
���,� &����� (����-.-�� ���(5��� 4*;���� ��&��/� �&8�� E������`, ��������� 
���������� 2(�� I���(�  � ?<-?" &�� k�� g�&'��(�� &) � $� &�� � �� ��P7 40�( >" 
��P7 ��7V ���� I���(� &���� ������� ���1�� 
����� 4��`-�� M�����7( ���������� ��+���( 
�������� ���P� x��( (��(�� ����( @! -@GG �YJ�) &������ )���]। �Y��� &����+��� )�K 
C���)��-���+� I�s�(� R�� 2(�� ����` .����� (@G<-@<G �YJ�)। 

    

)�&� )��*)�&� )��*)�&� )��*)�&� )��*+�� �)��+�� �)��+�� �)��+�� �)��    
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/231                                                                       Dated : 18-7-1978 

 

RESOLUTION 

 

In connection with the Writing and Printing of the History of Bangladesh War 

of Liberation the Government have been pleased to constitute and Authentication 

Committee for the Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberation” with the following members: 

 
1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar University 

3. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies, Rajshahi. 

4. Dr. Enamul Huq Director, Dacca Museum. 

5. Dr. K. M. Mohsin Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

6. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca 

University 

7. Dr. Ahmed Sharif Professor and Chairman, Deptt. of Bengali, Dacca University 

8. Dr. Anisuzzaman Professor, Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman O.S.D., History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project 

 

The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee:  

(a) To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 
included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

(b) To determine validity and price of document are required for the purpose. 

 

 

 

 Syed Asgar Ali 
Section Officer 

 



GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/10493/(25)                                                             Dated : 13-2-1979 

RESOLUTION 

In partial modification of Resolution issued under No. 51/2/78-Dev/231, dated 

18.7.78 Govt. have been pleased to reconstitute and Authentication Committee for the 

Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh war of Liberation” with the 

following members: 

 

1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir 
Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 

Chairman 

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed 
Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar University 

Member 

3 Dr. Anisuzzaman 

Professor, Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University 

Member 

4. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda 
Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies, Rajshahi. 

Member 

5. Dr. Enamul Huq  

Director, Dacca Museum. 
Member 

6. Dr. K. M. Mohsin 

Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

Member 

7. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun 

Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca 

University 

Member 

8. Dr. K. M. Karim 

Director, National Library and Archives, Dacca 

Member 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman 

O.S.D., History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project 

Member-Secratary 

2. The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 

To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 
included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

To determine validity and price of document are required for the committee. 

 

 
 M.A. Salam Khan 

Section Officer 
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967/57-DS (P) 

Karachi, the 10
th

  October, 1958. 

To 
 

Abdul Hamid Khan Bhashani, 
son of Haji Sharafat Ali Khan. 

 

REASONS OF DETENTION 
 

The Government of Pakistan has reliable information that you have been engaged 
in activities which are prejudicial to the security of Pakistan and its external affairs. In 

pursuance of certain disruptive and subversive purposes you have in speeches and 

through other actions tried to make certain countries outside Pakistan to believe that 

Pakistan was inimical to them knowing full well that this was untrue and that the 

foreign policy of Pakistanis one of friendship towards all countries of the world. You 

have also been engaged in activities aimed at creating hatred between different 

sections of the people of Pakistan and thereby affected its solidarity and national 

unity. You have in furtherance of these designs received assistance and guidance from 

certain powers and parties unfriendly to Pakistan. The Government of Pakistan, being 

satisfied that your activities have been and are prejudicial to the security of Pakistan 

and its external affairs, has, therefore, made an order directing that you be detained 

under the Security of Pakistan Act, 1952. In pursuance of section 6 of that Act you are 

hereby informed of the abovementioned reasons for your detention to enable you to 

make, if you so wish, a representation in writing against the order of detention. You 
are also hereby informed that you have a right to make such a representation. 

 
 

Sd./- HAMEEDUDDIN AHMED 
Joint Secretary to the Government of 

Pakistan. 
 
 

 

 

---------------
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PAKISTAN OBSERVER 

OCTOBER 13, 1958 

4 Ex-Ministers, 3 Ex-M.P.A.s, 3 Officers arrested. 

Charge of Corruption 

BHASHANI DETAINED -UNDER SAFETY ACT 

East Pakistan Bureau of Anti-Corruption arrested Sunday Morning ex-Ministers 

Mr. Abul Mansoor Ahmed, Mr. Mohammad Abdul Khaleque, Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman and Mr. Hamidul Huq Chowdhury, Reports A.P.P. 

They are alleged to have acquired vast properties disproportionate to their known 

sources of income. 

Maulana Abdul Hamid Khan Bhashani was arrested yesterday morning al 

Mirzapur in the district of Mymensingh under Pakistan Safety Act. He was then 

brought to Dacca and was lodged in the Dacca Central Jail. 

Mr. Nuruddin Ahmed, ex-MPA and Managing Director of Green and White 

Limited. Mr. Asghar Ati Shah, C.S.P., Industrial Development Commissioner and ex-

officio Secretary, Commerce, Labour and Industries Department, Government of East 

Pakistan, Mr. Aminul Islam Choudhury, C.S.P., Under Secretary, Commerce, Labor 

and Industries Department and Mr. M. A. Jabber, Chief Engineer, Communications 

and Buildings were also arrested under the East Pakistan Anticorruption Act, 1957 

and Ordinance LXXII of 1958. 

Abdul Hamid Chowdhury, ex-M.P.A. was also arrested in the course of Bureau of 

Anti-Corruption drive. 

The persons arrested under Anti-Corruption Act were produced before Mr. E. 

Kabir. Subdivisional Officer, Sadar (South), Dacca, who rejected their bail petitions. 

Later in the evening, Mr. Qurban Ali, ex-M.P.A. was also arrested on charges of 

corruption. He will be produced before a Court today pending further enquiry. - 

A.P.P. 

 

 

-------------------
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SECRET 

 

REPORT OF THE STUDY GROUP APPOINTED BY THE BOARD OF 

NATIONAL RECONSTRUCTION 
 

*   *   *   *   * 
 

3. The Study Group considered the general situation in the count 17 in the light of 

a comprehensive note prepared by D.I.B. It came early to the conclusion that mete 

publicity was not enough, and that there were major problems affecting the welfare of 

the people which had to be recognized and tackled before a satisfactory climate of 

opinion could be obtained. Publicity could only be a means for keeping the people 

informed of Government's activities and intentions, and could not take the place of 

"performance". The Group was also of opinion, that if the Revolution was to mean 
anything it was desirable that apart from the determination of main "objectives" of 

National Guidance major "tasks" of National Reconstruction should also be 
formulated, along with the "means" to secure them, so that these goals are kept in 

view and sustained efforts are made to attain them. 

The Study Group devoted its first three sittings to the determination of these 

objectives, tasks and means, and after discussion with the Board of National 

Reconstruction formulated the following proposals: 

 

PRINCIPAL OBJECTIVES OF NATIONAL GUIDANCE 

 

4. The following should be the principal objectives of National Guidance: 

(i) To build Pakistan into a well-knit nation, and develop a national 
outlook. 

(ii) Inculcation of ethical and civic values and development of an enlighten 

and realistic attitude amongst the people of Pakistan. 

(iii) To interpret the conception of the Revolution to out people, to explain 
its ideals and achievements, and to inspire the nation to a major 

constructive effort. 

(iv) To prepare public opinion to expect and accept what they can get 

within our limited resources, instead of entertaining unreal and 
exaggerated hopes. 
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(v) To divert public mind into healthy and constructive channels through 

measures, including promotion of cultural and sports activities, 

displays tatoos. 

(vi) To effectively counter hostile activities, adverse propaganda and 
negative influences emanating from abroad and within. 

 
MAJOR TASKS AND MEANS OF NATIONAL RECONSTRUCTION 

 
5. The following are the major tasks of National Reconstruction: 

 

(1) To overhaul the government machinery so as to obtain an honest and 

       efficient administration; 

(2) To ensure clean, rational and honest business methods; 

(3) To stabilize and strengthen the national economy and to control inflation; 

(4) To inculcate simplicity and austerity in living standards; 

(5) To arrange for consultation with enlightened public opinion, pending 
evolution of suitable machinery for giving direct effect to the wishes of the 

people; 

(6) To make an all-out effort to solve special problem of East Pakistan and to 

promote amity between "the two wings"; 

(7) To raise the cultural and intellectual level of Pakistan, promote cultural 

activities connected with various parts of the country and to assist in the 

growth of a national culture; 

(8) To enable women of Pakistan to overcome the handicaps, at present 
confronting them, and play their proper role in the life of the nation; 

(9) To deal with the problems connected with various minorities in Pakistan; 

(10) To evolve a suitable policy and initiate action regarding subversive 

activities emanating from foreign sources, especially India, Afghanistan, 
U.S.S.R,U.A.R.; 

(11) To develop healthy national spirit and loyalty to Pakistan amongst       the 

citizens of Pakistan, and to eradicate sectarianism, regionalism and 

provincialism; 

(12) To make an early, equitable and final settlement of the refugee problem; 

(13) To formulate and implement a suitable labor policy; 

(14) To strive for a just settlement of Kashmir and Canal Waters Disputes: 
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(15)  To emphasize the role of foreign policy, in ensuring security, 

consolidation and progress of Pakistan, and to obtain public support for it. 

6. The following are the important means for accomplishing some of the Tasks set  

out above: 
 

 (1) Land reform. 
  

 (2) Rehabilitation of rural life and economy. 
 

 (3) Provision of the basic requirements of common man as a producer and 

        consumer, such as implements, and other requirements on the one hand, and 

        food, shelter and medical facilities on the other. 

 

 (4) Reform of the educational system, so as to make it really suited to the needs 

        of the country. 

 

 (5) Reform of the judicial system. 

 

 (6) Strengthening and re-organization of publicity resources in the country. 

 

 (7) Rationalization and nationalization of transport and public utility economy. 

 
 (8) State trading in selected items. 

 
 (9) Planning and rationalization of agricultural production with a view to 

        achieving self-sufficiency in food. 
 

 (10) Appointment of Commissions for re-organization and streamlining of 
         Services with a view to meet the changed conditions and to effect economy. 

 

 (11) Shifting of the capital from Karachi to a suitable place. 

 

 (12) Introduction of Family Planning with a view to stoppage of reckless growth 

        of population. 

 

 (13) Establishment of an organization for co-ordination of work, and  

  Implementation of the Objectives of National Guidance and Reconstruction. 

         

Most of the items listed above are self-explanatory and it is not proposed to     deal 

at length with them. Only a few items, connected mainly with National Guidance and 

calling for immediate action will be dealt with here. 
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NATIONAL INTEGRATION 

The most urgent Objective of National Guidance is "to build Pakistan into a well-

knit nation". This is, in fact, the biggest problem before the country. The Study Group 

devoted considerable time to the examination of the question and came to the 

following conclusions: 

 
(a) The problem of national integration is not peculiar to Pakistan. Most countries 

have had to face it at various stages of their normal history, and some seemingly well-
knit countries (e.g. Canada) have even now got it in some form. Pakistan has some 

very special difficulties in this connection, due to the geographical situation of East 

and West Pakistan and existence of strong linguistic groups in West Pakistan, but it 

has also certain strong counteracting positive forces, and during the last 11 years some 

progress has been made in several directions. 

 

The position, however, is far from happy even now, and reopening of 

constitutional and other controversial questions, unless these are handled with the 

greatest care, will have an unsettling effect, and major efforts are needed to make 

Pakistan a well-knit nation. The issues are partly political, but the "Group" is of 

opinion that the limited success achieved so far has also been due to the absence of 

well coordinated and comprehensive arrangements to deal with the problem. There 

has been plenty of empty slogan-mongering without a well-planned and sustained 

effort to face and solve the problem on a methodical basis. The "Group", for example, 
is not aware of any organization, within the Government of Pakistan which gives the 

question detailed attention, and studies the steps which have been taken in other 
countries, e.g. U.S.A... U.S.S.R. and bilingual or tri-lingual states like Switzerland 

and Belgium to weld heterogeneous elements into a harmonious whole. 
 

(b) The Group believes that the building of Pakistan into a well-knit nation will 
need an all-out effort on the part of the entire Government organization, but it should 

be made one of the principal responsibilities of three Ministries of the Central 

Government Interior, Education and Information and Broadcasting, and they should 

take well- coordinated and effective steps to achieve the same. 

 

(c) The Group further recommends the immediate setting up of an organization on 

the lines of the Canadian Citizenship Department, which is entrusted with a similar 

task in regard to "assimilation of different ethnic, linguistic, and cultural groups of the 

people in Canada into an integrated Canadian nation". This organization should carry 

on research in psychological, cultural, linguistic and other problems, which have a 

bearing on national integration in Pakistan. It should study regional cultures and 

group habits in different parts of the country, and the causes of inter-group and inter-

regional tensions, and should suggest measures to resolve them. It should have 

carefully selected psychological and other experts’ in charge of its researches, and 
their conclusions should provide a basis for suitable action by the different 

departments of Government. The "Group" recommends that the newly organized 
Bureau of Reconstruction should be entrusted with this work, and should utilize 

existing agencies for implementation of its findings. 
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(d) The national integration is partly psychological and emotional in character but 

it will be promoted by developing a sense of inter-dependence and complementing 

economies. Suitable steps for the same may be taken by appropriate organizations. 

CULTURAL AFFAIRS 

 

An important aspect of national integration relates to cultural questions. This is a 

delicate and complex matter, and should be approached with caution, broad-

mindedness and understanding. For one thing, in our society, there is no shortage of 

those bigots and fanatics who would like to throttle all cultural activity, under one 

excuse or another. Again, in the name of the evolution of national culture, it is 

possible to discourage regional cultures and deny people's self-expression through 

modes to which they are accustomed. Both these temptations should be scrupulously 

avoided. Achievement of freedom should mean fulfillment of spirit and not 
frustration. Besides, Pakistan consists of areas, which at the time of Partition were not 

only "have-nots" in the material sense, but were also comparatively unknown, and 
their history, culture, and group habits were largely unstudied. If, therefore, full play 

is not given to the cultural activities of different areas and the study of their history 
and group habits is not encouraged, the human element in these areas will remain 

unknown. No harmonized national life is possible, without a study and understanding 
of the component groups. It is, therefore, imperative that full play should be given to 

traditional cultural activities associated with different areas, and these variations 

should be approached in a spirit of broad-mindedness, respect and understanding. 

 

On the other hand, the Central Government of Pakistan cannot escape its 

responsibilities for assisting the growth of a national culture, as a basis for 

harmonization of different groups in the country. This responsibility is increased very 

considerably, as previous studies of our regional cultures have very often been made 

by non-Muslims, who even when they approached the question with an open mind 

were not very well- equipped to discern and appreciate the Islamic and other common 

elements in various regional cultures, which provide the common thread running in 

these cultures. This difficulty is very greatly increased by the fact that in some areas, 

foreign governments and institutions- e.g. Afghanistan in Pushto-speaking areas of 

West Pakistan and the institutions at Calcutta, etc., in case of East Pakistan-are 
constantly trying, in many ways, to influence cultural activity within Pakistan on lines 

which must create problems for the nation. 
 

In these circumstances, it will be a major failure of duty on the part of 
Government of Pakistan to take the line of least resistance, and to enable disruptive 

elements, with or without inspiration and assistance from across the border, to damage 
Pakistan's solidarity. The line on which Government should face the problem has been 

indicated above. The Ministries of Education and Information and Broadcasting 

should clearly realize their responsibilities and take suitable steps, after very careful 

consideration, to achieve them. They should assist cultural activity in all parts of 

Pakistan and give full play to cultural expression through traditional and local modes. 

They should, however, be held responsible for making a careful study of the cultural 

trends and history of the country in various regions, and discovering and fostering 

those trends which make for a harmonized 
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national culture. For this it will be necessary- 

(1) to re-write history from the national angle, 

 

(2) collect indigenous literature and folk songs, 

 

(3) encourage local arts and crafts, 
 

(4) to promote music, dancing and drama, on proper national lines. 
 

The Group took note of the fact that dancing, as practiced in some parts of the 

country, is under strong Hindu and Indian influences, and many cultural institutions 

are frequented and assisted by personnel of Indian diplomatic missions or by persons 

in touch with these missions. The activities of the foreign missions are altogether a 

separate question, but so far as the cultural pattern is concerned, the proper solution 

lies in evolution of a Pakistani school of dancing. The late Bulbul Chaudhuri was 

working on this, but even the Academy bearing his name has not maintained these 

efforts. Early and adequate efforts should lie made to encourage experiments in the 

evolution of Pakistani dancing. 

 

*  *   *  *  * 

 

EAST PAKISTAN 
 

The Group cannot too strongly impress upon Government the need for the 
consideration and solution of the special problems of East Pakistan. Unless this is 

done in a business-like manner and an answer is found, the very integrity of Pakistan 
will be in danger. The Group devoted much time to the study of these problems and 

paid a visit to Dacca where a large number of senior representative officers were 
interviewed. An impression unfortunately seems to exist in the minds of the people of 

East Pakistan, including the intelligentsia and even some officials, that East Pakistan 

has not had a fair deal from the Central Government. Misapprehensions also exist 

about the people of West Pakistan and their intentions. While it is true that certain 

mistakes, were made in the past, and a lot remains to be done, the Group could not 

help feeling that certain interested parties (mainly from amongst politicians, civil 

servants and businessmen) have aggravated the situation. It has become fashionable to 

blame the Central Government for all and sundry failures. The politicians, including 

those in power, contributed to this state of affairs. Much grass has since grown and 

while the problems are not impossible of solution, provided a well-planned and 

sustained effort is made, further procrastination will make the situation worse and an 

effective solution will then be much more difficult to find. 

 

2. There are many aspects of the problem in East Pakistan-psychological, 
economic, administrative and Political but in the opinion of the "Group" the two most 

important facets are psychological and economic. The area has been so badly 
neglected for at least two centuries, and its general development is so poor in 

comparison with the growth of population that living standards are very low and 
continue to be further threatened, with the increase in population. Unemployment 

particularly amongst the educated is very high 
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and with the provision of cheap college education by private institutions, without 

a corresponding increase in industrial development and opportunities for employment, 

the position is steadily worsening. The "Group" strongly recommends that action to 

deal with the economic problem in a big way should be undertaken. All the genuine 

grievances of East Pakistan in the economic field should be assuaged. All schemes 

which will help to improve the lot of the common man and to dispel the sense of 

frustration from which he, at present, suffers, should be examined with a view to their 

implementation with utmost speed. Special priority should be given to this task so that 

the people can see, within the next few months the spirit and intentions of the new 

Government. It is not for this "Group" to recommend specific schemes. All it can 

suggest is that such schemes should be given priority as promise to confer benefit on 

the largest section of the people and can be implemented quickly and will not require 
much technical know-how. We were told of many fancy schemes involving crores 

which had been sponsored in the past and which, according to experts, promise to 
bring in very little. On the other hand, the immediate needs of the common man in the 

shape of adequate credit facilities to provide him with his working capital, measures 
for improvement of agriculture and cottage industries so necessary to improve his lot, 

and for which there is ample scope, have not received the attention they deserve. 
Schemes suited to the area should receive highest priority. 

While the 'Group' urges very special attention to the economic problems it cannot 

help recording that the problem in East Pakistan is, to a great measure, psychological 

also. While, therefore, every effort should be made to deal with the economic side of 
the problem, the psychological aspect should also receive adequate attention. The 

publicity effort should be stepped up and while the good policies and the good work 
done by the Government and the handicaps which militate against their achievement 

should be made known, those who may be creating hatred and confusion for ulterior 
motives should be debunked and firmly dealt with  

On the administrative side, much leeway will have to be made and the 

administration toned up. Government servants, imbued with a sense of patriotism and 

duty, could achieve a great deal. Mutual recriminations, far from helping the situation, 

make it more difficult. Among the matters concerning the development of the 

Province, which were listed before us, were many which the Provincial Government, 
aided by a good Civil Service, could have adopted on its own initiative without the 

support of the Central Government. 

The old Constitution made a provision for at least two sessions of the National 

Assembly being held in East Pakistan. It will go a long way in inspiring confidence 

and neutralizing the efforts of subversionists if the Presidential Cabinet met in East 

Pakistan, say at least once a quarter. There is also a feeling that Ministers, with their 

homes in West Pakistan, confine their tours mainly to the province of their origin. The 

same applies to senior Central Government officials. Both wings must receive equal 

attention. 

The Chief Secretary was of the opinion that the Police Service of Pakistan should 

be centralized in the same way as the C.S.P. This measure will certainly lead to 

standardization of administrative traditions and will also promote better 

understanding. 
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There are practical difficulties but the proposal should be examined and the 

extent, to which it can be implemented, carefully worked out. Its adoption on suitable 

lines will promote national cohesion, and the "Group" attaches great importance to an 

early implementation of this proposal on proper lines. 

Inter-wing transfers of C.S.P. officers have not been worked in the spirit of the 

manner which the authors of the scheme originally envisaged. If the tenure rules could 
be more rigidly applied and reasonable facilities were given in the form of 

accommodation, furniture etc., the resistance would be considerably broken down. 
Perhaps the Army arrangements could be followed as an example. 

The "Group" had a very useful discussion with the Education Secretary and the 

Director of Public Instruction East Pakistan. In the course of these discussions, the 

"Group" was struck by the fact that, although a lot of attention has been given in East 
Pakistan to the primary education, very little has been done for the secondary 

education. Out of nearly 14(X) High Schools, Government runs only 37 and spends 
very little on the assistance of the others. To us the emphasis seems to be completely 

wrong. The problem of primary education is so big that it is not possible to be 
effective without huge financial outlay which the province or the Central Government 

cannot afford, and the obvious need is for concentration on more important and 
fruitful sectors. The "Group" feels that the general standard of education, 

administration and business in the province will rise if first consideration is given to 

the task of building up leadership in business, industry, professions, Government 

service-by giving special attention to the secondary schools and to the colleges. The 

"Group" would recommend the opening of an adequate number of public schools. At 

the same lime the proposal to shift the Dacca University to a suitable place, away 

from the busy city life and the provincial headquarters at Dacca, should be revived, 

and implemented as early as possible. 

The "Group" was informed that the influence of Indian nationals or others, who. 

although technically Pakistani nationals, have their families and all interests in West 
Bengal, is no longer decisive in a vast majority of private schools, but even now it is 

considerable and is a source of subversion. The D. P.I. indicated that the proposals for 

screening of staff were under consideration. While there should be no witch hunt, it is 

a fair proposition that in institutions which mould the youth, influence public opinion 

and which receive assistance in one form or another from Government, nobody whose 

loyalty to Pakistan is suspect should be allowed to hold an important position. This 

would apply not only to educational institutions but also to publicity organizations 

and cultural bodies. 

One of the causes of the frustration of the intellectuals and writers is the fact that 

there are no facilities for publishing their works and they receive no assistance from 
the State. Actually, the publishing arrangements in East Pakistan have been so 

inadequate that even at present books from West Bengal dominant the market. It is 

necessary that the State should promote cultural activity and lake up publication of 

books etc., on a large scale. 
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Publicity arrangements in East Pakistan should be strengthened and the Unity 

Fund should be administered by the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. 

 

MEANS FOR NATIONAL GUIDANCE AND RECONSTRUCTION 

 

A number of media are available for National Guidance and Reconstruction, but 

the principal agency for influencing public opinion will be Ministries of Education 

and Information and Broadcasting. 

In the last analysis the policy guidance has to come from the President, but 

subject to his overall direction, the Board of National Reconstruction is in charge of 

the policies and mechanics of National Guidance and Reconstruction. The newly set 

up Bureau of Reconstruction will be a useful agency not only with regard to certain 

special items, but also for reviewing the overall picture and submitting proposals 

before the Board. 

These arrangements for overall guidance and research seem adequate, but the 

machinery available for implementing the policies of the Board of National 
Reconstruction will also have to be strengthened. The lines on which the Ministry of 

Education should be strengthened have been indicated in the body of this report. The 
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting has also prepared detailed proposals for 

strengthening publicity in the country, and is taking them up with the Ministry of 

finance. 

This report was approved by the Group at its meeting held on the 3rd December. 
1958. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

-------------------
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SECRET 
 

D. O. No. 325-S9(l)/59  Minister for the Interior, 

Government of Pakistan, 

Karachi, (he 2 1st May, 1959. 

My dear Mr. Zakir Hussain, 

 

You might be interested to see the attached report regarding the situation in East 

Pakistan. 

 

2. It seems to bring out the need to boost up the morale of the people generally 

and to counter hostile propaganda which, partially at least, is responsible for it. It also 

seems to bring out the immediate need for the Administration to establish effective 

contact with the people so that spontaneous enthusiasm is generated for the Armed 

Forces Day on the 7
th

 of October. 
 

3. While, 1 am sure, the above situation will receive your personal attention in 
dealing with it, may I suggest, you also consider the various small and easily 

remediable matters that affect the daily life of the common man and bring about 
immediate improvements in them. For instance, it should be possible to effect 

immediate improvements in municipal services, in the speedier disposal of the 
complaints of the public, and in the early redress of the grievances of the common 

man. Suitable publicity can then be given to the achievements in the above fields as 

also in the field of Village Aid and what is being achieved in the Province by the 

people through mutual cooperation and self-help. 

 
4. I hope to see you in the near future 

With kind regards, 
 

Yours sincerely, 
Sd./-K.M. SHEIKH 

Lt.-Gen 
 

Zakir Hussain, Esqr., 

Governor, East Pakistan 

DACCA. 
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The morale of Government servants in East Pakistan is apparently pretty low. 

Senior officers, particularly those who have received notices have been, heard to 

express the view that the Martial Law has been interfering in civil administration and 

that the Martial Law should be withdrawn leaving the Civil services free. They resent 

particularly "interference" or suggestions by military officers on civil matters. 

2. There is no sign of steady improvement in matters that affect the lives of the 
people daily. Municipal services have deteriorated. Contact between the 

administration and the people are ineffective. These may be due to lack of any 
organization to take note of the small and easily remediable factors that affect the 

morale of the people. 

3. High officials express the view that without the assistance of political parties it 

was difficult to maintain the morale of people in a place like East Pakistan. 
Apparently politicians have been able to get this point of view across. Apart from this 

the argument is being put across that while in West Pakistan the Army can take over 
the civil administration and run it successfully it would not be able to do so in East 

Pakistan and that civil administration should, therefore, have greater freedom in East 
Pakistan. It is essential that the regime and the armed forces are brought closer to the 

people in East Pakistan and the people made to feel that the regime is doing all that is 
possible for them, particularly in view of the reported decision to observe 7th October 

as Armed Forces Day. If on that day sufficient enthusiasm is not spontaneously 

expressed by the people, it is bound to be interpreted as a silent vote of no confidence 

on the regime which will be fully exploited by subversive elements and by hostile 

foreign press. 

4. In creating the present mood and temper in East Pakistan, hostile forces are 
certainly at work. The political parties have been banned but their working has not 

stopped in practice. Political leaders talk in private meetings and discuss political 
problems. The subversive forces are spreading hostile views and propaganda in their 

usual way. Incidentally, the article that was written by Marshall in the "Foreign 
Affairs" was, it is said, circulated from hand to hand to foster opinion against the new 

retiree. All this is happening because there is little activity to foster opinion in favor of 

the regime and to counter hostile propaganda. Countering hostile propaganda cannot 

be effective unless they are based on concrete evidence of day-to-day improvements, 

however small, in the affairs of the people. 

5. In the town of Barisal there is a Hall (a tin-shed) called Aswini Kumar Hall. 
Aswini Kumar was a great social worker of this district and exercised great influence 

in moral regeneration of the society about 60 or 70 years ago. He was held in esteem 
not as a Hindu but as a great social leader. The present District Magistrate thought it 

fit to rename the Hall as Ayub Hall. One local Hindu is reported to have told the 
District Magistrate that it was a wrong thing to do and suggested to the D M. to do 

something else than rename an old institution if he was really keen to have the 

President s name associated with any public institution and offered to work and raise 

funds for such a new institution. It is stated that the District Magistrate got angry with 

the gentleman and with the support of allegedly concocted police reports of 

subversive activities arrested him under the Safety Act. Complaints were allegedly 

made right up to the Provincial 
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Government but the gentleman is still languishing in security detention. If what is 

alleged is true the D.M. has not the necessary outlook to hold charge of a district. It is 

indeed a pity that when matters like this were reportedly brought to the notice of the 

Provincial Government the administration failed to take the necessary remedial steps. 

6. Complaints were heard about the keenness of V.I.P.s for personal publicity. 

Personal publicity unless strictly controlled can have very damaging effect on the 
reputation of the regime as such. Our Ministers were alleged to be paying frequent 

visits to their home towns, which was furnishing materials for hostile propaganda. 

7. As against this rather distressing background there is considerable enthusiasm 

amongst the younger elements (not of the pro-communist groups but definitely pro- 

Pakistan and rightist group) to be able to do something for building up of the nation. 

No effort has been made to harness this enthusiasm. Unless this is done quickly, these 
elements will feel discouraged and the enthusiasm itself may die down in the absence 

of a suitable outlet. 
 

 
 

 
 

---------------- 
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THE GAZETTE OF PAKISTAN. 

EXTRA ORDINARY 

PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY 

 

-------------------------------------- 

 

Karachi, Friday, August 7,1959 
GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN 

MINISTRY OF LAW 

President's Order No. 13 of 1959. 

 

THE ELECTIVE BODIES (DISQUALIFICATION) ORDER, 1959. 

 

In pursuance of the Proclamation of the seventh day of October 1958 and in 

exercise of all powers enabling him in that behalf, the President is pleased to make 
and promulgate the following Order: 

1. Short title, extent and commencement.-(1) This Order may be called the 

Elective Bodies (Disqualification) Order. 1959. 

(2) It extends to the whole of Pakistan, and applied to all citizen of Pakistan, not 
being citizens in the service of Government wherever they may be. 

(3) It shall come into force at once and shall remain in force until the thirty-first 

day of December, 1960, whereupon it shall stand repealed. 

2. Definitions.—In this Order, unless there is anything repugnant in the subject 
or context, - 

 

(a) "Appropriate Government" means, in relation to a Tribunal appointed by   the 

President or named by him under clause (4) of Article 4. the President, and in 

other cases the Governor concerned; 

 

 (b) "elective body" means any assembly, board, committee or similar other body, 

by whatever name called, established or to be established by or under any law, 

of which the constituent members are wholly or partly chosen by means of 

election, and includes a legislature, a municipal corporation, a municipal 

committee, a cantonment board, a district board, a notified area committee, a 

town area committee, a sanitary committee or any other local body or electoral 
college formed for election to a legislature; 
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(c)"misconduct" refers to conduct after the fourteenth day of August, 1947, and 

includes any subversive activity, the preaching of any doctrine or the doing of 

any act which contributes to political instability, bribery, corruption or having 

a general and persistent reputation for being corrupt, jobbery, favouritism, 

nepotism, willful maladministration, willful misapplication or diversion of 

public moneys or moneys collected whether by public subscription or 

otherwise and any other abuse of whatsoever kind of power or position, and 

any attempt at, or abetment of, such misconduct; 

 (d)"respondent" means the person in respect of whom a reference is made under 
clause (1) of Article 6; and 

 
     (e)"Tribunal" means a Tribunal appointed under Article 3. 

 

3. Appointment of Tribunals- (1) The President, the Governor of West Pakistan 

and the Governor of East Pakistan may each appoint, by notification in the official 

Gazette, one or more Tribunals for the purposes of this Order. 

 

(2) Each such Tribunal shall consist of three members, one of whom shall be 

notified to be the Presiding Member: 

 

Provided that the Presiding Member shall be a person who is or has been a Judge 

of the Supreme Court, the Federal Court, or a High Court, or a District and Sessions 

Judge who is or was qualified to be appointed as a Judge of a High Court. 

 

(3) The Tribunals appointed as aforesaid shall respectively be known as the 
Central (Elective Bodies Disqualification) Tribunal, the West Pakistan (Elective 

Bodies Disqualification) Tribunal and the East Pakistan (Elective Bodies 
Disqualification) Tribunal. 

 
4. Functions of Tribunals. - (1) Save as provided in clause (4), the Central 

(Elective Bodies Disqualification) Tribunal shall enquire into and report upon cases 
relating to the misconduct of— 

(a) person who have held any office, post or position, including the membership 

of any elective body under, or in connection with the affairs of, the Federation; and 

(b)persons ordinarily resident in the Federal Capital at the time of committing 

the misconduct, or at any time thereafter. 

 

(2) Save as provided in clause (4), the West Pakistan (Elective Bodies 

Disqualification) Tribunal shall enquire into and report upon cases relating to the 

misconduct of- 

 

(a) persons who have, on or after the fourteenth day of October, 1955, held any 

office, post or position, including the membership of any elective body, in or 

in connection with the affairs of the Province of West Pakistan, or, before that 

day, in or in connection with the affairs of any of the Provinces, Acceding 
States or other areas, incorporated on that day into the said Province; and 
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(b) persons ordinarily resident in or in the territories now comprising the Province 

of West Pakistan at the time of committing the misconduct, or at any time 
thereafter. 

(3) Save as provided in clause (4), the East Pakistan (Elective Bodies 
Disqualification) Tribunal shall enquire into and report upon cases relating to the 

misconduct of- 
   
(a) Persons who have held any office, post or position including the membership 

of any elective body, in or in connection with the affairs of the Province of 

East Pakistan or East Bengal; and 
 

(b)  Persons ordinarily resident in the aforesaid Province at the time of 

committing the misconduct, or at any time thereafter. 
 

(4) Where, in pursuance of the provisions of clauses (1), (2) and (3), enquiry and 
report, as respects any person may be made by more than one Tribunal, by reason of 

his residence, or on account of the charges being related to more than one office, post 

or position, then, notwithstanding anything in this Order, the President may, on a 

reference by any of the Tribunals, or otherwise, name the Tribunal by which the 

enquiry and report shall be made on all the charges against such person. 

 

5. Disqualification of certain persons. - (1) Notwithstanding anything contained 

in this Order, or in any other law, a person shall stand disqualified until the thirty first 

day of December 1966, for being a member or a candidate for the membership of any 

elective body. - 
 

(a) If he is dismissed, removed or made to retire from the service of 

Government or of a public statutory corporation, on a charge other than 

that of inefficiency; or 
  

(b) If an order under section 3 of the Security of Pakistan Act, 1952 (XXXV 
of 1952), or a similar order under any other law relating to the prevention 

of  acts prejudicial to the defense, or the external affairs, or the security of 
Pakistan or any part thereof, or to the maintenance of supplies and ervices 

essential to the community or the maintenance of public order, has ever 
been made against him; or 

 

(c) If he was found guilty by the Federal Court, a High Court or a Tribunal 

under the Public and Representative Offices (Disqualification) Act, 1949; 

or 

   

(d) If he has been convicted of any offence and sentenced to a term of 

imprisonment for more than two years or to transportation for any term. 

 

6. Reference to Tribunal. - (1) A Tribunal shall not proceed to enquire into any 

charge of misconduct except on a reference in writing made to it by such officer, 

committee or authority as the appropriate Government may, by notification in the 

official Gazette, appoint in this behalf. 
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(2) On receiving a reference under clause (1), the Tribunal shall scrutinize the 

necessary records relating to the charge mentioned in the reference, and 

(a) If, as a result of such scrutiny, it is of the opinion that no charge can be 

established, forward the reference to the appropriate Government together 

with its opinion thereon; and 

   

(b) In other cases, issue notice to the respondent requiring him to show cause why 

a recommendation should not be made against him under this Order. 

 

(3) Nothing in sub-clause (a) of clause (2) shall bar any subsequent reference to 

the Tribunal. 

 

7. Offer to retire from public life, etc. - (1) A notice under sub-clause (b) of 

clause (2) of Article 6 shall, among other things, contain an offer that the respondent 
may, if he so chooses, retire from public life until the thirty first day of December, 

1966. 
(2) If the respondent accepts the offer made under clause (1) further enquiry in 

respect of the charge against him shall be stopped forthwith, and he shall stand 
disqualified until the thirty first day of December 1966, for being a member or a 

candidate for the membership of any elective body. 
 

8.Enquiry by Tribunal, etc.- (1) If the respondent does not accept the offer made 

to him under clause (1) of Article 7, the Tribunal shall, after such further scrutiny of 

records and such enquiry as it thinks fit, and after giving the respondent an 

opportunity of being heard, record its findings and report them to the appropriate 

Government, and in case the respondent is found guilty, the Tribunal shall also make 

its recommendation to the appropriate Government as regards the sum to be paid, or 

the action to be taken, by the respondent, for making good any loss which might have 

been caused by the misconduct of which he is found guilty. 

 

(2) In case the respondent is found guilty, the appropriate Government shall pass 

an order disqualifying the respondent until the thirty first day of December, 1966, for 

being a member or a candidate for the membership of any elective body and may pass 

such further order or orders as regards the sum to be paid or the action to be taken by 

the respondent for making good any loss which might have been caused by the 

misconduct of which he is found guilty. 

 

9. Powers of Tribunals.-A Tribunal shall have the power of a civil court, while 

trying a suit under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 (Act V of 1908), in respect of 

the following matters, namely, - 

 

(a) summoning and enforcing the attendance of any person and examining 

him on oath; 
  

(b) requiring the discovery and production of any documents; 
 

(c) receiving evidence on affidavits; and 
 

(c)  issuing commissions for the examination of witnesses or documents. 
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10. Further Powers of Tribunals-(l) Tribunal shall have power to require any 

person, subject to any privileges which may be claimed by that person under any law 

for the time being in force, to furnish such information as in the opinion of the 

Tribunal, may be of assistance to it in the carrying out of its scrutiny. 

(2) A Tribunal may, by an order in writing, direct any gazetted police officer to 

enter any building or place where it has reason to believe that any books of account or 

other documents (whether they have to do with accounts or not) relating to any matter 

before it may be found, and may in the said order direct him to seize such books or 

documents or to take copies thereof or of any part thereof, and the provisions of 

sections 102 and 103 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 (Act V of 1898), shall, 

so far as may be, apply to the proceedings of such officer. 

 

(3) A Tribunal shall have the powers of a High Court to punish its own contempt. 

 
(4) The proceedings before a Tribunal shall be deemed to be judicial proceedings 

for the purposes of provisions contained in Chapter XI of the Pakistan Penal Code 
(Act XLV of 1860), in so far as they may be applicable. 

 
(5) A Tribunal shall have the powers of a civil court trying a suit under the Code 

of Civil Procedure. 1908 (Act V of 1908), in respect of requisitioning any public 
record or copy thereof from any court or office. 

 

11. Procedure to be followed by Tribunals. -(I) Notwithstanding anything 

contained in any law for the time being in force except the provisions of this Order 

and the rules made there under, a Tribunal shall have power to conduct its 

proceedings and regulate its procedure in all respects as it deems fit. 

 

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing clause, the Tribunal may 

refuse to examine any witness or summon any document in its discretion. 

 

(3) The proceedings before the Tribunal shall be open to the public unless 

otherwise adjudged by the Tribunal. 

 

(4) Whenever any respondent appears before a Tribunal he shall appeal personally 
and by himself and no friend or adviser or legal practitioner shall assist him during the 

proceedings. 
 

12. Power to make rules. -The Central Government may, by notification in the 
official Gazette, make rules to carry out the purposes of this Order. 

 
13. Bar of jurisdiction. -No provision of any rules made under this Order, and no 

order, proceeding, finding, report or recommendation of a Tribunal, and no order of 

the President or Governor made or purporting to have been made under this Order 

shall be questioned in any court. 

 

14. Sums not paid recoverable as arrears of land revenue. -Any sum payable 

under Article 8 and not duly paid shall be recoverable as arrears of land revenue. 
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15. Provisions of this Order to be in addition to and not in derogation of 

other laws. - The provisions of this Order shall be in addition to and not in derogation 
of any other law for the time being in force and nothing in this Order shall prevent or 

prejudice the trial and punishment of any person under any other such law. 
 

MOHAMMAD AYUB KIIAN, HP. HJ. 
GENERAL, 

President. 

 

---------------- 

 

 

Karachi..          MUJIBUR RAHMAN KHAN. 

The 6th August. 1959.            Joint Secretary.

      

 

 

 

-----------------
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TOPSECRET 

 

GOVERNMENT OF EAST PAKISTAN 

 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL, BUREAU OF ANTI- 

CORRUPTION EAST PAKISTAN, DACCA. 

 
FROM 

 
S.A. Chaudhuri, Esqr., P.S.P., 

Director-General, Bureau of Anti-Corruption, E.P., Dacca. 
 

To 
 

A. Q. Ansari, Esqr., 

Additional Secretary to the Government of East Pakistan. 

Anti-Corruption Department, Dacca. 

 

Date the 3rd/4th September, 1959. 

SUBJECT:— 

 

List of persons for action under the E.B.D.O. 

------------ 

 

In a recent conference held in Karachi under the Chairmanship of the Minister of 
the Interior, the following persons of East Pakistan have been vetted for action under 

the E.B.D.O. 
 

Out of 19 persons submitted in my list, except those who stand disqualified, 18 
were vetted as noted below: 

 

SI . No.       Name .     Office held.    Grounds of Disqualification Ref. to IBs list 

  (1)              (2)                (3)                            (4)          (5) 

 
1 Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan  Ex-Chief Minister  Wilful maladministration            SI.4 

& Corruption. 
2 Mr. Abu Hussain Sarker  Ex-Chief Minister  Wilful maladministration            SI.6 

& corruption. 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

3 Mr. Yusuf Ali Chowdhury Ex-Minister Caused political 

instability & corruption. 

SI.7 

4 Mr. Md. Mansoor Ali Ex-Minister  Corruption SI 1 of ‘B’ List 

5 Mr. Masihur Rahman Ex-Minister Maladministration and 

Diversion of public 

money 

 

6 Mr. Kafiluddin Choudhury Ex-Minister Corruption & Jobbery SI. 1 of’  C 

List 

7 Mr. Abdul Latif Biswas Ex-Minister Corruption SI 2 of  ‘B’ list 

8 Mr. Mohammadan-Nabi 

Chowdhury. 

Ex-Minister 

(Businessman) 

Corruption SI. 10 

9 Mr. Abdul Hakim Ex-Speaker 

E.P.Assembly. 

Nipotism & Jobbery SI. 5 

10 Mr. A. Hamid Chowdhury Ex-M.P.A. Corruption  

11 Mr. Moslem Ali Molla Ex-M.P.A. Corruptions  

12 Mr. M. Korban Ali Ex-M.P.A Corruptions.  

13 Mr. Nooruddin Ahmed Ex-Minister 

(Businessman) 

Corruption  

14 Mr. Abdul Matin Ex-M.P.A. Corruptions  

15 Mr. Fazlul Karim Ex-M.P.A. Corruption SI. No. 12 of 

"B" List 

16 Mr. Abdus Salam Muktear Ex-M.P.A. Corruptions  

17 Mr. Wahiduzzaman Ex-M.P. 

(Businessman) 

Wilful misapplication 

of public money 

 

18 Mr.Devvan Mohiuddin Ex-M.P. 

(Businessman) 

Corruptions  

 The Following person of the I.B. list (‘B’) were also vetted:-  

19 Mr. Syed Azizul Haque Ex-Minister  Serial. No.3 

20 Mr. Bhupendra -Kumar 

Dutta. 

Ex-M.P.A., 

Jessore 

 ,,             14 

21 Mr. Proyas Chandra 

Lahiri 

Ex-Minister  ,,             15 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

22 Mr. Suresh Chandra Das 

Gupta 

Ex-M.P’A,. Bogra  “  16 

23 Mr. Dhirendra Nath 

Dutta 

Ex-Minister   “  17 

24 Mr. Bijoy Chandra roy Ex-M-:P.A.,  “  18 

25 Mr. Basanta Kumar Das Ex-Minister  SI.No.19 and 

Also the list 

Of SPE 

26 Mr. Trailakhya Chakraborty Ex-Minister  SI. No 20 

27 Mr. Proffessor Muzaffer 

Ahmed 

 

Ex-M.P.A 

Tippera 

 SI. No.27 

And 18 of 

‘c’ 

The Following M.Ps. and M.Ps. have Changed the Parties after the Provincial Election in1954. They        

were also vetted for action Under the E .B.D.O. vide ‘c’ list of  I.B.:- 

 

28 Mrs. Begum Anwara Khatun Ex-M.P.A., Dacca  SI. No. 4-‘C’ 

List 

29 Mr. Yar Mohammad Khan Ex-M.P.A., Dacca  “  6 

30 Mr. Almas ali Ex-M.P.A., Dacca  “  7 

31 Mrs. Rezia Banu Ex-M.P.A., Bakargang  “  9 

32 Mr. Moulana Altaf Ex-M.P.A.,Mymensingha 

Hossain 

 “  14 

33 Mr. Mohammad Toha Ex-M.P.A.,Noakhali  “  17 

34 Mr. Shamsul Haque Ex-M.P.A., Rajshahi  “  21 

35 Mr. Latif  Hussain Ex-M.P.A., Rajshahi  “  22 

36 Mr.Ataur Rahman 

Muktear. 

Ex-M.P.A., Rajshahi  “  24 

37 Mr. Abul Hussain Mia, 

Son of late Maniruddin. 

Ex-M.P.A., Rangpur  “  25 

38 Mr. Azizur Rahman 

Khondker 

Ex-M.P.A., Rangpur  “  28 

39 Mr. Akbar Hossain 

Khan Chowdhury. 

Ex-M.P.A., Bogra  “  31 

40 Mr.Akbar Hossain 

Akhand. 

Ex-M.P., Bogra  “  32 
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The following persons are to be checked up if they stand disqualified as Security 

Prisoners otherwise they will be dealt with under the E.B.D.O.:- 

41  Mrs. Selina Banu  Ex-M.P.A.,Pabna   SI. No. 21 of'B' list. 

42  Mr. Dabiraddin Ahmed  Ex-M.P.A.,    SI. No. 22 of'B' list. 

Rangpur.    

43  Mr. Syed Altaf Hossain  Ex-M.P.A.,     SI. No. 23 of'B' list. 

    Kutiash 

 

Sd/ Director-General, 

Bureau of Anti-corruption. E.P.. 

Dacca. 

 

TOP SECRET. 

 
Office of the Director-General, 

Bureau of Anti-corruption, 
East Pakistan, Dacca, the 4th 

September, 1959. 
Memo. No………A.B……….. 

 
Copy forwarded to: 

  (1)K.A. Haque, Esqr., P.S.P., Director, 

     Bureau of National Reconstruction, E.P., 

   

  (2)A.K.M. Hafizuddin, Esqr., P.S.P., J.P., SQA, 

      Inspector-General of Police, E. Pakistan, 

 

  (3)A.M.A. Kabir, Esqr., P.S.P., 

Dy. Inspector-General of Police, Intelligence Branch, E. Pakistan, 

     Dacca for information 

 

 

Sd/ Director-General. 

Bureau of Anti-Corruption, E.P., 

Dacca. 
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TOP SECRET 

GOVERNMENT OF EAST PAKISTAN 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL 

BUREAU OF ANTI-CORRUPTION 

EAST PAKISTAN 

 
D. O. No.4. A. B.(E)  Dacca, the 5th September. 1959. 

 
My dear Kabir, 

 

The list of persons vetted for action under the E.B.D.O. in the recent conference at 

Karachi under the Chairmanship of the Minister of the Interior has been forwarded to 

you under my Top Secret No.3 A.B. (E)/(3), dated 4-9-59. Some of these persons on 

the list may stand automatically disqualified under Article 5 of the E.B.D.O. I would 

request you kindly to have their records carefully scrutinized if any of them stand 

disqualified. 

 

2. It was decided that action under the E.B.D.O. will proceed against the "big 

fries" having substantial materials of misconduct against them, and who are likely to 

be "big enough nuisance" in the political life of the province. Our delegation to the 

conference has pointed out that the list submitted by us was not exhaustive; it 

contained the names of those persons against whom materials were readily available. 
We shall, therefore, have to prepare a list of other important persons against whom 

there are good instances of misconduct. This may be taken up after materials against 
the vetted persons have been processed and submitted to the referring authority. 

 
3.1 shall be grateful if full materials as available in your office be carefully 

processed in the form of Memo of Evidence, for the purpose of prosecution against 
the vetted persons and passed on to me for submission to the Referring Authority 

constituted under Article No.6 of the E.B.D.O. which consists of the G.O.C., Chief 

Secretary and the Home Secretary. 

 

4. Two Tribunals headed by High Court Judges are going to be set up for hearing 

and disposal of cases of this province. Advantages are likely to be taken of the High 

Court vacation. As such, we are to get ready with materials of some cases at least, for 

submission to the Referring Authority immediately. 

 

5. The following persons of East Pakistan will be dealt with by the Tribunal to be 

established by the Central Government. Materials against them will be processed and 

submitted by the S.P.E. If you have got any materials against them, kindly pass them 

on to the Inspector-General of Police, S.P.E., and Karachi: 

 
(1) Abdul Aleem, 

(2) Abdul Wahab Khan, 
(3) Deldar Ahmed, 

(4) Fozlur Rahman, and 
(5) H.S. Suhrawardy. 
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6. (a) Regarding automatic disqualification under Article 5 a note for West 

Pakistan has been prepared in the office of the I.G.P., S.P.E. A copy of this note has 

been obtained from the S.P., S.P.E., Dacca. It is enclosed for your perusal. 

(b) Mr. K.A. Haque pointed out in the Conference at Karachi that in East Pakistan 

police have powers of arrest under the East Pakistan Public Safety Act and 

Government orders for detention are passed within 30 days of arrest. During 92 'A’ 

regime in 1954, when arrests were made on a large scale, in a number of instances 

police could not finish investigation and submit materials to furnish grounds of 

detention to arrested persons concerned within 30 days of arrest. For completion of 

investigation Government orders were passed for detention of these persons for 2/3 

months, after which a bulk of them was released. He, therefore, suggested that only 

those persons who were supplied with grounds of detention should stand disqualified 

under Article 5(b) of the E.B.D.O. Mr. Haque is to submit a note on the subject for 
decision of the Government. 

 
(c) Regarding disqualification under Article 5(d) of the E.B.D.O., the opinion of 

the Karachi Conference in general was that it may not refer to cases disposed of prior 
to the Partition, as it may affect some of the 'fighters for freedom'. Decision will issue 

from the Ministry of the Interior. 
 

(d) I suggested in the Conference that if a candidate to an Elective Body gives a 

certificate in his application/nomination form that he does not stand disqualified under 

Article 5 of the E.B.D.O., the problem will be materially solved. It was accepted. 

 

I hope, the foregoing will be helpful to you for preparation of cases under the 

E.B.D.O. 

 

Yours sincerely. 

S.A. CHAUDHURI 

A.M.A. Kabir, Esqr., P.S.P., 

D.I.G. of Police, 

Intelligence Branch, Dacca. 

 

TOP SECRET 

Office of the Director-General. 
Bureau of Anti-corruption, 

E. Pakistan. 
Memo. No.4 A.B. (E)/3   Dacca, the 5th September. 1959. 

 
Copy forwarded for information to:— 

(1) A Q. Ansari, Esqr., Add. Secretary to the Govt. of E. Pakistan.  

 A.C. Department, Dacca, 

(2) K.A. Haque, Esqr., P.S.P., Director, Bureau of National Reconstruction,  

 East Pakistan, Dacca, and 

(3) A.K.M. Hafizuddin, Esqr, P.S.P., J.P., S.Q.A., Inspector-General of  

 Police, East Pakistan, Dacca. 

Sd-/ Director-General, 

Bureau of Anti-Corruption. E.P., 

Dacca. 
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LEGISLATIVE POWERS ORDER (1959). AMENDED: 
CONCURRENT LIST COVERS SUBJECTS OTHER 

THAN THOSE RESERVED TO CENTRE. 

 

Karachi, September 23. - The President has today promulgated an Order 
amending the Legislative Powers Order, 1959, which will have the effect of giving 

the Centre and the Provinces Concurrent Powers of legislation in all fields outside 
those specifically reserved to the centre under the Constitution of 1956. 

 
The Order has been devised in such a way that no existing laws of a Province will 

be affected by the mere coming into force of the Order unless they conflict in any way 
with a law made by the President since the Proclamation of the 7th October, 1958. 

and then only to the extent of the conflict. 
 

A further consequence of the Order is that if need be the conflict can be resolved 

by resort to the usual procedure for resolving conflict in the concurrent sphere. 

 

Following is the President's Order No. 17 of 1959: 

 

President's Order No. 17 of 1959 Karachi, the 23
rd

  September, 1959. 

 

The Legislative Powers (Amendment) Order, 1959 in pursuance of the 

proclamation. ----------Seventh day of October, 1958, and in exercise of all powers 

enabling him in that behalf the President is pleased to make and promulgate the 

following Order: - 
 

1. This Order may be called the Legislative Powers (Amendment) Order 1959. 
2. It shall come into force at once. 

 
In the Legislative Powers Order, 1958, the following new article shall be deemed 

always to have formed Part of that Order, namely:— 
 

"4. (1) In applying the provisions of clause (I) of Article 2, clause (1) of Article 4 
and clause (1) of Article 5 of the laws (Continuance in Force) Order. 1958. 

 

(A) The matters enumerated in the Provincial list in the fifth schedule, including 

any situation shall be deemed to have been included in the concurrent list of that 

schedule; and 

 

(B) The power to make laws with respect to any matter not enumerated in any list 

in the fifth schedule, including any law imposing a tax not mentioned in any such list 

shall be deemed to be a power to make laws with respect to a matter enumerated in 

the concurrent list; 
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And the power of the Federation and of a Province to make laws shall be deemed 

to be regulated and the executive authority of the Federation and of a Province shall 

be deemed to be extended accordingly." 

3. (1) Subject to the provisions of the next succeeding clause nothing in this Order 

shall effect the validity of the Provincial law or part thereof in force immediately 

before the day on which this Order comes into force. 

 

(2) If any Provincial law or part thereof in force at the time of this Order comes 

into force, is by reason of this Order rendered repugnant to the provisions of any law 

made by the President since the seventh day of October, 1958. It shall lo the extent of 

the repugnancy be void. -A.P.P. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

---------------- 
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BASIC DEMOCRACIES ORDER PROMULGATED 

Adult Franchise for Council Polls 

Fundamentals of Five Tiers Explained. 
 

Karachi, Oct. 26.—"The basic democracies Order. 1959" was promulgated today 
by the President "To provide for the constitution of basic democratic institutions 

throughout Pakistan and to consolidate and amend certain laws relating to local 
Government.'' 

 

The first article (short title, extent and commencement) and article III 

(Definitions) come into force at once and the remaining provisions of the Order come 

into force "In such areas on such dates as the Government may, by notification in the 

official Gazette, appoint in this behalf." 

 

The Order extends to the whole of Pakistan but "should be circumstances of any 

local areas be such that any of the provisions of the Order are unsuited thereto 
Government may accept the local areas or any part thereof, from the operations of 

those provisions." While such exception remains in force, Government may make 

rules for the regulation of the matters so excepted….  

 

The Order provides for the Constitution of basic democratic institutions ranging 

from Union Councils to the Provincial Development Advisory Councils. It lays down 

that elections to Union Councils (In Rural Areas); Town Committees (For Town) and 

Union Committees for urban areas shall be held on the basis of adult Franchise. 

 

The total number of appointed members of a Union Council (rural areas) "shall 

not be more than one-half of the total number of its elected members" and no official 

shall be a member of a Union Council, Union Committee or Town Committee. 

 

Except within the jurisdiction of the municipal bodies or Cantonment Boards at 
Karachi, Dacca and Lahore the number of elected and appointed members in Union or 

Town Committee as the case may be, determined by the commissioner of the division 
concerned. In Karachi, Dacca and Lahore the number of elected and appointed 

members will be determined by the Government. 
 

Village Police Force. 
 

Government may establish a village police force in such rural areas as may be 

notified from time to time for discharge of duties specified in the third schedule with 

the village Kotwal as its head with powers going up to arresting "without an order 

from a Magistrate and without a warrant" any person concerned in any cognizable 

offence. 
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Where the head of the district administration is convinced that special measures 

are required to secure village defense of public security, he may by order require that 
all or any of the able bodied adult male inhabitants of the union shall be liable to 

patrol duty for such period as may be specified in the order. 

Second Tier. 
 

The second tier in the basic democracies is the Thana Council for East Pakistan 
and the Tehsil Council for West Pakistan. These will coordinate the activities of all 

Union Councils and Town and Union Committees in their jurisdiction. In the 
discharge of their functions the Thana Councils shall be responsible to the District 

Council concerned. 

 

The Thana Council shall consist of representative members with such number of 

official and nominated non-official (appointed) members as may be fixed by the 

Commissioner. The chairman of the union councils and union and town committees 

shall be ex-officio (representative) members of Thana Councils. The total number of 

official and appointed members of the council will not be more than one half of the 

total number of its representative members. The Subdivisional Officer, an ex-officio 

member, will be its chairman. 

 

Third Tier. 

 

The third tier will be the District Council. The chairman of the Thana or Tehsil 
councils and of the Municipal Bodies and the Vice-Presidents of the Cantonment 

Boards within the district and such representatives of departments as may be specified 
by the Government and appointed by the Commissioner of the Division shall be ex-

officio (official) members of the District Council. The total number of appointed non-
official members of a District Council shall not be less than the total number of its 

official members and at least one half shall be chosen from amongst the chairmen of 
the union councils and of the town and union committees in the district. The Collector 

of the district shall be an ex-officio member and chairman. 

 

Fourth Tier. 

 

The fourth tier Divisional Council will consist of chairmen of the District 

Councils (Collectors in their new capacity in the basic democracies) and such 

representatives of Government Departments and Cantonment Boards and of 

Municipal Bodies as may be appointed by the Government who will be ex-officio 

official members of the Divisional Council. The total number of appointed non-

official members of a Divisional Council shall not be less than total number of its 

official members and at least one half of the appointed members shall be chosen from 

amongst the chairmen of union councils, union committees and town committees in 

the Division. The Commissioner of Division shall ex-officio be one of the official 
members of the council and its Chairman. 

 
ADVISORY COUNCILS 

 
Then there will be two Provincial Development Advisory Councils. Each of them 

will consist of such number of official and appointed members as may be fixed by the 
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President. The total number of appointed non-official members shall not be less than 

total number of official members. 

The terms of office of all these councils and committees will be five years 

commencing from the day on which the concerned committee or council assumes 

office. 

 

For the purpose of election to a union council or to a town or union committee, the 

union or town will be divided into wards. The number of members to be elected from 

each ward will be determined by the commissioner or Government as the case may 

be. Candidates must not be less than 25 years of age on the first day of January 

preceding the election. Persons disqualified from membership of an elective body 

under the EI3DO or similar laws shall be disqualified from being candidates at these 

elections though they may still exercise their vote. 

 
Members who have ability to render service to the people may be appointed to 

union councils and union and town committees. 
 

Special consideration will be given to minorities and women and organizations 
concerned with agricultural, industrial or community development in such 

appointments to Union Councils and Union and Town Committees. 
 

 

 

-------------------- 
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CCCC 

To be kept in personal custody and return to Sir. Munir Hosain, Deputy Secretary to cabinet 

immediately after the Conference is over. 

 

SECRET 
GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN 

MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS 

NOTE FOR GOVERNORS' CONFERENCE 
 

SUBJECT: The poster campaign in East Pakistan. 

 
The discovery, from time to time, of posters, leaflets and other material in East 

Pakistan advocating overthrow of the Martial Law regime, the assassination of its 
leaders, the establishment of an independent and an autonomous state of East Pakistan 

with its own army, air force and navy, the breaking of connection with West Pakistan, 
the announcement of the deadline after which violence must be resorted to and other 

war cries, has naturally, given rise to serious misgivings and fears. What reinforces 
these fears is that there is no cessation of this activity and new leaflets with new 

slogans couched in even stronger language continue to be discovered. Bitter and 

strong language is the keynote of these posters and if they truly represent the state of 

mind of the people or even a part of it, their appearance is ominous and full of evil 

forebodings. The purpose of this study is to assess their real strength and to analyze 

the danger which they present. 

 

Posters ominous 

 

Before we proceed with the study, it is pertinent to point out that even in normal 

and healthy societies and countries, there is criticism of the Government and the 

ruling class and misgivings expressed against it, laws are broken and gloomy pundits 

make disquieting sermons about the future. They are of little significance if with all 

its faults and differences the social order is generally accepted as a going concern and 
not one which is vicious and must, therefore, be destroyed and replaced by some other 

system. Posters against the regime and its leaders have been found in West Pakistan 
and two conspiracies to overthrow the regime by causing violent commotion 

unearthed and action taken under the Martial Law. Nevertheless, they made little 
impact upon the mind of the general public and were not taken serious notice of; on 

the other hand, they were dismissed as the individual pranks of megalomaniacs and 
fools. In West Pakistan, the attack was against this or that individual or this or that 

policy of the Government. In no poster or conspiracy was the idea of Pakistan 

attacked. In East Pakistan, the posters reflect a more uncompromising and 
fundamentally different note: they cut across the very concept of Pakistan. They make 

a plea for an independent East Pakistan completely separated from West Pakistan. To 
one who believes in the ideology of Pakistan and fears that the Muslim peoples will 

find it difficult to survive otherwise, the idea is abhorrent. An independent East 
Pakistan will be as vulnerable to Hindu attack as West Pakistan and 
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neither may find it easy to survive. This is why cries of independence and absolute 

autonomy in East Pakistan raise fears and cannot be brushed aside as acts of 
misguided individual charlatans. Whether the pamphlets reflect the minds of their 

authors only or a larger number of people, one thing is very clear and that is that the 
people who write them want to destroy Pakistan. Demands by East Pakistanis of 

autonomy with powers to decide most matters at the provincial level, 
provincialization of Services and freedom to regulate industry and commerce are not 

new. Before each Provincial election, such demands were made vigorously and 
among programmes of each political party, these demands figured prominently. In 

fact, success depended upon the length to which a party offered to go. The concept of 

provincial autonomy was progressively enlarged but however tenuous the connection 

with the Centre as conceived by an individual or a party. East Pakistan was to 

continue to be an integral and vital part of Pakistan. For the first time now, since 1947 

demands for an independent East Pakistan with no connexion with West Pakistan 

have begun to be made openly. There was a small group of East Pakistanis which 

favored an independent, undivided Bengal even in 1947. Mr. Suhrawardy was an 

ardent supporter of this idea and this ultimately led to his expulsion by the Quaid-i-

Azam from the first Constituent Assembly of Pakistan. Pro-Pakistan opinion was so 

strong at that time that Mr. Suhrawardy had to take refuge in Calcutta. Mr. Fazlul 

Huq's loyalty to Pakistan, at that time, was also questionable (his close relations for 

long lived on both sides of the border) and. perhaps, left to himself, he would have 

voted for an independent undivided Bengal. Such persons were, however, few and far 
between and they did not dare make their views public. Today, posters advocating 

complete independence are being broadcast in large numbers with impunity and the 
reactions which they rouse are surprisingly mild. In West Pakistan, on the other hand, 

any talk of undoing Pakistan even today would arouse violent feelings and emotions. 
Is one right in guessing that in East Pakistan the thought of undoing Pakistan does not 

raise the same pitch of feelings which it did at one time? In face of this apathy, would 
not the cessationalists' forces become desperately confident and aggressive and decide 

to deliver a harder blow? 

 

III-will growing in West Bengal against Delhi 

 

The true implications of the posters should be assessed in relation to two 

important developments. Today both in East Pakistan and in West Bengal, a feeling is 

growing that the Central Governments in Rawalpindi and Delhi are unsympathetic, 

step-motherly and even hostile and that the hopes and aspirations of the people in the 

two Provinces are suffering as a result of that connexion. This feeling is fairly 

widespread and is much more pronounced in West Bengal, where there is greater ill-

will against Mr. Nehru, the Congress high command and the Government of India. 

The mood of the people in West Bengal is .one of sullen resentment and despair with 

the Central Government. The disturbances in Assam caused a further invasion of 
Calcutta by destitute refugees and aggravated the uneasiness. The West Bengalees 

demonstrated their anger against the Central Government by refusing to take part in 
the independence celebrations in August last and they blamed Nehru and the Congress 

high command for not acting firmly against the Assamese who had wrought such 
havoc to their Bengali compatriots. West Bengal and particularly Culcutta is 

explosive. The administration is weak and ineffective and the Congress high 
command has even been flirting with the idea of making a Bengalee as the 
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President or Prime Minister of India and various other sops have been offered but the 

hostility and suspicion continue unabated. In East Pakistan, the abrogation of the 

Constitution eliminated the army of East Pakistani Ministers, M.Ps and with them the 

camp followers and persons who battened on their patronage and the powers of 

government shifted to Karachi. Martial Law became synonymous with the rule of the 

Punjabis and the Pathans sitting in Rawalpindi. Although corrupt practices were 

stopped, political tyranny ended and economic conditions improved, mischief makes 

and subversive groups, continued to encourage a belief that the East Pakistanis were 

cheated of their erstwhile position and powers. Thus on both sides of the border, the 

feeling that the people have been wronged has manifested itself and is being 

assiduously fostered by pressure groups. In Calcutta not only are the grievances and 

the complaints of West Bengalis propagated and aired but newspapers devote special 

space to the alleged grievances of East Pakistan. The Hindustan Standard, Calcutta, 

runs a special column under the caption 'Pakistan X-Rayed' in which the grievances of 

East Pakistanis are publicized. 

Posters Advocating Reunion in West Bengal 

 

The second development is that posters advocating a reunion of the two Bengals 

have begun to appear in West Bengal in increasing numbers. There is, of course one 

difference and that is that while posters in West Bengal generally envisage a United 

Bengal with large autonomous powers as a part of India, although the extremists have 

also been advocating an independent re-united Bengal though in much smaller 

numbers, in East Pakistan, on the other hand the main demand is that East Pakistan 

should become independent and separated. There are no suggestions except again in 

the minds of the extremist that an independent East Pakistan should combine with 

West Bengal. A significant development however, is that differences in approach on 

the two sides of the border, as reflected by the posters, seem to be progressively 

narrowing. In West Bengal the movement for re-union is being organized by Sanjib 
Chaudhury (father-in-law of the notorious Nepal-Nag-East Pakistan communist 

absconder) who is an advocate of the Supreme Court of India. He works on a platform 
which is known as the World Congress. The plan originally was to effect a re-union 

by peaceful means. Lately, however, even the World Congress has begun to advocate 
an aggressive line and recommends the use of violence. Marches to the borders of 

East Pakistan arc planned in order to rouse popular interest, and one such inarch to the 
border of Khulna district was made in November last. 

 

Posters in East Pakistan not by Organized Party 

 

The answer to the question whether the pamphleteering in East Pakistan is the 

result of inspiration from West Bengal or vice versa must remain a matter of guess 

work. The earlier posters which appeared in East Pakistan, in fact, seem to have little 

connation with each other and at least three of the most important ones appear to have 

been conceived and written purely as a result of local inspiration. One of the persons 

who is responsible for the pamphlets issued under the name of the East Pakistan 

Liberation Party was arrested and interrogated. Although he made a trip to Calcutta 

and met some persons there, his story is that the posters were prepared at the instance 

of an ex-minister of the 
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Awami League, a professor and other local persons. The letter making a plea for an 

independent East Pakistan with its own army, air force and navy, in which the persons 

who were to occupy the top posts were listed and whose copies were sent to USA. UK 

and USSR officials, appears to be the handi-work of a disgruntled East Pakistani 

airman posted at Peshawar. The third lot of posters put up recently outside the 

Secretariat at Dacca, in which a D-Day was named and a general uprising against the 

regime advocated, appear to have been written by some Secretariat employee. It is, 

therefore, probable that while in West Bengal the activity is centralized and 

organized, in East Pakistan it, at any rate now, is the work of individuals, who have, 

probably, no contact with each other. As the appearance of the posters has become 

more widely known, it is not unlikely that in future there will be a tendency on the 

part of different groups concerned to make contact with each other and to put the 

activity on a more systematic basis. In fact, it is not unlikely that the groups working 

on the two sides of the border may before long join hands and draw up a common 

plan of action. As there are indigenous elements ready to take the queue and as the 

police have, unfortunately, not been able to establish even in a single case the clear 

responsibility of any group or individual we must be ready for further intensification 

of the activity. With feelings of despondency and despair being spread mischievously 

on both sides of the border, a sense of community in adversity may be created. 

Posters Directed Against Vulnerable Groups 
 

The posters which contain slogans and catch-words must poison the public mind 
and arouse latent feelings of hatred and suspicion. They are aimed at vulnerable 

groups. The East Pakistan Liberation Party had a striking design of the posters with a 
red star and addressed the posters to secretaries and members of the Bar Associations, 

journalists and students in several districts. Their contents ponder to and excite 
feelings of regional chauvinism. For the common ills a scapegoat is offered. Such 

posters must, therefore, do a great detail of damage and unless checked, may affect 

the thinking of a large number of simple and well meaning people. Big movements 

have small beginnings and unless forces which can counter and neutralize their evil 

efforts can be generated, the atmosphere will continue to be vitiated and the public 

mind poisoned against West Pakistan. 

 

The Role of India 
 

There are reasons to believe that while India blesses this activity and would like 

East Pakistan to secede from Pakistan, it has not done anything concrete lately at the 

higher official level. India did, at one stage, support and encourages Bhashani, 

Mujibur Rahman and several others. At the movement, India has numerous troubles 

of her own and she is fighting a losing battle against the forces of regionalism. Her 

authority in Bengal is weak, and while she must be tempted to create trouble, she 
knows that such tactics will ultimately recoil on her and her own headaches will 

increase. A united Bengal with its enormous resources of foreign exchange and a rich 
and fertile soil may opt out of the Indian Federation or make demands which may 

prove too costly. The presence of communists subscribing to the Chinese line in West 
Bengal, Assam and Tripura and the 
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physical contiguity of this area to Tibet holds the Indians back, at any rate for the time 

being. At the lower Government levels, however, the operation may already have 

been mounted. The discovery of information that in the office of the Indian High 

Commission at Karachi, a large pile of pamphlets on the subject of differences 

between East and West Pakistan were seen recently is evidence of this belief. The 

Indian intelligence and the staff of the Indian High Commission in Karachi and at 

Dacca do not have clean hands. In the higher levels, the Indians may even be thinking 

that even without their active participation things are moving satisfactorily and that 

for the time being there is no need for them to step in openly. 

Factors which will provide Resistance 
 

Let us now turn to the forces in East Pakistan which will provide the natural 

buffer to the separations and other subversive trends. These forces may be described 

as the administration, the intellectuals, the middle class and the groups which are 

conservative, most of whom were wedded to the ideology of Pakistan. Economic 

improvement is an over-rated factor and even if it is achieved to any substantial 

extent, it cannot hold back a demand for a change. Revolutions or changes do not 

"occur in societies economically backward, of in societies undergoing widespread 
economic misery or depression", but on the country, they take place "in societies 

which are economically progressive". In fact, it is a safe generalization to make that 
the more prosperous the peasantry, the more discontented it becomes. Violent changes 

in a political order or system are brought about by other factors. 

 

Revival of ideas which led to Pakistan Demand 
 
The demand for a separate homeland for the Muslims of India was pressed by the 

last generation which had suffered first-hand from Hindu chicanery, pettiness and 

tyranny. That generation of men and women remembers the tricks which the Hindus 

used to practice vividly and knows what a calamity it will be if the Muslims are again 

exposed to the tender mercies of the Hindus. The younger generation which grew up 

since the partition is oblivious of these honors and is more magnanimous towards 

Hindus and is sympathetic to a move for a rapprochement between Muslims and 

Hindus. The majority of the older generation will stand by Pakistan at all cost. This 

generation, however, partly through inertia of age and partly through apathy is not so 

assertive so as to make its voice heard. The Muslim League which gave shape to the 

demand for Pakistan and brought the Muslim on a common platform is, unfortunately 

dead, its leaders having taken to bad ways. In East Pakistan the Muslim League, 

which stood for a united and closely-knit Pakistan, was killed much earlier and its 

place taken by parties consisting of slogan raising jingoes and Chauvin’s and emotion 

curdles. If resistance is to be put up against the advocates of independent East 

Pakistan, the ideals and beliefs which the older generation stood for, must be re-

generated. 

 

The Ruling Class 
 
"A mixture of military virtues, of respect for established ways of thinking and 

behavior and of willingness to compromise and, if necessary, to innovate is, probably, 
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an adequate rough approximation of the qualities of a successful ruling class-qualities 

clearly possessed by the Romans of Punio war time and the English in the nineteenth 

and early twentieth century’s." Rebellious radical Is who lack faith in themselves and 

their positions or who hold that they have power unjustly or who begin to feign 

refinement and the cultural graces, are markedly unsuited to perform the functions of 

a ruling class. I naturally refrain from offering comments but leave it to the reader to 

decide the extent to which these conditions are fulfilled. In East Pakistan, political 

activity is bound to spun out after the lifting of the Martial law, and the capability of 

the Administration will come in for a severe trial. An examination of the capabilities 

and behavior of officers in key positions should be made and reshuffling done, if 

necessary. There are reports of subversive trends on the part of a few officers and 

suitable action should be taken against them. 

Desertion of Intellectuals 

In a society which is ready for big changes, the intellectuals begin to desert. 

There is no evidence that there is so in East Pakistan, at any rate, to any large extent. 
The Universities, have ever since 1947 exercised a powerful influence upon 

successive regimes. The Muslim League used the students to support the Pakistan 
demand and later the students became so powerful that they used the Governments 

which became pawns in their hands. There is a small group of intellectuals in the 
Dacca University with a strong parochial and regional bias. The record of preventive 

action against professors and teachers at Dacca and outside is far from glorious and 
there is no doubt that student thinking has been adversely influenced by this group. 

While some intellectuals have deserted, the majority is still with the Government. The 

effort should, therefore, be aimed at cultivating the sympathetic intellectuals and in 

converting those who are hostile. The Bureau of National Reconstruction has done 

considerable work in this behalf. The re- generation of the older group will, as 

mentioned in earlier paragraphs, make the intellectuals in this class more assertive. 

 

Middle Class 

A strong middle class in a society is a guarantee of its stability. In the past, 
unfortunately, owing to power and wealth having remained concentrated for 

generations in the hands of the Hindus, a powerful middle class consisting of the 
Muslims was non- existent. New economic and service opportunities have opened up 

and a middle class is fast in the process of formation. It is, however, not conservative 

as in West Pakistan. The next generation of the middle class will tend to be 

conservative and will, therefore, exert its influence against rash and ill-advised 

attempts to bring about violent and ill-conceived changes. The middle class which is 

now in the course of formation must be helped at all costs and strengthened. The 

emphasis on mass welfare should, if necessary, be reduced to develop this class. In 

West Pakistan, the much maligned feudal society of the middle class, which economic 

conditions are tending to break up, were responsible for stability. 

More Vitality on the part of Police Needed 

The authorities, I am sorry to say, have been somewhat apathetic toward the 

poster campaign. Every effort should be made to trace the writers and the 

organizations, if any, 
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which are at the back of it. If staff and other resources are lacking, a special staff 

of selected hands should be appointed. The failure to discover and bring to book the 

offenders is an invitation to them and to others to continue with their activities. The 

intelligence authorities should find out to what extent the activity is individual, group-

inspired or directed from outside. The role of the communists and the extent of 

support and the strategy of the Indians must also be discovered. What will also need 

watching is the possibility of disgruntled elements who feel that they are being 

wronged and that their salvation lies in forgoing a common front with similar 

elements on the other side of the border. The people must be convinced that their 

future and well-being is linked with Pakistan and finally, the fears and apprehensions 

of East Pakistanis must not be dismissed as imaginary and psychological. The 

geography of Pakistan and the fact that the seal of the Central Government, the 
headquarters of the army, navy and air force are all in West Pakistan, the shortage of 

East Pakistanis in the higher ranks of the services although (they cannot blame West 
Pakistan for it), the distrust which they have for the Presidential form of Government 

under which power will tend to become concentrated in the Central Government in 
West Pakistan, are factors which tend to accentuate differences and make the East 

Pakistanis suspicious. I have no doubt that if the seat of the Government was shifted 
from Rawalpindi to Dacca or Chittagong, the equanimity of West Pakistanis would 

not be the same. It must not also be forgotten that in India regional chauvinism is 

playing havoc with the unity and the solidarity of the country. Provincialism also 

exists in West Pakistan and seems to have become the order of the day in the Indo-

Pakistan Sub- continent. One of the ways of which Indians propose to solve it is that 

in future the police and the High Courts shall have not more than two-thirds of its 

personnel from the Province, the rest being imported from outside. Why can't some 

similar arrangement be made in Pakistan? The rail link will help to break the isolation 

of Eat Pakistan and then Dacca will be nearer to Lahore than Amritsar is from 

Madras. 

In conclusion, I repeat that the appearance of the posters is ominous and reflects 

the state of mind of the extremists in East Pakistan whose faith in Pakistan appeal's to 

have been shaked. The developments in West Bengal which cause the people in that 

Province to feel nostalgic and bitter against the Government of India do not augur 
well as attempts may be made .to forge a common front. There is a feeling that when 

the Martial Law is lifted, the floodgates of anger and hostility will break out. West 
Pakistan business executives working in East Pakistan have expressed some 

nervousness. Their fears may be exaggerated but the fact remains that the poster 
campaign will certainly unnerve the West Pakistanis now in East Pakistan. 

 
 

Sd/ M. ANWER ALI 

Secretary. 
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SECRET 

PART I 

 

SUB : Pestering and leafleteering campaign in East Pakistan. 

In East Pakistan, one of the means adopted to ventilate individual and group 

opinion is through posters and leaflets, which are generally anonymous. This is almost 
a traditional feature in this province. In 1957 alone about 600 posters and leaflets 

were issued. This sort of activity was generally indulged in by individual members or 
workers of NAP and other political parties opposed to Awami League, the party-in-

power. A significant feature in these was that the slogans contained were against the 

country's foreign policy, military pacts, demands for regional autonomy, lower prices 

of the essential commodities, etc. None of the leaflets and posters ever suggested 

independent East Pakistan or unification with West Bengal though during the 

Parliamentary regime the people had greater latitude to express their opinion. This 

indicates that none of the political parties and their supporters ever desired to undo or 

undermine Pakistan. 

2. Since Martial Law, about 44 leaflets and posters have come to notice. Of these, 

33 are internal and 11 external. The 11 leaflets received from outside were sent by 
post from Calcutta by Sanjib Chaudhuri, General Secretary, World Congress for 

World Federation. All the leaflets centered round the theme of re-unification of 

Pakistan and India. The World Congress is an old organization and protest at 

Government level against its activities was lodged in 1957. This movement may be 

traced back to the immediate post- independence period (1947-48) when an 

organization styled as The Council for the Protection of the Rights of Minorities was 

sponsored by Mr. J.P. Mitra, Bar-at-Law. Of Calcutta with the identical object of the 

re-unification of Pakistan and India. Influence of the World Congress for World 

Federation party in East Pakistan is nil. Some people to whom the leaflets were 

addressed from Calcutta, themselves made over the papers to the local security 

authority. 

3. Of the 33 internal leaflets and posters, 3 were issued by the East Bengal 

Liberation Party (E.B.L.P.), 12 by Jana Sangha and the rest came from miscellaneous 

sources. The E.B.L.P. held that the people of East Pakistan was a separate nation and 

aimed at complete secession of this province. The party could not achieve the status 

of any organization and only 5 or 6 persons were behind it. As in the case of World 

Congress for World Federation, the recipients of this party's papers also made over 

their finds to the local authorities for necessary action against the sponsors. The party 

was not also backed by the subversive groups like the Communist Parties of Pakistan 

and India on the grounds that the move would create a rift among the working class 

which includes people from both wings. Thus the E.B.L.P. could make no impression 

either upon the public or upon the subversive political parties. 

The organizers of E.B.L.P. were traced out within a short-time, two of them made 

security prisoners and other action taken with the result that since July, 1960 there has 

been no activity of this party. 
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4. The Jana Shangha has put forward 16-point demands which include 

Parliamentary form of Federal Government with autonomous provinces, parity in all 

matters, release of security prisoners, etc. The Sangha threatens that if their demands 

are not conceded within six months from 1-9-1960. it would resort to armed 

revolution from 14-4-1961 for the liberation of East Pakistan from West Pakistan. All 

the leaflets issued by the Sangha were manuscript and written in the same hand 

indicating that possibly a few individuals only are associated with this move. The 

activities of the party have so far remained confined to the clandestine posting of 

letters to a few people. There has been no reaction amongst the public who do not 

know about the move. Some who got the letters, made them over voluntarily to the 

authorities. The Sangha is about six months old and some clues have already been 

obtained which are being cautiously worked out. 

5. Two cases of miscellaneous posters and leaflets, one in Comilla and the other 

in Noakhali districts, were the outcome of personal enmity. The writers of leaflets, in 

order to get their enemies involved in a case under the Martial Law Regulation 

engineered this device and they are being legally prosecuted for this malicious 

activity. Another pestering was suspected to have been resorted to by some 

disgruntled Class IV Government Employees who want interim relief, increment of 

pay. etc. It may be mentioned here that the last interim relief given only to Class IV 

Government employees of West Pakistan created some resentment and frustration 

among the same class of employees in this wing. 

The language of the posters was not refined indicating that it was not engineered 

by any educated person. Vigorous enquiries are being made to locate the author.. 

6.   Most of the posters and leaflets originated in Dacca City. In Bogra town, four 
posters were detected. These were suspected to have been written by a few students 

against the implementation of the Education Commission's recommendations. Two 
cases of pestering in which some persons belonging to the defunct NAP were 

involved have been detected. In one of them which took place at Bhola (district 
Barisal). the culprits were detected and the case against them is subjudice. The other 

was at Sylhet and is under investigation. 

7. It is found that all cases of postering since Martial Law were the aberrations of 

individuals and no well organized group worked behind them. To cite a concrete 
example, that of Hayat Khan of Dacca may be mentioned here. In March, 1960 he 

alone wrote out some posters and pasted a few of them in Dacca town just at the lime 
when people were busy in celebrating the Eid-ul-Fitr. He was arrested red-handed. 

The case has ended in his conviction. 

8. Fostering or leafleteering do not pose a serious threat to the security of the 

State as they did not emanate from any organized body. At best they may be called 

small pin- pricks coming from some self-seeking and disgruntled elements who 

hardly represent anyone but themselves. The security forces in the province have not 

allowed grass to grow under their feet. The leaflets and posters sent through post are 

quickly intercepted and those pasted at public places are promptly removed and 
enquiries started to locate the authors. They do not therefore have any chance to 

influence the mind of the public at large. 
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SECRET 

PART II 

 

From the above factual analysis it will be clear that the Posters do not represent 
the mind of even a small section of the people of East Pakistan. Some of these 

represent the continued efforts of extremist Hindus of West Bengal who still find it 
difficult to reconcile themselves to Pakistan but who have failed over the past decade 

to build up any support in East Pakistan. The others were the work of individuals who 
do not represent anyone except themselves. These therefore are neither "ominous" nor 

"full of forebodings". On the basis of such manifestations as these posters dark 

prophesies were made of impending trouble in East Pakistan which, even with the 

lapse of several months and with no repressive measures of any kind to forestall the 

prophesied doom, have shown no signs of proving true. It is the duty of any 

administration worthy of its name to keep itself posted with everything that goes 

around and ensure the safety and integrity of the State. In order to discharge this 

onerous responsibility it must, however, maintain a breadth of vision, ability to shift 

the chaff from the grain, possess equanimity which is not complaisancy, so that it 

does not create problems for itself by being jittered by small and insignificant things 

that inevitably happen in any State anywhere. Nothing would please the enemies of 

the present Regime more than to see it get bogged down with petty matters and in 

panic take false steps which will create genuine irritation to the people so 

that such irritation could be exploited for their own ends. 

As the paper circulated by the Ministry of the Interior have taken an unrealistic 

view of the significance of these posters, which does not stand the test of objective 

scrutiny, the opinion expressed and recommendations made in the paper suffer from 

the fact of having been made on fundamentally wrong premises. The major issues 

raised in this paper may be enumerated as follows: 

(a) Reaction to the advocacy for secession of East Pakistan from Pakistan in the 
posters has been "surprisingly mild" by which it is implied that the idea is generally 

acceptable to the people of East Pakistan. 

(b) East Pakistanis are dissatisfied with the Central Government and the present 

regime, West Bengal Hindus are dissatisfied with Delhi, therefore, the two will 
gradually come together and form an united Bengal whether in or outside the Indian 

Republic. 

(c) When Martial Law is lifted the "flood gates of anger and hostility" will break 

out. 

(d) Loyalty of officers in key positions in East Pakistan should be examined and 

actions taken. 

(e) Emphasis on mass welfare should, if necessary, be reduced to develop the new 

middle class in both East and West Pakistan. 

3. Before considering these issues it may be useful to state some of the 

fundamentals in the attitude of East Pakistanis and a brief background of their history. 

Situation in East Pakistan cannot be correctly understood without this background. 
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(a) East Pakistanis have suffered the most at the hands of the British and the 

Hindus hut they did not submit to any of them since the battle of Plessey. They were 

crushed economically but spiritually never. Their devotion to Islam is intense. It is 

this devotion which made them walk all the way in the early part of the last century to 

the present northern areas of Pakistan to fight against the Sikhs and later against 

British to save the honor of fellow Muslims and their religion. 

(b) Their opposition to the British and the Hindus were so intense that by refusing 

to learn the language of the "Kafir" they later found themselves in a very 
disadvantageous position they never allowed themselves to be identified with a Hindu 

even in such small matters as that of dress though they spoke the same language but 

as far as possible they had a distinct vocabulary. 

(c) East Pakistanis never once faltered ever since the demand for Pakistan was 
voiced. So much so that when Mr. Fazlul Huq, who was the political idol of the 

Muslims of Bengal, left the Muslim language he was despised and ignored by them. 
Mr. Suhrawardy was the popular chief Minister of Bengal at the time of independence 

and to him must go the credit of saving Muslim lives in August 1946 riots in Calcutta. 
Yet when he championed a sovereign Bengal outside Pakistan the people of East 

Pakistan behaved as if he did not exist. (Both these political leaders were rehabilitated 
with the people of East Pakistan only when the politicians made a complete mess and 

sense of values had definitely changed for mere expediency and opponents of 

Pakistan in other parts of the country were also accepted in the Political life of the 

country). 

4. With this background East Pakistanis will never contemplated joining hands 

with Hindus against Pakistan. They have demonstrated this when there was need to do 
so. Maulana Bhashani was the most popular leader in 1954 and his mass meetings 

were attended by thousands. This was a time when feelings against West Pakistan 
were at its height. Yet, when at the Kagmari conference the Maulana said that if 

justice was not done to East Pakistan, East Pakistan may have to say goodbye to 
Pakistan, the Maulana lost his mass-popularity. Could there have been greater and 

more convincing demons- traction of the passion that East Pakistanis have for 

Pakistan? 

5. One of the bitterest grievances in East Pakistan is that some of the influential 
people in West Pakistan suspect the loyalty of East Pakistanis to Pakistan and 

propagate that suspicion with impunity. They cannot understand it. The only 
explanation they can think of is that these persons want to prevent the economic 

development of East Pakistan and deprive them of opportunities to share in the 
running of the country. They sometimes wonder whether the enemies of Pakistan are 

not working on two fronts to destroy Pakis- tan by trying to create an unbridgeable 
gulf between the two wings. In the Eastern wing they exploit the grievances of East 

Pakistanis and propagate cultural unity with West Bengal. In the Western Wing they 

create the impression that East Pakistan will one day go out of Pakistan so they should 

not bother to build up too close economic and other ties with East Pakistan. 

6. The point has been made that the reactions to the seditious posters have been 

"surprisingly mild". As a matter of fact that there was no reaction. It would be 
surprising 
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if there was any. These posters were generally picked up before anyone saw 

them. Reactions happen in such matters only when the people feel that what is 

propagated is intended to be executed. This was so in the case of Maulana Bhasani's 

speech at Kagmari. If anything Hast Pakistanis are intelligent-they know what these 

posters represent and would have ignored them though they would have felt burnt and 

unhappy. If there is a rape they feel shocked but they do not publicly demonstrate 

their sense of shock they expect the culprit to be dealt with according to law. 

7. From what has been slated in the preceding paragraphs it can be confidently 
asserted that East Pakistanis will never join the West Bengal Hindus unless they are 

remorselessly pushed by forces beyond their control to do so. East Pakistani altitude is 

governed both by emotional and material reasons. They arc clever enough to fully 

understand that they have really large slakes in Pakistan and that they can never have 

the position they have in Pakistan, in spite of all their grievances, outside Pakistan. 
Their grievances, however, are far less acute today than in the past years. They have 

no grievance against the regime or its leaders they know that they are trying Their 

best to do justice to East Pakistan. The grievance they have today is against the 

Central Government machinery as distinct from the regime. They complain of lack of 
participation in the running of the Central Government machinery. They do not expect 

that overnight a large number of East Pakistanis will fill the central secretariat and 
attached departments. They do, however, feel that very little is being done to take in a 

steadily larger number of people from this wing into the Central Government services 
so that in as short a time as possible East Pakistan has adequate representation in the 

Central services. 

8. It is slated in the paper that once Martial Law is lifted "anger and hostility" 

will break out. The question is whose anger and hostility and will it be confined to 

East Pakistan only? The politicians and their henchmen, the black marketers, the anti-

social elements in both the wings and the feudal class in West Pakistan have all 
suffered under the present regime. They are certainly quiet today because of Martial 

Law. They will not be quiet when the Martial Law is lifted and they will certainly try 
and create confusion, most of the newspapers are directly or indirectly controlled by 

this group of people. The "anger and hostility" that is likely confined to East Pakistan. 
It is a national problem and ways and means to provide a cushion against it will have 

to be carefully thought out. This should be a matter of urgent priority. 

9. A screening of officers in key position in East Pakistan has been suggested. A 

comprehensive screening was done and all undesirables have been eliminated. No 

grounds have been furnished which would justify such a measure again. As with the 

people in general in East Pakistan the officers in East Pakistan get infuriated when 

their loyalty to Pakistan is suspected unfortunately they know that this is so in certain 

quarters of the Central Government. As they value their jobs the only way they can 

react is to recoil into them, thread the path of least resistance, be afraid of taking any 

initiative. A Government servant is of little use unless he has confidence acts 

fearlessly and expresses himself in his official work without restraint. The tremendous 

national mischief that has resulted from such unthinking suspicion of a fellow 

countrymen's 
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loyalty to his country is incalculable. The sooner this is emphatically and 

effectively stopped the better it will be for to the solidarity and progress of the 

country. 

10. The last point relates to the suggestion that the new middle class should be 
looked after adequately even by sacrificing mass welfare if necessary. It is of very 

great importance that the middle-class should be looked after. On account of high 
prices low income and lack of adequate employment for the educated this class has 

been hard-hit, particularly the lower income group with fixed income. Enough 
attention has not been paid to their welfare but to suggest that this should be done 

even at the cost of the masses is dangerous. Such an approach will lead to the triumph 

of communism and not of Islamic ideals to which we profess loyalty. In any case it 

would be hypocritical for any government to rule in the name of the people, to profess 

democratic and Islamic values and neglect the poor masses just because they cannot 

create mischief. 

 

-------------------- 
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REPORT ON ELECTION TO BASIC DEMOCRACIES 
 

Election to the Union Councils, Committees Town Committees, the base of the 4-

tier basic democracies commenced under Chapter IV of the Basic Democracies Order, 

1959 as pledged by the President and the Government on December 26, 1959. While 
the elections finished earlier in most wards the notification of completion of the first 

general election was issued on February 1. 

Election Rules: 

Rules were framed by the Provincial Government for conducting and election in 
which unprecedented keenness and expectation from the public was anticipated The 

administration provided through these rules for delimitation of constituencies at the 
rate of one elected member per 1,050 persons so that the size and the nature of Union 

Councils and Union and Town Committees remain suitable for efficient 

administration. 

Following were the principal features of the election procedures as shaped by 
these rules: 

(1) electoral rolls prepared under the Election Rolls Act, 1957 was the authorized 

voters list, 

(2) secrecy of ballot was ensured, 

(3) single-member wards were constituted wherever administratively possible, 

(4) men and women were to cast votes separately, 

(5) ballot box were supplied by candidates. 

(6) votes were counted daily immediately at the end of the poll and result 

announced them and there, 

(7) Election Rules also provided for Rules for election of chairman within 30 days 
of the notification of names of elected and appointed members. 

(8) Commissioners and Collectors were invested with powers to dispose of election 

petitions. This was in consonance with past practice under the Bengal Village Self- 
Government Act, 1919. 

 

Declaration of Unions and Towns: 

The rural areas of the province were divided into 4,056 Unions. 28 of the 56 

Municipalities were declared as Towns and remaining 28 Municipalities were divided 
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into 183 Urban Unions. Transforming the number and boundaries of Unions so as to 

form a local council per every 10,500 persons, specially in a short period and in a 

manner that the area may be feasible unit, strained administrative resourcefulness of 

local officers to the fullest extent. Care was, province was 40,000. This included the 

mouzas which came to Pakistan on 15th January 1959 as a result of implementation of 

Bagge Award in disputes I and II and it also included in theory areas within Pakistani 

enclaves in India, though for reasons of administrative difficulty people of such 

enclaves could not participate in voting, as no electoral rolls for them were prepared 

in 1957, nor could be prepared in 1959. Generally this was achieved by- 

(a) fixation of number of Union in a subdivision by dividing its population by 10,500, 

(b) bringing the population of as many unions as possible to 10,500, 

(c) disturbing the boundaries of as few unions as possible. 

The resultant increase or decrease was, therefore, achieved, by joining small 

unions, dividing big unions and rearranging others so as to ensure continuity, 

compactness and administrative feasibility. 

Originally there were 3,583 Unions under the Bengal Village Self-Government 
and a few Panchayati Unions in 15 districts other than Sylhet and Chittagong Hill 

Tracts, about 1,000 chowkidari circles in Sylhet district and 56 Municipalities in the 
province. The area of the new units was, therefore, small enough for all candidates to 

be personally known to each voter. This intimacy was one of the reasons for a record 
vote. 

The delimitation of Unions and Town and Union Committees, as well as the 

division of the electoral rolls, were effected with commendable speed and finalized 

before the end of the month of November. Figures of wards are as follows: 

Single-member wards                ..             ..           ..              ..   16,689 

Two-member wards                   ..             ..           ..              ..   5,765 

Three-member wards                 ..             ..           ..              ..   3,049 

Multi-member wards (More than three members) ..              ..   509 

Special mention may be made here of two districts namely. Sylhet and 

Chittagong Hill Tracts where union boards did not exist. In Sylhet district which had 

no union hoards unlike other districts of this province, 2,860 elective seats were 

allotted to rural unions on the same basis of one seat per 1,050 populations. The tea 

gardens were also included in these set up. In actually delimiting the union 

boundaries, the existing chowkidari circles were grouped conveniently to conform to 

the above standard, as far as possible. 

In Chittagong Hill Tracts also which is the only district with the majority of the 

non- Muslim population (Tribal and Buddhist) the seats were allotted on the same 

basis and a total number of 270 seats were allotted to this district. The entire district 

with a population of nearly 3 lakhs was divided into 31 unions spread over three 

subdivisions each of which was declared a thana for the purpose of Basic Democracy. 
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It was desired of the Government to have single-member wards but the 

authorized electoral list was prepared for national elections and was not readily 

adaptable for these primary elections, specially in the short time at our disposal. There 

was thus in many cases no alternative but to have multiple-member wards. 

A schedule giving the unions and wards is attached.  

 

Nomination papers and their scrutiny: 

Following figures give the salient features: 

(a)No. of nomination papers originally field  ...  ... 87,190 

(b)No. of nomination papers withdraw  ...  ... 6,040 

(c)No. of nomination papers rejected  ...  ... 2,274 

Instructions were issued to Returning Officer not to reject nomination papers on 

flimsy ground. The grounds of rejection were: 

 (a) the candidate having any of the disqualifications mentioned in Pan II of the 
   Second Schedule of the Basic Democracies Order. 

(b) Nomination papers were not signed by candidate, proposer or seconder. 

 (c) Signature of candidate proposer or seconder challenged and could not be    

proved to be genuine. 

(d) the age of the candidate was below 25 years. 

(e) Names of the candidates not found in the Electoral Roll of the Union. 

(0 Declaration on the nomination paper not signed by the candidate. 

(g) Candidates were teachers of educational institutions. 

The Total number of candidates elected without contest, was 7,083. 

In 14 constituencies, no nomination papers were filed ten of which were in Bogra 

district, three in Rajshahi and one in Khulna. 

Publicity Campaign: 

Basic Democracies was a radical departure from the old institutions and that too in 

a fundamental sphere. A massive publicity campaign had to be mounted to satisfy the 

public need for information. In this province special effort had to be made to ensure 

that public did not assume the basic democracies to be union and district boards in a 

new form. 

Publicity campaign on Basic Democracies was touched off by the Radio 

Broadcast of the President from Dacca Radio Station on 2nd September. A number of 

articles on Basic Democracies were issued to the press by the Reconstruction Bureau 

which were published both in English and Bengali in all the daily newspapers. 
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In November 1965, 50,000 posters in Bengali and Urdu on Basic Democracies 

were issued and distributed through the province. Four special pamphlets containing 

songs on Basic Democracies were widely distributed. They were written and 

composed by eminent Bengali writers. 

Nine other pamphlets containing talking points on Basic Democracies prepared 

by eminent writers on political science were written and widely distributed. 

Forty-three Radio sets were sent to publicity units in districts to step up publicity 

campaign on Basic Democracies. 

Articles on Basic Democracies were frequently published by newspapers. 

Besides, hundreds of photographs, news reports describing the public lectures and 

publicity campaign about Basic Democracies undertaken by Government officials in 

districts were issued. 

In December, 1959, district mobile units of Rangpur, Rajshahi, Bogra, Jessore. 

Mymensingh, Bakarganj, Kushtia, Chittagong Hill Tracts and Noakhali were supplied 
with 16 m.m. projection outfit for screening Basic Democracies films. Other districts 

were equipped with 35 m.m. projectors. 

Two Bengali plays, namely, 'Gramer Maya' and 'Shanko’ were written and staged 

in Dacca and Chittagong. 

Two booklets containing Basic Democracies Order and Election Rules in Bengali 

were issued. A poster containing instructions to candidates for Basic Democracies 

was issued. 

Publicity materials issued by Provincial and Central Governments were issued 
and distributed-number 12, 08,337. Besides majority of the press releases out of 202, 

related to Basic Democracies campaign. 

A number of popular songs were composed on the theme of Basic Democracies 

and well-known artistes were employed to compose the tune and teach singers who 

later on toured the districts. 

The Reconstruction groups played a dynamic role in organizing and 
implementing the publicity campaign. 

Administrative arrangements: 

The circle, generally consisting of two or three thanas, was the unit for 
conducting the elections. The Circle Officers were gazette. Returning Officer 

excepting in Sylhet and Chittagong Hill Tracts where none existed and magistrates 

were appointed. In Dacca and Chittagong magistrates were also appointed. 

In many places Sub-Registrars, Food Inspectors. Sub-divisional Inspectors of 
Schools, Inspectors of Co-operative Societies, and Relief Officers were appointed 

Assistant Returning Officers. 
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Non-gazette Government officers, e.g.. Circle Inspectors of State Acquisition, 

Sub- Inspectors of Schools, Assistant Inspectors of Co-operative Societies, Assistant 

Adjutant of Ansars, etc., were appointed as Presiding Officers. Tehsilders and 

Assistant Tehsildars of State Acquisition, Primary School Teachers, Union 

Agricultural Assistants and in some cases clerks of Collect orate and Sub-divisional 

Officers were appointed Assistant Presiding Officers and Polling Officers. 

Law and order was maintained by two police constables and 3 Ansars posted at 

each polling station. Sub-Inspectors and Assistant Sub-Inspectors toured through the 
union to supervise the former officials. 

Administrative arrangements at the polling stating were made through the 

officers-in- charge of the different Union Boards, mostly Union Agricultural Assistant 

and Tehsildars. Additional clerical staffs were deputed to the Sub divisional Officers 
and Second Officers from the district headquarters for the additional work involved. 

Process Servers and in some cases temporary persons were appointed for serving 
notices, etc. The rural populace was also utilized for the same purpose. 

Every ward was provided with one polling station and separate arrangements 

were made for female voters. In the urban areas female presiding and polling officers 

were provided but in the rural areas this specifically could not be given. 

The elections for their magnitude and speed were unprecedented. Simultaneous 

elections were held in over 15,000 polling stations to elect 40,000 members. The 

following statistics will show the magnitude of the task: 

 

(a)Total No. of polling stating in the province  .........    15,821 

(b)Total No. of polling booths  .........    28,909 

(c)Total No. of Returning and Asstt. Returning Officers about   400 

(d)Total No. of Presiding Officers  .........     16,000 

(e)Total No. of Asstt. Presiding Officers and Polling Officers ... 50,000 

 (f)Total No. of police constables, chowkidars and Ansars   80,000 

employed. 

 

Every Returning Officer was to return about 300 members of 25-30 Unions and 

this work was discharged by them without any relief or additional hands. 

As no relief was provided officials had to work round the clock causing great 

strain on them and hampering other but in many cases important work. 

Considerable difficulty was experienced with regard to electoral rolls also. These 

rolls which were prepared for elections to National Parliaments were not up to date 

and contained large number of mistakes mostly relating to entries of names and age of 

voters. Adoption of these rolls, prepared alphabetically for every village, mouza or 

street, for election to Basic Democracies led to stupendous difficulties in a number of 

places where 
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the village or mouza population was above manageable size. Splitting up of these 

rolls into convenient size was not always possible, particularly in view of the short 

time at our disposal; this task also involved much cost and labor. Thus in spite of 

Government's desire to have single-member wards, in many places wards had to be 

created with two, three or even more members; in some cases the number of members 

in a ward was as high as 16 even. 

In some reverie areas some village or parts of village were diluviated and new 

areas were formed after the Census of 1951 and in some cases seats had to be allotted 
towards on the basis of figures in the electoral roll but neither the census figures nor 

the voter's list did reflect the actual position. 

Some instructions, particularly about disqualification of candidates were received 

rather late. This also caused some administrative difficulty. As the list of persons who 
incurred disqualification under the EBDO was not a available in time, a number of 

nomination papers had to be rejected at a very late stage. 

The requirement of production of ballot box by the candidates at least one hour 

before the polling created some difficulty to illiterate candidates in some places. 

 

Political effect of Basic Democracies Order and the first election under it : 

 

Initially the Communists and many of the prominent leaders of the defunct NAP 

and Awami League wanted to boycott the election. They carried on a whispering 

campaign alleging that the Basic Democracies were merely a camouflage to support 

the present regime and that the powers vested in it are illusory. Nominations and 

power of control by the Government were specifically criticized. 

In the beginning there was ignorance of the concept and there was general 

apathy. The absence of political parties and the late finalization of union and ward 
boundaries reduced the number of those who usually are interested in spotlighting the 

political and administrative problems at the time of election. A massive publicity 
campaign was mounted and exceptionally keen election ensured. The interest of the 

people in the new institutions slightly in the beginning gained in momentum rapidly. 

When the detractors and the critics of the New System saw this swing in public 

opinion they also changed their tactics and decided to sponsor candidates or lend 

support to those who in their opinion could be amenable to their influence or brain 

washing at a later stage. The prevarication in their attitude, however, placed them in a 

disadvantageous position because they had little time left to organize them and to 

mobilize it. 216 persons with know leftist leadings have been elected. This very small 

number and this failure is due to the leftist parties having divided mind and lack of 

opportunity of open propaganda. 

The extensive participation of the people in the elections and resultant heavy 

polling was due, among others, to the following reasons: 

 

(a)  Smaller constituencies and proximity of polling centers. 
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(b) Wider powers of the new Union Councils and the consequent desire of a larger 

number of people to share the power and fruits thereof. 
 

(c) These institutions being the only elective bodies for the present the normal 
democratic urge of the people was intensified. 

 
(d) Social or family rivalries played a great part in making the contest keen. 

 
(e) That section of the population which used to remain passive and neutral for 

fear of political reprisals or victimization could also exercise the right of franchise 

under the present tranquil atmosphere. 

 

(e) The Female voters went to the polls in larger number because of the proximity 

to polling centers and the elimination of women-teasers. 

 
Role of various groups of in the election: 

 

Minorities.- The Hindu Mahasavha fought the elections in an organized manner and put 
up their candidates in Hindu majority areas and also in places where Hindu had a 

balancing vote. The Congress perhaps did not put up candidates as a party but they either 

lent support to other Hindu candidates or engineered election alignments on the quiet with 

defunct NAP and other miscellaneous disgruntled elements. In comparison with the past 
Union Board elections the number of Hindu candidates elected uncontested is larger as 

also the number of candidates elected after contest. This was due to two main reasons: 

 
(a) in multi-member wards they only put one candidate and they all voted for him. 

Generally, there was no contest among Hindu candidates and they maintained 

solidarity of their votes against rival Muslim candidates. 
 

(b)In areas where they had a balancing vote they lent support to candidates other 

than those who belong to rightist groups. (This has all along been the attitude of 
the Hindus in the province. They support among Muslims the leftist and the 

disgruntled elements). 

 

Communist. -- The Communists did not put up marked party members as 
candidates. In some cases they put up unmarked and unknown party supporters but in 

most cases they lent support to such candidates who had no affiliations in the past with 

any rightist group. Such candidates have also the support of Hindus, although for 
different reasons. 

 

NAP. — The NAP ultimately decided to contest the elections and they join hands 
both with the Communists and the Hindus as it suited them. They were not however able 

to put up their own candidates in substantial numbers, but like the communists they lent 

support to those who from their point of view were less unacceptable to them. 

 

The likely intention of both the communists and the NAP in trying to find a foothold 

in the Union Council is to have a group of people whom they could utilize in creating 

disaffection against Government when the Councils start functioning. The line they would 
probably take will be to pinpoint the inadequacy of funds at the disposal of the Councils 

and the absence of any real powers in them. They will try to shift the scene of 
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acrimonious criticism against non-availability of fund for development of the province 

from the defunct legislature to the Union Councils. 
 

Awami League.— The defunct Awami League has not been able to play any 
effective role during the elections. They have already been discredited and therefore 

could not influence the elections to any extent. The leftist group in the Awami League 
aligned itself with the NAP or the Communist. Some of the prominent supporters of 

the Awami League, however, contested the elections. 
 

K.S.P. —The K.S.P. was always a loose and shifting party. After the dissolution 

of political parties it just melted away. As most of the members of the defunct K.S.P. 
belonged originally to the Muslim League they probably mentally re-identified 

themselves with the party and supported League-minded candidates during the 
elections. 

 

Muslim League.— The defunct Muslim League generally supported the concept 

of Basic Democracies. As they had no well-knit party organization even before the 

dissolution of political parties they have not been able to exercise much influence 

during the elections. One the other hand, however, as most of the people in the rural 

areas until a few years ago subscribed to the ideology of the Muslim League the 

majority of persons elected are more or less Muslim League-minded. 
 

Nizam-e-Islam. — The ex-Nizam-e-Islam Party also generally supported the 

concept of Basic Democracies but were not able to get many candidates elected to the 

Councils. 
 

Types of persons elected: 
 

About 40 per cent of the members elected are of the type that used to be elected in 

the old Union Boards. Others are of a better type and more educated. Less than 3 per 
cent of the elected representatives are illiterate. Among the rest, majority arc under- 

Matriculate and some with higher educational qualifications. 
 

The largest group consists of Agriculturists. The number of people from small 

business and trade is the highest after the Agriculturists. In the past a much smaller 
percentage of elected members belonged to this category. 

 

A small number of lawyers and professional men have also been elected 

particularly in the urban areas. 
 

On the whole, the persons elected in the Union Councils are of a better type than 

those who used to be elected in the Union Boards. A few persons who have been 

elected in the Union Councils in Dacca are of high stature and status, viz., one retired 

Inspector- General of Police, one retired Principal of the Medical College and one 

retired Judge. 
 

In the Union Committees however the type of persons, with few exceptions is 

inferior to those who used to be elected in the Municipalities, The reason for this is 

that the functions and powers of the Union Committees are practically nil, and if any, 

too vague and nebulous. The only attraction for the Union Committees was that one 

of the members of the Committees will be elected as Chairman who will be an ex 

officio 
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member of the Municipal Board. The prospect of election as Chairman being on the 

average one in ten, many people did not feel inclined to contest the elections in these 
Committees. 

In Sylhet and Chittagong Hill Tracts where there where were 110 Union Boards 

previously, there was a general tendency to reject sarpanches and Headmen 
respectively. Contrary to expectations tribal bonds were not so strong as to transcend 

local loyalties in certain case. A decline in the influence of Headmen and chiefs was 
noticeable.  

 

(Confidential) 

 

Answers to the Questionnaire for eliciting information’s on the elections to the 

Basic Democracies in Pakistan-Ref. letter No. 50-19(5)/59-Res., dated the 1st 

January, 1960 from Bureau of National Reconstruction, Karachi to Bureau of 

National Reconstruction, Dacca. 

 

1. Name of District: 

 

2. Constituencies and nominations: 

 

(a) Total number of seats: 

 

(b) Total number of nomination 
papers filed in the district. 

 
(c) Total number of nomination 

papers rejected in the district 
with reason there of. 

 
(d)Total number of seats 

contested in the districts. 

 

3. Contestants: 

(a) Average age 

(b) Educational qualifications 

 

 

 

(c) Professional and Financial status 

 

All the 17 districts of East Pakistan 

 

 

 

40,000 

 

87,190 
 

 
2,274 

(Mainly on the ground of irregularity and 
disqualifications.) 

 
32,917 

 

 

 

Between 35 and 40 

Metric and above 4,298 

Below Metric 34,814 

Illiterate 888 

 

Mostly agriculturists and businessmen 

with a few retired Government servants. 

Ex- servicemen and legal medical 

practitioners. High percent of literate 

people among the elected members 
indicate that the agriculturists who were 

returned belonged mostly to middle class 
farmer families 
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(d) Their Previous activities 

in social and political fields. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(e) The manner in which the 

candidate carried on their 

election propaganda. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

(f)  What was thenature of 

      appeal madeby the candidates to  

      their elections? 

 

 

(i) Did they put forward any 

programme? 

 

(ii) Did they merely state their 

personal qualifications to 

deserve the confidence to 

their voters? 
 

Agriculturists                    …          32,986 
Businessmen                     …            5,810 

Contractors                        …              434 
Retired Govt. servants       …              257  

Lawyers                             …              298 
Ex-servicemen                   …              215 

With political party            …           2,800 
 

It is estimated that about 7.5 percent of 

the elected members had some 

association with political parties before 

the revolution; about 40 percent of the 

members elected are of the type 

that used to be elected in Old Union 

Boards. Majority of them were associated 

with social activities in the rural areas in 

some form or other. 

 

 

Personal door to door approach to 

individual voters stating their social 
activities and propaganda, mentionable 

attributes.  
Although public meeting for 

electioneering were held by the 
candidates at some places, by and large, 

canvassing was confined to door to door 
approach by the candidates and 

supporters. 

Personal appeals to the voters based on 

public service rendered, integrity, and 

capacity for 

service, which the candidates claimed for 

themselves. 

No. With the banning of parties, election 

on the basis of programmed was perhaps 

out of place. 

Yes, Appeal was mostly personal and no 

programmed was set-forth [See column 

3(i)]. 
 

 
4. Attitude of the voters to the election: 

 
(a) Did the People come forward Yes. This was due to several factors, namely 

to vote in large numbers? If 
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so. what factors were 
responsible for this? 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
(i) Was it due to political  

            consciousness? 
 

(ii) If so, what contributed to this 
political consciousness? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(iii) Was it due to sectional or group 

interest? 

 

(a) Smaller constituencies and proximity 
of polling centers 

(b) Wider powers of the new Union 
Councils and the consequent desire of 

a large number of people to share the 
power and fruits thereof. 

(c) These institutions being the only 
elective bodies for the present, the 

normal democratic urge of the people 

was intensified. 

(d) Social or family rivalries played a 

great part in making the contest keen. 

(e) That section of the population which 

used to remain passive and neutral for 

fear of political reprisals or 

victimization could also exercise the 

right of franchise under the 

present tranquil atmosphere. 

(f) The female voters went to the polls in 

larger number because of the 

proximity to polling centers and the 
elimination of women tensors. 

 
Yes. 

 
 

 
People of this Province are more or less 

conscious of their political rights to a 

certain level. Their consciousness was 

further aroused by planned and sustained 

publicity campaign launched by the 

Bureau of National Reconstruction, with 

the help of officials and leading non-

officials on the weight, gravity, 

importance and consequence of this first 

unique Basic Democracies Scheme. 

 

Sectional or group interest had very little 

chance to rear their heads. Some secret 

under- ground groups tried to push the 
candidates of their choice here and there, 

but their success was limited. The extent 
of their participation and success is under 

enquiry by appropriate 
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(iv) If so, what were the reasons for the 

group or sectional interest? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Administrative arrangements for the 
election: 

 
a. Average No. of voters in each 

polling booth was required to cater 
for? 

 
b. Were the arrangements adequate for 

this purpose? If not, omissions and 

commissions in this respect. 

 

 

 

 

 

c. What effect did these good or faulty 

arrangements have on the voting? 

 

 

 

d. What was the average size of each 
constituency for the election? 

 
e. Was it possible to have smaller 

constituencies; if so, how on the 
basis of existing electoral rolls? 

 

agencies. By far, the largest number of 
seats were contested on individual basis 

where sectional or group interest had no 
place. 

 
As mentioned in the last paragraph, the 

political parties, with secret party 
organizations were only in a position to 

operate with group interest as, their 

objective. In the absence of any rival 

organization to oppose them as a 

group or party they assumed that they had 

a good chance to win. Their group 

interests were actuated by their desire to 

propagate their ideology and some 

immediate objectives, such as obtaining a 

foothold in the election machinery in case 

the Union Councils function as electoral 

colleges for the election of the President 

and members of Parliament under future 

constitution. (Para on political effects, 
and the role of the minorities in the 

note attached to this report may be seen.) 
530 on an average. 

 
 

Arrangements were adequate, conducts of 
election was orderly and complaints and 

petitions were very few. A spirit of co- 

operation and good will prevailed all 

round. (Para on administrative 

arrangements in the attached note, may be 

seen.)  

Greater percentage of votes was recorded 

within a much shorter space of time in 

comparison with any election in the past. 

Besides the result of the election could be 

declared before sun-set in almost all 

centers. 

1.25 sq. miles 

 
 

It was difficult to reduce further the size 
of the constituencies. Elections were held 

on the existing electoral roll everywhere. 
There were a small number of multi-

member 
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6. Results of elections : 

(a) Type of people elected. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
(b) Educational Qualifications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(c) Professional and financial status. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(d)  Previous activities in social and     

political field. 
 

(e) Programme which the successful 
candidate or candidates put forward 

for his or their elections. 
 

(f) How many seats remained uncontested 

and what were the reasons for lack of 

any contest in seats? 

 

(i) Was it due to the over- whelming 

popularity of the candidates? 
 

constituencies but with single vote where 

splitting up was impracticable. By far the 

largest numbers were single-member 

constituencies. 

 

(See the enclosure in print of detail) 

In general, type of people elected to the 

Union Councils/Committees may be 

looked upon of acceptable caliber but in 
such areas people of questionable character 

with shady antecedent are reported to have 
returned. 

(Also please sec the Para under the heading 
"Type of persons elected", in the attached 

note for details). 
(See Paragraph 3). About 97; 8 % of those 

elected are literate people. Members with 

educational qualifications higher than of 

Matric standard constitute about 10.8 %. 

Illiterates constitute only 2.2 % of the 

members elected. 

 

Majority are middle class agriculturists, a 

few are retired Government servants. Ex- 

servicemen, Lawyers, medical practitioners 

and businessmen. Financial position of 

almost all the elected persons is of mid and 

lower-income group with some exception. 

 
Mostly local social workers and a small 

number with past political career. 
 

No definite programme, except a general 
appeal to serve the people. 

 
 

Total number of uncontested seats was 

7.083; reasons being rejection, 

withdrawal and compromise. 

 

Mostly because of popularity and influence 

of the candidate returned uncontested. 

In some places rejection of nomination 

papers left only one man in the field. 

Dearth of men of means and 

uncertainties of the future, prevented 

contests at some places. 
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(ii) Was it due to lack of interest in 
contesting elections? 

 
(iii)Was it due to manipulation of any kind 

before filling nomination paper or 
after ? 

 
(g)The number of seats for which no one 

came forward to contest at all and 

reasons thereof. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.Average and percentage of voters and 

votes cast: 

 

(a) No of votes in each constituency. 
 

(b) No. of votes cast... 
 

 
 

(b) Comparative figures of votes cast 

(male and female) during the previ- 

ous Municipal/Assembly elections. 

 

(d)Percentage of vote cast in all the 

district. (Basic Democracies). 

 

8. Any other special feature which the 

local authorities like to mention: 
 

Instances of uncontested return, due to lack 
of interest were small. 

 
No 

 
 

 
14-Ten of which were in Bogra district, 3 

in Rajshahi and one in Khulna. One 

Union of Bogra which failed to return 7 

members consisted mostly of railway 

employees and refugees who were not 

voters. Another Union who were to 

return 3 members did not do so due to 

some dispute over the delimitation of 

constituencies. The causes in the 3 

wards of Rajshahi and one in Khulna 

have not yet been reported. 

 

 

 
530 on an average 

 
Total-11,790,927 

Male-7,658,881 
Female-4,132,046. 

 
Mate-50 per cent. 

Female-20 Percent. 

 

 

 

Male-67 per cent.  On average. 

FemaIe-42 per cent. } 

 

A large number of voters turned up to 

exercise their rights of franchise. 

Perfect peace and order prevailed and 

there were no reports of outward 

incident; but sometime difficulties 

were faced due to frequent changes of 

decision in the upper level as reported 
by some District Magistrates. 

 
 

 
----------- 
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FROM : ZAFAR IQBAL, EsQ., Csp,     Immediate. 

        Deputy Director. 

 

GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN 

BUREAU OF NATIONAL RECONSTRUCTION 

PAKSECTT. No.3, 

Old Forest Office Building, Jail Road. 
 

 
 

NO. 704/61-DPUI, Rawalpindi, dated the 25th February, 1961. 

 

 
DEAR MR. AHMED. 

 

D.B.R. desires that a report on the celebration of 'Shaheed Day' (21
st
 

February), may please be sent immediately to him along with your comments. 

 

With best regards. 

 

Yours sincerely. 

ZAFARIQBAL 

A.M.S. AHMED, EsQ., Psp., 

Director, 

Bureau of National Reconstruction 

Government of East Pakistan 

DACCA. 
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Secret/Immediate 

Bureau of National Reconstruction. 

East Pakistan, Dacca 

 

D.O. No. 125-D.B.N.R.   The 1st  March, 1961. 

 

MY DEAR ZAFAR IQBAL, 

 

I am enclosing herewith a report on the observance of 'Shaheed Day'. 'Shaheed 

Day' has assumed a very great sentimental and emotional importance with the 

students of East Pakistan. The Communist had always exploited this sentiment for 

their own purpose by introducing ideas which serve their objectives that are 

apparently acceptable. This year's celebration of the 'Shaheed Day' was intended by 
them to be used for the purpose of bringing the students into a clash with the 

authorities. If they had succeeded in doing so they would have further exploited the 
situation by calling it the beginning of resistance against the present regime. I 

consider that they have failed in their objective. The observance of the day was 
peaceful, disciplined and orderly and this in spite of the fact that there was no 

obtrusive police arrangement on account of the wise decision of the Government let 
the students celebrate the day as usual without giving them any unnecessary 

provocation. 

 

2. It will be noticed from the attached report that though the communist wanted 

regional autonomy for East and West Pakistan and Parliamentary Government to be 

included in the demands to be made by the students these topics were not raised by 

them at any stage. 

 

3. The passion that are roused immediately before the celebration of 21st 

February die down as quickly thereafter. This has been so this year also. There have 

been no repercussions of the celebrations of the 21st February. 

 

4. These mischievous elements who egged on the students this year are known and 

the Government are considering suitable measures that might be taken to deal with 
these mischievous elements who number only about half-a-dozen…. 
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SECRET 

Intelligence Branch, East Pakistan 

Lalbagh, Dacca. 

Dated the 23rd February. 1961. 

No. 3582 

TO 
A.Q. ANSARI, EsQ., 

Secretary to the Govt, of East Pakistan, 

   Home Department, Dacca. 

 

SUB J .—Observance of' Shaheed Day' on 21st February, 1961. 

 

1. As in previous years, all sections of students jointly observed the 'Shaheed 

Day' this year in different parts of the province. 

 

The celebration was on a large scale, as usual, in Dacca, where some of their 

elders also look part in the symposium etc. 

 

2. A Bengali circular, dated 12th January 1961, issued by the Communist Party, 

East Pakistan contained a directive to the party workers to raise the following 

demands during the observance of' Shaheed Day' this year :— 

 
(1) Regional Autonomy for East and West Pakistan. 

(2) Parliamentary Government. 
(3) Bengali as medium of instruction. 

(4) 21st February as a holiday. 
(5) Completion of' Shaheed Minar'. 

 
It also suggested that if united attempts were made to observe the 'Day' by 

mobilizing the people in spite of the opposition of the Government, it will be a 

successful 'Resistance Day'. 

 

The District Organizing Committee. Dacca also issued a circular suggesting the 

following demands to be raised by the students before the Govt. 

 

(1) To declare 21 st February as a public holiday. 

(2) To complete the work or 'Shaheed Minar'. 

(3) To introduce Bengali as the medium for Higher education and all official 

work in East Pakistan. 

 

3. It may be mentioned here that at a secret meeting on 1-1-61 the National 

Awami Party, Narayanganj town decided to observe the 'Day' in a befitting manner 
with the active co-operation of youths and public and not to leave it to the students 

alone. 
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4. The East Pakistan Youth League workers of Dacca also held a secret meeting 

on 27-1-61 to discuss the observance of the Day' in a befitting manner and decided 
interalia to approach students for the decoration of 'Shahid Minar' and also to 

approach the local Bengali and English papers to publish supplements in observance 
of the 'Day'. 

5. The papers were accordingly approached but they declined to issue any 

supplement. The Daily 'Ittefaq' and Sangbad', however, came out with editorials. The 
latter also published a picture of the incomplete 'Shaheed Minar'. The Pakistan 

Observer, the Ittefaq and the Sangbad formally closed their offices for the day but 
arranged to issue the paper on the following morning. 

 

6. As East Pakistan Students' Union (EPSU) holds a predominant position in the 

Dacca University Central Students' Union (DUCSU) and different Halls, its 

supporters look the lead in the matter of preparation for the observance of the 'Day'. 
 

7. The EPSU workers of Dacca University held a secret meeting on 1st February 

1961 to chalk out the programme. It was decided to convene a general meeting of the 

Vice-Presidents and General Secretaries of DUCSU and other Hall Unions and as 

well as of the representatives of different educational institutions of Dacca to take a 

final decision on a proposed programme to print pamphlets and posters, take out 

Probhat Pheri, place wreaths on the graves, submit a memorandum to the Chancellor 

for the completion of 'Shaheed Minar' and making Bengali the medium of instruction 

and arrange cultural shows in the evening. 
 

8. Accordingly, on 8th February 1961 a meeting of the student representatives 

was held in the DUCSU office with Jahan Ara Akhtar (EPSU), Vice-President, 
DUCSU in the chair. The meeting thus also included the few representatives 

belonging to the rightist groups, viz. NSF, SF and EPSL, though the majority were 
from EPSU. The meeting decided to observe 'Shahid Day' in a befitting manner, to 

issue a press statement under the signatures of V.Ps. and G.Ss. of various Halls of 
Dacca University, urging upon the students to observe the 'Day', to urge upon the 

Govt. to declare 21st February as a Govt. holiday, to complete the construction of 

'Shahid Minar and to introduce Bengali in all spheres of national life and 

administration. 
 

A detailed programme was also chalked out for the observance of the 'Day' 

including  Probhat Pheri in small groups, visit to the graveyard and placing of 

wreaths on Central Shahid Minar. It was published in the press on the following day 

(9-2-61). 
 

Publicity was also given by widely distributed printed leaflets. A few anonymous 

manuscript posters in Bengali urging observance of Shaheed Day in a befitting 

manner were also found pasted on the Notice Boards of Jagannath College, Curzon 

Hall, on the University gate and near the auditorium of Dacca Hall. Another poster 

urging completion of the Shaheed Minar was also found pasted on the wall of 

National Bank building in Ramna area. 
 

9. In pursuance of the programme, the students had assembled at dawn on 21-2-61 

in their respective Halls and institutions to offer prayer for the souls of those who lost 
their 
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lives during the language movement and placed wreaths on the Shaheed Minars in 

their respective institutions. 

Black flags were hoisted at the top of Salimullah Muslim Hall, Iqbal Hall,. Abdur 

Rahman Khan Hall and at the compound of Jagannath College. 

Then the students in small groups and batches started streaming into the Azimpur 

graveyard in bare-foot and wearing black badges. The Badges were cither of paper 

bearing inscriptions in Bengali "Shaheed Smriti Amar Hauk" and "Ekushe February 

Zindabad" or of cloth (plain). 

 

On their way, the students sang Probhat Pheri and shouted the following slogans: 

 

1. ‘‘C*"� "k����� �5S����’’ 
(Long live 21

st
 February). 

2. ‘‘�:�� � �� '�� ":��’’ 
(Let martyr’s memory be immortal). 

3. ‘‘"���� :��k ����� "��� ?��� �’’ 
(Writing Bengali in Roman script will not be tolerated). 

4. ‘‘C* "k����� ������ @��6 "#�$%� ��’’  
(Declare 21

st
 February a Govt. holiday). 

5. ‘‘�:�� � �� '�� ":��’’ 
(Complete Shaheed Minar). 

6. ‘‘@�� 5�� >� :G’’  
(Students and people be united). 

 &.‘‘"��m����5� ?��� �’’ 
(Bluffing will not do). 

 

10. On arrival at Azimpur graveyard, they placed floral wreaths on the graves of 
Barkat and Salam, who had lost their lives as a result of the police firing in 1952. 

 

Some of them left a poster mounted on bamboo post bearing the following 

inscriptions on red paper: 

 

‘‘ ": ���� "��, �8�� ��, ;?� '�=0��� ������6�� ����� >� >��6 "?���� I�!� ����@- 
>��� ������ � ��8 G 5�� �����।’’ 

 
(Oh my countrymen, we have like a flood enriched the consciousness by brining 

together the alluvial deposit of experiences-Here lies our death and end of life.) 
 

Some other students left papers written thereon 
 

‘‘ ���� =�$� �����, ��� ��u��� >� �:� ���!� ��� �����6� ���� ��m�p���@�- �u 5�� "�� 
�:�� �;� �<�।’’ 
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(My language is Bengali, I am a Bengalee, with these words they faced the 

bullets- This is in memory of those dear sons of Bengal (mother). 

(Remember those who defied death to save their language). 
 

‘‘ � ��8�� ���� ��� ����@ =�$� ��m?�� ���, ��5�� ���G ����।’’ 
 

11. From the graveyard, nearly three thousand students including about one 

hundred girls formed into a long procession in two single files and proceeded towards 

the Shaheed Minar at about 07-45 hrs. shouting the usual slogans and carrying a few 
black Hags. A black banner bearing the demands in Bengali viz 'declaration of 

holiday on 21
st
 February, completion of Shaheed Minar and application of Bengali in 

all spheres of national life' and another having the inscription "Let martyrs' memory 

be immortal" were also carried. The former was brought by the students of Jagannath 
College and the latter by the students of Dacca Hall. 

 
12. The procession moved slowly through Peelkhana Road, Fuller Road, Nilkhet 

Road, Mymensingh Road, Old Govt. House Road, Abdul Ghani Road, Jinnah 

Avenue, Rly. Staff Quarter Road, Secretariat Road (before Medical College) and 

terminated at the Central Shaheed Minar near Medical College Gate at about 10.00 

hrs. The processionists placed floral wreaths at the Central Shaheed Minar and 

assembled at the foot thereof. 

 

They were addressed there by Taheruddin Thakur (EPSU), General Secretary. 

Dacca Hall Union, who urged the students to observe the Day regularly in future. 

A.K.M. Zeauddin (EPSU) read out a message purported to have been sent by the 

parents of Barkat (victim of police firing). Thereafter following resolutions were read 

out by Jahanara Akhtar, Vice-President, Dacca University Central Students' Union 

and passed by show of hands: 

 

(i) Completion of Shaheed Minar construction. 

(ii)  Declaration of 21st February as Govt. Holiday. 

(iii)  Application of Bengali in all spheres of national life and administration. 

 (iv)  Urging the Bengali Academy to make all efforts in furtherance of the 
language, etc. 

 
The processionists started dispersing from 10-15 hours. 

 

13. The Central Shaheed Minar was decorated with flowers. A big black flag was 

hoisted over the Minar and the floor was covered by a long piece of black cloth. A 

poster on red paper bearing the demand for completion of the construction of the 

Shaheed Minar was displayed at the central place. At the foot of the Minar a number 

of manuscript wall papers in Bengali were hung containing articles dwelling on the 

observance and significance of the Day. The papers were as follows: 

 

(1) Chatushkone by Dacca Hall Union. 

 

(2) Sikha by Fazlul Huq Muslim Hall Union. 
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(3) Padakhep by Dacca Medical College Union. 

      (4) Rakta Akthar by Salimullah Muslim Hall Union.. 

14. The following students were found taking leading pari in organising and in the 
observance of the Day: 

      (1)  Badrul Huq (EPSU) of Iqbal Hall. 
      (2)  Maudud Ahmad (P.S.F.) of Dacca University. 

      (3)  Taheruddin Thakur (EPSU), General Secretary., Dacca Hall Union. 
      (4)   Dhirendra Nath Haldar (EPSU-supporter), Vice-President of Jagannath Hall    

Union. 
      (5)  A.K.M. Zeauddin (EPSU), Dacca University. 

      (6)  Amulya Kumar Ray (EPSU-supporter), General Secretary, DUCSU. 

      (7)  Miss Jahanara Akhtar (EPSU-supporter), Vice-President, DUCSU. 

      (8)  A.Z. Enayetullah Khan (EPSU). 

      (9)  Abdul Latif Mallick of Medical College. 

     (10) Jahangir Khalid (EPSU-supporter), Vice-President, Dacca Mcdical College 

Union. 

     (11) Aminul Islam (EPSU), Ex-Vice President. DUCSU. 

     (12) Ashrafuddin Maqbul (EPSU), Ex.-General Secretary, DUCSU. 

     (13) A.N.M. Shahid alias Shahid Singh (EPSU), Vice-President. Dacca Hall. 

 

A.R. Yusuff (N.S.F.) was also found participating in the observance of the Day. 

 

15. Besides the students who came to the Central Shaheed Minar in the 
procession, quite a number of other students and people were found visiting the Minar 

individually or in small groups to place wreaths thereon. Amongst the outsiders who 
similarly visited the Minar were (1) Kazi Zahirul Huq (C.P.Ex-security prisoner) with 

children, (2) K.M. Illias (CP.), (3) Dr. A. Karim (Y.L./N.A.P.), (4) Abdur Rahman 
(EPSU), (5) Mizanur Rahman (Y.L.), (6) Abdur Rashid (Y.L.), (7) Shamsul Arefin 

(EPSU), (8) Shah Azizur Rahman (EPSU), (9) Alauddin A1 Azad,. Professor, 
Jagannath College, Dacca, and (10) Anwar Zahid (Y.L). 

 

16. In the afternoon symposium were held in Bengali Academy, Curzon Hall. 

Salimullah Muslim Hall, Fazlul Huq Muslim Hall, Jagannath Hall and in a few other 

educational institutions. 

 

17. The symposium at Bengali Academy was organized by the same institution 

and held between 15-30 and 17-00 hrs. under the president ship of its Director, Dr. 

Saiyid Ali Ahsan. It was attended by nearly 60 persons interested in literature and 

addressed 
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amongst other by some prominent litterateurs including Dr. Md. Shahidullah, Prof. 

Munir Chaudhury, Prof. Ashraf Siddiqui. Prof. Hasan Zaman (T.M), Prof. Abul 
Kasem and Raushan Ara Begum. All the speakers including the president spoke on 

the improvement and enrichment of Bengali language in fulfillment of the cause for 
which some lives were lost. 

18. In the largely attended symposium held in Curzon Hall at the instance of the 

Dacca University Central Students' Union. Dr. Kazi Motahar Husain, presided. The 
Vice- Chancellor was also present. Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan (defunct A.L.), Ex-Chief 

Minister. East Pakistan and Mr. Mahmud Ali (defunct N.A.P.), Ex-Minister, East 
Pakistan and a few other erstwhile political leaders were also found among the 

audience. 

 

Prof. Ajit Guha of J.N. College,. Prof. Mofazzal Haider Chaudhuri. J. Prof. 

Anisuzzaman, Dr. G.C. Dev and Mr. Nurul Momen, Proctor-all of Dacca University 

delivered speeches. They all dwelt on the significance of the Day and exhorted the 

students to work hard to improve the language. In the meeting the following 

resolutions were passed: 

 

(1)  Early completion of the construction of Shaheed Minar. 

(2) Declaration of 21st February as Govt. Holiday. 

(3) Introduction of Bengali in all spheres of national life and administration. 

(4) Activisation of Bengali Academy in promoting the language. 

(5) Introduction of Roman script in Bengali or any new language not to be 
tolerated. 

(6) Pucca construction over the graves of the victims of police firing at Govt. cost. 
 

Dr. Kazi Motahar Husain expressed his difference with the DUCSU official in the 
matter of the language used in the resolutions but the resolutions were passed by the 

audience by raising of hands. 
 

The symposium was rounded off by a cultural programme featuring some Bengali 

songs eulogizing the Bengali language and the Day. 

 

19. The symposium in S.M. Hall was presided over by the Provost of the Hall, Dr. 

M. Huq and those in F.H. Hall and Jagannath Hall by the Vice-Presidents of the 

respective Hall Unions. Speeches on the same trend were delivered in these symposia 

and resolutions similar to those adopted in Curzon Hall were passed. 

 

The symposium held by Dacca Medical College Students' Union at the Dacca 

Medical College Lecture Gallery was said to have been presided over by Ranesh Das 

Gupta (C.P./Ex.-security prisoner), Asstt. Editor, the Daily Sangbad. This is being 

verified. 

 
20. In the evening the Central Shaheed Minar was illuminated by candle sticks by 

some students. 
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21. It will be seen that the programme chalked out on 8-2-61, as mentioned in 

paragraph 8 above, did not include hoisting of black flags, taking out of procession, 

shouting of slogans and holding of meeting at Shaheed Minar. 

The slogans shouted this year were almost the same us those of the last year. A 

procession was also taken out last year. But it was confined between the graveyard 

and the Central Shaheed Minar. This year it was on a large scale and paraded even 

through the restricted road in front of the Secretariat. 

 

22. The Public Prosecutor, Dacca was consulted by the Addl. Supdt. of Police, 

D.I.B., Dacca whether the procession and the meeting at the Central Shaheed Minar 

constituted a violation of M.L. Orders. A copy of the former's opinion is enclosed. 

This has not been found to be fully helpful. 

 
23. The Govt, of East Pakistan in Memo. No. 11 l(17)-Poll/S(l), dated 6th 

February 1961 had laid down the policy to be followed in respect of the Day'. Though 
no evidence has yet been found of active inspiration from the subversionists or from 

the politicians. 1 recommend that the names of the students who took a prominent pan 
in the procession and in the meeting held at the Central Shaheed Minar be brought to 

the notice of the Vice-Chancellor with a suggestion that he may administer a stern 
warning to them. 

 

Though, by and large, no outsiders were seen taking a leading part in the 

procession and at the meeting of the Central Shaheed Minar, we are further examining 

the reports. If any of them are found having taken an active part, they would be 

prosecuted according to law. 

 

Sd/ (A.M.A. KABIR) 

Deputy Inspector-General of Police, I.B. 

East Pakistan, Dacca. 

 

Opinion of the Public Prosecutor 
 

Discussed the matter with one of the officers of the D.I.B. Department and gone 

through a relevant paper. 
 

Shahid Day of 21 February was sponsored by a section of students under the 
patronage of some political parties for some ulterior motives. Political parties have 

already been banned by the present Govt. That the students who led the procession 

yesterday (21 February) I think had no connection with a political organisation. If the 

members of the procession had no ulterior motive for any political end and if it was 

their spontaneous expression of deep sympathy for the departed soul, in that case, it 

cannot be said that the procession was of political nature. But if they had some 

political end. in that case it is surely of political nature and fall under the purview of 

M.L.R. No. 55. A. 
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From the police report it appears that in the meeting held at the foot of the Shahid 

Minar there was no President, but actually there was a meeting of the students and the 

public at the public place and that meeting was an unauthorized one and contravenes 

the provision of M.L.R. No. 55.A. 

As regards printed leaflets, it contains the programmes of the observance of 

Shahid Day. In it there are some demands for redress of some of their grievances. 

 

 

Sd/ MD. ABDUL ALIM, 

P.P., Dacca. 

22-2.61. 

 

 

 
 

 
----------------- 
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SECRET 

 

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT FOR THE FORTNIGHT ENDED THE 28TH 

FEBRUARY, 1961. 

 
PART I 

 

Political 

 
1. The President held informal discussion with two groups of citizens at the 

Government House during his visit to Dacca. 
 

2. The observance of Shahid Day on 21st February was more vocal this year. The 
procession in Dacca on Shahid Day was about a mile long. We quote from some of 

the descriptions: 

 

"A direct reaffirmation of the popular demand for more positive identification of 

Bengali as State Language of Pakistan and outright rejection of the proposal for 

adoption of the Roman Script were the main feature." 

 

"Completion of the memorial by the Government was one of the demands, failure 

to do so being considered a source of disgrace and a symbol of national failure." 

 

"Attempt to evolve a new language for Bengali or the adoption of Roman Script 

on the plea of national cohesion and unity was described as an attack on our language 
and culture." 

 
The proposal for adoption of Roman Script has mixed response from the people. 

On account of the sensitiveness of local feelings on all questions regarding the 
language, requires examination and may be made the subject of a quarry to the 

Bengali Academy. The discussions will have to be raised to an academic level. The 
appointment of a committee to examine the question and for devising a workable 

scheme, promoting discussion in the press for and against adoption of Roman Script, 
laying stress on the fact that a large percentage of the literate population is already 

familiar with the Roman Script are some of the steps which may be taken. The 

introduction of English at the primary stage, say in the second year, on the grounds of 

its international importance may perhaps be considered so that those children who do 

not go beyond the primary stage acquire a working knowledge of the script and do not 

have to learn it at a later stage in case the Roman Script is adopted. 

 

3. The question of higher prices and effective decentralization of administration 

are also uppermost in the mind of the public. The general feeling seems to be that 

both the 
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questions require greater attention by the Government. Early action for keeping prices 

in check and ensuring that the recommendations of the administrative commission for 
decentralizations are implemented both in letter and in spirit is being advocated. 

4.  The press has criticized the Indian authorities for their inability to prevent 

communal riots. The emotional tone in many of the news items and editorials 
produced considerable reaction specially among the refugee population. Following 

these a number of incidents took place in Jessore, Khulna, Rajshahi and Rangpur. The 
press did not play up the reports and the situation was quickly brought under control. 

 
The role of papers like Jhong and Dawn which arc published from Karachi needs 

to be examined in this connection. 

 

5. There is continued speculation regarding the future constitution. It is more or 

less accepted that the future constitution will be presidential in form. The questions 

which are still being discussed arc: 

 

(i) whether the union councils will form electoral colleges. 

(ii) what kind of general election will be held. 

(iii) the future of nominated members. 

(iv)  the composition of the provincial government and the future of Provincial 

Advisory bodies. 

 

Following upon the statement of the Education Minister Mr. Habibur Rahman at 

New Delhi that elections will be held towards the end of the year. Mr. Zakir Hussain. 

The Minister for Home Affairs, expressed doubts about the possibility of holding 

general election this year. A report appeared to the effect that when the President was 

pressed to state whether the time indicated for general election was too short to allow 

the framing of a constitution he said "if we are ready we shall hold it, otherwise we 

shall have to wait". 

6. The resolution of the Security Council authorizing the U.N. troops to use 

forces to prevent civil war and to restore parliamentary government in Congo was 

welcomed. The general opinion seems to be that this action had it been taken earlier 

would have prevented the deterioration of the situation. 

7. The reported refusal of China to recognize Kashmir as part of India was 

welcomed as giving fresh importance to this unsolved problem. To the Indian press 
this has come as a great shock. 

PART II 

Economic 

1. The rise in prices following the decision of decontrol continues to be 
commented upon. The Pakistan Observer wrote "As expected immediately after the 

lifting of controls the prices began to show a rising tendency. In the circumstances as 

apprehended. 
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consumers are going to suffer more. The present rise may not be short-lived as similar 

assurances were given many times but never honored and turned out to be false. Eid 

purchases will start shortly and the timing of the lifting of controls and the consequent 

repercussion on the price level are rather disturbing. Correct estimate of the situation 

prevailing in the market was not taken and the decision was inopportune." The 

Morning News wrote, "Prices of meat, fish, vegetables and fruits have shot up and 

recorded and all-time high— the impression that the market are being manipulated is 

inescapable." Ittefaq questioned the propriety of the recent decontrol measures, 

which according to it. led to the present rise in prices. Azadi considered that the rise 

of prices in all commodities was as a result of rise in prices of the decontrolled items. 

There is considerable criticism in regard to the increase of the price of the 

imported goods of C.I. sheets and Iron rods. It is argued that the talk of an "economic 

price" when import of these articles is restricted does not carry much sense. It only 

helps to increase the profits of those importers who are lucky to get licenses with no 

benefit either to the Government or to the consumers. It is the general feeling that at 

this stage of unsatisfactory industrial expansion and unsatisfactory supply the decision 

to decontrol prices was premature. The sellers of other goods like fish, eggs, chickens, 

meat, vegetables, etc., have also raised the prices in sympathy with the prices 

increased in cloth, etc. 

2. The replacement of the Agricultural Development Finance Corporation and the 

Agricultural Bank of Pakistan by the Agricultural Development Bank of Pakistan was 

welcomed. It is expected that this will promote efficiency and reduce the cost of 

administration by saving on overheads. There is a general feeling that the existence of 

joint holdings makes it difficult for needy cultivators to prove clean title and so they 

cannot get loans from the Bank. It may be possible for the Agricultural Development 

Bank to conduct an inquiry and to try and find out some means of advancing short-

term credit on the basis of current possession of particular plots of land even though 

the ownership may be recorded as joint. 

It is also reported that the present credit facilities have not solved the problem of 

exorbitant rates of interest prevailing in the rural areas. An inquiry into the practice 

and the prevailing rates of interest is also long overdue. The extent of rural 

indebtedness was included in the Agricultural Census enumeration but the rates of 

interest were not inquired into. 

3. The references to Cooperative farming made by the President had been noted 
by the press. The question needs examination in the two wings with particular 

attention to local conditions. As nothing detailed has yet come out, no definite views 
are available. 

PART III 
 

Administration 

1. The launch disaster at Shaitnal on 15-2-1961 has dominated the press. 

The press has pleaded for an enquiry into the matter, payment of compensation to 

the affected families, drastic action against the launch which ran away after the 
collision 
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without coming to the rescue of the sinking one, better and effective control of 

the reverie traffic in East Pakistan and for prevention of similar accident in future, the 

feeling is well conveyed in the following quotation "in a highly competitive condition 

in which it is conducted today. East Pakistan's inland river transport industry has 

become more and more a daily gamble with human life in which the public pays 

dearly for the privilege of flirting with death", The IWTA has yet no power to remedy 

the situation, because the certification of a vessel's fitness, licensing of its crews, 

determination of its routes, passenger-carrying capacity, etc., lie with the 

Government. It was proposed that one agency should be made responsible with 

sufficient legal powers to enforce compliance with time tables and safety 

requirements. More launches may also be required for which an assessment of the 

volume of passenger traffic should be undertaken. 

PART IV 
 

Work done by the Bureau. 

 

1. A detailed scheme for promotion of fine arts in East Pakistan has been 
prepared and sent to the Ministry of Education for their approval and part 

implementation during the current financial year. The scheme has 3 parts, viz., (1) 
Establishment of an Academy of fine Arts having 4 departments namely, Departments 

of Dance, Vocal Music, Instrumental Music and Dramatics, (2) Construction of a 
national theatre and (3) Re- organization of Art Council and improvement of fine arts. 

In this connection, we are also preparing another scheme on Art Gallery which will be 
a part of the over-all scheme for the promotion of fine arts in the province. 

2. To celebrate the Pakistan Day on 23rd  March, 1961 in a befitting manner, all 

the Deputy Commissioners of the districts have been requested to organize cultural 

shows in their respective district headquarters with the help of local talents and 
cultural groups. In the city of Dacca, the Bulbul Academy of Fine Arts and Jago Art 

Centre have been specifically requested to put up good shows on the occasion. 

3. We have addressed as many as 88 different institutions of higher education and 

cultural and literary organizations in the province to organize seminars on themes 

relating to national reconstruction and character-pattern with a view to creating 

"interest among the intelligentsia in the national affairs in the positive manner, so that 

in stead of being frustrated they develop a sense of belonging and participation in the 

national effort". We have also sent money to these different institutions to meet the 

cost involved in holding the seminars. 

We are receiving proceedings of the symposia held by them. On 26-2-1961 the 

Islamic Academy, Dacca held a symposium on the 'Islamic way of life in the modern 

world' at the Curzon Hall, attended by the University teachers including the Vice- 

Chancellor. Two important papers were read-one by the Head of the Department of 

English and the other by a Lecturer of the Department of Arabic of the University of 

Dacca. The symposium on the "meaning of Islamic culture" was held on 14-2-1961 at 

Dinajpur under the auspices of the Naoroz Shahitya Mazlis. It was attended by local 

educationists and intellects. The A.P.W.A., Dacca also organized a seminar on "Role 

of 
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Women in National Reconstruction" on 24-2-1961. It was attended by the leading 

ladies of the city. Similar symposia have been held or are being held in other 

institutions and organizations. 

 
4. Six journalists from East Pakistan have gone to West Pakistan to attend the 

seminar-organized by the International Press Institute from February 26 to March 4, 
1961 in Lahore. 

 
5. It was decided to prepare a series of articles on Pakistani nationalism to be 

used in connection with the training of officers in the Pakistan Academy for Village 

Development, Comilla. We have received a set of articles on the subject from one of 

our selected writers of the University of Karachi. 

 

6. To get dramas on our national heroes, 4 eminent writers of the province have 

been commissioned to write on the topics, viz,, "The third battle of Panipath", "Bibi 

Azizan", "Alauddin Husain Shah" and "Modern changing society keeping in view 

national reconstruction and character-pattern". 

 

7. With a view to forging better understanding between the people of the two 

wings of the country, we have undertaken the translation and publication of some 

noted Bengali books into Urdu. In this connection, the following books have been 

selected (1) Islamic songs and poems (some 30 poems) by Nazrul Islam; (2) 
'Momener Jabanbandi' by Mr. Mahbubul Alam, and (3) Matir Prithibi' by Mr. Abul 

Fazal. 
 

 
 

 
--------------- 
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[Report of the Constitution Commission in Excerpts-29th April, 1961.] 

 

CHAPTER I 

 

CAUSES OF THE FAILURE OF THE PARLIAMENTARY FORM OF 

GOVERNMENT 

 

Was There a Failure? 
 

8. This chapter relates to the first of the terms of reference which assumes that the 
parliamentary pattern of government has failed in Pakistan. This means that it could 

not be successfully worked in this country and not, as misunderstood in some of the 

opinions, as meaning that the system itself was a failure. Institutions do not work of 

themselves but become what they are made by those who function under them. A 

large majority of the opinions, accepting the assumption on which this question is 

based, formulated various causes of the said failure. In some of the opinions, 

however, the correctness of the assumption was doubted on the ground that as, till the 
beginning of 1956, the Government of India Act of 1935 as adapted by Pakistan was 

in force and when a new Constitution was framed, only its transitional provisions 
were brought into effect, there was no real parliamentary government in Pakistan and 

that therefore, the question of its failure did not arise. A very small minority (15 in 
number) asserted that the parliamentary form of government was a success in this 

country. 
 

9. Neither of the last mentioned two views, we think, can be accepted. The form 

of government in force, prior to Independence, was not wholly of the parliamentary 

pattern as the Governors in the provinces had discretionary powers with regard to 

certain sections of the services and in certain other matters, and the Governor-General 

at the Centre was all-powerful and not answerable to the Central Legislature. But 

when the subcontinent was divided into two self governing dominions, the 

Government of India Act, 1935 with adaptations (which is referred to hereinafter as 

the Constitution Act), introduced in Pakistan a type of government which was 

undoubtedly parliamentary. As for the Quaid-i-Azam as Governor-General being also 

the President of the Constituent Assembly, it is within the personal knowledge of one 

of us, who as a judge of the Lahore High Couit, was at the time engaged in the work 

of adoption of laws, that the Quaid assumed the Presidentship of the Assembly only at 

the request of the Prime Minister. It is said that he held the portfolio of the States, but 
we have no reason to think that he did so against the wishes of the ministry. If his 

Cabinet felt the need for his guidance, it was but natural for him to guide them, 
especially when the circumstances were so very extraordinary. Keith, in his "British 

Cabinet System", points out that a sovereign is not, by constitutional practice, 
expected to play the role of a mere formal head of the stale who accepts all proposals 

automatically, that he is, 011 the other hand, entitled to be kept informed of the course 
of all important business and has the right of expressing his 
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opinion to which ministers arc bound to give careful consideration but what they 

advise finally is binding on him. That being so. if the ministers themselves accept the 

sovereign's opinion, the system docs not cause to be parliamentary. The will of the 

majority party, as represented by the Cabinet, has to prevail and if it is their desire that 

they should be guided by the Head of the State, we fail to see how such a course is 

opposed to the parliamentary practice. The dominant position of the Quaid was a 

tower of strength to the ministry and it was our great misfortune that we could not 

have his guidance longer than a year after we became independent. After him, power 

passed entirely into the hands of the Prime Minister. There was no specific provision 

in the Constitution Act that the advice given by the ministers was binding on the 

Governor- General and the Governors, but the accepted position was that that advice 

was binding on them. It was held in 1948, by the tribunal which tried the first Chief 

Minister of Sind. who had been dismissed for mal-administration, misconduct and 

corruption, that aid and advise', as used in sections 9 and 15 of the Constitution Act, 

made the advice of the council of ministers binding on the Governor-General and the 

Governor in federal and provincial affairs respectively. After examining the position 

of the Governor in the said Act, it was observed that his position in respect of his 

ministers was analogous to that of the British sovereign under the British 

Constitution. The late Constitution, following, in the main, the pattern of the 

Constitution Act as far as the relations of the President and the Governors with the 

ministers were concerned, added a specific provision that the advice of ministers was 

binding on the President and the Governors. The legislatures which were to be elected 

under this Constitution had not come into existence but that fact by itself did not 

change the pattern of government. It is, therefore, not correct to say that the system of 

government in force in Pakistan, during the period under review, was not 

parliamentary. That this pattern was not worked successfully by us in the past is clear 

from even a cursory perusal of the political history of the period particularly from 

1953 on wards. 

Views on Causes of Failure 
 

10. The various views expressed with regard to the nature, and causes, of the 
failure to work successfully the parliamentary form of government, can broadly be 

grouped as follows: 

(1) Lack of proper elections and defects in the late Constitution. 

(2) Undue interference by the Heads of the State with the ministries and political 
parties, and by the Central Government with the functioning of the governments in the 

provinces. 

(3) Lack of leadership resulting in lack of well-organized and disciplined parties, 

the general lack of character in the politicians and their undue interference in the 

administration. 

Conclusions and Reasons 

11. In our opinion, the real causes of the abovementioned failure are to be found 
more in the last mentioned group of opinions than in the first two groups. Before 
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discussing the reasons for this conclusion, we should like to make it clear (hat we are 

not looking into this matter with a view to holding an inquisition against the former 

President or his predecessor, or the ministers who held office during the years 

preceding the Revolution, but that our endeavor, on the other hand, is only to consider 

those facts which afford us some guidance in making recommendations for providing 

for Pakistan a form of government which is firm and stable and at the same time 

democratic. We shall, therefore, refer only to some of the incidents in the political 

history of this country during the period under review. 

12. As for lack of proper elections which is slated by some as one of the causes, if 

by 'proper is meant 'direct', the first Constituent Assembly was indirectly elected as it 

was intended mainly for the purpose of framing the constitution. It continued in office 

till it was dissolved in October 1954, and its successor Assembly was also elected 

indirectly but that election was after the elections in the provinces, and from the 

complexion of the new Assembly it was clear that a new element had come in. 

However, elections held, on universal franchise, in the provinces did not bring in a 

better type of representative. It cannot be said that all the provincial elections were not 

properly held. The election of 1954 in East Pakistan was undoubtedly properly 

conducted but its result was that the position of parties in East Pakistan grew worse, 

as, instead of one Muslim majority party, there were many smaller groups, and a stage 

was reached when the Hindu minority block could hold the balance. In West Pakistan 

also, group rivalry had started in the majority party which was, however, sufficiently 

strong, till the integration, to form the government. As for the defects in the late 
constitution, which has also been mentioned as one of the causes of the failure, we do 

not see any that could have effectively prevented its being worked successfully. What 
is referred to here is perhaps the fact that the question, whether the electorate should 

be joint or separate, was left over in the late constitution for decision by the 
parliament in consultation with the provincial legislature; but this was obviously due 

to the Assembly being unable to make up its mind, and we do not think that the object 
was to delay elections. However, as indicated already, even if general elections had 

been held, we do not think the right type of leadership would have emerged. 

13. Regarding interference by the Heads of the State, reference is, obviously to 

the former President and his predecessor. It cannot be said that they did not interfere, 
or that they were not responsible for the confusion we have had in the political field, 

or that they were free from personal, or provincial, considerations. But history shows 
that power passed effectively from the Head of the State to the people's 

representatives only when the latter became disciplined and stood together to oppose 
autocracy. Till that stage was reached, the Head of the State could always interfere 

with impunity. Our not accepting the interference by the Heads of the State as one of 
the real causes of the failure of the parliamentary form of government does not 

amount to their exoneration. As we have already observed, we are not holding an 

inquisition against them or against the politicians. What we should like to point out is 

that interference by these Heads of the State would not have been possible if there had 

been discipline and solidarity in the parties in power. This would be clear from the 

discussion that follows with regard to some of the instances of interference to which 

our attention has been drawn. 
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14. One instance referred to before us was the abrupt dismissal, in April 1953. of 

a Prime Minister who had just got his budget through without any difficulty and also 

had, after the Punjab disturbances, in his capacity as the President of the Muslim 

League party, succeeded in getting his nominee elected as leader of the Muslim 

League party of the Punjab Assembly. The point of criticism was that the Governor-

General acted against the conventions of the parliamentary form of government in 

dismissing a Prime Minister who had such strong popular support. In the communique 

issued in this respect, reasons are given for the dismissal, but it is not necessary for 

our purpose to determine if they are valid or not. The fact which concerns us is that 

the Governor-General took a grave risk in dismissing a Prime Minister who had the 

confidence of the House, and we think that he would not have ventured to do so had 

he not the support of some of the members of the party in power. That he did have 
such support is clear from the fact that six of the members of the outgoing ministry 

joined the new ministry, and. what is more significant, he appointed, as Prime 
Minister, his personal choice, the then Pakistan Ambassador at Washington, who had 

been out .of the country in the Foreign Service since 1948; and yet the very party 
which had supported the dismissed Prime Minister in the budget session 

accepted the new Prime Minister as its leader. Some of the politicians who appeared 
before the Commission, when questioned in this regard, explained that it was in the 

larger interests of the country that this Muslim League party acquiesced in what the 

Governor- General did. It was hinted that there was a threat of military action. This 

explanation is hardly convincing because when a more serious step was taken in 1954, 

viz., the dissolution of the Constituent Assembly, its President was free to fight out 

the matter in the courts and, in fact, the Chief Court of Sind gave a decision in his 

favor. In our opinion, the Governor-General was able to make the appointment of the 

new Prime Minister because of the lack of solidarity in the party which was in a 

majority in the Constituent Assembly. He must have assessed the situation before 

taking the drastic step, for, had the party declined to accept the new Prime Minister as 

its leader, the Governor- General would have been in a very awkward position. 

15. Another instance indicating the lack of solidarity of the party in power was 

the manner in which the amendment of the Constitution Act, curtailing the powers of 

the Governor-General in the matter of appointment and dismissal of ministers, was 

moved and carried in the Assembly. This step was taken so suddenly, and with such 

extraordinary haste, that it was characterized in some quarters as a 'constitutional 

coup'. From the information before us it is clear that in spite of the objection taken in 

the steering committee by the Leader of the Opposition that sufficient notice of such 

an important amendment should be given, the President of the Assembly decided to 

dispense with the usual notice of three days required under the rules. The notices of 

the amendment appear to have reached the houses of the members very late in the 

night preceding the session, which was fixed only the previous evening. From the 

proceedings of the Assembly it appears that the motion went through without any 

serious debate. Reactions to this amendment were mixed. While some welcomed the 
change in the law as it could prevent the abrupt dismissal of a Prime Minister, and the 

appointment to that office of an outsider, others took the view that this measure was 
aimed at the then 
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Governor-General personally and was not based on principle, as it was passed 

only in respect of the Governor-General and not the Governors and at a lime when the 

draft of the new Constitution was ready. However, the manner in which the 

amendment was moved and effected clearly shows that those who sponsored it were 

not sure of the attitude of the rest of their own party. 

16. As regards the dissolution of the Constituent Assembly, it was, no doubt, held 
in a majority decision of the Federal Court that on the facts stated in the reference, 

made to it by the Governor-General, his action was legal and justified, but that 
conclusion was based on the assumption that the facts alleged in the reference were 

correct. However, this decision was given only in April, 1955. The immediate 

reaction to the dissolution was one of surprise and yet there seems to have been no 

organized opposition by the parties. On the other hand, some of the members of the 

Muslim League passed resolutions in Sind and the Punjab approving of the action of 

the Governor-General which was welcomed by the parties other than the Muslim 

League. 

17. After the new Constituent Assembly was elected in July, 1955, there was a 
change in the Head of the State and in respect of the new Governor-General, who with 

the late Constitution coming into force became the first President of the Republic, it 
was stated before us that he also unduly interfered with the political situation in the 

country. The criticism leveled against him was that he forced, on the Muslim League 

party, which was the majority party at the time of the integration of the provinces of 

West Pakistan into One Unit, a leader who was not prepared to join that party. He was 

notified by the Central Government to be the Chief Minister of the integrated 

province before the One Unit Assembly was constituted-a step entirely opposed to the 

parliamentary practice. In the ordinary course, the party should have elected him as its 

leader after the Assembly came into existence. It appears that some of the members of 

the Muslim League party had promised to support the said leader, but, when the 

Assembly was formed, this support was not forthcoming from the party as a whole. 

The result was that that leader formed the Republican Party, which consisted mostly 

of those members of the Muslim League party who left it not on any principle but on 

personal grounds. 

18. As regards the interference by the Central Government, reference may be 

made to the attitude of the Muslim League party which was in the majority in the 

Constituent Assembly at the time the Muslim League in East Pakistan suffered a 

crushing defeat in the election of 1954. The imposition of the Governor's rule, soon 

after the United Front ministry took office, was an indication of the reluctance on the 

part of the majority party at the Centre to allow any other party to take office in the 

province of East Pakistan. Further reference to this interference will be made 

presently. There were also instances of interference by the Centre in West Pakistan, 

both before the integration into One Unit and after it, but it does not appear to us 

necessary to deal with those incidents. Suffice it to point out that such interference 

shows that the members of the party in power at the Centre were concerned more with 
maintaining their own position than with working the Constitution. 
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19. Sir Winston Churchill' is reported to have described the duties of a member of 

parliament as follows: 

"The first duty of a Member of Parliament is to do what he thinks in his faithful 

and disinterested judgment is right and necessary for the honor and safety of Great 
Britain. His second duty is to his constituents, of whom he is the representative but 

not the delegate. Burke's famous declaration on this subject is well known. It is only 
in the third place that his duty to the party organization or programme takes rank. All 

these three loyalties should be observed, but there is no doubt of the order in which 
they stand under any healthy manifestation of democracy." 

The members of the legislatures in Pakistan, on an average, with a few honorable 

exceptions, did not regard anyone of these duties as binding on them. They were, on 

the other hand, mainly concerned with their individual interests. Even in the first year 
of Pakistan, when the enthusiasm of the people for building up the new country was at 

the highest, personal rivalry started amongst the members of the party in power. This 
was more evident in the former Punjab and Sind provinces, where changes look place 

within the same ministry even in the early stages. In East Pakistan, the situation was a 
little better, but even there by the end of 1949, one of the ministers had to resign, and 

a tribunal, appointed to inquire into the allegations of misconduct, maladministration 
and corruption, recorded several findings against him. Earlier, in 1948, the Chief 

Minister of Sind was dismissed on similar charges, nearly half of which were held by 

a tribunal, appointed to try him, to have been established. Two other ministers of 

Sind, who were proceeded against under the Public and Representative Offices 

Disqualification Act, were found guilty of misconduct. The East Bengal Police 

Committee, in its report of 1953, refers to an instance; it had come across, of undue 

interference with the police and magistracy, by a minister in a case of rioting and 

theft. The minister who interfered was not in charge of Law and Order and yet he sent 

for the police and the District Magistrate to the Secretariat and had a long discussion 

with them regarding the grant of bail to the ac accused who was ultimately released 

on bail owing to the interest shown by the minister. Obviously, the person accused in 

that case had influence with the party in power. In 1948, the Muslim League party, 

which was in power throughout Pakistan, lost a bye- election in East Pakistan. Since 

then there were as many as 34 vacancies, but no other bye-election was held though 
the party remained in power (ill the beginning of 1954. Keeping these seats vacant 

was clearly due to the apprehension that the party would lose in the bye-elections. 
This was an example of a party contravening the conventions and principles of 

representative government in order to keep itself in power. 

20. The administration of East Pakistan, in the days of the Muslim League 

ministry, was, on the whole, not as unsatisfactory as during the period of the other 

ministries which came into power as a result of the 1954 election. At that election 

there was a United Front consisting of different parties, the common object of which 

appears to have been only to drive the Muslim League out of power. In this they 

succeeded but as the union was not on any solid basis the United Front showed signs 
of disunity soon after its success. Within a 

 
 
* Parliamentary Affairs, Vol. 9 (1955-56), p. 238. 
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few weeks of their taking office, however, the Central Government, which was 

still a Muslim League government as already pointed out, imposed the Governor's 

rule. The ground on which this step was taken was that the Chief Minister (the leader 

of the United Front) had made a speech, in Calcutta, which amounted to treason. Bui 

curiously enough, when the Governor's rule was lifted, the said gentleman was asked, 

by the very Prime Minister who had dismissed him earlier branding him a traitor, to 

nominate a member of his party to form the government in the province, though his 

was not the largest party in the House. By then, the United Front had broken up and 

several parties were ranged separately, with the result that no single party could, 

without aligning itself with some other groups, form a ministry. One would have 

expected the largest party to be asked to take office but that course was not followed, 

apparently because it did not suit the Central Government. Subsequently, the party so 
favored failed to get its budget through, but the Centre, instead of calling upon the 

leader of the largest party, which with others had formed the opposition, to take 
office, imposed Governor's rule for certification of the budget. After this was done, 

the same favorite party was again installed into office but it could not last beyond the 
period of certification (being three months), and had ultimately to resign. The solution 

lay in bringing the Muslim parties together so that a stable government could be 
formed, but the parties would not merge their differences as none was willing to give 

up its position of vantage. If these representatives of the people had the interests of the 

country at heart they would have settled their differences and not remained so divided 

that a section of the minority community could hold the balance As has already been 

seen, in West Pakistan the creation of the Republican party was again not on any 

principle but only on personal considerations. There also, in 1957, Governor's rule 

was imposed to save the Republican party from defeat. It was lifted only when the 

Republicans could safely be reinstated. These instances clearly establish what we 

have observed already viz., that members of the legislatures, with a few exceptions, 

were not imbued with the spirit of service to the country, or even to the constituency, 

but were concerned only with their own interests. As. in the parliamentary form of 

government, the Head of the Executive, i.e., the Prime Minister or Chief Minister, as 

well as the ministers depend solely on the support to the majority party, they had to 

keep that majority satisfied and for that purpose did interfere in the administration, 
and in some cases their interference was also for their personal advantage. 

21……………………. 

22 ..............................  

23. In the Constituent Assembly, which passed the late Constitution there was not 

a single party which could by itself command a majority, although to every patriotic 

Pakistani it must have occurred that the time had come for a merger of the various 

interests in order to work the new constitution successfully. Provincialism and 

personal advantage had such a strong hold on the politician that he forgot his duty to 

the country, with the result that, even in spite of the accord which enabled the 

constitution to be passed, the party groups continued to exist and only coalition 
ministries could be formed. After the Constitution was passed one would have 

expected the Prime Minister, who was successful in piloting it, to be able to continue 
in office for some time, but hardly six 
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months passed when he resigned. The explanation given by him was that it had 

become increasingly clear to him that a section of the leadership of his party the 

Muslim League, was determined to create difficulties for him and he considered it a 

point of honor that he should vacate office as well as resign the membership of the 

Muslim League, though, in fact, a majority in the Parliament, consisting of members 

of other parties, was prepared to support him. The next Prime Minister who took 

office was dependent on sections of the House other than the one of which he was the 

leader. Hardly had he remained in office for about year when the members of a party 

other than his own, on whose support he was a dependent, dropped him. Blame for 

this state of affairs was laid at the door of the former President, but, as we have 

already indicated at the outset, it could not have been possible for anyone person to 

create a split, unless the party in which the split was created was itself vulnerable and 
did not have the real interests of the country at heart. This instability affected 

adversely not only the administration but also the prestige of the country in the 
international sphere. 

24. A very small percentage of opinions (2.2 %) blame the Services for the 

failure of the parliamentary form of government. The allegation, however, was in 

quite general terms. It is quite possible that this criticism is based on the fact that the 

former President and his predecessor were both retired members of permanent 

Services, and in fact, a few of the opinions were to the effect that members of 

permanent Services should be debarred from standing for election to any office within 

five years of their retirement. If, on the other hand, it was meant that officers who 
should have stood firmly against the ministerial acts of mal-administration, 

misconduct and corruption even to the extent of threatening to resign, did not do so, 
that by itself hardly justifies the accusation that the Services were responsible for the 

acts of the ministers. Even in advanced countries, instances of such drastic action on 
the part of the officers can, in the nature of things, be very few, for, it is not easy for 

senior officers with families and commitments to change their occupation at a late 
stage in life. According to the statement about the nature and causes of the failure of 

the parliamentary form of government presented to us by the official delegation: 

"Government servants were victimized or favored in the personal interests, or on the 

recommendation, of the ministry's supporters, leading to complete demoralization of 

the services." There were, of course, cases of officers playing up to the ministers order 

to exploit the situation to their own advantage, but it cannot be said that they 

contributed to the failure of the parliamentary form in particular, as corrupt officers of 

that type would contribute to the failure of any form of government. The Services, in 

general, cannot, therefore, be condemned as having contributed to the failure of the 

parliamentary form of government. 

25. We, therefore, conclude, as we began, with the observation that the real 

causes of the failure of the parliamentary form of government in Pakistan were mainly 

the lack of leadership resulting in lack of well-organized and disciplined parties, the 

general lack of character in the politicians and their, undue interference in the 

administration. 
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CHAPTER III 

FORM OF GOVERNMENT - PARLIAMENTARY OR PRESIDENTIAL 

Analysis of Opinions expressed 

 

34. As for the form of government with which we are concerned in this chapter, 

only 21.3 % of the opinions favor the pure parliamentary pattern while 29.3 % want to 
have that form modified materially. 47.40% favor the presidential type of government 

and of the remaining 2 % who suggested dictatorship on the lines of the Khilafat. 
most of the witnesses added that, if that were not practicable, they would prefer the 

presidential system. It is remarkable that even those who advocated the pure 

parliamentary form in their statements before us admitted that, for the successful 

working of that system, well organized and highly disciplined parties were necessary 

and that for such parties to emerge in Pakistan it would take time. They also admitted 

that stability of government could be secured only with such parties; but they were 

hopeful that if elections were held regularly, the right type of representatives would be 

returned. According to some of these opinions we are so used to the parliamentary 

system, and such strangers to the presidential, that the safer course is to revert to the 

parliamentary type. In some of the statements made before us, fear was expressed that 

the presidential form would create deadlock, if it did not deteriorate into dictatorship 

as in the Latin American Slates. Some of the opinions in favor of the parliamentary 

form seem to us to have been influenced by an impression that India has been able to 

work that system satisfactorily, and that, therefore, there is no reason to doubt its 
success here. 

35. Those who wished to modify the parliamentary form, while sharing with the 

pure parliamentarians their apprehension about the presidential type admitted that the 

right type of parties were not in existence prior to the Revolution and their emergence 

would take time, but they hoped that the system would work successfully if the 

changes they proposed were adopted. Their main proposals, which are indicated 

below, are however, ineffective, as shall be seen when they are discussed in detail. 

They are restrictions and control to be imposed on the number of parties and freedom 

of party affiliation incorporating the conventions into the constitution, statutorily 

prohibiting interference by the ministers with the administration, enactment of 
stringent laws against the misbehavior of the ministers and, finally, the President 

taking over the administration in emergencies and a few months prior to elections. 

36. Those in favor of the presidential form appeared to be convinced that the 

parliamentary form, which had once failed, could not succeed unless disciplined 

parties emerged, which, according to them, would take a long time. Some of them 

recommended the presidential system only for a decade and suggested that provision 

should be made in the constitution for a revision thereof every ten years, while others 

were of the view that the parliamentary form did not suit our genius as the history of 

the Islamic countries shows that there was always only one person at the head of 

affairs. In this connection it was stated that the system of having a head of the state as 
well as a Prime Minister was bound to end in a clash of personalities, In addition to 

these views, a few opinions were also expressed, mostly in the statements made 
before us, suggesting blending of the two systems of government but these 

suggestions can be conveniently considered while dealing with the system of checks 
and balances. 
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Suitability of Parliamentary Form: Discussed 

3 ..... 7 In our opinion, we shall be running a grave risk in adopting the 
parliamentary form, either in its purity or with the modifications suggested, and we do 

not think that we can afford to take such a risk at the present stage. 

38 .........  

39. It is not correct to say that we have been used to the British type of 
parliamentary form from a long time, for, prior to the coming into force of the 

Government of India Act, 1935, the government was in effect more of the presidential 
type. A certain amount of ministerial responsibility have, no doubt, been introduced in 

1919, by what was known as Diarchy, in a few subjects of less importance, but even 

in those fields the Secretaries to Government, who were of the Secretary of State's 

Services, were given the right of audience with the Governor over the head of the 

minister whenever there was difference of opinion. When the Act of 1935 came into 

force in 1937, it brought in ministerial responsibility in the whole of the provincial 

field, but the Secretary of State's Services were still outside the control of the 

ministers. Governors in the provinces were given special powers and responsibilities 

with regard to these Services, while at the Centre the Viceroy remained supreme. 

Government of the parliamentary pattern was introduced only when independence 

was gained and how this system has not been worked successfully has already been 

explained in the first chapter. It is, therefore, in our opinion, idle to say that we have 

been so much used to the parliamentary type of government that we should continue 

to work it patiently, regardless of the fact that its immediate results will not be 
different from the recent ones. 

40. As for the impression that this system has been a success in India, and, 

therefore, it ought to succeed here we can do no better than quote the following from 

The Approach to Self-Government by Sir Ivor Jennings'*: 

"One of the reasons which enabled the British Constitution, suitably adapted, to 

work in India is that Indian politics are dominated by the Indian National Congress, a 
body which enjoys great prestige because it was the party of Mahatma Gandhi and is 

the party of Jawaherlal Nehru. What is more, it was the party which brought 

independence to India. During the struggles for that independence many Indian 

leaders obeyed the decisions of the Congress and suffered severely for their political 

views. It is a universal trait of human nature that one should feel greater loyalty to an 

institution for which one has had to make sacrifices than to one which has heaped 

honors on one's head in consequence of these factors, and in spite of all the conflicts 

of personality and power, which have been numerous since 1947, the Congress still 

dominate the Union and the great majority of the States. The absence of a strong 

Opposition is at this stage less relevant, though India may run into difficulties if the 

Congress either becomes corrupt or breaks up, because there is no Opposition ready to 

form a Government. 

 

 
 

 
'pp 16-18 
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"If Pakistan had been able to produce a Constitution as quickly as India it might 

have followed the same road. Its leaders had. However a much more difficult task. It 

took over only three complete Provinces, Sind, Baluchistan and the North-West 

Forntier. It also had the larger slice of the Punjab including the capital city, Lahore, in 

Last Bengal, which contains more than half the population it did not even have the 

Provincial capital. Completely new administrations had to be built up in Karachi and 

Dacca. Even in Peshawar, Lahore, Hyderabad and Quetta, however, large numbers of 

public employees had been Hindus who migrated to India as soon as partition 

occurred. The new Central and Provincial administration had to be built up from a 

miscellaneous collection of local people and refugees from other parts of the 

subcontinent. What is more, while these organizations were being established 

extensive rioting broke out in many cities and all along the new frontier with India. 
The police were disorganized and there was no Pakistan army, for the battalions of the 

pre-partition Indian army had, as a matter of policy, been mixed racially, so that a 
battalion stationed at, say, Rawalpindi might contain a company of Muslims and 

companies of Dogras and Sikhs as well. 

"The first year, therefore, had to be occupied in organization, and at the end of it 

Mohammad Ali Jinnah, whose position in the Muslim League was even more 

powerful than that of Nehru in the Congress, died. There was nobody of his status left 

in the League, but Liaquat Ali Khan kept the machine working until he was 

assassinated in 1951. Theoretically the Muslim League continued to dominate; but its 

lack of outstanding personalities, and the conflicts which arose among the lesser men, 
made it a mere shadow of what it might have been in the East Bengal election of 

March. 1954 it was practically wiped out and it became plain-even before the League 
failed to obtain a majority in the second Constituent Assembly elected in June, 

1955—that Pakistan would follow a different road from India. It would not have two 
strong parties, as in Britain, nor one strong party with a variety of Opposition groups, 

as in India, but a handful of competing groups". 

41. The dearth of leadership in our country, referred to by Sir Ivor, was due to a 

chain of adverse circumstances that hampered our progress in the past. After 1857, the 

Muslims of this sub-continent had to face hardships as it was thought by the 

government of the day that, unless they were put down ruthlessly, there might be 
another mutiny. This policy completed the degeneration of the Muslims, which had 

already started after the break-up of the Mughal rule. As long as Persian was the court 
language, Muslims had occupied high offices, but with the introduction of English 

they were at a disadvantage, as they would not learn anything that came from a 
foreigner who had crushed them, whereas the Hindus forged ahead in education and 

business and, in course of time, came to occupy almost all the best places in the 
administration and the professions which were open to Indians. Though the advance 

in education was confined to the higher castes amongst the Hindus, yet the progress 

made by that class was phenomenal, and ideas of self- government spread and the 

Nationalist movement gathered momentum. The Muslims did not join the Hindus in 

their movement not because they had no desire for independence, but because they 

feared domination by the Hindus. This apprehension was fully justified 
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as all attempts to persuade the Hindu majority community to deal fairly with the 

Muslims had failed. The Quaid-e-Azam, who himself was once an ardent Congress-

man. came to the conclusion that the interests of the Muslims would not be safe in the 

hands of the Congress though that body had professed to be entirely non-communal. 

The result was that the Muslim community as a whole did not participate in the 

freedom movement to the same extent as the Congress which, on account of its 

continuous effort for gaining independence, had to organize itself and consequently 

acquired experience of leadership and party discipline. It was only from 1937 

onwards that the Muslim League came to the forefront under the leadership of the 

Quaid-e-Azam. This was too short a period for any substantial leadership to emerge. 

Therefore, at the time Pakistan came into being, we did not have a sufficient number 

of persons experienced in the political field. 

If the Quid-e-Azam had lived for a few more years or at least that Quaid-e Millat, 

who had been trained by the Quaid-e-Azam, had not been snatched away from us, we 

might have fared better. A strong opposition, which can form an alternative 

government, is one of the requisites for successfully working the parliamentary form, 

and, as Sir Ivor Jennings has pointed out, even in India, owing to the lack of an 

effective opposition, difficulties might arise the moment the Congress loses its 

position as did the Muslim League here. That all is not well with the Congress in the 

Indian States appears from the following extract from a speech of the Speaker of the 

Lok Sabha reported in the 'Statesman' of January the 2nd, 1961: 

"Though we have settled down within a short period comfortably and have been 

working democratic institutions pretty well in our country since we attained freedom 

and have given unto ourselves a democratic constitution, the affairs in all the States 

arc not what they should be or could be desired. 

"People may soon become sick of the changes in Governments caused by the 
manipulations of support for persons or groups to gain or regain power. If there is a 

constant fight for power, the people will get nothing from the Government of the day. 
The ruling party, as a whole, may get into disrepute on account of the factions. 

"The only remedy seems to be that once .a leader is elected, he ought not to be 

disturbed so long as that party continues to have a majority in the legislature, except 

for gross misconduct. 

"Otherwise his rival who had been defeated in the elections for leadership of the 

party would go on trying to gather support for himself and try to overthrow the 

successful candidate and the vicious circle will continue". 

42. The modifications suggested by the second group of parliamentarians, to 
which reference has already been made, include the suggestions in the opinions 

expressed with regard to question No.2 in the questionnaire, namely, the steps to be 
taken to prevent the causes that led to the failure of the parliamentary system, which 

we, in the second chapter, promised to consider here. The said modifications may be 

grouped in the main as follows:— 
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(a) control of parties by restricting their number and requiring their registration; 

(b) restriction of the change of party affiliation by imposing the obligation to   resign 
and stand for re-election; 

(c) conventions obtaining in the United Kingdom should be incorporated in the 

constitution; 

(d) statutory prohibition of interference by the politicians and the ministers in the 
day-to-day administration, and stringent laws for punishing them for misconduct; 

(e) provision against interference by the President except during an emergency and a 

few months preceding the elections, when he should have the power to take over. 

 

Some of these changes would materially alter the parliamentary form of 

government; and none of them, as shall be seen presently, would give us the desired 

result, namely, the stability of government and firmness of administration. 

43. The proposal to restrict the number of parties is apparently based on the 
desire to secure a two-party system, but the question is: on what principle can this 

restriction be imposed? How are the two parties, which can be recognized, to be 
defined? If it is said that there shall not be more than two parties and a number of 

parties apply for registration, on what ground is the officer, authorized to register 
them, to prefer two and reject the rest? In England and America, there is no restriction 

as to the number of parties, but the electorate divides itself mainly between the 

Conservatives and Labor in England and the Republicans and the Democrats in the 

United States. As regards the control on parties, it could be only with regard to the 

number of members, finance and accounts and policy, but that does not secure 

stability of its support. A party may satisfy the registering officer in the matter of 

organization and policy, etc., and yet, at the crucial moment, its members may so 

withdraw support from the leader as to make him fall, not on any principle, but on 

purely personal considerations. 

44. As for the restriction on party affiliation, a person, who is discontented with 
the leader of his party, if prevented from openly going over to another group can 

easily circumvent that restriction by absenting himself at the crucial moment. In the 

past, not only did individuals cross the floor but parties also became divided. For 

instance, in the old Punjab Province in 1949, some of the members of the Muslim 

League formed, with the Chief Minister who was dismissed, a separate Party called 

the Jinnah Muslim League. Similarly in East Pakistan, the Awami League, which was 

the largest party in the House at the time the Governors rule was lifted in 1955, ran 

into difficulties because some of its members formed a new party called the National 

Awami Party. Now, if such divisions in parties are to be prevented by law, then a 

member of the legislature will lose freedom of party affiliation, which is necessary for 

the satisfactory discharge of the duties of a member of parliament to which reference 

has already been made in the first chapter. Some of the members may justly feel that 

the policy proposed to be followed by the majority party is harmful, and a declaration 

by them that they would leave the party may have the desired effect of preventing that 
policy being followed. But if the proposed restriction is imposed, it is most unlikely 

that an average member of the legislature would 
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think of giving up his seat, however strongly he may feel against the policy 

followed by his party. 

45. Regarding the proposal of embodying in the constitution, the conventions 

observed in England, the first thing that has to be pointed out is that conventions are 
only usages and understandings which, as Lard Bryc observes, "no writer can 

formulate." Secondly, a convention is not a precedent which is always followed, for, 
as painted out by Keith* in his "British Cabinet System." 

"It may be departed from, because it no longer accords with development of the 

constitution, when a new usage may be created and itself be followed until 

circumstances alter." 

That being so, adoption, as statutory provisions, of usages which are liable to 

change with the circumstances, would create difficulties. In 1932, when there was a 

coalition government in England, it was agreed by the members of the cabinet that 

they had the right to speak and vote against a proposal of the majority which became 

the proposal of the government. This "agreement to differ" was a clear departure from 

the rule of collective responsibility, but Sir Ivor Jennings regards it as an exception 

capable of application only where conditions are similar. This agreement was not 

considered un- constitutional in England. In the late Constitution, Article 37(5) 

adopted the English convention, of the collective responsibility of the cabinet, as a 

statutory provision, but not long after the coming into force of this constitution, the 

members of the central cabinet started making speeches in public over the One Unit 

question which indicated that they were no longer of one opinion on that important 
issue. The then Prime Minister supported the One Unit while some of the members of 

his cabinet made speeches clearly indicating that One Unit should be broken up. This 
disagreement stands on the same footing as the "agreement to differ" referred to 

above, but, while in England it did not become unconstitutional because the collective 
responsibility there was only a convention, here the disagreement in the cabinet, on 

the question of One Unit, was clearly unconstitutional as it was a breach of a 
provision of the constitution. This instance indicates how unwise it is to incorporate, 

in the constitution, usage which spring out of peculiar circumstances and are likely to 

be changed when the circumstances change. Apart from these difficulties, we fail to 

see how, by adopting certain known conventions as statutory provisions we would 

secure stability of government when, as we have said above, we do not have the type 

of leadership as well as membership of the legislature required to successfully work 

the parliamentary form. Till the average member of the legislature develops a sense of 

political responsibility and ceases to put political pressure on the ministry for his own 

ends, even definite provisions of the constitution are likely to be disregarded. 

46. Statutory prohibition of ministerial interference with the day-to-day 
administration would create difficulties, as circumstances may arise requiring the 

minister's attention, to be given to an administrative detail. In England, there is no 

such prohibition, but no minister thinks of interfering in the day-to-day administration 

unless 

 
* P-7 
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questions of principle arise. Normally, the administrative details are left to the 

permanent Civil Service and the experts. If a doubt arises, the point is referred to the 

minister who, before taking a decision, is advised by his office and experts as to the 

likely consequences of different courses of action. It thus depends on the sense of 

responsibility of the ministers and members of the legislature as to when, and to what 

extent, there should be interference. In England, an average member of the parliament 

would not think of asking a minister to interfere where questions of principle do not 

arise, and, if any member does so, disobliging him would not affect the position of the 

minister as the other members would be with him. But here, it would be otherwise. 

Further, when allegations of interference are made against ministers, subtle questions, 

as to where policy ends and its implementation starts are raised. This was the 

experience of the Tribunals which tried some of the ministers in the past for 
maladministration, misconduct and corruption. The tendency of the ministers was to 

interfere in matters of transfers, promotions and such other details, in order to keep 
their political supporters satisfied. It would be of little comfort to an average member 

of the legislature, who approaches a minister to interfere in the matter of a transfer or 
appointment as a favor, to be told that there is a prohibition against it. He would 

prefer to support a minister who would not hesitate to disregard such prohibitions and, 
therefore, there would be instability, if the minister refuses to interfere or undue 

interference if he yields to such requests. 

47. As regards an enactment for punishing ministers for misconduct and 

corruption, past experience shows that such a statute was used as a political weapon 
against those ministers whom the party in power wished to remove. Previous sanction 

of the Governor- General was made necessary, for institution of such proceedings, 
because to give the right of initiation direct to every citizen was not in the interests of 

administration. However, enactments of this type would be a deterrent only against a 
minister being corrupt and not in respect of interference and mal-administration to 

keep himself in position. Even if he is so deterred, instability cannot be avoided, as 
the member of the legislature concerned would cease to support him. Further a 

minister bent on interference can find many ways of exerting his influence without 

leaving a trace of it on the file. 

48. It now remains to consider the suggestions made with regard to the head of 
the state in a parliamentary form of government. One of the suggestions is that there 

should be a specific provision in the constitution preventing interference by the 
President. Such a general prohibition may not be conducive to the welfare of the 

country, for, the party in power, though in a majority in the House, may have lost 
completely the confidence of the nation, and, if the head of the state cannot interfere, 

there would practically be a rule of the few as against the wishes of the electorate 
according to Dicey, the sovereign in England does possess the right to dismiss a 

ministry if it has lost the confidence of the people despite its retaining a majority in 

the Parliament However, no head of the state would flagrantly disregard a 

constitutional provision; as that would make him liable to impeachment, but, 

occupying the position he does, it would always be possible for him. If he is so 

inclined, to interfere behind the scenes. After the late Constitution came into force, it 

was often alleged that the first President of the Republic was indulging in such 

activities, and we cannot say that that allegation had no basis. Another suggestion 

made in this regard was that the President should take over the entire administration 

three 
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months prior to the expiry of the term, of the legislature which would end in a 

general election. This proposal, which came from an ardent parliamentarian, for 

securing fair and free elections, implies that a Prime Minister who has held office for 

over four years cannot be trusted to act honestly just preceding the elections. If that be 

so. how can one rely on him to act honesty in the earlier part of his tenure whenever 

his position is threatened. If, at the close of his tenure, his desire, to get re-elected and 

also to facilitate the re- election of his party, is going to lead him away from the path 

of rectitude, there would be nothing preventing him, even at an earlier stage to act 

dishonestly whenever danger to his position arises. As regards the period during 

which the President is to be in charge of the entire administration, it has to be borne in 

mind that, according to this proposal, there would be no legislature to restrain him 

during that period. The question, therefore, arises: what is to be done should the 
President, after taking over the entire administration, feel tempted to continue as the 

sole ruler for a period longer than three months? It was, no doubt, proposed by the 
same ardent parliamentarian that, to avoid such a contingency, it should be provided 

in the constitution that the President can hold office only for one term and, thereafter, 
he should retire from active life in lieu of an adequate pension. We think that it is very 

difficult to secure a person to hold office just for a term of four or five years and then 
to disappear from active life altogether. In this connection, it is convenient to consider 

the opinion expressed by some of the presidentialists that in our country if there are 

two persons at the head of affairs, one as the constitutional head and the other as the 

actual head of the executive, there is bound to be a clash between them. In our 

opinion, there is considerable force in this view. What is required for the successful 

working of the parliamentary form of government is an impartial head of the state, 

who keeps himself above party politics, but an elected head of the state is hardly 

likely to remain aloof. The well-known Labor leader, Herbert Morrison,' in his. 

"Government and Parliament", while dealing with the question whether the head of 

the state in England should be the hereditary sovereign or an elected President, points 

out: 

"Popular election would give the President too much authority at the expense of 

the Government and Parliament. In any case there would be every possibility of 

friction and party bargaining of the kind seen in the election of the French President in 

1953." 

It is remarkable that British parliamentary form has worked well in the 
monarchical countries in Europe, while, in the republics of Europe where it was 

adopted, it has undergone a change. A constitutional monarch is trained to play the 
role of an impartial head of the state and, as far as his position and privileges are 

concerned, they are above controversy as he is the first citizen and this position 
continues till he either abdicates or dies. An elected head of the state must naturally be 

a person who commands the confidence of the people, and if he happens to be a 

strong person and the Prime Minister, who equally should have the confidence of the 

people, is also equally strong, clashes between them, particularly in a country like 

ours, where the sense of political responsibility has yet to be developed fully, are 

bound to occur. Our past political history, short as it is, bears this out. As long as 

either the Prime Minister or the Governor-General was not a strong personality, there 

was only one person, for all practical purposes, at the 

 
*p. 88. 
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head of affairs. But, after the late Constitution came into force, there was friction, as 

both the President and the Prime Ministers were strong personalities. It is note-worthy 

in this connection that in India, where the parliamentary system is in force, the present 

Prime Minister has, from the day of Independence until now, completely eclipsed the 

head of the state, who, it is significant, has himself raised the question whether he has 

not. Under the present Indian constitution more powers than the sovereign in England. 

However, as long as the parties are not disciplined and organized enough to stand 

together against autocratic acts, an elected head of the state in the parliamentary form 

of government has much scope to indulge in party politics if he is so inclined. 

 

Suitability of Presidential Form : Discussed 
 

49. It, therefore, appears to us that we should have a form of government where 

there is only one person at the head of affairs, with an effective restraint exercised on 

him, by an independent legislature members of which, however, should not be in a 

position to seriously interfere with the administration by exercising political pressure 

for their personal ends. Such a system is available in the presidential form of 

government which has been successful in the United States of America. Under this 

system, the President, who is directly elected for a fixed tenure, is vested with 

executive powers which he exercises independently. The legislature, on the other 

hand, is entirely independent of the President and at liberty to criticize his 

administration. It can assemble according to its own programme and rules and need 

not wait for a summons from the President, and the Upper House has to approve of 

the appointments and treaties made by the President with regard to legislation, it has 

this power that two-thirds of its members can overrule the veto of the President. This 
is the barest outline of the system as practiced in America. As to whether this system 

in its entirely, would suit us, or it is necessary to modify it, will be the subject of 
another chapter. Suffice it to indicate at this stage that whatever modifications we may 

adopt, we cannot, if we want to have a democratic form of government, make the 
legislature ineffective. It should be in a sufficiently strong position to act as a check 

on the exercise by the executive of its extensive powers, without at the same time 
affecting the firmness of administration. It is quite a legitimate question to ask as to 

how this system can work when the ordinary politician is not likely to change his 

outlook in the immediate future. The answer is that, once the opportunity of 

exploiting the membership of the legislature for extracting advantages from the 

executive is removed, persons who would stand for election would be those who are 

capable of understanding, and desirous of performing, the legislative duties and not 

those who, as in the past, regard their election as an investment for drawing dividends 

from the executive. It must, of course, be pointed out that, even in a presidential form, 

a member of the legislature does have influence with the administration; for example, 

in the United States of America instances of Senators having wielded influence with 

the White House are not rare. But the fundamental difference between this system and 

the parliamentary form is that while, in the latter, the head of the executive is solely 

dependent on the continued daily support of his majority party, the President, in the 

presidential who form is also a representative of the people, is not dependent, for this 
continuance in office, on the legislature. If the legislature goes against him, he may 

have to yield if he wishes to avoid a deadlock, but a Prime Minister, however, strong 
his position can easily be shaken out of 
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office on the very next day without justification, if something untoward happens and 

the majority of his party withdraws support over-night. It was this compelling 

necessity of keeping the majority of his party satisfied that made many a minister in 

the past depart from the straight path. We think that many of the ministers, who held 

office during the period under review, would have acted on the right lines if they were 

not so utterly dependent on their supporters. Further, under the presidential form, 

administrators can be selected from amongst the ablest of men available and not 

necessarily from amongst the members of the Parliament, while the Prime Minister 

under the parliamentary form may not be a man of great merit, nor can he, in his turn, 

select his ministers only on merit. There the criterion would be the support one gets 

from the party. But it must not be overlooked that the President under the presidential 

form cannot ignore the members of the legislature. On the other hand, he must have 
influence in the House sufficient to afford facilities required for the purposes of 

legislation, especially the passing of the appropriation bill. In the nature of things, he 
will be the leader of a party and he must also carry the other representatives of the 

people with him, as he is both the Head of the State and Prime Minister rolled into 
one. A very heavy responsibility, therefore, rests on him. Franklin D. Roosevelt* is 

reported to have stated before his first election: 

     "The presidency is not merely an administrative office. That is the least of 

it……..It is pre-eminently a place of moral leadership. All our great Presidents were 

leaders of thought at times when certain historic ideas in the life of the nation had to 

be clarified………without leadership, alert and sensitive to change, we are all bogged 
up or lose our way". 

It is, therefore, necessary for the President, under the presidential form, not only 

to lead the people but also to be led by them by responding to public opinion. These 

heavy responsibilities, we think, can be discharged only when the President is capable 

of acting with both courage and humility. As far as the administration goes, he is the 

government and is responsible for the acts of its ministers. It becomes his duty to see 

that his ministers do not, as did the ministers in the past, lose themselves in 

administrative detail instead of giving prominence to policy which is their principal 

domain. Having regard to the extent of responsibility that rests on the shoulders of the 

President, we feel that it is essential that he should have a Vice-President, with 
definite duties, to relieve him. We, therefore, consider that there should be a Vice-

President to whom the President can delegate some of his functions. 

50. The role which the legislature, under the presidential form, has to play is no 

less in importance as it controls the purse, legislates for the country and can criticize 

the administration. These duties of the members of the legislature should discharge 

with a sense of responsibility. Many of the parliamentarians examined before us laid 

stress on the possibility of deadlocks arising between the President and the legislature 

under the presidential system. They went to the extent of characterizing this 

possibility as more disastrous than the instability of government under the 

parliamentary form. The presidentialists on the other hand, were quite hopeful that, 
with a system of checks and balances, smooth government would be possible. As 

shall be seen in the chapter dealing 

 
*"President and Congress: The Conflict of Powers" by Joan Coyne Maclean. P-18. 
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with checks and balances, it is possible to make suitable provisions in the 

constitution to avoid deadlocks as far as possible. 

51. It was also stated by the parliamentarians that the presidential form has 

greater propensities for deteriorating into dictatorship. As the President under that 
form is not removable except by impeachment before his term of office expires, it is 

said that there are greater chances of his becoming a dictator than under the 
parliamentary form which affords facilities for a quiet change of government. Under 

either system, the President can be removed only by impeachment and he has to have 
control of the armed forces. If, therefore, he wants to play the role a dictator, 

completely disregarding the will of the legislature as well as the public opinion in the 

country, he must have the support of the armed forces, and if once he is able to secure 

that support, he can become a dictator whether the form of government is 

parliamentary or presidential. As a matter of fact, the civil government was dismissed, 

and the present regime installed, by the President of a parliamentary form of 

government; and the acts of interference, alleged against the former President and his 

predecessor as being dictatorial, were also performed under the parliamentary form. 

52. As already stated, the parliamentarians, while opposing the presidential 

system, referred to the Latin American Republics in support of their contention that 
the presidential form can easily deteriorate into a dictatorship, but the conditions in 

those countries are entirely different from ours. Lord Bryce, in his "Modern 

Democracies", while dealing with these Republics observes as follows:- 

"The inhabitants of these Spanish colonies began their career as independent 
Slates without political training or experience. There had been no national and very 

few local institutions through which they could have learnt how to manage their own 
affairs. Spain had not given them, as England had given to her North American 

colonies, any town meetings, any municipal council any church organizations in 
which the laity bore a part. Associative bonds to linkmen together did not exist, 

except the control of the serf by his master. There were regions in which society, 
hardly advanced from what it had been in mediaeval Europe, did not possess even 

tribal communities much less any feudal organizations, such as those out of which 

European kingdoms developed. There was, in fact, no basis whatever for common 

political action the brand new constitutions which a few of the best-educated colonial 

leaders had drafted on the model of the United States Constitution did not correspond 

to anything real in the circumstances of these new so- called republican States. 

The long guerilla warfare, in the course of which the insurgent colonists had 

worn out the resources of Spain till she gave up the contest in despair, had implanted 
in all these countries military habits, had made the soldier the leader, had accustomed 

the inhabitants to the rule of force. No one thought of obeying the law, for there was 
no law except on paper. Force and force only counted. The constitutions had provided 

elected presidents and elected legislatures, and courts of law, but what were such 

institutions without the 
 

 

*
 Vol. 1, pp. 211-212. 
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sense of legal right, the means of enforcing it, and the habit of obedience to 

legally constituted authority?" 

It certainly cannot be said that the conditions in Pakistan are the same as those in 

the Latin American Republics. In this sub-continent, after the government of Great 
Britain took over from the East India Company, self-governing institutions and the 

rule of law were introduced. Municipalities and Union Boards come into existence, 
and the civil administration was kept entirely separate from the military and, 

therefore, military habits were not implanted in this country. On the other hand, one 
of the institutions for which the people, including the armed forces, have always had 

the greatest respect, is the judiciary. That being so, it is not correct to compare our 

position with that of the above- said Republics, in which the presidential system was 

introduced at a time when there was no respect for law and order. If the British had 

not introduced the rule of law and the self- governing institutions when they took over 

from the East India Company, perhaps, in this sub-continent also military habits might 

have developed. The armed forces in this country have been, from the beginning, in 

favor of a democratic form of government. It has been explained by the present 

President that he, as the head of the army, was, on more than one occasion, asked to 

take over by the then heads of the state and still he desisted, and when he did take 

over in 1958. he promised to restore popular government after stabilizing the 

conditions in the country, and the fact that this Commission was appointed indicates 

that he is going to carry out that promise. It is heartening to find that the opinion of 

the armed forces placed before the Commission is in favor of a representative form of 
government. 

Note of Warning 

53. We should, however, like to sound a note of warning. Our recommendation 
that the presidential form of government may be adopted does not mean that we 

regard it as a fool-proof scheme, which would avoid any constitutional breakdown in 
future. We recommended that form of government because, on a careful consideration 

of the possibilities and the probabilities of the situation and the experience we have 
gained during the past few years since Independence, we consider that it is a safer 

form to be adopted in our present circumstances. We are certainly not pessimistic 
about the future but we are convinced that unless we evolve a system of checks and 

balances, which, while preventing deadlocks between the legislature and the 

President, provides a healthy restraint on the exercise by the executive of its powers, 

there will be difficulties in working this form of government also. In order to 

determine the question of checks and balances it is necessary first to deal with the 

question whether the system of government should be unitary or federal and whether 

he legislature should be unicameral or bicameral…………………………………
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CHAPTER IV 

FORM OF GOVERNMENT-UNITARY OR FEDERAL 

54…………………………………………………………………………….  

Analysis of View 

55.  In the questionnaire, the difference between federal and quasi-federal was 

not pointed out, but the trend of opinion clearly shows that the federal form was 
regarded, by those who replied to the questionnaire, as equivalent to the form adopted 

in the late Constitution, and that was also the standard kept in view by those who 
made statements before us. 

On an analysis of the various opinions, both in the statements recorded by us and 

the replies to the questionnaire, we find that the preponderance of view is in favor of 

the federal form with a centre as strong as, if not stronger than, that of the late 
Constitution. Tabulating the opinions, irrespective of their being in favor of a 

parliamentary or a presidential pattern, we find that 65.5% were in favor of the federal 
and 34.5% in favor of the unitary form. Regarding the units of the federation, 88. 4 % 

were for the two units as they existed at the time of abrogation of the late 
Constitution-East and West Pakistan- while 8.6% favored the breaking up of the One 

Unit. 2.3% wanted to break up both East and West Pakistan into several units, while 
7% suggested that East Pakistan should be broken up into units but the One Unit of 

West Pakistan should be preserved. As regards the distribution of powers, which gives 
an indication as to whether it should be a federation of a strong, or a loose type, the 

opinions were as follows. Distribution of powers as per the late Constitution was 

favored by 53.5%; while 8% were for giving the Centre more subjects than as in the 
late Constitution; 3.2% were for giving the residuary powers also to the Centre, while 

1.2% wanted to empower the Centre to withdraw powers from the provinces. Thus 
61.5% were in favor of a Centre as strong as, if not stronger than, that of the late 

Constitution, while 38.5% opined that the provinces should be autonomous; the 
powers of the Centre being confined to Defense, Foreign Affairs and Currency. Of the 

witnesses examined before us, however, there were only 23 who were in favor of such 
a weak Centre-18 from East Pakistan and 5 from West Pakistan. The rest of the 

opinions of this subject came from the replies-765 out of a total number of 1,357 from 

East Pakistan and 194 out of 974 from the West. 

56. Views expressed in favor of a unitary government may be stated as follows, 
Pakistan was demanded, and achieved, on the fundamental basis that the Muslims of 

the sub-continent constituted a nation and were, therefore, entitled to the right of self- 
determination in areas where they were in a majority. That being so, it is but 

necessary to have one government though the two wings are separated by over a 
thousand miles of foreign territory. The differences in language and the regional 

interests, which have existed and unfortunately been encouraged during the past 
years, can best be subordinated to the national interest only by having a unitary form 

of government. The official delegation strongly advocated this type and, is doing so. 

pointed out that a very disquieting feature of the political development in this country 

over the past years was the growing power of the provinces in opposition to the 

authority of the Centre, resulting in 
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administrative friction. It was also slated that, in the provincial legislatures, the Centre 

used 10 be attacked by the provincial ministers in order to divert the attention of those 
who were inconvenienced by the faulty administration of the province. 

57. As against the unitary form, the following views were expressed for a federal 

form. A unitary form of government is practicable if the country is one compact area. 

The geographical position of the two wings of Pakistan makes the federal form 

inevitable as, otherwise, administrative difficulties would arise apart from confirming 

the people of the East wing, in their present feeling of being treated as a Colony, as 

the Capital is situated in West Pakistan. As regards administration, a high degree of 

decentralization would be necessary and, if there be no provincial legislature, with 

powers of criticizing the administration, the officers would become autocratic. One 

parliament would find it difficult to legislate for the entire country, especially during 
emergencies. The manner in which the development of East Pakistan was handled in 

the past has shaken the confidence of that province in the Centre, and to overlook the 
distrust and suspicion that has crept in would be extremely unwise.  

 

Discussion of the Problem 

 

58. There is no part of the subject of our enquiry which seems to us to present 

greater difficulties than the question whether the form of government should be 

unitary or federal as, in the controversy, feelings appear to run high. That was 

apparently the reason why 959 replies took the extreme view in favor of a very weak 
Centre while, during our enquiry, when the several aspects of the question were fully 

discussed with the witnesses, only 23 favored that view. It will be convenient to 
consider this minority view after dealing with the main question of a unitary form of 

government versus the federal variety of the late Constitution. 
 

59. It is necessary, at the outset, to refer to certain facts which constitute the 
background to the main issue. After 1957, when the British Sovereign took over from 

the East India Company, a unitary form of government was established in British 

India. As a result of the reforms introduced in 1919, the provinces were given certain 

powers and, very soon, the demand for more powers for the provinces assumed an 

important role in the general scheme of agitation till at last provincial autonomy 

became the objective. Though the majority community, while referring to the future 

Constitution of India, had expressed itself in favor of a unified strong Central 

Government, yet its immediate objective was provincial autonomy as the first 

practical step towards independence. The Muslim community was all along for 

provincial autonomy in order to avoid domination by the majority community. Thus 

political activity centered round the provinces getting all the powers to manage their 

provincial affairs, but this goal was not reached though the Government of India Act, 

1935, except in certain matters, gave the provinces extensive powers. When, out of 

the undivided India, two self-governing dominions emerged, the system of 
government was still of a federal variety with a very strong Centre. The people of East 

Pakistan, who had worked wholeheartedly for the achievement of Pakistan, finding 
themselves free from the domination of the Hindus, were quite prepared to follow the 

Quaid-e-Azam for strengthening their newly won independence. In spite of the 
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country being divided into two parts, separated by more than a thousand miles of 

foreign territory with the capital located in West Pakistan, a feeling of oneness was 

very much in evidence when the Quaid-e-Azam visited Dacca for the first time after 

Pakistan was, achieve. During his stay in East Pakistan, people came from remote 

places in the interior to see the Father of the Nation. Addressing them, the Quaid-e-

Azam amongst other things, referred to East Bengal's feeling of isolation from the rest 

of Pakistan and said: 

"I have only come here for a week or ten days this time, but in order to discharge 
my duty as the Head of the State I may have to come here and stay for days, for weeks 

and similarly the Pakistan Ministers must establish closer contact." 

These were the words of a statesman, and, had he lived longer, he would have not 

only implemented them but would have brought about such a change of heart that the 
present feeling, amongst the people of East Pakistan, that their province is regarded as 

a colony would not have arisen. It is regrettable that, after his death, his proposal of 
the Head of the State or ministers staying in East Pakistan for longer periods, was not 

given effect to. The visits of the Heads of the State, and the central ministers" were 
only for short periods and at no time did any minister of the Centre stay there for even 

a month continuously. It is a matter for serious consideration whether the President 
and the Vice- President should not stay in Dacca, by turns, for at least a few weeks at 

a stretch, and that it should also be arranged amongst the ministers, that one or two of 

them, by turns, should similarly, stay there at least during that portion of the year 

when the President, or the Vice-President, does not do so. The object of the 

suggestion is to have a part of the central administration working in the province so 

that the people may not feel that they are isolated because the capital is located in 

West Pakistan. We understand that there is a proposal to set up a subsidiary capital at 

Dacca but we have not, before us, any definite scheme and we do not know as to what 

exactly would be the effect of such a capital. We suggest that there should be a 

section of the Central secretariat, especially of those departments dealing with nation-

building activities, stationed at Dacca so that delays in administration may be avoided. 

We do not propose to draw up a scheme ourselves but we feel that, if the suggestions 

that we make in this regard are accepted, and, as a result thereof, a machinery is 

always available to the people of the province, it will have a healthy effect on the 
public mind and will go a long way to remove the feeling of isolation. As regards the 

session of the Parliament, we would adopt article 50(1) of the late Constitution, under 
which at least one session in each year was to be held at Dacca. We understand from 

one of the members of the Commission that a scheme for establishing a marine 
academy in Chittagong, which had been previously sanctioned, is now being given 

up. If this is so, we would suggest that government should reconsider that decision. 

60. However the fact of the location of the capital of the country in the Western 

part, far away from the Eastern province, and the striking disparity between the two 

wings in the matter of industrialization, was exploited by the politicians of the day, 

and by certain non-Muslim elements. The latter being unable to reconcile themselves 
to the idea of Pakistan, created, amongst the people of East Pakistan, the impression 

that, as a result of 

 
*Speeches by Quaid-e_Azam Mohammed Ali Jinnah, Governor-General of Pakistan, P.63. 
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neglect by the Central Government their province, in spite of its superiority in 

numbers as well as its capacity to earn more foreign exchange, was far behind the 

other part of the country in the field of development. Such propaganda met with 

success, as the people, having emerged out of a condition of utter dependence, saw 

and heard that in West Pakistan the progress in the industrial field was greater than in 

their own province. During the British days, the policy of the undivided Bengal 

government seems to have been not to industrialize East Bengal. It is remarkable that, 

although that province is the main jute growing area, ali the jute mills, were, at the 

time of Independence, in and around Calcutta. In the Punjab, on the other hand, 

industrial development had gone on and a number of non-Muslims, who had 

established factories, migrated to India when the division took place and the evacuee 

property was occupied by the refugees as well as by local persons who started 
working the existing industries. As a result of there already being industries in 

existence in West Pakistan, further industrial progress was quicker in that area than in 
the East where they had to make a start for the first time. Having regard to the fact 

that the work of industrialization could be handled more rapidly in the West than the 
East, larger amounts were allocated by the Centre to the Western wing. From 

information laid before us it is seen that in 1948-49 and 1949-50 though 8 crores and 
21 lacs were allotted to East Pakistan as against 13 crores and odd given to the West, 

nothing was drawn by the East Pakistan government whereas West Pakistan utilized 

about 11 crores out of the amount allotted to them. In 1950-51,1951-52 -and 1952-53, 

East Pakistan utilized fully the amount given to them, but in 1953-54, 1954-55 and 

1955- 56, the amount that was actually drawn by the government or East Pakistan out 

of the amount allotted came up to only about 50%. In 1956-57, while 20 crores and 69 

lacs was the amount sanctioned, the amount drawn was only 8 crores 47 lacs. In 1957-

58, it was a little higher. It is significant that, in the budget speeches for 1949-50 and 

1950-51, there was no real complaint against the Centre with regard to these 

allotments. On the other hand, speaking on the budget estimates of 1951-52 the then 

Chief Minister acknowledged the help rendered by the Central Government to meet 

the financial difficulties, but in the speeches of the subsequent years there was a note 

of discontent. 

61. There is a feeling in East Pakistan that the Centre delayed the financial 

sanction of the schemes in order to prevent the province utilizing the allotments fully. 

The official point of view, on the other hand, is that there were, no doubt, cases of 

delay by the Centre, but the main reason for the province not having been able to use 

the full amount allotted to it was the delay in the preparation of schemes coupled with 

the fact that the provincial ministers did not consider promptly those schemes in 

which they, or their party, were not interested. In this connection, it was pointed out 

that the development of North Bengal was so badly neglected in the past by the party 

in power that the people of that region went to the extent of demanding that their part 

of East Pakistan should be made a separate province with a separate Governor. It was 

explained that schemes submitted to the Centre were defective owing to the dearth of 
experienced officers and that, on account of those defects, sanction was naturally 

delayed as the Centre could not allow expenditure without the central co-coordinating 
authority certifying that the schemes were in accordance with the plan. 
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62. As the witnesses examined in East Pakistan gave us the impression that they 

had very strong feelings in this matter and felt very much aggrieved. We, at first, 

thought of going into the question fully in order to determine which of these versions 

was true. But, on further consideration, we gave up that idea, as we felt that an inquiry 

at this stage would do greater harm than good. Prejudice which seems to have taken 

root, can, we think, be removed more by practical steps taken to dispel doubt and 

suspicion than by any verdict we can record on the events in the past. As for the work 

of development here is the second five year plan, in which the respective spheres of 

development in the East and the West are clearly indicated, and we have been told on 

behalf of government that a scheme of devolution of funds had already been drawn up 

which would speed up the sanctioning of expenditure. The idea, which seems to have 

gained ground in some quarters in West Pakistan that the people of East Pakistan 
would ultimately secede from the West should be dispelled as, in the nature of things, 

the average Muslim of East Pakistan cannot be thinking of placing himself in the 
position in which he was prior to Independence. Similarly, East Pakistanis should be 

assured that it is no true that West Pakistan does not care for them or their interests: 
Unfortunately, a few instances of indiscretion, on the part of a few officers in the 

early years of Pakistan, created this impression amongst the intelligentsia, which 
seems to have been kept alive by certain parties bent on promoting friction between 

the two wings. To restore mutual trust and confidence between these wings, a system 

facilitating frequent visits by the various strata of intelligentsia from one side to the 

other would be, in our opinion, of great help. Similarly, frequent visits by the 

students, of either wing to the other, will also help in the removal of 

misunderstanding. 

63. But ail these measures will take time to produce results and, till that stage is 

reached, the present state of feeling cannot possibly be ignored. Persons who 
advocated the unitary form of government regard the adoption of the federal form that 

existed at the time of the Revolution, or even before the late constitution, as an 
adverse step as far as the relations between the two provinces are concerned, and they 

think that the unitary form is the solution. According to them, these prejudices will 

disappear if there is one uniform administration all over the country, whereas, if the 

old system is revived, the provincial feeling well gain strength. We are unable to 

agree with this view. There are two points which the framers of a constitution should 

always keep in view. One is that the scheme devised should be workable and the other 

that those for whom it is intended should be prepared to make it work. Any 

constitution lacking in these qualities will not be successful. It is our considered 

opinion that if we impose a unitary form ignoring the state of feeling in East and West 

Pakistan we would be driving the average Muslim of East Pakistan into the arms of 

the extremists and the disruptive elements which are active in that province. A veteran 

political leader, who is respected in all circles, stated before us- 

" .... if the Centre can satisfy the people and remove the distrust then unitary form 

of government may work, but so long as this lack of trust remains, the federal form is 

the proper form." 

He was in favor of following the late Constitution as regards the distribution of 
powers. The fact that 65.5% of opinion is in favor of a federal form is an indication of 
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the inclination of the people and we feel that to ignore this preponderance of view 

would be an extremely rash step, specially when, even apart from the doubt and 

suspicion we have dealt with, the unitary form of government is not practicable in 

Pakistan. 

64. Under a unitary form of government, there would be decentralization on an 

extensive scale without a provincial legislature to act as a check on the officers in 
order that they may not become autocratic. When this aspect of the matter was put by 

the Commission to the witnesses who advocated the unitary form, including those 
who appeared on behalf of government, our attention was drawn to the Governor's 

Council constituted under the Basic Democracies scheme, and it was said that that 

body could be utilized by persons having grievances against officers for bringing their 

facts to the notice of the Governor. But the Governor's Council, even if its members 

happen to be bold enough to criticize the officers of the province before the Governor, 

being a nominated body, will not command the confidence of the people, and, 

consequently, that body would not give satisfaction to the province. As for the 

parliament, where the representatives of both the regions will be present, it would 

hardly have time for question to be asked with regard to administration as would be 

the only legislature in a unitary from and, therefore, busy the whole time with 

legislation for the whole of Pakistan. In this respect, the case of West Pakistan is more 

in point. This province consists of four former provinces and the people of these 

regions complained to us that sufficient decentralization had not yet been made, 

though, at the time of integration of these provinces into One Unit, it had been 
decided to decentralize the administration. As stated already the majority opinion is in 

favor of retaining the One Unit and it is only 8.6% of the opinions that recommend 
the breaking up of the integrated province. We think that, whatever the defects in the 

present management and however objectionable the methods of integration were, it 
would open the flood-gates of provincialism if we break up the integrated province at 

this stage. Decentralization is the only remedy, and that would satisfy the majority 
who are only anxious for an arrangement that would avoid the inconvenience of their 

having to go to the headquarters of the province in matters in which, prior to the 

integration, they could get relief nearer home. If the administration on this account is 

de-centralized on a large scale, then a provincial legislature becomes indispensable as 

a check on the arbitrary exercise by the executive of its extensive powers, but the 

unitary form does not provide for it. 

65. The further proposals put before us on behalf of the government acknowledge 

the difficulty of the Central Parliament dealing with legislation for the entire country 
while sitting at the Capital. It was conceded that provincial matters could be better 

dealt with by the province concerned, and the suggestion was that powers should be 
given to the provinces, more or less on the lines of the late Constitution, subject to 

Railways and Industries being excluded from the Provincial List, and that the Centre 

should be empowered to legislate in respect of all subjects including those of the 

Provincial List. It was further suggested that, instead of provincial legislatures, each 

half of the parliament representing a province should act as a provincial committee to 

deal with provincial affairs at the headquarters of the province, and that the legislation 

passed by such committees should receive the assent of the President and not of the 

Governor concerned. It was said that this would save time and. expense while 

retaining the appearance of a 
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unitary form of government. In the same strain, it was proposed that there should be 

ministers appointed for the province but that their appointment should also be made 
by the President and not by the Governor. 

 
66. Having given our anxious consideration to the above proposal, we find ourselves 

unable to recommend it. In our opinion, this scheme, besides creating difficulties, is 
the surest way of making the central legislature provincial minded. What is required 

for the progress of our country is the inculcation of the habit of considering every 
question from a national point of view. This would need the members of the central 

legislature to be trained to look at Questions affecting the country from the point of 

view of the whole of Pakistan. That being so if, for nearly half of the year, each half 

of the parliament, instead of continuing to deal throughout with subjects of all-

Pakistan importance, has to go back to the respective provinces to deal with provincial 

matters, what hope can there be of ever developing an All-Pakistan point of view? 

The result of these persons acting in the regional committees would be that, in course 

of time, everything they handle would be approached from the provincial angle. Apart 

from this, in the practical working of the scheme, there will be difficulties. For 

instance, if these regional committees have already legislated on any of the items of 

the Concurrent List and nullified even the veto by reiterating the legislation by a two-

thirds majority, and it is considered by the President that the Centre should then 

legislate on that very subject, or in a cognate matter, the said committees, who have 

already committed themselves to one point of view, are least likely to change their 
mind and legislate to a different effect. When this aspect of the matter was put to the 

official delegation, the answer received by the Commission was that the provincial 
committees would not pass all measures unanimously, and that, if they pass a measure 

unanimously, the Centre should not venture to legislate again. But even if the local 
committees are not unanimous, they would at least have been in a majority and. if so, 

the minorities of the two committees cannot constitute a sufficient majority, when 
sitting together in the Parliament to pass a different legislation. We are unable to 

understand the position that, if the provincial legislation has been passed 

unanimously, the Centre should not venture to legislate. If the Centre wants to 

legislate contrary to the provincial legislation, it must be because it considers such a 

course necessary in the interests of the country as a whole. We fail to see why we 

should adopt a system which could, under such circumstances, render the Centre 

helpless. 

 

67. The establishment of the provincial committees, it was stated, would save 

expense and time. Separate provincial legislatures were objected to on the ground that 

they would give the people of the province an opportunity of criticizing the Central 

Government, without justification, merely on provincial prejudice. We have 

considered these aspects very carefully. As far as expense is concerned, a democratic 

form of government is certainly more expensive than an autocratic one, and on the 
ground of expenditure alone we cannot refuse to have a legislature. But in this case, 

there will be no saving of expense or time by the system of local committees, for the 
members of the Parliament would be wholly occupied, either in the Parliament with 

central legislation or in the provincial committees with provincial legislation and, 
wherever they may be they will have to be paid. From this point of view, separate 

legislatures will not be costlier than the provincial committees. But the more serious 
objection is what we have already 
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stated, namely, that we will, by this system, be forcing every member of the central 

legislature to become thoroughly provincial minded. As regards the tendency to be 
provincial in criticism we think that, having regard to the feelings that prevail at 

present, which would take some time to subside, it would be safer to provide for a 
safety valve in the provincial field. We should like to emphasize that, for the safety, as 

well as the progress of this country, it is essential to have an Assembly with a broad 
national perspective. If there be no provincial legislature where provincial matters can 

be discussed from a provincial angle, the Parliament itself would be converted into a 
Provincial Assembly and a member, who while sitting in the committee has 

approached the questions from a provincial point of view and spoken in that 

connection with a provincial bias, would be inclined to do the same in the Central 

Parliament, even with regard to a matter which concerns the entire country. If the 

system of government we were recommending were parliamentary, the objection to 

having separate provincial legislatures might have been on stronger grounds as, in that 

case, the majority party in the legislature would be able to interfere with the 

administration. There were instances of the provincial government discouraging 

outside capital from coming into the province of East Pakistan during the period 

under review. But under the system we are recommending, the Governor, not being 

elected by the province but appointed by the President, would act as his agent and the 

administration would be run under his direction. Even with these provincial 

legislatures, the character of government will not be strictly federal as there will be 

some control by the Centre both in the legislative and the executive fields. It would be 
a federal government of the Indian pattern. As for the proposal regarding the 

appointment of provincial ministers, and the giving of assent to provincial legislation, 
it will be convenient to discuss it in the chapter dealing with checks and balances. 

68. We, therefore, recommend that the government should be of the same pattern 

as that of India and Canada and not unitary as in Great Britain. The next question is 
whether there should be two units as at the time the late Constitution was passed, or, 

the One Unit should be broken up into its former provinces. As has been set out in the 
analysis of opinions, the preponderance of view is in favor of retaining the two units, 

East and West Pakistan and as already staled, only a small minority advocated the 

breaking up of the One Unit. As we have already observed, whatever defects the One 

Unit scheme may have it is safer to continue it. We, therefore, consider that the units 

should be as they were at the time the late Constitution was abrogated. 

 

Minority View for a Weak Centre 
 

69. It is convenient at this stage to consider the view that the Centre should be 

given only three subjects-Defense, Foreign Affairs and currency and that the 

provinces should have the rest of the powers. As explained already, this is the opinion 

expressed in 41.1% of the replies to the questionnaire but, amongst the witnesses 

favoring a federal form, with whom the various aspects of this question were 

discussed by the Commission, only 23 out of 229 questioned on this point were for 

such a weak Centre. One of the main grounds for this view was that the Lahore 
Resolution of 1940 speaks of independent states and, that therefore, the provinces 

should be autonomous. But the East Pakistan 
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envisaged in the Lahore Resolution was the whole of Bengal and Assam which could 

have been an autonomous province as it would have had industries and large 
economic resources. It could not have been anticipated at that stage that the former 

Bengal and Punjab provinces would be divided and Pakistan would get, as its eastern 
half, the unindustrialized portion of Bengal. The partition of these provinces was a 

later development arising from the last minute efforts of the majority community of 
undivided India to avoid partition of the sub-continent. If, at the time of the Lahore 

Resolution, it could have been foreseen that ultimately a division would take place 
and that the present East Pakistan would be the only portion of Pakistan in the East, 

the Muslim League would not have thought of regarding it as an autonomous 

province because, without industrial development, it is impossible for East Pakistan to 

sustain itself as an independent unit. At the time the Lahore Resolution was passed, 

partition of the sub- continent into two independent countries was not within the pale 

of practical politics. It seems to us extremely unwise and unrealistic to insist on a 

literal following of the said Resolution regardless of whether the present units of 

Pakistan can develop themselves, and manage their own affairs, without a strong 

Centre. 

70. There has been, even in countries which have a strictly federal form, a general 

tendency towards increasing the powers of the Central Government. This is noticeable 

in the United States, Australia, Canada and Switzerland. It is so, because, for working 

successfully a programme of economic development, concentration of power should 

be in the Centre as that alone can be regarded as a unit in the international field. There 

are several projects undertaken in Pakistan in both the wings, which are being 
financed from loans taken from foreign countries. If the Centre had only limited 

powers confined to the three subjects stated above, these projects could not have been 
started. The Centre must have the power to control the working out of these projects 

and then alone it would be a position to deal with the other countries which have 
come to our help. If each province has to deal with development on its own, it would 

not be practicable to obtain assistance from outside, because neither East nor West 
Pakistan by itself would be in a position to enter into agreements with other nations. 

Wherever economic planning is urgently required as in Pakistan, it is impracticable to 

have a form of government with autonomous units joined together for a limited 

purpose. The extreme view, of limiting the powers of the Centre to three subjects, we 

think, has been largely influenced by the doubt and suspicion entertained against West 

Pakistan and also by the insidious and unremitting propaganda carried on by the 

subversive elements which are hostile to Pakistan. That the extreme view is based 

more on passion than on reason is seen from the fact that one of the witnesses who 

expressed it in East Pakistan, while admitting, that in the past, the Centre was helping 

that province in times of need, added that, in his opinion, it could get on without such 

help and that, after all, it should depend on itself to become self- sufficient. He further 

stated that he was not despondent about the capacity of East Pakistan to manage its 

affairs without guidance or support from the Centre. This altitude is surcharged with 

emotion but we understand the feelings of the witness as we are fully aware of the 
background of doubt and suspicion, to which we have already referred. We have no 

reason to doubt his sincerity but we shall be failing in our duty if we do not keep 
our approach to the question realistic, rational and impartial. Neither East nor West 
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Pakistan can develop itself without guidance and assistance from the Central 

Government. Apart from getting help from abroad, a strong Central Government 
alone can, enable one province to share the resources available in the other on such 

terms as are advantageous to the country as a whole. There are differences between 
the various states, in India and, as recent events have shown, those differences are 

sometimes far more serious than those that exist between the two wings of our. 
country, yet we see that the states in India arc willingly working the constitution 

which gives the Centre far greater powers than what the people eager to have 
provincial autonomy would agree to. It is significant that, when the undivided 

Constituent Assembly meet in 1946, it was resolved that there should be autonomous 

units with a weak Centre but. when once it was announced that there would be 

partition of the sub-continent, the Constituent Assembly of India decided in favour of 

a strong Centre. The reason for this was, obviously, the urgent need for economic 

development which can be effected only by the concentrated effort of a Central 

Government having full control over the resources of the entire country. We cannot, 

therefore, with any sense of responsibility, agree with the view that the Centre should 

have only the three subjects mentioned above. 

Suggestions of the Official Delegation 

 

71. We are unable to accept the suggestion of the official delegation that the 

Centre should not have a list of subjects on which it could legislate but that the 

constitution should provide that it can legislate on every subject including those of the 

Provincial List, as it would aggravate the suspicion and doubt already existing in East 
Pakistan which, as we have indicated above, it is extremely unwise, if not hazardous, 

to ignore. Further, such an omnibus power for the Central Government would be 
unnecessary as in the nature of things, it would interfere in the provincial affairs only 

when it is absolutely necessary. If such a necessity, to interfere with the powers of a 
province, arises with regard to any subject in the Provincial List the parliament (which 

shall consist of two Houses) can do so provided two-thirds of members of both the 
Houses present and voting at a joint session pass a resolution to that effect. It should 

also be provided that the power so conferred can last only for one year and, if it is to 

be continued thereafter, there should be a fresh resolution by a similar majority. When 

it is decided to give the provinces certain powers, it is but fair that the Centre should 

also restrict its own power and resort to the extraordinary provision referred to above 

only when it is necessary. As stated already ordinarily the Centre would not find it 

necessary to legislate on any subject of the Provincial List. If the object of the 

suggestion is that the appearance of a unitary form of government should be 

maintained, enough has been said to indicate that such a government is not a practical 

proposition. In these circumstances, it seems to us extremely imprudent to resort to 

any scheme which will further increase the suspicion of people in East Pakistan that, 

as far as possible, the Centre does not wish to give it any freedom of action even in 

provincial matters. We, therefore, consider that there should be a Federal List 

containing the subjects in which the Centre alone can legislate, another list of subjects 
in respect of which both the Centre and the provinces have concurrent powers and a 

third list of subjects on which the provinces alone can legislate subject, however, to 
the general provision stated already, of the Centre taking to itself power, through a 
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resolution passed by a two-thirds majority of the members, of both the Houses of 

Parliament, present and voting at joint session, for a period of one year, to legislate on 

any of the subjects of the Provincial List. We are also in favor of retaining the 

provision of the late Constitution that, if a state of emergency is declared by the 

President, the Parliament shall have the power to legislate on any of the subjects of 

the Provincial List. A further provision of the late Constitution that, in case of 

inconsistency between laws made by parliament and laws made by the provincial 

legislature, the former shall prevail and the latter became void to the extent of 

repugnancy, should be adapted. We are also in favor of empowering parliament to 

legislate in respect of any matter not covered by the Concurrent, or Provincial List, as 

has been done in the Indian Constitution. These general provisions, we think 

adequately safeguard the position of the Centre and keep it as strong as is necessary 
for the economic progress of Pakistan. 

Distribution of Powers. 

72. But with regard to the subjects of the Federal List, we agree with the view of 

the official delegation that Railways should be included in it. Means of 
communication are very closely allied with defense. That being so, it was a matter of 

some surprise when the late Constitution made Railways a provincial subject. That 
this was not done without hesitation is indicated by the fact, that while mentioning 

Railways in the Provincial List, it was also Provided that parliament may by law 

provide for the transfer of the Railways in each province to the government of that 

province, and, until a transfer is so made. Railways shall remain within the purposes 

of the government of the Federation and Parliament shall, not withstanding the Article 

restricting its power to legislate only in subjects of the Federal List, have exclusive 

power to make laws in respect of Railways. This clearly indicates a compromise in a 

difficult situation rather that a decision on merits. However, considering the 

importance of Railways in matters of defense, we are for putting them exclusively in 

Federal List. 

73. As regards Industries, which also the official delegation would like to exclude 

from the Provincial List, we are not in favor of a total exclusion of this subject from 

that List. We prefer to follow the Indian Constitution in this respect and adopt entry 

52 of the Union List thereof which is as follows: 

"Industries the control of which by the Union is declared by Parliament by law to 

be expedient in the public interest". 

A similar addition should, we think, be made in the Federal List, leaving the entry 

of Industries as it is in the Provincial List of the late Constitution. In this connection, 

we should like to point out that the Federal List of the late Constitution refers to 

industries connected with Defense and does not give an indication as to what those 

industries are. We fear that, if this entry is allowed to remain as it is, it might give rise 

to unnecessary controversy between the Centre and the Provinces. In this respect, the 

corresponding entry of the Union List of the Indian Constitution is quite clear and we 

would adopt it. Entry 7, of the Union List of the Indian Constitution, states: 

"Industries declared by Parliament by law to be necessary for the purpose of 

defense or for the prosecution of war". 
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The subject of Mines, which has been included in the Provincial List of the late 

Constitution, should we think, be put in the Concurrent List. In respect of Education, 

which was a provincial subject in the late Constitution, we think it is necessary that 

the Central Government should have power to legislate within the limits indicated in 

the Indian Constitution (entries 64 to 66 of the Union List of the Indian Constitution). 

We would recommend for the Centre also the power to acquire or requisition property 

in the provinces for the purposes of the Central Government. Local Government has 

been in the Provincial List, exclusively, even from 1919 onwards and normally we 

would have given it the same place, but as the Basic Democracies scheme which deals 

with this subject is in its infancy and so far has been directed by the Centre, we 

consider it necessary to retain the Centre's power in this regard. We would, therefore, 

include this subject in the Concurrent List. As regards adulteration of foodstuffs and 
other goods which is in the Provincial List of the late Constitution, we consider that 

the Centre also should have power to legislate. We would, therefore, include this 
subject in the Concurrent List as has been done in the Indian Constitution. Under the 

late Constitution, the Centre was given the power of preventive detention for reasons 
connected with defense, foreign affairs or the security of Pakistan; and to the 

provinces power was given in respect of preventive detention for reasons connected 
with the maintenance of public order. We are of the opinion, that, as far as, preventive 

detention is concerned, the Centre should also have control. We would, therefore, 

prefer to follow the provision made in this regard in the Indian Constitution where 

preventive detention, for reasons other than those connected with defense, foreign 

affairs or the security of the country, is mentioned in the Concurrent List. The relevant 

entry runs as follows: 

"Preventive detention for reasons connected with the security of a State, the 

maintenance of public order, or the maintenance of supplies and services essential to 
the community; persons subjected to such detention. " 

We would, therefore, omit the entry relating to preventive detention from the 

Provincial List of the late Constitution and include in the Concurrent List a provision 

to the same effect as the provision of the Indian Constitution quoted above. In this 

connection, there is another entry in the Concurrent List of the Indian Constitution 

relating to removal, from one state to another state, of prisoners, accused persons and 
persons subjected to preventive detention for reasons specified in the entry already 

quoted. In the late Constitution, there is no entry in any of the Lists about the removal 
of persons under preventive detention. On the other hand, the Provincial List contains 

an entry which relates to the removal of prisoners from one province to another. This 
would include an accused person who is confined in a prison and, from this point of 

view, 'prisoners' may include accused persons also, but it is doubtful if the same 
expression can be taken to refer to a person under preventive detention. We, therefore, 

consider that there should be a provision with regard to the removal from one wing to 

the other also of persons under preventive detention and, having regard to the fact that 

it will be an inter- provincial matter, we think that this subject as well as removal of 

prisoners should be mentioned in the Concurrent List. To mention removal of 

prisoners from one province to another in the Provincial List does not seem to us 

appropriate because legislation by one province that its prisoners will be sent to the 

other province will be practically one- 
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sided. We would, therefore, remove entry 7, so far as it relates to removal of 

prisoners, from the Provincial List of the late Constitution and include the same in the 

Concurrent List. In view of our proposal, which will be discussed in a later chapter 

with reference to Question 34 of the Questionnaire, we consider it necessary to 

include in the Concurrent List Zakat, Auqaf and Mosques, which appear as entries 64 

and 69 of the Provincial List of the late Constitution. 

 

74. Subject to what has been stated in the above paragraphs of this chapter, the 
three lists of the late Constitution should, in our opinion, be adopted in the future 

Constitution. We would, however, like to point out that, for reasons which are not 

clear to us, in the lists of the late Constitution there are entries where distinct subjects 

not connected with each other have been lumped together. We suggest that, in the 

drawing up of the lists in the new Constitution, distinct subjects should be mentioned 

as separate entries. 
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CHAPTER V 

LEGISLATURE-UNICAMERAL OR BICAMERAL 

 

Necessity of An Upper House and its Composition. 

75. In view of our conclusion that this country needs a strong central government 
in a quasi-federal structure, the question whether the central legislature should be 

unicameral or bicameral is of considerable importance. 74.1% of the opinions favor a 

unicameral legislature, while 25.2% support a bicameral legislature and a very small 

percentage of 7% arc for an advisory council. The opinion in favor of a unicameral 

legislature has apparently been influenced by the late Constitution, for the reaction of 

the witnesses, examined before us, with whom the question was discussed in all its 

aspects, was different. For instance, while 46.29% of the witnesses examined on this 
point were in favor of a bicameral legislature, 49% favored the unicameral, while 19 

witnesses wanted only an advisory council at the Centre. With the last mentioned 
opinion we do not agree, as we consider that it is necessary to have a legislature with 

effective powers. As for the other question, it is significant that no great state of the 
present day, especially of the federal or quasi-federal pattern, is satisfied with a 

unicameral legislature. Lord Bryce* points out that the two defects frequently charged 
upon the legislative bodies are: 

(1) that they "contain too little of the stores of knowledge, wisdom and 

experience which each country possesses" and 

(2)............ that they are likely to be controlled by one political party 

"disposed to press through, in a hasty or tyrannical spirit measures conceived in 

the interests of that party or a particular class in the community often without 

allowing sufficient time for debate…….. " 

He suggests that, where such defects exist with little prospect of curing them by 
improving the directly elected legislature, a remedy may be found in an Upper 

Chamber. For reasons, which shall be stated at the appropriate place in the chapter 
dealing with the electorate, it is not possible to work representative government 

without political parties. The defects mentioned above do exist in an average 

legislature of the present day, particularly in countries like ours. As pointed out 

already, there is lack of public opinion which can serve as a great corrective as far as 

the legislature and the executive are concerned. In these circumstances, it seems to us 

necessary to have an Upper Chamber so constituted that it will be able to act as a 

check on the impetuosity of legislation by the Lower House, and also exercise a 

healthy influence, by its utterances, both on the members of that House and the 

public. When the official delegation, at its first interview, pressed for a unicameral 

legislature, we suggested to them that they might consider the advisability of having a 

House elected on the basis of functional representation, as at that stage, we thought 

that such a House would meet our requirements. In their further memorandum, the 

official delegation suggested an Upper House consisting of persons elected from 

special constituencies demarcated on the basis of various professions like Legal. 
Medical, Industry, Commerce, Labor, etc. But, in view of our conclusion in the 
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second chapter that the lack of discipline and sense of responsibility noticed in the 

average politician in the past was but a reflection of similar deficiencies in an average 

member of society, including the educated as well as the politically relevant sections, 

we re-examined the position. Our considered opinion now is that it is rather risky to 

have a House elected on the basis of various professions, as it is likely to promote 

conflict between different interests, with the result that the question which have been 

discussed in the Lower House by representatives elected on a broader basis, might be 

considered in the Upper House from a narrow angle, and thus the Upper House, 

instead of being a healthy check on the Lower, may have just the opposite effect. We 

also fear that a system of functional representation would make the Assembly a 

debating society instead of a law-making body, and reduce its efficiency in proportion 

to the variety of interests it represents. Finally, there is the practical difficulty of 
apportioning equitably the representation among the various intervals. We have, 

therefore, abandoned the idea of having functional representation, but we remain 
convinced that an Upper House is necessary. 

76. The main objection put forward to an Upper House in that it would delay 

legislation, and there would be rivalry between the members of the two Houses to 

gain popularity. As regards the first point, it has already been shown why a check by 

an Upper Chamber is required to make up for the deficiencies in the Lower. 

Regarding the second objection, there may be rivalry if the Upper House is elected on 

the same basis as the Lower, but our proposal is to have an Upper House of a different 

composition altogether. It should be based on mature age groups of meritorious 
personalities. A House, consisting of persons who have reached maturity in age as 

well as experience, having attained the zenith in their respective walks of life, and 
who can, therefore, be reasonably expected to remain unmoved by political currents 

which normally affect the average politician, would be an effective means of creating 
the required public opinion. Views expressed by persons of this class, who will 

naturally be regarded by the nation as disinterested, are bound to have a great effect 
on the public and the Lower House. Herbert Morrison* points out, in his "government 

and Parliament", that the House of Lords is not devoid of either importance or utility. 

Referring to its active members, who include men of ability and extensive public 

experience, he observes. 

"Whilst I certainly would not say that debates in the Lords are more important 

than those in the Commons, debates in the Lords have a character and importance of 
their own and are not without their influence on public opinion and government 

policy." 

We, of course, cannot hope to bring into existence, immediately or in the near 

future, a body consisting of very eminent persons like the members of the House of 

Lords, but we are quite confident that we can have a small House consisting of men of 

proved merit, undoubted integrity, ripe judgment and rich experience. We, therefore, 

recommend that there should be an Upper House known as the SENATE, and that is 

should have 48 members: 40 elected by an electoral college, consisting of the Lower 
House at the Centre and the two Provincial Houses, on the basis of parity, i.e., 20 

from each province, from amongst meritorious personalities, aged 50 years and above, 
not being members of any of 

 
*P. 173. 
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the said legislatures, the remaining eight to be nominated by the President. There 

should be no canvassing for election, and anyone found canvassing shall stand 
disqualified. The Senate shall be elected from amongst the following categories : 

  
 (a) Former Presidents, Governors, Prime Ministers, Chief Ministers and 

      Ministers of Central or Provincial Governments; 
      (b) Retired judges of the Supreme Court and of the High Courts; 

      (c) Members of recognized professions having a minimum standing of 15 years; 
      (d) Retired government officers, not below the rank of Secretaries or heads of 

            departments of the Central, or a Provincial Governments; 

      (e) Person who have made notable contribution to any branch of learning or 

            research; and 

(f) Prominent citizens who have contributed to social welfare activities. 

 

None of the persons of the above categories would be eligible for election, if he is 

disqualified, for the time being, for election to any office under any law or having 

been a judge, or a government servant, has been removed from office. There shall be 

at least two representatives from each of the categories and not more than ten from 

categories (e) and (f) taken together. The Central Lower House will frame the 

necessary rules for the purpose of this election. As for nominations, the President 

shall have full discretion, that is to say, he shall not be confined to the categories 

mentioned above, but he shall be bound by the minimum age qualification of fifty 
years and also the, disqualifications attacking to the election mentioned above. 

Having regard to the role this body of experienced men has to play, it seems to us that 
its term of office should be longer than that of the President and the Lower House at 

the Centre, which shall be named the HOUSE OF THE PEOPLE. We, therefore, fix a 
term of six years for the Senate and a term of four years each for the President, Vice-

President, the House of the People, and each of the provincial legislatures, which shall 
be known as the LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLIES OF EAST AND WEST 

PAKISTAN. The names of persons proposed for election to the Senate should be 

submitted within a period fixed for the purpose, to the Speaker of the House of 

the People, who will constitute a small committee of representatives of that House and 

the two Assemblies, to scrutinize the nominations in order to see whether the persons 

proposed for election are eligible. 

 

Powers of the Senate. 

 

77. The next question for consideration is as to what legislative powers should be 

given to the Senate. Should it be as powerful as the Senate in the United States of 

America, or should its legislative powers be similar to those of the House of Lords in 

England? We do not think we should follow the House of Lords in England. We do 

not think we should follow the pattern of the United States in this regard, as far as 
legislative powers are concerned, because the Senate there represents the various 

States equally and, on the basis of that representation, it has been given the same 
powers as the House of Representatives. We cannot possibly have such a 

representation, as the units of our quasi- federations are only two. Further, the object 
of having this House is to have a sobering effect on the Lower House elected from the 

general constituencies, and the composition 
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of the House clearly indicates that it is meant more as a guide. From this point of 

view, we think it appropriate to give the Senate legislative powers more or less on the 

lines of those of the House of Lords. We propose to give this body other powers also 

to which we shall refer at a more appropriate place; here, we are concerned only with 

the legislative powers. As regards these powers, a distinction should be made between 

money bills and other pieces of legislation. As for a money bill, we are of the opinion 

that it should be initiated only in the House of the People, and the Senate should have 

the right to consider its provisions and express its opinion within one month of its 

receipt. If it fails to do so or agrees with the House of the People, the bill should go to 

President for assent. In case of amendment, the bill will be returned with suggested 

changes to the House of the People, to be submitted to the President with those 

changes if the latter House accepts them or without they if it reject them. As regards 
other pieces of legislation, the procedure, we think, should be as follows: Bills may be 

introduced in either House. A bill introduced in the House of the People, if accepted 
by the Senate, should go up to the President for assent. If it is rejected or amended by 

the Senate, it will go back to the House of the People for reconsideration. In case of 
agreement, the House of the People will drop the measure if the Senate has rejected it, 

or submit it to the President for assent with the amendments proposed, but, if there be 
disagreement, the House of the People will have to reconsider the measure at its next 

session and, thereafter, the measure need not go to the Senate again. As for legislation 

initiated and passed in the Senate, if it is rejected by the House of the People, there 

should be a joint sitting of the two Houses at which the matter should be reconsidered. 

If, on the other hand, the House of the People amends such a measure, it should be 

treated as if it was initiated in its amended form in that House, and the course already 

indicated for bills initiated in the House of the People should be followed. Bills, 

which the President has vetoed, would become law only if they are again passed by a 

two-thirds majority of each of the Houses of Parliament. 

78. In the case of impeachment of the President, Vice-President, Governors, 
Ministers (central and provincial) and Chief Justice and Judges of the Supreme Court, 

we recommend the following procedure: The resolution for impeachment should be 

signed by not less than one-fourth of the total number of the House of the People and 

fourteen days notice thereof should be given before it is moved in the said House and, 

if the resolution is passed by a majority of the total number of the said House, the trial 

on the charges alleged in the resolution should be held by the Senate presided over by 

the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court in the case of the President, the Vice-

President, Governors and Ministers (central and provincial), and by the Vice-

President in all other cases. The person impeached will have to vacate his office, in 

case he is found guilty by two-thirds of the total number of the members of the 

Senate. In addition to these powers, the Senate shall also have the power of approving 

some of the appointments made by the President, to which detailed reference will be 

made in the next chapter. It will also participate, in a joint session with the House of 

the People, in matters of declaration of war and ratification of treaties. 

The House of the People 

79. With regard to the House of the People. 58.77% of opinions favor its being 

elected on population basis, while 41.23% advocate parity. They principle of parity 
was 
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 adopted by both the Constituent Assemblies after considerable debate and, in view of 

our conclusion that the unitary form of Government is not practicable in the present 

circumstances, we are unable to accept the majority opinion in this respect. We 

therefore, recommend that the House of the People should be elected on the principle 

of parity and. as for its strength, we suggest that it should consist of 200 members. As 

regards the qualification of the members of this House 42.5% of the opinions are in 

favor of minimum educational qualification higher than mere literacy, while 33.5% 

favor the qualifications prescribed in the late Constitution which did not include 

educational qualification at all. As regards age, 12.5% favor a minimum of 30 years. 

A mere literacy qualification is suggested by 6%, while 1.9% suggested property 

qualification and 3. 6 % fear or God. The last mentioned qualification it is impossible 

to adopt, as there is no means by which we can determine as to whether a candidate 
has the fear of God or not. With regard to age, we accept the suggestion that it should 

be a minimum of 30 years, as it is necessary to eliminate the professional politicians 
as far as possible; we think this minimum qualification would give us a large number 

of members who have already adopted a profession or settled in life and do not intend 
to be solely dependent on politics as a means of living. As for the other qualifications, 

if they are to be adopted, it must be to ensure that the proceedings of the House are 
understood by all its members. From this point of view, property qualification would 

be of no help. A minimum educational qualification may appear to be desirable, but 

generally the principle adopted in most of the constitutions is to make every person 

possessing the qualification required for an elector, eligible for election as a member 

of the legislature. We, therefore, do not recommend either a minimum property or a 

minimum educational qualification for membership of the House of the People or of 

the provincial legislatures. We should however, prohibit double membership that is to 

say that the same person should not be allowed to be a member of more than one 

House, either central or provincial. 

PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURES 

80. It now remains to consider the composition of the Legislative Assemblies  

(provincial legislatures), their strength and the qualifications of their members. The 

preponderance of view is in favor of the provincial legislatures being unicameral and 

we share this opinion. We do not think it either necessary or feasible to have an Upper 
House in the province. As regards their strength, we think that each Assembly should 

have 100 seats, three of which should be reserved for election from amongst women. 
Six seats of the House of the People should be similarly reserved for women, but we 

are not for such reservation in the Senate. The reservation of seats for women, in both 
the central and the provincial legislatures, would not debar their election from the 

general constituencies, but we think that the chances of their being so elected are 
rather slender. That is the reason why we have accepted the opinion of the majority 

that there should be reservation of seats for women. The qualification for membership 

of the Legislative Assemblies should, in our opinion, be the same as for the House of 

the People. 

81. As regards West Pakistan, it was decided, at the time of integration, that the 

seats in the House should be so divided as to give adequate representation to the 
various 
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regions comprising the integrated province. For instance, out of 310 seats, which was 

the strength fixed for the provincial legislature, 10 were reserved for women and the 

remaining 300 were divided as follows: 

1. Former Punjab     … 120 plus 4 women’s  

                 seats. 

2. Former Sind     … 56 

3. Former N. W.F.P     … 43 

4. Former Baluchistan and States   … 11 

5. Former Bahawalpur State    … 22 

6. Former Khairpur State    …   4 

7. The Federal Capital    … 14 

8. Special Areas (including Swat)   … 30 
 

It was provided that this arrangement should continue for a period of ten years. 
The idea obviously was that, by the time that period expired; there would be sufficient 

fusion of interests and. thereafter, it would not be necessary to mark off the seats on 
the basis of regional representation. We have already indicated in the preceding 

chapter that the One Unit should continue, and the preponderance at view is to the 
same effect. If, therefore, the integrated Province is to be continued, it is but 

reasonable that it should continue on the basis agreed upon at the title it came into 

existence. They, therefore, do not wish to interfere with the above allocation of seats, 

and we consider that the arrangement should continue for a period of seven years 

computed from the date of promulgation of the new Constitution. 

 

82. This scheme also gives the Tribal Areas and the States some seats, though 

these areas are not liable to taxation. The majority opinion is in favor of these areas, 

remaining as they are. With regard to the Tribal Areas 83.26% are in favor of keeping 

them separate, while 15. 6% want them to be merged and 1.14% aims at a gradual 

merger. As regards the States, 58. 82% want them to remain as they are, while 

41.18% want their immediate merger. We have been through the Tribal Areas and we 

have visited one of the States, Swat. We are in favor of accepting the majority opinion 

that at present the Tribal Areas and the States should be left as they are. We favor the 
view that the Tribal Areas should be gradually merged. They desire that, before such 

merger, they should be materially helped in the matter of education and that their 
economic conditions should also be improved. From this point of view, their 

continuance in the Provincial Assembly, irrespective of their not being liable to be 
taxed, is necessary, as It would give them the necessary training and experience. With 

regard to the States also, the representation given to them should be continued. As we 
have recommended only a hundred seats for the province, there should be a 

proportionate reduction in the number of seats to be given to the various regions, 

including the Tribal Areas and the States. 
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General 

83. The Senate, the House of the People and the legislative Assemblies will be 

independent of the executive in the sense that they will have their own programme 

and rules about the conduct of business; but neither they, nor the Committees 

appointed by them, shall have power to summon or question any minister or officer. 

They can call for information and it will be the duty of the executive to supply it. In 
emergencies, these legislative bodies shall be liable to be summoned to a special 

session by the President or the Governor as the case may be. All doubts and disputes, 
arising out of or in connection with the elections to these Houses, will be dealt with 

under the law relating to elections in force for the time being. 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE ELECTORATE 

Various Views 

103 ..........  

104. Opinion, expressed mainly with regard to the election of the legislatures, was in 
favor of universal franchise, apparently influenced by a provision to that effect in the 

late Constitution. The official delegation, however, took the stand that the country 
was not ripe for a direct election of the President, the Vice-President and the 

legislatures, on universal franchise. They advocated election through an electoral 
college of Basic Democracies, which have in turn been elected on universal franchise. 

Their argument was that an average adult, owing to the widespread illiteracy, is not 

capable of discriminating between the candidates living outside his village, town or 

neighborhood and that, at the time of the election of the Basic Democrats, it was made 

known that the persons elected might be called upon to elect the President and the 

Parliament. They, therefore, suggested that the elected members of the Basic 

Democracies should form the Electoral College for the election of the President and 

the Parliament. The majority of opinions, as regards the President, was in favor of 

indirect election through an electoral college, like the Basic Democracies, or any other 

college, obviously because, in the late Constitution, a similar mode of election had 

been prescribed for the President (which election was however, to be under a 

parliamentary form). For reasons, which shall be seated in their appropriate place, our 

considered opinion is that the President, owing to the extraordinary position he 

occupies under the presidential system, bearing very heavy responsibilities, should 
command the confidence of the people, and that such confidence would be 

forthcoming only by a direct election. 

Suffrage: Universal or Qualified 

105. We shall first take up the question of universal suffrage. One of the theories, 
as to the nature of suffrage, is that it is a natural and inherent right of every citizen 

who is not disqualified by reason of his own reprehensible conduct or unfitness, while 
the other view is that it is not an inherent right but a public office or function 

conferred by the State upon only such persons as are believed to be most capable of 

exercising it for the public good and not a natural right which belongs without 

distinction to all citizens of the State. The latter views seem to have been adopted by 

practically all writers on political science and we agree with it. The very fact that, 

even according to the former view, a voter should be an adult indicates that maturity 

of judgment is required for a voter as he has to make a selection from amongst the 

several candidates. From this it follows that the right to vote is not an inherent right 

like the right to liberty. It is; therefore, correct to say that suffrage is an office or 

function, conferred, not on all, but only on those who are able to discharge its 

obligation .........................  

Supporters of universal franchise, however, contend that some of the liberate 

people are shrewd enough to judge persons better than the educated. It may be so in 

some cases, but, on an average, it is safer, in our opinion, to prefer a man with 

knowledge sufficient to 
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enable him to learn about the antecedents of the various candidates, as, these days, 

candidates can reach all the elector far more through the Press than directly at 

meetings. If the representative form of Government had been in existence here, with 

two well- defined parties, for as long a time as in England and America, one might 

have relied on the innate shrewdness of the average adult living in towns and villages, 

because, in that case, there would have been long established traditions, of families 

attached to one or the other leading parties, to guide him. For instance, in the United 

States, there are families known to have belonged for years to the Republican or to the 

Democratic Party, and the normal tendency for an average elector there is to support 

the party to which his father belonged, as from his boyhood he would have been 

hearing about that particular party. This kind of a division of families in every 

locality, in favor of either of the major parties, does influence the opinions of even 
those who do not know how to read and write, but, in Pakistan, the representative 

form or government, on a full scale, can be said to have come into force only since 
1947 and even if the earlier stages are taken into consideration, elections on a fairly 

extensive scale were held only in 1937. This period has been too short for any 
traditions to grow. In these circumstances, a person who cannot read or write, and has 

no compelling necessity to acquaint himself with the merits of the various candidates, 
cannot be trusted to discharge the functions of a voter merely because he is shrewd in 

local matters. 

106……………..  

The percentage of literacy in our country, according to the recent census, is only 

15, and the means of spreading information, compared to the conditions in England, 

are very rudimentary indeed. There is a very small percentage of persons who read 

newspapers, and, as regards the interest taken by the people at the time of elections, 

the figures furnished by the Government of East Pakistan show that, at the last 

election held in that Province on universal franchise, only 37.2% polled. Figures 

about West Pakistan are not readily available, but we have no reason to think that the 

percentage that polled in that province was larger. 

107. It was urged before us that, as the late Constitution conferred universal 

suffrage on the people of this country, it would be unwise to take away that right, 

especially when elections in the provinces had once been held on that basis. But we 

find that what happened at those very elections indicates that this type of franchise is 

too premature for us. This is amply illustrated by the 1954 election in East Pakistan. 

We have had occasion to observe in the first chapter, while dealing with the causes of 

the failure of the parliamentary form of government, that the administration by the 

Muslim League government in East Pakistan was better than what followed after their 

crushing defeat. There was stability of government from August 1947 till the 

beginning of 1954 in that province. If is, no doubt, true that the party in power had not 

kept itself in touch with he trend of public opinion in the province and, therefore, was 

hesitant to hold by-elections, though the number of vacancies was going up and 

ultimately ended at 35, but is did not deserve the crushing defeat which it suffered. 
From information laid before us, it seems clear that this defeat was inflicted in an 

upsurge of emotions, strong prejudice against the Muslim League, having been 
created in the minds of the people by extravagant and fantastic propaganda. One of 

the witnesses examined before us in East Pakistan, who was 
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a minister in the Muslim League ministry, stated that one of the points urged against it 

was that that government had imposed three taxes on a tree: one on the roots, a second 

on the trunk and a third on the leaves! The statement made before us by the Election 

Commissioner in charge of those elections is as follows: 

"The elections were fair and free as far as the mechanics of elections were 

concerned, but, with regard to the methods adopted by the candidates and their 
supporters, it was just the opposite of what an election ought to be. The programme 

presented was. even at first sight, incapable of implementation and passions were 
named. There was a campaign of hatred against the party in power. Judging from 

what was seen in those elections, I cannot advocate universal adult suffrage for the 

election cither of the President or the Parliament. The unpopularity of the Muslim 

League Government was due mainly to its having taken an all-Pakistan view in the 

matter of development. The public was misled. The Muslim League was 

misrepresented to be not interested in the Province. In an election of adult suffrage, 

there is the danger of the public being easily misled into electing people, not on a 

consideration of their programme but merely in an emotional state of mind created by 

inflaming passions by misrepresentation." 

We have no reason to consider this account as inaccurate or exaggerated. 

108. One more argument for universal franchise was that, if it was not given, the 

communists, who are very active in East Pakistan in creating discontent, would 

exploit this dissatisfaction; but we feel that if universal franchise is given, the 

communists, or any other group hostile to Pakistan, would find it much easier to 
exploit the ignorance of the masses to our disadvantage. Therefore, the fact that we 

had universal franchise in the past, for one election in each of the Provinces, should 
not deter us from correcting ourselves at the earliest possible opportunity. There is no 

force in the view expressed by some that restricted franchise would be considered, by 
the outside world, as a reactionary move. As stated at the outset, we have to devise a 

scheme to suit our genius and not to the satisfaction of other countries. It. therefore, 
outside opinion is to be considered, indirect election also would be regarded as 

reactionary. The present generation, in countries having universal education and 

universal franchise can hardly realize what it means to have universal franchise with 

widespread illiteracy. As pointed out already, the view of the government, represented 

by the official delegation, also is that the country is fit to elect only their local 

representatives on universal franchise. The low percentage of persons who polled in 

the past clearly indicates that, if universal franchise is not granted, an average person 

is not so keenly interested in elections as to feel the disappointment which, according 

to the supporters of universal franchise, parties hostile to Pakistan are likely to 

exploit. We, therefore, consider that we would be taking a grave risk if, in the matter 

of the election of the President, the Vice-President, the House of the People and 

the provincial Assemblies, we adopt universal franchise in our present state of 

widespread illiteracy amongst the people, whose passions can easily be inflamed. In 

our opinion, the extension of franchise should, as in England, go hand in hand with 
the spread of education and, in our present circumstances, we should restrict the 

suffrage to those citizens of Pakistan who : 
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(a) have attained a standard of literacy, which enables them to read and                   

understand what is published about the candidates, so that they may form their  

own judgment as to their respective merits; or 

 (b) possess sufficient property, or stake in the country, which would give rise to a 
      keen desire in them to acquaint themselves with the antecedents, and the 

      qualifications, of the various candidates, so that they may select the proper 
      representative. 

… … … … … … … … … … … … 

 

Election: Direct or Indirect 

 

109. As regards the second question, the main ground on which an indirect 
election can be justified is that it eliminates, to some extent, the ignorance of a 

universal suffrage, by restricting the ultimate choice to a body of select persons 
possessing a higher average of ability and, consequently, a keener sense of 

responsibility. The chief objection to this system, however, is that the voter, in the 
nature of things, will not be satisfied with the right of selecting persons who are to 

select the representatives instead of himself making the selection. This dissatisfaction, 
in our opinion, would be keener in the matter of selection, of such an important 

personage as the head of the state, or his deputy, under the presidential form of 

government. In the words of Franklin D. Roosevelt* which have already been quoted 

in Chapter III: 

The presidency "is not merely an administrative office", but, "It is pre-eminently a 

place of moral leadership"…..…… 

We have in the same chapter pointed out the heavy responsibilities that would rest 

on a President under the presidential form of government in our country. He is, as 

Herbert Morrison points out, the Head of the State and Prime Minister and Party 

Leader, all rolled into one. We have also referred to the relief to be given to him in 

view of the tremendous responsibility he has to bear. That being the position of head 

of the state under the system of government we are recommending it seems to us 

absolutely necessary that the election, as far as he and his deputy are concerned, 

should be direct. When we are adopting a system under which there is going to be 
only one person at the head of affairs, and that person is going to be the chief 

executive inextricably connected with the administration that affects the common 
man. it is necessary that he should command the confidence of the people, and such 

confidence would, we think, be forthcoming only in a direct election. As the Vice-
President is next only to the President, in rank and prestige, and has on occasions to 

act for him, he should also, we think, be elected directly, and we hold the same view 
with regard to the legislatures also. We have, in the third chapter, pointed out the 

important role which the members of the legislature have to play. Further, to reduce 

the chances of a conflict, between the head of the state and the legislatures, it is 

desirable that both be elected at the same time and by the same electorate. Therefore, 

we consider that the President, the Vice-President, the House of the People and the 

Provincial Assemblies should all be directly elected. 
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Basic Democracies 

 

110. As for the proposal that the Basic Democracies should be the electoral 

college, besides our conclusion that the election should be direct, we feel the 

following difficulty. The principle, on which the average adult is excluded, under this 

scheme, from electing, directly, the President and the legislatures, is that he is 

incapable of discriminating amongst the various candidates, who live outside his 

neighborhood, which according to the scheme has been circumscribed both in 

territorial limits as well as the number of inhabitants. The reason given for this view is 

that an average adult is capable of making a selection only from amongst those in 

whose neighborhood he lives because he can reasonably be presumed to know them 
personally, or have the means of acquainting himself with regard to their fitness to 

represent him. There are. However, no restrictions, by way of any educational or other 
qualifications imposed on the candidates standing for election for Basic Democracies. 

Therefore, any adult in these small constituencies, who can command the confidence 
of the majority to the inhabitants of that constituency, will be elected. In these 

circumstances, we are unable to sec how a person, who may not be better qualified 
than the average adult in the area concerned, merely because he commands the 

confident of the Majority of the people of that area can become capable of judging as 

between the various candidates who stand for Presidency and Vice-Presidency and for 

membership of the legislatures. A person, though illiterate, may. as regards the local 

needs, be effective, but. for the election of the President and the member* of the 

Parliament, he may be as incapable as his electors. As already stated. the justification 

for an indirect election is that it eliminates the ignorance of a universal suffrage by 

restricting the ultimate choice to a body of select persons. This assumes that the 

electoral college, which is elected on universal franchise, should be of such a caliber 

that the ignorance of the average adult is successfully eliminated, but this standard 

cannot be said to be attained by an average Basic Democrat It is not practicable to 

impose any high educational qualifications on the candidates for Basic Democracies, 

because, under the scheme, the constituency must necessarily be a very restricted one 

and, therefore, may be several constituencies where we may not get persons, with the 
minimum educational qualification, to stand for election, if persons from other 

constituencies are allowed to stand, the main principle of the scheme, vi:. that the 
average adult elector can elect only from amongst those with whom he moves and can 

reasonably be expected to be acquainted, is violated. Then again, an average adult 
person who is incapable of selecting the President, the Vice-President and the 

members of the parliament, will, in the nature of things, be mainly concerned with 
selecting a representative for looking after his local needs. The fact that the 

representatives so elected have to elect also the President, and the members of the 

parliament, would normally not be his main consideration The mere fact, (hat the 

electorate of the Basic Democrats was told that their representatives might also elect 

the President and the parliament, would not normally create any interest in an average 

elector, for. he himself is not to nuke that selection and. secondly, he is. both in fact 

and on the presumption in the scheme, interested primarily only in his local affairs. 

However, as we have stated above, the prune consideration with us is the necessity for 

a direct election, having regard to the role which the President plays in the country. 

As he is the government, and the people would naturally look up to him for redress of 
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grievances, or the removal of difficulties he should have the confidence of the people, 

and, as we have already said, confidence can be engendered only by a direct election 

which for reasons already given, should be by a restricted franchise. 

111. The Basic Democracies scheme, however, is of considerable importance and 
very useful as far as local government is concerned. Those who were against Basic 

Democrats forming as electoral colleague, apparently to add force to their contention, 
minimized the importance of the scheme by stating that Basic Democracies were only 

an elementary step towards local self-government. There was an inclination, on their 
part, to brush this scheme aside with a causal remark that it was no better than that of 

the old Union Boards of East Pakistan. We are not in agreement with this view. In our 

opinion, the Basic Democracies Scheme is a more advanced system of local 

government than the former Union Boards. The difference between the latter and the 

Basic Democracies is quite fundamental. For instance, the Union Boards in East 

Pakistan, though their functions were several, were mainly concerned with the rural 

police. The members of those Boards were never trained, nor was there many 

personal contact between them and the organization of government. Their financial 

resources were very limited. But under the Basic Democracies scheme, there is close 

association between the non-official members and the officers of government of 

various grades, both in development and non- development matters. This system, in 

our opinion, would be of great help in educating the general mass of people in the art 

of managing their own affairs by coordinated effort. We would have included it in the 

constitution under the heading 'local government', had it not been for the act that, even 
for minor changes, which may become necessary as experience of the working of the 

scheme is gained, amendment of the constitution would be required. We would, 
therefore, regard it only as an existing law. We should, however. Not be understood to 

endorse the conferment of judicial powers on the Basic Democracies under the recent 
Ordinance. It may be mentioned here that the success of this system depends on the 

amount of cooperation given by the officers. We have interviewed a few of the 
members of some of the Basic democracies, and also inspected the records of some of 

them, and our opinion is that the members as well as the Chairman, we have come 

across, are quite enthusiastic about the duties assigned to them but, unless they 

receive real cooperation from the officers who are supposed to work with 

them, the scheme cannot be a success ......  

Electorate: Joint or Separate 

112……………………………………………………….. 

113. As regards opinions on this subject, 55.1 % are in favor of joint electorate 
without reservation for any section of the minorities, while 1.3% favor reservation for 

scheduled castes and 1.6% reservation for every minority, while the percentage in 
favor of separate electorate is 40.2; 4% was for separate electorate with reservation 

for scheduled castes, and 5% advocated separate electorate for each of the minorities; 

.2% were for joint electorate in East Pakistan and separate in West Pakistan, while 7% 

would not give franchise to non-Muslims. As far as the last mentioned opinion is 

concerned, we have no hesitation in rejecting it because it is based on an entire 

misconception. 
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Apparently, those who expressed this view were thinking of the non-Muslims who 

had been conquered by Musalmans in the past and on whom a special tax was levied 

in consideration of being exempted from military service. But in the case of Pakistan, 

there was no conquest and Partition was the result of an agreement, and it is one of the 

essential principles of Islam that when we enter into an agreement with another 

person, or persons, whether Muslim or non-Muslim, we should abide by it and 

Pakistan has all along acted on this principle. The opinion that non-Muslims should 

not be given the right to vote, though of a very microscopic minority and based on 

complete misconception, is, nevertheless, sufficient to give the enemies of Islam and 

to those who are not yet reconciled to the idea of Pakistan, opportunities to carry on 

malicious propaganda. We, therefore, consider that we should deal with this point in 

some detail. 

114. It cannot be denied that Pakistan is based on Islamic ideology nor can there 

be any doubt that the main bond between the two wings of Pakistan is this ideology. 

This state cannot be in the nature of things, secular, as Islam pervades the life of a 

Muslim in all its aspects and does not allow politics to be kept apart from ethics as is 

the case in countries with secular constitutions. The moment it is stated that Pakistan 

is an ideological, and not a secular. State, our critics at once think of Theocracy 

which, in its widely accepted sense, is rule by priests in the name of God; but there is 

no priesthood in Islam and we are for a representative form of government. We are. 

therefore, theocratic only to the extent that we hold that real sovereignty belongs to 

God, which no non- Muslim of Pakistan disputes. Those who are anxious for 
establishing a class of society based on social justice should not be scared way by the 

malicious propaganda made against Islam, and by indiscreet and fanatical statements 
made by some of the doctrinaire Musalmans, giving the general impression that a 

non-Muslim is at a disadvantage in a Muslim State; for, the very basis of Islam, the 
Quran, has given a charter of equal civil liberties to humanity where under merit and 

not birth counts. A distinction, no doubt, exists between subject loyal to the State and 
those who are not. But this obtains in a secular form as well. History is replete with 

instances of non-Muslims having received just and generous treatment in Islamic 

countries. It cannot be denied that there were some instances of persecutions of non-

Muslims in some stages of Muslim history, but they were mostly for political 

purposes. Muslim rulers have been more tolerant, and just, to non-Muslims than other 

have been to those who did not belong to their faith……….  

The minorities in Pakistan have been quite happy and there has been no 

interference with their rights or liberty. As Cantwell Smith in his book "Islam in 
Modern History", points out, the rights and treatment, accorded to any minority or 

non-powerful group in any state depend on the ideals of those in power. A mere 
enumeration of the rights in the constitution and a declaration that the state is secular, 

by itself, is not a practical guarantee of the rights of the minorities. The minorities in 

Pakistan cannot complain that they have, in any way, been tyrannized over by the 

majority community. Whether the minorities feel secure, or not, depends on the 

attitude of the majority towards them and no non-Muslim in Pakistan can, with 

justification, complain that the attitude of the majority has not been one of 

friendliness. 
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115.  It thus being our duty to safeguard the rights of the minorities, it is 

necessary to take into consideration their wishes in declining whether we should have 

separate, or joint, electorates. One would normally expect the minorities, especially in 

a country where people are basically religious, to ask for separate electorates and that 

was what we did when we were a minority in West Pakistan asked for separate 

electorates and. Though the National Assembly, acting under the late Constitution; 

once granted their demand at the end of 1956, it ultimately decided in favor or joint 

electorates for the whole country, mainly because, in East Pakistan, the caste Hindus 

were for joint electorate and the then Prime Minister apparently did not like to 

displease them, and it was considered that it would not be proper to have separate 

electorates in one part of Pakistan and joint in the other. As regards East Pakistan, the 

speeches delivered in National Assembly at its Dacca session of 1956 give the 
impression that the entire Hindu population of East Pakistan was desirous of having a 

joint electorate, but the following account in 'Constitutional Development in Pakistan' 
by Dr. G. W. Chowdhury* of the Dacca University, clearly points out that, in 1952, 

the scheduled castes asked for an electorate separate from that of the Caste Hindus:- 

"Before the establishment of Pakistan, Quaid-i-Azam on several occasions 

extended his support to the scheduled-caste Hindus in their demand for separate 

electorates. The scheduled-caste Hindus who constituted the largest minority group in 

Pakistan naturally expected that their grievance would be redressed by the Constituent 

Assembly of Pakistan. The matter came up for discussion in 1952 when the election 

in East Bengal was due and it was demanded that the original provisions of the Act of 
1935 should be changed and a separate electorate should be granted to the scheduled-

caste Hindus. The proposal naturally met with vehement opposition from the Hindu 
members of the Constituent Assembly who could see in it a threat to their hold over 

the scheduled castes. They began to describe it as an attempt to divide Hindu society. 
It may he pointed out here that out of sixteen districts of East Bengal in ten districts 

the scheduled-caste Hindus outnumbered the caste Hindus. Yet they had few real 
representatives in the Constituent Assembly and in the provincial legislature of East 

Bengal. This was the effect of the joint electorate system under the Act of 1935. Very 

few real leaders of the scheduled-caste Hindus could expect to be elected under the 

system of joint electorates. In India no less a person than Dr. Ambedkar himself was 

defeated under India's new electoral system. If one confines oneself only to the debate 

of the Constituent Assembly where the caste Hindu members were very vocal it 

would appear that separate electorates were opposed by all Hindus in Pakistan. But 

this is far from true. Various memoranda and representations were submitted by the 

scheduled-caste Hindus of East Bengal, outside the Constituent Assembly, in favor of 

a separate electorate for themselves. They demanded a separate political entity." 

Considering the observations made by Dr. Ambedkar, the accredited leader of the 

scheduled castes, time and again, with regard to the place or that section of the Hindu 

community in the hierarchy of the caste system and the fact that, since 1952, there has 

been no change in the Hindu social structure in East Pakistan, we have no reason to 

think that the scheduled castes changed their attitude on this question. We have it 

from one of 
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their leaders, Mr. D. N. Barori, who is a member of this Commission, that 90% of his 

community want separate electorates even today, and that only a small minority of 

10% .which seems to be under the influence of Congress, are desirous of joint 

electorate. That the scheduled castes form a decided majority of the non-Muslim 

minorities in East Pakistan is clear from the figures of the last census and, considering 

the social disabilities of this class of Hindus owing to caste restrictions, we think that 

they, in the nature of things, would like to have separate electorates and not reduce the 

number of their representatives in the house by advocating the system of joint 

electorate. The demand, for a joint electorate, by the minorities in East Pakistan, 

which, as we have indicated, is not natural, was explained by the then Prime Minister 

as due to a high sense of citizenship and a keen desire to merge themselves in the 

majority and it was also said that, because in the past, the Hindus of undivided India 
denied to the Muslims the right of separate electorates demanded by them as a 

minority community, the Hindu members of the Assembly felt that they should not 
demand a similar protection, although their offer to merge themselves in the nation 

would cause them disadvantage by reducing the number of their representatives in the 
House. This seems to us to amount to expiration for the majority party, in undivided 

India, denying, before Independence, the protection then asked for by the Muslims. 
Otherwise, it is difficult to understand the attitude of this section of the minorities. 

The speeches made in favor of joint electorate by the minority members, we take it, 

represented mainly the Congress point of view. It is significant that when the Muslim 

League members pointed out that several members of the minority community were 

living alone in Pakistan, keeping their families in India and that, consequently, they 

were not reconciled to the idea of Pakistan, a Caste Hindu member of the Assembly, 

while asking for joint electorate, gave an explanation which is hardly convincing. He 

said that they kept their families in India as their sons had not chances of 

getting employment in Pakistan. To quote his own words*. 

 
“
............ brilliant young men who are coming out of the University, have no avenues 

for careers for themselves in East Bengal. They are not getting any employment here. 

Should they remain here and roam about in the streets to be clapped in jail as 

communists? Naturally, they go to other places. The whole of the world is open to 
them; and every citizen of a country has got the right to go out of his country if that is 

necessary for procuring employments". One would pause at this stage and ask as to 
whether it is natural for any person entertaining such feeling, about Pakistan, which 

imply not only its inability but also its unwillingness to provide employment for his 
sons, to have at the same time, a burning desire to form a single nation in his country. 

On the other hand, under the circumstances as stated by him, he should, if he is 
prudent (we have no reason to doubt that he is), be anxious for separate electorates so 

that there may be a sufficient number of the representatives of the minorities who 

could speak in the House for these brilliant young men who are anxious to serve 

Pakistan and yet do not get employment, but on the other hand, run the risk of being 

clamped in jail, branded as communists. As a matter of fact, it appears to us that these 

"brilliant young men" are not anxious to work for Pakistan. There have been, we 

understand, cases of persons, of the Hindu community, who had been abroad on 

scholarships earned in Pakistan, going away to India after being 

 
" "Parliamentary Debates", dated 10th October, 1956; P 201 (Speech by Basania Kumar Das). 
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fully qualified This indicates that these young men are not seen in employment in our 

country not because they are unable to secure it, but because they are not desirous of 
serving this country. They apparently do not feel happy here, which indicates that 

they are not reconciled to the idea of Pakistan. Soon after the abrogation of the late 
Constitution, when the present regime took effective steps against persons evading 

income tax and foreign exchange restrictions, a Caste Hindu judge of the Dacca High 
Court, who had gone to West Bengal for the vacation, failed to return and ultimately 

resigned. A Hindu CSP officer, who was transferred to West Pakistan, left the country 
and settled down in India. As long as these members of the minority community have 

The feeling, that their families will not be happy in Pakistan, it cannot be said that 

they sincerely want a merger with the majority, in the sense that there should be only 

one electorate, sharing with us our advantages and disadvantages. In Chapter I, we 

have stated how the provincial government of East Pakistan was constrained, on 

account of pressure by the Hindu members of the Assembly, on whose support it 

mainly depended, to abandon the "closed- door operation" scheme against smuggling, 

though those operations have been so successful that, in the course of one month, 

goods worth over a crore of rupees were seized. This is hardly consistent with the 

high sense of citizenship, in this section of the minorities, to which the then Prime 

Minister paid a tribute In these circumstances, their demand for joint electorate seems 

clearly to be for some ulterior purpose other than the welfare of Pakistan. Some of the 

witnesses, while referring to this aspect of the matter, stated that the Caste Hindus 

who lived in Pakistan, leaving their families in West Bengal, are under the influence 
of that part of India, and that their demand was due to a desire to influence the 

elections against the ideology of Pakistan. Having regard to the course of probable 
human conduct, we are not prepared to say that this view is not amply justified. As for 

the fact that in Other Muslim countries there arc joint electorates, which was one of 
the points urged for a joint electorate, in the Assembly debates, it appear to have been 

overlooked that, by the time a representative form of government, requiring elections 
to he held, came into force in those countries. The minorities (here had. for centuries, 

settled down as the nationals of those countries and had no reason to look for 

guidance from outside. They have, generation after generation, been living, with their 

families and their young men have been serving in those countries But in Pakistan, the 

tendency of the Caste Hindus has been otherwise, and. till we can reasonably be 

certain that they have reconciled themselves to the continuance of Pakistan, it docs 

not appear safe to have joint electorate, apart from the fact that the majority of 

scheduled castes are not in its favor. Another reason given by one of the advocates of 

separate electorates. ... an experienced politician. ... is that, in case joint electorate is 

adopted, there is likelihood of the Muslims doing propaganda against Hindus being 

elected, which might lead to communal friction In our opinion, there is considerable 

force in this view. 

 

116…………………………… 
 

Conclusion Regarding Electorate 
 

117. We. therefore, recommend that the President, the Vice-President, the House 
of the People and the Legislative Assemblies of East and West Pakistan should be 

elected directly on a restricted adult franchise which should be determined by a 
Franchise 
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committee. The elections to the House of the People and the Legislative Assemblies 

should be held on the basis of separate electorates, i.e., one electorate for Muslims, 

and separate electorates for the scheduled castes, caste Hindus, and other communities 

provided their numbers come up to what the Franchise Committee may fix as the 

minimum for constituting a constituency. As regards the distribution of seats in each 

of these legislatures as between the said communities, the basis should be their 

respective populations so as to ensure their due representation. The Senate will be 

elected, as indicated in Chapter V, by the Electoral College consisting of the House of 

the People and the provincial Assemblies. 

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 

 

 

 

-------------- 
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D. O. No. 11247 (1/1), Dacca, the 23-6-1961. 

 

MY DEAR 

1. I am writing to you on the subject of preventing the students, particularly the 

clever ones, from getting involved in undesirable activities which later on may affect 

their career. This subject was discussed at a meeting of the Intelligence Co-ordination 
Committee at the Govt. House and a decision was taken for considering the counter 

measures. 

2. In examining the verification rolls of candidates who are considered for, 

commissions in the armed forces, for superior civil services, for international 

scholarships and the like, we have sometimes to declare some of the brilliant ones as 
unsuitable in view of their being involved in undesirable political associations. It is 

for this reason, I have in my, D.O. No. 5241(17)/169-59/G. dated 25th March, 1961 
drawn your, personal attention to follow rule 109, of the D.I.B. Manual so that the 

parents/guardians of students who get involved in such activities are cautioned at the 

initial stage. This warning to the parents/guardians is given in the hope that they 

would be able to restrain their wards from persisting in such activities. This rule, 

therefore, applies after a student has already got involved in an un-healthy group. We 

should now think of making at least the bright un-committed students beware of the 

machinations of the undesirable associations who would try to lure them into the fold. 

3. It is, therefore, suggested that at least the clever senior students say the best 
4/5 by the examination results in each batch, may be called at the beginning of each 

session by the Deputy Commissioner who, as the appropriate authority, may explain 
the position to them. 

4. This may best be done by inviting the students to tea in a sort of a social 

gathering where officials concerned such as, the senior educationists, the Supdt. of 

Police, the Civil Surgeon and a few respected non-officials also may be invited. The 
function would then be to congratulate the talented students and to encourage them to 

improve further. There should be no formal discussion but in course of small talks, 
beginning with appreciation of the successes of the students, the Deputy-

Commissioner may mention what the country expects of them for future progress in 
various fields. This may be followed by explaining to them that whatever may be their 

individual views, while one should take interest in what is going around in political 
and other fields, the student should refrain from any action which may connect them 

with political groups. Even in educational institutions, association with groups 

affiliated to political parties such as East Pakistan 
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Students' Union may leave a mark which will adversely affect them in obtaining any 

Government service. Then, there should be a brief exposition of the nature of the 

various political groups which try to misguide the students from academic activities 

and towards wrong channels including sometimes extra territorial loyalty. After this, 

the talk may veer round to subjects of general interest in order to retain a pleasant 

atmosphere and the feeling that the authorities are concerned with the best interests of 

the students and the youths. 

5. I would request you kindly to discuss the above suggestion with your Deputy 
Commissioner, who may be shown this letter and let me know if there is any alternate 

suggestion to achieve the desired result. If the Deputy Commissioner proposes to try 

this next month, I would be willing to draft and send the talking points on this subject, 

if necessary. 

6. As we cannot allow to get into the public services people who have adverse 

political records, it is also our duty to try and place the facts before them at the initial 
Stages in their students career, once a year, as proposed above. 

If even after this they get into any bad political company they have to thank 

themselves when they are left out of Government services and other important jobs. 

 

7.1 shall appreciate a reply by 8-7-61, 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

A. M. A. KABIR 

23-6-61 
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TWO WINGS SHOULD DEVELOP EQUITABIUTY 

 

Rahman Sobhan's Case for Two Economies 

 

Lahore, Sept. 22; Professor Rahman Sobhan of the Department of Economics, 

Dacca University, suggested here today that instead of having one economy for East 

and West Pakistan and "two regions perpetually quarrelling over the share of 

resources" it would be split up functionally into two separate economies. 

Professor Sobhan was reading a paper on invisibility of national economy of 
Pakistan at a seminar organized by the Bureau of National Reconstruction. 

The seminar is being attended by the scholars from all parts of country. Professor 

Barkat Ali Qureshi of Agriculture College, Layallpur and Dr. S. M. Akhter also took 

part in proceedings of the seminar. 

Professor Sobhan suggested that the policy of separate economies should be 

implemented within the framework of regional autonomy giving each wing full 

control over all its resources both domestic and foreign. All incomes from regional 

and foreign exchange should be under the control of regional administration. 

Contribution should be made to the centre, under the scheme suggested by Professor 

Sobhan for maintenance of Foreign Affairs, General Administration and Defense. 

He said that given economic backwardness of East Pakistan it should follow that 

for some years to come she would give a much smaller contribution to the centre than 
that of the West wing. However, as investments multiply and income expands here 

share would automatically increase until such time as when she may be able to pay 
full 50 per cent of the budget. 

Explaining his contention Professor Sobhan said that the first part of the statement 
which questioned oneness of economy of the country involves economic difference 

arising out of the completely different natural conditions. Whereas East Pakistan had 
a population density of 140 per square mile East Pakistan and a figure of 930 per 

square mile. This called for considerable change in techniques of production in both 
Agriculture and Industry in the two wings of the country. Prima facie evidence he said 

indicated a case for accelerated industrialization in East Pakistan as an antidote to 
excessive pressure of population on land. 

Professor Sobhan said that various factors contributed to the bringing up of West 

Pakistan as a region which had attracted new investment and skill and profits made 

from 
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trade and investment in East Pakistan were in fact reinvested in West Pakistan due to 

great attractiveness of the region. 

Benefit 

He did not agree with the declaration of the Planning Commission that East 

Pakistan would be ultimately benefited from prosperity in West Wing. He said there 

was no real evidence to think that East Pakistan will ultimately receive direct benefit 

from investments being made in West Pakistan. 

Monopoly 

Giving reasons for West Pakistan's industrialization Professor Sobhan said that 

policy of giving import licenses to West Pakistani businessmen had created an 

artificial monopoly and had enabled them to accumulate fortunes within a very short 

period. These fortunes here invested by them mainly are textile industry and 
willingness of the Government to sanction mills in West Pakistan played an important 

part too. He categorically stated that had the government at that stage insisted that 50 
percent of all textile mills should be in East Pakistan economic picture today would 

have been different, similarly, when Government planned its own investments targets 
it also turned to West Pakistan. 

He assented that the second five year plan existence of regional economic 

imbalance had been acknowledged, but in its investment targets only Rs. 950 crore 

was allocated to East Pakistan as agreement Rs. 1,350 crore to the West Wing. In 

addition to this amount of Rs. 500 crore was to be spent in West Pakistan for 

replacement works and Rs. 517, crore for anti-water logging and salinity campaign. 

He said, as the country moved into second plan disparity between two wings will 

be seriously accentuated. 

He also stressed that allocation of foreign aid had also acted as a factor in 

widening the gap between the two wings as the bulk of the aid allocation had been in 
West Pakistan and tendency was likely to continue due to need to keep on-going 

projects. 

 

 

 

-------------- 
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Former Prime Minister of Pakistan Mr. Hossain Shahid Suhrawardy, 69 was arrested 
and detained in the Karachi Central Jail this morning under the Security of Pakistan 

Act. The order of internment was served by the Karachi D. I. G. of Police Mr. Bashir 
Ahmed at 7. a. m. 

The order said that "with a view to preventing from acting in the manner 
prejudicial to the security and defense of Pakistan" it was necessary to detain him and 

order his internment in any jail in West Pakistan. 

This is for the first time in his life that Mr. Suhrawardy has been arrested for 

under Security Act or any other law. 

Mr. Suhrawardy recently returned from a one month's tour of East and West 

Pakistan. He has, according to press reports, met friends and political associates 
during the tour. 

The former Prime Minister was still in his bed when the order was served on him. 

He was reading a book till 2 a. m. His daughter Begum Sulaiman and his Secretary 

reached Mr. Suhrawardy's residence a little after the police party. Mr. Suhrawardy 
was calm and composed and did not ask any questions to the police when the 

detention order was served. 

The police gave him all the time needed for dressing up any having his break-fast 

before he was removed to the Central Jail in the D. 1. G's car. He carried with him a 

record player, long playing records and two suitcases. He has been given "A" class in 

jail and his record player has been properly installed in the jail room. 

According to reports here he had one or two meetings with Mian Mumtaz 

Daulatana. Mr. Suhrawardy had sent out invitations to a number of persons for a 
farewell party in honor of the retiring American Ambassador, William Rountree on 

February 3. The party has been cancelled and intimations are being sent out. 

He was taken from his house in 7-55 a. m. Before he left he took leave of his 

daughter Suiaiman, his elder brother Mr. Shahed Suhrawardy, his grand daughter and 
his Secretary. 

One of his several friends who came to visit him this morning on being told he 

was arrested was heard saying, so there would be no case today. He was apparently 

referring to some law suit in which Mr. Suhrawardy was appearing as counsel. Mr. 

Suhrawardy had visited Dacca recently in connection with the case of former 

colleague Sk. Mujibur Rahman. 

He returned here last Sunday and attended a party for Mr. Rountree, the outgoing 

American Ambassador. 
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Mr. Suhrawardy who is the founder of the new defunct Awami League was tried 

under the EBDO by the present government. He has debarred under the EBDO rules 

from holding any office for a period of six years (Excerpt). 

Government explains arrest. 

The Government of Pakistan has been compelled to effect the arrest and 

detention of Mr. H. S- Suhrawardy under the Security of Pakistan Act, in the larger 

interest of the country says a press note issued by the Government of Pakistan. 

It is already well known that Mr. Suhrawardy ever since the inception of Pakistan 
had been for reasons of personal aggrandizement, indulging in activities which were 

of a highly prejudicial nature and it would not be unfair to say in a large measure he 

along with several others was responsible for the predicament in which Pakistan 

found itself in the later half of 1958. 

The role played by Mr. Suhrawardy and the people of his like brought the country 

to the brink of a major disaster led to the revolution. With the commemoration of the 
revolution the root that had set in was stemmed. Not only was it stemmed but positive 

gains were achieved in the last three years and more. 

Throughout this period it had been the avowed policy of the government not to 

victimize or punish anyone for his past misdeeds even though they bordered oh the 

criminal and it was for this reason that even the politicians whose conduct had been 

scrutinized by the EBDO Tribunals were treated generously. Mr. Suhrawardy was one 

of such persons. 

But Mr. Suhrawardy misunderstanding this generosity and as his ambitions knew 

no bounds he continued to indulge in activities prejudicial to the integrity and the 

safety of Pakistan. It is a sad thought that a man of his intelligence and experience 

instead of saving the country in the manner of a good patriot has taken it upon himself 

to play a destructive role even after the revolution. Mr. Suhrawardy has openly 

associated with anti-Pakistan elements within and outside the country. 

It was in these circumstances that the government, has been reluctantly 
compelled to order the detention of Mr. Suhrawardy whose activities in the recent past 

has been fraught with such danger to the security and safety of Pakistan that one could 

fairly describe them as treasonable. 

 
 

 
 

 
----------------- 
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Government Press Note on the Incidents 

 

Following press note was issued last night by Government: 

"A section of Dacca Students have been acting, over the last few days, in a 
manner prejudicial to law and order culminating in some unhappy incident on 

Tuesday. 

"The administration, which acted with utmost restraint and patience and refrained 

from taking any action during the earlier incidents in the hope that saner counsel will 
prevail, were compelled to intervene today. 

"Some students absented themselves from the classes on February- 4, and incited 

others. On February 3 they staged an unruly demonstration against a Central Minister 

who was invited to talk to them at Dacca University. 

'This morning a number of Students of the Dacca University again abstained from 

attending their classes and about 500 of them gathered at the University premises. At 
11 a. m. they came out in a procession shouting slogans, passing through the Curzon 

Hall they came out of opposite the High Court and started moving towards tl»e 

Secretariat. 

"They reached near the entrance gate of the High Court where they were stopped 
by the police. The students tried to force their way through when the police held them 

back. 

"At this the students started pelting brickbats at the police as a result of which 

several policemen were injured. A mild lathe charge was then made by the police 

forcing the students back inside the Curzon Hall compound. During the lathicharge 

two persons who were in the forefront received minor injuries. 

"In the melee, two policemen were dragged inside the Curzon Hall compound by 

the students and badly manhandled necessitating their admission into the hospital". 

 

 
 

 
 

------------------- 
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GOVERNMENT OF EAST PAKISTAN 

HOME (POLL.) DEPARTMENT 

Section 1. 

D. O. No. 163-Poll/S(I), dated the 14th February 1962. 

 

My DEAR SULEAIN 

 

The recent demonstrations by students in Dacca have given ample indication of 

what is likely to be attempted with the announcement of the Constitution. It is 

essential that the situation as it is likely to develop, is foreseen and adequate steps 

taken to ensure that law and order is effectively maintained. 

 

2. Adherents of some of the banned political parties particularly the Communists 

and other extremist elements are apparently bent on creating a serious law and order 

situation so that they could reap personal benefit and serve the interest of their party 
out of the confusion that would arise. Even without any idea of its form and contents, 

the Communists and this section of the Awami leaguers have been giving out that the 
Constitution is completely unacceptable and should be thrown out. It, appears that 

their modus operandi would be to work through rousing the passion of the students, 
instigate the student to take out processions, insult the president by burning or 

destroying his photographs, provoke the authorities to an extent which would 
necessitate use of force and then exploit the use of force by the authorities to build up 

wider support. They are also believed to have decided to carry on a vile campaign 

against members of the Basic Democracies and force them to resign. 

 

3.  So far as the incidents at Dacca are concerned the people in general were 
completely indifferent. The processions that were taken out in Dacca, were 

participated in by a section of the students only and by gouda elements who hoped to 
profit from looting and arson. Actions have already been initiated to ensure that the 

ring-leaders of the disturbance at Dacca are detained and whenever possible under 
Martial law. 

 
4. As usually happens such incidents are taken advantage of by subversive 

elements to circulate fantastic rumours with a view to alienate the sympathy of the 

people for the administration as well as to create despondency and panic. The 

commendable patience and cool-headedness displayed by the Police and the Army 

authorities in dealing with the situation in Dacca have earned widespread praise for 

them from even amongst the extremist sections. To counteract this, rumours have 

been set afloat to say that large number of students were killed by the Police and kept 

in the Medical College Mortuary and later on secretly disposed of Rumours also have 

been set afloat to foster a feeling that 
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there are sharp differences of opinion among those in authority as to the line of action 

to be taken so as to create confusion and encourage others to perpetrate illegal acts. 

5. In order to win the support of the people in general and particularly of the 

student community the point that is being stressed by the agitators is disparity in the 

economic development of the two wings of Pakistan. It is quite easy to confuse people 

on this issue as in fact disparity does exist. But the fact that the previous regimes 

during the period prior to Martial Law had failed not only to do anything to increase 

the tempo of development in East Pakistan but had no clear-cut policy as to how the 

disparity with regard to the development of the two wings could in course of time, be 

overcome, is either ignored or glossed over. A disparity that has arisen over a period 

of 11 years cannot be overcome overnight. It has to take time. The point that is 

important is that the economic development in East Pakistan during the last three 

years compared to the 11 years prior to October Revolution is many times more than 

what was achieved during the previous 11 years. The present Government have acted 
as a matter of policy to remove disparity in the economic development of the two 

wings. Your attention is invited to the broadcast talk of the President on the economic 
development in East Pakistan. Copies of this broadcast talk have been printed in 

thousands and are being distributed both in Bengali and in English so that people are 
aware as to what has been done during the last three years in the field of economic 

development of the province and of the definite policy that is being pursued by the 
Government with a view to bringing East Pakistan on the same level of development 

as West Pakistan in course of time. 

 

6. Factual statements of the happenings in Dacca and elsewhere were published 

in the Press covering all incidents. I am also enclosing a brief statement showing the 

genesis of these incidents and its course so that coupled with the factual statements 

published in the papers you may have the fullest picture of the situation and place you 

in a position to counteract any false rumours that might be spread. 

 

7. There is one aspect which is of vital importance to East Pakistan and about 

which all East Pakistanis must be acutely conscious. One of the reasons why East 

Pakistan lagged behind in development was the fear on the part of investors of riots 

and disorders in the province organized by extreme parochial or communist elements. 

The Adamjee riots of 1954 definitely made investment very shy in East Pakistan. 

Those willing to invest were either too anxious to take away the money invested as 

quickly as possible or refrain completely from investing in East Pakistan. It was with 

very great difficulty that during the last three years a climate has been created which 

is conducive to attracting large scale investors. East Pakistan cannot be developed by 

East Pakistani entrepreneurs alone. If we want East Pakistan to develop we must make 

sure that people both from West Pakistan and from foreign countries who have money 

and technical know-how do come here and invest. The incident in Dacca is bound to 

have repercussions on them and make them pause. If some more incidents like this 

take place the economic development in this province will suffer an irreparable set-
back. Those who invest money are overcautious and unless they are certain of stable 

administration and political climate they are not likely to invest their money in an area 
where troubles are likely to occur. 
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ANNEXE 

SECRET 

A section of the Awami League and the NAP had, in the past, good hold on the 

students and utilized them extensively for political agitation. Some of those ho had 

worked as leaders amongst students in those days had continued to maintain contact 

with the students and others have even continued to be student by taking admission in 

the Law- College and having their names on the rolls for years together without 

bothering to sit for any examination as it has been their intention to continue to be 

students for political purposes. In the last elections to the various hall unions in the 

University, however, these professional students found very little support. They had, 

however, been carrying on a campaign amongst the students to the effect that East 

Pakistan has been economically hard hit and that injustice has been done to East 

Pakistan on this score. They were preparing on the basis of such propaganda to build 

up an agitation on the 21st of February and then maintain that agitation for carrying 
on demonstrations against the forthcoming Constitution. The arrest of Mr. 

Suhrawardy precipitated their plans of action and forced them to show their hands 
immediately. The vast majority of the students was completely unconcerned about the 

arrest of Mr. Suhrawardy and as a matter of fact opposed the strike sponsored by these 
Ex-Awami leaguers. As usually happens in such cases it is the extremist elements, 

however small they arc in number, that win the day. Even then the strike in the Dacca 
University was a partial success. The vast majority of the students out of desire to 

avoid trouble did not attend their classes. They were planning to observe an indefinite 

strike where a chance opportunity presented itself to them when Mr. Manzoor Qader 

went to address the students of History Department on an invitation which was 

extended to him some months back. The rowdy elements made it impossible for Mr. 

Manzoor Qader to speak and even damaged the car of the Vice-Chancellor who is 

very high esteem by the students. The University was closed for the Ramzan along 

with all other educational institutions. The agitators felt that the ground was slipping 

under their feet and took the desperate step of organizing the students to violate the 

law by taking out processions in protest against the Ramzan holidays. This brought 

them into inevitable dash with the Police as they tried to force their way towards the 

Secretariat in a procession. The number of students participating in this was small 

(300). They were, however, later joined by a large number of outside elements. The 

incidents following from this have been fully reported in the press from day to day. 

The vast of the students felt unhappy at these developments and did not participate in 

these. It is, however, certain that amongst those who returned home were a number of 

those who actively participated in rowdyism and might have been instructed to 

organize strikes etc. by students in their respective areas. The activities of the 

agitators need careful watch. Preventive measures should be taken as considered 

appropriate. 
 
 
 

-------------- 
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Situation on the Eve of Mr. Suhrawardy's Arrest. 

The political climate in East Pakistan is dominated by a general and universal 

desire to return to constitutionalism and withdrawal of martial law. The politicians are 

more concerned with the form of the Constitution which is the subject of keen 

speculation. The extremist section has presumed that Constitution will not meet the 

aspiration of the Province, and as such the announcement would provide a powerful 
platform for agitation. 

The average intelligentsia considers the constitution as the instrument for the 

implementation of the national policy. They are more concerned with the policy and 

programme in the economic field and the scope which the Constitution will provide 

for effective participation, rather than the abstract question of its form. Simultaneous 

announcement of economic policy consistent with the aspirations of the province may 

go a long way to allay the apprehensions of the average man who are in a receptive 

mood because of the general desire for return to constitutionalism. It would be an 

appropriate occasion to give a comprehensive picture of the economic policy, which 

has so far been announced piecemeal. 

The average man, particularly in the mofussil areas, was satisfied with the speed 

and extent of economic development that was being done in this province under the 

present regime. They were confident that the province will continue to progress in the 

economic field with increasing tempo. The setting up of the Finance Allocation 

Committee and proposal for decentralization of credit agencies and bifurcation of 

such institutions as the PIDC had given further strength to this confidence. A general 

feeling of contentment and confidence was evidenced everywhere particularly in the 

rural areas. The intellectuals had, however, been debating on the question as to how 

the disparity in the development between the two wings of Pakistan will be overcome 

and what precise programme would be undertaken to remove the disparity. Regarding 
the Constitution, they were expressing views disapproving of the B.Ds as electoral 

college. 

The attitude of the various political parties differed according to their Party 

requirements. The Muslim Leaguers were generally happy and were anxious to 

participate in the forthcoming political life in the country. 

The Awami Leaguers naturally could not be happy with the progress made since 
the present regime took over and very often claimed that development work done by 

the present Government was initiated by them. The ban on political activities had 

more or less cut off the Awami League from its touch with the people. The party 

leaders and most of the workers, however, remained loyal to the party and on 

occasions exchanged notes amongst themselves on political issues. Such contacts 

were limited to towns and cities 
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concerned. It was only occasionally that such party workers had an occasion to come 

to Dacca and meet the leaders here. 

The party paper Ittefaq' has been subtly trying to create a feeling of resentment 

against the present regime on the issue of disparity in the economic developments in 
the two wings. 

After the announcement by the President that the Constitution would be declared 

shortly, the reaction among the different political groups has been somewhat confused 

as to whether the Constitution should be opposed or whether they should form an 

alliance and fight the elections. The attitude of the senior and disqualified leaders of 

the Awami League under EBDO towards the Constitution is one of hostility and non-

cooperation. They were inclined to boycott the coming general elections. On the other 

hand, the younger group of leaders in the ranks of the Awami League held that by not 
participating extensively in the elections to the Basic Democracies, they had 

committed a mistake and that if they boycott the ensuing general elections they would 
be finished forever. They held that it is only by participating in the ensuing elections 

that they would be able to survive as a political party. 

During the recent stay of Mr. Suhrawardy in Dacca Messrs Ataur Rahman Khan. 

Abul Mansur Ahmad, Sk. Mujibur Rahman, Abdul Jabbar Khaddar and a few others 

frequently visited him and held informal discussions. The Constitution and the 

coming general elections were reported to have been the topics of their discussions. It 

is reported that Mr. Suhrawardy was more inclined to support the views of the Ebdoed 

group. He, however, asked the other group to assess their chances in their respective 
constituencies after which a decision as to whether the Constitution should be 

opposed or not could be taken. They thus did not even appear to have formulated a 
clear-cut policy or line of action to be followed after the announcement of the 

Constitution. In fact, they appeared to have been very much divided amongst 
themselves. 

The Councilors of Basic Democracies have been smarting under the feeling that 

ex- political workers particularly of the Awami League and National Awami Party, 

looked down upon them. As a consequence there has been a feeling amongst them 

that they should think of electing representatives for the future Parliament and 

Assembly from amongst themselves as far as possible. An analysis of the composition 
of Basic Democrats shows that out of 40,000 elected Basic Councilors, only 290 have 

past political records. A rough survey has shown that over 29% are pro-Muslim 
Leaguers, 22% pro-Awami Leaguers and 26% independent and the rest belong to 

various other political and communal groups. In view of this it was unlikely that 
followers of the Awami League would be able to receive a large number of seats in 

the forthcoming elections. 

The Communists in spite of large number of preventive detention had continued 

to work underground. Their potentialities have considerably declined. Even with their 

weakened strength they exhibited determination to try to do everything possible to 

create an agitation against the Constitution on the score of its being undemocratic and 
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dictatorial. Their latest move was to organize a united front to oppose the proposed 

Constitution but they had so far failed to draw other political parties to its point of 

view. 

The students of the Dacca University had been the handy weapon for the political 
parties in the past to embarrass the Government in power. The Communists were 

unable to secure a stable foothold amongst the office-bearers of the various Unions in 
the Dacca University in the recent elections. The faction of the Awami League led by 

Mr. Mujibur Rahman, however, succeeded in securing some influence in the students 
unions. It was expected that this group of students would be made political use of by 

them on the issue of Constitution. 

Situation anticipated before Mr. Suhrawardy's arrest. 

In view of the general feeling of the people and the attitude of the various 

political parties as outlined in the paragraphs above there were apprehensions that 

observance of 21st February by the students would be utilized by the Communists and 

the Awami League to deprecate the Constitution and if the students could be 

sufficiently roused to try to build up an agitation on the issue of the Constitution. As 

against this, there was on the whole a keenness to have Constitution so that the 

Martial Law could be withdrawn and normalcy restored in this country. Even the 

politicians who had been harping on parliamentary form of government did not take 

any decision to oppose the Constitution. They thought that the Constitution could be 

amended by the future Parliament to suit their political aspirations. The people in 

general were, therefore, anxiously expecting the announcement of the Constitution. 

The postponement of the announcement of the Constitution caused certain amount of 
misgivings but did not produce any visible resentment. There was thus a receptive 

climate for the Constitution which is going to be announced shortly. 

In order to meet the probable use of the students for creating an agitation on the 

issue of the Constitution, it was proposed that the Government should consider 

announcing a decision to construct the ‘Shaheed Minar' and make arrangements for 

constructive and befitting observance of the 2Jst February. It was hoped that such a 

measure would have made it difficult for the students being utilized for subversive 

purposes. It was proposed not to resort to arrests unless absolutely necessary. 

Situation after Mr. Suhrawardy's arrest. 

 

The sudden arrest of Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy has caused surprise to many and 

shock in the minds of the Awami Leaguers. The students in general and the A. L. in 

particular have now become suspicious and apprehend that an unacceptable 

Constitution is going to be thrust on East Pakistan and the arrest of Mr. Suhrawardy is 

a prelude to the arrest of more political leaders with a view to suppressing opposition 

to the Constitution in any form. The industrial labor and the general mass of the 

people are unaffected so far. Participation of very large crowds at various functions in 

connection with the East Pakistan Week and lack of any protest even by students in 

the rest of the province (except in Barisal district) will tend to show that the influence 

of Mr. Suhrawardy in this province had considerably declined. 
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Though no definite information is available the various groups in the Awami 

League like that of Mujibur Rahman, Ataur Rahman and Manik Miyan, arc bound to 

unite. The differences mentioned earlier regarding participation in the elections are 

likely to disappear resulting in unified approach to the issue which might result in a 

boycott of the Constitution and the coming elections. The Muslim Leaguers, who 

were inclined of participate in the elections, are likely to find themselves in an 

embarrassing position of having to contest in elections with their opponents out of the 

field and being accused of various political offences inimical to the interests of East 

Pakistan. 

Mr. Suhrawardy had lost his political position in East Pakistan on account of his 

failures as a prime Minister. This arrest has helped in rehabilitating him, however, 

partially, in the eyes of the people. 

The only visible reaction to Mr. Suhrawardy's arrest has been amongst the 

students of the Dacca University, Dacca Medical College and Jagannath College in 
the city of Dacca and by students of two institutions in Barisal and Patuakhali. The 

students of the Dacca Medical College and of the University abstained from attending 
their classes as a protest on February 1, 1962. There was a rift between the students of 

the Dacca University 011 the issue. It generally happens that whenever there is a 
question of strike, students generally abstain from attending their classes for fear of 

getting into trouble with those supporting strike. In spite of this general attitude, the 

strike of the University students was a partial success. Some examination which was 

being held were not interfered with. 

The rift amongst the students was quickly patched up. This was because of the 

peculiar nature of politics in the Dacca University. Rational and sensible attitude often 
becomes difficult for fear of losing leadership. It was because of this, when Mr. 

Manzur Qadir went to address the students on 3rd February rowdism was perpetrated 
by both the sections of the students. Those' who opposed going on strike played a 

more important and vehement role to retrieve their leadership position in the eyes of 
students. 

 

Future course of action. 

So far the Awami Leaguers have not taken any overt step either to protest against 
the arrest of Mr. Suhrawardy nor are they known to be planning any step in this 

connection, except to go ahead with preparations for demonstrations in a big way on 
the 21st of February and follow up as soon as the Constitution is announced. 

The situation amongst the students is the most serious problem that has arisen as 

the result of Mr. Suhrawardy's arrest. Efforts were made to persuade the students to be 

more sensible by the Vice-Chancellor and by some student elements as well. This 

persuasion has failed. It was decided that the University should be closed on account 

of the Ramzan. Closing of the University caught the agitators by surprise and finding 

that the opportunity to utilize the students and whip up agitation was slipping away, 

they organized a protest meeting this morning and led out a procession. The next step 
to be taken is to pick up student agitators and other leaders who are behind this 

agitation to deprive it of its leadership. 
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DEAR MR. HASH IM RAZA, 

I received a telephonic message from Rawalpindi requesting for 30 names who 

might be addressed by the President personally regarding the Constitution. I am 

enclosing herewith a list of 30 names which has been drawn up in consultation with 

the Chief Secretary, Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners who happened to be 

here in a Conference. The Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners were of the 

view that it would be extremely difficult to find the person who is held in respect 

throughout the district. They felt that it would serve more useful purpose if at least 

one prominent citizen per subdivision could be addressed. I am enclosing herewith a 
list of names from Subdivisions at Appendix B. 

I personally am not in favor of this idea for the following reasons. 

(a) The Head of State should write personally only to persons who are of national 

or all-Province importance. 1 cannot think of more than five or six persons in 
East Pakistan who are of such stature. It may be a good gesture on the part of 

the President to write to them. 

(b) As most of the persons mentioned in the list are not of all-Pakistan or of all-

East Pakistan stature and as they may be interested in the future elections the 

letters from the President, I fear, will be used as indications of President's 

preference for these gentlemen. This would invariably give rise to hard heart-
burning and jealousy. 

(c) The gentlemen named in the list are by no means the most outstanding 

personalities even in the Subdivisions. There will be two/three other such 

persons in each Subdivision or district. President's writing to these gentlemen 

would certainly offend those to whom letters will not be sent and 

unnecessarily make them feel as if they have been ignored. 

There is another very serious objection to this idea. The non-official members of 

the various tiers of Basic Democracies-particularly of the P.A.C. will feel extremely 

hurt if all of them were not in receipt of letter from the President when somebody else 

at Subdivision/District level did. The list sent herewith did not include name of all 

members of the Provincial Advisory Council. The nonofficial members of the 

Divisional Council and District Council would certainly expect to be included in a list 

like this. For obvious reasons they cannot be included as their numbers are far larger 

than thirty. 

With kindest regards, 
Yours sincerely, 

A. M. S. AHMAD 

Director. 
27-2-1962. 

S.H. RAZA, ESQ., C. S. P. 

Secretary to the Government of Pakistan, 

Ministry of National 

Reconstruction and Information 

Camp, Dacca 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Barisal District. 

1. Mr. Asadul Haq, B.L., Chairman, Patuakhali Municipality, Barisal. 

2. Syed Md. Afzal (M.L), son of late Mvi. Abdur Rahim of Pirojpur, Bakerganj 

(President, Bakerganj District Muslim League). 

Mymensingh District. 

3. Khan Bahadur Fazlur Rahman of Jamalpur, Mymensingh. 

4. Syed Moazzamuddin Hossain (N.I), ex-Minister, M.L.A., son of late Faizuddin 

Hossain of Astagram, P. S. Astagram, Mymensingh. 

5. Dr. Lutfur Rahman, son of Abdul Hakim of Chaksheora, Mymensingh town. 

6. Mr. A.K.M. Fazlul Haque of Netrokona, Mymensingh. 

Chittagong. 

7. Mr. Farid Ahmad Choudhury, M.A., L.L.B., ex-M.L.A., M.P. (N.I., A.M.L.), son 

of Nadiruzzaman of Dehlirchar, P.S. Ramu, Cox's Bazar, Chittagong. 

Pabna. 

8. Mr. Tariqul Alam (M.L.), News Editor, Daily Azad, Dacca, of Sirajganj 

Subdivision, Pabna. 

Khulna. 

9. Dr. Mozammel Hossain, Chairman, Town Committee of Bagerhat Subdivision. 

10.  Mr. M. A. Ghafur, Chairman. Town Committee, Satkhira. 

11. Khan Sahib Kamaruddin Ahmad. Chairman, Jaigir Mahal Union Council, 

Paikgacha. 

Rangpur. 

12.  Mr. Saidur Rahman of Gaibandha, Rangpur. 

13.  Mr. Paniruddin Ahmad (M.L), ex-M.P.A. of Kurigram, Rangpur. 

14.  Mr. Matiur Rahman Chaudhury (K.S.P) of Nilphamari town, Rangpur. 

Dacca. 

15.  Mr. Abdul Hakim (ex-M.L.A.) of Bikrampur, Dacca. 

16.  Mr. Masiuddin Ahmad, alias Raja Miyan, of Manikganj. Dacca. 

Kushtia. 

17.  Mr. Rezwanul Haq, LL.B. (M.L.) of Kushtia Sadar subdivision. 

18.  Mr.: Asghar Ali Molla, B.L., Member, District Council, Kushtia. 

19.  Mr. Abdur Rahim Mukhtear, Chairman, Meherpur. Town Committee, Member. 

Divisional Council. 
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Faridpur. 

20. Mr. Adiluddin Ahmad (A.M.L.) of Faridpur Sadar. 

21. Dr. Aszad, M.B. of Rajbari, Faridpur. 

22. Mr. Ahmad Ali of Rajbari, Faridpur. 

23. Mr. Faikuzzaman, B.L. (M.L) of Gopalganj, Faridpur. 

24. Lai Miayn alias Mujibur Rahman of Gopalganj town. 

25. Mr. Iskandar Ali, B.L. (ML), son of Jonab Ali Khan of Dhagdi, Madaripur, 

Faridpur. 

26. Dr. G. Maula alias Dr. Ghulam Maula, M.B.B.S., son of Abdul Ghafur Dhali of 

Pargacha and of Muktarchar, P.S. Nana and of Madaripur town, Faridpur. 

Rajshahi. 

27. Dr. A. Aziz, Vice-Chairman, Rajshahi Municipality of Sadar. 

28. Mr. A. Majid of Natore. District Counsellor, Rajshahi. 

29. Mr. Tahur Ahmad Choudhury (A.L) of Nawabganj, Rajshahi. 

30. Mr. Muzaffar Ahmad Choudhury (ML), son of Mufizuddin Choudhury of 

Naogaon, Rajshahi Divisional Council. 

Noakhali. 

31. Rai Sahib N.K. Sur (Nagendra Kumlar Sur), ex-Congress of Sadar, Noakhali. 

32. Mr. Rashid Ahmad Jayagi (ML) of Nayag, P.S. Ramganj. Noakhali. 

33. Mr. Mahmudul Haq, B.L.. of Sadar. Noakhali. 

Camilla. 

34. Mr. Reazur Rahman. B.L. (ML), son of late Siddiqur Rahman of South Charta, 

Camilla town, Comilla. 

35. Mr. Fariduddin Ahmad, B.L. (ML), son of Gyasuddin of Camilla town. 

35. A. Mr. Abdus Salam Muktear (ML), ex-M.P.A., P.S. Matlabganj of Chandpur 

town. 

Jessore. 

36. Mr. Matlubur Rahman (ML), Chairman. Jhenaidah Town Committee. 

Chittagong Hill Tracts 

37. Maung Shoe Prue, Bhomang Chief of Bandarban, C.H.T. 

38. Babu Lai Behari Chakma of Ramgarh, C.H.T. 

Dinajpur. 

39. Dr. Abdul Aziz, Chairman, Panchagarh Union Council, Thakurgaon Subdivision. 

Dinajpur. 
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Sylhet. 

40. Mr. Ajmal Ali Choudhury (ML) of Sylhet Town. 

41. Mr. Md. Abdul Khaleque (ML) B.L., Member District Council, P.O. Sunamganj, 

Sylhet. 

42. Saiyid Sarfaraz Ahmad. Chairman, Town Committee, P.O. Moulvi Bazar. Sylhet. 

Saiyid Qamrul Ahsan, ex-M.L.A. (NI) of Habiganj, Sylhet and of 50, Nazimuddin 

Road, Dacca. 

1. Mr. Abdur Rob, B.L. (M.L), son of late Abdul Hamid of Barisal town, Bakerganj 
(Vice-Chairman, Barisal Municipal Committee and Member, Provincial Advisory 

Council. 

2. Principal Ibrahim Khan (ex-M.C.A), son of late Shahbar Khan of Piramdi, 

Gopalpur, Mymensingh. 

3. Mr. A. A. Rejaul .Karim Chaudhuri, Principal, Night College, Chittagong, son of 

Ali Ahmad Chaudhuri of Sharupbatta, P.S. Rangunia, Chittagong. 

4. Mr. Torab Ali, P.P. (M.L), son of Rafiq Uddin of Pabna town. 

5. Mr. S.M.A. Majeed, LL.B. of Khuna. 

6. Mr. Mahtabuddln Khan (P.N.C), son of late Naharuddin of kamalkashna Rangpur 

town (Chairman, Rangpur Municipality). 

7. Mr. H.N.S. Doha (ex-I.G.P.) of Tejgaon, Dacca. 

8. Khwaja Khairuddin of Ahsan Manzil. Vice Chairman. Dacca Municipality. 

9. Khan Bahadur Jasimuddin of Narayanganj, Dacca. 

10. Mr. Mahbubur Rahmran. Chaudhuri Aljaj alias Putu, son of late Hafizur Rahman 

Chaudhury of Bogra town. 

11. Mr. Shamsuzzoha (M.L), Advocate, son of late Abdur Rahim of Thanapara, 
Kushtia town (Member, Divisional Council). 

12. Khan Bahadur Ismail of Faridpur Sadar. 

13. Mr. A. Samad, District Councillor. Rajshahi. 

14. Khan Bahadur Rezzaqul Haider Choudhury (K.S.P.A.L.) of Gopalpur. Noakhali 

(ex-Minister). 

15. Mr. Shahidul Haq, B.L. (M.L.), ex-M.C.A., son of Kana Miyan of Brahmanbaria 

town, Comilla. 

16. Mr. Suhrab Hossain (A.L.), son of Ghulam Taher Chopdar of Maina, Magura. 
Jessore. 

17. Capt. Tridip Kumar Ray, son of late Raja Nalinakhya Ray of Rangamati, Chakma 

Chief of Rangamati, Chittagong Hill-tracts. 

18. Hafizuddin Choudhury of Dinajpur Sadar. Member, Dinajpur District Council. 

19. Dewan Taimur Reza Chaudhury (M.L.), son of Eklimur Reza. 

20. Khwaja Naziumuddin, 27, Eskaton Road, Ramna, Dacca. 
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21. Dr. M. Husain, Vice-Chancellor, Dacca University, Dacca. 

22. Dr. M. Ahmed, Vice-Chancellor, Rajshahi University 

23. Dr. M.A. Rashid, Vice-Chancel lor, Engineering University, Dacca. 

24. Dr. M.O. Ghani, Vice-Chancellor, Agricultural University, Dacca. 

25. Mr. Nurul Amin, ex-Chief Minister, Eskatan Road, Ramna, Dacca. 

26. Mr. Tamizuddin Khan, ex-Speaker, Constituent Assembly, C/o Dr. M.N. Huda. 

Head of the Department of Economics. Dacca University, Dacca. 

27. Mr. Zahiruddin, Advocate, 23, Kailash Ghosh Lane. Dacca. 

28. Dr. M. Huq Provost, Salimullah Muslim Hall. 

29. Dr. F. Rahman, Provost, Dacca Hall. 

30. Dr. Sajjad Husain, Provost, Iqbal Hall. 31. Dr. Saifullah, Provost, Fazlul Huq 

Hall. 

32. Dr. G. C. Dev, Provost, Jagannath Hall. 

33. Mrs. Akhtar Imam, Provost, Women's Hall. 
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CONFIDENTIAL PERSONAL 

 

PRESIDENT'S HOUSE, 

RAWALPINDI 

7th June, 1962. 
 

FROM: FIELD MARSHAL MOHAMMAD AYUB KHAN, N. Pk., H. J. 
 

MY DEAR AZAM, 

 

Your letter of the 11th of March needed a detailed reply in order to keep the 

record straight. But an attempt to put the record right at that stage might possibly have 

created a situation in which a smooth transition from Martial Law to a constitutional 

form of government could become more difficult. Since I was determined that 

individual rule should be replaced by government through institutions as early as 

possible, I could not take the risk of doing anything which might interfere with or 

delay that process. Now that by the grace of God, the Constitutional institutions have 

come into being, I feel free to do what in the national interest, I had to omit doing for 

nearly three months. 

 

You have great energy, zeal and enthusiasm. You also have initiative and drive. 
But you have no idea of financial discipline or distribution of resources. When you 

take a project in hand you desire that the resources of the whole country should be 
diverted to your project even at the cost of all other activities if need be. I have always 

appreciated your energy and drive, and have tried to use them in the best interest of 
the country. 

 
Attaching the great importance I do to the developmental effort in East Pakistan, 

when the question of appointing someone to succeed Mr. Zakir Husain arose-as you 

know, he was going away for a prolonged treatment-I picked you as the Governor of 

East Pakistan. You declined to go because you did not wish to leave the Cabinet. I 

explained to you the enormous need for a real effort to improve the absorption 

capacity of East Pakistan. You said that you would prefer to resign rather than go to 

another post outside the Cabinet. This coming from a soldier and life-long comrade in 

the time of national emergency was a shock. Had it not been for fact that the country 

was being run without a Constitution and the necessity for avoiding an impression of 

disunity among those associated with the task of Government at the top, was 

consequently much greater and for personal regard for yourself. 1 would have 

accepted your offer of resignation. As it was, 1 had almost to force you leave for East 

Pakistan on a special plane. 

 
I gave you detailed instructions emphasizing that I was most anxious that 

everything possible within our means should be done to place East Pakistan on a 
sound economic 
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footing and to prepare it to shoulder its own responsibility. You did put in your full 

energy with your usual zeal and made a tremendous effort in economic development. 

You helped the people in their calamities and earned their gratitude. For this you 

deserve great credit. But you did something else as well. Wittingly or unwittingly you 

made it a point never to say "no" to (any demand, however, impossible or manifestly 

unreasonable that demand might be, thus taking credit for whatever was accomplished 

and passing on the blame to the Centre for whatever had to be denied. You took the 

least line of resistance. 

You were the agent of the Centre. The popularity of the agent should have meant 

the popularity of the principal. Your conduct, however, brought about the opposite 

result. It created the impression among the population of East Pakistan that to get 

anything for them, a continual battle had to be waged against an unwilling and an 

unsympathetic Centre. Not once did you mention to them my real feelings in regard to 

the development of East Pakistan, and the urgency and importance I give to it. Not 

once did you try convincingly to explain to them the limitations of our resources, the 

struggle we have to put up to get resources from abroad, the restrictions that other 

countries placed on trying up their grants and loans, to particular projects, or the 

implications of an integrated economy planned on a national basis. You say that you 

worked with "utmost loyalty and devotion". May I modify it by saying that you 

worked with utmost energy and zeal. I am afraid, loyalty and devotion' to the higher 

cause got sacrificed at the altar of personal property. The results were inevitable. I 

warned you repeatedly of the dangers inherent in your approach. The anti-Pakistan 
elements were quick to exploit this situation, and by their activities were making a bid 

to loosen discipline in East Pakistan to jeopardize the national interest. When this 
happened you started evading controversial issues connected with law and order. 

You have said that "your sincerest advice was ignored in several matters 

including the Constitution." The only advice you gave with reference to the 

constitution was that Martial law was the right answer for the country at present and 

that the question of making a change to a constitutional form of government should 

remain in abeyance. My own belief being that institutions and not individuals are the 

proper instruments of governments, I felt that the sooner we make a start in 

establishing institutions that will work in our conditions, the better. I did not ignore 
your advice. I carefully considered it but did not accept it. 

In the course of the discussion on the recommendations of the Constitution 

Commission and the Cabinet Committee, in the Governor's Conference when detailed 

discussions were taken, you expressed certain views as being in accordance with the 

opinion in certain sections of the intelligentsia in East Pakistan. Those views were 

already known and were duly considered. You did not attempt to advance any reasons 

in support of them. 

You next say that I took a decision on a most important matter without consulting 

you as a Governor. I believe you are referring to the arrest of Mr. 'Suhrawardy. 
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Mr.' Suhrawardy was in West Pakistan at the time. His arrest was based on 

information given through the Central Intelligence agencies. He was actively engaged 

in preparing anti-Pakistan elements in East Pakistan to resist the constitution whatever 

its form. It was your duty to take steps against it, but you did not, as you were more 

concerned with your personal popularity and were not * concerned with carrying out 

my policy which was your duty. I however could not evade my responsibility to the 

country. He was therefore taken into custody in Karachi and you were informed of the 

situation by a Minister who was sent to Dacca by the first available plane. I don't 

know what more could I do. 

The impression I got during this period was that you found it distasteful to deal 

with an awkward situation demanding firmness. I found it my duty to express my 

dissatisfaction on it. So when you resigned and you seemed to be in a hurry to leave, I 

had no option but to accept it. 

 

I regret having to recount all this, but your letter of resignation containing 

spurious arguments demanded that a full reply be given. 

 

With best wishes. 
 

 

 

Lt-Gen. Mohammad Azam Khan. 

 

Yours sincerely. 

 

 

 

 

----------- 
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REGD/A.D. 

(TRUE COPY) 

PERSONAL/ CONFIDENTIAL 

Lahore Cantt. 

16 June, 62. 

No: MAK/X/P. 

To 
FIELD MARSHAL MOHAMMAD AYUB KHAN. N.Pk., H.J.. 

President of Pakistan, 
Rawalpindi. 

 

SIR, 

I am extremely surprised and pained at the contents of your letter No. 374-
PAP/62. dated 7th June, 1962. Before dealing with it, may I remind you of your letter, 

dated 12
th

 April, 1962 wherein you have observed- 

"Whilst regretfully accepting your resignation I repeat my appreciation of the 

excellent work you have done and say that I shall always entertain the highest of 
regard for you besides wanting to assist you in any legitimate manner I can." 

This I took to be a genuine appreciation of my services on your part-not realizing 

that you were playing politics with me. As I now find from your letter of 7th June, 

1962 that you did not mean what you said in your former letter and desisted from 

expressing your dissatisfaction so that I might not leave the Province at once and thus 

deprive you of the opportunity of using me to complete your programme of elections. 

As you have now come out with serious allegations against my work in East Pakistan 

for the purpose of as you say 'keeping the records straight, I feel, I should in fairness 
to myself and to the people do some plain speaking and request you to keep this my 

reply on record, in order to complete it. 

I simply fail to understand why, if you really thought I had the defects now 

imputed to me, you insisted on appointing me as the Governor of East Pakistan, kept 

me on for two years and when I resigned instead of accepting my resignation, sent 

General Burki to persuade me to stay on and then you yourself did your utmost to 

dissuade me from leaving the Governorship. The aspect of the matter by itself is 

sufficient to show that there is no force in the points now alleged against me and your 

letter of 7th June. 1962 is clearly an after-thought. However, I shall meet your points 

individually. 
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The first point against me is- 

"You have no idea of financial discipline or distribution of resources. When you 
take a project in hand you desire that the resource of the whole country should be 

diverted to your project even at the cost of all their activities if need be." 

"Wittingly or unwittingly you made it a point never to say 'no' to any demand, 

however, impossible or manifestly unreasonable that demand might be, thus taking 

credit for whatever was accomplished and passing on the blame to the Centre for 

whatever had to be denied. You took the least line of resistance." 

At no time did the people of East Pakistan push me into accepting impossible and 

manifestly unreasonable demands for which, according to your statement, I am 

supposed to have taken credit whilst passing all the blame to the Centre. Nor have I at 

any stage been devoid of financial discipline and sense of proper distribution of 

resources, as to have desired that the resources of the whole country should be 

diverted to any particular project. If anyone is trying to make you believe such stories 

it must be out of sheer malice and complete disregard for your own sense of 

reasoning. You yourself are fully aware of the policy and procedures followed with 

regard to scrutiny, sanction, allocation of funds and implementation of all projects and 

demands of Provinces. According to the policy decided between the Centre and the 

Provinces it was my duty to put up the maximum projects, subject to approval, with 

the object of increasing the absorbing capacity of the Province for allocations made. 

Once the Centre makes annual allocations there is no scope for further demands by 

the Provinces and at the same time the Centre should not change allocations once 
commitments have been made to the Provinces. There is no doubt that we had 

sometimes to fight tough battles at the Governors' conferences with the Central 
Economic Council and other Agencies over our sanctions but it was in the normal 

course and should have been taken in the best of spirit and appreciated and not 
brought as allegations. 

Another point raised against me relates to my resignation when you asked me to 

go to East Pakistan as Governor. This matter was fully discussed several times and 

also in my letter or resignation written on that occasion which is a complete answer to 

your remarks in the third paragraph of your letter under discussion. To refresh your 

memory, 1 am enclosing herewith a copy of that letter of resignation. Your statement 
that you had almost to force me to leave for East Pakistan on a special plane surprises 

me. It was only after you sent General Burki to say that you were coming to apologies 
to me for having lost your temper and accused me of being afraid to go to East 

Bengal, that I left for Dacca without waiting to meet you. I did this to save you the 
embarrassment and also to prove to you that I was not afraid to go to East Pakistan 

although my work at the Centre and specially that of rehabilitation of refugees in 
West Pakistan was incomplete and my going away at that time was to the detriment of 

the people as explained in detail in my letter of resignation dated 14th April '60. No 

one forced me to leave; in fact, you were not even aware that I had left for Dacca; nor 

was any special plane arranged by you. In order to be there in time, I had to do over 

12 hours of night flying during Nor-Wester period in a small plane, the only thing 

available. It is extremely unfair that you should now refer to this incident as a point 

against me when after I took over you made appreciative remarks about my having 

done so. 
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Another point raised against me is- 

"You were the Agent of the Centre. The popularity of the Agent should have 
meant the popularity of the principal. Your conduct, however, brought about the 

opposite result. It created the impression among the population of East Pakistan that 
to get anything for them, a continual battle had to be waged against an unwilling and 

an unsympathetic Centre. Not once did you mention to them my real feelings in 
regard to the development of East Pakistan and the urgency and importance I gave to 

it. Not once did you try convincingly to explain to (hem the limitations of our 
resources, the struggle we have to put up to get resources from abroad, the restrictions 

that other countries placed on tying up their grants and loans, to particular projects, or 

the implications of an integrated economy planned on a national basis. You say that 

you worked with 'utmost loyalty and devotion". May I modify it by saying that you 

worked with 'utmost energy and zeal. I am afraid, that ‘loyaity and devotion' to the 

higher cause got sacrificed at the altar of personal popularity. The results were 

inevitable. I warned you repeatedly of the dangers inherent in your approach. The 

anti-Pakistan elements were quick to exploit this situation, and by their activities were 

making a bid to loosen discipline in East Pakistan to jeopardize the national interest. 

When this happened you started evading controversial issues connected with law and 

order." 

All your policies were duly projected and implemented by me, but wherever I 

honestly disagreed with your views 1 did not hesitate to express them frankly and 

fully. Throughout my attempt has been to look to the interests of the people and the 

country and not to those of any particular individual. It is absolutely clear in 

everyone's mind without any doubt that the credit for the work done by me in both 

wings of Pakistan has all gone to the credit of the Regime and to you. It was not 

necessary for me to go out of my way to flatter you as you are personally aware that I 

am not given to flattery, a fact which I have repeated to you on many occasions. If 

you feel dissatisfied with this policy, I am not disturbed in mind as I have done what 

God and the country expected me to do. 

I see no justification whatsoever in your remark about my loyalty and devotion. 

When you managed to get three extensions in the tenure of your Command as C-in-C, 

although it was against army traditions and considerably prejudiced my chances of 

promotion, I did not apply for release but continued to serve with the same energy and 

zeal' sacrificing personal interest at the altar of 'loyalty and devotion to the higher 

cause'. 

I also hope that you have not forgotten when in 1958 I was drawn into the 
Revolution I had to go to the extent of risking my life and sacrificing my army career 

for the cause of the country and the nation. Again when you deprived me of my 
permanent commission in the Armed Forces ordering my premature compulsory 

retirement in February, 1960, according to army regulations 1 was perfectly fit for a 

much longer tenure. I did not question your action but made a personal sacrifice, 

rather than create a situation whereby the nation might have suffered, as we were at 

the time passing through a very delicate period. 

 

Unfortunately you always seem to lake counsel from your imaginary fears. 

Although I have resigned, my popularity seems to be haunting you. Judging from the 

contents of 
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your letter I am constrained to observe that the Editorial captioned Task before 

Faruque' appearing in the Pakistan times of Lahore on 14th May, 1962, and the 

subsequent distorted and controversial letters to the Editor were all inspired. 

As an old soldier and a comrade it was the bitterest shock to me to find you so 
unsporting as to twist the facts leading to my resignations on both the occasions. 

These facts have been brought out in both my letters of resignations clearly. In both 
instances you sent General Burki to apologies on your behalf and you made every 

effort personally to appeal to my sentiments on the basis of old family friendship and 
professional comradeship and praise for me and my work, persuading me to withdraw 

my resignations. These false and unjust allegations were not even hinted at in your 

previous conversations or correspondence throughout my career. 

In reply to my complaint that I was not consulted in some of the matters seriously 
affecting the work I had to do, and my sincerest advice was ignored in several matters 

including the Constitution-your statement that the only advice I gave on the 
Constitution was that you should not be in a hurry to bring the Constitution is, I am 

sorry to say, inaccurate and incorrect. It was in 1959 when you first informed us about 
your scheme of Basic Democracy with an outline of the type of Constitution you 

wanted, that I suggested that we should concentrate on completing our programme of 
refugee resettlement and urgent and vital development schemes and leave the 

Constitution making to experts and various representatives of the people as we were 

no authorities on the subject. 

In the very next paragraph of the same letter you yourself state that I did express 
my views with regard to the provisions of the new Constitution when it was being 

discussed at the Governor's conferences. But here again, the statement that those 
views were duly considered, or that I did not attempt to advance any reasons in 

support of the points I raised, I am sorry to say is not correct. In fact on one occasion 
in the mids of a heated argument on the provisions of the Constitution when I 

repeatedly argued in favor of Fundamental Rights being made justifiable, supremacy 
and powers of the Judiciary, and revival of the political parties etc., you went to the 

extent of shouting at me saying why are you worrying-I have to sign the Constitution 

not you Azam.
’
 Thereafter, I was taken into full confidence with regard to the 

provisions of the Constitution. I would, therefore, repeat that I did give you advice 

with regard to the Constitution and you were not prepared to accept it or even 

consider it. 

Referring to my strong protest on my not being consulted as a Governor when 

you took a decision on a most important matter, your letter reads as follows 

"I believe you are referring to the arrest of Mr. Suhrawardy. Mr. Suhrawardy 

was in West Pakistan at the lime. His arrest was based on information given 

through the Central Intelligence agencies. He was actively engaged in preparing 

anti-Pakistan elements in East Pakistan to resist the Constitution whatever its 

form. It was your duty to take steps against it. but you did not as you were more 

concerned with your personal popularity and were not concerned with carrying 
out my policy which was your duly. I, however, could not evade my 

responsibility to the country. He was, therefore, taken into custody in Karachi 
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and you were informed of the situation by a Minister who was sent to      

Dacca by the first available plane. I do not know what more could I do." 

The elementary principle of Governance is that on the law and order situation the 

man on the spot should be consulted before any drastic action is taken. If there was 

information against Mr. Suhrawardy it must have been with the Central government 

for some time. It could not have been gathered within a few hours before arrest, so as 

to say that you had no time to consult me. If it was a case of my having failed in my 

duty in such an important matter, you should have directed me to take action or 

replaced me. The manner in which this matter has been dealt with by you and your 

government was decidedly unfair to me as Governor. If I had been consulted or at 

least been given adequate notice that the arrest would be made, I would have taken in 

time precautionary measures to prevent situations, like the one which actually arose 
consequent on the arrest and during your presence in the Province. In this connection 

I would remind you of my telling you that what you had done was a stab in the back; 
and I need hardly and that nothing more could have been done to meet the situation 

than what was actually done by me, to which you were witness. Had I not handled the 
situation as I did with restraint, the consequences would, as I have already pointed out 

to you, been disastrous. Hence there is no justification for your statement that— 

"The impression I got during this period was that you found it distasteful to deal 

with an awkward situation demanding firmness. I found it my duty to express 

dissatisfaction on it. So, when you resigned and seemed to be in a hurry to leave, I had 

no option but to accept it." 

If you thought at the time that I found it distasteful to deal with an awkward 

situation demanding firmness being on the spot yourself you should have assumed 

complete control of the situation and issued definite orders to me shouldering the 

entire responsibility yourself. You did not do so. On the other hand, as long as you 

were in Dacca, you did not express dissatisfaction at the action that was being taken. 

It was only after going back to West Pakistan that you gave the impression that you 

were not satisfied with my way of handling the affairs of East Pakistan. 

Your remark that I was in a hurry to leave is hardly fair. I wrote the letter of 
resignation on the 11th  March and ultimately I agreed to stay on till the 10th May. If 

you really were under the impression that because of my inability to manage the 

situation, and as you were also dissatisfied with the action I took, I was anxious to 

leave the Province, you would not have asked me to stay. You should have 

consistently with your duty to the country relieved me immediately and not persuaded 

me to stay. Far from your being dissatisfied with my work, your insistence on my 

continuing as governor clearly showed that you felt at the time that I alone could 

handle the situation. The arguments in my letter of resignation were not 'spurious'. 

It is very well known to all of us that this country has suffered because individual 

whims and moods, undue interference with the administration and personal ambitions 
were often catered for at the cost of firm principles and policy. The object of the 

Revolution would have been defeated if we were to compromise on those very 

principles. 
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I had, therefore, on option but to resign when certain fundamental principles were 

violated, as already pointed out in my letter of resignation dated 11th March 1962. to 

which you sent me an immediate signal to say that as the matter required personal 

discussion you proposed discussing it with me during your visit to Hast Pakistan, 

which you did but I declined to continue as Governor and stuck to my decision to 

resign, wishing to be relieved at the earliest. 

A month later you sent me a letter appreciating my work and whilst regretfully 

accepting my resignation you made the following suggestion: - "Regulations permit 
me to give you four months' leave minus 19 days that you have availed of. Will you, 

therefore, please let me know if you wish to avail of it. This is urgent as I propose to 

make a formal announcement of these changes soon so as to slop unnecessary 

speculations. " 

My immediate reply may kindly be noted— 

"Thanks for your letter of 12th April. I appreciate the kind remarks which you 

have made about my services to the country during my tenure of office. As 1 have 

repeatedly emphasized both in correspondence and discussions, my resignation is 

motivated by my very strong views on matters of principle, which, for me effectively 

outweigh the attractions of high office, and my anxiety is thus to be relieved with the 

least possible delay, although if it proves impossible to arrange for my successor to 

join before the 10th May, I shall in deference to your request stay on until then. As 

regards your enquiry whether I should like to take leave after handing over charge, I 

am fully aware of my rights under the regulations, but, since I am resigning on point 
of principle. I did not intend to avail myself of my leave concessions." 

You must not lose sight of the fact that I went to East Pakistan as your 

representative, and under the extraordinary circumstances prevailing during the 

Martial Law. I had also to represent and fight for the problems and just demands of 

the people at the Governors' conferences which were held for this very reason. If I had 

behaved like the glorified Agent of a bureaucratic Government of the British times, 

East Pakistan would have been justified in their oft repeated complaint that they were 

treated like a colony. 

I tried my best to bring you close to the people. I very well remember that when 

you visited East Pakistan after the great cyclone to assess the situation for yourself, I 

naturally thought that you would be more anxious than myself to see the affected area 

and say a word of cheer to the men, women and children to raise their morale. So I 

arranged a tour for you, but in that part of the world the only means of getting to the 

Islands is by helicopter and I have never regretted anything so much as asking you to 

visit these places because for months I had to correspond with your Military Secretary 

and Air Marshal to explain as to why I had taken the risk of putting you on a 

helicopter. 

I did not desire to seek popularity. My anxiety was only to help the afflicted in 

their hours of distress during the natural calamities that overtook the Province, as well 

as in the implementation of the development plans. My sincere effort regardless of my 

personal 
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safety and comfort especially in coming to the aid of the people in their hours of 

extreme distress and danger was deeply appreciated by them. To say that I was trying 

to sacrifice loyalty and devotion at the altar of personal popularity or that I tried to 

gain popularity through 'financial indiscipline' is not only a grave injustice to me but a 

hard blow to the sentiments and prestige of the people of East Pakistan. There can be 

no greater ignominy inflicted on them than to say that they could be bribed into 

shedding tears for me or that the anti-Pakistan elements were able to exploit their 

sentiments for the purpose of loosening discipline in East Pakistan to jeopardize 

national interest. 

At no time was that part of Pakistan closer to the Centre than it was during my 

tenure. In the interest of national unity and prosperity, the sincere and selfless work 

that I have put in those two years cannot be denied by you or anybody else as the 

whole nation is witness to it. 

I shall conclude by saying let my God and my nation be my judge. Individual 
opinion can never be regarded as reliable, no matter how highly placed the individual 

may be. 

It is not a pleasure to me to recount these facts but your letter has left me no 

alternative and in fairness to myself I cannot leave these serious allegations in your 

letter dated 7th June 1962 unanswered. 

 

 

 

(MOHAMMAD A2AM KHAN) 

Lieut General. 
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MARTIAL LAW ENDS TODAY 

National Assembly meets this morning. 

Rawalpindi, June 7-The 44-month-old Martial law ends tomorrow morning with the 

inauguration of the 156-member National Assembly, the nation's third "Parliament" since its 
birth 15 years ago, reports-APP. Technically the Martial Law imposed on the country on 

October 7th in "a bloodless revolution" will come to an end some minutes past nine in the 

morning as members from both the wings of Pakistan are administered Oaths by the Chief 

Election Commissioner. 

This will also mark the induction of the National Assembly which had earlier been 

addressed by President Ayub. 

Presidential cabinet Resigns. 

Rawalpindi, June 7-Members of the Presidential Cabinet formally tendered their 

resignation here this evening as a Prelude to the enforcement of the new 

constitution………..tomorrow morning. 

The President has accepted their resignation and was understood to have addressed 

letters of appreciation to them individually thanking them for their services during 44 months 

of Martial Law regime. 

Two Ministers-Mr. Mohammad Munir and Mr. Abdul Qadir who have also been 

named for inclusion in President's new Council of Ministers under the constitution will be 

sworn in probably tomorrow evening. 

Earlier, the Ministers present in the city attended their offices for the last day. 

The Ministers present in the Capital today are Lt. Gen. W. A. Burki, Mr. Manzur 

Qadir. Lt. Gen. K. M. Sheikh, Mr. F. M. Khan. Mr. Habibur Rahman. Mr. Zakir Husain and 

Mr. Z. A. Bhutto. 

The head of the State will be sworn in as President under the new constitution some eight 

hours later in the President's House in a simple ceremony. 

The Oath will be administered by the Chief Justice of Pakistan Mr. Cornelius. 

Messrs. Mohammad Munir and Abdul Qadir; first to be named as members of the 
President's Council of Ministers under the new constitution, will be formally sworn in at the 

President's House tomorrow evening. The ceremonies will mark the beginning of "the new 

constitutional rule" in the country. 

Disposal of Martial Law cases. 

Another message adds, President Ayub Khan today promulgated an Ordinance 

dealing with the technicalities and removing difficulties for the disposal of Martial Law cases 

after the withdrawal of Martial Law in the country with the commencement of the new 

constitution on June 18. 

The Ordinance provides that all sentences passed during the Martial Law period by a 

Martial Law authority shall be deemed to have been lawfully passed and shall be carried on 

execution according to their tender. 

Regarding the death sentence passed during the Martial Law period by a Martial Law 

authority the ordinance provides that it may be executed under the order of the Central 
Government. 
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AN EXPLANATION OF THE SALIENT FEATURES OF THE CONS- 

TITUTION OF 1962 FROM A BOOKLET ENTITLED "A PLEDGE  

REDEEMED." 

Published by the Bureau of National Reconstruction, Government of Pakistan. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Democracy, in the classic phrase of Abraham Lincoln, is government of the 
people, by the people, and for the people. As a form of government it rests upon the 

consensus of public opinion, aims to promote the happiness of the citizens and 
postulates equality of all men before law. 

Though it has not always been fully reflected in the political system prevailing in 

various phases of Muslim history, Islam's concept of the- universal brotherhood of 

man and equality of all men in the sight of God is at the heart of all democratic 

processes. In its external expression, Islam places emphasis on the society rather than 

the individual, which is the first step towards any organisation based on the benefit of 
the community. An important democratic element to which history bears witness is 

Islam's general attitude of tolerance towards other faiths. The divine commandment of 
Shura which places an obligation on the ruler to consult the people is the only explicit 

attempt by any major religion to underline the basic principle of democratic 
government. Finally, the principle of Ijma which gives a religious sanctity to the 

opinions and views held by the community as a whole signifies the democratic 
essence of the Muslim faith. In the context of today, therefore, the only manner in 

which societies attempting to be Islamic can express themselves in their political life 
is through democratic forms and institutions. 

In the West, democracy made its first appearance in a somewhat rudimentary form 
(since it was based upon slavery in the city states of ancient Greece, in which every 

'free citizen
’
 was entitled to participate in the government. These so-called direct 

democracies were in fact egalitarian oligarchies in which the right of slaves had never 

been equated with the rights of the ruling classes. The identification of the collective 
and individual interests which finds an expression in the system of political 

representation and is the essence of a democratic form of government was missing. 
Democracy as understood today should be considered the contribution of Great 

Britain. As a form of government, it has only attained universal popularity over the 
last hundred years or so, but it is now generally accepted as the only form of 

Government which ultimately liberates and releases the energy of the people towards 

constructive ends. 

The trouble with democratic forms of government, however, is that unless the 
people working them are trained and experienced in the conventions of democratic 

rule, it is difficult to make a success of the institutions. Democracy is not something 
which has 
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been attained by any people overnight. The British who are considered the pioneers in 

the creation of durable democratic institutions required almost 700 years from the first 

point in time when the nobles of England made the monarch commit himself to 

certain checks on royal power by the Magna Carta in 1215. Until 1928 when woman 

above the age of 21 for the first time were given the right of vote. Relatively slow 

processes of political, social and economic evolution and growth led ultimately to the 

creation of democracy in Britain. 

But very often in disregard of this lesson of history, there is a temptation to adopt 
practices which have succeeded elsewhere but which may not necessarily suit other 

social environments, or meet the political needs of other climes. Under such an 

imposition, the borrowed political institutions give way under the strain of inept 

handling and lead to a situation of instability, political self-seeking and corruption 

which militates against the larger national interest. In such a situation, unless a strong 

leadership emerges to stabilize the situation there is inevitably a prolonged period of 

chaos. But in a relatively politically conscious community it is also necessary that as 

soon as the position has been stabilized by the new leadership, effective and suitable 

political institutions must be created without unnecessary loss of time. It was in 

recognition of this fact that in his very first broadcast to the nation, the President said 

quite clearly that his intention was to restore Constitutional Government as soon as 

possible. 

The manner in which Martial Law has operated during the last 3½ years is an 

index of this aim. So much so that it has often been remarked by foreign observers 

that Pakistan is much nearer real democracy under Martial Law than many countries 

who ostensibly claim to have democratic forms of government. The reasons for this 

are not far to seek. It would, far instance, have been expected that the press would be 

completely gagged, and all expression of opinion forbidden. But few, if any, checks 

have been put upon the press and expression of opinion have been relatively free and 

subject to only minimal and, under the circumstances, unavoidable restraints. 

Arbitrary exercise of authority has been conspicuously missing from the action of the 

Government and judicial processes have continued to operate in the normal manner. 

The administration has been conducted by the civil machinery and the Army has not 

intruded into public affairs beyond an unavoidable minimum. 

Nor are the actions of the past 3½ years rooted in any mere superficial concern for 

democracy. For, in Pakistan, there has existed, since the Government of Great Britain 

look over from the East India Company, an unbroken regard for the rule of law. 

People have also had experience with working democratic institutions at the local and 

also the national level. We have a relatively developed professional and middle class 

which is daily expanding. Reinforcing the egalitarianism inherent in Islam is the 

liberal humanism imbibed from the West by the thinking sections of the people, and 

which can find political expression only through democratic institutions, civil and 

military administration has been kept entirely separate and one institution for which 

the people have had and continue to have great respect is the judiciary. This complex 
of enlightened opinion, respect for the rule of law and a clear cut division between 

civil and military responsibilities makes ours a society essentially oriented towards a 
democratic form of 
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government. But in order to make a success of constitutional government we must 

learn from our past mistakes. Before selling out on our new Constitutional venture, it 

is, therefore, imperative that we identify the causes of failure of the previous 

Constitution and avoid repeating them in the new one. 

The growth of Parliamentary Government in Britain 

The principal forms of democracy which are in operation today can be classified 

as the parliamentary form and the presidential form. Of these we have so far been 

familiar with the parliamentary form which is sometimes also called the cabinet 

system. In this system the executive is chosen from among the group or groups of 

representatives who are in majority in the legislature and remains in office only so 

long as it retains the support of that majority. 

The British Constitution, often referred to as the mother of parliament embodies 

the principles of parliamentary government. A fundamental reason for the gradual 

evolution of this system there was the hereditary character of the monarchy which left 

this as the only peaceful way of enforcing the general will. Bit by bit, the entire power 

was concentrated in the hands of the people's representatives. The system took shape 

by an extremely gradual process of accretion. The classes which enjoyed the right of 

consultation with the king altered and expended with economic changes till the idea 

of people's government quietly crept in. In the 20th century the right of the common 

people to choose their rulers was fully, firmly and finally established. 

The habit of the English people to alter things by evolution and not by revolution 

expressed itself in the political compromise which transferred effective power to the 

people and retained ceremonial grandeur for the king. The relationship between the 

King and the Crown which has thus been established functions so smoothly that the 

need for any further major change in the structure of government seems to have been 

obviated. 

In Britain, parliamentary government has been a great success, but a brief survey 

of the working of the system will immediately show that its success depends on 
certain conditions that do not obtain in many countries including Pakistan. It depends 

upon number of factors which are intimately interrelated and form a complex of social 

and political behavior. 

Enlightened Electorate 

There is, for instance, the presence of an enlightened electorate capable of forming 

an opinion on the various issues of national policy. Education has been compulsory 

for 75 years. The average adult, unless he is mentally deficient, if capable of forming 

an opinion on matters of policy and is likely to do so at least in so far as it affect him 

personally. Every household buys a paper. Nearly every household has a radio or 

television set. The population is, therefore, capable of taking an active interest in 

political questions. That it does take interest is reflected in the fact that seventy-five to 

eighty-five per cent of the electorate participate in every election and many of those 

not voting do so because they disagree with the views of all the parties. 
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Gradual Growth 

The system has attained full maturity after centuries of growth. Its delicate and 
sensitive nature is, therefore, not likely to suffer any set-back by inept handling at the 

hands of the electorate or the leaders. 

The role of information media 

There is a vigilant and vocal press which informs and educates all sections of the 
people. Newspaper reading is a national habit in Britain. The channels of 

dissemination of news and views arc numerous and widespread. The executive has to 
be very careful lest it incur public indignation. 

Two-party system 

The two-party system which is largely an accident of history, forms a part of 

settled political habit in that country. The parliamentary mechanism would lose much 

of its' efficiency and vitality if it were to work with more than two parties, as has been 

witnessed in France. The Constitution of the Third French Republic (1870-1940), 

drafted in 1870, closely followed the British model, but the existence of a large 

number of groups in the French Parliament precluded all chances of single-party 

ministries like those of Britain. The composite cabinets based on heterogeneous 

majorities crumbled one after another. The parliamentary history of France under the 

3rd and the 4th Republic is a panorama of phantom ministries. That is why 

parliamentary government means different things to the French and the British. 

Public opinion 

British leadership is very sensitive to public opinion. Clear indications of this 
sensitivity have been provided many a time in British history. Mr. Mc. Donald with a 

comfortable majority in the parliament had to yield of the Unemployment Assistance 
Regulations in 1934. Mr. Baldwin again with a majority had to sacrifice Sir Samuel 

Hoare in the Abyssinian Crisis of 1935. In 1940 the futile attempt to defend Norway 
against German invasion and the dangers posed by the German military's infiltration 

into Western Europe led to the fall of a majority Government by sheer force of public 
opinion. As recently as 1956 Sir Anthony Eden had to resign after his Suez venture 

though there was no formal vote of censure, the firm and forceful expression of 

adverse opinions compelled the Prime Minister to go. 

The British temper 

The remarkable ability of the British people to adapt and compromise provides a 

common ground on which politics can operate without social upheavals. As Lord 

Balfour has said. "Democracy presupposes a people so fundamentally at one that they 

can safely afford to bicker and so of their own moderation that they are not 

dangerously disturbed by the never ending din of political conflict. The most 

remarkable instance of this adaptability in the British people is the Welfare 

Legislation of the Labor Government in 1945- 50. The programme implied a virtual 

revolution in property relationships and political 
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pundits like Laski could easily have held that any attempt to introduce these reforms 

would wreck the entire system. But the system has survived. Such capacity for 

adaptation to changed conditions is evidenced in very few societies. 

Conventions of the Constitution 

Finally, the system presupposes that the holders of power submit themselves to a 

code of honor. This unwritten code is embodied in precedent and usages, collectively 

called the conventions of the Constitution. Conventions are not laws and can be 

discarded when they are no longer in conformity with changed needs. They embody 

both the do's and the don'ts of political behavior and very often fulfill functions which 

no code of laws would be able to meet. And although not legally enforceable, their 

force is nevertheless almost as compelling as that of laws regularly enacted by 

Parliament. They give substance to the principle of the sovereignty of the people. 
Politicians are bound to observe them even if it brings them loss of office and 

authority. Some of the conventions are: members of Parliament do not desert their 
parties whatever the temptation; no Minister cares to cling to power if he cannot pull 

on with his colleagues; no Cabinet evades the consequences of an adverse 
parliamentary vote. The opposition in this system is part of Government. It does not 

oppose merely for the sake of opposing. It offers a clear alternative in ideology and 
leadership. It “takes over" as soon as a Government loses its hold over the country. 

The failure of British parliamentarism in other countries can be easily understood 

if we recognize the springs of its success in Britain. The system is so sensitive that it 

cannot nourish under unhelpful conditions. In Pakistan many pitfalls could have been 
avoided, had this been realized in time. 

FAILURE OF PARLIAMENTARY GOVERNMENT IN PAKISTAN 

Before any new pattern of constitutional government can be evolved it is first 

necessary to examine the causes of failure of Constitutional Government in Pakistan 
leading to the abrogation of the Constitution of 1956, and to determine how far the 

nature of this Government contributed to failure. 

Some friends of the parliamentary system insist that there was no failure of the 

parliamentary government as it did not exist and would only have been ushered in 

when the Constitution of 1956 would have flourished in full bloom after general 

elections. According to them, it is, therefore, unfair to speak of the failure of a 
constitutional system which had not been enforced in its entirety and was really 

buried without trial. This view is based on the dubious assumption that the 
Constitution of 1956 gave a brand new system to the country. This was not the case. 

In August, 1947, when Pakistan came into being as an independent State the 

Government of India Act, 1935 was adapted to provide an interim Constitution. This 

'adapted Act, introduced in Pakistan a type of government which generally resembled 

the constitutional structure of parliamentary government in the Dominions. The 

Constitution of 1956 generally followed the pattern of the adapted Act of 1935. It 

enacted a few curbs 
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on the powers of the Governor General and gave wider authority of Provincial 

governments. It contained an elaborate statement on the Directive Principles of State 

Policy and carried some provisions designed to bring the legal code of the country 

into conformity with the laws of Islam. But the originality of this Constitution 

remained confined to matters of secondary importance. It had nothing new to offer in 

the nature of constitutional fundamentals. Even its language was much the same as 

that of the 'adapted Act'. It left the existing parliamentary institutions undisturbed. 

 

To give a clear picture of what is meant by the Parliamentary or Cabinet system, 

its chief characteristics are enumerated below: 

 

(1) The Head of State is largely a ceremonial figure-although he authenticates the 
actions of the executive-the advice of the Ministers is binding upon him. His 

discretion, if any, is extremely circumscribed and limited. 
 

(2) The Executive comprises a group of Ministers who act in Cabinet as a unit. 
(This presupposes two things, First there is collective responsibility and secondly 

one man in the team plays a predominant role and acts as a captain-this is the 
Prime Minister). 

 

(3) The Ministers are members of the Legislature. 

 

(4) The Ministers are members of the majority party (in cases of a coalition of the 

parties combining to form a majority). 

 

(5) Ministers hold office only if they retain the confidence of the Assembly 

 

(6) The Minister is personally responsible for the portfolio under his charge and is 

constantly answerable to the Assembly for its proper functioning. 

 

It will be clear that the system of government operating in Pakistan until October 

1958 followed this pattern. From even a cursory glance at events particularly from 
1953 onwards, it would also be quite clear that this pattern was not successfully 

worked. The Constitution Commission also came to the same conclusion. 
 

Causes of failure 
 

The Constitution Commission examined the question of the failure of 
Parliamentary Government in considerable detail. It issued a questionnaire and 

conducted a large number of interviews. The views expressed before the Commission 

with regard to the nature and causes of failure of the parliamentary form of 

Government were summed up by them as follows: 

 

"(1) Lack of proper elections and defects in the late Constitution. 

 

"(2) Undue interference by the Head of State with the Ministries and political 

parties, and by the Central Government with the functioning of the government in the 

Provinces. 
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"(3) Lack of leadership resulting in lack of well-organized and disciplined parties, 

a general lack of character in the politicians and their undue interference in the 

administration." 

In the opinion of the Commission, the real causes of the failure were to be found 

in the last-mentioned group of opinions, rather than in the first two. A study of event 

leading to the final break-down of Constitutional Government in October. 1958. 

Would prove this point. 

 

(1) Lack of proper election—It cannot be said that the Assemblies were not 

elected. The first Constituent Assembly was indirectly elected as it was intended 

mainly to frame the Constitution. It continued in office till it was dissolved in October 

1954, and succeeded by a second Constituent Assembly indirectly elected from the 

Provincial legislatures. Since this Assembly was formed after elections had taken 
place in the Provinces, it had many new members, who came to office through direct 

elections in the Provinces on the basis of universal suffrage. But such elections held 
on the basis of adult franchise in the Provinces did not bring in worthier or 

particularly different representatives. After general elections at the national level the 
same pattern would undoubtedly have been repeated. 

 
(2) Interference by the Head of the State—The view of the Constitution 

Commission in this instance was that although the Head of State interfered, the reason 

why he could do so with impunity was because of lack of discipline and solidarity in 

the parties in power. They have also pointed out that parliamentary government has 

succeeded only in countries with a Constitutional monarchy, where the Head of the 

State is not a member of a party or is elected but comes to office by inheritance. An 

elected Head of State first, belongs to some political, party, and secondly comes to 

office because he commands the confidence of the people. In such cases, if both the 

Head of State and the Prime Minister are strong personalities, friction between them is 

inevitable. As the Constitution Commission pointed out that in India, where the 

parliamentary system is in force, "the present Prime Minister has from the day of 

Independence been able to completely eclipse the Head of the State, who it is 

significant, has himself raised the question whether be has not, under the present 

Indian Constitution, more powers than the sovereign in England". In a parliamentary 
form of government, an elected Head of the State will always have considerable scope 

of indulging in party politics if he is so inclined and the political parties accept the 
interference-this is a defect inherent in the system. 

 
(3) Lack of party discipline and lack of character in the politician-A cursory 

glance at events from 1953 onwards will show that it was lack of leadership and well- 
organized and disciplined parties in general lack of character in the politicians and the 

undue interference in the administration which caused the ultimate breakdown of 

Constitutional Government in Pakistan. 

 

Dismissal of the Prime Minister in 1953 

 

(a) It is a well-known convention that a Prime Minister cannot lose his office 

without first losing his parliamentary majority. The Prime Minister of Pakistan in 

April, 1953, 
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was in undisputed command of his party. He had experienced little difficulty in 

getting his budget approved by the Parliament and securing removal of the Punjab 
Chief Minister after the Lahore disturbances. Yet the Head of State ejected him from 

office abruptly and placed his own nominee at the Head of the Government. The new 
Prime Minister was an unknown quantity. He had been absent from the country for 

about 5 years preceding his elevation lo this office. Yet the Muslim League 
Parliamentary Party which had supposedly stood behind the late Prime Minister till 

the moment of his "dismissal" endorsed the Governor-Generals choice without even 
the formality of a discussion. It could have created an awkward situation for the 

Governor-General by rejecting the new leader of Government. Had the late Prime 

Minister enjoyed solid party support, it is unlikely that the Governor-General would 

have contemplated such a course of action. The fact that the majority of the new 

Cabinet was drawn from the previous administration indicated that the Governor-

General had his friends in the Cabinet who were prepared to side with him as against 

their nominal chief. 

Dissolution of the Constituent Assembly (1954) 

 

(b) Divisions within the ranks of the leading party enabled the Governor-General 

to make another and a more dramatic assertion of his authority. This was the 

dissolution of the Constituent Assembly which came about in October. 1954. It 

confounded the parties and took the country by surprise. It ended the long dominance 

of the Muslim League in our national politics. The Leaguers were naturally bitter 
about it, but they made no organized move against what they believed to be abuse of 

power on the part of the Governor-General. It is curious that some members of the 
aggrieved party in the Punjab and Sind voted thanks to the Governor-General and 

hailed him as the savior of the country. 
 

Chief Ministership of West Pakistan (1956) 
 

(c) A somewhat different situation developed in West Pakistan on the eve of 

integration. The Governor-General was known to be keen on securing the Chief 

Ministership of the integrated province for one of his personal friends. He canvassed 

in this behalf and obtained promises of support from some prominent leaders of the 

majority party. This was contrary to parliamentary practice. In a parliamentary 

system, custom forbids the Head of the State from making known his political 

preferences and pressing the claims of politicians. 

 

The right of choosing the Chief Minister of the Province was constitutionally 

vested in the majority party of the Provincial legislature which had not yet been 

'called into existence. The Chief Minister designate was not prepared to join the party 

on whose support his government rested. The leader formed his own party by enticing 

away disgruntled members of the majority party. The strategy worked because its 
authors were aware of the discontent brewing within the party that had refused to fall 

in with their wishes and were confident of their own ability to profit from the 
situation. 
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Some other irregularities 

(d) Lesser leaders of government bypassed, twisted or contravened elementary 

principles of representative government whenever they sensed danger to their power. 

A provincial ministry 'was so frightened by the unfavorable results of a single by-

election that it decided not to hold elections in anyone of the 34 constituencies whose 

representatives had vacated their seats in the Legislature for one reason or another in 
the course of a few years. In the same province, a Governor defied constitutional 

usage in showing partiality to one of the minority groups by sending for its leaders to 
form the government. As a result, the Ministry was powerless in the Legislature. It 

could not survive the outcome of a single division. It was deprived by a suspension of 

the Constitution and restored after the Governor had 'certified' the budget. Similarly, 

President's rule was imposed in the province of West Pakistan when he desired to 

humiliate the opponents of his favorite party, a party that had violated every item of 

its creed and gone back on each one of its commitments in a desperate effort to keep 

control of government. 

 

Facts, therefore, lend on support to the colorfully dressed arguments in favor of 

the abrogated institutions or anything resembling them. To a man in the street they are 

synonymous with corruption, jobbery, double-dealing and absence of orderly 

government. Even if some of us still pin their faith on the revival of the old political 

system as the only mean of teaching democracy to our millions, their dream can only 

come true in a leisurely and tolerant world which would permit us to work out our 
salvation by a process of trial and error spread over decades, if not centuries. After 

careful consideration of all the evidence produced before them the Constitution 
Commission were also of the view that. 

 
“ ............ We shall be running a grave risk in adopting the parliamentary form, either 

in its purity or with the modifications suggested and we do not think we can afford to 
take such a risk at the present stage". 

 

THE PRESIDENTIAL SYSTEM 

 

As an alternative to parliamentary government the other well-known and 

established pattern of democratic government is the presidential system. Just as the 

most well known example of the Parliamentary system are the institutions developed 

by Great Britain, the United States of America presents in its political institutions the 

oldest and most famous example of the Presidential system. 

 

In a Presidential system of government, as exemplified by the American 

Constitutional pattern, there is a separation of powers, between the Executive, the 

Legislature and the Judiciary. This separation of powers is based upon the 

assumption, in the words of Madison, that in a government to be administered by men 
over men the great difficulty lies in this: you must first enable the government to 

control the governed; and in the next place oblige it to control itself. It is to oblige the 
government to control" itself that this separation of powers and corresponding checks 

and balances are considered necessary. The fundamentals of the Presidential system 
may be stated as follows: 
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(1) The President is elected independently of the Legislature and has direct 

mandate from the electors to perform the executive functions of government. 

(2) He holds office for a fixed term and cannot be removed from office by an 

adverse vote in the Legislature against any of his policies but only by a special 

process of impeachment. 

(3) The Legislature is elected independently and holds office for a fixed term. 

(4) The Legislature functions independently of the Executive and cannot be 

dissolved by the Executive of the Head of State, as is the case in the 

Parliamentary system. 

(5) The Legislature is the supreme law-making body of the country and no 

proposal can become law unless voted by this body. 

(6) The Judiciary is responsible for the interpretation of laws and executive orders 

in the light of the principles embodied in a written constitution. 

 
In practice, a complete separation of powers between the Executive and the 

Legislature would make the system impossible to work, and in actual fact, there is no 
absolute separation of powers in the United States system. There is in practice some 

merging of powers and the "jurisdictions" of the three branches of government, to 
some extent, overlap. 

 
From the survey of the cause of failure of Parliamentary Government, given in the 

previous chapter, it will be recalled that Parliamentary Government failed due to the 

following reasons: 

(1) A conflict between the Head of State and the Chief Executive, the Prime 

Minister. 

(2) Lack of party discipline and irresponsible behavior of politicians in forming 

and destroying governments. 

(3) Interference by members of the Legislature with day to day administration by 

exercising political pressure on the Executive for their personal ends. 

 

After taking these into account, the Constitution Commission recommended that: 

 

'We should have a form of government where there is only one person at the head 

of affairs, with an effective restrain exercised on him, by an independent Legislature 

members of which, however, should not be in a position to seriously interfere with the 

administration by exercising political pressure for their personal ends. Such a system 

is available in the Presidential form of government which has been successful in the 

United States of America…. The fundamental difference between this system and the 

parliamentary form is that while in the latter, the head of the- executive is solely 

dependent on the continued daily support of his majority party, the President, in the 

Presidential form, who is also a representative of the people, is not dependent for his 

continuance in office, on the Legislature. If the Legislature goes against him, he may 

have to yield if he wishes to avoid a deadlock, but a Prime Minister, however, strong 
his position, can easily be shaken out of office on the very next day without 

justification if 
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something untoward happens and the majority of his party withdraws support 

overnight. It was the compelling necessity of keeping the majority of his party 
satisfied that made many a minister in the past depart from the straight path. We think 

that many of the ministers, who held office during the period under review, would 
have acted on the right lines if they were not so utterly dependent on their supporters. 

From this it can be seen that the Presidential system is more suited to the 

conditions prevailing in Pakistan. The case for the Presidential system cannot, 
however, be confined to its merely being the only alternative to the parliamentary 

form which has failed in this country. As a nation which has just emerged out of a 
colonial past, whose major requirement is political unity and which is embarking on 

an ambitious programme of social reform and economic development, the presidential 

system has special advantages to offer. 

 

On the political plane, the growth of unity amongst a people thrown together for 

the first time as a distinct political entity is a problem of considerable magnitude. In 

our case the geographical separation of the two wings has made it more acute. To 

carry us over this arduous Period of transition the government must be effective and it 

must be able to create and foster a concept of national unity. The new system by 

giving executive authority to one individual with a mandate from the entire nation 

should make this possible. 

 

Secondly, our political growth is still in its initial stages. The Presidential system 

with a separate Executive and Legislature, each with fixed terms of office would be 
better able to stand up to the strains inevitable in times when political institutions are 

still taking shape. As the executive is not directly dependent upon the immediate 
support of the Legislature, crossing the floor in search of power would be 

meaningless. Party alignments will, therefore, not make or unmake governments. 
Members of the Legislature, instead of being engaged in the pursuit of power, would 

be able to devote more of their attention to their real task of reflecting the national 
will. 

 

Thirdly, the challenge of economic growth which faces us can only be met by an 

effective executive which would be able to work independently of day-to-day 

pressures and would be in position to implement its economic policies with speed and 

vigor. It should not have to keep a constant eye on the shifting loyalties of vested 

interests and pressure groups. In short, the executive should be responsible to the 

nation, but though retaining sensitivity to public opinion, it should be relatively free 

from unnecessary harassment by the Legislature. 

 

FRANCHISE 

 

The city stales of ancient Greece functioned as direct democracies, in which, 

every free citizen gave counsel and contributed to decisions. But this is possible only 
in small communities living in compact blocks. On account of their relatively large 

populations and areas, the magnitude and complexity of modern state craft and the 
ever-increasing responsibilities of government, modern democratic nations have now 

adopted the method of representative democracy", by which the people authorize 
citizens possessing particular qualifications of age, literacy, property, etc., lo carry on 

the task of government 
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in accordance with the wishes of the people. Elections are the mechanics for the 

authorization. 

 

Concerning the right to elect there are in the main two theories. One theory is 
based upon the assumption that it is the natural and inherent right of the citizen unless 

disqualified by reasons of his own conduct or other manifest unfitness. The other view 
is that it is not an inherent right but a public office of function conferred by the state 

upon persons who can be considered capable of exercising it for the public good. 
According to the Constitution Commission the latter view appears to be generally 

accepted by political scientists today. In any case, it will be seen that the concept of 
universal adult franchise is a relative new comer on the political stage. In nearly every 

country the franchise has extended gradually over a period of time. In England, for 

instance, it will be seen that the extension of the franchise went hand in hand with 

education. 

 

Literacy and Adult Franchise 

 

As the Constitution Commission pointed out: 

 

"The percentage of literacy in our country, according to the recent census, is only 

fifteen, and the means of spreading information compared to the conditions in 

England, are very rudimentary indeed. There is a very small percentage of persons 
who read newspapers and, as regards the interest taken by the people at the time of 

elections, the figures furnished by the Government of East Pakistan show that, at the 
last election held in that Province on universal franchise, only 37.2 per cent polled. 

Figures about West Pakistan are not readily available, but we have no reason to think 
that the percentage that polled in that Province was larger." 

 
Under such conditions, about franchise imposes a choice upon people which in 

many cases they are not in a position to make. Even if the mechanics of election are 
free and fair the methods adopted by the candidates and their supporters to win these 

elections are based upon exploitation of the electorates ignorance, and its 

susceptibility to the demagogue s appeal. It is obvious that opinions upon national 

issues cannot be formed by individuals, unaware of what is happening outside their 

own village. 

 

The Constitution Commission, therefore, suggested that, because of the time 

required for preparing fresh electoral rolls, the present elections should be held with 

the Basic Democracies as an electoral college, but for the future they advised that the 

suffrage should be restricted to those citizens of Pakistan who: 

 

(a) have attained a standard of literacy, which enables them to read and understand 
what is published about the candidates so that they may form their own 

judgment as to their respective merits; or 
 

(b) possess sufficient property, or stake in the country which would give rise to a 
keen desire in them to acquaint themselves with the antecedents, and the 

qualifications of the various candidates, so that they may select the proper 
representative. 
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Literacy and property qualifications 

Very often it will be seen that such qualifications do not necessarily enfranchise 

people who are considered leaders in their own community. Also, the interests of the 

educated and propertied classes do not always coincide with general mass of the 

people, whereas our attempt should be to evolve a form of government which should 

ultimately be rooted in acceptance by the large mass of the people and should be 
designed to promote their well-being and happiness. 

 
These conditions are also such that they could easily give rise to dispute and 

manipulation in their application in practice. Literacy tests can become formalities 

and political groups could man oeuvre to obtain a registration on this basis for as 

many of their supporters as possible. For property qualification we would need some 

standardized yard-stick to cover the country. Problems similar to those confronted in 

the case of literacy tests would be encountered in this also. 

 

Elections through Basic Democracies 

 

In many respects the system of Basic Democracies fulfils these needs much better 

than the suggestion made by the Constitution Commission. In the first place, it is 

based upon universal adult suffrage. Secondly, it puts a premium upon the election of 

people interested in the welfare of and service to their community. The groups are 

small enough for the candidate to be personally known to the electors and a wise 
choice can be made by the electorate from amongst competing candidates. 

 
Under such conditions the people returned are likely to be the public spirited and 

superior individuals in the community. This fact is borne out by the last elections to 
the Basic Democracies. In a country where the literacy is barely 15 per cent, more 

than 84 per cent of the people elected are literate the bulk of them are from the lower 
middle class or higher strata of society. Such a body of people is certainly going to 

take a much keener interest in the affairs of the nations and will be far severer critics 

of the government if they feel that its policies are not in the best interests of the 

country that the average inhabitant of a country with a low percentage of literacy and 

inadequate means for the dissemination of news and information. This, we must 

remember, has happened when Basic Democracies were as yet new and untried 

institutions, and some people did not participate in the elections as they had not fully 

appreciate their importance: otherwise the results would have been even more 

appressive. Future elections will no doubt illustrate this. 

 

Effect of indirect elections on Local Government Institutions 

 

Objections have been voiced by people that this method of linking indirect 

elections with local government, while having all the disadvantages of such a system, 
would also wreck the local government institutions, by involving them in party 

politics. This is not only somewhat far-fetched apprehension, it is also erroneous. The 
issues before such institutions invariably are of a local nature and of local importance, 

affecting only their own small communities. National policies are not likely to cut 
across interests at the level 
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of the Union Councils/Union Committees. The bias of these institutions as far as their 

own work is concerned will be towards development, social service and improving 

the lot of the people within that small area. 

As a matter of fact, the great strength of the system of Basic Democracies lies in 

the fact that by creating electoral colleges comprising groups of people whose main 

object would be to promote the welfare of the communities in which they live, such 

people would look for similar attitudes and qualities in the representatives at the 

national level also. 

 

On the other hand, when the electoral college is divorced from the affairs of local 

government, it becomes purely political forum and there is no means, especially for 

an unsophisticated electorate, to judge the members of the electoral college on the 

basis of their concern for the public interest. The elections for such an electoral 
college do not possess any sense of immediacy or importance for the mass of the 

people, as the purpose for which the electoral college is formed is relatively remote 
from their own needs. These elections tend to become a mere formality and such a 

system invariably becomes a vehicle for political intrigue and corruption. 
 

Small size of Constituencies 
 

The second objection which people have to indirect elections is the limited size of 

the constituency in terms of voters. As regards the elections of the President, this 

objection cannot apply as the electoral college, which at present consist of about 

80,000 people and would in the future probably increase to 1, 20,000 can by no means 

be considered small or capable of easy manipulation. 

 

In the case of elections to the legislature, each constituency would comprise about 

500 voters at present and about 750 in future, this objection would seem to stand. It 

must, however, be remembered that in a Presidential form of government the 

legislature does not have the power to directly influence the executive. The motive for 

election, to the legislature which operated under the Parliamentary system where the 

executive was directly dependent upon the legislators, would no longer apply. In the 

case of Parliamentary Government elections to the Legislature were considered an 
investment in the power to influence the government to take actions, which would 

benefit, or omit to take actions which would adversely affect the interests of the 
legislator, his party men or this supporters. Under the new system, elections to the 

legislature would bring no such promise of immediate gain and. therefore, such 
elections will not be regarded as a direct financial investment in a business venture. 

Also, the type of people likely to be elected to the Basic Democracies will be those 
anxious to serve, and the whole climate of opinion prevailing in these institutions will 

be one of service to the community. Under such conditions, by and large, corruption 

and intrigue within the Electoral College are no likely to be the dominant forces in 

deciding the outcome of election. 

 

It must also be remembered that each member of the electoral college have been 

elected by a relatively small group of people, say 500 adults, which the normal ward 

of 800—1200, would probably have. The elector would, therefore, be under the 

watchful eyes of his neighbors and if he compromises his integrity by accepting a 

bribe for 
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casting his vote, it is likely to get generally known, and he will be running a serious 

risk of being discredited in his own community, and of losing its trusts and his 

representation in the next election. 

Feeling of exclusion amongst the intelligentsia 

 

However, by confirming the electoral right to Basic Democracies, it is possible 

that certain sections of the intelligentsia may feel excluded from national and 

provincial elections. But the present constitutional system is not fixed or rigid and 

some method can undoubtedly be worked out in due course which would give them a 

feeling of greater participation. In doing so, too heavy a weight age of the leadership 

in favor of the towns and cities, which a literacy or property qualification is likely to 

bring about, should be avoided. The Basic Democracies should continue to play an 

important part in the selection of leadership at the national and provincial levels as 
these institutions represent the most effective way of associating the bulk of our 

people who live in the villages, and for whom an indirect system of elections is the 
best method of representation. 

 

Need for immediate elections 

 
Our most pressing need today is an immediate restoration of constitutional 

government. If some other electoral system were to be adopted, it would take at least 

a couple of years to prepare fresh electoral rolls and hold elections. This delay must 

be avoided. The electoral college formed by the elected members of Basic 

Democracies gives us the most convenient and easy method for holding elections 

immediately. For these reasons, the Constitution Commission also advised that this 

method should be adopted for the present elections. 
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Nine National Leaders Say 

Present Constitution Unworkable 

Special Body be Elected to Draft A New One 

 

(By a Staff Correspondent) 

Mr. Hamidul Huq Chowdhury, Mr. Nurul Amin. Mr. Abu Hossain Sarker. Mr. 

Ataur Rahman Khan. Mr. Mahmud Ali, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, Mr. Yousuf Ali 

Choudliury (Mohon Mia), Syed Azizul Huq and Pir Mohsenuddin Ahmed (Dudu 

Mia) yesterday urged that steps should be taken "lo have a special body elected as 

soon as possible to give the country a constitution to make its acceptance 

unquestioned by the People." 

Enumerating the essential qualities that go to make a permanent constitution six of 

the nine leaders of East Pakistan said that "The present Constitution lacked such basic 
strength as popular consensus enshrined in basic laws framed by Peoples' 

representatives entrusted with that mandate". 

The present constitution, the statement said, was framed on a distrust of popular 

will, whatever the justification put forward for that. Citing the incapacity of the 
members of newly setup Assemblies and the restricted suffrage on which the 

members were elected the statement said that "experience of barely three weeks have 
already demonstrated that the present Scheme is unworkable unless it is radically 

changed and remodelled." 

For the interim period till such a new constitution could be adopted the leaders 

suggested that administration should be carried on under the present constitution with 

some essential changes. 

One such suggestion for change was to incorporate the fundamental rights as 

enumerated in the 1956 Constitution in the present constitution making these rights 

justifiable. This can be done through a Presidential order or a legislative process. 

The statement mentioned at length the necessity for doing away with growing 

imbalance in the economic progress of the two wings. It also advocated for removal 
of all obstacles against the growth of political parties, the very breath of representative 

democracy. 

The leaders said that political prisoners detained without trial should be set at 

liberty to restore an atmosphere of confidence in the country and all penal actions 

regarding politicians should be done away with. 

Following is the text of the joint statement of the nine leaders: 

Rule of Martial Law has at least been ended. Gloom that enveloped the country 

for long 45 months has been partially lifted. Door of progress towards a democratic 
system 
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seems to be in the process of opening but democracy has yet to come. The 

constitution promulgated by Field Marshal Ayub Khan only holds out a hope but does 

not under it. 

The main subject that agitates public mind deeply today is again the constitution 
of the country. This was the main topic during the recent elections though the election 

was limited to a small section of the people. Practically every candidate pledged his 
support for getting a democratic Constitution. During the last six weeks since election 

the volume of opinions for a workable constitution has increased considerably. 

We will go falling in our duty if we do not express ourselves on this vital question 

through only means available to us; we believe, in this, we share the opinion held by 

most in the country. 

Only evolution can ensure real progress: 

The Country can make real and abiding progress through the method of evolution 

by changes peacefully brought about. This can happen only where free debate and 
free discussion are fully assured. 

A durable and abiding constitution is the precondition for national consolidation 

and stability. 

We are convinced that no durable Constitution can be adopted unless it is framed 
by the direct representatives of the people. All authority must emanate from people. 

We say so because whatever type of constitution is drawn up. it has to be 

democratic both in form and spirit. In a democracy sovereignty, belongs to the people. 

All authority must emanate from the people. Anything to be stable and enduring must 
be in the first place be the expression of the will of the people. That will must be a 

collective will, an organized will, and such as is freely expressed without any lot or 
hindrance, direct or indirect. 

Constitution to meet all Contingencies: 

A constitution is framed with a view that it endures the vicissitudes of time, for as 

long as human intelligence and foresight can see, capable of feeling all situations, and 
contingencies as can be predicted. Each and every constitution must have such basic 

qualities as would make it permanent. Such basic laws cease to be basic if there are 

stresses and strains within it which in time are bound to below it to pieces. 

To have the character and quality of permanence it has to be the expression of the 
will and Judgment of the entire community. A set of laws possessing such character 

alone can evoke the emotional loyalty of this generation and generations to come. 
Such loyalty and emotion are its strongest buttress and its impregnable defense. A 

document which depends on external forces other than the will of the people will have 
no chance of popular support, when in Jeopardy. 
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Present Constitution lacks basic strength: 

The present constitution lacks the basic strength stated above viz popular 
consensus enshrined in basic laws framed by the people's representatives entrusted 

with that mandate and this without reference to its other merits. 

Besides, the present documents are framed on a distrust of popular will, whatever 

be the justification put forward for that. A body of 80 thousand electors has been 

provided for as the base of the system in a population of more than 80 million. 

Assemblies practically gave no powers: 

The assemblies created on the vote of these electors have practically been given 

no power to decide anything. Nothing can be done by these bodies unless the 

President agrees. Whereas the President after the initial start can rule without any 

agreement of the Assembly, both in the legislative and in the executive fields. 

Experiences of barely three weeks working have already demonstrated that the 

present scheme is unworkable unless it is radically remodeled and changed. 

It is impossible to expect any genuine co-operation between the Government and 

the Assemblies on the present basis. The members will be tempted only to 
demonstrate their usefulness by turning to acute and extreme critic of the Government 

as they have neither any power of shaping directly the policy of the Government nor 
its activities. The distrust will spread into the country rendering Government more 

unpopular. Men of ability and independence will hardly be attracted to join such 

Government and administration will completely pass into the dead and soulless hands 

of bureaucracy. 

We, therefore, urge that steps be taken to have a special body elected as soon as 

possible to give the country a constitution to make its acceptance unquestioned by the 
people.  

Suitable constitution possible in six months: 

With all the materials on the subject that have accumulated during the last 15 

years, a constitution can be hammered out as will be suitable and will meet the 
peculiar problems of the country, in the course of six months at the longest. 

In the circumstances of the above recommendation we purposely do not enter into 

the question as to whether the constitution to be so framed should be of the 

presidential type or parliamentary type. We are conscious that by far the largest 
volume of opinion is for the Parliamentary forms, The reasons are historical, far long 

association and experiences of the working of this system predisposes us to it. 

Similarly we need hardly say much over the question whether it should be Federal 

or Unitary in character. This question is not so controversial either. More or less it is 

accepted by all shades of opinion that it has to be Federal with a majority of subjects 

being with the units particularly in view of our peculiar geography. 
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Inter-wing imbalance in progress: 

The other burning topic to be dealt with is the glowing imbalance in the economic 

progress in the two wings. We believe that there is no want of good will in the people 

of West Pakistan and East Pakistan for each other. Public men once entrusted with 

real responsibility is bounds to rise above all narrowness and we sure to concentrate 

on developing the economy of the country as a whole giving greater attention to the 

backward areas wherever they are. 

 

People had little say in policy-making: 

 

All narrow and parochial interests that are responsible for the unequal progress of 

the two wings had free play as the people had very little say in the policy making of 

the state so long. Once public opinion can assert itself through their elected 
representatives all reactionary forces and vested interests will be in the retreat. Much 

of the disparities between the wings have arisen out of the fact that East Pakistan had 
rarely shared effective political power in the country's policy making particularly on 

economic affairs and scarcely has or had a say in the executive organization 
responsible for carrying out the economic policies into practice. In fact since 

independence all political powers were concentrated into the hands of a small group 
of permanent services, there having been not one single election in the country by 

which the people could have a say in the country and affairs. 

 

The next important matter or consideration is what needs be done during the 

interim period. 

 

Administration should be close to people: 

 

The good-will generated by the lifting of the Martial law needs to be strengthened 

by further statesmanlike acts. The distance between the people and the organs of 

administration should not be allowed to grow. It is a great .responsibility for President 

Ayub and we have every hope that it is fully appreciated. 

 

Pending the adoption of a permanent constitution by the method proposed by us, 
the Government of the country has to be carried on. 

 
But even in the interim period some essential changes need be made in the 

document under which the Government is being carried on. 
 

Fundamental rights an integral part: 
 

It is necessary that Fundamental rights as enumerated in the 1956 Constitution be 

incorporated as such in the present constitution arid made justifiable, instead of 

enumerating them as "principles of law making" as in the present document. 

 

These can be easily incorporated in the present document either by Presidential 

order or through the legislative process as provided for in the constitution. 
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Assemblies should be trusted: 

What is more necessary is that the executive should trust the Assemblies brought 

under existence under this constitution. All temptation to fill the house with persons 

holding office of profit should be checked. Otherwise, whatever little freedom the 

House have will vanish. We should not forget that trust begets trust. 

 

Political prisoners have to be freed: 

 
Political prisoners detained without trial should be set at liberty to restore an 

atmosphere of confidence in the country and all penal actions regarding politicians 

should be done away with. 

 

Parties needed for discipline in politics: 

 

Political parties are the very breath of representative democracies. As life without 

breath is unthinkable so the elective system without the disciplined parties is 

unworkable. Party means discipline. No representative body can function with a large 

body of individuals without any kinds of ties binding them and controlling their 

conduct and behavior within and without. No obligation except that of self-interest 

will influence members of party less House. 

 

Finally, regular periodic elections are a must in as much as it is the ultimate check 
on individuals as a parties against irresponsible conducts. So all obstacles against the 

growth of the party should be done away with. Till the democracy is ushered in. 
 

However, we must think in terms of the national issues now facing the country as 
a whole people from all walks of life be lie a private citizen, a member of the 

profession, on the services must make their contributions jointly to its solution. 
 

Harmony essential for national unity: 

 

Finally, we feel found to say that we are passing through very trying and unsettled 

times. It is not peculiar to us alone. We need all the organs of the state and the nation 

to act in harmony, in full understanding and co-operation as a united people to be able 

to face all the unforeseen contingencies. 

 

Those in whose hands destiny had placed the fate of the country shoulder the 

greatest responsibility to bring about that unity and to lay the foundation of a Nation 

united on a firm and sound footing. Let us complete the task of constitution making as 

quickly as possible and free ourselves from this controversy and concentrate on the 

nation building task as a united people determined to fulfill the destiny which is ours. 

 
 

 
 

--------------- 
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Political Parties Act, 1962 with Subsequent Amendments 

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF PAKISTAN 

Rawalpindi, the 15
th

  July, 1962. 

 

The following Act of .the National Assembly received the assent of the President 

on the 15
th

  July, 1962, and is hereby published for general information. 
 

ACT No. III of 1962. 
 

An Act lo provide for the formation and regulation of political parties. 

 

WHEREAS Article 173 of the Constitution provides that no person shall hold 

himself out at an election as a member of a political party unless permitted by Act of 

the Central Legislature; 

 

AND WHEREAS it is expedient to provide for the formation of political parties 

and to permit persons to hold themselves out at elections as members of political 
parties; 

 
AND WHEREAS the national interest of Pakistan in relation to the achievement 

of uniformity within the meaning of clause (2) of Article 131 of the Constitution 
required Central legislation in the matter: 

 
It is hereby enacted as follows: 

 

1. Short title and commencement.-(I) This Act may be called the Political 

Parties Act, 1962. 

(2) It shall come into force at once. 

 

2. Definitions.- In this Act, unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or 

context. - 

 

(a) "Constitution" means the Constitution of the Republic of Pakistan enacted on 

the first day of March, 1962. 

(b) "foreign aid party" means a political party which— 

 

(i) has been formed or organized at the instance of any Government or political 
party of a foreign country; or 

 
(ii) is affiliated to or associated with any Government or political party of a 

foreign country; or 
 

(iii)received any aid, financial or otherwise, from any Government or political 
party of a foreign country, or a substantial portion of its funds from foreign 

nationals; 
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2. Amendment of section 2, Act III of 1952. -In the Political Parties Act 1962, 

hereinafter referred to as the said Act, in section 2, for clause (c) the following shall 

be substituted, namely: 

(c) "Political Party" includes a group or combination of person who are operating 
for the purpose of propagating any political opinion or indulging in any other political 

activity. 

(Amendment by Ordinance No. 1 of 1963) 

3. Formation of certain political parties prohibited.— (1) No political party 
shall be formed with the object of propagating any opinion, or acting in a manner, 

prejudicial to the Islamic ideology, or the integrity or security of Pakistan. 

(2) No person shall form, organize, set up or convene a foreign aided party or in 

any way be associated with any such party. 

4. Lawful political activities. -Subject to the provisions of section 3, it shall be 

lawful 

(1) for anybody of individuals or association of persons to form, organize or set 

up a political party; 

(2) for any person to be a member or office bearer of, or be otherwise associated 

with, a political party; or 

(3) for any person, for the purpose of an election to be held under the 

Constitution, to hold himself out or any other person as a member, or to have the 

support, of a political party, the formation, organization or setting up of which is not 

prohibited by this Act. 

3. Amendment of section 5, Act III of 1962.—In section 5 of the said Act, for 

sub- section (1) the following shall be substituted, namely: 

"(1) No person who is disqualified under sub-section (2) shall be a member or 

office bearer of, or otherwise associate himself with any political party." 

(Amendment by Ordinance No. 1 of 1963) 

2. A person shall be disqualified for being a member or office bearer of a political 

party- 

(a) if he has been convicted of any offence and sentenced by an ordinary court of 

law to transportation or to imprisonment for not less than two years, unless a 

period of five years has elapsed since his release; 

(b) if he has been disqualified from holding public office under Article 121 or 

Article 122 of the Constitution, unless the period of his disqualification has 
expired; 

(c) if he has been dismissed from the service of Pakistan, unless a period of five 

years has elapsed from the date of his dismissal; or 

 

From Pakistan Gazette, Extraordinary, Monday. July 16. 1962. 
1. Substituted by Ord. No. 1 of 1963. Section 1 and 3. 

2. Subs., ibid. See. 3. 

3. Substituted by Ordinance No.l or 1963. Section 123. 
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(d) if he is, for the time being, disqualified for membership of an elective body 

under clause (2) of Article 7 or clause (2) of Article of the Elective Bodies 

(Disqualification) Order, 1959 (P.O. No. 13 of 1959). 

6. Reference to Supreme Court regarding certain parties.— (1) Where the 

Central Government is of the opinion that any political party has been formed or is 

operating in contravention of section 3, it shall refer the matter to the Supreme Court, 

and the decision of the Supreme Court on such question, given after hearing the 

person or persons concerned, shall be final. 

(2) Where the Supreme Court, upon a reference under sub-section (1), has given a 
decision that a political party has been formed or is operating in contravention of 

section 3, the decision shall be published in the official Gazette, and upon such 

publication, the political party concerned shall stand dissolved and all its properties 

and funds shall be forfeited to the Central Government. 

7. Penalty— If any person who is disqualified under sub-section (2) of section 5 

becomes a member or office bearer, or holds himself out as a member or office 
bearer, of a political party, he shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which 

may extend to two years, or with fine, or with both. 

(2) Any person who, after the dissolution of a political party, under sub-section (2) 

of section 6, holds himself out as a member or office bearer of that party, or acts for, 

or otherwise associates himself with that party, shall be punishable with imprisonment 

for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine, or with both. 

(2) Any person who, after the dissolution of a political party, under sub-section (2) 

of section 6, holds himself out as a member or office bearer of that party, or acts for, 

or otherwise associates himself with that party, shall be punishable with imprisonment 

for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine, or with both. 

8.Certain disqualifications for being a member of the National Assembly or a 

Provincial Assembly - (I) A person who has been an office bearer of the Central or a 
Provincial Committee of a political party dissolved under sub-section (2) of section 6 

or who has been convicted under section 7 shall be disqualified from being elected as 
a member of the National Assembly or a Provincial Assembly for a period of five 

years from the date of such dissolution or conviction, as the case may be. 

(2) If a person, having been elected to the National or a Provincial Assembly as a 

candidate or nominee of a political party, withdraws himself from it, he shall, from 
the date of such withdrawal, be disqualified from being a member of the Assembly for 

the unexpired period of his term as such member unless he has been re-elected at a 
bye- election caused by his disqualification. 

9. Sanction for prosecution-No prosecution under this Act shall be instituted 

against any person without the previous sanction in writing of the Central 

Government. 

10. Repeal- The Political Organizations (prohibition of Unregulated Activity) 

Ordinance, 1962 (XVIII of 1962), is hereby repealed. 

 

W. B. KADRI 
Secretary 
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Published in the Dacca Gazette, Part V, dated the. 31
st
  January, 1963. 

Republished from the Gazette of Pakistan, Extraordinary, 

dated the 7
th

  January, 1963. 

GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN 

MINISTRY OF LAW AND PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS 

Law Division. 

NOTIFICATION 

Rawalpindi the 7
th

  January 1963. 

 

No. F. 32(l)/62-Pub.-The following Ordinance made by the President on the 6th 

January, 1963, is hereby Published for general information:- 

 

ORDINANCE No. 1 OF 1963. 
AN 

ORDINANCE 
 

to amend the Political Parties Act, 1962. 

 

Whereas it is expedient to amend the Political Parties Act. 1962 (III of 1962), for 
the purposes hereinafter appearing; 

 

And whereas the National Assembly is not in session and the President is satisfied 

that circumstances exist which render immediate legislation necessary; 

 

Now, therefore, in exercise of the powers conferred by clause (1) of Article 29, 

read with Article 173 of the Constitution, the President is pleased to make and 

promulgate the following Ordinance: 

 

1. Short title and commencement- (1) This Ordinance may be caned the 

Political Parties (Amendment) Ordinance, 1963. 

(2) It shall come into force at once. 

 

2. Amendment of section 2, Act III of 1962-In the Political Parties Act, 
1962, hereinafter referred to as the said Act, in section 2, for clause (c) the 

following shall be substituted, namely:- 
 

"(c) "Political Party" includes a group or combination of persons who are 
operating for the purpose of propagating any political opinion for indulging in any 

other political activity." 
 

3. Amendment of section 5, Act III of 1962—In section 5 of the said Act, for 

sub- section (1) the following shall be substituted, namely: - 

 

"(1) No person who is disqualified under sub-section (2) shall be a member or 

office bearer of, or otherwise associate himself with any political party." 
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4. Amendment of section 7, Act  Ill of 1962—In section 7 of the said Act, after 

sub- section (2), the following new sub-section (3) shall be added, namely:— 

"(3) If any person disqualified under section 5 participates in, or otherwise 

associates himself with, the political activities of a political party or of any other 

person similarly disqualified, he shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term 

which may extend to two years, or with fine, or with both." 

 

5. Insertion of new section 8A, Act III of 1962 — After section 8 of the said 

Act. the following new section 8A shall be inserted, namely: 

 

"8A. (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in the foregoing provision of this 

Act, where the Central Government is of the opinion that a person disqualified under 

sub- section (2) of section 5 is indulging, or is likely to indulge, in any political 

activity, it may by order in writing, direct such person to refrain, for any period not-
exceeding six months, from 

 
(a) addressing any meeting including a press conference; or (b) is using any 

statement of a political nature to the press. 
 

(2) An order made under sub-section (1) shall, before the expiry of the period for 
which it was made, be reviewed by the Central Government, and if the Central 

Government, after such review, considers it necessary so to do. it may extend the 

period for a further period not exceeding six months. 

 

(3) Whoever contravenes an order under sub-section (1) shall be punishable with 

imprisonment for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine, or with both. 

 

(4) An order under this section shall not in any way affect the liability of the 

person in respect of whom such order has been made for contravention of any other 

provisions of this Act" 

 

MOHAMMAD AYUB KHAN, N. Pk.. H.J . 

Field Marshal. 

President. 

ABDUL HAMID. 

Secretary. 

 

 

 

 

 

------------- 
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THE PAKISTAN OBSERVER 
Tuesday September 18, 1962. 

 

Firing: Tear Gas and Lathi-Charge: 

One Dies: Over Hundred Injured: 

Compete Hartal: Army Called In : Sec. 144. 

 

(By a Staff Correspondent.) 

 

One person was killed and over hundred injured after Police firings preceded by 

tear- gassing and lathi charge on demonstrating crowds in different parts of the city 

yesterday (Monday). 

 

The demonstrations followed procession by students and members of the public 

on the city observed complete hartal in support of the Students demand for scrapping 
of the Education Commission s Report. 

 
Army was called in about mid-day to help the civil authorities "in maintaining 

peace and order in the city", Section 144 was re-clamped in all areas under five Police 
Stations of the city and, the suburbs. 

 
Meanwhile, reports of observance of the general strike continued to pour into this 

office from all over the province till late hours. In Jessore, Police were reported to 

have opened fire on demonstrators. In Chittagong, the Army was called into and the 

civil authorities following clashes between the Police and the Public. 

 
The Govt. in a press note issued last evening admitted one death and 73 injuries. 

The Govt. further admitted that up to 6 p.m. Yesterday 59 persons had been arrested. 
 

In the city, Shops, Bazars and educational institutions and Semi-Govt. Offices 
remained closed. The response: to the general strike was spontaneous. Attendance in 

the Govt. Offices was also reportedly thin. 
 

At about 10-30 a.m. some of the picketers had concentrated on the Topkhana 

Road in front of the Secretariat urging people to join in the strike. They were also 

stopping passing car. Meanwhile a small contingent of police arrived at the spot and 

opened lathi- charge. The students replied with brickbats. The police rushed in the 

Secretariat and closed the gate. 
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A procession was taken out from within the Arts Building of the D. U. a few 

minutes before 11 a.m 

Meanwhile, reports of a heavy police cordon at Dacca College and Jagannath 

College and tear-gassing upon Jagannath College students reached the assemblage of 

Students and public at the University. The different processions that converged at the 

University Arts Building surfed forward towards the Court, shouting slogans. 

 

The gathering clouds 

 

The first Major Police action was to follow shortly in front of the main entrance of 

the High Court, The Govt. House Road running between the High Court and the 

Curzon Hall was already seething with tension. The strikers had earlier intercepted a 

member of cars and punctured their tyres, while battered and up turned automobiles 

by all over the street, stray fracas between the Police, armed with lathis, and the 
strikers marked the preceding hours. 

 
Large groups of excited demonstrators in front of the Curzon Hall main gate had 

already set fire on a Mercedes Benz of a Provincial Minister, Khawaja Hasan Askari. 
The Minister's car was coming toward the Secretariat when it was interrupted by the 

picketers. The Minister was made, to gel down from the car after which it was set a 
fire. The Minister then walked down to the Secretariat. 

 

The procession then purshed its way without any resistance from the police. 

Several hundreds of Students from Jagannath College, in the meantime, caught up 

with the main procession. Police pickets were posted near the main entrance to the 

High Court Building. Motor cade of the Fire Brigade which had rushed to rescue the 

ill-fated car failed to reach the spot in the face of the huge procession. 

 

And then the thunder 

 

The procession avoided clash with the Police and turned towards Abdul Ghani 

Road in front of the Secretariat. Half of the procession took this route without any 

visible resistance from the Police. After some pelting by the precisionists, the police 

force jumped out of their trucks and attacked the demonstrators. A stampede 

followed. Two rounds of shots were fired. I found a man bending over his knees in 

acute pain. He was forced inside the Commissioner’s office. A young boy, hardly 10, 

was also injured. The demonstrators at this stage retaliated with brick batting. The 

Police also charged them with lathis and dispersed the procession. 

 

The percussionists, however, re-assembled and regaining their depleted strength 

forced their way through Abdul Ghani Road. Although brick batting from both sides 

were frequent, the procession proceeded unhindered towards the Nawabpur Tailgate 

through Jinnah Avenue. 
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A good turn by Students 

The procession which been swelling all the time reached Rathkhola peacefully at 

12 noon. It was then that a pick-up-load of Traffic Police approached it from the 

southern direction. The vehicle could not proceed any further because the whole 

width of the road was covered by the procession. Some of the percussionists pelted it 

with bricks. But a group of students claimed the car and but a stop to the brick batting. 
 

With Students escorting the car at full speed drove in back gear towards the 
District Judges Court. There the Students left the car and policemen safe inside the 

Court premises. By how the precisionists had also reached the Court area. The 

advance column of the procession crossed the Court Buildings peacefully. It was then 

that Police rushed out of the Court Compound with lathis and charged the Students- 

this cut the procession into two. 

 

The processionists also started brick batting the police and the court building. The 

police made further lathi-charges on the same spot until the whole procession was 

thrown helter-skelter. Many were injured among them a small boy. 

 

Processionists start retaliating. 

 

The road was littered with stone' and bricks and empty tear-gas shells; it wore the 

look of a minor battlefield. 
 

Meanwhile, a contingent of the EPR waited at the Victoria Park Camp. A fire 
brigade van rushed towards the Court House premises. A group of excited 

processionists heavily pelted it with bricks. The Fire Brigademen, some of them 
injured, abadoned the Car and took shelter wherever they could find any. 

 
This incident was followed by a fierce lathi-charge and heavy shelling of tear-gas 

by the police, within minutes the road was empty. 

 

And then came the thing. 

 

It was now 12.45 p.m. when police opened fire by now scattered procession. The 

firing was preceded by the usual warning. A few rounds were fired. The Govt. Press 

Note issued letter said that three rounds were fired. 

 

A few demonstrators threw stones at the police picket amid protests from amongst 

the members of the procession. Police lathi charged all around including on those 

onlookers on the northern gate of collect orate, so indiscriminate was the lathi-charge 

at this stage that even minor boys were not spared, neither was a journalist covering 

the incident. He was hit by a late 011 his hand. At this stage, a Medical College 
Hospital ambulance rushed back to the spot and took away some persons injured by 

the lathi charge. 
 

As the dispersed procession reassembled in front of the church and the Mukul 
Theatre, police tear-gassed them at 12-30 p.m. A few minutes later on armored car of 

the 
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E.P.R. patrol arrived on the scene. Another few minutes elapsed and exactly at 12-55 I 

heard rifles cracking. A stampede followed on the northern side of the northern gate 

of the collect orate building. 

After the stampede had calmed down a bit. I saw a man clad in genji and lungi and 

with his belly ripped lying on the veranda of the State Acquisition Office opposite the 

collect orate building. He was however lifted by a Dacca Medical College ambulance 

at 1-5 p.m. A steady stream of people poured into the Dacca Medical College, Mitford 

and National Medical Institute Hospitals throughout the afternoon, evening and the 

whole night. 

 

By 2-30 p.m. Army men had taken their positions along all the roads in and 

around the University campus. A strong Army contingent was posted near the Dacca 

Medical College Hospital. A 20-minute shower in the late afternoon drove both the 
onlookers and soldiers to save shelters. 

 

Jessore. 
 
A.P.P. From  Jessore says: Forty-three persons, including 41 police constables and 

the Superintendent of Police were injured yesterday following a clash between a large 
number of demonstrating mob and police at Jessore. 

 

Chittagong. 

 
Army was called into help the civil authorities following clashes between 

demonstrating students and police in which over 100 persons including 50 policemen 

were injured. About 100 persons including 27 students have been arrested. 

 

 

 

 

--------------- 
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THE PAKISTAN OBSERVER 
September 18, 1962. 

Leaders Want Judicial Inquiry. 

(By A Staff Correspondent) 

 

It is with a strong sense of resentment and indignation we condemn the wanton 

police atrocities that have been perpetuated upon peaceful and unarmed student 

demonstrators in Dacca yesterday (Monday). We are extremely shocked at the 

unproved and wreck less acts, Eyewitness account of the incident discloses that the 

police took the offensive in attacking unarmed students and members of the public 

and abruptly opening fire on them. 

 

The peaceful intention of the students was amply demonstrated when they did not 

violate section 144 Order that was earlier imposed on September 10. 

 
'We felt that the Govt. cannot justify why under such peaceful circumstances the 

military was called in and why before the promulgation and public announcement of 
section 144, peaceful proccssionists were chased, beaten and brutally assaulted, and 

fired upon and why in the early morning the various halls, hostels and colleges 
surrounded by police and members of EPR, and teargas thrown in educational 

institutions.' 
 

The indiscrete acts of the Government have created widespread resentment in the 

country. We urge upon the Government to order an immediate judicial inquiry 

presided over by a High Court judge to enquire into tragic happenings. We further 

demand immediate release of the detained persons and payment of adequate 
compensation lo the families of the deceased and injured. 

 
We feel constrained to remind the Government to realize the gravity of the 

situation and the frightful consequences of such indiscrete acts and urge upon the 
Government to accept the just demand of the students and their guardians." 

 
The statement was signed by Messrs. H. S. Suhrawardy, (2) Nurul Amin, (3) 

Ataur Rahman Khan, (4) Abu Hussain Sarkar, (5) Sk. Mujibur Rahman, (6) Yousuf 

Ali Choudhury (Mohan Mia), (7) Mahmud Ali, (8) Mohsenuddin Ahmed (Dudu Mia), 

(9) Syed Azizul Huq, and (10) Shah Azizur Rahman. 

 

 

-------------- 
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THE PAKISTAN OBSERVER 

September 18, 1962. 

 

Three Days' Mourning: General Strike Today 

 

The Observance of three days' mourning, starting from today (Tuesday) has been 
decided upon by the students in view of the tragic consequences of the lathi-charge 

and firing by the Police yesterday, reports P.P.A. 
 

They have also decided that the province-wide general strike be continued today  
(Tuesday). 

 
During these three days of mourning, the students will wear black badges. Black  

(lags will be hoisted on all educational institutions and hostels. 

 

 

 

-------------- 
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Parties Pledge Support to National Front 

(From our Correspondent) 

 

Lahore. September 27 : Mr. H.S. Suhrawardy said here today that as a result of talks 

he had held with the Political Leaders in West Pakistan the almost all Political 
Parties had pledged support to the National Front. 

 
In an interview with me Mr. Suhrawardy said that long before he had come to 

Lahore to hold talks: Chowdhury Mohammad Ali of Nizam-e-Islam Party had assured 
him of support of his party in democratization of the constitution. 

 

He said that Jamat-e-Islami had also decided to join hands with the National 

Front. 

 

Awami League which he said was the most important organisation had 

unflinching loyalty towards the Front and the National Awamy Party was also 
dedicated to the objective of National Front. 

 
He also said that it might seen surprising, but the fact was that most of the leaders 

in the non-conventionist Muslim League Circle had also decided to work for the aims 
and objects of the National Front. 

 
When Mr. Suhrawardy's attention has pointedly drawn to the stand taken up by 

Mian Mumtaz Mohammad Khan Daultana in respect of the National Front and 

democratization of constitution, Mr. Suhrawardy said that he could not say except that 

he was hoping Mian Daulatana and his group to support National Front.* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
*'()$ ��� $W-� -��3[�, 56���� ��E,+���� 56���� ���:�, !����-0-0����, -!��� 0���� N�� ������ ���E� N��: 
*���� ��_�� ���,��� ‘+���� -I����a�:� ]J’ E�L� ,�।
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Democracy First: Says Shahid. 

National Fronts Main Task Explained. 

(From our Correspondent) 

 

Lahore, September 27 : Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy declared here today that opposition 

or support to one unit was not a part of National Democratic Fronts Programme. He 

said some leaders from former provinces of Sind, Baluchistan and North-West 

Frontier had insisted that the one unit issue should be incorporated in the programme 

of the Front, but a t this stage the main task before the Front was to achieve a 

democratic constitution reflecting sovereignty of the people in Pakistan. 

 

Mr. Suhrawardy made this statement at a reception held by Pakistan Legal Centre 

of which he is President and members of High Court and District Court Bar 
Associations. 

 
Mr. Suhrawardy said that it was a fact that there were many who opposed one unit 

and there were also its supporters. It was one of many problems confronting the 
country and its solution like those of others lay in the establishment of a democratic 

constitution which should enable leaders of popular support to sit down together, 
exchange views and adjust themselves to each other's demands. That was how 

problems in a democratic system were settled. 
 

He strongly deprecated the attitude of the ignoring opposition point of view on 

one unit and said, those who were its supporters should try to understand opposition 

point of view. In the Punjab, he said, he knew there was preponderance of open on in 

favor of one unit. But in other areas there had been its opposition as well, "you cannot 

thrust it (one unit) down their throat, because, by doing so you will disinteratement". 

"It would be the policy of the front to ensure justice and fair-play to people of all 

regions," he further said. 

 

PPA adds: The National Democratic Front leader Mr. H.S. Suhrawardy declared 

here today that the preservation or breaking of the one unit did not from part of the 

Front's Programme. 
 

He said this was a question which could only be decided through mutual contacts 
and consultation among the representatives of the people in a democratic atmosphere. 

 
Mr. Suhrawardy, who was distressing the Pakistan Legal Centre at a reception 

given in his honor at the High Court Bar Association, said that democracy was the 
fundamental creed of the National Democratic Front and democracy would prove to 

be the solution of all problems. 
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Personal Opinion does not matter 

Mr. Suhrawardy, who is President of the Pakistan Legal Centre, was asked by a 

questioner whether he was not harming his own cause by giving 'Confusing' 

statements about the one unit. The Awami League Chief replied that there was no 

'ambiguity’ in his statements and that he had made it clear had the one unit-either its 

breaking or preservation-did not form part of the National Democratic Front's 
Programme. 

 
"Do we want democracy or we don't-that is the question before us" Mr. 

Suhrawardy stated. 

 

He added; "I beg to all those who arc in favor of the one unit to try and understand 

the view point of those who are not. If there is no mutual understand, there would be a 

great danger of disintegration. 

 

Mr. Suhrawardy said his personal opinion on the one unit did not matter, "I had a 

view point and I am not going to tell you whether I still have that" said Mr. 

Suhrawardy. 

 

Earlier, the gathering of distinguished lawyers faced some interruption when a few 

of those present insisted on asking questions as soon as Mr. Suhrawardy stood up to 

speak. The questioners were shouted down by the rest of the gathering. 
 

Mr. Suhrawardy himself then asked those who wanted to hear him to raise their 
hands. And there was a general flourish of raised hands. 

 
Mr. Suhrawardy: "Those who do not want to hear me please raise their hands". 

There was not a single dissenting hand raised. 
 

 

 

 

--------------- 
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PAKISTAN OBSERVER 
28 December. 1962 

"DISPARITY NOT A DEAD HORSE" 

 

Disparity in per capita income between East and West Pakistan was not a "dead 
horse". It was very much alive, big and growing and would never die a natural death. 

This was stated in Dacca on Thursday by Professor M. N. Huda, Member. 

Planning Commission, when contacted by our special correspondent on the 

controversy raised by the Radio talk of Mr. Saeed Hasan. Deputy Chairman. Planning 

Commission. 

When declining to be dragged into unnecessary public controversy on settled 
issues Professor Huda. however, agreed to answer any specific question on the issues 

as such on many of which his views had already been expressed several times. 

Questioned first as to the status of the statement of Mr. Saeed Hasan, Professor 

Huda mentioned that this was his (Mr. Hasan's) own statement and not a policy 
statement on behalf of the Planning Commission. 

Disparity has to be killed deliberately: 

Professor Huda who is currently touring East Pakistan to review the progress of 

development work, said in reply to a question that realizing this disparity would never 
die a natural death, the Government had decided to kill it deliberately. Since this 

killing could not be done outright, the decision was to inject a slow process of 
poisoning over a period of time "shortest possible" according to the constitution. 

Elaborating, Professor Huda stated that the essence of this process lay in 

formulating and implementing our future national development plan in such a way as 

to ensure a much larger share of expenditure in East then in West Pakistan. This was 
the cure of the matter; and how soon disparity in income would be removed would 

depend on (a) how much larger the East Pakistan programme would be both in public 
and private sectors relatively to West Pakistan and (b) how the so-called non-

development expenditure of various types incurred by the Government was 
distributed between East and West Pakistan. 

Parity in per capita income is the goal: 

Questioned further, Professor Huda identified three possible parties in this 

connection-parity in rate of growth, parity in total expenditure and parity in per capita 

income. "Parity in per capita income is our agreed objective, and it is this parity, and 

either of the other two which is 'co-terminus' with our perspective plan. 
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Parity in income will have to be attained by deliberately creating disparities in the 

rate of growth and total expenditure in favor of East Pakistan relatively to West 

Pakistan-an exact reversal of what had been done in the past'. How big these induced 

to remain disparity indeed; disparities in other two factors had to be would again 

depend on how soon we wanted to remove disparity in income. 

Past policy in Pakistan had significantly (may be unconsciously) contributed to 
creating and aggravating disparity in income) a feature which made our disparity 

different from such disparity in other countries. Present and future policy must 
consciously and significantly contribute towards removing this disparity in income by 

creating and inducing wide disparities in the rate of growth and total expenditure in 

favor of East Pakistan, he added. 

Meaning of total expenditure: 

Asked to explain his use of the terms 'total expenditure' as against 'total 

investment' Professor Huda emphasized that what mattered was total expenditure in 

the economy and not development expenditure called investment. All expenditure 

created and generated income development expenditure did it more, non-development 

expenditure less. 

"Therefore if we want to remove inter-wing disparities in income, we have to plan 
all expenditure with that object in view," he said. It was found that a portion of total 

expenditure had to be located in a particular wing of the country on grounds other 

than economic, we should maneuvered the rest of the expenditure in such a way that it 

not only made its own contributions towards parity, but it is also country-acted any 

adverse effect on parity of the distribution of non-development expenditure. 

"Only when the entire volume of expenditure is kept in view and thus planned, 
shall we make any progress towards attaining parity. 

East wing must have the bigger plan. 

Questioned on the efficacy of the maximum feasible development programme 

for East Pakistan on this task of remaining disparity. Professor Huda re-emphasised 
that the East Pakistan programme would not only have to be maximum possible in an 

absolute sense, but what was more important, it would have to be as much larger as 

possible than the West Pakistan programme. This was the logical consequence of the 

constitutional obligation and there was no room whatsoever for any debate or opinion 

on the matter. 

Will determine feasibility: 

Asked whether such a large development programme as required for East Pakistan 

was feasible. Professor Huda expressed the view that feasibility* was more a function 

of human volition and determination than of Natural limitations. "If we are 

determined to implement a programme because it is necessary in National interests, 

human ingenuity can surely find ways of doing so.' Pakistan itself would never have 

come into existence if it were based on feasibility studies and not on people's 

determination. 

The hollowness on the feasibility argument had been more than proved by the 

experience of East Pakistan in absorbing development funds during the last two years. 

If 
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we are a little more determined thus we have been in the past two years' we can 

Inshah- Allah surely implement programne in East Pakistan. It is needless to say that 

all Government policies; will have to be geared to this supreme need, Professor Huda 

said. 

Duplications of some industries are vital: 

Asked to comment on the alleged trend of economic separatism' Professor Huda 

regretted the use of this highly surcharged term to mean an attempt to duplicate; in 

East Pakistan industries which had been set up in West Pakistan. He thought 

duplication of certain industries was essential for development, pase including iron 

and steel; cement; fertilizer; etc. Duplication was also necessary in order to avoid 

wastage of national resources; in such commodities as textiles; which cannot stand the 

heavy natural cost of transport from one wing to other. Duplication was also 
unnecessary; in order to avoid wastage of national resources; in such commodities as 

textiles; which cannot stand the heavy natural cost of transport from one wing to 
other. Duplication was unnecessary; he added- and therefore should not be tried-only 

in cases where transport cost was low in relation to the value of the product. ''It is bad 
to condemn all duplications and worse still to call it separatism;" he added, 

A project's economic justification: 

On the question whether such duplication (or any new Industry) in East Pakistan 

could be justified on economic grounds; Professor Huda stated that they surely had 

their economic justification, if only a dynamic view was taken of the costs and 

benefits; both material; in place of the present tendency to consider only state cost and 

benefits what should be considered; he added; was not merely today's money cost and 

money-return; but what would be the real cost and real return of a particular project in 

future in the context of the whole complex of a developing economy. 

Implifications of geographical fact: 

Questioned of the usefulness other wise of the two economy concept; Professor 

Huda mentioned that this concept was never meant to be the "redrag" that has 

deliberately been seen in it. 

The proponents of the concept sought to suggest that development plans in 

Pakistan should be so formulated as to adjust to the requirements of the peculiar 

geography of the country; under which men do not move from one wing to the other 

in search of employment; and materials can move only at a prohibitive natural cost to 

the nation. Therefore realistic development plans in Pakistan, should, recognize there 

facts and formulate and implement activities in the two regions more or less 

separately and yet as integral parts of the total national economy. 

This point of view of theirs has at long last been accepted by the policy-makers. 

Parity in income as an objective to be attained within the shortest possible time is a 
clear and unequivocal recognition of the fact of the existence of two economics in 

Pakistan. One only wishes that this was done when the suggestions were first made. 

The two economy concept was never meant to be a policy decision of directive by 

itself. 
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It was instead a pioneer to the peculiar facts of the national economy and an 

indication of wherein lay wisdom and realism in formulating over all economic 

policies in Pakistan. 

Original sources of now-accepted ideas: 

When Professor Huda's attention was drawn to the belief in certain quarters that 

the proponents of the two economy concept were not practical he merely requested 

the policy makers lo dig down the original sources of the now accepted ideas of (a) 

parity in income as an objective (b) a second Federal Capital in Dacca, (c) 

discriminating tax holiday and import duty on machinery between East and West 

Pakistan (and within each region); (d) special credit institutions for East Pakistan and 

for small and medium industries; and so on. If their other suggestion regarding 

allocation of foreign exchange: making the second capital big and effective; creating 
in East Pakistan a 'federal area' of development; locating in East Pakistan the 

headquarters of some of the national institution; etc., were accepted Pakistan would 
have been a happier nation with much less problems than they face today. 

Unbiased theoretical an analysis necessary: 

As to the allegation that University, economic indulge only in theories and live in 

an Ivory tower; Professor Huda asserted that they are meant to be so. That does not; 
however; mean that their suggestions for practical policies are not workable. In fact 

they are capable of making better practical suggestions than the average 

administrator; because they have the advantage of being able 'sanctify' their practical 

suggestions by their experience of theoretical analysis. Such analysis alone can make 

policies intrinsically sound and realistic and this is an experience through which the 

average administrator and policy maker does not pass not is he capable of grasping 

and understanding theoretical analysis which the ivory tower mean alone can do. 

Revilement will not solve problems: 

When Professor Huda's attention was drawn to the allegation that the advocates of 

the two economy concept were "minions of certain foreign power" he said that the 

statement was entirely unwarranted. It's effect has been seen to be extremely 

unfortunate. It has given offence to undoubted patriots and coming as it does from so 

high a quarter; the Government has been placed in an extremely embarrassing 

position. "It was an irony of fate" he said; that the people who voted to a man for 
Pakistan and have had an unfair deal all these years are called ante Pakistanis the 

moment they want to have a fair deal. Such loose talk evades real issues and adds 
more problems to existing ones what we need to day is to stop abusing East Pakistanis 

or questioning their patriotism. Instead we should honestly work out the implications 
of the constitutional obligation and adopt all measures necessary for attaining parity in 

per capita income within the shortest possible time." 

 

 

-------------- 
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[Excerpt from the report of the Franchise Commission] 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

MAIN POINTS INVOLVED IN THE TERMS OF REFERENCE 

 

9. The terms of reference involve mainly three things namely; (i) nature of 

franchise, (ii) method of election of the President and Assembly members, and (iii) 
maintenance of parity of voters between the two wings of the country in the case of 

election of the President. Two kinds of franchise- universal adult franchise and 
restricted adult franchise- are referred to in the terms of reference. Under the former, 

every citizen of Pakistan who has attained the age of maturity (21 is the age of 
maturity under Article 157 of the Constitution) is entitled to vote at an election, if he 

is not otherwise disqualified from becoming a voter. Under the latter, every such adult 

citizen who is possessed of certain qualifications based on property, education and the 

like, if not otherwise disqualified, would be entitled to vote at an election. Method of 

election, as envisaged in the term" of reference, is also of two kinds- direct and 

indirect. In the direct method, a candidate at an election is elected directly by the 

votes of eligible voters. In the indirect method, however, a primary election is held 
first whereas secondary voters are elected by the votes of eligible voters. The 

secondary voters elected at the primary election from an electoral college, and they 
alone are to elect candidates at another election to be held for the purpose. This 

indirect method is what is provided in the Constitution for the election of the 
President and members of the National and Provincial Assemblies. The Constitution 

further provides that the number of members of the Electoral College in each 
Province shall be the same. The terms of reference require that, in the case of election 

of the President, parity in the number of electors shall have to be maintained in any 

case. The points that arise for determination, therefore, are. 

 

 (i) Whether there should be universal adult franchise or restricted adult franchise 

for election of the President and members of the National and provincial 

Assemblies. In the latter case, what should be the qualifications of electors? 

(ii) Whether the President and members of the three Assemblies should be elected 

direct by the electors or indirectly through an electoral college. In the latter 

case, what should be the composition of the Electoral College? 

(iii) How can parity of voters between the two wings of the country be maintained 

in the case of election of the President, whatever be the method of his 

election? 

 
NATURE OF FRANCHISE 

 
10. Universal or restricted adult franchise; -Let us deal with the question of 

franchise first, the same being the common basis of all elections with which we are 
concerned here. Article 157 of the Constitution provides that every citizen who has 

attained the age of 21, and is not of unsound mind, shall be entitled to vote at election 
to 
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be held indirectly through an electoral college. Thus adult franchise having been 

conceded by the Constitution itself, the same does not appear to be a matter of serious 

controversy. As, however, one of the terms referred to the Commission is whether 

elections should be held on the basis of restricted franchise as recommended by the 

Constitution commission, it is necessary for us to deal with the question of franchise. 

Franchise in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent all along developed with universal 
adult franchise as the ultimate objective. The idea of franchise during alien rule had a 

different connotation from what it implies now. While the then Government was not 
dependent on the will of the people, a certain amount of political satisfaction, 

specially of the vocal classes, was aimed at, so that there might be as little friction 

between the rulers and the ruled as possible Therefore, no serious consideration was 

given to associate the people in general with the governance of the country, as long as 

the educated and propertied persons could be kept satisfied by allowing them to 

participate in election to legislatures. It was this class of people that were first given 

the right of vote, and the right was gradually extended. Besides, it was stressed that 

extension of franchise beyond that limit was not administratively practicable. Adult 

suffrage was not, therefore, allowed to be fully achieved during the pre-Independence 

days. 

Franchise plays a very important role in a democracy which means a regime in 

which those who govern are chosen by those who are governed by means of free and 

fair elections. Franchise is thus the very basis of a system of representative 

government and has, therefore, supreme importance in the political life of this country 

where there are three representative governments one at the Centre and two in the 

Provinces. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Franchise is a very valuable political right of a citizen, for, it is only by the 

exercise of this right that he is able to get his views expressed in the Legislature 

through his elected representative on all matters connected with the government and 

administration of the country. It is again this right that makes the status of a citizen 

different from that of a foreigner who has no right to vote, although he usually enjoys 

other rights under the general law of the country equally with a citizen. Moreover, 

denial of franchise to a citizen will offend as much against the principle of equality 
between citizens as against the accepted principle of the people's ultimate authority in 

a democracy. Besides, such a denial will be repugnant to the very preamble of the 
constitution which ensures that "the State shall exercise its power and authority 

through representatives chosen by the people", (Here, 'people' does not exclude the 
illiterate or the poor). It is only through adult suffrage that the equality of political 

rights of citizens can be ensured consistent with the principle of the people's ultimate 
authority in a democracy, the Legislatures are to represent the people as a whole and 

this can be achieved only by means of universal adult suffrage. Another advantage of 

universal adult suffrage is that lists of voters numbering crores can be more easily 

prepared with less expense, for, under this system, it would not be necessary, as in the 

case of restricted franchise to inquire into and determine the voting qualifications of 

such a huge number of electors. Furthermore, universal adult franchise will offer 

opportunities of political education to people and will thereby facilitate development 

of political parties on the basis of political ideology and on 
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sound lines. 

The main objection against the introduction of adult suffrage is that the common 
people, on account of their illiteracy and ignorance, cannot appreciate any important 

issue objectively and are, therefore, incapable of casting votes with understanding and 
a sense of responsibility. The other objection is that the electorate, under adult 

suffrage, will be so huge that it will be administratively difficult to manage it. Both 
the Simon Commission and die Indian Franchise Committee, who successively 

examined the question of franchise more than 30 years ago. also took these points into 
consideration and expressed their views in favor of universal adult franchise as the 

ultimate objective, but could not then recommend it mainly due to practical 

difficulties, in the part of the then inadequate and inexperienced staff, lo manage a 

huge electorate and partly on the ground of mass illiteracy and lack of political 

education. Mass poverty, like mass illiteracy, was not, however, expressly taken, by 

the said Commission and committee, as one of the grounds against adoption of 

universal adult franchise in India, although they favored properly qualification as a 

basis of franchise. Even illiteracy was not considered, by them, to be a serious 

obstruction ....................................................  

It is, therefore, expected that it will now be possible on the part of the adequate 
and experienced election machinery to cope with a huge electorate resulting from 

introduction of universal adult suffrage and hold and conduct elections smoothly. As a 

matter of fact, this has been fully established in the general elections held in West 

Punjab and East Bengal, on the basis of universal adult franchise. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

The next argument against universal adult suffrage is that at an election on such 

suffrage, there is the danger of the public being easily misled into electing people, not 

on a consideration of their programme but merely in an emotional state of mind 

created by the inflaming of passions by misrepresentation. An instance of the 

inflaming of passions of illiterate masses cited before us and also before the 

Constitution Commission is the crushing defeat of the Muslim League in the 1954 

general election in East Pakistan. While it may be true that many a voter was carried 

away by the inflammatory speeches of the opponents of the Muslim League, it is not 

correct to say that the defeat of the Muslim League was solely, or mainly, due to such 
speeches. The Muslim League, the then party in power, appeared to have lost its 

popularity for various reasons. No general election was held in East Pakistan for about 
seven years preceding 1954. Even a large number of bye-elections, which had fallen 

due during the said period, was withheld. Moreover, the Muslim League, which was 
also in power at the Centre, was unable to give the country a constitution for several 

years. It seems that these facts coupled with the language controversy made the 
Muslim League unpopular and that its defeat in the general election of 1954 was 

really attributable to its own unpopularity. However, the danger, if any, well be there 

even in the case of election on the basis of restricted adult franchise. We have already 

seen that, with the inauguration of Provincial autonomy in 1937, voting qualifications 

based on property, education or tax were so liberally lowered that all persons aged 21 

or above, whether male or female, literate or illiterate, rich or poor, became entitled to 

vote, if they possessed any of the prescribed minimum qualifications. 
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Although franchise was still restricted, the number of electors in every constituency 

increased enormously. 

 

 ..... The apprehension that illiterate voters, in the case of adult suffrage are likely 

to be misled by their passions and sentiments being roused through false propaganda 

and misrepresentation, will hold in no small measure in the case of election on the 

basis of restricted adult suffrage inasmuch as the number of illiterate voters under the 

system of restricted franchise will be enormous, and their number is bound to go up 
appreciably with further lowering of voting qualifications……………….. 

Some opponents of adult suffrage contend that the poor and illiterate masses 

cannot always freely cast their votes as their actions are often controlled by the 

influence wielded by landlords, industrial magnates, tribal chiefs and heads of 

Baradari. This, far from being a ground against universal suffrage, is in itself a 

justification for such suffrage, because the right to vote is the only effective weapon 

with which the poor and illiterate masses can counteract the influence of those other 

persons. This will cause inter- dependence of one class on the other hand is, therefore, 

likely to lead to accord, harmony and good will between the two classes. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

The last argument against adult suffrage is that the right to vote should not be 

given to those who do not possess sufficient property or have no stake in the country. 
The reason advanced in support of this contention is that those who have no such 

stake cannot exercise their right to vote with a sense of responsibility. It is not quite 
correct to say that a person who has no sufficient means has no stake in the country. 

He still pays indirect taxes on the necessaries of life at any rate. Moreover, his own 
freedom as a citizen or his rights under the personal law by which he is governed 

constitute no less a stake than his ownership of a piece of land. Unless such a citizen 

has say in the selection of his representative in the legislature, he shall have no scope 

to get his views expressed even on a matter affecting his liberty, which is so valuable 

to him. The argument not only runs counter to the preamble of the Constitution which 

assures franchise to people in general, but is also against the principles of Islam which 

do not discriminate between .the rich and the poor………………..  

It appears from the foregoing discussions that the weight of evidence and the 
circumstances and conditions obtaining in the country are all in favor of universal 

adult franchise. We, therefore, recommend that universal adult franchise should be the 
basis of election of the President and Members of the National and Provincial 

Assemblies and that every citizen who is not less than twenty-one years of age and is 

not of unsound mind shall, if not otherwise disqualified by or under law, have a right 

to vote at such elections. 

 

METHOD OF ELECTION-DIRECT OR INDIRECT 

11. Method of election of members of Assemblies.-We shall now deal with next 

question with regard to the method of election. Universal adult franchise having been 
conceded in the Constitution itself, the real controversy centers round the method of 

election. In other words the controversy is whether the election of the President, and 
of 
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members of the Assemblies, should be direct or indirect. Opinions differ on this 

question also, but the views expressed through Press and from the platform and the 

mass of evidence received by us are, as in the case of universal adult franchise, in 

favor of direct election of the members of the three Assemblies. A large section of 

these opinions favors direct election also for the office of President. Let us first deal 

with the question of the method of election of members of the National and Provincial 

Assemblies, because that will help us in forming a correct opinion on the other 

question relating lo the mode of election to the office of President. 

As we have already seen, the people of this country had the practical experience 

of partly direct and partly indirect elections after the Reforms of 1909. But all 

elections to legislatures, and to various local bodies, held after the introduction of the 

1919 Reforms were direct throughout. During the last 40 years, the people have thus 

become accustomed to the system of direct voting, and they may not willingly accept 

any reversal of this long-standing electoral system at this stage; rather any reversal of 

the direct system may arouse their resentment. In no country where there is a truly 

representative government, members of the legislature, or, in the case of a bicameral 

legislature of the Lower House, are, so far as is known, chosen indirectly through an 

electoral college constituted for the purpose. This, is yet another reason why the 

system of indirect election may not be readily acceptable to our people. In the system 

of direct election, every voter gets the satisfaction of participation in the election of 

his representative to the legislature. Such direct participation in the election gives not 

only satisfaction to the voter but is also a means for his political education, besides an 
opportunity for him to have his views expressed in the legislature on matters 

connected with the government and administration of the country. 

In the indirect system, the elected representative is twice removed from primary 

voters and. therefore, remains out of touch with them with the result that neither the 

representative is aware of the wishes of the primary voters, nor have such voters any 

means to judge if their wishes are carried out by the representative. This is a great 

drawback of the indirect method and is likely to retard the spread of political 

education among the masses which is so essential for the development of 

representative government on sound lines. Such a system may be characterized as not 

truly representative in character as it fails to secure the representation of the views of 
primary voters  

Referring to the Report of the Electoral Reforms Commission appointed in 

1955, it has been pointed out that the general election in the former Province of 

West Punjab held in 1950-51 was unfair on account of interference by officials. If this 
is, at all, true, the fault did not lie in the direct system itself, nor were the voters 

responsible for it. Official interference in election, whether the method adopted is 
direct or indirect can always be prevented, and this cannot be a ground for giving 

preference to the indirect method of election over the direct system. 

According to the simple majority-single ballot system obtaining in the country, the 

contesting candidate who polls the highest number of votes at an election is declared 
elected. The highest number of votes polled by the returned candidate may, in fact, 

represent a small minority of the total number of voters. For example, if there are five 
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candidates at an election and the votes polled by them are respectively 30%, 25%, 

20%, 15%, the candidate who has polled only 30% votes is returned although this 

represents less than one-third of the total number of voters. While this may happen in 

both the direct and indirect systems of elections, the chances of a person representing 

the minority of the adult population as a member of an Assembly in the direct system 

are far less than such chances in an indirect system for the reason that elections in the 

latter system being held at two stages the returned candidate at each such stage may 

be representing the minority of the electors. 

 

The main ground on which the system of indirect election is sought to be justified 

is that the average adult being illiterate and ignorant, his knowledge is limited only to 

local affairs of his area, and does not possess the capacity to appreciate provincial and 
national issues so as to be able to cast vote with understanding and a sense of 

responsibility and is also incapable of judging the suitability or otherwise of 
candidates hailing from outside his area and, as such, it is desirable that, for a realistic 

representation of the people, members of the Assemblies should be elected by a select 
body of persons of higher caliber, ability, and sense of responsibility. This argument, 

though apparently attractive, is not really sound. No adult is debarred under the 
Constitution from becoming a candidate at a primary election, or for that matter, at 

any other election only on the ground of his being illiterate or ignorant. Therefore, 

illiterate and ignorant adults who can command confidence of primary voters of their 

areas or secure the voters' support by reason of their wealth and influence may 

succeed at the primary election and become secondary voters to elect members of the 

Assemblies .....................................................  

 

 ................. It is argued that, in the case of direct election, the number of voters in each 

constituency will be so large and the means of approach to them will be so limited 

that a large number of voters will remain indifferent and abstain from voting. In 

support of this contention an instance is cited that while as many as 70% of the voters 

cast their voters at the last election to Basic Democracies, the votes polled in the 

Provinces at the last general election in the direct method was hardly ever more than 

40%. The percentage of votes polled at an election depends on various factors, but not 
necessarily on the method in which the election is held. The interest created among 

voters by the programmes of. and persuasions by. the candidates, and the distances 
between the polling stations and the voters' places of residence are the main factors on 

which the attendance of voters largely depends. It is a known fact that the voters in 
general took keen interest in the general election held in 1945-46 because vital issues 

were involved in it. In spite of restricted franchise obtaining at that time, the number 
of voters in each constituency was enormous. Besides, the means of communication 

and transport facilities were hardly adequate. Even then, a large number of voters in 

each constituency, on account of the interest taken by them, attended the polling 

stations and cast their votes. This is borne out by the fact that in the 1945-46 general 

election in the undivided Punjab, as many as 60.32 per cent of voters cast vote, in the 

contested constituencies, vide the Election Commission's Report on the said election. 

In undivided Bengal, in the same year, in contested Muslim constituencies the 

percentage of voting ranged between 28.3 and 80. 6 the average being 54.9 vide the 

official Report on that election.  Even in the case of the general election in the former 

Province  of West Punjab in 1950-51. The percentage of the votes cast ranged 
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between 53 and 65, the average being 50, vide para 64 of the Report on that election. 

It may be true that the percentage of votes cast at the last election to Basic 
Democracies was comparatively high, but this was not so at all places inasmuch as in 

the city of Karachi the percentage of voter cast in the Basic Democracies election, 
according to reply No. 3902 of the Research Officer of the Bureau of National 

Reconstruction, was as low as 35 in spite of high percentage of literacy of the voters 
and adequate communication facilities thus bringing down the all-Pakistan average to 

55% : even in East Pakistan the average was 56% only. However, the higher 
percentage of voting at the election of Basic Democracies was mainly due to the 

location of polling stations generally within the voters' own areas and within 

reasonable distances from the voters' actual places of residence. If polling stations, in 

the case of direct election, are similarly located, and same result is likely to be 

achieved. 

 

One more argument in favor of the indirect system is that it is less costly and simple 

to administer whereas, apart from being highly expensive, an election under the direct 

system is difficult to manage on account of a huge electorate in each constituency. On 

an examination of the detailed procedures of the two systems, it will appear that these 

supposed advantages of the indirect system are unreal. In the indirect method, primary 

election will be held first throughout the country. For holding the primary election, 

the following items of work, among others, shall have to be done: 

 
(i) Preparation and printing of electoral rolls. 

 

(ii) Preliminary publication of electoral rolls. 
 

(iii) Revision of electoral rolls after hearing objections and suggestions. 
 

(iv) Final publication of electoral rolls is revised. 
 

(v) Invitation of nominations. 
 

(vi) Scrutiny of nomination papers and hearing of appeals against rejection of 

nominations. 
 

(vii) Publication of names of validly nominated candidates. 
 

(viii) Printing of ballot papers, envelopes and statutory forms, ballot being secret 

under the Constitution. 

(ix) Making of ballot boxes. 
 

(x) Setting up of poling stations and polling booths. 
 

(xi) Other matters incidental to the actual holding of election and publication of 

election results. 
 

In the direct system as well, it shall be necessary to carry out only the aforesaid items 
of work and no more. The volume of the important item of work, namely, preparation 

and printing of electoral rolls will be, more or less, the same in both the systems. In 
either system, it shall be necessary to include the names of about 4 1/2 crores of 

adult's of Pakistan in the rolls after preliminary enquiry, and those rolls, after revision 
thereof, shall have to be printed and published. On an average, there are ten wards in 

the Union Council, each 
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ward having one scat in the Union Council. The number of contestants for each such 

scat may be 4 to 5, with the presence of political parties in the field in future, the 

number of contestants for an Assembly seat as well is not likely to exceed five on an 

average. Thus, the number of copies of the rolls required by the contestants in both 

the systems will be. more or less, the same. Again the agencies to be employed for the 

preparation and printing of electoral rolls may be the same in both the systems. It is 

true that the last elections to Basic Democracies were held throughout the country 

with ease and at less expense. This was mainly due to the fact that the old electoral 

rolls, prepared and printed in 1957 for Assembly elections, were used in connection 

with the elections to Basic Democracies after necessary adjustment, and it was not 

necessary to prepare and print electoral rolls afresh. The other reason was that no 

ballot box was supplied by the election authorities, and the candidates themselves 

were required to bring their own ballot boxes. But in a future primary election for the 

constitution of an electoral college such easy methods can no more be employed 

without facing public criticism. To hold and conduct election to the office of President 

and that of members of the Assemblies, including a primary election in the indirect 

system is the sole responsibility of the Election Commission under Article 153 of the 

Constitution. The primary election being very important in the indirect system, it shall 

be necessary for the Commission to carry out every item of work in connection with 

such election with meticulous care strictly according to laws and rules as in the case 

of direct election, Besides, secrecy of ballot, as enjoined by the Constitution, shall 

have to be maintained, Accordingly, printing of electoral rolls and ballot papers and 

supply of ballot boxes by the election commission shall be necessary in both the 

systems. It. therefore, seems direct election on the basis of adult suffrage is not likely 

to be costlier than indirect election on the basis of such suffrage: rather the costs of 

the secondary election added to those of the primary election may make the indirect 

system more expensive ........................... 

 

The last argument against the direct system is that there are greater chances of 

false personation and consequently of bogus voting in this system. This, if true, is 

likely to be present also in the indirect system, the difference being only one of 
degree. The remedy against possible personation in the direct system does not lie in 

the rejection of that system on that score. All that is necessary is to take appropriate 
steps so that it may be very difficult for anyone to personate….  

 
The question of direct election on the basis of universal adult franchise being the 

most controversial, an endeavor has been made to state precisely the possible 
arguments for and against it. Having carefully considered the merits and demerits of 

both the systems of election, the voluminous evidence received by the Commission 

and the long- standing practice of direct election to which people have become 

accustomed, it seems to us that the reasons in support of the system of direct election 

on the basis of universal suffrage are far more weighty in spite of widespread 

illiteracy and backwardness in the country. We, therefore, recommend that members 

of the National and Provincial Assemblies should be elected direct on the basis of 

universal adult franchise. 
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This recommendation is unanimous, but two of us, while arriving at the same 

conclusion, approached the question from a different angle which they have explained 
in a separate note. 

 
12. Method of election to the office of President. -Coming, now, to the method of 

Presidential election, we find that opinions with regard thereto have been expressed 
differently. A substantial section is in favor of indirect election of the President 

through an electoral college. Another section which is no less substantial, favors 
direct election. It appears that all the arguments in favor of direct election and against 

the indirect method in the case of election of Assembly members, with the exception 

of one. apply in the case of President's election with equal force. The exception is that 

the Presidential electors, on account of their huge number and the fact of their 

remaining scattered throughout the country, cannot perhaps be corrupted like the 

secondary electors of Assembly members. Moreover, the Presidential candidates who 

are expected to be men of high stature and integrity are unlikely to resort to 

corruption. This, of course a redeeming feature in favor of indirect election of the 

President. But there are more important reasons in support of direct election for the 

office of President, besides the other general reasons in favor of direct election and 

against the indirect system. The President's position under the Constitutions is exalted. 

As the Head of the State and its Chief Executive, he has very wide powers and has to 

bear tremendous responsibilities in the governance and administration of the country. 

He and his Council of Ministers are not responsible to the National Assembly and the 
Ministers hold office during his pleasure. He has unfettered power to dissolve that 

Assembly. The dissolution of a Provincial Assembly is subject to his concurrence. 
The President can refuse to give assent to a Bill even if it is passed by the votes of 

two-thirds of the total number of members of the National Assembly and refer it to 
the electorate by way of referendum for a decision whether the Bill so passed should 

or should not be assented to. The provisions with regard to his removal from office, 
are so rigid that it may be indeed very difficult to apply them. Such being the unique 

position and powers of the president, it is necessary that he Should command the 

confidence of the people, and such confidence is not likely to be forthcoming except 

through a direct election. In the direct system, all adults shall have the satisfaction of 

participation in the president's election and are therefore, expected to hold elected 

President in very high esteem and acknowledge him as their foremost national leader 

which consciousness in the masses is so essential for the proper functioning of a 

strong presidential form of government. It cannot be gainsaid that the National 

Assembly is a comparatively weak representative body. If the members of this week 

Assembly according to the great mass of evidence received by the Commission, are to 

be elected direct by the votes of all adults, it is all the more desirable that the 

President who occupies a unique position and possesses wide powers should be 

similarly elected. Therefore, in the case of election of the President no less than in that 

of election of members of Assemblies, direct election on the basis of universal adult 
suffrage is the more appropriate method. This opinion is not however, shared by two 

of us who. for reasons recorded in their separate note, favor indirect election. 
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13. Parity of Presidential electors. -It now falls to be considered how parity of 

voters between the two Wings can be maintained in the case of election to the office 

of President in the direct method. The terms of reference require that this parity shall 

have to be maintained. A fairly large number of persons who sent replies and gave 

evidence- particularly from the West Wing- have rather strongly opposed the idea of 

parity mainly on the following grounds: 

 

(i) That the idea of parity of voters is based on distrust against the Wing that has 

majority of population and is, therefore, bad in principle if such distrust is 

allowed to take roots, there shall grow a vicious circle which, in its wake, will 

create further distrust and suspicion of the people of one Wing against that of 

the other with the result that national solidarity is likely to be undermined. 

 

(ii)That the idea of parity of voters is also based on the wrong assumption that the 

voters from one Wing will vote for a Presidential candidate coming from  hat 
Wing. A Presidential candidate is expected to be a person of very high caliber, 

towering personality and integrity. Voters will usually vote for a candidate 
who possesses these high qualities, wherever he comes from. 

    
     (iii) If (here are three candidates for the office of President two of them unless all 

the three belong to the same Wing, will be from one Wing and the third from 
the other. This will mean a triangular fight, for the office of President which 

will really render the provision of parity nugatory. 

     

     (iv)With the emergence of political parties commanding following in both the 

Wings, the voters, irrespective of their residence in one Wing or the other, will 

normally vote for the candidates sponsored by the parties according to their 

respective party affiliations. In such a case, the idea of parity is meaningless. 

 

There is, no doubt, a good deal of substance in some of these contentions, but it is 

not open to the Commission to examine the question of parity on merits. The 

Commission, according to the terms of reference, must accept two things as settled 

fact. These are: (I) the presidential form of government as envisaged in the 

Constitution and (2) equal number of Presidential electors in each Province, whatever 

be the method of election of the President- direct or indirect, 
 

Coming back to the question as to how parity of Presidential electors can be 
maintained in the system of direct election of the President, it seems to us that it is 

possible to devise a method by which the principle underlying parity can be 
maintained even in this system. Excluding the seats for women there are at present 

150 general seats in the National Assembly. Of them 75 seats are allotted to the East 
Wing and 75 to the West Wing. Consequently there are 75 single-member 

constituencies in each Wing, let us take that each such Constituency has one electoral 

vote. Thus the number of electoral votes in each Wing shall be equal. Election in each 

of this150 constituencies shall be direct and on the basis of adult suffrage. Of the 

Presidential candidates whoever wins election in one of these constituencies shall get 

one electoral vote. In this way whoever secures the largest number of electoral votes 

out of the total of 150 shall be deemed to be 
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elected to the office of President. Thus it is by having recourse to this method that 
both direct election to the office of President on the basis of adult suffrage and 

maintenance of the principle of parity are possible at the same time ……. 
 

14. For maintaining parity electoral college on a permanent basis not 

necessary. It may possibly be argued that while the method suggested in the 

preceding paragraph secures parity of electoral votes between the two Wings of the 
country, each Wing having 75 such votes, parity in the number of electors in case of 

the Presidential election as required by the terms of reference is not maintained in that 

method and, therefore, it shall be necessary to constitute an electoral college with 

equal number of members from each Wing for maintaining parity in the number of 

Presidential electors. Technically this may be correct, but there is no doubt that the 

principle underlying parity is ensured by the method suggested in paragraph 13. The 

principle underlying parity is that the voting strength of the two Wings in the case of 

Presidential election should be equal so that one Wing, on account of its numerical 

superiority, can have no commanding position over the other Wing having less 

population. The number of electoral votes in the two wings being equal in the said 

method (75 in each Wing), the voting strength of the two Wings in the case of 

Presidential election remains exactly the same although the number of presidential 

electors of one Wing may exceed that of the other. In other words, the greater number 

of Presidential electors in one Wing shall have no affect whatever on the voting 
strength of the other Wing. That being so the question of one Wing's getting 

commanding position over the other will not arise at all in the case of Presidential 
election in that method. We do not, therefore, see any necessity for an electoral 

college on a permanent basis for the purpose of securing parity in the number of 
Presidential electors and the President's in direct election through that college. We are, 

however, in favor of the President's indirect election through an interim electoral 
college only for one term the reasons for which are given in the next succeeding 

paragraph. 

…  …   …   …   … 

 

15. Indirect election of President as an interim measure. -While we have 

already expressed our opinion in paragraph 12 that the President with all his wide 

powers under the Constitution should be elected direct on the basis of Universal adult 

Franchise, we are not unmindful of the conditions now prevailing in the country and 

the practical difficulties likely to be faced by Presidential candidates in those 

conditions in running their candidatures in the direct system at the next Presidential 

election which will fall due within a short period of 2 years from now. We, therefore, 

think that election to the office of President in the direct system needs to be 

considered also from the aspect of its practicability. 

 
The country is divided into two parts each being separated from the other by a 

foreign territory of over 1,000 miles, The means of communication between the two 
Wings are hardly adequate The question then naturally arises as to how a Presidential 

candidate will be able to contact the masses throughout the length and breadth of 
country, project his views before them, and prove his fitness and suitability in order to 

obtain their support for his candidature. Left to himself, this is almost an impossible 
task for an individual candidate for the office of President. Here, comes the necessity 

for political 
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parties for this only with the support and assistance of a political party or a 

combination of such parties that a Presidential candidate can be capable of 
successfully running his candidature. The same, however, is not true in the case of a 

candidate for membership of an Assembly in as much as a constituency for Assembly 
being comparatively small in size and compact in area, it is possible for such 

candidate to project his candidature before the small electorate by organising and 
addressing much meetings at places within the constituency and also by issuing 

manifestos, pamphlets, booklets, and brochures, etc. But the support and assistance of 
political party for a Presidential candidate is indispensable in the existing conditions 

of the country…………… 

 

However regretful it may be the fact remains that none of the existing political 

parties has yet become fully organized and attained the national stature with roots 

among the masses. With the imposition of Martial Law in 1958, all political parties 

were banned. It is only by the enactment of the very recent political Parties Act that 

the revival of the hitherto banned political parties has been permitted. Besides, 

sanction for the formation of new political parties within the ambit of that Act, has 

been given. In spite of the opportunity available under said Act, certain political 

leaders have declared that they would not revive their parties until the present 

Constitution has been further democratized. True, the all-Pakistan Muslim League 

which had once a large following in both the Wings of the country has since been 

revived, but it is split up into two groups with different out-look. The blocked funds 
of the parents. Muslim League have not been given to either group. None of these two 

groups appears to have contacted the masses as yet for enrolment of members on the 
basis of any programme. One or two other old political parties have also been revived 

but they could not as the number of their representatives in the former legislatures 
indicates, attain the stature of a national political party, and it is to be seen how far 

they will be able to attain that stature in future. In order to achieve country-wide 
popularity and importance thereby to wing the support of the people in favor of the 

candidate sponsored by a political party, what is essential is to get itself rooted first in 

the hearts of the people by constant mass contact and sustained work on the basis of a 

good programme. The revived political parties are now only in their formative stage, 

and it may lake some time before they become firmly established will adequate funds. 

Since their revival, no election or bye-election to any representative institution has 

been fought on the party system. The strength and stature of these parties will 

crystallize only after the next Presidential election and the general election for 

Assemblies. Until a political party has fought at least one Presidential election and 

one general election, it cannot be taken for certain that it has become we 11-organised 

on a national basis with roots among the masses. Since a political party of that stature 

is yet to come into existence and the media of publicity and transport facilities in the 

country are inadequate. Presidential candidates at the next election may find it 

difficult to project their candidatures before the adult population of about 41 crores 
scattered all over the country. In consideration of these practical difficulties alone, the 

next Presidential election may, as an interim measure, be held indirectly through an 
electoral college, but all successive Presidential election thereafter should be held 

direct on the basis of universal adult franchise…………… 
 

…   …   …  …   … 
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16. Electoral College composed of Assembly members not suitable- There are 

fundamental objections against the President's indirect election through an electoral 
college composed of the members of the three Assemblies. Firstly, if the President 

who is invested with immense powers is to be elected by the members of the three 
Assemblies acting jointly, those members to whom the President is not at all 

responsible, may be in a position to bargain with him and thereby render him less 
effective in the exercise of his constitutional powers and even on matters of policy 

and principle. Such a situation will be hardly conducive to good government and 
smooth administration. In a Parliamentary form of government where the Ministers 

are more powerful and the Head of the State has very little discretionary powers, 

election of the Head of the State by members of the Assemblies may be well-suited. 

But the position in the Presidential form of government is different altogether. In this 

pattern of government, election of the President by Assembly members is clearly 

unsuited the same being repugnant to the underlying principle that the President, in 

order to be effective, should not be made to depend on the Assembly members. 

Secondly, if the President dissolves the National Assembly for any reason under 

Article 23 of the Constitution, the President himself ceases to hold office upon the 

expiration of 120 days after the date of dissolution. In that event, a general election of 

the members of the Assembly has to be held within 90 days after the dissolution under 

Article 168 of the Constitution. When a recommendation is being made by us for the 

direct election of Assembly members on the basis of adult suffrage, it will be hardly 

possible to complete the general election within the said sort period of 90 days. 
Experience has shown that even the last indirect election of Assembly members 

through a small electorate, took three months to complete in spite of the Election 
Commission's best effort. If the dissolved National Assembly cannot be reconstituted 

within ninety days after its dissolution, there shall be no National Assembly to re-elect 
the President who went out of office with the dissolution of that Assembly or to elect 

another President within the prescribed time limit. This may result in a vacuum in the 
office of President which, however, cannot be ruled out altogether, but there shall be 

no such vacuum if the Assembly members are not to form an electoral college for the 

purpose of electing the President. Lastly, the Constitution provides that if the number 

of candidates for election to the office of President exceeds three, the members of the 

three Assemblies shall jointly select three of the candidates for election. When the 

Assembly members have already a say in the selection of Presidential candidates it is 

not correct in principle to give these members the further' right to elect one of their 

selected candidates to the office of President. 

 

17. Electoral college as envisaged in the Constitution with increased strength 

suitable. The Constitution of an electoral college composed of the members of the 

Assemblies being ruled out, it shall be necessary to have a college as envisaged in the 

Constitution with or without an increase in the number of members thereof. Opinions 

as regards the composition of an electoral college for Presidential election are divided. 
Some are in favor of retaining the number of Presidential electors at 80,000 as 

envisaged in the Constitution. Some others desire an increase of that number by 2 to 5 
times or even more. Taking the population of Pakistan in 1959, at 8 crores, each union 
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under the Basic Democracies Order, has been allotted, on an average, 10 elected and 5 

nominated members. The basis of the allotment appears to be that 15 members are 
sufficient to represent one union. The indication is that the system of nomination in 

unions will be abolished, and the nominated element will be replaced by elected 
members. This again means that one union can be sufficiently represented by its 15 

elected members. However, for the composition of an electoral college, it is 
immaterial whether or not the system of nomination in unions is replaced by election, 

the college being an organisation different from unions. What, however, is important 
is that the area under one union will be sufficiently represented by 15 persons. Taking 

this as a basis for the com position of an electoral college, the strength of an electoral 

college comes to 1, 20,000 in place of 80,000 hitherto fixed on the basis of 10 elected 

representatives per union on an average. Thus the said figure of 1, 20,000 appears to 

realistic in that while it has a positive basis, it is not unmanageable either. Therefore, 

the strength of the Electoral College should be fixed at 1, 20,000. For the purpose of 

maintaining parity of voters between the two wings in the case of Presidential 

election, the exact half of the said 1,20,000 electoral votes should be allotted to each 

wing. 

 

According to Chapter 2 of Part VII of the Constitution, there shall be delimited as 

many electoral units in the country as there are members of an electoral college. This 

means that only one member shall be elected from one unit. On the basis of the total 

strength of the electoral college, there shall be one member for every 750 people on 
an average. In areas where there are concentrations of population particularly in cities, 

it may not be feasible to delimit such small electoral units for the simple reason that 
even two or three buildings together may have residents numbering 750 or more. 

Therefore, for facilitating the constitution of the Electoral College, we suggest that 
Chapter 2 of Part VII of the constitution should be suitably amended so as to permit 

delimitation of multi- member electoral units, wherever necessary. 
 

In this connection, we may point out that there has been some misunderstanding 

with regard to the functions of an electoral college. Some witnesses including officials 

are under the impression that members of an electoral college shall be necessarily 

invested with the functions of local government and that they shall have to discharge 

such functions, in addition to their function or casting votes at an election. This 

impression is not correct. Under the Constitution, members of an electoral college are 

invested with the sole function of casting votes at an election or a referendum. But 

Article 158(4) of the Constitution provides that functions of local government as well 

may be conferred on members of an electoral college by law. This is merely an 

enabling provision. The correct position, therefore, is that, in addition to their normal 

function of casting votes, members of an electoral college shall be required to perform 

functions of local government only if such functions are conferred on them by law 

made for the purpose. 
 

18. Qualification and disqualification of members of the electoral college. Every 
citizen of not less than 25 years of age who possesses the other qualifications 

prescribed in Article 157 of the Constitution and is not subject to any of the 
disqualifications mentioned in clause (2) of Article 103 thereof should be eligible for 

membership of the 
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proposed electoral college. In order to prevent undesirable persons' entry into the 

electoral college as members thereof, it is necessary to prescribe the disqualifications 

mentioned in that Article. This recommendation is in keeping with the provision of 

Article 158(1) of the Constitution. 

SELECTION OF PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES 

 

19. Desirability of restricting the number of Presidential candidates and their 

selection by Assembly members. -Article 167 of the Constitution provides that if the 

number of candidates for election to the office of President exceeds three excluding 

the person holding the office of President for the time being the members of the 

National and Provincial Assemblies shall, at a joint sitting, select three of the 

candidate for election. If, however, the National Assembly stands dissolved at the 

relevant time, the selection of three candidates shall be made by the two Provincial 

Assemblies sitting jointly. The fixation of the number of Presidential candidates at 
three and the selection of such candidates in the above manner appear to be arbitrary. 

It is most unlikely that a person who has not earned name and fame throughout the 
country by his patriotism, selfless work, meritorious service, caliber, ability and 

personality and has neither sufficient means nor the backing of a strong political party 
will secure nomination for the high office of President. Persons of such high stature 

being limited in number, it can be reasonably inferred that the number of the 
Presidential candidates will not ordinarily exceed three or four. With the emergence 

of stronger political parties in course of time, their number may be reduced to two 

only as in the United States of America. Therefore, it seems to us that it is not 

necessary to fix the number of Presidential candidates arbitrarily nor is it desirable 

that the candidates should be selected by the members of the Assemblies. If the right 

of the members of the Assemblies to select the Presidential candidates is retained, the 

right itself will offer an opportunity to them to bargain with the candidates. This may 

cause dependence of the selected President on the Assembly members which, 

however, is undesirable for the reason already stated. The provision of Article 167 

with regard to selection of Presidential candidates by the Assembly members is not 

absolute either, for, the said Article shall not apply during the period of dissolution of 

a Provincial Assembly. If a Provincial Assembly stands dissolved at a time when 

nomination of presidential candidates falls due, there shall be no restriction as to the 

number of candidates and, as such, political parties shall then be free to sponsor 
candidates in which case the question of their selection will not arise. Without the 

support of a strong and well-organized political party, it would be difficult for any 
candidate to run his candidature for the high office of President. That begin so, the 

number of Presidential candidates is hardly likely to exceed the number of such 
parties whose number may not, in fact, be more than two or three. Thus, the number 

of Presidential candidates is likely to be restricted to two or three in the normal course 
for which no constitutional restriction is necessary- Regard being had to all these facts 

and circumstances, we think that the provision restricting the number of Presidential 

candidates and their selection by Assembly members should be omitted. 

 

The Chairman does not agree with the views expressed in this paragraph and has 

appended a separate note. 
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20. Whether the out-going or the newly elected members of Assemblies 

should select the Presidential candidates—If the system of selection of Presidential 

candidates in the manner provided by the Constitution is retained, we would 

recommend that the selection should be made by the newly elected members of the 

three Assemblies and not by the out-going members thereof. The reason for this is to 

obvious to be stated at length. Suffice it so say that at a time when nomination of 

Presidential candidates will fall due the representative character of the out-going 

members of the Assemblies will be almost lost because of the impending expiration of 

the term of the Assembles. At least, the out- going members may not then have as 

much as that of the newly-elected members. If the recommendation for selection of 

Presidential candidates by the newly elected members of Assemblies is accepted, it 

may be necessary to extend the term of office of President by about two months for 
enabling the Election Commission to complete the Presidential election within the 

period of 120 days mentioned in Article 162 (2) of the Constitution. 

21. The procedure of ballot for selection of Presidential candidates-The 

Constitution itself does not prescribe the procedure of ballot for selection of 

Presidential candidates by the members of the three Assemblies sitting jointly for the 

purpose. The number of candidates for the office of President being restricted to three, 

a ballot shall be necessary if more than three persons file nominations for that office. 

In case of a ballot, there may be adopted either plural-voting or single voting system. 

In the first case, each Assembly member may cast three votes-one for each the three 

candidates of his choice. In the second case, each Assembly member may cast only 
one vote in favor of one of the candidates of his choice. In either case, those three 

candidates who secure the first place as respects the number of votes polled would be 
declared eligible candidates for the office of President. Of these two systems of voting 

the first one, i.e. the system of plural- voting is wholly undesirable in as much as 
under this system the majority groups in three Assemblies may combine thereby get 

all the three candidates selected according to their choice, leaving no chance to the 
minority groups in the Assemblies to secure the selection of any of their nominees. If 

the majority groups belong to the same political party, as is usually the case, it is 

almost certain that none of the nominees of the minority groups will be selected. In 

the single-voting system, however, both the majority and minority groups may be able 

to secure the selection of their nominees in spite of wide difference in the number of 

votes polled by them. As the single-voting system will offer fair opportunity to both 

the majority and minority groups in the Assemblies, we recommend that in the matter 

of selection of Presidential candidates each Assembly members should have only one 

vote to be cast in favor of the candidate of his choice. 

22. Time for selection of Presidential candidates-The time for selection of 
Presidential candidates is pertinent in the indirect system of election. If the President 

is elected indirectly through an electoral college, it shall be necessary to hold election 

at two stages. At the first stage, the primary voters will elect the secondary voters 

who, at the second stage, will elect the President. Thus, the secondary voters drive 

their authority from the primary ones. It is, therefore, desirable that the primary voters 

with whose authority the President is really elected and whom the elected President 

will really represent should know the names of the Presidential candidates at the time 

of the primary 
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election. This is desirable for making the delegation of authority by the primary voters 

to the secondary ones real and effective. This is what is exactly done in the case of 

Presidential election in the United States of America. We, therefore, recommend that 

the selection of Presidential candidates, if at all necessary, should be made before the 

holding of the primary election. If, however, selection of Presidential candidates by 

Assembly members is done away with, but the provision for indirect election of the 

President through an electoral college is retained, then, for the very reasons stated 

above the names of validly nominated candidates should be similarly made known 

even if the operation of Article 167 of the Constitution is not attracted, the number of 

Presidential candidates being not more than three. 

 

HOLDING OF SIMULTANEOUS ELECTIONS AND 
ELECTION EXPENSES 

23. Feasibility of holding simultaneous elections and expenses. -If the 

recommendation for direct election of Assembly members and to the office of 

President on the basis of adult suffrage is accepted and the provision for selection of 

Presidential candidates by the Assembly members is omitted as suggested by us, it 

will be possible to hold all these elections simultaneously by the same election 

machinery by providing three separate booths within the same polling station- one for 

the Presidential election, one for election to the National Assembly and the third for 

the Provincial Assembly election. The holding of all these elections at the same time 

and place will necessarily entail less expenses. If, however, members of the 
Assemblies are elected by the direct votes of all adults and the President is elected 

indirect through an electoral college, it shall be necessary to hold three separate 
elections- one for electing Assembly members, the second for electing members of an 

electoral college and the third for the election of President through that college, for, it 
would be administratively impracticable to hold elections of Assembly members and 

of a very large number of members of an electoral college simultaneously. Obviously, 
the cost of holding three separate elections will be more than the cost of the elections 

in the direct method as explained in Appedix-V. 

 

ELECTION OF WOMEN MEMBERS 

 

24. Election of Women members of National Assembly from reserved seats.- 
The Constitution provides for indirect election of women of Legislatures by members 

of Provincial Assemblies. For this purpose, five seats are reserved for women in each 
Provincial Assembly and six in the National Assembly. Such reservation of seats for 

women does not, however, stand in the way of their contesting the general seats. 
Women are elected to the five reserved seats in a Provincial Assembly by the 

members of that Assembly. As regards the six reserved seats in the National 

Assembly, women are elected to three such seats by the members of each Provincial 

Assembly. On the principle of co-option, election of women to reserved seats in a 

Provincial Assembly by the members of that Assembly may be justified, but election 

of women to the National Assembly by the members of Provincial Assemblies has no 

such justification and is subject to valid criticism. In fairness, each Assembly should 

form the electorate for the seats reserved for women in that Assembly. We, therefore, 

recommend that those members of the National 
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Assembly who are elected from the general constituencies in East Pakistan 

should elect three women from East Pakistan to the National Assembly. Similarly 

those members of the National Assembly who are elected from the general 

constituencies in West Pakistan should elect three women from West Pakistan to that 

Assembly. 

TRIBAL AREAS 

25. Special treatment to Tribal Areas. - The Tribal Areas of West Pakistan 

where special and tribal conditions prevail deserve special treatment in the matter of 

election of the President and Assembly members. The Tribal Areas are sparsely 

populated, and the population in some areas is nomadic. Means of communication and 

transport facilities within the Tribal Areas being very unsatisfactory, it is difficult to 

have access to many a place within those areas for contact with the people living 
therein. The Tribal people are conservative and strictly adhere to their customs and 

usages. The Tribal Maliks who wield much influence over the Tribal people of their 
respective areas guide them in almost all important affairs. The Tribal people adhere 

to the system of Jirga and abide by the decisions of the Jirga composed of elders and 
Tribal Maliks. The women folk of the Tribal Areas are very conservative, and their 

conservatism is rigidly guarded by the menfolk. The conservatism is so rigid that no 
one can even utter the name of a women without the risk of being reprimanded or 

punished. It is on account of these special tribal conditions that it may not be feasible 

to constitute electoral units within the Tribal Areas as required under Chapter 2 of 

Part VII of the Constitution and hold and conduct elections within those Areas in the 

same manner as in the settled areas of West Pakistan. It is, therefore, necessary that 

the constitutional provisions with regard to the formation of electoral units and the 

method of holding elections should be relaxed in the case of Tribal Areas, and the 

Election Commission should be empowered by law to make such arrangements in 

these matters as it may deem fit and proper for a realistic representation of the people 

of those Areas. 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

SUMMARY OF THE CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

27. This Report answers fully the points involved in the terms of reference. The 

conclusions and recommendations which are partly unanimous and partly divided, as 

explained in the next succeeding paragraph are summed up as follows:- 

(i) That the electoral system prescribed by Chapter 2 of Part VII of the 
constitution is not an efficacious and appropriate instrument for realistic 

representation of the people for reasons given in paras 11, 12, and 13. 

(ii) That universal adult franchise should be the basis of election of the President 

and members of the National and Provincial Assemblies (Para 10). 

(iii) That every citizen who is aged 21 years or above and is not of unsound mind 

shall, if not otherwise disqualified, have a right to vote (Para 10). 

(iv) That the election of members of the National and Provincial Assemblies 

should be direct and on the basis of universal adult suffrage (Para 11). 
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(v) That direct election to the office of President on the basis of universal adult 

suffrage is the more appropriate method (Para 12). 

(vi) That in order to maintain parity as required by the term of reference election 

to the office of President should be held in the method suggested in 
paragraph 13 of the Report. 

(vii) That in view of the practical difficulties resulting from the conditions now 

obtaining in the country, the next Presidential election alone may be held 

indirectly through an electoral college, but all successive Presidential 

elections thereafter should be held direct on the basis of universal adult 

suffrage (Para 15). 

(viii) That the Electoral College should not be composed of the members of the 

National and Provincial Assemblies (Para 16). 

(ix)  That the electoral college should consist of 1,20,000 members, 60,000 in 

each Wing for    wider representation of the people in that college (Para 17). 

(x) That every citizen of not less than twenty-five years of age who possesses 

the other qualifications prescribed in Article 157 of the Constitution, and is 

not subject to any of the disqualifications mentioned in clause (2) of Article 

103 of the constitution should be eligible for membership of the electoral 

college (Para 18). 

(xi) That there should be no restriction as to the number of Presidential 

candidates and consequently the provision of Article 167 of the Constitution 

with regard to selection of such candidates by the members of the National 

and Provincial Assemblies should be omitted (Para 19). 

(xii) That if the constitutional provision restricting the number of Presidential 
candidates and their selection by the Assembly members is retained, the 

selection should be made by the newly elected members of the three 
Assemblies and not by the out-going members thereof (Para 20). 

(xiii) That if the Presidential candidates are selected by the newly elected 

members of Assemblies, the term of office of the President should be 

extended by about two months for enabling completion of the Presidential 

election within the period mentioned in Article 165 (2) of the Constitution 

(Para 20) 

(xiv) That in the matter of selection of Presidential candidates, if any, each 

Assembly member should have only one vote to be cast in favor of the 

candidate of its choice (para 21). 

(xv) That in order to make the delegation of authority by the primary voters to the 
Presidential electors real and effective, the selection or, as the case may be, 

nomination of Presidential candidates should be made before the holding of 
the primary election at this before the election of members to the electoral 

college (para 22). 

(xvi) That if the provision with regard to formation of an electoral college is 

retained, then, Chapter 2 of Part VII of the Constitution should be suitably 
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Amended so as to permit delimitation of multi-member electoral units, 

wherever    necessary (Para 23). 

(xvii) That the members of the National Assembly elected from the general 

constituencies in East Pakistan should elect three women from East Pakistan 
to the National Assembly. Similarly, the members of the National Assembly 

elected from the general constituencies in West Pakistan should elect three 
women from West Pakistan to that Assembly (Para 24). 

(xviii)That the constitutional provisions with regard to the formation of electoral 

units and the method of holding elections should be relaxed in the case of 

Tribal Areas, and the Election Commission should be empowered by law to 

make such arrangements in these matter in the said Areas as it may deem fit 

and proper (Para 25). 
 

EXPLANATIONS OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

28. Our conclusions and recommendations on all points except with regard to the 

method of election to the office of President and some of the matters incidental 

thereto are unanimous. We are all in favor of universal adult franchise, but one of us, 

Mr. Hassan Ali, is of the view that the voters' age-limit should be raised to 25, 

because, in his opinion, a person does not attain the requisite sense of responsibility 

and full maturity of understanding before attaining that age. He is also of the opinion 

that the age of a voter should not be less than that of a member of an electoral college 

whose minimum qualifying age is 25 under Article 158(1) of the Constitution. 

We are also unanimous that election of members of the National and Provincial 

Assemblies should be direct and on the basis of universal adult franchise, but two of 

us, while arriving at the same conclusion, have in their separate note, approached the 

question from a different angle. 

As regards the method of Presidential election, we regret that we have not been 

able to reach a unanimous conclusion. In the opinion of three of us, while direct 
election to the office of President is the more appropriate method, the next 

Presidential election alone may be held indirectly through an electoral college for 

reasons given in paragraphs 11 to 13 and 15. The remaining two hold the view that 

indirect election of the President through an electoral college is the appropriate 

method in the Presidential form of government for reasons given by them in their 

separate note. However, there has been unanimity as regards some of the matters 

incidental to the indirect method of Presidential election. The incidental matters on 

which there has been unanimity are stated in items (viii), (ix), (x), (xii), (xiii), (xiv) 

and (xvi) of paragraph 27 of the Report. As regards the incidental matters relating to 

restriction of the number of Presidential candidates dealt with in paragraph 19 and 

summarized in item (xi) of paragraph 27, all of us, except the Chairman, are agreed. 

The Chairman has given his reasons for dissent in a separate note. We are also 

unanimous with regard to the election of women to the National Assembly 

from reserved seats and the necessity for according special treatment to Tribal Areas 
of 
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West Pakistan in the matter of elections. Our recommendations on these two matters 

are made in paragraphs 24 and 25 and summarized in items (xvii) and (xviii) of 

paragraph 27 of the Report. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

Sd/- AKHTER HUSAIN 

 

Sd/- M. R. KHAN    Sd/- HASSAN ALI 

Sd/- MASUD AHMAD    Sd/- CRAUDHARY 

SALAHUDDLN 
Sd/- A. MAJEED, Secretary. 

February 18, 1963. 
 

 
 

------------- 
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MEASURES TAKEN BY PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT PRESS 

CURBS ANNOUNCED. 

 

Some new curbs are sought to be placed by the Press in West Pakistan by a new 

Ordinance which comes into force at midnight on Tuesday, reports APP from Lahore. 

The Ordinance makes six major additions and amendments to the existing Press 

and Publications Ordinance, 1960 in its application to West Pakistan. 

In Dacca the East Pakistan Governor has promulgated a similar Ordinance on 

Monday, amending the Press and Publications Ordinance, 1960 which is to come into 

force immediately, reports PPA. 

The Ordinance seeks to ensure correct reporting of the proceedings in the 
National Assembly, Provincial Assembly and different courts of justice. There are 

similar provisions with regard to Press notes and handouts issued by the Government. 

It provides for the maintenance of correct accounts by newspapers. 

In Lahore, West Pakistan Law Minister Mr. Golam Nabi Memon made the 
announcement at a crowded Press Conference on Monday evening. None of the 

newsmen asked the Minister any questions to register their protest against the new 
restrictions although the Minister repeatedly invites questions. 

In the East Pakistan Ordinance provision has also been made for enquiry into the 

affairs of any printing press or newspapers particularly as regards their source of 

income, efficient running of their Press and the relation between the employers and 

the employees. 

The Ordinance further provides for filing appeals against orders passed by the 

Government to a tribunal which is to comprise of a judge of the Supreme Court for 

High Court, two representatives- one from the Government and another from the 

working journalists or editors……………………… 

 

 

 

----------------
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Protest Cry Throughout Pakistan 

JOURNALISTS STRIKE 

 

Unprecedented in the history of Journalism, Journalists, newspaper, pres workers 

and other newspaper employees all over the country struck work and demonstrated on 

Monday to protest against the imposition of fresh curbs by the Government in the 

form of two Provincial Ordinances. There was no newspaper on Tuesday in the 

country. 

From Khyber Pass to Chittagong in all principal cities slogan chanting black-flag- 

waving journalists held protest meetings and paraded city streets to raise their voice of 
indignation against the "black laws". 

In East Pakistan at the call of the East Pakistan Union of Journalists, Pressmen 

and all other newspaper workers observed the protest day and lent their wholehearted 

support to the four-point demands, namely-repeal of two press Ordinances of East and 

West Pakistan, revision of all existing Press laws, withdrawal of black-listing of three 

Dacca dailies and release of arrested journalists, which had earlier been formulated by 
the E. P. U. J. Committee of Action. 

In Dacca the journalists and newspaper workers held a protest meeting at the 

Press Club, adopted resolutions and brought out huge procession. 

The black-band-wearing demonstrators, visibly swayed by a fighting spirit, 
started assembling at the local Press Club much earlier than 9-30 a.m the scheduled 

time of the protest meeting. 

Akram Khan speaks 

In the assembly were Editors of local newspapers, among them was octogenarian 

Maulana Muhammad Akram Khan of Azad, the oldest living Editor in the Indo-Pak 

subcontinent. Mr. Justice Ibrahim, former Central Law Minister, came to the Press 

Club, the venue of the protest meeting, wore a black-band and expressed full support 

to the 'fight against regimentation of thought' ? 

Maulana Muhammad Akram Khan set the tone of the day by his speech before 

the protest rally. Choked with emotion he said, 'My age and failing strength requires 
me to lie in bed, but what is happening in the country compels me to rise and add my 

voice to your protest cry'. 

He wondered if he would not after serving the profession of journalism for over 

65 years under different regimes; breathe his last in a prison. 'I shall not be unhappy to 

do so’; he declared. 
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Maulana Akram Khan said that the Press curbs were not shackles on the Press 

alone; these were ‘directed against the whole nation’. 

The Maulana had a word of caution for the demonstrators. He said that there 

might be many provocations from many quarters. But we shall have to be constantly 
on guard against these and maintain peace at any cost. 

He concluded by quoting from Tagore: ‘The more they tighten the fetters on us. 

The more these shall fall off. The more they redden their eyes, the more our eyes see 

into the things’. 

Mr. Tafazzal Hossain, Editor, Ittefaq, who is also the Chairman of the IPI, 

Pakistan branch pointed out the Silver lining in the black clouds that hang ominously 

over the press and said that the unity that had been forged among the profession and 

industry of newspapers, consequent upon the injuries inflicted by the press curbs, 

indicated a bright future of the nation. 

This conflict, he said; revolved round the life and death question of a free nation 
and not only the life and death of journalists and their profession. He said that the 

solid unity of journalists, newspaper employees and owners as demonstrated that day 
was the most effective shield of the freedom of Press. 

Preparedness for protracted struggle. 

Mr. Abdus Salam, Editor, the Pakistan Observer, said it was a day to take fresh 

oaths to be in the fight: for, this struggle would be long and protracted. The 

Government seemed to have closed its eyes and had prepared to go a long way with 

their doings he said and added, hence we will have to prepare ourselves to fight to the 

day we have achieved Press freedom. 

The Chairman of the EPUJ Committee of Action, Mr. Sirajuddin Hossain, who 
presided over the meeting, thanked the striking journalists, newspaper employees and 

local Editors, for their participation in the day's programme. He stressed the need for 
maintaining peace and discipline in the procession which was about to start. 

Resolutions. 

The meeting adopted the following resolutions: 

1. This meeting of journalists. Press workers and other newspaper employees 

denounces the     black Acts of the Government directed against the national Press 

of Pakistan. 

A gagged press is a national disgrace and is essentially anti-national in character. 

Press freedom is the basis of all freedoms. Press curbs are a clear denial of the 

fundamental rights of the people. There can be no free people without a free 

Press. The repressive and restrictive measures taken against the Pressmen and 

the newspaper industry as a whole are inflicting deep wounds on the nation. The 
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voice of the people is being throttled and democratic aspiration of the people 

strangulated. 

The situation was grave and called for action by all who have the well-being of the 

country and the people in their hearts. Freedom of Press must be defended 
whatever the price. 

The newsmen demanded the repeal of the Press and Publications (Amendment) 

Ordinances promulgated by the Governors of East and West Pakistan on 

September 2, 1963. 

Revision of all laws relating to Press in order to bring them in conformity with the 

principles of fundamental rights, especially the freedom of Press. 

A commission comprising a Supreme Court or High Court Judge and representatives 

from the profession of journalism, newspaper industry and the Government to deal 
with the matter. 

Withdrawal of 'black-listing' of three Dacca dailies and release of arrested Journalists 

and newspaper workers and withdrawal of all warrants of arrests and restrictive 

orders against them. 

The journalists, Press workers and all other newspaper employees reiterated their 

determination to continue their fight till the realization of these demands and till 
such time as press could breathe free air again in Pakistan. 

The meeting expressed its gratitude to all those who extended their sympathy and 

cooperation for the struggle for freedom of Press and also felt proud of the great 

unity demonstrated by the working Journalists, press workers and other newspaper 
employees and called upon them to further consolidate and preserve this unity. 

 

 

 

--------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

'q> )��{|� ‘��^� ����’ ���  
�1 

���F ����S� ��c��� "�� ����#� 
�&���� 

)��{|�,'(-. 

 

����> )��{|� ����> )��{|� ����> )��{|� ����> )��{|� ‘‘‘‘��������^� ����^� ����^� ����^� ����’ ’ ’ ’ ��� �1��� �1��� �1��� �1    

��c���  ?�>-)�����, 

 Q
��&��� ������� &�� ��F���� ���� ��^� #�� ;# ����FS। ��^�3� ���� �>�� 
;�Y�� ���� #% ;# /���% "�� �Y�, /���% "�� ��!d6�, ��Nr� 3%�� ;# ��%������ 
�%����� ���4� !>���"। 0> /
�?���� ����[���� /�� �!���� ��$ ��I� 'q> )��{|� ;# 
;3�। @���#A\�!, )��S*� @ )"�M ?�> ������� ��$ ��I� 0> 'q> )��{|�। 

 ��h ����� ���� ;#@ ���4 !� �>। ��> 0> ��� ��^�3� ���� �>�� ;�Y�� 3�8�� 
������ !>��। ���!� ����� !>�� ������� &�� ��F��।  

 "������#�  LL- �*� ������ )�X ����� ;�� ��> 'q> )��{|� ‘��^� ����’ ����� 
���%�� r�F�� ;�Y�� 3�8�� ����। 

 

��F��&� ��F��&� ��F��&� ��F��&� ::::    (') 'q> )��{|� ���� - M�� ��^� ���J�� ���������� A���� @ ������%�# �����, 
(L)       �����%��� "�� ��FEM, �?� @ )��?�����, (.) U���� ;����� )��� '' M�� "���?�, 
)��?����� @ ���^�?। 

 

  ���F ����S� ��c��� "�� ���#  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"������ !>�� ����� ��6F� ;��5�?��� �&���� �"�>�� �@��� /j ����� ���% >!� ������ !>�। 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

U���� �������� ���3� @ ���3�  
������� ����M 

Q��� ‘>��*��’ 'q #������, '(-s 

 

���F ����S� 1���� ��N8�@���F ����S� 1���� ��N8�@���F ����S� 1���� ��N8�@���F ����S� 1���� ��N8�@    
    
 ��������  r�6F���� E64% "��� ;# U���, ����43= @ /%�% [��� ��: @ ���� ������ 
����H� �����  �������"।  E����� "��� �!Y�- ������ ���F���H ���F  ������ ����H� ��$ ��� !>�� 
A�Z���"। r�6F���� !����� U���� ����M �������� ���: @ ������ ;# ���`। �!Y�-������ A?� 
�������  ���! ����H� E���8� )��8� !>���", �_�� ��] ��� !>���",  0��� #�� ;��� 
)!��� )&i����� �� ���:���� ���H���@ r�6F���� !��� #�� ���� !>���"। ����� /���� �� �"� 
0���� �&:� ����� )���। g���� ������ "�������� !���� ������" 0�� �!Y�-������ ���F���H 
;����� ��-)���� ��� ;# ���]��� g��� ���H ���F ����� !>�� &�����"।  
 

0>  ��F���  #���� r��F�  ;���  ������  ���, ���F  ����S���  �t� @ ��F���� ��� 
)������� ��M ;��� ;��� #��>���", ;�� ��F��$ �>�� g����� 1���� ��N8�>, �!�� ���S 
@ ���� ������ �*��>�� ;�।  
 
  ���F ������ ����H� #���� @�� 0> �����j� !����� ��1�� 1���� ��N8�>�� ;��� ���F 
������ ��� ���H�� ;!�� #��>���"।  
 

• ��� �!\�� ��I� ������� ����M 3Z �1, 
• g����� ����S� �1, ���F� �1, 
• ���F ����S��� ��-)���� >�� @ ��#��� ?��H%9�� �^� �1, 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

��I� ������� ����M, ���F ����S�। 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

���F#� )?�M������ ;����� #% #3�4� ��� ���F 
����S��� ��� )����� ;��� 

��F���� )?�M������ @ ��%^ 
��F�& ��F���H��� �&���� 

��&F, '(-s 

 

;3��� ;3��� ;3��� ;3��� 'v'v'v'v> @ > @ > @ > @ '('('('()� ��&F )?�M������ ������ �����%��� �?� )� ��&F )?�M������ ������ �����%��� �?� )� ��&F )?�M������ ������ �����%��� �?� )� ��&F )?�M������ ������ �����%��� �?�     
)��?����� @ !����)��?����� @ !����)��?����� @ !����)��?����� @ !����    

    
    )������ ?�> @ )�����)������ ?�> @ )�����)������ ?�> @ )�����)������ ?�> @ )�����, , , ,     

����EF r>�� �"� �6�M� ����#%����� ��1�� ��4�4 �8�> ����� ;��� )� 
����� � � 
;o��V4������  ��? ������"���, ;#  "� �"� )�> /����� !>�� ;��� ����। ;��� )�> 
/����� �"�>�� �>���" 0�> 0� ���� )D4� ����  )�������� )?�M������  ���?� )��3% ����� 
�� ��� �;  ���  ‘‘31-)?8��’’  �����%  ����� �� ���।  ;# ���O� ���� ���� �� �3��� 
/�����  @  �%�$  
�����  ���J�� ��c��  R��� ��*�% ��? ������" �Z� )�> ��� ;����� 
�����3F  )��������  )?�M������ ���?�  /���3% )E�H4� ����� &�� Q
��&��� ���� )�� ����� 
�%�[� ������"। 

#���� #���� 0� ���M#� ��2^�4 ;# ;��� /�[� ������"। 0���� ;��� 
��������, ;��� ����#�, ;��� )���� � � ?����� )���। ����#� ��F�D4� @ ��FS�� ;# 0� 
&�� !���� 0�� ��#���� @ / F���� r��F�3 ����#��। ��%����#�� ��%���� ;��� &�|� ���% 
�6����  ���# ����� �� ।  3���  !>��  ;�b ����� !�#���� ���  M%�p @ ���F� ��#�� &��� 
)������� / F���� )�1�� ;# ?����� ��8��� A�R� !>���"। A`����� ���#� ��� )���M 
)���M M���� E�H "8�>�� )��� 0� �M��� �������� �6�] ��� !>���"। /�uF%�z -0� ��N����� 
���
����� @  ��������� 
�����  ��� ���। 34��V�  ��� 0����� ;# )���� ���� &���>�� 
)�@�� !>���"। 

?�>��, ����S� /�#F� !� #3�4� )?��M। ;� ;# )�> ����S��� #34�� )?�M������ 
!>��  �&����  ����  ����  0�  #E%  H8�V &�����"।  A!�� #�� )��  
��� @ �?%  )���  
�>-0��� �6�M� ;��� @ �"� �। ;>��� ����� 
�� )� ���� ����3 ����� �"��, )�> 
���� @ ���F#� )?��M ��%^ ��F�&�� ������� ������"�। ��h  ���  �������, 34���� A��^� 
����� Q
��&���  �����  )������� ��%^  )?�M��������  ���%��  ��F�&  �%�[��� �&���� �%�9 
������  #% #���� ���H��� ��F�� /������ ;> ����� &R�: ������"।    

)�  )������  ��� ���&���� ��� )��3�>���",  ��#�-M%�p )��3�>���", ���  ���&����� 
�%����� ��N��� )�� /�����   ����� �, �����  ������ /�����   ����� �, �����  )�@��  M��� 
��?���  ��& !� ��!���@  ��N!����  ������� )�� �����3 �>- )�� 
��� )��� 0 �%�[� &���� 
���� �। / &, ��F�� ����� A$ /34���V� �%�[� )��� &��� ����� &��!���" 0�� ^�����!� 
#���� ���H� @  ������� ���H�g����  0� �������  ���4� ����� /�uF%z- 0� ���� )�� ��� 
����� &�����"। 
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?�>?�>?�>?�>----)�����)�����)�����)�����,,,,    
    

����EF "� �"��� Q
��&���  ����  ���]  ;�����  #����  ����  ;# 0> 0��M ��%> 
���] !>��  A�Z���" )�, !� ���� ��4, � ���6� 34-W�% @ 34-;�Y�� ���� Q
��&���� 
�������-0> r> �%�[� "�8� ;����� #% �6��� )�� �  )���� �>।     

;��� #��, 34W�% @ r�F�� 34-;�Y��> ;����� � । ;����� !��� !@��� ��"� �>। 
)������� 34���V� /����� ���J�� �$���� ;o���� ���!� W��!% ;����� ��!���"।  ��> 
;���  #��, Q
��&���  ������3F�  ����R�����  H8�V 1����� ^��� ;�����  ;�"।  ������ 
��F�� Q
��&��� �%�[�� �����$ !>�� !>�� "��, �#��, �6H�, ��%���, &����#���, ;>#��� � � 
��� )D4��, ��� )����, ��� �� @ ���� ����H� ��M ;��� ;��� #��>���", ���F#� @ 
��%^ )?�M������ ;����� ������ ������V� r�F�� 34-;�Y�� 3�8�� ���� @ ;3��� 'v> ��&F 
������  ����  �����%���  ��S�� )���8  )���8 �?� /�J� @ �� ���"�  ���!� �1 0�� '()� ��&F 
�6!������ �����%��� !����, #�?� @ )��?����� �1।   

;����� ;#  �% F!�  ?�H��  )E�H4� ����� !>��, ���F�?i� ^��� )���� #3�4� A�� %S,  
)��  �%�$ �� )3�J� �����H� !��� �। �?F���&��  �����  !>��, #3�4�  ��%^  )?��M ��F��&� 
� 0� )�� ����� )������ c!4 ����� �। ���� ;����� 0> ���F#� )?�M������ @ ��%^ 
��F�&�� 34���� ;��� � !>�� ���� ��c�� &����  �����।  

U���� ��F��&�U���� ��F��&�U���� ��F��&�U���� ��F��&�    

• 'v> ��&F, ������� ��S�� )���8  )���8 �?� @ �� ���"�   
• '()� ��&F, �6!������� !���� 
• ����� &��M�� �� ����� ����M #�?� 
• �?����H )��?�����।  
 
��F���� )?�M������ @ ��%^ ��F���F���� )?�M������ @ ��%^ ��F���F���� )?�M������ @ ��%^ ��F���F���� )?�M������ @ ��%^ ��F�& ��F���H�& ��F���H�& ��F���H�& ��F���H�    

��@��� ;�r� !���� �� ?����, �?����, %���� ;@���� ���MF।  

��@��� ;�r� ���� ��F���3�। 

)�� ���#��� �!��, �����4 �_���, ���F ����S� ;@���� ��3। 

��!A�B ;!��, %���� ;@���� ���MF। 

�@��� Q��� )�����!A�B, �?����, ���F ����S� )#��� >����� ���MF।  

�@��� ���B� ;!��, �����4 �_���, ���F ����S� )#��� >����� ���MF। 

�@��� ;�r� ;��, 0�, ��, 0 (?�����F #����� >����)। 

�@��� ;���� A�B ;!��, 0�, 0, 0 (?�����F #����� >����)। 

 
 
 

�� �u�F ���x� @���F� ���, .q, !�M����� )��u, U���। 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
)����ux ���� F� �!���� ;>����� ��1�� ������� �����! 

��6F� ��� *����� �#`�� �����  
Q��� ‘;#��’ 'v> )��{|�, '(-s 

 
��t��� ����������� W�%-�#Y���� 

34��V� ��c��- �#Y���� 
����S�-����Y���� 

 
)����ux ��F�&� ��t��� ����������� �� F� �!���� ��� �#`�!� ��������)����ux ��F�&� ��t��� ����������� �� F� �!���� ��� �#`�!� ��������)����ux ��F�&� ��t��� ����������� �� F� �!���� ��� �#`�!� ��������)����ux ��F�&� ��t��� ����������� �� F� �!���� ��� �#`�!� ��������    

����� !�A��� Q�Z� )��� ����������� )��� )E�H4������ !�A��� Q�Z� )��� ����������� )��� )E�H4������ !�A��� Q�Z� )��� ����������� )��� )E�H4������ !�A��� Q�Z� )��� ����������� )��� )E�H4�    
��c ���&� �!�� ;�Y� �!�\��� ��� �#`�! ��6F� ���Y �t�� ����c ���&� �!�� ;�Y� �!�\��� ��� �#`�! ��6F� ���Y �t�� ����c ���&� �!�� ;�Y� �!�\��� ��� �#`�! ��6F� ���Y �t�� ����c ���&� �!�� ;�Y� �!�\��� ��� �#`�! ��6F� ���Y �t�� ��    

 
(;#���� ���&� /�*� !>��) 

 

'q> )��{|�  )��!������ ��� *����� �#`�! ;�Y� ��!� ;3���  ��F�&�� )����ux ��� 
��t��� ����������� �� F� �!���� ��N!�� ������ �S�� c!4 ������"। /�% ����� !�A�� 
��t���  �����������  Q�Z���  �� ����������� )��  �����������  ��M  A����$  � %  ���� 
���। ;# ����� !�A�� ��N&�M ����������� �?� ����� KM�� �1 !� 0�� ���� 'mM� ��F: &���� 
 ���। 

/���� ����������� ��N&# )�� ��#� ��#��B�, �@��� ?����, )&i���� )��!�t� ;��, 
@���#��� �1\�!  �� 0�� )��  ���#��� �!�� )��M�����3  )��M�����3 ��� *����� �#`�!� 
���?�� 3� ��� 0�� ��N!��� ����������� ����: #��। 

��N!��� ��� *����� �#`�!�� ���%?��H� ��� 0�� ��N!�� ��!� sK ���M��� /�[� ���। 

/����� ��� �#`�! /��^��4 ����������� ��� )�, #���� �6!�� 
�� F> ��� )����ux ��� 
����������� �� F� �!���� �����Y�� ����� �t� !>���"। ��� ;�@ ��� )�, #3�4� )���� 
A�B�% �>��> ��� >!��� �t�� �����"। 0��%��� ��N!�� /% )�� A�B�% �>। 

 

��� �#`�! ��t��� ������� ���� �� F� �!���� ;3��� )����ux ��F�&� �������� ����� 
�t�  !>���" 0> ��� ���� !@��� �� ��c ���&� �!�� ;�Y� )#���� ����!� !�। ����� 
!�A�#�  �t���  ����� !�#��  !�#�� )��� 0> ������, ��� �#`�� �#Y����, ����S� �#Y����, 
��t��� ����������� W�% �#Y���� ���� ;��� ����� ������ ����� )����।  

��� �#`�!�� ��t��� ����������� �� F� !@�� !>�� ���� ���� #% ���&�� ������ �!� @ 
�����  �� F�  ����������!  ��6F� )� /��&]� @ /��&�� &����� !�  ����S��� �]� ������ 
;���� ?�3�� �?F�� ���?���� *�� 0> �!��M !��� !>�� ��8। 

������� ����  ����:  k���� #%  )��!������  *�����  �#`�� 36�! ��  ����������� 
)�6�6Y 3� ��� �� !>��> ��S�� r> ���OF )��� #����� !>�� �1 ���। 
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/�% ��c ���&� �!��� ����� ���% 0> 0�> ��H�� ;���&� &����  ���। 

��� �#`�! ����������� �S�� ���� ;�!��r��\�� ����� 0> �S�� c!4 ���। 

34��V�  ������J��  #% ���F ����S���� )�  ?����� c!4 ������"  ��� �#`�! A!��� /�%: 
;Y ���� ���। ��t��� ����������� ������34 ;3�����%��� /����� )��H ��� *����� 
�#`�! ��!�  ��!��  ���?��  ��^�9 ����� ��� ;�J���?��� ��!�� ���� c!4 ����� 
����� ;�� ��� ��>���"। 

/�%��� ��t��� ����������� Q�Z� ��A�z� )������ ��3, %���� ;@���� ���MF, ;@���� 
��3, )#��� >���� ���MF @ ����� #����� >���� /�� c!4 ������"। �?�� ��A�z� ��3 �?���� 
�@��#� �#��B� �?����� ���। 

 
 
 

------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

#�� ;>��� ��N� #���� !�#� 
)��!�t� ���� 

���F ����S� %���� ;@���� 
���MF� ���S�� 

/�����, '(-s 

 
#�� ;>��� ��N� #����#�� ;>��� ��N� #����#�� ;>��� ��N� #����#�� ;>��� ��N� #����    

*0� ������ /��� )!�� 
* 34��V� #� )!�� 
!�#� )��!�t� ����!�#� )��!�t� ����!�#� )��!�t� ����!�#� )��!�t� ����    

�����4 �_��� 
���F ����S� %���� ;@���� ���MF 

  

)����ux  ���� #% ��?� ��3 ����� �� F� #�� )��!�t� ;>��� ��N ���F ����S��  
��F�&� /�?��� ��� �$6������! ��N!�� ��� ;���� /�� g43� ��� ����� 34�� �� 
�����: �6�]� )&]� ������"।  

#�� )��!�t� ;>��� ��N �6�M� ;��� Q�% ���!��� )��3 ���� ��N!�� ��F#�� �1 
������"��। ���-?��� A��!����� 
����� ��c���� ���� )���� #34 �� ������ ������� 
����� @ )�� ���!�� g���� ��#��� ����� �$ U����� �����"��, �� #�� ;>��� ��N �6�M� 
������ ���!�� 0�# /�*���1�� �J�� ��!� W ������ ����#%������� )��� ������"��। 
)���� 
����� ��c��� ��N!�� )�� /��� �>; ��� �� ��� �"�� �6�M� 0��: /�3�। 

���?` )���� 
����� ��c���� >��!��� )��� ��� )�, 
����� /#F�� �� )���� ��� )���� 
����� �%�[� @ ������ ���!� !>�� ������ ����#%������� ���� ���^� @ ����!���� 
/�*������ /����4 ����� )� [�� �� )������� �%�$34�� ����3 �����  ���। ;����� 
)��� )� �%�[� 36!�� !>�� ;�#��� /�� �8 �8 ‘���-)��’ 
����� ����� ��> )��-������� 
����� ����#� ;NS����� ��̂ � !>�। ��h ;����� )��� 
����� ��@��� ��@ ����� 
;���V��> /M�M ���� !�। ������ ���!��� )�� ����� ��� !� �>। 

)�> ���� #�� ;>��� ��N@ 
������ ��@ ������ ���!�� 0��M A���� /���J�  0�� 
����S� ����� !@��� �� ��> ����S��� �#.@.�� �!���� ���$ !। 0> �� !>�� ��� ��� 
����S��� )�����!�� /������� ��� /���J� !।  

0> &������� �!��  ������� �� ����� ��N!�� &������ )���� �6�� ��� !�। ���� ��#� 
��#���B ��N!�� �6��%� ��� ������ ����F ���!��� ������"�� )�, ��N!�� �����V����� #�� 
;>��� ��N ��N!�� (#�� ;>��� ��N’�) &������ )���� �6��� #% ���� ������"��। ��#� ��#���B 
A!��� /
��6�� #��>�� #�� ;>��� ��N ����: 3?F� )#���� )3���� )��!�t��� ��4��` !। 
>!�� ��"��� ��> )3���� )��!�t� ���� ��#� ��#���B�� ����V ������� A���� ����V���� 
�� !>�� /����4 ���। /������, #�� ;>��� ��N’� &������ )����@ �6�� ���। 

‘0��u�’� /��� ���� �!�� )��!��@���F�� � ��� � ‘��&����’ ��� �� ��N!�� ��1�� 
/�*������ ����`�� �_��F ����V�� ^��� ‘/��%�!����’ ‘/�?���3’ ;� !� �� ���  
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������"�� )�, /�*������ &����� �_��F ��� )� ��� ���� �����"�� ��� �?�� 0��M 
���� �_��F> W � � A�Z�� ����। )� ���� !>� )�����!�� #�� ;>��� ��N’� &������ )���� 
�6��� ����। �� ����S��� )����ux �"�� >��Y�� ��#F�। 

)��� ��� )�, )3���� )��!�t� @ >��Y�� ��#F� �� ����S� ����� ����� !>�� ������"�� 
��> ��� ��� #�� ;>��� ��N� &������ )���� �6�� ��� !�। 

����S��� ��#���� 33�� W r>�M /�? c��@ ���  #�� ;>��� ��N� ‘�2����’ ;�@ 
���4 ��@�� �3���"� '(KK ��, �� )3���� )��!�t� 3���� )#��� ����: 34-���H� ?��I�� 
����  ��N!�� ���%�� ‘M%���� ��V�?�’ 3Z ���। ��� ��!�� �?�� #�� ;>��� ��N�� ;��� 
��N!��� )���^��V� ��� �!�� ���। )������� ;>��� ��N )�> � � ����S��� ��#���� 33� 
;��F?�� !।  

���� )�, )3���� )��!�t� �� ‘/��[�’���� ����S��� 3?F� )#������ ����� ���� 
/^� !>�� ��8 �� ‘M%���� ��V�?��’ Q�Z�� #�� #�� ;>��� ��N> )3���� )��!�t��� [�� 
>��Y�� ��#F�� �� �S�� ���। #�� ;>��� ��N ��� )�> ��V�?�� Q�Z�� �]?��� ������"��, 
‘Army wants General Iskander Mirza to be the head of the State ’ ()�����!�� 
>�� )�, )#���� >��Y�� ��#F� ����� ��� !A)। )�! ���  >!�� ������ ��� �> ��� #�� 
;>��� ��N� �� F� >��Y�� ��#F�� �� �%�$ ����S��� 3?F� )#���� ��� ����� ������।  
 

>!�� �� '(Kv ��� /������ W >��Y�� ��#F�� )�6��> )������� #�� ;>��� ��N @ 
��N!�� �!&�34 ����S�� ������ ��� ����� ��� 0�� �� ��] ��&� '(K- ��� ����V 
M���� M���� ����� )*��।  

>!�� ��� Lm �� �� #�� ;>��� ��N >��Y�� ��#F���> ��� ����� )� 0�� ����S��� ����� 
/����� !>�� ���। 

0>?���, �6�M� ;���� ������ /�*����� �� !>�� #�� ;>��� ��N �6�M� ���^� ;��� 
���%�� )3���� )��!�t�->��Y�� &�R� ���  �2���� ��  ����S��� )����ux ��� ;���!4 
���। 
 

?���� ���� ��� ��?���� ���� ��� ��?���� ���� ��� ��?���� ���� ��� ��    
 

)�> #�� ;>��� ��N ;# ;��� )����ux ���� F� !>�� ‘34��V�’ �� � �> � ������"! 
��� ������" )�, ��!�� ‘������� 34�V’ ��� 34��V� >��!��� 0� ‘/�?� /���’, ��� ��# 
)?��M� #% #3�4� r���� A��[� !>���"। ������� �^�� ‘/����’ �F��&��  /�?�� &���>�� 
�����" >�%��� >�%���। 

��h '(Kv ��� /������ )� ‘‘����’’ ��� ������"�� )�> ‘‘������’’ � � ��#> �"� 
34�V�� #��! ���। ������ ��� #���� � � )E�H4���> ;>�� ��� A��� ����� ������ 
;>� )�� ��� ���� � � )E�H4� ��� !�। )�> )E�H4��� ��#���� �� ��H� �����, 
��������� � ���� �����, ���
����� !�4 �����, #3�4� �?�-���"� ������ /����� ������ 
����� 0� ����H ���� )��� ������ �V���� ��#� ���J� ��� !�। �@��� ?����, �� ;�r� 
3**�� ���� �� )�����4% )�6�6Y�! �� �� )��������� ����3��� ��� ��&��� ;M� ��� !�, 
�� ��F�� ��1��  
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����� #��� ��� !� 0�� ��N!���� ;o�3��� ���% ����� ��N!���� �� �_�� ���#��� ��� 
!�। )�> ������ �V���� ���� %�� ��F� !��� ������ ���!�� ���3F ��4 ���� !�। �� ��F��� 
������� ‘‘;>” ?I ���� /����� &���� ���� !�। 

�� ��8�-E� ‘���d��’ � ����� #% �!�� @ c��� �� ������ �3����� ������� !��� 
/��� �!% ����� !>���"। /���� #����� ���� !>���"। #���� ;�S gM�>�� ��S�� &��� 
‘/�����’ �� ������ ;��� ������� !��� ���� )?�3 ����� !>���"। ��S�� u�>� � &���� !Z�9 
�&��&��� /?%�� /����� ���� &���� �3�� �� ���! � &����� ������� �%�M�� gN�� ��>�� 
!>���"। 

������ �V���� )�> ���� 34�V @ 
������ ���� ������ #% ����� )����&S�� �� �� 
��F��� �Y� ������ ;M� ����� ��N!���� A�� �9�����? /�%�&�� &����� !>���", W /���� 
#3�4� A�� ;��� !>�� )���� )*�� !>���", ����� ����: ������ �� �� )�� @ ��F��� 
)���� )�@�� !>���", ��N!���� �_�� ���#��� ��� !>���" 0�� U��� 3��� ��S�� #��� 
���:��4F ���"��� A�� )������� ���Z @ ��Nr� 3%�� &��� !>���"। 

#�� ;>��� ��N ;# )?��M� #% ‘34��V�' �� � �> ���, �� )��������� ��������� 
#���� ���, �� )������� ��F� @ ��#�Y�� ��������3F@ A����, �� ��F�� ���Z )���E���� 
�&£, !��� ������ ����� )&���� ��� �?6�� #�� ;>��� ��N’� ������ ����� ����!� ��F���� 
#��: ��^% �! ������"। )� ������ ��F���� �� ���!� ������ )3�� �!�?��� ��&� !>�� 
��>��।   

����EF ���8 �� �9�� ��� ����� ����S��� #34 W ��F���� /��� ����H� !>���"। 
��� ;�@ /������ W ������ ��� ���� �b� !>�, ��!� !>�� #�� ;>��� ��N ��!�@ �����। 
��h ������ #������ ��1�� )���� #34 )�?��� ��^�T !>�� A�Z���"��, 0�� ������, 0��� 
��F�� �����6�Y� ‘��Z[�’ )��� ;��������@ >!�� )� ������&� !>���"�, ��!� A��^� ����� 
�� ������ ��� )����� &��� ���� �b� �"� �। ��>, ���% !>�� #�� ;>��� ��N’ '(-L �� 
0� � ��� � ‘����V’ #��� ���। 

'(K- ��� �����V #34�� ‘)?�M������ @ ��%^ ��F�&’ ���F���x��� ���, )�i��� 
/���������!� 
��6�� >�%��� ���g�� /����� )�@�� !>���"�। 

��h, #�� ;>��� ��N’� �����V #3�4� )�> )?�M������ ���8�� )@�� !>���"। ;> 
�?�g��� ���F�� )�� /����� �>। ���F ����S��� ;���� 
������ @ ��a� ����S��� ���?` 
?�H�?�H� #���� 
������ /
��6�� !>���"। 0����X� ��� �%�[� [�� ����� )�� ����� 
��S ?�� )�@�� !>���" )����u�x� !���। >!�� 3��?�� �� )�@�� !>���" )����u�z��� ���। 
��6���^ 0> �����V� ;8��� Q
��&��� 0����� ����� ��!���"।  

��"�8� �� 3Z�� A�� �� ���� ������H� #��� !>���" 0�� ���?`?��� ����� ���� 

����� ��F ��� !>���"। 0�@ �� )������� ��F��� ���> )c��� ��� !>���", 0�@ /�� 
��F� @ )��� A�� ����� ¤����� ;�", 0�@ #3�4� ���:��4F ���"��� A�� ������� ���Z @ 
��Nr� 3%�� &��� !>���" 0�� D������ ���:��4F ��FEM ?��I��� #% g�� )���>�� ���� �� 
D����� !��!� ��� !>���"। �¥��� #�� ;>��� ��N’� ‘�����V�' #�����@ 34�V�� 
3���M���� !�%� ��� !>���"।  

��¦ ������ 0> ������� 0�� #�� ;>��� ��N’� 0��������� �����V� /��� )� 
��F�& /��J� !>���" ��!� 0> 34������� ������� ‘34��V�' �&£ ����� 36!�� !>��@ ���� �। 
;# ���  
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�#`�!� ��F�&� /�?��� ����� ����3 ���  !>���" � ����� 0> ������� ‘34�V ����’ 
#��!� ���� @ )�� ���4 �>। ���4, ������ ;#��� ?�3�� ��F�&� /�?��� ����� ���� ���� 
)�@��� �� r���!� 0> )��� ��!��@  ����� ���� �। @M� ��� #�� ;>��� ��N’� �8�> � ���> 
?��। 

��"�8� ;# ��F�&� /�?��� ����� ������ ����� ����3 ������" � ����� 0> ������� 
����F��� ��F��� @ �!�� ����� #34 ?����� ���� �। �������� ������� 34-������� &��� 
������F� !>�� ���� �।  

���F���� 0> ��F�&� �%�[�� )�g�� ;�� ��F�&, )�> )����ux @ ;> �?�g��� ��F�&� 
#3�4� ���" )�� )?�M> �>। ��#�-M%�p )�@��� )���� #34, ��h )?��M� )���� ��4%। )�> 
)?��M� /������ ���� )��� ��� vm !�#�� ‘)�i��� 34�V�’। 

‘)�i��� 34�V�’ ��[� c���� @ �!��� A`� ���#� #% 
�������� ���J�1�� ��# ���� 
>!� ���> &��। )�!> >!��� ������ ����� &�� �। ��h )���� ������M )����� �?�� ��� W vm 
!�#�� ‘)�i��� 34�V���’ )����ux @ ;>�?�g��� ��F�&�� /����� �� ����� #�� ;>��� ��N 
0> ��F�&�� 0�M� �!�� ���4� ������" 0�� 34��V� ����> ��Z��E�� ������"।  

0�! #�� ;>��� ��N� ���� 34��V� � � ‘?���� ���� ��� ����’ �� ��>���"।  

����� ����� ����� ����� ‘‘‘‘�[��������[��������[��������[�������’’’’    

#�� ;>��� ��N )���� ��#���� )����� @ ���F���x��� ��� �%�[��� )����&��� )!� 
����` ���� #% �#� )���>���" )�, ����F ���F���x��� ����� ;��� ��#���� )���� 
^���� ��8����8 ����� )��� 0� 0� ��#���� /�a��� �6�] ����� )���� #�!�`��� 
��Z�>���"��। ��� A!� !>�� )���� �^� ������"। 0�� ��N!�� �����V )����u�z��� ��� 
&��� ����� )��� ‘�[�������’ ;� ������"। 

��h ;�� ��% !>� )�, ;����� )��� ��6� ���F���x��� ����F�> !� �>। '(K-  ��� 
�����V W ���F���x��� ����� �%�[� ��� !>���"� ���। >!� ��S����� ���� #% �� )��� 
��������� ���F#� )?��M � � �����4 ��F�& /�J��� �%�[� ��� !>���"� ��> >��Y�� 
��#F�� )�6�� #�� ;>��� ��N ���� ������ )���� ������ ��� ����� ����� )� ��F�&�� 
/��J� !>�� )� �>। ;>��� ���� ��!���� ��N ??  

#���� ���H�� 0� �@ ������"�� )�, ����F� ����#%������@ W ������ ��� #����� 
/����4� �����"�। ���#> ��% EM� ����� )3�� ����� !� )�, ����F� ����#%����34 0�� 
>��Y�� ��#F� @ #�� ;>��� ��N ���� ���F���x��� ��� �%�[�� #�P� ����> A!��� !�%� 
������"। 

��� ����� �@�� ��� )�, ����S��� #�P� �� !>�� �6�M��� )� ����V /����� ('(.K 
��� ����V) )�� ����� !>���"� ��!��� ����� ���F���x��� ���� ��� �%�[� �&��� �"� 
��!� !>��@ )��� ��� )� W ���F���x��� ��� �%�[� /����� ������ ��3 �� 0�M��?��� '(Ks 
� ��F: )�� ��� ������"। �� )�!> >!��� /���#� �� )���� �[�������� ��^ !���� ����� 
�� ��� �>।  

��� >!� /
����F )�, '(K. �� 0���� )�X�� ��V��  0�� '(Ks �� ���F ����S��� 
��F�&� ������ ���3� )��&�� ���#� @ ��$§x ��V�?� 3Z�� �� !>�� )���� ���?` ��V�� 
��� ��� �����F !>���"। ��h W �� EM�� #% ���� ��!���? 
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����> #�� )�, '(K. �� @�����M�� ������F )3���� )��!�t� &R ��#� ��#���B�� 
�����V��� �� !>�� /����4 ��� 0�� �g8�� )��!�t� ;���� ����S��� ����V�� 3���� 
���>�� )�। W )3���� )��!�t�->��Y�� ��#F� &R> '(Ks �� ����F� ������ �!��©� � ������F 
���F ����S�� ��$§x ��V�?��� ��&�%� ���; W 34������� &R> �g8�� )��!�t� ;���� ���>�� 
)&i���� )��!�t� ;���� �����V��� 3���� ����। W 34������� &R> )��!��@���F� ��V�?��� 
��&�%� ����� &�X�38 ��V�?� 3Z ���; W 34������� &R> ���F ����S��� ;@���� ��3 ��V�?�� 
�� EM��; W 34������� &R> ���F ����S��� ;> �?�� �������� ����>�� ��V�?�� �� EM��; 
W 34������� &R> ���F ����S��� ;> �?�� �������� ����>�� @ ���� ���!� ;��� !�%�� 
A��� )��; 0�� ������H ������ ��� ����� ���। >!� ��% )�, ����� ��#���� )�� 3��� 
)���? �� 3�� �^�� #% W 34������� &�R� A����� @ ����?�� *�N�� �� �����"��। )�> 
��#���� )����� )������ ��¦ ?��� �Y� ���। ��h ��V��� W�� ?�I�38�� ��� ����� 
��!���� �"� �। ��h ��V��� �� ?�I�38�� ;�� )!��� �"� )���� ������ 
� F������� ������ । 
W )3���� )��!�t�->��Y�� &R 0�� ����F� ����#%������। #�� ;>��� ��N �� A!���� W�� ��-
���F ��N!�� �!����3�� /
���� ���� ����? ��� ��#@ �� W �� ��-���F  A!���� ���  #�8� 
�"�� �? 

��!� !A�,'(K. � !>�� ����S�� ��V�?�� ��� ��� ����F��� ;�� � % >!�> ���4 ��� 
)�, ���F���x��� ��� �%�[�� *�� W �� EM� E�M �>। )�X�� ��V�?�� �����Fg�� ��� '(Kv 
��  &�X�38 ��V�?�� ����F�� � ��V�?��  3Z �%��� ;� )�� �����F ���F���x��� ������, 
���F����x )?�M�?��M� *�� ����� !� �>। W ��S �����F E�M���" ��F�� ;8��� A������ 
&R��:� *��। >!�� #% ���F���x��� ��� �%�[� ���� !>�� ���� �। ��� A������ W &R�: 
?�I�� 0�� )��� �[����� ����� ���J�� 0���� �  �"� �����4 ��F�& ����� #3�4� )?��M 
��F��&� ;>�?�� !��� ���F�?i� ^��� /�F4 ���। � ��V�?�� ;��� )�� )�> �� > ��>���"�। 
��h, ������ ��� #��� ����� #�� ;>��� ��N-> )� �  1� ������"। ���> )���� ���%����� 
�[����� ����� ����J� !�� )� �>।  

;# )� ‘�[�����’ ����� �8�> ��� ������", )�> ‘�[��������’ ��6� / F ��? ��� ��� 
����� &� )�, 3� "� �9��� ��N!�� ��#��� )�� �����F !� �> ����� A!� ‘�[�����’, ��!� 
!>�� ����� !� )��� §%��ª�� 0�� ���F3���� ����#���� ����� ;# r����� ��&�>�� 
‘�[�����’ �����। ���4 3� ��� .m �9���@ §%��ª�� 0�� ����#���� ��#��� �����F !� �>। 
��h r���� #34 §%��ª�� @ ����#���� ������� #E% ������������ ��ª�� 0����� ����� 
�Y� ��� @ E64� ���।  

#�� ;>��� ��N’� �[����� 0�� )����u�z��� ��� @ ��ª�� 0������� ��� �%��� ;� 
��"�> �!। #3�4� A�� �!�� �� ���� e�� )����� &���>�� 0�� #34�� )?��M� /�����, 
�%�$
����� �?6�� )�i��� /����� !>�� ���� ����� #�� ;>��� ��N’� �[����� 0�� 
)����u�z��� ��� ����J� !>���"। 0> ‘�[�������’ !>� ����H� ����� ‘�[�������’ 

������ ��$� )#��� ^��� ��� ����� ��� #34�� ��S /����� !>�� ���� ����� 3���� 
�M����  �����> A!��� ‘�[�����’ ����� ����� /�?�!� ��� ��� �। ‘�[�����’ ������� ;�� 
�?��> !>� )���� #3�4� �� F। �� )�� )���� #34 ��#��� 
��� >��� @ ��#��� 
)?��M )�� ����� 3Z ��� ��> )� )���� ����� ���%����� ‘�[�������’ ��? ���।  
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;����� )��� 01� �[����� ����� 3Z�� #% ;# #�� ;>��� ��N’� )����u�z��� ��� 
� � 0������� /��� ����� ���F���x��� ��� ����F� ����� #3�4� ��%^ )?��M ����� 
3Z�� �%�[� &��� ��� ����# !>�� ��8���"।  

����F �� ��V�?�� �M��� �����F �?6�� )����� /���� !�� 01� ;���� !>�� ���� )�, 
���F���x��� ��� �%�[� &��� !>�� ;��� W�� EM� E�M��।  

��h, 3� ���%�� ;���&���> >!� )��� !>���" )�, ���F���x��� ��� �%�[�� #% W�� 
EM� E�M �>। W EM�� ��� ���4 �"� 34������� ��$g��� &R�:।  

;����� )��� ���F���x��� ��� �%�[� ����F� !>�� ���?` �� @ ;���F� /����� ������!� 
�?�� ^��� ����� #% ��#���� �������� &���� ���� 0�� &����@। ���?` ���� ������� 
�����F@ !>�� ����। 

��h, >!��� )���� )�� ^�� !>��� � � �। ���4 ���?` �� ^���� #% �� ��"�> �1� � 
)�, ���F���x��� �%�[� &���  ����� ���?` ���� ������H )?��M� #% #��� r���� A��[� !>�� 
!>��। #34> �� ��&�� ����� )�� �� ?��, )�� �� �Y 0�� 0> ��&�� �����> #34 ���?` 
���� ��^ @ ����^ )?�M ����। )� �� #3�4� /�������� )?�M ��>�� ;>�?�� ���%�3��J�� 
/#F ����� )�> �� ����� 3Z �����। 0> ��� !>� �_�4F 34���V�। >!��� )���� /�] !>�� 
���� �। ��� ���?` ���� ��#���� ��^� ��������� ��% ���� #34 ���?` ���� ��#����?��� 
��&�� �����, #3�4� ��#���� ��^� !>��, #3�4� ��#���� )&�� ���8�� 0�� )��� 
‘&R��:� ��#����’ ���� 0�M� ��[ ��#���� #�� 3�8�� A�Z��। )���� �3��� #% >!� /��% 
����#।  

W ���� ����� ������F� !>��@ )���� ��#���� �[������� ?��I �। )��, )� )�� ��> 
����� 3Z �1�, A!��� )���� #3�4� �� F @ )?�M ��� >!� ����� !>��। >!�� *�� ����� 
������F� !>��@, �� �����@ �[����� !>�� )�� ��� ���। >!�� �6]�:  ;��� )����� 
��>���" �6�M�। 

��"�8�, >!�@ A���T ��� ����� )� ;# ‘�[��������’ �� ����� #�� ;>��� ��N )� 
)����u�z��� ��� ���F ������" A!�� ��� � � !>� 0�����। �!# � �� A!� !>� 0��� 
���।  

���F���x��� � �� )� ��� &��� !>�� A!�� ���F�?i� ^���  ����� #3�4� )?��M ��F��&� 
;>�?�� !���। >!� !>� 34�V। �!# � �� >!� !>� ���� ���।  

0> r> ��� �%�[�� �?�� )���M )���� ��^ ?��- 0����� � 34�V? 0��� ���, � 
���� ���?  >!� #3�� ��&�� ����� !>��। 
 

;>���� ;>���� ;>���� ;>���� ‘‘‘‘A`���A`���A`���A`���’ ’ ’ ’ )&!���)&!���)&!���)&!���    
    

#�� ;>��� ��N ����� ;��� )���� ����� ‘A`�’ ��� !>���" ����� )��u@, ������ 
���� ������� @ �$6���� !>�� /!�! �&�� ��� !>���"। 


���������� �� !>�� )��� ���j� /c3�� !>���" 0�� ��������� ���%� @ A9��� �6�� 
��>���"। 3� 'q �9���> >!� E�M���"। >!� ����H )�� ������� �6��� �!। ��� 0> ��I >!�@  
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5�4 ���� ����� )�, 3� 'q �9��� )��� ���j� )� /c3�� �b� �"� ��!� !� �>। ;#@ 
>��� ��j @ �V ��F�4 ��j 3�8�� A�Z �>। )���� ��� �_� 0�@ ;�� �6�H !��। ;#@ )�� 
/c�� �6�H ��� )��> ��!���"। 

>!� "�8�, ��� ���� )���� ��������� ���%� ���� ����S��� �� )���� A`��� ������ ��� 
&�� �। ���F @ ��a� ����S��- )���� 0> A?� /��� 0�� ��a� ����S���  ���?` /���@ 
0�> ��F��� A`����F &�����" ��� ��!� 0��M ��� ��&��F ��H�। 

0> ��� ���� ��&�� ����� )�� ��� )� ���@ ���F ����S� ���&�� )��� Q������ ���� ;!�4 
��� � ��� A!�� /������ ���F ����S��� A`��� #% �%��� � !>�� A!�� ���!?�3 �%� ��� !� 
;��#�, ��A�, ���3�, 3�2��� ���� ���]��� �8 ����� 
�� F। ���F ����S��� A`� ����j� 
�&� @ ���&���� ����� 0��� 34��F��&� ������� !��� � ���� A!� ���� !>���"  ����� 
��@���������- �8 ����3�J�� )��M��� 0��M &�R� !���। �r���,���F ����S��� ��j, �%���, 
�%��� �?6��� A�� /��� /����� ;��#�, ��A�, ���3�, 3�2��� ���� ���]��� �8 ����� !��� 
������ )�@�� !���"। 0 ���� *�� ���F ����S��� A`� ��# /���!���। / F���� )^�� ���F @ 
��a� ����S��� �?�� Q�H�% ����# ������"। 

��a� ����S��� ���g�� /�� ����H�� ����� )����&S� @ ��2� �_��F@ 0�> � � ���M। 

�¥��� ;>��� ����� ‘A`���’ ��� ;��#�, ��A�, ���3�, 3�2��� ���� ���]��� �8 
������ 
� F�^�� )� ��� /���4 ������", ��!�� *�� )��� 0� Q�H�%���� @ /�� / F��� 
3�8�� A�Z���"। >!�� �����4 !>�� ����o�। 

������� )���� A`��� ��� ���� !>� #3�4� #�� ����4� A`�। 0��� ���� ��&�� 
�����@ )��� ��� )�, ;��#�, ��A�, ���3�, 3�2��� ���� ����% �����M ��� ������ 
D�����3�� )��H4 ����� �9��� )���M )���M M��� ���*� ������"। >!���� ���*�� !�� !>� 
����� Lmm-.mm ?�3, �� �?% r���� )�� )���> �>, )�� )�� )��_��- )�� 3�2��� 
>����# 3� s/K �9��� )���M )���M M���� ����� !>���"। /������ ��S ��-������ ��N!���� 
D�� &���  ���, )�> D����� )D4�  ��� A����।  

���]��� �6!9 �%����� ��#���� ������# ���� �#������ ��� R��3� ��8�>���"। 0> 
*M����# ���� >!��� )���M )���M M��� ��? ���। /������ ��%�%�!��F �#������ ��� ;���&�|� 
!@��� *�� #3�4� E�� E�� !�!���� ��8�� �3���"।  

?��� �%�[�� )^�� 34������� ;>��� ����� ���F ����S��� �8 �8 )#�������� #��� ����� 
'mm ��E� !>�� �6�� ����� .qK ��E�� �[� ������"। /������, �6H���� �?�� ����� q- # 
!>� ?���!� @ 3���। ��a� ����S�� �8 �8 ?�
������ #��� ����� 'Kmm ��E�� �[� ��� 
!>���"। �^�:��,  )���� ����� ��� vm # ?���!� @ 3���। ���� ����S�� �6H���� A�� 
��#� @ M%�p ��g4 �6�� ��� !>���"।  

?��� �%�[�� )^�� 34������� ������� 0>�� ��� @ ���#� *�� ;����� )���� �6H�34, 
��!��� #���%�� ��� vm ?�3, ��N!��� /?��, A���� @ /��^�� /2���� u����� ;�"।  

>!�> !>� ;>���� ‘A`���’ ;�� )&!���। c���� @���F�� )��c�� !>���" rF���� 0� ;¬8�। 
@���F� )��c���� M��� ;�� ��,0� svm ���� /����� ��� ;������� )�@�� 3� ��R� !>��। 
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����F���� 0> M��� U��� !>���" c��� c���। >!��� c���� ��S� E��M� A`� ��M��� !�, ��� 
)&�� /�� )��� ‘A`��’ !� ���g�� rF�������4 )�����। 0> rF�������4 )���g��> !>���" 
c��� c��� ;>��� ������� �� F�। ��6���^, @���F� )��c���� M��� "8�>�� rF���� ���%�� 
����� c��� c��� ��!�� �� F� 0��� M�AM �6�] ������"। )�� ;# rF����� ?���� �3���"। 

�¥��� ;>��� ������� ‘A`���’ ���i��� ���� ����S�� ;# ;��#�, ��A�, ���3� ���� 
g�M���� ��� �������� )��H�4� ����#% 3�8�� A�Z���"। �8 �8 ?�
����� /���� �6H���� )��H4 
������", �%���� ���*����� �%�������� /��� ��6F� ����� !>���" 0�� c��� c��� rF�������4 
M�AM��� ��#� &�����"। �^�:�� D���, �6H� @ #34 �� ��� ��� /?��� @ A�����।  

������ ����#%����� )��H4    

0�! ;>��� ����� Q������ ��� ���@ ;��� 3�F ���। ����S��� Q������ ����� 3� 
��-&�� �9���� �?�� �����M �����F E�M���"। >!��  ��� ���4 !>� r���� ��#���� 
/�[�� �����F 0�� )���� /?%:�� ����F� ����#%������� ��1�� #3�4� ���^�?। r���� 
��#����� ����F� ����#%������ )�?��� ��� ��>���" 0�� ?����� /f ��!��% @ /%�% /�?k��� 
����S��� #34 )�?��� ����F� ����#%������� ��1�� ��^�T !>���", ��!��� ����S��� )�� 
������� ��^> ;� ����F� �� ��F�?��� ����F���� ��I �!����3�� ��� �b� �!। ����S��� 
Q������ ���� �����Fg��� ��� ���4 !>� ���g�� EM� ���!। ��!�� �?�� ;>��� �������  
)������ 34%। 

#�� ;>��� ��N ;# ��� ���% ���%> Q������ ���� �����F ���� ���, ��!� !>�� ��� 
)� ‘���M�’ @ ‘)��x�’ ����� ������" �?  ����F� ����#%������� ��!� /��J� /%�% /�� 
���^�� ������ &��$g��@ ��� ��& ������" � )�? 

����F���� ��!� ������ &��$���! /�J��� >��!�� ��N!��� /�3� ;�", ��N!��� #�� )�, 
����S��� )� &��# A���[ ��F��F� ��� ��� ;������ �3�� ����F���� ������ @ / F ��!��% 
�?^� ������", ��N!���� �?�� ����: )���%^ #�� ;>��� ��N �"�� /%�� ��� �%�$। 
'(K'-K. ��� ���% )3���� ;��, >��Y�� ��#F�, #�� ;>��� ��N ������ ��� ��� ����F� ��\��� 
�3�� W�� &��$ �&�� #% )�-����� ������"। W �� &��$� ;�� ��&��� ��N!���।  

)��� &��$ �&��� #�� ;>��� ��N /%�� ��� ?����� ��� ������"��, )�> �� &��$ ��� 
)
���  ����� ����, )� ;�� ��� �6 �।  

;>��� ������� ;��� ;����� )���� / F����� ����F� ��N�#� )��H4@ ��Y���� ��� �>। 
��� ����F� ��N�#� /����� R��3� ���8�� &�����" 0�� ��F��� ����F� ®�4� ����� 'mmm )���M 
M���� ¯��F A�Z���"। r’0� �9���� ���%> >!�� ��� �!���� �9�� �9�� ��� Km )���M M���� 
Q������ ���� ��& ����� !>��। )��M�> )� ����F� ®�4� ��M ��N�� ��8�� �3���"। 

)���� /?%:�� ��EF�� !>�� )� �6�M� ��N�# �����#� �"� ��!� 0�@ ��!���"। /%�% 
���#%���� ��N�#@ �� ����� /����� ������"। >!���@ )���� �_� )��H4 ����� ����"। 
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��$§�x� ��1�� 34���������� ;R�4 ��$§�x� ��1�� 34���������� ;R�4 ��$§�x� ��1�� 34���������� ;R�4 ��$§�x� ��1�� 34���������� ;R�4     
���F ����S��� 34���� ����: �6�]� #% )����ux ���� ��?� ��3 ����� �� F� #�� 

;>��� ��N ��N!�� �$6��� ������" )�, '(Ks ��� ‘��$§x’ )�� ‘)����� )��Y��’ ?��I�� 
�3���"�, ‘��t��� ������� ����’ /�[�@ ��!� !>��। 

#�� ;>��� ��N 0> �$�% ���� ��% EM��� ���6� ������" ���। >!� /
����F )�, 0��M 
��F��� ��$§�x� ���?` /I ��g��� )�6��� �?�� ��°� ������@ )��� �����"�। ‘��$§�x’ 
?�I@ ������"�। ��h ‘��$§�x�’ ��#��� �� !>�� �1 ����� ���F��� �� EM� )3�� ������ ��� 
W ���?��� � � A�\� ��� ���%� ���6�� ���। 

'(Ks ��� ��F�&� ���F ����S�� ^����� ������ ��3 �� �� )��&��?��� ����#� !� 
0�� ���F ����S��� ���8 ��N&����M /������ 0�����% ‘��$§x’ @ A!�� L'-�*� ��F��&� �� F 
����� ������ ���?�� ‘��$§�x�’ !��� ������ )��, ��> )�X�� ���� �!�� ��H� r�a:�� 
A��� !�। r���� ���� >!� �] !>�� �3���"� )�, ���F ����S�� ������ ��3 ���� )�� ����> 
�>। /������ ���F ����S��� #���%�� ���%�3��J )��� ��� ���। 0> /�[�� )�X�� ��3 
��V�?�� ���%�3 @ >!�� ��3FZ> �"� 0���� 34���V� ����। ����� /:�� )�X�� ��V�?�� ���F 
����S��� ���?�1�� ���F ����S��� )� �� ��3 )�� /���J� �"��, ��N!���� ���%�3 /���!��F 
�"�। ���F ����S� !>�� )�> ����@ A�Z���"�। 

��h )�X�� �����3F ����H ����� ����: 3?F� )#���� )3��� )��!�t� @ ��N!�� 
��I��I�� 34���V� ������� �� #���� )�� )����±� ��� �>। 34�� F !� ������ ��3 ��> 
)��X ^����� ��!�� )3�। ���F ����S��� ��3 )����@ A!� !>�� ���%�3 ����� �। 34��V� 
0> &�� )���� @ ���F ����S��� ��3 )����� )� )� ������ ^���� 3�� ;N�8�>��  ���� 
��F� /�?��H�� ‘���$�I�’ ����� #��!� ���� #% �8 �8 ����� ������g�� ���
�� &�9��� 
����� ���3� )�, )��!�� ���F ����S��� ��F�&  0�M� ‘������� ��F�&’ ���, )�> )!�� >!�� *�� 
)�X�� ��V�?�� ������� )�� ����# �>। ����F� ����#%������ @ >!�� �� F� ;3�>�� 
;�����"�। ����S�� ����: ����F� ������ ��� �!��© @ ��M���� ����� ���#F ���� 0�� 
;����� )���� ;?%:��4 �%����� �� 3��>�� �����% )E�H4� ��� )�, ‘���F ����S��� ��F�&�� 
*�� )�X�� ��V�?�� ������� ����# �>’। 

0> �� EM� !>�� ��¤� ��� )�, ����F� ����#%��� 0�� ��!���� �!���3� )���� �6!9 ��� 
&�R� 
�� F, ������F @ �� F� #3�4� ��� A��^� ����� )��X ������ ��3 ��V�?��� �!�� ���� 
!>���"�। ��h >!���@ ���%�� ����� !>� �। )�� ���F ����S�� >�����% ‘��$§x’ ��V�?� 
����� !>���"�। 0> ��V�?� L' �*� ��F��&� ����4 @������ �"��। ‘��$§�x� ���F��&� ;> 
���H� ���%��� /������%� 0� ����% ���6�� ���*� ���-����F ������ &��$ (�� 0°� &��$ 
/�J��� ;���&� &�����"�) /�J��� ��1�� ������@ #��>���"��। ���#> ���F ����S�� 
��$§x ��V�?��� ��&�%� ��� ������-)��� ������ 
� F������� ��^ #1�� ����# !>�� 
��8���"�।  

�1 !>� ��F�� ;8��� H8�V। ����F� ����#%������� /%�� ��� ������ ‘�A>�F� M�>��’- 
0� ���&�[  ?�8��M�� ��������� ����!� 0� ;#g�� ��� ������ ���� )�, ‘���F ����S� 
��$§x 
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��V�?�� ���%�V� #�� *#��� !� ��N!�� (����!��) ��!� 0� ��^�9���� ������" )�, 
��� ���F ����S���@ ��a� ��I� 0�����4 ���� ���।’ 

����#%����� ?�8��M�� ���!��� �������� W �� %� ����� �|� ����� )�X�� ����&R 
��$§x ��V�?��� ‘3�B����’ ��V�?� ����� A!�� ��1�� ���� )���%��� 0� ����M �&�� /�?�� 
�1 ����। >!�� ��I ��I> ��E�M� !>� ;��#� ���� ��I��� @ /��I��� D������ �?�� �$^��  
��I�। W ��I�� ��!� #�8� �����M ������ >!� ����4� !>���"� )�, ;��#� ����� ����# 
A���[ ��F&��� �������j�?��� W ��I� ����>���"�। ���&�� ���F��> W ��I� ��E�M� !>���"�। 

W ��I�� /�%��!� ���> ‘;> @ �6²���’ /#�!��� 34��F��&� ��$§x ��V�?��� )��X� 
���F�� ��&�%� ��� !�। ���F ����S�� #��� !� (L(�) ����� �V�� 0�� ���F ����S� ����� 
0��� /����� )�@�� !� >��Y�� ��#F�� !���। )3���� )��!�t� �� ����S��� 3?F� )#����, 
#�� ;>��� ��N �� ����S� )�����!�� /����� 0�� ����F���� ��� ��C�, �g8�� )��!�t� 
;�� �� ����S��� ����V�। 0>�� ‘A³� ��´�’ �������� �M?�������> 34���������� 
;R��4 ��$§x ��V�?���@ ?�I� !�। >!�> ‘��$§x’ ?�I�� � � ��F। A�\����3% )�, ��$§x 
��V�?�� ��&�%��� ������ ���> � � ���-����F ������ &��$ 
�^��� !�। 

    
���?��� H8��V� #�����?��� H8��V� #�����?��� H8��V� #�����?��� H8��V� #��    

‘��$§x’ ��V�?�� /�����4@ )�X�� ������3F� ���%�� ����� !>� �। ��V�?� 3���� � 
 �����@ ���F ����S��� #3�4� /M�M �� F ��!�� )3��� ‘��$§�x�’ ��"�। 0��� ������ 
��?�3 )�X�� ������3F� !���  �����@ #3�4� �?�� ��!���� )�� �� F> �"� �। >!�> �"� 
)�X�� ������3F� ��H� ���%�। )��, ���&� !>�� �!� ��>� ���� /��[� ���8 ��N& )���M 
)����� ���?��� ���F ����S��� 0°�?��� ��� ��� ��� �। ��> ‘��$§�x�’ ���?` /I���� 
)����� ��V��� 3�� ���� ���T ����� ��N!���� !�� ���� #% 0� 3?�� H8�V �1 !>�। 

A������ H8��V� A����3� )^�@ �� ����# ������"�। ���F ����S� �� �%��� �V���� 
��#� ����J�। !�#�� !�#�� 34���V� ��F� @ )�� �� ����1�, �?������ ���� /����� !>�� 
#34 ����। ��#���� ��g�� 
���?��� ��# ����� �������"� �। 0> O��1��� ����[���� 
)3���� )��!t�->��Y�� &�R� ���34 )��� @ ������ ��$§x )����� r���� �F� ���� ;���� 
;����?��� ��N!������ ��V� c!�4� #% ;�V4 #��>�� ���3�। )� )����� 0��� ‘3�B��’ ����� 
/�?�!� ��� !>���"�, )�> )����� ��M ������3F� )3�� ��� ;��3�� ����� ���3�। 

‘��$§�x�’ /�� )�� ��> W *�N�� �� �����"�। ��V��� 3��� #% ��!��� /��� )3���� 
)��!�t�->��Y�� &�R� ���  ;���� ������"��। ��N!���� W r�F���, W �����3�!F� ��# 
!�#����� �Y��। ��h >!� ��S� ��% )�, ����F� ����#%������� ������F @ ��!���% 0�� )���� 
������ 
� F������� 
�� F )3���� )��!�t�->��Y�� &R ��� ����$��� 34��F��&� ��$§x 
��V�?��� ��&�%� ����� )� ?�I�� ���� �1 ������"� 0�� ‘��$§�x�’ W�% &����� ����� 
)�@��� #% W 34������� &R H8��V� )� #�� ��S�� ������"� 0�� ‘��$§�x�’ /�� )�� A!�� 
������ ���4� !>���"�। ‘��$§x’ ?�I�� ��� ����� �"� ����F� ����#%����� /�3� 0�� 
)���� ������ 
� F������� ������ W 34������� &�R�। #�� ;>��� ��N ;# /
���� ����� 
������ � )�, ���@  W &�R� /%�� ��%��41�� ��# ������"��। ��$§x  ?�I�� ���# 
��!�� !�� @ ������। 
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34�V> /c3��� � 34�V> /c3��� � 34�V> /c3��� � 34�V> /c3��� �     
    

'(Ks �� 34��������� &R�: ����� )�?��� ��$§�x ?�I ���>���"�, ��!�� �����6�� 
��!��� E�M�� � ����, )�> #%> ;# ��t��� ����������� �^ !>�� ��4F 34�V 0�� #3�4� 
)?�M�������� �?���� ���F���x��� ����� ���� Aµ���� !>���"। ‘��$§x’ ?�I�� )� ��S� 
���4����!� � � A��� ��� !>���", ��!��� ��¤� ��� )�, �� ��� 34���������� &R��:� 
��#���� ���� )��� ��[ 34���V� ��#���� ���� &��� ��� ��>�, ��!� !>�� ��$§�x W ?�I 
;��� �। ��$§x )����� �?�� ������ !>��@ ��V� ���?� #% ��N!���� A������ 34������� 
&�R� ��4��` � !>�� #3�4� r���� A��[� !>�� 34���V� ������ ��!�� )&]� ����� !>�। 
��h, )3���� )��!�t�- >��Y�� &R �� W 34���V� ������> !�%� ������"�। )3���� )��!�t�- 
>��Y�� ��#F� ��!� �1 ����� �3���"�, #�� ;>��� ��N ��!�� �������� EM�>���" '(Kv ��� 
/����� ���� ������ ��� #���� ���%��। 

)�> /�[� !>�� ;# 34�V�� ������J� ���� #% ��t��� ��������� ��F�&� ��c��� 
������"। ��� ������� ���� 0> ��&]� �*� !�, ��� #3�4� )?�M�������� �?���� ���F���x��� 
�%�[� ������J� !�, ��!� !>�� �� ��t��� ������� ���� /I��g�� ��#��� �?�� ��#���� 
�����Y�� �����@, )�> /�[�� )� �����> 3�Z� !A�, ��!��� #3�4� )?��M ��F��&� !>�� 
!>��। >!�� *�� )���� )�� /�I� !@�� ����  ���� )��� ��[ 34���V� ���� 3�8�� A�Z��। 
�¥��� ;���� ���F���x��� 34���V� ����� ��� � �> !>� ���?` ��F��&� ��� ���?` ��#���� 
���� �?�� �����Y�� 0�� #3�4� )?��M )� )�� ���� ����� 3�Z� !@��। ���#> ���F���x��� 
�����  /��� ���?` ��#���� ��@  �����, W ��g��� �?�� ��#���� �����Y��@  �����। 

��t��� ��������� W°� ��� �%�[� ����� ����� #3�4� !��� ����� 3Z�� ����� ���� 
&��। 0°� 34���V� �������> )���� ���%����� /c3�� !>�� ����। >!��� ;��� '(Ks ��� 
�� )���� ������ !>��- 0°� )�� � �> ;���� ���� �। �� ;���� ��� @ ��F��&�� �?���� 
��[ ��#���� �����Y��- �� ?���Y ��&�� !>�� #3�4� ��A� ������। 

 
�%�$� �¶ �! �%�$� �¶ �! �%�$� �¶ �! �%�$� �¶ �! --------    �¶ ;���F��¶ ;���F��¶ ;���F��¶ ;���F�    

 

��t��� ����������� #���^ )!� ����� ����` ���� #% #�� ;>��� ��N ;�@ ������" 
)�, '(Ks ��� ‘��$§�x�’ )�6� �"� ���� ‘*#��� !� @ )��!��@���F�� %�� �%�$��_` @ 
�k��� )����� !���’ ;# >!���� ����� ‘��t��� �����������’ ��F�� )���� ‘ ���’ ���। 

#�� ;>��� ��N� � �� )�� �Z�> �>। )�� )�� [�� ��� ��$§��� �� )����� ����� 
3��� �����", ;��� �����3 ���¤��  ��N!���� ����� ������"। >!�� �� &�� ������ ���। 

��!� !A�. ���� )��� ����� @ )��!���@���F�� ����� ��#���� ��&^4�� �?6�� ��� ���� 
;�#��� ‘��t��� �����������’ )�6� r�F� � ��� )� �¶ 0��� ��� �। #�� ;>��� ��N� 
#�� ������ )�, ���� )��� ����� @ )��!���@���F�  ���� #�� 34��V� )� ;�F��� #% ��# 
����� �3���", )�> 34�V ���J�� #%> ;# ��t��� ����������� )�6� 0�����3 0�������  
��1�� 
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��N8�>���"। 0��� �¶ �%�$� �! 0��� �¶ !>� ;��F @ ��F��&��, #3�4� ��M@ �%�$� 
&�>�� ;��F @ ��F��&�� �¶> �8 �¶। ��>, )��� ��>���" )�, ���� *#��� !�, )��!��@���F� 
������ )�6�� ���&���� ‘��$§���’ ;!��� #34 )�°� ��8� �����"��, ;#@ ‘��t��� 
������� ����’ ;!��� #34 ��8� �����"। 

��t��� ������� ���� ���^ 0> 34#�3�4 )����� #�� ;>��� ��N 0������ )�-����� !>�� 
��8���"। /% )�� �  � ��>�� ��� 0� ‘��t��� ���������’ #�� !>�� ;��� ������ ��� 
#���� ���� ��F: ���F ������"।  

��h )���� #34 #�� )�, ��Z�� ��c�� @ ;o�%��3� ��% ����> 34��V� ��c�� #�� 
!>��। )�� ���� #34�� 34��V� ��c�� !>�� ��&�%� ����� ������ �। 
 

��t��� ������� ���� ������t��� ������� ���� ������t��� ������� ���� ������t��� ������� ���� ����    
 

#�� ;>��� ��N� 0������� /��� 34�V�� !�%� ��� !>���", )?�M������ @ �%�$
����� 
���8�� )@�� !>���"। #�������!� 
������ ������ !>���" 0�� )������� ��F�34 ����3��� 
��&���"। 0> 0������� /��� ���� )��� )3�M� ���� ��� ������ @ /%�% ������ 

� F������� )��H�4� ��#� 3�8�� A�Z���"। 0> 0������� /��� ����F� @  /%�% ����#%���� 
��N�#  )���� �-�_� ��M ����� ��� ��>���" 0�� ;����� )�� 0�@ ���M� @ )��x�� /:?�F$ 
��!���"। 

0> 0������� /��� ������ !>���" ��� )��� @ ������ )��H����। #3�4� ?��3% #��M���" 
��� #����, ���8, /M @ A����। 
��� )���� �3��� !>��@ )���� #34 #�� ;>��� ��N� 
���� �� /����� !���>���"। 

0> /�!% /�[�� �������� #% ��F�&� ‘��t��� ���������’ 0������� /��� @ 34�V 
���J�� ���� ���Y ��· Aµ���� ������"। ‘��t��� ���������’ ;�@ ���� ������" )�, (') 
#3�4� )?�M������ @ ��%^ ��F�&�� �?���� ���F���x��� ��� ����F� )!��; (L) #3�4� ��4F 
�%�$
����� 
��6� )!��; (.) ��� ��#�Y���� ���$ )�@�� )!��; (s) ��S ������ ;> ��& 
��� )!��; (K) ��#�-M%�p ��� )!�� 0�� (-) rF��� A��� ��� )!�� >�%���। ‘��t��� ������� 
����’ �^ !>�� )�����4% ��¸ *����� �#`�� ;# )����ux ���� �� F� �!���� #3�4� ���� 
A��[� !>���"।  

‘��t��� �����������’ ��� � �> !>� )�, )���� �3��� #% ;# ��F� � ����# !>� 
#������# 0������� /��� ��� 0�� ��4F 34�V ���J� ����� #3�4� C� /�����g�� �*��>�� 
)�@�� 0�� #3�4� !��� )���� ����� 3Z�� ����� )�@��। ‘��t��� ���������’ #3�4� 0> 
)�i��� /������� ����> Aµ�� ������"। 

 
��> )���� #3�4� ��M ;����� ;���- 

• 0����� /����� #% 
• 34�V ���J�� #%  
• ;����� /�����g�� �*���� ��>��� #% 
• ;����� r�F�� ��E� ������ #% ��� �#`�!�� #���$ �1। 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

/��&���� #���� ��F�&������ ���%��� 
��� )�� ���#��� �!�� 

����$ ����������� 
�&���� 

�?|�, '(-s 

 

/��&���� #���� ��F�&������ ���%��� ��� ������� ��t��� ������� ���� /%�� )�� 
)�� ���#��� �!�� ���- 

   

��F�&������ ���F��&� ���%��� ����: ���� #% ��F�� ����� @ ������ ��I��I�� 
������� ���� ��1�� �_�4F �� %� �&�� /�?�� &���>���"। #���� ���H�� ���� � � ������ 
����� ����: 36!�� !@�� ��¹@ �� 0 ���� �� >A�� ��A�z� @ ����M�� ���% ������ 
����? )���>���"। ��F�&������ ���%��� �19���!� ���� #% #�� ;>��� �� @  ��N!�� 
)��H����������� �&�� ������" )�, ������� �� #���? ����� )�i��� 34�V� � � @ @�F��� 
��F��&� ����� �����। ���F��&� ���%��� ���% �� ����# ����� ���� �� ����� ���% �� 
��F�& /�J� �����। / & ������ ��\�� ��� ��� 0��S /��� �&��4�� ��%�� /
���� ����� 
��N!�� ��F��&� @ ��� �%��%� ������"। 0����¹@ ����� ��^� )3�������� �� %� �&��4� 
/�%�!� ��!���"। ��> ����� ��^� �� %� @ �?��!� �&��4�� #���� ;��� ���]?��� )E�H4� 
������" )�� 
 
 '।  ��F�� ;> /����� >A�� ��A�z� �� ����M�� )�� ���� ���� &���� 
  ���� �। 
 

L। ������ ��\�� @ ��t��� ������� �� )�i��� 34�V � � ����� ����� �। ���4 
>!� )�� �� ���� �। >A�� )��uF ��� >!� ���� ��� ���F !>��> �!�� 
��!���"। )�!> 0> � � ������� � � �H@ �&:�> ��� �>। 

 
.। ���F��&� ���%�� )����ux, #���� @ ������� ���H� ��F�&�� �� >A�� 

��A�z� @ ����M ���% �!���� ��4F ��N& �"� �!��  �����। 
 
s। ��F�&������ ��F�� ���%��� [�� )�i��� 34���V� ���J�g���� �� ����� 

)�� ��F�& /�J� ��� !>�� �। ��F�&������ ���%�����> )�i��� 34��V� 
����% ���4� ��� !>��।  

 
K। @���F� ��F��&� ����� ��� !>�� �। >A�� ��A�z� @ ����Mg���� 

�����j��?��� @�F��� ��F��&� ���F��� ���� ?�� )�@�� !>��।  
 

 

)�i��� 34��V� ���%��� A�� !>�� /�!��� @ /������ ������ ��V ��%�!�� ��� 
!>��। )�i��� 34�V� ���J� ��� ���� ������ ��V4-��$ !>�� 
�������� ���J� �!���� 
/��� ������� ��# �����। ��!�� ��4F ;o��F��� @ �t��� /������ !>��। 
 
 
 

M�I�>� �!���� ��t��� ��������� ��6F� ������ @ �&���� ���3 )��, M�I�>�। 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

��� *����� �#`�!�� )?�M���� #% �6H�-#��� 
��� �@��� ?����� ;��� 

���F ����S� �6H� 
������  �&�� �� 

�?|�, '(-s 

 

�6H��6H��6H��6H�----#��� ��� ���F ����S� �6H� ������ �?���� #��� ��� ���F ����S� �6H� ������ �?���� #��� ��� ���F ����S� �6H� ������ �?���� #��� ��� ���F ����S� �6H� ������ �?����     
    

    �@��� ;�r� !���� �� ?����� ;!���@��� ;�r� !���� �� ?����� ;!���@��� ;�r� !���� �� ?����� ;!���@��� ;�r� !���� �� ?����� ;!��    
 

?�>��, 

��F�&�� � � ��F )�H !>�� �3���"। ;���� ��F�&� ��[�� �?% � � >A�� ��A�z��� 
�?� ��F�& �����> ;����� ������ )?��M� /����� ������� ������"। 0� ;��� ��F�&�� 
����� /�%��� ����S��� ��F�� ^����_` )����ux ��F�&�� ����� ;3��� '(-K ���  L�� 
#������ ���F% !>���"। 0���� ;����� ���F��&� �?%��� )?��M> )����ux ��F��&� !>��। 0> 
)����ux !>�� 0� 0� �%�$ ��!�� !���  ����� ����S��� ������ �V ���&���� ��F�� 
^���। ��!��> A�� �?F� ����� 0����� ���, ���: @ ��6��। ;����� ?�3% ��F���4�  
�����i��@ ���> Aº�� �����। 0> )����ux ���� #% �����Y�� ������" #�� ;>��� 
�� @ ��� *����� �#`�!। 0�# /34���V� 0������� @ )��H4-A9��8�� A�I ���?� 
;���# 34�V @ �������� )?��M ��F��&� ���F���x��� ������ ��O���। ��4F 34�V �%�[�� 
;����� )?�M�������! ��S )�i��� /�������> 
��6��  �����। ;����� ���� ;����� � ��@ 
��3� @ �!# �����। ;���� ��������F> /�?� ������" ;>��� ������� ����� 
��> 0> 
������� ������� g���� ���� ����\�� �������Y c��� ���! �6H�4/�6H�4�� #�� ���� !>���"।  
0> ���� ;�@ �� ��F��:� EM�> � ��!���"। 

���#> ;����� �# �# 
� F �^�� ����#�> ;����3�� 0� 0� ��&� @ ��R� 
!>�� A�Z�� !>�� ��!��� ;����� ���" @������ ;�����> ��F��&� �?%�� )����ux ��� ��� 
�#`�!�� )?�M ���� ��!���� @���� ��� ���। 0����� )�� ��� �#`�!�� )����ux ��� 
��F�&�� #% ;����3�� /�� ��&]� &���>�� !>�� /������ )��> ;����� ���� ;����� 
;�Y���� )#����� ���� #% �6H� ������� ��$���� ����� >��� ��Z �6H� W�% 3�8�� 
������ !>��। 0> ��F�&� ;����� W��%� ��$�� ?� ��>��> ����R����� &R ��?��� ;�ª 
�6�] ����� 0> W��% *�M� ���>�� ����� !>���"। )���� )���� �6H� ����� ;�" )�>g���� 
��$���� ����� 0�� )���� )���� �> )�>��� �6H� ����� 3Z ����� r�F�� �6H� W�% 3�8��> 
0> ������ ������ ��%� @ ��Z� A�� ���� !>��। W�%�� ��3Z> ;����� ��$। 
;����� ����� ;�Y���� #��� @ ��$���� ����� )����� #% 0� !>��> ��� >A���, 
 ���, �!����� @ �#��� ���"� @ �?� �?6�� 3�8�� ���� 0�� W ���S ;����� ��F��&� 
�?%��@ /������ �1। "�� )�!�� #���! ��#���� ����$ ����������� ��R� �!����3��� 
0> ;�Y���� r�F�� ����� )����� #% �6H� �tF� @ ������� ��F���?��� )&]� ����� !>��। 
)����ux ��F�&�� ��F���� ������ @ ���� ���"� ����� ;����� ��F��&� �?%�� )?�M���X ��� 
��� �#`�!�� )?�M )�@��@ ;����� /��% ��4�� ��#। ;�� ��O�� ��� ��N!��� )�� @ ����#� 
���#� #% ��!���� 0> 
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g1����� ��Z�?���> ��� �����। ����$ ����������� 36!�� ��F��&��� �6H��� )�i��� ����� 

��6�� ;�" �����> �6H� ���#�� ����$ ����������� ��!� ��R�?��� �!����3�� �����> !>��। 
0>°� �� %� #�� A�Z���" )� ��� �#`�! 0> ��F�&� ��*�% ��? ����� )�i��� 34�V ��[� 
?��I�� )��� 0�� �����F�&�� �%�[� �����। 0> �� %� �&��� ��O�� ����� �। ������ ��\�� 
)E�H4� ������" )�, )�i��� 34�V ��[��� ;�@ ^��� ���� ��$���� �����। 
 

�� �� �� �� ----E��ME��ME��ME��M----��#��� W�%�� ;@��# ���� ��#��� W�%�� ;@��# ���� ��#��� W�%�� ;@��# ���� ��#��� W�%�� ;@��# ����     
    

'।  ��4F 34�V @ ���F#� ��������� ������ )?�M�! ��F���� )�i��� /����� 
����� ��। 

L। ��S ���� ���F���� ;> �����, ��S ��#�Y���� ���$, )c���� ������� 
����� @ ���#��� �_�� ��%��F4 ����� !>��।  

.। ���MF�*��M � ��! �� ��#
 ;����� ��� ����� �1।  

s। (. )���M M��� ®4 !>�� �6H��� )�!�> ���� !>��।  

K। ?�� )�x )��� ������ @ 0#���� ������ ��M�-����� ���4� ����� !>��।  

-। ���F� ��#� @ M%�p ���>�� !>�� 0�� 3� �� ����� ����� !>��, ��#�� ��� 
)@�� &���� �।  

q। A9����� *���� A�6��� A�� !���!��� ��#� �� �� ����F@ � � &��� ����� 
!>��। LK ��E� ��F: #��� ��#� ���F &���� �। 'mm ��E�� A�� ��!���@ #�� 
������ )�@�� &���� �।  

v। /j #��� ����� @ ?���!� �6H���� ���% ������ ��� #�� @ A�6� #�� ����4 
����� !>��। 

(। )��!�#����� ��� )� M%�p ;��� !>���" ��!� ���� /�&�� ��!���� ���F���� 
�%�[� !>��।  

'm। !�M-��#���� @ #��� >#��� � � ����� ����� ������ ��#� ;����� �%�[� ��� 
!A�।  

''। ���M� �» �� &�\� M���, ;��� �» �� s M��� ���F ����� �6H��� /%�% / F��� 
*���� %��%���% ��N���� )�@�� !A�।  

'L। ��^�� �%�?�� ��� !A�, ��^���� A���$ )�� )�@�� !A�।  

'.। R�3-����� ������� )������� �%� ��V4 ��� !A�।  

's। )���� ���%� ������� #%  ��j ��S���� �%�[��! ���#����� �\� A`��� 
���# ���$ ����� Q��� . M��� !>�� . M��� ;M ;� )�@�� !A�, �6�H 
���%�� ��%� ����� ����� *�� A9���� �6H��� ��!��% @ ��R�?��� A9��! 
���� !>��। 

'K।  ��% ����#�� ���%� ���% ���>�� !>��। 
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'-। ���%��E���� [��� @ /[��� �_�� ��R��� /����� ���� !>��।  

'q। ��S ���� ������ #���� �2 ����� !>��।  

'v। �\� A`��� ��� ��� ^������4 �6H��� #�� ��M� �2 ����� !>��। ��S ����� 
��!� �t�#� ���F �2�� @ �%��� ����� !>��।  

'(। ������������ �������� ����� !>��।  

Lm। ����� ��� !>�� ���M� ��j�� �^� ����� !>��। 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

���F ����S� �6H� ����� �&�� ��� !>�� ������। 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

34��V� ���� ��� *����� �#`�!�� 
��F��&� �1 

���F ����S��� ��c��� "�� 
����#� �&�� �� 

�u��|�, '(-s 

 

;>����� ����#� �����;>����� ����#� �����;>����� ����#� �����;>����� ����#� �����    
34��V� ���� ��� *����� �#`�!�� #���$ �134��V� ���� ��� *����� �#`�!�� #���$ �134��V� ���� ��� *����� �#`�!�� #���$ �134��V� ���� ��� *����� �#`�!�� #���$ �1    

��F�&���F�&���F�&���F�&�    ����#� ���% @ )������� ��� "�� ����#� ;!������#� ���% @ )������� ��� "�� ����#� ;!������#� ���% @ )������� ��� "�� ����#� ;!������#� ���% @ )������� ��� "�� ����#� ;!��    
    

)����ux ��F�& ;�`�)����ux ��F�& ;�`�)����ux ��F�& ;�`�)����ux ��F�& ;�`� 

"��-D���-�6H�-#��� ����� ��$ )� ;>�����!�� !�� 0��� ��!���" ��$���ª�, )�> 
#������!��� ����� ���� ������ �� ;�����"। ;# �� ;�����" ��3� "� �"��� /�%�&��-
��F�� ;� ��F� )��H�4� #��� �� ������। "� �"� ����F )� �u��M� ;>��� )�������� )3������ 
�6²�� ;�� ����� ��#� 0������� �&�[��� ������ H8�V ������"�, )� ;>��� )�������� 
‘31-"�3�’ ;�%� ���� ��#�� ‘‘��F�DJ’’ ������&��� @ ‘‘�!���$����’’ ����� )E�H4� ������"� 
)�> ‘‘�!���$��’’ ;>����� ����� ;# ?��� ��N�����"  �  �। )���H�-��F���� ����S��� �� 
)���M �-��� ;# �������� ���� �"N�8�� #��3�� A�Z���" �����?����� ��। #��� 1�����H� 
)���!� ��£����� ���I� �� ���8� ?5�?�� !>�� rH� ��, ����-����, /�%�&���, )��H�-
������ ��। ;# ;�����" )�> ��। )E��H� !>��> Q
���V� ���#� ;� 34��V� �!� ��#�। 

;3��� L�� #������ )����ux ��F�& /��J� !>��। ��� 0 )�������> �, ��c ���O� �6�] 
;# 0> ��F�&�� ��� !>���" ��2। )�� 0> ��F�& /��J� !>���" 34�V ��� Q
���V� 
��¶- 
����� @ ���$ ��� )3����� @ #������#�� ��¶। 0> ��F�&> ��F���� ����� ����S��� 
>��!���� ?��H%9 3������। ������ ;�` ��F�& /��^� g1���4F EM� ����S�������� ��M ;� 
��"�> !>�� ���� �। ��h #3�4� ����a� ��#��� ����, ^���� )���! /2 #������# ;>�����!� 
��4 ���8 !���� ����। ��> ��F���> #3�4� ��#��� 3%�N���x। 

��F�&� ����#� ���%��� ��� ;������F�&� ����#� ���%��� ��� ;������F�&� ����#� ���%��� ��� ;������F�&� ����#� ���%��� ��� ;����    

#3�4� ��%^ )?�M������ ���8�� �>�� ��!���� Z��M� #3`�  ��� !>���"। ;# ;����� 
)?��M> )����ux ��F��&� !>��। ;����> ;# #3�4� ;�� ����4� �����। )������ &��  34�V, 
&�� ��� *����� �#`�!� ��#�। ��> *����� �#`�!�� #���$ ���> ;# ;����� ��F�%। ��h 
^������ &R ;# �� %� �&���� ��4 "�M�>���"। ;>�����!� ;����� ����: ������" )�, ��� 
�#`�! #���$ !>��> ������� 34�V ?��I�� )�@�� !>��। ��!��� ���� ���F� ���@ �� %� �&�� 
&���>���"। )������� "������#� A�� ?���  ����� 0>�� �� %� �&��� ����: � !>�� A���$ 
#��� �� �1 ��� �# �̀!�� )?�M ����। �����D4� ;# ;����� ��1��@ H8��V  ������"। 
?�?���, ����? )���>�� ��!��� ;����� ��� 3��� ����� &��। ��h ����a�?��� #���� )�, 
;����� ���  ��!���" ��c��� "�����# @ #�c� )������। ��> ����?�� *�N�� � ��8�� 
���ª�&�� ��#� ����� 
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��� �1-‘‘�#`�!��’ #���$ �1। 0> �!� ��F�% ���� �*� !>�� >��!��� ;���� 
/��5�4�� !>��  �����, ��Y! �>। ��h 0> ��F�% ���� /��!�� �����, ����� )������� 
��!� ��O��E������ ��# ����� >��!�� ������� c!4 ����� ?����� �, ^�� ����� � ���F 
������ ����� "�����#। ;� #��� ����> !>�� )���  #��� ������। ;��� ����a�?���, 3?�� 
;o��O���� ��!� )E�H4� ������" -;>�����!�� A��� !>��> !>��। ;����� ���" ;���, 
0> W��!���� ��F�% ���� ;���� /�����?�� ����� !A।  

)������� ��� ;���)������� ��� ;���)������� ��� ;���)������� ��� ;���    

��F�D4�� #�����4 @ ����H ����� �6H� ����#� ���" ;����� ;���। )��H���� 
A����� #% ��F��$ ����3 �1। 3� "� �"� ��� #������4� @ ����H ����� �6H� ����#� 
&�� ��F�� ��� ������" ;>��� �����। �6�H��4%� ���% ������", ���% ���8���" ��%����#�� 
��%����। ��#�, M%�p ���8���" ��g4। ����� � ���8���", 3��� !>���" ;��� ��
। ��!�� A�� 
&�����" /�%�&��, #����-#����S। ;# ��> 0> /�%�&��� )��H���� ����#� ������ #% ��F�D4�� 
���H�� ��F��$ ����> &���>�� !>�� ��&]�। )������ ������� 34�V���� )?�M ���� ����� 
 �����> &����� �। �6H�-D���-��%��� ��� ���H�� ;��� W�%�� @ ��3�Z�?��� ;3�>�� 
;���� !>�� �# �# 
� F �^�� #�%>। �# ��&]� ����> ����� !>�� ?��3%� �����F। ������ 
����F@ ;>�����!� #3�4� ��1�� ��F��� H8�V ;N�M���"। ;>����� H8�V �% F ����� ��� 
�#`�!�� #���$ �����> !>��। >!�> ;����� ��N�&��� � । ��> ;��, ;# ���� ������ ���4� 
��F��&� /����� ��# ����� ��� �#`�!� ��#��� ����a� ����� ����। ;��, ;# �¼ ��·  )E�H4� 
���� )��H�4� �� )�H, �� )�H #������#��। 

"������#� ��F�%�"������#� ��F�%�"������#� ��F�%�"������#� ��F�%�    

"�����# ;# �% F!� ��· )E�H4� ������", c!4 ������" ���J �� । 34��V� ���� 
*����� �#`�!�� ��#�� ����> ����। 0> �� �� �^� ������ #% ����M "���� ;# &���4� )��� 
"8�>�� ��8�� !>�� c�� ������ ��  �� । !��M-���Z-E��M, �!��-�Y��, c���-3�= ��F� &���>�� 
!>�� �&��। "�����#�� ��>�� !>�� #���� ��E�� ������ ���#। ��F�&� ����#� ����M 
����%� ��M )�iN"�>�� !>�� )������� �%���M : ‘‘*����� �#`�!�� )?�M ��@। ��� �� �����।’’ 
)� )�� ����%> ;# A��� ����� !>�� ;>�����!��। 0> ;>�����!�� A����� #%> 3� �� 
�"� ����� �� ��F���� ���� �����M� ���� ��� ������, )����M� ��& ��N8�>�� ;���-"�����# 
�?F��?��� &���>�� ;�����" ��c��। ;>�����!�� �����M �� #�� -/#�� �!����� /�6� ;o� 
;# �����" ;����� ��� ��� u��। u�� �����" /2��� ���� ����J !>�� �Y� ?�>��। ;# 
;�����" )���� u��-����� u��। 0> u��� ;��� ��8� ���>, A��� ����> Q
��&��� �������। 
��> ����M "�� "����� ��� ����� !>�� ��»� ��F��&�। >!�> "������#� ��F�%। 

��F��&����F��&����F��&����F��&��    

o ��� >A�� 0�� �b� !>�� ��� >A��M ‘*����� �#`�! ��F�&�’ ����M 3Z। 
��#����, /��#����, "��, ���� @ [��� 34%��% �%�$��� ��t���?��� >!� 3Z ���। 
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o ��� >A��M / �� ;���� �?���� #�?� ����� ��F�&� ����#� ����M ����%�  A�� 
��� �#`�!� �� F� �%���M ��� @ ��  c!4। 
 

o �!��-c���. 3�N��-3�= ��F� �&��, #�?�, � �?�, )"�M 0�� �8 ���"� /�J�। 
 

o )?��M� �� )?�M )��X� ��F�&� ����#� ���%��� A��[� ��� @ ^�������� �½� 
!>�� ��N!���� �^� ���।  
 

o )?��M� �� )?�M )��X� ��H� ����� ���!�� !�#�� !�#�� 34#������� �%�[�। 
 

o �¾��^� H8�V �% F ������ #% ��F���� ����#�� �9����।  
 

o ��¸ �#`�!� ��F�&� �!���� / F ��� @ / F ��c!। 
 
 

���F ����S��� ��c��� "�����# 
U���।    

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
���F ����S� "�� >A��, ���F ����S� "����3 @ ����S� "����$ ��6F� ������ 0�� >] ����S� )��,L-., ����� )��u, 
U���-' !>�� �����। 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
‘�������� ��� ��!�� ��F�& #���#- 

��# ;����� ���6��’ 
����$ ������� �� �u��|�, '(-s 

 

��F�� ����[������F�� ����[������F�� ����[������F�� ����[����    
�������� ��� ��!�� ��F�& #���#�������� ��� ��!�� ��F�& #���#�������� ��� ��!�� ��F�& #���#�������� ��� ��!�� ��F�& #���#    

(��O���%�� @ )������4% @������ )������ *�����) 
 

o ���� ��@��� ;���* ;��  �?� 
o ���� ��@��� Q��� )������ �?� 
o ��@��� ��*�� )��!�t� �*� 
o ��@��� ��>��� ;��� ;�� �@r�� 
o ��@��� ;��!�� ;�� 
o ��@��� ���"�� !� (*�������) 
o ��@��� �� )��!�t� ;��� 
o ��@��� ��#�� >����  
o ��HF�� ��� ��! ��@��� )��!t� �"�B� 
o ��@��� ��!�t� ;�r� �!�� 

 
 
    !#�� ��@��� ;���* ;��  �?�!#�� ��@��� ;���* ;��  �?�!#�� ��@��� ;���* ;��  �?�!#�� ��@��� ;���* ;��  �?�    ((((������������) ) ) ) ����������������    

��� �%�[� �� ����,- ��#�V, 0����� @ 34�V। 34���V� ��� �%�[�� ���%��� ������ 
3�Z�  ���H�>  ����� ��6� �����F�।  ������ 0 ���H��� 0�# ���% ���। ��� #��� ��6F� 
�����  ��  ��F��&�  !��@  ��N� ��4F  ��6F� 0���  �>।  ��6�  �S��� ���@  ���H���  /%�% 
���%���  �� 0�# �����F���� ��� ���@ ��N� �� /%�% 0�� ����%� ���� ����� /c����� 
��? ���  ��� � ��� 0�� ��4F ��6F� ����J� !� �। ��� ��> !��� ��� /%�% ���%��� ����� 
���� ��1�� ��N� �����> ����% ��? �����; ��h ��S�� �� ��@ !� �। 

)���� ��#�� !#�� �������� ��#� ���!� �4F� ���I ��� � �� A�6�� ���� ��� !���" 
...‘‘�� ���� �������� ;��� !��� ��¿!�r’’ / F�9 ������ ��N� �?���34�� ���, ‘‘;����� 
A��[�� �%���  ;�� )�� ��H��  ����: c!4 ���  �’’- 0 A�$ ) �� ����4� !�� )� )� ����� 
����� ���� ����V /�����> )!�� �� �������� 
�?���� /��6� ���� /�����> !A� 34���V� 
����� /�°�> �"�। 

!#�� �������� ������ !��� �� ��N� ��������� )��8 )��� )�� ���4 )> ��� ��� ��#% 
)� ;�3� ��> �!�� �"�, >��!��� ��� �� ] ���4 ����"। �������� ��#�� @ ��#% ��� ����� 
��� )����� )��°� /�k� @ /�� F k�� ��� !��। A����  )*��!�  ������� ���� !��, 
)���� �� !����" ��� /����� )�� EM� �� �%�[��� )��°� /�k� �� /�� F ���� � ��� 
�4F� ��� !� 
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��� �� ������ ���4 �!���� 36!�� !�� ����। ������ �4F� ) �� ���]?��� ����4� !�� )�, 
34���V� ��� �%�[�� ��!��� )�6� &���� ����। 
 

(>���r� *���@�� ����t��� "���� '-(-qm: Ks �9�� ����F ���) 
(Q��� ;#��, LL)� /����� '(-s >�) 

 
��@��� Q��� )������ �?� "��!� ������@��� Q��� )������ �?� "��!� ������@��� Q��� )������ �?� "��!� ������@��� Q��� )������ �?� "��!� ����    
    

�������� �����  ����� #% >���� )���  ��F����� ����"  �� ��� ��� )�� ��!��� 
��^ r����%।  0 #%> ��� #����� �������� ����� ) ��  /�%�!�� )�@�� !���"। ��h ��� 0> 
0���� ����4 ��� )�!  ��  ���  )�  )��  /�[��>  ��!��  ��������� ������ @ ��#���� 
)�6�  ���� ����  �, ��� �� ?�� !��। ���4 ��  #��� )�� )*��- *������ �t��� !� 0��  
)�  )*��  ) �� �^� ���� ���� 0� )�� �%�$� #3�4� �6�]�� )�� ��!�� �%��� ;� � 
 ���, ��� A$ ��!����> #���� )�6� ��� ���� !��।  

(������ ;����, .� �- ''. �6� ) 
 
!#�� ��@��� ��*�� )��!�t� �*� "��!� ����!#�� ��@��� ��*�� )��!�t� �*� "��!� ����!#�� ��@��� ��*�� )��!�t� �*� "��!� ����!#�� ��@��� ��*�� )��!�t� �*� "��!� ����    
        

34���V� ���� ��!�� ������ !@�� >����� ��^� @ W���!%� )���� �!। 
 

 (Q��� #I, .�� �?|�, '(-s >�) 
 
!#�� ��@��� ��>��� ;��� ;�� �@r�� "��!� ����!#�� ��@��� ��>��� ;��� ;�� �@r�� "��!� ����!#�� ��@��� ��>��� ;��� ;�� �@r�� "��!� ����!#�� ��@��� ��>��� ;��� ;�� �@r�� "��!� ����    
  

0� ;�� 0� 0��M ��H�� �����, �� ��� )#���-)���� )���� !�� 0�� ��"����%� ;��� @  
������ ����@ �� )������^ �&�� ����� !��- �� !��� ������ ��!���� ���$ ���। ��� !�� 
)�, >����� )�� ����� ��������� )�� �� ������ ����� ��� �। 0> �%����� ����H  ��� 
;��� )��� �> ) �� �� A�6�� )�� ��� !��। ;� ;�� ��� @ �����3 )��� >������ ��� 
�����F ��� )*�� ��� ;��� ��� /�?���3 )���� !��। 0� #@���� ;�� /��%> �#�k� ���� 
���� )�, >������ �6�]�� ����� �V� @ ���F���x��� )��RM��� 0�� ������ ������ ����� ��� ��? 
)"��  @ )������ �!-��^� �%�[� �� >�����t�? ��1H @ )��������� 0���� !�� 0�> /�*�� 
��# ��� �� #���#? )e�# )�� )������ �&, 3� ��� �� >���� �� F ���? A�8�#�!��# ����� 
)����� )����� !�� ��1H ������� ���% �� ������ ���, �� �� #���#.... ;� 0�� ��� �-
#���# ��#> !��, ��!�� ;# ��F: 0 �%����� >������ ���F� )�� ��# ��� !�� )�? 0 �� 
�%����� >������ � � 5�4 ��� !�� )�? ;� ;# ���� ������ !@��� ��¶> )��� >������ 
)��!�> )��� !� )�? 0 !�� ���� �¶। 0� ��� ;�� ;�� ��H�� ������� �6�]?�3� ;����� 
���� )�� ���"। 

0� � ��F�����t� )�, >����� ��#��� ;� ����� ���F���� ���3�?��� ��1H��� 
��F�^��� ;@��� ���% ���� !���", 0���� ����� ���� )���������� ���� ��� !��। 
��������� ;��� �� )�� !��� #�% )��� ��F ��� !���" ��� ���% ��1H !@��M�@ 0�M� ��F, 
0� � /
���� ��� ��� 
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� । ;�� ��#> 0 ��H�� ����-���4 �!���� ���J?��� >������F �������> ����", ;� ;#@ ;�� 0> 
� ��> ���EF�H4� ���"। 
  

��h ��F�� ��!���F ;����� ���� ��H��M 0 ��������?��� A��[� !�� )�, ��� ��������� 
;��� !�� ���� ��� �� ���> ;��� �� � E����� �����। ��� ;��� ��F��� 0� ����H ����[��� 
�t��� !�� ;�", �� !�� 0>� 
 

o )��� 0� #����S���� /�%�&��� @ Q
��&��� ��� �%�[� &��� !�� ����", �� 
;����� ��F, &���, ��!#��-����B�, / F���� ��^ /�%: ����o�।  
 

o 0 ���� ��� �%�[��� ������V� ���� �����F ���� #% ;3��� ��F�&� 
)����� )��� 0� �!� �����3 ����। 
 

o )��� ��!������ *����� �#`�! �%��� /�� )�� �%�$� 0� )> ���� )�X ��� 
)���� ����M���%� )��� 0���� !�� ����, ;� �ÀF�&� �*��� ��? ���� 
���� @ 0 A���� ��F�� Q
��V� #���� ��� �%�[��� ��� ��� )�@��� )�� 
�b��� !�� ����। 
 

o ��!������ *����� �#`�!� �� F� !@��� ��I ��I )���� �����4 #�� ��N� �� F� 
)���� )�N�� ��N�8�� �3���"। 
 

o ��N� ������F /�� )�� �%�$�� ��N8 ����� ����� 0> ��F&� ��c��� ����^ 
 ���� ��� ��F�� )����ux ;>��� ����> ��!��% ��। 

 

0����[�� ;����� ���� ;�� �¶ !�� 0> )�, 0�# )��������� ������ !@�� �� 
������� 0�> ;����� )� ��N�� �� F � ��� ��� ������ ��F�� #����S ;� /�%�&�� #������ 
����� )�� ��� !��? ;��� ��� >����� ������ �_��F ����% k� ���� 0� )�� �%�$> 
���� ���� � )�, 0�# ����� ������ ���� ������F 0> Q
��&��� @ #���� �����  ���� 
��� A�&�। ��� ;�� )�� �����, 0�# ����� ������ ����� ��� 0� ;� )���H� ��# !� 
��’!�� ��� ��������� ��F�� /�%�&��� @ #���� ����� ��N�&�� ����� ����^ ��g4 )��� g�! 
!��। ;� )����� ������ )�� /�� �8, �����4 k�-����� 0��M ����@ 0� M��� ��N&���� #�% 
�� M���� ^�� 
���� ����� �"Y ���� ���� �।  

0"�8�, 0� �@ �� ����� !�� )�, >������ �����4 ��� /����� ������ ��1H !@�� 0��M 
��F ��M, ��h ���� ������ !@�� >����� ������� �_�4F !����- 0� !���� )�, /�%: @ 
���E���� ����# )��� ����@ �� #���# !�� �, 0� � � )�A> ���� ���� �। )���;-!���� 
) �� ��� )�A �� ���4 ���� ���� ��� �1, ;���@ )���। ;��� >������ �����4 ����� 
���% ;��� )��> �����F ���" �, � ��� )�� ������ ���� )&]� ���"। ��h ��F���� 0> 
����H ���� /�[��  ����� ����# )��� )�@��� ����4 0�# ��!���� ������ ��� #���# 
�� ���" ���। )��, 0 ��# )� &�8�: @ [���?��� !����- 0 � � ���4 ���� )�� ����> ;��� 
������� ��>�, 0� 0�# ����� ��� ;���, )�� � )>, ��’!�� ��� /��^� ��g4 )��� �8 
/%���� )�� ��� !�, 0�� �� 0� �8 )�, ��� Q��� �6�]��> �, >������ �6�]��@ �� /�%: 
�8 /%�� ��# !�� ��8।  
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0� ���@ �¶ ) �� ���। ��’ !�� 0> )� >����� �������� #�% )��� ��1H !@��> �� 
0���� ��F? ... � )�> ��I ;��� /�� ���M ��F ;�"? )�� 0� ����H ���� ;����� ����  
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��� r> �%�$� ���% 0�#�� c!4 ���� �¶ )��� )��, r#�� 0�#�� /����F?��� ���� ��� 
��� !�, ;� ����� 0�#�� ���% )��� ��� !@�� "�8� /% )�� ;����� �#�H �  ��� 0�� 
/�� #�� ���% )��� ��1H !@�� "�8� /% �� ���> !� ����o�?��� ;�����, ��’!�� 
>������ k��_` )�� �%�$ �� ;����3�� ����� c!4 � ��� )�> ��1H��> c!4 ���� #�% 
���� ����? 

?�>34, ���� ������ !@�� ��R�: ��H��� �������� �6�]�� 0-> !�� ��6� /�[�। 0> 
����4> ;��� ;�` )����ux  ��F�&� ��!������ *����� �#`�!�� �� F ���� ����: ����"। 
0^�4 ;�� )������� ��M ;��� ;��� ���� &�>, ;���� )���� /�������� - )�A> )� 0> 
�#�� @ #�M� ����M� ��� 3��*� !�� ��� �  ���- 0> ���4F �����3�� ��a: !�� ��� ���M�� 
� )�। ��� ��:?��� Z��� �� �&:� ��� *�"��� �1� ��3� "� �"� ��� )������ )� /�%�&�� 
#���� ��F�� ��nH�4� ��� ��n�H� !�� ����> �� [��� ��� ����� &�?..... �, 0-)� 
�����F ��� 0� 0� ��� -�%�[� ����� ���� >�� ����, ���� )������ 0� 
��� ��F����_` 
#��� �!���� #�� ��� ���� �����3 ���� @ ��#��� ������ g1�� �%����� ��#��> *�"��� 
c!4 ���� ����? � � /�[� c!4 ����� ��� ;���� ��#� � !, ��� ����� /�[���> )��� 
�!�� ����� &�, ��’!�� )����� @���S ���" 0> �����3�� ��"���> !����� �। ;��� )?�M ��4F 
�6���� ��I )������ ��t��� ������� ���� ��^-  ��!������ *����� �#`�!� ���-�%�!�� �1। 
0> ���4F �����3 ��� ;���� )!��� !����� )*��, ��’!�� ;���� 0�� ;��� ?��H%9 
�������� 0� ��*� ��EF��� ��F: )?�3 ���� !��।  

;�� )����� ��M )���� ���", ��� )� ;����� ����� ��Z� @ �?�F� �  )��� 0�� ?�� 
��  ��@�� ) �� )� ��� ;����3�� �^� ���- ;��। 

      (L()� �?|� �� ����� ��� �$6�� ) ��) 

��@��� ;��!�� ;�� "��!� ������@��� ;��!�� ;�� "��!� ������@��� ;��!�� ;�� "��!� ������@��� ;��!�� ;�� "��!� ����    

)���� ��F�� ����[���� ��!������ *����� �#`�!�� ������ ��� )?�M )�@�� ��>�� ���� � 
����� 0��D4�� ;��� @ ��� ������ 
� F��# �%�$ ���� )���; @ !������ )� ���� ���6� 
A�6�� @ /��%��%� �� ������" ��!� ;�� 3?�� A���3� ��!� �^% ������"। ;��� �������� 
��H� 0> )�, )���� �����4 ��������� ����: ���� ������� ^����� ���� �^ !>�� 
)�>�� ���6� A�6�� @ /��%��%����� �� %� �?���� /���% ��S�-���S�� E�� E�� ������ ��� 
!>���"। 

0����[�� ��N�M ��&� )�� ;��� @ ����� ��^ ��"���> ��a�: �����  ��� A�&� �!। 
;�� ��EF�� ���9 )��3��%�� �����  �����@ 0>°� ����[���� 3?�� A9� � )��� ������"।0�� 
)���� ��F�� ����[���� 0�# ����� ������ ��� )?�M )�@�� #���# �! ����� ��!�� ���� 
������", ��!���3�� A!� ����4� ���� #% ;�� &%���= ��� ������"। 

�^�:�� ;�� )E�H4� ������" )�, ��F�� )����ux ;>��� �� ���!� ��� ���� )������ 
���6� ����� ���?` ���� ���� #��� ���� ���� )���� @ ��̀ �!� ��� &�� /���� ���F 
������"। ‘‘��N!��� )?�M )�@�� ��������� ��^ �_�4F !����’’।    
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0> �%����� ��!��@ ����  ����� ��� U��� *������� 0���r� A��� ������� �Z���� ;���� 
;��� ��!� ��^�9 ����� ���F ��6� !>�� ����। 

 
�� ;��!�� ;��- 'm-'L--s। 

 
��@��� ���"�� !� @ ��@��� �� )��!�t� ;#�� "��!��� ���� ��@��� ���"�� !� @ ��@��� �� )��!�t� ;#�� "��!��� ���� ��@��� ���"�� !� @ ��@��� �� )��!�t� ;#�� "��!��� ���� ��@��� ���"�� !� @ ��@��� �� )��!�t� ;#�� "��!��� ����     
        

)� �%�$ ;\�!� ��O� �&�: ���� ;��������� ��&]� &���>���", ��� ������ 
��������� ;>�� ��� 
��&� ;>�� ���� ;\�! @ ������ ���� ������� ���6� ������" 0�� 
>B�, ����� @ ����! >�%��� �%����� )������ ���] ;>�� ��!� ������", ��N!��� ����S��� 
)����ux ���� #% �� F ��� )�� �������� ��^ #���# !>�� ���� �। 

0>°�  �%�$�  )��������� 0� ��!���� )����ux ��� )��1��> /%��  !>�� �, ��� 
0>°� ����� ������� ��# ��@ ��� �>। 


�� �� )��!�t� ;#�� 
)��RM���, ;=���� >��!�r� @����, ���F ����S�।  


�� ��&# ������ !� (*�������) 
���z�%��, #����� )���;���, �����3, U��� । 

('(-s ����� q> �u��|� Q��� ;#��� ������) 
 

 
��@��� ��#�� "��!� ������@��� ��#�� "��!� ������@��� ��#�� "��!� ������@��� ��#�� "��!� ����    
    

��F��� )����ux ��F�&� ��� ��� ��1H �� F�- 
 
'। ��� #������4� )?�M������ !�4 ����� ����S��� 34��V� ����� �&� ������"। 
 
L। ��� ����S��� >����� 34���V� �  !>�� ���>�� 0������� ��  �>�� ��>���"। 
 
.। ���  ������  ��������� ;>  #���  �����  �������  ���6� ������" 0�� >B�, �����, 
>������  ;��������4�  )&]� >�%��� �%����� ����  )������ ���] ;>�� ��!� ������", 
��N!��� ����S���  )����ux ���� #% �� F ��� ������� �6�]�� ��"���> #���# !>�� ���� 
�, 0����¹@ ��!��� ��N!��� �� F �����, ��!���  W  �%�$� ������ �6����F� g4��!� ��/��� 
!>��।  

 
/����^ ��� ��!�� �� F�- 

 
'। ��� ����S��� #�P� ����F @ ��� 34��V� ���� @ ��!�।  
 
L। ��� #3�4� )?�M������ �*��>�� ���� @������। 
 
.। ��� 0������� /��� EM�>�� ��4F 34�V ���J�� @���� ������"। 
 
s। ��� )���; @ ��̀ �! )������� ������ ��������� ;>�� /������ �������! ������ ���� 
@���� ������" 0�� ���� ������� �^� ���� /I���� ������"।  
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#���� 0> ��4F ���M�� ��!���F )���; ���6����� @ 34�V !�%�������� /����4 �� 
/���!��F ��F�% !>�� ��8���"।  

0>  ���F  �_��  �����  ��� )�� ��!��� ;D�  �@�� !�, ��� ������� �6�]�� ��!� 
�#���# !@��� )��> ���4 �>। ��� ��N!��� #���$ ���� �� ���� ��&]� &���>�� ��@�� /��% 
��F�% !>�� ��8���"। 


�� ��#�� >����, v-'L--s 

���z�%��, ¦�^4��8��� ������। 

��HF�� ��� ��@��� ��! )��!�t� �"B�� "��!� ����    

0��������  �����  ��6F�  >"���  @ ������ >"�����  )���* ���g�� ��# !@��� 
)���� #�����4, ����H ����� @������ )���� >!�� ��1�� ������ ����� ���% !>���"। ��h 
0> ����� )� ���� ��� �4F��� � ����  )����  #�����4  @ ��#����  )&���_` !���� 
@������  )������  R���F�� A��3 @  /��:��H� *�� ������� ����  ������V�  ;�Y�� 0�� 
>"���  #������4�  
�� F  0> �����  �����F�� ����: ������� ������ 0��:> ���������3� 
0�� ������t�। 

0> ������^�� )���� �&:���� )�6�6Y 0�� @������ )������ ����:�� ;�� ;:���?��� 
�� F #��>���"। 0�� ;3���  )����ux ��F�&�� )^�� ;�� ;:���?���  ;���  #��>���" 
)�, #�����4 ��6F� /��  ?��� ��� F� ��t��� ������� ���� >"����� �!� 
�� F ������ �1। 

(Q��� ;#��, 'K> �u��|�,'(-s>�) 

��@��� )��!�t� ;�r� �!�� "��!� ���� 

���� ������ !@�� #���# �> ����� ��HF� !>�� ���� )� *����� ������ !>���", ��!� 
�_�4F �38� � �� ��4F। ��!��� )��� ������ A�\� ��� !>���", ��!�� )�� 0��M ����@ 0� � 
����4� !� � )�, ���: ����#� )Z����@ )�� ���> ����� ������ ��� �t� �!। 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
!�#� )��!�t� ��� ��6F� s-, ���� ��#�� !>�� ������ @ ;�*� )��, '-/Lm ���� )� !>�� ����� 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

��F�&�����^ �b��% ���6²�� ��������� ������ 
�%�[� �_F�� )E�H4� 

������ #������, '(-K 

   
 
 

����� ��"��� ���9 �^%  ����� ;�����" )�, ��"� ���%� )��� ;�` )����ux ��F�& 
��±��� )��� �%��?��� ���S  ?I���� ����j� ������"। ������ ���?` [� !>�� 
���6²��#�� rFEM�, ���S ?I @ ?���  ��F��� ����� ��@�� ��>���"। ������ )��� ��!��� ��$ 
@ ���:��4F ;�!�@��� ��F�& /��J�  !>�� ����, )� #% ��[  @  
�?���� ������ �^� ��� 
0��: ����#। ��F�&� �����  ���%�� ��!��� ��4F 
������  ��!� ��!���� )?�M ��� �����  
����, A!��  �a��� �����  ����� �[����j।  0>  A�B��% �����  A���$ �%�[� c!4 
������"।  ���S @ �6²��  �^�� #%  ���%�  F��& )��X �8� ����� �!�� )������ ��� 
!>���"।  ��F�& )��X�  ���!�� )� )�� #1�� /�[�� )��������� #% ���%��4 �!��� ��Y��S 
��� !>��। ��F�&� ����� ���%��� ?��� ���F, /%��?��� )�� �@ ;M� �� )��°� ������3  
�����  ��Z�� ���S ���  ��� !>��। ������ �����`  ���S �#�� ����� A�B��% ��f ���!�� 
��� ���� ��?��3� ��I �!����3�� ���� #% ����#�� ���F� �� ��� !>���"।  

����#����� )������� ��6�^ ��� ����� ���:�^�� #% ������ ���!�@ ;3�>�� ;����। 
��F�& )��X� �?��� @ ���!�� ���:��4F ������ �#�� ����� #% [��� ��6�^ ����# -)���� 
A���$ ��H��k� #��� ����� ������।  

��F�&������ ���%��� �?F�� @ 
���?��� )?�M ���� ���� ���� #% ��F�&�� ����F �� 
��F�&  &������  ���6²��  �6�]���� / ��  )?�M  )�X !>�� ��%���F�� ��� )�� ����%� ��� 
������3 ����� ��!���� ��1�� ��Z�� ���S� �%�[� c!4 ��� !>��।   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
���F ����S� ������� #�����3 ��?�3 ��6F� �&����। 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

)����ux ��F&�� *��*� ������ v> #������, '(-K 
 

�����] �����] �����] �����] qqqq    
��F�&� ��M�F��F�&� ��M�F��F�&� ��M�F��F�&� ��M�F, , , , '(-K'(-K'(-K'(-K    

��M��F� /�*��� ��6F��M��F� /�*��� ��6F��M��F� /�*��� ��6F��M��F� /�*��� ��6F� ��F�& ������ ��M ��������3%� ��F�& ������ ��M ��������3%� ��F�& ������ ��M ��������3%� ��F�& ������ ��M ��������3%    
    

����  R���  ����Y�   ��� Q��    /��� )?��M�      ���, Q�� @   ���%� �� F�� 
|�   �� F�� ��  )?��M� ���%�        ���%�               /��� )?��M�     �T )?��M� 

          )��M ���%�      ����� !�� 
  

 
���F ����S�� )��M '। �*Á ���F�� ��!t� ;>��� ��  L',m 'L         K..'L 
    L। #�� )�,0�,�����            (.         Lqs    .(,vLs            .L. 
    .। ���� ���� ;!��   ''              .L  
    s। ��¸ *����� �#`��      'v,s.s          s-.-m
  
         .(,KKm      Lqs     .(,vLs 
   
 
���F ����S�� )��M '। �*Á ���F�� ��!t� ;>��� ��  Lv,(.(          q..K- 
    L। #�� )�,0�,�����            (m    K.-    .(,vq-           .L. 
    .। ���� ���� ;!��   Ks            .'s  
    s। ��¸ *����� �#`��      'm,LKq          L-.mq
  
         .(,.sm      K.-     .(,vq- 
   
 
���F ����S�� )��M '। �*Á ���F�� ��!t� ;>��� ��  s(,(K'          -...' 
    L। #�� )�,0�,�����          'v.    v'm    q(,qmm           .L. 
    .। ���� ���� ;!��   -K           .mv   
    s। ��¸ *����� �#`��      Lv,-('         .-..-
  
         qv,v(m      v'm    q(,qmm 
          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
;��, '(-s ����� )����ux ��F&� ;>�� .v(') ���� /�����, 0Â��� )E�H4� ���" )�, �*Á ���F�� 
��!t� ;>��� ��  ����&F&���%� )?�M ��? ��� ����S� >����� �#���V� )����ux ��� ��F��&� 
!���"। ��F�&�� 0> ��M�F 0����� ��F�&� ������ ��M )�� ��� !�। 
 
[�� ��@�������       
�^��  �#,�Ã�B�, 
������ v> #������, '(-K ���।               ��M��F� /�*���। 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

%���� 's �*� %���� ;@���� ���MF K #�,'(-K 
    
    

%���� %���� %���� %���� 's 's 's 's �*��*��*��*�----#���� ���$� ��F��&�#���� ���$� ��F��&�#���� ���$� ��F��&�#���� ���$� ��F��&�    
    

(%���� ;@���� ���MF� )�X�� ����M� sZ�, K>, -> @ q> #��� �?�� 36!��) 


����� ���?� 'v�"� �� ����S� ;# ��3� ���� ��=�?�� ���%�� ##F��� !>�� 0� 
��3��2^�4 ;���� ��N8�>���"। 0��M� �� ;����M ����� ;�����", ��h ��!��� ���%�� 
������� ������F �����> ������� ��!� �� ���%� )��3 ������"।  *�� )�H ��F: )�� 
���%�> ��� !� �>, A!� ;�@ �6�� ��>���" 0�� )���� �t��� 0� ?���! >�I� �!���� �ª�M� 
Aº� !>���"। 0> �ª�M� g1� ;�@ ���M� !>���" )��{|��� ���-?��� ����� ���। ����� 
��� ;��� )� ���^�� �t��� !>�� �"��� ��!�� *�� ;����� �� ?�� ���4� �����F !>���", �� 
���4�� �_�4F ������ *� *�����"। ^�������� #���� g1��_` )�-��S  )�i��� ���%� 
�!��3��� ��^� ����� �������"� ��!� �� g1� �>�� /�5�9 ��M !>�� A�Z���" 0�� 
/����cS ��c #����� �8� �����"। ��3� ����� )� ��� ���%� ����� )�� ����� � � ��F> 
��� !� �>, A!� ;# /����� g1� �>�� !��#� !>���"। ���^�� ����� )3�� ��� ��� )�, 
���%� ;# ��c #���� ��������� ;���� ��N8�>���" 0�� ������� ��S� ��F��� c!�� ;@��# 
�������"। 

����F� )�-)�� ��� /��^� 0� ;����� #���� #���� /:�F�!� ¾�M @ Q����6�%���! 
��M?��� ������ !>���"। ��> ;�#��� /�%: #1�� @ g1���4F ���%� !>� ;����� ����c� 
#���� 3Z ��6��� 0��M ���F] °� ��� ���। 0��� )���� / F���� ����, ������ ��Z����, 
��#���� �%�[� 0�� ��������, ���%��M> ��%��� ���^�� �t��� !>���" 0�� ����4� !>���" 
)�, ��F��� /��6� ���� )��M�> ;����� ����#�� ��!� ���=�%��4F �। 

��F�� ����� ������F�� ����� ������F�� ����� ������F�� ����� ����    

��F�� ����� ����� ����S��� #3�4� #% ����4F /�����3�; 0��� ����o� ^���� 
����� ����4� !>���"। ����S�� )� )����u�z��� ���� &��� ��!���", ��!� ;����� )���� 
����#�� ��^ �_�4F /����$। 0� !�#�� ��>� ������ ����� ���� ���"` >!�� r>�M /�� �>�� 
����S� 0� 0��M )����u�z��� ���� &��� ������ ���� �, )���� ��S ^��� )����u�x� !�S 
)�X�?��  ���। ?�>����� 0�p��A�M? ��A�z�-0� ���� /���� 0��M )�X�� �����, ���#M @ 
;> �4��� &�8�: ^���!� 0��M #���� ���H�, )����u�x� ����� �%�$ �!���� r># 
������� 3?F� @ ��N!���� �#
 ��"�> ��� �%�$�3F�� �>�� 3�Z� �V���H��� @ ���F�� 
^���!� r>�M ������� ���H� ����S��� ����# ��M�>�� )���M> �^� �!। ��F��� )� 
)����u�z��� ���� &��� ��!���" ��!� ����S��� /º�� )?i3��� Q���] @ >!�� ���?` ?�H�3� @ 
����6��� ����� ��J�?��� ��� ����� ���� �; ���4 >!� #3�4� ;��-;��Ä� ��S�� °��:��� 
����� /^�; )��!�� ����S��� )����ux @ #���� ���H� 0� �%�$��� ���� 3�Z� ��F�&�����  
��6F� ��F��&� !, ��N!��� ��#���� @ / F���� ���%�� ������F 0�����, A�#����, ��������� 
@ /%�% /
�[%�� [��� /�[�� 
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�?���� ��F��&� !>��  ���, )�>�!�� ��#���� ��� ���� )����ux ����� #���� ���H� 
����S��� #3�4� ������� ���, 0� � � ��� ��� �।   

/ F���� ����[��� ��F����&�/ F���� ����[��� ��F����&�/ F���� ����[��� ��F����&�/ F���� ����[��� ��F����&�    

'। ���% ���%��  ���-?��� ����� �� ���F ����S� ���% E�M��� �t��� !>���", 0�� 0> ���% 
����[�� 0� 0� ��¦ 1� ���4 ������" )�, �����%��� ����H ����� c�� /��� ��� r�?F̂ ��[� 
����# ������"। &�A� ����4 sm M��� @ ����F ����% ��R� !>���"- ��!� ����� /:����^ (K 
# )����� R�^���� ���!��। c�� /���� #�����4 ;�@ /����$ r�F��� �t��� !>���" )�?� 
�%�[�� *��। )�?� �%�[� 0�?��� ���F��� ��� !>���" )�, >!� #����� ���4� !���" 0�� >!�� 
��!� ���MF�*��M � � ����� !>�� 0> #������ c���4 #������4� ��M ;�@ /�!�� ����� 
�������"। 0> �� ��"�> ���% ���%��� ;�@ ��¦�� ������" 0�� #������4� r�F���� ������ 
����� �������"।  

L।  ��M&�H� ���I�  ��M&�H���� A�� )��H4 /���?��� /�%�!� ��!���", A��h >!� ;�@ 
��¦ !>���"। ����� A9����� ��4%� ���% ��!��� ��>���" �4��� '. M���। >!� ��!���� A9��� 
�%� /��^� /�� ��। >!�� *�� ��M&�H��� )��R�� ��!���� D����% ��? ����� ����- ��N&�� 
�� �#��� ��!��� ��� � । ���M� %��% ���% ������ )�@�� A!� ���F%��� ���� �%����� ��S� )�� 
��"� ��� !� �>। *�
°�, ��M &�H��� 'v �9�� ;�3 )���� �"� �¥��� 0�@ )�> 0�>[�� 
��!���"- �^�:��, #�� ����4� ����#�� ��%���c�� �%� ��� ���� �9�� ����F� �����@ 
��F��� ��g �6�� ��>���"। ���M� ���F� ���% !>�� ��M&�H��� ���� !>���", ��h �^�:�� ���*� 
������" *�8��, ��� ����� @ �*���������। 

.।  ��a� ����S��� �6H���� /�[��  ������ ������� ���  �&���� ?��� ����� ;# 
/����� 3�?F ���� !>���"। ��$ ?�-
����� ������ �������� 0> ��������� !����� ��!���� 
/������ #��� A�� /����� ����� �*���� ��>���" 0�� ��!��� ����F� %�� A9�` ��% �?F�� @ 
/���� ��#��� )3���� �>�� �������"। �� �� �9�� ����� ?��� �������� )�?��� ?���!� 
�6H���� A�� )��H4 &���>�� ;�����" )�> )��H4 /�%�!� ����� �%����� ��!��� 0�@ ���F 
/����� )?�3 ������"। 

?���!� �6H���� 0> r�F��� ��!� )��3 !>���" ‘/�6�% ?�
���’ �!���� ;����V���� ��F��। 
��N� 0����� �� /%�% ������ #�� 0> ��� ������ ��F&������ ������#� ���� �� ‘>��’ 
�!���� ��� ��� !>���"। 0>?��� 0��M ‘/�6�% ?�
���’ )3�J� �6�] ����� �&�: ?���!� &�H���� 
A�� ��!���� &���>�� )�@�� !>���"। 0�� ��!���@ 0> ‘/�6�% ?�
���’ R������ ���4� !>���"। 

    

>^�&�H���� /�[�>^�&�H���� /�[�>^�&�H���� /�[�>^�&�H���� /�[�    

����S��� ���F @ ��a� A?� /���> >^�&�H��� )���H� !>���"। �&� ��� �������� A� ����% 
�&� ��R� ����� �� �&�� / F A�F�# ������" �� >^�&�H��� ���?` ���� )��H�4� ��N����� 
��n�H� !>�� ��!���� %��% A�F�# !>�� ����। ��� �������� ��!���� ��#F���*� >^�� ���% 
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��V �����  ���। > �̂� A�� ��!��� ��!���� ��#��� ��F���� ���% &�N��>�� )��। )��� ����% 
��!��� >^� R� ����� /
���� ����� >^�&�H���� ���% ��� �� ����% ��!���� �4% ��R� �����। 
>^�&�H��� ���% ������ #% ��!��� �6H��� �4% ��R��� A�� ����� ������H� ;���� ���। 
>^�� ������F ��!��� ���� ��N&���� �!���� ‘g8’ �%�!�� ���। 0>?��� ���?` ���� ��!��� 
>^�&�H���� /�!��� 0�� �14�� ��� ����� ����।0> /�[�� ��� ������� )� ��F ;���� ��� 
��!� ����� �>�� �� 
���� ��� �?` > �̂&�H���� ;� )�� 3�%:�  ��� �। > �̂&�H���� 0> 
/�[�� ������ ������ �%����� ��!��@ �� ��% � ;�" ����� �� !� �। )u���M ��������� %�� 
������ ��F&����� /������ )^��> /���4� ���� �_` @ /���3% !>��  ��� 0�� ��!��� �����> 
��� ��������  )���?� ������  ���4� !>�� ��!���� ��� �� F ��� �����  ���। ��a� 
����S�� �����> �6H���� /�[�� /��� E�M���"। #������ @ ��4�$��� ��] !�#�� !�#�� 
0�� #�� &��H� /�����3� !>�� �8�� ��a� ����S��� ����H ����� ��=���� ���?` )#��� 
�6H��� 0� ?���! ?��H%��� �t��� !>���"। /���% �6H� ;# 0> r��F�3�� ?��H%��� ��������� 
!>���"। ?���!� �6H��� ���%� �� �� �6�� ��>���"। ���F ����S�� �%� @ /��6�] �6H���� 
0�>°� /�?����� �� ��# ���। 

>!��> *�Å�� r>�M ����H g1���4F )^�� )����� ��@�� ��>��। � � )^��, �6�H A9��� 
����H?��� ^��cS !>���"। ������� �6H� /���!��� ?���!� @ ��F�!� !@��� �1 
���j�`��� ���  ���  ;?%:��4, ��#�� ������4� ������F Æ� �����&� !>���"- ��!�� *�� 
g1�� #���� ����M� �6�] !>���"। 

 

D������ /�[�D������ /�[�D������ /�[�D������ /�[�    

��%����#�� ���%� /�Ç����%� *�� D�#��� #������4� #�����4 R��� �]���% !>�� 
A�Z���"। ��-������� �����34 
���?��� @ �?F�� D������ )��H4 ����� �&�� ���*� /#F 
���। ��h D���34 ���� �"� ;�3 )� )�� ��>��, 0�@ ���F%�� )�> )��> ��>���"। 
��FEM @ )�i  ���H���H� )�i��� /����� !>�� ���� ����� D�����3�� �������� )��������� 
��N����� 0��^���!� #�3�J��� ���4� ��� !>���"। ��N!���� r��-r�F�� R��3��6�� ��>�� 
&�����", / & ��N!���� )���� !���� )�� �����F E�M �>, �r��� ��N!���� /��������!�� ��F 
@ ������ ��� !>���"। ���8 D���34 ����H?��� r�F��cS। )M�� ����� �%�!�� @ ;���� 
��H����4� *�� ��N!�� )����� @ /�!���� �t��� !>���"।                

"����� /�[�"����� /�[�"����� /�[�"����� /�[�    

��^� R���F�� !��� �%���� ���4� !>���"। ���- ����#� )�� ��� ��� /������ 
��������� ^���� ���!�� &���� �3���"। /���!��� ���, ����3�� @ )��u�%�� ���# [���� 
�%����� �6�] � )�@��� *�� /������ ����-���� ��!���� �:�-�:���� ��F�� ��^����J�����! 
?��F ����� ���� �। ��Z% ��S��� �%���� &�� #������� &�����"। ��� �"� ��Z%-��S� ��� 
���� *�� ����� �> ;� �%�!�� ��� ��� �। �� /�uF%�z @ /%�% �������� ���%�� "����� 

��� @ /��� �����6��� ������� ��  ����2��� �6�] ����� 0�� )���� �����#�, ����6��� @ 
��#���� #���  ��!���� W��!���� ?����� ����� �����3 !>�� ���� ����� ��!���3�� ����` 
����� )&]� ��� !>���"। ��O���%���, ���#, �����^�34 0� ����H r��F�� ���% ������ 
������", ��!���� ���F������ A�� )3�� ��� ���� !>���" @ �����6��� 
������� /
���� 
��� !>���"। 
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��j�����j�����j�����j���    

0��&�M����� @ ���MF��� 
�� F ��N�#� 0�����4 ;�@ �6�� ��>���"। >!� ����S��� #% �? 
>�I� �। >!� ;�@ )��� ?���! 0> ����4 )�, 0> �� �����M ������� ;����% @ A9��! ��? 
������"। >!� ;����� #% A��3#� )�, ���� /������� sv�M �� ��j ��#���� 
� F 
!������ A�B�% �=�� ��� !>���"। 0> ��� A��6� �%�$��� ���% ����&� ��#����, ;���, 
��F�� @ /����� �� �V� @ ���H� ���% ��!���"। 0> ��c ����M�� ��#���� E�H ����� �� 
!�। >!� ����> #�� )�, 0> ��� ��j [���� #% ��N!���3�� /����� )�@�� !>���" ��N!��� 
����> 0> �����Mg��� )���� ��#��� ��R� ������" 0�� �6!9 ��N�#����3�J� 0��M )MpM�>� 
����� (���� ��) ������M� #% �^ �^ M��� ��� �����@ ���·� �। ������ ��� !>�� 
�%�$3� �������� ��j ���J� !S�:� ������� 
�� F ��# ������"। #1�� �_�� ;>�� 
��!���% ����6� &�-��3����! ����H �������?�3� 0��&�M�� ��N�#� �������3�� ��� ��� !>���"। 

 

'(-K '(-K '(-K '(-K ����� )��{|��� �������� )��{|��� �������� )��{|��� �������� )��{|��� ���    

'(-K ����� )��{|� ����� ���-?��� ����� /��g�� g1���4F ��#���� *� ��>���"। 
>!� 0����� ;����� ����� ���%��� )������� )&�� ���� ������ ��4F �����3 ��� ������"�। 
������ !>�� )M��* ��F: ��F� ����M ����S��  )�� �^�� ���# ����� !>���"�। -> )��{|� 
����S��� ��� >�� ?���� 
����� @ ;���� /���� �^���j �!�� �%��3� �¥����� #34 
�� ��� �>�� ;o���� ������"।  

����S��� A?���� @ >!�� ��� /���� #34 >!� ���4 ������" )�, ��N!��� ����S�, >!�� 
��!�� @ W��%� 
��^। �����4 ����H� )�� ��#���� )&�� �>- #3�4� ���F�?i���� 
/
������ ���%�� ��S ^��� )�X�?�� ����� �%�$3� ��� �&�[��� @ ����!� �_� ���^3� 
����� ��!��� /�?��H� #34 ��!���� 0> !� 0�� A�B�%��4F /�?���3 �� %� ���4 ������"। ;� 
)��� �� #3�4� )�i��� /��������!�� /
���� ��� ��>�� � 0�� #34 ;� /��� �� 
Q
��V�� �!% ����� � ����� 0�-���������@ c!4 ����� �। 

������� ;:#F���� )^��,0> /���� �����3�J�� /��� ���-?��� A�-�!����� 0��M 
)�i  ���� �%�[� �6�] ����� ;������� M��� @ /�f� ��!���% ;����� A�� /���� 
�������34�� ���!� ������ 0�� ����� �6��� ��O����� )^�� &�8�:?��� �4F��� ����#%������� 
�!�����j� ���14?��� ��� ��>���"। 

����S� @ >!�� #34  ��c ���O� �6�] ;�HF4 ������" 0�� ;:#F���� 
��6�� ��? 
������"। ?����� ���  ������ 0�����4 �� ��*u���� 3Z ����� )�i  ����^� �%�[� / �� 
)�i  / F���� ����j� ���F������4� �b��%��� ������^�� ����S��� ?��H%9 �_��F )� 
��Y�!� Aº� !>���"� ������?��� !>��@ ��!�� /��� E�M���"। 

>!� r?F�3%#� )�, ������� ���?` �&����V� ���%�� ����� �&���� ���  �������� AP��� 
�6�] ����� )���� �����#� @ ��#���� ;�!�@���� ��H�$ ����� )���� !>���"�। ���%��E� 
����� �F��&�� ;R��4� ������ ���4� !>���"�। 
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��#���� ���ÈH4��#���� ���ÈH4��#���� ���ÈH4��#���� ���ÈH4    

 
'(Kv ���� ����� ��� )�� ��6F� ����S��� )�i��� ���J�����!� �����, ;����� 

��������� �����F, #���� �&:�� )^�� ?����� ���  )��{|��� ����� *��*�, ��#���� @ 
/ F���� �%�[� �_��F #3�4� ���% ��=�?�� /��:�H 0��  0> /�[� �����F�� >���! '(Kq 
���� %���� #P�Ç !>�� 0 ���9 ��E�M� EM���� �_��F '(Kq ���� ;��� ���]?��� )� 
�$�% ������ ������"���, ��!�� ��%��> ���4 !>���"। >��!�� ;����� �&:������ )�i�$��� @ 
EM����! #���� ���%���� �_��F ;����� ���ÈH4 �?�F� ����� ���4 ������"। 

 
��%^ ��F�& @ ���F#� )?�M�������� �?���� ��F��&� #3�4� ���������� �>�� 3�Z� 

)*u���� ������� ���  #3�4� ������ )��3����3�� /
���� ���� *�� )��{|� ����� ��� 0� 
g1�� /�[�� �6�] !�। 

 
)����ux ;>��� @ ��N!�� ���� )� )�� #���� ����������� &��� �> ��!� A�E��M� 

!>���"। 0�� #3�4� ��1� ���� /���4F !@��� ?��� ���F �%������ )�� ���É���4�P�� 
��#���� ����[��� )�������� ����� ��!��� /^�। >!� /�%: r?�3F#�, 3� v �"� ���9 )�� 
)� 34�������!� Q
����V� �%�[�� ��N������ ��n] !>���", >!� ��!��> ��%^ *�। 

 
����%� �%����� R���F�� �ªM ;����� / F���� r�F� &����� ��M ����� ������ ������"। 

&8� !���� ���� )���M )���M u����� ��!���% c!4 �����@ ����� #������4� / F���� �_� Æ� 
@ R���F�� ?��� ��=�?�� !>�� @Z� 0�� ;�����V� 0��M �� @ ��$���� ?�
��� @ ��j 
/�?#�� )D4��� °��:� 0� 0� ����M ���%�� �6�] ������" ���#��V� �?���� "�8� ��!��� 
)�������� ��� �b� �। 

 
���� ����F> %���� ;@���� ���MF >!� A���T ������"� )�, ����S��� r> /���� 

/ F���� #���� A`�� ���� �% F !>���"। ���]��� �����M �������� !��� )���� / F���� 
Q�H�% ����?�� !@�� 0��  ���F ����S��� ���j�`� ����Ê� ��� A�&�। ��j A`��� ��*�g�� @ 
/ F���� A`�� ����� 0����� / �� ���]��� �������� ���% )� ������ � !�, ��!�� �a��� 
����@ 0��: ;��%�। ��!���� ���¤��� ����� ;�" ��!���� ���%��� #% ;����� ���MF� �^ 
!>�� ?��H%9 ;:#F���� �_F��� °����� ��4F� ��!���"। &�, >�Y������, >��, ���� @ /%�% 
;�§�- 0��� )�� ���4 ������" )�, ����S� ��!���� Q���� A�� �?F� ����� ����। 
����#%������� 
°� A�E��M� !@��� ���  ���  ;����� Q������ �_F��� 0����, ;�§�� @ 
���� ;������ )ENH� °����� �� ����� /������� !>���"। EM� ���! Q������ ���� )^�� 
%���� ;@���� ���MF� ?������ /��M% )�i�$��� !��#� ������"।  

 
/�� ����%� ������ )�� ;# ���¤�� �������" )�, ��@������� !>�� ����S��� �^� ��� 

!>��, A���
�� )E��H� 0> �¹ ��S� / �� ����F�����3� �। ����S��� r> /���� ����^�� #% 
�� ����$ �%�[� c!�4� 0�� ����^� ���� ��Ê� ���#�� ����#��������^ ���F ����S�� 
)i-��� �*�� [��:��� /�%���%���� � � '(Kq ����� �4�� %���� ;@���� ���MF� 3Z��V 
���]?��� A�\� ��� !>���"।  ;��� ���F @ ��a� ����S�� ������ ���� ��� @ ?��� ��j 
[���� ����@ ������"���। ��� ;����� �S�� c!4 ��� !>� 0�� ;����V A!��� A��^� � 
���� ��� 
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����^� )^�� ���F ����S��� /��^��6� /�!�� /�[� 0�� /f ��F�4 ������ [�� ����� 
)���� A?� /�� ��6F� /f�f �# �# &��!������4� �%����� /^���, ��!� )��{|��� ����� ��� 
��M !>�� ��8���"�, 08� �b� !>�। 

����S��� A?������ ;���� 
�������� ����#���� )��{|��� ����� *�Å�� �!���� 
��!� ��M?��� )��� �����", ;��� �1 !>��> A���T ������"। ;��� '(Kq ���� ���� 
������"��� )�, ���F @ ��a� ����S��� 
�������� r>�M >A��M� �?���� ����S��� 0��M ��4F 

��� @ ���F�?i� 0�� #��%�4���� )*u���� ���’ �!���� 3�8�� )���� A�&�। ;��� ����S��� 
0>°� 0��M ��� �!���� )������" )���� ����� ���F�?i� /����� #������4�> A�� %S  ����� 
0�� ���F#� )?�M�������� �?���� ��%^ @ ��$ ��F�&�� ���%�� 3�Z� 34���H� A!� ����3 
�����। ;��� ��a� ����S��� 0��M ;���� )*u���� �!���� ��3FZ�� ���� ������", ��!�� 
;> ���H�� )�� 0��M ���� /% ���� /��^� /������%� ;��� /������ !>�� � 0�� 
?�H� @ ����6��� �?���� �������! ��3FZ�� ����#����� A�� g1� ;���� ������"। 

����S��� A?������ #�����4 ����, ��F���� 0�� ��#���� @ / F���� /�����, 

����� @ ��F��� !>�� ����। ;��� �� ��� ���#���V� ���#�� c!4 ���> >!�� #���। ���?` 
)��� ����H� /�#F� ��^��� g1� )�@�� A�&�। ���]��� �%�$� 
�� F ��� ���&���� ��� ���!�� 
��� A�&�। ��� ����S����> ;����� #���� �_��� /������ ����� c!4 ��� A�&�। >!���� 
��4F ;o������� /����� ��!���" 0�� ���#���V� / F���� /��� ��-������3� /����� ��!���"।            

��F��� Q
����V� ����� ��6F� ;������ ����V @ ������ ������! ��� )� 0��M ���]��� 
)D4�� 
� F�^����� 0� �%�$� !���� ��S ��#���� ^��� )�X�?�� ����� �����" ��!�> � >!� 
#������4� ��#����, / F���� @ �����6��� 
������� /
���� ������"। �_� @ / F���� 
^��� ���]��� ����#�� !��� )�X�?�� !>���"। 0> /�[�� ;����� � � ���^� !>�� 0� 
0��M ���������� @ 34���V� ��Z���� 3�8�� )���� )���� ^��� 0��M �_�4F ���F�?i� ;> 
���H�� ��%^ ��F�&�� ���%�� ��F��&� #3�4� ��������� !�S %S  �����। ����S�� ��� 
/���� W�% �^�� @ ��� ����S��� /����� ;����� #% ��c���� �%����� ;��� ���Å����। 
��� �3����� ��� �����3, ���?` 0���� @ #3�4� ���?` /���� ��%��� / F���� Q�H�% 
������4 !>���" ;����� ���� )� ���%���� ��!���" A!�� ���%��� ;����� #���। ��� 
����S��� #% #34���V� / F���� ;����� �^%। ���F ����S��� / F���� A`��� ���%�� 
����� /��%> ����� !>�� 0�� A!�� #3�4� A�� ������, ���F ����S�� �� ��a� ����S�� 
��N�#��� )�> !A� � )� ��!���� )��H4 ��F @ ���V� ����� !>��। )���� ��� /���� 
� �� ?��� �^�� �%�[� ����� !>�� 0�� ��� /���� #�����4�� #���� ����^� ���!��� 
)��3���� �����4F �����3 ��� ����� !>��। )�����!��� #���� �?���� 3Z ����� !>��, 0�� 
R��� A!�� 3Z #���%�� ;������ !>�� !>��। #���� ����^�, �������� @ ���� 0�� 0> 
��� ��H�� ���F���� �_���� #% ����#�� ^��� )*u���� ������� !��� %S  �����। 0�� 
0>g�� "�8� /����� ��� ��H���> ����������4 ����� !>��। ���F ����S�� /�[��� 
)�����!��� �?�� ����� ���F ����S��� ����^�� #% ����#�� ���c� ����� � � /c������ 
���� !>��। 34�V, 
������ @ ���#��V� ���%�� W�% @ 
������ ��  ;3�>�� &�- >!�> 
!>���" ;����� )È�3�। 
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����#%��� @ ����#%���� )��H4����#%��� @ ����#%���� )��H4����#%��� @ ����#%���� )��H4����#%��� @ ����#%���� )��H4    

;��� 0� � ����� ���� � )�, 0�M� )���� ���% )�� 0��� ���� @ 0��� ������� 
��!���" )��� ;:#F���� )^��@ ���]��� �����M ��� ��S ^��� ���^3� ������"। ��F��^� �� 
)�� ����F ��$��� >!�� ��N����� ���g�� �! 0��M �� ���� / F���� ����#% 3�8�� �������"। 
��$���, / F @ ^���� A�� ��!�� 0��&�M�� /����� ����� ����� #%, ��H% #���� A�� 0��M 
�6��� ��O��� &���>�� )�@��� )&]� ������"। �?��9��� ��� �����4, &��� ��1�� �� 
)��������, ?����� Æ� /f������4, )��x� @ �����M� ���� ��[� 3Z�� �� ��&]�- 0>�� 
��"�> W /�?��� ���F� ���। ����S� ���� A!�� ���4�#%�� ������ ���� 0�� &�, )���?��  
>A��, /%�% ���#���V� ��� @ ;�§�-0���-���� ;������ ���g��� ��!� �_F� A`��� 
)&]� ������"; ��h ;��� 0�@ )��x�-�����M� !>�� ���!� !>�� ;�� �>। 0�� 0�@ ;����� 
)��� ����F ������� E�N�M ���%�� ��!���"। ������ ��N�#������ )��H4, >!��� ;����� )���� 
��N�#������ ���% A9��� ��� ��N�#�� ���, ��F��� 0� �� °� ���c! ������"। �6��� �����HF�� 
����j�� #% �����£ Ë��Å� / F ��!��% ����� ��$��� ;����� A�� &�� �6�] ������"। 
����S��� ��N�#��� @ ;����V��� 0> ��� �%���� 3?�� A9�� � 0�� ;����� #���� 
� F ;� 
0���� ��R� ������ ���� �����"। >!��� ���!� ���� #% #�����4�� W�%�� !>�� !>�� 
0�� ;����� ����j������� /��%> ;����� #���� �_��� ��� �6�] ��2 ����� !>��। 
;����� �%�3 
���� 0�� �� A`� ����j�g���� ����� ���� [��:���4 ����F� ����� 
����R���� ;����?��� )Z��>�� �^� !>��। 

��Z�?��� ;����� ?��H%9 ��� @ ��F��� ��F���4� #% /��%> ;����� �¾��� /�[�, 
��!���� ��F�� �4��� @ )�i�� �_F�� /��!� !>�� !>��। ;��� 0 �%����� ����> 0��� )�, 
����#%���> ;����� ��� �¾। ;� ��>, ��!���� A�B�% ����� #% ����#%��� �� �4��� @ 
)�i�� c!4 ������" )� �_��F ;����� @�����!��  ����� !>��।  

����� ��O����� �� 3� ���� �9�� 0���� @ ;�§��� �� 
��� ����� #P !>���"। 0> 
��� �� 
��� ��� )���?��� >A��, &� @ /%�% ;:#F���� ���#���V� )���� �!����� 
/��M� 
��� / F��� 3�8�� �������"। ��"� Ì������� ��� ���$ /#F�� #% ����#%����� 
��1�� ��c�� ������"। ���O� ����#%���� )��g�� >�����%�> ���#���V� )��g��� ��!� 0� 
��¦ / F���� �������3��� �t��� !>���"। 0> ��> ��N�#����� �����4 ���M�� 3?���� 
������" 0�� ��N�#���� )��g��� ���%��� �������� ��¦�� ����� �������"। 0> /�[� !>�� 
��#��� �^� ���� #% ����#%������, ����� ����F ��$����� ���#%���� &R, ������ 
�����P���! ���?` ���� A�6� ����&�� ;D� c!4 ������" 0�� 0�@ ������"। ����F 
����#%��� >�����%> ��^4 �?������ ����� ��� �1 ������"। ��!��� ��@�� ��%^ !S�^� 
������" 0�� ��|��u���� ���� ��� ������"। ��^4 �?������ ������� ��#!�� !>�� ��!��� 
����� !>�� A�Z���"। ��!��� ����� ;�@ ��S6� ����� &��। ��!���� �^% !>���" &�। &�� 
?����� A�� ���������� ����F ������ )�;>� AÍ� >!�� 0��M Î�: ���4। 0 �%����� 
?����� ��F�� �����D4� ��$����� ��!� !�� ����>���"। ‘)*�’ )� ��$���� ���� �%����� 
������ ��� ���� ���F ����S��� g1� �����। ������, 
�?����?���> ����F ����#%������� �6�] 
���F ����S��� A�� ���� !@��� � �। /���h, ��> �b� ����#%������ ��% 
�������� 
)������!� ;?%:��4 �Y�� �%�!�� ����� )&]� ���। ��!�� ���?` �����#�, #���� @ 
A�#������� ���% ��E�HF� ����&4� )�� 0�� ���?` ��#������ ������ 
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��1�� �����&� ����� �� &�>�� ����R����� @ rF�������4 0� ��� ��#������ 
^���� /���J� ����, ��!���� A`�� Q������ ��N�#� ���  �!����3�� @  �_��F� A�� �?F����। 
����S�� ����F ����#%������ �����% ���F ����S��� ��� ��� ���� ����� �1 ������"। 
��"���� ����F ����: ����F ������ ��� �%��3� ���F ����S� �*����� �����% ���F ����S����� 
��!��% ���� �S�� ������"��। 

��^4 �?��9��� 0��� ����F ����� �3� �� ������� /����4 @ !�%� >!�> ���4 ��� )�, 
��� ��N����� ��!���� A�B�% !���� ����� ���� �% F !�, ��!� !>�� )�> ��N������� !�%� �����@ 
����#%������ 0�M��� ���� ��� �। >!��� )�� ��Y! �> )�, ���O� 0> /��� ����F 
��O�4����j��� ��!��% � ���� #% ��F�� ������� ����� A�� ����F��� �h] �!। 

�¾� ��1�� ��c�� ���� #% ;����� �#
 ��$ �_��F ���4� ���� ����#। 

;����� #34 ����#%��� �_��F ��M� ��&� �!। ��3� ���-?��� ��� #34�� /:�� 
����F������� ������"। /��% >!�� / F 0> � )�, ��N!��� ����#%���������� !>�� �3���"। ��h 
0� 0> ����F������� ���?���� ����#%���������� ���?��� ���4� ��� �!#�� !>���"। 
;����� )��� ����#%���� /�[��� *�Å�� �!���� #34 /��� M%�p, ��%����#�� ��%���� 
/�Ç���%, ���?` *���� �»���% @ &�� rF���� &�� �a� /�?� �����  ���। M%�p, �%���� 
0��&�M�� ;����%, rF��� �?6�� ���%�� A�� ;�Y���� ���%�� #34�� ��F�� /�6�% 
����#%����� ��1�� ��%^ ��c��� ����� ���� @ ��N!���� ����#%���������� ����� )����� �� ] 
�����3 ��!���"। 

��Ï����Ï����Ï����Ï��    

0> ���%�� ���� )� �%��� ;���3� �6�] !>���" 0> ����M ��!� �����4F1�� /����  ��� 
0�� ��!�� ��!� W���%। ��Ï������� ;o��V4������ �� F ���O� 
����� @ ���S� ��c���� 
0��M /�����% /�� �����> ;��� �� ���। )� ��F: ��Ï������ ��N!���� ��M c!4���3% �! 
0� 0��M ������ �%�[�� /��� ��n] !>��  ����� 0�� ��N!���� ?�3% ��F���4� /����� 
��� �_��F '(s( ���� ?���, ����S� @ #������E� ���% )� W���% ���J� !>���"� ��!� 
/
���� ��� !>�� ���� ��F: ��^4 0����� /�a��� ����# ����� 0�� ?��� @ ����S� 
��!���� ���% �2����4F �_�F [�� ����� ��!���� #3�4� r�-r�F��� /�����j ��F���?��� 
��!���� ��$ ����3 ����� ������ �। 

A���!��A���!��A���!��A���!��    

#3�4� >��� ��1�� &���>�� )�@�� 0��M /34���V� @ Q
����V� ����� /��� )�� ;# 
��n] !>���"। rF��� #���� /�[���� ���� ������"। ��N�#��� @ ���#��������� ��!���� 
#���� &�� �����3 ��? ������"। 0� ��#���� ���1��� @ �����6��� [������ ������� 
����H� � ;# ����cS, )�i��� 
������ /
��6�� )���� ���� ;E�� !�����" 0�� ��Y! @ 
!����� 0� ������� ����#%���� ��$���! ;����� ;?%:��4 �%����� !S�^��� �����3 ��? 
������"।  

%���� ;@���� ���MF� )�X�� �F����F�!� ���� #3�4� W�%, ��������!�  
������, 
����S��� ��!��, )*u���� ���� �F�����x��� 34�V, ��F�� Q
��&��� 0������� A��� ��� 
@ 
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���#��V� ���� /c3��� 
�� F ����#%����� ��1�� ��c���� A�B��% ��#�����, ���MF @ 
#34�� ��3�Z� ���� #% ���MF� ��� ����%� ��� ;!�� #��>���"। 0> A�B��% ;��� 
�»����� �������! ;����� #% ���#�V @ 34��V ��O��� ��� ����S���� W�%�� 34 
;�Y�� 3�8�� )�����  ;!�� #��>���"� 

'। ��F�� ;> ���H�g�� ?��I�� ���� ��%^ @ �������� ���F#� )?�M�������� �?���� �� 
;> ���H� ��F�& ����� !>�� 0�� /�°�?��� ��F��&� ����S��� #���� ���H� ��»��6� 
��H�g��� �%�[� ���� #% ����V ������ ������ 

(�) )*u���� ��� �%�[�� /��� ���F @ ��a� ����S��� #������4� ��4F 
�������� 
/������� �a��� ���। ����S��� A?� /���� ��4F ;���� 
������ ���। 
)������ )���^�, Q������ �_F� @ ���� 0> ���M ��H��� ����� )�X�� ������� 
A�� %S  �����। /%�% ��� ��H��� ����� ���F @ ��a� ����S��� ������� A�� 
%S  �����। 

(�) ���6�� @ ?�H�� ���� 0�� )?i3��� ���Ç��� �?���� ��a� ����S��� �������!�� 

�������� ���� �!���� ��3FZ। 

��a� ����S��� ��3F�Z� ��������!� 34���V� 3Z ��Z���� 0�>°� !>�� 0�� ��!��� 
(�������!) 0��M ;���� )*u����� W�%�� !>��। 0> )*u������ ;> ���H�� 
)�� ����> ��#� ���%�����%� ��� 0��� /���] �������! /��^� )������%� 
;��� /������ !>�� ������ � 0�� ��������!� ��F��&� ������34 )� ��� 
��H�� 0��� !>��,���H� )�> ��� �����4 ��H� ���F�� �����। 0��M ;���� 
)*u������ ���� ��F�� 0�->A�M �%�[��� �����F ���� A����$ �^% 
������V� @ 34���V� ����� ���%�� /#F ��� !>��। ��F�� A�#���� 0����, 
)���� ��#%, >#����� 0����, 0�#z� ���! @ /�°�?��� 0�������!�� �� �̀!� 
����g��� /�����% /�� �!���� ��$ ����� !>��। ������, ;��-������ @ A�#���� 
#�����4�� �6!�� #���� ��!� �_6$ ����� !>�� ��!��� ��!�� A`� �3�� 
#���� �����3- �������� )?�3 ����� ����। 

��� ����S��� ���% )�i���6� )����� ������� A9���!� @ ��$���� ����� !>��। 
�����#� �_�F @ ����6��� ������� A9���!� ����� !>��। 0�� A?������ 
)��3����3 �%�[� ;�@ 
j�%����% ����� !>��।  

(3)    ���H�g���� ;> @ ���#M ����� ��4F ^��� ��� ����� !>�� 0�� )����ux @  

3?F�3�4� ;> �4��� ^��� ��!� ����� !>��।  

(E)   #34�� )�i��� /����� @ 
����� ���� !>�� 0�� #�����E ��6F� '(sv ���� 
36!��  

        ��������� ��� 
��6� ��� /����� )?�3 ����� ���� !>��। 

 

L। ��4F �%�$ 
������ ������J� 0�� )E��H� #1�� /�[� ��%�!�� ����� !>��। ��� 
������ ;> ��%�!�� ����� !>��। 

.। ��z ����, ;�r� ����� �� ;&����>, ;��A\�! �� )�I�,��4�6Ð )�, ;�r� 
!�����! ��#���� ����4 ��#���� @ ��� ��&��� ;M� ���F @ ��a� ����S��� ���  
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�Y��� ;� ���$ ���� !>��। ��#���� ��F���� ��1�� ��� ��&����� ����� @ )c*���� 
������� ��%�!�� ����� !>�� 0�� ��#���� ����4 ���#��� �_�� @ #����� ��F%�4 
����� !>�� 

s। ����S��� ‘�����M�’ @ ‘)��x�’ !>�� ���%�� ��%�!�� ����� !>��। ����S�� ��� 
����F E�N�M� ������ ��� ����� !>�� 0�� 0> ���� ;� )�� &��$�� #�8� !@�� 
&���� �।  

K। ����S� ����^� ��Z������ ��F3Z ����� !>��। ����^�� )^�� ���F ����S��� 
;o�?F���� ����� ������ !>��। )i-���!�� ��� �*�� ���F ����S�� [��:��� ����� 
!>��। 

-। ���F ����S��� / F���� @ ��j��R�: ���� ��� �^% !>�� 0����� #������4� 
��%�4 ���। ���F ����S� !>�� ��N�# ��&�� �2 ����� !>��। ���F ����S� �� ��a� 
����S� )����> !A� � )�, #�����4�� )��H�4� 0�� g�M���� ������ ��6F� )���� 
��S �_� ���^3� ���� )&]��� �2 ����� !>��। ��� g1���4F @ ��� ��jg�� ������ 
���� ���J� ����� !>��।  

q। )���^� ��j ������ ���� ������ ������ !>�� 0�� A!� )���� A?����� [�� ����� 
!>��। 

v। ;������V� @ ����#%���� ��N�# 0�� �%�ª,���� )��_�� @ ��M �%���� #������4 ����� 
!>��।  

(। �%�$3� ��������� #��� ����� ���F ����S�� .. 0�� @ ��a� ����S�� 'mm 
0���� ���% ������ ������ !>��। ������� ��� #��� �#��� / �� !S�:� D�#��� 
�6H���� ���% ������ ������ !>��। ���F ����S�� K 0�� @ ��a� ����S�� 'L 0�� 
��F: #��  ��#� �@��* ����� !>��। ������ ������� ���F� ��#�, M%�p ��%�!�� 
����� !>��। 

'm। D��� ��3Z�� A�� ����-��H� ��%�!�� ����� !>�� 0�� ;>.0�.@ ��?�� )� 
��� /����� 
���� ��� !>���" ��!�� ��� �t� ���F ����� !>��। #������4� 
�%�� �#���� �a��� ���� ����� !>��।  

''। ��� S�� ����� ��M ���6?�H�� ���%�� ��^�� ���� AP�$ ������ !>��। !�r��� �!�� 
������ ����F�M ����� ����� 0��M �� 34���V� ���� ����3 ����� !>��।  

'L। )����&S�� ��F���� /��� EM�>�� !>�� 0�� ��F��� � � ����� ����� !>��।  

'.। ���F ����S��� �%� ������� ������ #% ���F��� �%�[� c!4 ����� !>��।  

's। �����4 ����H� A�� !>�� ��#� @ M%��p� )��¤� Ñ���� #% �� ���F ���� �����  
�����F ��� ����� !>��। 
 
 
 
 

#�� ��!A�B ;!��,��Ò-�_��� ����S� %���� ;@���� ���MF ��6F� ������ 0�� ;�*� )�� U��� !>�� �����। 
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�6 L-q 
������� ��� ����� 

-- �*� ��F��&�  ���F ����S� ;@���� ��3 )*+����, '(-- 
    

;����� ��N&�� ����;����� ��N&�� ����;����� ��N&�� ����;����� ��N&�� ����    
--------�*� ��F��&��*� ��F��&��*� ��F��&��*� ��F��&�    

    

;��� ��� )������ ?�>-)�����, 

;�� ���F ����S������ ��N&�� ����1�� -- �*� ��F��&� )������ @ ^����� ���� ����&�� 
#% )�� ������"। ��:?��� A!�� ������&� ���� ������F ������ 
� F���� ������� ;��� ��1�� 
��9�� �M� �1 ������"। #3�4� r����� 0> )&!��� @ 3���3���� ��!� )������ ������&�। 
/���� ���F ����S������ ���: �!# @ %��% ���� ��> A�Z���", ��> 0> ������� 0��?��� 
Q!-Q! ����� A�Z���"। ;����� ���6?�H��� ���?�H� ���� ����, ���F-��� #3�4� ���$-�� 0��� 
�*� ����, ��$-��F�& � �� ����, "��-�14��� �!# 
j-�%� ��^�-���?� ����, ������� ��^�� 
���%� ���� ���� >�%��� ��� ���� ����� ���%> 0> )��H��� �� @ ��!���� ������� >���� @ 
����S� ����� H8�V ;��d�� ������"। 

;��� �S���� -- �*� ������@ 0N�� )���?��� ����S� r> M���� ������ r��?��2 ;���� 
������"। ;��� �S���� --�*� ������ )� ���F ����S��� ���8 ��N& )���M )���H� ���� ;�� 
�:��� /:��� � �> ������ !>���", ���� ;��� )�� ��Y! �>। ����� ��3�#� )����, 
������ @ �?�-������ �����4, ��� )D4�� ����#�� ���6���� ;�� )3�M� )������� A9��!-
AB���� ��8� )������"- ���� ;��� ���4 ��!� @ ���� �� ;�����"। ���F���� ���F ����S��� 
#3�4� #���� ���J� ;@���� ��3 ;��� -- �*� ���� /����� ������"। *�� -- �*� ���� 
;# ���F ����S��� #3�4� #���� ������ ���4� !>���"। 0 /�[�� ������ 
� F� )��H���� 
�&��4�� #34 ����: !>�� �, )� ��O�� ;��� ;�"।  

��h 0@ ;�� #��, #3�4� r����� ^��� /���, ��N���  ��� �&��, !������ 0N��� 
/*��:, ��� 0N��� ��M�,3��� ��� 0N��� ������। 0N�� ��°��। Ã��, W�% @ ��!��� ��� 0N�� 
;�" ������ ���। ;��� >���� @ 34��V� )��!�> ���� 0N�� ;�" /��#� ���। ��h���F 
����S��� #3�4� r���� )���� 0N�� ���� 0��#�M। 0N�� �� "��-���� #34�� ����: 
������ )&]� �����। )� )&]� �1@ !>�� �3���"। ���F ����S������ �d�� )���� #% 0N�� 
>�����%> ���!� !>�� ��8���"। 0��� !�#�� )&]���@ ;��� /����� ��&� )������ ����: 
!>�� � ����@ ;��� )�� ��Y! �>। � ��� --�*� ����M� �*�� �*�@���� �!# ��� @ 
���^� �%��%� @ ���$�! 0> ���S�� �&�� ������। ;@���� ���3� ��* !>�� 0��H�� ;�@ 
���S�� @ �&���� ���� ��� !>��। ;�� ���, �����4?��� ��� 34�V�, ����H?��� ;@���� 
���3� ��F�34 "�8�@ ���^� ���F ����S�� ����> 0> �� ���S��� ��%�!�� �����।  
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''''� �*� � �*� � �*� � �*�     

0> �*�� ��� !>���" )�, W��!���� ���!��-�S���� �?���� ����V �&� ���� ����S��� 
0��M ���%��� )*u����°�� 3�8�� !>��। ���� ���F���x��� ����� �����  �����। ��� 
��F�& ���F#� ���-����� ������ )?��M /��J� !>��। ;>�?�����!� ���F�?i��  �����। 

>!��� ;���� �� ;�"? ���!��-�S�� ����S��� #3�4� ��M ������ ;#��! ��� 
)��� )�@�� ��F�&� @����। '(s- ����� �����4 ��F�& 0> �S���� �?����> !>���"�। ������ 
������ #34 0� ����% ����S��� ���p )?�M@ �����"�� 0> �S���� �1>। '(Ks ��� 
�����4 ��F�&� ���F ������ ������ ;��� ����� ���8 (q�M )� 0��� �*�� ��^ ;�����"�, 
���!��-�S���� �?���� ����V �&�� ���� �"� ��� ���% /%�� ��� ����।  ������ ��3 �� 
)��X� @ ������ ������ ^���� /���J�। ������ ��S ��$ @ ^��� �>�� ��N�� 0> �S���� 
��1��� ������"��। 0> �S���� ��^ )?�M ���� >���� ���` @ ����S� ��� !>��, 0�� ���$ 
��@ )�@�� !>���"�। � ��� ���F ������ )?�M���� 0> �S���! 0��� �*�� ��^ )?�M �����"�। 
���F ����S��� #3�4� ��^ � � ����� )3�� 0> �¶ &�8�:?��� 34���V� A���� �������� 
!>��> �3���"। ���#> ;# ���!��-�S�� �?��� ����V �&�� ���� ����� ;�� )��@ �� ���� 
���� �>; ���F ����S��� #3�4� ����4 �����> ��1�\� ������" ���। � ��� ���!��-�S���� �� 
����> ��N�� ;N���>��  A�Z, ��N�� !� ����S� ��c��� ���� �"�� �, / �� ���F ����S��� 
#3�4� ����-��@��� ��������� @ ������ 
� F���� ������ ����� ����S��� /�] ��� ����� 
&�। 

0> �*�� ���F���x��� ����� �����, ���F#� )?��M ������ ��F�& @ ;> �?�� 
���F�?i���� )� ���� ��� !>���" ���� ;���� ���4 ��? ;��� �S��> ?��, � )����u����� 
����� ����� @ ����^ ��F�& @ ^���!� ;>�?�> ?��, 0 ��&��-?�� #3�4� A�� "��8�� 
)�@��> �� A�&� �? ��� ����S��� W�%��!��� 0> ��*������ 0> �� ��¶ )�*�������� 
���%�� #�� ��&�>-0� �S�� � ���� ;��� ��1�� 3���3��� �HF4 ������" )�? ��N�� ��� 
��#��� ��� 0�> ;[���, ��� ;�� 0> ��¶� A��> 34-)?�M !>�� ���। 

LLLL� �*�� �*�� �*�� �*�    

0> �*�� ;�� �S�� ������" )�, )*u���� ������� 0������� )������ )���^� @ 
������� �%���� 0> r>�M ��H�  �����। /���] ��S ��H� )eM����!� (��F�� �%�[�� ���� ���� 
��� !�) !���  �����।  

0> �S���� �1> ������ 
�� F� ������� ;��� A�� ��F���^� )��� &�M���"। ;�� ��� 
����S��� r> M���� ���� ��� ������ �S�� �����"। ����4F 
� F���� >!���� 0�> /2 ����� 
)*�����" )�, >!��� �����k��� ��� ���g�� ��F%: ?����� �3���"। >!��� ?����� ��>���" )�, 
�6�M� ������� �%����M ��� '(s- ���� )� ‘�%�’ �����"�� 0�� )� ‘�%�’ ���c� @ ������ 
��3  A?��> c!4 ������"��, ���� )�X�� ������� !��� )���^�, ����� @ )��3����3 �%�[� 
0> ���M ��� ��H� �"� 0�� ���� �� ��H�> ������ !��� !>���"�। >!� !>�� 0M�> ����Y�! 
����4� !>���" )�, �6�M� �����, ���c� @ ������ ��3 ����� �� 0> )�, 0> ���M ��� ��H� 
)��X� !���  �����> )�X�� ����� &���� ����। /% ���� ���c� &��$-?I ���� �%����M 
�%� ����%$ !�। �� � !>�� 0> �� ��H� �>��> ;#@ ?����� )�X�� �����, &����  ����। 
;�� ;��� �S��� �%����M �%���> /���4 ������"। )��3����3 �%�[� ;�� ��� �����" ��% ��h 
��� ���$3� ���4@  
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;�"। /�� ?����� )���� )��3����3 �%�[��@ /���� �"�। )*u���� 3Z�� ���-Q�k��� 
������ 0> )�, )�-)� ��H�� )*u���� )eM����!� 
� F 0� @ /��?�#%, )��� )�> )�> ��H�> 
)*u������ 0������� )�@�� !�। 0> ������ /����� /�� ?���� )��3����3 �%�[� 0� @ 
/��?�#% �"�। )���@��� !>�� &�NM3�N@ ��F: 0�> )��� &���� �����। ��h ����S�� �� �। r> 
/���� )��3����3 �%�[� 0� @ /��?�#% � �> ��� �_�4F �6 �। )��@���� ������� ������� 
!��� Ó�z*�� ����� ��F�� �����@ �� 
���� ������"। )M���*�-)M��c�* )��]��*��� 
�%�����@ 0 ��% 
���� �����> !>��।  

��� ��� ��>�� ���� )�, 0��� �*�� �� )�X�� ���M ��H� ����� ������� �"�, �� ;�� 
;��� ��F�� �S��� ��� r> ��H� ����� )�? 0 ��¶� #��� ;�� .� �*�� �%��%�� �����"। 
0��� ;� ��1�$ ������ �।  

;���M� �%����� ?�� ���4� �6�] !>�� ����। ;��� �S��� )*u����M� >A�M�� ‘����' � 
����� ‘)eM’ ������"। >!��� ������ 
� F� )��H���� #34�� 0> ����� )��N�� ���� ���� 0�� 
����@ �1 ������" )�, ‘)eM’ /� F ;�� ‘>������x )eM’ �� ‘
��� ���’  ��¤�>���"। ��h �� ��% 
�। )*u����M� >A�M�� r���� ��F� �8 �8 )*u�����> ‘����’ �� ‘��?z’ � ����� ‘)eM�’ ��� 
!>��  ���। )�X�� ����� )*u���� / �� >A�� ��� !�। ����F ��$���, )���?��M >A��, 
)*u���� #F����, 0� �� ;����� ������� ?��� ��� ����> ����� �������!�� ‘)eM’ @ 
)�X�� >A�� �� )*u���� �����  ���। ;����� ��O��F� ;��� @ ��a� ����� ‘����’ � 
‘)eM’। 0� ��� ?��� >A���� ���� !>�� ‘)eM’ !@��� �t� ��>�� ����, ��� ���F ����S��� 
0>M��� ���� ��F��� ����> �� ��F��� 0� 0���#F� )�? 

.� �*�    

0> �*�� ;�� ���� �_��F r>�M ���j �� /�M��F�M? �S�� �����"। 0> r>�M �S���� )� 
)��@ 0��M c!4 �����> &����� 

(�)  ���F @ ��a� ����S��� #% r>�M �_�4F �6 � / & �!�# ��������3% ����� �&� 
����� !>��। 0> �%�[� /����� ����z� )��X� !���  ����� �, ;����, ������� 
!���  �����। r> /���� #% r>�M 
�V ‘)eM’ �%�ª  �����।  

 

(�) r> /���� #% 0�> ����z�  �����। 0 �%�[�� ���� )��X� !���  �����। ��h 0 
/�[�� �����V 0� �����F] ����  ����� !>�� ���� ���F ����S��� ���� ��a� 
����S�� ��&�� !>�� � ����। 0> ������ ����S��� 0��M )*u���� ��#�?F �%�ª 
 �����; r> /��� r>�M �6 � ��#�?F �%�ª  �����।  

0> r>�M ���j �S�� !>�� )��� ��>�� )�, ������ ������ )��X !�� !>�� ������ !��� 
;���� �S�� ;�� ��� �>। ��� ;��� ����� /���F�M? 36!�� !�, ��� ���� )��X� !���> 
 ����� ��>��। W /�[�� ;�� 0���-�*� �S���� )����* )�� ������� ������", 0 � � ��� &�� 
�।  

��� ��a� ����S�� ?�>�� ;��� 0> �S��� ��#� � !, ���> ��� � � ���j / F�9 )��X� 
!�� !>�� ������ ������ !��� ;��� !>��। ;��� �6���O��, ;���-;���&�� ���%�� ?�� 
��¤����¤� /��� !>�� ;����� 0�� A?� /���� ������� ������ ��a� ����S�� ?�>�� 0> 
�S��� ��#�� 
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!>��। ;��� ��N!���� ������ ���%�3��J�� �%�3 ����� ���%�-���% ����� �>���",���� �� 
;����� ������ 0>M��� ����� �?  

;� ��� /�[�3���� ������ ������ 0����� ;���@ !�, ��� ���� )�X r�F� !>�� �; 
����S��� )��@ /�] !>�� �। �%����M �%�� ���� ?����� )��X� )� �S�� �"�, ���� ���� 
)�X�� ��H� �"� �। W �S�� )�� ����� �6�M� ����� 0�� W �S�� c!4 ����� ���c� @ ������ 
��3 ����> 
���� ������" )�, ������ )�X�� ��H� � �����@ )�X &���� ����। � �M� ��%। 
����� / F ��k�� 0> �%�[�� 
��6�� ;�"। )��X� ���� ������ !��� / F��� ���� 0�� 0�> 
)��� �6 � �6 � ��#�?F �%�ª  ���� �#� r���� �8 �8 ��$���� ����@ ;�"। )��� ����F 
��$����� / F��� &�� )*u���� ��#�?F ���e��� ���%�� �6 � �6 � )eM �%�ª ����। 0�� ��$��� 
���� !� �>; ����� ;� F� ������@ )?�I ��8 �>। /� )� ��$���� )���F����� )���?��M 
>A��, ����� @ )�X�� ������� )�� / F�V� �� / F�*�� �>। ��� ������� ������� / F�9 
)eM ������������!�> / F�V� @ / F�*�� ;�"। )�X�� ������� ;� F� ����# W�� ������� 
�V� @ �V� �*�� ����> ���M��  ���। ��^4 ;�§��� �� )���@ ;���� ������� ������ r>�M 
�6 � @ 
�V ��#�?F �%�ª ���� ;3 !>��> &��� ;�"।  

;��� �S���� ��F 0> )�, A����$ r> ����j� ������M 36!�� !>�� ���� )��X� �¹���� 
 �����। )� /�[�� A?� /���� 0�> ���� ���� ��F��� )�� ;�" )���  �����। �� F�% ��� 
0> !>�� )�, ���F ����S��� ����#�� ���� ���F ����S��� ��#�?F �%�ª !>�� >��% !>�� 0�� ���� 
‘���F ����S�’ �� ���^�� ‘U���’ )���  �����। ��a� ����S��� ����#�� ���� ��a� ����S��� 
��#�?F �%�ª !>�� >��% !>�� 0�� ���� ‘��a� ����S�’ �� ���^�� ‘���!��’ )���  �����। 
�^�:��, ;��� �S���� ����� ���j � !>�� ��� � � ���j@ 36!�� !�, )� /�[���@ A?� 
/���� ���� �!�# ��������3%  ����� 0�� ����S��� W��%� ���� @ ���F
°� A?� ;���� 
������� �!����3��� 0�> ���� ���� �&� ��� ��>��। 

0�M� ���>�� �&:� �����> ��¤� ��>�� )�, 0> r> �%�[�� 0��M c!4 ��� "�8� ���F 
����S��� ��a� / F���� �6��%� !�� !>�� �^� ���� /% )�� @ A��� �>। ���� ����S��� 
#% 0�> ���� !@��� @ r> /���� ����� ���% )�� �6 � �&£ �  ���� ;���� ����z� 
����F���� )��@ ����-��H� @ �?�F� �!��� �>।���� @ / F���� )�X�� ������� 0������� 
 ���� /�� �!�#> ���F ����S��� ;� ��a� ����S�� &���� ��>���"। ������-)������� 
���J�, ��j-���4#%, �%�����, >��@��z @ Q������ �������!� )!u /�*� ��a� ����S�� 
/��[�  ���� ��� ����M 0> ��&���� ��# /����� 3���� &�����"। ����> #�� ������ )eM 
�%�ª @ %���� �%�ª�! ��S �%��ª� )!u /�*� ��a� ����S��। 0> )��� ��� ����J� )"�M r-
0���� �%�ª >!�� ������ �%��R� ���। 0>�� �%��ª� �u����#�M� M���, )���� ���, ����A���M 
���, ��j-���4�#%� ;�, ���*� @ )���� ��� 0� � �� ���F ����S�� /��J� ��S ;� F� 
)����� M��� ����&�� U��� ����  �� 0�M�� ������ )!u /�*�� / F�9 ��a� ����S�� &���� 
��>���", ���F ����S� ��� ����&� !>��  ������"। ����&�� ��� ����� !>�� �MA���� ��N���� 
����� !>�� ��� ������ !�। /���] ��� ������ #��  ���। ���F ����S��� ����#�� / F@ 
)��� )&��� �MA������ ���%�� ��a� ����S��> #��  ���। 0> ����4> ���F ����S�� �%���M�� 
*��F� !>�� ���� �>। �� �%����M� *��F� ��a�� !>���"।  ��F�� �%�[� &����  ����� 
)��@ �� ���F ����S�� ���� 3Z !>��@ �। ���4 )��?� ���> �%����M� *��F�। 
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��� Ô%�>M-/�-�%����M� �� ���� ��&��> �, ����É����!�� ���F ����S�� ��%����#�� 
�#���� rF���%��, #3�4� ����H�� ��M&�H���� r�F�� ��S� #% ���� 0> ���� �%�[� @ / F���। 
;�� K� �*�� �%��%�� 0 �%����� ;�@ ��S����?��� ;���&� ������"। 0��� ��� 0>M��� ����� 
�������" )�, 0> Ô%�>M-/�-�%����M� �2 ����� � ����� ���F ����S���� ��#�� ��j-���4�#% 
0� ��-@ /c�� !>�� ������ �। ���4 0 /�[�� ���� 3�8�� A�Z�� ���� �। 

s� �*�    

 0> �*�� ;�� �S�� ������" )�, ��� ���� M%�p-��#�-�� ���F% @ ;����� ^��� 
 ����� ;���� ������� !���। )*u���� ������� )� ^���  ����� �। ;���� ������� 
;���� )��?�A-0� ��F���� /�� ;����� ��I ��I )*u���� �!���� /�M����M�%��� #�� !>�� 
��>��। 0> ���F ��#�?F �%�ª����!�  A�� ���%������ ���� �����V>  �����। 0>?��� #���6� 
M���> )*u���� ������� �!��� !>��। 

;��� 0> �S���> ������ 
�� F� �������#��� @ ���*����� )��H��� ���&�� )��� &����� 
A�Z���"। ���� ������", M%�p ����F%� ^��� )�X�� ������� �  ����� )� ����� &���� ��1��? 
)�X�� ����� ���� )� 0������ ������ ���J�� ���4� !>��। ������� A�� �?F� ����� 
)�X�� ����� )���^� ����� )���? ����� ���> &���>�� �� ����? ����#�� ��� &�N�� � 
���� )�X�� ����� @ /�!��� ���� ��>��। /�0� 0M� �a�> ����S� ����� H8�V। 

������ 
� F��� 0> ���� �� � �> � ������"। / & ;� 0�M� � �@ ��% �। ��% )� � 
)�M� ���¤��� �� ���%����� ��N��� �a�> ;�"। ��� )� ��N�� 0�� � � ������", ��� 0���� ���4 
��N��� �%�$3� @ )D4�3� 
� F। )� 
� F ���F ����S��� #34�� /���� )��H4 @ ��· ���� 
/�����। ��N�� #�� )�, ;��� 0> �S��� )�X�� M%�p ����F%� ����� )�@�� � !>��@ )�X�� 
����� ���F�Õ &��� �� ���F ����S�� �� ] /� F� �%�[� ��� !>���"। )� �%�[� ���N� ������ 
������V� ���� �&�� ������� ��� !>���"। 0M�> ������ �!����� ���&�� /���E, /�% F @ 
��F���^� ����� A���। ��N�� 0M�@ #�� )�, )�X�� M%�p ����F%� ^��� � ����@ )*u���� 
&��� ���� �����k�� 
��6�। ��N�� 0 ���@ ���� )�, �%����M ����� )� �%� �6�M� ����� 
�&� ������"�� 0�� ���c� @ ������ ��3 A?��> c!4 ������"��, ����@ M%�p ����F%� ^��� 
������ !��� )�@�� !>���"�; )�X�� )� ^��� )�@�� !� �>। .� �*�� �%��%�� ;�� )���>���" 
)�, / F�V� @ / F�*�� "�8�@ r���� /�� )*u���� &�����"। ��� ���% r���� /%�� )DJ 
��$���� )*u���� )���?��M >A���� � �@ ;�� ������"। � �� )��X / F�V� �� / F�*�� 
����� )��@ �¥�� /�S�> �>। ���� �� / F�?��� )���?��M >A�� ��� !>�� �3���"? ��8 �>। 
;��� �S�� ���F��� !>��@ )��� ����S��� )���^� �%�[� r�F� !>�� �। ���4 ;��� �S��� 
)�X�� �!����� ������� #% ������V� ������ ������� ��� !>���"। )� /�[�� �����V 
0� ����  ����� )�, ;���� ����� )���� �� )� ����> M��� M%�p ����F% @ ;��� �1 � 
)�, �����V ��F���� )� M���� !���� /�� ��#�?F �%�ª )�X�� �!���� #�� !>�� ��>��। )� 
M���� ;���� ������� )��@ !��  ����� � । � ���  )�X�� ������� M%�p ;����� ¤����� 
)��!�>�� !>�� �। ������� M%�p ����F% @ ;����� #% )��@ �*�� �� /�*��� ���!� ������ 
!>�� �। �6����� /��� M%�p ����F%� ^��� @ )��X� #% M%�p ����F% @ ;����� ���% u������ 
!>�� �। ���� ;���� ��&�� /��%� @ /�&� �2 !>��। W?��� ���� M���� ���� 3Z @ 
A`����� /�� ��# ��� ��>��। /�*��� ���!���@ A`��� �9���# �����#� ��� ��>��। 
&��F �� M%�p ����F% @ 
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/����� 0�����4 �!#�� !>��। ����> #��, / F-��k���� 0� R��> ���3� M%��p��� 
���� ;�6] !>���"। ���3� M%��p��� ����� ����> /����� Q�k��� @ *���� ����� 
/�?�!� ������"। M%��p��� )*u������ 0���� !>�� /����  0������?�$ ��� 0> ���F��� 
@ ��F��H ;� F� ��� c!�4� � � ���^� ��� ��>�� ����। 
 
KKKK� �*�� �*�� �*�� �*�    
 0> �*�� ;�� Q������ ���4#% �%����� �»°� ������V� ������ ������� ������"� 
 

 (') r> /���� Q������ ���� ;��� �6 � �6 � �!��� ������ !>��। 

(L) ���F ����S��� /�#F� Q������ ���� ���F ����S��� 0������� 0�� ��a� 
����S��� /�#F�  Q������ ���� ��a� ����S��� 0�������  �����।  

(.) )*u������ ����#�� ������ ���� r> /�� !>�� ���?��� / �� �����V 
��F���� !���!��� ��� ;��� !>��।  

(s) )��#�� ��%��� ��� ��� A?� /���� ���% ;����-�*��� &����।  

(K) �%���-���4#% �|�2 ������� ��I &��$ �_����, ������ )Óu ��� [���� 0�� 
;����-�*��� ������ /����� ;���� ������� !��� %S ����� ������V� 
���� ����� !>��। 

 
     ���F ����S��� / F���� ��a� �6��% !>�� �^� ������ #% 0> �%�[� .� �*�� 
��> /�%���%�।  

����S��� ;Z���� �"��� ���HF� >��!���� ���� 0�M� #� ����>��> )��� ��>�� 
)�� 
 

(�) ���F ����S��� /�#F� ������ ���� ���� ��a� ����S��� ��j 3�8�� )���� !>���" 
0�� !>���"। )�> ��� ��j#�� ���%� /�#F� ������ ������ ��a� ����S��� 
/�#F� ������ ���� ��� !>���"। 

(�) ���F ����S�� ���� 3�8�� � @Z�� ���F ����S��� /�#F� ������ ���� �%�!���� 
^��� ���F ����S��� �> 0> /#�!��� ���F ����S��� ������ ;� ��a� ����S�� 
�%� ��� !>���"। 0>?��� ���F ����S� ��j���� !>�� �������" �। 

(3) ���F ����S� )� ������4 ;� ��� )�> �����4 �%� ����� ���� �। ����> #��, 
���F ����S� )� �����4 �*��� ��� ;���� ��� �����4�� ��� /��F���@ ��। 
*�� / F���� /���E ��� /�����> ���F ����S�� >�§� �� ����É��� �%������� 
Î��� �� ���3��> ;�"। ��� *�� ;����� ��%����#�� ��%���� ��� 0� )���। 
����� !>�� ;���� ��� 0�> �#���� ���F @ ��a� ����S�� ����� ���� ����> 
0M� ��¤� ��>��। ������ ���� ���� ����� 0�� / F���� /%�% ��S ^��� )�X�� 
������� 0������  ���� *�� ;����� 0> r�F��।  

(E) ����S��� ������ ����� �� ?��3� r> ?�3> /�#F� !� ��M !>��। / & ��M&�H��� 
���M� %��% ���% )�� ����� � � ;���� ��&M�@ )�@�� !� �। *�� ��M&�H���� ?�3% 
;# ��j��� 
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@ �%�������� )���� �#��� ���4� !>���"। ���F ����S� ����� ���M� &�H ��V4  
��� ��h &�H��� ���M� %��% ��� ���� ���� �। 0� /º�� / F��� r���� ;� 
)�� )��� �>। ���� ��M  ��� &�H��� E��, ���� ���M� ���  ��� ���-��� 
M���। �%������ g���� &���� ��@��� ���  ���  ��� ��� !� ����। 0 )��� 3��� 
��M-&�H� �&���� )����� ;�����"। ��M-�%���� #������4 ����� ��M �*����� 
������ ;��� ;� "�8� 0� )��@ ������ �>, 0� � ;��� ����� ������" । 0 
A�B��% ;��� ;@���� ��3 ��V�?�� ;��� #�M ����F�M� ���F���� 3Z 
������"���। ��� )�X�� ������� ��!���% ��N�#����� ;����� )� ;�T ��# �% F 
����� �����"। 

(�) ���F ����S��� /�#F� ������ ����> )� ��� ��a� ����S�� ��& !>���" �� �। 
;����� /�#F� ������ ����� )#��� )� ����� �����4 ������ )�� @ 0>u ;�����", 
��@ ��a� ����S�� �%� !>���"। ��h )� )���� ��� �! ����� !>���" ���F 
����S���>। W /�[�� ������ ����� ��M&�H��� ���M� %��% ���% ���� !>��, 
;����-�*��� ��� ����� #�����4�� �S� ���� ��%����#�� ��% �����! 
����� ����� #�� ����� ����� !>�� 0�� ���F���� ;����� /�#F� ������ ���� ���� 
���F ����S��� !��� ���F ����S��� ��j���� ����� !>�� ;��� �S���� 0> �%�[� 
"�8� A����:� �>। 

 

-� �*�    

0> �*�� ;�� ���F ����S�� �������� �� �%�������M��� �^����!� 3Z�� ������� ������"। 0 
���� /%��@ �, ��@ �। 0��� �*�� ������ ;��� ;��� ���!��� >A�*�F���� ��f 
���!��� °��:��� ���� ���� ����"���। ����� ��� !�> �>, ��� ���F ����S� ������� /��[ 
>,��,;� ���!��� 0� )��X� /��� )@�� !>���"। ���F ����S�� /f-������ @ )i���!�� 
)!u����F�M�� [�� ���� 0 /���� ;o�^�� ;o�?F� ���� ���� 0���  �*�� ����। ��h 
)�X�� ����� ����� �"��@ ;����� 0��M ����@ ���4 ��� �>। ���F ����S� /������ 
����S��� ���[�। 0M��� �^� ��� )�X�� �������> Q��� @ ����� �����। )� ����� ���� 
;����� ���� ����� !>�� )�? ����� �# !>�� )� ����� ��� ��� � )�? ��a� ����S� 
;�3 ��N&�>�� ��� @ �����3  ����� ��� ���F ����S� ��N&� !>��, >!�> )�X�� ������� /�?��? 
���F ����S��� �^� �%�[� ��a� ����S��> ��!���" 0� ���E���� � � �����F��� ��� )�� 
����? ��� ���� ���� ���-?��� ���> �� ���4 ��� �> ;��� �� �°���? �¾� ��� @ ��#F� 
A�� )�� ;��� ��N�&��  ����� ���� �। )�X�� ������� )���^� ��� ���F�� ;������� ��> 
����� �������"। 

��� ;��� ����S��� W�% @ ��!��� ����4 )���^� �%�[� )�X�� ������� !��� ������ &�>। 
��I ��I 0@ &�> )�, )�X�� ����� ���F ����S��� 0 �%����� ;o�?F� ������ #% 0��� 
A���$ �����4 )���^� ���!� 3Z �1। /f-������ [�� �1। )i-���!�� ��� �*��  
0��� ��� ;��। 0 �� ��# ����� ��� ����� #�� �। ��h >�����% /j ���& )"�M���M� 
/f�f ���� ;��-������ ���!� 3Z �����@ ��a��  ?�>��� 0� ;��� )�? ���F ����S� �^�� 
A�B��% 
�V ���-�!���� &�N�� A�Z�� ��@ )�X�� �^� �!���� ��� ��@�� !� )�? W �� ��¶� 
A�� &�>। ��� )�X�� �%����� /���� !S�^� ������ /����� ;���@ &�> �। 0 /�[�� ���F 
����S� )�� ����� ���� 3���� !���> ;o�^�� �%�[� �����, 0� ���� �� /%��? 0> ���� 
�����> )�M� !�� )������!��? 
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0 ���I ��a� ����S�� ?�>������ )����� ;��� �����M ;�# ;�"  : 

 

0�. ���� �� ����� � ;�� ��� ���F ����S����� /����� ���� ������"। ;��� --�*� 
��F��&��� ��a� ����S����� ����@ ��?���> ��!���"। 0 ���� 
��6� !>�� ��a� 
����S����@ ��?��� A��6� !>��। 

r>.  ;�� �� ��� ���F ����S��� �_� ��a� ����S�� ��&�� @ S����6� !>���" �� ;�� 
;���� Q�H��%� � �> ���, �%�$3� Q�H��%� � � ��� �। ;�� #��, 0 Q�H�%  
�6�]� #% ��a� ����S���� ���� �। ;�� 0@ #�� )�, ;����� �� ���� ��a� 
����S��@ /�� ;�"। ���� ����V� ���# �%�[�� /��� � !>��, ���� �%�$�� 
�%�$�� 0> /���% ��� !>�� �? ��h ��� ;�3 ;���� )��H4@ �2 ����� !>��। 0> 
;���� )��H�4� #% ���� ;����� )?i3��� /�[� 0�� )�> /�[��� /c�!% ����� )� 
/
�?���� �%�[� &���>��� )&]� &�����" )�> �%�[�। �1 ���, ����S��� ��#��� ��a� 
����S�� � !>�� ���F ����S�� !>�, ����S��� )���^� ���!�� ���M �*��> ��� ���F 
����S�� !>�, ��� ��� �� /������-������ !>� 0�M� ��&�� �1। ����S��� )��M ��#�
� 
����� -L M��� ��& !� )���^� ���!��� 0�� ����� ���� M��� ��& !� )�X�� ����� 
���&����। 0> 0�� ����� &�����> M��� ��a� ����S�� � !>�� �� ��& !>� ���F 
����S��। ;��� #�� / F-��k��� � �� ������ ;� #3�4� �%� 0�� ������ �%� 
#3�4� ;�। 0> ���� ��F�� �%�[�� ������� )3�M� ;��� /��F�  ���F ����S��� �%� 
�Z�> ��h ������ �%��� ��M���> ��a� ����S��� ;�। ��#��� ��a� ����S�� /��[� 
 ���� ������, ;��-������ ���J����! 0�� ������ ������! ����� ��S �%� ��a� 
����S��> )��4 ����� ���% !>���"। 0> �%��� �����%> ��a� ����S��� ;�। *�� 
��� �"� ��a� ����S��� ;� W /����� ��8�" 0�� ���F ����S� ��� )��������� W 
�����4 3��� !>���"। ��� ��a� ����S��� ���� ���F ����S�� ;����� ��#��� !>� 
��� 0> �� ��& ���F ����S� !>�। ;��� ���F ����S���� 0> �����4 �� !>���। ;���� 
��a� ����S���� W ������4 3��� !>��। �� ;���� �� �����? )��� ���� ���� #% 
;���� ������� �ª�4F��� �!�� �����" )�> �� ���� ;���� ��#��> �����। ;����� 
)&�� )#���> �����। /�� ;�3> �����। ;����� ���� ;Z���� �"� �����  ����� �। 
)�M� ��� ;����� /%��@ !>� �।  

��. ;���� W�� ���� ����� ;��� ���F ����S���� �� ������. #��? ;����� �� ���� 
����� �>���। ;����3�� ������������� ����� 3�� ����� �। ���4, ;��� #�� 0�� 
��O�� ���, @�� ;����� !� ��@�। ��#� !� ��@� ���� ��� /%�� �, ��F�%। 0 
��O�� ;����� 0�> ;:��� )�, )� /�[� !>�� ;����� ���� ����� !>� �। ;����� 
���� ���� ;�3> ;����� !� ;����3�� ��¤�>�� �����। ;��� ��#��� !� ���� 
������" ����� ;����� 
� F�� ������"। ��h ;���� )� ��#��� 
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!��� ���  ���  ;����� !�M�@ ��>�� )*�����", ;������ )���� �� �����? ;��� 
��� ��#��� !�M�> &�>। ;����� !�M� ;o��9 ����� &�> �। ;����� ����� ;@��9 
 ����� ��� ���� ��"� ����@ )�>। �6]�: &�? �� ���� 

 
(1) � � 34���H�� ;����� )�|� ���%� �"� ss; ;� ;����� �"� Lv। ;��� >�� 

����� 34���V� ��$�� )?��M� )#��� ��#��� @ )���^�� ��� �*�� ���F ����S�� 
;��� �������। �� ��� �>।  
 

(2) ��a� ����S����� ���%�j�� )����� ?�>-0� ��� �>�� ;����� ssM� ;��� 
���% -M��� ���F ����S��� )?��M ��a� ����S�� )�|� ��F�& ����� �"���। 
 

(3) >�� ����� )?��M� )#��� ��� �������  ����S��� ���?�H�  ����� �������। �� � 
����� ������ ���  ArF��@ ���?�H�� ���� ������"���। 
 

(4) >�� ����� )?��M� )#��� ���F ����S��� ������#� ����V �&� ����� �������।  
 

(5) ;����� � !>�� )�#���M ?� ��� ����� )� [�� ���6� @ �������� �6�]� #% 
A?� /��� ��� ��H�� ���� ������ ;O��� ;��� ���%�g1� �%�3 ����� ���%�-
���% c!4 ������"���। 

 
&��, ������ ��a� ����S�� ?�> ���!��, ;���� )������", )����-)���� ;�����  �� 

������ ;@��9 �"�,;��� �� ������"। ;� ��"�> �> �� ������।  ����� �a� 
�����। ��� ���F ����S�� ��#��� !>� ��� ;����� ���� ������ ;�3> ;��� 
��a� ����S�� ��%��%> ����� ��#��� [�� ������। ����� ��#���� ��� )��N�� 
����� �। )� /�[�� )�X�� ������� ��� ���� �%� ���� A?� /��� ��� !�, 
��� ���N� �%�[� ������। ��� �%����� ��a� ����S��� ����c� ?��� 0�� 
�������!�� �6 � �6 �?��� ��4F 
������ �����। ;��� )���>���, ���F ����S���� 
)�#���M �����> ����S� ��� ���F ����S��� �, )"�M-�8 ���F���H �� ��� 
����S���। ���F ����S�� ��#��� !>�� ��� �����3 �>�� ;��� ���F ����S���� �� 
/����� @ &����� c�� ������ �। ��a� ����S��� ��� ?�� ��a� ����S����� 
!���> �����। ;����� �M )���uF ;��� )&����%� !>�� ��>��� �। ;����� 
������ ;��� 3?F� !>��@ &��!��� �। ;����� ��-;>-�u-��, ;����� 
@�����, ;����� �u-;>-�M, ;����� )��MF Ó�e,;����� )��@�� >�%���� 
)&����%�� ;��� ��� ������ �। ;�����> ���� �����। ��S /Ö ����S�� 
���J��� ���F ����S�� )�X�?�� ������ �। r> /���� ���% 0> ����o� 
�u�%����M �6�] !>�� ����� �।  

 
       0�� A�����, 0� ����^��, ����S��� r> /���� ���% 0� >��* )���> ����S�� 
)������� ������। 0M� ��� ���% ;�" )��� ���> )�������। )� )��� ���% 0> )�� ;�" 
)��� ���> ����S��� A?� /���� A�� )�6��� )��3%। )� )�� ��O�� ���, r>�M /�� 
;��� 
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����S� ����� ����� )��!� r> )&��, r> ��, r> �����, r> ���� ��N�, r> !��,r> ��; )� )�� 
��O�� ��� ����S��� ��$���� ����� !>�� 0> �� )#�8�� r>�M��> ��� ��[ @ ��$���� 
����� !>��; )� )�� ��O�� ��� ����S��� 0� /I r�F� !>�� )3�M� ����S�> r�F� !>�� ��8; 
)� )�� ��O�� ���  >�� ����� �� #����- ���� ���� ����S��� 0� /I�� r�F� ����� &�� 
���� ����S��� r��; )� )�� �6� @ ��� !�S )�> r����� ����S� ����� �¥�� ;�", 
)��� ���> ����S��� #���� )�� !>��� /������।���� ��N�> )�6�� ����S��� W�% /M�M @ 
��$ /����#� !>��। ����S��� �� ����� @ /�����4 ����� ��� !>�� !>�� ����� /:�@ 
!>�� !>�� ����� @ ;�����4। ;�� ��� ;��� ��a� ����S�� ?�>�� 0> ������Z�� ;��� "�-
�*� ��F��&�� ��&�� ����। �� ��� ��N�� ��� ��� )����� ��>��, ;��� 0> "�-�*� ��� ���F 
����S��� ��N&�� ���� �, )3�M� ����S���> ��N&�� ����।  
 
 ;��� ��� ?�>������, ;���� )������" )�, ;��� -- �*� ���� 0��M@ /%��, 
/�I�, ��a� ����S� ������� �� ����S� �������� �S�� ��� �>। ��� ;� ���$��F �!���� 
)���>���, ;��� ������� c!4 ����� ����S� ;��� /�� )��� ��$���� !>��। � ��� ������ 

�� F� �������� ;��� ��1�� )������!��� 0�#�� ��3�>���"। 0M� ��@ �, ��5���  � �@ 
�। ���F ����S��� �#��� #3�4� ��^ � � ����� �3�� ;��� ���-����� �� ����À��> 0��� 
���" 3�� ��>���",0��� !��� ���� )?�3 ������", ;� ;�� )�� "��? )������� �� ;�", 
;����� ���4 )���-����� *#��� !��� 0�� )�����!� ������"��।������� 0@ )������" )� 
����S��� /%�� �]�, ����S��� ��F#��% #���� )�� �!�� )��!��@���F���@ )������!��� 
/�?����3 ������4 ����� !>���"� 0���> !���। /�0� )��� )3� ���F ����S��� %��% ����� � � 
����� )3�� )������!��� ���� @ )#�-#������ ¤�N�� �>��> )� ��# ����� !>��। /���� 0� 
/�� )#�-#���� ?��3��� ����� ;��� !>���"। ��1������ )�����, �!��F���� �C����� 0�� 
)������� �� F� )��� �!% ������ �� ��� �� ;\�! ;���� �� ������"। ���8 ��N& )���M 
���F ����S��� ?�������� �|� ����� ;�� 0���# )� )�� �%��3� #% �¥�� ;�"! ;��� 
)������� ��%��4� ���" ;��� �� 34% �%�$� #���� ���%> �� ��M���? �#�� )������� ��N&�� 
����� #% ��c�� ���� )&�� �!9 ��# ;� ��"�> ;�" ����� ;�� �� ��� �। ���� #�� �!�� 
)��!���@���F�� %�� )��3% )��� ���"> ;�� 0 k� ��? ������"। ��N� ����� ��� �����> 0���� 
)������� )���� ������ )&]� ������"। ���@ ;# ��N�&�� �>, ;��@ ;# )�i��� )��Z� �� 
��"� )*���� )����� )�iN�"���"। ;��� )���� ��� ?�>������ ;\�!� ��3�� ��� 0> )���� 
�����, ���� #��M��� ;�� )� ����� ��#���� @ / F���� ���$ ����� �����#� ����� 
����। 
 
 
sZ� Q&�, '.qL।       ;����� )Â!�% ����� 

)�� ���#��� �!��।  
 

 
 
 

������ ;×�� ���, �&�� �_���, ���F ����S� ;@���� ��3 
K', ����� ��, U���-L। 

 
)Ø��� ��x��F, U���-' 
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������� ��� ����� 

q> #��� !����� U��� @ ����43�= ������� 
g���� 'm # �!�� ������ )����M 

Q��� >��*�� v#�,'(-- 

    

U��� @ ����43�= ������� g���� U��� @ ����43�= ������� g���� U��� @ ����43�= ������� g���� U��� @ ����43�= ������� g���� 'm 'm 'm 'm # �!�# �!�# �!�# �!�    
((((������ )����M������ )����M������ )����M������ )����M))))    

    

U��� q> #�, ;@���� ��3 ��6F� ;�� !���� q---'(-- ������ /�� ���%H !>�� � &��� @ 
����!�� �%��� ��� �6�]� ���%�� ��3�Z� ��� !�। U��� @ ����43�=� ���?` 0����� )"���� @ 
g����� )����� )�@�� !�। >��;��M�� ���g���� >M-��M��� )"�8� !� 0�� M������ ��_ "��8�� 
���� ��F���� ����!�� /&���[� �6�] ��� !�। ���! #�����4 @ /�*� ������� /��� @ 
!���� ��� !�। !�>����MF� �t��� ���M 3�8� )��8�>�� )�@�� !�। ����� ��#F !�, ��!�r� ��! 
���F @ ��@�� ��#�� ��M g����� ���� �� ��� 0�� �M��� 3%�� �%�!�� ����� ��!������ "�?I 
����� )��। 

)�#3�N@ r>-u�A &Ùc� )�>� )�#3�N@ )�� )e��� ;AM�� ��3%��� ;M� ����� ��>&�%� 
��� !�। )Ó��� �!�� ���� #% 0��� ����� � �� 3� ���। #�� ����� �E���� )*�� 0�� 
�����?��� >M-��M��� ��^� ���, *�� �� ����� ��F&��� ;!� !�। �� ����� #��� ���� 
��8�� ���� A�R� !� �� ;o�^�� #% ��!�� g�� �HF4 ���। *�� s �%�$� �6��% !�।  

����43�=� 0� A�6²� #�� ���� --.m ����M� ��� 3���&�� )��@�� R���- 0� ��M 
U���3��� )Ó ;M� ���। ��� #�� ����43=3��� .s� u�A )Ó ;M��>�� A!�� ����� ^�� 
��� @ ©�>?���� �!�� ���। #�� )#�� ����� ������� ���>�� )��। ������� A����� #% 
;3� 0��M ����� �� ;R�: 0�� �����%� ����� ��F&��� ;!� !�। ����� �� ���Z&��#F� 
��!���% #�� "�?I ����� )��। /���� �Y���! ����o� /f��f 0� #�� ����43=  �� 
;R�4 ����� ��1 ^�� 0�� �Y���� g���� ����� /�*������ #�� ���। AÚ6²� #��  �� 
?�� ���� ���� �� ����� ;o�^�� F g���HF4 ���� *�� "� �%�$ �!� @ ;�@ '. �%�$ 
;!� !�। sK# ����� ;!� ! 0�� ��!���� ���% ����#�� ;E�� g1��।....... MI��� ���?` 
����� D����� ��FEM ��� ��� 0�� 0��M ���"� ���!� ���।...............U��� ��O���%����� 0� 
)D4�� "�� �����M� ��� 0��  )���� ;���� ��FEM ����� !�। 

r���� ;��#�, �����3= @ )u��� 0����� D���34 'ss ���� ��E ����� )��?������!���� 
U��� /�?���� /c�� !>��  ���। U��� 3��� r> ��>� ���� >��;� ���!�� 0��M �� )��?������ 
3������ ���। /����£ 0� #�� )3������� ��M 0���� )Ó ;M� ���, &Ùc��3��� c�- 
0%���� @ U��� /�?���� ..-;� )Ó����� /����£� ����  )�#3�N@ )e�� ;M� ��� !� 
।.............�2%�� �� 0��M A��6²� #�� �������M @ ��� )eM �%�ª ;R� ���। �^�3 
#���� "�?I ���� #% g���HF4 ���।  

)��� '' M�� K �� ������� �%�$� 0�� ������ @ )��?����� ��H� ����� !� 'ss ���� #��� 
��� !�। �!�� /%�% [�� ����[�� ��: @ 
�?���� �"�। 

-----------------
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

34!�%�� ������� @ 
��� ����� ������ 
W�%�� !@��� ;!�� 

��#���� )�6�6�Y@ 
�&���� 

v#�,'(-- 

 

��������������������, , , , 34!�%�� ������� @ 
��� ����� ������ 34!�%�� ������� @ 
��� ����� ������ 34!�%�� ������� @ 
��� ����� ������ 34!�%�� ������� @ 
��� ����� ������     
���� ���F���H ��� )������ ���� ���F���H ��� )������ ���� ���F���H ��� )������ ���� ���F���H ��� )������     

W�%�� !AW�%�� !AW�%�� !AW�%�� !A    
?�> @ ?�3�34, 

#������!�� g���� ;��� #��� �$ ¤�����"। 3� q> #� U���, ����3=, )�#3�N� ������� 
g���� 0 )���� ���S���� ���H�� ;��� #�� ���F# ���� !>���"। ������ �!��� ���> 
g���HF�4 �!��� ���%� 03����। 

/3�4� ���H ;!� !>���"। )�8 !�#�� �%�$�� ����3��� ��^� ��� !>���"। U����! 
������ ���?` [�� 'ss ���� #��� ��� !>���"। #���� ����S� ���� A�B��% ������ Ó������ 
�%�[� ��� !>���"। ������ �����3 )���%��� ����� ��#� ����� ��� !>���"।  

��#�Y���� ���$ ��4F ;���� 
�������� ������ ;@���� ���3� ;!��� 3� q> #� ������ 
������ ���?` [�� ���:��F !���� ����� !�। !������ ��*�% ����&R�� !�&��� ����� )���� 
0�� >!��� ��&�� ���� #% ����� ��f #������4� A�� ����� ���!� )���>�� )�� @ ����� 
���F&��� g���HF4 ���।  

1�M, 1�#, @ 34���V� /������� #% ��c���� #��� A�� g���HF4 >!�> � � �।  

'(sv ���� &Ùc���� �������� �6H���� A��, '(KL ����� L')� )*+���� @ '(-L ����� 
'q> )��{|� U���� "����� A��, M�3�, ���� @ &Ùc��� �����E��M D������ A��, ����, ���O�, 
��&��, ��g�� @ ��������� �6H���� A�� 0�� '(Km ����� Ls)� 0��� ��#��!� )#��� /?%:�� 
)������� ��#�Y���� A�� g�� &���>�� >������F �� �� �%�$�� !�%� ��� !>���"।  

)��������� &����B�� #�?�� A�� g���HF4 0�� )����&S��� Ã��� #����� )���� �HF4 ��� 
!>���"। ��=�� @ ���&��� "�� !�%� ��� !>���"- )����&S� @ ��!���� %�� )�6�6Y�� *�N�����J 
¤����� !>���"।  

q> #��� ����� 0> ��F� ������> /%�� ��?9� �#�। 3� '( �9�� ���9 ����S��� 
�����3�J�� &����� 
°� ������ �%��R� ���� )��M����M 0�> °� !>��@ 6������ ��F�� 
����� ��� ���F������� /�� ��"� )*���� ;�����"। 3�� �^�� ���3�� Ã��� #���� / �� 
��#�� � ���:��4F #��� A�� ������ !�%����� &���>��@ 0> ����� ��Y���� ���� ��� �>। 
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�#���� )����#���� )����#���� )����#���� )���    

0����� �� 0��&�M�� ��N�#��� @ ���:
�� F� �^� ����#%����� �!���3� ;������V� 
Q
���!�� ���, )��H4 @ /�%�&�� ;# &��� )�iN"����", /������ �� ����8�, /�%�&���� 
#��� ����� ��=�?�� ���^�? ;# ���:��4F !������ ���%�� ;o���� ������"। ����S��� 
#�����!��� 0� !���� ;� )��� ��� �>। �����M���� ����# !� �>, )
�������� � � )�A 
�&:�@ ���    �>- ���@ q> #� )?������ )��� )3� �^ )���M #�� ��#��> )
������, )&������� 
��N��� �6� �� , ;o��$�� 3?�� ;[�-)��@ ����M, )��@    &����> ��N!���3�� M��>�� ������ 
�- ���%��> Q���- ��=�� )�i"�>�� !>��। ����N�� A�Z� #������!�� ���, M���� A�Z� 0����� 
�������$ ;�- ;� 3�#F�� A�Z� ������� ����M। �!����� ��$ ���?` ��#�  ��� !>�� A�Z�। 
)����� "��� ����� ;��� ��S �!��, �� -��:��। ��� ���� �-�¼��Z�� �� -�!����� ��$� 
u�� 0 )���� #��� ��$@ ;g ���>�� ���। �!����� �$��� �6 � ��� �। 

���#%����� �!���3� 0> #���� ����� ���#%�����> �!����3��� '(Kv �� ������ ��� 
#���� ���*� )���� ���^��� ��������� �½� ����� ����"। ;���� #������4� ����-��Y� 

��Y%�� #���� ;��-;��²� ���M&��� �����"। ���
�����, �%�$
�����, ��������� 

������! ����H� ��� )�i��� /����� �"�>�� �>���"।  

0����� ��� ���� ��6����� )�� 3Z0����� ��� ���� ��6����� )�� 3Z0����� ��� ���� ��6����� )�� 3Z0����� ��� ���� ��6����� )�� 3Z    

)��H��D4� ��6F� 0��&�M�� ���*� ��  @ )��H4 �%�[��� [���?��� &���>�� )�@��� 3��#> 
�������j� A���� 0������� ���J� !>���"। ����S� ������� �� ����������� r>�M 
�� F� 
��E�� �1 !�। ����M �3����� )���-��� ���� ���S�� ��N&�� ����Y��S ����� !>��- (') )��H4 
�%�[� ��� ��� �� ��� ��# 0�� (L) ��j-�6�H� Æ� A`��� #% ��� ������ ��N�#, �%�ª, ��M, 
���� >�%��� �%��� #������4, (.) ���:�����  A��� ����� ��6� &�H�� !��� #�� ���- #���� 
A`��� #% 0> ����� ��F���� ����#%���, ���:��� @ 0��&�M�� ��N�#���� )��H�4� �?�������> 
A9���M� �����।  

)���-������ )��H�&R 0> ��F����� ��&�� ����� &��। ������� �6�H- ���j� Æ� A`��� 
����� #% ���#%������� ;@����$ 
��� / F���� ������ /���!��F ��F। 0> ��  � � 
���^� !>���" )��� >���, )��!� @ �V��j 3�8�� )����। ��3� �� �9�� ���9 ����S�� 0��M 
>��� ������ [�� ����� ����� �S�� )���?��� >A�� ���� ;�����"। ��h 0> )��� >��� 
Q��� !>�� ����S�� ����F���� �� �� )���M M���� )��!�� ��=�� ��R��� ��#�� ] !>��। 
0>#% ����F���� ���F�� @ )���� �8 ������ ������#�� ����S�� >��� ������ [�� ��� 
!>���" �।  

0>?��� )���-������ )��H�&R H8��V� ���*� )#�� ����� ����S��� 3��� /�̀ � 
�6�H��� )��� ���4� ����� �������"। / & �6�H��� ����S�� ��� �"� )���M )���M M���� 
���%��%@ ����� !>�� ;���� ����� !�। 0> /�� ���*�������� 
�� F )��� ���%, �f ÌH��� 
>�%���� ��� �����4 )����� R�^���� �3���� ���!�� &���� �3���"। �r���, ��#�, M%�p �� 
�� ���8���"। ;3��� �9���� )�X�� ���#�M ;��� .q )���M M��� �� M%�p ����� !>���"। 
)M������ �%�!�� ��H� ����� �^ �^ ���8 D����� ?��� ����� )��3�8 !>���"। ��FE�M� /����� 
�� �� )�� D��� &����� !���>���"।   
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)��M � �, �6H�-�#��-��%����� #�� ;# )�����, 
j ;�, /�Ç���% @ M%��p� Î���� /��J 
!>�� A�Z���"। )�X�� / F�V� #�� )����� �� M%��p �����4 ����H� )�� �] !>�� � 0> ;O�� 
��4� ��>��-���8, ����, )������ Q�� >�%��� ��%����#�� �#���� A�� )���M )���M M��� 
M%�p ���F ������"। )��H4 @ ����� ��N����� ��8�� ;# �����4 ����H� ��N�&��  ���> ��� 
!>���"। ��> ;# ���� ���� )���H� ������ ����H� 33������ ;�F�� ���� A�Z���"।  

;���� 
������;���� 
������;���� 
������;���� 
������----    ��!��� 0���� �  ��!��� 0���� �  ��!��� 0���� �  ��!��� 0���� �      

)?i3���?��� ����` r> /�� �>�� ����S� ����J� !>���"। )�X�� ������� ;� ���F 
����S� !>�� ��� 0� !�#�� ��>� ���� /��[�। ����, ���-���� �� )���#�� ;�o� 
;���� 
�?���� &��&��� )�� A��� �>।  

���-?��� ��� ����H� &^� �������"। Q������ ;&��4� ���i��� / F���� A`� @ )���^� 
�%�[�� %��% �!�%� ���F ����S� ��� �>। �������� )���^�� ;o�?F������ ���� ����� ��a� 
����S�� /��[� ������ ��$ ���F ����S� �^�� ��^@ �� ] ����� ���$ )�@�� !>�। ��h ����� 
/�Ç���^�� 0> ���$� /:�����%�� A�E��M� !>���"। �������� ����`��[�� ��a� ����S� 
!>�� )�� ������ ��!��% )��4 ��� ����� � �, 0��� ������� ���F ����S��� ?�3% �� E�M���" 
��!� ���#��� ����� ����� )��� 
�� )����u�x� ��^@ �b��� !� �>।  

�¾�  A�%� ;R��4� ���� 0 )������ ��#��� �_�4F /�!���� )��� ���F ���F /�?� ���। 
0����[�� ����S��� A?� /���� ��H� / F���� ����� @ 
���_�4F )���^� �%�[� 3�8�� 
)����� #% ���F ����S� @ ��a� ����S� A?��� ��4F ;���� 
�������� /����� ��� ��� 
/���!��F �"�। ��h ��j @ �%���-���4�#% 0��&�M�� �������?�3� �8 ��� )3�J� ���F ����S��� 
/�̀ � ������ �&���� )��H4 ������ 3��# ;���� 
�������� ������ �%�9 ����� &��। 
*�
°� ���F @ ��a� ����S��� ���% ;# ��F����4 / F���� Q�H�% �6�] !>���" 0�� 0> 
Q�H�%��� #���� ��!��� �?�������> ���#�� ������"।  

��a� ����S��@ ��!�, )����&S�� @ ��2�� ����Y��� �#
 ?�H�, �6�]� �����, / F���� @ 
��#���� 
�������� ������ R��3� /����� ��&� !>�� A�Z���"। ���F @ ��a� ����S��� 
���?` ?�H�?�H� /���� ��4F 
������ @ ����S� )*u���� ������� ����M >A��M� )
���6� 
����� ���%> )� ����S��� ����� /���� @ #���� ��!�� �?F����-0> ��S� ��%�� ���� ��$ 
�� ��8���8 A���T �����, ��> �I�।  

#������!�� !���� @ 34���V� ������� ��F�%#������!�� !���� @ 34���V� ������� ��F�%#������!�� !���� @ 34���V� ������� ��F�%#������!�� !���� @ 34���V� ������� ��F�%    

#������!� ;# ���F @ ��a� ����S��� #34 !>�� �_�4F ����` !>�� ��8���"। ����S��� 
A?� /��� )���H� ���H 1�M-1�#, 34���V� /����� @ 
�������� ������ ��c���� ��  �� 
��8�>���"। A��� 34-;�Y���� )��������� 34������� ����� /�f� ?�H���> �|� ������"। 
U���-����43�=� A��� #����� A�µ� ‘��#�Y���� ���$ @ ;���� 
��������’ ����� #@��� 
;�����" ���F ����S� ����-�Y���� ?�H��-�6��%� �!����� )"�N���।  

0> ��F� ����� @ 34!�%�� ��1�� ;# ���� )�� �� �̂T !>�� A�Z���"। 0> #������ ��1�� 
�������� ?�H� ;����� �>। ��� #������ ��1�� #��� W�%�� ;�Y���� r�F�� @ )#�����   
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����� )����> �������� 0���� � । ‘��#�Y�� ���$’ @ ‘
��������’ #��� ����� ;@��# 
�������"��- 0> /����� ;����� '' # �!�� ?�>��� ����� ��#� ���, U���-����43�=� 
��#�  ��� !>���"। ��N!���� 0> )���o���� @ )������ ��� ����� ��� ����H� ���$-�� � 
;�������F��°�� �&���� ����# �����। �!����� /�� 56��� ��� ;��� ����� ������� #��>। 
r��?���R�: ��N!���� ������-���#�� ��� ;��� ;:��� ������ #��>���"। ����� ?�H�� 
������ ��N!��� #�� �����", ��N!��� D���-�6H� )�!�� ����H� 1�M-1�#� �8�>�� #�� �� 
������"-��N!���� )� ;o��� �% F !� �>। ;# 34���V� /����� @ 
�������� ������ )� 
�?F�� )����� ;o��� �����", ��N!���� �!� �%�3@ ��*� !>�� �। �!�-�Y�-3�-�\�� E�� 
E�� ;# ����M ���� �!�� 5��4 34���V� /�����, 
������ @ )��H4��$ ���# ���J�� 
Q����� ��  c!4 �����। 

q> #��� ��F� !�%���� #������!��� #34 !>�� ;�@ ����` ����� �����"। ����M )��� 
;# ����&�R� 34������� &��� �_F�� @�����!�� @ /����� ��&� !>�� A�Z���"। q> #� 
;��� ����4� ������" )�, #34 ;# #������!�� )��������� W�%�� ��c���� ��  �� �����"। 
��h 34���V� ������� )�6�� ;#@ /��% �����#�। #��� 0> W�% 34���V� ������� )�6��� 
��� &%���=
°�। ��> ;��� ;�� ��� ��#���� �����! #���  0> &%���� c!4���F� ��N!���� 
�?����� /��% ��� ����� W�%�� §x 3Z���F� #��� ��c���� �*� ���4��� ���� ;3�>�� 
���। #34 !>�� ����` Q
���V� ������� 0> ��F� !����� )��������� 34���V� �� @ 
)������� �%�$��� A�� 0� W��!���� ����� ��F�>���"। 34���V� ��$���! W�%�� � !>�� 
34;�Y���� �*� ���4�� ��������!�। ������� ��#���� ������!� ��F�� /��% @ ����`�� 
^�������� ��^> �!��� !>��। )�� ���� 0�� ��&]�� ��F�o� ;�Y�� 3�8�� )���� 
�b��� �। ������ ��F�� ��!���F� W��!���� ��F�% !>���" W�%- 34���V� ������� W�%। 

;��� ��»�$ ��������!� �?���� ��� ���� 
��6� �»�� ��F��&� �4� @ ���� ���F���H 
#3�4� W�%�� ;�Y�� 3�8�� ������� #% ��� ��#���� ��, 34-���J� @ #3�4� ��� 
;��� #��>���"। 
 
�������!��������!��������!��������!�    

(1) )���� ���F�� ��&�� ��?�3 @ ���%��� 34������ ��Ê�� 3�Z� ��: ����  
���*� q> #��� g���HF4 @ ;�����F� EM�� ��:, )��H���� ;��F ���S� �%�[�, 
�!� ;!���� A���$ ^�����4 ��। 0> A���^ ;M� @ ��#���� ����� 
���$, 'ss �����! ;������ ��� ����-��H� ��%�!��। 

(2) ��� ��#�Y���� ���$, ����� ��%�!��, #1�� /�[� ��%�!�� ���, ������ 
��� ����-��H� ����� ���। 

(3) ���F ����S��� ;���� 
������� 

)���^�, �������� @ ����- ��� 0> ���M ^��� )�X�� ������� !��� ������ 
���� ��� ^��� ���F ����S� @ ��a� ����S� ;���� ��������� !��� %S 
 �����। 0� >A�M �� ����� ��a� ����S�� ?�H�, �6�] @ )?i3��� W��%� 
�?���� ��!�, )����&S�, ��2 @ ��=�- 0> &�� �6 � �6 � ���� 3Z ���। 

(4) )*u���� @ ���F���x��� ��� �%�[�� ���J�।  
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(5) ��� �3����� )?��M� /����� @ ��%^ ��F�&। 

(6)  (�)  ����� A��%��3 @ #3�4� �������� ��� @ ?��� ��j � � - >��� @ �V���� 
��F��4� ����� ���J�। 

(� )  u��� ®4 �#F ����� #���� �_��� �?��� A�� 
��� / F���� ���J� @ �����। 

(3)   ����#%���� ��N�#, �%�ª ����  @ ��M �%���� #������4। 

(7) �%� ��V4 @ #����&� �%�[�। 

(8) �6H��� ���F� ��#�-M%�p �����, ����� ��#�-®4 >�%��� ����, ��M-�����-> �̂ >�%���� 
%��% ����%� �%�[�। ��6� �6H��� !��� #��। 

(9) D����� ��N&�� �� A����3� �»�� �#���, D���-
� F������� ;> �����, ��FE�M� 
/������! ��4F )Óu >A���� /�����, ����S )�� D���, #�!�#� D��� @  /%�% ��j 
D�����3�� ���# ���F!��। )M������ /�uF%�z �����। 

(10)  ����#�M �#F @ 
��� ����^ �������� �����। 
����- 

!�#� )��!�t� ����!�#� )��!�t� ����!�#� )��!�t� ����!�#� )��!�t� ����    
�!-�?����, ����S� %���� ;@���� ���MF 

�!�AB� ;!���!�AB� ;!���!�AB� ;!���!�AB� ;!��,,,,    
��Ò -�_���, ����S� %���� ;@���� ���MF 

Q��� ;���* )!���Q��� ;���* )!���Q��� ;���* )!���Q��� ;���* )!���    
�_���, ����S� %���� ;@���� ���MF 

)�@�� ��!��� ;��)�@�� ��!��� ;��)�@�� ��!��� ;��)�@�� ��!��� ;��,,,,    
���%,)�X�� ���F��� ����, ����S� %���� ;@���� ���MF 

��� !������ �!����� !������ �!����� !������ �!����� !������ �!��,,,,    
���%,)�X�� ���F��� ����, ����S� %���� ;@���� ���MF 

)��#�**� ;!��)��#�**� ;!��)��#�**� ;!��)��#�**� ;!��,,,,    
���%,)�X�� ���F��� ����, ����S� %���� ;@���� ���MF 

!���� ;�� ��!���� ;�� ��!���� ;�� ��!���� ;�� ��    
�_���,  ���F ��� �6H� ����� @ ���%, )�X�� %��। 

@��� 3�@��� 3�@��� 3�@��� 3�    
�_���, U��� �!� %��। 

)3���� ���F#�)3���� ���F#�)3���� ���F#�)3���� ���F#�    
�!-�_���, U��� �!� %��। 

�1� >�����1� >�����1� >�����1� >����    
�!- �?����, U��� �!� %��। 

u� 0�u� 0�u� 0�u� 0�,,,,0000, , , , @��r�।@��r�।@��r�।@��r�।    
    

[��� v---'(-->�] 
 
 
 
 

>e ����S� )��, L-. ����� )��u, U��� 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
������� g�� �HF4 ��R�: ������ �S�� ������� 

������� ���� #���� @ ������� A?�> ���H� �^ 
�#F 

Q���‘ �����’ ( #�, '(-- 

 
 

������������������������� g�� �HF4 ��R�: ������ �S�� ������� ������� ����� g�� �HF4 ��R�: ������ �S�� ������� ������� ����� g�� �HF4 ��R�: ������ �S�� ������� ������� ����� g�� �HF4 ��R�: ������ �S�� ������� ������� ����    
#���� @ ������� A?�> ���H� �^ �#F#���� @ ������� A?�> ���H� �^ �#F#���� @ ������� A?�> ���H� �^ �#F#���� @ ������� A?�> ���H� �^ �#F    

        

��@�������, v> #� (0,��,��)◌� /�% #���� ���H��� /������ ������� �� ��6F� Aµ���� 
���F ����S�� ������� g�� �HF4 ��R�: ���M ������ �S�� ����� #�� ;×�� #���� �� ����� 
���� A !�� ������� ������� ���� ���%34 ���H� �^ �#F  ���। ����� ��!�� )&|���> 
������ �S�� ���M /c�!% ���। 

������� ������ �S�� ���M /c�!% ���� ������V��� �_��F ������� ���� )�� #�� 
�1� ;��  ���H�� �$�% )�� ����� @�Z। ��� ���, ���!�� )� ��S g�� ��HF� !>���", )�> 
��!���F ��!���� #���� ���H�� �����  ���� )�� )�%�$��� �>। ��� >!��� ‘‘ /��S� ����[��’’ 
����� ;�%���� ���। ����� #�� �1� ;���� ������� ���� /����� #�� 0�� ���  1��� 
&%���= ������" �, ��� ������ �S����  g1� �_��F ��"� ������"। /���� ����� ��� 
)�, ��� ������ �S���� A�� )��°� ;���&� c!4 ����� �। 

0> ��� ���H� ��^ ��� Q!�& @ A��#� �6�] !�। 0> ��� ����������� )�� #�� �1� 
;�� A!�� ������� ����������� ���%��� ���H� �^ �#F�� ;!�� #��। ��� ;���@ ��� 
)�, #3�4� ���?�� ���*���> �����> ��!�� ���H�� )���� !>���"। g���HF�4� A�� 
Aµ���� ������ �S���� g1� �_��F ;���&�� /����� C� !@��� �� ���H�� ;� c!4 ���� 
;� )�� )�i�$��� �>। 

0> ��� ����� 
�V ���� ���%�! ����������� ���%34 ���H� �^ �#F ���। 

������� ���H�������� ���H�������� ���H�������� ���H�    

U���, v> #� (0,��,��):  ����3�= ������� g���HF4 ��R�: ������ �S�� ����� ��6F� 
��%��%�� !@��� ������� /�% ������� ���H��� ����������� @ 
�V Þ��� ���%�6Y ���H� 
�^ �#F ���। ��H��M ����&��� ��!���" ����� ����� A!� ��%��%� ���। 

;����� ��� ������;����� ��� ������;����� ��� ������;����� ��� ������    

)� ��F��:� )����� ?�H� )�@�� ��� � )���� �����> 0���� ?�H�। ��> 3���% ‘�����’ 
������ !>�� ���� �>। ;����� 0> ��� ������ 0�� !>��@ >!��� ;����� ��Z��� @ ���� 
!>��, >!� ;��� ����� �>���"। 

 
-��F���^%, ‘‘�����’’  

----------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
Q��� >��*���� ����� ����� ����S� /�#��?��  'v #�, '(-- 
 

EPUJ Condemns Action 

 

ITTEFAQ'S PRESS FORFEITED 

 

Ittefaq a Bengali daily, on Friday ceased publication following the forfeiture of 

the New Nation Printing Press to the Government under orders of the East Pakistan 
Governor. 

 
The action was taken under sub-rule two of rule 52 of the Defense of Pakistan 

Rules for alleged violation of the restrictive orders. Two week lies of Dacca, namely, 
the English language Dacca Times and Purbani, a Bengali Cinema magazine which 

were allied Publications, were affected by this forfeiture as they were being printed at 

the same New Nation Printing Press. 

 

The order which was issued early Friday morning in the name of Mr. Tafazzal 

Hosain, Editor, Printer and Publisher of Ittefaq, however, provided for a 

representation to the provincial Government for canceling, amending or rescinding 
this order within a month. 

 
The newspaper was charged with alleged contravention of prohibitory order in 

having published reports, comments, views and statements which were likely or 
intended to infringe the sovereignty of the State of Pakistan or undermine its integrity. 

 
It was also alleged that the newspaper had carried such material as was likely or 

intended to create feelings of enmity or hatred between different classes of citizens. 

 

Other charges related to publication of material, concerning students' strike, 

agitation, unrest etc., and observance of protest day by Awami League on June 7 last. 

 

It was stated that the newspaper had allegedly violated the restrictions on a 

number of occasions. 

 

It may be mentioned here that the Editor of Ittefaq, Mr. Tofazzal Hosain. was 

arrested on Thursday from his residence under the Defence of Pakistan Rules. 

 

EPUJ move 

 
An extended emergency meeting of the Executive Council of the East Pakistan 

Union of Journalists viewed with serious concern the arrest of Mr. Tafazzal Hossain. 
Editor the Ittefaq on Thursday and the forfeiture by the Government of the New 

Nation Printing Press. 
 

The meeting considered the Government measure as calculated blow at the 
freedom of the Press, at the newspaper industry as a whole and at the means of 

livelihood of the 
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working journalists, a large number of press workers, office employees, hawkers 

and agents. 

The meeting condemned the drastic Government measure in the strongest possible 

terms and demanded that the forfeiture order served on the New Nation Printing Press 

be rescinded forthwith. 

 

The meeting was of the considered opinion that the consistent attacks by the 

Government on the freedom of the press under the Defence of Pakistan Rules 

obviating the recourse to even the special press laws which were put under 

moratorium under the so-called "Gentlemen's Agreement" between the Government 

and the newspaper proprietors and the editors are attacks directed against all section 

of the Newspaper industry-the working journalists, the Press workers, the editors and 

the newspaper proprietors. 

 
In view of the above the meeting called upon the newspaper editors, proprietors, 

press workers and the working journalists throughout Pakistan to forge strong unity 
among themselves and take up the most serious challenge thrown by the Government 

by its attack on the freedom of the press and the newspaper industry in right earnest. 
 

The meeting also demanded immediate release of Mr. Tafazzal Ilussain, Editor of 
Ittefaq and other journalists detained under the Defense of Pakistan Rules. 

 

The meeting called upon the Pakistan Federal Union of journalists to meet in 

emergency session of its Executive Council to draw up a detailed programme for 

action. 

 

After adopting the resolutions the meeting was adjourned to meet again on 

Saturday at 6 p.m. to review the situation and to chalk out further course of action. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

---------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

���F ����S��� 
������ )��� ���F�� �6�] ���� 
��� ;>��� ���� ���6�� 

Q��� ‘;#��’ .' ��&F, '(-q 

 

)������!�� #�?�� )����u�x� �N������ )������!�� #�?�� )����u�x� �N������ )������!�� #�?�� )����u�x� �N������ )������!�� #�?�� )����u�x� �N������     
���F ����S��� 
������ )��� ���F�� �6�] ��������F ����S��� 
������ )��� ���F�� �6�] ��������F ����S��� 
������ )��� ���F�� �6�] ��������F ����S��� 
������ )��� ���F�� �6�] �����    

    

)������!�, L( )� ��&F�- /�% ������ )������!� ����FM !�A� ����� 0� ����M #�?�� 
?�H4 ������ )����ux )��!�t� ;>��� �� �% F!� ?�H�� )E�H4� ��� )�, ��F�� ������� 
;��� ���F ����S� ��4F 
������ )?�3 ������"। 

�?�� ���F ����S��� 3?F4� )#���� ;×�� )������ ��@ A��[� �"��। )����ux ;>��� 
���� 0> �?�� �?����� ��� #���� ���H��� ����� #�� ;×�� #���� ��। )����ux 
;>��� ��!�� �$6��� ���, �#
 ��H���� ��V�4� #% ���F ����S��� �� ] ^��� )�@�� 
!>���"। >,��,;>, �u,��, )��@�� 0�� g1���4F 0�#z����! ������� ������� !���> %S ��� 
!>���"। 0 )���� �%����� )�X�� ������� )� 0��M ��� ^��� ��!���" ��!� !>���" ������� 
3?F��� ����$। ��� ���, 0> ^���@ )�X�� ������� !�� !>�� �>�� ��@�� !�, ��!� !>�� 
)���� r>�M /�� 0�� /�� !>�� ����` !>�� ��8��। )����ux ;�@ ��� )�, ��!��� ������� 

�������� ������ )&N&����& ������" ��!��� ��6���^ )���� r>�M /���� ����`�� ���� ���। 
��h �����% 0> ������ 
���� ���� ���� �9��!� ��!���� �>। 0> #%> #34�� ����: ���� 
)&]� ������"। 

����F� �6�] !>������F� �6�] !>������F� �6�] !>������F� �6�] !>��    

    ��� 0> ���F �N������    A���4 ��� )�, ������� 
�������� ��¶ �����V )�� �����F 
��� ��� !>�� ����F� �6�] !>��। ��� ���, ��a� ����S���� ���F ����S����� ?������ @ 
�2�� ���� ���। ���?` A`����� )^�� ���F ����S� /c������ ��? ������" ����� )����ux 
A�\� ���। ��� ���, 0> ���� ��F��� ���HF� L ��    M��� ��? ������", ��h ������� 
������F ���� >!�� - )���M M��� �%� ���� ^���@ �"� �। ���ß> 0> /�[�� ������^�� ����M 
���F ����S��� ��F�% !>���" ��#�� ;�@ ��N�M ����S�� �!���� ���4 0�� #���� ��!�� ���J�� 
�!���� ���। 

��5��� /c3����5��� /c3����5��� /c3����5��� /c3��    

)����ux )E�H4� ��� )�, v �9�� ���F ����S� ��j @ / F���� )^�� A�\����3% /c3�� 
��� ������"। ��5��� / F���� /c3��� �1 ����S� ���O� ������ ��F���� ;�� ����J� 
!>���" ��� ��� A�\� ���। ������ ����� ����F )�� &�� /���� 3!��� ���� �"�। )��� 
�9���� )�� A�\����3% A`� ����j� ��S��� ��� !� �। ��#������ ��� ^���� �Y 
�>��> �%S �"��।.......... 
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���F���x��� 34����F���x��� 34����F���x��� 34����F���x��� 34�VVVV    
    

 ������� ������!� �������� )?�M�������� �?���� ��F�& @ ���F���x��� 34��V� ����� 
A�\� ����� ��� ��� )�, ������ ����F )��� 0> �%�[� &��� �"� 0�� #������4� 0> 
�%�[�����!� ���F /�?k�� ��!���"। ��� '(Ks ����� ��F&���F ��$§�x� ������&� ��� 0�� 
��� )�, >!� )��� ��#���� �����-���|��, �����: @ /���%� �6�] ������"�। W ��� )��� Æ� 
����� �����F !>�। ��� ���, 0> �%�[� ������F ��� !>��> �� >!�� ��^ #������4� �� 
��%�4 ��� ��� �b�। .............. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

-------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

���X ��3�� �#F�� ��������� ��������, U��� ��O���%��� 
����� ��?�3 

.' ��&F, '(-q 

 
 

������X �I�� �_��F� ����:���X �I�� �_��F� ����:���X �I�� �_��F� ����:���X �I�� �_��F� ����:�    
'v 'v 'v 'v # ����#���� ���6�� # ����#���� ���6�� # ����#���� ���6�� # ����#���� ���6��     

    

  [��� 0��M Q��� ������ L.)� #� '(-q ������ ����� 0��M ������� ��� ;����� �6�] 
;�6] !���"। 0� ������ ���%� !�� ���X -��3���� �&�� Ñ�� @ �#F�� ����: ���� ��� 
!���"। 0> ����: ;��� /�%: r��#� ��� �� ���। ���X�� � ���!�% ����� ?�H��� )� WO�F 
�� ����", ��N� �I�� ;����� /�?����� )� 3?���� @ ��à�� �� ����" �� ���X� �� 
�����?�H� ����S����� ����6��� ���� /�����% /��� ���4� ����"। ������ ��� ��F���4� ��� 
0> ���%� g1��� ��F��� �� ��� /���!��F। 
 

(Q��� ����S�, LK)� #� '(-q) 
 

 W ���6���� 
�^�������� ���% �"�� u� ��!t� �����->-����, u� ��#� )�����!� )!���, 
)�3� ���*�� �����, ��j� #��� ;����, #�� 0�,0,����, /�%��� ��!t� ;�r� !�>, /�%��� 
���� )&i����, u� �� ��@��� ������, ��� ����Y�� ;�� #�*�, /�%���, )��*��� !�����  
)&i����, u� ����� >¦��!�, u� ;!�� ���*, ��� ������ �!��, ��� !��� !��*#�� �!��, ��� 
*#� ��!���B�, u� ;�������, /�%��� ��*��� >����, u� )��!�t� ��1����। 
 
         * ‘�����’ ������ ���6���M �!�r\�! �������� �� ��$ !�� ������ !�। 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

���X ��3�� �#F�� �����:� 
������� �@��� ?����� ���6�� 

Q��� ‘����S�’ Lv #�, '(-q 

 

���X ��3�� ���X ��3�� ���X ��3�� ���X ��3�� �#F�� ����:�#F�� ����:�#F�� ����:�#F�� ����:    
�@��� ?����� ���6���@��� ?����� ���6���@��� ?����� ���6���@��� ?����� ���6��    

    

)��u@ ����S� !�� ���X �I�� ������ �_��F %���� ;@���� ���MF� �?���� �@��� 
?���� 3���� �I���� �»����� ���6�� �����"। 

‘‘� %�V� #�� ��!����B )E�H� ����" )�, ���X ��3�� >���� @ ����S��� W��!% 
������ ����� ;� )���� @ )M���?� ���*� �������� !>�� �।’’ 

 ‘‘��"��� ����F )�X�� �V� #�� ���� ��@ ���X�  �_��F /�°� �$�% )�� ����"��। 

��N��� 0> �$�% ����S� ������� ���?����> ���� ���, >!�> ������� ��M ;��� 
�#k��%।’’ 

���X�  ��!�� ���%, ���!�%, )"�M3j, ��2, �M� @ A�%�� @ ��3���� ���%�� ����� 
?�H��� �� )3i��� /�?�H$ ����"। 

���X�� � /��� ���F#�। 

>���� ��% @ ��Y��� #P )E�H� ����"। 0> ��% @ ��Y��� ������� ���� ����" 
���X� । 

��>, ���� >������ ��� ���X�� � A�� ;R� &����� ��N�� ;��� >������ ��% @ 
��Y��� ����� ��O��� । 

��> ;�� 0> )���� �����4 ����H� ��� ������� 0> ��&]��� ���!� ���� #% ;!�� 
#����। 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

!���r� �!�� ��6F� ;��� !��* 
����� @ ArF )���� ������� 

Q��� ‘����S�’ 's> ;3e, '(-q 

 

���!��� ����S� ��A�z�� !��r� �!�� ���!��� ����S� ��A�z�� !��r� �!�� ���!��� ����S� ��A�z�� !��r� �!�� ���!��� ����S� ��A�z�� !��r� �!��     
;��� !��* ����� @ ArF )���� �������;��� !��* ����� @ ArF )���� �������;��� !��* ����� @ ArF )���� �������;��� !��* ����� @ ArF )���� �������    

        

    ���!��।- ����� )���MF� ��&����� #�� !���r� �!�� ����" )� r�M� #���� ?�H�� #%> 
;��� !�* &��� ��� !�� �� #���� ��!�� )#����� ���� �%����� g1���4F ?����� ��� ���� 
����। 3���� 0��� ����S� ��A�z�� ����� ���!��%� Lm �"� ��HF� ;���&� �?�� ?�H4 �� 
���I ��� A$ �:�% ���। 

��� ���, ;���> 0���� ?�H� ���� �����4 !�* �%�!�� ��� )��� ����। ����� ?�H� 
�!�#> ;��� !��* )��� )��� ����। /������ ArF ?�H��� ;��� !��* )��� !��। ��� �6]�: 
���� ���, ���� �"� ;�3 ) �� ��*-A�-)���� ��� 0��M ����� ������� ;��� !��* 
������ !�� 0�� ���F ����S�� 0> ��������M ���> #����� /#F ����"। ��&����� !���r� 
�!�� 0> #���� ���%� ������� A�B��% ��� ��4� ���F ����S��� #������4� ���% �&���� #% 
U��� ����#� /�%��� #�� �@�� @����� ��� ;!�� #��।  

��� ����S��� )������ ���@ ��[ ��S�d �%�����M �&:� ��� ����� ���!��% ;��� !�* 
�%�!�� ���� #% ;!�� #��।  

 
 
 
 

---------------------- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
v �*� ��F��&�� �?���� W�%�� 

34;�Y���� ;!�� 
Q��� ‘����S� 34���V� 

;�Y���� ���S�� 
)��{|�, '(-q 

 

�� �u 0��� �u 0��� �u 0��� �u 0�    
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��������    �u�u�u�u    0�0�0�0�    
����S� 34���V� ;�Y������S� 34���V� ;�Y������S� 34���V� ;�Y������S� 34���V� ;�Y�� 

34���V� @ ;���� 
������ ������� A�B��%34���V� @ ;���� 
������ ������� A�B��%34���V� @ ;���� 
������ ������� A�B��%34���V� @ ;���� 
������ ������� A�B��%    
v v v v �*� ��F��&�� �?���� �*� ��F��&�� �?���� �*� ��F��&�� �?���� �*� ��F��&�� �?����     

KKKK�M ������� ��#���� ���J����M ������� ��#���� ���J����M ������� ��#���� ���J����M ������� ��#���� ���J���    

W�%�� 34W�%�� 34W�%�� 34W�%�� 34----;�Y��;�Y��;�Y��;�Y��    
    

�� �u 0�-0� /�3�����!� 
   

• ����S� ;@���� ��3 
• ����S� ������ ��3  (��A�z�) 
• #������� >�����, ����S� 
• ����S� )���� >���� ���MF 
• #���� 34���V� *x (0 �u 0*) 
 

    
)E�H4���)E�H4���)E�H4���)E�H4���    

#3�4� /������� A�� ��F�� ��� ��6F��^� /����� /%�� !S�^� '(Kv � !>�� 
/�����?��� /�%�!� ��!���"। ���%� �?% )��� 34-/����� @ �%�$
����� )�i��� ����� 
��6� 
0�� 
��� @ �?% ����#� /�S�M��� ����#�> ��!� /��E% @ ���� ����� �����&�। ��h 0> )��� 
>!�� )�� 0��M ��H�@ ������ !�� !>�� )�!�> ��� �>। 

0> /�!�� ����[���  ������, #34�� ������� ��:��� @ �����#�� r�?F�3 !>�� 
��$ ��� 0�� #3�4� 34���V� /����� �!�� ���� A�B��% �»����� ��#���� �����! 
‘‘����S� 34���V� ;�Y��’’ ��� 0��M ��[� 3Z ������ ����: c!4 ������"।  

����S� ;@���� ��3, ����S� ������ ��3  (��A�z�), ����S�, ����S� )���� >���� 
���MF, #���� 34���V� *x @ #������� >����� ����S�। 

0> /�3�����! A���T ������" )� #3�4� C� /����� ���F!�� ������ #% �6�, >����&� 
@ �����F] ���^� ����#।  

����S� ;�Y���� ��F�t� ��F��&� @ >!�� ���3�Z�� ��Z����  0> >S�!���� ��!� �����3 
��� !>�।  
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��F�t�?��� 36!�� 0> ��F��&� #3�4� ���F�?i�� @ 34���V� /���������!� ������� #% 
������V� �^����&� �%�[� ������" 0�� ���F @ ��a� ����S��� ���% ����#�� / F���� @ 
/%�% Q�H�% ����?�� ����� )3�M� )���� ��H� A`��� ��a��� ���� ������"।  

/�3�����! #3�4� )�i��� ����# �|�2@ �_�4F ��&� ��!���"। ���F @ ��a� ����S�� 
#3�4� ����M /�� ;# ��F: #������4� �»�� ��@ /#F ����� �^� !� �>। /�c!��] 
/j ���%� ?�3%�� �%��� ���Z ��F�� �6H�, ������� D��� 0�� ���?` ��F�^�� ����> &�� 
)á� @ r��-Q��%� ���% ��������� ������"।  

/�3�����! �6�?��� ��O�� ��� )� A���$ ����� ��� @ ;> �4��� ���%�� �����#� @ 
/ F���� ����&�� ��a� ����� !>�� W�� /%�� @ /��&�� /��%> ����?�� !@�� A�&�।�����#� 
@ / F���� �%�[��� /��%> 0� "�N�& U���> ����� !>�� ��!��� ��S �3����� /��� ��F��[� 0�� 
���%, �f, ���36!, �&��9�� @ �� �̂ >�%��� )�i��� ����# ���4 !�।   

0> �^% /#F ����� !>�� ���� *�� �_� @ ����� / F-��$ ��F��� /j���%� )����� 
���^3� ��!���" ��!�� ;��� �����F ;��%�। ����� ��� �����3 ��� 0�� �_��� �b��% 
�%����� ���� �%�[� ��� ����S� 34���V� ;�Y���� ���E��H� A�B��%। 

/�3�����! 0> ��@ )��H4 ��� )� ����S��� 
�� 
�� F> ;��F @ ����� ���F���H ��� 
������ ����� ��!� �2����4F �_�F [�� ��� ��F�% 0�� 0> A�B��% 0���� #���� 
�� F� �?���� 
0��M 
��� @ )#�M����^ ����� ��� /��| ��� A�&�।  

����S� 34���V� ;�Y���� /�3�����! #���� 0> ��F�t� ���� �_��F ��&� )� 
0���� ��������� )?�M�������� �?���� #3�4� ��%^ )?��M ��F��&� ��������� [���� 
����� ����> 0���� )�i��� ���%�����!� ����� !>�� ����। ��� 0> A���� ����S��� 
��$����, ����, ����!� @ /�� #����� ��� ��>�� ����। ����S��� #3�4� #P3� /����� 
/
���� ������ )� )�� ��&]�> ��a�1�� ����o� ���4�� u����� ;��� । 

#3�4� ��M ^��� !S�:� @ �����#� %�� ��&�� ��a� ������ A�B��% ����S� 34���V� 
;�Y�� ��� 34�V�� �3������ ��� 0> ;�Y���� �������� ����� !>��� #% A��� 
;!�� #��>���"।  
     

     v v v v �*� ��F��&��*� ��F��&��*� ��F��&��*� ��F��&�    
                                            [[[[0�0�0�0�]]]]    
 
�����V �»-��������!� �%�[�  ������ 

(�) ���F���x��� ����� )*u���� �����, 
(�) '(K- ����� ����V )������� ��������� ��%^ )?��M ��F��&� ;> ���H�� ����%, 
(3) ��4F��3 )�i��� /�����। 
(E) ��������� /��� ;���� @  
(�) ��&�� ��?��3� ��a� 
�����।  
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[[[[r>r>r>r>]]]]    
    

)*u���� ����� �» ��H�����!� A�� ^��� ����3 ����� ◌� 

(�) ����^� (�u�*z) 

(�) Q������ ;� 

(3) ���� @ )�X�� / F-�%�[�  

(E) ;:������� )��3����3 @ ���4#% 0�� W����% ��F���� /% )� )�� ��H�। 

[[[[��������]]]]    

���F ;���� 
������ ����� ��� !>�� 0�� )�X�� ��H� "�8� ������� /���] ������ 
^��� ����V )������� [���� A?� ;���� ������� ��M> %S  �����।  

[[[[&��&��&��&��]]]]    

A?� ������ ���% ����#�� / F���� Q�H�% �� �9���� ���% ��� ��� ����S� ������� 
������V� ����� !>��� 

(�) 0> ����� ���% )���^� @ Q������ ��H�� �%� 0�� ��F�� @ ?��H%9 Q������ ®4�! 
)�X�� ������� )��� ���F-����S�� �%��� /� F� ;������ /�� ;����� �� ���F-
����S�� /�#F� �_�4F Q������ ���� ������?��� 0>  �����> �%� ��� !>��।  

(�) r> /���� /�#F� Q������ ���� ������� ��������� ������ ��6F�����>  �����। 

(3) / F���� Q�H�% ��� � !@�� ��F: ����S� ����� Q������ ��!��% @ ®�4� )^�� ���F-
����S��� /c������ ��� ����� 0�� 0� ;� F� ��� c!4 ���F-����S�� ����� 
��!��� ���F-����S� !>�� ���� ��&�� �_�4F �2 !>�� ���। 0> A�B��% �%����� �#�� 
/ F @ ���*�, ����� ������� 0�� ���j� ���*� �_��F � ����� A���$ ;> �4� 
��� !>��।  

[[[[��N&��N&��N&��N&]]]]    

(�) ����, Q������ ���� @ )�X�� �%�����, 

(�) ;�o�;���� ���4#% 

(3) ;�o�;���� )��3����3 

(E)  Q������ ���4#%। 

 

A����$ ��H�����!� ���%��M ���F @ ��a� ����S��� �����%� ���% �>�� 3�Z� 0� 
0��M )��uF ���� ���&���� !>��। #���� ���H��� ���%� ������ ���%34 �# ������ #% A$ 
)��uF����!� ���%34�� ��F�& Q������ ���� �����। 

[[[["�"�"�"�]]]]    

    ����� )��MF 0�� ��M���� ��?�3�! )�X�� ������� ��� ��?�3 @ 
�������� ���J� 
���F @ ��a� ����S��� �����%� �%�$ ���� 3�Z� !>��। 0> ���%����% /#F�� #% ?��H%�� 
0�?��� ��F&��� ����3 ����� !>�� ��!��� �� �9���� ���% ��!���� ���%� A?� ����� ��� 
!>�� ����।  
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[[[[������������]]]]    

����^� )^�� ���F��� ������ ��$ @ ���-���� �%����� A?� /���� ���% ���� ���� 
��� ����S� ������� ������V� ����� !>��। 0> A�B��%� 

(�) ���F-����S�� ������ 0���u��, /f-��F�4 �����, �%��uM ���# @ ��� [�� ����� 
!>��।  

(�) )���^� ���!�� ���M ��?��3> ���F-����S� !>�� ����#�� ���%� )��� ����3 ����� 
!>��।  

(3) )i���!�� ��� �*�� ���F-����S�� [��:��� ����� !>��।  

0>  ����j� ��S����� A�B��% ���F @ ��a� ����S��� �����%�  ���% �|��� 0��M 
�u�*z  ��A�z� 3Z ��� !>��।  

[[[[;M;M;M;M]]]]    

0> )E�H4�� ‘����V’ �× ���� '(K- ����� ����V ��¤��- ��!� /����| #��� ��� !>��। 
0> ����V &��� ������ "� ����� ���% )�X�� @ ������� ;> ���H��� ��F�& /��J� !>��। 
#���� ���H��� � � /������> 0> ��F��&�� r> !>�� ��� |� �*����!�� �����V ��`����� 
��� !>��।  

A����$ �^%���! ��S����� #% ����S� 34���V� ;�Y���� /:?F$ ��� ��#���� 
�� @ ���J� W�%�� 0�� �6 �?��� ���k��� !>��।  

���3�Z�� ��Z����3�Z�� ��Z����3�Z�� ��Z����3�Z�� ��Z�������������    

A����$ �^% /#F�� 0�� /34���V� ����6��� ��1�� ��t��� ��&]�� ��c�� ���� 
A�B��% �» 
�^����� �� @��[����! ����S� 34���V� ;�Y���� ����� ��R� W�% ��&]� @ 
34�� ;��� �6�]� #% 0��M ��F��4 W�%�#�M 3Z�� ����: c!4 ������"।0> ;�Y�� 
������&� 34���V� ���� ���&���� !>�� 0�� )���; @ ��̀ �!������� )�� ���� /��| ����� 
�।  

'।���È] ���� �?���� @ )&����%��! ���%� /�3���� - # ����� ���% ��Ê�� 0��M 
#���� ��F���H� 3�Z� !>��। 0> ��F���H� ��F�t� ��F��&� �_��F /�3������!� �^ !>�� 
������� ������ @ ���F ���&���� ��4F ^���� /������ !>��। ��F���H� ��F�t�?��� /��F - 
# ���% )��-/�M ����� ������।  

L।#���� ��F���H� ;� ���%3�4� ��% !>�� ��� �9�� �» ��F��F34�� ��F�& �����।  
�?���� ' #, �!�?���� L #, ����� �_��� ' #, ��Ò �_��� ' #, )��H���^% ' #।  

.।#���� ��F���H��� /�°� A?� ������ #% 0��M ����� ;���� ��F���H�  �����। 
;���� ��F���H� ;��� �#�� @ �» ��F��� /�°�?��� ����M 3Z ����� ������। 0> �������! 
A$ ��F��&� @ #���� ��F���H��� 36!�� ��� ����� &���� ���%  �����।  

s।���%� ������ /:�� K # ���%�! 'K # ���% ���� #���� ��F���H��� )����� 3�Z� 
!>��। 
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K।#���� ��F���H� ���%�3��J )?��M ����: c!4 �����। /��% ��F�t� ��F��&� �����F 
����� !>�� ��F�t� ����: ����# !>��।  
 
;# '(-q ����� .m )� 0��� U���� K�M ���� �^ !>�� �» 
�^����� �S�� ������ 
 
 '।#���� 34���V� §x� �1� ;��, !���r� !� )&i���� @ ;��A� �!�� ��।  
 L।����S� ������ ��3 (��A�z�): )�����# )�i����, ��>��� ��#� ���1B� @ 
��*��� ;��।  
 .। #����� >����� ����S�� )��*���� ��!t�, ��!t� ;×�� �!�� @ )3���� ;�� 
 s।����S� ;@���� ��3� �"1\�! ��, ;�r� "���� �� @ )3���� ��!t� �� ��Y����। 
 K।����S� )���� >���� ���MF� ��!�t� ;��, *��� ;!�� @ 0�.0�.�� ।  
 

'(-q '(-q '(-q '(-q ����� )� ���� ��F��&� ����� )� ���� ��F��&� ����� )� ���� ��F��&� ����� )� ���� ��F��&�     
#���� ���H��� ��F��F�34#���� ���H��� ��F��F�34#���� ���H��� ��F��F�34#���� ���H��� ��F��F�34    

    
 �?����- @��� #��� �"1\�! �� (;� ��3) 
 �!�?������- (') 0u�?���M ���� !��� ()� >�) 

        (L) ��>��� ��#� ���1B� (��� ��3) 
�����4 �_���- #�� ��!��� ;�� 0�,0,0 (0,�u,0*) 

 ��Ò �_���- ��>��� �"B���� !��� �#��� (#�� >�) 
 )��H��%^- �%���e�� 0�, ;����� (
�V) 
 

'(-q '(-q '(-q '(-q ����� ;3�J ��F��&� ����� ;3�J ��F��&� ����� ;3�J ��F��&� ����� ;3�J ��F��&�     
��� F ��� ;���� ��F���H��� ��F��F�34��� F ��� ;���� ��F���H��� ��F��F�34��� F ��� ;���� ��F���H��� ��F��F�34��� F ��� ;���� ��F���H��� ��F��F�34    

    
 �?����- 0u�?���M ;�r� "���� �� (;� ��3) 
 �!�?������- (') ��@��� ��>��� ��"���B� ()� >�) 

        (L) 0u�?���M @���#� ;!�� (��� ��3) 
�����4 �_���- /�%��� )3���� ;�� (#�� >�) 

 ��Ò �_���- ��@��� �1���� (;� ��3) 
 )��H��%^- #�� 0�, ;�, �� ()� >�) 
 

34���V� ��34���V� ��34���V� ��34���V� ������ W��%� g1����� W��%� g1����� W��%� g1����� W��%� g1�    
    

    34��V ��O��� ���%��M ��#���� ��> 34�V, ;���� 
������, A?� ������ ���% 
����#�� Q�H��%� ������ 0�� ���F ����S��� / F���� 
���_�4F�� ���� ����� ���?` �*� 
�|��� ��F��&� )�� ������"। �P��% #������� >������ K-�*�, ;@���� ���3� --�*� @ 
������ ���3� (��A�z�) q-�*� A�\����3%। 0-�u-0* 0�� )#��� >���� ���MF@ W �� ��H�� 
���J ���� #��>�� ;�����"।  
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 A����$ ������ 0> �� �� �6 � �6 �?��� ��> ;�Y�� ������" ��> Q
��&��� ����� 
0� 0��M ���� A�� ��F�� &���>��, ��F� @ )��34�� ��� ��&��� �Y� �����, )�� )�� ���� 
)�-;>� )E�H4� ����� 0�� 0�� ������� �����!�� r�F� ������ )&]� ������"। *�� 0> �� 
����` ;�Y�� ���� �u��M�� ��� �� �� ;�@ �#��� !>��� �����3 ��>���"।  

 0> � � A���T �����> 34�V���� K�M ������� �� ��N!���� ���?`-�*� ����� �?���� ‘‘v �*� 
��F��&�’’ �4� ����� W�%�� ;�Y���� ���%�� #3�4� ������ /����� ;��� ���� ���J 
��  c!4 ������", ��F�� ����[���� W�%�� ;�Y�� �%��� ���$� )�� � > )� �> ��!� 
����> 
���� ����� ���%।  

 0> 
��6��� *��> #���� @ ������� ���H�����! ������� ���� ���%34 ��N!���� ���� 
��F��&�� ���?`�� ��¹@ 0��#�M !@�� /���!��F ����� ����&� ������"। )��� �� ;> �?�� 
�?��� W�%�� !>�� ���% !>���" ��N!���� ��^ #3�4� ����� ���?`  ���> /
�?����। 
34��V� ��� ��!���� �J� ��!���" ��N!���� ��^ 0> ����[���� 34���V� ����� !>�� ����`  ��� 
�_�4F /�b�।  

v v v v �*�� ���^� ���ÈH4�*�� ���^� ���ÈH4�*�� ���^� ���ÈH4�*�� ���^� ���ÈH4    
    

 ����S� 34���V� ;�Y���� v-�*� ���  ���� ���?` �*�� �?���� ��&� !>��@ )�� 
����> ��S �*� >!��� ����� !>�� ���� �>। ��h )� A�B��% ���?` �� 0� �� �*� )�� 
������" )�> A�B��% v-�*� ���� ��4F !>�� �� �����> ��N!��� ��F�t�?��� 0> �%�� ��F��&�� 
���%�� W�%�� ;�Y���� #% ���k��� !>���"। 34�V ���J�� �� ���%� ����> �# 
�*�����!� ���� /���� #% ;�Y�� ������ /����� ��!�।  

 ���?` ���� �*����!�� ��H� �?���� �� ?��3 ��?$ ��� ���।  
  
 '।��#���� 
 L।������ 
 .।/ F���� @ ;���� 
 

��#���� ��H���#���� ��H���#���� ��H���#���� ��H� 

 

 0> � � /
���� ������ A��� �> )�, ��#���� ���%�� ������� A��> /%�% ���%�� 
����� �?F� ���। ������ @ / F���� ���%�� �����@ ��#���� ���� ����� !>��। 

 
������ ��H������� ��H������� ��H������� ��H�    

 

 ���F ����S��� ������ ��� ���� 
���_�4F ������ #% ���?` �� �� ���� )�� ������" 
��!�� ��g��> v-�*� ��F��&�� s F �*�� ����� ��� !>���"। A��h 0> �*��M�� ;�@ ���F��� 
������ #% q� �*�� �u�*z ��A�z��� ���%�� 0��M /����$ �%�[� c!4 ��� !>���"।  
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/ F���� @ ;���� ��H�/ F���� @ ;���� ��H�/ F���� @ ;���� ��H�/ F���� @ ;���� ��H�    

��4F ;���� 
������ �����, / F���� Q�H�% ������4, ��F�^�� ���%����% ���J� 0�� ���F 
����S��� / F���� ������� #% L�, .�, K� @ -J �*�����! ��S� @ ���F��� �%�[� c!4 ��� 
!>���"। #���� ��!�� �#�� ������ >!�� )&�� ���J )�� ��F��&� �4� �b� ��� ��!� 
)�������> ����&%।  

vvvv----�*���*���*���*��    Q���]%Q���]%Q���]%Q���]%    

    '। L� �*� !>�� v� �*� ��F: q �M �*��> ��� ���F ����S��� ���� �|��� !@�� ��¹@ 
��a� ����S��� )�6�6Y >!��� 
�^� ���� 0> ;���� �������! 0� #���� ������ ���4� 
!>���"।  

L। ���%����% ��� 
��6�� !@�� ��¹@ ;# ��F: )� �� ����4 Q�H��%� ������ !� �> )�> 
�� ���4 ��� ������ A�B��% 0> ��F��&��� 0��M ����H ���F��� �%�[� c!4 ��� !>���"। )�X�� 
������� !�S %S ���%��M ��H�� ���%����% ��� ��S����� ���>��� #% A?� ������ ��� 
���%� ����%� ��Ê�� 0� 0��M )���uF� A�� ����� /�F4 ��� !>���"। ;�@ A�\����3% )� 
)��uF����! ���F ����S�� ���F ����S��� ������34�� #���� ���H� ���F ����S�� ���%34> 
��F�& �����।  

.। ���F ����S��� �������! �>�� ��� ���F ����S�� ;�Y�� !>�� ��a� ����S��� #34 
>!��� W ������ ��1�� 0> ������ ����H �� ����� ����। ��h v-�*� 0��M #���� ��F��&��� 
���4� !@��� ��a� ����S��@ 0> �� ����� ��^ #�� ��c! ��� �b� !>��। 0>°�� ���F @ 
��a� ����S�� 0�> ���� ��#���� ���F���� ���� #���� ��!���� �#��� ��� ��>��।  

W��%� [����W��%� [����W��%� [����W��%� [����    

���?` ��#���� ���� W�% �_��F ;# ��F: )� /�?k�� !>���" ��!��� 0> ���� W��%� 
[���� �_��F )�� )�� �!� !>�� ��Y! ���� ��� !>��  ���। )�> ��� �^% �����> ���u0�-
)� /��� /�?k��� ;����� ���?` ¾�M !>�� ��$ ������� ���%�[� ��� !>���"। )� A�B��% 0> 
W�%�#�M 3�Z� !>���" ��!� !���� � !@�� ��F: ��!��� W�% �#��  ��� )�> ���� �^% ������> 
�»°� �%�[� /��| ��� !>���"।  

'। ��3� ��t��� ������� ���� (��) %�� ���u0� ��F�&�� A�B��% 3�Z� !� �>। 
��t���?��� 34;�Y�� ���&���� A�B��%> �� �u 0��� �6�]। 

L।  ����F ��t��� ���� (��) ����: c!�4� ��� )� )�� /�3�� ‘)?�M�’ ����3 ����� 
�����। ��h ���u0� ���%�3��J )?��M ����: c!4 ����� ������। /�3������!� )�� ‘)?�M�’ 
^��� �>।  

.।  ����F ��t��� ��[�� (��) ��F��F�34 ���� �?���� ��F���� !>��। ��h �� �u 0��� 
��Z������ 0��M ������ ���J��� %�� 3Z ���� *�� >!�� )�X�� ��F���H� !>�� �»�� ���� 
����M ��F: ��FS��> �9��� 0���� ��F�&�� ���%�� ���%�3��J )?��M ��F��F� ���$ !>��।  

s।  ���%�3��J )?��M �� �u 0� )� ����: c!4 ����� �� /�3��g�� ����� �>�� ���% 
 �����। 
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)������� ��M ;���)������� ��M ;���)������� ��M ;���)������� ��M ;��� 

���-?����� �� )���M ������ )� )?��M� ��!���% ����S� ����� ������",- ;# ����S�� 
��N!��� )�> )?�M !>��@ ����। ��N!��� ��� >���# ��� !>�� ���$��? ���> �� ] �� ��� �>- 
���%�3��J ������� &�� !>��@ ��N!�� 
��� !>�� &��!���"�। ?��3%� ���!�� )� ;# ��N!��� 
)�i��� ����� /����� !>��@ ����।  

;# �%�$
������ /�[� /�%: �14। #1�� /�[� /����#��?��� &��� ����, � �� � �� 
'ss ���� #��� ���, �?�-����� @ ���"��� �����3 � )�@��, ��� ��&��� ;M� ����, ����^� 
;>�� /�����3 ���, ��������� � ���� ��� >�%���� *�� �3��� #�� r��FH! A�Z���"।  

�r��� ��FS�� �%��� rF���, ���% @ ��%����#�� ���%� /�Ç���% Q����� @ &��¾��]���� 
���F������ /��� ����, )���� ���%�, R���F�� M%�p @ ��#�� &��, D��� ��F��, "�� ��, 
��^� �����& ���, �����#� ������ �%�[�� /?�� >�%��� ��FS�� Q����%� �6�] ������"।  

����S� 34���V� ;�Y�� )3�M� )������, ����H?��� ��#��� ��&� �%�$��� ��M 
3?��?��� A���T ������ #% ;��� ;��� #��>���" )�,- 

 

(1) #3�4� /:� !>�� 0> !���� ��� ����� � ������ 
��� #��� �!���� �M����  ��� �_�4F 
/�b�।  

(2) ��������� ��%^ )?��M ��F���� ��������� ���� ����� 3Z> 0> /�[�� �����F�� 
#% �� ��� ���^�।  

(3) ��F�� ����[���� ��� 34�V���� �%�$ @���� W�%�� ;�Y�� �%��� #3�4� 
)?�M������ ;��� ��� ��"���> �b� �।  

(4) /��� /�?k��� ���� >!�> ����4� !>���" )� 0������� ������� )�� ���� 0�� 
��&]� 34�V ������� � �� ;�@ r3F� ����� )����।  

(5) ����S� 34���V� ;�Y�� ��F��H ��t��� ��&]� 0�� >!�> ��F��� 0���� �|�। )3�M� 
����S�� 34�V ����� @ ���F ����S��� ���� ;��� ����� !>�� 0> ;�Y��� ���� 
!@�� �%��� /% )�� � > �>।  

    

�� �u 0��� �������� ����� )!��� �u 0��� �������� ����� )!��� �u 0��� �������� ����� )!��� �u 0��� �������� ����� )!�    
0��0��0��0��    

���J ��  ;@��# �������J ��  ;@��# �������J ��  ;@��# �������J ��  ;@��# ����    
34343434----W�%W�%W�%W�%    

    

• 34�V���� #��- 0� !@।     
• ��� ������� ��- 0� )#�M !@।    
• W�% ������� ���?��- �%�3 ��।     
• #���� ���$� ��-;M �*�।    
• �� �u 0��- ����� !@।    
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��#���� ������#���� ������#���� ������#���� ����    
    
        '।  #1�� /�[�- ��%�!�� ��। 
        L।  34�V- ����� ��। 
  .।  ;���� 
������- ���� !��।  
  s।  )�i��� /�����- �!�� ��।  
  K।  ��&�� @ ��� ��?�3- �6 � ��।  
  -।  ��� ��&��� ;M����- �2 ��।  
  q।  ���F#� )?�M������- �*���� ��@।  
  v।  ��������� 
�����- 
���� ��।  
  (।  �?� @ ���"���- �����3 ��@। 
  'm। Q
��&��� ���- &��� �। 
 
 

/ F���� ����/ F���� ����/ F���� ����/ F���� ����    
    
        '।  ;���� Q�H�%- ��� ��। 
        L।  ��N�#���- ���� )!��। 
  .।  / F���� ����&��- ����� ��।  
  s।  ��% ����#�� ���%� A����%- )��� ��।  
  K।  �����#� ������ �%�[�- &��� ��।  
  -।  D������ %��% ����- ���� !��। 
  q।  �6H���� !�- ;��� ��।  
  v। ��M&�H���� %��% ����- ���� !��। 
  (।  ���MF�*��M � �- ��!� ��।  
  'm।  )���� ���%��- ����� ��। 
 

/%�%  ����/%�%  ����/%�%  ����/%�%  ����    
    
        '।  >���� ������� ;>- ����� ��। 
        L।  ����� ������� ���F����- �2 ��। 
  .।  ��^� )��- �6�� ��।  
  s।  ���%������ �� ��� ��^�- &��� ��।  
  K।  /����� ���%��� ��^�- �&� ��।  
  -।  ��^� ���J��- 
������ &�>। 
  q।  "����� ���%�- ����� ��।*  
 

*;@���� ���3� 0��M /��, 0,�u,0*, ��A�z� ������ ��3, )#��� >���� @ #����� >������ ��Ê�� 
'(-q ��� )� )� ‘‘����S� )u����R�M� ��?��x 3�Z� !�। 
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    ����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

����� ����� ������� � ��� !���� "�#$" 
%�&���� "�$��'� (�� 

����� % ���� ���)$� 
���*"� 

+, �!-�, /012 

 

������ ���3� ����� ����� ������� 4���5������ ���3� ����� ����� ������� 4���5������ ���3� ����� ����� ������� 4���5������ ���3� ����� ����� ������� 4���5    
� ��� %�6� 7���� �� !����� ��!!��8� ��� %�6� 7���� �� !����� ��!!��8� ��� %�6� 7���� �� !����� ��!!��8� ��� %�6� 7���� �� !����� ��!!��8    

����� �7������ �7������ �7������ �7�, , , , +,+,+,+,(� �!-�(� �!-�(� �!-�(� �!-�, , , , /012 /012 /012 /012 ������������    
    

���9� "�4�:��� �;�98���9� "�4�:��� �;�98���9� "�4�:��� �;�98���9� "�4�:��� �;�98,,,,    

<" "�= (��9 (!��9� �� %> %����� ���� 4��?� 7@�� ������ %�� ����@ %�&�। 
��7� �B8��� (�@ ��C���� ��� ��� <@ "D�@ %��� �� 7@���E� 7�� %� <"��� (������� 
�� %����� ���D ����� 7@�� ����� �। �"F ��� "G��� %H�7����� ���� (���� <�� %��� 
I�� %����� ���� !������ <���  %���" �#���� �D-���� 7@�� �K��@�� %����E। >�� � 
%��� !������ <�� <")� �7�� ������� %�� %����� ��7� ����� 7@�� ����� �"�। 
(������� I�� %����� I9�L !������� I�� ���'� %?� ���@ 7�� <@ (������� �� 
%����� ���� %�� 7��>� 7@���E। %����� �"�M (���I��� I�� %��� �N� ����� %���� 
O78 "G। 

�;�98�;�98�;�98�;�98!!!!    

%����� >����   %Q>$���" <" 9!�� ��")�� ��7���$ %���� %> <��� ����� 
7@���E। %����� ��") ��@ 9!�� <�� ����" 74" � (", >���� >���� �D$R��", 
��>R��", ���S#��" I���) (5�� 9!�� ��>R��" IT�   �Q�#�U <�� ��V�>�W� ������ ��I����� 

X �#�U �@�� %Q>$���" I���) ������ ��'�� ���Y�8 "���� %����� "�$�� ��$���8 %���� (� 
�5� <@ ��V�� %��� %�E। %����� ��9!�� ��>R��" IT�� I�� I9�L %?� ������@ %> 
%�� %����� ���� "��"�) "D� 4��?� "���� '�@।  

<" ��$O��� 9!�� ��")<" ��$O��� 9!�� ��")<" ��$O��� 9!�� ��")<" ��$O��� 9!�� ��")    

%����� (�� %> <" �8$���� ��$O��� ��"�) ���Z�। 
����� ���!� �� ��9� ����) 
�E� ����� <")�� [���$�� 9���� ��") �#�� ��@�� *���"#� ��") (�������" %"M ���Z� 
"�����E।  

"#�""���� ��?�"#�""���� ��?�"#�""���� ��?�"#�""���� ��?�    

��")O* 6? >��� "D� 4�H� "���� 7@�� ��$ID� 4�H� "���� 7� %����� (�����- 
����W�-��\� "#�" ����>� "D�। (���� >������ ��"�� ]^ > �@�� (� "#�" ���>, ��� 
>��� ��9� ^, �E� �" %����E? �� ��W �����" �������� (9�W�� ���" <@ I����� >R" 
9!$��� (�>9�̀  �����&��� <"�) "D�। "��'� (D�" I���9� 9!$� ��7�6� �������"��� <" 
I�a� > ���� O��� 4b� "���� ��9�Q� ���> ���� ���" ��"�@�� ������E���  

‘‘'������" %�� (������E <" I�'���$� ������7’’। �����" ���"���7 "������� �&� ��?�� 
D��"�� (��� <@ "D�C��@ (�@ 9!$��" e��"�� ����� @X�  7@���E��  
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(7 9!$� ��7�6� < (���� "#�" N��" �D�  (�7�� ������ �f ��W�@�� �����&��� (� 
���� I���� 9�W�� 4�=���E ��� ������� ���B� ��4�g ��Ẁ�@�� "#��"� �#U ��9Q I����� 
����� ���� ��������@ ����  (�����E। ���� (�� �@ ��� �Q����� ��b ���h %� ���� ���� 
�#����D���� ��8$ "#��"�� (���8 >>$� ����� ('7���। ��7��� (������� >� �#�U "�����E ���!��� 
I�'���$� ������7  ��7���� ���" <"��� �K���� ��"�@��� I���>����  (����� ��!� "� �@। 
(������� %���-%��� %� ����� ����� 
��D$ (����� (���" (9�3�  < (���� "#�""���� i��W 
'���@�� ����E 0+ ("��) )�"�� j�8� (��k�। (������� ��l��� (9�3� ��9� ^,�) �E� ����� 
<����� "#�"-N���"� ��f� ������ 9�W�� �������E ����) ����) ��̀�> %� ���K�� ��7�W। 
"#�"�" (����� ��  �@ ��� �D$"�� K��-��), ����" %� "���@��� ����। "#��"� ��i$"���� ���� 
���)� ��������  m, )�"��  �����" (����� I7�� ���8� "����E। ���7�" (��" (����� "����� 
(����� ���)� �D�"�D� ��$�n ���� ^1 )�"� (D�" ^] )�"� ���$�  "����E �"F o ������$ ����� ��) 
[��� >� "�"������ ����" %� �W �W ���������� ���� "��� ("� ���?� (����� "� �@। 
(����� ���"p��� "#�" ���>�" /q / /1 )�"� ����� ��) ��[� "���� ���� "���� <"�'�)�� ��" 
(9�3�� �*� ��� ��) [��� �����9 "���� �����E�। 

�����" (����� ���� �� �� >��� ��>�-)��s  �#�� "���� )�"� I�� (�� %� �� ��@  
�����f "��� (��k� '���@�� ���� (������� ���"-(���" (9�3�� ����� ����� ����&�* "����E। 
'��� ��  (����� <"� I�� q, ���� >��� ��>� �#�� "����E। ������  (������� (���8 
��t�� "���� ("� �58 %��� (��� �। (������� ��>
 �B� <@ (���   ������E (�, < (���� 
>��� ��>� ��" �� (���� ����� "�। (����� < (���� "#�" ����>� i��W %�  )��s ��>�� 
(��k� '���@�� '� । "� �#U��! "� 6���7� (�������। m,/q, )�"� �8 ��� '�4� �"��� ��@��� 
5��� �� (���� ��"�� 0^�) "#�" �������� �@ �� ����� I���X���� "D� (����� <"���  
!�� �।  (����� (������� ��u� )�"� %����� >� "#�"��� 4�� �� �5 �5 ���)$�K�") >��� 
"� <��" ����� ��G�� ��e- ����v ��$Q >��� "���� (����� ���� "� �। �� �" (����� 
��7���$� >�  !����� (�����E (� (������� >��� I�'���$�  ������7 �#�U (� "#�" ���>, (�@ "#�" 
���> %> ���� ���� �#���� ��D '�����E।  

�;�98! %�� >�� "#�" >���� <@ 6���?�� �'� %> (���" (9�3�� ���� ������ ��� 
��D$"। ��@ %����� "#�""���� �������� %�� %����� ����@ 4��?� "�� �w� �� "��। 

  
����� �#�U�� %@��� ��"�������� �#�U�� %@��� ��"�������� �#�U�� %@��� ��"�������� �#�U�� %@��� ��"���    

����� �#�U�� %@��� ��"�� 7@���E ���"$ ��x�>������ ��7�����U �W ���>$���   ���Q���� 
(N8�-<"��" ��"��, <"@ (N8� 
��D$� I���5" ��"��। ���"$ ��x�>����, (���  �W ���>$��� 
<�� ���Q��� <@ ����f <" <�� ���!�>�। <@ �� ��f� ����� ������ ��� ����@ %����� 
(���� >98 ��7���� ����"���� 98���B" ��"�� "���� "���� ����।  

 
%�>"�� ��� ��>R��" Ia�%�>"�� ��� ��>R��" Ia�%�>"�� ��� ��>R��" Ia�%�>"�� ��� ��>R��" Ia�    

�;�98, (��� I���[����� ���" (9�3�   ��7���� �7���9� ���"$ ��x�>���� �y�"$ %����� 
98���B" �7��� �"E�)� (��7���f i�)��  %�>"�� "�$�� ��$���8� (5�� ��7���� ��z�Q "��) �@। 
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(���� 98�B"������ (� ��� ����$ ���"$ ��x>�������� �;� �� "���� ��$��� ��7��� 
��x>���� �y�"$ �"E�)� ����5��� !�� (���। <�� 98�B I��3�� ��O���� (5�� ���"$ 
���������� I�w�) �����8� "���� ��7��� ���"$��� ����9!�> 7@�� '� �। ��@ ��7��� I*�� 
"��- %�9 98�B I��3� "�� ��" ����� ��x>���� ���������� I�w�) ����'� "�� ��@��। 
"��>@ Ia (��� �����E- ("� "�>�) %�9 "���� 7@��? 98�B I��3� ,  � ��x�>������ ����W? 

%��� ��� Ia�)�" <@!��� 6@ !��9 !�9 "�� ��� �। 98��B� ��O�� <�� ��x>���� 
������� ��O�� <" <�� ���!�>�। ("� %�� @������$@ %���'��� (���@���E (�  %����� (���� 
���"$ ��x>����� 
�D$ <�� (��� �W ��̀�>   ���Q���� 
�D$ <"@ ���� O�D�। (���-������ 
I���[����� ��f� %�̀���" (�� ��{� (D�" ���Xb "���� (��� ��� � (��� <@ %�̀���� 
��G�� ���'���� ��O���"   6@ ���� !�9 "�� ��� �। @7���� <"�)� ��G�� ��O�� "���� (9�� 
(�@ ��O��� ����)  >�W� 7@�� ��W�� ����। ��<� 98�B I��3�� ��O��   ��x�>���� ������� 
��O�� <" <�� ����!>�।  
 
%\��" 
��|����� I�a�%\��" 
��|����� I�a�%\��" 
��|����� I�a�%\��" 
��|����� I�a�    

����� ���D ����D$�"�� 4�H� "���� ��@�� %����� �;��� ������E� 

‘‘���!��}� ~��) 1-�K� %�&���� ��������� "���� I"��Q�� 
��|����� ����� 
��������� "�����E।’’ 

�;���� <@ ��!����9 7��� �-�8 "�� ���� "�=। ���"*��� ���!b !���!��� >9�8� 

���"���7 ���$ ���"*��� %\��" 
��|��� <�� ��x>����������� ����� ���� ������ (� 
����� >� (�@ ��� 
��|��� ����� ��������� "�����E, @7�� '�@�� 7���"� "D� %� �" 7@�� 
����? ��� < "D� ��� (�, %����� �;���� ��� ��� (���� >������ ��"�� / !��9�  "� 
4����� ��w��� ���>$��� (N8�� 
��D$� I��K� (� 1- �K�, ��7��" ‘‘>���� ���f��’’ �7���� 
%������ "���� 
��|����� ��� >���" ��z�Q "���� '�� �@। 
��|��� ����� ��� (���� 
"#�"-N��"-�����| �D� ��"�� 0]> (�7�� ������ 
��|���@ ���k���E  <�� ��� /m-�K� 
"�$��'� ���K� (������� ���� ��7���� "�8�� ������ ������E। 

%����� �;��� ������E (�, ‘‘��7��� �� "�� 1-�K� "�$��'� ���7�� I*��   ^/-�K� 
"�$��'�� /0 �K�� ��7� �w����8$।’’ (�� !�� "D�। <�5�� ��7���� 4����� <" Ia "���� '�@। 
����� ("��� "���)�� �� /m-�K� "�$��'� 9#7�� 7� �� ��7��� 4f /m-�K� "�$��'��" ���7�� 
I*��   ^/-�K� "�$��'�� /0�  �K�� ��7� �w����8 �� "����@ 47�� ��7� <"�� 7@���E��। 
�"F ����$� ���� ��̀7��� <@ /m-�K�� ���� �" �" ��w�� %����� "����? <�� ("@ �� %>  
(� �y�"$ ��7̀��� ��� ��7��? 

�;�98! %�� "D� 7@���E <@ (�, %����� �;��� 7@���E 4����� ��w��� ���>$��� (N8�� 
I��!�। ���"*��� <"�'�)�� ��̀�>��� (9�3�� ��7� %����� ��w��� ��̀�>��� (9�3�� �Q�$&�" ‘‘1-
�K��’’ ��� 
��|����� (���� ���@�� ��7��� 7��>� "�����E। %��� ��{U ��!�� 7@���E-
"��"> ���w��� %��>� ��4��� ?�� "��"> ��w��� %��>� ��4� �#�U@ ��� 1-�K�� �5� 
7@�� D��" ��� 
��|����� ��� ������ "#�"-N��" (�7�� ���� ("���@ ��� >� ���"� �f 
������ ��@�� �। ("�, (� 1-�K� "�$��'��� ������ "#�"-N��" �D� (�7�� ������ ���"���� 
("� 
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�"#�� �@ 
��|����� ��� (�@ 1-�K� �!�|" �D�"�D� 
��|����� ���"�� �����$!���@ 
4����� ��w��� ��̀�>��� (9�3�� 7��� ������ "#�"-N��" �D� (�7�� ������ 4�� (���8-��W8 
'���@��� ���"��� ��$���� 7@�� ����। "��>@ %> Ia  �=� ("� (�#�� 
��|��� �D� 
>9�8� ��x�>���� ������� 98���B" ���"�� ��>$� 7@��। 

 
(�#��� Ia�(�#��� Ia�(�#��� Ia�(�#��� Ia�    

�;�98! <@ I��w ����� <@ ����� !�� 4����� I�� %�� %����� �#�U %"�$8 "�� 
��"�� �� "��। Ia�) 7@���E (�#��� Ia। �D$�� 98��B� ��O�� ("� (�#�� ���'���� 7@��। 

%��� ��O ��$����'� (D�" ��$�� ����?���� %����� ���� (� ��� ��>R��" "�>�) ��7� 
7@�� %�� ��7� 7@���E (��� <"�) ��x�>����������� 98���B" ��"�� I��3�� "�>। ��$�� 
��"���� ������$ <@�� <"�) ��"�� I��3�� ������@ %��� %����� (���� ��$�� ��x�>����, 
���Q���   �W ��̀�>� "���� ��?� (D�" (���" ��f "���� ���"*��� ���!b !���!��� >9�8� 

��|��� �D� %���B�� ���"�� I��3�� <�� ��7���� >������� 98���B" ��"���� �D�" 
4��f "���� ����। 

��O��� �;�98! %���� �"��@ 
�"�� "���� (� @7� <"�) ���Q ��"�= "�>। @7�� >� 
I���> <"�) ��>R��" �>�9, ��'�  <�� ��x�>����������� 98���B" ��O��� (��W-�� �� 
���'� (�#�। %����� ��9� ���� ��*� ��!T�� 7@�� %��� ��{U (������E (� ��� ����� 
%����� (���� ��$�� �� �� ��>R��" ��@ (�@ (�#� ���� ��D$ 7@���E। ��� I�� "��8 o 
��* ���� (�#�� %�����E (��6���'| 6�$� ���>$��� (��)���>$��� (N8�   ���Q���� (N8� 7@��। 
����� I���) (5��@ <@ 6�$� (�#� (���-������ I���[����� ��f� �") �� 
�"�� "���� 
�#7|� >
�D$�" ���>$ �����E। %�� ��@ ���Q �#L!��� ��V�� "�� (�, %�>"�� ��� %����� 
���@ <"��� ��>R��" �� (� �� "#�"-N��" �D� ��$7��� (�7�� ������ ���f� "�$��'� O78 
"�����E। ��� ��@ ��� "�$��'��" ����� "���� ��� ("� (N8�� "�$��'� O78 "���� ��� (�>�W�#�| 
"���� ���� �। 

@���� %����� �;��� ����� 7@�� 4�=���E <�� %����� ��9=�� ���-�#��� ���� "���� 
����� ���� ���!� �#�U� ('U�� �������E। %����� �") %��� ���$; ������, %���� ����� 
����>����-���Q���   �W ���>$���������� 98��B� ��O��� ���"��" ���b� ���� <�� 
���!��}���� ���'U��" I��7� "���� ����� o"� -��7��  �5� "G। <�� <@ ���"���� �"� 
(����� �����" ����� "���� ��$�� �
��'��� %@�����7�� ����� <�� ��7�� �#3����" ���"$ 
��x�>�������� ����W�� ��O���" �O�� "���� �। 
 
 >� %����� ��������।  

����� % ���� ���)$ �>&���� 
���"*� �>&���� 

�
��'��� ���" ��4" 
��x�>���� ���� 74" 

 
----------------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

�������7��� ��!����9 %9���� �W�B ������ 
%���� (OK���  

���" ���"*� 2 >������, /01] 

 

���$ ���"*��" ���Xb "��� �W�B� !����� "�)���" ��7���� �h ��O�7� >� ���$ ���"*��" ���Xb "��� �W�B� !����� "�)���" ��7���� �h ��O�7� >� ���$ ���"*��" ���Xb "��� �W�B� !����� "�)���" ��7���� �h ��O�7� >� ���$ ���"*��" ���Xb "��� �W�B� !����� "�)���" ��7���� �h ��O�7� >�     
%9����� �����" ��K������ ��w (9�� ��="� (��)� ���"� �D$ ��!%9����� �����" ��K������ ��w (9�� ��="� (��)� ���"� �D$ ��!%9����� �����" ��K������ ��w (9�� ��="� (��)� ���"� �D$ ��!%9����� �����" ��K������ ��w (9�� ��="� (��)� ���"� �D$ ��!    

7� '[�7� '[�7� '[�7� '[�Q �y�"$ (���� 4!� ���� >�� (5��!� �\�� Q �y�"$ (���� 4!� ���� >�� (5��!� �\�� Q �y�"$ (���� 4!� ���� >�� (5��!� �\�� Q �y�"$ (���� 4!� ���� >�� (5��!� �\��     

    

(�>
 I����� (I���) 

�� �������, 1@ >������� ���$ ���"*��" ���Xb "��� <"�) !��� ���D$� �W��B >�W� 
D�"�� ��!����9 ���"*� ���!� ���!$�, (�����7�, (p���7�, ���� ���7� <�� ��>���� ��w 
���YU (��) ^] >�" (OK��� "�� 7���E। 

<"> ��"��������� ��{U !���� ����E (� I"���� ����"��) < ���� �#� ���f��� ��8$ 
����"� । 

%�>"�� (i��8�� ��"���� @������$"�� <"�) (I���)�"@ ��*����!��� ������ "�� 7���E। 
%�9� (I����) ���������� ������� ���� "���� (��"�" (OK����� "D� ��� 7���E�। (�@ 
���5� (i��8� (��� � ���� >l�� �#�U "���E�। %>�"� (i��8�� �#� ���f��� ��8$ ����"� 
I"�� "��� �� �"� >l�� ����� i�)�E।  

<��� ���@�" ���$ ���"*� (D�" (OK��� "�� 7���E। ��V* ���� >�� (9�E,  �#� ���f��� 
���"���@ ���$ ���"*��" ���Xb "��� <@ �W��B ����� �> �> !���"�� "D� 
�"�� "���E। 
<��� ("4 ("4 "���5 <"> !����� "�)���" ���  k�� ���D (��9����9 (����E��। <�� 
%9����? !����� (�����7�� ��K��� (�K�)��v "�$� ��N <�� (�>� (��� ���D  (��� 
"���E��। !����� "�E (D�"  I'�� �h�h   �D$ ��O7@ <@ ��5���� 4���� �E�। 

��� %> (� �W��B� ��*���� ����8 I"���� 7���E ���� <"D� {U 7�� (9�E ���"*��� 
���D �;���� ("� @X� I"#���5 !���� (@। "���� ������ <�� ���� ������C��� ���"*��� 
I�� <"�) 9!�� �����@ I"��।  

�W�B"��� �7���� 6’> ��,<�,�� ��K��� >�� %7�� K>��� �7�� <�� >�� G�� 
"�����"  (OK��� "�� 7���E। I�w�� 4�H����9�, �����" �������  ���� "���) <��� 
6’>�� I�� (��)� �����E�। ��� (I���ev 4!��"@ 5�� "�� <�� %� <"��� ��"��� "�> 
"��� �����9 (�। 

<���� �������� ��"��� (I����) ��� 7�, <"�) ���������� �W��B >�W� D�"�� ��!����9 
9� ���� ���$ ���"*�� ^] ���f�" (OK��� "�� 7���E। �W�B�) 9� ���� 4�i��)� 7�। �#� 
���f98 ���$ ���"*��" ���Xb "��� ('U�� ��� �E�।  
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�W�B �K� "��� >� I'�� �h�h, (9�����G� <�� �D$ ��O7 "��@ ����� %�� 4����� 
�E�। <�� I'�� �����8 �D$ (����E� (�� ��5�� I��8  �� �� (9�E। '�O�� (>�� % �������9� 
("�����5 ��� !���� !��8 ('p����  ��K ���" ('p���� �7 �#� %��� "���� ���f� ���K� ���� 
)�"� (����E।  

�h��h� ����"��7 (��� "D� %9����� %����'� 7���E) �� ������ ��"���� 7*9�  
7���E।  

(I����) ��� 7�, ���#���� �#�U� <@ �W�B ��D$ "�� (� �� 7���E। <�� ��� 7�, <@ i#8� 
�W��B 
�!���"!���@ (���� 4!� ����� >������8� ���� (� i#8�� �#�U 7���E ��"�� (� �y�"$ 
��'�। ��@ ��"�� ���Q� K��K�, �O9�� <�� <��� ��'�� �y�"$� �� �D� >�����8�" 
>����।  

(I����) ��� 7�, < ������� ��Q ������ ��D <�� ��'�� ���@ �G 7��। 

�#� ���f��� ����"���#� ���f��� ����"���#� ���f��� ����"���#� ���f��� ����"��    

(I����) �#� ���f��� ����"� (� �� 7���E <�� 7��� %!�Q��8 (p'��'� ��?�� "�$�� 
���"*� (p���7�� (�K�)��v "����� (�����Z� (7���, '�O�� (>�� % ���� ���9� ("�����5 
��� !���� !��8 ('p����  ��K ���" ('p����, ��� ���� "#�  (�, '�O�� (>�� % ���� ��9 �7-
�!���� e�f�� ���6� �7��, ���!$� ���!� @v��������� ( ��@>������) ���"*� ����� 
I��3��� ���� >�� <�, %�� ��>�, >�� %7�� K>��� �7��, ��,<�,�� (
�?�9� "���8 
/011 ��� (D�" E��) (!�9 "��E), >�� G�� "����, ��,<�,�� (���� O7�8� I�|�� E��) (!�9 
"��E�� <�� <"�) (��� ("���$� >� ��f��� 9��� I�|�� ��X��), >�� ���7��� �7�� 
(I�f ��!�� ����e$), >�� "���� 4�� %7�� (I�f ��!�� (��) ��K���), >�� ����� 
4�� %7�� (I�f ��!�� ���e� ��-���), ��>$� <�,���> (��%@<�� "�$�� ����I�� I�f 
��@) (�K�)��v), >�� %��� (7��� (���"*� ���� ���7�� I�f "��$����), <,��,<�,< 
����� (���"*� ���� ���7�� I�f "��$����), >�� ������ %�� (I�f ��!�� ���e� ��-
���), ���e� ��-��� ���� I�f ���>$v @����� ���� >�� (��7��� ��7��� %��, >�� <,��,<� 
@4��K, >�� ��>�� @����, >�� ������ ����, >�� �������, >�� ����� %� ('p����, >�� 
%����� (7���, ���"*� (p���7�� (�K�)��v ���4� �7��, e�f�� "���� �����6��, 
<,<� ��, ������� %�6� ��Z�" (���"*� (�����7�), ���>$v, <,<�,<K,7" (���� ���7�), 
���>$v ������� (���"*� ���� ���7�) <�� 7������� @��K %��। 

 k� ��7�#�� k� ��7�#�� k� ��7�#�� k� ��7�#��    

��� <" ���� I"��, ����� �K���� <"> ������ <��� >�� (�, %> ���"�� !����� 
7�@"����" ����� �K��� (e�" %� 7�। ��"�? !����� 7�@"����� ID� (��[)��� ��� 
 k��" �����- I���7�� "��� ���?� "���  ��̀�" ��� 7���E। ������ %��� ���, ���  k��" 
%> ���� ��"� ���9 "��� ��̀�" ��� 7���E।  

��)��$ �������� ���� I"��, !����� <"> ��"��� ������ %> ���� �� ��H��� ��� 
(�, ���"*� ��"�? !����� (e���) 7�@"����� ID� (��[)��� ��:��,<  k��" ��7��� "���E। 

������ %��� ���, ��:  k��" %> ���� ��"� ���9 "��� ��� 7���E।  
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FORMAL CHARGE 

 
[with two heads] 

 

[The statement of the case, called the complaint, the list entitled the "List of the 

Accused Persons” which contains the name s of the persons to be tried, and the list 

entitled “List A” which contains the names of the accomplices to whom pardon has 

been tendered, are appended to this charge-sheet and will be read out at the 

commencement of the proceedings.] 

 

Pak/72324, Sgt. Zahoorol Haq, accused No. 17, is charged as follows: 

 

First: That he, between the beginning of the year, 1964 and the end of the year, 

1967 conspired with his co-accused whose names are included in the "List of the 

Accused Persons" appended herewith, and the persons whose names are mentioned in 

"List A", appended herewith as well as with certain citizens of India, to wage war 
against Pakistan, and to deprive Pakistan of its sovereignty over a part of its territory, 

namely, the Provi nce of East Pakistan, by means of criminal force, in an armed revolt 
which was to be carried out mainly with weapons, ammunition and funds provided by 

India through his Indian co-conspirators: 
 

And that in pursuance aid and furtherance of the aforesaid conspiracy, he did and 
said what is attributed to him in the complaint, appended herewith, at the times and 

places mentioned therein; 

 

And thereby committed an offence punishable under section 121-A of the 

Pakistan Penal Code. 

 

Secondly: That he abetted the committing of mutiny by those of his co-accused 

and the persons mentioned in "List A", who are members of the Army, Navy, or Air 

Force of Pakistan and that he attempted to seduce them from their allegiance and duty 

by doing and saying what is attributed to him in the complaint at the times and places 

mentioned therein; 

 

And thereby committed an offence publishable under section 131 of the Pakistan 

Penal Code; 
 

And since some of the persons with whom he engaged in the committing of these 
offences are subject to a service law while others are not, he is triable under section 3 

of the Criminal Law Amendment (Special Tribunal) Ordinance, 1968, by this 
honourable Tribunal, for these offences. 
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[The list of witnesses intended to be produced in support of this charge is 

submitted as required by section 5 of the Criminal Law Amendment (Special 
Tribunal) Ordinance. 1968. In addition, lists of documents and articles intended to be 

produced in support of this charge are also submitted. These lists bear, the headings 
"List of Witnesses", "List of Documents" and "List of Articles" respectively, as 

explained in Annex T. Supplementary lists may be submitted later.]* 

Before the Special Tribunal setup u/s 4 of the Criminal Law Amendment (Special 
Tribunal) Ordinance, 1968. by Notification S.R.O. 59/R /68, dated the 21st of April) 

1968. 
 

THE STATE 

versus 

SHEIKH MUJIBUR RAHMAN AND OTHERS-Accused. 

This 

 

Statement of the Case on behalf of the prosecution (herein-after referred to as the 

complaint) submitted by the Central Government u/s 5 of the aforesaid Ordinance, 

Rcspcctfully sheweth that: 

 

1. In pursuance of secret information received as to the existence of a conspiracy 

to deprive Pakistan of a part of its territories by an armed revolt with weapons, 

ammunition and funds provided by India, and to establish therein an independent 

government recognised by India, some persons were arrested in December, 1967, 
under the Defence of Pakistan Rules and some others under the laws relating to the 

Defence Services. 
 

2. Documents produced by or recovered from some of those persons contain 
code names for some of the important participants in the conspiracy specifications and 

quantities of arms and ammunition required for the purposes; of the conspiracy, 
instructions for tasks to be done before the 'D' Day, instructions for the 'D' Day, and 

other memoranda. 

 

 3. The main plan of action was to capture the armories of military units so as to 

paralyse them. The action was to be carried out in commando style and surprise was 

to compensate for the lack of manpower. The tasks to be performed in this connection 

included: 

 

(i) enlisting of men from among the Armed Forces, ex-Servicemen and civilians 

who could be effectively subverted to build up an armed spearhead; 

 

(ii) securing of arms and funds from local source in addition to those to be provided 

by India; 

 
(iii) creating of general Political disaffection by propaganda; and 

 
(iv) fixing an opportune moment as the 'D' Day to take over strategic points by 

force. 
 

* /01] ��� /0 (� >� %9���� ����� �G 7���E�। 
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4. In pursuance of their objective, a meeting was arranged between the 

representatives of those who had to conduct the operations in Pakistan with the 

representatives of India who were to supply the funds, arms and ammunition. This 

meeting took place at AGARTALA in INDIA on the 12th  of July. 1967. 

5. The more important incidents in the development of this conspiracy and the 

more significant details of those incidents, arc given in the paragraphs that follow. 

While giving the gist of the discussion at a meeting the reiteration of the general aims 

and objects of the conspiracy, which took place practically in every meeting, has been 

mostly omitted. The five lists that accompany this complaint entitled respectively, 

‘List A’. ‘List of the Accused Persons’. ‘List of Witnesses’. ‘List of Documents’ and 

‘List of Articles’ are explained in Annex ‘I’. The code names of the accused persons 

are explained in Annex ‘II’. Where a name appears for the first time in this complaint, 

it is set out in full, but where it occurs again only so much of it is mentioned as is 

necessary to distinguish it from others. For the sake of complete identification, 
however, each time a name that is included in the 'List of the Accused Persons', or a 

name that is included in the ‘List of Witnesses’ is mentioned, the serial number at 
which that name occurs in the relevant list is specified along with the word 'accused' 

or ‘witness’ depending on the list in which that name is included. Similarly, where a 
place is mentioned for the first time, its description is set out in full, but where it 

appears again, only so much of that description is mentioned as is necessary to 
distinguish it from others. 

 

6. Between the 15th and the 21st of September, 1964, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

accused No. 1, was on a visit to Karachi. He was invited to attend a meeting convened 

by Lt. Muazzam Hussain of Pakistan Navy (now Lt. Commander Muazzam Hussain) 

accused No.2 who, at an earlier meeting, at his own residence. Bungalow No. D/77, 

K. D. A. Scheme No. 1, Karachi, in the beginning of 1964, in agreement with Steward 

Mujibur Rehman, accused No.3, Ex- Leading Seaman Sultan-ud-Din Ahmad, accused 

No.4, Leading Seaman Noor Muhammad, accused No.5, and Lt. Muzzammil Hussain, 

witness No.l, had decided to consult Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l in 

connection with a plan to form a revolutionary organisation for taking over East 

Pakistan. This meeting was held at the house of Mr. Kamal-ud-Din Ahmad, witness 

No.2, at No. 3/47, M. S. G. P. School Teachers' Co-operative Society (popularly 

known as Maalama Abad) Karachi, and was attended by :— 
 

(i) Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l’ 
(ii) Muazzam, accused No.2, 

(iii) Steward Mujib. Accused No.3, 
(iv)Sultan accused No.4, 

(v)Noor Muhammad accused No, 
(vi)Mr. Ahmad Fazlur Rehman, C.S.P., accused No.6, and 

(vii)Muzzamil, witness No. 1, 

 

Muazzam, accused No.2, said that the East Pakistani clement in the Navy had 

formed a militant force for making East Pakistan into an independent state, and that 

the East 
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Pakistani personnel from the Army and the Air Force would also be inducted into that 

group. He explained that for the successful propagation of the project the support and 

cooperation of political leaders and Civil Service officials from East Pakistan was 

needed He further explained that funds would be needed to finance the group. Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, accused No. 1, not only agreed, but said that his own idea was the 

same. He promised his full support and undertook to provide the requisite funds. A. F. 

Rahman, accused No.6, while agreeing with Muazzam, accused No.2, that an armed 

revolt was the only answer to the disparity existing between the two wings of 

Pakistan, said that he was not sure as to what the reaction of India would be to such 

action. Shiekh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l, said that that was his (Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman's) concern. He added, however, that they might go slow for the time being 

because this action might not be necessary if the opposition won the Presidential 

election, which was then about to be held. 

7. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l, again visited Karachi, after the 

Presidential election and was there from the 15th to the 21st of January, 1965. On a 

day between those dates, meeting was held at the aforesaid house of Muazzam, 

accused No.2, which was attended by:— 
 

(i) Sheikh Mujibur Rahman accused No.l, 
(ii) Muazzam accused No.2, 

(iii) Noor Muhammad accused No.5, 
(iv) A. F. Rahman accused No.6, 

(v) Flight Sergeant Mahfizullah, accused No.7, and 
(vi) Lt. Muzzamil Hussain, witness No. 1, 

 

and some others who have not been identified. 

 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l, said that the only way in which the people 

of East Pakistan could live honourably was to separate themselves from West 

Pakistan. He promised full support and monetary assistance and urged Muazzam, 

accused No.2 to shift his headquarters to East Pakistan and to expedite the activities 

of the revolutionary group. 

 

8. Mr. Mohammad Amir Hussain Mia, witness No.3, who was employed in the 

Central Statistical Office at Karachi, was on intimate terms with Steward Mujib, 

accused No.3, Sultan, accused No.4 and Ex-Corporal Abul Bashar Mohammad Abdus 

Samad, accused No.8. Some time in January, 1965, Steward Mujib, accused No.3, 
introduced Amir Hussain, witness No.3 to Muazzam, accused No.2. Amir Hussain, 

witness No.3, was greatly impressed, and became an active member of the group. 
 

9. Between January, 1965 and August, 1965 several meetings were held at the 
house of Muazzam, accused No.2, which were normally attended by :— 

 
(i) Muazzam accused No.2, 

(ii) Steward Mujib accused No.3, 

(iii) Sultan accused No.4, 
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(iv) Noor Muhammad accused No.5, 

       (v) Hav. Dalil-ud-Din, accused No.9, and 

       (vi) Amir Hussain, witness No.3. 
 

who were active members of the organisation. The aims and objects, and the methods 
to be adopted for their achievement, were discussed at these meetings. 

 
10. To initiate activities in East. Pakistan, it was found necessary to arrange that 

some of the active members should be there permanently. Accordingly, Steward 
Mujib. Accused No.3 and Sultan, accused No.4, went on leave to Dacca at the 

instance of Muazzam, accused No.2. Attempts were being made to have them 

permanently transferred to East Pakistan. In August, 1965, Muazzam accused No.2. in 

consultations conducted through Steward Mujib, accused No.3 and Sultan, accused 

No.4 with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l, arranged a group meeting at the 

residence of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l, at No. 677, Road 32, Dhanmandi 

Residential Area, Dacca. Sultan, accused No.4 sent Rs. 1,500 in an insured envelope-

addressed to Amir Hussain, witness No.3 and Rs. 500 by telegraphic money order 

addressed to Noor Muhammad, accused No.5 for delivery to Muazzam, accused No.2, 

to cover the traveling expenses of the group members proceeding from Karachi to 

Dacca for attending the meeting. These amounts were sent and were delivered to 

Muazzam, accused No.2, in due time. 

 

11. The aforesaid meeting was fixed for the 29th of August, 1965. Muazzam, 
accused No.2, and Amir Hussain, witness No.3, left Karachi for Dacca by a P.I.A. 

flight to attend it. 
 

12. The aforesaid meeting was held at the appointed place on the appointed day at 
3 p.m. and was attended by:— 

 
(i) Sheikh Mujibur Rahman accused No.l, 

(ii) Muazzam accused No.2, 

(iii)Steward Mujib, accused No.3, 

(iv) Sultan accused No.4, 

(v) Mr. Ruhul Quddus, C.S.P., accused No. 10. and 

(vi) Amir Hussain, witness No.3. 

 

Muazzam, accused No.2, reviewed the progress made, claiming that under the 

guidance and blessing of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l, he had enlisted a 

large number of serving and released personnel of the Armed Forces, who had 

undertaken to make East Pakistan an independent state. All the participants expressed 

their satisfaction with the progress made. Muazzam, accused No.2, stressed the need 

of funds, arms and ammunition. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l, assured them 

of the requisite help from India. For the time being, he undertook to provide rupees 
one lac to Muazzam. accused No.2, in installments of Rs. 2,000 to Rs. 4,000 to be 

collected by Steward Mujib. accused No.3, and Sultan, accused No.4. 
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13. On the 1
st
  of September, 1965, Steward Mujib, accused No.3, obtained a sum 

of Rs. 700 from Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l, at his house in Dhanmandi, 

Dacca, and made it over to Amir Hussain, witness No.3. 

 

14. On the 9
th

 of September, 1965, Steward Mujib, accused No.3 obtained from 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l, a sum of Rs. 4,000 at his house in 

Dhanmandi, Dacca, and made it over to Amir Hussain, witness No.3, who gave back 

Rs. 300 to Steward Mujib, accused No.3 and Sultan, accused No.4, for their personal 

expenses, and retained the balance with himself for being made over to Muazzam, 

accused No.2. 

 

15. On the outbreak of Indo-Pakistan War, the defence personnel on leave or on 

temporary duty in East Pakistan were unable to return to the places of their postings in 

West Pakistan. They were, recalled to duty in East Pakistan. Steward Mujib, accused 
No.3, and Sultan, accused No.4, were accordingly attached to the Naval Base at 

Chittagong in September 1965. They continued their activities in connection with the 
conspiracy during the period of their attachment. 

 
16. In December. 1965, a meeting of the group was held at the residence of A. F. 

Rahman, accused No.6, Flat No. 21, llaco House, Victoria Road. Karachi, which was 
attended by:— 

 

(i)  Muazzam accused No.2, 
 

(ii)  Noor Muhammad accused No.5, 
 

(iii)   A. F. Rahman accused No.6, 
 

(iii)  Samad, accused No.8, and 
 

(iv)   Amir Hussain, witness No.3. 

 

The progress made was discussed and the role played by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

accused No.l, was praised. A. F. Rahman, accused No.6, undertook to procure 

transistorised transmitters, from the United Kingdom. It was decided that efforts be 

made to have Muazzam, accused No.2, transferred to Hast Pakistan. In this 

connection, the good offices of Mr. K. G. Ahmad, witness No.4, who was then 

staying as a guest with A. F. Rahman, accused No.6, were to be utlised. 

 

17. In the same month (December, 1965), another meeting was held at the house 

of Muazzam, accused No.2, Officers' Quarters, Karsaz, Karachi, which was attended 

by the persons mentioned in paragraph 16. Muazzam, accused No.2, explained that 

Steward Mujib, accused No.3, and Sultan, accused No.4, were operating in East 
Pakistan and that Samad, accused No.8 and Amir Hussain, witness No.3 would be 

sent soon to Dacca for expediting the group work. Muazzam, accused No.2, claimed 
to have recruited 3.000 volunteers and maintained that if they were equipped and led 

properly by a few officers of the Defence Services they in no time oust the West 
Pakistan personnel from East Pakistan. The points discussed in the meeting mentioned 

in paragraph 16 were brought under discussion. 
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18. In the same month (December, 1965) another meeting was convened by 

Mahfizullah, accused No.7, at his Quarter No. 329/2, Korangi Creek, Karachi, which 
was attended by:— 

(i) Sultan, accused No.4. 

 
(ii) Mahfizullah, accused No.7, 

 
(iii)Fit. Sgt. Muhammad Fazlul Haq, accused No. 11, 

 
(iv) Warrant Officers Musharaf H. Sheikh, witness No.5, 

 

(v) Sgt. Shamsuddin Ahmad, witness No.6, and a few others who have not been 

identified. 

 

Mahfizullah, accused No.7, and Sultan, accused No.4. reiterated that East Pakistan 

could be saved only by separating it from the Central Government, which could not 

be achieved without staging an armed revolt. The progress under the leadership of 

Muazzam, accused No.2, was mentioned. 

 

19. On the departure of Amir Hussain, witness No.3, from Karachi on the 2nd 

February, 1966, Muazzam, accused No.2, gave him three table diaries, on some of the 

pages of which he had written down instructions and memoranda, for his guidance. 

Muazzam, accused No.2, told him that he had copied those instructions in the said 
diaries from his note-book. It is in one of those diaries that the code names explained 

in Annex 'II'. .are to be found. He also gave him a map and two lists of arms and 
ammunition to be handed over to Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l. on his 

demand. 
 

Muazzam, accused No.2, told Amir Hussain, witness No.3. to be the treasurer, and 
authorised him to collect and receive funds for the group and asked him to send the 

amounts so received to him (Muazzam, accused No.2) in Karachi through 

merchantships, after deducting the expenses incurred in East Pakistan. 

 

20, After his arrival at Dacca, Amir Hussain, witness No. 3, went to Chittagong. 

Where Steward Mujib, accused No.3, and Sultan, accused No.4, were busy 

propagating the insurrectionist aims, to assess progress in that area. On 6
th

  February, 

1966. He convened a party meeting in his room in Mishka Hotel, which was attended 

by :— 

(i) Steward Mujib, accused No.3, 

(ii) Sultan accused No.4, 

(iii)Mr. Bhupati Bhusahn Chaudhury (popularly known as Manik Chaudhury), 

accused No. 12, 

(iv) Mr. Bidhan Krishna Sen, accused No. 13, 
(v) Subedar Abdur Razzaq E.B.R. accused No. 14, 

(vi) Dr. Saeedur Rahman Chaudhury, witness No.7, and 
(vii)Ex-Lt. Commander Muhammad Shaheedul Haq (P.N.V.R.), witness No.8. 

Manik Chaudhury, accused No. 12 and Saeed-ur-Rahman, witness No.7, told 
Amir Hussain, witness No.3, that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l. had directed 

them to 
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extend their whole-hearted support to the group. They were aware of its aims and 

objects. Manik Chaudhury, accused No. 12, gave a sum of Rs. 3,000 in cash lo Amir 

Hussain, witness No.3. in aid of the conspiracy. 

21. In February, 1966 Samad. accused No.8, was sent to Dacca by Muazzam, 

accused No.2, to strengthen the ranks of the groups in East Pakistan. His release from 

service having come through, it was necessary to arrange for his livelihood. 

Muazzam, accused No.2, accordingly wrote a letter to Amir Hussain, witness No.3, 

directing him to pay Rs. 300 per month to Samad, accused No.8, till a job could be 

found for him. In that letter which is dated 25th February, 1966. Muazzam, accused 

No.2, further said that he had discussed everything with "Parash" (code name of 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.-l), and that there was nothing to worry about. 

 

22. In the same month, Samad, accused No.8, recruited four new members, 
namely:- 

 (i) Mujibur Rahman, Clerk, E.P.R.T.C., accused No. 15, 
 (ii) Ex-Flight-Sergeant Muhammad Abdur Razzaq, accused No. 16. 

 (iii) Ex-Naik Subedar Asraf Ali Khan, witness No.9, and 
 (iv) Ex-L. Naik A. B. M. Yousaf, witness No. 10. 

 
They were indoctrinated by Amir Hussain. Witness No.3. 

 

23. On the 25th February, 1966, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l visited 

Chittagong and held a public meeting at Lai Dighi Maidan. After that meeting, he 

convened a meeting of the group at the residence of Saeed-ur-Rahman, witness No.7, 

located at 12, Rafiq-ud-Din Siddiqi by-lane, Inayet Bazar, Chittagong, which was 

attended by :- 

 

(i) Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No. I, 

(ii) Steward Mujib, accused No.3. 

(iii)Manik Chaudhury, accused No. 12, and 

(iv) Saccd-ur-Rahman, witness No.7. 

 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l asked Saeed-ur- Rahman, witness No.7 to 
provide a place for holding the meetings of the group. 

 
24. In the same month (February, 1966). Shiekh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l. 

tapped another source for obtaining financial assistance for the group. Mr. 
Muhammad Mohsin, witness No. 11, who is a cousin of Ruhul Quddus, accused No. 

10 had been providing funds to Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l, previously. 
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l, asked him for money for the group. As 

Mohsin, witness No. 11, was coming out of the sitting room of Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, accused No.l’ Sultan, accused No.4, told him to deliver the amount 

requested by Shiekh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l to "Murad" (Murad is the code 

name of Steward Mujib, accused No.3). Accordingly after 2 or 3 days. Steward 

Mujib, accused No.3, obtained Rs. 700 from Mohsin. witness No. 11, in two 

installments. 
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25. In March, 1966 on the instructions of Muazzam, accused No.2, Samad. 

Accused No.8, was employed by A. F. Rahman, accused No.6 as the Manager of a 

Petrol Pump belonging to his wife which is located close to the residence of Indian 

Deputy High Commissioner in Dacca. The name of this Petrol Pump is Green View 

Petrol Pump. The arrangement was a cover for providing a liaison between the 

officials of the Indian High Commission and the members of the group through A. F. 

Rahman, accused No.6. The Indian High Commission personnel visited that pump, 

ostensibly for the purpose of drawing petrol. 

26. On the 4th March, 1966, Muazzam. accuscd No.2, wrote a letter to Amir 
Hussain, witness No.3, directing him to approach K. G. witness No.4, to expedite his 

secondment to Inland Water Transport Authority, Dacca. He also directed Amir 
Hussain, witness No.3, to rent premises where the expected arms and ammunition 

from India could be stored. 

 

27. In the same month (early March. 1966) Amir Hussain, witness No. 3. 

convened a meeting of the group at Mohakhali, Dacca, which was attended by :— 

 (i) Samad, accuscd No.8,  

 (ii) Mujib, Clerk, accused No. 15, 

 (iii) M. A. Razzaq, accused No. 16. 

 (iv) Sergeant Zahurul Haq, accused No. 17, 

 (v) Ashraf Ali, witness No.9, and 

 (vi) Yousaf, witness No. 10. 

 

as well as by certain other persons whose names have been mentioned as follows :- 

 (i) L.A.C.M.A. Nawaz, 
 (ii) L.A.C.Z.A. Choudhury, and 

 (iii) Sergeant Mia, P.A.F. 
 

(In the course of the investigation it has not been possible to establish the identity of 
these persons). 

 
It was emphasised that the only way of achieving their objective was an armed 

revolt. It was explained that the Government of India were going to supply arms and 

ammunition to the organisation. 

 

28. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l, convened a meeting of the 

conspirators on the 12th of March, 1966, which was a Saturday, to suit the 

convenience of Muazzam, accused No.2, who could only come during a week-end 

from Karachi without obtaining leave. The meeting was held at about sunset at the 

house of Mr. Taj-ud-Din, No. 617, Road No. 18, Dhanmandi, Dacca. Mr. Taj-ud-Din, 

who is a political associate of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l, had lent his 

premises for the meeting but was not himself present in it. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

accused No. 1, collected most of those who had to attend the meeting from a bus stop 

and took them in a car to the aforementioned house. This meeting was attended by :- 
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(i) Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accuscd. No. I, 

(ii)Muazzam, accused No.2, 

            (iii)Steward Mujib, accused No.3, 

            (iv)Ruhul Qudus, accuscd No. 10, and 
             (v)Amir Hussain, witness No.3. 

 
Muazzam, accused No.2, expressed the hope that on the D' Day, the entire public 

of East Pakistan would be behind them. All the participants were agreed that the stage 
had arrived when the members of the conspiracy should be provided with, and trained 

in, the use of arms. Arrangement for sending some of their representatives to India to 
discuss the arms deal with the Indian officials were also considered. 

 

29. A few days later, Ashraf Ali, witness No.9, delivered to Amir Hussain, 

witness No. 3, what purported to be a sketch of the layout of one of the Cantonments 

in East Pakistan. 

 

30. By a letter, dated the 19th March, 1966. Muazzam, accused No.2, informed 

Amir Hussain, witness No.3, that A. F. Rahman, accused No.6, had telephoned to say 

that the transfer of Muazzam accused No.2, to Dacca had been arranged. He also 

informed Amir Hussain, witness No.3. that Noor Muhammad, accused No.5, would 

go to Dacca within a few days and would apprise him of the work of the group in 

West Wing. In the same letter, he also wrote, in disguised language, that he would 
send him small arms through his servant Shaft (not available so far) and that Amir 

Hussain, witness No.3, should procure more money for purchasing weapons. 
 

31. After about a week Mauzzam. accused No.2, wrote another letter to Amir 
Hussain, witness No.3, asking him to obtain money from A. F. Rahman, accused 

No.6, and to send it to him through a bank draft. Accordingly, Amir Hussain, witness 
No.3, obtained Rs. 5,500 in cash from A. F. Rahman, accused No.6. He despatched 

Rs. 5,000 to Muazzam accused No.2, through a bank draft on the 31
st
 March, 1966, 

and retained Rs. 500 with himself for expenses. 

 

32. On the 3rd April. 1966, Steward Mujib, accused No.3, and Amir Hussain, 

witness No.3, went to the residence of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l, at 

Dhanmandi, Dacca and told him that more funds were needed for purchasing small 

arms and ammunition, for the group. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l, gave Rs. 

4,000 in cash to Steward Mujib, accused No.3, who had been nominated by 

Muazzam, accused No.2, to collect funds for the group from Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

accused No. 1. Steward Mujib, accused No.3, delivered the amount to Amir Hussain 

witness No.3. 

 

33. The following day. Amir Hussain, witness No.3, received a letter from 
Muazzam, accused No.2, in disguised language, expressing the urgency for the 

procurement of more funds. Accordingly, Amir Hussain, witness No.3, sent Steward 
Mujib, accused No.3, to Ruhul Qudus, accused No. 10, for more funds. Steward 

Mujib, accused No.3, collected Rs. 2,000 from Ruhul Qudus, accused No. 10, and 
delivered the said amount to Amir Hussain, witness No.3. Thereafter, Amir Hussain, 

witness No.3, sent Steward Mujib, accused No.3, with Rs. 6,000 to Chittagong for 
despatch to Muazzam. accused No.2. through a merchantship. 
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34. About the same time, Amir Hussain, witness No.3, hired house No. 107-Dina 

Nath Sen Road, Dacca, at the expense of the group. This house was fitted with a 

telephone bearing the number 82452. 

35. On the 6th of April, 1966. Muazzam, accused No. 2, wrote a letter to Amir 
Hussain. witness No.3, acknowledging the receipt of the bank draft that was sent to 

him earlier. In that letter, in disguised language, he mentioned the financial and other 
requirements for the purposes of the conspiracy and asked Amir Hussain. witness No. 

3. to prepare a budget. Amir Hussain, witness No.3, not being conversant with the 
technical details of arms, decided not to prepare the budget until it was demanded by 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No. 1. 

36. Soon after, Amir Hussain. witness No.3, received another letter dated the 8th 

of April, 1966, from Muazzam, accused No.2, asking him to inform "Tusar" (code 
name for A. F. Rahman, accused No.6) that he would be coming on transfer to East 

Pakistan about the 22nd of April. 1966. 

37. In the same month (April. 1966). Manik Chaudhury, accused No. 12, called at 

the residence of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accuscd No.l. at Dhanmandi, Dacca. He 

found Sultan, accused No.4, already present there. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused 

No.l, asked Manik Chaudhury, accused No. 12, to give money to Sultan, accused 

No.4. Three or four days later, Sultan, accuscd No.4, called at the residence of Manik 

Chaudhury, accused No. 12, at 41-Ramjoy Mohajan Lane. Chittagong Town and 

Manik Chaudhury, accused No. 12, gave him Rs. 1,500 for the purposes of the 

conspiracy. 

38.In the same month (April, 1966), Mohsin, witness No. 11, called on Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, accused No. 1, at his residence in Dhanmandi, Dacca. Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, accuscd No. 1, told Mohsin, witness No. 11, in confidence that he 

had formed a revolutionary group which included members and ex-members of the 

Armed Forces, and, requested him to provide monetary assistance for the activities of 

the group. 

39.Sometime in the end of April. 1966, or the beginning of May, 1966, after his 

transfer to Chittagong, Muazzam, accused No. 2, visited Amir Hussain, witness No. 3, 

at his residence, 107-Dina Nath Sen Road. Gandaria, Dacca. The details of the money 

received on behalf of the group and the expenses incurred by the group were 

discussed. Muazzam, accused No.2, could not justify the huge expenses he had 

incurred in the name of the organisation. Amir Hussain, witness No.3, and Muazzam, 

accused No. 2, exchanged hot words. Amir Hussain, witness No.3, lost faith in the 

leadership of Muazzam, accused No.2. The same evening. Amir Hussain witness 

No.3, handed over Rs. 8,000 in cash along with two cash books, and other papers 

relating to accounts, to Muazzam, accused No.2, at the house of Dr. Khaleque, Road 

No.2, Dhanmandi Residential Area. Dacca, where Muazzam, accused No.2, was 

staying. That house is called "Aleya". Muazzam, accused No.2. paid Rs. 1,500 out of 

that sum to Amir Hussain. witness No.3, for clearing the rent of the house in which he 

was living on Dina Nath Sen Road. Amir Hussain, witness No.3, thereafter severed 
his connection with the conspiracy. 

40. On the 1st of May, 1966. Muazzam, accused No.2, was posted to the Naval 

Base. Chittagong. Soon after his posting there, he convened a meeting of the group. 

This meeting was held in the "outer house" of Saeed-ur-Rehrnan, witness No.7, who 

had 
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agreed to allow it to be used as the meeting place for the group. This "outer 

house" is located in Inayat Hussain Market, Chittagong. This meeting was attended 

by:— 

(i)Muazzam, accused No 2, 

(ii)Steward Mujib, accused No.3, 

(iii)Sultan, accused No.4, 

(iv)Manik Chaudhury, accused No 12, 

(v)Mr. Muhammad Khurshid, accused No. 18, and 

(vi)Saeed-ur-Rchman. witness No 7. 

 

Manik Chaudhury, accused No. 12, and Saced-ur-Rehman, witness No 7 were 

excluded from the proceedings of this meeting. 
 

41 On the 6th of May, 1966, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No 1, was 
arrested under the Defence of Pakistan Rules in connection with certain activities 

which are unconnected with this conspiracy. He remained in detention under the 
Defence of Pakistan Rules till he was arrested and taken into custody in connection 

with this conspiracy (During his detention under the Defence of Pakistan Rules, he 
was put on his trial in several cases). 

 

42 After the aforesaid arrest of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, accused No 1, an 

emergent meeting of the Political Party to which he belongs, was held at his residence 

on the 20
th

 of May, 1966. Manik Chaudhury. accused No 12, went from Chittagong to 

Dacca, to attend that meeting. Before attending the meeting, Manik Chaudhury, 

accused No 12, took Saeed-ur-Rehman, witness No.7, to Mr. P. N. OJHA, 1st 

Secretary to the Deputy High Commissioner for India in Pakistan, at the offices of the 

High Commission in Dacca. Mr. P. N. Ojha noted down the particulars of Saeed-ur-

Rehman, witness No 7, and asked him to visit him some time afterwards. Saeed-ur-

Rehman, witness No 7, came out of the office while Manik Chaudhury, accused No 

12, stayed behind for some time. 

 

43. On the night between the 20th and 21st May, 1966, Manik Chaudhury, 
accused No. 12, was arrested under the Defence of Pakistan Rules at Chittagong in 

connection with certain activities unconnected with this conspiracy. 
 

44. In the same month (May, 1966), after the arrest of Manik Chaudhury, accused 
No. 12, Muazzam, accused No.2, convened two more meetings of the conspirators in 

the aforesaid "outer house" which were attended by: 
 

(i)Muazzam, accused No.2, 

(ii)Steward Mujib, accused No.3. 

(iii)Sultan, accused No.4, 

(iv)Khurshid, accused No. 18. and 

(v)Saeed-ur-Rehman, witness No.7. 

 

The tasks to be assigned to different members and the methods to be adopted for the 

successful execution of their plan, were discussed. Layout of Dacca, Comilla, Jessore 

and Chittagong Cantonments and of the Naval Base at Chittagong were evaluated. 

The need for collecting more funds and arms was emphasised. 
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45. In the same month (May, 1966), at Chittagong, Mr. M.M. Rameez witness No. 

12, who was the District Manager of the. P.LA. at Chittagong, came into contact with 

Muazzam, accused No.2, and Joined the conspiracy. 

46. Soon afterwards Rameez, witness No. 12, attracted Mr. K. M. Shamsur 

Rehman, C.S.P., accused No. 19, into the conspiracy. He was then functioning as the 

Chairman of the Chittagong Development Authority. Chittagong. 

 

47. To the same month (May, 1966), Ashraf Ali, witness No.9, and Samad, 

accuscd No.8, hired a house called "Psyche" at No. 100/3, Azimpur Road Dacca, at 

the expense of the group. These two persons thereafter shifted to the new house from 

the house of Amir Hussain, witness No.3, where they were previously living. 

 

48. In June, 1966, Muazzam, accused No. 2, at his residence, Nasirabad Housing 
Society, Chittagong, gave his diary, a note-book and a folder to Rameez, witness No. 

12, and asked him to go through their contents. The aforesaid documents disclosed the 
objects and the pattern of the government of the proposed independent state. All 

property was to be acquired by the state; industry was to be nationalised and currency 
was to be replaced by coupons. Muazzam, accused No.2, also showed him the 

proposed flag of the new state which was in green and gold. 
 

49. Later in the same month (June, 1966), Muazzam, accused No.2 convened a 

meeting at the house of Rameez, witness No. 12, P.I.A. House 60, Panchlaish, 

Chittagong, which was attended by:— 

 

(i) Muazzam, accused No. 2, 

(ii) Steward Mujib, accused No. 3, 

(iii)Khurshid, accused No. 18, 

(iv)Risaldar Shamsul Haq, A.C. accused No. 20, 

(v)Havaldar Azizul Haq, S.S.G., accused No. 21, 

(vi)Rameez, witness No. 12. 

 

The object of this meeting was to introduce Rameez to the front-line workers of the 

group. In addition to those whose names are mentioned above, some other workers 
also attended this meeting, but their identity has not been established. 

 
50. Later in the same month (June 1966), Muazzam, accused No.2, convened a 

meeting of the group at his residence, Nasirabad Housing Society, Chittagong which 
was attended by: 

 
(i) Muazzam, accused No.2, 

(ii) Steward Mujib, accused No.3, 

(iii)Sultan, accused No.4, 

(iv)Subedar Razzaq accused No. 14, 

(v) Zahoorul Haq, accused No. 17, 

(vi)Khurshid, accused No. 18, 
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(vii)Risaldar Shamsul Haq, accused No. 20, 

(viii)Ashraf Ali, witness No. 9, and 

(ix) Yousaf, witness No. 10. 
 

(Another person whose name was given as Sgt. Shafi, also attended this meeting but 
his identity has not been established). 

 
Muazzam, accused No. 2, displayed his diary and a notebook that contained the 

main features of the proposed new independent state to be called. "Bangladesh". The 
proposed national flag was also displayed. 

 

51. In June/July, 1966, Mahfizullah, accused No.7 convened a meeting of the 

conspirators among the personnel of the Air Force, in his Quarter No. 25/3 Abyssinia 

Line, Karachi, which was attended by:- 

 

(i)Noor Muhammad, accused No 5, 

(ii)Mahfizullah, accused No 7, 

(iii)SAC Mahfoozul Bari,- accused No 22, 

(iv)Musharaf, witness No 5, 

(v)Corporal Jamaluddin Ahmad, witness No 14, and 

(vi)Corporal Sirajul Islam, witness No 15. 

 

This meeting was also attended by a few others, who have not been traced. Much was 
made in this meeting of the importance of Noor Muhammad, accused No.5, because 

he had come from the Navy. At the request of Mahfizullah, accused No.7, Corporal 
Jamah witness No. 14, who had recently returned from Dacca, apprised the audience 

of the progress made by the conspirators in East Pakistan and said that Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman, accused No.l, and some highranking civil officers had vitalised 

their activities. Mahfizullah, accused No.7, told Siraj, witness No. 15, who was to 
proceed on leave to East Pakistan, to contract Fazlul Haq, accused No. 11 and 

Sergeant Shamsul Haq of the P.A.F. accused No. 23, at P.A.F. Station, Dacca, to 

maintain liaison with the rest. 

 

52. Sometime in June/July, 1966, it was arranged that Muazzam, accused No.2. 

and Rameez, witness No. 12, should visit Comilla. Accordingly, Steward Mujib, 

accused No.3, was sent to Comilla to inform Major (then Captain) Shamsul Alam, 

A.M.C., accused No. 24. Muazzam, accused No.2, and Rameez, witness No. 12, left 

Chittagong in car- HILLMAN IMP No. EBA-9591 of Muazzam, accused No.2. They 

went to the resi- dence of Shamsul Alam, accused No. 24, at Comilla Town, where 

the were also joined by Capt. Muhammad Abdul Mutalib, Baluch Regiment Shamsul 

Alam, accused No. 24, would act as the Sector Commander for Comilla. He explained 

that at the time of the action, the plan would be to capture the armories of military 

units and thus to paralyse their ability to fight. He observed that surprise would 
compensate for the lack of manpower. He asked Shamsul Alam, accused No. 24, to 

increase his contacts with the Service and Ex-Service personnel. Mutalib, accused No. 
25, said that he was enlisting members of the East Pakistan Rifles. Later, the five of 

them drove in the same car to the house of Capt. Muhammad Sawkat Ali Mian, 
A.O.C., accused No. 26, in Comilla 
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Cantonment where Steward Mujib, accused No.3, also joined them. Sawkat, accused 

No. 26, informed Muazzam, accused No.2, that he had contacted Capt. Muhammad 

Abdul Aliin Bhuiyan, A.O.C., witness No. 13, and Capt. Khundkar Najm-ul-Huda, 

A.S.C. accused No. 27, at Dacca and that the said two officers wanted to know more 

about the organisation. Muazzam, accused No. 2, promised to arrange a meeting at 

Dacca soon afterwards. 

53. In the same month, i.e., July, 1966, Saeed-ur-Rehman, witness. No.7, 
happened to visit Muazzam, accused No.2, at the latter’s residence at Chittagong. On 

that occasion, Muazzam, accused No.2, disclosed to Saeed-ur-Rehman, witness No .7, 
that Manik Chaudhury, accused No. 12, before his arrest had promised to deliver a list 

of arms to P. N. Ojha, the First Secretary to Deputy High Commissioner for India in 
Dacca, for procuring arms for the conspiracy. Muazzam, accused No. 2, asked Saeed-

ur-Rehman, witness No. 7, if he knew P. N. Ojha. Saeed-ur-Rehman, witness No. 7 

answered in the affirmative, whereupon Muazzam, accused No. 2, requested Saeed-

ur-Rehman, witness No. 7, to deliver the arms list to P. N. Ojha. Saeed-ur-Rehman, 

witness No. 7, expressed his inability to do so, on account of the surveillance imposed 

upon him. 

 

54. After a few days, one morning, P. N. Ojha appeared at the residence of Saeed-

ur- Rehman, witness No.7, at Chittagong and complained to him that in spite of his 

request, he (Saeed-ur-Rehman. witness No.7), did not call at his office in Dacca. On 

that occasion, Saeed-ur- Rehman, witness No. 7, conveyed to P. N. Ojha the message 

of Muazzam, accused No. 2, regarding the arms' list which Manik Chaudhury, 

accused No. 12, was to deliver to P. N. Ojha. 

 
55. The next day under the instructions of P. N. Ojha, Saeed-ur-Rehman,_witness 

No.7, obtained the said list from Muazzam, accused No. 2, and delivered the same to 
P. N. Ojha at Chittagong Railway Station. At that time, P. N. Ojha, gave a code word 

to Saeed-ur-Rehman, witness No.7, for contacting him in Dacca and asked that 
Muazzam. accused. No. 2 should visit P. N. Ojha, in Dacca. 

 

56. A few days later, Muazzam, accused No.2, through Saeed-ur-Rehman, witness 

No.7, arranged a meeting with P. N. Ojha at the official residence of the Deputy High 

Commissioner for India in Dhanmandi, Dacca. P. N. Ojha assured Muazzam, accused 
No.2, that he would forward the arms' list to the Indian Government for their 

approval. He, however, expressed his inability to deliver money to the conspirators 
for the time being. 

 
57. Sometime in August, 1966, Sawkat, accused No. 26, visited Dacca and stayed 

with Alim, witness No. 13 in the Ordnance Mess. The same evening Muazzam, 
accused No.2, visited Alim. witness No. 13, and Sawkat, accused No. 26, in the said 

Mess. On that occasion, Muazzam, accused No.2, announced that he would hold a 

meeting the following morning in the flat of Rameez., witness No. 12, in 

Muhammadpur Housing Estate in Dacca. The following attended the aforesaid 

meeting:— 

 

(i)Muazzam accused No.2, 

(ii)Steward Mujib accused No.3, 
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(iii)Sultan, accuscd No.4, 

(iv)Najmul Huda, accused No. 27, 

(v)Sawkat, accused No. 26. and 
(vi)Alim, witness No. 13. 

 
Muazzam, accused No.2. showed the conspirators a diary and a notebook 

containing plans of action. Muazzam, accuscd No.2, claimed that he had already 
contacted the Indian authorities for the procurement of arms and ammunition for the 

conspiracy. He expressed his desire that the members should induct a few more Army 
Officers into the group to lead the men in Jessore and Rangpur area. He claimed that 

Capt. A. N. M. Nuruzzaman, E.B.R., accused No. 28, and his own Naval Force were 

sufficient to carry out the task at Chittagong. Muazzam, accused No.2, commended 

the work done by Mutalib, accused No. 25, and Shamsul Alam, accused No. 24, at 

Comilla. 

 

58. In the same month (August, 1966), Najmul Huda, accused No. 27, Shamsul 

Alam, accused No. 24, Alim, witness No. 13, and Sawkat, accused No. 26. met at the 

Daudkandi Rest House. They felt that the leadership of the conspirators should be 

vested in some senior Army Officer. They decided to enquire from Muazzam, accused 

No. 2, the antecedents of the organisers. 

 

59. In the same month (August, 1966), Muazzam, accused No.2, paid Rs. 5,000 

from the group-funds to Rameez, witness No. 12, to enable him to buy a car for the 
group-work. 

 
60. Sometime in September, 1966, Muazzam, accused No. 2, held a meeting of 

the conspirators in the flat of Rameez, witness No. 12, at No. 12-8-/8, Mohammadpur 
Housing Estate, Dacca. The following attended the meeting :- 

 
(i) Muazzam, accused No.2, 

(ii) Steward Mujib, accused No.3, 

(iii)Sultan, accused No. 4, 

(iv)Shamsur Rehman, accused No. 19, 

(v)Shamsul Alam, accused No. 24, 

(vi)Mutalib, accused No. 25, 

(vii)Najmul Huda. accused No. 27, 

(viii)Rameez, witness No. 12, and 

(ix)Alim. witness No. 13. 

 

Muazzam, accused No. 2, disclosed to the conspirators that the Indian authorities 

had agreed to supply the requisite arms and ammunition. He detailed Mutalib, accused 

No. 25, to organise the ex-servicemen in various groups and to train them in the use of 

different type of weapons. Muazzam, accused No. 2, undertook to satisfy the financial 
needs of the Sector Commanders. Najmul Huda, accused No. 27, Shamsul Alam, 

accused No. 24. and Alim, witness No. 13, interrupted the proceedings by proposing 
that the leadership should be vested in some senior officer of the Army. Shamsur 

Rehman, 
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accuscd No. 19, cut short the arguments by undertaking to contact Col. M. A. G. 

Osmani (Retired), in that connection. He explained that India and the block 

supporting it would readily recognised the new independent state and that 

international considerations would restrain India from encroaching upon the territories 

of the new state. Muazzam, accused No. 2, declared that soon after securing 

independence. Martial Law would be promulgated in the country and on the 

restoration of normal conditions, general elections would be held. Rameez, witness 

No. 12, expressed the view that during the armed revolt communication would be 

maintained by using P.l.A. and P.A.F. planes and the radio sets. One of the 

conspirators came out with the suggestion that East Pakistanis in West Pakistan would 

be exchanged with the West Pakistanis captured during the revolt in East Pakistan. 

 
61. In the same month September, 1966. for the second time, Saeed-ur-Rehman, 

witness No. 7, arranged a meeting between Muazzam, accused No. 2, and Mr. P. N. 
Ojha at the latter's residence in Dhanmandi, Dacca. P. N. Ojha told Muazzam, accused 

No. 2, that the Indian Government had agreed to supply arms to the conspirators and 
that he would inform Muazzam, accused No. 2, in due course, of the date on which 

the arms and ammunition would be delivered. 
 

62. In October, 1966, Muazzam, accused No.2, arranged a meeting at his 

residence "Anchorage" at Chittagong, on the suggestion of Shamsur Rehman, accused 

No. 19, to ascertain the response of senior Army Officers to the group. Col. M. A. G. 

Osmani (Retired), was invited. The following were present :- 

 

(i)Muazzam, accused No. 2. 

(ii)Shamsur Rehman, accused No. 19. 

(iii)Rameez, witness No. 12. 

 

Muazzam, accused No.2, mentioned the salient features of the conspiracy. He also 

disclosed that "a gentlemen's agreement" had been reached with India to the effect 

that she would not violate the existing boundaries of East Pakistan on the declaration 

of independence and that she would support the revolt by blocking sea and air against 
any intervention from West Pakistan. Col. M. A. G. Osmani merely listened to the 

discourse. 
 

63. In October, 1966, Saeed-ur-Rehman, witness No. 7, for the third time arranged 
a meeting between Muazzam, accused No. 2, and P. N. Ojha at the latter's residence in 

Dhanmandi, Dacca. P. N. Ojha regretted that due to the then impending general 
elections in India, the date for supply of arms and ammunition could not be fixed. P. 

N. Ojha advised the conspirators to wait for the supply of arms till the conclusion of 

the general elections of India. 

 

64. In the same month (October, 1966), Steward Mujib, accused No.3, approached 

Mohsin, witness No. 11, for monetary help. Mohsin, witness No. 11, paid him Rs. 

2,000. Steward Mujib, accused No. 3, said that Rs. 3 to 4 lacs were needed for 

procuring arms and ammunition. Mohsin, witness No. II, got scared, and turned out 

Steward Mujib. accused No.3, immediately from his house. 
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65. On or about 23
rd

 January, 1967, Manik Chaudhury, accused No. 12, was 

released from detention. 
 

66. In February, 1967, Mahfizullah, accused No. 7, also reached Dacca and held a 
meeting of the Air Force personnel in the group, in the shop of M. A. Razzaq, accused 

No. 16, located in Awlad Hussain Market in Dacca. The following attended the 
meeting:- 

 
(i)Mahfizullah, accused No. 7, 

(ii)M. A. Razzaq. accused No. 16, 

(iii)Sgt. Shamsul Haq, accused No. 23, and 

(iv)Siraj, witness No. 15. 

A few others also attended this meeting but they have not been traced. The general 

aims and objects of the conspiracy were discussed. 

 

67. In March, 1967, Muazzam, accused No. 2, was seconded to the East Pakistan 

Inland Water Transport Authority and was posted to Barisal. 

 

68. In March, 1967, both Siraj, witness No. 15 and Mahfizullah, accused No. 7. 

.returned to Karachi. 

 

69. In the same month (March. 1967), Muazzam. accused No. 2, arranged his 
fourth meeting with P. N. Ojha through Manik Chaudhury, accused No. 12, at the 

residence of P. N. Ojha in Dacca. On 10th March, 1967, Muazzam, accused No.2, 
Manik Chaudhury. accused No. 12, and Saecd-urRahman, witness No 7, met P. N. 

Ojha, who informed them that till the election of the Prime Minister of India, the date 
for the supply of arms and ammunition could not be fixed. P. N. Ojha enquired about 

their progress. At the conclusion of the meeting., P. N. Ojha gave them Rs. 5,000 in 
cash. 

 70.On 31st March, 1967, Muazzam, accuscd No.2, along with Manik 

Chaudhury, accuscd No. 12, and Saced-ur-Rahman, witness No.7, met P. N. Ojha for 

the fifth time at the residence of P. N. Ojha in Dacca. In that meeting P. N. Ojha 

disclosed that Indian Government felt that prior to the supply of arms and 

ammunition, a meeting between the representatives of the conspiratorial group and 

some officials from India was necessary. P. N. Ojha suggested Agartala (India), which 

is not far from the Pakistan border as the venue for the meeting. He asked Muazzam. 

accused No. 2, to propose the names of three representatives. P. N. Ojha gave them 

Rs. 10,000 on this occasion. 

 

71. In the same month (March, 1967), Muazzam, accused No. 2, Steward Mujib, 

accused No. 3, and Rameez, witness No. 12, assembled in the flat of Rameez, witness 

No. 12, in Muhammadpur Housing Estate, Dacca. Muazzam, accused No. 2, told 
Rameez, witness No. 12, that he had ample funds available with him. and that they 

were receiving financial aid from P. N. Ojha. He also said that they were receiving 
financial support from Ruhul Quddus, accused No. 10, and A. F. Rahman, accused 

No.6. Steward Mujib. accused No. 3, confirmed those facts. In that meeting the 
conspirators decided to hire another house for holding meetings and to provide 

accommodation to the whole time workers. In order to provide cover for the activities 
of the conspirators, it was also decided that some funds be provided to set up an 

ostensible business. Rameez, witness 
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No. 12, recommended the name of his friend Abu Shams Lutful Huda, witness No. 

16. for setting it up. 

72. In the same month (March, 1967), another party meeting was held in the 

aforementioned flat. The following attended the meeting:- 

(i)Muazzam, accused No 2, 

(ii)Steward Mujib, accused No. 3, 

(iii)Samad, accused No. 8, 

(iv)Shamsur Rahman, accused No. 19, 

(v)Mutalib, accused No. 25, 

(vi)Rameez, witness No. 12, and 

(vii)Lutful Huda, witness No. 16. 

 

In that meeting issues concerning the procurement of transmitter sets and the 

training of operators were discussed. It was also decided that a substantial amount 
should be placed at the disposal of Rameez, witness No. 12, for conducting the 

group's cover business under the supervision of Lutful Huda, witness No. 16. 
 

73. A few days later (March, 1967), Rameez, witness No. 12, received Rs. 25,000 
from Muazzam, accussd No. 2, through Steward Mujib, accused No. 3, Out of the said 

amount Rameez, witness No. 12, paid Rs. 5,000 in cash to Lutful Huda, witness No. 
16, for the business. Out of the balance of Rs. 20,000 Rameez, witness No. 12, spent 

Rs. 18,689 to meet the miscellaneous expenses incurred by the conspirators. 

 

74. On 14th March, 1967, Steward Mujib, accused No. 3, deserted from Pakistan 

Navy in order to devote his full time to the conspiratorial work. 

 

75. After about a fortnight in the same month (March, 1967), Shamsur Rahman, 

accused No. 19, wrote a letter to Mr. Siddique-ur-Rahman, Deputy Commissioner, 

Faridpur, requesting him to help "his friend Mr. Mujibur Rahman". Steward Mujib, 

accused No. 3, along with Lutful Huda, witness No. 16, went to Faridpur and 

delivered the letter to Mr. Siddique-ur-Rahman. 

 

76. In April, 1967, house No, 13, Green Square, Dacca, was hired for the group. It 

was occupied on 1st May, 1967. The following whole time workers were 

accommodated therein:- 

 

(i)Steward Mujib, accused No. 3, 

(ii)Samad, accused No. 8, 

(iii)Daliluddin, accused No. 9, 

(iv)Ex-Subedar, Jalaluddin Ahmed, witness No. 17, 

(v)Mr. Mohammad Ghulam Ahmad, witness No. 18. 

 

Muazzam, accused No. 2, also placed his HELLMAN car No. EBA— 9591 at the 
disposal of Steward Mujib, accused No. 3, for the groups* work at 13, Green Square. 

 
77. Some time in April, 1967, Mahfizullah, accused No. 7, visited Corporal Hai. 

A. K. M. A., witness No. 19, at his quarter in Domestic Area, P.A.F. Korangi Creek, 
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Karachi. Mahfizullah, accused No. 7, finding a dummy hand grenade kept there as a 

decoration piece, obtained the said hand grenade from Hai, witness No. 19. 

78. In May, 1967, a meeting was convened by Mahfizullah, accused No. 7, in the 

house of Sgt. Jalil, accused No. 29, in 14/4-G, Clayton Quarters, Karachi. The 

undermentioned members attended the meeting:— 

 

(i) Mahfizullah, accused No. 7, 

(ii)Bari, accused No. 22, 

(iii)Sgt. Shamsul Huq, accused No. 23, 

(iv)Sgt. Abdul Jalil, accused No. 29, 

(v) Muhammad Mahbubuddin Chaudhury, accused No. 30, 

(vi)Shamsuddin, witness No. 6, 

(vii)Corporal Jamal, witness No. 14, and 

(viii)Siraj, witness No. 15. 
 

In that meeting, Sgt. Shamsul Haq, accused No. 23, who had recently returned 
from East Pakistan and was one of the leading figures in the group there, informed the 

participants that Muazzam, accused No. 2, had succeeded in persuading the Indian 
authorities to provide arms and financial aid for the conspiracy. He explained to the 

conspirators that the entire public of East Pakistan would support the armed revolt on 
the 'D’ Day. At the conclusion of the meeting Mahfizullah, accused No. 7, took out a 

dummy hand grenade from his pocket and gave a demonstration of its throwing. He 

asked the group members to practice the same. He left the hand grenade for that 

purpose in the house of Jalil. accused No. 29. He said that he would start training the 

use of small arms on receipt of the same. 

 

79. Some time in May, 1967. Mahfizullah, accused No. 7, revealed to Siraj, 

witness No. 15, that Shamsuddin, witness No. 6, was also a member of their 

organisation and that the Air Force personnel were being led by Lt. M.M.M. Rahman, 

accused No. 31. Mafizullah, accused No. 7, directed Siraj. witness No. 15, to bring 

Shamsuddin, witness No. 6, and Mahboobuddin, accused No. 30, for attending the 

group meeting at the residence of Lt. Rehman, accused No. 31, in officers quarter in 

Karsaz, Karachi. 

 

80. In the same month (May. 1967), on the appointed date, the following 

assembled in the house of Lt. Rehman, accused No. 31 :— 

 

(i) Mahfizullah, accuscd No. 7, 

(ii) Lt. Rehman, accused No. 31, 

(iii)Mahboobuddin, accused No. 30, 

(iv) Shamsuddin, witness No. 6, 

(v) Siraj, witness No. 15. 

 
and a few others who have not been traced. 

 
After reiterating the aims and objects, Lt. Rehman. accuscd No. 31, asked the 

participants to enlist more and more Bengali servings-servicemen into the 
organization and to find out ways and means for despatching suitable workers to East 

Pakistan. 
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81. Some time in the end of June, 1967, Muazzam, accused No. 2, had sent Jala), 

witness No. 17, and Samad, accused No. 8, on a recruiting tour. In that connection, 

the aforementioned witness and the accused visited Comilla, Chittagong, Khulna and 

Jessore. They met Ex-Sub. A. K. M. Tajul Islam accused No. 32, at Khulna and 

discussed with him the progress of the group in that area. Tajul Islam, accused No. 32, 

introduced the conspirators recruited by him to the visiting team. 

82. In the 2nd or 3rd week of June, 1967, Lt. Rehman, accused No. 31, who was 
one of the leading figures in the aforesaid group, held a meeting at this residence. 

Bungalow No. E/16, Officers' Quarters near Karsaz, Karachi. 
 

The following conspirators attended the mecting:- 
(i)Mahfizullah, accuscd No, 7, 

(ii)Bari, accused No. 22, 

(iii)Mahboobuddin, accused No. 30, 

(iv)Lt. Rehman, accused No. 31, 

(v)Sgt. Shamsuddin. witness No. 6, and 

(vi)Siraj, witness No. 15, 

 

and a few others, who have not been traccd. 

 

Lt. Rehamn, accused No. 31, told the participants that Muazzam, accuscd No. 2, 

had given instructions to stop further recruitment of the conspirators. On the 

suggestion of Mahboobuddin, accused No. 30, and Bari, accused No. 22, Lt. Rehman, 

accused No. 31, directed Shamsuddin, witness No. 6 who was proceeding on transfer 

to Dacca, to contact Muazzam, accused No. 2, at Dacca and to enquire from him if he 
wanted his (Lt. Rehman's) presence at Dacca and if so, Shamsuddin, witness No. 6, 

should send him a telegram stating "Bazloo serious admitted in Medical College". At 
the instance of Bari, accused No. 22, and Mahboobuddin, accused No. 30, it was 

decided that the members should only raise funds for the group at Karachi, for the 
time being. 

 

83. In June, 1967, Muazzam, accuscd No. 2, convened a few meetings in 13-

Green Square, Dacca, which were attended by:- 

 
(i) Muzazzam, accused No. 2, 

(ii) Steward Mujib, accused No. 3, 
(ii) Sultan, accused No. 4, 

(iv)Daliluddin, accused No .9, 
(v) Ris. Shamsul Haq, accused No. 20, 

(vi)Mr. M. Ali Reza, accused No. 33, 
(vii)Captain Khurshiduddin Ahmad, A.M.C., accused No. 34, 

(viii)Rameez, witness No. 12, 

(ix)Jalaluddin, witness No. 19, and 

(x) Mr. Anwar Hussain, witness No. 20. 
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The main object of these meetings was to select delegates for going to India. In 

this connection telegrams were sent to Shams-ur-Rehman, accused No. 19. at Djakarta 

and Mutalib, accused No. 25, at Peshawar, but they did not come. 

Khusrshid, accused No. 34, had recently arrived at Dacca from Karachi. Khurshid 

accused No. 34, discussed in detail the plan for sending delegates to Agartala (India). 

The following decisions were taken in the aforementioned meetings:— 

 

(a) That Reza, accused No. 33, along with Steward Mujib, accused No. 3 

would represent the group in the forthcoming meeting with the Indian 

officials across the border; 

(b) that Reza, accused No. 33, would lead the delegation; 

(c) that a list of required arms and ammunition as shown to the conspirators 

and handed over to Reza, accused No. 33, would be delivered to Indian 
officials.; 

(d) that the arms deal would be finalised and increase of financial aid would 
be asked for in the meeting at Agartala; 

(e) that the delegates would sneak through the Feni border to Agartala (India); 
and 

(f)  that Jalaluddin, witness No. 17, would supervise the crossing and would 
use his influence and if needed would bribe the E.P.R. personnel manning 

the border outpost, to ensure safe crossing of the delegates across the 

border . 

 

84. In the 3rd or 4th week of June, 1967, Muazzam, accused No. 2, called Manik 

Chaudhury,- accused No. 12, to Dacca and gave him an envelope for delivering the 

same to P.N, Ojha. Manik Chaudhury, accused No. 12, did so on the same evening. 

The envelope contained the code words, names of the crossing places and the names 

of the aforementioned delegates. 

 

85. On the 11
th

 July, 1967, according to the pre-arranged plan, the following 

conspirators along with the two delegates, namely Reza, accused No. 33. and Steward 

Mujib, accused No. 3, reached Feni (District Noakhali in order to enable the delegates 

to slip across the border on their way to Agartala (India): 
(i) Steward Mujib, accused No. 3, 

(ii)  Samad, accused No. 8, 
(ii) Daliluddin, accused No. 9, 

(iv)  Reza, accuscd No. 33, and 
(v) Jalal, witness No. 17. 

 
The above named conspirators stayed in Hotel Dcnofa, located near Feni Railway- 

station. The same evening. Steward Mujib, accused No. 3, asked Rameez witness No. 

12 on the telephone to come to Feni, who in response to the message reached Feni the 

same niglu along with Anwar Hussin, witness No. 20 in a P.I.A. Staff car. 

 

86. Between 2.30 and 4.30 a.m. on 12th July, 1967, Rameez, witness No. 12, 

Along with Anwar, witness No. 20, drove the party except Daliluddin, accused No. 9, 

in the 
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P.I. A. Staff car dropping them on the main road near Indo Pakistan border and after 

doing so both Rameez, witness No. 12, and Anwar, witness No. 20, returned to 

Chittagong the same night. Jalal, withness No. 17, supervised the crossing of the two 

delegates into the Indian territory. 

87. On 13
th

 July, 1967, sometime at night, the two delegates, namely, Reza, 

Accused No. 33, and Steward Mujib accused No. 3, returned to Denofa Hotel from 

Agartala in a truck. 

 

88. On 15
th

 July, 1967, they left for Barisal to apprise Muazzam, accused No. 2, of 

the outcome of the aforementioned meeting. 

 

89. Later in the same month i.e., July, 1967, Muazzam, accused No. 2, along'with 

Manik Chaudhury, accused No. 12, and Saeed-ur-Rahman, witness No. 7, met P.N. 

Ojha for the sixth time at the latter's residence in Dhanmandi, Dacca. P. N. Ojha 
pretended to Muazzam, accused No. 2, that he had not received the result of the 

Agartala meeting from his government till then. He, however, quietly confided to 
Manik Chaudhury, accused No. 12, that the Indian officials were not satisfied with the 

calibre of the delegates. 
 

90. In the same month (July. 1967), Sultan, accused No. 4, visited Karachi. A 
meeting of the conspirators operating in Karachi, was held in the house of 

Mahboobuddin, accused No. 30, at 14/4-G, Martin Quarters, Karachi. The following 

attended the meeting: ----- 

(i) Sultan, accused No. 4, 

(ii) Mahfizullah, accused No. 7, 

(iii) Zahurul Haq, accused No. 17, 

(iv) Sergeant Shamsul Haq, accused No. 123, 

(v) Lt. Rehman, accused No. 31, and 

(vi) Siraj, witness No. 15. 

 

Three other persons whose names arc given as Pilot Officer Mirza, S.M. Ali and 

Ch. Zainul Abideen also attended this meeting. The identity of the last two could not 

be established, while the first is in hospital and was not allowed to be questioned. 

 
Sultan, accused No. 4, said that he had witnessed the revolution in Cuba and as 

such he was alive to the sacrifices warranted in staging an armed revolt. He expressed 
his disappointment on finding the chief workers lacking in revolutionary spirit. He 

concluded by asking the participants to take an oath to sacrifice their lives for the 
cause. 

 
91.After about 15 days, in July / August, 1967, Lt. Rehman, accused No. 31 

convened another party meeting in the house of Mahboobuddin, accused No. 30, at 

14/4- G,Martin -Quarters, Karachi. The following conspirators attended the meeting :- 

 

(i) Lt. Rehman, accused No. 31, 

(ii) Lt. Abdur Rauf, accused No. 35, 

(iii) Zahurul Haq, accused No. 11, 
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(iv)  Sultan, accused No. 4, 

(v) Mahfizullah, accused No. 7 

(vi) Bari. accused No. 22, 
(vii) Siraj witness No: 15, 

 
Two other persons whose names are mentioned as Ch. Zainul Abidecn and S.M. 

Ali and some others whose names were not ascertainable also attended this meeting, 
but their identity was not established. 

 
In that meeting Lt. Rehman, accused No. 31, directed the members to function in 

close Co-operation with the main organisation functioning in East Pakistan under the 

leadership of Muazzam, accused No. 2.Lt. Abdur Rauf, then, administered an oath in 

Bengali to the participants. In the same meeting it was decided that:— 

 

(a) Sirajul Islam, witness No. 15, would collect money and enlist members 

from Mauripur area. 

(b) Mahfizullah, accused No. 7f would collect money and enlist members from 

Drigh Road area. 

(c) Zahurul Haq, accused No. 17, would collect money and enlist members 

from Korangi area and would also visit Chaklala, Peshawar, Kohal and 

Sargodha for the same purpose. 

 

92. In August, 1967, Manik Chaudhury, accused No. 12, and Saeed-ur-Rahman, 
witness No. 7, visited Dacca and met Steward Mujib, accused No. 3. The latter told 

them that he and Reza. accused No. 33, had gone to Agartala. 
 

93. In August, 1967, Lt. Rauf, accused No. 35, called an emergent meeting in the 
house of Jalil; accused No. 29, in Clayton Quarters. The following attended the 

meeting:- 
(i) Mahfizullah, accused No. 7, 

(ii) Bari, accused No. 22, 

(iii)Jalil, accused No. 29, 

(iv) Lt. Rehman, accused No. 31, 

(v) Lt. Rauf, accused No. 35, 

(vi) Shamsuddin, witness No. 6, 

(vii)Siraj, witness No. 15. 

 

The identity of three other persons whose names are given as Cpl. Aftab, 

Choudaury. Zainul Abideen and Siddiqur-Rahman was not established. 

 

Lt. Rauf, accused No. 35 and Lt. Rehman, accused No 31, appeared somewhat 

worried. They suspected that they were under surveillance. Lt. Rauf. accused No. 35, 

directed the participants to stop the recruitment of new members. Lt Rauf, accused 
No. 35, asked the members to obtain leave and to proceed to East Pakistan. 

Accordingly the members started obtaining leave and going to their home towns in 
East Pakistan. 
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94. Under the direction of Sgt. Shamsul Haq accused No. 23, sometime in 

September 1967, Zahurul Haq, accused No. 17, visited P.A.F. Station. Chaklala, 

where he met Sgt. Rajab Husain, witness No. 21. Zahurul Haq. accuscd No. 17, 

informed Rajab witness No. 21, that a group had been formed for achieving 

independence for East Pakistan by means of an armed revolt and invited Rajab 

witness No. 21, to join the conspiracy. Rajab, witness No. 21, however, declined to 

associate himself with this activity. 

95. In October, 1967, Reza, accused No. 33, obtained a P.I.A. credit ticket from 
Rameez, witness No. 12, and proceeded to Lahore and Peshawar to tell Ruhul 

Quddus, accused No. 10, who in the meantime had been posted to Lahore and Capt. 

Mutalib, accuscd No. 25, who had been posted to Peshawar, about the 

misappropriation of funds that he felt Muazzam. accused No. 2, was committing. 

 

96. In November, 1967, Siraj, witness No. 15, arrived in Dacca on privilege 

leave. By then, Mahbooouddin, accused No. 30, Lt. Rauf, accused No. 35, and Lt. 

Rehman, accused No. 31, had already reached Dacca on leave. 

 

97. In November, 1967, the following attended a meeting at the residence of   

Ex-Sqn. Leader Muazzam Hussain Chaudhury, witness No. 24; 

(i) Fazlul Haq, accused No. 11. 

(ii) M. A. Razzaque, accused No. 16, 

(iii) Corporal Jamal, witness No. 14, 

(iv) Jakir Ahmed, witness No. 22, 

(iv) Sgt. M. Abdul Haleem, witness No. 23, and 

(vi) Chaudhury, witness No. 24. 

In this meeting, it was felt that the group should be revitalised as it was dying out 
due to the selfishness of Muazzam, accused No. 2, and his proteges. 

98. In November, 1967, Jakir, witness No. 22, reported to Wing Commander 

Ashfaq Mian, witness No. 25, that a few day previously Haleem, witness No. 23. took 

him to the house of Chaudhury, witness No. 24, where he found the following 

assembled: 

(i) Fazalul Haq. accused No. 11, 
(ii) M. A. Razzaque, accused No. 16, 

(ii) Chaudhury. witness No. 24, 
(iv) Corporal Jamal, witness No. 14, and 

(v) Haleem, witness No. 23. 

Jakir witness No. 22, complained to Ashfaq, witness No. 25, that the 

aforementioned persons were talking about separating East Pakistan from the Centre. 

99.In the first week of December, 1967, the under mentioned met in the house of 

one Mr. Malik, a friend of Siraj, witness No. 15, which is located in Sukrabad, 

Dacca:— 

(i) Lt. Rauf, accused No. 35, 
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(ii) Mahboobuddin, accused No. 30, 

(iii) Siraj, witness No. 15, 

and a few others who have not been traced. 

A proposal to open a technical School at Dacca to serve as a cover for the 
activities of the group was discussed. Lt. Rauf, accused No. 35, undertook to contact 

Muazzam, accused No. 2, and Col. M.A.G. Osmani for revitalising activity. 

100. Soon afterwards arrests of the members or the conspiracy began to take 

palace, and thus their activities came to an end. 

It is respectfully prayed that the accused be tried on the charges framed against 

them which are submitted herewith. 

ANNEX "I" 

(Reference Paragraph 5) 

1. The names and particulars of the citizens of Pakistan who in .the course of 

investigation have been found to have been among those who were engaged in this 

conspiracy are listed, either in the list entitled "List of the accused persons", or in the 

list entitled "List A". 

2.List 'A' contains the names and particulars of the persons to whom person has 

been tendered in order to provide sworn testimony as to the details of the conspiracy. 
The list of the accused persons contains the names particulars of the persons who are 

to be placed on their trial on the charges framed against them. 

3. The names and particulars of the persons whom it is intended to produce as 

witness at the trial are listed serially in the list bearing the heading "List of 
Witnesses". The names and particulars of the persons to 'whom pardon has been 

tendered, are included in the "List of Witnesses". 

4. The documents and articles intended to be produced in evidence, are listed in 

the lists entitled respectively 'List of Documents' and 'List of Articles', 

5. Supplementary lists may be submitted later, if necessary. 
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ANNEX II 

(Paragraphs 5 ami 19) 

SI No.  Code Name    Person for whom intended 

1   2      3 

1.  ALO  ..  .. Lt.Comd. Muazzan Hussain 

       Accused No. 2. 

2.  ULKA     Muhammad Amir Hussain Mian, 

       Witness No. 3. 

3.  TUHIN    Catering Lt. Mozammil Hussain 

       Witness No. 1. 

4.  KAMAL    Ex-L/S Sultan-ud-Din Ahmed, 

       Acussed No. 4. 

5.  MURAD    Steward Mujib-ur-Rahman, 

       Accused No. 3. 

6.  PARASH    Sheikh Mujib-ur-Rahman, 

       Accused No. 1. 

7.  TUSHAR    A.F. Rahman, C.S.P., 

       Accused No.6. 

8.  SABUZ    L/S. Noor Muhammad, 

       Accused No. 5. 

9.  SHEKHAR    Ruhul Quddus, C.S.P., 

       Accused No. 10. 
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LIST ‘A’ 

 

(Persons to whom pardon has been tendered u/s 337 of the Criminal Procedure 

Code.) 

 

[Reference Paragraph 53] 

 

1. Lt. Muzammal Hussain. s/o. Late Moulvi Menhanjuddin Myan, r/o Fulki West, 
Police Station Basail, District Mymensingh. 

 

2. Ex-Corporal Mohammad Amir Hassain Mian, s/o Moulvi Fazil Mollah r/o Village 

Rupbabur Char Darikandi, Police Station Janzira, District Faridpur. 

 

3. Sergeant pak/54272, Shamsuddin Ahmad, s/o Mohammad Aftab Uddin r/o 

Village Nizkalpa, Police Station Kotwali, District Mymensingh. 

 

4. Dr. Saeed-ur-Rahman, s/o Moulvi Abul Khair Chowdhury, r/o Village Enayet 

Bazar, Police Station Kotwali, District Chittagong. 

 

5. F /Lt. Mirza Mohammad Rameez, s/o M. M. Seraj, r/o Village Dhanun Police 

Station Rupganj, Dacca at present 60-Panchlaish, Chittagong. 

 
6. Capt. P.A/6632, Mohammad Abdul Alim Bhuiyan, s/o Alhaj Nijam Uddin 

Bhuiyan, r/o Village Paramtala, Police Station Muradnagar, Comilla. 
 

7. Corporal Jamal Uddin Ahmed, s/o Basir Uddin, r/o Village Birampur, Police 
Station Sujanagar, Pabna. 

 
8. Pak Corporal Sirajul Islam, s/o Moulvi Amin Uddin, r/o Village Shilai, Police 

Station Burichang, District Comilla. 

 

9. Mr. Mohammad Ghulam Ahmed, s/o Abdul Jabbar, r/o Village Jafarabad, Police 

Station Madaripur, District Faridpur. 

 

10. Mr. Abul Bashar Mohammad Yusuf, s/o Munshi Mohammad Ali Howladar of 

Village Daksin Mithkhali, Police Station Matbaria, District Barisal. 

 

11. Sergeant Mohammad Abdul Halim, s/o late Munshi Abdul Aziz, r/o Shohilpur. 

Police Station Chandina, District Comilla. 
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LIST OF THE ACCUSED PERSONS 

[ Reference paragraph 5 and the Annex ] 

 

Sl   Name  Father’s Name   Address Remarks 

No.  

1    Mr. Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman 

 

 
 

 

2 P. No. 574, Lt. 

Commander 

Muazzam Hussain. 

 

3 O. No. 66508, Steward 

Mujibur Rahman 

 

 

4 Ex-L/S. Sultanuddin 

Ahmed 

 

 

5 O. No. 64672 L/S. C.D.I. 

Noor Muhammad. 

 

 

6 Mr. Ahmed Fazlur 

Rahman, 

C. S. P. 

 

 

 

 

7 Pak/51301, F/Sgt. 

Mahfizullah 

 

Maulvi Sheikli Lutfur 

Rahman 

 

 
 

 

Maulvi Mofazzal Ali 

 

 

 

Munshi Abdul Latif 

 

 

 

Maulvi Shamsuddin 

Ahmed. 

 

Mr. Tumizzuddin 

Akhond 

 

 

 

Mr. Imamuddin Ahmed 

 

 

 

 

 

. 

Haji Muhammad Ismail 

 

(1)Vill. Tongipara, P.S. Gopalganj, 

Dist. Faridpur. 

 

(2)No. 677, Dhanmandi, Residential 
Area. Road No. 32, Dacca. 

 

Vill. Dhunurital, P.S. Perojpur, 

Dist. Barisal. 

 

Vill, Ghatmajhi, P.S. Madaripur 

Dist. Faridpur. 

 

 

 

Vill. Uttara Khamar, P.S. Kapasia, 

Dist. Dacca. 

 

Vill. Kumar Bough, P. S. Lauhajang, 

P.O. Lauhajang. Tehsil Halidia. 

Dist, Dacca. 

 

 

(1)Vill. Kachishar. P.S. Debidwar, 

Comilla 

 

(2)No. 708, Dhandmandi, Residential 

Area. Road No. 30, Dacca. 

 

 

Vill. Muradpur. P.O. Nayaliat. P.S. 

Begumganj, Dist, Noakhali. 
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8   Ex-Corporal Abdul     

Bashar 
 Muhammad Abdus 

Samad. 

 

9 Ex-Hav. Daliluddin 

 

 
10 Mr. Ruhul Quddus, 

C.S.P. 

 

 

 

11 Pak/72870, F/Sgt. 

Muhammad Fazlul Haq. 

 

12 Mr. Bhupati Bhushan 

Chaudhury alias Manik 

Chaudhury.  

 

 

13 Mr. Bidhan Krishna 

Sen .. 

 

14 P.j.0.-2068, Sub. Abdur 

Razzaque. 

 

 

 

 

15  Ex-Hav/Clk. Mujibur 

Rahman, EPRTC. 

 

16  Ex-F/Sgt. Muhammad 

Abdur Razzaque 

 

Mr. Ente Ali Mridha 

 
 

 

 

Mr. Afizuddin 

 

 
Mr. Raisuddin Ahmed.. 

 

 

 

 

Maulvi Syed Ali 

Talukdar 

 

Mr. Dhirendra Lal 

Chaudhury. 

 

 

 

Mr. Rajendra Narayan 

Sen. 

 

Mr. Situ Sarkar.. 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Abdur Rehman.. 

 

 

Mr. Munshi Askar Ali .. 

 

Vill. Milthakhali, P. S. Mathbaria, 

Dist, Barisal. 
 

 

 

Vill. and P.O. Shyampur, P.S. 

Bakerganj, Dist. Barisal. 

 
(1)Vill. Panchrikhi, P. O. Kakdanga, 

P.S. Satkhira, Dist. Khulna. 

(2)No. 618-A, Dhanmandi, Residential 

Area. Road No. 18, Dacca. 

 

Vill. and P.O. Shaistabad, P.S. Kotwali, 

Dist. Barisal. 

 

Vill. Habilashdwip P. O. Boalkhali, P.S. 

Patiya, Tehsil and District Chittagong and 

of 41. Ramjay Mohajan Lane, Chittagong 

Town, P. S. Kotwali. 

 

Vill. Saroatala, P.S. Boalkhali Dist. 

Chittagong. 

 

(1) Vill. and P. O. South Barosharcher, 

P. S. Motlib Jang, Teh. Chandpur, Dist. 

Comilla. 

(2)A/P.Chota Gobindapur, P.S. Kotwali 

Dist. Jessore. 

 

Vill. and P.O. Gopalpur, P.S. 

Nabinagar. Dist. Comilla. 

 

Vill. Bandarampur, P. O. Daudkandi, 

P.S. Daudkandi. Dist. Comilla. 
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Sl  Name  Father’s  Name Address  Remarks 

No. 

17 Pak/72324, Sgt. 

Zahoorul Haq 

 
18 Ex-A/B Muhammad 

Khurshid.. 

 

19 Mr. Khan M. Shamsur 

Rchman, C. S. P. 

 

 

20 PJO. 768, Ris. A. K. M. 

Shamsul Haq, A. C. 

 

 

21 No. 3031018. 

Hav.Azizul 

Haq, S. S. G. 

 

22 Pak/73040, S. A.C. 

Mahfuzul Bari. 

 

23 Pak/70415, Sgt. Shamsul 

Haq.. 

 

24 PSS-100520, Major 

Shamsul Alam, A. M. C. 

 

25 PSS-6100, Captain 

Muhammad Abdul Mutalib. 

 

26   PTC-5727. Captain M. 

Shawkat Ali Mian. 

 

Mr. Kazi Mujibul Haq .. 

 

 
Mr. Abdul Jabbar.. 

 

 

Mr. Emteazuddin Khan 

 

 

 

Mr. Abdul Samad.. 

 

 

 

Mr. Serajul Haq.. 

 

 

 

Maulana A. K. 

Mornazzad 

 

Haji Sadiq Ali .. 

 

 

Mr. Shamsuz Zoha.. 

 

 

Mr. Hafizuddin .. 

 

 

Munshi Mubarik Ali 

 

Vill. Sonapur, P. O. Sonapur P. S. 

Shudharm, District Noakhali. 

 
Vill. Saber Cottage, P. O. Faridpur 

Town, P. S. Kotwali, Dist. Faridpur. 

 

Vill. and P. O. Lamubari, P. S. 

Manikganj, Teh. Manikganj. Dist. 

Dacca. 

 

Vill. Putal, P. O. Lamubari, P. S. 

Mankiganj, Teh. Manikganj, Dist. 

Dacca. 

 

Vill. Kachia, P. O. and P. S. Baranadi, 

Dist. Barisal. 

 

Vill. Charlakshmi, P. 0. Ramgati Hat, P. 

S. Ramgati, Dist. Noakhali. 

 

Vill. Nairajpur, P. O. K. M. Hat, P. S. 

Feni. Dist. Noakhali.  

 

No. 16, Khajedewan, Second Lane, 

Dacca. 

 

Vill. Darunbai Rati, P. S. Parbadhala. 

P.O. Samganj, Tehsil Netrokona. Dist. 

Mymensingh. 

 

Vill. Chakdha, P. O. Lonsing, P. S. 

Naria, Dist. Faridpur. 
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27 PA-6561, Captain 

Khondkar Najmul 
Huda, ASC. 

 

28 Captain A. N. M. 

Nuruzzaman E. B. R. 

 

29 Pak/70704. Sgt. Abdul 
Jalil.. 

 

30 Mr. Muhammad 

Mahbobuddin 

Chaudhury. 

 

31 P. No. 958,1/Lt. M. M. 

M. Rahman. 

 

32 Ex-Sub. A. K. M. fajul 

Islam 

 

33 Mr. Muhammad Ali 

Reza .. 

 

34 PSS-200471, Captain 

Khurshiduddin 

Ahmed, A.M.C. 

35   P. No. 944,1/Lt. 

Abdur Rauf.. 

 

Late Mr. Khondkar Muazzam 

Hussain. 
 

Maulvi Abu Ahmed.. 

 

 

Maulvi Abdul Kadir.. 

 
 

 

Alhaj Maulvi Azizuddin 

Muhammad Chaudhury. 

 

 

Mr. Molla Muhammad 

Sulaiman. 

 

Maulvi Daliluddin Ahmed 

 

 

Maulvi Zahur Ali Ahmed 

 

 

Maulvi Abdul Rahman.. 

 

 

Alhaj Abdul Latif. 

 

Vill. Barisal Town, West Bogra 

Road. Dist. Barisal. 
 

Vill. and P.O. Saidabad, P. S. 

Raipura, Dist. Dacca. 

 

Vill. Sarrabad (Haji Bari), P.O. 

Narayanpur, Dist. Dacca. 
 

 

Vill. Pyaim. P. O. Chaitian, Dist. 

Sylhet. 

 

 

Vill. and P.O. Makrail, P.S. 

Lohagra, Dist. Jessore. 

 

Vill. Sreepur. P. S. Bhandaria. 

Dist. Barisal. 

 

Vill. Lahini, P. O. Kushtia, P. S. 

Kotwali, Dist. Kushtia. 

 

Vill. and P. O. Banshia, P. S. 

Gaffargaon, Dist. Mymcnsingh. 

 

Pakistan House, P. O. and P. S. 

Bhairab, Dist. Mymensingh. 
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LIST OF WITNESS 

 
[Reference paragraph 5 and the Annex] 

 

Sl  Name  Father’s  Name Address  Remarks 
No. 

 
1   Lt. Muzammal Hussain 

 

 

2.  Mr. Kamal-ud-Din 

Ahmed 

 

 

 

3 Ex-Corporal Amir 

Hussain Mian 

 

 

4 Mr. K. G. Ahmed 

 

 

 

 
5 Warrant Officcr 

Musharaf Hussain 

Sheikh. 

6 Pak/54272. Sgt. 

Sharasuddin Ahmed 

 

 

7 Dr. Saeed-ur-Rahman 

 

 

 

8   Lt. Commandar 

Shaidul Haq 

 

Maulvi Menhajuddin 

 

 

Late Lai Mian 

 

 

 

 

Maulvi Fazil Mollah 

 

 

 

Late Maulvi Abdul 

Kariin 

 

 

 
Sheikh Jalaluddin 

Ahmed 

 

Mr. Muhammad 

Aftabuddin 

 

 

Maulvi Abul Khair 

Chowdhury. 

 

 

Dr. Khurshid Alam 

 

Vill. Fulkoi West, P.S. Kotwali, 

Dist. Mymensingh. 

 

29/3, Outer Circular Road, Mogh 

Bazar, Dacca 

and of village Ruhthia, P. S. Feni, 

Dist. Noakhali. 

 

Vill. Rupbabur Char, Darikandi, P. 

O. Janjira, P.S. 

Janjira, Dist. Faridpur. 

 

139, R.K. Mission Road, Dacca 

and of Vill. 

Cheora, P. S. Chouddagram. Dist. 

C'oinilla. 

 
Vill. East Nizra, P. O. Boultali. 

Dist. Faridpur. 

 

Vill. Nizkalpa, P. O. and P. S. 

Mymensingh, 

Dist. Mymensingh. 

 

12, Rafiuddin Siddique by lane, 

Enayet Bazar, 

P.S. Kotwali. Chittagong. 

 

Road No. 25, Dhanmandi. 

Residential Area, 

Dacca and of Vill. Bitghor, P. S. 

Nabinagar. 

Dist. Comilla. 
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9 Naib-Sub. M. Ashraf 

Ali Khan 
10 A. B. M. Yousaf.. 

 

11 Mr. Muhammad 

Mohsin .. 

 

 
12 F/Lt. Mirza 

Muhammad Rameez 

 

13 PA-6632, Capt. M. 

Abdul Alim Bhuiyan. 

 

14 Corporal Jamaluddin 

Ahmed 

 

15 Pak/72795, Corporal 

Sirajul Islam 

 

16 Mr. Abu Shams Lutful 

Huda 

 

17 Ex-Sub. Jalaluddin 

Ahmed 

 

18 Mr. Muhammad    

Ghulam Ahmed 

 

19 Corporal Hai, A. K. M. 

A. 

 

20 Mr. Anwar Hussain .. 

 

Mr. Amzad Ali Khan 

 
Munshi Muhammad Ali.. 

 

Maulvi Tasimuddin 

Ahmed 

 

 
Mr. M. M. Siraj.. 

 

 

Alhaj Nuzomuddin 

Bhuiyan. 

 

Mr. Bashiruddin.. 

 

 

Munshi Aminuddin .. 

 

 

Mr. Muhammad Shamsul 

Huda. 

 

Mr. Abdul Mulalib Sikdar 

 

 

Maulvi Abdul Jabbar.. 

 

 

Mr. Anwarullah Bhuiyan 

 

 

Dr. Rahim Bakhsh.. 

 

Vill. Kaonia, P. S. Kotwali, Dist Barisal. 

 
Mithkhali, P. S. Matbaria. Dist. Barisal. 

 

No.854. Road No. 19, Dhanmondi 

Residential Area, Dacca and of Vill, 

Panchroki. P. S. Satkhira, Dist. Khulna. 

 
60, Panchlaish, Chittagong and of Vill. 

Dhano, P. S. Rupganj, Dist. Dacca. 

 

Vill. Paramatala, P. O. Brindarampur, P. S. 

Muradnagar. Dist. Comilla. 

 

Vill. Barampur, P. S. Shujanagar, Dist. 

Pabna.. 

 

Vill. Shilai, P. O. Shilai, P. S. Burichang, 

Dist. Comilla. 

 

Vill. Hotoria, P. O., Hotoria, P. S. 

Goshairhat, Dist. Faridpur. 

 

Vill. Alaipur, Dist. Khulna. 

 

 

Vill. Jafarabad, P. S. and P. O. Madaripur, 

Dist. Faridpur. 

 

Vill. And P. O. Pathanagar. Dist. Noakhali. 

 

Vill. Par Panchil, P.O. Bhatpairy, P. S. 

Serajganj, Dist. Pabna. 
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Sl  Name  Father’s Name  Address  Remarks 

No. 

 
21 Sgt. Abdul Halim 

 

 

 

22 Warrant Officer 

Jaker Ahmed 

 

 

 

23 Sqn. Ldr. (Retired) 
Muazzam Hossain 

Chowdhury. 

24 Wing Commander 

M. Ashfaq Mian. 

 

 

 

25 Mr. Abul Hussain 

 

26 Mr. Ali Ahmed 

 

 

27 Mr. Iftikhar Ahmed 

 

 

28 Chaukidar Rehmat 

Ali 

 

 

29 A. S. I. Abdul Latif 

 

Mr. Munshi Abdul Azia 

 

 

 

Mr. Abdul Majid Meah 

 

 

 

 

Maulvi Muzaffar Hossain 
Chowdhury. 

 

Mr. Mian Abdul Majid 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Jamshed Mistri.. 

 

Mr. Muhammad Yasin 

Mian 

 

Mr. Sayeed Ahmed 

 

 

Late Najumuddin Akanda 

 

 

 

… 

37, Arambagh, Motijheel, Ramna, Dacca 

and Vill. Shohilpur, P.O. Hlliotganj Dist. 

Comilla. 

 

Of Dist. Noakhali, Present Address-Junior 

Engineer, Deptt. of Plant Protection, 

Government of Pakistan, Dacca Airport, 

Dacca. 

 

117, Tejkunipara, P.S. Tejgaon, 
Dist. Dacca. 

 

Scetaram Building, Opposite Block No. 

13, Sargodha (West Pakistan), Present 

Address O. C. Maintenance Wing, H Q. 

East Pakistan P. A. F., Dacca. 

 

Kamargaon, P. S. Sreenagar, Dist. Dacca. 

 

Vill. Madhupur, P. S. Ramganj, Dist. 

Noakhali. 

 

Manager, Motor Corporation of Pak. Ltd.. 

Love Lane, Chittagong. 

 

C. S. O. Regional Office, 28, Naya Paltan, 

Dacca, and of Vill Goalmari. P. S. 

Daudkandi, Dist. Comilla. 

 

Ramna P. S., Dacca 
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30 Mr. Ashrafuddin Ahmed 

 
 

31 Mr. M. A. Karim, Field 

Co-ordinator. 

 

32 Mr. M. A. Mannaf, Dy. 

Supdt. of Police. 
33 Mohammad Afzal 

Bashan, Accountant. 

 

34 Mohammad Azharul 

Islam, Accountant. 

 

35 A. Hashim, S-L 

 

36 Montazuddin Sikder 

 

37 Mohammad Zahir 

 

 

38 S-L Mujibur Rahman 

 

39 Oman Fateh Khan 

 

40 Anwarul Islam 

 

 

41 Muhammad Hushmat 

Ali. A. S. L 

 

42 Muhammad Abdul 

Bahsar 

 

… 

 
 

… 

 

 

… 

 
… 

 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

…. 

 

L. Shahabuddin .. 

 

 

…. 

 

L. A. Rahim Khan .. 

 

L. tMuhammad 

Faruque 

 

… 

 

 

Muhammad Bclayet 

 

Survey Office C. S. O. Regional Office, 

28, Naya Paltan, Dacca. 
 

Survey Office C. S. 0., Regional Office, 

28, Naya Paltan, Dacca. 

 

Special Branch, Dacca. 

 
National Bank of Pakistan, Local Office, 

Jinnah Avenue, Dacca. 

 

National Bank of Pakistan, Local Office, 

Jinnah Avenue, Dacca. 

 

Police Station, Kotwali, Dacca. 

 

Assistant Manager. Dacca Hotel, Dacca. 

 

79/1, Lutfur Rehman Lane, P. S. Kotwali, 

Dacca. 

 

Ramna P. S., Dacca. 

 

Manager, Hotel Arzoo, Dacca. 

 

109, Nawabpur Road, Dacca. 

 

Tejgaon P. S. Dacca. 

 

 

C/O. Anwaruddin Khan, Manager, I. D. B. 

P., Motijhcel, Dacca. 
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Sl  Name  Father’s  Name Address  Remarks. 

No. 

 
43 Mr. Aftab Hussain   

Munshi 

 

44 S-I Raghu Nandan Saha 

 

45 Abdus Salam 

 

 

 

46 Mr. Mostaque Ahmed 

 

 

47 Selamat Ullah Mia 

 

48 Muhammad Wali Ullah 

 

49 S.-I. K. S. Islam 

 

50 Abdul Rashid 
 

 

51 Muhammad Noorul 

Islam .. 

 

52 Ali Ashraf Malik 
 

53 Muhammad Nazarul 

Islam 

 

 

54 S.-I. Jalaluddin 

 

55 Mr. Biswcshar Sikdcr 

 

L. Zahiruddin 

 

 

… 

 

Abdul Gafur 

 

 

 

Muhammad Hanif 

 

 

Muhammad Denat Ullah 

Bhuiyan. 

L. Hasan Ali 

 

Abdul Karim 

 

Mofizuddin Ahmed 
 

 

M.M. Syed 

 

 

Abdur Rehman Mian 
 

… 

 

 

… 

 

Late Nikunja Bihari 

Sikder 

 

225, Dhanmandi, Residential Area, 

Dacca. 

 

Ramna P. S., Dacca. 

 

Bardhampura P. S. Nawabganj of Dacca, 

A/P 106, Nakhalpara, P. S. Ramna, 

Dacca. 

 

29/1-A, New Circular Road, Ramna, 

Dacca. 

 

488, Nayatala, Dacca. 

 

335, Nayatala, Dacca. 

 

Lal Bagh P. S., Dacca. 

 

1-Sec, Mirpur Block, P. S. Tejgaon, 
Dacca. 

 

Green View Petrol Pump, Shentralpur, 

P.S. Chandina, Dist. Comilla. 

 

Hotel Green, Dacca. 
 

Telephone Operator of Hotel Green. 

Dacca. 

 

Ramna P. S.. Dacca. 

 

Kadhur Khil, P. S. Boal Khali, 

Dist. Chittagong, A/P Acct. 
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56 Mr. B. P. Dev. 

 
57 S.-I. Moniruddin 

Ahmed 

 

58 Hajee Ahmadur 

Rehman 

Choudhurv. 
59 Muhammad Saleh 

Ahmed 

 

60 A. S.-I. A. Hussain 

 

61 Mr. Golam Mustafa 

Choudhury 

 

62 Mr. Babu Miah .. 

 

63 Mokarram Hussain 

 

 

64 Zillur Rehman, 

Acctt. 

 

 

65 Yousufuddin 

Ahmed, 

E.P. C. S. 

 

66 A. B. Badaruddin 

(died on 24-2-68) 

 

67 Amjid Ali 

 

68 Muhammad 

Lokman 

 

Khitish Chaudhury 

 
…. 

 

 

Late Hajcc Abdur Rehman 

Chowdhury. 

 
Late Ahmed Hussain 

Miah. 

 

Late Hussain Jan 

Chowdhury.. 

Late Rashed Miah 

 

 

Alhaj Musarraf Hussain 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

 

 

… 

 

 

 

Late A. Hasrat 

 

 

Wazed Ali 

 

Kala Khan 

 

Akilpur, P. S. Sonagazi, Dist. 

Noakhali. 
 

Kotwali P. S., Chittagong. 

 

No 3, Rcazuddin Road, Chittagong. 

 

 
Agrabad D. M., P. S. A/P. Manager, 

Hotel Miska, Chittagong. 

 

Ramna P. S. Dacca. 

 

Bulai Lodge. Pabna Town A/P Hotel 

Casirina, Dacca. 

 

52, Kakrail, Dacca. 

 

Chief Accountant-General of 

Banking, 

N.B. P., Jinnah Avenue, Dacca. 

 

Incharge of Saving Branch, N. B. P. 

Jinnah Avenue, Dacca. 

 

Assistant Commissioner, Relief and 

Rehabilitation, Dacca. 

 

 

25/E, Staff Quarters, New Colony, 

Ayub Gate, Dacca. 

 

35. Azimpura, P. S. Lai Bagh, Dacca. 

 

4, Green Road, Lai Bagh. Dacca. 
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Sl  Name  Father’s  Name Address  Remarks. 

No. 

69  Mr. Golam Mehdi 

Choudhury 

 
70  Mr. M. A. Mabud 

 

71  Syed Montazuddin 

Ahmed 

 

72  Mr. Noorul Islam 

 

73  Makhfaruddin Ahmed 

 

74  Mr. A. Latif 

 

 

75  Mr. M. U. Ahmed 

 

 

76  Mr. Habibur Rahman 

 

77  Muhammad Abdul 

Bashan 

 

78  Muhammad Yuosaf 

Yunus 

 

79  Ziaur Rahman 

 

 

80  S. I. Altaf Hussain 

 

81  Mr. Tajul Islam 

 

82  Mr. A. K. M. Sahabuddin 
 

… 

 

 
… 

 

… 

 

 

Late Abdur Rehman .. 

 

Mr. Sultan Miah.. 

 

… 

 

 

Motahar Ali Khan 

 

 

… 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

… 

 

Alhaj Fazlul Karim 
 

D. S. P. H. O., Bakerganj. 

 

 
Regional Accounts Officer, I. W. T. A. 

 

Administrative Officer, E. P., L W. T. A. 

 

 

I. W. T. A., Barisal. 

 

Gaguria, P. S. Mehndiganj. Dist. Barisal. 

 

Saikhpur, P. S. Begumganj, Dist. Noakhali. 

 

 

99. Peel Khana Road, 2nd Floor. China 

Building, Dacca. 

 

Singer Katri, P. S. Kotwali, Barisal. 

 

Accountant, N. B. P., Jinnah Avenue, 

Dacca. 

 

Accountant N. B. P. Jinnah Avenue, 

Dacca. 

 

Accountant, N. B. P. (Local Office), Jinnah 

Avenue, Dacca. 

 

Feni P. S„ Noakhali. 

 

Telegraphist of Feni Telegraph Office. 

 

Aziz Fazilpur, P. S. Feni. 
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83 Muhammad Noor 

Ahmed 
 

84 Nazir Ahmed 

 

85 Abdul Wahab 

Chowkidar 

 
86 Mukhtar Ahmed, 

Assist. Acctt. 

 

87 Nooruddin 

 

 

88 Momtazuddin 

 

 

89 Khokhan Barua 

 

90 Mr. S. Rashid Ali 

Rizvi 

 

91 Farid Ahmed 

 

92 Siddique Ahmed 

Shamsul A lam 

 

93 Muhammad Sulaiman 

 

 

94 Mr. Someshor Naha.. 

 

 

95 Mr. M. Razvi, S. A.S 

 

 

96 Mr. Roshanuddin 

 

Badsha Mia 

 
 

Ebadullah 

 

… 

 

 
Abdul Khaliq 

 

 

Late Abdul Latif 

 

 

Muhammad Fouzder Khan 

 

 

Hriday Roy Barua 

 

… 

 

 

Late Siddique Ahmed 

 

Late Siddique Ahmed 

 

 

Murad 

 

 

Late Iswar Chandra Naha 

 

 

… 

 

 

… 

Chak Hakdi, P. S. Feni, Dist. 

Noakhali. 
 

Kazipur, P. S. Feni, Dist. Noakhali. 

 

Feni Rest House. 

 

 
Motor Corporation Pakistan Ltd., 

Chillagong Branch. 

 

Officer, Habib Bank, Chittagong, 

Lal Dighi. 

 

Officer, Habib Bank, Chittagong, 

Lal Dighi. 

 

Boy of Hotel Miska, Chittagong 

 

Sales Supervisor, P. I. A.. 

Chittagong. 

 

Contractor. 

 

Chandgaon, P. S. Panchlaish, 

Chittagong. 

 

Management Manager, Hotel 

Shahjahan, Chittagong. 

 

Receptionist. Hotel Shahjahan, 

Chittagong. 

 

Acting District Manager, P.I.A.. 

Chittagong. 

 

Assistant District Manager. P.I.A., 

Chittagong. 
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Sl  Name  Father’s Name  Address  Remarks. 

No. 

 
97 S.-I. Nomanuddin 

Chaudhury 

98 Muhammad Mokhlesur 

Rahman 

 

99 Muhammad Wali 
Ahmed 

 

100 Mr. A. K. M. 

Moslehuddin. S. I. 

101 Mr. M. A. Quyum 

 

 

102 A. Tahid 

 

 

103 Mr. Habibui Rehman 

Khan 

 

104 S.-I. Riazul Karim 

 

 

105 Z. B. M. Baksh 

 

106 A. A. Khan Af'ridi 

 

107 S.-I. Wazcd Ali 

 

108 Khairul Huda 

 

 

109   Dr. K. A. Khaleque 

 

… 

 

Haji Abbas Ali 

 

 

Abdul Aziz 
 

 

… 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

… 

 

… 

 

Mr. N. Hud a 

 

 

… 

Spl. Branch (Special Team), Dacca. 

 

Joydevpur, P. S. Laksham, Dist. 

Comilla A. P. 13/B, Abhoy Das Lane, 

Dacca. 

Norahoripur, P. S. Laksham, Dist. 
Comilla. 

 

Spl. Branch (Special Team). Dacca. 

 

Officer National and Grindlays Bank. 

Motijheel, Dacca. 

 

National and Grindlays Bank, Dacca. 

 

 

Junior Officer. N. B. P., Jinnah 

Avenue, Dacca. 

 

Spl. Branch, (Special Team), Dacca. 

 

 

Executive Asstt., I. W. T. A. 

 

Engineer Supdt., Dacca. 

 

Lal Bagh P. S., Dacca. 

 

113/A. R. A. Dhanmandi Road. No. 5, 

Dacca. 

 

Professor, Medical College. 
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110 A. K. Wazedul Haque 

 
111 Kudrat Ullah Bhuyan 

 

112 Abdul Jabbar Howladar 

 

 

113 Anwar Hussain 
 

 

114 Muhammad Shafiuddin 

Miah.. 

 

115 S.-I. Mokabbar Ali 

 

116 S.M.A.Tahir 

 

 

117 Azharul Haque 

 

 

118 A. B. M. Abdul Khaliquc 

 

 

 

 

 

119 B. K. S. Reasat Ali 

 

 

120 Mr. Zahur Elahi Beg 

 

 

121 AbdurRashid 

 

Saddat Ali Khan .. 

 
… 

 

Hajee Sabaruddin 

Howladar. 

 

… 
 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

 

Alhaj Abdul Jabbar 

Pandit 

 

 

 

 

S. Aliah Bakhsh 

 

 

… 

 

 

Mahammad Imamuddin 

 

13, Cireen Square, Dacca. 

 
13, Green Square, Dacca 

 

Madaripur Town P. S. Madaripur. 

Dist. Faridpur 

 

Manager, N. B. P. Madaripur. P. S. 
Madaripur. 

 

Sub-Accountant, N. B. P.. 

Madaripur. Dist. Faridpur. 

 

P. S. Double Mooring, Chittagong. 

 

Manager, Eastern Mercantile Bank. 

Chittagong (Agrabad Branch). 

 

Acctt., Eastern Mercantile Bank, 

Chittagong (Agrabad Branch). 

 

Chatar Piyer, P. S. Hajeeganj, 

Dist. Comilla. And Senior Accounts 

Officer of Deputy 

Comptroller. P. & T. and Telegram 

of East Pakistan. 

 

Assistant Accountant P. & T. 

Department. 

 

Inspector, Security Special Branch, 

Lahore. 

 

Senior Clerk. M.T. Section. P.I.A.. 

Dacca. 
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Sl  Name  Father’s Name  Address  Remarks. 

No. 

 
122 Abdul Mannan 

 

 

123 Mr. Abdul Mannan 

 

 
 

124 M. Siddiqur 

Rehman 

 

125 Mr. Muhammad 

Abul Hussain 

 

126 Musirul Islam 

 

 

127 

 

128 T. idi Ahmed 

 

129 Mr. Jamaluddin 

 

 

130 H.M. Ury 

 

131 Sk. 

 

132 Hafizuddin Miah 

 

Kala Khan 

 

 

… 

 

 
 

… 

 

 

Mr. Pashia Ali 

 

 

Hajee Mohammad 

Meher 

 

Mofizuddin Mian 

 

Majiruddin Ahmed 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

Late Sk. Azizuddin 

 

Taheruddin 

 

Technical Clerk. M. T. Section, P. I. A., 

Dacca. 

 

S. D. E. Bhiti Kandi, Sub-Division of 

Construction Division No. 3, under R. & 

H. Kajpur, P. S. Bayedder Bazar, Dacca. 
 

S. A. E., Bhiti Kan Sub-Division at Kajpur, 

P. S. Bayedder Bazar, Dacca. 

 

Uzanchar, P. S. Goalunda. Dist. Faridpur. 

 

 

Uzanchar.. P. S. Goalunda. Dist. Faridpur. 

 

 

Vill. P. S. Shivalaya, Dist. Dacca. 

 

Vill. Nihatpur, P. S. Dist. Dacca. 

 

A.D.C., Regional C.S. 3, 28, Nayapaltan, 

Dacca. 

 

Dy. S. P.. H. O. Khulna. 

 

No. 1, Raipura Road, ad Dist. Khulna. 

 

Vill. Khana, P. ajanj, Dist. Dacca. 
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133 ack 

 
134 Lal Das 

 

 

135 Mr. Nurul Islam 

 

 
136 A. K. Ray 

 

 

137 Mr. Reza Rabbani 

 

138 Dr. S. M. Anwarul 

Islam 

 

139 Pak/40378 Iqbal 

Osmani 

 

140 Mokim U. Kirmani, 

Flit. Lt. 

 

141 Mr. Zahid Bashir 

Anson, 

B.D. Member. 

 

142 Mr. Muhammad Jabir 

Siddique 

 

143 Kazi Mesbahuddin 

 

 

 

144 Daulal Khan 

 

145 Abdus Sobhan 

 

Abdul Hakeem 

 
Shyam Charan Das 

 

 

Mofizuddin Ahmed 

 

 
Jamini Mahan Ray 

 

 

Mr. Hussainuddin 

 

S. M. Syedul Islam 

 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

 

 

Wazir Hussain 

 

 

… 

 

 

 

Sarwar Khan 

 

Himmat Ali 

 

37, Sadarghat Road, Chittagong. 

 
Probartakshanga High School, Panchlaish, 

Chittagong. 

 

Vill. Rangur, P.S. Chandina, Dist. Comilla. 

 

Clerk, Green View, Filling and Serving 
Pump, Lalbagh, Dacca. 

 

 

81, Laboratory Road, Lalbagh, Dacca. 

 

113, Elephant Road, Dacca. 

 

 

Provost No. 2, Provost, and Security, 

Korangi Creek, Karachi. 

 

Orderly Officer, Pakistan Air Force 

Station, Korangi Creek, Karachi. 

 

Unit No. 406, 19/5 Clypton Quarters, 

Karachi-5. 

 

 

5/16, Taj Mohal Road, 'C' Block, 

Muhammadpur, Dacca. 

 

Dy. Chief Manager, Eastern Banking 

Corporation, Motijheel Commercial Area, 

Dacca. 

 

Electric shop of Babupura, Dacca. 

 

37/12, F. Block. Mohammadpur Colony. 

Dacca. 
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Sl  Name  Father’s Name  Address  Remarks. 

No. 

 
146 Mr. Ali Reza Khan. 

 

 

 

147 Naziruddin 

 
148 Mukul Chanda Daita 

 

 

 

 

149 Mr. Zeynul Abcdin 

 

150 Mohammad Nurul 

Islam 

 

 

 

 

151 Mohammad Hanif 

 

 

 

 

152 Mr. M. Siddique 

Khan 

 

153 S-I. Moniruddin 

Ahmed 

 

154 Muhammad Safiqur 

Rahman 

 

Muniruddin Khan 

 

 

 

Ernrat Ali 

 
Kahindra Prushad Datta 

 

 

 

 

Munshi Samiruddin 

 

Mofizuddin Ahmed 

 

 

 

 

 

Rahim Baksh Munshi 

 

 

 

 

K.B Major Oli 

Mohammad Khan. 

 

… 

 

 

Kader Bakhsh 

 

Vill. Nayasoree. P.S. Nikli. Dist. 

Mymensingh. 

A/P. Staff Photographer. E. P. 

WAPDA. 

193. Motijheel. P. S. Ramna. Dacca. 

 
Amlapra, P.S. Jamalganj, Dist. 

Mymensingh. 

A/P. Prop. Arts and Photography, 193 

Motijheel Road, Dacca. 

 

10, Aga Machhi Lane, Dacca. 

 

Vill. Ranipur, P.S. Chandpur, Dist. 

Comilla. 

A/P. Green View Petrol Pump. 

Lalbagh, Dacca. 

 

Vill. Naya Nanda, P. S. Tangi Bari. 

Dist. Dacca. 

A/P. Asstt. M.V. Deptt.. Dy. 

Commissioner's Office, Dacca. 

 

 

Sgt. M. V. Section, Dacca. 

 

 

P. S. Kotwali, Chittagong. 

 

 

Vill. Barantaii. A/P. Assistant M. V. 

Department Collectorate, Chittagong. 
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155  Mr. Abdul Quddus 

 
 

 

 

156 A. S.-I. Mamrul Haque 

 

157 Mr. S. M. Haider 
 

 

158 Mr. Ata Haris 

 

 

 

159 Muhammad Yousuf 

 

 

160 Muhammad Waliullah 

 

161 Rohul Amin 

 

 

 

 

162 Mr. Muhammad Siddique 

(Husband of Khurshida 

Begum). 

 

163 Mr. Reza Rabbani 

 

 

164 Daliluddin Ahmed 

 

 

165 U. Col. Sher Ali Baz 

 

166 Mr. M. M. Syeed 

 

Hajee Guramia 

 
 

 

 

… 

 

Mr Hussain 
 

 

Mr. Ismail ilaris 

 

 

 

Nur Ahmed 

 

 

Hachan Ali 

 

Abdus Salam 

 

 

 

 

Golam Mohammad 

Siddique. 

 

 

Mr. Hussainuddin 

 

 

Gagan Ali Matbar 

 

 

… 

 

A. Waheed 

 

VilL Koraldanga. P. S. Boalkhali. 

Chittagong 
A/P Assistt- M. V. Deptt. Collectorate. 

Chittagong. 

 

P. S. Kotwali, Chittagong. 

 

Manager M/S. Habib Bank, Laldighi East. 
Chittagong. 

 

Katalganj Residential Area, Chittagong. 

A/P. Senior Dy. Controller of Branches of 

Habib Bank. 

 

Vill. Goshail Danpur. P. S. Double 

Moorring. Chittagong. 

 

543. Nayatala. P. S. Tejgaon. Dacca. 

 

Manager Dinofa Hotel, Fcni. Dist. 

Noakhali. 

A/P. Near Appyaee Restaurant. College 

Road. Feni. Dist. Noakhali 

 

16/10. Rankin Street. P S. Sutrapur, 

Dacca 

2/21, Block ‘D’ Taj mahal Road. Dacca. 

 

81. Laboratory Road. P.S. Lalbagh. 

Dacca. 

 

Vill. Illa. P. S. Gournadi. Dist. Bakerganj. 

 

 

I. S. I. Directorate Camp. Dacca. 

 

Manager. Hotel Green. Dacca. 
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Sl  Name  Father’s Name . Address  Remarks. 

No. 
167  Makhan Lai Ghosh 

 

168  Mr. Suhrawardy 

 

169  Sukhu Moy Biswas 

 

 

 

 

170 Bantam Ch. Datta 

 

 

171 Mr. Slutjahanuddin 

Ahined 

 

172 Mr. Monoranjan 

Talukder 

 

173 Abdul Kader 

 

 

174 AlamKhan 

 

 

 

175 Michcal Dhar 

 

 

176 Shambu Das 

 
 

177 Mr. Abdul FatirSiddiq 

 

Abhi Mannay Ghosh 

 

… 

 

Darika Nath Biswas 

 

 

 

 

Late Parcsh Chandra Dana 

 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

 

Muhammad Ishaquc 

 

 

Lal Khan 

 

 

 

D. C. Dhar. 

 

 

Hari Prasanna Das 

 
 

… 

Cashier, Hotel. Arzoo, Dacca. 

 

Inspr of Police, S. B.. EP. Dacca 

 

Muhira, P. S. Patiya. Dist. 

Chittagong. 

A/P 41, Ramjoy Mohajan Lane. 

Kotwali. Chittagong. 

 

Havilash-Dvip P S. Patia, Dist. 

Chittagong. 

 

Section Office, C. D. A., 

Chittagong. 

 

Steno to Chief Engineer. C. D. A., 

Chittagong. 

 

67. Battali Road. P. S. Kotwali, 

Chittagong. 

 

Reazuddin Road. JL/L Singer 

Machine Repairing Shop. 

Chittagong Town. 

 

3, Mohim Das Road. Kotwali, 

Chittagong. 

 

3, Mohim Das Road. Kotwali, 

Chittagong. 
 

Assistant Accounts Officer. 

Telephone, Revenue, Dacca. 
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178 Mr. Muhammad 

Aminuddin 

179 Mr. G. M. Kadri 
 

180 Mr. Ejaz Muhammad 
Khan 

 
181 Mr. A. Q. Chaudhury 

 
182 Afsanxklin Ahmed 

 
183 Mr. Abdul Majid 

Quaraishi 

 

184 Mr. Abdul Kader 

 

 

185 Lt. Commander A.B. 

Saycd 

186 Mr. H. R. Malik, C. S. P. 

 

 

187 Mr. Fazlur Rahman 
 

 
188 Mr. S. M. Mukhtar Ahmed 

 
 

189 Muhammad Jan Siddiqui 
 

190 Mr. Abrar Ahmed. Dy. 
S.P. 

191 Mr. A. Khaleque, (2) 

P.P.M., P.S.P. 

 

… 

 

… 
 

… 
 

 
… 

 
… 

 
… 

 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

… 

 

 

… 
 

 
… 

 
 

… 
 

… 
 

… 

 

Supervisor, Teleplione Revenue, Dacca 

 

A. D. C, Dacca. 
 

Additional District Magistrate, 
Rawalpindi, West Pakistan 

 
Magistrate, 1st Class, Dacca. 

 
Magistrate, 1st Class, Dacca. 

 
Handwirting Expert. A. D. Intelligence 

Bureau, Rawalpindi, West Pakistan. 

 

Inspr. of Police, S- B., E.P. (H.W. 

Expert), Dacca. 

 

Naval Headquarter, Karachi. 

 

Secretary. R. W. and R. T. Deptt.. 

Govt, of East Pakistan, Dacca. 

 

Inspr. of Police. C. I. A. (S. B., 
Karachi).  

 
Inspr. of Police, S. H. O.. Artillery 

Maidam P. S., Karachi. 
 

State Officer, Karachi. 
 

D. S. P., Spl. Branch, Lahore. 
 

Spl. Supdt. of Police, Spl. Team, Dacca 
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Sl  Name  Father’s Name. Address  Remarks. 

No. 

192 Mr. A. Majid, Q. P. M.. 

P.P. M 

193 Mr. A. K. M. Absanullah 

.. 

 

194 Mr. Abdus Samad 

Talukdcr, P. MJ 

 

195 Mr. Zeaul Haque Khan 

Lodi.. 

 

196 Mr. Sirajul Islam.. 

 

 

197 Mr Muhammad lsrail.. 

 

198 Muhammad Abdus 

Sattar Chaudhury 

 

199 Lt- Commander Syed 

Fazal Rab 

 

200 Waicher F. C. 

Muhammad Ismail 

 
201 

 

202 

 

203 

 

204 

 

… 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 

 

… 

 
 

… 

 

… 

 

… 

 

… 

Spl. Supdt. of Police, S. B., Dacca. 

 

Dy. Supdt. of Police, Spl. Bianch, S. 

T., Dacca. 

 

Inspr.. of Police, S. B.( Spl. Team), 

Dacca. 

 

Inspr. of Police, S. B. Spl. Team, 

Dacca. 

 

Inspr. of Police. S. B.. Spl. Team, 

Dacca. 

 

Inspr. of Police, S. B.. Spl. Team, 

Dacca. 

 

Inspr. of Police. S. B., Spl. Team. 

Dacca. 

 

S. O. N. A. Naval Headquarter, 

Karachi. 

 

C/O. Supdt of Police, Special 

Branch, Karachi. 
 

… 

 

… 

 

… 

 

… 
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205 

206 

207 

208 

209 

210 

211 

212 

213 

214 

 

... 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

... 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 

… 
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS 

(Reference Paragraph 5 and the Annex.) 

 

Serial Descriptive Particulars. Exhibited in Remarks. 
No.  Court us 

 

1 I.etter of Sultan from Dacca, dated 13th  …  … 

August, 1965, to Mian Sahib (Muhammad 

Amir Hussain Mian) at Karachi. 

2 Letter of Sultan dated Nil from Dacca to Mian …  … 

Sahib at Karachi. 

3 Letter of M. Rehaman, dated 29th November, …  … 

1965, from Chittagong to Hussain Sahib at 
Karachi. 

4 Letter signed "M' (dated portion torn off from …  … 

Chittagong to Hussain Sahib at Karachi). 

5 Letter of "Alo", dated 9th February, 1966 from …  … 

Karachi to Ulka at Dacca. 

6 Letter of "Alo" (Lt. Comd. Moazzam) from …  … 
Karachi to "Ulka" (Amir Hussain) at Dacca 

(Dated 25th February, 1966). 

7 A copy of Telegram from Karachi by "Alo" to …  … 

Amir Hussain to his Dacca address, dated 14th 

February, 1966). 

8 Letter of "Alo" from Karachi to Mian Sahib a: …  … 
Dacca, dated 4th March, 1966. 

9 Letter of Lt. Comd. Moazzam Hussain from …  … 

Karachi to Amir Hussain at Dacca, dated 19th 

March, 1966. 

10 Letter of Moazzam from Karachi, dated 1
st
 …  … 

April, 1966, to Amir Hussain at Dacca. 

11 Letter of Mcazzam from Karachi to Amir …  … 

Hussain at Dacca, dated 6th April, 1966. 

12 A copy of Telegram from Moazzam to Amir …  … 
Hussain from Karachi, dated 6th April, 1966. 

13 Letter of Moazzam from Karachi to Amir  …  … 

Hussain at Dacca, dated Sth April, 1966. 
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Serial 
No. 

Descriptive Particulars. Exhibited in 
Court as 

Remarks. 

14 A piece of paper containing "Bangladesh", 

"Betar Bani" etc.. dated Nil. 

… … 

15 A piece of paper containing the words "Bengal 

Air force", "Bangla Sarkar". 

... … 

16 Four sheets of papers giving description of 

arms and ammunition, etc. 

… … 

17 One Provincial Map of East Pakistan Mounted 

and Folded. 

… … 

18 Letter from M. Rahman to Amir Hussain dated 

Nil. 

... … 

19 Notes regarding oath, etc., (Written on Diary 

papers). 

… … 

20 Notes regarding the code names. … … 

21 Burmah Eastern Diary for 1967, written by Ali 

Raza, accused. 

… ... 

22 Bill No. 18, dated 4th November, 1967, of Jan's

Hotel, Peshawar. 

… ... 

23 Certificate of discharge from P.A.F. of A. B. 

M.A. Samad. 

... … 

 

24 Service and Pay Book of A. B. M. A. Samad.  …  … 

 

25 Rupali Diary of 1967, of A. B. M. A. Samad.  …  … 

 

26 Application of M. M. Rameez, dated 24th   …  … 

February, 1962. 

 
27 Issue Register of the office of the D. C., Relief  …  … 

and Rehabilitation, Dacca, dated 25th June. 
1962. 

 
28 "Daily Ittefaque", dated 18th November, 1965,  …  … 

Paper cutting. 
 

29 Dacca Hotel Register, dated 2nd February,  …  … 

1966 

 

30 Joining Report of Amir Hussain.    …  … 
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Serial Descriptive Particulars.                  Exhibited in Remarks. 

No.    Court as 

 

31 Hotel Register of Hotel Miskha, Chittagong,  …  … 
dated 5th  February, 1966. 

32 Register of Hotel Green, dated 15th  March,  …  … 

1966 and 24th April 1966. 

33 Bill book of Hotel Shahajahan, dated 25
th

  …  … 

March, 1966 to 27th march, 1966. 

34 Draft Application of Amir Hussain, dated 31
st
  …  … 

March, 1966 for Rs. 5,000. 

35 Draft issue of Register, dated 31st March, 1966.  …  … 

36 Draft for Rs. 5,000 dated 31st March, 1966.  …  … 

37 Green View Filling and Servicing Petrol Pump  …  … 

Sale Register, dated 1st April, 1966. 

38 Green View Petrol Pump Staff Register, dated  …  … 

1st April, 1966. 

39 Character Certificate of Nowab Ali Driver,  …  … 
dated 30th April, 1966. 

40 Tenancy agreement, dated 2nd May, 1966, for  …  … 

hiring a house. 

41 Ledger Book, dated 19th August, 1966.   …  … 

42 S. B. Account Pay-in-Slip for Rs. 4,000 dated  …  … 

19th  August, 1966. 

43 Habib Bank Cheque for Rs. 11,000 dated 24th  …  … 

August, 1966. 

44 Provisional receipt showing payment of Rs.  …  … 

5,000 dated 24th August, 1966. 

45 S. B. Account of St. Mujibur Rehman, dated  …  … 

31st  August. 1966. 

46 Provisional Receipt for Rs. 11.000 dated 2nd  …  … 

September, 1966. 

47 Cancelling provisional receipt book, dated 2
nd

  …  … 

September, 1966 and Cheque of Habib Bank, 

dated 24th August, 1966. 
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Serial  Descriptive Particulars.  Exhibited in  Remarks. 

       Court as 

48 Cheque for withdrawal of Rs. 4.500 by St.  …  … 

Mujibur Rahman, dated 10th September, 1966. 
 

49 Certified copy of the register of Motor Vehicles  …  … 
Chittagong, dated 10 September, 1966. 

 
50 Cheque for withdrawal of Rs. 450 by Mujibur  …  … 

Rahman, dated 20th September, 1966. 

 

51 Blue Book of Jeep 9199.     …  … 

 

52 Bill Register of Green View Petrol Pump.  …  … 

 

53 Cargo Invoice Book of different dales in the  …  … 

Ferry. 

 

54 Cargo Invoice Book of different dates in the  …  … 

Ferry. 

 

55 Log Books of Ferryghat between Dacca and  …  … 
Daudkandi. 

 
56 Receipt Register Part II, Vol. I of Madaripur  …  … 

P.s. 
 

57 T. A. Bills of different dates of Lt. Moazzam  …  … 
Hussain in all 12. 

 

58 One negative of a photostat of a letter of K. M.  …  … 

S. Rahman, C. S- P. 

 

59 Pay-in-Slip of Rs. 5,000 dated 8th October.  …  … 

1966. 

 

60 Blue Book of Hillman Car No. 9591, dated  …  … 

17th  January, 1967. 

 

61 Personal file of Mr. M. M. Rameez, dated 24the  …  … 

February, 1967. 

 
62 Original Joining Report of Lt. Moazzam to I.  …  … 

W.T. A. Dacca, dated 1 Ith March, 1967. 
 

63 Once French bound book of Arts and   …  … 
Photography (Negative book), dated 27th 

March. 1967. 
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Serial  Descriptive Particulars.  Exhibited in  Remarks. 

No.       Courts as 

64 Rent bill issued by M.R. Rabbani to Ali Reza  …  … 
for house-rent, dated march, 1967 to August, 

1967. 
 

65 Deserter roll of St. Mujibur Rahman, dated 3
rd

  …  … 

April. 1967. 

 

66 A deed of agreement between Kudratulkih and  …  … 

M. Rahman, dated 4th April, 1967, for hiring a 

house. 

 

67 Cash Memo, book, dated 14th April. 1967.  …  … 

 

68 P. I. A. Invoice, dated 21st April, 1967.   …  … 

 

69 Account opening form for S. B. Account No.  …  … 

10999 (51) by Mujibur Rehman. dated 4th 
May, 1967. 

 
70 Fitness and Registration Certificate of Risaldar  …  … 

A. K. M. Shamsul Haq, dated 4th May, 1967. 
 

71 Hotel Register of Hotel Denofa. dated 11
th

  …  … 
July. 1967. 

 

72 Toll collection Book of Shovapur Bridge.   …  … 

 

73 Show cause notice issued hy Asstt.   …  … 

Commissioner, Relief and Rehabilitation to Mr. 

M. Rameez, dated 19th July, 1967. 
 

74 Account Opening from P. 58 current account  …  … 
No. 3251, dated 24th  July, 1967. 

 

75 Rent receipts issued to Manik Chaudhury,  …  … 

dated August, 1967 to December, 1967. 

 

76 Lease agreement between Khurshida Begum  …  … 

and Ali Reza, dated 1
st
  September, 1967. 

 

77 Bearer cheque for Rs. 500 drawn by St.   …  … 

Mujibur Rchman. 

 

78 Counterfoil of a cheque for Rs. 500 in favour of  …  … 

Mujibur Rahman, dated 12th October, 1067. 
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Serial  Descriptive Particulars  Exhibited In  Remarks 

No. 

79 Visitor Register of Jan's Hotel, Peshawar, dated  …  … 
4th November, 1967. 

 
80 Original passenger Manifesto of P.l.A. flight  …  … 

Containing the name of Ali Reza, dated 8ih 

November, 1967. 

 

81 Note sheet of C.S.O., Dacca with the notings of  …  … 

Amir.Hussain, dated 17th November, 1967. 

 

82 Cheque for withdrawal of Rs, 45 by M   …  … 

Rahman, dated 18th November, 1967. 

 

LIST OF ARTICLES 

(Reference Paragraph 5 and the Annex.) 

 

Serial  Descriptive Particulars.  Exhibited in  Remarks. 

No.       Courts as 

 

1 MOSCOVITCH CAR No. EBC 7976, P.I. A. …   … 

Car No. 2668, previous No. KAE 3194. 

 

2 One Jeep bearing No. 9139.   …   … 

 

3 One Fiat Car 110/D (Model) bearing No. EBA …   … 

9100. 

 

4 Fill man Imp, Car No. 9591.   …   … 

 

5 One telephone set bearing No. 6829/6.  …   … 
 

6 One Hand Grenade.    …   … 
 

7 One blue coloured Rexin hand bag  …   … 
 

8 Small Lock.     …   … 
 

9 One key of the said Lock.    …   … 

 

10 One polythene bag.    …   … 
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%9� ��� �W�B ������ %��5 ��D$� 
(�� ���>��� >����& 

(�� ���>��� �7�� (���*"�) >�, /01] 

 
 

���$ ���"*����$ ���"*����$ ���"*����$ ���"*��� ���� ���� ����@�� ����@�� >�@ <@ �W�B ������� ���� ���� ����@�� ����@�� >�@ <@ �W�B ������� ���� ���� ����@�� ����@�� >�@ <@ �W�B ������� ���� ���� ����@�� ����@�� >�@ <@ �W�B �����    

(�� ���>��� �7��(�� ���>��� �7��(�� ���>��� �7��(�� ���>��� �7��    

����� ��@������ ����� >����& ��= "��� ��� (�� ���>��� �7�� �n����� ���#�� I�� ����� ��@������ ����� >����& ��= "��� ��� (�� ���>��� �7�� �n����� ���#�� I�� ����� ��@������ ����� >����& ��= "��� ��� (�� ���>��� �7�� �n����� ���#�� I�� ����� ��@������ ����� >����& ��= "��� ��� (�� ���>��� �7�� �n����� ���#�� I�� 
"���"���"���"���    


����� ���$ !�����   �w�� ������ ���9� <"> ��[� ���� �7���� %��� ������� 
>���� ��'� 7@��@ %�� ���"*� I��3�� >� ����!��� ��O�� "�����E। ���"*� I��3�� < 
��O��� %���" %��� (����W� ��$Q ���>$ ���� 7@���E।  


����� ���!� �� ������ ��9 ���"*��� >9�8� %�� %"���� I�� ��V��i��"�� "��, 
<� K�� /0m0 ���� %��� ���� >�� (7��� �7�� (��7��� ���$�� (�#�� % ���� ��9 9= 
"��। % ���� ��9 ����$  �E� <�� <�  (�@�� <"�) ������B"��� �D������ 98���B" 
I��3� �7���� ������। 

/0qm ���� %�� ID�� I�����" ������ <�� ��� >���� ���� �!�� ���� ��$��'� 7�। 
%�� 6@��� ���$ ���"*� ��"���� ��B� ��! "��। ����"F%�� 98'�� (I��� ���� ������� <" 
I��������� (�#� "��। >������8� "���8��D$ <"�) ������B" ������� �� 9= "��� >� 
%���" @������@ "��" ���� "��� ��$�� (!�9 "���� 7@���E�। 

�����" ��� I��$�� �� 7@��@ ��$�� ��"�� %��� 4�� ��$�� '���@�� D��"। /0q] 
����� /^@ ��¤��� ��7�� ���$ ���"*� > ����|� ��e$���: %���" (OK��� "�� <�� I�� (�W 
����"�� ��� ��'��� %)" ����। %���" <@!��� %)" ����"��� ��7��� %��� ��G�� E��) 
(Kp>���� ����� ����� "��, �"F o %�� �"� ��!���9 7@�� ���� ����7�� ��! "��। /0q0-
<� �e��-� �"��� /01,-<� >�������� %���" 4f %)"��?� 7@�� ���f (� �� 7�। 

���f��!"��� %��� 4�� �"E� �"E� ����-���� >��� "�� -7�� ��"� ���9 "���� %���" 
9Q��?� �-�; �����!��� ({���  ¥�\�" >��@�� 7@�� <�� I�����$�� ���  <"@!��� (� 
���� ��7���9�" ��9� "��@�� 7@��। (9���&� ��!��9� (���"�� ��$�� <@ ��� ��$�� E���� �� 
%��� ��E� ���9�� D��"�।  

����� /01^ ���� ��$�� ����B >���� I�¦��� �� %��� (�� ���� �7�� 
(��7�� �$����" (OK��� "�� �� %���"  > ����|� ��e$��: ��� "���Q���� ��5� "�� 7� 
<�� I�� E���� ��� ��'��� %)" ���� 7�। (��7�� �$���� �#���� �� /01m ���� (���� 4!� ���� 
% ���� ��9�" <"�) ��>R��" I��3� �7���� ��>$���� "�� 7� <�� %��� ������ ������� 
���� �w�� �7���� (I���ev ��$�'� I����§�� "��� ����Q O78 "��। ������ ������� �� <@ 
��� (I���ev ��� >�� %@��� ���� ��G�� I����§�� "��� >� (��7������ K����� �>b�7�" 
���� 
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�� "��। %��� ��$�'� ��!�� �G "��। ��"��� "�#�5  ����� %��� �f#�� �y�"$ "��"�) 
����� ����� "���� %���" ��D�� ���f   ���¨� "���� D��"। 

/01q ���� !����� ���D ��� '��"��� (� �"� ��>������ !����� %[��8� ��¥ �&� 
"�� %�� ��7���� ����। ��"���� ��� I�'U��" ��8$!��� ��D$ "��� >� %�� %��� ��   
>������8� I�� %7�� >��@। 

��� I�'U�� ����� �"� I"�� ��7��� I�� "��� >�  %��� �� ���$ ���"*� % ���� ��9 
@7�� �"� ��w� �") ���$� (I�8 "��। 

��� '��"��� ���$ ���"*��� 9!$��� ���!�� ���3� ��$���� ����� %�� I����� 
���� ��>R��" (�#�#�&� ���D <" ��f ���#���� !����� %[��8� I�� �&� T�� "�� <�� 
(���� ��� I�'U�� o"���!��� ��O��   ��7��� "��� >� >9�8� I�� %��� >��@। �������� 
(I���ev %@����� I��� z�8"��� %��   ���� ��>������98 %��B� 7@�� ��7�� ��7� 
��5�� "��। (�@ ��� %�� ���$ ���"*��� %\��" 
��|��� I��   ���"��� %����� 
��!T��� ����I�5�� < I����" �����" I���5�� ������� 
���y�8$ "���� ������� >� 
(I���e�v� �") %��� >��@। "��8 ���"��� ���$ ���"*� (���� �� ����7 �"� ��V 7@�� 
�y�8$ ���Xb 7@�� ��W���E�। 

%�� ����& (i��8��"  ��D$ "�����E��� "��8 %�� <�� %��� I��3� �O9��� >� ��V 
���*�� %?���- %��� ��V�� "�� (� �"� %Q>$���" ������ ���Q��8$ 4���� ������� 7 �� 4�'�।  

/011 ����� (9�W�� ���" ���7��� ���3� ��$���� >���� ������ ���� ��$�'� "���)� 
�") %�� ���$   ��©� ���"*��� ��������� ������B" �����- E��K� "�$��'� 4��?� "��। 
E��K� "�$��'��� ���$   ��©� ���"*�- 4!� ����� >�@ ��8$ %\��" 
��|����� ���� "�� 
7@���E।  

����� %��� I��3� ���$ ���"*� % ���� ��9 E��K� "�$��'� O78 "�� <�� (���� 4!� 
����� ���"�� �D$R��"   ���� ����� ����"��8� ��"��� >�� ��'�@   9=�� >� E��K�� 
��5 >�!� ��3��� I�#| 7�।  

@7��� (I���ev�7 ���� ��"��� (�#�#&   ��"��� I��� �B %���" ‘��h� !����’ ‘9#7 
���’ @����� ���" I�� "�� <�� <"����9 <"e>��  ���" ����� ����� "���� %���" 7���� 
"���� �G "��। /011 ����� <�I�� %�� �� ����� <"�) >�!� "���� ����� 7@�� ��"� 
�K�����E��� �� ��7��� ����� %��� �D���� "�� <�� %��|"� �f#�� I���� ��!����9 ��"� 
7@�� (I��� <" (OK���� ���������� <@����� �� ID� (OK��� "��। 

%���" ����� �7�"��� ����>�ª�)� ����� 4��?� "�� 7@�� ��� %���" �Q��$�"��� >��� 
I�� "��। %�� ��"�� ��� ��58 �7"��� I����"� ����� 4��?� 7@�� ��� %��� >���� 
���� 7 �"F ���� ����� >> I�| >��� ��� %�� (�@��@ ���f ��@ <�� �;�� ���)�� 
�>9#�7 9� "��। (�@ �;���@, %))��, ����� ����� %��|"� ����� "�D� <" �f#��� 4�� 
����) 7@�� (I��� <" (OK���� ������� ��� %��� ���9#7 7@�� %���" (OK��� "��। ����� 
(�@ ����@ %���" ����) �@�� ���। ���� I��� %���" %����� 4��?� "�� 7@�� �����)� 
�7�"��� ����>�ª) %��� >��� %��� ����� "���� %���" "���9��� (I�8 "��। ������ 
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�����)� ���� ����� >> %��� >��� I�� "�� �"F %�� ��f 7@��� ����$@ ����� ����� 
%��|"� ����� "�D� <" �f#�� I���� ��!����9 %«���" "��� ��>��@ (OK��� "��। <����� 
(OK���� ������� ��>��7� 7@�� (I��� 7@�� �E�। (�@ ���� %���" ����� ��7����� �����7� 
�@�� �� �� 7� <�� <"@ !��� ������7 �7�"��� ����>�ª) %��� >��� I��� �
�"#�� 7 <�� 
��� ���� ����� >> I�| >���� ���f��! "���� ��"� I�����$ "��। 4���4f �"� �������7" 
(OK���� I7�   7���� /011 ����� <�I�� ��i�)� 7�। 

/011 ����� (� ����� ID� ����7- ���� %)@ (� %�� ����89�g <" >�!�� �f#�� 
I�� "�� <�� ���� ��"�� �>9#�7 I�����$ "��। ��� <")�� ��� ����� ‘�e�K: �K ���"*� 
G�’- <� +^ ����� %���" (OK��� "��। <"@ ��w %��� I��3��� �� ����" (�#�#&�" 
(OK��� "�� 7�। @7���� ���� �E�� ���$ ���"*� % ���� ���9� �����8 �y��" >�� 
��>4�� %7���, ���$ ���"*� % ���� ���9� I�f �7-�!���� >�� ���>��� �7��, '�O�� 
(>�� % ���� ��9 �y��" >�� %�>>, ���$ ���"*� % ���� ���9� N� �y��" >�� >�� 
%7��� ('p�����7 �� ����। @7�� �l "��"�� ��� ���$ ���"*� % ���� ���9� ���9=�" 
�y��" >�� ��>��� �7�� ('p����, <�,<,<, I'�� �y��" >�� (���� <e�!��"), 
���>"���8 �y��" >��  ���6� �7��, ��"� (>�� % ���� ��9 �!���� >�� ������ 7", 
��"� �7� % ���� ��9 �!���� >�� 7��K> (��7��� ����, ���$ ���"*� % ���� ��9 ("��� 
����� ���� (��H� >����4�� %7�� <e�!��"), ���$ ���"*� % ���� ��9 �7-�!����   
I�f �B� "����) ���� %��, I�f <�.<.<. >�� %�>�� (7���, <e�!��") >�� 
%����� %7��, ����� <e�!��") >�� %�>�� (7���, ����89g % ���� ��9 �!���� 
>�� ��*K� ��� ���, ����89g % ���� ��9 �y��" >�� �7�4�� %7��, ���$ ���"*� 
% ���� ��9 "��$��� �y��" >�� (��7��6H�7, <e�!��")   ��O��� (�� ��7 (�����Z� 
(7���, ��"� (>�� % ���� ��9 "��$��� �y��" >�� ����>4�� %7��, ��>����9 @4��  
% ���� ��9 �7-�!���� >�� 7�G�� ����, (�>9�`  @4�� % ���� ��9 �!���� >�� 
��7����� ('p����,��"� ��� 4|� % ���� ��9 �y��" >�� %�6� 7��"�, ����� % ���� ��9 
�7-�!���� >�� ���� �K���>, �7� % ���� ��9 "��$��� �y��" >�� ����� %7���, 
���� % ���� ��9 "�$� >�� �G� @����, '�O�� �7� % ���� ��9 �?��� �y��" >�� 
%�6� ��b�, ����� <e�!��") >�� 7���@, (������7�� ���� % ���� ��9 "�$� >�� 
%¬�� �7�� ����"��7 ���� �� % ���� ��9 "�$�, E�����   N��" (���" ���"*� �5������ 
+^ ����� (�3�� ����'��) ��� "���Q��� ��5� "�� 7�। %��� 6@ z������� ���$ ���"*� 
E�����9� I�f �����8 �y��" (�� K>��� 7" <�� ��"� ��V��������� E�� (�� �7�6� 
@�����"  "���G� "�� 7�। ����"F ���$ ���"*��� ��$���5� >�I� ����� ���" @�|K�"�"  
��$�� ���"�9�3� ���� (i��8� "��। @7�� <"��� "��8 7@� (�, @�|K�" ���k ���k %��� 
I��3��� ������7 ��D$ "���। ��"�� @7�� E������ ���>��� "�� <�� @7�� %Q>$���" ����� 
�yb �y��" >�� (��KZ� (7���  ��K ���" �����" ��i$"���� >�� ("���G� ������ ��7�� 
��G�� (�� "��"�) (Kp>���� ����� ����� "��। ��9�� '�O�� ������ ('-��� �� "����$� I�f 
�!���� '�O�� (�$�) ���U� I�f �7-�!����   ���� % ���� ��9 (�� >�� @����"  
���"*� �5� ���� ��� �; "���"�5 ��5� "�� 7�।  

%����� (OK������ I������ %��� I��3� /011 ����� 2@ >� �����8 ��$i) %7�� "��। 
I�������� <@ 7������ �� ������� C���� ��"�   ����9�g // ���f �7� 7�। ����� I�� 
],, (��" (OK��� "��  <�� ����� (���"� ��G�� ����� ����� "��। ���$-���"*��� 9!$� 
>�� (���� 
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�� I����@ ��7�� (��"> <�� ��"��� "�$'��� ����� ����� D��" (� ���� ��� 9���� %�� 
D��"�� ���� �#���� D��"�� 7@��। @7� ���"@ ��9� %�E। %)"��?�� "���"�5@ %���" 
��'���� ����� 7@�� 7���E। I�� ^/ ��� %)" ������� /01] ����� /2//] ����� ���  <")�� 
��� %���" �D�"�D� ���f (� �� 7� <�� ("��� "���9���� K)" 7@�� "���� �����" ���f 
���7" �� I���9 "���� %���" ��"� (������� �@�� %�� <�� <"�) G� "�5 %)" ����। 
%���" ��7�>9� 7@�� ���Xb "���� �>$� ���� 7� <�� "�7��  ��7� ��5�� ���� "�� 7�। 
%���" ����� "�9> ��$Q ��W�� (� �� 7@� �, ��V 7@�� �"� (��9����9��7� ��?�� <@!��� 
%���" ��i$ ��̀'  ���"�� %)" D��"�� 7�। <@ ��� %���" ������" ����" ��$�� �7� 
"���� 7� <�� %���" �"� I"�� ���7" �����9-������ 7@�� ��\� ���� 7�।<@ ����" ����'�� 
�-�; �� �l I"�� "���� 7� ��@ 4|�। 

<@ ��'��"��$ �G 7@��� ��� <"�� ����$ /01] ����� /]@ >�, %�� ID� <e�!��") >�� 
%�6� ����� ���� ��7� ��5�� "�� <�� ��7��" %��� ���� ("p���� ����9 "��। 

("����� %��� 4�� ��$�� '���@��� >� <�� %��� ���" ���¨�, ������   
%����9�" "����� "����� >i� ����#�| �@�� %���" <@ �D�"�D� �W�B ������ ��D�� >�W� 
"�� 7@���E। E� �K�� �!�|�� ���$ ���"*��� %\��" 
��|����� �����7 ��>R��", 
�D$R��", '�"���� �����   ���� (5�� ����� ����w� ���� %����� ��D �� �#�U "��   
��®�8 "��@ @7�� ��� 4����। 

<@ %����� %����� ����$ %�� (�� "� (�����Z� (7���, (�� (��>���� (7���, <s-
"��$���� %��� (7���, <�,<� ����� 4�� %7���, "����4�� %7���, U���e$ ���>��� �7��, 
��@) ���>$v ��7K�> 4H�7   <@ ������ >�W� ���� ?�, (p   ���� ���7� "�$'������ "�  
(��� �@। >�� K>��� �7��, >�� G�� "����   >�� �� (��7���� ������ �7��- <@ ��> 
��,<�,�� ��K������ %�� >��। %�� �B� �7���� ��"��� "��$ �y��"��� ��7��9�" >����� 
�����9 ��@���E��� <�� ��7��   �� ���$ ���"*� ��"���� ���!b ������ ���f �E�� �"F %�� 
��7���� ��w "��� ��>��� ����" %���'� "�� �@ �"��� ("� �W��B  ����#� 7@ �@। %�� 
("��� (�� "� (�����Z� (7����� ���9#�7 �D�� "��'��� >�� "����4���� ���9#�7 9� "�� 
�@ �"��� %��� �D��  (�� "� (�����Z� (7����� ���9#�7 �D�� "��'��� >�� "����4���� 
���9#�7 ("� �!� ���3� 7� �@ �"��� <@ �D�"�D� �W�B �y�"$ ("� ���f� ��7� ("� 
%���'� %��� �D�� >�� ��>4���� ����� ��i�)� 7� �@। o �"� ���f ("��� %��� 9#�7 
9� "�� �@ <�� %��  <@ �D�"�D� �W��B� ���D >�W� "�7��"  )�"� (�@ �@। %�� "�  
e�� ���6� �7�� �"��� ���" ('p�����" <@ �D�"�D� �W��B ��7��� "���� ��� �@। ��7�� 
'�O��%��� I��3��� ���� �� �� �����8 "�$���� ��� ���। %��� I��3�� �� �7-�!����, 
mm > ���$�� ����� ����, <"> �����8 �y��" <�� %)> �y��" ��7���E। ���$ 
���"*� % ���� ���9� "�$"�$���� ���"@ I�f �B�, <�,<,<,   <�,��,<। ��$��� ("��� 
������� ��̀'>   I�����" ������� ��> ���� %��� I��3�!�f। '�O��   %��� I��3��� 
(>��   �7� �!����   �y��"98, I�f  <�,<,<,   <�,��,<   ��" ��|����   I!������ 
���f98 ������। %�� ��7���� "�7��  �") ("� I"�� ��7����� "D� 4�H� "�� �@। @7� 
���� (� %�� <"> �����8 ������� ���" ('p����   <"> �����8 <�,<�,<K e�f�� ���6� 
�7���" ("� ��7����� >� ������ "���� ����। /01q ����� >���� ����� ��$�'� % ���� 
��9 I�D$� >�� >�� %7���� ('p����� ��������� "��� >� e�f�� ���6� �7���" ��� % ���� 
��9 7@�� ��7��� "�� 7@���E�। %�� e�f�� ���6� �7���� 9#�7 "����  9� "�� �@। 
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%�� ���$ ���"*� % ���� ���9� �!����। @7� <"�) ������B" ��>R��" ��- (���� 
�D$R��", ��>R��", �����>" 4b��� (5�� ��7�� <"�) �����$U, ����9�=� ���   "�$��'� 
��7���E। %�� �������B" ��>����� "���� %?���� @। %�� (����  4!� ����� >� 
�����'�� '��7���E���- E� �K� "�$��'��� @7�@ ���#� 7@���E। (���� >� %�� ��7�@ �w�"� 
!������E %�� ��$��@ ��7� ������B" 9��� �!��� >���5 I"�� "�����E <�� <@ ���| 
%���" ��$��@ ���"�9�3� <�� 
�D$������� 7��� �9#7�� 7@�� 7@���E। ��7��� %���"   %��� 
I��3��" �� "���� ���"*��� >9�8�, ������� ���$ ���"*����� 4�� (���8   ��®�8 
����7� ������ '��। 

%��� 4�f� ��D$� %�� �7���� %����� %��� ���� "���� '�@ (�, %���" 
I���7������ ��D�� <@ ������ >�W� "�� 7@���E। ���"*� ��"���� 
��� ��!�9 "�#$" /01] 
����� 1@ >������ I"���� <" I'����� ��!��f ����� "�D� ^] ���f� �� ������ �E� <�� 
47�� ���� %��� �� �E� �। 4f I'����� @7�  4�H� "�� 7@���E� (�, �"� ��!��f@ 
��!���9 
�"�� "�����E- ��Q I�� (�� 7@�� %�����E <�� ���@ �����) ��'����D$ %����� (I�8 
"�� 7@��।  

<"> I�f �B� �7���� ��>$� ��!T��� ����I�5�� %�� 
��� ��!��9� 4f I'���� 
�-�; <"D� >��@�� '�@ (�, ���YU ��!��9� (��[)��� "�#$" ���f9�!��� ������ ����5�   
�������� 7 �� �������" ("� ��!�9 7@�� ("� I"�� I'���� I"�� "�� ��� �। <�� <��-� 
CG���8$ ������ (5�� ("� I'���� I"�� "���� 7@�� I���B� �D�� (I���e�v� ������ ��! 
%���"। 

��$�� ����� 4�H��� ��®�8   ��$�� ���� ���8�� E�W� %� �"E�@ �7। ����"F 

�D$���� �7� "�#$" (���8 ����7� ����� (� �W�B >�� ��$�� ���"�9�3� ��*�� "�����E <@ 
����� ��7��@ ����� I���[��। %�� "�  ���$ ���"*��" ��©� ���"*� 7@�� ���Xb "����� 
>� ("� �"E� "�� �@ �"��� ("���  <@ 4����� ("� ?�, (p �� ���� ���7�� ("� "�$'���� 
��{��$ ("� �W�B���" "���$ %�����9 "�� �@।  

%�� ���$�� <�� < ������� �����8$!��� �T। �D�"�D� �W�B �y�"$ %�� �"E�@ >�� �। 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

���"*� (��" ���i� 4�����9 ��'̀�� 
����� �7�"�� ¯��8���� 

���" ���"*� m >���@,/01] 

 

���"*� (��" ���i� 4�����9 ��'̀�� ����� �7�"�� ¯��8�������"*� (��" ���i� 4�����9 ��'̀�� ����� �7�"�� ¯��8�������"*� (��" ���i� 4�����9 ��'̀�� ����� �7�"�� ¯��8�������"*� (��" ���i� 4�����9 ��'̀�� ����� �7�"�� ¯��8����    
%9���"�� (D�" ���"*� (��" ��i ���$�\� ����� 4�����9 ��"-!����� ��'̀> (N3 "��� 

¯��8���� �G 7��। ��̀'�� ����� <@ 4���� q@ >���@ ���� ����, 1 @ >���@ @"��� ����,2 @ 
>���@ 9����, ] @ >���@ ��@�"� ������ �|, 0 @ >���@ >G� ���� I������� 7��। 

>���@ >���@ >���@ >���@ 1111, , , , /01] /01] /01] /01] ���" ���"*����" ���"*����" ���"*����" ���"*�    

(��" ���i� �7�"�� ¯��8���� %��(��" ���i� �7�"�� ¯��8���� %��(��" ���i� �7�"�� ¯��8���� %��(��" ���i� �7�"�� ¯��8���� %��    

���"*� (��" ���i� ���$�\� ���� %����>� ��̀'�� ����� �7�"�� ¯��8���� 9�"�� 
�[��� (D�" ��"�� @�g����$ @�U�)4�) �G 7���E। 9�"�� �E� ���� ����। �7> ��&�!��� 
��'� ��\ ��;� ���W E)�� %���'� �!�� ��� ���� �G 7� ID� ���� ��3�। 

�!����� "�� @�����" <"��e��� �e��¤� >�� %��� 7����। I�; ��= "�� e� 
%���Z���.. .. .. ..। ��3�� >�� %��� 7���� ���, ���� ���7�� �� (� ("� ���7�� �y�"$ 
%�� ����� <"�) "D� ���, ���7��   ��S#�� <" ��| �। ���7�� <" ��l। (� ("� ��l�"@ 
(� ("� %���$� ��7 �7���� ���7�� "�� ���। >�� 7���� ��� (�,  <�" %��� �� ��� ¯�8 
���� �-  <�"� ���D ����" ������ ���� ��S#��� �°) �#�U "��।  ��� ���, <@ ����� !���� 
������ ����� ���7���� %
�� (���। ����� !����" <"�) ��l �7���� %�| "��� ('U� "��� 7��, 
��� ���, 9� <"’� �E��� ����� ���7���" %��� 4��5� "��� ���� �।  

��� ���, �����D ��   ��D� ±�²$ �����$��� 7 �� ��³  <"�) ����� ���� >��� 
�E�� ��7��� 
��� �'Q�।  

e� %���Z��� ��̀� I��; ���, '��� '��� �����D �� �����E, �D �����E; [��@ 
�"� ��"�8$��� 9�� (!� "�� ��� ������ �#�D��� �9��" 7�� ('���E।  

%�� �E� ��� ��̀� ���� <"@ ���f ��� "�� �। <@ �� ������D� �7���9 i�)�E� ���@ 
��̀� ��5 ��� 7���E� ����� !���� ��f�" ��C�8 �#�� "��।  

%� �� �E� I�����" ���7�� ���" ��V�!�� �9�!$ ?� (���।  

��� ���, ‘‘�����D (� %����� !���   ���7���  (N3 ��$��� (� "D�� CG� "���� ��5@ 
�� #̄� 7 �� ��� �।........ 
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ID� ���� <@ ��3�� ����� �����8 ��$�"� ������ i�)। "���� ���=� %��� (9���� 
(��*K�, (��� ��GZ���   ��"�&�� %�� >�K� "���� ��= "��। 

- ��3��) ���'��� "��, %��"�� @����।  

 

>���@ >���@ >���@ >���@ 2222, , , , /01]/01]/01]/01]। । । । ���" ���"*����" ���"*����" ���"*����" ���"*�    

�7�"�� ¯��8������ ����� ���7�"�� ¯��8������ ����� ���7�"�� ¯��8������ ����� ���7�"�� ¯��8������ ����� ������    

%H��� @"����� I�� N�� ����%H��� @"����� I�� N�� ����%H��� @"����� I�� N�� ����%H��� @"����� I�� N�� ����    

("��� ����� 4b� (���e$� �e��¤� e� <���� 7" 9�"�� ����� �7�"�� ¯��8����� ��� 
(�, %&-(�p&�$ �� "��@ �#�U "��� ���� �"F >����" !������� �D ���$�   '��� ���D� 
(� ��� �� "�� ��� ����। 

%H���  @"��� �E�� <�� <" ���� "��। %����� (�p!�9� (�, %��� %����� ���k <� 
<" "���" (����E। e� <���� 7" ���, <���� 6> "�� i��Q >���� >�9��8� ��8��� ���� 
�µ"M। ��̀��� <"> @"���, ��> >G� @����। <�� %������" %� �|�� >�O� "�� 
�����E।  

%���'� �!�� I�; ��= "�� (��� ��7K�>�H�7  >�� ��G�� @4��K। 7� !��$ ��$"�" 
9�"���� ��3�  ��DU %& (��।  

 

>���@ >���@ >���@ >���@ /,/,/,/,, , , , /01]/01]/01]/01]। । । । ���" ���"*����" ���"*����" ���"*����" ���"*�    

�7�"�� ¯���8���� �����7�"�� ¯���8���� �����7�"�� ¯���8���� �����7�"�� ¯���8���� ���� 

>G� ������ ��� ���� 7� �w���� ��"�� @�g��$�� @:�)�)4�) ���� 7���E (��" ���i� 
���$�\� ����� %����>� q �� ����� �7�"�� ¯������।............. 

%���'� �!�� �!����� "�� %�6� "����। I�; ��= "�� >�� (���7� 4�� �� 
>�7�w��   >�� ��K"�� @����। �7�"�� ¯��8������ (�� ���� <@ ��3�� 4����� ��$���" 
��$�"� ������ i�)�E�। 

........................................................................................................................ 

(������ ��3��� <")� ����U� �E�। 

��\ ���� 7���E� ���� (D�"��7 ��®C�X� <"�) (�\��� �� ���। @�g����$ @:�)�)4�)� 
<e������)! ��K��� >�� %�� (��" ���i� <@ ��3��� K���) 4�7�� (�। 
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............................................................................................................................... 
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9�"���� ��3��� ID� ��$��� %���'� �!�� %�6� "���� ��� (�, >G� �E�� 
����W� >9�8� 
���"�� %����� ��O��� "��। ����� ���7��� ��� 98�B ���>��B� ID� 
I�f�।��� >G��� "��� �����" m !��9 !�9 "��।.......��� ���, >G��� %�9  ��" 
"�� 7���E, (�� �����D, �� '�, �"F >G��� �� ����� ���7��� <� ����" %��� 
(@।......... 

 

�#��� ��$��� �w��"�� >G� ������D� ('��  �W। 

............................................................................................................................... 

���7�� >G��� %��$!�� �y�"$ ��� (>�� "����) ���, >G� �� ���7��� (�� <�� 
�� �����D !�
�-��̀� �� ��8$ ����। �"F ���̀ �� %��!$�� 7���- (��� (9��� ���9� (�p��� 
�� ��$ ��� "���� 4��� 7�� 4�=�E। �� ������D� "D� ���"@ !��� (9��। >G� ���7��� 

��������� "���E ��� ("4 ("4 (� ��!���9 "�� ��� ��������� "�� >�� "���� ���, ��� 
���7���� ����) 7��� ‘>9�8� 
���"��’- 98���B" ���>�B। < ����) ���� ��k�� ���� �, ����� 
>G� ���7�� ��= ��N� ���। 

............................................................................................................................... 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

����� �8$����   ��� ��S�� I���9 
��V������� ��5"��� �f�� 

���" ���"*� /+ %9U, /01] 

 
����� �8$����   ��� ��S�� I�w����� �8$����   ��� ��S�� I�w����� �8$����   ��� ��S�� I�w����� �8$����   ��� ��S�� I�w----    

    ��V��������� �f�����V��������� �f�����V��������� �f�����V��������� �f���    
    

����� �8$���� ��S�� �y�"$ ��"� ��V������� <"��e��" "�4�:��� ������ I��w 
��V��������� <" (I� ��T���� 9�"�� ��� 7� (�, ����� ����� (5�� (� [���$�� ���#���� 
(��� ���X ��� ���� <�� 4¶��5�   I����" "��$[��� ������ �7����  ������ 4b��" ��9� 
"��� >�� <@ ��S�� ������ "�� 7���E। ���-���#���� ����7�!��� <�9�� (9�� �� !����"  
6�$� "�� (K���। ����� !���� 4b��" ���7� "�� <@ ��S���� 4���� ��� ("� @�w� I�� "�� 
7�� <"��e��" "�4�:��� �7� 4���� !�� (��k�  7��। ����� !���� ��G�� <"��e��" "�4�:� 
<"�) �W��B ��� 7���E ��� 7��  !�� "�� 7��। ��V������� "�#�5 >�� e� ��7�� �7�6H�7 
��>@ <@ "���) 9=�� I*�� "��। ���? 7 ��� ���$ ��$Q "���)� �� ��=�" �!����� "��। 
"���)� ������)$ (��� ������� ?� ��! "���E (��� ������� O7�8� ������� "���)� ��=" ����7 
��� (>�� I�'U� '������E। 

�5�i��� %[�Q 7 ��� �G ������)$ e� �7�6H�7 
�5� ���� ���� �, <@ ����" ��"#� 
"�� '�� �। "�#�5 >�� (�, �������� ��S���� ��*���� I����9� �������) �=" "��� 4����� 
� ��������U %� <"�) "���) 9=�� �������  <"��e��" "�4�:� ����Q ����E। "�$�5 
>��, <"��e��" "�4�:��� 4f ��=�" q, > ������ ���� ��� 6> �������� ��������� 
"��। "���)� ��> ������ ������������" �f���7 �����)$�) <"��e��" "�4�:��� +�� 
%9�U� ��=�"� %�9@ ������� "��E ��=� 7�। 

(I� ��T���� ��� 7�, ��"� ��V��������� <"��e��" "�4�:�-<� 9� ��=�" e� ��� 
�7�6H�7� (�#�� 9�=� "���)� �����)$ ������� ��� O78 "��। ����� !���� ���, �����8   
�8$���� ��S��   �7>"��8� 4����� /012 ����� ^](� ��'$ <@ "���) 9= "�� 7�। <@ "���) 
9=�� 4���� �E� ��5�� ��$*�� ����� ��� ������" ��5�� ����� �7���� O78, ��K� %����� 
����� !���� ���7�� <�� ��5� ��*��� I���;"�� ����"��8� >� I�|��� 9���" ·��� "��। 
"���) 9=�� ������� e� ��� �7�6H�7 ��>@ I*�� (� <�� <"��e��" "�4�:� "���)� ('������ 
e� ��� �7�6H�7 E�W� %�  /, > ���� ��� "���) 9= "��।  

"���)� <@ ������ 7��, (/) ����� <"��e��� �e��¤� e� "�>� �� (��7��, (^) I�����" 
>��5� ��!��9� ���'��" >�� �K���p� ��, (+) ��"� ��V��������� ����� ��!��9� ���5 >�� 
%�6� 7�@, (m) ��V��������� @���>� ��!��9� ���5 >�� ���� ��Z�� (7���, (q) ��"� �)'$�� 
(��� "���>� ���5 e� (��7���  ��� 9�, (1) ����� "���>� ���5 >�� %��� "����, (2) 
���5 @¥�7�� ��̀, (]) e� <���� 7", (0) >�� ���� ('p���� (/,) ('p��7� "���>� ���5  >�� 
�), (7���। 
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/012 ����� ^](� ��'$ ���3� <"��e��" "�4�:��� <@ ��=�" 9#7�� I*��� "���)�" ��� 
7� (�, "���) ����� �� I8��� ��� ����� <"��e��   ���� ��?����7 <�5�� (� "�> "���E 
���" ����'� "��� >� ��� 7�। 9� �e��-�� �5�i��� %[�Q 7 ��� ���$ ��$Q e� ��� �7�6H�7 
"���)� ��="����7 �!����� "��। 

< �E��� ^^ (� ��'$ (��>��� ��> ������ ������� �Q���7 "���)� ����$�)�) ��। 

������� ������ 7��, >�� <�, %�6� 7�@, >�� ���� ('p����, e� <���� 7"। m=� (� 
����$�)�) <"��e��" "�4�:�� (�� "�� 7�। �����)� CG� ����'� "�� ����$�) <�� ������� 
�f���� "�� �� �����" ������7� ����Q ( �� 7�। 

����� +�� %9U <"��e��" "�4�:� �"E� ������   ������� �� ���9�!��� ����$�)�) 
O78 "��। <� ��*���� I����9� �������) �=" "��� >� ��� <"�) "���) �����9� ����Q O78 
"�� 7�। K��"��¡ �� %)$� <�� K��"��¡ �� (��e���� e� ���$ ���"*��� �e,��,%@, �)'��$ 
(��� "���>� I�f ���5 >��  ��� 9�, ���5 @¥��7� ��, >�� �G� (���� <�� e� "�>� 
�� (��7��� <@ "���)� ���� ���f 7। 

"�4�:� "���)� ����$�)�) (�!��� O78 "���E ���� ����� !���� 4�� %[��8� ("� Ia@ 
 �= �। 

����� ������� >� ��� "��"�) �5� ��� (� ��� "D� ��� 7���E। �5�C��� 7��� ¸, 8,�, 
�, �, o, ¹। <C��� ��� ���� ("������ ���"-����"���� ��= O7�8 (� ����) ������ ��! "��� 
(�)�@ "�4�:��� ���� �E�। �8$����� o �� ��W�� �5� ��5�� I���� ���� �#�U "���E।  

"�4�:� <"�) ��� I'��� I���9 ����� <"��e��, ����U ��5����, (��" e� ��� �7�6H�7.  

���5 @¥��7� �� <�� ������ �������   I*���" %@��� "��� ('���E। 

�������� ����, (���� ����U ��5������ �� 4����I�8���� <"�) �7>-��� 4����� !�� 
������ �� "�� 7���E। ������ >� e� ��� �7�6H�7 <� 
�5� ���� ���� �। �D' <�5�� !�� 
������ (� �� 7���E। ��� 7���E e� ��� �7�6H�7 ��" <�� ��S���� �������। 

%�9@ ��� 7���E e� ��� �7�6H�7� "D� ������ <@ "���) ����9 "�� 7�। ��� "���)� 
���!b �!�� ����$��) 4�H��� ���$ e� ��� �7�6H�7 ������� O7�8� >� (>�� ��O�� '���। 
<"��e��" "�4�:��� ����98 �������� �º5����। ��̀�� ���!b K��"��¡ ��!�9   ��V��������� 
% ���� "���>� I������ "��E। ��5�� ���D ��f <�� %O7� ����U ���f98@ "�4�:��� 
����। <"��e��" "�4�:��� (� �!�� ����$�)�) 9#7�� 7� ���� 4��?� q, > ������ ���� ��� 
^ > ���� �����" %�6� 7�@ <�� %& (��7 "���>� ���5 <,(",<�, "��� ��z��Q�  �#�U 
7�� <@ ���f�� ����$��)� I*��C���� ��������� "��। 

(9�)� <"��e��" "�4�:� ����� !���� �W��B ��� 7���E, < ��!���9 ���� ������� (���I� 
  4����  ������" ")�5 "�� 7���E।  

......................... 
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����� Ia <")�@ �E� ("� ������ <@ ��S�� "�� 7��। ��V�������C����  ��K (D�" 
("� �����$U ��!���� �!��� ����� ��� [��@ >�)� 7�� ��W�E�। 

���"*� I��3�� %�9 (D�"@ �����  �� (� ��S�� ����� ����� "D� ���� >�� %�E। 

<@ >���� ����8� >� /0+, ����  "�"��� ��V������� "���� ��S�� ��� "��, �� I�� 
���@ O78 "���E। <�� ��S�� �E� ��y�8$   %���"।  

<"@ ²�� <"���" �5��� (� � � �D�� > �) 4¶���8� �G ����� ��� ����� 7��। 
�I���>�� ��W��   "���'� ���»� I��" �D�� ����� �'¼��7���f 
�²� (�4 <� ?�� (◌p, "@ 
<� ?�� �" ) ������ ����� 7��।  

%>  %9����� ����� !��� (� I����� I�� !��� (�@ I���� 4¶�� ��5� ���'���� ������ 
����� <"�) ��?� �7���� ��V��������� ��V��, ��� ��S���� �D ���$� ��� ��� ��D$�� ����� 
<W���� ����� 7��। ����� ����� >�)��� ����7� ����� �D$ 7�� ����� !����" 6�$� �����@ 
���Q�।  

I*���� ��S���� ��E� ����� !���� ��"�� ���7� "��� ���� %�E <�� @�w� 7�� 
�����"। <!��� (���� "�4�:��� ����O" 4����@ !�� (��k� 7��।  

 
 

---------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

�8$���� ��S���� I������ m^ > 
����>���� ���#�� 

���" ���"*� / (���-�, /01] 

 
m^ m^ m^ m^ > ����>���� ���#���> ����>���� ���#���> ����>���� ���#���> ����>���� ���#���        

�8$���� ��S��8$���� ��S��8$���� ��S��8$���� ��S���� ������'���� ������'���� ������'���� ������'�    
    

9�"�� ����� ��"�� m^ > ���7���", �'Q����, ��l�   �������" <" ��f ���#���� ��"� 
��V��������� <"��e��" "�4�:�� 9#7�� ����� �8$���� �������   ��� ��S�� �����Q� 
������'� "��। ���� ��� (�, I*���� �����$ O78 "�� 7�� 7�>�� �E��� ����� !���   
���7���� ���D %����� 
�!���" �y"$ ��"��O* 7�� �W��, �¬ ��� ���$� ���7��   ������|9� 
!����D$  ���w 7����� (K���, "����� E& I"��8� ������ ���$�* 7�� <�� !����" ���"��8� 
��� "��� �8$� "�� 6����� 7��, <E�W�  �#>��� ���7���� (5�� <" ���G �;��� (��� (��� 
<�� !���   ���7�� �w� 7�� �W��। ²� ��T��� ��'���  ����� �8$���� ���Q ��3!��� ���* ��� 

�"#�। <@ ��S�� <� ��T� �!�|�"  U "���। ���� ���, >��5�� I����� �>�7��� ��� 
����� �����$ ��� >�����8�" ��z�Q "��� ("p�����। ���� ���, !���   �8$����� I"#� 
����" (���� >�����8, ����� ��9�'�� <� (�p��" �����$ ���� "���� ���f� ���"��@ (@। 
���#��"����� <@ ��S�� I������� >� (������� �") %��� >��। ���#���� ���� ��� (�, 
(" (� ��"� ��V������� "�#�5 <""!��� !���� <�� �����I���� �����$ ���� 4����9� 7���E 
�� >�� (@। ��"� ��V������� <"��e��" "�4�:� %> ���� ����� I*���� ��S���� ��8$ ����8 
>���5 I"�� "�� �। ��� %�°� "�� 7�X (�, >������8� �>��Q@ ()s) ��" (���e$� ������ 
��̀�� I*���� �8$����   ��� ���� ��5��5�� "��$"�� "��� �O�� 7���E। ����� >�� ���X 
���� �� 7�, �8$���� 7�� ���� �, ±, o, ¹,¸, 8, �, <� �-"��, 4-"��, o-"�� ¹-"�� @����� 
�>$, ��f��8$  4�X���� �-K�� , �-K��, �-K�� @������ ������$ �8$ O78 �-�, >-� 
���¾���� ���� I���9, <-"�� ��8$� e����" %�, �-"�� ��� @-"���� "�> ����� ����Q 
O78 "���E।  

���#���� ���� ��� (�, �D�"�D� ���"��8� ������ >��5� I���@ ��� <@ ��S���� 
4���� 7� ��7�� %����� �f�� <@ (�- 

 
(") I'��� �8$���� <�� ��� ���� (� >��5� I����� ������9� �� I��8 7��। 

 
(�) I*���� ������� (� >��5� I����� �B��� 4����� �� "��$"�� 7�� ���@ �� 

�©��� �"? 
 

(9) (� �"� ��� ����"!��� >��5� ��*��� �K�"�� 7���E, ��̀�� !��� �� ���� 
��S���� ���� o "��$ �yb "�� �->��5� ��*���� I"#� 4��� ��$*�� 
����7��$G�� ���#!���� ������ ��5���, ��5� ����� 4b�� ��� <�� �"��� 
>� ��5�� ���?� "��। < �"� 4��� ���- � "��  >��5� I����� �>�7��� 
��� ����� �����$ ��� >�����8�" ��z�Q "��� ("p�����। 
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���#���� ���� ���, I'��� ���?�� ������$ ��"� ��V������� "�#$" <"��K�!��� 9#7�� 
�8$����, ��� ����   ��� ���� '��� 7�� ��$��� ���� ���5� ����� (���� <�� ��)�"� ��5�� 
I��� 7���E ��� (5��  �����" ��z��Q� �#�U 7��। ��E�W� !���, ���7��   ��5��5�� '�� 
���#���   ���>"��� �#�U 7��। ���5���� �� "�� !��� ���   ��= ��5�� (5��  %��"�) 
�����f ������ �#�U 7��, �� ·� �O9�� ��� (�� ����� "D� ����� �O9���" ��"���� ���7� 
"���। <� K� ������" ��5�� ����� �7���� '��� "��� I�'U� �y�8$�G�� ��'�� 7�� ����। 

���#���� ���� ��� (�, ������| 9� ��D$� ���D ��9�� (��� ����� �¬ ���!b �� ���8 "��। 
�¬C�� <� I��" �� (������@ ������|� !������w (� ���$� ��$ 4���� "�� ���। �� �¬ �#�U� 
�����  <� K�� 4����'� D��"। !��� �'�   ��"���� D�"�� ��5  ���Q �7��"। %���'� 
��S�� ��" (5��@ �¬�" ������| 7�� ���Xb "���� (K����। !��� ��5� >�)��� 7��  �W�� <�� 
!���� �#�U�����   ��"������� (5��  �Q��� (��� (���। ���� %��� ��� (�, "#��� 7*�5��� 
���� �8$����   !��� ��S�� ��� �। !��� <�� ��� I8��� %� I�8�� ������ �>
 ���� 

�!���"!��� �����$� 7�, �8$����� ��S����� <@ ���9�� I�'U�� I"#� 4���� �y�"$ ��@ 

�!���"!��� ��&�7� �#�U 7�।  

���#���� ���� 
�5� "�� ���� 7���- 

e� "�>� (����7�� (7���, >�� %��� 7����, >�� (��� ���� 4��, ���� ���$�>� %��, 
>�� (��� ���G��, (�9� ���K�� "����, "�>� (��� @���, >�� ��"�&�� %��  >�K�, >�� 
>�� (7��� ('p����, >�� %�6� 9� 7�>���, >�� �7�6H�7 "�����, >�� 7��� 7��K>�� 
�7��, >�� K>� ��7�����, >�� ������ �7��, >�� %7��� �����, ���4H�7 ���, 
��@��� %��"�H�7, %K����, ����� ����� �����, �7�� "����, "���� ��7���, 
(".�>.(��*K�, %��4� �����, %����� >��7�, %�6� 9�KK�� ('p����, >�7� ���7�, 
(��"�Z��� ��, �� >�7� (�9�, <7����� 7����� ('p����, K��> %7���, %�� %"���, 
����� ('p����,  ���76� 7", "�>� �����, @�7�" '�����, � "� %�� (��� ����74��, 
%�6� % ���, >����4�� (��H�, (9���� �7��, %�� "�����, %7�� ��� %��, ��76� 
�7��। 

      

"�� >���4�� �#D" <" ���#���� ���YU "�#�5�" <@ ��� ��S�� 7�� ��#| D�"�� 
������ >��। ��� ���, �� � 7�� >9�8� ���� �����" ��z��Q� �#�U 7�� (���� ���"��9$� 
��G�� ��¥ ���Q�� I���$� 7��।  

  ��� ��� (�, 4-"��, ¹-"�� <�� 6@ ,8 <�� ���) �, �, �-  ����'��� ����>�� 
%���" !�9�� 7���E। ���� <� ��� ��S�� "��� '�, ����� ���D %�� "�")� <"��। �"F 
��V��������� 7�K   ��� ��S�� (�� ��� %����� �������� <" '5� �; "�� (� �� 7��।  

 
-------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

����� !��� �>$�� I������ �����8 
E�� >�����  

��"� ��V������� ��S#�� ������ 
I'����  

^ (���-�, /01] 

 

����� !���� �8$ �>$�� I������ �����8 E�� >����� ����� !���� �8$ �>$�� I������ �����8 E�� >����� ����� !���� �8$ �>$�� I������ �����8 E�� >����� ����� !���� �8$ �>$�� I������ �����8 E�� >�����     
��"� ��V������� <"��e��" "�4�:�� �¿�� �����9��3 (!��) ����� �8$���� ��S���� ���� 

���� ����� ��� ���»� ¸, 8, À, �, 4, o, ¹, �,� I!#�� 7�K �>$�� ����Q 9#7�� 7���E। 4��F 
����U !����³������ ��������� ��³  ����� !���� I'��� ��f�5� �D� °, f, <�� ����� K�� 
�D� Á, ��, ¯, I!#�� �>$, ‘’’   ‘’’ "�� �>$ I!#��� ����Q 4f "�4�:�� 9#7�� 7�। 

<@ �8$���� �>$�� ���� !��� �7> 7�� <�� �� ��5� ��*��� �7��" 7��, <@ ��«�f (����� 
<"��e��" "�4�:� �8$ �>$�� (� ����Q ����E ����� �� ����� !��� ��5� <�� ����� !���� ��5� 
4!� (5�� >�)���� �#�U "���। 

�8$���� �>$ �� ��� �����$�� K�� �¬ ��� ���9� �D$ <�� ���7��9� ���w (D�" ��'��� 
7��। !���� (� �'� I��7 ����E <@ ��S�� ���� �� ���7� 7��। %��� >�� ��"�� ��5� ��°�' 
���� ���"। (��5�� <@ �8$����- ��S���� ���� !������ ��5� ��*���� ���� ���� ����� >9�8� 
4¶��5�� (5�� ��$�� ������|�"  �"' "��� '�@�E, <)� 4���� "�� "U"� �।  

9!��!��� ���Y�8 "��� (��� ���� ����� ��¸��� 
�B����� �D� ��¸��� ��S#��� (� >�9�8 
%> ��$� (��� �����E (�@ >�9�8�" �*��� "��� >�@ I�'U� 9#7�� 7���E। 
������ �� (D�"@ 
‘���"*�� ����’ <@ (��7�@ ���� ���$ ���"*�� ��S#���  �� %i�� <���E। %>�"� <@ 7� 
I�'U� < (D�" ���Xb ("� i)� �। 

%�  �5� "��� ���� ����� !����" ��5�� ����� "��� (� I�� >�� 9�W 4�=�E ��� 
��������� "��� 5��� ��"���� %� (@। %> ��@ �����5 ����� �8$���� �>$ "�� �� 
‘(��������’ ��'� ���� <@ I�'U�� ���� %i�� 7�� 7�X। �� (��������� ��5�� ����� �7���� 
��¸���" I���9 "��� I�'U� %�  �©����� 7��।  

< �"� ���� ���Y�8 "��@ (��� ���� ����� �8$���� ��S���� �©��� ��>R��" 4���� 
"��$"��। ����� !����  �� <@ %i���" I��7� "��� >� %����� %> I�� "�M I����� 
>���� 7��।  

 
 -��S#�� ����, 

                                                                      ��"� ��V������� 
 
 
 
*�8$ �>$�� I������ ��S#�� ���� �����8 E���!�� (��9 ��। +�� (���-�, �w���� ���"� '��)�� ���� (��*��� ̀I�w8। 
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����� !���� 4�� %[��8� I������ ��"� ��V������� 
<"��e��" "�4�:� ����� 7��� 7��K>�� �7���� (���� 

�'�= 

���" 
���"*�  

// ��¤���, /01] 

 

��"� ��V������� <"��e��" "�4�:� �������"� ��V������� <"��e��" "�4�:� �������"� ��V������� <"��e��" "�4�:� �������"� ��V������� <"��e��" "�4�:� �����    
        <"�) (���� �'�= <"�) (���� �'�= <"�) (���� �'�= <"�) (���� �'�=     

            7��� 7��K>�� �7��7��� 7��K>�� �7��7��� 7��K>�� �7��7��� 7��K>�� �7��    
  

����� �8$���� <�� ��� ��S�� ����" I*�� ��� "�� ��"� ��V������� "�#�5 <� 4����7 
<�� "�$������� �#U�Q ?�� "���E, �� ��̀��� ��[���� @��7��� ��!� ��� ������@ 
%������ 7�� ����। ���� �" I*�� ��� "�� 7���E ��� 
�5��� ����8 >������8� ����� ��"� 
��V������� %> ��$Q (�� "��� I���>���� "���। ��� � ��� (D�" ��)�"� >�� ��� ���� 
��"� ��V��������� < 4����� (�E� (� �Q�� ����� !���� ��$�� ����� G��� (���-��' 
��¡���� %���> ����E (� ����� ��&�7� ��"�� (@। <�� �" ������-������� 7�� Ia ��� 
����  <"D� �"$���� (�, I*���� ��S���) ������, !���7!��� >�)�   ����" <�� <� ��*��� 
<"� ��"� ��V��������� "�$ � <�� <�" 
�D$" "�� ����� ��>�� 7�� ��9��  "��" �E��� 
9���� �� �yb 7�� �"� <�� ������  �� ��z��Q   >�)���� >W <�W�� 4f K������ 
���$��� �� <""!��� <����� !���� ��������� I���3� 7�� �"� (� �������  ��&�7� 
��"�� (D�" ���।  

�����" >�� (9�E, ("� I"�� ����� E�W�@ 4��$�" ��©� ���"*��� ��5�� ����� �7���� 
��$*�� ��������� '��� "��� ���¨� ����Q�) @������@ 9#7�� 7���E <�� ��'��@ �� '���  7��, ���  
4��$ �8$����� �D�"�D� >�)��� ������ ����� ("� ����@ "� �। ����� <@ I�����   �#U�Q 
���" 4�����9� ����I�5�� %����� <"�) ��� �>T��� (� ��"� ��V������� ������" ��5�� 
��$*�� '��� "��� ������� "���� �O�� 7���E? ����� !���� �8$���� <�� ��� ��S���� (���� 
(� 4���7   "�$������ ��� (����X, ������" ��5�� ����$" ����� "��� (5�� �� %��p {U �। 
��� �" <@ !���� 7�� (�, ��"� ��V������� "�#�5 �y�8$ �> ������@ ����� !���� ��$�� ���" 
��5�� ����� �7���� <�"����@ 4���f �� "��� ����E � <�� (�@ ��S���� ��7���� <�" 
(��9� "�� ����� ��* 7�� 4�=�E? <�� (� "���8@ �" ��5�� ����� �7���� ����� '��� "��� %� 
"�$�� ����� ������$ ����� !���� ��S�� ����� "��E ���"�� I���>�� 7�� (��� �����E? ��@ 
��� 7�, < ��S���� �7� ����� ���� �yb ���� �"!��� "���, <�� "� ���@ �� ���� (�� 
<�� ����� "�� �9�� ����� !����" ��5�� ����� �7���� ��$*�� '��� "��� �5� 7�� �"��� 
���8��� %��p ��� I���> 7�� �"�- <�� ����� ����@ ��̀��� (�������" ��="   ��!��� 
>���� 4�'�।  

�5�Q�� ������" ��©��� ��[�Q %����� <@ ��&7 ��� ����" 7�, ��7��  ����� 
�8$����   ��� ��S�� <�� ������" ��5�� �����G�� ��$*�� ��������� '��� "��� ���� 6�) 
%���������� 6G7   >�)� ����� <"@ ��w ��*����� ��"�� �" ���p�"" �B���� ��"� 
��V������� "�#�5 ��! "�� ��� %�E, (� �����  (�������" >���� ��̀��� ����@ "�$��। 
������� ����� !��� <�� ��5��  
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����� �7���� ����� I'��� !����� �°�"�� <�� 4��9>"  "�� ���� ��"� ��V���������  ��5 
���� ���� <̀�) '��  "�� D�"�� ("� ���"��@ (@।  

��$������8� i�3   ����7��$ 
��D$� ���D >�W� <� <"�) ���� ��� ��"� ��V������� 
"�#�5@ <""!��� ���� (������� <" �������'� ��z��Q, ���"$, !�� (��k����k, ��&7   
��©���>�� (������W� ������ "���E।........... 
�!���"!���@ ��� ���$� ��D�  �!�|�� 
>������8� ������!��� >��� ���"�� ����E।  

��"� ��V������� ������" ��5�� ����� �7���� ��$*�� '��� "��� (5�� �" �" ����Q ����E 
<�� "�� �� ��*����� 7�� <�� ����� 9#7�� ����� �8$����   ��� ��S���� ������ (��   
>���� >� ����7��$!��� I���>�� 4f %� "�$�� ���� %��p ("� �Q��� 7�� ��Ẁ��� �"�? 

 
 

--------------------- 
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%@��� ������� %�&���� ��5� o"� I�'U� ���" ���"*�  ^2 �!-�, /01] 
 

o"� I�'U� %���'�o"� I�'U� %���'�o"� I�'U� %���'�o"� I�'U� %���'�    
� ��� !���� �"��� ��>��� �7��� ��� !���� �"��� ��>��� �7��� ��� !���� �"��� ��>��� �7��� ��� !���� �"��� ��>��� �7��    

98%�&�� �D� >������8� ����-�� �� %����� ������� ��O���� >� ������� ��C���� 
����  o"� ?���� ������� � ��� !����� ���D 9�"�� ������ 1- �K��}� % ���� ���9� 
�?��� �y��" >�� ��>��� �7�� ('p���� <" ��=�" ����� 7। 

���I�� 9�"�� ����� (D�" ��"� <�� (�p�̀E�E। ��� %> �#7{����� ��&�� <s�I�� 
�������W� �K� "���।  

@������ ��©� ���"*�� ����" E��-���5�!   ����"�W� K�� (��� (� ����?�� (��� 
�����E ��� (I�5�� %�&�� 9�W (����� 4����� ������� ��C���� ���� o"� ����� >� ��=" 
��3��� I*�� ���� ���$ ���"*� ��"�@�>� ���- <� ��5 (D�" � ��� !����� "��E 9�"�� 
/�) �� ��=��� 7���E ��� >�� (9�E। ���� %���K (7��� 
�5��� ����  �� 1- �K��}� 
% ���� ��9   ���e<�-<� �") (I�8 "�� 7���E ��� >�� (9�E। <@ ��=�"� ?�   ����� 
�y�"$ ��� ("��"E� 4�H� 7��।  

� ��� !���� 9�"�� <" ����� ��5��"��� ��� (�, ������� ��C��� ���� o"� ?���� 
�D �� ��� (���� ����E। ����� % ���� ���)$ < ������� @������$  �"� ���� �") %��� 
%���'�� >� ��=�" ����� 7 ��� I*�� �����E। ��� <�  < ���� %���'�� ���� ��>� 
%�E।  

<��� ���$�� %>9� ��   ���$ ���"*��� ����" I�� ��'����� >�� <�,<�, ����$��� 
��>����� I����� K�� ����������� o"� (>����� 7�� �"� < I�a� >���� ��� ���, ���� 
("� ��>R��" ���� (��" । ��>��� (5�� <�� "���� ���>R��" ���f� %��$!��� 
��>����� <� �" �����$ ���'� 7�� ����? 

��$�� ��"�� ��>@ ��>� ��$���� �D (������ "���E। E’�K��}� ���$ ���"*� % ���� 
���9� �?��� �����8 �y��" >�� ��>��� �7�� ('p����� ��w � ��� !����� (� %���'� 
7���E (� �y�"$ >�� (9�E (�, >�� ��>��� �7�� ('p���� >������8� ����-�� �� %����� I�a 
98%�&���� ������� o"��� "�$��'� O7�8 ��� �� ��� %�E ��� >�����E। ��$�'�� ������� 
("� ��fÂv 9=� ���� ��>� । %9��� /�� �e��-� 1- �K��}� % ���� ���9� "��$-��$�7" 
"���)� ��=�" < ������� ��*���� %���'� 7��। <@ %���'�� K��K� ���� � ��� !�����" 
>���� ��� >�����E।  
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>�� ��>��� �7�� ('p���� ��"�@�>� �}� ����" %�B8 � "��� @������$ � ��� !����� 
o�"�� %7��� ��W� ���� ���� � ��� 9�"�� � ��� !�����" >��। � ��� !���� % ���� 
���9� 4!� ~��" <"��� "��� >� >�� ��>��� �7�� ('p�����" �����$ �����E ��� >�� 
(9�E।  

���I�� %9���"�� �[��� �������W��� ���$ ���"*� "#�" ������ %����>� <" >�!�� 
!��8 (���। ��� +,(� �!-� ����� ��"�� �K�� %���।  

� ��� !���� �¿�� �CW�, �����, ���>���, >�������, "��WO��, 9�@��;�, �������, 
=�"��9�̀ , (e����, (7���@, ��=��W�, Cee��W�, "�4���, "��"�, ����!����, 7�����;� @����� 
�\�  �K� "���E। ��� ��̀� <@�� �\�� �K��� ��!T�� �8$� I��w ���, ��$�@ 
���I���>�� ����� ��� �#�� (����E। �>������ ��� >������8� [� 5���� ��@�� '�� (9�E।  

��� >������8� ���G %�D$" ��"�)� 4�H� "�� ���, q�) O�� i���  ��� q, )�"�� 
/�) (�) !�w��� �����। 

4|� ��w� ���!b �� ����� !��) 7�� ���X ��� ��� 4�H� "��। <�� (p-����7 
���G8!��� ���� 7�� ��� ��� >��। 
 

----------------- 
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������ %7�� �-��� N��" %�&���� 
�D��� 

���$ ���"*� N��" 
%�&���� ���*"� 

/,�e��-�, /01] 

 

���$ ����� N��" %�&���� �D������$ ����� N��" %�&���� �D������$ ����� N��" %�&���� �D������$ ����� N��" %�&���� �D���    
    

[ ���$ ����� N��" %�&���� ��Ä�� ����� "�#$" /01] ����� ]@ >�������� 9#7�� <�� 
/01] ����� /�� �e��-�� ������$�   �������� < �����) �!���� ����> ��"����� (�#�� ���$ 
����� N��" %�&��   ����$��� ���$ ������ ��$7��� ���)$ 9�W  =�� ���³" �!�|I*�। < 
o��7���" I��!���� ���� <� <" ��� ����7��$ 7�� ��W�E� �� ���$ ������ "��4�� 
%�&�� ��������� �� �� ����������� "�� 9����D �D 7��W��X, %Q��"!��� ��$7��� 
��Ä���� I���[����� (�#��� ��G�� �����7 "���E। < ��� %Q��" ��$7��� ��Ä����� >� 
���Q >G�� "�$�� 7�� ��W�E� ���$ ������ ���>   "��4�U %�&���� ��!T��� <"�) 
o��7���"!��� %� ��=" ���Y�8   �����"�, <"�) ��=" "�$��� <�� <C���� �!�|�� <"�) 
��=" ���)$ 9�W (����� I�[�� �G "��। < o��7���" "�$�� �y��� ���³" I���> (�)��‘ ���$ 
����� N��" %�&���� �D���’ �$� ���$ ������ ��$7��� ���)$� I���) ��'� "�$�, �7��!������   
��D$�"� ���� ��=�। - �, ��, �] 

!���"� !���"� !���"� !���"�     
    

��"$����-(�����-�� ����¸ �'Q����� %��� �"!��� I���9 "����, %����� (���� ��Ä��� 
����I�5��। ��"$����-(�����-�� ����¸ �'Q����� 7�� ‘���’ �� %����� ��5� "��� 7�� ���$ 
������ ��Ä��" �5� "��। ���� %> �5�7�!��� ��� (E�̀�W, <��������W ��� (E��̀W, ���� 
�7�>@ ��Ä��� 5�� "��� ����। ��"$����� ������ �� ���f@ ‘<��������� ���’ E��W 
����������������"�"�"v◌���   I����Ä�� !���"� ��� "��E।  

�!���� �� ����¸ ����E, ‘‘������ !��C��� ����@ I"�� "�� ���� 7��। ������ ���� 
��|�" ��T��" ���!�� ���� ���Y�8 "��   ������'� "�� I���> ���� !������� "�> %��� 
��"$!��� �yb "�� ���। <)�@ 7�X ������ !�� (D�" ��5� O78 "�� !������� !�� <W���� 
�D$।’’ 

‘��" 
�����’"��� !����� "��4�U ���)$ (" ��D$ 7��� 4��������   ���Q��� ������� 
��O��� (�#�� O78 "��� <�� ¹������"   ���Q���B" (����8� ���� i�)�� ���>�B I��3� 
"���? 

‘
�����’ 4|�"��� !����� "��4�U ���)$ (" ��D$ 7��� 4��������   ���Q��� ������� 
��O�� ���'��� "�� ���>��B� �D ���� "���? < ��D$��� "��8C��� 5��7�!��� ��T��" 
�#�U!�w ���� 4�i�) "��� 7��, ���� <"@ !�� !������ � 7� <�� ��"$����-(�����-
�� ����¸ �'Q�������� �5� 7 ����� o��7���" ����� ����! 

 
���� 6���� ��$7��� - <" 7 ! 
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�����
�����
�����’ ’ ’ ’ "��"��"��"��    

    

1. �#�)� ���"��� !����� �����>" ��"���� >� �n����� ��� �§C��� ���� �E�� 

2. !����� >9�8� ���D �#�)� 4���������� >���� �§। 

3. !����� ����� "#�" >9�8� ���7 ���Q����� �§। 

4. !����� ���>$��� (N8�� ���D N��" (N8�� �§।  

5. !����� ������ ���>$���, ���Q�9�3�   N��"-"#�"��� ���D ������� ������� �7&� 
���>$���, ���Q�9�3�   N��"-"#�"��� ��¿����" �§। 

!����� ���>$��� (N8� (������   ������� ���>$���) �>
 (N8�
��D$@ ��$ID� 
������ ���� 
"��। 
����� %�&���� I�D��" ��?�� !����� ���>$��� (N8� o"��� �E�। �"F ���5�"#� "� 
��"��� ������ ���>$���   ���Q�9�3� ��� 
��� !���� ���5�"#� ��"��� ������� ���>$���   
���Q�9�3� "�#$" ������� ����� (���� ���। ���� ��>��� ��"���� >� �"E� �����9-������ ���� 
"��। <!��� (N8�
�D$ ����� %!�Q��8 �§�" ��¥�� "�� (����। <")� ��$��� < �§ ������ (� 
<�� ������ ���>$���   ���Q�9�3� ��>��� (N8�
�D$ �5�� >� ������ ��9 9= "�� <�� ���� 
��"���� >� �#D" 
��� !��� ���"*��� ���� "��।  

������ ���>$���   ���Q�9�3� ����� ����� (�E� ������ N��"-"#�"��� ��i�� "��� >� 
�R��� ��¿����"  ��§� �����9 (� <�� ����� ���k >i8� ��¿����" I���'�   �W�B '����। 
������� ���>$���   ���Q�9�3� ��� !��� I��3�� ���� <�� !����� ������ ���>$���   
���Q�9�3�� ���"*� %�&�� ���� "��� >� ������� N��"-"#�"��� ���k >i8� ��¿����" 
I���'�   �W�B '���� ���� ���� ������� ���>$���   ���Q������� (�E� o"��� 7�।  

�#�)� 4�����������  !����� 
����� %�&�� ������!f "�� ��>��� ���   (���8 
����7� ����� >� ��¥ ��¿����" I'��8�   �W�B '����। 

< �"� "���8 ���!b ?�� ��¿����" ��w� (��� (�� <�� �R��� ��¿����" �§ ���� �� 
(�। N��"   "#�" (N8� ���$� �!�|�� ������ ��9   "��O��� (�E� o"��� 7�।  

!����� 
����� %�&���� ������!f�� �#�)� 4������������ ���   (���8 ����7� 
����� ������ 7��  ����� ��V����� I'� 5�5��, !����� 
����� ��O��� ��h ��Ä�� 
(���I��"��� ���O78 <�� N��"-"#�"��� ('��� ��"�� 4������������ ���� "�� ����� 
��D$"   �7���9� ���>$��� (N8�� (������ ��9   "��O�) �") 5��� 7*�Q�� ���� ���� < �� 
���"�9�3�� ������ < 4��7�����" %�� 4����� ���8� "��� �5� 7�। <!���@ ���"*�   
!����� �#�U।  

 
!����� "��4�U ���)$� ���!f !����" ��f "�� ���>�B!����� "��4�U ���)$� ���!f !����" ��f "�� ���>�B!����� "��4�U ���)$� ���!f !����" ��f "�� ���>�B!����� "��4�U ���)$� ���!f !����" ��f "�� ���>�B    

I��3� "��� ��D$ 7 ��� "��8I��3� "��� ��D$ 7 ��� "��8I��3� "��� ��D$ 7 ��� "��8I��3� "��� ��D$ 7 ��� "��8    
    

‘I�"-
������’ "��� !����� �����>" ��?� �E� 4������", ���Q����   %�� ���Q����। 
4������" ��f ���Q����" >���� (��� ���Q (N8�� ������ ����� "#�" (N8��" (���8   
���W 
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"����। "��>@ 4��������������� >���� ��Ä� <�� ���Q���������� 98���B" ��Ä� �D$�� >���� 
98���B" ��Ä� 7 �� 4�'� �E� <����� ��Ä��� '���। < >���� 98���B" ��Ä� ���>$��� (N8�� 
�yb "��� �5�। "��>@ o��7���"!��� ��$7��� (N8�   ��� ���)$� ����� < ��Ä� �yb "��। 
"��>@ < ��Ä� 7 �� 4�'� �E� >���� 98���B" �D�� �� 98���B" ��Ä� ��� �5� ���>�B   
"��4�>�। ��V ��Ä��� @7� <"�) ���। 
  

< �� 98���B" ��Ä� ���'���   �yb "��� >� ��$7��� (N8�� ���)$� �n����� ��$ 
����� I���> �E�� 
 

(") ‘‘���#�����, ��"$���� (���� ��³ ����Z�, %�������'�� ���� I���9"��� 
  >9�8� ���D ����f <� <"�) ���)$; 

(�) <� <"�) ���)$���#���� <"�) ������7�; 
(9) <� <"�) ���)$� (�#�� ��* ��Ä�� (N8�   ��Ä�� ���� <"�) ��fÂv।’’ 

 

!����� "��4�� ���)$ 4����f ��$ ���� ��D$ 7�; K�� ���>$���   ���Q������ >���� 
��O���� (�#� O78 "��, ��>��� (N8�
��D$ �R��� ��¿����" ��§� �����9 ��� ���$� �!�|�� 
N��"-"#�" (N8��" ��>��� (�E� o"��� "�� <�� !����" ��>��� ���� !�9 "�� (� ! 

[�!���� �� ����¸ ����E, ‘‘��Ä�� ���)$ 7�X >������8� �D I��$"; ��Ä�� ���)$ �� 
������" z�Q��D '����  "�� �� ("� ��Ä�@ 
�D$" 7�� ���� ।] 

 
‘‘‘‘
�����
�����
�����
�����’ ’ ’ ’ 4|�"��4|�"��4|�"��4|�"��    

    
���$������ �����>" ��"���� >� �n����� ��� �§C��� ������� 
(1) ���$������ >9�8� ���D ���"*�� 4���������� >���� �§। 
(2) ���$������ ����� "#�" >��� ��D ���Q����� �§। 
(3) ���$������ >9�8� ���D- 

(") ��x>���� ������� ���"$  ��x>������,  
(�) ��x>���� ������� (���!��� �����>" ��x>������   
(9) !����� �¿���8����� >���� �§। 

(4) ���$������ ���>$�� (N8�� ���D N��" (N8�� �§। 
    

�§����7� ���Y�8�§����7� ���Y�8�§����7� ���Y�8�§����7� ���Y�8    
IIIID�� ���$ ������ >9�8� ���D ���"*��D�� ���$ ������ >9�8� ���D ���"*��D�� ���$ ������ >9�8� ���D ���"*��D�� ���$ ������ >9�8� ���D ���"*��    ¹���������� >���� �§�¹���������� >���� �§�¹���������� >���� �§�¹���������� >���� �§�    

������ ���>$���   ���Q����� ���k ��g��, ��;�, ����Q I���, ��H� �5«�8p, (��-�@ I!#�� 
?�� �#�)� ��D$" ���>$���   ���Q������ ��¸��� ���>$���   ���Q������� (���� ���@ �l����") 
('�� ��C8 ��"��� D�"�� 
�!���"!���@ ���"*� %�&���� (�#� "��59� "��। 
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���$������ �7&� ���>$��� (N�   ���Q������ ������ ���>$���, "#�" N���"�  �� �D$R��" 
(���8 E�W�  ��$�� ����W '������। �w!w %@�� ������ ������ �����9��3 ���$����� <"�) 
%���� I��� 7�� �D$R��" (���8   ��$�� ����W <� �"E�)� ��9� 7�� (>� ��¸��� ������ 
���>$���   ���Q������ �� ��D$ "�� । �"F �> ��"�� ����I�� 7�� ��� �7&� ���>$���   
���Q������ < ��!��9� ��������� "��; K�� �w!w �� 7�। "��>@ ������ ���>$���   ���Q (N8�� 
��"���� 6�) ���� �E�, <"�) 7� �#�)� 4�������� %� <"�) �7&� ���>$���   ���Q������� 
I����§��   ��$�� ���W। "��>@ 
����� %�&�� "��4�U ���)$ ���'���� � 7 ���, 
���$������ �#�U o��7���"!��� I���> �E�। 

���$������ ���>$���   ���Q������ ���"*��� ������ ��>��� (N8� ��"�� i)��� �5� �� 
"�� ���"*� %�&�� ��D$ "�� <�� ������ N��"-"#�"��� ���"*� ����� ��E� o"��� 
"��। ���� ���"*�� (��9 (�� <�� <!��� ���$����� ���"*��� I���� ���8� 7�। 


����� %�&���� (�#�� ���¸��� ���>$���   ���Q������� 7��� D�"�� �#�)� 
4����������� ���5��� ����� �") 7*�Q� "��। ("��� ��>��� "���'�� ?��, �#�)� 
4���������� �����" %��� ���� ��U��B� I�� 4���� ��h ���7� 9= <�� (������" %��� 
���� ��U��B� ���� ��� '��� "�� (<@ �"� �����" %������ ���"���@ �#�)� 4�������� 
��D$" ���¸��� �E�) I!#��� ������ <@ ���¸��� ���>$���   ���Q������ ��U��B� <"X� ����"�� 
��! "�� <�� ��>��� (N8� ��"���� ���� �����9 ���। 

< ���" (N8� ���$������ 
�B >����   �D$R��" ��"���� >� 
�|��� �"��� 
%Æ��B8���"�� I���� ������$ <�" ����  (����8� >� ID� (D�"@ I�'U� '����� %��। < 
���"�N8� ��U5���� ������ ���$������ ��), '�, '��W� I!���� �D$ ���� ��"�� ��! "�� <�� < 
��"�� ����Ç� "��� >� ��x�>���� ������� ���"$ ��x�>������ ���D �����)�, (��v� I!#��� 
�����" '��f   ���!b I"�� �D$R��" '��f �y�� "��। <!��� ���"*� %��-4������ ���8� 
7�। �¿�� < ���" (N8� ��������� ������� (���!��� �����>" ��x�>������ ���D �� I"�� 
�D$R��" '��f �y��" "���E। 

���$������ ��), '�, '��W�, "�9> I!#��� �D$ ����, �*� N���f ����, I�� ��� ("��) ������ 
��>�� <�� ��x�>������ ��7���� ���"*�� ���>$��� (N8� <"�'�)�� ��̀�>����� ���8� 7�। ���� 
���$������" ���   (����8� <"�) ?��� (5�� ���8� "��। 

���$ ������" ���   (����8� <"�) ����) ���� 7��� ��� 
�B >����|� <�� !���   
���B� 
I�� 4����। >��� �7���� ���$������ 
��B ���E (���� >� < ���"*�� ���" (N8� ����� !���� 
������$ 46$ !��� I'��� 7� I�'U� '����। < 7� I�'U��" /0q^ ����� !��� %�&�� ���� 
"�� (��। ��$���  < ���" (N8� �����!��� �����$�� 7� I�'U� '����X। 

< ���"*�� ���>$��� < ���Q���� (N8�� ��"���� >� [��� ���$������ �y�, �*� N���f   
I�� ��� ("��) ������ ��>�� ����7��$ 7�� ��W।<!��� �#�)� 4���������� I��5 4����� 
(D�" ���$����� ���"*��� ��� �7���� �"E� "���� >� %��-4����� ���8� 7��  <��� ID� 
(D�"@ ���"*�� ���>$���   ���Q���� ���"�9�3�� >���� ���W   (���8 ������ �E�। < 
���"�N8� ��>��� ��"���� ��w ��w ���$������  �� >���� ���W �#�� "�� <�� ����� ��"�� 
<"�'�)�� ��  
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O7�8� ��$��� <�� ���� (���8 ����7� ����� >� ����� ��� ����?��" [��@ ���"�� ������� 
"�� <�� <!��� ���$������  �� >���� ���W 4����� (����8� �� (� <�� ���$����� ���"*�� 
4������" ���"�N�� 4������ ���8� 7�। < 4������" ���" (N8� ��>��@ ��x�>����   
���Q����  
�D$ �5� "��E। < "���8 ���"*� ��>@ <"�) %��-4������"   %��-���Q���� 
(��। 

<@ ���"*�� 4������" ���" (N8� ���$������ ���"*����� ����� ���>$������ ������ <�� 
O��� ���Q����" >���� (��� <���� ���   (���8 '����� ���X। < 4������" (����8� K�� 
���$������ ��k���   5��� ���>$��� (N8�� ��"�� ���7� 7���E <�� O��� ���Q���� (����8� ��¥�� 
�#�� (����E। ������� ��$��� ������ j8 ��������� >�, ������ j È���� K�� "�"������ 
��̀�> ��O�7� >� O��� (���8 I") %"�� ���8 "���E। "��>@ ���$������ N��"� "#�", 5��� 
���>$���   ��k��� ���>$��� (N8�� <" ��� �D� ��O ���$������ >��� < (����8 (�����। < ���"*�� 
4������" ���" (N8� ��� ���"*�, ���$� �!�|�� <" >���, �D�"�D� @����� ��S#��, 
���$����� <"�) I��� I!#�� I'���� ������ (����8� 4������" '��� (9�� "�� । �#�D��� ���!b 
4������" '��� (9�� "��। �#�D��� ���!b 4������" ��f (����8� 4������" '��� (9�� 
"��� >� <" (��, <" >��� I!#�� I'���� I�'U� '����। �"F @��7�� ��� ��D$�� I��8 "���E। 
���"*�� 4������" ���" (N8�� <@ I�'U�  ��D$ 7�� ��D�। 

 
������ ���$������ ����� "#�" >��� ���D ���Q����� �§������� ���$������ ����� "#�" >��� ���D ���Q����� �§������� ���$������ ����� "#�" >��� ���D ���Q����� �§������� ���$������ ����� "#�" >��� ���D ���Q����� �§�    

O��� ��"��� "�$'��� (�����, ���"$� ��K���), (�p��" 98�B� (��,�e), >�����, ��'���, ��� 
!����" ()�4))   ��k��� '���� 4���� *�, O���� (5��>��, 9��� '���   ��k��� '���� ����" 
�����  �� ���Q���� (���8 '����� ���X। ���"*�� 4������" (N8� O���� ���Q�������  
�>@�� (����E <�� ����� ��"���� ��$�� I�'U� '����X। < ���" (N8� ����� ��"���� ���| ��̀�> 
  �*� N���f ��O�7� >� ���Q���� (���8 ��¥�� "��E। 

O��� ���Q���� (����8� I"�� 7��� !���"�   ��� ��>� �#��, O��� (�� '��� � "��, 
������� 9�B �#�U "��, j8 I!#��� ������ '������ �#���� %�� "��, ��� ��B � "��, (�' 
I"l "��$"�� � "��, ���!b ���� @>������� ID�, (��"� ²���� ���?� � "��, �R���" 
���$>� ��5� ���?� '��� � "��, �������� �'�"��� ����?� � "�� I!#��। 
 

�#���� �#���� �#���� �#���� (((("""") ) ) ) ���$������ >9�8� ���D ��x�>���� ������� ���"$ ��x�>������ >���� �§����$������ >9�8� ���D ��x�>���� ������� ���"$ ��x�>������ >���� �§����$������ >9�8� ���D ��x�>���� ������� ���"$ ��x�>������ >���� �§����$������ >9�8� ���D ��x�>���� ������� ���"$ ��x�>������ >���� �§�    

���"$ ��x�>���� <"���" ���"*�� 4������������ ��w �y"$   �7����9�� �>�� ����E, 
�����" ���$������ ���>$������ <" ����� ���D %�̀�� ����E <�� ����� ������ ���"*�� 
���"�N8��  �� '�� �#�U "��E। ���� j8, I�5 ������ I!#��� ������ ���$������ >98�" (���8 
"��E। ���� ���"*�� 4���������   !����� �¿���8������� ��� '� ������� "��4�U ������� 
o"��>�) 9=�� I�'U� '����X। �"F ���"*�� 4����������� ��>��� 
��D$@ !����� 
�y���8����� ���D ��$��� %�̀�� "��� ����E � <�� ��>��� (N8� ��"���� <"�) ���$U 
��$��� <�� ���>���B" (�� ������� '��� ���D �;�� "��� ���� 7�X।  
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�����" ���"$ ��x�>���� ���$������ 4������" ���   (����8� ������9 ��� ����� 
��D$" ���$������ ���>$������ ��7���   ��D$ "��E। ��x�>���� ��D$" <@ ����� ���>$����� 
4������" ��� ������� %�&�� "��E। ���"$ ��x�>���� < %�&���" ���� "�� 6@!��� 
���7�� "��E- <"���" ���"*�� 4������������  �� '�� �#�U "��E '� ������� ��"-!��� 
(�pD '��f �y�� "��� >�; �����" <@ ����� ���>$������ ���� ���$������" ���Xb "�� '� 
������� ���$�����-!��� (�pD '��f �y��   ���$������" I��5 ���"$ 4������ ���8� "��� �� 
�W�B '����X। ��$�� ���"$ ��D$" ���$������ ����� ���>$����� E� �K� % ���� ���9� (�#�� 
"��E।  

���"$ ��x�>���� <����� ���Q������� 
�D$ �5�"��� ��$�� ���)$C����" ��7���   ��D$ 
"��E। <�� ��x�>������ ���'�� ��V* ���। 

 
((((����)  )  )  )  ���$������ >9�8� ���D ������������$������ >9�8� ���D ������������$������ >9�8� ���D ������������$������ >9�8� ���D ���������, , , , ������� (���!��� �����>" ��x�>������ >���� �§�������� (���!��� �����>" ��x�>������ >���� �§�������� (���!��� �����>" ��x�>������ >���� �§�������� (���!��� �����>" ��x�>������ >���� �§�    

  ���"*�� 4������������ ��� '� �������, "��4�U ������� o"��>�) I��3�� >� ���� 
I�'U� '����X। ���$������ >���� ���f ��O�� ���� ��D$ "�� �। "��8 ���"*�� 4������������ 
���D %���̀ (��� ���"*��7 ��� 4������" (���8 "��@ ����� �5�। <@ >���� ���f ��O�� 
���� "��� >� ���� ���"*�� 4������������ ��7��� "��� ���� ���$������" (����8� <")� 
!�9 ���� ���। 

I�w[�� ����Â�, ����, �!�����   ���� (���� "D� 4�H����9�। ����Â�� >98 ��O�� 
"��E >���� ����'��, ���W�� 7�� (D�" ���f� >�। (���!��� �����>" ��x�>������� 
�@�>��� �����" ��"���" �h, �D$   (��" �����7 "�� ����Â�� >9�8� ���f ��O���" ²�� 
"��� I�'U� '����X ���� ���� ��O �@�>����� ��x�>�������� (���8 '����� ����। ���� ���$�� 
���f ��O��" ������ �����, �!������� �7� ��O���" ���E (� ��� �W�B '����X।  

 
((((9999))))    ��� $������ >9�8� ���D !����� �¿���8����� >���� �§����$������ >9�8� ���D !����� �¿���8����� >���� �§����$������ >9�8� ���D !����� �¿���8����� >���� �§����$������ >9�8� ���D !����� �¿���8����� >���� �§�    

    

!����� �#7� ��̀>�����   ���Q���� ��"�� ��$7��� (N8�� (�#�� ���$������ >���� ���f ��O�� 
��D$ "��� �। "��8 ��� 4���� 7��� ���>$���� (�#�� 
��� ���$������" (���8 "�� <�� 
'��������, "��4�U ������� <"�) ��� �� ��। �"F ��$7���� (�#�� ��f ���$����� �7��" 7�� 
%���, ��©� �����, ��7��, ������ �D� ��O !����� N��"-"#��"� ���f�। < "���8 !����� 
�¿���8��� N��"-"#��"� ���$����� I��3�� I�'U� ��'�� "��� ('U� "���।  

    
'��D$'��D$'��D$'��D$: : : :     ���$������ ���>$������ ���D N��" (N8�� �§����$������ ���>$������ ���D N��" (N8�� �§����$������ ���>$������ ���D N��" (N8�� �§����$������ ���>$������ ���D N��" (N8�� �§�    

    

���$������ ���>$��� (N8� N��"��� (���8 "�� <�� <��� ���k <"�) ��� ���"*�� 
4������������ ����� 7�� ���$������" (���8 "��E। ��� ��� ��x�>���� ������� ���"$ 
��x�>������ �����। <"�) ��� ��x�>����   4�������� 4!���@ ������� (���!��� �����>" 
��x�>�������, ���� ����"�� >��� ���>$���। ���$������ ���>$������ ID� ��� (�����7� ��V��i��"। 
����� ��� ��x�>������ ����� ���� !����� ���D %��̀� (��� �>
 (N8� ��"���� >� ��)�"� 
���"�� I���> ��� >� ��O�� "��� @X�"। ���$������ ���>$������ ����" ��� ��$��� <��� 
(�#�� ��i��। <��� (�#�� >���� ��O�� "��� �y�8$ 7�� ���� �। <��� ���D >9�8� ����� 
�y"$ E�W�  ���� ��58 ���"*��  
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4���������� ��������� "�� ��58 >9�8� ���D <")� ������ �y"$  ����E। ���>$��� 
(N8�� �#��� ��� >���� ���>$������ ���D >9�8� ����� �y"$ E�W�  ���� ��58 4�������� 
  ��x�>���� ������� ��O�� "�� ��58 <")� ������ �y"$  ����E। 

��$��� >���� ��O���� (�#�� ���"$ ��x�>���� ��D$" ����� ���>$������ 7���। < (�#��  
���� �� I"��� 7 �� ���� (")  ��$7��� (N8�� ��>R��" ���)$ �#L!��� >���� ���"� ±�²$ 
���� ��� "#�"->���" 4�������� ���Q��� ������� ��h ��O��� 4��� "���; (�) 4������" 
��f ���"$ ��x�>������ �") %����$8 "�� '� ������� "��4�U ������� (>�) "��4�U ?�� 
"��� ���"$ ��x�>����, (���!��� �����>" ��x�>����   !����� �¿���8����� ��7���   
��D$� ����� ���>$������ >���� ��O�� ��� "��� �5� 7��; (9) ¹������" ���"�N8� 
��x�>������ ����� ���>$������ ���D %����� %��� <@ ����� ���>$������ %�� ��V��i��"��   
98������� '��� I"�� ����।  

I�� �§    

4����f �§C��� E�W�  ���$������ ����> %��� �§ ����E। �"F <@ '���) ��� �§। �!���� 
��  ����E, ‘‘("��� I�[���� ��� "�"C��� �§ D��" ��� ����� ���� ����@ <")� I�� �§ 
D�"�� �� (�#?���   �8$��" !���"� O78 "��। ��C��� (9p8   ���? ?� ���। ��@ 6@ �� 
6��� ���" �§����U ("� >�)� I�[��� ��$����'� "��� (9�� %����� ����@ ��� I�� �§�" 
��̀�> ����� >� ��$I"�� I�'U� '����� 7��। <@ I�� �§�" %"�W ���� ������"@ �7�> 
������� "�� ���।’’ ���"*�� 4�������� ������� >���� ��O��� "#�"-N��", 5��� ���>$��� ��k��� 
���>$���� <" ��� <�� (���I��" �� '���   >�������� �D$�� ��O >����" o"��� "�� ���। 
"��>@ ��$�� �����>" ��"���� I�[��� ���$������ >9�8� ���D ���"*�� 4������������ 
>���� �§ I�� �§। 

�"F 4�������� ������� >���� ��O�� <")� ���$U *�� (�p̀E��� ���"*�� ¹������" 
(N8��" �5�� >� ���"$ ��x�>����, (���!��� �����>" ��x�>����, !����� �¿���8��� 
<"����9 �D�� %����!��� ��>��� ��� ���� ���$������ >9�8� ��O���" ���� "��� I�'U� 
'�����। < ��?�� ���"*�� 4�������� 98��O�� �������� I�� !���"� (D�" (9p8 !���"� O78 
"���। �5�Q��, ���"$ ��x�>����, (���!��� �����>" ��x�>����, !����� �¿���8��� ���$������ 
98������� ��O���� (9p8 ���$������ !���"� (D�" [��� ���� !���"� O78 "���। �5�Q��, ���"$ 
��x�>����, (���!��� �����>" ��x�>����, !����� �¿���8����� ���D ���$������ >9�8� 
>���� �§ I�� ��§ ���8� 7��। <@ I�� ��§� �!�|�� �� "�� o"�Âv I��3� "�� >98�" 
��=" ���f��O���� ��D ���'���� "��� 7��।  

 
��� $������ ��Ä�   ��� '������$������ ��Ä�   ��� '������$������ ��Ä�   ��� '������$������ ��Ä�   ��� '���    

���$������ ���>$���   ���Q������ ��>��� ��"���� >� ���"*�� (��9 (��। �"F ���"*�� 
¹������" (N8� ���$������ ���>$��� ��"���� >� (� ������ I���> �� ��>��� ��"��� ���7�� 
"��। K�� <����� ���>$��� ��"�� ���7� 7�। ��@ ���>$��� ��"���� I���>�� ��?�� �#�U �D$��  
���Q���   4����������� ���� I���>। 

 ���Q����� ���� ��� 98���B" ��Ä��� ������ <�� ¹������" ����� ���� ��� 
>���� ��Ä��� ������। "��>@, ���$������ ��Ä� 7�� >���� 98���B" ��Ä�।  
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��$��� ��x�>����   �����>" ��x�>������ ���9 ���>$����� < ��Ä� �y�8$ "��� ���� �। 
��>��@ �"E��� ��� ��x�>����   �����>" ��x�>������ ����� 7�� ���। < ��Ä� �y�8$ "��� 
�� <"�) ��f@ ����E, �� 7�X ��$7��� (N8�   ��� ���)$। ��$7���� (�#�� ���'���� ��Ä��� �5� 
��B �, ���>�B। ��Ä� ��$7���� (�#�� ���'���� ��� >���� 98���B" ��Ä� �� �� 98���B" 
��Ä� ��� ����'� 7��, �� ��V��Ä��� <"�) ���।  

< ��Ä��� <"�) '��� 7��� ��h ��Ä�। ���"*�� ¹������" ���" (N8�� �����B� ��� 
4���� �����" ���7�, �����   %@ <�� <��� ��7����  ¹������" ���" (N8� ���$ ������" 
���   (���8 "��E। < �� 98���B" ��Ä� �yb "��� 7�� ��$7��� (N8�� (�#�� N��"-"#�"   
���� (���I��" (N8�   *��" o"��� "�� ��h ��Ä��� ������ <@ ����B�" ���� "�� ��$7��� 
(N8�� (�#�� "#�"-N��" ����� �!�|�� <�� ���� (���I��" (N8�   *��� ��Ç�� �� 
������?� "���� "��� 7��। �!���� �� -<� !���� �&��"� ��� ��� ���� ��>R��" 5��� 
��� "��� 7��। 

< ��Ä��� %� <")� '��� 7��� ��i$?��� ��O��। < ��Ä�� ·� ��>��� ����� ��� "�। 
"��8C��� 7�X ���$������ N��"-"#�" >9�8� �R"� ��?�, ��=" ��"$�����-(������   
�� ����¸ �'Q������ ���)$� �!��, ����������   �� ���������� ���)$ "�#$" >98�" ����D 
���'���, >9�8� ���k I���[����� %���$� �!��।  

�5�Q��, ¹������" ��f <"���, ���5��� ���#L, ���e ID�� ������ O�� ��$Q ����� 
��� ���?� ��*#� <�� ��x�>����, �����>" ��x�>����, <�� �¿���8��� ����� ��7��� "���। 
��@ ��$��� ��f� !������ ���"*�� 4���������� ��5। < ��?� �����$ "��� ����i$ ����� 
I���>। "��>@ ���$������ >���� 98���B" ��Ä� ��i$?��� 6G7 ����� ������@ �yb 7��।  

< ��Ä��� %� <"�) '��� 7��� O��� <��"� ���� �7� (i��  <�� ��� �7� ���। �!���� 
�� ���� ���, ‘‘��� ������ ��Ä� %�� 7�, 9�W  �= <�� >�� 7� o �"� ?��, (���� 
I����Ä�� ��fC��� ���5�"#� 6�$�।’’ "��>@, O��� <��"�� �9�� "#�"��� (9���� ����� >� 
>�O� "�� (9���� ����� ������ O��� <��"� ��� "��� <�� i��) ?�� "��� 7��। �7�C��� 
���"#� O��� <��"� ���� (i��  "��� 7�� <�� ��� �7� ��� "��� 7��।   

< ��Ä��� %� <"�) '��� 7��� o"�Âv 9=।  

>���� ���"� ±�²$ ���� ���, >���� ��O���� �!�|�� o"�Âv 9= "�� ����7��$।[/] 

N��"-"#�" ����� �!�|��, ��$7��� (N8�� (�#�� ���"*�� 4�������� ������� �"� 
(���I��" (N8�   *��" o"��� "��� 7��। o"�Â�v� ���k ��$7��� (N8�� ���)$ ����@ %��$9�, 
��>R��"   ���9=�" 
����� �5� "��� <�� ‘
�����’   4����9 O7�8� ����� �)� D�"�� 
<�� ��>� (�#��� !���"�� >� �>� ����। 

"��>@ o"�Â�v ��$7��� (N8�� (�#� ,
�����   4����9 O78 D�"�� 7�� %� �� D�"�� 
<"�) ��� 9����v 7�X ��$7��� ���)$� (�#�� <"�) 98�Kp>। �!���� ��  ����E, ‘‘ 98�Kp> � 
D�"�� >9�8� �"E�@ D�"�� �।’’ "��>@ o"�Âv I��3�� I�D��" ��$ 7�X 98�Kp>। 
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>���� 98��>���� 98��>���� 98��>���� 98���B" ��Ä��� �����8 "�$����B" ��Ä��� �����8 "�$����B" ��Ä��� �����8 "�$����B" ��Ä��� �����8 "�$���    

    

 /। ��$7��� ���)$� (�#�� I���[����� ��f ���5�"#� 6�$�   (9���� ����� >� ��$���5� 
������>" <� ?�� �D$�� >w��"�8$ ���$�� O���\�� (��� 7��। [^] 

 ^। O��� �>��, 9��� '���   ��k��� '����" 4Z���� "��� 7�� ���Q���   4�������� 
������� (9���� ����।  

+। "#�� ��Ä�� 4�������� ��D$" >�����, �� '������ >�� ��� "�� �� (5��>��   
9��� '������ ���� ����8 "��� 7��। ��"�� "�$'��� (�����, ���"$� ��K���) <�� ��,�e-(�� 
���k 4�������� ��D$"��� ���� "��� 7��।  

 (���I��" >�����, �� '���   ������ �9$� ������ �����, �|� ������ �����, �9$� 
(���8   �|� (���8 "���� I!#�� "��$"� "��� 7��। ������>" ��?�� �#L!��� !��� ��S�� 
"���� 7��।  

 m। (9���� ���7� (D�" ����� ���7� �#�U   i��)` <��"� ���� "��� 7��।  

q। o"�Âv I��3� "��� 7��।  

1। O��� <��"� ��� "�� �� ���� �7� (i��  (�� ��$Q �7� ��� "��� 7��।  

2। ���"*�� 4��������   ��� ����� ���$������ ���>$���, ���"$ ��x�>����   (���!��� 
�����>" ��x�>����, �� (� �"� ������" ��f ¹������" ���" (N8��" ��D$ "�� (��� 
����� �y�| < (��� D��") <�� ������" ��f����7� �������� (�� ���� >���� ��Ä��� 
��������� "��) �y�| ���>��� "��� 7��।  

]। ���"#� <��"�� >���� 98���B" ��"�� 9= "��� 7��। < ��"�� 98���B" 
<"��"��� ������, ��$7��� (N8�� (�#��, N��"-"#�" ����� �!�|�� <�� ���� (���I��" (N8� 
  *��� �7����9��� ��� 4�� <"��"�   >9�8� ���k 98�B "���� "���।  

0। ���Xb 7��� ���"���7 ���!b ������i� >����" 
��|���   ���!b 4�>����" 
%\��" 
��|��� (��� 7��।  

/,। �"� ��¸��� (���I��" >9�8� ���S#��"   !���9� ��"���� ��8$ �����9 (��� 7��।  

//। >9�8� ��$�� ���"�� ��©� "�� 7��।  
    

��Ä�� ����� �����8 "�$�����Ä�� ����� �����8 "�$�����Ä�� ����� �����8 "�$�����Ä�� ����� �����8 "�$���    
 
/। ����� ���7� 9�W �  =� ��$Q (9���� ��� ��Ä�� ����� I�� ��; 

 ^। I���� '������ ��� 9�=� ����Kp> I�� ��9=;  
 +। (9���� ����� 9����D ����� ���7� 9�W 4=��; 

m। ��i$?��� 6G7 ��� '���।  
  
         I�� "�>� ��"$����� (������   �� ����¸ �'Q������ ��$7���� ��>R��" ���)$ I��3�। 
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 �����" "�>� (/) ���Q���   ¹�������� ������� ��O��� "#�"����" (9���� 4Z���� 
"��; (^) I���� '������ ��� (9���� ���7� "�� (9���� ��� "��; (+) "#�� ��Ä� "��; (m) ����� 
���7�   i��̀) <��"� ���� "��। 

%Q>$���" �f��%Q>$���" �f��%Q>$���" �f��%Q>$���" �f��    
    

 ��$�� ���V� ��� �§C��� �n��� 

(1) ���"$ ��x�>������ (�#�� ��x�>����   (���!��� �����>" ��x�>������ ���D 
���>���B" (������7� �§; 

(2) <"���" ��x�>�������� ��>��� ���k �§ ������������� ��>��� ���k �§; 
�����" ��x�>�����   ����������� ���k �§। 

(3)  ��x�>�����   ���������� (������7� ���"�N8�� ���D ��>��� (���� >9�8� 
�§।  

(4)  ���"$ ��f����� (�#�� ��x�>����   (���!��� �����>" ��x�>������ ���D <����, 
%�Â"�   ���� %����"�� ����W� >9�8� �§। 

 

�§ ���Y�8�§ ���Y�8�§ ���Y�8�§ ���Y�8    

(1) ���"$ ��f����� (�#�� ��x�>����   (���!��� �����>" ��x�>������ (�#�� 
������������ ���D ���>���B" (������7� �§� 

���"$ ��x�>����   (���!��� �����>" ��x�>���� ��V����� ����� ���   (���8 ����7� 
����� ��D <�� ��V�" ��>��� (����8� (5� �7���� ���$É�� ��D ���>���B" (�����7�" 
������� ���>���B" '��" I�� ���� ��� ��  "�� 7�। "��8, '� ��$7��� %Q>$���"������� 
�!�|�� ��$�� ��x�>�����   ���������� (����8� 
�� ���� ����E। < ���   (����8� 7�� (D�" 
���f� <"��� �D ��Ä��� ���"��" '� ±�²$ ���� ���E। '��� ��Ä�� ��$7��� (N8� ��Ä��� (��   
>�������7� ���   (���8 ������� ��O���" ���" ��D$ ���X   ��*� ��7��� "��E। '� ���V� 
���   (���8 ������� ��O���" (�#� ���X।  

"��>@ ��x�>����   ��������� < I���;"�" ���� "��� ��$I"�� I�'U� '����X। �"F 
��$�� ���V� ��?� ��Ä��� ��5, >9�8� ��5, ���>��B� ��5 <�� ����«�>����, ��������� 
  �"� I���[��� ����5। ���V� ��f� !������ ���>��B� ��5। "��>@ ��x�>�������   
������������ ����� ��� ���� < ��§� ���� "���� �5�। �!���� ��  ����E, ‘‘ %>�"� 
��� 6’���� �����-I���7�-������ �����   ��©�� �����। '�� <"�) I��� %�E, ‘7� ������ 
����� ��©�� ������" ������ ����, � 7� ��©�� ����� ������ ������" ������ ����।’’ %����� 
��� ��$�� ����?��� ����U� 7�X, ������ ����� ��©�� ������" ������ ����E। <� �D$ <@ (�, 
���>���B" ��f ��x�>����� ��f�  �� �����" I���� ��! "��E। < "���8 ��x�>�������   
������������ ��@�� (D�" '�� I���9, Ê�"��@� <�� %!�Q��8 �������� I!#��� ������  
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���>���B" ���?�� [������$ i�)�� ��B ���I��3�� 
Ë (��� <�� (� ������ I�'U� 
'����X।  

�!���� �� ����¸ "�#$" ���'�   ���'���� �7� ��$7��� ���S#��" ��Ä� ��x�>�����, 
����������   %!�Q�� ��̀�>���� �������� '�� ��B ���I��3�� �¸� 
Ë�" �y�8$ ���� "�� 
�����E। < ���S#��" ��Ä� �D (������E �"!��� ��Ä���� ���������� (������7 ��̀�>���� 
���"�N8��" 4���� "�� ���5��� ��� "�� ���>�B ���I��3� "��� ����। "��>@ ���>�B� 
(������7� ���D ��x�>�����   ���������� (������7� �§ ��$��। �"F < �§ I�� �§ �। 

(^) <"���" ��x�>�������� ��>��� ���k �§ ������������� ��>��� ���k �§; �����" 
��x�>�����   ���������� (��C���� ���k �§� 

���"$ ��x�>���� ���� ��x�>����� (�����7�" "��4�>��� !� (����� ���!b �����" 
(>��) %�� "��E <�� <!��� ������" �D$R��" ��" ���� (���8 "��E। < "���8 ���"$ 
��x�>������ ���D ���� ��x�>����� (������7� �§ ����E। ���� ��x�>����� (������7� ���" 
(N8�C���� ���k 
��D$� �§ ����E। 

(���!��� �����>" ��x�>���� ���� ���������� (��C����" ���   (���8 "��E <�� 
����� !� (����� ���!b (>��) %�� (����E ���� ��� �Ì� (D�" ("4 (�G�� � ����। 

���"$ ��x�>����   (���!��� �����>" ��x�>���� ��>��� 
��D$ ��O��   �7����9�� "��। 
���� �� ¹������"   ¹������" ���   (����8� >� [��� �#�D���" ��>��� I!���� 
<��"� �7���� !�9 "�� ��X। < <��"� �É�� ���� ��� ����� ��>��� ���k �§ (��� (�� 
%��� ��>��� �����8 
�D$�5�� >� ���� �7����9�� "��। 

"��>@ < �§ ��$��। �"F <)� I�� �§ �। 

(+) ��x�>�����   ���������� (������7� ���"�N8�� ���D ��>��� (���� >9�8� �§� 

��x�>�����   ���������� (������7� ���"�N8� ��>��� (���� %���� >�����8�" 
(���8 "��E। ���� �#�D��� ���!b ?�� ���   (���8 '����� ���X। <�� < "���8 ������" ����� 
�����" ���7� 9= "��� 7���E। < �����" ���!�� %�� (���� >9�8� "�E (D�" K�� >9�8� 
 �� ���   (���8 ��¥�� 7�X। ("��� ("��� ��x�>�����   ���������� (���� �!�Q�� 
������i� >����  �� ���   (���8 ���"!��� '����� 7�। ���"$ ��x�>���� %�Â�-
%����"���� (��O�)  �� >���9� (���8 "��E। (���!��� �����>" ��x�>���� C�)"� 
��V��i��" �������� �7����� ������i� >���C����" (���8 "��E।  

"��>@ < �§ ��$��; �"F <)� I�� �§ �। 

(m) ���"$ ��x�>������ (�#�� ��x�>����   (���!��� �����>" ��x�>������ ���D  

<����, %�Â"�   ���� %����"�� ����W� >�������7� �§� 

 ���"$ ��x�>������ (�#�� ��x�>����   (���!��� �����>" ��x�>���� ���  ����8 "��E 
<����, %�Â"�   ���� %����"�� (�����7�" ¹�����   %�� ¹����� ���8� "��। < 
(����8�  �� �!$� "��E ����� ��"��। < "���8 %�Â�-<����   ���� %����"�� (��C��� 7�X 
�#�D���  
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O���\�। ����� ��M "�� (�̀�' %�E �#�D��� �7��\� @4����   %����"�� ��x�>�����   
�����>" ��x�>����� (��C���। <@ O���\�� (���� @4����   %����"�� �� I���[����� ��f 
���#L � <�� ���5�"#� ��" 6�$�, (����@ ��Ä��� ��'� "��� 7�� <�� "��[�� ��O 
O���\� ��� "�� �7� ������ "�� <� (��� �7� ��� "�� �� �����¸� �'Q������ ���। 

<����, %�Â"�   ���� %����"�� ���"��� (���� ���>$����� ��x�>����   ¹���������� 
I��5 ���   (���8 (D�" ��>��� (��   >���C����" ��f "���E। ��x�>����   
¹��������������� ��O���� <)� <")� �W ��>�। �"F <@ ���>$��� (N8�, (N8� ��"���� 
��D$ 
��x�>����   �����>" ��x�>������ ���D �7����9��� �y"$ ?�� "�� �> (���" ��-
¹������ ���8� "��E। < ����� >���� 98���B" ��Ä� �yb "�� ���>���B" ��Ä��� ��$  
���� "�� ��$7��� (N8�� o��7���" �����।  

�!������� ��� >9�8� �7� ���f��� �� ���"$ ��x�>�����" �y�8$ ����>� "��� ��$��� 
(�p̀�E�E �� ���"$ ��x�>������ ������� (���� (���!��� ��x�>���� ���* %���'�� I7��� 
(!�� ���� < �7� ���f ��O���" ���E (� ��� >i� �W�B '����X। 

 ��� �!�����, �� �, "�-��e��, D�@����, �K����@, @�&������, ����, ���$�, 
s����W�, ��7��, "�w�, (��>��-", <���w���, %>����, �������@, ����Â�, (���e����, 
�4�>����, ����!�� I!#�� ?�� ��x�>����   �����>" ��x�>���� ������� ��O�� ��¥ 9���� 
<�9�� '���E। 

���"$ ��x�>����   (���!��� �����>" ��x�>���� ��$�� ��VI���[��� ("�। i)���� 
I��8 "��E (�, ���"$ ��x�>����   (���!��� �����>" ��x�>���� 6����  >9�8� I�� ��। 

< �§ ��$�� <�� @7�@ I�� �§।  

%Q>$���"   (���� "��4�U %�&��    

%Q>$���"   (���� "��4�U %�&���� I�� ���� 7��� ���������   �� ���������। 
(���!��� �����>" ��x�>������ (�#�� ��������� ���>$��� (N8�� I����� ���� "�-(��� i�)�� 
��B I��3� "���E "��"�) ���>�B� (���। (� �"� "��4�U ���)$ <��� 5��� ��� "��� 
�5� 7�� (�C���� ���� ���>$��� �������� �7����� I����Ä�� "�> ���'��� "��E <�� ("��� 
("��� ���)$� 5��� <@ ������� ��� "��� �5� 7���E। ���>���B" (��� ��B ���I��3�� 
>� ���� �����>������ ��7���� %!�Q��8 ���>$��� I�������� ���� ���5��� ����� >i� '[�Q 
"��E।  

("��� ("��� ���)$ ������������� < '[��Q� �Ì�� ��W %Q>$���" "��4�U %�&�� 

��� �D ����8 "��E, (i��8� "�� I"#� ��5 ���������� �D ����8 "��E, ������������� 
"��E %����$8 "��� ���� 7���E। "��8 ��"$�-(�����-�� ����¸ �'Q����� %� ����������� 
���k ("� ��k��� �D (@।  

��$�� 6���� '�� "��4�U ���)$   %������� N��" ��=" ��"$�-(�����-�� ����¸ 
�'Q������ 7�� ���>��B  ��D <�9�� '��E। �!���� �� ����¸ 6���� (N3 ��"$����� (������, 
��$�� 6���� ��$7�� (N8�� �7 (��   ���'��"। [+]  

‘‘�!���� �� ����¸ I��!�� ��w �#>���!���   ����O"!��� ��"�$��� (������" 
4|����"�� ���� ��! "���E, �5� "���E <�� ��"�� "���E, ��"�$���-(������" <" �� 
��$��� 4b�� 
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"���E।’’ ��"�$   <�w�� ��"�$����� I��3���। (�� ��"$�����" ��x�>����� ���9 ��$7��� 
��Ä�� ���'���� CG���8$ I�a� ����� "��, ��$ID� ���>���B" (���� I��3� "��, 
��"$����-(����� I��3� "��। *��� (������" �5� "��   ��$7��� ��Ä��� "�"C��� 
CG���8$ I�a� ����� "��। �!���� �� ����¸ ��x�>������ ����O" ²���� ���9� ��"$����-
(������" ��"�� "���E। ��� ����� "���E �"!��� ���>���B" (��� ���B� ���I��3� 
I������ "�� ��� <�� (� �"� (��� ���B� ���I���3� 7���E (���"�� ��$7��� ��Ä���� 
�"!��� ����� ���5��� ��� "��� ����। ��� I��!�� ��w 6���� ID� �7� ��$7��� ���S#��" 
��Ä��� ��'�   ���'��� "��। <!��� ��� ��"$�����" <@ �y�8$ �� *�� 4b�� "��, (� *� 
7��� �� ����¸ �'Q������ *�।  

‘����� ��9� ��� 7��� >� �!$� "�� "8$�����  ��, ��Ä� "��� >� �!$� "�� �� ����¸ 
�'Q������  ��। "��>@ ��$�� ���9� ��Ä����� ('�� 4���- �� ����¸ �'Q����� ����, ����� 
  ��� !�� ���" 7 ���  ��। ��$�� %Q>$���" "��4�U %�&�� <" �� ���� 
��������� (��� �����E। <�� ���� �� ����¸-<� ���� k��W <�� "��> ��� ��������� "��; "D�� 
  "�9�> �� ����¸ �'Q������   ������ ���������� �D ������। �� ����¸ �'Q������ ������ 
<̀�) >98�"   ��Ä����� (��"̀� (���� ���>$��� �������� < <" ��!� "�����>   @7�@ �� 
���������।  

��$�� ��V����?�� "��4�U %�&���� ����) ��9$= ����$����� ���। ���!b (��� (���� 
����������   �� ������������ (�#� "��59� "��E, (���� ��"$�����-(������ �� ����¸ 
�'Q�������� �� ���)$ �#�U "�� ��$7��� (N8�� (�#�� >98�" ��Ä��� ��D ���'���� "��E।  

�� ��"$������� ��"$������� ��"$������� ��"$�����----(������(������(������(������----�� ����̧  �'Q������ ��$7��� (N8�� ��>R��"�� ����̧  �'Q������ ��$7��� (N8�� ��>R��"�� ����̧  �'Q������ ��$7��� (N8�� ��>R��"�� ����̧  �'Q������ ��$7��� (N8�� ��>R��"    

���)$ 9=�� I���>�������)$ 9=�� I���>�������)$ 9=�� I���>�������)$ 9=�� I���>����            

�!���� ��  ����E, ‘‘��� ��Ä� "��� 7� ��7�� ����@ <"�) ��Ä�� ���)$ D�"�� 7��। 
��Ä�� ���)$ E�W�, ��"$�����-(������ ��Ä�� ��³     ��Ä�� ������ 9�W  =�, <"�) ��Ä�� ���)$ 
E�W� N��" (N8�   ����" >�����8�" ��x�>����   ��� ����7� "�"����� ����>� "��� (�#� 
�� "�� ����।’’ %����� (��� 9���9��" (� ��"$����� ������ ���)$ �E� �� ‘��S��}�’   
‘���"��}�’ ������ 6@ 4���� ��!f 7�, ������", ����� (D�" (����� %�� �D�� �����W� <�� 
���� ���Xb ��   4���C����" < �#�U�"�8 (D�" ��'�� "�� I���>। 

���$ ���"*� "��4�� ���)$ ������ ������� ���)$��� $ ���"*� "��4�� ���)$ ������ ������� ���)$��� $ ���"*� "��4�� ���)$ ������ ������� ���)$��� $ ���"*� "��4�� ���)$ ������ ������� ���)$    

<@ ���)$ ��"$�����-(������� �"� ��� �³�" ������ "�� I"#���5 (���"�N8� �D$�� 
4���������, ���Q���� ��̀�>����, ��x�>�����   (���!��� �����>" ��x�>�������� ����� 7�� 
���$������ N��"-"#�"��� ����D ���'���� "��E। <@ ������� �����7� (9�3� �D$������, 
��8$�U�@����� ������। N��"-"#�" >98�" ��z�Q "�� (���"�N8�� 
�D$���� <��� �5�। <�� 
‘��S��}�’ ��� ����'�। <�� ���$������ N��"-"#�" >9�8� >���� ��। 

���$ ���"*� "��4�� ���)$ ��� $ ���"*� "��4�� ���)$ ��� $ ���"*� "��4�� ���)$ ��� $ ���"*� "��4�� ���)$ ((((��"$�������"$�������"$�������"$�����))))������ �� ���������� ���)$������ �� ���������� ���)$������ �� ���������� ���)$������ �� ���������� ���)$    

<�� "D��   "�9�> ��"$�����-(������-�� ����¸ �'Q������   ������ ����������। 
�D$�� <�� ��� ���"�  W�� ��� ���"�� ��������� "��� >�। <�� ���$�����  �� ���"*�� 
¹������" (���8 
�"�� "�� � <�� >���� ��O�� � "��� <�� ���$������ >9�8� �") 
¹������" ��"���� ����� �7���� ����'�। >���� 98���B" ��Ä��� >� ��h I�|�� � ��� 
���� <"�)�" ¹������"  
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���"�N8�� 7�� �f "��E <�� �����" ����" >98�" ¹������" (���8 ������� ��O��� ��� 
���"$�� ����� ���>$������ (�#�� (=�� ���X। ‘���"��}�’ �� ��� ���� ��Ä��� ("��" ����� 
"��E। <�� �� ����������। 

�� ���� ���� ���� ��, , , , 4�4�4�4�----��   ���Xb ��Ä����   ���Xb ��Ä����   ���Xb ��Ä����   ���Xb ��Ä��    

���$������ ��Ä��� K�)Q ��?� 7 ��� ��$��� (���� "��4��  %�&���� ��9$=�� I�[�� 
'��E। ��"$����� ������ ���$ ���"*� "��4�� ���)$� ��Ä�� '���, ������ [��� ���)$ "�$�   
��Ä����� ���� I"�� 7 ��� ��"$�����-(������-�� ����¸ �'Q�������� �#L!��� �����7 "��E। 
< ��?�� �"E� �����9 �;�� I���[����� '[ (i��� ����� ��E ���� (���E। 

 (��)����) ���;��� K�� ����� �n����� !��9 !�9 "�� ����    

�� ���������� ���)$� %!�Q��8 ("�&��� K�� �����W� <"�) '[ ��>����" ��=" 
��"$�����, s������� ������ ��� >��7� "��। ��� < ~��) �"� "�$�   >������8� �") 
¹������" ��f� ����� ��� I"���!��� ����'�।  

��� <"�) ~� ��$��� �� ������������� ���D %��̀� "��E। ������� !�9��Ç�� ���>$��� 
(9�3�� <"�) !u���। ��'� "�$���� ~��) <"�) (>�) �� ����������,  (�#����!�   7��� ~��) 
�����9�;��   �����!� (�G��7���� <"�) I���[����� %��̀�। 

�� <"�) 4�H����9� �� ��"$����� ������ ���)$� �!�Q�� Í8-���)$ �#�U� ���� �����W�, 
�f���� ��" ���� ���� �� ���������� ���)$ (D�" ��!b। >���� �f��� <�� �{U, �³9�!��� 
6�$�।  

%��"�) ��Ä�� ~� "��4�� %�&���� ��� I"#���5 5��� ���>$������ <"�) %�&�� 
I��3� "���E�। <�� ��� "�� �f�� <��������W ��"$����-(����� �� ����¸ �'Q������ "D� ��� 
����� ����"�� 5��� ���>$��� '��� (9�� "��� I��� ���। <�� ��� ��?�� ���)$� ���k ("� �§ 
D�"�� � ��� ����   �� ����¸ "�#$" ��?��  ���)$� ���k ("� �§ D�"�� � ��� ����   
�� ����¸ "�#$" ������$ ��"#� !������ (e��� ��³� %N� ����E� ���� %�&��� "��"> 5��� 
���>$��� ����>���� ��")? 7�। < E�W� G���� ���, �9W� ������D>�, ��"$����-(�����-
�� ����¸ �'Q������ �������� o�"� %��"���� �"F ����������, �� ����������   I���8� 
�������� ���D ���7� ���������� ���� %��̀� ����� 4���7�, ���"��� ��³ ��V��, ��Ä�� 
���"��� 7��� ���)$� (�#� D�"�� <@ �³, �!���� �� ����¸ <� (9���� ����� ���� ��� (�� 
��"$���� ������� (9���� ����� ��³� ?� I�� I!#�� >i� ��"$����������� 5��� ���>$��� ��³ 
��V���। �"E� �"E� ��Ä�� <��� �Ì�� �W��  ��'��@ ���� <��� ��=" �� %����� "�� (����� 
%���। �¿�� ���� ��"$����� �� ���������� ���)$� �!�Q�� Í8-���)$ �#�U� ���� �����W� (� 
���)$� "D� 4��� 4�H� "�� 7���E, (� ���)$�� (��9 �����E।  

< E�W� T�� �T��!�� �� ��Ä�� ���Xb!��� "�> "��E। ��� ("4 ���k��� (���, ("4 
���k���7�!��� "�> "��E, %��� ("4 <��������W ��� E�W�E।  

"��>@ I���) ��Ä�� ���� ��"$�����-(������-�� ����¸ �'Q������   (� ������ 
�����"��� ������" ����@ ���������, �� ���������   ���� ��"$���� ������� %���$� 
��G�� ��O�� 
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"��� 7�� <�� ‘‘I���[�������� ��G�� �����7 "�� �����9�’’- ���"� ±�²$ ���� ��� <��� 
��G�� �����7 "��� 7��। �!���� ��  ����E, ‘‘ ���� ����� ("��� I"�� 9="��$ ��� �। 
²�� ���� ������'� �>$ ��k�� <�� @7�@ ��Ä�। ���f �7"��� ��� (�� "�� ��� ���D >�W�, �� 
7��� 9=���" "�>। 

"��>@ I���) ��"$�����-(������-�� ����¸ �'Q��������� 4�'� ��>��� o"� I��3� "�� 
<�� (������� ��$7�� (N8�� <"�) ��Ä�� ��>R��" ���)$ I��3� "��। �!���� ��  ����E, 
‘‘���#�����, ��"$����-(������� ��³ ����Z�, %�������'� ���� I���9"���   >9�8� 
���D ��f <� <"�) ���)$, <� <"�)� ���)$� (�#���� <"�) ��� ���7�; <� <"�)� ���)$� 
(�#�� �"� ��Ä�� (N8�   ��Ä�� ���� <"�) ��fÂv-< ���) 7�X %����� ���" ����>� "��� 
I�� �h।’’ 

<@ ��Ä�� ��³   ��Ä�� ������ ��$7��� (N8�� ��>R��" ���)$ I��3�� >�, 4���� "�$��'�   
�f�� ��*��� "��� >� <"�) ��[� ��9= ���$����� N��" %�&��। 
 

                ('������ �� ('������ �� ('������ �� ('������ �� ----��i$>��� 7 ��i$>��� 7 ��i$>��� 7 ��i$>��� 7                 

��"$������"$������"$������"$����----(�����(�����(�����(�����----�� ����̧  �'Q����� �>&����।�� ����̧  �'Q����� �>&����।�� ����̧  �'Q����� �>&����।�� ����̧  �'Q����� �>&����।    

    

----------------------------------------------------------------    
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��������� 
����� ��$ "��� I������ 
�������"��� ���E�   �!� 

���" ����� ^ �e��-�, /01] 

 

��������� 
����� ��$ "��� I������ ��������� 
����� ��$ "��� I������ ��������� 
����� ��$ "��� I������ ��������� 
����� ��$ "��� I������     

��"�� �������"   �������������� �!�   ��"�� �������"   �������������� �!�   ��"�� �������"   �������������� �!�   ��"�� �������"   �������������� �!�       

���5�! ���E����5�! ���E����5�! ���E����5�! ���E�    

��������� 
������ ������ ���$ ���"*� �������" @4���� %7��� 9�"�� (������) 
(I�Î�� I�w�8 �������� �����>� ��"�� "��$�� �������", "�$'���   (I� "�$'��� <�� 7"����� 
<"�) ������ ���3� 7� <�� ������ (��� �������"   �������������� <"�) ��i$ ���E� 
��>��D ����� %��। ���E�"���98 ��������� 
�����, ��8$ (�p��" ���"�� I��3�, >G�� ��?� 
I���7��, (���5� ����, (I� ��e$��:�7 �"� "���"�� �����, ��O���� ���k ���$-���©� 
���"*� <" 7 , ��B8���" ���$� I���7��, @�|K�" E������� ���>���� I���7��, ��>�&���� 
���f� ������ 9!$8� 7�4�>� ����� ���5�! I��$ "��। 

������� ��������� 
������ ������ o"��� %�&���� %7�� >��@�� �f#�� "�� 
���"*� (Ke���� �������" @4���� �����8 �y��" >�� ��7�> ��$�, @�|K�" �y��" 
>�� �KZ� (7���, @,��,@4,(>’� I�f �����8 �y��" >�� %�� %���K, (I�Î�� �!���� 
>�� <,��,<�,���� <�� �!���� >�� �7�6H�7 "�����   �y��" >�� %��4� �����। 

 
----------------- 
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� ��� !���� "�#$" 98-%�&���� e�" ���"*� ��>��!�� 2 �e��-�, /01] 

BHASHANI'S CALL FOR MASS MOVEMENT 

(By Special Correspondent) 

 

National Awami Party (Pro-Peking) Chief Maulana Bhashani addressing Friday's 

public meeting at Paltan Maidan gave a call for changing the present system through 
man movement. Maulana Bhashani denied the allegation that his party did not want 

unity with other opposition political parties. But he also said, I do not want a united 

front for fighting election. 

The meeting was held under the joint auspices of National Awami Party (pro- 
Peking), East Pakistan Sramik Federation protesting "repressions" by the regime. 

Besides, the Maulana who presided over the meeting was addressed among others, by 
Mr. Mashiur Rahman, MNA, Mr. Abdul Huq, Mr. Mohammad Toaha. Denying the 

charge against the opposition parties that hey were without any concrete programme 
he said that their demands for provincial autonomy, direct adult franchise, freedom of 

the press etc. formed the programme. 

Criticising the regime for not accepting the people demands Maulana Abdul 

Hamid Khan Bhashani apprehended that if the demands were not conceded to East 

Pakistan might secede the become independent. 

More than once he hinted that his party would not participate in the coming 

elections. He said the regime would not be able to hold elections if the people resist it. 

Maulana Bhashani demanded release of all political prisoners including Mr. 
Bhutto and Khan Wali Khan. 

Maulana Bhashani advised President to 'retire' and told the Basic Democrats to 

beware this time. 

The meeting was followed by a procession led by Maulana Bhashani. When the 
processionists coming out on the D.I.T. Avenue through the southern gate of the 

Paltan Maidan were about to enter the road running in front of the Governor's House, 

a contingent of police obstructed their path. 

After a brief demonstration near the crossing of Toyenbee Circular Road the 
procession proceeded towards Jinnah Avenue on way to Baitul Mukarram. 

Afier the procession passed away a number of fencings of the Children Park were 

found demolished. Any empty bus of the E.P.R.T.C. was found standing on Toyenbee 

Circular Road with partially damaged window panes. 

When the procession terminated at Baitul Mukarram Maulana Bhashani gave a 

call for observing strike in the city on Saturday, earlier addressing the Paltan Maidan 
he had called for general strike on December, 12. So his call for the strike on Saturday 

created confusion. He later announced that there might be a transport strike on 

Saturday. 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

98-%�&���� I�a (I���ev %@��� ��� ���5�! 
"�� ��"���" )���� ���� �।  

���" ���"*� ] �e��-�, /01] 

 

���5�! "�� ��"���" )���� ���� ����5�! "�� ��"���" )���� ���� ����5�! "�� ��"���" )���� ���� ����5�! "�� ��"���" )���� ���� �    

<�"� �� <" ���5�! I��$ "�� �� �!� "�� ������� �� ��$�� ��"���" )���� ����� �। 
(I���ev (��� %@��� �� 9�"�� ����� ��"�� < "D� (i��8� "��।  

��� 9�"�� ������ ��9 "�$� ����� �f#�� "��E��। 

<,��,��-�������� ���� I"��, I����� ���!b ?� (D�" %9� ������ "�$���� <@ ����� 
/ iv������ (>������ !���� �f#��"��� <@ ���$ ��"$ "�� (� (�, ������� ���� ��$��" �5� 
7�X �"E� ���!� %��� >���� o"�   ��7���" ���� "��। 

(I���ev ���, ����� ‘98�B’ I��3�� ����� �5� 7�X 6@ I����" ���Xb "�� (K�� <�� 
��©� ���"*��" )�"��� )�"��� "�� (K��। (���� � "G, ��� ��@ 7�, ��� �� 7�� %����� 
�"��� "��E@  %�7���� �����। ��� %��� ���, %��� !����� ��̀'!��9� <" !��9� ��� 
���"*� ��� �� �� 7�� ���, ��� ��� ��*�@ ����� 7��।  

��� ���, ������� ���� 7��� 5��� �� ��� �D$ 7�X (�@�� 6��$�9�� ��� �K�� �� �� �� 
�" � (��   >����" ���!��� ���" ()� ��� ���� <�� <� ����$" �D$ 7�X %����� ��>��� 
���=@ E���"�i�� "��। 

 ������ ���9� <@ ����� D��, �7�, �7"���, (>��   I�����" ������ ���9� �!����   
�y��"98 E�W�  9!$� >�� %�6� (���� ��, ���"*� ������ ���9� �����8 �y��", 
I�����" �B��9$, >����   I�����" ������� ����98 <�� ���� I����� ������ ���9� (��   
"�$��� 4��?� �E��। 

(I���ev ���, �"!��� 5��� ��� "�� ��� ������� ���� ���@ (�@ ���� %)̀��@ ��*। 
����������� (����� "�����@ ("� ��3� �� 9=���" "�$��'� (@। ���̀� %�9 5��� ��� "��� 
'�, ��̀� ��� ����� "�$��'� O7 "��� '�। 

������� ��C��� 7� "��$"��� ��� "�� (���� >� (I���ev ���� "�$���� I�� �"� 
%!�Q��8 ������ ���>$ ���� ����?��� (��"������ %7�� >��। ��� ������" < "D� ¯�8 
"���� (� (�, (���� !����� ��$���8� ������� %9��� ��$�' ���@ CG���8$। >���� o"�, (���� 
��7��   ���#!���� 4b� �� �9O�� <�� �"E� �!$� "��E ������ ���9� 4��। 

(I���ev ���, ������ ��9 "�$���� <�� �"E��" �5� "��� 7��। "��8, ������� ��C�� 
<���" '����� "�� ���� '��। 
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������� ��������� ��������� ��������� ���     

����� ! ����� "��# ������� ����� ����$����� �%� &�'� ��� ���, "�)�� "��* 
����+� "��# ������� ���� ���,� -�� ���� "�� $�����, "��# �).������ / 
01)�2����34 $�� ����� �5��� ���� ����। 

789: ����� ��;��� �� �%�� ����� �� <=>�� ����� -���? ��� ��+���� ����, ���� 
����� ! ���, ����� ����@� �A�B� 0��� �$����� -���? "�� 78C9 ����� ���* "� �)�,। 

���� ���, "��* �����, )���D� ��E�� ���F�)� G�। 
 

 

 

 

 

----------------- 
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������)������)������)������)    �I��I��I��I�    ��������������������    
������� ���)I�-� 0-��� J���� 

 �����, �)2K# 
L��� ����+� 7M � ��N�, 78C: 

 

J���� �����, �)2K#J���� �����, �)2K#J���� �����, �)2K#J���� �����, �)2K#    

>���� OP��� ������� ���)I�-� 0-��� J���� -���� ����� -�। ���� �%��* �-��� �� 
�������#, -�#-��$��, ��-������ / ����- �Q %���। R �� �-��� �����# "����� 
�)�$��������� �����# ������ / �������� >�S� ��T+ ��� "�� U�# $���- ���# >�S� ���S�� 
���। *��0��#��’� �����# ���/ @��=+ -�। 

0�>� �� ��� �%��* �-��� ��2� �S� ����� / *��0� ���-� �-���� �)����� %���। 
>���� ������ 0*�$ / <A�A ��B  ����� �)2W��� ���# ����- ���X4 ����� XA�� �-� #-� 
���� ��S��। �����#�-"� �WY� / @�Z @�Z $)���� ���� <�X����> ����� �[ ������ �=G��� 
����? ��� $�� �>�?।   

�����, �)2K#���� >���� J��� �-�� <�B��� "��� )��2�� 0�>� ��\ �-\�# -���� ����� 
��� -। "��� ��� ������ �)�����) )��$�� $�]�� �)�$ ��S / �)�$ ���D ����� ��.�� 
���। �G��� ��%/ <A�A ����� XA� ��2���)I�� �A�B� �-���� ��� <�>) ���� %��� "�� 
���^� X�S -��* �� ?�X_ ��� ���। "* �)� ���# ��� -�� ��@` ��_ ��� "��� )��2�� 
0�>� ���� ��������/ ��a� ��� �����। 

������� ��� B ���b���� ��)� �%�� ����� ��� ���P#��� ��,2� �)����� �-����� 
�=G��� ��� ��� ���। "��� "��� )��2�� 0�>� ��\ / �)c�X� G��� 0-)� ���b��� >) 
��� / ����������� ��_ <d@�,� $A �)��� -।  

"��� &�'� ��� ���� ���� ��, ���X4 ������� �� �I�2 / (�.�:) ��5) ����+�� ‘������ 
��2���� �������’ �����A��� "* -���� ����� 0-�� $�����?��। 

0��� &�'����>A ��, ������ -���� �� �)2K�#� �)� ��+�� ����# �?���� ����D �h�� -�� 
/�E "�� ����- W��W�� �A�K�� �.�Y� �WY� ���। ��i "���� "*�� ����# �?����� <���B�� 
���� ���। *��0� / ����� XA� K K #-� ���� ��S���� G�� �j��� ���� X� ���� 01�>�� 
���।  

�QA�� ���� <�B� 
�X���� -�� 0��। 

 

����,>a�����,>a�����,>a�����,>a�    

����,>a �%�� 0)���� �$
 ������ $�� ��, >��� ����,>a, �����>a / �k� 
%��� �I,2 -���� ����� -�। *��0*� ��  �*�2� �- ���X4 �)��� F�)���/ �I,2 �)2K# ��� ���। 
>����  
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����,>�a Y�)�� / �l ?�S� ��� ����- W���। ��$��, �������# �3I,2 �Q �?�। 
������� X�DA <����� �����>a %��� mn $, ����,>a %��� mM $ / �k� %��� M $�� 
�=G��� ��� -���?।  

    
�=G����=G����=G����=G���    

    

����� �I�� $�� �>�?, >� �.-o����� ��� "�� >���� OP��� J��� �-��� 9�# %�� "����; 
����,>a, �����>a, �k� / #�>� %�� "���� "�� Wq=��) �)�# C8M �A���� �=G��� ��� -�। 
"� )��A >���� Wq=�), J���� 9�# %��; ����,>a, �k� / �����>a %�� "�� #�>� %��� �)�# 
MRr $�� �=G��� ��� -�। >� �.-o����� ���� J���� 9�# %�� / #�>� %��� �)�# m9C $ 
�=G��� -� ��� ����� $���। �.-o����� ���� �=G��� ��� -� ����� ��� ���*�� >���� ���� 
�?�S ��/�� -���? ��� ����� ��.2�@ $�����?।  
 
 

-------------------- 
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������) �I� ����� 

0�k���� �st�� =-�,� 0-�� $���� ?������ 
��� ���.�� 

L��� 0$�� m8 � ��N�, 78C: 

 

���$ ?�� ��� ���.���� 0�k���� �st��  
=-�,� 0-�� 

J���� ���$ ?����� >���� ����� "� ��� ���.���� ��@�>� ����-��/�� 0�����d 
0�k���� �st�� =-�,� $A ?���)��$� ��� "�� ��oY ��$u��� �)2�IW� �*�� v�A�� 
0�k�� >�S�� ������� $A ��� >,���w� ������� ��x��� ��� 0-�� $��*���?।  

>���� J��� ��y���A��� ����� ?�� ������ �-�X���� $�� ���G���� 0-)� / �����, 
�3��� $�� ��$) ��)�� �Wc���� �I�2 ����+� ?�� *&���� (&X� z�) ��@ $�� ��*G��{ 
0-�)� )���, / $�� ��)U�{�-� / $�� �)�+G� $�)�� -�����, �I�2 ����+� ?�����>� ��@ 
$�� 0�U� �&G / $�� ����� �)�-�]� 0�� ��� ���.���� <�X���> ��� ��, ����� ?�� 
��2�� x���), ��@���� ����� �)����� / ��@� ���|� �� �K�D,� �X.��� )��A�) ?���)��$� 
>,���w� <������� T�� ����� W��-���?। ��i ��-��� ��� ‘��=�)� ?���)�$’ ��$��� 
>,���w� <������� &�� ��� ���� -+�@� �-A ����� �।  

 

 
     ------------ 
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������) �I� ����� 

0#�# ������� ���� &��A��> >,���w� ��=�) ��)�# 
( A��) >�E�-0�k���� 0-�� 

L��� ����+� 8, $������, 78C8 

 

������� 0# ���� v�A�$�# ‘>,���w� ��=�) ��)�#’ >E 
 

��� ")X�� ��\W�# �� / <�� ���# �� >���� ������ ������ 0�|���X��� 0�4 ��2�W� 
<��=-, � ���� �%� �K�D,� ��� $�����,�� ��2�W �$2 ���� 0-�� $�����?। " ?�S� 
���� "��# >,���w� ��=�) ��)�#  (� �)�PA��#� "A��� ��)�#) >E�� �%� �K�D,� ��� 
$������,� ��$u��� ���2�Xc)} ��~����� )-� ����} ����� $A ��2)� 0�k���� 
�A����� / �)��� ��� "��# ‘<�-��, ��K�� / �.����� >,0�k��’ >�S ������ ���d 
�K�D,� ����?। >� "� �`�-��� ���� J���B, ��� ") C 0/��)� ��>, A�� (/���� �� z�) / 
$�)��� /��)��� *����)� �A��� ��$u��� 0���-0���W� ���D >���� ������ ��� )��$��� 
�-)��� ���X� -�� &� ��.�.k ���X��� "� *�+-�� ���� ���।  

�K�D,���� A���� (/���� �� z��) X����` �X���� $�� 0)�� �-��� ��-, $�)��� 
/��)��� *����)� ���P#��� �$���� $�� )�G�� )�-)��, C �G���� 0/��)� ���>� X����` 
�X���� L��� $~� *���) "�� ��� ")X�� �$��) *����)� �X���� $�� �Wc���� �)�-�]� 
0��, ��� ") 0/��)� ���>� �X���� $�� �~'�- ��, ��&��� ���>� �X���� $�� 
��c����, "� "G ����� ! $�� I~� 0)� / $�)��� *���)�� <B��� 0)�� $�� ���-���� 
�)�-�]� ��@� ���।  

 
�I,2 ����,� �I,2 ����,� �I,2 ����,� �I,2 ����,�     

�K�D,�� ���� ����?, ����� �.� ��y�� ��2)��� "� �A��� L
��W�� / $����)� ��� $���� 
$���� ��2�@�� <��� / T�� � �� "��?। ����D ��� "* ����� ��W�X��� "�� <��� 
>���� *���)������� $�� �AB�� ���2 ����? "�� $>,�� �)+ ��%�)� / �)c��� <����� 
"�� ���2�Xc) <����� �%�� ���� ��� "��# ��������� <>,���w� �A�B� ����) ����?। 

"* ��� �A�B� ��� +��� )���D� &�� ����D ��� ?��, F�)�, �.D� "�� <A�A F)$��� 
)���D� &��� ��2�� W������ <����� <�����।  

�K�D,�� ��� -�, "* <>,���w� ����� ����� x�#���� �������� -��� ��� �3� $)� 
���� �����d� ��� <���, ���। @)���� W�P� �����$��� U2��� ��2+�� ?�S�� ��S�?। 
0)���w "�� ���X4 ������ ��X��> U2��� "* ������� "��# B��� �A�B�� ~� ����?। 

"* L
��W��� ����� ���-�X��� ����� ��2��)I�� ��� W����� ����। ��$u��� ������ 
�A���X��� 0#� ����, <A��X��� $~�� <�A�-� ���� "�� �)c��� "�� �>��� <����� ������ 
0*�� �A��� ����$ ���� "* ����� �#�� 0�?।  

"* ����� ") "� <�B�� �.�Y ����?, ��� G�� �I�2 / ��5) ����+��� )��A <%2u��� 
L�D)A �.�Y -���? "�� �� ���S ����। 0� "* ������� ���X4 +��� )���D� )��A <%2u��� �����> 
/  
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�3��� �A��� ����� ���S* W���?। $�����, Z�A���� <��)I�A "�� <�-�� )�Z������ 
<�-�� ������ ���,� -���?।  

&��� ����� ����� �@�� )� &���� ��)��� �st�� =-,, ����D ��� �I�2 ����+��� 
�@�� �A�B� =-�, W�) �A%2��� ���W� �����?।  

����� ") "�#� <�B�� �.�Y ����? ��, ��� G�� ����� ��2� )��D ����� X�>A / X��Dh 
�3��2 W�) -����� ���� �)��� -���?। ����D ��� �I�2 ����+��� )���D� )� �� ��?�� ��� 
����> ���.��, �����A "�� <@)�� ���� ��\���?। 

"* W�) $���� ����2��� �#XI�)�� &����� >��x��� �I� ���� "�� ����+��� 0���2� ��+ 
���� "�� )I�A���� &������ $A "* 0#�# �� ����+�� �I,2��> >,�w / $>�,� �I,2 
��$u��� ���2�Xc)} ���|�� �.� "�� �A%2-� ����� =-, �����। ���� ���� (�) �G ���� ��.��� 
���2��)!��� ��� �A�B� ����), (�) ��`������ �X��# ��A@ ��2�W, (>) <����N $~�� <�B� 
��A�-��, (K) �I,2 �>��� <����� ������|�। �)+ ������� ����D ��� ��� ��W��� 0#� ����� 
0* / ��y���A��� <� 2A�� �����, (�) �� 0��� /���� ��, ��� )��$��� �-)�, $���G��� 
0�� X��q��- ��� ��$u��� �k�, ��$u��� ����, $����.� �� �=G���� ������� ��A�-��, (W) 
�Gc$���� ���2����� 7MM ����� 0/��� $����.� ��� ���2� ��A�-��, (?) F�)���� �)2K�#� 
<����� ������|�, ($) �� � b����� ���� &�� 0������ ������D��- ��������� /�� 
$����.� ��� ��D���� ��A�-�� "�� *�tG��, W��, ��=��X ������ ���)�# �- ��� 
���$��`�.� ����� � b����� ������.� ��� ����� "�� ��)���� ����� 0�� )������ ���? 
��A���2�� ���� ���?।  

"* ���� 
�@������� ��x��� 0��� �K�D,� ���? ��, "��# ����-� "�� �I,2 >,���w� 
������ �.�Y� &����� ��2�)I- ��+����� � -�� ��2)� �
��W��� "�� <>,���w� �A�B�� <��|� 
��2�W -�� $>�,� ���% $�������� ���)�। ��� ���@��* ���� 0>�)� ��2�W� <��=-, � ���� 
����� ����? "�� $������,� ��� ��2�W �$2 ���� 0-�� $�����?।  

 

 �K�D,�� ��2���D ��� -�, ��2)�� ���� ���� �A��� >,<X�A�� ����k�- "#�* �)�, ��� 
�� $�����, v � ��#��� ��� W�� �। ����� ��5� / �.���y�� L
��W�� / $����)� ��� ��) � 
-/�� ��2� ��2)��� <>,���w� 0�k�� %�)�� �। ���� 
�@� ����>, ����� �$ �$ ���� 
�@  �%�� ���, 0)�� / 0)���� ���#2 
������)� "* v��-���� ��2�A ���� ��� �A�> 

���� ������ -�� � "�� $>,�� ����� �I,2 ���2�Xc) @)�� �G���� ��/��� $A "�� <����N 
&����� �@A�)I- ��+����� $A ����X��� ���.����, ����>�E� <�-��� 0�k�� W����� ����।  

 

 

      --------------- 
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������) �I� ����� 

�W�� / )� ������ 
������ /�� 
-�)��� ������� "�� 0�k���� �)%2� 

����$��� ����� 

���� 
������ ���@, ��)�#� 
�W���� 

7M $������, 78C8 

 

�W�� / )� ������ 
������ /�� -�)��� ������� 
79* $������� �X� / �)�?��  

��� ��� ���>�� �~ 

�W�� / )� ������ 
����� )���D� "��# �)c��� <�����। ��� &4� $���� ������� )I��* 
����? "* <������� �5���। �� ����,* ����# &4����)� 
��� $���* �W�� / )� ������ 

������� ���,�/ <��� )I�A�� ��� )� ��� "�� �� ���@�,� $A ����� �A�> 
����� 
����=+ - �। �@���� "/ �@,�� ��, ����� $����� ������ ����� W�*�� ����� �����>2 $���� 
�W�� / )� ������ 
������� ���S ��� ") DS�w �* ��� $�� ��+�� ���� *�+�� ���� 
���, ") ��� ������ )��A) �* ��� ��-��A ��P� -�� &E�� ��)�A�) �������� ���।  

0)���� ������/ ��>� ��*� �?��� *��-��� ���� �>�?, ����� 
������ �� �%�� 0$ 
��2� ����D ��� " ������ $������,� �� ���� ��� "� ��� ��� �-���� <���, ��� 
W���?। ���A�� ��� / ��������� <� 2A�� $��� ��� ��������� ���� �Q ��� ��/���  �� 
�
��W��� $�� B�� ��� -���?, �� O�� �.�#��� ��� ���� ��_* ����� -�� ����। "* 
<� 2A�� $��� ���� �I��2* 
����� ���X� �����* �I�2 ������ ��������� ���� �Q ��� -���? 
"�� 0$ ��2� ����� �@�� ������ ������D��� ��\S� �)�X��� ���� ����?। " ?�S�/ ����? 
����Y �G���� �� ����� �)2W���� )��A�) �����, <����� �� ����� &���� ‘��� &����’ / 
����� �����D� /�� ‘")���>2�’ $���� �A�B�� ��-���A $)��� 
������ /�� -�)��। <A���� 
$������,� <�%2 ���W���� ��� / "�� �#���X� ����� �3I,2~�� �$
 �W���w~�� ���@>� 
��� �����?। ����� 
��� )��)� ������ �����> ��� /, �#���X�� ��� �*-*, ") �� "*�� 
�W���w 
���X��� ��/ �A�-�� ��� ��� �। �������� ��������� /��/ " ���� $���) 
������ <�A�-� ����? "�� ��� )�-I��2 "- ���� ��_ ��=�) <%�� 0���D ��� ����� �#�� 
%���� -��। ����� 0���� 0� �j� -� � ����� ������ ����� �)��� �� �Q ���� W�� �.�Y 
�%�� O~ ��� ��������, ���-��A���� ����~� ��� "�� <����D ��>$ �Q ��� ��2� L
��W��� 
���@��� �����#�* ����> ���� ������� ���� ����=+ -�� ���� ����। "* ���� ���$ 
�-����� $�A $���� ��>2E ��A��� (--------) �X.�� ��B�� ����.��� �>���k��>��/ <�A�-� ���� 
-���?। " ����� �W�� / )� ���� ����B��� "* -��� "������ �W�।  

"�* �������� ����? =� ������ /�� ������� �������-�X��� <��.� �)���। 
������ 
�� " ����� ����� �� "�� "�� �� �* ���$��` ����? ��� �-��� �*। ����D ��� ���� 
��* ���A�� ��� / ���������-"� ��������� ��-���A =� �����D� /�� ��D���� $��� ���, 
���,  
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��2���� ���#� $��� "�� ��� �* 0#� / ���$��`���,� )��A�) ����� ��X��� �W�� / 
)� ������ ������� �h�� -�� &�E�?। "* -�)��� �-�S� 0*���� 0)��� L
��W����/ ?��S�� 
�>�?। " <�B�� G�� ���� �� ������� 
���X��� ����� &h��- ��)� -�� ��* �, �������/ 
�* ����� �~h��- -�� �S�? "�� G�� ���.��� $>�� ��) 0��? W�) �QA�}। �st�� 
L
��W��� ������>2� ��#/ "��# $����� <���)� ����� $�A "#�* -��� ���W�� &���� �A�B�। 
�� >,�w ���|�� ���F�� ���� -��, �E� ��* )�-I��2* �W�� / )� ������ 
������ /�� "* 
�����d� -�)��� �A��A� ��? "* <�_��� )I� ���%��?  

��* " )�-I��2 ������� 
������ ���@, "�� �W�� / )� ������ /�� �� ��� ������ 
-�)��� �������� ����# �>����� ��W� / v�A�� -�� 0)�� 0-�� $����। ��D����� )��� 
"* ��A ����|� ��� 0$ <���-��2 -�� &�E�? ��, 0)�� 
��� $��� "�� 0)���� �W�� / )� 
������ �)c��� <������� /�� -+�@�। 0)�� �� ����� )I��A ������� ��� "�� "* <�W���� 
0)�� ��?���* ����) %���� ��� �।  

�X�� B�� ����� "��� )� �_, 
79* $������, ����� R#� 

�X�����  �� "�)�� -� 
 

��.�� ����� ��d� $��� 0����,  �� 0-)� ���G, ��>) ���G�� ��)��, ����k�� 0�� 
$�G�, ��,�$ �)�+G�, ��,� ���x`, �-�U'�- ������, <�A��� )���&{� �)��।   

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

���� 
����� ���@, ��)�#� �@ �%�� �W���� / �)��� )�Z�� �%�� )��Z�। 
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������) �I� ����� 

0*��� ������� ��~�� )/��� X����� 
‘����$� ��$� �Q ��� -��’ 

L��� 0$�� 79* $������ 78C8 

 

-���������� )/��� X���� ���� 
<����� 0����� $A ����$����� ��$�-#A�� �Q ��� -*�� 

-�������� (J���), 7M* $�������-�I�2 ����+� A���� 0/��)� ���#2� �X���� )/��� 0��� 
-��)� �� X���� >���� ���)��� "��� ��� ��, $������,� �X�#������, ���-�� �+��� 
&�'��� �I,2 0���� 
��t��� / <%2u��� <����� 0����� $A ����$ -*�� 0)�� ��$�-
#A�� ��/�� �Q ����।  

��� �I�2 ����+��� ���S ?� ����# )���D� ���,� ���� �I,2 0���� 
��t��� ��� / 
�A���w�,� $A >,W� ������� �-����>�� =-�,� ���� $��।  

)/��� X���� 
������ "��� �h��� �.D��)��$� &�� ��$�, #A�� / U2�������, 
0)����� ��)�-� $����)� �%� &�'� ����� ��� ��, <�A�W�� 0� ���D�,� ��~�� �.D��)��$� 
��a�XI� ���@�X* 0$ ���� "� ������,)I�� ����B��� �.�Y ������?।  

)/��� X���� ���, �.D��� -��� �k�� �*, ��i �.D��� ���@�X ���2 / -���� ����� 
@)�� ��-���?। ��-��� ��� -�#��$��� ��-���� ���F�)� G�� /  <A�A �$���� ��P� �Q 
���, ��-� -*�� -�$�� -�$�� #���� )��-�� &�$�-0)�� -*�� O~ ����� %��� �����>� ��2� 
�����* ������ ��# �W��*�� ��*�� -*��।  

 
     ------------------------ 
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������) �I�  ����� 
77 �G�� ������ v�A�� 0�k�� >�S 

������ 0-�� 
?���)��$� �W���� $������ 78C8 

 

��=�)� ?���)��$�  �� 
">�� �G�� ������ v�A�� 0�k�� >�S�� ���� 

 

L
��W��� ������� ��K2���� <��.� $
�%2������� ���� G��* ?���)�$ / �������� $��� 
���# P)�� �.�� ��*�� W�����?। ����-���D� <��| -*�� ?��-$��, ?��->,0�k���� ��% 
0>�*�� 0�����?।  

0)�� ?���)�$ / �������� 
��%2 ����� 77 �G�� ������ �A��� ?��->,0�k���� 0-�� 
$��*���?�  

 

7 (�) 
�� ���$�)I-�� �����������,� ��� ����A�> ����� -*�� "�� $>4�% ���$�- 
����������,�.� ���$�)I-�� �I�2��B�� �G��*�� ���� -*��।  

(�) ��@�� �A��� ������ $A ������ ��2� ����D ����� =�)���� ���-���$ B�� ����� 
-*�� "�� �������� &��A��> ����|� ���-���$�)I-�� �}� <��)�� ���� -*��। 
����>�� ��@� ������ $A ��2�`���A� *�a������ ���$, ����#���, �#���A�� / 
�)���2��� *��&# B�� ����� -*��।  

(>) ������ ���$�)I�- ����� ��G�# L� 0*"; 0*"���; 0*�) / ��"; ��"���; ���), 
"�� ����|� ���$�)I�- L� ")" / ")�) b�� W��� ����� -*��।  

(K) ?�� ��� ����� 9n X�> ��� ����� -*��। ������� / Y�*����� ���A� �.�� ����� 
-*��। "�� ?�� 0�k��� <��=-, ���� <����� ������� / Y�*��� ���S�� �/�� W���� 
�।  

(�) -�, �-��Y���  �*�� -�, / ���! ��W�� ����� 9n X�> ����� ��.2� ‘������ ’ �-���� 
��� ����� -*��।  

(W) -� / �-���� �)�A�� �)��� ����� -*��।  

 

(?) )��.X�D�� )��A�) ��2+�� ��@�� �A�B� ����� -*��। <�G� 0����� ����� X�D� W��� ����� 
-*��। ��� ��@� ���|�� ��2A�` ���A� <�X� ��@��� �A�B� ����� -*��। ��@��� 
��� �.�� ����� -*�� "�� 
��� )��)� ������ <����� ���� -*��।  

($) <Y) �F,� ��2� ��@��� <u���� / ���A��)I�� ����� -*��। ��� ��@�� �A��� ���� 
����� -*��।  
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 (�) �)� ��� ��y���A��� B�� ����� -*�� "�� <�#��)� �%� ������, �)��� X��2 
�%� �Q, �)� ��� ��&��� <� 2�� �����, � !�� ���$�� �I,2�_ ����$ ���,� ��� 
�X.�� �)� ��� ?����� ���� )���� �*�� -*��। ��2 ?������ ��� ���� )���� �*�� 
-*��।  

 (�) ���c�� ��@�� <�#��)� �%� ������, 7n% / r9% ~� �����, ����� ��*� ��� 
���A�B�, ���c�� ?����� ��D��D2/ b�� ��/��� �A�B��- ��� ���� )���� �*�� -*��।  

 (#) ����#��� ?����� ‘�� � �����2�’ �����> ���� -*�� "�� ��� 2 G�*A��� ���@� 
����� ����� "�)�� ���)Y�� ���@��  �X�t��* � �;�)� ���� -*��।  

 (E) �#�#�*�, �����)�, ����� �#�����$ "�� 0#2 ���$ ?����� ��� ���� <����N 
)���� �*�� -*��। 0*, *, 0�, ?����� �� �G�; �)�$��A�, ���$ ?�����, "),��,", 
?����� / 0*�� ?����� �)+ ���� )���� �*�� -*��। J��� ��y���A����- <A�A 
��y���A���� ���$A ��X�>�� 0���� ‘GA����¡’ ����� -*��।  

 ( ) �.�D ���A��� / ���$ ?����� A��A ���� )���� �*�� -*��। �.�D � �;�)� ?����� 
‘�� � �����2�’ �����- �.�D ?�����  ��� ���� )���� �*�� -*��।  

 (J) �l�, �Y)��� / ��� ?����� ‘0*� �!�# �� 2’ ����*�� ����� ���� X�> ‘�����’ 
�#��# ��/��� �A�B� ����� -*��। )���� �#���#/ "* ‘�����’ ���� -*��। ��5) 
����+��� )� ���� 7n ���� X�S�� �-��� �� ��� B�� ��������� �A�B� ����� -*��। 
�I���2� <��� ��� ��������/ ����� 9n X�> ‘����’ ���� -*��। ?������ ���-����$ 
��������� $A ��2�` ����� �A�B� ����� -*��। ������ / 0��-������ &��A��> 
0����$� �������� / ����.��� <�|�� ?����� ����� 9n X�> ‘����’ ���� ���� 
-*��।  

 (,) W������ �5��� ���� ����� -*��।  

 (�) ���A�� ��y���A��� <� 2A�� �3I,2 ����� ����� -*�� "�� ��y���A����- <A�A 
��@� ���|��� �I,2 
��t��� ���� -*��।  

 (%) �����>�|�� ��@� �����W ���� ��)�,A ���� $���� ��@� ��)� �����#2 / -�)�U� 
�-)� ��)� �����#2 �3I,2 ����� ����� "�� ?���)�$ / �������� 
��%2 >,)��� / 
L����� ��@� �A�B� ����) ����� -*��।  

 
 m। ��`������ �X��# ��A@ ��2�W�� )��A�) ���2��)!��� >,�w ���|� ����� -*��। 
���-
�����, �A�� 
�����, �A�� 
����� "�� ��������� 
����� ���� -*��। L��� *�tG�� 
������ &�� -*�� ��D���� ��A�-�� ����� -*��।  
  

R। ������� �����)I- )���� �*��� �X�t�� �I�2 ����+��� �I,2 
��t��� ���� -*��� 

(�) ����� ������w� ��E��)� -*�� �G ���� ������w� ��¢��K "�� 0* ���D��� 
@)�� -*�� ���2�Xc)।  
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(�)  �G ���� ������� @)�� ����@�, L������ ��� / )�Z� "* ���# ��D�� ��)��� 
%�����। <����� ��� ��D�� <_ ��¢x��� @)�� -*�� ��£��।  

(>)  U* <���� $A "�* )�Z� %�����। "* �A�B�� )�Z� ����� -��� %�����। ��i "* 
<�B�� �����w ") �����2Y ���� %����� -*�� ��, ��-��� �I�2 ����+��� )�Z� 
��5) ����+�� ��W�� -*�� � ����। "* ����� ����+�� "��# �G ���� ��$�X2 
�A�£ %�����। U* <��� U*�# �.%� ��$�X2 �A�£ %����� "�� ����+��� $A �.%� 
<%2��� ��2� ����� -*��।  

(K)  ��� ���� #A��, ��$�, �� ���2 / 0����� ��� @)�� %����� 0���� ������� 
-���। �G ���� ������� ��� �� ���2 ������ @)�� %����� �। 0���� ������� 
0���� ���X�&� ��2���� <�� 0����� ��_ ��_ �G ���� �-���� $)� -*��। "* 
)�)2 ��$�X2 �A�£�)I�-� &�� ���A��)I�� ���� �����w %�����।  

(�)  �G ������ ����# ��¢ ��-����,�$A� �.%� �-��� �@� ����� "�� ��-����,�$A� )��A�) 
<�$2� )�Z� <_ ��¢x��� "������� %�����। �G ���� ����$�� ������ )�Z� <_ 
��¢x�� �)�X��� <%�� �����w� ��2���� ���� <����� ��� �����। ���$�� 
Z�A��� ��� O�¤ <_ ��¢x��� )��A 0)���-�`�� W���� "�� �A��� ���,$A �3��2 
������ ��¢x��� ���% W��� �3����, ������ �l  �)� B���� "�� 0)���-�`�� 
������ <����� <_ ��¢x��� -��� A+ ����� �����w ���� ����� -*��।  

(W)  ���2 ����+��� �)������ �� �A��� �)��#��� �@� ���-� >E�� @)�� ���� -*��।���2 
����+�� <¥������ �)2�, / �c���-�� ��/ �G�� ��� ����� -*��। 

 

M। ��5) ����+��� �����W+�, &t� ��5) ��)�� ����, ��Q��- ��� ������ 
��t��� ��� 
���� ���-�G ���� >E।  

9। �A�£-��)�, ��# �A��� / �.-h ��d $������, ����� -*��।  

C। �.D��� &�� -*�� ��$� / #A���� -�� ��� ����� -*�� "�� ����� ��$� / ¦ )/��G 
����� -*��। ���#2�G��# �%� ����� / �-��������� <�A�W�� �Q ����� -*��। ���#� ��2�� )I�A 
), ��� Mn #��� ��2��, "�� 0��� A��A )I�A ���� -*��।  

r। F�)���� A��A )$��� ����� ���� -*�� "�� ��@�, ���B�, �W��h�� *�A���� �A�B� ����� 
-*��। F�)� 
�%2 ������� ������� ��A�-�� ����� -*�� "�� �)2K�#� <����� / �l  *&�� 
���� <����� ��� ����� -*��।  

:। �I�2-����+��� �A� ��w, / $� �3��� ����2� �A�-���� �A�B� ����� -*��।  

8। $~�� 0* ��A�-��, ����t� 0* / <A�A ���2)I�� 0* ��A�-�� ����� -*��।  

7n। �����#�, ���!�, ���-)���2 ��)��� W��� ����� ����� �$�# ��-XI2� 
��� / �����@ 
����¢��� ����) ����� -*��।  
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77। ����� ���X4 ����>��� 0#� ��� ?��, F�)�, �.D� ��$u��� �)2� / ��.�.�k� 
<����N )���, �=`��� ������� / [���� ��A�-�� "�� 0>���� DS�w )�)���- ��� 
��$u��� ����, $����.� )�)�� ��A�-�� ����� -*��।  

��=�)� ?�� �)��$� ��@ : 
0�U� �&G, 

�X���� 
�I�2 ����+� ?����>। 
����� �)�-�]� 0��, 

�����, �3���, 
�I�2 ����+� ?����>। 
��*G��{ 0-�)�, 

�X����, 
�I�2 ����+� ?�� *&��। 

��)���{-�, 
�����, �3���, 

�I�2 ����+� ?�� *&��। 
�)�+G� $�)�� -�����, 

�X����, 
�I�2 ����+� ?�� *&��। 

���� �t, 
�--�3�����, 

�I�2 ����+� ?�� *&��। 
���G���� 0-�)�, 

�- -�X����, 
 ����। 

��$) ��)�� �Wc���� 
�����, �3���, 

 ����। 
 
 

-----------
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������) �I� ����� 

���@�X���� ?����� &�� ���#W�$2 / ��\U� 
>A�� ��@� 

L��� ����+� 7: $������ 78C8 

 

?����� &�� ���EW�$2 / ��\U� >A�� ��@�  
(��y���A��� �����#2��) 

  

J��� ��y���A����� ?���� >���� OP��� ��� X��� �#���� ��2���� ?�� �X� ���D 7MM 
���� X_ ��� �)�?� ��� ���� ����� ?����� &�� ���EW�$2 ��� "�� KK ��\U� >A�� / ��� 
��� ��@� ���।  

?����� 77-�G� ����� �X�t�� >���� ����-���� ��� &��@ ‘ ����’ �--�X���� $�� 
���G���� 0-)��� �X�����} <��|� " ?�� �X� ���D ?���� �I�2 �K��D� �)2�IW� <����� 7MM 
���� &��@� ��� �)�?� ��� ���। �)�?��# ���X��� ��5) ���� ����� <�G��� ��)�� ��$� 
���� ��� -�� X�*�-WA������� ��� X��� ��)� ���� ������ ��*� ��� ���� "x�� %���� "� 
���� ������� -��� ��)� �)����� ����� ���-�  ���# ����� ��-���A ��� ��� / ��\U� >A�� 
��@� ��� "�� ���EW�$2 ���। ����$ ?���� �=G��� ��� -�। ������� ���EW��$2� G�� 
����$ ?�� 0-� -�। �.����D2 ����� <���2� ?�� �)�����G �-����� ������ <�� B�� ���# 
�� ��� -�। ��\�� �=G��� ���, ���)�� ��S ���� ��\�� ����� l��� ���� ����� ��� �A�%�� 
������� %��� "�� ��?�@, ��� ����-� -�� ��S।  

���S ���#� �%�� ��S#� ��2� "�K!� ��� B��� ?��-����� ��KD2 -�। ����� ���� �G� ��\U� 
>A�� / U’��� ��� ��� ��@� ���। ?���� ������� &�� �J� ��@� ���� �������/ ?����� &�� 
��¡� �J� ��@� ���। ��D ��2A��� �=G����� ����� �W���� -/��� �� ?���� ����� �#���� 
�)��� -। ‘ ����’ �--�X���� ��y���A��� ���� <_� ������ ��2���� �k� ��� "�� "� 
������� 0$ ����� �-��� ��� ��@�- ���|�� �I,2 �)2K# ����� 0-�� $��। "��� 
��?����A� ?�� -���Y� ��� X�*�-WA������� ���X��� ���� ��/��� �)� ����� 0��� ��\U� 
>A�� ��@� ��� ?����� ?�X_ ��� ���। �=G����.� ?����� ��E� ���A� $�� ����। �� �� 0* 
$�����? ��� U’ $ ?���� �=G��� ��� -���?। �)� %��� /�� $�� ��, ��� ��E� ���A� � 
$���/ ��� ��� $�� )� ?���� �=G��� ��� -���?।  

>���� �#���� <��|� �X�� ?����� 7m-�G� ���� �)� ���� 0-�� $���� -�।  

�X�� >.-�� �+��� 7MM ���� ������� "�� 0>�)� 7�� �G¨���� ������ ��� ��@� ���|�� 
�)2K# ����� 0-�� $���� -�।  

" "� "G ������ ���.��    

" "� "�G� ��� �����, �3��� $�� )�-����� -� U�, ‘‘ ����’’ �����, �3��� / 
�$4�- -� " "G �X���� $�� ��$) ��)�� �Wc���� / )-�� -� ?�� *&���� �����, 
�3��� 
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$�� * �-�) ���� >���� �P��� "� ��� ���.���� J��� ��y���A����� ���� <_� ����� 
���-�� �������� ���EW�$2, ��\U� >A�� ��@� / �����, ?����� )����� &��> ���� ��� ������ 
���2������ �k� ����?।  

��\�� ?����� ��=��) �)%2 $�����?। ��\�� ������ -�)��� ������� �K��D� 0$��� 
�)2�IW�� ���/ �I,2 �)%2 $�����?।  

�)� ��� ���$�)� ��� ���$�)� ��� ���$�)� ��� ���$    

���� ���� ��� &��@ >���� �P��� J��� �)� �A�� ����$� ?���� ����� ����� &�t�� 
"�� ����� �A�$ ���, ���। ?���� ����� ����-��/�� �N��� "��# ©�������/ ��������� ��# 
<�2 ���। �)� �A�� ?���� ��� J��� ��y���A��� �#���� �X�� ���> ��।  
 

���)�'�- �)� �A�� ����$ ���� �)2K#���)�'�- �)� �A�� ����$ ���� �)2K#���)�'�- �)� �A�� ����$ ���� �)2K#���)�'�- �)� �A�� ����$ ���� �)2K#    

>���� �P��� �A�� ���)�'�- �)� �A�� ����$� *!���  ������ ����� &4��� )�2��� / 
����� �X�t�� ���� �)2K# ��� ���। ����  �� ���ª� 0-)� �Wc����� �X�����} <��|� "� 
�X�� �)��� -�� 
��t����� 
�BA ���X2� / *!����  ������� ����F�)� �.��� ���� $��।  

����+� $�)���� ���������� 0������� �����, �3��� $�� "� ") *�Z� >���� OP��� 
"� ���.���� �����I,2 ?�� $��� &�� ������ $���) / ��0*� �=G����� �k� ����?। ��� 
�=G����.���� )���/ ���� ����?।  

J��� ��y���A����� ?����� &�� ������ ��2���� �k� ��� ����+� ?�� ���� X����` 
�����, �3��� $�� ��G��� �-)� "��# ���.�� �����?।  
 
     ------------------ 
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������) �I� ����� 

?��-����� ��KD2� ���EW�$2 / ��\U� >A�� 
��@� 

L��� ����+� 78 $������ 78C8 

 

?��-������ ��KD2� ���EW�$2 / ��\U� >A�� ��@� 
(Y�G �����#2��) 

  

>���� ����� ����� 7MM ���� X_���� ?����� &�� ���� �G� ���EW�$2 / ��\U� >A�� 
��@� ���। �)2K#� ?���� �)�?� ��� ���� �WY� ���� ����� ����� ���� ���। G�� ?����� ���% 
������� ��KD2 -�। ����B�� "� ��2A��� ") 0��� ���, ��� ��, �� ?�� / ������� )��A "� 
K!��/ <��� �)� ��� ��\U� >A�� / *Y� ���)� -�� ���� ���। ?���� �P��� ������� ���EW�$2 
/ ��\U� >A�� �D2�,� ������� >���� ����� J���� ?�� �)2K# 0-�� ���। J��� ��y���A���, 
J��� �)� �A�� ���$ / ���c�� ��y���A����� ?���� "* �)2K�# ���> ���। ?���� * �� 0� �#��� 
"��#  �� � ��� ���� <�������> ���।  

�QA�� �� *���� -� / �$4�- -�� *�� 0� ���-� J��� ?�����  )���� ��� ��� <�X���> 
��� -���?।  

������� ���EW�$2 / ��\U� >A�� ��@��� G�� ����$ 0-� -���?। ����� J��� �-�� RM  
�A���� �=`�� ��� -���? ��� $�� �>�?। >���� J��� ��y���A����� �)2K#� ?��-?������ 
��y���A��� ��_�, �X� <�|��� �� 7MM ���� X_ ��� �)�?� ��� ���� �WY� ���� ����� ����� 
���� ���। G�� ?���� ������� ���% ��K�D2 ��` -�।  

?����� ���X����� �Q ���� $A ����� ���-� �%�) ��\U� >A�� ����> ���। "� $���� ?���� 
*Y� �D2, O~ ���। ������� ���#����� ������� ��+�� #-� ���� ��S��� %��� "�� ?����� &�� 
��� ��� ��@� ���� %���। ?����� *�# ���#����� "������ ��\W �X�_ ���। ?���� 
��y���A����� ��)� �S��� &�� ���, �#��� / �W��� *�A��� $)� ��� �A�����# L��� ���।  

>���� " "� "G-�- ?�� ���|� "�����> �)2K�# ���> ���। >���� �%�) �%��* 
�[���A� ?���� ��\� / ���E ���� ������ <�B�� ���� ���। ���� 7m-7n �)�# �%�� ��� ����� 
U’�#� ��2� ?��-����� "� ����� <�A�-� %���। "* �)�� ��\U� >A���� �� ��� ��y���A��� 
"����� ���� %��� ��� <�j� -�� ��S। )����� ������� ��\U� >A�� Y� ��D -�� ��/��� 
����� �� ������-� �A�B� ��� -�। ��� ��\U� >A��� <��B -�� ��� m9 $�� -�������� 
��E��� -�।  

������� -��� ��)� �� ����� ���-� �)����� ���� -� ����� &�{��A -��� �X�� �%�� 
?�����/ *Y� �D2, O~ ���� ����� �����/ ���� ��&� ��\U� >A�� ��@� ���। "��� ?������ 
��� ����� ���-�� <���X 0W�, ���� ���� ���। ������� <���X >���->���$ �%�� ������� 
-��� ��@���/ ��-�* ���।    
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���� U’�#�� �� ?����� "��# �)�?� �$4�- "�X�A�� W�� ��� "�� x��B��� �]��B 
)��$�)��� ��)��� W������ ?��-$)���� -�� $�X� O~ ��� ���। ?������� ��)��� &�� 
��\�S�� &��B� ?�� / �%W������ &�{��A ��.�� ��।  

"* �)� ������� ��\U� >A�� / ���EW��$2� G�� �[���A� ���- �%W��� 0-� -। <���� 
���� K!��A��� ?�� ������� )����)��� ��K�D2� <��� K�#।  

���� ���S ��#� �%�� ��� ���S 9#� ��2� *��0� ���-� �$4�- -� / *���� -�� ���� ��� 
?����� /�� WS�/ -� "�� )����# ��� ��� -��� ?���� <�X���> ���। ��\�� $�� �$4�- -� 
�%�� 77 $ / *���� -� �%�� 8 $ ?���� *��0� ���-� �=G��� ���।  

���� ��� ���S 7m#�� �)� �����  ���@�� ��y���A��� ��@���� �����#2��� ��\*��� N� 
���«���� �X��� J��� ��S "�� ��_� �)�� �)� "�$ ����� ��>$ -����� ���� "� ���) �-�� 
/ �=G��� ���। "?�S� ���@��� ��+�� 0��� -�4� ��) "�$ ���� W����� ����� �-�� / 
�=G��� ���।  

?����� *Y� �D2�, "�$ 0*�� G�#�=�G�� U ���� 0K�� ��। "�$ ����� ����*/ 
x~�� $�) -�।  

�������� ��X��>� <�A@  �� 0������)� ����/ ����� <�)� "�� <���X 0W�, ���। 
U���� ?����� &�� ������� ���EW�$2 / ��\U� >A�� ��@��� �� J��� ��y���A����� ��@� 
��)��� �X����  � )�G$&�{ 0-)� ���X��� ��_�, "�� ?����� &�{�� X�D, ��। ��� 
������ -�)��� �k� ���।  

)-�� -��� ��X�Y  � *4�� 0��/ ���@` X�D�, ������ -�)��� �k� ���।  

    
���)��� �����A��� �)2K# 

>���� ����� J��� ��y���A���� "�� ���X4 -�� ��\U� >A�� ��@�, �����I,2 ���X������ 
&�� ���EW�$2  "�� �[ ?���� �=G���, *���� -� / �$4�-��� <XA��� *��0� ���-�� )����# 
/ �=G��� *�A��� ������ ��2���� �k� ��� J���� ���X4 ?�� ���|��� m9 $ �)2��2� "� 
��� ���.�� �����?।  

���.���� ��\�� ������ ��2�� / �=G����� �������, �=G����.� ?����� )���� ������ "�� 
?����� 77-�G� ����� �)%2� 0>�)���� ���)��� �����A��� ?�� �)2K# 0-�� ����?।  

 
" "� "G-"� ���.�� 

", "�, "G-"� ����� ������ �X���� $�� ��*G�'�- �Wc���� / �����, �3��� $�� 
)$�� 0�� "� ���.���� >���� ����� J��� ��y���A���� *�� 0� ���-�� �h����� ��  ������ 
$��। ���� 0����� -��� ?����� &�� <�A�W���� �k� ���। ��\�� �=G����.� ?����� )���� 
���� ���।  
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0/��)� ���>� ���.�� 
  

J��� ��y���A��� ?������x���� ��.2��@� ��� <�)���� *��0� ���-�� ���� / ?����� 
&�� )����# ���� ��  �k� ��� >���� ����� C-�G� ��� 0/��)� ���>� X����` �����, 
�3��� $�� �)$��� �-)� �Wc����  ��������  ���.�� �����?।  

��� ���.���� ?����� �����I,2 �)�?��� &�� ���EW�$2 / ��\U� >A�� ��@���/ �k� ��� 
���।  

��� ������� "* ��S����S� ��  �k� ��� �-� �%�� 7MM ���� ��A�-�� / 0#� ?����� 
<����N )������� 0-�� $��।  

 
 
     ------------------ 
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������) �I� ����� 

��y���A��� ��@� ��)��� �X�� ?����� /�� 
-�)��� �k� ��� 

L��� ����� mn $������, 78C8 

 

��y���A��� ��@� ��)��� �X�� �k�  

>���A (������) J��� ��y���A����� ��@� ��)��� �X����  �� )�G$��{ 0-)��� 
�X�����} <��|� ��)��� ���2 ��2�-� ��)�#� "� �X�� >� OP / ����� J��� ��y���A��� 
<XA��� ������� ���� / ���EW�$2, ��\U� >A�� ��@�, ?����� ���2W��� )������, ����B�� ��� 
%��� ��}/ <����¬ 0����� -��)I�- *��0� ���-�� ����, ?����� )������ / �=G����� �k� 
��� -�।  

"G, "*W, -� "�� )����) -��� ?��>, >���A (������) "� �X�� �)��� -*�� 
��y���A����� ��_, / &-�� 0������ ?����� &�� ����� ��2���� ��  �k� ���।  

-�-?�� ������ �--�X���� $�� 0����� �-��� )a�� �X������ <��|� �X�� ?�� 
��2���� / �=G����� ������ ��� -�।  

�X�� ?����� 77-�G� ���� 0��� � -/�� ��2� ��=�) <�A�-� ����� $A �� ��% =-, 
��� -�।  

 
     --------------------------- 
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������) �I� ����� 

0��U��)��� ).��A�� ?����� �����X� 
/ �)�?� 

L��� ����+� m7 $������ 78C8 

 

0��U��)��� ).��A�� ?����� �����X� / �)�?� 
(Y�G �����#2��) 

>���� ���)��� ?�� ���@�X���� $u� ����� *������� ��X������ x���� $�� 
0��U��)� �-� -���?। ����� ���X� / ��2)�� ���� =�$���# �)� �� *�Y�#&# �]����2� 
��+�� ?��-����� ��K�D2� "� ��2��� ���� m#�� ������� "��# W�� $�� �%�� $u� ����� 
*����� ��X���� �%�� x���D2, ���� 0��U��)��� ���� x����� -�। "?�S� 0��� ��$ ?�� 
x���� 0-� -। x���D2,���� &� ����� *����� ?����� *# ��@��� G�� ��$/ 0-� 
-���?� ��� >� ���� �� �S�?�।  

?�� 0�k���� ��.B��� �)2� 0��U��)��� �-� -/��� ��� ?�S�� �S�� ���% ���% 
<A�A ?���� �W� ���@��X �G�# ��S। ��\�� � �)� �A�� -�������� ��� ��/�� -�। 
-�������� ��c\?�� 0�>* ��\� ).��A K�#।  

0��U��)��� ��� )�� ����� $�A ��� -�� ��������A� ?�� ��� ��-��� ���� ����-
)�#2) �@ ��2� >) ��� "�� �%�� <��@� ���� %���। ��� >���� �QA�� ���� ��� ��� ?���� 
�)�?�� ��� -/��� &�P) ���� � �� / 0*�$� ��.�} *��0� / ��® ����� ���-� �)� �A�� 
����$ � ���� ���। *�A���� ?���� l�� -�� ��� -��������� <XA��� ����� �G��। G�� 
����� ����� <��@�� �)� �A�� ����$� W����2�� >X�� ��� ��2� �K�� %���। ������� 0* �$ 
$�� ��, �-� ?���� X�* ?����� -�� �%�� ��� &����� $A ������� ��-��A �W���?। ����, 
<�� ���� ��� ��� ?���� �)�?� ���� �st�� ��� ‘ ��’-"� ����$ ���/ ����� &��B� 
-। ����� ����t� / 01����� ���? ��A�2�� �5��� ���� ��� -������� ��.2�@ ‘ ��’ 
������ ��? -�� )�W���� ���� ���� ��=�)� ?�� ����� ‘ ��’ ������ ��� ����� ��~� 
)��X�� ���� ���। "* ��2��� �-� ?���� �S X�* ������� 0*�$� -+�@� ��)� ��� 
�#���G� ����?�� ��� $�� �>�?।  
 

�����X�    

$�� 0��U��)��� ))2���� ).��A� �� >���� ����� ��c� ��#�� J��� �-��� ���X4 ��@� 
���|��� ?��-?����� �)� �A�� ����$� ��)� $)���� -�� ���� �X�� �)��� -। ���� �X�� 
 ���� �--�X���� $�� ���G���� 0-)� / ?����� $�� ������{�-� ���@` X�D, ��। �X�� 
)�[�)� 01�� �]���%2 "� �)�# ����� ��� ��� -�। �X�� ����� �����/ &�t�� ��� -�। 
���� ��#�� ?��-?����� ����� ����� �- ��� "��# ��K2 ��� ���� �)�?� ��� ���।  

)-�� -��� ?�� / ��X�Y �- -�&� �#&#��.k 0��U��)��� ).��A�� -��� �-�� ������ 
���� �X�� �)��� -�� )�[�)� 01�� )�>�G��� ��)� ���।  
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<�A������ ��.�} �)�?� <�A������ ��.�} �)�?� <�A������ ��.�} �)�?� <�A������ ��.�} �)�?�     

  

�X� ���D -��� ��X�Y  � *4�� 0��, -�&� �#&#�  � 0�U� ���G (XI-���A� ��X�>), 
<�A��� ��)~�{ �-��� (��2 ��X�>), <�A��� " #� ") $[~� -� (<%2���), <�A��� 0�U� 
)�4� (0���), <�A��� " "� ") 0��'�-  (���A��¯), <�A���  � 0��� ����� (*��-��) "�� 
?���� � ��� ����� �A�$ ����� ��� "��# ���� �)�?� ��� ���।  

)-�� -� ������ �--�X���� $�� �)�����G �-��� / �����, �3��� $�� * ��-) 
���� "� ��° ���.���� *�� 0� ���-�� � -�)��� ����� 78C8 ����� ��� �-�� 0��U��)��� 
&�� * �� 0� ���-�� ��2����W� -�)��� ��  �k� ���। ��\�� )�[�)� 01�� )�>�G��� ��)� 
��� ���� ��� �������� ��� �)���� $��। ��\�� ?�� -�A�� ������� ��=�)� ?�� �)�$ ��.2� 
0[� 0$��� -����� �I,2 �)%2 $��।  

 
*���� -�� �����X� *���� -�� �����X� *���� -�� �����X� *���� -�� �����X�     

*���� -� ?�� ������ �--�X���� $�� ����� -����)� �X�����} >���� ���)��� ���� 
*���� -�� <��|� "� ���� �X�� $�� 0��U��)��� ).��A�� >X�� ���� ���� ��� -�। �X�� 
?����� ���� 0��� � -/�� ��2� ��=�) W����� ��/��� ��% ��� -�।  

 
 
     ----------------------- 
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������) �I� ����� 

������ ��2� ?�� �)2K# / �)�?� L��� ����+� m7 $������ 78C8 
 
 

��������� ��2� ?�� �)2K# / �)�?� ����� ��2� ?�� �)2K# / �)�?� ����� ��2� ?�� �)2K# / �)�?� ����� ��2� ?�� �)2K# / �)�?�     

  

Wq=�)B 0)���� ������ "� �������2�� $�� ��, 0$ Wq=�) ����� ���@�X���� ?����� 
&�� ���EW�$2 ���। ���@�X���� ?����� �)�?��# B��� �$4�- ����2� ���# 0���� ����� "� �S� 
�IA- �W� ����� ?����� <=���� ��% ���� �� ���। ��@�� ?���� ������� � 2 �X� ����� �]��� 
<=�� -*�� �WY� ����� ����� ��-���� ?�X_ ���� $A ��\��� >A�� ��@� ��� / ���EW�$2 
���।  

0$ ���� -*�� Wq=��)� ��� ��@� ���|��� ?��-?������ �)2K# ��� ���। �)2K#� ?��-
?����� >� ����� J���� ?����� &�� ������ ��2���� ��~�� "� ������ �X�� �)��� -�। �X�� 
>.-�� �+��� ������ ��2���� ��  �k� ���� ��� -� / 0#� ?��-?����- ��� ��$�k�� )��� 
���� ��� -�।  
 

��$��-� ��$��-� ��$��-� ��$��-�     

  

���#0* �������� "� ���� ��� -�, >� ����� J��� ��y���A����� ?����� &�� ������ 
$����)� ������� 0$ ����� ��$��-� �-��� -�$�� -�$�� ?�� (�.� :) 

�����A��� ?�� �)2K# ����� -�। Wq=��) ����� �)2K#� �)�?��� &�� ���EW�$2 / ��\��� >A�� 
��@� ���। <A�A �$��� ����� <%�� *��0� ���-� ?����� ��_ ��� ��K�D2 ��` -� �*।  
 
 
 
     ------------------------ 
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������) �I� ����� 

77-�G�� �X�t�� ?�� >,-��=�) 
W����� ��/��� ��% 

��=�)� ?�� �)��$� �W�� �� �G¨����, 78C8 

 

>,-��=�) @�� -*�� � 
��=�)� ?���)��$� �� ��% 

 �I�2 ������ $>�,� >,���w� <X�A�� K�#�� O~ ������?। L
��W��� �����>�|� �)2) 
x���D2�,� )��A�) �A��� ?�� / $�����,�� -�A� ����� "�� ��2��� ‘����G&’ $��� �����/ "* 
>,<X�A���� +� ����� �������? �। ���� �>�|�� �� x���D2,/ "* <X�A���� T�� ����� 
������ �। $���) ��-��� <����N &��� ����� >,���w� ��$} ����) / �I�2-������ �I,2 

��t���, ��±�$A���, ��)���� / "��W�#�� ��\�$����� T�� ����� � ������ "�� ?��, F�)�, 
�.D�, W�����$���, )�A��t, �A�����, �?�#-)����� ��d������ ���X4 )��� �)�A�� �)��� �%� ?�� 
�)��$� 77-�G� ���� 0����� ����5� �A�B� � -/�� ��2� >,<X�A�� @�� -*�� �। �� ��=�) 
0$ O~ -*���? ��-� ��D � ����� ��-�� ����) �*। ?�� �)��$� �@ -*�� 0)�� �A%2-� ��� 
�K�D,� ������? ��, "* ��=��)� ��D � ����� 0)�� %��)� � "�� <�� ��² 0)�� ��=��)� 
����2� �.-t� �)2�IW� �������� ��# &�B���� ����। ��* ?���)�$ / �������� ��# ��* �.-t� 
��=��)� �³��� $A ������� �)2�IW�x�� ��+����� ���� $A 0-�� $��*���?� 

 
7।  ������ ��� �$���, )-��)��, %���, ����# =��), ����# ��@� ���|��, )-'�� 

"�� F�)� <��� ��2���� ?�� �)��$� &��A��> ��=�) ��)�# >�S�� ����। "* 
��� ��)�# -*�� 0�k���� ���.�� / ��>�E� X��� ���W��� �~। B��� 
��)�#x�� &���� ��)�#� ��-� ���>����> �~।  

m।  0�k���� �)2��� �K�D,�� $A "* ��� ��)�# -*�� �W����, ��W����, 
�%�X�, )�*� *�A���� )��A�) $>�,� )��A �A��� �W�� �~।  

R। ��� $>,�� ��>�E� �~।  
M। =�) <��� >,<X�A���� ?S�*�� ��।  
9।  ��2� -�$�� -�$�� ���.�� �
������ ���-� >E �~।    
C।  ��=�)�� �G� ���� $A F�)� �
������ �-���� 0>�*�� 0��।  
r।  ��� �)� �.��� �$�� ����। ��� ���� ������ &���� ��� �$�> �.�Y ����।  
:।  �������� ����� �$�� ������ v�A�� 0�k�� >�S�� ������ ��-��A �~।  
8।   ��� ����� ?�� ��=�) ���D��� ���2����� ��� ��´ )���� W��।  
 

�������� ��# 0)���� 0-�� 
 

 7। x���D2,, ����# W�$2 / ���E� 0K��� 0-���� $A J��� �)� ��� ����$ �� �� 
�~। ��QA 0*�� ������ )��� �j� )� �� �� �~ 
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 ������ 0�k��� �-� / 0-���� ������ ���$�� ��-��A��%2 "�>�� 0��। "�� 
��~� �E���� �j�)� <%2 ���, �~। ���G���� 0-�)�, R7R, *���� -�, J���।  
 
 m। ����W���, @��� )$�� "�� ����Z $�����,�� ���� ����� X�S� / )$��� �� / 
�%����A ��-��A �~। ���� )������� ��# 0)���� 0��� ���� �� ��������� X�S� =-, � 
���।  
 R। �������� / �A����� X�*���� ��A����$�� Z��A� <����� )I�A =-, � ����� A��A 
)I�A =-, �~।  
 
 M। �������� ����� �$�� ���� v�A�� 0�k���� <=�� �~। �� ��� ���� 
������ &���� ��� �$�> �.�Y ���� "�� �.��� �@� �~।  
 
 7। 0�U� �&G, �X����, �I�2 ����+� ?����>।  
 m। ��*G��{ 0-�)�, �X����, ?�� *&��।  
 R। �)�+�G� $�)�� -�����, �X����, ?�� *&��।  
 M। ����� �)�-�]� 0��, �����,, �I�2 ��� ?����>।  
 9। )�-����� -� ����, $���� ?�� �G ����।  
 C। * ��-) ����, $���� ?�� �G ����।  
 r। ��)���{�-�, �����, �3���, ?�� *&��।   
 :। )�-��� &'�-, �����, �3���, ?�� *&��।  
 8। ���G���� 0-)�, �--�X����,  ����।  
 7n। ��$) ��)~ �Wc����, �����, �3���,  ����।  
 
 
     --------------------- 
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������) �I� ����� 

J���� �.� ���� L��� ����+� r �G¨����, 78C8 
 

�������# ���������# ���������# ���������# ����-� ����� ������ J���� �.� ���� ��-� ����� ������ J���� �.� ���� ��-� ����� ������ J���� �.� ���� ��-� ����� ������ J���� �.� ����     
?����� b�� �$2� �X� / �)�?�?����� b�� �$2� �X� / �)�?�?����� b�� �$2� �X� / �)�?�?����� b�� �$2� �X� / �)�?�    

(��G �����#2��) 

��2���� ?�� ��=�) 0-�� ��)�#� >���� �.-o����� J���� ?�� / ���X4 �F,�� �>����� 
�.� ���� ��� ���। " �� �� ���� ����-, �����-��# / ��@� ���|�� ����� ����� 
&�t�� ��� -�। �-��� ����# ��� / l���� >��� ‘‘0*��� �G�� ��/’’ ���Y�� ���� ���। " ?�S� 
�-��� ��� ��@� ���|��� ?��-?���>, �)2K# ���। J��� ��y���A��� �� ���X�� "� ?�� 
�X� <��|� -�, / ��� "� ����# ���X� ���� �-� ���P), ���।  

��2���� ?�� ��=�) ��)�#� �I�2 �K��D� �)2�IW� <����� >���� �-��� ���X4 ��@� ���|��� 
?��-?���>, b�� �$2 ��� �� �� ���X����� �-���� ��y���A����� �� ���X�� "�� �)��� 
-�� %���। ���� 7m#�� ���� ��y���A����� �� ���X� ��_�, ?��-?������ ��@�� �)����� �I,2 
-�� ���।  

"* ��������A� ?��-?������ �)������ &�{��A ��.�� ���� $A ?�� ��.�.k >�S� ����k�� 
?���� )� �-���� �A�-�� ���।  

>�S� ����k�� ?�� �%�� �)��� ?��-?���� &�{��A ��.������  ����� �--�X���� $�� 
���G���� 0-)� ��� ����� / ��)��� ���-�� x���� �-� ?��, �.D� / F�)��� ����� ��� 
������ )��# ��a� -���?, 0� 77-�G� ���� �-���� ��� ��a� -�� ?��, �.D� / F�)��� ���% 
���,� -���?। "* �� <@��  ����� ��% 0����� $A* ?�� �)�$ 0�k�� O~ ���, "�� 77-
�G� ���� �I�, � -/�� ��2� ?��, �.D� / F�)� $��� 0�k�� ��� -�� �। �>�� �#��� L�E� 
��A��� ��� $�� ���G���� 0-)� ��� ��, ����$ ���� ���% �>�� �#��� L�E� ���� �I�2 
������ ?�� $�� �� )��� �, �>���#��� L�E�� �I�2��2 �-���� ��� )��$��� �-)�, /���� ��, 
<�A��� )I$�GG� 0-)�, X�q�- ��� ��$u��� ��� / ?�� �k���� )�����, $~�� 0* 
��A�-��, *�tG�� ��������� �A�B�, $�� �)�-�]� �����-�, $�� 0�U� -� / $�� �)�-�]� 
G�-���- ��� ��� / �)2���� ��~�� $����.� [���� / �=G���� ������� ��A�-�� ���� -��।  

��� ��� 0>�)� ������� �¡ )���� ��2����, ?�� ��=�) ��)�# "� $�X� <�|� 
���� "�� &� $�X�� ��)�# ?���)��$� �@ �%�� 0>�)� ���� 0�k���� �)2�IW� �K�D,� 
��� -��।  

�X�� >.-�� "� �+��� #�_�*�� >� ������ ?��-$��� ���X������ *�� * �� 0��� 
x���D2�,� ��  �k� ��� -� "�� �-� ?����� ��������>2� ��� >X�� �)���� ��� ��� -�।  

�X����D "� ����# �)�?� ��� ��� -�। ���X������ <��=-,���� ?��-?���>, ����� �A�$ 
���, ���। "?�S� ���X����� ����� ����� / ��\��� ���X4 ���� ��/�� �]��� ���Y�� �GY� �- 
���।  
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U��� 7m#� mn�)��#� �)� ��y���A��� �� ��� X� �%�� ���X����� ��� -�� ���@� 
��� , �&)���2#, 0$�)���, �����>, &U2 ��� , W���$��, *���)���, ���K�#, ������, �$4�- 
"�X�, ������� ���  ���@, ��� ����� ���S ��#�� ����� �-�� �)��� �)��� -� "* ��K2 �% 
<��P)���� ���X������ ����� �.�� ��� "�� ���X4 "����� �>���>, ������ / ��µ �D2�,� 
)��A�) ���X�������� <�Xk $���।  
 
 

�������� ?�� �)2K#�������� ?�� �)2K#�������� ?�� �)2K#�������� ?�� �)2K#    
  

��2���� ?�� ��=��) ��)�#� 0-��� >� ������ ?�� / >,-�A� �-���� ��2A�� / �A��� 
-��� �=G����� ������� �����A��� ?�� �)2K# / ���X����� <��|� -�।  

"* �� J��� �-�� ���X4 ��@� ���|��� ?��-?���>, �)2K# ��� ��y���A����� �� 
���X�� "� ����# ?�� �X�� �)��� -�।  ����� �--�X���� $�� ���G���� 0-)��� 
�X�����} <��|� �X�� ?�� $��� ���� �)� ��� ���� 
�X���� <�B� �G���� 0�� 0¶� 
$�� -�।  

�X�� >.-�� "� �+��� ��� -� ��, ?��-$��� ���� �)� ��� � -�� @)������� ���% 
��� L�E� $�����, / ?���)��$� ��# =-,���>A -�� �।  

�X�� ?��, F�)� / �.D� ����- ��� ��$�k���� )�����, 0>���� DS�w )�)���- ��� 
��$u��� )�)��� �=G���� ������� / [���� ��A�-��, $~�� 0*, ����@� 0* / ����t� 
0* �����, ��������� 
����� ���, *�tG�� / <A�A ����� ���� &�� �%�� ������D� 
��A�-��, ���
�����, �A��
����� ��� ��)��� ���-� ��A�-��, ?��, �.D� / F�)��� ���� �I�, 
������� x���� �-���� �������>2�� @���I�, ���� ���� $���� -�।  

�X�� >.-�� <�� U�# �+��� ������� >X,2� $�� 0�U� �)��) ���� <���, "�� ?��, 
F�)� / �.D���� ��2���� $A ������ �)2W������ &���� ���+� ���� ��� -�।  

�X����D "� ����# ���X����� �-��� ���X4 ��$��% ���@, ���।  

 
 
 
     ------------------------- 
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������) �I� ����� 

m9 $������ �%�� M �G¨���� ��2� 
K#����� ���@`��� 

L��� ����+� r �G¨����, 78C8 

  

K#����� ���@`��� K#����� ���@`��� K#����� ���@`��� K#����� ���@`���     
m9m9m9m9�� $������ �%�� �� $������ �%�� �� $������ �%�� �� $������ �%�� MMMME� �GE� �GE� �GE� �G¨̈̈̈���� ��2����� ��2����� ��2����� ��2�  

  

��2���� ?�� ��=�) ���D��� 0-��� >���� �P��� J����- �I�2 ����+��� ��2� -���� 
����� -�। ��2� �X� / ���@�X �)�?� <��|� -� "�� ���X4 B�� ?��-$��� ���% ����� / 
*��0� ���-�� ��KD2 -�।  

>� ���� �I�2 ����+� ������� "� ��� ���# ��� -�, ����)��� ��.2��@� ��-���A� $A 
��)��� ���-��� ��� ��� -���?। OP��� ��� :#� �%�� ����� ��� :#� ��2� mM K!��A��� ��QA 
0* $��� ��� -�। ������# ��� -� OP��� ������� x���� J���� R $, )�)����- m $ "�� 
Wq=��) "�$�� ��,-�� K�#। " ?�S� ������� x���� J���� 7n $, )�)����- mn $ / 
Wq=��) ����$ 0-� -�। ��� ���#� <�� "� B�� ��� -�, OP��� J���� �� -�$�� ������ 
"� $�� )�2� �&$ / L��� ����+� <�� ���� ����� / �I�2 ����+� ��*�G� ���-� ����� 
���� ��� ���X���। ����� ��@` -��� ��\U� ���)�। ����� C ��&� x�� ��D2� -���। K#�B��* 
)��� �>� M $। ���@�X������ m $�� ��� ��� ���� �@) -���?�।  

���������� �%�� ��\�� ��� &��B� -�� ����� ��� 0��� "��# ��� ����� ����? 
���P#�����# �>�#� <XA��� "��# ��)��� �]���।  

x����� -�� 0-� -/��� �� ���� �� ��� �#� 0� -���?� �����। ����������� �%�� 
&��B� -/��)�� ����� ���S�� ���� -’� ·T2� <�G������ �S� ��{2��। ����� ����# �#� 
��� -���?� "��# ��)S��।  

"��� x���D2�,� ��* �-��� ~� ����# �>�। "�@��  �����I,2 �)�?� �G�# �S� 
&�t$��। $�� ����� �XS ��� "�>�� "�। 0x ����� �WY� ����� ���P#�����# �>�#। 
������� ���� � �>�#/ �� �@` $�� �XS �����। ����� ��\U� >A�� ��@` -���। "��� 
�������� -�� ��@�� $�� ����� �¡ �)��S� ���l�� ��3 �X�_ �G��।  

 
����>a����>a����>a����>a    

��2���� ?�� ��=�) ���D� ��)�#� 0-��� 0��U��)��� ).��A�� ���� ���� &��@ 
>���� OP��� ����,>�a �I,2 -���� ����� -�।  

>���� OP��� )�)����- ���@�X �)�?����� ?��-$��� &�� x���D2�,� G�� m$ �-� 
/ mn$ 0-� -�।  

 
mCmCmCmC�� $�������� $�������� $�������� $������    
    

>���� ����� J���� ��QA 0* $��� %������� ������� x���D2�, m$ �-� -�। �-�� 
��QA 0*�� �)��� 0�/ mM K¸� ���2� ��� -�।  
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����,>a �-�, �h��y2��2� ��d���, � )��, ����>a "�� G��'� %�� "����� >���� 
����� �QA� 9#� �%�� mM K!��A��� ��QA 0* $��� ��� -�।  

����,>�a M $ <�A����- 8 $�� �=G��� ��� -�। >� OP��� 7#� �%�� m7 K!�� $A 
����� ��QA 0* $��� ��� -�। "��# ?�� �)�?��� ��� ��� U’���� )��A ��K�D2 mR $ 0-� 
-/��� G�� &¹I� ����B��� ������@�� "* �A�B� >.-�� -�।  

J���, )�)���- / Wq=��) ������� x���D2�,� ������� ��5) ����+��� ���X4 B�� ?����� 
���@�X �)�?� <��|� -�।  

mM�� $������ ������ ���X4 B�� ������� x���D2�,� ������� >���� ����� ����# �-�� 
�I,2 -���� ����� -�। �)2K#� ?��-?����� ����# �)�?� ��� ���।  
    
mrmrmrmr�� $�������� $�������� $�������� $������    

>���� ������� J���, ����>a, 0�)$�, � )�� �X.�� ��d���� ��QA 0* $��� %��� 
<�B�� ������-�� x���D2�, R �A�� �-� / 7n $ 0-� -�।  

���� 77 #� -*�� m #� ��2� "�� "����� ��QA 0* ���%� ��� -�। J���� ��QA 0*�� 
�)��� RC K!�, ����,>�a� ��d��� R8 K!� �.�� ��� -�। )�)����- $��-����� ��K�D2 :M 
$�� �=G���� ��� -�।  "���� ����� �!� &���Y� $�� �G�� -��� �I�2 ����+� �G��� 
&�{��A J���� 0��?।  

>,���w� ��=�) ���D��� �I�2 ����+� �)�� ��)�# J��� �-� / ������ <A�A B� �%�� 
<����N ��QA 0*, *��0� / ������-� ��A�-���� ���� $���।  

 
m8 m8 m8 m8 �� $������ �� $������ �� $������ �� $������     

�I�2 ����+� A���� �X���� <�A��� �)�$�GG� 0-]� �=G���। J��� -�*���#2 ��� ��)��� 
$~�� �X�� x���D2, / ��QA 0* $���� ��  �k�।  
    
Rn Rn Rn Rn �� $�������� $�������� $�������� $������    

��$��-� ��y���A����� <�A���>, ��.2� ��@� ���|��� )�2��� �º�� �k�, ������ ���X4 
B�� ���@�X �)�?� / �X�। x���D2�,� �k� / <����N ��QA 0* ��A�-���� ����।  
    
R7 R7 R7 R7 �� $������ �� $������ �� $������ �� $������     

��QA 0* �3��2� $�� G��� 0-)��� ��# ��W। ��� K!��A��� ��QA 0* ���%� 
%������� J���� ��� ���� X_ -��।  
 

������ ������# ����, )���������� $��$�� %��� 7 �A�� �-� / R $ 0-�।  

>� mr�� $������ ����� ���#2� -�������� ���� ���W�, J���� ������� x���D2�,� ������� 
"� ����# �)�?� ��� ���।  
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7777�� �G�� �G�� �G�� �G¨̈̈̈���� ���� ���� ����     

��� �@� 0*� "� "G ��� $�� /�� 0-)� �=G���। G������ �$��� )�������� 
)-��)�� �X��>�a ���@�X���� ?����� &�� ������� x���D2�, "�$ ?�� 0-�। �xS�� �I,2 
-���� �����। ��y���A���� 
��t����� ������ mr $ )����) ��> ���� ���.��।  

G������ �$��� �>����>a )-��)�� $������S ��@�� $��� &�� ������� x���D2�, "� 
�A�� �-�। ���>�-��# ?�� �)�?�� ������� x���D2�, m �A�� 0-�।  
    
mmmm�� �G�� �G�� �G�� �G¨̈̈̈����������������    

�=G��� / ��2���� ������� ������ )�-����� �X� / �)�?�।  

������� ���� �)����W�� )��� $���� ���D�� ��c� ���� ��� =-��।  
MMMME� �GE� �GE� �GE� �G¨̈̈̈����������������    

������ )����� ��.2� ������� >X,2� ��� ����� ��P�� ����� ��A�� <
����। ������� 
/ ������� ����������� &�� ������� ��2����W� -�)�� "�� ���� ��.2��@� ���S)I�� ���� 
������� ������ ��2� W�ª� K!��A��� �)2K# ���।  
 
   
    ------------------------------- 
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������) �I� ����� 

)/��� X���� ��.2� 0*��� �� �+���� �>�� �#��� 
L�E��� ��������� "�� 77-�G� 0�k�� W����� ��/��� 

0-�� 

L��� ����� : �G¨���� 78C8 

 

77-�G� / 7M*-� -������ ��� X����� �)%2    
�+���� �>���#��� L�E��� ���������  

>���� (OP���) <����¬ MC, ��`� ��$��B ���2���� <��|� X������� ‘A��’ �)2���� "� 
�X�� ��.�� ��� ���_ ���#2� �X���� )/��� 0�U� -��)� �� X���� 7M* �G¨���� 0-I� 
-������ ��� �I,2 �)%2 ��� ���। ��� &� ������ -������ �G� ���� $A ���#2� ����# 
�)2�� ��� ���2� ��� ��� "�� 77-�G� ������ &� -���� ��� "�� &� ����� 77-�G� 
������ �)�?� ���� $A ��2������,� ��� 0-�� $��। �I�2 / ��5) ����+��� ��2)� 
>,��=�)�� ��� <�A�-� ����� &�� ��2���� x~} 0���� ��� "�� ��� ��, ��±�$A���, 
"��W�#�� ��\�$��� / ��)����� ����)I- 0$ ��-���� 
�%2�@� 0*����� 0)����-�� ������ 
<�B�� ����2+ ���� ������? "�� ������,� $A )���� -*�� 0����D� �% ���$���?। ��� "* 
)�-I��2 �� ��� 0���D $>�,� $A 01-�A�� ���)� -*�� ����� )� ���। ��� ���, >, 
<X�A���� �� ���� ��� 0$ "* ����� ��+$ -*�� ��S���?, ��* ���� W�� <�A�-� ������* 
0$ *-��� ��) ����� -*��।  

��� 0�/ ��� ��, ��=��)� ��%* 0$ �I�2 ����+��� �I,2 0���� 
��t���, ��5) 
����+��� "* *&�# ������� ���� "�� �� ?��, F�)�, �.D���� ����� �� ���� "* >,��=�) 
>�S�� �������? "�� 0*����� �X� #��*�� �����? ��-���� �����)I- ����|� ����� -*��।  

��� �+���� �>���#��� L�E��� ��������� ��� "�� ��� �� 0�4 �>�� �#��� L�E�� ���> 
���� 
��t����� / ?��, F�)�, �.D��� ���� 0��� ��� �j� -*�� �।  

��� ��2)� ��=��)� >����>�� �� �� ���� ��� "�� ��� <A�� 0*�� <)�A ����� 
0�/ 01�A��>� )��A�) WIS�� )���� �% �W� ���� $A �)2� ������,� ��� 0-�� $��।  

)/��� ���-� ?����� )-� 01�A��>� �.Y�� <����,� -*�� <�XX��� / �)2���� ��� 
)���� $A ��,��� ���� )��X�� >�S ������ 0-�� $��। &t��,� ��%�)� ���@� �-���� 
��\-�� �� 78CC ����� $� )��� �� 7M-�G� ���� =-, ������?� ��-� ?���)��$� 77-�G� ����� 
<�~�।  

)/��� ���-� #�_�*� / -�$�>�a� ������ x���D2�,� K#��- ��� B��� x�� �D2�,� / 
?�� >,-�A�� ������ $�� "�� �-����� 0��2 ���|� ���� &�{��A ��2
 �, ���� $A �)2���� 
��� 0-�� $��। 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*>,0�k���� )��� 78C8 ��� 7�� �G¨���� ����� ! 0*��� �� ��$u��� ��.�.�k� ���% 
�>�� �#��� L�E��� �+�� ��।  
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������) �I� ����� 

�¡�� $�)��Z >.-�� ?���)��$� �+������ L��� ����+� 8 �G¨����, 78C8 
 

�¡� $��� )-��)��Z ��=�)� ?���)��$�  
��%�)� 

��2���� ?�� ��=�) ���D��� &��A��> >� ������ J���� �¡ )���� <��|� v��-���� 
$�)����� >,) &h����� "� ��%T� ���� ��� ��� 0��� ����� )����� ����� �����। ��* 
T� �?� ‘ �_� 0� x�� $��� ¼����� +� ����� ������ �। )���D� <����� 0����� ��=�)�� 
��2���� ��% ����*�� ��/�� ��*�� �’। "* ��%�)� ?���)�$ $��� �@ -*�� $���* 
)-��)��Z &��� ������ <_������ �.̀  0y���।  

 
      L��� �����, �G¨���� 7n, 78C8 

>� (8* �G¨����) ��2���� ����� ?�� ��=�) ���D��� &��A��> <��|� �¡�� $�X�� 
�+�������  

���� �+������ �+������ �+������ �+��    

<�A��� "* )-�� �)���� >X�� F��� ��-� ©�, ������?, �-�� 0���, )��&�, �)�, 
0�)>���- <A�A ��� �-����� )-� ©.�� -��-��� "��� -*�� L
��W��� / "�����}� &��� 
����� ?��-F�)�-�.D� )�A��t ����$��� �%� ��2�F,�� >,���w� <����� ���|� / ?���)��$� 7-
�G�� ��=��)� 01�-I�� �����?। "* )-�� �)���� <)� �-����� ��� >X���) F�� $��*��� 
��_ ��_ ����� �K�D,� ������? ��, ���� �>��|� �|�� / ��  0P)�, ������� / ?���)�$ X�� 
� -*�� �� ��� )I��A� ���)�� >,���w� >,<X�A���� )-� ����� &½� ������*। >,<X�A���� 
�-����>2� $A "* )-�� �)���� ���� ��� ����D�� �)= �I�2 ������ ��� $>�,� �@ -*�� 
<���� >X�� ���� ���� ������?।  

 
�����% �+���% �+���% �+���% �+��    

<�A��� "* )-�� �)���� �)+ �I�2 ����+��� ��=�)� ?�� $>�,� �@ ���| ��% =-, 
������? ��, ������ �-���� ��� ��a� �)= ����+��� ����D�� �I�2 ����+��� ��� $>�,� 
)-� >,���w� <X�A���� �� ��� �A�> / )I��A� ���)�� <=�� ����� �/�� -*��। $>�,� 
��� >,����� <����� �A�h ����� ��)��� ����� ?�?���� ��±$A���, ��)����, "��W�#�� 
��\�$������� 
��%2 $>�,� /�� ��£�� ���D, ��2�� "�� �I�2 ��5) ����+��� ��-��, &t�-
��5) ��)�� ����� ��Q�, �����W+��� $>,�� �) / ���S W���*��� $A ���� �� <�A�W��, 
L
��W��� / "����}���� ��� �A�B� ����) -*���?� &-�� �W� <��� / &��� � K#� ��2� ?�� 
$��� v�A�� ��=�) <�A�-� %�����*। "* �)���� �K�D,� ������? ��, L
��W��� "����}���� 
0*��� ������� <��� K#�*�� <����N ���� ����+��� ��� $>�,� �I,2 >,���w� <����� 
����) �%� ��A@ / ���2$� �X��# ���2��)!��� �G ���� ����� ����), ��� ��$�k�� )���, 
$~�� 0* 
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��A�-�� ��������� 
�����, ���-
�����, �A�� 
����� ����), ��� �))I�� 0* ��A�-�� 
����� ?��, F�)�, �.D�, )�A��t �����$��, �A����� �X.�� ��2�F,�� $>�,� ���,� ���� / )���� 
�% 77-�G� ����) � -/�� ��2� ��=�) <�A�-� %�����। 0�$��� "* �)���� ��2)�� L
��W��� 
�A�B�� <��� K#�*�� >,���w� �A�B� �����)� ��=�) W���*��� ��% =-, ������?।  

 

��$u��� �+����$u��� �+����$u��� �+����$u��� �+��    

"* )-�� �)���� ����� ��$u��� ����B�� �3��2 >X�� ����W�� ��� "* <�X)� �A� 
������? ��, ����� ��2)� ��=�) / >,<X�A���� G��* 0$ �����>�|� $>, -*�� �3I,2 
����4 / U�2� -*�� ��S���?। $>�,� <X�A�� �)�� @)�� 0$ ������� �*। ��� �)= 
������� 0$ $�� ���� v�A�� / �st� ��-���?। "* <�B�� ���� �>�|� >,����� ��# �� 

���� ����� L
��W��� ������ �)2��2�>, ��.2� "��� ����� ���.� ��$u��� ��.�.�k� ��-� 
�>�� �#��� 0���W�� ������ �+�� &��� ������?। ����� $~�� 0* ������ ����/ ���A 
-*���?। *-� >,��=��)�* ��$� "�� "*X���* 0$ L
��W��� ��� T���� ��S�� O~ ������?। 
"* ����B���� ����� ��� ��$u��� ���� v�A�� -*�� -*��। $>�� �I,2 v�A / ��=�) 
)$��� "�� <�A�-� ������ -*��। "* $A 0)�� ����� ��� ��$u��� ���� v�A�� -*�� 
0-�� $��*���?। ��� ��$u��� ���)I�-� v�A >,��=��)� 0�/ ��� ���>�*�� / 
L
��W���� &��� }����� ����� "�� ?�� �)��$� 77-�G� ���|� �j� -*��। �I�2 / ��5) 
����+��� 0�k���� v�A �@��%2 "* �)���� >X�� 0���� ������?।  

�>���#�� L�E��� �I�2��>���#�� L�E��� �I�2��>���#�� L�E��� �I�2��>���#�� L�E��� �I�2��2�2�2�2        

"* �)���� 0�/ �K�D,� ������? ��, 0�/ ���� 0��� ����� ��$u��� ����B�� 
�X���� 
� -/�� ��2� ������� ���� ��.�>2�� �>���#��� L�E�� &��B� -*�� ��/�� -*�� �। "* $A 
<����N (�) $~�� 0*� 0#� ��� ��$u��� �k�� )��� }����� ����� -*��। (�) <����N 
��� )��$�, /���� ��, )����-, ��$&�{, 0�U� $ª���- ��� ����� )��� ���� -*��। 
��� ��\-���* $>�,� ���� ���|�� ��=��) ����~� -*���?; (>) ����t� 0*� 0#� ��� 
��$�k��� <����N )��� ���� -*��। ����t� �k���� ��@ ���� )-% ��, ����D ����$2 >� 7n 
�h�� ���h "�#�� (��)��� ����� �)� -*��) ����t� 0*� �k� ��-���?; (K) ����@� 
0*� 0#� / ��$u��� ����, ��$���` ��>) )���� �Wc����, 0�U� �����, ����� �� �) / 
)�-����� -� �����- ��� ?���k��� <����N )��� ���� -*��। (�) 0>���� )�)���- ��� 
��$u��� )�)���- ��� ��$u��� )�)�� ��A�-�� ����� -*��; (W) F� ����� (�.�9) ���, ����k� 
��+���, <�� )���$2�, �)�� G�-��, ��$� $�G� 0-�)�, ���) 0��, G��$ &{�, 0�U� ��t��, 
���k� ����>�, �~, ��� �)�� ��$u��� ��.�.�k� &�� -*�� [���� / �=G���� ������� 
<����N ��A�-�� ����� -*��। (?) ��������� �I,2 
����� �5��� ���� -*��। ��� -*�� ��� 
�))I�� �A�B� / ���A��K� <� 2A���- ��� ������� <����N ������� �A�B� ����� -*��। 
($) ������ 0�k�� �-� �-�� / 0-���� �������� @���I�, ���� -*�� "�� x���D2�,� 
��W�� ��X�>�� ��� �K�D,� ����� -*��। (�) ?���)��$� ��@� ���� �%� 77-�G�� 7� ���� 
<����N �I��,� �A�B� ����� -*��। (�) F�)�-�.D�-W�����$������ ��� �.���- ��� $~�� 
�����)I- �I�, ����� -*��। "* �)���� "* ��� 0O �I��,� $A �����?4 ��=�) W���*�� 
��*��� �K�D,� ������?।  
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<A�A �+��<A�A �+��<A�A �+��<A�A �+��    

�I�2 ������ $>�,� >,���w� ��=��)� )-� ���� �-����� ��©.�� ��$�S� m7�� 
�G¨������ �)�>�। "* ������ �I�2 ����+�� ������ ?��# �K�D,�� $A "* �)���� �$�� ���� 
������?। <A%�� $���� ?��# ���� �-���� *-��� &���� ���� $A $������,� ��� 0��� 
$��*���?।  

m7�� �G¨���� �I��2��� -*�� )�A�¼ (7m#� ��2�) ��� ����-�� W��� �Q ����� "�� 
<�G�-0����, -�#-��$��, �����-��# ��� ��?� �I�2�+ ��2� �Q ����� $A ��2������,� ��� 
<����� ��� -*���?। v�� ��� B�� ����� ����� &�t�� "�� v�A��X��� �)���� / �)�?� 
<�|��� $A/ 0-�� $�� -*���?।  

<�G������ ���+ / �-� ��������>2� @���I�,<�G������ ���+ / �-� ��������>2� @���I�,<�G������ ���+ / �-� ��������>2� @���I�,<�G������ ���+ / �-� ��������>2� @���I�,    

������ 0�k��� ?����@�-F�)�-�.D�-�)2W��� �����, �>��� ��� / ��������� &�� 
<�%A ��2�� <���X 0W��,� $A ���� ����Y <�G������ ���+ ��� ����� -*��।  

"* �X� �I�2 ����+��� >X2� �)����) ���� ���A�> ���� ������?।  

 

�) �����2�) �����2�) �����2�) �����2    

"* �X� 0*��� >��� �) ���� ����� >�, 0*��� �># �-�� 0��U¾��)� �># "�� 0*��� 
�W��¿� ����2� �) �-�� )��&� �-)� ���2 ����� �+�� ������?।  

mMmMmMmM�� $������ �� $������ �� $������ �� $������ 77777777----�G� �����G� �����G� �����G� ����    

"* �X� ��� �h�� mM�� $������ 77-�G� ���� �-���� ��� ���� ����� =-, ������?।  

"* �X� 0*��� ������� ��~�� <�B�� ����
~� ��� ������� )��X����4 �)c��� 
>,�w�, "),", " / "),��,"-��� ���A�> ���� 0-�� $��*���?।  

 

 

     ---------------------- 
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������) �I� ����� 

0>���� )�)��� 0��)� ���$2! 
$[~� -��� ).��A 

L��� *�tG�� 7C �G¨����, 78C8 

 
DS�w )�)��� <A�) 0��)� ���$2!DS�w )�)��� <A�) 0��)� ���$2!DS�w )�)��� <A�) 0��)� ���$2!DS�w )�)��� <A�) 0��)� ���$2!    

$[~� -��� ).��A$[~� -��� ).��A$[~� -��� ).��A$[~� -��� ).��A    
    

x����� <�B�� ��)��� -��������x����� <�B�� ��)��� -��������x����� <�B�� ��)��� -��������x����� <�B�� ��)��� -��������    
��D ��y�� �A�>��D ��y�� �A�>��D ��y�� �A�>��D ��y�� �A�>    

    
À�*# ���$2! G$���  -��� <�B�À�*# ���$2! G$���  -��� <�B�À�*# ���$2! G$���  -��� <�B�À�*# ���$2! G$���  -��� <�B�� � � �     

P�)�4��� �����P�)�4��� �����P�)�4��� �����P�)�4��� �����    

>X�� ���� ��, ��, 0* �������� "� ���� ��� -�, 0>���� DS�w )�)��� <A�) 0��)� 
x����� ���$2! $[~� -� ����� ��� 8.9n �)��# J��� �A�!�)! �N�*� �)��#��� -�������� 
"����� ��� (*4� ��'��-.........���$&)। 7M� � �X� �-  �����#2���� "� ��� �����$ "* 
�%A ���� ����� 0�/ ��� -� �� ���$2! $[~� -��� ��, �@�� $A ��2�1� �WY� W��� ��¯/ 
��-��� ��\W� �j� -� �*।  

��� �����$ 0�/ ��� -� ��, >���� DS�w )�)��� x����� <�� 0��)� À�*# ���$2! 
G$��� -��� <�B�� P�)�4�� �����@� -*���?।  

 
 
      ---------- 
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������) �I� ����� 

�¡�� $�X�� )/��� 
X����� W�)�� 

L��� *�tG�� 7r �G¨����, 78C8 

 
 

�¡�� $�X���¡�� $�X���¡�� $�X���¡�� $�X��    
X����� W�)��X����� W�)��X����� W�)��X����� W�)��    

>���� (������) ������ �¡ )���� <��|� "� $�X�� A���� 0/��)� ���#2� �X���� 
)/��� 0�U� -��)� �� X���� �K�D,� ��� ��, 0>�)� m )���� )��A ����� ?���)��$� �%� 
�I�2 / ��5) ����+��� $������,� ���,� ���� 77-�G� )���� � �*��, $�����, ��$� / 
#A�� �Q �����। ��� �K�D,� ��� �� ��)���w� / <�-�� 0�k���� �� ��D -*���?। "� 
<��)���w� / ��-�� 0�k�� O~ -*��। )/��� X���� �+���� �>���#��� L�E� �3��2  �� 
������ &�{�A ����� ��� ��, ��2)� �>���#��� L�E��� G��G� �.�#� 0)�� <��|� ���X4 
�>���#��� L�E��� W�*��/ ����� -*��। ��� ��� ��, �.�#��� �>���#��� L�E��� )��G� ��) 
���-X��� &�)�-��� 
��� -*�� ���� �*, �E� ��)� ��2)� �>���#��� L�E��/ $������,� 
���� 0��� �j� �।  

 
  
 
     ------------ 
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������) �I� ����� 

$>�,� ������ m7�� �G¨���� �-�� ������ 
������ ?��# �-���� �K�D,� 

L��� *�tG�� 7r �G¨����, 78C8 

 
 

m7m7m7m7�� �G�� �G�� �G�� �G¨̈̈̈���� ������ ?��#���� ������ ?��#���� ������ ?��#���� ������ ?��#    
 

�I�2 ����+� ����� 0>�)� m7�� �G¨���� �����A��� ������ ?��# ����~�� �K�D,� ����?।  

9m ��� <)� ����� X�D� 0�k���� ��� �-����� ©��, "���� �G¨������ ��2���� ?�� 
��=�) ���D� <����N �-�� ����~�� �K�D,�� ���� $�����?��। 9M ����� ���Â! )w��X� 
"���� �G¨������ ?��# ���� �K�D,� ����?�� "�� ��)��� 0* $���� ���� �� "* ?��# ����� 
-�� ���।  

 
��@������ <�X)���@������ <�X)���@������ <�X)���@������ <�X)�    

    
)��.X�D�� )��A) ?�S� $���� �W��� ����� �j� �। $���� $���� ��2+�� )��.X�D�� )�2��� 

�3��2 �� <X���I�2 ��W�� ���� �����? �� X�D� 0�k���� <A�) <���। m7�� �G¨����� 
��h��2 �3��2 &� )��A ��� J��� ��y���A����� ����� ��X��>� <�A@ �)�� 0�U� -�*। >� 
�.-o����� "� ����D ��@�h���� $�� 0�U� -�*। J��� ��y���A����� ����� ��X��>� �� �� 
789m "� X�D� 0�k��� �����X�>� ����Y ���-��A� <�A��� )��� �Wc���� ���, 78C8 ���� 
m7�� �G¨����� ������X��� �-�� ������ )�2��� ���X� )��A �������) ��h��2 ��-�। 
......J��� ��y���A����� ����� ��X��>� <�A��� / ����Y �W�����  � 0-)� ���G ���, v��-A �� 
���,�� &h�, "���� �G¨����� ����� " �?��� ���S�$�S-"� ����A �)�,।  

 
 
 
    ---------------------------- 
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������) �I� ����� 

��$��-��� x�� / ��QA 0*�  �� ��)�����-��- 
C $ -��-� 

L��� *�tG�� 78 �G¨����, 78C8 

 
 

��$��-��� x�� / ��QA 0*��$��-��� x�� / ��QA 0*��$��-��� x�� / ��QA 0*��$��-��� x�� / ��QA 0*    
��y���A����� �����  � ��)�����-��-��y���A����� �����  � ��)�����-��-��y���A����� �����  � ��)�����-��-��y���A����� �����  � ��)�����-��-    

m m m m $ �-�� $ �-�� $ �-�� $ �-�� M M M M $ 0-�$ 0-�$ 0-�$ 0-�    
����)��� ��.2�@�� ��-��A ���� $A ���� ���S 7n#�� L�A ��� ��� -�। ���� 77-Rn 

�)��#� �)� 7MM ���� $��� ��� -�।  

7:* �G¨���� 7MM ���� ��K ����� �)�?� ���-� ��� -� "�� $�� ������-�� "���� 
>�S� �K���� �G��। ?���� >�S����� &�� ��� *#-��#��� �?��S। *-� ������ ?����� ����*�� 
�A�3��� �G�� ��/��� $A ��y���A����� ����� ���-� -*�� 0��। ��i ��-� ��¯/ ��?� $�� 
#-���� ���-�� �)������ *#-��#��� ?�S�� %���। ��G�#A�! "* �)� x���D2, ���। G�� 
������� ���- ����# ��� -� "�� ��� ��� &� B�� )��� ��।  

"?�S�/ x���� "� �A�� �-� "�� U* �A�� 0-� -�। <���¬ m-Rn �)�# -*�� 
��$��-��� ��QA 0* $��� ��� -�। ",��,�� 

 
0-���� ������� ��$0-���� ������� ��$0-���� ������� ��$0-���� ������� ��$    

<�A���<�A���<�A���<�A���    
x���D2�, ?�� ?�S�/ ��y���A����� ��$ <�A��� x~�� ���) 0-� <�B�� -�������� 

X��2 -। ��-��� -*��- 
 

(1) ��G��� �����।  
(2)  � ���$)&�{ �)�'�।  
(3)  � ��$� 0�U� )�4�।  

 
����� �!� ��# $~��  �������2������ �!� ��# $~��  �������2������ �!� ��# $~��  �������2������ �!� ��# $~��  �������2�    

  

>����A ()_����) ��� ���S �#�� ���� J��� >�� 0��©�X��� W�) ���@��X G��#�� ��S 
"�� ���X4 "����� ��)��� ���-�� x���D2,, ����# W�$2 *�A���� G�� �� ����B��� &¹� -� 
&-�� X��� �,2� �� ����� $�� 0��&� �-)� ��, $�� ��- 0�$$�� �-)� "�� $�� 
0��U��)� �� ����� ! �G« )��2�� 0*��� ���� ��# $~�� �������2� ���, ������? ����� 
��- 0�$$�� �-)� $��*���?।  
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��QA 0*�� +��� X_ ����� J��� >��� �W� ��������QA 0*�� +��� X_ ����� J��� >��� �W� ��������QA 0*�� +��� X_ ����� J��� >��� �W� ��������QA 0*�� +��� X_ ����� J��� >��� �W� ������,�,�,�,�    
?��?��?��?��----$��� 0��©� ���@�X �)�?��� �.̀  ��X��� �)= �-� ���3�।$��� 0��©� ���@�X �)�?��� �.̀  ��X��� �)= �-� ���3�।$��� 0��©� ���@�X �)�?��� �.̀  ��X��� �)= �-� ���3�।$��� 0��©� ���@�X �)�?��� �.̀  ��X��� �)= �-� ���3�। 

>� ���� ��$��� J��� >���� <�©�h ��QA 0*�� ��E �.��� "�� #-������� ��)��� 
���-�� ��� ������� �?4�X4 ����� -�$�� -�$�� ?��-$�� 0��©� $���Ã���� )� ��% �)�� 
0�� "�� ��� )��$��� �-)��� )��� / ‘0>����’ DS�w )�)�� ��A�-���� ������ �W� ���@�X 
G��#�� ��S।  

"* <�B�� )��A 0$ ���� ���#� -*�� L���� 9#� ��2� ��QA 0*�� �� ����� �K�D,� ��� 
-*���?�, ��-� <�©�h ��A�-�� ��� -� "�� ���~� ����� ?�S�* ����2� mM K!�� $A ��QA 
0* $��� ��� -�।  

���$ �*�� $�� ���, >���A ��$��-��� $u� <�A����� -�A� "�� ��QA 0* $���� ��� 
"����� ?�� / ��2�F,�� �>����� )� ��� <�����D� ���� ���। �U��� >������� 
�������� 0>����� DS�w )�)�� ��A�-�� / ��� )��$��� )��� �3��2 0����� ������ -/��� 
���/ ��� ���-� �>�� �#��� L�E�� ���>���� &�{��A >���� J��� �A�> � ���� ?��-$)� "* 
��y�� ��� ��\���� &�E ��, ��� ���-��� )���� �A����� ����� 0���� �-। ��2)� �W� 
>,$�>��,� �#XI�)�� &����� K#� ?��-$���� �@` ����� ����� "�� ��-��� ��QA 0*�� 
<���� &��@� ����� ���� ��/��� ���T� ���� $A <�©�h ��+�� ��)�� 0��।  

��� ��) �I�2 �K�D,� �� �I�2 �st�� ?�S�* "�* ��_ �-��� "� ��� -*�� <A ��` ��2A� 
"*X��� ?��-$���� ��+�� ���-� -*�� ������ ����* ���©� -�। ���� :#�� �� -*�� )�A ���� 
��� -*�� ��/�� ��2A� �-��� ���X4 B�� �)�� ���@�X W���� %���।  

��)��� ���-�� >�S�� �� "�� ���@`X��� �k���� x��� 0/��$ �������� 0�£=+ ����� 
�����।  

J��� �)� �A�� ���$ -������� �I�� <�X���> ��� -� ��, -��������� "��# "N���� 0-� 
<�B�� ��+�� ��S�� %��� ����$ �� ).���- -�������� B������ ���� �WY� �����  #-������� 
��® ���-� ���� ��� ���।  

-�������� ����#��� R �A���� X��2 ��� -� "�� ���� m#�� �� "N������ $A -��������� 
��)� �#���G� 0���� %���।  

 

 

 
----------------
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������) �I� ����� 

�%���%� 0>���� )�)�� ��A�¼�� )��$��- 
��� <�X������ )�����X 

L��� ����+� mm �G¨����, 78C8 

 

)��$��� )����)��$��� )����)��$��� )����)��$��� )����    �%���%� 0>���� )�)�� ��A�-�� �%���%� 0>���� )�)�� ��A�-�� �%���%� 0>���� )�)�� ��A�-�� �%���%� 0>���� )�)�� ��A�-��     
  

�%���%� 0>���� DS�w )�)�� ��A�-�� ���� G�� ��� )��$��� �-)��- <�X��� ��� 
�A�� )�����X ����?। ����� ! 0*��� ‘‘0>���� )�)��’’ ��P�� <� 2A�� ����� ��� 
�����?। ��� )��$��� �-)� ��2)�� ��� ��)��B ���X�� <�B� ���?। ���� ��S#�� "* 
��� ��/�� ���।  

78C: ����� �Gc$���� 0* ������� (����D l�*��A��) <� 2A���� M ���� <����� 78C: 
����� m7�� "����� ����` � "), 0�, / 98 (0�)/C: ��� ����D #�*��A��� ��¢ ��) ��� 
)��$� / <A�A��� )�)�� O~ -�।  

78C: ����� $� )���� �.��� �`��- "* )�)��� O�� O~ -� "�� 78C8 ����� mr�� 
$������ O�� ��D -�।  

 
 
     ---------------------- 
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������) �I� ����� 

�������2� �N�2� �X�� )��$� ��.2� $���A�� 
�X�t�� ������} ���� 

L��� ����+� mM �G¨����, 78C8 

 

J���� *��-��� �.-t) $�X�� ���A���)A �J���� *��-��� �.-t) $�X�� ���A���)A �J���� *��-��� �.-t) $�X�� ���A���)A �J���� *��-��� �.-t) $�X�� ���A���)A �----$���A�� �X�t��$���A�� �X�t��$���A�� �X�t��$���A�� �X�t��    
������} W�*������} W�*������} W�*������} W�*    

��������2� >�N�2�� ��� )��$���������2� >�N�2�� ��� )��$���������2� >�N�2�� ��� )��$���������2� >�N�2�� ��� )��$�    
(��G �����#2��) 

  

>���� ������ �)� �������2 )���� �� �@ ������ "� ����� $�)��Z� )��� ��\�S�� �I�2 
����+� 0/��)� ��> ��� ��� )��$��� �-)� �K�D,� ���, 0�) ?����� 77�G� O�� �)%2* ��� 
� "� $A 0�k�� ��� 0�) ����� ������, ���� ��$� 0�?। .................... 

$�� ��� )��$��� �-)� �K�D� ��� �� ���)��* ��\� �� ���A���)A �)� ��� �। 
���A���)A ���� )��� �I�2 ����+�� ����� E�* �*। ...............................���A����)A� ��) �I�2 
����+��� E�� -���?।  

��� ��2+�� / ��2��� $���A�� �X�t�� ������} ���� ���। ................................. 

��2���� ?�� ��=�) ���D���  �@ -�� �������2 )���� ��t >,�N�2�� ��� )��$��� �-)� 
X�D, ������।  

�%���%� 0>���� DS�w )�)�� ��A�-�� ���D )����� �� >����* ��� �%) $�X�� 
X�D, ��।  

"* >,�N�2� �X�� �X����} ��� ����� ?�� ��=�) ���D��� 0-���� $�� ���G���� 
0-)�। �X�� ��¢ ��) ��� )��$�� �-�) )�)��� <�X��� $�� ��, "),"� �-)�, ��,"�,��, 
��� � ��)A� $�� �����&�{, Y�� 2 )��$�� �-)�, $�� ", ��, ������ / $�� 0�� ��$��- 
<A�A <��� &��B� �?��।  

��� )��$��� �-)� ���, 0�) ��/������� ��� "�� �I�2 / ��5) ����+��� $>�,� �@ 
-�� ����� ���� ���� ���। ��� 0)�� ��~� ���? ������ ��*�। 0)�� C �G�� ���% 0)�� �� / 
$>, 0�?।  

?����� 0y�� ���� ��� ��� 0���� ��5� %���। 0�) ��� "����� )��� 0�� / 
$>�,� ���� 0��� ���� � ���� ��� 0�k�� ��� 0��� ����>��� ���।  

0/��)� ��> ��� ��@��@�� �I�2 ����+��� ��� <��-��� &�'� ��� ��� �@�� $���A�� 
�X�t�� ������} 0����� �%� ���। ��� ��� 0�) ���A� ��)A)�� �।  

��� )��$� ���, $���A�� �X�t�� ��A@ ��2�W�� )��A�) �� ���2��)! >E ���� -��। 
��2)� ����w ����� ��� -�� � ������ ��� -�� ���2��)!* �� ��2��, ����।  
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��5) ����+��� "� *&�# ���_ ��� ���, "� *&�# �X�_ �G��� $A ����� "�#� 
���� &�E�?। ���� "� *&�# W�� �।  

��� ���, " �A����� ��5) ����+��� $������,� �X�# ��� �-�� ���� ��� "� *&�# � 
W�� ��� �� �X�_ ���� -��। "� *&�# �X�_ ���� ��5) ����+��� ����x�����/ 
��t��� 
����� ��� ���� $��।  

��� )��$� ���, ��5) ����+�� ����x��� ��� "�#� �G ���� >E ���� -��। $)��� 
��~�� ��� ��?� W����� ���� W��� �।  

W�����, <%2���, ��d *�A��� �@�� �I�2 / ��5) ����+��� )��A L�D�)A� &�'� ��� ��� 
���, ��$��� ��5) ����+�� <��B�। G�� ������� ���� ����) ������ ����। ����� �)�# 
$���A�� ����� 99 $ �I�2 ����+��� <������ -/�� ��¯/ ����� ������ ���X4 W������� �I�2 
����+��� ���A� ����� ��$�� �)। ����� ������� ��� <�G�-0���� O�� ��$�����। ��* 
�A��� ���,$A/ ����� ���w� -��। G�� "* ����� )I�� >�S &E�? �।  

����@� ����� �A� �3��2 ��� ��� "* ����� ����� 0�� X�> <%2* ��5) ����+��� 
�A� -�। ���, ��)��� ��� �G�� ����� <��B�। ��� ��� ��5) ����+��� )$�) "�� �I�2 
����+��� $>�,� )��A ��� �X���X� �*। ............... 

78C9 ���� X����� ���% ��K�D2� �)� �I�2 ����+��� <�-�� <�B�� &�'� ��� ��� ���, 
"* <�B�� <����� $A* ���-��� $���� ��]�� 0�) ���� �@ -�� C-�G� ���� ��� 
����?��)। ���� 0)���� ���?4������ 0�A� ���� -���?�। 0)�� ����� $���A�� ����� 9C 
$। 0)�� �� ���?4 -�� ���? 0)�� W�* A��A <�����। .................  

��� ���,........x�#���� �A�����, ��d��� / 0)��� $A 0)�� ����+� <$2�� ��=�) 
����। " ����� W�D�, )$��, ?�� ��� )���D� ��\W�� $A 0)�� ��=�) ����?��)। ��i $����)� 
�� $���) "���? ���� ��� @)���। $>, )��� ����।.................. 

$>4�% ���$�- ��X4 ��X������*  ���� ��  �)����W� ��� ��� ��� "����� 
�?���)����� �����S� �Q ���� $A* ����� "* �A�B� ����?।  

������� )������� ��� F�)���� )��G�� �X�> ����� 0-�� $��। ��� ���, )������ 
�� )��G� ���#���# ���� ") �� 0��� �� �������� ��* ���$��` -�� ����। F�)� 
��2���� ��� �k� ���।  

���� ��>�� �W��� ������ ���� ��� ��  �)����W� ���। ����� ����)I-�� ��� [\����� 
��� ���� ��� �����% ������ )���D� ���। ��� >� ��� /�� �W���� �A�B� ���� -��। ...... 

���� / �.��� X_ -�� ���� "~� ��$ -�� ���� %���� $A ��� $>,�� <����� $�� 
"�� ������� &���)I�� ��$ -�� ���� %���� ���। " ���_ ��� �-��� ��� )-'�� "�� 
)-��)� / �$��� ��=�) ��)�� >E�� $A 0-�� $��।  
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�Å� �Æ�� � �S�� $A ��� ����� ���2 ��� ��। ��QA 0* / ��)��� ���-� 
��A�-���� $A ������� ��# ���� $��। ��� ���, 0)���� ��=�) ��)�# )-'�� ���� �$�� 
����।  

��� )��$� ���, �I�2 ������ �-k�, )���)�, ��-��� "�� ����* 0)�� ������ "��� ������ 
�����।  

������D ��� ���, ������ )��#�� 0�) X������। ������ )��#/ 0)��� X������। 77-�G�� 
�$k���� T� ���� ��� ��\� 9n �)�# B��� ��.�� ��D ���।  

 

     ------------------- 
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������) �I� ����� 
��������2� �N�2� �X�� ��� )��$��� ‘�_�Q�’ &���� ��� "�� 
77-�G� ��+������ ���@� =�-�,� $A )��$��� ��� 0-�� 

L��� 
����+� 

m9 �G¨����, 78C8 

 

‘‘‘‘�_�Q� ��� )��$��_�Q� ��� )��$��_�Q� ��� )��$��_�Q� ��� )��$�’’’’    

>� ������ J��� �������2 )����� v��-���� $�X�� ��� )��$��� �-)��� ‘�_�Q�’ 
&������ XI�D� ��� -�। ��2���� ?�� ��=�) ���D��� 0-���� $�� ���G���� 0-)� �I�2 
����+��� $>�,� �@ �%�� )��$��� ‘�_�Q�’ &���� ���� �+�� ���� �)��� $�)�Z ����� 
�������� �� �)%2 ���।  
 

��������2� �N�2� �X�� �+����������2� �N�2� �X�� �+����������2� �N�2� �X�� �+����������2� �N�2� �X�� �+��    
 

(Y�G �����#2��) 

 

��2���� ?����=�) ���D� v��-���� 77- �G� ��+����� $�A ��� )��$��� �-)��� ��P� 
���@� =-�,� 0-�� $�����?। ���� �K�D,� ���, 77- �G� ���� �I��,� )��A* �-����� �� 
/ ��2���� ?��, F�)�, �.D�, )�A��t / �)-�� $��� ���� �I,2 -�� ����। ��2���� ?�� ��=�) 
���D� L
��W��� 0*��� ������� ���A�>, $>�,� -��� 0O @)�� <�2, "�� ��2)� ����w 
����� ��� 77-�G�� �X�t�� �� ����w �,��� ������ ��=�) >�S ������ 0-�� $�� -�।  

�X�� >.-�� �+��� ?��, F�)�, �.D� )�A��t / �)-�� )��D ���2���D �I�2 ����+��� ��=�)� 
$��� ��� )��$��� �-)��� ��� ��,J��� F��a�� $�� -�।  

����t� 0*, ��� "� �������� <� 2A��, [���� )�)�� ��A�-�� "�� 77- �G� 
��+����� ������ 0>�)� ME� )�W2 �����A��� �I,2 -���� ����� �I�2 ������� ��� �X�� ����� 
�)%2 $�� -�। �X�� >.-�� �+��� ����t� 0* / ��� "� ��������� <� 2A�� ����� ��� 
����t� 0*� $����.� ��� [���� / )�)�� ��A�-�� "�� ��=��X �����2 ���)�# �� ��� �$
 
)������ -��� ��A�2�,� ���� $�� -�। ��2)� >,<X�A���� ����, $����.� ��� )�)�� / ��$� 
��A�-���� ���� $�� -�।  

�X�� >.-�� 0��� �+��� ME� )��W2� )��A ������ >,�w� $���� / ������� ���D� ���A��� 
���A��>� $A ����� 0-�� $�� -�।  

 
-------------
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������) �I� ����� 

�>���#��� L�E�� ��� )��$��� �-)��� 
��.�� 

L��� ����+� 0/��)� ���>� 
���+�� 

7n )�W2, 78C8 

 

 

ADDRESS 

by 

SHEIKH  MUJIBUR RAHAMAN 

at 

THE ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE 

held at 

RAWALPINDI 

 

Mr. president and Gentlemen,  

The nation today is experiencing a crisis which has shaken its very foundations. 

For all of us who love the nation and recall the sacrifice which were made to create 

Pakintan, this is a time of grave anxiety. In order to resolve the crisis, it is imperative 

that its nature should be understood and its causes identified. Nothing would be more 

catastrophic than the failure to come to grips with the basic issues which underlie the 

upheaval which has taken place in the country. These issues have been evaded for 

twenty-one years. The moment has arrived for us to face them squarely. I am 

convinced that a comprehensive solution must be found for our problems, for clearly 

the situation is too grave for palliatives and half-measures. What is at stake is our 

survival.  

It is this conviction that obliges me to expound comprehensive solution to our 

basic problems. If the demands that have been expressed by different sections of the 

people are carefully examined, it will be seen that there are three basic issues which 

underlie them. The first is that of deprivation of political rights and civil liberties. The 

second is the economic injustice suffered by vast majority of the people, comprising 

workers, peasants, low and middle income groups, who have had to bear the burden 

of the costs of development in the form of increasing inflation while the benefits of 

such development are increasingly concentrated in the hands of a few families, who in 

turn are concentrated in one region. The third is the sense of injustice felt by the 

people of East Pakistan, who find that under the existing constitutional arrangements 
their basic interests have consistently suffered in the absence of effective political 

power being conferred upon them. The former minority provinces of West Pakistan 
feel similarly aggrieved by the present constitutional arrangements.  

 The issue of deprivation of Political rights finds expression in the 11-point 

programme of the students of East Pakistan, as also in the 6-Point programme of the 

Awami League, as a demand for the establishment of a Parliamentary Democracy, 

based on the principle of the supremacy of the legislature in which there is 

representation of all  
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units on the basic of population, and to which representatives are directly elected 

by the people on the basis of universal adult franchise.  

The issue of economic injustice is reflected in the 11-point programme in the 

form of clearly formulated demands for re-organisation of the economic and 
educational system of the country. The 6-point programme of my party clearly 

recognizes the need for radical economic re-organisation, and the demand for regional 
autonomy, as outlined in it, insisted upon as an essential pre-condition for economic 

re-organisation and the implementation of effective economic programmes.  

The issue of justice for the different regions and units of Pakistan is the basis of 

the demand for the establishment of a Freedom providing for regional autonomy, as 

embodied in the 6-point programme as also in the 11-point programme. This is also 

the basis of the demand for dismemberment of One Unit and the establishment of a 
Sub-Federation in West Pakistan.  

The Democratic Action Committee has detailed deliberations regarding these 

grave and challenging national issues. There has always been complete unanimity in 

the Democratic Action Committee on the imperative necessity of effecting the 

following constitutional changes: 

(a) The establishment of a federal parliamentary democracy.  

(b) The introduction of a system of direct elections based on universal adult 

franchise. 

(c) A consensus has also been apparent among the members of the 

Committee on the following matters: 

(d) The dismemberment of One Unit and the establishment of a Sub-

federation in West Pakistan.  

(e) Full regional autonomy being granted to the region.  

The Committee further agreed that its members should be at liberty to present 
further proposals, which in their view essential for achieving an effective and lasting 

solution of the problems that are at the root of the present crisis.  

Since we are here for the very purpose of seeking to find such an effective and 

lasting solution, I have felt it my bounden duty to press before this Conference with 

all earnestness that every one sitting at this table should realize that constitutional 

changes to provide for representation on the basis of population on the Federal 
Legislature as well as for the granting of full regional autonomy, as outlined in the 6-

point programme, are essential for achieving a strong, united and vigorous Pakistan.  

I would like to state that the Awami League is a party of the freedom for 

Pakistan. Its founder, Huseyn Shaheed Suharwardy is indeed one of the founders of 

Pakistan. I recall with some pride that under his leadership, my colleagues and I were 

in 
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the vanguard of the struggle for Pakistan. Such proposals as I am presenting 

before the Conference are based on the conviction that they are absolutely essential in 

order to preserve and indeed to strengthen Pakistan. 

The demand for representation in the Federal Legislature to be on the basis of 

population stems from the first principle of democracy, viz., "one man one vote". In 

the national forum, as envisaged in the 6-point scheme, only national issues would 

arise, for consideration. The representatives would, therefore, be called upon to deal 

with matters from a national point of view and hence the voting would not be on a 

regional basis. Further, national political parties would be represented in the Federal 

Legislature, which would ensure that voting would be on a party, and not on regional 

basis. Indeed, the experience of the last twenty-one years bears out the fact that voting 

in the National Assembly has invariably been on party basis. It is the principle of 

parity in representation of each wing, which is based on the false promise that 
representatives in the Federal Legislature are likely to vote on a regional basis. It is 

thus the parity principle that places an unjustified emphasis on regionalism as a factor 

in national politics. The entire historical experience of the last twenty-one years fully 

bears out the facts that East Pakistan has always subordinated its regional interest to 

the over-riding national interest, notwithstanding the fact that it had the majority of 

the population. It should not be necessary to recall that in the first Constituent 

Assembly, East Pakistan had 44 representatives as against 28 from West Pakistan; yet 

this majority was never used to promote any regional interest. Indeed, six West 

Pakistanis were elected to the Constituent Assembly from East Pakistan. Despite 
being a majority, East Pakistan accepted the principle of parity not only in 

representation in the Legislature but also in other organs of the State. It is painful to 
record that parity so far as representation in the Legislature was concerned, was 

promptly implemented, but the benefit of parity in representation in the 
other organs of the State, including the civil, foreign and defense services, was never 

extended to East Pakistan. East Pakistan had even acquiesced in the Federal Capital as 
well as all the Defense headquarters being located in West Pakistan. This meant that 

the bulk of the expenditure on defense and civil administration, amounting to about 

Rs. 270 crores, or, over 70 % of the central budget is made in West Pakistan. Should 

our West Pakistani brethren persist in refusing us representation on a population basis 

in the Federal Legislature; East Pakistanis will feel constrained to insist on the 

shifting of the Federal Capital and the Defense headquarters to East Pakistan. 

It would be a positive step toward cementing the relations between the two wings 

of Pakistan if our West Pakistani brethren were to affirm their confidence in their East 

Pakistani brethren by not opposing the demand for representation in the Federal 

Legislature on the basis of population. Such a step would pay rich dividend by way of 

building up mutual confidence and trust between the people of East and West 

Pakistan. 

The adoption of the- Federal Scheme presented in the 6-point programme is an 

essential prerequisite for the achievement of a political solution for the problems of 
the country. I would reiterate that the spirit underlying the 6-point programme is that 

Pakistan should present itself to the community of the nations as one single united 
nation of one hundred and twenty million people. This object is served by the Federal 
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Government being entrusted with the three subjects of Defense, Foreign Affairs 

and Currency. It is the same objective of having a strong and vigorous Pakistan that 
requires that due regard be paid to the facts of geography by granting full regional 

autonomy to the regions in order to enable them to have complete control in all matter 
relating to economic management. 

I cannot too strongly emphasize the imperative necessity of removing economic 

injustices, if we are to put our society back on an even keel. The 11-point programme 
of the students for which I have expressed support contains proposals regarding the 

reordering of the economic and education system. These demands stem from the basic 
urge for the attainment of economic justice. 

I would, however, like at this time to confine myself to outlining the 

constitutional changes, which are necessary for the attainment of economic justice, 

between man and man and between region and region. 

The centralisation of economic management has steadily aggravated the existing 
economic injustices to the point of crisis. I need hardly dilate on the subject of the 22 

families, who have already achieved considerable notoriety both at home and abroad 
on account of the concentration of wealth in their hands resulting from their ready 

access to the corridors of power. Monopolies and cartels have been created and a 
capitalist system has been promoted, in which the gulf between the privileged few and 

the suffering multitude of workers and peasants has been greatly widened. Gross 

injustices have also been inflicted on Hast Pakistan and the minority provinces of 

West Pakistan. 

The existence of per capita income disparity between East and West Pakistan is 

known to all. As early as 1959-60, the Chief Economist of the Planning Commission 
estimated that the real per capita income disparity between East and West Pakistan 

was 60%. The Mid-Plan Review made by the Planning Commission and other recent 
documents show that the disparity in real per capita income has been steadily 

increasing and, therefore, would be much higher than 60 % today. Underlying such 
disparity is the disparity in general economic structure and infrastructure of the two 

regions, in the rates of employment, in facilities for education, and in medical and 

welfare services. To give just a few examples, power generating capacity in West 

Pakistan is 5 to 6 times higher than in East Pakistan; the number of hospital beds in 

1966 in West Pakistan was estimated to be 26,200 while that in East Pakistan was 

estimated to be 6,900; between 1961-1966, only 18 Polytechnic Institutes were 

established in East Pakistan as against 48 in West Pakistan. Further, the disparity in 

the total availability of resources has been even higher. More than 80 % of all foreign 

aid has been utilized in, West Pakistan in addition to the net transfer of East Pakistan's 

foreign exchange earnings to West Pakistan. This made it possible for West Pakistan 

over 20 years to import Rs. 3,109 crore worth of goods against the total export 

earnings of Rs. 1,337 crore, while during the same period East Pakistan imported Rs. 

1,210 crore worth of goods as against its total export earnings of Rs. 1,650 crore. All 

these facts underline the gross economic injustice which has been done to East 
Pakistan. There has been a failure to discharge the constitutional obligation 

to remove disparity between the provinces in the shortest possible time. The Annual 
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Report on disparity for the year 1968 placed before the National assembly 

records that disparity has continued to increase. 

The centralization of economic management has thus failed miserably to meet 
the objective of attaining economic justice. It has failed to meet the constitutional 

obligation to remove economic disparity between region and region. Instead, 
therefore, of persisting in centralized economic management which has failed to 

deliver the goods, we should adopt a bold and imaginative solution to this challenging 
problem. The Federal Scheme of the Six-Point Programme is, in my view, such a bold 

and imaginative solution. 

It is in essence a scheme for entrusting the responsibility for economic 

management to the regions. This proposal is born of the conviction that this alone can 

effectively meet the problems, which centralized economic management, has failed to 

overcome. The unique geography of the country, resulting in lack of labor mobility, as 
well as the different levels of development obtaining in the different regions, requires 

that economic management should not be centralized. 

The specific proposal embodied in the Six-Point Programme with regard to 
currency, foreign trade, foreign exchange earnings and taxation are all designed to 

give full responsibility for economic management to the regional Governments. The 
proposals with regard to currency are designed to prevent flight of Capital and to 

secure control over monetary policy. The proposals regarding foreign trade and 

foreign exchange are designed to ensure that the resources of a region are available to 

that region and to ensure it to obtain the maximum amount of foreign exchange 

resources for development purposes. The proposal regarding taxation is designed to 

ensure control by the regional governments over fiscal policy, without in any way 

depriving the Federal Government of its revenue requirements. 

The substance of these proposals is as follows: 

(a) With regard to currency, measures should be adopted to prevent flight of 
capital from one region to another and to secure control over monetary policy 

by the regional governments. This can be done by adoption of two currencies 
or by having one currency with a separate Reserve Bank being set up in each 

region, to control monetary policy, with the State Bank retaining control over 

certain defined matters. Subject to the above arrangements, Currency would be 

a Federal subject. 

(b) With regard to foreign trade and aid, the regional Governments should have 

power to negotiate trade and aid, within the frame work of the foreign policy 

of the country, which shall be the responsibility of the Federal Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs. 

(c) The foreign exchange earnings of each region should be maintained in an 
account in each Regional Reserve Bank and be under the control of the 

regional Governments; the Federal requirements of foreign exchange would be 

met by appropriations from the two regional accounts on the basis of an 

agreed ratio. 
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(d)   With regard to taxation, it is proposed that the power of tax levy and collection 

should be left to the regional Governments, but the Federal Government 
should be empowered to realize its revenue requirements from levies on the 

regional Governments. It should be clearly understood that it is not at all 
contemplated that the Federal Government be left at the mercy of the regional 

Governments for its revenue needs. 

I would emphasize that there would be no difficulty in devising appropriate 
constitutional provisions whereby the Federal Government's revenue requirement 

could be met, consistently with the objective of ensuring control over fiscal policy by 
the regional Governments. The scheme also envisages that there would be just 

representation on a population basis of persons from each part of Pakistan in all 

Federal services, including Defense Services. 

If these principles are accepted, the detailed provisions can be worked out by a 
Committee consisting of experts, to be designated by both parties. 

The scheme holds enormous promise of removing the canker of economic 

injustice from the body politics of Pakistan while at the same time removing the 
mistrust and frustration which centralized economic management has fostered over 

the ears. I am confident that the people of West Pakistan would give their whole-
hearted support to this scheme. 

I urge the participants in this Conference to come forward with open minds 

and with large hearts, in a spirit of fraternity and national solidarity, to adopt the 

Federal Scheme presented above, as the only means of overcoming what has been one 
of the most formidable problems confronting the country, i.e., that of the attainment 

of economic justice. No source has fed the current crisis more than the sense of 
economic injustice. Let us remove it; let us tackle problems at their source. Any 

attempt to avoid coming to grips with these basic problems will jeopardize our very 
survival. 

Neither Almighty Allah nor history will forgive us if at this time of national 

crisis we fail to rise to the occasion to adopt bold solutions in order to restore the 
formidable problems which have created a national crisis. This is a great opportunity, 

and one which may not present itself again, to face our national problems squarely. 

We must, therefore, strain every nerve to agree upon and implement the required 

solutions. Let us strive together to lift our beloved Pakistan out of the tragic situation 

in which she is placed, and to lay the constitutional foundations for a real, living. 

Federal Parliamentary Democracy which will secure for the people of Pakistan full 

political, economic and social justice. Only thus can a strong and united, Pakistan face 

the future with hope and confidence. 

PAKISTAN Z1NDABAD 

The 10th March, 1969. 

*1966 ��� mC �� �G ���� �%) �>���#��� L�E� <��|� -�। ����� ��2���� 7n* )�W2 �%�� L�E� O~ -�। 

Published by Abdul Momin, Publicity Secretary, East Pakistan Awami League, 15 Parana Paltan, Dacca. 
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~����� -*�� ��~�� 

 
(7) ��� -*�� "������ ����2A�� ��2A� $>�,� ��A@ �X�# ���� ��2��W� >,���D��)I- (--

------------------) %����� ��), $���� >,���D�, �$�� >,���D�, %�� >,���D�, *&�� 
>,���D�। $���� >,���D� -*�� ‘‘�I�2 ����� $>,���w� �$���w�’’ ���2�Ë ��B� "�� *&�� 
>,���D� -*�� ���� ��B�।  

(m) "* >,���D�x�� ���X4 ��2A��� ������� ���X4 ��B��)I- (--------------) ��2��W� 
�����।  

 
(R)"* >,���D�x��� ���2Y �)��� %�����। ���2Y �)����� �� ���2�� ��2�W�� �A�B� 

%�����। ��-� ?�S� ���2Y �)����� )��A/ ��2��W� ��������� <������ ����� �� ������ 
��2�W�� <����� $>�,� %�����।  

 
(M)>,���D��)I�- ��2�W�� �X�t -*�� �F,� / �����X�t�। ��� ��;�� �F,�x�� ��-��� 

��-���� ��)��$� <�B� <����� ��¢�� �A�B�� �)������� -��� (-----------) ������} ����� 
���� ��* $A ���, ��~D "�� ��� �)2, $���,���� / ��@� ���2���D "��# ���A��� ���2$� / 
�)�X�#������ �A�B� (--------------) ���2 ��� -*��।  

 
(9)"*X��� �3I,2 >,���w� ������ ��2�W�� )��A�) ‘‘�I�2 ����� $>,���w� �$���w�’’ 

���2�Ë ��.2�@ $���� ����� >�E� -*��। "* $���� ������� ��-� ��W� ��2���� ���X4 ������ 
��B��)I�-� �3�2 -*�� ��~�� (�) ���X4 ���� ��B��)I- ��-���� ��$��� 
��%2 �
��� $���� 
������� �� @)�� / ����} ��� �����, *-� ��-�* ��� �����। (�) ���� ��B�x�� ��.2� 
�
��� ��t @)�� / �����}� �X�t�� $���� ����� �� ��{2����� ��� �����, ���� ��B�x�� 
��-� )���� W���� ���A %������ *-�* >,���w� �������� ���। >,���w� �������� ���� 
)��A�) ���W���� "��# ������* $>�,� ���X4 ��;�� <���� )��)��� ��%2� ������} ����� 
���� "�� ��;��� �Å��� �3I2 ���2A���X��� ���-� ����� ����। (>) $���� ����� �A��� 
<A�A ���� ��B�x��� ��o��� �3�2 / "* >,���w� �������� ���� �X�t�� ���W���� 
-*��।  

 
>,���w� <������ ���, ��~D "�� ��� �)2, $���, �,2, ���� / ��@� ���2���D ��� ��;�� 

�F,��)I�-� �%� F�)�, �.D�, ����$���, )�A��t, �?�# / )����� �A����� / ������)� $���� ���$2��� 
�F,�� ��� ��$u��� / �>��� <����� %�����। ��i $>�,� �Å ��)A���, ��)���� / 
0)��)�h���{ �.-h ��\�$������ ��-���� �-���>� ��� ��;����� ��� ��$u��� / �>��� <����� 
%����� �।  
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(m) $>�,� ���-
�����, ������� / ������ 
�����, �)������ 
�����, �l  *&�� 

�����, ��� ��� -*��। ��i ��� <�B���* ��±A$A���, ��)���� / 0)��-)�h���{ �.-h ���$\� 
��@/ >,��w� ��~�� ��� ���� ���A ���� / ��>�E� ������ <����� ��/�� -*�� �।  

 
(R) �� ��� �A�� ��;��� ��������� ������?� <%�� ��y��K����� ������?� <%�� ��� 

�)�� $>�,� &�� �|�� ��2�� W���*���?�, ��* ��� �A����� ���� $���� $A <%�� ���2Y 
�)��� $A ��$u��� / �>��� <����� ���S�� �/�� -*��। <������ ����)A ����W� ����� 
��-���� �3�t �3I2 <%�� 0���� ���$��`, ).��A��, ������ ��E�� ���F))I�� ��$ ����� ���A 
��� �X.�� ���+ ��� ��� -*��। ��-���� <���� <��@��.� �K� ��-���� �) ���+ ��� ��� -*�� 
"�� )��2����� ������ ��-���� W��� ��������  ( ��) $>�,� ���% �)���� &h���)I�� 
������� ���F�) ���A ��� ) ��WY� =-, ��� -*��। "* �� ��?�* ��2���� -*�� B���X��� $>�,� 
��2���� ����A >,-0���� ����।  

 
�)2�� 
������    

 
(7) ��¢ )���D� �$ �$ �)2 �W�� / ������ �@�� �I,2 
����� ��� �����।  
(m) ���X4 �)2�� ���|�x��� ��) )��$�, )�k�, �A��>� �, �����, *�A��� "�� �)2�� 

>��D,�>��x�� ��-��� ��|�X��� ���W���� -*�� ���� ��*$�A ��¢ *-� �¯����� �I,2 ����} =-, 
����� "�� ��-� B��� �X�t�� 
 
 ��)2� 0=-� $>�,� ��2��W� ������ ���� ���W���� -*��।  

    
������ / ��W�� �A�B��     
(7) ���� / ��W�� ��X�> -*�� 0)����w� �3I2 &��� ��� ��� -��।  
(m) ����� ���X4 ��2���� x~}�I,2 ������ / ��W�� ��X�>�� ��.2�@ v ��2���� >,���D� ��.2� 
��2��W� -*��।  
(R) ��2)� ��� ������ 0* ����� �K�D,� ����� $>,���w� �)�$ �A�B�� ��-� ��)aA�I,2 
0* �,� ��� -*��।  
(M) ��W�� ���� -*�� �-$, ��� / $>�,� 0�t��। ��W���)I- <��|� -*�� ����AX��� / 
B��� $>�,� )��)� �����@।  

 
����@� �A�B��     

(7) $���� ������� <�� ��® >,�Gc$ %�����-*-� ����� �X���� / ���-��� �����;�� 
0P),�� ���-� ����� "�� $>,���w� / �)�$���w� �)�$ >E�� ���$ <�� =-, �����।  

(m) ��;��� )�A ���� �� >,�Gc$ >�S�� &�E��, ��;���t� ���> ��-�* ��¢�� >,�Gc$ �-���� 
���>�,� -*��। "* >,�Gc$ )I��� XI�)-� / >��� �.D� / F�)� ������� �*�� >�S�� &�E��। 

(R)  $���� >,���D��� "* >,�Gc$ ���W���� �A����� �I,2 <����� %�����।  

(M) "* ��® >,�Gc$ ?�S�/ �)= $>,�� <�®� ��@� ��� ��� -*�� "�� >,�)������ 
>E, ��� -*��।  
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(9) >,�Gc$ �3��2 �)����W� / ������� ������ �I,2 <����� $>�,� %�����।  

(C) >,�Gc�$� ���A���/ ��$����� <��=-, ������ / �$
 ����>� ��>E ������ "�� 
��2�W� <��=-, ������ <����� %�����। >,���D��)I�- ��-���� ������} %�����।  

(r) >,�Gc�$� ���X4 �� / +��� L������ ���o������ �3��2 -*�� ��%� ���X / 
Ì��.})I��-0)�����w� �।  

���A��K� $�����P�� �������A��K� $�����P�� �������A��K� $�����P�� �������A��K� $�����P�� ����    

(7) �I�2 ������ ��������� ���X4 ���A��K� $���� �.%� �t��� 
���� ��� -*��। ��-���� 
<%2��� / ����.��� ������ $������� )� &4��� $A ��¢ &h��- / ��-��A�� �����। ���A��K� 
$����)I�-� �$ �$ �%A / ����� X�D� �A�-���� <����� %�����। ��-���� �$
 ���.�� / 
��d��� ������� "�� ��-���� 0W�� �A�-�� ���@, �� �����2�� <����� ��/�� -*��।  

(m) X�����D2� ���X4 B� -*�� 0>� �I�2 ������ B���X��� ��������� <��_������ X�D� / 
���.�� ������� �I,2 <����� ��� ��� -*��।  

(R) �� �)+ <��� ���A��K� $����� ����� ���A�>��| ��* �)+ <��� ��-���� �I,2 

��¯����� <����� ��/�� -*��-"* 
��¯��� $>,���w� �I�2 ������ ��¢�� �A�B�� 0/��� 
���W���� -*��।  

(M) $���� ���D� / $���� ������ ���A��K� $������ ������} %�����।  

����¢ ��������¢ ��������¢ ��������¢ ����    

(7)F�)� �F�� 0�$2����������� ���� �X�t�� ��� �)�$���w� ��¢, ����D ����� 
>,W��� ��-� �Q�}, ���o��� ��c-��2A / �-����>��� �3�2 �.�� ���।  

(m) U���� �)+ ����S� $>, / ����S� $����)I�-� )��� 0�k���� ��P�X��� ��� 
���� �)%2 / ��-��A ��� ���।   

(R) ��o��� XI���� <���� / ���2�Xc)�}� )�2A��� �@� ���; ��o��� 0P), � ���; 
��o��� 0XA���, �A����� -+�@� � ���; �)��������� �X�t�� ���o��� �����> ��� / ���� 
�I,2 �- <�B�- "* ������ ���� �X�t�� �X4 ��)��$� �A�B�� ��¢x��� ��-� �����I,2 
�-����>��� $A �WY� ��� / ��±�$A���� 0=��� ������� ��2�1� ��������� ���।  

(M) ��±�$A���, ����D ����� )���2 ��±�$A��� / ����X��� ��)��$� ��±�$A����� �.���� 
��-� ��������� / ���-� ���।  

(9) �����,���� X��� / *���*��- ��±�$A����� P�S�� ��¢�)I�-� ��2�1� ��������� 
���।  

(C) ��� ���� ��)��� W����� $�S� � -/��; �I�2 ������ )��#�� ��� ���� ������ 
��±�$A���� ��)��� <�+} � ����; ��±�$A����� �-���>� �I�2� "������ �����>�|� ��.2� 
�3���� ��� ���� ��)��� / <�) <%2u��� W��� ����� ���।  

(r) ���~� ��$u��� ��2 $�S� � %����� �� ��� ����� ����>�� / <%2u��� ��-��A 
=-, ���।  
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$>,���w� <%2��� ~������     
�)�$��w� <%2���� �@�� �]��� ������ ��2)� <%2u��� �A�B��� 0)�� �����2 ����� 

$>,���w� <%2��� ����) ��� -*��। "* $>,���w� <%2u��� �A�B�� �X�t�� $>�,� 
$������� )���4� ���� $A �3I,2 
���, 
���3I,2 / 01�X2���� $���� <%2��� >�S�� 
����� -*��। *-�� ~����� -*�� ��~�� 

��¢�� )���������¢�� )���������¢�� )���������¢�� )�������    

(7) ��� ��±�$A���� ��\�$ ���$��` ���, ��� ���� ��±�$A���� ¦, <
���� ���, 
��±�$A���� "�$!��� ��� �3�t ���$��` ���।  

(m) ��� �.-h ��\�$, ��-�� W��� 0)��-)�h���{ "�� ��-� �I�2 ������ �@�� �3I,2 ��$���� ��-� 
���$��` ���।  

(R) ��-��� �����;�� / ��;��� ��� ��y��K����� ����� ��-���� �)��� �3�t ���$��` 
���।  

(M) �$�����, )-�$, U2�����$, 0)�� / ��-���� �������� ��� �3�t ���$��` ���। 
(�$������� ���$���`� $�) >��� / XI�)-� �.D���� ���A ���)I��A ����, ��� -*�� )।  

(9) ��� �A�£ / ��)� ���3�� ��¢�} ��� -*�� "�� ��¢ ��$* ��-� ���W��� �����।  

(C) ��� ���.��� �3� ���¢� �3� �-���� >,A -*��, )�A
} �%� ������ ����� ��¢ 
��$* *-� �@� ����� ��� ��$� �¯����� �3� 0-�, �����।  

(r) ���/��, $�-�$ ��)� ���3�, <�®� ������, ��Uh ��d / <A�A x~}�I,2 ��d ���¢� 
)������� %�����।  

(:) �� ��� ��d / �A���� ���|� ��2)�� ������ �� 
��t����� ���|��� �¯����� 
0�?, ��-� �3I,2~�� ���¢� )������� ���¢� �¯����� %�����।  

(8) ��#��d�� ��¢�} ��� -*�� "�� ��$� )������� *-� ���W��� �����।  

�.�D���� �.�D���� �.�D���� �.�D����     

(7) ‘‘����’’ �.D��� -��� $��)’’ "* ���� �X�t�� XI�) �A�B�� 0)I� ����� ��� -*��। 
��;��� �� �)+ $�) ����� $��� ����� ��2)�� $�) ��� 2 / ������� �A����� �� �)+ 
X��Ì��� ��-���? ��¢ ��-� �I� ���� �A�B� �����।  

(m) �$������ �%�� &��� ��� ��� -*��। �$����� / ��-���� �������� �)+ $�) / 
W��D� �w���� ��¢ ��� ����� "�� &-� ���)I��A XI�)-� / >��� �.D���� )��A ����, �����।  

(R) ������� ��� ��� $�) ��¢ ��� ����� "�� >��� / XI�)-� �.D���� )��A ���)I��A 
����, �����।  

(M) �.D���� )��A �!�.� $�)� ��� ��-���� 
}�������� 
��.�� / ���@�,� �A�B� 
�����।  

(9) ��� ���� �>2� �%� ��������� ��� -*��। ��¢��.2� ��2���� L��� )$��� ���� 
�@�)$�� ����> ��� ��*��। ��i W��D� �w���� / �.�D &h���� 0��A��� <A�A ��)=� $�)� 
)������ �- ����� -*��।  
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(C) B��� ����B�������@ $�)� )������� ������ ��� ���2�Ë $�) ���@�,� ��)� ��2��, 
����� ��/�� -*��। �� �.D��� ��# -*�� "���� <����� ��¢ ���2Y &Ë�) ��)�� <����� $�) 
P��� �A�B� �����।  

(m) ���AZ�A / ��A����$�� Z�A���� )I�A)��� ��-� ��)a�A ���� ����� �@�)$����� 
��\W�� &����>� ���� )$��� ��2��,��� -*��।  

(:)<�.D� ����� ( "* <�.D� ����� ����� ��� �.D� �������� ������� ����*�� � )। 
��@�, ���#���d�, �?�# �������� �X.��� -��� ��2)�� �� $�) ��-���? ��* �3��2 
$>,���w����¢� ��� -*��� 

(�) )�� "����� ��� *-���� <�B� -� (����� F�)� �F,�� ��.�} �.D��� 
��;�� ����� ����|� -*���? ) ��* "����� <%�� ���� �I�2 ������A��� $>,���w 
��;� ���34 -*��� �� ��-���� ��# -*�� &���� @���I�,  ���� ��¢ $�) P� 
����� �*�� "�� >��� / XI�)-� �.D���� ��# ����, �����। ��i ��¢ ��-���� 
$�� ����,� $A ���d �)2��+� <%�� ��-��� �� ����� ���� ��-���? ��-��� 
��-��� �������� X�,-���D�,� &����>� 0� ��-��� ����� ���� ��¢ <��A* ��-�� 
�A�B� �����। 

 (�) $>,���w� ��;� ��34 -/��� �I��2 <�.D� �����, ��@�, ���#� ��d, �?�# 
��������, �-�� ���2A�� F�)�, 
d 0��X�>� �A����� $�) �� <�+�� ��-���? ��* 
<�B���* %�����। ��i �>2��%�� )��A�) $�) W�D���� ����� ��/�� -*�� �-&���� 
)$��� ���� �@�)$�� ����> ����� $�) W�D ��� ��*��।  

(8) (�) ��$� �%�� �3I,2 ��������� ��� -*��। ��$�� ������2 &h����� &�� �.�D 
0��� �%� W��� ��� -*��। G�� � -*�� <%�� &h��� ��2�`  ���)��, � -*�� 0��� ���� 
-*�� �। G�� &h����� �� �.D���� �����,X��� ��/��-���� �� ��-� %�����, ��-�� &�� 
0��� ���2A -*��। �.D���� 0��� G��� �/�� -*��। "* 0��� ���2A ����� )I���  �.D� 
������ �)���� >�E� *&�� >,���D�।  

(�) >��� / )����� �.D��� ��� ����� ��$� / ����- ¦, )/��G ��� -*��।  

(>) �� ����+ $�)� $A ��� 0��� ���� -*�� � "�� *-�� &�� �.D���� 
�%2 ���@, 
��� -*�� � �� ��-��� $�)-$)� / �X#�)��# -*�� &�����` �.D���� ���2���� �A�B� ��� 
-*��। 

(7n) -�#-��$��, K�#, �, ��-�S ��� �X.���� �� *$�������, )-������ / �l�� �%� W��� 
��-���? "�� )�A
} �X�> ������ �� <����� ��2)� �A�� ����D�� ��/��� ���� �W��� ��-���?, 
��-� ������ ��� -*��।  

(�) -�#-��$��� $������,� ��W�� ��W�-���� &�� ����� �� �� ����̀  ��� -*��। ��¢ ��$* 
*-� ���@, ����� "�� $>�,� ��2��W� ��������� ���� *-� ���W���� �A�B� �����। -�#-��$�� 
�%��% ���@, / &-�� &4� ����� $A ��*���� �A������ &�� �� ���2A ��� -*��।  

(>) �, ��-�S, ���, -�/�, �� ��� ���.��� �3� ���¢� �3�t �-���� >,A -*��। ��-��� 
��$� -��� F)��$ �����, ��¢ ��-���� ��)�A ���� ���)�� �-��-��S, ��\�, ?, >�?, ��E 
���#��� "�� ���� / $����� )�? ������ <�)�� ��� �����।  
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(77) ��¢ ��� ���� )-�$� ����� �����। )-�$��� ��� �3�t/ ���$��` ��� -*��।  

(�) ��¢ �.D���� ����$�����@ W��D� ����$�� �w���� / Z�A��)=� �%� >~, ��$, ���, 
0���� W��D� �w���� �X.�� P� ���� $A ��� ���� 
d / ��K2�)���� ¦, ��� �����।  

(7m) ��¢ �.D���� $������,� )���4�, &h��� �.�� / ��)�=� 
��%2 0���� ���w� W�D / 
��c% �)��� �%� ���2�� $A ��-���� &h���-� ����� ��-��� �.D��� ��$�� �
��)I��X��� "* 
�% =-, ���। �.D���� �
��� ��c% �)��� �%�� ��$� -*�� ��-���� ���¢� �@ -*�� �+� ���) 
��� ���� ��)=� �����- ��� -*��। ��� $�) �!�� �A����� ��c% �)��� <��=-,���� �.D��� 
<=������ ��/�� -*��। "* �)+ ��c% �)��� <��A* �.D���� ��2��W� ��)�# ���� ���W���� 
-*��-��¢ "* �A����� ��� ���� -+�@� ������।  

(7R) �.D���� G���� $A ��.��� &�� ��-��� �X2���� -*�� ��S�� � -� ��*$A ���¢� 
�@ -*�� 0���� $����W� �A�B� ��� -*��।  

(7M) �A� ��w�,� �´�#�� ��;���t� <�B�� ��¢ �%) / ��� ��D� ����� >,A �����। 
���y� ��� ��� ����D ����� >,W��� ��-��A �*�� 0)���� ����� <G��� $���� �I,2 ��A�-�� 
����� �I�2 ������ �A� �)�A�� "��# B��� �)��� ��� -*��।  

(79) �.D���� ��-���� <%2��� G�� ��) ��#, *@�, ��)�� �X.��� A��A ��) ��-��� ��*�� 
����, ��¢ ��-�� �5��� ���� �����। ����D ����� �.D� ���#� A��A ��) ��-��� ��*�� ���� 
��*$A ��¢ ������ �.D��� ��# -*�� ��# P� ����� ��-���� ������ �-���� 0i$2���� 
��$��� ��-� �% "* ��, ��# ��W����� / <A�A ��W ���� 0�$2���� ��$��� ��` �I,2 )I�A ��¢ 
�.D��� ��� �����। ����� ���d �A�-��2A ���#� )I�A/ ��2���� -*�� 0i$2���� ��$��� ��` �I,2 
)I�A ��¢ �.D��� ��� �����। ����� ���d �A�-��2A ���#� )I�A/ ��2���� -*�� 0�$2���� ��$��� 
���#� )I��A� ��-� �_�� ���� �����। "*X��� �.D��� <%2u��� �������� �.� �X�t� &�� 
����|� ��� -*��।  

(7C) ���d �A�-��2A �.�D�,A &h����� �A����� ��¢ ��2���� &h��- / ��-��A ��� �����।  

��d����  

(7) $>,���w� �)�$ �A�B�� ��¢��t ���d� W��� -*�� ��)$���w� "�� *-� ��)�=�X��� 
$���� <%2���� ��� L���YA -*��। ��i $>�,� $������� ��w, ����� ���� � ") �A��> 
)������� ����|� ��d / ��\�$���� &h���� ��¢ ���� ��� ����� �।  

(m) ��¢�� )������� / ���W���� )I� / X��� ��d >S� -*��।  

(R) ��UAh���, �.�D �w���� / <A�A 0��A��� ��-�Í� �)2��� �A����� <=������ ��� 
��� -*��।  

(M) �����Z�A &h��� �~h��- ��� -*��।  

(9) (�) @�Z ��d, �%�-��\� / ��, ��d ���@, ���� $A ��¢ ��%����� �A�B� =-, 
�����। (�) �I�2 ������ v��-A��-� ��\� / �� ��d ��-��� �@� ��*�� ���� / &4� ���d ���,� 
-*�� ����,  
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��*$A ��¢ ��\����� ���w� 
d)I��A ���� �����- �����। (>) �I�2 ������ ��,��d / @��� 
��, &h������� ��-��� �@� ��*�� ����, ��*$A ��¢ ��, �� ����� ����� / ����� -*�� ��, 
0)��� ��D� �����। ��, W�D��� ��� �$������� $�)�� ��, W�D ��� ��-� -*�� &� 
�$������� $�) ���$��` ����� ��, W�D���� )��A ����, ��� -*��। �$����� � ") $�)� 
)������� $�)/ &���� )I�A ���� ��¢ P� ����� �*�� "�� ��, W�D���� )��A ����, �����। 
"*X��� ��, &h����� &����>� $�)� &�� ��.� ��, W�D�� 
} ���|�� �A�B� ��� -*��। ��, 
W�D��� ��-��� ��c% �)��� ���|� >�S�� ����� ��*$A ��¢ ��-���� &h��- ��� �����।  

(C) �$ ��d ���@,, �����, / &4��� �A�B� =-, ��� -*��।   

(r) �I�2 ������ ��$ / ���.��� �3��� ���@, / &4��� &�� ��¢ ����D x~} ��� 
�����। �I�2 ������ XI>�X2 ����, L��, ���l�����) �X.�� ��$ �3� 0��Î.� -/��� �� &Ï� 
�j��� ��-���? ��¢ �A��� <��Q�, ���@� / �����2A� )��A�) ��-� 0-��,� ��2���� �A�B� 
<��N �����।  

(:) ��-���, ���--�/�-����� ��� �I�2 ������ )h�A ��d >�S�� ������� $>,���w� ��¢ 
����DX��� �Ð�� -*��। "* $A )�? ��� / )�? �A������ �@�� �� L��$A W�����? ��-� �I� ��� 
-*�� "�� *-��� �I�2 ������ <A�) x~}�I,2 �3� / ��X$� ���d ���,� ���� $A ��¢ 
����� �A�B� <��N ������  

(�) )h�A W��D� �����]� �A�B� <��N ��� -*��। �.��) &���� )hDA �$�� �A�B� ��� 
-*��।  

(�) ��-���, ���-��� / -�/�� �$����� )�? ���� $A ���¢� �@ -*�� )�? ���� �w���� 
"�� <A�A ����$�� ��)=� 
d)I��A ��-���� �����- ��� -*��। ‘‘$�� ��� $� ���’’ "* ���� 
�X�t�� *$������� �%� / $��� =-, ��A�-�� ��� -*��।  

(>) �S �S ��, >X�� �)��Z ��¢ ��$* ��2����� �w���� ���� )�? ���� �A�B� �����।  

(K) )h�A ���@�,� $A ����  �Y���$ / ����-������ ��$��� W��� ����� $A ����-�� 
�A��� �A�B� =-, ��� -*��।  

(�) 0���� ������ )h�A ��-��� ������ �`�� -*�� ���� ��-�� &�� ��¢ ����D �.�Y ��� 
����� / )h�A �`�� �A����� ��¢��t ��� -*��।  

(8) ��UAh ���� &4���d 0,��� ��d �)2�, ��� Ñ*��।  

(7n) $���UAh ��d / >A�� ���d� &4� ��� -*��।  

(77) �)+ �-� / =�)���� L�UA����, ��� -*��।  

 

F)����   

�F,� ��=��)� ������� "�� X��DA� �)�$���w� �)�$ �A�B�� ��� �-���� >�S�� ������� 
�@A�� �]��� ������ F)��� ��2���� -*��। *-�� ~����� -*��� 
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(7) ��¢��t ��d / �A��>� )������� ���W���� ��d ���|��� F�)� / �)2W������ �l  
*&�� ���� ����I,2 <����� %�����। 

(m) ��\�$������ ��~�� F�)� �F,�� �F,���=�) ���W��� / �)2K# ���� <����� %�����।  

(R) &X� ��@� 0��� 0���W� / $>,���w� ������� )�AB��� F�)� / )������ 
)�A��� �������)I- )�)���� ��� -*��।  

(M) ��¢��t ��d�)I- F�)� �)2W��� / ��¢ ��c%X��� ���W��� �����। ��¢ / F�)���� 
������ ��c%X��� F�)���� 
�%2, ���d� �����, / ����� ����2� 
��%2� ���� �@A ������ 
F�)���� ��� "�� 0XA���, ���� �A�B� �3��2 ��� ��2��, �����।  

(9) ��� F�)��� $A ��� X�S�� ��������� ���B�, ��� ���W �I,2�_ �W��h�� / ��� ����� 
0�)��-��)���� �A�B� ��� -*��। F�)� �)2W������ ���-������� $A ��¢ ��� ���W ��@�� 
�A�B� �����। )�-�� F�)���� $A ������ ���� ?��# / ��I�� X���� �A�B� =-, ��� -*��।  

(C) ���>-�A���, �)2@)�� ����, ���2�A / <��� =-,���� F�)� / �)2W������ �Ð, ��-��A�� 
/ ��)��$� ����t�� �A�B� =-, ��� -*��। �.� ���� ���, UK2#�$�� @���I�, / X��� ��� 
��� -*��।  

(r) ���A Z�A / ��A ����$�� Z�A���� )I��A� ��-� �)�� ���� ����� F�)� �)2W������ 
���� )$��� ��2��, ��� -*��। "* ���) )$��� ") -*�� ��-��� O�� F�)���� ��$��* �, 
��-���� ������ ���$�- ���� 
���kA $������ W���*�� ����।  

(:) "�* �����> �������- ���d �)2��B� �A��� F�)� ?�\#�* ��� W���� �। F�)���� W����� 
-*�� ����+ ��� W���� �, ��� F�)���� ��� ���� <���� ����� ��-�� $A ��-���� 
�������� ����} F�)���� �l  *&�� =-, �����।  

(8) �A��>� )������� ����|� ���d� �A�B���� F�)� / �)2W������ <�� =-�,� <����� 
���@, ��� -*��।  

(7n) ��� ���|��� ���2�Ë �� ����� �A��� ��� ��� -*��। ��� ��2���� ������ 
�)2W������ ����� �A���/ ��� ��� -*��।  

���d ��\�$���� &h��� ���_� ���d ��\�$���� &h��� ���_� ���d ��\�$���� &h��� ���_� ���d ��\�$���� &h��� ���_�     

(7) ��¢ �A��>� )������� ��d ���|�� 
�����, ��\�$� ����� / ��\�$���� &h����� 

����� ��� �����, ��i *-� ��-��� $>�,� $������,� �A�B��� ��w, ����� � ���� ��-�� 
���2A��� �A�B� =-, �����।  

(m) @�Z ��d / -+ ��d ����)2�, / &4� ��� -*�� "�� "* &4�� ��-��A ���� $A 
��d �A�B�� ��-� ����Y �?�# ��\�$������ &h���-� �����।  

(R) "* �)+ ��d ���|��)I- ��¢�� ����d� )��G� -*�� <%2�h ��¢�� ����d�� ��-XI2� 
<%�� v ����d�� ��-� <��)a�A�I,2 ��� ��d �� �A������ $A ��¢ <�)�� ���� �।  

(M) ����� &h����� &h��- �� / ���@�,� <��I� O¤ �A�B� =-, ��� -*��।  

(9)"* �)+ ���d� �A�B���� F�)� / �)2W������ <�� =-�,� <����� ���@, ��� -*��।  
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�A��� / ���$A� 
(7)  ��� L������ ���$A ��¢��t ��� -*��।  

 (m )���o��� 
�%2 / �)��� �X�t�� $���� 
����� / ���2�Xc)�}� )�2��� �@� ����� ��� 
����� ��-� ���,$A �����, ��� ��*��। �)�$���w� ��¢x��� ��-� ����D ����� >,W��� ��-� 
���,$A �3��2 &4� / ���,$A / �����, ���� &�� x~} ��� ��� -*��।  

 (R) ��# �A��� ��¢��t ��� -*��।  

 (M) �.D��� <A�A <%2��� G�� �%�- *@�, -���, ��, 0�� *�A���� A��A)I�A ��/��� $A 
��¢ �5��� ���� ����� "�� ����-������ ��$���� �����@�� &���� )I�A ��� ��� -*��। ��� 
�.�D ��A� ��P��� ����5� �A�B� ��� -*��।  

 (9) )I� ���A���A� ��*���� �A��� ��¢��t ��� -*��। )I� ���A���A� �.D��� F), &h����� 
��W, $������,� 0�%2� <�B� / ����-������ ��$���� ��-� ��)a�A ���� ����� ��2���� -*��।  

 (C) @��� �A����� / ����������� 
��%2� ��� ����D �.�Y ��/�� -*��।  

 (r) ��¢ ��A����$�� Z�A���� )I�A ��w, ����� "�� $������,� P�@)��� ��-� 
��)a�A ���� ����� ��A����$�� Z�A���� )I�A ��2��, ��� -*��।  

�GA�� (<%2, )�Z�, ��):    
 (7) ��±�$A����� <�� )�Z� �A�B� ����� ����� 
��� )�Z� ���2 ��� -*��।      

 (m) <��A@ ���� )��A�) �A��� $>�,� &�� �� ����� W���*�� ��/�� -*���?, ��-� ����� 
��� -*��।  

 (R) $>,���w� ������� �� ��2��,� ��� -*��-‘‘��-��� 0� �� ����, #A���� -��/ �� 
����’’।  

���>����> / ����-�     
�%��% ���>����> / ����- �A�B� � %���� G�� ��2)� <%2u��� &4��� �@�� �� 

�������� �.�Y -*���?, ��-�� �����d ��¢ ����� �A�B� =-, ������ 

(7) �I��2 ������ )I� ���>���> �A�B�-$��%�)I-�� �cW��W��� &����>� ���� $A �� / 
����)I�-� �������� ��� -*��।  

(m) �c-���)I-, ����D ����� ���� �c���� 0�������,  ��� -*��।  

(R) ����% �����, / ���/�� �A�B�� 0)I� ����� ��� ��� -*��।  

(M) ��� ����- W��W��� &����>� ���� ����A��� �S� �)2�, ��� -*��, ��-��� =��)� 
��A� <�� ��2A� ���>�����>� �A�B� %���।  
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(9) ����� &t������ ��-� �I�2���� ���>����> B���� $A �)�� ��� &�� ���� �)2�, ��� 
-*��।   

(C) ��;��� �� ��� ����- ��d�� ��¢��t ��� -*�� "�� ‘���X/ �-�������/ �’ 
"* ���� �X�t�� &� ��d ���W���� -*��। �� �)+ @�Z ����- ��;��� �%) <�B�� ��¢��t 
��� �j� -*�� �, ��-�� X�S�� -�� ��� ��� -*��।  

 

$>,���w� ��@�-���.�� ~����� 
$>,���w� ��@��A�B� / ���.��� )I� L���YAx�� -*�� ��~�� 

(7) ��2)� ��@� �A�B��� 0)I� �����2 ����� ")X��� J����� ��$��� -*��, ��-��� *-� 
��±�$A���, ��)���� / �.-h ��\�$� �������� ���,� � ����� �.�Y ����� ����)2�, ���, ��d�, 
���-��A�, ���� �)2�, ����>�� / &h���� <��=-,���� �@ F�)� ���-�। "* ��@��A�B� -*�� 
")� ��-� �~, ��@�%2���� ��-���� 
���XI�) / �.�%��� ��� ����S� )���D� )��� ��=��)� 
��-� ����W� / "��1 �����, ���)��.�� / ��-�� $>�,� ����D ����� F)$��� )���D� ��� 
���� ����� ��>X�� X������ / F��, ��-� ��±�$A���, ����D ����� )���2 ��±�$A���, ��)���� / 
�.-h ��\�$��� / ��-���� �������� ���/ �.�Y ����� <�����) K.,�। "* ��@� �A�B�* -*�� 
$>,���w� ��@� �A�B�* -*��* $>,���w� ��@� �A�B� ��-�� )��A�) ?���)��$� ) 
���������� / ��� ����P����� X������2� ��D��µ -*�� )�� -*��। ��-��� &��� -*�� 
L����� �)�$���w� )�����2।  

(m) �I�2 ������ ��� -*�� ��@���� <�X����� �W���� �)I2� ��� -*��। ����# �>����� 
$A ��@�� ��� &Ò� ���� $A >,��@�� ���� ��� -*��। &� ��@� )��Y�)� ��� �F,�� ���-
����� )��A ��)��� ���� -*�� �-*-�� �����> $���, �)2, �,2, ���� ���2���D ����# �>����� $A 
&Ò�� ���� -*��।  

����# �>����� $A "�* ���� ��@� �A�B� �W��� -*�� "�� ��@� ���|��� ��� ���� 
����)A �%�-�����>��#2, ������ ��� �X.�� ����̀  ��� -*��।  

(R) )��A�)� ���@� ��2� ����# �>����� ��¢�� ���W ��@����� �A�B� ��� -*��। F�)�-
�.D��� ���-�i��� &Ë ��@� ����� $A ��¢ ��2�` ��������� �A�B� �����।  

(M) �W��� ��@� ��������� $>,���w� ���¢� �@A / �)2�IW�� ��-� �_�� ���� ����� 
�����2 ��� -*��। <���A� ��������� ����� �)��� -*�� "�� K K ������� �����2 �� ��� 
-*��। ��2)�� ���@��)I�-� �����/ �������� ��� -*��।  

(9) ���� / ��������A�� &4��� $A ��2���� x~} ��/�� -*��। L����� / ����>�� 
>��D,� ���2A ���W���� $A ����# �>����� <��� �����> ��� ��� -*��। ����# �$��� 
<i����@ "��# ����� �)� �A�� / *�a������ ���$, ����# %��� <�����@ "��# ����� �.�D 
���$, �#���A��, ����#���A��, &*�X�, �X�#����� ���$ B�� ��� -*��।  

(C) ���X4 ��-������� �)����, ����- W���, ��$2� ��$, �#��=�G / �#���G� 
<����#�, ��� / �)���$), ���)� ���d� ����>� �X.�� ��@�� ���@� ����� ������ $A ��2�` 
���)��, �.�t)I�� ���|� >�S�� ����� -*��।  
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(r) ����� X�D��� &Ë ��@�� )��A) ��� -*��। ������ X�D�� ��-���� �*�)I- � ����� 
X�D�� <������ �A�B� ��� -*��। �I�2 ������ <A�A ���A��K� $����� ��-��� ��-���� )��.X�D�� 
)��A�) ��%�)� ��@� =-, ����� ���� ��-�� �A�B� ��� -*��।  

(:) ��¢X�D� -*�� ����� "�� ����# ��¢���$ ����� X�D� �A�-�� ��� -*��।  

(8) �� �)+ �~, ��-���� ��@� $�� <�)�` ������ ��;�� 01����> �����, ��;���t� 
���> ��-���� ��@� / ���X�� ������� $A ��¢ ��2�1� �A�B� =-, �����।  

(7n) ��2)� �)�$ �A�B�� W�) <��-��� ��@� ����� ��;��� ��� $>,���w� �)��$ 
����D )�2���� <������ -*��। ��\-��� ��-��� �X2���� ��\-���� ��@��� / >��D,� ���2A "�� 
���X�� ����� ��� ����� ����, ��* $A ��¢ ��\-���� ��2A�` ��� / <A�A ��2���� �����> / 
������-��� �����।  

(77) ��2)�� �W�>�� K��, ��� �)�$ �A�B�� ���� / ��-� �� ��±�$A����, ��)����� / 
���$2��� X������2 ��D�� ����P����� / �������� ���.�� �W��� ��-���?, ��-� �)I�� ��� -*�� 
"�� ��±�$A���, ��)���� / ��� ����P����� / �������� X������������� $>,���w� 
���.���� ") ��\�W >�S�� ������ -*�� ��-��� *-� $>,���w� ��;��� �Å��� WIS��X��� T�� 
����� ����। "* ����.��� �)2���� ��� / ��.B��� &���� -*�� ��2-��� �F,�� ��;�� )����2 
/ ���.��, ��-��� *-� � �)�$��w� �@A <�X)��� <=�� -*�� ��*�� ���� "�� �)$�w 
���|�� ��=��)� ���2A��� -������� ���,� -*�� ����।  

(7m) ������ $���� ���.��� ����� /  )���4��� $A ����D �WY� =-, ��� -*��। "* $���� 
���.�� �I�2 ������ �>�#� $>, ����D ����� F)$��� )���D� ��K��)� $�� / ��
� �F,� 
��=��)� "��# ��%2� ��2, -*��।  

(7R) ����� X�D� / ���-��A� �>c��)� v��-A�� ��¢ ��) �|�� ��-� ���@, �����-*-�� 
)��A �� <�� ��;��� ��-��� -*��, ��-�� ������� $A ��¢ ��2���� ��WY� W���*��, �� <��-
��=�) / F)$��� )���D� ��~�� ��*��, ��-� $>�,� ��# �)����W� �-���� ������ ��� -*��। 
��i ��¢ )�*��� , ����, $~� �� <A v��-A��-� ���-�A �W��� ��Ó �.�Y ����� �।  

(7M) ������� �� ��� ��d, ���-�A / ���.�� )��$���� �3� �-���� ���>�,� -*���?, 
��-�� ����³ 01B ������ $A <���� ���� �A�B� =-, ��� -*��। ��i *-�� �3��2/ F�)� 
�F,�� �.�YX�_ / �)����W� ������ ��� -*��।  

(79) ��� ���� ���� ���-�A / ���.��� <����` ������ $A "�� ��-�� ��������� $A 
��¢ ��2�1� ��WY� W���*��।  

(7C) ��� $���� ���A��K���� X�D�, ���-�A / ���.��� ����� / )���4��� $A ����D 
��WY� =-, ��� -*��।  

(7r) ����� )���2� ���)�, <���, ��-����� / >,������� ��� ���� ����.��� ���2�� 
&h��� ��� -*�� / �|�� -�+ �) ��� -*��।  
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(7:) �)��$ �������� )��X�� �.�Y ���� $A ��-��� ��WY� W���*�� ��¢ ��E�� -�+ 
��-���� �) �����।  

(78) ���-�A / ���d� �.$��� XI�)�� =-, "�� ����.��� �)2���� <��=-�, ����# 
�>����� <��� �����> ��� -*��।  

(mn) ����$���, ���, ���� / ��d���� �)��$ ����D )�2���� 0�� ����|� ��� -*�� "�� 
��-��� ��-��� �~���> ��\-���� �.$��� ��$ <�A�-�X��� W���*�� ��*�� ����, ��¢ ��-�� 
��2�1� ��WY� =-, �����।  

(m7) )��2����, ������ / ��-�� ���2�Ë~� )�/ ��-����� �W������� �W�� / ������ �����> 
��� / $>,�� ����� ��@�� ���@� ����� ������� $A ��¢ &��A�> / ��WY� =-, �����। ��¢ 
)��2������ ���.����� ���������� �� ��������� X������2 �I,2 ��d, ���-�A / ���.�� ��D� 
�����।  


�BA / �W��h��� (7) 
�BA ��X��>� &4� "�� 
�BA �@�� / ����D�� �A�B� =-�,� 0�k�� 
>�S�� �����, $>�,� 
�BA �@� ���, )-�)��� ������� B��� / ���2��� �A�B� <��N ��� -*��।  

(m) $���, �)2, �,2 ���� ���2���D ����# �>����� "�* ���� �W��h��� �����>���̀ � ��´ 
��2)� �)�$ �A�B�� �� ����# �A��� ��-���?, ��-� ����̀  ��� -*��।  

(R) ‘‘$>�,� $A ���)I��A �W��h�� / ��2���� �D� �����-’’ "* �@A�� �]��� ������ 
����# *&��� <�����@ "��# ��2����� �W��h��� ��a�)����- -��������� �A�B� ��� -*��।  

(M) �A��>� )������� ����|� �D� ��d / �D� �A���� ��¢��t ��� -*�� <%2�h ��¢ 
�A��� <A ��- �D� �A��� ����� ������ �।  

(9) �D� �st��� $A ���$ >�?->�?S� ������ �`�� � ����� &-�� &���� -*�� �D� 
�st� ���� �A��� ���2 W���*�� ��*�� -*�� "�� &-�� )��A�) �I�2 ������ �D� ��d >�S�� 
������� $A ��WY� =-, ��� -*��।  

(C) �I�2 ������ �� v��-A��-� ������$, �-��)� / 0����2��� �W��h�� ���� �W��� ��-���?, 
�A��� >��D,� / ���@� W���*�� ��-��� �3I,2 �����]� �W��h�� ���� �-���� >�S�� ������� 
$A ��¢ =-, �����।  

(r) ������� ��@� / P�S� 0�k���� ����� ��� ��� -*��।  

(:) �-�� / =��) ��2� ��O� ��� �����- / ��|� ����,���� �A�B� ��� -*��। ��)��$� 
����t�� 

��)��$� ����t�: 
(7) ��¢ <�%, �.� <@) �A����� ����D �Ð =-, �����। �.���� $A X���, ���A� <Q, 

0\��� / <@) �A����� $A ��¢ �$ ���W ��-���� ��$��� ��S���, ��� 
�BA���� �� �b�� 
%���� �A�B� �����। <Q / 0\������ �.�t)I�� ��@�� �.�Y ��/�� -*��।  
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(m) �X@��.�t �W���� ����̀  ��� -*�� "�� �X@����� �)2��B��� �A�B� ����� �)��$ 
���2���� �A�B� ��� -*��।  

(R) ����� ������� �)2��B� <%�� ��-���� �����X���� �A�B� ��� -*��।  

(M) K�D, U2���, W���,  �����, $��� ����, )�����), ��-�$��, x���) �W���� �)�$��- -*�� 
&h���#� ��� -*��।  

(9) ���A��.�t�� �)I�� &��� ��� -*�� "�� ���A���� ���W��h�� / ��@�� )��A�) �)��$ 
���2���� �A�B� ��� -*��। ��-������ �]�$� $����� ��2��-� �A�B� ��� -*��।  

(C) ���.��� U��2��> @��=B��� ����G ����� �A�B� ��� -*��। ��-���� $�)$)�, ��S�-K� 
�� X�_�� G�� X���*�� �*�� ��*��, ��¢ ��-���� ���2���� �A�B� �����।  

���� <������  
(7) ��$���, <%2���, �)�$ / ���.�� ��2�@�� ��� / ��~�D� �)������� ���|� ��� -*��। 

����)��$� ��$u���, ����.��� / �.�t>� )���4��� $A ��¢ ����D ��WY� =-, �����।  

(m) �� ��� )�-�� ��~�D� <�~� ����2 ���� ��\-��� �)���, �))�2��� / <����� �X�> 
�����।  

(R) )�-�� �)2���� &h�D2 ����, &���� �l�� / ��P� ��-��A���� ��� =-, ��� -*��।  

(M) ����- / ������ �3��2 �>����� 0* �,� ��� -*��।  

(9) )�-�� F�)� / �)2W������ U* )���� �)��� )��.} ?��# ��� ��� -*��। ��I����� 
����D X��� ��� ��� -*��।  

(C) )��� / ��O��� ��� ��¢ ����D �Ð =-, �����। ��¢�� ���W )��.��, ��O)_� ���|� 
/ ��2��� ��� ��2�` ���A�� ���|� ��� -*��।  

 

-------------- 
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������) �I� ����� 
$���A�� �X�t�� ���2$� ��A@ �X�#����� / 

���2�Xc) ���2��)�!� 0-�� 
A��A�� 0/��)� ���#2 

(�)�$�GG�) 
"���, 78C8 

   

$���A�� �X�t�� ���2$� ��A@ �X��#$���A�� �X�t�� ���2$� ��A@ �X��#$���A�� �X�t�� ���2$� ��A@ �X��#$���A�� �X�t�� ���2$� ��A@ �X��#    
����w �,� / ���2�Xc) ���2��)�!� ��c% ����} ���� �@) ���D� ��2�W�� �������� ����w �,� / ���2�Xc) ���2��)�!� ��c% ����} ���� �@) ���D� ��2�W�� �������� ����w �,� / ���2�Xc) ���2��)�!� ��c% ����} ���� �@) ���D� ��2�W�� �������� ����w �,� / ���2�Xc) ���2��)�!� ��c% ����} ���� �@) ���D� ��2�W�� �������� 

>,���w� ����)I-�� v�A�� -/��� 0-�� >,���w� ����)I-�� v�A�� -/��� 0-�� >,���w� ����)I-�� v�A�� -/��� 0-�� >,���w� ����)I-�� v�A�� -/��� 0-��  

����� ! *���-�� �� mC�� )�W2 ��\-�� ����� X�D�, / ��� 7n* "��� �������� ��]�� 
��oYX��� �K�D,� ������?, ���� ��)��� ��� $���� ��?� ��)��� ���-�� ��� ��$u��� 
<�X��D �* ��� ��A@ �X�#�������� �X�t�� ��2��W� $��������� ��# @)�� -+��� ���* 
���� ��-�� ������� �@A। ����� ��$u��� ������ <��I� %����� �%��j� ���@`�) �)��� 
)��A ��2�W <��|� -*�� ����� ��� �K�D,� ������?।  

�I�2 ����+� A���� 0/��)� ���#2� �@ -*�� 0�) "�� 0)�� ���� �Q��� )�  ��� ��, 
���� ��~� 
�X���� <�B� ���A)� %����� ��2�W <��|� -*�� ���� ����� �K�D,� ��� -*���?�, 
���� ��*~� 
�X���� <�B� ����$ ������?। ��*, 0)�� )� ������?, ���N � ����� ��²* 
$��������� -��� ����� ��� @)�� <�2, ��� ����$ "�� "* $A <����N ��2�W <��|� 
-/�� ����� "�� �I,2 >,���w� ������� ����+��� �%) �����, ��2�W <�|��� �������%2 ����D 
��� <��2�2����� �A�B� <��N�� ��D� ����W�� $A/ 0)�� ��� ��)� / ����Y )-��� 
��� 0-�� $��*���?।  

���� ��2)� ��� >,���w� ����� �*; ��� ����w �*-*-�* ��+� <�B�। "* <�B�� -�� 
-*�� )��� ��*��� $A ���X4 )-� -*�� ���X4 �+�� 0�����?। ��)-789C ����� ����� 
����w�� ���2-�� ���, 789C ����� ����w�� ��2�W�� �X�t �-���� ���, �%)����� $A 
��£�� ���A�>��| (-------------------) �X��# ����w �������� <������- 789C ����� 
����w =-, ���। �� ?�S� $���� ��X� / >,�X��#� )��A�) ����w =-, ���� �+��/ 
&�E���?।  

����w-�)�A� �)����� L����� (-------------------) �A�B� �-���� 789C ����� ����w 
��2)� �)�� �������� ��# ��� )��* =-,���>A -*�� ���� �। ���, 789C ����� �����w 
�I�2 ����+��� 0���� 
��t��� �*, <%W "* ���� 0���� ����� $>,�� ��K2��� -*�� 
<�A�W�� �-A ����� -*���?, ")�� ��, ��2� ���$2 ���� -*���?। 789C ����� �����w  
��5) ����+��� "� *&�# �A�B� ����) ��� -*���?। *-� ���� ������� $>�,� ����D�� 
����W, ��E�, ���Q��� 
��t��� -�, ��� -*���?। "* �����w $���A�� �X�t�� �������}� 
������ <
���� 
��t��� -�, ��� -*���?। "* �����w $���A�� �X�t�� �������}� ������ 
<
���� ����� <>,���w� ���A���)A ��� ����) ��� -*���?। *-� �I�2 ����+��� "��# >,���w� 
<����� �A�h ������?।  

789C ����� ����w�� ��2�W�� �X�t �-����/ =-, ��� ��� �। ���, *-��� $���A�� 
�X�t�� �������}� �A�B� �*।  
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789C ����� ����w =-�,� )��A�) � ��2�W <�|� ����� �%)����� $A ��£�� 
���A�>��| �X��# 789C ����� ����w �������� ��D� ��\-��� ������� ������?, 0)�� ��\-���� 
���>/ "�)� -*�� �������? �। ���,, "*~� <����� �� ��-��� ���� "�� "*~� <_���� �� 
��@�  -*�� &-�� >A����! ���%��? &��i 789C ����� ����w �3��2 )�� ��� =-�,� G�� 
�I�2 ����+��� �I2 0���� 
��t���, "� *&�# ����� / $���A�� �X�t�� �������}� ��´ 
��������� �� ����� ���\�����$ ��/��� ������$ %����� ����, &-� <����� ��$u��� K#���� 
��@A ����।  

$���� ��X��� )��A�) �����w� )I���� �B� ����� >,�X��#� ���� &-� =-�,� �� �+�� 
��� -*���? �� ��D��/ 0)�� "�)� -*�� �������? �। ���,, �%)�� �,�X�� ����� 
<��=-�,� �5��� �*। <����� K#�* *-�� �)�,। �.����� ��X�� <��=-,����>, ��� 
��D�� v�A)� -*��, ��-� 0�� � ���* ��Ô��। v�)�A � -*�� I� ���# ���� ����। W��%2�� 
>,�X��# ���d %����� �� � "�� %����� ��x�� ���d %����� &-� �B� ��� U~- �A����। 
���d-� >,�X�# ��~� <%2-� -*��, <�~�X��� �[���A� ���d %����� ") $�#��� ���� 
����, ��-� ����� ���#  ����� 0���।  

���X4 )-��� ���X4 �+�� x~} �-���� ����W� ����� 0)�� )� ���, <����N ���2$� 
��A@ �X��# $���A�� �X�t�� "*~� ���D� ��2�W ��� �����, ��-� "�* ���> ���2�Xc) 
���2��)! / >,���D��� ��c% ����} ��� ����� ������। <%2�h ��� ��� "�� �-$ ���A�>��| 
�X��# ��2���� �)��� )��A ����w �W�-"* &X� ���}* "* ���D� ��� �����।  

<����� ��� / �������� <�X��� ©��, ������ �����* 0$ ���� ��2�W�� )��A�) 
$��������� -��� � ��¢@)�� �G��*�� 0� "�� ���¢� )�2��� �@�� ���$ v�A��X��� 
<=�� -*�� 0�� ����$ "�� >,��������� -���* 0B�� ��-� ����w �,��� ����} <�2, 
��� &�W�।  

"* ���_ " �%� 0)�� ��oYX��� ����� ���� ����$ )� ������? ��, �I�2 ����+��� �I,2 
0���� 
��t���, ��5) ����+��� "� *&�# ����� / $���A�� �X�t�� �������}� ���� 
<
���� ����� ����� ����w �)�A�� �)��� ��?���* �j� �। "* ���# ������ ��)�W��� ���� 
��.� �)�A�� �)��� -*�� �। v��-���� 77 �G�  �)2�IW��� �I�2 ����+��� �I,2 0���� 

��t����� ����, ��5) ����+��� "� *&�# ������� ���� &����� -*���? "�� $> 77 �G� 
���|�� $A <����� ��, ���$2 ���� *��-��� �.�Y���� >,<X�A�� ���� K#�*���?। "* 
������@�� 0)�� 77 �G�� ������w� �����)I- (77 �G�� m, R / M � ����) �- �)�# ��\W�# ���� 
�>���#��� L�E�� &��� ������?��)। 0�) / 0)�� �-�)2�>, )� ���, A�� "* ��� ���� 
-*�� ��W�A� -*�� � "�� "* ����x�� 0��� � -/�� ��2� ���� ��WY� W���*�� ��*��।  

0)�� <�A� U���� ��-� �@A ������?, ��� ��� ��$u��� )-� ��2)� <�B�� �����> 
�I�2 ����+��� �I,2 0���� 
��t���, "� *&�# ����� / $���A�� �X�t�� �������}� ���� 
��)�W��� ���� �)�A�� � �)����� ��) ��c��� 789C ����� ����w 
���� ����� �*��� $A 
�A+ -*��।  
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��S���?। ��\-���� "* <��WY� G���I -*�� �। $�� �)�� "* <��WY�� ��~�� ~���� 
��\S�*��, *��-��� "* ��@A* �- ���।  

������D 0)�� 0O ��$u��� �@A �-���� $��������� ��# @)�� -+��� / ����w 
�W�� $A <����N ��2�W <�|� �3��2 ��� >,���w� ���� )��A 0���W�, �)����� "�� 
v�A ���|�� 0��� $��*���?। A���� 0/��)� ���#2 ���� 
��%2� ·�T2 ��2��* $>, / ����� 

�%2�� B� ���� "�� "* $A �� ��� �A�> 
���� �st� ��-���?।  
 
        <�A��� �)�$�GG� 0-�)�<�A��� �)�$�GG� 0-�)�<�A��� �)�$�GG� 0-�)�<�A��� �)�$�GG� 0-�)�    

�X���� 
       �I�2 ����+� A����  0/��)� ���#2 
 
 

��#�� ��� 7m, �G�«�� ¢�#, J���-R -*�� )��Z�। 

 

     ------------------------ 
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������) �I� ����� 
*���-�� ������� ��@���� "�� ������� 

��$u��� ��>E�� �)����W� ��� 
?���)��$� ���A 

?���)�$ (���# �.-h 
��>E) 

0>Y, 78C8 

��@����� ��) ����P�������� �)%A� <��W�� �3��2 ?���)��$� 0��� 

����� ��)��� ����� ��.2� �+���� ��S� ��@���� �I�2 ����+��� >,���w� ?���)�$ 
�)%2 ����� ���� �*। ��)��� ������� �+���� ��@����� �)%2� *���)� ?����K �)� "��# 
�%���%� ?�� ���|� / ��-���� )��ª� $�)��� *���) �)� "��# �)2�X�t� ��$u��� ���|� 
"* ����, �@` -*�� &�E���? "�� <�%� ‘‘*���) ���4’’ �X.�� ���>� ������ 0*���-�)����) 
0)��� )�* ����� ������ >,���w� ���|� "�� ?���)��$� ��~�� �Õ�-� <��W�� W���*�� 
O~ ������?। "* ��� �>�|� ����AX��� &���)I�� � �W��,�/ W���*���? "�� $>�,� 
)��A �)2�X�t� ���X� �.�Y� <��WY�/ ������? ��@������ ��� ����� *-���� ������ 
���2���� ���� ��2)�� ����$)� �����I,2 
�X���� ����B���� �A�h ������ <��WY� �A��� 0� 
��?�* �। "�� *-�� <%2 -*���?  ��2�W "�� 77�G� �X�t� ����w �X.�� �3��2 >,���w� )-� 
/ �������� �����)I- �A�h ������ �����> 0�/ �����, ���। ��.��@ ��>� >,<X�AB��� �)� 
-*��* $�)��� *���), *���)� ?����K �X.�� ����P����� �>�|�x�� �I�2 ����+��� �I,2 0���� 

��t���, "� *&�# �����, �I,2 >�w ����) / ?��, F�)�, �.D� )�A�.t��� A��A �����)I- 
�%� 77 �G�� ��������� ������?। "�* ������@��* "* ��� �>�|� ��2)�� ������� �+���� 
��@����� ��� �)%2 ��� ����� ��@���� )��)� ������� �%� >,���w� �>����� )-��� 
��~�� �)%A� <��W�� W�*���?। ��-���� "* ��� �W��,�� $A ����� )��$��)I-�� ��-��� 
�A�-�� ������?। ���� )��$��� *-��� ��$��� >,������� ��$u��� &�{�A -������ $A 
��-���� ��$u��� 0�S�� ���,� ������?।  

����* " �%� $�� ��, ����� �+���� ��S� ��@���� �3��2 ��������� )��)� ����� 
0-�� $��। "* <�X)� �����X��� ������� ��# ��� ��� -� "�� J��� ��y���A��� ����� 
?�� ������ (-------------) &��A��> ��>� 7m 0>Y ��@����� &�� "��# 0���W� �X�  
���)��) 0-�� ��� -�। "* 0���W� �X�� �� ‘X�D�’ ��D�� 0���W� -*���?�, �� �)� 
*���)� ?�����K� ����� ���A 0��©�X��� �>�����> O~ ��� "�� ��� / �F������ 0P), 
���। G�� �����, ?���- &��A����� ��- 0-� -�। ���� 0���W� >.- -*�� ���-� -*�� 
0���� ���A -�। ��i *-���/ *���)� ?�����K� 0P), �Q -� �। G�� <����2X��� ��KD2 �.�Y 
-�। "* ��K�D2� U��$� ���,�� �-���� 0�U� )������ $������ K�#। 0)�� )������ 
<���).��A�� >X�� ���� ���� ������? "�� �����I,2 0���W� �X�� x�����$� �5��� �� "��# 
�������d� &�{�A ��-���? *-�/ &�Ò�W ��� ����$ )� ���।  

*���) ?����K �W�� ������? ��, ���)��� *���) ������� X�D, ��/�� -*���?� "�� 
��-���� ��.������ <����� ��/�� -� �*। ��-���� "* �W��,� �u�2� �)%A� / &�{�A��,����।  
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��.� K#� -*� "* ��, �I�2 ����+� ?�� *&���� �X���� $�� ��)U�{�-� �� ��S� 
��@����� ���X4 Å�#-��W�A�� W���W�� ����D, ����� X�D�� ��D� ��.�� ������?��) �� �)�* 
��-��� 0P), ����� ���। ���)��� ��.�� ������ $A ���)���� �X���� $�� ���G���� 
0-)��� <�)�� W��-�� ��-��� ���� -*���? "*~� ��� K#� K�# �*। "* �3��2 ��.� �%A 
����|� ��������)I�- ")�� ��� l��Y� ������)I�-/ ������ -*���?। ��.���@ �>�����> 
�.�Y���� / 0P),����>, 01�@ �)%2 / ����� ��\��� �5��� 01�@�� $A* *���) ���4 / 
���)��� ��.�� ���� >,���w� <������� �´ &��� ������?। ��i <A��� ��.��� �)� ���E 
/ <A�A <® ���� 0P), ����� ��-���� ��k�)�� ���� -� �*। ���)���� K#���� �)�, ��� 
��, ��S� ��@����� ��������� ������ G��* *���)� ?����K ��-���� ��$u��� )��ª�>, 
>,���w� ?���)��$� &�� �@` -*���?।  

*-� ��2)�� �����* $�� 0�? �� �I�2 ����+��� >,���w� ?�� �)�$ �� ��S� ��@����� 
��������� ������?। 0)�� )� ��� ��, �+���� ��@���� 0)���� 0��-0����� <�~� -� �*। 
"* ��@���� ���2��� ��� -*�� ��@��@�� ���# �.�� ��*��। ��2)�� �� L�D)A ��-���? ��-� 
0�/ �.�� ��*��। ��@���� ���2��� ��� -*�� ��@��@�� ���# �.�� ��*��। ��2)�� �� L�D)A 
��-���? ��-� 0�/ �.�� ��*��। ��@���� �3��2 0)���� <�X)� ������)I�- ������ -*���?। 
‘*���)’ / ‘����+��� ��-���’ ��������� ���� $A* 0)�� ��@����� ��������� ������? *-� 
�3I,2 �)%A� �W�� ��� 0)���� ���� -*� ����� ��-�� �@� / �� $A ��� X�D�X�D� $�����)I�-� 
$���� v��-A / ���.���� 
������ )��A�) $���>� ���D, / ���S �Q ���। �)2����@ 
��@����� <%2 *���) ��������� �, ��� ��� �)2��N�� �)2�� <����� �@� ��� / ����$)� 
�)2�� ��@�� $A ����D �A�B�/ W��� ����। ��i ����P����� �>�|� "* ��� ���A *���.�X���* 
*���)������� �-���� �)%A� �W�� ������?। *-�� &�{�A ��oY।  

"* ����B���� 0)�� ����� ?���)�$, ��@�, <�XX���)���, >,���w�)-� / ���2���� 
F�)�, �.D�, )�A��t �%� 0�)� $>�,� ��# 0��� $��*���? ��, ����P�������� 
&�{�A�I,2 �W��,� �����I,2X��� ���-� ����� 0>�*�� 0��। ?��, F�)�, �.D�, )�A��t 
����$������ >,���w� v�A ����P����� �>�|�� ��� WP�� �A%2 ����� *-��� ��� ��k- �*। 
<����� <�X���* *-�� �)�,। ��i ��2)�� ����� ��2� / [\����� %������ $A 0)�� 0-�� 
$��*���?।  

��)���{�-�   ���G���� 0-)�  �)�+G� $�)�� -�����    

�X����,   �X����,    �X����, 

�I�2 ����+� ?�� *&��  �I�2 ����+� ?��, ��>   �I�2 ����+� ?�� *&��  

 

�~� *���)  0� �� )� 0�U� ��   )�-��� &'�-    

�����, �3���।   �����, �3���।   �����, �3���।  

      

-------------------- 
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������) �I� ����� 

�I�2 ����+� 0/��)� ��> : ��� 
/ �)2�IW� 

�I�2 ����+� 0/��)� ��> 7�� 0>Y, 78C8 

 
�I�2 ����+� 0/��)� ��> 
��� / �)2�IW�� �K�D,�  

()A���G�Y�) 
 

��$&{� 0-)� 
�����, �3���,  

�I�2 ����+� 0/��)� ��>।  

[78CM ��� )�W2, 78CC ��� )�W2 / 78Cr ��� 0>Y )��� <��|� �I�2 ����+� 0/��)� 
���>� ��&��� <������)I- >.-�� ��������W� <�X�� ����� "* ‘��� / �)2�IW�� �K�D,�’ 
()A���G�Y�) �.��� ����~�� ��2)�Z, ��� -*�।  

XI�)�� 
 
��� / ���2�Xc) ����+� ����) ��� -� "* &�{��A ��, "��� ����W�� / A��-

����X�t� "� I� �)�$ �A�B� >�S�� ����� -*��-����� $>�,� $������� ��2�_�, 
)���4��� )��A�) "� ����, �).� / �>����� �)�$ >�S�� &�E��। ����+� ����|� ��� -� "* 
0��� ��, "��� ����� �3� )��Y�)� ����$�� �� �����# �>�|�� -��� ����XI� � -*�� 
����� �)= $,������,� )��A �)X��� ��!� -*��, ��-���� ��2�1� ��A�, �A��� -*��। 

X����* 0�� ��� �>���?� ��, "��� ����# �>����� $A ����$�� ���A, �®, ���B�, ��@�, 
�W��h�� / �)2��B��� )��A�) �-$, ��k� / 
�k $������� IA�) ��2���� �I��,� ����I,2 
�5��� ��� ��� -*��। ����+��� �>������ <�A� A���_�X���* 0�� ������?� �W��� / 
�W������ ������ �I,2 / ��£�� 
�����, ��� 
�����, �)���� / ��>E�� 
�����, )�Z, / 
��������� 
�����, ����� ��2� <��� W���G��� 
����� "�� <A�A �)c��� 
������ �I,2 
�5���; 0�� ��� �>���?� <%2u���, ��¢u��� / ��)��$� �@�� A����W�� / $>�,� �X��>� 
��oY �5���।  

��i ������� ))2����X��� -��� -*���?, -��-���� 0�� �I,2 -� �*, ��-��� "* ��� �)c��� 
<����� �X��>� <����� ��� �*। $>�,� "*�� <����� / 
����� ���|� / &��X��>� $A �� 
��oY >,���w� ��¢ / �)�$�A�B�� ����$ ��* >,���w� ��¢ / �)�$�A�B� " ���� ���2��� 
���� �����> ��/�� -� �*। @)�� ���X� "��� WP������, "� ����,2 0)�����w� �>�|� "�� 

�%2��2
 "��# ��)����� / ��\�$���� �F,� ��]���X��� ���� >,���w� ��� �A�B� �W��� ����# 
��W|� ��W�� ����� �����?। "* 
�%2�� ��WP����� ��� / >,
�%2������� ���2������ �$��� 
<X�� �*। "��� &�'����>A ��, >,��w� <�� �-�� )�[) �-��� �-�� ���-��/���2� ���-� 
�� ��\-�� 
d���B��� ���)�w�}� 0)�� " ���� �%) �����, ��2�W�� �st�� ��� �3I,2 
������?��, �E� ��* )�-I��2 ��\-��� ���A�> ����� ���A ��� -*���?�।  
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"* <OX W�P� �h����� / �����A� G��* A��-��� / *��G ���$2 ���� "�� 
����+��� v��A� )I�� ��E���K�� ����� �I�2 / ��5) ����+��� )��A <%2u��� L�D�)A� "� 
����# ��-�S �.�Y ��� -*���?, ��-�� G�� �I�2 ����+��� <%2u���, ��$u��� / ��)��$� ��E��)� 
0$ ��� X��_�� ��S���?।  

"* U��2D- <�B� -*�� ����� �@� ������ ����} 0)����,-0)���>�� "* ����} ��� 
����� -*��। )�[) �-��� �-�� ���-��/���2� ���-� ����� "* U��- <�B� -*�� )�� ������ 
$A <%2�h " ���� ���A��� >,�w ����) ������ $A "�� ��$u���, <%2u��� / ��)��$� �@�� 
A����W�� ���|�� $A 0/��)� ��> ���|� B�� ����� �>���?। �$�-$���) / <A ��� ���� 
����Q��� �-A / <=�-A ����� $Ò���� 0/��)� ��> "* )-� &�{�A -���� / ��+����� �% 
�.� / ���� ��=�) ����� W�����?। "��� &�'� ��� ��*�� ���� ��, 0/��)� ���>� ��K2���� 
��=��)� G��* �I�2 ����+��� ��� <%2u��� <��W���� <��� ��?�#� �)c��� 
��.�� ��� )-�* 
��� ����� ���A -*���?। ��i *-� �)c��� 
��.�� )��, ���2�� ��2�@��* <%2u��� L�D)A �.�� 
��*�� W�����?।  

�Xc�>���� / <A�A ����, �I�2 ����+��� 0���� 
�t����� ���� <��A* �����I2 / 
=-,��>A। 78C9 ����� ���-X��� ������� "* <���� ������2A ���W���� "�� ����� 
������� ��-� "* <���� 
�X���� ���>���> �A����� �� <������� �.�Y -*���?� ��-��� "* 
<���� 0���� 
��t����� ��c����� / <���-��2A�� ��+� <�X���� ������@�� <��#A~�� 
�)��,� -*���?।  

0)���� ��� ��� )�[) �-��� �-�� ���-��/���2� ���-��� ����|� 0/��)� ��> 
��$u���, <%2u���, ��)��$� >,�w "�� 0���� / ������� 
��t�� ���|�� $A <����) 
��=�) W���*�� ��*��, ���,, *-�* ����+��� ��� $>�,� ���� "�� ‘$>�,� ���2�* ��� 
�A�B�� &h�’।  

������w� 0��2 
0/��)� ��> $���� >,���w� ���|�। *-� <�A� �.���� ��-� ��y�� ��� ��, $>,* ���¢� 

���2�Xc)�}� <������ "�� $>�,� ��2��W� ������ ��.2� ���¢� ��� @)�� / ��.2} ���W���� 
-*��। ��¢�A�B� ���W���� �����$� ��� �A��* ��-���� �$ ���2A������ $A $������,� 
��# ��2���X��� ���� -*��।  

&�'��� )I� ����)I�-� �X�t�� �����w 0* �,�,������2 <%2u��� �A�B� / ����@� 
���2��� �A�B� =-, ��2)�� ��2���� ����$। O�� "* ������� / ��+� �A�B�� )��A�)* ����+��� 
��-��, B���}, ����t�/ �).��� �5��� ���� �j� ����� 0/��)� ��> ��y�� ���।  

���¢ ��� ������})I�� ���|� ��`��� �>������ ���2$� / ��A@ �X��#� )��A�) 
��2��W� -*��। �)2, �,2, �F,� / )����2���D ���-��~D ���A� �>��� 7: �h�� ���� �X�#������ 
��X ����� "�� m7 �h�� ��� �I,2 -*�� �� ��� �X�#�� ��2�W��%2� -*��� <������ -*��। ��2�W 

���X��� "�� �>�� �A���#� )��A�) <��|� -*��।  
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�)c��� <�����  

�)2, �,2, �F,�, )� / ���-��~D ���2���D ����+��� ����# �>��� >,���w� ���¢ / 
$������K� )�������� ��� 
��.� ����# <����� �X��>� <������ -*��। �>������ �)2, ��@�, 
���.��, 
�BA, ����t� / ��|� $������� <����� / �����> ���|� ����� -*��। ��� �>����� 
�)c��� ����$�� ���A, �®, ���B�, �W��h�� "�� A���_� / �-$ &���� $����� <$2�� �A�B� 
%����� -*��।  

0*�� W�@ ��� �>��� �)� ����� �����W� -*��। ����� ����# �>���* 0*�_� 
��� <����� / )�2��� �)�X��� �X�> �����। <d �A�� � / �-$ &���� A����W���� �A�B� 
����� -*��।  

�A��-
����� 
����+��� ����# �>����� ��-�� ��2�@�� �I,2 
����� ���� -*��, ��-��� �� 
�� ���X� 

������� �I,2 �����> ��X ����� ���� "�� $���� $���� ��� ��2��� 
�� ��)%2A <����� <��=-, 
����� ���� / �)��$� �.-t) ��A�, ��� ����� ����। )��)� ������ �I,2 
�����, ���-

�����, �*-��+�, ������� / �W���� )�Z, / ������ �I,2 
�����, �)��� -*��� / ��>E 
������ �I,2 
����� "�� ����� ��2� <��� W���G��� 
����� %����� -*��। &���� / 0*�_� 
���, �A��� ��-���/ �=G��� ��� / ��� ��W��� ��-���/ 0#� ���� W���� �।  

"�)�� ������� �)� �A��� <A ��� �)�� "* ��� <����� ��2 ��� -*�� �। ‘$~�� 
<�B��’ <$�-��� <A��X��� ��� �>����� <����� ��2 ��� W���� �।  

���2���� 0/��)� ��> �-k�-)����), ��_���-<��_��� �X.�� ��2���� �������� / 0���� 
���X� / �����D� �3I,2 �������। 0/��)� ��> �)2, �,2, �F,� / )� ���2���D ��� �>����� �)� 
<������ ��y��, *-� >,���w� �)�$ / ��¢�A�B�� ��%�)� ��2।  

��W�� ��X�> 
��W�� ��X�> -*�� �3I,2~�� �.%� %�����। �����w ��W�� ��X��>� �I,2 
������ ���� 

%�����। ��W�� ��X��>� ���>A��, ����@�� / 
������ &���� / ���2��� �A�B� =-, ����� 
-*��।  

������w� �+��� 
*-� ��~�'� �×���$ ��, 0/��)� ��> ��X2$�� >,���w� ��¢�� / ��)��$� ����-�A�B�� 

��y��� "�� *-� ���|�� $A "* ��>E ��2���� ��WY� W���*�� ��*��। "��� ����DX��� ����� 
�+���� &�'� ��� ��*���?-��x���� ����+��� �����w <��A* <�X�2� ����� -*�� : 

* ����+� -*�� "��# ‘‘�G ����’’ �� �����¢। "* �A�B�� ��c����� �� <���-��2�� 
�N�Q 0���W� <���� �*, -*-� ��2$
��.� ��A। �I�2 ����+� / ��5) ����+� 
"* &X� <��� �I2 0���� 
��t��� / ��5) ����+��� �����)I-�� �I�2 
������� 
��t��� ���� -*��। ����� -*�� ‘���2��)!���’ ����, ��-��� ��`��� 
�>������ �X��# ��A@ ��2�W�� )��A�) >�E� 0* �X� ���2�Xc)। �����¢�� 
0*�X�� 0� ���A� $���A�� �X�t�� ��2���� -*��।  
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* �����¢�� ( �G ���� ) ������� @)�� U*�# ��D�� ��)��� %�����, -�%�, ����@� / 
L������ ���। <���Y ��� ��D�� <_ ��¢x��� @)�� %����� ��£��।  

* �)= ����� $A U*�# �.%� <���� ���)����>A )�Z� W��� %�����।  

<%�� 
����D �A�B� ��2���� )�Z� / <%2��� �����¢�� ��D�~�� >.-�� -*�� ����। "* �A�B�� 
�����¢�� ��.2�}��� ‘‘ �Y# �A��£�’’ ���W���� <��� U* <��� U*�# ‘‘��$�X2 �A�£’’ 
%�����। "* 0���� ��$�X2 �A�£x�� 0���� ������� <%2u��� �A����� ���)�2 �� 
����� "�� ��-��� "� <�� -*�� <A <��� <���� <%2 / )I�� ��W�� -*�� � ���� 
��-�� ���2��� �A�B� <��N �����।  

* ����NQ�� ���2��2��-� ������� $A "�� �� ���� $�#��� "S�*��� $A �� / 
O¤ ����2� ����} <_ ��¢x��� &��* A+ %��� ��Ô��। "* �A����� �����¢�� 
������� ��� @)�� <�2�� ����$ �*। ��� ����$ �*। ��� ����$�� �A� 
��2��-� $A <_ ��¢x��� ��$�
� "��# 
��.�� <�� ������w� �A�B������ �����¢�� 
������� <��A ���A -*��। <_ ��¢x��� 0��� "��# ���2Y <�� 
���P� ���) 
������¢� �$
 �-���� $)� -*��।  

* ������¢� ����# <_ ���¢� ��-�2��,�$A� �.%� �-���� �@� ����� "�� ��-�2��,�$A� 
)��A�) <�$2� L������ )�Z� <_ ��¢x��� "��������� %�����। ������¢� $A 
����$�� L������ )�Z�� W��-�� �)� -��� �� ��2�]� ��� -��� <_ ��¢x��* �)#�*��। 
�����¢�� ������� L������ ���� ��-� ������ <_ ��¢x���� ������ �$ �$ ���,$A 
������ ���, "�� 
�� 
��%2 ���,�$A� W��� �3���� @)�� �� ����� -*��।  

* 0����� ��-�� / ����w / ����w �@�� $A �����w ��¢x���� 
�� 
��.2}���� 0�� ��)��� �� <���� ������-� >E / ����� @)�� ���� -*��।  

�����w ���2A��� "�� ��%����� �A�B� <��N ���� -*�� ��-��� �����¢�� ������� 
��)��� / ����)��� W������� &X� <���� �������A� <����� ���� -*�� ����। �����¢�� 
������� ��A@ �� ����@ ��.2}��� ������, 0��-������ / �������� ��B� / ��X�>�)I- 
")X��� B�� ����� -*�� "�� �����¢�� ������� �A�, ������> / �)2�,���2 "),X��� 
���W���� -*�� ��-��� ����+��� &X� <���� �������A� <����� ���� -*�� ����। �����¢�� 
������� ��A@ �� ����@ ��.2}��� ������, 0��-������ / �������� ��B� / ��X�>�)I- 
")X��� B�� ����� -*�� "�� �����¢�� ������� �A�, ������> / �)2�,���2 ")X��� 
���W���� -*�� ��-��� ����+��� &X� <���� ���� $���A�� <����� �)� �����> / ������ 
��X ����� ����।  

<%2u��� 0��2 
0/��)� ���>� 0��2 
���, ���D,-� / �F,�-� �)�$�A�B� ����) ���। �)�$���w� �)�$ 

�A�B�� )��A�)* ��2)��� ���D,, L�D)A, <��W�� / U�2��� -�� -*�� ����� )�� ��� �j� ����� 
0/��)� ��> ��y�� ���। <%2u��� / ��)��$� A�� ��W�� ���|���d �)�$���w� �)�$ �A�B� 
����) ��� 0/��)� ���>� WIS�� �@A।  

��d ;  

 ��> ��> ����� �)2) ���D�,� G�� ����+� ��)�=�X��� <�4� <�B�� ��-�� �>���?। ����� 
)���4��� $A *-�� ���.��� / �.�D$ �3��� �A�-�� ���� ��D)X��� ����� ��d���� ��� 
0/��)�  
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���>� 0O �@A। ��d / �A��� �@�� ��� ������ "��W�#�� <����� 
���� ��� -*�� �। @�Z / 
)����� ���� ��d ���|��)I�-� )I�� �����- / <A ��� �A����� &h��- ��� ��� -*��। 
�Xc�>���� <�B�, XI�)� ���)�, / $���A� "�� ���.��� <�5���� ������@�� �I�2 ����+��� 
<����� ��d���� ��� �A��� ����d� <��A* =-, ����� -*��।  

)I�, X��� / �.-h ��d, �%�, -��$ ��d, *o�� ��d, �)� ��d, ��UAh / ������� ��d,- 
$������, ����� -*�� "�� *-���� ���W���� X�� ��¢�� �¯����� >�E� / ���W���� ���X4 
���|��� &�� A+ ����� -*��।  

�A�£, ��)�, x~}�I,2 ����- / ���>���> �X.�� ��A@ $
�%2)I�� ���|��)I-/ $������, 
��� -*�� "�� L������ ���,$A ��¢t���� ���W���� -*��।  

����+�, ����DX��� �I�2 ����+��� )�$�[� �.�D��� ���� ���#� ��d ������ 
����$����, &�����>�� / ��G�A <
����2A। �-$ <%2���� ������ ���#� ��d�� ��2���� 
��-��A / &h��- ��� ����� -*��। ����� ��� <��� &-�� �[� ������ �A�B� ����� -*��। 
��2)�� W��� / @��)� ���#� ��d�� �#��*�� ����� $A ��2���� ��-��A ��� / �A�B� =-, 
����� -*�� "�� I� / ����$�� ���#� ���d� ���|� ����� -*��।   

�.�D �.�D �.�D �.�D : : : :     

�.�D &4��� $A �� ��� 
X��$�� &������ ����$ ����+�, ����DX��� �I�2 ����+� 
��* ��� &����� �).�। ��i 
X��$�� ��W���2A� )��A/ "* ����� �.D� �)�$ ��E �����Z� 
��µD�, $$2��� / )�)ID�2। "* �������� <�B�� �������� $A �.D���� $������� )� &4� / 
�XA ��2��� 0��� &�{��A "� �A��� / �[)��� ����d� �,� / <�>c, ���2��� ����� 
-*��।  

�I�2 ����+��� XI�) ���.��� �3�� vy�2A��। "* XI�) 0���� L����� ������ W�D���� / 
�A�-���� �A�B� ����� -*��। �)��� ������ ���� ��c% W�D������ �W� ����� -*��। �I�2 
����+�� ��� �.D��� $�)� ���)�, "� <d "�� ��-�/ "� @�Z @�Z ��� ���@` �� �)��� 
������ W�D���� �A��� "��� �.�D� &4��� ��� &��� �*। <���}� ����� ��2� ��c% ��)�� 
�.�Y ����� -*��। �.�D �A��£�, �)��� �A��£� "�� <A�A �.�D ¦�,� #��� �.D���� )��A 
�A��>�X��� ����, � �����  �)��� ������ ���W���� �.�D� $A &-� �A� ��� &�W�। *-�� G�� 
�.D���� ��� �)�A� )I�� �)�A�� �)��� <������ �j� -*��।  

�)��� ������ �.�D �A�B�� G�� 0���� W�D / $����W� �w���� P�, &4� ��$ ��=- "�� 
&h����� G���� ���@, / ��P��� �A�B� �-$ -*��।  

0���� �.�D �A�B�� ����$�� ��2 ���� �w���� �I�2 ����+�� �st� ������ $A ������ 
B�� ����� -*��। &4� ���� ��$ ������-�, $�)�� ��� ����� / ��W �A�B�� "�� >���� 
�O� &4��� ��2���� �A�B� =-, ����� -*��। ���X4 ������ �����-)��S / ����>� G�� ��A���� 
�A��� @��� &���� �������� �A�B� ���2A��� ����� ������ -*��।  

����� ��.2� ��2A�` ���A� 0��2 ��)�� �W��� ����� �.D���>�� �.�D �A�B� / �.�D &4��� 
0���� �B� ���2 ����� -*��।  
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��#�     
��# �A��� $������, ����� -*��। ������ �¯����� >�E� / ���W���� "��# ��#-P� / 

�G������� ���|��� ��2A�`���A� ����� )��A�) �.D���� ��# ������X��� P��� �A�B� ����� 
-*��। "* ���|��� )��G� <$2�� &�{�A %����� �। ��� ��# ��P� / �G���� )��A�) �� 
)��G� <�$2� -*�� &-� ��#-W�D���� ��A��, "�� ��#$�� Z�A &h����� >��D,�� / ��d 
���|�� �A� ����� -*��। ��# �A��� ��w�,� �� �A�B� "� �� 0����X��� ��� -*���?� ��-� 
�A%2 -*���?। ��# �A��� $�������,� $A "��# ��|� / ��)�=� 0��A�। &���&� ���|��� 
����$�� )I�� %����� -*�� ��-��� &-� ����� �)+ ��# P� ����� �@) -�।  

�A��  
���������� �I�2 ����+�� �A� "��# $���� ����2A�� / �£#~�� ���� �>���?। �I�2 

����+�� �D2�� O~�� &t��� ����% �A� 0���� "� T��-���� �.�Y ���। <�� ���� ��@�,� 
�)�Z -*�� ��)��Z� $���Ã� / ��,�� ��� �)�Z &��I���2� �$���)I�-� �-��, / ���A� ����� 
@����� ����� %���। �A� ��w, ������ $A P�> �)��� �����#2 / ����2����� &���Y���� 
)��)��� 0����� "��# ��|� / ���2A��� ����d� �W�� �}� -�� ���� -*�� "�� �I�2 
����+��� �A� �)�A��� ����D x~}�I,2 $���� �)�A�~�� =-, ����� $���� <=������ �X�t�� 
*-�� �)��� ����� -*��।  

��$� / XI�) �A�B�� 
�.�D / �.D��� )���4��� $A XI�) �A�B�� 0)I� �����2 / ����� 0O ����$। �I�2 

����+�� ��)� XI-
�)���� &��� ��� ��� -*��/ ��)����� <�B� "�/ ��2)� ��-���?। ��� 
���2�� &Ë-���� ��$�, x~X�� ����� �� / 0������� 0)����� ¼��-� $���)��$� / <u�� &�I� 
�.D������ �±�)�, ����� �������?। "* <�X����� �>��� -*�� �b� $$2��� �.D������ )�� 
������ �%) ���@� �-���� (�\�W�) ��K� $�)� )���� ���A� �.D��� $�)� ��$�� )/��G ����� 
���� -*��। ����2� ��2��� ��.� �.D��� 
��%2 I� XI�) �A�B� ����) ��� �.D��� $�)� ��$�� 
)/��G ����� ���� -*��।  

F�)���� <������ 

0�$���2� F�)� ��B�� >.-�� ������� / ��X��� �X�t�� F�)���� ��� ���� <����� 
/ �����>-������)I�� 0* �,� ����� ���A� F�)���, ��|�, &4� / ��k� $������� �A�B� 
����� -*��। $������� )� / �A��� ��� �@A ������ ���A� F�)���� &���� ��� / X���� 
�A�B� ����� -*��। ��-���� W������ ����t� ��� ����� -*��। F�)���� / F�)� �������� $A 
��� X�S�� ������>A >.�-� ��k��+ ����� -*��। ��� �A�� ��-���� �W��h��� �A�B� ����� -*��। 
���S� %������� F�)���� �I,2 ���� ?��#� �A�B� %�����। �I,2 ���� �h��� <��� "�)�� 
���A� F�)��� ?��#� �A�B� ����� -*��। F�)���� &4� ���� ����>�� ��@�� �A�B� ����� 
-*��। ��-���� �?���)����� $A <u���� ��@� �A�B�-<��� )��A�)� +� ��2�-����� -*��।  

���d� )��G�� "��# ���2Y <�� F�)���� ����� �-���� ����@� ������ F�)���>�� ���d� 
<������ -/��� �����> ��� ����� -*��।  
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F�)� ��K >E / �)2K# ������ <����� 
���� ����� -*��। �������� ���W���� �A����� 
F�)���� )��)� =-, ���� �A�B� %����� -*��।  

����� F�)���� X��� ���� -*�� "�� ��� F�)���� ���2��A� $A &���� X���� �A�B� 
%����� -*��।  

�������� / 0��-������ ���|�� �����$� �)2W�����>�� &���� ���, X��� / <A�A 
�����>-������ ����� �A�B� ����� -*��।  
 
����� �)�A������� �)�A������� �)�A������� �)�A��    

 P)��2)� ����� �)�A� �)����� $A "��# ��|� / �A��� ����d� =-, ����� -*��। 
�����A $����� ����d� <����� ����� ����2� &4�� ����> ���� $���� <�W� ���� 
����� -*�� "�� $���� <%2���� &�� -*�� ������}� <���Ô� W�� <����, ����� &-��� 

�X���� / >����� ������� �A�B� ����� -*��।  

 
��@����@����@����@��    

����+��� ���A� �>����� ��@�� <������� ��+� ~����� $A ��%�)� ��@� <u���� 
/ ���A��)I�� ����� -*��; )��A�)� ��@� ���|� "~� �A���X��� ������, �-$�XA / ���X 
����� -*�� ��-��� ���Z�) �>����� �]�/ ��@� ���X� �����> =-, ����� ����। ") ��@� 
�A�B� W��� ���� �WY� ����� -*�� ��-��� 0�%2� ����W� ��-��/ ����� &Ë�) ��@� ���X� ��% 
<���� �.�Y ����� � ����।  

���>� / ����� W��-�� <����� ����>�� ��@�� �A��� ���� ��� ����� -*��। ����� ���X4 
<��� ��2A�`���A� ����>�� ��@� ���|� B���� �A�B� ����� -*��।  

��y���A����)I-�� �I,2 
��¯����� ���Y�~�� ��+� 
��.�� ��� ����� -*��। "�$ 
������|� / ��2$��)A ��@���� ��y���A����� WA����� %�����। ������� ��A@ / ����@ 
-+�@��� G�� ��y���A��� / <A�A ��@� ���|�� ���� �))I�� 0* ���2 ��� -*���? ��* 
�� 0* ����� ����� -*��। ��y���A��� / <A�A ��@� ���|��)I�-� 0XA���, �A�B��� 
�%��j� >,���w� ������ ���W���� �A�B� ����� -*��। ���X4 +��, �%�, ��%�)�, )��A�)�, 
���$ / ��y���A����)I�- ��@��� ����2A �A��.� �A����� $A ") ������ �.�Y ����� -*�� 
��-��� &Ë �)���34 �A��>, ��@��� ����2A� ��� 0�.Y -।  

 
����� X�D� / ���-�A 

  

����+��� ��2 <��� )��.X�D��� ���2�Ë ��@�� )��A)~�� =-, ����� -*��। �I�2 ����+�� 
��@�� ��2+�� ����� X�D��� �� ��² �j� ��@�� )��A) �-���� �W� ����� -*�� "�� ����+��� 
������ / �������� ��� ���|�� "�� �A���-���,$A / �A�-���� $��� ����� X�D�� �A��� 
������ �WY� ����� -*��। ����� X�D�, ���-�A, ���.�� / ��d���� &4�� / ������� $A ���2A��� 
&h��- ��� ����� -*�� "�� ��� ���� ����$�� �A�B� <��N ����� -*��।  
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�)�-��$� �)�A� 

��st-��� �)�-��$���� B��� ���2�� / �)2��B��� ��2�1� ����d� =-, ����� -*��। 
�%���= �j� �)�-��$� / B����� ���� ���I��� -*�� ��-��� ����� ��2 �A����� &X�� "��} ����� 
&��� -*� ���� ") ������ �.�Y� �A�B� <��N ����� -*��।  

 
L������ �3�2  

‘‘��� ���¢� $A �Q�}, ����D ��-��/ ��� �’-0/��)� ��> 0�$2���� �3��2� �@�� "* 
����� ��y���। ���y ���� B���� ���X4 ��WY�� 0/��)� ��> ��2���� �-����>�� ��� �����। 
0/��)� ��> $�����K ���� �I,2 �)%2� "�� "* ���|��� ��2���� ��-��A / �-����>�� �� 
�����। 0/��)� ��> 
��� / ����@ L������ ��� "�� �����I,2 �-<�B� ����� ��y�� ���। 
��2���� ��±A���, &��������� "�� "���})I�� ����� ��~�� ���y� ��� )�����)� )���D� 
��=��)� ��� 0/��)� ���>� "��| �)%2 %�����।  

 
 

      --------------- 
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������) �I� ����� 
L�D)A �3��2 �����2 ��)� ����2�# L��� �I�2��� 7C �XN�, 78C8 

 

L�D)A �3��2 �����2 ��)��� ����2�# 

��5) ����+��� &4�-�A� / &h��� �.��� -�� ����� ������� 

(�I�2��� �����#2) 

W���A �.�Y���� 0�$2���� &4� ��)��� ������#2 ��� -���? ‘‘����+�� U* <���� 
<%2u��� L�D)A �I� ���� $A <����N ��5) ����+��� &4� ����d�� �A� "�� ��)�=�X��� 
&4��� -�� ��� ���� -��।’’ 

L�D)A �I� ���� $A ��)� �I�2 ����+��� $A ����� ����� ��.2� "��# ��|� / ��)a�A�I,2 
&4� ����d� �,� "�� ���� <��� <%2 / ����D� �����>� ������� ����?। <A%�� 
<��-��� )���1� ���� � �� 0�� ��� ������#2 [\������ &Ë��, ��� -���?।  

�����2 ��)��� �����#2 ��) ����W� "* 0�$2���� �����#2�# ���� ����� -���? "�� 
����+�� W���A �.�Y ����?।  

�����2 ��)��� ������#2 ���y� <A�A ����� )� ����+��� &4� "�� &4� �)�A� 
�3��2 ���@�� �� �%A ��� ��� -���? "�� ����� U’<���� P)��2)� <%2u��� L�D)A 
�3��2 0������� ��� -���?। ����+��� &4� ����d�� 0���� L�D)A �3��2 ��)��� 
���2 / �@,��� )��)�/ <%2u��� ��2��@� )-��� <���� ���? W���A�� )� -���?। O�� 
<%2u��� �@�� �, ��$u��� <������� �@��/ �I�2 ����+����� U��B� �3��2 ��)��� 
�����#2 oY X�D�� ��� -���?� 

‘‘��$u��� <������� �@�� �I�2 ����+��� <������ -/�� <��#� ���� ���X� )�। "?�S� 
��5) ����+��� ��_ P)���2�� <%2u��� L�D)A 0���� <����D�� 0��� ��  ��� �����?।’’ 
(�.Y� Rn9)।  

�����2 ��)��� ������#2 ��t �%A��� ����+��� ������ �-����� �%��* ��>.-�� "�� 
����� <%2u��� / ��$u��� �)�A�� $A )��A�� 0*��� ����)��/ ������ X��DA� &��* �X2� 
��� -���?। "��¯/ �.�D / ��d <%2���� �@�� 
����� ���t2����� �I�2 / ��5) ����+��� 
)��A � ���2�� L�D)A, L������ ¦, / ��-���A� #���� A��A X�> ��/��� �@�� �I�2 ����+��� 
UX2��>A� �%� ��)� �>�� ����।  

�����2 ��)� ��) ����W� 0�$2���� &4� ��)��� �����#2 ����+� �3��2 ��� -���?� 

‘‘����#� 0XA���, �)�A�� ���� ������ ���� ����, U’<���� )��A P)��2)� L�D)A* 
��$u��� ������ / �B��-���� ���, -�� ����? "�� X��DA��/ %����। �I�2 ����+��� �3� 
�.��� ������ ��WY�, �@�� "�� �3��� ��A�-�� ���� ��)a�A�I,2 <%2u��� ��E��)�� <X��� 
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�A%2 -���?। ������ 0�-�/�� "�� �?�# �?�# �.�D G��)2� &����>� ��� �� / ��# &h����� 
0���� ����>�� ���A� ��%Y ����$ ����?। <���i ��W�*�� $~�� ����$ -��, ����� ����� 
�%��* <%2, ����D� �X.�� ���� "* ����d� ��+����� �A�B� ���। "� <%2 -�� ��5) 
����+��� ���2��� ���� �A� ��� "�� ������� ��)�=� &4� -�� ��)�� �G��। " � -�� �I�2 
����+��� ��� &��@�� G� ����� -��’’। (�.� R7C)  

��)��� �>�S�� �%���)��� �>�S�� �%���)��� �>�S�� �%���)��� �>�S�� �%�    

‘‘&4��� $A 0�$2���� �-����>���’’ �@�� P)�>� &��>$� <�B�� �.�Y -�� %���� 
78Cr ����� mr�� <����� ��y�A��£� ����� ����� ! �)� $$2 & � >� ��� �?��� &4� 
��-��A, ��-��A�� ���� ��G�A Å�# / G��G� ��2����W�� $A <�X��� / )�2���� <������ 
�A����� ��� "��# 0�$2���� ��)� >E�� �+�� ���। 78C: ����� 78�� 0>Y ������ 
��� �� ��� ���)w� �)� "�,��, �����2 ��y-�A��£� ����2� ����� ! �)� ���#2 "�, 
)A���)���� ��? �%�� "* ��)� >E�� 0)w, =-, ���। �)� �����2 "* ��)�� ��$ ���� 
$A ���X4 ��� �%�� ���$ �-���>� =-, ���। ��)��� "* <�� ���$ ���A -��, 
������$A� �A�� " /�� 2 ����,  ��$��� �)� ����#2� �A <������ �A��3��, ������¢� �)� ��, 
 >��� � �, ��5) $�)2���  � &��Â  x%, $A�)�*���  ��, 0%2�� ��*, Â����  h ���#2 *, 
)���$��� "�� $�����  � ������ /����। ��)��� �W���)A� �)� �����2 "�� &����� ���$ 
���A ?�S�/ <A�A &4� / &����� ��� �%�� 7M $ ����D� =-, ��� -�। &4��� $A 
0�$2���� �-����>��� >� ��� �?��� *��-�� ��2����W� ?�S�/ 0>�)� mn�?��� $A ��)� 
�� ��) �+�� / ������� ����� ����} =-, ���। "��� �%�� �����2 ��)��� x~} ���y� 
<�)�A�� ���x����� �) �। ��)��� �%) L�E� <��|� -/�� ?�S�/ 0���� L�E� 
��/�������, ����'�, ��_���� �X.�� �-�� <��|� -�। W��� �?��� m9* ���ØN� ������ 
��)��� �W���)A� �)� �����2 0�|���X��� ��)��� �����#2 ��y�A��£� ����� �!� ��# ��� 
���।  

 
<%2u��� L�D�)A� ���, <%2u��� L�D�)A� ���, <%2u��� L�D�)A� ���, <%2u��� L�D�)A� ���,     

<�)�A�Y ���y� ���X4 &4� / &4���� ����� <%2u��� <�B� ��2����W�� ��_ �����2 
��)��� ������#2 �Xc�>���� ��� �%�� ��o� ����4 ����+��� U’<���� <%2u��� �)�A� / 
&4� ����d� �3��2/ 0������� ��� -���?। ��)� oY X�D���* <�X)� ���� ����? 
��, �.�D &4��� �@��/ �I�2 / ��5) ����+�� �)� x~} ��� ��� -��। G�� � �.�D 
&4��� G�� ��5) ����+� ����A�h����� �@�� &�.t "����� "�� �I�2 ����+� K�#�� "����� 
~������ -���?। "* ����B���� 0���� L�D)A �� �� 0�/ ��  0��� ���, ���?। ��)� 
����?, ‘‘����� U’<��� �.�D &4��� �@�� ������)��� ��� 0���� L�D)A �.�� ����?। ��5) 
����+�� �.�D &4� �.�D���$� $A ����$�� @�Z���� *�a������ ���d� ����� K�#���? "�� 
���A K�#��� X� �%�� &h��� �.��� �~, &�.t ����A� �)�A� ���� �����?। <A���� �I�2 
����+��� �.�D�@�� B����� "�� ���2�� $���A� P�)* ����� �)�-X�_� ���, -���?। 
.........����+�� ��d ����� � -/�� ��}/ "* ��d @�Z���� "�� ��� <������ ��\W�)���� 
<X��� 0)���� &�� �[����� �X2����। �U��� ����� ��5) ����+���* ��d���� ��� 
-���?। ����� U’<���� L�D)A ���� 0��� �.�� �����?’’। (�.:R7n)। 
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�.�D, ��d / L������ )�Z� �!�� �@�� 
����+� �3��2 ���@` ��2����W�� ��)� ����� U’<���� ������)��� �.�D��� <���,, 

���d�4� ��5) ����+�� ����XI� ��� "�� <�$2� L������ )�Z� / L������ ��-��A �!�� 
�@�� <��.� L�D)A ���� ��$u��� / <%2u��� ����P�� "�� "* ����P�� �%�� �.Y ���X4 
�)�A�� �%� &�'� ����?। >� ���� <��� -��� L������ ��-��A / ¦,��X ��� ��¯/ 
����+��� U’<��� �3I,2 ������ <%2u��� <�B� �� �.�Y -���? ��)��� �����#2 �%�� ���/ 
"�#� 0X�� ��/�� ���।  
 

J���� )_����, m�� <=�-��,, 7RrC 

�XN� 7:, 78C8 

<�) �.�D-&4� �%�� ��.� L�D�)A� O~ 

(�I�2��� �����#2) 
 �����2 ��)� ��) ����W� 0�$2���� &4� ��)��� W���A �.�Y���� ������#2 ��� 

-���?, 
����� ���X� "��� �?��� )��A/ �I�2 ����+�� ��� =�, ���X���&� �� ���$ ��;� 
��K�#� -��। ��)�=� �.�D ��;���* ��)� ‘���$-��;�’ 0�A� �����?। <A���� 0���� ��W 
�A�B�, ��� �)�A�� �)���, ��� �����-, ��$� 0)��� )��G������ �.�D��� <����,� G�� 
��5) ����+�� �.�D ��;� <��|� -� "�� )�� U’�?�� ����� 9n X�> >) &h��� �.�� ���। �I�2 
/ ��5) ����+�� L�D)A)I�� �.�D ��� <���,* ����� U’<���� )��A <%2u��� L�D)A �.��� 
$A )I��� ����।  

 ��)��� ������#2 0)��� ���,�$A� �@�� L������ ��-���A� x~}�I,2 XI�)�� ���2 ��� 
-���?। >S�S��X��� &4���� ����� 0)��� ���,�$A� ����� mn X�> L������ ��-���A� 
<%2���I�A ��X ��� %���। 78Cr ���� ����+�� 0)��� ���,�$A� ��� ����� Rn X�> "*� � 
<%2�����A ��X ���। "* 0)��� ���,�$A �I�2 ����+� ��X��� >� U’��� ���h ���� -���? ��� 
�-��� ����+��� ������ �-����t��/ ����?। �����2 ������#2 ��� -���?, "*� � <%2������A 
0)��� �@�� �� �w���� / ��W�� <��, ���d� $A ����$�� ��\W�)�, �.�D &4��� $A 
��#��� �D� / ��� �X.����* ���� x~} ���� -�। "� �� 0)��� ���,�$A &���@� �I�2 
����+��� �.�D / ���d� �@�� ���?�� �S�� ���, ��A@X��� &�'� � ��� ��)� ����?, 
‘‘����+��� ���d�4�� ����� ��5) ����+��* K�#�?।’’ ��)��� ������#2 ����+��� �G��� 
����$A� �%�/ &�'� ��� -���? "�� ������ ����� 0��©� ��$�X���� �����> ���  ����� 
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EXTRACTS FROM PRESIDENT YAHAYA KHAN’S 

ADDRESS TO THE NATION (NOVEMBER 28, 1969) 

 

My Dear Countrymen,  

I addressed you last on July 28. Since then a number of development have taken 

place in the country in various sectors and certain specific actions have been taken by 

my Government to lead the country forward towards the main objectives that I had 
outlined in that Address.  

*  *  *  *  * 

Now I come to the political and constitutional problems facing this country. In 

my last address, I had expressed the hope that the political leaders of the country 
would come up with a consensus on certain major issues relating to our future 

Constitution. It is regrettable that they have not been able to do so, but one can 
understand and appreciate their difficulties. I had, however, continued with my 

discussions with individual political leaders and others concerned with these problems 

since I spoke to you last and while no formal consensus has been produced, I am now 

fully aware of the views that various people hold on these important matters.  

Transfer of Power 

Ever since the responsibility for the administration of this country devolved on 

me, one of the most important problems which has been agitating my mind is the 
mode of transfer of power to people’s representatives.  

My aim is to transfer power to the elected representatives of the people, but this 

aim cannot be achieved without a legal framework. This, as you know, is not 

available to us today. It is, therefore, necessary for me, in my capacity as the President 

and Chief Martial Law Administrator of this country, to take initiative in this matter. I 

have naturally given deep thought to this problem and could think of four possible 
alternatives whereby a legal framework for the holding of elections could be evolved.  

One method could be to have an elected constitutional Convention whose task 

would be to produce a new Constitution and then dissolve itself. This would have 

been a neat arrangement, but then it had certain disadvantages: the main one being 

that it would have  
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involved two election to the Convention and the other to the National Assembly 

based on the Constitution made by such a Convention. The other and more serious 

disadvantage of this procedure would have been that it would cause unnecessary delay 

in the transfer of power.  

The next was to revive the 1956 Constitution but there is widespread opposition 

to adopting such a method in both wings of the country because certain features of 
that Constitution such as One Unit and parity are no longer acceptable to the people.  

The third alternative was to frame a Constitution and have a referendum on it in 

the country. This alternative too has certain practical difficulties as a simple `yes’ or 

no by way of an answer cannot possibly be given by the people to such a 

comprehensive document as a Constitution.  

The fourth alternative was for me to evolve a legal framework for general 

elections on the basis of consultations with the various groups and political leaders as 

well as the study of Past Constitutions of Pakistan and the general consensus in the 

country. This proposal from me would only be in the nature of a provisional legal 

framework.  

After careful thought, I have decided to adopt this fourth alternative, namely to 

evolve a legal framework for holding elections to the National Assembly. As I had 
mentioned in my July address, it became evident to me that the three main issues that 

face us as a nation in the constitutional field are firstly, the question of One Unit, 

secondly the issue of one man vote versus parity and thirdly, the relationship between 

the Centre and the Federating Provinces. 

As discussions on constitutional matters went on in the country during the past 

few months, I could see that the first two of these issues would have to be resolved 
before the elections are held because they are connected with the basis or elections 

and with the setting up of the National Assembly. As regards other constitutional 
issues, such as the Parliamentary Federal Form of Government, direct adult franchise, 

fundamental rights of citizens and their enforcement by the law courts, independence 
of judiciary and its role as the custodian of the Constitution and the Islamic character 

of the Constitution which should preserve the ideology on which Pakistan was 

created, there is no disagreement and these can be considered as settled.  

With regard to the three major issues as referred to by me, opinions were divided 
and I made it clear in my last address that these must not become election issues. I is 

glad to find that differences on these issues have now begun to narrow down. This is a 
good sign. Although no formal all-party meetings have taken place, through 

statements both to the press and during party meetings most political parties have now 
come quite close in their thinking on these issues. Also, during my tours in various 

parts of the country sections and groups quite clear to me that there is hardly any 
difference amongst different sections and groups of people on these questions. This 

has lent further strength to my initial reaction that these matters should not become 

election issues, because by a national process of discussion and sober thinking, we 

seem to have come closer to solving these issues and  
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great harm would be caused if these are pitched back in the election arena, as 

there is danger of these issues creating unnecessary bitterness on emotional grounds 

and thereby causing delay in the peaceful transfer of power.  

I would now like to summarize what I consider to be the generally accepted view 
on these three important questions.  

On the question of One Unit, there appears to be a general desire to revert to the 

system of separate Provinces instead of the present arrangement of One Unit for the 

whole of West of West Pakistan.  

On the question of one man one vote also, it has by large, been recognized in the 

country that this is a basic requirement of any democratic form of Government, and 

therefore not only in the East Wing but also in the West Wing it is now generally 

accepted that we should base our representation on this form of voting. As stated by 

me the question of One Unit and the system of representation have to be decided 

before elections can be held and machinery can be set up to finalize the country’s 

Constitution. 

I, therefore, have decided to resolve these two issues on the following lines: 

One Unit will be dissolved and separate Provinces will come into being. I may 

add here that One Unit was created by executive orders which, however, were 

subsequently approved by the Provincial Legislatures and by the second Constituent 

Assembly. In 1957, the West Pakistan had voted in favor of the dissolution of One 

Unit. If Martial law was not imposed in 1958, One Unit might have been dissolved 

long ago.  

I would also like to remind you that when Pakistan was created, it was not on the 

basis of One Unit, but it was on the basis of various Provinces in the Western Wing. 

The people of both East and West Pakistan are almost unanimous in demanding the 

break-up of One Unit. My decision is, therefore, based on popular wish.  

Similarly, in difference to the wishes of the people, I have accepted the principle 

of One Man One Vote and this democratic principle will be the basis of election for 
the future National Assembly.  

As regards the relation between the Centre and the Provinces, you would recall 

that in my July broadcast I pointed out that the people of East Pakistan did not have 

their full share in the decision making process on vital national issues. I also said then 
that they were fully justified in being dissatisfied with this state of affairs. We shall, 

therefore, have to put an end to this position. The requirement would appear to be 
maximum autonomy to the two Wings of Pakistan as long as it does not impair 

national integrity and solidarity of the country.  

One of the main aspects of the whole relationship between the Centre and the 

Provinces in Pakistan today lies in the financial and economic spheres. Federation 

implies not only a division of legislative powers but also that of financial powers. 

This matter will have to be dealt with in such a manner as would satisfy the legitimate  
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requirements and demands of the Provinces as well as the vital requirements of 

the nation as a whole. People of the two regions of Pakistan should have control over 

their economic resources and development as long as it does not adversely affect the 

working of a National Government at the Centre. The people of East and West 

Pakistan are bound together by common historical, cultural and spiritual heritage. 

There is, therefore, no reason why we should not be able to work out a satisfactory 

relationship, between the Centre and the Provinces in Pakistan wherein people of both 

the Wings shall together as equal and honorable partners. 

I would like now to give you the details of the time table to which we should 

work for change over of power to the elected representatives of the people. First, the 

provisional legal framework for holding elections should be ready by March 31. 1970. 

Next, as already announced by the Chief Election commissioner, the Electoral Rolls 

will be ready by June, 1970. With the completion of the Electoral Rolls, the Election 

Commission will be engaged in delimiting the various constituencies both for Central 

and Provincial elections in accordance with the provisions which will be made in the 

legal framework, As you are aware, delimitation is finalized after hearing the 

objections if any, from the people. Therefore, some time has to be given to this task. 

Further, there are climatic difficulties for holding elections both in East and West 

Pakistan form June 1, to the end of September. I have, therefore, decided to hold 

general elections in the country on October 5, 1970. The provincial elections will be 

held after the National Assembly completes its task of constitution making. The 

Assembly will be required to complete this work within a period of 120 days from its 
first sitting, I would be happy if they can finalize it even before the expiry of this 

period. If however, they are unable to complete the task by the end of the stipulated 
period, the Assembly would stand dissolved and the nation will have to go to polls 

again. I hope and pray that this does not happen and I would, therefore, urge the 
future elected representatives to undertake this task with a full sense of responsibility 

and patriotism.  

As regards the voting procedure in the National Assembly, it is important to 

appreciate that the Assembly will be deciding upon basic constitutional issues 

Constitution is a sacred document, and it is an agreement to live together. It cannot be 

compared to any ordinary law. It is, therefore, essential that the voting procedure to be 
evolved by the Assembly for itself should be just, and fair to representatives of all 

regions of Pakistan. After the Assembly has completed its task and the Constitution 
made by it has been duly authenticated, it will assume the character of Pakistan’s 

Constitution. The stage would then be set for the formation of the new Government.  

Throughout these activities, Martial Law will remain supreme in order to give 

support to the programme of peaceful transfer of power to the elected representatives 

of the people.  

My dear countrymen, I would once again like to stress upon you that we are 

passing through the most critical stage of our national life. There is need for every 

single one of us to realize this fact and act in a sober, objective and patriotic manner. 

Let us all eschew parochial interests and cast aside personal or local considerations. 

Let each one of us say  
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to himself that he will contribute everything in his power to make this nation 

strong and prosperous.  

On my part, I have placed before you a programme which I consider, in all 

sincerity and honesty, to be the most acceptable to the general mass of our people and 
to be entirely in the interest of Pakistan.  

I have full faith and confidence in our people. I have also full faith in the destiny 

of our country which was created on the basis of our ideology and at the sacrifice of 

the lives of one million Muslims. Democracy was the driving force during the 

movement for Pakistan and I sincerely wish to adhere to democratic principles.  

Finally, I would like to say that in view of the programme outlined by me, full 

political activity will be allowed in the country with effect from January 1, 1970. The 

Martial Law Regulation prohibiting such activities will be duly cancelled. I may, 

however, add that I am not prepared to tolerate any obstruction in the way of the 

restoration of democracy. Any individual or any group which creates law and order 

problems and indulges in acts of violence will be severely dealt with, because 

democracy implies tolerance and refutation of the use of force. All political activities 

must, therefore, accord with certain norms of behavior. In this behalf I propose to 

issue certain guidelines in the near future.  

Let us now all go forward together and achieve this transfer of power in a 

peaceful and civilized manner.  

 

 

God bless you all 

Pakistan Paindabad. 

 

 

 

_________________ 
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�>���?। �I�2 ����+��� $>, �� ��¢�� ��� ���� �@�� ������ ���� -*���? &-�/ ���� ! 
*���-�� ���� ����� 
��.�� ���� -���?। ��i *-�� ���� �I�2 ����+��� 
��t����� ���� ����� 
A��A��� �X�t �
�.� -*��/ )I��� �� 
��t����� $A 78CC ����� r* $��� ��@�� ��=�), 
78C: ���� ��� )��$��� 0>���� DS�w )�)��� 0��)� ��� -*���?� "�� 78C8 ����� 
v��-���� 77-�G�� ������ �.�%�� ���A�� �� >,-<X�A�� -*� ��* 
��t��� �I�2 ������  )��D 
"�/ ��� �*। �%��� *-�� ���� �I�2 ����+��� $>�� 
��t����� ����� A��A��� �X�t 
��.� 
-*���?। ���� ��$u��� �)2�h���� O~ ����� ��/��� $A �� ���� &�E���?� &-�� ������@�� 
7�� $������ -*�� $�X�, �)�?�, �)2K�#� <����� �G��*�� ��/��� �%�/ ����� ! *���-�� 
�K�D,� ������?। ����� ! *���-��� ����� X�D�,� )��A�) �� ��� �K�D,� ��/�� -*���? &-��� 
"* ��� ��´ >,��=�) / >,�w��)� 
��t�����)� $>�,� ��$� �I�W� -*��?, *-��� ��� 
��k- �*।  

    

<����N )��2�� �<����N )��2�� �<����N )��2�� �<����N )��2�� �’ ’ ’ ’ ��A�-�� ����A�-�� ����A�-�� ����A�-�� ��    

��i $>�,� ���� -*� "* ��, ��� -*�� <����N ��)��� 0* ��A�-�� ��� -&� "�� �I,2 
�A��
����� / �)c��� <����� �G��*�� ��/�� -&�। "�* ��_ �����W��� 0#� ������)� �.� 
$��� )� ����- ��� ��$�k� / ��$u��� ����, ��)��� 0*� ��$���` / 0#� ��� 
�k���� )��� ��/�� -&� "�� ��$u��� ����, $����.� )�)�� ��)��� 0*�� )�)��, �K��D� 
��$�, �=G���� ������� �X.�� <����N ��A�-�� ��� -&�। "*X��� ����I,2 )��� / >,���w� 
������� <��� / ����@��� )�A ���� ����+��� �%) �����, ��2�W <��|� -*��-*-�* $>, 
/ ?���)�$ 0��  
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������?�। ���, ��y���� �� "�%� X������ <���� � ��� �� ����+�� ��2�W <�|��� $A 
)��2�� �’ ������ -�। ��* 0)���� ����� / $>�,� )�2��� / �@�� $A/ *-� ����$। ��i 
����� ! *���-�� ���� ����� �� "* ���� �I�, ����� �, &-� 0)�� ������ <@)। ��* 
)��2�� �’ ��A�-��, �A��
����� ����), ��$u��� ����, $����.� )�)��, ��)��� )�)�� / 
�=G���� ������� ��A�-�� "�� ��� ��$�k�� 0)�� <����N )��� ���� ������?।  

��2�W�� ���> ���@)�� $��������� -��� ��/��2�W�� ���> ���@)�� $��������� -��� ��/��2�W�� ���> ���@)�� $��������� -��� ��/��2�W�� ���> ���@)�� $��������� -��� ��/    

?���)�$ / $>, *-�/ 0�� ������?� ��, ���� 9* <������� �I��2 � ��2�W <��|� 
-*�� / ��2�W�� ��_ ��_ ����� ���X�� "�� ����w �W�� ���2�Xc) @)�� ��2��W� ���D� 
�%� $>�,� ��2��W� ��������� -��� 0B�� ��-� <�2, ��� -*��। ��i "* 0��/ ����I,2���� 
��+����� �*। ��X��� ����?� �K�D,� ��� -*���? <�~�X��� ��2�W <��|� -*�� 78r7 ����� 
)�W2 )�� ��2� ���� ��)��� ��� ���h %����� ��*�� "�� X��>A� �)2) ���-�� �.�Y ����� $���� 
���D� 7mn ���� )��A ����w �,�� �A%2 -*�� ��)��� ����� �)��� 0�/ <���2Y����� 
$A �.�� ��*�� ����w �,��� �����2Y �)� ��)� ��2���,� ����$���� 0)�� )�)2 )�)2 &���� 
���। ��i ��)��� ��� ���� ���h %�����/ ����)� 
�%2������� DS��w� G�� 7mn ���� )��A 
����w �,� �A%2 -*�� ����� ��2��W� ������>, ��)��� 0*�� �)��� �� 0� �.�� � ��� 
"* �@A -*�� ��S����S ����� ������w� ��D�� ��%Y x~} � ����* �>�\$��)��� ��% W���� 
��*�� ����। *-�� G� X��DA��� $A -*�� ���* )���1�। ���$* 0)�� )� ��� �� ��2�W�� 
���% ���% ��2��W� ��������� -���* ���X�� <�2, ��� �����।  

�A��A� ����$�A��A� ����$�A��A� ����$�A��A� ����$    

�I�2 ����+� �%� ���X4 �����)I�-� 
��t��� �3��2 ����� ! *���-�� ��\-�� X�D�, 
����� ������� "������� �� �� ��D� %����� ��-� ��oYX��� ��?� � ���� 0)�� *-�* )� 
������? �� ��2��W� $���� ���D�� ����I,2 
���X��� �-$ ���A�����A� �X��# 
��t����- ��� 
������w� �)�A�� �)��� ����� *-�* 0�� ���। ‘"� ���� "� �X�#’ ��) 0�$2����X��� 

��.� ��2�W�� >,���w� �X�t I�X��� ����� ���w �,��� �)�� �-$ ���A�>��| �X��# &-� 
=-, ���/ ��)* 0�$2����X��� 
��.� >,���w� ����। ��i ����� ! *���-�� �� ��\-�� X�D�, 
"* �3��2� ���# ��D�� ��-� ������? &-�� ��oY �A��A� ����$ ����� 0)�� )� ���। 
�%)�� ��� �����w� "��# ����D ���� ���� �-���� �,2� ����� $���� ���D�� ����w 
=-�,� $A ����D �X�# ���� �� -*�� &-� �B� ���� ����} $���� ���D��� &��* A�+ 
������?। *-�� ���� ��� �-$ ���A�>��| �X�#����� �����2�� ��� *�_� ������? ������? 
�����* <�)� ���� <���� 0�?। ������� $���� ���D��� ����w >.-�� -*��� �� &-� 
����� ! ��.2� <��)���� -*��� �%�/ ���। "* <��)�� ���� ��D��# ��¢ ��� �-���� 
0�|��� 
�@����� �A���� )�� ��� &-� �A��A�� <��@� ����। �.����� 
��t��� ����D�� �I�2 
������ 
��t��� ����D�� �I�2 ������ 
��t��� �3��2 ����� �>�� ����� ! *���-�� �� <%2 (-
----------) "�� <%2u��� &4��� �A����� ��� / ������ )��A @)��� X�> �¸�� �%� 
������? / "*X��� ��¢�� ��-�� �@�� x~} �A� ������?। 
��t��� �3��2 ?���)��$� 
���A v��-���� 77-�G� ������ �,2� ��� -*���?, ��i ����� ! *���-�� 
��t��� �3��2 ��-� 
������? $���� ���D��� ��)� &-� "��# ������w� �X�t �-���� %����� ��� ��-�/  
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��µYX��� �A��A� ���� ����$ 0�? ����� 0)�� )� ���। "* ���_ 0)���� <�X)� / 
���� -*� "* ��� 

���# �������# �������# �������# ����    
(�) $���� ���D��� �-$ ���A�>��| �X��# ����w =-�,� >,���w� �X�t �I�2��¬ �K�D,� ��� 

����$। <A%�� "* �3�2 ����� =-�, $���� ���D�� �� �����2� �IW� -*�� &-��� <�%� �)� 
Y -*��, G�� ����P����� �>�|� ��.2� DS�w �.�Y� �����> �.�� ��*�� "�� "*X��� 7mn ���� 
�)�-��)�� )��A ����w �W�� ��$ <�j� -*�� &�E��।  

(�) $���� ���D� ��.2� ����w �W�� �� ����� �!� <��)�� ���� ��D��#�� "��# 
0�|��� �A���� �-���� �I�2��¬* �K�D,� ���� -*��।  

(>) ������� 
��t����- ��� ��D�� ������w� ����� =-� �I,2 ���2�Xc) @)�� $���� 
���D��� &�� A+ ����� -*�� / "* �3��2/ �I�2��¬* �K�D,� ���� -*��। ��� "� *&�# 
����� / ‘"� ���� "� �X�# ���’ ���2��)!��� >,�w �X.�� ��2$�
��.� ����)I- �����w� 
<�X�2� �� R7 �� )��W2� �I��2* ��2�W�� ��)��� 0*>� ��E��)� �3��2 ����� ��.2� �� �A�B� 
=-�,� �%� �K�D,� ��� -*���?, "* 0*>� �X�t� )��A &�'��� ���# ��D� <�A�* <�X�2� ��� 
����$।  

0*>� ��E��)� �  �K�D,� ��0*>� ��E��)� �  �K�D,� ��0*>� ��E��)� �  �K�D,� ��0*>� ��E��)� �  �K�D,� ��    
"* ��� ����, ��2�W�� 0*>� ��E��)� � �K�D,�� $A/ 0)�� ���� $��*���?।  

��5) ���# ���� -*����5) ���# ���� -*����5) ���# ���� -*����5) ���# ���� -*��????    
*-� OX �@, ��, ����� ! *���-�� �� ���|��� ��-� "� *&�# X��_�� ��/��� ����� 

�K�D,� ������?। ���/ ��2��W� ��������* "� *&�# ����� ����� 0�� ���। ��i "� *&�# 
&�E�� �>�� W���# ����� ���� ��$2���� ��� -*��, ��� ��5) ����+�� ������ ���A� �I��2� 
����� ��� �.�� ��� -*��, �� ��D�� ���Î��X��� ��?� ��� -� �*। "* ��D�� <����N ��oY 
�K�D,� ��/�� ����$ ����� 0)�� )� ���। ��� ��5) ����+�� ������ ���A� ��� �.�� ��� 
-*�� ���X� / ����D �.�Y "�� *-�� G�� ") ����B��� &¹� -/��� 0���� 0�? ��, ������D 
��2�W �A�h ���� ����� DS�w 0��� )�%�W�S� ���� &�E�� ����।  

����)��� 0*� ��� ��� ������)��� 0*� ��� ��� ������)��� 0*� ��� ��� ������)��� 0*� ��� ��� ��    
��-�� $������ -*�� ��$u��� �h����� �����> ���� �K�D,� ��/�� -*���?। 0)�� )� 

��� ��, 7�� $������ -*�� ��)��� 0* ������ �/�� &�W�। *-�� G�� ����A�B�� OA�� �.�Y� 
<���� �*। ���, ����� ! *���-�� �� 
�� �K�D,� ������? ��, ��)��� / ����)��� "* 
U*X���* ��� ��2)�� ����� -*���?। ���$* ��)��� 0* ��A�-�� ����� 7�� $������ -*�� 
����)��� 0*�� ��2)� �X�t�� ��¢���2 ���W���� $A 0)�� ���� $��*���?।  
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01010101----�i�Y��i�Y��i�Y��i�Y�    <���� �*<���� �*<���� �*<���� �*    
������D 0)�� 0)���� ����� >,�w��)�, 
��t�����)� ?���)�$, F�)�, �.D�, )�A��t 

�%� $>�,� ��# / ��� >,���w� ���� ��# 0��� $��*�� ����� W�* ��, ����� �!� 
�K�D,�� )��A�) >,����� ���x�� ��$� �I�W� -*��/ 01-�i�Y� ��� <���� �*।  

 *-� �����* $�� 0�? �� 0)���� ���� >,�w ������ / ������- ���X4 X�D�X�D� $���� 
$���� <����� ���X� ��~�� ���� ������ ����P����� ����)� 
�%2���� �>�|� >� mm �h���A��� 
����Q��� �.�Y ����� 0�����? "�� ���� "��# �����, ��2�W ��2� <��|� -*�� ��� �*। "* 
����P����� �>�|� ��D ��2� ��D ��2� DS�w W���*�� ��*��, *-��� ��� ��k- �*। ���$* 
��2�W / ���2��)!��� >,�w ���|� "�� �I�2 ������- ��� X�D�X�D� $���� �I,2 / ��.� 
��t��� 
<$2�� $A 0$ 0)���� ����� v�A�� %����� -*�� / 0�k���� �� �� �.�� ����� -*��। 
<A%�� ��2)� ��$��)I-/ ����� �A�h -*��� 0���� 0�?। �U��� ���� &= ��@,�B� / &=-
-E���� ��)�B�>, ��.2� ����� ��2�W ��W���� �����> �.�Y ����� ��/��� ���� "�/ 0�?। 
"�@�� 0)�� ��oYX��� "�%� �K�D,� ����� W�* ��, O�� ��2�W / ���2��)!��� >,�w <$2 
�����* $>�,� $���� ��� �)�A�� �)��� -*�� ��*��, " �%� 0)�� )� ��� �। 
��±A$A���, ��)���� / "��W�#�� ��\�$� &���, ���� �I,2 >,�w ����), ��_����- ��� $���� 
�I,2 $���� 
������ ���|� "�� ?��-F�)�-F�)� / <A�A �)-�� )���D� ���X4 �)�A�� 
�)����� )�A ����* ��� )���� ��% ��*�� ����। "* $A ��2�W / ���2��)!��� >,�w ���|� 
���� �� �A�� 
����� / �)c��� <����� <�$2� -� &-� v �@A <=�� -*��� "��# �% )��।   

77-�G�� �X�t�� v�A�� %��� 
 ���$* 0)�� $>, "�� >,���w� ���� ��# 0-�� $��*���? ��, ����-������ 

����P����� ����)� 
�%2���� �>�|�� WP�� / &=-��@, "�� &= ���)� ������ ��~�� 77-�G�� 
�X�t�� v�A�� -& "�� >,�w / 
��t��� ���|�� ��=�)�� ��2)�� <=�� ������ )�A ���� 
��±A$A���, ��)� ��� / "��W�#�� ��\�$� ���D, ��� &��� �~।  

 ���.���� 
�@� ���- 

 7। ��)���{�-�, �X����, �I�2 ����+� ?�� *&��।  

 m। I~� *���), �����, �3��� v 

 R। ���G���� 0-�)�, �X����, �I�2 ����+� ?����>।  

 M। 0�U� �����, �3���, v 

 9। * ��-) ����, �X����, $���� ?�� �G ����।  

 C। ���~� *���), �����, �3���, v  

 

 

 

�I�2 ����+� ?�� *&�� ����� ���2��� R7/7 �-���� ���� -*�� ������ / ����� �W�� �3��� ��)�� &�{ 0-�)� 
��.2� �W����। �,2F� )�Z��,, RM, �#�� ����� ��� , J���-7 -*�� )��Z�।  
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������) �I� ����� 
�I�2 ����+��� �������� 
�)���,� ��@ ���A 

L��� �I�2��� Rn �XN�, 78C8 

 

�I�2 ����+��� �) �� -���I�2 ����+��� �) �� -���I�2 ����+��� �) �� -���I�2 ����+��� �) �� -��? ? ? ?     

(Y�G �����#2��) 

��5) ����+��� "� *&�# ������� ����� =-�,� ���@�� �I�2 ����+��� �) 

�X����X���* ‘�I�2 �����’ -��। ����� ������ �)��, ‘�I�2 �����’ � ��� O��)�� ‘����� �) 
����� $A ���X4 )-� ������� ���?।  

�������� ��X� -/��� �� ����+�� �����X�> <�� ��S�?, "* ������ ���A�x~��* 
����)�� )I� ��) ����W� -/��� ���� ���� ����।  

���X4 )-� ���?, "� *&�# ������� �� ��Q�, �����W+� "�� &t� ��5) ��)�� ���� 
����� 0�>� ��) ����W� -��। ��5) ��a�� ��-/������ ����� 0�>� �) ��5) ��a�� �-���� 
����W� -�� W���?। "* )-� ‘��5) ��a��’-"� �)/ O��)�� ‘��a��*’ -/�� &�W� ��� <�X)� 
����। ���, ��X� ��a���� <������ "���� ��2)�� ����+��।  
 

 

 

---------------- 
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������) �I� ����� 
�I�2 ����+� ?�� *&�� ��.2� 
��� �I�2 

����� ���|�� 77-�G� �)2�IW� 
�I�2 ����+� ?�� *&�� 77 �G¨����, 78rn 

 


��� $>,���w� �I�2 ����� ���|�� 
��� $>,���w� �I�2 ����� ���|�� 
��� $>,���w� �I�2 ����� ���|�� 
��� $>,���w� �I�2 ����� ���|�� 77777777----�G� �)2�IW��G� �)2�IW��G� �)2�IW��G� �)2�IW�    

U�# �%�U�# �%�U�# �%�U�# �%�    
�I�2-������ $>�,� &�� ��±�$A���� ���D, 0)�� )�h���{ ��\�$� ���D, / ��)����� 

���D,। �I�2 ������ $>�,� ����� :9 $ �.D� ���-�� ���� ��)����� ���D�,� $$2���-���-�� 
�I�2 ������ $>�,� ���% ��)����� ���D�,� �Ú ���। ���/ "* �)2�IW� �I�2 ����+� ?�� *&�� 
��.2� �W���� -�Ë ���/ ?�� *&���� �@ "* �)2�IW� ��+����� ��.} ��/�� �j� �-"* 
�)2�IW�� ��+��� -�� ���� "�)�� F�)� �F,�� 0��2�| ��;�� ���#2� ��.�} F�)�, XI�)-� 
�.D�, >��� / )����� �.D��� ��>�E� �� ��;��, ����$���, ��d-���-�A ���.������, �?�#-)����� 
�A�������� )��A�) )��� Â! >E ���� )�A ����, =�) <��� �F,� ��=�) �� �� ���, �F,� 
��K�D2� ~������ ��� ��K2 ����* 
��� $>,���w� �I�2 ����� ���|� ��� �j�। ?���)�$ 
$>,���w� �I�2 ����� �����)� $A �-����� XI�)�� ��� ���� �@)-��� ?���)�$ ��$��� 
0��), 0���, �X�>-����� �F,�W�A� -�� �I�2 ������ $>�� �F,� �Å�� ��) ���� �.�YX�_ ��� 
��$ ���। ��±�$A��� ����D�� )���2 ��±�$A���, ��)���� / �.-h ��\�$� (��-�� W��� 0)�� 
)�h���{) "������ ��¢ �A�B�� &��� ��� ����� �I�2 ������ 
��� ���2�Xc) $>,���w� ��¢ 
����) ���। "* �A�B�� �I�2 ������ ����@� <%2���, ��� �A�B�, ���.�� �%� ��2)� ��.2� �I�2 
������ $>�,� -��� %�����। ��±�$A���, ��)���� / �.-h ��\�$� $���� ���S / �F,� ���D�� 
���)�� "* �A�B�� $>�,� ��£�� <����� ����|� -*�� / $��� >,���w� ����� ����|� 
-*��।  

m। (�) 0E���� / ��&�2 ���-���� �-���� �X�# / ��A@ ��2�W�� �X�t�� $>, 
���D� ��2��W� -*��। ��� ��2�W� "����� $>, *�� ����� �� ��� �)� ����� ������ 
��A�-�� ����� ������। 

 (�) $��� >,���w� <����� ��£�� ������ $A ��±�$A���, ��)����, / �.-h ��\�$� 
����� / �)%2� �� ��� �F,� / �A���� �X�#������ -*�� ���� ��� -*��।  

R। (�) �-k�, )���)�, ��c�, �.Y�, ��_���-<��_��� $���-&�$��� �,2 ���2���D ��� 
������� $>�,� �)� ��$u��� <����� %�����।  

(�) ��� $���� �)� <����� "�� )�2��� ����|� -*��।  

(>) $>�,� ��� ���� �)c��� <�����, ���
�����, ��������� 
�����, 
�A��
����� / )�����2� 
����� ��5� ��� -*��।  
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(K) $>�,� �)2�� 
����� ��5� ��� -*��। �)2�� ���|��� ��-� ������� �3�2 -*�� 
>,���w� �������� �X�t��। ��)2� �) �A�-�� ����� ��� ���� ���D, &��� ��� -*��।  

M। 
��� $>,���w� �I�2 ������ ���2�Xc)} �@� ��� "��# >,���-� %�����। F�)�, �.D�, 
�)-�� $��� �)���� "* >,���-� >�E� -*��। *-� ?�S�/ �)= $��� ����D ����� F�)�, �.D�, 
�)-�� $���� ��)��� ��@�� ���@� ����� ����� -*�� "�� ��-���� �*�� >,-�)������ >E 
��� -*��।  

9। $>�,� >,���w� <����� ��£�� ������ $A 0)�����w� ������ �A�B�� �3I,2 
&��� ��� ����� ������ / ��W�� ��X�>�� 0)� �����2 ��� -*��। $>�,� ��2�W�� 
)��A�) ������ �A�B�� $�S� �A����� ��2��W� ��� -*��। ��W�� ��X��>� )I� �X�t -*�� >,-
0����।  

C। ����¢ ���� �@�� ����, /�����#, )���, ����'�� ������� ��������� ��� -*��। �� 
��� �Q������ ��A�� 
���� ��� -*�� �। �)�$���w� / �>����� ��±�$A��� ������� ����)I�-� 
��-� �Q�}�I,2 �3��2 B���� -*��। ����� L������ ���,$A ���W���� -*�� ���o��� ��X / 
)��G�� �X�t��। �.�%��� ���� ���� $���� )��� 0�k���� ��� ��� ��A@ / ��P� ��-��A / 
�)%2 ��� ��� -*��।  

r। (�) �$������, )-�$�, *$�������, �%� ��� ���� ��)����� ���D, �A�B�� &��� K#��� 
-*��। ‘‘�.D���� -��� $�)’’ "* ���� �X�t�� XI�)-� / >��� �.D���� )��A �$�����, )-�$��� 
&�.t ���$��` $�) �! ��� -*��।  

(�) #��� / ��,A 0����.� ��$� �%�� <��� ��� -*��।  

(>) �.D��� <%2��� G�� ��, ��#, *@� *�A��� A��A)I�A ��� ��� -*��। "* ��� G���� 
)I�A ��2���� -*�� W�&��� ��_ ���)��� �X�t��।  

(K) �.�D$�� &h��� �.��� $A �.D��I��� ������� ¦, ��/�� -*��। �.D��� ����� ��$� 
/ ¦�,� ����� -*�� )��� ����� &4� W�D���� ������ ��� ���� &h��- / �������� ��� ��� 
-*��।  

:। �A� ��w�,� $A B��� / ���2��� �A�B� =-, ��� -*�� "�� $� �3��� ��|� �A�-���� 
$A ��W �A�B�� �,� ��� -*��।  

8। (�) ������ )������� ���W���� �)+ ��d �A�B� / ���|��)I- ���$��` ����� $>�,� 
�3�t �-���� �K�D,� ��� -*��।  

(�) �.-h ��\�$� ���D, -*�� $>�,� )�� ������ $A �.-h ��*� ��\�$ ���$��` ��� -*��।  

(>) �A�£, ��)�, ��#��d, ��# �A��� / <%2���� )I� ��w,���� �A����)I- $������, ��� 
-*��।   

(K) L������ ���,$A ��¢��t ��� -*��।  

(�) ��� ���� ����@ �� �%� ����� ��� -*��। 0��� -���� �X�t�� �� ���2 ��� -*��।  

(W) $>, ������� <�h �A�� / 0)����� <�U���� <�$2� �3� ���$��` ��� -*��।  
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(?) ��\�$ ��w, ���� ��-� ��)a�A ������ ������)� $���� ������ ��d �A����� 
0����A ��� ��� -*��।  

7n। (�) ���A� GA����� F�)���� A��A )$���, ���B�, �W��h��, "�� ����2� ��������� 
�A����� �3I,2 �5��� �� ��� -*��। F�)���� ��� ����� ��@�� �A�B� ��� -*��।  

(�) ���� �A��� ��d���,� )��A�) ��� ���� ����� ������ �)2��B� ��� -*��।  

77। (�) �������� / ����P����� ��@� �A�B� ����� ����� >,)���, L����� / �)2����@ 
��@� �A�B� W��� ��� -*��। ��) �F,� ��2� <u���� / ���A��)I�� ��@� �A�B� ���2��� -*��।  

(�) ����.��� �@�� >,����.���� ��2���� )�2��� ��/�� -*�� "�� ���������4 / �������� 
�A� ���,�� ��� -*�� $>,�� )�� ��� -*��।  

           

mm�� �G¨���� 78rn �¡ )����� $�X�� >�E� / >.-��। 

�������� r* )�W2, 78rn। 

�I�2 ����+� ?�� *&���� �@ )�-���&'�- ��.2� ������ / �W����।* 

           

 *)/��� X����� �)%2� "* ?�� ��>E�# ‘�) =��’ ��) ����W� �?�। �K�D,�� ������@�� ��)��� 0���� ��$� 
$�G� 0-)� / ����� �� �)�� ��� �h�� "�� �)�+G� $�)�� -����� / )�-���&'�-�� "� �h���� �F) ������ ��� 
���।  

 

 

 

---------------
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������) �I� ����� 
��� <� 2A�� �3��2 ���� 


������ ���@, ��)�#� ���A 
L��� �I�2��� 77 �G¨����, 78rn 

 

������������    <� 2A�� ����� � -/�� ���-��A���� 0�k�� W��� <� 2A�� ����� � -/�� ���-��A���� 0�k�� W��� <� 2A�� ����� � -/�� ���-��A���� 0�k�� W��� <� 2A�� ����� � -/�� ���-��A���� 0�k�� W���     

(Y�G �����#2��) 

>� ���)��� ‘�)���’ X��  � 0-)� ����G� �X�����} ‘‘���� 
������ ���@, ��)�#�’’ 
"� L�E� <��|� -�।  

�X�� ���� 
������ ���@, ��)�#� ���>E�� ��� / ���2���� �3��2 ��+.� 0���W� ��� 
��d ���-��A� "���� �%�� ������ ��2��)I�� �h)I�� �h���� �Q � ��� ��2� "�� ��� "A�� 
��������� <� 2A�� ����� � ��� ��2� "* ��B�� 0�k�� <�A�-� ����� ����� =-, ��� -� 
��� >���� )_���� ��)�#� "� ��� ����`�� $���� -�।  

�X�� >.-�� "� �+��� ����� ��.2� >�E� ��2����W� ��)�#�� 
��.����� <�]����� ��� 
��� ��� -� ��, ������ �.|���D���� 0/��X�� ��� ��)�# ���� ��d-���-��A� ��2����W�� 
&��A�>, �))I�� <OX ��\������ 0����# ��� &�Ò��W� ����?।  

------------ 
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������)  �I�  ����� 
?�� / F�)� ������ -���� L��� �I�2���  mm )�W2, 78rn 

 

������ �X� / �)�?�������� �X� / �)�?�������� �X� / �)�?�������� �X� / �)�?��    
?����� �=G���� ?����� �=G���� ?����� �=G���� ?����� �=G����     

(Y�G �����#2��) 
  

�) z� �I�2 ����+� ?�� *&���� �����, �3��� )�-��� &'�-�� >���� ����� U���� 
��$>�\ ��)��k��� � ��)�Y� ��&�a� �]�� �%�� �=G��� ��� -���?।  

����� ��X��>� $u� ·T2� �)2��2� >���� ���� 0)��� ��� ��, m �� $������ �¡�� 
�X�� 0��t�� ��.�� ���� �����2Y <�X����> ���� �=G��� ��� -���?। ?�� *&�� �����, 
�3����� �=G����� ������� )��� �A��!� >���� ������ ��>E�� �X���� �)�+G� $�)�� 
-������� �X�����} "� ������ �X� <��|� -�।  

�X�� �� ?�� *&�� �)2��� "� )��� �)�?� ��� ��� "�� )�-��� &'�-� )���� ���� $���।  

)�-��� &'�-� �=G����� ������� 0$ ������� ���� 8#�� )��� ���!� ?�� *&�� 
�)2���� "� �X� "�� ������ ������ �)������) ?�� / F�)���� <�� "� �X�  <��|� -�� ��� 
��>E�� "� ��� �����$ ��� -���?।  

 

F�)� ���� ��S��� �'���F�)� ���� ��S��� �'���F�)� ���� ��S��� �'���F�)� ���� ��S��� �'���    
  

��, ��, 0*, �������� <�� ���� ����, �I�2 ����+� F�)� �G ������ �����, �3��� 
$�� ����$�� �-���Û �� 0$ �I�2 ����+� ?�� *&���� �����, �3��� $�� )�-���&'�-�� 
�=G��� "�� #�_ F�)� �G ������ �X���� ��$� $�G� 0-)��� ��~�� �=G���� ������� $��� 
/ ��� ���X�� ������ �'���� ��  �k� ����?।  

0$ ���� �������� ��t "� ���.���� <����N $�� )�-���&'�-� )��� / ��$� $�G��� 
��~�� $����.� �=G���� ������� ��A�-�� ���� ���� $��।  

" ���_ $�� �-��� 0#��.� ��� �l  *&�� �)2�, �.D� / ?�� ���� )��� ���� ���।  

��� 0�/ ��� ��, [���� / �=G���� ������� ��A�-�� � ���� >,�w ���|�� �����I,2 
������ �.�Y -�� �।* 

 

            
 *78rn ��� mm�� �G¨���� �¡ )���� �I�2 ����+� ?�� *&���� 0����$� $�X�� ��$� $�G� 0-)�, 
����� �� �), �)�+G� $�)�� -����� / )�-���&'�- �I�2 ������� 
��� ���� 0-�� $��।  
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������)������)������)������)    �I��I��I��I�    ��������������������    
����� ! *���-�� ��.2� @)�� -+����� 

����d� �K�D,� 
)�� �&$ m8 )�W2, 78rn 

 

TEXT OF PRESIDENT YAHYA KHAN’S  

ADDRESS TO THE NATION (MARCH 28, 1970) 

 

My Dear Countrymen, Assalam-Alaikum.  

It is now four months since I spoke to you last. In many ways, these four months 

have been of considerable significance for us all. I propose, therefore, to give you a 

brief survey of what has been achieved in this period in various sectors and what still 

remains to be achieved.  

As I have often said, the main objective that I have placed before myself is the 

peaceful transfer of power to the elected representatives of the people. But let me also 

make it clear that this is by no means the only responsibility of the Government. It has 

a host of other responsibilities and duties and we have every intention of carrying 

these out as long as the task of administering this country devolves on us.  

The political parties of the country were denied the freedom to propagate views 

and explain their programmes for many years and therefore when, on the 1
st
 January, 

1970, the ban on holding of public meetings and taking out the processions was lifted, 

an overenthusiastic use of this freedom was only to be expected. But unfortunately, in 

some cases people transgressed the limits of good order.  

It must be remembered that at this critical of juncture of our history, self-
discipline and the rule of supreme importance. In the present context, every act of 

indiscipline or law breaking has every wide repercussion. This tendency for creating 
disorder must therefore be strictly curbed. Otherwise, our progress towards the 

achievement of democracy, that we so keenly desire, will be seriously impeded.  

We must face facts and appreciate that Pakistan is passing through a phase 

surcharged with tension, and the slightest provocation can result in serious trouble. 

Whilst the Government has no intention of interfering with the right of any citizen to 

express his views or to work for a particular programme in the political field, as long 

as these are in keeping with the ideology and integrity of Pakistan, it has the right to 

ensure that all this activity is carried out within the limits of the law of the land.  

In fact, I would ask everyone, be they political leaders and workers, labor or 

students, to think twice before they say anything or act in any manner, and ask 

themselves if what they are going to say or do, would be beneficial to the country or if 

it would harm it in however an indirect manner it may be. I am, referring here not 

only to 
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internal matters but also to external affairs. It is not only impolite but positively 

harmful to our relationship with other countries to pass harsh remarks about their 

leaders or their ideologies.  

The responsibility for maintaining law and order in any civilized society does not 
rest with the Government alone, but must be shared by the leaders of public opinion 

as well as by the public in general. I must, therefore, insist that leaders and all other 
participants in political activity must act with a sense of responsibility.  

While propagating their own views and programmes, they must not interfere with 

the freedom of others to do the same, because that is a negation of the very spirit of 

democracy and will necessarily interfere with the objectives that we have set in front 

of us. There have been some unfortunate incidents public meetings and processions 

being violently disturbed resulting in injury and death.  

Such violence, be it in the political arena or based on narrow parochialism, can 

have serious adverse effects. I am fully conscious of my responsibilities and the 

responsibilities of the Government functionaries concerned with the maintenance of 

law and order, but I would like to ask you, and in particular those of you who are in 

positions of leadership, if you are also equally conscious of your responsibilities.  

The Government has made its position quite clear. It will not tolerate violence 
and law-breaking and it has the right to expect full co-operation from all those who 

uphold democratic values and profess toleration. I will leave this subject with one last 

word. I regret to have to say that I have noticed a rather unfortunate tendency on the 

part of some of our leaders and others first to urge the Administration to be firm 

whenever violence breaks out in any particular area and then once the law-breakers 

are arrested and the legal processed of justice begin, to shout themselves hoarse in 

demanding the release of the processes of justice begin, to shout themselves hoarse in 

demanding the release of the very people, action against whom they initially so 

vociferously demanded.  

It is obvious that this is done with an eye to the gallery. This is neither fair nor 
proper. We cannot afford in this critical phase of the life of this country to act in a 

short sighted manner calculated merely to obtain some sort of tactical gains in the 

political field. It is time that we are all true to ourselves and have the courage to 

condemn violence and incitement to violence and not to tolerate it even if it means a 

certain amount of unpopularity with some section of the community or the other.  

I sincerely hope that our political leaders will rise to the occasion and fully co-
operate with the Administration in achieving the objectives that I had earlier laid 

down for the nation.  

Finally, on this issue of the conduct of the election campaign, I would like to 

clear up a doubt that has been voiced by some people. It is said that my Government 

is lending its support to some of the political parties. This is not correct and I would 

once again like to assure you that this regime has been, is, and will, continue to be 

completely impartial as far as the election campaign is concerned. The Government, 

however, expects that no 
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political party or individual will propagate or work against the ideology and 

integrity of Pakistan.  

In my address to the nation on the 28th November of last, I had as you know, 

given out a plan for the transfer of power to  the elected representatives of the people 
and had indicated certain major policy decisions that I had taken.  

It is a matter of great personal satisfaction to me that the plan that I had laid 

before the nation was accepted by the people in every part of the country with great 

enthusiasm. This fact reaffirmed my assumption that the proposals outlined by me 

were based on popular wish. Let me now a prise you of the progress that has been 

made towards the achievement of the various objectives mentioned in that plan. The 

Committee appointed for the purpose of working out the details of the dissolution of 

One Units has completed its draft Action plan and has submitted its proposals with 
regard to financial and administrative arrangements.  

A President’s Order setting out all the relevant details will be published shortly.  

The provincial administration of each new province of West Pakistan will be in 

position soon and will become fully operative by the 1st of June, 1970, which is the 
commencement of the new financial year.  

Thereafter, West Pakistan will revert as closely as possible to the pre-One Unit 

position.  

The arrangements for the holding of elections are going according to plan and the 

Chief Election Commissioner has kept you informed of developments from time to 

time. I foresee no difficulty whatsoever in keeping to the date that I had indicated in 

my last address.  

The Legal Framework Order, 1970, will be published on the 30th of this month. 
This Order will form the main base for the operation of the National Assembly in 

their task of Constitution-making. I might at this stage mention some of the salient 
features of this Order which has been formulated as a result of my assessment of the 

wishes of the people.  

The National Assembly will consist of a total 313 members, these 13; seats will 

be, reserved for women. The allocation of seat to various, provinces will be based on 

the population as recorded in the Census of 1961 which is the latest official record 

available to the Government.  

The Order also provides for the holding of elections to the Provincial Assemblies.  

At one stage, when plans for the transfer of power were being formulated our 
thinking was that election to the provincial Assembly should be held after the 

Constitution is finalized. The question was further examined in greater detail by my 
Government and we have come to the conclusion that politically it will be in the  
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Country's interest to hold the provincial elections soon after the elections to the 

National Assembly. 

The main reason for this is that it will facilitate and speed up the transfer of 

power to the elected representatives as soon as the Constitution is finalized. Further, it 
will relieve the politicians and their parties from a new election campaign 

immediately after the business of Constitution-making is over. I consider that once the 
constitutional issues are settled, our leaders should address themselves to the major 

nation-building tasks rather than entering into a fresh round of electioneering. 

Taking all these factors into consideration, 1 have decided that provincial 

elections will be held not later than the 22nd October. 1970. The Provincial 

Assemblies would, however, start functioning when duly summoned after the 

Constitution has been framed and authenticated by me. 

When the Legal Framework Order, 1970, is published you will notice that in the 

schedule dealing with the Rules of Procedure the voting procedure for the National 

Assembly has not been included. This is a matter which is best settled by the House 

itself and it is my earnest hope that there would not be too much divergence in views 

on this issue. Unanimity would of course be ideal in any case I do not personally like 

to talk on this subject on the basis of percentages. 

The point that I made earlier and would like to emphasize again is that a 

Constitution is not an ordinary piece of legislation, but it is an agreement to live 

together. It is therefore essential that all regions are reasonably satisfied with the 

voting procedure that may be evolved by the House, because unless they are so 

satisfied, the Constitution will not really and genuinely be acceptable to the people of 

different provinces and regions as such a document should be. I am sure it should be 

possible to arrive at some suitable arrangement. 

The Legal Framework Order does not only state how the Assembly will come 
into being, what its strength would be, and such other matters relating to the setting up 

of this Assembly, but it also lays down certain basic principles for the future 
Constitution of Pakistan. Most of these principles are based on previous Constitutions, 

but I thought it necessary to highlight some of these in the Order so that the Assembly 

makes a constitution which is acceptable to the people of Pakistan as a whole. 

Firstly, the Order lays down that the Constitution of Pakistan must preserve 
Islamic ideology which, as we all know, was the basis of the creation of Pakistan. 

Secondly, the Constitution must ensure independence, territorial integrity and 

national solidarity of Pakistan. In order to attain these objectives it has been laid down 

in the Legal Framework Order that the territories now and hereafter included in 

Pakistan must be united in a federal union which must preserve the territorial unity of 

the State of Pakistan which will be called the Islamic Republic of Pakistan. 

The third fundamental Principle of the future Constitution is that it must be a 

democratic one in which such basic ingredients of democracy as free and periodical 
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elections on the basis of population and direct adult franchise are included. 

Further, the Constitution must include the independence of judiciary, and the 

fundamental rights of the citizens. 

The fourth basic principle of the new Constitution is that it must be a true federal 
one in which powers including legislative, administrative and financial shall be so 

distributed between the Federal Government and the provinces that the provinces 
shall have maximum autonomy, that is to say. Maximum legislative, administrative 

and financial powers and the Federal Government shall have adequate powers 
including legislative, administrative and financial powers to discharge its 

responsibilities in relation to external and internal affairs and to preserve the 

independence and territorial integrity of the country.  

The fifth principle of the Constitution is that it must provide full opportunity to 
the people of all regions of Pakistan for participation in national affairs so that they 

can live together as equal and honorable partners and be moulded into a strong nation 
as visualized by the Father of the Nation, Quaid-i-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah. 

It is, therefore, laid down the Legal Framework Order that opportunities must be 

made available to the people of various regions of Pakistan for enabling them to 

participate in all branches of national activity, and to achieve this objective there must 

be statutory provision to remove all disparities in particular economic disparity, 

among the various provinces of Pakistan within a fixed period. 

The dissatisfaction which has arisen in some regions of the country as a result of 

disparity in economic development has created a big challenge to our emerging 

nationalism. We must, therefore, concentrate our attention and energy to remove this 

sort of discontentment by eliminating its cause. 

I hope, all of you will agree with me that while in the future National 

Government people of every region must have the fullest opportunity to play their 
part in national affairs, the unity and integrity of Pakistan must be preserved and must 

not be allowed to be adversely affected on regional and parochial grounds. 

Pakistan was established on the basis of the idea of the homeland for the Muslims 

of this subcontinent. It was achieved at the cost of the lives of a million Muslims. We 

cannot allow that sacrifice to go in vain. The assertion of Quaid-i-Azam, that Pakistan 

has come to stay, must be upheld at any cost. This is an assumption over which there 
can never be any debate. 

Before moving on to the next subject, I would like to offer my comments on a 

fear that has been expressed in certain quarters that it would not be possible for the 

National Assembly to make a Constitution within the stipulated period of 120 days. I 

must express my complete disagreement with this point of view. I believe that given 

the will and spirit of accommodation which the nation has a right to expect from its 

responsible representatives, the National Assembly will find no difficulty in 

completing its task within the given time. 
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As we all know, the Members will have two or three drafts available to them for 

their consideration in the form of previous Constitutions. So it is not as if this 

Assembly will have to start from scratch. 

The basic ground work in respect of the Preamble, the Directive Principles and 
many other matters has already been done in the previous Constitutions and most of it 

continues to apply. I may also add that I have done everything possible to facilitate 
and speed up the Assembly's work. Adult franchise population basis and 

dismemberment of One Unit are now settled issues. On the procedural side, a 
complete set of Rules of Procedure will be included as a schedule in the Legal 

Framework Order. 

It was against this background that my Government had carefully worked out a 

reasonable period for framing the Constitution, and we considered that 120 days 
would be quite adequate. Let us therefore eschew all further doubts and fears on this 

account. 

In the end, my dear country-men, I would like to say once again that it is my own 

and my Government's firm resolves to bring back democracy to our country. I need 

hardly say that in the achievement of this objective we expect full co-operation and 

unflinching support from every one of you. For without such co-operation and support 

our task will be made infinitely more difficult. 

Our people are intensely patriotic. They will, therefore, tolerate most things 

except of an act of sabotage against the integrity of Pakistan. If anyone thinks 

destroying the basic unity of our people, he is very' much mistaken. The people will 

not stand for this. 

As I said earlier, everyone has a right to offer his solution to the constitutional, 
political, economic and administrative problems of the country, but no one has a right 

to offend a solution which would adversely affect the solidarity of the people of 
Pakistan. This is no one would tolerate. We will refuse to be silent spectators to any 

attacks against Pakistan's entity as a nation. 

Major changes cannot he brought about without courage and patriotism of the 

highest order on the part of the whole nation, the country is passing through a phase 

when personal and all other considerations must be sacrificed for the bigger cause- the 

cause of Pakistan. 

Let me assure you that I have not slightest doubt that, by the grace of Almighty 

God, we shall overcome our present difficulties. 

God bless you all, Pakistan Paindabad. 

 

 

------------ 
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK ORDER, 1970 

 

Rawalpindi, March 30: The following is the text of the Legal Framework Order, 

1970 (President's Order No.2 of 1970) issued here today by the President and Chief 

Martial Law Administrator. General A. M. Yahya Khan: 

Whereas in his first address to the nation on the 26th March, 1969, the President 
and Chief Martial Law Administrator pledged himself to strive to restore democratic 

institutions in the country; 

And whereas in his first address to the nation on the 28th November, 1969, he 

reaffirmed that pledge and announced that polling for a general election to a National 

Assembly of Pakistan will commence on the 5
th

 October. 1970; 

And whereas he has since decided that polling for elections to the Provincial 
Assemblies shall commence not later than the 22nd October, 1970; 

And whereas provision has already been made by the Electoral Rolls Order, 

1969, for the preparation of electoral rolls for the purpose of election of 

representatives of the people on the basis of adult franchise; 

And whereas it is necessary to provide for the constitution of a National 

Assembly of Pakistan for the purpose of making provision as to the Constitution of 

Pakistan in accordance with this Order and provincial Assembly for each Province; 

Now, therefore, in pursuance of the proclamation of the 25th day of March, 1969, 
and in exercise of all powers enabling him in that behalf, the President and Chief 

Martial Law Administrator is pleased to make the following Order: 

Short title and commencement 

1.(a) This Order may be caned the Legal Framework Order. 1970. 

(b) It shall come into force on such dale as the President may, by notification in 

the official Gazette, appoint in this behalf. 

Order to override other laws 

2. This Order shall have effect notwithstanding anything to the contrary 

contained in the Provisional Constitution Order, the Constitution of 1962 of the 

Islamic Republic of Pakistan or any other law for the time being in force. 
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3.(a) In (his Order, unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or context: 

(i) "Assembly" means the National Assembly of Pakistan or a Provincial 
Assembly for a Province provided for in this Order; 

(ii)  "Commission" means the Election Commission constituted under Article 8; 

(iii) "Commissioner" means the Chief Election Commissioner appointed or deemed 

to be appointed under the Electoral Rolls Order, 1969 (P.O.No.6 of 1969); 

(iv) "Electoral roll" means the electoral roll prepared under the Electoral Rolls 

Order, 1969 (P.O. No.6 of 1969); 

(v) "Member" means member of an Assembly; 

(vi) "Speaker" means the Speaker of the National Assembly; and 

(vii) "Centrally Administered Tribal Areas" has the same meaning as in the 

Province of West Pakistan (Dissolution) Order, 1970. 

(b) In relation to the territories included at the commencement of this Order in the 

Province of West Pakistan, references to a Province and a Provincial Assembly shall 
be construed as references respectively to a new Province provided for in the Province 

of West Pakistan (Dissolution) Order, 1970, and the Provincial Assembly for such 
Province. 

4. Composition of the National Assembly, -(a) There shall be a National 

Assembly of Pakistan consisting of three hundred and thirteen members of whom 

three hundred shall be elected to fill general seats and thirteen to fill seats reserved for 

women. 

(b) In conformity with the population figures appearing in the Census of 1961, 

the number of seats in the National Assembly shall be distributed amongst the 

Provinces and the centrally administered tribal areas, as set out in Schedule I. 

(c) Clause (1) shall not be construed as preventing a women from being elected to 

a general seat. 

5. Composition of the Provincial Assemblies, -(a) There shall be a Provincial 

Assembly for each Province consisting of the number of members elected to fill 

general seats and to fill seats reserved for women, as set out in Schedule II in relation 

to such Province. 

(b) Clause (1) shall not be construed as preventing a woman from being elected 

to a general seat. 

6. Principle of election. — (I) Except as provided in clause (2), the members 

shall be elected to the general seats from territorial constituencies by direct election 
on the basis of adult franchise in accordance with law. 

(2) The President may, by regulation, make separate provision for election of 

members from the centrally administered tribal areas. 
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(3) As soon as practicable after the general election of members of the National 

Assembly, the members from a Province for the seats reserved for women in that 

Assembly shall be elected by persons elected to the general seats from that Province 

in accordance with law. 

(4) The members for the seats reserved for women in a Provincial Assembly shall 

be elected by persons elected to the general seats in that Assembly in accordance with 
law. 

7. Casual vacancy. - Where a seat in the National Assembly has become vacant, 

an election to fill the vacancy shall be held within three weeks from the occurrence of 

the vacancy. 

8. Election Commission for conduct of elections. - For the purposes of election 

of the members of an Assembly and matters connected therewith, the President shall 

constitute an Election Commission consisting of the following members, namely: 

(a) the Commissioner, who shall be the Chairman of the Commission: and 

(b) two other members, each being a person who is permanent Judge of a High 

Court. 

9. Qualifications and disqualifications for being a member. - (1) A person 

shall subject to the provision of Clause (2), be qualified to be elected as,  and to be a 

member if: 

(a)  He is a citizen of Pakistan; 

(b)  He has attained the age of twenty-five years; and 

(c)  His name appears on the electoral roll for any constituency in the Province 

or centrally administered tribal areas from which he seeks election. 

(2)  A person shall be disqualified from being elected as, and from being, a 

member if: 

(a)  He is of unsound mind and stands so declared by a competent court; or 

(b)  He is an undercharged insolvent, unless a period of ten years has elapsed 
since his being adjudged insolvent; or 

(c)  He has been, on conviction for any offence, sentenced to transportation for 

any term or to imprisonment for a term of not less than two years, unless a 

period of five years, or such less period as the President may allow in any 

particular case, has elapsed since his release; or 

(d)  He has been a member of the President's Council of Ministers at any time 
following 1st  August. 1969, unless a period of two years or such less period 

as the President may allow in any particular case, has elapsed since he 

ceased to be a Minister; or 

(e) He holds any office in the service of Pakistan other than an office which is 

not a whole time office remunerated either by salary or by fee or 
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(f)  He has been dismissed for misconduct from the scrvice of Pakistan unless a 

period of five years, or such less period as the President may allow in any 
particular case, has elapsed since his dismissal; or 

(g)  Such person is the spouse of a person in the service of Pakistan; or 

(h)  He, whether by himself or by any person or body of persons in trust for him 

or for his benefit or on his account or as a member of a Hindu undivided 
family, has any share or interest in a contract, not being a contract between a 

co-operative society and Government, for the supply of goods to, or for the 
execution of any contract of the performance of any services undertaken by 

Government; 

Provided that the disqualification under sub-clause (Ji) shall not apply to a 

person— 

(i) Whether the share or interest in the contract devolves on him by inheritance 

or succession, or as a legatee, executor or administrator until the expiration 

of six months after it has so devolved on him or such longer period as the 

President may, in any particular case allow; or 

(ii)  Where the contract has been entered into by or on behalf of a public 

company as defined in the Companies Act, 1913 (VII of 1913), of which he 
is a share-holder but is neither a director holding an office of profit under 

the company nor a managing agent; or 

(iii)  Where he is a member of a Hindu undivided family and the contract has 

been entered into by any other member of that family in the course of 
carrying on a separate business in which he has no share or interest. 

(3) For the avoidance of doubt, it is hereby declared that a Judge of the Supreme 

Court or a High Court, the Comptroller and Auditor-General of Pakistan, the 

Attorney- General of Pakistan and an Advocate-General of a Province are persons 

holding offices in the Service of Pakistan. 

(4) If any question arises whether a member has, after his election, become 
subject to any disqualification, the Commissioner shall place the question before the 

Election Commission and, if the opinion of the Commission be that the member has 

become so subject his seat shall become vacant. 

10. Bar against Candidature. - (1) No person shall at the same time be member 
of more than one Assembly or a member of the Same Assembly for more than one 

constituency. 

(2) Nothing in clause (1) shall prevent a person from being at the same time a 

candidate for election from two or more constituencies, but if a person has been 

elected as a member for two or more constituencies and does not, within fifteen days 

of the notification of his election by the constituency by which has been elected last, 

make a declaration in writing under his hand addressed to the Commissioner 

specifying the 
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constituency which, he wishes to represent, all his seats shall become vacant, but so 

long as he is a member for two or more constituencies he shall not sit or vote in an 

Assembly. 

11. Resignation, etc. — (1) A member may resign his seal by notice in writing 
under his hand addressed to the Speaker. 

(2)  If a member is absent from the Assembly without leave of the Speaker for 

fifteen consecutive sitting days, his seat shall become vacant. 

(3)  If a member fails to take and subscribe an oath in accordance with Article 12 
within a period of seven days from the date of the first meeting of the Assembly after 

his election, his seat shall become vacant: 

Provided that the Speaker or, if the Speaker has not been elected, the 

Commissioner, may, before the expiration of the said period, for good cause shown, 
extend the period. 

12. Oath of Members of Assembly. -A person elected as a Member of an 

Assembly shall before entering upon the office, take and subscribe, before a person 

presiding at a meeting of the Assembly an oath or affirmation in the following form, 

namely: 

"I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will bear true faith and allegiance to 

Pakistan and that I will discharge the duties upon which I am about to enter 

honestly, to the best of my ability, faithfully in accordance with the provisions of the 

Legal Framework Order, 1970, the law and rules of the Assembly set out in that 

Order, and always in the interest of the solidarity, integrity, well-being and prosperity 
of Pakistan." 

13. Date of Polling.- Polling for election to the National Assembly shall 

commence on the 5th October, 1970, and polling for election to the Provincial 

Assemblies shall commence on a date not later than the 22nd October, 1970. 

14. Summoning of National Assembly, etc. -(I) After the close of the general 

election of members of the National Assembly, the President shall, for the purpose of 
framing a Constitution for Pakistan, summon the Nation Assembly to meet on such 

day and at such time and place as he may think t; and the National Assembly so 

summoned shall stand constituted on the day of its first meeting: 

Provided that nothing in this clause shall be construed as preventing the President 
from summoning the National Assembly on the ground that all the seats of the 

members have not been filled. 

(2) After meeting as convened under clause (1) the National Assembly shall meet 

at such times and places as the Speaker may decide. 

(3) The National Assembly shall, subject to reasonable adjournments, meet from 

day to day to transact its business. 

15. Right of address, etc., of President. - The President may address the National 

Assembly and send a message or messages to the Assembly. 
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16. Speaker and Deputy Speaker. - (1) The National Assembly shall, as soon as 

may be, elect two of its members to be respectively the Speaker and Deputy Speaker 

and shall, so often as the office of Speaker or Deputy Speaker becomes vacant, elect 

another member to be the Speaker, or, as the case may be. Deputy Speaker. 

(2)  Until the Speaker and Deputy Speaker are elected, the Commissioner shall 

preside at the meetings of the National Assembly and perform the functions of 
Speaker. 

(3)  Where the office of the Speaker is vacant, the Deputy Speaker, or, if the 

office of the Deputy Speaker is also vacant, the Commissioner, shall perform the 

functions of Speaker. 

(4) During the absence of the Speaker from any meeting of the National 

Assembly, the Deputy Speaker or if the Deputy Speaker is also absent, such m ember 

as may be determined by the rules of procedure of the Assembly, shall perform the 

functions of Speaker. 

(5)  A member holding office as Speaker or Deputy Speaker shall cease to hold 

that office 

(a) If he ceases to be a member of the National Assembly; 

(b) If he resigns his office by writing under his hand addressed to the President; or 

(c) If a resolution expressing want of confidence in him is moved in the Assembly 

after not less than fourteen days notice of the intention to move it and passed 

by the votes of not less than two-thirds of the total number of members of the 

National Assembly. 

17. Quoram and Rules of Procedure. - (a) If, at any time during a meeting of 

the National Assembly, the attention of the person presiding at the meeting is drawn 

to the fact that the number of persons present is less than one hundred, the person 

presiding shall either suspend the meeting until the number of members present is not 

less than one hundred or adjourn the meeting. 

(b)  The procedure of the National Assembly shall be regulated by the rules of 
procedure set out in Schedule III; in particular the National Assembly shall decide 

how a decision relating to the Constitution Bill is to be taken. 

(c)  The National Assembly may act notwithstanding any vacancy in the seat of a 

member and no proceedings in the Assembly shall be invalid by reason that some 
members whose election is subsequently held to have been void, or who, after 

election, had incurred a disqualification for membership voted or otherwise took part 
in the proceedings. 

18. Privileges, etc. of the National Assembly, -(a) The validity of any 

proceedings in the National Assembly shall not be called in question in any court. 

(b)  A member or a person entitled to speak in the National Assembly shall not be 
liable to any proceedings in any court in respect of anything said or any vote given by 

him in the Assembly or in any Committee thereof. 
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(c)  The exercise by an officer of the National Assembly of the powers vested in 

him for the regulation of procedure, the conduct of business or the maintenance of 

order in or in relation to any proceeding in the Assembly, shall not be subject to the 

jurisdiction of any court. 

(d)  A person shall not be liable to any proceedings in any court in respect of the 

publication by, or under the authority of the National Assembly of any report, paper, 
vote or proceedings. 

(e)  No process issued by a court or other authority shall, except with the leave of 

the Speaker, be served or executed within the precincts of the place where a meeting 

of the National Assembly or of any Committee thereof is being held. 

19. Allowances and privileges of Members.— The Speaker, the Deputy 

Speaker and the other Members shall be entitled to such allowances and privileges as 

the President may, by order, prescribe. 

20. Fundamental principles of the Constitution.— The Constitution shall be 
so framed as to embody the following fundamental principles: 

(a) Pakistan shall be a Federal Republic to be known as the Islamic Republic 

of Pakistan in which the Provinces and other territories which are now and may 

hereinafter be included in Pakistan shall be so united in a Federation that the 

independence, the territorial integrity and the national solidarity of Pakistan are 

ensured and that the unit of the Federation is not in any manner impaired. 

(b)  (i)Islamic ideology which is the basis for the creation of Pakistan shall be 

preserved; and 

(ii) the Head of the State shall be a Muslim. 

(c) (i) Adherence to fundamental Principles of democracy shall be ensured by 

providing direct and free periodical elections to the Federal and the 

Provincial Legislatures on the basis of population and adult franchise; 

     (ii) the fundamental rights of the citizens shall be laid down and 

guaranteed; 

    (iii) the independence of the judiciary in the matter of dispensation of 

justice and enforcement of the fundamental rights shall be secured. 

(d) All powers including legislative, administrative and financial, shall be so 

distributed between the Federal Government and the Provinces that the 

Provinces shall have maximum autonomy, that is to say maximum legislative, 

administrative and financial powers, but the Federal Government shall also 

have adequate powers including legislative, administrative and financial 

powers to discharge its responsibilities in relation to external and internal 

affairs and to preserve the independence and territorial integrity of the 

Country. 
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(e) It shall be ensured that— 

(i) The people of all areas in Pakistan shall be enabled to participate fully in all 

forms of national activities; and 

(ii) Within a specified period, economic and all other disparities between the 
Provinces and between different areas in a Province are removed by the 

adoption of statutory and other measures. 

21. Preamble of the Constitution.—The Constitution shall contain, in its 

Preamble, an affirmation that: 

(a) The Muslims of Pakistan shall be enabled, individually and collectively, to 

order their lives in accordance with the teachings of Islam as set out in the 

Holy Qumran and Sunni; and 

(b) The minorities shall be enabled to profess and practice their religions 
freely and to enjoy all rights, privileges and protection due to them as 

citizens of Pakistan. 

22. Directive Principles —The Constitution shall set out directive 

principles of State policy by which the State shall be guided in the matter of: 

(a) Promoting Islamic way of life; 

(b) Observance of Islamic moral standards; 

(c) Providing facilities for the teaching of Holy Quaran and Islamiat to the 

Muslims of Pakistan; and 

(d) Enjoining that no law repugnant to the teachings and requirement of 

Islam, as set out in the Holy Quran and Sunnah is made. 

 

23. National and Provincial Assemblies to be the first Legislatures. –
The Constitution shall provide that 

(a) The National Assembly, constituted under this Order, shall: 

(i)  be the first Legislature of Federation for the full term if the Legislature of 

the Federation consists of one House; and 

(ii) be the first Lower House of the Legislature of the Federation for the full 

term if the Legislature of the Federation consists of two Houses. 

 

(c) The Provincial Assemblies elected in accordance with this Order shall be 
the 

First Legislatures of the respective Provinces for the full term. 

24. Time for framing the Constitution.- The National Assembly shall frame 

the Constitution in the form of a Bill to be caned the Constitution Bill within a period 
of one hundred and twenty days from the date of its first meeting and on its failure to 

do so shall stand dissolved. 
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25. Authentication of Constitution.- The Constitution Bill, as passed by the 

National Assembly, shall be presented to the President for authentication. The 
National Assembly shall stand dissolved in the event that authentication is refused. 

26. Purpose for which Assembly may meet-fa) Save as provided in this Order 

for the purpose of framing a Constitution for Pakistan, the National Assembly shall 

not meet in that capacity, until the Constitution Bill passed by that Assembly and 

authenticated by the President, has come into force. 

(b) A Provincial Assembly shall not be summoned to meet until after the 
Constitution Bill passed by the National Assembly has been authenticated by the 

President, and has come into force. 

27. Interpretation and Amendment of Order, etc.— (a) Any question or doubt 

as to the interpretation of any provision of this Order shall be resolved by a decision 
of the President, and such decision shall be final and. not liable to be questioned in 

any Court. 

(b) The President, and not the National Assembly, shall have the power to make 

any amendment in this Order. 

 

SCHEDULE I 

[Art. 4 (2)] 

National Assembly of Pakistan 

 

General Women 

 

East Pakistan  …  …  … 162  7 
 

The Punjab  …  …  … 82  3 
 

The Sind  …  …  …  27  1 
 

Baluchistan  …  …  … 4  1 

 

The North- West Frontier Province   … 18  1 

 

Centrally Administered Tribal Areas   … 7  1 

      Total  300  13 
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SCHEDULE II 

 

(Art. 5 (1)] 

 

Provincial Assemblies 

  

General Women 
East Pakistan 

 

300 10 

The Pumjab.. 
 

180 6 

Sind 
 

60 2 

Baluchistan 
 

20 1 

The North-West Frontier 

Province 

 

40 2 

 

Total 600 21 

 

 

SCHEDULE III 

 

[Art. 17(2)] 

 

RULES OF PROCEDURES 
 

1. Short title—These rules may be called the National Assembly Rules of 
Procedure, 1970. 

2. Definitions.—In these rules unless there is anything repugnant in the 

subject or context 

(a) "Assembly" means the National Assembly of Pakistan.; 

(b) "Bill" means a Bill seeking to frame a Constitution for Pakistan; 

(c) "Commissioner" means the Chief Election Commissioner appointed or deemed 

to be appointed under the Electoral Rolls Order, 1969 (P.O. No.6 of 1969); 

(d) "Committee" means a Committee, including a Select Committee, appointed by 
the Assembly; 

(e) "Member in charge", in relation to a Bill, means the Member by whom the Bill 

have been introduced, and included any other Member permitted only the 

Speaker to do in relation to the Bill anything which the Member in charge can 

do; 

(f) "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Assembly; 

(h) "Speaker" means the Speaker of the Assembly. 
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3.  Function of the Assembly.—(a) The function of the Assembly shall be to 

frame a Constitution for Pakistan. 

(b) The Constitution shall be drawn up and passed by the Assembly in the form 

of a Bill. 

4. Election of .Speaker and Deputy Speaker.— (a) At the first meeting of the 

Assembly, the Commissioner shall, after the Members have taken the oath, call upon 

the Members to elect a Speaker and a Deputy Speaker. 

(b) Any Member may propose another Member with his consent for election as 
Speaker or as Deputy Speaker by communicating to the Secretary in writing the name 

of Member he proposes. 

(c) No Member shall propose more than one Member for election as Speaker or as 

Deputy Speaker. 

(d) The Secretary shall read out separately the names of the Members nominated 

for election as Speaker and as Deputy Speaker. 

(e) Immediately after the names have been read out by the Secretary, any Member 

who has been nominated for election may withdraw his candidature. 

(f) Where, after withdrawals, if any, only one person is left as the candidate for 

election as Speaker or as Deputy Speaker, the Commissioner shall declare such 

candidate to have been elected as Speaker or, as the case may be. Deputy Speaker. 

(g) Where there are more candidates than one for election as Speaker or as 

Deputy Speaker, the Secretary shall read out to the Assembly the names of such 

candidates, and the Assembly shall then proceed to elect the Speaker and Deputy 

Speaker by secret ballot which shall be held in such manner as the Commissioner may 

direct. 

(h) Where there is equality of votes between two or more candidates and the 

addition of one vote for one such candidate would entitle him to be declared elected, 
the Commissioner shall forthwith draw a lot in respect of such candidates and the 

candidates on whom the lot falls shall be declared to have been elected as Speaker or, 
as the case may be. Deputy Speaker. 

5. Speaker to preside over deliberations.—(a) Deliberations of the National 

Assembly shall be presided over by the Speaker and, in his absence, by the Deputy 

Speaker and, in the absence of both the Speaker and the Deputy Speaker, by the 
person whose name is highest on the panel of Chairman from amongst those present 

at the silting. 

(b) II at any time at a sitting of the Assembly neither the Speaker nor the Deputy 

Speaker- nor any person on the Panel of Chairmen is present, the Secretary shall 

inform the Assembly of the fact and the Assembly shall, by a motion, elect one of its 

members present to preside. 
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6. Powers of the Speaker.— (a) The Speaker may, subject to the provisions of 

this Order, adjourn a meeting of the Assembly and call a meeting of the Assembly 

after adjournment. 

(b)  The Speaker shall: 

 (i)   call a meeting of the Assembly to order. 

(ii)  preserve order and decorum and, in the case of disturbance order in the 
galleries, may cause them to be cleared; and 

(iii)  decide all points of order. 

(e)  The Speaker shall have all powers necessary for the purposes of enforcing 

his decisions. 

7. Panel of Chairmen.-The Speaker shall nominate from amongst Member of 

the Assembly a panel of not more than four Chairmen and arrange their names in an 
order of precedence. 

8. Power of the persons presiding.-The person presiding over a meeting of 

the Assembly shall have the same powers as the Speaker while presiding over such 

meeting; and all references in these rules to the Speaker as presiding officer shall be 

deemed to include a reference to such person. 

9. Conduct of business in the Assembly.-The business of the Assembly shall 
be brought before it by means of: 

(a) A motion; 

(b) Amendment to a motion or an amendment to an amendment; and 

(c) Report of a Committee. 

10. Time for meetings.-The meeting of the Assembly shall commence at 9 

a.m. unless otherwise resolved by the Assembly or directed by the Speaker. 

11. Arrangement of business.-(a) A list of business for the day shall be 

prepared by the Secretary and, after it has been approved by the Speaker, a copy 
thereof shall be supplied for the use of every Member before the commencement of 

the business of the day. The list thus prepared shall be called the "Orders of the Day". 

(b) Save as otherwise provided in these rules, no business, not included in the 

Orders of the Day, shall be transacted on any day at any meeting without the leave of 

the Speaker. 

(c) All business appointed for any day and not disposed of on that day shall 

stand over until the next working day, unless the Speaker otherwise directs. 
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12. Notice of motion.-(a) Unless otherwise directed by the Speaker, notice of 

every motion, accompanied by a copy of the motion, shall be given not later than the 
day preceding the day on which the motion is to be moved. 

(b) Every motion required by these rules shall be in writing addressed to the 

Secretary and signed by the Member giving notice and shall be left at the Notice 

Office of the Assembly. 

(c) Notice left at the Notice Office when it is closed shall be treated as given on 

the next open day. 

(d) Where notice of a motion has been given, the Secretary shall send a copy of 

the motion to the Members as soon as possible after notice has been received. 

(e) No notice shall be required: 

(i) For a motion for adjournment of the consideration of the motion which is 
under discussion; or 

(ii) For a motion for reference back to a Committee. 

13. Disallowance and withdrawals of motions-(a) Unless permitted by the 

person presiding over the meeting, no motion which is substantially the same as a 
question which the Assembly has decided in the affirmative or the negative shall be 

made. 

(b) The Speaker may disallow any motion or any part thereof on the ground that 

it is frivolous or dilatory or that it is an infringement of these rules. 

(c) The Speaker may allow any Member to withdraw a motion standing in his 

name. 

14. Seating of Members. -The members shall sit in such order as the Speaker 

may direct. 

15. Members to rise when speaking. -A Member desiring to make any 

observation on any matter before the Assembly shall rise or, if unable to do so shall, 

otherwise intimate his desire to the Speaker and shall only speak when called upon to 

do so by the Speaker and shall address the House standing except when permitted 

otherwise. If, at any time, the Speaker rises, the Member shall cease speaking and take 

his seat. 

16. Time limit for speeches. -The Speaker may, if he thinks fit, prescribe a time- 

limit for speeches. 

17. Languages of the assembly, -(a) The members shall address the Assembly in 

Urdu, Bengali or English, provided that the Speaker may permit any Member who 
cannot adequately express himself in any of these languages to address the Assembly 

in his mother-tongue. 

(b) If a Member desires that an English translation of a summary of his speech 

delivered in a language other than Urdu, Bengali or English should be read to the 
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Assembly, he shall supply a copy to the Speaker who may, in his discretion, allow it 

to be read to the Assembly. Such translation, if read to the Assembly, shall be 

included in the record of the proceedings of the Assembly. 

(c) The official records of the proceedings of the Assembly shall be kept in Urdu, 
Bengali and English. 

18. Decision on matters before Assembly, - (a) A matter requiring the decision 

of the Assembly shall be brought forward by means of a question put by the Speaker. 

(b) The Assembly shall decide how a decision relating to the Constitution Bill is 
to be taken that is, whether by simple majority or by any other special procedure. 

(c) Votes may be taken by voices or division and shall be taken by division if any 

Member so desires. 

(d) The Speaker shall determine the method of taking votes by division. 

(e) The result of a division shall be announced by the Speaker and shall not be 

challenged. 

19. Amendments, -(a) An amendment to which it is proposed. 

(b) An amendment which has merely the effect of a negative vole on the original 
motion shall not be moved. 

(c) Except as permitted by the Speaker: 

(i) Notice of any amendment to a motion shall be given not later than the day 

preceding the day on which the motion is to be moved; and 

(ii) Notice of any amendment to an amendment shall be given before the 

Assembly meets for the day on which the amendment is to be moved. 

(d) The Speaker may disallow any amendment which he considers to be frivolous 

or dilatory. 

(e) The Speaker may put amendments to the vote in any order he may choose. 

20. Re-opening of Decisions of the Assembly. -No matter, which has once been 

decided by the Assembly, shall be re-opened except with the consent of the 

Assembly. 

21. Closure. -Any time after a motion has been made, any Member may move 

"that the question be now put" and unless it appears to the Speaker that the motion is 

an infringement of the right of reasonable debate, the Speaker shall put the motion 

"that the question be now put", and if the motion is accepted, no further discussion 

shall be permitted except for a reply by the Member who originally made the motion. 

22. Irrelevance or repetition. -The Speaker, after having called the attention of 
the Assembly to the conduct of a Member who persists in irrelevance or in tedious 

repetition. 
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either of his own arguments or of the arguments used by other Members in 

debate, may direct him to discontinue his speech, and the Member shall thereupon 

resume his seat. 

23. Limitations on Debate -The matter of every speech shall be strictly relevant 
to the matter before the Assembly. A Member while speaking and not 

(a) Speak offensive and insulting words against the character or proceedings of 

the Assembly; 

(b) Utter reasonable or seditious words; or 

(c) Use his right of speech for the purpose of willfully and persistently 

obstructing the business of the Assembly. 

24. Members not to speak more than once. -No Member shall speak more than 

once on a motion in the Assembly except in the exercise of a right of reply or except 

with the permission of the Speaker and that only for the purpose of making a personal 

explanation without introducing any new debatable matter. 

25. Admission to the Assembly Chambers. -The admission of persons other 

than Members to the Assembly Chamber and its galleries during the sittings of the 
Assembly shall be regulated in accordance with the orders of the Speaker. 

26. Reports of the Proceedings of the Assembly. -The Secretary shall cause full 

reports of the proceedings of the Assembly to be printed and supplied to all Members. 

27. Motion for Leave to Introduce a Dill, -(a) Any Member may move for 

leave to introduce a Bill after giving to the Secretary at least two clear days' notice of 

his intention to do so accompanied by a copy of the Bill. 

(b) If a motion for leave to introduce a Bill is opposed, the Speaker, after 

permitting, if he thinks fit, a brief explanatory statement from the Member who moves 
and from the Member who opposes the motion, may without further debate put the 

question. 

(c) If the leave to introduce the Bill is granted, the Member may introduce the 

Bill. 

28. Publication after Introduction. -As soon as may be after it has been 

introduced, a Bill shall be published in the official Gazette. 

29. Motions after Introduction When a Bill is introduced or on some 

subsequent occasion, the Member in charge may make one of the following motions 
in regard to his Bill, namely: 

(a) That it be taken into consideration by the Assembly either at once or at some 

future day to be then specified; or 

(b) That it be referred to a Select Committee: 
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Provided that no such motion shall he made until after copies of the Bill have 

been made available for the use of Members, and that any member may object to any 

such motion being made unless copies of the Bill have been so made available for 

three days before the day on which the motion is made; and such objection shall 

prevail unless the Speaker, in the exercise of his power to suspend this rule, allows the 

motion to be made. 

30. Discussion of Principle of Bills, -{ (a) On the day on which any such motion 

is made, or on any subsequent day to which the discussion thereof is postponed, the 
principle of the Bill and its general provisions may be discussed, but the details of the 

Bill must not be discussed further than is necessary to explain its principle. 

(b) At this stage, no amendments to the Bill may be moved but if the Member in 

charge moves that his Bill be taken into consideration, any Member may move as an 
amendment that the Bill be referred to a Select Committee. 

31. Persons by whom Motions in respect of Bills may be made. -Unless the 

Speaker permits any other Member to act as the Member in charge, no motion that a 

Bill be taken into consideration or be passed shall be made by any Member other than 

the Member in charge; and no motion that a Bill be referred to a Select Committee 

shall be made by any Member other than the Member in charge except by way of 

amendment to a motion made by the Member in charge. 

32. Procedure after Presentation of Report, -(a) After the presentation of the 

report of the Select Committee on a Bill, the Member in charge may move: 

(i) That the Bill as reported by the Select Committee be taken into consideration: 

Provided that any Member may object to its being so taken into consideration if a 

copy of the report has not been made available for the use of Members and such 

objection shall prevail unless the Speaker allows the report to be taken into 

consideration; or 

(ii)That the Bill as reported by the Select Committee be recommitted either  

(a) Without limitation; or 

(b) With respect to particular clauses or amendments only; or 

(c) With instructions to the Select Committee to make some particular or an 

additional provision in the Bill. 

(d) If the Member in charge moves that the Bill be taken into consideration any 

Member may move as an amendment that the Bill be recommitted. 

33. Proposal of Amendments.-(a) When a motion that a Bill be taken into 
consideration has been carried any Member may propose an amendment of the Bill. 

(b) A Member who intends to propose an amendment shall give notice thereof to 

the Secretary together with a copy of the amendment. 
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(c) The Secretary shall cause a copy of the amendment to be made available for 

the use of every Member. 

34. Amendments Procedure. -Amendments shall ordinarily be considered in the 

order of the clauses of the Bill to which they respectively relate, and in respect of any 
such clause a motion shall be deemed to have been made "that his clause (or, as the 

case may be, that this clause, as amended) stand part of the Bill". 

35. Submission of Bills Clause by Clause. -When a motion that a Bill be taken 

into consideration has been carried, it shall be in the discretion of the Speaker to 

submit the Bill or any part of the Bill to the Assembly clause by clause and when he 

does so, the Speaker shall call each clause separately and when the amendments 

relating to it have been dealt with shall put the question. That his clause (or, as the 

case may be, that this clause, as amended) stand part of the Bill". 

36. Passing of Bills. - (a) When a motion that a Bill be taken into consideration 

has been carried and no amendment of the Bill is made, the Member in charge may at 

once move that the Bill be passed. 

(b) If any amendment of the Bill is made, any Member may object to any motion 
being made, on the same day, that the Bill be passed, and such objection shall prevail, 

unless the Speaker allows the motion to be made. 

(c) Where the objection prevails, a motion that the Bill be passed may be brought 

forward on any future day. 

(d) No amendment which is neither formal nor consequential upon an amendment 

made after the Bill was taken into consideration shall be moved to a motion that the 

Bill be passed. 

37. Withdrawal of Bills.—The member in charge may at any stage move for 
leave to withdraw the Bill introduced by him; and, if such leave is granted, no further 

motion may be made with reference to the Bill. 

38. Lapse of Bills. When a Bill is passed, all other Bills pending before the 

Assembly shall lapse. 

39. Authentication.-When the Constitutional Bill is passed by the Assembly the 

Secretary shall submit to the President for authentication a copy thereof signed by the 

Speaker. 

40. Committees of the Assembly.-(a) The Assembly may, besides a Select 
Committee constituted in relation to a Bill, appoint as .many Committees and allocate 

to each such Committee such business as it may think fit. 

(b) The members of the Committee including the Chairman shall be appointed by 

the Assembly at the time it appoints the Committee. 
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(c) A casual vacancy in a Committee shall be filled as soon as possible after it 

occurs by nomination by the Speaker. 

(d) If the Chairman is not present at any meeting of the Committee, the members 

of the Committee shall elect once of their members to be the Chairman. 

(e) In the case of an equality of votes, the Chairman shall have a second or 

casting vote. 

41. Power of any Committee to act notwithstanding Vacancy, -(a) Subject to 

the requirement of a quorum prescribed by or under these rules a Committee 
appointed by the Assembly shall have power to act notwithstanding any vacancy in 

the membership thereof. 

(b) A Committee may hear expert evidence and representatives of special 

interests who may desire to place their views before it. 

42. Quorum of the Committee.-(a) At the time of the appointment of the 

Members of a Committee, the number of Members whose presence shall be necessary 

to constitute a quorum for a meeting of the Committee, and the time within which the 

Committee shall make its report, shall be fixed by the Assembly. 

(b) If at the time fixed for any meeting of the Select Committee, or if at any time 

during any such meeting, the quorum is not present, the Chairman of the Committee 
shall either suspend the meeting until a quorum is present or adjourn the meeting to 

some future day. 

(c) Where the Committee has been adjourned in pursuance of sub-rule (b) on two 

successive dates fixed for its meeting, the Chairman shall report the fact to the 
Assembly. 

43. Voting in Committee.-(a) All questions at a meeting of a Committee shall be 

determined by a majority of the Members present and voting. 

(b) The Chairman shall not vote except in the event of equality of votes. 

44. Reports of the Committees, -(a) A Committee shall make a report relating to 

the business allocated to it or in the case of a Select Committee on the Bill referred to 

it. 

(b) If any Member of a Committee desires to record a minute of dissent on any 

point he must sign the report stating that he does so subject to his minute of dissent, 

and must at the same lime hand in his minute. 

45. Presentation of Reporter. - (a) The report of a Committee shall be presented 

to the Assembly by the Chairman. 

(b) The Secretary shall cause every report of a Committee, together with the 

views of the minority, if any, to be printed in English and a copy thereof made 

available for the use of every member of the Assembly. The report, with the views of 

the minority, if any, 
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shall be published in the official Gazette and in the case of the report of a Select 

Committee, it shall be published together with the Bill as settled in the Committee. 

46. Agenda and Notice of the Meetings of Committees, -(a) The time-table of 

business of a Committee and the agenda for each meeting of the Committee shall be 
determined by the Chairman of the Committee. 

(b) Notice of all meetings of a Committee shall be sent to the Members of the 

Committee. 

47. Suspension of Rules. -Whenever any inconsistency or difficulty arises in the 
application of these rules, any Member may, with the consent of the Speaker, move 

that any rule may be suspended in its application to a particular motion before the 

Assembly, and if the motion is carried, the rule in question shall stand suspended. 

48. Removal of Difficulties. -Where in the opinion of the Speaker any difficulty 
is likely to arise in carrying out the provisions of these rules, or in respect of any 

matter for which no provisions or no sufficient provision exists in the rules, the 
Speaker may make such rules as he thinks fit, not inconsistent with rules, for the 

purpose of removing the difficulty. 

 

 

 

--------------- 
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&'A� ��(% ������ ?������� A\��3� ‘‘ ������5  2?"�  �#����’’ A\�3G�� ��l ��l A� 2�� 
�I��EI� �?���<। v�� ����? � 88��� C  ����! �8w��� A��� �����< A�- ‘‘���� �?�� ������ F 
��l������ �  ��� �?��।’’ 

?������ A\��3� 2?"�  �#������ C �! ��  �Q9G�� A� ��� ���� >? Lx��� ����� F 
L�����  A8��  ���� (���?�� ����� A(.�  �� �?���<। ����3  ���� 2?"�  �#�����  Ki� 
������ "G���3��� M�� ��Z� � �� F K,� ������ ?������� C �� e�I�  A� ���E�� � �� 
��?���< ���� � ��� �I�����������। A���� 2��� 8������G� ����%  �l��� ���  �Q9 ������ 
2��� y.E���  8��?�� ���� (�? A� ?������ �G�� C? ������� A � E���? C����� ��h��� 
����3� � ! h�G���"9 �। 

������ ��� A ��! ����3� ��o�(�� 1�� ��� M��� ������? k-�/� F **-�/� ���� ��h���� ��9 
���� C A������� ��� ���9 ����T� �?���<। A � �9�6 �� A"�T�� A������ M�� �E%�  ���� k-
�/� F **-�/� �����  2��� A �E���? �9�z �?�� ��� �। 2��� ��  �� C ��� k-�/� F 
**-�/�� ������? ��� ���� L�����  �8�� ������ ���� C�� 
��[��� F E��� �����5� 
��{ ������  8�h� ���3 k-�/� F **-�/�� ����9�� ��(�9��F 
� ��  ���� � ��� 
����8����� 2�F >�%�� 2�Z�� �O�.� ���9�� ������ <��-S�� ,  O3  F A���� ���3 ������ 
��`�� � � � �� 34�5�  `���� ��o4�?��।  

��%�� Lc��� �� ��  [O%  A\��3� ��Q�����  ������ <�����8 �I��%? �8%  �����<। 
���%�� �� �� A�? C ? ��Q�����  ��< ��8� ���� (���  ����� A(.�� ��7 ������<। 2��� 
����� C? ��Q����� ��� 2����� L�c� � ��  �����<।  

�������� ��%��� 
�E���  L�c� ����8�� 1� � ��|F ��%�� �����  �� �� <��-S�� , 
 O3  F ��8R��   �%���� �����  2?� Ah/����I�%  ���E^ ��� ����  �����<। 28 <����� 
��`,  
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�V� F A������ M�� *J �z�� �S�  ��������� ������<। 2��� L����@ M6 2��� 
��9������ ���� 8��?���<।  

M����6 L�c�� ������Q�� ��������� ���3�  C  F L��E�89 ������ � � (D��f� ��`�� 
`���� ��o4�?�� �?��। 2�� ���� ���%���3 2��� C����� <��-S�� - O3  8�� C  ��h��� 
m 9 "�4�� ����।  ���? �1� ���Q� ������ 2"��� ,? C��� �l���� ���<� F �E�-���Q��E� 
���9�� ‘‘���� ����’’ ���  �� C�� �} �~ 2F��8 ����� 

* ?������� A\��3� 2?"�  �#���� �����  ��� k-�/� �E�[  
��[��� F **-�/� �E�[  
����5 �G��� 89 ���%�Er� "G���3� "#  ���� �?��। 

* ��%�� �����  �� �� �G�� L"G���5  ��Q���� �����  ���� �?��। 

* <����� ��`,�V� F A������ M�� *J �z�� �S�  ��������� ����� F ���E^ �����  
2?� ��8���7 F ��� ��(��� 2!  ��8�Z��� � � <�� S��   O3  F ��8R��   �%�� ���6 
���� �?��। 

����-������  �%�I(�� 
A��� **!�� �!���� <���E�, �E����3 A��E����� F ���Q�E ���%।  

�I�% ��� �� <����" 

 
 
 
 
 
 

�I�% ��� �� <�����"� �(�� �H��  A�����/8�� ����  [O%  JK, ��� � E� _� � �?�� � ���� F �(����। 

 
 
 

---------------- 
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����������������������������    �I��I��I��I�    ��������������������    

2?"�  �#���� 2����� ������ F 
���%�Er� ���%����V� ���� 

�I�% ��� �� <�� ?M�� *K C���, *+,' 

 

���%�Er� ���%����V� ������ C�� ?������� ��%�(� 2?"�  �#���� F���%�Er� ���%����V� ������ C�� ?������� ��%�(� 2?"�  �#���� F���%�Er� ���%����V� ������ C�� ?������� ��%�(� 2?"�  �#���� F���%�Er� ���%����V� ������ C�� ?������� ��%�(� 2?"�  �#���� F    
�����5������5������5������5�    �I���� A\�3G�� ��������I���� A\�3G�� ��������I���� A\�3G�� ��������I���� A\�3G�� �������----    

�I�% ��� �� <�� ?M���� M��9��" �I�% ��� �� <�� ?M���� M��9��" �I�% ��� �� <�� ?M���� M��9��" �I�% ��� �� <�� ?M���� M��9��" ((((����� ������ ������ ������ �����))))    
*&*&*&*&? C���? C���? C���? C���, , , , A������A������A������A������, , , , ‘‘‘‘������ ���������� ���������� ���������� ����’ ’ ’ ’ ���  `���  `���  `���  `    

    

��h��� E�? F A�����, 

��"� "G-LE�9n��� /�� $
��(��� 2?��� �� ���� L��� \�!���<। ���� A���� ���3 
"E��E��� 2��  �����<� A� 2�^ �����G ��%�(�� ���9�� A� 8���� ���3� "�#� �?�� ��?���< 
m ���3�� 8"�G� 2��-2 �a�� �E�[�� 
���E��� C �! ����5 �G�  ���� ������। C�� 
C?E��� A���� ������5  �� ! F ���9�� � O� "G���5  ����� �?��। �����  ��� F 
A����UV ?������ �� Q���� 2���� C �! ���%�Er� 8���� ���3��� ���9�� ��%��(� 
8"G������"G  �O%  ������5  �9�c� ��G� ������ ���  �����<��। � � ���� 
A����UV ��%�(�� A� 2?"�  �#����� 2��� A\�3G�  ���� A������� 2��-2 �a�� ��`�� 
C  `� 2\�� ������<।  

A\��3� ��%�(� 2?"�  �#���� 2��� ���� ��%�(� 8���� ���3��   ��%9�� ��������E��� 
‘‘ �%�� ?s��  �%’’  ��G� �1� �1� ���3�� ���G�  �� �?���<। ‘‘ �%�� ?s��  �%’’  ���� C? 
���3�  �O%  ����5 "O��� �?��F M���  �����  ����� ��� �� Q��� A����U�V� ����? 
������� �� ����  2?F �G�  �� �?���<। ����5 �G��� 89 ��%���� ���3��� ���%�Er�e 
����� � <�? �?। 8"�G� ��%��(� ������"G  �O%  8"�G� 2��-2 �a�� �1� **-�/� F k-
�/� ����b���� �E�[�� ����5 �G��� � � 
����� F L�� �� ��G  �� �?���<। C? L�c�� 
8"�G� 2 �a� L����� ��%-�G% ���%���3 L��� "G�5, �I�% ������� � � E�3�-E�3� ����3� 

��[���, A�r��  L�� �� �EO��� 
� O�� ��� ��� A � ���? 8"�G� ���� �(�  �� �t� 
�?�� �। /��  8"�G� 2��-2 �a� L����� A���� ������5  �� ! �����  �� �t� �?�� 
�। v�� ����? ��, ��%�(�� 2?"�  �#���� 2��� ���� A���� E��39z �����5� ��� � � 
A�r��  �{? A����UV 
�� ��%����  ���� �����<। �����5� �I���� �H� % A� ��o(�! ���� 
2? ������ ���9���I� E��� ����� ���%� A\��3� �?���< 
��[��� �H� % �9��9�  ���� �"o�� 
A � F ������I��� ���9 ��3� ���� A� ��� ��%���� �?���< ������ k-�/� F **-�/�  ��% �� 
 �� �t� �। M��� ��%�E�[�� 8"G�  ��E6  ��� ����� �������  �9�c� ���z  �� 
�?���<। C?E��� ��9Q AE��!� L�� �� 
� ��  �� �?��F �������� ����Q� 2��� AQ�� 
����� 2?���� �9�c�? (���  �� �?���<।C?E��� 8"�G� ?s�� ��`�� ��� ��� 2�� �! 
����5 �G�  ��� M�� "G��5� ��� (���?�� A�F��� �9�c� C�� M���� � O���Q 8"G  �O%  
����� O� *+ik ����� ����D����� �����5� �I����b��� (���?��� �9�c� �?���< C�� C?E��� 
�� �� C  E��� A������� M�� ����5 (���?�� 
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�����<�। 2� ��%�� �� �� �����5�  �#���� ��%��G  ���� ��� �E�[��? A �� M��� 
�������E��� A���� ����e ��%��(� 8��������� M�� <��4�� �����<। C? ��  �?�� ����5 
�G��� $
����5  ���� �I��%� �� ���� 1�� ���<। 

L9���  <�����8  �O%  ��9��9�� ��Q�����  (I4�fE��� A\�3G�  �� �?���<। ��?  

������ �� �?��? $�w��  "G���5  ��%����Q, ���%8� F ��8�E9 ��Q� �?�� <�����8 
��x� �?���<। _� � ��p���9����� ���G89 ��E�", ���8��w� ��E�", 2?,?,2�, �� r�� 
��p���9���, A��U 9�� F AUV��  ��8 ���8 �9�G  ��8, 8"^�1  ��8, ����! �   ��8, 
 O�3  ��8, C,�U,�!, 2? h��/  2!% ?��!�!M!, A! � 9�� ?��!�!M!, �9��� A��U 9�� �EO�� 
��Q� ���T��� <�� <������ ���� 28F ����� �F�� �?���< �। ��� C�� A���.�� ����9� ���� 
F ��! ���9� (�� 2 �� ���G  �����<। <����� ������ 2��, ������M���, ����, ��%�, �����v 
��G , �I ��� A\�3 F 8��� ��G ���, L8� ���, ������� ����, A��� �� ���, ���>��� 
A(r������ L���9 A������  <��-S�� - O3 -��8R��  A�O�OZ�   ���`�, �����, Ah/���� 
������� �EO��� ���9�� �(� ������ �� ��� ���G�  �� �?���<।  

���������� 89 �����  �� ���� ���  ���� �?��� �� �?��? 2��� A���� "G���5  
��6b��� m 9 �8�� ����� 2��� 8��?���<���। ����3�� "� *�� 8������ �?�� ��8R��  
 ��% ����� ����� L�� �� �/���� ��F��� �� "G���5  ��6 F ��8R��  ��b��� m 9�8�! 
 ������ L��� b`e 2��� �9��9�  �����<��� � � � ��? 8��, 2����� C? 2���� A � A � 
��4� � ���� ��� "G���5  ��6 F ��b��� ���9 ���E� F LR 9  �O�.  ��। ���? >��8  A� 
**-�/� Mn�� ��� <������8� ���9F ���E� ��j �?�� F�#। L�����  ��QG�]� A"�T�b�� 
������� ����D����� �Q9 L8%�� 89 "G���5  ��6b��� ��`�� m 9�� �� C�� ������5  
��{ �� ���� M�� (�� �O�.  �� A� 8���� ���3� ���%�Er� �?�� � ����। M��� ?�� 8�� 2�< 
A� ��� ���� ��� �"�T� ���"�E���? "G�5, 
��[��� F S��   O3� � 
��1%� ��`��। C? 
�!EI����? A����UV A� ��%�(� 2?"�  �#���� A\�3G�  �����< M�� A���� �9��  8"�G� 

��1%� ��`�� �"���<।  C  �z�� 2�" �6Q�� ��h�� C�� "G���5  ��6� m� 9� A8��� ��b�� 
���� 2���  �� �t� �?���<� C�� ���%�Er� 8���� ���3� ��%�(�� A� ������ A����UV 
?������ �� ���� ���9 �?���<�� 28 "G���5  ��6� ���E��� /��? A����UV ?������ �� C? 
������ L�w�  ���� �������<। ��� �"�T� 28 A r��� ��� ������� �6 F 8���� �I�9 
L1%��  ���� ���� ��?���<। � � �I�% ����� �1� ���� ��� ���� ��h��� <��-���8 F 8"G 
��� �"�T�� C? L��(.� �91%  ���� �O����w ������<।  

A���� "G���5  ��8R��  ��b�� F A�O�OZ C�� <�����8��  O3 , S�� , ��9��[, 
����8��� � ��� ��� 2����� 2��� A� ��� 1�� �� m 9�� �M F **-�/� ���T�� �Q9 �?�� 
���%�Er� 8���� ���3�  ������ ������ m 9�� ���T�� ��1 2"�?�� 2��। ���� ����-
‘����D����� 2?"�  �#���� ������  �’। 2��� �O�E��� ��p��  �� C�� ?����� �?�� C? 
��Q� h�G  �����< A� m 9�� 2�Z���� ��1 2"�?�� 2���� ��8� 2����� ������। � � 
���E� 2�� ��%��। �� ����  ��< ����� A���� ������5  ���9� CE��� �����  ��� 89 
��%�(� 2?"�  �#���� ������  �� ���%�Er� 8���� ���3�  ������ �1 ���  `। L91�� 
A���� ��8R��  �c�� ���� ����� �?��।  
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���"G���"G���"G���"G    

A���� C? ����c���� 2��� �I�% ������ ��h��� <�����8�  ����D����� A\�3G���I��� 
������� m 9��E��� `���� ��o4�?��� 89 2��� 8��?���<। ���1 ���1 "G�5 F 
��[��� ��� 
��6�  ����3�� �����"� "G���5  <�� ��"#b���  ���� �� �G%�� E����� m 9�� 2�Z���� 
2��� 8��?���<।  

2��, 2"��� *&? C��� ������ ���� ��/�9����  ��� ���9�� 2F��8 ����� 

o ���%�Er� ���%���V ���� �?��।  

o ��%�(�  �#���� ������   �।  

o �����5� �I���� �����  �। 

o �����  2?  �����  �।  

o �����  �� ���� ��Q���� ��� �।  

o <���� � � ��8�Z���� ���6 (�?। 

o ����� ��  �।  

o **-�/�� ��h�� (���?।  

 

_� � �����  �%�I(��_� � �����  �%�I(��_� � �����  �%�I(��_� � �����  �%�I(��    

o *&? C���, A������, � � ��Q� ���T��  ���� ��� � M�[��।  

o A��� **!�� _� � ��p���9��� �!���� �����G <�� �E� F ���Q�E ���<�।  

 

������N���        �`� ?����  

�E����          �����G �H��  

�I�% ��� �� <�� ?M��।      �I�% ��� �� <�� ?M��। 

 

 

------------ 
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����������������������������    �I��I��I��I�    ��������������������    
�Z� ���6 F ���� ���� 

  
9�� (E�3��), <�� ?M�� F                       

S��  A/U���� 
        *, C���, *+,'  

 
*+A� C���, ������ 

‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘�Z� ���6 F ���� �����Z� ���6 F ���� �����Z� ���6 F ���� �����Z� ���6 F ���� ����’’ ’’ ’’ ’’ M���QM���QM���QM���Q    
��������������������    

FFFF    
8�E�8�E�8�E�8�E�    

c�� �� ����c�� �� ����c�� �� ����c�� �� ����, , , , ���� �� �� ���� �� �� ���� �� �� ���� �� �� &&&&!�!�!�!�    
��� �6�� �F��� 2�>� ����� �� E������� �6�� �F��� 2�>� ����� �� E������� �6�� �F��� 2�>� ����� �� E������� �6�� �F��� 2�>� ����� �� E����    

    

E�?��, 

A�� 28 C  (�� L1%R��  F ���9 �� �!� �X���। <�o!�?, � -2M! F D���%�� 
��9�I��9� (��� A���� 8��� ���E^ L�� �8��� F A�� �O�� C�� L9�9 9����"� ����-��F�� 
2����� 89 D��? ��%\�!� �1 ���<�� �?�� ���9 �?���<। L9��� , ����9� M��I�9 C�� 
D�Q���� LE�� �z�� ��8�-!9���� 8���� h��� 8-8���   ���� �������< >��%��। 2����� 
A���� �`G ��Q�1%� ���8F ������� M�� (���?�� A�F�� L"G���5  ��Q���� ����� �?�� 
L
� O�� 8��?���<। 2� 8" ���E^ L���� 9����"� ����-��F�� �?�� ��h��  ��� 89 
������? 2"�?�� 2�����< �������? c� �?���<  ���"���। 28 ��8R��  A�� A��� �� ���, 
����� ����, 2����� 8����, �� ����, <�� A�� ������M���, S��  A��, ���/�� �  
�8������� �����9  ��8R�� , A�U ?M��,  O3  F <����� A8����� ��Z। S��  A��  �8� 
8�/� 2���, ����� �� A�, <����� 8���� �������� 2�F L�� � ��`�� Ah7��� ��F��� 
C�� S��  A�� 2��� �����, 2�>� ���� �� 2�F L�� � ��`�� ����� �������<। 

C? L�c�� �8��� 8��� �F��� 2�>� ����� �� E���� 2"��� *+A� C���, ������ 
���� A���9��� ‘‘�Z����6 F ���� ����’’ ����� 2��� 8��?���<। C? ������ ����b��� 
�?���<� 

(*)  2!  F ��8� ��7 � � ��8R�� , A�U ?M��,  O3  F <�� A��� ���6 (�?, Ah7��� 
������� F ����� ��9����  �; �����  ��%\! ��� �O� � � ���-S��� � ���6 (�?। 

(K)  K' !� � �G ��� (�� F *' !� � �G ��� "� (�?; ��8�-!9���� ���� ���!%�/� ! 8��� 
 �� (���  �; A!� �����/�  �8 (�?। 

(&)  �I�% ��� ��� i C � C�� ���� ��� ��� *K.i C � ��%f 8��� ���� ��F ��8� 
�F �/  �, ��� F �� ��� 8�� "��� F EI����  O3 ��� ���9 ����  �, A���"� !9�� 
�F �/  �, ���� M��  � �F �/  �, �"%���� M�s�  �� (��� �। 

(J)  ��� ���� ��� � -2M�!� L�� �� A�F�� (��� �, ��%\�!�  L�� ���� S�� ��� 
A�r1 ��  3� �3� L�� ��  ����  �, S��� � ���� �8��� ����  >?�� !� � ��%��G 
 �।  
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(i)  ��9����8�� �8������ ���  ��F, ������� A�� � (���  �, ��! F 2��� 9��9 
�I�9 ���� ���। 

(k)  <��, ��Q  F  ��%�� ������� ��� ���� ���� ���। 

(,)  A�� C� ������ � L�U%9�� �����  �, 9���� A�� ��� AE�l ��F। 

M����6 ����b��� 2����� A����- O3 �� 8��� � � L���� 8`�� ����। 2�� 2��� 
m 9��E��� m ���� ����� ��9 ���� C� C  "G-2�Z���� �I(�  �� ���� "G-L�� ���� 
��`�� I�E��� A� (D�f v` �?���< M���  �9�1%  ���� ����। _� � ����� ����, ��!��, ��� (��  
���� ��� � ! 2����� L�����, 2���� m �� � �� k !� �?�� A��� *!� ��%f ����� �� 
������ *+A� C��� ‘‘��Z ���6 F ���� �����  ’’ ��/�9����  ���� 2"�?�� 2��।  � ������ 
S�� -E�?��� ��� 2����� 2���, 2���� m��  ��� (� � �� ���� C�� ��� ��� ���<� 
�� ��� 8�E�� A��"��  `।  

    

��8��� 2����8��� 2����8��� 2����8��� 2�� 
 ��% �� �����G �H��  

�I�% ��� �� <�� ?M��। 

����8�� A���� ������8�� A���� ������8�� A���� ������8�� A���� ��    
�����G �H��  

�I�% ��� �� <�� ?M��। 

A����X� �����A����X� �����A����X� �����A����X� �����    
�H��  

_� � ��� 9��। 

 

 

+/C?(, ������ C���� �?�� � ���� F 8�"O�� �����,ii,  ���!��� (��"d), _� �-* �?�� �����।  
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PAKISTAN CANNOT BE DESTROYED 

BY ANY POWER, SAYS MUJIB 

'Islam in Danger' Cry a Political Stunt 

Awami League Election Campaign Launched 

 

Dacca, June 7: The Awami League Chief. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, declared 
today amidst cheers that Pakistan had come to stay and that there was no force which 

could destroy it. 

Addressing a massive public meeting at Ramna Race Course this afternoon in 

torrential rains, the Sheikh repeatedly held out the assurance that Islam was in no 

danger on the sacred soil of Pakistan, and lashed out at those who raised cries of 

"Islam in danger" on flimsy grounds, to promote their own political ends. He said in 

the past also similar bogeys were raised by a section of the people during the 1954 

elections in East Pakistan and on the question of joint electorate, but it had been 
proved conclusively that "Islam in danger" cry was a mere political stunt. 

Today's public meeting was organized by the Awami League to commemorate 

the movement of June 7, 1966, when a number of people fell to the bullets of the 

police of Ayub regime. Despite inclement weather and pouring rains, hundreds of 

thousands of enthusiastic people sat through the meeting to hear the Sheikh who was 

the only speaker. Defying rains, the people came from far and near in processions on 

foot and in buses and trucks and trains and launches. They shouted six-point slogans 

and rented the air with cries of "joy Bangla". West Pakistani Awami League leaders 

who came to attend the Council meeting of the All-Pakistan Awami League which 

concluded yesterday were also present on the dais. 

Sheikh Mujib regretted that the Fourth Five-Year Plan had been announced by 

the present Government despite his party's demand that it should be left for the future 

Government to draw up the Plan. He declared the Fourth Plan would be scrapped and 

recast when a representative Government was inducted into office after the elections. 

The Awami League chief, who was frequently greeted with slogans of "Banga 

Bandhu" (Friend of Bengal), told the meeting that the coming elections should be 
treated as a referendum on the autonomy issue-whether the people wanted autonomy 

on the basis of his party's six-point programme. 

The Sheikh, who formally announced the launching of his party's election 

campaign as from today, asked' the people to "finish" the "Mir Jafars" of Bengal 
through elections and to see to it that their boxes went empty during the polls. 
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Agency reports add : 

The Awami League chief said that from the allocations in the Fourth Plan which 
had recently been announced, it appeared that East Pakistan had not been given her 

due share of 56 per cent on the basis of her population. He posed a question, "If the 
allocations arc not properly made how you could remove the disparity?" 

The meeting also said that the elected representatives of the people would have to 

revise the Fourth Five-Year Plan and alter it in every respect necessary to bring it into 

accord with those constitutional provisions which were expected to invest the 

Governments of federating units with full power of economic management. 

The meeting referred to the shortfall of Rs. 1,100 crores in the Third Plan 

expenditure in East Pakistan and urged that all the previous shortfalls in the Plan 

expenditure be made up. It held that no annual development plan could represent 

meaningful steps towards revising the trend of economic disparity "unless the 

previous shortfalls are made up." 

Sheikh Mujib recalled how in the past East Pakistan had been exploited and 

described how people had suffered under successive Governments. 

The Awami League chief said that his party's struggle was to create a society free 

from exploitation, to eliminate the exploiters and to free the toiling masses-peasants) 

and workers-from exploitation. 

Replying to the propaganda against the six-point programme, he said that in 

realization would in no way harm Pakistan. "The six points will be realized and 

Pakistan shall also stay", he said amidst loud cheers. 

 

Deep-laid Conspiracy 

Sheikh Mujib said that the economic situation in the country was deteriorating 

and that there was a deep-laid conspiracy to paralyze the economy by closing down 
mills and factories. Referring to the Adamjee Jute Mills riots of 1954, he said there 

was a similar conspiracy to create chaos and confusion to prevent the smooth transfer 
of power to the people. He referred to the recent closure of the Adamjee Jute Mills 

and asked for its immediate reopening. 

The Awami League chief said that his party was not anxious to come to power, 

because they believed that even without coming to power the rights of the people 
could be realized. In this connection he referred to his party's earlier demand for 

representation on the basis of population and the breakup of One Unit in West 
Pakistan, which were ultimately realized. He also referred to their struggle for making 

Bengali one of the State languages. 

Sheikh Mujib said that his party's struggle was to establish 'workers and peasant' 

rule in the country. He said that their demand for exemption of land revenue up to 25 

bighas had partly been realized, when it was learnt that the Government was going to 

grant such exemption up to nine bighas. Awami League manifesto had promised 

workers share in industries, he said. 
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The big crowd at the meeting signified their support by raising their hand s when 

at one stage Sheikh Mujib asked if they wanted to realize regional autonomy on the 

basis of his party's six-point programme, if they wanted to establish the rule of 

workers and peasants and above all if they like to live as human beings. 

The Sheikh censured the Jamaat-i-Islami for what he called their anti-East 

Pakistan role and for trying to deprive the people of this province of their legitimate 
rights by creating confusion in the name of Islam. He alleged that Maulana 

Moudoodi's partymen in East Pakistan were paid workers serving the case of those 
who made money by exploiting East Pakistan. The Awami League chief also 

criticized Khan Abdul Qayyum Khan, Nawab zada Nasrullah, Chowdhury 

Mohammad Ali and Ataur Rahman Khan. Besides he also criticized Mr. Nurul Amin 

for his role as Chief Minister, with particular reference to the language movement. 

Referring to Mr. Nurul Amin's observation that the coming elections could not be 

regarded as referendum on six points, the Sheikh said that in undivided India when 
"Mr. Gandhi and other Congress leaders had opposed the partition of India, the 

Muslims had voted for Pakistan through referendum." 

He said that the people of the country alone could frame the country's constitution 

and no constitution framed at the instance of any individual would be acceptable to 

them. 

The Awami League chief pointed out that the elected representatives of the 

people were "alone competent to frame the constitution on behalf of the people." 

In this context he once again urged the President to amend Articles 25 and 27 of 
the Legal framework Order immediately making the Parliament supreme in" 

constitution- making. 

Sheikh Mujib warned those who had been trying to establish dictatorship. He said 

that the people had learnt to sacrifice their blood for a cause and they would resist all 

attempts to sabotage the elections. 'Take a lesson from history," he asked them. 

He said that these anti-election forces had tried to create trouble at Mirpur, 
Mohammadpur, Postagola, Khulna and many other places. The Sheikh declared that 

no one had the power to undo Pakistan and the people who had achieved Pakistan 

would defend it. They would realize their due rights as well, he added" 

Sheikh Mujib reminded his audience that the Ayub Regime had snatched away 
the right of franchise and the people had to make tremendous sacrifices to get back 

that right. He urged the people to exercise their right of franchise in the coming 
elections judiciously so that those who had betrayed them in the past could be 

completely eliminated. 

 

 

 

------------- 
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<����" 2�I� 8`�� �E�� �������� �I�% ��� �� <�����"� �� �%��� K& 8���?, *+,' 

 

�I�% ��� �� <����" A ��� ������ �I�% ��� �� <����" A ��� ������ �I�% ��� �� <����" A ��� ������ �I�% ��� �� <����" A ��� ������ KK KK KK KK C�� C�� C�� C�� K&K&K&K&A� 8���?�� L��T� A� 8���?�� L��T� A� 8���?�� L��T� A� 8���?�� L��T�     
8`�� �E�� ��������8`�� �E�� ��������8`�� �E�� ��������8`�� �E�� ��������    

A��  �����A��  �����A��  �����A��  �����    

2���-C����� 8���������� 2�Z���� ��� ��Q�b`, ����89��� F M��������������� 
2�Z���� �������, 2���  ?�Z������� 8  ‘‘��� ��%�’’, �O�z ��6 A8�!���EI%� �O��� A8��!� 
8 , �� M�������� F ����89����� �� �� ?�Z������� ��6 ������ U� 2��� �� %���� 
�������G �I�% ��� �� <����" A ��� ������ L�9 �� C? �E� "E�� A��  � ��  �����<  C�� 
��o��� A�� �f7 �������� ��� "E�� ������ � ��  �����<। 

��8R��  �������8R��  �������8R��  �������8R��  �����    

C? �E� "E�� M���"� ���� A���� ��8R��  L�c�� D�-L��� �Q9  �����<। 2"��� 
�����G ��%�(�� ������ A������ �� "E�� 2h��� ���� ��%�(� ����  ��T "G���5  ������ 
�O�.� 89 �� ���� 2f��  ��(.�� 2��  �����<�, �#  A�? ���I��% �� ��  �O%  <��, S��  C�� 
��8R��  A�O F  �%���� M�� �� ��� ��%�� F ���3�G� �4" ����� 2�����<। �9�� ���� 
�����  2?�� L�����" \!�?�� <��-S�� , ��8R��  A�O F  �%��OZ�  ���E^ A�����  ������ 
����  �� �?���<। L�� �� C�� `�!-`�8� ���� ������ S��  ��?���<  ����� -A����, b��, 
A���!; ���9 F  � �F ��/� ���� ������  O3  ��?���< (�� ��%��, A���� 8�� ��o(�� I9�� 
L�� �� (����� ����3� �?���<। �����  ��� _� �� J1% ASG��  �%(������ ��%\!8�� ����c��, 
�����"�d� ��F��� A.��� S�� ��� ������ �H� %� ����c��, "G���5  2�Z���� ������� 
C�� 8��� C�, C, 28��8� Ah/���8�� ����c�� A���� 8"�G� ���9 "E�� AQ��E� �x�� 
 �����<। C? �E� ��  �� A� A���� <��- O3 -S�� -A���� 8�� C�� ��8R��  A�O F 
 ���O�ZF M�� C? ��%��� �I�% ��� �� <����" ��� ��%  �?�� ���� �। A����� �I�% ��� �� 
<����" A���� 2���� 8"�G� M�� A� A � ����� (D�f�  �9�z  ���� A��� "G���5  �� �� 
���T�� ���I�। C�� A����� �� ��� ��%�� C? "G���5  �� �� "# �1� ��%�(�� ����  
"G���5  ������ "#�� �HIG% ����]�।  

M����6  ���G C? �E� �� ���� � ! 2"��� &*A� 8���?, *+,' ������� ���9 ��%� �� 
��%���I�  �1 ��9����  ���� ������� ����b�� �I��G� A8�� ���� 8��?���<�  

(*) 8��� C�, C, 28�8, �V�, A����, A����, ������ � � <��-S�� -��8R��  
�Z���� ���6 ���� �?��।  

(K) � � <�o!�? O� �� ������ O� S��  �� J1% ASG��  �%(����   ��8 ���%���  ���� �?�� 
F ������� 9��9 ���� ����� �?�� �?��।  
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(&) � � � �� ��8R��  �� A�U ?M��  ��% ��� �H� %� Ah/���� �������, �����, 
��`� �������� � � ������, ����� �� ��%���I�  ����� ��  ���� �?��।  

(J)�� r�� ��p���9���, A��U 9��  ��8��I�, !��U�  ��8, ������ ����� ������ 
���E^ ��Q�-���T���I� L����@ ������ �?��।  

L91�� �I�% ��� �� <����" ��8��� �1 ���<�� �?�� C�� A���9��� ���I� 2�Z�� "�4�� 
������।  

���"#�  ��������"#�  ��������"#�  ��������"#�  �����    

(*)  L�9 �� C? �E� C? ���% ����f h�G  �����< A�, A����� !�l�?� ��� ��� ���� A8��� 
���f��� �?���< A����� ��%�� �� ��� �����  
� O�� � ���� A8�� �����  ������ 1�� ����� 
���1 A��"����"  ���� ���"#�   ��% ���(���  ��� ���%� ���  �����<।  

(K)  C? �E� ���E^ A8�� F ��� ��� ����� �E���� �����G �H�� �  
 
 A8�� F ��� ���� 
A� ��� <����"  �%� F �����  2?� ��8���7, ����� F Ah/���� ������� 8��� �?���< ��o����� 
�IG% ��, ��8�� ����G�� <����" A ���  ��%���� A���G� ���%� ���  �����<।  

(&)  C? �E� A� ��� A8�� C��� A ��� ������ ������� �� A��G  �� �? A� ��� 
A8���  L����@ ��  A���G� ���%� ���  �����<।  

(J)  C? �E� ���E^ A8�� F ��� ��� ����� �E���� �����G �H�� �  L����@ �# �� 
A���G� 89 ���%� ���  �����<।  

 

 

 

 

    
��8��� ����8��8��� ����8��8��� ����8��8��� ����8    

�����G �H�� ,  
�I�% ��� �� <����"। 

 
 
 

......����� w����1% C�� �1��1 �9�c� h��G� 89 C�, C, ���� C�� A�8�M� �  A����  �/�� C�� ��-�7� �H�� , 
<����"।  
 

------------ 
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PRESIDENT YAHYA KHAN'S ADDRESS TO NATION 
ON JULY 28, 1970 

 

My Dear Countrymen, 

Assalam-O- Alaikum. 

I have, from time to time, kept the nation abreast of developments in various 

spheres because people in all walks of life should know about major events as well as 

decision of the Government on important issues. Many significant events have 

occurred and decisions have been taken during the past four months. Time has, 

therefore, come for me to address you again. 

 

New Provinces 

Another important event which has taken place since, I spoke to you last is the 
restoration of pre-1955 provinces in West Pakistan. The decision, as you know was 

taken some months ago on the basis of the wishes of the people and I am glad to say 

that it has been possible to achieve the re-establishment of these provinces on the 

target date. I am sure you appreciate that a great deal of administrative work has gone 

into giving practical shape to what, a few months ago, was only a wish. 

The mere formal restoration of the old provinces, however, is not going to solve 
any problems. What is required now is to make all-out efforts to examine the reasons 

why such a step was necessary and how matters can now be improved. The main 
achievement of this restoration has been to bring the Administration closer to the 

people in various regions of West Pakistan. It is also to give a greater sense of 
participation in the happenings in this Wing to the people of far-flung areas. Let me 

also caution you that what happened on the 1st of July was only the first step. The 

process of consolidation will continue for months until things really settle down in all 

sectors of the administrative field. On the one hand, the administration will have to 

work doubly hard and on the other, the people will have to be patient and make 

constructive contribution in the fulfillment of the purposes for which separate 

provinces were restored. 

Furthermore, it is extremely important that the restoration of the old provinces 

must not lead the people of various regions towards the dangerous path of 

parochialism. All that has happened is that West Pakistan, instead of being one 

administrative unit, is now composed of tour administrative units. That is all. It has 

been done for the good of the people. It has been done with the hope that this will 

help in eradicating suspicions and a sense of deprivation on the part of certain regions 
of this Wing. In fact it is my firm belief 
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that when the people begin to manage their own affairs in their provinces, their 

attitude towards their neighboring and other provinces would be that of brotherliness 

and co- operation rather than that of hostility and separation. 

In practical terms, any tendency to consider anyone who does not happen to be 
born and brought up within the boundaries of a particular province as an outsider will 

not be tolerated because as a Pakistani he has an inherent right to live, work and 
prosper in any part of Pakistan. 

Talking on the national plane I am glad to tell you that our election machinery 

has been working with tremendous zeal and efficiency under the direction of the 

Chief Election Commissioner. 

As you are aware a major portion of the work relating to elections has already 

been completed by, the Chief Election Commissioner and his staff. 

By God's help we have been able to keep to our planning schedule for general 

elections. The forthcoming election day will indeed be a great day for Pakistan and it 
is my prayer that it will be a precursor of greater well-being and prosperity for this 

country. 

Talking about elections I might add that it is my firm resolves that these elections 

are free and fair. To ensure that there is no violence, coercion and other mal-practices 

during these elections, I shall employ all necessary forces at the disposal of the 

Government. Now I come to a subject which is both important and of interest to all of 

us. I mean the political activities that have been taking place in this country during the 

past few months. 

My own assessment of this matter is that after a rather over enthusiastic and 

violent start which in some ways, was understandable, things have, by and large, 

settled down. Abuse and counter-abuse have decreased and the use of violence is less 

evident in public meetings and processions and other political activities. The credit for 

this can be shared equally by the people, the political leaders and the Administration. 

The people decried violence, the political leaders saw that such methods were 

counter-productive and the Administration was understanding yet firm. We must not. 

however, be complacent and must try to see that violence and other destructive 

practices are completely eradicated from our political activities. 

I would like at this stage to make a comment or two on the substance of what has 

been happening in the political field. Due to various reasons into which I do not 

propose to go at this stage. I regret to say that the division between parties has tended 

to become much too sharp. The uncompromising positions adopted by certain parties 

will have to be changed and tolerance towards each other is essential if the end 

product of all the activities of these past few months is to be beneficial to the people 

of Pakistan and is to contribute towards the integrity of this country. In this 

connection I would particularly like to mention the need for curbing violence and 

maintenance of law and order. Let there be no mistake on one point. The country is 

under Martial Law. The Martial Law authorities, under my directions, have been 

tolerating a number of actions including statements and speeches which no Martial 
law regime would have ever tolerated. 
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Up to now there were very good reasons for this attitude; the main one being that 

political activity in this country had in the past been curtailed and almost crippled to 

the extent that without nourishment and encouragement it would never have got off 

the ground. If the Martial Law authorities had gone strictly by Martial Law 

Regulations and Orders in every case right from the start, there was a possibility that 

the main objective of this regime, namely, the transfer of power, would have been 

unduly delayed and even jeopardized. 

The plan under which the Martial Law authorities had, on occasions, to ignore 
breaches of Martial Law Regulations and Orders has, I know, been misconstrued in 

certain quarters as weakness. These people did not understand that this attitude was 

deliberate and was in fact inherent in the situation obtaining in the country. The task 

of my Government has been a difficult and delicate one. On the one hand we had to 

keep the forces of disorder in check and on the other, we had to ensure that 

development of political activity was not discouraged in any way. 

Let me at this stage explain to you as to how this regime has tried to bring back 

political life in this country step by step. 

In the first phase which commenced with the imposition of Martial Law and 

ended round about July 1969 the most important element of this plan was not to ban 

political parties. I remember that this caused both surprise and relief amongst our 

political parties, intellectuals and all others interested in this subject. The reason for 

their being surprised was that, normally speaking, the first action of any Martial Law 

regime is to ban political parties, for the existence of Martial Law regime side by side 
with political parties is a most unusual phenomenon. During this phase, however, we 

took care to see that whilst political parties were not banned, their activities were 
considerably restricted. This was. of course, deliberate and in keeping with the plan of 

reviving political life in a gradual manner. 

The next phase which lasted from August 1969 to December 1969 saw 

considerable freedom of action in the political field although certain checks were still 

maintained. By about this time I had taken and declared decisions on certain major 

issues such as restoration of pre-1955 Provinces in West Pakistan and one man one 

vote. 

The next phase commenced with the 1st of January this year when full scale 

political activity was allowed and all restrictions were removed except for certain 

guidelines which were issued in the form of a Martial Law Regulation. 

So you see, the nourishment and bringing up of political activity went hand in 

hand with certain major decisions which had a direct bearing on such activity. I am 
happy to note that this main plan of ours has worked out well. 

The present is the last phase. 

Now that I have prepared the ground in every possible way for a peaceful transfer 

of power to the elected representatives of the people, there is no further requirement 

for handling of breaches of Martial Law, such as creating disaffection against the 

Government, violence and such other crimes, in a soft manner. From now on, in the 
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interest of our national objectives, we will take strict action against all cases of 

unlawful behavior. Any breaches of Martial Law Regulations and Orders and all other 

laws will be dealt with effectively. Having successfully created a sense of confidence 

in the leaders of political activity, I am now certain that this change of stance on the 

part of the Government is absolutely essential if we are to have civilized political 

behavior for this is the only path that leads to the National Assembly and the 

preparation of a Constitution which would be acceptable to the people of Pakistan. 

We have just over two months left for general elections and it is essential that 
political leaders and political workers exercise due care in what they say and what 

they do. Democracy pre-supposes tolerance. Let us show that we are fit for 

democracy by displaying tolerant behavior throughout this election period that is in 

front of us. Accusing each other and accusing the Government will not get any one 

anywhere. 

As we approach, the date of our general elections it is imperative that our leaders 
channelize the nation's political energy into civilized and constructive lines. 

If this is done, we can look to the future with confidence. 

I have said it before and I want to say it again that the tendency to have double 

standards in the matter of law and order must be curbed. You cannot on the one hand, 
ask the Government to create peaceful conditions in the country and, on the other, 

raise a hue and cry of law breakers who are arrested and dealt with. Political leaders 

must realize that all are equal in the eyes of law. 

I might tell you that this lawlessness in certain areas and by certain groups has 
resulted in the issuance by me of a very clear direction to Governors as well as the 

Martial Law Administrators of all Provinces and Zones to make the maintenance of 
law and order their first and foremost concern. They have been directed to take 

speedy, firm and effective action against any kind of lawlessness. Those who 
deliberately and systematically try to break the law and create confusion and 

instability are the enemies of the people. I am glad to note that the people have now 
begun to realize this fact and on a number of occasions have themselves decried calls 

for general strikes which disrupt normal life and have condemned attacks on the 

economy of the country. Let there be no mistake: the people and the Government are 

one on this issue. The law breaker will be given no quarter by the people and the 

Administration. 

We have set ourselves certain clear cut goals including that of the restoration of 
democracy in this country. We will not allow anyone to come in the way of the 

achievement of this objective because this is what the people of Pakistan want and 
this is what I have pledged to give them. 

Since I last spoke to you, there have been anti-muslim riots in the Indian State of 

Maharashtra resulting in serious loss of life and the uprooting of thousands of 

innocent and unfortunate members of the Muslim minority in India. 

I know how deeply disturbed our people have been over these tragic events which 

have shocked the conscience of the world. In addition to India's obligations under the 

Liaquat-Nehru Pact of 1950, the protection of the life and property of the Muslim 
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minority in India is indeed a matter of concern for the entire international 

community, because it is essentially a question of projection of human and 

fundamental rights. We earnestly hope that the Government of India would lake 

strong steps to afford adequate protection to the Muslims in India, as indeed to all 

minorities in that country. 

It is our sincere desire to promote good neighborly relations with India. It is, 
however, regrettable that our main disputes with her, which are the root cause of bad 

blood between our two countries, remain unsettled. 

In the recently concluded talks on Farakka, India has at least conceded our right 

to the Ganges waters, although the question of quantum has still been left undecided. 

That is the crux of the problem. 

It is unfortunate that India has not shown any inclination for the settlement of the 

Kashmir dispute. International disputes of this nature must be resolved on the basis of 

equity and justice and respect for international agreements. A mere repetition by one 

party that the dispute does not exist or has resolved itself does not make it vanish into 

thin air. It continues to exist and cries out for a proper solution acceptable to the 

parties to the dispute. 

In the Middle East, our Arab brethren are continuing their struggle to assert their 
inalienable rights. We fully support their resolve to resist aggression. 

Our co-operation with the brotherly countries of Iran and Turkey continues to 

attain new dimensions. In May this year, I met His Imperial Majesty the Shahanshah 

of Iran and His Excellency the President of Turkey in Izmir. We were all glad to find 
ourselves in unison on many issues facing the world. Our three countries are 

dedicated to work for peace in our region as well as in the world. We recognize the 
basic need for relying on ourselves and are exerting together to bring about a rapid 

improvement in the standard of living of our peoples. This common endeavor has 
further strengthened our solidarity. 

Finally a word of caution. The people of this country are, by and large, fully 

capable of identifying dangers and pit-falls that exist in empty slogans and tall 

promises. I would, therefore, expect those who aspire to administer this country in the 

future to explain the realities of the national's' economic, social and political ills as 

well as the limitations that a developing country tends to suffer from. There is no 
magic wand which can resolve difficult problems overnight. Future leaders and 

administrators must understand that it is only careful planning and hard work which 
result in benefits for the people. Developing countries must be prepared to undergo 

hardships and sacrifices in order to achieve an honorable and respectable place in the 
comity of nations. The road to prosperity is a long and arduous one. There are no 

short cuts. Political leaders must have the courage to explain hard realities to the 
people and to avoid making statements which might mislead them. They are not 

prepared to accept hollow claims. They have a right to demand, and they will demand 

honesty in word as well as in deed from their leaders. 

My dear countrymen, there are just over two months left for general elections. 
This is the first time that the entire country will go to polls on the basis of adult 

franchise and elect their representatives who. as their first task, will make the 
Constitution for Pakistan and then later form the Centre Legislative Assembly. 
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This period is of great importance and the future of the country will depend a lot 

on how each one of us conducts himself. Every voter must appreciate the value and 

importance of his vote and cast it in favor of men who will serve this country in a 

selfless and patriotic manner. The political parties and the candidates will have to 

show that they are men on whom the electorate can rely. 

Above all, during this period there is need for a great deal of self-discipline on 
everybody's part. The Administration will naturally do its best to keep the atmosphere 

peaceful and tranquil. But in this task they will need the active assistance and full co- 
operation of every one of you. I  have no doubt that such assistance and co-operation 

will be forthcoming. 

Let me congratulate you on what has been achieved so far and wish you every 

success in our great endeavor, so, go forth and participate in the great and challenging 
task of national polls with confidence in yourself and full faith in Almighty Allah. 

 

 

Khuda Hafiz. 

 

Pakistan Paindabad. 

 

 

 

 

-------------------- 
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ELECTIONS SHIFTED TO DECEMBER 

Decision due to floods 

 

Dacca, Aug. 15: The President, Gen. A. M. Madhya Khan today announced the 

postponement of countrywide general elections, originally fixed for October 5, till 

December 7, this year, in view of the unprecedented flood situation in East Pakistan. 

The new date of elections to the National Assembly was fixed for December 7, 
while the elections to the provincial assemblies would be held not later than 

December 19. 

In a statement the President said that the decision to postpone the dates for 

elections had been taken "after very careful consideration" of various factors arising 

out of the unprecedented flood situation in East Pakistan. 

He said the forthcoming elections were of supreme importance for the future of 

Pakistan and as such it was essential that the maximum number of people participated 

in the polls. He said it now appeared certain that unless election were postponed, it 

would not be possible to ensure this. 

Gen. Yahya said the Government machinery, which would carry out various 
functions connected with the elections, was now fully occupied with the very 

important work of flood relief and practically the entire complement of the provincial 
Government, from the highest to the lowest, would continue to be engaged in relief 

work for months. It was, therefore, a question of weighing the relative importance and 

urgency of relief work and election work. 

The President declared he did not have the slightest hesitation in deciding that the 
alleviation of human misery must take precedence over everything else. The flood 

waters might start receding soon, but there would always be the possibility of a 
second flood in September. In this state of uncertainty it was impossible to predict if 

conditions would be suitable for elections on October 5, the President said. It was, 
therefore, considered necessary to shift the date in such a manner as to ensure 

minimum interference in the holding of the national polls. 

Explaining the difficulty in holding the elections on the original date, Gen. Yahya 

said for the purpose of holding elections the Chief Election Commissioner had to use 

practically the entire Government machinery. Officials at various levels had to 

perform different functions. The Subdivisional Officers and Circle Officers would 
have to carry out the duties of Returning Officers and Assistant Returning Officers. 

The polling booths had to be established in various localities and many other 

related steps had to be taken. But the machinery, which would carry out various 

functions 
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connected with the elections, was presently fully occupied with the very 

important work of Hood relief. 

The President further said that a large section of the population had to be 

evacuated to safer areas. It was not certain if they would be available in their 
constituencies for voting on the originally appointed date. The danger of epidemics 

loomed large and while everything would be done to ensure that these did not spread, 
it could not but cause some uncertainty about the suitability of October 5 as the 

election date. 

 

 

------------ 
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����D����� ��Q�����  �����  ���� �"�� ������ ��� �?���< ������ A�� F 8����  �9�, 
"G����, "G���5 , ��8�E9, $�w�� , ��%����Q ��Q����  ���� C�� E��39z �����"�G� �l� 
 ����? 2¦���� �����<। C? ���� �E� ����� ������� ��� ¢O���  ¢�  ���� ��1 h�G 
 �����< A�, ���� ������ 2�§  ��% �H���� � ���, ���� A� A � �9��"� ������ <����" 
��h�� (���?�� ��?��। 

��8R��8R��8R��8R��  ������  ������  ������  ����    

C? ���� �E� "E�� M���"� ���� A���� ��%�� ��8R��  L�c� ��%��QG  �����<। 2"��� 
,? �U��@� 8���� ��%�(�� ����� A\�3G�  �� �?��F ��%�(�  ��(��  ��� 89 (�� 
����D����� U��]� A"�T�, L����¨�� �! ��� ����]� A"�T�, C  ASG�� �� ��� 2����� C�� 
"G������� LvE ��6 A�� ��d��� ���8o���, ���f�E�, A8�����, 8����� ��"�z ��(.� (���?�� 
��?���<। ��%�(� ���� E��U��� �Q9  ���� M����I�  2(�G v`  �����<, �����  2?�� 
�9��  L�����" \!�?�� �� �� ��8R��  A�O�OZ F  �%�, <����" ���9�� ��������9  <�� �%�, 
S�� �  28 Ah/���  �� �?���<, ����� 8���  ���� �����  �� ��?���<। �©[����Q 2"��� 
��%�(�� 89 L������% ��T� "G���5  ���� �� 28 ����ª E��� �9���। 2��� ��  �� 2"��� 
��%�( A � Q��� ����� ��%�( �, ��� k-�/� �E�[  
��e���, **-�/�� ���9 ���� 
��1% ��� ��Q ��� A\�3G�� 89 C? �E� A������� ��� 2 �� 2��� 8��?���<। ���" ���" 
��%�(�� 89 L������% ��T� "G���5  �������� LE�� A������ ���% ���% L�E�  �����<। 
��%�(�  L���, ����Q C�� �/�  ��� 89 C? ���� �E� A������� �Q �?�� �� ����� 
����b�� ����� ���� 89 �� ���� � ! A8�� ���� 8��?���<� 

( ) L����@ ��? ��� ���� <��, S�� , ��8R��  A�� F  �%�����  Ah/��� ��  �� �M , 
<����" ��- �E���� 8`� ?����, A����X� A����, A���� "�8�, ����� ����, ���� 
���, �V�, A������ � � ��8�Z���� ���6 A�F�� �M , ����� O� ����� ��9����  �� 
�M  F ��`�� ��w� ��7��� ������ �F �/  �� �M  C�� S��  <�o!�? ��  �� �M , 
�  2M!, A�-L/ ��9����  �� �M , ��%\!� S�� ��� ����-��F�� ����� �F�� �M । 
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(�) ��%�(�  ��T�  ��� 89 �� ��� �(���5, �����5 C�� "G������� L�� Mz����  

2������ ��`��  �#�� �9�c� h�G  ���� �� ��� EI�� � �HIG% ������Q  �� �M । 

(") �����  2? ��9����  ���� �IG% "G���5  ������ �/��?�� 2� �M । 

(\) ���%���� "G���3��� ���%�Er�e ��% ��� 2?"�  �#���� 2����� K', Ki F K,� ���� 
������8� 1� �� 8"�G� ���%�Er� L�� �� ��G ��� 2?"�  �#���� 2���, *+,' 
��9����  �� �M । 

��Q� ���9����Q� ���9����Q� ���9����Q� ���9��    

������ ��Q��Q�� 28 ����ª  �� ! �O�. �?���<। M� ��Q��1% ��p���9�����I� C�� 
 ���"�� ��Q�����I�� ��7 2� ���9�� ��� (�� b <��-<��� ����� A��  �����<। ��������� 
A���� <��-<������ ��T� ��Q� 8���  �l�  ���� (�����<। ���� ‘��� �� A�� F  O�.’ ��  
C ��� ���  ��� <����� M�� (���?�� ���� v�� ���������  ����? �O��  �� �� �? ����� F 
��l����  O�., ���O�� C�� m����9�F L����  �� �?���<। <�� A�� �O��, ��Q��I�  �O�[ �O���� 
��4��� C�� 8"^�1  ��8�� ������ �s�  ��8b��� ������ �G L�9���� ��9����  �� �� 
�?। L�9 �� C? �E� "E�� M���"� ���� ��Q� AQ�� �O. C? �� ! L����   ���� L����@ 
A���9��� ��Q� AQ��� � � �� ! L����� 89 ������� ����b�� ����� �?��� 89 �� ���� 
� ! A8�� ���� 8��?���<�    

( ) �HIG% "G���5  ������� ��Q , <��, ����8���, L�EE��  F <�� ��������� ��q��  

      �� ��Q�  ��� "#  ���� "G���5 , ��8�E9, "G�I��, $�w��  C�� ��%����Q  

      ��Q���� �G�  �� �M । 

(�) ‘��� ��-A�� F  O�.’ ��� �! �����  �� �M  C�� �9������  ��w�� Ki @�     

     (���  �� �M । 

(") 8"^�1  ��8�� �s�  ��8b��� ������ � �G �����  ���� �� �� ���  ��8  

      c��  �� �M । 

(\) _� � ��p���9����� ������ � � ��p���9����� 2� ���9� ��� ��E��" �O��  ��  

     A�� , $� ��E�" (���  �� A�� , �O�[�I�  ��Q�� �����G  �� A��  C�� M� ��Q�  

     h��Gs� <��-<������ E��%� ����Z���  �� �M , 2����  ���9� ������� 89  

     2�F L��  ��, A����� ��%�  �� �M । 

(�) 8���l��"� ��p���9����  �IG%�l ����  �� �M  C�� (��� �<� �?��? _� ��  

     A ��� ��p���9���� <�� E��% v`  �� �M । 

L1%R��  L�c��L1%R��  L�c��L1%R��  L�c��L1%R��  L�c��    

������ L1%R��  L�c� 28 (�� ����%��� �X���। �9�� `� ����� ������ 28 "O�����। 
�9� ����< AQ�� /��, A"������ "`। �9� M�«� Lx�� ���/������, �8������ A"��T� (D��f� 
/�� 
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��9���9� ¬�%"�� A�������  ����%�  �����< C�� m � � Lx�� ����/ �9�c�� L��%�7��, 
������� �������, A��U� � �9�c�� LE�� ���� ������ ����c���  ��3��  ���� �������<। 
�©[����Q ���� ��������� 28 (�� >�E%Q L�c� ����8  �����<। C? �E� "E�� M���"� ���� 
������ L1%R��  �9�c�� D� L��� �Q9  ���� M��� 2v ����� 89 �� ���� � ! �� 
����� ����b�� �I��G� A8�� ���� 8��?���<�      

( ) L����@ A���� F $�����  ������9� ��q�� ����� "#  ���� D� ��� ��� ®�   
     ��������  �� �M । 
(�) �9� M�«� Lx�� A��U� � A����U F ��%�7 ����/ ���  �� �M  C��    
���/������, �8������ F ����/ ���9� L��9���� ������ ��`��  �#�� �9�c� h�G  �� 
�M ।  
") ���� ��������� >�E%Q L�c� A\�3G�  ���� �IG% A���� (���  �� A�� , h��� h��� 
�l���� A���� �M , ����I��9 ���9��9 ����  �� �M  C��  O3 ��� ��8�, !9�� C�� 
���!%�/� ! 8��� �HIG% ��  �� �M । 
(\) ��9�I��9� ¬¥%"�� A���  ���� �����G A��� � D�Q���� M^�� ����  �� �M । 
(�) S�� ��� i-�/� ����� �?�� �����G S�� ����  ��(�o� L�� �� ���  �� �M । 

��h���� U� ���h���� U� ���h���� U� ���h���� U� �      
                                    
                        L�9 �� ��� ��Q� ����� C? ���� �E� ���� ���%���3 A���� ��%�� ��Q�, ��8R��  F 
L1%R��  ���9�� 2����  A�� F 8���� �O�[� 
��1% 8��� ��h��� m 9 "�4�� A����� 89 <��-
S�� - O3 �� ��%�SG�� 8��� ��� 2��� 8��?���<। C? ���� �E� ��  �� A�, ��%�( 
2�Z���� L9�� �]� C�� C?  ���G? ��%�(� 8"�G� ���� A � �� F �1 8"G ��1%  �� 
����F ��y. �?��। L�C� A � (D��f� /�� ��� 2"��� �����G ��%�(�� ����  Lh��9  �� �� 
���� �?�� >�%�� "G-2�Z���� ���9�� 2"����� ������ 8"�G� ��#  ���6� ���� ���T�� 89 
A������� � ! C? �E� 2 �� 2��� 8��?���< C�� A� A � �9��"� 89 �©[�� h��G� 89 
C����� ��h��� 8��� ��� C? �E� 2��� 8��?���<।  

 

A�� - 

C�C�C�C�, , , , CCCC, , , , ����������������    

�7� �H��  

�I�% ��� �� <����"। 
 
 

---------------
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�I�% -��� ���� ����� ��1%� 

�H�� �� 
��7���  ‘A/����’ *+ A��¡@�, *+,' 

 

INTEGRATING PAKISTAN 
 

West Pakistanis reading forum must feel that we are too obsessed with East 

Pakistan's sense of alienation from power and justice. Living here it would be difficult 

not to be. Two decades is a long time for an entire people to be denied a patrimony for 

which they waged ceaseless political battle for half a century. But this sense of 

commitment should not give the impression that we are oblivious of the myriad and 

deep rooted grievances of our brothers in West Pakistan. Tyranny which has deprived 

East Pakistan of its rights sits as heavily on the 'Shorbohara' of West Pakistan. 

The struggle for the rights of East Pakistan must always be seen as part of the 

wider struggle against the power elite which has ruled this country for two decades. 

This elite, as a result of historical circumstance, lives in West Pakistan but its basic 

commitment lies to its own narrow class interests rather than the people of West 

Pakistan. 

Throughout this struggle it has become apparent that the real obstacle to diverting 
development resources to East Pakistan has not been the common people of West 

Pakistan but the big business and zamindar interests. Their lackeys in the Central 

Bureaucracy, who also have their homes in West Pakistan, have made sure that their 

burden of taxation is never strained by the need to direct resources for the 

development of the East Wing. Whilst they enjoy their tax free loot the privileged 

elite are guaranteed command over low-cost foreign aid, cheap money, protected 

markets and cut price labor through the deliberate policies of their bureaucratic blood 

brothers. It is no coincidence that the rise of the 22 families coincided with the 

widening of disparities. 

This unity of interests between the peoples of East and West Pakistan does not 
however mean that the struggle will or even ought to run in identical channels. Whilst 

the privileged elite bestrides the two wings of Pakistan like a colossus its power is not 

equally secure in either region. 

In East Pakistan they constitute an alien graft whose survival is largely equated 
with the domination of the West wing power elite over East Pakistan. The local 

compradors who act as their front men are themselves so feeble that they can promise 
no continuity once the protective umbrella of a strong centre is withdrawn. Once their 

financial ballast is removed the East wing capitalists will be fair game for the aroused 
social consciousness of the people. This miserable clutch of petty larcenists and time 

servers is not the stuff from which Robber Barons are made. It will take more than 
two decades of spoon feeding to raise them to baronial status. Who can wait that 

long? Let them be swept away with the same broom which wins East Pakistan its 

economic emancipation from Mc-Leod Road and let our industrial and commercial 

wealth become the property of the people. 
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In West Pakistan unfortunately the roots of exploitation run deeper. The 

Zamindar who dominates the and has ruled these regions first as an agent of the 

British and then in his own right for over a century. No mere parliament or 

constitutional development is going to demolish his power. Rural West Pakistan will 

have to wade through a sea of strife before this class relaxes its hold on the land. It is 

only when the peasant wins his land, when the link between the bureaucrat and the 

Zamindar is broken, that true democracy can take root in the village and consequently 

in West Pakistan. 

To the same extent Big Business is equally entrenched. Whilst he began as an 

immigre junior partner in the ruling alliance, he has worked his way to senior status. 

Today he owns land and has Zamindars as his partners in industry as well as the 

cocktail lounge. Bureaucrats rise and fall at his whim as their alliance is fertilized by 

blood and money. No legislative bill will nationalize even a single shop in West 

Pakistan let alone banks and industry, until this closely knit alliance is broken. Many 

battles will have to be fought and these not at the polls, before this lot hands over the 

keys to the safe. 

This is not to say that the last uprising has not shaken their confidence. The more 

farsighted of the 22 families are already expanding their operations to the 
international sphere in anticipation of the moment of reckoning. But they still feel that 

this is yet to come and will spend freely to defer it. Before the final pull out they will 

however go down with guns firing, in the knowledge that the zamindars and 

bureaucrats will be besides them at the barricades. 

Autonomy for East Pakistan and from their social revolution can be a lot closer 

than for the West. This however should not minimize the commitment of the people 
in the West to our struggle. In East Pakistan, for the first time the grip of the power 

elite stands to be broken. Their first defeat will demoralize them as much as it will 
inspire the people of West Pakistan. With their pastures of exploitation seriously 

narrowed by the loss of East Pakistan they will have to intensify their exploitation of 
the West to compensate themselves. This will merely heighten the contradictions 

within West wing society at a time when the people's consciousness is at high tide. 

The confrontation may be violent but no one will deny that it will come sooner, once 

their hold begins to disintegrate in one wing. When people today talk of the unity and 

integrity of Pakistan what they really fear for is the unity and integrity of the 

exploiting class. Amongst the people of both wings there will always be unity. Let 

them unite in the common struggle for justice to East Pakistan and social revolution 

for the nation. 

 

 

 

--------------- 
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������� ������� ������� �������     �I��I��I��I�    ��������������������    

8"G���5  ��� ���T�� 2��� 8���� �I�% 
����� ��¨�� <�� ?M�� 

�I�% ����� ��¨�� <�� ?M�� KL�¯���, *+,' 

    

।। ।। ।। ।। A���� 8��� ���1 C �ª �F ।। A���� 8��� ���1 C �ª �F ।। A���� 8��� ���1 C �ª �F ।। A���� 8��� ���1 C �ª �F ।।     
KKKK�� L�¯����� "G������� M��c�  O3 �� L�¯����� "G������� M��c�  O3 �� L�¯����� "G������� M��c�  O3 �� L�¯����� "G������� M��c�  O3 ----S��  A���� 8��� ���S��  A���� 8��� ���S��  A���� 8��� ���S��  A���� 8��� ���    

�I�% ����I�% ����I�% ����I�% ����� ��¨�� <�� ?M���� ��¨�� <�� ?M���� ��¨�� <�� ?M���� ��¨�� <�� ?M��    

��h��� ���"G, 

 O3  ������ �E���� �F��� 2°�� ����� �� E����� U��  2���� h��-������ L"�G� 
E���-�l�  O3 , ����� ���E^ S�8��� ���3 F ����8� L9�9 ����4� �"O��� 8�� 28 28 
��8��� _� � ����� C? ������� F "G���<�� A��" �����<। 2����� 8��� 28 A� ��%h��� 
�� ! L����, Q���, �O��9 F ±��� A� ��%� L�E���, !9��, ��8�, ²G F ����� A� >��%�� A����, 
A8�����, ���8-����  ASG�� A� �T�� A��3G, ��@�z���  �9�� A� E���� ��������, ���%���� 
�I�% ������ ����3� M�� A� �T�� 8���"� ���4, ���� 28 2�����  ���� �������< ������� F 
���6��"�। 2� �� �� A����? A � ��h���� ������ 2���� v�� ��, ��h���� ���T 
��9� F ���6� >�%�� 2 �a� �?�� A����? 2���� A��"��  ��। 28F 2���� _� � 
���"��� C? ������� ���8� �?���< 2����� L�� �� ���T�� F A��3G ���6� �� E�� 2�� 
�?��। 2����� ��h��� A(��� ��� �I�% ����� ��¨�� <�� ?M���� �Q �?�� 8��? 2f��  
L�EZ। 2���� 2����� L�EZ h�G  `।  

2����� 8��� C? A� �� !, ?��� �I�  ��G � ? ����89��� ����3  ���� ��� % 
����89���, ���f��� F 2��� ��z���N �O�z ��o�8� ���EI ��� ���� ���Q���� L���T� C � ��  
$
��(��� ��� �"�T�? 28 ���� A���� ����3� >��, >N%��, LE��-L!, ��E�Q� F �O��9� 89 ����। 
��� ���� 8�´� �1� ���! �?�� C? ��� �"�T� A���� A��! 8���.� �� �� u' 8  O3� � 
M�� (���?�� ��?���< ��%� A��3G 2� ��%��। ���f���� EI�� �9�c�� �`G  O3  ��� ��%
 
A����?�� ���� �� �� ��1� �E������ ���G� �?���<। �O�z ��o�8� 
��1% ��� �� �. Mz����� 
/���� 9��9 �I�9 �?�� A� ��x�। ���� ���� S��� � S���6 � ��� �?�� ?��� "�4�� �������< 
���/�� ����4। L�����  C? >? A���� A��3� � ������"��� ����89��� ����3  ���� ��� % 
����89��� L�� ���G�89  (��6 F  �#�� ��%��6 ²G F $�����  ������9� A�4�8��� ��������  
2��  ���� ��������� L1%R��   (��� ��# ��8��� ��5�G �?�� �"���<।  ?�����? 
��1% 28 
�I�% ������  O3� � 8���� ��(�?�� �4 L�E��� �9� ���9�� A � ����� �?���< �। /�� 
2����� A�� 28 �(�f ���9 \�!��� 2���EI���� ���G� �?���<। ���G� �?���< ������� M�O[ 
���9 ��9 �7��� ��8���। L9���  ������� ��p�9��� 2h��� �������  ��������  ��� 89 �I�% 
������  A �  ���� C �!� �� C �! 34�5  ���� (�����<। ������� C? 34��5� �� �����"� 
�?���< A���E��� �����8  ����89���। ����89����� M�� �E%����  F ����� �����"� C����� 
��� �"�T� �I�% ������ ��� � M�� A� 2��-M������ , 2��- ���f���5  ���8 �9�c�� A8����  
(���?�� �������< ����? 8´ �����< 28� � ���� C? ����� !। 
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���8 8���� C? ����� !? �I�% ������  28 L�µ"E%  ���� �������<- ����� ��1%  
����� �� \�!���<� *+ku-k+ ����� �(� "GLE�9n��। 2� C? "GLE�9n� ��h 2�Z���  
M^��  �����< C  �� ��¨�� ���। A���� ���3 ���f�IG% ��1� � � A����  �9�"  ���� �������< 
��¨�� ��6 �����"� ��� �� । 8��� 2D��G ���%�©[  ��� �"�T� A��� ����� �?�� A�3 L¶ 
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�I�% ����� ��¨�� <�� ?M��। 

 
---------------    
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BALLOT BATTLE MY LAST FIGHT TO SECURE RIGHTS 

OF EAST BENGAL 

 

SHEIKH MUJlBUR RAHMAN’S SPEECH AT DOLAIKHAL 

on October 17. 1970. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the Awami League Chief while addressing a compact 

gathering of over a lakh of cheering people at Dolaikhal area yesterday declared that 

the ensuing "ballot battle" would be his last fight to achieve the rights of Bengal 

through peaceful means. 

Launching his first election campaign in the old city from where he is contesting 
for a National Assembly seat. Sheikh Mujib reaffirmed his determination to 

nationalize banks and insurance companies, which have been serving the interest of 
the monopoly capital of West Pakistan and which have done a positive harm to the 

small traders of Bengal by refusing them due facilities. 

Sheikh Mujib said that Bonus Voucher system had destroyed the small traders of 

Bengal and he assured that he would safeguard the interest of the small business from 

the devouring grip of the big business and monopoly capital of West Pakistan. 

Turning to election he said that although he was seeing votes like all other 

parties, power was not the motto of his politics like those seasonal politicians who 

instead of suffering the pains of imprisonment had slaughtered the people of Bengal 

by joining hands with the vested interests. 

He said that if he had any greed for power, he could become the Prime Minister 
of the country immediately after his release from the prison and if he wanted to be the 

Governor of Bengal he could occupy that chair even without suffering the long days 
of imprisonment. But no amount of allurement could ever deviate him from his 

devotion to the cause of the people of Bengal. 

In a voice resonant with emotion, he asked the people to pray to Almighty to 

allow him an endurance to serve the cause of Bengal even at the cost of his life. He 
said that he had nothing left with him except his humble life to offer to the people in 

exchange of their immense love and affection and unprecedented sacrifices that saved 

him from being hanged. 

Amidst thunderous ovation Sheikh Mujib declared that if the six-point demands 

were not fulfilled through election, he would again call the heroic people of Dacca to 
join him in the struggle and give blood once again. 
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While explaining the reason for contesting from the city constituency, he said that 

it was the people of Dacca who contributed the maximum blood for his release and it 

was in the Dacca Central Jail where he had spent 10 years of his youthful days. He 

claimed to be more "Daccaiya" than Khawaja Khairuddin, who incidentally happens 

to be of Kashmiri origin. The Sheikh claimed that lie had established blood'-relation 

with the local people with whom he had spent the best part of his life. He promised to 

give due consideration to them as for the local problems, particularly the provision of 

an alternative drainage against the sealed Dolaikhal and home for the uprooted 

destitute. 

Sheikh Mujib said that crores of rupees were being drained in Bengal lo defeat 

the Awami League in the next election and conspiracies were still being hatched by 

the vested interests to defer the transfer to the elected representatives of the people in 

the same old style that was adopted in 1954 after the historic victory of the United 

Front. 

 

 

 

----------------- 
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Rawalpindi, Oct. 28: The President of All-Pakistan Awami League, Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, has stressed the need for a "real and living" democracy and 

justice between the country's regions by granting full regional autonomy to the 

federation units on the basis of his party's six point formula. 

In a 30-minute speech over Radio and Television today, the first of the series 

arranged by the government to enable political leaders to inform the people about 
their party manifestos and programmes, he said: "within such a federal democratic 

frame- work, radical economic programmes must be implemented to bring about a 

social revolution." 

The Awami League Chief said that re-ordering of the constitutional structure by 
giving full regional autonomy to the federating units on the basis of his party's six 

point formula presented a "rational solution" to the problem of regional injustice. 

He said: Such autonomy in order to be effective must include the power of 

managing the economy, that is why he insist upon federating units having control over 

monetary and fiscal policy and foreign exchange earnings and other powers to 

negotiate foreign trade and aid. 

He said a just federal balance would be attained by giving to the federating units 

full control over their economic destiny, while entrusting to the federal government 

"responsibility over foreign affairs and defense and subject to certain safeguards 

currency." 

Sheikh Mujib spoke of the "appalling record of economic disparity existing 

between the two wings. After 22 years, Bengalis account for barely 15 p.c. and less 
than 10 p.c. in the defense services." 

He said the total economic impact of discrimination has been that the economy of 

Bengal is today in a state of imminent collapse. He also charged that variation in the 

prices of commodities is a product of management of the economy for 22 years by the 

Central government. 

He said fourth plan allocations are a confession of the failure of the central 

government, however powerful it might be, to redress past injustices. 

Federal Services 

Elaborating the Awami League's federal scheme, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman said it 

also envisaged abolition of all Pakistan services and their replacement by federal 

services in which recruitment would be made on the basis of population from all parts 

of Pakistan. 

He said, "We also believe that maintenance of a militia as a paramilitary force 

will effectively contribute towards national security." 
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The Awami League chief was of the view that by removing the "sources of 

doubt, distrust and discrimination", this scheme would ensure a strong Pakistan. 

Within this constitutional frame work, he believed it would be possible to bring about 

a "social revolution through the democratic process and to create a socialist economic 

order free from exploitation." 

Spelling out his party's economic programme, the Awami League Chief said it 
was imperative to place key areas of the economy, including banking and insurance 

under public ownership through nationalization. 

"In the new order, workers should share in the equity capital and management of 

industrial enterprise" he said. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman said the private sector had also its own sphere and must 

make its full contribution to the economy but added that monopolies and cartels "must 

be totally eliminated." 

In this connection he also pleaded for extensive support and encouragement to 
small scale and cottage industries, nationalization of jute and cotton trade, 

improvement of cash crop qualities and a fair and stable price to the growers. 

End of Zamindari 

About the agricultural sectors, the Awami League Chief said the jagirdari 
zamindari and sardari systems in West Pakistan must be abolished and ceiling 

imposed on land holdings with land above such ceilings and Government 'khas' land 

redistributed to landless cultivators. 

To modernize agriculture, he said the tillers should be induced to group their 
holdings under multipurpose co-operatives. 

Sheikh Mujib said his party would abolish land revenue for holdings up to 25 

bighas, and write off all arrears in respect of such holdings, adding: ultimately, "we 

aim to abolish the present system of land revenue." 

He cited the vital areas forming part of the infrastructure of the economy which, 

he said must be accorded the highest priority-flood control, power and transport and 
communications. 

Among the measures suggested by him were: implementation of a comprehensive 

flood control plan on emergency basis, measures to prevent water logging and salinity 

in West Pakistan, massive expansion in power generation and distribution, bridges 
over the rivers Jamuna, Buriganga, Sitalakhya, Kamafulh in East Pakistan and on the 

river Indus in Sind in the Punjab, and development of seaports and inland river ports 
and roads and railways. 

Education, Housing 

Stressing the need for greater investment in education, he said at least four per 

cent of the gross national product should be committed to this sector and salaries of 
college and school teachers must be substantially increased, "illiteracy must be 

eradicated by adoption of extra-ordinary methods" he observed. 
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He called for launching a crash programme to extend free compulsory primary 

education to all children within five years, secondary education being readily 

accessible to all sections of the people, rapid establishment of new Universities, 

including medical and technical Universities, immediate steps to ensure replacement 

of English by Bengali and Urdu in all walks of life, and every effort to encourage the 

development of regional languages. 

About the problem of cities where low-income groups were living in "sub-human 

conditions" he said the future development must concentrate on providing for the 
need of the poor majority and low-cost housing must be accorded the highest priority. 

In the field of health, he stood for immediate measures to establish a rural 

medical centre at every union and a hospital at every thana headquarter, introduction 

of national service in rural areas for medical graduates and training para-medical 
personnel in large numbers to staff rural health centre. 

Pointing out the vital role of industrial workers in the economy, he said their 

basic rights to form trade unions to bargain collectively and a strike must be 

guaranteed, a living wage and the basic amenities like housing, education and medical 

care for themselves and for their children must be assured, and labor laws restricting 

their basic- rights must be repealed. 

Pointing out his party's belief in the equality of all citizens, he said "we have 

always stood against every form of communalism". He said the minority community 

would enjoy equal rights with all other citizens and equal protection of the laws. 

He said "mohajirs" should be integrated into the national life "so that they may 
become assimilated with the local people and thus enjoy equal rights and 

opportunities with them in all walks of life." 

He repudiated what he called the "false propaganda" that Islam was endangered 

by the six-point formula or "our economic programme" and said "nothing which 

promotes justice between region and region and man and man can be opposed to 

Islam." 

"We have affirmed our commitment to the constitutional principles that no law 

should be enacted or imposed in Pakistan which is repugnant to the junctions of Islam 

is contained in the Holy Quran and Sunna." 

The Awami League Chief said the "powerful coteries" which ruled Pakistan for 
22 years would do everything possible to prevent transfer of power to the people, but 

pointed out that a determined people could successfully resist and overcome such 
forces of oppression. 

He said "we therefore, serve notice upon the forces of reaction in our society that 

we, along with the people of Pakistan will confront them and if democratic processes 

are obstructed, we shall resist them by every mean possible." 

He said his party stood for pursuing a "truly independent, non-aligned foreign 

policy to avoid involvement in global power conflicts." 
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He said "we are committed to the immediate withdrawal from SEATO, CENTO 

and all other military pacts, and to avoid any such involvements in the future. We 

support the struggle of the oppressed people of the world against imperialism, 

colonialism and apartheid." 

Kashmir, Farakka 

In keeping with the principle "friendship for all and malice towards none," we 

believe in peaceful co-existence with all states and in particular our neighbors. We 

believe that normalization of our relations with our neighbors would be to the best 

advantage of our peoples. 

"We, therefore, attach the highest importance to the settlement of our outstanding 

disputes. We have emphasized the importance of a just settlement of the Kashmir 
dispute in accordance with United Nations Resolutions". 

"The threat or grave and permanent damage to the economy of Bengal posed by 
the completion of the Farakka barrage must be immediately met. Every effort must be 

for a just solution of this problem without further delay." 

He called for the repeal of the "restrictive provisions" of the legal framework 

order, release of all political prisoners and withdrawal of all cases arising out of 

political activities.—A.P.P. 

 

 

 

------------------- 
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The following is the English rendering of the text of the Radio and Television 

address by National Awami Party Chief, Maulana Bhashani, which was 

broad- cast and telecast on November 5. 

"The object of the next elections is to frame the best possible constitution for 

Pakistan. A constitution serves as a heart for the country. A country cannot be 

administered without a constitution as a man cannot live without a heart." 

"I appeal to the people and request them that the election should be completed in 

a peaceful manner and in a democratic fashion. The people should place their demand 

before the candidates contesting the forthcoming elections, so that these demands are 

implemented." 

"I also appeal to the candidates that the election process should be completed 

peacefully, there should be no trouble so that the Nation does not have to face with 
more chaos. Nothing should be done to make bloodshed in the country and all 

possible steps should be taken to complete the elections in an atmosphere of love and 
affinity, and in spite of ideological differences, friendships can be maintained." 

"In every country' of the world democracy is established through election, and we 

should feel it as our duty to maintain law and order, and make every effort for this 

purpose." 

"I had even earlier asked president Yahya Khan that whether you are from East or 

West, you should call a National Convention of all Political Parties, Minorities, Trade 

Unions, Peasants and Student Leaders, so that they can present their view point for the 

formulation of an agreed constitution". 

 

Love Pakistan 

Even if there are thousands of differences among us; all should love Pakistan. We 

have to formulate such a constitution as could safeguard the integrity of the country, 
by way of meeting the demands and needs of peasants, workers, class III and class IV 

employees, primary, secondary and higher teachers, and their demands are 

implemented. Capitalists and moneyed people should not be allowed, not they be the 

only persons to become people's representatives. 

"I had suggested earlier that through mutual consultations, if an agreed portion of 

the constitution was first framed, at a National conference the remaining constitution 
making work will become easier inside the Constituent Assembly. But the 

Government did not accept my request till today." 

"The name of this country is Pakistan, there is no such country anywhere in 

the world". 
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If somebody indulges in getting bribes, and tries to represent the people he will 

never frame a law to punish corrupt officials. The one who himself is corrupt, can 

never have a good advice for others. The persons, who drink or indulge in black-

marketing and exploit the people, are destroying the country. 

The people who have connection with foreign countries, and even with enemy-

like countries, they can never do anything for the welfare, prosperity, and progress of 
Pakistan. That’s why it should have been arranged that black marketers, drunkards, 

and those who do not love Pakistan, or spy for other countries, should not be allowed 
to become people's representatives. 

It is regrettable that it has become a custom in my country that those who come in 

power do not properly represent their people. 

Since the creation of Pakistan, no honest, poor Pakistani could get a chance to 

become a representative. The reason is quite clear that the Government have imposed 

a restriction that anyone desirous to fight elections must deposit a sum of rupees one 

thousand as security. The peasants who constitute 85 per cent of population do not 

have rice or flour and how they can deposit a security of rupees one thousand. 

Therefore, they remain completely deprived. 

The workers who constitute 10 per cent of the population also live a miserable 
life and the wages they get are the lowest in the world. 

Condition of peasants and laborers in both wings of the country is similar, and 

both lack ever-basic facilities here including food, education. 

Ninety-five percent of the population is illiterate; they cannot write even their 

names. Therefore, I had demanded that on population basis 95 per cent seats in the 

Assemblies should be reserved for peasants and laborers. A peasant or a laborer 

cannot contest elections against jagirdars, industrialists and corrupt retired 

Government officials. Therefore, in the prevailing circumstances he can never have an 

access to the Assemblies. They can neither have a hand in the affairs of constitution-

making nor in Jaw-making. 

In West Pakistan jagirdars own land and cultivators have nothing. If a cultivator 

dies he does not have small piece of land for his grave. 

In such circumstances if he opposes jagirdar or nominates his own representative 

or he votes against the landlord, the landlord will subject him to forceful eviction 
from the land. 

It is an old custom that the peasants are forced to favor their landlord. They are 

considered duty bound to vote for the man who happens to be their landlords. If we do 

not do so we will die unfed, we will be forced to die along with our hungry families. 

In such conditions no peasant will vote against his landlord. Neither he will 

support anyone else than his jagirdar, because everyone is aware of the consequences 
to follow. 

Even during the British rule over the Indo-Pak sub-continent, a few seats had 

been reserved for laborers but after that laborers of Pakistan could not get even that 

right. 
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I appeal to the Government and all political leaders in the name of God to make a 

constitution which could ensure food, education, and provision of all fundamental 

rights to the peasants and reserve seats in Assemblies for laborers and peasants on 

population basis. Minimum wage of laborers should be fixed at Rs. 250.00 per month. 

In our country big officials get high salaries, live a luxurious life and possess big 

buildings but on the other hand school teachers, other Government employees and 
laborers are starving. 

"You cannot send your children to school even up to primary standard. Education 

up to Secondary standard should be made compulsory, free and without any 

expenditure. This demand should be fulfilled. 

"I request that land should be distributed among the landless peasants and 

agricultural laborers. Those jagirdars, who possess 10 or 12 bungalows and have six 

sons to augment the income of their families, will not fall short of money if their 

jagirdaris are abolished. But how landless peasants whose number runs in to 

thousands and lakhs can make both ends meet should be realized by you. 

If the state confusion continues, the constitution would not prove useful, no 
Government will be permanent, the poor people will continue lamenting, the 

problems will continue to increase, the confusion will increase. In this state of affairs, 
no Government backed by imperialism or by capitalists will be able to survive for 

more than two years. Such a Government will not last even for one year. The 

Government will be compelled to call the army again. It is better that we should create 

conditions so that we do not call the army for the second time. It is, therefore, 

imperative that the demands of the working classes should be included in the 

constitution in full. The demands of the peasants and the students should also be 

included in the constitution. 

Education has become so costly that poor people cannot afford to send their 
children to schools. The expenditure side has gone up one hundred times higher. 

Therefore, I demand from the Government and the future representatives of the 
people that they should frame such a constitution which could become popular with 

the peasants, the labor classes and the low-paid employees. If it is not done, you will 

have to call the army again and the Government will have to be run with the help of 

the army. It is a matter of shame. 

 

Democratic country 

The Quaid-i-Azam had also said that the Government in Pakistan would be a 

democratic country. There would be no dictatorship in Pakistan nor there a military 
Government. 

The Quaid i-Azam had also said that the Government in Pakistan would be run 

by the people. The sufferings of the peasants would end. The difficulties faced by the 

laborers and the students would be removed. 

The Quaid-i-Azam had said that every citizen of Pakistan would have equal 

opportunity to educate his children. 
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But it is a pity that despite the passage of 23 years during which several 

Governments came and went down, no one realized that 95 per cent of the population 

neither knows Urdu nor Bengali nor English nor Arabic. No step was taken during the 

past 23 years in this direction. 

It was the duly of the Government to educate the people on the significance of the 

vote. The people should have been taught as to why a, vote is cast. This should have 
been done through education and publicity media. 

The people should have been told as to what the meaning of vote is and what 

qualities are required in a person seeking vote from the people. 

 

Firm Belief. 

This is my conviction that until the Government is controlled by the jagirdars and 

capitalists, nothing will be done for the betterment of the peasants and the laborers. 

Therefore, I am of the firm belief that the salvation of the poor lies only in the path of 

socialism. But now when the elections have started, I will call upon the people that 

there should be no corruption in the elections. 

The corruption has increased more than 100 per cent. The corrupt people whether 

they are in the mills, or happen to be jagirdars or businessmen or black marketers, all 
of them are destroying Pakistan. You should be aware of such people and should not 

cast your votes for money, If all the people turn corrupt and the corruption spreads 

among the peasants also, this country will be ruined. 

The remedy is that the people should think collectively as to how the future 
constitution for the country is to be framed. If possible, political leaders should afford 

an opportunity to meet and discuss the question of framing of constitution. If Pakistan 
survives, we will survive. If Pakistan is ruined, everybody including the peasants, the 

laborers and jagirdars, the capitalists, educated and the uneducated will all be ruined. 
Therefore you should move unitedly to save the country from the external and internal 

enemies. 

You, therefore, should unite to save Pakistan from internal and external enemies, 

make efforts to preserve security of Pakistan, to make Pakistan prosperous, to 

promote unity and to do away with disruption. 

Unity is the most needed thing, we pray to guidance of Allah to unite all of us, to 

create understanding between all the political parties to unite them so that they are on 

their guard against the external enemies. We are surrounded by enemies from all 

nooks and corners who are out to destroy Pakistan. 

If Pakistan exists all the political parties in it will exist. Nobody can even dare to 
set up a political party of his own choice to achieve its objective if Pakistan is merged 

into India or assumes any other shape or becomes a confederation. 

We, therefore, should stand united to make Pakistan strong and prosperous, to 

eliminate drinking from Pakistan to cut down unnecessary expenditure, to drive out 

corruption, to wipe out blackmarketing, and to prevent smuggling of edibles like rice. 
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pulses, chilies, ghee and other articles of daily use worth lakhs of rupees to India. 

We should unite to award exemplary punishments to defaulters. Whosoever loves his 

homeland namely Pakistan is a true Pakistani. 

Appeal. 

But the one who lives in Pakistan and wants to harm it is a traitor, dishonest and 

an enemy of Pakistan. 

I repeat my appeal to you that at least 95 per cent of you should strengthen our 

organisation so that we can establish with God's help the rule of peasants and laborers. 
We will definitely establish it. 

May God enable us to do so. O' God grant us the power to become honest. 

We may abhor what has been prohibited by you. O' God guide us, give guidance 

to all the Pakistanis, give guidance to the people at the helm of affairs so that they 

should ignore selfish gains, should rise above their personal ends and losses, should 

give up gambling, should give up corruption, blackmarketing and smuggling. 

O' God grant us the power that we, the 13 crore Pakistanis, should stand united, 

become strong to preserve the integrity of Pakistan and to make it a strong and 
prosperous country. 

In the event of an aggression against Pakistan we will fight to the last and never 

accept subjugation. We are a free nation and we will live with free thinking and in 

accordance with the dictates of God and the Holy Prophet, Ameen, Pakistan 

Zindabad, Pakistan Paindabad."—APP. 

 

 

 

--------------
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SENSE AND NONSENSE ABOUT DISPARITY 

THE BALANCE SHEET OF DISPARITY 

Rehman Sobhan 

A great deal of nonsense is currently being talked about East Pakistan's low 

revenue earning capacity as compared to West Pakistan. From this premise two totally 

untenable conclusions are being derived. First, that higher development expenditure in 

the West wing is financed by its own revenue resources and owes nothing to East 

Pakistan. Secondly, that higher revenue collections are the main reason for higher 

development expenditure in the West wing. Both fallacies need to be laid to rest if any 

coherent dialogue is to emerge. 

 

Financing Development 

In Table I we present a breakdown of total revenue collections in the two 

provinces and relate them to revenue and development expenditures in the regions. 

Revenue collections are collected separately by the Central and Provincial 

governments. From the table we see that during the Third plan period 1965-66 to 

1968-69, the latest period for which figures are available, the Centre collected, 

through its main revenue heads of Customs duty. Excise Tax. Sales Tax and Taxes on 

income Rs. 470.5 crores from East Pakistan. Against this Rs. 1304.4 crores was 

collected from West Pakistan, which is 73.5% of total collections. 

Provincial revenues have a much smaller yield since the main elastic sources of 
revenue are with the Centre. As a result Provincial revenues, which include both tax 

and non-tax revenue, yielded Rs. 258 crores in East Pakistan and Rs. 477 crores in 

West Pakistan. Together Provincial and Central revenues yielded Rs. 728.5 crores 

from East Pakistan and Rs. 1781.7 crores from West Pakistan. Against this, Revenue 

expenditures in East Pakistan amounted to Rs. 484.9 crores compared to Rs. 1659.5 

crores in West Pakistan. Revenue expenditure relates to all expenditures of the 

Central and Provincial governments located within the region. Expenditures of this 

nature generate income and direct and indirect employment in the region as a tangible 

benefit to its inhabitants. 

In contrast, development expenditure was apportioned as Rs. 851.3 crores to East 
Pakistan and Rs. 1107.6 crores to a West Pakistan. The aggregate of revenue and 
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development expenditure yields Rs. 1336 crores in East Pakistan and Rs. 2767 

crores in West Pakistan. 

This implies that both regions spend more than they earn. West Pakistan's deficit 

is, however, larger and adds up to Rs. 985.4 crores compared to Rs. 607. 7 crores for 
East Pakistan. 

This deficit is financed largely by foreign aid and inflationary finance. It is 

reckoned that during the period Pakistan received net foreign assistance valued at Rs. 

1295 crores, so that the balance was presumably financed by money creation. 

If we assume that East Pakistan received 30 % of Aids and Loans than its share 

comes to Rs. 388.5 crores. This means that Rs. 218.2 crores or 36% of its deficit was 

financed by inflation and Rs. 388. 5 crores or 64 % by Aid. In contrast West Pakistan 

financed Rs. 906. 5 crores or 92 % of its deficit from Aid and only Rs. 78. 9 crores or 

8 % from inflation. 

This means that East Pakistan paid the price for higher expenditure in West 
Pakistan in two ways. It surrendered its due share of aid which should normally have 

been 55 % or Rs. 712.3 crores. In addition to this it is subjected to greater inflationary 
pressure. This is confirmed by the trend in prices between 1964-65 and 1968-69 the 

price index in East Pakistan rose 30 points compared to a rise of 16 points in West 
Pakistan. 

It is, therefore, evident that West Pakistan's faster development was only partly 

paid for by its own resources. Its sizeable deficit of Rs. 85.4 crores was financed, inter 

alia, by appropriating East Pakistan's share of Aid and passing the main burden of 
inflationary financing on to East Pakistan. 

 

The Logic of Revenue Disparity 

This leads to the second fallacy that West Pakistan's higher levels of development 

are due to their higher revenues. In fact it is the reverse. It is the higher development 

there and the policy bias in its favor which makes it possible to generate such high 

revenues. Correspondingly East Pakistan's low revenue yields are a glaring indictment 

of governmental neglect rather than a demonstration of its poor tax performance. This 

point can be clarified by examining the main revenue heads collected by the centre for 

which figures have been presented in table 1: 
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TABLE I 

 

The Balance Sheet of Development (1965-66 to 1968-69).. 

[All figs, in Rs. crore. ] 

A. Revenue :    East Pakistan    West Pakistan.% share 

 1. Central Collections:   

 (i)Customs Duties .. .. 187.8  344.5  35.3 

           (ii)Central Excise .. .. 141.4  481.1  26.8 

 (iii)Direct Taxes .. .. 58.9  252.5  15.7 

 (iv)Sales Tax  .. .. 82.4  219.3  27.2 

  (v)Total  .. .. 470.5  1304.4  26.5 

 2. Provincial Collections .. .. 258.0  477.3  … 

 3. Total Revenue Yield .. .. 728.5  1781.7  29% 

B. Expenditure : 

 1. Revenue Expenditure .. .. 484.9  1659.5  … 

 2. Development Expenditure .. 851.3  1107.06 … 

 3. Total Expenditure .. .. 1336.2  2767.1  32.6% 

C. Net Deficit (B3-A3): .. .. 607.7  985.4  … 

D. Financing the. deficit: 

 1. Aids and Loans .. .. 388.5  906.5 

 2. Inflationary Financing .. .. 218.2  78.9 

 

Customs Revenue. 

We note that 35.3 % of all Customs revenues were realized from West Pakistan 

in this period 1965-66 to 1968-69. But this is hardly surprising if we observe that only 

32 % of Pakistan's imports during this period came into East Pakistan. Whilst the 

structure of imports and duties also contributes to the difference in customs yields the 

volume of imports coming into a region remains a fair guide for how much will be 

collected there in duty. East Pakistan has always claimed that it was denied its due 

share of its own export earnings plus 55 % of foreign aid and loans. If this pattern had 
prevailed East Pakistan's Customs yield would be over 50%. 

 

Central Excise Tax. 

These are essentially taxes on production of manufactures. Only 26.8% was 

collected from East Pakistan. This figures is, however, misleading. Excise is collected 

at the factory or point of distribution. Its cost is passed on to the consumer in higher 

prices. To 
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the extent that West Pakistan-produced goods are sold in East Pakistan, East Pakistani 

consumers pay the excise duty even though collections are recorded in the West wing. 
For example in 1968-69 one-fifth of Excise duty collected in West Pakistan came 

from cotton fabrics and yarn. This is also West Pakistan's biggest export to the East 
wing. It follows that a part of this collection should be accredited to the East wing. 

The same applies to collections for other products sold in the East wing. 

However even allowing for this at least two-thirds of revenues are collected in the 

West wing. But this merely proves that West Pakistan has been privilege to have a 

higher level and faster rate of industrialization. Nearly all excise collections are 

realized from the Large Scale Manufacturing sector. In 1968-69, 74 % of value added 

by this sector accrued in the West wing. It is, therefore, hardly surprising if 73.2 % of 

excise collections come from there. If the share of industry East Pakistan has always 
demanded was located here its collections would have been correspondingly higher. 

 

Direct Taxes 

These refer to taxes on income and wealth of corporations and individuals. Here 

East Pakistan's contribution of 15.7% is the lowest of all tax heads. And who should 

be surprised. Collections here reflect the geographical concentrations of companies 

and wealthy people. Less than 1 % of the population pays income tax. A large 

proportion of them are concentrated in the West wing. Most companies are located 

there and even those who do most of their business in East Pakistan have their head 

offices in the West wing and pay their taxes there. In 1968-69, out of Rs. 23.2 crores 
of corporation tax paid only by companies, only Rs. 2.98 crores or 12.8% was realized 

in East Pakistan. 

Again this concentration of the wealthy in West Pakistan is a symptom of the 

faster development of the region and hardly a cause. Public policies have 

manufactured our affluent classes in the West and it is this very policy with its class 

and regional bias which is under attack.. 

 

Sales Tax 

Here 27.2 % of collections are in the East wing. Of this about 54 % (1968-69 

figures) are realized from imports, so that their regional distribution is determined, as 

in the case of Customs duties, by the distribution of imports between the two regions. 

The balance of 46 % is realized from items of domestic manufacture and 
consumption. As with Excise, concentration of manufactures in West yields more 

Sales Tax. Similarly concentration of income in the West produces higher sales and 
hence more Sales tax. Here again some of the taxes collected in the West are paid by 

East wing consumers. 

It is, therefore, apparent to the most modest intelligence that the two regions 

revenue collections bear a close relation to their development. Disparity in 

development produces 
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disparity in tax yield and is a commentary on past injustice rather than the cause 

to perpetrate new ones. Faster development in the East wing plus a higher share of 

imports and manufactures would have a salutary impact on its revenues and solvency. 

It is hoped therefore that men of goodwill in the West will not be misled by the 
inaccurate and tendentious comments of their so-called spokesmen. A clear 

understanding of the degree and nature of past injustices to East Pakistan will create 
an atmosphere where mutual accommodation can serve to resolve outstanding 

problems. An attempt to mislead people by distorting evidence will merely lead to a 
false sense of righteousness and ponder to those very interests in the West wing which 

have perpetrated these injustices on the nation and are even today attempting to 

perpetuate them. 

 

 

---------------- 
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PROVINCIAL AUTONOMY 

Muzaffar Ahmed Chowdhury 

 

All the political parties in the country demand provincial autonomy, although 
here are material differences among them about the nature and extent of provincial 

autonomy. Provincial autonomy in simple terms means that the provinces shall he the 

masters of their own house. It signifies that the powers of the government shall be 

divided between the federal government and the governments of the federating units 

in such a manner that the Federal and provincial governments are each, within a 

sphere, co-ordinate and independent. Each government is independent within its own 

sphere of authority. The constitution demarcates powers between the federal 

government and the government of the federating units. Neither is superior to the 

other; they exist as partners in a commonwealth. Neither government can make 

inroads into the jurisdiction of the other. The actual allocation of powers between the 

two sets of governments cannot be altered by either acting alone. This is the meaning 

of provincial autonomy. 

The exact quantum of powers to be given to each government, provincial and 

federal, depends on a number of factors: geography, political situation, the economic 

issues, history, and exigencies of circumstance. These are not uniform in all 

federations. There is nothing unusual about it. What is true of the U. S. is not true of 

Canada. The conditions in Pakistan differ from those in many other countries. 

There are various methods of dividing powers between the federal and provincial 
governments. First, the powers of the federal government may be enumerated and the 

residue may be vested in the provinces or states. Second, the powers of both the 
federal government and provincial governments may be enumerated. The residue may 

be vested in either of the two governments. Third, there may be a three-fold list: a 

federal list' a provincial list, and a concurrent list. Both the governments may make 

laws on the matter included in the concurrent list but in case of a conflict between the 

two laws the federal laws shall prevail. 

I propose to discuss the exact powers given to the federal or central government 
in Pakistan under the Government of India Act, 1935, as adapted and amended in the 

light of the Indian Independence Act, 1947, and the constitutions of 1956 and 1962. 
The main powers of the central government under the constitutional arrangements as 

stated above were almost identical, although the central government had more powers 
under the constitution of 1962 than under the two previous constitutional systems. 

After stating the powers of Central government, I shall discuss the use made of these 

powers by the Central government and the consequences that have stemmed out of it. 

This will go a long way in explaining the background of the demand for provincial 

autonomy and also the nature and extent of provincial autonomy that is now 

demanded. 
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The powers of the Central Government were: 

1. Defense: military, naval and air force; naval, military and air force works, 
industries connected with defense, and manufacture of arms of all types. 

2. Foreign Affairs: all matters which bring Pakistan into relation with any 

foreign country, treaties and arguments, diplomatic, consular and trade 

representation, international organizations, war. peace, extradition, foreign 

and extra-territorial jurisdiction. 

3. Trade and Commerce: trade and commerce between the provinces and with 
foreign countries, import and export across custom frontiers. 

4. Currency, Coinage and legal tender: foreign exchanges and negotiable 

instruments: State Bank of Pakistan; banking with objects and business not 

confined to one province. 

5. Public debt of the federation, the borrowing of money, the security of the 

federal consolidated fund, foreign loans. 

6. Insurance and corporations. 

7. Stock exchanges and future markets. 

8. Navigation, Shipping, Airways, Aerodromes, aircrafts and air navigation, 

light houses. 

9. Major ports. 

10. Federal Public Services, all Pakistan Services, Federal Central Public 

Service Commission, Federal pensions. 

11. Posts and all forms of telecommunications, including Broadcasting and 
Television. 

12. Industries, owned or set up by the federation. 

13. Mineral oil and natural gas. 

14. Census, the survey of Pakistan, Geological Surveys of Pakistan. 

15. Federal agencies and federal institutes. 

16. Duties of customs, including export duties. 

17. Duties of excise on tobacco and other goods manufactured or produced in 

Pakistan except alcoholic liquor, opium, etc. 

18. Co-operative tax. 

19. Salt. 

20. Taxes on income other than agricultural income. 

21. Taxes on the sale of goods. 

22. Taxes on the capital value of the assets, taxes on the capital of the 

companies. 

23. Duties in respect of succession to property. 

24. Estate duty in respect of property. 
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25. The rates of stamp duty in respect of bills of exchange, cheques, 

promissory notes, etc. 

26. Terminal taxes on goods and passengers; and 

27. Taxes on mineral oil and natural gas. 

  

 Under the constitution of 1956, economic and social planning was put in the 
concurrent list. But in reality there was a Planning Board under the federal 

government, and this board was concerned with economic and social planning. Under 
the 1962constitution national economic planning and national economic co-ordination 

was one of the subjects enumerated in the Central list. In addition, the central 

legislature under 1962 constitution was empowered to make laws on any subject on 

grounds of national interest in relation to: 

(a) The security of Pakistan, including the economic and financial stability 

of Pakistan. 

      (b)  Planning or co-ordination. 

      (c) Achievement of uniformity in respect of any matter in different parts 
of  Pakistan.  

From this it is clear that all the essential powers-defense, foreign affairs, foreign 

trade and commerce, inter-provincial trade and commerce, foreign exchange, foreign 

loans and aids, national economic planning and national economic coordination, 

currency, coinage and legal tender, almost all the elastic sources of revenue, and the 

two key all-Pakistan Services-have been concentrated in the hands of the Central 
Government since 1947. The consequences of this heavy concentration of key powers 

in the hands of the Central Government are discussed below:  

It has led to the growth of increasing volume of disparities in all vital matters 

economic, financial per capita income, investment, utilization of foreign exchanges, 

manufacturing; on revenue, capital and development accounts, foreign aids and loans, 

investments in semi-autonomous bodies, transport and communications, social and 

economic overhead facilities, living standards, regional savings and investment, 

public personnel and expenditure on it, and defense personnel and expenditure- 

between East Pakistan and West Pakistan. These disparities which have been 

expanding in volume, variety and magnitude have been (he result of policies pursued 
during the last twenty- three years by the central government which has been armed 

with the powers as stated above. The consequence of these disparities which have 
given rise to serious economic, political, administrative and military imbalances 

between two wings of the country leading to the concentration of wealth and power in 
West Pakistan at the cost of East Pakistan, need to be analyzed and discussed. Real 

national integrity in actual practice and not in words, however, beautiful, depends on 
the permanent elimination, root and branch, of the causes of disparity. 
 

Foreign trade, foreign exchange and their utilization : 
 

Let us now examine the total exports and imports of East Pakistan from 1947-48 
to 1967-68, and see how foreign exchange earnings have been utilized and with what 
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consequences. The total export from East Pakistan during this period amounted to 

Rs. 2,239.5 crores whilst import amounted to Rs. 1,630.89 crores. During these years 

East Pakistan had a surplus of Rs. 608.7 crores. During the same period the value of 

exports from West Pakistan amounted to Rs. 1759.7 crores and her imports amounted 

to Rs. 3110.5 crores. She had a deficit of Rs. 2039.8 crores. 

These figures show that the external balance of East Pakistan has been 
exceedingly favorable while that of West Pakistan has been extremely unfavorable. 

But East Pakistan was not allowed to use her favorable balance of trade for the benefit 
of her people. This had a number of serious consequences for East Pakistan. First, 

East Pakistan was not allowed to import goods worth Rs. 608.7 crores during the last 

21 years. She could not utilize on average, a sum of Rs. 30 crores of her foreign 

exchange earnings annually for her own benefit. Hence, she was deprived of the 

opportunity of deriving the benefits that might have accrued to her out of the 

investment of Rs. 608.7 crores in 21 years. Second, international trade means 

exchange of good for goods or egress and ingress of goods. As East Pakistan could 

not import goods it created a vacuum in East Pakistan. The gap was filled up by the 

release of artificial paper currency which created a highly inflationary situation 

causing untold hardships to the common man. Third, East Pakistan's surplus foreign 

exchange earnings were utilized for importing capital goods for building up industries 

in West Pakistan, the products of which were for consumption. These figures not only 

describe but also explain the huge disparity in the industrial development of the two 

wings. 

This inter-wing disparity has been the direct result of utilizing East Pakistan's 

foreign exchange earnings for the benefit of importers in West Pakistan through 

import controls and liberal bank credit in West Pakistan. 

Fourth, East Pakistan has been surrendering a significant portion of her foreign 
exchange earnings to pay for goods and services purchased from West Pakistan. 

There is no doubt that the value of foreign exchange is much higher and that it cannot 
be equated with internal purchases in rupees. East Pakistan would have been much 

better off economically, if instead of being required to make purchases from West 

Pakistan, it could use its foreign earnings to buy from abroad were prices have been 

most significantly lower. It is also true that capital goods are obtainable in the 

international market, hence surrendering of scarce foreign exchange earnings by East 

Pakistan has meant a disastrous economic loss through a reduction of her imports of 

capital goods. 

Fifth, in so far as the surrendering of foreign exchange earnings has caused the 
import of her capital goods to be financed out of foreign aids and loans, and additional 

cost is involved in that East Pakistan has to pay interest on foreign loans, and has to 
pay a price for her imports which is much higher than the international competitive 

price. 

It is a universally known phenomenon that the non-availability of capital goods 

has been the most serious bottleneck that has impeded the pace of development in 
East Pakistan. 

This has been due to the policies in regard to import controls and allocation of 

foreign exchange earnings pursued by the Central Government during the last 21 

years, is 
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beyond any shadow of doubt. Finally, the balance of trade of East Pakistan also 

signifies the net transfer of her savings to, and their investment in, West Pakistan. 

During the same period West Pakistan spent Rs. 2,019 crores more than she 

earned. Her foreign exchange earnings amounted to Rs. 1,759.7 crores and her 
imports amounted to Rs. 3,779.5 crores. Thus leaving a staggering deficit of Rs. 

2,019.8 crores. This means that she utilized surplus foreign exchange earnings of East 
Pakistan and also the foreign aids and loans up to this level. 

 

That is the imperative reason as to why East Pakistan wants to have full and 

plenary control over her own foreign exchange earnings. This will enable her to utilise 

those resources for the good of the people of East Pakistan. The policy pursued by the 

Central Government in allocation of foreign exchange earnings has amounted to a 

gross violation of the constitutionally accepted principle in the matter. East Pakistan 

lost her faith in paper guarantees. She wants her full share. That the policy of the 

Central Government has been disastrous to East Pakistan, is beyond doubt. East 

Pakistan wants to reverse this process completely. She is quite willing to pay her 

agreed share of the foreign exchange requirements of the Central Government. This is 

just and reasonable. This is also the reason why East Pakistan wants the interests on 

loans and payment of capital to be made on the basis of their place of utilization. East 

Pakistan's full control over her foreign exchange earnings is urgent vital and 

necessary for her sheer survival. No reasonable man, except those with cold feet and 

hot heads, can fail to understand and appreciate the rationale of this demand. East 
Pakistan wants complete control over her own foreign exchange to be provided for in 

the future constitution. That this is a vital aspect of provincial autonomy is 
transparently clear. 

 

 

 

 

----------------- 
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A����� MN� C��  ����� ���!%� "��� AF��8 ��X���E��� A����UV ?������ ����  ��< C  
������%�� ��¢� � ��  �� ��� A�, �� �� �   �� C�  C �! ¥�������  ����(��� ���� ��(. 
��s, ��� 8�9 A � ���3 L1�� �� �� ���� �।  

���� 2��� ��� A�, C!� L�9f A"������ �9���� A�, 2����� �8
 �� ���� A(�� L�  
A��� �9�hE��� ��,��,�� ��� % ���! C��  E����� ���%���V ����� U��  ��4� �����<। 
C 8F A ��� �5� M�«� C�� �� �/�  �� �। C��  A����UV ��%f ��1��  ��� ��F��� 
�� ������� A"��<� ����e �H��  �� �I�% ��� �� A1�  (�� A"�<।  

������%�� ��� ��, ‘‘��� ?������� ���(�� ���� ��� ����%��� ��{ ���`G L�����, 
����EI���� L�������"��, (��� M������ F C? ����%��  ����(��� A���� LvE ��(.��  �I�% 
��� ���� 8"G ��j �Z�  ��<। A�  ��8� 89 �� �� L1�� A � ���3 ���� � A�? ��%��f  
\!� �� �� A  ����(��� ���� ����� (��s �� A���"�9 �। ��,��,�� ��� % ���! F E����� 
���%���V �� ����� 2���� �9hE��� ��4� �����< �� 2����� �� ���� ����� C !� 
A"������ �9���� । A � �5� C��� A?। 2�� ��8 E���-E���E��� �/�  �� ���� �9�" 
 ���<। �O�!� ���6 ��? ����� iu�! A��� ¡�� F ����c�� �HIG% ��5G���-C ��{ L�9f 
����e�� F �E�[�� ���O�� �����<। ��  �O%�Q ?������� �O�[� ����%��  �"���� ���9 � 
��� � (  �� A� C�� �Q �Q ����3� �O��9 F ����� C�� �� �9��  ¥���� �9����� ����� 
Lw��� F ����e����� ���G A� �� �� ����3� ��p���� M�� �(� 2\�� ���। C�F ��%f 
���3 F �v� ���  ?���� <�4�� 2�<।’’ 
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‘‘ ���`G L������ 89 �����9  8���� A��  �O��9��G  ���< F C��� �O��9� A ��� _�� 
�4�<। �9��  ��������� ?�����9? �� A��  ���� A"�<। ��� L����@ ��%�ª  �9�c� "O��� � �� 
����� 2��� ����� ����3� E�"9F L��� ���। ������ �����9  ���h���I� >9�8  L�Q��� ���1 
4�(�4�  �� ��s। >’�� ��� A� �� _� �� ¼�� O� ��� 2�<। >���� ���1 2��� C���< ��d�EI� 
L�X�, �B�; L�����। 2��� ��� �/�� C��� c��f���  �� L�9���9 । � � � �� �� ��� 
F A��� ��� �H�  ��8 ��"�। 8`�� L�c� A\�3G�  �� ����c���  ��� ��� 8`��  L�c�� �� 
����(�  `।’’  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*  *+,' ��� *K? �E@� 8���»��� ���������� M� I��� Lx��  ��  �Q ����3� �O��9 \�!। C? >��%��"F A ��� �� ���� 
�����9 L���� �<� ��� � � ��� A1�  ������ ����<�। 
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MUJIBUR RAHMAN WARNS AGAINST BID TO FRUSTRATE 

ELECTIONS 

Remarks made at a Press Conference at Dacca on November 26, 1970. 

 

The Awami League Chief Sheikh Mujibur Rahman told a Press Conference in 

Dacca yesterday that “ if the polls are frustrated, the people of Bangladesh will owe it 

to the millions who have died to make the supreme sacrifice of another million lives, 

if need be, so that we can live as a free people and so that Bangladesh can be the 

master of its own destiny”. 

To a query by a foreign correspondent as to whether this could be, interpreted as a 
call for “independence”, Sheikh Mujib said, “No, Not yet”. 

Asked if by referring to the sacrifice of another one million Bengalees he meant to 

put up physical resistance, the Awami League chief said, 'That I do not say now. My 

party is a constitutional organisation. We will start a constitutional movement. If they 

follow unconstitutional ways, people will follow their own course". 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was giving his impression of the tour of the cyclone 

ravaged areas in the coastal belt at the Press Conference which was attended by 

foreign journalists. 

He strongly opposed the postponement of the general elections as a whole because 

of the disaster. Elections he however said, could be postponed in the eight 
constituencies ravaged by the catastrophe for a few weeks. 

Reply to a question as to what he would do if elections were postponed, the Awami 

League chief said he would consult his party men to decide the future course of 

action. “Nothing, however, will go unchallenged”, he added. 

When his attention was drawn to the statements of some political leaders who had 

demanded postponement of the elections because of the catastrophe, he asked. "Who 

are these leaders"? He said that by asking for postponement of the elections, which he 

described as a referendum on his Six-Point Programme, these political leaders were 

only trying to perpetuate the Martial Law regime. 

“They want the Martial Law to protect their leadership. The same leaders had 

raised a hue and cry for postponement of the elections after the last flood. But what 

did they do to alleviate the sufferings of the flood-stricken people”, he asked. 
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This time also, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman pointed out, except for Maulana Bhashani 

and Pir Mohsenuddin and himself no one of these leaders had visited he ravaged 

areas, particularly the off-shore islands. 

On the question of demands of postponement of elections by some Leaders, Sheikh 
Mujib also said, “You know bad students always ask for postponement of 

examinations”. He said let the elections be held on December 7 and many of these 
leaders and their parties would not be there and these leaders would even forfeit their 

right to issue statements. 

Asked if he was giving “Bengal's survival” priority over survival of Pakistan, 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman said: "We are the majority. We are Pakistani, Majority 

cannot be ignored". 

Replying to another question he said that there could be unity of the country only if 

the interest of all was recognized. “If they neglect and ignore our interest and treat us 

as a colony and market how can there be unity. We feel we are being treated as a 

market”, he said. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was asked if the Six-Point Programme was not a call for 
secession as has been alleged by some West Pakistani leaders. He said, "We are 

demanding regional autonomy and not independence". 

Asked if regional autonomy on the basis of the Six-Points could be achieved 

through elections, he said if the people give the verdict in favour of Six-Points, it 

would be achieved. 

The Awami League Chief was asked if he had any information about the "attempt 

to frustrate the elections”, he said: “I can make a guess. I am a political being”. 

Elaborating, he said, “a conspiracy has been going on against the people of 

Bangladesh by the bureaucrats, the vested interest, the ruling cliques and a coterie for 

the last 22 years. If they are playing their old game now, they should know that they 

were playing with fire”. 

The Awami League Chief who repeatedly referred to the coming elections as 
“referendum on the Six-Point Programme”, said that he did not think that the holding 

of the elections on schedule would hamper relief work in the Cyclone affected areas. 

He said there could be thousands of volunteers for relief work and even from the 

affected areas ten thousand volunteers could be mobilized for relief work. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman demanded release of all political prisoners, withdrawal of 

political cases to ensure a fair and free election. He, however, said that even if that 

was not done (by the Government) his party would take part in the elections. He 

referred to the 1954 elections when, he said, 3,500 political workers were in jail. 

 

 

---------------- 
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POLLS ON SCHEDULE 

EAST PAKISTAN MUST HAVE MAXIMUM AUTONOMY 

 

President Yahya Khan's Remarks at Press Conference 

in Dacca on November 27. 1970. 

 

President General Agha Mohammad Yahya Khan told a Press Conference in 
Dacca last evening that general elections in the country will be held on schedule. 

“Elections will take place" was his answer to a question by a foreign 

correspondent who wanted to know if the general elections would be postponed in 

view of demands by some political parties. 

As for schedule of elections in the eight or nine constituencies which have been 

affected by the cyclone, the President said he had left the question to be decided by 
the Chief Election Commissioner. 

The Election Commission, he said, was an independent body and the Chief 

Election Commissioner was already here to assess the situation to decide when to 

hold elections in the cyclone affected areas. 

Replying to another question on how delayed the elections in the affected 

constituencies could be, the President explained that there was already a gap between 

the National and Provincial Assembly elections. Provincial Assembly elections, he 

pointed out, was not so important in the sense that the Provincial Assemblies will be 

operative only after the Constituent Assembly had framed a constitution. If the 

elections in the cyclone affected constituencies were postponed, the polls there would 

be like by- elections. 

 

Martial Law to continue if constitution goes beyond LFO 

 
Replying to another question the President said he would summon the National 

Assembly “as soon as possible”. The stipulated period of 120 days for framing the 
constitution would begin from the day the session begins, he told another questioner. 

 
During the Press Conference at the Darbar Hall of the Governor’s House the 

President replied to a score of question on election, relation between two wings and 
his opinion on the issue of Provincial autonomy. 
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He said he would not stand in the way of maximum autonomy for the people of 

East Pakistan. He said he would rather encourage it so that people of East Pakistan 

could have “full charge of their destiny, planning and utilization of its resources” 

within the “concept of Pakistan”. 

He said although East Pakistan was one of the five provinces, because of its 

geographical distance of over thousand miles from the other wing it must have 
maximum autonomy to run her own affairs within the overall framework of one 

Pakistan. “After all 1 do not want to have five Pakistans”. 

The President was asked to comment on Six-Point Programme and the 

correspondent wanted to know if it would finally lead to separation between the two 

wings of Pakistan. 

The President said he was not concerned with six or any other points. What was 

imperative was that people of East Pakistan have a lot more say in their affairs than 

they had so far. 

Replying to a question by another foreign correspondent the President said he did 

not believe there was any tendency of separatism in East Pakistan. They are the 
majority. How can a majority separate from a minority, he asked. 

When the correspondent referred to criticism of West Pakistan in this province, 

and said he could interpret this as a tendency for separatism the President “if you 

would have heard anything as such, this would not be the voice of my people”. He 

said the people of East Pakistan were emotionally hurt because of the disaster which 

was only normal. 

When a correspondent asked if the criticism of West Pakistan in East Pakistan did 

not put the continuing unity of the country to danger, the President said: I hope it is 

not. He said he did not want to defend the people of West Pakistan. But the fact was 

that there was an emotional upsurge there over this terrible disaster in East Pakistan. 

He said he knew of one instance in which a weeping old woman had donated her 

life's savings made for performing the hajj towards the relief of the cyclone-affected 
people. He said even small children were moving throughout the days to raise 

donations for the victims of the catastrophe. East Pakistan were aware of this. He said 

he knew that vast majority of the people of this brotherly feeling that the people of 

West Pakistan had for them. It was only those who had lust for power who talked of 

such things. 

He appealed to such leaders to have a broad national view. Nobody should take 
political advantage from such a situation. 

Replying to a question on the Constitution, the President made if clear that 

Martial Law would continue if the proposed Constitution was not framed in 

conformity with the five basic principles contained in the Legal Framework Order. 

The President said the general elections were being held under LFO an 

instrument of Martial Law and all political parties are taking part in the elections after 

its acceptance. 
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If after the elections they (parties) refuse to accept the LFO, as far as I am 

concerned I will take it that they have not taken pan in the elections. Martial Law 

continues and it shall continue. 

At one point the President was asked if the criticism against his Government 
regarding relief operation had been politically motivated. General Yahya said he was 

not an aspirant or participant in politics. He said the people of Pakistan must form 
their own Government. He was under obligation only to see that the proposed 

constitution assured integrity, safety and security of the country. 

He said that the sovereignty will be given to the National Assembly only when he 

has handed over the power. Until then everything is under cover and umbrella of 

Martial Law. 

The President who on a number of occasions advised the critics of his 

Government to "come to power as quickly as possible through elections", said he 

would like to hand over the responsibility of the administration to the people's 

Government as soon as possible. "I want to hand over power to people's Government. 

I am a soldier, and I want to go back to soldiering". 

President's attention was drawn by foreign correspondents to criticisms by 

political leaders and the national. Press on the relief operation. He said I accept these 
criticisms from my people. My only request is that they be constructive. 

Criticism of the Central Government by political leaders came in for quick retorts 

from the president. When a foreign correspondent wanted President's comment on 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's allegation of "criminal negligence" on the part of the 
Central Government, General Yahya said: I did not bring the cyclone. It was not my 

fault. My fault begins taking shape only when I do not do anything for the surviving 
people. 

When another correspondent referred to Sheikh Mujib's charges of callous-ness 

on the part of the "guilty bureaucrats", the President said his advice would be: Let 

them come to power as quickly as possible. 

About Awami League leader's assertion that a quick move by the Pakistan Navy 

could have saved many lives, the President said the allegation arose out of lack of 

information. "I hope they come to power and do better. I have tried to do my 

maximum". 

 

 

 

-------------
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8"�G� ��� �F��� E����� U� � 8"�G� ��� �F��� E����� U� � 8"�G� ��� �F��� E����� U� � 8"�G� ��� �F��� E����� U� �     

�I�% ��� ���� 28��� �Q�  F ���6�I�% ��� ���� 28��� �Q�  F ���6�I�% ��� ���� 28��� �Q�  F ���6�I�% ��� ���� 28��� �Q�  F ���6----    ��h��� ��o��?�� �4���h��� ��o��?�� �4���h��� ��o��?�� �4���h��� ��o��?�� �4�    

28 2�� �I�% ��� ���� ���� ��! �������  ������� 8��-��G ��{� ��3��! ���%�� C�� 
A�3����� �� ���� ���%���3 E����� A����� 2 �� 2��� 8��?���<। ��"� K&�! �<��� A�� 
��!?, C��  (��� *+,' ����!� ? v�� ��� 2��� ��(�?  ���� A��� ��� ����Z��  C �! (I4�f 
�����f  A�ro<��� �����।  *+J, ����� *J? 2". �?�� 2�����, �I�% ��� ������ 28���� �4�? 
���� C�� A�3 ��%���� ����E  ����� L��Q�� 2�< ���। A�? ��%���, 2� A � ���6 F ��6 
���� ����(��� � ��� ����?�� ������� ���� ��9  �� �?�� �। ��G  ���4 2� ""������ �� ��� 
��§�� E��l�� ���� �?��। >? ��" ����� $�3�9 2� �x�� A� �4�? v`  ����� �(�� F ��(.� 
(�����< �����? � � ��h��� �����G, 2����� 8���� ������ �?��F, ��o��?�� ��4�� �?��। 
28 �?�� *& �z�� �I��%? 34�5, L�9�(��, A��3G 2� ��p��\�� ��� �"��� �?�� ���6���E� 
89 �91%��  �½ ‘‘2s����� 2���� ��’’ ������<���, ����� �l���� A�?�� �!� � ��  ��! L�  
������ M�#�� ���� �?। 28 2��  �� ��(� F vE�����H^ A � �������  ����?�� �?�� � A�, 
�������8%� �H� %� ��4� (I4�f ��%��� M�#���<। C?��� A������� L9���� ����(� ���� 
������ L��Q��? 2��� 2�<। ���� �?��� ����? �?��।  

2��� E������<��� *+ki ����� �� -E��� ��� ��� ������ I� ���1� ��� ����। �I�% 
��� ���� A����, A!���E� C�� �������b�� A�? �1 �Q9  ���� ������ ���E%� �� 
 �����<��। �� ��F �Q �Q !� � �9�  ���� ���  � ���� F A���-������ ������9   
������� ���  �/��� 2���8  �����<��; � � 28 ?�� y. �?�� M�#���< A�, �� ���� � � 
��(.�� �Q9 �<� ���� ��� ��, A � AQ��? ��h ��� �� ��। C?  ���G? �I�% ��� ���� �� 
���� �91% �?���<। ��� ������ A ��! A ��! !� � �����9,  F�� "��� 2��, �������� � /�(��, 
������9� � �(� ��?  �� O� F M���Q6 �?���<। ���(�� �4  1� �?�, �����? 2��� A ��� 
�� �� F 2��� L�/������ ��/ �?�� A� 2(�G ��?�� 2�����<��� 28 ���� ��� ���� 
����! ��8R��  A��, ��®�, ������9 , �������  C   1�� � � ��� �?��? A�? M��Q� F 
M������ ��E  �����<। ?����F �  2����� A(��� M��  �?�� �?  

L����� ?����� � 2F4�?�� v�� (��� ����� \!���� ����(�  ���� A����� 2����� �Q9 
��6� ��h��� � A�ro<�?�� ���� �। ��� ��� �9� F \I�G%���9�� �I�% ��� �� ��¥� �?���< C�� 
C?��� C ? �z��� 2��� >?�! �9� F >?�! \I�G%��4 �HIG% ��¥� �?���<। �1� ����� �9�� �I�% 
��� ���� ���4 (����� A ��! !� � �I��9� /��, \�-��4�, "���� �v ����� E����� �"���<। ����� 
�/� �9�� 2��� ����?���< L�� �. A���  �� ��,  ��?, ����� ��� ?�9���। "� K&A� 
L�¯����� 
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\I�G%��4 �I�% ��� ���� 2!�! A8��� \�-��4�, "�<-���� �G%�����E��� ¥�� �?�� �"���<। 
2� ��%���3 ��QG�x��� ���� �� \I�G%�4 F ������  8���»�� A� ¥������ F ��G��� ��\�!� 
 �����< C�� �9� F \I�G%���9�� �� ��� ���  ����-��������� 2D�f �?�� ��¾ ��¾ A��  
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2�������� L�T���  ��� �� �?; ����Q���  `��� ��"�/���  ���  �� �� �?। �Q �Q 
����� ��/  �/��  �%��9�  1� 
� ��  �� �� �?। C� A(�� 2/������ ��3� 2� �  �?�� 
����?   

28 ��? 2����� �X���  �%�I(� ���£�� �?�� M�#���<। ����89���� ?����8� ��`�� 2��� 
�4�?  �����<। L�  �9�" 
� ��  �����<, L�  A ���� �����<। 28 2����� ���� ����? 
L���. 2�< ��� <�? Mz�"%  ���� ��h��� ��o��?�� ��4�� �?��। C? ��h�� E�3G ���O�� � - 
��9Q A�� �����। C? A�� ����� 2���3 ���[ �® (�� �O�.  ��� ��h�� �- �I�% ��� ���� 
��� A ��! A���3� ��%���� ����3� ���6� ��h��। ���� ���%���3 28 ���? 2��, 2��� C   F 
L�E^  �%�I(� h�G  ��। C�� ?���? ������Q�� ���<� F 8�E�� 2���8  `। ��? ���<� F 
8�E� L�T�  ��� 89 �I�% ��� ���� 8"�G� � ! 8`�� 2���  �����<।   

C?�� 2���� 2F��8 ����� �I�% ��� ���� ���3�  C�� 2����� 28��� �Q�  ���� 
2��� ��%
 A ���� ���� ��� �©[�। A�? ���1 2���� �} �~ 2F��8 ����� 2��� 
���@�, 
2ª-�E%���� C�� �Oa���6 �?�� (�?। 2��� ��p��\��  2������ ������  ���� (�?।  

2�� ��p��  �� ������ ��� 28���� �4�?�� 2����� ��/�9 L����%। � � � �� ����-
����[ F 34�5 �91%  ���� 2��� À�Á� �Q9 A�ro<�� 2��  �� ��p�����F ?��? ��p��। � � C? 
���l 2�� C �! �o������F M���G  ����  (�?- 2����� >��%�" F >��%�  �@�  ���� ������ 
2f8%���  ��8���� A � (�� (���?�� (�� ������"�  2��� �����  ��� �। 2����� ����8� 
������ �����9 �?�� 2"�?�� 2�����< ������"�  2f��  A����� ��� 8��?; � � A���� ��� 
A � ��� 34��5� A�4�8��� 2����"�  2! �?�� (�� ��� ����� F �®��®��� 2��� ��4�?�� 
���9 �?�।  
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��l��� A � �� �� ��� ���  ����� �� �? 2� �?��F �। ������ $�9? �M, 
 I!��� ? �M, 2����� ?����� F m���9� C? $���.9 �Q  ����  �8  ���� ?��? 2����� 
��p��। 

������ 8���� ���6-��h���  `���� ���� �O�1���� C� A � ��6 �?। ��/�9 2����� 
������।  

 
'     �I�% ��� ��- �8Z����! 
' 8"�G� ��h��� m 9- �8Z����! 
'  ?l-��� % ���9��-����� <�4! 
'  >"%�-8����� 2ª����"  �! 

 
               �<`� ������� /���  ����  

(8� 2����� � !��%�) 
     A��� 2�>� ����� �� E����  
                      &'-**-*+,'?� 

   
  

---------------------- 
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����������������������������    �I��I��I��I�    ��������������������    

A�� ���8��� ������ ��%�(�  2��� 2F���� ��" (�(�� ��) * �U��@�, *+,' 
 

    
2��� ��� A������ E�?������2��� ��� A������ E�?������2��� ��� A������ E�?������2��� ��� A������ E�?������,,,,    
2�������2�������2�������2�������    2��� �� 2��� �� 2��� �� 2��� ��     
    

2��� ��h��� L�EZ h�G  `।  

2"��� ,? �U��@� ���� A���9��� 8"�G� ��9Q  AE��! �1� �����G ��%�(�� ����� ���% 
 �� ����<। 8"�G� �9�" F �����s^ ��h���� /� ��s C? ��%�(। ���� A�� F A���� ���3�  
��j �� ! F >"%�� A1�  �(�����  ���� ���6  ��� �����" C? ��%�(�� ���9 ���� h�G  �� A��� 
����।  

��\% A�?� �<��� L����� 2�Z���� �1 A��� �� �� A������� � 2ª��, ������ ��8� 
�6 2� ��8�� ��8�� <��-S��  F ��8R��   �%�� L��3 ��%���E�" F �9��"� ������ 
���������� 8"�G� ���� 28 C  ��� �����" M��c�। C? ��%�(��  M������"9 $���.9 ��s, 
��%��(� ���� ����? ���3� ���9�� �� ��8R��  ��b��� Q���� "���� ��� �4�� ����� �। 
��o����  ��%���� ����� ���9 A���� ����5 �G���  �8 �����  ��� ���। �©[�� 
������ 
A�?� �<��� ���9 ����5 �G��� �I� ����e C��  L�� �� ��%�1� C���? 8"�G� ��%��(� 
�������� ��E  ���<। ��? C? ��%�(�� b`e L������।  

 
2��� A������2��� A������2��� A������2��� A������,,,,    

2����� ��\%���� ��h��, �9�" F ����Q�� ��F ���  O3 -S�� -A���� ����3� ������"G 
A���� E��39z ����5 �G��� ����e A1�  ��x� �� ����� ��� �� ����3  �� ���������� 
���4 ��� A ��! ���3 �(���� ����e� �Oa�� 2�� ���। A � �H� ��~ ��� F 
C �� e����� ���EI�� A����  O3 -S�� -A���� ����3� ?s������ ����5 �G�  ���  ��8 
��� ��� ���� A���। AE�!��� ���� �E�%� �����"� ���9�� A�? ��� �����" F ����e 2���  �(D���� 
 �< A1�  �<��� 2�� ����, �����  O3 -S�� -��%���� ����3� >�����( C�� ������ ���6 �� 
k-�/� F **-�/� ��������  �� ����। C ��� C?  ���G? 2F���� ��" 2�^ ��%�(� L�� h�G 
 ��� ���s C�� ���������� ����! 2�� ��1%� ��o4  �����<।  
 
��� A��������� A��������� A��������� A������,,,,    
        

 ���"�� A1�  A����� 2��� 8���9��E�[  ������e L1%�z C  �9�6 AE�! C  AE��!� ���� 
�����<���; 28 A�!� 2��� ����<। ��? E��39z ����5 �G��� AQ�� 2��� ����3 A��"9�� F 
������"� L�� ���। C� �������� A1�  ��%��(� ���3� ���9�� ��� C ? ����  �%�I(� F 2���%� 
��1%  � L1%�z � � ��{ ��o�� m 9��� 1� �� ���� ��� 2��� L���� (����� A��� � � 
L��(��, $�3�9�I�  2(�G, 2?- �� C�� A�-?��/� A��3�G� �������7 \!��� ����।  2����� 
m 9�� ��(.� F ��X��� ����� ���� A���� L�� L���� ���3� ���9"G ���������� ����3� ���6 
�� k-�/� 
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**-�/� A�� ��� ���9 1� ��। C�  ��G, ���3�� 2��� ���9�"��T 1� �। 2� ��� 2��� ��E6 
��� ��? C�� 
��1%� �Ã F ������%� LR� 9� ���� �E����q� ��� 2ª\��� ��\��� A��� M�# 
����� ���� C����� ����3� E���� (� � F C�� �� �H��� M�� E�" ����� (� �����? ������ 
��� C�� ���������� ��%����, ����4�, E�"9��� F >��� ����3� ���6� ���! ���<�� ����। 

2��� E�?������2��� E�?������2��� E�?������2��� E�?������,,,,     

A��� ����� 28 ������ । A���� ���� A�����F�%���  2����� ���� A?। ��o�� ���G��� ���� 
 ��<, ��o��� L�� ���? �� ?�����9? ���� ��� ���� C  ASG�� ������ ����3���� � ! 
��8��� ��� �� ���� �®����� � EI�� � h�G  ���<; ���� �£�%�, �8%�� ��� ��4�< C�� 
L�9� ���-������% ���EI� ���  1�� F  ��8 E�����9 ������ A/���<। 2�� ���� ����� 
����<, E�"9-����%� ����3� ��� 2������ ?  1� ���� ���। ����� (�F�� F ��F��� 
�1%  
������ ����e 2F���� ��"� ? h�G  ��� ���। C�� A�  �# ����e h��G 2��� �HIG% �©[�। 
��� M����"�  ��? 2����� ��� ���T� 2F���� ��"�  "�4 A���� ����<। ��8��� ��G ����F 
��� C����� E��39z �"�� ��� 8���   � ��6  ��� ����, 2"��� ��b����  � ��� 89 
����, ��Z� F ��O������  �� ����� ���� C�� A������� 8�9 A�  ®��  �� C��� ��� ��� 
��! Co� �<���- A� 
�Ä� ���� �����G� �1 ���  �� >���� A���� ��� � <�!�F ��\�  �� A��� 
����- ����� 2����� ��h�� 
�1%  ���।  

2��� ��� A������2��� ��� A������2��� ��� A������2��� ��� A������,,,,    

2�� Q���� ��9��� ?।  ��G, AQ���� A(�� 8��� ���� 2����� ��h�� L�  �4। C� 
��%�(�� ���9�� �6�9 A�� F ���� 2����� ����e ��� 2����� M�� 9�  ��� (� ����� 
2������  ��6 �x�  ��� ���। A� ��6 ���� ���3�� ���9�"��T�� ��E।  ��G, C? 
���9�"��T�� ��s L�� �� 2����� (��� ��#। ��? 2��� 8���� ����\% ��h���� C? m������  
��"���Q�G ��o�4�� 2�����  ��< 2��� C �! ��� 2���-���������� � � 2�� 2F���� 
���"� ����� ��1%�����  ‘Ar �’ �� %�� AE�! ��।  

��h��� A��������h��� A��������h��� A��������h��� A������,,,,    

��%���3, 2�� �9�6"� ��%��� 2�����  ��<  �� �!  1� A��  ���  (�?। 2���� 8�� 
*+ki ����� *, ���� ����� ��� 2��� �������� � �� ���s^, L����  F ����� ��� 
��4�<���। ���p� ���1 C�� A���� A ���  ��l ��� 2����� � � A��"����" F �H % AE�� 
��4�<���। L�`� ����� 9��  ���������� ���4 ��� A ��! ���3 A ����� 2���� M�� E��� 
A��� C  ������ L������ ���� ��  �!��s�। �1� �1� ��6���� A ��� �����5 ����3 
AEr"��  L�c���  ���G A����� A�? 8`�� ����8�� ���F 2����� �"���� ��?�� �<�। ��? 
2��� ��8� 89 �, ������ ����3� >���� L�����  8�9 *+kk ���� 2�� k-�/� ���� 
Mn��  ���<���। C? ���� ��s 2����� 
��� ��. 
��[��� F 2ª��5G��� �� 2����� ����; 
Lx�� Lx�� A� $�3�9 �O�. ����< ��� L����� ����। C? ���� ������ �"�� 2�� ��%���� ����<। 
C !�� �� C !� ��19� ������ 8�4�� 2���  �����  �� ����<। 2��� A<������, �O� ����-���� 
F 2�����  �< A1�  2���  �<��� ���  ���"��� 2!   �� ���� ����<�। 2��� 
�� �%����� F C ? L9��-L�9�(���� �� �� ��� ����<। A�? >��%� ���  `G��� 2���� 
2���%��
�� 2����? A �� ���1 �<��।  
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A � A�� �, A � ����� �, 2����-������ ��¨��, <��, S�� ,  O3  F ��%���� ���3 
����� L� ���  ���/M AE�� �� ����, 2���, ������, `��, 8��, A8���, 2�������  ���� 
���������� ����� A<�������� ��G ���� 2�Z�� "�4 ���� 2���  �1� �1� 2"���� 34�5 
������  �� A1�  ��6  �� C��<��। A�����  1� 2�� E��� ��?�, 8��� A ��� E����� �, 
E���� ������ �। 8��� 2�� ��� C ��F ��� ��?, ��19� 2"4��� 34�5 ������ �� 2��� ��� 
�O��9� ������� 2��� ���� C�� ��o4��, �����F 2�� ������ ���� ��6� ���1 A�À���  ���� 
�। 2���� A�  E������ 2��� ��� 28F LQ�Å A����<, 8��� ��� A ��� ����8 �� ��� 
2��� �6 ���� ���F 2����� C E��������� ²G �������  ����।  

 
��� E�?��������� E�?��������� E�?��������� E�?������,,,,    
        

������ A� 8� ��v�  >� ���� ���� b����� ��� A�8"�o� ������4�� ���� A"�, ������ A� 
��Q  L9���� ������  ��� �"�� ��8���� ��p���9����� ��l�G _�� �4���, ������ A� S��  
2�Z�� "�4 ����� �"�� 8�� �����, ������ A� <�� 
��� �� L8%�� ��h��� ��8��1 ��?�/��� 
���� ��  A��� �����, ������ A� $��   ���%�!���� �Z� ������ L���� L�c�� b����� ��� ���� 
����, ������ A�  O3  ���Q��� 2��� ���� ��G �������-����� ������ L�� 2ª� ���������� 
��1-��f�� \�� -\��  \��� �/��< C�� L9�� L�9�(���� ��� �� ����  ��<। �6 ����, ��G ���� 
A� 2�Z�� ��o�� "�4 �����<��, A� 2�Z�� k-�/� F **-�/��। 2�� ��o���? E�?। 2�� 8�� 
k-�/� F **-�/� �������� ��? ����� ������ 2ª� ���f ����।  ��8? 2���� 2F���� ���"� 
����! ��1%��  ‘Ar �’ �� %�� AE�! ���� ���������� ����! 2�� 8���6  �� 2��। 2��� 
�O���p��, A� 8������� Q����� ��f 8� �lEI��� �Q ����G%  �� ��� ��8���� �f��  A �4 
����<, ����� ��`�� �4�?��% 2��� 8���6 ����।  

������ �6 �O1� A��� ���� �। 9�� F ���9� ��h��� ���? 2��� 2����� ���� ���।  

8� ����� ।।  ��� �� �8Z���� । 

 
���� -  

2�����? 
     A�� ���8��� ����। 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
2F���� ��" A ��� ��%�(� �/�� i*, ����� ��, _� � �?�� 2°�� ���  �O%  � ���� F ��?F���� A��, _� � 
A1�  �����। 
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����������������������������    �I��I��I��I�    ��������������������    

�F��� E����  �O%  
��� �I�% 
��� �� A\�3G�  

"�7���  ‘���OEI��’ ����� A1�  
� ���� 

i �U��@�,*+,' 

 
�� ������ ����� 8����� �F��� E����� A\�3G� ◌��� ������ ����� 8����� �F��� E����� A\�3G� ◌��� ������ ����� 8����� �F��� E����� A\�3G� ◌��� ������ ����� 8����� �F��� E����� A\�3G� ◌�    

‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘
��� �I�% ��� ��
��� �I�% ��� ��
��� �I�% ��� ��
��� �I�% ��� ��----    �8Z�����8Z�����8Z�����8Z����’’’’’’’’    

(����3 ������) 

��� �� 9���� 2F���� ���!%� �E����, �I�% ��� ��  O3  ����� ���, C����, 2�� � F 
���� 2���� �� ��h��� 8"�G� ��� A�� �F��� 2°�� ����� �� E���� "� �� vD��� 
_� �� �� ����� L��T� C  ����� 8������ ��o�4�� ‘���%�Er� �I�% ��� �� ���T�� ��G�G 
��h���� �91%�� A\�3G�’’  �����<।   

��� �� 9���� 2F���� ���!%�� 2�F  �� �! ��8R��  ��  �O%  A�r1 M��9��" "O��� 
������ ������ L9��  �%�I(� ������ 2����8� C? 8�E�� E�3G �� ��� ��� 8"G�  � � 
E�`��-84�� �9�"  �� M6 ��h��� ������ �4�� 89 M��[ 2��� 8��।  

�F��� E���� ���, ‘‘ ���%�Er� �I�% ��� ���� C? ���� 2?�l�- C? ��h��F 
2?�l�। C�! �<  ��� � �� (�� �O�.� 2�Z�� �; 
���-���%�Er� �I�% ��� ���� C? 
��h���� ��� C����, 2�� � F �9��! 2���� �� ���f ��� F ���6 ��� 8"�G� �IG% $��  ��1% 
1� ��।’’ C? ���l ��� 2�F ���, ‘‘2����� ��h�� 8��-���G� ��h��। �I�% ��� ���� *J 
�Q ���3 ������  8���»��� ��G �����<। 2����� ��h���� ��`�� ��6 ����"  �� ��� 2�F 
*i/K' ��� A��  8�� ���� �� LE�. ���  ����, � �� �O��9��G  ����।’’ �F��� ���, ‘‘8� 
�����’’ AÇ�"� ��  ��� 89 A � $�9 A�F�� �� �?। 
��� �I�% ��� �� ���� ��� $�9 ����" 
 �� ��, ����� ����! 34�5 ����< ��� ��� AF�� ���।’’ 

?������� �8����� �� O��  ��������� ��¥� �I�% ������ �Q �Q �O������ ‘��� ��o�4�� 
���� ��%�(� �(��G�� 89 A ��! A ��! !� � �9�  �� (���< ����� �H� % �F��� E���� ���, 
‘��o��� �9����� 2�� � <�? ���� (�? �, ���� ��8��? ��� A� ���� 8��� �· � ���।’ 

 

A�� ���8��� ���A�� ���8��� ���A�� ���8��� ���A�� ���8��� ���    2���2���2���2���    

‘�I�% ��� ���� 
����� ��h���’ ���  �F��� 89 2F���� ��" ��� A�� ���8��� ��� 
2��� 8���� ��? �z���� �O� 8��� �F��� 2�>� ����� �� E���� ���,‘���8�, ���� 

��� �I�% ��� �� ��h��� A��" ��F। ��� 2���� � F ?������� 
��1%  �8  � ����� 2F���� 
���"�  ��’ ,' ���� L����%।’ 

C? ���l �F��� E���� 2�F ���,‘ ���� ��� ��%�(� �� �� C ����! 2�� 8�� ��� 
���G  ��� 8�� ����� ��<� ����< ����� ��l 2����� ���� ���  A?। ��QG �E������ 
A������  
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A"������ �� �4�?  ���< ��F ��h���� ���� ��%�( ����<। � � ��� ���� C  1� ����G� ��� 
A� ��%�(� ��8���� 8"�G� ���। ��� ���� ����89��� F $
��(���� �®���� ।’ 
 

������ $�9 �!�F������ $�9 �!�F������ $�9 �!�F������ $�9 �!�F    

 

>"%� C�� �� ����/ A�F��� ��� L¶��¶ ��B� ��� ��������9  ��� % F �O�!� $��9F \�o�! 
c�� �H� % �F��� E���� ���, ‘‘ 2���� � F �O�! �9��� �O�1��� � � A�� >"%� ������ 
A���� A
s���� , �����9 ��9 F �������  A��G  ���<। v����� 2���� � F �O�!���  ���-�Z�  
��� ��¶ L�c�� ������ A���  ��� C���<। ��¶ �� A���  �� ��� �-���  �� ���।’’ ��� 
�O�1��� 8"�G� �· ��� % ����89��� F ��� A�8�� �O�!�� A��������  2"��� &'A� �U��@��� 
���9 �I�% ��� ���� ���! A1�  ����� AF��� ���%� A�। L91�� ‘��� % F �O�!� �I����� ±����� 
A�F�� ���’ ��� ������� M���G  ��। 

��� 8���� �6O�� ��� �� �Q���  A��� � C? ����� 8���� A1�  ���� ���� ‘
��� �I�% 
��� �� �8Z����’ ?l- ��� % ���9�� ����� <�4’, �I�% ������ ���G- �F��� E����’ �EO�� 
AÈ�"�� 2 ��-����� � �H� ��� M�#�<�। 

C? ��%��� �F��� E���� ���,‘ v�� AÈ�"�� ��h�� �� �। �� ��� ���, ���� ���%�Er�e 
��� C? �  2���� (�? U���� �  ��< �8�w�  `। ��� A ����� ���� �©[� 1��  ��� ��� 
����।’ 8�� �����%� AÈ�"��� ���1 ��� A����। �F��� E���� �� ��8? AÈ�"� A�, ‘����� 
� ���-2��� 2 ��’ ‘
��� �I�% ��� ��- �8Z����’। ��l ��l �Q �Q  ~ A1�  ����� ��� 
A��� AÈ�"��� ���¥� AE�� 2��।  

M6 8�E�� 2�F ���� E�3G A� ��o�� ��� 9���� ���"� �E���� 8�� 2��M� ���� 
��, �I�% ��� �� 8����� F������ ?������ �E���� ��� A����� MN�,  O3 -S��  ���!% ��� 
8�� C,C�,C� A�������� F �I�% ��� �� 9���� 2F���� ���!%� �����G �H��  8�� ������ 
����। 

�E����3 �F��� E����� A�O�e M��c� 8��� C  ����! ���<� ���E^ AÈ�"� ���� ���� 
��8���� �4  ���QG  ��। 

 

 
----------------- 
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��� �� 8���� ���3� F �I�% ��� ��  �����3  ���3��� 

��%�(�� /��/� 
�9 U *u �U��@�, *+,' 

 

PAKISTAN NATIONAL ASSEMBLY ELECTION RESULTS 

Name of party No. of      East         PROVINCE-WISE RESULT Tribal Indirectly         Total 

  Seats      Pakistan                Area Elected 

  Contested      Women’s 

                               Punjab  Sind    NWFP            Balu-  Seats 

                                                                          chistan 

Awami League  162 160 .. .. .. .. .. 7 167 

Pakistan People’s Party 122 .. 64 18 1 .. .. 5 88 

All Pakistan Muslim   

League (Qaiyum)  132 .. 1 1 7 .. .. .. 9 

Muslim  League 119 .. 7 .. .. .. .. .. 7 

(Council) 

Jamait-ul-Ulema-i- 

Islam 

(Hazarvi Group)  93 .. .. .. 6 1 .. .. 7 

Markazi-Jamait-ul-  Not .. 4 3 .. .. .. .. 7 

Ulema-i-Islam (Thanvi Known 

Group) 

National Awami Party 

(Wali Khan)  61 .. .. .. 3 3 .. 1 7 

Jamait-e-Islami  200 .. 1 2 1 .. .. .. 4 

Muslim League 

(Convention)  124 .. 2 .. .. .. .. .. 2 

Pakistan      Democratic 108 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 

Party 

Independents  300 1 3 3 .. .. 7 .. 14 

    162 82 27 18 4 7 13 313 

EAST PAKISTAN PROVINCIAL ASSEMBLY ELECTION RESULTS 

     General  Indirectly Elected  Total 

      Seats (300) Women’s seats 

Awami League  .. .. .. 288  10  298 
Pakistan democratic Party .. .. .. 2  ..  2 

Pakistan People’s Party .. .. .. ..  ..  .. 

Muslim League (Council) .. .. .. ..  ..  .. 

Muslim League (Convention) .. .. ..  ..  .. 
All Pakistan Muslim League (Qaiyum) .. ..  ..  .. 

National Awami Party (Wali Khan) .. .. 1  ..  1 

Jamait-i-Islam   .. .. 1  ..  1 
Nizam-e-Islami  .. .. .. 1  ..  1 

Jam Ulema-i-Islam (Thanvi Group) .. .. ..  ..  .. 

Marakzi-Aho-e-Hadis .. .. .. ..  ..  .. 
Jamait-Ulema-i-Islam (Hazarvi Group) .. ..  ..  .. 

Sind-Karachi-Punjabi-Pathan  .. ..  ..  .. 

Muttahida Mahaz   .. ..  ..  .. 

Baluchistan United Fort   .. ..  ..  .. 

Pakhtoon Khawa ( Nap)    .. ..  ..  .. 

Independence    .. ..  ..  .. 

  

 Total No. of seats    300  10  310 
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‘8"�G� ��y. ��� ��|F ��%��(� ��������� � ! � O� ��� 
Q��� ���f��� �F��� �t��� �?’ 

‘�������’ (��� �) *u �U��@�, 
*+,' 

‘‘‘‘8"�G� ��y. ��� ��|F ��%��(� ��������� � ! � O� ��� Q��� ���8"�G� ��y. ��� ��|F ��%��(� ��������� � ! � O� ��� Q��� ���8"�G� ��y. ��� ��|F ��%��(� ��������� � ! � O� ��� Q��� ���8"�G� ��y. ��� ��|F ��%��(� ��������� � ! � O� ��� Q��� ���ffff��������� �F��� � �F��� � �F��� � �F��� 
�t��� �?�t��� �?�t��� �?�t��� �?’’’’    

2����� A���� \��G ��� ����5�! ���.��� C �(�!�� ��o�8��� �� . ������ C ? ��l 
���f���� F ����89���� A��3�G� ��� , �������? ����� ���#�� ���9 ������<। "� K& �z�� 
�����? ?�� �������  É�� ���9 ������<। C? ����5 A ����� A��3G, ���4 F 8�������8� �5, 
���� m ���.��� �� ��� 
�1%�Q�� 89? �9�¿� �?�� 2�����<। ?�� A���� ME� L���� <��, 
S�� ,  O3 , ��9��[ 8���� ��� � L1%�z 8������G� A � L���� 
����� F "G�5 C�� L^, 
�¶, ��Q�, 
�c9 - ���c� ���9�� C�!� � �����  ����F LQ�, ��� ��� ��� C? ���9�b�� 
��4�?�� A����? ?��� C ��� $���.9। 

���� A���� ����5 $���� 89 2?"�  �#����� 2F��� "G���3��� +�! 2� ���� �� 
 ��! 2��� ��%�( �?�� �"���< C�� �� � 2�b��� ��%�(F 8������� *, ������ �H^ �?��। 
���.��� C �(�!�� ��� � A � A"���� A8���� ?������� $
��(�������!��� �� �� (�� ��%�� 
\��G ��� ����5�! LQ�̂  1� � ,  ��G ?�� ����� �E���� 
�1% �Q�� �5 C�� A�? �(f�  ���� 
"G������� ����!��� �� �� A8��  ���� 2?"�  �#���� 2��� (���?�� ���� ��%�(  ��?�� 
�?���<। "���3� ��� 2?"�  �#���� 2��� ����� �?��  ����5 $���  �� ���� �?�� 
��%�� \��G ��� ����5�!? ���� 1�� ��।  

����!��� ��%�- �%�-��������� m�� ����� 1� � ��|F 8�����G ��%�(� L9 � �� ��� ���� 
�����< C�� ��%�(� ��Ê�� ���9�"��T L8% ��� 2F���� ��" F ����� ���!% C�� A�? ��l 
A8���� ?������� �� �� ����5 $���� ��{ ��������  ��4�� �"���<। ��%�� ����5 ���� 
����� 89 *+ik ���� C�� *+kK ���� A8��  ���� >?��� >?�! ����5 (���?�� A�F��� ��(.� 
A� 8����G �91%  ���� �����<, ������� M�� ����� L��� A � ����5 (���?�� A�F��� ��(.� 
(����� �t� �?�� � � M�� �?�� ������ ��� E���� ��4�� �"���<। ����3  ���� 28 �� *+,' 
����� 8������G� A(�� C �! "GLE�9n��� L�Ew��� ��O� C�� 
����� F 2ª��5G��� ���� 
2 �a�F ������� L�9f ��j, �� C ? ����5 ���� ������, ����, ��d���, ��#� A���(, A���� 
C? ��o(�! E�3�E�3� 8��� C�� ���E^  M�8���� M�� A��3G-���4 (����� A� L�9f >`� ?�� 
������ ���4 ���4 A!� ��?���<। E��g� ����� L��9 ‘A���� �����, m 9 C�� L����� ������ 
����5 $��� �?�� ���� �’ ����� L�E�� ���� ������< C�� A�� �����F ��o��� ‘8� �����’ 
AÈ�"��� ��l ��  ���� ‘8� ��� ��’ ��6  �����<, �1��� ‘�����’� ����� AÈ�"�� A� 
8�����G 2� ��� ���� � ?�� C �! ����T� ��9। 8������ ������" m >? A�� 8"G�  2� 
A��o � ���� ��� ������ ������ �। 
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2? ���3��� L����� ����� C�F y.�� ��� >��  A���। ?��� ���9 
����� F 
2ª��5�G� 2 �a� 8������G� ���9 ������ 2�F ��j �?�� � M�#�� ����, ����!��� 
��� �"�T� �B9 �(��(���  ����� A���� ���������I��� !�o�! �!���� ������< C�� ���� L�9f 
A"���। A ��� �19 ��E�" ‘
��� �I�% �����’ ‘
��� �����’ �� ‘
��� �I�% ��� ��’ C��  
‘���%�Er� �I�% ��� ��’  1�b�� ������ M����� � �� �B9 �������b��� ��� A"�� ���%� 
8���  �����<। C? ���%� ‘A�� A�!’ 2 ��� 8���  ���� M�� /� /���� ����, C?�� 2�Ê�F 
������� ������<। 

?�� �?�� y.�� L���  �� (�� A�, A8���� ?������ ��%��(� ��������� � ! ���Q��� 
���f��� ��? �9�c�  ����, �� ��%�� \��G ��� ����5�! ���� ����� ��  ����? C �! 
����5 �G�� �?��। C�� ����? ��� �� ���� �?�� ���Q��� ���f��� �?�� 8�������� 
 ����� A��3 �"�T�� D�4  ������?  �8  ����।  

*+ku-k+ ���� **-�/�� "GLE�9n� \!�?�� 8�����G A� ����5�! L(�  ���� �����<� F 
E��l�� (�����  ���� �����<�, ���%�� �’� A�3 L¶ ����"  ����  ����� ��� �"�T� A�? 
����5� ? 2��� A8�4� ���� ���� (���  ���� �������<। C?��� ������5  �]�� M�� �����  �� 
A"� � A����� A���� ���E^ E�3�E�3� 8���, ����3  ���� �I�% ������ 8�����G ����E���? 
2��  ��� "GLE�9n� \!�?�� M���  Mz���  ���� 2 ��a� **-�/��E�[  
��� F ���%�Er� 
���  �#���� ���T�  ����?। 

 

 

---------
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‘����� ���!% 8���� ���3�� ������� ���� 2�� ��� �’ 
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PEOPLE'S PARTY WILL NOT SIT IN OPPOSITION 

NO CONSTITUTION WITHOUT OUR CO-OPERATION. 

 

Mr. Z. A. Bhutto’s statement in Lahore on December 20, 1970. 

 

Mr. Z. A. Bhutto, Chairman of the Pakistan People’s Party declared in Lahore on 

Sunday that no Constitution could be framed nor could any government at the Centre 

be run without his party's co-operation. The PPP, he added, was not prepared to 
occupy the Opposition Benches in the National Assembly. 

 
He said that the PPP could not wait for another five years and that it did not hold 

power, the pledges made by the party to the people would not be redeemed and their 
problems would not be solved. 

 
Addressing a huge crowd outside the Punjab Assembly Chambers at the 

termination of his seven-mile long procession four hours after his arrival from 

Larkana, Mr. Bhutto said that he had all regards for Sheikh Mujibur Rahman who had 

returned with great majority of the Awami League in the National Assembly, but, he 

added “majority alone doesn't count in national politics”. 

 

He said that the PPP had won majority in the provincial Assemblies of Punjab and 

Sind and added that the real power of the Centre lay in these two provinces. No 

government at the Centre therefore could be run without the PPP’s co-operation, he 

added. 

 

He said that the PPP would endeavor to frame a people’s Constitution for Pakistan 

with maximum provincial autonomy for all provinces. One Unit had been dissolved 

and all provinces revived in West Pakistan. For giving autonomy to the provinces, the 
PPP’s co-operation was essential he added. 

 

*   *   *   *  * 

 

Earlier, he explained how the PPP fought against the Ayub regime and what 

hardships it had to undergo in its struggle to overthrow dictatorship. In this connection 

he referred to the efforts of former President Ayub Khan to perpetuate himself in 

power by convening a Round Table Conference which he said, was a clear conspiracy 

against the people of Pakistan. That was the reason, he explained, that the PPP had 
refused to participate in RTC because it was the game of Ayub Khan to remain in 

power by conceding the principle of parliamentary form of government. 
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He said that when the people were engaged in their country-wide movement 

against Ayub dictatorship, the reactionary forces had tried to stem the tide by raising 

the bogey of ‘Islam in danger’ only to save their jagirdaris, zamindaris, wealth and 

other vested interests. Some of these reactionary people had so much exploited Islam 

that they even dared to desecrate the Holy Quran by burning its copies only to blame 

the torch- bearers of the movement against the Ayub regime. 

According to PPI, Mr. Bhutto also referred to a suggestion of a local English daily 
and said that if he remained in the opposition; how could he solve the people's 

problems, who would then bring down the prices and who would liberate the masses 
from the clutches of capitalists? 

 

 

 

-------------- 
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AWAMI LEAGUE COMPETENT TO FRAME CONSTITUTION 

Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed’s Rejoinder to Mr. Bhutto’s Statement of 

December 20, 1970. 
 

The following is the full text of the statement issued on December 21; by Mr. 

Tajuddin Ahmed, General Secretary of the East Pakistan Awami League, as a 

rejoinder to Mr. Bhutto’s assertion that neither the Constitution could be framed nor a 

Central Government could be formed without active co-operation of his party. 

 

The statement attributed to Mr. Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto that neither the country’s 

Constitution could be framed nor a Central Government could be formed without 

active co-operation of his party cannot be correct. The Punjab and Sind can no longer 

aspire to be ‘bastions of power’ The democratic struggle of the people has been aimed 

against such ‘bastion of power’ The people have voted to establish a real democracy 

in which power vests with the people, and the legislature is constituted on the basis of 

the ‘one man one vote’ principle. In such a system a party enjoying a comfortable 

indeed an absolute majority as the Awami League does with a clear electoral mandate 
is quite competent to frame the Constitution and to form the Central Government. 

This can be done with or without any other party. Such co-operation as may be 
obtained will be for the Awami League to choose and will be sought on he basis of 

adherence to and acceptance of the principles and the programme of the Awami 
League, which seeks to establish a new economic and social order, free from 

exploitation. 
 

An elected representative of a province cannot claim any special or superior status 

over that of any other province. To make such a claim is to hark back to the 

parochialism of the past when the Central Government was seen as the preserve of a 

ruling coterie drawn only from certain parts of West Pakistan. The people of Pakistan 

have rejected the past. If we are to move towards a better future, such claims should 

be avoided as they generate unnecessary and harmful controversy. The Awami 

League is fully aware of its responsibility to implement the will of the people of 

Pakistan and will spare no effort to do so. 

 

 

 

---------------
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2��� �� � <� ����< A�����2��� �� � <� ����< A�����2��� �� � <� ����< A�����2��� �� � <� ����< A�����, , , , 
��� 2���� 
��� 2���
��� 2���� 
��� 2���
��� 2���� 
��� 2���
��� 2���� 
��� 2���    

��� �I�% ��� ���� ������
��� �I�% ��� ���� ������
��� �I�% ��� ���� ������
��� �I�% ��� ���� ������    

���� ���� ���� ���� ��� �� C ��%f A��� ����< C"���� ��8�� A ��! !� ���� �� C ��%f A��� ����< C"���� ��8�� A ��! !� ���� �� C ��%f A��� ����< C"���� ��8�� A ��! !� ���� �� C ��%f A��� ����< C"���� ��8�� A ��! !� �    
A ��� (� ����� ���"���� ���9� �� �� ��� ��8A ��� (� ����� ���"���� ���9� �� �� ��� ��8A ��� (� ����� ���"���� ���9� �� �� ��� ��8A ��� (� ����� ���"���� ���9� �� �� ��� ��8    

    
�I(��I(��I(��I(�    

    ����\% K& (A�?�) �z�� ����� ���� ��� ��� ����89����"G 2������  �x� F ��Ë�� 
C ��3  ���<।  � � A  C�  ��<? ����� �Ì� A1�  � E��� ���6 ��F�� ��� C�� ���6� ���? 
�� �   ��� ���? ��� 8��� A��� ��� 2������  ��o�8 A���� ���- A  ��� ���� �O�. ����<�? 
?��� �O�.� ��� A  �� 8�!���� ����c��� MÍ� �?�? ����c��b�� �  � ? ?��� A�� ������ 
2����� ��8��� �� �  �   ���< C�� ?���? ��� �� �� � ? 

2��� C�  C�  C�� ��3��� M�� ���I� �t� ���Q7 2���(�  ����। 
    

****। । । । ��� �� �O�.�  ��G��� �� �O�.�  ��G��� �� �O�.�  ��G��� �� �O�.�  ��G    

���"� �� ��" ���, A���� C�� ����� ��� A(�� L��  ���e�IG% ��h�� (����� ��F��� ���F 
��� ��8�� �z�� �I��%, �� -E����� ��Z� ��89�"% �����"� 2��� ��������� � ! ���� ���� 
���8���G 2�t  ��। ����8���� L�� ? �����4-��%�� ��� �� ��� ��, 
�5E���, ������� 
��h�� (����� A��� 1�� । 2����� ��� �� 8���� ��������� �� -E����  ���  ��। 
������ �������� A��3� ��� , ���3% 2F�l�8��� �O��9� ��, ��Z� �����6 L� !� ���T� ��E 
 ��। 2���%9� ��3�, ����\% ������ ������� �� -E����� C �! A�� F, ������ �����6� E�� 
E�� ���, ?���� ��% h�G  ���। ���-������ ��/�-�������� �����ª9� E�� E�� ���, ?���� 
��% h�G  ���। ���-������ ��/�-�������� �����ª9� �E���, C����� L"�G� A��   ?������ 
������ <���� L�S h�G  ��। L�� � ��� ��8�� �z�� C���� �����  ��� ��, �����"� 

®���9  ��������� ��� � ��? ����� L��� E��� �"��, C����� c��� L�������� ���f��� 
��।   

2�� A���� ��������� A� � � 2�� A�r[��� ��� �����, ?�� �1� �����9� ��������� 
A� � � �����  L�µ�I8 ��� �����, ������ ��������� A� � � A/��M F ?������ �����, 
�«�-2��� �� -E����� ��������� C�� ����3  ���� �����E�3� ���������F �O�1��� ��(��� 
�E98��� ��Z���� 2��� ��7 �����। ��o�1-�����9 C�� � ���f� �'A� 8�� ���, �O�1��� �1� � 
2�� �1� �� C�� ��� ��1� ��F��, ���������� 
�Z��  F ��� 2������? 2��EI%� �। �O�1��� 
�Q� ��! �z���� 2��%, ����% F  H�� /�� A� ��� ¥�� �"�� ��%��� Q��� O�� �Z��� 
���G� ����<। 
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C��  A1�  ��(��  ���F A��� ���, ��� �O�.� 2�� �� A1� , �� -E����� A��� �� C�� ����3 
 �� �����E�3��� C �� �����  �� 2��<। 

2���� �� A1�  ���E^ ����, �� -E���� 2��EI%� L���9 ��� ��Q������ 2�����" L9�9 
���%� 9�� ��Z� ��% F C �! C� p����� C�� ���9���� ��% �<�। � � ��Z� ��8�-�����8� F ���f�"% 
����� �O.  ����� 
�1%�  �Q�� 89 ��Z� ���%F A�r[�� �� F ¿�������� 8����E� �1� _�� �� 
A��। ���� ���� ����� mp��  ��%�!� , ����% ����� ��� C �! A"�4� F �Q�G��� ���% ���G� 
 ��। ��� /�� �� -E��� A1�  A�r� F $8 ��% ��� A��� ���। ��� �E��� C�� �� ��%�f��� 
��������� �������� ����� ��Z� º��O��"%� �(��·�� ���G� ��। A �� ?���� �� h�G  ��� 
L����� ��Z� 2ª��
8��� ���" ��%�f��� ��������� �Q� ��! �z���� �6������ �H % C  
����3 \��( ���।  ����� 
��1%� ¥8����� ��Z�"G, c��� ��%�f��� A ��! A ��! ������� F 
�����"� ��������� ��%��� A/��, �� -E����� � � ������� ? A�8�� ���� ��4���� L1�� 
��I�� ����  �� A�F��� � ��9 ���� M#�� 1�� ।  C? E���? ������ �����"� ��������� � ! 
L���� ����8� �F��� Ï�� ���< A/��� ����� � ��।  

?���8��� ���� �� -E����� ������ ��8��6� ���� �� ��Z�  ����� 
%�1���� "�G� 
������ ����  ��� �����" 2��� �O�� ���। ������ ��7 ������"� �IG% ��9����  ��� 1�� । ��Z�-
������ M����]� A�� F ��3����, ��Z�-������ ����� ��G�� ��� ��G%�  ����� 
�1%����"G 
�O���b�T ���%  ��। ?���8 A������� ���" C �8�! ���  ��Z�  ����� 
%�1����"G �� -E����� 
��� � � 8������-A8������, �9���-���G89 F (� ���-�� ���; ������� ��8���  ��Q"�  �� A/��। 
������ �� -E����� ������ C�� ����3  �� ������ ������"G�  L<�9z (�3�-EI3�� 8����� 
���G�  ��।  

������� ��Z�  ����� 
%�1������� L�9�(��, L��(��, L���� � �9���� F ��%� A��3�G 
88%��� ��� ��� C�� �� ������ L������"G ����� ��� M�#। ������ ���4 ���4, �B�� L�E� 
 ��� 1��  �I��%� �I�%9 A�� ����� M�� �F�� �t� ��-�� -E����� >’�! 8���, ��Z� F 
�������� ���F A�`� �t� ��। �>��� ��Z� F �������� (��-(�, ����-���, 2(��-�9���� 
�E^����। ��? ��������� ��8��� L��e C�� ����3  ��, ������� ���G� A(�� ��� ��% ?�����  
�Q�� 89 ��  E����� ������ ���9�"��T ����b�� ���, �O1  >?�! 
��� F ���%�Er� ?����� 
��� "#  ��� ����  ��� �� -E����� �I�%�x� �1� ����� F 2��� ��� ����� C �! �F���  1� 
�<� C�� ��%�� ���� ��� �� ��� ����� 2�� �! �F���  1� �<� ?������, ?��? ������ ���� 
��� �9��। 

C? ������ ������ M�� �E�[  ��?, �� -E����� ��������� C��  ����3  �� ����� F 
2����� ��������� ��j 2�Z�� 2�t  �� A��। L8¾ �6 Q� ��। A�3 ��%f, *+J, ?���8�� 
*J? 2"� �� -E����� ��  �(�� ��%�� ��� �� 8´��E  ��। 2����� ��Z� º��O�"%, ��� ���� 
A(�� ��� i (��o() bG �O�z ��Z�c�, ������� ��8��� L��� ��7  �।। ������ 2����� ��Z� 
E�?���F L��. 1� �� A �  ��G �?। ��� A��  ���9�� L���� ������ ���������? L��. 
�F���  1�।  

�Q �Q �������� Q��� ��6 Ð�� ���, �O�1��� ���  ��� �� ��  ����!� 8´ ��� �  
���? 8�´� ����? ?���� �� 8�!� ����c��� MÍ� ��। 2��� C� C? 8�!��� �O�.�  ��G 
��� 2���(�  ��।  
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����। । । । ������ �� ������ �� ������ �� ������ �� ???? 

!���� ��"� #$�%�� &�'��(����)* ��+��� %&���$� &�$(���� ���,����� -�� %&���$ 
)*.�����/�� (����1���) 34���5��% )�� ���� �$�� �1���6�; 8���� �&%+��� ��9$�:��� 
����� �;���;� $�&�$� ���, ��4����� -�� &�$��� = ��&�$��� 3$����� ��� )�>� -��� 
&�'��(����?@ ���-+����� )�>��( %&��$ ��B !��� ��B�� ��� �;�� %&��$�� ��C�& ����� 
�������� �(�D�, ��B���� ��E� �F��C% ��� �����6�। ��*C� &�'��(�������  �F�C-��G� "H��I� 
1�
J�, �������� !�� .����� ������C ������ �F�C��� -�� 3&��$� ��K��� �;� �&��� ���� ��� 
��C$� �F�C ����L� )�>� M�। ��M��� ��N��� �F�C $�&�$���� +������)� &����) OM* ���� 
���"�*� &������;C, �F�C�:� = ��9$�:� ��� !�� ��B )>* ���� ������C, #+� 8:��� &$���� 
$�� -��� ��B )>* ��� । ���*, ��+���% M#�, ����L� &P�Q� �F�C��R ���-+����� $�&�$���� 
��P/, ��M���� $��>�� $��( �6�। 1�� %&���$� ��$ 8��C� ��B��� ��E� �� �;��%, ��M�� ��B�� 
��� �;�� %&��$ #��= M�� ���� 8(��-8�?��, 8�(�?��-8��?��, !C��� = 
�.��� ��B��� 
��(��� 5��� ��C����� M�। $�&�$���� %&��$ &�$(���� ��B )> ���� ��5C���� 
S�� 
8�?��% �F��T�U M�� ���। 

VWXY %������ ���M�� .L���� $$C 8����� !�� �P;� %&��$� ��B )> � ����%, ����L��� 
��E� �� �� ���� ����D��� #Z� M���6। -� 3$�� ��M�� #��% 3������� ���।  

[[[[। । । । ����L��� ����D������L��� ����D������L��� ����D������L��� ����D��    

���M�� .L�� 8����� !’�� �P;� %&��$ ��B )> � ����, ����L��� ��E� ��� .���� �F�C 
����L�� �$�� !’���� ����D��� #Z� M���6। ��M��, -��� M��� (�) ��9$ ����L�� 
&�'��(����)* ��PC� �F�C ����L����� #�� -��?���� ��&, ���"* = ��C��। 8���� M��� (�) 
%&���$� �$ +���)�� ��9$ ����L�� �;���;� $�&�$� &�'��(����)* ��PC� �F�C ����L����� 
#�� 8����$ ��H�� 1� 
J� -����� -��]*�� $�&�$��� 3���C� $P��(। 

((((����) ) ) ) ��9$���� ��H��9$���� ��H��9$���� ��H��9$���� ��H    

�;���;� 3)���� "H�I $�$��� ����� &$� .��� �����6 ����L��� &�$��� ���M��� 
���)��� ^&�(� 8���� X% (����� ?��� $��): .�� aY ("��) � &�$��� 8�1&���� $��( 
���)��� $�� V �। VWab ��Cc ���d� �Y (���) � �&�@����� $��( -��= �F�C ����L��� 
8����&� �6�� �। ����G� ��$��� ��I* 3� ��Cc ��� ���)��� 8�1&�� ���। ��d�� 
&������ .�� &�� ��+��)� ?FH�� -�� �F�C ����L��� .������ &������ = 8�� ��+��)� ?FH�� 
8;�� ,e/�F*C ��� ��& 3�6 �9�% ��� ��9$ ����L�� 8;�� ���)��� �$���� ��� �$�M����। 
�F�C ����L��� K�� ���� �(����� �& &�� �$�M������� .�� &���% ��9$ ����L����� �?��= 
-���� 3�) ?��। ���� -�� ,e/M� ��,����� ������� �F�C ����L��)*�� �$���� ��d�� 
&������ ��&�$��� ?������� )�H ���)���� 8���� VV% (����� -)���) $��। -% -)����� 
$��( ��*C� �$�M����)*��= ��� M���6। -���� �K �K ���K� ���)��� ����� 5���6। ��9$���� 
������ �( ?����� ��� �। %������ VWaf &��� ���M�� ���� .$��*� M���6 ��, ���)����� �P�;��� 
&�C�]g �����। -��&�h= ����� ����� ���)����� &�$��� ���M��� +��C � ���, i ����� �� ��% 
��9$ ����L� �;�� 8)�*� ���� &�$��� ���M��� +��C ��� M���6। ?����� -% ^�"�$(�  
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�e ��9$��� j�� 3$����  #�� ��PC/%  ����6 �, ��� ��d�� ������� ?����� ����� WY 
(��% +�)%) .�� �U&� ��9$ ����L�� ?�� ���k। 

#����l &�$��� = 3$�����I� �]g�/� �e ��9$ ����L�� &�'��(����)* ����m� 3%, 
����K� 3% -�� &�$��� 3% ����� ���)���-��H 3% �;�� �;�� ���� ��� ���। M���� 
M���� &�?� ���)����� ���� ���� ���। .���� ���� ����, ��M��� 3)����"H�I $�$��� $� 
�$;(� ���)�����H $�$�� &�����= ��6 �� M� �। &�'��(������� ��C�� &���� 8����� ��� � 
M��, ��M��� �����% �� ���Pn�� &P�Q ��� ���� �$C�� $I�&+��� �+��) ���। %k� M�� &�$��� 
��& ���� ��� ���। ����� ^�� ��&�I�� ��C(c 3L����H �1�� ���। 

5P�*� &�'��(����)* �F�C ����L��� j�� -��?����+��� ��& ���% K�c M��, ���� )� �[ 
(��%�) �U&� �F�C ����L��� ���"�*�= -���" ����6। ��� �K� ���� &�'��(����)* ���� �)�� 
�F�C ����L��� ���� ����% $e+F�$&$ ��9$ ����L��� &����-&�1�� �"(�(�$�� #�C� +F�$�� 
J��c��� ��� �1���6। 3� -���� &����-&�1�� �"(�(�$�� �&��� ������� $M�o��� ���*� 
����6। ��9$ ����L��� #�Pm )$, �F�C ����L�� ��@� ���� #�p��(% ��M��� ����G� ��M+FC� 
$�� �YYY (!’M����) ����� ���� ���� �F�C ����L��� .�*�c���� �(� &$&(�� &$��� ���6 �, 
-�� ���������� J�&� M�� ?qO��$� ���N� ��Cc VYY (-��) $�%� ��5C .������� )����������� 
&�$��r� ��4� (�s�=�����), $�� -� M���� ����� ���� ���� �$C�* ���6 � ���* �(� &$&(�� = 
)��� &$&(�� &$��� M��, �F�C ����L�= #�Pm -����� ���*� M��। -��������H ��� ���� ���� 
�(� &$&(� �P�����, �pe �(� &$&(� &$����� �$ ��� ��M��� �F�C ����L��� �( %���� 
��U&��� $�� ��� ����� ���� ���p ����6। ��M�= �>�$� ��t4�6 ��� ��M�� ��� �9��� �%। 
&�p���� ���M��&$ ������ ���?� ;��� &�h= �F�C ����L��)*�� +���-�N�-����� ����, !Q 
&�'��(����)* ����G� ��M+FC� 8�u ���� ���� ����&�v� = 8.������ ������ %&��$������ 
��� &�� ��H����H ��� ���k। +����� -% ����� $�� �F�C ����L� 3���� M�� �)�� 3��� #U& 
�w M�� ����। 

�������, ��*�l��, �&w� #��(���� ��e��� %�(���� �( 3� ��Cc ��*C� &�'��(����)* 
�F�C ����L� �;�� ��9$ ����L��, ����G� ��� � M� �=�� ���, 3���; �PMm� ��l���� -�� 
�$C����K 8�� +���% )> ��� ����। ��x $M�$�( �)������ ����� +��, �$C����K=������ 
3��� �& �;� ���� &�M& ���k �। -��� �$C����K=���� 3��� ��9$ ����L�� 
&�'��(������� %����� ����L��� ��C$� 3���� 3���� ����% %M��� -��� �$C����K ���B 
���*� ���� ?��। 3�)% ��� M���6, ���� �F�C ����L��� ���C?��� ���"* ���� ��9$� 
&�'��(������� ����� &����� M�� ���� %&��$� ��B M�� ��M��� 3� �F�C ����L��� ���k� ���"* 
���� ����� �। ���"*��  -��� ���-&�� ���� M��। -� %M� �9�% ���y�� M���6 ��, %&��$� 
��B )> ���� M�� �F�C ����L��� 3���� M=�� #�?�।  

�F�C ����L��� $�&�$�)* 3� -� ��)&�wK�* #��D�। 8�D��P�Q ���� ���k, ���� ��9$ 
����L�� &�'��(����)*% �M, �U&M 3�= ������ ��z� ������� ������ &�'��(���� ��l �F�C 
����L��� ����� 3c�C���� ����� 5�4���� ���*� ���� �( �(L M�� ��H�6। ��% -����� 
$�&�$�)*�� 3� 8�(c �M&��  ��� �� �1��� M��। ��’ -������ 1&����% )+�� ���� ���� 
M=��� ��;Q &{��� ���($�। ���-+����� �M|� ����$� 
�;C������ 8�(�?�� ��� ��� 3$�� 
$�&�$���� !�� 
�I %&��$� ��B )> ���� �?���6��$। 3$���� �& 
S�� �(;C ��� ���� ��9$ 
����L�� &�'��(����)* 3$���� #�� 8�(�?�� ���6 ���, 3$�� 3��� �M|�-+����� ��&/ 8;��  
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�$C����K 3�$���� &�'��(����� ��&/ 8;�� �$C������� �$�(�Q &�'��(������� ��&/ �$� 
��� ���� �। 

��M ��� ���$C���� .�� #��� �(�M�� �� )*�I ����� ?�, ��� ��M�� &w� $M� %&��$ 
��$C� $��(% ����। -��&�h= ���$C���� .�� #��� �(�M�� ��K� 8;�� )*�I ��K�� �( ��M ��� 
+����� ���� 8;�� %#���� = 3�$����� ���� ����� M, ��M�� ��}�� M�� ��M�� #�p��( #����� 
�� )*�I ��K� ��� �M। ��� i &�� ����� �)���$� ��M�� -�$�� #�p�(। 8�J�+���, ��M ��� 
&�$(��� .��g� ���� ?�, ��� ��M�� �(�D�= %&���$� $��(% ����। 8�u &�$(���� ��"�&M 
���� %&��$ ��K� ���- !���� &$L &~� 3���� $��" $���"� .+� M�� ���� �; -� $��"  
8�� $���"� �F�� ���� ���� �; �& $�=�&���% M# 8;�� ����&�)% M# 8;�� ��&% M# 
8;�� �� ��� ��l��% M#� � ��। ���� ������� $$C $��, &�� $��" &$�। -��&�h= ��M 
��� &�$(��� ��K�� �( #m� 8;�� #m�-��9$ ���� ����� M, ��M�� ��}�� M�� ��M�� #�p�(= 
&�$(��� .��g� �M। ��� i ������ ���,��� ��&/ ���% ��M�� -�$�� #�p�(।  

��% ���6 �$C����K ��9$ ����L�� &�'��(����)* 3$���� #�� 8�(�?�� ���6 ���, 
3$���� ��B�� ��� �;�� %&��$ �$C�� ����(�) ���� ��� .�% =�> �। 3$�� �F�C ����L�� 
$�&�$���� -� M�� &��(��5� ��9$ ����L��� ����L� �;�� ��My�� ��� ����% &�� ��>� ?��� 
����। ��4�= ;���� �, ��4��= 3� ����� �।  

3���C� $P��(� M�� �;�� ��4?���� �( �F�C ����L��� 3���� ���� �)��, 3� -� �]*�� 
$�&�$� .���w� M�� ��4H��� ����। ����� ���*�� %&��$����, $��, ������ %�(��� ����" ����" 
���)�� $��(% %&��$ &�$���। %M� 8�(c +�� ���*�। %&��$ ��� ����" ���)�� 8;�� ��� 
����" �(��(�� &�$��� �M। ��� ���� ����� -�� M����6� $��(% %&��$ &�$���। ���� �����-
M�’���6� 8�� ���$� ����� 8���� = �(��(� 3���� ��C�� ���$��* ������ ��=�� ���।  

-� ���� � ���}, 8��� .�(K 8;�� ����K+��� %&��$������� .?�� 8;�� ��� ��� 
���k, ��M���� ��� ��M��� %&��$ &��w #��&� ����6 ��M���� ��� -�� &�� �$���� 
$�&�$��� ��� 3$���� 3��� 3���- 3&� 3$�� &��� i�(�� M�� �F�C ����L��� ��9$ 
����L� �;�� 3���� ���� %M��� -��� ��l���� %&��$� &�$(���� ���B ���*� ���। !���� 
���� %&���$� ������� #�?�� ���। 3$���� �E+F�$�� 3���C� $P��(� M�� �;�� �K� ���। 
!���� &�CM��� $�&��$)*�� ����� �� �� ����� &�'��(������� ��� �;�� #��� ��� -��� 
%&��$� ����&�5 )> ���। �U�� !���� 8(�( ��$C� &�CM���)*��= &�'��(������� ��e�� 
����� �� �� $��l &�O��$ &�M��( ���।  
  

XXXX। । । । ���������� +�4=������ ���������� +�4=������ ���������� +�4=������ ���������� +�4=������     

-��� )+�� +��� �?c� �e। ����� ���� ����L��� ��E� �� �;��% &�����, �������, 
�$C�K, �$C����K, .)������, !)������ 8;C�U -� �;�� �H �H ������� ���� .�� 
&�������% ��9$ ����L�� &�'��(����)* ��I* ��� 3&�6। ������� ��,��� .�� &� 
����% ��� 8;�� � ���, %k�� 8;�� 8�k�� �&����*�� ���4�� ���� -��� ���U 5P�*� 
&�'��(�������% ������ ��� 3&�6। ��% ���� ��� �� ����� �1�� 6H�6�H। ��$-�V-�1�, 
VX-�1�,VV-�1�, b-�1�, �-�1�, 
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a-�1� %�(���। &�� ���% ��� 3���� M=�� �(��� $��l �%। ���= #���-���� M=��� 3��� 
- &�� �1� ��।  

39��C(� ��"� ����% -% &�� �1� ��, ������� ���� !��� �;�-�(�l)� ����= 
����� .�� &���% - &�� �1�� ������)( �1�,��� -���= ��� ��� �, ��� ��������� 
���। �6�q -��� #��M�* ����% ��"��� ���y�� M�� #>��। &���% ��� ����� +�"� 3�|���� 
#�� �+�m ���, ������ ��w�J�� �;���;� 8�� ���%, 8(�( �1�&M ������� ��B+�"� �M&��� 
?��� ���� =���� �;� �1� ���� $I� ��Cc M���6��। 8�(c !���� ��"�, ��9$  &�'��(����)*�� 
���� ����� �(% $I� M=��� ��� 3� ��M��� ������� ��B+�"� �M&��� ?��� ��� �%। ��M� ���� 
-��� ��% ��&�= ��? M��� �। ��%$� ��������� ��� ��H��, ����� ��� ��B+�"� �M&��� ?��� 
M�� �)�6। %M� -��� ��M� �$;(� �;�। 8���% ��� � ��, ���� M�%��C��� ������ 3��� ����� 
8����� 3� .�� X. (&��H ?���) �U&� ���U ���� M�%�����C 3$�� =����� �w 3�6। %M�� ��e�� 
&�.�$ �����C, ������ ����� 3��� $��1U $�$�� ?��� ;���� 8�����, &�.�$ ����C= 3� [. (&��H 
��) �U&� ���U 3$�� i $�$��� j�� ���k �। 3’$�� ��B+�"�। &�'��(������� ����M����, 
��M��� -�� ���4����� ���,��� ����� ���� ����� 8�� ��6�% -� ��Cc= %�������% ���। 
��M�� �V�� �1������ �M�� ���& ��Cc %������� ���P�� ��=��� 3z�C� ����। ����� 
�6������)*�� %�����-$��($ ���- ���� �H��। ��9$� .+���� &��) ���� M��%, �;���;� 
���)* &����� @�����&� $�, )H )H ��� %����� 8;�� #!C�� �;� ���� ;���। ������ �;� 
����, ����� ���$� #�r� M�!! ��� 3� ���� ���!! 

3����� #��M�* ����% &�'��(������� �G���M�� �;���;� ���,��� �$�� ����& }�� 
�H��। ������ 8���% ���, ����� $������ �&�����*� M���। ��M�� ����� $M�$�( 
�)���)�*�% .�����/ ���� ?��। ��x .� ��H��, ��M��� ��� &��( &��( �)*��% ����� 
$���� �M&��� �$� ��� ;���, ��� ��M�� VW�Y %������ ��C�?� 8�� OM* ���� &�� M� 
��+���? i ��C�?�� �F�C��C �6�, &�'��(������� .��+F, ��� 8����� = ��%$� )*�$C?���, 
%���M�� ���� 3�,�� �M�� ��C���� )*.�����)*�� #>��-�&��  M��। -��&�h= �;���;� 
���,��� �)�*� &��C�+t$/�� ��Cc ��&�C ���� ������$� $�;� ����, �&% ��C�?� 8��OM* 
����6। -�� ��}� ���; �;���;� ������� ����� ��9$ ����L�� &�'��(����)*��%, ����� .+� 
��� �$� ����6। ����� $M�$�( �)���)*�� ��M��� ����� $���� (&+��*) ��� 
���� ��� �� 
���� �+������ = ����� ���)����� ���% 
���� ���।  

��9$ ����L�� &�'��(������� �G���M� �;���;� ���,��� ����� .+���� %����� �F�C 
����L��� 
����� 3�|�� �;� 3���� M=��� 3�|���� ������ ����� �( ��C$��, 

��m��& ��$ -��� ���)��� #�� ��� ���� �����6। ��M��� -% ���)� ���� �)*�� F�+��� 
���4�� ���� ?��। ��M��� ��}��� ?��, 
��m���& 3��� M�� �F�C ����L��� 3� ��� !�� ;���� �। 
3��� ��� 
��� ���� 
��m��& ���� ��� ���& �%। -��� 
��� ���� ��d = .����� 
$��( .��&�� ��"�� +�) ��������� M�, %M��� 
��m��& ��� ��� �। ��� %M���% ��M 

��m��& ���, ��’M��= ����� ��% .�� V[ (��� �U&�) �F��C ��� ���)���-���� ��� 
����6��-Wb% (����� 3����% +�)) .������ ��"� �;� 
��m��& 3��� M�� �)�6। i #�l� 
��� ���=��, ��,3%,��,�&, #����� %�(��� .����� M��� -�& �)�6, &����� ��*C� �M&�� 8����� 
8��� ��� 
��m��& �;� .������ ��"�, ���d� M��� 3� �$� �%।  
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3���� ���� ��� a-�1�% ����� $�U ��� �1���6। ��x a-�1� -��� 
�������, �)���?��H 
�1�&$�Q। %M� ��+��� ��?� ��M��� -��� ��1����� M�। �1����� M� �। �������� ��"� 
���� -% �1�,��� #��(�l�, ���� 3��� ��1����� ?�� �। %M���% ��� ���� ����। ��M� M#� 
��C$�� 6�-�1�� #��(�l��� �� ��"��� #�� ���� ���k, ��M� M��� �F�C ����L� �;�� 8;C ��?�� 
�w��* &��w। 3$�� ����-3�$��, ��#�, %z�M��, %#&�1 M�e %�(��� 8���)��� 
��4�������� ��G-���*�(, 3$���-����� �(�&��, �(��, %�&=��� %�(��� ��� K���F��* 
���(�� � ���� ��+��� ��4������� �w M��? 8���)��� ��4�������� &�:� �+(��� �;� ���C� ��4�� 
5�" ���� ���� �;���;� ���)��� �$���� $I� 8;�� 3$����% �F�C ����L��� ���M�� ��?�� ��� 
����। 5�" 6�H�= 6� �1�� f(X) � �1� 8�&��� �F�C ����L�� �*( ��9$ ����L�� ���>�� ��4�� 
��?�� ��� ����� ��M� ��� ������ ���� ��� )� ����� J��c��� ��� ����। %M� �(��� ��$F��( 
?��� (3��� %+���&�) -�� 3��� 8( #���� ���M�� ��4�� ��?�� ��� ���। ��M� ��}��� �)�� 
3$���� ����� 8�� ��������� $)��% M����H >���� M��। 6� �1�� &��?�� $����� ��� M��� 
-% ��, %M��� #+� 8:�� ���($� 8;C���� ^�"$(, ?������ ^�"$( -�� ����"  ��� &�$��� 
?����� ^�"$( �F� ��� &��w ��� �$C&F?� �%। &���% ��� &�$��� ?������ ^�"$(% M��� &�� 
8�?���� $F�। ‘‘����� &�M��� 
��;C &�$��� ���M��� ���)���� 8���� fa% (����� 6����) +�) 
���� ��$m, ��&�I ��� ���� ���� ��, &�$��� ���M��� �$C�� ��9$ ����L�� 8�1&�� = 
^&(��� 8��C��� ���(��$F�� ����� ��=�� M�� -�� ��D�� ���� �F�C ����L��)*�� ����) ��� 
M��।’’-��� ��� ��&��I �$t��� 8������� 3=�� ��M+FCl -��� �1� ���) ��� � M� ��� -��� 
�U&� ���= &�$��� ?����� ^�"$( �F� M�� �। 8(�( ?������ ^�"$( �F� ���� �(= 8�J� 
�(�D�� .����। (��(�� )��C �;�� &�$��� ���M��� �=�� .�� fY,YYY (�:�� M����) 
���)����� $�� -����� ������ ����� ��� M���6�। ��9$ ����L� �;�� &���� ��H�� �(� 
3��� ��� &��w’ 6� �1�� ����� �M&(��। 8���x %���M�� ���� 3%-��>��$� �$� �=��� 
�� 6� �1�� ���)� 8;CM� M�� ��H�6।  

��� ��� ��� ���6, ��&�I ��� M�� �)�� )*��I� $��(�$ &�� ^�"$(, &�� 8�?�� 
vHvH ��� �F� M�� ����। -� 3�)= !’!�� ��&�I �6�। #+� ��&��I% 3:��� ^�"$( = 
?������ ^�"$( �F� ���� �$>� ���� �6�। ��x ���� �?4H� �+���। ^�"$( �F� M=��� ������C ���H�6। 
�F��C% ��� M���6, .��������� 5P�*� &�'��(����)* ��%�1��� &M����� ����� ��&�I��= 
3L����H �1�� ���। ��% +��"(�� �� ���� ��� ��&�I ��� M�� -�� ��C�? M�� ;����, 
^�"�$(= ���$�*= �&% 8����� ��H�� ;����। ���*, &�'��(������, ��C��?� )*.�������� .�� 
&����% ���� ���� ���� ��� �1��। ���� �.�����)* &�'��(������� 
��;C ��� ���। 
^��@�$, )*.�����)*,  &�'��(������� 
��;C� ��e�� ��� ��6� ���� ?�%�� ��, ��M��� ����� 
)��)�� 8;�� ���� ���)�� &�$��� ��& ���� ��� ���। �;���;� ��������� $I� M�� ?��। 8;C 
?��। .����m ?��। ����� $N� ?�� �। ��% �;���;� ���������� #�� �+C� ��� M���� �U&� 
��C�? ���� = -�� �� �� ��&�I ��� ����= #+� 8:��� ^�"$( �F� M�� �। 8���x �� 
&�� ������� ��9$ ����L�� &�'��(������� ���� ���� ������ ���, ��M��� �F�C ����L��� 
8$N� ^� $N� ���� ���� �। ���*, ���� ���� ���> &�।  

3$�� &���5C �[ �U&� ���U �� ����� ��&�� ����-���� �����6। ����"��� )*�I �����6। 
&�$��� ��& �����6। -����/ �����6। ���I� )*�I �;� �$t��� )*�I= �����6। 3$���� 
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���H� ����। ��� ����� ��&�% ��C ����L��� #�� ���"* M� �%। ?����� ^��$( �F� M� 
�%। 8;C���� ^�"$( ��H��% ;���। 8�1&-3����� ����� +�"�� .��g� �;� ���)���� $�C���� 
.��g� M� �%। 

VWaW %������ 
���F�C )*3�|�� $��1U �+�������� 3��� ��� M�। i &$� 8(�( 
�����&M ���( �;���;� �����= 1�4�&� $: M�� �6��� 3� M�। 39��C� ��"�, i 8�P�� 
���% -� ���� ���6 ��, ���% ��� M���� �;�� ^����� �+�������� 3��� ����6। ��� ���� 
��� &�( ��� = ��� �=�� ��� ��’M�� ���� M� ��6��� �� �� &�'��(���� ����,�� ������� 
���4?�� ���4?�� �+�������� Q ��� ���� ;����, 3$�� �� �?������ ��� ��t�����+��� �+�������� 
3����� ����% �(��P� ;��� ? 

#+� 8:��� ^�"$( �F� ���� �(�����, K$�����&� ���������� �;� ��� ���� = ���� ���, 
! ����� ������� �h���)� !’���� ���l ���k। �$�(�Q �;� &$���I��� ���6-&$���I ?��� 
M��%, #+� 8:��� ^��$( �F� M�� �)�� �F�C ����L�� !��� M� �%�� ;����। �$����� ����6-
#+� 8:� ��� -��� $�� ��4�� %&��$� ��B )> ����% &�� ����-$�6�� �F� M�� ����। #+� 
���1� ���l% 3���� &�( ���। #+� ���� �� ��� -��� .��g� M��, �F�C ����L�� ��6��� 
&�$��� &$P�� 3&��। ��x ���� ^�"$( �F� M�� �। ���* ��C$�� ��9$ ����L� -��� ��G�+�m� 
��� -�� �F�C ����L� -��� �P�"�+�m� ���। ��% #+� 8:� -� &�N ;���� ��, 8;C-������ 
‘��Hc -�� �Hc #U���’ (%�@��� -� ���$���� ���C�) ��� 8����� 3:��� ^�"$( �$�� 
������C 8c��� ��Cc ��H��% ;����। �!��� ��;� %&��$ ��B 8;�� &$�����I� ��B ��M�% 
M#� � ��, ��P/�� #+� �(��D���% 5��� �1�� ��9$ ����L�� &�'��(������� M���% �;�� 
���k। ���* &�'��(������� ������� �����% ��C$�� #+� ���1� ��P/ ���k। 

ffff। । । । -�$�� .�����-�$�� .�����-�$�� .�����-�$�� .����� 

#��� ��*C� 3���?�� %M� ���y��+��� 1��� #�>�6 ��, 8;C������ ��� 8�&���, ��9$ 
����L� �?���% �F�C ����L��� ���"* ����। �F�C ����L��� ����� �;� #>��% ��9$ ����L�� 
&�'��(����)* 6�-?�����, )��H �$�& = �����M�� ��� �?���% %M� ��$� ?��� ����। -�� ‘-� 
#���l &$� �’ ����� �;�� 3]�= �?���% ���। 8;�� -� ���� �$���� ��� �?��= ���� 
5���� 8( ��� ����। &����� 3$���� �F�C ����L����� ��?�� -�$�� �; M�- 6��1�� .;$ 
�1�� ��*C� ���M�H .L���� $$C M�� &�� ���-��=� ���y�� ������9$ ����L� �;�� �F�C 
����L��� 3���� ���, %M��� ��� -��� �P;� 
��� = &��C�+t$ %&��$� &�$(���� ��B )> ���। 
����� -�� &���� #�� �+�m ��� �� ���B� 3��C, �&��� ����$� &$� M�� 3�{ ��� =$� �� 
��m�� ��Cc ?���, ����1��� 3���C� 8�J� M��। �� ���B� �H �H &�� &~�m �;� �H �H ��G, 
�(�&�, ����(, ���, ��$��� %�(��� ��� K���F��* ���(�� ��� M�� 8;C�U )*�M���� (������ 
$���) ��� 3&� M��। ����� ��� ������ )�H�-��H� %�(��� �(�M���� ���& -���� ���� ;���� 
�। ����� ��M �(�M���� ���" +�H� ���� ���� ����� �। ����� �$C?������ ����� ����$( 
8;�� �)������ 3��� ����$( V<f--� ���� 8;C�U -� ,* �;�� ��4?,�*� ���� M�� � -�� 
��� �)����� 3� ��4?,�*� 8��� M�� ��M� )*�M���� (������ $���) ��� 3&� M��। ����� 
&�)��M� ��M�� �)���)*�� ��� ��� ��=��� �F�C ��Cc ����� +��� ��=�� M��। ����� ��� 
������ %��$� .?�� ��"� M��।  
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�� ���B ���� $�&�$��� &��C�� �+��� ���QC �$��� 8c� ��C�?� )*.����� (���1�), ���� 
�$�&�$���� &��C�� �+��� ���CQ �$��� 8c� ��C��?� )*���"� -�� ��?�� ��+��)� $��( ��B�� 
��&* K$��� +��&�$( -$+��� ���� M�� ���� -��� 3������� ��N��� � ���H। ����� ��� 
.�;C� ��C�?� .?�� ���� ����� �। ��B �;�� &���� �( &$� .?���� �(�D� ��� M�� -�� 
.�;C�&��(� �$���� �( ��$���� ������� �� 8( ��� ��$ �(��D� ;����। ���� ,e/ �� ���� 
M��, �(�D�= �� �H� M��। �� ���B 8$�&��$ &��(��5���� &��C�� �+��� ��C��?� -��� �P;� 
���"� ;����। ���� &��(��5���� �$C&�@�c  ��� 3% ��� ���� M�� &���� -% ���"��� 
$��$� �$� ?���। 

8$�&��$��� �+�������� �% ���� 8��� M���� 3��� #>��। %M��� 3��� #>�� ��� 
��6�% �%। j�� %&��$� ��B% 8$�&��$��� �+�������� ��C ��� �। 3���� �$�(�Q �$C����� 
��B,��= 8�$�(�Q��� �+�������� ��C ����6। 3��C���� ���B� ��$% ��%। �$�(�Q �$C OM* 8;�� 
&$;C 8;�� $�( � ����, ������� �&���&��� ������ ����� �(�D�= ���। �$�(�Q ������ -% 
����*% ����� ����� 8(�( ����� 8&��( ������ &�N ���� ���� $�&�$���= �$�� �1���6। 
-% -�% ����* �$�(�Q ?�, ����� ����� 8(�( ����� 8&��( ������ &�N a ����� $�&�$��� 
$��( .�� f (��4?) �������% ����m� ��� �����6। �$�(�Q, �;� &$�����I� ��B,�����, 8����� 
��4������ 8;�� ��4������� &$;C���� �+�������� �%। &�CM���)* �+�������� ����= �+�������� 
.���) ���� K$��, &�CM���)�*� M��� ��=�� M� �%। �+�������� .���) ���� K$�� 8�C�� �( 
��� &�CM���, ��C�? $��1U )*.����� M’�� ?�%�� ��M� �& ����� �, ��� � �& �$�(�Q �$C OM* 
��� 8;C�U �$�(�Q ����C� &�&( M�। ��x  �$�(�Q �;� &$���I� �$���� 
�;C��, +� = 
K$�����+� $F�C,��� ���= ��� � �� &�CM��� &�� �����% &�CM���। �& �$�(�Q �$C �� 8( ��� 
�$C OM* ���� 8;�� � ����, $��C&���-������ �� $�=��� $��� 8;�� � $���= &�CM���% 
�;�� ���। ��4����� ��$ ��� ����" �$C OM* ��� 8;�� � ���� #�� �+C� ��� �- �&%+��� 
&�CM��� )���= �$�(�Q �$C �� 8( ��� �$C OM* ��� 8;�� � ���� #�� �+C� ��� �, ��� -��� 
������ 8;C���� 8�D�� #�� �+C� ���। -� ���� ���k �P�;��� ��� �$�(�Q �;� &$�����I� 
���B% ���B� �$�� ����&��(�� ����� X (?��) 8;�� f (��4?) +��)� ���� ���� �$�(�Q �$C OM* 
��� �% 8;C�U $)� �����% ���� �$�(�Q ����C� &�&(+�l M� �%। 1��, 3��C���� �$�(�Q �;� 
&$�����I� ��B,����� ����� ?��� 8;�� ��4?+�) �$�(�Q $������ �;� ������������ �(��� ���� 
����� Wf (�?���% 8;�� Wa �6����%) +�) &�CM���� �+�������� .���) ���� �( )*.����� 
��C��?� M=��� �(�D� �;� ���C(��� �+�������� �%। 8�J�+���, 3��CM� ��4������ ����= Wf% 
+�) ���r �&�����*� 8;C�+�� �M�� )*.����� ��C��?� M=��� K$�� �;� ���C(��� �+�������� 
�%।  

3��C���� �� �$C���� ���B �+� 3���C� 8�&���)*��% ��t��)� (�������) ����*= 
�+�������� ��=�� ��� �। ���* �+� 3���C� ������� �+�������� ���� �� 3��C���� ��B��� 
��B�� 3���C� 8�L/% ;��� �� ���& M�� ���। �F�C ����L�� %M�� !’��� ���K� M�� �)�6, ��M�� 
-��� 
�I ��C�?�� $��(�$, 8���� ��l��C�?�� $��(�$। 
�I ��C�?�� &$� ���� �)�6  �F�C 
����L� ���"�� 8$�&��$��� 3& &��(� ���CQ ;���। ��M��� &��(��5� ����� &��(�,e 
$�&�$���� +��, ����� $��( �P� i�( ���� ;���। ��% ��M��� &��(��5� M=�� &�h= �P�+��� 
i�(��, ���CQ &��(� 3&�� 8������ ;����; ��+l, K$�����&� -�� ������ 3��C &��w 
#��&� &��(�,e $�&�$�)*�� �� ��� 5����� ;���। ���+� = ��+l $�&�$�)* &��(��5� 
8$�&��$��� %k������ 8�� ��6�% ���� ���( M�। ��M� 8�� &$� %&��$� 3���C�= ������ 
M�� ��4H��। -% ���"�� ��� ����, �F���C� $�&�$� �������)* ��l ��C�?�� �(�D� ���। ���� 
&����*�� $�&�$� &�&()*% 
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��C��?� M�। ��x ��� 3���C� 1��1� #��� M���6। 8;C�U $�&�$�)* 3���C� $P��(� ��; 3� 
-���� -�)�� �)�6। ���"��� &�&(.�;C� $�&�$�)* ��C�?�� &$�� 3� ����� -����� .�*���� 
%&��$� 3���C� �;� .?�� ���� ���� �। +�, ��M�� &��(��5� 8$�&��$��� �+�� -���= ���� �। 
�� &�� �+���� &��(� �M���U �$ �M। ��� 8$�&��$ �+����)�*� $��� �� �(, �� �� ���� 
���$��* %&��$� 3���C� ��� �� ���� -�� �� �� ���� �$C����K�� ������, �� ��� $�&�$� 
.���¡���� $��( .������)�� je M�� ���। 1� 
J� ���� ��� ��, %&��$ 3���C� �( 
����L��� �E M���6�, �$C����K��� �>��� �&% %&��$� 3��C% 3� ¢��&� $���।  

�F��C% ����6, �$C����K ������ M��� &�C+����� ���O�&� ������ 8;�� 3�$���� -�� 
����� %#������ ���� .?��� ������। -% ����� ������ M��� ��4��������� �;� 3���� 
&�'��(������� ��M। �$�(�Q ��B �(���, 3�$���� &�'��(��� 8;�� �M|�L�� &£&��*��� 
8;�� �P�;��� 8( �� ��� �$C����K ����� &��) ��l��B )> ���� �� ���� ������ 
8����&% ��� ���। $�&�$� ��$� ����&���� ��4�������� &������ �( -%���� ����L�, 3���� 
��� ����� .���� ��H �। 8�� +��� M�� 8����&%, &$;C $�&�$�)* M�s� &~� ���� 
������� ��x ����L� �;�� M�s� &~� ���� M��, �U&��� �� �U&� ����$��� �(  ��& 
;���� M�। 8�� +����� $�&�$�)* ��� ����� �(�l)�+��� �� �$���� &��) ����� �$��-
����� 3��� ���� ������। j�� 3���% �M-�$���� &$� ���-����-��C�� ������, �M|���� &��) 
������ M�� ���। ��C$� �M|�L�� -�= ��% M�। ����L��� �M�,���� �$C����K $�&�$���� 
$�%��� 3=����� �>��� -�� ����= ����L��� �.�O��$� �>��� ����L�-�;���;� %&��$� 
���B� $�6��)* &$�� �H�� ��Cc 8&����� �+�) ���। �M|�L�� ��M� 8?�-%&��$ ��$C ��>��+��� 
��"� �&% $��� �(�&�� 3� ����L� &?�। ��� �(�&�� ��� ���� ����L� 8( �� ��� 
�$C����K ����� ��6� ��H �%। 5�" = !C���� ��� ���� ����L� &���� ��"CD� ��� ���6। 
���� ���� $�&�$���� -% ����� %&��$� ��B 8;�� 8����� 8�� +����� 8�J� �$C����K 
��B )> ���� �( ����� ������ ��-$��-%��-3�e ��Cc ����� �����6�। ��M� M#� 
8����, ���-+����� �F�C�:� ��� -��� %&��$�  &�$(���� ��B )> ���� ��K 8(�(��� &��) 
����� = 3&��$� $�&�$�)*= �(;CM�+��� ��� �����6� -�� .���� M�� -�= ����। ��% 
�$C����K��� .� -� 8��c�।  

-� 3$���� �F�C��C� J����� 8�����, ��B )> ���� ��$m 3���� M=��� �F�C ��Cc 
.�;�$�+��� &�� �F�C ����L��� #�?�, ��9$ ����L����� ^��� 8;�� -����� 8���)������ 
^��� &�� .��� r�( ��C ��� -�� ��9$���� �(��, ��$� .��g� %�(��� ���� ���। 

8���x �F�C = ��9$ ����L��� +�"�, &��P��, %��M�&, ?��?� ������� %�(��� !’���$� 
-�� !% 8:��� $�}��� ����
J� .�� VfYY(����) $�%����H -��� �� +����� ��� 8��D�। 
��% 8���F’��� -% !’�� &��R 8:� ��� -��� ��� ��� $��% +��&�$( ���� ���� ���� ;���� 
���� �। -� &�����.�� 8�� &�&$� 8�� 8���� ������ �����। 3��M� !����� -% 3�,�� 
���� 
��� ��� 3� -���= �%। -&� �;� �?c� ���% 3$���� $��¤�)* VWXY %������� 
���M��� ��& �>� ����6��, !�� 8:� ��� �P;� !’�� 
��� = &��C�+t$ ��B )> ��� M��। �F��C% 
��� M���6, ����� ��9$� ���� ?@��c ��M� ��L����� M� �%। 

-��� ��� �� ������ !’+��� 3���� M�। ��� -��� M� �����O�M� $��(�$। 8���� M��� 
���c�F*C+���। �����OM -��� 8Z�� ���&। ���;�� ��+��� &�5��� M�, ��� ��� �। ��������� 
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3G& 8��@�$� �;� ��# ����� �G�= ����। $(����� ��%�� ��6� ��$C� 6�� ���M� 
�$�� ��"�� 1��&��� 
�S= +����। �$���� ����� �Q� ?���� ���M�, &$O �P�;��� 
)�4������)*��= ���� �����6। ��9$ ����L���� ��� $� ��� ;��� 3���� M=��� �( ��� M�� 
��M� �F�C ����L��% &�$��� ;����, ����� )��� 3?4H ��)�� �; ��� ��M� ����� +�� ���*�। 
3���� M=��� �( ��9$ ����L��= ��� M�� ����। =M��� 3�|���� &$� ���� �)�6, ���)��� 
$����M�)* &�$��c� !)C$ -����� ��Cc )$ ��� �&���= ���/�F*C &�¥ &�O�$ ����6।  

i�M� M#� ���c�F*C+��� 3���� M=��%, 3���� M=��� #m$ ���। %M��� ��� �K% ��H�� 
K��� &��� M� �। �M|�L� = ����L� 3���-3���?�� $��(�$% 3���� M�� �)�6। -$�� 
��l�� ��$�� &�+�� �K�� �( &�M��� +�%����= ���c�F*C+��� 3���� M�। ��% %&���$� �PMm� 
&�M��� 
��;C, &�� ��� ��=� ������� ���, �F�C = ��9$ ����L��� -� 3����" 3���� M�� 
��=��% $��l� = ��l �P��� -�$�� �;। ���* ��M�� �PMU �������� �?�� &�M� �6�q ������% 
8��� ��l����। 

��M ��M ���� ����, ��9$ ����L��� &�M��( �(��� 3$�� ����� ���� �। %M� +��। ���* 
VWaf %������ ���M�� ����� &$� ���� �)�6 ��9$ ����L���� �F�C ����L��� &�M��( ���� ��, 
��M��� ��M���� ������ ��� ��9$ ����L���% �K� ���� ���� �। ��� i ����� &$� ��9$ 
����L��� �K� ����6 ���)��� ^�$��� 3�$ = 8(�( ���)��� ^&�(� 8����� &�M&, ��t�C -�� 
���C(। 1��, ����� �� �� ���)���� ����/� 
��P�� 
e�, $�¦ !’� ��9$ ����L�� !’�� ����)�;� 
�?� ���।  i ����� &$��  �M|�L�� ^&()*, ���M���� ���� .�� �� $�%� ����L��� �+��� ���� 
����� ���� �)�H�6�, ������� ����� �&% 8�D� �;�� ��9$ ����L��� ��M�!� ^&(�� -� 
%�:= ��6� M���� ���� �। ��%  ���( M�� ��&�| ?��l ���। -� ���} ���� ��M��� ������ ��� 
�K� ���� ���� �, ��M��� ��+��� VfYY (����) $�%� ����� ���N�� 3$������ &�M��( 
����? 

)� V�/VV/�Y%� ������� 5F�*C = )����� �F�C ����L��� .�� VY �� �K ���� .�* M���� 
-�� 3��� .�� �f (�4�?�) �K ���� 8�*C�� K�K��� &���� M�। &��� !���� ���� !)C� �� 
3��$� &�M���(� �( ��)��� (�� 6��� 3�&। a,YYY (6� M����) $�%� !� 3�$���� ��� 
�M���¨�� ��>��। ������, ?��, ����, ©��, %��(��, 8�B���� %�(��� ��� �$���� 8�e� �Fe/ 
�;�� ���M&�� &�M��( -�� ��$� = ��M����� ��>��। �F�C ����L��� -% !��C�)�� %�� ��� ����� 
��� �5�"*� ���� %��� ��$� ���� ���� = %���� $��( 3��� �&�� �?� ���। �6������� i 
����$��� &$�= ���� �)�6, ��9$ ����L�� &�'��(����)*, �F�C ����L��� ����� @�� �� �� 
��$� = �M���¨�� ��� ?���� �$�� ��9$  ����L�� ��& ;���। ���M&�� ������ &�M��( r�( �� 
�F�C ����L�� LF���P� M�� ���, �� ��M�� +�)-���������� �( ��9$ ����L�� &�'��(����)*, 
��M���� .��+F %���M�� �� = 8(�( ����� ��d�� �$C?����� �F�C ����L�� �.�* ���।  

#����l !’�� 5��� -� %M� ���������� $� ���y�� M�� �)� ��, ��9$ ����L�� 
&�'��(����)*, �F�C ����L��� ����� &$�� &�M��( ��� �F�� ;�� ���c� &$�� �F� ����L��� 
¢�&e�� .����� ������ ��� &�M��( ���� -�)�� 3�&�। �$�M���$,���, ���d &�:� �F�C 
����L��� &~� -�� ����M��� ���� ��C(c �F�C ���L���� &�M��( ���� �’��H�� �। ��� �F�C 
����L��� ������ 8���� � ���6 ���, ��M��� ��ª��&��� 8���� ���। �$�M���$ �� 3� )��6 
���? -% ����� �$�M���$��� �;�� �� ��« 3���� M=�� ��� ��% $N�। -� &�� �F�C 
����L��� #�?U ���c�F*C+��� 3���� M=��� �( 3�|�� 3�{ ���। #l ���c�F*C 3�|�� ��� 
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�$�)� �������� ��)���H�� 8����&� -�� ��M�� 3������� 8����&��� &�H� � ���, ��� 3% 
������ ��" ���� (�&��) 8����� 
�+����+���% #+� 8:��� $��( ��� ���� ����। ���� #+� 
��K�% &$FM K�� M��।  

-��� +� .)������ 3�6, ���� 3�©�--����� &�CM���� &�O�$ ��� -�% �(L ��, �F�C 
����L��� &�CM������ �;� �?c� ���� &$�% �� �। ���� ���� ����� ��9$ ����L��� 
�&����* ��� 3� ��� 8���� ��� �%। ��� 3���� M� ��? -� �]*�� �$�����= M�� -% 
����� .� #>���। ��� -�$�� #m�, -��� ����� ��P/ �����% ���� �&����* �M। 
�+����$���� ��e�� �� &�� 3�$���� ^&( ��� ���6, ����= &�CM���। ��x ���� ���C���� 
����� ��4������ ������ v��$ �$�, �+����$� &�CM���)*�� ��� ��� ���k। &�CM������ 
$N���$� ?� = ������ ��z� &�&��R !�� &$�����I� ���। ���= #+��,& ���� ���B ���*� 
M=��� ������C, �� �� ����� ������ ��P�/ �������� ��M ��� ?��6। -�% +�"�, -�% 
�������, -�% �$C �;� -�% 3��-�&���� 8�&��� M=�� &�h= $�(-.��?(� 3�� ��B,���� �� 
�� ����� ������ ��P�/ 8M�M ��M ��� ?���  

8��� M���� ����, 3$���� ��� r�( �%। 3$�� ?�� �� ���? %M�= +�� ���*�। -��� 
����� ��l ��� ��� r��(� #�� �+C� ��� �। ��� ��� 8;C���� #�� �+C� ���। �����= 
��� r�( �%। ��x ���� -��� ��ª��l। -��� ���� ���� = �F�C ����L��� 8;C��� -�% 
����। 8;C�U ���r�( ��M� 8;C���। M��� ��&� ;����, ��� r�( ��? -�$ ���$� ��Cc ���� 
��� ���।  

3�� ��� &���% -� %M� ��}�� �����6 ��, &����( ���-��=� ������ ���, 3����" 
3���� M�� ��=��� $��(% ����L��� #+� 8:��� &$P��, $��l -�� %&���$� �PMm$$ &�M�� 
��M�।  

Y     Y   Y    Y 

3$�� 3$���� $����M� &��5� ��1 �;�� )� �Y�� $�5, V[�f �����, �$������ f% �1s���� 
VWaW %����� M�� �(;CM�+��� -% 3���� M=��� 3�|�� 3�{ ���। 3�|���� 8�� �M&���-
‘3���� M=��% $��l� �;’ ��$ -��� ���L�� ���� M�। ��M� &���� &~F*C ��3%�+��� ������� 
����6 -�� &�����K �M�� ���� ���, i ��������� ��e�� ������P� 3����� j�� ���k �। 
3$�� -% 3�|���� ���� ���� )� �X�� 1��,, V[�a �����, �$������ b% $�?C, VW�Y%� 
������ 3$���� &��5� ��1 �;��, ����� �+�®����� ���C �;� ��M�!� ��M ����C -��� �&+�� 
3���� ���। i �&+��= 3$�� �(;CM�+��� 3���� M=��� �;� 
��� ���C ����L� )> ���� 
.L�� &�C&���@�$ ��� ���। ��� 1�� &��5� 3M������ &�$��� ��PC�K =����¯ $��1U ���� 
��>��। &�K�U M�� ��� 3M������ &��) 8+r 3?�* ���। ��M��� +� �����। ��+��� +� 
������ %����-#!C�� �;� ������ �?Q� ���। ��x �(;C M�। &��5� 3M������ +��&IL ���� 
8���) M=��� $�� �K�� ������ ��M��� ���� =���C� ����% &�$��� ��PC�K �6�H ���। 39��C� 
��"� 3M������ �+C�� 3?�* ����, &�$��� ��PC�K 3� 
��� �F�C ����L� .&N ��� 5�4��5��� 
���� &�M& ��� �%। ��� 8(�( ��"� ��� &���K* 3���?� ���।  

��M� M#� 3$���� �&+�� .�� b (3�) $�& ��� X/VV/�Y%� ������ +�&�� (�� = 8(�( 
������ �� ���� -� �&+�� 8�J� .L�� ��� ����6। +�&�� &��M� 3��� �5�"*� ����6,  
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VW�V %������ ������� $��&� W ������ ��� -% $�$C -��� &�C���� ���"� )> ����। i 
����.�K�� &���� ��� 3$���� 3���-�F�C ����L��� 3���� �;( 
��� ���� ��� ��� 
%M���, 3$���� J�-���� 8����� -��� %&��$� &�$(���� ���B ���*� ���� ����� .�� +�&��� 
)�>��( &�C���� ���"� &$;C ���� ��� i ���"��� &�M� &���� &M����)�� ��� #�?U। 8(;�� 
#M�� &�M� &�� ���)��� $�&�$��� ��������� ��� #�?U। #��c, �F�C ����L��� 3���� ���� 
%M��� -��� %&��$� &�$(���� ���B ���*� ���� �( ��M��� ������ ��$�� ��Cc ����� ���� 
.°m� 3$�� ����� &���� $����M� &��5� �������� &$��� M=��� �( &��� 3M�� ����k। 
�U&M 3$���� -% $M� &�O��$ 3$�� �P�;��� &�� $��l��$� $���"� &�M��( = &M����)�� ?��k।  

XXXX। । । । #�&�M��#�&�M��#�&�M��#�&�M��    

3$�� -% 3���� M=��� ���� #>���� �� �;��% ��9$ ����L�� &�'��(������� ���� 
-��¯�� &�@� M�� #�>�6। ���� �:$��� ����� &����� .?�� 3�{ ����6। ���� ?��6� -% ���� 
#>���� &$� -��� 3�&�। �F�C ����L� 3���� M�� ����� ����� �। Wb% (����� 3����%) 
+��) � M�� �� M�� VYY% (����� -��� +�)) 
��m��& 3&�� �� �F�C ����L�� �&�� 1���। 
3���� M=��� .���� �H�� �, %�(��� %�(���।  

3�$ ���, �F�C ����L� 3���� M��, j�� ����% ;���� � ��� �P�;��� $��( -��� ��l���� 
���B ���*� M��। 3$���� ����&��(� � (&��) �����। !����� ��& &:������ ��$C���� &��(�= 
$�� &�� �����। .�� &$O �P�;��� -� &$���� ��&�, %��(����&���� &��(� $�� f (��4?) �����। 
8���x, %��(�� ��� ���(-r��(� [f% (���� �4�?� +��)�) -� ���� ���� ���� #U��� ���� 
���� �� ���� �f% (����� �4?�m� +�)) ���(r�( ����� �;�� 3$��� ��� &��� 
�k�| ���� 
3�6। �F�C ����L��� 3�� fX,fYV �)C$�%� -�� ����&��(� .�� &�� �����। ������ 3�� 
fX,[a� �)C$�%�। ����&��(� WY (��%) �K। +����� 3�� VW,[Yf �)C$�%�। ����&��(� $�� 
&�� �K। ���= ���� = +F�� !% ����� .������ ?� -�� +����� $�}���, &�#± 3����� 
#±���� �+� ���, )�C+�� ����� 
��� ����� #²� �����6। �&�M��� 3�� �f,[[� �)C$�%� 
-�� ����&��(� WX (?�����%) �K। 8;C�U �&�M�, �F�C����L��� 8��C��� �?��= �$ 3���� 
-�� �F�C ����L��� ����&��(�� .�� -� &�$��� ������ 8������ M��, �M|�L��� ?K��F� �M&��� 
+��� $M�&�)��� $�($�* ������ #±����� ��� 
��� ����� )�C+�� #�?�� ����6। $�� �f 
(�4�?�) �K 8����&� -�� b,YYY (3� M����) �)C$�%� 3�� ����Q %&��%� ��B, ��M�� �?�� fY 
(�:��) ,* ��l���� V� (���) ����� 3���� ���� ?���� ��=���k। -�� ����� �&�% -���� 
���-��� ��� �����6। $�� ��X (!’�� ?����) �)C$�%� 3�� = �"�� �K 8����&�� )�C 
�M&���, +��� $M�&�)� -�� .��c $M�&�)��� &�)$D��, �&N������ 
��� ����� #±������ 
#±���� 8��� ���6। 

��������&$ �� &�� ��K* �+����$� ��C� .$�* 3�$����,���� ���)��6� $� ���� 
���k ����� ���= 3���� ��� ���� �F�C ����L��� �?�� ��� �H �M -�� ��'��� ����&��(� $�� 
��� �����। ����.�$� �+����$��� j�� f (��4?) �K 3�$���� ^&�(� &�´H% �H�% ���6 �; 
�U&�N ����� ������ ����� 3�= ��4? �K ����� ^&�(� &�N= ����/� &�M� �H�% ��� ���k।  

-��&�h= �P�;��� 3�� = &�P�]g ����$� ���� �F�C ����L����, ����� 
����� �K� ���� 
����� � ��? �9�% �����। 3�$ ���6, 3���� M�� 8�� ��«% 3$�� �P�;��� $��( -��� 
��l���� ����� $�C��� �����। -�� 8�?��% 3$�� &$O �P�;��� ]�� ��H����।  
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8�-�  &�� �$�� �µ��¶ 3=��� �����-  
 


��� �F�C ����L�-��|����। 
%&��$� &�$(���-��|����।  
��9$ ����L����� r�(-��C �e।  
��9$� �(�&�� .��g�-���� �e। 
#!C-%����-¢�& M#�। 
��9$ ����L�� &�'��(���-¢�& M#�।  
���ª� $�&��$, &�CM���--� M=, -� M=।  

 
��ª�& �e। ����� �P�;��� &�C�]g +�"�! ���)��� $�&�$� �P�;��� &�C�]g �����!! %&��$� 

&�$(���� &$�� �(�D� �P�;��� &�C�]g �(�D� !!! 
    

��� �F� C ����L��� �( 3$���� .L����
��� �F� C ����L��� �( 3$���� .L����
��� �F� C ����L��� �( 3$���� .L����
��� �F� C ����L��� �( 3$���� .L����    

����� &�)������� &�)������� &�)������� &�)��    
 


�-�� �F-�� ��-��-&��-, 

�-�� �F-�� ��-��-&��-, 

�-�� �F-�� ��-��-&��-। 

   +�-�$�= +��� =�M �(�«-+F�$-,  
   3-��� ���� 8O)�$�-, 
   �t-�&�M-��� ��;C +F�$-, 
    �� ��� ��- $�� �����-�  
    
�-�� �F-�� ��-��-&��-...। 
    ��-K�, ��-��� ��-���� �&-��,  
    �P-"�, ]$���� �P�;��� ��-H�,  
    M’-���, ��4-�� �$�� &�� �$�-��, 
    ��4����-� �+��) ��� �� ��-� 
    
�-�� �F-�� ��-��-&��-...। 
 

&�$( = ����� �$��� ������-, 
��-���� 3���� �$�� �F����-, 
�=M��� }��� M�L ���-, 

 
       ��%$�- ���� ���� $��� )���-�  
       
�-�� �F-�� ��-��-&��-...। 
 

.����- �$�: ������ �M$�, ��4>�� ��)�, ����। 
[ &�$6 #�p, 3M����� : ����� $����M� &�5। Va-��, �6�� ������ 5�� ����, ���� -VV। Va-W-��। ��� $F�( fY ����।]
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������$������$������$������$    &F�&F�&F�&F�    ��������������������    
��&���&C $���� )*.�������� 

��; 
���� %�m1�� X �������, VW�V 

)*.�������� ��;)*.�������� ��;)*.�������� ��;)*.�������� ��;    

���"*$�l &��� &$���� ������ )H�� &��G���"*$�l &��� &$���� ������ )H�� &��G���"*$�l &��� &$���� ������ )H�� &��G���"*$�l &��� &$���� ������ )H�� &��G    

(¹�1 ������C��) 
$�l ���; ��� ��� ��N������ ��C�?��m� &�OM .��K�� 8�&� 5��%�� ��N��� �;� 

����L��� ����� ����� ��:� $���"� ��$�-��&�� ���&��� &{���� 8��C� ���� .º��� ����� 
.�*-�.� ��� ��� $������ �M$��� ��P�/ 3=��$� ��) ���� � ��C��?� ����� = .������ 
���"� &�&(�� .�(��P���¶ )���� (������) �$� ��&���&C $����� 8��T�*�� = 8+F��F�C )*-
$M�&�)��� ����+F�$�� ��4H�%�� 8:�� 8:�� = $���" $���" �����$� ?�$ ������, 
8;C���� = &�$���� ^�"�$(� �?� 8�&� 5��%�� ���"*$�l &��� &$���� ������ )�H��� ��z� 
��> ��; OM* ���।  

‘‘3$�� ��; ������6- 

‘‘3$�� ����� = .������ ���"�� 3=��$� ��) ���� � ��C��?� &�&(�P| ��; OM* 
������6 ��$ �e*�$� = &�C��l$� 3��M������� ��$; 3$�� ��; OM* ������6 �&% &� ��� 
�M���� = &�O�$� $���"� ��$, ��M��� 3�v�� ���� = ?�$ ��C��-���H �+�) ����� 3� 
3$���� .�;�$� ������ &�?� ������6।  

‘‘3$�� ��; OM* ������6 -% ����� �P"�, ]�$�, 6��, �$M�� $���"�-�;� &�C�]*�� 
�&�����*� ��$�  

• ����� &����* ��C�?�� $��(�$ -% ����� 3��$� �&����* 3=��$� ���)� 
�$C&F?� = ��P�/� .�� �� ����� &$;C = 8��¶ 3D� ��� ������6, #M�� $�C��� 
�K���G 3$�� &�C��l ����) ����;  

 
• 6��1� = -)���� �1� �$C&F?�� #�� .�m &�zQ )*����� .�� 3$�� -��gJ�� 

��ªL ;���� -�� ��&��I = ��L� .����) 6�-�1� �$C&F?� �+�m� 
��/��& = 
-)����-�1� �$C&F?�� .��1� 5��%�� &�C��l .���) ����;  

 
• 3=��$� ���)� ���, 3��C, #�p�( = �$C&F?�� .�� 8��?� 3�)�( ����F�C� 

3$�� 8N���� ������6 ��, 8:�� 8:�� = $���" $���" �����$� ?�$ 
�������, 8;C���� = &�$���� ^�"�$(� �?� 8�&� 5��%�� ���"*$�l -� &��� 
&$���� ������ )�H��� -�� 8(��, 8��?�� ���F��� ����� &�(, (�� .��g�� �( 
���& .�?Q� ?���%�� ��%�;  

 
• �)* 8��$���� 3$���� ���C@�$� .���w��� &P�Q� .��&� �� ��� $M� = 8j+ 

��l� ��e�� 3$�� .�� .������ 3�|�� )�H�� ����� -�� &����* $���"� 
8����� .��g� ��G ��-���J� ��) 
���� ���� 3���"M� &�O��$� �( 3$�� 
&�C�� .°m� ;����। 3��M 3$���� &M�� M#। �� �����, �� ����L�।’’  
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)���� (�������) ������ ��&���&C $���� 3=��$� ��) ���� VfV � ����� ���"� -�� 
�ab � �F�C ����L� ���"� &�&( a-�1� = VV-�1� ��L����� &��G �5�"*� ����� ��; OM* 
���। 3=��$� ��) .�� ��� $������ �M$� 8�g� ���?��� ���। &{��� ���C��$¯��� 
)*��I� %��M��& -% ���� )*��; OM* -% .;$।  

��� $������ �����ªC ����� ���"� &�&()* -�� ��$ ���ªC .������ ���"� &�&()* ��4H�%�� 
��; OM* ���। .��(��� ��$ M��� ��;�$� -�� �� M��� ���;� +N��� #��� �6�। ���� 
&�N &�N &�� &�&( ��;�$� ��> ���। ��; ��> ���� �F��C ��� $���� �5�"*� ��� 
�.�����)* �)�*� &�$� �&����*�� &�K� ��; OM* ������6। ��; OM* &$�� M%�� 
����� ��� #���& 1����� ��H।  

‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘&M����)�� ?�%&M����)�� ?�%&M����)�� ?�%&M����)�� ?�%, , , , ��x ���� .�� 3���& �%��x ���� .�� 3���& �%��x ���� .�� 3���& �%��x ���� .�� 3���& �%’’’’’’’’    

(¹�1 ������C��) 

3=��$� ��) .�� ��� $������ �M$� )���� (������) ��&����&C� ����� )&$����� +�"* 
������ ��� ��, ��&�I �?�� .�� ��� ��9$ ����L��� )*.�������� &M����)�� OM�* 
3OM�, ��x ���� .�� ��� 3���& ��� M%�� �। ��� ���, ��&�I 6�-�1�� �+�m��% M%��-
��# �>��%�� ������ �।  

��� &��M� ���, 3$�� �)�*� ��C��?� .�����। j�� ������% %, 3$�� &��� ����L���% 
‘�$�����’। 3$�� �� ��&�I �?� ����, �&��% �)* OM* ����� -�� #M� ��?���� 8����� 
��M��= �%। ��� ���, $�v$ ��� �M�� �&�M��=���C� ������6, ��&��I� .�� �)�*� ���% 
��" �;�, 3� �& ��� 3$�� ��%���6। ��� $���� ���, ��� &��(�)��g �����% 3�$ -�;� ����� 
� ��, ��&�I �?�� .�� 3$�� &M����)�� ?�% �। ��� ���, .��$�I/ �� K$��� �( �, 
3=��$� ���)� &�O�$ ������ -�� ��9$ ����L��� )��� �)�*� ���� 3����� �(। ��% 
��&�I .*��� �(����� 3�$ ��9$ ����L��� )*.��������= &M����)�� ?�%।  

‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘��»�|� ����� ������»�|� ����� ������»�|� ����� ������»�|� ����� ����’’’’’’’’    

��� $���� &���� .*�� ?��;C �:���"C�� ����G� ��»�|� ����� ����� �( &������ ��� 
3M�� ���%���6।  

&I�&������� &~��C&I�&������� &~��C&I�&������� &~��C&I�&������� &~��C    

����� &�C� ���c-�Pn�� ���� ����� �(����� &����" ,e/ 3���� ����� ��� $���� )*���I� 
������ &�&�M� ���� 
��;C &I�&���� = &I�&������� �������� ��H����H �$�� �( �����&��� 
&�� .°m� ;���� 3M�� ���। ��� ���, %#��� %#���, $M��� 3=��$� ��) )> �e 
-�� ����� 8w���� ���� �6��� $��� ����� ��$ ���� �( .°m� �M�। ����� 8w���� ���� $��" 
M�(� ���, �&% &� ��¼����� #�p�� ��� ���, �?���� $� ����� 8w���� $��" M�(� ����� ��¼� 
M� �। ��¼� �?���� ��� �।  

&I�&���� = &I�&����� �������� ��$ ���� �( .��(� �)����� ��4��� -�� &�|�� ���>� 
���� ���%��� ���$�C ���� ��� &��M� ���, .��(��� M��� 3�$ M� ��4��� � &�|�����>� ���� 
������ ?�%। ��x ������ 3$�� v��$ 6�H� �&,�� �(�M�� ���� �।  

----------------------- 
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WEST PAKISTAN LEADER’  CO-OPERATION TO BE SOUGHT 

-------------------- 

CONSTITUTION BASED ON SIX AND ELEVEN-POINT 

WILL BE FRAMED 

Mujib’s confident statement in Dacca on January 3, 1971. 

The Awami League Chief Sheikh Mujibur Rahman said in Dacca on Sunday that 

the future constitution of the country would be framed on the basis of Six-point and 

Eleven-point Programmes. 

Sheikh Mujib was addressing a mammoth public meeting at the Race Course on 

the occasion of oath-taking of the newly-elected MNAs and MPAs belonging to the 
Awami League. 

The Awami League leader, however, said that he would seek co-operation of the 

people’s representatives of West Pakistan in framing the constitution. 

Sheikh Mujib said that after June 7, last year, it was his first appearance before the 

people at the Race Course. He said that the elections were over and the people of 

Bengal won in their first phase of struggle through the elections. He reminded the 

people not to think that the demands of the people were fulfilled in this election alone. 

Co-operation 

“For being the absolute majority party in the Assembly I would not like to say that 

we did not want co-operation from the representatives of West Pakistan in framing the 

constitution,” he said. “Surely,” he said, “We want co-operation and help of the West 

Pakistani representatives in framing the constitution. But there could be no 

compromise on fundamental matters of policies.” 

In this respect he pointed-out that the Six-point and Eleven-point programmes 

were no more his or his party’s properties. Referendum was held on the Six-point and 

Eleven-point programmes. Awami League could not amend it now he mentioned. 

None would be able to stop us framing a constitution on the basis of Six-point 

programme, the Awami League Chief declared. 

Giving an account of the treatment meted out of the people of Bangladesh in the 

past, the Sheikh said that the people here were considered to be second class citizens, 
and their 
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loyalty to the country was questioned. “We had suffered many an injustice. We know 

how it pinches. Therefore, we would do justice to the people of West Pakistan”. 

Giving an account of the past sacrifices of Bangla Desh, he said that being the 

majority people “we allowed Karachi to be the capital of Pakistan and from the quota 
of this province six West Pakistan leaders were given Constituent Assembly seats”. 

“Again”, he said, “We would frame a constitution for the country as we are the 

representatives of the majority of the people of the country. The people of Pakistan 

would accept that constitution. Those who want to put an obstacle on its way would 

be eliminated”. 

CONSTITUTION BASED ON SIX-POINT 

Conspiracies 

In his 50-minute speech Sheikh Mujib referred to some of the incidents after the 
elections and said that the conspiracies for frustrating the election which were going 

on before the polls were going on still. He said that the killing of newly elected 26-
year-old Awami League MPA Ahmed Rafiq in Pabna, murder of Mamtaz in Khulna 

and the death of Harun were some of the proofs of that conspiracy. He said that 
Ahmed Rafiq was killed in the darkness of night. He had received 13 knife injuries; 

Mamtaz was called out of his house and murdered and “my young brother Harun was 
knocked down by a jeep and killed”. 

Calling upon the people to be ready for future struggle he said that it might so 

happen that “I may be eliminated while fighting for realizing the demands. In the case 

it would be your obligation to continue the struggle”. 

Yahya thanked 

Sheikh Mujib thanked President Yahya for fulfilling his (Yahya’s) commitment in 
holding the elections. However, he said that there was a section among his (Yahya's) 

subordinates who were still conspiring to undo the election results. Sheikh Mujib said 
that some of the conspirators came to Dacca recently and held a secret meeting. The 

Awami League Chief asked the Persidentity of Bangla Desh and those "conspirators", 
otherwise, he warned that people of Bengal would confront those elements with 

bamboo sticks. 

Continuing he said, “We have emerged as the absolute majority party in the 

elections not only in Bangla Desh but also in the whole country. So, the right to rule 
the country is ours”. He said that he and his party would protect the rights of the poor 

people of the Punjab, Baluchistan, Frontier and Sind. There is no difference between 
the suffering humanity of Bangladesh and those of other provinces, he observed. 

However, the Awami League Chief emphatically said that there was no compromise 
with those who had exploited Bangla Desh for the last 23 years. 

He further said that neither he nor his party men were in politics for simply being 

middle ministers or prime ministers. He said that he and his party were in politics for 
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serving the cause of common man, for establishment of the right of the masses. They 

did so as they tried to make sacrifice for the people. 

Caution to officials 

Sounding a note of caution to the high officials of the Government the Awami 

League Chief said that the officials should change the mentality they had grown in the 

last decade during Ayub Regime. He said that the high officials could not adjust with 

the common people; they remain as big bosses. “If you do not change your attitude 

towards the common man, we would only point out the people your residence, and tell 

them he is not a good man, throw him out. We are not going to take steps as taken by 

President Yahya against 303 high officials,” he said. 

Move to combat Awami League 

Referring to the role of different quarters at the time of elections, he said huge 
amount of money came to this province for the purpose of combating the Awami 

League. It was said that Islam was in danger. Was anybody stopped from offering his 
prayers and keeping fast after the elections, he asked. He said that those who involved 

the name of Islam unnecessarily in politics, deserved punishment prescribed in Islam-
whipping. 

Further he said that attempts were made in different ways to reduce the number of 

Awami League MNAs and MPAs in the elections. Once the move was made with the 

help of POP after the merger of four organizations and then in the name of Islamic 

Front. In the elections, however, all the weeds were cleared, he observed. 

Speaking about his organisation, he called upon his party workers to make every 

village and mahalla a fort of the Awami League. He alleged that Awami League 

workers were stabbed in the darkness of night by terrorists and their agents. He called 

upon his workers to be prepared to fight such terrorists. He advised them to prepare 

bamboo sticks and sticks out of "sundari" to fight them. Sheikh Mujib said that 

revolution could not be made through dacoity. 

To his workers, he said, "You keep your sticks ready but do not use those until I 
give order”. He reiterated, “I am a Muslim and not a Christian. If I am hit I will 

retaliate.” He asked his workers not to hit first. 

The Sheikh told the cheering crowd to bury alive any member of his party 

including himself if any of them betrayed this oath. 

Addressing the women audience in the meeting, he said that the women-folk 

would no more be treated as second class citizens. If required, he said, a special law 

would be framed to give equal rights to women with the men-folk. 

 Sheikh Mujibur Rahman demanded the release of all political prisoners and 
withdrawal of cases pending against political workers and students. "How long will 

you keep them in the jail? If you fail to release them immediately we shall do it very 
soon after going to power", Sheikh Mujib added. 
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Expressing his grave concern over the increasing criminal activities in the city 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman said that it was impossible to move safely in the city. He 

asked the concerned authority to take measures to ensure safety of the people. 

Tributes to martyrs 

At the outset of his speech he paid glowing tributes to the martyrs who had 

sacrificed their lives in the movements especially, he mentioned those who were 

killed in the State Language, June 7 movements and in the mass upsurge of 1968 and 

1969. 

He said, “I along with the MNAs and MPAs promise today that the blood of the 

martyrs would not be allowed to go in vain”. 

He further said that the victory in the polls was not the ultimate victory. However 

he said that the victory in the polls was not the victory of his won or his party. It was 
the victory of the seven crore people of Bengal, nay the whole repressed people of 

Pakistan. 

He said that the people of Bengal would never forget the martyrs who would be 

remembered in all ages. 

Addressing the audience he said that there was no reason to be complacent on the 

basis of election results about the realization of the demands. He said that it might so 
happen that the debt of the martyrs would have to be repaid in blood. He called upon 

the seven crore people of Bengal to be prepared for the future struggle, if needed. 

Speaking about the elections, the Awami League chief said that "We had no 

money, no car, no wealth, but we had Iman (faith) and the common man with us, and 
that was our wealth". 

 

 

 

--------------- 
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������$������$������$������$    &F�&F�&F�&F�    ��������������������    

��� �F�C ����� �����$� 3M�� ����� 

���C ����� ]�$� 3�|�� 
�F�C ����� ]�$� 
3�|�� 

b �������, 
VW�V 

 

����� $��l��� je M�� �)�6����� $��l��� je M�� �)�6����� $��l��� je M�� �)�6����� $��l��� je M�� �)�6, , , , -��� ����N�� ������ J� ��-��� ����N�� ������ J� ��-��� ����N�� ������ J� ��-��� ����N�� ������ J� ��, , , , 
���
���
���
���, , , , )*���I�)*���I�)*���I�)*���I�,,,,    
���c�F*C���c�F*C���c�F*C���c�F*C, , , , ����K����K����K����K, , , , .)����� �F�C ������ )*���I� .���I .��g� �e.)����� �F�C ������ )*���I� .���I .��g� �e.)����� �F�C ������ )*���I� .���I .��g� �e.)����� �F�C ������ )*���I� .���I .��g� �e    

    
bbbb% ������� % ������� % ������� % ������� VWV�  VWV�  VWV�  VWV�  &��� �F�C&��� �F�C&��� �F�C&��� �F�C    ����� ]�$� 3�|���� �P��� .��g� ���"C�� #���K����� ]�$� 3�|���� �P��� .��g� ���"C�� #���K����� ]�$� 3�|���� �P��� .��g� ���"C�� #���K����� ]�$� 3�|���� �P��� .��g� ���"C�� #���K    

�$��� �&��� �&���� ��PC� �F�C ����� ]�$� 3�|���� �$C��$��� �&��� �&���� ��PC� �F�C ����� ]�$� 3�|���� �$C��$��� �&��� �&���� ��PC� �F�C ����� ]�$� 3�|���� �$C��$��� �&��� �&���� ��PC� �F�C ����� ]�$� 3�|���� �$C�, , , , �)�����)�����)�����)����, , , , &M��+F�����&M��+F�����&M��+F�����&M��+F�����    
&$;C� = ��¼�� �)* -�� 8(�( ����.�$���� #�p��( .�m 3M��&$;C� = ��¼�� �)* -�� 8(�( ����.�$���� #�p��( .�m 3M��&$;C� = ��¼�� �)* -�� 8(�( ����.�$���� #�p��( .�m 3M��&$;C� = ��¼�� �)* -�� 8(�( ����.�$���� #�p��( .�m 3M��    

�F�C ����� ]�$� 3�|�� $��C&���-������-$�=�&��½ �?c������ &��C�� &�(�� �F�C 
������ ��¼��� ����" 8����� .����)� $F�(�� 8�+��� ��� �F�C ����� = ���ª� .�� �P�Q 
.&���� ���� �P� ���K�� ��� .��g�� ?��;C ��"C ����C ���6।  

-% �� �U&� �F�C ����� ]�$� 3�|���� �$C��� 3������ = ��>�� &�O�$ ���� 3| = 
����� $M� #���(��� &P�Q ����6 -�� �F�C ������ ��¼�� &�O��$� %��M��& $M� �)t��$� 
8�(���� &����� ����6।  

&+���� $�=��� ��P�/ ���?���� ���ª� &�CM��� �]� = ��¼����� &���������������� 
&�O��$� .+��� �F�C ������ &�CM��� ��¼���� ‘.���@�������� ��e�� ���r�M ��� (��&N�’, - 
������� ¾�¢C ���� ��� �F�C ������ ���+� 8�P��$ &������������ ��e�� ���r�M ��� -�� �F�C 
������ ]�$� �]*�� &�>� ������� ����C .��g�� .°m�� &�)> �F�C ����� ]�$� 3�|�� .��g� 
���।  

�F�C ����� ]�$� 3�|�� .��g�� $�v�C �;��% ����C� 8�(c�� = ��%�� ���+� 3�P��� 
&�������� = ���� ����C��� $����C = ��� .����� ��e�� 3���&M� &�O�$ ���?��� ���6 -�� 
��¼�� 8������ .�@��� .*� ����6-&�¥ &�O��$� $��(�$ �F�C ������ ����� $��l� &�>� 
������� ��%, ��5CD��� )*����� ��C$� ��C��� ����� �� ���$� $��(�$ �)����  ��� &F?�� 
&�>� &�$��� ��% -�� �)��+��� )*���I� ��d����� �+�m�� &�)> )�H ������ &�>� 
&��)>�� ��%।  

�F�C ����� ]�$� 3�|���� �$C��� $��C&���-������-$�=�&��½ �?c����� 8�(� = .���), 
�P"� ]�$��� &��; -��+F� M=�� -�� ��¼�� }H ���N ���H ���� 8�����, ����� M���6 -�� 
8����� �K��� &��; ��¼�����C ���?��� ���6।  

�F�C ����� ]�$� 3�|���� ��¼�� 8������ -% �� �U&� &�¥ &�O�$ &F?� = ���?��� 
���� 3�)� .°m��� &P�Q ����6। -� 1�¿�� �M�&�� �F�C ����� ]�$� 3�|���� �)������ 
&�1�(��+��� ����L� ��#��� ��d, 8�1& = $���C �;(-���d �$���� M�$�� ���?��� ��� 
-�� �F�C ������ ��¼�� 3�|���� %��M��& &�¥ .�������� &F?� ���।  
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����L��� À������� &�$��� ��&��)�g� ‘-��� ���� H�� ��Á% 34��� #�>’ -�� �F�C 
����� ]�$� 3�|���� 8����% ��Q ���� �( ��)�� ������� $� M�( M�� #��। ����� - �5( 
.�?Q�� ���$� M�� �F�C ������ ���+� 3�P��� &��������� ������� -�� �F�C ������ ��K*��� = 
3�P��)�+��� ��$��� ��x &���°m)�+��� ��K*��� .���@�������।  

����L��� À������� ��&��)�g� �F�C ����� ]�$� 3�|��� ��C�� �F�C ������ �]g 
&c���� 8���� �O��� ����6, 3��� 8���� ��e�� �5�"*� ����6 �O���� ������।  

�F�C ������ �)�*� ��l� �l, $���&� $��& �F�C ������ - &�� �]g &c���� 3� ���� 
8c���� 8��" ��C�� = ��Q +�)�6। ����� �;� $� ��H 3$���� Â�� ����� +�� #�>, �?�� 
8¿&�� M�� #�>।  

�F�C ����� ]�$� 3�|���� �$C��� ������ ��� .�� ��s 5P*�� -�� 8¿�� �� ¢��&� 
�µ��> &��; J��c��� ��� ������ ��l�� &�&��� = ��)C�>� ���, ��¼�� ��� ��,*+��� 
������� ��� -�� &�¥ &�O�$�� O�$( -����� &~&���� ���।  

�F�C ����� ]�$� 3�|���� �)������ &�1�(��+��� �F�C ������ ���� &�C.;$ &F�C�&�� ��� 
?q��� -�� &�(�& ���r��M� ��� $�$�&��M ����� �� ���$� $��(�$ �)��������� &F?� ����6 
-�� ��¼�� &�O��$% %��M��& -��� �� 8�(���� �E �����6।  

VW�Y-- �F�C ����� ]�$� 3�|�� ��� ������� &�¥ &�O��$� i��M��&� L�� .��� ����6।  

����L�� 8��N��� ����)�g�� &��; �F�C ������ �)�*� �¡ .����% ��s�� M�k। 
T�*��������� .?��$ 5F�*C}H = ����Ã��&� ��������� �K �K ������ .�* ����� .$�* 
����6 �F�C ������ �������� ?�����। ����L��� #������� &�$��� ��&��)�g� �F�C ������ 
�)*�� ����� 
�����, $��l = ���k���� &�O�$�� ��$���I�, ���c�F*C &�O��$� ���)���; 
���?���� "H�I ���6 -�� - #�p��( &�$��� ��&�� 6�6���� -�� 3%)� ��>��$�� 3=��� 
��C�? 8��g� ����6।  

3=��$� ��) ����� -� ��e�� ���?���� � ��� - "H��I M�� �$�����6 -�� ��C ������ 
#��L ���"* ���H &$����� �( ���c�F*C = &�������� �; -�� )*���I� &$����I� �;� 
���6।  

����L��� 8��N��� ��&��)�g�� K$��� .�� #���� M��� &�$��� ���M�। �F�C ������ 
�)�*� ��� #����% ��� &{� � &�¥ &�O��$� $��(�$ �F�C ������ +F�$�� )*������� - &�¥ 
��M��� ������ = ¢�& ��� �(���। ���c�F*C, ��$���I�, &�������� &�� .�?Q�� ?FH�c ���*�� 
M��� 3���" = 34��� -�� �)�*� 
��;C� .�� ��ª�&5�����। ����% 3=��$� ���)� &�$� &�¥ 
&�O�$ = 3����"� !��� �; ����� ����6। 3=��$� ���)� �]*��+�m .$�* ��� %M� ���"�l �; 
8�&�* ����6 ��� ���*�� M��� �)�*� 
��;C� &��; ��ª�&5�����।  

3=��$� ��) ������ .��g� ��B����* ��� �;���;� )*���I� &$���I ����$ ���� ?��। 
&�CM���� ������� ����C = ��� $��(�$ ���?���� &�CM���� -���/ �(��� 8( &�� .��� 
&$����I� &���Ä M��� ��B�� ��4�����। %M� �)�*� ������C !C��� ����* 3$��-$(�����  
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.+P����� 
�;C �K� ���। -� ���*�� M��� �������� .��g� %, ��, 3�, ��, �&, �� %, ��, 
3%, ��, �& -�� 8(�( &����� &�D�।  

�;���;� $�l �P�;��� .�� �$�H� $���C &�'��(��� = ��� �������� ��$#��$ .��M� 
���� %M� -��� �� ��t��। ��$C�� �-#%, �&N������ ��-��-#��, +����� %�|�� )��w ��
 
������ &$���I )>�� ��$ ������ ���"*�� �� ���"�*� J�� ��s�� ���6 -�� ��$#�¹ 
¢�&�� ?����� ���k। ��x ��$#��$ .��M� ��� ����� ��K &{� M�k �। �)�*� ��¼�� 
&�O�$ .?� ����" �1�� �H�6।  

��� $���� &$���I = ���"�*� 8�&��� �;� ��� $���C &�'��(��� = ����L�� À������� 
��&��)�g� = .���@�������� ���>������M� �M�&�� �F�C ������ �P"�-]�$� ��� = ����� 
��P/�� ‘�(�c ���D’ ��� -�� �F�C ������ �?�����%���, �-#%, %�|��, ��-��-#%��� +F�$�� 
��� ���� .�?Q� ?����k। ����L��� À������� &�$��� ��&��)�g� -����*% ������� ��6��� 
&����� .�� �� �F�C ������ ��¼����� ���?���� �F�C ��½��� 
����� &�O�$ ��N������ ���� ¢�& 
���� "H�I ���6।  

%��M�& &�� +��� +�4H = +�4=��������, 3�) �M�� ��� �M�� ?FH�c+��� ���D ����%। �F�C 
������ ��¼�� ���� ���?���� %��M��&� ?��� ��� $���� = 3=��$� ��)�� #± ����� #�m���� 
����6; %M� ��
 )����; 8����C+���% ������� ,4�H�� ?F*C��?F*C ��� ?FH�c+��� ���D ����।  

3$�� 8��(% - &�( .����� ���� &�$� ���� ����� -�� ���+� 3�P��� 
&������������ ��ª�&5������ ����* #>�� ����C������ �$�MOL �)*�� 3$���� ��6� i�(�� 
���� .�?Q� ������� �����। - #�p��( 3$�� O�$( -����� �P"���� ����� ��������� ��$ 
8�+�� ������� �����। -+��� �F�C ������ bY +�) ���� ��P/ 8�C�� $��(�$ �M�� ��������, 
]�$� �]*�, = ����� ����C������ ��P/ 8�C ���� &K$ M���।  

��C$� 3c�C���� 8�D� ��¼��� ��K ���% &�������। $M���� &+���� $�= �;��;+��� 
��C$� !���� ��¼�� &�O��$� 8�+���� &�� &��� ����6, ‘��¼� M��� ��C$� ���ª� .�� 
.�*��’। ���ª� ��¼���� Å�)���� ?FH�c ������ ���� 8O&� M�k। �+����$, ��=&, ��������, 
;�%�(��, ��$C�, +���, �(���¹�% -�� -����, 3�©�� = ���� 3�$����� ����H� ��� = 
����&$F�M� $��l &�O�$ ��# ��# ��� Æ��6।  

���� $���C &�'��(����� $$CD�� ����� 8����&���� �M�&��� ��C���� ��e�� &�¥ &�O�$ 
������� M�k।  

�&��+��� &�$���� &�'��(����� ��P�/ &��������� ���&$F�M )*8&�c�" -�� ������ 
$�(��� �¡ ��s�� M�k। ����= ���� ���$� �� ,�6।  

�K�c�� &+���� $�=��� ��P�/ )*?� �������� ����� $� ��4�H�� 3�6 �F�C ��)�c, 
%#����� &$�����I� 3����L{ 3������ #º� ���* ��k���� ���6।  

- ��) &~��C &+���� $�= �F����C��� &��; �;�;C% #��� ����6, ‘3� �;�� 3)�$� fY 
�U&� �;�� VYY �U&� 8;�� ��� ���� &$��� M�k ��ª�(��� &$�� ��>��$� 3$F� �����C�� $M� 
��)। �F�C��C� ������� i��M��� ��C�� �����M� -��� ��ª ��4���� ��)।’’  
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����L��� À������� ��&��)�g�, 3=��$� ��) �F�C ������ �)�*� &�¥ &�O�$ ��6���% 
������ ����� ����� �। VW�Y-- �F�C ������ �)�*� �� )*��� je M���6 �� ������� J� ��� 
VW�V--। �F�C ������ O��$ O��$ ��# ��# ��� Æ��� )*����� �����R, 3� ���� ���H $��� �F�C 
������ 
������ ����, ����� �����, ���+� 3�P��� &����������� -% .�� }H-���N ;� ;� 
��� ��4��� ����� !���, )�H #>�� �)�*� �)������M�, &$�� M�� �F�C ������ ]�$��]*�� 
������� ����C .��g�� .°m�� &�)> �M�&�� �F�C ������ ]�$� 3�|���� i��M��&� +F�$��, 
.���g� M�� �F�C ������ ]�$��]*�� ������� ����C।  

 

 

����������������    

        

(1) ���+� 3�P��� &���������� $� �&�-�$���11� &���������, M�-�����M� �� 
&���������, ����-$�� Ç���-�?����, ����-��� "H�I����, 8�).+ $�%�� 
.+P���� ��}��� M���6, ���� 3�P���� �P;� ��x &���°m)�+��� &���������।  

(2) �F�C ������ ��K*��� .���@������ $�&��$ ���)� &�� 8��, ������, ��$�� = 
8(�( �$C�+�m� ���>&$FM, 3=��$� ��) ��P�/� -��� 8��।  

(3) 3�P��)�+��� ��$��� ��x &���°m)�+��� ��K*���� .���@����� (�� #+� 8��, 
3=��$� ���)� ���/� �(��� 8��।  

 
------------------- 
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������$������$������$������$    &F�&F�&F�&F�    ��������������������    
�M�� 3&�� ���& ��������K 
��� �F�C 

����� �����$� 3M�� 
�F�C ����� ��¼�� 6�� 

%#�� 
Vf �������, VW�V 

�Y �Y �Y �Y �� ������� �M�� 3&�� ���&�� ������� �M�� 3&�� ���&�� ������� �M�� 3&�� ���&�� ������� �M�� 3&�� ���&    

&�C� �F*C M���� ��� �e&�C� �F*C M���� ��� �e&�C� �F*C M���� ��� �e&�C� �F*C M���� ��� �e    

&�¥ �P�" ��¼��� ����� ¾�¢C ������ �e&�¥ �P�" ��¼��� ����� ¾�¢C ������ �e&�¥ �P�" ��¼��� ����� ¾�¢C ������ �e&�¥ �P�" ��¼��� ����� ¾�¢C ������ �e    

3&���� 
S 
��� �)*���I� �F3&���� 
S 
��� �)*���I� �F3&���� 
S 
��� �)*���I� �F3&���� 
S 
��� �)*���I� �F�C ����� ����$ �e�C ����� ����$ �e�C ����� ����$ �e�C ����� ����$ �e    

    

�M�� 3&���� �l$��� �Y�� ������� 3$���� $��} 3��� �1���� 3�&���6। �Y�� ������� 
�F�C ������ �P"� ]�$� ���� $��l &�O��$� %��M��& -� )+�� �������� = &�O�$ ��। -% �� 
�F�C ������ 6��-��� &�'��(���, &�$c��� = �PMU ��4��� ����� ���H = �]*� ���"�� ��e�� 
)*-8+�(È��� ������* 5��%���6�। 3$���� &�)>�� �F�C&F�� = �.� &�;� 3&�� �6�� -% 
8+�(È��� -�� �+C�� �&��। VWaW &���� �Y�� �������� &��� ����� �M�� 3&��&M �N� 
6��&$�� �� �g�� 8�(�?��� 3%�����M�� ��e�� VXX ���� +N ����� �$���(�� ������ &���� 
���� �$�6� ����� 8O&� M%���6�, �� ��&��)�g�� +�H����� ������� �� ��+���� ���� ,�� 
����� M�(� ��� ���� $��l &�O��$� �+C�� ����� 3&����। ��M��� .�(K��C� ��M��� ���, 
3&���� M�(���� ��� 3��T� 5�� �। 8�(c ���/�F*C+��� �H�% ����� ����� 3&�� 
M��&$��� ��&��)�g�� ������� ��* ����� �%���6-3&�� �M�� M%���6। 3&���� M�(�, �)�*� 
$��( ���r��M� �� 3, ��$���� M%�� #�>���6�, ��M��� ��# ��# ����� Æ���%�� ���। ��&��)�g� 
���-����$-,��-�������-����1#�� 8O�M( ����� ���r�M� ���� ���1�� 3)�%�� ?���। �M�� 
��&��)�g�� .��&�I 8?� M%�� �)� 3� O�$�:� M%�� ��H� 3��-$�l -����। &P�Q M%� �F�C 
������ ���� -� .?� ��¼�� )*-8+�(È�। ���� �& �� ��¼�� �$���! �� ��¼�� .�*�(�! ���� 
-% ��¼�� ��l #U��� ���� ����$ 3%��� ��M���।  

&�O�$� �����&� &�O�$� �����&� &�O�$� �����&� &�O�$� �����&� ! ! ! !     

�� 3��-3��n� �%�� �P"� ]�$� &����* $��" -% ��¼�� )*-8+�(È� &P�Q ������6�, �� 
S 
�%�� �M�� 3&�� $�� ?���� �6� ���& ��4M�� 8$F�( .�* ��&�C �����6�, �)�*� �&% 3��-
3��n� �� ��L����� M%���6? �M�� 3&���� �&% 
�� �� &�;C� M%���6? !% �6� �� �Y�� 
������� �& .� �%�� 3� 3��� 3$���� !���� M���� M%���6। 3$���� 3� �&% .��� #m� 
���� M%��। 3&���� .�* ��&�C = ���� ��¼�� )*-8+�(È��� -��� $�� #�p�(% �6�� ��%� 
�6� ����� �F�C������ �)�*� #�� &�'��(��� &�$c��� = �PMU ��4�� -% �� ��� ���" = 
��&�� �� ��M�H ?����� ��&�� 3�6, ��M��� &$F�� #U����� ���, �F�C ������ ���� �P"�-]�$�, 
$�(��m �;� &$O ���� -��� ��B ����$ ���। $P��(� �F�C �� ��Cc 3&�� -% #�p�( = �K(�� 
��L����� ������ �(% &�O�$ ����� �)���6। �M�� 3&�� &�'��(���, &�$c��� = �PMU ��4��� 
��& = ���"*$�l -$ -� �� �F�C ����� ���B� 
S ������, �� ���B �F�C ������ �P"� 
�������� $M��� ���"* M%�� $�l M%��, )��� = +F�$M� �P"� ��$� $������ ��%��, ]�$� ��4?�� 
$� $���� ��%��, ��M���� #�� M%��  
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]�$� ��&�/� �g�� ���}� ��5� M%��, 6��-$�(��m ��������� ������� ��L� ��v$�l M%��, ��M��� 
������/� !�&M Æ��� M%�� $��l ��%��। -� �;��, �F�C ������ &$O �)�*� ���� 8�-�¥, 
��&D�, ��K�-�?��U&�, ��� = ������� F(�$ �9��� 3�&��। �M�� 3&�� .�* ���� ��ª�& 
����� ��, ��&��)�g�� &�¥ ��l� �$������� &�¥ ��l� $��(�$% ����� M%��। ��&��)�g�� 
&�C���K� !�C� 5�4�� O�$�:�� �P�" ��¼��� &F?� ����� &�¥ &�O��$� 5�4�� -�� �P"��� ��¼�� ���/ 
.;�$ .���g� ����� M%��। ��M�� �� $�l O�$ -���� ���� �M� �5��= ����� ?FH�c+��� ��B��l 
��� ����� M%��। -% #�p�(�� ��L����� ������ �(% �M�� 3&�� $��M���-���M����� 
-����� �P"���� &�)�>� ���� ���� 3�����) ������6��, -% �(% 3&�� $P��(� $�� ��6��� 
�F��C M��������� M�� M������ &�1�($��� ����� ������ ��%�� 3� -���� ��&��)�g�� ������� 
&���� M%���6��।  

 
&�O�$� ���&�O�$� ���&�O�$� ���&�O�$� ���    ! ! ! !     
    

�M�� 3&���� -% 
S, ���� ��¼�� )*-8+�(È��� �K( 3�= ��L����� M� �%। ��x ��? 
���* VWab-aW &���� )*-8+�(È��� �� &�¥ ��¼�� ���*� M%�� ?�����6�, �� ��&��)�g� 
���� &�O�$�� ��É�c ������ �( �)�� ������� $��(�$ 3����"� ����� ������ ������6�। )*-
8+�(È��� 3���&��$� ��P/ ��&��)�g�� &�M� 3����&� �?���)���� �� ��H�%���6�। 1�� 
����)�g� ��M���� ��l�� ����� $���� ����� ����� ���� &�$��� ��& ���� ���। ��&��)�g� 
-%��� ����� ��C�?�� $�( ���� ���� &�¥ ��¼��� .��M� ����� ?��M���6। ���*, ��&��)�g� 
%M� +��������% ���, ��C�?�� $��(�$ �$�� $I�� �����C M%��, ������ �1�= M���� ��)��-
���$ ���� M%�� ����, ��x ��& = ���"�*� $�� ?������> �$������, ����� = .��& ��I� ��� 
�����C M%�� �। ��M� M%�� �F�C ������ �)��� ��N��� ������ ��M���� ����� 
����� -�� �P"� 
]�$� �$M�� ����� ��M���� �]*� ���"* M%�� $��l� &�O�$ M%�� �F�� &��%�� ���� ��%��-
&�&��� �������� �$�M�k�� ��� ��%��।  

��% -%����� �M�� 3&�� ���& 3$���� ��� )+�� ��U��C �M ����� 3����6। 3&�, 3� 
3$�� �M�� 3&���� �l�l TP���� T�* ����� ��&��)�g� = &�������� 3���"��$� 
������������ &�� "H��I� ����� �6� ����� ��¼�� ������� ������� ������ ���। �&% ��¼�� 
�; M%�, �P�" ��¼��� $��(�$ O�$�:�� $�l -���� )>�� �;। $�l O�$ -���� ���� �M� �5��= = 
�M� ��� ������ �;। 3� ��M�� �������� �M�� ��¼�� )*- 8+�(È��� }H ������ ��&��)�g��� 
5���� ��� ��M��� ��M��� &�C��l �%�� �P"��� �H�%��� #�� }�4��%�� ��H�� � ����। -% ��¼�� 
��;% ����� ���M����� = �&����� M�=� ���%��� &�O�$� �P"� 3)�%�� ?�����6। -% �K( 
8�+$���% VWab-aW &���� ��¼�� )*- 8+�(È��� ���� je M%���6�। 3&�, 3)�$� �Y�� ������� 
�F�C ������ �M��-�|��, ���-�����, M��-�����-)�  &�C� M���� ��� ����� 3&��&M �� �� 
����.�$� ��� �&����� 3��(�)�� �� ����� 3$�� T�* ���, ��M���� 8�F*C 3��-3����� = 
8&$�� ����� ��L����� ������ �( �� ����� ��; OM* ���, �M�� 3&���� 
��� 
�)*���I� �F�C ����� �����$� 
S�� &�;C� ����� ������� ��; ���� ���$ 3)�%�� ��%।  

    
�F�C ����� ��¼�� 6�� %#���F�C ����� ��¼�� 6�� %#���F�C ����� ��¼�� 6�� %#���F�C ����� ��¼�� 6�� %#��    

    

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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������$������$������$������$    &F�&F�&F�&F�    ��������������������    
3=��$� ���)� &��; �� ���� 

3���?� ���" +��q�� ���P��  
����L� ��%$& [V ������� , VW�V 

 

PAKISTAN PEOPLE'S PARTY WILL STRIVE FOR 

VIABLE CONSTITUTION 

No Deadlock In Talks 

 

Mr. Z. A. Bhutto's statement to Dacca oil January 30, 1971, at the conclusion of 

his three days talks with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

 

Mr. Z. A. Bhutto, Chairman of the Pakistan People's Party, said here today the 

within national unity he and his party would go as far as possible to find a permanent 

formula for framing a viable and acceptable Constitution. 

Mr. Bhutto, who yesterday concluded three-day, talks with Awami League Chief 
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, told a Press Conference that he had come here to find the 

areas of agreement and search for common factors and try to rekindle the spirit of 
fraternity, understanding and co-operation. 

Mr. Bhutto said: “We have genuine difficulties, and we need time at least up to 

the end of February to make a comment on it.” 

He, however, said that he was neither satisfied with the talks with Shiekh Mujib 

nor were these talks a failure. "The dialogue should continue,“ he added. "There was 

no deadlock in our talks,” he said. 

He said: “We understood each other's viewpoints and we would have to explain 

our viewpoint to our people and their representatives before we meet next time. The 
task was a challenging one and we will have to resolve many of our problems a legacy 

of the past 23 years.” 

“How can you expect us to solve the problems of 23 years in three days?” he 

asked. 

*   *   *   *   *   *  * 

He could see a danger signal ahead for the nation, he said and added that he 

was in favor of dialogue and negotiation for overcoming what he described as "a 

national stake." 

He said: “When necessary I will come to East Pakistan to continue such 

discussion with the leaders of the Awami League.” 

Mr. Bhutto analyzed point by point the Six-point Programme of the Awami 

League and the 11- point programme of the student community of the province. 
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Constitution should be based on consensus 

Taking both the programmes together, he announced his acceptance for 12 of 
these 17 points-excluding the five which dealt with provincial autonomy on the basis 

of the Lahore Resolution and a Constitution on the basis of Six-points. 

He would not comment on them because “we have got genuine difficulty and we 

need time for consultation to see how far we can go for a consensus”. 

But he described as ideal the point No. 1 of the Six-Points so far as it advocated a 

genuine federation in a true sense. He said he was a firm believer in one Pakistan and 
his entire political philosophy was based on it. 

The four points of the Awami League on which Mr. Bhutto made no comments 

pertain to the transfer of Provincial and Central subjects, currencies, foreign trades, 

federating states and their accounts. 

The second point of the students' demands relates to the Six-Point Programme. 

National Assembly Session 

About the convening of the Constituent Assembly on February 15 as suggested 
by Sheikh Mujib, the PPP Chief remained non-committal, but said there was nothing 

wrong "if we take time up to the end of February at least". 

Asked if he intended to suggest delaying the session to the President, he replied 

in the negative. 

“Some essential things will have to be accomplished before we come to attend 

the session” he said. “We must meet the leaders of all shades of opinion in West 
Pakistan, including those of defeated parties. The Constitution of a country should be 

a national one and not of one Province, and as such there should be consensus and 
equilibrium”. 

He said, however, that he fully shared the anxiety of Sheikh Mujib for breaking 

the present transition which was giving rise to new problems every day. “But for the 

greater interest of the nation” he added “its solidarity, integrity and fraternity there is 
nothing wrong in asking this 15 days time to solve the difficult task we have here for 

a permanent and lasting solution of constitutional problem”. 

Mr. Bhutto said that it was not necessary to enter into the Constituent Assembly 

with an agreement on different issues because negotiations could continue even when 

the House in Session. 

Asked if, in his opinion, the Awami League with its present absolute majority in 
the House was competent to frame a Constitution, Mr. Bhutto said: “Legally speaking 

they can, but the question to be decided by the House is whether the Constitution will 

be adopted by a simple majority or by two-thirds majority. Since the question is of 
making a Constitution and our geographical position is peculiar, the majority adopting 

the Constitution should include a consensus.” 
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In this connection, he cited the example of One Unit which he said, could not 

survive because the idea lacked a consensus of all the four provinces of West 

Pakistan. Parity was another question which had to be done away with because East 

Pakistan did not like it, he added. 

When a correspondent wanted to know of the ‘genuine difficulties’ Mr. Bhutto 

was often referring to during the Press Conference, the PPP Chief invited him to visit 
West Pakistan and to see for himself these difficulties. He said: “we have not got a 

mandate like the Six-Points of East Pakistan, but we have to tell the people in West 
Pakistan so many things at so many places to come out successful in the elections. So 

our position is quite different and it needs consultation.” 

The People’s Party Chief renewed his warning to the vested interests who, he 

said, had been trying to “frustrate an early transfer of power to the elected 
representatives of people”. 

He said that since the two winning parties were committed to the people on 

nationalization, the industrialists had become active in this direction. Many of these 

anti-Socialists and exploiters, he added, were making frequent visits to both East and 

West Pakistan to achieve their goal. 

 

 

 

----------------
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MUJIB WARNS VESTED INTERESTS 

Bhutto Explains Legal Position 

 

Statement by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and Mr. Z. A. Bhutto on February 3, 

1971, reacting to the blowing up of the hijacked Indian plane at Lahore. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the Chief of the Awami League, has called upon the 

Government to hold an inquiry into the blowing up of the hijacked Indian plane at 

Lahore and "to take effective measures to prevent interested quarters from exploiting 

the situation for their nefarious end". 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, in a statement issued in Dacca on Wednesday, said that 
he was surprised to hear that the hijacked Indian plane has been blown up adding that 

the incident must be deplored. 

The Awami League Chief urged the people to be alert against the vested interests 

and to resist their attempts to exploit the incident to create abnormal conditions to 

sabotage the peaceful transfer of power to the people. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman said "I was surprised to hear that the hijacked Indian 

plane at Lahore has been blown up. While the hijacking was a 'fait accompli', its 

subsequent blowing up must be deplored". 

He said; "Prompt and effective steps by the authorities could have been taken to 

prevent its occurrence. It should have been realized that at this critical juncture in the 
Nation's life, the creation of abnormal conditions can only serve the interest of 

saboteurs and conspirators against the people." 

The Awami League Chief said: 'The people should be fully alert to resist all 

attempts by the vested interests to exploit this occurrence in order to create abnormal 

conditions with the ulterior purpose of sabotaging the peaceful transfer of power to 

the people." 

The Awami League Chief said: 'The people should be fully alert to resist all 

attempts by the vested interests to exploit this occurrence in order to create abnormal 

conditions with the ulterior purpose of sabotaging the peaceful transfer of power to 

the people." 

He said: "I would urge the Government to hold an inquiry into this matter, and to 

take effective measures to prevent interested quarters from exploiting this situation for 
their nefarious ends." 

Bhutto explains legal position 

Mr. Z. A. Bhutto, Chairman of the Pakistan People’s Party, said here on 
Wednesday that the people and Government of Pakistan were not responsible for the 

destruction of the Indian plane, hijacked by two young commandos on Saturday. 
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He was taking to PPI at the Lahore airport before flying to Karachi. 

Mr. Bhutto said as for the legal aspect, the Indian plane was within the 
jurisdiction 

and it would have been disastrous if Pakistan national had blown it. 

But the plane was blown up by two young Kashmiri freedom fighters who were 

wagging a struggle against the Indian imperialism for the liberation of their home land 

and as such the people and the Government of Pakistan were not responsible for its 

destruction. 

The Chairman of the Pakistan People's Party further said the question of granting 

asylum to the two Kashmiris simply did not arise because They were not Indian 

nationals. 

 

They have a right to stay in Pakistan 

 

"As Kashmiris they have a right to stay in Pakistan," he said and added, "We are 

happy that these two brave youngmen will be with us". 

Mr. Bhutto disclosed that he had asked his party leaders in Lahore to establish 

contact with the Jammu and Kashmiri National liberation Front and "assist them in 
whatever manner they want." 

When asked what sort of assistance did the PPP want to extend to the NLF, he 

said he had explained this to the party leaders of Lahore. When further asked did the 

assistance include helping the NLF in organizational matters, he said, "you can talk to 
the party men." 

 

 

--------------
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AWAMI LEAGUE IS DETERMINED TO FRAME CONSTITUTION ON 

SIX, ELEVEN POINT PLAN 

 

MUJIB REGRETS DELAY IN CONVENING NATIONAL 

ASSEMBLY SESSION 

Statement in Dacca on February 9, 1971 

 

Sheikh Mjuibur Rahman, the Awami League Chief, regretted today the 

unnecessary delay in convening the National Assembly and said it seemed another 

conspiracy to deprive the people of their own Government. 

 

*  * * * * * * * * 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman reiterated that his party was determined to frame tit 

constitution on the basis of its six point programme. 

 

He said: "We want to frame a constitution and we shall frame it on the basis of 
six- point programme. Those who would accept it, let them accept and those who 

wont' (accept) let them not accept it". 
 

The Awami League Chief said that his party was in majority in Pakistan, and it 
could frame a constitution. But still it sought the co-operation of others. He said: "If 

anyone refuses to co-operate, it will be his responsibility." 
 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman said that people had reposed confidence in his party and 

"only the representatives of the people are competent to frame a constitution for the 

country." "No one else has that right to frame the constitution" he said. 

 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman referred to his party's victor)' in last December elections 

and their expectation to frame a constitution to help the induction of a people's 

Government to solve their problems and said "conspiracy is still going on." 

 

He said, "Pakistan's politics is the politics of conspiracy and intrigue. Conspiracy 

has not yet stopped, it is still going on. But since the Bangalees have learnt to shed 

blood none can stop them anymore. We must frame the constitution on the basis of six 

points." 

 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman said, 'The Awami Leaguers are true to their promise and 

they don't go back on their promise," "If necessary, we will again suffer jail term, but 

we can't deviate from the principle." He said that he and his party men were not afraid 

of anyone except God. adding that if the ruling clique had thought they could frighten 

them, they were mistaken. 
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In this connection he referred to "jail-zoolum" of Ayub regime of him and other 

Awami Leaguers. He told the Awami Leaguers that the struggle had not ended, it had 
only started and asked them to remain prepared for sacrifice for the sake of posterity. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman restating his party's stand on framing the constitution 

referred to the oath taken by his party MNAs and MPAs at Ramna Race Course for 
framing it on the basis of six-point and 11-point programmes. 

 
He said that in the joint meeting of the Awami League Parliamentarians in the 

National and Provincial Assemblies and in the Party Working Committee Meeting 
during the middle of February "decisions would be taken on our future coarse action". 

 

The Awami League Chief referred to the acute food shortage, price spiral in the 

province and recent cyclone devastation, and said "we can't allow our people to die 

and to be exploited." He listed various problems being faced by the people and said 

that his party wanted to take away the resources from the exploiters and distribute 

those among the people. He said that after elections they had hoped to frame a 

Constitution, and to take over the responsibility of administration and "to go all-out to 

solve the problems of the people." 

 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman said that the ruling clique and the exploiters had created 

such multifarious problems in different spheres of life that even if his party came to 

power it would be terribly difficult to solve those problems immediately. He said that 

Bengal I had been turned into a market and colony, and its food problem had been 
made so acute that the province was now having an annual deficit of 2,000,000 tons 

of food grains. 
 

The Awami League Chief asked his party-men to remain prepared, adding: "If 
time come I will give a call to you. Power has to come to us and none can stop it. 

When power comes to us, we will go all out to solve the problems of our people." 
 

He said he was hopeful of a bright and prosperous future of the Bengalees. "We 

will succeed because we are fighting for truth." 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *  * 

 

---------------
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NATIONAL ASSEMBLY MEETS ON MARCH 3 

DACCA IS VENUE- Presidents Order 

 

Official announcement, dated February 13, 1971, summoning the National 

Assembly to meet in Dacca on March 3. 

 

The President, General A. M. Yahya Khan, has summoned the National Assembly 

to meet in Dacca on March 3 for framing a Constitution for the Country. 

 

According to an official announcement, the 313-member Assembly for which 

country-wide general elections on the basis of adult franchise were held in December 

last will meet at 9 a.m. on March 3 in the Provincial Assembly building in Dacca. 

 

The brief announcement said. 'The President, General A. M. Yahya Khan, has 

been pleased to summon the National Assembly of Pakistan to meet on Wednesday, 

March 3, 1971, at 9 a.m. in the Provincial Assembly Building, Dacca, for the purpose 
of framing a Constitution for Pakistan." 

 

 

 

-------------------
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)*)*)*)*----��¼� ����& �$M�� ���� ��P�/ ��¼�� &���� �����$���¼� ����& �$M�� ���� ��P�/ ��¼�� &���� �����$���¼� ����& �$M�� ���� ��P�/ ��¼�� &���� �����$���¼� ����& �$M�� ���� ��P�/ ��¼�� &���� �����$�    
��; ���; ���; ���; �    

]�$�]�$�]�$�]�$�----�P"� &$������ ���� ����P"� &$������ ���� ����P"� &$������ ���� ����P"� &$������ ���� ���    
    

+�%&�+�%&�+�%&�+�%&�, , , ,     
 
3�"�q� 8�®���� ���?�� 6����� ^
��?��� 3%�����M�� ��e�� 3�|���� $��(�$ �� 

&�O��$� &F����, #&m��� ������� $��& ����� 6����� &�O�$� ���� ��¼�� +F�$��� �&% 
)*8+�(È� Vb% �©���� ��C��&� M� -� �l�l )*��¼��।  

 
3�|�� ?��6 6����� ��P�/, 3c�C���� &�'��(��� -�� ����� -��?���� ��4�������� 

&�M��(��Q ^
��?��� 3%�����M�� ��e��। ?��6 ������H, �)���,��। �M�� �M�� 3�$��� ]�$� 
$�������M, �������� ]�$� $���, 6�� 3&��, $����� -�� �$ � ��� 3��� 8���। &�O��$� J� 
�M�� 3��� ��s, 3, Æ�� #>� �M� �;�� �|��, O�$�;�� )� । ��$ -� ‘����1#’। -��� 
&�O��$ ���g ��P�/ ��� -�)�� -��� -� �� ��l, ‘��¼�� �$M�� ���’। �& ^�¼��� ��P�/� 
&��*C &�?� M��� ����1# +�N� �l�u���� $�( ����।  

 
Vb% �1�����, ����1# +N ��� $������)� �$M�� ��� $��� M��� ��$ -� ����� 

�����;; ���) ��� ���)�4=, ������H�, 3�$�� 3� ��$��� ��¼�� '�$�, ���) ��� ���)�4= 
�P"�; ��$ -� 1��$C�)�, O�����, M�������, ����� �� -�� $)����� -����� ��$��� 3� 
���� ��=�� $���"�, &M��)�� 3� &����� 8�1�&� X;C �]*�� �$C?��� 3� �����; ��$ -� 6��, 
��K�, �6�� �6�� �������� 3� ��L�� ���ªC� �1��=������, ����� ����� $��", �$M�� $��", 
&�O�$� ���, ���> 3� ��c $��� M���।  

 
Vb% �1�����, &�C.;$ &�5�� #���� ����1# �+�N ��%�1� 3� ������� ^����?� M�$���� 

���� ��L�� ������ ��� �K �K $��$��� �$M�� ��� �&�� ��$ -�&�6� ����� �����;। 
��L�� �����6� ��¼�� �(������, M���M��� �H�% ����6 ����, ��l ��l &���� M���6 ����� ����� 
��? ���� �;। ���= ���� LÊ M��। 3, ���)�� ���� Æ����� ���H�� 6����� ��� �����6 ^ª��?��� 
3%�����M�� 8�?���� &����� .�&��। �� ���r��M� 3,�� ����M� ����� ��$ M���6 3%��� 
&����, ��C M���6 ���B� #�� �;�� -��?���� ��4�����, +F-
�$� 3� ���)�������� 8.���w� 
.+��। #E�l M���6 )*��I� �;। Vb% �1����� ����L��� )*3�|���� %��M��& ��� 8K�� 
���� -��� ��’ ��¼�� ��। �$M�� ���� ��P�/ Vb% �1����� ����1# +N -�� ���� 8�����, 
��¼�� &�CM��� �]*�� ��P�/ ��5CD��� &$������ ��¼��� &��*C &F?�।  
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&���&। ����� ��¼�� �$M�� ���&���&। ����� ��¼�� �$M�� ���&���&। ����� ��¼�� �$M�� ���&���&। ����� ��¼�� �$M�� ���! ! ! !     
8$� �M�� )*��¼8$� �M�� )*��¼8$� �M�� )*��¼8$� �M�� )*��¼��� ����� ����� ����� ��, , , , �l�l �l�l �l�l �l�l VbVbVbVb% �1�����। % �1�����। % �1�����। % �1�����।     

 
��x &�zQ ���)�, ��C$� �K( -�� &�CM������ �]*��+�m� ������� ���� 8+��� -% )*-

��¼��� &~F*C 1� ��+ ���� -� M� "H��I �$�� #�>�6 8��� 8:��� ��4����� �]*�। #���$� 
��4�������� ��P�/ �������� )*8+�(È��� $F� �K( �6� �PMU ��4�����, ���)����� ���������� 
�Pg����"� ^
��?��� 3%��� &������ #�k� &�� ��� �;���;� &�&��� )*���I� &���� .��g�। 
^
��?�� ������� 3�|�� �� �$M�� ���� ��P�/ �1����� )*-��¼�� ���*� M�, �� -% 
)* ��¼��� 3���&M� 3� er J� ���� -�� ����� ������� 8;C���� �K�� -� &��F�� .&��� 
���*��� 3�����, -����� �PMU ��4�����, �������-���)�������; 8(���� ^
��?��������� 8��� 
8:��� #���$� ��4�������= 3�|���� #�� �;�� ����� ��P/ ?�� ��=��� 3����� +�� -�� 
&IL M�� ������ $��( 3���&�K�� $��(�$ -% ��¼��� $F� �K(�� ��É�c ���� 8��?Q�� �$�� 
#>���। &�C���� �)������� �6� �1������ ��¼��� ����; ���?��� ���� -� 5P*( "H�I -�� 
3�|���� ��P�/ ����� M��� �1���� ���� �(% #���$� ��4�������� ������� .������� 
-% �)�������� ���) �����6��। ����� &����� �?� -�� ���c�F*C ��; K$�� ML�c��� #�6��� 
‘‘3%)� ��>��$��’’ ������� ��)� &����* ��C�? 8�g� �&% "H��I�% 3��� ��C��।  

 
����������� &���M� ���)��� $������� -� 8+F��F�C #E��� &P�Q ��� -% #���$� 

��4������� �g�� 3� �$C$$+��� �(�M�� ����6 -����� ����"� $���"� &M� &�� 3��)��, 
����� �]*�
�;C 3����� ������ 3� ������� #�p�( M��&��� M������ �M�&��। ��C�?�� 1��1� 
��% �M�� � ��, ����� &������� J� -�� ��>��$� �� ��� �1��+�m� �M�� � ��, ��B 
���?���� $F� ��l 3��� ��$ ���� �� ����$� 
�;C������� M��� ��C$�, +��"(��= ��$� 
;����-��� � ��B�� ��>��$�� -��� ^�¼��� �����C M�। ��¼�� &$��������� ��% 3���� 
i��M��&� ����/ -�� ��C�( M�k #���$� ��4�������� ��P�/ -% +�4=������ ��������� 
3�|���� &�CM��� �]*�� ��P�/ -�� �P"� = $�(��m �]*�� ^$���/ ‘‘�$M�� ���� )*���I� 
��¼��’’ ��C��&� ���। ����� ��C$� �� 8;C���� ����D��, ���� �PMU ��� �)�g�� ������C, 
#���$� -�� ��K�� ����C������ M��� ��& K$�� -��% &����* ����-��=�� $���"� +��)(� �� 
8�D�� ���% �����C �M��k �। -�$�� &�CM��� �]*�� ��P�/ �$M�� ���� K$�� ����� $�( 
����% -% ��4������ ���"* �(�D� ��$ M=�� &{�, 8(;�� �। Vb% �1������ �l�l )*-��¼��� 
$F� �K �6� ����L��� ��C$�� ����� ���"* �(�D�� 8�&� 5���� &�CM��� �]*�� ��P�/ �$M�� 
���� )*���I� &���� )>। ��� ?FH�c �K -��� ���"*M� &$������ ��B .��g�। �&% �K(�� 
��L����� ���� ���� -�$�� &�CM��� �]*�� ��P�/ �$M�� ���� ��¼�� &����। ��% &$������ 
���� 3���� ���)�� �$M�� ���� ��¼�� &���� ����$ ��।  

 
�l�l �1����� ��¼�। ���$�� ���6 3$���� ��¼�� ��;�  
 
&�CM��� �]*�� ��P/ �$M�� ���� ��¼�� &���� 3$�� ��" �l��|� ����= ����$ �����%।  
 
�l�l �1s���� ��¼� 8$� �M��।  
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����� �$C&F?������ �$C&F?������ �$C&F?������ �$C&F?�    

VbVbVbVb% �1s���� &���� .+��% �1s���� &���� .+��% �1s���� &���� .+��% �1s���� &���� .+��----�1��।�1��।�1��।�1��।    

    

Vf% = Va% �1s����� �;&+�, )*&N��।  

V�% �1s���� &w(�� ������ �$�����$ �;�� $��� �$�6�।  

 

 

VbVbVbVb% �1s����% �1s����% �1s����% �1s����    

��� �&��� �&��� �&��� �&+�+�+�+�    

 

 

&w(�� $��� �$�6� = ��¼�� ��; OM*।  

 

]�$�-�P"� &$������ ���� ��K M�e-#�-���� ��PC� �Xa $�������, ����-W �;�� .?���� 
= .�����। 

 

 

 

--------------------
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PAKISTAN PEOPLE'S PARTY NOT TO ATTEND NATIONAL 

ASSEMBLY SESSION IF AWAMI LEAGUE NOT FLEXIBLE-WANTS 

ADJUSTMENTS IN SIX-POINTS, TWO-SUBJECT CENTRE 

NOT ACCEPTABLE 

 

MR. Z.A. BHUTTO S DECLARATION IN PESHAWAR. 

On February 15,1971. 
 

Mr. Z. A. Bhutto, Chairman of Pakistan People's Party, today declared that his 
party will not attend the National Assembly Session starting on March 3 at Dacca 

unless it was made clear to him and his party men that there would be some amount of 
reciprocity from the majority party, either publicly or privately. 

 
Addressing a crowded Press Conference he did not term his decision as boycott of 

the Assembly but said: "We can't go there only to endorse the constitution already 

prepared by a party and to return humiliated. If we are not heard and even reasonable 
proposals put by us are not considered, I don't see the purpose to go there". 

 

Mr. Bhutto said that his party had accepted the first and the last points of the 

Awami League's Six Points (they relate to the basis of representation and the 

existence of People's militia in the provinces), but he could neither accept a "two-

subject Centre" nor the point relating to currency. "I am not without hope about 
foreign trade and taxation", he added. Mr. Bhutto said that his party had also accepted 

10 out of the 11 points of the students. It could not accept the point which said that 
there should be a sub-federation in the West Wing. 

 
He, however, said, "I think we can work out something which will satisfy both of 

us. There is hope for understanding. But if we are asked to go to Dacca only to 
endorse the constitution which has already been prepared by Awami League and 

which is not to be altered an inch here and an inch there, then you will not find us in 

Dacca on March 2 when elections for women seats are to be held". 

 

Mr. Bhutto said his party was of the opinion that the constitution based on the six 

points could not provide a "viable future for the country". Nevertheless Pakistan 

People's Party has tried to come as close to the Awami League points of view as 

possible, even up to the edge of precipice, where after there is destruction. 

 

He said he had taken the decision as a big responsibility in the interest of the 

nation. The country is passing through a very critical phase and we may go one way 

or the other. 
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Mr. Bhutto said: "If we have to go just for formality we are not prepared". Asked 

if other leaders go there to help Awami League, he said: "Let them go," adding "but 

they will have to come back also". 

He, however, said: "I will not come in the way of a constitution made by the 
National Assembly. Let them frame it with those who go there. The onus and odium 

will not then fall on Pakistan People's Party," he added. 

He accused the Awami League of applying double standards for constitution. He 

said for normal procedures of leading to constitution making the party had followed 

normal democratic principles but for the constitution itself, it did not accept the 

universal principle of a democratic consensus of all provinces. You can't apply double 

standard, he declared. 

He said dictation or imposition of a constitution on West Pakistan will not be 

accepted. "We want East and West to live together in equality but that does not mean 

things should be thrust on us". Asked if an indication of a compromise was given to 

him by the Awami League in private and if it did not stand good, he said: "You can 

always come back". 

Mr. Bhutto said that he had taken the decision after consultations with his party 

leaders and other political leaders of the West Wing. 

 

*   *   *   *   *   * 

He said that his party had the greatest respect and admiration for the people of 

East Pakistan, and had in its foundation papers, conceded that the people of East 

Pakistan had been badly exploited and had a cause to feel aggrieved. It had been even 

insisted for the removal of the "internal colonial structure," he added. 

The PPP Chief emphasized that if the Awami League had received a mandate on 

Six Points, in the elections, they should accept the People's Party's position, that it 
success was based on economic programme and its stand on foreign policy. He stated 

that his party was convinced that the Six Point programme should be taken on a 
political basis and not on a "test tube" basis. 

His party had abstained from taking any position on the Six Points, during the 

year- long election campaign, since it felt that a "dialogue" was necessary on them. 

Mr. Bhutto also regretted over the failure of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman to come to 

West Pakistan, because of the existence of "vested interests" here, and said that he 

could personally guarantee "fullest honor and protection" to the Awami League 

leaders. 

Mr. Z.A. Bhutto expressed his party's inability to attend the National Assembly 
session, beginning from March 3 in Dacca, in the absence of an understanding for 

"compromise or adjustment" on the six points. 

Mr. Bhutto stated that his party had "gone as far as possible" on the issue of Six 

Points to ensure a viable constitution for the country. But, in the present 

circumstances, they would not be going to Dacca to frame a constitution but to 

"accept" a constitution. 
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"If I am given to understand that there is a room for compromise and adjustment I 

am prepared to go there even today", he added. 

He added: "If there is a purpose to build up Pakistan, we are prepared to go to the 

Assembly even today". 

Mr. Bhutto said that if there was a question of framing of the constitution, the 

consensus of federating units, was essential "but the position is that the constitution 

has already been framed" and the Awami League "wants us to endorse it" he said. The 

Awami League, the PPP Chief said, had adopted an attitude of "take it or leave it". 

He added, we should have a guarantee that we would be heard and if our 

viewpoint was reasonable, it would be accepted. Participation in the National 

Assembly without such an understanding would further "vitiate" the situation. 

Mr. Bhutto emphasized that if the things were to be taken on democratic basis, 
"you have to make scope for adjustment". 

Mr. Bhutto also said that the participation in the present situation might lead to a 

"deadlock" which was against national interest. "I do not want to deteriorate the 

position" he said-adding that he was only "objective and reasonable". 

 

*  *  *  *  *  * 

Mr. Bhutto said that it was for the nation to judge as to what had been the stand of 

the Peoples' Party in the past and "the nation always judges correctly", "We took no 

position on six points all through our election campaign" he said. On the other hand 

the six points had been criticized by many a leader in West Pakistan. The irony was 

that these very leaders were now praising the six points because the Awami League 

had registered a vast majority in the National Assembly. 

 

*  *  *  *  *  * 

Mr. Bhutto said that there were many "misgivings" in West Pakistan about the six 

points. He reminded the Awami League leaders that when he had visited East 
Pakistan in October 1966 he had suggested an analytically critical dialogue on six 

points, as soon as possible. It created a stir in West Pakistan and the politicians 

demanded as to how he could hold a dialogue on six points. 

 

*  *  *  *  *  * 

Bearing in mind the background of our 23 years history, the six points, as they 
stood today, could not be worked viably. He had assured the Awami League leader 

that the People's Party would try its best to come as close to the precipice as possible 
and not beyond to accommodate the six points. 

Discussing the consultations he has had within his own party, Mr. Bhutto revealed 

that there was a "divided view", on the six-points. Some of his party men took 

"extreme" 
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position, -that the party should fight it out-, and a very small number took the position 

that the Awami League programme should be accepted. But the majority of the party 

leaders supported the view that there should be reasonable adjustments to bring about 

a compromise. 

The PPP chief said he had now completed his discussions with other leaders of 

West Pakistan and that at his party men's meeting in Karachi on February 20 and 21, 
"we will take formal and final position". 

 

*    *    *    *   * 

Mr. Bhutto said that now the date of the Assembly session had been announced 

but he emphasized that before he and his party-men went to Dacca they would like to 

have an idea of the amount of "reciprocity" but this necessary pre-requisite was not 
yet known. 

 

*   *   *   *  * 

He had hoped that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman would come to West Pakistan and that 

he could have further talks with him. But now it seemed he (Sheikh Mujibur Rahman) 

was not prepared to do so, because the Awami League leader felt that the atmosphere 

was not "congenial" for him to visit West Pakistan. There was a good deal of talk 

about the dangers he faced from the vested interests. 

 

*   *   *   *  * 

Mr. Bhutto said that he did not know whether there was an element of "give and 

take" and of reciprocity in the Awami League position. If it was not proper for Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman to come here, it was even harder for Mr. Bhutto to go to Dacca. 

With the present state of relations with India, and in the light of the gradually 

threatening posture of the Indian Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi against Pakistan 

and bearing in mind the PPP's well known and clear stand on the relations with India 

"have I not the responsibility to be with my people here", he asked. 

Mr. Bhutto went on to say "I can put myself in jeopardy, but it is a question of 83 

party leaders going to East Pakistan in the present state of affairs". He said that he 

could not put his party men in a position of double hostage because of Indian hostility 

and their non-acceptance of six points. 

He added that his party comprised of working people, who have to do a job and 
naturally they would like to know how long would they be away from their homes. 

In the beginning it was announced that there would be only a ceremonial session 

in Dacca. But the position was not clear today, whether his party members were to 

stay there for a long period or only for a few days. 

 

*   *   *   *  * 

Mr. Bhutto said that his party members were expected to go to Dacca in the 

present circumstances not to frame the constitution but to just "accept" it. "With this 
background we will not be there on March 3 in the Assembly". 
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He, however, added that if an assurance was given even privately that there would 

be give and take' and there would be a purpose for us to be there to construct 
something together, then we would go. 

 
Other leaders of West Pakistan he said, may go if they so desired, but the PPP 

members would go only if there was room for adjustment, and not to sign a dictated 
constitution. 

 
Mr. Bhutto said that on the one hand the Awami League claimed the right to 

frame the constitution on the democratic principle of simple majority, and on the other 

it wanted six point because of the geographic peculiarities of the country. He said, it 

could not have it both ways. If they wanted their six points on the basis of 

geographical peculiarities, why should this factor not come into play in the framing of 

the constitution and the principle of the consensus of the federating units applied 

instead of the principle of simple majority. 

 

However, he said that if the Awami League insisted on the framing of the 

constitution on the basis of six points, then the onus and odium of that constitution 

would not fall on the Pakistan People's Party. 

 

He said that he did not want to deteriorate the situation but was stating what was 

objective, scientific and reasonable. 
 

He said that he took full responsibility for the position he had taken and he would 
be prepared to face the barrel of a gun, for he had done so often in the past. But he 

said, he must save the people from the firing line. 
 

Asked if he was boycotting the Assembly, Mr. Bhutto emphatically disagreed 
with the suggestion. 

 

Mr. Bhutto said that he did not want to aggravate the situation. He conceded that 

in the past some West Pakistani leaders had dictated to East Pakistan, but he had 

nothing to do with it. What had happened in the past should not mean that this 

dictation should now be repeated on West Pakistan. West Pakistan had thrown up a 

new leadership which wanted to end the system of exploitation, not only in West 

Pakistan but also in East Pakistan, he said. A constitution imposed as a vendetta 

against Pakistan would not be accepted, he added. 

 

To another question, Mr. Bhutto said that he would accept in good faith an 

assurance from Sheikh Mujibur Rahman on the question of give and take in the 

framing of the constitution, even if such an assurance was given privately. 

 
Replying to another question Mr. Bhutto said that he was "satisfied" with his talks 

with the leaders of the NWFP. Mr. Bhutto met Khan Abdul Qayyum Khan, President 
of the Pakistan Muslim League, Khan Abdul Wali Khan, President of National 

Awami Party and Maulana Mufti Mahmud, General Secretary, Jamaita-e-uI-Ulema-e-
Islam, during his two-day stay here. 
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ATTEND NATIONAL ASSEMBLY: NURUL AM1N URGES ALL 

Bhutto's Stand Deplored 

Statements by Mr. Nurul Amin and other Political Leaders of the Two Wings on 

February 10, 1971. 

 

Mr. Nurul Amin, President of Pakistan Democratic Party on Tuesday appealed to 

the elected representatives of the two wings of the country to attend the session of the 

National Assembly to frame a constitution for Pakistan worthy of the nation founded 
by Quaid-e-Azam. 

 
Giving his reaction to APP on Mr. Bhutto's Peshawar statement, Mr. Nurul Amin 

said: It is unfortunate that leaders of two majority parties namely Sheikh Mujib and Z. 
A. Bhutto', should have failed to arrive at an understanding on the broad principles of 

the constitution during the recent parleys in Dacca, although people had been under 
the impression from Press reports that the talks were progressing well. 

 

Mr. Bhutto's decision not to attend the ensuing session of the National Assembly 

is not only hasty and unhelpful, but also tends to create misgivings amongst the 

people about the prospects of early transfer of power. His imaginary plea that his 

party men will be double hostages in East Pakistan is highly objectionable. 

 

"This is an uncalled for aspersion on the people of this region. The PPP 

Chairman's altitude, to say the least, is deplorable". 

 

A Lahore message adds: The Amir of Jamat-e-Islami Maulana Syed Abul Ala 

Maudoodi on Tuesday described as improper an attempt to seek solution of 

constitutional problems outside the National Assembly and refusal to attend the 

session and thus creating a constitutional deadlock of this juncture. 
 

In a Press statement Maulana Maudoodi said the proper thing was that all those 
who have been elected by the people as their representative should take part in the 

session, giving up extreme attitude. 
 

All big or small parties who were in minority should not present their own drafts 
of the constitution. Only the majority party should present its draft and all those parts 

of the draft which were in consonance with Islamic character of the state. Solidarity of 

the country, democratic principles, fundamental rights and equity to all regions and 

economic justice should be accepted and all other things which were in contravention 

of these principles should be opposed with strong and congent reasons. 
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And if the majority party still insisted on the basis of its numerical strength it 

should be made clear that even if such a constitution was passed, it would not be a 
success and the majority party would be fully responsible for the results. 

He said the present critical situation was the result of successive mistakes 

committed from late 1968 to the polling day. Now any step not taken in the right 
direction might put the very existence of the country into jeopardy. 

 

Ataur Rahman 

 
The Chief of the Pakistan National League, Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan termed Mr. 

Bhutto's stand as a move to divide the country. 

 

He said that Mr. Bhutto should have attended the National Assembly session and 

taken part in discussion on the constitution. In case he had failed in his efforts then 

only Mr. Bhutto could take such a decision, Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan said. 

 

Salam Khan 

 

Mr. Abdus Salam Khan, former President of East Pakistan PDP thought that Mr. 

Bhutto's decision not to come to attend the Assembly was inappropriate. He said that 

for the purpose of transfer of power to people's Government and for framing of a 

constitution, the participation of Mr. Bhutto and his party MNAs in the forthcoming 

National Assembly Session would be a wise decision. 
 

 

---------------
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NO ROOM LEFT FOR NEGOTIATION WITH AWAMI LEAGUE 

Pakistan People's Party not going to endorse a 'Dictated' Constitution, 

Mr. Z. A. Bhutto's statement in Karachi on February 17, 1971 

 

Mr. Z. A. Bhutto, Chairman of the Pakistan People's Party yesterday reiterated 

that if a "viable" constitution is to be framed for the country "all of us must have a 

hand in that". 

 
He told a Press conference at the party's central office in Karachi that "under 

present circumstances" it was pointless for the People's Party to attend the ensuing 

National Assembly session beginning at Dacca from March 3. 

 

He said that the PPP's MNA elect could not undertake the journey to Dacca 

merely to endorse a constitution in the making of which they did not have their say. 

He said that India's belligerent attitude towards Pakistan had created an abnormal 

situation in West Pakistan. There had been Indian troop’s movement on the Lahore 

border and in the adjoining areas and the Indian political parties were outbidding one 
another to take a "stronger position" against Pakistan. Such situations in the past Mr. 

Bhutto said had led to war between India and Pakistan. The situation was critical not 
only within but without also taking into account the situation in South-East Asia, 

particularly in Laos. 
 

In the light of these circumstances, Mr. Bhutto said, the journey of the party's 85 
MNAs-elect from West Pakistan to Dacca was not a simple matter, especially in view 

of the party's known views. It was the first duty of the party members to be with their 

people in this situation, he said. 

 

Mr. Bhutto said that the basic position today was that the Awami League says that 

there could be no compromise on its six-point programme and that it was a "final 

word and last position". He said, in reality, the Pakistan People's Party had gone to the 

precipice beyond which there was a fall. 

 

The party, he said, had accepted all the demands of the students. Ten out of 11 

demands had been accepted. The eleventh point itself belongs to the six-point 

programme he added. 

 

He said the People's Party had said it at the very outset that it would step aside if 
its views were not accommodated on the issue of Constitution. 

 

*  *  *  *  *  *
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Mr. Bhutto said that his party had tried its best to work out some agreed settlement 

and understanding with the Awami League. But, now, he added there is no room for 
further negotiations with the Awami League. 

The PPP leader criticized those who objected to his party's decision not to attend 

the National Assembly session and maintained that the PPP members should discuss 
constitutional issue in the Assembly. He said that in normal circumstances such 

discussions took place in the Assemblies. The members went collectively together 
with a blank slate. But here the situation was entirely different. The Awami League 

leaders had been making speeches showing the rigidly of their stand on the six-point 
programme, taking oath on that and repeatedly expressing their determination to 

frame the Constitution only within the frame-work of the six-point programme of the 

party. They also made their intention to this effect clear during their talks with him. 

 

Under the circumstances Mr. Bhutto said if the PPP members went to attend the 

Dacca session and did not endorse the Awami League's Constitution they might be 

asked by the Awami League as to why they had come to East Pakistan. "Did not they 

know Awami League's views and stand on the Constitution previously". 

 

Under such circumstances, Mr. Bhutto said, the Assembly would have been a 

"slaughter house". He did not elaborate on this point. 

 

*  *  *  *  *  * 

Of the Six-points of the Awami League, Mr. Bhutto said, the "most difficult" was 
the one pertaining to foreign trade and foreign aid. 

 
*  *  *  *  *  * 

To a questioner, Mr. Bhutto said that he was not worried if his party's decision not 
to attend the Assembly session would make the party members liable to surrender 

their membership to the House. Let the 85 seats from West Pakistan be vacated and 
let there be bye-elections to these seats. "We will recapture them all," they said. 

 

Asked if there was any similarity in his party's decision not to attend the round-

table conference in 1969 during the Ayub regime and the recent one. Mr. Bhutto said 

there was some element of similarity. He however, said that the present situation was 

much different from the previous occasion. "In the round-table conference, a hand 

pick of the establishment were there but in the Assembly there were representatives 

elected by the people". 

 

He denied that his party's decision not to attend the assembly had any blessing 

from the present regime. He said that there was no question of any agreement "behind 

the senses" between him (Mr. Bhutto) and anybody else. He, however, said that it was 

the Awami League which had hailed the summoning of the National Assembly 

session by President Yahya. 
 

--------------------
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NO POWER CAN ANY LONGER ENSLAVE BENGALEES 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's Statement in Dacca on February 17, 1971. 

 

The Awami League Chief, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman yesterday told a Shaheed Day 

function that the students, workers and people of Bangladesh "have now learnt to 

sacrifice their life and no power on earth could subjugate the Bengalees anymore." 

 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was speaking at a function last evening at Engineers 
Institute organized by the Dacca City Awami League to pay its homage to the martyrs 

of Language Movement of 1952. 

 

The Awami League Chief who was the Chief Guest at the function said that the 

blood of our Shaheeds have taught us to be united, self-reliant and conscious of our 

literature and culture. No nation could be successful unless it had learnt to sacrifice 

life. 

 

Recalling the history of the Bengali language movement of 1952. Shiekh Mujib 
said that it was not merely a language movement. The question of realizing the 

cultural freedom of this country was also connected with this. He reiterated that the 
movement would continue till the Bengalis would be able to realize this cultural 

freedom. Nobody could stop it even with gun, he reminded. 
 

Will Never Forget 
 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman in his brief speech said that the culture of Bengal will 

continue as long as the Bengalis will remain alive. "I will never forget the February 

21". 

 

The Awami League Chief urged the people to be conscious so that the blood of 

the martyrs does not go in vain. 

 

The function was attended among others by A. H. M. Kamruzzaman, General 

Secretary of the All-Pakistan Awami League and Awami League MNAs and MPAs 

now present in Dacca. 
 

-------------
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3�&$�C = 3���"��$� ���� ��H���� �6� ����� ������ ��� &�O��$� �����।  
- ������ ������� ��� ��&��)�g� ���?���� &�� ��C���� .�(K �$��������।  
- M��&$��� $P��(�� ��* ����� &P�Q ��� �)�*� 
��;C 3�������� $M� i��M(।  

 
��������������������-----� -��� �F�C ������ )*���I� 3�|��� -��� %��M�& &P�Q���� �� ��x -��m�� 3�=� -� -��� �F�C ������ )*���I� 3�|��� -��� %��M�& &P�Q���� �� ��x -��m�� 3�=� -� -��� �F�C ������ )*���I� 3�|��� -��� %��M�& &P�Q���� �� ��x -��m�� 3�=� -� -��� �F�C ������ )*���I� 3�|��� -��� %��M�& &P�Q���� �� ��x -��m�� 3�=�     

 
o 3�$���� &�'��(���� ��P�/ &�'��(���-&�$c���-3$��$�U&��p ��4��� ^
��?��� 

-����d� ��&�(�D�� �F�C ������ #�� �g�� ����)� ���H 8�(�M�।  
 

o �������, 8;C���� = &���P��� �K�� ‘‘��,��’’ ‘‘�����+�����’’ 8������� 
¿��$��� .��¿��� �&�±�� �5�"*� ��� M%��= ��L�� #M� ‘‘-������h’’ ‘‘��B�� 
&�M�� = 8�����’’ �L��?� ����� ��H����� 3��।  
 

o ����� +�"� = &��P�� ����F*C $�C��� ��� �%। .��$�MF��C ��M� .�(K = ����K 
3@$�*� &����।  
 

o 5F�*C}H = ����Ã��& Vf ��� ��½��� �$C$ $P��(��* �����= ��%���6 �g�� #��K� = 
8�$��।  
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o 3��-À�������, 3��-&�$c���� &$�� �(�D�� �P"�-]�$�-$�(��m �;� �)��� 
��N��� ���� ����F*C ¢��&� $���।  

o �������,��� ����|��� +����। v���� $�$��� ��H����� 8��� 3��। ���-,��-
����� 3$���� ��(���� &N�।  

o 3�$���� &�'��(���� ��� ?@�c �F�C ������ )+���� M%���6।  

    

3� 8(����� 3� 8(����� 3� 8(����� 3� 8(�����     

o ��)� ��C�?� �F�C ��½��� ����� ���+� �]*� ��M�� �]*�)� $��l = 
������ #�O 
3��Ë� �%�� �� ‘‘�� �����’’ ¢�� ��6� &$��� M%���6� ��C�?��m� ���� ��½��� 
��� �]*�� .������� �]*�)� !�C��� = 3���"$��� $��+�� �%�� �&% ‘‘�������’’ 
���)��� ‘‘�� ����L�’’ ���)�� ���*� ����� ?��M���6।  

o �F�C ������ ����� $��l� �������M���� = �&% #�p��( ���?���� ]�$�-�P"�-�$M�� 
���� ��¼�� &�O�$�� �$���� ��4����� ��ÌQ ����� ?��M���6।  

 

-��m�� -������ �F�C ������ ����� $��l &�O�$ ��� &$&(�� &����-��m�� -������ �F�C ������ ����� $��l &�O�$ ��� &$&(�� &����-��m�� -������ �F�C ������ ����� $��l &�O�$ ��� &$&(�� &����-��m�� -������ �F�C ������ ����� $��l &�O�$ ��� &$&(�� &����    

�� -% �(;C��� �� -% �(;C��� �� -% �(;C��� �� -% �(;C���     

o ���* �)�*� &�O��$� $��( ����%�� ��=�� ���"��]*�� ��-����--� ������� ���C 
������ ����� $��l� $F� .� ]�$�-�P"�-�$M�� ���� #�� �]*� ���"* 8�&��� 
.��� ������ ��� ���� �)���6।  

o +�"� 3�|�� M%�� je ����� ���+� )*3�|���� �(�M�� ������6 $��Q�$� 
����]*�� ���+� +���� �F��*� �( �+���� ������, $I�/ = ���C��$�¯� $��(�$ 
K$��� +�) ���������� ��M �M&���।  

o 3� ��% &��(��� ����.$ = ���������� �, ]�$�-�P"� �$M�� ���� �]*� 
&�O�$ ��?�(� ���P� ���� �F*C ‘‘�����������’’ ���)�� ������6 �)*�� ��É�c।  

o ���"*�(�D� 8K�� ����� �( &�¥ &�O��$� ��e��� ����� �;���;� ���c�F*C &�O�$ 
= ��$���I���� ��H����� 3�� �������6 �)�*� ��¼�� �?��।  

�F�C ������ ����� $��l� &�O�$ ������� �$;(� ������� 3���C ��K� M%���6।  

    

-��m�� $M� -������� -��m�� $M� -������� -��m�� $M� -������� -��m�� $M� -�������     

o �F�C ������ $��"�� zQ+��� ���}�� M%�� �� ����� +�"�� ����F*C $�C��� ��+ �;� �F�C 
������ #�� ���?���� �g�� ��& = ���"�� 8�&� M%�� ���� -�$�� �)�*� 
�PMm� 8�� �P"��� $��l� ������� �P�+��� ¾�¢C ������ �����।  
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o -% $��l 3�&�� ���� �+���� ������, $I��/� �H�% �� �;���;� 3% &+�� 
‘‘��&�I’’ �?� ����� �, ]�$� �]*�� ��¼�� ����C� ��P�/ &�¥ �P�" ��¼��� 
$��(�$।  

- O�$�:�� �P"��� �]*�&�O�$ = &�¥ �H�%��� $��(�$ &�$c����, ��������, $M��� 
�(�D�� #�k� &�� = ]�$� �]*�� ��P�/ �P"��� ��¼�� ��PC/ ����$ �����।  

- #M�� �������� �M��:�� ��¼�� )*-8+�(È� &P�Q �����।  

- $�l O�$�:� ���� �M� �5��= = 8����� -�� &��C���� &��� ���C ������ ������� 
K$�� ��� �����।  

3� -% �H�% M%�� &�¥ ������ $M� ��¼�� ��;3� -% �H�% M%�� &�¥ ������ $M� ��¼�� ��;3� -% �H�% M%�� &�¥ ������ $M� ��¼�� ��;3� -% �H�% M%�� &�¥ ������ $M� ��¼�� ��;    

-��� -���� ��% �M����� T��*� &��; &��; &�¥ �P�" ��¼��� ����� ¾�¢C ������ ���। 
��� 
�)*���I� �F�C ����� �����$� ��; OM* ���।  

 

�F�C ����� ��¼�� 6�� %#��।  

 

 

----------------- 
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������$������$������$������$    &F�&F�&F�&F�    ��������������������    

��� ����� .��g�� 3M���  

����� 6����)  
����� 6����) (.?����) �V �1�����, VW�V 

‘‘‘‘
��� &��C�+t$ )*
��� &��C�+t$ )*
��� &��C�+t$ )*
��� &��C�+t$ )*----��������������������’ ’ ’ ’ ����$ ��������$ ��������$ ��������$ ����    
$M� $M� $M� $M� bbbb% 1�Í % 1�Í % 1�Í % 1�Í ((((�V�V�V�V�� �1������� �1������� �1������� �1�����) ) ) ) #���K#���K#���K#���K    

����� 6�����)� �������� 6�����)� �������� 6�����)� �������� 6�����)� ���    
 

8����� &�O�$� .��¿�� ��� $M� b% 1�Í 3��� 3$���� ���� &$�)�। b% 1�Í 
3$���� ����� ��� %��M��& -� ��)�c���� @��c�R। ����, &���$, �����, ��1�, &���#�p 
-$� -��� 8�$����� !�&�M&� ���� ����� ���� ���� ���� ��B+�"� ������ 
��P�� = $�C��� 
&���9� ����6, 3� �;�� VW �6� 3�) -$� -� �lK�� 1�Í�। &$O �P�;��� %��M��& 
$��P+�"�� $�C��� �K��;C -$� 3��(��)� �PQ�c 3� �%।  

�&% &�$M� i���M(� #m������� ��� ������ 6��&$�� .�� �6�% -� T�*�� ������ &��� 
M�� =�>। ��; �� !�&�M�&�। �µ��¶ �5�"*� ���, 3$�� ������ +�%-3$�� &����$� +�%।  

��x $���� +�"� ������� �&% ��z� $�C���� 3&� &$�&� ���� �����6 �� 3$��? b% 
1�Í�� 3�g������ 3�����(� 3H��� 3$���� 8K$���, 3$���� �(;C���, 3$���� 
M�$(��� �� ��U�&U �?� $������ ���6, ���� #��K� ��� -% 3�.�:� 3� ����� 3$�� 
?����� �����?  

+�"� 3�|���� ����C� ��C���� !% !%�� ����= 3$�� 3��� ����� &�CL�� ����� +�"� 
?��� ���� �����। -� ?�%�� ���� ��"� 3� �� M�� ����?  

��x ��� ?�%��= �������� ��"� M�k -% ��, +�"� 3�|���� 3$�� �� ���� ����� 
M��1 �(�M���� $��(% &�$��� ��� �1���6। 3$�� +��� �)�6 ��, ����� +�"�� #�� ����$� 
��;C� 
M�$�� �6� $F��� ������ &��P�� = ���)��� ����� 
������ ������� �PMm� "H��I�% -��� 8��।  

’aW--� )*3�|�� = ’�Y--� ��C�?�� 3����� 3� &$O �)��� ���6 ���)��� ����� 

��I( -�� 
������ .��g�� �?�c 3���� ���y�� M�� ��H�6। -% ��+F�$�� b% 1�Í 3� 
���)���� &�$�O� 8����� �;� ‘�����������, 
���, &��C�+t$ )*-�����’ )>�� ��� &�O��$� 
��� ���k।  

����� 6����) �&% &�O��$�% �P� &��;�। ������ .���� 6��6��� �&% &�O��$� �+C�� ^&��। 
��% -������ b% 1�Í� 3$���� ��¶� �F��C ¢�� �M�� �&% 8+� $I� �� 
��� �����।  

����, &���$, ��1�, �����, &���#�p�� 3���� &�K� ���� 3$���� �(;CM� �5�"*�- 

(V) 8����� &����� 8�1&-3����� ������ $��(�$ �����C��M� �(�D� ��, 8(;�� ������ 
+�"� &��K�*� ��!5��, &����� 8�1&-3����,��� 3$�� ��9Î ��� �����।  
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(�) �(�&���� = ���*��(� &�D�,��� ��� 3$���� ����, ���� &�%����C ���� ����% ?��� 
�, ����F*C+��� ������ �(�M��� $ ���� M��; 8(;�� ����� -% $��+���� 3$�� ������ 
�$��� .���*�� .�?Q� �M&��� ��� ����।  

([) ��K� �K�� ������ $��(�$ &�CL�� ��K�� �(�D� ���� M��। &�� ���K�� .���, 
&���C�1��� %�(��� - �6� �;��% ����� �(�M�� ���� M��। .������)��$F�� ���K�= ������ ��� 
M��। 3)�$� ��K��"C �;�� - �(����� �� ����� .��� ^��;��(� ���*�� M�� +���M।  

(X) 3$���� &���P��� i��M( 8��� ���� ������ &M��� &��P��� ������ $ ���� M��, ������ 
= ��9$ ����L�� �*CO��1� ��L� = �&�$�� 3$��� �w ���� M��। ������ $��" - �(����� 3� 
��� ����� �?c�� &����) ���� ���� �।  

(f) 3$���� &�C��", ��x &�?�%�� ,e/�F*C ����-  

��K��K�� ���+� ���� = ���+� $��� ���(���,����� -�% $�� 3�� M��। 8;C�U 
�����)���C, �$����, $�¯ª��, ������ ���, $��� ��� %�(��� &������+�)� ��K� .��g��� ������ 
5���� &��� ����� &�� ��K� .��g��� &$��C��� -� �]*�M�, &��C�� =  )*$��� ��K� �(�D� 
����$ ���� M��। 3)�$� ��K��"C �;�� ����" &������+�)� ��K� .��g�,���� ¢�& ��� ��=��� 
�(�����  ��O� 6�� &$���� .�(K &�O�$ �5�"*� ���� M��।  

3� $����M��        �$�����1 �M��&  

   &+����         &����* &~���।  

����� 6����) ��d�� &�&������ 6����) ��d�� &�&������ 6����) ��d�� &�&������ 6����) ��d�� &�&�    

-����� -����� -����� -����� bbbb% 1�Í #���K ����� 6�����)� �$C&F?�� % 1�Í #���K ����� 6�����)� �$C&F?�� % 1�Í #���K ����� 6�����)� �$C&F?�� % 1�Í #���K ����� 6�����)� �$C&F?�� ----        

Vb% $�5 (V�� �1�����): : �L� -����� ��K� �6���$����� $��( ����-�H�� �( 
�%, ����, ���&�, ��� ����*।  

�Y�� $�5 ([�� �1�����): : ���������, ���Q�� = .?���� ����।  

���� $�5 (f% �1�����): : ��K� �)������ $��( É�$($� 8�D�� 8K��� .��।  

�a�� $�5 (W% �1�����): : ��K� .��g��� �$1�� ������ ���� .?�� 8�+��।  

���� $�5 (VY% �1�����): : - �6� �;��% ��K�� $��($ ������ ���� �( ��K� 
��+�)�� .�� �$C��C���� ���6 T������� ���।  

[Y�� $�5 (V[% �1�����): : 8�1& 3������ �;�� ������ .��C ���� 8�+��।  
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V�� 1�Í (VX% �1�����) : ����� X��� �$� ����C 3���?� &+� = )*$��� 
&��M�(��g� = )*&N���� 3&�।  

[�� 1�Í (Vb% �1�����) : ��L�� �$��H �$��H ��K�$F�� ��=��� ����� .���। 

X>� 1�Í (V�% �1�����) : �� �$�6� = �;&+�।  

f% 1�Í (Vb% �1�����) : $��� ���¯� &N�� �$�6�।  

a% 1�Í (VW% �1�����) : &w(�� &N�� �$�6�।  

�% 1�Í (�Y�� �1�����) : ������ �$�����$ .�N�* ����� [-[Y �$��� 6�� 
)*�$����।  

b% 1�Í (�V�� �1�����) : �+�� ��4?��� &�� ��K� .��g�, &����� = ��&����� 
+� -�� &�)>�� ���C���� ����� ����� #�m��, 
.+���1��, �+�� a��� �M������ $���� ������ -�� 
��d�� �M�� �$��� ��Ì$��( 8�C* = ��; OM*। ����� 
����� i��M��&� �� $���� ����� 6���&+� = 
&w(�� )*-&�)���� 3&�।  

 

$�r�*� �+�& �.�¯� =���C&, Vf/[, M������� ����, ����-[। 

 

 

----------------------- 
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������$������$������$������$    &F�&F�&F�&F�    ��������������������    
��&�I &~��C �F�C ����L� 6�� 

%#���� VX-�1� ���� 
�F�C ����L� 6�� %#�� �V �1�����, VW�V 

 

��&�I &~��C �F�C ����L� 6�� %#���� ������&�I &~��C �F�C ����L� 6�� %#���� ������&�I &~��C �F�C ����L� 6�� %#���� ������&�I &~��C �F�C ����L� 6�� %#���� ����    
)*
�;C = ����� 8����� .��g�� �( )*���I� ��&�I ����$ �e 

    
&�O�$� +�% = ������&�O�$� +�% = ������&�O�$� +�% = ������&�O�$� +�% = ������, , , ,     

�lK�� )*-&�O��$� 1�� ����L�� .;$����� �( ��C�? 8��g� M%���6। -% ��C�?�� 
$�(���� ��C$�� .�� ������� %&�( �M&��� ��&��I� %&�( &�$� 3�&���6। -% ����.�K�� �F�C 
����L� 6�� %#�� �)�*� 
��;C -��� �F*C )*���I� ��&�I �����$� �( &�O�$ ��� ��C$� 
$�MF��C &�C���K� ,e/�F*C ����.�$� ��C�( ����� ����?� ������6। ��&�I &~��C �F�C ����L� 
6�� %#���� ���� 6�� ���� $��( ��.� ��� = #M� �(��(� ��� -�� ��C��?� .�������� ��� 
#M� #��D� ��� &�� �F�C ����L� 6�� %#�� �$C�� ��C�( ����� -% ��#��� �5�"*� ������6।  

��&�I &~��C �F�C ����L� 6�� %#�� $� ��� ��, ����L��� ��&���I� &$&(�� D��� 
-�� )*���I� = �����&�� &$��� M=�� .����।  

��% -��� ����&��, )*���I� = �)�*� 3��-3��Ë�� 8�J� ��&�I �����$� ������ 
6��&$�&M &�� )*���I� ��l�� i�(�� M%��� �( -% ��#��� 3M�� ���%���6। -% 
����.�K�� �F�C ����L� 6�� %#�� ��&�I &����CQ ���� #È�� ������  

-% ��#��� )*���I� ��&�I �����$� �( ��s )*&�O�$ )�H�� ������ 3M�� 
���%���6।  

)*���I� ��&�I �?�� �; ����M� ���� �( -% ��#��� LFO-� ��e�� &�O��$� 
3M�� ���%���6।  

��&�I &~��C ����     
V। ����L�� ���d = .���&$F�M Vb �U&� ��� &�� �-���� .�(K �+��� ��C��?� 

���C��$¯��� ����� &���� )> ����� M%��। .�� X �6� 8c� &����* ��C�? 8�g� ����� 
M%��।  

���C��$¯ M%�� &~F*C &��C�+t$। ����� �.�&��¯ = .������ )+C�)* M%�� ��$���I� 
.�� $��।  

�। ���C��$�¯� #�� �)�*� .�(K 8����� �K�� �(�D� ����� M%��। -% �( .���� $� 
��C��?� &�&(��� �1��%�� 3�� 8����� �)�*� M��� ���� M%��।  

[। ���� �$C-�*C ���-��e" ���C���" ���B� �?��� &�� �)����� &$� 8����� ���� M%��। 
&�� ��$C� 
����� = �)������ �� �� ����� 8����� �$C ����� �F*C 
����� ���� M%��। 
��$C�  
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�(����� ���B� ML�K� ?���� �, ��� �� ���J� &�£������� .?�� ��3%� ����� M%��। ��B 
M%�� �$C����K )*���I� .���I।  

X। �(�l
�����, �� ����� 8����� ��, &�5-&�)> )>�� 8�����, ��� 
�����, 
&�������� 
����� .+P�� �$t��� �)��� 8������� �F*C )(����¯ ;����� M%��। 6�� ��K� .+P�� 
&���� �������� 8�� OM�*� 8����� ���� M%��। ��ª���(��� .+P�� 
��m���&� .��g��� 
&��C�+t$�/� #�� &����� ML�K� � ���� )(����¯ ;����� M%��। �$M�� �P"�, $���, �$C?��� 
.+P�� �)�*� e�� e��� .+P�� &�O��$ ��B�� ����K ������ M%�� -�� &���� ��M��� �$M�� 
����"� $���"� (��( ���� 3���� +F�$�� OM�* ���( M� #M�� )(����¯ ;����� M%��। ]�$�-
�$C?���� ��4?�� $� $����, ?������ ����m�, ���� �P"��� M��� ��$, &���� �( ��K�, �$C?�(� = 
8(�( �������� +���, F(�$ �?��U&� ��%��� 8����� .+P�� �$t��� 8�����&$F�M� )(����¯ 
��=��।  

f। ����L�� �� $F� ��4?�� +�"�+�"� ����� 8�D� #M���� &���� ����L� �1���� M%�� 
���k� M%�� 
�I 
���-&��C�+t$ ��B )>�� 8����� ���� M%��। ����&$F�M� -%J� 3���I* 
8������� 
��P��� �+�m�� ����&$F�M� �
k��P�+��� 8��C� �� ML�c��� K$�� ���C��� ���� �( 
-��� ��d�� �1����� &���� )> ��� ?����।  

a। #����� ���� �+�m�� )�>� ����L� ��d�� �1����� &������ M��� ¾¢C��K -)�� �1� 
�$C&F?� �$������ ����K�, ^������ ��� (^������ ���*�( �(���) = $�r� (6���) --% ���� ��"� 
(L ;����� ����। 8���Q 8(�( ��"�� -)�� �1� �$������ &�� ����-�)�g�� ��
 &������ 
M��� �F*C K$�� �� 
��m��& .�� ����� M%��।  

�। �PMU 8;�� ��l���� ���� �� K�r 8;�� !�C� ����� %k�� ��e�� ��� �&��c ��M�� #�� 
?���%�� � ���� #M�� )(����¯ ;����� M%��। ��d�� &���� �� ����� 
��m���&� ��"�� ML�K� 
����� � ����-#M�� )(����¯ ;����� M%��। $��P+�"�� $��(�$ ��K����� ��� ?��� ����� M%�� 
-�� ����� = #!C !%�� ��B+�"��� 8����� ?��� ��� = ��9$ ����L��� X�� ����� ?���� 
$��P+�"��� &����� +�"� �M&��� 
��P�� ���� M%��। �6�� �6�� #�����&$F�M� #���� &����CQ �K 
�5�"*� ����� M%��।  

b। ����� #���� 
��;C, �)�*� 
��;C, ��G, �(��, ��$� �� ������ ���"� &$������ ��4�� 
��������*� ��; ���� M%�� ���� -$ ��� 3% ��&��I ���� ?���� �। �P"��� 
��;C +F�$ 
&������ 8c��� &P�Q���� ��� 3% ��&��I ���� ?���� �।  

W। ��d�� &������ .��&�� �I ��>��$� �$C��*� �( ��d�� &���� ��PC� &��&�� �$C?��� 
��6�% = �����)� �(�D� ��M� ����� .��� M%�� �$C?��� OM�*� �(�D� ��&���I� 3% �M&��� 
.*� ����� M%��। ��d�� ��?����� �� &�.�$ ����C= 8�J�+��� )> ����� M%��। ��d�� &�.�$ 
�����C  -�� $�� ��C���� ��?����� � ����� ��4?�� ����� ��4?� ��?����� M%�� ������ 
�(�D�� -��� ���CQ &$��� �( .�� ��?����� ����) ����� M%��। -% &�� �K�� .������ 
���"� M%�� ����)��C�। ���B� ¾¢C� D��� ��&$F�M� �$C?��� �����)� �K�� = ��?����� .+P�� 
�����)� �K�� &���Q 3% ���"��� 8��$�� OM* ����� M%��।  

VY। ��?�� ��+�) M%�� ��& ��+�) M%�� &~F*C �P;� = 
���।  
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VV। &���� �����?��� 3���� ��� ���C$F�� 3% .*� ����� ������ � -�� �� ��� 
&����� 8��C(�� �� $��&� ���� &$� ���C��� ;����� ������ �।  

V�। ��� &$���� &$-8����� 
���� ��� = ��4M���� &��&�� �+��� 3% ���"�� $�M�� 
.����� �.��*� �(�D� ���। $�M����� #�� &�$���� ���H�� 8�&� �5�"*� ����� M%��।  

V[। ����K� ���M�� #�� ���C��$�¯� ��PC/ D�� ��� -�� ����K� ���M�� �H �H 
�$C��C���� ����), ����L .+P�� ���C��$�¯� ��PC/���� 3� ����� M%��।  

VX। ��� �� �e�� 8�D� �5�"*� .+P�� .�� -� $��&� $��( ���C��$�¯� 8��$�� OM* ����� 
M%��।  

)� VX% �1����� ����� 8��g� �F�C ����L� 6�� %#���� ��d��  ��#���� ��&�I 
&~��C -% ���� #È�� ��� M%���6।  

 

$�r�*� %Q ����L� �.&, �a[, ����� ����, ����। �F�C ����L� 6�� %#�� ��d�� &�&��� ��K .?�� &~��� - �� -$ 
��M�N�� ��PC� [V/V, �M��&� ���� M%�� .����� = .?����।  

�V�� �1�����, VW�V।  

 

 

-------------------- 
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������$������$������$������$    &F�&F�&F�&F�    ��������������������    
.������ )+C� = �.�&��¯ %���M���  

����" ^�>� 
^��� &�O�$  �[ �1�����, VW�V 

 

������������������ ����" ^�>��� ����" ^�>��� ����" ^�>��� ����" ^�>�    

    

��=�������, ���� �1����� (����3%),- �.�&��¯ ������ - -$, %���M�� �� 3� &w(�� 
D��� �.�&��¯ +�� &�� .����� )+*C� = &�$��� 3% .��&���� -� ����" &���� 
&+����/ ���। &����� &F�� -�;� ����� M���6।  

-% ����" &���� 8(�(��� $��( &M���� .�� &�$��� 3% .��&� ������ 3�!� 
M��$� �� -�� �.�&���¯� .�� ¹�1 8�1&�� ��1��(�¯ ������ ��, -$ ������� #��D� 
�6��।  

&����� �5�"*�� 3���?�� ��"��°m &~��C ��6� ��� � M��= ����� ��C$� ������� 
����D�� &~��C 3���?� 8��g� M���6 ��� ���*� ��� M�k।  

 

$I� ���"� �����$I� ���"� �����$I� ���"� �����$I� ���"� �����    

��=�������, ���� �1����� (-����/����3%)-����� ��C$� �����C��� ������� 8�D�� 
����.�K�� �.�&��¯ ������ 3)� �$�M��� %���M�� �� 3� �&�$��� &��� �;�� $�I���"� 
����� ��� �����6 ��� )���� &w(�� ��d�� &������ ������ �&�@������� (������ ���+�) 
�;�� .?���� -� %���M��� #��� ��� M�।  

.���@��.���@��.���@��.���@��    

����& ����C� $����� -�� ����� ���"��� ���C��?� &�&( ��� 3�!� M��1� ������� 
)����� ���, ��4� ���� ����� ����.�K�� ��d�� $I� ���"� ����� ��� M���6।  

����3% �������� -� ���� .���, ����� $I����"��� &�&(�� ����� �� �� �M��� 
#�p��( ���� ���� �F��C �������� ������ 8�D� ���� ��� 3�� ��� M�k। &���� $I���� 
��# 3� 8�1�& ���। ��4�� �� ��&+�� 8�D� ��� -�� $���� �)�6���� �(����� �(L 
�6��।  

-------------- 
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������$������$������$������$    &F�&F�&F�&F�    ��������������������    

�U���� ������� 8�D�� #�� �F�C  
����L� ��$#�¹ ����C� .L�� 

�F�C ����L� 
��$#�¹ ����C 

�f �1�����, VW�V 

    
������������� .L������� .L������� .L������� .L��    

��C�?�� )*��� ���C��� ���� .�� 3$���� ��C�(��C�?�� )*��� ���C��� ���� .�� 3$���� ��C�(��C�?�� )*��� ���C��� ���� .�� 3$���� ��C�(��C�?�� )*��� ���C��� ���� .�� 3$���� ��C�(    

V। ����L��� &����* ��C�?�� �� ����� ���"��� 8����� 8����� ��&�� %M�% &�� 
�)* 3�� ������6। -�� �)* %M�= 3�� ������6 ��, i 8������ )*���I� ������ -��� 
)*���I� ��&�I ��?� M%��, ���C��$¯��� )*�I .���g� M%�� -�� )*-.�����/��� &������ 
M��� ����� ��&+�� ML�c��� M%��। ����� M%��= [�� $�?C ���"��� �� 8����� 3M�� ��� 
M%���6 ��M� 8��g� M#� %M�= �)�*� 3��। -% 8������ )*���I� ������ F(�$ +��� a-
�1� = VV-�1�� �+�m�� ��&�I ��?� M#� %M�= 3� ����L��� ����� &��(�)��g �)�*� 
����।  

�। ��x �)�*� i&� 3��-3��Ë� ��L����� ��; ��&��)�g� = ����-������ 
.���@������� ��M��� �F�C��� )*�I = 
��m��&�� ��������� ����� 3�&���6 ��M���% 3� 
���,�� ?@�c ������6। .���@����� ��l� �� ��� ����& ����C� �?���$(� +��q�� ��C$� 
+F�$��� $��(�$ -% ?@�c .��� ��%���6। +��q� �� .��� )*�I������� = 8��t�l� �;� ������ 
�F�C = ��9$ ����L��� �)�*� $��( ���+� = ����" &P�Q ������6। K$��&� ��&�?�@� 
+F�$��= -�K�� 8��9� ;����� ��%���6।  

[। -% ����D���� ����� ���"��� 8����� ��&�� �� ��&�� �, )*���I� ��&�I .*�� 
M%�� �� M%�� �, .*�� M%�� #M� �.�&���¯� 8��$�� ��+ ����� �� ����� � -�� 
�.�������� M��� K$�� ML�c��� M%�� �� M%�� �--% &$L ��"�� -��� )+�� 8�9��� 
����� ������6। 8(���� ��6� #O ��N��� ����������� �;���;� 
��� �F�C ������ ��$ 
8��N���������� ���)� ������ -�� $=��� +�&�� 
��� �F�C ����L��� 3=��� ������ �)�*� 
$� ��9$ ����L��� �)*������� $��+�� )�H�� ������ 8�D��� 3�= ���� = �5������ ����� 
�������6।  

X। -% ������� ����D���� 3$�� ���� ������6 ��, �)�*� #����l 3��-3��Ë� 
��L��� = ��C�?� �)�*� ����� $�C��� �K�� �( �.�&��¯ ��PC� �5��"� [�� $�?C ������ 
�����  ���"��� 8����� ��&��% M%�� -�� #M�� �����$ �F*C M%��% i ^�>��� 3%�&� ����� 
)( ����� M%��। ����� ���"��� -% ^�>�� )*���I� ��&�I .*� ��� M#�। -�K�� 3$�� 
���� ��� ��, ����L��� ����&$F�M� 3���I�*� 8������� 
��P�� = 8(�( )*���I� 8������� 

��P�� &���� )*���I� ��&�I .*� ��� M#�। -% ���"� �� ��&�I .*� ����� 
�.�&��¯�� ��M�% 8��$�� ����� M%�� -�� �)�*� ��C��?� .�������� M��� K$�� ML�c� 
����� M%��।  

f। ��x .���@�������� ?@��c ���"��� 8����� ��� � ��&, ��� ��&�I .*� ����� 
� ��=�� M�, ��� )PM�� ��&��I �.�&��¯ &��� .�� � ��� �� ��� � ���+��� )PM�� 
��&�I &(�U ��� M�, �;� ��� �&�����*� 3��-3��Ë� = ��C�?� )*����� ��?�� ��� M� 
��M� M%��  
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�F�C ����� = ��9$ ����L��� ���+� +�"�+�"� ����� �)*�� &$O+��� = �� �� -����� 
��C�?�� ����� $�C��� �K�� �( �;� )*�I = 
��m��&�� ���� .��g�� �( &�O��$� 3M�� 
���%�� M%��। &��� ����L�� -% &�O��$� 1�� ����L��� �( -��� )*���I� ��&��I� ���� 
8��C� M%�� ����--J� &{��� 3�6।  

��C�$� ��C�?�� ����� ���C��� ����� � ��=�� M%�� �F�C ������ 3�|�� -% 8:�� -��� 
�P;� ��B .��g�� ���� ��%�� ����। �F�C ������ ����C��� ������������� �)�*� -% &�O�$�� 
8��N��� �)*������� ���� .���M� ����� .��&� M%�� ����।  

-% ����D���� �F�C ������ 3$���� ��PC�( M%��, ��N������ ����� 3���I�*� ��� 8�&��� 
�)�*� -% &�O��$ 3$���� ���� ;��� -�� i ���� �+�m�� &$L )*���I� = .)����� ��l�� 
i��(� ����� -% &�O�$�� &�>� )*���I� ��; ���?���� ����� .�?Q� ���। -% �K�� �F�C 
������ �)*�� ��}�%�� M%�� ��, -% &�O�$ ��9$ ����L��� ���+� +�"�+�"� ����� �)* = 
8��N��� �)�*� ��e�� �। ��� %M� �F�C ����� = ��9$ ����L��� �)�*� &$�� &�'��(���, 
&�$c��� = -��?���� ��4��� ��e�� &�O�$ -�� -% &�O�$ &��� ����L��� ���+� +�"�+�"� ����� 
�)�*� 3���I*������ .��g�� &�O��$� 8N। -% &�O��$ 3$�� ��9$ ����L��� &M����)�� 
= &$;C ?�% -�� ��M���� ����� 8����� = )*��I� &�O�$ 3$�� &$;C ���। -% &�O��$� 
&1���� �( #O ��N��� ������������ 8��N��� �)* ������� ���)� -�� $=��� +�&��� 
��9$ ����L��� �)* ������� ���)��� $�����= 3$���� ������ ���� M%��।  

������" 3$���� 8��(% $� ������ M%�� ��, -% &�O�$ ����� )*�I = &$���I .��g�� 
�K( &���� ������ 3$���� .�?Q� M%�� -�� &�O�$�� &�'��(���, &�$c��� = -��?���� ��4��� 
�;� ����-������ .���@�������� ?@��c� ��e�� ���?���� ���।  

a। 3$���� #����l �l�( �&�����*� &���� �F*C+��� #��D� ����� M%��। *  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* -% ��$#�¹ ����C� ��P�/ �6�� ]� $�* �&�M। 
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������$������$������$������$    &F�&F�&F�&F�    ��������������������    
a-�1� ?����� ��=�� M�� ��  

��� $���� 
�( � V $�?C, VW�V 

 
MUJIB WILLING TO ACCEPT ANY GOOD WORD 

OR SUGGESTION 

WEST WING MNAs INVITED TO JOIN IN CONSTITUTION MAKING 

TASK. 

No imposition of Six-Points. 

 

The Awami League Chief, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, emphasised today that all 

members of the National Assembly as the elected representatives of the people should 
attend the session and take part in the framing of a constitution. "We must sit and 

discuss and frame a constitution", he said while replying to an address of welcome 
presented by the Dacca Chamber of Commerce and Industry. 

In an oblique reference to Mr. Bhutto's pre-condition for attending the Assembly 

session, the Awami League Chief said he had no power to give any assurance to 

anyone. "Who am I to give any assurance", he asked. 

He said if an individual member of the Assembly said any reasonable thing, it 

would be accepted. He also reiterated his assurance that Six-Points would not be 

imposed on anyone. 

The Awami League Chief said the Six-Point Programme had not been presented 
for the people of Bangla Desh only. "Whatever rights and autonomy we want for 

Bangla Desh we want the people of the Punjab, the NWFP, Sind and Baluchistan also 
to enjoy". He emphatically said the Six-Points were not his property any more- it 

belonged to the people and, therefore, he had not the right to amend it in any form 
whatsoever. 

Referring to the talk of "dictatorship of the majority", Sheikh Mujib said those 
who had raised this bogey in fact wanted to establish the dictatorship of the minority. 

Obviously referring to Mr. Bhuttos remarks, the Sheikh said those were not only 

objectionable but had also created apprehension about the future. He said if 16() 

members from East Pakistan, like Mr. Bhutto's 83, refused to attend the National 

Assembly session, he did not know what would happen. 

The Sheikh said conspiracy was going on even after the election results, to foil 
the gains of the election. He warned if any attempt was made to create hindrance in 

the process of democracy he would not be responsible for the consequences. 
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Socialistic economy. 

The Awami League Chief said he was determined to establish a Socialistic 
economic order in the country, not through revolution but through- evolution, the 

economy would be people oriented so that the ordinary people-the workers, 
cultivators and the like-got economic justice. He also said he would not allow 

monopoly and cartel in East Pakistan. There would be no 22 families in Bangla Desh, 
he said. 

The Sheikh was the chicf guest at a reception held in his honour and in honour of 

the newly elected members of the National and East Pakistan Assemblies. Held on the 

lawns of the East Pakistan Assembly Building, the reception was attended by 

members of the diplomatic corps, officials and elite of the town. 

The Awami League Chief referred to the continued conspiracies being made to 

foil the transfer of power to the people and said if obstructions continued, they would 

be responsible for its consequences. 

“We will die but will never surrender” he emphatically declared. 

Sheikh Mujib declared amidst cheers that Pakistan would continue to stay and so 

the Bangla Desh, the Punjab. Sind, NWFP and Baluchistan. What would cease to 

exist would be exploitation of man by man. 

While discussing in detail the continued exploitation of the people of Bangla Desh 

during the last 23 years. Sheikh Mujib said that they believed in Socialism. He said 

that without Socialist pattern of economy, 70 million people cannot live in an area of 

55,000 square miles. 

 

Period of exploitation. 

Sheikh Mujib said that the 23-year post-independence period was an era of 

exploitation, frustration and gloom for the people of Bangla Desh who had turned into 
utter destitute. He said that had the "Quaid-i-Azam, the founder of the State, would 

have been alive today, he must have said that he did not want such Pakistan." 

People, he said, struggled and made tremendous sacrifices to achieve freedom in 

the hope of having a better life. But instead, they were exploited all these years so 

much that their very backbone had broken. Who were responsible for this continued 

exploitation? - He asked. 

The Awami League Chief said that the Province was beet with all-round 

problems. Seventy lakh people are unemployed in the Bangla Desh and there was 

unending flight of rural populace to the urban areas in search of employment and 

food. He said that during 23 years, not even 15 per cent people are in Central 

Government services and Armed Forces from Bangla Desh. He said that 

representation of the people of Bangla Desh in Central Services would be made on 

population basis. 
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This however he said, could not be achieved overnight but within a stipulated 

period. He expressed his determination to solve unemployment problem. "We will not 

allow people to die of starvation", he added. 

Sheikh Mujib said that although East Pakistan earn bulk of foreign exchange after 
independence 80 per cent of the foreign exchange was spent in West Pakistan. He said 

that it was through deliberate measures, the flourishing hand loom industry of Bangla 
Desh had to face extinction resulting in 20 lakh persons un-employment to ensure 

protected market for the finished goods of West Pakistani mills. In i/ic name of 
protection, the people of Bangla Desh had to purchase cloth at a price six times higher 

than that of the imported cloth from Japan and other countries. 

He said that jute, the backbone of the economy of the Bangla Desh, had to loose 

export market through a deliberate defective policy. 

Tea was no more exported from East Pakistan as it finds its way to Middle Eastern 

countries through backdoor. He said that tobacco, another cash crop of the Province 

was facing crisis. He added that by imposing duty on salt manufactures, thousands of 

people had been rendered jobless to the benefit of salt producers of West Pakistan. 

Nationalisation. 

Sheikh Mujib once again declared that banks and insurance companies would be 

nationalised for the good of the poor people. He said that 22 families had their firm 

grip and monopoly over their banks, opening letter of credit on telephone, whereas the 

middle class traders were denied of any such benefit from the banks. Those capitalists 

used to have their deposits in West Pakistan and draw overdraft in East Pakistan. 

Turning to the capitalists, he said that they came to Bangla Desh with meager 

capital and turned into millionaires within this period. How they have amassed such 

fantastic assets, he asked and said that it was all through exploitation as the money 

had not fallen from the heaven. 

Sheikh Mujib said that whenever poor workers raised their demands for pay 

increase, they were beaten in the name of maintenance of law and order. 

Imbalance. 

Speaking about the economic and other imbalance between the two Wing's the 

Awami League Chief said that there were only 600 beds in hospitals in East Pakistan 

having 56 per cent country's population whereas there were 26,000 beds in West 

Pakistan. Who is responsible for such state of affairs, he asked. 

The Central Government, he said, should not have allowed such state of things to 
take place. 

Sheikh Mujib said that people from Bangla Desh had been going to West Pakistan 

during all these 23 years. He said that one had to go to Karachi to obtain a permit for 

even simple matters relating to business and for jobs. The Awami League Chief said 

that he himself had to stay for three months in Karachi for Constituent Assembly. 
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Call to traders 

Turning to the business community. Sheikh Mujib said they in the past had failed 

to rise to the occasion and did not side with these workers, peasants and students 

during struggle for the realisation of the legitimate rights of the people of Bangla 

Desh. 

 

He hoped that they would not fail if in future the people of Bangla Desh plunged 

themselves into a struggle for establishment of their rights. Otherwise, he said, “you 

will cease to exist, or even if you exist you will live just like slaves.” 

 

He told the non-Bengali businessmen in Bangla Desh that it is wrong to say that 

his party will not allow them to trade in Bangla Desh after realisation of the Six-Point 
Programme. “You trade here and we never tell you to leave here. But please stop the 

flight of capital” he requested them. 
 

Slogan explained. 
 

Sheikh Mujib said that the “Joy-Bangla” (victory of Bengal) was not a political 
slogan. Sheikh Sahib said that the slogan was a slogan for autonomy, economic and 

social freedom of Bangla Desh. It was also a slogan for the right of living and 

freedom of culture he added. 

 

 

--------------
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YAHYA PUTS OFF NATIONAL ASSEMBLY SESSION 

Text of President Yahya Khan's statement on March 1, 1971 
 

The following is the text of President Yahya Khan's statement: 

“Today, Pakistan faces her gravest political crisis. I, therefore, consider it 

necessary to apprise you of the situation and the action that I propose to take to 
resolve our present difficulties. 

But before I do that let me recount to you the steps that I took from the day that 

the responsibility for the administration of this country devolved on me to transfer 

power to the elected representatives of the people. 

In my very first address to the nation, I had indicated the need for the smooth 

transfer of power. Since then we have moved forward step by step towards the 

achievement of this aim. 

In spite of there being Martial Law in the country I did not ban the political 

parties and in fact permitted full political activity with effect from the first of January 

1970. 

Later in March 1970 the Legal Framework Order under which elections were to 
be held, was duly notified. All other work, including delimitation of constituencies 

and preparat ion of electoral rolls, was completed with speed. 

The election campaign which was long and arduous, ended up in, what we may 

all claim with pride one of the most peaceful and well-organized general elections on 
the basis of adult franchise. 

As you know, the elections were finally completed on 17th  January 1971. 

Just prior to the elections in my address of the 3rd of December, 1970, I had 

suggested to the leaders of the political parties that it would be useful for them to 
employ the period between the elections and the first session of the National 

Assembly in meeting each other and arriving at a consensus on the main provisions of 
our future constitution. 

I had, at the time, indicated that to be successful these meetings would call for 

spirit of give and take, trust in each other and realisation of the extreme importance of 

this particular juncture in our history. Appreciating the great significance of such 
exchanges of view between political leaders I tried to facilitate the process by giving 

them enough time to do so. 
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I, therefore, decided to fix the third of March as the date of the inaugural session 

of our National Assembly. 

 
In the past few weeks certain meetings between our political leaders have indeed 

taken place. But I regret to say that instead of arriving at a consensus some of our 

leaders have taken hard attitudes. This is most unfortunate. The political confrontation 
between the leaders of East Pakistan and those of the West is a most regrettable 

situation. This has cast a shadow of gloom over the entire nation. 
 

The position briefly is that the major party of West Pakistan, namely, the Pakistan 
People’s Party, as well as certain other political parties, have declared their intention 

not to attend the National Assembly session on the third of March, 1971. In addition, 
the general situation of tension created by India has further complicated the whole 

position. I have, therefore, decided to postpone the summoning of the National 
Assembly to a later date. 

 

I have repeatedly stated that a constitution is not an ordinary piece of legislation 

but it is an agreement to live together. For a healthy and viable constitution, therefore, 

it is necessary that both East and West Pakistan have an adequate sense of 

participation in the process of constitution making. 

 

Needless to say I took this decision to postpone the date of the National Assembly 

with a heavy heart. One has, however, to look at the practical aspects of such 

problems. I realized that with so many representatives of the people of West Pakistan 

keeping away from the Assembly if we were to go ahead with the inaugural session 

on the 3
rd

  of March the Assembly itself could have disintegrated and the entire effort 
made for the smooth transfer of power that has been outlined earlier would have been 

wasted. 
 

It was, therefore, imperative to give more time to the political leaders to arrive at a 
reasonable understanding on the issue of Constitution-making. Having been given this 

time I have every hope that they will rise to the occasion and resolve this problem. I 
wish to make a solemn promise to the people of Pakistan that as soon as the 

environments enumerated earlier become, conducive to Constitution making I will 
have no hesitation in calling the Session of the Assembly immediately. As for myself. 

I would like to assure my countrymen that I shall do everything in my power to help 

the political leaders in. achieving our common goal with even handed justice which I 

have all along been doing. 

 

"In the end, I pray to Almighty Allah to guide us all in acting according to the 

dictum of the Father of the Nation, namely, faith, unity and discipline. I appeal to the 

political leaders and all my countrymen to exercise the utmost restraint at this grave 

hour of our lives." 

 

 

------------- 
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MUJIB'S CALL FOR EMANCIPATION OF BENGALEES 

Talk with pressmen after the parliamentary party meeting 

at Hotel Purbani, on March 1, 1971. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the Awami League Chief, while talking to the pressmen 

immediately after the parliamentary party meeting at Hotel Purbani following the 

announcement of the postponement of the National Assembly session, said that he 

would make all sacrifices for the emancipation of the 70 million Bengalees. 

He further said that a united fight has to be put for ending the colonial treatment 

to which Bangalees have been subjected for the last 23 years. 

The Sheikh said: “Only for the sake of a minority party’s disagreement the 
democratic process of constitution making has been obstructed and the National 

Assembly session has been postponed sine die. This is most unfortunate as far as we 

are concerned. We are the representatives of the majority people and we cannot allow 

it to go unchallenged”. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman announced a programme for the next 6 days which 

included observance of complete strike today in Dacca and a country-wide strike on 
the 3rd March the date earlier fixed for the National Assembly to meet. On the 7

th
  

March a public meeting will be held at the Race Course Maidan in which the Awami 

League Chief shall announce the final programme. The Sheikh uttered a note of 

warning: "You will see history made if the conspirators fail to come to their senses". 

In a determined voice, Sheikh Mujib declared: 

We are ready for any consequence. I have mentioned many times the fact that a 

conspiracy is going on in this country. There was a General Election and the people 

have elected us to serve them and we have a responsibility towards them. But in spite 

of the clear verdict in our favour, the conspiracy has struck its root. 

The majority of the elected representatives of the people are from Bangla Desh 
and in collaboration with the elected representatives from West Pakistan with the 

exception of Bhutto's and Qayyum's Parties we were quite capable of framing the 
Constitution. We cannot betray our people and we cannot betray the trust the people 

have placed on us. We shall continue our struggle until we achieve our goal. You 

know that there is Martial Law in the country. But the Chairman of the Pakistan 

People's Party has threatened the members of the National Assembly from West 

Pakistan who were willing to come to East Pakistan to attend the session that they 

would be liquidated if they come to East Pakistan to attend the National Assembly 

Session. Mr. Bhutto has taken the Law in his own hands. Is the Law and Order 

situation only meant for the poor Bengalees?" 
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Sheikh Mujib continued “We want co-operation and we have told them 

repeatedly that they should come to the National Assembly where we will be able to 

discuss the framing of the constitution for five days at a time and hold discussion for 

another five days. Democracy demands that the voice of the majority should be 

accepted. But in our case, the minority party has always had the upper hand. I 

suggested that 15th  February be set for the opening of the National Assembly, but the 

Assembly was called for in the first week of March in accordance with the wishes of 

the minority party. 

“This is nothing but a conspiracy which has been played for long 23 years in this 

country and is still going on only to exploit the 70 million people of Bengal. It is 

intended to keep Bengal as the colonial market and we are fighting for justice and 

fairplay and we shall continue Fighting until we achieve our goal”. 

In reply to a question whether he would proclaim unilateral Independence, Sheikh 

Mujib said “You Wait”. When asked by correspondent whether he was consulted 
before the postponement of the National Assembly, he said. “No”. 

To a question of another correspondent regarding the unarming of the Police force 

at Rajarbagh Police Lines Sheikh Mujibur Rahman expressed his ignorance about it 

and requested the Press to publish any information they may have in this respect. 

When asked whether he apprehended arrest of his Party members, he said that 

they were ready, for any consequences. Many times they had courted arrest before. He 

added, “My people are with me and let us hope for the best and prepare for the 

worst”. 

When asked whether he will oppose Censorship if imposed on the Press Sheikh 

Mujib replied, “I oppose everything that curbs the freedom of the people”. 

He informed the press that members of the Awami League Parliamentary Party 

renewed their pledge to fight to the end and make any sacrifices to achieve the rights 

of the people. He categorically declared that any sacrifice was too small for the 
emancipation of the people of Bangla Desh. He also informed that he would discuss 

latest developments with Moulana Bhashani, Md. Nurul Amin, Mr. Ataur Rahman 
Khan. Professor Muzaffar Ahmed and other leaders, as soon as possible. 

Replying to a question about the fate of non-Bengalees living in Bengal, the 

Awami League Chief said, “they are sons of the soil, they should think this soil as 

their own and they must join with the people here”. 

To a question as to what West Pakistan should do Sheikh Mujib said, “they should 

also rise to the occasion and protest against this conspiracy.” 

In course of his 'talk Sheikh Mujibur Rahman stated that Mr. Bhutto had always 

been acting in the most irresponsible manner. During the Round Table Conference 

called by Ayub Khan, he declined to attend. Bhutto had also refused to participate in 

the elections but subsequently agreed to participate. Now he has refused to attend the 

proceedings of the National Assembly and in all these instances he was given decided 

preference over the leader of the majority party. Sheikh Shahib stated, "So far as I am 

concerned, my people have given a verdict on the six-point programme and we shall 

form the constitution on the basis of Six points and Eleven Points". 
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MUJIB STRONGLY CONDEMNS FIRING-BANGLADESH CANNOT BE 

SUPPRESSED AS COLONY ANY MORE. 

Press statement issued on March 2, 1971 

Shiekh Mujibur Rahman in a Press statement issued last evening, strongly 

condemned the killing of unarmed persons at Farm Gate and urged the government to 

desist forthwith from this reckless course. He reminded that Bengalees could not be 

suppressed any more and they would no longer tolerate exploitation as a colony or as 

a market. 

Sheikh in his statement said, “Unarmed boys have been Jired upon today. At least 

two have died, and several more are seriously injured. They have been shot at 

because they along with the rest of the people of Bangladesh had stood-up to protest 

against the gross insult inflicted upon Bangladesh by the powers that be. I strongly 

condemn such firing and urge the elements who are seeking to co-confront the people 

with force to desist forthwith from this reckless course. They should be reminded that 

firing upon unarmed masses amounts to genocide and is a crime against humanity. 

They should know that if Bangladesh is a Jire, as it will be, if such confrontation 

continues then they will nor be able to escape the flames. 

“We, as the elected representatives of the seventy million people of Bangladesh, 

were ready to sit with the representatives from the Western Wing on the 3rd March 

for the purpose of constitution-making. Indeed some of the representatives from the 

Western Wing had already come to Dacca. But then a sudden and unwarranted 

intervention prevented this sitting from taking place. 

“The intervention was prompted by an intransigent minority group, which as the 

protector of the vested interests of the western wing and their bureaucratic lackeys 

had declared that the sitting should not be held except on terms dictated by them. 

They had even gone to the length of nakedly threatening to “deal with” other west 

wing representatives who dared to defy such dictation. Such denial of the rights of the 

representatives of the majority of the people at the behest of an undemocratic minority 

is an intolerable insult to the people. 

Since the people of Bangladesh would not submit to such dictation or intimidation 

they are now sought to be confronted by force. It is tragic that planes which might 

have carried elected representatives from the Western Wing should instead be 

engaged in lifting military personnel and arms. If these measures are intended to cow 

down seventy 
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million Bengalees, the spontaneous demonstrations of the will to resist displayed 

throughout Bangladesh since yesterday should prove to the world that Bengalees 

cannot be suppressed anymore and that they are determined to be the free citizens of 

a free country. They will no longer tolerate being exploited as a colony or a market. 

“At this critical hour it is the sacred duty of each and every Bengalee in every 

walk of life, including government officials, not to co-operate with anti-people forces 
and indeed to do everything in their power to foil the conspiracy against Bangladesh. 

“Now that representatives have been elected by the people are the only legitimate 

source of authority, all authorities are, therefore, expected to take note of this fact. 

“In the circumstances, there is no justification for the continuation of Martial Law 

or military rule by a single day. I, therefore, urge the immediate withdrawal of Martial 

Law, an immediate end to the 'confrontation' and the removal of obstacles to the 

exercise by the people's representatives of the power, that is rightfully theirs. 

"Our movement will continue till the above demands are met and till the people 

of Bangladesh realize their emancipation. 

 

"I am announcing our programme of action till 7th March and am issuing the 

following directives to our people: 

(a) Province-wide Hartal to be observed on each day from 3rd March 1971 to 
the 6th March, 1971 from 6 a.m. to 2 p.m. in all spheres including government 

offices, Secretarial, High Court and other courts, semi- government and 
autonomous corporation, PIA, Railways and other communication services, 

transport, private and public, all mills, factories, industrial and commercial 
establishments and market. Exemptions are to be extended to: Ambulances, 

press cars, hospitals, medicine shops, electric and water supply. All persons 

are urged to observe the Hartal in a peaceful and disciplined manner and to 

ensure that no untoward incident such as looting, burning, etc., takes place. In 

particular people should be alert against agent- provocateurs and should 

remember that everyone living in Bangladesh no matter where he originates 

from or the language he speaks is for us a Bengalee and their person, property 

and honor are our sacred trust and these must be protected. 

(b) 3rd March which was to have been the day for the sitting of the National 

Assembly should be observed as a day of national mourning, on which 
occasion I will lead a procession from Paltan Maidan at 4 p.m. immediately 

after the conclusion of the meeting being held by Students League, 

(c) In the event of radio, television or newspapers failing to cover our version of 

events or our statements, all Bengalees serving in these agencies should refuse 

to co-operate with such gagging of the voice of the seventy million people of 

Bangladesh. 
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(d) On 7th March 1971 at 2 p.m. 1 shall address a mass rally of our people at the 

Race Course Maidan, when further directives will be issued. 

(e) I would urge our people to continue with our common struggle in a peaceful 

and disciplined manner. I would remind them that any breach of discipline 
would be against the interest of our movement and will serve the interest of 

agent provocateurs and the anti-people forces." 
 

 

---------------
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WITHDRAW FORCES AND TRANSFER POWER 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's speech in a public meeting at Dacca 
on March 3, 1971. 

 

Dacca. March 3: Awami League Chief Sheikh Mujibur Rahman today urged the 

authorities to withdraw the forces from the city and hand over the power to the elected 

representatives of the people. 

The authorities must realize that the people wanted self-rule and if they were 
resisted by force they would not hesitate to sacrifice their life, the Awami League 

Chief said while addressing a massive public meeting at Paltan Maidun here this 
afternoon. 

He also issued directives to the people of Bangladesh not to pay any taxes until 

and unless power was transferred to the people's representatives. 

The massive public meeting was organized by the Students' League as a part of 
the province-wide hartal call given by the Chief of the Awami League. 

"By obstructing the constitutional method the authorities have virtually compelled 

the people to shed their innocent blood for realizing their legal rights. This is 

absolutely intolerable. I appeal to the authorities concerned to immediately stop this 
wrong course by withdrawing Martial Law and transferring power to the elected 

representatives." 

The massive public meeting was presided over by the Students' League Chief, Mr. 

Nurc Alam Siddiqi. The meeting was also addressed, among others, by the General 

Secretary of Jatiya Sramik League Mr. Abdul Mannan, the General Secretary of the 

Students League, Mr. Shahjahan Siraj, and the General Secretary of the Dacca 

University Central Students. Union (DUCSU) Mr. Abdul Quddus Makhan. 

In an emotion choaked voice the Sheikh in his 30-minute speech called upon the 

people to continue their struggle in a peaceful and organized manner. 

He urged the people to be alert against agent-provocateurs and to maintain 
complete peace and discipline, otherwise the purpose of the movement would be 

spoiled. 

He called upon the people from all walks of life to rise to the occasion and protect 

the life and property of everyone living in this part of the country, whether Hindu or 

Muslim. Bengali or non-Bengali. 
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Reminding the authorities that he as well as the people of Bangladesh were ready 

to die for the realization of people's legitimate rights, he declared in clear-cut terms 
that the people were ready to face all the eventualities. 

He said that he would never betray the cause of the people of Bangladesh even 

facing death. 

The Awami League Chief said that the authorities had taken action against those 
who had been asking for peaceful transfer of power. 

Announcing his programme of action up to March 7 next, he said that he would 

seek help and co-operation from all shades of opinion for the success of the 

movement. 

He said that the hartal would be observed throughout Bangladesh everyday from 6 

a.m. to 2 p.m. After the hartal the vehicles should be allowed to move. He suggested 

and urged the people to pay a bit more to the rickshaw pullers to cover their day's 

earnings. 

He will address a mass rally at the Race Course Maidan at 2 p.m. on Sunday. He 

said that hartal was to be observed in all organizations, including Government offices, 
Secretariat, High Court and other courts, semi-Government and autonomous 

corporations, PIA, Railway and other communication services, transports, all mills, 
factories, industrial and commercial establishments and markets. 

He said that the forces were being maintained for protecting the country, and they 

could not be used against the common masses. Sheikh Sahib urged the authorities to 

pull back the forces to their barracks without further delay. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman said that he had no language to condemn the incidents 

that took place in the city last night. 

Sheikh Sahib made it clear that the present situation in the country was not the 

creation of his or any other people of Bangla Desh, but of the conspirators who had 
been trying to sabotage the peaceful transfer of power to the elected representatives of 

the people. The majority party had been even ignored while taking important national 
decisions, he said. 

Sheikh Sahib advised each and every person of Bangla Desh to observe the hartal 

according to schedule in a peaceful and disciplined manner. 

He, however, said that exemptions were to be extended only to ambulances, Press 

cars, hospitals, medicine shops, water and electricity supply. 

Sheikh Sahib said that the speech at Paltan Maidan today might be his "last 
speech" and advised the people to continue their struggle in full swing even if he was 

absent. He said that there were a chain of leaders, among his companions, who would 
be able to continue the struggle without any trouble. 

The Sheikh who was earlier scheduled to lead a huge procession after the meeting, 

announced that the procession would not be led. Instead he led a prayer for the 

salvation 
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of the departed souls of the martyrs who had, he maintained, died in the struggle 

for democracy. 

Other speakers at the meeting called upon the people to maintain peace and 

harmony among the people and desist from looting and other anti-social activities. 

They declared in unequivocal terms that the people of Bangla Desh could not be 

suppressed any more and they must achieve, their goal at any cost. 

The meeting in a resolution condemned the firings in different parts of the city 

during the last two days and prayed for the salvation of the departed souls. It 
expressed its deep sympathy with the members of the bereaved families. 

In another resolution, the meeting called upon the people from all walks of life to 

lake active part in the movement for the realization of the people's rights under the 

dynamic leadership of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

The meeting took a fresh vow for the establishment of a society in Bangla Desh, 

where there would be no exploitation and people would live in peace. 

Sheikh Mujib gave call for "peaceful Satyagraha" movement for the realization of 

the rights of the people of Bangla Desh and appealed to the people to maintain peace 
for the success of the struggle. 

Sheikh Mujib also appealed to the people to guard against looting and arson and to 

maintain peace at all costs. Any attempt to disrupt peaceful life must be resisted, 

because without strict discipline no mass movement could attain any success. 

Sheikh Mujib appealed for communal peace and added the Biharis and non-

Muslims "are our sacred trust". 

He referred to the sacrifice of lives by Bengalis during the last 23 years and during 

yesterday's observance of hartal in the City. 

He said "I do not know how many people died yesterday," adding that he himself 

heard the firing of machine-gun. He also led the prayer at the meeting for those who 

died. The dead bodies of a few persons, who died yesterday, were also brought to the 

public meeting. 

Sheikh Mujib said he wanted to spell out the future course of action, and added if 

the attitude of the Government remained unchanged till March 7, he would give out 

his mind at the race course, where he is scheduled to address a public meeting. He 

said if he failed to turn up for any unforeseen reasons there would be others to 

announce the future course of action. 

He said the maintenance of discipline was the prerequisite for the success of any 
mass movement. Without discipline no movement could achieve any tangible results 

"no matter how many lives we sacrifice." He particularly reminded the volunteers of 
their responsibilities in this connection. 
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Sheikh Mujib said "we are not responsible for the present state of affairs". He said 

they as the majority party in the country were in favor of the National Assembly 

session on February 15, but Mr. Z. A. Bhutto wanted it to be deferred to the first week 

of March, and when it was summoned to meet today he (Bhutto) oppose it again. 

The Awami League Chief regretted the stand taken by the People's Party chief on 

the session of the National Assembly, which was to begin today, and added although 
they "were ready to attend the session the use of arms was" directed at the Bengalis. 

He also referred to threats of PPP chief to set a fire West Pakistan if the session was 
not postponed. 

Sheikh Mujib, in an apparent reference to West Pakistan leaders, said "If you do 

not want to frame one constitution let us frame our own constitution and you frame 

your own. Then let us see if we can live together as brothers". 

The Awami League Chief said the people of Bangla Desh freed him from jail at 

the cost of their lives and shed their blood in the last. "We are ready to make further 

sacrifices and give more blood." He added: "You cannot suppress the Bengalis by 

killing 70,000,000 Bengalis." 

Sheikh Mujib said if he died his soul would be there to be happy to find the 

Bengalis free and that they have two square meals a day to survive. 

Sheikh Mujib said they did not have any grudge against the poor people of West 

Pakistan. They had been trying to live together for the last 23 years but West Pakistan 

now wanted to secede because they knew it well by now that they could not 

perpetuate their exploitation on them. 

The Awami League leader also called upon the Press not to obey any restriction 

on them, if any, and if they failed to resist it they should refuse to attend their offices. 

He told the Press that "it is a national struggle", and everyone's participation was 

essential. 

 

 

-----------------
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PUNJAB PAKISTAN FRONT'S PLKA TO DISOWN BHUTTO 
Report of PPF's meeting at Lahore on March 3. 1971 

 

The organizing committee of the Punjab Pakistan Front, today expressed the view 

that the demand of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman for the immediate withdrawal of Martial 

Law and transfer of power to popular representative deserves the support and backing 

of all lovers of democracy and of Pakistan and urged the Punjab people to "disown 
Mr. Z. A. Bhutto's leadership to wrest back (he democratic initiative", at present lost 

on account of what the committee described as Mr. Bhutto's perverse politics. 

 

The meeting of the organizing committee held at the residence of its convevener, 
Malik Ghulam Jilani, here today placed on record its deep concern and sense of 

dismay at the "unfortunate decision" to postpone indefinitely the first session of the 
National Assembly which had been called at Dacca this month. 

The committee was of the opinion that the decision was "completely unwarranted, 

uncalled for and unjustifiable." 

In the committee's opinion the decision had been forced on the country by the 

"reckless and insupportable ambition" of one single person who claimed to speak in 

the name of West Pakistan although he held a clear majority in barely one of the four 

provinces of West Pakistan. 

That this one province should happen to be the Punjab, was a matter which the 
committee regarded as a "shame and slur on the fair name of the Punjab". The 

committee was convinced that when the people of the Punjab were lured into voting 
for the People's Party, the party was totally uncommitted, whether for or against any 

specific constitutional scheme. 

"The People’s Party has completely abused the trust reposed in the party by the 

people of the Punjab, as also of such other parts of the country where the People's 
Party candidates were returned." 

"Indeed by its current anti-democratic stand the People's Party has already 

betrayed the cause of the people and proved itself unworthy of their confidence" it 

said. 

This committee considered it imperative that the people of the Punjab should 

disown Mr. Bhutto's "perverse politics" and "unmistakably fascistic trend which he 
has come to personify. " 
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"There is only one parallel to the manner in which Mr. Bhutto has slighted the 

National Assembly and frustrated what might have been Pakistan's last chance to 

acquire a democratic constitution-Hitler's putsch at the time of Weimar Republic and 

burning of the Reichstag" if remarked. 

Aware of the extreme urgency and delicacy of the present crucial juncture in 

Pakistan's history the committee felt that the struggle for a democratic constitution in 
fact and in effect represented the struggle for the survival of Pakistan. It was 

inconceivable that a country which had nothing except an army to hold it together 
should endure indefinitely in the modern world. Keeping this in view, it said, to argue, 

as the leader of the People's Party has been doing, that a constitutional programme, 

which has the implicit as well as explicit support of by far the most populous province 

of the country, violates the integrity of the nation is to give away the game in advance 

and write off the very idea of national integrity. After all, who is the nation if the 

majority of the people composing it are already arrayed on the other side of its 

integrity." 

The committee was of the opinion that the postponement decision had destroyed 
all avenues of democratic initiative and placed a veto on the national aspirations in the 

hands of one man who was obviously bugged by a pathological lust for power to the 
exclusion of all other considerations. This initiative must be wrested back for the 

people, the committee felt. 

The committee, under these circumstances, said Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's 

demand for the immediate withdrawal of the Martial Law and transfer of power to 
popular representatives has become unexceptionable and deserves the support and 

backing of all lovers of democracy and of Pakistan." 
 

(Karachi-March 4. 1971.) 
 

 
-------------- 

 

 

TRANSFER OF POWER TO AWAMI LEAGUE NOW 

ONLY SOLUTION OF CRISIS 

 

Report of the Press Conference at Karachi Press Club on March 4,1971 

by Air Marshal (Retd.) Asghar Khan. 

 

Air Marshal (Rctd.) Asghar Khan yesterday advocated "immediate transfer of 
power to the majority party in the country in order to retrieve the present "close-to-

disaster" situation. 

Addressing a hurriedly called Press Conference at the Karachi Press Club he said 

President Yahya Khan should invite Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and hand over power- 
"real 
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power" -to him in line with the democratic processes and in the interest of preserving 

national integrity and solidarity. 

He told a correspondent that the constitution-making job could wait. What now 

took precedence was the transfer of power to where it belonged, namely the single 

largest party in the National Assembly. 

Mr. Asghar Khan flew into Karachi yesterday from Rawalpindi on way to Dacca. 
He had an appointment with Mr. Z. A. Bhutto in the City but the meeting, according 

to the Air Marshal (Retd.) could not take place due to Mr. Bhutto's preoccupations. 
Mr. Asghar Khan will fly out to Dacca this (Friday) morning to meet Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman. 

He said a hysteria had been deliberately built on six points and he considered it his 

duty not as a leader of men or head of a political organisation but as a citizen, to 

defuse it. In his view, the hysteria needed radical, surgical treatment as it was a 

classical method of delaying the process of ushering in democracy. 

He expressed his sense of shock at the happenings in East Pakistan and said: "Our 

heart bleeds for our brethren there just as it would if the same happened to the people 

in West Pakistan". 

He again emphasized that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman should be immediately called 
upon to form the Government with all the requisite power and authority. "We cannot 

see our East Pakistani brethren being treated like this. Nor can we brook our dear 
country disintegrated", he declared. 

The people in West Pakistan, he pointed out. must understand that their 

counterparts in the Eastern Wing had for long been smarting with a sense of 

deprivation and frustration. They must be allowed to enjoy and exercise power which 
after all is their right, he said. 

Mr. Asghar Khan told a questioner that while Sheikh Mujib's position on 

constitution-making was fixed, that of Mr. Bhutto had been flexible in view of the 1 

otter's own admission that the People's Party had fought the elections on the basis of 

foreign policy and economic programme. Therefore, while magnanimity as a majority 

leader was expected of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. Mr. Bhutto on his part should have 

shown greater understanding and harmony, he observed. 

The Air Marshal (Retd.) however, made it clear he was opposed to the philosophy 

behind the six points and thought that such a rigid stand by the Awami League was 
not necessary. Nevertheless, an understanding was still possible in the larger national 

interests. 

Asked what he would talk to with Sheikh Mujib, Mr. Asghar Khan said he would 

try to read his (Sheikh's) mind in view of the latest critical situation and see what best 

could be done to tide over the crisis. 
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West Wing Concern. 

 

During his slay in Dacca he would also convcy to the people in Hast Pakistan of 

the great concern of the people in West Pakistan over the latest developments and 
would impress upon the need for greater harmony, brotherly love and mutual 

forbearance. 

Mr. Asghar Khan was highly critical of the way in which the political situation in 

the country was allowed to deteriorate progressively during the last three months. 

In this, he noted, the responsibility lay on bureaucracy, vested interests, 

businessmen, and "some" politicians who all combined to thwart democracy in the 

country. 

He said in reply to a question that it was in the global interest of the USA lo have 
Pakistan divided. An effort was being made whereby it is West Pakistan which is 

pushing East Pakistan to fall apart, and go in the lap of international conspirators. 

Mr. Asghar Khan, however, made it clear that in that eventuality West Pakistan 

itself would not remain united and integrated, if one half of Pakistan was "finished". 

He said he refused to believe there had been any threat of aggression from India. 

No grave emergency of this nature exists, he added. 

Reiterating his plea for the transfer of power, the Air Marshal (Reid.) said that 

West Pakistan had ruled for 23 years and East Pakistan had immensely suffered. So if 

East Pakistan were now to rule Pakistan and exercise its democratic right, what if 

West Pakistan were to suffer a little. 

However, lie believed that in the transfer of power lay the good of the entire 

nation both of East and West Pakistan. 

While strongly opposing the action taken in the Eastern Wing against the 

movement for restoration of democracy, he said, "our hearts bleed when East 
Pakistani brethren arc being killed with bullets". 

Air Marshal Asghar Khan said the people in the Western Wing were strongly 

against the killings in the Eastern Wing and he for himself would not hesitate to give 

any sacrifice for the restoration of democracy in the country. 

The retired Air Marshal said "Things have gone too far" and if power was not 

transferred forthwith by the present regime he would launch a movement in support of 

the East Pakistani people who were really 'frustrated' and disillusioned. He clarified 

that this was not a threat but a statement of fact'. 

He told newsmen that he was leaving for Dacca today to acquaint himself with 

the existing conditions and the sufferings of the people'. 

The only way left to safeguard the integrity and solidarity of the country is to 

restore democracy in the country’, he said emphatically, and demanded that the armed 

forces should go to the barracks. 
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He said lie had thought it fit to leave the national and constitutional problems to 

the elected representatives for solution, but "the events had moved so fast and so 

rapidly" that he could not keep aloof and considered it necessary at this stage to come 

forward and contribute his bit for the solidarity and integrity of the country. 

Retired Air Marshal Asghar Khan said that he proposed to meet the leaders of the 

majority parties and discuss national problems and it was in this background that he 
was leaving for Dacca to meet the East Pakistani brethren there. 

 

Regrettable Attitude. 

 

He regretted the altitude of "certain leaders in West Pakistan" towards the 

problems of the East Pakistani people and deplored that some of them were saying 
openly that "the military regime was preferable to them than the power being 

transferred to East Pakistani leaders". He observed that this attitude was undemocratic 
and harmful. 

He expressed himself against the postponement of the National Assembly session 

and said "it seems that he proposed Round Table Conference of the leaders of 

parliamentary groups called by President Yahya Khan is also not taking place". 

 

Bhutto and Round Table Conference. 

 

He pointed out (he similarity in the round table conference called by former 

President Ayub Khan and the proposed meeting called by President Yahya Khan and 

said like the previous RTC this meeting had also been called on March 10. 

 

He remarked that the only difference between the then and the proposed RTC wax 

that Mr. Bhutto had refused to attend the previous RTC while the PPP chief was the 

first now to announce that he would attend the proposed RTC. 

 

He expressed surprise at the handling of the national affairs and said Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman was recently acknowledged as the "Prime Minister" of Pakistan and 

nothing wrong was seen in the Six-Point programme of the Awami League. 
 

Asked if he agreed with the PPP chief Mr. Bhutto that there were three forces, i.e.. 
Awami League, PPP and military forces. Asghar Khan said "it is an unfortunate 

remark." 
 

Stressing the need for maintaining the solidarity of the country, he said for the 
survival of West Pakistan itself, it was necessary to maintain the territorial integrity of 

the country. 

 

(Karachi- March 5, 1971). 

 

 

--------------------
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RTC: HAZARVI BACKS MUJIB'S DECISION-BHUTTO CRITICISED 

Spccch by Maulana Hazarvi at Jabees Hotel on March 4, 1971. 

 
Maulana Ghulam Ghaus Hazarvi, General Secretary, Jamiatul Ulema-i-Islam 

(West Pakistan) yesterday endorsed the decision of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman not to 
attend the proposed conference of the leaders of Parliamentary Parties in Dacca on 

March 10. 
 

The better course, in his view, would have been to convene the inaugural session 
of the National Assembly and then postpone it for 10 days during which efforts at 

political and constitutional conciliation could have been initiated by President Yahya 

Khan. 

 

Maulana Hazarvi, who was speaking at a reception held in his honour at Jabees 

Hotel, emphasised that constitution-making was a job done inside the Assembly and 

not in the public. It was wrong on the part of Mr. Bhutto or Sheikh Mujib to take an 

uncompromising stand on constitutional matters before-hand. 

 

He criticised Mr. Bhutto of talking in the "language ojultimatum" and thus 

causing a crisis which could have been averted through mutual love, tolerance and 

understanding. 

 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, he pointed out had shown a good deal of 

accommodation in his last statement. The same day Mr. Bhutto had talked in a rather 

provocative tone in Lahore. Had the Sheikh's spirit of accommodation and amity been 

reciprocated, a meeting of minds could have been possible in another round of 

Bhutto-Mujib meetings, he added. 

 

Maulana Ghulam Ghaus said the people of West Pakistan had full sympathy for 
their brethren in East Pakistan during their present trying times. He hoped that even at 

this critical hour some way out would be found so that Pakistan's integrity and 

solidarity remained intact and Islamic bonds between East and West Pakistan 

strengthened.  

*  *  *  *  * 

 

Bhutto condemned. 

 

Maulana Hazarvi regretted that Mr. Bhutto in his Lahore speech should have 

thought it fit to threaten the West Pakistan MNAs who went to Dacca to attend the 

National Assembly session (without his prior concurrence). 

 

Mr. Bhutto, he pointed out, should not forget that the One Unit had been undone 

and every Province had its elected representatives. Mr. Bhutto could not. therefore, 
claim to be the spokesman of West Pakistan and, hence, he should not talk as 

authoritatively as he does on political and constitutional issues or threaten the MNAs-
elect. 

Maulana Ghulam Ghaus reiterated his warning that foreign powers and vested 
interests were hand in glove in their bid to disintegrate Pakistan. In this context he 

names an envoy of a Big Power moving all over the country and calling on the 
various political leaders. 
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The Government, he said, should take note of foreign influences at work and 

guard against the foreign agents who were trying to sabotage the country’s' integrity 

and independence. 

*   *   *   *   * 

(Karachi-March 5. 1971) 
 

‘POSTPONEMENT UNDEMOCRATIC'- NAP HARTAL CALL 
Meeting of Baluchistan Provincial National Awami Party (Wali Group) a  Quetta 

on March 4, 1971. 
 

At an emergent meeting of the Baluchistan Provincial National Awami Party 
(Wali Group) held in the party's office in Quetta, under the chairmanship of Mr. 

Mohammad Hashim Khan Ghilzai, the postponement of scheduled National 
Assembly session at Dacca on March 3. for an indefinite period was termed as 

"deplorable and undemocratic." 

 

At the party's resolution, today, the party demanded immediate summoning of the 

N.A. session to settle the constitutional matter. 

 

The proper place for setting the constitutional matters was the National Assembly, 

any such matter discussed outside the house, away from the public eyes or in the 

drawing room, amounted to deceiving the people, added the NAP resolution. 

 

The present postponement of NA session has created a feeling of unrest amongst 

the people and complete chaos all over the country. 

 

The resolution demanded the announcement of a definite date of summoning the 
NA session so that the powers could be transferred to the chosen representatives of 

the people in a democratic manner, after framing the constitution. 
 

Yet another resolution accused the vested interest and "a group of trouble makers" 
of indulging in sabotaging the plans for peaceful transfer of power and emergence of 

democratic Government. 
 

The resolution accused the same elements of putting hurdles and hitches in the 

return of democratic rule in Pakistan. 

 

Earlier the Baluchistan Provincial National Awami Party unanimously decided to 

a token hartal all over Baluchistan on March 12 to protest against the postponement of 

the NA scheduled session. 

 

The hartal has been called from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. on March 12 during which 

peaceful protest processions would also be taken out. 

 

Prominent Baluchistan NAP leaders are also expected to address the 

processionists advantage points, it was further gathered. 

 
(KARACHI-March 5, 1971.) 
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MUJIB CONGRATULATES PEOPLE FOR STIRRING RESPONSE TO 

HIS CALL 

 

DIRECTIVE TO BANKS, OFFICES TO DISBURSE SALARIES 
Text of the statement on March 4, 1971 at Dacca 

 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman Chief of Awami League has asked the Government and 

non-Government offices where employees have not yet been paid their salaries, to 

function between 2-30 p.m. to 4-30 p.m. for the purposes of disbursing salaries during 

the next two days of Hartal. 

In a statement issued tonight, he said that the banks should also function during 

these hours (2-30 p.m. to 4-30 p.m.) for the purpose of cash transaction within 
"Bangladesh" only including payment of salary cheques. 

The Sheikh congratulated the heroic masses of "Bangladesh" for the stirring 

response to the call to protest against the conspiracy to perpetuate exploitation and 

colonial rule. He said people must remember that no people have attained freedom 

without extreme sacrifice and therefore asked them to remain prepared to continue 

their struggle for emancipation at any cost. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman said : 

"I congratulate our heroic masses for the stirring response made by every man. 
woman and child of Bangladesh to our call to protest against the conspiracy to 

perpetuate exploitation and colonial rule. The people of the world should know of the 
courage and determination with which the unarmed civilians of Bangladesh-workers, 

peasants and. students-have demonstrated against the denial of their rights-even in the 
face of bullets. 

"I also congratulate our resolute people for having withstood the hardships and 

sacrifices which the continuing hartal imposes on them. They must, however, 

remember that no people have attained freedom without extreme sacrifice. The people 
therefore must remain prepared to continue their struggle for emancipation at any 

cost." 

Exemptions 

"While the hartal is to continue on the 5th and 6th March from 6 a.m. to 2 p.m. it 
is necessary to extend the following exemptions : 

(1) Government and non-Government offices where employees have not as yet 

been paid their salaries should function between 2-30 p.m. to 4-30 p.m. for the 

purpose only of disbursing salaries. 

Banks should function within these hours (2-30 to 4-30 p.m.) for the purpose of 

cash transactions within Bangladesh only in respect of salary cheques not exceeding 

Rs. 1.500. 
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No remittances should be effected outside Bangladesh through the State Bank or 

otherwise. The State Bank should take necessary action in this connection. 

 

Ration shops and food suppliers should utilise this opportunity for their 

transactions. 

 

(2) The following essential services are exempted: 

 

(a) Hospitals and medicine shops, (b) Ambulance cars, (c) Doctors cars, 

(d) Press. (e) Press cars. (J) Water supply, (g) Gas supply, (h) Electric 

supply, (i) Local telephones and trunk telephones with other districts of 
Bangladesh, (j) Fire service, (k) Sweepers and scavenger trucks. 

 

 

 

---------------- 
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ARMY WITHDRAWN TO BARRACKS - EAST WING PROTEST 

CONTINUES - FIRING IN TONGI, RAJS11AHI. 

Announcement by Martial Law Authorities on March 5, 1971 

 

The Martial Law authorities have decided to withdraw the army to the barracks 

today. According to an announcement the action follows "No incident of lawlessness 

since the lifting of curfew on Thursday evening". 

The announcement further said, "Following Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's appeal for 
peace, there has been considerable improvement in the general law and order situation 

during the past 24 hours". 

It may be recalled that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, in his speech at the public 

meeting at Paltan Maidan on Wednesday, had demanded immediate withdrawal of 

forces from the city and transfer of power to the people's representatives. Since then 

leaders of political parties and other organizations have been demanding the 

withdrawal of troops. 

Meanwhile, complete hartal was observed here as well as other parts of the 

province today in response to the call of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. Today was the 

fourth day of the hartal in the capital and its suburbs and the third day in the province. 

The Awami League Chief has already announced that the hartal will continue till 

tomorrow. 

Today, however, banks and other offices functioned for two hours in the 

afternoon for the disbursement of salaries to employees. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman had 
directed yesterday that banks and offices could function today from 2-30 p.m. to 4-30 

p.m. for this purpose. He had also exempted certain other institutions and certain 
types of vehicles from the operation of the hartal. 

 

Tongi Firing 

The known death toll of Tongi firing this morning rose with the death of two 
more persons in the Dacca Medical College Hospital later today. 

Earlier, one dead and 15 injured were brought to Dacca Medical College Hospital 

after security forces allegedly opened fire on the demonstrating workers of Telephone 

Industries at Tongi. One injured died soon after admission and the second one 

succumbed to injuries after operation. 

Kajshahi Firing 

In Rajshahi one person was killed and four injured in firing during a procession 

here on Wednesday. 
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A spokesman of the district administration told PPI this afternoon that trouble 

took place twice in front of the telephone exchange office at Malopara and once in 
front of the Medical College on the day. 

He said that alter the incident curfew was clamped in the town from seven in the 

evening for 11 hours on Wednesday by the local Martial Law authorities. With a 

break of three hours, he said, curfew was reimposed from ten in the morning of 

yesterday to seven in the morning of today. 

According to reports reaching here today, complete and peaceful hartal is being 
observed here since March 3 in response to the call given by the Awami League Chief 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

Curfew 

A ten-hour curfew was imposed in Rangpur town from this evening. According 

to reports reaching here, the 21-hour curfew which was clamped there from 5 p.m. 

yesterday was earlier lifted at 11 a.m. this morning. 

A ten-hour curfew was also clamped in Rajshahi beginning from 7 p.m. today. 

Hartal 

An eight-hour hartal was observed in the city and other parts of Bangladesh today 
in response to the call of Awami League Chief Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, protesting 

against the sudden postponement of the National Assembly session. 

The hartal which was complete and peaceful in Dacca city was for the fourth 

consecutive day in the city and its suburbs, and for the third consecutive day in other 

parts of Bangladesh. 

The eight-hour hartal beginning at 6 a.m. will continue till tomorrow. No 

untoward incident was reported from any parts of the city today but there was firing 

by the security forces at Tongi, ten miles off the city. 

All Government and non-Government offices, autonomous organizations, mills 

and factories, banks, insurance companies, educational institutions, courts and other 
establishments remained completely closed during the hartal in the city. All means of 

transport except a few doctors cars. Press cars, peace committee cars and ambulances, 
remained off the roads. Train, steamer, launch and internal plane services also 

remained suspended during the hartal. 

The Awami League Chief has directed the banks to make payments in respect of 

cheques drawn for the purpose of disbursement of salaries even if the amount 

exceeded Rs. 1,500 provided that the wage register showing the total amount to be 

drawn as salaries was produced along with the cheque. 

According to a Press release of the party, the banks have also been allowed to 

pay 

the bill if it was certified by the trade union of the organisation concern . 

According to an earlier directive, the banks had been prohibited from making 

payment in respect of cheques drawing more than Rs. 1,500. 
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Food god owns have also been permitted to remain open beyond 4-30 p.m. if 

necessary to complete delivery. 

The remarkable feature of today s hartal was that many medicine shops remained 

open during the hartal period and many Government and non-Government offices 
functioned for about two hours in the afternoon for disbursing salaries to the 

employees. 

The State Bank and other scheduled banks here also worked for two hours in the 

afternoon for the purpose of drawing salaries and extending facilities to the ration 

shop dealers. 

Banks work 

Ration shops and other food suppliers utilized the banking hours between 2-30 

p.m. and 4.30 p.m. 

The relaxation after the eight-hour general hartal was made on the directive of 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman for facilitating the people to draw their salaries and arrange 

regular food supply. 

Unprecedented rush was witnessed in all scheduled banks here long before the 
opening at 2-30 p.m. People remained in queue for long time to get a chance to 

withdraw money, mainly salaries. 

When a PPI correspondent visited the State Bank here at Motijheel at 4.30 p.m. 

(the closing time), several hundred people were there in queue for utilizing the 

banking hours. Ration shop dealers and food suppliers mainly crowded the counters at 

State Bank. 

Mr. S. E. Kabir, Director of the Central Board of Directors, was found busy with 

other officials near the counters in supervising the transactions. 

It may be mentioned here that the State Bank has created a new record by 

transacting cash in the afternoon. 

Meetings 

A large number of meetings were held and processions brought out in Dacca and 
also other cities in the province on the day. 

After 2 p.m. life in the city returned to normal. A skeleton bus service pulled in 

the street. Some of the shops and business houses opened after the hartal period. 

The Students' League and the Awami League brought out a bamboo procession 

from the Baitul Mokarram and paraded the city streets. They also held a meeting 

before the Baitul Mukarram. 

The students of East Pakistan University of Engineering held a meeting at the 

University premises to protest against the postponement and "the killings of unarmed 
civilians". They also paraded the streets in processions. 

The Students League, Students Union (Motia group) and Bangla Chhatra League 

have offered prayers for the salvation of the departed souls. They also endorsed the 

view for the continuation of the struggle for achieving the legitimate rights of the 

people. 
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Shops in some of the shopping centers including Jinnah Avenue, Baitul 
Mukarram, Stadium and New Market remain closed even after the hartal hours. 

The Pakistan Writers Guild also held a meeting and expressed concern over the 

postponement of the National Assembly session. They also brought out a procession 

and paraded the city streets. 

The Khilgaon Land Distribution Committee also organized a rally in the evening 

before Baitul Mukarram. 

House wives, girl students and teachers of Narayanganj city also held a protest 

meeting and paraded the streets shouting the demand for immediate withdrawal of 

Martial Law from the country. They expressed solidarity with the movement lunched 

by the people in response to the call of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

The East Pakistan Government College Teachers' Association also expressed its 

strong resentment at the postponement of the Assembly session. In a meeting held 

here today, the Association said that this would hinder the peaceful transfer of power. 

They also condemned the killing of unarmed people of Bangladesh. The meeting also 

pledged support to the Awami League chief. 

According to Jatiya Sramik League, quite a few factories and mills went into 

production following a decision of the League. 

The members of East Pakistan Union of Journalists (EPUJ) will stage a 

demonstration tomorrow afternoon to demonstrate solidarity with the people's 

movement and in protest against recent restriction imposed on the Press. 

The General Secretary of EPUJ, Mr. Kamal Lohani, today appealed to the 

members to assemble at the Press Club at 3 p.m. from where a procession will be 

taken out. The procession will be followed by a mass rally at Baitul Mukarram. 
 

 

-------------------
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&��) &�¥ ������� �� ��L�� �M� ���� je �����। 

��� $������ �M$� �5�"*� ���� !���(��� M����। &w(�� ���� )���� &�w( 3% ���� 
��� M���। ����� 8w��� M=��� &�N &�N je M��� &�5"C। ��-&Mu ������&� &�w( 3% +�) ��� 
.���( �����; ������ -���। ���� )�� �l�l M���। ��x ��+�K� $���"� ))������ ���)� ��# 
�$��� ������ �। 

����� j�� ����� ����� j�� ����� ����� j�� ����� ����� j�� ����� !!!!....    

$���"� ��� }�4}�� M�� �)���। ��x 8����� &�?� ���)����� �9�� ��� &{� M��� �। ��L�� 
��L�� �(������ ^��� M���। �lK�� &�5�"C �l����� �� 8�R$�� ���K� M�� }����� �H�� 
��)���। &�¥ ���M�� Ç�� 3� -����� )�H� 5 5 ��L�� ������� ���� je �����। 1�$C�)�, 
�������), ��$����, )+*C� +��� &���� ; ������, &��5��, �#$���C� .+P�� -����� M���� M���� 
��� ��N��� ������� $����$��� M���। ����� �a � �M� M���। 

)+�� ���� ?qO�$ �;�� +���M 3� �lK�� &�5�"C� ��� -���। -����� &�5�"C -��� 
������ ��M���U ��* %��M��& ����। ?qO��$� ��=��M��, ���=�� �����, ��%)����& $���"� 
��l ���k� M�� #>���। -���� �M��� &��(� W�-- ��4H����। ?ÖÖO�$ M�&������� $)C ���� 
+���� M�� �)���। ,��, �����, ?���, �������, ���> 3� -(��&� ������ ��;k �(�M��� ?qO��$ 
�)��� ��� ��e*+��� ����CL M���। ��� �� ���; ����� ?q��&� ��� ��� $P��(� )M��� M�� 
�����। �M��� &��(� V�Y-- #��� M���। ?qO�$ 8¥�)�� ��¶�� ?��� �6� �� ?qO�$��&� 3��� 
�� %��M�& �?� �����। 

-����% ����  3� ������� ��� &�O��$� &���� -�& ��t46����। ����� .����� ���+������ 
#�� ��C����?� 3@$* M���। ’� �M� M���। 
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���� -��� ���� ���+������ #�� -�� !yP����� ���$� ��K� ���� @�� ��� ���� %� 
���� ������ M�(� �����। j�� ��%-% �, �M��� ��� ^�!(��� ;��$ }����� ������।  

 -�% ��� &�¥ ���M� ,���"C* ��� ������ -� �P���� M�(� �����। ��x ���� 
.������� �$ ���� ������ �। 

 #m�� ����� �;�� ����� ��� -��� �&��� ’� �M���� 8$P�-&��� �� ����6। �µ �;�� 
¢� ���H ��� �&����� ��� 3� +��� $��" ���| ��¶ 3=��� ������� ‘‘3$�� $P��(�� ����6 
��।’ 

 
����1# j�� ����1# ����1# j�� ����1# ����1# j�� ����1# ����1# j�� ����1# !!!!    

����, �&���, ����, �����, ��������� j�� ����1# 3� ����1#। ��x �� &F��C� 3����� �F�C 
������ ���� 5 8w��� #Z��&� M�� #>���। ��� ��� $��" }�4���� �H��� $P��(� 3L���। -4�� 
$P��(�� 3��N �����, ���= ��6���� �। -4�� 8$�, -4��� $P��( �%। ����, &���$, ��1�, ��1�, 
3&��, �ve�, ���M�, $����, 1�e� -4��� �F�C&F�� M�� 8K� M�� ����6। �� &�CM��� ��, �� 
���r�M� ������ ��। �� ����H� $���"� ��। 
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TEXT OF PRESIDENT YAHYA KHAN'S BROADCAST 

ON MARCH 6, 1971. 

Following is the full text of the address to the nation by the President General 

A.M. Yahya Khan, broadcast over Radio Pakistan network today : 

 

"My Dear Countrymen. 

 

"Assalam-O-Alaikum, 

 

In my statement of the 1
st
 of March 1 had recounted to you the steps that I took to 

transfer power to the elected representatives of the people. In the same statement I had 

also said that I. on my part, would do everything possible to help our elected leaders 

in moving towards the attainment of our common goal which was and which 

continues to be, a smooth transition towards a democratic way of life. 

 

"As you would recall, in this direction my latest step has been to call a conference 

of the leaders of all parliamentary groups to meet me at Dacca on the 10
th

  of March. 

Unfortunately, however, in total disregard of my genuine and sincere efforts to bridge 

the gap between the various points of view, the response to my call has been rather 

discouraging particularly from the leader of our majority party who, before the 

announcement over the radio, had given me the impression that he would not be 

averse to the idea of such a conference. His outright rejection was therefore, both a 
surprise and a disappointment. As you are aware, Mr. Nurul Amin has also refused to 

participate. This in effect means that there would be no representative from East 
Pakistan in the proposed conference. 

 
"You will thus see that from the time the elections were completed practically 

every step that I took in the process of transfer of power has in one way or another 
been obstructed by some of our leaders. I might also mention at this stage, that after 

the completion of elections on the 17
th

 of January and after I had met the leaders of 

the two major panics and the leaders had met among themselves at Dacca I had 

invited them to come and discuss the situation with me on more than one occasion 

with a view to working out an acceptable method of moving forward. I regret to say 

that the President of Awami League did not think it fit to respond to my invitations 

and we thus lost the opportunity of avoiding misunderstandings and of working out an 

amicable solution. 

 

"As the resulting environments were not conducive to constitution making in that 

a very large number of West Pakistani representatives refused to attend the Assembly 

session on the 3rd of March, I came to the conclusion that having the inaugural 

session of 
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the National Assembly on that date would be futile exercise and was likely to result in 

the dissolution of the Assembly itself. I, therefore, tried to save the situation by 

postponing the date of the session I had thereby hoped to achieve two purposes- 

firstly, to save the assembly and all the national effort that had gone into its birth, and 

secondly, allow time for passions to cool down and a fruitful dialogue to take place. 

But instead of accepting the decision in the spirit in which it was taken, our East 

Pakistan leadership reacted in a manner which resulted in destructive elements 

coming out in the streets and destroying life and property. Needless to say, no 

Government could have remained a silent spectator in such a situation. It was, 

therefore, my moral obligation to take the minimum essential measures for protecting 

the lives and property of the innocent and otherwise peaceful law-abiding citizens 

who in the absence of any such measures would have fallen victims to extremist 
elements. I am, however, sorry to say that lawlessness continues to be the order of the 

day in East Pakistan. 

Misunderstand 

"For some reason, the postponement of the date of the Assembly session has been 
completely misunderstood. Whether this is deliberate or otherwise I cannot say but 

one thing is certain this misunderstanding has become the rallying cry for the forces 
of disorder. When such forces become activated the main sufferers are the innocent 

citizens whose daily life is seriously disturbed and who are in constant danger of 

suffering bodily harm and even death. While realizing that an application of adequate 

force can effectively bring the situation under control I have deliberately ordered the 

authorities in East Pakistan to use the absolute minimum force required to stop the 

law-breakers from loot, arson and murder. 

"It will be seen that only one of my purposes behind the postponement of the 

session of the Assembly-namely the preservation of the Assembly itself, has been 
achieved. The other and equally important purpose of having a fruitful dialogue has, 

however, not been achieved. In the meanwhile innocent lives are being lost for which 
the bereaved families have my fullest sympathies and which in a situation that is not 

of my creation is the least that I can offer. 

"As explained earlier, my efforts to arrive at a date for the opening of the 

National Assembly session in consultation with political leaders have been frustrated. 

"I, therefore, in my capacity as President and Chief Martial Law Administrator of 

this country, feel duty bound to resolve this unfortunate impasse by taking a decision 

myself. I cannot wait indefinitely. I have consequently decided that the inaugural 

session of the National Assembly will take place on 25th of March. It is my sincere 

hope that this decision will elicit a patriotic and constructive response from all our 

political leaders. 

"Since my efforts to get the leaders to arrive at a broad consensus on the process 

of constitution making have not succeeded, to those political parties who may have 

doubts about viability of the future constitution of Pakistan, I would like to say that no 

better assurance than the provisions of the Legal Framework Order is needed. 

"Finally let me make it absolutely clear that no matter what happens, as long as I 

am in command of the Pakistan Armed Forces and Head of the State. I will ensure 
complete 
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and absolute integrity of Pakistan. Let there be no doubt or mistake on this point. I 

have a duty towards millions of people of East and West Pakistan to' preserve this 

country. They expect this from me and I shall not fail them. I will not allow a handful 

of people to destroy the homeland of millions of innocent Pakistanis. It is the duty of 

the Pakistan Armed Forces to ensure the integrity, solidarity and security of Pakistan a 

duty in which they have never failed. 

"Let us go forth with full confidence in ourselves and faith in Almighty Allah 

towards the goal we have set before us for achieving a democratic way of life and 
enable the elected representatives of the people to fulfill their duty which the nation 

expects of them. 

 

"God bless you all." 

 

"Pakistan Paindabad." 
 

 

 

--------------------
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������$ &F� ����� 
‘3����"� ��*� 3,� Æ����� ��=’- ���� 

��G���� 3M�� 
‘.������’। ����� &��(�� a% 

 $�?C, VW�V 
a $�?C, VW�V 

 

(
��� &��C�+t$ ���"*$�l ���������� ��O� ���� ��G���� $����) 
3����"� ��*� 3,�* Æ����� ��= 

  

 ������ $��� 3��� -���� ��?@� ��&� $M��� R, ��C� M�$��� ��� M�� �)�। 3��� 
-���� �� �� $� M������ ��� .�*�.� &c�। ¥� M������ ��� 
�$� । +�% M������ ��� ���&�। 3� 
-% �� ������ +�)(����। �� ��N��� ���� �E OM* ����6। ��� ����� �l ���� ��&� �)�g�� 
&��$( %$��� )�H �����। 3� ���% &�K( )� ���� $��?C� �.�&��¯ %���M�� ���� �5�"*�� 
&�zQ। ��� ��� �5�"*�� -��� )*���I� ��&�I .*��� �( ����� ���"��� &��(��5� ��� 
3%����� ��?��� ����� ����1��� 3�� +F�q�� 8(�� 3������ OM* ���� ]��� &��;। 3� �&% 
&��; �P��N��� .��C ���� &��(�)��g ���� $��$�, ��� &��; - ����� &�� ����� ��N���� 
�;C 
��H�। &��; &��; 3� - �;�= .$��*� M�� �)�6। ������ 
����� �(������ - ����� &�� ����� 
���� +�)( -$�+��×% �?��� ����� M�� ;����। ������ &�?� ��� 3� ���} �1���6 

�����% -�$�� $��l� �;। ��% )� ���� $�?C �.�&���¯� �5�"*� ����� &��; &��; ����� ����� 
��N��� ��$ -�&�6 ����� �����;। 8�1&, 3����, 5�, ��H� �6�H $��l��)� ��� ��� +��)(� 
���K� ���� ��$�6 3� ����% e�� ��4H���� ��( K$��)P�� �l����&� �� ��� ��&� �)�g� 
3������ ��½��� $����� ��� ��" ?�� �?���6 �)�� ������� �)��� ��4��� �+������� ������। 
�PMm� )*$��� .�� �P��N��� .��C ��� ��C$� &�$��� &���� (�����+��� &�$��� ������Ø 
3]� ��� )*8+�(È��� ��$�� ���� �?Q� ?����k। 3$�� ���������� ��O� ��G�-&��M��(���� 
��O� ����� �;�� 3� - �5�"�% ���6, ��½��� 3� �$5�k� ;���� �। ���"*M�, ����M�, 

��� &��C�+t$ �������� ����$ ��� ��½��� 3� ���� 8����� .���g� ����% ����। &��; &��; 
3$�� ���������� &�� ������� ������ .�� v4������ #±��* ���6 ��, ����-��¡ 3$�� 
3����� J� ����� ?�%�। ������ 
������ ���K �� ���J� .�&�� "H��I ��� M�� �)�*� 
M�� �;�� 3����� �L�� ;���� �। ��½��� �� �M��। 
��� &��C�+t$ ���"$�l ��������-
��|����। �)�*� ���-��|����। �M���� �l-�P;� ���� ��� �। 

��" j��� .°m�� ������    

 3� a% $�?C !��� -��� ��4? �$���� &$� �.�&��¯ %���M�� �;���;� ����L� ����� 
#�p�� -� ����� +�"* .�� ����6। ��� -% +�"�* ���������� &�� ����� 
�������$� 
�)�*� 
����� &�O�$�� (�����+��� �&�(�P�m� &��; ���� ��� �� ��� &�'��(���� &�$��� 
�&�(��� Ù�� �$�?�� M>����� ����6। 3)�$� �4�?�� $�?C �;���;� ����� ���"��� ^�>� ���� 
����� = ��½���� 
����� &�O�$ ��?���� �� ����= �1���6 ���। ��9$� ��P�P�|� 
$��� �� �( ��  
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��� +� �������6 3%)� ��>��$�� �� �9��� .�� ���। 3$�� &�� ����� ��½���� ��O� 
&�O��$� 8�����+� �������M� �M�&�� ��&��)��g = ��½��� ��P�P�|� .�� -% v4������% ���6 ��, 
�M���� �F� �l�� � ��½��� 
����� &�O�$ 3$�� ��6���% �+�L ���� ��� �। $�� = $������� 
.������ 
��� = &��C�+t$ ��½��� &��K 3$���� �l&�O�$ ?���% ?���। 

 

���"� ^�>� ��C �� 

�������� 
��� ��। 
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TIKKA KHAN, GOVERNOR OF EAST PAKISTAN 

Announcement on March 6,1971 by Chief Martial Law Administrator. 

 
The President and Chief Martial Law Administrator has appointed Lt. Gen. Tikka 

Khan as Governor of East Pakistan, it was officially announced here today. 
 

A notification issued by the Cabinet Division said : "The President and Chief 

Martial Law Administrator has been pleased to appoint Lt. Gen. Tikka Khan, S.Pk., as 

Governor of East Pakistan in pursuance of the proclamation of the 25th day of March. 

1969, read with the Provisional Constitution Order." 

 

Another notification of the Cabinet division issued today said that Vice-Admiral 

S.M. Ahsan ceased to be Governor of East Pakistan province with effect from the 

forenoon of March 1. 1971. 

 

 

 

 

--------------------- 
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������$ &F� ����� 
��$#�Q ��¼����� �F�C ����� &$Ð� ��$�� 

��PC� 
��� �������� D���� #�p��( �)���� 
����� 3M�� 

��$#�Q ��¼����� �F�C ����� &$Ð� 
��$�� 

� $�?C, 
VW�V 

 

35�� M��� 
&�¥ ��¼� je �� 

���� 
��� �F�C ����� ����$ �� 
��$#�Q ��¼����� �F�C ����� &$Ð� ��$�� 

 

�F�C ����� $��� 3� �l ?��। �F�C ������ ����� ����� $��" 3� 
������ �( #E�� M%�� 
#�>���6। )� ��%� �6� ����� ����L��� ��&��)�g� �F�C ������ ���� �l ?��"�� ��%���6। �F�C 
������ ��� 3� ��l, ��
, ��;� �+����। ��� ��� �F�C ������ $��� �� �� �M���� ���� ��� 
��� M%���6। �F�C ������ $��" ����� ��M���� $��l� �( &�O��$� $���� ��$���6, �����% 
��&��)�g� ��M���� ��C� �j ��l� $��(�$ ��M� ����%�� �����6। �&����M� M%� ��&��)�g�� 
&�� K$��� #U&। ��% 3� ��M��� &�� $����� �F�� 6��H�� �1���� ���� ��M���� ��=�� ����� 
���"��� 8�����=  $F����� ����� �����6। %M� ���% 
�+����। 3$�� �F��C% ��� ��� ������6 ��, 
��C�?�� $��(�$ 3����& ������ 
����� 3�&�� �- 3�&�� � �F�C ������ �P"�, ]�$�, $�(��m 
�;� &$O ���� $��l। $��l -�$�� �; &�¥ ��¼�- %��M�& ��� ��� -% ��K�% 3$���� �����6। 

��¼�� ��� ��¼�� ��� ��¼�� ��� ��¼�� ��� !!!!    

��% 3� -� $�MF��C= ���� ���� &$� �%। �F�C ������ $��� 3� �l ?��। ��% �F�C ������ 
�P"� O��$ �)���� ��� je ��। ��&��)�g�� M�� M%�� K$�� �6�%�� �=। O��$ ������ 
������ 
����� #H�%�� ��=। $�l -���� )> ��। �F�C ������ ]�$�, 6��, �e* = ������� M������ ������ 
�=। �� �M���� �l Õ* ���� ��- ��l� .������ �=। �&����M��� ��$ ��। -����d� 
^
��?��� ��&��)�g�� ���"�*� M������ ��B �I�� 35���� �� 35�� M���- ������ ����� ��=। 
�F�C ������ ��� 3&, 3$�� ��; .M* ���, ����� $��l� �� �H�% 3$�� 3� je ����, ���� 
��Cc �F�C ������ 
����� � 3�&��, ���� -% 
��� �F�C ������ ���� �P"�, ]�$�, $�(��m, �6�� 
= $�}��� �(�&��� �;� &$O ���� ��B ����$ � M%��, ���� 3$���� -% �H�%�� ]��c �%, 
K��c �%। 3&, 3$�� �5�"*� ���, v4�����। �F�C ������ ����� $��l &��O�$�� ��M��� ���� .�� 
����� ����� ��M��� ��M��� $�}��; ;�$�%�� ���� ?��M�� ��M���� 3$�� ��6���% K$� ���� �, 
������ ���� �। 

 
���� &�¥ ��¼� ��|����। 

‘
��� �)*���I� �F�C ����� ����$ ��। 
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������� ��� ����� 
�������� �������  ! 

 "# �$� %��� 
!���� &'����  

()�� �$$�) 
���+, # ��-,, "/#" 

 

0����� ����� �-�� ��1�� 23�� �!�4 �1 : 
���67 8'��� 9������8 &:����;� 9����� )< 

&  )�������� �� ������ 8<�� )� %���=����� �����0�>� ���� 8<�� ��,�-� �� � 8� 
�<- &�@���� -��� ��3��< ��,�- 9�>� ����� ���! 8<���A। ��,�- 9��>� 8<���A,  ���� 
���2� C��� 8<���A। ��D E�' 0����� ����� �-� '  0�;� %�������� 8��� F��� 
8��G��� ��H ���� �I�J ������  ! �����0�>� ' %���=����� ��K���8 �� %��� 23�� 
������A। �L�� E< 23�� &:%��� ������A ���M7M���-  �� M��N�  ���� ���2��� &�7 
9������ )��0�� ����� � ����� ���I�� ���� O 23���� �������K ������A।  ���� ' 
&G ,���� 23���� ��H�-�3� ���� PQ�� ��8��! ������R। ���-M��� �S��,� 9��� T+�<��  
0;�� %��>�� �U���, ���M7  ���� 9����� , �I2�-V��� %MI�� ���!�0��> )�8��  ��� 
9����� �!�4 ������ )� 23�� -�����A P8���  �� M��N� 9������ 8<���A। E< ��� 23���� 
��1��  0;�� � �0 H������ E�� P8��� O�!��M��� 1���� ��W3�<���  ! !���� &'���� 
���+, P��X &8��  ��<���A। 

!���� &'���� ���+, (!��) �� ��� )�, ������� %H� ����� ��,�-�� �M�� ���� 
 0�;� )� ��� %��� ��<���A ��8��� ����� ��� �������� M��2!4 ����� �Y����� ���� 
�M�X�� ��-� 8'�� P�-��- 
 

(1) ������ ���Z [�+ M�2�M�2�  ���- ��\���, ��]���, ��Q�, ��^� ' )���- ��� ���। 
������ _<�+ ���67 9`� �<�� 0�Q�। E< ���� ��! ����� ��� ����� %��!��+ 
 ���� ��� 9����� ' %��!��+  ���� ���67 8<��� 9������8 &:����;� 
9����� ���0�M��� 
��I� 8<�� 8<��।  
 
������ E< ��� 
��I� 8<�� �������� %��!��+  ���� 9�����a�� ��b� 8<��, 
���M7  ���� �M�� ����2, ����, M�-��� ' M�� ��c����c ��� 8<��, ��8���� �M�� 
%��� ' )�de��If 0�3�� P�Q��। 
 

(2) ������ E< ��� 
���� ����� ��� ��,��� )�g�� ������� 8��� ( "" �$� 
��,��-�� h ' i� ���� �� !���� ��,��-� )�������) )���F�, ����Z (�� j���) ' 
��k�-E< ���+ ��2� !� 8<��। ������� ��� ��2� (9���J�:� F����8) ��W-�+ 
9`��� ��W-�+  ���� ��,��-� ������� 8��� !� 8<��। 
 

(3) )�g�� &<�M� 8<�� E� �F����J। &< �M�� ���!�0��> )M��+� ������0 ����2 
E��+ %����� P�� <8�� <6�� ��1�� ��8��� )�� ��A� -���<�� � )�'�� 8�, ��8�� 
 ! ������ E��+ ����2 �F� �!�l� ������ 8<��। 
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(4) ��Z ���-���� ���,�Md� F���  0; ���� ��,��-� %��������� &<�M�� 8��� 
!�� ������ 8<��। ��Z%���� �� ��� ��� ���2��� �����, ��� ����� 8<��। 

(5) ��K ��,�-, %�m��n��� ���, � )M�+������ ' E� )��� E� )M�+ ���� �M�X�� 
%�!F ��,�- -��� H�����। 

(6) 0�, �8� ' o���� l��� ��2� ' �� ���8 ���-����  !  0�;� ��,��-� 

��f����� %��>� H�����। 

(7) ������  0�;� )�d��� 9������8 ��� 0;����� 9������� �b��� ���� 
����� 8<��- �!�K
����� �� j��� �� ' ��T 0Q�� 
�����, ��������� 

�����, �M�-�����, )��M����� ���-��� ' ��,T+ ����� ��;, �b��� �� ����� 
8<��। V���-�I2� ' A�� �� ��8��� E< ��� 9����� )M�0 ����� ���� ��8�� 
�!�l� H�����। ������ ���������  ! %��!� �0����� ������+, ��<��� 9����� 
H�����। 

(8) ��� %��� ������ &< ��8� ����� 8<��, ��� ��-��� ��8���' &+� ���� 
-���� �। 

(9) ��-�� ��M�0�� ��� ��M�0 8�� �IH� ����� 8<��। 

(10) ��ZM�2� ����� ' P_, A�3� �Y����� M�2����8�� ��������  ���� M�2�� ��,��� 
���� 8<��- )��, ��^�, ��]���, )���- ' ����। 

(11) %���a��� �� 8<�� �����, ��]��, �������� E�� )����-��। 

(12) &< ���2��� )�� ���� �F 8<�� ��,��-� )�� ���! �� �����, ����� 
��8��� ���2��� &� 8<�� ���!�0 ����� 8<�� E�� ����� ��,�-�� �p��� 
8<�� 8<��। 

(13) )�� ���! ��8�� ���,J ��,�-� E����� ��,�-������ &��� (�!���+) M\ ����� 
��8�� ���!�� ����� ������ 9����� PK ��,�-������ H�����। 

(14)  ���-��,-�;, ' q�-��12 ���,���2 )���� ��� �0��� ���Z� )-��� ��� ����� 
�����-� 8<��। ��,��r�� ' �L��� ���,���2 ��� �0��� ��8��� 9���� �  �  
��,�� ��r�� ' ������ ��� ����� ���� ��8�� �!�l� ����� 8<��। ��,�� 
��r����  ! )�� �0����� %�� )�� )F��< )�� %��� s�2�!���� &-�; ��� 
-���� �। )�� ����� )F�� 9��o8; ����� ��� �0����� ��� 9����� 
H�����। 

(15) �������� ��,����F ()������) 0;����� ��Z ����� )T�2;� ����� 8<��। 

(16) ��t, �!���, ���� �� ������ ��u� !���� ��W�   �������;� ��H ���� 8<�� ���� 
E� )�� ���� ������ H����� �। 

(17) �������� E��+ ��;, 
���, ���,�Md� '  ���!�;���� ���Z ���;� ����� 8<��। 

 
P�����v��� Ow� E��+ 0;����� ����� �-�� ��H )%���Cx <���8�� ��I,� )T��2� 
&<0� ��Q���� &��� 8<� E� ����+ ����। 9�E�, &��� P����K ���� �M�X�� 
0;����� 
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����� �-�� ����� ��\ ��\ &<0� ��Q���� &����� 90;����� �������8 %�!�8�� ' 
����� �-�� )F��  ���� ���2��� ���,�Md��f� ���� ������A। 
 

9�!��� )�� �$$� &8��     

�M����         s��� &���$ )8��� 

         �����; �S��� 

 

���, ������ !���� &'���� ���+, (!��) 

 

 

 

 

* ���, ������ !���� &'���� ���z, %-�� �S��� � ��� �8�� ��I,� 

"{/h", ����� 8���, ����,+ 8<�� %�����। 
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������� ��� ����� 
)������, ����� %�X )�� ��� ��� �8���� 

M�2; 
‘ � �����’ (����2 ���!�) # ��-,, "/#" 

�\� �̂� #< ���-,� ("/#") O��8���� M�2; 
()+� )��C, )H�� ������) 

&  _��M���=�G � ��� &����� ���� 8�� � 8���A। &���� ����  �� E�� )���c 
&��� &�����  �� ���� )-J� ����A। ��D _���� ��2� &  ����, -No��, ����, �� ��8�, ������ 
&��� M�<��� ��K �� �H ��]� 8���A। &  ������ ���2 ���K -��, ������ ���2 ��W-�� -��, 
������ ���2 9����� -��। �� 9!�� ����A���? ��,�-�� ��� ���������� ���2 �S�;,M��� 
&���� ' &'���� ��0�� )M�+ )�। &����� !��� E����� ����, &��� )���� ����� s��� 
����� E�� E����� <��8���� &��� 0�3 ������। E����� ���2 9H,��� ' ���nI��� ���K ����। 
��D _���� ��\ ���A ��������� �1; <��8�� ������ ����2� ��K �� �H ��]� ���� <��8��।  

"/[h ���� &��� �K �����A। "/[� ���� ��,�-�  ���M ���' &��� 0���� ���� 
�����। "/[� ���� &��� ��W ���,��-�  ��� �� "{ �A� &����� )0���� ��� )����A। "/�� ���� 
�-�$� &�@���� ��� &����� )A����� a�� ��� 8�!� ��� 8���A। "/�/ ����� &�@��� 
&��� ��W� ���� ��� <���8�� E��। <���8�� �� ���8� ���� )��� ����� )���- &��� 
)�� ����। ����� 9�� <��8�� 8�� )0�. ��,�- 8���। )%���Cx <���8�� �� ���8��� ��\ 
)��� ����A। &��, ��� ������ �, �������� )� ���+ ���+,� )�� �8���� ���� 9����� ����A��� 
"[< )$����� ������ &�����  ���� ���2��� 9����� ���� । ��� &��� �H� ����� �, 
����� M��N� ���8��� �H�। ��� ����, ��-, ���� %H� �m��8 �M� 8��। &�� ����� �Q� &�A, 
&��� E������� �����। &�� �����, E������ ���! &���-� �����- E��� E ��,G' �����, 
��� )�P !��! �H� ���, &��� ���!�� )��� 8��' E� �� ���' ��� �� !��! �H� 8�, &��� 
)�� )���। 

M��N� ���8� E��� ����� E���A��, &���-� ����। ��� )0�� &���-�� �� � �^ �, 
&��� &���-� 8��। ����� 9!�! )����� ��\ &��� &���-� �����- &��� ��� ����� 
s��� �����- ���< &�� ���। &��� &��� ��� ����� s��� �����। ��� ����, ��b� 
�������� )��� ��� &�� ��8�� ���<��� 8�� E�����। ��� ����, )� )� ���� ����� )��� 
)$�� )�'�� 8��, ��� )�P E������� &�� )������� )H�� ���-� ��,G ) �� ��� �^ ��� 8��। 
&�� �����, E����� -���. E����� -���। &� 8Q�4 " ������ E����� �^ ��� )�'�� )8��। 

<���8�� �� )%���C� �8���� E����� )C���A��। &�� �����, &�� �����। M��N� ����, 
���� �। i[   ���! ��b� ������ )H�� E��� E��। ����� 8Q�4 �^ ��� )�'�� )8��, 
)��2 )�'�� )8�� ������ ����2�, )��2 )�'�� )8�� &����। )���� ���2 %��������� 8�� PQ�। 
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&�� �����, &���� ���G��;,M��� 8���� ��� �1। &�� �����, &���� �������� �� 
��A� �^ ��� )�।  0; ��3� ���। &� <6��  0; ����� )����� �3���, ��o�� -����� ����� 
 ! %������ )8��। &�� �����, &���  ��� )��� ���� ���� 9q )����A ��8� ��� &=�; 
)H�� )���� �F� ����  !, &  )�< 9q &��� )���� 0���-_��� ����2� ��1��- ��� ����� 
P�� 8�6 a��। &��� ������� ���!�a1- &��� �������� ��< F���� ����� )-J� ����A ��< 
���� &����� P�� c����� ��3�A। 

&�� ����A���, ) ���� <���8�� �� ���8�, &�� �������� )%���C�, )��� �� ��M��� 
&��� 0����� P��, &��� ������ ����2� ����� P�� a�� ��� 8���A। ��M��� &��� ����� )��� 
���� ��� 8���A, �� ��� ���2�� 8�!� ��� 8���A, &�� &��, &�� )���। ��� ���� &�� 
"{ ������ ��P� )+��� �$���� C�����। 

&�� ����A, ����� E����� ����; ��� ��\ �H� ������? &���� &��� ����2� ����� �K 
����A, ����� ��\ �H� �����? ��W- Tx�� )0�� s�Q�� ��� )��2 ���� &����� P��, ������ 
����2� P�� �����A। ���� &���! 

h[������ E����� )C���A। ��K� ��0 ���� �<। "{ ������ ����A, ��K ��3� ����, �8���� 
P�� ��3� ����, E����� )���� -��� �। ������ &< ���,��-� withdraw ���� 8��। ��� 
������ ���8�� )������ �!������ �M�� ����� 8��। )� M�<��� 8�!� ��� 8���A ����� ��G 
���� 8��। &�  0�;� %������ ���A F��� 8��G� ���� 8��। ����� ����-� ��� )����� 
&��� E������� ���� ������ �� ������ �। E� ����, E������� &��� ���� ���� �। 

&�� %�����f -�< �। )���� ����2� 9����� -�<। &�� ���n�� 9F�� ��� ����� -�< )�, 
&  )H�� E< ���������� )��+,-��-���, &����-)$d ����, ��F� %��>� 9���,J�����  ! �^ 
H����। 0����� ���� �J � 8�, ���� &��� ���2 �J � ��� )� ! )� ��� 9!�! � ��a�� 
&�A, )�a��� 8���� ��� )H�� -��� �। ����, 01�0�3�, )�� -���- ��� )��=+�����+, ��%�� 
)��+,, 8�<���+,,   ���+,, )��� 0M,��x �m�, '����� )�� ��A� -��� �। h� ������ ��,-����� 
�0�� )�� ��� &���। E��� ��� )�� )�'�� � 8�, E��� ��� "�+ a�� -��, E��� ��� 
&��� )����� 8�!� ��� 8�। )������� ���A 9����� �<�, %��!� T�� T�� _0, 0�3 )���। 
)������� �� ��A� &�A ��< ��� ��� )�������� ���� 8�� E��  ���;� ��� ����T�+ �� �� &�A 
����A� &�� ��� ���� ����� �' ���� )����� �^ ��� )���। &��� M��� ������, &��� ����� 
������। s�!�� )����� &��� M�<, )����� �!����� H����, )������� )�P ��A� ���� �। ��D &� 
)����� a�� ����� )-J� ���� �। ��� )���+ ���2�� ������ ����� ����� �। &��� �� ���� 
�����A, �� )�P &����� ������ ����� ����� �। 

&� )� ��� )��� �8�� 8���A, &T��%�m 8���A, &��� &'���� ���0� )H�� ���� ���� 
��8��! ���� )-J� �����। ���� ���� &'���� ��0 9�$�� ����! ��A� +���-���� )�d�A )���। 
&� #�� 8����� V��� M�<���� )��0�� ����A, %��!� ���t� ����� ����� )�� )�d�A 
)���। ������ ��,-������ ���, &�� �� ��� �� ���� 8��। )� ��,G &��� E< )���� ���K � 
8�6, ���� '����� +!�� �^ ��� )�'�� )8�� )�P )��� �। ��, �� ���� �� ��A� �����A, 
�� ��� ���! &:��8 �I�J ����, ��+���  ����। E< ������ �8@� ������ ���� &�A &����� 
M�<, ������, 9-������ 
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����� �F� ���� ����f &����� P��, &����� )� ���� � 8�। �� �����, ��,-�����, 
)��C' ��� &����� �H� � )��� ��8�� )�� ������ )��C' )J�� ���� �। ��� )+���M� 
&����� �P  � )��, ��8�� )+���M�� ���� �। h T�� �!�� )���� H����, ���� ���2 ����� 
��<��� ��� �����। ���,����� )H�� ��b� ������� E� ����' -��� 8�� ����� �। )+���$�, 
)+��o�� &����� E< ���,������ -��� E�� ���������� �P  ��<�� ��Q��� -���।  

E< )���� ���2�� ��� ����� )-J� -��A-�������� ���c���c ��  ����। %��!� o���, 
%��!� �8v�� &'���� ���0� )�I�f ��o�� %��>� 0�3 ����। E�� &����� �� ��A� &�A, ��< 
��� %�X� H���। �K �� �����A &��� �K )����। E< )���� ���2�� ��K ��� ������ 
<��&v�। E������ ��o�� &����� ���K� ��o��, E����� ��o�� 
������ ��o��।  � �����।  

 

 

 

 

------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
��� � ��I,� �� �$�� )T�2;� �! C � ��-,, "/#" 

 

MUJIB GIVES 10 POINT PROGRAMME 

Statement by Sheikh Muijbur Rahman on March 7, 1971 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. Chief of the Awami League, today announced a week-

long programme from tomorrow. 

In a statement, the Awami League Chief said the non-violent and non-co-
operation movement would continue till the objectives- the immediate termination of 

Martial Law and transfer of power to the elected representatives- were achieved. He 

said our struggle must continue. 

The programme would be: 
 

1. No-tax campaign to continue. 

2. The Secretariat, Government and semi-Government offices, High Courts and 

other courts throughout Bangladesh Should observes hartals. Appropriate 
exemption shall be announced from time to time. 

3. Railway and ports may function, but railway workers and port workers should 

not co-operate if railways or ports are used for mobilization of forces for the 

purpose of carrying out repression against the people. 

4. Radio, Television and newspapers shall give complete versions of our 

statements and shall not suppress news about the people's movement, 

otherwise Bangladesh working in these establishments shall not co-operate. 

5. Only local and inter-district trunk telephone communication shall function. 

6. All educational institutions shall remain closed. 

7. Banks shall not effect remittances to the Western Wing either through the 
State Bank or otherwise. 

8. Black flags shall be hoisted on all building every day. 

9. Hartal is withdrawn in all other spheres but complete or partial hartal may be 

declared at any moment depending upon the situation. 

10. A Sangram Parishad (Council of Action) should be organized in each union, 

mahallah, thana, subdivision and district under the leadership of the local 

Awami League units. 

Announcing the programme of action, Sheikh Mujib said the transport service 

would be allowed to function. In this connection he referred to railway, rickshaw and 
transports. 
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He said the banks could remain open for two hours for cash transactions for 

disbursing salaries, but 'not a single farthing can be transferred to West Pakistan.' The 

factory owners must pay off the salaries of their workers. 

Sheikh Mujib asked the Radio, Television and newspaper to faithfully report the 
events and the movements. 'If our news are not reported, Bengalis should not attend to 

their duties.' 

 

 

------------
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

����� %��>�� &8��� $�'��C, 

J��Cx� �� 
$�'��C, J��Cx� ���� %-���� � ��-,, "/#" 

 

 � 
��� ����� � 
��� ����� � 
��� ����� � 
��� �����    
$�'��C, ���Cx� ���� C��$�'��C, ���Cx� ���� C��$�'��C, ���Cx� ���� C��$�'��C, ���Cx� ���� C��    

&������ )-��������� ������ E 
������ P��� ���, )�&������ )-��������� ������ E 
������ P��� ���, )�&������ )-��������� ������ E 
������ P��� ���, )�&������ )-��������� ������ E 
������ P��� ���, )�    
)�T�67 � 8�)�T�67 � 8�)�T�67 � 8�)�T�67 � 8�    

 

��o��� �^�0;,     

���3 ��� )���+ ������� 
����� ��o�� -��A-T�� T�� &  P3�A 
��� ������ �����। _< 
��0 ��� ���� ������ �� j���, ����� � &� 9H,j��� O���8!� �-�+��� ��b� ����  ! 
s
��-���� ��,�, �8�� ���� ���� E ������ ���+�� -������A�- �o� ��� ������� 1k����2� ���� 
&� ����� 9������ ��-��� ������ ���+ )H�� P4��� 8�� &  ���� &W�����3 ��Fm 8��� ��H।  

��o��� ��H� M�<������,     


����� %��>�� E _ ,� ��o���� ��� ���� ����X )��2� -�=� ������ �  �� ����� 
�����2 �F;��। ���K��0� �������� )��2���� _-E��+ ������ � ������ <�����!< &W- ���� 
�F� 8���A।  

������  �� &  ������ ��� ���K�$d ��� ��K ��]�। ������ )����� ��-��;� ������ 
���+ & ' 9���� ' �����।  

E�< �+M����� )� �K���2���� 1k����2� ������� ������� ������ F�;�� 8�� E 
������ ����2�  ! ��U���� ��� &�U ����A।  

���K����  �o� M�<������,  

<���8��-M��N�-��<��� -= &  &������ )-������� �I�J ���� -��6। %����-�=� E ������� 
 ���� �� 9��!U��� ��D &  &����� ��,��o &������ )�<  ��� ��-��;� )H�� ���� H���� 
��H ��� 8��।  

��o���� O��8!��8� ����3� ������ ��� ��b����� )� &������ )-��������� ��-��;� ��� 
��8�� ���0� ��,���� l�� &� <��8���� 9������ ����� 9�!���< ��������� l� 8��। & ��� 
E 
����� ��o���� ������ E ��F� o8; ��� P�-� 8��, �-4 �������' ������ 
��r��T������ ���< <��8���� w� ���� �-��� ��� �����।  
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������2 ������ ���3 ��� )���+  �o� 
��������� M�<������ ��+ &����� &��� 
&���, )+��$ )H�� )�W������ ��,G ������ T�� T�� ���IM��� �������� 
��� ���� )� _ ,� 
%���� 0� , P�Q�A ���� )� )�� ����! ��W�-�� )��� ‘‘
��� ��� ����� ����� )��’’ 0Q ���� 
8��<। E�< )%�F�� ��,��� ‘����� ���K�x’ (Bengal Liberation Front) 0Q �1, o���-o���, 
0��-0��, ���K )$d  0�3 ���� &� 
����� ��o���� ��Q� 0���� E�0�� ��� -��।  � 
&����� 9��!U���।  

 

 � 
��� ������ 
 
����- 

 
)��� ��4$� �8�� 

�M����। 
 
 

s��� '��� _� ���� 
�����; �S��� 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

$�����C, J��Cx� ���� ���0Q�� �S��� )��: E8���� 8� )���� ��I,� %����� ' %-���� 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
)0���� ��� ���� ��� ��=�G 

E��+ )���� ��$��+ 
------------ � ��-,, "/#" 

 

INTRODUCTION UNCONVENTIONAL WARFARE IN RELATION 

TO CONVENTIONAL WARFARE 

 

*  By using all possible means enemy is to throw out within quickest possible 

time. 

*  Important elements to fight: 

   People must feel that Independence in needed. 

* Conventional warfare is fought between countries and guerrillas adopt- both 

violent and non-violent means. (Armed and unarmed). 

*  A guerrilla uses all the possible means to achieve the goal. 

    Enemy should not know about the guerrilla. Guerrilla should attack the enemy 
surprisingly through slow process by using brain and weapons. 

*  A guerrilla must have in his mind the interest of the common people. They 

must have a strong and new character in order to achieve the confidence of the 

people. 

* All resources arc used by the guerrilla prefers destroying the key resources of 

the  enemy. Mostly is a psychological warfare. 

 

Determination of Man: 
 

It is the man who fights. 
 

We are to be prepared to give the last ounce of determination for achieving the 
goal and then we will win the way. We are to demoralize the enemy by acting as 

furtom. 

  

 

--------------
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������� ��� ����� 

��� �������� A�� ��o�� ���2� 

0Q�� &8�� 
A����0  � ��-,, "/#" 

 

���, ������ A����0���, ������ A����0���, ������ A����0���, ������ A����0    
)�g�� ����)�g�� ����)�g�� ����)�g�� ����    

%�������%�������%�������%�������    
 

�h, ����� M� 
����-h 

����� � < ��-,, "/#" 
 

9�!��� E< �M� &0��� ��P��� 9����� ��,G ���, ������ A�����0� ������, ������ 
‘A����0’ �� �!��� 8<��।  

%��!� ) �� �8� 8�� %�H��� ���� ��,G ����� �M������ &8����, �����; �S����� 
�S��� ����� E�� /   ���! ��,���+ ""  �� ��� ‘‘
��� �������� A�� ��o�� ���2�’’ 0Q 
���� %��� o8; ������A। ��o�� ���2� 0Q�� �!����� ���  A�� ������ %�� ����2 a1f 
%�� ���� ���,� %�� ������A।  

%��!��+ ������ ��8�� &'��M�K E����� &`��� ��o�� ���2� 0Q�� ����G o8; 
������A।  

�+��� ' ����  �M�� %������� E� �� <��8�� E< �M�� %��� �8���� o8; ��� 8<�।  

%��!� ) �� ������  1�� ��P��� �M� &8�� ����� A�����0� E< )�g�� ������ 
9���,J�����  ! ����f ����� 9���� %���� �!�l� o8�;� ����G )���  ! ���,� %�� 
������A।  

)� ��� ) ��� ) �� ���� �<, )���� �M���� ' �����; �S����� ������M��� )�< ��� 
) ��� ��o�� ���2� 0Q ���� ����fM�� 9�,; ������A। 

)���� ��� )%F�0I�8 ������� ����� %��,, ������� ��0�� �� ��� E�� �_, �< %��, 
�^ ����� �!�l� o8�;� ����G o8; ������A E�� �\�^� ���,��� ����� ��' %�� � ���� 
����G o8; ������A।  

-------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    


��� ����� %��>�� ��o�� 9�!�8�  
����� &8�� 

���, �������� ���P�J ���+, / ��-,, "/#" 

 

�� ���8��� )��������� %�X� 8P�� ���8��� )��������� %�X� 8P�� ���8��� )��������� %�X� 8P�� ���8��� )��������� %�X� 8P    
0;
��H, 
��� ����� %��>�� ��o�� 9�!�8� ����0;
��H, 
��� ����� %��>�� ��o�� 9�!�8� ����0;
��H, 
��� ����� %��>�� ��o�� 9�!�8� ����0;
��H, 
��� ����� %��>�� ��o�� 9�!�8� ����    

M�<��M�<��M�<��M�<��, , , ,     

����������  0; &  0;�� ' �� ��� 9����� %��>��  ! E��� E�+� �IH� ' 
��� 
���,�Md� ��Z ����� ����� ������� 8<���A ' E<  ! E� )0d���� ��o�� -���<���A। E< 
��o���  0; ��q )�����8��� 9�� ��8������ ��8� )�������� ������A E�� �� ��� 
&��-&���� ����;�  ! ����� �K ������' ���� ������A �। ���P�J ���+, ���, ������ ��o��� 
���  0;�� &G��� 9�M@  ��<���A। ���, ������ ���P�J�� ��T,��� 8<���< �������8 
�������� ��� M�2�M�2�  ���� ���67 8<�� �IH� 
��� ��Z 0Q�� 9����� �H� &:���; 
9����� ���� ����� &�����A। ���, ������  0; &  9�� T+�� T��-%��T���� �M�� ���� ���, 
������ E��+ �IH� ' 
��� ��Z 0Q�� )� ���� P �� ������A, &��� P8��� !��! �� ���, 
��< ���, ������  0�;� ��,�� ��o��� &���' ��,��K �<�� ���� 8<���A।  

 
 0�;� _�� ��8��� 0�;� _�� ��8��� 0�;� _�� ��8��� 0�;� _�� ��8���? ? ? ?     

 

��������� �IH� ' 
��� ��Z 0Q�� E< ��o���  0�;� _�� 8<� �������� %���=����� 
�����0�>� ' ��,�� ������ �����। �������� %���=����� �����0�>� ������ ��u� !��� 
����2�� ����, ��u� !��� �3 �3 ) �����- ���0����-�8�  ' E��-�+�� ��W� � ����� hh�+ 
�������� ������ 
�H, �F��  ! 0� hi �4�� ���������� V���-�I2�, ��!��X-A�� %MI�� 
 0;�� )��2; E�� ���3 ������A ��u� !���, ��� ��� ' E��-�+�� ��W� � 
��H, �����0�>� 
���, ������ ��o  0;��  ���� 9����� ' 0;����� 9����� 8<�� &0��0�3� ��`� ������A। 
& ' P8���� 
��H,< <���8�� ����� %���=����� )0�>�����8� �� )�� M��N�� ��8� 23���� ��m 
8<��  ���� ���2��� 9����� �!�4 ��� ' 0;��,  ���� 9����� E�� ��� F��� 8��G��� 
��1�� ��m ��8���A E�� )�����8���  0�;� ��1�� ����0 ������A। )�����8� ���, ������ 
<�����!< 0;8�!� T+�<���A ' ��K� �!�� ���, ������  ��� ��o���� �¡ ������  ! 
)�����8� %�X� 8<�� ��8���A।  

 

��< ���������� _�� 8<� ��u� !���-���G��� ' E��-�+�� ��W� � 
�H, �F����� ����� ' 
P8���� )�����8�। ��b� �������� ��Q�, )���-, ���^, ��]���  �������8� )�8��  �� ���, 
������  0�;� �� �। ��� ��b� ��������  0�;� 0;�� ' ���M7  ���-)0�>��  ���� 
9�������' �������� %���=����� �����0�>�< �!�4 ����� �������A। ���, ������ 9������ P_, 
M�2�M�2� )�8��  0;��' O �����0�>� )��2; ' ���3� ������A। ��< O _����� ���� �  
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����� ����������  0�;� ���� ����� ����  ! &  E��� 0�3�� ������ 8<�� ������-
9������, �8@�-������  0�;� _�M,�! E���। O _����� ��1�� ��o��� ����������  0;�� 
)���--��Q�-���^-��]��� )�8��  0;�� ��� ����� �� ����� 8<�� E�� ���, ������ ��o��� 
��8���� ��8��! ��<�� ��,��< ��-J H����� 8<��। E< ��o��� E�����  0�;� ���I� O�! ' 
)���--��Q� %MI��� ��H, �� )��� 0�3�� P�Q�� 0;_����� ��� �' ��< ��b� 8<��।  

 
%�I� ���K� ��F! 9��-� H���%�I� ���K� ��F! 9��-� H���%�I� ���K� ��F! 9��-� H���%�I� ���K� ��F! 9��-� H���    

 

O�!�� 0;��K '  ��� ��o���� ) ��� 0;_����� ' P8���� )�����8��� ���� ����� 
E���  0�;� ���� ��� ‘
��� 0;����� �����’ ��Z %��>�� ��o�� 9o�� ����� �<�� 8<��। 
��D 
��� ����� ��8��� ��u� !������� C����� �I���� ��W�� � ��3, 
��� ������ �I2� ���� � 
P�� ��8��� ) ����� �8� ��� )��2; � H���, 
��� ������ ��8��� V��� '  �����;�� 
����� ��W� ������ )��2; ' ���3�� ��W���� ��W���� ����� � 8�, )� !' ��o���� �I�M��� 
&0�<�� �'���  ! ���P�J ���+, V���-�I2�-A�� ��!�MX  ���� ��8���� ��o�� &0�<�� 
�'��� &8��  ��<���A।  

���P�J ���+, ��������� E� E��+ 
��� ��Z-0;����� ��Z %��>��  ! ��o���� &8�� 
 ��<���A )���� ��u� !���, ���G��� P4��� ����� ' ��W� ���� ������� �H ���8� ����� 
 �0�;� 
��H,  ���� 0;����� ��¢� ����� ���' ��� ���� ��H 9o�� 8<��� ��¢�� �H P£�K 
8<�� ����।  

 
�Me�G 8<�� ��Me�G 8<�� ��Me�G 8<�� ��Me�G 8<�� �    

���a�� �H���H� ‘ ���P�J ���+,’  0;�� ��e�G ����  ! ‘��,T+, 9�8���0 &�@�� 
%MI��� %���  �<’, ‘o��� o��� �I�2 ��¢� �1 ��’, ‘) �������� 0�� ��+’ %MI�� &'��  
�������A। )�� )�� )�� ‘
��� ����� %��>� 8<�� �0���A’ ����� ¤� ������ &� ��� 
0;��o���� P���� ���t ' %�X���� M�+� &��� ���� -��8���A। ����,� E� x�� E< ��o��� 
9�%��� ����� ��o���� ���H0��� ���� %�-J� ����� ����। �����0�>�� ' %���=�������� 
Pn���� ��� ������� �I¥I������� ��\�-8�\���, ��+���  %MI�� ����<�� ��o���� ��J ����� 
�4�� 8<�� ����। E< ��� ��2�� �W����� ' � �0 H����  ! &���  0�;� %�� &8�� 
 ��<���A।  
    
�I����t � �� �����I����t � �� �����I����t � �� �����I����t � �� ����    

����������  0; &  9M�����, �I���� ' E���� ���H 9�$�-&����� 8����, �� �-+!�� 
�^ %MI��� )� ��o�� -���<���A, )� ��o�� <�����!< <�8���� E� �� � � l�� ������A। 
������ ������� ����, �����, 9M��-9+ %MI��� ���!' )� ��o�� ���H� �� ���� 8<�� � 
E�� ��� ��+ &��� ��' �� 
���� ���� �-E< �¦ �I� ���t &  ������ T��  ��0�� 
PQ��।  
    
F��� 8��G�� ���! �1F��� 8��G�� ���! �1F��� 8��G�� ���! �1F��� 8��G�� ���! �1    

��,��-� 0;%�������� 8��� F��� 8��G�, ������ ��� %�!�8�� %MI�� )� ����a�� &'���� 
��0 %�� P �� ������A, )�a�� &��� ����� ������ 
��� ����� ������� ��o���� 9o0��� 
������ 8<��-<8� P���� ����� O ����a��� ��A� )���+ )���+  0;�� ����� ��� E�� O 
����a�� ����; <���8�� ������� ���! ���-<8� 8<� E< �����,  1�� ��,�!।  
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)�����8�� &=�; %��8� �1)�����8�� &=�; %��8� �1)�����8�� &=�; %��8� �1)�����8�� &=�; %��8� �1    

��X�� 8����, �F �F  ��� ������, ���A�, ������ 9�$�-&���� ' ������ ���8�� 
��8� 9�8���0 %MI�� ���G��;, �§�� ��,�� ��,���  0�;� &����F� 
�� 
��� ����� %��>�� 
��o�� -���<�� 8<��।  

��D  0;�� &  ��o�� ����� 8<���A %�!FM��� ��q )�����8�� ��1��। ��< ���G��;, 
�§�� )�2 ��,G  0�;� ��o�� �� �� 8<�� E<w� �� ������ ���; �<। %���=����� 
�����0�>�� &����8� )�����8�   0�;� P�� ��q 8���� �1 ����� ����। ��< &:�D�J� 
)�� ���; �<। ��o�� )� )�� ���� ����¨ w� ���; ����� ����। E< 9�l�� 
��©��,��� P�� 
�M,� � ����� ���I���M��� ��o���� ��,�:� %�X�� o8; ��� �����। )�����8�� &=�; 
)��������, P8� %������ ����  ! �8�-o�� ��I�  0;�� ��0�Q�M��� %�X� 8<���  ! &��� 
 0�;� %�� &8��  �<���A।  

E<  ! ��3��, �8v��, o��� ��-������� ��,� ���� ���,���2 ��� ��K ��� 0�3�� ���� 
l��� ��o�� ����+ ' 0;���8�। )�����8� &=�; ����� P8� %��������  ! �!�����C 0Q 
�1, ��8� &�A P8� ����< ���� %��8� �1।  

 
VVVV������������----�I2� M�<�� E�0�� &���I2� M�<�� E�0�� &���I2� M�<�� E�0�� &���I2� M�<�� E�0�� &��    

&� ��� ��o��  0�;� !��! ��o��। ����K� ��1�� E< ��o��� �� ��� �¦��Q ��H ' 
���t ��� &a�� 8'���  ! ���, �������� ���P�J ���+, &  ���-��12,  ���-��,-���,���2 
���������� ���  0;�� ����2�� V���, �8�� 0��� �������, �I2� ' A������ � %�� &8�� 
 ��<���A। ��8��� ��8� ��� ��1�� ��Q�M��� ��o�� -���<�� ������ &�����  0�;� �� � 
����b�।  

 
  ����,         )�g�� ����+)�g�� ����+)�g�� ����+)�g�� ����+,,,,    

 ��� /-i-"/#"।                 ���, �������� ���P�J ���+,���, �������� ���P�J ���+,���, �������� ���P�J ���+,���, �������� ���P�J ���+,।।।।  
 

 

-------------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
���K ��o��� 9���;, 8'��� &8���  

�'��� M���� 
�'��� M���� (%-�� ��) / ��-,, "/#" 

���, �������� ��`�  ������;� %�� �'��� M����� &8�����, �������� ��`�  ������;� %�� �'��� M����� &8�����, �������� ��`�  ������;� %�� �'��� M����� &8�����, �������� ��`�  ������;� %�� �'��� M����� &8��    
���, �������� & ��� �F� ' ���K ��o����, �������� & ��� �F� ' ���K ��o����, �������� & ��� �F� ' ���K ��o����, �������� & ��� �F� ' ���K ��o���������    

c�W��<�� �3�c�W��<�� �3�c�W��<�� �3�c�W��<�� �3�    
 
�%� )�������%� )�������%� )�������%� )������, , , ,     

&  &�� ��� )���+ ���, ������ �����; ����2� ���A E<  1�� &8��  ��<�� ���! 8�6 )�, 
&���� ��, ��, ��, ' )V;� ���,���2 %���+ ���2 E��� E�� E�����0 E��+ �����; ��,��-� 
o8; �1, ��� ��� �F! 8��, hi �4���� 9����2� E�� )��2;���� �����0�>�� ���� ��� )H�� 
���, ������� �S�;, ' -�3�GM��� 
��� ' ���,�Md� ���।  

"/�# ����� �H���H� 
����� 8��G��� <���IX ' �0,����H, E�� ��� ����,� 9�!��� �w�� 
)��2�;� %�=�� �S��, ����� /�   )������ 9��8� &�A। E�� )�  !< &  &�� &8�� 
 ���6 )�, "/�# ����� "�< &0J 
���-���� )�� %��>� ���� ��� ���c���� ���!�� ���M7 
)V;�� )��� )��2���� 8��� F��� 8��G� ��� 
������ )� %8� �I�J ��� 8���A�, &�� &  
&��� E���� 8�� )�< ��+ 
������� ���!����� 
������ w��G��� ���।  

&��, &  &��� �¦��ª )T�2;� ��� )�, ���, ������ ��;, 
�����, ���,�Md�f '  0�;� 8��� 
0;����� ��;, F��� 9� ,� � 8'�� ��,G &��; ��o�� ��� ���।  

&��, &��� )T�2;� ��� )�, ��;, 
����� 9 ,< &����� E���� �F!। E� )-�� �� ��A� �। 
���; 9! )��' P���� )���2� )���+ )���+ ���, ������ �����; ����2� 9H,j��� ' �� j��� 
P7�� ' 
���S�;,�� &��� ���� �।  

&��, E< &�@���� &��� ���!����� 
����� 9 ,��  ! ����� ' )�2 ��,���� ��;�H 
��o��� ���;� ���। ���!�����  ���� ���K� &� )��' �H )<।  

&��, &��� �¦��ª )T�2;� ��� )�, ‘ � �����’ �� ���� ����3� )���+ )���+ ������� )M�+ 
�H� ��H, ��� )�< ��K� ������ ��b� �������� )��2� ' ������ ������� ���H 8�� 
������ )��� %����� E�+� &���� ' ���c���� ����� 0Q���,� )���2� ������� &:����;� 
����8� ' _�,�� &������� ���,�� ��-�� ���� )� -=�G ���J��� ������ )��2�  ' ����� )8����� 
��� -���A, )�< 8� 23���� &��� ����� /[   )���2�, ����3� ������ E�����0 9����< 
%��8� ' ��J  
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���। &��, &��� )�2 ' -�3�G ����� �� ���, ������  ���� ���K ' 
����� �F�� &�@��� 
E���� 8< E�� ��b� ������� ��u� !���� ' ���J��� ������ )��2��� �� ����-����X ' 
&=�;�� %��8� ���  ����� �1 ���।  

 

‘T�� T�� C�� ��Q�< s��� 8' ) �+ ��W���- 

���Q ��2�, ��� � ��, '� ��� ) �+ ��W���।  

E< ���A� ��,8���� �� ��'��� E< ���A�, 

8' �����, 8' �����, 8' �����  
 

��-, /, "/#"।      �'��� &�_� 8���� �� M�����'��� &�_� 8���� �� M�����'��� &�_� 8���� �� M�����'��� &�_� 8���� �� M����  

 

 

 

 

----------------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
��,��-� %�������� 8��� F��� 8��G�< 

���+ ���K� E���� �H- 
E��+ �S����� 9�M�� 

s��� ������ / ��-,, "/#" 

 

�S������ ���+ ���K� E���� �H�S������ ���+ ���K� E���� �H�S������ ���+ ���K� E���� �H�S������ ���+ ���K� E���� �H    

���������� ��o��  �����; E�H� �!H,8�M��� %��; ������A )�, �������� &� )���2� ' 
9����� ���� ��<�� �। 0� ������ ��� )������, ����� �\�^� )�� ��� ��� �8�� )� O��8���� 
M�2; �����A, ��8��� %��$��� 8<���A ���K��0� %���+ ��\���� ���M��। ���, ������ ���+ 8<�� 
E��� �8���� ��K� ��0 ���A�� ��� �<, E��� E����� �� T�� )��� ��<���A 
 -8������ 
&�,��। ��< )�� ��� ��� �8�� %��m ��ª )T�2;� ������A )�, ��� �8���� �K ��3�<�� 
���2�� )��0 ���� ���� �। ��� ��� ���2�� )��0���� �U����� E������ P3��� )� �<। 
9����� ������ &< %�!�8�� ��� 8<��, )����8��� �!����� �$��<�� ���, 0;8�!�� ��G ��� 
8<�� E�� )���� ���M��  %�������� 8��� 8��G� �����< ��� ����-� ����� )����� 
���2�� )��0��� ����� �� ����� �। <8�� &�0 ���2�� )��0�� ���� )���� %«< P�Q � 
����� ���  ��।  

)�� ��� ��� �8�� ���2�� )��0���� %«�+ ����-� ����� )����  ! )� -����+ ��, &���� 
������A )�a�� ����@�8 9�!G ���K��K। E< ��,���� ����� �'�� 8<��< )�� ��� ��� �8�� ' 
��W8�� ���+, ���!��� ���2�� )��0�� ���� ��F 9���� ������ �I�J 8<�� ����, <8�� &�0 �। 
)����+� A���� ���� ���2��� ��  ��K ' ��>�M��� -���� ���� �। E<  !< 9����� ������ 
&< %�!�8�� ��� E� 9���8��, %���  )��� �����A। )��� )%���Cx< ��,��-�  %�������� 
8��� F��� ������ )�'��� %����� �����A। ������ E �!����� )���� ��� ���� T+���� )���� 
s��� 9����� ��,�� ������� �<। E�H� )%���C�x� )��c� P�-� )�,  0�;� %�������� 8��� 
F��� 8��G� ���� ��H 9G��� �1 8<���A �����< ���, ����� &  ��F�¡। ��� E��+ ���!��T� 
���� 9!�� &���� �F� ����� �0��  ���� ���2��� 9����� l�0� ����� ����G o8; ��� � 
8<�, ��� �������� $��+�� ��3� � ���F��M, �8���� ��K ��]� 8<� � ������ ���+। 
���������� ���F��M� ����%�F�� &0��� h[ )� ��-,  ���� ���2��� 9����� &��U� �H� 
)T�2;� ����� �0�� ��� 0� ����� )� )���� M�2;�+ �� �������A ��8� ���< _�� �, ��@8 
�<। ��W8�� )�< M�2; ��� )���+ ���0���� �� _�� ' )F��M� �`�� ������A। ��� )� ���� �H� 
������A, ��8� &����� ���A 9%�!���� ' 9
�M���� )Q�����A। 0;%��������� ������ ��,�� 
����l���  ! ��� ����������  �����; ' ������ )�If��< ���� ������A। ��D E��+ 
���!��T� ���� )� )���+ <8��  ! ����, ��W8�� 9��� ���M����  !< ������ ���+ &��� ��]� 
8<� ��K, �����+� ����� 8<� E����� ��q ���2 ��W8�� )��2� )%���C�x� �F!�0�-�< 8<� �। 
<8� �� E�������,��� ���-��� �? )� ��8�< 8P�, ���+ E3�<�� 8<�� 9�����  %�������� 
8��� F��� 8��G� ��� E��G  1��। E��� ���,�� �� �� )�� ¬J�< ������A )�, )�� ��� ��� 
�8���� )�� ��� ���� &<0� 9����� ��8���A E�� F��� 8��G��� �� ��� %���^��� 
9����� _� ��� P�-�। E��� ���,�� &�0� ��' )�� ��� ��� �8���� ��,����� 9�!G ��K��K 
����� �� ���। ��X�� <8�< ���G %��>� ' )�� �F� ���� E���� �H।  
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

9�8���0 &�@�� �!�0 ��� )0���� 
�3�<�� &8��  ���� ���, �������� 
���P�J ���+, (���,�����-)������) 

���, ��������  
���P�J ���+,  

(���,���0�-)������) 

/ ��-,, "/#" 

� )H�� �� j��� F��� )����� &��� )H�� �� j��� F��� )����� &��� )H�� �� j��� F��� )����� &��� )H�� �� j��� F��� )����� &��----��' )������' )������' )������' )����    
���,���,���,���,    ������ ���K�  ! ���G��;, 9�8���0������ ���K�  ! ���G��;, 9�8���0������ ���K�  ! ���G��;, 9�8���0������ ���K�  ! ���G��;, 9�8���0    

&�@�� �&�@�� �&�@�� �&�@�� �, , , , 8���� ��,T+ �8���� ��,T+ �8���� ��,T+ �8���� ��,T+ �    
    

9q 8��� �3�< �19q 8��� �3�< �19q 8��� �3�< �19q 8��� �3�< �1    
�� �� ����� �� ����� �� ����� �� ����2� 8�!�� ���� ��2� 8�!�� ���� ��2� 8�!�� ���� ��2� 8�!�� ���� �    

o��� �I2���� )0���� �3�<o��� �I2���� )0���� �3�<o��� �I2���� )0���� �3�<o��� �I2���� )0���� �3�<----E ��0�Q� �1E ��0�Q� �1E ��0�Q� �1E ��0�Q� �1    
 

    
���, ������ )�8�� 0�����, ������ )�8�� 0�����, ������ )�8�� 0�����, ������ )�8�� 0������    M�<��M�<��M�<��M�<��, , , ,     

0� ���� ��� �����0�>�� �����-����+��� ���, ������ �� �� )�8�� ���2�� 8�!� ����A। 
&��� 8�!� ���� �� ���� �����A। 9H-, 8�!�������� E��+ -��' ����। 9����' ����  ��� 
P�� 8�!����� -������A। ����A, ��� )����A ��� 0���  �����;<। ��D 0��� )����� P�� )��2; 
����, 9�!�-�� ���� ��� )��3< -���A। �����0�>�� 8�!����� ' )��2�;� ��1�� &  �� ���� 
���, ������ ���F��M� &a ��P ��P ��� ��A, ���, ������ ��;, ���K�  ! )�8�� ���2 ��0� 
8�� P�Q�A, �� �H���H� ������ ���� )���� 9q8��� �3�< �1 ���� &8�� � ���� ��¢�� 
 0;�� E� 8�!������ ��' ���G��;, 9�8���0 &�@���� ���,� ���6। E< )��W����  )���� 
0���  ���� &�@��� ����� �� ��� 
�H, 8���� ����A। ��� 8���A, �� 8���A। ���  �� 
9q 8��� ��� )��2� )V;��� ��� ���� )-J� ����A, ��� ���� ���G� �H� ���  ���� �3�< 
)H�� ����� ����A। ����� �� �� F���� 8�����-1�+� M�0�M��0 ����A। $��, 0���  ��  � 
�����A, ��D ���� ��A�<।  

 

�������� �����0�>� E�� ���, ������ �H���H� ���� ��r��T��� )����� �����,���� 8��� 
���!�� ��� ����, ��Z��� $���!��। E< �T��� ������� ��®��+ -��G ���  <�@������� �F 
�F ���8 0��� ���2�� 8�!� ����A। 0� ��A��� ���4 T T ���, ������ E�� E���' �!��� 
8�!�� 23�� ���A। ���r� )�8�� ����2� �3 _�� E< �8��  ��������� ���H )��� �H���H� 
������ ���� )���� s�Q� ���, 23�� ��� E�� ���¯�-)���2� )�8�� ���2�� ��G H���� 
P���� )��, ���� 0��� �I2�-V������ �^� 8�� ���� �। ���� )��2��0�>� ' ��u� !����� �� -�+� 
�����। E< �������� �-� �। E< ������� ���G� &���� c�W+� )��� 8�!�� ���� )�� �1 
�1। 9q 8��� ��� )A�+ ��� (�/[  ) ��MK 8�� 9���,�� )���-������ ��� )��2���� P�� 
c�W���� �3�। �8��� ����� �����, ��3�� ��3��, %��!� o��� o��� )0���� �3�< ()0�� ���) 
-����� 9�!�-��� ) ������ �8�  ' �������� ��� �1। 0;���8� 0�3 ����। o��� o��� 0����� 
�� f ����� �1।  
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������ �����0�>��  ���� ���2� ���, ������  0�;� 
�H,�������। ���, ������  ���� 
���2� ���!�� E< ���!�� ���2� )H�� ���!�0 �1। ���, ������ ���K ��q ��o��� ���� 8P। 
 ���� ���2��� )��0������ ����< ���, ������ ����2� ���A  T! ��r��T��� ���< %���;� 
8��।  

)���2� ��,���� M�<��,- ���, ������� ��K ����< 8��। ���, ������ V���-�I2� �� f ����� 
����< 8��, E�  ! o���� �3�<��� T�W�+ �1।  0�;� ��q ���8� 0�3 ����। V��� )V;�� 
���+, ���, �������� ���P�J ���+, (���,�����-)������)-� C��� ' )�I�f "/#{ ����� �Q� 
9�°��� )H�� o��� �I2���� )0���� ��� �1 8���A। 9�!�-��� ) ������ �8�  ' ����� ����� 
���!�� E< )0���� �3�< #�+ ) ��� A�3�� ��3�A। E< �3�<�� ���� ���, ������ A�3�� ��। 
)��2���� ��� �1। ��� 8��� )H�� 9q )��3 �। �����0�>�� ����� -����+��� ��� �1। 
���, ����� ��K �1।  0;����� ���, �����  ����� �1।  

 
 

)��2� )0�>��  ���� ���2�-¤�� 8P� 
���, ������ ���K ��o��-� @���� 
���, ������ �I2���� ��q )0���� ���-� @���� 
����,� ��������-��� �1 
 0;����� ���, �����-� @���� 

 
���� ) �� ����       ���, �������� ���P�J ���+, 
  /-i-"/#"<�         (���,�����-)������)।  
 
 

--------------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
���, �������� 0M;,� �8���� )�� ) �  
�+±� ���� ��H o8; ��=�G ��� 

s��� <�X$�� "{ ��-,, "/#" 

    
������-��� ��� )�� ) � �+±� ����-��� ��� )�� ) � �+±� ����-��� ��� )�� ) � �+±� ����-��� ��� )�� ) � �+±� ��    

(J�$ �����+,��) 
 

0���� (�\����) 0M�� ���� ��,��,&< E�� E� �������� ���� %���, -�$ ���,�� 
EC����²+� ���³J ���� �����, ����� )�� ) � �+±� �� E�,��-)�-)� ‘�’ 9`��� ���,�� �� 
EC����²+� ����0 ������A। ��W8�� E< ����0 0� #< ��-, 8<�� ���,��� 8<��।  

E��� P�v� ��� ��<�� ���� )�, -�$  ���,�� �’ EC����²+� )�� ) ���� �+±� �� E�,��-
)�-)� 0� �< ��-, ���, �������� 0M,� ����0 ��� E�� �� ����fM�� o8�;�  ! #< ��-, 
��� ���� )�dW�A।  

0���� ��,��,��-� E� ���� ��� 8� )�, &'���� ��0 %�� )�� ��� ��� �8���� ���,� 
9����� ���� 8�<����+, 8������ �1 )�� ��-����� ���, �������� ����K ������ 0M,��� 
��H 9�>� ���-��� ����� �p� 8<���A �। $�� �� 0M,��� ���,M�� o8; ������ 
8<���A।*  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* ����� ���, �������� %�� �-����� ��, E, ������ "/#" ����� /< ��-, 0M,' �8���� ) ���� �+±� ���� ��Ho8; 
9�> ���-��� ���� 9
��I��  �����A।
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
‘)�� �� ��� ��\ E� 8�� ��,�:� ��o�� ������ 

����  �M�� �'��� M���� 
s��� ������  "{ ��-,, "/#" 

 
��� ���� ���� ���� �----M���� E� 8��M���� E� 8��M���� E� 8��M���� E� 8��    

 
(��$ �����+,��) 

!���� &'���� ���+, %�� �'��� &�_� 8���� �� M���� 0���� �\���� ���� E� 
 ����k ��W�3�� �!H,8� ��ª )T�2;� ��� )�, ��� )���+ ������� ���K ' 
������ ��o���� )�P 
������ ����� ����� �। E�� E �!����� )�� %��� &����' �U� �। ��� )%���Cx <���8���� 
E< ����� ��,��� �F� ��� 9����� # )���+ �������� 
����� ���� &8��  ��। ����� 82,¤�� 
���! ��� )T�2;� ���, &0��� h[)� ���-,� ���! E< ���� )�� � ��� ��� )�� ��� ��� �8���� 
��\ E� 8�� ������� 
������  ! ��,�:� ��o�� �1 ����।  

��,�� ��o���� P�v� ��� ��� ���, )�P )�P ���A )�, )%���Cx <���8�� �� ���� E�� 
)�� ��� ��� �8�� ��� ���H &���� ����। ��� ���, E< ��@8 9����। )�� ��� � �� �'��� 
M���� �� )� )�� )�� ��� E �!����� &���� ���� ���  �� ���� &� ����� �। &������ 
��� -�� )0�A। E� &������ &� )�� �H )���� )<। �'��� M���� )�� ��� ��� �8���� %�� 
&l� �����  ! &8��  ���� ���, ���� &��� 9��r�� ���� �।  

)�� ��� ��� �8���� ��� �������� %����� 8'��� )-�� ������ ��o�� ��� 8'��� &8�� 
 ��।  

���� ���, "i �A� &�0 ��0���� ��p�� &�� &�������-&��<��� ����A���। ���� �8�� 
)��8��'���,� ��´ �����S7 �!�K 8��' )��� &��� �H� 9���� ���� �����। ���; &�� 
��c�� )����A��� )�, _< 9�� ��� E��� H��� ��8�� ����!��� �F��  ���;� )�� )��8� �4���µ� 
_ 9���� ����2 ��� )��, )��� �������� _ 9��< ��J 8��। ��< ����A��� )�, )����� 
)������� ����� %;� �� E�� &��� &�����  ! ����� %;� ���। ‘����� ������ 
'������’, )�� ��� ��� �8�� &  T��� )A�� T�� �$�� E���A।  

��� ���, &�� # )���+ �������� &  )���������  ��< E  ! )�, ���� E< �I��� "i �A� 
&�0� �H� E��� ��� 9���� ���� )����A।  

���������� ��q ���8�� ����2� '�� )������� a���2,�;� �@� ��� ��� <���8���� 
<��8�� 8�� ��F� o8�;� �����, )�। ��� ���, 9�!�-��� ���� '  ���� ��' F���� �+�� 
H���� ���� �। ��� �� 9����,। ��� �I�+� ��u� !���, ������ ��0 ����� ' &<��� ���� 
���� <��8�� �;,� ��� ���, E�� �� ��< �� ��� ¤�� )C�� E��A�।  
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��� ���, �I�+�  ��� ������ �A�। ��< ���� E�����  0�;� ��\ �S�, �-���� �A7 
8'��� �� ��,��� )�dWA�� &�0< 
����� ���� ���। )���M��� �S�, � �� �����  ! ������ # 
)���+ ���2��' ��� 9����� 
����� %���� ����  ��।  

��� E �!����� <���8����  �� )�'����,  �� M��N� '  �� ������8 ���M7 ��b� 
������� )����� ��\ �����, ��� 9����� �!�l� o8�;� �����, )�।  

9�8�� &�@�� %��\ �'��� M���� ���, &�� )���� 9�8���� ��r�� ��� �। ���� 
(��) 9�8���� ��r�� ���� ����।  ������ %������ ��� ����A।  ������ 9�!�-�� )� �8! ��� 
E�� )� 9�!�-�� ���  ���� PM�< �8�����। ��� ���, 9�8��� �§� 9����।  

)��� &<�I��� M�\�  ! ��� )%���Cx�� ���� ���। ���2��� 9����� l�0� )T�2;� 
�S��, )%���C�x� ���K E�  ��F� �0����� ��+' o8;���0! � ��� ��� 9�M�� %��� 
���।  

)��� 0;�� ���%��>�� ��� )%���C�x� M������ �@� ��� ��� ���, )%���Cx ���2�� 
���!�0��> ���� %�� )�� ��,��� � ���� ��� &<0� ��Q����� �H� ) �� 0��� %-�� ���A। 
��� &<0� ��Q���� &�������� ����A� ���� ��� ���� ���6। E+� )�� ���� 0;��? 
0;��� Ew� &����� )�� � � )�� )��� ��W�  ��'�� ��� �। ��� E�E$'’� ��Q�� �@� 
���।  

��� ���, )%���C�x� 0;�� ���< ����� �H�। )�� )��� ���,���x�� )�P ���� )�� �। E+� 
0;���� ��� ��8M�,�।  

 �� M��N�� ���2� � ,�� ���� %��\ !�� %�� ���, E+�' � ���8� T+�। 
& ������,���� M����� ���,����x �������� ���!�0��T> 8'�� ��f' ���,����x )��0 )�� � 
Ew� �H� ����। &< ����� �!����� ���!�0��> ���� ���!���T> �� ���2�� ���� �� ����A, 
���K��,, !����-�� ' <���$� )��8�< ���� ���!�0��> ���� )��c���� )-J� ����A। )�2 ��,G 
'���P+ ����A। M��N�� P�-� �A� )�< 0;���p� �H 9���; ���। ��b� ������� 0��� 
 0�;� ��1�� ���!�0��> �� ��� )�� &< ��� ��� �� ����� ����� o�� )��3 )��� )->� 
��� E�� E�H� ��� M��N�� �� %��; ���� ����, ��8��  �� ��� ���� ��F )��।  

��� <�@������� ����, 23���� P�v� ��� ���, )���� �F �F ���2�� 8�!� ��� 
8���A। ��D E< 8�!�� %������ <�@�������  0; )��<।  

��q 9�8�� ���2�� a�� ��� 8�!�� ��1�� ��¨ %�����  ���� ��� ���, &����� ��-
)����� &  a�� ��� ���� 8�6। 0� ��� &�� -�� �0���A���। E� ��8�� )�W�� ���+�� �3��। 
��W� )A�� �� ��8��� �3�, ���� a�� ��� 8�!� ��� 8���A। )�< ��8�� �-4��� ��� ��W��A। ����� 
��’� )��� E�� ���< ���� ��� ������� =@�� ����� ���A।  

��� ���, �G���  ! ����� )� ��� �� <���8�� ��c�� �। �G�8��� ����� 9�M��� 
��$�� ���� �। ���M7 k�!���� ���! 9
�M����M��� �I��� ��1��  %������ �!�l� 0�3 )����� 
P����! ��� o��� o��� ��,���� ��o�� ����+ 0Q�� &8��  ��। ��� ���, �����x� ��� 
<�����!< %�� ��� E0�� +��� 8�� ��� +��� ' )�P�+ %�� �� E���� +��� 8�� _��� �h +��� 
P�Q�A।  
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��� ���, ���, ����� 
��� 8��<। E< 
����� �F��  ! E� 8�� %�X�� ��� 8��। E 
�!����� ��������� O�!�� 8�� 8��। -��� 0Q 0��� 8��। �������� 8�� E��+ �����3' )� 
��<�� ��-�� � 8� �4%�� ���, �I�J �����  ! ��� &8��  ��।  

�'��� M���� ������, 9������, �8@�, )�d�, �I�� <�!��� )M���M� M��� ����� �������� 
H���� &8��  ��।  

��� ���, ��8������ &�� �3 M������। '�� 9�!�-���� 8�� E���� E���-। '�� ��b� 
������� �, �8@����� 9������ �A�। ����� '�� �� ��,�� 8���A।  

��� ���, E��� ����� �S�X �F� ���� ����f &�����। ���; Ea��� &����� )���� 
�S�।  

�M�� �1��< 0;&�@��� ���� �8�� 8���A ��W���  ! �'��� M����� <������� 0����� 
 �� � 9��>� 8�।  

    
&��P� �8��&��P� �8��&��P� �8��&��P� �8��    

�� ������  �M�� �KI������  ���� ��0 %��  �� &��P� �8�� �� ���� � ��� 
������  ���� ����� )T�2;� ����  �! &'���� ��0 %�� )�� ��� ��� �8���� %�� &8�� 
 ��।  

 �� &��P� �8�� �� ���, &  &� &����� ���! )�� )��@� )<। ������ �I2�-
V���, A��- �� O�!�� 8���A। ������   , ��E��� ' ������ ��,-�����' &   0�;� ���H, 
O�!��। ��W�� �K ���6 E�� %���  8�� &��� �K )���। ‘��< E< �����, )�� ��� �  ���� 
����� 0Q ���� ���< ��W� ���� )�� )��। & ��� E< ��8��, &� ������ �$�� &��� � ��� 
��� �G�! ���।  

 ���� ��0 )�� ���, ������ &  �8� _��,। ������  ���� ���� &  -�� ���F�। ������ 
E�  ��£I��!� ��������� ��W�3�� &�A। O��8���� ���8�� %���� 
������ )� '���� ��� 8���A� �� 
���; ��� 8��।  

��������� ��1�� ��b�� )������� 23���� �H� P�v� ���  �� &��P� �8�� �� ���, 
��W�� ��������� ��� F���� 9�������f ���� -�� �। )��� ����� ' )��8��'���,���' ���� ��r�� 
����। & ' ���!�0��> ���� )�� )�� ��� ��� �8���� ��W�� F��� ���� -��6 �। ��< E���� 
 ���� ���2��� 9����� )C�� &��� �� �^ ��� )�� E�� ��� &��� ����� )T�2;� ���। )�� 
��� ��� %�� &8��  ���� ��� ���, M������ )��� �1 8�� )0�A। -������ 23����  �� )$�� 
8���A। E< 23����  �� )M� ���� 8��। ��� < &�� ���2��� �H� M��� �� E��  ���� ����� 
)T�2;� �1।  

)%���Cx <���8���� P���! ��� ��� ���, ������  ��� &  �I��!�� P��F� ���A। 
���������� # )���+ ���K��0� ���2�� ������ ���� ���� �।  

<������,  �M�� %��� ��Q���� E� ���Fm �KI��� !�� �S���  �� ����� �8�� ���, 
&  �� j��� )��@��� �� �। !�� )��@�� ��r�� ��� �। ��< &  &��� O���।  

 

----------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

�'��� M����� "� �$� ��,��-� )T�2;� s��� ������ "{ ��-,, "/#" 

    
�'��� M����� �'��� M����� �'��� M����� �'��� M����� "� "� "� "� �$� ��,��-��$� ��,��-��$� ��,��-��$� ��,��-�    

(J�$ �����+,��) 
 

0���� �\���� �� ������ 9��>� !����  �M�� ��o���� ��,�� ��,�� "� �$� 
��,��-� )T�2;� ��� 8�। %���  �� E< ��,��-�� ������, �����, ' �����, ��� 8�� ���' 
)T�2;� ��� 8�।  

��0� /<  ������ ��G�2 ��p�� E�� "{<  ������ �� ������  �M�� )T��2� ��K ���, 
����� %��>�� ����� %�� �!H,8� ��H,;  

P4��� ' �x �!�l�� ����� ����; ' ��2� �x E�� ��u� !���, ���G���, P��������, 
�� P�������� ' E��-�+�� ��W� ��� ������� �I2�-V��� ��  ����� E�� ��, �;, ' M�2� 
���,���2 ��� �0����� ��� 9����� %��>�;  

���, ������ P4����� ��;!� ���t ��� ������ �;! � ,;  

���, ������ ��,��� ��,���� ��o�� ���2� 0Q;  

)�� ��� ��� 8��� �� �, +!�� ��^� )� &8��  �����A �� ���� ��>�M��� ����� 8� 
�¶! ��o��  ���2��� ���!�� ��; �·, 0� �·, 8�+-�� ���� )����, �� �, <��� +!��, �I�2 
+!���8 ����� +!�� %�� ����0�Q�M��� �^ ����;  

��q ������  0;�� a�� ��� 8�!� ���� 9������ ���H �����J ��� ������ s�!, 
��,-��� ' ������ ��,-������ ��+ ��!%��� �� k�!���o� ���= �^ ����;  

���, ������ ��,�� ���! ' 9H,���� ����+� ���� ���� )�� k�!���o� �����G� 9�� ���� 
)-���-��� � 8�� ���� ��� ���� ���, �I�J ����;  

��� �F + ���! T�+�� ����;� ���X )
6�� P4��� �I�� E�� ����  �� M���8� �I2���� 
���! ����; ���;  

���, ������ 9��l� ��b� ������� �!������8 )�� +���  �� � ����;  

k�!���! 
�M���� �����  ! ������� ��� ' &3������ ���� ��!%��� �� k�! �' �� 
���� � ���� )����� ���, �I�J )���; ������-9������, �8@�-�������� ��\� ������ 0;�����0�� 
����H ���-���� ���� �3���� %������ ���;  

������  ���� ���K� &�@���� ��� +�P+ ' %�`��� ���� -�W�� ����� � ���� ��� %�� 
���, �I�J ����;  
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������ s�! ���� ���, ������ ���+�� 9���; ���� � ���� �¶! -No�� ' ����� �����k� 
�@�a���� %�� � �0 �I�J ����;  

0;������� ����-�=� ��T�, )�����8 ���M7 P���d� � , ���।  

E A�3� �M�� 0I8�� E� %���� ���8 ��q 
��������� ������� P�� a���2,�;� ��¨ %����� 
��� 8� E�� �8� ' &8� 
������ s������ %�� 0M�� ��o��� ������  ���� 8�। %���� 
)���� ��,� 0������  �� � 9�>���  �!  ������;� %�� &8��  ���� 8�।  

 

---------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
������ ' &��-������ ��l�����8� %�� 
&'���� ���0� �F )H�� �� P���� 

���,����� 

�! C "{ ��-,, "/#" 

 

MUJIB'S DIRECTIVE - EXEMPTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS 

Announcement by Mr. Tajuddin Ahmad. 

General Secretary of the East Pakistan Awami League on March 9,1971. 

 

The following exemptions and clarifications were issued pursuant of Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman's directive according to Mr. Tajuddin Ahmad. General Secretary of 

the East Pakistan Awami League : 

(1) Banks : shall remain open for banking operations from 9 a. m. to 12-30 p.m. 
and for administrative purposes up to 3 p. m. Banks shall only open for deposits, 

inter-bank clearance within Bangladesh and cash transaction for the following 
purposes : 

(a) Payment of wages and salaries as in previous week. 

(b) Bonafide personal drawings of up to Rs. 1,000. 

(c) For purchase of industrial raw materials necessary for running mills and 

factories, including sugarcane for sugar mills. Jute for jute mills, etc. 

(2) No remittances shall be effected outside Bangladesh either through State Bank 

or otherwise. 

(3) State Bank : Shall only remain open for the purpose of enabling above banking 

operations to be carried out and not for any other purpose. 

(4) EPWAPDA : only such section shall remain open as are necessary for supply 

of electricity. 

(5) EPADC : remain open only for the purpose of ensuring supply of fertilizer and 

diesel to power pumps. 

(6) Coal supplies should be affected for brickfields, and jute seeds and rice seeds 

distribution should be effected. 

(7) Movement of food supplies should be maintained. 

(8) Treasury and A.G. office shall remain open to pass challans only for any of the 

purposes mentioned above. 

(9) Relief and rehabilitation work in the cyclone-affected areas should continue. 

(10)Post and Telegraph offices : only for the purpose of letters, telegrams and     

money orders within Bangladesh, but Press telegrams may be sent outside 

Bangladesh. Post Office Saving Bank shall remain open. 
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(11)HPRTO : shall function throughout Bangladesh. 

(12)Supply of water and gas shall be maintained. 

(13)Health and sanitation services shall be maintained. 

(14) Police shall carry out the duty of maintenance of law and order assisted, if 
necessary, by Awami League volunteers. 

(15)Semi-Government bodies other than those exempted shall continue to observe 

hartal. 

(16)All exemptions granted in the previous week shall remain in force. 
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-------------------����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
9�����  %�������� 8��� F���  

8��G��� &8��  ���� E��+ �S����� 
s��� ������ "{ ��-,, "/#" 

    

�S������ &� )��� � �S������ &� )��� � �S������ &� )��� � �S������ &� )��� �     

 ���� ���2��� 9����� l�0� )T�2;�� ��� E� �m��8� ���! )���� �� j��� ����l���� 
����+ �����, &�����A,  0�;� ��-��� �I�� ��<���A ��a�;, 
6�� &�����A ��8���� 
�I�JM�\��। 0� "�� ��-, 8<�� #< ���-,� ���! &�@���� ��! ���� ���, ������  0; )� )-��� 
9������ 8<���A )� )-���� ���A�� )$�� �U� �।  ������;� ����-��'�� ����;� ���!��< 
)��� ��,�� �� j��� 9-���l� ��� ��� �U�।  

0� E� �m��8� ���! ���, ������ ���� %-� 0;&�@���� ���! ���� )��� ��F� P¸���� 8<�� 
P�Q���A )�a�� 8<�� (E�) �� %���0 �����  0;�� ��� ��<�� �, (_<)  %�������� 8��� 
9����� F��� 8��G� ����� 8<��, (��) F��� 8��G���  ! ������� ���� ���F� o8; 
����� 8<��, E�� (-��)  ���H,� A� ' E0�� �$�� �M�X�� ����� %;��� �H ������K ����� 
8<��।  

0� #< ��-, ������ )�������, 9��>�  �M�� )�� ��� ��� �8��  ���� ���2�� )��0���� 
%« ����-��  ! )� -���+ ��, P�v� ������A, &<0� ��� 8<��' )�a�� ���; ��� �U� ����� 
����2� �8� 9�M�� �����A। ��� < &��� &�� ��� )�, )%���Cx <���8�� E�� ��8�� ����� 
������� � ����� ��,�� ���+ ��� ����  ! ���,�� �§� P¸�� ����� E�� ���, ������ 
 0�;� ���� ����;� �!�l� �����।  

��T> ���� )�� M��N� ���8��� ) ��� ����  ���� ���2��� 9����� l�0� ����� $�� 
����l�� ����� 03�<���A )� �S��, ����� �b�< 9��8�। ������ ��I,��F� )%� ����m��< 
%���, ���� ���, ������ �m�8�!��� )0�����0 "#h �!�K %�; 8���<���A, &8� 8<���A i[�  । 
�H�����  ���� ���2��� 9����� 9��>� 8<�� E�a�� 9���! %�; 9���� ��J 8<� �।  

��� < &��� &�� ����, ����� ¬J E�� ���¥�� ����G ���  %�������� ��+ 9����� 
F��� 8��G��� �!�l� �����।  

 

 

---------------- 
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Bhutto Responsible for Spilling Bengalese' s Blood 

 

Events following the unanimous verdict of 75 million people of Bangladesh to 

mould their life on the basis of the Six-Point Programme of the Awami League, given 

at the general election in December, 1970, have clearly shown 'which way the wind is 

blowing in Larkana and Islamabad. That the same old conspiracy for sucking the 

blood of Bengalees and Bengal's resources, if necessary, at gun-point, has been active 

with pro- Ayub bureaucrats hovering round Bhutto, is as clear as day-light. Indeed, 

President's pilgrimage to Larkana shortly after the elections, and the feudal lord of 

Larkana hosting him, did create distinct hopes in many and genuine suspicion in 

others regarding his mission. The hope was that President Yahya would be able to 
soften the " Spoilt child" of dictator Ayub and make him accept the situation as it 

obtained in the country after the election which apparently, upset west Pakistan's 
strategy, in the matter of the Six-Point formula. It will be honest to admit that the 

elections was fought by the Pakistan People's Party, led by Bhutto and other Political 
Parties, both in East and West Pakistan, with full knowledge that Shiekh had declared 

it a referendum on Six-Points. There was no protest from any quarters at the time, and 
elections were held smoothly all over the country, which was a rare example in Indo-

Pak Sub-Continent. But, we find that after the elections not only a hue and cry has 

been raised against the Six Points in West Pakistan by PPP only, but the People in 

Bangladesh were put to severest test also, and the province was bleed. What a shame! 

What a betrayal! 

 

All this happened because the President had suddenly decided to cancel the 

announced date for the National Assembly Session of March 3, obviously, on the 

advice of blood-sucker vested interests. Thus the solemn promises, the reassuring 

pledges given to the people by the head of State since 1969 were found to be lacking 

in sanctity. This was, evidently, due to President's anxiety to satisfy the minority 

groups CLIQUE spear- headed by the opportunist of Larkana. Indeed, according to 

Bhutto's own admission, he can be Anglo-Saxon when he wants to a revolutionist, 

when he finds a good opportunity for it, and certainly the history of Ayub's rule has 
proved that he can play the stooge of the dictator when it suits him. That a person with 

such a background can change color the way a Chameleon does, is nothing surprising. 
He is essentially a feudal lord but going about in Socialists' grab. 

 
The cancellation of the earlier announced date of the National Assembly Session 

without taking into confidence the majority Party leader, is the worst type of 
.dictatorship, enforced from a distance of 1200 miles sitting safely behind the 

barracks. A soldier, if he is brave and true to his salt, does not sit in the fence. He 

faces the reality with honesty of purpose. Bangladesh,, if must be admitted, has been 

set on fire by what appeared to be master stroke of canceling the National Assembly 

Session on March 3, and the 
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President should have come to Bangladesh and had seen what killing the innocent, 

freedom-loving, unarmed but resolute people suffered. Now that blood has been 

spilled, and future appears to be darken still, there is no turning back for the people; 

there can be no compromise on the verdict of the people, Bhutto or no Bhutto ! 

In view of the latest offer of Sheikh Mujib, however, a solution of the unfortunate 

crisis may be possible, if this is considered with an unbiased mind. 

 

 

--------------- 
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KEEP ECONOMY IN FULL GEAR IN THE NAME OF BANGLADESH: 

TAJUDDIN 

Statement issued on March 11, 1971 
 

Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed, General-Secretary of the East Pakistan Awami League, in 

a statement last night said the "people's movement has attained unprecedented 

heights." 

This, he said, had been possible "because every person in his own sphere has 

taken it as his sacred duty to implement, in spirit and in substance all the directives of 

Banga Bandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman issued in the name of the people of 

Bangladesh. " 

Mr. Tajuddin added: "The high sense of responsibility displayed by people in all 

walks of life is a source of inspiration to all. While the struggle must continue, we 
have to exert all our energies to maximize production and to keep our economy in full 

gear." 

"We are determined to foil the conspiracy of the vested interests and the anti-

people forces to destroy our economy and to inflict suffering on our hungry masses. 

In order to do so, our people must be prepared to give of their best in all spheres of 

production." 

"They must at the same time be prepared to practice a high degree of austerity. 

All these engaged in economic activities must subject themselves to rigorous 

discipline in every respect for the victory of the people's cause". 

More Exemptions 

He said keeping the above objectives in view of the following further exemptions 

and clarifications are being issued: 

Banks: In suppression of all previous exemptions and clarifications relating to 

banks it is provided as follows: 

(1) Banks shall remain open for banking operations from 9 a.m. to 12 noon and 

for administrative purposes till 4 p.m. (with the usual recess period). But on 

Fridays and Saturdays banks shall remain open for banking operations from 9 

a.m. to 11 a.m. and for administrative purposes till 12-30 p.m. Balancing of 
books and all usual working practices shall be observed in respect of permitted 

transactions. 

(2) Banks shall carry on their operations including receiving deposits of any 

amount, inter-bank clearances without any limit within Bangladesh and inter- 

bank transfers within Bangladesh and drawings by T. T. or mail transfers 

within East Pakistan subject to the following restrictions: 
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(i) Payments of wages and salaries provided all pay bills duly certified by a 

representative of the workers organisation concerned or the wage register is 
presented along with the cheque. 

(ii) Bonafide personal drawings of put Rs. 1,000 in a week. 

(iii) Payment for purchases of industrial raw materials including sugarcane for 

sugar mills, jute for jute mills, etc. 
 

The statement said payment up to a limit of Rs. 10,000 in a week for a bona fide 

commercial purpose, including purchase of all commodities was required by 

consumers in Bangladesh. This amount may be drawn in cash or by cash draft. But 

before making payments the bank shall satisfy itself from past records that the drawer 

is a bona fide industrial or commercial organisation or trader and the amount being 
drawn is not in excess of his normal average drawings in a week during the past one 

year. 

(3)  The crossed cheques and crossed demand drafts may be issued and deposited 

in any account within Bangladesh. 

(4)  Teleprinter service operated by the banking system within Bangladesh shall 

resume operation. 

(5)  The National Bank of Pakistan shall continue its entire discounting function 

throughout Bangladesh in order to enable other banks to meet their demands. 

(6)  Foreign travelers cheques may be encashed by any authorized dealer. 

(7)  Diplomats may freely operate their accounts and foreign nationals may 
operate their foreign exchange accounts. 

(8)  There shall be no operation of lockers. 

(9)  No remittances shall be effected outside Bangladesh either through the State 

Bank or otherwise. 

He said the State Bank shall observe the same banking and office hours as, other 

banks and shall remain open for the purpose of taking all necessary steps for the 

smooth functioning of the banking system in Bangladesh within the framework of the 

restrictions defined above. 

Farm Activities 

(1) "P" Forms may be sanctioned. 

Agricultural activities : Procurement, movement and distribution of paddy and 

jute seeds, fertilizers and pesticide shall continue and agricultural farms and the rice 

research institute and all its projects shall function. 

(2) Movement, distribution, fielding and operation of power pumps and other 
mechanized implements and equipments along with the necessary supply of oil, fuel, 

tools and plants shall continue. 

(3) Sinking and operation of tube-well and their irrigation systems including canal 

operation shall continue. 
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(4) Operation of agricultural credit by the East Pakistan Co-operative Bank. 

Central Co-operative Banks and their affiliated agencies and the Thana Central 

Cooperative Association shall continue. 

(5) Distribution of interest free loan in the cyclone-affected areas and other 
essential items to farmers by the Agricultural Development Bank of Pakistan and 

other banks shall be effected. 
 

Food control and town protection: The execution of flood control, town 
protection and water development works of EPWAPDA and other agencies including 

operation and repair of dredgers and mechanical equipment and movement of 

materials and connected urgent works may be carried on. 

 

Ports including inland ports, authorities in all respects including pilotage: Only 

such sections of office of the port authorities shall as are necessary for smooth 

handling of incoming and outgoing ships except that no co-operation shall be 

extended for mobilization of forces or for materials which may be utilized for 

repression against the people. 

 

EPIDC Functions: All EPIDC factories shall function and shall endeavor to 

maximize production, sections of EPIDC required for financing and purchases 

necessary for running the factories shall function. 

 
Relief and rehabilitation shall function, day laborers engaged in development 

works shall continue to receive payments due to them for work done. 
 

Payment of wages: Employees and some of Government and semi-Government 
institutions who are paid on a daily, weekly or fortnightly basis shall be paid their 

wages and salaries as and when it becomes due. Flood relief advances already 
sanctioned and arrear of salaries shall be paid to all Government, semi-Government 

employees. Necessary sections in the Government or semi-Government offices 

concerned shall function for the purpose of disbursing salaries. 

 

Primary school teachers shall be given timely payment of their salaries and 

necessary sections of offices shall have a skeleton staff for clearance of pay bills and 

for the purpose of the transactions authorized by the directives issued today and 

previously. Jailers, jail warders and jail office shall function. Ansars shall continue to 

discharge their duties. Electricity and water supply section necessary for repair and 

maintenance shall function. All insurance companies shall function. 

 

---------------
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��� ���, �����)��2;��K 
��� ���, �����)��2;��K 
��� ���, �����)��2;��K 
��� ���, �����    ������� ��o��������� ��o��������� ��o��������� ��o��    

&�' _�,�� ����� ����&�' _�,�� ����� ����&�' _�,�� ����� ����&�' _�,�� ����� ����    

%���=����� �����0�>� ' P8���� M�3��+�� )�����8�� )�-)�� w� 8����, &=�; 
%������� &  A��-V���-��!��X  ���� ��,��K ����0 ����� 8<��। -�� 0;-������� 
�����0�>� P8���� )�����8��� )���<�� ���� ���, ������  0�;� �8� ��o���� ��K� �!�� 
C���<�� ������� )� TI;! -=�G &W�+���A P8��� P���KM��� )�������� �����< 8<��। E< ! 
&���  0�;� %��  ��<���A ��,�:� %�X�� o8�;� &8��।  

���,������  0; &�� ������A� )� ��,�-�� ��� �H�����  ���� ���2��� 9����� �����, 
����� %;�� 8<�� E�� ��,��-� %�������� ��+ F��� 8��G� ����� )�����8� �!����� 
�$���� ��<��। ��D <���8�� ���� ���,�� �’ ��� ��� 0;_�� )���-������ %���=����� ������ 

�H,������� 
��H, )�2 ��,G M��N�� ��8� 23���� �H o8; ����� ���,������  0�;� ��1�� 
)�����8��� )���<�� )�'��� ��� o8; ���। ����� ' F��� 8��G��� %« ���� -���� ���। E< 
����l���� ��T,���  ���0� ���3� ��,���� ���, ������  0; ����� O�!�� ��ª &'��  
�������A- ‘‘���, ����� 
��� ��। �IH� ��Z 0Q ��’’। �����0�>�  0�;� E< ������ 9�q� ���� 
)�������� ����� -��8���A। <���8�� �� ���,������  0;�� ����<���A।  

9�� T+�� T�� ' %��T���� ��! ���� ���������� ��� )���+  �� &  ���,������ ��8���� 
&:���; 9����� ����� ����� -��8���A, -��8���A E��+ 
��� ���,�Md� 
�� ��Z ����� 
�����। E<  !  0; &  9�����M��  �� ��; ��o��� ��m 8<���A। �� �� �8���� ��K 
���,������ �!��� ���+ �K��� 8<�� P�Q���A। &���  0�;� E< �8� ���f��;, ��o���� ��Q� 
����� 9o�� ����� �<�� E� E��+ ‘
��� ���,�����’ ��Z 0Q�� &8��  ��<���A )� ���Z 
V���-�I2�-A��-��!��X-���� ��� %MI��  0�;� %�I� &��-&��¹� ����;� �H P£�K 8<��। 
&����� )�����I��� P�� 8<�� �I�+�, &������ %MI�� ��u� !���� )��2���� )� )�� )��2; ' 
%M�� ��m 8<��, �I2���� P�� 8<�� ) ����� �8� ��� ���G���� )��2; P�6� 8<��, )���� 
 0;�� ����� ��W� ���� )��2�;� ��W����� ��º�2� 8<�� 8<�� �। ��� %��� )��2��K 
����������  0�;�  ���� 0;����� 
��� ����� ������� �F! ���� ������ ��,�� ��o���� 
9o�� ����� �<��� &8�� &���  ��<���A।  

��D E< ��o�� ��� �8  ��o�� �। %���=����� �����0�>� E< ��o�� ����  ! �� 
%�-J� �����। 9!����, �H���H� )���%����� E< ��o���� M����H )Q���� )�'���' %�-J� 
������A। <8��� ‘‘
��� ���, ������’’ ��8���� )V;�
�H, 8������ �F! 8<�� ��\���  ���� 
��c�<�� -�� )� E< ��o�� ��b� ��������  0�;� ��1�� E�� E��� ��8��� &�' ��c�<�� 
-�� )� E< ��o��� ���,  
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������ 9��\��� )�8��  0;' &�����  ��� _��। ��D %�I���F )� �����0�>� 
&����� ��o���� �� ����� -��8���A P8���< ��b� ��������  0;��' )��2; ������A। ��< 
E< ��o�� ��b� ��������  0�;� ��1�� �, ���,������ 9��\������ ��1��' �। E< ��o�� 
���-���� ����� 8<�� �������� %���=����� �����0�>� ' P8���� ������ ���8�� ��1��। �� 
������ 8<�� )� 9! ���� �����; ����2� ��1�� TI;� �I�J� ���!�� ���,������  0�;� 
��H, 
‘
��� ���,�����’ ����� ��� ��<�� �। ��< &��� A��- ��� %�� &���  ��<���A )� 0;
��H, 
��Q� ����� ‘
��� ���,�����’ ������� ��o�� 9�!�8� ����।  

��,�� 0;��o���� �+M����� h[)� ��-, <���8�� �� ��I,� &8��  ���� ���2�� 9��o8�;� 
%« ����-�� ���,��, �8����  �� )�� ��� ��� �8�� ��,��� ��+ ���� P �� ������A। E< ���� 
8<� ������ ��� %�!�8�� ��, ��� F��� ��,��-� %�������� 8��� 9�, ��, )�����8� 
�!����� �', 0;8�!�� ��G -�<। ��,�� 0;9M�! ��� 9o�� ����� �'��� 
��H, h[)� ���-,� 
���! E< ��� ���� ����;�  ! 0;��o�� 9�!�8� ����, ������� %�� 9�8���0 &�@�� 
9�!�8� ����, <���8�� ������� ���� ����� ���! �1।  

��D �����0�>� ��� ����� )�����8� )���<�� ����  0�;� ��o���� �� ����� -��, ��� 
‘��� ��8� &�A’ P8� �<�� )�����8��� %������ �1। ���, ������ T�� T�� &  _0, 0Q �1, 
&�' �I8X� &:�!�0� ��o����  ! ��,�� %�X� 8<�� H���। �� � &����� ����b�।  

 
��,��� ��;�����8� ��,��� ��;�����8� ��,��� ��;�����8� ��,��� ��;�����8�     

• �� j��� %-�� 9�!�8� ����। o�� 9`�� �I2���� ���! <8� A3�<�� ��। 
• ��,� ‘��o�� ����+’ ' ‘0;���8�’ 0�3�� ����। 
• ��� )��������� %�X� H���।  
• )� )�� w� ��\�-8�\���-Pn�� %������ �1। 
• ���G-�I��� �  P��!��0 � �� ����। 
• E< ��o���� �$����  ! ��� 0;����� ��o�� ��K� E��� 0Q�� ) �� &'��  

����।  
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NATIONAL ASSEMBLY MINORITY GROUPS BACK AWAMI LEAGUE S 

FOUR-POINT DEMAND-PLEA FOR INTERIM GOVERNMENTS AT 

CENTRE AND PROVINCES 

 
REPORT OF THE MEETING HELD ON MARCH 13, 1971 AT LAHORE BY 

MINORITY GROUPS IN THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY 
 

Delegation to see President Yahya and Sheikh Mujib 
 

The minority groups in the National Assembly at a meeting held here today 

accepted in principle, the four-point demand of Awami League Chief Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, and demanded that interim governments should be set up at the Centre and 

in the Provinces before the commencement of the Assembly Session on March 25. 

 

The meeting which was convened and presided over by Maulana Mufti Mahmud. 

leader of the Jamiatul Ulema-i-Islam Parliamentary Paity, was attended among others 

by Council League leaders, Mian Mumtaz Daultana and Sardar Shaukat Hayat Khan, 

Maulana Shah Ahmad Noorani of Jamiatul Ulema-i-Pakistan, Prof. Abdul Ghafoor of 

Jamaat-i-Islami, Mr. Jamal Mohammad Koreja of the Convention League and 

Independent MNAs, Maulana Zafar Ahmad Ansari and Sardar Maula Bux Soomro. 

 

The Wali Khan NAP was not represented at the meeting but the Convener, 
Maulana Mufti Mahmud claimed that the decisions of the conference enjoyed their 

backing. Qayyum Muslim League was the only minority party, which was 
conspicuous by its absence. 

 

Delegation to see Yahya 

 

The meeting decided that a delegation, headed by Mufti Mahmud, should in the 

earliest possible time call on President Yahya to discuss the mechanics of transfer of 

power. 

 

The delegation would also meet Sheikh Mujib in the same connection. 

 

The meeting felt that the two demands of Sheikh Mujib, namely withdrawal of 

military to their barracks and judicial enquiry into the firings in East Pakistan should 

be accepted without any delay. As regards the demands for the immediate lifting of 

Martial Law and transfer of power to the elected representatives, "it is a unanimous 

demand of the entire nation and has been the consistent effort, as it should be 

crowning achievement of the President of Pakistan". 
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But in the altered circumstances and in view of the gravity of the developments, a 

speedier process of bringing this about, as suggested by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

must be effectively considered, the meeting felt. 

May see Bhutto also 

Asked if the meeting itself discussed some mechanics for the withdrawal of 

Martial Law and transfer of power. Mufti Mahmud said a number of proposals were 

considered at the meeting but he would announce only that which would be agreed 

upon by the President and Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

Replying to a question. Mufti Mahmud said the delegation would also meet the 

People's Party Chairman, Mr. Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto if needed. In fact, he added, the 

question of the withdrawal of Martial Law and transfer of power was to be decided by 

the Government and the majority party. 

 

Written statement 

Mufti Mahmud also gave a written statement to the Press which said: "In the 

present crisis which threatens the very being of Pakistan, the single and sole concern 
of every patriot must be to preserve and guarantee the existence and solidarity of 

Pakistan. 

"There can be no Pakistan, nor can the concept of Pakistan have an ideological 

validity or practical credibility without the unity of the people of East and West 

Pakistan. The only basis, source and assurance of this unity is the free will to live 

together based on a sense of identity, comradeship, mutual justice and brotherhood. 
While the aspirations and interests of each pail, as in fact, of every section of the 

people of Pakistan, are to be preserved." 

 

Request to President 

"So that we can effectively convey the solidarity of the people of West Pakistan 

with their brothers and fellow-citizens in East Pakistan, as well as express our deepest 

concern about the urgency of immediately resolving the present crisis and discuss our 

views with respect to the ways and means of doing so, we request the President of 

Pakistan to grant an immediate interview to a delegation of the parties and MNAs 

represented in this meeting. For the same purpose we propose that a similar delegation 
should, proceed to Dacca and meet Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

"We call upon the people of West Pakistan to express, by a democratic means, 

their commitment to the integral solidarity of Pakistan and their consecrated sense of 

comradeship and identity with their blood brothers in faith and destiny, namely the 

people of East Pakistan. 

"At the same time, we know that the leaders of East Pakistan will continue to 

inculcate, as they have done already, a spirit of restraint and moderation and show as 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman has done in his statements, their attachment to the indivisible 

unity and solidarity of Pakistan." 

--------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 

_< ���!�0��> ���� 8��� F��� 
)���� &8��  ���� M��N� 

s��� ������ "[ ��-,, "/#" 

 

���-��  �M�� M��N�����-��  �M�� M��N�����-��  �M�� M��N�����-��  �M�� M��N��    
    

_< ���!�0��> ���� 8��� F��� )���� &8��_< ���!�0��> ���� 8��� F��� )���� &8��_< ���!�0��> ���� 8��� F��� )���� &8��_< ���!�0��> ���� 8��� F��� )���� &8��    

���-�, "�< ��-, (����&<):- ������ ����� ���+, %��  �� ) C, E, M��N� &  ���, ' 
��b� ������� _< ���� 8��� F��� 8��G��� ����, �����A। ��� �� ���� ' ��I������ )�� 
03�� E��  0�;� ��!��;�  !<  %�������� 8��� F��� 8��G� ���� ���। ��� ������ 
E��� E�  �M�� �KI�� ���A��। 

M��N� ¬J M�2�� ���, ��� �� ���, ' ��b� �������� ���k ' ����3� ����2� E� 
������� ��r���। ��� ���, E��� &'���� ���0� ���H �������� %�« �¬�X 8'�� �U�। 
��� ��� &'���� ��0 %���� ���A ��� ������,��+ ��b� ��������  ������;� �F )H�� 
E��+ &���। )���� _<�+ ���!�a1 ��  ���� 
��H, ��W�� ��W� ������ ��  ����, ��b� 
��������  �����; )�+�< ���� ���। M��N� ���, &'���� ��0  %���� ���H &���-� ���� 
 ! ��� E��� ���, ������ )��� �� � &�A। ��b� �������� ���!�a1 �� ���< ��� ��� 
���� ���H �H� ����  ! )�� ��� ��� %�� &���  �����A। ��,�� ���+ �������  ! 
����� E����H -��� ��� E��� ����A। 

��� ���, &'���� ���0� ��,��-�� ���+ �$� o8; ����A। ���� ���+ �$�� )�����' 
&���-�� ���!�� �������� )�dA��� �U�, E�H� ��� ����� ����A। F��� 8��G��� ��H ���� 
�I�J�  ! )�� ��� ��� %�� &���  �����A। ��,�� ���+ �������  ! ����� E����H -��� 
��� E��� ����A। 

��� ���, ������ 
�H,���� �8� ��,�-�  0�;� �� ��� �!�4 ����  �! ���,-��b� 
�������� ���! ���M� �I�J ���A। 
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������� ��� ����� 

)�� ��� ��� �8�� ��I,� &�@���� 
�� ��,��-� )T�2;� 

s��� ���,��� "[ ��-,, "/#" 

 

&�@�� -���� 8���� 9�!8� H����&�@�� -���� 8���� 9�!8� H����&�@�� -���� 8���� 9�!8� H����&�@�� -���� 8���� 9�!8� H����    

(��$ �����+,��) 

‘‘ 0�;� ���f��;, ��o�� E�0�� -���A। ���K���� ���2 ���r� ����� ���� %�;�; �3�< 
��� ���6 ���K�  !, &����� ��o���� ��W��� �� ��� ��� 0;! ��� P�-�। ��K� ��8��! ���� 
����� -=�G �� ����� ��1�� �I����t ' ��T��  ��K )�� ��� ���K� _ ,� _0, 0�3 
)����, &�����  0; �� %��; ����A।।’’ 

&  ���������� %���+ ���-��12 E��� ��� ��,G ��H� PW-� ��� ��W3���� ��8�� �����। 
»M��� ��K%���0 ��� ���2�� ���� ���� �-G� ����A�� ����, ���� ��b�< ���M�� 8���A। 
���������� %���+ ���� ���2-������ ��,-���, 9�$� &� ��������� V���, �I2� &� A�� 
���< �Im��U )T�2;� ����A- ���� &:���,�;� )-�� ��; ��; ����< �������। 

0���� (������) )�� ��� ��� �8�� �������� %�X E� ���I���� ����A, E �3 _�� � 
)�, E� ��,���' ��A� 9����-� ���2 ������ &< ��� ���,�  ��� ��� )������� ��,-������ 
E������ M��� %��,�� )-J� ���A। ��D &  E����� ���2 ������ &<�� ���A ���� � � 
���� �I���� E��N�। &�� ��<, ��,��2 ���,� ����� %��  ��� ��� 8���A, ��W����� ����� ���A 
��H� � � ���� &���  ��<। ���������� ���3 ��� )���+ ���2 ��W��� ' ��W��� �������� 
)�A� ����A। ��W��� ����� ���� P����! E< )� )-J�  �� ���������� ���2�� �K-F� )������ 
9!�! ��L��� )-J�� �� �!�4 8�� ���!।  

‘‘���������� ���K� ¬I8��� �¡ ��� ���� �। &����� )�P ���M�� ���� ����� �, ���; 
%��� � &����� %��!�� ��; ��; ���� %�X�।  ���� ������ &��� &����� M��2!4 
�������� 
��� )���� ��K ���2  �8���� 
���M��� &� &:��,���� ���H ��� ���� �b��� 
���� )��� -�<। ���K� ��F! � )�dWA� ��,G &����� ��o��� ��� P���� ��� 9�!�8� H����।  
&��  0;�� )� )�� �!��0�  ! E�� �U��! ����A� ��� )� )�� ��K� )��������� %�X� 
H���� &���  ��<।’’ 

9�� E� ���I���� ���, ������ &'���� ���0� �����; �S���  �� �� P�� &8�� 
����A,  0�;� )� &�@�� )0d����¼� ����� �m�8 ���m ����A �� 9�!�8� H����। 0� 
_’�m��8� �� 8���� 9�!�8� H����। )��=+�����+, ��� ������, &��-������ %��>�, 

��X��� %��>� E�� �� ��F� %��>� �^ H����। 

"/#" ����� "[< ��-, )H�� )� �� ��,��-� �1 8�� ���,������ &���� �� ����M��� ��- 
P�v� ��� 8���। �Y����� ���,����� ���,��� 8'��� ���0 ���0 ���, )T��2� ��� ���,�, 9�!�8�� 
' �!��!����8 ����� ��� �����-� 8��। 
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&0��� ��,��-� )T�2;� 

"� ���,� 

����� ��l����8 

)�g�� ' %������ )��=+�����+����8, ������ ' )������� 9�$����8, 
��X����� ��l� ' 
%��>����8, 8�<���+, E�� ��������l ��� )���+, 8���� ��� ���� E�� ��Y ��;,� ����2 
���,����� E�� ���M7 ���� )��� A�3 �!��!� )��� 8��  �� )�� -���। 

h� ���,� 

��F� %��>����8� 

��o �������� ��� ��F� %��>� �^ H����। 

i� ���,� 

&< ' �I���� �F� 

 (�) )C���+ ������ ' �8���� 9�$���0; ��W��� )�� �$�� � ���� ���³J E����� 
&< ' �I���� �F�� ����f ��� ���� E�� P7� ��  ' %���  8�� E< ��� ���,� ���,��� 
�� %���0 ���� ����f ��� ����। )C���+ ������0; ' �8���� 9�$���0; ��W��� E< �� ����f 
' ��,�! ���� &'���� ��0 ��o�� ���2��� ���0 T�;> )��0����0 ' ���3 �8����0�� � �� 
�����। 

 (�) ����� &< ' �I����� �F�� ����f ��� ���� E�� %���  )���� &'���� ��0 
)
6����� ���8�� ���H )��0 )���। 

 (0) ) ��� �$��� ��  -��� E�� '��C,��0; ����� ����f �H��H ��� ��� ����। 

 (T) &��� ���8� ����� ����f ��� ����। 

 

�� ���,� 

�@� (&M!G��; �@��8) 

�@� ��I,�F ��<��+ �8 ��� ��  ��� ����। �@� ��I,�F )������ )�< �� 9�$� 
)���� H���� )�a�� �@��  �8� ����8� �8  ' ��> &��-��'���  ! ����2M��� %��� ��। ��D 
s�! -��-�� ����� ����q &���� ' ���������� ���2�� ��,����  �! s�! ' ����q &�-
)��� ���  )��M���< �8����0�� �� ��8��! ��� ���� �।  �8� ����8� ����2 ���  ���������� 
����2�  �! ���!��8�  �8� ����8� ��� f����� ���� �U��! ��� �!�l� o8; ���� 8��। �@� 
��I,�F �@� �· ()��+, �CP ) ' ��� ������� �� �� �· &��� ����। &M!�G��; �@� ��I,�F 
�@� �· ' 9!�! �· &��� ����। 

 

[� ���,� 

&���� 

&�����I� ��� ½� ����� ���� 8��। �· ��M��0� ���³J �������8 ��  ��� ���� E�� 
���,�I� �· �S�;,w�� ��������� �� ��� ������� 9���� )���। E< ��  �������  �! <J�;, 
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�!����� ���,���� �����+�C ' <J�;, ����,x�<� �!��� �����+�C ����2 E��Px )���� 8��। 
����� ����°�0; E< ����2 E��Px ���-��� ����। &'���� ��0 ���M7 ���� )��� ���,� 
<��! ���� ����� ����°�0; �������� E��Px ���-��� ����। )� �· &��� ��� 8�� �� 
)�� ���< )�g�� ������� ���  �� 8�� �।  

�� ���,� 

)��'�� 

)��'�� -��� H����। ��� )�� ��I,��F� )������ )�< �� 9�$�< )���� H���� )� a�� )�� 
-��-���  �! %��� ��। ��D ��������� ����2� P�� ��,�� -������  �! s�!��� &�-)�� 
�� ����q ����8�� )�� ���  )��M���< ��8��! �� �8����0�� ��� ���� �। �@� )H�� )���� 
&M!�G��; ���!��! ����8��  �! )��'�� 9o������ �M�X�� )�� '��0�� �!�l� ����। 

#� ���,� 

�3� ����8 

���� ��������� <��&����+ -��� H����। 

�� ���,� 

&M!G��; �� �@�a��� ��  -��� �����  ! <,��,E�,��, &M!G��; )d-����8 ' &<, 
C���P,�+,E-� %��� �� ��A����!� ��,-��� ��  -����� ����। 0;-��,����  ! s�! �� 
�;�U�� &�-)'��� �!����� E< �� %��>��� ��,-����� )�� �8����0�� ���� ����� �। 

/� ���,� 

���������� ���! ��� �-�Q��, )+��o�� ' �� 9C,�� )�dWA����  ! C�� ' ��� ��M�0 ��  
��� ����। ������ ������ �-�Q�� ' )+��o�� )%�; ��� ���� । �!����� ���M7 ���,� )��� ' 
)����  ! )���, ��0�, ��� ' �I8¬����� ��� 9���� ��+� )H�� �+� ��,G E< E� Tx� 
&G�9`� )+���%�x� )��0����0 -��� H����। h[� ���,�� E< 9���� )��� 8���A। &G�9`� 
)%� )+��o�� -��� H����। )��J�� )��M�� �!��� ' ���� )��S�� ���,�� H����। 

"{� ���,� 

���������� ���! )������ l��� ' &G�� �� z��� )+���$� )��0����0 9�!�8� H����। 
)+���$� )����� ' ���F�;�  ! %����� ��M�0a��� ��  ��� ����। 

""� ���,� 

)����, )+���M� ' �������a�� ��  -����� ����। ���� 0;-&�@�� �S��,� ��� 
�K�!, ���I��, ����� <�!��� %-�� ����। ��� � ��� ��� E< ��� %��>�� ��,�� �!�K�� 
�8����0�� ���� �। 

"h� ���,� 

) �� 8�������, �+�� �¾��, ����� ��-��, <�JP+�8 ��� 8�������, 
�l!��g E�� 
�l! 
)���+� ���M,�a��� �H���� ��  ��� ����। )�¿�� )��C�!�� )J��, ��  ��� ���� E�� ��� 
8������� ' )8�H )�x��� %��� �� À2��� ' 9!�! ���o� �����8 ����। 
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"i� ���,� 

 ��_!4 ������8� ��� � ���H ' E< ��� � ���F; ' )����� ��� � ���H  �3� 
<��'������ ��M�0a��� ��  ��� ����। 

"�� ���,� 

 0!�� ' ��� �����8 9�!�8� H����। E<���� ���F; ' )������� �� ' -��� H����। 

"[� ���,� 

 �¨��$Á ' 9!�! %��� �� ��� �  ! ���� �����8 9�!�8� H����। 

"�� ���,� 

 &����, �x, a��� ����; ' ���!���!� -��-�  1�� �M�X�� ���,��� H����। E< 
���� %��� � '��0, �� , ' z�� ' 9!�! ��� %��� ����8 �!�l�  1�� �M�X�� -��� H����। 

"#� ���,� 

 (�) �� ' ��+�� , ��� ' ��+��\ ��� À2� =�, -��-� ' �x 9�!�8� H����। �I�2 
����� ' -�� 0��2;� <��J�+P+ ' E� %�ta�� �H����� ����। 

 (�) ��'��� ��S ' 9!�! ����0�� ������ -��-�, �x, ���Q -��� ���� <�!��� 9�!�8� 
H����। �� A�3�, )��, ����, ������ ' E< ���� ���F; ' )�������  ! %��� �� ��M�0 
)���� H����। 

 (0) ���� �, ��� �, ' E<  ���� ��� )�- �S��,� ��� ��  -��� H����। 

 (T) ���, ������ ����� �!��, )�g�� ����� �!�� ' ��� 9\ ��l�a��� H�� ����� ����� 
E�� 9!�! ����� ��l�a��� )H�� �I�2 Â; )��� 9�!�8� H����। 

 (�) )� ��2�a��� P�v� ��� 8� �� ���, ��-�1�� ���-����  ! ���, ������ �I�2 P7� 
��l�� %��� �� ����a��� )���� H����। 

 (-)�I�2 P7� �!�� ' 9!�! �!��a��� )H�� T��;,_0,����  ! �����8� Â; ' �I2���� 
%��� �� ����a��� )���� H����। 

 (A) &�� ��� a��� �� ����  ! �I�2 P7� �!���� �8��� �' �� ����� 8��। 

"�� ���,� 

�!� ���; ' �8� ���F; 

 �!� ����;� �� , �8� ���F; E�� �� � ' ������ l���8 '������ ��� P7� 
�� , ����� ����� ' &�-)�� E�� E< ���� 9!�!  1�� ��  ��-�w�� -����� ��'�� 8��। 
������ E� �� ����� ���³J 
��X����� ��l� �¿�°���� ��'� ���+�� )���� %��� �� �!�l� 
����। 
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"/� ���,� 

P7� ' ��,� ���, 

s������ ��8��! s��� ���� ' ��� %�ta����8 ��� %��� ������, &�������� ' 

��X����� ��l�� P7� ' ��,�; ��  9�!�8� H����। ������ E� �� ' ���³J 
��X����� ��l� 
)H�� �Q�������� ��'� �H����� ���+�� )��� 8��। PK ��l�a��� )H�� ��� ������� ������8� 
-��K H��� ��8�� )�< -��K )������� �H����� �����8 ��� 8��। 

h{� ���,� 

��8��! ' ���,�� 

T��;,_0,� E����� ��W� s��� ' P7����� �� �8 ��� %��� ��8��!, ���,�� ' �����,�; 
��  9�!�8� H����। ������ E� �� ' 
��X����� ��l�a��� �Q�������� ��'� ���+�� ����। 

h"� ���,� 

<��&<�C�� ' <������ ��� ������� ��  -��� E�� ����� �U� P4��� ��3���� )-J� 
���� 8��। E< ��� ������ -��� �����  ! %��� �� 9H, ������8� �!����� <��&<�C�� ' 
-����� )��� 8��। 

hh� ���,� 

)�� �� 

������ ' &��-������ ��l�� ��,-��� ' %�<���� ��F���� )��- ����� )�� , ��m��8�, 
���F� ����� ����� �8���� )��� 8�� H����, ����� )�<M��� ���� 8��। ����� �!� ��8��! �]�� 
��� 8���A E�� ���� )�� )���� �H� �� ���� ���� 8��। )�� ��� s����  ! ������, &��-
������ ��M��0� ���³J ��M�0a��� )���� ����� 8��। 

hi� ���,� 

)�� 

������ ��M��0� 9����%�m ��,-����8 ��� 9���%�m ��,-������ )�� ���,J ������ 
������� ���� 8��। 

h�� ���,� 

E, �  (<��) ' )z ��� 

E< ���,�� )� ��� ��l��� ��  -����� ��'���  ! ���� )��� 8���A ����� +���-���� 
)���- )�� ' ������ ��,-������ ��� s����  ! ����! ���!� ��,-��� ���� E�  (<��) 9�$��� 
��  -����� )��� 8��। 
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h[� ���,� 

�!����!����!����!���    

(�) �!���� ���, ���-����  ! ���� /+� )H�� _��� "h+� ��,G E�� %����� %��� � �+� 
��,G ��� �!�� )���� H���� (9��! ���c �+�$�� A��+ H����)। ��D �=���� ' ������ �!���� 
��� �  ! ���� /+� )H�� ""-i{ ��� ��,G E��  %����� ��� �  ! "h-i{ ���  ��,G )���� 
H����। 9������� )����� )F�� ��� �!���� 9!�! ���,���� �����M��� -���।  

(�) �����+ ����-��2� A�3� �!��a��� )� )�� �����  �� o8;, ���������� �M�� )� )�� 
����� &G��!�� �¾�����, ���������� �M�� &G��!�� z��$�� E�� ��b� ������ )H�� �+�+ 
�� )�<� z��$�� �!�l�� ���!�� 9H, Ã ����8 ����� �� ��, -����� ����। )��� ������2� ���� 
8�� )�a��� 8�6� 

(") ��� )-��� ���! ���³J V��� ��l�� %������ �� )�� )�� J���� ���+,�$��+ H��� 
     ��8�� )�� ' �]��� ������� ���। 
(h) �m��8 E� 8� �� +��� ��,G )���$�<C �!�K0� Ã<��। 
(i) �-�����  �! &� E�� ��+����  �! ��+�8 ���t�  �! ��W-���� )���  �! 9H,  

��। 
(�) ���������� )=����� %��� �� � ���� =��8 )� )�� ���;� !� ���� �m��8 �� 

8� �� +��� ��,G )���x। O 9� �!�� 9H�� �!��Ã�$+ ���$� PQ��� ����। ��D P��� 
P�v��� (i) ' (�) �� ���, )�� 9H, )���� ����, 9��� )��C, )��� �!���� �DJ 8�� 8�� 
)�, 9H, o8;���� E�  )���$�<C ��t 9H�� ���;� !� ��l� 9H�� �!����� E�� )� )� 
9H, PQ��6 �� ��� 0� E� �A�� ��m��8� 03 9H, PQ���� -�<�� )��� � 8�। 

([) P7� %�t ������� ���K ������M�K �Ä�°���� 9H,��। ��� )� ��I,��F� 9��� 
%�t�+ �������� 8�6 ��� ��A )H�� )-�� E��+ ���+,�$��+ &�� 8�� )�, )� +���+� 
PQ��� -�'�� 8�6 �� P�v��� ��� �  ! %��� ��।  

(0) ���������� 9M!G��� )� )�� E��P�x =� )-� ' �C�!�µ Ã�$+ %�� ��� '  ��  
)�� ����। 

(T) )�+ �!�� ' !���� �!��, ���� )H�� 9H, %���� �M�X�� ���������� 9M!G�� �+,�+, 
��Q��� ����। )� ��� �!��a���� ��� �$�� ��b� ������� 9��l� )�a��� ����l )�+ �!�� ' 
!���� �!���� ���!�� %��� �� ��'� ���� �����। 

(�) 9H,  ��o�8� P����! �Y����� ��2���  ! )������, ��0����, ������ ' �I8¬����� 
����� i+� )H�� �+� ��,G E� Tx� &G����� )+���%x�� ���M,� -��� H����। 

(") %��!��+ ���;� !� �!���� )������ ' ������ ����� i+� )H�� �+�� ���! 9H, ��o�8�  
     P����! E��+ ��� ��Q��� ����। 
(h) %��!��+ �!�� 9H, ��Q���� �!����� ��0���� ' �I8¬����� ����� i+� )H��  �+�� ���! 

E��+ ��� )��� ����। 
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(-) ���������� &M!�G�� �!�� �����  ! )+���%x�� ���M,��� ��  9�!�8� H����। 
(A) ���������� &M!G�� ��� ��o�8� 9���� )��� 8���A। ��D =� )-� �� =� o��x� 

���!�� 9H, %�� ���� 8��। 
( ) 9������� �C���� ��8���! $�� z!��M���, )-� M��0��� ����। 
(c) ��+����0; 9���� ����� E!���P�x� ��  ���-��� ���� ����� E�� ������ 

�0���0; s������ ��k� E!���Px ���-��� ���� ����� E�� s������ ��k� o8; ���� �����।  
(Å) ����, ���-���� ��  �^ H����। 
(+) )�+ �!�� �� 9! )�� ��A�� ���!�� ���������� ��<�� +��� ��Q��� ���� �। 
(Q) ������ ��Z )H�� ��<����� ���!�� k�!��� &�����  ! )�+�� 9� )=�C+ )���� ����। 
(C) �;! ������� -��K ()� ��� k�!��� <�����!< ��Q��� 8���A) )������� )%��� k�!��� A�3 

���� 8��। 
(�) <J�, �����x�<� �!�� �����+C ' <J�;,  �!���� �������� �����+C -E� ���$� ����� 

�m�� ��� ��o8 ���� 8�� E�� E �!����� �!��a���� %�� ���,�� )������ ��  ���-���� 8��। 
 

h�� ���,� 

)�+ �!��' 9!�! �!���� �� ��  ���� E�� )� E�< 9�$� ���� -��� E�� ���������� 
�!���� ���� ��  ����  ! ' %��� �� �!�l� o8�;�  ! 9�w�M��� )���� H����। P�v��� 
��Q��� ' ������2� E )F��' %��� ! 8��। ‘��’ $�, ���� ��� )��� ���� E�� ������ 9�l��� 
A�� ' 9!�! 9������� %�����  �! ������ )%��;� +���' 0I8�� 8�� �����। 

h#� ���,� 

����������  ! &���� ��<��� <��!��; ' &�����I� k�!��� ���� �!��l� ��b� ���� 
 ! &����-�m�� ��¿������ 9�$� �����M��� -���। 

h�� ���,� 

��� z��M� E� x 9�$� ' ������ ���� ����8 9�$� -��� 8�� ����। ��D ����� 
��=��� 9H, ���������� �!���  �� ����� 8��। 

h/� ���,� 

��������� ��� 9�»��,��� �!�l� -��� H����। 

i{� ���,� 

)�d��M�� ������8� z��, ����� ���� �����, ��<��� ���M,� E��  
�l! ��M�0�� 9!�! 
�!�l� -��� H����। 
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i"� ���,� 

)�� �� � �� &��� ��� ���� �। (�) ������,� )�'�� ��,G, (") ��� M���-�� 
 &��� 
�^ H����, (h) ���������� )��H�' )�� ��; �� &��� ��� ���� �, (i) ��������� )��H�' 
����� �� &��� 8�� �, (�) �W���� &�0��� �· �� �!������< ������ ���� ����। ��� ����� 
' �C������ ����� ��A )H�� )�� &�0��� �· &��� ���� ����� �। 

(�) E A�3� ��� %������ ������� ��-)�� %���� ��, 8�+, �� ��, ��� ' ������� P�� 
���,�I� �� &��� ��� ���� E�� ���������� ������� E��P�x  �� ���� 8��। 

(0) 9�z� �8 ��� l��� �� &��� ��� ����।  

(T) )�g�� ������� ��� ����F ��-)�� &�0��� �· ��, ��=� �� E� )H�� 
&������� %��>� ���� &��� 8��, ��� �� )�g�� ����  �� ��� ���� � 9H�� )�g�� ������ 
8��� 8��G� ��� ���� �। E�� &����I� �� <J�;, ����,x�<� �!�� 9H�� <J�;, �!���� ���,����� 
‘����2 E��Px‘ ����  �� ����� 8�� E�� �!�� _�+' ����� %�� %�X ���,� 9����� Ea��� o8; 
����। ��� &������� %��>��� E ���,� ' ���M7 ���� ����� %�� )� ���,� )��� 8��, �� 
���� 8��। 

(�) )�g�� ������� ��� %�!F �� )��- &��� &��� <�!��� ����,� ���,�  ��� 8'�� 
��,G �^ H����। 

ih� ���,� 

������ ���� ���,���� -��� H���� E�� )��J�� ��<$ <��!��� ��� ���� )��S�� ��  
����। 

ii� ���,� 

��� �!���-��t %��>� ' )������+ �����M��� -���। 

i�� ���,� 

��� ��3�� ���2, ����� P�X���� 8��। 

i[� ���,� 

 ��o�� ���2�a��� ��,��� ����� ��  -��� ����� E�� ��� ���,� �H��HM��� ������ 
��� ����। 
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RULE OF MAJORITY DOES NOT APPLY TO PAKISTAN 

PPP CANNOT BE IGNORED IN COUNTRY'S GOVERNANCE 

Report of a Press Conference by Mr. Z. A. BHUTTO on March 15,1971 

 

Mr. Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, Chairman of the Pakistan People's Party, said here 

(Karachi) yesterday that the present deadlock on constitution making could not be 

resolved "by ignoring the wishes of the people of West Pakistan as represented by the 

majority party in West Wing". 

 

He told a Press Conference here that he was not "unhopeful" of resolving the 

present "inherent crisis" which had now come to surface. 
 

Mr. Bhutto said that he supported the demand for lifting of Martial Law and 
transfer of power to the People's elected representatives. "The sooner the Martial Law 

is withdrawn the better ", he said and added that the mechanism was yet to be worked 
out for this purpose. He said he did not think that there could be any difficulty 

resolving the present crisis. 
 

He told a questioner that the present crisis was not new. It was there for all the 

times in the past but it emerged on the surface now. He said that the word "secession" 

was not being used after this crisis or that the new foreign policy outlooks were not 

coming to the light after this crisis. They all existed before the current crisis, he said 

and added that it was now for the "two majority parties" to face this crisis and frame a 

lasting constitution. 

 

Mr. Bhutto said that his party wanted that while transferring power at the Central 

level it should be transferred to the "two majority parties" of East and West Pakistan. 

"Our position is that the majority party in East Pakistan together with the majority 

party in West Pakistan could democratically represent the country". 

 

Mr. Bhutto said this proposition did not in any way imply "two Pakistans and two 
Prime Ministers", one for each Wing. He said that he wanted a united Pakistan. He 

said that the common man very well understood what he meant by this contention and 
regretted that a section of the Press was "mischievously" distorting his standpoint. It 

was misconstrued by vested interests whose ultimate aim is to disintegrate Pakistan. 
They now stand exposed in the eyes of the people." 

 
Mr. Bhutto said that leaders of other political parties were giving a different 

meaning to his contention. The PPP enjoyed an "axiomatic position" in this behalf, he 

said. 
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Asked how he would react if the leader of the majority party in East Pakistan. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman gave representation at the Central level to the leaders of 
minority 

Parties in West Pakistan, Mr. Bhutto said that his party “represented the will of 

the majority of the people of West Pakistan. if this party is excluded it will imply the 

will of the majority of people of this Wing has been ignored.” 

 

Geographical Distance 

Mr. Bhutto reiterated that in the situation faced by Pakistan, having a geo-

graphical distance between the two parts, “the rule of majority did not apply”. 

The majority party “must take into account in the Governance of the country, 

the wishes of the majority Party of this Wing”, he added. 

Mr. Bhutto said that in the event of transfer of power to the majority party of this 

Wing, the PPP would “certainly give representation to the North West Frontier 
Province and Baluchistan”. 

The PPP leader denied accusation against him that in his talks with Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman in Dacca in January last, he discussed with him the sharing of 

power. He said that it was a lie circulated by certain individuals who had been “most 

unkind” to him. 

He said that if this was the position, he would have agreed to the six-point 

programme straight away and Sheikh Mujibur Rahman “would have been happy to 

accommodate him in the Government.” 

Mr. Bhutto said that there was no question of the PPP and its leader wanting 

power. “The people want us to come into power and fulfill our promises for bettering 
their lot”. 

Mr. Bhutto said that power in the Central should be transferred to the majority 

parties of both the Wings and in the provinces to the majority parties in the provinces. 

 

-------------- 
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MINORITY PARTIES LEADERS CRITICIZE BHUTTO S SPEECH 
Press Report on March 16, 1971 

Nawabzada Sher Ali Khan when contacted by PPI to comment on Chairman 

Bhutto's Karachi speech, said he had not read it in detail so he could not 

make a comprehensive comment. 
 

Nevertheless, he said he was not ready to accept that any sensible and patriotic 
Muslim could present a proposal envisaging the break-up of Pakistan into two 

countries as was evidently implied by this move to transfer of power to the majority 
parties in the two Wings. 

He said if the proposal had been correctly reported, he could say that its 

consequences would be far more catastrophic for the Muslims of the Sub-Continent 

than the tragedies that befell them at the battles of Plassey and Seringapatum. Such a 

proposal could only fulfill the hopes of those who were opposed to the establishment 

and continued existence of Pakistan. "It would please our enemies who forced a war 

on us in 1965", he said. 

"I hope and pray he has been incorrectly reported", Nawabzada Sher Ali Khan 

said. He was confident that the Muslims of East as well as West Pakistan would never 

allow to succeed a conspiracy to tear the country to pieces. 

Mian Tufail 

Mian Tufail Mohammad, acting "Amir" of the 'Jama'at-i-Islami said in Lahore on 

Sunday that the setting up of two separate governments in the two wings of the 
country would be a negation of the Legal Framework Order. 

Commenting on the proposal of Mr. Z.A. Bhutto, chairman of the Pakistan 

People's Party that power in West Pakistan must be transferred to the People's Party, if 

it was to be transferred to the Awami League in East Pakistan, Mian Tufail 

Mohammad said that a division of this sort contradicted the Legal Framework Order 

which was promulgated only to safeguard the integrity of the country. 

He said Mr. Z.A. Bhutto, by making this suggestion had clearly stated his 

purpose of becoming the sole ruler in West Pakistan. He said it was strange that Mr. 

Bhutto had now started talking about West Pakistan as a single unit. He said that the 

conditions prevalent in East Pakistan today were a result of the attitude adopted by 

Mr. Bhutto. 

Hainid Sarfraz  

Malik Hamid Sarfraz, General Secretary, Punjab Awami League said in Lahore 

on Sunday that it was shocking to learn that Mr. Z.A. Bhutto, in the course of his 

speech at 
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the Karachi public meeting, has demanded that power in East and West Pakistan 

should be transferred to the respective majority parties- the Awami League and the 

People's Party. 

He said: "I am dumfounded to hear that Mr. Bhutto, the erstwhile sole protagonist 
of the solidarity of Pakistan in his craze for power has thus virtually demanded 

secession of the two Wings of the country". 

"I hope now the people of Pakistan shall be better equipped to comprehend the 

conspiracy of secession and its real author, Mr. Bhutto," he said. "I certainly believe 

that his move shall b e forthwith rejected by the patriotic people of Pakistan" he 

added.  

Ali Asghar Shah 

 

In Rawalpindi, Syed Ali Asghar Shah a former MNA, and President, Muslim 

League (Convention), Rawalpindi, said last night that the demand made by Mr. Z.A. 
Bhutto, that power should be transferred to his party in West Pakistan and to the_ 

Awami League in East Pakistan, clearly proved that the PPP Chairman was only 
interested in capturing power. He said today the basic issue was how to save Pakistan. 

All other matters were of secondary importance. But it seems, he added, that Mr. 
Bhutto, "could not live without being in power". He suggested that Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman and Mr. Bhutto, should settle their differences through negotiations. 

Mian Nizamuddin Hyder 

 

In Karachi Mian Nizamuddin Hyder MNA-elect and the leader of the 

Bahawalpur United Front has strongly condemned Sunday's statement by Mr. Z.A. 
Bhutto, and said the PPP Chief was now advocating "a two nation theory" for 

Pakistan. 

Mian Hyder said the existing national crisis had taken a "serious" turn "because 

of the irresponsible statements of the PPP Chairman". 

In a statement issued on Monday, the Bahawalpur leader pointed out that Mr. 

Bhutto had been endeavoring from the very beginning to share power. He observed 

that the latest demand of the PPP amounted to the division of the country and no 

Pakistan would tolerate such irresponsible statements from any quarter whatever. 

In fact, he pointed out the demand of Mr. Bhutto for "division of power between 

the two wings amounts to the division of the country." The PPP Chief wanted "two 
constitutions, two governments and two countries", he remarked. 

 

Mahmood Manto 

 

Khawaja Mahmood Ahmad Manto, President, Council Muslim League, 

Rawalpindi, has bitterly criticized Mr. Bhutto's suggestion for the transfer of power 

chaos and confusion in the country. 

In a press statement issued in Rawalpindi, yesterday, he said Mr. Bhutto wanted 

to grab the power even at the cost of national integrity. 
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Mr. Manto pointed out that the elections to the National Assembly were held for 

the whole country, and the Awami League had emerged as the single largest party in 

the whole country. Therefore, the Awami League majority could not he reduced only 

for East Pakistan, he added. 

He said that with the suggestion made by Mr. Bhutto on Sunday in Karachi, the 

People's Party stood fully exposed. The people should now fully realize the dangerous 
designs of the P.P.P which was out to disintegrate the country, He said that the people 

had voted for the PPP not for the dismemberment of Pakistan. "The patriotic people 
will not allow the People's Party to endanger the solidarity of the country," he said. 

 

Mohammad Mahmood 

Mr. Mohammad Mahmood, former General Secretary of the All-Pakistan Awami 

League, commenting on the speech of Mr. Z.A. Bhutto, said that it was for the people 

of the Punjab to decide whether they want one Pakistan or two Pakistan as had been 

advocated by the Chairman of the People's Party. The people of the Punjab had given 

him support and it was for them to withdraw that support if they wanted one Pakistan. 

In a statement, he said Mr. Bhutto stood fully exposed and so Mr. Abdul Qayyum 

Khan, both were a great obstacle in the way of transfer of power to the people both of 
them wanted commitments about their share in the Government before they lent 

support for the Constitution-making. 

 

Mahmudul Haquc Usmani 

Mr. Mahmudul Haque Usmani, Secretary-General, National Awami Party (Wali 

group on Monday evening said it was most 'imperative' that 'a caretaker' government 
should be formed at the centre. 

Addressing the party workers, he said it should be the discretion of the majority 

party leader to select any member of the National Assembly for inclusion in the care-

taker ministry for running the administration and immediate solution of various 

problems confronting the nation. 

 

Kazi Faiz Mohammad 

Kazi Faiz Mohammad, senior Vice-President of the Pakistan Awami League said 

in Karachi on Monday that the speech delivered by PPP Chief, Mr. Z. A Bhutto in 

Karachi yesterday was replete with contradictions based on a combination of'truths 

and untruths'. 

Prof. Ghafoor Ahmed, MNA-elect and leader of the Jama'at-i-Islami 
Parliamentary Party on Monday evening said that Pakistan People's Party Chief Mr. 

Z. A. Bhutto wanted to divide the country into two pails to capture power in the 
Western Wing. 

East Wing 

Mr. Bhutto's suggestion of transferring power to both the majority parties 

simultaneously evoked a sharp reaction in East Pakistan and political circle in East 
Pakistan said such a suggestion proved that Mr. Bhutto believed in two Pakistans. 
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These circles maintained that in a democracy majority party alone, had the right 

to form the government. 

There could not be two majority at a time in a house, they said and commented 

that the demand for lifting of the Martial Law and transfer of power to the majority 
party was perfectly democratic and also the best solution to the present crisis. 

Khwaja ""Mohammad Safdar, General Secretary of the Punjab Zonal Council 

Muslim League, on Monday criticized the proposal made by Mr. Z. A. Bhutto, 

Chairman of Pakistan People's Party that the power be transferred to the two major 

parties in two Wings of the country. 

He charged Mr. Bhutto for creating the prevalent political crisis and bringing the 

country on the brink of disaster. 

 

Political Parties Leaders 

A joint meeting of Karachi leaders of various political parties and members-elect 

of the National and Provincial Assemblies on Monday asked President Yahya Khan to 

take immediate steps to transfer power to the elected representatives of the people. 

A resolution passed at the meeting described as "mischievous" the proposal made 

by the Pakistan People's Party Chairman, Mr. Z. A. Bhutto at his public meeting in 
Karachi on Sunday. 

Syed Khalil Ahmad Tirmizi, Organizing Secretary, Pakistan Awami League and 

Sheikh Manzurul Haq, President, City Awami league warned the nation in Karachi on 

Monday of the plans of Mr. Z. A. Bhutto which, they claimed, aimed at splitting the 
Country into two. 

 
*  *  *  *  *  * 

 

Nasrullah 

Nawabzada Nasrullah, President of the Pakistan Democratic Party, West Wing 

said in Lahore on Monday, that Mr. Bhutto's proposal for the transfer of power to the 

respective majority parties of the East and West Wing was absolutely contrary to 

democratic norms. 

In a Press statement he said it was quite natural for the patriotic circles to get 

disturbed at Mr. Bhutto's recent suggestion. 

 

Shamsud Doha 

Mr. R. Shamsud Doha, General Secretary, Rawalpindi Division Awami League 

has said Awami League will resist all attempts endangering the integrity of the 

country.. 
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Commenting on the statement of Mr. Z. A. Bhutto. Chairman, PPP at Karachi in 

which he has said that power should be transferred to the majority party in East 

Pakistan and to the majority party in West Pakistan Mr. A. R. Shamsud Doha said that 

Pakistan Awami League stands for the integrity and solidarity of the country at all 

costs. 

Fateh Mohammad 

 

Maulana Fateh Mohammad Ameer Jama'at-i-Islami Rawalpindi division has said 

that Mr. Z. A. Bhutto, Chairman of Peoples Party is a bundle of contradictions. He 

was commenting on Mr. Bhutto's yesterday speech delivered in Karachi. 

 

 

----------------
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Mujib-Yahya meeting to decide whether Pakistan to stay or go: 

Independence of Bangladesh a "Fair Accompli". 

 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman yesterday had a two and half hours meeting with the 

President of Pakistan, General A.M.Yahya Khan at the President Bhavan, Dacca. 

After the meeting, Sheikh Mujibur while coming out of the President Bhavan stopped 

his car outside the gate and met the waiting newsmen. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman said we have discussed the political situation in the 

country and again we will be meeting tomorrow at 10 a.m. 

While replying to a question asked by a foreign correspondent as to whether the 

discussion was friendly, Sheikh Mujib said, "Kindly do not ask any more questions. It 
is not a matter of 2 or 3 minutes discussion. I have said that the discussion will 

continue and we will be meeting again tomorrow at 10 a.m. 

The much-awaited talk between Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and President Yahya 

started at 11 a.m. and continued till 1-30 p.m. At about 1-30 p.m. Sheikh Mujib came 

out of the President Bhavan and met the journalists. 

A host of local and foreign correspondents, Press Photographers and TV 

Cameramen was waiting for the Sheikh to come out of the President Bhavan since the 

meeting began. 

The crucial talk between the leader of the people and the President and Chief 

Martial Law Administrator was held without any aide- it was learnt. 

Strict security measures were taken at the President Bhavan and the three roads 
leading to the house were heavily guarded. 

Before the talk started when Sheikh Mujibur Rahman arrived at the President 

Bhavan the journalists broke through cordon put up by the Police and security forces 

and went up to the gate of the Bhavan. 

They waited outside the gate till the talk ended and Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

came out of the Bhavan. 

As Sheikh Mujib's car was seen proceeding towards the gate, the waiting 

journalists stepped forward and surrounded the car as soon as it came out. . Sheikh 
Mujib got down and talked to the journalists for a few minutes. 

This talk will go down in the history of the country for its unequal importance 

and significance. 
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Never in the history of Pakistan so much depended on the outcome of any 

meeting ever held between the head of State and an Elected Leader, 

It may be recalled that on Sunday last Sheikh Mujibur Rahman had said that he 

was prepared to meet. President Yahya if the latter comes to Bangladesh. 

The visit of President Yahya was necessitated due to many factors. Since he had 

adjourned the session of the National Assembly on March 1 which was scheduled to 

meet on March 3 at Dacca, things moved faster than anyone could visualize. 

According to the Official figure 172 persons were killed by the Army in various 
places of Bangladesh and many more injured only for the fault of raising their voices 

in protest against the postponement of the Assembly. 

The frustrated people finally raised the demand of sovereign and independent 

Bangladesh. They are no more prepared to be subjected to the undemocratic and 
repressive measures of a Government sitting 1,300 miles away. 

Sober politicians like Air Marshalls Asghar Khan and Nur. Khan and many 

others of both the wings of the country have observed that the President should go to 

the East wing and discuss with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman who is not only the leader of 

the Majority Party but also the "last link" between the two wings moving fast to 

opposite directions. 

In his turn Sheikh Mujibur Rahman has proved himself to be not only the 

Majority Leader of the National Assembly which is yet to meet but also as a great 

statesman who has always followed the path of Constitutional and Democratic means 

to solve the problems of the country. 

In his historic address delivered at Race Course Maidan on March 7, the Sheikh 

demanded the acceptance of "four points" before considering the question of meeting 
in the National. Assembly in order to frame a future Constitution of the country. 

The demands of the Sheikh which have by this time been able to master supports 

from almost all political parties and leaders of the country are lifting of Martial Law. 

withdrawal of Forces to the barracks, transfer of Power to the Elected Representatives 

and holding Enquiry into the recent Mass killing by the Army. 

In this hour of trial of the nation, the people expect from the President a realistic 

and rational approach. General Yahya may emerge as the savior of Pakistan if he 

accepts the demands of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and allows the N.A. to sit for 

framing one Constitution for Pakistan. Otherwise, Pakistan stands disintegrated. The 

Bengalees are resolute to achieve Independence, which, under their dedicated leader, 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, has already been accepted as almost a fait accompli. 

 

------------ 
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-No��, "#< ��-,- !�� %�� �'��� &�_� 8���� �� M���� &  E��� ���� )�, )�� 
��� � ���������� 
����� )T�2;� ����A। E ���� )T�2;� �S��,  0�;� ���! )��w� 
��j�! H���� ���� � ��� ��� P�v� ���। 

!�� %�� ���, )%���Cx <���8�� E�� )�� ��� ��� ���! &������ )�� %«< PQ�� ���� 
�। 


����� �S��, ��W� (�'����) E�� )�� ��� ��� ���! ���n�� )�� )��c��3� ����A ��� E 
�S��,� E� %�«� PX�� ��� ���, �� ��A�< ����������� ���A ��� ��� �। 9�� ��A� 
�� ������� �� ��� ���A )0�� H���। 

��� ���, )%���Cx <���8�� E� �S�;,w�� F���8�। E� �� F���  �����; ' ��W��� 
��,��-� %�������� 8���। 

��'��� ���, <���8�� E� �� ���� ���� �� 8��� E��+ 9G�,�,����� �Æ������ ����� 
0Q ���। ��� ��  8�� _’9���� ���! �S� ' ����� �8��� ��� E��  ���!�� �M�X�� �� 
_’9���� ���! �x ��� )���। 

!���� &'���� ���+, %�� ��� )�, )���� _< 9���� _< ���!�0��> ���� ���A F��� 
8��G� �S��,�  �� M��N�� ������� ��W�� (M��N�) &��� ����M��� �!��!� ���� 8��। 

&  ����� E��� ����������� ���H &��� %���0 �'��� M���� ���, ��W�  ���� �/ 
�A� ���4 ��� ���M7 &�@���� ���H  �3� �A�� ��D E��+ ���, � ������  0�;� ���! 
��,�� ����� �� E��� E�� �8����0�� )���� )����। 

�'��� M���� ��� %H�� %�� <��! �S��, ������� ���� 8��। ��� ��� )��� ��� )�, 
��� ���� ��F! )�dWA��� �U� 8�� �� ��� &��� ��o�� �1 ����।  

!�� %�� ���, ‘‘&�� ���!���, )����� E�� ��'��� �S��, ��A� ���c �। ����,� 
‘�!���+��’ �<' &�� ��3� ��� &�� E�H� M�� ��� ���c )� &����� )���� 9������ )��� � 
)��� ����A।’’ 

�'��� M���� ���, )�� �!�0 8'��� ���' ���� E��� E���A ����� E��� H���� 
9����� ����A, ���; E�����  ! ���� ��o�� E�� 9�� �!�0 
���� ����A। 

�����$� +��� �Q��� E�� %�I� F��o���� ���! ���� 8� ��� )� �!����� �F! �����  �! 
��� )�� ��� ��� %�� &8��  ��। &'���� ��0 ����$ �8���� 9����� �� ����  �!' ��� 
 0�;� %�� &8��  ��। 
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9�8���0 &�@���� )2�� �� )0�� )³�0�� & ' ����� ������ 
(��$ �����+,��) 

&'���� ��0 %�� )�� ��� ��� �8���� &8�� 9�8���0 &�@���� 0���� �\� ��� )2�� 
�� 9�����8� 8���A। E< &�@���� )�P �8� )H�� �8��, o�� )H�� o���G�� A�3�� ��3�A। 
�M�-����� &� )³�0�� o��-����� &  ������। 

)�g�� ' %������ ���M,��� )$C����)�g�� ' %������ ���M,��� )$C����)�g�� ' %������ ���M,��� )$C����)�g�� ' %������ ���M,��� )$C����    

)$C���� 0���� E� �M��  0�;� &�@���� %�� ��;, ��H,  �����A E��  ��� 
)�� ��� ��� ���,������� 9�$�� 9���l� H���� ����G ����A। 

P��-� ��t��0�>�P��-� ��t��0�>�P��-� ��t��0�>�P��-� ��t��0�>� 

P��-� ��t��0�>�� P��!��0 0� ��� ���T�+ +���,��, 8� �����0, �0�� �� ' ���G0� 
E����� 0;��0��, 0;�+! 9�>� ' �H�M� 9��>� 8�। 

¨�-��� &�@��¨�-��� &�@��¨�-��� &�@��¨�-��� &�@��    

0���� ���� /+�� ����� E���C�� %��0�; ¨�-��� &�@���� l��� 9���� ��,��-� o8; 
���� P����! E� &���-� �M� 9��>� 8�। &0������ )H�� E &�@���� ���� �1 8��। 

)�+ �!�� ��,-��� ��o�� ���2�)�+ �!�� ��,-��� ��o�� ���2�)�+ �!�� ��,-��� ��o�� ���2�)�+ �!�� ��,-��� ��o�� ���2�    

���2� ������ 
������ &�@���� %�� 9��ª ��H, �� ����A। "[   ���! ��� ��o�� 
���2� 0Q ��� 8���A। 

)���)���)���)���F�    ���� )��M�K )������� ��,-������ �M����� )��M�K )������� ��,-������ �M����� )��M�K )������� ��,-������ �M����� )��M�K )������� ��,-������ �M�    
0���� ���� ��+�� )���F� ���� )��M�K )������� ��,-������ E� �M�� E��+ 

��K���� ����+ 0Q ��� 8���A। �M�� ������ ���8� ��I,� 0;-8�!�� �@� ��� 8�। ""[ � 
������ ���,� %�!�8�� ����  �! �M�� ����  �� 8�। 

���� � �� ����� <P�� �����+C���� � �� ����� <P�� �����+C���� � �� ����� <P�� �����+C���� � �� ����� <P�� �����+C    

���������� ��,�� 
������ &�@���� %�� <P�� ��;, ��H, �� ����A। 
������ 
&�@���� &�' ) ����� ����  �! <P�� ��W�� s��� �q �!�8�� ����  ! ���3 ��� )���+ 
��0���� %�� &��� ����A 
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)%���Cx ) ���� &0� )��8�p� <���8�� �� E�� &'���� ��0 %�� )�� ��� ��� �8���� 
���! ����� �$� &���-� 0���� ������ )�2 8���A। &  (�I8¬�����) 9����� �I��� �$� 
��� �-<���8�� &���-� 8�� ����। 

&���-� 9o0�� �S��, )%���Cx M� )H�� )�� �H! %��� ��� 8��। )�� ���8� ����A 
&���-� E��� 9�!�8� ����A E�� &����� ���! &�' &���-� 8�� ����। ��� ��� ��,���� 
8��। 

&'���� ��0 %�� ��W� ����� ���M�� ����������� ���H &���-�� E� ��,���  j� 
���������� %�«� PX�� ���, ‘‘&����� ��o�� 9�!�8� ����A E�� ��F! P��� � 8'�� ��,G 
�� 9�!�8� H����।’’ ��� ���� %« ���, ‘‘&�� �� &�@�� %�!�8�� ����A?’’ 

��,���� �����-� 9����� &'���� ��0 %�� )�� ��� ��� �8�� 0���� ����� ����� ��¶� 
E��+ ���� +���+� 0�3��� ��� )%���Cx M�� %��� ��� E�� E� Tx� �� )����� &��। 
)%���Cx M� $+�� ����� ���!�� )��� ' ������ �������� ��W�� �T�� ��� &���-�� 9o0�� 
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)%���Cx M�� )%���Cx <���8��� ���H E� Tx� 9���m &���-�� �� �0I�8 %�!���, ��� 
E� ���� )�� ��� � )��� ' ������ ����������� T�����M��� ��F�4�� ���।  
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%«� &�� �� &��� -��-�$� ���� ��� &���-� ����A? 

PX�� �� &�� )%���C�x� ���H &���-� s�Q�� ����� 8���A �� 9��!< �� j��� 
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����������� ���H )�2 ��,��� )�� ���8��� ��� %$�v )��� ���। E  ����  j� ������ 
�������� ��W�� %« ��� )�, E 8��� )H�� �� &��� )�� ��A�  ��� ��� ����? )�� ���8� �� 
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���, ‘‘"/h{ ����� "#< ��-, &���  £��। &��  ��� ��' &���  £�� ��� ����। 
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0M�� ��T, ��r�� �!�0 ��� )�� ��� � &�' ���, ‘‘&���  £�� ��, �I��! ����< �� ��? 
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&���  ��।’’ 

)%���C�x� ���H &���-&���-�� ����� ��W� ()�� ��� �) � M�� 8���A ��� � ���� ��� 
8�� )�� ��� � P����K  ��� )�। ��� ���, &��� � M�� 8��< ���� �।  ������;� ���' 
� M�� 8��। ���� �F! 9 ,��  �! �I�%���। 
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0���� )%���C�x� ���H &���-�� ����� 
t��� %�� �I�J &�2,; ��� 8�� )�� ��� � 
���, ‘‘E� Tx� ��� 9t ��� �।’’ 

�� ��3�< &����� ��3�< &����� ��3�< &����� ��3�< &���    

&���-&���-��  �! ��� ��� ��3��� )%���Cx <���8��� &0���� �U�� &�A ��� 
� ���� ��� 8��, &'���� ��0 %�� P�� %« ���, )%���Cx M� �� ����� 9��l �? ����� 
��� ��� )� ���������� �� ��3�< &��� ��3�। 

    

������ ��8������� ��8������� ��8������� ��8��!�!�!�!    

����l�� �S��, ������ ������ ���H )��0����0 ����A ��� � ���� ��� 8�� )�� ��� � 
)����-� (�)  ��� )�। E�� ��� )�, ���� E���< &�A E�� ��� T+� �� ��< %�!F 
���A। 

������ ��8��! )-���A ��� � ���� ��� 8�� ��� ���, ‘‘&��� %���  )<।’’ 

E< ��,��� )�� ��� � ���, ��+, -� <�!����8 &����� �� %���  ���������< �� &�A। 

�� �<, )� �S��, � ���� ��� 8�� )�� ��� � ���, ‘‘
��� )���� 
��� �0��� �8���� 
)�W�- H���� 9����� ��� ���0������ )<।’’ 
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)�� ��� � ��I,� )����8�� 8�!���µ 
�S��, ��G ����+ 0Q�� %��� %�!��� 

�! C "/ ��-,, "/#" 

 

MUJIB DECLINES TO ACCEPT PROBE BODY 

No useful purpose could be served : limited. 

Text of the statement by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman oil March 18, 1971 at Dacca. 
 

The Awami League Chief Sheikh Mujibur Rahman today rejected the 

commission of enquire set up by the Martial Law Administrator, Zone B "to go into 

the circumstances which led to the calling of the Army in aid of civil power in various 
parts of East Pakistan between March 2 and March 9". 

In a statement issued here today the Awami League Chief declared the people of 

Bangla Desh shall not co-operate with such a commission in any respect. He also said 

no one should nominate any member to this 'Commission' nor serve as its members. 

According to the Martial Law Administrator's Order the commission will be 

headed by a Judge of the High Court of East Pakistan who is to be nominated by the 
Chief Justice. 

 

*   *   *   *   *   * 

Following is the full text of the statement: 

"I regret that the Commission of Inquire" which has been announced, on the face 

of it cannot satisfy the demand voiced by me on behalf of the people of Bangla Desh. 

It’s very institution by a Martial Law Order and the provision for submission of its 

report to the Martial Law authority are highly objectionable. The terms of reference 

themselves betray the intention of pre-judging the most fundamental issue and to shut 

out inquiry into the real issues. 

The only terms of reference is : 

"To go into the circumstances which led to the calling of the Army in aid of civil 

power in various parts of East Pakistan between March 2 and March 9". The 

fundamental issue is thus pre-judged, since what has to be inquired into is whether the 
deployment and use of force was in aid of ulterior political purposes and not at all in 

aid of civil power. The 'commission' is further shut out from inquiring into the actual 
atrocities, which have been reported from various parts of Bangladesh, involving 

thousands of casualties. Thus, even the number of casualties and the circumstances in 
which unarmed civilians were shot down cannot be enquired into. 
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"Such a 'commission' can serve no useful purpose. Indeed such an inquiry would 

not at all the genuine inquiry aimed at arriving at the truth, but would be a more 

device to mislead the people. 

"We cannot, therefore, accept such a 'commission'. The people of Bangla Desh 
shall not co-operate with such 'commission', nor serve as its members". 

"On behalf of the people we had made four-point demand on the 7th of March. 

1971, one of those demands was that for fair, impartial and public inquiry with proper 

terms of reference. The nominal and piecemeal acceptance of one of those points and 

that too in the manner described above, cannot contribute to the solution of the grave 

crisis that faces us". 

 

Mujibs Probe 

 

Meanwhile, Sheikh Mujib has sent Capt. Mansur Ali, leader of Parliamentary 

party in the East Pakistan Assembly, Khandaker Mushtaque Ahmed, Vice-President, 

East Pakistan Awami League and Mr. Abidur Rez.a Khan, MNA-elect to Chittagong 

to make an on the spot enquiry into the recent firings and other incident there. 

 

They will assess the situation and report accordingly. It may be mentioned that 

Maulana Bhashani had also sent him a telegram to this effect. 

 

-------------------
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������� ��� ����� 

��� � <��8�� &���-�� '�� ��������� 
%����� 

s��� ���,��� h{ ��-,, "/#" 

 

&  P���J��8 ��� �&  P���J��8 ��� �&  P���J��8 ��� �&  P���J��8 ��� �----<���8�� s�Q�<���8�� s�Q�<���8�� s�Q�<���8�� s�Q�    

(J�$ �����+,��) 

&'���� ��0 %�� )�� ��� ��� �8�� 0���� �=��� ����� )%���Cx ) ���� &0� 
)��8�p� <���8�� ���� ���H /{���+ �!��� )���� ��,�� ����l�� E�� �������� 9-���l� 
�S��, �I��� �$� &���-� ����A। ��W�� &  ����� ���� ��+�� P���J��8 &���-�� ����� 
8�6। 

0���� ���� &'���� ��0 %���� ��  P���J� E�� )%���C�x� ��  �8����� ���! 
_’T�� &���-� 8���A। &���-�� 9o0�� E�� &���-! ��2� �S��, ����� E�� &'���� ��0 
PM� �F )H��< ��Q�� )0������ 9��� ��� 8�6। 

M��� 9� &������ 0���� �=��� ���� ��� �����A )�, 9G�,�,����� ����� 0Q �S��, 
)%���Cx <���8�� E�� )�� ��� ��� ���! &���-� -��A। )���� &�' ����� �����A )�, h[)� 
��-,  ���� ���2��� 9����� ���� &�0< 9G�,�,����� ����� 0Q�� �U��� �S��, PM�� 
&���-� ����A। 

)%���Cx <���8�� ���H /{ ���+ &���-�� �� )�� ��� � ��W� ���M�� ����������� ��� 
)�, &���-� 9�!�8� ����A। ��� ��� )�, E &���-� �����; �!���� �। E  ! %-�� ����� 
%��� ।  

)�� ��� � &  ����� ���� "{+�� )%���Cx <���8��� ���H ��W� ���� ����J ��,��,���� 
��� -��H, �$� &���-� s�Q�� ����� 8��। )�� ���8��� ���H H���� s���  1� <����, 
 �� �� P�� &8��,  �� E, E<-, E� ���1¶���,  �� ���� &��, )��@��� )����� 
&8�� E�� C� ����� )8���। )%���C�x� P���J� �8���� ��� ��,�����,  �� E, )�, )¨�8� E�� 
 �� ���$��� ��� ���� &���-� s�Q�� P��l� H���� �U�� ����A। 

0���� �^!�� )�� ��� ��� �8�� ��  P���J�� ���H )%���Cx M�� )%���C�x� ��  
P���J�� _’Tx� s�Q�� ����� 8��। )�� ���8��� P���J� �A�� s���  1� <����,  �� 
�� P�� &8�� E�� C� ����� )8���। )%���C�x� P���J� �A�� ����� &<��� ��� E, &�, 
��;,�����, )%���C�x� �%����� J�$ 9�$��� )�� ) ���� ��� ��� E�� ������ ���8��    
EC�M���+ ) ���� ��,� 8���। _’���� ‘P���J���‘ �� $��,��� �M�X�� &���-� -��� )� 
�S��, ���� ����� ��� �����  �� )0�A। 
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)�� ��� ��� �8�� )%���C�x� ���H &���-� �S��, ��W� ���M�� ����������� ���, &�� 
�� ����< M�� &�� ��� ��� �������  !' s��� H���। ��W�� %« ��� 8���A� )� ��� 
)%���C�x� ���H &���-�� �DJ 8���A ���। 

h[)� ��-, &8��  ���� ���2��� 9������ ��W� ���� )��0�� �S��,  j� ���������� 
%�«� PX�� )�� ��� � ���, ‘‘&��� M����� �S�;, ���n��। E 9`��� ���2 )�  �� ��� , 
����A, )�< �� ��,���� �p��� 8�6, )�< �� ��o�� ���A �� ���� �I�H��  ��।’’ 

)�� ������ �M�X�� &���-� 8���A ��� %�«� PX�� )�� ���8� ‘�’  ��� )�। 

P���J� ��,���� s�Q� 9�>��� �!�l� &���-�� 9o0�� )��c�� ���, %« ��� 8�� )�� 
��� � ���, ‘‘&���� �� ���� ���;� ���� ����।’’ 

����� ��W��� ���! -�3�G &���-� 8�� ���, %�«� PX�� &'���� ��0 %�� ��� )�, ��� 
E �!����� E�' ��A� ���� ���� �।  

 j� ������ �������� %« ��� )�, ��� ��,G &���-�� 9o0�� �S��, ��W��  ��� 
�����। )�� ���8� )8�� ���, ‘‘9��F� �1। ��� ��� &��� ��@� )�� E�� M�0!�8� ���2��� 
)���।’’ 

%«� �!�� &�� &��� )�� %�«� PX� ���6 �। ��� &�� )�2����� �� 8����? 

PX�� E �3 ��Q %«। &�� �� < &W- �1। 

��b� ������� )����� ���H )�� ���8� )��� ���� �� � &�A ���,  j� ���������� 
%�«� PX�� ��� ��� )�, ��W� 0I�8� _��� ����  !< P£�K। ���� )�� 9H�� �!�K )� )�� 
���� &��� ���H )��� ���� ����। 

)�� ��� ��� 0���� )%���Cx M� )H�� )����� &��� �� ���< 8�2,�4$�v )����। )%���Cx 
M��� ���� P4��8�  ��� %-� M�3 8�।  �� ����;�  ! )�����8� E�� <,��,&��� 
�8���� )��� 8�, P4��8�  �� ‘ � �����’ )³�0� )� E�� )�� ���8�' ��W��� ���H )³�0� )�। 

P���J���� s�Q�P���J���� s�Q�P���J���� s�Q�P���J���� s�Q�    

)�� ��� � E�� )%���Cx <���8��� P���J���� ���! 0���� ����� �^!�� )%���Cx M�� 
_’T�� &���-� 8�। P���J���� s�Q� )��2  �� �� P�� &8�� ��� )�, )�� ��� � E�� 
)%���C�x� ���! &�0 )� &���-� 8���A )� �S��,� ��2�� PM� ��F� P���J���� ���! 
&���-� 8���A। 

 �� �� P�� &���-! ��2� �S��, )�� �H! %��� ��� )H�� ���� H���। ��� ���, 
‘‘9�� ��2�� &���-� 8���A।’’ 9G�,�,����� ����� 0Q �S��, &���-� 8���A ��� %« ��� 
8�� ��� )�� ��A� %��� ��� )H�� ���� H���। 

��� ��� )�, ������ ��I,��F� ���A ��W��  �������� a���2,�;� �@� ' %����� ����A। 
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������� ��� ����� 

 �������� <� )��0� )�� ��x�� ��q 
���� %�������� ����� 

��m��8� ‘‘
�� ’’ h{ ��-,, "/#" 

����8� ���k�8����8� ���k�8����8� ���k�8����8� ���k�8    

(
��  �����+,��) 

<�������� )H�� &0� ‘9���H’ )%���Cx <���8��� ���H )�� ��� ��� �8�� �� ����� ��� 
9����� &����� %�« s�Q� ��� -���A, �Q� )��� E ��8���, ���K ��o���� ��,�� ��,��� 
<��8���� �� 9�!�� ������ � 8���A। 

�� ��� �8� ���� )H�� %�� �W�-� ��<� ����  ��������� �� ��3��� 9�l��� <J )�\� 
)�� ���x� E��+ �!�+���� ����� 8������ �A��� )��� 23���� �!�4 ��� �����A। P¤,� 
��I,�F ����� 9q �$���� )���� ���,� �����A� ��D s����� �� 9o�8! ����A। ��1��� ���� 
��W�3�� ���2� )z�� o8;�� s����� '��'����� ���,��� %������ ����A। 

E ����� ������� �� &������� E����� A�3�� ��3�A। E����� ���2 ��� )����A 
�� ��3�� <J )�\� )�� ���x� ) ������ 8���� 9q �$���� )���� ���,� E���A�। s������ �� 
%�!��� ����A। ��� A�P��� �$�� ����� ���� 8���A�, �� ����� ���� )�P। )��3 ��� 
E���A�, ���� %������ ����A। 

o���� �� o�� )H�� ���2 E���A 0� _�� ���। +\�- ������� )���3� )���3  ����� 
8���A। E�+�� �� E�+� �!�����C 0�3 �����A। 

���,��-�  ���� ���2� ���!  �� ������ 8��� )�I�f ���k�8� �!�+������ �F� ���� 
'�� ����� 8���A�। �M� ����A ����� ��W-+��, ����� ���A� )0�A  �������। 0� �I8¬����� 
&+ )H�� �� 8� ��  \� ���2 ��1����� )�� ��K�� %��8� ����  �! +�\�<� )���C� )-d��H�� 
E��  ����� 8�। 

��F�¡ E<  �� 9�»����, ���; ���। ����� ��� )H�� )� )�� ��1� ��K E�� E��� 9q 
�A��� ��� )��� � ���� ���  �! ������ ��� �!�����C s��� ���-E�����  ������� �� ��3� 
��,G 9!���� +\�� �8��� ���A। 

����� ��� )H�� ������80��� )�� 0�3� 9���È )H�� &� )��� �����।  ��������� ��A 
)H�� )� ����+� 9q ��,�; ������� ���� E�0�� )0�A, )����' ��1�������� %��8� ����  ! 
�!�����C s��� ���। 

��A�3�  ��������� )�� ��<� ����� �I�J ��� 0�3� -��-�� ��É �I�J ��� 8���A। E< 9�l�� 
0� �I8¬����� ������ ' 9��� ��� ��,G ������� ��K� �H )��� ��� ���� 8�। 
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0����' PK E����� P�X � 9�!�8� H��� E�� E< ��� )��� ��,G ������� ��K�� 
%���������� �!��+����� 9q �A��� ��� _���8� ���� �����0 ����। 

)�P )�P &��� ����A, ������� ��K E< 9�l� )H�� ��W-��  �! ‘)��3����+ ���’ 9��� 
���� ����। 

���������,�Md� �������� 8�� -��A�,�Md� �������� 8�� -��A�,�Md� �������� 8�� -��A�,�Md� �������� 8�� -��A    

((((
��  �����+,
��  �����+,
��  �����+,
��  �����+,))))    

��,��2 ���� %���, )����� <���8�� ���������� ���K &�@���� ���� 
��� ���,�Md� 
�������� )�� ��� ���! 8�6। �� ��A� 8������ ������, )�2 ��,G ��b��`��� ��t������ 
���;� !�-P����� �F�� )�2 )-J� ����A। 

%���, ��� ���8�� %����� �M�X�� ��K��Z �!�l� 8�� -���A। &���-�� ��,�� ��,��� 
s������ Â�;� ���-��������� ���+����� ��� %-� �� �2���2 -��A। )�� Â; �������� ��� । 
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������� ��� ����� 
��� �-<���8�� s�Q� ���+ ����� ��H 

Ea�6 
s��� ������ h" ��-,, "/#" 

 

��� ��� ��� ��� ����----<���8�� s�Q� ���+ ����� ��H Ea�6<���8�� s�Q� ���+ ����� ��H Ea�6<���8�� s�Q� ���+ ����� ��H Ea�6<���8�� s�Q� ���+ ����� ��H Ea�6    
(J�$ �����+,��) 

��Z�� ���� ��,�� ���+ ����� ��H ��� �-<���8�� &���-�� 0���� ����� 9o0�� 
����� 8���A। ��o��� ������ 9%���Ê� ��� )�� ��� ��� �8��� 0���� ��� ���� ��2,l��� 9�� 
�   �8��,��� ��� �������� )%���Cx <���8�� ���� ���H "i{ ���+ &���-� )��2 ��� ' 
��W� �8��,�0; �8��!��� )%���Cx M� )H�� )����� &��। ��� ��� ���M�� ��� 
����������� ���, &���-�� ��A�+� 9o0�� 8���A। )�� ���8� ���, �� j��� ���+ ������� 
��H ���� Ea�6। 

��� &��� ���, PM� ���� P���J���� s�Q� -��� E�� ��� <���8�� ���� ���H 
&0������ )������ ����� ����� &���-�� ����� 8��। 

��� ���, &����� &���-� -��� ����A E�� &��� 9o�� 8�6। 

E< &���-�� ��b� ������� )�I�I�@� 9��o8; �S��, E� %�«�  '���� ��� ��� 
)%���Cx ��b� �������� ���M7 )����� ��\ �IH�M��� E< �!����� &��� &���-� ����। 
��� &��� ���, %��� ����� &���' )�dHM��� ��b� ������� )����� ��\ &���-� ���� 
����। 

0������ s�Q�� )�� ��� ��� �8���� ��\ ��W�� �A��, ��W�� 8�6 : s���  1� <����, 
 �� �� P�� &8��, )��@��� ������ &8��,  �� ���� &��,  ��, E E<-, E�, 
���1¶��� ' C°� ����� )8���। 9����F )%���C�x� ���H �A�� ��-����� ��� E, &�, 
��,�����, )�� ) ���� ��� ��� '   -E+,� ) ���� (&��,) ��,� 8���। 

��W�� E��+ 9G��,����� ����� 0Q �S��, &���-� ����A ��� � ���� ��� 8�� )�� 
��� � ���, ��W�� )���� �� ��� �S��, &���-� ���A। 

 

&���-�� ��� �DJ 8���A ���, E< %�«�  '���� ���  ��, ‘‘&�� �� ��� 
&���-�� ��A�+� 9o0�� 8���A, ��� )H��< &���� ��c�� ����।’’ 

��,�� ���!� �������  ! ��W��� E< &���-� &� ���� 9�!�8� H����  ��� -�'�� 
8�� ��� ��� )�, 9��!< 9���,J�����  ! &���-� -��� ���� �। ��� ��� )�, ��W�� 
�� j��� ����l�� ��� &���-� ���A E�� E� )��� ��A� ��� E� ���� �। 

 ��������� T+� ��� P�v� ����A�� ���, E< %�«� PX��  ��, )�, ��� P�v� 
����A E�� )%���Cx E< ��2��+ ��G ��� )���� ���  �����A। 
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)�� ���8� ��� )�, ��W� P���J��� )%���C�x� P���J���� ��\ ����� ����l�� ' 
���!���� �S��, &���-� ����। E< ��  P���J� 8�6� s���  1� <����,  �� 
�� P�� &8�� ' C°� ����� )8���। E�� ��  0� �=��� �^!�� _< T���!��� )%���C�x� 
P���J���� ���H &���-� ���। 

P���J� ��,��� ����,� s�Q� �� 9��>� 8��,  �� �� P���� ���A  ��� -�'�� 8�� 
��� ��� )�, �����+ ��W�+��+ ��2�  ��� 9��F�� ��W�� ����A। 
 

 
----- 
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������� ��� ����� 

‘‘�� �Q� 8�� ����’’-)%���Cx <���8��� ���H 
&���-�� �� M��N�� �G�! 

s��� ‘��o��’ hh ��-,, "/#" 

 

)%)%)%)%���C�x� ���H M��N�� &���-�����C�x� ���H M��N�� &���-�����C�x� ���H M��N�� &���-�����C�x� ���H M��N�� &���-��    
‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘�� ��A�< �Q� 8�� ������ ��A�< �Q� 8�� ������ ��A�< �Q� 8�� ������ ��A�< �Q� 8�� ����’’’’’’’’    

(J�$ �����+,��) 
 

������ ����� ���+,� )-����!�  ��  ���$��� &�� M��N� )���� ��,�� �� j��� ���+ 
�S��, )%���C�x� ���H �� ��� &���-�� P����! 0���� )������ ���� &0� ���। ��� 
���H ��� "h   P���J�' ����A। 

�����@� )H��  �� M��N��� ������ ���8�� �3� ����X� �!�l���� )8��+� 
<x����x�x��� ��� &�� 8�। 

������ %��  �� M��N� �����@� 9H�� )8��+�� ����������� )�� ��F�4��� )��। 
)8��+� <x����x�x���  �� M��N��  ! ���� T�� ��� 9��F��; %�� E���   )���-������ 
�������� )-J� ���' 0���� ��� ���A )��� �����। 

 �� M��N� �3� ������ %8��� )8��+�� )�dWA�� ������� ���F�M���� )8��+��� ��<�� )H�� 
M��N�-������� )³�0� %�� ���। E ���  �� M��N��� ��-��� )����6�। 

 ��  ���$��� &�� M��N� �^!�� )%���Cx M�� )%���Cx <���8�� ���� ���H ��T, 
_’T���!��� &���-�� ����� 8। 

&���-� )��2 )8��+�� %�!���, ���  �� M��N� ����&<-E� E�  %������� ��� )�, 
‘‘�� ��A�< �Q� 8�� ����। &��� ���A E� ��� E+���< ���� ����।’’ 

 

 
-----------------
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������� ��� ����� 

%������ ���� ��� s��� ‘���,���’ hi ��-, "/#" 
 

&  %������ ����&  %������ ����&  %������ ����&  %������ ����    
(J�$ �����+,��) 

‘‘
��� �������� )�g�� A�� ��o�� ���2�’’ &  hi)� ��-, �������� ‘%������ ����’ �8���� 
����� &8��  �����A। 

EA�3�' 9!�! ��0Q �M7 �M7 ��� E< ������ �IH� ��,��-� )T�2;� ����A। 
    

A�� ��o�� ���2�A�� ��o�� ���2�A�� ��o�� ���2�A�� ��o�� ���2�    

‘‘
��� �������� )�g�� A�� ��o�� ���2�’’ &  �\���� )M�� A’+�� ������-)������� 
E����� ' %���+ ���M�� 
���Ë ���������� ����� P�X��, ���3 A’+�� %M���$���8 �8����� 
�� ��� ��º���! 9�,;, ���� �+�� �� �����Ë  ������ ���8�� ��-��'��  E�� ""+�� 
������ )������� %�\�; A��  �M�� &���  ����A। 

    
A�� <P��A�� <P��A�� <P��A�� <P��    

A�� <P���� (����� Ì�) P��!��0 &  ���� ��+�� )�g�� �8�� ����� A��  �M� 
9��>� 8��। 

��������������������     ���� ��0 ���� ��0 ���� ��0 ���� ��0    

�����  ���� ���0� P��!��0 ‘
��� ����� ����’ P���F &  ���� ���+�� )��� ������ 
�� �� ) ����, ���� ���,���� ����� P�X�� E�� �^!�� ������ )������� )H�� ���� ���A��� 
&���  ��� 8���A। 

��F�� ����F�� ����F�� ����F�� ��t� ��� t� ��� t� ��� t� ���     

��F�¡ ��t� ���� � �`� 9�>� &  �\���� �^!� ���3 A’+�� ��8�_� ��8 ����, 9��>� 
8��। 

���8�! ��nI�� �������8�! ��nI�� �������8�! ��nI�� �������8�! ��nI�� ����    

���8�! ��nI�� ���� &  �\���� A3� ���Q� &�� E�� ����� ��W-+�� �� ����� 0;-
�\�� ' �+!��>��� &���  ����A। 

    
�����,�����,�����,�����,    

�����, �\�� E���C�� &  )M�� A’+�� � 
 M�� &�>���M��� ���������� ����� 
P�X��, ���� ���+�� �8�� ����� ��H o8; E�� ����� ��W-+�� ������,� P£�K %�\�; 0;-
�\���� �!�l� ����A। 
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<�J�+P+ 9� �C�¢��� <�]����,<�J�+P+ 9� �C�¢��� <�]����,<�J�+P+ 9� �C�¢��� <�]����,<�J�+P+ 9� �C�¢��� <�]����,    

 ���, ������ <�J�+P+ 9� �C�¢��� <�]����, &  �^!� ���3 A’+�� "", 8��=� )���C 
‘O��8���� ���8�� %��� ' &���’ ��2,� &���-� �M�� &���  ����A। 

    
�I2� V��� ���+,�I2� V��� ���+,�I2� V��� ���+,�I2� V��� ���+,    

�I2� V��� ���+,� P��!��0 &  ���� �+�� ���8�� %����� P ��� ' �-���� ���� E, )� 
$ ��� 8��� �� ��� E�  �M� 9��>� 8��। 

    
PX� ����� %��� ��o�� ���2�PX� ����� %��� ��o�� ���2�PX� ����� %��� ��o�� ���2�PX� ����� %��� ��o�� ���2�    

�I � )��� ' ��t� )0�>� &  �\���� ���� &++�� ������0 )-d����� (�8�� $�1��� 
�� ���), )��� ��+�� ���� )�� )J��Í ����, ����� -��+�� ����c�। ������ ��, &<, E, ����� 
9�$��� ����, ��^! A�+�� ������ )������� %�\�; ' ��� &++�� ���T�+ +���,��� E��+ 
)��J�� �+� 9�M� ' 0;-�\���� &�� 9�>��� ����G ����A। 

    
����� A����0����� A����0����� A����0����� A����0    

����� A�����0� P��!��0 &  )M�� ��W-+�� %��>��� ���,���� ����� P�X��, ���� )���� 
��W-+�� ��� ��� � ' ��@�� )��� ��, ���� ���3 ��W-+�� %M�� )$�� ' ��º���! 9�,; ' �^!� 
A�+�� ��8�_� ��8 ����, A��  �M� 9��>� 8��। 

    
���� V��� <P������ V��� <P������ V��� <P������ V��� <P��    

����� ���� V��� <P�� ��o�� ���2��� P��!��0 &  ����������  ���� ����� P�X��, 
���A�, �M�, ��0�� ' �+!��>��� &���  ��� 8���A। 

    

��� �������� V��� ��o�� ���2�
��� �������� V��� ��o�� ���2�
��� �������� V��� ��o�� ���2�
��� �������� V��� ��o�� ���2�    


��� �������� V��� ��o�� ���2��� P��!��0 &  �\���� ‘%������ ����’ P���F ����� 
%��!��+ ��-������� ' V��� %��>��� 
��� ������ ����� P�X�� ' ����� ��W-+�� ������ 
)�������� V��� ' 0;- ����� ' �^!�� ���� ���A� )�� ��� 8��। 

 
 

---------------
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������� ��� ����� 

h[)� ��-, 9��>��!  ���� ���2��� 9����� 
&��� l�0�� )%���Cx <���8��� )T�2;� 

������ +�<�� hi ��-, "/#" 

 

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY SESSION PUT OFF AGAIN 

Announcement by President Yahya Khan in Dacca. 
 

President Yahya has postponed the National Assembly session scheduled to begin 
on March 25, according to an announcement made from the President's House. Dacca 

this afternoon. 

 

The brief announcement said : "In consultation with the leaders of both the wings 

of Pakistan and with a view to facilitating the process of enlarging areas of agreement 

among the political parties, the President has decided to postpone the meeting of the 

National Assembly called on March 25". The announcement added that the President 

"will address the nation shortly". 

 

No date was given for the President's address to the nation, nor did the 

announcement set a fresh date for the National Assembly session. 

 

The Pakistan Times, Lahore-March 23, 1971. 

 

 

--------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 

��� � ' M��N�� ���H <���8��� s�Q� s��� ‘���,���’ hi ��-, "/#" 

 

��� � ' M��N�� ���H <���8��� s�Q����� � ' M��N�� ���H <���8��� s�Q����� � ' M��N�� ���H <���8��� s�Q����� � ' M��N�� ���H <���8��� s�Q��    

���2� 9����� &��� l�0����2� 9����� &��� l�0����2� 9����� &��� l�0����2� 9����� &��� l�0�    
(J�$ �����+,��) 

)%���Cx ) ���� &0� )��8�p� <���8�� ��Ë &0��� h[)� ���-, &8��  ���� ���2��� 
9����� 9���,J�����  ! l�0� )T�2� ����A। 

0���� )������ ����� )%���Cx M�� ��� �-M��N�-<���8�� s�Q� -������ )%���C�x� 
 �����0 9�$��� ��<�� 9��F��; ����������� ���A )%���Cx� P����K )T�2;� %��� ���। 

)T�2;�� ��� 8���A )�, )���� PM� 9���� )����� ���H ������, ��� E�� �� j��� 
)�I�I�^� ��\ ���c���� )F� �L����;� �������  �! )%���Cx &0��� h[)� ��-, &8��  ���� 
���2��� s�Q� l�0� ����� ����G ����A। 

)T�2;�� &�' ��� 8���A )�, )%���Cx 9t���� ���!  ���� P���� M�2; �� ����। 

)T�2;��  ���� ���2��� s�Q��� ����,� ����� ���,J ��� 8��। 

P�v����0! )�, E< ��� ���������� �� ��,��-�  ���� ���2��� 9����� l�0� ��� 8���। 
<������, 0� "�� ��-, ' i�� ��-, &8�� 9����� l�0� ��� 8���A�। 

��K s�Q���K s�Q���K s�Q���K s�Q�    

&'���� ��0 %�� )�� ��� ��� �8�� E�� ������ ����� ���+, %��  ��  ���$��� &�� 
M��N�� ���H )%���Cx ) ���� <���8�� 0���� )������ %�� )���� E� T��� s�Q�� ����� 
8���A। 

E< &���-&���-�� �� )�� ��� � ��W� ���M�� �$�� E�� ����������� ��� )�, ��W� 
���H )%���C�x� )� &���-&���-� 8���A, �� ��� ()%���Cx)  �� M��N���  �����A E�� 
 �� M��N�� ���H &���-&���-� ����A। 

)�� ��� � &���-�� P�� E� )��� ��A� ���� 9
���� ���। 

&���-&���-�� 9o0�� �S��, E� %�«�  ��� )�� ��� � ���, ‘‘��� )�� 9o0�� � 
)8��, ��8�� &�� )� &���-&���-� -����� ���6।’’ 

����������� ���A )�� ��� � ��� )�, ��� ���H &  ()������) )%���C�x� &���-
&���-� 8��� �H� �A�। ��W� ���H &�� )��� ���� �0�� )��� )�,  �� M��N�' )���� P��l� 
����A। 
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 ���� ���2��� 9����� l�0� �S��,� E� %�«�  ���� &'���� ��0 %�� ��� )�, &�� 
9�� &�0< ���� ����A )�, &����� ���� ���; � 8'�� ��,G &��� ���2��� 9������ ����� 
�। E� ����%�F�� )%���Cx ��Í2��� 9�����; l�0� ����� ����G ����A ��� ��� P�v� 
���। 

E� %�«�  ���� )�� ��� � ��� )�, &  (��0����) 9H�� &0������ )%���C�x� ���H 
��W� ��F�4 8�� ����। ��� &�' ��� )�, <�����! &'���� ���0� P���J�0; )%���C�x� 
P���J���� ���H &���-� s�Q�� ����� 8��। 

)�� ��� � 9�� E� %�«�  ���� ��� )�, <�����! ���������� a1�� ����l�� ����  
���A।  0�;� ���� &��� � 8'�� ��,G ��o�� 9�!�8� H����। 

)��� %�� ""+�� ��� )�����8�� 9M�����, %8��� ���!  �� M��N� ��W� )8��+� )H�� 
)%���Cx M�� %��� ���। E� %�� ��W- ���+ ��� )�� ��� � ��W� ��,���� s�Q�� )��0���� 
 �! )%���Cx M�� P��l� 8। 

)%���Cx M��� ���� P��l�  ��  �� M��N�� %�� ��Î� ¤� ��� E�� )�� ��� ��� 
9�M@  ��। ��� ��W�� ��T, ��� ��� M��N�-������� ����� ���F�M %��, ���� H���। 

 ��  ���$��� &�� M��N� 0���� ���� "{-[{ ����+ ���+ z�� '  �� M��, s�!��� 
��8���� ������ ���8�� E��+ ����� ��-E� )��e���+ <S��� ���� ��� )%���Cx �M� ��। 
)8��+�� �$�� &�� E�+� ��� ����+। )��� E�+� ��,G )8��+��� ���� ����� ���F�� -��� 
H���� ������� s�!�� M��� ' 
���=� &�»��q  ��� ���� ��� ��� ����। )%���Cx M��� 
���� )H��  ���� 9�����;�  ! )�����8� M��N�-������� ¤� P®��;��  ��� ��A����A 
�0�� �!�����C �I�J ���। 

 �� M��N� )��� E�+� ��� ����+ &�+,�����  j� )�� ��,��� ���-���� )�����8�� 
%8��� )8��+� <x����x�x��� %��� ���। <P�$�,���� )�����8� A�3�' ���� )������ 
)J0����� �� ‘�!�K’ ��W� %8��� �A�। 

)8��+�� <x����x�x���� ��,-����� 0����' ���������� �� ����� E�� ����� �!�  
���0�� )8��+�� ��  ���। 

 
 

----------------
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������� ��� ����� 
F��� 8��G�� )�� &<0� ���� �< 

��� E, )�, )¨�8�� 9�M�� 
�� ���� hi ��-, "/#" 

 

NO LEGAL IMPEDIMENTS 

IN POWER TRANSFER 

-Brohi 

 

Mr. A.M. Brohi has given his written opinion to the question whether there are 

legal impediments in the way of lifting Martial Law and transfer of power to the 
people despite the fact that at present the Constitution to be framed by the elected 

representatives of the people is not in existence. 

The following is the statement given by Mr. Brohi on the above question: 

"I have been asked to answer the question, viz, whether there are any legal 

impediments in the way of lifting Martial Law and transferring power to the people 

despite the fact that at present the Constitution to be framed by the elected 

representatives of the people is not in existence. The answer to this question purely 

from juristic point of view is that there are no legal impediments whatever. President 

Yahya who represents the Sovereign power in terms of which existing Constitutional 

dispensation is providing for the administration of public affairs in the Country is 

qualified to declare that he shall no longer exercise that will. 

There is for us that historic precedent available in the Indian Independence Act. It 

will be recalled that before the Independence Act, British Power was responsible for 

providing Constitutional arrangements for the administration of public affairs in the 

country. On the eve of independence the departing British power enacted the Indian 
Independence Act thereby transferring powers to the two Dominions, namely 

Dominion of India and Pakistan and in the Indian Independence Act were contained 
the provisions in terms of which future governance of the country was to be carried on 

by the two Governors-General and the Dominion legislatures. 

Provision was also made for the Continuance of existing laws till such time as 

new constitution in the two dominious was enacted. If we look at that Act and 

substitute "British Power" for Martial Law Power we would have a complete analogy 

for understanding the situation which has arisen in the Country. If a political decision 
to transfer power is taken then Martial Law can be brought to an end by enacting a 

sort of a self-efficacious decree to be signed by President Yahya whereby power can 
be transferred to the elected representatives of the people……….. " 

 

 

 

------------------ 
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������� ��� ����� 
)��� ��o�� ������� ����� 

���Q� &�� 
s��� ������ hi ��-, "/#" 

 

9�8���0 &�@�9�8���0 &�@�9�8���0 &�@�9�8���0 &�@�� ��o���� �¦ ��H�� ��o���� �¦ ��H�� ��o���� �¦ ��H�� ��o���� �¦ ��H�    

��¢�� ����� ���Q� &����¢�� ����� ���Q� &����¢�� ����� ���Q� &����¢�� ����� ���Q� &��    
)��� ��o�� ������� P��!��0 0���� ������ ����� E���C�� %�\�; ����� ���Q� &�� 

���। E�� &8�� 8����, ������ ��8��, 8��� 8��$ �� �8��, s��� ������ 8�, )��8�p� 
��1¶���, $ � ��8�����, &��P�� &� & ��, ����� ����, ��8�� ��, &���� )8���, 
��$� '���, ��8��� �����, ����8 &8p�, ��P� 8�����, ����� 8�����, )��81�7�� %��� 
��-� 
����� ��Q ���। ����� ���Q� &���� �� P��-� ��t� )0�>�� P��!��0 ��� ����+� E��+ 
��+�� �`l ��� 8�। �M�� C°� &8�� ���$ �M����f ���।  �������� )�����8�� 
a���2,; �� T+�� ��¨ �@� ��� 8� E�� �8����� w�8� ��0�$��� ���� ��� E� ���+ 
����� ��� ��� 8�। 

 

--------------
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������� ��� ����� 


��� ���������� ����� ��  ��0�� P3�� )���� 
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A NEW FLAG IS BORN 

 

A new flag is born today-a flag with a golden map of Bangladesh implanted 011 a 

red circle placed in the middle of deep green rectangle base. This is the latest flag 

added to the total list of the flags representing various States and Nations of the 

contemporary world. This is the flag for "Independent Bangladesh". This is the flag 

that symbolizes the emancipation of 75 million Bengalees. 

 

 

--------------- 
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������ �����  �� �����< P�3�� �����A������ �����  �� �����< P�3�� �����A������ �����  �� �����< P�3�� �����A������ �����  �� �����< P�3�� �����A    

(J�$ �����+,��) 

���� ��������� 0���� �\���� )�<�� ��-, ������� ����� '�3�। ��� ������ A�P��� 
PÏ� �A� O �����। &� ��,� P�3�A ���������� ����� ' ����� �����। 


��� �������� )�g�� A�� ��o�� ���2��� &8��=�� ����l �I�+� 8�<���� ' )���M��+ 
���!���+ ���������� ����� P�X�� ��� 8�। 

������ ������� hi)� ���-,� ������ ������ ��,��-� 9����� ����l -��, <���, 
<�@������ ' )���� �������� ������� ����� P�X�� ��� 8���A�। ��� A�� )�I�I@ '  �� 
E�� �������� �0�� ������� ����� ����� ���������� ����� P�X�� ��� )��। 

����, ������� E�� ����, E3���� ��� )�� �����< P�X�� ����। 

 
 

---------------
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WE ARE MAKING SOME PROGRESS 

Mr. Z.A. Bhutto's talk with newsmen on March 24, 1971 at Dacca 

 

The People's Party Chairman Mr. Z.A. Bhutto said here today he had always been 
sincere to East Bengal's cause and himself admitted that this province had been 

exploited. 

He said he had his national responsibilities also, "I am passionately devoted to 

one Pakistan". 

Talking to newsmen on return to the hotel after a brief talk at President's House 

today, Mr. Bhutto said progress was being made at the talks. He said discussions were 

continuing and "we are making some progress". 

An APP report said, replying to a question, Mr. Bhutto said a joint session of the 
Advisers of the President, Awami League and his party would have expedited the 

arrangement. But at the moment it was not possible, he said. 

Seeking the co-operation of the Press, the PPP Chief said the situation in 

East Pakistan was "tragic and unfortunate". 

The People's Party Chairman said some of his partymen had left Dacca this 

afternoon. Those who were not necessary in the Current talks had gone away, he said. 

Yesterday Mr. Bhutto told newsmen that he would stay here as long as it was 

necessary. 

Talking to PPI immediately before leaving his hotel for the President's House in 

the morning, the PPP Chief said that he had not yet decided as to when he was going 

to West Pakistan to meet other members of the PP C Central Committee. 

"I shall have to discuss things here," he added. 

Asked as to when he was expected to go, he replied, "I shall stay here as long as 

it is necessary". 

Mr. Bhutto held a night long session on Monday with his partymen examining 

the "terms" of the broad agreement and understanding reached between President 

Yahya Khan and Sheikh Mujibur Rahman to end the present political crisis in the 

country. 

 

---------------- 
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MUJIB WARNS AGAINST BID TO IMPOSE DECISION 

Report of public address on March 24,1971 at Dacca 
 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, Chief of the Awami League, today warned against any 

attempt to impose a decision on the people of "Bangladesh" and said that "we would 

not tolerate it". 

"Our demands are just and clear and they have to be accepted", he said. 

Addressing a huge gathering which assembled in front of his house, Sheikh 

Mujib declared that the people were awake and were united like one man. 

No power on earth could suppress their demands, he said. If anyone showed his 

"red eyes" to suppress the people's rights we would not tolerate them, he said. 

Sheikh Mujib said: "We want a peaceful settlement but if anyone did not want it 

(peaceful settlement) you would not be able to suppress us. I hope nobody will try 

that", he added. 

Sheikh Mujib said the movement would continue till the goal was achieved. Until 
the people of "Bangladesh" are emancipated and their rights achieved the struggle 

would continue, be said. 

Communal Riot Warning 

He, however, urged the people to maintain discipline in their struggle. He warned 

that a section of people were trying to sabotage the movement by starting communal 

riots. They have many things. They want to start violence on the hope of sabotaging 

the movement to get a share of the cake as divided by the monkeys, he said. He 

regretted to say that such an attempt was made at Saidpur. 

He warned these people that such efforts would fail because the people of 

"Bangladesh" were united today. "Whatever conspiracy you indulge in you will not 
succeed in suppressing the demands of the people," he said. 

Sheikh Mujib said, "We would not bow our heads to any force. We will free the 

people of Bangladesh". He declared that nobody could "purchase my head" "Others 

might betray the blood of the martyrs but I cannot", he said and added that the people 

would not allow the blood of martyrs to go waste. 

He, therefore, urged the people to keep up the movement while they remain 

prepared for any eventuality, "I do not know whether 1 shall live to give the 

order for the intensified struggle. You must continue your struggle to realize 

your rights", he said. 
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He told the people not to tolerate the force and oppression and urged them to 

resist them. 

No less than two scores of procession of men, women and children converged at 

the house of Sheikh Mujib to express their solidarity in the people's movement and 
confidence in the leadership of the Sheikh. 

Amidst thunderous applause he declared that he was ever ready to face bullets but 

he would never allow the 75 million Bengalees to remain slaves. 

Numerous souls were lost in cyclones, tidal bores and other natural calamities. 
We want to put to an end these senseless deaths of the Bengalees, he added. 

Sheikh Sahib recounted the exploitation of East Pakistan by the vested interests 

and asserted that "Bengalees were no more ready to tolerate any injustice." "Either we 

shall live like men or we shall go out of existence fighting for our cause," he 
emphasized. 

He made an impassionate appeal to the people to remain prepared for the 

eventual struggle and said, "In case I cannot give you orders, carry on the struggle 

with greater determination to gave the 75 million Bengalees from being slaves". 

 

 

--------------- 
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15 KILLED IN SAIDPUR 

Lower rank Army Officers out to Foil settlement move.: 

Provocation continues at various places. 

A PEOPLE'S REPORT  

 

Closely on the heels of genocide by alien Army in Dacca, Chittagong, Rajshahi, 

Jessore and Joydevpur, fresh brutalities have been perpetrated by the mercenaries in 

Saidpur. In indiscriminate Army firing, 15 unarmed Bengalee villagers were 
reportedly killed yesterday. 

 
This barbarous genocide has been committed by lower ranks adventurists in the 

Army in a calculated manner to foil the President's efforts for thrashing out political 
settlement with the Awami League Chief, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

 
It is reported that on the plea of disturbances between the locals and non-locals, 

the Army took up positions at various localities of Saidpur and resorted to 

unprovoked and indiscriminate firing killing 15 persons and injuring 50 others. 

 

On receipt of this news, the Deputy Commissioner of Rangpur rushed to the scene 

and requested the Commander of the Army men deployed there to withdraw in the 

interest of peace and tranquility. But the Army men refused to oblige him. 

 

Under the cover of West Pakistan Army protection, the non-locals set fire to the 

houses of the locals which resulted in commotion. Saidpur is predominantly inhabited 

by settlers from outside who have been used by the lower ranks adventurists of the 

Army in a bid to aggravate the present political crisis further. 

 

In another trouble spot, also predominantly inhabited by non locals, Mirpur, 
tension prevailed throughout the day yesterday following the incidents that took place 

the night before. The Punjab Regiment moved into the areas yesterday morning. A 
reign of terror had been let loose in the area from 12 noon to 2-30 p.m. Police and 

E.P.R. reached the disturbed area after 2-30 p.m. 
 

Guns, bombs and various other weapons were freely used by the miscreant while 
attacking the houses where the new flag of Bangladesh were hoisted in the day. Two 

live bombs were still lying in front of the Quarter No. 12 and 16 at Lane No.9, Block 

B, Section 13, at the time of writing this report. A Private Car No. Dacca Ga- 7117 

was seen moving in the area carrying the Army of Punjab Regiment. 
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It was learnt that on the night of Tuesday-Wednesday last, the houses of 

Bengalees in the area were attacked by miscreants for hoisting the new flag of 

Bangladesh. The Headmaster of the Mirpur Bengali Medium School at Section No. 10 

was assaulted and stabbed as a flag of Bangladesh was hoisted atop the School 

building. The flag itself was later burnt. 

Attempt was also made to bum down the Awami League office at Sec. 10. The 
flag of this office was burnt. 

The house of a Bengalee in front of the Bus stop was completely gutted. Many 

people were stabbed at section No.6. 

These fresh provocations by the alien Army have followed excesses and massacre 

in Joydevpur early this week. 

 

 
------------------- 
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MUJIB ORDERS RESUMPTION OF JUTE TRADE 

Telecom links to function via Manila 

Report of the directives released to the Press on March 25, 1971 

 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the Awami League Chief, directed tonight that export 

of jute and jute goods from Bangladesh should be resumed forthwith. 

In a fresh list of directives released to the Press tonight, the Sheikh asked the 

shipping companies not to refuse cargo from Bangladesh. He also assured foreign 
shipping companies that they will be allowed to remit their freight charges in foreign 

exchange according to normal procedures. 

He also announced telecommunication links with foreign countries will function 

via Manila and London. 

The following new directives and clarifications were issued by him : 

Directive No. 36 (exports) : Export of jute and jute goods should be resumed 

forthwith and export documents should be negotiated through the Eastern 

Banking Corporation and Eastern Mercantile Bank Ltd., according to the 

procedure already laid down for pending export bills in directive No. 25(n). 

Relevant sections of the Jute Board, the State Bank and Customs shall 

operate to approve and register export forms and to process sipping 

documents. Overseas mail and cable services shall be available for export and 

banking transactions. Shipping companies should not refuse to accept cargo. 

Foreign shipping companies are assured that they will be allowed to remit 

their freight in foreign exchange according to the normal procedure. 

Directive No.5 (Imports) : (a) No amendment to letters of credit shall be 
permissible with regard to the destination of the cargo imported under such 

letter of credit. 

(b) The necessary sections of PIA may function for delivery of the parcels 

and documents lying with them since 1
st
  March 1971. 

Directive No.9 (Post and Telegraphs): All telecommunication to foreign 

countries shall function via Manila and London. All production unit such as 

Telephone Industries Corporation, Cable Industries Corporation and the 

Telegraph Workshop shall function normally with immediate effect. 
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MUJIB CALLS FOR STRIKE ON 27TH: 

PROTEST AGAINST ARMY OPERATIONS 
Statement on March 25, 1971 at Dacca 

 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman today gave a call for a general strike throughout 

"Bangladesh" on March 27th as a mark of protest against "heavy firing upon the 

civilian population" in Saidpur, Rangpur and Joydevpur. 

In a statement he declared that such "atrocities and killing of unarmed people 

would not go unchallenged" 

He said, "I am shocked to hear of the military action in Saidpur, Rangpur and 
Joydevpur. There are reports of heavy firing upon the civilian population and of 

atrocities being committed on them. The police are being totally by-passed while a 
reign of terror is being unleashed. From Chittagong, reports are pouring in of heavy 

firing". 

He said all this had happened while the President is at Dacca for the declared 

purpose of resolving politically the grave crisis facing the country. "I urge him to 

order immediate cessation of such military operations", he said. 

It should be known that such atrocities and killing of unarmed people shall not go 

unchallenged. I am confident that the brave sons of "Bangladesh" are ready to face all 

eventualities in order to attain their goal, that is, the emancipation of the people of the 

"Bangladesh", he added. 

The following exemptions shall be allowed during the strike: 

Hospitals, ambulances, doctors, cars, medicine shops, press and press cars, water, 

gas and electric supply. 

According to another message. Sheikh Mujib today called upon the people to 

remain prepared for supreme sacrifices "to realize your right". 

Addressing a huge procession from Rayerbazaar area, the Sheikh said: "If some 

of us have to die again for our rights, this will be the last time". 

He said there must not be any relaxation in the movement in which the people of 
East Pakistan had demonstrated their unity. 

The Sheikh said that the Bangalees were dying every year in floods and cyclones. 

“ It seems they are born to die in these calamities” he added. 

-----------------
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GENOCIDE IN BANGLADESH 

SOME EYE-WITNESS ACCOUNTS 

"HOW DACCA PAID FOR A UNITED' PAKISTAN" 

Report by Simon Dring of Daily Telegraph, London. 

 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, East Pakistan's popular political leader was seen being 

taken away by the army, and nearly all the top members of his Awami League Party 
have also been arrested. 

Leading political activities have been arrested, others are dead, and the offices of 

two papers which supported Mujibur's movement have been destroyed. 

But the first target as the tanks rolled into Dacca on the night of Thursday, March 
25, seems to have been the students. 

An estimated three battalions of troops were used in the attack on Dacca- one of 

armored, one of artillery and one of infantry. They started leaving their barracks 

shortly before 10 p.m. By 11, firing had broken out and the people who had started to 

erect makeshift barricades- overturned cars, three stumps, furniture, concrete piping- 

became early casualties. 

Sheikh Mujibur was warned by telephone that something was happening, but he 

refused to leave his house. "If I go into hiding they will burn the whole of Dacca to 

find me," he told an aide who escaped arrest. 

The students were also warned, but those who were still around later said that 
most of them thought they would only be arrested. Led by American supplied M-24 

World War II tanks, one column of troops sped to Dacca University shortly after 
midnight. Troops took over the British Council Library and used it as a fire base from 

which to shell nearby dormitory areas. 

Caught completely by surprise, some 200 students were killed in Iqbal Hall, 

headquarters of the militantly anti-government student's union, I was told. Two days 
later, bodies were still smoldering in burnt-out rooms, others were scattered outside, 

more floated in a nearby lake, an art student lay sprawled across his easel. 

The military removed many of the bodies, but the 30 bodies till there could never 

have accounted for all the blood in the corridors of Iqbal Hall. 

At another hall, reportedly, soldiers buried the dead in a hastily dug mass grave 

which was then bull-dozed over by tanks. People living near the university were 
caught 
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in the fire too. and 200 yards of shanty houses running alongside a railway line 

were destroyed. 

Army patrols also razed nearby market area. Two days later, when it was possible 

to get out and see all this, some of the market's stall-owners were still lying as though 
asleep, their blankets pulled up over their shoulders. In the same district, the Dacca 

Medical College received direct bazooka fire and a mosque was badly damaged. 

As the university came under attack other columns of troops moved in on the 

Rajarbag headquarters of the East Pakistan Police, on the other side of the city. Tanks 

opened fire first, witness said: then the troops moved in and leveled the men's 

sleeping quarters, firing incendiary rounds into the buildings. People living opposite 

did not know how many died there, but out of the 1,100 police based there not many 

are believed to have escaped. 

 

Mujib's arrest 

 

As this was going on. other units had surrounded the Sheikh's house. When 
contacted shortly before 1 a.m. he said that he was expected an attack any minute and 

had sent everyone except his servants and bodyguard away to safety. 

A neighbor said that at 1-10 a.m., one tank, an armored car, and trucks loaded 

with troops drove down the street firing over the house. "Sheikh you should come 

down", an officer called out in English as they stopped outside. Mujibur stepped out 

onto his balcony and said. "Yes. I am ready, but there is no need to fire. All you need 
to have done is call me on the telephone and I would have come". 

The officer then walked into the yard and told Mujibur: "You are arrested". 

He was taken away along with three servants, an aide and his bodyguard, who 

was badly beaten up when he started to insult the officer. One man was killed- a night 
watchman hiding behind the fence of the house next door. 

As the Sheikh was driven off- presumably to army headquarters- the soldiers 

moved into the house, took away all documents, smashed everything in sight locked 

the garden gate, shot down the green, red and yellow "Bangladesh" flag and drove 

away. 

By 2 O'clock Friday 

Fires were burning all over the city, and troops had occupied the university and 

surrounding areas. There was still heavy shelling in some areas, but the fighting was 

beginning to slacken noticeably. Opposite the Intercontinental Hotel Platoon of troops 

stored the empty office of "The People" newspaper, burning it down along with most 
houses in the area and killing the night watchman. 

City lies silent 

Shortly before dawn most firing had stopped, and as the sun came up an eerie 

silence settled over the city, deserted and completely dead except for noise of the 
crows and the occasional convoy of troops or two or three tanks rumbling by mopping 

up. 
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At noon, again without warning, columns of troops poured into the old section of 

the city where more than 1 million people lived in a sprawling maze of narrow 

winding streets. 

For the next 11 hours, they devastated large areas of the "old town", as it is 
called, where Sheikh Mujibur had some of his strongest support in Dacca English 

Road, French Road, Naya Bazar, City Bazar were burned to the ground. 

"They suddenly appeared at the end of the street", said one old man living in 

French Naya Bazar area. "Then they drove down it, firing into all the houses". 

The lead unit was followed by soldiers carrying cans of gasoline. Those who tried 

to escape were shot. Those who stayed were burnt alive. About 700 men. women and 

children died there that day between noon and 2 p.m. I was told. 

The pattern was repeated in at least three other areas of up to a half square mile or 
more. Police stations in the old town were also attacked. 

 

Constables killed 

"I am looking for my constables", a police inspector said on Saturday morning as 
he wandered through the ruins of one of the bazars. "I have 240 in my district, and so 

far I have only found 30 of them- all dead. 

In the Hindu area of the old town, the soldiers reportedly made the people come 

out of their houses and shot them in- groups. This area too was eventually razed. 

The troops stayed on in force in the old city until about 11 p.m. on the night of 

Friday, March 26, driving around with local Bengali informers. The soldiers would 

fire a flare and the informer would point out the houses of Awami League supporters. 

The house would then be destroyed- cither with direct fire from tanks or recoilless 

rifles or with a can of gasoline, witness said. 

Meanwhile troops of the East Bengal Regiment in the suburbs started moving out 
towards the industrial areas about 10 miles from the Sheikh's centers of support. 

Filing continued in these areas until early Sunday morning, but the main part of 

the operation in the city was completed by Friday night- almost exactly 24 hours after 

it began. 

One of the last targets was the daily Bengali language paper "Ittefaq". More than 

400 people reportedly had taken shelter in its offices when the fighting started. At 4 

o'clock Friday afternoon, four tanks appeared in the road outside. By 4-30 the 

building was an inferno, witnesses said. By Saturday morning only the charred 

remains of a lot of corpses huddled in back rooms were left. 

 

Curfew lifted 

 

As quickly as they had appeared, the troops disappeared from' the streets. On 

Saturday morning the radio announced that the curfew would be lifted from 7 a.m. 

until 4 p.m. It then repeated the Martial Law Regulations banning all political activity. 
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announced press censorship and ordering all government employees to report 

back to work. All privately owned weapons were ordered to be turned into the 

authorities. 

Magically, the city returned to life, and panic set in. By 10 a.m. with palls of 
black smoke still hanging over large areas of the old town and out in the distance 

toward the industrial areas, the streets were packed with people leaving town. By car 
and in rickshaws, but mostly on foot, carrying their possessions with them, the people 

of Dacca were fleeing. By noon the refugees numbered in the tens of thousands. 

"Please give me lift, I am old man"-"In the name of Allah., help me"-"Take my 

children with you5', 

Silent and unsmiling they passed and saw what the army has done. They looked 

the other way and kept on walking. Down near one of the markets a shot was heard. 

Within seconds, 2,000 people were running; but it had only been someone going to 

join the lines already forming to turn in weapons. 

Government offices remained almost empty. Most employees were leaving for 

their villages ignoring the call to go back to work. Those who were not fleeing 
wandered aimlessly around, the smoking debris, lifting blackened and twisted sheets 

of corrugated iron (used in most shanty areas for roofing) to savage from the ashes 
what they could. 

Nearly every other car was cither taking people out into the countryside or flying 

a red cross and conveying dead and wounded to the hospitals. 

In the middle of it all occasional convoys of troops would appear, the soldiers 

peering- equally unsmiling- down the muzzles of their guns at the silent crowds. On 

Friday night as they pulled back to their barracks they shouted "Narai Takbir". an old 

Persian war cry meaning "We have won the war". On Saturday when they spoke it 

was to shout "Pakistan Zindabad- Long live Pakistan". 

 

Fast-selling Flags 

 

Most people took the hint. Before the curfew was reimposed the two hottest-

selling items on the market were gasoline and the national flag of Pakistan. As if to 

protect their property in their absence, the last thing a family would do before they 

locked up their house would be to raise the flag. 

At 4 o'clock Saturday afternoon, the streets emptied again. The troops reappeared 
and silence fell once more over Dacca. But firing broke out again almost immediately. 

"Anybody out after four will be shot", the radio had announced earlier in the day. 

A small boy running across the street outside the Intercontinental Hotel two 

minutes after the curfew fell was stopped, slapped four times in the face by an officer 

and taken away in a jeep. 

The night watchman at the Dacca Club, a bar left over from the colonial days, 

was shot when he went to shut the gale of the club. A group of Hindu Pakistanis 

living around 
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a temple in the middle of the race course were all killed apparently because they 

were out in the open. ' 

Refugees who came back into the city, after finding that roads leading out of it 

were blocked by army, told how many had been killed as they tried to walk across 
country to avoid the troops. 

Beyond these roadblocks was more or less no-man's land, where the clearing 

operations were still going on. What is happening out there now is anybody's guess, 

except the army's. 

Many people took; to the river to escape the crowds on the roads, but they ran the 

risk of being stranded waiting for a boat when curfew fell. Where one such group was 

sitting on Saturday afternoon there were only bloodstains the next morning. 

Hardly anywhere was there evidence of organized resistance. Even the West 
Pakistani officer scoffed at the idea of anybody putting a fight. 

"These bugger men", said one Punjabi lieutenant "could not kill us if they tried." 

"Things are much better now", said another officer. "Nobody can speak out or 

come out. If they do we will kill them-they have spoken enough-they are traitors, and 
we are not. We are fighting in the name of God and a united Pakistan." 

 
 

(Despatch by Simon Dring of Daily Telegraph. 

London, in Washington Post, 

March 30, 1971) 

 

--------------- 
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DRAFT CONSTITUTION OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN 

PREAMBLE 

 

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful, We, the peoples of the 

autonomous States of Bangladesh, the Punjab, Sind, Pakhtunistan and Baluchistan, 

Having by our common struggle against colonial rule attained the right of self 

determination, 

In order to secure for ourselves and for our posterity the right to live in freedom 

and with dignity and to establish a real, living democracy, wherein equality and 
justice, political, economic and social, would prevail. 

Having had to struggle, since independence, against successive usurpers of the 

power, which rightfully belonged to the people. 

Having now attained victory, as a result of the heroic sacrifices of the martyrs 
who laid down their lives in order to end exploitation of man by man, and region by 

region. 

Resolving that the high ideals for which they laid down their lives shall be 

fundamental principles of the Constitution. 

Further resolving that guarantees shall be embodied in this Constitution to enable 

the peoples of Pakistan, Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists, Christians, Persians and of other 

religions to profess and practice their religion and to enjoy all rights, privileges and 

protection due to them as citizens of Pakistan, and in pursuance of this object to 

enable the Muslims of Pakistan, individually and collectively, to order their lives in 

accordance with the teachings of Islam as set out in the Holy Quoran and the Sunnah. 

Affirming that the Constitution shall effectively guarantee supremacy of civil 

power, exercised through elected representatives of the people, over the armed forces 

and all military authorities; 

Solemnly pledging that it is our sacred duty to abide by and to safeguard, protect 
and defend this Constitution and to maintain its supremacy, as the embodiment of the 

will of the people and the basis, freely determined by them, for living together in a 
federal State and striving together so that we may prosper and obtain our rightful 

place amongst the 
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nations of the world and make our full contribution towards international peace and 

the progress and happiness of humanity. 

 

IN THIS ASSEMBLY, this the………………..............day of…………………….. 
 

One thousand nine-hundred and seventy-one, corresponding to the …………………... 
 

day of ……………..1391 A.H. and the………………. day of………………………... 
 

1377 B.S., WE DO HEREBY ADOPT, ENACT AND GIVE TO OURSELVES 

THIS CONSTITUTION. 

 

PART I—THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC AND ITS TERRITORIES 

 

The Republic and its territories 

 

1(1) Pakistan shall be a Federal Republic under the name of Federal Republic of 

Pakistan, and shall be composed of the autonomous States of Bangladesh, Punjab, 

Sind. Pakhtunistan and Baluchistan, and such other territories as may become 

included in Pakistan, whether by accession or otherwise. 

 

(2) The territories of each of the States as are included in Pakistan are specified in 
the First Schedule. 

 

Alteration of territories of States 

 
2. No Bill providing for altering the limits of a State or increasing or diminishing 

the area of any State shall be introduced in the Federal Parliament, unless it has earlier 
been approved by the Assembly of the State concerned by the votes of not less than 

two-thirds of the total members of that Assembly. 

 

* * * * * * 

 

PART III—DIRECTIVE PRINCIPLES OF STATE POLICY 

 

1. ISLAM 

(1) No law shall be repugnant to the injunctions of Islam as laid down in the Holy 

Quoran and Sunnah. 

(2) Facilities shall be provided for the teaching of the Holy Quoran and Islamiat to 

the Muslims of Pakistan. 

(3) Observance of Islamic moral standards should be promoted amongst the 

Muslims of Pakistan. 
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II. RIGHTS OF MEMBERS OF OTHER RELIGIOUS DENOMINATIONS 

Members of all other religious denominations shall enjoy full rights of citizenship 

and in addition to the constitutional protection of their fundamental rights, their 

legitimate rights and interests shall be duly safeguarded in all spheres. 

 

III. ESTABLISHMENT OF A SOCIALIST ECONOMIC SYSTEM WITH A 
VIEW TO ACHIEVING A SOCIETY FREE FROM EXPLOITATION. 

 
With a view to achieving a just and egalitarian society, free from exploitation of 

man by man and of region by region, a socialist economic system shall be established. 

 

IV. STATES RESPONSIBILITY TO ENSURE BASIC NECESSITIES OF LIFE. 

EMPLOYMENT. IMPROVEMENT IN THE STANDARD OF LIVING, AND 

SOCIAL SECURITY. 

 

It shall be fundamental responsibility of the planned economic growths 

development: 

(i) the provision to all citizens of the basic necessities of life, including food, 

clothing, shelter, education and medical care; 

 

(ii) the right to work, that is, the right to guaranteed employment at a reasonable 

wage, having regard to the quantity and quality of work; 
 

     (iii)the right to reasonable rest, recreation and leisure; 
 

(iv) the steady and sustained improvement in the standard of living, material and 
cultural, of the people; 

 
(v) the provision of social security, through, inter alia, the extensive development 

of compulsory social insurance of industrial, office and professional workers; 

(vi) the right to maintenance in old age. 

 

V. RIGHTS OF WORKERS AND PEASANTS 

 

It shall be a fundamental responsibility of the Slate to safeguard and promote the 

rights and interests of workers and peasants. 

 

VI. EMANCIPATION OF THE RURAL MASSES FROM EXPLOITATION AND 

IMPROVEMENT IN THEIR QUALITY OF LIFE. 

 

The rural masses shall be emancipated from exploitation by, among other 

measures, the total abolition of the Jagirdari, Zamindari and Sardari systems and the 
re-orientation of the land system in the interests of the actual tillers of land. 

 
 

*  *  *  *  *  * 
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XVIII. ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF FEDERAL EXPENDITURE 

Every effort shall be made to ensure that the economic benefits of federal 
expenditure shall be equitably distributed among all the States in the Federation. 

XIX.REPRESENTATION IN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

Steps shall be taken immediately to ensure that all the States in the Federation are 

represented, on the basis of the population of each State, in all spheres of the Federal 
Government. 

XX.REPRESENTATION IN THE DEFENCE SERVICES 

Every effort shall be made to ensure that, within the shortest possible time persons 

from all the States are represented, on the basis of population of each State in all 

branches of the Defense Services of the Federation and extraordinary measures, if 

necessary, shall be adopted to implement this Principle. 

XXI. REGIONAL SELF-SUFFICIENCY IN DEFENCE 

Having regard to the extraordinary geo-political situation of Pakistan, each of its 

two regions shall be made self-sufficient in man, materials, training and logistic 

facilities, in order to defend itself. 

XXII. DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGES AND CULTURES 

Immediate measures shall be taken to ensure that Bengali, Urdu and the languages 

in use in a State, where appropriate, shall replace English in all walks of life. Every 

effort shall be made to encourage the development of the language, literature and 

culture of every area in Pakistan. 

XXIII. PROTECTION OF ANCIENT MONUMENTS 

It shall be the obligation of the State to protect every monument or place or 

objects of artistic or historic interest, declared by law to be of historic significance 
from spoliation, disfigurement, destruction, or removal, dispose or export, as the case 

may be. 

XXIV. PROMOTION OF INTERNATIONAL PEACE AND SECURITY 

The State shall endeavor to— 

(a)  promote international peace and security; 

(b)  maintain just and honorable relations between nations. 

 (c) foster respect for international law and treaty obligations in the dealings of 

organized peoples with one another; and 

(d)  encourage peaceful settlement of international disputes. 

XXV. STRUGGLE AGAINST IMPERIALISM, COLONIALISM AND APARTHEID 

 

Pakistan shall support the struggle of the oppressed people of the world against 
imperialism, colonialism and apartheid. 
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PART VI—THE FEDERAL CAPITAL TERRITORIES 

96. (1) The Federal Republic shall have two capitals situated respectively at Dacca 
in the State of Bangladesh and at Islamabad in the State of the Punjab. 

(2) The area of the federal capital territory at Dacca (in this Constitution referred 

to as "the Dacca Federal Capital Territory") and the area of the federal capital territory 

at Islamabad (in this Constitution referred to as, the Islamabad Federal Capital 

Territory") shall be determined by the Federal Parliament. 

(3) The principal seat of the Federal Parliament shall be located in the Dacca 
Federal Capital Territory and the principal seat of the Federal Court shall be located in 

the Islamabad Federal Capital Territory. 

Provided, however, that a another seat of the Federal Parliament shall be located 

at Islamabad and a second scat of the Federal Court, including a permanent Division 
consisting of not less than three Judges shall be located at Dacca and the Federal 

Parliament and Federal Court shall function for not less than four months at the place 
where its second seat is located. 

(4) The executive organs of the Federal Government shall maintain parallel 

establishments of equivalent strength in the Dacca Federal Capital Territory and the 

Islamabad Federal Capital Territory. 

(5) The Federal Government shall function during winter with its headquarters in 

the Dacca Federal Capital Territory -and during summer with its headquarters in the 

Islamabad Federal Capital Territory. 

(6) The Federal Parliament, by law, shall make provision for the government and 
administration of the Federal Capital Territories. 

PART VII—RELATIONS BETWEEN THE FEDERATION AND THE STATES 

CHAPTER I- LEGISLATIVE POWERS. 

 

Federal and State Law Making Powers 

97. (I) Subject to the provisions of the Constitution the Federal Parliament shall 
have exclusive power to make laws for the whole or any part of Pakistan with respect 

to any matter enumerated in the Fifth Schedule and each State Assembly shall have 

exclusive power to make laws for the whole or part of that State in respect of any 

matter not enumerated in the Fifth Schedule including in particular those matters 

which are set out in the Sixth Schedule. 

(2) The Federal Parliament may make laws for the whole or any part of Pakistan 
in respect of matters not enumerated in the Fifth Schedule for the purpose of 

implementing any treaty, convention or agreement between Pakistan and any other 
country or of any arrangement with or decision of an international organisation of 

which Pakistan is a member : 
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Provided that any provision of law enacted in pursuance of this clause shall not 

come into operation in a State unless the State Government has, by Order, signified its 

consent to such law having effect within the State. 

(3) No law made by the Federal Parliament or a State Assembly shall be invalid or 
otherwise inoperative only on the ground that it would have extra territorial operation. 

(4) Subject to the provisions of the Constitution, the Federal Parliament have 

power (but not exclusive power) to make laws for the Dacca Federal Capital territory 

and the Islamabad Capital territory with respect to any matter not enumerated in the 

Fifth Schedule in the event of any inconsistency between a Federal law or a State law 

applicable to Federal Capital territories, the Federal law shall prevail. 

(5) If the State Assembly of two or more States propose that an Act of Parliament 

should be enacted to give effect to any agreement or scheme between the States 

concerned and if resolutions to that effect are passed by the State 

Assemblies concerned, it shall be lawful for the Federal Parliament to pass such 
an Act even if it relates to a matter not enumerated in the Fifth Schedule. 

(6) For avoidance of doubt, it is declared that Federal Parliament shall only have 

such powers to make laws as have been expressly conferred upon it by this 

Constitution and all other legislative powers, including the powers of residing 

legislation, shall vest in each Sate Assembly. 

98. Any enactment made by a legislature in respect of a matter which is not 

within its law-making power shall be void. 

 

CHAPTER 11—ADM INISTR ATIVE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE 

FEDERATION AND THE STATES 

Extent or Executive Authority of the Federation 

99. The executive authority of the Federation extends to all matters with respect 

to which the Federal Legislature has exclusive power to make laws. 

Extent of Executive Authority of the states 

100.The executive authority of a State extends to all matters with respect to 

which its Legislative has power to make laws. 

Federal Regulatory Board for International and inter-regional 

communication 

101.(1) There shall be a Federal Regulatory Board for International and Inter- 

Regional Communications charged with the duty of regulating, subject to clause (4) 
of this Article, the functioning of the agencies, both under private or public 

ownership, engaged in the international or inter-regional communications, more 
particularly 
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enumerated in the Seventh Schedule, for the purpose of coordination and rendering of 
uniform services to every State. 

 
(2) The composition, powers, duties, administration and management of the Board 

referred to in Clause (1) shall............................ be regulated by an Act of 
Parliament. 

 
(3) The different agencies engaged in the field of international and interregional 

communications owned till the commencement day of the Central Government shall 

cease to be owned by the Federal Government and the assets and liabilities of such 

agencies shall be apportioned between the respective States or if the States of the 

western region are so desirous between the States of Bangladesh of the One Part and 

the four Slates of the Punjab, Sind, Pakhtunistan and Baluchistan of the Other Part, 

but any two or more State may by agreement establish agencies fop joint ownership, 

administration and management in respect of matters previously dealt with or owned 

by the Central Government. 

 

(4) The regulatory functions of the Board referred to in Clause (1) of this Article 

shall be confined— 

 

(a) In the case of International and inter-regional air communication and inter- 
regional shipping, to ensuring the maintenance of regular services, fixing uniform 

fares and freight rates, providing safety measures and ensuring compliance with the 
relevant international conventions to which Pakistan is a party; 

 
(b) In the case of international and interregional postal, telegraph and telephone 

communications, to ensuring adequate services, determination of uniform rates and 
charges, and ensuring compliance with relevant international conventions to which 

Pakistan is a party; 

 

(c) In the case of wireless, broadcasting and television, to the allocation of wave 

lengths for transmission and ensuring compliance with the relevant international 

conventions to which Pakistan is a party. 

 

Settlement of Disputes 

 

102. Any disputes between States inter se may be referred by agreement to 

arbitration. 

 

CHAPTER III-FLNANCIAL PROVISIONS 

 

Federal levy 

 
103. (1) A "federal levy" shall be payable to the Federal Government by each 

State Government being the proportion stipulated in clause (2) of this Article of the 
total sum, 
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comprising both local and foreign currency, required to meet the expenditures charged 

upon the Federal Consolidated Fund and other expenditures in respect of which 

demands for grants having been submitted to the Federal Parliament have been 

assented to by the Federal Parliament. 

(2) The proportions referred to in Clause (1) shall be: 

(a) Bangladesh ... ... ... 27% 

(b) Punjab ... ... ' ... 43% 

(c) Sind ... ... ... 21% 

(d) Pakhtunistan ... ... ... 7.4% 

(e) Baluchistan ... ... ... 1.6% 
 

(3) Each State shall be under a fundamental constitutional obligation to pay to the 

Federal Government the federal levy which shall be the first charge upon the State 

Consolidated Fund of each State. 

 

Federal Finance Commission 

 

104. (1) There shall be a Federal Finance Commission which shall be 

constituted byan Act of Parliament which shall, subject to the provisions of the 

Constitution, define the powers and functions of the Commission. 

 

(2) The Federal Finance Commission shall once in Five years, and for the first 

time at the expiry of five years from the commencement day, review the proportions 

stipulated by Clause (2) of Article 103 by way of "federal evy" payable to the Federal 
Government by the Stale Governments and, upon such review, maintain or alter 

proportions having regard to the principles of federal equity and, in particular having 
regard to the ability to pay by each State, the participation of persons of each State in 

the different spheres of the Federal Government and the pattern of location of the 
Federal expenditure. 

 

Borrowing by the Federal Government 

 

105. (1) The executive authority of the Federal Government shall extend to 

borrowing on the security of the Federal Consolidated Fund within the limits imposed 

by this Constitution and within such further limits, if any, as may be determined by 

Act of Parliament, and to giving of guarantees within such limits. 

 

(2) The borrowing of the Federal Government shall be limited to borrowing from 

the public except in the case of ways and means advances within a financial year 

which advances may be obtained from the Reserve Banks of the States. 
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(3) The Federal Government securities issued for any borrowing under this Article 

shall not be eligible as reserves of the commercial banking system. 
 

(4) All liabilities incurred by the Federal Government in respect of foreign loans 
during the relevant period shall be dealt with in the following manner: 

 
(a) Foreign loans incurred for central expenditure which are not allocable 

between 
the eastern region and the western region shall be charged to the Federal 

Consolidated Fund. 

 

(b) The liability to service foreign loans which have been utilized in the eastern 

region during the relevant period shall be borne by the State of Bangladesh: 

 

Provided that such liability shall be reduced by an amount equivalent to the 

amount transferred during the relevant period to the eastern region out of the 

total foreign exchange earned by the State of Bangladesh. 

 

Explanation: The amount of foreign exchange deemed to be transferred during the        

relevant period from the State of Bangla Desh to the western region shall be the 

amount by which the foreign exchange earned by the State of Bangla Desh but 

utilized during the relevant period in the western region exceeds the deficit of the 
State of Bangla Desh in the inter regional trade during the relevant period. 

 
(c) The liability to service foreign loan which remains after the assumption by 

the State of Bangladesh of such part of the total liability as is referred to in 
sub-clause (b) of this Clause shall be borne by the States of the western 

region, namely, the States of Punjab, Sind, Paktunistan and Baluchistan, and 
further apportionment, if. so desired by the States of western region, 

between the States of the Punjab, Sind, Pakhtunistan and Baluchistan shall 

be affected (in such manner and on such basis as shall be provided after 

consultation with the representatives of the Punjab, Sind, Pakhtunistan and 

Baluchistan). 

 

Loans to and borrowing by state. 

 

106.(1) The executive authority of a State Government shall extend to borrowing, 

including borrowing upon the security of the State Consolidated Fund within such 

limits, if any, as may be determined by an Act of the State Assembly, and to giving a 

guarantee within such limits, if any, as may be so determined. 

 

(2) All domestic debt obligations outstanding on the commencement date from the 
State government to the Federal Government shall be written off. 

 

Federal Reserve System. 

 
107.(1) The State Bank of Pakistan shall be replaced by a Federal Reserve 

System, so that a Reserve Bank is established for the State of Bangladesh and one or 
more 
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Reserve Banks are established for the States of the Punjab, Sind, Pakhtunistan and 

Baluchistan (whether there is to be one or more Reserve Bank in the western region is 

to be determined in consultation with the representatives of the States concerned). 

(2) The Regional Reserve Bank for Bangladesh shall be incorporated under and 

regulated by the law of the State of Bangladesh and the other Region Reserve Bank or 

Banks shall be incorporated and regulated by the law (of such legislative organ as 

shall be determined in consultation with the representatives of the States concerned), 

and shall, subject to the powers vested in the Federal Reserve Board under clause 3 

hereunder, exercise all the powers, functions and duties in respect of the area within 

its jurisdiction as are now exercised by the State Bank of Pakistan in respect of the 

whole of Pakistan, including in particular the following powers and functions: 

 

(a) Acting as Bankers' Bank and Banker to the State Government; 
  

(b) Custody of the foreign exchange earnings and reserves and gold reserves of 
the State; 

(c) Formulation and implementation of monetary policy; 
(d) Implementation of measures to prevent flight of capital from one State to 

another. 
 

(3) The Federal Reserve Board shall have the powers enumerated hereunder and 

such other powers as the Reserve Banks may be agreement confer upon the Board: 

 

(a) To recommend the external exchange rate of the rupee to the Federal 

Government; 

 

(b) To issue currency notes and mint coins at the request of the Reserve Bank 

against assets as provided by the Reserve Bank concerned for circulation in 

the area within the jurisdiction of that Reserve Bank; 

      

(b) To maintain and regulate mints and security presses; 

 

(c)  To perform in relation to international financial institutions such functions 
as were upon the commencement day being performed by the State Bank of 

Pakistan, which functions shall be performed in accordance with the 
directions of the Reserve Banks, in respect of matters affecting such Reserve 

Banks and the area falling within jurisdiction; 
 

(4) The constitution, powers, functions and duties of the Federal Reserve Board, 
subject to the provisions of this, Constitution, shall be determined by an Act of 

Parliament, and until such time as an Act of Parliament is enacted by the Federal 

Government by Order. 

 

Inter State Trade 

 

108. (1) Subject to clause (2) of this Article an Assembly of a State shall not have 

power to make any law prohibiting or restricting: 
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(1) the entry from another State into the State of indigenous goods of any class 

or 

description; 

(ii)  the export from the State to any other State of indigenous goods of class, or 
description. 

(2) No State Law which imposes any reasonable restrictions in the interest of 

public health, public order or morality or for the purpose of protecting 

animals or plants from disease or preventing or alleviating any serious 

shortage in the State of any essential commodity, of developing within the 

State of industries producing any shall be invalid by reason of this Article. 

 

109.(1) There shall be a Regional Co-ordination Board, consisting of the 

representatives of the Governments of the Punjab, Sind, Pakhtunistan and Baluchistan 

for the purpose of joint administration, management, co-ordination or co-operation in 

respect of matters of common concern. (The composition of the Board shall be 

determined after consultation with the representatives of the Punjab, Sind, 

Pakhtunistan and Baluchistan). 

 

(2) The matters which in the first instance are deemed to be matters of common 

concern for the purpose of clause (1) of this Article are enumerated in the Eighth 

Schedule, (the items to be included in the Eighth Schedule shall be enumerated after 

consultation with the representatives of the States concerned); additional items may 
be added to the Eighth Schedule by Act of Parliament if the State Governments 

concerned make a joint proposal in that behalf to the Federal Parliament, supported by 
resolutions of the State Assemblies concerned. 

 
(3) The powers, duties, functions, administration and management of the Board 

referred to in clause (I) shall be regulated (by such legislative organ as shall be 
determined after consultation with the representatives of the States concerned.) 

Ownerless Property 

 

110. Any ownerless property that has no rightful owner shall vest in the State in 

which it is located. 

 
 

 

*  *  *  *  *  * 
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THE SIXTH SCHEDULE 

[Article 97(4)] 

 

Matters in respect of which a State Assembly has exclusive power to make laws : 

All powers, save and except those set out in the Fifth Schedule and including in 

particular the following:- 

 

1. Economic Planning and economic resources. 

2. Foreign Trade. 

3. Taxation including in particular:- 

Duties of custom (including export duties). 

Duties of exercise. 

Taxes on sales and purchases. 

Taxes on income including agricultural income. 

Corporation taxes. 

Estate and succession duties. 

Taxes on capital value of assets. 

Terminal taxes on goods and passengers carried 

by land, sea and air; 

Taxes on their fares and freights. 

Taxes on mineral oil and natural gas. 

Taxes on consumption. 

Stamp duty. 

Taxes on land and buildings.  

All other taxes. 

4. Reserve Bank of the State, its composition and functions. 

5. Trade and commerce in all its aspects (including foreign trade). 

6. Foreign aid. 

7. Foreign exchange. 

8. Stock exchange and-futures market. 

9. Banking. 

10. Insurance. 

11. Corporations, that is to say, incorporation, regulation and winding-up of 

corporations. 
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12. Public Debt of the State including :- 

(a)  borrowing of money-on the security of the State Consolidated Fund. 

(b)  foreign loans. 

13. Railways. 

14. Maritime shipping and navigation. 

15. Ports. 

16. Electricity. 

17. Natural gas. 

18. Port quarantine and hospitals connected with port quarantine. 

19. Fishing and fisheries including fishing beyond territorial waters. 

20. Subject to the Provisions of Article 101, aircraft and air navigation; the 

provision of aerodromes; regulation and organisation of air traffic and of 
aerodromes. 

21. Post and post offices (subject to the Provision of Article 101). 

22. Wireless, broadcasting and television (subject to the Provision of Article 101). 

23. Nuclear energy including 

(a)  natural resources necessary for the generation of nuclear energy. 

(b)  the production of nuclear fuels and the generation and use of nuclear energy; 

(c)  ionizing radiations. 

24. Meteorology-and meteorological observations. - 

25. Lighthouse, including lightships, beacons and other provision for the safety of 

shipping and aircraft. 

26. Carriage of passengers and goods by land, water Or by air within a State, that 

is, 
intrastate transport and communications. 

27. Import and export across customs frontiers 

28. Copyright, inventions, designs, trade-marks and merchandise marks. 

29. Petroleum and other liquids and substances. 

30. Regulation of mines and oilfields and mineral development. 

31. Regulation of labor and safety in mines and oilfields. 

32. Criminal law, including criminal procedure; actionable wrongs. 

33. Civil Procedure, including the law of limitation. 
34. Evidence and oaths. 
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35. Transfer of property including agricultural land. 

36. Trust and trustees. 

37. Contracts, including partnership, agency, contracts of carriage and other special 

forms of contract, including contracts relating to agricultural land. 

38. Arbitration, bankruptcy and insolvency; administrators-general and official 

trustees 

39. Legal, medical and other professions. 

40. Newspapers, books and printing presses. 

41. Mechanically propelled vehicles. 

42. Factories. 

43. Welfare of labor; conditions of labor; provident funds; employers liability 

and workmen's compensation; health insurance; including invalidity pensions; 
old age pensions. 

44. Trade unions; industrial and labor disputes. 

45. Shipping and navigation on inland waterways as regards mechanically 

propelled vessels, and the rule of the road on such waterways; carriage of 
passengers and goods on inland waterways. 

46. The sanctioning of cinematograph films for exhibition. 

47. Public order including the use of paramilitary forces and state militia. 

48. Administration of justice; constitution and organisation of all courts except the 

Federal Court; procedure in Rent and Revenue courts, fees taken in all courts, 

except the Federal Court. 

49. Police, including Armed Police, Railway and Village Police. 

50. Para-military forces and state militia (in all its aspects including raising, 
maintaining and controlling thereof)- 

51. Ansars. 

52. Prisons, reformatories. Borstal institutions and other institutions of a like 

nature, and persons detained therein; arrangements with other state for the use 
of prisons and other institutions. 

53. Removal from one state to another state of prisoners; vagrancy; criminal and 

nomadic tribes. 

54. Land, that is to say, rights in or over land; land tenures, including the relation 

of landlord and tenant, and the collection of rents; transfer, alienation and 

devolution of agricultural land, and improvement and agricultural loans; 

colonization. 

55. Court of Wards. 
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56. Works, lands and buildings vested in or in the possession of the State. 

57. Compulsory acquisition or requisitioning of property. 

58. Agriculture, including agricultural education and research protection against 

pests and prevention of plant diseases. 

59. Local government, that is to say, the constitution and powers of municipal 

corporations, improvement trusts, district boards, mining settlement authorities 
and other local authorities for the purpose of local self-government or village 

administration. 

60. Preservation, protection and improvement of stock, and prevention of animal 

diseases; veterinary training and practice. 

61. Pounds and the prevention of cattle trespass. 

62. Water, including water supplies, irrigation and canals, drainage and 
embankments, water storage and water power; flood control. 

63. Education, including universities, technical education, and professional 

training. 

64. Libraries and museums, and ancient and historical monuments. 

65. Botanical, zoological and anthropological surveys. 

66. Co-ordination and determination of standards in institutions for higher, 
education or research and scientific and technical institutions. 

67. Public health and sanitation; hospitals and dispensaries. 

68. Registration of births and deaths. 

69. Gymnasia and other recreational facilities. 

70. Burials and. burial grounds: cremations and cremation grounds. 

71. Relief of the disabled and unemployed. 

72. Industries. 

73. Production, manufacture, supply and distribution of goods. 

74. Markets and fairs. 

75. .Spoils. 

76. Manufacture, supply and distribution of salts. 

77. Cultural institution. 

78. Forests. 

79. Protection of wild animals and birds. 

80. Prevention of cruelty to animals. 

81. Adulteration of food-stuffs and other goods. 

82. Scientific and industrial research. 

83. Social research. 
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84. Treasure trove. 

85. Professions. 

86. Inns and inn-keepers. 

87. State Public Services; State Public Service Commission. 

88. State pensions. 

89.  Administrator General. 

90.  Zakat. 

91. Charities and charitable institutions; Charitable and religious endowments. 

92. Tourism. 

93. Salaries and allowances of members, the Speaker and the Deputy Speaker of the 

State Assembly; salaries and allowances of Ministers of the State Government,  

and the Advocate General. 

94. Powers, privileges and immunities of the State Assembly and of the members 

and the committees thereof; enforcement of attendance of persons for giving 
evidence or producing documents before committees of the provincial 

Assembly. 

95. Waqfs and mosques. 

96. Orphanages and. poorhouses. 

97. Offences against law with respect to any of the matters in this List. 

98. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts, except the Federal Court with respect to 

any of the matters in this List. 

99. Fees in respect of any of the matters in this List, but not including fees taken in 
this List. 

100. Inquiries and statistics for .the purpose of any of the matters in this List. 

 

THE SEVENTH SCHEDULE 
(Article 101) 

 
MATTERS IN RESPECT OF WHICH REGULATORY POWERS SHALL BE 

EXERCISED BY THE FEDERAL REGULATORY BOARD FOR 

INTERNATIONAL AND INTER REGIONAL TRADE. 

 

(1) International and inter-regional telephones post and telegraphs. 

 

(2) „  „  „   air communications. 

(3) „   „  „   wireless, broadcasting and television 

(4) Inter-regional shipping. 

 

 

  *  *  *  *  *  * 
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������������������������----����    
����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

 �!"�# �$��# %��"�&� %'��� #�()# 
%�����"� *+��� ����� ���,��# �- 

��.)# /#�0 1�-�$��#�� 

2��#  �!"�# 3 4�5���, 7893 

 

���,��# �-���,��# �-���,��# �-���,��# �-    

%�����"�%�����"�%�����"�%�����"�    

%��'������ ��� "����� ��:�'� ��)�;� 4�<�� => ' �� � ' ��   ?����� �'�-/��# 
%@���AB C ��� ��)D %������ ' �� ��E���*।  ������) #�<� ���G� %��H0��� %����� 
#�� %#I�� @;�� ��;� ��� J���'� �� ��)�;� @;��#��� #�'���� @�� �K�LG� CH�M � 
;��� ��� %� C��� ��� ���*��, ��'� ����� ��  <N #����। %����) J���'O&���, 
'������P @���  �����K  ��� ��:�'� ��>�� C����-������ �D�K #�����*। 4����. G� ��= 
���'��� �������# ��Q�� 
�� C ��� ���'� ��� "����� ��:�' /�� @���0 ������� ���� 
%���@��� @�� #0�? #���� �L(�� #�����*। �"R ���)�� C����� ��? ������#��� G���G���� 
#��, ����� %���@��� 1�� #0�? #�� �� �#*� �। �����# ��� @��)�� �� 1�S�� ����� 
������#��� C�KT�� #��  �*� ���#����� @�� #��।  '��� �DU ' �� � ������ ��'���� 
��>�� O)���, 
�@���� '�������# ����� %��#P�� >�� #�� '�; �� �� ���,��# %�� J 
#�)��# ��� ��;��� %��� C0# ���� '�; ��������� ‘/��A�’ @���G #���� ��Y; �'Z���# ���,��# 
#�)� J %���# ������ /�� ��)�;� ���� 4���GK #���� ���� '�। 4����. �(� ���� ���#[��� 
��\���� 4K�� @�� %�� ��� �'�� %��'��J�����# %\"��� #���� ��� ��;��� %��� C0# 
���� '� /�� ��� ��>�� 2�����# ��] ' �� 4 )̂ \'�M� ��^K�, %���� 4�<���GJ #�� '�। ����� 
�"R ���)�� C ��_� �� #�<� ���G� %@���AB ��� 4���̀ � ' ��, �� /# �L(��� ��� 
����������� ������#��� %#����-#� 0�00� (<�E��0�� �b�) ����� G���G���� #��। /  ��L 
4�<d�� ^�#� ��eJ %������ ���M� #���� ���� �  %�, ��� #������ <f� %��'������ "����� 
��:�'� %���@��� 1�� #0�? #���� ��*���J ' �� �। ���'��� ��� ��'�  #�����*। ��� 
������* %�, #���� C���� <f� ' ��J %��'������ ��� "����� ��:�'�# ���#[��# g� #���� 
%�J�� ' �� �। /?�M ����h�� /  ��YE� ���* %�, ��� /�� ��� �N���^� #���� ����;� %��# 
*�E� �#��  %� ���#[� g�� #���� 1�K�। %��'������ "����� ��:�'�' �#� ���,��# ��  
���#[� g�� #���� ;��; ��� /#�  ���#[�-����, ��� /#�  ���#[��� �?#-��Y� �L��K� 
�G)��� 4^) /  ��YE�� � �#? ����������� ������#��� #^� ��� �����। %��'������ "����� 
��:�'J ���#[��# g�� #���� ;� /�� �"R ���)�� C ���  ���#[��� /#��� �?#- '� ��j�� 
#�� � #��� <�� %������� 1��  K[ #�� ' �।  

 '� %������ ��� 4�<�K�L। C� ?����� �'��� %������ ' ��� #��MJ %������� 
4����� � । �8%� %��kl� ‘����� @������ ����’ ����� ��K ���� %������ ?�������� ��>�� 
%� �����)U  
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��� @�� #�����*, ���� ����� ��;��� %��� � #���� 1��� � । ��������� ��G�S� ' ��� 
���- ����.�� %��'������ "����� ��:�'� �� ��-����?, ��
�^) ��)���K %��� %@���AB 
��� @����m�� #���� 4���M) ' ��� ��� ����� %� n�� �(�U ' ���*, ���  4�<�K�L �'���� 
�8%� ������� ��)� 4<�����) '����, �<� J %��<����� 4��`� '�। ��# 4K<��� ��o� ����� 
%;U� #�� ' ��J ����� /  G������ �?K #���� ?����� �'� ����� J '����K�। /  ��'���) 
����� ����# <�����K '��� 4
�<���# �#*� �। 4����J %��� �G���* %� %#� 
�^)��)
 
?����� ���� ���� ���)��p ���� ���q��# d���K ' �� ��’ ���� ���, ��’ ���� #��। �� , 
%@���AB C ��� #�()# ���,��# ��r��# G���G���� #��, ������# �K ��E�� C�K���� #��-
���)���� %��'������ "����� ��:�'� %���@��� 1��J #0�?� #�� <��.K��� �������  �?M।  

�"R ���)�� C ��� %��'������ "����� ��:��# �'��  ������ #����� ��s��L #�����*। 
����� @�� �?K ^��#�� /  ��'���) ��� /  ���� 4���< J 4������;�। ��� ��� ���� �� 
�$�#) /���� �h���t� ', ��'� ' �� %�u��# GM�v���� ����K�Y; ��� ���� ��Y�# @�w��x��� 
������ %<��0 ��� ��:�'�# /  ;K���y ����  ��� ��s��L� ���)#�� ^��#��। 4K^��, %G�0� %�� 
%���� C� /#���#, %���� /  ���� ��s��L� 4^) �#?  '� �# %�u��# GM�v���� 1�� 
4���z� �$�#) /�� ��)��. ������  ����� ������� ��� ^��#�� � /�� ��� ��:�'�# ��^) ���� 
� ����� 4��# @;�� #���� ���� ' ���*, %� {� C��#�� /#0�� ����� %@�?�� %�u��# 
GM�v�� 1�� @<�� ��[���� 
|J 4���# @���M� ' ��।  

���,��# ���� ������;� 4���z� �#*� �। �#} ?����� �� #�()# �������������'� 
C��) J #�)�~�� <�� �K��K� @��-����.�� ����� %���@��� 1�� #0�?� #�� ������M %#� 
#���  ��^) #�� � । ��� /  ���� ������;� J G���G����� ���� ��w ' ���*, ��� ����� 
��>�� �G���* /�� ����� <��A��� ' ���*। 78�3 ���� ��L���� ��>�� ?����� �� 1�S�� 
����� ����� @���H�� �(�U ' ���*�, �"R ���)�� C ����# ��'� � ��� ^��#��J %������� ��'� 
��� C�*। �"R ���)�� C ��� ���<: ���,��# ���# %� <�.�� G���G��� #�����*, ��'� 
�������#। %���K��� ������� ���# %�� %;�, ��� ���# %��� %;�।  

CJ������G �$�#) ��� %� �D�K #�����*, ��� %'�� �# ��’ C��� �#*�0� CY; #���� ����। 
��� ������* %�, CJ���� ��G ‘�����������’ ��j�� #��, ���#[� ��L���� '1# /�� 
�K�h����� ����� Ch� � । ��Y� /  ���M�� ���� �# ��'���*, ��’ �K�LG�<��� C��� �#*� �#*� 
��� C�*। C�� CJ���� ��G �� %#� ���� ������ �'���� �, /#� �������# /�� /  @����� 
/#� 4������ �'���� ���#[��� #�S����� ���K ���) ���#[��� ����-��J�� ��� =�� ‘ �!"��#’ 
/�� ‘��#� 0� ���’ ����� ���<: @��m  �, %@���AB C ����� ��'�J ������ /#���#��� 
%�������� C���;� #�����*। 7897 ����� 79  CG� ��#��� �$��#��� /# �<�� C��� 
@�w��x��� %<�0���#����'�, %@���A����� ����� @[���� �����v� ��������� #���� 
������*��� %�, C��� ���)���B��� ���� ����v ;� , ���� ���) J ��t� ��#[� %���� 
���,��# ���-�K�h�� ��� 4�� J ����)��� %<�G #���� ����। C� ��� %@���A����� ���� 
���-�K�h�  ��� (%@���A�B�) /#�D #��K '�, ���  
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%���� /� ���K�����K� @� ^��#�� � /�� %@���AB�# ������ @�w��x��� %<��0 ��)��;� 
' �� ' ��। /  @��N C��� C��� 1��� #�����*��� %�, ���#[� @��`�� �� /  ��)D %� 4�h� 
;���� C�����*, ���� ��� ��� @���0 %?�� ���) ���#[��� @�� 2�.�K ��� 4��(� ' ���*। 
1��'�M
{� C��� ������*��� %�, %#I�� ;�#���-��#����� ���) ���#[����� �'�K� ��#�� 7 
<��G�J #�; C� ��)D %#I�� �w�� /#� ���) ���#[�� %��H0��� � ; %���� %���?� ��<��G 
%#I�� ����
� ��#�� 9�/�� <�G �K��� '�, %����J ���) ���#[��� �'�K� 1�����J 4���GK, 
�K���-���M��K J ��� /# 4��� ���U��� %���#� /#�;�0�� @<�� @���`� ' ���*। %���� ��Y��� 
��#�� 7�<�GJ ���) ���#[�� G�S� '� � । ��’*�E� 2�����# %����J ���'<�G �K��� ' ���* 
��t� ���#[��।  '�� �� C��� #��;� ' �� %"A���� ������ 4����M #����� #��� ���K�G��` 
���) ���#[��� #^� ����;� � #����  ���� J  ��������� %"A���� ������ h��D��� #���� 
����� �$� ' �� �^�� �� �� %#��0 0�#� �K� #�� ' ���*। /����h�� ���)���B��� ��� 
�K�h�� ���) ���#[����� /#��� ��o� �*� %�, ������� %?�� 4D�� ��Y��� ��� 4��#�� 
��'���* /�� /  4��#�� @���G #���� #��H�� �����#� 2�.�K J 4��;���� 4��� �0� �� 
������। �#} ‘�h��������’ �� #���� %��� ��� /�� �K�h� @��) #�� '�, ���� �#� ��]�� 
?���J /# �K�L� '�[ /  /#  4-�� %#I�<�� '�, ��� ���) ���#[����� %�  ��o�� �^0�#�J 
>� ' ��।  

C� 4^,��# 2�.�K ��� #�� �K C��� @[�� �����*��� %�, ���) ���#[��� 4^)��� %?��-
����.�� ��K@������ ������� 
���$�M) #���� G�E�� %����� �K 4���� ���) ���#[��� 
4��)� 2�����# �����' ����� ��
 �$��# ���) ���#[��� 1:� #���) ������� #����� �����G 
%�J�� '1#। 2�����# #�) �$�#) C����� @[�� �*� %�, ���) ���#[� %� �����M 2�����# %�� 
#����, %� ��'� ����-C��� ������� #����। C��� �� �� #�����* %�, ���) ���#[��# 2�.��K� 
4�<��� ' �� ���K#��<��� ��L #���� ' ��  '�  �K�� #��)#�� �K�h�।  '�� ���� ���#[��� 
4��� ���: ' ��� @� � ;  '�� ���� ��t� ���#[��� 4 )̂���� 1�� '���� #����� @� � । 
���  '� /#�0 1��� @[��।  �#} %� ���U��� %��# %���� %G�0� �$��� 1�� #�()� ��[�� #���� 
����� C�*, ���� ���) J ��t� ���#[��� �����M ����.� �N���N� 1��?� #���� ������ 
#�()� J %<�G-������#  @���K ���� ^��#, ���� ���) ���#[��# ����� ���-#�� 1������ ��MK� 
����� �'���� GMK #���� ;�, ���� /  @[���# ��#(� #����� %;U� #���� ���, �#} C����� 
�� %#� O��<��m � ; ��� ���) ���#[��� @�� %� 4��;�� #�� ' ���*, ��'�J <����� �G�� ���) 
���#[��� �$� ���� ���) ���#[��� 1:� ���� #���� ���#[��� 1<� 4-��# /# <��� ���� 
J ��(������ #��  C����� �?K।  

�'�<��� �;D� #���� ‘������ ����� %���’ 4������ �#*� � । ������, ��y���, ��S�, ��m�, 
%���; ������  ���#[�। ������ ����#  ��S� ����� ���'� #���� �#��� ��-��� ���� ������ 
����� ����� ����� ��'�� G�E�� 1�S �; ��� 1'� %����"�#�  ���D�। ���) ���#[� ���#[��� 
4������.। �#} %� ���0 C����� ���M #�����*, %� ������ %�� #���� C��� ��Y�;�� C�* %�  
���0, %�  %��, %�  ���.�# <����� �#��� ��� ��##�� @� ��� ���� C��� <��� %���@��# ������ 
;�  �। ���G���� ���#[� ��\��� ��)���?� r>���M) <���#� \'M #�����*। ���#-#��� �� %#� 
�K�L�����.� ‘��L����’ %�(�� ���#[� 4��)� '� � । ���. ��� %��। C� ���#[��� ��#�� 
9� <�G 4������ ��� #�� /  ���) ������। ��Y��� @�� ����;�� /�� ����� K��K 4�� ���� #���� 
��� ��#(� 4 )̂  
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 '��# ������ ����� ��� '�, ��� %���� C��� �;��। ���#[��� ��'��� ��� ���U��� %��# 
����� <�GK G�E�� ������,  ���������� %�u��� �(�� �� ��, C� C��� ���# %G�0� ���#[��� 
%�u��� ����� ����� ��, ��'� ' �� ���� �। C��� O��������# %��� ���* %�, ���) ���#[� 
���K�G��` ' ��J ����� ��'�� /�� ���#[��� ��##�� �K ���K����K ����� ����*�। %� 
CJ���� ���G� ��>�� ‘������ �����������’’ <������� /�� ���#[��# ��L���� � #����� 
4�<���G C� #�� ' ���*, �"R ���)�� C ����� 4�G��� �K 1��� #�� ���#� %�, ����  ���) 
J ��t� ���#[��� ��K ���K����K ��� ��)��\ ����� ����*��। /����J C�: ��)�;� GM�v 
���@��`�� ��\���� %�(� ���) ���#[���� %��'������ ��� "����� ��:�'� 1�� 4�) #�����*। 
 '�� ��J C����� ��>�� ���#[��# O�)� #����� 4�<���G C� #���� ���# 1�P�K���# *�E� 
C� �# ��� �� �� ����। %�.���#�# <?M #���� ' �� 4��'���� 4D �#! �#} /  ��^ #�'��J 
'��� ��� �� ��� 1��� � ।  

 

 

 

---------------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
 �!"�# ���#�� ‘���S�-#E�’ ��.)#  

C�J /#�0 1�-�$��#�� 
2��# ‘ �!"�#’ �� /�@�, 789� 

 
���S���S���S���S----#E�#E�#E�#E�    
�<�>��<�>��<�>��<�>�****    

���� GS, ��#��� 1:� �K�, 2�����# ��'��K ��, 2�����# ���� �B, %���?� J 
@����# ��<��G ;�#���, ��#��� ���
 ��, ��?� ���x(��# %?�� ��#��� C�#��K J �����G-
������ �^� ����� ����� @�� %?�� ���) ���#[� 4����� �#<��� ��-� ' �� C�����*, ��'� 
4��� ��� C���;�� ��.���!। 4���� @^� �� /�� 2�.�K �-�� #^� %���� '�, �� 
4���-��� #����� 
��^)� ������GM ������  '�� 4�[� 4
�#�� #���� ‘@�����#��’, ‘C-��#��, 
‘%����G�K'���’  �K��� ���x���� ���� ���K��0 ����;��� %�J��� %;U� #��। �#} Cr�# %�� 
*� -;��� ���� ���� ��� �, %��� O  4-��� r>�� 2�.��K� ��[� ��K�#J %�. ��)D ��#� 
%�J�� �s� '� � । ?����� �'��� �L;?� /�� ���,��# ��)���� ��� �'K #����J �GM 
��.��0 ������ ������*। 4����. @���� #��#� @�K�� 4 )̂�������� ��K����m��� J ���`��� 
r�M  ���K��0� @#(� 
{� ���x��<��� 4�������GK ' �� 1�S। C� 4��K ��#���<��� ���K��0 

�#(� /�� �������� ��#��� ������GMJ / ���K�� @������#�� �������� ����।  

�#}  �K���� / �K����� ���� /#�0 #^� ;��� #��� %;U� ;�����*। ��� ' ���* %�, ��#�� 
�� ���K��0� #^� 
�#�� #���� � ���* /�� 1'�� @��#���� ��#� @#�� #�����*, �� / 
��.�� C���-C���;� J %������� �m 'J�� 1�;�। #��M, ��.��0 4��# C���;� ��# O  
@����� ���K ��L�� ��E� �� ������ /�� ��� "�� ����� ��'�� J �#K ����\[ ' ��। ��� 
����K, 4���� O  @����� 2�.��K� #^� 1�S�� %� �'��0 1'��# ‘@�����#��’ J ‘C-��#��’ 
����� �;�#�� ���E�� ���, %�  ����. �'��0  1����L ���L�0� 1���#। /  ���L %� @#(���? 
���K��0 ' �� �(�U ��� �� ���� /#�0 %#u�� *�E� C� �#*�  � ��'� ���� 4��?� ���� �। 
%#�, O  @����� ���K ��L�� ��� �(�� ���, ��'� ' �� 1'� �(�� �� �� 2�.��K� ��[� 
���K��0�  �K-����H�D C���;�� �K �। ���K��0� @������ ' �� ��L�� �(��� C��#� 
������� ' �� ����। ���K��0 4?� ������ ����H�D C���;� �m #���� ���� ��L�� �#<��� ��� 
' �� C��� ���� �; ��� ���h�� ���' ���� C��� �(��  �� ��। ��  ������ C��� / #^�  
����� C�����* %�, ��L��� C�� #��M�# ��� #���� ' ��, �?Mr���# ;��� %�J��� %;U� 
4^)'�।  

O  4-��� 4^),��# 2�.�K ����#�M �$�#) ��#��� �'��� @������ ���� 4��� �(�� 
�� ��J ���K#�� #�� �S# %�<��� ' ���* �#�, ��� #�S। CG��� #��E ������ ���K O_  4-��� 
���K ���� @���`� ' �� ����� %� �� Cj����M� 1b���� ' ���*, ���$�#) �d� �'�� C��u 
%#� Ch�� <�� �(�U ' ���* �।  

 

* C'��O� �'�� (�<�>�)। 
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��� n�-���#��� 4 )̂ ���P, ��� ���M��K� G�� @#(�� /�� %���?� J @����# 
��<�G����' %��# �����G� ����U ����� ����@�?�� 4��#� �� /{� C��#�  %��� �����* %�, 
CG��� #��E ����� 2�.��K� ���� ��#��;� 'J��� ������) @�����  ' ��। ��  %'�#, / �$�#) 
C���� ��[(� C���;�� � �G�� ���� @#���� /#�0 ����� @�� C����� �(�U ��m #���।  

������ 4��h� ���#[�� ������� J ���M�K ���Mr���� #�)�� ;�#�������� �K����� /#�0 
�������# �^K 1L ���� 1����� ' ���*। @#��, �(�^��� ���<: %��� 4��h� ���#[�� O�����, 
#�0,��# ��� J ���M�K �������' #�);���� ���K� CS�� '������ #� �। /  CS�� '���� 
#�);���� ���K ���) ���#[��� ���K� ��� ���� ���; 4^)�� ��#�� O  ���J #�। 1��} 1L 
#�)�;��� ���KJ 1b��� 4���`� 4�"����� ���K� GMK, 4��#��� %#���, 0� ��U, �������U, 
��-�����;)  �K���।  

���#[��� 2�����# ���� ���) ���#[���� /  ���> ���K���� =�� �^K �'����  ;�#@� 
�,  '�� �����)J �� ��# ' �� ��;��)। ���#[��� ��#��� ����
� ���'<�G �K��� '� %���?� 
����। %���?�� ���  %� ���� 4��# ���
 �K��� '� %�0� ' ���* @����# ��<�G। %���?� 
��<��G ���) ���#[���� ���K� #� ��� ��S# �^K ��� � ^��#��J 1'� %� �� ;�� ����)�B� %��� 
� ��'� %#� %#� <�����) ����� ���.� ����K� �L(���� ' �� ��� �G���*। @����# ��<��GJ 
���) ���#[��� ���K� 4K 4-��� ;� �� 4�# #�। 7893-9� ���� ���#[� ��#���� @�����# 
��<��G C0.�� %#��0 0�#� �K� ���� '�। ��� ���K ���� %#��0 0�#�  �K��� '� ���#[��� 
2�����# ���r��� �K। ��#�� �'���� 1'� ��YE�� @����# ��<��G� �K ���P#(� %��0 4� )̂� 
��#�� ���;��� <�G। 4�/� %��� �� ���*, ��#���� %� O �0 ��<��G ��)���# ���
 �K��� '�, 
%� O  ��<��G ���) ���#[��� ���> ���K����� �> @�� ����� 4 )̂  /# 4-�� ^��#�� ���। 
�������M� C� �(��� %?�� 1����L O  ��<��G� ���;� %� @<��, ���) ���#[���� ��'� ' �� 
@�� �$�M){��  ��-� ^��#�� �� ���*। ���) ���#[����� C�^)# ����� ��? %�  '� ��� ?��#� 
��'� ���� @���� #�� �।  

�#} /  ��#�0 *�E�J C��� /#�0 r>��$: ��# C�*। ���) ���#[� %���� 4��#��� 
4������� C���h�। ��'��)�j ���#[�, �$�#) %#� ���M� �(�U #���� ' �� ���) ���#[��# �^��^ 
r>� %�J�� @����। �#} 2�����# ���r�� %�<��� ���;���� ' ���*, ��'��� 4����)<���  
%���� ��t��-� ���)�-� 4��?� %��� @���K �� ���*। ���) ���#[� �$�#) 4�# ������ ���] %� 
�K��# 4d�� ���K��, ��� #��M  '� । "�� ���#[� ����� ������ %��0����0 ��t� ���#[��#  
%���� �� ^��#। /#�0 ���� �$�#) /{� ���� ���M� %� %� ����� �K #�0� ?��#�, ��'� �K��K� 
#���� ���� ��#�� ��E? /  #���M  4���� C��� ����� ������* %�, ���#[���, 2�����# 
���r�� ��G)S #���� 1'��� ���) ���#[��� K����G� @�������� �K�h� #�� ��#��। �#} 
�������� ��.�, #�()��?� #��)#���� %�{� %#� 1��K�G  �����?� ' ���* �। ���) ���#[� 
4^,��# J ���,��# %?�� %� 2�.�K ���� ��#��, 2�����# ����� ;�#��� 2�.�K %�  �('!� 
�-��  4N। /  ��[� ���K�� ����� � ' �� / �$�#) #^����)� �m #���� ���� �#<��� O  
@����� ��L�� ��� #�� �� ��, C��� 4D� ��'� ������ ���� �।  

 
------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

4����l ?��� '[�D��� C'�� �l��� ��#�� 
���<: 2��# ‘C� ��� � ’ ��������  

@#���� %�u^ �$��#�� 

 �!"�# J ���#[� 
4���<)�� 

73 ��;), 78�7 

 
C� ��� �  

 �!"�#, 73 ��;) 78�7 
 

C��� ��#�� ����������' �(�<��� ��j�� #�� %�, C� ����D \'�M� �� C�����* /�� /  
��'���) /#���#K /#���� #��#�0 #^� ��� C����� 4��K #�)�K ' �� ��YE� ���*। %� � ������ 
 ��'��� ���� C� ;���� ��#�0 �����। %������� C��-C#��� 4����� GM���v# ������� 
#������ C��� ��\ %�� ����� ��)@^� �����M ��)�;� ���# 'J��� �� %���� C� /  4�h� 
�GM  %���� ���)�<u� ?���� 4��#���; %���� @����# #�S���� �# ' ��, �# ���� ��#�� �� 
#���� ' �� �� ��)���M� ?���� 4��#��� %#�� ����� ��)��;� @������� । GM��v ��� ��j�� 
^��#, ��'� ' �� %���� C -#�� @M� �� ��] ���;���� �K����� �G�M� @�������� /  
4��#�� %#' 4
�#�� #���� ���� �। /0� /#�0� %�u��# ���,��# @�����K ��0। ?���� ��'��� 
C� ����� C� ?�������� ��'� #��#�� #��� �����G ��'���� C�* ��Y'���� �K )̂��  %���� 
���,��# ����h��� 4�M��� #��M। ��'��H�M ' �� %���� ����D �?�  ' � �����# ���'�� 
#��। ���,��# ����#) '[�?� �� �? \'M #�� ��'���� %#� ������� CJ��� C�� �।  

�G�M� ��\�� ���� 4�'��� ��^  ���;���� '� %����# �?K ������ %�� ������� �'�� J 
��� �� @�������। ��Y'���� '[ ��L���� #��  C� @����।  

%���� O  4���� ���K <��.K� �$#) �# ' ��, �� ��)���M� ����� %������ ������M J 
��'���� ��)��;� @��������।  

C��� �� #�� C� ��� C�����* �� %@���AB  ���'�� ���# ���,��# ����� /  
��[� ��Kr�� 
�#�� #���� � �� ' ��। C����� ��;��� %@���AB  ���'��� 1�;� %���� ��# 
' �� �����# C  ������ � ��  4����l ���� %�� %�� ������� �'���� ��'� /#�0 �������� 
1��� 'J�� ��'�� "������ �G�M� @�������� �#0 ?��� '[�D��� '�।  

 
 

---------------------
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TIME IS RUNNING OUT 

THE PAKISTAN OBSERVER, March 14, 1971 

 

We the daily newspapers of Dacca firmly believe that this is the time for decision 

and it is our bounded duty to speak with a common voice at this hour. 

We are in the midst of the greatest crisis in our twenty-three years history. And 

this after the first over general elections in which the whole country participated in 
expectation of the fulfillment of its desire and demand for mitigation of a democratic 

system. The people are sovereign and their representatives have the system of 
government. One must recognize, if one is a believer in democracy, this right of the 

peoples representatives to make the laws and govern the country. This is a 

fundamental political question. The situation has become abnormal owing to the 

failure on the part of those in power and those who have access to the ears of power. 

The armed forces are for defending the borders of the country against external 

aggressing. It is not their function to interfere in political controversy or take sides. 
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and his party are pledged to see that the peoples struggle 

remain on the non violent plane and their hands have to be strengthened. 

It is for the people and their representatives to decide what will be the future 

relationship between the two wings of the country. 

We believe the time has come for President Yahya Khan lift Martial Law and 

reach a settlement immediately with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the leader of the 

majority party, so that power is transferred to the representatives of the people. 

 
 

----------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
��#�� @#���� ���<: ��-���#�� 
���������� 4�'���G C������ 

�;�  

 �!"�#, �����, ���)���, 2��# 

���#[�, C���, Monring 

News  

7-�� ��;), 78�7 

 
 �!"�# 

 

��?�� G��� <��� G�)-C�� %�� ����� ���* 

���� ��#�� '����� ����� ��������� 9  ��)D ���� @����  
#���"1 <N                   '����।  

�������� %��[�G���� T��#��� ����0 ���*� 
%����-%0���<� ��)�� ����D� @����� ���� ����U ����� ��L ���(��  

0N��� r���.)�M 3 � �'�, �� � C'� 
;�\��� 7�� � �'�� *������� %��# ���*� 

*�����G� %��# ���*� 
*����G %#I�� ������ �>�� �<�� ‘‘
��� ��������’’ %��.M�� @[�� 4����� 


���#�� ��\�� J ����� (�$��#��)  
���L C����� T��# ������ �����। ����� T��# ���G� �>�� �<�� 

��\�� ���.� GS। 
CG�����%� ��;) ‘@������ ����’ ����� C'��� 
��� ����� %#I�� 

*�� ��\�� ���.� #�()# #�)��;� %��.M� 
��������� �����'� ��mK C  4�K�'� 


��� ����� %#I�� *�� ��\�� ���.��� ���)� 
%#I�� *�� ��\�� ���.� C'�� @������ ������ #�)��;� 

‘C� %^�# C��� C� @�L  -’ %�� J ���� ��'� /#� �� %��.M� @��N  

4���@�w 2��#, ���# J 2����# 
/����� ��%� ��;) (�$��#��) 

’�7-/� ��%� ���;)� ���� C��� =��* �, ���<� ��,<� ��,<� (��" �����0)�� 
%0���<�� ��)�0� 4����l �����# @'����� @�K�'�� ����  

��;) �, 78�7 

 
��;) �, 78�7 

��;) �, 78�7 
��;) �, 78�7 

��;) 9, 78�7 
’’ 

’’ 
��;) 7�, 78�7 

��;) 77, 78�7 
 

��;) 77, 78�7 
 

��;) 7�, 78�7 
��;) 78, 78�7 
��;) 78, 78�7 

��;) ��, 78�7 
 

��;) ��, 78�7 
��;) ��, 78�7 

��;) �3, 78�7 
��;) ��, 78�7 

��������������������    

4����� h�G�� %�(�(��� @����� 
C� ����� %��# ���� (%�� ������� C'��)  

 

��;) �, 78�7 
��;) �, 78�7 
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K���� A��# �¡� ����� ��<�-�(� @�K� J �(�����' GM-��\���#  

���z� ��?K %�uY*� �� ��।  

��j���K��� @�N�M ����0 ������ 

�'��� ���K� ��-/ 1:��, C'� 7�� ��# '�������� <��) 

�'�� ����� *��  1���� �<�� ��L�� GS #���� ��\�� ���;���� A�#  

�'�� ����� *��   1���� ��<�� �L��� �0� �� ������ ����.� ���L ��\��  

[� #�� �� �� � 

���L��\��� %� %#����� ��'� ���# ' �� @�!�� <���� 

r���� � � �'�� �� � C'�� %#I�� #���G�� <��N�� ��� � 

#����� ���� 

K���� ��<�� 4�K��# %����""� C'��� ���L� �K %� %#� �K�G 
�#��� @�!�। 

��� �G�M� @�� 4�<� (�$��#��) 

�¡� ����� ���G� ��<�� ��\�� 4�K�'� ����� C'��  

#(.# ������ @�� 7� � #(.# %��� \��� \��� GM��\�� #���0 GS�� ���)�  

*�����G� ���� ���*� 

1��;�� GM������ 

#�);������ #�� ��)� ��#� %���� J %0���<� %#I �m 

�� ������� ���K � ���� ������� ��N /#����G C���� #���� <����  

(��0� 4��`� ��<�) 

������� ��'� r�� ������ �8 � C'�� 7 � �'�� ����MG�y %�� 

<��N�� 3� � #���� ���� 


���#�� C��� ��\��� *��  1��� �^�<� J GM�N�� %x���A 

��j����� @�� C'��� ������� ���L ��\��� �� )̂ #> (��j���K��� ¢���  

��?# ������ �<�) 

�rE�� � � '��'�� �� ��� ����� #����� %�� <�N�� �'�E�#� 4D���� �#?  

%#�#������ ���?�< ���*�� ��\�� 4�K�'� ����� ��#� %��.M�। (��#��,  

C�� ��#��� J 
�������� @��`� #�);���) 

������� ����� ��'� �$�M) /#��� J���� -C� %�� ������� ��'� 2�S#  

�������� �$�M) 
���-%£�G��� @���� % � <����  

*��  1���� ���� ���*�� %��.M��L 
��� ����� #���� #�  

��?�� ���� ��\�� ���.�� ���� ��\�� ;���-  

 

��;) �, 78�7 

��;) �, 78�7 

��;) 3, 78�7 

��;) 3, 78�7 

 

��;) 9, 78�7 

��;) 9, 78�7 

 

��;) �, 78�7 

��;) �, 78�7 

��;) �, 78�7 

��;) �, 78�7 

��;) �, 78�7 

��;) �, 78�7 

��;) �, 78�7 

��;) �, 78�7 

 

��;) �, 78�7 

 

��;) 77, 78�7 

��;) 77, 78�7 

 

��;) 7�, 78�7 

��;) 7�, 78�7 

 

��;) 73, 78�7 

��;) 73, 78�7 

��;) 73, 78�7 

��;) 7�, 78�7 

��;) 79, 78�7 
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CJ���� ��G ��'��K �'���� ���<: ��h�� ;�Y��  
��'����� #�;#�J��� 
��?�� ���� ����� �'�� ����� GM�0K ������ 
�J��� <���� #�()# 
��� ���) ����� ���� ����� C'�� 
4\�� ! ��\��� �GM !! (�$��#��) 
\��������# ��G�S� #�� ��#�� (1�-�$��#��) 
<���� ������� ���?�< 
��%� ��;)-C ��d���� �� (�$��#��) 
*��  1���� A��# ����0 ��<�� ������  ���. %#� C���� ����� � (��#�� 
�'�� ���� @�N�M)  
4�'�� �t��� (�$��#��) 
@������ ���� ����� �K �G�M� @�� *�� ��\�� ���.��� 4�<�  
4���)U#�� 4��?� #�� ;��� �� ���1P� C'���  

��;) 79, 78�7 
��;) 7�, 78�7 
��;) 7�, 78�7 
��;) 7�, 78�7 
��;) �7, 78�7 
��;) �7, 78�7 
��;) ��, 78�7 
��;) ��, 78�7  

 
 

��;) �3, 78�7 
��;) ��, 78�7 
��;) ��, 78�7 
��;) ��, 78�7  

 
���)������)������)������)���     

 
�'�� ����� J���� K���� ��<�� ���) ������ ���� @���`� � '�� �GM ��
  
�^ %��* %�� 
4����� 4���)U #�� h�G�� '����, ���?�<  
��#�� 9� � C'� 
��� ���� ���*� C� ���*� 
��?�� ���) �����  
��#� J ;�\��� 77� � �'�, �� C'� 
��#� ��j���K����� 7�� � ��?�#� 4�<���G� %���� ��)�� ����h��� �K %��.# 
%TM�  ���� 
�������#  1���� ����� 4����l �����# ��� @�K�'�� #> 
%��.# %TM�  ���� 
�������#  1���� ����� 4����l �����# ��� @�K�'�� #> 
'������ 3 )̂ ��� 0N��� r���.)M 

���#���� ������ ����, �������# J ��-%����� 
#���� ���#�� �'� 
������� #�)��;� %��.M� 
�;�#��#��� ��^)  
�'�� ����" �'���� ��'��K C��*  

 
��;) 7, 78�7 

��;) �, 78�7 
��;) �, 78�7 
��;) �, 78�7 
��;) �, 78�7 
��;) 3, 78�7 

 
��;) 3, 78�7 
��;) �, 78�7 
��;) 9, 78�7 
��;) 9, 78�7 
��;) 8, 78�7 
��;) 8, 78�7 
��;) 7�, 78�7 
��;) 7�, 78�7 
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���#�� ��\���� @�� ��/���/ ���/�-%�� ��^)  

��'����� �^�<�� ���)h��� ��\���� C'�� 

�����# C  @�K�'�� #�� ?��� '[��� %#� C G� ���� %  (��#� 

'� �#��0)� C ����G�M� 4�<��) 

����� ���� ����#� %;��J ��¤ (;�> J #�> ��� ��\�� ���.��� �<�) 

%��##K�� #�);������ �N� ���*�  

*��  1�� @^� �<� J ���*� 

*��  1�� @^� ��?� ����� ���w  

@�L 2��#�� /#�¥�� %���M� #���* 

@������ ����� *�� J T��# ��\�� ���.� 

;�\�� ��� ��� ���� %����*  


����� C����� #�;#�Y;�� %���J /�G�� /���*  

��;) 7�, 78�7 

��;) 7�, 78�7 

 

��;) 7�, 78�7 

��;) 7�, 78�7 

��;) 7�, 78�7 

��;) ��, 78�7 

��;) �7, 78�7 

��;) ��, 78�7 

��;) ��, 78�7 

��;) ��, 78�7 

��;) ��, 78�7 

    

2��# ���#[�2��# ���#[�2��# ���#[�2��# ���#[�    

    

���) ������ %�(�(��� @����� 

��?�� *������ 

4����� h�G� (�$��#��) 

1�!����M) ����w� ���� ��¦ ���?��<� "�� %��� �m 

/���’� ���� / ��\�� %#1 >��� ����� � 

����� ����-#�:�� ���*� (%��A�#� #��� �����0)��) 

��#� ��j���K����� 4�K��#��� ���(��  

C'���� ��Y;� (�$��#��) 

CJ���� ��G ��'�� ����� A�# 

����� *��E� (#����� ��#���� C�� ��"�) 

C� %��� � (�$��#��) 

%��#, �0��� J ������� #�)��;� 

C� ��� %  (%�u^ �$��#��) 

*�� ��\�� ���.��� ���)� 

C����#�, ;�, ������ J  ���� @�� *�� ��\�� ���.� 

 �� 1��’� ���)�� �����[� ����J �������#�� ���� �K�� ����� � 

��;) �, 78�7 

��;) �, 78�7 

��;) �, 78�7 

��;) �, 78�7 

��;) 3, 78�7 

��;) 3, 78�7 

��;) 3, 78�7 

��;) �, 78�7 

��;) �, 78�7 

��;) �, 78�7 

��;) 7�, 78�7 

��;) 7�, 78�7 

��;) 73, 78�7 

��;) 7�, 78�7 

��;) 78, 78�7 

��;)��, 78�7 
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C���  

#�()��?� @�� C��1� �'��-'�K� J r���.)M ��m� C��� 

/���J��� /�n���  1���� ����D  

����� ��#�� GS�� C'��� C��1� �'��  

%�� ������� ���� K����G� J �K�� -C�G� �� 

 1�� ��)��� ��\�� ���.� GS�� ���)�  

CJ���� ��G �'���� ;�Y�� ������� ����#�  


����� ��\��� ������� ����J C� '������ 

��D #��� @�K��K� 

����?K�� ���# ��'�� ���*� 

��#�� %���� ���'�K �<� 


������ @�� �� )̂ 

���L��\��� /#� ���  ��M) ���#)B� � �K��# #�);������ ���*� 

������� '#����� GM������� �������� %� %#� ����K 
����� 4�) #���� 

��;) �, 78�7 

��;) �, 78�7 

��;) 7�, 78�7 

��;) 7�, 78�7 

��;) 7�, 78�7 

��;) 73, 78�7 

��;) 7�, 78�7 

��;) 78, 78�7 

��;) ��, 78�7 

��;) ��, 78�7 

��;) ��, 78�7 

��;) �3, 78�7 

��;) ��, 78�7 

 
  

Morning News 

Slogans break calm of night March 4, 1971 

Mujib visits injured in Hospital March 4. 

A.L. Peace Committees formed March 5. 

Challenge of times (Editorial) March 5. 

Fundamental Issues March 4. 

Official version: 172 Killed, 358 hurt March 8. 

Medical Centre opened at D.M.C.H. March 8. 

Call for United Movement (S.L. DUCSU) March 9. 

Resolution : NAP (Bhashani) March 10. 

Conditions March 10. 

Press workers pledge solidarity with current movement March 14. 

Zainul Abedin renounces Tamgha March 17. 

Shilpee Sangram Parishad meets March 16. 

Parade form today March 17. 

Bikahubdha Shilpee Samaj March 17. 

Chru-O-Karu Shilpee Sangram Parishad March 17. 

Mujib’s 53
rd

 birthday observed March 18. 
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I will shed last drop of blood for people-Says Mujib March 18. 

Ex-Servicemen to hold rally tomorrow March 21. 

Doctor’s plea to maintain harmony March 21. 

Teachers demand transfer of power March 21. 

UK. USSR mission hoist Bangladesh Flag March 24. 

Dacca turns into a city of processions March 25. 

(Full support ) Girl Guides’ Association March 25. 

SBKCSP hails people for active response March 25. 

Bangladesh Flag hoisted on Govt. House March 25. 

 

 

------------
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

��#�� ���<: �� J ��GS�� 4�'���G  
C����#��� #�)��;�  

‘2��# ���#[�’ ‘�����’ 
J ‘C���’ 

�-7� ��;), 78�7 

 

C��#� #�)��;�  ��;) �, 78�7 2��# ���#[� 

 (��" �����0)��)  

����� ���.��� 4����� ������ %��.M�� @������ C� �N���� ��#� �'�� '���� ����� 
'�§। /  '���� 1���? ���<: ��h� %� #�)��;� ����* �� ��; 1��� #�� '����  

• �#�� 770�� ��j���K��� �0���� *�� ������ J ��� ���*�।  

• ���#� ���E ��0�� �¡ ����� J���� K���� ��<�।  

• ���#� ���E ��0�� ������ %��#����� ����� ���G� �������। ��� C��1� �'�� 
��, ��� ��' C����� �'��, ����� C��� %�G� @��� ��(�� #���।  

• ���#� �0�� ������ %��#�����  ����� *������� GM������।  

 

C��#� #�)��;�  ��;) �, 78�7 2��# ���#[� 

 (��" �����0)��)  

C� ��� ��;) ������। C� ���)��;� ����� ���.��� 4����� =>� %� #^� �*� �� h�G� 
���� '���*। /�� /� @������ �N�m�� C'��� C� ���� ������ '���� ����� '�§। %<�� 90� 
%^�# %��� �0� ��)D /  '����।  

C� ���<: ��h� %� #�)��;� ����* �� ��; %��� '����  

• C� ����� %��# ����।  

• �#�� 90� %^�# %��� �0� ��)D '����।  

• �#�� 770�� ���) ���#[� *��  1���� 1��K��G ��<�।  

• %��� 30�� �¡ ���� %^�# ���*� %�>��। �N�m� %�� ������� �'�� ��� /  ���*��� 
%�(� #���।  

 

C��#� #�)��;�  ��;) 3, 78�7 2��# ���#[� 

 (��" �����0)��)  

C� 3S� ��;)। �('¨�����। C� �N�m�� C'��� ���� ������ %<�� 90� %^�# O��� O0� ��)D 
'���� ����� '�§।  

C� ���<: ��h� %� #�)��;� ����* �� ��; %��� '����  

• %#I�� �'�� ����� %��� 770�� ���) ���#[� *��  1���� ��<�।  
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• %#I�� �'�� ����� %��� 7�0�� ����� *�����G� *���<�। 

• �������� *�� %���0� 1��K��G %��� 77 0�� ��j���K��� �0���� *���<�।  

• %��� ;��0�� ������ %��#���� %^�# ��O� %"A������ ���*�।  

 

C��#� #�)��;�  ��;) �, 78�7 2��# ���#[� 

 (��" �����0)��)  

C� �  ��;)। =H���। �N�m� %�� ������� �'�� C'�� '������ ;��^) ��। C��#� ���� 
�K ���<: ��h� %� #�)��;� ����* �� ��; %��� '���� 

• �#�� 770�� *��  1���� 1��K��G �'�� ����� GM������।  

• �#�� 7�0�� @�#u�� ��j���K��� ��?#��� @����� �<� J ���*�।  

• �#�� 80�� ��� ��0 %���� T��#  1���� 1��K��G ��� ���f ���S G������ �����।  

• �#�� ���E 7�0�� ��j���K��� �0���� ����� *�����G� 1��K��G *�� ��<� J ��� 
���*�।  

• O���� ������ ����� ������� ���L� �K ����. %������ J @� )̂� /�� %��� �0�� 
������ %��#���� %^�# ���) ���#[� *�� ���G� ���S���*�। ����� T��# ��GJ /  
#�)��;�� @�� ��^) ������*।  

• ���#� 30�� %��# ����� C���;� �<� J �<� %��. %��#��� ���?�< ���*�।  

• ���#� �0�� ������ %��#���� @�N�M ���G�YJ ��� �� ��\�� #���0� 1��K��G ��<�।  
 

C��#� #�)��;�  ��;) 9 , 78�7 2��# ���#[� 

 (��" �����0)��)  

C� 9  ��;)। �����। �N�m� %�� ������� �'�� C'�� '������ C� �� ��। C� %<�� 90� 
%^�# %��� �0� ��)D ���� %��� '���� ����� '��।  

/*�E� 4K�K ���<: ��h� C� %��� #�)��;� ����* �� ��; %��� '����  

• �#�� 7� 0�� K���� CJ���� ���0)� (J����) @����� �<� �1���#)�0� ����।  

• �#�� 7� 0�� 1��;� ���� %G�`�� ������ J ���*� ������ %��#���� %^�#  

• ��0�� �1���#)�0� %���E ��#� %��0�#�� ©� <��)  1���� 1��K��G ��<�।  

• %��� /G��0�� ����� *������G� 1��K��G �������। ������ %��#�����।  

• %��� �0�� /������0) %��A %^�# ���������� ���� T��#  1���� ���*�।  

• %��� CE� 0�� ����� /#��A�� @�N�M %����, �0�<, ;��b� ���� J ������ �0������ �<�।  

• ���#� ��0�� %@�¢�� %^�# ���) ���#[� �������#  1���� ���*� J ������ %��#����� 
�<�।  
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• ���#� ��0�� �¡ ����� ����� ����� ���G� 1��K��G ��<�।  

• ���#� ��0�� CJ���� ���G� ��'�� ����� 1��K��G ��'�� ������। ������ %��#�����।  

• ���#� 30�� ���) ���#[� ��?# ������ 1��K��G ��?#-���?#�� ��^ \'M। �'�� �����।  

• ���#� �0�� CJ���� ���G %
§����# ���'�� ��GS#��� �<�। CJ���� ��G #��)����।  

• ��mK 90�� ������ %��#���� %^�# ���) ���#[� *�����G� ���� ���*�।  

 

C� %���#���) %�� ������� <�.M  �  ��;), 78�7 ����� 

 (��
 ���)� ������#)  

C� %��� � ��0#�� CJ���� ��G @�� %�� ������� �'�� %���#��) ����� /# ��<�� 
��(�� #����। ��<�� %�� ���'� G�#�K#�� %@���A�B� %���� <�.�M� @���H�� @#�� #���� 
����� C�� #�� �� ���*।  

 

C��#� #�)��;�  8  ��;), 78�7 ����� 

C� �J��� <����� 
��<�  

(��" �����0)��)  

������ ����� ���� �J��� C�O� '���� �� <���� C� �N���� %��� ��0�� ���'���# 
�¡ ����� ��\��� ���� 1�P��K <�.M �� #����।  

‘
��� ����� C���� ��ª� #���0� 1��K��G C'�� /  ��<�� ��(�� #���� ��� C��1� 
�'�� ��, ��� ���1� �'�� J ��' C����� �'��।  

 

C��#� #�)��;�  7�  ��;), 78�7 2��# ���#[� 

 (��" �����0)��)  

• ���) ���#[� *��  1���� 1��K��G ���#� 30�� �'�� ���� %^�# �^�<� => '��।  

• ���#�� �0�� ������ %��#���� @�N�M "�����A) U��AB� «�#� 1��K��G *�� ��<�।  

• %��# ���� ���L ��\�� ���.��� 1��K��G ���?�< ���*�। ���#� ;��0�� ������ 
%��#���� @�NM %^�# => /�� �'�� ����� �G�� ���*� %�.। /��� �'�� ����� �<�, 
#���� ��S J GM �N���� C��।  

• ���#� ��Y;0�� ��#� ��j���K��� �0;��) ¢��� %"A���� 4� �� ���<)��� /�������� /� 
@�"��� ��A�-/� ������� #���0� �>�� �<�।  

C��#� #�)��;�  77  ��;), 78�7 2��# ���#[� 

 (��" �����0)��)  

• ���) ���#[� *��  1���� 1��K��G ��#�� 30�� %#I�� �'�� ���� '�� �^�<� J �� 
���*�।  

• ���#� �0�� ��j���K��� ¢��� ��#� ��j���K��� ��?# ������ �����M �<�।  
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• J���� K���� 1��K��G ���#� �0�� ������ %��#���� @�NM %^�# �^�<� =>।  

• ���#� 30�� ��#� �1� %���� '#��)  1���� �����M �<�।  1���� 4�"�� /�0 
4��`� '��।  

 

4�K#�� #�)��;�  7�  ��;), 78�7 ����� 

 (��
 ���)� ������#)  

���<: ��GS #�()# %���.� 4�K#�� (=H���) #�)��;��  

K��K��K��K��    

K���� CJ���� ���0)� 1��K��G ��#�� �0�� �����0 0���)�� ' �� �^�<�।  

*��  1��*��  1��*��  1��*��  1��    

���) ���#[� *��  1���� 1��K��G ��#�� 30�� %#I�� �'�� ���� ' �� �� ���*� J 
�^�<�।  

%#�#����%#�#����%#�#����%#�#����    

‘‘%#�-4�A)�� #�1��� 4� /��������/ 1�� 4� �� �������# /�n � 4� ���#[�’’ 
(%#�#����) /� 1��K��G ��#�� �0�� ������ %��#���� @�N�M GM������।  

"�����A) ���AB� "�����A) ���AB� "�����A) ���AB� "�����A) ���AB� «#«#«#«#    

"�J��A) ���AB� «�#� 1��K��G ��#�� �0�� �G����� %���E GM������।  

1��;�1��;�1��;�1��;�    

���x(��# @��`� 1��;� C������ ��#�� �0�� ��:� /�<�1 ' �� GM�N���� %x���A।  

 

C��#� #�)��;�  7�  ��;), 78�7 2��# ���#[� 

   

• ���) ���#[� *��  1���� 1��K��G ���� ���*�। �mK� *�0�� ������ %��#���� @�NM 
%^�# => '��।  

• %��� 7�0�� ����MGy ����� �U�����0 %^�# ���<: %u-����' T��# ��h�� 1��K��G /# 
%u���*�। ���*��0 ����MGy, ��Gy, ����Gy '�� C���� %A��� ��)D ����।  

• �mK� ���0�� #������  1�� CJ���� ��G 4�"�� #������  1�� CJ���� ��G ���K 
J %
§����#��� �>�� �<�।  

C��#� #�)��;�  73  ��;), 78�7 2��# ���#[� 

   

•  U ���#[� �1� %���� %@� J��#)�� %"A������ 1��K��G ���*� �#�� 7�0�� ������ 
%��#���� %^�# ���*� =>।  

• ���#�� 30�� ���) ���#[� *��  1���� 1��K��G ������ %��#���� @�N�M ��<�।  

• ���#� �0�� �����0 0������� "�����A) ���AB� «�#� 1��K��G *�� GM������।  

• ���#� �0�� ����� /#��A�� @�N�M %�� ��\�� ������� �<�।  
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• =#���� ���� %G�`�� 1��K��G ¬��# #�� �^�<� J GM�N�� ������। ���#� �0�� 
#������ %�u� ������ #�* %^�# ���� =>।  

• ���#� �-�� ����0 ���, /��"K�B %���A %#, /�, ��, x��� '� �#�0) C ������� �<�।  

• %��# ���� ��\�� ���.��� ���K�� ‘#^� ���� �����’-/� 1��K��G �¡ ����� 
#���� ���S� C��, �N�� J �0K��`�।  

• �#�� 7�0�� �A, C , �0, @�N�M %0���<� �0K������� �<�।  

• ���#� 30�� ��>� '# '� / ( #��� '�) @�N�M 
��� �������� *�� ��\�� ���.��� 
��#� �'� C-��# ��������'� �<�।  

 

C��#� #�)��;�  7�  ��;), 78�7 2��# ���#[� 

   

• 1��;� ���� %G�`�� 1��K��G �'��� ��Y;�0 /��#�� ��^���j) GM��G���� C��, �<� J 
�0K��`�। �0# �-h '�� %���� ¬��#� 1��। �<�5����� ��#) %^�# %��� 30�� 4�`� =>। 
/��� %�;���� %�1E�, '�������G, �G����� J �������G 4�`�। �0�#� �� ��^ ����।  

• �mK� �0�� ��?�� ���� ��\�� ���.�-/� 1��K��G �'� ����� GM��G���� 4�`�।  

• ���) ���#[� ��'�� ���.��� 1��K��G ���#� 30�� 7� l� %������ %���A ��'����� 
�����M �<�।  

• ���#� �0�� ��#� %���� ���<: �'#���� CJ���� %
§����# ���'�� @�� J �'#��� 
@����� �>�� �<�। h�-��#� %��� CJ���� ��G #��)K���।  

• ���#� �0�� 37� l� ���� ��E�� ����� T��# ��G %��G�YJ C-��# ����� 4D<�)L 
�9�0  1���� �����M �$��#��� �>�� �<�।  

• 77� l� �����# C����� ��>�� ���#� ;��0�� 
��� ����� %�� %#I�� *�� ��\�� 
���.��� 1��K��G ������ %��#���� @�N� @����� �<� J ���?�< ���*�। �#� *��, 
T��#, #(.# ����# 1L �<� J ���?�< ���*�� %��G���� C'�� ����� '���*।  

 

C��#� #�)��;�  79  ��;), 78�7 2��# ���#[� 

   

• �#�� 80�� ����� /#��A�� @�N�M ¦�;��� #�)��;� @M� �$�#) C���;� �<�।  

• ���#� 30�� %#I�� �'�� ���� %^�# ;�> J #�> ������� %��<�����_  

• ���#� 30�� 7�/��, %�r��G�� ��'�� %
§����� ���'��� <��), ���� ;;)� /�� 
#�;#�J���-��� r��[�� �^�<�।  

• ���#� ���E 30�� �'�� ����� ��?�� ���� ������ #���� ���S� C�� J �0# 
������।  

• ���#� �0�� ��"�� ����� ����� GM�N���� �'E�।  

• ���#� 90�� �� � ��¡� <���� K���� ��#� �'� ����� #�)��<�।  
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• �mK�� �>� /#��A��� GM�N���� C��। �'�� "�>#  #����� ������� �#0। 

• "�����A) ���AB� «�#� 1��K��G ���#� �0�� ������G %;u������E�� *���<�।  
 

C��#� #�)��;�  7�  ��;), 78�7 2��# ���#[� 

 (��
 ���)� ������#)  

���<: @��`��� 4�K#�� (������) #�)��;� �� @�! ' ��  

��#� %��� C ���� ������ �<���#� %��� C ���� ������ �<���#� %��� C ���� ������ �<���#� %��� C ���� ������ �<�    

C� (������) ��#�� 30�� %��� ��� ������ ������� ��#� %��� C ���� ������ /# �<� 
4��`� ' ��।  

J����� /�n���  1���� �<�J����� /�n���  1���� �<�J����� /�n���  1���� �<�J����� /�n���  1���� �<�    

C� (������) %��� 30�� J����� <��  ,��, J����� /�n���  1���� #��)#�� ������ 
/# �>�� �<� 4��`� ' ��।  

*��  1���� #�;#�J���*��  1���� #�;#�J���*��  1���� #�;#�J���*��  1���� #�;#�J���    

C� (������) �#�� 80�� ��#� ��j���K��� @�N�M ���) ���#[� *��  1��� ����� 
#�;#�J��� 4��`� ' ��।     

��'�� ���.��� #�;#�J��� J �^�<���'�� ���.��� #�;#�J��� J �^�<���'�� ���.��� #�;#�J��� J �^�<���'�� ���.��� #�;#�J��� J �^�<�    

C� (������) ��#��� 7�/��, %�r ��G�� ���) ���#[� ��'�� ���.��� 1��K��G ����� 
#�;#�J��� J @�^��# �;�#��� %¬�� 4��`� J ��� �1���#)0 /��#�� �^�<� 4��`� ' ��।  

"�J��A) ���AB� «#"�J��A) ���AB� «#"�J��A) ���AB� «#"�J��A) ���AB� «#    

C� (������) �#�� �0�� �'�� C������ 1��K�� "�J��A) ���AB� «�#� 1��K��G /# 
��<� 4��`� ' ��।  

 

C��#� #�)��;�  7�  ��;), 78�7 2��# ���#[� 

 (��" �����0)��)  


����� /�� �����'� ������ �'���# �N�m� %�� ������� �'���� 4�'�� J 4�'���G 
C������ �w�� ����� G('�� ���<: @��`��� #��)��;�।  

• C� �('¨����� �#�� �0�� %#I�� �'�� ����� ��#� ���)� x�� *��� ������ 1��K��G 
/# �<� 4��`� ' ��।  

• ���#� �0�� %#I�� �'�� ����� ���#[� ���� ���'�� @�L #�);������ /# �<� 
4��`� ' ��।  

• ���#[� �(�!#� ��d� ��h�� /# �>�� �<� C� ���#� ���E ��0�� ��/��, ��j���K��� 
���<�� 4��`� ' ��।  
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• CJ���� ��G ��'��K �'���� ��'��K ���� 1�P��K #�K�M��� *�� ��\�� ���.��� 1��K��G 
������ ��1�0 ����� '�� /# ‘�K���# %��’ C���� #�� ' ���*।  

 

C��#� #�)��;�  7�  ��;), 78�7 2��# ���#[� 

 (��" �����0)��)  

���<: ��GS #�()# %���.� C��#� (�('¨�����) #�)��;�� -  

*��  1��*��  1��*��  1��*��  1��    

��j���K��� %���� ���S �#�� 80�� *��  1�� #�)� ���'�� #�;#�J���।  

���)� x�����)� x�����)� x�����)� x��    

%#I�� �'�� ����� �#�� 80�� ���)� x�� *��� ������ C���;� �<�।  

#(�. 1:� #�);���  1��#(�. 1:� #�);���  1��#(�. 1:� #�);���  1��#(�. 1:� #�);���  1��    

�#�� 7�-�� ��� �, �A, C , �0 /�<�1�� #(�. 1:� ��h�� #�);���  1���� �<�।  

����� K���� ��<������ K���� ��<������ K���� ��<������ K���� ��<�    

C� (�('¨�����) ����� K���� 1��K��G ��<� 4��`� ' ��। @�����# K�� �$��# ��� 
2��� C���" %'��� 1L ��<�� ��(�� #����।  

 

C��#� #�)��;�  78  ��;), 78�7 2��# ���#[� 

   

• ��#� �0�� ����� #��� @�N�M ������  1�� CJ���� ��G %
§����# ���'�� ����� 
#�;#�J���।  

• %��� �-����� ������ %��#����� �������� CM��# ��L #��� #�);������ 1��K��G �<� 
J ���*�।  

• ���#� ���E 30�� %� �� %��A ;0���� �'�� ®(�� %�u� 1����।  

• ���#� 30�� ������ %��#����� ���) ���#[� T��# %"A������ 1��K��G GM������।  

• ���#� �0�� #������ %��J�� %��� "�J��A) ���AB� «�#� 1��K��G GM������ J 
���*�।  

• ���#� �0�� ���) ����� ���!'��� ������ 1��K��G ������ %��#����� GM������ �mK� 90�� 
���� ���*�।  

• ���#� 30�� ����� ��?# ������ 4�"�� ��)�� ����h�� �$�#) C���;� �<� J #�)��;� 
\'M।  

• %��� 7�0�� ��� ����� '��� �Q�� '�� ;��b� ��� T��#  1���� 1��K��G T��#��� 
���*� J ������� ����� '��� �Q��� ������।  

• ���#� �0�� ��#� ��j���K��� C  <�� ���) ���#[� *��  1���� #�)��<�।  

• %��� �0�� ��#� ��j���K��� ;�� )̂ %TM� #�);������  1�� 4�"�� �����M �<�।  
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• ���#� 30�� �9�� /K����"B %���A ����"�� ������ ���0)� %#I�� #���0� �<�।  

• ��mK 90�� %#I�� #��)���� ����� T��# ��G ��\�� ���.� �<�।  
 

C��#� #�)��;�  ��%� ��;), 78�7 2��# ���#[� 

   

• �#�� �0�� ��#� ��j���K��� ����� ���) ���#[� *��  1���� �K���A J #�;#�J��� 
@��)�। ��� ����� ���<: ��[� @��?M।  

• �#�� C00�� �'�� ����� �������' %��A#K�� #��� J ��0�"�A) '��������� #�);��� 
������ �����M �<� J ��� ���*� #�� %�� ������� �'���� ���<�� G�।  

• �#�� /G����0�� ������ @�� #��)��� %^�# K���� �K��# #�);������ ���*� J �'�� 
����� �G�� ��^ \'M। %��� %^�# ���*� #�� %�� ������� �'���� ���<�� G�।  

• %��� /#0�� ������ %��#�����  ��M) �K���#� #��������� #�);������ ������ J %��� 
%^�# ���*� #�� %�� ������� �'���� ���<��� G�।  

• ���#� ��0�� �'�� ����� ¯.� ��� #�);������ �<� J ��� ���*�।  

• ���#� ��0�� � l� ���DG�� %'���J�K��^# ¯.� @�!�#��# J %'���J�K��^# ��\�� 
#���0� ��L 4�����।  

• ���#� ��Y;0�� �� l�� %������ %���A %��# ��\�� ������� �<�।  

• ���#� ���E ��0�� �'�� ����� %u-���'�� @�L 2��#��� �<�।  

• �#�� /G����0�� �� l� �������� ������ ���������� ;�0�A) /K�#�1�BB��� �<�।  

• ���#� ���E ;��0��  �y����)  ��01�01�0 @�#u���, h��� J ���#�������� �<�।  

• ��mK ���0�� %��'�Q���� �'�� ���#) %��'�Q���� �����G�̀ �� GM�N���� C��।  

• ��mK ���0�� %��G�YJ ���)  1�� *�� ��\�� ���.��� 1��K��G ����0#�#K�� %��U 
4�"� %^�# ���� ���*�।  

• ��%� ��;) 
��� ���) ����� ���� ����� @�!�� �'���� C� ����� ���#� ;��0�� 
�G�����, "��)�G0, �1���#)0 J ���G�YJ ��[�� <���� K���� �^�<�।  

 

C��#� #�)��;�  �7 %� ��;), 78�7 2��# ���#[� 

   

• �mK� ���E 90�� �'�� ����� ��?�� ���� ������ �(��� GM���� 4�`�।  

• �#�� 7�0�� ������ %��#���� ���) ����� ��� ���� #�)� ������ �<� J ���*�।  

• %��� �0�� "��)�G0 '�� ���K��# 2� *�� ��\�� ���.��� ���*�।  

• ���#� 30�� ������ %��#���� %^�# �#� ��?#��� ��Q��� %��<�����।  

• �������� *�� ��\�� ���.��� ��#��' �#� C-��# ����� %��'��J���)� '�� 1��h��।  
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• %��� 30�� ���� ���#[�  �y������ �����<� ��� /���������� #��)��)�'# #���0� 
�<�।  

• %��� 30�� C������ ��'�� CJ���� ���G� 1��K��G C������ 1b ����#� ���K���� ��'�� 
������।  

• ���#� �0�� ����� /#��A���� %��# ��\�� ������� ��n�� #���� ���S� C��।  

• �mK� 90�� J���� K�� 4�"�� #�)��<�।  

• %��� �0�� ������ %��#���� %^�# %'���J�K��^# �;�#��#��� ���*�।  

• ���#� ;��0�� %@� #�);���  1�� #������  1���� �>�� �<� 

• ���#� ;��0�� �������� ���� T��#  1���� �<�।  1���� #��)����।  

• ���#� ;��0�� �����0, ��'�O� ��' ��#), %�u�<� ����� J ;#������ <���� K���� 
�^�<�।  

 

C��#� #�)��;�  ��%� ��;), 78�7 2��# ���#[� 

   

• �#�� 8-�� ����0 ��� 1��K��G �������� �� / *�� ��\�� ���.��� 1��K��G *���<� J 
GM��G���� C��। �<����. %��<�����।  

• �#�� 7�0�� /�� �� 4�"� @�N�M /�, /, /�, �������0��B ���������'� %�u^ 
1��K��G �>�� �<�।  

• �#�� 770�� ������ %��#���� @�N�M J��#)�� %"A������ 1��K��G GM������। �<����. 
���?�< ���*�।  

• %��� 770�� ������ %��#���� @�N�M 
��� �������� %#I�� *�� ��\�� ���.��� 
�'����G��� /�,/�,�� ���?� )̂���� �<�।  

• %��� �0��  ��M) ���#)B� � �K��# #�);��� ������ ���?�< ���*�।  

• %��� �0��  ��M) ���#)B� � �K��# #�);��� ��\�� ���.��� 1��K��G ������ ���M��K# 
/��#�� ������। �<����. ���*�।  

• %��� �0�� ������ %��#����� @�L 2��#, ���#, 2����#��� �<�।  

• ���#� �0�� #(�. 1:� ��h� #�);��� ��\�� ���.��� 1��K��G GM������।  

• ���#� �-�� ����0 ������ %��#���� @�N�M ��#� #�;#�Y;�� %�������'� ���<: ����� 
������। /��� ���*� J �'�� ����� %��������# �N�� C��।  

• ���#� �-������0 ������ %��#���� @�N�M #(�. 1:� #������� #�);��� ��\�� 
���.��� ��<�।  

• ���#� 30�� ��#� %��#� #�);��� ��\�� ���.��� 1��K��G %#I�� �'�� ����� 
GM������। �<����. ���?�< ���*�।  

• ���#� 30�� #(�. 1:� �K���#� #�);������ ���?�< ���*�।  

• ���#� 3-�� ����0 ����G�� ����� ����� ���G� #�)� ������।  
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• ���#� �0�� ������ %��#���� @�N�M ����� #(.# T��# ���� 1��K��G GM������। 
���#� �0�� ��1�0 ������ ���� %^�# �������� ��\��� ���� 1��K��G ¬�# ���*�।  

• ���#� �-�� ����0 �'�� ����� �N�� �'����K��� J ��G�� /#��A��� *��*������ GM 
��G���� C��।  

• �m� �0�� "��)�G0 C����� 1�K�� %��G�YJ #��� *����� 1��K��G GM�0K ‘���L� %��’ 
�-��।  

• �#�� C00�� ������ %��#���� @�N�M �'�� ��= %���� ������ J ��� �'�� ���� ��)D 
���*� /�� %��� ����# G��� C��।  

• %��� �0�� �������� �(��U� ������ ���*�।  

• ���#� �0�� "�����E�� ����� %���G0 '#��) ���#)0 ������ 1��K��G ���#)0h ����� 
@�N�M '#��) �<�।  

• ��#�� �0�� "�����E�� ����� %���G0 '#��) ���#)0 ������ 1��K��G ���#)0h ����� @�N�M 
'#��) �<�।  

• ���#� 30�� <�����~� �������G C-��# K�� %
§����# ���'�� ���S���� ���0��� 
���*�। ������G %��E %^�# ���� =>।  

• ��?�� ���� ������ 1��K��G ����MGy ������ ���S ���x(��# 4�`�। 

 

 

C��#� #�)��;�  ��%� ��;), 78�7 ����� 

 (��
 ���)� ������#)  

���<: ��h� %���.� 4�K#�� (�N����) #����;��  

• �#�� 7�0�� �'�� ����� *��  1���� ��<�।  

• �#�� �0�� �'�� ����� ��?�� ���� ������ ��? *����0� GM�N���� C��।  

• �(�� %��# J ���� %G�`�� 1��K��G �#�� �0�� �'�� "�>�#� ������� �Q���, 7�0�� 
#������ %��J�� %���, ���#� 30�� ������, �mK� ���E 90�� ������ %��#����� /�� 
���� �0�� �����0 0���)��� �0K��`�, #���� ��S J GM�N���� C��।  

• �#�� �0�� %��� ������ ����� ������, �mK� 90�� ������ %��#���� @�N�M ����� ����� 
���G� GM������ J ���� ���*�।  

@������ ���� 1���? ���������� ���� T��#  1���� #�)��;��  

• �#�� 90��  1���� CJ��� %'��� ���#)0�' 4h��� �"��� ���������� ����� ���#� 
1�!��।  

• �#�� ���E 90�� ������h ����� ��� �"��� (����� ��,C ,/,4�"�) ���#� 1�!�� 
/�� ��,C ,/, ����°� ����� �� ���A) ��¡� �� ����� ����� ���� ����' ��h� 
(����� ����) ����°� �� �� ���A) h��।  

• %��� �0�� 4h��� 4�"� ' �� ���� T��#��� ���*�।  
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•   ���*�  %��.  ������ 4�"�� �<�।  

• ���#� 30��  �(�� %��#  J ����  %G�`��  %�u��K  ������  ��G�� J �0K��̀ �। 

• ���#� 30��  �¡ ����� <�����~�  K���� ��<�। 

•  �mK� �0��  ��'�O�  ��' ���#) ��?��  ����  ������ �� GM�N���� C��।  
  

C��#�  #�)��;�                          �3%� ��;), 78�7               2��# ���#[�  
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NEGOTIATING FOR BANGLADESH : A PA RTI CI PA NT A NT' S VIEW 

Rehnian Sobhan 

 

A central question in any analysis of the events leading to the present crisis in 

Pakistan is: did the political will needed for a settlement between East and West 

Pakistan ever really exist? One of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's economic advisers, 

recounting the sequence of the negotiations, argues here that one of the principal 

difficulties encountered by the Awami League was that neither the President and his 

representatives nor Mr. Bhutto's PPP could be persuaded to specify their negotiating 

positions. Yet by March 23 it appeared to Sheikh Mujib's advisers that the major 

legal, political and economic issues had been resolved; they were waiting to be called 

for a fined session, and then the President and his negotiators left Dacca. The 

generals and Mr. Bhutto appeared to have been buying time to build a West Pakistan 

coalition. From February 15 to March 25, discussion of the Awami League proposals 

was "an elaborate charade". 

 

Conflicting Explanations 

 

The course of events within Pakistan, and Bangla Desh in particular, is in great 

measure going to be determined by the intentions and decisions of those military 

leaders who rule Pakistan today. In assessing their possible course of action it is 

instructive to look back on the events within Pakistan which culminated in the 

occurrences of March 25 and their elemental aftermath. 

 

It was widely believed outside Pakistan that the decision by President Yahya to 

crack down on Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and his Awami League Party was due to a 

breakdown in their political negotiations in Dacca prior to March 25. This has been 

given some currency by President Yahya's broadcast of March 26. But a subsequent 

press release of the Government of Pakistan dated May 6 staled that the military 
action was designed as a pre-emptive strike against a secession move by Mujib 

planned for March 26 and aided by a mutiny of Bengali troops and by Indian support. 
This subsequent explanation was at no stage touched upon by the President in his 

March 26 broadcast, and seems to have been a belated afterthought; no disinterested 
observer has come forward to lend credibility to this story. 

 
What really happened? It is easy to piece together facts based on personal 

knowledge, but motives are harder to interpret. The emphasis will therefore be on 

putting the record straight, though some element of speculation remains unavoidable. 

 

 
South Asian Review, volume 4. Number 4, July 1971 
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The First Round of Talks 

 

The first round of talks on the constitution took place between President Yahya 
and Sheik Mujib around the middle of January in Dacca. It was hoped that the 

President would at this stage spell out his own interpretation of the "unity and 
integrity of Pakistan", and would indicate what aspects of the Awami League Six 

Point Programme, if any, aroused misgivings within the ruling group. It was hoped 
that the "military interest" would be declared and that the terms on which the 

President was willing to transfer power would be put forward clearly. The President's 
Legal Framework Order, which was cited in parliamentary debates in Britain, was a 

remarkably unspecific document which could mean all things to all men. By 

suggesting that the President would not accept a constitution which prejudiced the 

unity and integrity of Pakistan it begged the whole issue of the election which was 

being fought, not on the existence of Pakistan, but on whose interpretation of the 

terms of nationhood had the widest acceptance. The LFO was relevant merely 

because it indicated that the President reserved the right to veto any constitution 

presented to him. Since his LFO was unspecific on what would invoke such a veto it 

was expected that he would spell out what seems to have been deliberately left unsaid 

in his LFO. 

 

Contrary to all expectation, in these initial talks with Mujib, Yahya had no 

positive views to state. Along with his aide, Lieutenant-General Peerzada, he gave a 

careful hearing to the Awami League team on the implication of the Six Points. He 
seems to have been probing to see if the Awami League had done its homework, and 

found that the team was well briefed by its advisers on the legal and economic 
background. As he might have been aware, the Awami League advisers had infact 

begun preparation a year before of a constitutional draft based on the Six Points and 
had worked out in detail the various negotiating options open to the party, and their 

implications. 
 

At the end of this session the President appeared satisfied that the Six Points did 

not mean the disintegration of Pakistan, but suggested that agreement be reached with 

Mr. Bhutto so that an early transfer of power could take place. On his departure from 

Dacca he referred to Mujib as the future prime minister of Pakistan. 

 

The President Consults Mr. Bhutto 

 

The Awami League believed that the reference to Mr. Bhutto implied that the 

President would elucidate his unarticulated views through Bhutto. From Dacca Yahya 

had gone to Bhutto's home in Larkana, where they had had long talks; Bhutto's 

impending visit to Dacca was seen as an occasion for serious discussion at which the 

real "West Pakistan interest" would be spelt out. 

 
I had paid a visit to West Pakistan several weeks earlier to meet various PPP 

leaders who were involved in the task of drawing up the PPP version of the 
constitution. All were lawyers. Economists were conspicuously absent from the team. 

The talks were useful inasmuch as they presented a medley of PPP misgivings about 
the Six Points. But they confirmed that the PPP had done no homework on any 

alternative set of proposals and 
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that, in fact, different members of the team did not even have identical views on what 

aspect of the Six Points they objected to, and for what reasons. It was suggested that 

by the time the PPP team came to Dacca for talks they would have an alternative draft 

which would form the basis of their own negotiating position. 

Probing the Positions 

Mr. Bhutto came to Dacca in the last week of January. He had direct sessions with 

Mujib, and then his "constitutional team'' met their Awami League counterparts. As 

the talks proceeded it became clear that the PPP had as yet not prepared their draft, 

and were merely probing the Six Points as Yahya had done before them. This made 

formal negotiation impossible, since negotiations imply alternative sets of positions 

and an attempt to bridge the gap between them. 

The explanatory character of the talks and the need for a more substantive second 

round were blurred by Bhutto in his parting remarks to the press in Dacca on January 

30. He said that there was no deadlock, and that "you cannot solve the problems of 23 

years in three days". He added that he planned to hold consultations in West Pakistan, 

and then continue his search for consensus and resume his negotiations and dialogue 

with the Awami League and that for this reason the National Assembly session should 

not be held before the end of February. It was not, he said, necessary to attend the 

Assembly with an agreement already reached on different issues, because negotiations 

could continue even when the house was in session. 

Mr. Bhutto's Boycott 

On January 31 at Dacca Airport he said that the talks had been useful, and he was 
not unhopeful of compromise. He reiterated that the dialogue between the leaders 

should continue during the Assembly session, and referred to the parliamentary 
committee system as an established practice. It is, I think, misleading to infer from 

these remarks, as does M.B. Naqvi
4
, that the fate of the- talks was sealed in advance 

because of earlier acrimonious exchanges. The Awami League did not take Bhutto's 

public postures that seriously. When, therefore, on February 15, following a meeting 
with Yahya three days before, Bhutto announced his boycott of the Assembly, the 

move was seen by the Awami League as bearing no relation to their earlier talks but 

as part of a conspiracy with either Yahya or some of his generals to frustrate the 

democratic process. 

The Attitude of the Generals 

It was known that at least two generals, Major-Gencral Umer, Chairman of the 

National Security Council and Major-General Akbar, Chief of Inter-Services 

Intelligence, had serious misgivings about a return to democratic processes, 

particularly if Bengalis were to be in the ascendant. Whether Yahya or his aide 

Peerzada was merely the other side of a planned duet, or was put under pressure to 

line up with the "hawks ", is still being debated. Umer and Akbar had played a 

conspicuously partisan role, along with Mr. Rizvi, Chief of Central Intelligence, and 

Nawab Qizalbash, a Panjabi minister in Yahya's cabinet, in support of Qayyum 

Khan's Muslim League. Once their objective of blocking 
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both Mujib and Bhutto was foiled by the election results- which had been wrongly 

forecast by Akbar's services to the very end- they switched support to Bhutto as West 

Pakistan's rallying point against Mujib. Concrete evidence of their partisan role was 

provided by Ghaus Khan Bizenjo, a member of the National Assembly from 

Baluchistan, Wali Khan, MNA from the North West Frontier Province and president 

of the National Awami Party, Mian Mumtaz Daultana, MNA from Punjab and 

president of Council. Muslim League, and Sardar Shaukat Hayat, MNA from Punjab 

and president of the council of the Punjab Muslim League; they all reported 

visitations from Umer asking them to support Bhutto's boycott of the Assembly. One 

of them said that Umer claimed to be acting in the name of President Yahya, who 

wanted a joint West Pakistani front against Mujib if in fact the boycott was to serve 

any purpose. 

It is as yet unclear what objective was served by the boycott. Some suggest that 

the idea was to buy time to rally West Pakistani support behind Bhutto. In his round 

of talks with the Pathans Wali Khan claims to have told Bhutto that his party at least 

would back Mujib in the Assembly, and it is likely that a similar message was getting 

through to Bhutto from his other contacts with west wing leaders. A two-thirds 

majority for Mujib's constitutional draft was coming to seem more and more likely as 

anti-PPP parties bargained their support for a share in a coalition at the centre. The 

possibility of being excluded from central power threatened to split Bhutto's own 

party, where a group of opportunistic landlords from Sind who had been taking a ride 

on his bandwagon said they would break ranks if power was denied them. When 
Bhutto referred to the Assembly as a "slaughterhouse" he may well have articulated 

the fear of the generals who saw that if Yahya should be confronted with a 
constitution commanding enough support in the west to give it a two-thirds majority it 

would be difficult to use his veto under the LFO. For his reason time was needed to 
consolidate a joint front in the west behind Bhutto, who had now emerged as the 

spokesman of West Pakistani interests against Mujib. 

But such a confrontation could only serve the purpose of frustrating the return to 

democracy, unless Mujib modified his Six Points. This was difficult, not only because 

Mujib bad fought his entire campaign on this single issue, but also because neither 

Yahya nor Bhutto had as yet come up with a coherent and viable alternative. Had 
there been some intention to seek concessions from Mujib the discussions could have 

been used as a basis for serious bargaining with all cards on the table. Instead Bhutto 
was encouraged to provoke a public crisis which no Bengali leader could conceivably 

countenance without seriously compromising his position in the east wing. This 
implies that the very idea of a return to democracy had become repugnant to the 

hawks, that on February 15 Bhutto was merely taking the first step on the path which 
ended in the holocaust of March 25, and that everything in between was an elaborate 

charade. 

Sheikh Mujib's Response 

Yahya's decision on March 1 to save Bhutto's crumbling position in the west by 

postponing the Assembly session sine die brought to the surface the fear that had lain 

dormant in Bengal since the successful completion of the elections that the generals 

never really intended to transfer power. To postpone the Assembly was to postpone 

the 
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prospect of Bengal's assuming the share of power in the polity which they believed 

their 55 per cent share of population ought to give them. For people who felt that they 

had been denied their rightful role for 23 years through a series of plots and 

conspiracies hatched in the west, this was the last straw. The public upsurge of 

support for Mujib's call for non-cooperation had 23 years of a accumulated emotion 

behind it, which explains its unprecedented dimensions. When the police and civil 

servants joined the judges in pledging support for Mujib a de facto transfer of power 

had taken place inside Bangladesh, and it had happened within a week of Yahya's 

decision. 

During the next three weeks Mujib's house became in effect the secretariat of 

Bangladesh as Bengali secretaries, today still serving in Islamabad or Dacca, 

voluntarily offered their services to Mujib. Faced with such a vacuum, the Awami 

League was forced by events to move from non-cooperation to a selective exercise of 

administrative authority in order to prevent social anarchy and a breakdown of the 

economy. In this phase police officers subordinated themselves to Awami League 

volunteers. District commissioners cooperated with Awami League sangram 

parishads (resistance committees) to administer the province. Business men queued 

up to pledge their support to Mujib and seek solutions to their diverse problems. That 

this was not an urban phenomenon became plain when villagers cut the roads to the 

cantonment and besieged trucks, attempting to ferry provisions to the Punjabi jawans. 

To any observer it was evident that short of a full-scale war of recon quest Yahya's 

writ could never run again within Bangladesh. The widespread and indiscriminate 
killings by the army today reflect the experience of these 25 days, when it became 

evident that every Bengali was a potential enemy and that the loyalty of all traditional 
instruments of Islamabad's rule was suspect. 

 

Pressures on the Awami League 

 

The force of public reaction appears to have taken Mujib as much as Yahya by 

surprise. Mujib realised that a mere return to the pre-March 1 position asking for the 

Assembly to be convened would be out of touch with the current mood. His demand 

for an end to Martial Law and a transfer of power to the people in the province merely 

gave expression to the reality on the ground. After two days of ineffective attempts to 

preserve Yahya's authority the army had been withdrawn to barracks by Lieutenant-

General Yakub, the Corps Commander and supreme authority in the province since 

March 1. Admiral Ahsan, the former governor, had asked to be relieved following the 

rejection of his plea against postponement of the Assembly session. 

 

Yakub who was no dove himself, had some kind of historical perspective; a 

scholar among generals, he had in three months mastered enough Bengali to discuss 

the writings of Bankim Chandra in the language. He saw that repression would not 

work. His reports were unheeded and he was replaced by Lieutenant General Tikka 
Khan, whose reputation as a man of action dated from his command of the Sialkot 

front in the 1965 war and during the Rann of Kutch operations. A "ranker", he had 
also been evolved in the pacification of Baluch tribal uprising during Ayub's days, 

and his appointment was seen as evidence of the triumph of the hard line. Yakub is 
since reported to have resigned his 
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commission in protest, and the army is faced with the embarrassment of deciding 

whether to court martial one of its most distinguished generals. 

Yakub's replacement was backed up by a continuous inflow of reinforcements for 

the garrisons. Yahya in a speech on March 5 had given further provocation by 
blaming Mujib for the crisis and not even alluding to Bhutto. His offer to reconvene 

the Assembly on March 25 was seen as belated and inadequate and as having been put 
in a context in which it was rendered virtually irrelevant. For this reason it was 

believed by many that Mujib would use his public meeting of March 7 to proclaim 
independence, since Yahya had shown no willingness to come to terms with the 

consequences of his earlier decision. The army itself was put on full alert to go into 

action on March 7 in the event of such a declaration. 

Mujib realized that any such proclamation would invoke massive carnage on 
Bengalis, and was reluctant to assume such a responsibility. His decision to preserve 

with non-cooperation while leaving the door open for a negotiated settlement within 
Pakistan was a compromise between the counter-pressures of the street and the army. 

There is no doubt that between March 1 and 7 he was under intense pressure to 
proclaim independence, and this became greater still after Yahya's broadcast on 

March 6. But by the afternoon of March 7 the had successfully contained these 
pressures and committed his party to negotiations within the framework of Pakistan. 

.Subsequent suggestions that he lost control to extremist elements in his party bear no 

relation to the facts, and overlook the point that the crucial issue had been resolved 

before March 7, after which Mujib's authority on ail substantive issues was 

unchallenged within the party. When, for instance, student leaders decided 

unilaterally to impose a customs check on West Pakistanis leaving Dacca it took 

Mujib precisely four hours to get this withdrawn. It was largely the unchallenged 

nature of his authority which enabled him to use his volunteers to preserve law and 

order throughout the province during this period. Given the changed 

atmosphere this was no mean achievement. It can be confirmed by a host of foreign 

journalists who had congregated in Dacca hoping to witness a major convulsion. 

 

The- President Comes to Negotiate 

 

Denied the provocation of a UDI, or even the breakdown of law and order, Yahya 

seems to have opted for negotiations. He arrived in Dacca on March 15 with Generals 

Peerzada and Umer in his entourage. It has since been learnt that several other 

members of the junta had arrived less conspicuously and were staying out of sight in 

the cantonment. 

 

Yahya began talks with Mujib within a day of his arrival. Mujib had table his four 

demands, which were : 

 

1 Withdrawal of Martial Law. 

2. Transfer of power to the elected representatives. 

3. Withdrawal of troops to the cantonment and cessation of reinforcements. 

4 An inquiry into army firing on March 2 and 3. 
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Yahya conceded 4. The remaining three merely demanded judicial recognition of 

(he de facto situation in Bangla Desh. The troops were in barracks, power was with 

the elected representatives, and Martial Law orders were not being enforced. 

Yahya in fact conceded all demands in principle at an early stage. It was the 
knowledge of Yahya's concession which provoked Mr. Bhutto to demand a separate 

transfer of power in East and West Pakistan; and in so doing he articulated the 
concept of two nations by denying Mujib the right to speak for Pakistan. As the 

dominant force in the west he insisted on a paramount position in that region. This 
was strongly opposed by the Pathans and Baluchis, who argued that since West 

Pakistan had ceased to exist as one unit Bhutto could speak only for Punjab and Sind. 

Faced with these contrary demands, Mujib was confronted by the prospect of 

coalition at the centre. While a coalition was acceptable to him in principle he was not 
willing to concede parity where his party held 167 seats to the PPP's 87. Deadlock 

was avoided by consensus on the idea that power be transferred in the provinces to the 
majority party, with Yahya, in the interim phase, staying on in the centre. There was 

some suggestion that the parties nominate advisers to assist Yahya. 

Legal Technicalities 

On the question of lifting Martial Law, Justice Cornelius, who had been called in 
to advise on the legal aspects, first raised the suggestion that Martial Law must remain 

as the legal cover for the agreement or there would be a constitutional vacuum. This 

was seen by Mujjb as mere legalism, and he pointed out to Cornelius that since Yahya 

and he had come to a prior political decision to withdraw Martial Law it was not for 

Cornelius to impose legal obstacles, but to provide the legal mechanism to give effect 

to the political decision. The escape clause was in fact provided by Mr. A. K. Brohi, 

Pakistan's leading lawyer, who had invited himself to Dacca and produced his own ex 

gratia solution to the problem after, presumably, discussing it with both parties. He 

suggested use of the precedent of the Indian Independence Act under which power 

was transferred by the Crown to the two sovereign states of India and Pakistan by an 

Act of Proclamation. This proclamation provided legal cover to all legislative Acts 

until each state had framed its own constitution. Brohi argued that in the same way, 

Yahya could transfer power by proclamation and this would provide the cover till the 

Constituent Assembly had framed a constitution. 

This point was accepted by Yahya and Cornelius, and it disappeared from the 

dialogues at an early stage. Since then it has emerged that Daultana of the Muslim 

League, and Mahmud Ali Qasuri of the People's Party, again raised the question of a 

legal vacuum and suggested that the Assembly would have to meet to give legal effect 

to the proclamation and assume sovereignty from Martial Law. When Daultana posed 

this to Mujib it was dismissed first because the issue had already been resolved and 

secondly because any move to put the proclamation to the Assembly would merely 

prolong Martial Law. At a time when tension was mounting daily the time taken to 

assemble members and then debate the proclamation was seen as more than the nation 

could at that stage bear. 
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It is thus surprising that Yahya used the issue of the legal cover as the final 

evidence of the mala fide nature of Mujib's intentions, since his own team had already 
settled this matter and passed on to more substantive issues. The matter was obviously 

a mere piece of formalism, of relevance only to lawyers, and it was absurd to suggest 
that nations might break merely because of differences over a legal technicality. 

 

Awami League Concessions 

 
Mujib's terms applied only to the interim phase between the lifting of Martial Law 

and the passing of the new constitution by the Assembly. It was not certain how long 

this phase would last, but there was, no question but that the long term basis for 

nationhood must be decided by parliament, who would assume sovereignty through 

the instruments provided by the constitution. At that stage it was generally agreed by 

both parties that the Six Points would at least have to provide the basis for this 

document. 

 

Yahya had argued that while the Six Points had been worked out for defining 

Bengal's relation to the centre, its application to the west wing provinces would create 

more difficulties. This had always been conceded by the Awami League, whose Six 

Points were based on the existence, because of the peculiarities of the country's 

geography, of two economies within one polity. Yahya's demand for a separate deal 

for the west was readily conceded by Mujib, since he himself had no power base of 
his own to defend, having failed to win a single seat there. 

 
Yahya suggested that West Pakistan might need more time to work out inter- 

provincial relations in the west in a post-One Unit region, since no work had been 
done on this by any of the parties there. He suggested separate sessions of the 

Assembly for either wing so that this task in the west could be done without any 
interference by the east wing. The whole proposal was designed to accommodate 

Bhutto, who was obsessed by the fear that Mujib would enter into collusion with the 

smaller parties and regoing to neutralize him. He wanted a free hand in the west, and 

Yahya secured this for him from Mujib. But in accepting the proposal Mujib alienated 

his potential support in the west, which had increased considerably following Bhutto's 

boycott decision, and as a result, when Yahya initiated his military operations, Mujib 

found himself friendless in the west. To suggest that the idea of two assemblies was 

basically Mujib's was to do violence to logic, since the Awami League not only had a 

clear majority of its own, but by then could command more than two thirds of the 

votes in the house behind any position it choose to take. 

 

From Politics to Economics 

 

Once the format for the political and legal basis for the transfer of power had been 
determined there remained the more substantive question of the distribution of powers 

between the province and the centre in the interim phase. It was agreed by both parties 
as a guiding principle that the basis should not deviate too much from the final 

version of the constitution which was expected to be based on the Six Points. Since 
economics was the key issue here, M. M. Ahmed, chief Economic Advise to the 

President, was brought in. 
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The Awami League team again argued that at least the de facto situation must be 

recognized. By then export earnings and revenue collections were being paid to a 

Bangladesh account. M. M. Ahmed found no difficulty in conceding that these 

powers be formalized. He also conceded to the province the right to make its own 

trade policy and to have its own reserve bank to determine monetary policy for the 

region. As an amendment, delivered to the Awami League team at their last meeting 

on March 23, he proposed: 

(1) that since it would take time for the chatters and the new reserve banks to 
emerge, the State Bank at Dacca assume this role for Bangla Desh; in case of 

conflict in regional monetary policies the State Bank of Pakistan would have 
powers to intervene; 

(2) that for financing the centre in revenue and foreign exchange existing 
arrangements continue; 

(3) that for foreign aid a joint delegation go to the consortium; it could by 

agreement 

be dominated by Bengalis and could be divided on a prearranged formula; once 

aid had been pledged at the consortium the provinces could negotiate individual 

agreements on their own. 

 

These represent the sense of his proposals. His amendments were worded loosely, 

and in discussing them the Awami League advisers tightened up the wording to lend 

them clarity; other his amendments were accepted. There was nothing to prevent 

formulation of a joint draft of the proclamation for transfer of power any lime from 

March 25 onwards. 
 

It is worth noting that in the interim phase all inter-provincial matters for the west 
wing were to rest with the centre, as had been provided for once the One Unit had 

been dissolved. This as well as other proposals were intended only for the interim 
phase. Once the west worked out their problems in separate sittings, the two houses 

would come together for a joint session to frame the constitution. 
 

The Negotiations Halted 
 

It is evident then that there was no breakdown in the negotiations, and in fact 

agreement on all substantive points had been reached. M.M. Ahmed claims that this 

was his view and that accordingly he left for Karachi on March 25. The Awami 

League now sees his departure as evidence that the army were at that point bent on 

action, since Ahmed was a key negotiator who should at least have stayed to see the 

response to his own proposals. 

 

In fact the sessions of March 23 were the last to be held, and all calls to Peerzada 

for the holding of the final session went un-answered. Yahya had still not put any firm 

proposal of his own on the table, or even stated what his final terms were for a 

settlement. As always the debate took place on the Awami League draft of the interim 
constitution, and they were as before left with their cards exposed while the world 

remained ignorant of the real intentions of the President and his junta. 
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Bhutto had arrived in Dacca with his own team, and was having separate sessions 

with the President's team. This was because the Awami League felt that any 

substantive settlement lay in Yahya's hands, and Bhutto's role, to judge by past 

experience, was derivative. Since the President had so ably carried. Bhutto's brief no 

fear was felt that Bhutto would in fact oppose the settlement. 

As it happened, while the two teams were in session in President's House, Dacca, 
Yahya himself was in the Dacca cantonment talking to his generals. During this time 

the army had escalated the situation in Chittagong by suddenly, deciding to unload 
ammunitions ship which had been immobilized for 17 days by the non-cooperation 

movement. 

At 11 p.m. on March 25 troop movements into Dacca began. Yahya had flown 

off to Karachi a few hours earlier. Negotiations had been overtaken by war. Only this 
time they had not broken down. An agreed settlement, which even at that date might 

have kept Pakistan together, was available to the generals, and was ignored 

 

Footnotes 
 

1  See Dawn. March 27. 1971. 

3 See Dawn. May 7. 1971. 

3  Sec speech by Sir Frederic. Bennett. Hansard. May 14. 1971. 

4  See Naqvi. M.D., "West Pakistan's Struggle for Power", South Asian 

Review. Volume 4. Number 3. April 1971. 
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    ��P���P���P���P�    

�&' �%$��� 
�$����%� �������� �	!�	 

4�!�, �������� 

    
����.F$ ���Q����.F$ ���Q����.F$ ���Q����.F$ ���Q    

    
�$����%� �������� �	!��		 �&' �%$��� 5911 ���� ���������	 
����� ����	 

?��"�� ��� R ��F$ �!S D"$ !�	। �	��.�!��� )? �!S 
����� ��� ��T�U ���� R 
�&'��V" �!���	 ����U D"$ !�	। ?��"�� 	P�	 +*�� �	��*�� R �WX�I�� 	*� !	� R 
��!���	 K��!� )�/�� ����	 �'? ?��"�� 	P�	 ��	���. ���� R �&' �!���!? C��!�	 
YZ[�V$. �� !	� "���\। K	 +� �!�S	 #��? ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’। ��� 
58,777 ��I�� 58 ��� )�� ������ �$� !�	 59;6 ���� �� �!�� !	� "�। )? �!�S	 ��Q 
��/� ���]! R � ��!���^	 C_�U ��	`��	 #�� )? ������ Da����। 

 
�&� �!���	 �	�	? �WX�I�� R �	��*��� ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’ 

Da���� ��.�"�� �'��!A��� ������ "�। 
 
)? Da���� �!���	 CS ����	 ���'? )	 ����� !�� ���T "�� ���। �	��.�!��� 

���������	 
����� ��� ��T�U �!� ���]$�� )? Da���� +	#��	b �"���� �'�c� "�� &��!। 
 
‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’ Da����	 P��"�� dX�	�X	 ��/�\। ���Ae �"� 

+&�! �&' �%$���� Da����	 P��"���� K��� &�!�� �%$��� “���������	 
����� ��� : 
������’’ Da���� ����� ���'�� ����.F�$	 ����U D"$ !�	। ������� K�I��!�� +��] 
����.F�$	 ����[ C�.$ !	� "� +���	 ��'�� �!��� ���I� ‘"�-�� ��������.'+!। ����.F�$	 
+*�� ��&'	 +!� �'�'� �� �'��T� ���� � "�, +� �'����	 ��.�g! ��!.�� C��B !	� "���\। 
�� h? ���! �!��� ����i�� H�j��! ��	��. ����� "���\। #�� ����.�F� �������	  
CQ��kI� K	R ��^	 R ���l^ "���\। 

 
K��	 ��m ��n��, ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’ Da����	 ��o	$�@ �	���		 

��? ��p! R ���]!��	 !��\ K��� "��। 
 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
4�!�4�!�4�!�4�!�    
�G��B	 �G��B	 �G��B	 �G��B	 677E677E677E677E    

((((����� K�� ���q!������ K�� ���q!������ K�� ���q!������ K�� ���q!�))))    
A�	��r ��P�A�	��r ��P�A�	��r ��P�A�	��r ��P�    
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����� ��� ������� ����� ���������	 
����� ��� ������� ����� ��    

�$����%� �������� �	!�	�$����%� �������� �	!�	�$����%� �������� �	!�	�$����%� �������� �	!�	    
�&' �%$����&' �%$����&' �%$����&' �%$���    
+��+��+��+��----5 5 5 5 ����������������    

�������� ��P������������ ��P������������ ��P������������ ��P����, , , , 4�!�।4�!�।4�!�।4�!�।    
    
    

�-��/+��-5/6)#-6/91/�����-5/9:9                            ���	�� E7 C�t��	 677E 
 
+�	! :  Cu�� 	�� PT��.� 
 ����	 �"!�	� ��P� (+��-5) 
 
���! :  ��� +����� +��,#� 


[���!�	� 
+����. "�-�� ��������. 
����� j��� (3&. ���) 
�����, 4�!�। 

    
��]� :    ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������ (58 ��)’’ ����.F�$	 ����X �J� R CQ�v�	 ��� 

C�����।    
 
�V� : ��w	 7; C�t��	 677E ���	��	 K���। 
 
 
��"���, 
 d���.i ��]�� �V���i K����	 ���& ��r ��� C����� �J�, ��L��. ��? R CQ�v� +������! 
��]���i Da���� PV/�U ��F�$	 C����� ��� !	� "���। �%$��� !��.! ��.��P�/C������� �J� 
���.�T�� )����& +#	� ��� !	� "���। 
 
 
�����i : �$.� ������!। 
 
 K��	 ��n,K��	 ��n,K��	 ��n,K��	 ��n,    

    
    
    

((((Cu�� 	�� PT��.�Cu�� 	�� PT��.�Cu�� 	�� PT��.�Cu�� 	�� PT��.�))))    
����	 �"!�	� ��P� ����	 �"!�	� ��P� ����	 �"!�	� ��P� ����	 �"!�	� ��P� ((((+��+��+��+��----5555)))) 
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����� ��� ������� ����� ���������	 
����� ��� ������� ����� ��    

�!���!	 !&��!���!	 !&��!���!	 !&��!���!	 !&�    
        
 ����@ +�� �� ����	 �' ��	 
����� ��D���	 ?��"�� )!�@ C�V�' � �। +� K����! 
���������	 5915 ��	 
����� ��� )�� �x�V��.	 
����� ��D���	 ?��"�� K����	 !��\ )! 
+�k	��� � �। ���������	 
�����	 ?��"�� �$��	 �' 5911 �� �x!��� �	!�	 
���������	 
����� ����	 ?��"�� ��� R ��F$ �!S D"$ !�	। �	��*�� R �&�&.�� ���� 
	���	 �' 
����� ��D�� R 
����� ����	 ������� ��D" R ��P�?�V�.! �� ��!� !	� "�। ��	? 
#�y�� ‘���������	 
����� ��� ������’ Da����। �������� �	!��		 �&' �%$��� 59;6 �� 
58 ��� )? Da���� �!�� !�	। ) d�q��' ��p� !���@	 �z��� ���'��$	 C_�U ��	`��	 
#�� )? Da����। 
 
)? Da���� �!�� "R��	 CS ���	 ���' ��	 ���	� {! #��	�� ���। )? Da���� 
����� ���-
��]�! �!� ���]$� !��.	 YZ[�V$. +	#��	b �"���� �'�c� "�J )�� "��। �!| {! � &�!�� 
���������	 ��.�� ����I�	 )!�@ ��"x C�� K����	 
����� ��D�� R 
����� ����	 �!�� 
?��"�� ��� +&�! ��}.�� ���x ��~� 	���\ )�� )	 h���'�� C�! ���]$� !��. �'�}�� }@��J। 
 
)������� �$����%� �������� �	!��		 �&' �%$��� !��.! ���������	 
����� ��� ���������������	 
����� ��� ���������������	 
����� ��� ���������������	 
����� ��� ������ 
Da���� ����.F�$	 ����U�@ C�'U ����������� ��� K�	� �� !�	। 
 
�������� �	!�	 !��.! ) 	!� )!�@ ����� YZ[�V$. !�.!���	 ����[ K����	�! C�.$ !	�� 
K�	� +�k	�����। )	? �A�X�� Da����	 ��]��V�P � V$. C��	���.� +	�� �� K�Q�! �A�.�A��� 
����.F�$	 K��$ +Pl� !�	�\। K�� !�	, ����.�F� Da���� ��p!-���]!��	 P��"�� +�@��� �*� 
"��। 
 
����� )? !�.!��� ��w	� C_�U ��	`� !�	�\, K�	� ��w��	 KU�	! !����� R �'��� ����J। 
 
 
 
 
 
71 �G��B	 677E (+����� +��,#�) 


[���!�	� 
"�-�� ��������. 
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����� ��� ������� ����� ���������	 
����� ��� ������� ����� ��    

�������������������� 
 
�������� 
����� ����	 ?��"�� �!�S	 � ���'����l ����$'!	$ !���@	 �	# +&�! )? ���� 
��D�"	 �!��� � �!. h�@ !&� ���� !	�\। ) �!�S	 dx��X R �p, )	 �V� d�q�' R 
!��.���� � �!. ����] A�	��r !�.!�.� ��� "��� "��#��� 	"�� ��,��	� ����। 
 
�������� R ����"�� d��X +&�! �!�����' ������V" ��.�P !���@	 ���'��^ �	��* AV��!� 
���� �&����' +Pl� !	�\। ��w	� }L�	 �	 }L� ��	 �������	 �������� H��. ��	 �	�*� !�	�\, 
��,��	� K���P�-������P�	 ���'�� ������ R �������	 �' �V�'�� d���� ���� �!S 
��,���� �"���� !�	�\। K����	 +!� �U�' \�/�? ����Y��� �	���	 ��p! R ���]!��	 !��\ 
d���� "�J। ������ �&���� �V��V� +&�! d���		 +Pl� !	� "���\। �!���� ����Y��� 
����$'!	$ !���@ C����� !�	 �����\। 
 
��� ���/ �� ��� ��I��'��� ���� +&�! ��&��! ��.�P�	 �	 YZ����[ ��� !�	�\ �!�S 
������� ���Ae ���]!��^। ��w	� ��� "��� "��#��	 	"���	 +���[ ) ����[ �&��& �I� R 
KU�	!��	 ���� ��� !	�\। 
 
����$'!	$ !���@	 �!� ���'�! )�� �!�S	 ���]!��̂ �! ��w��	 ������ AV��!�	 �' K�� 
C��] �'��� ���?। +�? ��Q �!�S	 ��� ���������	 ����l !�� R �������! ��� "��� 
"��#��	 	"���! �	�� R C!��	 !�.��Pl�	 �' ���? ��$4��� C�A^। 
 
���Ae �V�� ����"�� R ������P�	 ���& ��.��P� ����Y��� +&�! K����	 
����� ����	 )!�@ 
����.!, ����$' R �	��* �P� +��	�� K���, K�	� ) K�� +��]$ !	�\। ����"�� ����� ���� 
)!�@ ���� K!.�?A� �p� �"���� !	��। C��}��@� R C���o�� ����Y��� A��]'�� ����"�� 
"�� ��	���l	 ���'�� +�Y��� �V� �����	 ���� �������� "�� ���	। 
 
�!���� ����Y��� ��p! ���� R ���]!��	 !��\ ������ "�� K����	 `� ��&.! ��� �� !	�। 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
53 +���B	, 
59;6। 

��#�����" !��	��#�����" !��	��#�����" !��	��#�����" !��	 
+P��	�'�, 

����$'!	$ !���@, 
�������� 
����� ����	 ?��"�� �!S। 

    



    
���������	 
����� ��� ������� ����� ���������	 
����� ��� ������� ����� ���������	 
����� ��� ������� ����� ���������	 
����� ��� ������� ����� ��    

AV��!�AV��!�AV��!�AV��!� 
���������	 
����� ����	 ������� 5915 ����	 68 ��P. +&�! 5: �G��B	 ��.U। )? ���� 

���������	 
����� ����	 ���� � �!.� ��	� ���n �� �!\� }�@�\ ��	 �&' R ������ ��D" )�� 
+����	 R�	 �A�X !�	 ���������	 
����� ����	 ?��"�� 	P� R ��F�$	 ����[ C��.� "� 
���i��� ?��"�� ��� R ��F$ �!�S	 R�	। �$����%� �������� �	!��		 �&' �%$����	 
C��� )? �!S�@ ����I� "� )�� )	 !�� �	� "� 591; ����	 �����	� +&�! (��	��l Fl�')। 

?��"�� 	P�	 ����[��r "��R )? �!S 
����� �����T�U ���� R �&'��V" �!���	 
����U D"$ !�	। )	 !�	$, ��!��� +!� }@�	 ����] !�	 ���������	 
����� ����	 ���� 
)!�@ ����U!�	� }@�	 ?��"�� 	P�	 +*�� �	��*�� R �,�I�� 	*� !	� )�� ��!���	 ����� 
)�/�� ��R�� �WX� C�'U h�"। ) �'? K�	� ?��"�� 	P�	 ��	���. ���� R �&' �!���!? 
C��! YZ[�V$. �� !�	�\। )	 #�� ���� R �&'���? !&� ����, }@�	 ��!�� R ��	����"!�� 
	*� !	��, }@� �	�	�	 ����� 	*� !	��। 

)? �*' ���� +	��? !��!�@ ��� ����"�� ������V" �!���	 ����U �!S D"$ !�	। )? 
��	���*�� �!�S	 ���� )!�@ ����] ����P' ��]� +��� +�� )? +�, ������ ��D�"	 ������� 

����� ����!��! "R�� ���R ) ��'R ��� YZ[�V$. +�, 
����� ����	 ����� ��	�@ �@AV�� 
	���\। 
����� ����! )? �@AV�� +&�! ��Je !�	 +��� ��� �। )? �@AV��	 }@����- ���! 
���i��D�� ��� C�A�"� !	� ���- ��	 C����. ��	$��? 
����� ����! C��'���� !�	 +����। 
��? ���i��D���	 
�� ��� \�/� 
����� ����! ���� �	� ���? �। )? ��	������ 
����� 
����	 ���� �!���	 ���� )	 �@AV�� ��T�U h’�� ������D" �!���	 ����U �!S D"$ !�	। 
)	 #�� �!�S	 ���� �!���	 ��	!S� ����� ��w/�� : 

 

�&�� ���  �@AV�� (5978-598;) 
����� ���  �@AV�� (598;-5915) 
����� ���  ������	 : ���� 
P��&. ���  ������	 : ����� ��������	 �x�	�� 
�~� ���  ������	 : +���	���'� 
]I ���  ������	 : �$���'� 
�r� ���  ���!,�� ������ : �	!�	� R +��	!�	� 
Cl� ���  �$"�'�, �	$�&.� ����	 R ������! }@� 
�� ���  ��� ��D�� (5) 
��� ���  ��� ��D�� (6) 
)!���  ���  ��� ��D�� (E) 
���� ���  ������ ����T�� : A�	� 
)����� ���  ������ ����T�� ’’ ������} R ���Ae 	�� 
P��.�� ���  ��n��� 
�~�� ���  ��*�x!�	 
+]�/� ���  !���u�, Da�u� R �}.L 
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P�	 

��� ��	!S�� 1677 ��I� ��F�$	 ��	!S� &�!��R ��D�"	 ��	��$ ����� "�� ��R��� 
K����	 ����U ��	��. !	�� "�। �� ��	!S� C����� ����@ �� ��� 977 ��I�, ��.���@ 
58777 ��I�	 ���' ��D"Y��	 ��F$ � e !	�	 ����@ �	�q C������� "�। )? �A�X�� K����	 
!�� )���� ���। 

���� R �&'��� ��D�"	 �'����	 ������� K�	� �'��! R +�������� +	���\। ��� �@AV�� 
�B�� ���� R �&'��� D"�$ �!\�@� ���� ���lAQ� C��B !�	। K�	� ��� +�?�� �&' R ����? 
�@AV�� ��� ��e����� !	�	 ����U �?, �� ���������	 ��.�� AV���	 H���l' R )��� 
�����!�	� ���$	 K�� K!���	 ���� ��'*A��� ��/�। C&.�x +��� }@�, K�^�� R 
!��.!	$, )? AV���	 ��$�! ���i��D���	 ���! d��� R ��	P���� !�	�\, ���� +��� ��T�U 
���� R �&'? )? ��� !����T��!���� ������ "���\। )? ���l�!�$ +&�! K�	� ���������	 
C��� }�w@�� �� �V	-C���� ��'���. !�	�। 5978 ����	 ���A�� +&�!? �@AV�� ��T��g 
����-�&'��� ��e��� �	� !�	। K�	� �� !�	, ���������	 ���i��D���	 �'��'�� )? �	�	 
�����@ ����'���.�, ��'* R ���iD�"'। 

5978-)	 ���A�� )�� �� 	�-)	 �	 5937 ��� ��.U ��'��.� ) ��}. ����	 K	 +!� 
���� ) ��� ��e��� !	� "��। !�	$ 5955 +&�! 5937 ��.U )? AV��� C��I� �!� 	�����! 
K�^�� ��.A�	��� ���@����	��� K�^���	 C�gAV.i �\�। 5937 ���� ��"�� ���"�	 �,��� 

�% 	���� �X���� �����	 ���I�	 ����� ��"� �\�। K	 �� d��� !�	�\�� ���������	? 
���'�Y	� ����I�	 C��������� +�� ), +!, #���� "!। 593: ���� ���U C���A��� ����� 
!�A�� ���"�	 �,���	 +� ������� !	� "�, ���� �����	 
�% 	�������	 ���! ��	"�	 !	� 
"�। 5931 ���� A�	� ��A�� � �!. ��dL�'��@ ��	!S� +}�]$�	 �	 
��� R ���.�Ak� ����� 
���I�	 ��Pl� "�, �!| +� ��Pl� �'&. "� )�� +�A��� ���!,� ����I� "� ���� 
��X����	 
��]��@ � V$.��� d���*� "�। )	? ��	$���� �	��.�!��� ���������	 ���$	 �z��� 

��X��� �&� 
�����	 �' ��D�� !	� ���"���! ����� "�� +��� +��। )? ���"���! 
������! �V�. !�	 �����\ )� ��, ����? ) ��� ��e����� "���\। 

�@AV�� ��T�U ������ h�@ ��� ��Ai। �&� ���@ +�] "���\ 598; ���� K?��� ���	 
*��� ����	 �������। )��� !�� ��A�� !	� "���\ )!�U? �� ��	!S�	 ��I����'�	 
������	 ���! �*' +	��- +!� ����] ���"���! ���l�!�$ +&�! �। 

�@AV��	 +���� +� �	�	 ���� R �&'��� K�	� D"$ !�	�\ +�Y�� "��� +���@ ����r, 
���.����L	 !��.���	$�, +!��@.	 ����� � �!.� �	���@. R 	��, !��� �	���@., 	�����! ���	 
!�.�VP� R �,��, ��A�	 �,��, K�^���	 �	���@., \�����	 �,�� R K�^��, �$����T��, 
��������	 ������, ����l �'�i��$.	 ����$' ���*� R ���, 	�����! ��, �	!�	� ���.� R 
���*� ?�'���। 
����� ����	 ���� R �&'���	 +���� ����"	 �	 ��,���	 "���\ 

�A���!A���?। !�	$ )? ����	 ���� ��	� ��n ��/� "�� ��/�\�। #�� +!�� ���������	 
CA'U�	 �, ��	� ���n	 ��]���� +����/ !	� C��	"��. "�� +��� +�� )�� �!S +�A���? CD�	 
"�। ) �'����	 �'�i�� G���	�, �P�p��, ��*�x!�	, ����!&�, �	!�	� �&��, 	$�!k�� R 
�����T��g ������ �&'���, ��i )��!�� ���i���"� R �������� �	!��		 �����! �x�	��, 
�����	�$	 ��T� C��D"$, !���@ �p, ������, ��n���, ���Ae +���	 �������L	 !��.���	$� 
�A��� �� �	�	 �&' R ���� )? ��D�"	 C�gAV.i !	� "�। ) +*�� K�	� ����]A��� �	 
+	���\ ���� ��.����	�$	 ���A�� ���#�� +!� #�w! � &��!। )? �*' ���� +	�� 
�$�"�������	 ���,�		 �&' ��D�"	 +Pl� !	� "���\। ����@ ��� ���V	 ��� �V� ���� 
��e����� !	�	 ���! ����] �*' 	��� "���\। ��� +��� ���� ���"���! Y	�[ C�. !�	�\ )�� 
+�Y�� ��� ���� }@�	 ��	����"!�� 	�*� "� � +�Y�� K�	� �!���� �V� +&�! D"$ !�	�\। 
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) !��� )!�@? K����	 ��� ����P' �\�, ��p! }@�	 ��p! ���� +� ��p! ��	���$ ��', 
"�। K����	 +!� ��g�' +?, CQ��� ���!� +?, ��
 �'��'�-����]$R +?। K�	� �WX�I R 
�	��* ���A�� K�����/� ���� 	���	 +Pl� !�	�\। )? �V� �*' ���� +	��? ����-�&'��� 
��\�?, � ��� )�� ��'�� !	� "���\। ) +*�� K�	� ��� )?@�!� ��!.�� C@�@ +	���\ ���� !��	� 
������[ *�� � "�। �����	 �&�&.��? ��	 �� AV��!� R YZ[ �� �&��&A��� ���� �	��। �WX� 
�����	$? ) �	�	 }@�	 �!�� �"���!। �����	�$	 ���' C��� ��	��.�	 ?J� �� ��	$� 
R C����	�� "�� R�p, +!�� ��? ���	 ��' +&�! +���'�� +���[	 CAV'�� }�@। ���������	 
+�����R ��? }�@�\। K	 ��? )� �� �� �� ���p�	 ���� CUA�.i !	� "���\, +� �� �� 
���p K����	 ����� 	�����	 +*�� "���� ���' AV��!� �� +��[ D"$ !�	�। ��� )!�X�		 
C�! K��? ���������	 
����� �PU� )!@� +���	 )!@� ����	 ���l �*'��A��	� CU������!? 
���� ���� ��	। K��� �"�Z�"	 P�	���� +��� Rp� C�� ��\���� ���? ��	 �p-!�p����। 
��! ���� "�� )	 ��@�? ��� �	!�	। 

��� �'��! �������[	 ��� ��@�!� "���� ���#��� �R "�� &�!�� ���	। )	 h�@� !�	$, 
�&�� D�a	 ����� ��	��	 �� ������	 ��, ������ C�! �&' R ���� "��� � K�� �� 
���*�� +�������� !�	R ��R�� ����, �!\� +*�� +���������	R ������ }�@�। ���?�! K�	� 
����� ���� +P���\ )�� AV��!� C����� YZ[ �����	 ���!R �*' +	���\- )?�@? �V� !&�। )? 
��� �@AV�� R C'�' ��� )!?A��� C���� "���\। 

���/ �� ��� ��I�	 ���� ���� R �&'��� ��D"���'� ��! +&�! ����� ���� "��। ��� 
K����	 ��	$� )? +�, �� ���� R �&' )��� ��D�"	 ��?�	 	���\। ���������	 ��� ����@ 
+��!? +!� � +!� A��� 
����� ����	 ���� ��/� �\��। D��� D��� �'�i�� �'�i�� �� }@�	 
d�� "���\, �� ��	[��&�, �� �'��, ��n��}��!��, C�'�P�	, ���/�	 !��"� ,�	 ,�	 ��/ 
d�p�\। )	 ��	��$ C���� !	� !�p। ��\�/� ��	� ��n ���/R �\� ) � �!. ��&. R ����T�� 
)�� ����� ��������	 �'��! �x�	��। ��? ��D�"	 !�� � V$. "���\ �� ��� ��� �। +�� R 
������	 �&' ��D�"	 !�� ��? +!�� ��/�� ���	, +�] ����� +�k\���	 +}�]$� +��� )�? ��� 
�। )	 �' ��}. ��	T�� R ��T���	 �����। 

����� ����	 �' K����	 �!�S	 K��; �h��	 K����	 +��!��R ��� P�	�। )? C���� 
)? ����� !���	 !���� ��,��� ��� �� A����	 ��]�। ��� K�	� C���' ����	 ��*'  �w���� 
��/�\��� )�� ���V	 �#� "���\ ���� 
����� �����T�U �&' R �����	 �A�XAV�� 	�P� "���\, 
���.��� ) !&� ��� ���। )� )	 ��!�� R de��	 C��*� 	��� ���। �&' R ���� ��D" !	�� 
���� K����	 +� C�A��� "���\ ���� ) !&� ��� ���। 

������ ��D�"	 +*�� K����	 ��Pl� �\� �'��! )�� +��������। �'�i�� +�������� \�/�R 
) d�q��' K�	� ���Ae ���� �����!�� ����� �!�� !�	�\ )�� ���i����� ����, ��*� 
���I�, �����!�	 �r	, Da���	 )�� ?d�� ��	]��	 !�.!�.��" ���Ae +`$�	 ���$	 !��\ 
+�	$ !�	�\ !��! "���	 ������ �!| h���!A��� K����� ��/� +����। ����@ 	�����!, 
\��, `��! )�� !�]! ���p�	 ���&? +�������� !	� "���\- �!| ����A��� �, �'�i��A��� 
+!d +!d ���� +��\ ��
 ��D�"	 ������। K����	 ����� K����� ��/� � ����	 !�	$ 
�"���� K�	� h�@ ��]� �*' !�	�\ : �&��, ?��"���	 YZ[ � �!. C��P���, ��	 #�� ��� 
!����'! ���]? ������ ��D" �� ��	*$ !�	 &��! )�� �����, �A�X"� ����- ����] !�	 
!��	� !��	� ����T��	 K����	 �� "���\ +�, ?��"�� �$��	 ��Pl��@ �	!�	� "R��� )	 ���� 
R �WX�I�� � �!. ��w	�  
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��&l ��^"� )�� #�� ������ ����	 ���'�� ��	!�S� ?��"���! ���� !	�	 ��	���. 
C�V$.�����	 ������!? +� ��w	� +�� ����\। �'��! �'�i�� +���������	 ���'�� )? ���'� K�	� 
C�!@� !��@�� d�p�\। �	!�	� d��'���	 !�	�$ ?��"���	 �	��*�� � �!. +� K����, �� K����	 
���� ��Y�� �	� !	�� ��� K�	� �� !�	। 

)\�/�R K�	� �*' !�	�\, )� C��!	 !��\? ���� R �&'��� 	���\ �� ��w	� "��\�/� !	�� 
	��� । C��!? �!\� +\�/�\, �!| "��� +	�� �����\। K��	 !��	� !��	� ��'���, ������� ��	��� 
"�� +�Y�� C�! +��� ���A	 dx� "�� dp�� ���	। K�	� �V� �����	 #�@�!�� +	�� C�!�!? ��w	 
�V� !�� +#	� �����\। ) +*��R C��!? #�@�!�� 	���R ������ ���� 	��� "�- C&.�x ��w	 "���	 
�����@ ��� +�	? !�	� A��]'��	 K���। �	!�	 ���� ��D�"	 �'����	 +!� C�G.'�b ��� 
!�	�। #�� ���� ��R��	 �' K�	� �'�i�� C��	�� R ���� P����� ���	, K?�� P�� ���l 
!	�� ���	 �। C&P ) !&�R ���' +�, 
�������T�U ���� ���? ����� ?��"���	 YZ[�V$. d�!	$, 
���! �'�i��A��� �� ���I���A��� !��*�� !�	 	��� d�P� �। 

)? ���� K�	� h���	 ���� d¡� !�	 +�, )? �!S �Z "��	 K��? 
����� ����	 ����l 
+����	 C�!�! K�	� "��	���\। #�� ��w��	 !��\ 	�*� ������ ��R��	 �!��� ��w��	 ��*�x!�	 
D"�$	 ������ +&�! K�	� ��~� "���\। 

)?�� �������¢	 ���'? K����	 )���� +��� "���\। #�� K����	 )����T�U +� ������ H�	� 
"���\ �� C����	 T�@ ������� )�� A��]'��	 �����	 +*�� �WX� !	�� �"��! "�� ���	। +� 
�&'�� #�w! +&�! ���J �� �V	$ "R�� �	!�	। ��� "�� C�!���� ������ +&�! �!��� A��]'�� 
K�	� ������ ����"�� "�� �� +&�! ��.�P !�	 C���	i �� �!�� !�	 )? #�w! �V	�$	 +Pl� !	� 
����। +���-������	 h���' ���� ��D�"	 +Pl� C�'�"� 	��� )!�U �Z	� ���? K�	� �� !�	। ) 
��	� *�� "�� ) !�� h�"�	 "��, )��! )@� � V$. !	� C��� "�� dp�� ��	। ) �'����	 ���� 
!�.�VP� ��#����! "�� ��^" +?। 

���� )�� �&' ����$'!	�$	 �' �	!�	 �-���'����l )!�@ ����$'!	$ !���@ �p !�	 
(��	��l Fl�')। 

4�!� ��n���'����	 ��i +��-A�?� P'��b�	 ��'�� ?��"����� ��#�	 ��#��¡�" !��	 )? 
����$'!	$ !���@	 +P��	�'�। 

 
!���@	 ���'	� "�� !���@	 ���'	� "�� !���@	 ���'	� "�� !���@	 ���'	� "�� :::: 
G� ����"dq� K"��, ��#�	, ?��"�� ��A��, 4�!� ��n���'���। 
G� K���v���, ��#�	, ����� ��A��, P£D�� ��n���'���। 
G� �#	 K�� K!^, ��	P��!, ?�{�@d@ C# �������� {��G�, 	����"�। 
G� )���� "!, ��	P��!, 4�!� ��h}	। 
G� +!, )�, !�	�, ��	P��!, ����� K!.�?A� R Da���	। 
G� +!, )�, �"��, �"����� ��#�	, ?��"�� ��A��, 4�!� ��n���'���। 
G� ������ ��� "�Z, �"����� ��#�	, 	������ ��A��, 4�!� ��n���'���। 
��� "��� "��#��� 	"��, ���'-��P�। 
 

�!�S	 !�.���^ ���.l D�a	 �' ������� ��\�? !�	 ����$'!	$ !���@	 ���� +�� !�	। 
����$'!	$ !���@ +�Y�� �A�.� R D"$����' �! � �� ����������� ��P�? !�	। !���@	 ��.�z� 
����U������ +� �!� ���� R �&' ����$' ��� D"�� "�, +!����� +�Y��? D�a CUA�.i !	� "���\। 
D�a	 �' +��!�� �������	 �!\� �!\� !���@ �!P !�	; �!\� �� ���� R �&' �� D�a	 dx!�].	 
�' +"�x �	�	� �� ��D�"	 �' ���.� +�। �!�S	 �* +&�! ��w��	 )? ���.� �&����' ��� !	�  
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"���\। ��� )-+*�� C�! ��� �!S�! +�� h�" ���'�	 �z��� "�� "���\। )�!? 
+��!�� �$', ��	 R�	 
�A���! !�� +��	 ���U h���' �����	 ���� �!�S	 !�.���	 
�"���� +��� "���\। ���R !�.�	� +��� +&�!�\ )�� C��!��� +*��? �#�R "���\। ��� ��D" 
�&����� "���� "��, C�! ��� ��/�� +��\। #�� ������] ������ C�'�� +��� !	�� "���\। 
����]A��� �@AV�� �� ��!�� )? ��	���� �!@ "�� +��� �����\�। d��"	$
�� ��� ��� +�, 
5978 ����	 �V� +���@ ����r�@ ��R�� ���J� �। �@AV�� ���	 �' K�	� ����$' Da +&�! )? 
����r�@ d��� !�	। �!| ����$'!	$ !���@ ���V	 ��� �V� ���� ��!��	 �*����। ��? �V� 
���� ��D�"	 +Pl� ��A��� +�� "�। 4�!� +����@ )? ����r \��� "��। +!��!��� +����@R �। 
?�����' �@AV�� �� �@ +��� P�� ���। )? +����@	 #�?� +��!P*�	 CU	��� �\�, "p�x C' 
!����	 WX��	 +A�	 �V���V��	� C���� ��R�� ���। ������q ���	 	�@ K����	 �V� ���� 
��w��� ���� C��	��� ��	`��	 �	R �� ��R�� ����। )	 �V� !�� ���� "�?�!��@. 	���P। K� 
��� "��। ���	�� �� d����	 K!��	? �����\। ) +&�! ����$'!	$ !���@	 ��!��	 !�� ���w� 
R ��I� !	�	 �' C@� KD" R KU�	!��? �'i "�। �!�S	 !�.�	�R ��w��	 )? C�AV��	 �&����' 
��.��� �����\; ��w��	 ���.����� ��,���� !��	 !�	�, ��� +*��? �#� "���\। �@AV�� ��-
	 ������V" !����T� C����� ������ "���\। C'�' ��-	 �����	 +�����R !����� )? ��� 
C���� "���\। ����@ ��-? �}.L R !���u� +�� "���\। +�] ��- D�&� "�J �!� ��-	 �}.L 
)�� !���u�; #�� ��p!��	 ��* +!� ��- !� K�\ �� )!��	 ��� ��� "��। 

����$'!	$ !���@	 ����U �\� ������V" �V� +� A�]�� K�\ ����? \��� "��; �!| !��.�*�� 
)�� ����] C������ +��� +��। ����� R ?��	�� A�]�� �V� ����Y�� K�	� ��!�� �� �����\। 
��\�/� dh., �"^�,  K	�� R 	�� A�]�	 +�� �!\� YZ[�V$. ���� C�����" ��!��	 CUA�.i 
"���\। o��^�A��, #	���, ���.�, ����� R ?�^����� �A.�� A�]�� +�� �!\� ���� R �&' &�!� 
���R ��	 C���� !	� )�� D�a +����	 �� +��� )�R ����	 "��। )Y�� A��]'��	 ��' 
��� 	?�। ����Q!�� R ��	��		 !&� ����P� !�	 +!� +!� ���� ���*r !	� "���\, ��� +� 
+*�� K�	� ����]A��� �*' +	���\ ���� �V��	 ��!��� � }�@। 

��.��� K����	 ��D�" ��� ���/ �� ��� ��I�	 ���� R �&'��� ��� "���\। )	 +A�	 58 
"���	 ��I� \��� "�J। ���! ���� R �&'��� \���	 ��?�	 	�� ����। )\�/� ��D�"	 ��T�� C�'�"� 
&�!�� K	R ������ ����"�� "��। )Y��	 YZ[R !� �। C&.�x )Y��	 R�	 ���]$� !	� )�� 
��	 R�	 �A�X !�	 �!S-�!���� �� Y��	 ��?�	R �� �&' ������ ���i��D�� R 
����� ��� 
��T�U Da �!���	 ����� C���	� +&�! ����। ) ������ �¤���	� !	� +�� R ����	 
��&.? 
)!�U C��	"��.। !�	$ ) � �!. �� +��� �WX�I �&'��� ���� ���� ��	�� K����	 CD���� �� 
+��� �AV.� R �J� "��। ��\�/� ) K����	 CU C���	$�	 dx�; ��? ) � �!.� ����@ \� �	� 
�¥, ����[ R KD�" ��	�*� !	� +�� R �	!��		 H��! !�.��'	 CUA�.i। �WX� ��� ����@ 
Kg��P� +��? ����	 CA�'���	 ��Q ��/� }@���� ��T�U �&'��� ��D�"	 �' ���� 
K!.�?A� ���I� !�	 &��! )�� ) ��D�"	 !�� R )	 R�	 ���]$�	 !�.�VP� C�'�"� 	���। 
���������	 ���i��D�� R 
����� ����	 �'����	 ) �����	 ��,��� !	�	 ������ ���l ���A��� 
�	!�	- ����]A��� ) !�	�$ +�, ) ��D��� ) +���	 ��.,�		 �����	$ C��D"$ !�	�\��, �� 
�� ���� ����	 ���� +�������� �� ���� ����, �� �� �&' K!.�?A�-)	 ��D" �����	  !	�� 
&�!��। ) ������ ��l !	� hA.��'�! \�/� K	 �!\�? ��� ���� �। 

�!�S	 ����� ��	��$ ���� R �&'��� ��D�"	 !��� 
��¦V�.A��� ��/� ���� ��w	� K����	 
�"������� !�	�\ ����	 �!��! ���? KU�	! �'���। ) ��.��� �!\� ���I�, ���p, �'�i R 
!�.�	 �� ����]A��� d��������'। 4�!� ��h}	, ����� )!��G��, 4�!� ��n���'��� Da���	, +!��� 
�����! ��?�§	�, �������� C���	A�	 ��?�§	�, H��! ����� ��?�§	�, ����� ���� ��?�§	� )�� 
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K@ 

����� K!.�?A� R Da���	 ���AeA��� K����	�! ��"��' !�	�\। �������� +�� ?�{�@d@, 
P£D�� ��n���'��� ��h}	 )�� ������	 !���!@�	@ "��R K�	� �!\� ���� R �&'��� +����\। )\�/� 
�&' �%$���, ���	*� �%$���, �		�� �%$���, �������� ��P���� Da���	 )�� ����	! +����^� 
��	�r	 (�G, )�, K?)-)	 +�k��' �����'! ����-�,���� K�	� ��D" !	�� +��	�\। ��w��	 
��T� �"�������	 �' K�	� ��w��	 ��� !����� ��� !	�\। 

�'�i�� d��'��� R �'�i�� ��D" +&�! C��! ������ ���� �!S�! ��"��' !�	�\। ��w��	 
���' �!\� �� )��� d���� !	� ���? ���� �� !	�\। ��i 	����� ��P�	��� K�� ��¨� +Pk��	� 
�!\����'! �V�'�� ���� �!S�! �����\। ������ ���������	 
����� K�^�� )�� ���!. 
!��D��	 �����'! ���� ), )�, ), ��"��	 +�k��' K�	� +����\। ����� �������� K�^���	 
���� ��/� C��! ��w��	 ������ �!S�! �����\। ��w��	 ���' �	��� 	����� 	d#, K����� "! 
AV?��, G� )���� "!, K��	 K��, ����R��� +"��� R ��"	 dq� K"���	 �� d��������'। ����� 
"�� �!\� �V�'�� ���� ���p���\ ��"��h� "! )�� +��^!�	 ?§��"� +��"�z�। ������	 �	!�	 )�� 

��� ����� +����		 ������ ��D�"	 +*�� ����	 ��"��'-�"�������	 !&� K�	� ����� "�  � ��w	� 
"�� "��� +�k�#! ?���, �Rh� K"��, ��¨h� "���, K�h� �����, +��§� �XYr, ������ ��� 
+Pk��	� R K����	 !��	। �@AV�� ��.���	 �!\� YZ[�V$. ���� ���� ��"��' !�	�\ ��	dq� d�	, 
!��� ��#	 K"��, C�� 	��, ?���?� +��"�z�, ��� �	!�	, +�� K�h� ����, G� ��¨�-d	-
	"�� )�� K���� "!। ?��� !���	 ����, �����v��� ���, dx�� !��U �	, 
� +Pk��	� R +	�� 
+��,�! 
����� ����	 ���� R �&'��� �����\। d�¡��� �!��! K�	� KU�	! �'��� ����J। 
)\�/� K����	 ����� ��D�"	 ��	�@ !�.!���	 ���� ��/� 	���\ K	R C��!। )? 
S ��	��	 
��w��	 ���'�!	 �� d�¡� !	� ��� �। K����	 K!.�?A�-)	 ���� ��	*$ ����� ��w��	 �!��	 
�� �������	 dx� �"���� ����� 	���\। ��w��	�!R �'���। 

���� R �&'��� ��'�� ��P�?��	 +*�� ����$'!	$ !���@	 C��� !�����	 ���& �	$ !	�\। 
!���@	 ���'�$ �	� H��., �¥ R KD" �"!��	 �������	 ����Q!�� R �V�' ��P�	 !�	�\। ��w	� ��� 
�������	 ��'�� ��P�? !�	�, �!�S	 de� )�� ����] !�	 ����V�"	 �&'����� R +�k!�. ����	 
�' �V�'�� �	���. �����\। ) +*�� K�	� ����]A��� !���@	 +P��	�'� ��#�	 ��#��¡�" !���		 
!&� KU�	!A��� ���� �	$ !	�\। 

���� ��D" �-Y��	 �!���	 �'����	 �������� �	!��		 �&' �%$����! �'��� ���?। )? 
���� �������� �	!��		 ��F$ ��A�� )�� �� ��L��.-)	 ���R K�	� !����� 
�!�	 !	�\। 

�����] K	R !��!��	 !&� ���� "�- 
����� ����	 ������D" �� Y��	 +�\� 	���\ 
��w��	 K_�U `� R �	�� ����, ��w	� )? �!�S	 P�	� ���]!- H��� K� ¨����	 	���, K#�� 
+Pk��	�, ��" K"�� +	�� )�� R���"h� "!। ������ P�!�		 �����[ �- ���]$�	 ��"� R �!�S	 
!���	 ���� )!�g��� ��w	� ���� R �&'��� ��D�"	 !�� "�� �	� !�	 ������V"�	 ��D", ��\�?, 
� ���� �"����, +��!�� H�	�!	$, ��F$ ������-��.��� !�� ����� R ��!�$. ����	 ���' � e 
!�	। )\�/� ��!���	 ��n�� R 	���� PT��.�	 `� R �I�	 !&� d��������'। �����! ��! +&�! 
K�h� "�����	 �A�	 ����[���� )�� �	�� �x�	�� �!�S	 
�A���! !��!�. C�'�"� 	���� ��"��' 
!�	�\। 

���������	 
����� ���� ��w	� Kg��� �����\, ��w	� ��.���� "���\, ��w	� �'�� 
�!�	 
!�	�\, ��.�'��� ���!V� ��	���� ��w	� +������	 ������� C��� +	���\, ��w	� K����	 !��.	 ��& 
��� ��"V��.	 +�	$�
�� ��w��	 �!��	 d�q�� �A�	 `�� R KU�	! !����� ��� !�	 
����� ����	 
�������	 )? ��D" K�	� +���	 ����]	 "��� ���� ���J। 

 

 "��� "��#��	 	"�� 

� ��! 
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���� ��Q� ������	-���� 
 

������	 �	!��		 ������ ��D" !	� C�'U h�" !�� �\�, !�	$ )�� ���� ��	*�$	 
�' +!� �"��#���� ���l !	� "��। )!? ���& ���Ae �!�	� ����-�,���� 4�!�� K��	 
����[R +!� )!! ���I� �� ����	 R�	 C�.$ !	� "��। �	!��		 ���Ae �%$��� �� ���I� 
)�� �'�i ���AeA��� )�� ������ ��� K�� )�� �� ���� ��D�"	 +!��� ����[ !�	R "��� 
� &�!�� C�! ������ l "�� ���। C�)�, ��D�"	 �'����	 K����	 ���A�� �A.	 !	�� 
"���\ ���Ae �%$����	 ����"�� �&'��� )�� ���Ae �'�i	 ��
 ��D�"	 d�	। �������', )	 
d�	 �A�X !�	? ����D! �P� ���� �	�	 +Pl� !	� "�। 

 

57 )���, 5915 ���� �������� �	!�	-)	 K�I��! ���I� "�। �!| )	 �V��.!�	 
�����	 
+}�]$���V" )�� ���Ae K���Y��R D�a �������� "���\। �	��.� ���� C���� 	�����, ����%� 
)�� C'�' �%���	 A�]$Y�� �&���� �������� "���\। 

 

������	 �	!��		 �V� +� !��!�@ ��A�� �\�, �&�- C&., 
	��, ����	$ ����, �&' R �P�	, 
��$ R ���.��, ���	*�, �		�� )�� +!���@ �%$���- )���	 ���Ae ������ C|A�.i !	� 
"���\ ) ���। ��, �%$����	 K�����!A��� �����'! ������ � ��R���� ���� ��e����	 
+*�� "���� �!\� �!\� #�w! �� }�@�� +&�! +��\ )�� ) �&'-
S��	 C����. ��	������R ���� 
)!�@ ����	 
����� ��D�� ��	P���	� )!�@ ����� �	!��		 �V$. C��� #��@ R�p, ���� 
��e���!��� K�	� +� +Pl�	 T�@ !�	�। 

 

�V����	 �	!��		 ����-�r	��V�"	 ���' ���P�� YZ[�V$. "�J K~��! �����! 
+����V", ��	 C��� ���Ae )��!�	 ��	P���� "�। )?�� +���	 C��� �	$�&.� ����	 )�� ��� 
!'�  dA�? ��	P���� "�। ������	 �	!��		 ���Ae +��Y��	 ���'�� ���	 ���& �	���	 
+�������� 	*� !	� "�। )? �' +�� �����	 �����	 �' )!�@ K���� ��A�� !	�� "���\। 

 

��� ��$ )�� ��� CA'&.� ����	Y�� +&�!? ���i�������	 �ZT@ !	� "�। C�)�, �!A��� )? 
!�� � e !	� "� d������ ���� +&�! ) ��]��	 )!�@ �P� ��R�� ����। ������	 �	!��		 
�����	 �	 �! �	�	 	��-!�p���� ���I�	 �PU� �\� ��	 ��	P�� ��R�� ���� ��	!S� +���G.	 
�����	 ���'। ��\�/� ���Ae ����� ����] !�	 �AB	-�G��B	 ����	 ��������V�" )? �P� K	R 
����A��� #��@ dp��। 

 

�		�� �%$����	 ������V" )!� !�	 )!�@ K���� ��A�� !	� "���\ )?�' +�, 
KU����.! +�������� R � !. �\� 
����� ����	 )!�@ YZ[�V$. ����! C��। )? C��� 
�������	 ��Q �!\� �!\� �P�	�V�! �&'���R �������� !	� "���\, �&�- ‘‘�������� ) R��©. 
!���£’’ (��I� 19:) )�� ‘‘�' +!� #	 ��������’’ (+���B	 5915, ��I� ;69)। 

 

���.�ª ��.��� �������� �	!��		 ��Q C'�' +���	 ���' +� �P�p�� ����� "���\, +���R 
)��� �������� !	� "���\। �������� �	!�	 !��.! �!���� �&� G�!�@�!@ ��T�U ������ 
��� )!�@ ��	��l �!�� !	� "���\। 
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) �� ��e���!��� �!\� YZ[�V$. ���� ����"�� "�, +�Y����� hA.��'��� +!� ���	� �\� 
�। )	 ���' ���Ae ���� �	!�	 !��.! �!���� 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/231                                                                             Dated 18-7-1978 

 

RESOLUTION 

In connection with the Writing and Printing of the History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberation the Government have been pleased to constitute and Authentication 
Committee for the Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberation” with the following members. 

 

1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar 

University 

3. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies. Rajshahi. 

4. Dr. Enamul Huq Director, Dacca Museum. 

5. Dr. K. M. Mohsin Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

6. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca 

University 

7. Dr. Ahmed Sharif Professor and Chairman, Deptt. of Bengali, Dacca 

University 

8. Dr. Anisuzzaman Professor, Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman O.S.D. History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project 

 

The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 

(a) To verity, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 
included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

(b) To determine validity and price of documents are required for the purpose. 

 

 

 Syed Asgar Ali 
Section Officer. 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/10493/(25)                                                                Dated 13-2-1979 

 

RESOLUTION 

In partial modification of Resolution issued under No. 51/2/78-Dev/231, dated 
18.7.78 Govt. have been pleased to reconstitute and Authentication Committee for the 

Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh War of Liberation” with the 
following members:  

  

1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir 
Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 

Chairman 

   

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed 
Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar University 

Member 

   

3. Dr. Anisuzzaman 
Professor, Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University 

Member 

   

4 Dr. Safar Ali Akanda 
Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies. Rajshahi. 

Member 

   

5. Dr. Enamul Huq 
Director, Dacca Museum. 

Member 

   

6. Dr. K. M. Mohsin 
Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

Member 

   

7. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun 
Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca University 

Member 

   

8. Dr. K.M. Karim 
Director, National Library and Archives, Dacca 

Member 

   

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman 
O.S.D. History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project 

Member-Secratary 

 

2. The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 
 

verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be included in 
the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

 

To determine validity and price of documents are required for the committee. 

 
 

 M.A. Salam Khan 
Section Officer. 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/10493/(25)                                                                Dated 13-2-1979 

 

RESOLUTION 

In partial modification of Resolution issued under No. 51/2/78-Dev/231, dated 
18.7.78 Govt. have been pleased to reconstitute and Authentication Committee for the 

Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh War of Liberation” with the 
following members:  

  

1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir 
Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 

Chairman 

   

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed 
Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar University 

Member 

   

3. Dr. Anisuzzaman 
Professor, Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University 

Member 

   

4 Dr. Safar Ali Akanda 
Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies. Rajshahi. 

Member 

   

5. Dr. Enamul Huq 
Director, Dacca Museum. 

Member 

   

6. Dr. K. M. Mohsin 
Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

Member 

   

7. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun 
Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca University 

Member 

   

8. Dr. K.M. Karim 
Director, National Library and Archives, Dacca 

Member 

   

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman 
O.S.D. History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project 

Member-Secratary 

 

2. The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 
 

verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be included in 
the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

 

To determine validity and price of documents are required for the committee. 

 
 

 M.A. Salam Khan 

Section Officer. 
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DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE 

 

"This may be my last message, from today Bangladesh is independent. I call 

upon the people of Bangladesh wherever you might be and with whatever you 

have, to resist the army of occupation to the last. Your Tight must go on until the 

last soldier of the Pakistan occupation army is expelled from the soil of 

Bangladesh and final victory is achieved." 

[Message embodying Declaration of Independence sent by Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman to Chittagong shortly after midnight of 25th March, i.e. early hours 

of 26th March, 1971 for transmission throughout Bangladesh over the ex-EPR 

transmitter.] 
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DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE 

 

Major Zia, Provisional Commander-in-Chief of the Bangladesh Liberation Army, 

hereby proclaims, on behalf of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the independence of 

Bangladesh.  

I also declare, we have already framed a sovereign, legal Government under 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman which pledges to function as per law and the constitution. 

The new democratic Government is committed to a policy of nonalignment in 

international relations. It will seek friendship with all nations and strive for 
international peace. 

I appeal to all Government to mobilize public opinion in their respective 

countries against the brutal genocide in Bangladesh. 

The Government under Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is sovereign legal Government 
of Bangladesh and is entitled to recognition from all democratic nations of the world. 
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From Major Zia 

Declaration: 

Punjabis have used 3rd Commando Battalion in Chittagong city area to subdue 

the valiant freedom fighters of Sadhin Bangla. But they have been thrown back and 
many of them have been killed. 

The Punjabis have been extensively using F-86 air crafts to kill the civilian 

strongholds and vital points. They are killing the civilians, men, women and children 

brutally. So far at least………thousands of Bengali civilians have been killed in 

Chittagong area alone. 

The Sadhin Bangla Liberation Army is pushing the Punjabis from one place to 

the other. 

At present Punjabis have utilized at least two Brigades of Army, Navy and Air 
Force. It is in fact a combined operation. 

I once again request the United Nations and the big powers to intervene and 

physically come to our aid. Delay will mean massacre of additional millions." 

 

Signature 

Major Ziaur Rahman 

31.3.71. 
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THE PROCLAMATION OF INDEPENDENCE 

Mujibnagar, Bangladesh 

Dated 10th day of April, 1971. 

Whereas free elections were held in Bangladesh from 7th December, 1970 to 

17th January; 1971, to elect representatives for the purpose of framing a constitution, 

AND 

Whereas at these elections the people of Bangladesh elected 167 out of 169 

representatives belonging to the Awami League, 

AND 

Whereas General Yahya Khan summoned the elected representatives of the 

people to meet on the 3rd March, 1971, for the purpose of framing a Constitution, 

AND 

Whereas the Assembly so summoned was arbitrarily and illegally postponed for 
indefinite period, 

AND 

Whereas instead of fulfilling their promise and while still conferring with the 

representatives, of the people of Bangladesh, Pakistan authorities declared an unjust 
and treacherous war. 

AND 

Whereas in the facts and circumstances of such treacherous conduct 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the undisputed leader of the 75 million people 

of Bangladesh, in due fulfillment of the legitimate right of self determination of the 

people of Bangladesh, duly made a declaration of independence at Dacca on March 

26, 1971, and urged the people of Bangladesh to defend the honor and integrity of 

Bangladesh, 

AND 

Whereas in the conduct of a ruthless and savage war the Pakistani authorities 

committed and are still continuously committing numerous acts of genocide and 

unprecedented tortures, amongst others on the civilian and unarmed people of 

Bangladesh, 

AND 

Whereas the Government by levying an unjust war and committing genocide and 

by other repressive measures made it impossible for the elected representatives of the 
people of Bangladesh to meet and frame a Constitution, and give to themselves a 

Government, 
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AND 

Whereas the people of Bangladesh by their heroism, bravery and revolutionary 

fervor have established effective control over the territories of Bangladesh, 

We, the elected representatives of the people of Bangladesh, as honor bound by 

the mandate given to us by the people of Bangladesh, who’s Will is supreme duly 

constituted ourselves into a Constituent. Assembly, and 

having held mutual consultations, and 

in order to ensure for the people of Bangladesh equality, human dignity and 

social justice, 

declare and constitute Bangladesh to be sovereign Peoples' Republic and thereby 

confirm the declaration of independence already made by Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, and 

do hereby affirm and resolve that till such time as a Constitution is framed, 
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman shall be the President of the Republic and that 

Syed Nazrul Islam shall be the Vice-President of the Republic, and 

that the President shall be the Supreme Commander of all the Armed Forces of 

the Republic, 

shall exercise all the Executive and Legislative powers of the Republic including 

the power to grant pardon, 

shall have the power to appoint a Prime Minister and such other Ministers as he 

considers necessary, 

shall have the power to levy taxes and expend monies, 

shall have the power to summon and adjourn the Constituent Assembly, and 

do all other things that may be necessary to give to the People of Bangladesh an 

orderly and just Government, 

We, the elected representatives of the People of Bangladesh do further resolve 

that in the event of there being no President or the President being unable to enter 

upon his office or being unable to exercise his powers and duties due to any reason 

whatsoever, the Vice-President shall have and exercise all the powers, duties and 

responsibilities herein conferred on the President. 

We further resolve that we undertake to observe and give effect to all duties and 
obligations that devolve upon us as a member of the family of nations and under the 

Charter of United Nations. 

We further resolve that this proclamation of independence shall be deemed to 

have come into effect from 26th day of March, 1971. 

We further resolve that in order to give effect to this instrument we appoint 

Prof. M. Yusuf Ali our duly Constituted Potentiary and to give to the President and 

the Vice-President oaths of office. 
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;Z��� ��'��� ���)� JQ 

���L��% J���  ��� 
�������� �����, ����' �(%����� �����*) 
!"�� ��+�, ���)� !����� ���-�� ��������� 

��[R���� Q�+[ IA�\ >��A��[� 

5W I�!� 5675 

 

LAWS CONTINUANCE ENFORCEMENT ORDER 

Mujibnagar, 

Dated 10th day of April, 1971. 

 

I, Syed Nazrul Islam, the Vice President and Acting President of Bangladesh, in 
exercise of the powers conferred on me by the Proclamation of Independence, dated 

tenth day of April, 1971, do hereby order that all laws that were in force in 

Bangladesh on 25
th

 March, 1971, shall subject to the Proclamation aforesaid continue 

to be so in force with such consequential changes as may be necessary on account of 

the creation of the sovereign independent State of Bangladesh formed by the Will of 

the people of Bangladesh and that all government officials-civil, military, judicial and 

diplomatic- who take the oath of allegiance to Bangladesh shall continue in their 

offices on terms and conditions of service so long enjoyed by them and that all 

District Judges and District Magistrates, in the territory of Bangladesh and all 

diplomatic representatives elsewhere shall arrange to administer the oath of allegiance 

to all government officials within their jurisdiction. 

This order shall be deemed to have come into effect from 26th day of March, 

1971. 

 

Signed: - SYED NAZRUL ISLAM 

                             Acting President. 
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������������� 9�]�� !���(� 
�� 9]� J����� +�$% 

�������� �����, 
,%�����, ��+�,    

55 I�!�, 5675 

 

������������� 9�]�� 
�^�0� ��� ��� ��� ������ ����_ ,�C� 

�������� ������� �X �8�� 

!���(�  �� �� 9]� J����� ����� +�$%    
(
��� ����� ����� ��� �’�� 55-`-75������ !"���� ) 


��� ���������� ��� +�Q������, 

  ���������� ���a ��� ����= ���M��,� ,%����� ��� �^�0� ��� ��� ��� ���� K ��b� 
������� �X �8��  J�� J������� J��� ��c��� ;�+d  ���ef J��� g��+�� h�% ���G 
��b��� ��b�� ���������� 
����� �X� ���� �,�� ��b��� ���A��  �� J���� �����G ���� 
������ J���� "�-���)-c�-���� �Q��, ���� ������ ���=�� ���$ 8����, ���� ����+���� 

����� �X�� ��c���� ��� ������� ;�� h��� ��i���� �����= �"� ;j� 8����।  

   3k�� ��") ��l���� Q������ �� ��� �M������ ��b� ��� ������� ����������  ��m 
����$� K�� ������ ���� �� ���A���n� op ��� �� !������ ����� J���  ����  J����� 
�!� ��� �^�0� ��� ��� ��� ���� ���������� 
����� �#�$� ���। J���� �� ����� �� 
����� 
����� ��c��� ����$� ���8 J  I��q। ��r� ����-�� ������ ���A������ ��p�� �� 
!������ J���� ,�a �����G �� I� I� Q����� ���@ ����G ��, ���8��� ��- 
��������� 
����$� ���G J����� I ;+�����) ��c�� ��)����� �!�%�� 9L� ��� �Q�। !��A� ���� 
��c���� ���s� J����� ���M��c���� Q������� ���� ���G, ���*� ���G J����� �,t�� ���� 
���G।  

J����� ;��A ���� K ����� �� ���� J���� p�� ��b�a���G Q������� +�a��= ���A��� 
��p��, ��� ���A ���� J���� IQ�=Q !��% ����G ��, ����X��-�%) u�������$� ��A ���� 
����-���� J� ��M� G�� ���G I� �� ��i���  ���  v ��। ���8��� ���G J��� �G��� I� 
���w�!� ���$। �0���L���A, ���� K ����-��x��, ,�, ��y��� J� ��td��)� G���� ,�a KC� J��� 
�G��� �B�-������ ���$। ���8�� +���, J���K +����� ��� K �%z��� J����� �8�� ;�� ����। 
��w J ?  

J����� ����� ���A���� K J���)� ����� ���x� ���� J��� J��� !��% ����G �� J��� 
�������-���)A���� ����� 
������  �A ��� J���  �� ���� ����, ���� J����� ��� �8�� 
������ �|������ �"���� ��=�� ����K J��� �X�। J����� ;��A ���� K ������� ���G �| 
�� !�� ���Y� ���� � ��, ��� � ��% ���� ���A। J��� ��� !8� J#�� !���� ���� �A8) 
���� ����� �� 
�� ! ��(� �������� ��� ��G�����  �A ���K ��G�� ���। J���� 
�|������ =A�} K �����p ������ ��������� ����G I�� J����� ��� ���� �� ;m �G� ��Q 
���Q p�� ��b�a���G I�� ������� ��G� ��= �,�� �  ������ Jg� ��� ���A ����G। 
��������� 
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J  
���, �������� J  ��M। ~������ ���������� J  
��� ���������� �� ���  ��,�� ��� 
����� #��� ��a��� ���� I�� J����� I �� ��� �8� ����b ��Q��  ,L��  ���e। 

J  !������ J�d���� �8� c�������� !���= #�� ��tb�G �,�G। �� �� �� �� ���$ J ��� 
IQ 
����� ��c��� ���, �����G। ��^� ��� ��[ K Q, ��, J�-I� ��� ��i��� ������� IQ 

����� ��c���� �� ��� ��� �����+��, ����G I�� ������� ��� ��� �����,J���, ��� ����, 
JK������, �
e����� �����, G��, g��� K ;A�A �� �� �� �� ��c��� ���$ IQ ���� ���, 
�����G । ;�� ;� ����� ���A I����� ��� ��t��� �����)� ��� ����G K �|��� ���G ���� 
�G��� ��� ;m K �,���-��p� ���� ������ I  ���M������� �|��� ��������� ����  A !�E� 
��� ����G। ��,������ ��i��� +�Q���� �� ����� J�G J������� ;m K ;A� �����A 
��C��e। 

  ����= K ����B� ;��� ��^� ��� ���[� �� � ����� ������F�� J��� ��� ���"���� 
����_  �����G। ����� �������F� ����_ J����� ���M����� ;��� ���� K �����_� ���8 �|� 
���, ��������� ����G  I�� �|�������� ����= K ����B�� �A�[���[� G�9��� �F�� ���� 
���A ����G ।J����� ���M����� ���Q �|�� ����$ ��� ����� ���� c� ����G। 

"�c�� K �������� ;���� ��� ���"���� +�� ��a�G �� � � ��9� ������ K��। �t, 
Z� K ���� ������ JY��%� ���� "�c�� ���� �� !��������A� ,�a 9�C�G I�� J����� 
���M����� K ��� "���� +�Q-������ �� ��������� ���8 �|� ��������� ����G, 
����� 
��c���� Q������ IQ !������ �A���c��>� ���� Z� ����। IQ ����������%) !��������  A 
"�c�� J K �|� �����M ����G। "�c�� ����� ��G� ;�� G�a� "�c�� K �R�%) �������� 
� ���� ‘‘��M I����’’ ��� �#�$%� ��� ����G। 

������� K =��,�Q� ;���� ����_ ����  ����G �� � ��F9B�� 9��। ������� K 
=��,�Q� I���� �R�)%+��� ��M ��� J����� ���M����� z���� ���� ;c�� ���� !�E�� ��e। 
���)����� IQ ��  ��� ��� ���"���  Q�����A ~�C�� ����� ����G I�� I�����, z��� �K� 
���� ����)Q ���)����� �|��� �G�= �G�= ������������ ����� ���� ����� ������ c� ����G। 

��X%-��r� ;��� Q,��, J� I� ��� ���� �� � K����� K�� ����_ ���� ����G ���@�� 
K ������ � ���। ���@��� D������� �� ��� �� J����� ���M����� ��- I���� �8�� 
�|������� �����a� ����G I�� �|��� I� ������ �A�[���[ K ���� ����� I����� Jg� 
��� ���A ����G । �� �  ����� K��  +�� ���� ����G F������-����-������-�=��������। 

9E����, J����� ���M����� �� � J����� ����_ �� ������ �|� ��� �8�� �R�%) ��M 
����G। �� �  p� �� ~������� K �� � ����� �  ������ �|������� �R�) ;����� ��� 
���� ��� �����G। ��� ���, ���� K ��a� � ���� �R�) ��M ��� ����G । ����� K ~������ 
�A�[��[ I���� G�a� � ��� ���� ;�� I� ��M।  


����� ��c��� J����� I ;+�����) ��F�A +���A�� J�K �� ��F��A� ������ । !���� 
J����� ���M������ ��M ���a "���G। I����� ��� �� �� �� �� ���$ ���M������� ���, 
���e, ���� �|� Jq���)�%� ���A� �� �� ���a "���G। J� IQ ���, J����� ��(�% J��G 
�|� ���a ��� �������। IQ !�8��� �� ��� ���8 ���8 �� � � ��9� ���� I��= ���"��� 
��� ,�a ����� I�� ����  �8�� J���� o�� �� 
���  ���������� !8� ��
�। I���Q 
!8� 
��� �������� ����� ,C�� �8� �#�$� ��� ��।                                                                                                                
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J����� J����� 
��� �������� ������� !�� ���)��� Z���� ����G ��X- ��*� 
;���� ��M I�����। ���)����� ������ ��  ���"����  �A ����=-����B� I����� �������� 
������� J� I��= ���)��� Z�� ��� ����G।  

J��� I� ���8��� ���+x  ����� ��������� !�����, ��=O��� K �� O��� !�������� 
J�(  ���e, ��b�� �� 
"�X I�� ��� ��� ���� �� �� 
��� �������� J  ���A ���%� 
����G। ���8 ���8 J��� ��- �0���' K ���8���  ��- ����+������ K ���M���� ����$� ���G K 
‘��>Y�’ K ;A�A Jw )���� ��Z�� ���G ������A� J���  ���e । ��b�� J����� �����A ���� 
Qe�� ;8" ��)� Q�������� ��M ��b��� IQ ����� �� =��� ����� ��p�� ��$� 9b�"�� ��b�a���G 
��b�� I� 
��� �������� ������� ���8 ������ ���,����, Z�� ���� ����।  

 J��� ���K ����� �8�� ��C��� �����c��  �A ���n; ��w I=� +��� �,�� "��� � ��, 
J ��� ��� ����������  �A ���"�� �a ���� ��%� ��� J�� ���� 9���M I�� ��)�� 
�������, �� ���� ���������� ���$ ��������� ��p�� p�� ��ba��� ���� I�� �X� ���� ���� ��b� 
K ��b� �!� ��� ��  �, ��� J� ���।  

���L ��M��,)� ;m�,��� J���� ��s��� ���� � ���� Q������� ����� ����� J  
J����� ���w�!� K ��m ��i���� �� -� ��� ����� I� ~����"� 9vE��� �E। J��� ��Q�� 
���L ��M��,)� ���G ������ ��� J���  ���e, �� IQ ��A�������� ���� J�  ;m ������ 
��� � ��। I ��- ;m ���� ����G� ������ �|� JY� �8�� ����� �X� ����  �A-������ 
���� ��o����� K ������ ������ ���)"��� ��A� ����  �A �r�Q I ;m ����� ���� ���� 
���� ���। ���������� ��$�-g����� ��8�� #�� ���� �F�� �@�� )� ~������ ����� ������ �� 
;m ��� ����G I�� ����� =���� Q������ ���� IQ ���A����� ��@, J  �������Q ���)"��� ��A� 
��� ��e। J��� ;m ���������� ��M��,)� ���G J���  ���e ��, �� ;m ����� ���� ���� 
���� ����G �� ;m ���� ���a ��� ����= ��i����� -� ��� ����� !��� �0 ���� ���।  

 ���8���  ���� 9��X� ��� J K Q������� +�a��= ���A�� ���������� ���� ���)"��� 
,%��A� "����� ���e । ��Q J��� ��- ����� ���G ;m �����A "��e I�� ��b��  ����  ��� 

������� ���)�� ���A ���� I���G K �� ��� ����K ��������� ��p�� �a�Q ����G ��b�� 
J����� I >��� ��a� � ���� ����� �, I ��*�� J��� ����। 

������ �0���'������ ���G �� ;m �����A J��� "�Q�G �� J��� "�Q�G I��= 
��� ��' 
������- I��= 
��� ����� ���$ J� I��= 
��� ����� ����$� ���G । IQ �����A J��� "�Q 
��)��+��� I�� J����� 
����� ��c���� !�� ��b��� o�+e� K ����+���� !��� ������- 
��������� p�� ��ba���� I�� Jq�X�� ;����� ������, �� ;����� ��� ���� ��*� ;����� ।  
�� �G��� ��c��, �A�, K ����X�� ������ J��� J  
��� ���������� �E ����G। 
������ 
 �A �� ���A J��� �����G �� ��� ������ ���'� 9���' ����  �A �। ���8���  ���� 
��� K 
���)�+t� I��= ���w���� ��� ������ ��'�������,�<��� 9���M Z� J����� !��A। I ;����� 
���������� ���a ��� ����= ����$�  v,� ;�����।  

J����� ��i��� +�Q����, J���� ���8��� �� ���K !��w 8��� � ��, J �� ����+���� IQ 
P��)� ��� !��� �����A ��� J������� I�,�� J��� ���। ����� �8�� ;8) ��c� ��� ;m 
��� J����� ��M I����� ���C�� ��, ���� ��� J����� ���M������ ~����� ;�� �_� �� ;m 
�A���� ���� ���� ��� ����+����� �X� ����� ���  ।  
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Q�����AQ J����� ���������� #�� #�� !��A��Q �� ��� ���� ;m ���� ����G। ��b��� 
���� J K J��� J���� ;m ���� ���� ����� ��b����� J���  ���e, ��� ���� �� J�G ��Q 
��� �a�Q�� ;�� �। J����� �Z� ��*�� ��, ���Q J����� ���� J��� J���� ;m ���� ���� 
����। Q�����A !��A�� J����  ;m �A������ ���� ����  A ��=��)� ��c�� ���$��� ���, 
���,����, �p। ��b��� ���� J���� ;m �Q ��b���K IQ  ���� �p_��%) ����_ I�� X��� 
����G। �|� G�� K ��������� ;��� � ��� ����� ���  J�� ��Y� ;�� c� ���� ����। 
�������� ��  � ���� �����K J�� ��-� ���= , ��� 9�a�� ���� I�� J��� ��+��� J��� 
9��Z� ���� ���� �|�� ���� K ���� ���� ����। ����8 �| ���� � J��� ���� ��� ����A 
��- �A�Z� J����Q c� ���� ��� K ������ �a� ���@ ����� ���। ����8 ��- �F��, �� K 
�A�= ;��� � ��� ���� ���। I ��- ����_ ��� ����  �A Z��� ��c�� ���$��� ����_ �G�= 
�G�= ��� ��,�C� ��� ���। I�  �A J��� I����� ������"����� ���8 ��c�� ���$��� 
���A�� ���,����, ���� ��� I�� ��b� J��� K ���)����� ��� "��� ���।  

���� ;�� ��� G�a�K ���������� �� ���� ���� ��b�"�� ������ ����_��K ;����� ���� 
"��� �। �������) ;�+n K ����@ ��i��� ;�F������ ���A ��b�� I�K J����� ���8 ���, ���� 
�����, ��b�� �� ����� 8��� � ��, J��� ��b����� ��M I����� "�� J��� J���  ���e। 
;�p�+��� J��� J���  ���e ��- ���� ���, �=������, Q�s����, �����������, 
���������, ,��� K "�p�������-��b�� �� ;������� �������� ������� ������A I�,�� 
J��। J����� ���� ����� �� , ���  �A �� �����)�� !���  I�� J���� !��A��Q 
��� 
���������� ����� J�����, ����� �����, ����। J��� ����$ ��� ��- �� O��� ���� 
�������� ���������� IQ ��#��  ���� ����� ��� J���  ���e। ���������� 
����� �X�� 
��c��� ���a ��� ����= ����$� IQ D������� !������ K !���X� J�d���� �"��"��� 
�� O��� ,\�� ��u) ������  �A J��� J���  ���e।  

������ �|������ ���8 ��� !��� ������,�� ��� �� ��g� ���� "��� �। ��������� J  
��� ��� �F��� Z� �Q। ��� ��9 �C�L ��� ��� ���  �|O�A� G�G���� �� O��� �,�� �8�� 
,������ ���� "��, ������� ,�  ����� ��)�"� ������ ���$ #�%�+�� !�A��A� ����G ���� ��� 
IQ ������, ���������� ���8 ��*��#����� ��� ���������� 
�8)������� ���)����� ��� ��, ��� 
���������� ���$ ������� ��r� ��� ����।  ���� ���a ��� ����= �������������� ���$����� 
��� ��� ��� ����। 

J����� �� ����� ��� ��, J����� ����� 9�� I�=� ��� "����� ��K�� ����G। ��� Q 

�+����  ������ �A�� ��� ���A। ��� ���8�K ��A!��� �� � ���� #�=�� ���� ���� ����।  

J����� 9�"� ��� ����� ��� �A� �����" ��� I�� � ���� �� �A���� ���। �������� K 
�A�������� ���G ����$ ;����� ��b�� �� � ������ K ������� ���� ��p�� �A�Z� c� ��� I�� 
� ������ ��� ���� ����� ������ Y�X���� ��Q�� � ��� ��� ���� ���@ ����।  

I ���� �� J�����  � ;��A���� ���� ��d��� ���% �Q। J���� Q�����A ���� K 
�A��,� ������ �� �� � ; ) ����G �|�X J �� �� 1@Q ��l�� �����G । ���� �+���G� ��, 
J���� ������� I�� ������ , )�� ��" -� ��� ���� ��i���� +��$AL J��-+��� J� �"�� 
���i�� +� ������ ��i����� ���� ���=� ��" ���$ ����। ��w ����� �� J�� J  ������L ��� 
�,�G। J��� ����� ������� JY��� ��p�� �a�Q ��� �=�� J�G I�� ������� �� !����� 
��=�� ���e  I��  
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����� ��- $a�( �A8) ��� �,�G। ����� ���A �������� ��� �8 J  �0- z���� ���8 J  
����� ���,����, ���ex। 9�a� ���  �8�� ����� �F�� I����� Q������ �� J� ���� �� �=���� 
����� ����� �। K��� ����� �������� ��Q J����� ���M����� �0 ��� �����G। Q������� 
9�a� ���  J� ���� �� ���������� J���� ���� ���� �। ���������� ���a ��� ����= 9E�� 
 �����f� ��l��� K�� J �� ���Gx ����� ��। ���������� J���� ���Q l�a� ��� op ��e। 
K��  �� K�� ������। K��  �� K��� ��p�� ���8��� ��- ����$� ����= K #�%�। K�� +��, K�� 
�m- ����A K��� ���� ��� ��� ������� ��� ��� �। ��Q K�� 9v���� �� u�� ����� ���� 
9�C�G। 

���8�� J  � �, ����G। ���8��� IQ ;@� ���L ��� ���������� ���� ������ J�G ���*� 
���$, ����� K�� I u���� ����� ���� 9�C�G। ���*� ���$ J  J� Q�������� ������� 
JQ-��i��� �X�� ��8A� ���M J� ; ���� 
���� ��� ��� ���  �। �� ��- ��������  
���������� IQ ����� +������ K ������ �8�� ;�A���� �����G ���� Q������� IQ ;A�� K 
;����� ��� J� u������� ��p�� �d�  ���e। ;����X �� ��- �������� J����� ��M 
I���� �����) ����G ��b�� ��� ��� ���e ���������� ����$� IQ ��� !������ ����� ���-
J� ��� ��� ���e Q������ ������� u�� K ��\������ "�X�� !��%।  

Q�����A ����+��� ������ I�� +����$) IQ ���)"�� ,��A�� ��p�� ��b��� �b������ 9��� 
����G I�� ����+��� ������ ;����� IQ ��A��n K ���a �0 ����� J���  �����G। �c= 
���=K ���������� I ;�Z� �R��) � �, ��� 9�C�G। �� ��- ����-�� ���� ����A� ��s�� ��� 
z��� J��� ��8 ����� ��c� ���G� ������� ����� ������ ���� ;
�����  �����G J����� 
!������ ��� ����� K �����। 

���K ��� ��� ��� ���������� #=������ ����-��� J+Aw�� �A���� ��� ;�+��� 
���G, ��� I�8� I� ���������� �� ��A ��� �,�G �� ���a ��� ����= ���$�� ���$ ����� 
�"@�, ����� �@�� )� 
������� �A8) ��� ���� $a�( I��= Jw )���� �A����� ���,�%� ����G 
I�� IQ ���A� J  ���8��� ��- ����$� ������� �a� ���e। ���������� ������� �X �8�� 
J��� ������ ;�Z��� ��i��� +�Q��� ���������� ��X  �� ���@ K ���8��� ���@ J�$)% ���� 
;�����  �����G। ���8��� ���+x �� ����� J��� J����� !����� ��C��e I�� ������� ��- 
����� ���G ��=O��� 
����� K J����� 
����� K Jq�X�� ��c��� �����A K ����+��� �"�� 
��C��e। 

J����� �� ��- +�Q��� �|����� ��������� ����A K ;����� �,���� J��, J��� 
������� ��p�� ��c�� ��� ���� K ��*���� ���8 ���M� �8 �"�� J�G ��b����� J��� I� 
������)�  AK +���� ���� �। ��b�� J����� ��c��� ���� ��� "� ��b���  �A �Q� J����� 
J�(% ��b��� ��X ���LQ ��M I����� J�� ��� � ��b����� J��� J*�� I�� �!�%� ���e 
���������� ���a ��� ����= ����$� �X �8��, ���� +�Q������ ������ Jq�� �X �8��। 
������� �M ��8� ���� ���� �। Q��JB�� ,  � J����� ����r�।   

J����� ��� ��#)Z��� ��� � ��� J����� �Z���*��; ��� !����Q J����� ��M ���� ��e 
I�� J����� I ��c�� ���8��� 
����� ���e। ��w J����� ���M������ ���� ��$ ��� � ��� 
���� J�, �|�� J�K ;�� �MX� J� u������ ���@ ����। ��Q ����� ���) ����-��� 
u�������$� K�� �� �������� ,�a ������ ����� J����� ���Q�� !��n��� ��� ���। 
J����� IQ ���� ����_ ���� I� ������)�  �AK +��� �,�� "��� � �� I ��� ,��� I�� I� 
���A��� ;�8)  I �8�Q ���� �� �� I ��� ���������� P��� ����$� ���। ���= ��K�� ����� 
��$�, g���, ��A��E, G��-  
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 �� ��b��� ����, ��b��� ����!�, ��b��� ��*��, 
��� ���������� �"w�� ��b��� ���!�%, 
��b��� Jq�����, ��b��� �A�, K ����X��  v �� IQ �� 
��� ��������। ���a ��� ����= 
����$� ������ !�"@�� F�!�� ��� 9C�� J����� 
������ �R� । ���������� ��x P��� 
����$�  �A ��"� ���� I� �� ���8��, ����� ���$ ���$�� ���$ ���� �। J����� !��n� 
���� X���, ���,, �����_ J� ;n���� ;�+��� �8�� ���M। IQ ���� �����_ ����� � ���� ���a 
��� ����= ��� ��i���  +�Q����� ������ ����� K ;��� ��M। ��b�� J  �M ���� 9�)� ���G 
���������� ���=,����� 9L��$)� ��e 
���  ���������� �� ���$, ��b��� �M J� #��� �+ � 
���= �8�� ,�a 9C�� �� ,���(� ��� �A�Z�; ,%����� ��A��% ���A J� ����"���� �+�E!-�� 
���� ���� ‘ � �����”, ‘‘ � 
��� ��������’’। 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
�������� ������� ��(�+� ,C �� =�Q�� ;� Q�\�� –����B� 5V I�!�, 5675 

MUJIB IS HEAD OF WAR CABINET FOR BANGLADESH 

Press Report on April 13, 1971. 

A six-member war cabinet headed by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was formed in 
Bangladesh today when the West Pakistanis launched an all-out offensive in 

strongholds of his liberation forces. 

An important Awami League member announced somewhere in Bangladesh that 

the Government, with Nazrul Islam as Vice-President and the Party General 

Secretary, Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed, as Prime Minister, would guide and coordinate the 

war of liberation. 

Today's announcement formalised Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's proclamation of a 

Sovereign Democratic Republic of Bangladesh on March 25 when the martial law 

authorities cracked down on East Bengal calling the Sheikh a "traitor". 

According to the announcement, Mr. Khondakar Mushtaque Ahmed is Foreign 

Secretary in the Government. 

Other members of the Government are Capt. Mansoor Ali and Mr. A. H. M. 

Kamaruzzaman. 

The Government came into being following protracted deliberations at a meeting 

of National Assembly members and top Awami League leaders. 

Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed, a close associate of the Bangabandhu since long, had led 

the Awami League team at the advisers-level meeting during the abortive 

constitutional talks last month.; 

He and Mr. Kamaruzzaman were both General Secretaries of the Awami League. 

Mr. Kamaruzzaman was also Secretary of the Awami League party in the 

National Assembly. 

Mr. Khondakar Mushtaque Ahmed was believed to be the Awami League's choice 

for Speakership of the National Assembly which never met. 

Mr. Mansur Ali, of Pabna, was leader of the Awami League party in the 

Provincial Assembly. 

The formation of the Government was announced in a broadcast from the newly 

set up Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra and confirmed by the Press Adviser to President 

Rahman. 

The radio said formal proclamation of the new Government would take place at 9 

a.m. tomorrow. 
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The headquarters of the Government would be at Chuadanga in the liberated 

area. 

The radio said the Council of Ministers would be expanded at a later stage. 

The Government of Bangladesh would be based on the principle of collective 

responsibility, it added. 

The portfolios of Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed's Cabinet colleagues are expected to be 

announced tomorrow. 
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�������                  ��� ����� 

 ������%� !�� �������� 
������� ���)� 

��������� �����, !"�� ��� 5V I�!�,5675 

                 

 ������%� !�� ��� ������%� !�� ��� ������%� !�� ��� ������%� !�� �������� ������ ������ ������ ������� ���)������� ���)������� ���)������� ���)�    
 �,�C� �������� �����  ,�%� !�� IQ ���)����  ��� ����G�  

 5। �"��L�� K ����-o�$��  �A J�� �A�M��� >�M�� �� ������ � ���G ��� ��।  

3। ���M��c���� ��*��#������ ���- ��।  

V। JK���� ���,� Z��� ������ ��G �8�� � � � �� ��� 9�"�।  

`। �p%�� ���� ����-I�  �A ��=�� ���M�Ft  ���� "�� J��-�����Q ��b�� ���)� 
����।  

k। !��A� c��-!�� J������ c�� �� c������ !����� ��^ #�< ���,����, �X� ��� 
"�� I�� ��- ������� ���0 ��1��� K�������� ����।  

4। ��M ;������ ������ ��)"����� JK���� ���,� Z��� ��� ��� �8�� ���)� �।  

7। ��-����� �A�Z�� ��- ��)"��� �������� ������� ���)� ��� "�� K ���>K-����-� 
z��� ��� �8�� !"���� ���)� 9��X� �p। z���� ��-�������)��� ������  ^�-������ ���)� 
;��A ���� �������� ����� ��b��� �A���  ���e।  

U। �� � I����� ���M�Ft  ��A��\� ���)� ;����� ;������ !���X� �A�Z�� ��- ��� 
��� "��।  

6। J��� I����� ��d�+�  ���� �#����F�� ���G। ����� ���0 ����� 8��� I�� ��� 
���K ������ ���b  ����Q ��=�� ���M�Ft  ���� ��� ��।   
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JB�� J��� 


��� ������ ��c���  ,�%� !�� �������� ������� 

���)����� 
������� +�Q������,   

������ ����-�� �o��M��  ���������� ���� ���= �8�� ��=�� ����� K ��^����� ���$%��M 
��� I��= �� ����-���� ���  �A�Z� ,�a ������ ��� ��8 K �� ��� ��^���� !��!� ��� 
�^�0�� J���) K ����_ ,� 53Q I�!� ���� 
��� �������� ����� �8�� �������� ����� �#�$� 
��� ����G। IQ �#�$�� �� �8�� ���M ��c�� �C� ����)� ��Q I� ��1@ ,���� "��G। !���= 
��^��� J  �  �  #�� !�������� P,) ,�a ���� ������ ��  �8�� J�K �� �� ��� ����G। 
���M������ ���A� �� �� ���aQ "���G । ��*��#���  ^� �o ������� ���� ��� ���*� ������ 
J  ��8� ���� ��ba��� �����G ���-��^���� ��� J  J�K �����; ��*�� J  ;=�=; !���= ��^��� 
J  ��c�� �8�� ;���ex।  

 ��^���� J��-J��¡�� !��F�� I ������� ��'!�� ��)��"� ����G 
��� ������ 
������ ��^���� �!� ���������� ;��������� ��� �^�0� ��� ��� ��� ����। J� ��b� ������ 
������ ����G �A�,� K g��� �����d। 

~���  p� Q����, 9�-��'��� ��� ��)��"�।  �� �� 9�] J��� !����(�_� ����_ 
��� ���� I�� ����X� ����� ����_K ;����M+��� ��b� 9�� A- । ���d��� ������� 
J��� ����' �(� ������ ��)��"�। 
��� ����� ������� �(� ���$�� J� ��b�� ����G ��b�� ��� 
 �� ���� J��,  �� I, IQ", I�, ���p����।  

 ����� Jo ��F�A ; )�� 9�]��A ����� �¢�� ������ ���)�����  ��� ����G।  

 ����-�� ���$��,�<� K ����� +�a��=�� ������ ~�A����� J  ���������� ���a ��� ����= 
������ 9�� �, ~����"� ��)��� "����� ���e। ��^���� ;���� ���� ;��"���� ;��� �"���G, 
��^���� ;���� ���� ����� ��-���, +�Q���, �w�-�w�����  �A ;x-�m-��X�-�"��L��� ���� 
 �����G, ��^���� ;���� ���� ����$� ��)��� ��� ��8� ���� ��b"�� �"���G। ��^���� ;���� 
JB������� ��@ I ���8����, JB��� ���)��� ����� ���8 ���w�� ���� ��� ���� �"���G। 
��^���� ;���� ��� £@�� ���)��� ;A��, ;��"��, ���$ K ��)���� ;��� #�=�� I� ��d� 
K ���� ���  �A�Z� ,�a ������ ���� �#�$� ����G।  

������ ��p�� ������ ����� ����� ��M�� l�b���� ��a�G। ����� ���� J���� ���%�m 
J� J����� ���� ��� �p%��� ��)��M�� JB������� �����A, ����������  ������� ;=�= 
�����, ���M���+� ��  ����, �| ������� ;��"� !��n�।    
 

������� ��� ����� 

 ,�� !�� �������� ������� 
���)����� 

�������� �����, !"�� ��� 5` I�!�,5675 
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���������� I ��c��� ��, ��, �g%�, ��) �Q। ������ ���=, ��� , J���, ������ 
���������� ����$� J  I���� ���"� J��� ��^���। ��Q ������ G��-��X�, ��$�-g���, 
���-��%�, ���-��p$ �����Q ���M ������ ��^ ������ ���� ���, ���M ~����� ���� I�� 
��ba��� ���। ������ ���= �8�� �|�� 9L��� ����  �A !��A���Q I�,�� ���� ���।  

 

���)����� 
 5। !�� ���/c��/��B�� I�-I�  ;����� ��)��"� ���  ���   ��� ��i��� �X� ���� 

���; J�K D�A�� ��M�� �|� ���8 ;�����, !������ ��#���� P�)�� ��c�� "����� ���� ���। 

3। �  �  I����� ���A K ��A!��� �� ��A���� "������ ����� ����� ��� J� "����� 
��=����  �A ���A���A� 9L��� ��a���� J� ��c� ����� �"@� ���� ���।  

V। ������� ���, ���F������, "���, >����� Q�A��� ��� ������� ���)������ ��p�� ��C�� ���@ 
����� ���। J��� ;��A ���� ���-���� �A�Z� ���� ���।  

`। ~��d  ���� ���� K ��¥�� "����� ���� ���। ��)!��� �������� �A�, ���  ���� 
���E� ��A��% ���1��� ��_����� ¦����_�  ����� �� �� ���� ���। Jq��M� 9�� ��*�� 
���� Jq�+)���� ���< ���  ,�a ����� �"@� "����� ���� ���।  

k। �|�� �"�� ���। ;��^��� ������ �������� �| ��� J�GQ। ���� ������ �"���। 
����q� ���� #��� �|। ���)� �����Q ����, ;�\��� ���� JK�a�� ������� ��� � ������� ���� 
�|� "� ���!�% ��^���� J������ #��� ��a��। I�� ���- ������� �� C�Q ���� "��। I���� 
K��� �§�� �a�� J� �-�� ��K�� ���� �। I ���� ������ �"� ����� ���। ��*��#������ 
�8 �G�a �����  �A ����� ���� ���। ���K ��� ����� o+����� 9�� � �� �� �¨©)� ��)��)�� 
���G ����� ��-�C���  ���� ���� ��� I�� ���)�X ��������� ��)���� ���- !���� �A�Z� 
���� । 

4। c��� c��� �X������ ,�a ����� ���। ���M������ ��=��  ��X%������ �X������� 
�
e�������� !��X% ���� �A�Z� ����G। c���� ���- K ��ª�� �X� G�a�K I�� !��� � 
���M������ ��  ̂!������ ��c��� ;�� c�% ����।  

7। c��/��� ;8�� ��B�� ����� �� ��� ���A ��� ��)�" ��� c��- c���w�� ���,����, K 
�%A ����� �A�Z�� �����,-������  �X��  �A !�"@� "�����। I� 9���� -��� ��ª�� �X�� 
����_ 8���� !������ K  ���� ���$�� ��)��"� ���A��� ����।  

U। ���������� ��� ��M I����� ������, J��������, ��-������ ��)"����� -�� -�� 
��)��"�  !�������� ���)�� ��  ����। �| ����� I�����  !�������Q �A�M�����$ 
;�Z������ �A�Z� ����।  

6। ��� ������, J�� ������, ��)�� �� ;���!�� ��^��� ��)"��� ;������� ��=�� 
���M��� ������ ���, ���� I�� ��� ;�Z���Q �|� ������,�� ���� �।  

5W। ���,����, �A�Z�� ����$+��� ��-"��"� ��Z�� ��)"����� ��� ;�Z���Q �|�  ���8 
������,�� ���� � I�� ����� ��� �������� ��� ��M I����� "�� J���।  
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� �� �� ���� �। � � �=��� �। �� � 9�� ��*�� ������ �। �� ����� J��� I 
��c�� A���� ��c��, ���A� ��c�� । ��r� ����-�� ������ P�� ��^��� ������ ���-��p$, 
����-������ ��Q�� ��A� ����, ��a�#� ��= ����, ������ ���� I�=��� ���� ����। ��� ��� 
����� J � !������ ������, ��� ��-,��� ��� �� ���B�, ��,�� �� ��� Jg�!�8)�  
��������� ��� �8�� ��b�"�। I ��c�� J����� ��b"�� ��c�� । ��)��M�� JB���‘��� 9�� 
��*�� ���� A���� ��c��� ;��"� 8���।  

                 

                    h�% �p� JB�� !����� �����G  

                  ‘‘;����� "�Q�� +��$AL �r�Q �����’’ 

                   ��*�� ����� 

                ‘‘JB��� �����A K �� � ��=��)�’’।  

 

 

                                                       � �^�0� ��� ��� �! 

                                                                     �  �����! 
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Re-organization of Liberation Forces: 
 

The newly formed "Provisional" Government on April 14 set about the task of 

transforming the liberation army into an organized force by setting up a full-fledged 

operational base and an Interim capital and naming commanders for well-defined 

liberated zones. 

Col. Osmani of the Bengal Regiment, who had retired from active service some 

time before the flare-up in East Bengal, was appointed the General Officer 
Commanding-in- Chief of the "Mukti Fauj". 

The names of regional commanders as announced by the Prime Minister, Mr. 

Tajuddin Ahmed, were: Maj. Khalid Musharaf, Sylhet-Comilla; Maj. Ziaur Rahman, 

Chittagong-Noakhali; Maj. Safiulla, Mymensingh-Tangail; and Maj. M.A. Osman, 
south- west. 

Besides the interim capital located in the western zone, a regional unit had been 

set in the Sylhet-Comilla zone with full administrative authority for the eastern 

region. 

He said that in the Sylhet-Comilla region, Maj. Khalid Musharaf of the Hast 

Bengal Regiment had driven the Army to the cantonments of Sylhet and Comilla. 

In the Chittagong-Noakhali sector, Maj. Ziaur Rahman was in full command of 

the liberation forces who had contained the enemy in limited pockets of Chittagong. 

Maj. Safiulla was poised to march on Dacca after liberating all areas in 

Mymensingh and Tangail. 

In the south-west region, Mr. Ahmed said, Maj. Osman had taken command, 

liberating large areas of Khulna, Kushtia, Jessore, Faridpur, Barisal and Patuakhali. 
The enemy remained confined to Jessore cantonment and parts of Khulna town. 

In north Bengal, a unified command of the East Bengal Regiment and the East 

Pakistan Rifles had laid siege on Rangpur and Saidpur enemy positions. 

 

Democratic Republic of Bangladesh Proclaimed: 

Amidst thunderous cheers from a 10,000-strong crowd which included 

contingents of the EPR, Ansars and Mujahids, the Democratic Republic of 

Bangladesh was proclaimed in Mujibnagar on April 17 as a formally constituted 

State, to be run by a presidential form of Government. 
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The Prime Minister, Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed declared that the Government's writ 

ran through 90 per cent of the territory, except for the cantonments and a few 

administrative headquarters which were being held by the Army. About 50 foreign 

journalists watched and recorded the proceedings. 

The proclamation named Syed Nazrul Islam as Vice-President, but explained that 

if the President, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, "is absent, or cannot function or is 

incapacitated," Mr. Islam would carry on the functions of the President. 

Pending the formulation of a new Constitution, the President would be the head 

of the armed forces and the sole legislative authority. He would appoint the Prime 
Minister and his colleagues, levy taxes and authorize expenditure and would convene 

or adjourn a Constituent Assembly. 

The proclamation explained why this step had been necessary and affirmed that 

this was being done in accordance with the mandate of the people as reflected in the 

results of the last elections. The objective of the new State and "nation" would be to 

ensure human dignity and social justice. This, Mr. Islam said, had been sought to be 

achieved peacefully by the State's 75 million people over the last 23 years. But, they 

had been frustrated by the feudal interests and the military Junta. 

Their present struggle, he said, was for political, cultural and economic 

emancipation of the people of Bangladesh as well as for their very existence and "win 

we must, today, tomorrow or the day after". 

He urged foreign journalists to convey his message to their respective countries 
that for the sake of human liberty, dignity and values as well as for the sake of 

democracy, big and small Powers throughout the world, especially those in Africa and 
Asia, should recognize his Government and "do something positive to alleviate the 

miseries of the Bangladesh people." 

He went a step further. He said that in the past, Pakistan had secured arms from 

other countries mainly for the defense of the country and at a very heavy cost in terms 
of hard labor by the people to earn foreign exchange. It was tragic that these arms 

were now being used against the un-ramped people of Bangladesh. 

He urged these countries not only to stop fresh supplies but also to ensure that no 

further use was made of these lethal weapons against the people of Bangladesh. 

 

-------------- 
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PRESS STATEMENT 

Issued By 

 

MR. TAJUDDIN AHMED 
Prime Minister of Bangladesh 

On 17th April, 1971 

 

TO THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD 
 

Bangladesh is at war. It has been given no choice but to secure it right of self- 

determination through a national liberation struggle against the colonial oppression of 

West Pakistan. 

In the face of positive attempts by the Government of Pakistan to distort the facts 

in a desperate attempt to cover up their war of genocide in Bangladesh, the world 

must be told the circumstances under which the peace-loving people of Bangladesh 

were driven to substitute armed struggle for parliamentary politics to realize the just 

aspirations of the people of Bangladesh. . 

The Six Point Programme for autonomy for Bangladesh within Pakistan had been 
put forward in all sincerity by the Awami League as the last possible solution to 

preserve the integrity of Pakistan. Fighting the elections to the National Assembly on 

the issue of Six Points, the Awami League won 167 out of 169 seats from Bangladesh 

in a House of 313. Its electoral victory was so decisive that it won 80 % of the popular 

votes cast. The decisive nature of its victory placed it in a clear majority within the 

National Assembly. 

The post election period was a time of hope, for never had a people spoken so 

decisively in the history of parliamentary democracy. It was widely believed in both 
Wings that a viable constitution based on Six Points could be worked out. The 

Pakistan People's Party which emerged as the leading party in Sind and Punjab had 
avoided raising the issue of Six Points in their election campaign and had no 

obligation whatsoever to its electorate to resist it. In Baluchistan, the dominant party, 

National Awami Party, was fully committed to Six Points. In NWFP, the NAP, 

dominant in the Provincial Assembly, was also a believer in maximum autonomy. The 

course of the elections, which marked the defeat of the reactionary parties, therefore, 

gave every reason to be optimistic about the future of democracy in Pakistan. 
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Preparatory to the convening of the National Assembly talks were expected 

between the main parties in the political arena. However, whilst the Awami League 

was always willing, preparatory to going to the Assembly, to explain its constitutional 

position and to discuss alternative proposals from the other parties, it believed that the 

spirit of a true democracy demanded that the constitution be debated and finalized in 

the National Assembly rather than in secret sessions. To this end, it insisted on an 

early summoning of the National Assembly. In anticipation of this session, the Awami 
League worked day and night to prepare a draft constitution based on Six Points and 

fully examined all the implications of formulating and implementing such a 
constitution. 

The first major talks over Pakistan's political future took place between General 

Yahya and Sheikh Mujibur Rahman in Mid-January. In this session General Yahya 

probed the extent of the Awami League's commitment to its programme and was 

assured that they were fully aware of its implications. But contrary to expectation 

Yahya did not spell out his own ideas about the constitution. General Yahya gave the 

impression of not finding anything seriously objectionable in Six Points but 

emphasized the need for coming to an understanding with the PPP in West Pakistan. 

The next round of talks took place between the PPP and the Awami League from 

27th January, 1971 in Dacca where Mr. Bhutto and his team held a number of 

sessions with the Awami League to discuss the constitution. 

As in the case with Yahya, Mr. Bhutto did not bring any concrete proposals of his 
own about the nature of the constitution. He and his advisers were mainly interested 

in discussing the implications of Six Points. Since their responses were essentially 
negative and they had no prepared brief of their own it was not possible for the talks 

to develop into serious negotiations where attempts could be made to bridge the gap 

between the two parties. It was evident that as yet Mr. Bhutto had no formal position 

of his own from which to negotiate. 

It must be made clear that when the PPP left Dacca there was no indication from 

their part that a deadlock had been reached with the Awami League. Rather they 
confirmed that all doors were open and that following a round of talks with West 

Pakistani leaders, the PPP would either have a second and more substantive round of 
talks with the Awami League or would meet in the National Assembly whose 

committees provided ample opportunity for detailed discussion on the constitution. 

Mr. Bhutto's announcement to boycott the National Assembly therefore came as a 

complete surprise. The boycott decision was surprising because Mr. Bhutto had 

already been accommodated once by the President when he refused Sheikh Mujib's 

plea for an early session of the Assembly on 15th February and fixed it, in line with 
Mr. Bhutto's preference, for 3rd March. 
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Following his decision to boycott the Assembly, Mr. Bhutto launched a campaign 

of intimidation against another parties in West Pakistan to prevent them from 

attending the session. In this task, there is evidence that Lt. Gen. Umer, Chairman of 

the National Security Council and close associate of Yahya, with a view to 

strengthening Mr. Bhutto's hand, personally pressurized various West Wing leaders 

not to attend the Assembly. In spite of this display of pressure tactics by Mr. Bhutto 

and Lt Gen. Umer, all members of the National Assembly from West Pakistan, except 
the PPP and the Qayyum Muslim League had booked their seats to East Pakistan, for 

the session of 3rd March. 

Within the QML itself, half their members had booked their seats and there were 

signs of revolt within the PPP where many members were wanting to come to Dacca. 

Faced with the breakdown of this joint front against Bangladesh, General Yahya 

obliged Mr. Bhutto on 1st March by postponing the Assembly, not for any finite 

period, but sine die. Moreover he dismissed the Governor of East Pakistan, Admiral 

S. M. Ahsan, who was believed to be one of the moderates in his administration. The 

Cabinet with its component of Bengalis was also dismissed so that all power was 

concentrated in the hands of the West Wing military Junta. 

In these circumstances Yahya's gesture could not be seen as anything but an 

attempt to frustrate the popular will by colluding with Mr. Bhutto. The National 

Assembly was the only forum where Bangladesh could assert its voice and political 

strength, and to frustrate this was a clear indication that Parliament was not to be the 

real source of power in Pakistan. 

The reaction to the postponement in Bangladesh was inevitable and spontaneous 
and throughout the land people took to the streets to record their protest at this 

arbitrary act. People now felt sure that Yahya never really intended to transfer power, 

and was making a mockery of parliamentary politics. The popular mood felt that the 

rights of Bangladesh could never be realized within the framework of Pakistan, where 

Yahya could so blatantly frustrate the summoning of an Assembly proclaimed by his 

own writ and urged that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman must go for full independence. 

Sheikh Mujib however continued to seek a political settlement. In calling for 

programme of non-cooperation on 3rd March he chose the weapon of peaceful 
confrontation against the army of occupation as an attempt to bring them to their 

senses. This was in itself a major gesture in the face of the cold-blooded firing on 
unarmed demonstrators on the 2nd and 3rd March which had already led to over a 

thousand casualties. 

The course of the non-cooperation movement is now a part of history. Never in 

the course of any liberation struggle has non-cooperation been carried to the limits, 
attained within Bangladesh between 1st and 25th March. Non-cooperation was total. 

No judge of the High Court could be found to administer the oath of office to the new 
Governor. Lt. General Tikka Khan. The entire civilian administration including the 

police and the Civil Service of Pakistan, refused to attend office. The people stopped 
supply of food to the army. Even the civilian employees of the Defense establishment 

joined the boycott. 
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Non-cooperation did not stop at abstention from work. The civilian 

administration and police positively pledged their support to Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

and put themselves under his orders. 

In this situation the Awami League without being a formally constituted 

Government, was forced to take on the responsibility of keeping the economy and 

administration running whilst non-cooperation lasted. In this task they had the 

unqualified support not only of the people but the administration and business 

community. The latter two subordinated themselves to the directives of the Awami 

League and accepted them as the sole authority to solve their various problems. 

In these unique circumstances the economy and administration were kept going 

in spite of the formidable problems arising out of the power vacuum which had 
suddenly emerged in Bangladesh. In spite of the lack of any formal authority, Awami 

League volunteers in cooperation with the police maintained a level of law and order 
which was a considerable improvement on normal times. 

Faced with this demonstration of total support to the Awami League and this 

historic non-cooperation movement, General Yahya appears to have modified his 

tactics. On the 6th March he still seemed determined to provoke a confrontation when 
he made his highly provocative speech putting the full blame for the crisis, on the 

Awami League and not even referring to the architect of the crisis, Mr. Bhutto. It 
seems that he expected a declaration of independence on 7th March. The Army in 

Dacca was put on full alert to crush the move and Lt. Gen. Tikka Khan was flown to 
replace Lt. Gen. Yakub to signify the hardening of attitudes within the Junta. 

Sheikh Mujib, however, once again opted for the path of political settlement in 

spite of massive public sentiment for independence. In presenting his 4-point proposal 

for attending the National Assembly he not only had to contain the public mood but to 

leave a way open for Yahya to explore this last chance for a peaceful settlement. 

It is now clear that Yahya and his Generals never had the slightest intention of 

solving Pakistan's political crisis peacefully but were only interested in buying time to 

permit the reinforcement of their military machine within Bangladesh. Yahya's visit to 

Dacca was a mere cover for his plan of genocide. It now becomes clear that 

contingency plans for such a crisis had already begun well in advance of the crisis. 

Shortly before 1st March tanks which had been sent north to Rangpur to defend 

the borders were brought back to Dacca. From 1st March the families of Army 
personnel were being sent off to West Pakistan on a priority basis along with the 

families of West Pakistani businessmen. 

The military build-up was accelerated after 1st March and continued throughout 

the talks up to 25th March. Members of the armed forces dressed in civilian clothes 
were flown in PIA commercial flights via Ceylon. C-130s carrying arms and 

provisions for the garrisons flew into Dacca. It is estimated that up to one division, 
with complementary support, as brought into Bangladesh between 1st and 25th 

March. To ensure security, the airport was put under strict air force control and 
heavily guarded with artillery and 
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machinegun nets whilst movement of passengers was strictly supervised. An SSG 

Commando Group specially trained for undercover operations in sabotage and 

assassinations was distributed in key centers of Bangladesh and were probably 

responsible for the attacks on Bengalis in Dacca and Saidpur in the two days before 

25th March to provoke clashes between locals and non-locals so as to provide a cover 

for military intervention. 

As part of this strategy of deception Yahya adopted the most conciliatory posture 

in his talks with Mujib. In the talks beginning on 16th March, he expressed regrets for 

what had happened and his sincere desire for a political settlement. In a crucial 

meeting with Sheikh Mujib he was asked to positively state the Junta's position on the 

Awami League's 4-point proposal. 

He indicated that there were no serious objections and that an interim constitution 

could be worked out by the respective Advisers embodying the four points. 

The basic points on which agreement was reached were: 

(1) Lifting of Martial Law and transfer of power to a Civilian Government by 

a Presidential Proclamation. 

(2) Transfer of power in the provinces to the majority parties. 

(3) Yahya to remain as President and in control of the Central Government. 

(4) Separate sittings of the National Assembly members from East and West 
Pakistan preparatory to a joint session of the House to finalize the 

Constitution. 

Contrary to the distortions now put out by both Yahya and Bhutto the proposal 

for separate sittings of the Assembly was suggested by Yahya to accommodate Mr. 

Bhutto. He cited the practical advantage that whilst 6-points provided a viable 

blueprint to regulate relations between Bangladesh and the Centre its application 

would raise serious difficulties in the West Wing. For this reason West Wing MNA's 

must be permitted to get together to work out a new pattern of relationships in the 
context of a Six-Point constitution and the dissolution of One-Unit. 

Once this agreement in principle had been reached between Sheikh Mujib and 

Yahya there was only the question of defining the powers of Bangladesh vis-a-vis the 

Centre during the interim phase. Here it was again jointly agreed that the distribution 

of power should as far as possible approximate to the final constitution approved by 

the National Assembly which it was expected would be based on 'Six Points'. 

For working out this part of the interim settlement Mr. M. M. Ahmed, the 

Economic Adviser to the President was specially flown in. In his talks with the 

Awami League advisers he made it clear that provided the political agreement had 

been reached there were no insuperable problem to working out some version of Six 

Points even in the interim period. The final list of three amendments to the Awami 

League draft which he presented as suggestions indicated that the gap between the 

Government and Awami League position was no longer one of principle but remained 

merely over the precise 
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phrasing of the proposals. The Awami League in its sitting of 24th March 

accepted the amendments with certain minor changes of language and there was 

nothing to prevent the holding of a final drafting session between the advisers of 

Yahya and Mujib when the interim constitution would be finalized. 

It must be made clear that at no stage was there any breakdown of talks or any 

indication by General Yahya or his team that they had a final position which could not 

be abandoned. 

The question of legal cover for the transfer of power is merely another belated 

fabrication by Yahya to cover his genocide. He and his team had agreed that, in line 
with the precedence of the Indian Independence Act of 1947, power, and could be 

transferred by Presidential Proclamation. The notice that there would be no legal 
cover to the arrangement raised subsequently by Mr. Bhutto and endorsed by General 

Yahya was never a bone of contention between Sheikh Mujib and Yahya. There is not 
the slightest doubt that had Yahya indicated that a meeting of the National Assembly 

was essential to transfer power, the Awami League would not have broken the talks 

on such a minor legal technicality. After all as the majority party it had nothing to fear 

from such a meeting and its acceptance of the decision for a separate sitting was 

designed to accommodate Mr. Bhutto rather than a fundamental stand for the party. 

Evidence that agreement in principle between contending parties had been 
reached is provided by Mr. Bhutto's own Press Conference on 25th March. It is, not 

certain what passed in the separate session between General Yahya and Mr. Bhutto 
but there is evidence that deliberate falsehoods about the course of the talk with the 

Awami League were fed to the PPP who were told that Sheikh Mujib Was determined 
to have a showdown and was daily escalating his demands, Needless to say not the 

slightest indication of these misgivings had been raised in the meetings between the 

Awami League team and General Yahya's advisers where amicability and optimism 

prevailed to the end. 

Whilst hope for a settlement was being raised, more ominous signs of the 

intentions of the army were provided by their sudden decision to unload the 
ammunition ships M,V. Swat berthed at Chittagong Port. Preparatory to this decision, 

Brigadier Mazumdar. a Bengali officer commanding the garrison in Chittagong had 
been suddenly removed from his command and replaced by a West Pakistan. On 24th 

night he was flown to Dacca under armed escort and has probably been executed. 
Under the new command notice was given to local authorities of the decision to 

unload the ship inspite of the fact that the army had abstained from doing so for the 

last 17 days in the face of non-cooperation from the port workers. The decision to 

unload was a calculated provocation which immediately brought 1, 00,000 people on 

the streets of Chittagong and led to massive firing by the Army to break their way out. 

The issue was raised by the Awami League with. General Peerzada as to why this 

escalation was being permitted whilst talks were still going on. He gave no answer 

beyond a promise to pass it on to General Yahya. 

Following the final meeting between General Yahya's and Awami League's 

advisers On 24th March where Mr. M. M. Ahmed passed on his amendments, a call 
was awaited 
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from General Peerzada for a final session where the draft could be finalized. No 

such call materialized and instead it was learnt that Mr. M. M Ahmed, who was 

central to the negotiations, had suddenly left for Karachi on the 25th morning without 

any warning to the Awami League team. 

By 11 P.M. of the 25th all preparations were ready and the troops began to take 

up their positions in the city. In an act of treachery unparalleled in contemporary 

history a programme of calculated genocide was unleashed on the peaceful and 

unsuspecting population of Dacca by midnight of 25th March No ultimatum was 

given to the Awami League by Yahya, no curfew order was even issued when the 

machine gun, artillery and cannon on the tanks, unleashed their reign of death and 

destruction. By the time first Martial Law proclamations issued by Lt. General Tikka 

Khan were broadcast the next morning some 50,000 people, most of them without 

offering any resistance, and many women and children, had been butchered. Dacca 

had been turned in to an inferno with fires raging in most corners of die city. Sleeping 

inhabitant who had been drawn from their homes by the fires started by the military, 

were machine-gunned as they ran to escape the flames. 

Whilst the Police, EPR and armed volunteers put up a heroic resistance the main 

'victims remained the weak, the innocent and the unsuspecting, who were killed at-

random in their thousands. We are compiling a firsthand account of the details of 

genocide committed by the Pakistan Army on the orders of the President of Pakistan 

which we will publish shortly. The scale and brutality of the action exceeds anything 

perpetrated in the civilized world. 

Yahya himself left Dacca on the night of 25th March after having unleashed the 
Pakistan Army, with an open license to commit genocide on all Bengalis. His own 

justification for this act of barbarism was not forthcoming till 8 P.M. the next day 

when the world was given its first explanation for the unleashing of this holocaust. 

The statement was self-contradictory and laced with positive lines. His branding of a 

part as traitors and outlaws, with whom, be had only 48 hours ago been negotiating 

for a peaceful transfer of power; bore no relationship to the situation in Bangladesh or 

the course of the negotiations. His promise to hand over power to the elected 

representatives of the people after banning "the Awami league which was the sole 

representative of Bangladesh and held a majority of seats, in the National Assembly 

was mockery of the freely recorded voice of 75 million Bengalis. The crudity of the 

statement was clear evidence that Yahya was no longer interested in taking shelter 

behind either logic or morality and had reverted to the law of the jungle in his bid to 

crush the people of Bangladesh. 

Pakistan is now dead and buried under a mountain of corpses. The hundreds and 

thousands of people murdered by the army in Bangladesh will act as an impenetrable 

barrier between West Pakistan and the people of Bangladesh. By resorting to pre-

planned genocide Yahya must have known that he was himself digging Pakistan's 

grave. The subsequent massacres perpetrated on his orders by his licensed killers on 

the people were not designed to preserve the unity of a nation. They were acts of 

racial hatred and sadism devoid of even the elements of humanity. Professional 

Soldiers, on orders, violated their 
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code of military honor and were seen, as beasts of prey who indulged in an orgy 

of murder, rape, loot, arson and destruction unequalled in the annals of civilization. 

These acts indicate that the concept of two countries is already deeply rooted in the 

minds of Yahya and his associates who would .not dare commit such atrocities on 

their own countrymen. 

Yahya's genocide is thus without political purpose. It serves only as last act in the 

tragic history of Pakistan which Yahya has chosen to write with the blood of the 

people of Bangladesh. The objective is genocide and scorched earth before his troops 

are either driven out or parish. In this time he hopes to liquidate our political 

leadership, intelligentsia and administration, to destroy our industries and public 

amenities and as a final act he intends to raze our cities to the ground. Already his 

occupation Army has made substantial progress towards this objective. Bangladesh 

will be set back 50 years as West Pakistan's parting gift, of a people they have 

exploited for twenty three years for their own benefit. 

This is a point of major significance to those great powers who choose to ignore 

this largest single act of genocide since the days of Belsen and Auschwitz. If they 

think they are preserving the unity of Pakistan, they can forget it because Yahya 

himself has no illusion about the future of Pakistan. 

They must realize that Pakistan is dead murdered by Yahya-and that independent 
Bangladesh is a reality sustained by the indestructible will and courage of 75 million 

Bengalis who are daily nurturing the roots of this new nationhood with their blood. 
No power on earth can unmake this new nation and sooner or later both big and small 

powers will have to accept it into the world fraternity. 

It is, therefore, in the interest of politics as much as humanity for the big powers 

to put their full pressure on Yahiya to cage his killer's and bring them back to West 

Pakistan. We will be eternally grateful to the - people of the USSR and India and the 

freedom loving people of all the countries for their full support they have already 
given us in this struggle: We would welcome similar support from the People's 

Republic of China, USA, France and Great Britain and others. Each in their own way 
should exercise considerable leverage on West Pakistan and were they to exercise this 

influence; Yahiya could not sustain his war of aggression against Bangladesh for a 
single day longer. 

Bangladesh will be the eighth most populous country in the world. Its only goal 

will be to rebuild a new nation from the ashes and carnage left behind by Yahya's 

occupation army. It will be a stupendous task because we are already one of the 

world's poorest nations. But we now have a cause and a people who have been 

hardened in the resistance, who have shed their blood for their nation and won their 
freedom in an epic struggle which pitted unarmed people against a modern army. 

Such a nation cannot fail in its task of securing the foundations of its nationhood. 
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In our struggle for survival we seek the friendship of all people, the big power 

and the small. We do not aspire to join any bloc or pact but will seek assistance from 

those who give it in a spirit of goodwill free from any desire to control our destinies. 

We have struggled far too long for our self-determination to permit ourselves to 

become anyone's satellite. 

We now appeal to the nations of the world for recognition and assistance both 

material and moral in our struggle for nationhood. Every day this is delayed a 

thousand lives are lost and more of Bangladesh's vital assets are destroyed. In the 

name of Humanity act now and earn our undying friendship. 

This we now present to the world as the CASE of the people of Bangladesh. No 

nation has a greater right to recognition; no people have fought harder for this right. 

Joi Bangla 
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A Pakistani Diplomat Transfers Allegiance To Bangladesh: The Deputy High 

Commissioner of Pakistan in Calcutta, Mr. M. Hossain Ali, on April 18 transferred 

his allegiance to the Government of the Democratic Republic of Bangladesh. 

All 70 Bengali members of his staff, including five officers, were also believed to 
have expressed their desire to serve the Bangladesh Government. 

Mr. Hossain Ali dismissed 30 other employees, mostly superintendents, clerks 

and junior members of staff, who were West Pakistanis. His was thus the first mission 

abroad of the Bangladesh Government. 

Assured of co-operation of the Bengali members of his staff, Mr. Ali hoisted the 

Bangladesh Hag on top of his mission, replacing the Pakistani flag. Some senior  

members of his staff were present at the ceremony. 

In an interview later, he said the decision to change his allegiance from the 
Pakistan Government to the Bangladesh Government was "my own"; He was happy 

that some other Bengali members of his staff supported him. 

He said: "It is impossible to continue to represent the Pakistani Government 

which is engaged by all evidences in a deliberate an systematic genocide of Bengalis 

in Bangladesh." 

He issued a 1,600-word statement, recounting how the Pakistani Government had 
flouted the clear verdict of a democratic election in Bangladesh and engaged itself in 

"a planned attempt to subdue and crush the entire Bengali nation". 

Before he took the decision, he said, he had contacts with the Prime Minister and 

other Ministers of Bangladesh, who were slated to have "most cordially" welcomed 
him' and his Bengali staff to work 'as the Government's first foreign mission. 

He had several secret meetings with some trusted officers of the mission during 

the last few days, "I had to be cautious", he said, "least our decision was leaked before 
it was formally announced". 

'According to a bank source in Calcutta, the entire money in the credit of the 

Pakistan Deputy High Commission in a city bank was withdrawn on April 17. The 

measure had the approval of all senior members of the mission. 

According to one source, the decision to change allegiance followed a few 

telegrams from Islamabad during the previous few days to the Deputy High 

Commission informing it of the Pakistan Government's decision to abolish the 

Information Department of the mission, to recall the Department's employees to 

Rawalpindi "with immediate effect", and asking several other Bengali members of 

staff to be ready for immediate transfer. 
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Pakistan's Warning: 

On April 22, Pakistan threatened India with "serious consequences" if there was 

any delay in getting the premises of its former Deputy High Commission in Calcutta 
cleared of its "illegal occupants". 

The Joint Secretary in the External Affairs Ministry, Mr. A. K. Ray, had earlier 

told the Pakistan High Commissioner, Mr. Sajjad Hyder that the dispute with regard 

to the possession of the premises was an internal matter of Pakistan and the laws of 
the land prevented the Government of India from using force in such matters. 

The following day (April 23), Mr. Hyder protested to the Ministry of External 

Affairs against unprovoked and violent demonstrations" in Calcutta against the newly 

appointed Pakistan Deputy High Commissioner, Mr. Mahdi Masud. 

Mr. Hyder handed over to Mr. A.K. Ray an aide memoire on the subject which he 

later released to the Press. It declared that "the local authorities in Calcutta failed to 
act in time; otherwise yesterday's ugly scenes need not have taken place at all." 

The aide memoire also protested against the refusal of India to evict "anti-State 

elements" from the premises of the Deputy High Commission. Referring to the Indian 

suggestion that Pakistan should seek legal redress; the aide memoire stated that "the 
Ministry of External Affairs could not be unaware that under established diplomatic 

conventions, a foreign mission does not go to a court of law. It is the duty of the host 
Government to ensure the inviolability of premises and personnel of a diplomatic 

mission accredited to it". 

Later, an External Affairs spokesman said that it was an act of diplomatic 

discourtesy for Mr. Hyder to have released the aide memoire to the Press. 

When asked about the threat of "serious consequences" by Pakistan if India did 

not at once hand over the Calcutta mission building to Mr. Masud, the spokesman said 

that India treated such threats "with contempt." 

Two More Diplomats Granted Asylum: 

On April 20, two East Bengali diplomats of the Pakistan High Commission in 

New Delhi sought asylum in India and the request was immediately granted. 

The diplomats-Second Secretary, Mr. K. M. Shahabuddin (30) and the Assistant 

Press Attaché, Mr. Arnjadul Haque (33)-decided to break with the Islamabad regime 
in view of the West Pakistan Army's massacre of the people of Bangladesh. They 

announced their decision at a hurriedly called mid night news conference to which 
Indian and foreign newsmen were summoned from their beds. 

Mr. Shahabuddin entered the Pakistan Foreign Service in 1966 and served in 

Nepal for a short while. He was then posted to New Delhi and had been there since 

January, 1967. 
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Mr. Haque worked in Radio Pakistan, Dacca as Assistant Regional Director 

Programmes before joining the external publicity division of Pakistan in 1966. He 

was posted to New Delhi immediately thereafter. 

Mr. Shahabuddin sought asylum along with his wife and two daughters. Mr. 

Haque is a bachelor. 

In a statement, they said the people of Bangladesh considered the Islamabad 

Government a foreign colonial regime which had shown itself to be more oppressive 
and 

barbarous than any history had ever known. Islamabad was engaged in a wanton and 
demented massacre of the innocent and unarmed people of Bangladesh World opinion 

has begun to realize the magnitude of this outrage. 

The diplomats said they had severed their connexion "with the fascist military 

dictatorship in Islamabad as our conscience no longer permits us to act against our 

deepest convictions." From now on they owed allegiance to Bangladesh which 

derived its 

authority from the unambiguous mandate of the 75 million Bengali people. 

They were the first Pakistani diplomats to seek asylum in the wake of the 

Bangladesh freedom movement. 

"The Swadhin Bangla Radio, in a broadcast the previous week, had advised 
Bengali diplomats who received orders of transfer after the army crackdown in East 

Bengal to seek asylum in the countries in which they were posted. 

There were three other Bengali officers among the 14 diplomats in the Pakistan 

High Commission. Two of them had just been transferred to India. 

--------- 
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21
st
 April, 1971. 

 

To 

Mr. Justice Abu Sayed Chowdhury, 

Vice Chancellor, 

Dacca University. 

 

 

Dear Sir, 

On formation of Sovereign Independent Peoples' Republic of BANGLADESH 

you Mr. Justice Abu Sayed Chowdhury, are hereby appointed as the Special 
Representative of the Government of Bangladesh for presenting and receiving 

communication to and from foreign countries, various Heads of States, Diplomatic 
Missions abroad, United Nations organisation and other International Bodies as you 

may be specifically assigned and instructed to act and represent from time to time by 
the Government of Bangladesh. 

 

(Syed Nazrul Islam) 
Acting President. 

(Khandakar Moshtaque Ahmed) 

Foreign Minister. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Jusuce Chowdhury, a senior judge of the Dacca High Court and Vice-Chancellor of Dacca 

University, was in the UK at the time of the Army crack-down in Bangladesh, and he announced 

his allegiance to the Bangladesh Government. 
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TAJUDDIN'S PLEA FOR ARMS AID 

Press report of Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed's appeal on April 28, 1971. 

 

KOHIMA, April 28: The Bangladesh Prime Minister, Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed, 

today appealed to neighboring countries to grant immediate recognition to Bangladesh 

and to give unconditional arms aid and thus help a newborn country to free itself from 

the clutches of a murderous army. 

In a message to the nation, broadcast over the Free Bangladesh Radio and 

monitored here, the Prime Minister urged his countrymen to drive away the invaders 

"who are causing bloodshed on our soil by the weapons purchased from the exploited 

money of our own countrymen". 

He said that Rangpur, Dinajpur, Faridpur, Bogra and Mymensingh (except 
Cantonment areas) had been liberated from the West Pakistan army and expressed 

confidence that the remaining areas would come under the Bangladesh Government 
shortly. 

Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed categorically told his countrymen that the time was now 

ripe for "dividends to the untold sacrifices" made by lakhs of people in Bangladesh. 

Referring to the innumerable youths, who had laid down their lives for the cause 

of liberation the Prime Minister, said their names would shine in the history of 

freedom fighters for all time to come. 

He also appealed to Bengalis residing in foreign countries to give all possible 

help to freedom struggle. 

 

----------------- 
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BANGLADESH : 

SITUATION AND OPTIONS 

BY 

REHMAN SOBHAN 

Economics Advisor to the Government of Bangladesh. 

May 10, 1971. 

In the light of the facts as available, the silence and inertia of the major powers 

and international bodies is difficult to understand. Whilst it is regarded as idealistic to 

appeal to the conscience of the world on the planned genocide of at least 200,000 

Bengali's to date, it is sad that their political judgment should be so distorted as to 

inhibit response. 

Today we are witnessing an attempt by a military junta, whose own position is 

somewhat tenuous, to crush a popularly elected party and the political forces which 

sustained it. Whilst the representative status of most leaders of insurrections has been 

ambiguous there can be no doubt that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and the Awami 

League speak for Bangladesh. An electoral mandate which gave them 167 out of 169 

seats and 80% of the popular vote puts their credentials beyond question. They 

represent 75 million people or 55 % of what once constituted Pakistan. To confer 

legitimacy on Yahya and his Junta by accepting his right to talk for Bangladesh 

effectively writes off 75 million Bengalis who constitute the eighth largest 

conglomeration of people in the world. This not only makes a mockery of any 
commitment to democratic principle but is without political sense. 

Today the Pakistan government is trying desperately to convince the world that it 

is in effective control of Bangladesh. They point to the fact that they are in possession 

of the major towns and that effective resistance has ceased. They draw witness to the 

fact that administrators are to be found in their offices in the Dacca Secretariat. 

What they do not say is that even today the secretariat is not functioning because 
most of the subordinate staff are still away from Dacca for fear of random killing by 

the army. That only about 50% of those shops not burnt by the army are open and 

these function with some trepidation for fear of looting by the army. That even up to 

the end of April curfew was in force at night in Dacca and those streets after dusk are 

largely deserted. That a week ago the army had to mortar villages on the outskirts of 

Dacca to dislodge "miscreants". That the army has had to issue martial law order 148 

on April 27, which imposes the death penalty on all acts of sabotage on government 

installations and which states: 
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"Inhabitants of the surrounding area of all or any such affected place or places 

will render themselves liable to punitive action collectively." 

This merely gives documentary evidence of resistance and the army response 
which would be known to anyone who has managed to step out of Dacca. 

Here they would find that in the Sylhet where the forests in the Tea Garden areas 

provide natural cover is still unspecified and under control of the Bengal regiment. 

That a force is still holding out in the Chittagong Hill Tracts. That all over Bangladesh 
armed Bengali's have withdrawn into the rural areas and are harassing army units 

through guerilla action. This may be expected to increase in frequency and intensity 
as the resistance acquires more skill at this type of warfare, gets additional supplies 

and weaponry, of which sizeable quantities have already been captured from the Pak 
Army and when the monsoons make the logistical problems of the army more 

insecure. The capability for waging prolonged war is there because the political 
motivation of the people has been guaranteed by the indiscriminate character of the 

War waged by the army. By destroying villages within the range of their artillery and 

declaring these areas as "free fire zones" they have made the Pakistan army an object 

of hatred and a direct threat to the security of 75 million Bengalis who will be willing 

to resist or aid any resistance to this alien force. 

Massive terror has however still secured scant gains for the Pakistan government. 
Whilst they command major towns these are ghost cities, depopulated, without any 

economic activity and without any administrative structure. Barely 10% of the 
population of these towns has stayed behind, if that, whilst the administration, which 

actually worked with the resistance during the phase when these towns were liberated, 
is not taking any chances by staying behind. This means that whilst the territorial orbit 

of army control may cover the province, in effect not more than a million out of 75 

million Bengalis are within their administrative control. The army holds key junctions 

and operates along the grids set by the road network which permits it to move in 

heavily armed motorized convoys from one town to another. 

As a consequence of this tenuous hold over the region, economic life is at a 
standstill. Even in the industrial areas of Dacca, Chittagong and Khulna, those 

industries which have not deliberately been destroyed, are barely operative because 
most of the labor force is still in the villages, fearing reprisal by the army. Exports are 

at a standstill because of the breakdown of communications and the disruption of the 
marketing framework. Many key personnel in the marketing of jute and other 

commodities, as well as imports, were either West Pakistani's or Hindus. These have 

fled or been killed so that very little can be expected to move in or out of Bangladesh 

in the near future. Congestion at Chittagong port due to continued absenteeism by port 

workers has further aggravated the problem. 

Economic breakdown in Bangladesh is in itself of only marginal interest to the 
Yahya Government. Scorched earth policies which have, through the use of U.S. 

financed Saborjets and Chinese Migs, destroyed grain stores, tea gardens, factories, 
and.... storage 
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installations (at Brahmanbaria) point to starvation and economic dislocation as a 

weapon of intimidation in the hands of the Army. 

The attendant loss of 50% of the country's foreign exchange earnings which came 
from Bangladesh through its export of jute products is of more immediate concern. 

80% of the free foreign exchange from Bangladesh exports was used in West 

Pakistan. This cannot immediately be replaced by increased exports from the West 

were industry is already down 40% capacity operations due to shortage of foreign 

exchange. 

To this end the Pakistan government is pressing for a rescheduling of its debt 
service liabilities which requires payment of about £100 million to sundry creditors by 

the end of June. Over and above this, Pakistan needs fresh aid commitments mainly 
for commodity imports to stimulate her ailing industry but also to maintain the 

momentum of development. Whilst her own exchange earnings have fallen drastically 
because of the cessation of Bangladesh export her own exchange needs remain high. 

In normal times West Pakistan Imports were double its exports but today the need to 

purchase arms and ammunitions to replenish and augment stores to sustain its war on 

Bangladesh have further increased. French arms suppliers have been approached for a 

moratorium on debt repayment and for better terms for, interalia, 30 Mirage fighters, 

currently on order. Actual or contemplated freezing of U.S. military supplies will 

require more cash foreign exchange to compensate this loss by turning to the open 

market for arms. 

The visit of Mr. M.M. Ahmed is therefore of considerable importance, because 

Pakistan now expects the World Bank, the U.S. and other aid donors to bail it out of 
its current economic crisis and in effect underwrite its military operations in 

Bangladesh. Any suggestion that aid will be used for alleviating famine in Bangladesh 

and reconstructing the war damage is deliberately misleading. The government's writ 

does not extend beyond the range of its guns and it lacks the administrative control or 

machinery to implement any aid programmed. It would likely divert any aid for East 

Pakistan to the West and use food grains to feed its occupation army or as an 

instrument of political coercion and patronage. 

In this context there is therefore no question of any aid donor playing a neutral 
role. By responding to the needs of the Pakistan administration they will in fact not be 

performing any humanitarian service but will be underwriting the military action. By 
refusing to reschedule debt service liabilities as demanded by Pakistan and 

withholding further commitments of aid, including what is a already in the pipeline, 

the full cost of this military adventure can be brought home to the regime. 

The world must realize that aid giving can never return to a "business as usual" 
posture as it did following the India-Pakistan war in 1965 and the downfall of the 

Ayub regime in 1968. Thus the aid givers should also guard against any subterfuge 
vis-a-vis the debt or in any form-which is intended to convey the impression that 

Pakistan is acting in good faith. Murderers of 200,000 unarmed civilians do not know 
the meaning of acting in good faith. 

The economic dislocation in Bangladesh has already cost West Pakistan its 

captive market. There are no customers, income or marketing framework to 

accommodate West- 
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Pakistan's exports to Bangladesh which account for 40 % of their total exports. 

Industries which used to selling their wares at up to 100 % above world prices face 

ruin and a major economic recession threatens West Pakistan's business world. A 50 

% price inflation is also anticipated within the next three months due to a fall in 

industrial output and imports. The foreign- exchange crunch has led to the abolition of 

the free list for imports; the complete ban on 47 items for import and the placement of 

licensed imports on cash- cum-bonus. In effect all imports are on bonus and a partial 
devaluation has already been carried through. The economic position of the country 

therefore makes the government highly vulnerable to economic pressures exercised by 
aid donors. 

But to what end can pressures be used? The objective clearly lies in an end to 

military action as substitute for political discussion. Here negotiations can only take 

place with the leader and elected representatives of the people of Bangladesh. 

Attempts to resurrect discarded political hacks from the political grave dug for them 

at the recent polls not only makes the government an object of derision but clearly 

cannot deliver any sort of secure settlement. 

Today the political leadership is still in the hands of the victors at the polls-the 

Awami League. Their leadership structure is intact and except for Mujib, physically 

present to conduct the government of Bangladesh. The Cabinet which presented itself 

to the world on April 17, 1971, consists of the entire party hierarchy. In collaboration 

with the civil administration who have withdrawn beyond the range of the Army guns 

and sustained by the military strength of the Bangladesh liberation army, the 

government is attempting to establish a formal administrative structure and line of 

command in the rural areas of Bangladesh. The task is rendered difficult because of 

the novelty of the situation and formidable logistical problems but over a period this 

will provide the political and administrative infrastructure for the guerilla war which 

is being waged against the army and which can be sustained indefinitely. 

This should not delude the world into believing that they can sit back and reserve 

their options. The longer the war goes on the more the present leadership and control 

structure is jeopardized. Today leadership is still in the hands of moderates who are 

sufficiently concerned about destroying the existing social and economic format of 

Bangladesh to oppose even the blowing up of key bridges and vital economic 

installations as part of the tactics of resistance. Army terror, prolonged an pervastive, 

will compel extreme responses which will be less inhibited about destroying the 

existing social organisms as parts of the technique of waging total war against an 

occupation army. History provides too many lessons about the social consequences of 

prolonged war for this point to be reemphasized. 

Yet another cost of inaction is likely to be the price in human life. The West 

Pakistan army is itself likely to raise its toll of Bengali life to the million mark. In the 

event of a military conclusion to the war the possibility of communal carnage through 

reprisals on Bengalis in the West wing and non-Bengalis in the East may add another 

million to the death toll, thus raising it to above two million. If we add the potential 

death toll from famine this could become one of history's major human tragedies, 
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Nor can one expect the region to remain insulated from the rival concerns of big 

power conflicts. Both India and China surround or are close to Bangladesh and cannot 

expect to remain bystanders as the fires of civil war wage within sight of their 

borders. With the Vietnam war in its closing stages it is hardly in the interests of the 

big powers to remain witness to another conflagration in the area which promises to 

exceed in dimension anything witnessed thus far. 

There is a chance to contain an international crisis whilst it is, still in its infancy. 

There is still a leadership structure in Bangladesh which can be available to negotiate 

a political settlement. This settlement must aim for a peaceful parting of the ways. 

Yahya's genocidal war clearly indicates that, he is convinced that Pakistan is dead and 

that not even a shared humanity binds its two peoples. In Bangladesh the totality of 

the revulsion engendered by this war makes any attempt to bind up the wounds 

unthinkable. The task for the future remains to come to terms with the reality of 

Bangladesh so that a sustained programme of massive economic reconstruction can 

attempt to rebuild this shattered nation and lift its people from the depths of poverty, 

starvation and disease to which they have been reduced. Such a programme must 

inspire the conscience of the world already aroused by the horrors of the cyclone and 
now this war. With international assistance on a sufficient scale Bangladesh can yet 

be saved from disaster and can build for the future within the framework of 
democracy and social justice. 

 

------------- 
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Text of Mr. Tajuddin's 18-point directive on May 14, 1971. 

Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed. Prime Minister of Bangladesh has issued 18-point directive 

outlining the tasks of the people in the liberation struggle. 

He has said that the people should not listen to rumours nor should they have 
doubts about the "ultimate victory of the people". 

He says: "Let the people remember that in war marching forward and retreating 

are of equal importance. The retreat of the liberation army from one point should not 

give the people the impression that we have abandoned our war against the Pakistan 

occupation forces." 

In the struggle, people are not divided on the basis of parties, religion or classes. 
"We are united as Bengalis, and our enemies look at us that way. When they burn 

villages, shoot people or destroy towns, they attack us as Bengalis, not caring for our 

religion or politics." 

"No Bengali employee should co-operate with the enemy; employees of all ranks 
should act according to the directive of the Bangladesh Government. In areas 

occupied by the enemy, they should work under the guidance of the popular 
representative and use their discretion as circumstances demand." 

At Their Posts 

Mr. Ahmad says: "Employees of Government and semi-Government 

organizations who have taken shelter elsewhere will be considered as holding their 
posts and are expected to help the Bangladesh Government and the Mukti Fauj 

according to their capacity." 

Officers and men of the military and Para-military organizations, whether they 

are in service or retired, should immediately report for duty at the nearest liberation 
army unit and "should in no circumstances" allow themselves to be exploited by the 

enemy "nor should they co-operate with the enemy." 

The directive says "only the Bangladesh Government and none else has the right 

to collect taxes, revenues, and duties. It should be remembered that a Paisa collected 

by the enemy will be used to kill you and your children. So anybody who will pay 

taxes to the enemy or help them in the matter be considered by the Bangladesh 

Government as an enemy of the nation and will be punished accordingly." 
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Employees in the communication and transport system "should not cooperative 

with the enemy. At the first opportunity, they should vacate along with their means of 

transport, the enemy-held areas". Proper attention should be paid to the food and 

commodity needs of the people and in this matter the people should be encouraged to 

produce more. "The people should remember that dependence on imported food or 

articles will be suicidal. There should be greater emphasis on farm produce, reliance 

on "local available goods and production in cottage industry." 

Under Watch 

The directive says that "in our national crisis, our number one enemies are those 

who are black marketers, profiteers, hoarders and thieves. They should be kept under 

watch and should be dealt with severely if necessary." 

It adds: We should also be ever cautions about another kind of antisocial ami 

criminal elements who are acting as traitors. They should be marked, because they 

are our bitterest enemy. In the name of religion and a united country they are trying 

to mislead the simple people. They are really the agents of the West Pakistan vested 

interests. 

Meanwhile, the Bangladesh Government has declared that all members of the 
former National Assembly will henceforth be called members of Parliaments or MPs 

and those elected to the former Provincial Assembly will be known as MLA.s. 

The Awami League, in a directive published in the Party's weekly Jai Bangla, has 

directed all MPs and MLAs to stay in their respective areas and help the liberation 

struggle. "If it appears absolutely impossible for an elected representative to stick to 

his constituency, he should move to the nearest liberation army unit and supervise 

training and arrange supplies for liberation fighters", the party directive says. 

The MPs and MLAs who have gone on the other side of the border into India 

should immediately act according to the Party directive, the Awami League high 

command has ordered people who are young or middle-aged and, have taken shelter 

in India should immediately enlist themselves for military training. 

"Those who have taken shelter in refugee camps on the other side of the border to 
save their lives should always keep it in mind that this is only a temporary 

arrangement. They have not gone to India for permanent settlement." 

PTI adds from Mujibnagar: Mr. A.H.M.Kamaruzzaman, Minister for Relief and 

Rehabilitation, yesterday announced the setting up of a liaison office to ensure 

"proper distribution of all available resources." 

 

[The Statesman New Delhi-May 15, 1971] 
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Interview report of Bangladesh Home Minister, Mr. A. H. M. Kamaruzzaman 

on May 20,1971 

The Pakistan military junta has failed to restore civil administration in areas 

under its control in Bangladesh despite desperate efforts and it would never be able to 

do so, the Bangladesh Home Minister Mr. A.H.M. Kamaruzzaman, told UNI in an 
interview. 

"The former civil servants of Bangladesh have vowed not to support the 

occupational force, for every citizen in Bangladesh considers the army action as an 

attack on his legitimate right to live as a free citizen of a free nation." 

If the Pakistani claim of normalcy in Bangladesh was true why was it still barring 

international organizations and bodies from Bangladesh, he asked. The Pakistani 

rulers were concocting stories to hide the real state of affairs in Bangladesh from the 

outside world. "They know if any impartial body is allowed into Bangladesh, the 

mischievous propaganda and designs will stand revealed." 

Regarding Pakistani propaganda that the troops had to intervene to put down 
racial and communal riots, he said the liberation war was not against any religion. 

"Our struggle is not opposed to Islam. The value and teachings of Islam shall be 

preserved. The values and teachings of other religions shall also be protected. We 

envisage a State which is free of exploitation. Our aim is to establish an egalitarian 

and classless society in which there will be no barrier between man and man, 

irrespective of his caste, color and creed." 

"Those who accept Bangladesh as their motherland and are connected with the 

liberation war are our brothers. Those who are playing the role of quislings, whatever 

their religion are our enemies, and the enemies of Bangladesh. They shall be tried by 

people's courts." 

He said: "The only solution to Pakistan's difficulties in Bangladesh is to withdraw 

its troops and transfer power to the people of Bangladesh." 

The Bengalis of Bangladesh could never form one nation with the people of West 

Pakistan by any political or economic standard. 

The atrocities committed by the troops had no parallel in history. "Our innocent 

children have been killed, the modesty of our womenfolk has been outraged and our 

houses have been destroyed." 
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The whole scheme of the occupation army appeared to be to drive out Bengali 

from their homeland to maintain the fiction of Bangladesh being part of Pakistani 

nation. 

The people of Bangladesh have heroically resisted this attempt and shall continue 

to resist. 

As declared in the Awami League manifesto, the administration of Bangladesh 

Government would not only be "people-based", but would also before of corruption 

and bureaucracy. 

 

 

------------------------ 
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�� O��� ���� ������d� ���8 ~�C�� ����� ���।  

�����A��� �F� ���$ ��b�� ��� �,� !�A���) ����  I�� �������� ������� ����' �(�� 
���G �F� �R��) I� �����=) ��� ����।  
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Interview of Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed broadcast by the Swadhin Bangla Kendra 

Report, dated May 29, 1971. 

Bangladesh Prime Minister Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed, has said that he failed to 
understand how the democratic Governments of the world could support the 

dictatorial regime of Pakistan, which was crushing the democratic aspirations of the 
people of Bangladesh. 

Mr. Ahmed told a foreign correspondent in an interview, broadcast by the 

Swadhin Bangla Kendra: "We wanted to establish the democratic rights of the people 

of Pakistan and to that end, we tried our best." 

According to the radio monitored here Mr. Ahmed said. "We made all peaceful 

attempts in this direction but Yahya's Army, most shamelessly cracked down on the 
unarmed people of Bangladesh. We had no other alternative but to proclaim 

independence for the 75 million democratic Bangalis of Bangladesh." 

Meanwhile, Awami League sources ruled out a negotiated settlement of the 

Bangladesh issue. 

The radio, quoting Awami League circles said "Bangladesh is a free and 

sovereign country today and there is no scope for talks." 

These circles were commenting on a statement by the spokesman of the U.S. 

State Department about a formula suggested by an emissary of Yahya Khan for a 
settlement of the issue. 

(The Hindustan Times, New Delhi-May 29, 1971) 

 

-------------- 
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Text of comments of Mr. A. H. M. Kamaruzzaman, Bangladesh Home 

Minister on Yahya's statement on May 30, 1971. 

Somewhere in Bangladesh May 30, (UNI. PTI) Pakistan; President Yahya Khan 

had resorted to genocide in Bangladesh after "accepting our demand during our 
parleys" and hence his words would never again be trusted, Bangladesh Home 

Minister A.H.M. Kamaruzzaman said today. 

General Yahya Khan had even promised to announce over the radio his 

agreement with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman on 25th March but instead of doing so he 

ordered his troops to wipe out the Bengali race, he added. 

Mr. Kamaruzzaman was commenting on General Yahya Khan reported statement 

in Karachi that he still intended to transfer power to civilian rule. "To us in 

Bangladesh the name of General Yahya Khan does not connote a normal human 

being: It connotes a blood-thirsty cold-blooded murderer, the greatest betrayer in 

world history the disintegrator of Pakistan." 

As such his words, however sweet or reasonable they might sound, would never 

be accepted by the people of Bangladesh who would react to them correctly by 
continuing the fight. 

"Alter what has been done-the killing of innocent children and citizens the raping 

of our women folk and challenging our nationality-it is impossible for the people of 

Bangladesh to live under a common roof with the Pakistanis. How can we do so when 
the design of General Yahya Khan and his henchmen is to wipeout the Bengali race?" 

The basis of living together should be not merely brotherly feeling an mutual 

consent but also implicit and explicit respect for each other. But this no longer exists, 

Mr. Kamaruzzaman said. 

LIE NAILED 

Referring to General Yahiya Khan's statement that some of the Awami League 

MNAs-elect had disqualified themselves from membership by their policies and 

actions. Mr. Kamaruzzaman said "Pakistani rulers have no right to question the 

authority of the Awami League members who have received the support of more than 

98 per cent of the population. 

"The power-drunk Pakistani imposters, who have no respect for democratic 

values have also no right to judge on the authority of these members. 
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"It was not the Awami League which broke off the talks. The Awami league had 

not conceived of a war, not to talk of preparing for it. 

"Now that a war has been thrust upon us, we shall continue to fight till the 
Pakistanis are removed from our holy land. 

"Those nations which preach and practice democratic principles and value should 

try to protect the democratic forces now facing annihilation at the hands of the 

occupation army in Bangladesh. They really are great who stand by the oppressed and 
the suffering." 

 

MARTYRS EXTOLLED 

The Home Minister has also announced that the Bangladesh Government has 

decided to take up the responsibility of the families of those who were killed, 

seriously injured and disabled in their fight for the liberation of their motherland. 

According to a Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra broadcast, Mr. Kamaruzzaman has 

issued a circular to this effect and paid rich tributes to the martyrs and extolled the 

heroic deeds of the Mukti Fouj. 

The circular, released from the Ministry yesterday, said that those brave soldiers 
and officers, who had shown such exemplary bravery, would be perpetual source of 

inspiration to the future generations of the Bangla Government. 

The broadcast said the government appreciated these heroic fights and would take 

steps to rehabilitate all the disabled and invalid soldiers and the families of the 

martyrs. 

 

BENGALIS SACKED 

Another broadcast disclosed that the West Pakistani military regime has started 

systematic elimination of Bengalis from government service and autonomous 

organizations in the "occupied areas of Bangladesh." 

A broadcast said that out of 1,800 employees of the Pakistan International 

Airlines, 1,100 employees-all Bengalis-had been screened out. 

The broadcast said that 600 Bengali employees of another undertaking had 

already been served with notice of dismissal. Those who were paid salaries for the 

month of April, did not receive their pay for March when the non-cooperation 

movement was launched by the Awami League. 

The army authorities appointed a screening committee in order to carry out 

systematic elimination of all Bengalis from the government offices in the Pakistan 

occupied areas of Bangladesh, the broadcast added. 

 

(PATRIOT, New Delhi-May 31, 1911) 

 

-------------- 
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��� !°Q 9C�� ����  �’’       
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                                ����-�����-�����-�����-��� ��C������ ��� J������ !°Q 9C�� ���� � �� ��C������ ��� J������ !°Q 9C�� ���� � �� ��C������ ��� J������ !°Q 9C�� ���� � �� ��C������ ��� J������ !°Q 9C�� ���� �     
                                                                                                 -�� �]�  

 

“�������� I��= 
���-���)�+t� ��' । ����-��� ��C������ ��� ��� J����-�������� !° 
9C�� ���� �।  

,� ������� ��� � ,� ‘‘ � �����’’ !������ ���8 I� ����$ ��X�L���� �������� ������� 
!����(�  �� �� �]� I �#�$� ���। �����)�* ���+x ���� �������� ���A�� ‘�� O��� 
�����’ �R��) ���� �8�-���)� 9�C�G �L�R��) � n��� ��� ���  �� �� �]� 9����M �#�$� 
���।  

 �� �� �]� J�K ���, ‘��-��� ����A� ������ ����������  ,% ����� ��8� �E� K 

����� �X� ����।’  

���������� !���(� ���, ‘���������� ���M������ ���� ��r� �K��� J�,Q ��� 
�8���8� ����-��� ������  �w� ����� ��� ~�A������� ���������� ���= �8�� ����� �, 
��� ��=�Q ��� ����� ��X ���"�� �������� �� ।’ 
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FREEDOM AT ALL COSTS: 

TAJUDDIN 

Report of Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed's, interview with AH India Radio 

on June 2, 1971 

The Bangladesh Prime Minister, Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed said in Mujibnagar today 

that Bangladesh is sovereign and independent and its people will defend its separate 

and free entity at all costs. 

In an interview with All-India Radio, Mr. Ahmed reiterated our irrevocable 

commitment to a policy of friendship for all, especially or neighbors irrespective of 

variations in the response of world Powers to our present difficulties. 

"Beyond this it is not possible to define too rigidly the foreign policy or a two- 

month-old State", Mr. Tajuddin said in reply to a question. He added: "There are 
encouraging developments and no final judgment need be made on the long-term 

developments." 

The Prime Minister said that any attempt, if made, to install a puppet government 

in Dacca, will certainly be abortive for "no collaboration between the killers and the 

quislings will be tolerated by the people of Bangladesh who are struggling for 

securing and protecting their independence." 

Asked about Pakistan Government's claim that Sheik Mujibur Rahman had been 

taken to Dacca and that he had urged the people to co-operate with the army, Mr. 

Ahmed said: "We do not know where exactly Sheikh Sahib has been detained by the 

Pakistan Government. But the claim that has urged the people to co-operate with the 

army of Pakistan should be rejected with utmost contempt. The claim is 

preposterous.” 

Mr. Ahmed said his Government had approached the United States for 

intervening for a political settlement. "We should like to make it absolutely clear to 

everyone that there is no room for compromise within the frame work of Pakistan, 

Bangladesh is sovereign and independent and we shall defend its separate and free 

entity at any cost. 

 

Big Powers' silence 

Asked what was his Government's feeling about the silence or ambivalence of big 
Powers, especially the U.S.A., the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union, Mr. Ahmed 

replied: "Our friendship for all" policy shall continue to guide our foreign policy 
irrespective of the variations in the response of world powers to our present 

difficulties. 
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He said the work of the emissaries sent by his Government abroad was bearing 

fruit in creating favorable lobbies in these areas and in organizing public opinion in 

favor of Bangladesh. 

Asked about the present functioning of his Government, Mr. Tajuddin said it 

never lost contact with the vast rural areas of Bangladesh and "we are in contact with 

cities and towns in occupied areas through our local leadership cadres. We have set up 

an administrative machinery for the areas within our control as well as a centralized 

command for all operations aimed at driving the enemy out. 

Questioned about the reported activities of the Leftist forces in Bangladesh, Mr. 
Ahmed said that as far as Bangladesh was concerned "we do not know of any problem 

of Leftist forces. Only the other day a nationwide election was held and the people of 
Bangladesh rose as one man in support of their demands. And also all people, 

irrespective of their political opinions, and all patriotic elements are rallying together 
to give their unstinted support for the cause of the independence of Bangladesh. 

He added: "Maulana Bhashani of the National Awami Party and other patriotic 

leaders and elements have already held out their unqualified support to the struggling 

people and the Bangladesh Government and demanded its recognition by other 
countries." 

 

(The Times of India, New Delhi-June 3, 1971) 

 

------------ 
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������ ���$ J� ��� �,�b ������ ����� c�% ���� �    

-~���  p� Q����  

,%-! ��(� �������� ������� ;Z��� ��'!�� ~���  p� Q���� ,� 4Q  � ��c��� 
��^���  ���� 9�]�� !�E I� ����� +�$�% ���, ,%-! ��(� �������� ������� ��'!�� 
�^�0� ��� ��� ��� ���� K J=� ��� ,%-!�������� ;����� ���M��, ���������� ���= �8�� 
����������� �F���� ���, 
��� K ���)�+t� ���������� 
������� I�� ��r� ����-�� 
���$��g� ���)� I ���L �������� �8��  ;�±� ��R� K ,� Ja�Q ����� �a�Q�� ������ 
�����  ���������� �� X����� ����G I��= Jw )���� ��Z�� ���A�� �� �%)� ��� ����� � 
!�A�)% K ��%) X������%� ����Q ���� �� O��� ����� J��� ���� ;A8�� �� O��� 
������� ��� !°Q 9C�� ���� �।  

��� ���+x ��-������ �� O��� ����� �� J���� ������� �R��) ��  ����� "��G 
�� �R��) �w�A ���� �,�� ���, ���������� ���a ��� ����= ���$ ��� �,�b ������ ����� 
c� ���� �। 

 J����� ;Z��� ��'!�� ���< ��� �#�$%� ���, ���������� ���=�� J� ����� 
��¢������� ��8� "�a� ���� 9C�� ����� �। I����� 
������ ��c��� ��� ��i��� ��d�-
������-��t�-��@� I����8 ��a�G- ����� �� �� �z�� ���� ������ ���= ��M ��� ���� I=�Q 
!��% ����G ��, I���� !���= !�% I�A��, ;�+x।  


��� ����� �������� �8�� !"���� +�$�% ��� ���, 
������ ��c��� ��d� ��$�  �� 
�����G, !�% �����G �������  ��$�। ��� � ���a�G ����� ���A��� ����, ���a�G ��d� ,� )� 
J� ��t� ����� ��u- ����G। ��)� ���-����� ��A� ����G >� �,���d ���, ;�A��� ��p����, 
� A����)� �� C������ K F ��� ������। J��� I���^ ��a�G, I�Q ���8  �� ����। I��  �� 
J��� ��Q।  

~���  p� Q���� ���, ������ ���A Q������� ��)� ~������ ��)� ;�A�"��� ��$�-
� P�, G��, ��X�, ��A��E J� ;���A ���$ ������ �A��� ���=� ��� �G�a +���� "�� ���� ���A 
����G! ����� ��� J*�� ���� ���, �|��� �� ��M 
���� �F�� J��� ��b��� J� 
�+�=���=�� !���<� ���Q।  

IQ !��^ J����� ;Z��� ��'!�� ����A�, ��� �� �� ��i��� +�Q !������ ��' +��� J� 
���)�� Jg�  ����G, ����� �����A ���� +��� ����� K ���)� ������� ���G ���n��  !��� 
���।  

���M�������� ����_� !���� ��� ~���  p� Q���� ���, �������� ������� ����� 
����8)A�  A J����� !���  ��)�X�� ���% ��� ��� ��e � ���+x �%�^� J���� �� ;��� 
;=�  
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������� ���"� ���e, ���  �A J  ���� ��i���  ��� ,��)� ���������� ��� �w� J���� । 
I ��c��� J����� ���� ��8� ���� ����G, ���� �^� ����G ����� ��������,)� �X%���X�%� 
����� ����_ J��� ����� Q������)Q c�% ����G।  

 

��� ���, ���M������ ��� ~������ J����� Jw��� ;�+d c�% �p। 
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Safety of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed's Appeal to World Powers: 

The Prime Minister of Bangladesh, Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed on June 13 appealed to 

all nations of the world to ensure the safety of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, "the 

undisputed leader of the people of Bangladesh," and to secure his release. 

In a broadcast to the nation from Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra, he said that the 

accusation of President Yahya Khan that the Sheikh had hatched a plot to arrest him 

in Dacca was "as crude as it is grotesque." 

Appealing to the nations of the world to accord recognition to the Bangladesh 

Government, he said this Government alone represented legitimacy in our land 
founded, as it is, upon the freely expressed will of its people. Our people have 

completely repudiated the colonial rule based in West Pakistan and are now fighting 
to defend their freedom." 

"I should like to assure those who have not taken any position on our struggle or 

have been only lukewarm towards it or opposed it outright, that the People's Republic 

of Bangladesh is on the map of the world and the determination of its 75 million 
people will keep it there. Is it rational for nations to ignore so vast a section of 

mankind?" he asked. 

In a special word to those Muslim and Arab countries who had not yet 

condemned the mass slaughter in Bangladesh, he said: "It is a tragic error on their part 

to think that Yahya's hordes are waging a war of Islamic righteousness in Bangladesh. 

Their silence, therefore, condones colonialism and barbarism. Material support to 

Islamabad puts them on the side of dictatorship." 

The war of liberation, he said, was now in the 11th week and the valiant freedom 

fighters had put despair into President Yahya Khan's heart. The staggering casualty 

figure of the West Pakistani Army testified to the success of the defensive operations. 

The twin methods of massive terror and under had not succeeded in breaking the will 

of a nation determined to fulfill its destiny of freedom. The usurping enemy, on the 

other hand, was in a hopeless mess. 

The refusal of the people to co-operate had resulted in an economic crisis which 
the military junta could not resolve without foreign aid. It had now resorted to 

demonetization of 100 and 500-rupee currency notes. This was not only a plan 
admission of its economic desperation but a shameless attempt to rob the people of 

what was theirs in order to replenish its coffers in Islamabad. 

Congratulating the people of Bangladesh on their heroic resistance, he said in the 

new phase of their struggle, the freedom fighters were better organized and their ranks 
were swelling with new recruits. 
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NORTH BENGAL TOUR. REPORT OF HONORABLE 

HOME MINISTER JANAB A.H.M. KAMARUZZAMAN : June 6 to 15 

The honorable minister went on tour of the districts of Murshidabad, Malda, 

Dinajpur, Jalpaiguri, Siliguri and Cooch Behar accompanied by Mr. Prasun 

Majumdar, representative of Mukti Sahayak Samiti, Mr. Khalek Ahmed, I.G. of 
Bangladesh. Mr. Abdur Rauf Choudhuri, M.P.A. (Kushtia), for the purpose of setting 

up proper organisation in each district and visiting different transit training camps, to 
look into the difficulties of the camps and posting of different M.P.A.s and M.N.A.s 

in particular jobs. 

Murshidabad : 6th.-7th, 15th. 

D.M., S.P. and local M.P.A.s and M.N.A.s were interviewed. Visited Shekhpara 
about 30 miles from Berhampore. Two camps are situated there, at a distance of Vi a 

mile, strength 88+81 at present. In Surya Sen Bharti Sibir the incharge is Md. Hadi 

whereas in Titu Mir B.S. Dr. Alauddin, both M.P.A. Sent for higher training 200 

recently of which 10 refused on medical grounds were sent back. Accommodation 

problem serious, preventing further recruitment. Diet very poor but it was surprising 

to find there still was no discontent among the boys. Mostly students age 16 to 21. 

Lack of arms general complaint. Most boys had no shoes & uniforms even during 

guard of honor. 

The political Liason for the district was chosen: Mr. Abdus Salam. 

On the way back, on 15.6.71 the Lalgola Operation Camp was visited. Strength 

250, mostly EPR, 10 M, 15 A, Commando 31, Explosives 50, sent for training 49. It 

is a fine camp, with Captain Rashid officiating and Captain Gyasuddin in charge. 

The DM, Mr. Ashok Chatterjee informed that the youth camp building will be 

finished by end of June. Work already progressing fast. 

Malda: 7th-8th, 13th. 

Met workers and leaders at the Circuit house. Mr. Hafizuddin, M.N.A. is the 

political Liason. Mehdipur camp under Dr. MynuddinAhmed, M.P.A., Adampur 

under Mr. --- (Hasnu) are operation camps. Enayetpur under Dr. Mejbaul Huq, 

M.P.A. No of trainees poor so the Minister asked them to recruit vigorously so that he 

could see better results when he visited them on his way back. 

A. Hannan Choudhuri, district judge of East Dinajpur is staying in Malda town 

and doing good work. He wanted to stay where he was in response to the Ministers 

offer to have him in Calcutta for doing the judicial work of the Government in 

Calcutta. 
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On the way back, on 13.6.71 Enayetpur was visited. Strength 110, / 3-M, 1-A, 1-

EPR and rest student. Trainees sent 111 to date. Accommodation 200 may be raised to 

250. DM Swayambhu Dey and BDO very active. 

Mehdipur operation unit (161)-80 EPR, 19 Trained S, rest A & M. 

Accommodation good. Ration from BSF. 

Adampur unit started recently is just on the border (42). Other side of border free: 

Bholahat. 

Local Sangram Sahayak Samiti in above two districts cooperative. 

 

Jalpaiguri, 9.6.71 

After spending the 8th night in Siliguri the Minister crossed the border into a 100 

sq. mile liberated area where the Tentulia camp is situated. C. in Charge: Sirajul 

Islam. Sub sector commander Captain Nazrul. Strength 292. Few A and M. Rest EPR. 

For the families of these personnel construction already started in the free zone 

border. Ration supplied by local BDM. SS. Another camp for 1000 recruits to be 

constructed on the border Ration will have to be arranged by the Siliguri BDMSSS. 

Requirements for the EPR camp submitted to us. 

From Tentulia on the same day we proceeded to Phulbari where a meeting of the 

leaders and workers was called. In addition to S. Islam appointment was given to 

Masraf Hossein, M.N.A. as Liason (Siliguri) and Kamruddin Mukhtar, M.P.A. was 

asked to assist the Student League leader Rauf in Jalpaiguri. 

Since there was controversy about annihilation of some people, thought to be 

spies, it was ordered that henceforth action will be taken exclusively on the basis of a 
list prepared by unanimous decision of the M.P.A. & M.N.A. Committee. We 

proceeded to Jalpaiguri town but rain stopped our movement. 

 

Cooch Bchar, 9.6.71. 

Dewanganj camp was visited. About 100 students stay in tents out in the open, 

nearest construction being Vi a mile, ration is very poor, accommodation situation 
tight, but the moral of the students is still very high. 

On 10.6.71 the Cooch Behar town camp situated in a ill ventilated go down was 

visited Strength 210 or so. Local Sangram Sahayak Samiti not operating because of 

non recognition by BDMSSS central office. No help from that source. Living 

condition subhuman. Ration poor. Space may be enough. Camp in Charge: 

One organisation is functioning there named Liberation Council. Political Liason 

Motiur Rahman. Coochbehar Traders Society is also actively involved. From 8th to 

11th our General Secretary Mr. Arun Moitra was also with us. 

Next we visited the Sahibganj operating unit, strength 800. Discussed problems 

with Congress worker of WB, Mr. Rajen Chatterijee. He reported unfair border trade. 
Also reported was the study of 6 boys forced to leave from the Coochbehar Town 

Camp to the other side of the border. 
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In Sahibganj, Major Najesh in Charge, the BSF supplies ration rot 500 only. With 

this 800 manage with difficulty. Cash money (Rs. 4,000/per week) was promised by 

the Minister. Major suggested opening of a Bangladesh Bank in such units for the 

deposition of money of armed forces. They also need a doctor. A compounder already 

present there should be given appointment. Requirement list was submitted. 

10.6.71 night meeting was held at Marwari guddi that is Bangladesh local 

Karyalaya now. Differences among local parties and different sections of the 

Bangladesh leaders as well exist. Some local party individuals also met the Minister 

separately next morning. On 11th night Siliguri night halt. 

Dinajpur, 12th-13th. 

Islampur which we visited on 12th is a mixed force-student camp. A.M. EPR-110 

and S-100. Camp in Charge Fazlul Mia finds his authority questioned by the BSF-

EPR clique. He is afraid to stay in the campsite. Trainees complain they have to tend 

to cows. Kitchen l'/2 mile from camp. Money inflow from across the border reported. 

But there is provision for the increase in strength upto 500. 

Raigunj (Malone) was visited same day, where there are two camps 1 mile apart. 

Azizur Rahman in charge of both camps whose composition is M 54, EPR 61 and TS 

10 for the operation camp, and S 125 for the other one which consists mostly of 

Hindu College students (60 %) Space short. 

On 13.6.71 we visited what may be termed the best camp: Kurmail. Present 

strength 700. Of these about 400 participated in guard of honor and listened to the 
Ministers inspiring speech, drenched in heavy rain. Already 1000 have been sent for 

training. (228+ 300+400). Trainer EPR. No ration they procured rice from other side. 
Operations being conducted from here. Rifles 7-8 hundred. Captain explosives trainer. 

Major trainer. Active work by Prof. Abu Syed, camp in Charge. 

Bangalipur is 7 miles from Kurmail. Here we saw 143, 73 having joined (he 

Kaiganj army camp. Another 89 will return soon. 4 grenades, 16 rifles and 3 stens in 
stock. Camp in charge: Md. Jalil. They submitted requisition. 

A general conclusion may be reached from the experience in visiting these 

camps. Wherever the force and students have been segregated good results have been 

observed. 

The following, suggestions may be made from the experience of the tour: 

(1) The EPR, BSF and the students training camps should be all segregated. 

(2) A uniform better ration should be given to the trainees with immediate effect. 

(3) The Central office of the BDMSS Samiti should immediately take steps 

regarding Coochbehar. The situation in that district calls for quick action. 

Report on the Existing Transit Training Camps in W.B. 

The total number of transit training camps including operating units of East 

Bengal forces will not be much larger than 40. In most of these the present strength is 
around 
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200, though there are some where strength is much less due to lack of 

accommodation, restriction imposed by availability of ration etc. Including the 

trainees that have been sent for higher training the number will be larger, in one camp 

as much as 1700 (Kurmail, Dinajpur). The total number of trainees available at the 

moment will be thus about 10,000 or so. 

From our combined experience (i.e. Prasun Majumdar's North Bengal report, our 

and R. Karlekars experience with 24 Prgs., and our trips to Nadia with Aminul Islam) 

it is evident that no useful training or screening can be done in the existing training 

camps. In the name of screening the Awami League M.P.A. and M.N.A.s indulge in 

many vices, fully over the students and if caught at it try to back each other. There has 

been no formal reporting or the 6 boys expelled from Coochbehar town camp, or the 

75 boys expelled from Tollykhola camp in Bangaon sector. The information has been 

received either accidentally or through local political leaders (Rajen Chatterjee of 

Congress in the Coochbehar case). In addition there are reports of threats to 

progressive Awami Leaguers, student leaguers and NAP boys in the camps 

particularly in Nadia. 

The ration is even now slow in improving, as in many instances the extra money 

provided by the BDMSSS, is deposited to the Camp in charge. They only submit a per 

head account, in many cases they do not stay in the camp and are difficult to meet so 

that the acting camp in charge has to make shift arrangements most of the days. When 

they, their friends or we visit the camps we are greeted with tea and snacks which 

comes from this money. The necessity of a uniform standardized ration, impartial 

screening and control on visitors to the camps are essential points. 

Most leaders do not wash their dishes when they take food in the camps, they 

refuse to do any manual work, complain about relief articles and their own health. The 

boys are not only forced to do all the work in the camps by themselves, they even 

have to do odd jobs like tending cows brought over from across the border. The lack 

of the proper Political orientation and explanation of the motivation behind the 

camping is seriously felt. 

There is no realization of the mistakes in the struggle. People who have actively 

participated in the resistance and felt the mistakes are pot encouraged to freely discuss 
this. Instances of harm done by strong attachment to a locality or sentimental 

attachment to places are very commonly heard nevertheless. The need of disregarding 
such feeling in war effort should be impressed with force. 20 % or more recruitment 

of Hindus is essential if they are to go back. This means recruitment of Scheduled 

castes and NAP students since militant Hindus belong to one or the other. This should 

be given top priority. The BSF and EPR should be segregated from the students 

everywhere. BSF transfers are advised at many places: a recent Murshidabad transfer 

did much good. Captain Subhas near Islampur (Thakubari) camp in Dinajpur is 

another deserving case. 

 

------------
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

FINANCE DEPARTMENT. 

Memo. No.                           Dated the 18th June, 1971. 

 

To 

The Zonal Administrator, 

Subject:-Payment of salary subsistence allowance and lump grants. 

 

It has been decided that all categories of teachers will be paid a lump grant of Rs. 

50/- (fifty) each at their respective Zonal Headquarters Krishnanagar, Balurghat, 
Coochbihar and Agartala. The Zonal Administrators will therefore prepare bills of 

teachers residing within their respective Zones as per bio-data of teachers lying with 
them and of those to be sent by the General Administration Department. On receipt of 

these bills some representatives will go to the Zonal H. Qrs. from this office and make 
payments as per proforma to be drawn. 

As regards payments to officials of Government, Semi-Government and 

Autonomous bodies, it has been decided that Zonal Administrators will prepare bills 

of officials other than Police personnel, Doctors and teachers of all categories residing 
within their respective Zones as per the present address given in the bio-data lying in 

his office and to be sent from the Finance Department in two categories-one for those 
where services have been effectively utilized by the Zonal Administrator and the other 

for those whose services have not yet been utilized at the following rates as decided 
by the Cabinet. 

(1) For officials whose services have been effectively utilized: 

(a) Class I Officers-75 % of their pay subject to a maximum of Rs. 500/per 

month. 

(b) Class II 0fficers-80% of their pay subject to a maximum of Rs. 400/per 

month. 

(c) Class III & IV officials-full pay subject to a maximum of Rs. 100/- per month. 

(2) For officials not yet absorbed: 

(a) Class I Officers-37'/i% of their pay subject to a maximum of Rs. 250/- 

(b) Class II 0fficers-40% of their pay subject to a maximum of Rs. 200/- 
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(c) Class III and IV 0fficials-50% of their pay subject to a maximum of Rs. 150/-  

You are, therefore, requested to prepare bills of 

(1) Officials absorbed by you in the Zonal Administration and for 

(a) Officials not yet absorbed but residing in your Zone as per their bio-data for 

the month of June, 1971. 

You are also requested to prepare bills for teachers of all categories for lump 

grant at a flat rate of Rs. 50/- only and send the same to this Department as early as 
possible for taking necessary action from this end. 

 

Sd/-.. K.A. Zaman 

Secretary 

Finance Department. 

Dated: 18.6.71 

 

Copy to:-   (1) Secretary, General Administration Dept. for information and 
necessary action. 

 (2) O.S.D. POLICE with request to prepare bills for Police Personnel. 

 (3) Secretary, Technical Association for information and necessary action.. 

 (4) Member of health Services for information. 

 

Sd/-.K A. Zaman 

Secretary 
Finance Department 
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CONFIDENTIAL. 

MINUTES AND DECISIONS OF THE CABINET 
MEETING HELD ON 22.6.71 at 10-00A.M. 

All Members of the Cabinet and the C-in-C attended. The Cabinet took note of 

the following problems: 

1.  Attempts by private armed personnel to deal with the enemy on their own; 

2.  Issue of conflicting orders by various departments which were at times 

contrary to Cabinet decisions and derogatory to defense interests; 

3.  Members of the National and Provincial Assemblies designated for specific 

purposes failing to discharge their duties, particularly in respect of selection and 

screening of trainees which permitted infiltration of the trainees' ranks by enemy 

agents; 

4. Co-ordination of the Youth Camps Organization and the problems arising out 

of private and isolated attempts to organize such Camps. 

 Cabinet approved the Scheme of Youth Camps. 

 

The Cabinet met again at 6-00 P.M. in the afternoon. 

 

No discussion took place. 

Cabinet Secy. 

Copy to all PSs to the President and Ministers & ADC to C-in-C. 

Cabinet Secy. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

MINUTES AND DECISIONS OF THE CABINET 

MEETING HELD ON 23.6.71 at 10-00 A.M. 

The Cabinet again took up the Youth Camp Scheme as presented before it. The 
Scheme was approved with certain modifications. 

The Cabinet also decided that members of the National and Provincial 

Assemblies would be given an allowance of Rs. 50.00 with effect from 1.5.71 to 

cover their movement and petty expenses. 

Cabinet Secy. 

 

 

------------- 
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Copy to: 

AU PSs to the President and Ministers, 

ADC to C-in-C. 

Director-General, Youth Camp. 

Cabinet Secy. 

 

. 

CONFIDENTIAL. 

MINUTES ANI) DECISIONS OF THE CABINET 

MEETING HELD ON 24.6.71 at 10 A.M. 

The Cabinet discussed the Scheme for Zonal Administration placed before it. The 

following decisions were taken in respect of the Scheme: 

1. 5 Zonal Administrative Set-Ups were approved; 

2. Each Zone will have a Zonal Administrative Council composed of all the 

elected representatives living within that Zone; 

3. The Zonal Administrative Council will ensure implementation of all the 

Cabinet Policies and directives; and, 

4. The Council would elect one of their members as Chairman and the Zonal 

Administrator would act as the Member-Secy. 

The Cabinet also decided to constitute President's War Fund with the following 

Members: 

 1. Syed Nazrul Islam, Acting President. 

 2. Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed, P.M. 

 3. Khandakar Mostaque Ahmed, 'Foreign Minister. 

 4. Mr. Phani Mazumder, M.P.A. 

 5. Mr. M. R. Siddiqui. M.N.A. 

Cabinet Secy. 

Copy to All PSs to the President & Ministers. 

Mr. Phani Mazumdar, M.P .A. 
Mr. M. R. Siddiqui, M.N.A. 

Cabinet Secy. 
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YAHYA WILL GET A REPLY ON THE BATTLEFIELD 

Syed Nazrul Islam, Bangladesh Acting President's radio broadcast 

on June 30, 1971 

Syed Nazrul Islam, Acting President of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, has 

said that freedom fighters would give a befitting reply on the battlefield to Gen. 

Yahya Khan's "audacious" radio broadcast, reports PTI. 

According to Radio Bangladesh, the Acting President said in a statement that the 

Pakistan resident's speech did not merit any serious consideration. About 75 million 

freedom fighters had listened to his speech with "hate and disgust". 

Syed Nazrul Islam said: "We are now in the middle of a war of liberation. We 

cannot rest until we eliminate every alien soldier from our soil". 

Cruel joke 

According to The Statesman Special Representative, the. National Awami Party 
(led by Wali-Muzaffar) of Bangladesh has described President Yahya Khan's 

constitutional plan as a cruel joke perpetrated on the 75 million people of 

Bangladesh". 

(The Statesman, New Delhi- July 2, 1971. 
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Dear Young Brothers, 

I am proud and happy to see you today. 

I know many of your parents were trying to give you higher education straining 

their last resources, so that you are established in your life to become their support in 

future. 

But by a cruel irony of fate you have been forced to leave your schools and 

colleges to take up arms, as the responsibility of saving the honor of your own 
motherland in order to put her up in pride has fallen on you. We must take the 

responsibility of rescuing our fond mothers and sisters from, the unspeakable shame 

and torture which Yahiya’s Punjab army is imposing on them. 

In this connection I recall my young student friends who have taken the duty of 
sitting in examination as of little importance at the present juncture. My student 

friends know that the Vice-Chancellor of the Calcutta University had considerately 
agreed to make arrangements for those willing to sit for their due examinations. I am 

proud to observe that not one of our students appeared before me with a petition to sit 
for examination; on the contrary all of them have come with the same plea, the plea to 

train them up as Soon as possible in the art of modern military practice in this crisis 
period of our country. They have thus taken the vow to free the country from the 

scum of tortures. 

The indescribable atrocity to which our innocent brothers and sisters have been 

subjected, resulting in the extermination of more than a million, and in the shame of 
our countless mothers and sisters, this atrocity is now being opposed by your 

determined will in such a way as can never be resisted by the Punjabi army. 

It is true that for the moment we have backed out from frontal attack, but from 
the point of view of military tactics this has an important aspect, this temporary retreat 

is by means a defeat. We have to be better prepared this time for a much bigger 
offensive. 

We know under what extreme hardship and inconvenience you are taking this 

military training; You also know how limited are our resources; but whatever help, 

whatever finance we shall be able to collect, every bit of it will be spent for you. This 
is our decision. 

Because we know that it is you who will free the country and take back these 

millions of displaced evacuees to their own place with dignity, this way we shall be 

doing the best for the countless people wanting shelter across the border, and also 

help the country which is heavily burdened by the hospitality extended to them. 

We are grateful to the people of India, the way the Government of India has 
helped us is unprecedented. This active sympathy of the Indian Government inspired 

us. Still we 
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must remember how difficult it is for a country to bear the burden of 6 or 7 

million refugees. 

It may occur to many that may be we are also responsible to a great extent for this 
war. But I want to make it clear that we are not in the least responsible for this. The 

complete betrayal of Yahiya Khan has put this on us. 

On the basis of our 6-point demand, in a discussion on the 24th March, an 

agreement was reached; Yahiya even signed on that document. It was decided he will 
proclaim this agreement on the 25th night. 

On 25th March he went to Karachi in a special plane, and the Khan army started 

their on slaughter suddenly, in the dead of the night, on our students, police, E.P.R. 

and the poor common people dwelling in the slums. This treachery is unique; beyond 

any comparison in History- Yahiya is a traitor. The aim of this inhuman barbaric 

attack is to ensure that we as Bengalis will never be able to raise our head again. 

Brothers, keep in mind the treachery of these man-eaters. 

They will not allow any young men between the age of 16 to 30 to live and they 

have also preyed on girls of this age. Even now they are pushing thousands of naked 

young girls towards the frontier. 

We must change this terrible situation. We must raise our head in pride as an 

independent Bengali nation. 

We must remember nobody ever makes a gift to you of your freedom you have to 

earn it. If we think somebody else will win our freedom for us, we shall commit utter 

folly. We must continue the fight for freedom. May be many will come forward to 

help. But the fight will have to be yours and mine. 

If any of you have any doubt about the victorious outcome of this war with the 

modern well equipped Pakistan Army, I am telling you to always keep in mind that 

seven and a half crore of Bengalis are with you in this fight. The fight of self-

preservation of the Bengalis in the wide world will have the name of each soldier, 

each freedom-fighter, written in gold in the pages of History. 

Written in blood before our eyes today is small Vietnam. She is not insignificant 
any more, commanding infinite power she has inflicted the worst crisis on American 

Imperialism with all its modern arms and equipment. 

The victory of Vietnam is certain; there will be no exception for us. 

You must be also familiar with the freedom fight of the people of Algeria. Under 
extreme difficulty they build up their strong liberation force through a Government 

formed abroad, and freed their motherland from Imperialism. 

We must remember we have had to face this terrible war to make up for the 

mistake we did in 1947. Our first and foremost introduction is that we are Bengalis. 
Religion is our private affair. Religion can never be the stick to gauge a Nation. The 

role of religion in governing a Nation is also minimal. The soul of a country is formed 
by its 
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geographical location is also language, its cultural habits and its affinity to local 

friendly communities. Religion comes next and is a matter of personal conviction. We 

believe in the equality of all religions. Just as a Muslim has the freedom to go to the 

Mosque, so the Hindu has his right to go to the temple, the Christian to the Church. In 

a similar way everybody has his own right to pursue his own Religion. Whatever his 

creed all subjects of Bangladesh have the same fundamental right. 

We did not want to divide Pakistan into two, but the Punjabi leaders want to turn 

our country into a colony and want to wipe out all our traditional peculiarity, and that 

is why things, have come to this turn. 

You have taken arms to end this. Our conviction is that we shall soon evict the 

Pakistan Army from our motherland and free our country. 

We shall establish such a society in which there will be no exploitation no rich 

and poor, no class will be big or small, there will be only one class there and that is 

man. The basis of our economy will be socialism. 

Finally I want to inform you on behalf of my Government that the basis for the 

future army of the country will be you. Those who shall excel in the freedom fight, 

those who will prove themselves to be the finest fighters, they will give the leadership 

to our future army. 

Leadership you cannot pick in the street. Remember one has to earn leadership as 
well. So those who can prove themselves will, provide this leadership. 

If we just watch as bystanders, if we the leaders do not participate in your 

hardship, in your sorrows, if we dream of staying leaders in comfort, then definitely 

you will remove us from leadership. 

We have decided those who will enlist for freedom fight will have their families 

taken care of by the Government. The Bangladesh Government will take care of the 

welfare and protection of the lives of the families of those, who become martyrs or 

who become disabled in the freedom fight for ever. 

We have also decided, we shall reward those who show special courage in the 

freedom fight. 

Already our programmed has become disciplined and regular. Henceforth we 

may be able to lighten the burden of hardship that you so willingly have endured 

during training. We shall try to improve the bare subsistence ration with a wholesome 

and rounded diet. We shall always remember you are our main force and, final 

strength. 

 

Joi Bangla 

A. H. M. Kamaruzzaman 
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Military Victory The Only Solution: The Prime Minister of Bangladesh, Mr. 
Tajuddin Ahmed, declared on July 15 that "military victory is the only solution to the 

situation in Bangladesh." 

The People, English weekly published from Bangladesh, said that Awami 

League members of the National and Provincial Assemblies at a meeting had taken an 

"oath of all-out War till victory." 

The report said that 110 members of the National Assembly and 200 members of 

the Provincial Assembly had attended the meeting, which was held somewhere in 

Bangladesh. 

The oath read: "The enemy shall be engaged not only on land, but also in the air 

and on the sea if need be, and shall be defeated once and for all to safeguard the 
independence of the people of Bangladesh." 

The meeting decided to re-name the Mukti Fauj (liberation army) as "Mukti 

Bahini" (liberation forces) signifying the "advent of the air force and the navy." 

Meanwhile, the Mukti Fauj has now over 1,20,000 men, comprising about 40,000 

troops of the East Bengal Regiment, East Pakistan Rifles, constabulary and about 

80,000 volunteers. 

The Fauj is led by a large number of Bengali officers of the Pakistan Army who 

have defected and joined the freedom fighters. 

This estimate of the strength of the Mukti Fauj was given in Poona (India) on 

July 28 by Mr. Sadashiv Bagaitkar, SSP leader, who returned after an extensive tour 

of the areas in East Bengal, where the Mukti Fauj is in control. 

Mr. Bagaitkar said that a large number of volunteers were students, youth 
workers and peasants. They were being trained in the use of arms and the technique of 

fighting, especially in guerrilla warfare. 

The Mukti Fauj, according to him, was running 24 training camps for volunteers. 

 

------------- 
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MINUTES AND DECISION OF THE CABINET MEETING HELD ON 

17.7.71 at 5.30 P.M. 

All Members of the Cabinet as well as the C-in-C were present. 

It was decided that henceforth the Cabinet would regularly meet on Mondays and 

Fridays-the meeting on Fridays being exclusively devoted to discuss defense matters. 

The Cabinet deliberated on the report submitted by the C-in-C on defense matters 

with special reference to the meeting of the Sector Commanders held on 10th to 15th 

July, 1971. 

The Publicity matters of the Government were particularly considered and it was 

decided to lay special emphasis on radio, newspapers, official handouts, pictorial 

publicity such as films and write-ups etc. 

The Zonal Administrative setup was reviewed and it was decided that there 

would be 8 Zones now instead of 5 and that the Eastern Zone would have the option 
to divide itself, if the case so demanded. 

It was further decided that the private individuals owning vehicles would be 

compensated for, in case the Govt. decided to use their vehicles for public purposes. 

The Scheme for establishment of a Trade and Commerce Promotion Board was 

approved. 

Cabinet Secretary. 

Copy to all PSs to the President and Ministers. 

Cabinet Secretary. 

MINUTES AND DECISION OF THE CABINET MEETING HELD ON 

18.7.71 

The following decisions were taken: 

1. Prof. Rehman Sobhan was appointed as an Envoy Extra-ordinary with a 
special assignment of looking after the economic affairs of the Government of the 

People's Republic of Bangladesh. Mr. M. R. Siddiqui, M.N.A. was appointed as an 

Envoy with head quarters at Washington. 

Cabinet Secretary. 

Copy to all PSs to the President and Ministers, 

Prof. Rehman Sobhan, 

Mr. M. R. Siddiqui, M.N.A 

 ________________________  Cabinet Secretary. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH. 

FINANCE DEPARTMENT. 

Dated '19th July, 1971 

Memo No. Fin/29(I2) 

To: (1) Private Secy. to President, 

   (2)Private Secy. to Prime Minister, 

   (3)Secretary, Cabinet Division, 

   (4)Secretary, General Administration Dept., 

   (5)Secretary, Finance Department, 

   (6)Secretary, Foreign Affairs, 

   (7)Secretary, Home Affairs, 

   (8)Secretary, Education Dept, 

   (9)Relief Commissioner. 

   (10)Director, Youth Camp, 

   (11)All Zonal Administrators, 

   (12)Secretary, Information & Publicity. 

Enclosed please find herewith a copy of Provisional financial Rules for your 

guidance and necessary action. 

(K. A. Zaman) 

Finance Secretary 

PROVISIONAL FINANCIAL RULES 

1. Provisional budget will be approved by the cabinet and authenticated by the 

president. 

2. No new head of expenditure could be opened without Cabinet approval after 

the budget is authenticated by the President. 

3. Budget allocation in the existing heads of expenditure shall not be exceeded 

without prior approval of the supplementary budget by the Cabinet. 

4. (a) Allocation under each head of expenditure will be divided under Sub-

heads. 

(b) Re-appropriation from one sub-head to another sub-head shall not be 

allowed without prior permission from the subject to approval of the cabinet. 
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 (c) Where block allocation has been provided, the Drawing and 

Disbursing Officer shall submit detailed estimates under each Sub-head. No 

funds will be released to such departments, unless the detailed estimates are 

approved by the Finance Minister. 

5. Heads of the Departments/Chairman, Zonal Council and Administrative Zones 

shall be the Drawing and Disbursing Officer. 

6. Funds will be released on monthly basis and no funds will be released if the 

monthly statement of expenditure is not submitted to the Finance Department. Details 

statement in case of Foreign Missions being excepted. 

7.  (a) Bills should be presented before funds are drawn. 

 (b) Vouchers must be submitted as soon as the funds are utilized. 

 (c) Unspent balance should be intimated in the first week of the following 

month. 

 (d) All papers relating to receipts and expenditures shall be properly 

maintained for inspection. 

8. (a) The Drawing and Disbursing Officers shall be responsible for the maintenance 

of proper accounts. 

(b) Accounts Officers will be appointed by Finance Deptt. to assist the 

Drawing and Disbursing Officer. 

9. In order to ensure proper financial discipline. Finance Deptt. will appoint Auditors 

to audit the accounts of all deptts. and agencies. 

10  (a) In the Central Secretariat, all bills will be presented to the Accounts 

Officer, Finance Section. 

 (b) There shall be a Central payment Officer at the Central Secretariat for all 

Deptts. and agencies. The bills of all Departments shall be presented there and 

payment will be made from the Central Pay Office. 

 (c) All funds belonging to the Govt. of Bangladesh shall be kept either in the 

Bank in the name of the Govt. or in the name of individuals so authorized by the 

Cabinet/or in the vaults to be located in the Central Treasury of Bangladesh. All 

accounts shall be maintained under the Treasury rules as followed by the Govt. Funds 

cannot be managed or operated by anybody other than authorized persons of the Govt. 

Sd/(K. A. Zaman) 

Finance Secretary. 

 

EXPLANATORY NOTE OF THE BUDGET 

The budget for the Govt. of Bangladesh has been prepared under very unusual 

circumstances. We are in the midst of liberation War. The invading army of West 
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Pakistan has caused colossal damage to the lives and properties of the people of 
Bangladesh. Economic life of the people has been completely shattered and the 

country is in acute economic crisis. A famine is imminent. Our first and foremost task 
is to liberate' the country as quickly as possible. Simultaneously, we should initiate 

action to enlist the of friendly countries and international agencies to ward off the 

imminent famine. 

Since we are engaged in liberation struggle, the budget has been prepared to meet 
the essential expenditures which will directly and indirectly help the cause of war 

efforts. The budget has been prepared for a period of three months from July to 
September, 1971. This has been done with the expectation that we shall be able to 

liberate the country within that period. 

The budget estimate has been prepared without any basis of actual because most 

of the organizations have either recently been set up or being set up. During the last 

three months we, however, incurred some expenditures monthly on adhoc allocation 

basis. 

We also faced another difficulty in formulating the budget because of the fact that 

many departments did not send their budget estimates in time inspire of the fact that 

we requested them to do so by 30th June. This might be due to the reason that the 

departments are yet to draw up the structural set up and to fix the objectives, We have, 

however, kept block provision for these department. Allotment under block provision 

will not, however, entitle them to incur expenditure until they send the scheme of their 

objectives and the structural set up to attain them along with proper justification for 

our examination and concurrence. 

We have tried to keep down the projected expenditures to the minimum in view 

of the fact that our sources of revenue are limited and yet uncertain. This, however, 

does not mean that in case of need we shall not be able to mobilize the resources. We 

have already got very good response from the overseas Bengalese and friendly 

countries. We are confident that we shall be able to mobilize the necessary resources 

to achieve our main objective of liberating the country. 

We would, however, like to keep the Cabinet informed about the present resource 

position of the Govt. We have been able to mobilize an amount of Rs. 11, 22, 
80,378.00 which were brought over from various treasuries and banks of Bangladesh. 

This, however, took some time for reasons beyond our control. As a result we stand to 
lose about 40% to 50% due to demonetization. We are yet to get funds from two other 

places amounting to roughly about Rs. 2,00,000,00 (Two Crores). Out of the amount 

till now received, we arranged to convert Rs. 4, 23, 38,750.00. We are also trying to 

mobilize some funds by selling some commodities like jute, fertilizer, tea, rice etc. 

which were brought over by the freedom fighters in different places. This, however, 

will require effective help and co-operation of Indian Govt. and also that of our 

MNAs & MPAs. Till now we have got about Rs 1, 00,000.00 (One-Lac) out of sale 

proceeds of jute. We expect to get a few lacs more out of the sale proceeds of other 

commodities. 

The budget has been prepared for three months with the projected expenditures of 
Rs. 2, 15, 64051.75. Assuming that it may have to be expended up to eon year, the 

total 
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financial liability will be Rs. 8,62,48,204.00. As against this, we have projected 

our receipts at Rs. 7, 74, 18,998.00. Thus there will be still a deficit of Rs. 88, 

29,206.00. 

We are passing through an emergency period. So, we do not intend to inhibit any 

effort by any quarter directed to the cause of liberation war by following blindly the 

stereotype financial rules and niceties of procedures but at the same time, we shall try 

to observe the minimum financial discipline order to maintain proper accounts of 

receipts and expenditures. Since our resources are limited, we shall try to utilize them 

in the best possible manner to obtain maximum results. 

 

BUDGET AT GLANCE 

Abstract of Receipt and Expenditure 

 

RECEIPTS 

Account No. 1 

(Own resources) 

(A) Pak currency: 

Already received 

Expected 

less 50 % 

(lost due to 

demonitization) 

Less converted 

 

(B) Indian Currency: 

(Converted) 

Account No.2 

 

(Trading Account) 

1. Sale proceeds of Jute, 

Tea, Fertilizer, 

Rice etc. 

Account No.3 

 

(Grants and Donations) 

1.Already received 

2.Expected 

 

 

 

 

 

Rs.11,22,80,378.00 

Rs.  2,00,00,000.00 

 

Rs.6,61,40,189.00 

Rs.4.23,38,750.00 

 

 

 

Rs. 3,26,12,558.00 

 

 

 

 

Rs.   10,00,000.00 

 

 

Rs.   50,05,001.00 

       Rs. 2,00.00,000.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rs. 13,22,80,378.00 

 

 

Rs. 10,84.78,939.00 

        Rs. 2,38,01,439.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rs. 6,36,17,559.00 

 

 

EXPENDITURE. 

1. President's Secretariat 

2. Prime Minister and 

    Ministers 

 

Rs.                  52,316.00 

        Rs.                  38,400.00 
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3. Cabinet Division 

4. General Administration 

 Department 

5. Administrative Zones 

 (Including Sub-Zones) 

6. Finance Department 

7. Health Department 

8. Relief Department 

9. Education Department 

10. Information and Publicity 

 (Including Broadcasting) 

11. Foreign Affairs 

12. Home Deptt. 

13. Law and Parliamentary affairs 

14. Contingency 

15. Youth Camp 

16. Defence 

 Total (for three months) 

Total estimated expenditure 

for one year 

 

Rs.       65,650.00 

Rs .   3,69,400.75 

 

Rs.    5,22,583.00 

Rs.       43,702.00 

Rs.    2,13,000.00 

Rs.  10,09,750.00 

Rs.    3,00,000.00 

Rs.    1,50,000.00 

Rs.    6,00,000.00 

 

Rs.    2,50,000.00 

Rs.    3,20,250.00 

Rs.    6,97,000.00 

Rs.1,37,00,000.00 

Rs    10.00,000.00 

Rs.1.93,32.051.75 

 

Rs.7,73,28,207.00 

 

 

CONSOLIDATED BUDGET ESTIMATE FOR THREE MONTHS 

FROM JULY-SEPTEMBER, 1971 

SCHEDULE-1 

 

President's Secretariat 

1. Salary & Allowances 

1. President's House Rent 

     (@ 1000X3) 

3.President's T. A. D. A etc. 

    (@ 1.000X3) 

4.Presidents Sumptuary allowance 

    (@ 500X3) 

 

for three months from 

July-December, 1971 

- Rs. 21,816.00 

- Rs. 3,000.00 

- Rs. 3,000.00 

- Rs. 1,500.00 
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5. Contingent Expenditure for 

    Purchasing Dailies. Magazines, 

    Repair and maintenance of vehicles etc. 

    (@ 1,000X3) 

6. Protocol affairs, entertainment 

    ofVIPs etc. 

7. Amount placed at the discretion 

    of the President 

8. Reserve to meet emergencies 

 

Total 

 

Rs.   3,000.00 

 

Rs. 10,000.00 (lump) 

 

Rs.   5,000.00 

 

Rs.    5,000.00 
 

Rs. 52,316.00 

 

 

SCHEDULE-II 

 

a)Prime Minister & Ministers : 

1.Salary & Allowance, 

2.House Rent for Ministers 

3.T. A. of Ministers 

4.Sumptuary allowances of Minister 

5.Fund Placed at the discretion 

            of Ministers 

b)Cabinet Division 

1.Salary & Allowance, 

2.House Rent, Medical allowance                

Conveyance etc. 

3.Repairing & Maintenance of 

           Vehicles 

4.Telephone & Electricity 

5.Miscellaneous 

6.Reserve to meet emergencies 

7.Stationery 

8.P&T 

9.Trunk Call 

 

 

Rs. 15,300.00 

Rs. 5,100.00 

Rs. 9,000.00 

Rs. 4,000.00 

Rs.   5,000.00     Rs. 38,400.00 

 

Rs. 20,400.00 

Rs. 12,700.00 

 

Rs. 5,000.00 

Rs. 1,050.00 

Rs. 6,000.00 

Rs. 12,000.00 

Rs. 3,000.00 

Rs. 1,500.00 

Rs.    3,000.00 Rs. 65,650.00 

                              Rs. 1,04,050.00  
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SCHEDULE-III 

General Administration Department: 

1  Salary & Allowance 

2. Postage & Telegram 

3. Maintenance & repair of Vehicles 

4. Stationery 

5. Traveling Expenses 

6. Miscellaneous Contingent expenses 

7. Provision for 5 typewriters to be 

Purchased 

8. Subsistence Allowance for 

   Govt. employees (Block provision) 

 

-- Rs. 33,600.75 

-- Rs. 3,800.00 

- Rs. 5,000.00 

-- Rs. 6,000.00 

-- Rs. 4,500.00 

-- Rs. 1,500.00 

-- Rs. 15,000.00 

 

-- Rs. 3,00,000.00 

Total             Rs.  3694000.75=  Rs. 3694000.75                                                

 

 

b) Administrative Zones (including Sub-zonal offices): 

1. Salary & Allowance 

2. Stationery 

3. Postage & telegram 

4. House Rent for Zonal offices 

5. Maintenance & Repair of Vehicles 

6. Traveling expenses 

7. Reserve for appointment 

in coming month 

8. Arrear pay for April & 

May for Northern Zone 

9. Sub-zonal offices 

 

Rs.           4,09,098.00 

Rs. 1,500.00 

Rs. 4,500.00 

Rs. 6,000.00 

Rs. 5,000.00 

Rs. 7,500.00 

Rs. 10,000.00 

 

Rs.                3,985.00 

         Rs.             75,000.00 

Total Rs.           5,22,583.00= Rs.5,22.583.00 

Total of (a & b).. .                   Rs. 8,91,983.75 

 

SCHEDULE-IV 

Finance Department: 

1. Salary & Allowance 

2. Contingent Expenses 

3. Reserve to meet emergencies 

Total 

 

 

Rs. 18,702.00 

Rs. 15,000.00. 

Rs. 10.000.00 

Rs. 43,702.00 
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SCHEDULE-V 

Health Department: 

1. Salary & Allowance 

2. Establishment & contingency 

3. Transport Expenses 

4. House Rent 

5. Subsistence Allowance 

Total 

 

 

Rs. 18,000.00 

Rs. 7,500.00 

Rs. 3,000.00 

Rs. 4,500.00 

Rs. 1,80,000.00 

Rs. 2,13,000.00 

 

 

SCHEDULE-VI 

Relief Department: 

1. Salary & Allowance 

2. Block provision for relief operation 

 

  

Rs.         9,750.00 

         Rs.  10,00,000.00 

         Rs.  10,09,750.00 

 

SCHEDULE-VII (Block provision) 

1. Education Department 

2. Information & Publication 

3. Foreign affairs 

4. Home affairs 

5. Defence" 

 

Rs.                   3,00,000.00 

Rs.                   1,50,000.00 

Rs.                   6,00,000.00 

Rs.                   2,50,000.00 
Rs.                 10,00.000.00 

Rs.                 23,00,000.00 

 

SCHEDULE-VIII 

Law & Parliamentary affairs:- 

1. Pay of MNAs & MPAs 

    (200 x 450 x 3) 

2. Contingent expenditure of Zonal 

    Administrative Council (5 Zones) 

 

 

Rs.           2,70,000.00 

 

         Rs.               50,250.00 
         Rs.            3,20,250.00 

 

SCHEDULE-IX 

Provision for further appointments of 

officers and staff :- 

1. Salary & Allowance (Block provision) 

2. Other expenses 

 

 

Rs.        5.55,000.00 

         Rs.        1,42.000.00 

          Rs.       6,97,000.00 
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SCHEDULE-X 

 

Youth Camp :- 

1. Expenditure @ 2/- per head per day for 75 

youth camps 1000 youths for 3 months 

(75X1000X2X 90) 

2. Salary & Allowance 

(block provision) 

3. Miscellaneous 

 

 

 Rs.  1,35,00,000.00 

 

 

 Rs.      1,00,000.00 

 Rs.      1,00,000.00 

Total Rs. 1,37,00,000.00 

 

CONSOLIDATED BUDGET FOR JULY-SEPTEMBER, 1971 

 

SCHEDULE-1 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

 

Rs. 

Rs. 

Rs. 

Rs. 

Rs. 

Rs. 

Rs. 

Rs. 

Rs. 

Rs. 

Grand Total Rs 

     52,316.00 

  1,04,050.00 

  8,91,933.75 

     43,702.00 

  2,13,000.00 

10.09,750.00 

23,00,000.00 

  3,20,250.00 

  6,97,000.00 

1.37.00.000.00 

 2,13,32,051.75 

 

 

(Rupees Two Crore Thirteen  Lacs Thirty Two Thousand Fifty One and Paisa Seventy 

Five Only) 

 

Annexure-I 

Details of Budget for July-September, 1971-Schedule-1 

 

(a)     1.President's (Officiating) pay 

2. Pay of P. S to the President 

3. A. D. C 

4. Staff officers (3) 

 

Rs. 2,000.00x3 = Rs.6,000.00 

Rs. 500.00x 3 = Rs.1,500.00 

Rs. 500x3 = Rs.1,500.00 

500 x 3 x 3 = Rs.4.500.00 
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5 Astt. Staff Officer 400x3    =Rs 1,200.00 

6 Class-III Employees (7) 1,872x3 =Rs 5,616.00 

7 Class-IV Employees(3) 500x3    =Rs 1,500.00 

  Total      =Rs 21,816.00 

 

  (b)  1. Presidents House Rent 1000x3  =Rs 3,000.00 

2. Presidents T.A & D.A etc 1000x3  =Rs 3,000.00 

3. Presidents supplementary Allowance 500x3    =Rs 1,500.00 

4.  Contingent expenditure of purchasing vehicles 

etc 

1000x3   = Rs 3,000.00 

5. Protocol affairs, entertainment of VIP’s etc                = Rs 

 

10,000.00 

6. Amount placed at the discretion president.           = Rs 5,000.00 

7. Reserve to meet emergency                = Rs          5,000.00 

                       = Rs. 30,500.00 

       Grant Total Rs. 52,316.00 

 

 

Annexure-II 

(a) Details of Budget for July-September, 1971-SCHEDULE-II 

 

1. Pay of Prime Minister 1,500x3 = Rs. 4,500.00 

2. Pay of Minister 1,200x3x3 = Rs. 10,800.00 

3. House Rent of Prime Minister 500x3 = Rs. 1,500.00 

4. House Rent of  Ministers 400x3x3 = Rs. 3,600.00 

5. T.A. of Ministers 3,000x3 = Rs. 9,000.00 

6. Supplementary allowance of Prime Minister & 

other Ministers 

  

= Rs. 

4,000.00  

 (lump) 

7. Fund placed at the discretion of Prime Minister 

& Other Ministers 

  

= Rs. 

 

5,000.00 

   = Rs. 38,400.00 

     

(b) Cabinet Divistion :    

 1. Pay of two class-1 officers 500x4x3 = Rs. 6,000.00 
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2. Pay of our class-II officer 

3. Pay of four class-Ill employees 

4. Pay of eight orderlies 

       (Two for each Minister) 

5. Pay of Two Office Peons 

6. Pay of Four Drivers 

       (One for each Minister) 

 

500 x 3 x 3 

250 x 4 x 3 

100 x 8 x 3 

 

100x2x3 

200 x 4 x 3 

Total 

 

= Rs.   6,000.00 

= Rs.   3,000.00 

= Rs.   2,400.00 

 

= Rs.      600.00 

= Rs.    2400.00 

= Rs. 20,400.00 

 

 

(c) Contingent Expenditure 

  1.  House Rent and…..Allowance ... et 

         2. Repairing & Maintenance of vehicles 

3. Telephone & Electricity 

4. Miscellaneous 

5. Stationery 

         6. P&T 

7. Trunk Call 

8. Reserve to meet emergency 

 

 

 

2000 x 3  

350 x 3 

2000x3 

1000 x 3 

500 x 3 

1000 x3 

 

 = Rs. 12,700.00 

 = Rs. 6,000.00 

 = Rs. 1,050.00 

 =Rs. 6,000.00 

  = Rs. 3,000.00 

 =  Rs. 1,500.00 

 = Rs. 3,000.00 

 = Rs. 12.000.00 

 =Rs. 45.250.00 
 

Grand Total a+b+c = Rs. 1,04.050.00 

 

Annexure-III 

Details of Budget for July-September, 1971-Schedule-Ill 

 

(a) General Administration Department 

1. Pay of class-1 officers (10) 

2. Pay of class-Ill Employees (18) 

3. Pay of Class IV employees (13) 

 

 

(b) Contingent Expenditure : 

1.   Postage & Telegram 

2.   Stationery 

3.   Miscellaneous & repair of Vehicles 

4.   Traveling Expenditure 

5.   Miscellaneous contingent expenditures 

 

6.   Provision for 5 Typewriters to be   purchased 

7.   Subsistence allowance to Govt. 

  Employees (Block Provision) 

 

  
 

4807.50 x 3 

4728.08 x 3 

1664.00 x 3 

 

 

 

 

 

2,000 x 3 

 

1,500x3 

500 x 3 

 

5,000 x 3 

 

 

 

 

Grand Total 

Rs. =  14,422.00 

Rs. =  14,188.25 

Rs. =  4,992.00 

 Rs =  33,600.25 

 

 

 

Rs. =  

 

 

 

3,800.00 

Rs. = 6,000.00 

Rs. = 5,000.00 

Rs. = 4,500.00 

Rs. = 1,500.00 

Rs. = 15,000.00 

Rs. = 3,00.000.00 

Rs.= 3,36.800.00 

 

Rs. 3.69.400.00 
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Annexure-IV 
Administrative Zone 

1. Central Zone : 

(a) Pay of Class-I Officers 

(b) Pay of Class-II Officers 

(c) Pay of Class-Ill Employees 

(d) Pay of Class-IV Employees 

 

2. Northern Zone 

(a) Pay of Class-I Officers 

(b) Pay of Class-II Officers 

(c) Pay of Class-Ill Employees 

(d) Pay of Class-IV Employees 

 

3. South Western Zone 

4. Eastern Zone 

5. North Eastern Zone 

6. Reserve for the appointment 

 

 

 

9,508 x 3= Rs. 

5,375 x 3= Rs. 

10,483 x 3= Rs. 

193 x 3= Rs. 

 

8,700 x 3= Rs. 

5,000 x 3= Rs. 

4,657 x 3= Rs. 

1,500x3= Rs. 

 

 

 

10,000 x 3. = Rs. 

 

  

 

28,524.00 

15,975.00 

31,449.00 

579.00 

  

25,130.00 

15,000.00 

 13,971.00 

 4,500.00 

 1,05,000.00 

69,000.00 

. 69,000.00 

30.000.00 

 4.09098.00 

 

Contingent Expenditure 

1.Stationery 

2.P&T 

3.House Rent for Zonal Officers 

4.Maintenance and repair of Vehicles 

5.Traveling Expenses 

6.Reserve to meet emergency 

7.Arrear Pay for April & May, 1971 

 for Northern Zone 

8.Sub-Zonal Officers 
 

 

500 x 3= Rs 

1,500x3= Rs 

2,000 x 3= Rs 

 

2,500 x 3= Rs 

 

 

 

25,000 x 3= Rs 

 

Grand Total 

 

1,500.00 

 4,500.00 

 6,000.00 

 5,000.00 

 7.500.00 

 10,000.00 

 3,985.00 

 75.000.00 

Rs. 1.13,485.00 

Rs. 5.22,583.00 
 

 

Annexure-V 
Sub-zonal Offices: 

1. Pay of Sub-zonal Administrators. 

2. Pay of Adm. Officer. 

3. Pay of Steno. 

4. Pay of Office Asstt. 

5. Pay of Peon. 

6. Pay of Driver 

7. Contingency. 

 

 

500.00 

400.00 

250.00 

250.00 

150.00 

150.00 

300.00 
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8. Transport 

9. House Rent (Office) 

Three for 10 Sub-zonal offices (two for each zone 

Expenditure for three months will be : 

Rs. 2,500.00 x 10 x 3 

300.00 

200.00 

2,500.00 

 

Rs. 75.000.00 

 

Annexure - VI 

HEALTH DEPARTMENT 

 

1. Staff pay @ Rs. 6,000.00 per months x 3 

(Staff means medical, paramedical 

    & non-medical offices staff) 

 

2. Establishment and contingency allowances 

@ Rs. 2,500.00 per month x 3 

 

3. Transport expenses (maintenance of vehicles) 

@ 1,000.00 x 3 

 

4. House rent for office purpose and 

go down for medical store @ 1,500.00 x 3 

 

5. Subsistence allowance and pay as per rules 

for Govt. Servants opted form Bangladesh 

from various branches of Health Department  

(Medical. Para-medical, non-medical ministerial) 

approximately 300 persons at an average of 

    Rs. 200.00 per person amounting to Rs. 300.00 x 200 

Rs. 60,000.00 x 3 

 

(Attempt is made to save this amount by sending three 

staff elsewhere on deputation but they will be this 

departments liability whenever returns, so there should 

be provision in the budget.) 

 

 

 

18,000.00 

 

 

 

7,500.00 

 

 

3,000.00 

 

 

4,500.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

= 1,80,000.00 

 

 

 

 

Total Rs. 2,13,000.00 

 

Annexure-VII 
 

Relief Department. 
 

1. Pay of Relief Commissioner 

2. Pay of Dy. Relief Commissioner 

3. Pay of Staff officer (Relief) 

4. Pay of Two Asstt. 

5. Pay of One Acctt. 

6. Pay of Steno 

7. Pay of typist 

 
 

500x3 = Rs. 1,500.00 

500x3 = Rs. 1,500.00 

500x3 = Rs. 1,500.00 

300x2x3 = Rs. 1,800.00 

300x3 = Rs. 900.00 

300x3 = Rs. 900.00 

250x3 = Rs. 750.00 
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8. Pay of Two M. L. S. S 

9. Block Provision for 

    Relief office 10,000.00 x 

 

150 x 3 = Rs. 900.00 

 

Rs. 30,00,000.00 

Total = Rs. 30,09,750.00 

 

     

GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH. 

DEPARTMENT OF PRESS, PUBLICITY & INFORMATION BROADCASTING. 

 

 
1. Salary  

Tapes @ 20 per month 

2. @ Rs. 75/- each 

3. Newspaper subscriptions 

4. Casual Artists not included 

5. Furniture hire 

6. Instrument purchase 

7. Stationery 

8. Maintenance/ of Jeep 

9. Miscellaneous & emergency Reserve 

 such as third transmission. House rent, 

Drama production, increase of hour 

of broadcasting and any other expenditure 

For six months expenditure Rs. 35,000.00 x 6 

(Rupees two lacs and ten thousand only) 

 

Rs. 17,770.00 

 

Rs.   1,500.00 

Rs.      100.00 

Rs.   1,000.00 

Rs      .250.00 

Rs.   1,500.00 

Rs      .300.00 

Rs.   1,500.00 

Rs. 11,080.00 

Rs. 35,000.00 

per month 

 

= Rs. 2,10,000.00 
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GENERAL ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT 

Memo. No. GA/                       Dated………..1971 

ORDER 

1. In pursuance of a Cabinet decision to streamline the field administration, it has 

been decided to set-up the following Administrative Zones with Headquarters & 

jurisdiction noted against each. 

       

1.   South-East Zone (I) 

 

 

 

2.   South-East Zone (II) 

 

 

 

3.   East Zone 

 

 

4.   North-East Zone (I) 

 
 

5.   North-East Zone (II) 

 

6.   North Zone 

 

7.   West Zone 

 

:H. Q. : Sabrum 

 

 

 

: H. Q : Agratala 

 

 

 

: H. Q. : Dharmanagar 

 

 

: H. Q. : Dawki 

        

 

: H. Q. tura 

 

: H. Q. Coochbehar 

 

: H. Q. : Balurghat 

 

(i) Chittagong 

(ii) Chittagong 
      Hill Tracts 

(iii) Feni Sub-Dvn. 

       of Noakhali District. 

 

(i) Dacca. 

(ii) Coimilla. 

(iii) Noakhali Dist, except      

       Feni Sub Division. 

 

 

(i) Habiganj & 

(ii) Moulvibazar Sub-Dvns. 

      of Sylhet District. 
 
 

(i) Sadar & Sunamganj Sub-    
     Dvns. of Sylhet  District. 

 
(i) Mymensingh 

(ii) Tangail. 

 

(i) Rangpur. 

 
(i) Dinajpur 

(ii) Bogra. 

(iii) Rajshahi. 
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8. South-West Zone 

 
 

 

 

9. South Zone 

 

: H. Q. : Krishnanagar 

 
 

 
: H. Q. : Barasat 

 

(i) Pabna. 

(ii) Kushtia. 
(iii) Faridpur 

(iv) Jessore 

 

(i) Barisal. 

(iij Patuakhali 

(iii) Khulna. 

 

Note: 

(1)  The above Zonal Divisions have been made keeping in view that the people 

from the places noted against each zone have largely moved into the areas near about 
the Zonal Headquarters. 

(2) It may also be kept in mind that people from a particular district might have 

found their way into zones other than that in which that district is included. In such 

cases, they will belong to the particular zone in which they have temporarily settled 
themselves. 

2. Zonal Administrative Council: 

A Zonal Administrative Council will be established in each Zone. 

 

Constitution of the Zonal Administrative Council: 

(a) All M. N. As & M. P. As of the zone will be the members of the Zonal 
Administrative Council. 

(i) Ordinarily, an M. N. A. or M. P. A will belong to the zone in which his 

district is included with a view to facilitating contact with maximum number 

of people belonging to his constituency and greater participation in the 
Liberation Struggle within his constituency. 

(ii) It is, however, left to the convenience and discretion of the M. N. A or M. 

P. A to belong to a zone other than in which his constituency is included, in 

case he feels that by doing so the objective as enunciated in the foregoing 

para can be better achieved. 

(iii) No M. N. A As & M. P.A shall be a member of more than one Zonal 
Council. 

(b) Each Zonal Council will be headed by a Chairman, selected by the members 

of the Zonal Administrative Council from amongst themselves. 

(c) The Zonal Administrative officer will be the Member-Secretary of the 

Council. 

(d) There shall be a Zonal Secretariat to discharge the functions of the 
Administrative Council. 
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3. Functions of the Zonal Administrative Council: 

(a) The Zonal Council shall ensure the implementation of the Policy enunciated 

by the Cabinet and will exercise Advisory & Political control over the Administrative. 

(b) Zonal Council will maintain constant contact with our people and make them 

feel the presence of Bangladesh Govt. 

(c) Zonal Administrative Council will undertake relief work for the evacuees 

form Bangladesh in co-operation with local Administration and other local agencies. 
They will also co-ordinate, organize and supervise the relief operations undertaken by 

the Bangladesh Government. 

(d) Zonal Council will keep watch on the Relief Camps and screen out 

undesirable element/ infiltrators. 

(e) The Council will provide logistic and Administrative support to the Youth 

Camps. 

(f) The Council will keep close liaison with the Sector Commander and ensure 

close -co-operation. 

(g) The Zonal Council will also take steps to set-up administrative machinery in 

the liberated areas within the Zone. 

(h) The Council shall meet at least once a month. The Member Secretary will 

draw up the agenda of the meeting in consultation with the Chairman. At least a 5 day 
notice shall be issued by Member-Secretary for convening the meeting of the 

Council. Members may send proposals to be included in the meeting earlier to raise 
important issues in the meeting under miscellaneous subject. 

4. Sub-Committees of the Zonal Administrative Council: 

(a) The Zonal Councils will ordinarily constitute the following Sub- Committees 

to facilitate the discharge of its functions: 

(a)  Finance Sub-Committee 

(b) Relief Sub-Committee 

(c)  Health Sub-Committee 

(d) Publicity Sub-Committee 

(e)  Education Sub-Committee 

The Council may, however, if deemed necessary, constitute any other Sub- 

Committees subject to the approval of the Establishment Branch of the Cabinet. 

(b) Each Sub-committee shall consist of not less than 3 and not more than 7 
members of the Zonal Administrative Council. 

(e) The Members of the Sub-Committees will select a Chairman from amongst 

themselves. 
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(d) The Zonal Officer representing the various departments will be the Member 

Secretary of the Corresponding Sub-Committee. 

5.Zonal Administrative Officer: 

(a)Administrative set-up in each zone will be headed by a Zonal 

Administrative Officer. 

(b)The Zonal Administrative Officers will be appointed by the Government. 

(c)The Zonal Administrative Officer, who will be the ex-officio Member-
Secretary of the Zonal Administrative Council, shall record the minutes of the 

meetings of the Council. 

(d)The Zonal Administrative Officers will co-ordinate the work of all the 

Zonal Officers who shall be accountable to him. 

(e)The Zonal Administrative Officer will keep close liaison with their local 

counterparts & extend all necessary co-operation and assistance to them. 

(f) He will be responsible for executing the policies adopted in the Zonal 

Administrative Council. 

 

6.Zonal Officers:  

(a) Each Zone shall have: 

 

1) One Zonal Health Officer 

2) One Zonal Education Officer 

3) One Zonal Relief Officer 

4) One Zonal Engineer 

5) One Zonal Police Officer 

6) One Zonal Information Officer 

7) One Zonal Accounts Officer 

 

(b) Zonal Officers will be appointed by the respective Departments of the Govt. and 

will be deputed to work in the Zones. 

7. Finance: 

(a) Financial matters in each zone will be managed by the Zonal Finance Sub- 
Committee. 

(b) The Finance Sub-Committee shall consist of 5 members. The Chairman of 

the Zonal Administrative Council and the Zonal Administrative Officer shall 

be ex- officio member of the Finance Sub-Committee and the rest three 

members will be selected by the Council from among its members. 

(c) Fund shall be operated through a Bank Account, Joint Account will be 

opened in the names of all the members of the Finance Sub-Committee and the 

same will be operated in the following manner: 
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Cheques will be issued by the Zonal Administrative Officer and will be 
countersigned by the Chairman of the Zonal Administrative Council or in his 

absence by any one of the other members of the Finance Committee. 

(d) Necessary Funds will be released by the Govt. on monthly basis specifying 

allocations under each head of expenditure. Expenditure cannot be exceeded 

in any head without prior sanction of the Government. 

(e) The Zonal Accounts Officer will maintain proper accounts in accordance 

with the General Financial Rules of the Government. 

(f) The Accounts shall be audited at least once a month by the Auditor 
appointed by the Finance Department. A fortnightly statement of accounts 

shall be sent to the Finance Department to be placed before the Cabinet. 

Sd/ Tajuddin Ahmed, 

Prime Minister. 

Memo. No. GA/810/345      Dated 27.7.1971 

Distribution: 

1) M. N. A & M. P. A (All) 

2) Head of Bangladesh Mission, Calcutta. 

3) Secretaries (All) 

4) Inspector General of Police. 

5) Relief Commissioner. 

6) Director General, Health Services. 

7) Officer-On-Special Duty, Law & parliamentary Affairs. 

8) Chief Engineer. 

9) Zonal Administrative Officers (All) 

10)  Private Secretaries (AH) 

11)  A. D. C to Commander -in-Chief. 

(K. Ahmed) 
Dy. Secretary. 

General Administration Department. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF CONTROL, YOUTH CAMPS 

ORDER 

Mr. M. Bakitullah, Principal, Rajshahi Cadet College, is appointed to act as Director, 

Youth Camp, Western Sector (Zone-1) until further order. 

This order shall come into force with effect from 28th July, 1971. 

The appointment is made in the interest of public service. 

He will receive instructions regarding location of his office and other necessary 

orders from the Director, Headquarters, Youth Camp. 

(M. YUSUF ALI) 

Chairman, 

Board of Control, Youth Camps 

Memo, No. Est/BD/YC/5(22)      Dated 28/7/71 

 

Copy to :- 
(1) Mr. Bakitullah, Director, Youth Camp, Western Sector (Zone-1) for 

information and necessary action. 
 

(2) Commander-in-Chief, Bangladesh Armed Forces, Govt, of the Peoples' 
Republic of Bangladesh. 

 

(3 Head of the Bangladesh Mission. 
 

(4) Secretary, Finance Deptt/ Home Deptt./ Foreign Affairs/ Board of Control. 
Youth Camp / G. A. Deptt. Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

 

(5) Administrator, Eastern Zone, Agartala Govt. of the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh. 
 

(6) Office on Special Duty, Engg. Deptt./ Police Govt. of the People's Republic 

of Bangladesh. 
 

(7) Relief Commissioner, Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 
 

(8) Director General, Health services, Govt. of the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh. 
 

(9) P. S. to President/Prime Minister/Foreign Minister/Home Minister/Finance 

Minister. 

(M. YUSUF ALI) 
Chairman, 

Board of Control, Youth Camps 
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MINUTES AND DECISION OF THE CABINET MEETING HELD ON 29.7.71 
 

The Cabinet decided that no subsistence allowance or pension would be paid to 

the employees of the Govt. or autonomous bodies, teachers and other categories. 

It was decided to set-up administrative machinery in free zones. The problems 
raced in connection with running such administration would be studied and their 

outstanding problems resolved. 

An Enquiry Commission composed of Mr. A. Hannan, Mr. J. G. Bhowmick and 

Mr. S. Barua would be constituted with Mr. Barua as Member-Secretary to probe into 

various allegations regarding submission of accounts of Bangladesh money and other 

resources. 

The Cabinet also decided to arrange office accommodation for the secretariat 

outside the present premises. 

Regarding the Boarders of the Present building, it was decided that they would be 

accommodated elsewhere. 

In view of the special work of the people connected with broadcasting, it was 

decided to arrange accommodation for them officially. 

Cabinet Secretary. 

Copy to all PSs to the President and Ministers. 

Cabinet Secretary. 

Confidential. 

MINUTES AND DECISION OF THE CABINET MEETING HELD ON 29.7.71 

All the Members of the Cabinet were present. Professor Yousuf Ali was specially 
invited for the meeting. 

The Cabinet considered the report of relief and rehabilitation and Youth Camps 

submitted by Prof. Yousuf Ali. 

It was decided that a time should be fixed for lunching the young men trained in 

the Youth Camps. Some of the Camps would be closed down, on the basis of merits 

and the rest of the existing camps should be run properly. 

Regarding relief, it was decided that no relief would be given from the liaison 

office and that the authority for distribution of relief would be delegated to the Zonal 
Councils who would consider special cases on the basis of the merits. 

It was further decided that proposals for a service Corpse of War-on-Want 

scheme should be placed before the Cabinet for approval. 

Cabinet Secretary. 

Copy to All PSs to the President and Ministers and Prof. Yousuf Ali 

Cabinet Secretary. 
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(1) Youth Camps-Receptions Camps should be maintained by Bangladesh Govt.; 

(2)  Zonal Administration and Zonal Council. 

(3)  Training Camps and trained guerrillas Problems. 

(4)  Psy, Warfare cell. 

(5)  Information and Broadcasting problems. 

(6)  Defense Affairs-Secy. 

(7)  Accommodation-This house will be Defense H. Q. Cabinet will function here. 
No interview here. Secretariat will be housed in a separate place. 

MINUTES AND DECISION OF THE CABINET MEETING HELD ON 9.8.71 

The Cabinet decided that the Reception Camps for youth should be maintained 

by the Bangladesh Government. 

It was decided that the new Zonal Administration and the Zonal Councils would 

be established without further delay. 

The problems of the training Camps and of the trained boys were specially 

considered by the Cabinet. The establishment of a psychological Warfare cell was 

considered to the urgently necessary. The Problems of Information and Broadcasting 

were also taken note of. 

It was decided that Mr. A. Samad, Formerly D. C., Sylhet, be appointed as 

Secretary to the Ministry of Defense affairs. 

The problems being faced at the present headquarters building were specially 

noted, and it was decided that the present premises would be utilized only to house the 
Ministry of Defense. The Cabinet would also function at the present site but no 

interview would be allowed there. Regarding the Secretariat, it was decided that a 

separate building be arranged to accommodate the Secretarial offices. 

Cabinet Secretary. 

Copy to all PSs to the President and Ministers. 

Cabinet Secretary. 

 

 

 

 

-------------
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Confidential. 

August 13. 1971 

It has been decided that all Secretaries to the Government of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh will meet at least once a week for the purpose of Inter-

departmental co-ordination and briefing. The Prime Minister himself will preside over 

these weekly meetings. I suggest that the meetings be held on every Monday at 9-00 

A. M. 

 

(H. T. IMAM) 

Cabinet Secretary. 

No. 19(7)-Cab. dt. 13.8.71 

To: 1. Secretary, foreign Affairs. 

2. Secretary, Defense, 

3. Secretary, Finance, 

4. Secretary, G. A 

5. Secretary, Home, 

6. Secretary, Health 

7. PS to the Prime Minister. 
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THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

ORDER 

Dated August 16, 1971 

Government have been pleased to appoint a Commission to enquire into the 

quantum of Monetary and other resources brought over from the occupied Zones of 
Bangladesh and to suggest proper utilization thereof. 

The Commission will consist of the following: 

1. Mr. A Hannan Choudhury 

2. Mr. J. G Bhowmick 

3. Mr. S. Barua 

Chairman 

Member 

Member-Secy. 

The terms of reference of the Commission will be: 

(a) To enquire into the problems relating to the transfer of each and other 

resources to safer areas; 

(b) to report on the total amount of monetary and other resources brought from 

the occupied Zones; 

(c) to report on the total quantum of resources, including cash, handed over to 

the Government; 

and, 

(d) to suggest ways and means to ensure public accountability in respect of the 

resources, both cash and kind, transferred out of occupied Zones. 

The Commission will submit their report to the Cabinet as early as possible. 

Sd/- H. T. IMAM. 

Cabinet Secretary. 

Memo No. 135 (25)/Cab dated 16.9.71 

Copy to Mr. A Hannan Choudhury, Secretary, Judiciary, C/O. District Magistrate, 

Malda, 

(H. T. IMAM) 

Cabinet Secretary. 
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THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF 

BANGLADESH 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT. 

 

No. GA/1105        Dated August 21, 1971 

Order 

Mr. Sanat Kumar Saha, Senior Lecturer in Economics, Rajshahi University is 

appointed to act as Economist in the Planning Cell in addition to his own duties, until 

further orders. 

The appointment is made in the interest of public service. 

The order shall come into force with immediate effect. 

 

By order of the Government 
of 

the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh 

SD/- (M. NOORUL 
QUADER) 

Secretary, G. A Deptt. 

Memo No. GA/1105 (10) dt. 21.8.71 

Copy to : 

(1) Mr. Sanat Kumar Saha, for information and necessary action. He will draw a 

monthly salary of Rs. 500.00, the maximum amount admissible to a Class I officer as 

per Cabinet decision. 

 (2)Secretary ........  

(3) Member, Planning Cell. 

(4) Private Secretary to Prime Minister. 

 

(M. NOORUL QUADER) 

Secretary 

General Administration Deptt 
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Memo No. 31 (6) Cab 

 

                    Dated August 21, 1971 

 

 

Order of the Prime Minister on the Cabinet Secretary's note dated 16.8.71 (Memo 

No. 21 (6) Cab, dated 16.8.71) is re-produced below for favor of information and 
guidance of all concerned. 

All Secretaries: 

(H. T. IMAM 

Cabinet Secretary 

------------------------------------ 

Order of the Prime Minister. 

"The Ministry concerned should clearly identify the problems which should require 

Cabinet decision for their solution. A problem will go to the Cabinet only when the 

competences of the Minister-in charge will be exhausted calling for policy decision after 

group discussion. Therefore, in transmitting on item for Cabinet discussion approval of 

the Minister concerned must of necessity be obtained. Sending of a complete file to the 

Cabinet Secretariat for picking up problems is an absurdity and must therefore be 
shunned." 

Sd/- T. AHMED 

16.8.71 

 

Confidential.   Most Urgent 

                                                                                       August 13, 1971 

The next meeting of the Cabinet is scheduled to be held on 16.8.71. You are 

requested to please send your working papers for the meeting by 14th evening. 

(H. T. IMAM 

Cabinet Secretary 
13.8.71 

No. 18 (6)-Cab. Dt 13.8.71 

To, 1. Secretary, Foreign Affairs, 

2. Secretary, Defense, 

3. Secretary, Finance 

4. Secretary, G. A 

5. Secretary, Home, 

6. Secretary, Health 
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As desired by the Prime Minister, the meeting of the Secretaries for 

interdepartmental briefing and co-ordination will be held every Monday at 9-00 A. M. 

in the office- Chamber of the Prime Minister, unless otherwise specified. 

The Prime Minister himself will preside over this meeting. All Secretaries will 

please arrange their appointments keeping in view the importance attached to this 

meeting by the Prime Minister. The Prime Minister also desires that every department 

will place before this meeting a brief resume of their activities covering the work 

under review. 

(H. T. IMAM) 

Cabinet Secretary. 

No.. .. Cab. Dated Aug. 19, 1971 

To: 

All Secretaries, 

PS to the Acting President, 
PS to the Prime Minister 

 

MINUTES AND DECISIONS OF THE SECRETARIES MEETING HELI) 

ON MONDAY AUGUST 23, 1971 

The Prime Minister presided. 

The following Secretaries attended the meeting: 

1. Secretary, Foreign Affairs, 

2. Secretary, Defense, 

3. Secretary, Finance 

4. Secretary, G. A 

5. Cabinet Secretary, 

The Foreign Secretary gave a resume of the activities of the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs over the post few weeks. He also reported the following: 

(a) So far 22 officers and 80 members of the staff of various Pakistani Missions 

abroad have declared their allegiance to the Govt. of the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh. 

b) The younger elements of the Pakistani Foreign Service (from Bangladesh) are 

now much warmer to our cause than before; 

(c) The large scale defection of civilian career officers of the Pakistani Missions 

abroad has completely shaken Pakistan Govt. and as a result, they are making a 

number of changes in diplomatic assignments. 
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(d) The Iranian Government is now deeply involved on the Pakistani side: 

(e) Our delegation sent to Ceylon is doing good work, Delegation for Afghanistan 

and Nepal are leaving in a day or two. 

The Foreign Secretary also explained the public support that our cause is gaining 

in countries as Japan. Philippines, Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand. 

The PM was pleased to sum up the discussion. He explained the need for regular 

meetings of the Secretaries for the purpose of inter-departmental briefing and co- 

ordination. He also desired that reports should be circulated by the various 

departments and placed before the co-ordination meeting. 

The Prime Minister elaborated the present political problems of Pakistan and 

desired that the Ministry of foreign Affairs should make a study and submits their 

report immediately, keeping in view the following facts. : 

1. Multiple forces acting in Pakistan; 

2. Present political unrest in Pakistan (West) and the role of the smaller parties: 

3. Recent statement of Khan Wali Khan: 

4. Arrest of Mahmudul Haq Usmani, Poet Ayaz, G. M. Syed etc; 

5. Air Marshal Asghar Khan's Statement demanding open trial for Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman; 

6. Recent statement of Mr. Ayub Khuro placing all the blames on Bhutto for 

the Present catastrophy; 

7. Victory of Bhutto in the General Election assured by the Army (his showing 

in the cantonment areas): 

8. Signs of emergence of the rightist parties in Pakistan: 

9. Present problems faced by Yahya. 

The following decisions were taken in the meetings: 

1. All the departmental Secretaries will prepare their reports on the activities 

of their departments and send them to the Cabinet Secretary, latest by every 

Saturday (so that they can be placed before the Secretaries meeting on following 

Monday.) 

2. Secretaries will also send their reports for discussion and decision in co- 

ordination meeting to the Cabinet Secretary, latest by every Saturday. 

3. The meeting will be held every Monday at 9-00 A. M. in the Prime 

Minister's Chamber. 

(H. T. IMAM) 

Cabinet Secretary. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

Dear Sir, 

It appears that for want of proper co-operation with other departments of the 

People's Republic of Bangladesh, the Information and Publicity Department is 

experiencing great difficulties in giving due publicity to the activities of the 

Government. 

It will be highly appreciated if you very kindly instruct the respective 

departmental heads to maintain contact and liaison with the Director of Information 

and Publicity to enable him to channelize and publicize readily all kinds of 

statements, handouts, press releases, and reactions that may be made out from time to 

time by you, 

Thanking you, 

 

Yours Faithfully 

(ABDUL MANNAN)  

M. N. A In-Charge 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF HOME, INTERIOR AFFAIRS, RELIEF AND 

REHABILITATION 

                                                                                 

Mujibnagar, 

                                                                                                                    August 23, 

1971 

This is to certify that Mr. Akhtaruzzaman Chowdhury, M. P. A. and a member of 

the Bangladesh liberation Movement and also a member of the Central Committee of 

Relief and Rehabilitation, Government of Bangladesh, is proceeding to U. S. A., 

Europe and Far East in connection with some important works of the Government of 

Bangladesh. He may kindly be accorded all possible help and facilities which he 

needs in discharging his duties and for his stay there and for his return also to 

Mujibnagar via India. 

 

(A. H. M. QAMARUZZAMAN) 

Minister for Home, Interior 
Affairs, Relief and Rehabilitation. 

 

 

 

 

 

----------------- 
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Enclosed please find a copy of my office order dated 20.7-71 circulated to 

various functionaries in the Eastern Zone regarding authorization of payments and 

maintenance of accounts. I hope this has the approval of the Ministry of Finance 

(Copy of this order was forwarded to the Finance Secretary on 28-7-71) 

(H. T. IMAM) 
Cabinet Secretary 

23.8.71 
 

No. 37(3)/Cab 

 

                                 Date: 23-8-71 

 

To: 

1. Minister for Finance. 

2. Secretary, Finance 

3. Secretary Defense 

I gather that the accounts of the Zonal Administration and the Youth Camp 

Directorate have been lumped together. It has been very clearly mentioned by me earlier 

that the budgets for these 2 agencies are separate. The Finance Minister has approved the 
Zonal Administration budget involving an expenditure of Rs. 2, 42,121.00. He has 

allowed an expenditure of Rs. 10, 00,000.00 for the Youth Camp Directorate. The 

accounts for these 2 have to be kept distinctly separate. Mr. A. K. Choudhury will please 
hand over the accounts of the Zonal Administration to Mr. P. C Bhowmic who is the 

Accountant for the Zonal Administrator's office. Mr. Bhowmic will be responsible for 

maintaining all accounts in connection with the Zonal Administration. He will work 

under the supervision of the Deputy Secretary (Admn.) and the Administrative Officer. 
The A. O. will ensure that accounts are kept properly and head-wise. The DS will 

regularly check the cash book. 

Mr. A. K. Choudhury will maintain accounts of the Youth Camp and related 

expenses. I have already submitted proposal to the Government for sanction of the post of 

CA and his appointment thereto. Till this is done, he will continue to work on an ad-hoc 
basis. 

I have prepared and submitted to the Ministry of Finance budgets for the following: 
 

Estimated annual 
expenditure. 

 

1. Budget estimate for the Zonal office 
(Already approved by Finance Minister) 

 

 

Rs.                          2,08,475.00 
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2. Supplementary- budget for Zonal                      

Administration (approved in principle). 

Rs. 33,646.00 

3. Supplementary budget for addl. posts for 

    the Zonal Office. 
Rs. 51,000.00 

4. Budget for sub-Zonal Office Rs.      2,40,000.00 

5. Budget for TA & DA : Rs.      17,000.00 
6. Budget for allowance of MNAs/MPAs 

Rs. 3,00,000.00 

7. Budget for 'Zonal Council: 
Rs. 40,200.00 

8. Budget for the Directorate of Youth 

     Camp (Head Office) 
Rs. 65,200.00 

9. Budget for subsistence allowance Rs.      Actuals 

10. Budget for Transport Directorate 
Rs. 1,44,400.00 

11. Budget for Internal Security Scheme: Rs.       1,44,400.000 

 

Of the above budgets, only Nos. 1 & 2 i. e those in respect of the Zonal 

Administration arc approved, Emergent expenditures being incurred in connection 
with other budgetary heads are subject to approval by the Minister of Finance. 

While incurring expenditures we should follow 3 broad policies: 

1.  The approved budget of the Zonal Administration should be strictly followed 

head-wise. 

2. The budget of the Youth Camp should be followed as envisaged in the schemes 

itself. 

3. Unavoidable and emergent expenditures in connection with the Mukti Bahini 

may be incurred by raising debits against the Ministry of Defense. Those 

expenditures will include items like transports for the Mukti Bahini, Hospital 

expenses, such as blood transfusion, diet etc. burial of the dead bodies, assistance 

to the widows of the martyrs etc. All these expenses should be certified by either 

the Chief of Staff or an officer authorized by him. While incurring these 

expenditures we are guided by the principle that all our efforts must be defense 

oriented and as such the expenditures in connection with the Mukti Bahini should 

be given top priority. The Zonal Council, in an earlier meeting also adopted a 

resolution to the effect that a sum of Rs. 2, 00,000.00 be kept apart for the Mukti 

Bahini. I have also moved the Government for making a block provision for Rs. 

2, 00,000.00 for 3 months for the Mukti Bahini in the Eastern Zone. 

 

Sd/- H. T. IMAM 

Zonal Administrator 

Eastern Zone 

28.7.71 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF HOME & INTERIOR AFFAIRS. 

NOTICE 

1. A meeting of the M. N. As and M. P. As for constitution of Zonal 

Administrative Council shall be held on September 5, 1971 at 11 A. M. in respective 
Zonal Council Headquarters simultaneously. 

2. The M. N. As / M. P. As present will choose one from amongst them to 

preside over the said meeting. 

3. The proceedings minutes of the meeting would be recorded by the ex officio 
Member Secretary of the Zonal Administrative Council and shall be communicated to 

the Cabinet immediately (within 24 hours) after the meeting. 

4. All M. N. A and M. P. As are requested to contact the Ministry of Home 

Affairs of the respective Zonal Administrative Officers for ascertaining the exact 
venue of the meeting. 

 

 

 

     

Memo No. HM/43(400) 

Copy forwarded lo:- 

1) Mr. Abdul Hamid M. N. A 

2. The Zonal Administrative Officer, 
for information and favor of necessary action, 

 

(A. H. M. Kamaruzzaman) 

Minister 

for Home & Interior Affairs. 

Dated 25th August, 1971 

 

 

Zone 

(A. H. M. Kamaruzzaman) 

Minister 

for Home & Interior Affairs 

 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT 

ORDER 

1.  In pursuance of a Cabinet decision to streamline the field Administration it 

has been decided to set-up the following Administrative Zone with 

Headquarters & jurisdiction noted against each. 
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1. SOUTH-EAST ZONE (1) 

 

 

 

2.  SOUTH-EAST ZONE (II) 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  EAST ZONE 

 

 

4.  NORTH-EAST ZONE (i) 

 

 

5.  NORTH-EAST ZONE (II) 

 

 

6.  NORTH ZONE 

 

7.  WEST ZONE 

 

 

 

8.  SOUTH-WEST ZONE 

 

 

 

 

9.  SOUTH ZONE 

 

H.Q. Sabrum 

 

 

 

H. Q. Agartala 

 

 

 

 

 

H. Q. Dharmanagar 

 

 

H. Q. : Dawki 

 

 

H. Q. Tura 

 

 

H. Q. Coochbehar 

 

H. Q. Balurghat 

 

 

 

H. Q. Krishnanagar 

 

 

 

 

H. Q. Barasat 

 

i) Chittagong 

ii) Chittagong Hill Tracts. 

iii) Feni Sub-Dvn. of 

 

Noakhali District. 

i) Dacca. 

ii) Comilla 

iii) Noakhali Dist. Except 

Feni Sub Division. 

 

i) Habiganj & Moulvibazar 

Sub-Dvns. of Sylhet District. 

 

i) Sadar & Sunamganj 

Sub-Dvns. of SylhetDistrict. 

 

i) Mymensingh 

ii) Tangail 

 

i) Rangpur. 

 

i) Dinajpur. 

ii) Bogra. 

iii) Rajshahi. 

 

i) Pabna. 

ii) Kushtia. 

iii) Faridpur. 

iv) Jessore 

 

i) Barisal. 

ii) Patuakhali. 

iii) Khulna 

 

NOTE: (1) The above Zonal Divisions have been made keeping in view that the 
people from the places noted against each zone have largely moved into 

the areas near about the zonal Headquarters. 
(2) It may also be kept in mind that people from a particular district might 

have found their way into zones other than that in which that district is 

included. In such cases, they will belong to the particular zone in which 

they have temporarily settled themselves. 

2. ZONAL ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL: 

A Zonal Administrative Council will be established in each zone. 

CONSTITUTION OF THE ZONAL ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL: 

(a) All M. N. As & M. P. As of the zone will be the members of the Zonal 

Administrative Council. 

(i) Ordinarily, or M. N. As & M. P. will belong to the zone in which is district 
is included with a view to facilitating contact with maximum number of 

people 
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belonging to his constituency and greater participation in the Liberation 

Struggle within his constituency. 

(ii) It is, however, left to the convenience and discretion of the M. N. As or M. 
P. to belong to a zone other than in which his constituency is included, in 

case he feels that by doing so the objective as enunciated in the foregoing 

para can be better achieved. 

(iii) No M. N. As or M. P. As shall be a member of more than one Zonal 
Council. 

(b) Each Zonal Council will be headed by a Chairman, selected by the 

members of the Zonal Administrative Council from amongst themselves. 

(c) The Zonal Administrative Officer will be the Member-Secretary of the 
Council. 

(d) There shall be a Zonal Secretarial to discharge the functions of the 

Administrative Council. 

3. FUNCTION OF THE ZONAL ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL: 

(a) The Zonal Council shall ensure the implementation of the Policy 

enunciated by the Cabinet and will exercise Advisory & Political control 

over the administration. 

(b) Zonal Council will maintain constant contact with our people and make 

them feel the presence of Bangladesh Govt. 

(c) Zonal Administrative Councils will undertake relief work for the evacuees 

from Bangladesh in co-operation with local administration and other local 

agencies. They will also co-ordinate, organize and supervise the relief 

operations undertaken by the Bangladesh Government. 

(d) Zonal Council will keep watch on the Relief Camps and screen out 

undesirable elements/infiltrators. 

(e) The Council will provide logistic and administrative support to the Youth 

Camps. 

(f) The Council will keep close liaison with the Sector Commander and ensure 

close co-operation. 

(g) The Zonal Council will also take steps to set-up administrative machinery 

in the liberated areas within the Zone. 

(h) The Council shall meet at least once a month. The Members Secretary will 

draw up the agenda of the meeting in consultation with the Chairman. At 

least it 5-day notice shall be issued by Member-Secretary for convening 

the meeting of the Council. Members may send proposals to be included in 

the meeting earlier to raise important issues in the meeting under 

miscellaneous subject. 
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4. SUB-COMMITTEES OF THE ZONAL ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL: 

(a) The Zonal Councils will ordinarily constitute the following Sub-Committees 

to facilitate the discharge of its functions: 

(a) Finance Sub-Committee 

(b) Relief Sub-Committee 

(c) Health Sub-Committee 

(d) Publicity Sub-Committee 

(e) Education Sub-Committee 

The Council may, however, if deemed necessary, constitute any other 

Sub- Committees subject to the approval of the Establishment Branch of the 

Cabinet. 

(b) Each Sub-Committee shall consist of not less than 3 and not more than 7 

members of the Zonal Administrative Council. 

(c) The Members of the Sub-Committee will select a Chairman from amongst 

themselves. 

(d) The Zonal Officer representing the various departments will be the Member- 

Secretary of the corresponding Sub-Committee. 

5. ZONAL ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER: 

(a) Administrative set-up in each zone will be headed by a Zonal Administrative 

Officer. 

(b) The Zonal Administrative Officer will be appointed by the Government. 

(c) The Zonal Administrative Officer, who will be the ex-officio Member-

Secretary of the Zonal Administrative Council, shall record the minutes of 

the meetings of the Council. 

(d) The Zonal Administrative Officer will co-ordinate the work of all the Zonal 

Officers who shall be accountable to. 

(e) The Zonal Administrative Officers will keep close liaison with their local 

counterparts & extend all necessary co-operation and assistance to them. 

(f) He will be responsible for executing the policies adopted in the Zonal 

Administrative Council. 

6. ZONAL OFFICERS: 

(a) Each Zone shall have: 

1) One Zonal Health Officer 

2) One Zonal Education Officer 

3) One Zonal Relief Officer 
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4) One Zonal Engineer. 

5) One Zonal Police Officer 

6) One Zonal Information Officer 

7) One Zonal Accounts Officer 

(b) Zonal Officers will be appointed by the respective Departments of the Govt, 

and will be deputed to work in the Zones. 

7. FINANCE: 

(a) Financial matters in each zone will be managed by the Zonal Finance Sub- 

Committee. 

(b) The Finance Sub-Committee shall consist of 5 members. The Chairman of 

the Zonal Administrative Council and the Zonal Administrative Officer 

shall be ex-officio member of the Finance Sub-Committee and the rest 

three members will be selected by the Council from among its members. 

(c) Fund shall be operated through a Bank Account. Joint Account will be 

opened in the names of all the members of the Finance Sub-Committee and 

the same will be operated in the following manner: 

Cheques will be issued by the Zonal Administrative Officer and will 

be countersigned by the Chairman of the Zonal Administrative Council or 

in his absence by any one of the other members of the Finance Committee. 

(d) Necessary Funds will be released by the Govt. on monthly basis specifying 

allocations under each head of expenditure. Expenditure cannot be 

exceeded in any head without prior sanction of the Government. 

(e) The Zonal Accounts Officer will maintain proper accounts in accordance 

with the General Financial Rules of the Government. 

(f) The Accounts shall be audited at least once a month by the Auditor 

appointed by the Finance Department. A Fortnightly statement of accounts 

shall be sent to the Finance Department to be placed before the Cabinet. 

 

Sd/- Tajuddin Ahmed, 

Prime Minister. 
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In its meeting held on May 16.9.1971 the Cabinet approved the Gallantry Award 

Scheme submitted by the C-in-C. Now that relevant Cabinet decision is being 

circulated, the Prime Minister desires that the Gallantry Award Scheme itself be 

incorporated in the Cabinet minutes and decisions. 

I would request the C-in-C to kindly send the Gallantry Award Scheme for 

necessary action 

 

 

 

 

CONFIDENTIAL. 

Memo No. 544/Cab. 

Copy to the Secretary, Defense. 

 

(H. T. Imam) 

Cabinet Secretary. 

28.8.71 

 

Dated August 28, 1971 

 

(H. T. Imam) 
Cabinet Secretary. 

28.8.71 
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BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR THREE MONTHS FOR THE DIRECTORATE 

OF YOUTH CAMP 

Commencing from 1.9.1971 

 

(A)RECURRING: 

i) Pay of Class I Officers: 

6 (six) Directors @ Rs. 500 x 6 x 3 

13 (Thirteen) Dy. Directors @ 500 x 13 x 3 

II) Pay of Class II Officers: 

14 (Fourteen) Staff Officers @ Rs. 400 x 14 x 3 

III)Pay of Class III Staff: 

30 (Thirty) Class III Staff @ Rs. 300 x 30 x 3 

IV)Pay of Class IV Staff: 

20 (Twenty) Class IV Staff @ Rs. 150 x 20 x 3 

 

 

(B)T. A & D. A (L. S) 

(C)Stationery @ Rs. 5,000.00 p. m. x 3 

(D) Contingency @ Rs. 2,000.00 p. m. x 3 

 

Total 

(E) NON-RECURRING: 

I) Furniture 

II) 20 type-Writers 

III) Office fitting etc. (Misc.) 

IV) Cyclostyle machine for H/Qs. 

(F)Office Accommodation for H/Qs @ Rs. 2,000/- p. m. x 3 

Residential accommodation 

 

 

Rs. 9,000.00 

Rs. 19,500.00 

 

Rs. 16,800.00 

Rs 27,000.00 

Rs. 9,000.00 

Rs, 81,300.00 

Rs. 82,000.00 

Rs. 15,000.00 

Rs. 6,000.00 

Rs.    1.84,300.00 

Rs.      20,000.00 

Rs.      52,000.00 

Rs.        3,000.00 

Rs.        3,000.00 

Rs.       78,000.00 

Rs.         6,000.00 

Rs        16.500.00 

Rs.       22,500.00 
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(G)TRANSPORT: 

I) Cost of purchase of 8 Nos. Jeep @ Rs 

   25,000/- each x 8 

 II) Maintenance cost Rs. 20/-p. m. x 10 x 3 

III)P. O. L cost for 10 Nos. Rs. 500 x 10 x 3 

(H)Misc. Expenditure. 

Unforeseen expenses 2 % overall exp. 
        GRAND TOTAL OF RECURRING AND 

       NON-RECURRING EXPENSES 

 

 

Rs. 2,00,000.00 

 

Rs.         600.00 

Rs.    15,000.00 

 

Rs.    12,510.00 

Rs. 5.12.910.00 

Sd/- S. R. Mirza 
Director. H.Qs, Youth Camp. 

 

BUDGET ESTIMATE FOR 3 MONTHS FOR THE 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, DEFENCE MINISTRY. 

COMMENCING FROM 1.9.71. 

Defense Ministry estimates for 3 months from 1.9.71 to 31.11.71 envisages a 
total expenditure of Rs. 5, 86,370.00 inclusive of Youth Camps. It consists of Part I 

for Defense Ministry and Part II for Youth Camps. 

Total recurring and non-recurring expenditure for the period, part wise is given 

below :- 

 

Ministry Proper (Part-1) 

 

 

Youth Camp (Part-II) 

 

Total 

Major heads of Expenditure (Part-I) 

(I) Administrative Charges 

(II) Store requirement and stationeries 

(III) Other contingent expenditure 

 

Recurring    Rs.   33,300.00 

Non-Recurring   Rs.   40.160.00 

Total    Rs.  73,460.00 

Recurring    Rs. 1,84,300.00 

Non-Recurring  Rs. 3,28.610.00 

       Rs. 5,12,910.00 

Rs.   28,500.00 

Rs.   18,860.00 

RS.  26,100.00 
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1. ITEM:    EXPENDITURE 

FOR THE MONTH         EXPENDITURE                               APPENDIX III 

                                                 FOR 3 MONTHS 

1. Subscription of 

    all daily Newspapers 

   (Bengali & English) 

 Weekly papers & 

Journals 

  (Indian & Foreign). 

  Quarterly & Monthly 

  Journals etc. 

2. Printing of Pamphlets 

   for Propaganda 

   purposes etc. 

3. Other contingent 

   expenditure 

 

Rs.     200/00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rs.     200/00 

 

 

Rs.  6,500.00 

 

Rs.        600.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rs.     6,000.00 

 

 

Rs.   19,500.00 

Rs.   26,100/00 

 

 
APPENDIX-I 

Sl 

No. 

Name of the 

Post 

Numbe

r 

Pay Pay for one 

month 

Pay for three 

month 

Remarks 

1 

2 

3 

 

4 

 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Secretary 

Dy. Secretary 

Under 

Secretary 

Publicity 

Advisor 

Staff Officer 

Stenographer 

Accountant 

Office Asstt. 

Peon 

Traveling 

allowances 

for the 

Officers @ 

Rs. 2000/0 

 

1 

2 

3 

 

1 

 

4 

        3 

        1 

        3 

4 

- 

Rs .500.00   

Rs. 500/00 

Rs. 500/00 

 

Rs. 400/00 

 

Rs. 350/00 

Rs. 300/00 

Rs. 250/00 

Rs. 300/00 

Rs. 150/00 

- 

Rs.    500/00 

Rs. 1,000/00 

Rs.  1500/00 

 

Rs.    400/00 

 

Rs. 1,400/00 

Rs.    900/00 

Rs.    250/00 

Rs.    900/00 

Rs.    600/00 

 

 

Rs. 2,000/00 

 

Say- 

Rs.   1,500/00 

Rs.    3000/00 

Rs.   4,500/00 

 

Rs.   1,200/00 

 

Rs.  4,2 00/00 

Rs.   2,700/00 

Rs.      750/00 

Rs.   2,700/00 

Rs.  1,8 00/00 

 

 

Rs.      6,000/- 

Rs. 28,350/00 

Rs. 28.500/00 
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Organisation:                                                                         DIRECTORATE OF YOUTH CAMP 

(Proposed staff allocation ) 

 

 

Name of Officer 

S
ta

ff O
ffice

r 

S
te

n
o
 T

y
p

ist 

T
y

p
ist cu

m
 

C
le

rk
 

A
sstt-cu

m
 

A
cc

o
u

n
tan

t 

A
ssista

n
t 

P
e
o

n
 

 

 

Remarks 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1)  Board of Control, Youth Camp         

2)  Chairman/ Secretary 1 1 x 1 x 1  

3)  Director , H /Q, Y C 8 1 x 1 1 1 Staff  officer 1 for Admn, lfor 

       Finance, 6 for f ield work. 

4)  Director. W/S Zone-1. 1 1 x 1 x 1 (For Malda. West Dinajpur, 

Jalpaiguri and Coochbehar). 

 1 1 x 1 x 1 (For 24 Pgs, Madia 

&Murshidaba) 

5)  Director . W/S, Zone -II 1 1 x 1 x 1 (For Assam -Meghalaya) 

6)  Director. N /S 1 1 x 1 x 1 (For Tripura) 

7)  Director. E/S-I 1 1 x 1 x 1 (For Tripura) 

8)  Director, E/ S- II 1 1 x 1 x 1 (Under Director H/ Qs , YC 

9)  Dy . Director (H Q) Training X 1 x x 1 1 --do - 

10)  Dy Director (II Qs), Supply X 1 x x 1 1  

11)  Dy .Director ,24 Pgs . X x 1 x x 1  

12)  Dy .Director ,Nadia X x 1 x x 1 

}Under Director, W/ S Zone - II 13)  Dy Director Murshidabad X x 1 x x 1 

14)  Dy .Director .Malda X x 1 x x 1 

15)  Dy Director , West Dinajpur X x 1 x x 1 } Under Director, W/S Zone-1. 16)  Dy . Director . Coochbehar X x 1 x x 1 

17)  Dy Director , KH & J Hills. X x 1 x x 1 

18)  Dy Director , Garo Hills X x 1 x x 1 }Under Director .Northern 

Sector 
19)  Dy. Director, Karimganj X x 1 x x 1 

20)  Dy .Director , Agartalla X  1 x x 1 

}Under Director-1 & II Easten 

Sector 

21)  Dy . Director , Sabrum X x 1 x x 1 

 14 9 11 7 3 20 

Sd/- S R. MIRZA, Director. 
H/Qs, Youth Camp. 
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CONSOLIDATED BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR THREE MONTHS OF 

THE DIRECTORATE OF YOUTH CAMPS. 

FROM 1.9.71. 

 

RECURRING 

 

 

 

 

NON-RECURRING 

 

A) 

B) 

C) 

D) 

Total 

E) 

F) 

G) 

H) 

 

Rs.    81.300/00 

Rs.    82,000/00 

Rs.    15,000/00 

Rs.      6,000/00 

Rs. 1,84,300/00 

Rs.    78,000/00 

Rs.    22,500/00 

Rs. 2,15,600/00 

Rs.    12,510/00 

Rs.  3,28,610/00 

 

GRAND TOTAL OF RECURRING & NON-RECURRING EXP. Rs. 
5,12,910/00 

Say Rupees Five lac twelve thousand nine hundred and ten only. 

 

Sd/- S. R. MIRZA 

Director, H/Qs. Youth Camp. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MUJIBNAGAR 

Memo No.                              Dated September 4, 1971. 

ORDER 

In pursuance of the Cabinet decision of the Government of the People's Republic 

of Bangladesh, Mr. Abdul Khaleque is appointed to act as Secretary, Home 

Department with immediate effect. 

The appointment is made in the interest of public service. 

Sd/- Tajuddin Ahmed, 

Prime Minister. 

4.9.71. 

Memo No. 

 

Dated September 4, 1971 

 

Copy to (1) Mr. Abdul Khaleque, Inspector-General of Police, Government of 

the People's Republic of Bangladesh for information and necessary action. He will 

continue to organise the Police Force of Bangladesh as Inspector-General of Police 

until further orders. 

 

Memo No. GA/ 

Copy to: - 

 

Sd/- Tajuddin Ahmed, 

Prime Minister. 

4.9.71. 

Dated Sept. 6, 1971. 

 

1. Mr. Abdul Khaleque, Inspector-General of Police, Govt, of the People's 

Republic Bangladesh for information and necessary action. 

Copy for information to: - 

2. Mr. Mahbubul Alam, Secretary, Foreign Affairs. 

3. Mr. A. Samad, Secretary, Defense. 

4. Mr. K.A. Zaman, Secretary, Finance Department. 

5. Mr. H.T. Imam, Secretary, Cabinet Division. 
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6. Dr. T. Hossain, Secretary, Health & Welfare Division. 

7. Mr. Emdad Ali, Chief Engineer. 

8. Mr. J.G. Bhowmik, Relief Commissioner. 

9. Mr. S.R. Mirza, Director, H.Q., Youth Camp. 

10. Mr. Silabrata Barua, O.S.D., Law & Parliamentary Affairs. 

11. Mr. S.A. Samad, Zonal Administrative Officer, South East Zone. 

12. Mr. K.R. Amed, Zonal Administrative Officer, South East Zone. 

13. Dr. K.A. Hasan, Zonal Administrative Officer, East Zone. 

14. Mr. S.H. Choudhury, Zonal Administrative Officer, North East Zone. 

15. Mr. Lutfur Rahman, Zonal Administrative Officer, East Zone-1. 

16. Mr. Fayezuddin Ahmed, Zonal Administrative Officer, North Zone. 

17. Mr. A. Kashem, Zonal Administrative Officer, West Zone. 

18. Mr. Shamsul Huq, Zonal Administrative Officer, South West Zone. 

19. Mr. A. Momin, Zonal Administrative Officer, South Zone. 

20. Mr. Quazi Lutful Haque, P.S. to the President. 

21. Dr. Faruque Aziz, P.S. to Prime Minister. 

22. Mr. Saadat Hossain, P.S. to Finance Minister. 

23. Mr. Kamal Siddique, P.S. to Foreign Minister. 

24. Mr. B.B. Biswas, P.S. to Home Minister. 

25. Establishment Branch of G.A. Department. 

 

(H.T. Imam) 
Secretary, 

General Administration Deptt. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

Dated: 4th September, 1971. 

ORDER 

It has been decided that henceforth revenue stamps should be affixed on all final 

receipt-vouchers of Rs. 20/- and above. 

The following rates have been fixed: - 

               Revenue Stamp. 

1. For transaction of Rs. 20/- to Rs. 49.99 

2. For transaction of Rs. 50/- to Rs. 99.99 

3. For transaction of Rs. 100/- and above. 

 

Rs. 0.50 

Rs. 1.00 

Rs. 1.00 

For every Rs. 100/- and 

fraction thereof. 

 

Affixing of revenue stamps in the responsibility of the recipient and he will bear 
the expenses. 

When the revenue stamps are supplied by the Government this revenue should be 

realized in cash by the paying officer who will endorse the fact of payment with his 

initial in the receipt. 

The paying officer in addition to his own duty will be responsible for maintaining 

accounts of the earnings accruing from the revenue stamps. At the end of every month 

he will deposit the amount to Bangladesh Treasury with intimation to Secretary, 
Finance. 

This order will come into force from to-day, the 4th September, 1971 forenoon. 

Secretary, Finance Department will please inform all concerned including our 

missions abroad immediately and ensure that no evasion takes place. 

 

Sd/- M. Mansoor Ali 

      Finance Minister 
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An address to the nation broadcast by Mr. Tajuddin Ahmad, Prime Minister 

of The People's Republic of Bangladesh, on 5th September, 1971. 

 

My dear Countrymen and Comrades: 

Much has happened to the world since I spoke to you last. The outstanding events 

for the people of Bangladesh who are engaged in a deadly fight with the invading 

hordes of West Pakistan are the ruling junta's crumbling power base in West Pakistan 

and the enemy's slipping control over his few pockets of security in Bangladesh. Our 

determined policy of economic denial, the brilliant exploits of our guerillas on land 

and sea, and the growing strength and intensity of our resistance, have brought the day 

of his complete defeat significantly nearer. I should however like to emphasize the 

need for patience and fortitude-the two virtues which would be most necessary, in our 

circumstances, to rout the enemy finally and to rebuild the county after this cruel war 
is over. 

There have been significant shifts in the balance of power in the world. That the 

enemy's attempt to cash in on this has not been successful is further evidenced by the 

Indo-Soviet Treaty. Bengalis undoubtedly relly on their own power, which they have 

discovered with amazement in the course of their struggle, but there is satisfaction to 

be derived from signs of support from quarters where before there was only caution. 

Some Governments however continue to act perversely, although the people they 

represent have expressed their solidarity with us in unambiguous terms. We can only 

hope that this gap in their responses would soon disappear. 

No many in the world would really on the Pakistan army to bring succour to the 

people of Bangladesh whose destruction is its undoubted policy. Yet the UN has 

thought it fit to channel relief given by the nations of the world to Bengalis in the 

occupied areas through the Pakistan Government which has had no scruple in pressing 

into service relief helicopters, vessels, and vehicles in its campaign of suppression 

against them. Much of the material meant for the distressed is being utilized to sustain 

the occupation troops while the communication experts, with advanced gadgets, who 

form part of the UN relief team, confer unquestionable logistical benefits on the 

Pakistan army. All this gravely endangers a mission which is said to be humanitarian. 

If the UN Secretary General at all cares for the prestige of the World Organisation in 

this part of the world, he must take all steps to prevent UN relief operations in 
Bangladesh from becoming a mockery. 

Our enemy is not only overtly barbarous, as is demonstrated by his massacres and 

depredations, he is covert and insidious. From time to time he would float treacherous 

compromise formulae the purpose of which could only be to mislead our people and 

weaken our resolve to achieve our irreducible goal of complete independence. If the 
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enemy seeks a compromise it must be because he is weak or because he wants to 

lay a trap for us against which we must be on our guard. 

With the session of the U.N. General Assembly in the offing the military junta 
has resorted to the subterfuge of creating a facade of a return to civil administration in 

Bangladesh. General Yahya's replacement of the hated Tikka by a civilian stooge, the 

reported move to make discredited Bengalis, isolated from the people, represent 

Pakistan at the U.N., are all part of the same subterfuge calculated to hide the harsh 

reality of continued martial Law, genocide and suppression of popular will in 

Bangladesh. 

Whom does Yahya want to impress by his elaborate show of unseating some 

members of the National and Provincial Assemblies while leaving others to retain 
their seats? The elected representatives of the nation derive their authority from the 

expressed will of the people and are neither subject to a usurper's rule nor to his make-
believe methods designed to produce the quite fraudulent impression that all those not 

unseated by him are supporters of his regime. The MNAs and MPAs in their 

convention last July renewed their vow to continue the struggle till Bangladesh is 

completely liberated and the ridiculous trails to which they are being subjected and 

the confiscation of their property would make no difference to their resolution. 

A world which has reacted with such horror to the mass murder of Bengalis and 
expressed such revulsion at the incarceration of their leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

and his secret trial in a military court, with attorneys dubiously forced upon him by 
dictator Yahya, is not likely to be deceived by the whitewashing maneuvers and lies 

of the rulers of Pakistan. 

Speaking of the trial of the Bangabandhu, I must remind the world that while it 

goes about its business, a man, filled with the vision of the happiness of 75 million 

people who love him, is being held in captivity by thugs who happen to have him in 

their power. The Government and people of Bangladesh have taken all steps to arouse 
other Governments, peoples, and groups, including jurists, against it. This has so far 

had little effect on the unseeing arrogance of a brutish clique. But I assure my 
countrymen that those who are plotting against the life of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

under cover of a so- called trial would not go unpunished. Meanwhile, I appeal to all 
powers who have any influence with Islamabad to help secure the release of the 

Sheikh immediately. 

The recent mass transfer of allegiance by Bengali diplomats in Pakistan's service 

to the People's Republic of Bangladesh underlines its strength and is one more 

argument in favor of our recognition by other Governments. It is easy to see that 

recognition is a means to an end which is a speedy and victorious conclusion to the 
war of liberation. The people of Bangladesh, who are up in arms against forces which 

want to disenfranchise them by brute force and who have suffered in body and mind 
as perhaps no other people have suffered, deserve a better deal from at least those who 

profess democracy and also show humanitarian sympathy to us. 

Nature, in the shape of flood, has added a cruel dimension to the already existing 

suffering caused by the evil deeds of the militarists from West Pakistan. These annual 
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waters of sorrow, which have engulfed vast areas of our land, are an indictment of the 

cynical policy of exploitation which neglected to provide for flood control in 

Bangladesh. It is clear that the problems of Bangladesh could be solved only by 

Bengalis taking charge of their own destiny. 

Human standards of measurement break down before the scale and depth of 

Bengali's agony to-day, but I believe in the resilience of the Bengali soul, and feel 

sure that it would triumph over cyclone, flood and war. 

Finally, all power to the arms of our freedom fighters whose courage, self-

sacrifice, and achievements fill the nation with pride and hope for a great future. The 
people of Bangladesh have consolidated their solidarity through the present struggle. 

Let this solidarity be their abiding source of strength. 

 

JOI BANGLA. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF HOME. 

 

Memo -No. 
From: 

 

 

To: 

 

HD/44/3 

M.K. Chowdhury, Deputy Secretary, 

Ministry of Home. 

 

Mr. Khawja Ahmed, M.P.A., 

C/O. Sub-Zonal Administrator, 

Belonia Zone. 

SEPTEMBER. 6, 1971. 

 

 

With reference to your application for permission for publication of a Bengali 

Weekly Paper "AMAR DESH", this is to inform you that the Government have not 

yet finalized the criteria for according permission and the procedures thereof. Pending 

finalization of these, you are provisionally permitted to publish the said Paper from 

the address given by you. 

The necessary formalities will be informed when final decisions are taken. You 

will keep on sending a copy of your publication to this Ministry (Press & Publication 

Department) and External Publicity Division at Circus Avenue, Calcutta. A copy of 

the same should also be sent to the Secretary, Ministry of Defense, Govt. of the 

people's Republic of Bangladesh. 

(M. K. CHOWDHURY) 

 

Copy forwarded to: 

1) External Publicity Division, 9 Circus Avenue, Calcutta. 

 2) The Secretary, Ministry of Defense, Govt. of the People's Republic of 

      Bangladesh. 

(M. K. CHOWDHURY) 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

PRIME MINISTER'S OFFICE. 

 

Memo No                              September 6, 1971. 

ORDER 

Mr. Nooruddin Ahmed is appointed to act as Secretary, Agricultural Department, 
Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, until further orders. 

The appointment is made in the interest of public service. 

The order shall come into force with immediate effect. 

Sd/- Tajuddin Ahmad 

Prime Minister. 

 

Memo No……..               September 6,1971 

Copy to: Mr. Nooruddin Ahmed for information and necessary action. He will 

draw a monthly salary of Rs. 500/00 (Rupees five hundred) (Consolidated). 

 

Sd/- Tajuddin Ahmad 

Prime Minister. 
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From: - 

 

 

 

        To:-                            (1) 

(2) 

 

(3) 

 

                                          (4) 

 

(5) 

Mr. A. Samad, 

Defense Secretary to the 
Government of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh. 

 

Mr. A. Mannan, MNA. 

Mr. Taheruddin Thakur, MNA 

In-charge, External Publicity Division. 

Mr. M. R. Akhtar, 

Director, 

Press and Information. 

Mr. Qamrul Hasan. 

Director, 

Art and Design Division. 

Mr. A. Jabbar, 

Director, 

Film Division. 

Subject:  Co-ordination of Publicity and Propaganda Effort of Bangladesh 

Govt. 

1. It has been felt necessary to co-ordinate the publicity and propaganda 
efforts of the Govt. so that the entire machinery has a unified focus and 

supports war activity. 

2. The following guide-lines are suggested:- 

 a. Raising morale of the Mukti Bahini. 

 b. Raising morale of our own people. 

 c. Lowering morale of enemy troops. 

 d. Lowering morale of the public in West Pakistan and creating       

                      dissention among them. 

 e. Counteracting propaganda by the enemy Radio and Press. 

 f. Counteracting measures taken by the enemy to enlist public                

support. 

 g. Projecting the correct Bangladesh situation abroad. 

3. Further suggestions in this regard may kindly be forwarded. 

 

-Defense Secretary 

-Sep 71. 
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September 7, 1971 

The Next meeting of the Cabinet will be held on Friday, September 10, 1971 at 5-30 
PM(Bangladesh Standard Time) in the office Chamber of the Acting President. 

AGENDA FOR THE MEETING: 

           Subject: 

Agency: 

1. Report from the Secretaries, 

    Foreign Affairs & Defense. 

2. Report from the Heads of 

   Delegations who have returned 

   from abroad recently. 

3. Directorate of Welfare for 
   Mukti Bahini. 

     4. MISCELLANEOUS. 

 

 

 

Foreign 

Defense 

Ministry 

Affairs. 

Ministry 

Affairs. 

 

Sponsoring 

Secy. & 

Secy. 

of Foreign 

 

of Home 

 

(H. T. Imam) 

Cabinet Secretary. 

7.9.71. 

Memo No.-(3)/Cab. Dt.7.9.71. 

To: 

1. Mr. M. Alam, Secretary, Foreign Affairs, with request to please submit his report 

to the Cabinet. He is also requested to please obtain reports from the Heads of 

Delegations who have returned recently. 

2. Mr. A. Samad, Secretary, Defense, with request to please submit report to the 

Cabinet. 

3. Mt. Anwarul Karim Choudhury, Officer on Special Duty, Ministry of Foreign 
affairs, C/o. B.D. Mission, 9, Circus Avenue, Calcutta. He will please obtain 

reports from the Heads of the Delegations. As Mr. Alam is away Mr. Choudhury 
will please do the needful and send the reports to the undersigned by 9.9.71. 

 

(H.T. Imam) 

Cabinet Secretary 

7.9.71. 
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Bangladesh Liberation Front Formed: 

A broad democratic front comprising the five main political parties of 
Bangladesh was formed on September 9 for conducting the liberation struggle. 

A Consultative Committee of eight members as set up to advise the Bangladesh 

Government and to issue guidelines to the Mukti Bahini. 

The formation of the Front was announced at the end of a two-day meeting of the 
leaders of the parties which was presided over by the Prime-Minister, Mr. Tajuddin 

Ahmed. 

The parties comprising the Front are the Awami League, National Awami Party 

(Bhashani group), National Awami Party {Muzaffar group), the Communist Party of 
Bangladesh and the Bangladesh National Congress. 

A spokesman for the Bangladesh Government said that the formation of the 

Committee would ensure a sense of participation in the liberation struggle among all 

sections of the people actively fighting the "colonial and imperialist exploiters of 

Bangladesh". 

He added: "The formation of the Committee reflects the unity among the rank 
and file of the freedom-loving people of Bangladesh having faith in the leadership of 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the Awami League and the Government of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh. 

The meeting, by a resolution, called upon India and all other countries of the 
world to accord immediate recognition to the Government of Bangladesh. 

The resolution also appealed to them to give "active assistance" to the 

government of Bangladesh and the Mukti Bahini in the form of arms and ammunition. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH, 

MINISTRY OF FINANCE 

 

Memo No ............. September 9, 1971 

From : M. K. Chowdhury, 
            Deputy Secretary. 

To :     Mr. A. Kashem Khan 

     Zonal Administrative Officer, 

            West Zone. 

 

Subject: Liberated areas and utilization of the staff now working in Tentulia. 

Your attention is drawn to the working and the staff under the C. O. (Dev.), 

Tentulia. It appears that the said officer has been working with his staff in the areas of 

Tentulia which, he claims, is a liberated area. It seems that he has been working 

without any plan or directive from relevant zonal Administrative Officer. 

G. A. Deptt., Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, has been requested to 

design the administrative set-up for liberated areas which will be a standard set-up for 
all liberated areas. In one case, the Administrative set-up of Rowmari has been 

provisionally approved by the Minister for Finance, Trade and Commerce, Govt. of 

the People's Republic of Bangladesh. All these are being consolidated by the G. A. 

Deptt. So as to introduce standard administrative set-up for all liberated areas. 

Pending finalization of such proposals and their approval, you are requested to 

take immediate necessary action so that the C. O. (Dev.) Tentulia can work in the 

liberated area claimed by him in close collaboration with and at the direction of the 

Zonal Administrative Officer under which Tentulia falls. He along with his staff may 

also be utilized for collection of taxes and tolls, etc. In this context, we may mention 

that taxes should be levied on all jute and other items coming out of Bangladesh as 

export to India. On jute and tobacco, the export tax is Rs. 2/00 per mound. On all 

other items, tax should be in accordance with the rules previously followed in former 

East Pakistan. Taxes of other kinds also should follow similar rates and prices. 

The matter may be treated as urgent and necessary action taken with intimation to 

this office. 

(M. K. CHOWDHURY) 
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Memo No. PS/SEC/III/110, Dated 10th Sept., 1971. 

To 

The Prime Minister, 
Government of Bangladesh. 

Sub: - Letter of Mr. Fazlul Huq, regarding exhibition of a documentary film 

                  produced by Mr. Zahir Raihan. 

Please find enclosed copy of the letter of Mr. Fazlul HuQ, the Film Producer - 

Director of Bangladesh. The letter is self-explanatory. I would request you to kindly 

look into the charges leveled by Mr. Fazlul Hug and decide the matter on its own 

merit keeping in view the best interest of our country. 

Action taken in this respect may please be intimated to me in due course. 

(Syed Nazrul Islam) 

Acting President. 

Enc: Copy of letter  

(1 sheet) 

......................... 

Sir, 

This is to put a serious matter, in my belief a matter of great National Importance, 

before your honor regarding a documentary film directed by Zahir Raihan, which we 
have viewed to-day in a private show in Calcutta. 

This documentary is being financed by Eastern India Motion Picture Association 

and being produced by Bangladesh Chala-Chitra Silpi O Kalakushali Samity in 

association with Bangladesh Liberation Council of Intelligential. This would be sold 

to India Government to show it in India and other countries. 

The film start with a photo of V. I. Lenin and with his wordings shows nothing 
but little of refugees in India and a little part of our liberation Army Training Camp. 

But the serious setback is, in my opinion, that there is not a single shot or word about 

our 
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beloved leader Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman or Awami League or, the 

six points. 

I believe if this film is shown in India or abroad, the viewers shall have the belief 

that our liberation is being guided by something else and not the points we believe in. 

If the film has been made by any Indian Director, we shall reserve our comments, 

but when it is made by a Director of Bangladesh we cannot sit idle. 

I, personally, protest against this film and I request you to immediate action to 

stop this film before it is shown to the public through the Indian Government. 

If it is not done, I alone, am ready to start a movement. 

With deepest regards, 

Sd/ -Fazlul Huq 

Film Producer-Director of Bangladesh 
C/o. Mr. Benoy Roy, 114/A, Park St. 

Calcutta-17. 

The President, 

Government of Bangladesh 

Mujibnagar. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF FINANCE 

Memo No. H. D. / 51 (1), SEPTEMBER 11, 1971. 

From: M. K. Chowdhury, 
           Deputy Secretary. 

To: The Secretary, 

Ministry of Defense, 

Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

 

Forwarded herewith please find an Agreement between the Govt, of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh and Mr. Nizamuddin Ahmed, son of Hajee Mobarak Hossain, 

and Mr. Afsar Ali Biswas, son of Ilajee Gulzar Hossain of village Godagari, P. S. 
Godagari. Dist. Rajshahi, at present temporarily residing at village Lalgola. P. o. 

Lalgola, Dist. Murshidabad, W. Bengal. The Agreement speaks for itself. 

2. Kindly inform the relevant Sector Commander about the Agreement so that the 

Lessee of the fishery referred to in the Agreement can operate unhindered for the 

period mentioned in the Agreement. 

3. A copy of the letter addressed to the Sector Commander / Commanders may be 
sent to us for ready reference and record. 

Enc: (1) One Agreement. 

(2) Sketch map of the fishery 

referred in the Agreement. 

(M. K. CHOWDHURY). 

..................... 

 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MUJIBNAGAR 

AN AGREEMENT between the Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh 

AND 

M. Nizamuddin Ahmed, son of Hajee Mobarak Ilossain, and Mr. Afsar Ali 

Biswas, son of Hajee Gulzar Hossain of village Godagari, P. S. Godagari, Dist. 
Rajshahi, at present temporarily residing at village Lalgola, P. o. Lalgola, Dist. 

Murshidabad, West Bengal, referred to as First and Second parties respectively in this 
Agreement. 
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Whereas the 2nd party agrees to take Lease of the Fishery specified in the 

annexed map duly attested by the Secretary, Ministry of Finance, Govt. of the 

People's Republic of Bangladesh, and 

Whereas the 1st party wishes to lease out the same fishery through negotiation, 

this Deed of Agreement is signed by the two parties on the following terms and 

conditions. 

(1) The 2nd party will not have rights of Fishery to areas other than those 
specified in the Annexure duly attested. 

(2) The 2nd party will pay a sum of Rs. 1,000/00 (Rupees one thousand) only to 

the 1st party at the time of signing this Deed in cash. The remaining Rs. 1,000/00 

(Rupees one thousand) shall be paid by the 2nd party to the 1st party within one 

month of signing of this Deed. 

(3) In case the 2nd party fails to pay the remaining balance of Rs. 1,000 (Rupees 
one thousand) within a month, the 1st party reserves the right to lease out the fishery 

to any other party it deems suitable, 

(4) This Deed of Agreement will remain in force for one year from the date this 

Deed is signed by both the parties. 

(5) The 1st party is not responsible for any damage or loss caused to the 2nd party 

because of taking the Lease of the fishery. 

This agreement is signed on this day of 10th September, 1971 at Mujibnagar. 

 

Sd/- 

K. A. Zaman 

Finance Secretary, 

Govt. of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh, 

Signature of the 1st party. 

Witness: 1. M.K. Chowdhury, D. S. (Home) 

2. B. Gupta. Confidential Asstt. to F. Secretary. 

 

Sd/- 

Nizamuddin Ahmed 

 

 

Signature of the 2nd party. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT 

MUJIBNAGAR. 

Memo No…………., Dated 13th Sept.'71, 

ORDER. 

Mr. Anwarul Haque Khan, formerly Deputy Secretary in the Ministry of 

Commerce, is appointed to act as Officer on Special Duty under the Government of 

the People's Republic of Bangladesh with the rank and status of a Secretary to the 

Govt. until his actual designation is determined. His services are placed at the disposal 

of the Finance Department until further orders. 

The appointment is made in the interest of Public Service. 

The order shall come into force with immediate effect. 

Sd/- Tajuddin Ahmed. 
Prime Minister, 

13. 9. 1971. 

Memo No. GA/………….Dated 13th September, '71. 

Copy forwarded for information to:- 

1. Mr. Anwarul Hoque Khan. 

2. Mr. M. Alam, Foreign Secretary. 
3. Mr. A. Samad, Defense Secretary. 

4. Mr. K. A. Zaman, Secretary Finance. 
5. Mr. H. T. Imam, Cabinet Secretary. 

6. Dr. T. Hossain, Secretary Health. 
7. Mr. Emdad Ali, Chief Engineer. 

8. Mr. J. G. Bhowmick, Relief Commissioner. 
9. Mr. S. R. Mirza, Director, Youth Camp (1-I/Q). 

10.Mr. Silabrata Barua, O. S. D./Law & Parliamentary Affairs. 

11.Quazi Lutful Hoque, P. S. to president. 

12.Dr. Faruq Hossain. P. S. to P. M. 

13.Mr. Saadat Hossain, P. S. to Finance Minister. 

14.Mr. Kamal Siddique, P. S. to Foreign Minister. 

15.Mr. B. B. Biswas, P. S. to Home Minister. 

16.Establishment Branch of G. A. Department. 

 

This modifies the earlier Govt. order issue under this department's Memo No. 

GA/1265 dt. 7.9. 71. 

(H. T. Imam) 

Secretary (G. A. Deptt.) 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF FINANCE. TRADE & COMMERCE. 

Memo No……….. , Dated 13. 9. 71. 

The undersigned desires that the Revenue Collection scheme is implemented 

properly and immediately. For that purpose the following officers are deputed in different 

Zones as mentioned against their names. 

For their guidance, a copy of Revenue collection scheme general instruction and 
rate of levy and taxes fixed by the Govt. of Bangladesh are attached herewith. 

 

Name of Officers. 

1. Mr. Md. Matiur Rahman, 

       Staff Officer, 

Finance Department 

2. Mr. Shamsuddin Haider, 

       Taxation Officer, 

       Finance Department. 

3. Mr. Md. Idris Ali, 

       Staff Officer, 

       Trade & Commerce. 

 

Area of Operation. 

All liberated area under 

Coochbehar, Tura and 

Davvki Zones. 

All liberated area under 
Barasat, Krishnanagar and 

Balurghat Zones 

All the liberated area under 

Sabrum, Dharmanagar and 

Agartala Zones. 

                    (K. A. Zaman) 
                        Secretary, 

                Finance Department. 

Memo No. FIN/2/71/183 (7) Dated 13. 9. 71. 

Copy to: - (1) The Secretary, General Administration Dept. 

(2) F. S. to Finance Minister. 

(3) Mr. Md. Matiur Rahman, Staff Officer, Finance. 

(4) Mr. Shamsuddin Haider, Taxation Officer, Finance. 

(5) Mr. Md. Idris Ali, Staff Officer, Trade & Commerce. 
(6) Treasury Officer, Finance. 

(7) Zonal Administrative Officer. 
- For information and taking necessary action. 

 
(K. A. Zaman) 

Secretary. 
Finance Department. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH. 

 

Memo No. 639 Dated 11. 9. 71. 

Mr. Zahur Ahmed Chowdhury, MPA, 

Chairman, 

Liberation Council, Eastern Zone 

Please appoint a Committee of 5 to 7 members to look after the affairs and financial 
expenditure of the reception and holding camps. The Directors should have no 

responsibility regarding finance. The jurisdiction of this Sub-Committee will extend to 

Zone I, II and III unless altered. From each Zone there shall be at least one member. The 

Committee shall have one Chairman. This should be immediately done. 

 

Sd/- A. H. M. Quamaruzzaman, 

Home Minister, 
13.9. 71. 
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Dated 14. 9.71. 

P. U. D. gives the minutes of the meeting of the Secretaries held on 23rd 
August, 1971. 

  (A)According to the decisions taken in this meeting, every department is 

supposed to give a weekly report of their activities to the Cabinet Secretary by 

Saturday, each week. A report will be sent from next Saturday regularly in 

consultation with the Secretary. 

  (B)The said meeting will be held every Monday at 9 A. M. in the Prime 
Minister's Chamber. 

 

Under Secretary. 
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�� ����� &8���*� �������� ��#�� 
Mujibnagar, 

September 14, 1971. 

 

The people of Bangladesh to-day are fighting for freedom, democracy secularism, 

and human values. They are fighting a ruthless enemy armed to the teeth, a military junta 
that has no right to preside over their destiny and a band of exploiters that has bled 

Bangladesh. While the struggle continues on the soil of Bangladesh, her children abroad 

are contributing to the liberation war by mobilising public opinion and raising funds. 

Since the beginning of our war of independence, the Bangladesh Defense League has 

been doing laudable work in the United States. Its organ, The Bangladesh News Letter, is 

a source of reliable information for our friends and compatriots abroad. I should like to 

assure the members of the League that their work is deeply appreciated by our freedom 

fighters. 

I congratulate them on their efforts. 

 

(TAJUDDIN AHMAD) 

Prime Minister, 

Govt. of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh. 
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Ministry of Defense 

16.9.71. 

It is felt that small booklets / leaflets with pictures of the Mukti Bahini in action, 
captured West Pakistani Soldiers etc. will create greater enthusiasm and confidence 

amongst the people inside Bangladesh. The Press and Publicity Division may kindly 
be requested to prepare such materials immediately. Copies of such leaflets already 

prepared may kindly be given to us: 

 

 

Mr. A. Mannan, M. N. A. 

21/A, Balu Hakkak Lane, 
Park Circus, Cal-17. 

 

(A. Samad), 

Defense Secretary. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

PRIME MINISTER'S SECRETARIAT 

MUJIBNAGAR 

ORDER 

With a view to facilitating smooth working of the Zonal Councils, the order 

conveyed in G. O. No. GA/810 (345) dated 27. 7. 71 is partially modified. Two more 
Administrative Zones shall be set up by splitting up the existing West Zone and 

South-west Zone with Head quarters and Jurisdiction as noted below against each :- 

 

1. West Zone-I 

 

2. West Zone-I I 

3., South-West Zone-I 

 

4. South-West' Zone-II 

 

H. Q. Balurghat 

 

H. Q. Maid ah 

H. Q. Krishnanagar 

 

H. Q. Bongaon 

 

(i) Dinajpur. 

(ii) Bogra. 

(i) Rajshahi. 

(i) Pabna. 

(ii)Kushtia. 

(i) Jessore. 

(ii). Faridpur. 

This order shall come into force with immediate effect. 

Sd/- Tajuddin Ahmad, 

Prime Minister 

 

Memo No.GA/1366 (500),       Dated the 18th September, 1971. 

Distributions: - 

1. M.N.A.s & M.P.As (All): 
2. Head of Bangladesh Mission, Calcutta. 

3. Secretaries (All): 
4. Inspector General of Police: 

5. Relief Commissioner: 
6. Officer on Special Duly, Law & Parliamentary Affairs: 

7. Zonal Administrative Officer (All): 

8. Chief Engineer: 

9. Private Secretaries (All): 

10.A D.C. to Commander-in-Charge. 

(K. Ahmed) 

Deputy Secretary, 

General Administration Department. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF FINANCE. 

Memo No ....... …………..  September 18, 1971. 

 

From: M. K. Chowdhury, 

           Deputy Secretary, 
           Finance. 

To:     All Zonal Administrative Officers. 

Your attention is drawn to Memo No. Fin/2/71/183(7) dated 13.9.71. The 

following officers have been, deputed in that memo to different zones as mentioned 

against their names below: 

 

Name of Officers. 

1. Mr. Md. Matiur Rahman 
     Staff Officer, 

      Finance Department. 

2.  Mr. Shamsuddin Haider, 

     Taxation Officer, 

     Finance Department. 

3. Mr. Md. Idris Ali, 

     Staff Officer, 

    Trade & Commerce. 

Area of Operation. 

All the liberated area under 
Coochbehar, Tura and 

Dawki Zones. 

All the liberated area 

under Barasat, Krishnanagar 

and Balurghat Zones. 

All the liberated area under 

Sabrum, Dharmanagar and 

Agartala Zones. 

 

As the G. A. Department has not yet finalized a standard set-up for administration of 

liberated areas, formal rules and regulations regarding collection of taxes and levies 

cannot be supplied. Taxes should be levied on all jute and other items coming out of 

Bangladesh as an export to India. On jute and tobacco, the export tax is Rs. 2.00 (Rupees 
two) per maund. Considering the proportion of tax on jute to its price and the perishable 

nature of items like fish, tax on per maund offish exported should be @ Rs. 6.00 (Rupees 

six) per maund. On all other items, tax should be in accordance with the rules previously 
followed in former East Pakistan. 

Your attention is also drawn to the existence of Sairat Mahals like fisheries, hats and 
bazars, etc. in the liberated zones. These should be leased out through auction, if possible, 

or through negotiation where auction is not possible. A copy of the formal agreement 

signed with the Lessee on behalf of the Govt, of the People's Republic of Bangladesh 
should be sent to the Secretary, Finance for his information and necessary action. It may 
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be mentioned in this context that fisheries in the liberated area in and around Godagari, 

West Zone, have been leased out from the Central Headquarter here because of 
communication difficulties. This is for information of particularly Zonal Administrative 

Officer of West Zone. If fish is exported from this Zone from the fisheries in auction, 

taxes at the prescribed rates mentioned above must be paid. 

(M. K. CHOWDHURY) 

Memo No ........ ……..    September 18, 1971. 

Copy forwarded to: 

(1) The Secretary, G.A. Deptt. with a request to refer to our Memo No. 

                  Fin/14/71/172/1(5) dt. 9.9.71. The administrative set-up may kindly be                    

           finalized immediately. 

(2) The Secretary, Ministry of Home Affairs, for information. 

(3) The Secretary, Ministry of Defense. 

(4) I. G. of Police. 

(5) P.S. to Finance Minister. 

(6) Treasury Officer, Finance. 
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SECRET 

Extracts from the minutes of 

the Cabinet meeting held on 

September 20. 1971. 

*     *    *    `* 

AGENDA NO. 6 .    .    .   Budget for the Ministry of 

Defense. 

* *  *  *   *  * 

While discussing the budget of the Ministry of defense, the acute shortage of winter 

clothing and trainees etc. for our fighting forces and Youth Camp trainees was brought 

to sharp focus. The Cabinet decided that the Defense Secretary will immediately prepare 
estimates for procurement of winter clothing’s including blankets covering the 

requirements of both the fighting forces and the Youth Camp trainees. 

 

 

 

Memo No ....   ......  

To the Secretary, Defense. 

 

Sd/ 

ACTING PRESIDENT. 

Dated September 27,1971. 

 

(H. T. Imam) 
Cabinet Secretary. 

27.9.71. 
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MUJIBNAGAR 

20.9.71, 

Report on the recent tour of Dr. T. Hossain, Secretary, Health and Welfare 

Department from 8th to 18th September 1971. 

8. 9. 71 :  Waited at Dum Dum Airport from 5 A. M. to 2 P. M. The flight was 

finally cancelled. 

9.9.71 : Reached Agartola. 

Visited Melaghar Hospital in Sector Head Quarter 2. 

10. 9. 7 : Accompanied the Home Minister to Youth Camp near Udaipur. 

Interview with Chief Minister of Tripura. 

11.9.71 : Went to Sector Head quarter 3 at Mantola. Went to Sector Head 

quarter 1 at Harina, stayed overnight. 

12. 9: 71 :  Went to Belonia and Rishi Mukh-Returned to Agartola at 10 P. M. 

13.9.71 :  Met local authorities at Agartola. Visited Agartola Hospital. 

14.9.71 :  Started for and reached Karimgonj. 

15.9.71 :  Attempted to visit Sector Head Quarter at Barapenji but failed to do so 
due to intense shelling by Pak. Army. Went to Mukitol Sub-Sector. 

Visited patients at Karimgonj Sadar Hospital and Mukti Bahini 

Hospital set up at Karimgonj. 

16.9.71 :  Readied Silchar. Inquired about Youth Camp and patients at 

Mashimpur Military Hospital. Discussed problems with Sector 

Commander Col. Dutta. 

17.9.71 :  Reached Shillong. Discussed local problems with local political 

leaders and Administrative Officers. 

18.9.71 :  Went to Balat and returned to Gauhati. 

19.9.71 :  Returned to Head Office. 

Reports on various aspects is enclosed. 

(Dr. T. HOSSAIN) 

Secretary, 

Department of Health & Welfare. 

Copy to Health Minister, C-in-C, 

" " Secretaries G. A.. Cabinet and Defense. 
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IMMEDIATE REQUIREMENTS 

1. TRANSPORT FOR INJURED PATIENTS 

Immediate arrangement must be made to place Ambulances the following places. 

A. Sector No. 1  : One at Hariana, Sreenagar, Rishimukh and Belonia, total No.- 

B. Sector No. 2 : One at Rajgonj, Nidaya, Saldanadi, Mandabhag, Total No : 4. 

C. Sector No. 3 : One at Head Quarter-Simna or new place one at Chebri, 

                                minimum-2. 

D. Sector No. 4 One at Kamalpur, Kailash Sahar, Dharmanagar, 

Barapunji, Muktil and Jalalpur and Karimgonj-Total: 7 (some 
vehicles) are available at Mosimpur Sector Commander's 

disposal. They should be immediately repaired and 
putatthedisposalofSectorNo.4 Commander. 

E. Sector No. 5 : One at Shillong, Balat, Dowki, Shilla and Bassara, Total No: 5 

F...Sector No. 6: ( Visited earlier) One at Patgram, Tentulia, Shahebgonj, Total No : 3. 

2. Medicines 

Unfortunately our dispatch of medicines from Head Quarter was delayed by six 

weeks since my last visit and dire dirt of medicine caused lot of sufferings everywhere. 

It was my effort to collect medicines in the form of gifts from various sources and I 

collected medicines worth our Rs. 60,000/-. They are now gone to different Sectors but 

medicines over one lakh of rupees should immediately be purchased and dispatched to 
all sectors as per list. I begged in many quarters and were blaffed by most of donors on 

this or that pretext. 

Worse thing is that some of our organizations like Bangladesh Red Cross is not Co- 

operating with us, whereas medicines are being collected by the name of Mukti Bahini. 

I strongly feel that all our agencies should be urged to deliver all available gifts to the 

Head Quarter for equidistribution. 

At least Rs. 1,000/- should be placed at the disposal of each Sector Commander 

immediately for local purchase of urgently required medicines. Mr. M. K. Bhimani has 
donated medicines worth over Rs. 5,000.00 for Agartola, Karimgonj and Shillong to meet 

the immediate need. These medicines were locally purchased at my instance. Earlier he 

gave medicines worth Rs. 7,000/00 to our Head Quarter. These medicines have been sent 

to all sectors along with other gifts. 

Medical Staff 

1. Sq. Leader Shamsul Haq was working at Sector No. 1. He is a Senior Officer. 

He has been posted by me in overall charge of Sector Nos. 1, 2 and 3 with his Head 
Quarter along with Cos. at Agartola. He will co-ordinate all demands and supply 
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of each Sub-Sectors. He will be solely responsible to me to assess all 

requirements and receive supply from the Head Quarter for equitable 
distribution. 

2. One doctor has been posted at Belonia to set up an A. D. S. 

He will do so with the help of Regional Medical Officer No 1. 

3. Sector Nos. 1, 2 and 3 has one Medical Officer Incharge in each. 

Commander of Sector No.3 requires one more. 

4. One Doctor has been placed Incharge of Sector No.4 with his 
Head Quarter at Mukti Bahini Hospital at Karimgonj. 

5. One Doctor is urgently needed at Shillong. I am trying to send 
one in a day or two. 

6. Some devoted Senior Medical Students are working as Medical Officers in each 
Sub-Sector. It is my intention to appoint One, M. B. B. S. doctor in each Sub- 

Sector as soon as suitable doctors are available. 

Convalescent Homes 

Mr. M. K. Bhimani under direction of Dr. Triguna Sen at my persuation, has opened 

Convalescent Homes at Agartola (40 beded to begin with and intention to increase upto 

100 beds 011 U.9. 71.) this time. He had intention to open one at Karimgonj or Silchar 
but suitable house or helper was not available at either place. The Convalescent Homes 

opened at Shillong is doing good work under supervision of Mrs. M. Das. wife of the 

Divisional Commissioner of Shillong. 

The management committee of Convalescent Homes has been trusted with a 5 (five) 

men committee 3 (three) being local, prominent citizens and 2 (two) representatives from 
Bangladesh. 

In my earlier notes I reported about the Convalescent Homes at Tura and 
Coochbehar. Few more such Homes are under contemplation in West Bengal, preferably 

at Calcutta and Balurghat. 

These Hospitals will cost about a lakh of Rupees for establishment and at least Rs. 

50,000/- for monthly expenses. Mr. Bhimani will collect fund through Hariana 

Bangladesh Mukti Shahayak Samity and undertaken the responsibility to run them. 

Ambulance Problem 

Two months ago when I went to Delhi, I met Ms. Padmaja Naidu and requested her 

for 36 Ambulances from Bangladesh Assistance Committee. I have not yet heard from 
her. I am sending her a reminder. Meanwhile, I understand from Mr. Sen and Mr. 

Bhimani that they have procured us about 2 Ambulances from the Governor of Bombay, 

3 from Moharaja of Bhutan, and 3 from Horiana. 
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There are at least six cars at Sector No. 4 which can be connected into 
Ambulances. 

I understand some of our Ambulances are lying at Barakpur. I do not know how 

true it is but I need hardly over stretch the immediate need of transport to save life of 

the injured soldiers. 

Karimganj Mukti Babini Hospital 

One house was procured by Mr. Dewan Farid Gazi MNA. One Mr. Mosabber Ali 
donated the beds and beddings for 20 patients we have seen 12 patients there. We 

have appointed one Doctor and 3 Nurses. 

This Hospital will have to be maintained by the Defence Department. An 

estimated cost of Rs. 5,000/- will be required to run this Hospital. Some medicines 

will have to be sent immediately. 

Balat A. D.S. 

Our politicians at Shillong has organised one A. D. S. at Balat with 4 tents. One 

doctor is working there and paid by B. S. F. Medicines and surgical equipments are 

immediately to be sent by us. 4 more tents are to be set up with 20 more beds. We 

shallhave to bear the expenses from Defense, initial cost will be at least Rs. 5,000/ - 
and running costs of about Rs. 3,000/- per month including medicines. We shall have 

to do something about it immediately. 

Similar A. D. S. will have to be set up at Dowki, Sheila and Bassera. Once the 

sector Medical Officer is appointed, he will be entrusted with the responsibility to 

organize them. One transport will have to be placed at the disposal of the Medical 

Officer; otherwise no work will be possible. 

Overall Impression 

I am thankful for the opportunity offered to me by the Acting President to express 

my impressions of recent tour to the Cabinet. I think, all pervading problems are 

undermining our patriotic fervent with the passage of time. The problems are at least 
four fold multiplied by two. On Indian side, they are Military, Civil, Social and 

Political. On our side also they do exist. 

Indian Military Authority does not seem altogether prompt in helping our 

desperate freedom fighters who have burnt all their boats and nothing else to be given 

except their blood. They are very bitter about their lazy past times under very add 

living conditions for lack of arms and ammunitions. 

I have witnessed two operations, one at Barapunji and one at Balat. 

The complaints are the same. Our boys were not given adequate artillery cover. 

The inferior Indian artillery (if the range of Pakistani artillery is 5 miles, Indian 

artillery goes only upto 3 miles) I do not know how far it is true but the complaints 
were uniform everywhere. The Indian side were found unprepared both at Barapunji 

where Pakistani Army actually entered Indian territory and encircled our boys 3 miles 
inside Indian 
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response was late by 24 hours. The frustrations of our boys can be read in their pale 

appearances. At Melaghar our casualty is enormous and mostly due to inadequate 

supply of ammunitions. 

The borders are being effectively scaled by Pak Army. The few miles of liberated 

areas are being recaptured particularly along Balat to Bassara borders. 

I ventured to inquire from the Indian side. They said-our boys entered without 

planning and information with their counterpart, so they were not ready for the 
offensive. 

Anyway, these problems are to be effectively sorted out at local levels to make 

them consistent with higher level agreement before any optimism is indulged in our 

reliance on our host. 

It is my opinion that if the present state of affairs continues for the next three 

month, at least another 5 million people will cross the border and equal members will 
be killed inside. 

The other problems need not be repeated here but in my humble opinion the 

ONLY SOLUTION IS OUR MOBILE CABINET meetings at all Zones and Sectors. 

All local problems should be collectively solved by the Cabinet on the spot and 
effective persons should be left behind to see that the Government decisions are 

correctly interpreted and adequately implemented. 

Can't we have an air career like the one which brought us from Agartola on the 

12th April to car: y the whole Government all along the borders? 

I am suggesting so because, I find that the individual Cabinet member's 

occasional tour often create more misunderstandings then their rectifications. 

I must say, the Home Minister has earned a very good reputation by his all round 

tours but his popularity has only partially removed the popular prejudices against the 

Government. 

For Acting President, P. M. & C-in-C. only. 
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Minutes of the Secretaries' meeting with Prime Minister 

held on 20.9.1971. 

After the opening remarks of the Prime Minister the Secretaries concerned raised 

a number of problems that needed immediate solution. The Prime Minister was 

pleased to issue, the following directives: - 

(a) Transports: 

The Cabinet Secretary will make fresh attempts to get all the Bangladesh 

vehicles released. Lists of all vehicles will be updated. Requirements of the 

various agencies under the Government will also have to be prepared. 

(b)Accommodation: 

This was posing a very serious threat to the Government activities. It was 

desired that the various offices now functioning, except Ministry of Defence, 
will all be shifted to other places without further delay. The G. A. Department 

will do the needful. 

 (c) Budget: 

The Finance Department would appraise the resources position of the Govt, 
and allocate resources on the basis of priority only. 

(d) To ensure speedy implementation of Govt, policies and directives, formalities 

may be avoided as far as possible. 

(e) Difficulties were being faced because of lack of functional division of various 

Ministries and Departments. The Cabinet Secretary will prepare a chart and 

submit it to the Cabinet, clearly demarcating the functions of the various 

Ministries and Departments. 

(f) Certain news items and stories regarding "Liberation Struggle" were being 

published by Indian newspapers, which comprised the plans of the Ministry of 

Defense. The Defense Secretary was advised to take up the matter with 

appropriate agencies of the Government of India so that the news 

managements could be pursuaded not to publish stories endangering the 

security of our forces. 

(g) Regarding the Home Secretary's proposal for house rent and conveyance 

allowance to the Government functionaries, the Prime Minister assured that 

the matter would receive due consideration of the Government. 

Memo No…..Cab.        Dated: The 1st October, 1971. 

Copy to all Secretaries to the Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

 

(H. T. Imam) 

     Cabinet Secretary, 

    1.10.71. 
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REQUIREMENTS 

1. TRANSPORT FOR INJURED PATIENTS: 

Immediate arrangement must be made to place Ambulances the following places. 

A. Sector No.l : One at Hariana, Sreenagar, Rishimukh and Belonia, total No. : 4 

B. Sector No.2 : One at Rajgonj, Nidaya, Saldanadi, Mandabhag, total No.: 4 

C. Sector No.3 : One at Head Quarter-Simna or new place one at Chebri, 

Minimum-2. 

D. Sector No.4 : One at Kamalpur, Kailash Sahar, Dharmanagar, Barapunji, 

Mukital and Jalalpur and Karimgonj-Total : 7 (some vehicles are 

available at Mosimpur Sector Commander's disposal). They 

should be immediately repaired and put at the disposal of Sector 

No.4 Commander. 

E. Sector No.5 : One at Shillong, Balat Dowki, Shilla and Bassara.Total No. : 5. 

F. Sector No.6 : (Visited earlier) One at Patgram, Tentulia, Shaheb gonj. 

Total No. : 3. 

2. MEDICINES. 

Unfortunately our dispatch of medicines from Head Quarter was delayed by six 

weeks since my last visit and dire dirth of medicine caused a lot of sufferings 
everywhere. 

It was my effort to collect medicines in the from of gifts from various sources and 

I collected medicines worth our Rs. 60,000/-. They are now gone to different Sectors 

but medicines over one lakh of rupees should immediately be purchased and 
dispatched to all sectors as per list. I begged in many quarters and was baffled by 

most of the donors on this or that pretext. 

Worse thing is that some of our organizations like Bangladesh Red Cross is not 
co- operating with us, whereas medicines are being collected by the name of Mukti 

Bahini. 

I strongly feel that all our agencies should be urged to deliver all available gifts to 

the Head Quarter for equidistribution. 

At least Rs. 1,000/- should be placed at the disposal of each Sector Commander 

immediately for local purchase of urgently required medicines. Mr. M. K. Bhimani 

has donated medicines worth over Rs. 5,000/- for Agartala Karimgang and Shillong to 

meet the immediate need. These medicines were purchased at my instance. Earlier he 

gave medicine worth over Rs.7,000/- to our Head Quarter. These medicines have been 

sent to all sectors along with other gifts. 
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MEDICAL STAFF: 

1. S. Leader Dr. Shamsul Huq was working at Sector No. 1. He is a Senior Officer. 

He has been posted by me in overall charge of Sector Nos. 1, 2 & 3 with his 
Head Quarter along with, Cos. at Agartala. He will co-ordinate all demands and 

supply of each Sub Sectors. He will be solely responsible to me to assess all 

requirements and receive supply from the Head Quarter for equitable 

distribution. 

2. One Doctor has been at Belonia to set up an A. D. S. He will do so with the help 
of Regional Medical Officer No.l. 

3. Sector Nos. 1,2 and 3 has one Medical Officer in Charge in each. Commander of 
Sector No.3 requires one more.  

4. One Doctor has been placed in charge of Sector 4 with his Head Quarter at Mukti 
Bahini Hospital at Karimgonj. 

5. One Doctor is urgently needed at Shillong. I am trying to send one in a day 

or two. 

6. Some devoted Senior Medical students are working as Medical Officers in each 

Sub-Sector. It is my intention to appoint one M.B.B.S. doctor in each Sub-Sector as 

soon as suitable doctors' are available. 

CONVALESCENT HOMES: 

Mr. M. K. Bhimani under direction of Dr. Triguna Sen at my persuasion, has opened 

Convalescent Homes at Agartala (40 beded to begin with and intention to increase up to 
100 beds on 14. 9.71), this time. He had intention to open one at Karimgonj or Silchar 

but suitable house or helper was not available at either places. The Convalescent Home 

opened at Shillong is doing good work under supervision of Mrs. M. Das, wife of 

Divisional Commissioner of Shillong. 

The management committee of Convalescent Homes has been trusted with a 5 (five) 

men committee of which 3 (three) are local prominent citizens and 2 (two) are 

representatives from Bangladesh. 

In my earlier notes I reported about the Convalescent Homes at Tura and 

Coochbiher. Few more such Homes are under contemplation in West Bengal, preferably 

at Calcutta and Balurghat. 

These Hospitals will cost about a lakh of Rupees for establishment and at least Rs. 

50,000/- for monthly expenses. Mr. Bhimani will collect fund through Hariana 
Bangladesh Mukti Shahayak Samity and has under taken the responsibility to run them. 

AMBULANCE PROBLEM 

Two months ago I went to Delhi, I met Miss Padmaja Naido and requested her for 

36 Ambulances from Bangladesh Assistance Committee. I have not yet heard from her. I 

am sending her a reminder. Meanwhile, I understand from Dr. Sen and Mr. Bhimani that 

they have procured us about 2 Ambulances from the Governor of Bombay, 3 from 
Moharaja of Bhutan and 3 from Hariana. 
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There are at least six cars at Sector No.4 which can be connected into Ambulances. 

I understand some of our Ambulance are lying at Barakpur. I do not know how true it 

is but I need hardly over stress the immediate need of transport to save life of the injured 
soldiers. 

KARIMGONJ MUKTI BAHINI HOSPITAL 

One house was procured by Mr. Dewan Farid Gazi, MNA, One Mr. Mosabber Ali 

donated the beds and beddings for 20 patients, we have seen 12 patients there. We have 
appointed one Doctor and three Nurses. 

This Hospital will have to be maintained by the Defense Department. An estimated 

cost of Rs. 5,000/- will be required to run this Hospital. Some medicines will have to be 

sent immediately. 

BALAT A. D. S. 

Our politicians at Shillong has organised one ADS at Balat with 4 tents. One doctor 

is working there and paid by BSF. Medicines and Surgical equipments are immediately to 

be sent by us, 4 more tents are to be set up with 20 more beds. We shall have to bear the 
expenses from Defense. Initial cost will be at least Rs. 5,000/- and running costs of about 

Rs. 3,000/- per month including medicines. We shall have to do something about it 

immediately. 

Similar ADS will have to be set up at Dowki, Sholla and Bessera. Once the Sector 

Medical Officer is appointed, he will be entrusted with the responsibility to organise 
them. One transport will have to be placed at the disposal of the Medical Officer, 

otherwise no work will be possible. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

The Government is contemplating formulation of the plan for the distribution of 

essential commodities inside the liberated Zones of Bangladesh. The Planning 

Commission may kindly prepare a scheme for this purpose. The articles to be supplied 

inside will be mostly food staff, such as rice, salt, mustered oil etc. and some quantity of 
kerosene oil as well as medicine. The Planning Commission may please indicate their 

requirements for the preparation of such scheme. 

This has been voted by the Home Minister, who requests that the scheme may please 

be prepared at an early date. 

U. O. No. 162 (3)/Cab. 

Mr. MUZAFFAR AHMED 

Chairman, 

Planning Commission. 

P. S. Suharwardi Avenue. 

 

Dt. 23. 9.71. 

(H. T. IMAM) 

Cabinet Secretary. 

23. 9.71. 

 

 

GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

PLANNING CELL. 

No. P. B ./63/44           September 28,1971. 

Mr. H. T. Imam 

Cabinet Secretary 

Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

Dear Mr. Imam, 

This refers to your letter No. U. O. 162 (3)/Cab. Dated 23.9. 71. 

We will need the following information 

(a) Routes to the liberated zones-how safe are these? The geographical 

location of these areas will be helpful. An idea about the approximate 
number of the liberated zones will be helpful. 

(b) How many people are likely to be involved in each liberated zone? What 

is the size of population in each liberated zone? How many persons are 

likely to be on the starvation level in these areas. 
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 (c) Do we have any bases in these zones? How are these maintained? 

(d) Do we have any persons who will take the responsibility in this 

respect and who can be broadly relied on? 

(e) How are these articles going to be distributed, whether freely 

or on payment of prices? 

Yours sincerely, 

(Muzaffar Ahmed Chowdhury) 
Chairman, 

Planning Cell 
Govt. of the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh. 
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C-In-C of Liberation Army on War Situation: 

The Commander-in-Chief of the Mukti Bahini ( Liberation Army), Col. M. A. G. 

Osmany, declare on September 25 that the war in Bangladesh was a crusade in 
defense of justice and truth, and echoed the people's firm resolve to free the country, 

whatever the cost. 

In a broadcast on the completion of six months of the freedom struggle, he said 

the war in Bangladesh was a national war in which the entire nation, irrespective of 

political beliefs, caste or creed, stood united. There could be no solution to the 

Bangladesh issue except on the basis of the unconditional release of Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, the transfer of power to the elected representatives of the people and 

withdrawal of the West Pakistani forces from East Bengal. 

In an appeal to the people, he said: "Wherever you are in Bangladesh-in the 

rivulets, lakes, fields and remote recesses of the rural interior, on the highways, land 

routes, rural markets, industrial centers, towns and cities-strike the enemy with 

whatever you can find, strike him hard, destroy him. Obliterate all semblance of his 

existence." 

Meanwhile, a news dispatch disclosed that the demoralization of the West 
Pakistan Army was evidence by the fact that it at present manned no more than 54 of 

the 229 posts along the Indian border. The remaining 175 posts had been deserted by 

it. 

At the control positions, it was present either in company strength or in one or 
two platoons. 

This was the result of greater precision and better organization introduced by the 

Mukti Bahini in its operations. Instead of isolated groups rushing into haphazard 
fights, the Mukti Bahini now functioned according to a well-planned strategy with its 

thrust directed at well-defined and specific targets, like roads, bridges, railway lines 
and places where Pakistani troops were stationed. 

Greater use of mines and explosives and raids on ships had been among the new- 

factors of the guerrilla war. The daily West Pakistani casualties were 30 to 35. 

The Mukti Bahini was giving considerable thought to plans for post-Monsoon 

operations. The end of rains, it was conceded, would give a tactical advantage to West 

Pakistani forces. They would have greater mobility and would be able to move bigger 

convoys. They might also make greater use of air travel. 

At the same time, the Mukti Bahini, which had consolidated its gains, would be 
able to step up its operations primarily because of valuable local support. The lack of 

defense 
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against tanks and air raids would be its handicap, which could partly be overcome by 

swift concentration and dispersal and through hit and run tactics. 

The guerrillas had already left several visible marks-slow works at ports, heavy 
guards provided to ships, the Army's reluctance to move out after dark, thin 

attendance in offices (barely 20 per cent), closure of ordnance factories and stoppage 

of the Tea and Jute trade. 

This and the continued exodus of refugees showed that the switchover to a 
"civilian" regime clearly lacked credibility. Continuation of wholesale looting, 

murder, rape and killing by West Pakistani soldiers re-inforced this view. 

On the average 30,000 refugees were pouring into India every day, the grand total 

until September 28 having been 8,989,000. Scarcity of food medicines and medical 

facilities were additional reasons for the exodus. 

An analysis of the influx in Tripura showed that 3,000 to 4,000 refugees were 
crossing over every day. At one stage most of them were Hindus, but now Muslims 

constituted around 45 per cent of them. Mostly the refugees were from Comilla and 

Sylhet which had been the special targets of the West Pakistan Army. 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

(CABINET SECTT.) 

To 

1. The Foreign Secretary. 

2. The Secretary, Defense. 

3. The Secretary, Finance. 

4. The Secretary, G. A. 

5. The Secretary, Home. 

6. The Secretary, Health. 

7. The Secretary, Agriculture. 

Memo No................(7) / Cab. dt. 27. 9. 71. 

May I draw your attention to the Cabinet Secretariat memo No. 30 (8) / Cab. 

Dated 21. 8. 71 requesting for submission of a weekly resume of activities of your 

Ministry / Department to the Prime Minister. This report is required to be placed 

before the weekly meeting of the Secretaries with the Prime Minister every Monday. 

 

(H. T. Imam) 

Cabinet Secretary. 

27.9.71. 
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Extracts from the minutes of the Secretaries' meeting with the 

Prime Minister held on September 27, 1971 

 

The foreign Secretary reported on the activities of his Ministry, including the 

Missions abroad. 

The Finance Secretary reported on his recent visit to Delhi in connection with 

formalization of Trade and Commerce with India. A written report was submitted by 

the Finance Secretary. 

Various problems of the Zonal Administrative Councils, particularly the question 

of strengthening the Zonal Administration through decentralization of the 

Government's functionaries were discussed. The Prime Minister desired that the 

Secretaries' Committee should further deliberate on this issue and come up with 

specific suggestions to make the Zonal Administrative councils more effective and 

efficient. 

The Secretary, Agriculture, was advised by the Prime Minister to help the 
Planning Commission in matters connected with Agriculture. It was desired that the 

Agriculture Secretary should devout his attention to the problems of our agricultural 
economy, particularly those having a definite bearing on the future development of 

the country, such as land ownership and land tenure system, co-operatives, 

introduction of modem techniques of farming, irrigation etc. The Prime Minister 

directed all the Secretaries that they should keep him informed of all major 

developments and decisions concerning their Ministries / Departments, 

 

(H. T. Imam) 

Cabinet Secretary. 
1. 10.71, 
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Memo No. Eng-39 (4) / II, dt. 28-9-1971. 

 

Utilization of the Services of The Engineering Personnel on the Liberation 

movements and reconstruction works; 

A set up for the Engineering Department was approved by the Minister, R. R. & 
H. A. in June 1971. But he advised me not to give effect to that Scheme. However 

another set up for utilizing the services of Engineers was approved and referred to the 
Secretary, Finance by the Minister, R. R. & H. A. on 15. 9.71 for examining financial 

feasibility and obtaining Cabinet decision immediately. 

The usefulness of the services of the Engineers in the Liberation movement, 

Planning cell. Relief and Youth camps has been recognized by the relevant 
departments 

(1) Liberation Movement. 

The assistance and advice of the technical personnel Engineers, from foremen 

and others are required for military operations. The case has been initiated by Defense 
Department. The list of Engineers and Technicians has been furnished as asked for. 

The decision regarding their posting is awaited. 

(2) Planning Cell. 

Recently Government has established a Planning cell with the following 

functions: 

1. Identification of the problem arising out of the struggle. 

2. Preparation of policy options and spelling out their implications. 

3. Long term planning. 

4. Planning for the post-struggle phase. 

5. Follow up on execution of proposals. 

6. Identification of bottlenecks in execution. 

The services of the Engineers will be required in the Planning cell on the 

following aspects: 

For restoration of- 

a. Housing and Rehabilitation of displaced persons including water supply and 
sanitation. 

b. Communications like Roads, Railways and Water-ways. 

c. Power-supply and Industrial units. 
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d. Telephone, Telegraphs and wireless system. 

e. Irrigation and Flood control system for agriculture to be taken up later. 

Field Surveyors are required for preparation of plan and estimates. The 
preparation of economic estimates and drawing up of phased development programme 

require the services of Engineers. The Engineering Department will implement field-

works and prepare plan and estimate while the Planning Cell will process the schemes 

for approval. 

3. Youth Camps. 

The Services on the Engineering personnel are considered necessary to impart 

training on brief technical know-how to Mukti Bahini. 

4. Relief Camps. 

The services of the Engineers are required in relief Camps to mitigate sufferings 

of the evacuees. Recently Col. Luthra, Additional Secretary to Rehabilitation 

Department, Union Government has given as statement in this respect. We may take 

up this issue with the local Government. In consideration of the above facts, the 

Minister, R. R. & H. A. asked me to put the case before him (Prime Minister) so that 

the Engineering Department is set up keeping in view of the requirements of different 
departments. 

I beg to add that a separate note on this utilization of the services of Engineers 

was submitted on 20. 7. 71 for his perusal. 

 

(Md. Emdad Ali) 

Chief Engineer. 
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IMMEDIATE 

Date: 29-9-1971. 

 

Defense Secretary & Secretary-in-Charge of 

Information & Broadcasting, 

Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 
 

As decided by the Prime Minister it may please be circulated that no policy 

statement be broadcast through Radio Bangladesh without the prior approval of the 

undersigned. 

It may also be informed to all concerned that no script be broadcast from 

Bangladesh Radio without prior scrutiny by the undersigned. 

(A. Mannan) 

M.N.A-in-Charge, 

Press, Publicity, Information & Broadcasting 
Department, Government of Bangladesh. 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH MINISTRY 

OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING DEPARTMENT. 
 

No. 44, Dated 29.9.71. 

It has been decided by the Government that all scripts and statements will be 

scrutinized by Mr. A. Mannan, MNA-Incharge before broadcast. 

Mr. Shamsul Huda Choudhury, Programme organizer has been given the 

responsibility of collecting the scripts and getting these scrutinized. All scripts will 

please be given to him in time so that broadcast schedule may not be hampered. 
 

(A. Samad) 

Secretary 

Information & Broadcasting Deptt. 

Memo.No. 44,  Dated 29. 9. 71. 

Copy forwarded to Mr. A. Mannan, MNA-Incharge for information. This has 

reference to his letter No. dated 29-9-71. 

(A. Samad) 

Secretary, 

Information & Broadcasting Deptt. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH. 
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR, H/Qs, YOUTH CAMPS, 

MUJ1BNAGAR. 

TOP SECRET 

Dated 1.10.1971. 

 

Memo No. 88(10) 
 

To 

Mr. Abu Yusuf 

5/11, Kunjaban Township 

Krishnanagar, Agartala (Tripura) 

 

Dear Sir, 

Enclosed please find herewith a list showing scale of medicines and equipments 

for 1000 strength of each youth Camp for one month as approved by the Health Unit, 

for your Information and necessary action. 

A copy of above scale of medicines may also please be sent to the Deputy 

Directors in your area. 

Please acknowledge the receipt. 

Yours faithfully  

(S. R. MIRZA) 

Director, H/Qs, Youth Camp. 

 

Scale o! Medicines and Equipments for 1000 strength of each Youth Camp for 

one month as approved by the Health Unit, Department of Rehabilitation Branch 

Secretariat, Caicutta-17. 

 

SI.No. Nomenclature. 

1. Syringe 5 cc and 28 cc 

2 Bandage 3 inch 

3 2 inch 

4. Cotton 

5. Gauze Packets I Meter each 

6. Tinture Iodine 

7. Tinture Benzine 

8. Cutting needles for stitches : curve 

9. - do - : straight 

Quantity 

5 

2 dos 

2 dos 

5 lbs 

5Packets 

1 lbs 

1 lbs 

6 
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Needle Holder 1 

Artery Forcops 5 

Tissue Forcops 4 

Thermometers (Clinical.) 2 

Tray 2 

Capsules Terram Yuine 100 

Capsules Oxytetracycline 200 

Injection Penicilin 5 lac 100 

X 1000 Injection Antibiotics 1/2 mg. X 1000 100 

Injection Dicrystien 1/2 mg. X 1000 100 

Tablets S. D. Z. 1000 

Sulphaguanidine 2000 

Tablets Entrequinol 1000 

Tablets Mexaforms 400 

Tablets Multi-vitamin 500 

Tablets Vitamin "C 500 mg. X 5000 Tablets 500 

Vitamin B' Complex' 500 

Capsules Chloramphenicol 200 

Capsules Enteroquionol 1000 

Sulphanilamide Powder V2 lbs 

Tablets Inastopan 1000 

Capsules intespotan Forte 200 

Injection Atropine Sulph x 500 amp 30 

Injection Glucose 25 % x 25 cc content 50 
Injection Normal Saline 500 cc 

50 
Injection Largactil 50 mg 

20 amp 

Tablets Largactil 25 mg. 
50 mg 

Injection Pathedine 
10 amp 

Injection Morphia 
10 amp 

Decadrop Eye Drop 
5 

Varmycotine Eye Ointment 
5 

Injection Avil 
10 amp 

Tablets Avil 
5 

Tablets Prednisolone 
100 

Corex ( COREX ) Cough syrup 40 ml. 
10 

Injection Solorcortef 
10 amp 

Injection A. T. S. 
100 amp 

Cotgent ( chronic plain X 4, 3, 2 Nos) 
2 each 

Scissors 
1 
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Tablet Crocin 50 

Teblets Novalgin 100 

Tablet Tetsil 100 

Tablets Solladonal. retarod 100 

Tablets Phenobarbitonc 100 

Tablets Binocopan 4 

Injection Baralgin 20 amp 

Tablets Spasmindon 100 

Odomoos ( Anti mosquito cream) 30 gms each 000 2 tubes 

  

 

59 Mixture Lime ..... .......& Bleaching Powder...................As required  

(If bleaching powder is not available,  

100% lime may be used.) 

000 (For Hygiene and sanitation). 
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President's Secretariat 

SECRET 
IMMEDIATE 

Dated, 1st October, 1971. 

Memo No. PS/, 

To, 

The Minister in-charge of 

Relief and Rehabilitation, 

Government of Bangladesh. 

Sub.: Supply of warm clothing to the boys living in Reception/base camp. 

Within a short time winter will set in and it is necessary to supply warm clothings 

to our boys living in base/reception camps. I, therefore, advise you to kindly ensure 

supply of two rugs (one to be used as matress and the other as quilt) one full sleeve 

pullover/jacket/chaddar to every boy residing in the above noted camps. I would 

further request you to kindly ensure that supply of warm clothing to the camps of the 

hilly regions of Meghalaya, Assam and Tippera is completed by the 15th of October 

and supply to the reception base camp in the plain lands of West Bengal is completed 
within 30th of October, 1971. 

This may be treated as extremely urgent. 

Sd/- (Syed Nazrul Islam) 

Acting President. 

Memo No. PSI Dated, 1st October, 1971. 

c. c. to: (1) The Prime Minister for favour of Information. 

      (2) The Finance Minister for favour of Information and necessary action. 

Acting President. 
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MOST IMMEDIATE 

 

EXTRACTS FROM THE MINUTES OF THE CABINET MEETING 

HELD ON OCTOBER 1, 1971. 

 

Agenda No. 5-Miscellaneons 

B. The Cabinet decided that the question regarding arrangement of ambulances 

must be finalised by October 7. 1971. In case, these could not be arranged from 

friendly sources, the Bangladesh Government would acquire at least 3 field 

ambulances out of its own resources, for placing them with Tura, Shillong and 

Agartala Sectors. 

 

Sd/-ACTING PRESIDENT. 

Memo No. 198 (2)/Cab. Dated: The 5th October, 1971. 

Copy forwarded to:  (1) The Secretary, Defence. 

(2) The Secretary, Health & Welfare, 

for information and necessary action. 

 

(H. T. Imam) 

Cabinet Secretary, 

Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON BANGLADESH. 

New Delhi -18, 19 & 20 September, 1971. 

223 Rouse Avenue, New Delhi-I, India. Tele : 273376/271946 

Grams: Satyagraha 

October 2, 1971. 

To 

The Secretary for Defence, 

Government of Bangladesh 
Mujibnagar. 

Highly Confidential 

 

Dear Sir, 

When I was attending the International Conference on Bangladesh late last month 

at New Delhi one of the delegates, Mr. Richard Houser, approached me with a 

proposal to train one Bangladesh citizen in the essentials of psychological warfare as 

part of his contribution to the Bangladesh liberation war. The gentleman is second in 

command to General Rikhyi, President, International Peace Academy, New York-

otherwise known as the commander of the United Nations force in Congo during 

Lumumba-Tshombe crisis. He is also the husband of Hephzibah Menuhin sister and 

accompanist of world famous pianist, Yehudi Menuhin. I enquired about him from 

other delegates to the conference and was convinced of the authenticity of the details 

he gave about himself. 

Here is his precise proposal: A man who must be not-too-young and in 

possession of more-than-average intelligence, organizing capability and sense of 

humor-preferably unspotted by Pakistani intelligence-should be chosen for a three-

week training course in London on the subject of psychological warfare. In his 

opinion, psychological warfare is as important as warfare with arms. After his 

intensive training the chosen person may be put in charge of developing a whole 

department for psychological warfare-a department that must work in full 

coordination with military offensives and the propaganda media- particularly the 

radio. He has also stressed on the need of or maximum security measures to protect 

the trained person as the Pakistani intelligence would be after him. 

As regards the costs of the training-these will be fully bourne by the trainers. 

They are willing to contribute up to £100 toward the trainee's return fares to England. 

As he would not like get his identity disclosed to many people he would like to 

maintain the liaison through me. 
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I must remind you that Mr. Houser is a jew by religion. I do not know whether 
the proposal has anything to do with the State of Israel-a country, as you know, has 

been constantly sending feelers to Bangladesh citizens here and abroad about any kind 
of help-military or otherwise that-we might be willing to accept from them. Their 

motive behind supporting our cause is probably a part of their strategy against Arab 

supporting countries-Pakistan happens to be one in the chain. 

In my opinion, whatever the source of training, there is no harm in exposing only 
one man to any risk involved. If we really can get trained-he is most certain to prove a 

great asset to our war efforts. 

As there is a lime limit to the offer, I shall hope that a decision will be taken as 

early as possible. 

Hoping to hear from you soon. 

 

Yours truely, 

(A. Kabir) 

Radio Bangladesh. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF NATIONAL HEALTH & WELFARE. 
MUJIBNAGAR . 

Appointment 

Dated, the 4th October, 1971. 

No. HS/34S 

Dr. Ahmed Ali, now working as Deputy Director General (Administration), 

Deptt. of National Health Services is appointed as Deputy Secretary, National Health 
and Welfare with immediate effect. 

He will draw a monthly salary of Rs. 500/00 (Five Hundred) only. 

The appointment is made in the interest of public service, by approval of the 

Prime Minister. 

Sd/-Dr. T .Hossain, 

Secretary 
Ministry of National Health & 

Welfare. 

Memo. No. HS /345 ( 18)          Dated, the 4th October, 1971. 

Copy to: 
1. Dr. A. Ali Deputy Secretary, Deptt. of National Health & Welfare. 

2. Head of the Bangladesh Mission, Calcutta. 

3. Secretary, General Administration Deptt. 

4. Secretary, Finance Department. 

5. Secretary, Foreign Affairs, 
6. Secretary, Defence. 

7. Secretary, Cabinet Division. 
8. Secretary, Home Department. 

9. Chief Engineer. 
10. Relief Commissioner.. 

11. Director, H. Q., Youth Camp. 

12. Officer on Special Duty, Law & Parliamentary Affairs. 

13. Private Secretary to the President. 

14. Private Secretary to the Prime Minister. 

15. Private Secretary to the Finance Minister. 

16. Private Secretary to the Foreign Minister. 

17. Private Secretary to the Home Minister. 

18. A. D. C. to C-in-C. 

 

(DR. T. HOSSAIN) 

Secretary, Deptt. of National Health and 

Welfare. 
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SECRET. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE MINUTES AND DECISION 

OF THE CABINET MEETING HELD ON OCT. 7, '71. 

B. Scheme for the Medical Care and Welfare of the injured Mukti Bahini 
members as well as the dependents of the Shaheed. 

The Cabinet approved the Scheme in principle. It was however, decided to 

implement only the essential parts of it, viz. those dealing with the treatment of the 

wounded and provision for their pocket allowance, the provision for the disabled, the 

burial/cremation of the dead and pension for the dependents of the Shaheed. It was 

also decided to engage only the absolute minimum number of personnel for 

implementing the decision. 

Sd/- 

ACTING PRESIDENT. 

SECRET. 

 

Memo No(4)/Cab  Dated October 25, 1971 

Forwarded to: 

1. C-in-C. 

2. The Secretary, Defence, together with copies of his shemes. 

3. The Secretary Health Department. 

4. The PS to the Prime Minister. 

 

(H. T. Imam) 
Cabinet Secretary. 

25.10.71. 
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SECRET 

EXTRACTS TAKEN FROM THE MINUTES 

AND DECISIONS OF THE CABINET MEETING 
HELD ON OCTOBER 7, 1971. 

A) * * It was observed that the Defence Secretary was already much too 

preoccupied with his own work and hence, could not devote his attention to the 

Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, in addition to his own duties. 

The Cabinet, therefore, decided that Mr. Anwarul Haque Khan, Officer on 

Special Duty, Ministry of Finance, Trade and Commerce, would be appointed as 

Secretary in charge of Information and Broadcasting for the time being. The Finance 

Minister was pleased to agree to release Mr. A. H. Khan with immediate effect. 

Sd/ 

ACTING PRESIDENT. 

SECRET. 

Memo No….(4) Cab.       Dated October 25,1971. 

Forwarded to:  1. The Secretary, GA Department. 

  2. The Secretary, Defence Department. 

  3. The PS to the Prime Minister. 

  4. The PS to Finance Minister. 

(H. T. Imam) 

      Cabinet Secretary. 

      25. 10.71. • 
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IMMEDIATE 

Henceforth indents should be prepared and duly signed by the Medical Officer-

in- charge of the Sector. He will submit a monthly return along with his indents. 

This indent should be countersigned by the Sector Commander and submit to 
corresponding Host Commander. 

If medicines and other requirements are not supplied within 5 days, the indent 

should be brought back with their reasons for inability to supply the medicines and 

sent to the undersigned for necessary actions. 

In this connection, all the Sector Commanders be requested to submit a detail 

report of their existing Medical facilities created by us and so far, provided by the 

Indian Military Medical Department. 

Only when these informations will be available, medicines and other 
requirements will be dealt with. 

This instruction has the concurrence of the C-in-C. Copy of this instruction 

should be sent to Defence Secretary, COS Agartala, A.D.M.S. Agartala as well as the 

corresponding Indian Army Sector Commanders. 

Sd/-Dr. T. Hossain, 

7. 10.71. 

      Secretary, H & W 

 

Copy forwarded to :.... 

1. Secretary, Defence, 

2. C. O. S„ Agartala, 

3. A. D. M. S„ Agartala, 

for information and necessary actions. Corresponding Indian Army Sector 

Commanders may also please be informed accordingly. 

 

(DR. F. A. SHEIK) 

Special Medical Officer 

for Procurement & Supply of Medicines, 

Directorate of National Health & Welfare 

Services, 

Govt, of the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh, Mujibnagar. 
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SECRET 

EXTRACTS FROM THE MINUTES AND. DECISIONS 

OF THE CABINET MEETING HELD ON OCT. 7.1971. 

O  o  o  o  o 

 o 

C. Defence Medical budget submitted by the Health Secy. 

It was decided to open a new head of account under the title "Health" Defence 

Medical Service) Account. An amount of rupees ten Iacs( Rs. 10 lacs) was sanctioned 

under this head of account. It was also decided that fund under this sanction (that is 

Rs. ten lacs) would be placed at the disposal of the Prime Mipister (Minister for 

Defence and Health) all and that this fund would be drawn only by the Prime Minister 

on the basis of requirements, As the counter-part agencies are supposed to provide 
Medical cover for the members of the Muktibahini, the Cabinet decided that this 

sanction would be utilised only in urgent and pressing cases. The Ministry of Finance 
will please release funds on the basis of requisition from the Prime Minister. 

O  o  o  o  o  o 

  

Sd/- 

ACTING PRESIDENT. 

 

SECRET. 

Memo No ... (6)/Cab.  Dated Oct. 25, 1971. 

Forwarded to: 1. The Prime Minister,                                                                                                                 

2. The Finance Minister. 

3. C-in-C. 

4. The Defence Secretary. 

5. The Finance Secretary. 

6. The Health Secretary. 

 

(H. T. Imam) 

Cabinet Secretary. 

25. 10.71. 
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SECRET 

EXTRACTS TAKEN FROM THE MINUTES AND DECISIONS 

OF THE CABINET MEETING HELD ON OCT. 7, 1971. 

 

o o o o o o o o o o 

 

D. On the Civil Health side it was pointed out that eleven Zonal Health Officers 

were required for these Zones. These posts, it was decided would be filled in 

immediately. To cover the requirements on the civil side it was decided to open 

another new head of account under the title "Health (Civil Medical Service) Account". 

An amount of Rs. 5, 50,000.00 at the rate of Rs. 50,000.00 per Zone was sanctioned 

under this account and placed at the disposal of the Prime Minister (Minister for 
Health). The fund would be released by the Ministry of Finance on the basis of 

requisition from the Prime Minister. 

 

Sd/- 

ACTING PRESIDENT. 

 

SECRET; 

Memo No .. (4)/Cab.  Dated Oct. 25, 1971. 

Forwarded to :  1. the Prime Minister. 

2. the Finance Minister; 

3. the Secretary, Finance Deptt. 

4. the Secretary, Health Department. 

 

(H. T. Imam) 

Cabinet Secretary. 
25. 10. 71 
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From: Mr. A. H. Khan, 

Secretary to the Govt, of the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh, Press, Information, Broadcasting and 
Publicity. 

 

My dear Secretary, 

It is almost self-evident that no Ministry can work in isolation. There is an 
intimate to nexus between the works of different Ministries. The reason why I am 

reiterating this is that this Ministry finds it extremely difficult to project the views of 
the Govt, and tocounter enemy propaganda because of lack of communication from 

instance, important occassions such as President's or Prime Minister's tour in the 
Liberated areas, and Ministers visit and meetings with other dignatories, important 

actions and achievements of our valiant defence forces are not communicated to this 
Ministry with sufficient speed. The result is that this important activities of the Govt, 

are not properly publicised and millions of people of Bangladesh who are in the 

occupied zones are kept completely in the dark as to their significance. They are also 

likely to fall prey to the evil propaganda which has been launched by our enemies if 

we cannot counter this propaganda in time. 

To remedy this situation it is essential that each Ministry should communicate to 
us in advance the occassions and activities of their respective Ministries deserving 

publicity. This Ministry can then chalk out its own programme on the basis of priority 
keeping in view the War situation prevailing in the country. Further this Ministry also 

need to know important decisions of the Govt, in different fields to ensure correct 
dessimination of news and views to public on correct line. It is therefore necessary 

that your Ministry should communicate to us the important decisions on all important 

matters. 

I hope that you will take a personal interest in this matter and give specific 
responsibility to one officer for this work. 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

Sd/- A.H. Khan 
16. 10.71 
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From: A.H. Khan, 

           Secretary, 

    Ministry of Information & Broadcasting. 

 

My dear Samad, 

I have just received your D.O, dated 18.10.71. 

I am sorry I cannot attend this meeting about coordinating of propaganda and 
publicity. I also regret that all my officers in the Directorates of Press & Information, 

Films, Art & Design and Radio are already engaged and will not be able to attend the 
meeting. 

I appreciate the concern shown by you on the works regarding coordination of 

propaganda and publicity. We value this gesture and we shall let you know the 

specific areas where we need your cooperation. 

I have already addressed you on this matter. I shall happy to receive your 

suggestions in this regard. 

With thanks, 

A. H. Khan 
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ACTIVITIES OF THE GOVERNMENT. 

 

So far the Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh have been 

organised into the following Ministries/Departments: 

 

1. Ministry of Defence. 

2. Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

3. Ministry of Finance, Trade & Commerce. 

4. Cabinet Secretariat. 

5. General Administration Department. 

6. Ministry of Health and Welfare. 

7. Ministry of Information & Broadcasting. 
8. Ministry of Home. 

9. Relief & Rehabilitation Department. 
10. Parliamentary Affairs Division. 

11. Agriculture Department. 
12. Engineering Department. 

 
In addition, several autonomous bodies have also been organised outside the 

direct Government set-up. These are: 

 

(i) Planning Commission; 

(ii)Board of Trade & Commerce; 
(iii Board of Control, Youth & Reception Camps; 

(iv)Relief & Rehabilitation Committee; and 
(v) Evacuee Welfare Board. 

 

1. Ministry of Defence: 

 

Report on Ministry of Defence is being submitted separately. Three more 

functions of the Administration of Defence may also be noted: 

(i) Psychological Warfare Cell-This is working in close co-operation with 

the Ministry of Information & Broadcasting. 

(ii) Medical Cover and Welfare for the Niomito Bahini and Ganabahini-

this is being done in close cooperation with the Ministry of Health. 

(iii) Institution of Gallantry Award for the Forces- 

 

2. Ministry of Foreign Affairs: 

(a) Establishment of Missions abroad-at Calcutta, Delhi, London,  

Washington, New York and Stockholm. 
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(b) Diplomatic Drive abroad: 

 (i) Delegation to the United Nations; 

 (ii) Delegation to Afganisthan, Syria and Lebanan ; 

 (iii) Delegation to Nepal; and, 

 (iv) Delegation to Ceylon, Burmah and other South-East Asian 

countries. 

       Good results achieved in some of the above mentioned countries. 

(c) Intensive lobbying by Bangladesh nationals and sympathisers in the 

UK, USA, France, Sweeden, Japan and a few other countries. Very favourable 
press coverage have been received in these countries. Funds have been collected 

abroad. 

(d) Defection of Pakistani Diplomats-Ambassadors to Iraq, Phillipines and 

Argentina and switched allegiance. High-ranking Diplomats in London, 

Washington, New York, Kathmandu and Hongkong have declared their allegiance 

to the Government (apart from Calcutta and Delhi). 

(e) Civil Service Officials under training abroad (seven in the USA and 

two in the Uk) have also offered their services. 

(0 External publicity has also been organised. 

3. Ministry of Finance, Trade & Commerce: 

The Secretary, Finance, is submitting his report separately. This Ministry has 

taken over and collected monetary resources brought over from Bangladesh. It has 
also prepared budgets and has been, by and large responsible for making payments to 

the various agencies and persons under different accounts. It has also introduced some 
sort of financial discipline. It has of late started collecting revenues on account of 

payments made to Bangladesh Government employees and agencies. According to a 

Cabinet decision the Government have instituted an enquiry Commission to look into 

the. 

Trade and Commerce: 

A Board of Trade & Commerce has been organised as an autonomous body. This 

Board has already explored various possibilities of exporting Bangladesh 

commodities abroad not only as a source of income, but also as a measure of 

economic viability of Bangladesh. 

The Ministry of Finance, Trade & Commerce and the Board of Trade & 
Commerce have jointly held negotiation with the Government of India and the State 

Trading Corporation of India to work out the possible details of a Trade Agreement 

with India. They have also discussed the various facts of arranging transit facilities for 

the export and import of Bangladesh through India till such time the ports of 

Chittagong and Chalna could be used. Considerable progress has been made in these 

negotiations. 

At the moment there is no Secretary for Trade and Commerce Department. The 

Finance Secretary is looking after it. 
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4. Cabinet Secretariat: 

The Cabinet Secretariat has been organized with the Cabinet Secretary and a very 

skeleton staff under him. The Cabinet Secretariat is responsible for placing important 

matters before the Cabinet, for recording Cabinet decisions and circulating them, for 

following up the various decisions taken and also for any other matter that is 

connected with the Cabinet but does not fall strictly within the purview of any 

particular Ministry/Department. The President's secretariat is also looked after by the 
Cabinet Secretary. 

5. General Administration: 

A full-fledged Secretary for General Administration Department has been 

appointed from the beginning. He works directly under the Prime Minister. 

This Department is responsible for all Establishment matters of the Government, 

such as recruitment, appointment, posting, transfer, discipline etc. The Department is 

also responsible for the execution of the Government policy in matters of public 

appointments. According to the Cabinet decision all class I and II appointments under 

the Government are made by the Establishment Minister himself (that is the Prime 

Minister). Manning of all Class I and Class II posts under the Zonal Administrative 
Councils also come within the purview of this department. Maintenance of lists of 

officials and staff who have pledged their allegiance to the Government of the 
People's Republic of Bangladesh, selection of personnel out of these lists, preparation 

of panels for recruitment etc. are done by the General Administration Department. 

Zonal Administrative Councils 

The Establishment part of the Zonal Administrative Councils, that is the offices 
of the Zonal Administrative Officers and other departments come under the General 

Administration Department. Filling up of Class I and Class II posts at Zonal Levels, 

budgetary sanctions for the office etc. are also done by the General Administration 

Department. 

Under the original Scheme five Zones were created. The Scheme has recently has 

been modified and six more new Zones have been created. Elections have been held 
and the Chairman selected in the following Zones so far: 

 

1. South-East Zone I Prof.N.I.Chowdhury MNA. 

2. South-East Zone II Mr.Zahur Ahamed Chowdhury MPA 

3. East Zone Col.M.A Rabb, MNA. 

4. North-East Zone I Dewan Farid Gazi MNA. 

5. North-East Zone II Mr.Shamsur Rahaman Khan MNA. 

6. North Zone Mr. Matiur Rahman, MNA. 
7. West Zone I 

Mr. Abdur Rahim, MPA 

8. South-West Zone II Mr. Phani Bhushan Mazumdar, MPA. 

9. Mr. Asharful Islam Malda, 

10.Mr. Abdur Rauf Krishnanagar. 
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The Zonal Councils have also elected their various sub-committees. Al-most all 
the Zonal Councils have adopted resolutions high-lighting certain common as well as 

peculiar problems. Decisions have been taken in certain case, but in others no 
decision has been taken because of board policy implications. Government 

decision/action will be communicated to all Zonal Councils on their various 

resolutions as soon as election in all the Zonal Councils are complete. 

Budgetory provisions have been/are being made for the Zonal Councils where 
elections have been held. Action is under way to release funds. 

Necessary officers and staff for the Zonal Administrative Councils and also for 

the offices of various Zonal level functioneries are being recruited and posted. 

6. Ministry of Health and Welfare 

The Health Secretary is submitting his report separately. Additional comments on 

the department are given below: 

The Department was originally organised under one Director-General of Health. 

Later on, the Director-General was given the rank of Secretary to the Govt. 

The Health side of the Department is being organised under two different 

categories, viz. (i) Medical cover for the Forces and (ii) Civil Medical Care. 

(i) The Medical Care on ihe Defence side provides for the following; 

(a) Arrangement of Surgeon & Physicians; 

(b) Transports for carrying injured/dead bodies; 

(c) Medicines; 

(d) Surgical equipments; 

(e) Field Medical Units such as Advance Dressing Stations(ADS) and Main 
Dressing Stations (MDS). 

(f) Convalescence Homes: On the Welfare side for the fighting forces the 

following are being taken care of: 

(i) Car for the dependents of the Shaheeds; 

(ii) Pension/Subsistence for the completely disabled; and 

(iii) Provision of work for the partially disabled. 

Necessary provision has also been made for the above purposes (Rupees ten 

lacs). 

On the civil side, necessary arrangements are being made to provide medical 

cover to Bangladesh citizens. An amount of Rs. 9, 50,000’00 has been earmarked for 

this purpose. 

The Health Secretary has also made arrangements for absorbtion of Bangladesh 

Doctors in various jobs. These Doctors have been engaged by the Government of 

India to look after the evacuee camps. 
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The Health Department is also responsible for collection of medicines and other 
equipments as donations from various friendly agencies and dispatching them to the 

sectors on the basis of requisitions received. 

The Health Department has also been entrusted with the duty of procuring 

equipments, ambulance etc. for the sectors in case of their non-availability from 

friendly sources. 

7. Ministry of Information & Broadcasting: 

The Bangladesh Radio is one of the earliest organizations under the Government. 

Initially, the radio was installed under the direct supervision of Mr. Abdul Mannan, 
MNA. The staff for programming and broadcasting were selected from amongst the 

former Radio Pakistan who came over to us. Gradually, more and more artists and 
technicians have joined us resulting in improvement of the radio's out-put. By now 

almost 100 persons have been recruited for Bangladesh Radio. Because of the 
presence of a large number of heterogeneous elements, it has been extremely difficult 

to regularise the services of all the Bangladesh Radio personnel according to a 

definite standard. Since Radio is our most important information media and comes 

only second to our war-efforts in order of priority, Government have always 

sanctioned necessary financial backing for it. 

The other agencies organized under the Information and Broadcasting Ministry 
are: 

(a) Director of Films; 

(b) Director of Publication; and, 

(c) Director of Arts and Designs. 

As discussed above the Psychological Warfare Cell of the Ministry of Defence 

works in close collaboration with the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. 

The External Publicity of the Government is at present located within the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs. This wing has brought out a large number of publications 
in the form of book-lets, pamphlets, brochures etc. These have played a very 

significant role in our foreign publicity. 

A few eminent Bangladesh intellectuals have also published books and book-lets 

covering a wide range of subject’s profecting the Bangladesh cause and our struggle 

for freedom. 

Recently a series of meeting were held with the Heads of Information agencies 
under the friendly Government in order to further strengthen our publicity effort on all 

fronts. All necessary assistance has been promised and is forthcoming. 

This Ministry has suffered from the beginning in the absence of an experienced 

person with necessary expertise who could be appointed as Secretary. After waiting 
for a long time Government have very recently appointed Mr. Anwarul Haque Khan 

on a purely temporary basis to look after this department. He will work in close co-
operation with Mr. A. Mannan, MNA. 
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8. Ministry of Home.: 

This has now been organised under a full-fledged Secretary. Until recently the 

Inspector-General of police was doing the main work of this department. Collection 

of information and its dissemination to various agencies involved is an important 

function of the Home Ministry. 

The Minister-in-charge of Home is also responsible for the Zonal Administrative 

Councils. His Ministry performs the following functions, among others: 

(a) Administrative set-up in the liberated areas; 

(b) Issue of Travel documents; and 

(c) Enquiries. 

9. Relief & Rehabilitation Department: 

This is organised under a Relief Commissioner who works directly under the 

Minister for Home and Relief. This department runs an office at princep Street. It 
scrutinises various applications received for relief and helps Bangladesh citizens in 

special cases. They are also organising Zonal Relief offices within the framework of 

the Zonal Administrative Councils. 

This Ministry has organised relief Bangladesh Teachers. A scheme for Camp-
Schools utilising the services of the Bangladesh teachers for the benefit of evacuee 

camps children has also been drawn up and party implemented with the help of the 
Bangladesh Teachers. Association of which Mr. Kamaruzzaman, MNA is the 

Executive President. 

10. Parliamentary Affairs Division: 

This is looked after by the Minister for Foreign Affairs himself. At the moment it 
is responsible for taking care of the problems of the elected representatives of 

Bangladesh. 

11. Agriculture Department: 

This is yet to be organised. Only a Secretary has been appointed who is now 

preparing a blue-print for agricultural development in free Bangladesh. 

12. Engineering Department: 

A Chief Engineer has been appointed. Under him Zonal Engineers are also being 

posted to cater to the needs of the Sector Commanders. They will also be responsible 

for taking care of the engineering problems in the liberated areas. 

(i) PLANNING COMMISSION: 

Government have recently organised the former Planning Cell into a full fledged 

Planning Commission. Dr. Muzaffar Ahmed Chowdhury has been appointed as the 

Chairman of the Commission with the following as Members: 

(a)  Dr. Sarwar Murshed; 

(b)  Dr. Musharraf Hossain; 
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(c) Dr. S. R. Bose; and, 

(d) Dr. Anisuzzaman. 

The Commission is now recruiting its own staff from amongst the Bangladesh 
intellectuals and technicians who have reported to the Government. 

The Commission have been entrusted with the following functions: 

(a) To prepare a long-term development Plan for free Bangladesh on the basis of 

the Awami League manifesto and the objective set down by the Government 

of the People's Republic of Bangladesh and the Awami League High 

Command; 

(b) To prepare a mid-term Plan for reconstruction of the country and its economy. 

This plan will have to be fitted into the long-term plan; and, 

(c) To prepare a short-term reconstruction Plan, this will be necessary in the 

immediate future. 

As the problem of reconstruction will be a gigantic one and the Government will 

be left with no time to tackle these problems, we must be ready with all our plans and 

programmes right now. Planning, therefore, has assumed a real sense of urgency. 

For the immediate reconstruction of the country the following problems will have 
to be taken care of: 

(a) Problem of rehabilitation of refugees; 

(b) Problem of accommodation for the displaced persons; 

(c) Food supply; 

(d) Restoration of communication; 

(e) Restoration of normal facilities, such as, health, electricity, water, hospitals 

etc. 

(f) Comissioning of damaged Ports, Factories, Industrial Institutions etc. 

(g) Restoration of law and orders; 

(h) Restoration of educational facilities; 

(i) De-mobilisation of the Armed Forces as far as possible and arranging 

education for the Youth now under Arms; 

(j) Commencing Bank and Insurance and other financial Institutions according to 

the avowed policy of the Government for nationalising them; 

(k) Restoration of Trade and Commerce; and, 

(1) Future trading of the country, and so on and so forth. 

The planning Commission is also tendering expert advice on relevant subjects to 

the Government from time to time. 
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Co-Operation with friendly Institutions in matters of planning: 

A series of discussions were held earlier with Mr. D.P. Dhar. Recently Dr. S. 

Chakravarty of the Indian Planning Commission also came here and held detailed 

discussions with the Acting President, Prime Minister and the Planning Commission. 

Various fields of co-operation and mutual assistance in the matter of planning were 

discussed. Services and facilities have been offered also. 

(ii) BOARD OF TRADER COMMERCE: 

This has already been covered under the Ministry of Commerce. 

(iii) BOARD OF CONTROL, YOUTH & RECEPTION CAMPS: 

This Board is headed by Prof. Yousuf Ali, MNA. According to the reorganised 

structure the Youth Camp Directorate came under the Ministry of Finance. The Prime 
Minister has delegated the function of looking after the Youth Camps to the Home 

Minister, who discharges this responsibility with the help and assistance of the Board 
of Control for Youth and Reception Camps. 

There are now as many as 24 Youth Camp and 112 Reception Camps (list 

enclosed). The requirements of the Youth and Reception Camps are now being taken 

care of by the Board on the basis of the budget approved. Training facilities for the 
Youth Camp Units have also been organised on a large scale. Regular induction of 

boys from the Youth Camps into the Guerrilla forces is also being made. Essential 
items for the Youth such as, beddings, woolen garments, blankets etc. are now being 

taken care of both by the friendly agencies as well as by our own institutional 
arrangements. 

(iv) RELIEF & REHABILITATION COMMITTEE 

This is headed by the Home Minister and is responsible for looking after the 

Bangladesh evacuees. 

(v) EVACUEE WELFARE BOARD: 

This is yet to be organised. Only a chairman has been appointed. 

The following three Associations have also been organised by Bangladesh 

citizens outside the Government periphery: 

(a) Bangladesh Red Cross Society (Dr. Ashabul Haque, MPA). 

(b) Bangladesh Teachers' Association (Mr. Kamaruzzaman, MNA ). 

(c) Bangladesh Volunteer Service Corpse (Mr. Aminul Islam, MNA ). 

 

 

(H. T. Imam) 

Cabinet Secretary, 

Govt, of the People's Republic of 
Bangladesh. 
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SECRET. 

OCTOBER 23, 1971. 

A number of my tribal officers and staff crossed the border with me in the months 

of April /May, 1971. Since then we have been able to utilise the services of only very 

few of them. There are quite a few available now whose services can be very well 

utilised in our war effort. 

I have always maintained that no move toward Chittagong is possible without the 
assistance and co-operation of the tribal people of Chittagong Hill Tracts district. 

Special efforts should, therefore, be made to will the friendship of as many hill people 

as possible and neutralise those who are hostile. Given this background, I very 

strongly feel that we should direct our propaganda towards the Hill tribes also. 

I came to know the other day that the Ministry of Defence was looking for 

persons who write scripts in Chakma language. I do not know whether this is in 
pursuance of the policy recommended by me above. In any case, I would like to 

emphasise that there are a number of tribal officers and staff who served under me 
and who can be utilised for this type of work. In case the Secretary, Defence, wants 

their services, they can be engaged. 

 

 

(H. T. Imam) 

Cabinet Secretary. 
23. 10.71. 

M. O. No ...  

DEFENCE SECRETARY. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH. 

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE. 

No. A-002/108 (3) Dated 26 Oct. 1971. 

To : The Deputy Secretary, 

General Administration Deptt. 

Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

Enclosed herewith please find the list of the following Officers who have been 

appointed in this Ministry by the Defence Secretary. 

This is in response to your memo No. GA/1573 (16) dt. 7. 10. 71. 

 

SI. No. 

 

Name of the officer & Destination Reference 

 
1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 
 

Mr. B. Hossain, Advisor 

Mr. Nazrul Islam, Staff Officer 
Mr. AI-Muzahidy, -do- 

Mr. Zahid Hossain -do- 
Mr. AI-Mahmood -do- 

Mr. S. R. A. Haroon, Admn. Officer 
 

A-002/5(12) 

-do- 
-do- dt.2.9.71 

A-002/48(5) dated 
2.10.71. 

A-002/52(5) dated 
2.10.71. 

A-002/100(6) dated 

22.10.71. 

Secretary, 
Ministry of Defence. 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE. 
 

No. U. O. No. 116 Dated, 28 Oct. 71. 
 

To : The Dy. Secretary (C. S.), 

General Administration Deptt. 
 

Subj :-Particulars of Officers/Staff of Bangladesh Govt, at Mujibnagar. 

 

Ref :-Your Memo. No. GA/1700/(I6) dt. 23.10.71. 
 

A list containing particulars of Officers and Staff of Bangladesh Govt, under the 

Secretary, Ministry of Defence is enclosed herewith as desired. 

Enclo:- 2 (Two). 

 

Under Secertary 

Ministry of Defence 
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Additional Arrangements made by Host Defence Medical Service. 

 

I had been to Fort William to see General Prakash D. D. M. S., Eastern 
Command, to discuss the above subject. 

It has been decided that our host will undertake the responsibility of developing 

the following Hospitals for us. 

1. Shantir Bazar (near Belonia) under Sector I. One ADS for 100 Beds. We 
planned this ADS one month ago. COS and ADMS, Agatiala, alongwith the 

Commander of Sector I, were entrusted with the job with which they are going 

ahead. 

2. Similar arrangement was made with Commander Sector 3 to find out a suitable 
place to establish one 100 beded ADS. 

3. Hospital attached to Sector 2, between Melaghar and Bisramgan, can be 

converted into a 400 beded one and they will pay for the expenditure. 

General Prakash was kind enough to inform me that, at least, 1200 more beds are 
added to their exsisting Military Hospitals all along the border. Therefore, we need 

not undertake construction of bigger ADSs elsewhere except that we should 
improvise our RADs with competent doctors and tent Hospitals as far as we can with 

the idea that these Hospitals will be moved forward as we conquer our land. 

I believe that this is a very sound and helpful proposition and deserves to be 

brought to the notice of our Government. 

Memo No. HS/282/1 (7) dt. 27. 10. 71. 

(DR. T. HOSSAIN) 
       Secy, H & W. 
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SECRET 

EXTRACTS TAKEN FROM THE MINUTES AND DECISIONS 

OF THE CABINET MEETING HELD ON SATURDAY 

OCT. 30, 1971. 

O  O  O  O  O  O 

  

 

ISCELLANEOUS AGENDA 14 (a): 

The Cabinet considered the present pay-scales, allowances and other facilities of 

the JCOs and Other Ranks of the Bangladesh Fighting Forces and decided that the 

JCOs and other Ranks be given an allowance of Rs. 50/- per JCO/OR, in addition to 

their present salary of Rs. 150/-and Rs. 75/- respectively with effect from the month 
of October, payable on 1st of November, 1971. The Ministry of Defence should make 

arrangement for regular payment from Nov. 71. 

 

 

Sd/- 

ACTING PRESIDENT. 

 

Memo. No. 128 (2), Dated Nov. 2, '71. 

Copy forwarded to the DCOs for information and necessary action please. 

 

Secretary, Defence. 
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No. 

Dated Oct.'71. 

 

To : The Cabinet Secretary, 

Govt, of the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh. 

In response to your Memo No. 177 (7) Cab dated 27.9. 71. the weekly report goes 

as under:- 

(1) Letter receipt  80 

(2)  Letter despatched  50 

(3) War bulletin both English & Bengali are being published daily. 

Moreover, Budget have been placed before the Cabinet for sanction. 

 

Secretary, 

Defence. 
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Sub: Convalescent Homes and Medicine for Mukti Bahini. 

I had been to Mr. Guljari Lai Nanda, Chairman, Hariana Bangladesh Mukti 
Sangram Shahayak Samity, at West Bengal Raj Bhavan. I had been at the instance of 

Mr. M. K. Bhimani, Treasurer of the said Committee, on 30th October 1971. I went to 
discuss the above subject. Nandaji has very kindly agreed to run a 300 beded 

Convalescent Home, preferably in Calcutta, providing the entire cost from his 
Committee. However, we shall have to find out or help Mr. Bhimani find out suitable 

accommodation. As soon as the house or premise is available, the fund and materials 
are ready. We should exert our influence at different levels to find out a suitable 

premise for the purpose. It may be noted here that the Convalescent Homes opened by 

the said Committee at Agartala, Shillong, Tura and Cooch-Behar are doing good jobs. 

As regards medicine for Mukti Bahini, I pointed out to Nandaji that our boys are 
going inside in batches of ten. They need First Aid boxes with Medicine worth Rs. 

100.00. I have placed an order for 1,000 such bags with Mr. Bhimani. This will cost 
Rs. 10,000.00 (Ten Thousand) and I have also requested Mr. Bhimani to give us 

9,000 more bags worth Rs. 90,000.00 (Ninety Thousand). He has very kindly 
consented to consider the request. 

 

Memo No. HS/349(10) Dt. 3. 11.71. 

 

(DR. T. HOSSAIN) 
2. 11.71. 

Seey; H & W. 
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OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE 
GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH, 

MUJ1BNAGAR. 

CENTRAL ORDER NO. 45 

The following Police officers who have been working in the boarders are 
henceforth placed at the disposal of the Zonal Councils as per indication made hereby. 

They will immediately report for duty to the Zonal Police Officer of the Zones as 
shown hereunder. 

The Zonal Police officers will please draw up scheme of duty for these officers in 

consultation with the Chairman, Zonal Council, Zonal Administrative officers and B. 

D. F. Commanders. These officers will perform normal Police duties as decided upon 
by the Zonal Council. With the progress of the liberation activities, these officers will 

be available at the disposal of the Zonal Councils for being utilised in liberated areas 
of the respective zones. 

It is hereby made clear that these Police officers are borne on the budget of the 

Police Department in the Headquarters. Their monthly pay bills will be drawn by the 

Asstt. Inspr. Genl. of Police and sent to the Zonal Council for disbursement with 

effect from November, other emoluments including T. A., D. A. will be borne on the 

Police budget. Their T. A. bills should be forwarded by the Zonal Police officer to the 

Asstt. Inspr. Genl. of Police for encashment from now on. 

Zonal Police officers will please report the date of joining of those officers to the 

respective Zonal Council headquarters. 

(A.KHALEQUE) 
Inspector General of Police, 

Bangladesh. 

 

Memo No. 532(92) Dated 5.11. 1971. 

Copy forwarded to :-(for favour of information and necessary action.) 

(1) hairman, Zonal Council 

(2) onal Administrative Officer 

(3) onal Police Officer 

(4) he Secretary, General Administration Department 

(5) he Secretary, Home Affairs 
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(6) he Secretary, Defence Govt, of Bangladesh. He is requested to kindly arrange 
to inform B. D.F. Commanders concerned. 

       (7) Inspector/S.I.A.S.I................................  

(A. KHALEQUE) 

Inspector General of 

Police, 

Bangladesh. 

 

Zonal Headquarters: 
 

Police Officers placed at the 

disposal of Zonal Councils. 

1) Barasat 

(Barisal. Patuakhali & Khulna) 

 

 

 

2) Bangaon 

(Faridpur & Jessore) 

 

 

3) Krishnagar 

(Pabna & Kushtia) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4) Maldah 

(Rajshahi) 

 

5) Balurghat 
(Dinajpur & Bogra) 

 

        S. I. Shahiduzzaman 
S. I. Kanchan Kumar Ghosal 

S. I. Mafizuddin Ahmed 
S. I. A. Hakim 

A. S. I. Ramanath Mitra. 
S. I. Chowdhury Abdur Razzak 

S. I. M. A. Matin 
S. I. Shamsul Alam 

A. S. I. Abdul Gafoor 

S. 1. A. K. Makbul Ahmed 

S. I. Matiur Rahman 

S. L Susil Kumar Sarkar 

S. I. Mujibul Haque 

S. I. Birendra Nath Biswas 

S. I. Afzal Hossain 

S. I. A. K. Mujibur Rahman 

Ar.S. I. Abdul Majid 

A. S. I. Hatem Ali 

S. I. Subash Chandra Mujumdar 

Inspector, Mafizuddin Ahmed 

S. I. Firozzaman Sarkar, 
S. I. Rakendra Loval Samaddar 

S. I. Golam Mustafa 
S. I. A. Kuddus 

S. I. Obaidul Haque 
S. I. Kazi Golam Mahboob 

S. I. Bazlur Rahman 
S. I. ShafiquI Islam 

S. I. Phani Bhusan Borewa 

S. I. Akram Ali 
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6) Coochbehar 

(Rangpur) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7) Tura 

(Mymensing & Tangail) 

 

 

 

 

 

8) Dawki 

    (Sadar & Sunamgonj 

            Sub-divn. of Sylhet) 

9) Dharmanagar 

(Habiganj, Moulavi bazar of Sylhet) 

 

S. I. Md. Fakrul Alam Mondal 

S. I. Sowkat Ali 

S. I. Afzal Hossain 

S. I. Ataur Rahman 

A. S. I. Aswini Kumar Singh 

A. S. I. A. Majid 

A. S. I. Safiuddin Ahmed 

A. S. I. Meher Uddin. 

S. I. A. K. M. Fazlul Haque Basonia 

S. I. Atiar Rahman 

S. I. Ramendra Chandra Khan 

S. I. Md. Nurul Alam 

S. I. Makbul Hossain Miah 

S. I. Shamsul Rasul Munshi 

S. I. Abdul Quaiyum 

A. S. I. Bibhuti Bhusan Sarker 

A. S. I. S. M. Rajab Ali 

Inspector, Priyanath Burman 
       Sgt. Masudur Rahman 

      (Mymensingh & Tangail) 
      Ar. S. I. Ahmed Ali Akhand 

      S. I. Nurul Islam Chowdhury 
     Ar. S. I. Reazuddin Ahmed 

     S. I. Shaikh Abdur Rahim 

     S. I. Narayan Chandra Sarma 

      S. I. Rustam Ali 

S. I. Shohendu Bikash Chowdhury 

    Inspector, A. K. M. Mahbubur 
Rahman 

      S. I. Shamsur Rahman 

S. I. Manindra Chandra Gope 

     Bazar of Sylhet) 

S. I. Dewan Hafizuddin 

A. S. I. Golam Toha 
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TELEGRAM 

 

MR. K. A. RAQIB 

Zonal Administrative Officer 

C/O. SRI K P DUTTA 

5/11 Kunjaban Township Agartala 

Please set up a disabled soldiers home with capacity of 20 beds immidiately (.) 

some recreational facilities for these soldiers should also be provided (.) Also arrange 

to collect the disabled soldiers for admission into this home (.) A sum of Rs. 15000 

Fifteen Thousand is being placed with You Immediately (.) This amount should also 

cover running expenses for two months. 

(A.SAMAD) 

 

 

 

 

Not to be telegraphed: 

Memo. No. Dated 5th Nov '71. 

Copy by post in confirmation is forwarded to Mr. K. A. Raqib Zonal 

Administrative Officer, C/O Sri K. P. Dutta, 5/11 Kunjaban Township, Agartala 

Tripura. 

(A. Samad ) 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT. 

 

Memo No. GA/1905                Dated November 6, 1971. 

To 

The Secretary, Finance Department. 

Sub :- Advance for winter cloths. 

The undersigned is directed to inform that Government, has been pleased to 
accord, sanction of advance, as detailed below to the Govt. employees for purchase of 

winter cloths. 

The rates of advance and repayment schedule are as under : 

Class I & II Officers : May be advanced a maximum amount of Rs. 200/00 

  Repayable in. 10 equal monthly installments.  

Class III Officers.: May be advanced a maximum amount of Rs. 150/00 

 repayable in 20 equal monthly installments. 

Class IV Staff. May be advanced a maximum of Rs. 100/00 repayable in 

20 equal monthly installments. 

Action may kindly be taken accordingly. 

(K. Ahmed) 

Deputy Secretary (Estbt.), 

General Administration Deptt. 

 

Memo No. GA/1905/1 (50)  Dated November 6, 1971. 

Copy forwarded to: 

(1) M. N. A. in-charge ..........  

(2) Chairman .......... Zonal Council. 

(3) Chairman Planning Cell. 

(4) Chairman, Board of Trade, Commerce & Industries. 

(5) Secretary ........  

(6) Inspector-General of Police, Bangladesh. 

(7) Chief Engineer. 
(8) Relief Commissioner. 

(9) Director, Youth Camp. (H. Q.) 
(10)O. S.D., Law & Parliamentary Affairs. 

(11) Zonal Administrative Officer ... Zone. 
(12)0. S. D..PST Deptt. 

(13) A. D. C. to C-in-C. 
(14) Private Secretary to ..........  

(K. Ahmed) 

Deputy Secretary (Estbt.) 

General Administration Deptt. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 
MINISTRY OF FINANCE. 

 

No, FIN 11/71/373   Dated 6.11.71. 

From: K. A. Zaman, 

Secretary, Ministry of Finance, 

Govt. of Bangladesh. 

To :- 1. The Secretary, 

Ministry of Home/G. A./Cabinet/Foreign Affairs/Health/ 

Agriculture/Information/Trade & Commerce./Defense 

2. The Chairman, Zonal Administrative Council, 

3. The Zonal Administrative Officer, 

Sub :- Control over the financial expenditures 

in Zones and T.A & D. A. for MNAs/MPAs. 

With reference to the subject mentioned above, the undersigned has to reproduce 
below an extract from the decisions of the Cabinet Meeting held on 1. 11. 71 for 

information and necessary guidance:- 

"Regarding TA & DA for the MNAs and MP As it was decided that only actual 

travelling expenses (T. A. actual) will be admissible and that no allowance for food 

charges will be paid. While the MNAs/MPAs undertake approved tours an amount of 

Rs. 15/00 per day as lodging allowance will be admissible to them. For Mujibnagar, 
the rate will be double. The Cabinet decided that no MNA or MPA will be entitled to 

either T A or DA for their visits to Mujibnagar unless they are called officially. 

Similarly, no TA and DA will be admissible to them without the prior approval of 

their joumies by the competent authority, 'that is, the Minister concerned or the 

Chairman of the Zonal Administrative Council concerned". 

(K. A. ZAMAN) 

Secretary, 

Finance Deptt. 

Memo. No ... Dated .................  

Copy for information to :-l. P. S. to Minister, In-charge of Finance Deptt. 

 

(K. A. ZAMAN), 
Secy., Finance. 
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GENERAL GUIDANCE FOR ADMINISTRATION OF 

YOUTH RECEPTION CAMP. 

 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE: 

1. Each Reception Camp will have an Advisory committee as approved by the 

Board of Control, Youth Camp. Its function will be to provide an overall supervision 
of the camp and maintain proper management and discipline. The Committee will 

have a minimum of 3 Honorary Members from amongst such MNA/MPAs and other 
political leaders and workers who are interested in the running of the Camp and are 

resident, for the time being, within the close vicinity of the camp. For Camps, which 

are already functioning, an Advisory committee along these guidelines will be 

formed, if not formed already, for further development and progress of the camps and 

also a review/regularization of the camp staff. In such cases, the acting Camp-in-

charge will convene a meeting of above category to form an Advisory Committee. 

The Committee will have a Chairman from amongst the members and a Secretary 

form amongst the members. A list containing the name of Chairman and other 
members, Secretary shall be submitted to Chairman. Board of Control, for approval, 

within 15/9/71. The Advisory Committee will appoint the Camp-in-charge. 

The Camp-in-charge will be a whole-time functionary and an ex-officio members 

of the Advisory Committee. While the Advisory Committee will 'provide guidance, 

the Camp-in-charge will be responsible for the day to day running of the Camp. The 

proceedings of the meeting of Advisory Committee should be recorded and copy to be 
forwarded to the Chairman, Board of Control, and Director of the Zone concerned. 

The Camp-in-charge will be responsible for maintaining a proper account of the camp 

expenses. 

 

The minimum strength needed for the recognition of Camp will be 250. 

STAFF: 

All functionary staff of the Camp including the Camp-in-charge will be residents 

of the Camp. 

2. The Camp-In-charge, subject to approval of the Advisory Committee, will also 

select and appoint. 

(a) One Accountant: responsible for maintaining all accounts in the Camp 
including stores and catering as per standard accounts procedures. The books 

of accounts will be audited at regular intervals. 
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(b) One Deputy Camp-In-Charge-cum-Supervisor-In-Charge: of 
accommodation, bedding, tents, sanitation arrangements……..general 

cleanliness of the camp, i. e., he will also maintain inventory of the 
equipments. 

(c) One Catering Supervisor: He will be responsible for, the marketing of 

kitchen, cooking arrangements, plates, drinking water and fuel etc. He will 

submit his daily accounts to the Accountant. 

(d) One Medical Officer. 

(e) One Compounder. 

(f) One General Assistant. 

(g) Four Instructors: (for a Camp of 500 boys) 

3. INSTRUCTORS: 

(i) Motivational Instructor-One for each 250 youths. 

(ii) Physical Instructor-One for each 250 youths. Other training may be 

included from time to time and suitable instructions will then be appointed- 

Instructions in the matter will follow in due course, if necessary. 

4.The Deputy Camp-in-charge will be assist the Camp-in-charge in all matters 

and in the absence of Camp-in-charge will held charge of the Camp and act as the ex-

officio Member of the Advisory Committee. 

5. Board/Lodge for staff: Pocket allowance: 

The following Staff will get free board and lodge in the camp. They will receive 

no salary. However, they will be paid a pocket allowance of Rs. 50/- per month, for 

the time being. 

(i) Camp-in-charge. 

(ii) Dy. Camp-in-charge (Supervisor) 

(iii) Accountant. 

(iv) Store Supervisor. 

(v) Catering Supervisor. 

(vi-ix) Four Instructors.. 

(x) Medical Officer 

(xi) Compounder. 

(xii) General Assistant (for cooking supervision etc. and other duties as may be 

assigned by the Camp-in-charge) 

6. COOKS & OTHER STAFF: 

The Camp will also engage necessary service staff, such as cook, cook-assistant 

etc. from amongst the volunteers and youths and they will be designated as helpers. 

The number and nature of service staff required will be determined by the Advisory 
Committee. 
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All such staff will be provided with free board and lodge in the camp and pocket 
allowance of Rs. 50.00 (L. S.) per month will be paid for the party. 

7. FUNCTIONAL INSTRUCTIONS: 

The Advisory Committee, through the Camp-in-charge, will maintain liaison with 

the Zonal Director for Camp requirements and will submit fortnightly reports on camp 

activities and account etc. One copy should be sent directly to the Chairman, Board of 

Control and other copy to their respective Director. 

All payments will be subject to ..................................................  

Where Bank facility is available, the account will be operated jointly by any two 

of the following: (a) Chairman, (b) Camp-in-charge, (c) Accountant. 

Copies of the daily return of the number of youth present in the camp at the 
beginning and end of each day must be intimated / posted to the Chairman, Advisory 

Committee and the Zonal Director's Office. 

Proforma for submission of other reports and accounts will be dispatched later 

on. In the meantime, such reports will be sent on blank sheets. 

 

8. PHYSICAL TRAINING: 

The Physical training syllabus should be such that in the shortest possible time 

the youth can acquire maximum stamina and highest degree of physical fitness for 

most abnormal operational tasks. This syllabus should include cross country running 

and walking as well. The detailed syllabus should be worked out by the instructors 

concerned. There should be no drill. 

 

9. ADMISSION: 

Admission to the Camp will be made under supervision of the Camp-in-charge 

who will be guided in the matter by the Advisory Committee itself or any other body 

to be formed by the Advisory Committee for that purpose. 

A boy admitted to the camp will have to be a national of Bangladesh and 

identified by the MNA/MPA of the area of his domicile in Bangladesh, who will issue 
a written certificate to the effect. In the absence of the MNA/MPA concerned, the 

decision will be with the Advisory Committee or the body, formed by the Advisory 
Committee. 

The boy will be medically examined and must fulfill other requirements of 

admission. 

He should have unquestionable faith and belief in the freedom of Bangladesh. He 

must have no past criminal record. He must not have any extra-territorial loyalty. 

Admission will be open to all eligible youths irrespective of religion, caste, creed 
etc., place of birth and domicile, and on secular basis strictly. 

A boy admitted to Reception Camp but subsequently having failed to pass the 

scrutiny for admission to Youth Camp on the first and the second time, will 

automatically cease to be on inmate of the Camp. 
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10. AUDIT TEAM. 

An audit team composed of one Accountant and an Accounts Assistant and any 

other necessary staff to be deputed by director, Camps of the Zone concerned, will 

visit the Reception Camp periodically, for audit of accounts and payment of advance 

subject to pre-audit adjustments. The team will submit to the Chairman..............  

..................... 

SECRET. 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL, YOUTH CAMPS. 

List of strength in Youth Camps during week ending 6-11-71 with 

week ending sent out for higher training received from 
Brig. Master Office 

Name of Camp. 
 

Strength of Youth 
sent out for higher 

training on week 

ending 6-11-71. 

New arrival on 
week ending 

6-11-71. 

 

Strength of 
week 

ending 

6-11-71. 

 

1. Pita 

2. Barrackpore (Sreepalli) 

3. Jomsherpur 

4. Datal 

5. Chapra (Bangl Jee) 

6. Poriple 

7. Goubagan 

8. Pattrum 

9. Dhansarigaon 

10. Tapurhat 
11. Gokulnagar-I 

12. Gokulnagar-IT 
13. Charilam-I 

14. Charilam-II 
15. Katheliachara 

16. Menu 
17. Bageta 

18. Kailashahar (Kalaynagar) 

19. Hassoin 

20. Labow 

21. Sholin 

22.Dalu 

23. Cloverhouse 
 

Total of week ending 6-11-71 
: 

 

- 

- 

- 

300 

297 

- 

910 

- 

310 

67 
- 

- 
- 

- 
- 

152 
- 

- 

- 

140 

285 

101 

- 
 

2,577 
 

145 

645 

38 

- 

- 

- 

68 

57 

- 

- 
254 

273 
133 

308 
150 

- 
105 

300 

51 

- 

- 

- 

- 
 

2530 
 

900 

800 

800 

600 

665 

800 

390 

760 

920 

693 
1180 

1200 
1000 

1200 
1000 

720 
1000 

1000 

421 

960 

1730 

1970 

295 
 

20,964 
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NOVEMBER 8. 1971. 

Sub : Transports. 

Ref: My earlier U.o. No. 286/Cab dt. 29.10.71 

As desired by the Prime Minister, I have prepared a working paper on our 

requirement of transports. As discussed in the meeting with Mr. A. K. Ray and Mr. D. 
K. Bhattacherjee (along with Dr. S. Chakravarty in the residential office of the Acting 

President), I have handed over two copies of this working paper to Mr. A. K. Ray this 
morning. He has promised early action. 

The Liaison officer earlier advised me that he could arrange to bring Bangladesh 

Cars from Tripura through the courtesy of the IAF. Accordingly, I have given him a 

list of nine cars to be air-lifted to Mujibnagar. Copies of the working paper and the list 
of transports given to the LO are placed below for favor of PM's information. 

 

(H. T. Imam) 

Cabinet Secretary 
8. 9. 71 

 

U.O.No....... /Cab. Dt. 8.11.71 

PRIME MINISTER. 

................. 

WORKING PAPER ON TRANSPORTS OF BANGLADESH 

In consultation with various agencies of the Government of the People's Republic 

of Bangladesh a comprehensive list of vehicles, urgently required for civil purposes, 

has been prepared. According to this list we need the following vehicles now : 

Cars 
Jeeps 

Buses 

Total 

 

29 
20 

2 
51 

 

The transports most urgently required are noted below. The requirements of other 

agencies can be not gradually on the basis of availability: 
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1) Acting President 

2) Prime Minister & office 

3) Home Minister 

4) GA Department Pool 

5) Ministry of Information 

& Broadcasting. 

6) Ministry of Health 

7) Ministry of Defense 

8) Planning Commission 

9) Home Minister 

 

1car. 

2cars. 

1car. 

2Buses, 

1 car. 

 

1 Jeep. 

1 Jeep. 

1 Jeep. 

1 Car. 

1 Car. 

12 

 

 

Arrangements may please be made for handing over these transports to us as 

early as possible. 

The transport requirements of the Ministry of Defense have been placed 

separately. 

A comprehensive list showing availability of transports in various areas has also 

been prepared by us. This list is, by no means, comprehensive. We have been able to 

prepare list only in areas where the local authorities have co-operated. 
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IMMEDIATE REQUIREMENT OF TRANSPORTS FOR THE CABINET AND 

CIVIL AGENCIES OF BANGLADESH GOVERNMENT. 

 
SL 

NO 

OFFICE Require

ment 
 

Type of 

vehicle 
 

Presently 

available 
 

Minimum 

requirement 
now 

 

1 Acting President & 

Office 
 

2 Cars 1 1 Cars One 

being 
brought 

from 

Delta 
section. 

 

2 Prime Minister & 
Office 

 

2 Cars None 2 Cars - 

3 Finance Minister 
 

1 Car 1 - - 

4 Foreign Minister 

 

1 Car 1 - - 

5 Home Minister 

 

1 Car None 1 Car - 

6 Cabinet Secretary 

 

2 Cars 1 Jeep 1 Car - 

7 GA Department Pool 
 

4 2 
Buscs/Pick 

-up Vans 

1 Jeep 3 (2 buses, I 
Car) 

 

- 

8 Information & Broadcasting 
Ministry 

 

2 1 Car, 1 Jeep - 2 (1 car, 1 
Jeep) 

 

- 

9 Finance Ministry 
 

2 2 Car 1 Jeep 1 Car - 

10 Health & Welfare 

Ministry 
 

2 1 Car, 1 Jeep - 2(1 Car, I 

Jeep) 
 

- 

11 Defense Ministry 

 

1 1 Jeep - 1 Jeep - 

12 Foreign Affairs 

Ministry 

 

2 2 Car - 2 Car - 

13 Trade & Commerce 

Board 

 

1 1 Car - 1 Car - 

14 Planning 

Commission 

 

1 1Car - 1 Car - 

15 Board of Control, 

YC 

 

2 Jeeps 1 1 Jeep - 

16 Home Ministry 

 

1 Car - 1 Car - 

17 Engineering 

Directorate 

 

1 Car - 1 Car - 

18 Agriculture 

Department 

 

1 Car - 1 Car - 

19 Parliamentary 

Affairs 

 

1 Car - 1 Car - 

20 Relief & 

Rehabilitation 

 

1 Car - 1 Car - 

21 Youth Camp 

Directors 

 

5 Jeeps None 5 Jeeps - 

22 Zonal Councils 

 

11 Cars or - 11 Cars - 
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   Jeeps   

23 Zonal 
Administrative 

Officers 

 

11 Cars or 
Jeeps 

8 8 Jeeps - 

 Total: 61   51 

 

IMMEDIATE 
CONFIDENTIAL 

November 1, 1971. 

The following transports may please be brought over here from Tripura, for the 

use of the Cabinet and Government functionaries. 

PARTICULARS OF CARS 
Sl No Make of the 

car 
Old Regn. No. 

 
New 
Regn. No 

Where available 
 

1 Car VoIkswagon 
 

Dacca Ga 3339 
 

Not 
Known. 

Asrambari Camp, Tripura 
(Sector No. 3). 

2 Car Cortina 

 

DA-K-A-9205 

 

   ,, Sector No.3, Mantala Camp, 

Tripura. 

3 Car Morris Oxford 

 

SYL-KA-514 

 

   ,,    ,, 

4 Car Prinze 
 

SYL-KA-1449 
 

   ,,   ,, 

5 Car Volkswagon 

 

1386    ,, Scetor No.3, srambari Camp 

Tripura. 

6 Car Volkswagon 

 

SYL-KA-1175 

 

   ,,    ,, 

7 Car Vauxhall 
 

Engine No. 
1419407 

   ,,   ,,  

8 Car Vauxhall CTG-KHA-972    ,,   ,, 

9 Car Volkswagon SYL-KA-1695    ,,   ,, 

Memo. No. 300/Cab. Dt. 1.11.71. 

D.O. 

Sd/-H.T.Imam 
Cabinet Secretary 

SECOND-HAND DRY CARGO COASTERS 

Broad Specifications : 

 

 

1. Length 

2. Dead Weight 

3. Draught 

4. BHF 

5. Engine 

 

Not exceeding 200 ft. 

1000 tons 

not exceeding 13 ft. 

not exceeding 960 H.P. 

Single screw 

4 stroke-Dissel 
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6. Speed 

7. Classification 

 

Reversible compressed air start using 

marine diesel fuel Directly driving a 
fixed pitched propeller 

10-12 knots 

Lloyds-100 A1 

or 

equivalent 

 

 

SECOND-HAND VEHICULAR-CUM-PASSENGER FERRIES 

 

Broad Specifications :  

1. Length 

2. Beam 

3. Draught 

4. Speed 
5. Capacity 

 
 

6. Propulsion 
 

125 ft. 

35 ft. 

4’6” 

10 knots. 
6 loaded trucks having 7 tons loaded 

weight ench or 24 cars and 100 
passengers. 

4 stroke diesel engines compressed air 
start and using high speed diesel oil. 

Total horse-power 650 B.H.P.- geared 
drive-twin screws and twin rudders. 

Fixed pitched propellers. 

Two light engines 110 V.A.C. 

 

……….. 

 

SECOND-HAND SHALLOW DRAFT DRY CARGO VESSELS 

(Landing Craft Type) 

 

Broad Specifications : 

 

 

1. Cargo carrying capacity 

2. Draught 

 
3. Engine 

4. Speed 
 

500 tons 

0′ 00″ Forward. 

6′ 00″ Aft (maximum) 
Single screw : Diesel 

10 knots. 

 
……….. 

 
SECOND-HAND OIL TANKERS 

 

1. Length 

2. Draught 

 

200 ft. approximate 

12 ft. loaded. 
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3. Class 

 

4. Speed 

 

5. Propulsion 

 

 

 

 

6. Auxiliaries 

 

 

7. Cargo Capacity 

 

100 A1 for coastal services in East 

Pakistan with Lloyds Register of 

shipping or equivalent. 

Fully loaded service speed of 10 knots. 

 

4 stroke normally aspirated slow speed 
diesel engine from any reputable 

builder, horse-power not exceeding 
960. 

Compressed air start reversible engine 
directly driving single fixed pitched 

propeller. 

3 diesel generators 440 A.C. (220 V. 

for accommodation). Electrical driven 

pumps for fire, general service and 

ballasting. 

Six cargo tanks with total cargo 

capacity 1000 long ton. 

Two cargo pumps driven either by 

generator diesel or A.C. motors each of 
pimping capacity 200 tons per hour. 

 

__________ 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

Ministry of Defense 

No. A-001/139 (2)       Dated 10.11.71. 

To 

Mr. M. Hossain Ali, 

High Commissioner for Bangladesh, 

Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, 

9, Circus Avenue, 

Cal-I7. 

 

Sub: Placement of fund for the purchase of Woolen Blankets, Pull-over etc. for 

the forces. 

I am sending herewith an amount of Rs. 1,50,000/ vide cheque Nos. 25673 & 
25676 of the Mercantile Bank Ltd. for the purpose of purchasing Winter Cloths for 

forces as per our requisition. The requisition will be sent to you for time to time in this 
regard. The cheques are sent to Mr. Matiur Rahman, Assistant. 

Kindly acknowledge receipt of the cheques. 

Defense Secretary. 

…………. 
 

GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH. 

Ministry of Defense 

No. A-001/140 (3) 

10th November, 1971. 

Mr. Moniruzzaman, 
Reception Camp. 

Mr. Tazul Islam, student of L. O., Burimari is going to you for arranging truck for 

the 

shipment of woolen clothing’s etc. for forces. Please help him in this regards. 

 

Defence Secretary. 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT 

MUJIBNAGAR. 

 

Memo No .             November 10,1971. 

 

ORDER 

Mr. M.A. Gafur, is appointed to act, as Chief of the Engineering Division in the 

Planning Cell under Bangladesh Govt. until further orders. 

The appointment is made in the interest of Public Service. 

The order shall come into force with effect from September 21st, 1971. 

 

 

BY ORDER OF THE GOVT. OF THE 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANOLADESH. 

Sd/- 

(M. Noorul Quader) 

Secretary 

Genl. Administration Department 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE. 

 

 

Memo. No: A-006/145(2)          Dated 11th Nov. 

1971. 

 

To : The Deputy Secretary, 

Ministry of Home Affairs. 

 

Ref : His No. HD/41/274/1, dated 5.11.71. 
No form designed by you as stated in the memo refd above, has not attached in 

the letter. 
 

Please send the forms. 
For Secretary, Defense. 

 
GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH. 

MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS. 

 

Memo No. HD/41/274/1         NOVEMBER 5,1971. 

 
From : M.K. Chowdhury, Deputy Secretary, 

            Ministry of Home Affairs. 
 

To :     Mr. A.Samad, 
            Secretary, 

            Ministry of Defense. 

The undersigned brings it to your notice that the Government’s policy is to 

discourage the young people to leave the country. As such, it was agreed to have strict 
scrutiny of the intending young applicants. 

Attached herewith kindly find a form designed by us for this purpose. In cases 

where we consider references necessary, we shall send this form to you for the 

clearance of the Ministry of Defense. This is for our own satisfaction to the effect that 

the applicants in question can and should be recommended by us to the Ministry of 

External Affairs, Govt. of India, for grant of travel document to the applicants. 

In view of the possible pressure of work which you may have, we shall be highly 

oblige, if you authorize an Officer in writing for issuing clearances on behalf of the 

Ministry of Defense to cases referred by us. The name of the Officer may kindly be 

intimated to us. 

(M. K. CHOUDHURY) 
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EXTRACTS TAKEN FROM THE MINUTES AND 

DECISIONS OF THE CABINET MEETING 

HELD ON MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1971. 

MISCELLANEOUS-Civil Administrative set-up in liberated Bangladesh. 

The Acting President presided. The Prime Minister and all the Members of the 

Cabinet attended. The Cabinet Secretary was present. The following attended by 

special invitation: 

1. C-in-C. 

2. Mr. Fatah, 

3. Secretary, Defense. 

The problems in setting up civil administrations in the liberated areas were 

discussed. 

The following points were made: 

a) No piece-meal solution of the problems will have any effect. While trying to 

tackle these problems we must take up the entire gamut of civil administration. 

b) Law and order, rehabilitation, arrangement for food and other essential 

supplies, housing, essential services such as medical facilities etc. will pass 

problems of inconceivable dimensions, 

c) Before drawing up plans we should also have the minimum data available to us. 

d) A technical paper on the basis of the guide-lines given by the Cabinet may be 

prepared by the Secretaries, who have direct knowledge and experience of the 

working of civil administration. 

e) While establishing Law and order the question of screening collaborators will 

naturally came up. It is suggested by some people that the collaborators have 

been mostly forced to help the enemy in the interest of their very existence. It 

has been reported by the various agencies, both national and international that 

the majorities of the Government employees is Bangladesh supporters at heart 

and are in fact, covertly helping the cause. 

(f) Very large scale purge of the Government employees may create an 

administrative vacuum which may be difficult to fill in. It may also create 

political problems. 

g)  Inspite of these problems where administrative vacuum is found to be inevitable 

some kind of arrangement has to be worked out. Political workers may also be 

utilized. 
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h)  Whatever the problems, the revolution must be carried forward to build the 

country. 

DECISION 

A Sub-Committee of the Secretaries, either directly concerned with the problems 
or having administrative expertise will be formed to examine the various facets of the 

problem of setting up civil administration in liberated Bangladesh, of maintaining law 
and order, arranging essential supplies and services, providing food and 

accommodation to the temporarily uprooted people, arranging relief and rehabilitation 

for the displaced persons, restoring normalcy and creating a sound base for not only a 

quick recovery of the economy, but for future development of the country on the lines 

of the principles already enunciated by the Government. The Sub-Committee will 

submit a comprehensive report containing their findings and recommendations to the 

Government as early as possible. Mr. A. Fatah will act as the Chairman of the Sub-

Committee, with the following as Members: 

1. Secretary, Defense. 

2. Secretary, Home. 

3. Secretary, Cabinet. 

4. Secretary, Finance. 

5. Secretary, G. A. 

More members may be co-opted, if necessary. The C-in-C, the Planning Cell and 
other functionaries of the Government will also be associated with the work of the 

Sub- Committee. 

 

Sd/-ACTING –PRESIDENT. 

 

 

_________ 
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A.SAMAD 

Defense Secretary, 

Govt. of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh. 

November, 1971. 

 

My dear Anwar-ul-Haque 

The policy so far being followed towards Razakars is as under: 

a. Appeals and suggestions for surrender should go out through various radio 
programmes. 

b. News regarding Razakars' casualties will be under plan. Only that much will go, 

which will be sufficient to keep a fair with Razakars actively cooperating with 

Pak Army or doing arsenals, etc., are getting punished. 

c. Even for Razakars who surrender, word 'captured' will be used while giving 

news. This has been necessary because Pak Army is retaliating on the families of 
Razakars who have surrendered. The impression of 'capture' is being given to 

give whatever protection is possible to the families of Razakars, who voluntarily 

surrender. 

2. The above guidelines may kindly be followed. 

 

With regards. 

Yours 

 

_________ 
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DISCUSSION WITH COL. LUTHRA RE MEDICAL RELIEF. 

I had been to see Col. Luthra this morning and discussed the following 

subjects: 

1. Ambulance supply to Mukti Bahini. 

2. Medicine supply to Mukti Bahini and Liberated Areas. 

3. Convalescent Home Accommodation. 

4. Secret Cabinet Assignment. 

1. Ambulance supply to Mukti Bahini: 

Nineteen Ambulances have been procured and released so far, for different 

Sectors. Exact dates of departure and arrival of these Ambulances to the location 

specified and the authority to maintain and handle them will be known to us by 
tomorrow. It may be mentioned here that Col. Luthra had, on the spot, discussion with 

host and our Sector Commanders together at Tura and Shi I long. Both the Sector 
Commanders agreed that if 2 Ambulances are placed at each place, they will be able 

to cope with the emergencies. These 4 Ambulances have already reached their 
destinations-2 at Tura and 2 at Shillong- as per arrangements made with Col. Luthra 

and the Sector Commanders. They were actually dispatched from our Head Quarter, 
carrying our medicines to our Sector Commanders. 

Man from Shillong has already returned with a receipt and another man has also 

just returned from Shiliguri, delivering our medicines to our Sector Commander No.6 

I shall let the authority know as soon as I have further knowledge about Ambulances. 

2. Medicine: 

Arrangements have been made by Col. Luthra to supply medicines from their 
Regional Stores located at Shilliguri, Gauhati, Shillong and Agartala, to our Sector 

Commanders on monthly basis on the requisition of Sector Medical Officers. If there 
is any difficulty, he will take up the matter on my report to ensure the supply. 

As regards the Hospitals and Dispensaries at Rowmari an adhoc supply has been 

arranged to start with. This medicine will be available within a week. This has been 

settled in the presence of local M.N.A. -Mr. Sadakat Hussain. 

As regards other liberated areas, they have made unit of 25,000 populations for 

medical supplies on a Dispensary basis in all our Liberated Zones on our report. The 

medicines will be supplied locally to our employed Doctors. 

3. Convalescent Home Accommodation: 

I have requested Col. Luthra to find out suitable homes for convalescent Mukti 

Bahini patients anywhere in West Bengal, either at one place or at different 

places, to 

accommodate 300 such patient. The entire cost will be borne by the Hariana-
Bangladesh 
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Mukti Shahayak Samity under Chairmanship of Mr. Guljari Lai Nanda through its 

Treasurer, Mr. M.K. Bhimani. 

4. Secret Cabinet Assignment: 

I have received the secret instruction from the Cabinet Secretary to undertake the 

job with the help of Col. Luthra. He has asked me to collect the victims at one place 

through Social workers. I have requested him to place fund and transport at my 

disposal to send Social Workers to various camps. He has instructed his Director for 
Medical Relief. We shall pursue the matter. I have made local arrangements for the 

treatment. 

Finally Col. Luthra is going along the border in Eastern Sector from 5th 

November. I have suggested that I should go along with him to ensure actual supply 

of gifts of medicines from his source. 

(DR. T. HOSSAIN) 
Secretary, 

Deptt. of National Health & 

Welfare. 

Memo No. HS/348(12), dt. 13.11.71. 
Copy to: 

1. P. S. to Acting President. 

2. P. S. to Prime Minister. 

3. P. S. to Foreign Minister. 

4. P. S. to Finance Minister. 

5. P. S. to Home Minister. 

6. C-in-C. 

7. Col. Luthra. 

8. Cabinet Secretary. 

9. Foreign Secretary. 

10. Defence Secretary. 

11. General Administration Secretary. 

12. Finance Secretary. 

Administrative Officer, 
Deptt. of National Health & 

Welfare. 

 

 

________ 
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SECRET.        MOST IMMEDIATE 

GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC 

OF BANGLADESH  

(CABINET DIVISION) 

Memo No ...../Cab    Dated, November 14, 
1971. 

To 

Mr. K. A. Zaman, 

Secretary, 

Ministry of Finance. 

 

Sub: Budget for the period from October, 1971 to December, 1971. 

Ref: Your memo No. FIN/39/71/430 dated 13.11.71 

At the time of inclusion of the budget in the agenda for the Cabinet meeting to be 

held on Monday (Nov. 15, 1971), the Prime Minister desired that before circulating 

the budget papers to the Acting President, the Prime Minister and the other Ministers, 
we should ensure that the demands of all the Ministries, departments and agencies of 

the Government are reflected in the budget. On scrutiny of the abstracts of the budget 
it appears that certain allocations and sanctions earlier made by the Cabinet and the 

Prime Minister for Ministries, and agencies against specific demands have not been 
shown in the budget. I feel that these ad-hoc sanctions made earlier within the period 

beginning from October 1, 1971 should also be reflected in the budget. I may quote 
the following specific instances: 

a) In its meeting held on October, 7, 1971, the Cabinet was pleased to 

sanction an amount of Rs. 10,00,000/00 (ten lakhs) for Defense Medical Service 

(Health) (Extracts sent to you vide this office memo No. 246(6)/ Cab. dt. Oct. 25, 

1971). 

b) In the same meeting, the Cabinet was pleased to sanction another 

amount of Rs. 5, 50,000/00 for Health Civil Medical Service. (Extracts sent to you 

vide this office memo No. 247(4) Cab. dt. 25.10.71). 

c) The Cabinet sanctioned an amount of Rs. 50,000/- for the Care of 

dependants of the Shaheeds and disabled soldiers etc. in its meeting held on 

October 30, 1971. Extracts sent to you vide this office memo No, 294(3)/Cab. dt. 

1.11.1971. 
d) A sum of Rs. 7, 00,000/- (seven lakhs) was sanctioned for the 

procurement of winter clothing’s for the Muktibahini, by the Cabinet in its 

meeting held on 
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October 30. 1971. (Extracts sent to you vide this office Memo No. 

294(5)/Cab. dt.Lll.71). 

e) Provision was also made for the procurement of winter clothings for 

the boys of Youth and Reception Camps in the same Cabinet meeting held on 

0ct/30, 1971 (Extracts sent to you vide this office Memo No. 294(5)/Cab. dt. 

1.11.71). 

f) Allowances for the JCOs and other ranks have been enhanced with 
effect from November 1, 1971 by a decision of the Cabinet on 0ct/30,71. (Extracts 

sent to you vide this office memo No. 297(5)/Cab.dt. 1.11.71.) 
g) In the meeting of the Cabinet held on Nov.l ,71, decision was taken to 

grant advances for winter clothing’s and also to issue woolen pull-overs to the 
class IV employees free of costs (Extracts sent to you vide this office memo No. 

316(2)/Cab. & 313 (2)/Cab. dated 3.11.71). 
h) On November 7, 1971, the Prime Minister approved the Organizational 

set-up and the budget for Rs. 1.00,000/00 (one lath) for three months submitted by 

the Planning Cell. This was placed before the Secretaries Committee on 

Wednesday (10.11.71) and processed. 

Items listed above in paragraphs (a), (c), (d) and (f). relate to the Defense 

Directorate as far as I understand. These items may either be shown under a sub-head 

of the Ministry of defense or separately against a new item titled as Defense 

Directorate. Obviously, Rs.33, 000/00 demanded by the Ministry of Defense as their 

recurring expenditure cannot include much bigger sums. 

In view of the above and in the light of the Prime Minister's observation that all 

requirements of all the Ministries and Agencies should be reflected in the Budget. I 

would request you to please recast the Budget proposals and place them before the 

Cabinet meeting to be held week after next, that is, on Monday, November 22, 1971. 

(H.T. Imam) 
Cabinet Secretary. 

14.11.71. 

Memo No ....... (3)/Cab.   Dated November 14,1971. 

Copy to: 1.  the Prime Minister for favor of information with reference to his verbal 
               instructions. 

 2. the Minister for Finance. 

 3. the Defense Secretary. 

(H. T. Imam) 

Cabinet Secretary. 

14.11.71. 

 

________ 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF NATIONAL HEALTH AND WELFARE 
MUJIBNAGAR 

 

Memo. No. .HS/455(l)/5 Dated, 15. 11. 71. 

From: 

Dr. T. Hossain, MS, FRCS. Secretary, 

Ministry of National Health & Welfare. Mujibnagar. 

 

To: 

Col. P. N. Luthra, 

Addl. Secretary, 

Govt, of India. 

Calcutta. 

Dear Col. Luthra, 

 

 Re: Tangail Liberated Area. 

 

You will be pleased to know that most of the district of Tangail is now liberated. 

The population of the liberated area is approximately 1.8 million. They have no 

medicine. 

As you decided, you will provide medicine for a dispensary for each 25,000 
people. Accordingly, medicine for 72 such dispensaries may kindly be sent to 

Tangail, through Mukti Bahini Channel via Tura from Gauhati. 

This gift will be greatly appreciated and boost up the morale of the people. 

Kind regards. 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

(Dr. T. 

HOSSAIN) 

 

Copy to; 

i) P. S. to the Prime Minister. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL HEALTH & WELFARE, 

Mujibnagar. 

Memo No:   Dated, 22.11.71 

 

To: 

The Medical Officer Incharge 

Sector No. 9. 

You are requested to fill up the Bio-data form enclosed herewith and submit it to 
this office immediately as desired by Government. 

(DR. T. HOSSAIN) 

Secretary, 

Department of National Health & 

Welfare. 

 

Memo. No: HS/477/l(4) dated 22.11.71. 

Copy to: 1. P.S. to Prime Minister. 

 2.P .S. to President. 

 3.Commander, Sector 9. 

 4.Office copy. 

 

(N. HUQ) 

Administrative Officer, 
Deptt. of National Health & Welfare. 

 

 

……….. 

SECRET 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF NATIONAL HEALTH & WELFARE 

MUJIBNAGAR. 

Memo. No. HS/492,  Dated, the 23rd November, 1971. 

From: 

Dr. T. Hossain, Secretary, 

H&W. 

To: 

Mr. A. Samad, 

Secretary, 

Defense. 

Dear Mr. Samad, 

Ref; Armed Forces Medical Supply and Medical Store. 
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After my office was shifted, you did not have any more communication with me 
regarding the Armed Forces Medical Supply. 

My staff working in the Medical Store reported to me that one Dr. Shamsul Haque 

has been brought in without consulting me and placed in charge. It is also reported 

that the said Doctor asked the Special Officer in charge of the Procurement & supply 

of medicines on behalf of this Department not to handle the store anymore. 

I was surprised to hear about it in connection with the store of medicines kept 

there after being collected from Indian Medical Relief Department for the liberated 

areas of Patgram, Lalgola and Bagda where Cholera has occurred in epidemic form. 

The local representatives have come to collect these medicines and are moving about 

for the last two days. 

Pending the solution of major problems in which you, me and the C-in-C are 

involved, by the Prime Minister, may I request you to kindly help to release the 
medicines of liberated areas to the local representatives through the Special Officer. 

Kind regards, 

Yours Sincerely, 

Copy to: 

P .S. of Prime Minister 

…………. 

Copy 

Headquarters 8 
Sector, 

Bangladesh Forces. 
No. JS/39/XI/A, 

17th November, 1971. 

From:  Major M. A. Manzur, 

            Sector Commander. 

To:  Dr. T. Hossain, MS, FRCS. 

Secretary, 

Ministry of National Health & Welfare 

Mujibnagar. 

Dear Dr. Hossain, 

Thank you very much for the cheque (Rs. 15,000/-). The amount will be utilized 

for providing medical facilities to my troops. 

Regarding the selection of a site for the hospital and its running, I suggest you do 

the needful through your departmental resources with the help of the Political leaders. 

It is not possible for me to under-take any such responsibility at this critical 
moment. The 
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need for establishing such a hospital is an urgent one, and whatever is to be done 

in this regard should be done without loss of time. 

With best wishes. 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

Sd/- 

M. A. Manzur. 

 

It relates to the proposed M. D. S. at Kalyani. 

Prime Minister's selection of authority is solicited if the proposed Hospital is to be 
built up at Kalyani. 

 

(DR.T. HOSSAIN) 

Secy., H & W. 

 

 

Memo No. HS/498, dt. 23. 11. 71. 

Copy to : Secretary, Defense. 

P. S. to the Prime Minister. 

 

 

_________ 
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Vol. 1. November 17, 1971. No. 21. 

PRESIDENT'S FOUR POINTS REBUTTAL FEELERS 

This is no surprise at least to the political circle of Bangladesh that there will be 
definite attempts to create a cloud of confusion by the friends of Pakistan in the wake 

of definite victories by the gallant Mukti Bahini. These attempts are by now quite 
obvious due to the so called feelers from certain Western countries. 

The Bangladesh leadership could correctly read that such an attempt might be 

made as early as in the month of June 1971. Therefore in the fitness of things the 

Acting President of Bangladesh Syed Nazrul Islam made it very clear at that time that 
the question of settlement with West Pakistan can only be pondered over when four 

pre- conditions enunciated by him, and described below are fulfilled. 

Fresh and fresh attempts have been made by friends of Pakistan to float feelers 

hinting towards a political settlement between the Awami League leaders and W. 

Pakistan Military junta. These are no necessity of fresh countering of these feelers 

because our Acting President's four pre-conditions are enough to reply to these 

wishful thinkers. 

The determination of the Government of Peoples of Bangladesh is too clear to be 
reiterated. Time without number it has been said that nothing but total independence 

is our goal. Any proposal short of independence has been rejected summarily by the 

Bangladesh Government. 

Sources close to Bangladesh Government said here on November 14, 1971 that, 
Bangladesh official position in respect of initiating a dialogue with Yahya Khan of 

Pakistan has been spelt out very clearly and many a times. 

When the Government of Bangladesh has already taken up a public position on 

this point there is no necessity or scope of any political feeler from any quarter to the 

same end. Bangladesh Government or leaders are not in touch with any foreign source 

or quarter in order to meet any body of Pakistan. 

The purpose of this sort of news is only to divert attention and confuse the people 

engaged in fighting day in and day out to annihilate the Pakistani brute in Bangladesh. 

People of Bangladesh and all their sympathizers all over the world require to be 

cautioned not to give any importance to these diversionary tactics of the well wishers 

of Pakistan. 

Four pre-conditions have already been laid down by the Acting President Syed Nazul 

Islam for settlement with West Pakistan. Those are: 
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(i) Recognition of Bangladesh as free and sovereign country, 

(ii)  Withdrawal of Pakistan forces from Bangladesh, 

(iii) Unconditional release of Sheikh Mujibur Rahaman and 

(iv) Compensation for the loss inflicted on the people of Bangladesh due to army 

atrocities and for the disparity existing before 25th March, 1971. 

Gallant Mukti Bahini is replying to Yahya in the language of weapon as he started 

it. on 25
th

 of March, 1971 and they will continue to do so until total independence is 

achieved which is the declared policy of the Government of Bangladesh. 

 

 

_________ 
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OFFICE OF THE PLANNING CELL 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH, 

 

Memo No. 108/PC/71  Dated, November 18, 1971. 

 

Dear Mr. Prime Minister, 

I am sending an ad-interim report on the Community Development Project. It has 

been prepared keeping the whole of Bangladesh into account. It can be cut to the size 

of any particular area such as a thana (i.e. the area covered by a thana) or a union 

board (i.e. the size of the existing council) or a village, as & when, such an area is 
deemed suitable for its application. The relevant Ministry can do it or if the Planning 

Cell is asked to do so, it will be glad to do it. 

The report was discussed at a meeting of the Planning Cell held on 16.11. 71. 

The Planning Cell wishes to put it on record that this plan will be subject to the 
overall economic policy which the Government may adopt in due course. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

(MUZAFFAR AHMED CHOUDHURY) 

CHAIR MAN 

PLANNING CELL 

Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed, 

Prime Minister, 
Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

Calcutta. 
 

……………. 
 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

The Awami League Government is committed to democracy. "A real living 

democracy shall be established in which people shall live in freedom and with dignity, 

and in which justice and equality shall prevail" so runs the Awami League manifesto. 

The Awami League is solemnly resolved to secure to all citizens social, economic and 

political justice. To establish "a real living democracy" a number of important 

proposals are embodied into the manifesto. These include: universal adult franchise, 

direct and free elections, equality before the law, rule of law, independence of the 

judiciary, fundamental right and freedom, secular social order, full rights of 

citizenship for the minorities, parliamentary government in which the legislature 

shall be supreme and to which the 
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executive shall be responsible. On the political plane this is the programme to 

translate into reality the two basic democratic values, liberty and equality. 

The Awami League Government knows and believes that the liberty and equality 

of political democracy are hollow unless they are completed by economic liberty and 

equality. Freedom, if it is to be real, implies freedom from the economic constraint of 

want, poverty, and hunger, and this is as much fundamental as freedom from the 

political constraint of military autocracy and dictatorship. To establish economic 

justice and to give fruition to the longing of the common men for freedom from want, 

the Awami League is committed to a socialist economic order. In the Awami League 

manifesto it is laid down, "the basic aim of the economic programme is the creation of 

a just and egalitarian society free from exploitation. The vision is that of a socialist 

economic order, in which economic injustice will be removed, rapid economic growth 

will be promoted and provision shall be made for the just distribution of the fruits of 

such growth among all sections of the people". To realize this objectives some 

specific proposals are embodied into the manifesto and these are: private enterprise as 

the sole vehicle of economic, growth with private profit as the main motive leads to 

the concentration of wealth in a few hands and to the control of the key sectors of the 

economy by powerful private coteries, making it impossible for the goal of social 

justice and equality to be realized; this is to be altered and removed by nationalization 

and extension of the public sector, by the development of cooperation enterprises, and 

by the evolution of new institutional arrangements. 

The Awami League Government is thus committed to a socialist economic order 

based on democratic principles and values. Its main task is bring about a social and 

economic revolution through democratic process. 

The villages, more than 65,000 in numbers, seem to be the appropriate centre 

where these political, economic, and social goals can be translated into action. Let us 

have a hard look at the objective conditions prevailing in Bangladesh. Bangladesh is 

predominantly a rural and agrarian society, depending on agriculture for its 

sustenance, employment, and exports. Nearly 65 per cent (department of agriculture) 

of the national income of Bangladesh is derived from agriculture, and the industrial 

sector contributes only 10 per cent to the total national income. Only 5.9 per cent 

(1961 census) of the total population lives in the urban areas and 94.8 per cent in the 

villages.. It has one of the highest densities of population 922 persons per sq. mile. 

The percapita income is only 5.56 (Dr. H. Huq). Its industrialization is rudimentary, 

its monetization limited, and its financial superstencture inadequate. On top of it there 

is a chronic shortage of food which has been aggravated by the cyclone of 1970 and 

by the present genocidal war with unparalleled brutalities unleashed on 'Bangladesh 

by the West Pakistani military rulers. 

The real Bangladesh lies in these villages, more than 65,000 villages. Our people 

are condemned to an unimaginable alyss of poverty due to the criminal negligence of 

past governments to agriculture, and, the pursuit of a capitalist economy which has 

the effect of transferring the purchasing power of the community to the members of 

some 22 families. Our lands are the most fertile ones in the world, and yet our people 

are the poor- 
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est. But the present liberation struggle which also involves a mighty social 

revolution has awakened our people to an unprecedented degree. 

The people are wide awake today. They are no longer the passive objects of 
policy but its main driving forces. Acutely anxious inquiry has moved from the 

question "who are the poor?" to the fundamental question "why are they poor?" There 

is no getting away from answering this fundamental question. The problem of poverty 

is not a problem of individual character and its waywardness, but a problem of 

economic and industrial policy and organisation. The issue has to be tackled first at its 

source, and only secondly in its manifestation. 

The villages, as already stated, are the appropriate centers to put into effect the 

socialist economic order based on democratic values. The task of bringing about a 
social and economic revolution through democratic process must begin in the villages 

where 94.8 percent of the people live. The Community Development and National 
Extension projects are the effective means of bringing about the social and economic 

transformation of the village communities. The community development projects 

have, therefore, a place of capital significance in those sectors of our national life, 

which bear most closely upon the welfare of the rural population. 

The Community Development Projects have three important aspects. First, the 

community development projects and the national extension services are intended to 
be the areas of intensive effort in which development agencies of the government 

work together as a team in programmes which are planned and co-ordinate in 
advanced. The activities comprised within the community development and national 

extension projects must be regarded as an integral part of the programme for 
improving all aspects of rural life. Second, the essence of the programme is that the 

villagers who are actually conscious of their miseries come together for bringing 

about social changes, that is, building a new life for themselves and participate with 

increasing awareness and responsibility in the planning and implementation of 

projects, which are material to their well-being. The programmes provided them with 

new opportunities, and. in turn, through their active participation in planning and 

execution; they give them a distinctive quality and enlarge their scope and influence. 

Self-help and co-operation are the basic principles on which the movement rests. Its 

main purpose is to provide opportunities for leadership lo grow from within. In 

essence it is a movement for social development, which will embrace all sections of 

the rural communities. Third, the movement should bring within its scope the 

entire rural communities and enable them to take their place in the co-operative 

movement and other spheres in their own right. It will develop the initiative and add 

to theoreativity and inventiveness of our people. It is on account of these, features that 
the community development projects are regarded as the normal pattern of a socialist 

economy based on democracy in action. 

Community development means voluntary self-help by the village communities. 

It purpose is to transform the social and economic life of the village. The basic 

philosophy underlying the programme is that the social and economic development 

will not be sustained unless the village people are convinced of the need for such 

development and participate actively and enthusiastically in the work. The basic 

problems are to be solved 
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by the villagers themselves. The government agencies will assist the village 
communities to satisfy the recognized needs, by teaching them new skills, when 

necessary, by improving upon the existing skills, by bringing advanced technical 
knowledge to bear on the village needs and by obtaining financial assistance from 

government funds to support and galvanize the voluntary community effort. The 

leadership must come from the people. It partakes the nature of a movement in which 

the villagers are in the dominant position and the governmental agencies occupy the 

subordinate ones. 

The Community Development Programme is designed to support this voluntary 
community effort. It consists of a number of schemes each of which falls under one of 

the following aspects of rural community life. 

1. Agriculture 

(a) animal husbandry; 

(b) irrigation; 

(c) reclamation: 

(d) better seeds 

(e) fertilizers: 

(f) other inputs 

2. Health and Rural Sanitation 

(a) Medical facilities 

(b) Doctors 

(c) Pure drinking water 

(d) Cleaner environment 

3. Education 

(a) Adult education 

(b) Social education 

4. Communications 

(a) Roads 

(b) Bridges and culverts 

5. Rural arts, crafts and industries 

6. Housing 

The initiative for transforming the social and economic life of the rural 

communities must come from the villagers themselves. Self-awareness, self-

examination, and self-help are the main driving of this movement. It depends entirely 

on the willing and voluntary and enthusiastic participation by the people. 

To create congenial conditions for the movement to grow, a group of volunteers 

who are themselves imbued with the philosophy behind it is essential. There are many 

young men who are waiting to join the Mukti Bahini, but all of them may not be 

taken in the 
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Mukti Bahini. The social volunteers necessary for the movement may be 
recruited from among these young men. In course of their work they may be given a 

short course of training in the philosophy (social, political, and economic aspects) of 
the movement. With this background the social workers will be in a position to impart 

the motivation to our people. Their main function shall be to generate a movement 

which will embrace all classes of the villagers, and to create conditions so that the 

movement is sustained and carried on by the villagers themselves through their 

increasing awareness of its supreme necessity. 

In the past there was no democracy in the real sense in the country at any level. 
With an autocratic and dictatorial centre, there cannot be any democracy at the 

circumference and vice-versa. It is hoped that in future there will be democracy both 
at the centre and at the circumference. This alone can ensure effective and meaningful 

participation by the people in the movement. It must have the character of a 
movement so that the people can be attracted to it. 

The precise number of social workers will depend on the area and size of the 

population and also on the availability of workers. The workers must be devoted and 

energetic. They must try to get into the skin of the people and create a living 
fellowship with the rural people. By their conduct, character, behavior and attitude 

they must create the impression that they are a natural and normal part and parcel of 
the village communities. Complete avoidance of arrogance and a friendly attitude on 

their part will draw the people to the movement. A serious responsibility is imposed 
on the social workers who must realize it themselves.. It needs creative and effective 

backing of the political leaders who will look upon politics as the grand avenue for 
service to mankind. 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT 

The local self-governing bodies-village Panchayet, the Union Board 

Development Block, District Board-shall be integrated with the Community 

Development Projects. These local self-governing bodies seem to be the appropriate 

institutional mechanisms for this purpose. Detailed administrative arrangements are 

discussed in the next section. 

The fundamental assumption on which the whole edifice of local self governing 
bodies is based is that good government is no substitute for self government. It begins 

by admitting the obvious fact that all problems are not central in their incidence, and 
that to leave to the Central Government the decision of problems which affect only a 

portion of the community is to destroy in that portion the sense of responsibility and 

the habit of inventiveness. The inhabitants of a given area need a consciousness of a 

common purpose, a sense of the needs of the neighborhood, which only they can fully 

know. They then find that the power to satisfy them of themselves gives to them a 

quality of vigor for greater in the happiness it produces than would be the case if 

satisfaction were always provided by or controlled from, without. Because, 

administration from without lacks the vitalizing ability to be responsive to local 

opinion; it misses shades and expressions of thought which are urgent to successful 

government. It lacks the genius of the place. It does not elicit creative support from 

those over whom it rules. It makes for mechanical uniformity, an effort to apply 

similar rules to unsimilar things. It is too distant from the 
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thing to be done to awaken interest from those concerned in the process of doing it. 

Centralized management of local affairs may well provoke indignation, and it can 

never elicit creative support which constitutes ethics of Local Self Government and 

Community Development. 

Some problems 

1. The Area: The area of Local Self-Government should be as small as 
possible. 

2. Constitution of local bodies at the village and district level. 

(a) (i) Village Panchayets, headed by member elected from that village 

to the Union Board, to be responsible for all village level 
development and administrative functions.  

(ii) The base workers, trained in Youth Camps, will work in their own 

villages in a locally organized Rural Development Programme. 

(b)  Union Board to consist of 10 to 15 members directly elected by the 

people on the basis of Universal Adult Franchise. 

(c)  Development Block: Thana level co-ordination to consist of the 
Chairman of the Union Boards within the Thana for co-ordination. 

They,will be assisted and, guided by the officers at .that level. 

(d) The District Board to consist of such number of members as the 

population of each district would warrant. They will be elected directly 

by the people on the basis of Universal Adult Franchise. 

(1) The Chairman of the District Board should be the first citizen 
of the district. He may be given the status of a Deputy Minister. 

3. Functions: 

 (a)  Statutory and routine functions. 

 (b) Development Work-Community Development. 

4. Committee System 

5. Finances 

 (a)  Local Taxation 

 (b) Government Grant 

 (c)  Development Grant 

6. Relations with the Central Government 

7. Local Self-Government Civil Service 

 (a)  Recruitment 

 (b) Local Bodies to have full and complete control on the offices working 

      under them. 
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(c) Pay and other conditions of services. 

8. A cadre of reconstruction workers-Wholly devoted to Community 

Development. 

N.B. A detailed scheme about the rural administration both at the District and 

Union Levels will be submitted along with the report on general administration. 

 

Administrative set-up for Community 

Development 

Bangladesh is a geographically compact area. For purpose of Community 
Development, each thana or police station may be regarded as the Development Block 

(henceforth, the thana shall be called a Development Block). On average each thana 
or Development Block consists of 158 villages, and there may be little veriation here 

and there. In each thana there are on average 10 to 12 Union Councils, and these 
Union Councils will be renamed as the Union Boards. Each Union Board consists of 

10 to 15 villages on average. 

There will be one Block Development Officer for each Development Block. 

There will be eight Extension Officers, one for each of the following subjects: 

1. Agriculture 

2. Animal Husbandry 

3. Rural Engineering 

4. Social Education 

5. Programme for women and children 

6. Co-operation 

7. Rural Industries 

8. Village Panchayets and Union Board 

Apart from these there will be 10 village level workers or social workers and two 

women village level workers for each Union Board Area. 

In addition, there will be one agricultural assistant for each Union Board. 

There must be a Medical Officer for the primary health centre, with supporting 
medical personnel. Each Block will have primary health centre. Gradually there will 

be a primary health centre in each Union Board, also in each village. In 1992 or 1995, 
each village will have a primary health center, other things remaining equal. 

To cover the whole of Bangladesh, the following number of officers of each 

category will be necessary to start with. 

1. Block Development Officer 411 

2. Extension Officers 3288 
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3. Agricultural Assistants 4046 

4. Village level workers of volunteers. 40460 

5. Village level women workers 

or volunteers 

9092 

Total 86,297 

B.D.Os will be members of the existing or reconstituted cadre of the Government 

personnel. These Block Development Officers should be thoroughly familiar with all 

aspects of village life. By their work and conduct they should be in a position to 

create a living fellowship with the village people. They should be men of maturity, 

drive, and initiative. Their salaries and remunerations will borne by the Government. 

Their responsibilities of each B. D. O. include: 

(1) to organise and attempts to ensure that the objectives, methods and 

contents of the Community Development Projects are understood by the village 
people throughout the block; 

(2) to design an integrated working plan for the block; 

(3) to guide and supervise the work of the staff in the block; 

(4) Proper utilization of funds and to maintain accounts and records; 

(5) to see that the initiative comes from the villages; 

(6) to build up stocks of equipment necessary for the community 
development activities and to establish and maintain supply lines in 

order to achieve timely execution of the plans; 

(7) Staff meetings for discussion; 

(8) to tour the block area for a prescribed number of days. 

Training  On appointment these officers shall receive a one month course in 

orientation training and a further two-month course of job training on 

their own. 

A sufficient number of orientation and study centers will have to be set 

up. This will be the responsibility of the Ministry of Community 

Development and Local Self Government at the Centre. 

Extension Officers and their common functions and duties. These comprise: 

(1) to assist and advise the B. D. O. in all matters concerning their 

respective specialties. 

(2) to collect and supply to village people and their organizations at all 
levels all available technical knowledge, and other available data; 

(3) to satisfy the questions raised by the village people about the methods;. 

(4) to collect and supply and information’s about the detailed schemes, 

and to render all help when necessary; 
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(5) to keep in touch with policy developments in their parent departments;. 

 (6) to provide technical support for all the village level workers. 

Each Extension officer shall have a number of particular duties and functions relating 
to his specialty. 

(1) Agricultural Extension officer; 

(a)  to study the work of the various institutions of agriculture; 

(b) to explain to villagers the recommended measures for improving fields in the 
block. He must himself participate in the work with the villagers for a 

specified  number of hours in a week. 

(c) to organise demonstrations through Union Boards and Village Panchayets in 

close co-operation with the village level workers, and to keep charts and other 

exhibition materials relating to agriculture programme; and 

 (d) personal contact with farmers, registered seed growers and other village 
leaders. 

(2) Extension officer for Animal Husbandry: 

(a) To work as veterinary officers in charge for a dispensary, educate and assist 

the village people in the proper can, improvement, and use of cattle, 

(b) To encourage co-operative effort in production and marketing of milk and 

other produce; 

(c) To take steps to improve grasslands and other fodder crops and to encourage 

fisheries development; 

(3) Extension Officer for Rural Engineering: (Overseers) 

(a) to prepare and plan estimate for construction work under taken on a grant-in-   

aid basis : 

(b) to supervise all such construction works and arrange for the release of grant-   

in-aid functions. 

(4) Social Education Officer: 

(a) to make arrangement for adult literacy classes and follow up activities (such as 

newsletters, pamphlete and circulating libraries ) 

(b) to organise village youth in groups and clubs and suggest useful projects in 

which they can participate and arrange cultural and recreational activities... 

(5) Extension officers for Women and children: 
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(a) to organise village women's Committees 

(b) to organise Mahila Samities, where-ever possible and to suggest suitable 

projects for their benefit; 

(c) to encourage parents to send their children to schools, to promote habits of 

cleanliness among the people; and to encourage the village people to start 

schools, particularly for the girls. 

(6) Extension Officer for Co-operation: 

(a) to encourage each family in the block to belong to some co-operative society 

(there may be two types of co-operatives:- (i) agricultural co-operatives and 

(ii) consumer co-operatives): 

(b) to help to organise new co-operatives; 

(c) to inspect regularly all co-operative societies; and 

(d) to ensure that co-operative societies get financial aid and supplies without 
     delay. 

(7) Extension Officer for Industries: 

(a) to help individual artisans and their co-operative societies in the supply of 

equipment and the marketing of goods; 

(b) to supervise and inspect village industrial institutions; 

(c) to assist the people in the development of various types of rural industries- 

carpentry, brick-making, tailoring, iron work, weaving, pottery, bee-keeping, 

and fishing, etc, 

(8) Extension Officers for Village Panchayets: 

(a) to encourage the villagers to resuscitate the moribund village panchayets, 

(b) to explain to the people their purposes, organisation and Recruitment of 

      Extension Officers: 

 

It is not possible to ascertain with accuracy and certainty the precise 

number of officers of this level who might be available at the moment. 

They may be recruited either directly from colleges giving degrees for the 

post, from the ranks of the parent departments or from the suitable 

educated young men who are waiting in the various youth camps but may 

not be taken in the Mukti Bahini or from village level workers Suitable 

training arrangements are to be made for village level workers for each 

Union Board, Village Level Women Workers: 

Village Level Women Workers: 

For each Union Board there shall be two village level women 

workers. All efforts should be made to encourage the women to act as 

village level workers. 
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But it may not, be possible to obtain such a vast number of village level women 
workers. In such an eventuality it will be necessary to fill up the vacancies by 

the male village level workers. 

Village Level Workers and their Functions: 

The duties and functions of the village level workers reflect in microcosm 

this purposes and scope of the community development organisation. Their 

specific jobs may be grouped into seven classifications: 

1) Educative and informative: 

 a) demonstration of the use of improved seeds, manure, fertilizers, and 

improved implements; 

 b) organizing campaigns for greater use of fertilizers and artificial 

insemination; 

 c)  Giving advice on balanced food for milch cattle, digging of compost pits, 

rainwater drainage, chlorination of water and rural housing; 

 d) organizing fairs and exhibition in the villages and distributing or 

displaying posters, films, pamphlets, leaflets and other audio-visual aids. 

 2) Ameliorative: 

 a) Use of first-aid kits for minor ailments; 

 b) distribution of medicines; 

 c) first-aid treatment of animal cases for minor ailments and assistance in 

inoculations and vaccinations of both human beings and cattle; 

 3) Supply and Service jobs: 

a) distribution of improved seeds, improved implements, manure and 

fertilizers and the conduct of soil and water tests. 

 4) Construction activities: 

 a) assessment of needs and resources of the village for undertaking 

work items; 

 b) to assist in the preparation of statements of expenditure; 

 c) to assist in obtaining administrative approval and technical verification 

of works schemes; and 

 d) to collect public contributions. 
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 5) Organizing Villages for development: 

 a) to organise crop competitions; 

 b) to organise sanitation campaigns; and 

 c) to organise youth clubs. 

 6)  Collection of Statistics: 

 a) ad-hoc surveys; and 

 b) census work. 

 7) Administrative: 

 a) receipt and recommendation of applications for loans; 

 b) maintenance of office records; 

 c) preparation of progress reports, charts, maps and statements; 

 d) maintenance of equipment and other stores; 

 e) attending monthly, fortnightly and emergency meetings; and 

 f) showing visitors around the circle. 

The main job of the village level workers is to change attitudes and practices in 

the villages through the application of various educative techniques. They must also 
work for a specified period in a week in the field with farmers 

Training 

All village level workers shall receive two years training at one of the Extension 

Training Centers to be set up. 

 1. Preliminary selection on the basis of short written test to be conducted of the 

B.D.O. in each block. 

 2. They must have to pass a few tests-intelligence tests, working tests, manual 
labor tests, agriculture tests, a public speaking tests, and a games test. 

 3. Training will be in two parts: 

  a) Class room instructions, and 

  b) practical work in actual fields. 

 c) syllabus: agricultural, engineering, soil management, plant protection, 

agronomy, animal husbandry, co-operatives, public health, social 
education, rural industries and crafts and extension methods. 

 d) Trainees sleep in barracks and eat in a common dining hall. Duties of 

village Level Workers when they enter the villages: 

 i) to explain the objectives and methods of community development, 

 ii) to find out possible village interests in development work, 

 iii) to fry to discover to whom the village people look for leadership, and 
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 iv)  to try to learn what the villagers consider to be their chief problems 

and what interests they have in solving them. 

They are trained to exercise restraint and tact, and they are slowly accepted in the 
village as friend. They begin, with extreme caution, to prepare the village for action. 

In doing so, they work mainly through village leader-ship. These village leaders, 

friendly or hostile, progressive or conservative, guide village thinking and action. A 

village level worker at work in a village must strike a balance between compulsion 

and self- determination. 

Assistance for Development 

1. Technical assistance for community development is provided by a two way 

channel of communication between the block personnel and research stations or 

scientific institutes. It brings scientific information regarding village activities directly 

to village people through trained personnel who can interpret this information to them 

by relating it to their environment. It also takes village problem to research stations 

and scientific institutes for solution. 

2. Financial Assistance for community development is provided be grants-in-aid; 

in some cases loans and subsidies are also used. The distinctive character of this 

assistance is the attempt to encourage self-help in the village by insisting a certain 

proportion of people's participation is guaranteed before release of loans. This 

participation may take the form of cash, labor or materials (a) Cash may be either in 

the form of taxes raised by- Union Boards and Panchayets and donation from 

individuals. Villagers who contribute labor on a particular work are also contributing 

to the cost of the work this labor is calculated on the basis of Public Work's 

Departments estimates of work-load in terms of man-powers, and its rupee value is 

fixed according to prevailing wage rates in the district of region for type or labor 

offered. Contributions in kind are valued at prevailing market rates. 

Grants-in-aid. These are intended to benefit the community at large. These grants 

are usually available under the Community Development Programme to construct or 

repair public drinking water-wells, roads, culverts, schools, dispensaries, and 

Community Centers. 

Loans. Loans are granted primarily for activities which are expected to give 
specific economic benefit and for which there would seem to be a reasonable chance 

of repayment. For example, it is common to grant loans for irrigation work. 

Subsidy When a programme is new and its usefulness has not yet been 

demonstrated, a subsidy is granted as an inducement for undertaking it. 

All categories of officers, B.D.O., Extension Officers and village level workers:. 

1) Extensive tour, 

2)  Direct, frequent and informal contact with people, 
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3)  participation in different activities, particularly, agricultural activities with the 

farmers in the field. 

Village Panchayets: 

In each village there will be a Village Panchayet. The man elected from the village to 

the Union Board will be the head of the village panchayet (that is, of that village). 

The head of the village panchayet will be responsible for all types of work in his 

village agriculture, animal husbandry, irrigation, social education, communications, 

rural arts, crafts, industries and housing. It will be his responsibility to carry out these 

programmes. He will have the assistance of ten volunteers to be recruited from the 

village. The specific programmes relating to a particular village will be implemented 

at that level. The panchayet will draw up the plan for his village after discussing with 

the villagers. The plan will then be submitted to the Union Board and it be integrated 

with the Union Board plan. It will then go to the Development Block and will be 

integrated with the plan of the Development Block, i.e. thana. It will then go to the 

District Board, and from there to the Ministry of community Development and Rural 

Self Government at the Centre. 

Execution of the Plan at the village level. 

The leader of the village panchayet will be responsible for the execution of the 

plan relating to his village. He will be assisted by the villagers and volunteers from his 

village. Under his guidance these volunteers, will participate in the actual 

implementation of the plan. They will work with the villagers in the fields and in 

other activities. They will get all assistance from the village level worker of their 

Union Board. He will arrange for experts and necessary inputs from the village 

agricultural co-operatives. 

The underlying idea is that all able-bodied man and woman in the village must be 

induced to earn their bread by their own work. He who shall not work shall not eat. 

The hands of the beggars must be converted into those of workers. These volunteers 

shall be from the village, shall live and work with the villagers. 

The number of volunteers will be 6,50,000 on the basis of 10 volunteers for each 

village panchayet. If and when, these volunteers are not immediately available in the 

village, the young men who are now waiting in the Youth Camps may be recruited as 

volunteers having regard to their age, and qualifications. They will have to undergo a 

short training course for three weeks. The villagers will arrange for their food and 

accommodation. They may be given a token pocket allowance. 

These volunteers will be trained by the village level workers. The village level 

workers shall assist the volunteers of each panchayet in all aspects of the community 
development project. 

The Ministers, politicians, members of the National Parliament should visit the 

villages at regular intervals. The senior Officers-Secretary, Joint Secretary and 

Deputy 
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Secretary-of the Ministry of Community Development and Local Self-Government and 

of other relevant Ministries and Department should spend at least two months in a year in 
anyone of the Development Block. The young recruits to the various Services must spend 

at least three months in each Development Block. 

 

 

 

(MUZAPFAR AHMED CHOWDHURY) 
Chairman, Planning Cell, 

Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE SET-UP FOR 

COMMUNIYT DEVELOPMENT 

 

 

DISTRICT BOARD 

 

ELECTED CHAIRMAN 

& 

ONE MEMBER FOR EACH 75,000 

 

 

DEVELOPMENT(COMMUNITY) BLOCK 

(THANA LEAVEL) 

 

BLOCK DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 

 

EXTENSION OFFICERS     EXTENSION OFFICERS 

 

 

 

 

UNION BOARD 

(10-15 Elected Members) 

 

10(TEN) VILLAGE LEAVEL   2(TWO) WOMEN 1(ONE) AGRICULTURE 

WORKERS          WORKERS   ASSISTANT 

 

VILLAGE PANCHAYET 

 

HEAD 

(ELECTED MEMBER OF THE UNION) 

 

10 VILLAGE VOLUNTEERS 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT. 

 

Memo No. GA/2009                       Dated November 19, 1971. 

 

To 

The Secretary, 

Defense. 

 

Sub :- Particulars of Zonal Chairman/ 

           Zonal Administrative Officers. 

 

Ref: Your Memo No. 160. dated 18.11.71 

 

With reference to above, a statement of particulars of Zonal Administrative 

officers/Zonla Chairman is submitted herewith for favor of kind disposal. 

Enclo.: One 

(Waliul Islam) 

Deputy Secretary, 

Common Service, 

General Administration Department. 
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Name of the Zone 

 

Area Name and address 

with Tel. No. of the 

Chairman Zonal 

Council 

Name and address 

with Tel. No. of the 

Zonal 

Administrative 

Officer. 

1.South East Zone-I 

(Subroom) 

 

 

 

 

(1) Chittagong 

(2) Chittagong Hill 

Tracts, 

(3) Feni Sub-division 

of Noakhali 

District. 

Mr. Nurul Islam 

Chowdhury, 

C/0. Postmaster, 

Santir Bazar. 

Dist. South Tripura, 

Sabroom. 

Mr. S. A. Samad, 

C/O. Postmaster, 

Santir Bazar, 

Dist. South 

Tripura. Sabroom, 

 

2.South East Zone-II 

(Agartola) 

 

 
 

 

(1) Dacca, 

(2) Comilla. 

(3) Noakhali District 

except 
Feni Subdvn. 

 

Mr. Zahur Ahmed 

Chowdhury, 

C/O. Sri K. P. Dutta. 

5/11, Kunjaban 
Township, 

Agartola, Tripura. 

Mr. K. R. Ahmed, 

C/O. Sri K. R. P. 

Dutta, 

5/11, Kunjaban 
Township, 

Agartola, Tripura. 

3.East Zone 

(Dharinanagar) 

 

 

(1) Habiganj. 

(2) Moulvi Bazar 

Sub- Division of 

Sylhet District. 

 

Col. M. A. Rab, 

C/O. O/C. 

Dharmanagar P.S. 

Tripura. 

Dr. K. A. Hassan, 

C/O.O/C. 

Dharmanagar P.S 

Tripura. 

4.North-East Zone-I 

(Dawki) 

 

 

(1) Sadar & 

(2) Sunamganj Sub-

Division of Sylhet 

District. 

Mr. Dewan Farid 

Gazi, 

Neuk Cottage, 

Keating Road, 

Shillong-1 

Mr. S. H. 

Chowdhury, 

Neuk Cottage, 

Keating Road, 

Shillong-l 

 

5.North-East Zone-II 

(Tura) 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) Mymensingh. 

(2) Tangail. 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Shamsur 

Rahman Khan, 

C/O. Sericulture 

Rest House, 

Garo Hills, Tura, 

Meghalaya. 

 

Mr. Lutfur 

Rahman, 

C/O. Sericulture 

Rest House, 

Garo Hills, Tura, 

Meghalaya. 

 

6. North Zone 

(Coochbehar) 

 

(1) Rangpur 

 

 

Mr. Matiur Rahman, 

Naran 

Ranjan Road, Near 

Dak 

Bungalow, 

Coochbehai. 

 

Mr. Fayzuddin 

Ahmed, Naran 

Ranjan Road, Near 

Dak 

Bungalow, 

Coochbehar. 
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Name of the Zone 

 

Area Name and address with 

Tel. No. of the 

Chairman 

Zonal Council 

 

Name and address 

with 

Tel. No. of the Zonal 

Administrative 

Officer. 

7. West Zone-I 
(Balurghat) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. West Zone-II 

(Maldah) 

 

 

 
 

9. South West Zone-I 

(Krishnanagar) 

 

 

 

 

10. South West Zone-

II 

(Bongaon) 

 

 

 

 

 

11. South Zone 

(Barasat) 

 

(1) Dinajpur. 
(2) Bogra. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) Rajshahi. 

 

 

 

 
 

(1) Pabna. 

(2) Kushtia. 

 

 

 

 

(1) Jessore. . 

(2) Faridpur. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) Barisal. 

(2) Patuakhali. 

(3) Khulna. 

 

Mr. Abdur Rahim, 
Gangarampur, Dak-

Bungalow, 

P.O. Gangarampur, 

West 

Dinajpur. 

 

 

Mr. Ashraful Islam, 

C/O. Sri Ram Sankar 

Satian, North Baluchar, 

P.O. & Dist. Maldah. 

 
 

Mr. M.A. Rouf 

Chowdhury, 

10, H.C. SarkarRoad, 

Nadiapara, 

Krishnanagar. 

 

Mr. Phoni Bhusan 

Majumder, 

C/O. D.K. Bagchi, 

Purbapara 

Road, Bongaon Rail 

Bazar, P.O. Bongaon, 

Dist. 24 Parganas. 

 

Not yet elected. 

 

Mr. A. Kashem 
Khan, 

Gangarampur, Dak-

Bungalow, 

P.O. Gangarampur, 

West 

Dinajpur. 

 

Mr. Z.I. Bhuiya, 

C/O. Sri Ram 

Sankar Satian, North 

Baluchar, P.O. & 

Dist. Maldah. 
 

Mr. Shamsul Haque 

10, H.C. Sarkar 

Road. 

Nadiapara, 

Krishnanagar. 

 

Mr. B.B. Biswas 

C/O. D.K. Bagchi. 

Purbapara 

Road, Bongaon Rail 

Bazar, P.O. 

Bongaon, Dist. 24 

Parganas. 

 

Mr. A. Momen, 

C/O. Gobinda 

Barrak, Barasat, 

24 Parganas. 
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The following war correspondents have been posted : 

(1)  Sector-1. 

Mr. Abul Manzoor. 

(2)  Sector-2 & 3 (at Agartala). 

Mr. Mainuddin Ahmed Chowdhury. 

(3)  Sector-4. 

Mr. Harun-ur Rashid. 

(4)  Sector-5. 

Mr. Jalaluddin Ahmed. 

(5)  Sector-6. 

Mr. Abdullah A1 Farooq. 

(6)  Sector-7. 

Mr. S.A. Nabi. 

(7)  Sector-8 & 9 : 

being covered by the Staff from here. 

All the correspondents, except for Sector VII, have already joined. 

C-in-C may kindly see for information. 

 

(A. Samad) 

Defence Secretary. 

 

 

________ 
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An address to the nation by Mr. Tajuddin Ahmad, Prime Minister of the 

People's Republic of Bangladesh, broadcast on Nov. 23,1971. 

My dear countrymen and comrades, 

The freedom struggle in Bangladesh has achieved many success since I spoke to 

you in September. The volume and intensity of our resistance against the occupation 

army are to-day acknowledged by friends and foes alike. The Mukti Bahini can now 

strike at the enemy at any time and at any place and surprise him at the heart of his 

security. It has achieved spectacular successes on land, river and sea and has crippled 

shipping at the ports of Mangla and Chittagong. It has wiped out the vestiges of 

enemy presence from district after district in Bangladesh. As more and more areas are 

coming under the effective administrative control of the Government of the People's 
Republic of Bangladesh, the enemy's losses, in men, material and morale, are making 

him insane with frustration. 

The evil men of Islamabad are to-day bewildered by their reverses in the battle-

field and the mounting international support for the cause of Bangladesh. They are 

now riddled with doubts and fears as to their survival. They have not only caused 

immeasurable suffering to the people of Bangladesh but brought West Pakistan to the 

brink of economic ruin and political disintegration. They are now seeking an 

international crisis in the form of a War with India. In this their aim is, on the one 

hand, to divert attention from the grim struggle for freedom in Bangladesh and to 

conceal their humiliations at the hands of the Mukti Bahini and, on the other, to create 
a situation for intervention by their patrons. But they are not likely to succeed in these 

aims which can only carry them from folly and crime and ruin to more folly and more 

crimes and to total self-destruction. 

Whatever plans the ruling junta might have for self-destruction or whatever 

arrangements in the sub-continent might suit some powers, the only arrangement that 
suits the people of Bangladesh is freedom. Our will to freedom and our ability to 

consolidate and perpetuate it, is daily being tested in one of the bitterest wars of 

history. Freedom conceived as destruction of the occupation troops or their 

withdrawal from Bangladesh, is our only objective. If history has any lesson for 

mankind, it is that a people's will cannot be trifled with, nor can a liberation struggle 

be suppressed by the fire power of even a global giant. 

When some western nations fail to show much sensibility to the need for 

democracy in Asia, where they worship the concept of stability more than men's 
dignity as man, it is bad enough. But when one of them makes the quite soulless 

suggestion that India should absorb the evacuees from Bangladesh in exchange for 
financial support, we are appalled and outraged. The suggestion accepts without 

comment the consequences of genocide, seeks to freeze a situation of revolting 

inequity, and invites, and abets in advance, future 
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mass killings and large scale migrations. Surely, the uprooted victims of Pakistani 

terror are not chattels to be disposed of in exchange for money. It is their birth right to 

return home in honor and dignity, and return they shall in not too distant a future. 

And what is the object of President Nixon's sending a fact finding mission to the 

sub- continent at this time? What is it he wants to know that his country's diplomats 

and legislators do not already know too well? The administration he heads failed to 

express any horror for the blackest crime of his time, namely, the planned 

extermination of a million Bengalis or for the brutal uprooting of nearly ten million 

human beings from their homes. Whatever the U. S. Government wishes to achieve 

through this move, it will not make any difference to our determination to free our 

country and to create the kind of society we want. 

The event we have been preparing for through blood and tears is positively 

nearer, but we must reckon with the sacrifices, deaths, and hardships that are yet to be 
gone through. Since freedom is an inexhaustible concept and is yet conditioned by 

what we do with it in war and peace, we must, as we renew our vow to destroy the 

enemy completely, also renew our pledge to build a society worthy of the martyr’s 

blood. The young men who are fighting in the cities and villages of Bangladesh to end 

foreign occupation are also fighting to end privilege and injustice. The present 

struggle will thus be completed only by our achieving the secular-democratic-socialist 

order promised by Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. The vision that impels 

Bangladesh to-day is that of a society where political, economic and cultural life will 

be organized on the basis of the equality of all citizens, who will join in a common 

adventure to develop and fulfil themselves in freedom. 

The Bangabandhu, the leader of the Bengalis, is still a captive of the Pakistani 

generals. We are convinced that the military junta will see reason and free him only 

when the exit routes of the occupation army are cut. This is what we are now able to 

do and intend to do. We shall take on the enemy on land, sea and air and force upon 

General Yahya Khan the moment of truth he has been waiting for. 

I call upon the people of Bangladesh to turn this phase of the liberation war into a 
decisive one. All officials, razakars, members of the police and others who have been 

compelled to serve the invader against their conscience must take the first opportunity 
to revolt. I ask all willing collaborators for the last time to reform and desist from 

their acts of betrayal against the country. We promise the unrepentant collaborator 
and his alien master the same fate: death with ignominy. 

Thousands of our guerrillas at the moment surround the enemy and menace his 

existence. All citizens of Bangladesh must join their strength to that of the Mukti 

Bahini and stay poised to deliver the occupation regime a mortal blow with their 
united might when the call is given for a final assault on the invader. 

I salute the heroic dead, the heroic freedom fighters, and the heroic people of 

Bangladesh who have brought the freedom struggle to its present level of success. 

Joi Bangla 
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Govt, of the People's 
Republic of Bangladesh. 

Ministry of Defense. 
24th November, 1971. 

 

Capt. Abdur Rashid, 

Commander B Company 4 Sub-Sector, 

Kajipara. 

Subject: Cheque for death gratuity and disabled allowances. 

Please find herewith a cheque of Rs. 7,000/00 (Rupees Seven Thousand) only 

from BDF HQ. A list of Shaheeds and disabled persons is enclosed. Payment may 
please be made according to rule. 

 

The cheque is sent through Mr. Md. Waseb Ali. FF of your SubSector. The 

Cheque may be acknowledged. 

Enc.: ....   

Sd/- 

Defence Secretary. 

 

Copy to Sector Commander, Secior-7 for information and necessary action please. 

A list of the Shaheeds and disabled persons for whom the cheque-has been issued is 
enclosed. 

Enc :…………. 

Defense Secretary 

 

 

_________ 
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Sl 
No. 

Regt. 
No. 

 

Name Date & 
Place of 

Shahecd 

Home Address 
 

Father's Name 
 

1 

 

 

 

FF 5074 

 

 

 

Monsur Ali 

 

 

 

6.11.71. 

at 

Khidarpur 

Bazar 

 

Vill. Tilakpur. 

P.O. Digha 

P.S. Ishurdi. 

Disl. Pabna. 

Ishaque Munshi 

 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

 

 

 

FF5068 

 

 

 

 

 

Abdus Sattar 

 

 

 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

 

 

 

Vill. New Ruppur. 

P.O. Paksey. 

P.S. Ishurdi. 

Dist. Pabna. 

 

 

M. A. Rahman 

Biswas 

 

 

 

3 

 

 

 

 

FF 5070 

 

 

 

 

Adbur Rashid 

 

 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

 

 

Vill. Bilkeder. 

P.O. Digha 

P.S. Ishurdi, 

Dist. Paban. 

 

Rahmat Ali Pk. 

 

 

 

 

4 

 

 

 

 

Local 

Trained 

Boy 

 

 

Md. Abdul Malek 

 

 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

 

 

Vill. Ruppur. 

P.O. Paksey 

P.S. Ishurdi, 

Dist. Pabna. 

 

Mofizuddin 

 

 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

 

 

Md. Naib Ali 

 

 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

 

 

Vill. Kaikunda 

P.O. Pakuria 

P.S. Ishurdi 

Dist. Pabna 

Md. Zafaruddin 

 

 

 

 

6 

 

 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

 

 

Md. Abdur Razzak 

 

 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

 

 

Vill. Bilkender, 

P.O. Digha 

P.S. Ishurdi, 

Dist. Pabna 

 

Md. Aminuddin 

 

 

 

 

7 -do- 

 

Md. Shahidul Islam 

 

-do- 

 

Vill. Dadapur. 

P.O. Pakuria. 

P.S. Ishrdi, 

Dist. Pabna. 

Tayed Ali 

Mondol 

 

 

 

Wounded Personnels : 

 

1 

 
 

 
 

 

FF 5069 

 
 

 
 

 

Joynal Abed in 

 
 

 
 

 

-do- 

 
 

 
 

 

Vill. 

Bilkader, 
P.O. Digha. 

P.S. Ishurdi. 
Dist. Pabna. 

 

Irs had Ali 

 
 

 
 

 
2 Local 

Trained 
Boy. 

 

Mozahar Ali 

 

-do- 

 

-do- 

 

Shamser Ali 
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�. HQB Coy 4 Sub-Sector 

Bangladesh Forces 

Kazipara 

No. 162/6/XX/R 

19 Nov. 71 

 

To: The Defense Secy. 
Govt. of Bangladesh, 

Mujibnagar 

Subj : Grant of Gratuity 

An application submitted by group leader Md. Weseb Ali is forwarded herewith 
duty recommended for consideration as special case. 

End:-2 (tow) 

Sd/- 

B Coy 4 Sub-Sector 
Bangladesh Mukti Bahini. 

 

. . . . . . . . . .  

To 

The Defense Secretary, 

Govt. of Bangladesh, 
Mujibnagar. 

Subj : Grant of Pension/gratuity to the family of deceased personnel. 

Sir, 

With due respect, I beg to bring your kind notice that the under mentioned Gono 
Bahini boys (Pabna) of my group have lost their lives during fight with Pak Army on 

6- 11-71 and Khidirpur, Ps. Atghoria. Dist. Pabna where there were 16 Pak Army 
including one captain killed. 

The family members of these boys are quite helpless and passing hard days. It is 

learned that the Govt. of Bangladesh going to pay Rs. 1,000/- for the maintenance of 

families of deceased persons. 

Under the above circumstance, I, therefore pray and hope that you honor would be 

graciously kind enough to grant the same benefits for these families and thus obliged. 

Dated Kazipara      I have the honor to be 

The 19 Nov. 71   SIR 

Yours faithfully 

Md. Weseb Ali 
Group leader 

No. 5 group 
B Coy 4 Sub-sector 

Kazipara 
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Sl 

No. 

Regt No Name Date & 

Place of 

Shaheed 

Home Address 

 

Father's Name 

1. 

 

 

 

FF 

5074 

 

 

 

Monsur Ali 

 

 

 

6.11.71. 

at 

Khidarpur 

Bazar 

 

Vill. Tilakpur. 

P.O. Digha 

P.S. Ishurdi. 

Dist. Pabna. 

Ishaque Munshi 

 

 

 

 

2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FF 

5068 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abdus Sattar  

 

 

 

 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vill.New 

Ruppur. 

P.O. Paksey. 

P.S. Ishurdi. 

Dist. Pabna. 

 

 

M. A. Rahman 

Biswas 

 

 

 

 

3. 

 

 

 

 

FF 

5070 

 

 

 

 

Adbur Rashid 

 

 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

 

 

Vill. Bilkeder. 

P.O. Digha 

P.S. Ishurdi, 

Dist. Paban. 

Rahmat Ali Pk. 

 

 

 

 

4. 

 

 

 

 

Local 

Trained 

Boy 

 

 

Md. Abdul Malek 

 

 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

 

 

Vill. Ruppur. 

P.O. Paksey 

P.S. Ishurdi, 

Dist. Pabna. 

 

Mofizuddin 

 

 

 

 

5. 

 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

 

Md. Naib Ali 

 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

 

Vill. Kaikunda, 

P.O. Pakuria. 

P.S. Ishurdi. 

Dist. Pabna. 

Md. Zafaruddin 

 

 

 

 

6. 

 

 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

 

 

Md. Abdur 

Razzak 

 

 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

 

 

Vill. Bilkender, 

P.O. Pakuria 

P.S. Ishurdi, 

Dist. Pabna 

 

Md. Aminuddin 

 

 

 

 

7. 

 

-do- 

 

 

Md. Shahidul 

Islam 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

Vill. Dadapur. 

P.O. Pakuria. 

P.S. Ishrdi, 

Dist. Pabna. 

 

 

Tayed Ali 

Mondol 

 

 

Wounded Personnel : 

1. 

 

 

FF 5069 

 

 

Joynal Abedin 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

Vill. Bilkader, 

P.O. Digha. 
P.S. Ishurdi. 

Dist. Pabna. 

Irshad Ali 

 

 

2 Local Mozahar Ali -do- -do- Shamser Ali 
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�.     TELEGRAM 

RAQUIBUDDIN AHMED 

CARE SRI K P DATTA 
5/11 Kunjaban Township 

Agartala 

BANK DRAFT FOR RUPEES 15000 DESPATCHED STOP 
ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT STOP 

SAMAD 

Not to be telegraphed : 

(A. SAMAD) 

Memo No. 175                  Dated 24, 11. 71 

Copy by post in confirmation is forwarded to Mr. Raquibuddin Ahmed, Zonal 

Administrative Officer, 

C/O. Sri. K.P. Dutta, 5/11 Kunjaban Township, Agartala. 

Defense Secretary. 

�. 

As per Cabinet decision you are requested to kindly place with their Deptt. of Rs. 

50,000/- for setting up disabled soldier's home. 

The Cheque may please be issued in the name of Mr. A. Samad. 

No .....  dt. 24. 11.71 

Finance Secretary.    Defence Secretary. 

�. 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE 

No. C-002/173        Dated 24. 11.71 

Mr. M. A. Rouf Chowdhury, 

Chairman, 

Zonal Council. 

South West Zone-I, 

Krishnanagar. 

I am directed to inform you that the Government has been pleased to sanction a home for 
the disabled soldiers in your area. 

You are, therefore, requested to select the site for the proposed home in consultation with 

all concerned. Proposal may please be submitted for renting a suitable house for the proposed 

home at the earliest. 

Sd/- 

Deputy Secretary, 

Defence. 

No. C—002/173/1   Dated 24. 11. 71 

Copy to the Zonal Administrative Officer, South West Zone-I, Krishnanagar for 

necessary action. 

Deputy Secretary, 

Defence. 
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Memo No. HD/9/399/l(10)   Dated. 24. 11. 71 

Ref. : Memo No. HD/9/365/1, Dt. 13.11. 71. 

For setting up civil administrative machinery in the liberated areas of Bangladesh 

at District and sub-divisional levels to start with, it seems necessary to have officers to 

carry the responsibilities of Deputy Commissioner, District, Judge, S. P., Relief and 

Rehabilitation Officer, Medical Officer, Engineer, Publicity Officer, Education 

Officer, Ansar Adjutant and Post & Telephone Officer as a minimum standard and 

their corresponding officers in the sub-divisional levels. If possible, we may think of 

Thana level officers also in these vital departments wherever possible. 

In this context, it is necessary to take account of officers who have owed 

allegiance to the Govt. of Bangladesh so far showing therein the number of officers 

category wise. 

Since the progress of liberation is very rapid, we may not lose time in working 

out the details and naming officers for the different units so that a very short notice 
the officer concerned may be asked to take post of duty. 

I would, therefore, requested to kindly plan mobilization contingent as 

immediately as possible. 

(A. KHALEQUE ) 
Secretary, 

Ministry of Home Affairs. 

 

SECRETARY, 

G.A. DEPARTMENT. 
Copy forwarded 

 

to the Secretary, 

 

Finance 
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Cabinet Division 

Health 

Defense 

Foreign Affairs 

Chairman Trade & Commerce 

Secretary, Communication 

Information & Broadcasting 

Chief Engineer 

Chairman, Planning Cell. 

 
 

(A. KHALEQUE) 

Secretary, 

Ministry of Home Affairs. 
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SECRET 
MOST IMMEDIATE 

The cabinet in its meeting held on November 22, 1971 have decided to form a 

Sub- Committee of the Secretaries to look into the various problems of establishing 
civil administration in liberated Bangladesh and to submit a comprehensive report to 

the Government on the subject. Mr. A. Fateh will act as the Chairman of the Sub-
Committee. For the time being, the following will act as members: 

1. Secretary, Defense, 

2. Secretary, Home. 

3. Secretary, Finance. 

4. Secretary, Cabinet. 

5. Secretary, G. A. 

The C-in-C, the Planning Cell and other functionaries concerned with the 

problems will also be associated with the work of the Sub-Committee. 

It has been decided that the Sub-Committee will meet today at 4-00 p. m. For the 

convenience of the members it has been decided to meet at the Ministry of Defence. 

Relevant extracts from the minutes of the Cabinet meeting will be circulated later. 

 

U. O. No .../Cab. 

Dated 24. 11.71. 

Mr. A. FATEH, 

C./0. Bangladesh Mission. 

 

Sd/- ( H. T. Imam) 

Cabinet Secretary. 

 

 

_________ 
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25/11/71 

As per Cabinet decision you are requested to place further amount of Rs. 
2,00.000/- (Rupees two lacs) for the purchase of winter clothes for troops. 

The cheque may kindly be issued in the name of Mr. A. Samad. 

 

B-001/176 dt. 25/11/71 

Finance Secretary. 

 

Defence Secretary. 

 

 

_________ 
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NOTE. 

Zonal Council Chairman of North Zone recently met me and started that in 

Rawmari alone, more than 2 lacs has been spent from local funds for food and 

transportation charges of the Sector Troops and Guerillas. Some such cases have been 

reported from few other Sub-Sectors also. It appears that the Sector/Subsector 

Commanders take this help because of following factors : 

(a) delay in delivery of ration, shortage in supply of ration, 

(b) where normal transportation charges are not sufficient to cover induction/ 

operation cost, 

(c) to make essential purchases like plates, degchis, shoes etc. 

Since the needs are genuine, we may consider placing a lump amount of Rs. 
50,000/00 with each Sector Commander for meeting emergent cases of the nature 

described above. 

I would request the C-in-C to kindly give his views in the matter. 

I will take up the case with Finance Ministry. 

 

(A. Samad ) 
Defense Secretary. 

________ 
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SECRET 

MOST IMMEDIATE 

OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR-GENERAL OF POLICE, 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH, 
MUJ1BNAGAR. 

Memo No ...  Dated 27. 11.71 

To:-  The Secretary, 

Ministry of Defense, 
Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, 

Mujibnagar. 

Sub: Selection of uniform etc. for the Police Personnel. 

It was decided in a meeting of the Cabinet on October 30,1971 that a Committee 

consisting of the C-in-C, Secretary, Ministry of Defense, Secretary, Ministry of Home 

Affairs, Director, Arts and Designs should submit their recommendation to the 

Cabinet regarding design and color of the uniform of various services including 

badges etc. 

In view of the rapid progress made in liberating Bangladesh, the matter of setting 

up Civil Administration in the liberated zone needs immediate attention. As a matter 
of fact. Civil Administration has already been set-up in some parts of Bangladesh. In 

the circumstances, supply of free uniform to Police Personnel up to the rank of S. I. 

has become an immediate necessity. But we have not yet selected uniforms etc. The 

need for uniform for the Police requires no new emphasis. 

The selection of uniform and thereafter its procurement through contractor etc. is 

urgently required. In view of this, I would request you to kindly convene a meeting of 

the committee and finalize the selection of uniform and badges etc. as immediate as 

possible. 

 

(A. KHALEQUE) 

Inspector-general of Police, 

Bangladesh. 

 

_______ 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE. 

 

Memo No.......                 Dated Nov. 1971. 

 

To 

The Health Secretary, 
Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

 

Subject: Appointment of Nurses and their pay. 

 

Refer. : Discussion on 10. 11. 71. & your appointment letters issued vide your 

Nos. 
HS/214(3) dt. 20. 10.71 and HS/235(3) dated 21. 10. 71. 

As the scale of pay fixed for Nurses of Mukti Bahini is Rs. 75/- P.M. you are 

requested to kindly revise all such orders relating to appointment of Nurses offering 

pay more than Rs. 75/-' P.M. from Defense Budget. 

Sector Commanders are being informed accordingly. 

Defense Secretary 

 

Copy to A. C. O. S. (Pers) for information and necessary action please. 

 

________ 
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D. O. No. PIPB.    Dated, the 29th November, 1971. 

From:  Mr. A. H. Khan, 

Secretary to, the Govt. of Bangladesh, 

Ministry of Press, Information, Broadcasting & Publicity. 

My dear Samad, 

Would you please refer to your D. O. letter No. C-001/170 dated 23/24.11.1971. 

I am forwarding herewith a copy of Mr. Alamgir Kabir's letter dated 27.11.71 

which is self explanatory. I have nothing more to add to this report. Ministry of 

Information and Broadcasting was not consulted in the matter of thrashing out an 

agreed procedure for such sensitive matters as have been referred to in Mr. Badsha's 
letter. Furthermore, it looks that there is lack of co-ordination between the External 

Publicity Division and the Defense which, to my mind, is responsible for such 
anomalous situation. 

I would, therefore, suggest that instead of wasting our energy in trying to locate 

responsibility for such past incidents it would be more fruitful to sit together and 

devise suitable procedure so that such situations do not recur in future. 

With regards, 

 

 

Mr. A. Samad, 
Defence Secretary, 

Govt, of Bangladesh. 

Yours sincerely, 

(A. H. Khan) 

 

True Copy 

 

Mr. A. H. Khan, Secretary, 

Ministry of Press, Information and Broadcasting, 

Government of Bangladesh, 

Rcf: D. O. No. PIPB, 25 Nov. 1971. 

Dear Sir, 

Your letter brought me shock and surprise. Because the incidents that you say 

have been reported to you are a conglomeration of quarter-truths and outright 

lies. I'm 
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surprised how such accusations could be made officially when the "reporter" 

concerned could have easily contacted me in Calcutta, if not for anything else, at least 

for ascertaining the truth. This surely reveals a gross abuse of official authority-one of 

the scourges that the people of Bangladesh are still fighting paying a lot of price in 

terms of blood. 

Here are, the facts. I have been a professional journalist at home and abroad for 

last 12 years or so. As a result, a large number of foreign journalists, including Peter 

Carmichel of Paris- Match and L'Express, happen to be my old acquaintances. 

Sometime during the first week of this month Peter met me rather accidentally in 

Calcutta and sought my help for a proper introduction to Mr. Taheruddin Thakur of 

the Foreign Ministry as he was keen on publishing illustrated features on the Mukti 

Bhahini about which the western press has suddenly been showing great interest. This 

I did. Mr. Thakur promised him that he would try and do something for Peter in 

respect of getting Indian clearance. He also said that if Indian authorities do not have 

any objection Bangladesh Government would be only too glad to send him to a Mukti 

Bahini camp. But. he told me privately, that Indian have sent a secret note saying that 

Bangladesh Govt. should not allow any foreigners without prior clearance of a special 
kind. That was the end of the matter so far as I was concerned. 

During the second week of November I went to Major Jalil's sector for a day to 

do some Radio Bangladesh Programmes I sent along with the film unit of Zahir 

Raihan that went there under the management of Babul Chowdhury to do some 

shooting for the films that are being made by them for your ministry. At Taki, I 

suddenly came across Peter. It appeared that he was no stranger to Taki and that he 

has been there on several occasions prior to that. He told me that he had full Indian 

clearance to cross into Bangladesh and that he was waiting to see Major Jalil for the 

purpose. When I met Major Jalil I told him that a photographer of international repute 

was waiting outside to see him. Major Jalil immediately invited him in. What 
transpired between them was none of my business. Of course, I was present when the 

conversation took place. Peter convinced Major Jalil of the necessity to prove to the 
western world that a Mukti Bahini actually exists and that it is a force capable of 

driving out the West Pakistani invaders. Then Major Jalil asked him if he had 
clearance from Indian authorities. Peter replied in the affirmative. After that Major 

Jalil gave him permission to take photographs in the Mukti Bahini camp nearby. He 
also promised to take him to a forward base the next day to show some action. After 

that Major Jalil sent Peter to the camp escorted by one of his officers. He also gave 

instructions to Captain Huda to accompany Peter in one forward camp about four 

miles away-inside Bangladesh. The coincidence was that we too had our work to be 

done at the same camp. I worked there until about 1 O'clock. Then I went away to 

another camp. Later in the afternoon I returned to the first camp to collect my things 

as I was to return to Calcutta the same day. I saw Peter getting along very well with 

the camp commander. He said he was very happy with first day's work. But he was 

very keen to move into Bangladesh the same day. He was waiting for Captain Huda to 

take him into Bangladesh when I left for Calcutta. Babul Choudhury, who did not 

know peter at all, decided to move to Bashirhat the same night and return to the camp 

the next morning to finish off some patchwork. 
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Two days later when Babul returned from Taki he reported that next day Mr. 
Badsah (Aminul Haq Badshah of External Affairs Ministry) went to the same 

Headquarters with some foreign journalists and was furious to find Peter there who 
had gone there without Badshah's help. Anyhow, he also included Peter in the group 

and look them round on a sight-seeing tour of the "liberated areas". 

Now these facts how that it is the Sector Commander on whom depended the 

whole thing. Peter could not have gone near the camp if he did not permit. Sector 
Commander Jalil, as I know, is an experienced officer, and knew exactly what was at 

stake. He told Peter that the camp was the border but not exactly on Bangladesh soil. 
Peter gave him his professional promise not to divulge the fact to outside world. 

Major Jalil believed him because he knew that western journalists of repute never go 
back on their words-it is a part of their professional ethics and to a great extent, 

responsible for their international success. Almost all the foreign journalist know on 
which soil the headquarters of the Bangladesh Government is located. But they never 

divulged this fact. I have a feeling that almost all the foreign journalists know exactly 

how many hardcore training camps we have and on which soil they are located right 

now. But they do not go for cheap disclosures and this is why, even after seven 

months of this war, nothing about Mujibnagar's actual location has been speculated 

upon. This display of exasperation vis - vis this "Indian soil" business is rather cock-

eyed and could not possible be serious. 

Thus: in reply to the accusations I hope I have been able to show that I myself 
neither had the power nor the enthusiasm to introduce Peter Carmichel into any Mukti 

Bahini Training Camp. Secondly' Peter could not have stayed longer than one night in 
the camp as he met Aminul Haq Badshah the second day. And, if he had been to 

forward base as was arranged earlier he did not stay in the camp even for one night. 

It is surprising that this so-called 'reporter' could report so many lies to a 

government department and the department concerned could proceed with them 
officially without trying to ascertain the reality by contacting me against whom the 

accusations have been made. This relects a deplorable attitude. Either the 
government's authority is being grossly misused and abused or the person concerned 

who took so much trouble to collect the lies, . . .. the government seriously. I have 
been in international field—is ever older. As I have thrown my lot unconditionally 

with people and the Government of Bangladesh right from its inception. I love and 
nurse my allegiance to both unstintedly. It hurts me grievously when I find some 

people with untested loyalty to the Government and the people seize on to flimsy 

pretexts to question either my wisdom or allegiance. I do hope that you will move the 

relevant echelons to bring to an end such shocking attempts at scandalisation once and 

for all. 

As a postscript let me inform you that peter Carmichel has served our cause quite 
effectively by publishing an illustrated feature in L'Express on the Mukti Bahini last 

week. Unfortunately, he is now furious over another thing. Apparently, Mr. Badshah 
has told Peter Jennings of CBC that he suspects Peter Carmichel of being a Pakistani 

spy. Mr.  
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Jennings thought it imperative to inform this to Peter because the charge is so 
serious that it would affect the entire community of western journalists. Peter informs 

me that he is going to take up the matter not only at Bangladesh and Indian 
Governments level but also with the international body of journalists. It seems that, 

for a frivolous remark, we are in for some adverse publicity in the international press. 

Perhaps you would like to intimate the incident to the "reporter"s superiors. 

 

Yours truly, 

Alamgir Kabir. 

Programme Organizer, 

Radio Bangladesh, 

 

_________ 
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D.O. No. PIBP/64., Dated the 29th November, 1971 

From:- Mr. A. H. Khan, 

Secretary to the Govt. of Bangladesh, 

Ministry of Press, Information, Broadcasting & Publicity. 

My dear Samad, 

As you are aware, the Pakistanis are trying to tell the world that India has sent its 
army inside Bangladesh and that it is they who are fighting the main battles inside 

Bangladesh. The purpose of this propaganda line is twofold-first, to mislead the world 
by trying to divert the world opinion from the real issue of Bangladesh to that of Indo-

Pak confrontation and secondly, to inimize the achievements of the Mukti Bahini. 

India has refuted this allegation resolutely. However, I feel there is need that the 

Government of Bangladesh should categorically deny the involvements of the Indian 

Army in the battles which are being waged by the Mukti Bahini on all fronts inside 

Bangladesh. 

Since this is a very urgent matter, may 1 suggest that you may give your view 

immediately so that we may counteract the Pakistani propaganda through our Radio. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

(A. H. Khan) 

 

Mr. A. Samad, 

Defense Secretary, 
Govt. of Bangladesh. 

 

 

 

_______ 
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SECRET 

 

SIGNAL 

D T G 29-1100 hrs 

 

FROM:  HQ EASTCOM GS (X) 

TO  : ALL SECTORS (LESS BRAVO SECTOR) 

DEF/183 

FROM DEFENCE SECRETARY BANGLADESH FORCES FOR 

COMMANDER ALL BANGLADESH SECTORS EXCEPT NUMBER SEVEN 

(.)POSTING WAR ORRESPONDENTQWAR CORRESPONDENTS POSTED IN 

YOUR SECTOR HAVE NOT YET SENT ANY REPORTS (.) PLEASE ACTIVATE 

THEM. 

 

DEFENCE SECRETARY 

 

File No. 1-004. 

Date-29 November, 1971. 

 

 

 

 

__________ 
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As desired by the Cabinet I requested AKR for making certain special security 
arrangements for the person of our VIPs and for our liaison offices. A few days ago 

and again yesterday I had some discussion with the persons concerned. The following 
suggestions have been made: 

a) Regarding the security of the Ministry of Defense Building and also our main 

liaison office (the new building), it has been suggested that all the functionaries 

who are required to attend offices there should carry identity cards with 

photographs. There also be special checking by our own staff. 

It has been advised that the new building is very risky from the security point of 

view. Hence VIPs may not attend offices there. 

Static guards are being posted at the new building. The present arrangement at the 
old building will continue. 

b) RESIDENCE OF VIPS: Plain clothes security guards ate being arranged at the 

entrance of every residence. It has been requested that interviews may please be 

restricted as far as possible, that is, only among the known persons. 

c) SECURITY OF THE PERSON OF VIPs: 

 

i) Personal body guards for round the clock duty are being provided; 

(ii) It has been suggested that VIPs would not undertake any visit outside without 

prior notice, arrangements are being made to provide escort cars. I have been 

told that for the time being four local cars are being arranged-two for the use 
of VIPs and two for escort duties. For this purpose, even inside the head- 

quarter area may please be restricted; 

iii) Use of foreign cars for the movement of VIPs should be avoided. 

 

DISPERSAL PLAN: 

This is being drawn up as I have been told. However, this plan depends upon 

availability of accommodation. 

 

WEAPONS FOR OUR OWN SECURITY MEN: 

It has been suggested that the responsibility for providing security lies with local 

agency and they are taking all necessary precaution. Our security man should be 

available on supplement the efforts of the local agency. They need not carry arms. 

This is the view point communicated to me. 
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In the Cabinet meeting held yesterday I have apprised the Cabinet of the 
developments and suggestions mentioned above. 

1 would request the Home Secretary to please contact the person concerned and 

finalized the arrangements. Secretary, GA Department may please expedite issue of 

identity cards. 

CIVIL DEFENCE MEASURES: 

It has also been requested that there should be two spaces reserved for use as air 
raid shelter- (i) at the residence of the VIPs, (ii) at the new offices. It has also been 

suggested that the glass of all our buildings should be covered with paper according 
to specification. 

Sd/- 

CABINETSECRETARY. 

1.11.71. 

 

TOP SECRET. 

No. 415(2)/Cab. Dated 2.12.71. 

Copy to: 1. The Defense Secretary with a request to please make arrangements for the 
             office building; 

               2. The Secretary, GA Department with a request to please take necessary 

 arrangements for the main office and also to expedite issues of  identity 

cards. 

Sd/- 

(H. T. Imam) 
CABINET SECRETARY 

 

 

 

___________ 
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SECRET 

EXTRACTS FROM THE MINUTES AND DECISIONS OF THE 

ADJOURNED CABINET MEETING HELD ON 

Tuesday, November 30, 1971. 

 

AGENDA N0.2.           MISCELLANEOUS. 

The Acting President presided. The Prime Minister and all the members of the 
Cabinet, except, the Minister for Home Affairs, attended. The Cabinet Secretary was 

present. The Defense Secretary attended by special invitation. 

The Cabinet was pleased to confirm the minutes and decisions in respect of the 

subject "Civil Administrative Setup in liberated Bangladesh" taken in the meeting 
held on November 22, 1971. In this regard it was pointed out that a few of the terms 

of reference given to the Secretaries Sub-Committee over-lapped with those given to 
the Planning Commission and hence there was need for very close co-ordination 

between the two. There were two alternative solutions. Either the Secretaries' Sub-
Committee could prepare their recommendations and submit them to the Cabinet after 

consulting the Planning Cell or the two bodies (the Planning Cell and the Secretaries 
Sub-Committee) could submit their findings and recommendations separately. 

It was decided that the Secretaries, Sub-Committee would submit their report 

direct to the Cabinet and that the Planning Cell would also do the same separately so 

that the Cabinet could have two separate sets of reports and recommendations before 
them. 

Sd/- 

ACTING PRESIDENT. 

30.11.71. 

Dated November 30, 1971. 

Memo No (5)/Cab. 

Forwarded to: 

     1.Mr. A.F.M.A. Fateh, 

     2.the Secretary, Defence, 

    3.the Secretary, Home Affairs, 

    4.the Secretary, Finance, 

    5.the Secretary, GA Department. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(H.T. IMAM) 

(CABIN ET SECRETARY) 

30.1 1.71 
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The liberation war in Bangladesh epitomises the noblest aspirations of 75 million 

people. It is a unique movement in that it not only seeks to shake off colonialism but 

also aims at the establishment of a new order that will provide economic freedom, 

social justice, and political liberty. 

Restoration of the Civil Administration in liberated zones is as such a part of the 

liberation war itself. 

At the moment the entire Nation is engaged in a grim struggle to drive out the 
occupation forces. Immediate tasks of the administration are of special nature and will 

have to be dealt on priority basis. 

From the military point of view Bangladesh may be divided into 3 zones: 

(a) Areas which have been liberated and are under effective control of the 
liberation forces. 

(b) Areas which are in the process of liberation. 

(c) Occupied areas. 

(a) Liberated areas: 

The main objectives of administration in the liberated areas are as follows: 

1) Maintenance of law and order. 

2) Civil Defense. 

3) Relief to the evacuees. 

 4) Health with emphasis on preventive aspects (in view of the source constraints 

it may not be possible to allocate sufficient resources for curatives ). 

5) Import of essential consumer items which are not available in the area. 

6) Supply of essential agricultural inputs such as seeds and fertilizer. 

7) Restoration of the communication system as far as possible. 

8) Public relation. 

In view of the facts stated above the following officers may be posted to the 

liberated Zones: 
 

Designation Functions 

1. Thana Magistrate 

2. C.O. (Dev.) / Special 
    Relief officer 

3. C.O. (Dev.)/Thana 

    Food Officer 

 

Law and order, civil defense and 

publicity and over-all co-ordination. 

Relief. 

Supply of consumer items. 
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4. O.C. 

5. Thana Overseer/ 
Asstt. Engineer 

6. Thana Agricultural 
Officer/T.S.O./TI. 

7. Thana Medical Officer 

Law and Order 

Restoration of communication 

 

Supply of agriculture inputs 

Health 

In selection of the officers the following procedure may be followed:- 

1. The officers who have been posted in the Thana before the commencement of 

liberation work will continue to function unless he is declared to be a collaborator by 

the Zonal Council. 

2. If it is found that there is surplus administrative personnel in any liberated area 

they will assist the Thana Magistrate in the discharge of his duties. 

3. If there is any shortage for personnel in any thana, they may be Posted from 

Reserve pool of the Central Govt. 

The work at the Thana level will be guided by the Zonal Councils. The rule of the 

Zonal Councils will be as follows: 

1. Establishment of Union level committees for the maintenance of law and order 

but these Committees will not take up the cases relating to evacuees property. The 

evacuees should be discouraged to return until the whole country liberated. 

2. Preparation of priority list of the distressed persons, the assessment of the 

quantum of relief and the actual distribution through Union level committees. 

3. Assessment of the needs of essential imports. 

4. Imports and supply of essential agricultural inputs. 

5. Test relief and other constructional activities. 

The minor schemes may be executed through Union level Committees but the 

major schemes should be taken up by the Zonal Engineer under the supervision of the 

Chairman, Zonal Councils. 

6. Publicity. 

(b) Areas which are in the process of liberation: 

The main tasks of administration in such areas is to provide civilian support to 

army operation. Such a task at the moment could be best undertaken by the political 

leadership. Moreover, the exigencies of war very from place to place and time to time. 

As such the Zonal Council should be permitted to take ad-hoc administrative decision 

in such areas. They shall utilise the services of all the Govt. employees who have 

already been appointed in the Zonal Administrative set up. 

U. O. No. 404(4) Cab., dt 30.11. 71. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE 

 

No. C-002/197 (4)         Dated 1.12.71 

Mr. M. A. Rouf Chowdhury, 

Chairman, 

Zonal Council, South West Zone-I, 
Krishnanagar. 

Please refer to our Memo No. C-002/1.73 dated. 24.11.71 kindly communicate at 

the earliest views on the selection of suitable site for the proposed convalescence 

home for disabled soldiers in your sector. 

 

(Akbar Ali Khan) 

Deputy Secretary, 

Defense. 

 

No. C-002/           Dated 

Copy to the Zonal Administrative Officer, South West Zone-I, Krishnanagar for 

necessary action. 

Deputy Secretary; 

Defense. 

 

 

___________ 
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In the Sub-Committee meeting held on November 26, 1971, it was. decided that 

papers should be prepared as indicated below and discussed in the next meeting of the 
Sub-Committee: 

1. Political order-Mr. A. F. M. Fateh (Chairman); 

2. Restoration of Police machinery-Home Secretary; 

 3. Law regarding disposal of enemy property and restoration of property of 
    displaced persons-Mr. Akbar Ali Khan; 

 4. Civil liaison of the Army, absorption of F. F. and Mukti Bahini members- 
    Defense Secretary; 

    Treatment of collaborators and servicing of civil servants-Cabinet Secretary and 

    Defense Secretary; 

 6. Public Service Commission, recruitment, posting, transfer etc. of public 

    servants-Secretary ,Cab; 

 7. Relief and rehabilitation of uprooted persons-Dr. Mosharaf Hossain, Member, 

    Planning; 

8. Economic reconstruction and connected problems-Dr. Mosharaf Hossain, 

Member. Planning; 

9. Ways and means-Finance Secretary; 

10. Civil Administrative set-up-Finance Secretary. 

Of these, we have as far received two papers from the Finance Secretary, which 

have been already circulated among the Members. Earlier the Home Secretary 

submitted a comprehensive paper on law and order, which was discussed in the first 
meeting of the Sub-Committee. The Home Secretary was requested to prepare another 

paper on Police administration…….. making specific recommendations. 

It is expected that the other papers would also be ready in a day or two. I would 

request all the Members to please complete their papers by Friday and send them 

either to me or to the Chairman (Mr. A. F. M. Fateh), so that the Sub-Committee can 

start deliberation again from Friday after-noon. 

I may mention here that the Cabinet in its meeting held on yesterday has been 

pleased to decide that the Secretaries' Sub-Committee and the Planning Cell would 

submit their reports to the Cabinet separately. 
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Since there are some problems with which our other colleagues, 

particularly the Health Secretary, Agriculture Secretary and Information Secretary are 

concerned, I would request the Chairman either to invite them to attend our meetings 

or held discussion with them. The D. C. O. S. of the Bangladesh Forces may also be 

associated with our work at the present stage. 

 

U. O. No. 413/Cab. 
Dated 1.12.71. 

 

(H. T. Imam) 
Cabinet Secretary, 

1.12.71. 

 

Chairman, 
Secretaries' Sub-Committee 

on Civil Administrative set-up. (Mr. A. F. M. Fateh). 
 

Memo. No. 413 (6)/Cab.      Dated: December 1, 1971. 

Copy to:  1) the Defense Secretary, 

 2) Finance Secretary, 

 3) Home Secretary, 

 4) Secretary ,G A., 

 5) Dr. Mosharaf Hussain, Member, Planning, 

 6) Mr. Akbar Ali Khan, Dy. Secretary, Defense. 

 

(H. T. Imam) 

Cabinet Secretary, 
1.12.71. 
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URGENT 

SECRET; 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE 

 

No. 7-007/201 (3)          Dated 2.12.71 

 

To 

The Secretary, 

Ministry of Home Affairs. 

Govt. of the People's Republic 
of  Bangladesh. 

Subject: Clearance of Bangladesh citizens forgoing abroad. 

Reference: His memo. No. HD/24/330/1, dated 8.10.71. 

As a general rule cases for clearance need not be referred to this Ministry as no 

machinery exists to check anticedents of the applicants. Home Ministry itself is 

capable of dealing such cases. 

The following guidelines are suggested: This will be valid till the liberation of the 

country. 

(1) No guerilla trained for Bangladesh Forces should be allowed to go abroad. 

(2) No ex-armed services personnel below the age of 45 Years and no young man 

above the age of 20 years, should normally be allowed to go abroad except on 

extreme compassionate and compelling grounds. 

Papers sent with your above quoted reference is returned herewith. 

 

Defense Secretary 

 

_________ 
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TOP SECRET 

 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE 

 

No. 202(3)          Dated 3.12.71 

To 

Mr. Noorul Quader Khan, 

Secretary, General Administration 

Mr. A. Khaleque, 

Secretary, Home Affairs. 

Mr. K. A. Zaman, 

Secretary, Finance. 

Civil Administration may please set up in the following places immediately. 

1) Thakurgaon in Dinajpur District. 

2) Shamsher nagar, Zakiganj and Duarabazar in Sylhet District. 

3) Bhurungamari in Rangpur District. 

4) Parshuram in Noakhali District. 

5) Kaliganj in Khulna District. 

It is understood that Civil Administration has already been set up in Jiban Nagar 

in Kushtia District, and Chaugacha in Jessore District. 

 

(A. Samad) 

Defense Secretary. 

 

___________ 
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BOARD OF TRADE, COMMERCE & INDUSTRIES 

GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC 

OF BANGLADESH 
 

Bangladesh Overseas Trade Mission 
225-C, Lower Circular Road,4th Floor. 

CALCUTTA-20 
Cable : BANGATRADE 

Phone : 44-8806 (on courtesy). 

December 6, 1971. 

 

The Prime Minister, 

Govt. of the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh, 

MUJIBNAGAR, 

Dear Sir, 

I beg to forward herewith a comprehensive report for the overall study of present 

situation on economy and trade in border and liberated area along with valuable 

properties of Bangladesh. This report is prepared after meeting with high official of B. 

S. F. on their invitation. 

This report may be helpful for taking policy and action 011 the related matters 

concerning with the Government. 

It would be very kind of you, if you kindly examine about the proposal of running 
Bangladesh Overseas Trade Mission, in Calcutta which will also to officially operate 

in a Foreign land to contact with overseas parties through this Mission. Therefore, 
approval of our Gov/, is necessary for this Mission which is being organized for the 

interest of Bangladesh. 

Thanking you 

Yours .faithfully, 

( Mustafa Sarwar) 

Member, 
Board of Trade, Commerce & Industries. 

Bangladesh Overseas Trade Mission, 
Govt. of Bangladesh. 
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TOP CONFIDENTIAL 

 

From : Mustafa Sarwar, 

Member : Central Working Commi- 
ttee, Bangladesh Awami 

League, Board of Trade. 

Commerce & Industries, 

Government of Bangladesh. 

Bangladesh Overseas Trade 

Mission, 225/C Lower 

Circular Road, Calcutta-20. 

Subject:- Report prepared after meeting with B. S. F. High Officials, about valuable 
properties of Bangladesh lying without proper care and suggestions to 

control unauthorized Trade activities and profit-seekers at the cost of human 
tragedy including trade, government income and State Bank. 

On the individual invitation of high official of B. S. F.. Prof. Mozaffar Ahmed 

Chowdhury, the Chairman. Planning Cell and the undersigned were in their office and 

exchanged their views about the unlawful trade activities in the border area. As the 
matter is important, and related to the interest of Bangladesh and neighbouring 

country India, the undersigned have prepared this report for information and to make 
necessary policy by the Government. There should be policy to wipe out the profit-

seeker and black marketers who are in habit of mounting money at the cost of tragedy 
in Bangladesh and on availability of sincere generosity towards Bangladesh by the 

neighboring country. 

B. S. F. SEIZING BANGLADESH COMMODITIES IN THE BORDER AREA. 

It is reported many commodities of Bangladesh are seized at the border areas 

either by B. S. F. or Customs authorities while being brought by the people of 

Bangladesh. It is further gathered that taxes or levies are being collected on these 

commodities. Huge quantity of Bangladesh goods are being mis-handled in this way. 

Goods should be released to Bangladesh Government. 

REPORT AND SUGGESTION. 

(1) As the large number of Bangladesh people are crossing to this side the Indian 

Border Security Force Authority should be instructed to allow to bring any 

Bangladesh commodities like jute, tea, hides & skins, vegetable, tobacco, 

machineries, fish, films, groceries, food-grains & catties etc. without any 

restriction and difficulties. This was also assured by the Indian Authority during 

our discussion on mutual trade. 

(2) The Government of Bangladesh Ministry of Commerce through their Board of 

Trade is trying to establish systematic lawful trade by issuing valid document to 

those existing traders of Bangladesh commodities, so that systematic exports of 

all such commodities are brought in a lawful and systematic way with the 

authority of the Bangladesh Govt. This will identify the Authorised Traders 

and 
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shall help to eliminate the unauthorized dealers and persons engaged in the 
espionaging. 

(3) B. S. F. personnel’s may be advised to honor the license-holders of 

Bangladesh Govt. and to allow their supplies into this side, free of tax if any and 

without any restriction whatsoever. 

(4) Only authorized dealers who will be issued licenses by the Govt. of 

Bangladesh in the border belts should be allowed to carry on trade by the M. B./B. 

S. F. and all other related concerns. 

The specimen copy of the licenses shall be kept in each border check posts 
for information and guidance of the authorities concerned. 

(5) There shall be systematic and lawful transactions of goods with the 

introduction of trading licenses or valid documents by the government of 

Bangladesh only to those persons who are engaged in such trading activities in the 

border area. Such licenses may be issued on strict scrutinisation and supervision 

by the local Bangladesh officials, MNAs/MPAs or public leaders who are attached 

to B. S. F. and other authorities concerned in their respective border areas. No 

other persons than the existing traders shall be issued with such valid 
document/license. All Bangladesh goods may be kept in one place in each border 

area, (if available) and can be disposed off after necessary verification by the 
government official and workers after keeping small levies only from commercial 

goods like jute, food grains, medicines, tobacco, hides & skins etc. Among the 
available MNAsl MPAs and workers in the border area 2 (two) persons may be 

selected to look after this job in each border who will strictly supervise and 
perform their duties with honesty and sincerity which will be a model of 

manpower in future Bangladesh. 

(6) Profit making in unusual way. holding of stocks, black marketing and any 

other activities at the cost of Bangladesh tragedy and due to sincere feelings over 
this side by any person or persons should be eliminated by both the governments 

and the people as well. It has been reported that some smugglers are bringing 
medicines of foreign patents and many other goods from Bangladesh inspite of 

good demand there. There are more reports about the supply of these goods to 
more interior of India like Madras, Maharastra etc. by the local smugglers which 

goes against the interest of India. 

ESSENTIAL COMMODITIES. 

There is a tremendous demand of K. Oil, matches, sugar, salt. dal. atta. maida, 

soaps and other essential commodities which may be allowed to be imported from 

Indian suppliers. These suppliers also may get details and valid document from 

Bangladesh Overseas Trade Mission in Calcutta. The Bangladesh Government may 

realize some royalty on export of all commercial items like export of jute, hides & 

skins, food grains (if any), tobacco, tea, machineries & catties. The Government of 

Bangladesh may also impose tax or royalty to import goods inside Bangladesh from 

the neighboring country. 
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All such collection of royalty or tax will come under the credit of Bangladesh. 
The Bangladesh Overseas Trade Mission at present is looking after the interests and 

all matters related to trade and commerce in the overseas land. 

NECESSITY OF BANGLADESH OVERSEAS TRADE MISSION 

LIKE U. S. S. R. & RUMANIA ETC. 

In view of long trade relation with India and other countries, and specially 

during the time of emergency, such a Mission is urgently required to look after the 

following interests on behalf of the Government of Bangladesh: 

(1) As our Government is not at the moment in a position to contact the Overseas 
parties directly and to finalize any trade agreement or buying and selling of any 

commodities from Mujibnagar, until the Government is formally recognised, this 
Trade Mission may look into the trade & commerce of Bangladesh in foreign 

lands. 

(2) As the Government of India has permitted to operate our Bangladesh Mission 

with full diplomatic status, this Trade Mission may also work simultaneously for 

developing our trade relation with India and all other friendly countries for 

obtaining commercial recognition thereof. 

(3) To keep regular contact with overseas countries by way of commercial 

correspondences, mutual understanding and obtaining enquiries in the matter of 

Trade and Commerce. Looking after the financial and trading interest of the 

Government in foreign land by way of obtaining offers for selling commodities 

like Jute, Tea, Tobacco, Hide and Skins. Machineries etc. as many of which could 

not get market value due to lack of coordination, correspondences, proper handling 

and bargaining. 

(4) To supply time to time information about the position of jute export and other 

commercial items to interested countries as some of them are losing confidence 

in absence of such information. Many of them are in dark-and do not know about 

the existence and development of Bangladesh. Otherwise, there will be no 

propaganda which will be helpful during emergency period which may gain the 

ground to get even political recognition. There will be serious economic set back 

after liberation, if we loss such confidence by the overseas countries. 

(5) To set-up trading programme in view of existing trade activities and 

requirements and to make planning of future economic programme during 
liberation war and after liberation which will be helpful to our Planning Cell with 

existing dates to be collected by this Trade Mission.. 

(6) This Trade Mission may work like "TRADE REPRESANTATION OF USSR 

AND RUMANIA, CZECHOLOVAKIA ETC,”- in Dacca/Calcutta and "INTER 
EXPORT OF YUGO SIAVIA “ in Dacca. It may be mentioned that East Germany, 

China, Cuba, North Vietnam also did start their trade relation without 

recognition for gaining their ground through trading activities and contacts for 

recognition. 
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VALUABLE PROPERTIES OF BANGLADESH 

ALREADY IN OUR POSSESSION 

Variour valuable properties of Bangladesh have crossed over the border and 

brought to this side. Some of which are listed below. These are the properties of 

Bangladesh Government which must be kept in proper care and control. There is no 

responsibility from the Govt. or from any concern to deal with these valuable 

properties. The Board of trade is not taking any effort though we are entrusted by the 

Ministry. There must be arrangement either to dispose off or to take any other policy. 

Otherwise many of such properties shall be damaged, spoiled, or stolen. These are 

lying idle due to lack of coordination and immediate decision. The value of such 

properties shall be about Rs.3 crores. Immediate decision is required in this regard. 

MOTOR CARS AND OTHER VEHICLES 

Many vehicles of Bangladesh are lying idle without any proper care. The 
Transport pool may make comprehensive registration of all the vehicles of 

Bangladesh in all Zones and border areas. The department concerned should keep 
official records of each and every vehicles of Bangladesh as those are the properties 

of Bangladesh Government. The respective valuation of all the vehicles and proper 
insurance arrangements should be made. It is reported that about 50/60 vehicles are 

lying in Krishnanagar area. Commercial vehicles may be issued by the Bangladesh 

Transport pool for the income of the Government if possible. 

DESCRIPTION OF SOME PROPERTIES 

LIMESTONE MACHINERIES PLANT OF TAKERGHAT: A large Limestone 

Mining Machineries Plant in unpacked boxes of foreign origin have come to this 

side. The list of such machineries are available separately. 

The value of the entire plant is understood to have about more than Rs. 2 crores 

as stated by official on the spot. As the plant was imported at a non devalued 
currency, i.e., Rs. 11.40 per £ 1. Therefore, the local market value is much more 

higher. 

Barrister Montaquim Choudhury, M.N.A. and Mr. Shahid Ali Khan, M.P.A. 

have given their very good services to obtain the detailed inventory and all other lists 

of these properties by spending many days in the spot, otherwise it would be 

impossible to get such large inventories. Barrister Choudhury is very much 
influential there and has got good relation with B.S.F. Therefore, the personal efforts 

of Barrister Choudhury and Mr. Khan may be utilized. It should be noted that the 
Finance Ministry is benefited with the services of Mr. Shahid Ali Khan who have 

brought a box of DIAMOND tools and one Type Machine along with inventories of 
machinery plant etc. 

REMARKS: If we like to get maximum price of the machineries, then I feel, we may 

depute an Engineering firm to survey/assess the machineries and to 

submit us the actual value of the same prior to bargaining with the 

interested parties/bidders. But as the "War Smell" is prevailing, we 

may dispose it off at a maximum price on "As it is where it is basis" 
without further unscheduled delay. So the circumstances indicate that 

the same maybe 
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disposed of as quickly as possible. During or before taking decision, 
some genuine parties may be given personal interviews, if necessary, 

to get the maximum price, if the Minister concerned is pleased 
accordingly. 

Reasonable value may be obtained if it is possible to bring these machineries 

here or inspection team is sent. The list of the plant is available on payment of Rs. 

10/- at the Board's Office. Mr. Zahirul Qaium M.N.A., Prof. Hamidur Rahman, 
M.P.A.., Barrister M. Choudhury, M.N.A., Mr. Shahid Ali Khan, M.P.A. and Mr. 

Akram Siddiqui may also help with their suggestions. 

DETAILED LISTS OF OTHER ARTICLES BROUGHT 

WITH THE LIMESTONE MINING MACHINERY PLANT 

Other miscellaneous steel materials' which have already been taken into this side across 

the border are listed below:- 

Sl No Name of Articles. Particulars. 

 

Quantity. 

 

1 Rail 40 Lbs, 30 Lbs, 20 Lbs, 15 Lbs. 50,000 Rft. 

2 

 

C. I. Sheet. 

 

New 8' length 

22 Gauge U. S. made. 

1,543 Rft. 

1,250 Rft. 

3 G. I. Pipe 2½”,1½”, ½” & ½” 6,000 Rft 

4 Ceiling Fan 48" GEC. 80. 

5 Table Fan Deluxe 16 Nos. 

6 Iron Sheet Godry made medium size. 1 No. 

7 

 

M. S. Rod 

 

Different size M. S. Rod. 

 

170-175 Tons 

(Approx). 

Good price shall be possible if all goods are brought to Calcutta through a 

reputed Transport Contractor and arrange to store in godown. Some parties are 

offering cash payment of availability of goods here. 

DETAILED LIST OF VEHICLES & TRACTORS 

OF TAKERGHAT LIMESTONE MINING PROJECT 

Sl 

No 

Name of 

Particulars 

Particulars Quantity 

1 

 

Essuzu 

 

Diesel Truck 5 Tonner, Model DA 

720,6 Cyl., Made in Japan. 

2 Nos. 

 

2 

 

Chevrolet 

 

Diesel Truck 5 Tonner, 3 cyl. 

Model No. 60 

1 No. 

 

 

3 
 

Toyota 
 

4 wheel Jeep Model 403, 
6 cyl. Type 135. 

1 No. 
 

4 Mosi Fourgoson 
 

Tractor FF-35, Model HP, HP35, 
3 cylinders. 

-- 
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5 

 
 

 

Solarus 

 
 

 

Model MT 3.50,4 cylinder, 

Diesel MP 50, RPM 1000, 
Made in U. S. S. R. 

 

5 Nos. 

 
 

 

6 

 
 

Tractor Trailer. 

 

Docci made 

5 cyl. Diesel Model-1500 
 

13 Nos. 

 
 

7 

 
 

Truck 

(International 
Truck). 

Made in USA. 

 
 

5 Tonners 

 
 

8 Ford Truck F 682, Model HP 104, 6 cyl. 

RPM 2500 Diesel, USA. 

1 (5 Tonner) 

1 (3 Tonner) 

The Government of Bangladesh should take immediate decision for the above. 

 

DIAMOND TOOLS FOR DRILLING PURPOSE 

Mr. Shahid Ali Khan, M.P.A. has brought a box of diamond tools which is now 

lying with the Finance Ministry. The value of this articles is Rs. 30/40.000 as stated 
below officials on the spot. But we have no idea about the value of these goods. 

Samples are now being supplied by the Ministry to ascertain the proper value. 

 

LIST OF SPEED BOATS, ENGINES, & OTHER MATERIALS 

REQUIRED BY DEFENCE DEPTT. NOW AT TAKERGHAT 

LIMESTONE MINING PROJECT 

 

Sl 

No 

Name of Articles. 

 

Particulars. 

 

Quantity. 

 

1 West Band Out Board Motor. Model-20 H. P., 2 cyl. 8 Nos. 

2 

 

Johnson Out Board Motor. 

 

Model-20 H. P., 2 cyl. 

Mcxlel-ISH.P. 

6 Nos. 

2 Nos. 

3 Yamaha Out Board Motor. (K. Oil) Model-15 H. P. 4 Nos. 

4 Spares for above -- -- 

5 Speed Boat Fiber Glass Hull with 

remote control and other fittings. 

-- 1 No. 

6 Aluminium Hul Big Size 1 No. 

7 Aluminium Hul -- 2 Nos. 

8 E. P. R. Wireless Set. Big Size 1 No. 
9 E. P. R. Mobile Wireless Set. Small Size. 3 Nos. 

10 Police Wireless set. -- I No. 

11 Wireless Sets. 

 

10 Watt., Satellite Station. 

Type TRC-1SF-2VHF 

Radio Equipment 3339, 

1001, 1002, 1000, 1079, 

1078, 1077, 1070, 1075, 
1074, 1073 & 1072. 

6 Nos. 
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N. B. : All these Wireless Sets are now lying with the Indian Army from the following 
places they have been recovered :- 

(1) Sholla P.S., (2) Chirai P. S. (3) Mercury P. S., (4) Khaliajhuria P. S. 

12. Cement ABC 100 Bags. 

13. Television Set. 23 inch 1 No. 

14. Refrigerator  6 Cft. 

15. Explosive Items. 

Gun Powder 

Gilignete 

…. 155 mds. 

…. 2,000 lbs 

Proper arrangement should be made for the above goods. There must be some 

concerns from the Govt. of Bangladesh to look after these and to do the needful. It is 

not known whether this has been brought to the knowledge of the ministry of 

Defense. If feel Barrister Montaquim Choudhury, M. N. A. and Mr. Shahid Ali Khan, 

M. P. A. may by authorized to look after those properties as they have given 

tremendous advises to these and they are the proper person to deal with. 

JUTE: 

Statistics. 

 

(1) Bangladesh Crops in 1971 -72 50/55 lacs bales approx. 

(2) Last year carried over 15 lacs bales approx. 

Total= 65 lacs bales. 

Due to biggest cyclone of November, 
1970, many Railways Wagons were held 

up specially stocks could not move from 

North Bengal districts like Jessore, 

Kushtia, Rangpur, Dinajpur, Bogra & 
Rajshahi etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

(3)Mill consumption of Bangladesh 30 lacs bales approx. 

(4) World Requirement of Raw Jute from 

Bangladesh 

35 lacs bales approx. 

PRESENT POSITION OF JUTE MILLS 

IN BANGLADESH AND EXPORT. 

 

The correspondent of Associate Press of America Mr. Arnold Zeithin who, visited 

Jute Board in Dacca, told me and shown his notes in our office as follows:- 

All together 64 Jute Mills are working in Bangladesh. The production 

for shipment in September, 1971 was 26,347 tons 

Whereas the quantity in September, 1970 was... 52,627 tons. 

This shows that the Bangladesh Jute production in the Jute Mills are now 

about 50% less. 
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The following figures were available from the said Correspondent of Associate 
Press of America about Raw Jute. 

RAW JUTE EXPORT FROM BANGLADESH. 

Raw Jute shipment from Bangladesh in 

September, 1971 

 

1,65,066 Bales 

Shipment was made sometime in 

September, 1970 

 

2,26,174 Bales. 

Before disturbance by Mukti Bahini over ocean ships, Bangladesh shipment 

position was not bad since the month of June to September. 

The said Correspondent also reported that the Jute Board, P. J. A. and Jute 

Research Authority of Bangladesh were seems to be upset and worried when he met 
them last week as 2 (two) overseas ocean ships were damaged by the Mukti Bahini. 

They were of the opinion that the Overseas Jute Industries will suffer very heavily and 
there is a possibility of diversion of Jute Industries into synthetic industries due to 

effect in shipment. Some of them have already diverted. I have gathered that many 
overseas commitments of Bangladesh are dishonored. 

ESTIMATION OF QUANTITY OF RAW JUTE TO BE BROUGHT TO 

LIBERATED AREA AND ACROSS THE BORDER. 

Now we are expecting to get at least 7/8 lacs of bales over this side. If 50 thousand 

to I lac bales of Jute from this quantity is allowed to be exported, the Government of 
India and Bangladesh will be in a position to maintain the minimum price level, 

otherwise there is tremendous possibilities of coming down of the minimum price and 
diversion of world jute industries into synthetic industries including many other 

problems which have been stated separately. 

INDIA'S JUTE EXPORT. 

India does not export RAW JUTE to any world market with the exception of 

RUSSIA, where small quantities are exported under license or Barter from the Indian 

Government. 

India will also shall be benefited considerably by Bangladesh Jute for its superior 

WHITE Quality and TOSSA quality. 

India was getting at least 2 lacs to 3 lacs bales of Bangladesh jute even during 

1965 War, 

INDIA'S QUANTITY. 

India's crop was in 1947 … … 16 lacs bales 

India's present crop of 1971 ... 70/75 lacs of bales 

WORLD DEMAND & SUPPLY OF RAW JUTE. 

Is' India's production in the 70/75 lacs of bales excluding 

jute mills. domestic consumption 
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2nd. Bangladesh 30  lacs bales. 

3rd. U. K. 8 " " 

4th. Belgium 7 " " 

5th. France 6 " " 

Other countries 80 " " 

POSITION OF OVERSEAS COMMITMENT BY OCCUPIED LAND. 

After 25th March, the Bangladesh Jute Exporters and Millers have been seriously 

affected. Many old overseas commitments are still outstanding and have failed to 

honour International contracts of raw jute and jute goods. Almost all Jute Export 

Firms and Mills were completely closed down for many days. Now they have started 

on Army's directive having their production by 30% to 40%. Most of the Bengali 

efficient workers belong to Noakhali are very little in number now. Due to such low 

production, all the Jute exporters and Millers are running at loss by 50% to 60% as the 

production costs arc made with 3 shifts production along with market value of Bonus. 
Voucher which are only available within 45 days after shipment and payment by the 

Overseas Buyers. Therefore, the 40% costs are always kept in debit balance, until the 
overseas payment and Bonus Vouchers are received by the Exporters. About 50% 

payment of costs remains in dark and in available until payment is covered by Bonus 
Voucher. Most Bengali raw jute houses and Mills are not getting Bank finance. Most 

of them are forced to reduce their cash credit limits. At the same time all West 
Pakistani Banks are trying to get back their invested money by selling stocks at any 

price. Under these circumstances, no raw jute exporters or Millers are dared to 

commit any fresh order. They do not entertain any contract due to absence of (A) 

Management, (B) Bank Finance, (C) Labor, (D) Fall of Production, (E) 

Communication & (F) Raw Jute. 

Overseas Buyers show interest after shipment of goods. The price are 40% to 
50% higher when goods are on ocean vessel. Due to such condition, the Overseas 

Buyers are anxiously looking for the export of Bangladesh raw jute. Some Overseas 
Buyers are ready to negotiate with Bangladesh even for 1/2 lacs bales. They have 

already reduced their import from occupied land and eager to give any support for 
import of Bangladesh Jute. 

PROPOSAL OF BANGLADESH JUTE TRADE IN THE BORDER: 

The matter is being dealt with by the Finance Secretary with the Indian Authority 

for clearance. A New short scheme has been given to the Finance Secretary for direct 

purchase operation. But we did not encourage direct trade to avoid involvement of 

cash transaction until we get clearance for export. Some genuine parties have offered 

to purchase our jute with their cash and to pay us a profit or a commission as Royalty 

to our Bangladesh Government. These parties will start their purchase at the border 

belt with their own agreement, finance, godown and machineries etc. They will only 

pay us Royalty for the procurement of Bangladesh Jute. The License-holders may also 

sell their jute directly to them without involving our finance. For this business, the border 

areas may be divided into 6/7 Zones for the smooth running of the Jute Trade. They 
may be 
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appointed as Purchasing Agent on Royalty basis. They may be advised to deposit 
some money as advance before operating their business. 

PROPOSAL ABOUT JUTE EXPORT AND 

MEETING WITH MR. D. P. DHAR. 

With our personal efforts we have been able to obtain an official firm contract 

subject to authority's clearance from England and Germany in the name of 

Bangladesh Trade Mission to be valued at about £4, 50,000. For export, some 

50/75,000 bales jute is always available to Bangladesh Government, from existing 

agents. 

During the meeting with Mr. D. P. Dhar in Delhi, Mr. Dhar insisted on the 

Chairman of the Board of Trade to start immediate local business with the State 
Trading Corporation of India on a share of profit with them and to wait or sometimes 

for export. Mr. Dhar also mentioned not to rule out about the possibility of raw jute 
export which will be considered by their Government in near future. On the request of 

Mr. Dhar, we met Mr. Shwaminathan, I. C. S., Economic Aid to the Prime Minister of 

India Mrs. Indira Gandhi. Mr. Shwaminathan was very much sympathetic and could 

realize about the requirement of raw jute export by the Bangladesh Authority. Some 

news appeared recently in the Indian Press including the 'Statesman' that Bangladesh 

jute will be exported which are coming in a bulk quantity. About 6/7 lacs bales are 

being brought to this side. We may convince the Indian Authority to allow only 10 % 

out of the total quantity or a small quantity of 50,000 bales to export, after keeping the 

interest of the Indian Mills with balance quantity of at least 6 lacs bales for their 

production. We have got our political and logical ground to convince the Indian 

authority which are as follows:- 

(A) The question of transit facilities for exporting jute through India may easily 

be considered by them while they have already shouldered the responsibilities of the 

refugees and extended all out materials aid to Bangladesh through their desperate 

attempts to evoke the world conscious and facilities to our official visit to United 

Nations and other foreign countries. 

(B) Fair price and tremendous encouragement of Bangladesh growers to bring 

more quantity to this side or to hold further supply to deny Pakistani Economy. 

(C) The existence of Bangladesh Government will be a recognized fact to the 

world with the export of raw jute in the name of Bangladesh. 

(D) Raw jute export will enable the world jute importers to cut their import from 

Pakistan and will come forward to make trade agreement for the present and also for 

the future. 

(E) The Bangladesh Government will find serious hardship in economic field 
even after liberation, if we lose such long established market in absence of continuity 

of export and confidence which may be created even with limited supply of jute. 

(F) Indian Jute Mills will not be able to keep minimum price level because of 

heavy supply and less production unless some quantity of Bangladesh jute is 

exported. This has reference to Indian News Papers comments. 
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(G) World market of jute goods will be upset with the absence of superior quality 
raw jute, when jute industries of other countries will suffer from the traditional supply 

of good quality of raw jute. 

(H) There is a serious possibility of diversion of Jute Industries to synthetic 

production which will not help the overall jute Industries of the world, including 

India. 

(I) The sincerity and honesty of India will be established in the world including 

Pakistan, that India has no interest to grap the “Golden Fibre”. Therefore our 

discussion to convince the authority concern will be for mutual interest and benefit. 

DEMONETISED NOTES:FIRM OFFER TO SELL ALL NOTES. 

A genuine firm offer has been received to sell all demonetized “Note of Rs. 100’ 

against payment in foreign exchange of $ 75 (Dollar) which comes to Rs. 562/50 in 

official (@ Rs. 7.50) rate per Rs. 1000/00.,Whilst the Indian market presents us Rs. 

35/40 per Rs. 100 which comes to Rs.350/400 in Indian currency. After obtaining 

clearance from the Indian Authority, the Finance Ministry may verify the world 

market and be satisfied with all scrutinize. The Immediate finalization of this deal 

shall render immense gain to the Bangladesh Government. If we succeed in this deal 
then the Pak authority will also face another setback. I have been able to get certain 

information that some foreign bank has either declared fictitious deposits on behalf of 
some Capitalists and Shaikhs of KUWAIT or there is a business possibility with 

Pakistan from Middle East countries. A Bank of Switzerland is interested to purchase. 

RICE: 

Our Board’s member based in Shillong area, Barrister Mr. Montaquim 
Chowdhury, M.N.A. has reported that good quantity of rice is coming across and 

being sold on a very cheap rate in Shillong area. We cannot encourage to import Rice 

as there is a food shortage of about 20 lacs tons in Bangladesh. But when it is 

compelled, the fare price should be obtained by the Bangladesh Administration. 

TEA. 

There is a tremendous demand for Tea. Many parties are visiting our office 

regularly and wanting to immediate purchase of tea of any quantity of cash payment. 

We can sell any quantity of tea at a very good price at any time on the spot. We do not 

know what has happened about the tea stocks. Proper enquiry should be made to find 

out whether we have any stock of tea. It is gathered verbally that Bangladesh used to 

produce about 70 million pounds. Now tea production is seriously affected. There is a 

good possibility to bring more quantity of tea. The area Administration of Bangladesh 

Government may take more constructive steps in this respect. There is a good demand 

in India though she is producing about 6000 million pounds of tea. Mr. Zahirul 
Quyum, M.N.A. a renowned tea Garden Owner of Bangladesh may be requested to 

give his kind suggestion in this respect. 

TOBACCO. 

No proper arrangements have yet been made to find out the quantity which are 
coming to this side. I understand that some 1,000 maunds are available at
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Changrabandha. Patgram is a leading tobacco growing area and huge quantity of 

tobacco can be exported at a good price. The good number of interested parties is also 

visiting for the same. But we are unable to give any details of the stock as we do not 

have any direct control over the same in this areas due to lack of co-ordination. There 

is a good prospects of tobacco business. 

HIDES & SKINS. 

I have discussed with the State Trading Corporation of India who are very much 
interested to purchase. I understand that some parties of Bangladesh have started this 

business. Huge quantity of hides and skins are coming in Shiliguri, Jalpaiguri and 
Tetulia. The undersigned had a discussion with the local MNAs/MPAs who have 

agreed to arrange realization of taxes and levies or any other income from the 
merchants during export business. In that area we can establish our right on these 

commodities by issuing licenses. 

FILM.  

This Trade Mission had obtained an overseas offer from London who has 

officially confirmed to purchase the Bangladesh film "JIBAN THEKEY NEYA" of 

Zahir Raihan with 50% share of profit in foreign exchange. There is a good possibility 

of this trade in foreign countries. The film Division headed by Mr. A. Khayer, M.N.A. 

may organise the production of film and Trade as per decision of the Government. 

But this Bangladesh Overseas Trade Mission may obtain maximum offer with 

bargaining from the overseas countries and look after all trading interest of 

Bangladesh films in foreign land which will help Mr. A. Khayer, M.N.A. for any 

film-trade in foreign land. There is a prospect to produce a film on Bangladesh 

Liberation Movement in a joint venture with Indian investment. Such prospects may 

be obtained and examined for onward transmission to Bangladesh Govt. Film 

Division to make any trade agreement if any. The Board may issue valid document or 

license for film trading in overseas land with the recommendation of film division if 
the matter is related to trade in foreign land. 

It is reported that some more Bangladesh Film are brought for which the Film 

Division should be entrusted to treasure them, and any negotiation for maximum 

bargaining with foreign countries, with the help of Bangladesh Trade Mission. 

CAMPHER (KARPUR) 

Our Mukti Bahini have taken possession of about 40 packets of campher of Japan 

origin, along with 12 maunds of Dhup from the Shamnagar P. S. in Sundarban area. 

The owner of the goods Mr. Upendra Nath Sikder stated that the value of the goods 

will be about Rs. 30/35 thousand. The Bangladesh Government should take 

immediate steps to dispose of the same, otherwise the entire goods shall be damaged. 

 

MEDICINES. 

There is considerable demand of medicines inside Bangladesh where we may 

issue license to interested parties to bring medicines with proper licences and Royalty 

if possible. 
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GROCERY. 

Import and export of grocery goods may be allowed subject to the restriction of 

Overseas Country on the basis of Royalty or Commission with the license to be issued 

by the Board through this Trade Mission. 

ARTS & CRAFTS. 

The Bangladesh Government has started one Arts and Design Department with 

renowned Artist Mr. Quamrul Hasan as its head. They are working well specially in 
posters, designs, monograms etc. I understand the Government is also meeting their 

financial requirements. Their artists may be encouraged by arrangement of selling 
their production as arts & craft of Bangladesh. They may exhibit these arts and crafts 

in a showroom at Bangladesh Mission which will be attractive to foreigners. The sale 
proceeds may be credited to Bangladesh Government. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: 

There must be some concerns who should keep the possession of photographs of 

Bangladesh. No photographer or any other concerns should be allowed to sell any 

photographs of Bangladesh. The Government or the Commerce and Finance Ministry 

should have the knowledge of any sale proceeds of Bangladesh photographs. There is 

a tremendous demand for such photographs in the whole over the world. The Trade 

Mission may arrange to sell them at a fixed price collaborating with Directorate of 

Press and Information Department of Bangladesh and forward the sale proceeds to 

Finance Ministry. The Govt. have financed to purchase Cameras. Photographers are 

also maintaining by the Govt. efforts may be taken for income of the Government. 

NEWSPAPER : 

It is reported that many news papers are being published without any knowledge 

of Government. Any concern may be entrusted to look into it. It is further reported 

that some unscrupulous persons are trading with the newsprint which are being 

obtained from Indian authority in the name of Bangladesh struggle for liberation. 
These underhand deals of the so called publishers of periodicals and weeklies have 

been causing immense harm to our national prestige. F" 

STATE BANK OF BANGLADESH: 

If our liberation is delayed, the President of the People's Republic of Bangladesh 
may consider of promulgation of an ordinance to establish a State Bank as large 

number of transactions and many other monetary problems are to be sorted out. The 
formation of State Bank may be required when the political recognition shall be 

achieved from India and other countries. Any reported branch of local bank up to the 

time of political recognition may be used as agent who may give us space for our cash 

transaction and chest for deposit along with their security. Creation of this Bank will 

give immense scope for monetary collection and transaction all over the world on 

behalf of Bangladesh. 

I have been advised by my economist friends and experts in England and other 

parts abroad who are in a position to bring maximum amount of foreign exchange 
against 
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rupee currency for their relation in Bangladesh. Many Sylhet people have held up 
their remittance from Overseas. I shall give details about the scheme if it be needed. I 

shall give further information in person. 

HUGE ESTABLISHMENT EXPENSES! 

The Government of Bangladesh is fortunate enough to get good amount of 

monetary resources in their hand. They have taken huge responsibility of various 

expenses of Bangladesh Govt. through the Ministry of Finance. The Government has 

taken up the most important responsibility to Finance the vast War Operation. 

Maintenance of Diplomatic Establishment. Radio Broadcasting, Publicity and 

Propaganda throughout the world, and huge expenditure to maintain the Civil 

Administration. 

But the Government should take necessary steps to gear up the administration to 

strength the total efforts of Mukti Bahini by each and every manpower. At the same 
time huge expenses in maintaining the civil administration should be reduced 

wherever it is possible. It is reported that good performance is given to maintain the 

Government Civil Officials. It is further reported by a worker that a sum of Rs, 70.000 

is being spent per month of Krishnanagar area only as salary of civil official etc. 

where the entire political workers could be maintained with 30% of this expenditure. 

POLITICAL WORKERS: 

It should be noted that political workers are the main victims of Pak army and 

they are the most dedicated souls for the liberation movement with their clean heart 

and political consciousness which have developed in the process of long sufferings, 

imprisonment and torture in the past. They have proved themselves as most dedicated 

Freedom Fighters. But it is unfortunate that they find civil officials are getting more 

preference now, as they used to get in Pakistan. It is said that blood of millions were 

not shed for the same type of treatment of Government Civil Servant towards the 

political workers. Due respect and preference are rare to political workers for which 
misunderstanding agitation and lack of confidence are mounting. 

CHARACTER MUST BE CHANGED: 

Each and every person of Bangladesh must change their old character as the old 

country "Pakistan" is dead. The character of each and every officials, public leaders, 
workers etc. must be changed. Revolutionary change should be there with new 

aspiration of new country and new nation. Each and every man power of Bangladesh 
must perform their duties actively, honestly during this emergency situation under the 

command of Bangladesh Govt. for the greater cause of liberation. 

 

SHORT TERM THINKING MUST BE AVOIDED: 

Many of our Bangladesh people, workers, public leaders are sincere and serious 

in one thinking "that is to go home within December or as early as possible". But a 
few of us are taking self-responsibility about the present WAR of liberation and for 

future socio- economic structure of the new society in addition to our thinking of 
going home. The Govt. of Bangladesh in aware of the fact for which a planning 

Commission is set up with 
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eminent expert of the country. It is very important now to each and every citizen 
of Bangladesh to be more serious, active and united under the banner of Bangladesh 

Government and to give our all efforts and help to WIN the WAR. At the same time 
we must work hardly even day and night for the income of the Govt. to continue our 

WAR and consolidated struggle with long term policy and to give future economy to 

the new society where there may be tremendous crisis and famine even after 

liberation. 

Therefore, setting up of Government machineries like Trade Mission is extremely 

essential for Trade activities from this time onward and for future economy according 
to the manifesto and policy of the Awami League for Nationalization and Socialism. 

Dated: 30th Nov. 1971. 

(MUSTAFA SARWAR) 
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\ �A��,�, )./) 

SECRET  

President’s Secretariat 

To 

The Commander-in-Chief, 
Bangladesh Army. 

Sub: Safe custody of movable and immovable properties and various 

products in the liberated areas of Bangladesh. 

As our valiant Liberation Army is marching forward rolling back the occupation 
forces in Bangladesh, it is now necessary that specific instructions should be issued to 

the Sector Commanders, Sub-Sector Commanders and other officers down in the line 

of command that the declared policy as well as anxious concern of the Government of 

the People's Republic of Bangladesh is that all movable, immovable properties and 

standing crops in the liberated areas are kept in safe custody and returned to the 

legitimate owners after obtaining clearance from the appropriate authority. This, of 

course, is the Primary responsibility of the civil authority who will receive detailed 

directives on this behalf very shortly. In the meantime, the armed forces may be 

instructed to render all help and cooperation to the civil authority in safeguarding the 

properties in the liberated areas. 

2) It has been represented to me by public leaders that Sundari timber and Golpata 

are the most valuable resources of Sundarban and in our national interest; all possible 

steps should be taken to avoid their destruction. I would suggest that necessary 

instruction may please be issued to the Sector Commanders concerned in this regard. 

 

Sd/- (Syed Nazrul Islam) 

Acting President 

 

Memo No.PS/SEC/VI 1/243 (1) dated. 2.12:1971. 

Copy forwarded to the Minister-in-Charge of Defense for favor of information 

and necessary action. 

Acting President. 
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<"���( �A�+� 

/ �A��,�, )./) 

SECRET 

 

EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES AND DECISIONS 

OF THE CABINET MEETING HELD 

ON DECEMBER 6, 1971. 

 

O  O  O  O  O  O 

  

It was decided that, for the time being an Acting Secretary-General to the 

Government would be appointed and this appointment would be on a purely 

temporary basis. The Cabinet was please to select Mr. Ruhul Quddus for this purpose 

and decided to appoint him to the post with immediate effect. 

O  O  O  O  O  O 

  

Sd/- 

ACTING PRESIDENT 

 

Memo No ..... / Cab. Dated Dec. 7, 1971. 

Forwarded to : 1. PS. to the Acting President. 

2. PS to the Prime Minister. 

3. PS to the Finance, Minister. 

4. PS to the Foreign Minister 

5. PS' to the Home Minister. 

6. Mr. Ruhul Quddus. 

7. All Secretaries. 

8. The Secretary, GA Department, with request to make necessary 

office accommodation and staff support for the Acting     Secretary 
General. The Prime Minister has desired that the Acting Secretary- 

General's office should be located in the Prime Minister's 

office building. 

(H. T. Imam) 
Cabinet Secretary. 

7.12.71 
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�������              ��� ����� 
E���� X�M�� K4��� ��7��� 
c��� Ef� _������ +�?  

�������� ��"�� / �A��,�,)./) 

������� <�? $��� �� K�g��B 

I��� �$� <������ +�_������I��� �$� <������ +�_������I��� �$� <������ +�_������I��� �$� <������ +�_������, , , ,     

Sh��i��, �������, K������� <�?�� $�� I��� K��H� "�� [���5 । 
������ ���#�+��� 
���������� ��"����" IE Xk����।
������ [_ ���#�"��� I���� I��� K�+l � m�+d� 
��  "f। IE I����� E���� _������� ����� ����� �� I� ["�( n�� �o� ��।  

1 $E��&� ���������" I�>��" C��C 
�"��� �����5 I����� $������ 1 ���&" ��7 
+����?#। ���������� ���(�� <� ��#��� 1 ��C� K��>� ����5 ��� ��f�� ��V����" E��� "��� 
EC ��� +����� $���&� [_ ��p# I( ����C��� <� Kq�@ ���r� "���5 ��� EC I�� 
1 $E��&� �������� ��"�� � ���������� ���6 ��� <"��( ����?� ��F <B�" ��s�" � 
+��������" I@��" �C��� E��_।  

��� ��7 +����� c�C ������ <E����� I����� ��� ���:�������� "�s�� "�s� ������ 
���������� ���( <B�" ������ �t����" ���#� "��� EC IE ��� "�� 8���5 । I� [_ +���_ '_ 
<���� E1� � ���C <� K(�( �u�v ��8� ��d �� �: ���� <��� । ��� ��7 +����� <E�������" 
I�� ���������� E1� � ��F <B�" I@��" K�+l E��_। 

���1���� <�0�#���1���� <�0�#���1���� <�0�#���1���� <�0�#----����#� _���������#� _���������#� _���������#� _�����    

$�� ���6 I( ��� ��� 8����, I��� [ ���:��� ���8��� "�� [���5। [_ ������� _����� 
E��� _�����, �t�" X���#��� Ip�� ���� _�����, ��`���� <�0�#-����#� _�����, �t��� 
��#��H�� ���E��� _�����। [ _������ ��s�� �����5, ������ <�_ <"��( <"��( E����� , ����� 
�C�1 � ����%� [ _����� <���� �����C "���5, ����� ���_�" I�� ������ ����� E��_। ������ 
��� �@���� ��s�� K����  "�� ������ ���C�" Ip�� <���5, <�_ ���:������, ��� c��"����" 
I�� IE�"� ��� I��� I@��" m�+d� E��_।  

IE�"� ��� n�  "�� <�_ ��4 ��� ��������" ��s��� ��: ������ �C��� $�@� ��� 
����5, I� ��s��� ����v� _����� ��`��� E���� EC [" <10���� K�C�� "�� �1���5।   

�u��� I���, ��:� I��� <���, [_ ������� _������� ��F��C� [ q��@��g IE 1+�� 
r��� ��` n� "�� ��`��� E���� ���� E�� <�� ���E��� �����"। 
������ [ a?���g IE 
��� I����� ���C <_। ��#� E`������ "���1��� IE ��� I��। I��� E�� �, Ku"�� 
"���1��� �" '��� E�� ��� ��� "��5। ���������� ���?, ���������� ��� ���:�����, I��� 
���_ ��s� I���# K�$���, I� ��s� I��#�" w� <����� EC IE�"� [_ ����� 8��5 [�� 
8���- <�_ ��� <���" �F���� I�� EC I��� <8x� "��5 [�� "�� �����। <� ������ ���C�� 
������ ��� �" "���1��� IE� I�� <����5, ����� "��5 I�� ���� 8�_, ���6 ��� <"��( 
��`���� 'E#� ���� I� $��2� <�� K��� +�?�� f� "�� ����, <��� "�� ������ K��������� 
<���" "���1��� <���� ���� �Q�� ���� �।  
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�$� <������� "��5 I��, I��� ��"���� ��F <B�" IV�� ���d, �`�u�� ���:� EC <8x� 
"���5, <�_ <8x� 8����� �����। <"� I��� �� "��, �`�u��" <F�� � <��� ���������� ����?� 
"��5 [_ 
������ Il X��+�1 "�� �y��� ��� �।  

���+Y <���� $�� I���    
�u��� I���, IE�"� [_ ��� +����?# �� I������" 
�"��� ���� ���� ���B��� ���� 

���6 ��� <"��( ����?� _d��" ���  "���5, <�_ ��� I�� ���V� ���+Y <���� "��5 I��� 
"��, I���� 
��� 1$E��&� ���������� �D��" 
�"�� "�� ��। 
����� � 1��&� <� 
���C���� ��1 ��1 ��� ���B���� ����?� K�1���" �����C "���5, <�_ 
������ � 1��&� 
���C����� ��� "���� <"� I4� I4� B��", IE�" ��s��� "��5 I��� X��D I��� , �z�� � "�� 

��� ���������" 
�"��� ���� 1 �& I� 
������ ��#����" �%� "f। 

�u��� I���, I� ��V��, +�����?#� ��x�@ K��� "�� K�8��_ ���B��� I�� <�� I������" 

�"��� <���। ���B��� <� ��Q ���G ��7 IE�" ��E���� I� E���� 
��B#� $���E� ��Q� 
��C�" 
�"�� "�� ��� ����5 �, ����� +���"� +��?CG"���� �������� <"� ��_ +���� �। 
���B��� �"� <���� ���@"��� ����?� EC I��� <���� E1� � +������� "B� I�� I��� 
<p�? � "��5। �"@ ��s�� ��7�� 
��B# IE�" %���� ���D ��� ���������� 
������" ��8�� 
"��� EC [�� %�  � '�#� $�8x� 8����d, <� ��Q ��7 IE� ["E K�C�8��� %��{?� 
["��"�" ��s�8�� ����� EC $�8x� 8����d- <�_ ��Q ���G ���7� "��5 I�� [�� I��� 
"��, I���� I����� ��� �����# "f, ��Q��" 
�"�� "�� �। 
��� ���������� �D��" 
I���� X��%� "��� ���� �_, +��?C��� ����� �। 

�u��� I���, 
���  �������� $��>� ����5, IE�" ������ ����� ���������� ���+Y K;� 
<B�" ��( ���d, I����� ��������� ������� ���:������ <E������, ���:������ <0-��+��1� 
'�#?# ����"��, ���:������ K�� ����� c�����"�� IE�" �t�" Ip�� ���� ���� ��5� ��(�� 
���d। m����� "��"�( �6 �6 "C�|���| IE�" ���� I��। 

I� <��� <��� �_    

�$� <������ +�_����, I���� ��V�� "f, I� <��� <��� �_, <��� ��������� ������� 
I����� ���:����� _������ ���� ���� c�C-������" ������ ���( <B�" ����� XG��� "���।  

��_ I�� <������� "��5 I��� "��, <�? I� 8�� Ip�� ���� EC �� I����� 
���:�����, I����� ��������� ������� <E��"��� [�1�� 8���5, �� I���� ��s��� $�� <� 
����+���, �����C ��1� ���6 I( ��� <������5, <�_ ����+��� [�� �����C ���� <�? ��E��� 
�����#�(�" v���}� "f। 

�u��� I���, �$� <������ +�_���� I���, IE�" ���������� <1�(� "��" E��1� 5�6� ��"� 
K;� ��:। [_ ��Q ��:�;�� 
��� 1 $E��&� ���������� �% <B�" ��� �C�4� "���� "�� 
��d। ��:�;�� I��� ��"���� ��F <B�" <� ��� �C�4�  "���� "�� ��d, I�� I�l� <� <�_ 
��� �C�4�� ����� #+��� ��:�;��� E1� � �����C [�� ������1� I��� ���d।  

�u��� I���, K�8��_ ���� �������� E��6 1 $E��&� �������� ��"���� ��� �C�4� "���� 
��� 8���5। ��p# <�_� �5��� O������" ��� [�� 1� I( ���� �t��� ���#8�� <
~�8������ 
F�� ���������� ��� "�9���� � KB#R��" K�4� ���p���"+��� ����#Q ����5। [� K������# 
��1#9��  
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����v I����� �"��� X�� ����5। ����#Q <���� KB#��� � ���E �C�4� ����#C���� ����v 
I��� ��"���� ��` ��` <������ ���_�" ��� ���। <� K(�( ����� � K����� ���v ���� 
<���" I���� �t��: "�� 8���5 _������ �� KC p(� ������ 4� ����। <�_ ����� [�� 
X�C��" [� <�� 19�� "��5 ����1 "��� ���। ["���" <�� <�? �t�( �� � ���� ��#@ 
K����� ����� "�� <��� ���, KC���" <��� 
 #$���� ������ �� <�0l�# � �!��� 
��f����� EC ���� $�8x�  8����� <��� ���।  

�������� ��"���� <�0��" ���    

��� ���������� ��1#9� I��� ��"���� <�0��" ��� _������#_ <p�? � "�� ����5 । 

��#����%��, 1 �& I� ���E���&" KB#���� X�� �+�D "�� +��?C��� ���� I� ��������� 
����� 19 "��� ���।  


��� ��������� ����? ����? <"� $�+� B�"�� �। ��l�, ������, <�0�, ��x�, <� <� 
���#�_ <�� � <", ��s��� �C�:1� I� �����E" E��� �����#  ��#�� 
����� B�"��। ��7�� 
E��� 1 ��&� ��� I���#� X�� �+�D "��_ +��?C��� ���� I� ��������� ����� I��� 1�6 
����। 

1 ���&" ��������� $��C" �1���"� <�0��" K��"�� 
�"�� ���। $��C" �1��"�" 
1 ���&" ��������� ��s� ��ER��" K��"�� $����1� �� # %��� <���� ���।  

E1� � z��� ��#��8� ��"��_  +��?C�� ���������� 4���v, 
����� I� K�1��� ����v 
��  "���।  

�u��� I���, I_�� ��� $��>� "��_ ��� +��?CG 1 ���&" �������� ��"���� ��� �%C। 
��_ <������ +�_��� "��5 I�� I��� "��5, ��"���� ��F <B�" I_�� ��� $��# "�� 
�����bQ <���� ������ ���@-����� �F���� I��� EC ��"�� <� ���%�]�� <��, I���� 
[_ ���%�� ��"���" �����C [�� ������1�� "���।  

<������ +�_��� "��5 I�� I��� "��, ��E� ���� I���� I_�� +�� ���� ��� �। 
I���� ���@ � ����� �E�� ����� EC �E �E [��"�� ��E� ����v ��  "f। ���:������ 
��� c���"�� [�� I��� ��"���� �����E� "�#8�����  I������" ����� #+��� �����C "���।  

�u��� I��� , <�_� �5��� <��?�  ���������� KB#��� b�� "���5 ����� ��s�E�����। 
������ �!��" ��� "�� <�_� �5�� <���� ������" ��� "���5। ���� <������� I����� 
KB#���� <�f��, K�" ��W-"������" b�� "�� �����5 । ����#Q [ KB#����" �,� "�� 

��� �������� ��"�� ���������� ����?� EC KB#R��" 
����� I� ���: I�� ��B ����5। 
I��� ��"���� ��F <B�" I�� ���>+��� <p�? � "��� 8�_ <�, ["�( ���E���&" KBCR��" 
�C�4� "������ ��C ����_ ���������� �"� <r �� �"� Q��� ����?� EC KB#R��" ���:� 
������� $�8x� I��� 8����� �����। I��� [� ["(� KB#R��" �C�Q� $��# "��, <� KB#R��" 
�C�4�� ��-������ �C��� ��� ���- <� KB#R��" �C�4�� $���( "�?" r��" ��C��D ���? ��� 
E�� ���� � ����� # �����1 ����।  

�"� �����bQ ["�( <���� <"� ��"���� ��%_ <"� KB#R��" ���"W� "��#"�� "�� 
�y��� �� � ��� � <������� ����� # ��B# ����� ���।  
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I��� ��"�� K�8��_ KB#R��" ���"W�� ��� ��?�]�� <������� ���� $"�� "���। 
I�� <������ +�_��� "��5 I��� E��_, ��"���� [_ $�8x�� I���� ����� #+��� �����C I� 
������1�� "���।  

�u���, �� '��, �� "x I��� "���5। �� �: I��� �����5, �� ����� ��" ���� ����5, ������ 
�� ��� ��� _�� ��_���5 
����� KE# "��� EC । <� 
����� IE�" K�E#� ��� 8���5, <�_ 

������" 4���+��� I����� +��?CG �������� EC F�$�� "��� ��� ����v <������ ���_�" 
��� ���। 

��_ <������ +�_������, 
������ ����� ����3 ���_ I��� I���  ������� ����3 ��� 
[ <� I���� � +���। <���� KB#R��" ��1#9, 1 ���&" ���E �C�4� $��>�� I����� 

����� ������� ����_ ��� ����� ��� Kq�@ ���r� "�� I����� "�E "�� <��� ���। 

�� ������� I���    
�$� <������ +�_������ , KB#R��", �����E", �������" ������� [_ I���  IE�" I�� 

I������" E���d। I�� I�� "��, 
����� ������ <�+��� I���� �����+��� ��6� �����5, 
I1��� ���� ���� ��������� ����� 19�� ������ <���+���_ I���� ��6� <���। I��� <� 
��Q �$� <������ ���� ������ c�C z��� �����6� ��� $������ ���7 Ir� ��� ���C ����5 
����  ������ c�C z��� �����6� "B� ���� 8�_।  

_������� E������ [_ '��#���"� <��"����� "���5 I����, '�#��� ���� � ����%�� 
���B। [� EC m�� I����� �, ���� ���V� ����+��� I����� EC IE X���।  

I�� �4���V��� <� I����� '���� ��p#���� $�� F����� [�, K�� ���_ I���� I����� 
�$� ����+����� ����� �F�� I��� ����। �������� ��"�� I����� ������ <��� �F�� I�� 
� ���#���� �� ����v ���l ����5। 

�$� <������ +�_����, IE�"� [_ ��� I����� ��F <B�" ���� ���B��� <5�(-�6 �"� 
��7�" I�� E���� ���� 8�_ <�, I��� ��"����  ����7��� ���- <E�(����% 
��� 
����7���। [_ <E�(����% 
��� ����7���� ���C�� ���V� �"� ���@"��� <�� I� ���@"��� 
����?� ��` I��� ��-K�4��� ����� �u�v 4�� "��� 8�_।  

I��� �"� $"�� ����EC��� [�� X���������� �������। ���B��� <����_ ���? 1 �& I� 

������ EC ����� "���, I��� <�_ ��Q ������ ���?�" ��B# � ������1�� "��।  

�$� <������ +�_ � <�����, [_ ��� I��#�" f� <����� EC I����� IE [_ 8����g 
�� "�� K�g��B ��� ���। ��� ���:������ <E�����, ������ ������ 5�� [�� �f� ��, 
<������"��" �t� "��-��: "��� EC <����� ����v� ��` ����� "��5।  

�t� X�� <�? Ip��    
��� ���:������ ��_����, ������� [_ <�? ������# <������� "��5 I�� X��D I��� E���, 

<E�� "��� <����� [�1�� 8���। I����� ��������� +�_����, I����� 
������" $���>� "��� 
EC_  
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����� ���"� ��E� �: ������ �C��� ���(�� <��� ���d । ��s��� ��` "�s�� "�s� ������ �t� 
<�? '1#]���� X�� $8� Ip�� ���� ���। Ip���� �� Ip�� "�� �t� '1#]���" 8� # "�� ���।  

IE�" <������� ["�( 'E#� ��B <��"- <�_ ��B ‘��"� 8���’ । ��"�� ���" ���������� 

��� ���"� X�� "���। 

I�� I���������� "��5 <���E�� "��5। ������ 'E#� ������, <������� 8�� ��F�C 
�"(��#� <��"।  

�$� <������ +�_������, ������� [_ <�? ������# I����� ���:����� I� ��������� ��` 
"�s�� "�s� ������ <�? <8x�� ���" <��। I����� "��5 I��� [_ I"�� I���। _�����, 
I����� ������ ��F�C I��� IE <���� ���d। 

I���� <���������, 1$E��&� ��������  ��"�� ��"�� ���" $���>� ���। ��`��� E���� 
���� <�� ���E��� ������ 
� �F� ���।   

 

 

<�� ���E��� ����-�El���� 

������ ������ E��-�El���� 

������ ���:�����- �El���� 

E� �����। 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 
             

1 $E��&� �������� ��"���� �BC � $8�� �F�� "��#" ����� � $"����। 
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copy 

Memo No. 

Dated 8th December, 1971. 

ORDER 

It has been reported that many people inside Bangladesh have left their movable 
properties in various places due to the very nature of the war situation. Some of the 

owners of these movable properties could as well be collaborators or enemies of the 
State. 

Any such properties lying uncared for should be deposited to Zonal Council, 

Sector or Sub-Sector Commanders or any others person or persons duly authorized by 

the Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. Anyone who take possession of 
these properties for his own individual interest will be liable to serious punishment. 

Cases of returning these properties to the bonafide owners will be considered 

later on. 

Sd/- M. Mansoor Ali 
Minister-in-charge 

Finance, Trade & Commerce. 

Memo No. FM/76 (2/71 

Copy to : 1. Secretary, Finance. Trade & Commerce for information 

2. Secretary, Defense, for informing the Sector and Sub-Sector 

Commanders concerned. 

3. Secretary, General Administration Deptt. for informing Zonal Council. 

4. Secretary, Information & Broadcasting, for arranging to broadcast 

over Radio Bangladesh stating clearly that the decision has been taken 

by the Ministry of Finance, Trade & Commerce, Govt. of Bangladesh. 

Sd/-M. Mansoor Ali 

8.12.71 

Minister-in-Charge, 

Finance, Trade & Commerce, 

 

Memo No. 232 dt. 15/12/71 

Copy to the D. C. O. S. for favor of information and transmitting the same to the 

Sector Commander immediately for necessary action. 

Defense Secretary. 
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LET US BUILD GOLDEN BENGAL 

My dear countrymen and comrades, 

The Pakistani generals have plunged the sub-continent into a calamitous war. It 

was clear for months that they were seeking this evil consummation of their folly and 
crimes in Bangladesh. 

The aggression against India has taken place in the background of Pakistan's 

humiliating reverses at the hand of the Mukti Bahini and India's warm-hearted support 

to the people of Bangladesh in their just struggle. 

The peril from the common enemy has brought the people of Bangladesh and 

India closer than ever. Our forces are now fighting shoulder to shoulder with Indian 

forces; and their blood is mingling with ours on our soil. This seals the bond between 

two peoples who are destined for friendship. 

The people of India had always recognized us in their hearts and now their 

Government has accorded formal recognition to the People’s Republic of Bangladesh. 
It is a tribute to the martyrs in the cause of our freedom and a triumph for all classes 

of people in Bangladesh, their elected representatives, and the Mukti Bahini whose 
efforts, sacrifices and impregnable, unity have won them diplomatic recognition as an 

independent and sovereign nation. It is also a triumph for the people of India whose 
united wish was for Bangladesh to be recognized. This is indeed, a fine hour for both 

Bangladesh and India. 

This is but natural that India, the largest democracy in the world, should be the 

first to welcome us to the comity of independent nations. Her commitment to 
humanity and freedom, evident in her caring for ten million uprooted Bengalis and 

bearing the brunt of war to defend their democratic right, must be regarded as a 

marvel of our time. We rejoice at India's bold decision, and thank Prime Minister 

Indria Gandhi, the Government of India, the members of the Indian Parliament, and 

the people of India for their historic contribution to the consolidation of our statehood. 

The Bengali nation owes as infinite debt of gratitude to Sreemati Gandhi's sagacity 

and statesmanship. Following India, Bhutan has given us recognition, and we are also 

grateful to the King and people of that country. 

India's recognition of the People's Republic of Bangladesh is a big event. As far 

as our relations with India are concerned, their foundation will be friendship and 

mutual respect. The tie we have forged with the Indian people in adversity and war 

will endure in peace and will, I am confident, bring lasting benefits to our two nations. 
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The joy of the people of Bangladesh is, however, darkened by a cruel irony. 
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the father of the Bengali nation, is in the prison of the 

enemy at this hour, when Bangladesh, his dream, has come true on the international 
plane. The Bangabandhu, whether away from his people or among them, is always in 

their hearts. He is the symbol of the consciousness that has changed the past for us 

and is part of the mythology that will sustain this nation in the future. And yet his 

absence from us now is painful. 

The emergence of free Bangladesh should be welcome to all progressive nations. 

The new state represents peaceful coexistence, non-alignment in international politics 
and opposition to imperialism and colonialism in all forms and is committed to 

democracy and a secular and socialist way of life. I invite the nations to follow the 
example of India and Bhutan and accept the reality of seventy-five million people. 

The alternative to this is flying in the face of common sense. 

The West Pakistan Government is being engulfed by the evil it has brought 

into existence. The attempts of her partrons in the UN Security Council to save her 

from Nemesis has so far been unsuccessful. The American resolution calling for a 

cease-fire in the sub-continent without attending to the root cause of the conflict in 
Bangladesh is, in fact, a monument to America's blindness and perversity. China is 

also guilty of the same failure of judgment. The people of Bangladesh are grateful for 
the Soviet veto. 

We in Bangladesh must now complete the task assigned to us by history and 

drive the last nail into the coffin of a fascist state led by crazy militarists. The ring of 

death is fast closing round the enemy. He is in retreat everywhere and reeling under 

the blows of the Mukti Bahini and our ally. The hour has struck for the people of 

Bangladesh to rise against the invader to a man and give him the coup de grace he has 

earned. They must at the same time aid the liberators in every possible way, help 

maintain law and order, and co-operate with the administration of the Government of 
Bangladesh. Let it not be said of anyone in Bangladesh, whatever his station in life, 

that he failed when the call came. 

I call upon all enemy troops and razakars to lay down their arms and surrender. 

They can yet save themselves by heeding this call. I also call upon all citizens of 

Bangladesh to avoid the temptation to take the law into their own hands. We must 

remember that it is the prerogative of the State to punish offenders according to the 

due process of law. If a single citizen of Bangladesh is harmed or hurt because of his 

language or race it will be a betrayal of the ideals of the founder of the nation and the 

flag of free Bangladesh. 

Bangladesh will carry in her bosom the scars caused by the occupation army for a 

long time, but there is comfort and exultation in the thought that the end of the 

invader is come, that Bangladesh is going to be completely liberated, and that her 

homeless stricken children will soon return home from their sorrow and exile. 
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As we win the war, we must prepare to win the peace. The edifice of 'Golden 
Bengal' must be laid on the ruins left by a cruel war, and every one of her sons and 

daughters must take part in the exhilarating and humbling task of reconstruction and 
development. The revolution begun by the Bangabandhu will end only when his 

ideals of democracy, socialism and secularism are fully realized. 

JA1 BANGLA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An address to the nation by Mr. Tajudditt Ahmed, Prime Minister 

of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, broadcast on 

December8, 1971 

 

Printed & Published by the Ministry of Information, Govt. of the People s Republic of Bangladesh. 
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IMMEDIATE 

EXTRACTS FROM THE MINUTES AND DECISIONS 

OF THE CABINET MEETING HELD ON 

10.12.71 

o   o   o   o   o    o 

 

MISCELLANEOUS AGENDA NO. 2 

The Cabinet was pleased to decide that all accounts pertaining to Bangladesh 

Government funds now being maintained in various Banks, both in India and abroad, 

in the name of individual person/persons, shall be immediately converted into the 

name of the Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

 

Memo No ......... (12)/Cab. 

 

Sd/- ACTING PRESIDENT 

Dated ......... December, 1971. 

 

Copy forwarded to : 1) The Prime Minister 

 2)The Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

 3)The Minister for Finance. 

 4)The Minister for Home. 

 5)The Secretary, Foreign Affairs. 

 6)The Secretary, Defense. 

 7)The Secretary, Finance. 

 8)The Secretary, Home. 

 9)The Secretary, G. A. 

 10)The Secretary, Health. 

 11)The Secretary, Agriculture. 

 12)The Secretary, Information & Broadcasting. 

(H.T. Imam) 

Cabinet Secretary. 
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MOST IMMEDIATE 

GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF 

BANGLADESH CABINET SECRETARIAT 

 

Memo No. Cab/446             Date: December 11, 1971. 

To 

Mr. Anwarul Haque Khan, 
Secretary, 

Ministry of Information & Broadcasting, 

Government of the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh. 

The Cabinet in its meeting held on Friday, December 10, 1971 have taken the 

following decisions among others, which need to be immediately broadcast and given 
maximum publicity through all your media. 

"Government is aware that many Government Servants were serving under duress 

and guarantees that no one will be punished without fair trial in accordance with the 

Law. 

All Government Servants who left their posts during enemy occupation and 

remained inside Bangladesh should return to their posts as soon as the areas are 

liberated and establish contact with the local Administration. 

Those who were at their posts at the time of liberation should remain in their posts 
and establish similar contact with the Administration, until further orders. However, 

in cases where appointments are made under the orders of the Government of the 
People's Republic of Bangladesh, the present incumbents will revert as officers on 

Special Duty. 

Those Government Servants who left their posts and crossed into neighboring 

countries, unless otherwise assigned by the Government of the Peoples' Republic of 

Bangladesh, to any specific purposes, should also return to their posts held by them on 

or before March 25, 1971 with prior intimation to the Government and the nearest 

Bangladesh Administration. Present holders of such posts will become officers on 

Special Duty until further orders." 

The announcements may please be made today. 

(H. T. Imam) 
Cabinet Secretary. 

Govt. of the People's Republic 

of Bangladesh. 
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No. 446(5)/cab 

Copy forwarded to the : 1. Acting Secretary General, Govt. of the People's Republic 

                                           of Bangladesh. 

2. Chairman, Secretaries’ Committee on Civil 

Administration, 
Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

3. Director General of Police 

4. Finance Secretary 

5. Secretary, General Admn. Deptt. 
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE, 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH, 

MUJIBNAGAR. 

Memo No ..                             Dated.............. 

To 

The Secretary, 

Establishment Division, 

Govt. of the People's Republic 

of Bangladesh, Mujibnagar. 

Ref:-Your Memo No. GA/3165 (6) dt. 13.12: 1971. 

The list of Officers of this Department as desired in your Memo under reference is 
enclosed herewith. 

(A. KHALEQUE) 

DIRECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE, 

BANGLADESH. 

 

Memo No.. 

Dated 14. 12. 71 

 

Copy forwarded to: 

1) The Secretary, 
        Home Affairs, Govt. of Bangladesh. 

2) The Secretary, Finance Deptt. -do- 

3) The Secretary, Defense              -do- 

4)     P. S. to President                        -do- 

5) P. S: to Prime Minister              -do- 

6) P. S. to Home Minister              -do- 

 

Along with 

a list of police 
officers 

posted of the 

District. 

 

 

(A. KHALEQUE) 
DIRECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE, 

BANGLADESH 
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THE FOLLOWING POLICE OFFICERS HAVE BEEN POSTED AS 

SUPDT. OF POLICE ON A TEMPORARY BASIS IN THE DISTRICTS 

SHOWN AGAINST EACH: 

 

1) Mr. M. I. Talukdar (Addl. S. P) Chittagong 

2) Mr. Bimaleshwar Dewan ( S.P.) Chittagong Hill Tracts 

3) Mr. Tripura Kanti Chakma (D. S. P.) Noakhali 

4) Mr. A. H. Mazharul Hannan (Addl S. P.) Sylhet 

5) Mr. China Binode Das (D. S. P.) Comilla 

6) Mr. A. K. R. Q. A. Muttaleb (Addl. S. P.) Mymensingh 

7) Mr. Indrajit Ghose (D. S. P.) Tangail 

8) Mr. Sulamar Karmakar (D. S. P.) Faridpur 

9) Capt. Mahaboobuddin Ahmed (Addl S. P) Dacca 

10) Mr. M. A. Samad (D. S. P) Rajshahi 

11) Mr. Rafiqul Hossain (Addl. S. P.) Dinajpur 

12) Mr. Md. Afsar Uddin (D. S P.) Rangpur 

13) Mr. Siddique Hossain (D. S. P.) Bogra 

14) Mr. Majedur Rahman (D. S. P.) Pabna 

15) Mr. Pankaj Bhusan Mitra (Addl S. P.) Khulna 

16) Mr. Md. Abul Hashem Miah (D. S. P.) Jessore 

17) Mr. S. J. A. Noor Enayet (D. S: P.) Kushtia 

18) Mr. A. K. Chand Miah (D. S. P.) Bakergonj 

19) Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan (D. S. P.) Patuakhali 

20) Mr. Durgadas Lahiri (D. S. P.) Police Academy 

21) Mr. Tamizuddin Ahmed (D. S. P.) Saidpur Rly. District 

22) Mr. Md. Ibrahim (D. S. P) Chittagong Rly. District 

 

 

 

(A. KHALEQUE) 

Director General of Police, 
Bangladesh. 
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SECRET 

MOST IMMEDIATE 

EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES AND DECISIONS OF THE 

CABINET MEETING ON DECEMBER 13, 1971. 

O  o  o  o  o  o 

  

MISCELLANEOUS. 

A. The recent press reports regarding appointment and posting of officials under 
the Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh were brought to the notice of 

the Acting President and the Cabinet. After some discussion on the subject it was 

decided that a statement clarifying the policy of the Government in this regard should 

be issued by the Acting Secretary General, who would act as the Spokesman for the 

Government on the Administrative matters. It would be made very clear that the 

Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh would borrow the services of 

only experts and skilled personnel from outside as Advisers in such cases where they 

would not be available to the Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh 

immediately. To dispel misgivings it was further decided to announce all important 

Government postings clearly mentioning the names, former postings, and present 

assignment of the incumbents. 

B. Copies of all letters of appointment should also forwarded to all Zonal 

Councils. The Councils should also informed of all the transfer/ posting orders 

covering the employees working in respective Zones. 

C. The Cabinet also considered the question of issue of entry permits. It was 

decided that entry permits issued by the Government of India would be considered as 

a .............  clearance from that Government. On the basis of such clearance the 

Bangladesh High Commission would insue entry permits to intending visitors to 

Bangladesh. 

Sd/-ACTING PRESIDENT.. 

Dated : December 15, 1971. 

 

Memo No ...........(101/Cab). 
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SECRET 

MOST IMMEDIATE 

Enclosed please find extracts from the decisions of the Cabinet meeting held oil 
December 13, 1971 on the subject "Trial of collaborators" and "Screening of 

employees of Government, semi-Government and autonomous bodies". This is for 
favor of information and necessary action. 

 

(H. T. Imam) 

Cabinet Secretary. 

15.12.71, 

 
U.O.No.  (9)/Cab. Dated 15.12.71. 

1. Acting Secretary-General, 
2. Secretary, Foreign Affairs. 

3. Secretary, Defense. 
4. Secretary, G. A. 

5. Secretary, Home/D. G., Police. 
6. Secretary, Home Affairs. 

7. Secretary, Finance. 

8. Secretary, Information and Broadcasting. 

9. Secretary, Agriculture. 

 

EXTRACTS FROM THE MINUTES AND DECISIONS OF 

THE CABINET MEETING HELD ON 
DECEMBER 3, 1971 

O ................... o  o  o  o  o 

 

AGENDA NO. 2: Trial of Collaborators. 

The Cabinet considered the summary on the subject "Trial of collaborators" and 

after due deliberation decided as follows: 

a) An announcement should be made forthwith to the effect that a machinery of 

justice is being established for the trial of collaborators and that pending trial all 

alleged collaborators should be protected and that private retribution must be 

prevented. 

(b) The recommendations contained in the summary on the subject "Trial of 

Collaborators", submitted by the Secretaries’ Committee, were accepted as noted 
below: 
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(i) Tribunals will be formed for different categories of collaborators. 

(ii) An announcement should be made through radio and other media of 

communication that local authorities under the Government of the Peoples 

Republic of Bangladesh have been authorized to arrange immediate arrest 

and safe custody of collaborators pending trial. 

c) The subject "Trial of Collaborators" should be immediately examined in details 

by a Committee of jurists and legal experts, who will advise the Government, 

particularly on the following matters: 

(i) Whether new law should be drafted to give legal form to the recommendations 

made to the Cabinet by the Secretaries' Committee or this should be done 

within the framework of the existing law. If the law on the trial of 

collaborators is to be framed according to the existing law/laws, under the 

provisions of the Proclamation of Independence Order dated April 10, 1971 

and the laws Continuance Order dated April 10, 1971, how should it be fitted 

therein. 

(ii) Whether the offence of collaboration should be given precise definition or it 

is covered sufficiently by the existing law dealing with such crimes as 

waging war against the State, sedition, murder, loot arson etc. 

(iii) What should be the composition of the tribunals or Special Courts? 

(iv) What category of persons should be tried? 

(v) What other allied factors are to be considered and brought within the legal 

framework? 

(d) The Committee of Jurists and legal experts should be immediately constituted by 

the Ministry of Law and Parliamentary Affairs and further necessary action 

should be taken by that Ministry. If necessary, the Ministry of Law and 

Parliamentary Affairs may ask for the services of legal experts from the 
Government of India. 

 

AGENDA NO 3: - Screening of employees of the Government, 

Semi-Government and autonomous bodies. 

 

The Cabinet considered the summary on the subject "screening of employees of 
the Government, semi-Government, and autonomous bodies". The recommendations 

contained in the summary were accepted with certain amendments. The Cabinet 

decisions of the subjects, with amendments, are noted below: 

1. Screening Committees will be set up as follows: 

(i) Screening Committee A-for dialing with all persons drawing a salary of Rs. 

2000/- and above; 

(ii) Screening Committee B-for persons drawing a salary of more than Rs. 750/- 

but less than Rs. 2000/-; 
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(iii) Screening Committee C & D-for all class I officers other than those falling 
 within the jurisdiction of Committee A & B as well as persons drawing a 

 salary from Rs. 350/- to Rs. 750/-; 

(iv) Screening Committee E-for class II (Gazetted) Government servants not 

  covered by Screening Committee C & D; and, 

(v) Non-Gazetted Government servants and employees of semi-Government and 

autonomous bodies of equivalent rank will be screened by Screening 

Committees at the district level to be appointed by the Government. 

2. The Screening Committee will be competent to award anyone or more 

Punishments specified in Government Servants' Efficiency and Discipline Rules, 

1961. The seriousness of the offence will be determined by the facts of each case. 

3. Screening Committee A will consist of the following: 

(a) A person who is or has been a Judge of the High Court or Supreme Court as 
Chairman, 

(b) One Vice-Chancellor of University and 

(c) One elected public representative. 

Screening Committee B: 

(a) One Secretary of the Central Government or equivalent as Chairman, 

(b) One elected public representative and 

(c) One educationist of the rank of Professor/Head of Department of University. 

Screening Committee C & D: 

(a) One District Judge as Chairman. 

(b) One elected public representative and 

(c) One Reader of a University. 

Screening Committee E: 

(a) One Sub-Judge as Chairman. 

(b) One elected public representative and 

(c) One Principal of a College or a senior lecturer of University. 

4. The screening Committee will submit their report and findings to the President 

for his approval. 
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SECRET 

December 15,1971 

Relevant extracts from the decisions of the Cabinet meeting held on Friday, 

December 10, 1971 on the subject "Restoration of Civil Administration,, are circulated 

herewith for information and necessary action by all concerned. . 

(H. T. Imam) 
Cabinet Secretary. 

Memo No. 469(5)/Cab. dated 16.12.71. 

 

To: 1. Defense Secretary. 

2. Secretary for Foreign Affairs. 

3. Secretary for Health. 
4. Secretary, Agriculture. 

5. Secretary, Finance. 

SECRET 

 

DECISIONS OF THE CABINET MEETING HELD ON 

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 10, 71, ON THE SUBJECT 

"RESTORATION OF CIVIL ADMINISTRATION". 

O  o  o  o  o  o 

The maintenance of law and order and the provision of essential services is the 

foremost task to be taken in hand by the Bangladesh Government in the wake of 
liberation. To achieve this it is necessary to repair and restore the Civil Administration 

immediately. 

2. Taking all factors into account, it seems that there is no alternative to the 
retention of the existing personnel and administrative structure at the district level and 

below. Government will make categorical statement forthwith to the following effect: 

(a) A high power Administrative Reforms Commission will be set up within two 

months of the Govt.'s shifting its headquarters to Dacca to draft legislation to 

reform the services and administrative structure in accordance with the 

fundamental principles enunciated by the Govt. from time to time. 

(b) A high powered Screening Committee will be set up to punish or remove 

unpatriotic officials. This is in addition to the trial of those who have actively 

collaborated with the enemy, under the law for trial of collaborators. 
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 (c) Government is aware that many Government servants were serving under duress 
and guarantees that no one will be punished without fair trial in accordance with 

the law. 

(d) All Government Servants who left their posts during enemy occupation and 

remained inside Bangladesh should return to their posts as soon as the areas are 

liberated and establish contact with local Administration. Persons 

appointed/posted to these places after March 25, 1971, will revert as Officers on 
Special Duty. Those who were at their posts at the time of liberation should 

remain in their posts and establish similar contact with the local Administration 
until further orders. 

Notwithstanding the above, all postings and appointments made by the 

Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh will hold good and present 

incumbents of these posts will become Officers on Special Duty until further orders. 

(e) Those Government servants who left their posts and crossed into neighboring 

countries, unless otherwise assigned by the Government of the People's Republic 

of Bangladesh to any specific purposes, should also return to their posts held by 

them on or before March 25, 1971 with prior intimation to the Government and 

nearest Bangladesh Administration. Present holders of such posts will become 

Officers on Special Duty, until further orders. 

(f) The Offices of Zonal Administration will submit to the Government a list of 

Government Servants whether at present employed or not indicating the last 
posts held by them in Bangladesh. 

3. Out of the list of personnel furnished by Zonal Administration paragraph 2 (f) 

above or available in headquarters office. Thana Units will be formed ready for 

dispatch to places where vacuum may exist. The composition of the Unit will be as 

follows: 
 

     DESIGNATION FUNCTIONS. 
1. Thana Magistrate Law & Order and 

overall co-ordination 
2. CO (DEV)/Special 

Relief Officer 

Relief and treasury 

3. Thana Food Officer 
Supply of consumer items 

4. O.C Law and order 

5. Thana Overseer/ Asstt. 

Engineer 

Restoration of communication. 

6. Thana Agricultural 

Officer/TCO /TI 
Supply of Agricultural inputs 

7.  Thana Medical Officer Health. 

 

The Thana Magistrate will have the power to deploy personnel available within 

his jurisdiction, in any manner he chooses to meet emergency with regard to 
maintenance of 
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Law & Order, rehabilitation, supply of essential commodities and restoration and 
maintenance of services. He will be the financial controller at the thana level. As 

financial controller he will incur expenditure in respect of pay of officers and 
establishment and contingencies out of the imprest placed at his disposal. The CO 

(DEV) will act as special Relief Officer. 

The Secretary, General Administration will follow up implementation of the 

decisions by the Department concerned. 

4. Each Thana Unit constituted under para 3 shall be provided with one month's 

pay in advance before being dispatched to their places of duty. The Treasury Officer 

will be provided with an initial imprest of Rs. 10,000.00 (ten thousand). 

The Cabinet was also pleased to take the following decisions for restoration of 
Civil Administration in Bangladesh: 

(a) Deputy Commissioners and District Magistrate, the Superintendents of Police 

will be posted in all the 19 districts. Other officials will be posted whenever 

necessary. 

Regarding administration of the Municipal/Town Committees and villages, the 

following decisions were taken: 

(b) For the time being Administrators will be appointed by the Government to take 

over and start functioning the Municipal and Town Committees. The 
Administrators will continue to function till such time Committees are appointed. 

by the Government to run the administration of the Municipal towns. The 
Committee will be nominated in due course. 

(c) For the maintenance of Law and Orders and for provision of basic facilities at the 

village levels, Gram Panchayet will be responsible. They will be assisted by 

Gram Rakshmi Bahini. 

(d) The Cabinet was pleased to observe in this connection that people's 

representatives should be associated at all levels of administration, as far as 

possible. The public representative should be consulted particularly in such 

matters as relief and rehabilitation, reconstruction and Law & Order. It was 

decided that Acting Secretary General would submit a paper to the Cabinet on 

this subject. 

 

Sd/— 

ACTING PRESIDENT. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH. 

CIRCULAR. 

DECEMBER 15, 1971. 

All Secretaries to the Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh are 

requested to please send me the names and designations of officials who would be 

deputed by them for discussion with their counterparts under the Government of 

India. List of subjects, together with briefs to be discussed immediately, in order of 

priority, should also be communicated to me. 

 

(R. QUDDUS) 

Acting Secretary-General. 

Govt. of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh. 

15.12.71. 

 

 

No. 454 (9)/..............  

To: 1. Defense Secretary. 

2. Foreign Secretary. 

3. Finance Secretary, 

4. Secretary, Cabinet. 

5. Secretary, GA Department. 

6. Secretary, Home Affairs. 

7. Secretary, Health 

8. Secretary, Information & Broadcasting. 

9. Secretary, Agriculture. 

 

 

________________ 
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SECRET 

MOST IMMEDIATE 

 

CABINET MEETING 

NOTICE 

The following subjects will also be discussed in the Cabinet meeting to be held on 

Saturday, December 18, 1971, as desired by the Prime Minister: 

 

AGENDA: 

 

SUBJECT: 

 

SPONSOR: 

 

6 

7 

Absorption of the members of the 

Gana Bahini in the National Militia. 
Proposal for reassignment of public 

servants. 

 

PRIME MINISTER 

Secretary General 

Administration. 

 

 

(H. T. Imam) 

Cabinet Secretary. 

16. 12.71. 

 

No. 472 (3)/Cab. Dated December 16, 1971. 

To: 1. C-in-C (for Agenda No. 6 only). 

2. Defense Secretary (for Agenda No. 6 only) 

3. Secretary, General Administration, 

(for Agenda No. 7 only). 

 

 

_________________ 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

ESTABLISHMENT DIVISION. 

Memo No. Estbt. DvnV 3179 (19)  Dated December 16, 1971. 

From : M. Noorul Quader, 

Secretary, Establishment Division. 
To : The Deputy Commissioner, 

Subject: Immediate tasks for Deputy Commissioners. 

 

1. The Civilian Administrators posted by the Bangladesh Government will face a 

tremendous task on assumption of their post. The entire administrative as well as 

economic structure has been shattered during the war with the enemy and these will 
have to be restored before development activities can start. On the positive side, there 

is a tremendous upsurge of public enthusiasm which should be properly tapped and 
channeled towards speedy reconstruction. The administrators must keep this in view 

and enlist active co-operation and support of elected representatives, the freedom 
fighters, and all other sections of the people. 

2. Amongst other tasks, the following should be given top priority. 

 

A) RESTORATION OF LAW AND ORDER: 

During the course of liberation struggle, law and order machinery had broken 

down. The aim of the Govt. is to restore the Rule of Law as speedily as possible. For 
this, the magistracy and the police have to be put back in their proper position as the 

lawful authority for maintenance of law and order. The Deputy Commissioners must 

take the following immediate steps: 

(i) Post magistrates in each thana and also see that the S. P. takes steps to adequately 

man the police stations. 

(ii) Put an end to summary execution of collaborators and criminals. For this, full 

support of elected representatives, political workers, freedom-fighters and the 

people in general will have to be enlisted. It will also be necessary to arrest 

collaborators as speedily as possible. 

 

B) RE-FUNCTIONING OF GOVT. OFFICES. 

The Govt. has already made an announcement asking all employees to return to 

their posts. Except for those who openly collaborated with the enemy, Govt. servants 

will be allowed to continue in their job subject to subsequent screening. The measures 

to be taken in this regard are enumerated below: 
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 (i) Announcements will be made locally asking all employees of Govt., Semi-Govt., 
as well as private organizations to immediately return to their job. On return, they 

should intimate the fact of their re-joining to you. 

(ii)  Employees, who openly collaborated with the enemy, shall be taken into custody. 

For this, you should exercise your Judgment after consulting local people. 

(iii) Appointments and postings wherever made by the Bangladesh Govt. supersede 

orders made by the occupation Govt. Incumbents of posts which have been filled 

up by the Bangladesh Govt. shall continue to work. Persons appointed by the 

occupation Govt. against these posts will become Officers on Special Duty. 

(iv) Employees who had left their posts but did not get employment under the 

Bangladesh Govt. have been asked to resume their previous posts. Appointments 
made to these posts by the occupation army stand cancelled. Such employees 

shall remain Officers on Special Duty until further orders. 

(v) Where appointments have been made by the Bangladesh Govt. to posts whose 

incumbents had left their jobs and abstained from serving the occupation Govt., 

the officers appointed by the Bangladesh Govt. shall assume charge of the office 

while the earlier incumbent shall join as Officers on Special Duty. 

 

C) RESTORATION OF ECONOMIC LIFE. 

It is essential that normal economic activities are restored as speedily as possible. 

At the same time, a correct assessment of the assets and liabilities of Banks etc. and 

also of properties left by enemy nationals and collaborators would have to be made. It 

is immediately necessarily to ensure that these properties are not looted or destroyed. 

The following actions in this field are to be taken: 

(i) All treasuries and banks will cease to hold transactions with immediate effect 

pending issue of further instructions by the Govt. Cash, gold, other valuable articles 

etc. in the Treasuries and Banks should be verified, sealed and their safe custody 

ensured by posting of adequate guards in the premises. Verification Report should be 

sent to the Govt. without delay. 

(ii) Industrial establishments, factories, shops and other properties of the enemy 

nationals and absentee collaborators should also be sealed. Where conditions permit 
and the Dy. Commissioners so deem expedient, steps may be taken to run any of the 

above establishments by appointing suitable Administrators. In other cases, the 
employees should be asked to remain in readiness so that the establishments can be 

put to commission immediately on receipt of Govt. directives. 

(iii)People will be encouraged to re-open all other factories and shops as quickly 

as possible. Hospitals, dispensaries, Municipal services, etc. should also be resumed 
forthwith. 

(iv) Steps should be taken for providing irrigational facilities by use of Power 

Pumps, etc. 
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 (D) RESTORATION OF COMMUNICATION: 

Restoration of communication is a matter of Top-most Priority. Without this, all 

other activities of the Govt. will suffer. Please take the following actions: 

(i) All telephones and telegraph services should be revived. Messenger and courier 

system has also to be used systematically. You should, also try to take advantage 

of wireless sets of the armed forces whenever possible. 

(ii) Road and Rail Communication has to be restored. For this, officials of these 
departments should be contacted and whatever action is possible taken. Also 

inform Govt. of your requirements in this regard. 

(iii)Great emphasis should be laid on river communication. 

(E) RELIEF AND REHABILITATION: 

Systematic supply of relief and rehabilitation of refugees and other displaced 

persons will be paramount importance. Without this restoration of normalcy will be 

difficult, if not impossible. Actions to be taken in this regard are as follows: 

(i)Designate personnel at thana level to look after refugees and displaced persons. 

(ii) Check position of food grains in Govt. godowns. 

(iii)Appeal to people to maintain peace and order and to go back to their respective 

houses in an orderly manner. 

(iv)  Elaborate orders in this regard will be issued by Govt. soon. In the meantime, all 
possible assistance may be given as interim measures. 

 

(F) ESSENTIAL SUPPLIES: 

There is likely to be shortage of food, kerosene, salt, sugar, mustard oil and many 

other items of essential supplies. Govt. is looking after this problem in a broad based 

manner. For the interim period, take the following actions: 

(i) Make an assessment of the existing stock of these items and take measures for 

proper distribution. 

(ii) Take measures to prevent hoarding and black-marketing. 

(iii)Furnish your requirement to Govt. for the next three months. 

Lastly, I would again emphasize the need of working in full co-operation with 

elected representatives, political workers, freedom-fighters and the public in general. 
The task before you is of tremendous magnitude and a concerted effort of all sections 

of the public is necessary to accomplish it. 

A preliminary report covering all aspects should be sent to Govt. at the earliest. 

Detailed report should follow soon after. 

(M. NOORULQUADER) 
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Memo No. BD/3179(19)/1 (23)            Dated, December 16, 1971. 

 

Copy to: 

1. Chairman, Board of Trade, Commerce & Industries. 

2. Chairman, Planning Cell. 

3. Secretary, Defense. 

4. Director General of Police. 

5. Relief Commissioner. 

6. Chief Engineer. 

7. Special Officer-in-charge, P & T Deptt. 

8. P. S. to President. 

9. P. S. to Prime Minister. 

10. P. S. to Minister-in-Charge. 

11. A. D. C. to C-in-C. 

 

for information. 

 

(K. AHMED) 

Deputy Secretary, 
Establishment Division. 

 

 

 

 

_______________ 
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��!���� ���3 V�&  ��J 9�� ��U��� ������ 4K�� ����W���  ���  �� ��!��X�� 4Y�������  
 ��J 4 �� 1�3!� <���P। ����*����  ��X  ��� ��D��� 4����� '��� ��� ���X����� 4K�� 
 ���J,���� ����J, 4<� � 9B ���� ��U���Z V�&  ��। ��U�� 4< 4����� 1���( '������� 
[��� 5��। ��U��� 9B 5���! 4K����� 5��� 5\ �� ��� 4����� *��#8N �������� '������ 
5��1�&�,  ��� >���। ���]� 1���( ���X ��� ����#� <8 ��U��� V��� ��� 3� �� 5��1�&�� 
>N�। 4�� 4< ���� <���� <  �^�O� '�� ���<��� �����  4��� V�&  ��J। ��� 4<Z 
��� G��� ' � 9   �������� 5O 1� ��2 ��������  ��J। 4��, 4< 4��� 4����� 
�1��� '���  4����� ���_ �W���� 4��� ��̀  �� a�  ���2 ���3� 4b� 4�� ��� _��� 
�Bc। 
��� Z ���!�*d� �������� 4< 9  ��G� ��8। 4����  ’���� ���8B �&1<��"� �������� 
�� �� H� �� ����। '�� 4<Z ���� Z ��!� �e� 4R��� f���f�। �X _��J 9� ��� � '�B 
f���g '3� । ��B 9 <���� *��#8N�  �h� ��  ��� ��� 4�����B । ��  �� ��C ������ 
����i 9B �� ����।  

�� ���� ���� ����J 5�   �<। � j 4����� ��̀ ��]�� 4Y��  5��#  ���� '���� ������ 

k ��G����� ��3 �� ����B 4��� �W���� ���� 5��l�  ��� �f� ����। 9 ������! '������� 
 ��J 4��� 4��� ���\ Z ��m�� �<�� ����� 
��3! 9B '�d����n� f&�(�  �3��3 ��!��� Z 
��\*��� D�&  A 9�� ���� Z ��������� 9 �( ���< �%�� >�?��8 �������� 4��� �� ���� 
������  �!�o�� 1�� ��!�K  ���������  A। 4����� ��� 1������ ��@ *��� �� ’��� ��� 
4����� <�8 ��  ���J ��� <�8 4�� 9B ������ 4��� ��<�, 4��� �� ���� Z ���������� 
<��&� �f '3�  �8��� <���Pc। 4����� 4�� �( 1������ ��@ *�(� 4����� 
� ��� ���� '� 
���� Z ���M�p� ����� �����J ��� <�&8 4�� ���  �8��� <���P।  

4����� ���X��D���� 1�� ��3! ���� <�8 4�� '���*��� ���<���"  1<��", '����q Z 
58�8 '���� '����r, <�& Z �� ���� 1��Z �8��� :��  �� । �� ’��� ��� ���X������ 
��� '������ ����*���� ���X� <�8 '� V�&�� '�d�! Z M���l�8 ����i� 1��& �����J 4�� ��� 
<�8 '������� �f '3�  ��U��� 5�*��� :��  ��J। ����*���� ���X� <�8 4����� 
���X������ ����  ���U  �U� ������ 4����� ��������� '��� $��� �� 5��� ����i� ���� 
�C�J 4�� ��U���Z �8��� <���P।  
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�����# 4�� '�������  M��!���� ��� '3�  �f�  ��� <�8 Z 5*�p ��f8 '�dUJ��� 4����� 
��� '���� <�8 5���  �A�&  4Y�������  ��J  ��:�� :��  ��J। 4�� , ������ , ��r�, 
'�d� ��s� �� �� '�������  4Y�� 1�� '�� ���� :���� <�8 Z 9 �( ���� �������� ���< 
�%� 4Y�� �����8 Z ���!�  ���  ��� >��t 4��� <���P।  

 

                                                          <� �����  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

�&1<��"� ���������� 56��� ��@��� $���  <A� B����  ��!   +;B �)��-� 
<���� >�?�� 1�t '���� *�#&। 

�&1<��"� �������� �� ���� �38 Z 1��� �W�� 
 ��!  ���u� Z 1 ���� ���G �। 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH. 

Office of the Deputy Commissioner, 

Jessore. 

 

Memo No ........        Dated 17.12.71. 

From : Mr. Waliul Islam , 

Deputy Commissioner, Jessore. 

To : The Secretary, 

General Administration, 

Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, Mujibnagar. 

The undersigned has set up the Civil Administration up to the Thana level . The 

existing Sub-divisional Officers were asked to continue in their jobs as O. S D. 

Administration in the area. The Sub-divisional Officer, Narail was killed . The Second 

Officer was asked to act as O. S.D. Administration. Out of the 20 Thanas, in 18 the 

Police personnel’s have been posted. In 13 Thanas the Circle Officers (Dev) have 

already joined and by Monday the Circle Officers (Dev) will be posted in the other 

Thanas if incumbent in the post does not join by that date. The Circle Officer (Rev) 

will be asked to act as Circle Officer (Dev) in those thanas. A list of the officers who 

have submitted their joining report under the Government of Bangladesh is enclosed 

here with . 

At the Sub-divisional level it is requested that new Sub-divisional Officer be 

posted; for it is difficult on the part of the old Sub-divisional Officer to function 

smoothly for obvious reasons. 

 

Deputy Commissioner, Jessore. 

17.12.71. 
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������ ����!����    
 '������ ��D��� *�B������,  

��������� ������ ����� 4K���!&  ���J। ���C ��� ' ��( ����#� ���X��D�� 4< 
��W��8� '����& >�&�� ����J। 

�� �� ��� � ��U�(�  9  ����( ��I��� *����� $�8 ����� Z ���X������ 5�8f 
'�W�(8�w '<���� <��<N ��� 4������  ��J '1���)w B������ ��U� ���X ‘�’ 5y���  �����  
1���  '�W�(8�w '<���� ���<� ��U� 5��6 ��� G�� 6�, ���� Z 'd-�����, 4�� �����  Z 
'������  ��z-����� �� ������! 4K���!&   ���J। 

�U���� ���! ���������� <������&� '� M�
�k� ���� =A ����J�, 9���� ��� 5��� ��। 
��������� 4����� ��<���  ��!i ��&!h�� 1���2� ��। 9� 5a���� '����� 4� ' � <���� 

������ ��D�� �W� ���।
������ <8 9� ���8Z '��� �� 4� ' � <��� '���। 

4<� � ��<�, ���������� ���C ��� ' ��( ����#� ��<�, *���-�������� $���� ��<�, 
��8, 8�� Z �&��"� ��<�।  

4��� ��U�� 4< 
������ ����!��� '���� '�d*��8 ��*  ���J, 4��, {��|� [���, 
 ��:���t V�&  �� '�B ��� ���X��������� , ��U�� ��<����  >N��!  ���J � ��� <8।  

��� G��� �����  �l '����J� ��!� ��X ���� ���������� <�&�  ��  �� �����। 
��������� '���� ���#�  ��8�  ���J, � �̂  ���J, R���C� }������J, 4����� <���� ��� ~�� 
 ���J। 9B M����� 4������  �����8  ��� 9���� 4�� *���। 4� ��B ��� G�� ��� 
�� ��� 4�l�� ���� ��C *����� >��। ���������� ��A�� ����  ���� A��\���  �� *����� 
��^ ����। ��F� �&�^� *����� '���� ��� G�� 4l�& 1����  ���J। 4� ���! �&�^� 
���X������ ���3 �����*��� ��D��  �� ��U�� ��� ����� ���� ���� ������ '������  
4K���!�& ���8  ���J।  

��� G�� '�������� ����!� 9� ������� ��Q ��� ���� *����� ��z ������ ��!��8f 
'<���� ��� ��’� '��i 9�� ��I��� ������ 5�8f '�W�(8�w '<���� <��<N ��� 4������ 
���& �&� d���। 9B MB '������  ��J 9�� *����� 6�, 'd Z ����������  ��J 4��� 
�*��*���  ��:।  

4����� ��W��8 9B ������! *����� 1���"� {���� B�r�� ��O��  ��J ���������� 
4���������� �*��  ��:�� :��  ��J। ��� '�*��� ���3��� ���*Q '���� �� �� Z '����� 
 ��J 4����� 8�� �^� ��D���� �8��8� �����J 9�� '�*��� �f �f ��&�3!�� ����i D�& 
 ���J, B������ ��� <�� 'B। 4����� ��D���� W��  *����� <�����&�  '� ����� *�� �� 
 ���  
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����J, '� ��#��Z 4��� ����। ��U��� 9B  p 
� �� ��3!  ����J। ��&�3!��� 9� ��!���� ��^ 
1��8�  ��<� R�� �W�� 4���। 

4����� ��D���� 1�� ��̀ ����&! ��3! ���� <8 ���������� ���# '���*��� B>���� 
 ��J �*��*���  ��:। '���8�q 9�� 58 '��� '�� 4����� 8��8 ��D���  ��3!  ���J, ����� 
 ��JZ 4���  ��:।  

4��� 9 3�Z *���� '�, ���3��� ���*Q '���� <�&, �������, '���� Z '(���*��� 
�������� �� �&�" Z ������ ���� <8 4����� ��D���  �3�3!h�� ���� ��� 9B ��D�� �W� 
 ��� �����8  ���J। 

'������ *�B������'������ *�B������'������ *�B������'������ *�B������,,,,    

����������  �Xf�� ��� '�# ����J, � \ 4����� ��D�� '�# ���। 4����� ��� '�� 
�^�O� '�� ���<��� ���� 9�Z �e�  ������� । ��� G�� ��� ����  4�� 4��� <���P ��U�� 
'�# ������!� 5\�� =*����� ����� ��, �^�O��  ��X  A। 9B ���� '�� '��� ��W� ��� ! 
��� G�  5����  ��Z ��� �O����  �!�8 ��� 4�� ��  ��।  

�O��&�O��&�O��&�O��&,,,,    
���������� 
����� 9�� 9  �X�|� *�����, 9  ~��G���� ���8। <��&� 4�� Z 4 m� 

5����� 9B '���  ��  �� ��C '����� ����i 9� 4����� ����। '���� �� ���!%��  ��< 
4��� *����� ��������� Z �����8  ���  ��। =�� ����!��& �-�� ���< �%�� ����i 4��� 
����J। ��D����  ��� ��D <���� '� � 8 Z 4K�8���� ����� 4��� �����J, '�B � 8 Z 
�8���� ���*�� 5(�( ����� ���। ���B �&���" , ��!����f, ���<���"  ���������� �*�t ��̀  
���। '�B �� 4��� ��3 4< 4��� ����  ����। 

  
                                                          <� �����     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
<���� >�?�� +0B �)��-� +/0+ ������ 1�t �&1<��"� �������� �� ���� 1���"� 

<�� ��<>?� 4����� '���� *�#&। 
 

�&1<��"� �������� �� ���� �38 Z 1��� �W�� 
 ��!  ���u� Z 1 ���� ���G �। 
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����!� ���������� ����� ��!��&  ��  ��� �������!� ���������� ����� ��!��&  ��  ��� �������!� ���������� ����� ��!��&  ��  ��� �������!� ���������� ����� ��!��&  ��  ��� ���, , , , W��W��W��W��    
'�b�� ��Q����� 'f��  ����l� ���� �8��� ����J।'�b�� ��Q����� 'f��  ����l� ���� �8��� ����J।'�b�� ��Q����� 'f��  ����l� ���� �8��� ����J।'�b�� ��Q����� 'f��  ����l� ���� �8��� ����J।    
����������  ����!�� ����������  ����!�� ����������  ����!�� ����������  ����!�� L; L; L; L; ���! ��� ���! ��� ���! ��� ���! ��� +; +; +; +; �)��-��)��-��)��-��)��-�, , , , +/0++/0++/0++/0+।।।।    
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

FOR BANGLADESH CITIZENS AND FRIENDS ABROAD 

 

MUJIBNAGAR. 

BANGLADESH. 

Gentlemen, 

Bangladesh is at war. Since March 25th, 1971 our Liberation forces have been 

fighting an aggression by West Pakistani troops and resisting a very well trained and 
mechanized army. Their attempt is clear. They would like to continue with their 

colonial policy towards Bangladesh. In their last desperate attempt to deprive us from 
our right to live, they have adopted a policy of destruction, annihilation, and attrition. 

West Pakistani troops have burned down hundreds of villages, killed millions of 
people, and destroyed all our major industrial projects and vital installations. They 

have bombed and strafed indiscriminately. They have killed our mothers, raped our 

sisters, and driven out thousands of helpless people outside the country. Wherever 

they go, they kill young boys and children, loot houses, banks, jeweler shops, steal 

food grains and cattle and finally desert the places, leaving no human being alive. 

The heroic people of Bangladesh have, however, accepted this challenge of war. 

The people all over Bangladesh have joined the Liberation Army within 24 hours 

after they heard of the massacre at Dacca on 25th night. 

There is no instance of this kind of genocide ever committed in human history. 

The detail of the atrocities need not be noted here as we are certain that you have been 
receiving the same through world press and radios and particularly through Indian 

Newspapers. 

We all have to take part in this War. Every Bengali whether in England or 

America or Japan or even in Iceland, is a part of our Liberation force. And we expect 
that each one of us shall fight this War through the means available to him, wherever 

he is residing. World opinion is vitally important today for the survival of the most 
helpless and poor 78 million people. This war is as important outside Bangladesh as it 

is inside. 

Gentlemen, while the brave sons of our soil are now engaged in the marshy battle 

fields of Bangladesh to defend their soil from the enemy aggression, our citizens 

abroad can contribute equally by organizing themselves into liberation front’s, 

mobilizing  public and world opinion, holding seminars and meetings, collecting 

funds sending reliefs and essential supplies. 
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WHAT SHOULD BE DONE? 

1. Form organizations in the nature of Liberation Front and if there is more than 

one such organization in one country, establish-contact with each other and form a 

co-ordinate federation type organization so that all correspondence and 

communications may be made through one particular body. Unless otherwise 

impracticable, follow the system mentioned above. 

2. A bank account must be opened properly in the name and style of Bangladesh 

and should be operated by at least two persons. You should have a cable code for 

communication proposes and a permanent address to be mentioned in every 

correspondence. 

3. The people of Bangladesh expect you to continue your struggle and lobby the 
world public opinion, particularly with the American and Canadian Press, radio 

and television. Your organization may sponsor a solidarity committee consisting of 
public representatives, journalists, lawyers, teachers and other important personalities 

and representatives from other national and international bodies, from different shades 

of opinion who would lead the movement on your behalf. You are to continue to get 

in touch with all the countries of the world including the members of the United 

Nations. 

4. You ought to maintain day to day contacts with the USSR Embassy, the Indian 
High Commission and countries who are supporting our cause and also to follow 

up the developments. 

5. Through your lobby you ought to follow up the notes of different countries in 

respect of Bangladesh. 

6. Put pressure upon the Diplomats from Bangladesh to dissociate from Pakistan 

and wherever possible make them establishes the Bangladesh Mission. 

7. You must move a petition in the International Court of Justice for taking 

effective measures to stop genocide and to set up a trail for punishing Yahiya 
Khan and his gangsters for committing crimes against humanity. You may also 

approach the International Commission of Jurists and follow up their condemnation 
already flashed through world press. 

8. Please make maximum utilization of the UN Human Rights Charter and 

relevant forums for such purposes. Take advantage of Genocide Charter. Engage able, 

inspired and well reputed international jurists. 

9. An UN observation team ought to come immediately for an on the-spot 

inspection of the actual position. 

10. Diseases and famine is imminent. As most of the food storages have either 

been looted or bombed by the military junta, a great scarcity of food-grain is 
prevailing. Millions of people are already at starvation stage. Please contact 

International Red Cross and all other humanitarian organizations to send relief 
materials immediately. 

11. All your lobbing must be handled by mature political hands with utmost 

sophistication and care. Remember that one faulty step may disrupt what we have 
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already achieved in the international world. At the appropriate time, our emissary 
will be sent and he would get in touch with you for necessary liaison. Our cardinal 

principle is 'friendship to all and malice to none'. Solidarity and friendship with 
freedom-loving people all over the world. We seek for peaceful co-existence and 

strive for world peace. 

12. Since you are already aware about the atrocities reported through the Indian 

Press, we need not make this heavier by adding more to what you have already 
learnt. Read the Indian Press for getting the details. Foreign Press may be told 

that since Pakistan Army bundled out all foreign journalists, the only source 
remains open is by way of crossing the border from Indian Territory. The news 

thus collected should be given due credence and importance and we invite the 
British Press to come and see the situation for themselves, as to the effectiveness 

and stability of the Government of Bangladesh, and particularly the unparallel 
morale and determination with which our people have been fighting with the 

foreign army. 

13.  West Pakistani troops are only in occupation of the towns and cantonment 

areas. The whole of the rest of Bangladesh is under the effective control of 
Bangladesh Government. The innocent and helpless people in the villages are 

completely relying upon this Government for their food, shelter and security. This a 
colossal task and it needs cooperation from every individual of Bangladesh whether 

he is inside or outside the country. 

IMMEDIATE REQUIREMENTS: 

 

(a) Medium-wave Broadcasting Transmitter to cover at least 300 miles. 

(b) Sophisticated arms and ammunitions (for specification and channel of 

transportation contact the authorized representative, of Bangladesh Government in 
your country of residence. Do not plan till you are in contact with such a 

representative). 

(c) Walki-talkies and wireless transmitters for communication purposes. 

(d) Food grains. 

(e) Salt. 

(f) Matches and Kerosene. 

(g) Clothing's (both civil and military). 

(h) Medicines and medical units. 

(i) Petrol, diesel, and fuel oils. 

(j) Other essentials. 

(k) Cash money (not to be sent till clear instructions are given). 

(1) Tents and tarpaulins 

(m) Boots and other outfits. 

14. For correspondence and communication for the time being use the address of 

Bangladesh Mission, 9, Circus Avenue, Calcutta-17. 

Sd/-Rahmat Ali 

(For and on behalf of 
Bangladesh Government) 
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‘‘������ ��&�’’-9 �( ��W��( �������� �� ��, 1��� �7� ...............+/0+ 

������ ��&� 
������ ��!����, ����C�, ���X���� ��D��� *�B����- 

������ <��� 4< 9  ��� 5�����f�� �I���। �3� �3� ��F�� '���� '��2� '�#����� 
�� ������ <���� >�� ��� 4R�� '���J। ���� ��� ������ <����  ������ ���3��� ����� '3�  
>�%�� ���� ������� 5���� ���� 4� '���#� ��� ��� �। B������ ��� ��38� 1�� ����, ��B 
��� �����( �J� ���������  '��#&  ���J। 
�����->t� �� '3�  4����� >�� ����J ��� 
4� '��#�&� ��U�� �। +/,L ���� ����� *�#�� <8 4��� �X �����J, ��!��l�� ‘;L���, 
‘;;���, ’;/ ��� 9 '��� ‘‘��� ��X�’’ B����� ��� ����J।  � �� ��� ���� ,  � '�� ��� 
*�B� ,  � z� ��� 
����  �������J। ������ 4K� 4< ������ ��3-1�\�� R��� '�C��P।  

��B ������ ���C ��� ' ��( ���# 4< 9 ����। ���� ���� 5z ���� ����J। ���3��� ' � 
��XB ����� 4< ������ ����� ����� �। ������ 5��7 4K��  ���� ��7  ���B। �^�O� 
����J� ‘‘�X �� �����J-4��� �X '��, 9����  ��X  �� J�C��� B��Y��।’’ B�����  �Z 
��38� ��� ���� �। 4< <����� ������ ���# 1��:���।  �# , {�� , '���� ���# 4< 
1��:���-������  ��� Z '��#&��X �&1<����"  ‘‘��������’’ h�� 1��2�  ���B।  

�� !��&��� !��&��� !��&��� !��&�    
(9  '{&�� M��� ��� ���� �� ��� ������ ���3 '�����  ���J, �����  �J '3�  �����) 
(+) ������ ��� Z <�������� ��������  3��  &!���  ��� �। �� �����-���� 4����� �C 

�e।  
(L) 5������ �� 5������ '��� �  ��J '��� �38 1 ��  ��� �।  
(�) H� � '������ ������ 4Z���< ��]��  ��� �।  

���!����!����!����!�    
(+) ��F�� �=��� ���  ��� 4�� ��<��� ��]��R�� ��� ���  A।  
(L) ��F�� 9�� ���� u�8-���D� �8���� �<!  A।  
(�) 5��������� '�� �� ������� �O  A। 
(�) ������ ���3 ���� ��]��R�� ��  �� ����� �� ���� �*�X  A 9�� � (G ‘���X�����’ '  

1��  A।  
(�) �� ���  �!���� ���� 4�J ����  ��< '����� '3�  ���� 3� �।  

‘‘9����� ��D�� 4����� ���X� ��D��- 
9����� ��D�� 
������ ��D��’’ 

                                             -�^�O� '�� ���<��� ����। 
<� ����� 

 
 
 
 
 


��� �������� �� ���� ' ��� 1��� �7� '3�  ���u� Z 1 ���� 
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������� ��� ����� 

��D��� <��&� 1�� >��t 
4��� 

�������� �� ��, 1��� �7� ...........+/0+ 

 


��� ����������
��� ����������
��� ����������
��� ����������    

��D��� <��&� 1�� >��t 4�����D��� <��&� 1�� >��t 4�����D��� <��&� 1�� >��t 4�����D��� <��&� 1�� >��t 4���    

�^�O�� '���i 4��� 9  ����J। 9  4Z���< �����J ��� ' ��(  �� ��F�� '��#�&� 
5��� ��B '���� ������। ��� 5�&���"  '���� B������ ���� �����  ��l� #C�" 4����� 
5�� �� '���, ���8  ���J �C�B��� �3 '��J ���।  

�� ���  ��8�� 5���# 9B '�� ������� 5�8���� �������J ��\ ��� D���� ��� । 4���� 
��<��� ��<��� '������J ��3। 13� �� '3�  ���� '��J '��J ���f� ���#��� ��Fg  �� 
�����J ����। ���� 4< <���# '��� *��-����J ������ �������� ��। $�8����� 9�� ����� 
4Z��� 
�3!��-#� 6��� ����� 5�8������� ���!���# ����� '����J। '����J ��� J�  p  �� ����। 
���%R��( ��3� ���� ����J ������ �� �� 5�& ���#। 9�� �� 4��� 4��� 4K��। ��U�� 
'�U�� ��U�� ���B 4< ��3 ��3। ��U�� A� R�� ��� �� ��U��� R�� R�� ���� ��।  

4��� '����J ��r� ������ '�d� ��p��� ����� �����। '��#�&� ��A�� 9  ��� ��U�C���J� 
9�� ���B। ��F�� <^������ ��C�\ ��]��R�� ��� ����Z �^�O� 4����� �����  ���J�� ‘‘�e� 
����� 4����� ���8 ������� �� Z 1����� ��� �<��� �����।’’ ��� 1������ ����Z ��� 
<�����J�� ��������� ����� ��� � � �������  Z 1�����  ���8��R���� �1�& B�� �f� 
 ��� ����i 4�����B ��� ���। 

����  ���3��� ���� �� ����#�  ��J B������ ��l� 5�8���� 9�� ��� ��*N��� ��B 1 ���� 
��P ��B ������ 
����� ��D���� ��3!�  ����\  ��� ��� ������� ������ ���8��R���� >�� 
����# 4l�&�  1������  ��J <^���� । 9B ���� �� �f8-(+)
����� ��D���  ��*X  ��, 
(L) *������ 58�8 '���� �����& ���#�  ����\  �� Z (�)*��� Z ��F��^ �� ���  
9 � ��(� 5��  ���8��R�� ����i ������ ���!�G  ��। 9 <R8 �l�\ 4����� ��_��B ���। 

9�� 9� <��� ��B। 9� <���� $��� ��P '���� �f���। '���� J����, '<����� 9���� 4��। 
������ , ��r�, '�d�, ��p�-4����� 1�� 5�8���� ����J। 4�� ���B ���� ��� <��� ��B। 
‘‘��� ' ��( ����#�� ������ ����� ����� �’’ ����J�� �^�O� '�� ���<��� ����। ��U� '�B 5�� 
�� 8 ��8 ���B। �   �� ����� ����� ����� 5������ 9B '���� '��� , ��� ������� ���� 
$���  '���� (� ��� 'J����� '��� �����? 9 5�8���� *���� ' ? 4�� ���X�Wd�< '��� ��B, 
���X�Wd<�  �����8  ��, '�� �����  �� 9B ������ � j ��!�  �e���� ��^।   

����� 4��� �W�� ����� '�B ������ ������ । �������� �� �� 4����� 1����� ���P-
��
 ��� ��U�� ��3 ��U�C���J, 9B 5�6�� '��# '<��� '<��� <��<����, �*�(���( 4���� �F� 
�W�� ����। <�� '� �������J '� �W�� ���� ��� <��। R� ��� '��J ���  ��< ���� �C�� 
�����8  ��� �� R�। ���_ ��� �� ��� 'd� � 4��� '��  ��� ��X ��� ��� । '<�� �W�� ���� 
��� <��। ��U�� �W�� ����  ��C। '� ���  ��< �W�� ����।  
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�������� '����� ��� 3� �� �। ��� ��� ��� >Q�� ��� 5�8���।  ��& 4����� �� ��( 
��J bC ���, 4����� '������, 4����� ��  ��< ����  9� '3�  4���B ���  ��। 4���B 
���]� ������ ' �-'���  �� 4����� ��81���<�� �<��। ��� ��C����C ��B 4��� �W�� ����� 
4����� '����  ��������। 4��� <��� ��! �� ���&! ���!���# ������ �W�� ���� ��� �I�। 4< 
'� ��� ��������� 9��J �����, '�B ���� ��U�C�� �� ���� 4���� 9B '���� ������ J��। 
<^������  �N��� *���� �। �� ����� ��� ���G ��� ���, '� 9B <^������ ��^ ��� '�����। 
<� ������ 4��!, '�� ���<��� 4��! *��� ��P��, ���� ������� ��� �<��� ���� <^������ 
����  �<  ��� '�, '� ���� ��� ���G-1�&�q। 

 

                                        -�&���"  1<��"� �������� �� �� 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
<� ����� '1�, ���<��� 
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������� ��� ����� 

‘‘'����W ��� f�� 'B’’ �������� �� ��, 1��� �7� ............+/0+ 

�&1<����"  �������� �� �� 

'����W ��� f�� 'B 
f���� ���, >�t��� ���# ���� ���� ������ 9� ��  3����!� ��� 3��  �� �� �� ���# 

��� 4�� ������ <�������� G�� '�� 9���J। 

��� G��� L� �J��� B����� 9h� �� <�� ���p  ���J। ��F� ��� G���  ����� 
�3!���� 
'��2� ��<��� 
��3! 9�(� � ��� �C�� '����B 5�6� ��� Z�%। 8�� ���� ��3! ��� ��A�� 
��F� ������  '��2� Z ����� ��U������& �� ����� ��A��  �N�� �(��, #C��" '��� ���। 
��� G��� L� �J��� B����� #C��"� B�����, '��#& Z ��C�� B�����।  

����<��?d�� �(�  �(8 �� ��� ����<��?d��� ��� ���� <�����J� ‘‘���<�W�,<�N��%, 
��<�Y*, >����U��� �� �  4� <�D�  ��� � '����� '����?’’ �(8 ���� '� 4�T� 5���  
�। ������ �� ��]��R��  <� ����J 9�� ���� ���� ������ �������� Z ��^���� ���3 '����� 
 �� ����J। ������ 9B '����, ��]��R�� �&B  ����� 
�3!���� '��2�� ������ ��� '�� Z ���� 
��!��  �� ����J। 9��� ���-���* ���*���� >�� �*!�  �� ����� ������ 1*��� ��^���� 
��A��  �N�� �(�  ��, ��^������ >N���  ��। 

������ ���# ��B ����� �  4����� ���� <�����J, B���W� 4Z��< �����J,����- 
���\��, ��!���� ���3 ��U��� '����J ��B ��F� ��� G�� '��2� ����� “'���u���”, 
“���PQ������”, “*����� �����” ���  �N�� �(�  �� ������ ���, ��< ����#� �� R�&� Z 
����# ���p� '�p�  ���J।  

5���p� ��!� ������! '� '���� ������A# ���� 9, '  W<��� �  ������ 1G��  >��� 
 ��, '� '���� ���# ����� �1� '�� ���� '���� ���� '�����Z���!�, ��Z��� 4�M� ����� 
�� *����� '���i ��� G��� ��f ��T�� ��3! ���� ��� G� 1��2��  ����F�  ���J�, '� 
'���� ���# ����� 1��8 4�  ����� 4<� '����I� 4�� �<Q��, ���� ���� � 4�� ��, 
'�d���� ���� �����, '�d���� '����I� 4��, �� 4�M�  �B��� ���  'J�C �����J�, '� '���� 
���# Z ����� '�����r� '���1��  (�f  �� ����J। 5���p� ��!� ������! '� '���� 4���-���-
��&��, ��<��� 5(�( ��!-��]��� ������ ���< 4���� *��  �� �, ��!�� 5���� '�� �� '��� 
'��� ��� 3��  �,  ���  ���� >�^ ��8 Z >N ( �^�� =� ����,  8������� 4Y��� �� ��U�< 
'W�� �, ��!�� ���� '�� ���� �<R�����  ����  �� 1��� Z '�d����!8� ��&� 1���  ��, '� '���� 
���# ��F� ������ '��#& Z ����  'J�( *�B��� >N��� ��� ��  �� ��!���� 5���  ���� 
����� >�� 4Y������� '������ �#!�&� 1�3!� <���, '�B ���������� ����#� ��! ��]��� ��r� 
���p  ��� 5�1��� ���� ����J Z ��P।  

5���p� ��!� ������! ����  ����� 4<� '����I� 4�� �<Q���  ��� ��� N���, 5������ 
����8��&  ��� ���8  ���J�, ���� ���� � 4�� ���  ��8�  ���J�, ���� ��<��� 1*�i ��G��� 
��<����� #C��"� 4����  �� ��� G��� �������  ��#�X  �� �����J, ���� ���(��� '������ 
 ���J 4� ��� '��2�
��3! <1�������� ����� ���� ��<��B ��� G��� *��8 ������ ����J, 
���� 
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��� G�� �&��"� 5��� R�(�� $
��" Z �����  ��� ����  ���J, ����  ���� *���� �� 
'�������� ���� ���3 4U���  �� ' ��( ' ��( (� �� '���� '���� �����  ���J� , ���� B��, 
4W�� �����\ '���� ����� Z '���������� '������<�� ���� '����J, ���� B��-������ ���8�� 
B������ ���3 '��� ������ '����J, ���������� ���&8 '����r Z ������ �&1�������r�  
'���u��� ��� 5�*��X  ��J।  

 ����� 
�3!���� ��� Z ����� �������, ���� <���� 
��3!� ��B��, ��<��� 
��3!� >�� 
5��  bAi ���� 4��J, ���� ����� 
��3! ' ��( ' ��( '�� �  5*�X '���, 5(� '���, '� �� 
'���, �8� Z <������� ������� <���� ~�� ��� '��� #C�"  ���J 4 ����-� $�#��8� ���p 
 �� ����#� ��  ��#�X  �� �����J; ���� #C�"  ��, �����  ��X� 1���� 9�� ���!��� 
���8�� Z '��C����( ���� 5����& ������, '����� Z ��%���� ��  ��X  �� �����J 9�� ��� 
W�� ��!����- ����C� ������, '����� Z ��%�  4< ��F� ��������� ���3 9 �K  ��� ����J �, 
��� 5������! W� ������ ��� G� 4< �� �� ��� �����J, '�B  �(�l�, ����� 
�3!���� ��F� 
������ '��2� '�U�� 3� �� �����  ���� ������ ���#�  ���PQ������ ��� 1���  ��J। 

5���s� ��!� ������! ������ �������� >�� ��!��  ��� ����� �, ��8�  ��� ����� 
�,  5��������� <������ ��&! ����t� �������  ���� ��� , 5����  5���\ ���p  ��� ����� 
�-B������ 9B ��¡p ���!� ��R  �� ���� '¢W ��<� 1*�i, '��#& Z ���& 5f�£ ����� 
>�?��8 ���������� ��������� ���!���� ��8�  ��J, ����� �-���t ��(  ��J, ����� ��C� R� 
}����� ���P, ��r� '�d� ��p���� >�� ��� ��!�� ������ ����� �*(����( '3�  >�P�  ��J, 
����� *�C��(�� $�8 ��<��� ������ ��� ����  ��J 4� ������ ������ ������ >�^  �� ��-
����� ���� �� �� �����  5�8���� ������ '��# b��  �� ����J, �¡�� ��=- 8����, ����� 
��^ ��<��� �� M���� ' � �� ! 9��� ��C Z�%� ����� ��  ��J, ������ ��^����  'D7�� 
 �� ����� ���� ��! ��U�C b��  �� ����� �� �����B '�B ���! 'W�� ���P, ������ ������8 , 
������� , ��f , ��f���� Z ��a���� ���!���� ��  ���J Z  ��J, ���� ��� ��� ��� 3�� , 
' ��4-������� ����-������ ��� ���� �, ���� ��Q� ������  ������ '��� ����- ������ 1*�i 
 ������ �l��\ '��� >�%�J-����B B������ �<��� ���� ������� ��� ��  ����\  ��� 5���p� 
�����P। 

��F� ��� G�� �������& ��� B����� ��]��� �� ����� ���� ������ ��^����  ���!���� 
��8�  ��� ���� �।��^���� ���  b�� '��� �� ����8 '�� 4��, �� ��� ��� ���� �   ���� 
>¤���� �� �? �  5����  ���J� ������ ��� Z ��= �\���� ?'  4< ���� ��!���� ��� D�� 
'3�  D���\�� 1�& *�� J��( ����J? B������ �� '  ��!�� �����J�, '  ����J� ��!�� ��2� 
����f ����J�, 4< 4��� ' B �� 4Z���� ����  '�-4B�  ��, ��^���� >�� ������ 
������ *�C��(����� 5�� !�*��� '����� ���? 9� <��� '  '���? 

��! ��� ��@�� �O� ��, ��� ��>�� 4�� '  B������ ��������� >�� ��!�� �����P- 
����, ������ B�� , B�� ����, ������, 4������, ��>�����, ���¥�, ���� ��� G� 9  ��� 
���� � ' ? ��� G� '  4W���G��� ��A�� ���#�����  ��J? ��� G� B�� Z ������ 
���8�� '  B������Z ���3 '�������� �f�  �� ����J 4� ��B�� '����P ���� B���B��� 
�������-9 '����W �� <��� '��� ' ? �8���s�B�� ������ ���X�Wd< 4< <�!��� ��������� 
���� '  �� ��P? ��^��� �  9�� '���_ �? ��^��� �  9�B ��<���? ��^��� �� <��, �� '���_, 
' �� ����� 5��f�� 4�J । ��^��� 4< ���! ����। 
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4� 9B f������*� 
�3!�� ����� �����  �� ����� �¦�p� <�8 ��(� �����  �� ����J 
������ � J� ���8  ��]��R�� , ����� ��������� �����  ��W�8�  ���� 6��� ��W�8 ��� �� 
 ��, ������ �=��� ���3 ��� ������ ������ �&<��� ���� �� ���p  ���J । ��]��R�� ��� ' > 
 ��� ��]��  �� �-B����� ��� ��f�। ���<�W��  '���B '�Z�� ���। ��]��R��  ����� <�8 
'�� Z <���� ��^ ��]��R�� ��  ��, 
�3!����� �� ����B ����� ���  �� '��। ��B 
��]��R��� � <�-��� M’��  '3� B ���Q। ������ ���X ��� ���#, ������ ���( '3�  9�� 
��]��R��  '����W , ����J���� ����!  �� ���� ����� �। 9 5�*�� ���J। B�����8B 
���������� ���*Q 9�� � '3�   �� < ��]��R�� �  ������  �� '��� ����J। ��]��R�� �  
�����  ��<� <8 ��� ���8 ���� ���। ' � f�� 'B। ����� >N���  �� ���B-����� ������ 
1*���� '�p� '*�  �� ���X ��D��� ����( ��]��R��� � �����B। ��!����, ����C� ����#� ��§ 
}���� ��]��R�� ��� �-���t ��> ��>  �� }���। <���� 
��3! ��^��� ���  f��  ��� �, 
 ��� ���� �-����� ��� ���G '�Z�� ���।  

4<� � 9 ��D�� ���X� ��D��। ��^���� 9 ��D�� ��U��� ��D�� , ��8 Z 8���� ��D�� । 
���# ��<� ���< ��@ ���p  ��। ���@� <8 ����#� ���p �। ���#�  '��� ��@ ��� ���� �। 
��^��� ����� M’����� ��X 5�*:��� ��<��B ��<��� ���  ��� ���� <�����J;��U��� �� 
��U��� ���� <�����J। ��^��� ����� �\���� <�8 >���X ��f� ���*�, ��� N��� ���� <�����J ; 
5����-5(�� ��� '3�  ���X���*� ���� <�����J, �8� Z ¨����  �� '3�  �f�  ��� ���� 
<�����J, '� ���i� 5����  �!��6��� ���� <�����J। ����#� '�d��  5�� ��� ���\�� Z ���� 
���  ��� ���� <�����J। 58 ' � 5����  ���। ��^���� 5(�( �Ta, � 8 Z ��̀ �� ��� ���X 
4��; ��^��� ��F� ��� G�� 5�©������  �� '3�  ��X ���B।  

4Y����’�� 1����� �����J� ���8� <� Z ��38�� ���� 5��8����। ��^��� 9� ���&! 
��]���।   

 

                                                  <������  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

�&1<��"� �������� �� ���� 1��� �7� �B�� 1 ����। 

--------------- 
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�������� ��� ����� 

��X�y��� <������&� 
<8 �������� �� ���� 

���!����� 

�������� �� �� 1��� �7� ............+/0+ 

 
��X�y�� <������&� <8 �������� 

�� ���� ���!����� 
(+) ��X�y��� <�����&�  ��̀ *��� ��m�� �<�� ����� ���। 9 �8����� 4����� ��!���� 

<1����� Z �������� �� ���� 1����   �!������� ���� ��&! ���������  A।  

(L) ����� Z ���G� *�� ' � 5�6���B ��<� ���� '�� �। '���u������ ������� �8�6� 
�������� �� ��  ��J।  

(�) � 8��*��� 4K��]�� Z ������ ���� �����  A। 9�  58�  �����8  A।  

(�) 9� '���� ���!%�� ����i 4���, 4���-� ���। ���&!��8�� �< �<  ���! ��7 ��� 
��-'���� ��� ��C���� <8 ��!��X �����  A।  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

�������� �� ���� �38 1��� �W��  ��!  ���u�  Z 1 ����। 
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������� ��� ����� 

‘‘������ �&M���� 
������’’ 

�������� �� ��, 1��� �7� ..........+/0+ 

                                         ������ �&M���� ������  

��� ������������ *�B���� 1��� 

4����� ���X������ ��� ��l�� ������ B������ �� ���� ��!� '�������� ���� �C�B 
 ���� ������J। ����� �����& 5z-�z ������ 5�8����-5�����, ��z �-���-��=-��� ��8�, ��� 
�#!&, 5��� ��� Z R�� R�� 5���������� ��q����� ��^��� <���� B¡����̀  ����� f�Q  ���� 
���� �B। ��G '��� ����  ��  �� �� 4< ��!\ 5�W�-4���, ��G�R�( ����  ���� �f� �� 
�B, ��<�-=ª 4��� Z '����  ���U��� ���� ���&! �83! �Z��� ���� 53!«��  ��  ���� ���&! 
'�>���� �B�� ��C���J।  

���������� 5*8\�� ������ ����� ��<��� ����� ��U�<�� ��B���J �&M�� ������ ���, 
��,�),�� <���� B�8��� <��3!�� ��<«��  ��b��� ���8। 4���� 9B �� ��������  �T�� 
5��� B����� *��*��� <�� 4< ���� ��������� ������8 ���������� ���� <������&� >�� 
'� ���� )�� �� 4����J, ���]� B������ ����� ���� �B।  


��� ���������� <�����& ���X�Wd�<� ���3  �U��  �U� ����B�� �C�B  �����J। 
5�����  ��  'Wd<�  ������� M¬��! Z �����   ��! ���� ��,�),�� , ������ ��� Z <����� 
B���� B�8��� 1��2��� ����� Z bq��� ���������  �����J। �������� D��� D��� ��  'Wd<�  
�3 '���B�� �B�� 4��,���� <������&� (� �-����, �A-���� �� ������ ���8�Gc ��(��(  ��, 
R���C� *��^�� 4b ���B� '��, �������� >�� �����  5�8���� �����, ����#� �� ����� ���p 
 ���� ��<��� ��<��� '�� �  '���8��� ���8  ��। ���!���� ��� ��=-���-��� ����  ��8�  ����  
��-���� *���B�� '��।  

��B, ������ ���8 ����� �� �Wd�<� ���� 9B ��G ����� Z bq��� ������������� <�� 
�e। 9B �����-bq� '���u��� ��*�#&��� ���  ��� <8 4��� ���g�  �����J। 9��� 1���( 
M¬��! Z ������� �-�O 4��� ���&! 5��� 4�J। 9��� ���!�  �� 4����� 1�3��  Z 5��8 
 �!��8� ���8 �&8। B�����8 4��� 9B ��G '���u������ ���8 5� � B ���  �����J। �� �b�� 
����8� 5��f�� �� b����J। <���� ����, 9��� ~���� �� 4� ���� �।  

*�B��,  

������ ������ 1�� ���f�� M�!�� �&1������� 5�� �� ��̀   A। � (G ���X������ 
����� Z 
��� �������� �� ����  ��!����� ��^ R�2 '�������� Z �����&! ��������� �<�� 
������ ���। M�!�� ����� ���X ��D���  ��C�\ ��<��� ��f8 '�dUJ�B�� ��।  

4����� 
����� ��D�� 4< 1�� �� ��� ���N 51���� ����� ������J। ���� ���] ��� 
<��� ������ 4��� ��� >U��  ���� ��UC�B���J। ��X� ������ '���� 
����� 5<!  ���� ��। 
4��� �� �X �����J, 1���<� 4�Z ��� । 4����� ��D�� 8���� ��D��, 4<���� ��D��, 

������ ��D��। <� 4����� ����F�।  

�� ������, '� <��� �����# 1�& ����B�� ���� <��, '� <���� f� �B, f� �B।  

-<� �����- 

 

                        �������� ������ Z �38 �W�� �������, ����( �B�� 1 ���� Z 1�����  
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������� ��� ����� 

���������� 
������ ��f 
����� �������� 1�� 
��@ �7� 

�������� �� �� 
��@ ��*�� ............. +/0+ 

 

���������� ��� ����� *�B��,  

���C ��� ' ��( ��z ��^��� 4< ����� ��� B������  ���� ��z ������ ��A�� ��D��� 
_�U����  ��C�J। 4��� ���������� �\�, 4��� ��^���, 4��� ���������� ����� 4��� 
���X�����। ���������� 
����� �f�  ��� ����i 4�����। 

5���� 9�� ���� L,'� ���! '3�  ��  'Wd< ��������� '� ���: Z ��!��� �������J ��� 
<�� B������ �B। '���� ����� 4< 9  '1�����। '���� 9�  ���� ���\ ����<  ��J। 9B 
��8���:� 13� �� �� ����J� ������ ����� �����। ��<�����, ��D�� , ����, ��<����,  ���Y� Z 
58�8 '<�������� ����� ������  � *��� '������� b���� Z '����� 4R��� ��8�  �� ����J 
���  A& ���8 4��� ' ��� *���� ������ �। 

4���� 
��f '����J ��� ��8�, ����#!&, ��=-J��- �# -{��  ����<��� Z ��a� ��8�� 
��*N� ���8। �������J 4��� �1�<, 4K��-
<, '�����p <���� �� �y� Z �-�। ~���� 
'H> ��� �r� J�C�� 9� '�dU�J�J D���-D���\��। ��G�R��( ���( ���% ����*��� ��8�  �� ����J 
���� ������� ����� ������ , *����� '��� ����J ����� �������  M���� 5�� �����। 9B 
�&��8� Z ~���� ���� B������ '��� �। 

��B 4< ���������� 1���( ���# � �� 4Z��< �����J-
��� ���������� ���(�� ��  
'Wd<�  ��UC��� '��� �। ��F� ��  'Wd�<� ��!��# 1�&��( �������� '3�  �����C� � �Z�� ��!\ 
4��� ��D�� ������ ���। 

��� � 5z ��� ���������� ����� ����� '�����, (8�T Z '����� ���� '� ���i '������J �� 
 �Z '*��� ��� �। ���������� 
����� �f�� ��D��� ������� �8�� Z 5��� B������ '���� 
5f�� '��� 3� ��।  

���������� ������� ����� '*�^ '���� <8 �����  �!�����  '������� ���� '��� ���8 
 �� ����J 9 3� 'R�#�  ���-'� ���������� ����� ������ B������� <^� ��� ���  ��< 
'�����  ��। ���X�Wd�<� ���i��&! ��D��� 4R�� ���� <8 9B �� 1��p� । 9B 'R�#� �� )��  
���������� ����� ����� ��C� '��� �। �� ' d��� ����� ������  9 ���� ��Fg  �� 'W��B 
��  'Wd�<� >�?�8 9 3� 4����� *���� ���� �। 9 ��� '*�� '���-'  ��  'Wd< 4����� 
�� �!� ����� *�B����  5 ���� ����*��� ��8�  ��J-'  ���� ����������� ����� ��B ���C�� 
}����� ~��  ���J-'  ��<�� ��<�� ������  '��J�C�  ���J। <^� �� �� 5�z� ��X�� 
��X���� 9�� '�B ��X� ����( B������ �� �� 4������  ��Fg  ��� 1��p� �����P। 9B <^� 
�� ���� ���3 ���������  �� ���������� 1�� ��]��R�� �� J�C� 4� � J� �।  

4��� ���������� �\�-���������� 
����� �f�� ��D��� 4��� �� �8��  ���J। 4��� 
4����� ��!
 �8��  ���J। ���X���� �������� 1�& �����J। ���������� �e��� ���� �C�B  �� �� 
 �!���� ���� ����J। �����  ��J 4��� ���®&�। ������  ����� <��� {��। ����� 
��������!�   
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<��� ����*���-���� �e���� ���� f���f� ��� ����8� ���� �C�B  ��J। ����� <�� ��U����� 
<8 4��� �� � J�  ��� 1¯t�। ��!� ��  'Wd�<� 5����#  5�8������ ��� '3�  '���B ����� 
<8 5�  �����  �!���� ���������� 5*8\�� 4{� ����J। ������  4��� <���P ���� '� 
5����- ���X�Wd�<  '�����  ��।  

4��� �����-4��� 5z ���� <��। ���������� 9B ������! 4����� 5�  � J�  ��� 4�J। 
4��� �e ������ ���������� ���*�� ��� ��� �- �e�  ��J ��3� �  ���� �। ����� ���� 
���������  ��� 4���� 4��� ��C� '�� �। ���������� 
����� �f�� ��D��� 1�& '��। 4��� 
<�� ���� �e� ���� ��� ������ ����J-���������� ��D��� <�� ������  ' ��� f��  ��� 
�। ������� ���� ���� 5�W���  �<  ��J ����� 1��Z 4����� 9B 9 B 4���।  

������� *�B���� ���� �����\� Z���� ���� 4{� ����J ���� /� �� !�� 9�*�>, 
 �� ���� (�������� ���) 53�� �������� ���<���� ����� ��� �7��� ���� '�������� 6�� 
 ���। 

4��� 9 3�B �� ������ '�-4��� ���������� �\�-���������� 
����� �f�� ��D�� 
4����� ��U��� ��D��। 4��� �C�J ���8� <8-8���� <8। 9B ��D��� 4��� <�� ��B। 

 

-<� �����- 

-4�M� ����  
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������� ��� ����� 

'������� 1�� �������� �� ���� 
53! Z ���<8�"�� '���� *�#& 

�������� �� �� 1��� �7� ............ +/0+ 

�� ��3 
4��� �1� '������, 

4����� 
����� �f�� ��&<�� ��D�� ���� ���� 9���� 4< 9  ��C�\ ��!��� >��� 
����J। ���X����� 9B ��W��8� ����1�f�� �����<  9�� 53!«��  'f�� 4����� 1��8� � 
����i ��  �� ���_ ��� ���। ���t� <���� 
��3!� 1�� �*�� {������, 1��8 �( �� R(�� 1�� 
�<�� ���p, ���� ���� �� 9�� ���!���� ��I��� 1��p�� ���8�� 4��� ���������  9 �( ���� 
��������� ��@ ������ ��C ����� ����।  

�O��&,��A� 1�� �� 5�6�� ���8Z 4����� ���X��D��� '� ��W�8 5<!  ���J ���� 
��]���� ���V� � ��� �����। �^�O�� 5����" ���f� ������ ���X�������� 4K1�8� 9�� 
'�d�!����! '� B����� ���p ����J ���� ���� ���3��� ���X ��� ���#�  �� �� �� '1�&� '<�����। 
����� Z 8����� '���� >��� *����� ���������  �U��  �U� ������ ���� 9� � �� 9  �eR�U�( 
���  �� ����J।  

��� *��� �������� �� ���  
� ��� ���� 4����� ���X��D���  4��� M�!�� 9�� ���]� 
������ 4����� �I� >t���t� ����  ���J। *����� 9B ��������� 9�� �O����* �8������ 4��� 
��� 9��  ��:। 4����� 4� 9  1������ ��@ *�(�Z 4����� �������� �� ���  
� ��� 
�����J। �����  ��JZ 4���  ��:। �������� 4< ���] 9 �( 1���2� ��@-
��� ���!�*d� 
���������� 5�Gi 4< 9 �( ��G� ��8।  

��D ��X�y�� �������� �� ���� 1����  �8�6� ����  �� ��P। '���� 4B ��m�� 
����6�� ��\�#<  <<���� 
�����  53!«��   �!�N���� �W�� 4��J �� �����।  

��� �O�&, 9 3� ���8 '� ��!� ������ ����� ���������� 53!���� ��!�K  f�� ���� 
9�Z 41�& '�p�  �� ���P। ������ 13� G�� ���� ���������� 5�  ��a- ����� }����� 
�����J � ���  � °�  �� ��F� ��� G�� �����  ���J। ��� �� '3�  ����� �� ���, D���� 
�� D�� }����� ����, '���-��� �A-��J�� ��(���<  ��, ������  ��<��� ��C�R� '3�  ���C�� 
���� �f �f ������� <��� ')�  9��J 9  ��� 53!«��  ����!�। 'f��-������ ��#�X ±#� 
�J�(�� 4����� W��  ���J ��p। ��<� �� 9�� '���-)� ����� '����� ����, '���1��  
���� ��� ��C� <�����  ���� ���� 4����� ����< ��  ��� '����J� 53!«��  ����m��� 
��<।  

����� 4����� ���f� 9��  �!f� �8�X��� ��8�  �� ����  ����   ���J  ���!�G-
4����� 53!«��  >Q��� �3�   ���J MG�।  

4< �� ���X����� Z ��������� ���� ��� '��� ������ ���P, ��Z ���� �����P 9B 
5��� ~���:।   
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9B ���!�G 53!���� ���!%�� ����( ����i 4����� >�� 8G ����J। 9 �( �<�� 
��� 
���@� ����  ������ '� ����i ��2�h�� 4����� ���  ���B ���। ���!�� Z 53!«��  
���!%�  1�� ����i ������ ��� ���B ���� ��P 4����� 53!«��  ��� a�� ��C�। 1��8  
��¯t��8� '��  ���� ��I�� �W�� 4��� ���� 9�� ��� ���� �� ���t �W�� ��� ��� <8 
�������� �� �� ��²B �3��3 �8�6� D�&  ���। '� ��G M��� ��� 5�8� ��C�R� <����� 
 ���J �����  �%�� ���G '���B ���। ' >B ����� �f�  ��� ����� �।  

�����  ���& 5�  ���� �  ����� 56��� ���t 5��f� 5�6�� '��� ������ '��� ����J। 
9B�� ���t ��� ' > ��<� 
��3! '����  ��� '�p�  �� ��� ��� Z  �%�� ���G '*��  ��� 
���। ��� ' > ���*��� ��]��  �� '� ' � ���t ��-Z����� 5�6�� ��C 4�J 9�� p ��� 
����� 4�� � ����J ��� ��� '� � (��!� 3�� '�©� �� �����©� 53�� �������� �� ��  ��!  
f��� 1��t �8�X ��  �!�����  ��J �� <�� '���� �8�6�  ��। 1 �� ���� �  9b��� �W���� 
'���� �8�6� �3�����  �� ���।  


��� ���������� 53!����  �%���� ��� ���<���" । 9  �%����� �*�t�� 4��� ��C ���� 
9� 9  ����-���� '�� '���� ���# ���#�  '��#&  ��� �। '���� {��  ���� ��� {��� 8��8 
���8,  �#  ���� ��� W���� 8��8 5�� ��। 538«��  $�#��8� 1���� A�  ��� � ����#� �f�� 
9�� 1��*� �� ���� �3। ���������� ���X��D��� '�� 1���( �������� �� ����J, ���������� 
53!«��  ���!%��  ��< '���*��� 1��8 �( �f� ���� �  5�� ��� ���, '��� ������ 
53!«��  >Q��� W���Z 3� �� ���  5�� ��।  9  '{&��  '��#&  �� 4��  '{&� 'WU�� >%�� 
9� 53!«��  5���� ���������� ���(�� ����G  �� ��� �।  

�O��, �� ����� <���B 9 �( <���� ����B�� �C ���। ���������� �� 9 �( ���u 
���8-��~G '���� ��f 9 >�X 4��� '��� ��8। ���!�� Z ���!%�� '� ����(  �< =A ����J �� 
��2�*��� ��Q  ��� 4����� 1��� �8�� ����f� ��8  ��� ���। ���!%�� 9B ��!��� ��I��� 
{�B �¯t�� ��U�< ������  �<  ���। ����#  �� '�������� �8�6�� >Q�� ����� ���8�� <���� 
53!���� �*�t1G� 6��� ��I��� {� 9 �( bAi��&! *��� � D�&  ��� ����। ���������� 
1�8 �( ���# '���*��� 9��� ���X����� ������  �<  �� 4��J �%  '���*��� 4< 1��8 �( 
��������  ��� ��� 9 -9 <  �!% ���!% । �� 9�� ��2� ���!%�� ���!��! ��&! ��� Z ��m��। 

��B ��X�y�� 4B-��m�� �<�� '��� 
�*���  538«��   �!�N���� ������ �� 9�� 
53!«��  ���!%��  ��< �����<�  �!������� ��!���*��� �����8  A।  �!�������  ��J 4��� 
5�����, <��� �%�� 9B bAi��&! ������! ������ M��- p ��8  �� 4����� ��G ��� Z ��X 
<��&� '���� �����<�  A। �� �����, ���������� ���# ��R! 4(��� ��� ����� $�8��� 
���� ��� 5�8����-���C ��8  ��  4��J।  �f �f  �JQ��� ���#�  ��<� R���C� 'J�C D���-
D���\�� ������ '�C��� ����J� ���u �<��  p  ��� ����J। 1�� 9  ' ��( ���#�  $���  
��¯t�*(� �8��  �� �O���@ *���� 4{� ��� ����J। 9��� 5*��-M��-M�!��� 5\ 'B। 
4������  ��� ����*��� 9�� ������ �� ��� 9�� '�� ��� ���!���� ����i ���  ��� 
���।  

������  �#  {��  ����  ��JB 4��� 4��� ���� '� �� ��C����C ��� �< �<  ��< 
'��� ���� <���� ��� 9�� >N��� ���C�� '����। ���-���� ���  ��J 4�� 5�����, �� 
������ ���  � ����� ����  A, ���� {�� �� 4�  ��< '��� ���� ���� 9�� <���� ��� 
���� ��� ����।  
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�O��&, <���� 9B bAi��&! ������! 4�� ���X��D��� ���� 9�� 4�� *�B��� V�&  ��J। 
��<� ��� � ��X ���� 
����� �f�  ��� 9���� '��� '�B�� ��<�� ��<�� �A& ���X�������� 
<�8 <��� ���!�। ��� *����� ������ '����� {���� ��O�� '���i ���������� >��� '��� ��� 
*����� $��  ���������� 
������ <8 1�& �����J ��U��� 4�� �*�� {��� ���� V�  ��J। 

�� 5������� ���8Z *����� <�& Z �� �� 4����� �f �f �JQ��� ���#�  ����� 
���(�� 4{� ���� 9�� ���!���� ��!� ��  �� ���� ��� �����  ��� � ����Z �������� �� ���  

� ��� ���� ���C ��� ' ��( ����#� ��U��� 5�� ���  ��3! *��� 1���2�  ���J। ���������� 
���C ��� ' ��( ���#�  ��  � ������ 4��Z *����  4� 9 ��� �8��� <���P। 9B 
� ���� 
W�� �������� Z *����� 53!«��  ���������� 'f�� 9  �� 5�8���� ���� ���। ���� ��� 
������ ���¡��  ���������� �*�t��  �<  �� M�( '�� 9���� ���� ���\ 9�� ������ ��3।     

4����� ���X ��D���  $��  ��3! ������ 9�� <�����R ���������� ����#� ����  
5�� ���� '�d��  1³�(�  5�8\ ��̀ ��� ���3 9�� ������*��� ���� ��� '���*��� ������ 4� 
9 ��� 1��&  ���J '� ���]� ��!���� ����#� ���X ��D��� ����� ��� ��3! �J� 9�� 3� ��।  

���]� 4��� '� � � �O���@ ���*Q *��� 4����� ���X ��D����  �����8  ���J ������  
4�� �8��� <���P। ���3 ���3 4�� ���]� � � ��@�  5�����  ��J �������� 9 �( ��G� ��8। 
9 ��8�  '�� ��� �������� �� ���  
� ��� ���� 9���� 4��। ��F� ��� G��� <���-����, 
���� ���������� �f �f ���#�  ��8�  ���J, ������  �����8 ��� ���� 3� �।  

�O��&, �� ����� �J� ��� 58�� 4� 5�8������ ��A�? 1����� <���� ���� ������� =�� 
�X ���� 9���J। � j 4< ���� �X ��� �����J। <��( ��U�� �X '� 9  9�( ����(। 5�8����� 
'*�� ��Z�� ��Cb��� '� ������� '���(। 'l��� 4�l��� 'W�( ��C�J 9����� ��y� ���´� 
���#b���। ���������  �U��  �U� ������ ���� J��( ����J ������ 9  1�\ '3�  58 1��\। 4R�� 
���J �e� 1���( R�U�( >�R�U�(��। 9 4R�� '���  ��� ���� 9� ' � ��X ���3���� 'B।  

�e ��B ��������। ��� ���<� ����� ����Q। ��R! ����� �J��� 5������ 5���� 
��� 
������ 4 ��� '��� ����J ��1*���� � 4*��।  
 

<� ����� 

 

 

 

 

 

 

�&1<��"� �������� �� ���� 53!Z ���&<8�"� <�� 9�, ���� 4��  ��!  1�t '���� *�#&। 

�&1<��"� �������� �� ���� �38 Z 1��� �W�� 

 ��!  ���u� Z 1 ����। 

----------------- 
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I. GENERAL PROGRAMME OF RECRUITMENT AND TRAINING. 

L. Tentative Schedule: 

1
st
-2

nd
 day : Arrival of Trainees; Registration; Sub-division into Groups and 

Teams. 

3
rd

-16
th

  : Training with Motivational emphasis to all trainees. 

17
th

-18
th
 : Recruitment to Armed Forces as needed. Base Worker Oath (See 

  Anne xed) to Volunteers; Re-grouping. 

19
th

-32
nd

  : Training with Methodical emphasis to Base-work 
  volunteers. 

30rd-34th  : Briefing by locality leaders; Base-work Assignment option; Group 

  Leader Registration. 

35th   : Pass-out. 
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2. The Scheme calls for a fresh bitch of trainees every 15 days. Motivational 
training is to be given to all. Armed Forces Recruitment is then to take place as 

needed. From among those who may decline, or are not otherwise recruited, to join 
Armed Forces, the volunteers for Base-work are then to be given another 2 weeks of 

Methodical training. The two parts of the syllabus (see Para 68-72) are thus to be 

given simultaneously to the respectively succeeding Groups in each Camp. 

3. However, the volume and timing of Armed Forces Recruitment being flexible 
the schedule may have to be changed even without notice. The Training Staff in each 

camp have therefore to cover as much of the Syllabus as fast as possible. The 
minimum essential coverage as in Para 71-72 has to be kept in view. 

 

11. OUTLINE OF THE COURSE SYLLABUS 

-Abu Yousuf. 

A. THE NEED AND TIIE OBJECTIVE 

(Guerilla War: A Total War) 

4. WHO will fight our war of independence and HOW? 

It must be clear that the foreign powers will not fight for our independence. 
Whatever they may or may not do, whatever help they may or may not give we shall 

win or lose our independence exactly in proportion to our self-reliant efforts. We 
alone shall have to fight. 

5. But who among us will fight and how? The foremost need is. of course, to 

train and arm as soon, and as many, of our young men as we possibly can to destroy 

the heinous enemy particularly with the tactics of Guerilla Fighters (Mukli Fouz). 

6. But if destruction is the only training we give our armed fighters what will 

they do in their operational bases in between, or after, destroying the enemy? Unless 

we also train them in some constructive work, shall we not be turning out potential 

parasites, or even bandits, who will incur the hostility of the people, lose their "Safe 

Base" and thereby render themselves unfit for Guerilla warfare? Grounding in 

constructive base-work is therefore as essential as destructive training for our armed 

fighters. 

7. But what about the other young men who remain beyond our capacity to arm? 
Shall we let their militant enthusiasm to turn into frustration and possibly even 

antagonism to our cause? Should we not enlist them also as active participants in our 
war effort by training them as Base-Worker, to operate as vanguard and rearguard to 

our armed forces for preparing and maintaining Safe Bases? 

8.  But what about the rest of the people of Bangladesh? Is there no active role for 

them in our war efforts? Are they to keep on helplessly depending on our armed 
fighters and to serve only passively as their safe bases? But even in that role, how are 

the villagers to maintain the safe bases? Militant words……or from the Base-Worker, 
will not do. Because, the inhuman enemy is not stopping even at unlimited brutalities 

of murder, arson, loot and rape. With cold calculation he is now inducing a twin 
menace of 
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lawlessness and famine as a socio-economic device to break the people's last 
resistance to enslavement. 

9. A village can act as a safe base only if it can sustain itself at least in food and 

social order, the irreducible minimum of social life, without begging for the enemy's 

mercy, relief or protection. Our Villagers could conceivably do so only by 

maximizing and organizing their "labor, cooperation, and discipline within their 

village Panchayet with an indomitable will for self-sustenance and security at 
whatever may be the attainable standard, without depending either on the enemy's 

bureaucracy for law and order or his money mechanism for the means of living. 

10. And once the villagers begin to protect themselves from the indirect weapons 

of the enemy behind the shield of such an indomitable self-sustenance, they cannot 

only maintain the Safe Bases in the areas outside enemy occupation but also be the 

most effective fighters in an economic war, as our deadliest weapon against the 

enemy. 

11. The activation of such indomitably self-reliant village bases ("Fortress in each 

village"-S/?«'M Mujib) to ensure active participation of all our human resources in a 

Total-War against the enemy, is therefore needed as our basic war effort now. 

12. That the "Swadhin Bangla Betar " has to constantly improve and intensify its 

efforts in that direction goes without saying. But only the trained Base-Worker, 
absorbed in his local knowledge of the village life, will be able to urge, guide and 

activate the people in their day-to-day self-reliance against the machinations of the 
enemy fifth column the informer cheat. 

13. The Creation of a task force of such Base-workers (Bhitti Fouz), along with an 

initial grounding of our armed forces in that work, is the objective of the Youth 

Training Programme as a key to our Total War effort. So that, we may self-reliantly 

destroy the enemy while we construct our own social base, not merely to win but to 

consolidate our independence as we win it this time. 

 

B. PRACTICAL WORK 

Notes for the Instructors 

14. The syllabus is primarily for practical work throughout, because it is based on 
a single premise that only through the intensive labor for constructive work can come 

co- operation, discipline and ingenuity as the only pillars upon which an indomitable 
will for socio-economic self-sustenance can grow and survive as the mother of 

independence for welfare through either war or peace. 

15. The immediate objective of the training course is therefore to activate the 

trainees- in doing such work, and not merely to motivate them to do so ("as and 
when", and perhaps never), so that the trained worker in his turn can activate the 

villagers of Bangladesh in doing the same, as the real objective of the course. In other 
words, the trained worker must be armed with the habit of constructive labor in his 

hands as his primary weapon in war and peace. It is only for that purpose that the 
lectures are to be 
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given to give the urge of constructive labor in his heart (motive) and the avenues of 
constructive labor in his head (method). 

16. First and Foremost, however, will be the need to break the usual Bengali 

"sense" of educated "prestige" behind the stigma on manual labor. The trainer can do 

it only by his own example in doing "shoulder to shoulder" work in a spirit of "joint 

venture". By the end of the course the trainee must be brought to realize that nothing 

can ever be attained without manual labor as the primary labor of man and, therefore, 
that the shirker of manual labor is an enemy of our cause. And this can be done only if 

the trainers remain wholly dedicated to their effort by living working and talking 
together with the trainees instead of just talking to them about work from a distance. 

 

17. Items of Practical Work (See Para 71 for details). 

 1. Lineup. 

 2. Physical Training. 

 3. Cleanliness. 

 4. Camp works. 

 5. Rural Agricultural practices (doing whatever practicable in the Camp, and 
talking about other possibilities in the village). 

 6. Rural Arts, Crafts, Skills and Industries (same as above ). 

 7. Self- Help Exercise. 

 8. Self-Government Exercise 

 9. Intelligence gathering and communication (as may be arranged). 

 10. Use of Small Arms (as above ). 

18. Ground Rules for Group Action 

 

Throughout the above activities the following codes of constructive conduct must 

be consciously and indelibly impressed upon the trainee: 

1. We are at war, we can neither fight nor win it without the strictest discipline. Any 

relaxation of discipline on our part is the enemy's weapon in our hands. 

2. No matter how a leader is made, or haw often and why the leader is to be 

changed, everyone cannot be the leader at the same time. There has to be only 

one leader at a time, and he has to be followed. 

3. Decisions must be taken in democratic participation as far as the time allows. But 
once a decision is available its implementation in time is mandatory. 

4. Know what is to be implemented. Don't just "do a job"; accomplish the objective. 

5. Don't criticize without a suggestion for improvement. We are all to blame for our 

troubles to-day. Tomorrow will be better only if we cooperate. 

6. Obey first, argue later. We have to win a war, not a debate. 
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7.   Help others; but don't interfere. 

8.  Don't wait for others to do it. If you can do it yourself, do it. 

9.  Don't get stuck; improvise. 

10. The time is for action, not for talk. 

 

C. LECTURES 

 

Notes for the Instructors 

19. The lectures are to be given in-between work sessions and only to re-inforce 
the trainee's work habits into an effective dedication to the constructive primacy of 

our struggle even through the necessary destruction of war. One or more of the 
following points should be the theme of each lecture: 

a. Pride of Bengali Nationalism irrespective of groups and religions as founded by 

Sheikh Mujib. 

b. Love for the people of Bangladesh in their just cause of welfare through 

Independence. 

c. Hatred for the barbarian enemy who is a blot on human civilization. 

d. Concept of Total War of all the people of Bangladesh and the complimentary 

roles in it of the Bhitti Fouz and the Mukti Fouz. Role of everyone as a Bhitti 

Fouz in the cause of welfare. 

e. Dedication to our self-reliant struggle for the cause of welfare through 
independence of the People of Bangladesh with the fundamental method of self- 

sustained village bases ("Fortress in each Village'-Sheikh Mujib). 

20. The lecture units with reference to specific paragraphs in this text have been set 

out in Para 72, as the minimum needed to serve the basic purpose of the course. 

Further elaboration may be given to interested trainees with reference to other 

paragraphs as time permits. But, in any case, these lectures should be in a language 
and manner to motivate the trainee not for a theoretical debate but for down-to-earth 

action that has to be taken now. 

A. INTRODUCTION 

21. We are here not to escape the horror in our localities but to prepare for the war 
imposed upon us. It is a total war of all true Bengalies regardless of their parties and 

religious. We have one leader -Sheikh Mujib, one slogan-Joi Bangla, and one cause- 
welfare through independence of the people of Bangladesh. 

22. The war is in our hearts and homes and has to be fought and won there. Every 

moment we delay, the more of our brothers and sisters are being killed, burned, looted 

and raped, the more of our independence is being lost, and the more of our social 
foundations is being destroyed. 
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B. THE ENEMY 

(i) His Inhumanity: 

23. Even worse than the combined bestiality of the worst enemies of human 
civilization. Unlimited cruelty, immorality and barbarism; genocide, burning, 

intellectual and youth depopulation; public raping, torture and dehumanization; 

induced famine and lawlessness; all let loose for a cold blooded destruction of our 

society to make us his sub- human slaves and prostitutes. 

 

(ii) Immediate background: His treachery and treason: 

24. Yahya himself conducted election on openly stated six-points of Sheikh Mujib 

for equal justice not only for the Bengali but also West Pakistanis. Patriotism of six-
points was not questioned at that time. Yahiya himself declared election as "free and 

fair" when it established six-points as National Mandate by an absolute majority, 
validly binding on the whole nation if the nation was to be considered as one. Yahya 

himself hailed Sheikh Mujib as would be Prime Minister of the whole of Pakistan. 

25. But M. M. Ahmed - Hameed - Bhutto - Yahya secret plot to continue 

exploitation of Bangladesh by violent overthrow of this unassailable national 
mandate. Assembly delayed, then postponed; unnecessary Round Table Conference 

started; all as covers to build up military preparation. Then, while supposedly working 
out interim Government under Sheikh Mujib, brutal genocide suddenly unleashed on 

Bangladesh without the slightest forewarning. This violation of national mandate is 
highest possible treason, the surprise attack the highest treachery, the armed butchery' 

the meanest inhumanity. By the heinous attack on democratic majority, the barbarian 
minority of West Pakistan has ended one-ness, integrity, and the very existence of 

Pakistan forever. 

26. Present blatant lies about Indian "infiltrator', 'Hindu domination' and 'Islamic 

solidarity' were not even mentioned by Yahya in his delayed cover up on 26th March. 
After destroying the foundation of Pakistani nation-hood themselves, they are killing 

us in the name of Pakistani integrity. Their butchery of Bengali Muslim in the name 
of Islam has put Islam itself to shame forever. The minority is calling the majority his 

'internal affair'. Unarmed and helpless victims including thousands upon thousands of 
women and children are being called 'miscreants' by armed gangsters. 'Relief for 

Bangladesh is being procured for our destruction. 

(iii) Pakistan background: His exploitation and lies: 

27: Bengali Muslims established Pakistani States for justice in fear of possible 

injustice in united India. But West Pakistani Landlord-Capitalist-Bureaucratic axis 

plotted to subjugate and exploit Bangladesh and deprived Bengalies of that justice 

(with the connivance of Bengali traitors). Political subjugation, economic exploitation 

and cultural enslavement under the guise of Islam and Integrity. Some axis behind this 

war of inhuman aggression. Unity of thieves against us, in their necked adventure in 

gunpoint imperialism. 
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C. HOW HAS HE DARED 

(i) Out Habit of depending on others. 

28. Enemy has dared to violate all civilized codes of conduct even to put the 
blame on us for all his crimes, because he banked not merely an our military 

unpreparedness but on our mental unpreparedness to take the initiative of action. We 

depend on others, to act while we talk, elect, agitate, threat and even offer our lives, 

but yet wait for others to act. 

(ii) History of Bengali Liberation Movement: 

29. Pakistan (47), Language (52), United Front (54), Constitutional Parity (56), 

Mass upheaval (69). In each case a 'crowning' victory was turned into miserable 

failure by Bengali inability to follow up in action what is resolved in words. The role 

of traitors, and our inaction to punish 'them. Even now there are traitors, betrayers, 

and opportunists who go unpunished. We have perhaps the best human resources as 

our assets who have risen massively again and again at the call of their welfare; who 

have voted, agitated, and given their live again and again as asked for; but who have 

been betrayed and frustrated again and again because no one told them how to take 

action. 

30. Our only strength so far has been occasional unity in resolve, but it remains 

empty without constant discipline in action to implement the resolve. We have 

depended on others for this action and therefore the defaulters, betrayers, and traitors 

have flourished to foil our resolve by helping the enemy in his actions. The enemy has 

banked on it, and we are getting exterminated. 

D. HOW CAN WE OVERCOME 

(i) Should we depend on Yahya and settle with him? 

(or his equivalent) 

31. Begging or compromising with Yahya to spare our lives will not end the 

trouble. Can Bengalies live through this sub-human slavery and prostitution? The veil 
of Pakistani nationhood is now gone forever. Can Bengalies live as fourth class serfs 

of pleasure of the Punjabis, other West Pakistanis, other non Bengalies, and the 
Bengali slave-drivers, in that order. 

(ii) Should we just depend on Foreign Powers? 

32. Foreign people may sympathies with but agony, but foreign governments do 

not act on mere moral principles. U. S. A. does not act for democracy in Pakistan or 
freedom of Bangladesh, or U. K. for parliamentary process, or China for liberation 

from capitalist exploitation. The Governments act in their own interest as a part of 

their world power politics. The less said about the powerless U. N. the better. So long 

as we do not or cannot speak from a position of strength the foreign powers will not 

be likely to act solidly for us. The best we can hope from them is a "peaceful" 

settlement for continued Pakistani bondage, with the last enemy soldier remaining on 

our soil. 

(iii)Should we just depend on our armed fighters? 

33. In spite of its unsurpassed heroism, our armed front is just getting stalled. It is 

good enough for bleeding the enemy, but it is not likely to match the mechanized 

army of 
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West Pakistan in the foreseeable future to give us any real position of strength just by 
itself. We have to prepare for guerilla warfare in our revolution from within. 

 

(iv) Lesson from successful Revolutions: 

34. No revolution has ever succeeded by armed destruction alone. The French 

Revolution was a miserable failure, the first time. Whether it is in China or Vietnam 

or Algeria or Cuba, revolutions have succeeded only in proportion to the constructive 
action that the people themselves have taken in partnership with armed fighters. 

Guerilla war is impossible without such partnership. We also must do the same. 

(v) Self-reliant Total War by the people of Bangladesh: 

35. The enemy is strong in foreign affairs because he is in strong military affairs. 
But at the base of these weapons, the enemy is extremely weak in economic affairs 

because he is vitally dependent on exploitation of Bangladesh even while he is 
fighting us. U. S. A. and China will not finance him indefinitely in his nacked 

imperialism. Therefore, if we employ, at the base of our foreign affairs and armed 

front, an economic war by our people in a total war against the enemy we cannot only 

defeat the enemy but also disintegrate him at his home base in West Pakistan. What 

we have to do is to urge our people to continue the economic boycot of the enemy that 

was started by Sheikh Mujib, regardless of the present horrors in the hand of the 

inhuman enemy, because economic war is our deadliest weapon against the enemy. 

(vi) Enemy strategy: 

36. But, in all his mad inhumanity, the enemy is pursuing a vicious tactics of 

preventing such an economic war by our people. The enemy occupies the bureaucratic 

and monetary nerve centers in the capital and the towns. He knows he cannot keep the 

producing fields of rural Bangladesh occupied physically; but he is pursuing a two 

pronged attack for its control. He is systematically destroying our food grains to 

create a famine, and he is starting a chain reaction of internal social lawlessness by his 
fifth column, the common thieves and dacoits backed by our social cheats who act as 

enemy informers, to bring down enemy raids as protection to the miscreants. 

37. Amidst all their terror and horror, our people are being deprived of even food 

and internal social order, the two ultimate requirements for the existence of a human 

society. The enemy hopes that the people, thus faced with the destruction of our 

society will turn to their usual habit of depending on others and surrender for "law, 

order and relief' to the enemy controlled bureaucracy; and will thus be enslaved once 

again for bureaucratic subjugation and monetary exploitation by the enemy. 

38. Even if our people were to forget the message Sheikh Mujib and accept that 

slavery, the enemy has already destroyed too much of our economic superstructure to 

rebuild it soon enough to regain his economic empire. As if maddened by that thought 

he appears to be bent upon a revengeful destruction of our society by inducing more 

and more famine, lawlessness, and debasement. So that, when he leaves, he may leave 

behind a jungle of sub-humans in Bangladesh. 
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 (vii) Real enemy: 

39. Even in this gravest of all possible dangers to us as a nation, our deadliest 

enemy is not so much the mechanized barbarians of West Pakistan, as the same old 

virus of internal social cheat, now acting as the enemy informer, who has along been 

ruining us in the past by acting as the supporter of our political traitors in their 

betrayal of our cause. 

40. And here again, the enemy and his agent-informer depend for their success not 

so much on their own ability, as on our fatal habit of depending on others for action to 

satisfy our needs; in this case on some bureaucratic administration from the "top" for 

"law, order and relief'. This fatal habit is our real enemy within. 

(viii) Self-help: 

41. But to-day, faced not merely with the loss of our independence but with the 

destruction of our society itself, we the people of Bangladesh must at long last give up 

this fatal dependence on other's actions and begin to take, as our national life breath, 

our own self-reliant action to weed out the deadly enemy, the informer-cheat our 

social foundation. 

42. But unorganized and uncontrolled action against the informers by patriotic 

individuals will not do, because such divergent action will lead to lawlessness as 

intolerable as the other. Punitive action, to be really beneficial, has to be an orderly 

one with the sanction of a body which has public recognition behind it. But the 

Bangladesh government cannot extend its bureaucratic "Order" (even if it so wanted), 

because the Mukti Fouz cannot drive the enemy out right now. 

43. And yet there is a simple way out to preserve our internal social order at least 
in the large majority of our villages which lie outside regular enemy patrol. What we 

have to do for it is simply to revive our age-old village Panchayet and enforce its 

"order" to prevent the thieves and dacoits and to deprive them of possible enemy 

protection by suppressing the informer so effectively as to terrorise the potential 

informer-cheat back to normalcy. 

44. And from within the security and discipline of such Panchayet administration 
at our social base, and with the same will for self-reliant action, our villagers (at least 

in the areas outside regular enemy patrol) can organise their labor and cooperation for 
maximizing their food production (along with as much of other social amenities as 

they possibly can) so as to maintain their self-sustained (even if not self-"sufficient") 
village units without falling prey to the enemy's tactics. There will be hardship no 

doubt. And a key role will have to be played by motive ingenuity of our people in 

finding indigenous means and methods not only for maximizing and diversifying 

local products but also in doing without things that can neither be produced by the 

village, nor be obtained by friendly barter with neighboring areas. 

45. And it is only through such self-reliant socio- economic action that we can 
build the "Fortress in Each Village" which was called for by Sheikh Mujib in our war 

preparation as the indestructible seed of our independence. 
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 (ix) Village Unit: 

46. The Village has to be the basic unit of such action primarily because the day-

to- day (management and supervision of such labor) management and supervision of 

such labor, cooperation and discipline is not feasible in any unit larger than a village, 

the fundamental, contiguous, and indivisible unit of our society. The other units 

(union, Thana etc.) are simply the administrative groupings of villages and, in any 

case, they now lie sheltered and scattered by enemy action and occupation pattern. 
Only the village continues as a unit, whether occupied, patrolled raided, or free. 

 

(x) Self-Government 

47. The Village Panchayet will thus be a true self-Government, without 

dependence on any other "administration" in the daily life of the village. In fact such 

is the age-old system of Public Administration in Bangladesh, which, however, has 

been stunted and debased, by the diabolical "Diarchy" as introduced by the British 

and followed over since. Yet, it will not be too difficult to re-vitalize the 

administrative Panchayet to-day, because our villagers have already had a taste of it 

during Sheikh Mujib's historic Non- cooperation of March '71, when bureaucratic 
administration became practically defunct, and law order and justice in our villages 

were maintained by the Panchayets of some kind, or the other (Shalish, Darbar, 
Baithak etc.). Almost the same situation continues now, and what we have to do is to 

reactivate these Panchayets with a renewed vigor as our basic war effort at home. The 
main principle to be remembered is that the villagers are to be motivated to select the 

Panchayet themselves so that they get morally bound to abide by the Panchayet's 
decision and discipline in their daily lives (see para 67 for details). 

48. The reactivation of the village Panchayet, although the key step in our Total 

War, will however not involve any defense or violation of any rule, law, regulation or 

ordinance that may conceivably be imposed by the enemy or his bureaucracy. In fact 
the Panchayet needs no registration with the enemy bureaucracy; it remain a private 

affair entirely of the villagers, by the villagers and for the villagers; and the normal 
productive and protective activities of the villagers under it (para 67) can be carried 

out openly, either without any name, or under any convenient name (even under cover 
of "Peace Committee") without attracting any excuse for the enemy's wrath. 

 

(xi) Economic War 

49. But it is from within the shield of these self-sustained socio-economic 

"fortresses" under Panchayet administration that own, villagers can continue their 

relentless economic war, which then will not only be a simple matter, but also will not 
violate any conceivable law of the enemy. The people with simply stop going to the 

enemy's bureaucracy for law, order and justice; stop using the enemy's products 
(textiles, cement, wheat, manufactured articles etc); and keep the enemy deprived (by 

stopping production if needed) of such of our products (jute, hide, tea etc.) as he uses 
for our exploitation. The enemy will not survive long by this deprivation of Rs. 250 

crores in Pak Currency and Rs. 100 crores in Foreign Exchange per year, respectively, 
upon which his 
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industrial-military economy rests. Payment of Land Revenue (even if unavoidable 
under physical threat) will be of little consequence to the economic war. In any case 

there will be very few imposable taxes when the people produce only for their own 
consumption, and at most do barter trade in kind. 

(xii) Resistance 

50. But the enemy is not fighting a "civilized" war; he is on an inhuman rampage. 

He comes for raids, murder, arson, loot and rape, from which our unarmed villagers 

must get prepared to save themselves as best as possible by faking, hiding and fleeing 

from the enemy with their lives and essential products and stores, particularly of food, 

while they can-yon their constant rearguard action against the enemy informer. At the 

same time their blind fury against the enemy brutalities must be kept constantly 

galvanized into in indomitable will for resistance through various wartime actions 

culminating in to the guerilla fighters (para 67.B.2). The organisation and order of 

these activities also can be best carried out by their own Panchayet within their socio-

economic "fortress in each village" whenever, wherever, and to whatever extent its 

construction is possible. 

(xiii) Safe-Base 

51. The best areas for the construction of these village 'fortresses' are obviously 

those which have not yet been raided. Soon, the work may be extended to the once 
raided villages for the people to re-group and start again. And gradually, in a highly 

secretive manner, the work may extend to enemy patrolled and even occupied villages 
under the very nose of the enemy. And it is in these villages "fortresses" that our 

guerillas will find their safe-bases to operate, not as our mercenaries against the 
enemy mercenaries, but as the army of our people, to help and protect our people, 

with the help and protection of our people. 

(xiv) Participation 

52. But even more than its utility in economic war and Safe-Base, the activation of 

village "fortress" will save our social foundation from destruction by the barbarian 

enemy. It will give a positive construction and a constructive purpose to the helpless 

villagers of Bangladesh who are probably the most terrorized and bewildered human 

beings on earth today. Most importantly, however, the work will save them from the 

impatience of passive expectation of a quick victory by Mukti Fouz alone, and the 

resulting frustration and even a dangerous antagonism to our cause of the inevitable 

delay, by giving them the scope and duties of active participation in our war effort and 

the resulting solidarity with our leadership and the Mukti -Fouz on the one hand, and 

the continued hatred of the enemy and his agents (by polarization) on the other. Only 

thus can we wage an invincible total war of 75 million people to uproot the enemy 
from our soil and thereby to disintegrate him at his unstable home base in West 

Pakistan. 

 

(xv) Foreign Policy 

53. Only the confidence of such a primarily self-reliant total to destroy the enemy can 

give us the position the real strength as needed for a successful foreign policy. 
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Only then can we tell the world plainly and clearly that Pakistan is dead and gone 
forever, and the West Pakistani gangsters in the skin of Pakistan have no jurisdiction 

over the fate of Bangladesh; that our evacuees shall return home under our own 
protection; that we are fighting for nothing short of total victory in true independence; 

and that we have nothing to negotiate with the enemy except the terms of his 

surrender. We can then begin to lash the conscience of world humanity about the 

criminal connivance of those governments who are "aiding" Yahya's gang, and about 

the conspiracy of silence of the world powers on the inhumanity of these West 

Pakistani barbarians. 

(xvi) Conventional versus Guerilla War 

54. What is needed for us to wage such a total war is first and foremost the 

realization of all of us, particularly of our youth that we are not fighting a 

conventional war for crushing the enemy with our military weapons in one frontal 

fight. Ours is a Guerilla war for bleeding the enemy to death with "all of our weapons 

in the hands of all of our people" (Sheikh Mujib) in a well concerned total war. In its 

present phase, when our Guerillas are still gathering strength, their primary effort 

must be to assist our people firstly in their social security by eradicating the 
undoubted traitors and economy-agents, and secondly in their economic war by 

ambush and sabotage to prevent enemy's trade communication on the one hand and to 
push his war expenditure to an unbearable maximum on the other. Only when the 

enemy has thus been "softened" enough, the time for their mopping up will come in 
the final phase of our war with our people themselves rising in a body to give the 

finishing touch. Our soldiers must, therefore, be motivated to fight the military war 
not as "everything" but only as a part, although a most vital part, of our total war in 

active partnership with our people in the Socio-economic war. Because, there is no 

other way to fight a guerilla war. 

(xvii) Base Worker 

55. And which is needed for our people to actively participate in this total war is a 

corps of dedicated Base- Workers to activate . . . self-sustained socio-economic 

"fortresses" in the villages of Bangladesh. First of all, the worker himself has to be 

activated in the habits of hard work, the mother of self-sustenance, as he is taught the 

"why" (motivation) and "how"' (method) of self-sustenance. He is also to be taught to 

get inconspicuously absorbed in the economic life of a village through some 

productive labor so that he may get into the confidence of the villagers before he can 

activate them. 

56.  He can then select a village as his assignment and begin to carry out his 

systematic tasks (see para 64) under cover of the village elders to uphold the 

indomitable will of our people, even through the brutalities of the enemy, for the 

construction of their self-reliant socio-economic "fortress" as their primary shield, and 

also their deadly weapon, against the enemy. 

57. And thus, with the Base-workers at the foundation of our political war, the 
Armed Fighters at the forefront of our military war, and both solidly united with the 

people in the main thrust of our socio-economic war, we can confidently proceed to 
really and truly vanquish the enemy. 
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D. WHY TO OVERCOME? 

58. But what then? What shall, we do with independence when the enemy is 

vanquished? The only possible answer is that we shall use independence in our 
actions to win our welfare'. 

59. But, we became independent 23 years ago along with the West Pakistani 

minority. While they used more than their due share of independence in their actions 

to enhance their welfare and strength, we did not use ours. And therefore not only we 
have lost our welfare and strength, but we are now about to lose our 'Independence' 

itself. 

60. But, no nation or society is either absolutely independent or absolutely non- 

independent, because every society can take its own actions up to a degree. The only 

way to retain whatever independence is there and to win a greater degree of 

independence for greater welfare and strength is to use in actions whatever 

independence is now available for whatever welfare and strength is now possible. 

Otherwise, welfare, strength, and independence itself go by default. We, the people of 

Bangladesh, are now finding it out to our bitterest agony. 

61. And this action must be taken by the people themselves. The Leaders are of 

course needed to show the way; but nothing is really attained until the people at the 

base of the social pyramid begin to act with their productive (economic) and 

protective (social) lob ours in mutual cooperation and discipline. The key to 

independence, strength, and welfare itself, thus, lies in the bare hands of the people. 

62. Sheikh Mujib has chosen democratic socialism as our path to welfare. 

Whatever details we may follow in that path, (and notwithstanding the arguments of 
various 'isms') our elemental step to enduring welfare must be social cooperation 

through democratic self-government at the foundation of our society (fortress in each 

village,) where the people themselves will protect their constructive vitality from 

subjugation and exploitation by the social cheats. Such democratic self-government, 

as the only administration' at the social basest is the only common feature of, all really 

progressive countries irrespective of their 'isms’ whether it is called a commune or a 

Kibutz, a County or a Borough, a Collective or Canton. We also must do the same. 

The Leader, his Lieutenants, and the Base-Worker must of course mobilize, guide and 

urge. But it is the people at our social base who must be activated to take that step. 

63. If then, the blind fury of our people against the enemy today can be converted 
into an indomitable will on their part for self-reliance, and if their labor, cooperation 

and discipline can be activated into the construction of the same socio-economic 

'fortress in each village' within their truly democratic Panchayets, wherever and to 

whatever extent possible, as their weapon as well as their shield against the hated 

enemy, far more than a beginning will have been made on our way to welfare by the 

time the enemy is vanquished. And then, upon the solid foundation of these 

constructive village bases the superstructure of our national welfare will be built, 

quickly and confidently, at progressively higher levels, never again to be the helpless 

victim of any aggrandizer. 

At this fateful moment of birth of our nation it is, therefore, for the Base-Worker 
to transform what is now a calamity into an opportunity for the people of Bangladesh. 
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III. DO'S AND DONT'S FOR BASE WORKER 

 

64. THE DO'S 

1. Select your own village of work where you will feel the safest and most 

welcome. (More than one worker can work in the same village, but don't 

overcrowd if a village has already reached stage 8 of this list) 

2. Lie low and watch the villager’s attitude towards our cause. (If it is too hostile, 

you may pretend to join them and work from behind enemy ranks, or you may 

leave the village and go to another village of your choice! If not:). 

3. Categories the villagers, particularly influential elders and energetic workers; in 

your mind into (a) friendly, (b) neutral, and (c) hostile in regard to our cause. 
Look for persons dedicated to our cause. 

4. Get quietly absorbed in village life through some productive labor. 

5. Start making friends by sincerely helping people and thus get into their 

confidence. 

6. Begin whispering campaign for self-reliant action for our cause to form a 

confidential nucleus of future Village Guards and inspire them with the idea of 
socioeconomic "fortress in each village". (Suppress imminently dangerous enemy 

in former, if any, in consultation with "friendly" village elder(s)) 

7. By working through this nucleus, activate Village Panchayet in re-grouping (as 

needed) and organizing its normal functions (see para 67.B. 1). 

8. Guide urge and assist Village Panchayet in its wartime functions 

(see para 67. B. 2) 

9. When in your estimation the village has become "safe" for our guerillas, inform 

proper quarters through your Group Leader or locally available prominent leaders 

or workers of our cause. 

10. Keep on strengthening this village "fortress" by inspiring the villagers to higher 

and higher levels of self-sustenance. 

65. Note: (a) All the above steps are to be taken in succession, each step only after 

you are sure of the previous ones. An enemy raid or the arrival of an 

enemy- agent may disturb the sequence and you may have to start all 

over again. 

(b) Steps 5 to 10 are to be ever continued, intensified, and expanded. 

 

66. THE DONT'S: After having taken the oath and the training of "Bhitti Fouz". 

1. Don't leave Bangladesh (unless absolutely compelled). The war is in 

Bangladesh, and it has to be fought and won there. Do your work whatever 
and to whatever extent possible. Ever)' little bit helps the cause. 

2. Don't quit after you have reached step 3 in para 64. Carry on till step 8, and 

only then you may go for work in another village. 
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3.   Don't scatter your efforts in more than one village at a time. 

4. Don't seek or accept public leadership: it exposes and kills a Base-worker. 

Act as a pace setter. 

5. Don't cultivate or accept charity which is anathema to self-sustenance. 

6. Don't collect any funds: depend on co-operative labour and resources. 

7. Don't punish (informer or any others) on your own decision alone: that is 

lawlessness. Obtain local concurrence (p. 64). 

8. Don't publicize or leave trace of punitive action on informers. 

9. Don't attack the enemy: fake hide, or free from him. Leave the enemy for 

Mukti Fouz. 

10. Don't rob or cheat the people, or tax upon their hospitality in the name of 
free-dom fighting. The real Mukti Fouz will not do that either. 

 

IV. FRAMEWORK OF THE VILLAGE PANCHAYET 

 

67. A. ORGANISATION 

1. The villagers themselves are to re-establish the Panchayet in a general 
meeting with its members from among village inhabitants loyal to our cause. 

Too many Panchayet-members will create confusion; it may consist of 3 to 
7 members depending on the size of the village. 

2. A Panchayet Leader is to be nominated by the new Panchayet and got 

accepted by the villagers in the same meeting, for them to promise to abide 

by the decision and discipline of the Leader as the spokesman of the 

Panchayet, and the head of the village government. 

3. The Panchayet is to decide about its own methods and procedures for 

transacting its business. The Leader must be given powers of emergency 

decisions and disciplinary control of the Village Guards. 

4. General meetings, of the villagers to be held within, say, two months of each 

other. In each meeting the criticism, if any, of Panchayet members will be a 
compulsory item. Members will be re-elected or replaced after discussion 

and decision. 

 

67. B. FUNCTIONS 

1. Normal Functions: To construct self-reliant socio-economic village "fortress" 

through following activities: 

(a) Use village guards (see below) to prevent and suppress thieves robbers, 

defectors and cheats with iron discipline. 

(b) Settle and adjudicate all disputes in the village clearly and promptly so as to 

eliminate dependence on outside agencies for "law, order and justice". 
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(c) Revive owner-laborer production sharing practice to intensify cooperative 
labor in all fields. 

(d) Maximize food production by cooperative labor in the utilization of all land, 

water, vegetable and animal resources of the village. 

(e) Enhance local ingenuity in means and methods for maximization and 

diversification of village products from indigenous resources (through 

agriculture, arts, crafts, skills and industries); and maintain indomitable will 

for self-sustenance on just as much food, clothing, shelter, health, education, 

communication, culture and recreation, as can be produced in the village and 

obtained by friendly barter with neighboring areas. 

2. Wartime Functions: To utilize village "fortress" as the primary shield and also a 

deadly weapon against the enemy, through following activities: 

(a) Suppress enemy informers so effectively as to terrorize potential ones. 

(b) Repare for faking, hiding and fleeing through enemy raids with essential 

products and stores. 

(c) Continue socio-economic boycott of the enemy. 

(d) Take custody of unauthorized firearms and ensure their proper use. 

(e) Organise food, shelter, information, and assistance for Mukti Fouz. Pass on 

important information, particularly on disposition of enemy and his agents, 

through Bhitti Fouz Group Leader or prominent leader or worker for our 

cause in the locality. 

 

67: C. VILLAGE GUARDS 

Energetic and active villagers are to be selected by the Panchayet as a corps of 

Village Guards. Under command of the Panchayet Leader they will be employed at 

the forefront of all cooperative labors particularly for 'public' benefits, such as social 

order, flood control, embankment, drainage, irrigation, health, education and 

communication. In all their jobs the guards will be responsible for cleanliness and 

beautification of the village. Their special use in wartime actions above. 

67: D. FINANCE 

Financial problems should not arise when the village activities are based on co- 

operative labor, pooling of resources and sharing of products. In any case, money, 

as the carrier of cheating and, corruption must be avoided to the utmost. And right 

now it is an enemy trap. 

67: E. REMUNERATION. 

The Panchayet and the Village Guards will do primarily voluntary and honorary 

duties in addition to their normal occupations. A pre-agreed allocation of village 
products may be apportioned to them as their weekly or monthly honorarium; 
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provided that it is from the enhanced production of the village efforts under the 
Panchayets management as may be adjudged by the villagers in their general meeting 

when the Panchayet may be replaced on adverse finding, 

 

V. CAMP ROUTINE  

(and syllabus coverage) 

 

68. It is essential that the same orientation be maintained in the training in all 

camps. Selected items of practice and lecture from the syllabus (Selection II) have 

therefore been listed in this section as the minimum essential units to be covered 

through the daily routine of the camps. More work or lecture, as time Permits, may be 

given for further elaboration or emphasis. 

69. For the convenience of training as well as management of camp facilities it is 
suggested that the trainees may be divided first into Croups of about 250 each in-

charge of one General and one Physical Instructor. Each group may be sub-divided 

into about 10 Work Teams under team leaders selected/elected from among the 

trainees. 

70. The actual routine in each camp should be drawn up at least on a weekly basis 

in advance by the training staff in consultation with the Incharge and Administrator. 
The Camp day may begin at 5:30 A. M. with cleaning and wash up and end at 10 

P.M. with some discussion. The practical work items may range up to 120 minutes 
each whereas the lecture items should not exceed 60 minutes. Lectures should be 

repeated to cover various work teams. 

 

71. PRACTICAL WORK ITEMS: 

A. Motivational (for all trainees throughout) 

P.l  Line-up discipline to break crowding habit throughout camp life. 

P.2  Morning Exercise and afternoon games each day (No drill or march) 

P.3  Camp cleanliness and beautification daily for all boys for each camp and the 

whole camp area in assigned lots. 

P.4 Camp work in Work Teams: The Teams will work in rotation for the 

following items of work: 

(a) Camp sanitation, garbage disposal and utilization. 

(b) Camp clearing and communication. 

(c) Camp water drawing and storing for wash and bath. 

(d) Camp fuel-wood gathering, marketing. 

(e) Camp housing, hospital, mosque, temple repair and improvement. 

(f) Camp cooking, serving and food carrying for work teams. 

(g) Camp drainage, water courses, flood and drought protection. 

(h) Camp barbering and Laundry. 

P.5 Rural work in work teams (for, all teams in rotation) 
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(i) Use of spade: digging and head carrying of earth in reservoir, embankment, road 

models to be worked and re-worked. 

(j) Use of plough and hand digger (Nirhani), in practice plots. 

(k) Fruit and vegetables growing practices-preparation of bed, mixing of 

manure, sowing, plant protection practice in practice plots. 

 

71. B. Methodical (particularly for Base-Workers): 

P.6 Rural Arts Crafts Skills/and Industries: Each trainee has to participate in at 

least one of the following:- 

Bamboo, Cane, Grass, Leaves and Wood Work, Sewing, Pottery, First Aid, Village 
Modeling, Drawing, Painting, Singing, Music, any other Rural Art and Craft as may be 

possible in the camp. 

P.7 Self-Government Practice: 

(a) At the beginning of the Methodical part the work team will be re-organized by 

geographic proximity of the trainee’s village homes, and the new Teams will elect 

their Team Leaders. 

(b) The Instructor's Groups, re-organized to contain about equal number of trainees will 

elect their respective Panchayets and Panchayet Leaders (No election campaign. The 
group will sit together and elect by discussion and voice vote with the instructors as 

umpires). 

(c) The Team Leaders will sit. with their group Panchayet and Instructors each night to 

discuss the day's progress and problems, consider disciplinary cases and recommend 

punishments as needed to higher authorities, and chalk out the next day's programme. 

(d) The Panchayet Meeting every third day will be with all trainees in the group. A by 

complaint against any Team Leader, Panchayet Member or Leader will be heard, and 
necessary re-election or replacement will be made. 

P. 8 Self-Help Exercise: 

The performance of each Team (during Methodical Part) of P4 and P5 will be 
evaluated by the camp authorities and their products of P6 will be sold in the 

local market for improved diet. All Members or the Team with the highest 

overall performance will get a special commendation. 

P. 9 & P. 10 Intelligence is gathering and small Arms Training to be given as may 

be arranged. 

 

72. LECTURE ITEMS 

A. General (G) 

(a) Motivational (for - all trainees) 
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G. I. The need; How to make it a Total 

"War of 75 million people of 

Bangladesh - Sheikh Mujib". 

G-2. Ground Rules for Group Action 

G-3. Why are we here: Bengali Nationalism 

of - Sheikh Mujib: Six-Point-Eleven point 

G -4. The Enemy: His inhumanity 

G-5. Historical Background 

G-6. 

G- 7. Our asset and deficiency 

G-8. Lessons from other Revolutions 

Enemy's position and our strength 

G-9. Enemy's strategy:. Real enemy 

G-lO.The way out: "Fortress in each 

village-Sheikh Mujib" 

G-11. Economic war, Resistance and 
Safe Base 

G-12. Guerilla War and Base Work 

 

(b) Methodical (for Base work volunteers). 

G-13. How shall we overcome 

G. 14. Enemy strategy 

G-15. Self-help 

G-16. Self-Government 

G-17. Participation, Foreign Policy 

G.18. Constructive primacy of our 

struggle 

G-19. Why to overcome: Self-reliant Socio 

economic "Fortress in Each Village- 
Sheikh Mujib" as our ideology for welfare 

through war and peace. 

G.20. Review-Discussion. 

{Text para 

reference 

4-5, 8-10, 54 

18 

21-22 

 

24 

23-26 

27 

29 

30 

34-35 

54 

36-40 

43-45 

49-51 

 

54-57 

 

31-35 
29.36-40 

41-45 

46-48 
52-58 

6-7, 12-13 

 

58-63 

 

 

 

72. B. ECONOMICS OF SELF-SUSTENANCE (for all trainees) 

E-l. Food and agricultural practices and possibilities of indigenous to 

development in the villages of Bangladesh: flood control. 
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E-4. embankment, irrigation, green manure, deep ploughing, seeding, harvesting, 

fruits, vegetables, poultry, dairy, fishery, use of every inch of land and water. 

E-5. Village clothing and housing 

E-6. Village health: cleanliness, drainage, sanitation, water purification, fly and 

mosquito eradication as epidemic preventives; indigenous first-aids and herbal 

and other indigenous medicines as curatives; other accessible medical services. 

E- 7. Village education 

E-8. Village communication: roads, paths, bridge, waterways-their construction, and 

care, and their use against enemy. 

E-9. Village beautification, cultural and recreational activities. 

E-IO. Rural arts, crafts, skills and industries. 

 

Note:- The above items may be repeated in the methodical part for Base Workers for 

their ingenuity development discussion. The Instructors should keep notes of 

the trainees' ideas for enrichment of the course. 

 

72. C. SOCIAL (For Base Workers; may be given to all as time permits) 

S-l The needs of a human society: Food and social order as the irreducible minimum 

needs for social existence. Without either of which the society collapses. Others 

(Shelter, clothing, health, education, communication, culture and recreation) as 

needed for social welfare. 

S-2 Ownership and labor sharing practices in the villages Bangladesh: a means of 

increased labor and co-operation for increased production and equitable 

distribution. Role of Panchayet in social security and development. 

 

S-3 Formation of Village Panchayet. (67, A, D-E) 

S-4- Normal functions of Village Panchayet. (67. B. I) 

S-5 War time functions of village Panchayet. (67. B.2) 

S-6 Village guards in productive labors. (67. C) 

S-7 Village guards in protective labors. (67. C) 

S.8 The Cheat-informer: how to subjugate. (64. 6-8) 

S-9 The Do's of the Base Worker. (64-65) 

S-10 The Dont's of the Base Worker. (66) 
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���X ��� ��^���� ���� 53!«��  ���। 9B 53!«��  ����� *��B ��F�� M��!t 4< ���� >��� ��� 

 

 

 

* ��� 1��f& ��� 5�  ��� ��%8l� ������ ������� ����। 
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>�%�J । ' � �^-��� �O ��� '���B ��� <^����� �� � ��� ����। ��B 9B 53!«��  ���&�z 
����B ���  >N���  ��� ���-��^���� >N��� ��F��� <8 9�� ��F��� >N��� ��^���� <8 
�����  �� ���� ���  *���-����� ����� ���-��F� ��� G��� '���� '���� �C�B ������ ���� 
����� ������ 5�Gi ������ ~��  �� ���� ���।  

  

'�B *�� , 9B 53!«��  ��� '3�  �������  ��z  ��� <8 ��F���� 4��� 9  <R8 W�U� 
'����J। 58 � � $����� ��� ���3 ���3 ����� ������ ����� ���������� ���8-��8 ~��  �� 
���P।9�� ���B ���3 ���3 M¬�� ��� �y� ����� '����� ���� ���� ��������� 9  *�#& ��(���< 
5��< ��� 4�^ J�C�� ���P। '� 9 ���  M�*!f 9�� 4�� ���  5��< ��� ���� ��!���� 
���*!���� ��^��� <�& 4��� “�����8” 9�� “4B-��m���”� <8 ��F�� 1*�� 4������"  
������#�&� <���B 4K���!&  �� , '� ��^���� <8 � � '�p�, ���X- 'Wd�<� � � 5z �83! 
��� ���।  

��B , 4< 4� ' ��� 4������"  �8�6�� ���  ��� �� 5���� ��� ��� 3� �� ���� �। 
4< ��!�^�& <����� ��!13� ���f�� D��� D��� �������  ��<� ���� M�*!f 9�� 5��< �� 
���� �3 ���� ���। 9<8 D��� D��� 4<��� �y���� ��C ����� ���, 9�� ��� ���-��6�� 
���8�� �����  � � M����-5��< ��� ��� ������ �e� �������   �% ���G ���� ��  �� 
����� ���, 58���  �e- ���� ���� 53!���� ������f� � ��� D��� D��� 4� {�� 4�t�� 
���8 9��  ��(� ���a� >N��� ����� ��� ���C�� ����� ���-'� ��  p  ��B '��  � '  
D��� D��� ������ 4� ��̀ 1��:  �!��m��� �*�t�� 9�� �y����� ����� ���8�� '��(� *�� '��(� 
 ���C <�� ���  �� ���<-��m�� ��U���� ����� ����, ' ������B '� �e�  ��J ��� ����� 
� ��।   

'��  � �� ��� 53�� 4��� 53!���, ���Z �^�O�� ���!� ���� ��F�� �e ~���� <8 
�������  '�B �3B ���� ���। '�B D��� D��� 4K�*!���� M��!� �-  �% �*�t�� ��U�C�� 
������� ��� 53!«��  ���&�z ������ ����, �e�  *���-����� � �̂  �� '���, 9�� '�B M��!� 
����� 4{�� '3�  '�# ������! ���X���� ���������� �e�  ��Fg  �� ���� ������ ���( ������ 
��� ����  �� �����।   

����� ������ ��� ��X '���, 4� {�� 4� < �8��&� ���-�*!� <����� 4��  ���। 
D��� D��� 4K�*!���� ��^���� ��I�� ��C >%�� ���t� ������ ����<� ���t� 53!���, ���2 
M<!� ��������। 

���������� D��� D���, D���� $��   ��< ���� ����, D�������  9B M�! ���% 9�� 
>Q���  ��< �����8  ��B �� �*�t-'Wd�<� ��� ��� 9��  ��!����।  

 

<� ���<� 

<� ����� 
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FOR YOUTH CAMP MOTIVATIONAL COURSE 

 

1. Need for such motivation 

If Youngman engaged in liberation war must understand the Cause he is fighting 

for- in other words, he must be prepared both physically and mentally. Motivational 

course would aim at preparing a fighter mentally. 

2. The primary aim in our struggle. 

To liberate our dear motherland from the clutches of a brutal armed force-to free 

our people from the virtual prison life-to establish a free, democratic and secular 

Bangladesh-a future with new life and new order. A happy and prosperous 

Bangladesh to be built up with the co-operation of all-the freedom fight is a step 
towards building up of a future society without corruption, poverty and exploitation-a 

society with justice and equality for all. 

3. The just struggle. 

We are fighting for the most noble cause in the world. We are fighting for 
freedom and democracy-we are fighting to destroy the evil force of fascism and 

imperialism. Therefore, in this fight we have the moral support of all the right-
thinking people in the world. The news of our struggle spread more and more. 

4. Our national history and heritage. 

Our fighting force need to know aspects of our national history, the genesis of 

Bangladesh and the evolution of its social history. The present period is the most 

crucial period in our history. Either the Bengali nation fights towards a new future-or 
reduced to perpetual slavery. History is made by men and our fighters are shaping the 

history. Posterity would record their roles in boldest terms. 

5. Armed. Struggle. 

The enemy has forced us to take up arms. At the beginning we were unarmed, 
unprepared. But we have learnt quickly. Bengalies are proving themselves as great 

fighters .....  

In fact our people are eagerly waiting to be rescued from a life of inhuman torture 

and oppression. Many of your family members probably lost their lives, suffered 
torture, and many of your own relatives are now eagerly waiting to welcome you as a 

victorious liberator. 
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6. Our People. 

(i) Our strength lies with our people. We must realize the most difficult situation 

our people are living in. They are poor-and at the top of that they are living under a 

reign of terror. But at their heart they are behind us. At no times, we should by our 

acts, antagonize them. We must prove to them as effective, organized, and disciplined 

group of freedom fighters. We must gain their confidence by extending helping hand 

in their work. In all our activities, we must express our oneness with the people. To 
lose people's support would bring disaster. 

(b) A freedom fighter must fight the enemy-not only in the field-but also in other 

aspects. The enemy is trying to divide our people-by propaganda, and by exploiting 

human weakness. Do not fall victim of propaganda-do not be tempted by greed and 

selfishness-finally do not indulge in personal conflict. All your efforts should be 

geared around the cause you are fighting. 

7. Victory is ours 

The future is definitely ours. All analyses by the World Press and political 

thinkers of the world agree to the point that Pakistan as a nation is dead. All military 

logistics suggest that Pakistan cannot hold an armed occupation of Bangladesh much 
longer. The success of Guerillas in the liberation wars around the world..................are 

same too well- known. It is only matter of time. How soon we want to make it? It 
depends on you-or all of us. Let us take vow to make it sooner.........  
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WHY YOUTH RELIEF CAMPS? 

INTRODUCTION 
BUDGET 

SYLLABUS 
OUTLINE OF THE COURSE 

LIST OF YOUTH CAMPS 
(Present strength and Name of Camp Chief) 

DIRECTORATE OF YOUTH CAMP (List of 

Officers) 

PROFORMA FOR REGISTERS AND 

RETURNS. 

LIST OF CAMP OFFICERS 

i) Daily Entry / Exit / Register 

ii) Daily Return 
DAILY EVENTS REGISTERS 

(i) Enemy Action 

(ii) Our Action 

WEEKLY PROGRESS REPORT 

 

WHY YOUTH RELIEF CAMPS? 

 

1. OBJECTIVE: 

(a) In the never-ending stream of evacuees fleeing from the brutal oppression of Pak 
Army in Bangladesh, there is an increasing number of active young man who 

form a special group because of their special needs. 

(b) It is important to channel their youthful energies into constructive lines so as to 

make them useful citizens on their return home. 

(c) Left uncared for, they will be ready victims of frustrated misdirection into 

extremist local politics and violent anti-social activities, creating serious 

problems for the Local Govt. 

 

II. THE PLAN: 

(a) For this purpose, it is necessary to establish Special Relief Camps for young man, 
where appropriate training to meet the urgent and immediate needs of 

Bangladesh, can be imparted. 
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(b) These Youth Camps will also serve as recruiting centres for training in specialised 
institutions. 

III. TYPE OF CAMPS: 

(a) Youth Reception Camps. 

Reception Camps are being established along various routes of entry at a distance of 

about 5 miles from the border for the following purposes: 

(i) To provide some rest and shelter for the young men after a long and arduous 

journey from Bangladesh. 

(ii) To verify their identity. 

(iii) To check against infiltration by enemy agents. 

(iv) To hold them for a few days pending admission into regular Youth Relief Camps. 

(b) Regular Youth Relief Camps are established in centralized location to provide an 

undisturbed atmosphere for training the young men in various skills which will 

make them useful citizens in Bangladesh. 

 

YOUTH RELIEF CAMPS 

(An introduction) 

                     Dated: 6-6-71. 

1. OBJECTIVE 

(a) To channel and train the stream of young men coming out of Bangladesh into 

some organized and purposeful activity in service of Bangladesh on their return. 

(b) To serve as holding camps from which the trainees for our Armed Forces 

(Regulars and Guerillas) will be recruited. 

(c) To train others as Base-Workers who will also be available to supplement (b) 

above provided adequate training facilities and arms /equipment can be made 

available. 

 

2. PROGRAMME 

(a)  Training will be given within the next six months to 

(i) 1,00,000 Base Workers 

(ii) 36,000 Armed Forces recruits. 

(b) Average monthly intake will be. 24,000 

(c) Training will be for one month divided into two 15-day parts 

(i) First part mainly motivational training for all new entrants. Armed Forces 

recruitment will then be made. 

(ii) Second part mainly methodical training for Base-Work to those not recruited 

for Armed Forces. 
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An outline of the syllabus is attached at Appendix-A (Summary at Flag-X). 

3. BUDGET 

Expenditure for each camp of 500 trainees has been calculated at 

(a) Non-recurring-Rs. 72,000/- 

(b) Recurring-Rs. 83,000/-per month 

An overall budget of Rs. 1, 25,000/- to cover the scheme has been informally handed 

over to the Govt. of India Representatives (details attached). 

It envisaged an expenditure of approximately Rs. 1 lac per month per camp of 500. 

 

4. CAMPS SET-UP 

Camps will be of two types: 

(a) Reception Camps: About 16 such camps are in Tripura, situated about 5 miles 

within border along main routes of entry. These will provide: 

(i) Initial rest and orientation. 

(ii) Security check up by respective political leaders. 

(iii) Some initial training, if possible for this awaiting admission to regular camps. 

(b) Youth Camps: 10 such camps in Tripura with a capacity of about 1000 each, 

situated in groups in three areas within 30 miles of Agartala are now 

being established. 

A list of camps is attached at Appendix-B. 

 

5. CAMP MANAGEMENT 

A. Reception Camps will be managed by Committees consisting of: 

One Camp in-Charge. 

One Dy. Camp in-Charge. 

One Camp Supervisor. 

One Student Representative. 

One Health Officer. 

 

B. Youth Camps: 

Each Training Camp will have the following office bearers for providing guidance 
and instruction in their respective fields: 

One Camp Chief. 

One Dy. Camp Chief. 

One Political Instructor per 250 trainees. 
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One Health Officer. 

(ii) The Training programme will be conducted under the overall direction of the 

Training Coordinator (Dr. Abu Yousuf). 

(iii) The supply of the camp facilities and security will be provided by the 

Government of India. 

6. APPOINTMENTS: 

a. Camp Chief/Camp-in-Charge and their deputies will be nominated by the 

Directorate of Youth Camps, from among public representatives. 

b. Camp Chief/Camp-in-Charge will appoint the other office bearers as follows: 

(i) Camp Supervisor from among public servants and professionals in consultation 

with Director, Youth Camp. 

(ii) Political Instructors, from among professors and teachers in consultation with 

Training Co-coordinator. 

(iii) Physical Instructors from among servicemen/Ex-Servicemen in consultation 

 with Sector Commanders. 

(iv)  Student Representative as nominated by Bangladesh Student Action 

Committee. 

(v) Health Officer in consultation with Medical Co-coordinator. 

(vi)  All appointees will reside in their respective camps. 

 

7. FINANCE & ACCOUNTS 

Camp Supervisor/Camp Administrator will be the drawing/disbursing officers. They 

will furnish weekly expenditure returns to the Director, Youth Camp, and provision 
of fresh funds will be subject to up-to-date accounting of funds already drawn. 

8. HEAD QUARTERS 

 

A directorate General will be established at the Headquarters for overall organisation 
of the scheme, which shall be located in the Ministry of Defense, Govt. of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh. 

UNREV1SED 

FOR TRAINING 50,000 YOUTH IN 6 (SIX) MONTHS 

SUMMARY OF COST : 

1. Non-recurring Expenditure 

(a) Huts @ Rs. 45,000/00 per 500 trainees X 21 

for 10,500 total camp capacities. 

(b) Tube-well @ Rs. 3,000/00 per 500 

 

 

Rs. 9,45.000/00 

Rs. 63,000/00 
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(c) Bedding @ Rs. 13,000/00 per 500 

(d) Lighting @ Rs. 400/- per 500 

(e) Utensils <s> Rs. 2.000/00 per 500 

(0 Hand tools @ Rs. 500/00 per 500 

(g) Teaching aids @ Rs. 1,700/00 per 500 

(h) Furniture @ Rs. 1,000/00 per camp 

X 15 for 15 camps (average 750 capacity) 

(i) Contingency. 

Say 

Rs. Rs. 2,73.000/00 

Rs. Rs. 8.400/00 

Rs. Rs. 42,000/00 

Rs. Rs. 10,500/00 

Rs. Rs. 35,700/00 

Rs. 15,000/00 

Rs. 1.00.000/00 

Rs. 14,92,600/00 

Rs. 15,00,000/00 

 

II. Recurring Expenditure : 

 

(a) Maintenance of trainees @ Rs. 60/00 per trainee 

for out-fit for 12,000 =Rs. 7,20,000/- p.m. Total 

for six months 

& 
@ Rs. 90/00 per head for food for 10,500 

= 10,35,000.00 p.m. Total for six months 

(b) Camp establishment for supervision and training 

staff @ Rs. 43,200 p.m. for 15 camps Total for 

six months 

(c) Periodicals @ Rs. 100/00 per camp 1,500/00 for 

15 camps. Total for six months. 

(d) Transport @ Rs. 16,500/00 p.m. for 15 camps 

(Operation and maintenance). 

(e) Central service office for stores distribution @ 

Rs. 4,200/00 per month (for 15 camps Total for 

six months) 

(f) Medicines, contingencies & miscellaneous @ 
Rs. 1,000/00 per camp per month. Total for six 

months. 

Say 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

I. Total Non-recurring Expenditure. 

II. Total Recurring Expenditure 

GRAND TOTAL 

.. Rs. 43,20,000/00

 

 

 
 

 

.. Rs. 62,13,000/00

 

 

.. Rs. 2,52,200/00

 

.. Rs. 9,000/00

 

.. Rs. 99,000/00

 

 

.. Rs 25,200/00
 

.. Rs                          90,000/00 

Rs.                    1,10,15,400/00 

Rs.                    1,10,00,000/00 
 

 

.. Rs.                   15,00,000/00 

.. Rs.                 1,10,10,000/00 

.. Rs.                1,25,00,000/00 
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YOUTH RELIEF CAMP 

 

1. Non-recurring Expenditure. 

 

Group cost for each 500 recruits : 

a. Huts @ 25 sq. fit per trainee and Rs. 3/50 per 

sq. ft. with bamboo mathing. 

b. Tube-well 3 @ 100 each 

c. Bedding- Satranji @ Rs. 8/00 

Pillow @ Rs. 5/00 

Mosqt. Net 

@ Rs. 1/00 

Bed sheet @ Rs. 5/00 

per Head Rs. 26/00 X 500 

d. Lighting @ 25 Lanterns @ Rs. 70.00 say 

2 Patromax © 100 

 

 

 

Say  

Rs.                       45,000/00 

Ra.                              3,000/00 

  

 

Rs.                           13,000/00.  

Rs.                               200/00 

Rs.                                200/00 

 

  

Non-recurring Expenditure: 

e. Utensils for each Group 

Plates 250 @ Rs. 2/00 

Glass 100 @ Rs. 1/50 

Jug 25 @ Rs. 6/00 

Badna 25 @ Rs. 5/00 

Drums 2 @ Rs. 75/00 

Degchi (i)6 Rs. 90/00 

" (5)5 @ Rs. 40/00 
f. Hand cools for manual work of each group 

g. Teaching aids- 
Black Board ect. 

audio-visual (2) 200 
Radio 6 per camp 1200 

Ducks 300 
1700 for each Group 

 

= Rs. 500/00 

 

= Rs. 150/00 

= Rs. 150/00 

= Rs. 125/00 

= Rs. 150/00 (one hundred fifty). 

= Rs. 540/00 (Five Hundred Forty). 

= Rs. 100/00 
Rs. 1913/00. Say Rs. 2,000/00 

 R.s 500/00 
 

 
 

 
Rs. 1,700/00 

 

 

B. Camp Establishment 

Furniture's for staff: 

One table (Rs. 20.00) and one chair 

(Rs. 10.00) and bedding (40.00) per 

each. 
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1. Camp-in-Chief. 

1. Camp-in-Charge. 

3. Instructors (average for 750 recruits) 
3. P.T. cum-Manual work Instructor for 750 recruits 

1. Medical Mobilize. 

1. Medical Officer 

10 @ Rs. 100 per each = 1000 for each camp. Rs. 1,000/00 

II. Recurring Expenditure: 

(a) Per trainee: 
Persona] effects 

Lungi 
Shirt 

Shirts 
(2) 

Vest 

(2) 

Shoe 

(Bata) 

Socks 
Note 

Book ...  

Pencil 

etc. 

Rs. 8/00 

Rs. 5/00 

Rs. 15/00 

Rs. 10/00 

Rs. 10/00 

 

 

 

 

5.00 

 

 

Rs. 58/00, Say Rs. 60/00 x 12,000 per month. 

= Rs. 7, 20,000/00 p.m. 

Food @ Rs. 3/00 per head per day 

for 30 days. Rs. 90 x 10,500 = Rs 10, 35,500/00 p.m. 

 

Recurring Expenditure: 

b)  For Camp establishment: 

for Secretary -15 camps covering 750 

capacity (varying between 500 to 1000) 

15 Camp-in-Chief. 

15 Camp-in-Charge 

42 Instructors (one for each 250) 

42 P.T. Instructors (-do-) 
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15 Student Mobilisers. 
15 Medical Officers. 

144 @ Rs. 10/00 per head per day for 30 days. 

1/00 " 300 p.m. say 

c)Periodicals for each camp. 

Medicines, Contingency, Misc. 

d)Transport: 

For Stores and trainees' movement. 

Maintenance and operation of 15 pick up Trucks 
15 Scooters 

e)Central Service Office for Stores : 

1Officer. 

2Assistant-cum-Typists 

3Truck maintenance operators 

1 Jeep @ 1 bi-cycle operators 

Contingency 

 

 

Rs. 43,200/00 p.m 
 

Rs.100/00 p.m. 

Rs. 1,000/00 p.m. 

Rs. 15,000/00 p.m. 

Rs.1, 500/00 p.m. 

Rs.300/00 p.m. 

Rs.200/00 p.m. 

Rs.3,000/00 p.m. 

Rs.500/00 p.m. 

Rs.4,100/00 p.m. 

Rs.4,100/00 p.m. 

Rs.100/00 p.m. 

Rs. 4,200/00 p.m. 

 

YOUTH RELIEF CAMP 

Budget for 500 Trainees. 

(A SUMMARY) 

 

NON-RECURRING : 

1. Huts (1,25,000 sft.) 

2. Tube-well (3) 

3. Bedding 

4. Lighting 

5. Utensils 

6. Hand Tools 

7. Furniture for Office Use 

8. Contingency. 

Say 

 

Rs. 45,000/00 

Rs. 3,000/00 

Rs. 13,000/00 

Rs. 4(X)/00 

Rs. 2,000/00 

Rs. 1,700/00 

Rs. 1,00/00 

Rs. 5000/00 

Rs. 71,000/00 

Rs. 72,000/00 per month 
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RECURRING EXPENDITURE : (PER MONTH) 

 

1. Clothing. 

(a) Rs. 60/00 each 

2. (i) Food (a) Rs. 3.00 per trainee 

(ii) Food for Officers & Staff 

3. Basic allowance for Officer and staff. 
4. Periodicals 

5. Transports (P.O.L) 
(Truck-1, Scooter-1) 

6. Medicines & Contingencies 
Say 

Rs.30,000/00 

Rs.45,000/00 

Rs. 2,000/00 

Rs. 3,500/00 

Rs. 100/00 
Rs. 1,100/00 

Rs. 1,000/00 
Rs.82.700/00 

Rs.83,000/00 per month 
 

ABSTRACT 

 

Expenditure for one Camp (500 trainees for 6 months) 

Non-recurring Rs. 72,000/00 

Recurring =83,000/00 p.m X 6 

Grand Total 

i.e. An average of Rs. 1 lakh, per month 

per camp 

Rs.72,000/00 

Rs.4,98,000/00 
Rs. 5,70,000/00 

Rs. 6.00,000/00 

 

SYLLABUS 

I. The General part for all recruits to cover : 

a. The need of 'safe' bases : The concept of Total war and the parts to be played 
in it by the Base-Worker and the Armed Fighter in support of, and with the 

support of, the People of Bangladesh. The role of economic warfare as our 

deadliest weapon. 

b. Hatred of the enemy and his agents: historical background of their 
exploitation, cheating, betrayal and crimes : the urge for revenge. 

c. Love for our people: historical background of their unity and sacrifice for just 

causes: the urge of sacrifice for their welfare. 

d. Our deficiencies to be overcome: historical background of our tragic 
dependence on other for action while we talked. Experience of successful 

revolutions elsewhere. 

e. The need of our self-help action in terms of manual labor, co-operation and 

discipline. 
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4. The Methodical part for Base-Workers to cover: 

a. Needs of village society: essentials (food and social order) and extras 

(clothing, shelter, health, education, communication and recreation); how can 

the essentials and even some of the extras be produced fully within the labor 

and resources of the village. 

b. Roles of native ingenuity and indomitable will in maintaining self-sustained 

village life. 

c. Getting and remaining absorbed in village life without being conspicuous:  

urging without imposing, leading by example, working under shadow of village 
elders. 

d. Methods of self-help and self-Government. 

e. Civilian actions in Total War: militant morale, economic warfare, suppression 

of enemy agents and fifth-column miscreants, safe base, intelligence 
communication, assistance to commando and liberation army action. 

 

LIST OF YOUTH CAMPS 

(Easter Zone) 

From To Present 

Strength 

 

Camp Chief 

 

Chittagong 

& 

Hill Tracts 

 

Noakhali 

 

Comilla 

 

 

 

Comilla 

Dacca & 
Faridpur 

 

Sylhct 

 

1) Harina 

 

2) Harishamukh 

3) Rajnagar 

4) Chotokhola 

5) Kathalia (Baramura) 

6) Udaipur 

7) Malaghar 

8) Hatimara (Kamalnagar) 

9) Buxnagar (Chyanmara) 

10) Konaban 

11) Charipara 

12)Joynagar 

13) Narshingharh 

14) Mohanpur 

15) Khowai 

16) Kailashar 

17) Karimganj (Assam) 

 

750 

-- 

300 

350 

500 

 

350 

350 

300 

 

 

 

500 

250 

500 

150 

250 

350 

450 
 

5,650 

 

M.A. Harinan 

Secy. D. A. L 

Prof. A. Han if, MNA 

Khauja Ahmed, MNA 

Abdul Awal, MNA 

Capt. S. Ali, MPA 

Capt. Alam 

M. A. Rashid, MPA 

Prof. A. Rouf, MPA 

 

 

 

Shamsul Huq. MPA 

Afzal Hussain. MPA 

D. A. Abdas. MNA 

Sharfuddin. MPA 

Mustafa Shahid. MPA 

Manik Chowdhury. MNA 

A. Rashid, MNA 
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APPENDIX 'C’ 

EASTERN ZONE 

DIRECTORATE OF YOUTH CAMP. 

1. OFFICERS 

SI. No. Name Designation Responsibilities 
1 Mr. M. Alam Director, Youth 

Camp 

i) Overall Co-ordination 

2 Prof. Nurul Islam 

Chowhdury, M.N.A. 

Director, 

Administration. 

Director, 

Motivation. 

ii) Resource Mobilization. 

3 Mr. Khaled Mohammed 

Ali, M.N.A. 

Director, Youth 

Camp 

i) Resources utilization & 

there welfare 

4 Dr. Abu Yousuf Training 

Co-coordinator. 

i) Preparation & 

supervision of the training 

programme. 

 

5 Mr. Md. Bazlur Rahman Supply 

Officer. 

i) Arrangement for inflow 

& outflow of trainees. 

ii) Procurement of Camp 

supplies in bulk and its 

distribution. 

iii) Support for 

construction of camp sites. 

 

6 Mr. Mosharraf Hussain General Services 

Officer 

i) Office Maintenance. 

ii) Accounts & Stores. 

 

LIST OF PROGRAMME PROFORMAS 

(a) LIST OF CAMP OFFICERS 

(b) (i) DAILY ENTRY/EXIT REGISTER 

     (ii) DAILY RETURN 

(c) DAILY EVENTS REGISTERS 

(i) ENEMY ACTION 

(ii) OUR ACTION 

(d) WEEKLY PROGRESS REPORT. 

 

Name              DATE STARTED: 

PRESENT STRENGTH: 

    YOUTH RELIEF CAMP 

    (TRANSIT/REGULAR) 
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OFFICERS 

1. Camp, Chief .......  

2. Deputy Camp-Chief... 

3. Camp Supervisor .  

4. Political Instructor;.... 

                                  ii) . . . 

                                  iii) . . . 

5. Physical Instructor :...  

                                          ii). 

                                  iii)... 

6. Student Representative : 

7. Health Officer:     
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YOUTH RECEPTION CAMP 

Entry/Exit Register. 

 

Sl No. Name Father’s Village P.O District Age 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 

 

 

Education Vocational Special 

Qualification 

Sent to: 

Youth 
Relief 

Camp 

Evacuee 

Camp 

Remark 

8 9 10 11 12 13 
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RECEPTION 

YOUTH RECEPTION TRANSIT CAMP 

Daily Return 

Name of Camp ..............  

1. No. of Youth: 

A. Entry 

B. Exit 

C. Held Over (A-B) 

 

Held Over 

form previous day . . 
Fresh Entry. .... 

Sub total .... 
To Regular Camp 

To Evacuees Camp 
Sub-Total . . . . 

 

Expenditure 

2. (i) Transportation cost to Regular Camp Rs.... 

(ii) Other Expenses ................................ Rs... 

Total Expenditure Rs.... 

Balance sheet 

Balance from previous day . . . . 

Fresh Receipt 

Sub-total 

Today's expenditure 

Balance : Carried over 

 

Camp Administrator 

Nominee of Returning 

Officer ......................  

 

Camp-in-Charge 

(Recruiting Officer 

or his nominee) .. . 

 

YOUTH RELIEF CAMP:       Enemy Action 

1. Ref. Reporter and corroborator (if any)           Date    

2. Locality- with Cross Index Page Ref. 

3. Date and summary of incident. 

4. Prominent collaborator (if any) with Cross Index Page Ref. 

5. Local Reaction/morale. 

6. Classification of event with Cross Index Page No. 
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ENEMY ACTION 
1. Killing 

2. Burning 
3. Looting 

4.    Rape 

5. Degradation 

6.    Youth 

7.    Crop 

(a)Destruction 

(b)Protection 

9. Communication 

10. Lawlessness 

11. Administration 

12. Banking & Commerce 

13. Education 

14. Attitude to: 

(a) Politicians 
(b) Muslims 

(c) Hindus 
(d) Buddhists 

(e) Others 
A. Pak Army Action 

(Specify which item 
by quantity, number above.) 

B. Collaborator's action. 

(Specify which item 

by quantity, number above.) 

 

 

YOUTH RELIEF CAMP 

Daily Events Report: 

Date........... 

OUR ACTION 

1. Reference of Reporter and corroborator. 

2. Locality with Cross Index Page No. 

3. Date and Summary of Incident. 

4. Prominent Sympathizers if any with Cross Index Page No. 

5. Enemy Reacting if any. 

6. Local Reaction/morale 

7.    Classification of even with Cross Index Page No. 
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LIST 

OUR ACTION 

Negative 
1. Pak Army. 

(i) Ailled .... 

(ii) Captured  

2. Collaborators 

(i) Killed .... 

(ii) Punished 

otherwise  

(iii)Driven away.... 

3. Destruction of 

(i) Communication- 

(a) Roads  

(b) Rly. Lines.... 

(c) Telephone.... 

(ii) Vital Installations 
(a) Power Lines.... 

(b) Water Supply.... 
(iii)Army Equipments & transports 

(iv)Exportable stocks.... 
4. Terrorism (Panic) 

5. Boycott of West Pakistani goods 
 

Positive 
6. Food Production, 

7. Resistance & suppressions to miscreants. 

 

 

WEEKLY PROGRESS REPORT 

Name           Date : 

YOUTH RELIEF CAMPS 

(CHECK LIST) 

 

1. OFFICEBEARERS: 

(a) Has the list of office bearers completed? 

(b) If not which are the vacancies? 
(c) What needs to be done to fill up the vacancies? 

(d) Are the office bearers staying in the camps? 
 

2. LOCATION: 
(a) At present: 

(b) Moving to: 
(c) Distance from nearest Border point: 
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3. CONSTRUCTION: 

(a) Tents Size : 

Nos. : 

(b) Huts : 

(i) Size: 

Nos. : 

(ii) Completed- Nos. 

(iii)Under construction : 

(iv)Work not started- 

Expected date of commencement 

of construction. 

(v) Expected date of completion of all construction : 

WATER SUPPLY : 

(i) What is the source of drinking water? 

(a) Is it adequate? 

(b) If not. what is being/proposed to be done : 
(ii) What is the source of bathing water? 

a) Is it adequate? 

b) If not, what is being/proposed to be? 

SANITATION 

i) What arrangement for latrine? 

ii) What steps for garbage disposal? 

 

4. BEDDING 

                                                                         Additional stock 

                                                                           Received during week Total 

ITEMS AT HAND 

i) 

ii) 
iii) 

iv) 

v) 

 

5. CLOTHINGS 
 

In stock. Issued during 

week 

Balance in hand Requirement 

for next batch. 

Date by 

which supply 

needed. 

       1 

       2 

       3 

       4 

       5 
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6. FOOD 
a) AS GIVEN 

i) Breakfast: 
ii) Lunch : 

iii) Dinner 

iv) Other supplements: 

d) ADDITION REQUIREMENTS 

 

7. POCKET ALLOWANCE/PERSONAL NEEDS : 

i) Is pocket allowance given? 

ii) Is so, how much per head? 

iii) Any personal needs? 

 

8. TRAINING: 

a) Instructors name : 

 

i) Political : 

ii) Physical: 
 

b) Daily Routine followed : 
 

i) Political : 
ii) Physical: 

 

 

9. FINANCE & ACCOUNTS : 

Last week 

 

Current week 

 

Total since inception 

( ......................... ) 
 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Total expenditure: 

Total receipt: 

 

Balance in hand 

 

 

10. RECRUITMENT 

i) Nos. sent for army training: 

ii) Nos. retained for base worker's training: 

iii) Nos. of base worker passing out: 

iv) Other: 

 

11. GENERAL REMARKS CAMP CHIEF/SUPERVISOR 
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LIST OF YOUTH CAMP 

(RECEPTION) 

Sl 

No 

Name of 

District 

 

Name of the 

Camp 

 

Address 

 

Name of Camp 

In- 

Charge 

Strength 

 

Remarks 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 24. Parganas 

 

Takipur 

 

(i) WEST 

BENGAL 

P.O. Takipur 
 

   

2 do Hakimpur 

 

Basirhat 

Sub-Dn. 

Bashirhat 

Sub-Dn 

Nurul Islam 

Manju, 

Mosharaf 

Hossain 

 P.Y. 

T. 

 

3 do Hingalganj do    

4 do Hasnabad  Nurui Islam 

 

T  

5 do Talikhola Baneaon 

 

Lt Matiur 

Rahman 

 

  

6 do Chapabara do do   

7 do Ghoshpur 

 

Maslandapur 

 

Hadiuzzainan, 

VIP A 

Enayet Hossain, 

MPA 

 

  

8 do Chandpur 

 

Barasat Sub-

Dn. 

 

Matiur Rahman 

MPA 

 

  

9 Nadia Ranaghat 

 

Ranaghat 

 

Asaduzzaman 

MPA 

 

  

10 do Majdia 

 

Ranaghat 

Sub-Dn. 

Abul Hashein 

Mokter 

 P.Y. 

 

11  Kechudanga 

 

Krishnanagar 

Saddar sub-

Dn. 

   

12  Karimpur 

 

do Abdur Rouf 

Chowdhury 

MPA 

 

  

13  Bctai 

 

do Sahiuddin 

MNA 
 

  

14  Shikarpur 

 

do    

15  Hiidaipur 

 

    

16 Murshidabad 

 

Kaherpara 

 

    

17 do Lalgola 

 

    

18 do Sheikhpara  A. Hadi MPA 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

19. Malda Enayetput  Dr. Mesbahul Huq 

MPA 

  

20. Do Gourh     

21. Do Mehdipur     

22. West 

Dinajpur 

Bangalipara   Sector 

Commander 

 

23     Major 

Nazmul Huq 

 

23 Do Dalimgaon  Dr. Naimuddin   

    S.M. Yousuf MPA   

24. Do Gangarampur  Shah Mahtab MPA   

25. Do Kurmail  Prof. Sayeed MNA   

26. Do Katla 

Kumarganj 

 Abdur Rahman MPA   

27. Do Malon  Azizur Rahman MNA   

28. Do Pransagar     

29. Do Tapan  Dr. Mashrul Huq MPA   

30. Do  Thokrabari  Fazlul Karim MPA   

31. Dinajpur 

(Banglades

h) 

Tetulia     

32. West 

Dinajpur 

Anginabad     

33. Do Tarangapur     

34. Purnoa Islampur  Afsar Ali Ahmed MNA   

35. Jalpaiguri Dewangonj     

36. Do Haldibari     
37. Do Papri     

38. Coochbehar Dinhata   Sector 

Commander 

Capst. 

Noazesh 

 

39. Do Kapurhat (ii) 

MEGHA

LAY 

   

40. Maghalaya  Begmara  A. Majid & Tara Mia   
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

41. Do Dalu  Principal Matiur Rahman   

42. Do Mehhondraganj (iii) 

ASSM 

Latif Siddiqui MPA   

43. Karimgonj Sonakhira  A. Momen Advocate   

   (iv) 

TRIPURA 

   

44. Sabroom Harina  M.A. Hannan, Secy DAL 750  

45. Do Harishamukh  Khairuddin, MPA   

  (Sringar)     

46. Beloina Rajnagar   Prof. A. Hanif, MNA   

47. Do Chotakhola  Khauja Ahmed, MNA   

48. Do Kathalia  Abdul Awal, MNA   

  (Baramura)     

49. Udaipur Udaipur  Capt. S. Ali MPA   

50. Sonamura Melagharh  Capt. Alam   

51. Do Hatimara  M.A. Rashid, MPA 350  

  (Kamalnagar)     

52. Do Buxnagar     

  (Chyanmara)     

53. Saddar  Konaban  Prof. A. Aouf, MNA 300  

54. Do Charipara  Shamsul Huq, MPA 500  

55. Do Joynagar  Afzal Hussain, MPA 250  

56. Do Narshinghgarh  D.A. Abbas, MNA 500  

57. Do Mohampur  Sharifuddin, MPA 150  

58. Khowai Khowai  Mustafa Shahid, MPA 250  

59. Kailashar Kailashahar  Manik Chowdhury, MNA 350  
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YOUTH CAMP SECURITY 

Residence 

1. No persons other than bonafide trainees and duly authorized Camp staff will reside 

in the camps. 

2. Residents of the camp must not leave camp without written permission for the 

time of absence allowed from Camp Chief (C. C.) or Camp Administrator (C. A.). 

Any unauthorized absence will be treated as desertion and dealt with accordingly. 

3. The C. C. or C. A. may go out on official business, but not at the same time. 

4. No unauthorized or private guests will be allowed for residence. 

Visitors 

5. No visitors other than those duly authorized by Youth Camp Directorate or Deputy 

Director Youth Relief will be allowed. C. C. or C. A. may allow other visitors 

with written justification. 

Training 

6. Nothing contrary to the highest devotion to Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, the President of the Government of Bangladesh, or divergent with the 

syllabus for Youth Training will be taught or propagated in the Camp. 

7. The nature and timing of the small arms practice will be as approved by the 

Training Co-coordinator in consultation with authorities concerned. 

Recruitment 

8:  There will be no recruitment or taking out of the trainees from the Camp other than 

as authorized by the Training Co-coordinator. The same restriction will apply for 

taking out qualified Base-workers. 

Discipline 

9. Any violation of discipline as given in the "Ground Rules for Group Action" in the 

approved syllabus must be severely dealt with and reported to Youth Camp 

Directorate in grievous cases. 

Secrecy 

10.  The names and addresses and the dates and destinations of the trainees and their 
expected movements must be guarded as Top Secrets. No person other than the C. 

C. 
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or his Deputy must handle the related papers. All Camp Staff must take an oath of 
Secrecy in this regard. 

Sabotage 

11.  Each Instructor will sub-divide his class into small discussion groups comprising 

trainees of neighboring localities for mutual inspiration, improvement and 

progress report. Any potential saboteur, defector, or spy must be immediately 

isolated and reported to Youth Training Directorate. 

Camp Guards 

12. A crops of Camp Guards will be selected from each group of Trainees for the 

above measures. They will receive usual training with the next group. 

                                                                                                   Secret 

All Youth Camps. 

It has been decided by the Authorities that all servicemen (current or ex-) should 
report for advice at Joi Bangla office in the following order: 

1. In-Service personnel of Army, Navy, Air Force, EPR. 

2. Ex-Service personnel of Army, Navy, Air Force, EPR. 

3. In- Service personnel of Ansar, Mujahid and Police. 

4. Ex-Service personnel of Ansar, Mujahid and Police; 

All Camp Chief/In-Charge/Administrators are requested to direct all persons of 
the above categories to report at the above office without fail. 

The four categories may please be sent at an interval of 2-8 days in successive 

order. The camps may refrain upto 15 ex-ansar & Mujahids as unpaid Camp Guards if 

considered necessary. Those guards however are not to be employed as Trainers. 

                                                                  

 

by order 

Youth Camp Directorate. 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 
MINISTRY OF NATIONAL HEALTH AND WELFARE. 

MUJIBNAGAR. 

 

STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT. 

STAGE I: 

The Health Service of the Government of Bangladesh was open on 1.5.71, with 
the appointment of Dr. T. Hossain (MS, FRCS) as Director General of Health Service. 

Dr. Hossain accompanied us when the Government was formed. Some members 

of the Cabinet were sheltered in his Clinic at Dacca for 2 weeks after the crackdown. 

His Nursing Home, at Dacca, was left behind with equipment worth over 6 lakhs 

rupees. He came by choice to assist us. He had been a friend of the Awami League 

Leadership since release of Bangabandhu from Agartala Conspiracy Case. We all 

used to have our treatment at his Nursing Home. He had been a political friend of 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman since preparation day’s student life in Calcutta. Dr. Hossain 

is the only senior member of the Medical profession who was available to start Health 

Services on behalf of the Government. 

Soon after his appointment, he started with a skeletal office with Dr. Ahmed Ali 

as his assistant. During the first three months, the Directorate undertook the task of 

coping with the gigantic Medical problems facing the evacuees. All doctors and 

paramedical staff reporting to the Head Quarter and elsewhere along the border were 

themselves rehabilitated in West Bengal and Tripura Estate particularly. There were 

over 1400 Medical staff employed under various agencies through the Health 

Directorate. During this period, Dr. Hossain visited almost every Evacuee Camp in 

West Bengal until the number of refugees went up to six million. Meanwhile, Indian 

Union Government took over the overall responsibility of evacuee settlement. 

 

STAGE 2: 

During mid-July, when the Government was organized, the Medical Directorate 

was converted into a full-fledged Department of Health and Welfare, with Dr. 

Hossain as Secretary and proposed four Directorates, namely: Defense Medical 

Service; Civil Medical Service; Welfare Service and a Directorate for Medical 

Education. 

I. Defense Medical Service -It is our main concern at present. Since August 71, 

Dr. Hossain has been to almost all Sectors and Sub Sectors more than twice. He tried 

his best to organise the Medical Service at sub-Sector level with available doctors and 

Medical Students. 
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The problem of organizing the Defense Medical Service is really complicated but 
Dr. Hossain has now stream-lined the organizational setup and channelized three 

sources of Medical supply, namely, i) Host Forces Source, ii) Public Donations, and 
iii) Our Government Resources. 

We have placed Rs. 10 Lakhs for next three months to be used in three Sectors. 

We are going to establish one dispensary (RAP) at each Sub-Sector, supplying first-

aid medicines worth about Rs. 100.00 with each batch of Fighters. 

We are trying to place one Mobile Unit at each Sub-Sector and establish 10 ADS 

(Advanced Dressing Station) at 10 Sectors, with at least 50 beds in each. We have 

established the first Bangladesh Forces Hospital, 100 bedded, in Sector 2. We are 

going to have one like that in each, Sector. 

Construction has started already for three such ADS, one at Sectors 1, 2 & 3. 

We have set up one 25 bedded Hospital at Karimganj and one 30 bedded Hospital 

at Tetulia, 10 beded at Patgram, 10 bedded at Shahebganj. We are expecting two 50 

bedded Mobile Hospitals, one for Dowki and one for Dalu. 

We are going to set up one Hospital at Rowmari with 20 beds, in the course of one 

month. We have received-as gifts—4 Convalescent Homes for the injured members of 

the Mukti Bahini: one 40 bedded at Agartala; one 10 bedded at Shillong, Tura and 

Coochbehar. The number of beds in those Hospitals will be received with the growing 

demands-there is a plan to set up a 300 bedded Hospital somewhere in West Zone. 

Mr. M. K. Bhimani has promised to run them on behalf of Hariana Bangladesh Mukti 

Shahayak Samity. 

 

We are fully aware of our problems relating to transport and treatment of patients. 

 

The most outstanding one is TRANSPORT: We do not have enough transport for 

i) carrying the patients from the field to the Hospitals. We lost some valuable lives 
and limbs because of lack of timely transport, ii) We are unable to send our medicines 

in time for want of transport. Anyway, we are trying to solve this problem through 
various sources and our limited resources. 

Our second problem is MEDICINE: We have not yet spent any money to buy 

medicines. Dr. Hossain collected gifts of medicines worth over 1½ lakh rupees which 

has been distributed to all Sectors. Many organizations collected medicines by the 

name of Mukti Bahini but no trace of these collected medicines were available to any 

Sector Commanders. We should make collective efforts to place all medicine at the 

disposal of our Central Store. 

The third problem is DOCTORS: We initially deputed most of our doctors to the 

Evacuee Camps, so enough doctors are not available for Mukti Bahini. Besides, very 

few trained Surgeons are available. We are negotiating for Surgeons in England. 

Difficulty of communications due to bad roads, Jungles, and forests are our main 

handicaps. Anyway, we are trying to solve these problems with the help of our host as 
far as possible. 
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We are going to improve the Medical care every day. Dr. Hossam has made some 
successful bargains with various agencies, both at Government level and Private level, 

and I am sure the Fighting Forces will feel more secure. Dr. Hossain working in this 
front with firm determination. 

2. Civil Medical Service:-With the development of Zonal Council, East Zone is 

going to have a Zonal Health Officer under a Health Council which will solve the 

problems of our population of the region, namely the Evacuee Camps. Youth Camps. 
Transit Camps and Liberated Areas. We shall supply necessary doctors and medicines 

for the Liberated Areas. We are negotiating to take over the responsibilities from our 
host as far as possible and set up our own Health Department machinery during the 

coming month. 

3. Welfare Service:-\Ve\farz of our patients in Hospitals and during 

convalescence is our job. Our patients are spread out all along the border in various 

civil and military Hospitals. We are going to employ one Welfare officer for each 

Hospital or even Camp, if possible, as early as we can. 

4. Medical Students:-^e cannot be indifferent to our Medical students who are 

now rendering valuable service in various Mukti Bahini and Evacuee Camps. Most of 

the Medical students are members of the Student League and came away with us out 

of their patriotic incentive. Although we cannot arrange Medical Education at this 

stage, we should have a Director of Medical Education to keep an account of all 

Medical students and utilise their services in the best possible way, keeping them and 

Nation's interest in mind. 

 

Minister in Charge 

Department of National Health & Welfare. 
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OFFICE OF THE 

SECRETARY, MINISTRY OF DEFENCE 

Particulars of Officers/Staff of Bangladesh Govt. 

 
Sl. 

N

o. 

Name Age Father’s 

Name 

Residential Address Famil

y 

Date of 

entry in 

India 

Re

ma

rks 

    In Bangladesh In Calcutta 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

 

1. Mr. A. 

Samad 

35 Mr. Abdul 

Jabbar 

D.C. Sylhet 214/1/5 Lower 

Circular Road, 

Cal-17 

1 1st 

Week of 

Aug,71 

 

2. Mr. Abkar 

Ali Khan 

27 Mr. Khan S.D.O. 

Habigonj 

3 Shurawordy 

Avenue 

1 April 

‘71 

 

3. Mr. S.A. 

Imam 

31 Late. S.A. 

Absar 

D.F.O. Sylhet 7, Tanti Bagan 

Road, Calcutta-

4 

6 24.4.71  

4. Mr. N.I. 

Choudhury 

39 Mr. Shamsul 

Huq 

Choudhury 

Jessore Airport Bongaon, 24 

Pargana 

3 5.4.71  

5. Dr. B. 

Hossain 

34 Mr. Sharafat 

Ali 

Deptt. Of 

Physics, Dacca 

University 

214/1/5 Lower 

Circular Road 

Calcutta-17 

1 24.4.71  

6. Mr. Nazrul 

Islam 

28 Lat Mvi. 

Abdul Hye 

The Daily 

Ittefaq 1 R.K. 

Mission Road 

21, Dr. 

Rajendra Rd. 

(Near Northern 

Park) 

1 4.6.71  

7. Mr. Al-

Muzahidy 

28 Late 

Mohammad 
Abdul Halim 

Tangail Town, 

Dist. Tangail 

C/O. 

Khondokar 
Asaduzzaman 

3, Suhrawordy 

Avenue, 

‘KASHANA’ 

Park Circus, 

Calcutta-17 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

8. Mr. al-

Mahmood 

36 Late Maulavi 

Abdur Rob 

Vill. Morali, 

P.O. 

Brahmanbaria

, Comilla 

214/1/5 Lower 

Circular Road, 

Flat-5, Cal-17 

4 6.5.71  

9. Mr. Zahid 
Hossain 

26 Mr. Amir Ali 19, Party 
House 

Azimpur, 

Dacca-5 

118, Elliot 
Road, Calcutta-

16 

3 24.7.71  

10

. 

Mr. S.M.A 

Haroon 

25 Mvi. M.A. 

Qader 

84, Mosque 

Road, 

Shantibag, 

Dacca-2 

112/1 Park 

Street, Calcutta-

17 

1 21.5.71  

11

. 

Mr. 

Dibakar 

Banerjee 

30 Late M.M. 

Banerjee 

Kalibari 

Road, Khulna 

9, Dwarik 

Ganguly Street, 

Kalighat, 

Calcutta-30 

4 29.5.71  

12

. 

Mr. Suresh 

Ch. 

27 Mr. Pulin 

Behari Saha 

48, 

Nayanmati 

Road, 

Narayanganj, 

Dacca 

9, Kankargachi 

Road, Calcutta-

54 

4 17.5.71  

13

. 

Mr. Md. 

Amirul 

Islam 

34 Mr. Wazed Ali 

Sarket 

Vill. 

Barakuti, 

P.O. 

Choramara, 

Rajshahi 

162/1 B.B. 

Ganguli Street, 

Calcutta-12 

6 27.4.71 Family 

residing 

at; C.O. 

Mossarr

af 

Hossain 

Pk. 
Bhogwa

ngola 

Murshd

abad 

14

. 

Mr. Md. 

Shafiur 

Rahman 

27 Md. Abdul 

Karim 

Loan Office 

Para P.S. 

Kotwali 

Jessore 

11/A Wellesly 

St. Calcutta-13 

1 16.6.71 R.P. 

No. 392 

of 

16.6.71 

15

. 

Mr. 

Samarendr

a Bhusan 
Roy 

31 Late K.C. Roy Chouhata,Syl

het 

C/O. U.N. 

Halder Udaipur 

Nimata 
(Belgharia) Cal-

49 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

16. Mr. Mir 

Mosharaf 

Hossain 

32 Late Mir 

Moslem 

Hossain 

Vill. Chourash, 

P.O. Jagati, 

Kushtia 

C/O. Mr. Mir Emam 

Hossain 5 Brozodulal 

St. Calcutta. 

9 10.4.71 Family 

residing 

at: C/O. 
Md. Afsar 

Hossain. 

Vill- 
Bamanpu

kur, 

Saddarpar

a, P.O. 
Shree 

Maya, 

P.S. 
Nabadwip

, 

Dist.Nadi
a 

17. Mr. S.N. 

Saha 

36 Late Sasi 

Mohan Saha 

36 Uschap Podder 

Lane, Dacca 

28, Musalman para 

Lane, Cal-9 

6 18.6.71  

18. Mr. Md. 
Nurul Hasan 

32 Md. Matraff 
Hossain 

Vill. & P.O. 
Meherpur, Kushtia 

Vill. & P.O. Panchgram, 
Dist- Murshidabad 

6 16.4.71  

19. Mr. Abdul 

Latif 

36 Md. Fakir Vill. & P.O. 

Kushtia, Dist. 

Kushtia 

Vill. & P.O. Santipur, 

Nadia 

7 15.471  

20. Mr. Kotswar 

Biswas 

39 Late Basanta 

Kumar 
Biswas 

Vill- Gopalpur, 

P.O. Bonipur, 
Dist- Jessore 

Garulia D Camp 

Colony, C/O- Surendra 
Nath Diswas, P.O. 

Garulia, 24 Pargana 

8 1.5.71  
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 Present Position Suggested 
Destination & Pay 

Remark 

A: NEWS SECTION    

I. Mr KAMAL LOHANI News editor 

Conunci 

Rs. 425/ 

Incharge News 

Section Contract 

Rs. 425/- 

The Contract will 

mention 

that they will work in 

the 

news section and 

their 

responsibility will be 

to 

collate and compose 

the 

daily news bulletins. 
They will also 

perform 

other duties as and 

when 

required 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The contract should 

state that their 

primary duty will 

be to read the news 

but they will also 

perform other 

duties as and when 

needed 

 

2 . Mr. J U Ahmed Subeditor  

Contract 

Rs.  300/- 

No designation 

Contract 

Rs. 300/- 

3. Vli Subrain llama Sub Editor 

Contract 

Rv 300/- 

No designation 

Contract 

Rs. 300/- 

4. Abiil Quasem Sub Editor 

Contract 
Rv 300/- 

No designation 

Contract 
Rs. 300/- 

5. Mr.  Kan 

Ihbibuddin 

Sub Editor 

regular 

Rs. 300/- 

No designation 

Contract 

Rs. 300/- 

6. Mr.  Mrinal Krutiiu 

Roy 

Ad-hoc 

RS. 250/- 

No designation 

Contract 

Rs. 300/- 

 7.Mr.  Ratujil PAI 

Choudhury 

Ad-hoc 

RS. 250/- 

No designation 

Contract 

Rs. 300/- 

8. Mr. M. Mamua Sub Editor 
Regular  Ex.G  

 

9. Mrs pervin 

Hossain 

News reader 

contract Rs. 300/- 

As Existing 

10. Mrs. Zarin 

Ahmed 

News reader 

contract Rs. 250/- 

As Existing 
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 Present 
Position 

 

Suggested 
Designation & 

Pay 

Remarks 

 

11. Mr. Ali Reza 

Choudhury 

 

 

News Reader 

Contract  

Rs. 200/- 

As existing 

 

 

12. Mr. Nurul Islam 

Sarker 

News Reader 

Ad-hoc 

Rs. 300/- 

News Reader 

Contract 

Rs. 300/- 

 

13. Mr. Ezaz Ilossain News Monitor 

Contract 

Rs. 200/- 

As existing 

 

 

14. Mr. News Monitor 

Contract 

Rs. 200/- 

As existing 

 

 

    

B : ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAMME AND INTERVIEWS : 

1. Md. Alamgir Kabir English 
Programme 

Organizer 

Contract 

Rs. 500/-- 

As existing 

 

2. Mr. Ali Zaker 

 

English 

Programme 

Producer 

Contract Rs. 

275/- 

As existing 

 

C. ENGINEERING SECTION 

1. Mr. S. A. Shaker 

 

Radio 

Engineer 

Regular Ex-G 

Rs. 400/- 

 

As existing 

2. Mr. Rashedul 
Hassan 

 

Technical 
Asstt. Regular 

Ex-G 

Rs. 300/-. 

As existing 

 

 

1. Mr. Samar Das 

 

Music 

Director 

Regular Rs. 

500/- 

 

As existing 
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 Present 
Position 

 

Suggested 
Designation & 

Pay 

Remarks 

 

2. Mr. Abdul Jabber 

 

Music 

Producer 

Contract 

Rs. 500/- 

No renewal 

 
 

3. Mr. Apel Mahmud Staff Artist Contract 

Rs. 350/- 

 

No renewal 

 
 

4. Mr. Rathin Roy 

 

Staff Artist Contract 

Rs. 300/- 
 

No renewal 

 
 

5. Mr. Arun Goswami 

 

Staff Artist Contract 

Rs. 300/- 

As existing 

 
 

6. Mr. Pronodit Barua 

 

Staff Composer 

Contract Rs. 300/- 

As existing 

 
 

7. Mr. Mannan Moque 

 

Staff Artist Contract 

Rs. 300/- 

No renewal 

 
 

8. Mr. Hasan Imam 

 

Drama 

Producer 

Contract Rs. 

As existing 

 
 

9. Mr. Sadekin Script-writer 
Regular 

Rs. 300/- 

As existing 
 

 

10. Mr. Shahidul Islam 

 

Announcer 

Contract 

Rs. 300/- 

As existing 

 
 

11. Mi
-
. Motahar 

Hossain 

 

Announcer 

Regular Ex-G 

Rs. 275/- 

As existing 

 
 

12. Mr. Manzoor 

Kader 

 

Sub-Editor 

Regular Ex-G 

Rs. 300/- 

 

As existing 

 
 

D. PROGRAMME SECTION 

. Huda Choudhury 

 

Programme 

Organizer 

Regular Ex-G 

Rs. 400/- 

 

As existing 
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 Present 
Position 

Suggested 
Designation & 

Pay 

Remarks 

 

2. Mr. Ashfaqur 

Rahman 

Programme Organizer 

Regular Ex-G Rs. 280/- 

As existing  

3. Mr. Mesbahuddin 

Ahmed 

 

Programme Organizer 

Regular Ex-G Rs. 280/- 

As existing  

4 Mr. Balal 

Mohammad 

Programme Organizer 

Regular Ex-G Rs. 280/- 

As existing 

Except that he may be 

paid Rs. 400/- 

 

5. Mr. T. H. Sikder 

 

Programme Organizer 

Regular Ex-G Rs. 280/- 

As existing  

6. Mr. Taher Sultan 

 

Programme Organizer 
Regular Ex-G Rs. 280/- 

As existing  

7. Mr. Mustafa Anwar Programme Organizer 

Regular Ex-G Rs. 280/- 

As existing  

8. Mr. Nazrul Islam Programme Organizer 

Regular Ex-G Rs. 280/- 

As existing  

8. Mr. Nazrul Islam Programme Organizer 

Regular Ex-G Rs. 280/- 

As existing  

8. Mr. Nazrul Islam Programme Organizer 

Regular Ex-G Rs. 280/- 

As existing  

9. Mr. AbduJlah-al 

Farook 

Programme Organizer 

Regular Ex-G Rs. 280/- 

As existing  

10. Mr. Mahmud 

Farouk 

Programme Organizer 

Regular Ex-G Rs. 280/- 

As existing  

11. Mr. Ashraful Alam 

 

Announcer- cum-News 

Reader Contract 

Rs. 275/- 

As existing  

12. Mr. Zahed 

Siddique 

 

News Reader 

Contract 

Rs. 350/- 

Program producer 

Contract Rs. 350/- 
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 Present 
Position 

Suggested 
Designation & 

Pay 

Remarks 

 

13. Mr. Shahidur 

Rahman 

News Reader 

Contract Rs. 350/- 

No renewal  

14. Mr. Shamsuddin 

Ahmed 

Asstt-cum- Receptionist 

Regular Ex-G ,Rs. 300/- 

 

Presentation 

Supervisor 

Regular 

Rs. 300/- 

 

15. Mr. M. 

Ashrafuddin 

Stenographer 

Contract 

Rs. 250/- 

As existing 

 

 

16. Mr. Nowab Zaman 

Choudhury 

Copyist 

Regular Ex-G 
Rs. 175/- 

As existing 

 

 

17. Mr. Abul Barkat Copyist 

Regular 

Rs. 175/- 

As existing 

 

 

18. Mr. Anil Kumar 

Mitra 

Accountant To be fixed after seeing 

Bio-data 

 

19. Mr. Bimal Chandra 

Ncogi 

Peon Rs. 100/- As existing to be issued 

contract 

 

20 Mr. Panchu Gopal 

Ghosc 

Peon 

 

As existing to be issued 

contract 

 

B. NEW HANDS: 

I. Mr. Runcn Kushari 

 

 

Drama 

Producer 

Contract 

Rs. 400/- 

2. Mrs. Madhuri Chatterjee 

 

Staff Artist 

Contract 

Rs. 300/- 

3. Mr. Nasim Choudhury 

 

Script writer 
Contract 

Rs. 200/- 

4. Mr. M.Chand 

 

Staff Artist 

Contract 

Rs. 300/- 
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 Present 

Position 
Suggested 

Designation & 

Pay 

Remarks 

 

5. Mr. Yar Mohammad 

 

Staff Artist Contract 

Rs. 300/- 

  

6. Mr. Anwarul Abedin  Office Asstt. Regular 

Rs. 200/- 

  

7. Mr. Rangalal Deb 

Choudhury 

Librarian Regular 

Rs. 200/- 

  

8. Mr. S. S. Sajjad Studio- Executive 

cum- Receptionist 

Contract Rs. 200/- 

  

9. Mr. Abu Yunus 

 

Announcer 

Contract 

Rs. 200/- 
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Sl. 
No. 

Name of Staff. Previous 
Designation 

Last 
Pay 

Drawn 

Present 
assignment 

Pay 
proposed 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Mr. Ashrafuddin 

Md. Nazrul Islam 

Mr. Rczaul Karim Chy. 

Programme 

Producer, Raj shah 

i, 

 Stenographer 

Programme 

Producer 

Technical 

Operator 

Rs. 250/- 

Rs. 

Rs. 

 

4. 

5. 

6. 

 

Mr. Mannan Haque 

Mr. Ashraful Alam 

Mr. Sharfuzzaman 

 

Technical operator 

Chittagong 

Radio 

 

 Staff Artist 

Announcer-cum-

news Reader 

Technical 

operator 

Rs. 300/- 

Rs. 275/- 

Rs. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

 

11. 

Mr. S. A Rahman 

Mr. Zahed Siddiquc 

Mr. Ali Tarequc 
 

Mr. Alamgir Kabir 

Mr. Mahabub Talukdar 

Staff Reporter Pak 

Observer 

Prof, of Bengali, 
Chittagong 

University 

 

 Field Officer 

(Press Unit) 

Announcer, Urdu 
News Feature 

Information 

Officer 

Chief Reporter 

Asstt. Editor 

Rs. 300/- 

Rs. 350/- 

Rs. 425/- 
Rs. 500/- 

Rs. 400/- 

 

12. 

13. 

Mr. Ali Reza 

Chowdhury 

Mr. Pronob Ray 

Technical operator, 

Dacca Radio 

 News Reader 

Technical 

operator, 

Rs. 300/- 

Rs. 

14. 

15. 

Mr. Md. Haroon 

Mr. S. K. Dasgupta 

 

Accountant-in-

charge of 

circulation & 

advertisement, Pak 

Observer 

 Driver 

Circulation 

Manager 

 

Rs. 200/- 

Rs. 350/- 

 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

Mr. Santosh Gupta 
 

Nawab Zaman 

Choudhury 

Mr. Abdul Jabbar 

Lina Rani Chakraborty 

Jt. News Editor, 
Daily Azad 

 

 

 Asstt. Editor 
Copyist 

Music Producer 

Rs. 400/- 
Rs. 

Rs. 500/- 

Rs. 

20. 

 

21. 

 

Mr. Samar Das 

 

Mr. Asif Ali 

 

Accounts Asstt. 

House Building 

Finance Corpn., 

Dacca 

Dacca Radio 

 Asstt. Of file 

work & Keeping 

rccords 

Music Producer 

Producer (Film) 

Rs. 

Rs. 
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Sl. 
No. 

Name of Staff. Previous Designation Last Pay 
Drawn 

Present 
assignment 

Pay 
proposed 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. 

 

Mr. Md. Fazlul Hoque 

Bhuiyan, M.A. 

Asstt. Accountant 

National 

Bank, Dacca 

Rs. 775/- 

 

Office Supdt. 

 

Rs. 400/- 

 

2. Mr. A. K. Shamsuddin Duty Officer, Dacca 

Radio 

 Asstt-cum-

Recepionist 

Rs. 250/- 

3. Mr. Abdul Barkal Clerk-cum-Copyist, 

Raj 

Settlement Office 

 Copyist 

 

Rs. 200/- 

4. Mr. A. Sakur Radio Engineer, 

Dacca 

Rs. 525/- Radio Engr. Rs. 350/- 

5. Mr. Rashedul Hasan  Rs. 361/- Tech. Asstt. Rs. 300/- 

6. Mr. Aminur Rahman   Do Rs. 300/- 

7. Mr. Mominul Huq Chy  Rs. 350/- Do Rs. 300/- 

8. Mr. Kamal Iohani   News Editor Rs. 425/- 

9. Mr. Abdullah-al-

Farook 

Programme Producer 

Ctg. Radio 

Rs. 375/- Sub-Editor Rs. 300/- 

10. Mr. Jalaluddin Ahmed   Do Rs. 300/- 

11. Mr. Subrata Barua Bangla Academy 

Dacca 

 Do Rs. 300/- 

 

12. Mr. Abdul Kasem 

Sandip 

Vice-Principal 

Fatikchhari 

College 

 Do Rs. 300/- 

13. Mr. Kazi Habibuddin Script Writer, Ctg. 
Radio 

 Do Rs. 250/- 

14. Mr. A. K. Dutta 

 

Accountant, Observer 

Group of 

Publication, Dacca 

Rs. 775/- 

 

Accountant 

 

Rs. 350/- 

 

15. Mr. Ali Zaker   Eng. 

Programme 

Producer 

Rs. 275/- 

16. Mr. Shahidur Rahman   News Reader Rs. 350/- 

17. Miss. Parveen Hossain   News Reader Rs. 300/- 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 

18. Mr. Zarin Ahmed   News Reader Rs. 250/- 

19. Mr. Ezaz Hossain   News Reader Rs. 200/- 

20. Mr. Md. Sadekin Script writer, 
Dacca 

 Script Writer 

(Talks) 

Rs. 350/- 

 

21. Mr. Shamsul Huda Chy. Programme 

Organizer, 
Rajshahi 

Radio 

Rs. 525/- 

 

Programme 

Organizer 

(outside 

Stud ion) 

Rs. 350/- 

 

22. Mr. Belaluddin Ahmed Script writer, 

Radio, Ctg 
Rs. 451/- Programme 

Producer & .... 

Rs. 350/- 

 

23. Mr. Meshbauddin 

Ahmed 

 

Programme 

Organizer, 

Rajshahi 
Radio 

Rs. 350/- 

 

Do Rs. 350/- 

 

24. Mr. Ashfaqur Rahman Programme 

Organizer, Dacca 
Radio 

Rs. 350/- Do 

 

Rs. 350/- 

 

25. Mr. Taher Sultan Programme 
Producer, Radio 

Dacca 

Rs. 400/- 

 

Programme 

Producer 

Rs. 300/- 

 

26. Mr. Mustafa Anwar Do, Ctg. Radio Rs. 375/- Do Rs. 300/- 

27. Mr. T. H. Sikder Programme 

producer. [Dacca 
Radio 

Rs. 400/- 

 

Programme 

Producer 

 

Rs. 300/- 

28. Mr. Monjur Kadar Announcer, Dacca 
Radio 

Rs 310/- Announcer 

 

Rs. 275/- 

 

29. Mr. Shahidul Islam Do  Do Rs. 275/- 

30. Mr. Mothahar Hossain   Announcer Rs. 150/- 

31. Mr. Apel Muhammad   Staff Artist 

(Vocal) 

Rs. 350/- 

32. Mr. Rathin Roy   Do Rs. 300/- 

33. Mr. Pronojit Barua   Do (Composer) Rs. 300/- 

34. Mr. Arun Goswami   Do (Tabla) Rs. 300/- 

35. Mr. S.K. Saddi   Do (Violin) Rs. 275/- 

36. Mr. Hasan Imam   Producer of 

Drama & Feature 

Rs. 425/- 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 

37. Mr. Amir Hossain   Chiekf reporter 

from 15.7.71 

Rs. 400/- 

(including 

T.A.) 

38. Prof. Abdul Hafiz   Special corpdt. 

From 1.7.71 

Rs. 400/- 

(do) 

39. Mr. Firdous Alam   Asstt. Cameraman 

 

Rs. 300/- 

 

40. Mr. Abul Mansur   Reporter & Still 
Photographer 

Rs. 350/- 
(Including 

T.A.) 

41. Mr. Al-Mujahidy 

M.A 

  Sub-Editor Rs. 350/- 

42. .Mr. Md. Safi Alam Photographer, 

Azad 
 Photographer Rs. 300/- 

 

SI No. 

 

Name & Previous assignment 

 

Present assignment 

 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Mr. Abdul Jabbar Khan 

Mr. Kamrul Hassan, Head of 

Design Centre, EPS1C, Dacca 

Mr. M. R. Akhier (Mukul) 

 

Director of Film 

Director of Art and Design. 

 

Director of Press & Publicity. 
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BANGLADESH VOLUNTEER SERVICE CORPS 
 

I. INTRODUCTION: 

The situation for food, medicine and shelter for the enormous number of evacuees 

from Bangladesh to India is problematic. Indian Govt. Relief Organizations are doing 
their best to cope with the problems and are trying hard to meet the most basic needs 

of the people. 

As the food and housing situation of the evacuee camps are being organized and 

relating problems are being brought under control, the moral, social and cultural 

standards of the evacuees in the camps are quickly falling and the inmates are feeling 

that they are left in a sort of apathy. 

It is in these lines that the Bangladesh Volunteer Service Corps is working to 

initiate a programme to boost up the sinking moral of the evacuees in the camps. It is 

believed that the relief programmes will be more efficient and meaningful if they are 

combined with a moral, social, cultural and educational programme. 

II. OBJECTIVES: 

A. The object is to save the minds of the evacuees from otherwise certain 

deterioration by providing moral, special, cultural and educational programmes in the 

evacuee camps. To achieve this aim each camp shall have its, own groups of 

volunteers under the camp volunteer-in-charge, appointed and posted by the Central 

Organisation. 

The volunteers in each camp will be responsible: 

(a) to provide welfare facilities of the inmates of the camp and maintain communal 

harmony, 

(b) to provide educational and vocational services for the evacuees living in camps, 

(c) to provide moral, cultural, social and national motivation to the evacuees of the 

camps, 

(d) to provide female welfare-(under female volunteers) moral, mental and physical 

health of young girls. Pre-natal 

 and post-natal care of mothers; recreation; and training in sewing, embroidery etc. 

����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
�������� '
P����  ����� ��� !� 

9 �( 1����� 
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(e) 10 provide recreational facilities to keep atmosphere normal and healthy, in 
meaningful, moral corporate and happy living with eyes on the future rehabilitation in 

Bangladesh, 

(f)  to provide nutrition programme for children in camps. 

B. Organisation of training camps for volunteers. 

C. Providing relief against hunger and disease in Bangladesh. 

D. To provide welfare facilities for families from Bangladesh 
E.  To provide health services for evacuees in the camps. 

III. COMMITTEE AND MEETING: 

(a) Volunteers shall work as a team and shall keep records of activities in each 

sphere. Detailed programme may be chalked out in meetings after full discussion. 
Assessment of progress to be made and discussed in such meeting to be held at least 

once a week. Proceedings of such meetings shall be maintained. 

(b) All volunteers will be members of the Committee to be termed BVSC 

Committee. The volunteers as residents of the camps shall represent the residents. 

Some non- volunteer residents may also be co-opted members. The camp Volunteer 

in-charge shall be the Chairman of the Committee. 

He should at least be kept informed of all progress made. One of the volunteers 

shall work as the Secretary. 

 

IV. ORGANISERS: 

Organizers may be deputed to areas to organise the activities of the Corps and 

supervise the works already started. 

 

V. VOLUNTEERS: 

(a) Volunteers shall be recruited from persons living in the camp. Some may be 

recruited from various transit camps or outside, but once recruited for a camp 
they shall live as inmates of the camp. 

(b) Necessary directions will be issued from the Central Organisation from time to 

time. But the volunteers will work according to needs and requirements of the 

local camps and chalk out their programme accordingly. 

(c) The volunteers shall be given accommodation in the camps. They shall also 

receive free cooked food in camps where cooked food is distributed. In other 
camps they may organise their messing with dry provisions supplied free. They 

may also receive a small pocket allowance. 

(d) The volunteers will receive vital training in social work and rehabilitation. 
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VI. ORGANISATION: 

CENTRAL: 

Board of Directors: There shall be a Board of Directors appointed by the 

Managing Committee. Board of Directors shall be responsible for the general 
oversight of the whole movement. They shall normally meet once or twice a year. 

Advisers: They are persons with special interest and contributions to make may be 

appointed as advisers. 

Managing Committee: There shall be a Managing Committee which shall be 
responsible for planning and implementing of all plans and policies. The 

Managing Committee shall consist of all directors, all advisers, and 

representatives of all organizations related to and working in co-operation with 

BVSC. The Managing Committee will normally meet once a month. The 

Managing Committee will appoint a Chairman. 

Executive Committee: An Executive Committee shall be responsible for day to 
day running of the organization, and shall consist of the Chairman, the Directors 

willing to serve in the Committee, the Conveners of the Sub-Committees, and 
members of the Finance Sub-Committee. It shall co-opt up to 3 members. 

SUB-COMMITTEES: 

Sub-Committees may be appointed by the Managing Committee to be responsible 
for the special works. These shall consist of the following but others may be 

added as the need arises: 

(1) Camps Sub-Committee (including education, health, training etc.) 

(2) Finance. 

(3) Radio Programme. 

(4) Women's Welfare. 

 

LOC LOCAL ORGANISATION: 

(a) Volunteers shall be recruited and attached to as many camps as possible in such 

numbers as time to time may be required. One volunteer shall be designated as 
Volunteer in-charge. 

(b) A Camp Organizer may be appointed to have a general oversight of more than 

one, in no case more than 10 

(c) Area Organizer: Where necessary an Area Organizer may be appointed to 

coordinate the camps in an area and be responsible to look after outside normal 

activities of camps. 

 

VII. ACCOUNTS: 

(a) No expenditure of funds or resources shall be made on any purpose other than 
those detailed in the objectives as above. 
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(b) A full records of all expenditure shall be kept and accounted for at 

monthly Intervals. 

 

OUTLINE OF SYLLABUS ON COOPERATION 

 

1. Principles of cooperation-Voluntariness 

Group action based on enlightened self-interest. 
 

2. History of Co-operative movement-Rochdale Pioneers, the German 
experience- 

cooperation’s in Socialist countries (Russia, China, Yugoslavia) cooperation’s in 
India & Pakistan. 

 
3. Co-operative experience in Bangladesh 

(i) Comilla approach (ii) Chittagong movement 

 

4. Types of co-operatives 

(i) Service cooperatives 

(ii) Land cooperatives (joint farming vs. collective farming) 

(ii) Marketing cooperative 

(iv) Credit cooperatives 

(v) Industrial cooperatives 

(vi) Housing cooperatives 

(vii) Fishermen cooperatives 

(viii) Weavers cooperatives 

(ix) Consumers' cooperatives 

(x) Others. 
 

5. Agricultural cooperatives-special features 
-their structural pattern from village to apex. 

-Multipurpose objectives-community development approach through 
cooperatives- 

Relationship between cooperatives and Panchayets and other local bodies. 
 

6. Management of cooperatives 

(i) Board of Directors or Managing Committee 

(ii) General meeting 

(iii) Staffing-control over staff by the members. 

(iv) Maintenance of Accounts 

(v) Regular auditing. 

 

7. Training 

(i) Directors  (ii) General members  (iii) Staff. 
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THE SUMMARY OF THE PROGRAMME 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

 

To execute this programme, the prime requirement would be to start a new 

movement in Bangladesh. The philosophy of this movement shall be the basis of   the 
State Planning, Development and Administration for the progress and prosperity of 

our people.                                                                                                       

The initiative for transforming the social and economic life of the rural 

communities must come from the villagers themselves. Self-awareness, self-

examination, and self-help are the main driving forces of this movement. It depends 

entirely on the willing and voluntary and enthusiastic participation by the people. 

To create congenial conditions for the movement to grow, a group of volunteers 

who are themselves imbued with the philosophy behind it is essential. There are many 

young men who are waiting to join the Mukti Bahini, but all of them may not be taken 

in the Mukti Bahini. The social volunteers necessary for the movement may be 

recruited from among these young men. In course of their work they may be given a 

short course of training in the philosophy (social, political, and economic aspects) of 

the movement. With this background the social workers will be in a position to impart 

the motivation to our people. Their main function shall be to generate a movement 

which will embrace all classes of the villagers, and to create conditions so that the 

movement is sustained and carried on by the villagers themselves through their 
increasing awareness of its supreme necessity. 

In the past there was no democracy in the real sense in the country at any level. 

With an autocratic and dictatorial centre, there cannot be any democracy at the 

circumference and vice-versa. It is hoped that in future there will be democracy both 

at the centre and at the circumference. This alone can ensure effective and meaningful 

participation by the people in the movement. It must have the character of a 

movement so that the people can be attracted to it. 

The precise number of social workers will depend on the area and size of the 

population and also on the availability of workers. The workers must be devoted and 

energetic. They must try to get into the skin of the people and create a living 

fellowship with the rural people. By their conduct, character, behavior and attitude 

they must create the impression that they are a natural and normal part and parcel of 

the village communities. Complete avoidance of arrogance and a friendly attitude on 

their part will draw the people to the movement. A serious responsibility is imposed 

on the social workers who must realize it themselves. It needs creative and effective 

backing of the political leaders who will look upon politics as the grand avenue for 

service to mankind. 
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 
 

The Awami League is committed to democracy. "A real living democracy shall 

be established in which people shall live in freedom and with dignity, and in which 

justice and equality shall prevail", so runs the Awami League manifesto. The Awami 

League is solemnly resolved to secure to all citizens social, economic and political 

justice. To establish "a real living democracy" a member of important proposals are 
embodied into the manifesto. These include: universal adult franchise, direct and free 

elections, equality before the law, rule of law, independence of the judiciary, 
fundamental right and freedoms, secular social order, full right and citizenship for the 

minorities, parliamentary government in which the legislature shall be supreme and to 
which the executive shall be responsible. On the political plane this is the 

programmed to translate into reality the two basic democratic values-liberties and 
equality. 

The Awami League knows and believes that the liberty and equality of political 

democracy are hollows unless they are completed by economic liberty and equality. 

Freedom, if it is to be real, implies freedom from the economic constraint of want, 
poverty and hunger, and this is as much fundamental as freedom from the political 

constraint of military autocracy and dictatorship. To establish economic justice and to 
give fruition of the longing of the common men for freedom from want, the Awami 

League is committed to a socialist economic order. In the Awami League manifesto it 
is laid down "the basic aim of the economic programmed is the creation of a just and 

egalitarian society free from exploitation. The vision is that of a socialist economic 
order, in which economic injustice will be removed, rapid economic growth will be 

promoted and provision shall be made for the just distribution of the fruits of such 

growth among all sections of the people". To realize this objectives some specific 

proposals are embodied into the manifesto and these are: private enterprise as the sole 

vehicle of economic growth with private profit as the main motive leads to the 

concentration of wealth in a few hands and to the control of the key sectors of the 

economy by powerful private coteries, making it impossible for the goal of social 

justice and equality to be realized; this is to be altered and removed by nationalization 

and extension of the public sector, by the development of cooperative enterprises, and 

by the evolution of new institutional arrangements. 

The Awami League is thus committed to a socialist economic order based on 

democratic principles and values. Its main task is to bring about a social and 

economic revolution through democratic process. 

The villages, more than 65,000 in number, seem to be the appropriate center 
where these political, economic and social goals can be translated into action. Let us 

have a hard look at the objective conditions prevailing in Bangladesh. Bangladesh is 
predominantly a rural and agrarian society, depending on agriculture for its 

sustenance, employment and exports. More than 65 percent of the national income of 
Bangladesh is derived from agriculture, and the industrial sector contributes only 10 

per cent to the total national income. Only 5.2 per cent of the total population lives in 
the urban areas and 94.8 per cent in the villages. It has one of the highest density of 

population, 922 persons per sq. mile. 
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The per capita income is only $56. Its industrialization is rudimentary, its 
monetization limited, and its financial superstructure inadequate. On top of it there is 

a economic shortage of food which has been aggravated by the cyclone of 1970 and 
by the present genocidal war with unparalleled brutalities unleashed on Bangladesh 

by the West Pakistani military rulers. 

The real Bangladesh lies in these villages, more than 65,000 villages. Our people 

are condemned to an unimaginable alyss of poverty due to the criminal negligence of 
the government to agriculture and the pursuit of a capitalist economy which has the 

effect of transforming the purchasing power of the community to the members of the 
22 families. Our lands are the most fertile ones in the world and yet our people are the 

poorest. But the present liberation struggle which also involves a mighty social 
revolution has awakened our people to an unprecedented degree. The people are wide 

awake today. They are no longer the passive objects of policy but its main driving 
force. Acutely anxious inquiry has moved from the questions "who are the poor?" to 

the fundamental question "why are they poor?" There is no getting away from 

answering this fundamental question. The problem of poverty is not a problem of 

industrial character and its waywardness, but a problem of economic and industrial 

policy and organization. The issue has to be tackled first at its source, and only 

secondly in its manifestation. 

The villages, as already stated, are the appropriate centers to put into effect the 

socialist economic order based on democratic values. The task of bringing about a 
social and economic revolution through democratic process must begin in the villages 

where more than 94.8 per cent of the people live. The Community Development and 
National Extension Projects are the effective means of bringing about the social and 

economic transformation of the village communities. The Community Development 

Projects have, therefore, a place of capital significance in these sectors of our national 

life, which bear most closely upon the welfare of the rural population. 

The Community Development Projects have three important aspects. First, the 

community development projects and the national extension services are intended to 
be the areas of intensive effort in which development agencies of the government 

work together as a team in programmers which are planned and co-ordinated in 
advance. The activities comprised within the community development and national 

extension projects must be regarded as an integral part of the programme for 
improving all aspects of rural life. Second, the essence of the programme is that the 

villagers who are acutely conscious of their miseries come together for bringing about 

social changes, that is, building a new life for themselves and participate with 

increasing awareness and responsibility in the planning and implementation of 

projects, which are material to their well-being. The programmes provide them with 

new opportunities, and in turn, through their active participation in planning and 

execution, they give them a distinctive quality and enlarge their scope and influence. 

Self-help and co-operation are the basic principles on which the movement rests. Its 

main purpose is to provide opportunities for leadership to grow from within. In 

essence it is a movement for social development, which will embrace all sections of 

the rural communities. Third, the movement should bring within its scope the 

entire rural communities and enable them to take their place in the co-operative 
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movement and other spheres in their own right. It will develop the initiative and add 
to the creativity and inventiveness of our people. It is an account of these features that 

the community development projects are regarded as the normal pattern of a socialist 
economy based on democracy in action. 

Community development means voluntary self-help by the village communities. 

Its purpose is to transform the social and economic life of the villages. The basic 

philosophy underlying the programme is that the social and economic development 
will not be sustained unless the village people are convinced of the need for such 

development and participate actively and enthusiastically in the work. The basic 
problems are to be solved by the villagers themselves. The government agencies will 

assist the villages communities to satisfy the recognized needs by teaching them new 
skills, when necessary, by improving upon the existing skills, by bringing advanced 

technical knowledge to bear on the village needs and by obtaining financial assistance 
from government funds to support and galvanize the voluntary community effort. The 

Leadership must come from the people. It partakes the nature of a movement in which 

the villagers are in the dominant position and the governmental agencies occupying 

the subordinate ones. 

The Community Development Programme is designed to support this voluntary 

community effort. It consists of a number of schemes each of which falls under one of 
the following aspects of rural community life. 

 

1. Agricultures 

(a) animal husbandry 

(b) irrigation 

(c) reclamation 

(d) better seeds 

(e) fertilizers 
(f) other inputs 

 
2. Health and rural sanitaries: 

(a) Medical facilities 
(b) Doctors 

(c) Pure drinking water. 
(d) Cleaner environment 

 

3. Education 

(a) Adult education 

(b) Social education 

 

4. Communications 

(a) Roads 

(b) Bridges and culverts 
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5. Rural arts, crafts and industries 

6. Housing. 

 

The whole country side should be divided into appropriate blocks or groups, each 

consisting of 15,000 to 20,000 persons. Each block will elect its own leader and the 

executive committee. They will be directly elected by the people. The officials will 

act only as their assistants. If at any time election is not possible ad-hoc committees 
with respected local people may be created. This is to meet the present situation in a 

state of emergency. The Community Development shall form part of the 
comprehensive planning. 

 
                                                                                         Muzaffar Ahmed Chowdhury. 

 
 
N. B. The organisation as set up in your note can go on at the movement. The report on 

Raumari is attached herewith for initiating the programme. 

 

 
 

______________ 
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I. ORGANISATIONAL FRAMEWORK 

 

1) VILLAGE PANCHAYET 

These blocks would correspond to the villages and the committee may be termed 

Panchayet in keeping with the tradition of Bangladesh. 

Formation : By direct election of the leader as well as the members, numbering 3 

to 7 depending on 'he size of population. 

Authority : The Panchayet will be the sole administrative authority with regard 
to all village affairs. It will also have unlimited, informal legislative 

and judicial authority subject to the statutory limitation of National 
Legislature. 

Function :  ................ ................... 

2) UNION BOARD 

Formation: Indirect. Village Panchayet Leaders as ex-officio members to elect a 

Chairman who will resign from Panchayet Leadership. 

Authority : To act as an executive arm of the District Board in the implementation 

and management of such works and activities as involving more than 
one village and feeling within the area and scope of the Union. 

Function: ……………………….. 

3) THANA BOARD 

Formation:  Indirect. Union Chairman as ex-officio member to elect a Chairman 

who will resign from Thana Chairmanship. 

Authority and Function: To act as an executive arm of the District Board in the 
implementation of such works and activities as involving more than 

one Union and falling within the areas and scope of the Thana. 

4) DISTRICT DOARD 

Formation :  Direct election of members who will elect a Chairman. 

Authority and Functions: All planning, executive and administrative authority 

beyond the scope of the village within the District, within the 
statutory jurisdiction of the State Government. 

 

II. RURAL RECONSTRUCTION CADRE 

1. Need. 

Trained Base-workers as intended for maintaining socio-economic 'safe-Bases' 

for over guerilla forces during the war, will be far more essentially 
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needed for the success of any socio-economic reconstruction plan for 
our society after its devastation through the war. The Base-work 

training programme should therefore be intensified with a view to such 
post-war reconstruction, and the trained base-workers may form the 

nucleus of the Rural Reconstruction Corps. 

  2. Syllabus 

The present syllabus for Base-workers (enclosed at…) may therefore continue 

and the exphasis may gradually be shifted on the normal function (at para…) 

with a corresponding de-emphasis on the war-time function as our victory 

comes closer. The syllabus will be subject to review by the Board as needed. 

  3. Camps 

Permanent training camps of the present type would be desirable. In their 

absence, residential High School or College premises in the liberated areas 

would be used as a stop gap arrangement. 

  4. Finance 

The present budget for permanent camps, costing about Rs. 200/- per trainee 

for one month's training course will serve as a basis. 

5. Admission 

 a) Immediate: 

Class VI and above youth, preferably permanent village residents, or at least 

volunteering to work in a village for the time being would be desired for base-

work training. 

b) Long Range: 

Matric examinees between examination and result out, and abiding to reside in 

a village permanently or at least for a couple of months after training, may be 

admitted for Base-work training on a regular basis. 

6. Cadre classification 

(i) Base-workers: Temporary workers or those failing in deep motivation, test at 

the end of training. 

(ii) (a) Reconstruction corps-Apprentice (also "tentative group leader" selected 

at the end of training) :Matric standard graduate of youth camp; 

permanent residents of village or town mahalla; passing in test for deep 

motivation. 

(b) Reconstruction corps-Members: After one year's works in a village (or 

liberated mahalla) on the basis of Functional Survey Report (See 

below). 
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(c) Reconstruction corps-Senior: Group Leader selected from among best 
Reconstruction corps members: potential Thana Organizers (See 

below). 

Note: Reconstruction corps members and group leaders may be allowed Rs. 50 and 

Rs. 100 respectively for work outside their assigned villages. 

 

(III) RURAL RECONSTRUCTION BOARD 

(a) Board 

A high level, high powered body is needed for initiation and caretaking of the 
scheme, with the planners of the scheme in key positions for its effective 

implementation. A Board may be formed with: 

 1 Chairman :  Dr. Muzaffar Ahmed Chowdhury 

 5 Members :  3 M. N. A.M. P. As. 

      1 Member, Training 

1 Member, Surveys and functional audit 

of local bodies. 

 

1 Member-Secretary: 

(b) Initiation 

District Organizers and Thana Organizers (along with Agriculturists, 

Doctors and Engineers) initially under administrative control of Member-

Secretary, will initiate the scheme with various publicity and audio-visual 

media and also act as election returning officers for the local bodies (Village 

panchayet and District Boards). District Organizer may continue to work 

under Member-Secretary as member of Central Public Service, whereas Thana 

Organizer and other may be absorbed in District Public Service. 

(c) Training 

Camp Administration and training staff may work under control of 

member, Training. 

(d) Survey-Audit. 

Thana Surveyors/Auditors may work under control as member, Survey- 
Audit who will report to the Board at fixed intervals. 

SYLLABUS 

i. What is community? The necessity and importance or community 

development-Aims & objects. The people who live in the community 

their general classification. 

ii. Present organisation of the community change in organisation needed-
future scientific organisation set up-community development a great 

approach towards National development. 
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iii. Development works-Agriculture- Animal Husbandry-Forests-Fisheries 
cooperation like Agricultural Marketing Co-op. Societies-preservation 

and Marketing of Fisheries Co-op. Primary Credit Societies. 

iv. Industry-Education-Social Education-Health-Water supply-Sanitation- 

Housing-Road development-Welfare of Backward classes etc. 

v. Integrated development of village community-Economic & social and 

cultural emphasis on village community and not on the individual. 

vi. Self-help and co-op. as a method of community development-common 

life- common welfare. 

vii. Bengali Nationalism-its aims and objects and community development. 

Bengali Nationalism and economic freedom. 

viii. Protection of National property-creation and utilization of productive 

labor elimination of idle labor-solution of unemployment problem. 

ix. Security and community-Loyalty, solidarity, unity, friendly relations 

for peace and order. 

x. Women and the community-building up of home and society-domestic 

affairs and women and handicaps of their work-lack of knowledge, 

means leisure, and education etc. 

xi. Community and new nation-new mind, peace and prosperous life. 

 
SYLLABUS FOR TRAINING COURSE 

General Syllabus 

 

a) Villages and importance of village development for National Economy. 

Number of villages, population, area, density of population, Agriculture, 

cottage industry as source of village as well as National income, comparative 

study of village and urban population-per capita income. 

 

b) Labor available in villages for development of National economy-utilization 

of labor cooperation of labor, education, and training of labor. 

c) Organisation of villages, formation of cooperative societies. 

d) Village Panchayet as self-government. Formation of Panchayet in a 

democratic way-the role of Panchayet-advantages and benefits of Panchayet in 

maintaining peace and order, doing justice and helping development activities. 

Panchayet is a disciplined way of life. 

 

e) Functions of Panchayet: 

i. Use village guards to prevent and suppress thieves, robbers, defector, and 

cheater with iron discipline. 
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ii. Settle and adjudicate all disputes in the village clearly and promptly so as 

to eliminate dependence on outside agencies for "law, order and justice". 

iii. Review owner-labor production sharing practice to intensify cooperative 

honor in all yields. 

iv. Maximum food production by cooperative labor in the utilization of all 

land, water, vegetables and animal resources of the village. 

v. Production of commodities required locally with resources available. 

 

2. Base Workers 

i. Introduction and Definition of Base worker-importance of Base worker- 

village development and the role of base worker-self-sustained socio- 

economic 'Fortresses' in the villages of Bangladesh and base worker. 

ii. The nature, knowledge, character, habit to hard work power of motivation 

and method of work of the base worker-the base worker is to earn 

confidence of the villagers before he can activate them. 

iii. Maintenance of independence available for welfare and strength is to use 
in actions as good as possible-otherwise welfare, strength and 

independence itself go by default. 

iv. Base worker must mobilize the people to understand the philosophy of 

democratic socialism of Sk. Mujib as a path to welfare-irrespective of all 

'isms' democratic socialism must be our elemental step to enduring welfare 

of the nation-social cooperation and democratic government at the 
foundation of the society-No subjugation and exploitation by the social 

cheater. 

v. Self-reliance-labor-cooperative-descriptive of the people will speed up 
economic activity through village panchayet with the help of base worker-

villages will stand upon solid foundation of welfare-everybody will live in 
peace. 

Economy of self-sustenance 

a) Food and agriculture practices and possibilities of indigenous 

development in the villages of Bangladesh. Food control, embankment, 

irrigation, green manure, deep ploughing, seeding, harvesting, fruits, 

vegetables, poultry, dairy, fishing, use of every inch of land and water. 

Village clothing and housing. 

Village health-cleanliness, drainage, sanitation, water purification, fly 
and mosquito eradication as epidemic prevention; indigenous first aids 

and other indigenous medicines as curatives, other accessible medical 
services. 
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Village education- 

Village communication-roads, paths, bridges. waterways-the 

construction and cares and their use against enemy. 

Village beautification-cultural and recreational activities-rural arts, 

crafts, skills and industries. 

 

 

COURSES OF STUDY OF TRAINEES IN 

THE TRAINING CAMPS 

1. Agriculture: 

a) Introduction about agriculture for the national development of 

Bangladesh- economy of the country and agriculture-Agricultural 

needs-p.c. of total population depends on agriculture-primary industry 

as a source of national income GNP AND NNP. 

b) Old system of cultivation and modern improved cultivation-Defects of 

premative system of cultivation and advantages of modem scientific 

cultivation-Extensive and intensive cultivation etc. 

c) Irrigation-use of fertilizer-insecticides and improved cultural practice-

better seeds-better ploughing and the nursing of the plants etc. 

d) Instruction for different crops cereals, i. e. paddy, Boro paddy, wheat 

production- pulses, vegetables, kitchen gardening etc. 

e) Storage preservation of products-marketing-transportation and 

distribution of goods. 0 Poultry-Dairy and other allied topics. 

f) Poultry- Dairy and other allied topics. 

g) Discussion of various problems and their solution-cooperation with all 

invitation of suggestion-opinion etc. 

2. Weaving: 

a) Importance of cottage industry-need for cloth only next to food-quality 

of cloth- color-design etc. 

b) Supply of yarn-supply of color-dyes-different kinds of production of 

clothes like sharee, lungi, gamcha etc. 

c) Price for the cotton piece goods-marketing facilities etc. 

d) Problems-discussion of problems-opinions and suggestions etc. 

3. Fishing 

a) Introduction about fish as well as fishing-fishes provide badly needed 

protein in the diet of people of Bangladesh-art of catching fishes etc. 
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b) Supply of fishing nets-supply of coaltar for boats-production of 
different kinds of fresh water fish-river fishes. Importance of 

pisciculture etc. 

c) Preservation and storage of fishes. Iceing-besketing-marketing of 

fishes. Capital requirements-loans-refund of loan etc. 

d) Discussion of problems-Instruction of opinion and suggestion etc. 

4. Adult Education: 

a) Introduction-need for adult education-illiteracy curse. Beautiful life 

and education comparative study of our country with Japan, West 

Germany, UK, USA, USSR, France and other developed countries of 

the world-relation with economic activity. 

b) Discussion for Bengali Nationalism-modern civilization-reading of 

Newspapers- Books poems-Family letters-Building up of character. 

c) Social and political education-how other countries of world developed 

through their efforts-Modernization of Turkey. 

d) Religious education with emphasis on unity of all religion-spirit of 

religion and practical ethics-Religion and humanity and mental 

development of human beings. 

e) Communal harmony-acts of charity-justice-examples of struggle like 
Karbala etc., universalism-selfless service to the society irrespective of 

caste, creed etc. 

f) Discussion of problems, invitation of opinion and suggestions for 

quick improvement etc. 

5. Cottage Industry 

Introduction and importance of cottage industry for the economy of Bangladesh-

comparative study of cottage industry of Japan, China, India, Holland and 

Bangladesh. Cottage industry and solution of unemployment problem-idle labour 
and cottage industry. 

a) Nature of cottage industry-cane and bamboo products-Ghani, and 

mastered oil, toys, pottery etc. 

b) Finance-marketing-problem-opinions and suggestions for 
improvement. 

6. Health Education And Beautification 

a) Importance of sanitation-Neatness and cleanliness as a part of daily 

life- sanitation and vaccination-pure drinking water-water purification-

Fly and mosquito eradication-first and epidemic protection 

(Prevention) i.e. Cholera, Small Pox etc. 

b) Model village-clean and airy house-good drainage system-cleaning of 

ponds, canals cleaning of water hyacinth unwanted jungles and bushes. 
Tree plantation- gardening etc. Rural house planning for comfort and 

economy. 

c) Discussion of problems and invitation of suggestions. 
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INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR COMMUNITY 

DEVELOPMENT AND LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT: 

The local self-governing bodies, village Panchayets, the Union Board, Thana Co- 

ordination Body, District Board-shall be integrated with the Community Development 
Projects. These local self-governing bodies seem to be the appropriate institutional 

mechanisms for this purpose. 

The fundamental assumption on which the whole edifice of local self-governing 

bodies are based is that good government is no substitute for self-government. It 

begins by admitting the obvious fact that all problems are not central in their incident, 
and that to leave to the Central Government the decision of problems which affect 

only a portion of the Community is to destroy in that portion the sense of 

responsibility and the habit of inventiveness. The inhabitants of a given area need a 

consiousness of a common purpose, a sense of the needs of the neighborhood, which 

only they can fully know. They then find that the power to satisfy them of themselves 

gives to them a quality of vigour far greater in the happiness it produces than would 

be the case if satisfaction were always provided by, or controlled from, without. 

Because administrations firm without lacks the vitalizing ability to be responsible to 

local opinion; it misses shades and expressions of thought which are urgent to 

successful government. It lacks the genius of the place. It does no elicit creative 

support from those over whom it rules. It makes for mechanical uniformity, an effort 

to apply similar rules to unsimilar things. It is too distant from the 

thing to be done to awaken interest from those concerned in the process of doing it. 

Centralized management of local affairs may well provoke indignation, and it can 
never elicit creative support which constitutes ethics of Local Self-Government and 

Community Development. 

Some problems: 

1. The Area: The area of Local Self-Government should be as small as possible. 

2. Constitution of local bodies at the village and district level. 

a) (i) Village Panchaycts, headed by member elected from that village forth 
Union Board, to be responsible for all village level development and 

administrative functions. 

(ii) The Base Workers, trained in Youth Camp, will work in their own villages in 

a locally organized Rural Development Programme. 

(b) Union Board to consist of 10 to 15 members directly elected by the people on 

the basis of Universal Adult Franchise, 
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(c)  Thana Co-ordination Body: Thana level co-ordination to consist of the 
Chairman of the Union Board within the Thana for co-ordination. 

(d)  The District Board to consist of such members as the population of each 

district would warrant. They be elected directly by the people on the basis of 

Universal Adult Franchise. 

  (I) The Chairman of the District Board to be the first citizen of the district. He 

may be given the status of a Deputy Minister 

3. Functions: 

(a) Statutory and routine functions, 

(a) Development Work-Community Development 

4 Committee System: 

5. Finances: 

(a) Local Taxation 

(b) Government Gram 

(c) Development Grant 

6. Relations with the Central Government. 

7. Local Self-Government Civil Service: 

(a)  Recruitment 

(b) Local Bodies to have full and complete control on the offices working under 
them. 

 (c) Pay and other conditions of services. 

8. A cadre of reconstruction workers-wholly devoted to Community Development. 

 

 
 

 
 

________ 
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A SELF-HELP RECONSTRUCTION PROGRAMME FOR RAUMARI 

List of discussions of the Secretary Foreign Affairs, Representatives of the 

Public, "Awami League" workers and Officers held 011 9. 10. 71. 

The discussion concentrated on development of the areas of Raumari Sub-Zone. 

Total population of the area is nearly 3 lakhs. Classification of the total population 

according to their profession is as follows: 

1. Cultivators - 

2. Fishermen              - 

3. Weavers  - 

4. Others  - 

95% 
1 % 

2% 
 

2% 

Development in the following fields was considered essentials- 

1. Agriculture 

2. Public Health and Sanitation 

3. Education 

4. Communication 

Agriculture: 

1. How to increase agricultural productions means: 

a) Irrigation through power pumps: 

Power pumps available: 

In order 

Out of order 

 

17 

12 

5 

 

These 12 power pumps can irrigate 12 x 25 = 300 acres of land, 

b) Use of improved varieties of seeds: 

i. Irri 8 and 5 

ii. Maxipah wheat 

iii. Potato (Holland varieties) 

iv. Master seed-Swedish variety 

v. Providing credit to farmers. 

 

Irri 8 and 5 can be cultivated on the land which has irrigation facilities. 
Maxipah wheat is a very good variety which can increase present production. 
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Since the farmers are generally poor this will require loan either in cash or in kind. 
Credit requirement for cultivation of irri @ Rs. 300/- per acre is Rs. 90,000/- 

Irri seeds may be available locally but Maxipah wheat shall have to be imported. 

Fisherman: 

Number of fisherman……….2, 000 (approx). 

Fishermen of different places have taken shelter in the liberated 

areas. They have no capital for investment. 
They will also require loan. 

Requirement of loan Rs. 1.00, 000/- 

Weavers: 

There are at least 300 families who live on weaving cloths. Owine to property 
most of them cannot carry on their business. If they are provided with some credit, 

they will be able to carry on the work. 

Requirement of loan..............Rs. 60,000/- (@Rs. 200/- each family.) 

Farmers, fishermen and the weavers should form Co-operative Societies and these 

societies will carry on the development works. 

Public Health & sanitation: 

Epidemic like cholera and small pox are great problems. Already there have been 

scattered cases. All efforts shall have to be made to take preventive measure. 

(i) Supply of medicine 

Requirement:  

1. Anti-Cholera vaccine - 

2. B. C. G.   - 

3. T. A. B. C. injection - 

4. Bleaching powder  - 

5. Sulphaguanidine tab - 

6. Saline   - 

7. Glucose injection  - 

8. First Aid set  - 

300000 c. c. 

100000 c. c 

 

10 drums 

 

15000 
1000 files 

1000 
10 

 

(ii) Cleanliness; 

Everyone should keep his house and the surroundings clean. Village cleaning and 

beautification schemes can be drawn up and executed. Teacher of Primary school 

can organise the work. 

Hospital: 

The existing hospital at Raumari has little facilities. It should be developed into a 

25 bed hospital and should be provided with necessary medicine and equipment. 
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Education: 

 1. Primary-There are 63 Primary Schools out of which 43 have already been 

opened. 

 2. Adult Education-Adult Schools should be opened in every village mahallas. 

Communication: 

1) Repair of existing roads. 

2) Construction of new roads. 

3) The basis should be 80 % voluntary work and 20 % cash help. 

 

 Development Committee (Raumari Sub Zone) 

Political: 

1. Mr. Sadakat Hussain MNA, Chairman 

2. "  Nurul Islam MP A, Vice Chairman 

3. "  Abdullah Suhrawardy, Member 

4. Dr. Mafizar Rahman M NA " 

5. Mr. Fazlul Haque Khan 

6. "  Azizul Haque, Head Master, Raumari High School 

7. "  Nurul Islam, Chairman, Thana Awami League 

8. "  NawsherAli (Raumari) 

9. "  Sirajuddin Ahmed (Chairman, Mollarcharhat Committee) 

Official: 

10. "  Abdul Latif, Sub-Zonal Administrato 

11. "  Abdul Karim Mia-C. O. (Dev) Raumari 

12. "  Abdul Shahid Chowdhury, C. O. (Dev) Ulipur 

13. "  Abdul Matin, T. A. O. in-charge 

14.  "  Abdul Jalil, T. E. O. in-charg 

Social workers: 
15. Mr. N. A. Jahangir 

16. "  Fazle Rabbi 

17. "  Saiful Alam 

18. "  Azizar Rahman 

19. "  Azmal Hussain 

20. "  Motiar Rahman 

21. "  Nurul Islam (Rajibpur) 

22. "  Shamsul Hoque 
23. "  Sada Ali Sarder (Mainkarchar) 

__________________ 
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BANGLADESH COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

A meeting of the volunteers for Raomari Community Development Project was 

held on 24th November, 1971 at Circus Avenue at the 3.30 p. m. Persons attended 
were: 

1. Mr. Mahbub Alam, 

2. Mr. Taheruddin Thaku 

3. Mr. Mohammad Khaled, 

4. Mr. Abul Kashem Sandwip, 

5. Mr. Nirmal Das Gupta, 

6. Mrs. Swapna Dev 

7. Mr. Bidhu Bhushan Vomic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

attened on 

invitation 

 

Survey: 

A survey should be conducted before the work on the project can be staited. This 

will include the basic premise i. e. the willingness and the enthusiasm of the local 

volunteers etc. will also be assessed. 

Chart: 

The existing chart will suffice for the time being and 500 more will be available 

from the friends. 

Elementary book: 

The present book will have to be recast. Mr. Kashem and Mr. Belal would try to 
complete the same within 7 days from today. While doing this they will also examine 

the chart once more and suggest any revision if required. 

Training of Instructors: 

a) Training will have to be given for the whole programme. 

b) There will be one Supervisor for each village. 

c) Supervisors will be trained by Instructors available. 

d) Teachers who are going from outside may take Training as Organizers. 

e) The existing available teachers and volunteers will receive training in the 

meantime in Calcutta as Organizers. 

f) For the adult education centers there would be one teacher in every training 
centre. 
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Syllabus: 

(i) One syllabus for the whole community programme. This will be meant for the 

organizers and supervisors. 

(ii) Another syllabus for the teachers on literacy. 

Training for the community development: 

Subject Available Instructors 

Health, Sanitation and 
beautification. 

 

Adult Education 

Agriculture 
Collective Firming and 

Cooperatives 
Duty and responsibility 

of Volunteers 

Political Education and 

aims and object 

Domestic Science, small 

savings, household budge 

ting and child care. 

Animal Husbandry   

Cottage Industry   

Weaving    

Fishing                 

Dr. T. Hussain 
Dr. John Rohde, and 

Mr. Allan Taylor. 
Mrs. Swapna Dev 

Dr. D. K. Biswas 
Mr. M. Alam 

 

Mr. Abul Kashem sandwip 

 

Mr. Taheruddin Thakur 

 

Mr. Kashem 

 

 

_______ 

_______ 

_______ 

_______ 

 

Adult Education Guild: 

Mr. Khaled and Mr. Kashem have been requested to revive the Bangladesh adult 
education guild and form the organisation as soon as possible. 

Film: 

Films on the Development programme and literacy should be made if possible. 

Working Group: 

As working group consisting of Mr. Mohammad Khaled, Dr. Anisuzzaman, Mr. 

Kashem Sandwip and Mr. Moudud Ahmed has been formed to coordinate the affairs 

and the allied work of the development programme. 

 

 

 

__________ 
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To 

The Secretary, 

Rowmari Development Project, 

Rowmari District, Rangpur, 

BANGLADESH 

 

1) TRAINING: 

 

Training classes started with great zeal on 26.11.71 with forty-four trainees on the 

roll. The following Unions participated in the 14 days training course. 

 

SI. No. Name of Unions P.S. No. of trainees 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 
 

ROWMARI 
MOHANGANJ 

SHAULMARI 
BANDABER 

DANTBHANGA 
JADURCHAR 

RAMNA 
 

ROWMARI 
CH1LMARI 

ROWMARI 
ROWMARI 

ROWMARI 
ROWMARI 

CHILMARI 
 

11 
4 

11 
5 

8 
4 

1 

44 

 

 

Trainees have been given Khata and Pencil. 

 

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATION OF THE TRAINEES: 

 

The academic qualification of the trainees is to some extent satisfactory. The 

following chart shows their qualification, are etc. – 
 

 
CHART-A 

 

1) Graduate 

2) Road up to Degree class 
3) Matriculate /SSC/HSC 

4) Read up to Class X 
5) Read up to Class VII and 

not less than Class V 

Total : 

4 Nos. 

12 Nos. 
14 Nos. 

7 Nos. 
 

7 Nos. 

44 Nos. 
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CHART -B Age group No of trainees 

  

Between  

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

 

 

16-20 years   

21-25 

26-30  

31-35 

36-40 

41-45 

46-50 

 

12 Nos. 

22 Nos. 
7  Nos. 

1 Nos. 

2 Nos. 

------- 

------- 

 TOTAL : 44 Nos 

3.  ADULTS EDUCATION CENTRE: 

Adult education centers are being organized. There is great enthusiasm among the 

people of the village where it has been organized. Only 6 (six) adult education centers 
have been organized up to 30th November 1971. Local enthusiastic young men are 

taking classes in the school. Classes are hold at night. Each school is provided with 

some posters, charts, etc. The kerosene oil is being supplied to the school by the 

Development Committee regularly. 

The following statement show the number of adults, number of teachers and the 

age of the participants: 

No. of adult 

Education centers 

6 

 

No. of Adults 

(a) 20 per centre 

(average) 

120 

No. of Teachers 

6 

 

*Note: - All are volunteers 

Adults on the basis of age: 

Age group 

Between 

’’ 

’’ 

’’ 

’’ 

’’ 

’’ 

 

 

14 to 19 years 

20 to 25 years 

26 to 31 years 

32 to 37 years 

38 to 43 years 

44 to 49 years 

50 to 55 years 

56 to 61 years 

Number 

----------- 

----------- 

----------- Not yet 

----------- 

----------- 

----------- available 

----------- 

above 62 

PRACTICAL TRAINING: 

The trainees are also given practical training every day. Besides they will be given 7 
(seven) days practical training. 
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3) EXAMINATION: 

An examination of the trainees will be help at the end of the fourteen days training 

course. The examination will be of an objective nature. 

4)  CERTIFICATE: 

Successful candidates will be given certificates on the basis of the result of the 

examination in a simple function. 

5)  INSTRUCTORS: 

There are at present two regular instructors including the Director of the training 

programme. Besides, the Secretary of the Development Committee Mr. M. A. Shahid 
Chowdhury, C. O. (Dev.) Ulipur P. S.; Dr. Matiur Rahman, Doctor, Rowmari 

Hospital, C. O. (Dev.) Rowmari P. S.; Mr. Fazle Rabbi, Advocate also take classes. 

6)  VILLAGE PANCHAYET: 

Village Panchayet is being formed. So far 15 village panchayet has been duly 
organized (Upto 30th Nov. /71) 

7)  PROGRAMME: 

A detailed programme about training (1
SI

 batch) from 26.11.71 to 12.12.71 has 

been attached herewith. 

8)  INAUGURATION: 

The training programme will be officially inaugurated later on and Mr. Sadakat 

Hossain, MNA, will inaugurate it. 

9) REQUIREMENT LIST: 

i) Twenty maps of Bangladesh. 

ii) Bangladesh on documents - 2 copies. 

iii) Slates, Books for the students of Adult Education Centres for 220 students. 

iv) Winter clothes for the volunteer leaders 

Sd/- Prof. B. N. Majumder 

Director, Training programme 
Rowmari Development Plan 

P. O. Rowmari, Dist. Rangpur, 
Bangladesh 

---------------------------- 

ROWMARI DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

ROWMARI-RANGPUR-BANGLADESH 

Training Programme from 26.11.71 to 12.12.71 

 

Time 26.11.71 Speaker 

11.00 to 12.00 General discussion on the 

Community Development 

Scheme 

Mr. M. A. Shahid 

Choudhury, 

C. C. (Dev.) 
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12:00 to 14:00 

 

14:00 to 15:00 

 

The Idea, Principle and necessity 

of Community Development 

Villages of Bangladesh- 

Population, area, per capita 

income etc. 

 

Prof. B. N. Majumder 

 

Mr. S. B. Dey, B. Come 

 

                               27.11.61 

 

11:00 to 12:00 
 

12:00 to 13:00 
 

13:00 to 15:00 
 

Formation of village Panchayet, 
its advantages in organization 

Villages of Bangladesh workers 
for National Development 

Community and its organization 
past and present and 

development works 

 

Mr. M. A. Shahid 
Chowdhury, 

C. O. (Dev.) 
Mr. S. B. Dey. B. Com. 

 
Prof. B. N. Majumder 

 

                              28.11.71 

 

11:00 to 12:00 

 

13:00 to 14:00 

15:00 to 16:00 

 

15:30 to 16:30 

 

Law and Order and peace for 

Community 

Health Education 

Agriculture and Economy of 

Bangladesh 

Cultural activity 

Mr. Fazle Rabbi, Advocate 

 

Dr. Matiur Rahman 

Mr. S. B. Dey, B. Com. 

 

                              29.11.71 

 
11:00 to 12:00 

 
 

 
12:00 to 13:00 

 
 

14:00 to 16:00 

16:00 to 17:00 

18:20 to 20:00 

 

Cultivation old system and 

modern scientific system for 
maximization of production of 

crops 
Motivation and mobilization of 

people for community 
development 

Community Development with 

ref. to cottage industry 

Cultural activity 

Practical field work- Adult 

Education 

 

Mr. S. B. Dey, B. Com. 

 
 

 
Mr. Fazle Rabbi, Advocate. 

 
 

Prof. B. H. Majumder. 

 

                               30.11.71 

11:00 to 12:00 

 

 

12:00 to 13:00 

 

Irrigation, use of fertilizer, 

insecticides, better seeds and 

better ploughing 

Functions of village Panchayet 

 

Mr. S. B. Dey, B. Com. 

 

 

Mr. Fazle Rabbi, Advocate. 
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13:00 to 13:30 

 
 

The necessity of motivation in 

development work, with 
reference to Nationalism 

Mr. N. A. Jahangir, B. Sc. 

 
 

14:00 to 15:00 

 

Self-help common welfare, 

Bengali Nationalism and 

community development. 

Prof. B. H. Majumder. 

 

15:00 to 16:00 

 

Organization of cultural 

functions in relation to the 
movement. 

Practical demonstrations 

18:00 to 20:00 Practical class on adult education  

1.12.71 

11:00 to 12:00 

 

Functions of village Panchayet Mr. Fazle Rabbi, Advocate. 

12:00 to 13:00 
 

Discussion of different cereals 
viz. Paddy, wheat etc. and 

vegetables 

Mr. S. B. Dey. 
 

13:00 to 13:30 Formation of village producers 

Co-operative Societies 

Mr. Md. Nurul Islam, Thana 

Coop. Officer. 

14:00 to 15:00 

 

Base workers and its importance 

in relation to community 
development 

Prof. B. N. Majumder. 

15:00 to 16:30 Cultural activity  

18:00 to 21: 00 Field Organization, formation of 
Panchayet and Organization and 

survey of adult education centre. 

 

2.12.71 

11:00 to 12:00 

 

Storage and preservation of 

products marketing, and 

transportation of cereals. 

Mr. S. B. Dey 

 

 

12:00 to 13:00 
 

Volunteer Leaders as worker to 
establish the spirit of Bengali 

Nationalism for community 

Development 

Mr. Fazle Rabbi, Advocate 
 

13:00 to 13:30 Principle of Co-operative for 
Economic Development in rural 

areas in Bangladesh 

Prof. B. N. Majumder. 

14:00 to 15:00 
 

Charactor, habit of base worker 
to earn confidence of the 

villagers 

Prof. B. N. Majumder. 

15:00 to 16:00 Cultural activity  
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16:00 to 21:00 Field work in the villages 
 

 

4.12.71 

 

11:00 to 12:00 

 

Storage, Preservation, Marketing 

and distribution of agricultural 

products. 

Mr. S. B. Dey, B. Com. 

 

12:00 to 13:30 
 

Plant Protection Mr. N. Haque, A. O. Rowmari 

14:00 to 16:00 

 

Principles of adult education and 

its importance in a developing 
economy of Bangladesh 

Prof. B. N. Majumder 

18:00 to 20:00 Practical - Village Organization  

5.12.71 

11:00 to 13:30 Poultry', Dairy and allied topics Mr. S. B. Dey, B. Com. 

14:00 to 15:00 Adult education with ref. to total 

social, Political and religious 

education 
 

Prof. B. N. Majumder 

15:00 to 16:00 

 

 

Practical class on cultural 

activities 

 

18:00 to 20:00 

 

Practical on village Organization  

  6.12.71 

11:00 to 12:00 
 

 

High Yielding variety of crops 
such as IR-20, IR-8 etc. 

Mr. S. B. Dey, B. Com. 
 

12:00 to 13:00 Plant Protection 

 

Mr. Nurul Haque, Agricultural 

Officer, Rowmari 

7.12.71 

11:00 to 12:00 Soil, classification of soil and 
importance of the same for 

agricultural development in 

Bangladesh 

Mr. S. B. Dey, B. Com. 
 

12:00 to 12:30 Group discussion class Mr. S. B. Dey, B. Com. 

12:30 to 13:30 

 

Co-operative as a method of 

village development 

Mr. Nurul Islam, T. C. O 

14:00 to 14:30 

 

Selfless service to society and 

universalism for justice and 

charity 

Mr. Fazle Rabbi, Advocate 

 

14:30 to 15:00 

 

Fishing as an economic activity 

in rural areas 

Prof. B. N. Majumder 

15:00 to 16:00 
 

Cultural activity 
 

 

18:00 to 20:00 Practical on village Organization  
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 8.12.71  

11:00 to 12:00 
 

Weaving an important cottage 
industry 

Mr. S. B. Dey 
 

12:00 to 12:30 

 

Group discussion on community 

development 

Mr. S. B. Dey, B. Com 

 

12:00 to 13:30 Use of insecticides Mr. Nurul Haque, A. O. 
Rowmari. 

14:00 to 15:00 

 

Comparative study of cottage 

industry of Japan, China, India, 
Holland in Bangladesh 

Prof. B. N. Majumder 

 

15:00 to 16:00 Cultural activity  

18:00 to 20:00 Village meeting  
 9.12.71  

11:00 to 12:00 

 

Neatness and cleanliness in daily 

Life 

Mr. S. B. Dey, B. Com. 

 

12:00 to 13:30 

 

Group discussion on village life Mr. S. B. Dey, B. Com. 

14:00 to 15:00 Village Communication Prof. B. N. Majumder 

15:00 to 16:00 Cultural activity  
 11.12.71  

11:00 to 12:30 

 

Democratic socialism- the 

philosophy of Sheikh Mujib- the 
Great Leader of Bangladesh 

Prof. S. N. Majumder 

12:30 to 13:00 Examination  

14:00 to 16:00 Cultural activity  

18:00 to 20:00 Village meeting  

 12.12.71  

11:00 to 12:00 

 

The philosophy of our Great 

Leader 
 

Mr. Fazle Rabbi, Advocate 

 

12:00 to 12:30 

 
 

Group discussion 

 

Mr. S. B. Dey, B. Com. 

 

12:30 to 13:00 

 

The role of young blood in a 

developing economy 

 

Mr. M. A Shahid 

Chowdhury, 

C. O. (Dev.) 

 

14:00 to 16:00 
 

General meeting and distribution 
of certificates among the trainees 

 

 

16:00 to 17:00 Tea Party.  

 

     

 

Md. Fazle Rabbi, Advocate, 

                            29.11.71 

 

 
For Secretary 

Rowmari Development Committee 

 B. N. Majumder, Training 

 Director, Rowmari 

 Development Plan, Rowmari 

 Bangladesh 
 

29.11.71 

______________________________ 
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BANGLADESH COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

PROGRAMME 

A meeting of the volunteers for Raomari Community Development Project was 

held on December 1, 1971 at 9, Circus Avenue at 3.30. p.m. Persons attended were : 

1. Mr. Mahboob Alam 

2. Dr. Anisuzzaman 

3. Prof. Khaled 

4. Mr. Abu Zafar 

5. Mr. Maqsood Ali 

6. Mr. Abul Kashem 
7. Mr. Alimuzzaman 

8. Mr. Muniruzzaman Chowdhury 
9. Mrs. Selina Banu; and 

10. Mrs. Swapna Dev (attended on invitation). 

Survey: 

All aspects of the Community Development will have to be examined when the 
survey is conducted. 

Local Response: 

The meeting expressed deep concern for not having any news of Prof. Majumder 

and other local volunteers. Since he left Prof. Bimal Majumdar has not sent any 

message either. The meeting decided to wait a few more days on this issue. 

Identity Card; 

Volunteers working and or travelling for the project should be issued Identity 

Cards. 

Response from Raomari local people 

If no adequate response is found from Raomari local people another area will have 

to be taken into consideration to start this project. 

Interim period 

1) Money 

The meeting discussed the possibility of an ad-hoc fund for the project but no 

definite decision was made. 
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2) Youth camps 

As there is a possibility of the Youth Camps being close-down the meeting 

discussed how the youths could be utilized for this development programme. It 

will prove further into the ways and means to utilize such youths for the projects 

under this programme. 

3) Adult education guild: 

May submit a mass education programme to Bangladesh government and the 
Chairman, Bangladesh Youth Camps. 

4) Dr. Moniruzzaman will try to find out an Instructor on Animal Husbandry and 

Mr. Alam on Agriculture for the training course. 

Time-table for the training course; 

The meeting decided that the training course would be for 72 hours spreading over 

12 days. Instructors will prepare the respective syllabuses within 7 days. 

Elementary book and Chart: 

The elementary book and the Chart will be examined again and a report will be 

submitted in the next meeting. 

 

The next meeting of the volunteers will be held on December 8 at 5 p. m. 

 
__________ 
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ROWMARI DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

P.O. &P.S. ROWMARI 
DIST. RANGPUR 

BANGLADESH. 
 

BUDGET FOR IRRIGATION FOR SIX MONTHS 

12 SCHEMES 

 

(1) T.A./D.A TO THE SCHEME MANAGER. 

There are 12 (twelve) pump schemes and there will be 12 Managers. 

Each Manager is to be paid @ Rs. 5/00 per week at T.A./D.A./training allowance- 

 
(A) Per week cash payment for the 

same purpose 
 

..... 12×5/- 

 

= Rs. 60/- 

 
 

(B) Monthly payment will be 
 

..... 60×4 
 

= Rs. 240/- 
 

(C) For six months payment will be 
 

..... 240×6 
 

= Rs. 1,440/- 

 

(2) MODEL FARMER 12 (TWELVE)-CUM-DRIVING HELPING HAND 

Each model farmer will be paid @ Rs. 4/- per week as T.A./D.A./training 

allowance and the same expenditure will be met from Voluntary service. So it is 

not included in the Budget. 

Note: Total amount to be spent for this purpose would be Rs. 1,152/00 (One thousand 

one hundred and Fifty-two) only for six months. 

(3) PUMP DRIVER: 

Twelve Drivers will be appointed and each will get @ Rs. 80/- p.m 

 

(A) Weekly payment 

(B) Monthly payment 

(C) For six months 

 

80/-× 12 

960/- × 6 

= Nil 

= Rs. 960/- 

= Rs. 5,760/- 
 

(4) MECHANICS : 2 (two) i.e. One Mechanic and one Assistant. 
 

(A) Weekly payment 
(B) Monthly payment- Mechanic 

Assistant 
 

(C) Payment for six months 

 

 
150×1 

80/-×1 
 

230/-×6 

 

= Nill 
= Rs. 150/- 

= Rs. 80/- 
   Rs. 230/- 

= Rs. 1,380/- 
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(5) Irrigation supervisor one and his pay will be @ Rs. 210/-p.m and for six months it 

will come to Rs. 1,260/- But this will be met from voluntary service and not included 

in the Budget. 

 

(6)  Co-operative Inspector-One-Pay 

for six months- 

 
(7) Store-keeper-One-Pay 

Guard-One-Pay 
 

For six months 
 

@ Rs. 150/-p.m. 

           150/-×6    = 

 
@ Rs. 100/- p.m. 

@ Rs. 70/- p.m. 
     Rs. 170/-p.m. 

           170/-X6    = 
 

 

Rs. 900/- 

 
 

 
 

Rs. 1020/- 
 

 

 

BUDGET AT A FINANCE 

 

(A)Weekly-Manager- 

(B)Monthly-(a) Manager- 

 (b)Pump Driver 

                  (c) Mechanic & Assistant Mechanic 

 (d)Co-opt. Inspector 

 (e)Store-Keeper & Guard 

 

(C) For six months  1750/-X6 

(D) Loan    L.S. 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

 

= 

= 

 

Rs. 60/- 

Rs. 240/- 

Rs. 960/- 

Rs. 230/- 

Rs. 150/- 

Rs. 170/- 

Rs. 1750/- 

Rs. 10,500/- 

Rs. 90.000/- 

Rs. 100.500/- 

 
 

Sd/- 
Fazle Rabbi 

for 
Secretary 

9.12.71 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

_____________
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To 

The Secretary, 

Rowmari Development Plan, 
Rowmari, Dist. Rangpur. 

Bangladesh. 

Sub. : Report on Training Programme from 1.12.71 to 12.12.71 

Training Class : Training classes are being hold regularly according to the 

programme already given. 

The Trainees : The trainees regularly and enthusiastically attend classes both 
theoretical and practical with great zeal. But due to the change in 

liberation war of the country from 6. 12. 71 they think that they 
should go to urban areas for the job and should not stay in the rural 

areas. Moreover, their attitude shows that they may not get an 
opportunity of rendering their voluntary service for the development 

works of the country, because they are to earn something for 

welfare of their distress families. This Psychology of the trainees 

should be carefully considered. 

The attendance of the trainees in the training class is satisfactory 

(average attendance 97 % ). 

The response from the trainees in the training class is good though 
not satisfactory due to the fact that the trainees lack in education. 

44 trainees received training in the 1st batch which commenced on 

26. 11. 71 and will be closed on 12. 12.71. 

The training class for the 2nd batch will commence on 13. 12. 71 

and the same will be closed on 29. 12. 71. 

Instructor : At present there are five instructors, viz. two regular and three 
part- time. We require more 8 (eight) Instructors. 

 

(a) Agriculture 

(b) Adult Education 

(c) Health, Sanitation and village 

beautification 

(d) Co-op. and village organization 

2 

2 

 

2 
2 

 

Agriculture: Agricultural scheme has not yet been started because harvesting of crops 

not completed. It is expected that the same will be started very shortly and 

12 pump schemes have been taken up under this scheme. 
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Adult Education 

Centers 
: 8 (eight) Education Centers have been started so far. The 

Centers run on the voluntary basis. The roll strength of the 
adult students is 160 

Village 

organization i. e. 

Panchayet 

: Fourteen village Panchayet committees have been formed 
during the period 

Construction of 

Road 
: Construction of the road has already been started and about 

1 K. M. road has been completed. 

Fishing  : 'Fisherman Society' has been formed and the Development 

Committee supplied the Society with nets coaltar. bamboo 
etc. and catching of the fishes will start on and from today 

the 10th December 1971 

General : Illiteracy is a curse for the people of this area. Therefore, 

efforts must be made to meet this challenge. The people of 

the locality will entertain all efforts of the volunteers if they 
really render their services for the welfare of this people. 

 : A 'JAR! PARTY' may kindly be formed to motivate and 
gear up the movement. We require instructions, principles 

and philosophy of the Government of Bangladesh in 

connection with the success of this movement 

Requirement list : (a) 20 Maps of Bangladesh 

(b) 2 copies of Books "Bangladesh on Documents" 

(c) 100 posters expressing the idea and philosophy of our 

great and beloved leader Sk. Mujibur Rahman. 

(d) Films on development works. 

I am grateful to the members of the Development Committee for their kind cooperation in 

running the training classes. 

JAI BANGLA. 

Sd/ 

(PROF. B. N. MAJUMDER ) 
Training Director. 

Rowmari Development Committee. 

P.O. Rowmari. Dist. Rangpur. 
Bangladesh. 

Daicd: Rowmari 

the 10th  December, 1971. 

Sd/- 

Md. Fazle Rabbi. Advocate, 

for Secretary. 

Rowmari Development Committee. 

10. 12. 71. 

_____________
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OFFICE OF THE PLANNING CELL 

GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF 

BANGLADESH. 

 

Memo No. PC-143/(2)/71                          
Date........./1971. 

Dear Mr. Prime Minister. 

I am sending the Report 011 the Administrative System and its re-organisation. 

The Report is prepared in three pans (these are styled as chapters): (i) Problems of the 

Civil Service: (ii) Organisation of ministries, their organisation, structure, and 

functions a chart is also given): (iii) District Administration-judicial, law & order, 

revenue, and other specialist departments at the district and sub-divisional level; and 

(iv) Local self- governing bodies. . 

The report is fairly comprehensive. It covers the whole field of administration. 

The main problems which will need immediate attention and action are: 

(i) Public Personnel. There are three district categories of services: 

(a) all-Pakistan (former) services, like the C.S.P. & P.S.P., (b) Centre (former) 

superior services such as Audit. Accounts, Customs, Income Tax, Posts & 

Telegraphs. Military Accounts Railway Accounts, etc. (c) Provincial 

Services. 

(ii) There no justification for these three categories of civil services in the basically 

altered situation. They should be unified in a single grading structure. This is 
done. This will need an enactment in the shape of an ordinance. 

(iii)There are Secretaries at two levels-Central & Provincial. There is no 

justification for two such bodies. There will be only one Secretariat, i. e., the 

Secretariat of the Government of Bangladesh. A detailed structure is given in 

chapter II. This can be effected by an ordinance and also by executive orders. 

(iv) District Administration is spelled out in chapter III. It deals with all aspects of 

district administration-law & order, judicial, revenue, and. development. The 

local self-governing bodies are dealt with briefly. 
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(v) A detailed budget on the Civil Administration for the period beginning from 
January. 1972 to June 30. 1972 will be sent within a few days. In the 

meantime the Government may make arrangement for a sum of Rs. 150 crores 
to Rs. 175 crores for the period. 

 

Yours sincerely. 

(Muzaffer Ahmed Choudhury) 

Chairman, Planning Cell. 

Government of the People's 

Republic of 

Bangladesh. 

 

…………………. 

 

 

THE ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM 

CHAPTER -1 

 

 
Contents : 

 

1. The tasks of the Civil Service. 

2. Democratic Administration. 

3. Re-organisation of the Administrative Personnel, 

(a) Shortage of officers. 

* (b) Three Main Categories of Services. 

* (c) Main Problems. 

(d) Defects of the Existing structure. 

* (e) New structure of the Civil Service-Criteria-main recommendations 

* (f) Senior Policy & Management Group. 

(g)Proposed Uniform Grading Structure. 

(h)The Bangladesh Civil Service. 

(i)Scientific & Technical Services. 

 

4. The Bangladesh Educational Service. 

5. The Bangladesh Police Service. 

6. The Bangladesh Foreign Service. 

7. Professionalism in the Civil Service. 

8. General Administration. 

9. Personnel Administration & Management. 

10. Career Management. 

11. The New Civil Service Department. 

12. Administrative Organisation. 

*(a) The Secretariat. 

      *(b) Organisation of a Ministry. 
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(c) Criteria underlying on Organisation. 

(d) Principles relating to the Distribution of work. 

(e) Existing Provincial Secretariat Departments. 

(f) Provincial Directorates. 

13. Public Corporation. 

14. Local Administration. 

---------------------- 

 

CHAPTER-II (Detailed structure) 

 

(A) Ministries. 

 

1. Ministry of Defense 

2.  Ministry of Finance. 

3.  Ministry of External Affairs. 

4.  Ministry of Food & Agriculture. 

5.  Ministry of Jute. 

6.  Ministry of Commerce & Industry. 

7.  Ministry of Education & Scientific Research. 

8.  Ministry of Health. 

9.  Ministry of Transport & Communication. 

(a)  Department of Railways 

(b)  Department of Transport 

(c)  Department of Civil Aviation & Communication 

10. Ministry of Fuels, Mines & Natural Resources 

11. Ministry of Community Development, Local Self- Government & Rural 

Housing 

12. Ministry of Home Affairs 

13. Ministry of Irrigation & Power 

14. Ministry of Law & Parliamentary Affairs 

15. Ministry of Service & General Administration 

16. Ministry of Refugee Rehabilitation & Minority Affairs 

17. Ministry of Labor, Employment & Social Welfare 

18. Ministry of Information & Broadcasting 

19. Ministry of Works, Housing & Supply 

20. Cabinet Secretariat 

21.  Planning Commission 

22.  Bangladesh Public Service Commission 

 
-------------------------
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CHAPTER-I1I 

DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION 

 

 

1. What is District Administration? 

2. Number, Types & Dimension of Districts 

3. Purposes & Principles of Administration 

  (1) Law & Order 

 (2) Land revenue 

 (3) Administration of land 

(4) Executive Function 

(5) Relief 

(6) Development 

4. Framework 

5. Law. Order. Revenue & General Administration 

(a) Judicial Administration 

(b) Order 

(c) Revenue Administration 

(d) Technical & other Departments 

(e) Deputy Commissioner 

 6. Local Self-governing Bodies. 

 

 

___________ 

 

 

CHAPTER-I 

THE ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM 

The New Tasks 

 

 
Immediately 011 the morrow of independence the Government of Bangladesh will 

be confronted with a vast variety of problems of unexampled complexity. The ravages 
of the war will have to be removed. The gigantic tasks of reconstruction will have to 

be undertaken with the crusading zeal of a missionary. These will have to be tackled 
011 the war footing. Some of the problems to be tackled immediately are: food, 

refugee, rehabilitation, housing communications, resumption of work in all the 
industrial establishments, the opening of the academic institutions at all levels, the law 

and order, trade and commerce, banking, collection of revenue, social problems such 

as molested women and their status, rehabilitation of the broken families, the creation 

of a Central Government by amalgamating the existing Provincial Government, the 

re-organisation of the administrative personnel involving the amalgamation of the 

existing Central and Provincial administration personnel at all levels, and the 

resettlement of the demobilized members of the Mukti Bahini. The Defense personnel 

under a Ministry of Defense will have to be organized. These will put enormous 

burden on the Government and the administrators. 
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The Government of Bangladesh is committed to a socialist pattern of economy 

based on democracy and democratic values. This will involve social and economic 

planning on a massive scale. The entire planning will involve a three integrally 

connected stages-(a) immediate and short-term planning to deal with post-war 

problems, some of which are stated above, (b) mid-term planning on a five-years 

basis, and (c) a long-term perspective planning extending over a period of 20 to 25 

years. 
 

The fundamental principles of an egalitarian democracy and a socialist economy 
will greatly and profoundly affect the character and work of public administration. 

The responsibilities of the administrators will expand beyond recognition in scale, 
scope, volume, variety and complexity. It means that the Government will be 

involved in new and complicated tasks. The new responsibilities of the Government 

will include development of an independent economic policy, programme of 

industrialization on a vast scale, the problems of the nationalization of key and basic 

industries, social ownership of the key factors of production, technological revolution 

in the economy, accelerated development of agriculture to attain self-sufficiency in 

food, the question of the redistribution of land among the farmers and of co-

operatives, increased productivity of commerce-oriented crops, sound infra-structure 

for economic and social development, development of power, development and 

exploitation of natural resources, control of the menace of flood, full employment in a 

free society, banishment of hunger, eradication of poverty, removal of illiteracy, 

expansion of education, promotion of industrial peace, a high degree of social 
security, a national health service, development and exploitation of water resources, 

transport and communication, control of capital investment, a favorable balance of 
trade, state trading in key sectors of exports and imports, rising standard of living for 

the masses, housing, town and country planning, control of population and family 
planning, contact with international organisation and various specialized agencies, a 

national minimum standard of living below which no one shall permitted to fall, 
finding of resources from domestic and international sources for financing the 

multifarious projects, increase of the per capita income and of the gross national 
product, and finally, the social ownership and operation of the main means of 

production. 
 

We must realize that our whole future depends on our being aware of what science 

is and can be in the life of a nation. The role of the scientists and of scientific research 
and development has enormously increased. There is, finally, the supreme need of 

maintaining constant contact with the public. 
 

The responsibilities of the Government in essence and a bottom are the 

responsibilities of the administrators because Government functions through its 

administrators. There is the supreme need of the developing a highly competent, 

honest, able and energetic administrative personnel who can take by bull by the two 

horns. Again, the necessary administrative organisation-ministries, departments, 

directorates, and subordinate offices will have to build up and re-organized. The entire 

provincial administrative apparatus will be absorbed into the new organisation. 

Administration in both the rural and urban areas districts, villages and municipalities-

will have to be re- organized arid re-structured. The whole plethora of public 
corporations and other autonomous and semi-autonomous bodies charged with 

different responsibilities will need careful re-examination and re-assessment to infuse 
a new life into them. 
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The problems of the administrative personnel and administrative organizations 

will have to be thought of in the light of the problems stated above. The question is: 

What kind of Administration are we going to evolve in Bangladesh? What shall be the 

main features of this administration? 

 
I. 

Democratic Administration. 

 
The Awami League is committed to a democratic administration. "The existing 

administrative machinery was designed to discharge the functions of a colonial 

Government. It needs to be radically re-structured in order to serve the needs of a 

dynamic, democratic society", so states the Awami League Manifesto. What is a 

democratic administration? What are the criteria by which we can judge whether an 

administration is democratic or not? We must seek to discover the methods by which 

administration can be made, or kept, democratic. 

 

Professor C. H. Hyneman begins by stating four assumptions. First, the conviction 

that the bureaucracy must be judged by the way it uses its power, and not by its size 

and cost. Second, all those who exercise governmental authority should exercise their 

power within the limits that are acceptable to the nation as a whole. Third, the belief 

that the powers which the modern bureaucracy possesses can be turned towards ends 

that are not acceptable to the people as a whole, and may be turned towards them if 
proper direction and control over administration are not provided. Fourth, we must 

chiefly rely on elective officials-ministers and politicians to carry out the task of 
control and direction. Fifth, to be considered democratic, and administration must be 

open in the sense of having wide contacts with the people. It must not operate in the 
interest of the ruler or of a directing class. It must be recruited without discrimination 

from a very wide social strata. It must reflect the cross-sections of the society. Sixth, 
the administration. Monsien Pujet rightly points, must be controlled not only by an 

official hierarchy or the jurisdictional power but also by public opinion and public 

liberties. The people and their representatives must be free to discuss and to criticise 

the administration. Seventh, administrative power must be subordinate and 

submissive. Administrative power should not exist independently of 

political power. On the other hand, the civil servants must not be completely 

subordinate and the administration must be independent of interference by political 

patties. A political party in power should not try to monopolies all the jobs or to 

exercise, pressure on responsible civil servants. The principle of the continuity of 

administration must be maintained. Ministers are of course entitled to exercise 

authority over civil servants; what is deprecated is any form of direct pressure by a 

political party on public officials. Eighth, Professor Aron thinks that the essential 

criteria of democracy in administration include decentralization; the subordination of 

administration to policies which reflect the desires of the people; and a friendly 
attitude on the part of officials towards the governed. Avoidance of arrogance and the 

cultivation of a friendly attitude towards the public are the outward manifestation of a 

democratic spirit in administration. "It is the presence of such qualities which bridges 

the gulf between 'we' and 'they' that often separates the governors from the governed. 

The existence of such a gulf is opposed both to the interests of good administration 

and of democracy", rightly observes Professor Robson. 
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Political control of bureaucracy is one of the most effective methods of keeping 

the administration democratic. It can be exercised at two levels by the ministers and 

by the legislature. "It does not by any means automatically occur in a parliamentary 

system. It requires a powerful political government which depends in turn on the 

constitution, on the party system, on the relations between Parliament and the 

Executive, and on the relations between ministers and civil servants", rightly observes 

Professor Robson. Our politicians and political leaders must note this very carefully. 
In Britain, Professor Robson points out, effective political reforms preceded civil 

service reforms, so that a reformed House of Commons and a government supported 
by it were in a strong position relatively to the civil service. In this subcontinent a 

very strong and efficient bureaucracy was created first and long before political 
reforms of a democratic character was introduced. The members of the world famous 

I. C. S. were the real rulers of the country for a very long time. The I. C. S. was 
virtually a governing corporation. Some modification was introduced at the provincial 

level since 1921 and was further extended by the Act of 1935. But at the centre up to 

1947 the civil servants were not under the ministers. 

 

In the former state of Pakistan from 1947 to 1971 democratic values and 

democratic institutions were treated with contemptuous disdain by the West Pakistani 

ruling clique. The essence of the political control and direction of the civil servants by 

the ministers lies in the fact that the ministers themselves are responsible to the 

legislature. Democracy was not allowed to take its root in former Pakistan. The 

bureaucracy, particularly its upper echelons, remained as independent as they were 

before 1947. This bureaucratic independence is one of the factors responsible for the 

death of democracy in former Pakistan. It is hoped that the political leaders and 

politicians and members of the legislature in Bangladesh will never forget this 

phenomenon. An untamed and uncontrolled bureaucracy is a positive threat to 
democracy. 

 
Professor Robson makes a scintillating observation when he ways, "There are. in 

the cabinet system of government, three principal factors in the parliamentary 
equation: Ministers, Members of Parliament and Civil servants. They comprise the 

essential elements, representative or bureaucratic; and they are indispensable to one 
another. They are partners in a common enterprise-‘the endless adventure of 

governing men'. Unless the terms of the partnership are understood and accepted by 

all the partners the enterprise may not succeed." It is of paramount importance that the 

minister’s members of parliament and civil servants must understand it. 

 

The relations between the ministers and the civil servants cannot be reduced to 

any formula. It defies any codifications. "In theory, Ministers decide policy, and civil 

servants carry out their decisions. Those is strictly true from a constitutional 

standpoint; but in reality it is a conventional half-truth." Writes Robson. The reasons 

are not far to seek. Ministers seldom have the time, or knowledge, sometimes not the 

skill, to formulate policy unaided. They must rely on their senior officials for advice, 

and skill more for knowledge of the basic facts and figures on which policy must be 

based. It is the business of the officials to assemble, to collate, to collects, to analyze 

and to synthesize all the relevant data, facts and figures on the basis of which the 
policy is formulated. They must 
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do it honestly and without any reservation. Various alternative policies will be 

sorted out on the basis of the facts and their relative strengths and weaknesses must be 

examined and pointed out honestly and fearlessly to the ministers. The Ministers have 

right to expect that civil servants will do their utmost to make proposals which will 

reflect, or at least be compatible with, the political philosophy and the programme of 

the party in power. 

 
A minister should always consult his senior officials before deciding an important 

matter of policy, though he is not under a legal or constitutional obligation to do so. 
One compelling reason is that if he blunders, the department, as well as he personally, 

will suffer a loss of reputation. The civil servant on his side has a right to put forward 
what Lord Bridges has called the departmental philosophy'. It is, indeed, his duty to 

give his minister the quintessence of departmental experience on those large issues of 
policy which he must decide and thus *to let the waves of the practical philosophy 

wash against ideas put forward by his Ministerial master'. The civil servant is entitled 

to advice, to warn, to encourage and to explain-but no more. If a civil servant thinks, a 

proposal by his minister is misconceived; it is his duty to say so and why. He may if 

invited to do so, express his opinion as to the relative advantages and disadvantages of 

alternative courses of action, looked at from the government's standpoint. He must 

not, however, allow his personal prejudices or his political bias to suppress or distort 

policies or to denigrate courses of action which are administratively practicable 

although leading to ends he considers undesirable. Once the policy is decided by the 

minister, it is the duty of the civil servants to implement it honestly and faithfully as if 

it is own policy. 

 

A civil servant has no right to be "unhelpful, unconstructive, and negative". He 

should not be indifferent to the political connection or party pressures which affect the 
minister he serves. As an official he may not share them, he should nevertheless be 

aware of their existence and make due allowances for them in his work. Civil servants 
will be acting without the knowledge or guidance of their political chiefs most of the 

time: and hence it is important that they should accurately reflect the minister's mind 
or at least his policy in every aspect of day-to-day administration. 

 
If the departmental administration is accurately to reflect the minister's outlook, 

civil servants of all ranks must be brought into contact with the Minister and thereby 

learn his views. This is particularly important when there is change of government or 

when one minister succeeds another. Talks by the minister to staff gathering, and 

other methods of achieving personal contact, can bring great advantage which will 

repay the time and trouble spent for them. Mutual understanding, respect, and 

confidence between a Minister and his officials should be based on a firm foundation 

of knowledge: and time occupied in ensuring this is well spent. 

 

There is a sound rule which requires members of parliament to communicate with 

the Minister-in-Charge of a department and not to be make a direct approach to his 

officials, except with his knowledge and permission. The dangers of too close a 

relationship between members of Parliament and civil servants might be considerable. 

A civil servant might be deflected by the political influence of an M. P. or group of 
M. Ps. He might be 
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made to feel that his own future depends to some extent on the favor or disfavor in 
which he stands with members of the legislature. A Minister's authority in his 

department might be undermined by legislative support for a particular decision or 
policy. Above all, the status of Ministers in parliament would be lowered if M. P. s. 

could get what they wanted by going behind their backs to officials. It is hoped that 

the politicians, political leaders, and members of the legislature will not only pay 

adequate attention to this, but also practice it in full. If the position of the Ministers is 

rendered weak by the intransigence, hostility, and irresponsibility of the members of 

the legislature, as was the case in France, it will strengthen the position of the civil 

service. 

A civil servant should rarely, if ever, be mentioned in the legislature. Everything 
that he does is the act of the minister and it is the duty of the minister to defend his 

servants, observed Lord Attlee: and to take full responsibility. The civil servant on his 
part must never defend himself publicly. That must be left to the Minister. In the 

debate on the Critihel Down case in the House of Commons Mr. Morrison (later on 

Lord) expressed the view that a Minister need not always defend his officials in 

public, and he mentioned that, on one occasion, he had. as a Minister, publicly 

castigated in parliament and official of his department who failed to carry out his 

instructions. Usually, however, the minister accepts responsibility for them act of his 

officials even when he does not approve of them. Sir David Maxwell (cater on Lord 

Kilmuir) speaking as Home Secretary, agreed broadly with Mr. Morrison’s view that 

a Minister is under no obligation to endorse what he believes to be wrong or to defend 

the manifest errors of his officials. He need not approve of action of which he knew 

nothing about and of which he disapproves; but he will nevertheless remain 

constitutionally responsible to Parliament for the fact that something has gone wrong, 

and can be called to account for it. Ministerial responsibility is the fundamental 

maxim of the parliamentary Government. The Minister is the link between Parliament 
and the department. He is responsible to Parliament for the activities of his 

department. If Parliament wants anybody's head, it must be that of the Minister. 

It is not possible in the space of a few pages to deal with the relations between 

politics and administration in their entirety. The legislature also exercises 

considerable influence on the civil servants. The techniques through which the 

legislature exercises its control include: question, resolution, discussion on budget and 

other issues, adjournment motions, committees, particularly the public accounts 

committee. Accordingly to lord Attlee, "question time in the House of Commons is 

one of the finest examples of real democracy". He further observed. "The effect of 

questions to the Minister and stilmore questions asked publicly in the House, is to 
keep the whole of the Civil Service on their toes." In addition there are various types 

of control such as control by the judiciary and administrative tribunal, financial 
control, control within the administration, and control by mores. 

II. 

Re-Organisation of the Administrative Personnel 

We put great emphasis on the personnel because the public personnel is the 
sovereign factor in administration. First, will, energy, and mind, and then, the 

organisation. The problem that will confront the Bangladesh Government is the 
creation of a highly competent, able, honest, devoted energetic civil service capable of 

dealing with the  
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gigantic problems of unexampled complexity that lie ahead. The problem has been 
aggravated by the acute shortage of officers at the higher levels. The exploitation of 

Bangladesh was facilitated by the West Pakistani dominance over the Central 
Government. At the higher echelons of administration Bangladesh was grossly 

underrepresented. This policy enabled the West Pakistani ruling clique to maintain 

their administrative control over Bangladesh. The following figures show the nature 

and extent of administrative domination: 

Position of the Bengalis in the higher echelons of Central 

Administration (1968-69 ) (In terms of percentage): 

 

Post Bangladesh(P.C) West Pakistani (P. C.) 

1 2 3 

Secretary 

Joint Secretary 
Deputy Secretary 

Other Officers 

 

14 

6 

18 

20 

86 

94 

82 

80 

Besides the Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission, the Central Finance 

Ministers, finance Secretary, key individuals in resource allocation, had always been 

West Pakistanis. In the Foreign Service Bengalis accounted for 15 per cent. Of the 60 

Heads of Foreign Mission only 9 were from Bangladesh. 

The Government of Bangladesh will have to devise ways and means to meet this 

acute shortage of senior officers. 

Three Main Categories of services 

At present there are three main categories of services, instituted in the British 
days- (i) all-Pakistan, (ii) Central, and (iii) Provincial Services. The all-Pakistan 

Services were the successors in Pakistan of the old I.C.S. and the Indian Police 
Services. They were recruited and controlled by the Central Government. The 

members of the C. S. P. used to occupy key positions at the Centre, in the Provinces, 

in the Secretariat, in the Divisions and Districts and in various fields of public 

administration, including public corporations. There is also a judicial branch of the C. 

S. P., and a percentage of members of this Service is appointed to higher posts in the 

judiciary. This was the key instrument through which the Central Government used to 

maintain its control over the provinces. The cadre of the C. S. P. was centralized and 

that of the P. S. P. was provincialised. The members of the other Central Superior 

Services, such as the Audit and Accounts, Customs, Income- Tax, Railway Accounts, 

Military Accounts, etc., worked exclusively under the Central Government. There 

were some technical services under the former Central Government of Pakistan and 

these include: Central Engineering Service, the Telegraph Engineering Service, the 

Central Health Service, the Railway Engineering Service, the Central Health Service, 

the Geological Survey, the Archaeological Service, etc. 

The Civil Service, both Central & Provincial is organized in four classes, class I 

(which includes the former all-Pakistan Services), class II, class III & class IV, such  
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classification being based on pay range admissible. The managerial and 
administrative aspects of governmental work-whether in the field or at headquarters-is 

predominantly in the hands of those who are in class I, we find in this class: 

(i)  the all-Pakistan (former) Services ( C. S. P. & P. S. P.) engaged mainly in 

administrative duties in the province & in the centre (former), in the field, and in the 

Secretariat; 

(ii)  the non-technical Central (former) Services, Class I, which are meant to 
administer non-technical areas of administration at the centre (former) like the audit 

and accounts, income tax, posts and telegraphs, and the railways. Their members were 
also deployed, to some extent, in the Central Secretariat; 

(iii ) the technical class I (former) Central Services which have similar functions 

on Service, the Telegraph Engineering Service, the Central Health Service, the 

Geological Survey, the Archaeological Service, etc. To small extent, members of 

these Services occupy Secretariat posts. 

At the provincial level too, there are both technical & non-technical Services. 

They operate exclusively under the provincial government. Sometimes, the members 

of these Services are borrowed for work at the centre. 

These Services, both Central & Provincial, are also vertically classified on the 

basis of the types of work they are called upon to discharge. These are: (i) the 
Generalists; (ii) the Functional Services; (iii) the Specialists. The Generalist Services 

in include the C. S. P. & the members of the Provincial Civil Service class T & so on. 
The Functional Services are the Audit Accounts, Income Tax, Customs, and so on. 

The Specialist Services comprise the scientists, engineers, doctors & other scientific 
and technical services. 

Bangladesh, it is assumed, will be a unitary static like Britain & France. 

Geographically, economically, politically, culturally, and linguistically Bangladesh is 

a homogeneous entity comprising an area of 55,126 square miles. There will be 
numerous administrative units at the divisional, district, sub-divisional, thana & union 

council levels. The district administrative will have to be considered denovo. It is 
discussed in a separate section. 

The form of government shall be parliamentary in which the executive shall be 

responsible to the legislature. The Awami League is committed to it. In the context of 

the radically altered situation, there will be no need and justification for retaining 

three district categories of services as at present. The unitary state with a unitary 

system of government will immensely simplify the complex structure of existing 

services as at present. The unitary state with a unitary system of government will 

immensely simplify the complex structure of existing services. Instead of having three 
district categories of services, there will be on the nontechnical side, only one 

category of services which may be named as the Bangladesh Administrative Service. 
On the technical side, there will be only one category of services to be known as the 

Bangladesh Scientific and Technical Services. 
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Ill 

Main Problems: 

Conversion of the three district categories of 

services into a single one 

The basic character of the governmental system under which these three 

categories of services existed and operated, will undergo a revolutionary change on 

the morrow of independence. The former state of Pakistan would cease to exist and 

hence the former system of government and administration would also disappear. 

Bangladesh is a sovereign democratic republic engaged in a grim struggle to liberate 

herself from the clutches of the West Pakistani military rulers. Bangladesh, as stated 

above, is a single geographic entity. She is geographically compact, culturally 

homogeneous, and linguistically similar. She will be. it is assumed, a unitary state 

with a unitary system of government. In such basically altered conditions there 

appears to be no need and no justification of these three separate categories of 

services. There is no need for the all-Pakistan services, such as, the C. S. P. & P. S. P., 

simply because there will be no Pakistan comprising two wings as in the past. The 

tenure system- the provinces borrowing officers from the centre and vice versa-by 
which the key posts in the Secretariat and in the divisions and districts were filled, 

will have no validity any more. There is also on need for a separate category of the 
Central Superior Services as district from the two all-Pakistan services. Similarly, 

there is no need on justification for the Provincial Services as district from the C. S. P. 
& other Central Superior Services as there will be no provinces. The main problem is: 

how to unify these three district categories of services with different conditions of 
pay, prospects and other incidents into a single unified service, to be known as the 

Bangladesh Administrative Service, on the non-technical side, and the Bangladesh 

Scientific and Technical Service on the technical side. 

IV. 

Defects of the existing structure 

The existing structure of the Civil Services came to us as an inheritance from the 
British India. The structure of the civil services was largely determined by the course 

of political and military developments in the nineteenth century. It began with the 
Report of the Macaulay Committee, 1854 and culminated in the Islington 

Commission of 1912-15 and the Lee Commission of 1924. The Montagu-Chelmsford 
Report 1918, and the Report of the simon Commission, 1930 also played not an 

insignificant role in determining the structure of the Civil Service. In the former state 

of Pakistan a number of Commissions and committees examined the problem, but 

nothing fundamental emerged in reality. The basic character of the structure remained 

what it was in the past. It is generally recognized that the inherited structure is neither 

adequate nor appropriate for fulfilling needs of a government which will have a 

fundamentally different character and ideology from the previous administration. The 

flaws of the inherited structure needs a rigorous examination. The existing structure 

stands in the way of what is considered to be the only efficient method of matching 

men to jobs-rigorously examining what each post demands before selecting the 

individual who is best fitted to fill it. The existing structure seems to suffer from the 

following defects:- 
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(1) It prevents the best deployment and use of individual talent. Mobility from one 
service to another service is almost impossible. Again, movement from one class to 

another class is very more. The formal and relatively rigid procedures involved in 
moving from one class to another class put unnecessary barrices in the way of the 

movement of individuals, both upwards to post of higher responsibility and sideways 

between different kinds of related work. It also impedes the rapid development and 

promotion of young people with outstanding potential. 

(2) It is a major obstacle to the ability of the service to adopt itself to new tasks. 

Each service and each class tends to regard the posts that its members usually feel as 
its own preserve, guaranteeing a career structure with a fixed number of posts at 

various levels. Men and Women enter these classes in their youth and form 
expectations about their prospects, to which they cling with increasing ten city as the 

years go by. The members of the C. S. P. occupy a special commanding position in 
the entire administration. They are usually regarded as fit for any kind of job. Many 

key positions are reserved for them. They are allowed to move from kind of job to 

another and from one department to another with remarkable facility without any 

regard being paid to their linked experiences. This system neutralizes this usefulness 

to a great extent. It does not enable them to acquire a profound knowledge of the 

subject-matter of their departments. This also necessarily restricts the promotional 

prospects of the members of the other Central Superior Services. The Audit & 

Accounts, Customs, Income Tax, etc. are organized a independent entities, operating 

within the limitations of their respective cadres, subject, further, to the reservation of 

many higher posts for the C. S. P. Apart from fostering a distressing class-

consciousness, it prevents the best deployment of the staff; because once a member of 

the Audit & Accounts or Income Tax or Customs, he remains so all throughout his 

career. Even when members of these services show outstanding ability and other 

attitutes of leadership and a flair for specialized work, it is not always possible to 
utilise their talents to the best advantage of administration, because the rigidity of 

service structure comes in the way of their employment to other fields for which they 
are better suited. 

(3) The career opportunities that are thus defined for the different services and 

classes of services vary greatly in their attractiveness and scope, even for people with 

similar educational qualifications. There is a great deal of difference between the 

members of .the two former all-Pakistan Services-C. S. P. & P. S. P. -and the 

members of the provincial class I services in respect of pay, promotion, status and 

other conditions of service. The same is broadly true of the other central superior 

services vis-a-vis the C. S. P. Differences also exist in these respects between the 
specialist-scientists, engineers, doctors and other highly qualified technical personnel-

and the Generalists such as the C. S. P. & other non-technical superior services. The 
separate classification encourages the idea that opportunity is not equal. This militates 

against the best possible utilization of talents available within different and separate 
categories and classes of services. 

(4) The word "class" and the structure it represents, produce feelings of 

superiority as well as of restricted opportunities. Class, class-consciousness, status, 

positions, and ranks, gazette and non-gazette, generate tensions, misgivings and 

misunderstandings among  
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the civil servants. All these severely hamper the efficient and expeditious disposal of 
governmental business which is increasingly becoming overwhelmingly complex, 

technical and specialized. 

(5) The structure also leads to the inefficient organisation of work. Each class has 

its prescribed functions. Financial and policy work in almost all cases are generally 

reserved for the C. S. P. with appropriate support from other classes below them, 

while technical or scientific work belongs to the specialist classes. Where 
administrators and specialists are engaged in a common task, parallel or joint 

hierarchies are the usual devices to enable them to work together. But within these 
hierarchies the administrator is normally responsible to another administrator in the 

next higher grade, and the specialist similarly to another specialist, thus the separation 
of prescribed responsibilities is maintained. The separation of function has a 

damaging effect in blurring responsibility and authority in command. There are many 
joint tasks, specially projects, and programmes with a high technical content, in which 

good management depends upon putting a single person in charge and holding him 

responsible for the result; the rest of the team should be responsible to him. Often, 

however, the preparation of functions results in twin heads being in charge, one a 

specialist, the other an administrator. A man's career is primarily thought of as a 

career within his class or service. There is, therefore, a natural pressure to maximize 

the opportunities of the class, in each area of work it occupies, by making use of as 

many of its grades as possible. The presumption thus grows up that the organisation 

of any area of work should reflect in full the grading structure of the class concerned. 

This is also true of the specialist classes. 

The fundamental point underlying many of these criticisms is that the system of 

classes and separate services stands in the way of the most efficient method of 

matching men to jobs. This is because classes are too crude an instrument for the 

purpose. They involve two assumptions: (i) that any job can be categorized as 

appropriate to one or other of the classes; and (ii) that it will then be most 

appropriately filled by selection from the members of that class, all of whom are in 

principle more likely to be good candidates for it than any other member of another. 

These assumptions seem to be no longer sound and valid, particularly in view of the 

changing nature of the tasks the Civil Service has now to do. 

Time and space at our disposal do not permit any detailed examination of the 
structure. 

The new and radical situation calls for a comprehensive and major re-organisation 

of the services. The inherited structure of the services will be out of tune with the 

realities. The new government of Bangladesh will be fundamentally different in 
character and ideology from the previous government. The Government of 

Bangladesh is committed to a socialist economy based on democratic principles and 
values. We are committed to mass democracy, to egalitarian democracy, to the public 

control and planning of the economic process, and therefore to strong government 
capable of dealing with the complex problems that lie ahead. This will give a new 

purpose and new role to the administration. Without a major re-organisation and re-
adjustment of the machinery of government and a fundamental re-organisation of the 

higher services to foster the growth  
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of the feeling that all officers are equally responsible for the administration of the 
country, it would be impossible to secure the fulfillment of the purposes of the state. 

Again, no form of government, no pattern of administration can remain static. It must 
always be in a state of evolution and of self-adjustment, if it is to fulfill adequately the 

changing demands and needs of a new nation. The demands and needs, as already 

stated earlier, will be heavy and exacting. The organized Civil Service, with well-

defined rules of recruitment, promotion and other conditions, which came into 

existence in Britain in 1854, on the basis of the Trevelyan and Northcote Report, has 

been subjected throughout the past century to periodical reviews and adjustments. As 

a consequence, the British Civil Service has shown itself to be an adaptable body, 

remarkably capable of standing heavy strains and of adjusting itself to a large variety 

of tasks and situations. It is urgently necessary to refashion the Bangladesh Services 

in order to create a flexible organisation which can function with facility and 

efficiency both in the dynamism of industrial and social planning and execution, and 

also in the strains and stresses of a national emergency. 

The government of a democratic socialist state must concentrate on the wider and 

more positive needs of all-round development and progress in the agricultural, 

industrial and social fields. The whole purpose of government will undergo a radical 

re-orientation; this will be reflected more and more in the successive five-year plans. 

The major problem which will emerge will be that of fulfilling the development 

programmes. The formulation of co-ordinate plans of development and the allocation 

of financial resources will not by themselves ensure fulfillment, unless competent 

technical and administrative manpower are recruited to the services to provide the 

motive power. Viewed from any point of view, a fundamental re-organisation of the 

Services is called for. The following criteria should determine the structure of the 

services: 

The New Structure of the Civil Service 

What should be the criteria to determine the structure of the new services that we 

propose to build up in Bangladesh? The new structure of the new Services should in 
our view be based on the following principles: 

(1) There must be a searching analysis and evaluation of the Job. Both the grading 

of a post and the selection of the man to fill it should be base on it. 

(2) Each post should be filled by the person best fitted by his qualifications and 
experience to fill it. No other consideration should be allowed to determine it. 

(3) There must not be any reservation of posts for any group as there is to-day for 

the members of the C.S.P. It must go, except in so far as individuals comprising the 

group may be uniquely qualified for them, that is, doctors for medical posts. 

(4.) Since the qualifications and experience required for particular posts will vary 

from time to time, it should be right and duty of management to determine the new 

qualifications and experience required for them. 

(5) Merit or ability should govern the promotion of man to fill individual post. 
Right man must be in the right place, even if he is not the next in the order of 

seniority, or bring 
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him in from outside the service if he cannot be found within, & sometimes 
appointment from outside would bring a valuable reinforcement of skill and 

experience. 

(6) As regards the pay-scale, the criterion laid down by the Islingtion Commission 

may be adopted with suitable modifications. The criterion laid down by the 

Commission for the determination of pay-scales is that. "Government should pay so 

much and so much only to their employees as is necessary to obtain recruits of the 
right stamp and to maintain them in such a degree of comfort and dignity as would 

shield them from temptation and keep them efficient for their term of service". It can 
be modified by maintaining relativity between the rates of pay for civil servants and 

the rates of pay for jobs of comparable responsibility and authority outside the 
service. In some cases, it may be necessary to maintain a kind of internal relativity. 

(7) The structure should permit work to be organized in such a way that chains of 

command reflect the demands of the task and, where necessary, cut across any 

groupings by discipline & type of skill. 

The application of these principles demands two fundamental and complementary 

changes in the structure of the service. Together they produce the single unified 

grading system running across the whole service, in which there will be an 

appropriate number of different pay-levels matching different levels of skill and 

responsibility, and the correct grading for each post is determined by an analysis of 

the job. 

First, the division between the all-Pakistan and other Central Superior Services 

and the Provincial Civil Services should be abolished. The division between higher 
and lower classes should also be abolished, and a continuous grading system from 

bottom to the top should be substituted in each occupational group. Thus, for 

example, we propose the merger of all the non-technical Central Superior Services, 

including the C. S. P., the class II services, all the non-technical Provincial Services, 

and the clerical classes. All these services will be marged, organized, and unified into 

a single grading structure. We also propose the marger of the Scientific Civil 

Servants, Engineering and allied groups, Geological Service, Archaeological, Medical 

Services, Architectural and Engineering Draughtsman Service, and all other technical 

services. 

To replace the existing structure by a single unified grading structure from 
bottom to top for each occupational group will involve a major programme of job 

analysis and evaluation: a fresh examination of what each job or kind of job is for, 

and of the qualifications and experience it requires. 

Second, it seems that the principle of the best man for the job should apply 
between civil servants of different occupations no less than between those who enter 

the service with different levels of educational qualifications. No posts should be the 
preserve of any one group, except in so far at individuals in the group may be 

uniquely qualified for them. This calls for another radical structural change. It means 
bringing to an end the system in which an individual can normally move between jobs 

now reserved for different occupational groups only if he himself moves into a 
different class. 
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To give full effect to the proposals made above, it is necessary to replace the 
present multitude of classes and different categories of services and their separate 

career structures by the creation of a classless uniformly graded structure. The basis of 
the system that is proposed is the establishment of a number of successive grading 

levels that together will embrace all the jobs in the Service. Each grade will carry a 

range of pay. The number of grades required can be determined only after a more 

detailed examination of the existing structure and detailed examination of the 

structure, it is hardly necessary to point out, is not possible at the moment. 

All the jobs now performed by the many different services and classes of services 
should be filled into the appropriate grade. This will require careful job analysis and 

evaluation. This should be based on such factors as the "end-results" required, the 
degree of personnel responsibility involved, the importance attaching to the work and 

the qualifications and experience needed in the holder to achieve the prescribed 
results. At the same time the process of job evaluation should take into account the 

market rate for jobs of similar responsibilities outside the service. 

Senior Policy and Management Group 

Within this overall structure, there will, of course, continue to be a great variety 

of groups of staff. At the highest levels of the service, it is useful to distinguish top 

management, comprising all top posts in all grades from Secretary down to the 

Deputy Secretary, and including all grades that are equivalent to Deputy Secretary. 

This may be called the senior policy and management group. In other words all the 

Class I posts in the Bangladesh Administrative Service (the C. S. P., Central Superior 

Services, Members of the Provincial Services, Class I after their unification into a 

single unified grading structure) may be divided into three groups or levels, such as 

the senior, middle and junior. Each group or level may be divided into three grades 

and, in all, there will be nine grades in there three levels. The progress of an officer 

among the grades within each level should be on the basis of proved performance and 
competence, Promotions from the junior to the middle levels and from the middle to 

the senior level will be by selection on the basis of demonstrated ability, competence, 
and honesty. Honesty should be given its due importance, along with other factors. 

There will be direct recruitment to the junior level. The unified civil service may be 
divided into the following professional groups- economic administration, industrial 

administration, agricultural and rural development administrational, social and 
educational administration, personnel administration, defense administration and 

internal security, and planning. They will be trained accordingly at the appropriate 

level. The need for professionalism in the Civil Service is discussed below. Below is 

attached an illustrative chart of 9 pay scales into which the existing class I scales 

can conceivably be fitted in. Some examples of the posts which can be filled into the 

grades are also given, I would like to emphasize that the details in the annexure given 

only by way of illustration. A more detailed and elaborate examination will be 

necessary for the purpose of determining the grades as well as the posts to which they 

should be attached. All the post under the government can, I think, be brought into a 

framework of 20 to 25 grades. Each grade will carry a range of pay. 
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Proposed Uniform Grading Structure 

 Proposed Scales 
 

Examples of Corresponding posts 
illustrative and national, subject to 

objective evaluation 

 
 

 

Senior Level 
 

Rs. 3,500 (i) 
 

 

Rs. 3,000 (ii) 
 

 

 

Rs. 2,500-2,750 (iii) 
 

Secretary to the Government of 
Bangladesh, 

Chairman and Members of Functional 

Boards, 
highest technical posts. 

Additional Secretary, Members, Additional 

Members of some Boards. 

Joint Secretary, Heads of main research 
institutes, Members of the Board of 

Revenues, 

Divisional Commissioners, Heads of 
Departments, Chief Engineer, etc. 

Middle level 

 

Rs. 2,000-2,250 (iv) 

 
 

Rs. 1,600-2,000 (v) 

 
 

 

Rs. 1,300-1,600 (vi) 

 

Heads of some Departments, Accountant 

General, Income Tax Commissioner, Chief 
Engineer (smaller charge). Doctors, etc. 

Deputy Inspector General of Police, 

Superintending Engineer, Heads of 
Smaller 

Departments. 

Junior Administrative Grade, Dy. 

Secretaries, 
Superintending Engineers. 

 Rs. 900-1,250 (vii) 

 

Deputy Commissioners, may class I posts 

of the B.C.S. Deputy Superintendent of 
Police, 

Executive Engineers, posts of Under 

Secretaries, 
Doctors. 

Junior Level 

 

Rs. 700-1100 (viii) 

 

 
 

 

 
Rs. 400-950 (ix) 

 

Many senior scale posts in the C.S.S., may 

junior scale of the old C.S.P. and P.F.S. 

Under 
Secretaries, AIG of Police, Executive 

Engineers, 

Doctors, etc. 
All class I other those shown above. There 

can 

be a training grade of 400-500. 
 (x) and (xi) 

Rs. 350-900 

Class II may have two grades 

 (xii to xxiv) 
 

Class III may have 9 to 13 grades with 
suitable 

pay scales. 

 (xxv) 
 

Class iv. Minimum pay should be Rs. 175 
 

 

N.B. The pay-scale proposed will come into effect only when the economy of Bangladesh 
takes a stable form. At the moment it is out of questions. 
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The Bangladesh Civil Service 

It is already stated above that all the non-technical Central Superior Services, 

including the C. S. P., all other Central (non-technical) Services, and all the non-

technical Provincial Services, including all classes, should be merged, organized and 

unified into a single grading structure to be known as the Bangladesh Administrative 

Service. The members of this service will fill different posts in the grades in the 

structure. This may be done on the following basis: (a) present positions or posts held 
by different officers, (b) performance record, (c) competence, (d) length of service, (e) 

academic background, and (f) suitability. 

It is hoped that the members of the various services referred to above shall accept 

it, taking into account the basically altered circumstances. However, if any member of 

anyone of these services is unwilling to join this new structure, he may be retired on 

proportionate pension on the basis of the length of his service. A high-powered 

Committee consisting of the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, the Chief Justice of 

the High Court, and another senior Judge of the Supreme Court, the Chairman Public 

Service Commission and two or three retired civil servants shall go into the whole 

question. 

It may be pointed out that the Fulton Committee on the Civil Service in Britain 

made similar recommendations with regard the structure of the British Civil Service. 

The Committee said, "In our view, all Civil servants should be organized in a single 

grading structure in different pay-levels matching different levels of skill and 

responsibility, and the correct grading for each post is determined by an analysis of 

the job". In an attempt to give a concrete shape to this structure and the Committee 

further observed, "We propose the merger of the Administrative Executive, and 

Clerical classes, as recommended to us by the Treasury." It may be also helpful to 

mention that in 1945 France took the bold and rational step of integrating the services 

into a single civil service. But they are trained and equipped differently to discharge 
their respective responsibilities. It swept away the cobwebs of narrow 

departmentalism which inhibited the growth of unity among the Civil servants. The 
Indian Administrative Reforms Commission made similar recommendation with to 

the Civil Services in India. The commission recommended a unified grading structure. 

The Scientific & Technical Services 

The importance of Science and technology cannot be over-emphasized. Our whole 
future, it may safety be asserted, depends, to a considerably greater extent than is 

adequately appreciated and understood, on the application of science and technology, 

of to our economy and social life. The development of science and technology, of 

researches in science and technology, and of the scientific and technical manpower 

should receive the highest priority in any scheme of national development, economic 

and social. Our scientists, our engineers, our medical doctors, and other technically 

qualified men and women should be accorded their due recognition in the 

administrative system. Nothing should prevent or should be permitted to prevent the 

eminently qualified scientists, engineers, doctors, and other technical personnel from 

occupying the top positions in their 

 
 

(1)    Report of the committee on the Civil Service (Fulton), Vol. I, 1966-68 Cmnd, 3638, para 192. p. 63 
(2) Ibid., para 215, p. 70 
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lives in the administrative pyramid. Their pay and status should be commensurate 
with their qualifications, importance and need in to-day's and tomorrow's 

administration. In the bitterness and resentment amongst them which hampered the 
development programmes. In other words, a scientist, or an engineer or a doctor, for 

example, should be appointed to the post of the Secretary, Additional Secretary, Joint 

Secretary, Deputy Secretary, and soon, in the ministry or department which is 

concerned with his specialty depending on his qualifications, experience and 

suitability. He should be given training in the art and science of public administration 

at appropriate stages in his careers. 

The scientific, engineering, medical and other technical services that exist to-day 

are as follows: 

1. Scientific Civil Service 

2. The Engineering Services 

3. Medical and Health Services 

4. Forest Service 

5. Archaeological Services 

6. Geological Service 

All these service-in future, more services in this group may have to be created- 

should be organized in a single grading structure in which there are appropriate 
member of different pay-levels matching different levels of skill and responsibility, 

and the correct grading for each post is determined by an analysis of the job. They 
might be incorporated into a single Scientific Service, divided into specialized groups, 

organized in a single grading structure, to be known as the Bangladesh Scientific 
Service. Each grade should carry a range of pay which should be similar to that of the 

Bangladesh Administrative Service at each appropriate grade. There should be no 

difference in the pay-scale and other incidents of services between these two broad 

classes of Service at the appropriate grade. The Fulton Committee, it may be 

mentioned, made similar recommendation relating to the structure of the Specialist 

Services in Britain. The Committee observed, "We also propose mergers of the 

scientific officer, Experimental Officer, and Scientific Assistant classes and of the 

Works Group of Professional Classes, the Technical Works, Engineering and Alied 

classes and the Architectural and Engineering Draughtsman Classes". 

The Bangladesh Educational Service 

Since education will undoubtedly be one of the major responsibilities of the 

Government, the existing Educational Services should be thoroughly re-organized on 

a scientific footing so as to attract the best available men and women to this field. 

There pay-scale and other conditions of Service should be such as will enable them to 
give them best to the nation. They are, it is hardly necessary to mention, in charge of 

the future hopes of the nation. There should be broad similarity between their pay-
scale and that of other categories of civil servants, generalist and specialist, mentioned 

above. 

 

(I) Report of the Administrative Reforms Commission on Personnel Administration. Government of 

India, Chapter IV. 1969. 
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The Bangladesh Police Service 

There are two broad categories of the police service such as the former all 

Pakistan Police Service and the Provincial Police Service. The members of these 

services should be merged and organized in a single unified grading structure in 

which there will be an appropriate number of different pay levels matching different 

levels of skill and responsibility, and the correct grading for each post is determined 

by an analysis of the job on the model of the Bangladesh Administrative Service. 

The Bangladesh Foreign Service 

The Government of Bangladesh will have to form a new Bangladesh Foreign 
Service. The existing Bengali members of the Foreign Service of the former state of 

Pakistan will form the nucleus around which this service will grow and develop. 

Professionalism in the Civil Service 

It will be necessary to survey all the administrative jobs in the service. It will be 
the duty of the proposed Civil Service Department to analyze them and to identify 

groups of jobs which provide a field for specialization on the basis of their common 

subject-matter. It may be mentioned here that the French Civil Service, particularly at 

the higher level, is divided broadly into four branches: (a) general administration, (b) 

economic and financial administration, (c) social administration, and (d) external 

affairs. 

In this connection the views of the Fulton Committee deserve special mention. 

The Committee has divided the administrative jobs into two broad groups. The 
Committee said, "First, we think that a broad group of administrative jobs in different 

departments is concerned with a subject matter that is primarily economic and 
financial. Within this broad group the emphasis in some areas of government may be 

on general economic planning and control; in others, on the problems of international 

trade or of particular industries; in others, on the financial control of major 

programmes of capital and current expenditure; in others (mainly in technical and 

scientific departments) on the economic and financial aspects of large technological 

projects. Thus, from a general economic and financial basis, the work develops its 

own internal specialism. We think that this pattern should be reflected in the training 

and deployment of individual administrators for this work." Speaking on the second 

group the Committee further observed. "There is a second broad group of 

administrative jobs where the basis is essentially social; for example, housing, town 

and country planning, education, race relations, social security, industrial- relations, 

personnel management, crime and delinquency. Again, within a common framework 

of knowledge and experience, the work develops its own specialism. Here too the 

training and deployment of individual administrators should reflect this pattern." 

The vast change in the role of the Government and the great diversification of its 

functions call for a variety of skills in the higher administration. The new tasks call, at 

higher levels, for a competence which cannot be acquired overnight, but can only be 

imbibed through special training granted on to a basic functional skill or 

academic 

 

(1) Fulton Committee, op. cit., Para-215, P.70. 
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qualification. Each new area of administration-be it economic, social, industrial, 
technological, scientific, agricultural, banking, finance, trade, has its own body of 

academic requirements, knowledge and techniques. The effective administration of 
each demands an intimate knowledge of its underlying principles and an awareness of 

its problems. Hence, the Service must ensure that its administrators acquire and 

develop the appropriate body of knowledge together with associated conceptual 

framework and analytical tools. This means that an administrator, at least in his early 

years, should specialize in one or other of these main categories of work-the 

economic, industrial, agricultural, commercial, and financial or the social. The 

training arrangements should be made accordingly. This is how the necessary 

professionalism can be developed in the Civil Service." 

 

What is professionalism? The Fulton Committee refers to the two main attributes 

of professionalism which are essential in varying combinations for work in the 

Government service. "One is being skilled in one's job-skill which comes from 

training and sustained experience. The other is having the fundamental knowledge & 

deep familiarity with a subject that enable a man to move with ease among its 
concepts. Both spring from and reinforce constant striving for higher standards. The 

work of government demands these qualities not only in the member of the generally 
recognized professions, but at all levels and in all parts of the service." 

 
These attributes of professionalism are already present in the Civil Service in 

some measure. But to-days' tasks require them to be much further developed then 
hitherto. According to the Fulton Committee the Service needs two broad types of 

professionalism. "The first is the professionalism of those whose work in government 

is just one of a number of career opportunities for the exercise of their qualifications 

and skills." In this category come the architects, lawyers, doctors, engineers, 

scientists, accountants, economists, draughtsman, technicians and soon. Some of 

these, like doctors and scientists, have acquired their professionalism or specialism by 

recognized training outside the service. Others like some draughtsman and technicians 

may acquire and develop their skills after joining the service. These categories of civil 

servants are known as "specialists." 

 

The second kind of professionalism which needs to be much more fully developed 

is the professionalism of those members of the Administrative and Executive Classes 

who are now treated, and regard themselves as "generalists". The generalists move 

frequently from job to job and from ministry to ministry, and thereby they gain 
proficiency in operating the government machine and in serving Ministers and 

Parliament. But many lack the fully developed professionalism that their work now 
demands. They do not develop adequate knowledge in depth in anyone aspect of 

department's work and frequently not even in the general area of activity in which the 
department operates. Often they are required to give advice on subjects they do not 

sufficiently understand 
 
 

 

(1) Report of the (Fulton) Committees, op. cit., Para-46, P. 19-20. 

(2) Ibid., Para-47, p. 20. 

(3) Ibid., Para-32, P. 16. 

(4) Ibid., Para-35, P. 16. (1)
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or to take decisions whose significance they do not fully grasp. This has serious 

consequences. It can lead to bad policy-making. It prevents a fundamental evaluation 

of the policies being administered. It often leads to the adoption of inefficient methods 

for implementing these policies. It may also obstruct the establishment of fruitful 

contacts with sources of expert advice both inside and outside the service. The 

recommendations of the Fulton Committee deserve careful consideration. 

 
The brief description of the nature of the jobs the civil servants will be called upon 

to discharge in Bangladesh is enough to make it clear the civil servants will have to be 
equipped to tackle the political, economic, social, scientific, and technical problems of 

our times. The work of the government is becoming increasingly complex and more 
and more specialized in nature. The nature of work of the government calls for high 

professional competence on the part of the civil servants. They have to be aware of 
interests and opinions throughout the country and of many developments abroad. 

They have to keep face with the rapid growth of new knowledge and acquire new 

techniques to apply it. The civil servants of Bangladesh will have to specialize in 

agriculture, co-operatives, industry and industrial management, trade and commerce, 

state trading, banking, insurance, management of the nationalized sectors of economy, 

economic planning and control, public finance, housing, town and country planning, 

education, social security, industrial relations, personnel management, crime and 

delinquency. They will have to deal with various types of international organizations. 

 

Each of these categories of work has a rapidly growing corpus of knowledge. Our 

administrators must, in future, have or acquire the basic concepts and knowledge, 

whether social, economic, industrial, agricultural or financial, relevant to his area of 

administration and appropriate to his level of responsibility. He must have a real 

understanding of, and through familiarity with, the principles, techniques and trends 
of development in the subject-matter of the field in which he is operating. 

 
To develop professionalism in the Civil service of Bangladesh, it is necessary to 

divide the Civil Service into the following professional groups: 
 

1. Economic Administration 
2. Industrial Administration 

3. Agricultural and Rural Development Administration 

4. Social and Educational Administration 

5. Business Administration 

6. Personnel Administration 

7. Financial Administration 

8. Defense Administration and Internal Security 

9. Planning 

 

The entrants to these specializations must be specially trained and made to acquire 

the necessary background. This knowledge come through the study and practice of 

administration of the relevant area over a long period of time, in some cases at least, 

long enough, in facts to amount to a commitment-a professional commitment. The 

knowledge 
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and expertise which will be relevant in the various specializations are briefly indicated 
below: 

(a) Economic Administration: 

Currency, banking and financial institutions, international trade, foreign aid and 

foreign exchange, problems relating to income, wages and prices. 

(b) Industrial Administration: 

Economic growth, industrial licensing, import of technical know-how, also 

problems relating to incomes, wages, and prices in common with specialism (a) 

(c) Agricultural and Rural Development Administration: 

Rural co-operatives, community development, irrigation, rural electrification, 

agricultural science, agricultural economics, rural sociology. 

(d) Social and Educational Administration: 

Education, social welfare, family planning, urban development, labor welfare and 

industrial relations, factory and labor inspection, information and public relations. 

(e) Business Administration: 

Principles, methods, techniques of administrating a large-scale business concern, 

such as the public corporations, trading corporation, Jute trading corporations. 

(f) Personnel Administration: 

Management analysis involving work study, grading and evaluation of posts, 
organisation and methods, selection techniques, training and career management, staff 

supervision and control, motivation, morale and staff welfare. 

(g) Financial Administration: 

Cost-benefit analysis, budgeting and expenditure control, performance budgeting, 
revenue, taxation, etc. 

(h) Defense Administration and Internal Security: 

Intelligence, concepts of strategy and tactics, logistics, weapons systems, systems 

analysis, defense industry, defense research and development, etc. 

(i) Planning: 

Assessment and projection of demands and resources; models of economic 

growth, input-output ratios, inter and intra-sectoral balance, cost-benefit analysis of 

projects and schemes; programming methods; techniques of progress reporting and 

feeding back, and of evaluation of results, operations research; systems management. 

Persons selected for the nine areas of administration should constitute a policy and 
managerial pool, which will be available to the Government and which should partly 

feed the senior management of the Government of Bangladesh in the relevant areas. 
 

i) Ibid., Para-39, P. 18. 
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General Administration 

In view of the increasingly complex and multifarious functions of the present day 

administration, a general purpose Service like the C.S. P. & the Class I Provincial 

Civil Service will have limited scope and utility as such. It can, however, provide a 

useful and good material for various posts in functional areas where organized 

services do not exist and which require only some specialized training and experience, 

for which suitable arrangements can be made. A specific functional field may be 

carved out for the members of the all purpose civil service. This could consist of land 

revenue administration, exercise of magisterial functions and regulatory functions in 

the fields other than those looked after by officers of other functional services. 

Examples of such posts are Assistant Deputy Commissioners, Deputy 

Commissioners, Directors of Civil Supplies, Directors of Settlement, Directors of 

Land records, Revenue Secretaries, Home Secretaries, Divisional commissioners, etc. 

The policy of grouping administrators is necessary to enable them to gain the 

knowledge and experience their work requires. Within each group the depth of 

understanding, skill, knowledge and experience demanded will vary with the level of 

responsibility. The higher the responsibility of the post, the greater the understanding 

required of its occupant. Professionalism must be there at all levels, senior and junior. 

It means the ability and the sustained effort needed to ensure that each job, whatever 

its level, is performed to a constantly improving standard. 

The primary purpose of the administrators-economic, financial, and social-is not 
to duplicate the specialist knowledge of the scientist, engineer, social scientist, or vice 

versa. It is, rather, that the administrator, trained and experienced in his subject-

matter, should enjoy a more fruitful relationship with the specialist than in the past, 
and that the service should harness the best contribution from each. 

The members of the Bangladesh Administrative Service at the appropriate level 

should be vertically decided into departments, in order to provide for specialized 

training in the different spheres of governmental activity. At the top level there will be 

the need of a corps of administrative who have wide general administrative 

experience, a breadth of view, a broad sweep over the entire field of administration, a 

broad liberal outlook, and, in one world, men who are well-versed in liberal 

administrative culture. It these men who will provide administrative leadership. 
 

Personnel Administration & Management 

 

The problem of personnel administration and management was not given its due 
importance by the governments in the past. The importance of the human element in 

administration has received adequate recognition in all advanced and progressive 
administrations all over the world. Human resources, now widely termed "human 

capital" are regarded as having a significance superior to that of physical and financial 
capital. Human resources, as Professor Tawney has pointed out, are by far the best 

resources that a country possesses. Consequently, efforts to devise effective and 
adequate means of getting the best out of the available manpower will have to be 

sharply accelerated. 
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The system of recruitment, the development of professionalism in the 

administrators and specialists, a scientific career management, training and 

deployment of the staff, and the promotion of greater departmental efficiency will 

make greater demands on the central management of the Service. The Constant 

adaptation of men and methods to changing tasks must be a joint responsibility, 

shared between central management and individual departments, but central 

management must have the appropriate degree of ultimate authority in those areas that 
affect the interest of the public service as a whole. The main responsibilities of the 

central management should be: 
 

(1) to determine the recruitment policy in consultation with department; 
(2) to stimulate and assist departments in reviewing the kinds of skill and forms of 

organisation needed for their tasks as they change and develop; 
 

(3) to determine manpower requirements both in quantity and quality, agree with 

departments how these requirements should be met, provide the necessary common 

services for new recruitment and internal transfer and satisfy itself that departments 

are efficiently and economically staffed; 

 

(4) to specify in consultation with departments the qualities, qualifications and 

experience required of new recruit to the service. 

(5) to determine pay, pensions and other conditions of service; 

(6) to determine training policy in consultation with departments conduct central 

training courses, arrange external training, and stimulate and guide training within 

departments; 

(7) to promote career development throughout the Service, and in particular to co- 

operate with & guide departments in fostering the promotion, and planning the future 
development, of the most promising members of all disciplines; 

(8) to promote mobility both between departments, and between the service and 
outside employments; 

(9) to discuss with departments all promotions to higher levels (i.e. senior policy 
and management group), and to take the initiative in proposing individual moves 

between departments both within the group and at lower levels ; 
 

(10) to advice the Prime Minister :- 

         (a) appointment at the salary level of Deputy Secretary and above; and 

         (b) the most efficient division of responsibility between departments ; 

 

(11) to study new developments in methods of organizing work, in management 

techniques and in office machinery, and promote their use throughout the service. 

 

For Career Management 

During the early year of a man's career he is expected to remain within the 

specialism group for which he is trained. This does not mean that he must stay in one 

job in one department; he should move between jobs and perhaps between 

departments but usually within the area of his specialism. As far as the administrator 

is concerned, he should move 
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at much less frequent intervals than he does now. While there will be a great variety 

of individual career patterns, the basic principle of career management should be a 

progressive development within a specialism and between fields of activity that are 

related to each other. While the needs of the service must come first in this, 

nevertheless the personal interests and wishes of the individual should be taken into 

account more positively than appears to be usual practice to-day. The increased 

attention to personnel management and individual career planning should apply to all 
categories of the civil servants-the generalists and the specialists. 

 

Promotion 

 
The Fulton Committee observes, "The right promotion at the right time is an 

essential part of the process of developing to the full the talents of the men and 
women in the service". The unified grading structure that is recommended would 

provide the necessary foundations for a new promotion system: 

 

(1) Promotion should be based on the performance record of an individual in 

achieving the aims of his job. 

(2) The aptitudes and experience of the individual can be more directly and 

specifically linked to the requirement of a particular job at the higher level. 

 

(3) Promotion boards can consider candidates for higher posts, not only within the 

field of their specialization, but also in management posts where their special 

knowledge may be useful. 

(4) There will be more equal promotion opportunities for all because performance 

is taken properly into account, and selection based upon the aptitudes and experience 

of the individual rather than upon his membership of a particular class. 
(5) Able individuals can skip grades. 

(6) Where seniority denotes valuable experience, it can be given its proper weight. 
It must not be forgotten that seniority is sometimes a synonym for antiquity. Ability, 

competence and merit should be the main foundation of promotion. 

 

The New Civil Service Department 
 

A new department to be known as the Civil Service Department should be created 

to discharge effectively the tasks of central management. In the efficient discharge of 

these tasks depends the evolution of a strong, able, competent and energetic 

administration which is the essential prerequisite for sound and vigorous development 

planning. It is precisely this which is lacking in Bangladesh. The political leaders and 

the public must understand the social and economic significance of a highly 

developed administration. In the past adequate attention was never paid to the 

supremely important tasks of personnel administration and management. The need for 

a well-thought-out effective action will be urgent as the expanding tasks of 

government, particularly in the economic and social fields, will put increasing strains 

on the civil service as a whole. The staffing of this department is of crucial 

importance. It will be discussed in another connation. 

 
1. Report of the Fulton Committee. Opt cit., Para-248, P.80-81. 

2. Ibid.. Para-116, P. 40. 

3. Ibid. Par-238, P.76. 
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Time and space do not permit us to enter into a detailed discussion of other vital 

issues-recruitment, training, pay, discipline and conduct. Merit alone should be basis 

of recruitment. First rate minds from all comers of the academic discipline should be 

recruited through the system of open competitive examination to be conducted by the 

Public Service Commission. Apart from the traditional method, method II as it obtains 

in Britain, may be applied. In the end, the quality of the recruits greatly depends on 

the quality of education in the country. Immediately after independence government 
will have to appoint a fairly good number of persons from different professions 

outside the civil service to cope with the acute shortage of competent personnel. This 
kind of lateral entry will be on a contract basis for a definite period. Training 

arrangements that will be inherited by the Government of Bangladesh are lifeless, 
half-hearted, and half-backed. The training system should be based on the principles 

and methods on which the Ecole National d' Administration in France is built. Justice, 
equity and fairness should be the keynote of conduct and discipline. The pay-scale 

should be rational and in tune with the prevailing economic conditions in the country- 

The ridiculously senseless gap between the highest pay and the lowest pay should be 

reduced. The extent of pay at the lower level must amount to a living wage. 

Immediately after independence the highest pay would not be more than Rs. 1,500.00 

per month for a couple of years. Other things remaining equal, the economy, it is 

assumed, will recover during this period and at the end of this period, the entire issue 

of pay-scale and other relevant matters will be thoroughly examined by a high-

powered pay commission. Corruption and malpractices in different forms must be 

dealt with effectively. Its costs are excessive as a recent analysis of corruption in the 

U. S. A. shows. Suitable machinery will have to be evolved to deal with this cancer. 

 

 

ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANISATION 
 

The Secretariat 
 

The secretariat is the nerve centre of administrative organisation, where the 

policies of the government in different fields are conceived, thought-out, shaped and 

issued out to different levels of the administration in the directorates, attached offices, 

divisions, districts, sub-divisions, police stations, and villages. It will be the principal 
instrument of the government of Bangladesh and is responsible for administrating the 

different subjects in all fields of governmental activity, national and international. It is 
in the secretariat that policies of the government are formulated and co-ordinate. 

 
Now, there are two main levels of the Secretariat-Central and Provincial. In 

Bangladesh there will be only one main secretariat, that is, the Secretariat of the 
Government of Bangladesh. The Provincial Secretariat will be absorbed into it. There 

will be no need for a provincial Secretariat. In the British days, the Secretariat was 

arranged in department, each administrating a specified subject, forming the portfolio 

of a member of the Governor-General's Executive Council. On transfer of power in 

i947, the departments were renamed as Ministries at the central level and in the 

provinces these were known as Secretariat Departments. In Bangladesh the secretariat 

will be organized in and arranged in Ministries, each administering specified subject 

or subjects in charge of a Minister at the top, who will be responsible to the National 

Parliament. 
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The Ministry or Department of the Government represents the largest sub-division 

or cross-section of its administrative structure, designed for the satisfactory and 

efficient discharge of its functions and responsibilities. The business of every well-

organized government is transacted through different Ministries or Departments 

which are responsible for particular subjects or groups of subjects. 

 

Besides the various Ministries or Departments, the activities of the Government of 
Bangladesh will also be conducted through the various Attached and Subordinate 

Offices. The Attached Offices will be responsible for providing technical advice 
required in the formulation of policies by the Ministries or Departments. They will 

also provide executive direction required in the implementation of policies laid down 
by the Ministry to which they will be attached. The Subordinate Offices function 

more or less as field establishments responsible for the detailed executions of the 
decision of Government. They generally function under the direction of an Attached 

Office, or in cases where the Volume of executive direction involved is not 

considerable, directly under a Ministry. 

 

Organisation of a Ministry 
 

The administrative set-up of the Government of Bangladesh will be divided into 
Ministries amongst which the various subjects of governmental activity are distributed 

on the basis of certain criteria which will be discussed later on. A Ministry ordinarily 
will consist of two or more departments and a Minister is in charge of all of them. In 

certain cases, two or more Ministries are placed under the charge of one and the same 
Minister. A Ministry or a Department is an organizational Unit consisting of a 

Secretary to the Government with a part of the Secretariat under his administrative 
control. Usually, a Secretary to the Government of Bangladesh will be the official and 

administrative head of the Ministry. A Secretary has four-fold functions: (a) he is the 

principal adviser of the Minister in all matters of policy and administration; (b) he is 

responsible for the efficient and economic administration of his Ministry and the 

attached offices and other organizations which it controls; and c) he represents the 

Ministry before the Parliamentary Committee on public Accounts to give an account 

of its financial administration, and (d) finally, as the Chief Accounting Officer, he 

also has the ultimate responsibility for all departmental expenditure. 

 

When the volume of work in a Ministry exceeds the manageable charge of a 

Secretary, one or more wings are established with a joint Secretary or in some cases, 

an Additional Secretary in charge of each wing. In such cases, the Joint Secretary or 

the Additional Secretary is vested with the maximum measure of independent 

functioning and responsibility subject to the control of the Secretary on the whole. 
 

For the efficient and expeditious disposal of business allotted to it, the Ministry is 
divided into divisions, branches, and sections. A division consisting of two branches 

is normally under the charge of a Deputy Secretary. A branch comprising two sections 
is under the charge of an Under Secretary. A Section, under the charge of a Section 

Officer, consists of a certain number of clerical staff that is assistants, upper division 
and lower division clearks, typists, diarists etc. In certain matters, Deputy or Under 

Secretaries may transact business direct with the Minister, but proposals involving 

important policy decisions are always routed through the Joint Secretary or the 

Secretary or both. 
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Pattern of the Secretariat 

 

The Pattern of the Secretariat set-up is as follows: 
 

 Secretary  

    

    

Additional Secretary Joint Secretary 

    

Joint Secretary    Deputy Secretary 
    

Deputy Secretary Under Secretary 

    
Under Secretary Assistant Secretary 

    

Assistant Secretary Section Officer 
   

Section Officer  

 

Criteria underlying an Organisation 
 

An organisation in the government is built on the basis of any one of the following 

criteria-hierarchy and collegium. An organisation is created on the basis of hierarchy 
which signifies a superior-subordinate relationship reaching from the top to the 

bottom or base of the organizational pyramid. Most Ministries and Departments and 
other offices are created by the application, of the principle of hierarchy. The 

Secretariat set-up which is the common feature of all the Ministries, Departments, 
Attached Offices, and Subordinates Offices, as shown above is based on the principle 

of hierarchy. Its strengths and weaknesses need to be noted. It ensures unity of 

command which is of the essence of sound administration, and also a clear and 

uninterrupted line of command from above and an equally clear and uninterrupted line 

or responsibility from below. Second, it facilitates the co-ordination of the activities 

of Ministry through the scalar process superior- subordinate relationship from top to 

the base of the pyramid. It operates on a two-fold basis. For example, the Section 

Officer and the section of the Ministry under his charge are responsible to the 

Assistant Secretary who is a step above him in the hierarchy. The Assistant Secretary 

and the branch of the Ministry under his charge are responsible to the Under 

Secretary. The Under Secretary and the units under his charge are accountable to the 

Deputy Secretary. The Deputy Secretary and the division of the Ministry under his 

charge are responsible to the Joint Secretary. The Joint Secretary and his wing of the 

Ministry are responsible to the Secretary who is the top of the Ministry. Third, it leads 
to a clean location of responsibility and also creates an inter-related sequence of 

decisions at appropriate levels. Fourth, it facilitates the delegation of responsibility to 
appropriate levels. Hierarchy is unavoidable in any large-scale organisation. It is also 

equally true of any large-scale private organisation as well. 
 

It puts a great deal of strain on a single man at the top. There lies its main 
difficulty. It brings us to another very important concept and that is called the "span of 

control" which denotes the limit of the authority of a single man to effectively 

supervise the work of an organisation wherein an increasingly large number of 

employees arc working. It is due to 
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a few unavoidable factors: (a) limit of the physical capacity, (b) limit of 

knowledge, and (c) limit of time in a hierarchical organisation the men on the top 
depends on the man immediately below him, who in his turn depends on the man 

below him until the base is reached. 

The principle of collegium leads to an organisation where all the people at the top 

enjoy more or less similar status and power. The best example of this type of 
organisation is the British Cabinet in Which the members are colleagues, none 

superior, none inferior, that is, all are equal, although the Prime Minister is primus 
inter pares-first among equals. There are other types of organisation such as the Board 

type or the Commission type such as the Board of Governors of a public corporation 
or a Planning Commission, and soon. 

Most ministries, Departments and other organizations all over the world are based 

on the principle of hierarchy. Bangladesh can be no exception. 

Principles relating to the Distribution of Work 

The criteria by which the total volume of governmental business is distributed 

among various Ministries and Departments include: (a) Purpose or function; (b) work 
process; (c) clientele; and (d) geography. When all the units of an organisation, which 

are devoted to the same purpose or function, are grouped together in a single Ministry 
or Department, this is called a purpose or function-based organisation, such as the 

Ministry of Defense, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Agriculture, and so on. This 
criterion is widely used all over the world in regard to most of the Ministries and 

Departments. When all the people who use or apply the same or similar instruments 

or apparatus, are brought together in a single Ministry or Departments on the basis of 
the concept, "work process". This is called organizing a Ministry on work process. 

The examples are Ministry of Works which employees the engineers or the Ministry 
of Public Health which employees all the doctors and so on. When a Ministry or 

Department is created to serve the needs of a particular class of people, this is called 
an organisation based on clientele, such as the Ministry of Labor, the Ministry of 

Refugees, and so on. When all the different types of employees or personnel serving 
more or less the total needs of a particular area of the country are brought together 

under a single authority or Department, this is creating an authority on the basis of 

geography, such as the Tennsse Valley Authority in the U. S. A. or the Volta River 

Scheme in Ghana or the Snowy-Murray Project in Australia and so on. 

There are other factors which play a very important part in determining the size of 

a Ministry or Department include: the manageability of the charge of a Secretary, the 
substantial homogeneity of functions, the constitutional provisions, and the traditions 

of a country. 

It is important to realize that the unquestioned position of one Secretary as 

principal adviser to a Minister shall be stressed and made real in an organizational 

reconstruction. The Maxwell Committee as early as 1937 emphasized the unity of 

administrative control of each Ministry and Department and the concentration of 

responsibility for advising the Minister on all matters relating to a ministry in one 

officer. In the view of the Committee, “the principle of collective ministerial 
responsibility has for its counterpart the individual responsibility of one departmental 

head to the ministry and the minister; no other 
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arrangement will be conducive either to departmental efficiency or to departmental 
discipline". It will be, therefore, more rational to have a single Secretary in overall 

charge of a Ministry with functions of co-ordination unburdened with routine, 
departmental work. The departments constituting a ministry should each be headed by 

an Additional Secretary. This re-organisation would be give the Secretaries the 

welcome opportunity of giving time and attention to policy formulation and prevent 

half-baked policies being adopted without a mature consideration. 

There must not be an unnecessary and avoidable dissipation of the competent 

manpower when there will be acute shortage-because of the unscientific and even 
unsound organisation of the administration. 

In view of all that has been said above it seems that the Secretariat of the 

Government of Bangladesh should consist of the following Ministries: Defiance, 

Finance. External Affairs, Food and Agriculture, Commerce and Industry, Education, 

Public Health, Transport and Communication, Fuel, Minerals and Natural Resources, 

Community Develop and Local Self-Government, Irrigation and Power, Home 

Affairs, Law and Parliamentary Affairs, Minorities and Refugee Rehabilitation, 

Information and Broadcasting, Labor and Employment, and Works, Housing and 
Supply, and Services and General Administration. 

Existing Provincial Secretariat Departments 

At present the provincial secretariat consists of the following secretariat 

departments: (1) Department of Agriculture, agricultural marketing, cooperative, 
forest, fisheries and live stock; (2) Basic Democracies and Local government; (3) 

Commerce and Industry; (4) Education: (5) Finance; (6) Food; (7) Health, Labor and 

Social Welfare; (8) Home, police and ansars, jails and civil defense; (9) Information 
and National Reconstruction; (10) Law and Parliamentary affairs; (II) Planning; (12) 

revenue and relief; (13) Communications, railways, waterways, and road transport; 
(14) Services and general administration; and (15) Works, power and irrigation. 

All these departments will be absorbed into the Ministries as stated above. 

These apart, the attached offices, departments, directorates and subordinate offices 

will have to be re-organized in the light of the basically altered circumstances. 

Provincial Directorates 

The following are the Directorates under the existing provincial secretariat: (1) 

directorate of agriculture; (2) directorate of marketing; (3) directorate of fisheries: (4) 

directorate of live-stock services; (5) chief conservator of forests; (6) registrar of co- 

operatives; (7) directorate of fire services; (8) chief engineer, public health 

engineering; (9) directorate of commerce and industries; (10) directorate of supply; 

(11) directorate of public instruction; (12) directorate of technical education; (13) 

directorate of excise and taxation; (14) directorate of national savings; (15) directorate 

of procurement, distribution and rationing (food); (16) directorate of movement and 

storage; (17) inspection and control; (18) directorate of health services; (19) 

directorate of labor; (20) directorate of social welfare; (21) inspector-general of 

police; (22) inspector-general of prisons; (23) directorate of ansars and civil defense; 
(24) directorate of E.P.R.; (25) directorate of public 
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relations; (26) bureau of national reconstruction; (27) inspector-general of 
registration; (28) legal remembrance; (29) bureau of statistics; (30) directorate of land 

records and surveys; (31) commissioner, relief and rehabilitation; (32) chief engineer, 
roads and highways; (33) directorate of anti-corruption; (34) public service 

commission; (35) directorate of transport; and (36) chief engineer, building. Apart 

from these directorates there are many attached offices. All these directorates and 

attached offices will have to be re-organized on a scientific basis. 

Public Corporation 

There is a plethora of public corporations and various other autonomous bodies in 

the country. Each of such bodies is charged with a definite responsibility in different 

sectors of the economy. They are public organizations with to very significant 

features-(a) operational flexibility, and (b) financial autonomy. These are expected to 

enable them to discharge their responsibilities free from the constricting restrictions 

under which the governmental departments operate. They are staffed by officers on 

deputation from the various government departments. In almost all cases the chairmen 
and senior government officers. They work in these corporation for a limited period 

and then go to their parent department or Ministry wherein their main interest. They 
are unable to develop a kind of commitment to these bodies. Consequently, the work 

of the autonomous corporations suffers and this hampers the progress of the country. 
To man these autonomous bodies a new service to be called the Industrial 

Management Service should be created. They should be the whole time officers of the 
corporations. This should be initially staffed by lateral recruitment from the private 

sector and government. The civil servants having requisite qualification & 

background should become the permanent members of this new service. 

How far are the public corporations autonomous? At present the autonomy seems 

to be merely national. Their autonomy must be real. They must be made free from the 

nagging control of administrative departments without impairing in any way their 

accountability. These bodies should have full authority over the expenditure of 

allocated funds. 

The existing corporations include : (I) Bangladesh Industrial Development 
Corporation; (2) Bangladesh Industries Corporation; (3) Bangladesh Agricultural 

Development Corporation, (4) Bangladesh Fisheries Development Corporation, (5) 

Bangladesh Jute Marketing Corporation, (6) Bangladesh Forest Industries 

Development Corporation, (7) Bangladesh Film Development Corporation, (8) 

Bangladesh Water and Power Development Authority, (9) Bangladesh Shipping 

Corporation, (10) Bangladesh Road Transport Corporation, (11) Bangladesh Inland 

Water Transport Authority, (12) Bangladesh Railway Board, (13) Water Supply and 

Sewerage Authority, Dacca; (14) Water supply and Sewerage Authority, Chittagong, 

(15) Dacca Improvement Trust. (16) Chittagong Development Authority and (17) 

Khulna Development Authority. In addition, to these, it will be necessary to create a 

few more Corporations. 

A high-powered Commission should be set up to examine the re-organisation and 

Working of the Corporations. 
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Local Administration 

The fundamental premise on which the local administration shall be based is: 

good government is no substitute of for self-government. The Awami League is 

committed to the development of fully democratic local self-governing institutions 

both in the rural and urban areas. A well-developed, well-organized local self-

government will be essential to carry on the massive development work at all levels. 

Moreover, strong, efficient, and democratic local self-government, apart from 

educating the people in the art or government and administration, will act as a 

powerful bulwark against the growth of authoritarian dictatorship in the country. They 

will also lead to decentralization of power and authority from the centre to the local 

areas. This is no liberty in any state where there is an excessive concentration of 
power at the centre. It will also generate a real sense of participation among rural 

masses. 

Again, if the decisions to be made are to embody the needs of those affected by 

them, the latter must have major responsibility for their making. We must begin by 

admitting the obvious fact that all problems are not central in their incidence; to leave 

to the central government the decision of questions which affect only a portion of the 

community is to destroy in that portion the sense of responsibility and the habit of 

inventiveness. The inhabitants of any given area need consciousness of common 

purpose, a sense of the needs of their neighborhood, which only they can fully know. 

They then find that the power to satisfy them of themselves gives to them a quality of 
vigour far greater in the happiness it produces then would be the case if satisfaction 

were always provided by, or controlled from, without. For administration from with 
always lacks the vitalizing ability to be responsive to local opinion, it misses shades 

and expressions of thought and want which are urgent to successful government. It 
lacks the genius of the place. Administration from without may well provoke 

indignation but it cannot elicil creative support from those over whom it rules. It is too 
distant from the thing to be done to awaken interest from those concerned in the 

process of doing it. 

The problems connected with the re-organisation and re-construction of the local 

self- governing bodies will be: (a) the area of the local government. In the Awami 
League manifesto it is rightly pointed out that the existing sub-divisions will, with 

suitable modifications and adjustments, be converted into districts. From the point of 
view of population each district is too big for effective administration. The ratio 

between the peoples and the officers is so big that the districts have always been 
underadministerd. It was pointed out by the Report of the Bengal Commission, 1943. 

Each sub-division should be converted into a district. Each thana with suitable 
modifications should be converted into a sub-division. This measure is long overdue. 

This will obviously be a part of the long-term planning. 

(b) Democratic local bodies. Each local body, both in the urban and rural areas, 

shall be directly elected on the basis of universal adult franchise. The number of 
members of each local body-District Board, Union Board and Municipality-shall be 

fixed after ascertaining the number of voters in each area. Efforts would be made to 

associate ladies with these bodies wherever possible. The elected members will 

elected the respective Chairman or President. 
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(c) Functions. The functions of the local bodies should be clearly defined There is 
nothing permanent or unalterable about it. These will be modified in the light of 

experiences. Functions may be further sub-divided into routine and development ones 
regulation & development ones. 

(d) Committee system. Each local body should have a system of well-thought-out 

committees. The local officials will be associated with the committees.  

(e) Finances. The sources of finances shall be: (1) Local taxes and other means- 

(2) Government grant. The existing sources of their revenue will have to carefully 

examined; and (3) Development. 

(f) Local government service. The Simon Commission pointed out as early as 

1930 that the absence of a well-organized local government Service is one of the main 
drawbacks of the system of local government system in the sub-continent. This is one 

of the main reasons for the in effectiveness of the system. A well-organized local 
government service should be created. The members of this service shall be under the 

full control of the respective local bodies. 

(g) Thana Committee. There may be coordinating Committee at the thana level 

consisting of the elected Chairman of all the Union Boards under each thana. It may 
be called the respective local bodies. 

(h) Relations between the local government and the central government The main 

basis of the relationship should be one of mutual understanding, help and co-

operation. The relationship between the central government and the local self-

governing bodies should be in the nature of a genuine partnership devoted wholly to 

the welfare of the people. Wherever and whenever a local self-governing body is 

found to be seriously wanting or is guilty of very serious charges, it should be 

dissolved, and fresh election should be held immediately. Lei the people punish it for 

its faults through elections. 

 

CHAPTER -II 

ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM 

 

The Secretariat 

 

The Secretariat of the Government of Bangladesh shall consist of the following 

ministries: 

 

1. Ministry of Defiance 

2. Ministry of Finance 
3. Ministry of External Affairs 

4. Ministry of Food and Agriculture 
5. Ministry of Jute 

6. Ministry of Commerce and Industry 
7. Ministry of Education and Scientific Research 

8. Ministry of Public Health 
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9.  Ministry of Transport and Communication 

10. Ministry of Fuel, Minerals and Natural Resources 

11. Ministry of Community Development, Local Self-Government and Rural 

Housing 

12. Ministry of Home Affairs 

13. Ministry of Irrigation and Power 

14. Ministry of Law and Parliamentary Affairs. 
15. Ministry of Services and General Administration 

16. Ministry of Refugee Rehabilitation and Minorities 
17. Ministry of Labor, Employment and Social Welfare 

18. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting 
19. Ministry of Works, Housing and Supply 

 
Secretariat and the detailed structure of the Ministries are given below: 

 

(1) Ministry of Defiance 

 

Functions and Organisation 

 

The ministry of Defiance will be responsible for obtaining policy decision of the 

Government on defense matters and for securing their implementation by the Services 
Headquarters. The subjects allotted to it are: 

(1) The defense of Bangladesh, and every part thereof, including preparation for 

defense and all such acts as may be conductive, in times of war, to its 

prosecution and after its termination, to effect demobilization, also marine 

surveys and matters concerning dangers to navigation. 

(2) Maintenance of Land, Naval and Air Forces and other armed forces of 

Bangladesh. 

(3) Formation of cantonment, delimitation excision of cantonment areas, local self- 
government in such areas, the constitution of cantonment boards and the 

regulation of housing accommodation. 

(4) Army, Navy and Air Force works, including ordnance factories. 

(5) Acquisition or requisition of property for Defiance Services. Eviction of 
unauthorized occupants from Government accommodation (Defiance Services) 

(6) Bangladesh Agencies and Institutions: 

(a) for professional, vocational or technical training for the armed forces 

personnel 

(b) for promotion of special studies or research in relation to Forces, Defiance 

Science organisation. 

(7) Defiance Industries: 
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The Ministry of Defiance shall function like other ministers of the Government of 
Bangladesh. The Army Headquarters, the Naval Headquarters and the Air Force 

Headquarters shall be under the direct control of the Chief of Army Staff, the Chief of 
Naval Staff and the Chief of Air Staff. In addition to the three Services Headquarters, 

there are a number of organizations catering to the needs of the three services known 

as Inter service Organisation. These will be directly administered by the Ministry. 

The Ministry will be headed by a Cabinet Minister, who may be assisted by one 
Deputy Minister and two Parliamentary Secretaries. All policy decisions relating to 

defense shall be taken by the 

(a) Defiance Committee of the Cabinet: 

The Chairman of this Committee shall be the Prime Minister and the other 
members of the Committee shall be the ministers of Defiance, Education and 

Scientific Research, Home, Finance and Transport and Communication. 

 

The Defiance Committee of the Cabinet deals with all important questions on 

behalf of the Cabinet relating to Defiance and report to Cabinet such matters as it 

considers necessary. In the absence of a specific directive from the Defiance 

Committee, it is the responsibility of the Chairman to determine which of the 

Committee's decisions should be reported to the Cabinet. 

 (b)Defiance Minister's Committee (Inter-Service): 

Matters which are not important enough to be referred to the Defiance Committee 

of the Cabinet and concern the three services are decided by the Defiance Minister's 

(Inter- Service) Committee. The Minister for Defiance shall be the Chairman of the 

Committee. Other members of the Committee shall be Deputy Secretary for Defiance, 

the Chiefs of Army, Navy and Air Force. The Deputy Secretary, Ministry of Defiance 

and the Financial Adviser. 

(c) Chiefs of Staff Committee: 

This Committee, consisting of the Chiefs of the three Services, is collectively the 

professional adviser of the Government in military matters. 

The Secretariat of the aforesaid Committee is provided by the Cabinet Secretariat. 

Secretariat 
The Secretariat Staff consists of: 

 
Secretary 

Joint Secretary 

Deputy Secretary 

Under Secretary 

Section officer 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

1 

2 

7 

15 

20 
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MINISTRY OF DEFENCE 

  

MINISTER 
  

DEPUTY MINISTER 

  
SECRETARY 

      

      

Joint Secretary    Joint 

Secretary 

       

        
Deputy Secretary Dy. Secretary Deputy Secretary  Deputy Secretary Dy. Secretary Deputy 

Secretar

y 

        

               

U.S U.S.A. U.S U.S. U.S.  U.S. U.S   U.S U.S.A U.S U.S U.S U.S. U.S 

                            

S.O.SO  S.OSO  SO.SO S.OSO S.OSO S.O.SO SO.SO SO.SO SO.SO SO.SO SO.SO SOSO SOSO 
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The Secretariat of the ministry may be organized into the following branches. The 

branches will be subdivided into sections: 

 

(1) Ordnance Branch 

(2) Adjutant General's Branch 

(3) Air Branch 
(4) Pay and Pension Branch 

(5) General Staff Branch 
(6) Co-ordination Branch 

(7) Vigilance Branch 
(8) Navy Branch 

(9) Personnel Branch 
(10) Registration Branch 

(11) Quartermaster General's Branch 

(12) People's Militia Branch 

(13) Administrative Branch 

Defiance Production Branch 

There shall be a Defiance Production Board with the Minister for Defiance as its 

Chairman, and the Controller-General of defense production as its administrative 

head. The other members of the Board shall be senior representatives of the three 

services, a senior representative of the Ministry of Finance, the Director-General, 

Ordnance Factories, the Scientific Adviser, to the Government of Bangladesh. The 

main function of the Board is to co-ordinate research, development, and design 

activities in the State Services relating to Defiance production. 

Controller General of Defiance Production 

The Chief Executive of the Defiance Production Board and the administrative 
head of the organisation is the Controller General of Defiance production and it is his 

overall responsibility to co-ordinate and direct the Defiance research and development 
activities and the production effect. The Technical Development of the Army also will 

come under his control. 

Army Headquarters: 

Army Headquarters function directly under the Chief of Army Staff. It may be 
divided into the following main branches which are again subdivided into 

Directorates: 

(1) General Staff Branch. This Branch, under the Chief of General Staff, deals 

with questions relating to military policy, military operations, intelligence, military 
training and education, organisation and distribution of the Army's inter-

communication services and use trials of new weapons and equipments, 

(2) Adjutant General's Branch. This Branch is responsible for matters relating to 

manpower, recruitment and organisation; general policy regarding leave, production, 
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discriptive, pay and allowances, and pension; general welfare, morale, health, military 

law, and budget estimates for pay and allowances of all personnel of the Army. 

(3) Quartermaster General's Branch. This Branch is responsible for the 

movements of personnel, stores, equipment; provision, inspection and issue of food 

stuffs and storage; work policy; accommodation for the Army and connected 

questions; administration of the military farms, remount and veterinary services, army 
postal and canteen services fire- fighting services; technical examination of M E S 

works bills; and administration of civilian 'Q' Services. 

(4) Master-General of the ordnance Branch. It deals with the provision, storage, 

repair, maintenance and issue of all Ordnance stores and equipment including M. T. 

vehicles, armaments and ammunitions, signal equipment, general stores and clothing 

for the Army as a whole. 

(5) Engineer-in-Chief’s Branch. It is responsible for: 

(a) Design, construction and maintenance of all accommodation and works for the 

three services including dock installations' air fields, military roads, water supply, 

electricity and lighting services, refrigeration and furniture. 

(b) Raising of Engineer Units (including) transportation, bomb disposal and mines 

clearing units) their technical training, organisation, administration; operational 

planning and intelligence. 

(c) Research, design and development in respect of Engineer equipment, Engineer 
Plant, demolition explosives, mine detection equipment connected with M E S. 

(d) Procurement, holding and distribution of Engineer stores (including 

Transportation Stores). 

(e) Administration of personnel of the M. E. S. and Crops of Engineers. 

(6) Military Secretary's Branch. It is responsible for the grant of all types of 

commissions in the Army, postings, transfers, promotions release, retirement, 
resignation, and invalidment of all non-medical officers of the Army. It maintains the 

confidential reports and personal records of all non-medical officers of the Army and 
provides the Secretariat for the Selection Boards which recommend officers for 

promotion to senior ranks. This Branch also deals with the grant of honors and awards 
to Army to civilians. 

Commands and Areas: 

Under the Army Headquarters, the Army is organized into Commands, each under 

a G. O. C., of the rank of Lt. General. The command is divided into Areas, each under 

the command of a G. O. C. of the rank of Major General and the Areas in their turn 

divided into sub-areas, each under the command of Brigadier. These are static 

formations, the operational mobile formations corresponding to the Command, Area, 

and Sub-Area being respectively Army, Divisions and Brigade. In so far as the 

organisation of active formation is concerned, a Corps Headquarters to command and 

control two or more Divisions. 
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Naval Headquarters 

The Naval Headquarters controls the administration and operation of all ships and 

establishments. The Head of this organisation is the Chief of the Naval staff. Under 
him there will be four Principal Staff Officers and the Naval Secretary as shown 

below: 

(1) Deputy Chief of the Naval Staff. He is responsible for all work in connection 

with operations, plans, movements, programmes, intelligence, security, 

communications, hydrography, press and publicity, statistics and works projects. In 

addition, the Deputy Chief of the Naval staff is the co-coordinator of the work of the 

other Branches in Naval Headquarters and deputies for the Chief of the Naval staff in 

his absence. 

(2) Chief of Personnel. He is responsible for recruitment, service conditions, 

training, welfare and discipline of the Naval personnel, appointment of officers and 

general manning of the fleet. He is also responsible for educational, medical supply, 

and victualling, pay, pensions and allowances. 

(3) Chief of Material. He will be responsible for the provision of ships, weapons 

and equipment, dockyard facilities and their organisation the acquisition and 
construction of ships and the production and procurement of all Naval Stores. He is 

also responsible for the Naval Armament Supply and Ordnance Inspection 
Organizations and for scientific research and development. 

(4) Chief of Naval Aviation. He is, responsible for the general direction and co- 
ordination of all Naval Air matters including policy operations, staff and material 

aspects, and the exercise of functional control over the training and administration of 
Naval Air Units. 

(5) Naval Secretary. The Naval Secretary is the head of the Secretariat and is also 

responsible for all platters regarding recruitment, service conditions, welfare and 

discipline of the civilians of the Bangladesh Navy, for the co-ordination of the budget, 

for establishment matters, mail, confidential books, publications and records. 

All ships afloat excluding Minesweepers and the survey ships will be controlled 
through the Flag Officer (Flotilla), Bangladesh Navy. 

There will Commodores-in-Charge at Chittagong and Khulna, who will control all 
shore establishments of the Navy situated in or near these areas. 

Air Headquarters 

The Air Headquarters will be under the Chief of the Air Staff, who will be 

responsible for the command, discipline, operation, training, and efficiency of the Air 
Force. The Air Headquarters will consist of three main Branches, each being under 

the charge of a Principal Staff Officer of the rank of Air Vice-Marshal or Air 
Commodore. 

(1) Air Staff Branch. This Branch will be under the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff 

(D.C.A.S.), who controls Air Staff matters. The D. A. C. S. is responsible for the 

mobility and efficient functioning of the operational units, and for adequate training 
and Air Staff Planning for the B. A. F. He is also to ensure that signals and 

intelligence requirements are suitably met for defense, and that the control, direction 
and conduct of 
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preparedness, in place, of air operations in war, are adequate and efficient. He is also 

responsible for the formulation of policy and all problems connected with Reserves 

and Auxiliary Air Forces. 

(2) Personnel and Organisation Branch. This Branch is under the Air Officer, 

Personnel and Organisation (A. O. P. & O.), who controls the personnel and 

organisation matters. The A. O. P. & O. is responsible for estimate, establishments, 

recruitment, postings and promotions of personnel, and for the accounting, medical 

welfare works requirements of the B. A. F. and legal advice on all matters relating to 

Air Force Law to ensure good organisation and efficient administration. 

(3) Technical and Equipment Branch. This branch is under the Air Officer, 

technical and Equipment Services (A. O. T. & E. S.), who controls the Technical and 
Equipment 

Services. The A.O.T. & E. S. is responsible for all maintenance facilities, and for 

the provisioning and stocking of equipment for operational efficiency and 

preparedness of the Air Force. 

The Operational Command has under its control all flying units-Fighter, Bomber, 

Reconnaissance and Air Transport Squadrons-and signal units. The command is 

responsible for the front line air defense, and surface support for operational 

efficiency and readiness of Squadrons and front line units. It is responsible for 

operational training and preparedness of all crews. Moreover, it is also responsible for 

the training of paratroopers, mainly of the Army, in the technique of airborne 

operations. 

The Training Command will have under its control all Ground and Flying training 
units and Ground Training of officers and for the training of airmen joining the B. A. 

F. in various technical and non-technical trades. 

The Maintenance Command will have under its control Repair Depots, all 

Equipment Depots. Explosive Units, and M. T. Storage unit, maintenance and repair 
of aircraft and equipment of the B. A. F. 

The units that will be under Air Headquarters shall be Air Force Station, Dacca, 

the Air force Selection Board, and the Proof Ranges. The Air Force Record office and 

the Air Force Central Accounts office shall be under the direct functional control of 

Air Headquarters. 

Inter-Service Organizations 

The set-up of these organizations is briefly stated below: 

(1) Office of the Chief Administrative Officer. 'The Chief Administrative Officer 

shall be responsible for: 

(a) All matters connected with the organisation and general administration of gazette 
and non-gazette staff of the Armed Forces Headquarters and the Inter-Service 

Organizations, that is, recruitment, promotions, confirmation, reversion, 
retrenchment, discipline, pay, allowances, leave and welfare. 

(b) Office accommodation for the Defiance Headquarters and residential 

accommodation for Service Officers employed in the Armed Forces Headquarters 

and the Inter-Service Organizations. 
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 (c) Security measures for Defense Headquarters. 

(2) Directorate-General of Ordnance Factories. 

The Ordnance Factories shall be controlled by the Director General, Ordnance 

Factories. 

(3) Bangladesh Electronics. The Defense Secretary shall be the Chairman of the 

Board of Directors. There shall be also a whole time Managing Director to attend to 

day- to-day administration. The factory will produce wireless and electronic 

equipment for the Defense Services and the Civil Departments of the Government. 

(4) Technical Development Organisation. 

This Directorate shall be responsible for the technical research, design 

development, inspection, technical trials and modification of all weapons, 

ammunition, A & B Vehicles, Engineering Stores, Electronics, General Stores and 

Clothing and certain medical stores. The main business shall be the production of 

weapons and equipment to achieve self- sufficiency. 

(5) Defense Science Organizations. 

The Government of Bangladesh will have to develop a National Physical 

Laboratory, the Bangladesh Naval Chemical and Metallurgical Laboratory, and also a 
Psychological Research Unit. 

(6) National Cadet corps Directorate. The Directorate shall be located at Dacca 

and shall be under the charge of a Director of the rank of Brigadier. 

(7) Military Lands & Cantonments Services. 

(a) The Director, Military Lands and Cantonments, who will be head of this 

service, shall be responsible for the administration of the cantonments in 

Bangladesh and all military lands in and outside cantonments. He shall be 

responsible for the requisition and acquisition of lands and buildings for the 

Defense Services. 

(b) Lands, Hirings, and Disposals Service. 

This service also will be under the control of Director, Military Lands and 

Cantonments. Its activities will include acquisition of war-time requisitioned lands 
and buildings, disposal of war-time created assets on such lands and buildings, and 

payment of compensation for these properties. 

(8) School of Foreign Languages. This school will provide training in French, 

Russian, German, Chinese, Japanese, Persian, Arabic, Burmese, and Spanish. 

(9) Director-General, Armed Forces Medical Services Under a Director-General 

this organisation shall be responsible to develop the Medical Services of the army, the 

Navy and Air Force. 

(10)Combined Inter-Service Historical Section. 
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This will be a combined organisation of Bangladesh and India to complete the 
official history of the Second World War with reference to the operations in which the 

Armed Forces of undivided India took part. 

(11) Historical Section (Bangladesh). 

This section shall be engaged in compiling the history of the liberation struggle of 

Bengalees. 

(12) Armed Forces Information Officer. 

This office shall be under the charge of the Armed Forces Information Officer. Its 

main functions shall be to keep the public informed about the activities of the 

'Defense Services through the medium of the press, radio, television, films and 

pamphlets. 

(13) Armed Forces Film and photo Division. 

It will care for the film and photographic requirements of the three services. 

(14) Office of the Fire Adviser. 

This officer will advise the Defense Services in regard to fire prevention and fire 

fighting. It will conduct training courses for this purpose. 

(15) Director of Military Regulations and Forms. 

Director of Military Regulations and Forms shall be responsible for: (a) printing, 

publications and forms; (b) supply of stationary, office machinery and appliances; and 
(c) also distribution of decorations and medals to eligible members of the Armed 

Forces. 

(16) Bangladesh Soldiers', Sailors' and Airmen's Board. 

It will render assistance to ex-servicemen and their families and also look after the 
domestic interests of serving personnel, who may be away from their homes. 

(17) Resettlement Section. 

It will formulate in collaboration with all the Ministries and Departments of the 

Government, autonomous and semi-autonomous bodies and private organisation, 

schemes for the rehabilitation of the ex-servicemen in all these organizations. 

(18) The Bangladesh Rifles. 

They will be under the Ministry of Defense. 

(2) MINISTRY OF FINANCE 

Functions and Organisation 

The Ministry of Finance shall be responsible for the following functions :- 

(1) The administration of the finance of the Government of Bangladesh and 

dealing with financial matters affecting the country as a whole. 

(2) Raising the necessary revenues for carrying on the administration and 

regulating the taxation and borrowing policies of the Government. 
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(3) The administration of problems relating to banking, currency, and in 
consultation with the other Ministries concerned, arranging for the proper utilization 

of country's foreign exchange resources. 

(4) Controlling the entire expenditure of the Government in co-operation with 

other Ministries and departments concerned. 

The Ministry shall consist of a Secretariat, attached offices and sub-ordinate 

offices. 

The Ministry shall be headed by a Cabinet Minister, who will be assisted by two 

Deputy Ministers of Finance and four Parliamentary Secretaries. The Ministry must 
be adequately strengthened in organisation for the most efficient and expeditious 

disposal of business. 

The Ministry should be organized into the following four Department and three 

Departments will be further sub-divided into a member of divisions, branches and 

sections: 

(a) Department of Revenue 

(b) Department of Expenditure 

(c) Department of Economic Affairs 

(d) Department of Company Law Administration 

Each Department shall be under the control of an Additional Secretary but overall 

coordination of policy and direction shall be exercised through the principal 

Secretary. 
 

Minister of Finance 

  

Deputy Minister 

  

Secretary 

    

Additional 

Secretary 
Department of 

Revenue 

 

Additional Secretary 

Deptt. of Economic 
Affairs 

 

Addl. Secretary 

Deptt. of Expen- 
diture 

 

Addl. Secretary 

Deptt. of Company 
Law Administration 

 

Department of Revenue 

 

Additional Secretary : 

Joint Secretaries : 

Deputy Secretaries : 

Under Secretaries : 

Section Officers  : 

 

1 

3 

7 

14 

36 
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 Department of Expenditure 

Additional Secretary 

Joint. Secretaries 

Deputy Secretaries 

Under Secretaries 

Section officers 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

1 

2 

6 

12 

36 

 

 Department of Economic Affairs 

Additional Secretary 

Joint Secretaries 

Chief Economic Adviser 

Deputy Secretaries 

Deputy Economic Adviser 

Asstt. Economic Adviser 

Under Secretaries 

Section Officers 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

1 

6 

1 

12 

1 

1 

24 

48 

 

Department of Company Law & Administration 

Additional Secretary 

Joint Secretary 

Deputy Secretary 

Under Secretaries 

Section Officers 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

1 

1 

1 

3 

9 

 

Department of Revenue 

The Department of Revenue, which will also functional as a Board of Revenue, 

deals with the following subjects: 

Income Tax, Expenditure Tax, Wealth Tax, Estate Duty, Customs, Excise, Opium 

and Narcotics, Corporation Tax, Sales Tax, Land Revenue, Stamps, Registration and 

all other taxes and duties. 

The Board of Revenue is a statutory body, constituted under the Central Board of 
Revenue Act, 1924. In this capacity it has to hear and decide appeals under the 

customs and excise laws. The organisation will be headed by a Secretary to the 

Government of Bangladesh, who is also the ex-officio Chairman of the Board of 

Revenue and is assisted by three members who are also ex-officio Joint Secretaries to 

the Government of Bangladesh. It will also deal with appeals under land revenue. 

There will be two Directorate of Inspection under the Board of Revenue-on for 
Income Tax Inspection and Investigation and other for Customs and Excises. The 

Directorate of Income Tax Inspection & Investigation will consist of two wings-(a) 
Inspection and (b) Investigation. A separate Vigilance Wing may be created in the 
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Directorate of Inspection, Customs and Excise, for keeping a watch on all corruption 
and malpractice cases in the Customs and Excise. This wing is responsible direct to 

the Hoard of Revenue. 

The Board also will have under it a Statistical Branch for the compilation of 

statistics relating to all taxes and duties. 

Department of Expenditure 

The Department of Expenditure may be divided into the following divisions: 

(1) Establishment Division 

(2) Civil Expenditure Divisions 

(3) Defense Expenditure Division 

Establishment Division. 

This Division is generally responsible for dealing with matters relating to the 

interpretation of financial codes, including those embodying rules and regulations 

relating to pay, allowances, leave, pensions, etc. It also acts a co-ordinating unit for all 

the departments in establishment matters and general questions relating to wage 

structure of Government employees are also dealt with in this Division. It also 

performs certain administrative function in respect of the different departments of this 
Ministry. 

Civil Expenditure Division. 

The main functions of this Division are to exercise financial scrutiny of proposals 

of various administrative Ministries. Normally, this work will be carried through the 
Financial advisers of the rank of Joint Secretary whose charges are constituted by 

grouping various Ministries. The Financial Advisers shall be assisted by Attached 
Financial Advisers of the rank of Deputy Secretary and Under Secretary associated 

with each Ministry or a wing of Ministry. Proposals involving substantial outlay and 

of complex character, though initially scrutinized by Financial Advisers, are finally 

concerned in by a Committee to be known as the Expenditure Finance Committee, 

presided over by the Additional Secretary of the Expenditure Department, where all 

officials connected with the proposals concerned arc present. This will be necessary 

for the expeditious disposal of business. 

Defense Expenditure Division 

The Defense Expenditure Division shall be under the charge of the Financial 

Adviser. Defense Services, whose status is that of a Joint Secretary to the Government 

of Bangladesh. He will have direct access to the Minister of Defense and Finance, and 

acts as (he Financial Adviser to the Defense Minister, the Chiefs of the Army, the 

Navy and the Air Force and (he Defense Secretary. He is a member of the various 

committees in the Defense Ministry presided over by the Minister for Defense and 
also attends the meetings of the Defense Committee of the Cabinet. This Division is 

responsible for scrutiny, sanction and accounting of the expenditure of the Defense 
Ministry and controls the Defense Accounts Department. 
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Department of Economic Affairs, 

The Department of Economic Affairs may be divided into the following divisions, 

each under the charge of a Joint Secretary. The Economic Division is under the 

charge of a Chief Economic Adviser. 

1. Budget Division 

2. Planning Division 

3. Internal Finance Division 
4. External Finance Division 

5. Economic Division 
6. Insurance Division 

These apart, there may be a separate Division under the charge of a Joint 

Secretary dealing with subjects such as control of Capital Issues. Stock Exchanges 

and Finance Corporations, Further, for dealing with problems connected with sales 

tax. a sales tax unit may be set up in this Division. 

(1) Budget Division. This Division is primarily responsible for the preparation of 

the budget other than the Railway budget. The estimates for Defense Services are 

scrutinized & compiled by the Defense Division, while the estimates for the posts & 

telegraph departments will be compiled by the Director-General, Posts & Telegraphs. 

The estimates relating to other Ministries & Departments of the Government of 

Bangladesh are compiled by the Budget Division with the assistance of the associated 

Finance Divisions concerned. The ultimate responsibility for the consolidation of the 

entire budget & the preparation of its supporting documents shall vest in the Budget 

Division. 

It is also responsible for the following items of work: 

(a) Obtaining supplementary grants and appropriations in every session of 

parliament during the course of the year. 

(b) Preparation of the "Ways and Means" estimates, the floating of public loans, 

promotion of small savings movements, women's savings campaign, 

administration of the public debt & borrowing by the Government & the 

administration of the Contingency Fund of Bangladesh Rules, including the 

sanctioning of the advances and their ultimate recoupment to the Fund. 

(c) Questions pertaining to audit, accounting procedure, classification of transactions 

in Government accounts & framing & application of the Teasury Rules. 

(d) Work connected with the fixing of the borrowing rate of interest, productivity 

test rate, interest rates chargeable on the loans sanctioned by the Government, 

commercial departments and other parties and the Accounts and Audit Reports 

of the Controller and Auditor-General to the President of Bangladesh before 
their presentation to the Parliament. 
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(c) Issuing of standing instructions for maintaining proper control over expenditure 

during the course of the year and for accepting surrenders of the provision not 
required by the ministers. 

(2) Planning Division. This Division will deal with the work relating to the following 

subjects: 

(a)Financial assistance, including loans and grants for development purposes; 

(b) Capital budget consisting of allotment of funds on capital account and control 
of capital expenditure. 

(c)Policy matters relating to the administration of National Sample Survey. 

(d) Bangladesh Statistical Institute. 

Moreover, it shall function as the coordinating divisions of the Ministry regarding 

the Central Government's policy in regards to important economic matters. It is also 
responsible for the scrutiny of schemes relating to the Public Co-operation programme 

under the Five-Year Plan. 

(3) Internal Finance Division. It deals with all matters connected with currency and 

coinage, the State Bank of Bangladesh and banking, the administration of the mints, the 

assay office and the Bangladesh Security Press. 

(4) External Finance Division. It deals with all aspects of Bangladesh's financial and 
economic relations with foreign countries. It is responsible for the administration of the 

exchange control, the execution of payment and other financial agreements, the 

examination of proposals for foreign investments, the obtaining of foreign loans and for 
the external financial and economic relations of Bangladesh generally. 

This Division may be divided into three wings: 

(a) The Exchange Control Wing. It is concerned with ensuring that the expenditure 

on foreign exchange arising out of such varied items as commercial imports of 
food grains, contribution to international bodies, etc., is within the total resources 

available and accruing from exports and other invisible earnings. Further, 

foreign exchange prospects shall be reviewed periodically by this Division. 

(b) The Second Wing. It shall be concerned with the International Monetary Fund 

and I.B.R.D., including the annual consultation with the international Monetary 
Fund in regard to the continuance of exchange restrictions. 

(c) The Third Wing. It shall deal with all matters relating to Foreign Aid (financial 

and technical). All Foreign assistance work shall be routed through the 

Department of Economic affairs, which is responsible for entering into 

agreements with Foreign Governments, International Agencies and foreign 
philanthropic organizations. 

(5) Economic Division. This Division shall be under the charge of the Economic 

Adviser, assisted by a Deputy Economic Adviser and a few Assistant Economic Advisers 

and Research Officers. 
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The activities of the Economic Division are the following: 

(a) Research into and study of important economic, financial and monetary 

problems. 

(b) Preparation and maintenance of statistics relating to balance of payments, 

balance of trade, currency and coinage. 

(c) Study and analysis of foreign economic and financial reports, received from 

the Bangladesh Diplomatic Missions and Trade Representatives abroad. 

(6) Insurance Division. The Life Insurance business shall be nationalized. A Life 

Insurance Corporation shall be set up. This Division will deal with the Insurance Act. 

4. Department of Company Laws and Administration. The Department shall be 

responsible for the administration of the company law and matters relating to 
accounting professional department may be organized into a few sections to 

deal with matters relating to Company investigations, prosecution liquidations 
and licensing policy. There may be a few regional directorates at Chittagong. 

Khulna, Rajshahi and Dacca, consisting of a Regional Director, a Company 

Accountant and a Company Law Solicitor in each region. The main functions 

of the regional offices are to: 

(i) remain in close touch with all the important development of company 

practices and managements in the country. 

(ii) watch the performance of the Registrars of the Companies and advise them 

in 

all matters when such advice is sought. 

(iii) watch the progress of enquiries and investigations into the affairs of the 
companies by the Inspectors appointed for the purpose and keep in touch 

with 

the Lesal Remembrance, the public Prosecutor, and the Police authorities 

and coordinate activities of Inspectors and the police in the matters of 

investigation. 

(iv) remain in touch with important commercial and industrial developments in 
the country and the trends of the company management and assist in 

securing the enforcement of the Company Law systematic and Constant 
administrative per- suasion. 

(v) function as a liaison officer between the company and the Government. 

(vi) guide the public and particularly the smaller companies by explaining the 

correct implications of the Act. 

 

Attached Offices 

A brief description of the Attached offices is given below: 

(1)  Office of the National Savings Commissioner. Dacca. 

This office should work on a district basis and would be controlled by a Central 

office at Dacca, under the charge of the National Savings Commissioner. I he whole 
organisation aims at including the habit of thrift amongst the masses to the 

Government. 
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(2) Bangladesh Security Press (including Currency Note Press & Central Stamp 
Stores to be set up). 

The Government of Bangladesh notes, postal and other Stamps, postal stationary 

and miscellaneous items, such as excise banderoles, will be printed at these press. 

(3) Government of Bangladesh Mint (to be set up at Dacca). The main functions 

of the Mint shall be: 

(a) minting, casting, stamping and refining of gold and silver bullion from 
Bangladesh mines, banks, bullion merchants and the general public. 

(b) manufacture and repairs of note-punching machines for the State Bank of 

Bangladesh  

(c) manufacture and verification and adjusting of standard weight and measures. 

(d) manufacture of stamp office dyes, government seals, etc. 

(e) striking of medals, campaign stars and badges. 

(4)  Assay Department. It shall be mainly responsible for the work ofassaying of 

gold and silver and of counterfeit coins, etc., for the Government Departments and 

public bodies and individuals. 

(5) Office of the United Nations Technical Assistance Board. Dacca. 

The main functions of this office are as follows: 

(a) To assist and advise the Government regarding the presentation of technical 

assistance requests, which they wish to submit to organisation, taking into the 

relative urgency of the specific projects within the economic development 

programme and policies of the Government. 

(b) To advise the Technical Assistance Board and the organisation concerned on 
request for and programmes of technical assistance in Bangladesh: to negotiate 

with the Government on technical assistance programmes on behalf of the 

organizations and assist these organizations in such other negotiations with the 

Government at policy level, as may be necessary. 

(c) To assist and ensure the effective rendering of technical assistance by the various 

organisation and in harmonizing the activities of experts and specialists provided 
by these organizations with a view to assuring and developing the well-balanced 

and coordinate technical assistance programme in Bangladesh. 

(d) To co-operate with the coordinating machinery, set up by the Government of 

Bangladesh, for facilitating reference of technical assistance. 

(c) To make available to the experts such administrative services as may be 

specifically requested, including payment of allowances to the experts out of the 

funds received from the Government or from the organizations. 

(f) To assist the Government on the selection of candidates for fellowships and 
scholarships. 
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(g) To maintain in all matters pertaining to technical assistance the most effective 
liaison with the Government on the one hand and the organisation on the 

other. 

(6) Directorate of Inspection and Investigation (Income-Tax ). 

The Directorate will have a separate organisation under it to collect and distribute 

to various income-tax offices, through-out Bangladesh, information regarding 

payment made to contractor’s receipt of large dividends and all transactions of similar 

nature. Some of the functions of the Director of Inspections (Income- Tax) shall be as 

follows: 

(i) Overall supervision of the technical work, done in the Commissioners' Charge. 

(ii) Compilation of all-Bangladesh Progress Report of assessment and collection and 

their comparison with the budget estimates. 

(iii) Consideration for action the various suggestions for effecting economy and 
proficiency in procedure generally. 

(iv)  Maintenance of close watch on and taking steps to deal with the areas of 

assessment and collection in respect of circles other than those within the 

jurisdiction of the Investigation Wing. 

(v) Devising and administering systems of training for various classes of officers, 

both gazette and non-gazette. 

(vi) To organise and conduct the Departmental examination for gazetted and non- 

gazetted staff in consultation with the Board of Revenue. 

(vii) To work on the committee to implement the provision of Double Taxation 

Advance Agreement between India and Bangladesh. 

(viii) To inspect the offices of the appellate Assistant Commissioners with a view to 

suggesting measures for speedy disposal of appeals. 

(ix)  To advise the Board of Revenue on matters arising out of the measures for 

financial integration and other congnate matters. 

(x) To advise the Commissioner of Income-Tax in the matter of creating new circles. 

(a) Investigation Wing. 

 

It will undertake study and scrutiny of cases, or groups of cases involving large 
scale tax evasion As a central organisation at Dacca it will maintain close contact and 

liaison with other authorities, and collects information. It also helps the officers in 
conducting investigation and offices necessary technical advice in those cases. It will 

also deal with the cases of corruption amongst offices of the Income-Tax Department. 

(7) Directorate of Inspection-Customs and Excise. 

It functions as an agency for executive audit by inspecting the working of the 

administrative formations connected with excise and customs and ensuring proper 

assessment and realization of revenue. 
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The Directorate is mainly responsible for the following matters: 

(a) inspecting and reporting on practical operation of the Customs (including 

Land Custom) and excise Acts and rules, and all matters pertaining thereto; 

detecting and remedying defects wherever they may be found; coordinating 

and assimilating procedure; suggesting improvement of the organisation of the 

Customs and Excise Department and advising the Board of Revenue on 

customs and excise problems. 

(b) compilation and maintenance of up-to-date and complete codes of instructions 

for the Customs and Excise Department, including excise procedure for the 

information of the general public. 

(c) devising a system of training and conducting Departmental examination for 
various grades of officers in the Customs and Excise Departments in 

accordance with the orders of the Board of Revenue, etc. 

There may be a few regional units of the Directorate of Inspection. 

(8) Directorate of Revenue Intelligence. 

It shall deal with the work relating to the study of information on smuggling 

activities and the development of all anti-smuggling measures on an all-
Bangladesh basis. 

Subordinate Offices 

The Subordinate offices of the Ministry will be the following: 

(1) Offices of the Regional Directors of Companies. 

(2) Offices of the Registers of Companies at Dacca, Chittagong, Rajshahi and- 

Khulna.. 

(3) Collectors of Customs, Dacca, Rajshahi, Chittagong and Khulna. 

The main functions of the Customs Houses are to levy and collect the Customs 

duties by assessing the goods coming into or going out of Bangladesh. 

Moreover, they administer the various restrictions and prohibitions, under 

various acts on the Import and Export of goods. All the Customs Houses are 

under the direct supervision of the Board of Revenue. Each customs officer is 

under the charge of a collector bf customs. The collection of customs duties at 

all other minor ports and at land frontiers is looked after by the Excise 

Department. 

(4) Collectors of Excise, Chittagong, Khulna and Dacca and Rajshahi. 

The collectors of excise are responsible for the collection of excise duties build 

by the Government and for the collection of customs duty are Land frontiers 

and at all ports except Chittagong and Khulna. 

(5) Income-Tax Department. 

The administrative set-up of the Income Tax Department is divided into various 

district units, each under the charge of a Commissioner. These units deal with 
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cases or classes of cases, in which systematic evasion of tax is suspected or 
special scrutiny of account is considered necessary. These cases may be 

specifically assigned to them by the Board of Revenue. 

(6) Statistical Branch (Income-Tax). 

It is responsible for work relating to the compilation of Income-Tax statistics, 

the total income and tax paid by various classes of persons, the classification 

of income under kinds of business, trade, industry, profession. 

(7) Statistics and Intelligence Branch (Excise). 

The statistics and Intelligence Branch is mainly responsible for the collection, 

tabulation and interpretation of statistics relating to the various central excise 

commodities. Essential statistics, relating to the customs duties build on 

several articles, subject to customs tariff, are also compiled by this branch. 

 

(3) MINISTRY OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 

Functions and organisation 

The Ministry of External Affairs will be responsible for work connected with the 

following subjects: 

(1) Foreign Affairs 

(2) Diplomatic and Consular representation; Bangladesh Foreign Service; 
Bangladesh Foreign Publicity 

(3) United Nation Organizations; international conferences, associations and other 

bodies                

(4) Treaties and agreements with foreign countries 

(5) Foreign jurisdiction and extradition 

(6) Emigration from Bangladesh, passport and Visas and pilgrimage to place 

outside Bangladesh. 

(7) The ministry will be responsible for the administration of certain Acts. 

The Ministry will consist of a Secretariat and a few subordinate offices. After 

head of the Ministry will be the Foreign Minister, and may be assisted by the Deputy 

Minister and Parliamentary Secretaries. 

Secretariat 

The Secretarial shall consist of: 

Secretary    - 

Additional Secretary   - 

Additional Commonwealth Secretary - 

Joint Secretaries   - 

Deputy Secretaries   - 
Under Secretaries   - 

Section Officers   - 

1 

1 

1 

3 or4 

10 or 15 
20 

25 or 30 
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A chart indication the nature of the Secretariat is given below: 

 

Ministry Of External Affairs 
  

Foreign Minister 
  

Secretary 
      

      

Additional Secretary   Additional Commonwealth Secy. 
       

        
Jt. Secy Jt. Secy Legal Adviser  Jt. Secy  Joint Secretary 

        

               

D.S D.S D.S D.S. D.S  D.S. D.S   D.S. D.S D.S D.S D.S D.S D.S 

                            

US US  US US  US US  US US US US US US US US US US US US US US   USUS US US US US 

 

The Ministry will have a few sections, some of which will be administrative and 

others territorial and technical. These sections may be grouped into the following 
divisions. 

 
(1) American Division : Countries of North and South America 

Foreign Aid 
(2)  Indian Division :  

(3) Western Division : The United Nations & Europe (excluding the 
U.k and U.S.S.R. & Eastern European 

countries) 

(4) Eastern European 

Division  

: U.S.S.R. Eastern European Countries 

Foreign Aid   

(5) Commonwealth Division :  U.K. Canada. Australia. New Zealand and 

other Commonwealth countries. 

(6) South East Asian 
Division 

:  Japan Indonesia. China. Vietnam. Korea. 
Burma. Philippines. Thailand & Malaya. 

(7) Middle East and Africa : Division: Sudan. Egypt. Saudi. Arabia. 
Libya. Morocco. Jordan. Iran. Turkey and all 

other African Countries. 
(8)  Protocol Division :  Protocol. Consular work and Emigration. 

(9) Administration Division : Administration. Personnel. Housekeeping at 

Headquarter and Bangladesh Mission abroad. 

Establishment matters. Budget and Accounts. 

General Administrative matters. and 

Parliamentary work. 

(10) External Publicity 

Division 

:  

(11) Foreign Service 

Inspectorate and abducted 

persons. 

  

(12) Historical Division   
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Bangladesh Missions Abroad, Permanent Representative at the Head quarters of 
the United Nations. 

Subordinate Officer. 

(1) Emigration Establishment 

(4) MINISTRY OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURE 

The Ministry shall consist of the following two departments: 

(a) Department of Food, and 

(b) Department of Agriculture 

Department of Food: 

Functions and organizations. 

The Department of Food shall be responsible for the following functions: 

(a) Procurement of food grains for civil and military requirements: 

(b) Distributions of imported food grains 

(c) Co-ordination, planning and guidance in regard to food policy for the country 

as a whole 

(d) Regulating import and export of food grains 

(e) Storage Facilities 

Secretariat 

The Secretariat Staff consists of: 

Secretary ... 

Joint Secretaries... 

Deputy Secretaries... 

Under Secretaries... 

Section Officers- 

Administrative Officers. 

1 

2 

3 

9 

39 

 

The Department of Food shall consist of the following branches: 

(1) Policy and basic plan (2) Distribution 

(3) Movement Directorate (4) Imports 

(5) Storage and Inspection (6) Ports and Depots & Sales Depots. 

(7) Budget and Finance Co-ordination, and (8) Army Purchase Organisation. 

Attached Offices: 

Directorate of Sugar 

(a) Sugar Technical Section. 

(b) Sugar Development Council Section. 

(c) Co-operative Factories Section. 
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(d) Sugar Control Section. 

Subordinate Offices 

(1) Offices of the Regional Director, Food, Dacca & Rajshahi. 

Department of Agriculture. 

The Department of Agriculture shall be responsible for the following function: 

1. Agricultural production. 

2. Agricultural Research. Education and Extension. 

3. Animal Husbandry. Fisheries and Forestry. 

4. Fruit and Vegetable Products Industry. 

5. Agricultural Economics and Statistics: 

6. Agricultural Development. 

7. Liaison with the Food and Agricultural Organisation of the U.N. and other 

International organisation and technical and economic aid in Agricultural Sector. 

8. Procurement & Distribution of Fertilizers. 

9. Agricultural Marketing. 

10. Co-operation. 

11. Land Reclamation. 

12. Tube well &: Minor Irrigation. 

13. Soil Conservation. 

A brief description of some of the important functions of the Department is given 

below: 

1. Agricultural production. 

A vigorous campaign for growing more food to attain half-sufficing in food must 

be started immediately on the narrow of independence. It will occupy a place of 

capital importance in the Five Year Plan that will be put into execution after 

independence. The food productions scheme will be made after a thorough and 
careful assessment of the whole position. Necessary inputs will have to be provided 

for and arrangement must be made against flood. The whole problem who have to be 
tackled on a war footing. A similar programme on a modest scale can be started in the 

liberated areas. 

2. Agricultural Research, Education & Extension. 

Research & Extension Services will be carried through Various agencies. 

3. Commodity Committees. Research & extension in the field of agriculture will 

be conducted through various committees. The committees will make grants for this 

purpose. 

4. Bangladesh Jute Committee. Research & Extension Service in the field of Jute 

will be conducted through this committee which will be a high-powered body. 
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5.  Similarly committees will be set up for the same purpose in regard to tobacco, 
coconut, betel nut. Oil seeds, etc. 

6.  Bangladesh Sugar Committee 

7.  Bangladesh Tobacco Committee 

8.  Agricultural Extension 

9.  Animal husbandry. Fisheries & Forestry 

10. Agricultural Economics & Statistics 

11. Agricultural Development activities in agriculture will be under taken through 

 various offices. 

12. Liaison with the FAO. UN & other International Organizations & Technical & 

Economic Aid in the agricultural sector. 

13. Procurement & Distribution of Fertilizers. 

14. Agricultural Marketing 

15. Co-operation 

16. Land Reclamation 

17. Tube well & Minor Irrigation. 

Attached Offices: 

1. Bangladesh Council of Agricultural Research. The Council shall function through 

the following organs: 

a) Governing Body 

b) Standing Finance Committee 

c) Advisory Body 

d) Board of Research 

e) Scientific Committees 

 f) Regional Committees 

2. Directorate of Economics and Statistics 

3. Directorate of Marketing and Inspection 

4. Directorate of plant Protection, Quadratic and Storage 

5. Directorate of Extension and Training 

6. All the Provincial Directorates will be incorporated into this scheme. 

Subordinate Officers: 

 

1. Bangladesh Veterinary Research Institute 

2. Bangladesh Agricultural Research Institute. Dacca 

3. National Dairy Research Institute 
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4. Marine Fisheries Research Station 

5. Inland Fisheries Research Station 

6. Deep Sea Fishering Station. Chittagong 

7. Fisheries Technological Research Station 

8. Rice Research Institute 

9. Potato Research Institute 

10.  Jute Research Institute 

11.  Sugarcane Breeding Institute 

12.  Institute of Sugarcane Research, Rajshahi 

13.  Bangladesh Mechanized Firm 

14.  Tea Research Institute 

15.  Exploratory Tube wells Organisation 

16.  Forest Research Institute 

17.  Dacca Zoological Park 

18.  Soil Conservation Centers. 

State Undertakings: 

1. Bangladesh Agricultural Development Corporation 

2. Bangladesh Fisheries Development Corporation 

3. Bangladesh Forest Development Corporation 

(5) MINISTRY OF JUTE 

Jute occupies a place of capital importance in the economy of Bangladesh. It is the 
mainstay of her economy. It is the biggest foreigner exchange earner. By virtue of its 

position, it deserves a full-fledged ministry. 

 

Functions and Organisation 

The Ministry shall be responsible for the following activities: 

(i) Basic policy and plan about the production of jute; 

(ii) Acreage under jute; 

(iii) Assessment of foreign markets and domestic consumptions; 

(iv) Improvement of the quality of jute and greater yield per acre; 

(v) New uses of jute; 

(vi) Interest of the jute growing. 
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Secretariat: 

Minister 

  

Secretary 

  

Joint Secretary 

  

  

Deputy Secretary Deputy Secretary 

    

Under Secretary Under Secretary 

    

      

S.O S.O S.O   S.O S.O S.O 

 

Attached Institutions: 

1. Central Jute Committee 

2. Jute Research Institute 

3. Jute Seed Multiplication Farm 

Sate Undertaking: 

1. State Jute Trading Corporation Farm. 

The Awami League Government is committed to the nationalization of Jute trade. 

including its domestic purchase and sale, as well as its exports. It aims at the 

elimination of parasitic middlemen and exploitation of growers. It will ensure fair 

price to the jute growers. A law is to be enacted to set up the corporation. 

2. Jute Marketing Corporation. 

 

(6) MINISTRY OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 

 

Functions and Organizations 

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry shall be concerned with work connected with 
foreign trade, control over import and exports, export promotion, negotiation of trade 

treaties, determination of tariffs, commercial representation in overseas countries and 

participation in international trade fairs and exhibitions. It will also regulate internal 

trade and commerce, trademarks, patents, standards, standardization of products, 

forward markets and price contest. Almost the entire field of privately-owned 

industries and industries of the public sector, including small scale industries, viz, 

those relating to tea 
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and rubber, etc.. are under the charge of this Ministry. In addition, it is also 

responsible for helping Producers to increase their output and for accelerating the 

pace of the industrial development of the country; at the same time, in the interest of 

the consumer, it has to exercise control over production, distribution and pricing of 

the essential commodities, including chemicals and cement. 

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry consists of a Secretariat a few attached 

offices and subordinate offices. The Ministry shall have under its control a large 

number of state undertakings. Boards, a commission, a committee and the Bangladesh 

standards Institution. The Ministry is headed by a Cabinet Minister for Commerce and 

Industry, who Mill be assisted by two Deputy Minister-one for Commerce and the 

other for industry. 

 
Secretariat: 

Secretary 

Additional Secretary 

Joint Secretaries 

Chief Industrial Adviser 

(Ex-officio Joint Secretary) 

Development 111 Com missioner 

(Small Industries) & 

Ex-officio Joint Secretary 

Textile Commissioner & 

Ex-officio Joint Secretary 

Chairman (Bangladesh Handloom 

Board) & Ex-officio Joint 

Secretary 

Chairman (Tea Board) 

Deputy Secretaries 

Under Secretaries 

Section Officers 

: 

: 

: 

 

: 

 

 

: 

 

 

 

 

: 

: 

: 

: 

: 

1 

1 

6 

 

1 

 

 

1 

 

1 

 

 

1 

1 

13 

26 

78 

 

Attached Offices: 

A short description of the Attached Offices of the Ministry of Commerce and 

Industry is given below: 

(1) Office of the Chief Controller of Exports and Imports. Dacca. This Office 

under the charge of a Chief Controller of Exports and Imports is primarily responsible 

for the execution of the various policies of the Government of Bangladesh in regard to 

exports & import's. It will have branch offices in Chittagong. Khulna. Rajshahi & 
Dacca. 

(2) Office of the Economic Adviser to the Government of Bangladesh. 

The Economic Adviser to the Government of Bangladesh, assisted by his staff, 

renders technical advice to the Ministry, on all economic matters. He collects, studies 
& 
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interpret various economic data & information having a bearing on foreign trade & 
commerce. He also compiles the official index numbers of prices in Bangladesh, 

conducts investigation in respect of prices, effect of tariffs, employment situation, 
foreign trade & industrial productions, and advises the ministry in all economic, 

commercial & industrial matters. 

(3) Development Wing, Dacca. 

The main responsibility of this Wing is to deal with the problems of planning & 

development of large & medium scale industries, with some exceptions, like textile & 

sugar. The Development Wing is the principal body of the Government of Bangladesh 

in planning, regulating and maintaining statistical data for the industrial development 

of the country. Its major functions may be classified as follows: 

 

1) Planning the development of industries to secure a well-balanced and properly 

coordinated pattern of industrial economy with a view to: 

(a) secure increased production of those articles and commodities to meet the 

country's demand: 

(b) diversify production activities to meet the country's requirements in various 
sectors: 

(c) to ensure improvement in quality and maximum economy in the cost of 

production: 

(d) arrange for the supply of technical know-how and foreign collaboration, where 
necessary, by taking advantage of the facilities offered by various international 

bodies and foreign foundations: 

II) scrutiny of application, received under the Industries (Development 

&Regulation) Act. for establishing new industrial units for substantial expansion of 

existing production units and following up of their progress to ensure effective 

implementation of development plans: 

III) examination of sectors seeking financial and other forms of assistance such as 

Loans from the Government and Industrial Development Bank. Tariff protection, 

regulation of import and export duties and quotas; 

IV) assistance to industries in the procurement of raw materials like steel and 
cement, capital goods, fuel and electric power, transport facilities, etc.: 

V) making recommendations regarding: 

(a) formulation of half-yearly import and export facilities : 

(b) grant of licenses for import of raw materials capital goods, etc., to applicants: 

(c) allotment of pig-iron and steel to various industrial units: 

(d) training of technical personnel overseas: 
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(VI) issue of: 

 (a)  licenses for the import and export of machine tools ; 

(b) certificates of exemption from payment of customs duty on scientific 
equipment and appliances not manufactured in Bangladesh ; 

(VII) investigation and development of indigenous sources of supply of stores 

imported from abroad; 

(VIII) collection and compilation of industrial data relating to installed capacity, 

actual production, employment position, stocks, prices, etc. 

(IX) Technical assistance to other ministries such as steel mines, fuels, finance, 
education, the planning commission, etc., and 

(2) Deputy Chief Controllers of Imports and Exports. 

They assist the Chief Controller of Imports and Exports in the discharge of his 

functions. 

(3) Office of the Chairman, Tariff Commission, Chittagong 

The Tariff Commission shall consist of a Chairman and three members. It is a 

statutory and quasi-judicial body and has wide powers. Its primary purpose is to 

examine all cases of protection to industry. It is empowered to consider claims of 

protection not only from established industries but also from industries which have 

not started production but which are likely to do so, if granted suitable protection. It is 

also empowered to consider the question of the grant of protection to agricultural 

industries. The Commission may be granted wide discretion both in regard to general 

principles relating to the fixation of tariffs and the principles relating to the 

application of protected industries. The Commission may be given freedom to decide 

the duration of protection according to the requirement of each industry. 

(4) The office of the Registrar of Trade Marks. 

This office is headed by a Registrar who is assisted by his staff. 

It is mainly responsible for: 

 a) registration of trade marks after due scrutiny of the applications filed for 

    registration: 

 (b)  maintenance of a register of all the registered trademarks and recording all 

     subsequent entries with regard to change in the proprietorship of trademarks, 

     assignments, etc. 

 (c)  rendering advice to the Government of Bangladesh on all matters relating to 
     trade marks in general. 

(5) Office of the Custodian of Enemy Property. 

This organisation is responsible for the administration and disposal of enemy 

assets and for the release of assets, which are due to be returned to persons and 

concerns in 
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countries formerly occupied by the belligerent powers. The custodian will be 

concerned with the registration and processing of claims of the Bengalis in enemy and 

enemy occupied territory. 

(6) Office of the Director-General, Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, Dacca.          

The Director-General, who is the head of this office, is responsible for the 

compilation and publication of trade and shipping statistics of various kinds, and for 

commercial intelligence work. 

(7) Office of the Controller of Patents and Designs, Dacca. Its main functions are: 

(a) to grant patent for inventions after examination of the applications for each 

patent; 

(b) to register industrial designs; 

(c) to issue an annual publication giving information regarding the patents 
granted; and 

(d) to advice the Government of Bangladesh on technical matters relating to 

patents and designs. 

(8) Sericultural Research Station Rajshahi. 

It will conduct experiments and research in the various branches of the Sericulture 
industry. 

State Undertakings: 

1.  National Small Industries Corporation 

2. State Trading Corporation 

Foreign trade in particular export and import of the major commodities such as 

cotton, iron and steel products, coal, food grains, cement and fertilizer shall be 

nationalized. A law is to be enacted to set up State Trading Corporation to deal with 

these commodities stated above. 

3. Bangladesh Industrial Development Corporation 

4. Bangladesh Cottage Industries Corporation. 

Boards: 

1. Bangladesh Tea Board 

2. Bangladesh Cotton Board 

3. Coir Board 

4. Silk Board 

(7) MINISTRY OF F.DUCATION & SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 

The Ministry of Education & Scientific Research shall comprise the following 
Departments: 

(1) Department of Education 

(2) Department of Cultural Activities and Physical Education 

(3) Department of Scientific Research & Technical Education. 
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Functions & Organisation 

The Department of Education shall be responsible for the following 

1. University Education 

2. College Education 

3. School Education 

4. Basic, Social & Secondary Education 

5. UNESCO, Publication Information & Statistics. 

6. Scholarships-all kinds of Government scholarships, National Fellowships 

Schemes, Practical Training stipends scheme, Research Scholarship for research in 
science, technology, social sciences and arts-Colombo Plan Scholarship Scheme-

United Nations and UNESCO Scholarships and Fellowships-Foreign Institutions, 
Organizations, Scholarships and Fellowships. 

The Department will be headed by Deputy Minister who will function under the 

overall control and direction of the Cabinet Minister for Education and Scientific 

Research. 

 

Secretariat: 

 
(Department of Education and cultural activities and Physical Education): 

The Secretariat staff comprises    

Educational Adviser & Secretary   : 

Joint Educational Adviser & Joint Secretary  : 

Joint Educational Advisers    : 

Adviser, National Discipline Scheme   : 

Deputy Secretaries     : 

Under Secretaries   : 

Deputy Educational Advisers   : 

Assistant Educational Advisers   : 

Director (Bureau of Educational & 

Vocational Research)   : 

Director (Bureau of Text Book Research) 

Education Officers   : 

Section Officers   : 

 

1 

1 

2 

1 

4 

16 

6 

16 

 

1 

1 

15 

50 

 

The Department of Education shall consist of the following Divisions 

(1) Administration Division 

(2) Basic and Social Education Division 

(3) Secondary Education Division 

(4) Scholarship Division 

(5) UNESCO, Publication, Information and Statistics 
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Attached Offices: 

1. Directorate of Public Instructions 

Subordinate Offices: 

Institute of Education, Dacca-research projects in education & Psychology-teacher 

training & other courses leading to higher degrees at the postgraduates level in 

education & psychology. 

2. Training Centre for Adult Blind. 

3. National institute of Basic Education to conduct research in basic education & 

to import advanced training in basic education to inspectors, administrators & other 

higher personnel in education. 

4. National Fundamental Education Centre, Dacca-Social Education, Overseas 

Education Department. 

Autonomous Body 

Social Welfare Board: 

 

Department of Cultural Activities & Physical Education: 

Functions & Organisation 

The Department shall be responsible for the following functions: 

1. Cultural Activities; 

2. Physical Education and Recreation. Games & Spoils, Youth Welfare; The 

Department shall consist of the following Divisions: 

1. Cultural Division 

2. External Relation Department, and 

3. Physical Education Division. 

 

Attached Office: 

1. The Department of Archaeology, Dacca 

 

Subordinate offices: 

1. Department of Anthropology, Comilla 

2. National Library, Dacca 

3. National Archives of Bangladesh, Dacca 

4. National Gallery of Modern Art, Dacca 

5. National Museum, Dacca 

6. Bangladesh War Memorial Museum, Dacca 

 

Department of Scientific Research & Technical Education: 

Functions and Organisation 

The Department shall be responsible for the following subjects: 

1. Scientific Research Survey. 

2. Technical and Scientific Education. 
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The Department shall act as the administrative link between the Government and 
organizations mentioned below: 

1. Council of Scientific and Industrial Research 

2. Bangladesh National Scientific Documentation Centre 

3. National Research Development Corporation. 

The Department of Scientific Research and Technical Education shall be under 

the charge of a Deputy Minister who will function under the overall centers and 

direction of the Cabinet Minister for Education and Scientific Research. 

 
Secretariat: 

The Secretariat staff consists of: 
 
Additional Secretary 

Educational Adviser & Ex-officio 

Joint Secretary 

Deputy Secretaries 

Deputy Educational Adviser 

Under Secretaries 

Assistant Educational Adviser 

Technical Officer 

Education Officer 

Senior Scientific Officer 

Assistant Education Officers 

Section Officers 

1 

 

1 

2 

1 

4 

4 

..... 

..... 

2 

2 

15 

 

 

Subordinate Offices: 

 
1. Bangladesh Institute of Mine and Applied Geology 

2. Survey of Bangladesh, Chittagong 

3. Botanical Survey of Bangladesh, Rajshahi 

4. Zoological Survey of Bangladesh, Mymensingh 

5. Board of Geophysics, Dacca 

6. National Atlas Organisation, Dacca 

7. Dacca Polytechnic, Dacca 

8. Bangladesh Institute of Technology, Sylhet 

9. Regional Offices of the Ministry of Education & Scientific Research, Dacca, 

Rajshahi, Chittagong & Khulna. 

 

(8) MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

 

Functions and Organisation 
The Ministry is responsible for the following functions: 

a) Administration of Health Institutions; 
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b) Promotion of Medical Research, regulation and development of medical, 

pharmaceutical, dental and nursing professions and laying down the standards 

of education for these professions; 

c) Promotion, of medical education; 

d) Promotion and expansion of health services in the whole of Bangladesh; 

e) Establishment and maintenance of drug standards and prevention of 

adulteration and food; 
f) Promoting investigations into particular health problems; 

g) International Health Relations and the administration of poet quarantine. 
 

Administrations of Health Institutes: 
 

The Ministry of Health shall be responsible for the administration of the following 
health institutions: 

 

1. All Government Hospitals in Bangladesh 

2. Medical Research Institute, Feni, 

3.  Bangladesh Institute of Public Health, Chittagong 

4. College of Nursing, Dacca 

5. Medical Stores organisation 

6. Drugs Control Organisation 

7. Drugs Laboratory, Dacca 

8. B.C.G. Vaccine Laboratory, Khulna 

9. Bangladesh Institute of Medical Sciences, Dacca (to be set up) 

10. Contributory Health Services Scheme, Dacca 

11.  Bangladesh Cancer Research Centre, Faridpur 

12.  Institute of Research in Indigenous Systems of Medicine, Rangpur. 

13.  Institute of Mental Health, Pabna 

14.  Leprosy Institute, Dinajpur 

15.  V. D. Training Centre, Dacca 

 

The Ministry shall be headed by a Cabinet Minister 

 

The Secretariat staff comprises: 

 

Secretary 

Deputy Secretaries 

Under Secretaries 

Section Officers 

 

1 

6 

12 

24 

 

 

The Secretariat of the Ministry shall be organised into the following divisions: 

 

1. Planning, Hospital and Drugs Division 
2. Medical Division 

3. Local Self-government and International Health Division 
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4. Housekeeping Division. 

Attached Offices: 

 

1. Directorate-General of Health Services, Dacca. 

 

Subordinate Offices: 

 
1.  Research Institute, Dacca 

2.  Institute of Public, Health, Feni 

3.  Malaria Institute of Bangladesh, Dinajpur 

4.  Serologist and Chemical Examine to the Government of Bangladesh, Barisal 

5.  Antigen Production Unit, Noakhali 

6.  Hospital for Metal Diseases, Pabna 

7.  College of Nursing, Dacca 

8.  Medical Stores Organisation 

9.  Seaport and Airport Health Organisation 

10. Drugs Control Organisation 

11.  Drugs Laboratory, Mymensingh 

12. B. C. G. Vaccine Laboratory, Comilla 

13.  Civil and Military Dispensary 

14.  X-Ray Installation, Mymensingh. 

 

(9) MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATION 

The Ministry shall consist of the following departments: 

(a) Department of Railways; 

(b) Department of Road Transport; and 

(c) Department of Civil Aviation and Communication 

Department of Railways 

Functions and Organisation 

The Railway Board shall function as a Ministry of the Government of Bangladesh. 

The Minister for Transport and Communication shall be in charge of this Department, 

and is assisted by three Deputy Ministers, each in respect of the above Departments. 

The Railway Board shall consist of a Chairman and four members, one of whom 
is the Financial Commissioner. Three other members of the Railway Board shall be in 

charge of separate portfolios—Staff, Transportation and Engineering. 

The Chairman is the ex-officio Secretary to the Government of Bangladesh in the 

Ministry of Railways and is solely responsible under the Minister for arriving at 

decisions on technical and other matters and advising the Government on matters of 

Railway policy. All policy and other matters shall be put up to the Minister through 
him. 
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Financial Commissioner for Railways: 

In his capacity as ex-officio Secretary, the Financial Commissioner for Railways 

is vested with full powers of the Government of Bangladesh to sanction railway 

expenditure. No proposals involving expenditure or affecting revenues can be 

sanctioned without his prior concurrence. 

Other Members: 

Members in charge of staff, transportation and engineering shall be responsible for 
dealing with all aspects of Technical subjects under their charge. 

The constitution of the Railway Board should give it freedom in shaping and 

carrying out Railway policy to enable it to treat Railways as a national undertaking to 

be developed on commercial lines. 

The members of the Railway Board shall be assisted by Directors and Joint 

Directors. There shall be a Secretary of the Railway Board with the status of a 
Director. 

The Secretariat establishment shall be more or less in conformity with the pattern 

of the Civil Secretariat but the conditions of the service of the staff of the former are 

principally linked up with those obtaining for Railway servants. 

Attached Office: 

Research, Design and Standardization Organisation. 

The principal aim of this organisation is to promote progressively standardization 

of rolling stock, track, bridges, structures and all equipment used on the Bangladesh 

Railways in accordance with the changing conditions and as a result of practical 

experience. It shall be responsible for the preparation and supply of Bangladesh 

Railway Standard. Drawings and specifications for an equipment and material used by 

the Railways in Bangladesh. The work relating to the inspection of locomotive boilers 

shall also be conducted by this Office. It shall also perform all the functions of foreign 

consulting engineers as specialists for designs, etc. in various branches of Railway 
Engineering. It also has an Architectural Wing which deals with all the architectural 

designs requires by the Railways. 

The Railway Testing and Research Centre shall deal with investigation and 

problems of research pertaining to Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering as 

also Metallurgical and Chemical Research. Research on a concrete and building and 

research and tests on bridges structures and track shall also be varied out by the 

organisation. It also provides information service which publishes bulletins and 

summaries of important research conducted in Bangladesh and abroad. It will publish 

the Bangladesh Railway Technical bulletin and other technical Railway papers. 

Subordinate Offices: 

(1) Railway Rates Tribunal. 

A Railway Rates Tribunal with mandatory powers needs to be seat Chittagong. 

An Act will be necessary for this The functions of the Tribunal shall be to hear and 

decide complaints against the Railway Administration in respect of undue 

discrimination; 
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quotation of unreasonable rates refusal to quote station to station rates, etc. In 
addition, the tribunal shall be assigned the work of dealing with complaints in 

connection with the exercise of revisionary powers of General Managers in regard to 
cases of removal from service and dismissal of Class III employees. 

(2) Railway Service Commission. 

It will conduct selections for the recruitment of Class III employees for the 

different units. This will be done at Rajshahi, Chittagong, Khulna and Dhaka. 

(3) office of the Railway Liaison Officer with the Director General of Supplies 

and Disposal. 

(4) Railway Staff College, Chittagong. 

The Railway Staff College shall be established for importing specialized technical 
training to Railway Offices. It shall provide courses of training on general railway 

working to Probationary Officers & also refreshers courses for Junior Officers. 
Besides, it arranges periodically special lectures on selected subjects by lecturers who 

have specialized in their line, mainly for the benefit of Senior Officers. 

Department of Transport 

The Department shall be responsible for the following subjects: 

(a) Road Transport & Road Development, 

(b) Major Ports 

(c) Tourism. 

(a) Road Transport. The major functions under this head shall be to laydown 

principles for taxation of motor vehicles and for the regulation of road transport all 

over Bangladesh, including registration of motor vehicles, licensing of drivers and 

conductors, safety pleasures, insurance of motor vehicles against third party risks, 

nationalization of road transport, etc. I shall deal with all the Acts in this field. 

Road Development 

The Government shall be dealing with the following subjects relating to roads: 

(i)  Highways declared by Parliament or under law made by Parliament, to be 

National Highways. 

(ii) Other Roads covered by the Government grants. 

(iii)Road communications declared to be of national or military importance. 

Ports. 

Development, expansion and modernization of the ports at Chittagong & Khulna. 

Maritime Shipping & Lighthouses. 

Inland Waterways & Inland Water Transport. 

This has been so far neglected in Bangladesh. It should be developed, expanded 

and modernized as the main arteries of communications in Bangladesh. 
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Tourism. 

 

Tourist traffic from abroad, exsides promoting international good will is an 
important means of earning foreign exchange. Adequate attention needs to be paid to 

this. 

The Department of Transport consists of a Secretariat and a number of 

subordinate offices. 

Secretariat: 

 

The Secretariat consists of: 

Secretary & Director General 
of Shipping    : 

Development Adviser & Ex-officio 

Joint Secretary    : 

Consulting Engineer (Road 

Development) & Ex-officio 

Joint Secretary    : 
Deputy Secretaries   : 

Under Secretaries   : 
Section Officers   : 

 

1 

 

1 

 

 

1 
6 

12 
24 

Subordinate Offices & other units: 

1. Director-General of Shipping, Chittagong. 

It shall deal with all matters connected with the execution of the policy of the 

Government affecting merchant shipping & navigation administration of the merchant 

shipping laws, rules & regulations concerning the recruitment & conditions of service 

of Bangladesh Seamen, promotion of their welfare provision of facilities for their 

training. 

The following subordinate offices shall be under the administrative control of the 

Director-General of Shipping: 

(a) Mercantile Marine Department, Chittagong. 

(b) Shipping Offices, Chittagong & Khulna. 

(c) The Seamen's Welfare Offices, Chittagong & Khulna. 

(d) Seamen's Employment Offices, Chittagong & Khulna. 

(e) Training Institution. 

(f) Regional Offices 

Directorate of Marine Engineering Training. 

2. Department of Lighthouses & Lightships 

3. Regional Tourist Offices. 
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Department of Civil Aviation & 

Communications 

 

Functions & Organisation 

 

The Department is responsible for the administration of: 

 
1. Civil aviation & air transport industry 

2. Posts & Telegraphs & Telephones industries 

3. Meteorology 

4. Railway Inspection 

5. Overseas Communications 

6. Wireless Planning & Co-ordination. 

 

These subjects are administered through the under mentioned subordinate 

organizations, the Heads of which are indicated against each. 

 

1. Civil Aviation Department (Director-General of Civil Aviation) 

2. Air Transport Industry (Bangladesh Airlines & Bangladesh International 

Airlines Corporation. 

3. Posts & Telegraph Departments (Director General, Posts & Telegraphs). 

4. Wireless Planning & Co-ordination organisation (Adviser, Wireless, Planning 

& Co-ordination). 

5. Bangladesh Meteorological Department (Director-General of Observatories). 

6. Overseas Communications Service (Director-General, Overseas 

Communications Service). 

7. Railway Inspectorate (Chief Government Inspector of Railways). 

8. Bangladesh Telephone Industries (Managing Director, Bangladesh Telephone 

Industries). 

The entire ministry of Transport & Communications is headed by a Cabinet 

Minister, assisted by two Deputy Ministers. 

 

Secretary: 

(Department of Civil Aviation and Communications) 

Secretariat   .... 

Joint Secretary   .... 

Deputy Secretaries  .... 

Under Secretaries  .... 

Section Officer  .... 

1 

1 

4 

8 

16 
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Attached Offices: 

1. Directorate-General of Civil Aviation 

(a) Directorate of Administration 

(b) Directorate of Air Transport 

(0) Directorate of Training & Licensing 

(d) Directorate of Aeronautical Inspection 

(e) Directorate of Air Routes and Aerodromes 

(f) Directorate of Communications 

(g) Directorate of Regulation and Information 

(h) Directorate of Research and Development 

2. Directorate General, Posts and Telegraphs. 

Subordinate Offices: 

   

1. Meteorological Department 

 2. Railway Inspectorate 

 3. Directorate-General, Overseas Communications. 

State Undertaking: 

 1. Bangla telephone Industries 

 2. Bangladesh International Airlines Corporation 

 3. Bangladesh Airlines Corporation. 

(10) MINISTRY OF FUELS, MINES AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

Functions and Organisation. 

The Ministry is responsible for the following subjects: 

(1) Mines and Minerals 

(2) Fuels, including coal, lignete, oil and natural gas. 

The Ministry is headed by a Minister of State. 

Secretariat 
Secretary   : 

Joint Secretary   : 
Deputy Secretaries  : 

Under Secretaries  : 
Section Officers  : 

1 
1 

3 
6 

12 

 

Subordinate Offices: 

(1) Geological Survey of Bangladesh 

It will be headed by a Director with his headquarters at Dacca where the major 

branches will be located-petrological, paleontological and chemical laboratories, 

geophysical section, engineering geology and ground water section, etc. 
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(2) Oil and Natural Gas Commission 

Government shall undertake exploration, exploitation and refining of the oil in the 

country. It will be conducted through the Oil and Gas Commission. The Commission 
shall be responsible for the following: 

(i) advising the Government on matters relating to the exploration, exploitation 

and refining of oil and natural gas resources; 

(ii) (a) Conduct geological survey and geophysical surveys for the exploration of 

the oil; 

(b) conduct drilling and other prospecting operations to find out oil reserves; 

(c) establish production of oil including preliminary processing and storage; 

(d) administration and implementation of agreements with oil Companies; 

(e) collection and publication of statistics relating to oil and natural gas produced 

in the country, mining rules and other related matters. 

(iii) publications of bulletins and monographs on investigation relating to oil and 

natural gas; and 

(iii) any other functions assigned to it by the Government. 

 

(11) MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, 

LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT AND RURAL HOUSING 

This Ministry shall consist of two departments-the Department of Community 

Development and the Department of Local Self-Government and Rural Housing. 

Department of Community Development 

According to 1961 census 5.2 per cent of the total population of Bangladesh lives 

in the urban areas and 94.8 per cent in the villages. 

Again nearly 65 percent of the total national income of Bangladesh is derived 

from agriculture on which the people in the rural areas depended for sustenance, 
employment, and livelihood. Agricultural Sector is the main foreign exchange earner. 

Only 10 per cent of the total income comes from the industrial sector. The real 
Bangladesh lies in more than, 65,000 villages. With their prosperity & welfare is 

linked that of the country as a whole. Herein lies the importance of the Community 
Development. Considering the growing magnitude and the importance of the work, 

the setting up of a separate Ministry of Community Development is proposed. 

The Department of Community Development is responsible for the following 

functions: 

1. Planning. Directing & Coordinating the Community Development Activities in 

Bangladesh. 

2. Basic policy matters to the Central Committee. 

3. Implementation by the local bodies. .   
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Department of Local Self-Government. 

The main responsibility of this Department shall be to deal with all matters 

connected with the local Self-governing bodies-Union Boards, Thana Level Co-

ordination Committee & District Board in the rural areas & Municipalities in the 

urban areas- organisation, constitution, functions, finance government aid & relation 

between the Central Government and the Local Self governing bodies. 

The Ministry shall be headed by a Cabinet Minister, who will be assisted by to 

Deputy Minister-one for Community Development & the other for Local Self-

Government. 

The Secretariat Staff shall consist of: 

 

Secretary    : 1 

Joint Secretaries   : 2 

Deputy Secretaries  : 4 

Under Secretaries   : 8 

Section Officers   : 16 

Subordinate Offices: 

1. Social Education Organizers’ Training Centers-Dacca, Rajshahi, Chittagong, 
& Khulna. 

2. Development Officers' Training Centre, Dacca & Khulna. 

Autonomous Bodies: 

1. The National Institutes of Local Self-Government. 

2. Academy for Rural Development, Comilla. 

3. Other training institutes that will be set-up in due course. 

(12) MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS 

Functions & Organizations 

The Ministry of Home Affairs shall be mainly responsible for the following 

subjects: 

1. Public Security 

2. Some subjects of general public interest. 

Public Security: 

In the field of public security the Ministry of Home Affairs shall be responsible 

for the maintenance of law & order throughout the country. 

The Ministry is also responsible for the following subjects of general public 

interest: 

(I) President's, Prime Minister's, Minister's, Deputy Minister's allowances & 

priveleges, salaries appointment and conditions of service of the Chief Justice & other 
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Judges of the Higher Court; Warrant of precedence; National Flag; President's Flag; 
National anthem; Coat of arms; National Emblem; Census; etc. 

(II) Foreigners; Citizenship; Nationality; Press Laws, etc. 

Secretariat: 

The Secretariat consists of: 

Secretary    :  1 

Joint. Secretaries `  :  2 

Deputy Secretaries   :  4 

Under Secretaries   :  6 

Section Officers   :  18 

 

Attached Offices: 

A short description of the Attached offices is given below: (1) The Directorate of 
Police, Inspector General of Police. 

The main responsibility of this Directorate is to maintain law & order in the 

country. This Directorate shall be under the charge of the Inspector-General of Police, 

with headquarters at Dacca. It will have a few branches distributed all over the 
country. 

(2) Inspector-General of Prisons 

(3) Director of Ansars. 

(4) Intelligence Bureau. 

The Bureau provides intelligence to Government on matters affecting the security 

of the State & advises the Government on security measures. It shall function under a 
Director, who will be assisted by a number of regional offices at Dacca. Khulna, 

Rajshahi, & Chittagong. The Government will have to take steps to set up (a) a 

Detective Training School, (b) Fingerprint Bureau, & (c) a Forensic Laboratory. 

(5) Special Police Establishment. 

This Organization’s work includes the detection and prosecution of cases of 

corruption among offices of the various departments of the Government, including 

Railways & contractors. This Establishment shall be under the charge of the 

Inspector- General of Police, with headquarters at Dacca. It will have a few branches 

distributed all over the country. This organisation is also responsible for the work 

relating to the recovery of abducted persons. 

(6) The Sardah Police Training College. 

The existing college will have to be improved More attention should be given to 

the college so that it can discharge its responsibilities effectively. 
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Subordinate Offices: 

A Short description of the subordinate offices is given below: 

(1) Directorate of Co-ordination. It is mainly concerned with three subjects: (a) 
technical advice to the Government on matters concerning wireless communications, 

(b) co-ordination of the police wireless organizations & (c) liaison and co-ordination 

with the technical communication departments and the services. 

(2) National Fire Service College. Chittagong. The Government will have to set 
up a National Fire Service College to offer advanced & refresher courses of training 

in fire fighting. 

(3) Police Training College. Sardah. 

The Ministry shall be headed by a Cabinet Minister and be will be 

assisted by two Deputy Minister's. 

 

(13) MINISTRY OF IRRIGATION & POWER 

Functions & Organisation 

 

The Ministry is responsible for the following functions relating to: 
1. Power 

2. Irrigation 
3. Flood Control 

4. River Valley Projects 

Power 

The Ministry may be allotted the following items of business concerning "power
-
 : 

1. Development of Power. 

2. Technical Assistance for power development. 

3. Co-ordination of power & telecommunication lines. 

4. Utilization of water for power development. 

5. Electricity development 

6. Research work in power matters. 

7. Generation & supply of electricity 

Irrigation 

The importance of irrigation is immense to a predominantly agricultural country 

like Bangladesh. The requirements of the food self-sufficiency programme have made 

it imperative to proceed with works which would facilitate irrigation. The 

Government of Bangladesh will have to take the entire responsibility in this 

connextion. 

Flood Control 

It is not necessary to explain the urgency & importance of it to the economy of 

Bangladesh. This grave menace must be tackled on a war footing in co-operation & 
collaboration with the Government of India, the UN & other international agencies. 
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River Valley Projects 

The Karnafully multipurpose project is yet to be developed. This is virtually a 

virgin field in Bangladesh. Extensive research work must precede concrete actions in 

the matter 

The Ministry will he headed by a Cabinet Minister, who will be assisted by t*o 

Deputy Ministers, one for Irrigation and the other for Power. 

Secretariat: 

The Secretariat shall consist of: 

Secretary  : 
Joint Secretaries : 

Deputy Secretaries : 
Under Secretaries : 

Section officers : 

1 

2 

4 

8 

24 

State Undertakings: 

The Bangladesh Water & Power Development Authority. 

There may be other units like the Board of Irrigation & Power, Karnafully 

multipurpose Corporation, Bangladesh Electricity Authority, The Bangladesh Water 
& power Development Authority. 

(14) MINISTRY OF LAW AND PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS 

Functions and Organizations 

The main functions of the Ministry shall be as follows: 

(1) To advise the Ministers and Departments of the Government on all legal 

matters. 

(2) To draft bills, ordinances and regulations and follow them up in all their stages 

up to their enactment or promulgation. 

(3) To scrutinize statutory rules and orders from the legal and drafting points of 

view. 

(4) To make arrangements for the publication of laws and other statutory rules and 

orders, as and when necessary. 

As regards the legislative proposals which should be sponsored by administrative 

ministers, the functions of these ministers are confined only to the drafting of the 
statutes on the lines indicated by the administrative ministries concerned. Under the 

Rules of Business the ministry will invariably be consulted by the ministries and 
departments concerned. 

When the new constitution of Bangladesh will come into force, elections to 

Parliament shall be allotted to this Ministry. 

The Ministry shall consist of a Secretariat and one subordinate office. The 

Ministry shall be headed by a Cabinet Minister, who may be assisted by a Deputy 

Minister. 
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Secretariat: 

The Sccretanat staff consists of: 
Secretary  : 

Joinl Secretary  : 

Deputy Secretaries : 
Under Secretaries : 

Section Officers : 

1 

1 

2 
6 

12 

 

Subordinate Office: 

The Income Tax Appellate Tribunal. 

Inspector-General of Registration. 

Regal Remembrancer. 

 

(15) MINISTRY OF SERVICES AND GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 

The Ministry shall consist of two Departments- 

(a) Civil Service Department and 

(b) General Administration Civil Service Department. 

Functions and Organisation 

The Department shall be responsible for the following functions: 1. Formulation 

of the Recruitment Policy; 

2. Review of the kinds of skills and forms of organisation needed by various 
ministries and departments; 

3. Manpower requirement, quantity, qualifications; 

4. Pay, pensions and other conditions of services; 

5. Training arrangements; 

6. Career development and mobility; 

7. Promotions; 

8. Advice to the Prime Minister on the appointments of officers at the level of 

Deputy Secretary and above. 

Department of General Administration 

The Department shall be responsible for the following functions: 

1. Government Press and Stationery organisation; 

2. Central Despatch - Keeper of Records, Secretariat, Library & Reading 
Room; 

3. District Gazetteers; 

4. Whitly Council System the Civil Service. 
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The Ministry shall be headed by a Cabinet Minister who will be assisted by two 
Deputy Ministers. 

Secretariat 

Secretary   : 
Additional Secretary  : 

Joint Secretary   : 

Deputy Secretaries  : 
Under Secretaries  : 

Section Officers  : 

1 
1 

1 

4 
8 

16 

 

Attached & Subordinate Offices: 

1. The Civil Service Academy, 

2. National Academy of Public Administration, 

3. National Institute of Public Administration, 

4. Administrative Staff College, 

5. Gazetted Officer's Training Academy, 

6 . Public Service Commission. 

(16) MINISTRY OF REFUGEE REHABILITATION & MINISTRY AFFAIRS 

Function & Organisation 
The Ministry is primarily responsible for the following functions: 

1. Arrangements for Relief & Rehabilitation. 

2. Administration of Evacuee Properly. 

3. Settlement of Claims & Grant of Compensation. 

The Ministry shall be headed by a Minister of State, who shall be assisted by a 

Deputy Minister. 

Secretariat: 
The Secretariat Staff comprises: 

Secretary   : 
Joint Secretaries  : 

Deputy Secretaries  : 

Under Secretaries  : 
Section Officers  : 

Other Officers   : 

1 
2 

4 

8 
16 

10 

 

The Secretariat is divided into the following Divisions: Settlement Divisions. 

Property Divisions, Rehabilitation & Housing Divisions, General Divisions & 
Administration Divisions. 
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Subordinate Offices: 

1. Office of the Chief Settlement Commissioner. 

2. Office of the Custodian General of Evacuee Property. 

3. Claims Organisation. 

State Undertaking: 

1. Refugee Rehabilitation Corporation. 

(17) MINISTRY OF LABOUR & EMPLOYMENT & SOCIAL WELFARE 

Function & Organisation. 

The Ministry shall deal with the following subjects: 

1. Labor Welfare & Trade Union. 

2. Industrial & Labor Disputes 

3. Factory Labor 

4. Unemployment Insurance & Health Insurance 

5. Labor employed in Railways. Major Ports. Mines. Oil & Gas Fields 

6. Resettlement of demobilized soldiers & discharged workers 

7. Participation in International Labor Conference & work connected therewith 

The ministry is headed by a Cabinet Minister assisted by two Deputy Ministers. 

Secretariat: 

The Secretariat comprises: 
Secretary  : 

Joint Secretaries : 
Deputy Secretaries : 

Labor Attaches : 
Under Secretaries : 

Section Officers : 

1 

2 
5 

2 
9 

25 

 

The Ministry is divided into five Divisions, each under the charge of a Deputy 

Secretary. 

 

(1) Division A: its main functions are: 

(a) Organisation & methods 

(b) Vigilance 

(c) Departmental inquiries 

(d) Administration &. Budget 

(e) Library' 

(f) Exhibition & Fairs 

(g) War book 

(h) Labor offices. 
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2. Division B: main functions include 

(a) Co-ordination in matters dealt with by the Ministry of Works, Housing & 
Supply. 

(b) International Labor Organisation Conferences, Bangladesh Labor Conferences 

(c)  General Labor Welfare 

(d) Labor Bureau 

(e)  Fair Wages 

(0 Minimum Wages 

(g)  Agricultural Labor 

(h) Rural cost of living Index Scheme. 

 

3. Division C: its responsibilities are: 

(a)  Employee's State Insurance Scheme 

(b) War-Injuries Scheme 

(c)  Decasualization in Pons 

(d)  Coal mines welfare fund organisation. 

(e)  Workmen's Compensation Act. 

(0) Factories Act & Organisation of Chief Adviser of Factories 

(g) Payment of Wages. Act. 

(h)  Mines Act. 

(i) Maternity Benefits 

(j) Employment of Children Act 

(k) Productivity & T. W. L Centers 

(I) Plantation Labor 

(m) Forced Labor 

(n) Emigrant Labor. 

2. Division D: its functions comprise: 

(a) Industrial Relations 

(b) Trade Unions. 

(c)  Chief Labor Commissioner's Organisation 

(d) Industrial, Tribunals Labor Appellate Tribunals 

(e)  Profit sharing & bonus. 

(f) Retrenchment 

(g)  Rationalization 

(h) Provident Funds 

(i) Administration of the Working Journalists (conditions of service) & 
Miscellaneous Provisions Act. 
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5. Division E: its responsibilities consist of: 

(a) Employment 

(b) Manpower planning 

(C) Seminars 

(d) Workers' Education 

(e) Labor Participation in Management 

(f) Productivity. 

Attached Offices: 

 1. Office of the Directorate-General of Resettlement & Employment. 
    Employment Exchanges. 

2. Office of the Chief Labor Commissioner. 

3. Office of the Director, Labor Bureau, Dacca. 

4. Office of the Chief Adviser, Factories. 

Subordinate Offices: 

1. Office of the Government Industrial Tribunal. 

2. Labor Appellate Tribunal. 

3. Office of the Director-General, Employee's State Insurance Corporations. 

4. Office of the Provident Fund Commissioner 

5. Office of the Controller of Emigrant Labor 

 

(18) MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

Functions & Organisation: 

The Ministry shall be responsible for the following functions: 

1. Government Publicity including publications & advertisements; 

2. Broadcasting; 

3. Sanctioning & Cinematograph films to exhibition; 

4. Production & Distribution of documentary films and newsreal; & 

5. Registration & Statistics of Newspapers; 

The Ministry shall be headed by a Minister of State, who will be assisted by a 
Parliamentary Secretary. 

 

Secretariat: 

 

The Secretariat staff consists of: 

 

Secretary    : 
Adviser ( five year plan publicity) : 

Deputy Secretaries   : 
Under Secretaries   : 

Section Officers   : 

1 
1 

4 
8 

20 
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The Secretariat of the Ministry shall be organized into the following divisions: 

1. Broadcasting. 

2. Publications. Advertising & Visual Publicity & Five Year Plan publicity. 

3. Press & Films. 

4. Administration. 

Attached Offices: 

 1. Directorate-General. Bangladesh Radio. Dacca. 

(a) Radio Stations. 

(b) News Service Division. 

(c) External Services Division. 

(d) Monitoring Services Division. Dacca. 

(e) Office of the Research Engineer. Dacca. 

(f) Office of the Engineer-in-Charge, High Power Transmitter. Dacca, 

(g) Staff Training School, Dacca 

2. Press Information Bureau. 

3. Directorate of Advertising & Visual Publicity. 

4. Publications Division. 

Subordinate Offices: 

1. Films Division, Chittagong, 

(a) Production Department, 

(b) Distribution. 

(c) Publicity & 

(d) Administration 

2. Board of Film Censors. 

3. Research & Reference Division. 

4. Registrar of Newspapers for Bangladesh. 

5. Five Year Plan Publicity. 

 

(19) MINISTRY OF WORKS. HOUSING & SUPPLY. 

The Ministry shall be responsible for the following function:- 

1. Public Works. 

2. Housing. 

3. Accommodation. 

4. Purchase & Disposal of Government Stores 

5. Printing & Stationery. 

6. Explosive of Boilers. 
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The Ministry shall be headed by a Cabinet Minister, who is assisted by a Deputy 
Minister. 

Secretariat: 

The Secretarial staff shall consist of: 
Secretary   : 

Joint Secretaries  : 

Deputy Secretaries  : 
Under Secretaries  : 

Section Officers  : 

Housing Commissioner : 

Housing Adviser  : 
Deputy Housing Adviser : 

Chief Technical Examiner : 

Technical Hxaminers  : 
Technical Adviser  : 

1 

2 

6 
12 

24 

1 

1 
1 

1  

2 
1 

 

The Secretariat is organized into the following Divisions: 

1. Works Division. 

2. Housing Division. 

3. Supply Division. 

4. Printing & Stationery Division 

Attached Offices: 

1. Office of the Chief Engineer Public Works Department. 

2. Estate Office. 

3. Directorate-General of Supplies & Disposals. 

(a) Supplies wing 

(b) Inspecting wing 

(c) Progress wing 

(d) Disposals wing 

(e) Administration wing 

(f) Co-ordination & Statistics wing. 

 4. Government Test House. 

5. Office of the Chief Controller of Printing & Stationery- 

(a) Printing 

(b) Stationery 

(c) Focus & 

(d) Publications. 
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Subordinate Offices: 

1. Explosives Department. 

2. Pay & Accounts office 

3. Bangladesh Stores Department. London 

CABINET SECRETARIAT 

The Cabinet Secretariat is responsible for all secretariat work connected with the 
meetings of the Cabinet, making and maintaining records of the discussions and 

decisions of the Cabinet, and its Committees, such as the Defense Committee of the 
Cabinet, the Joint Planning Committee of the Cabinet, the Economic Committee of 

the Cabinet. Foreign Affairs Committee of the Cabinet, Appointments Sub-

Committee of the Cabinet, etc. 

The O & M Division should be attached to the Cabinet Secretariat. The O & M 

Division is primarily responsible for initiating and sustaining a concentrated effort to 
improve the administrative efficiency in all, branches of the Government of 

Bangladesh. It should have close relations with the Civil Service Department under 
the Ministry of Services & General Administration. 

The Cabinet also deals with the work relating to Central Statistical Organisation 

The Cabinet Secretariat is headed by the Prime Minister and consists of a 

Secretariat and an attached office, namely, the Central Statistical Organisation. 

Secretariat: 

Secretary   : 

Joint Secretary   : 

Deputy Secretary  : 

Under Secretaries  : 

Section Officers  : 

 

1 

1 

1 

4 

8 

 

 

The Secretariat Organisation comprises: 

(1) Main Secretariat. 

(2) 0 & M Division. 

(3) Military Wing and 
(5) Economic Wing. 

Main Secretariat: 

The Main Secretariat, which shall consist of branches like Cabinet Co-ordination, 
Administration and General Sections, is responsible for the Secretariat work 

connected with the meetings of the Cabinet and its Sub-committees. 

O & M Division: 

The words (O & M) Organisation & Management stand for paying intelligent and 

critical attention not only to what is done but also how it is done and at what cost in 

time. 
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labor and money and also praying attention to the design of the machine and its 
working processes and not merely to its end product. 

It shall function directly under the Prime Minister. In a vast and diversified 

organisation, like the Government of Bangladesh, it is necessary to devise a system 

which will spread a simultaneous effort for efficiency over as wide an area as 

possible. It is also clear that such efficiency will not be attained or maintained unless 

the main effort comes from within and each Ministry/Department or operating agency 
builds up sufficient interest and competence to provide its own 0 & M Unit. The 

Primary objectives of the Division are to: 

(I) Supply the leadership and drive, and 

(II) build up a common fund of information by a co-operative effort, experience 
and competence in O & M work. 

The O & M Division is headed by a Director (also Additional Secretary to the 

Government of Bangladesh in the Ministry of Services and General Administration), 

who is assisted by a Deputy Director, an Assistant to Director, an Assistant Director 

and a complement of Secretariat Staff. The work is carried on through the O & M 

Units set up in each Ministry/Department, each render the charge of a Deputy 
Secretary functioning as its internal 0 & M officer in addition to other duties. 

The Director. O & M Division, exchanges ideas and experiences with M & O 

officers of the various Ministries Departments from time to time by holding joint 

meetings. In the Ministries, periodic meetings are held, quite frequently, to review 

generally the progress of O & M work therein 

The Deputy Director. O & M Division, pays informal visits to the various 
Ministries and Departments (including their Attached and Subordinate Offices), 

makes random checks to see how far the prescribed procedures are being followed 

and renders advice on various problems of O & M works. 

Military Wing: 

The Military wing is responsible for all Secretariat work connected with the 

meetings of the Defense Minister's Committee, the Chiefs of Staff Committee, the 

Principal Personnel Officers' Committee the Joint Planning Committee, the Joint 

Intelligence Committee, the Joint Trading Committee, etc 

Economic Wing: 

The Economic Wing is responsible for all secretariat work of the Economic, 

Production and Distribution Committee of the Cabinet, the Committee of Economic 

Secretaries and the Supply Committee. 

Attached Office: 

Central Statistical Organisation. 

The main functions of this organisation are: 
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(1) Preparation and publication of the annual statistical abstract, monthly abstract 
of statistics, weekly bulletin of statistics, and guide to current official statistics. 

(2) Attending to work relating to the United Nations Statistical Organisation, the 
observance of International Conventions pertaining to economic statistics and 

provision of data required for periodical publications and for other adhoc purposes. 

(3) Undertaking special work for the various Ministries of the Government, 

including provision of facilities for training of officers in day-to-day statistical work. 

(4) Graphical presentation of current statistics with a view to throwing light on the 
developing economic situation. 

(5) Advising the Ministries and other Governmental agencies on statistical matters 
and arranging interdepartmental matters and arranging interdepartmental discussions 

on statistical problems. 

(6) Coordinating the statistical work of the Ministries and other Governmental 

agencies. 

(7) Keeping continuous touch with national statistical organizations in other 

countries of the world particularly with regard to the latest development in 

methodology and organisation. 

(8) Developing definition and standards for improving national and international 

comparability and the quality of information required by the Government. 

The organisation should function under the guidance of a Statistical Adviser to the 

Cabinet and is headed by a Statistician, who is assisted by various technical and 
secretarial staff. 

PLANNING COMMISSION 

The importance of a planning commission cannot be over emphasized. Almost all 
the under-developed countries and most of the developed countries have their 

Planning Commissions. The creation of the Planning Cell shows that the government 

of the Democratic Republic of Bangladesh has paid serious attention to the subject of 

planning to deal with the immediate post-liberation problems of unexampled 

complexity, to make the country self-sufficient both in matters regarding agriculture 

and industries, and to formulate plans and programmes for the social and economic 

development of the country on sound lines. 

Functions and Organisation 

The main functions of the Planning Commission are: 

(1) To make an assessment of the material, capital and human resources of the 

country, including technical personnel, and to investigate the possibility of 

augmenting such of those resources are found to be deficient in relation to the nation's 

requirement. 

(2) To formulate and plan for the most effective and balanced utilization of the 
country's resources. 
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(3) To define the stages in which the plan should be carried out and to propose the 

allocation of resources for the due completion of each stage on a determination of 

priorities. 

(4) To indicate the factors which are tending to retard economic development, and 
to determine the conditions which, in view of the current social and political situation, 

should he established for the successful execution of the plan. 

(5) To determine the nature of the machinery which would be necessary for 
securing the successful implementation of each stage of the plan in all its aspect. 

(6) To appraise from time to time the progress achieved in the execution of each 
stage of the plan and to recommend the adjustments of policy and measures that such 

appraisal might show to be necessary. 

(7) To make such interim or ancillary recommendations as might be appropriate 

on a consideration of the prevailing economic conditions, current policies, measures 

and development programmes or an examination of such specific problems as may be 

referred to it for advice by the Government for facilitating the discharge of the duties 

assigned to it. 

(8) To prepare the Annual Development within the framework of the Five-Year 

Plan. 

The Planning Commission if primarily a staff agency to advise the Government of 

Bangladesh in matters pertaining to planning and development. At the same time, the 

Commission has to undertake, from time to time, certain line of functions like the 

enlistment of public co-operation in the implementation of the plan, general direction 

and supervision of the Community Project and so on. 

Composition of the Planning Commission: 

The Composition should consist of 8 members. They are the Chairman (the Prime 

Minister), four full time members, (including the Deputy Chairman) and the Ministers 

for Commerce and Industry, Defense and Finance. The portfolios of the Members of 
the Commission are distributed as under: 

(1) General Planning and Social Services 

(2) Finance 

(3) Industries and Agriculture 

(4) Education and Health 

(5) International Trade and Development 

(6) Irrigation and Power 

Each member of the Commission is responsible for one or more subjects and the 

Deputy Chairman is responsible for the overall coordination and administration. In 
addition, there is an organisation named the Programme Evaluation Organisation 

working along with the Commission. 

There should be a Planning Cell in each Ministry and Department to prepare the 

plan relating to that Ministry/Department. There should be similar cells in the District 
Boards, 
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Union Boards and Municipalities. Similarly, there should be an implementation 
committee at each level to review the progress of the execution of the plan at each 

level. There shall be an Implementation Committee headed by the Prime Minister at 
the top. It will have 7 or 8 members. Its main responsibility shall be (a) to review the 

progress in the implementation of the plan and (b) to examine the bottlenecks and to 

suggest remedies. In each of the four divisions of Bangladesh there should be a high-

powered development board which will be responsible for planning and development 

of the areas concerned. They shall report direct to the Planning Commission. 

Secretariat: 

The Secretariat shall consist of: 

Secretary   : 

Joint Secretaries  : 

Deputy Secretaries  : 

Under Secretaries  : 

Section Officers  : 

1 

4 

8 

12 

24 

The Commission may be divided into three major parts: 

(1) Programme Advisers 

(2) General Secretariat 

(3) Technical Division 

(1) Programme Advisers: 

There may be three senior officers designated as Advisers (Programme 
Administration) having the status of ex-officio Additional Secretaries to the 

Government of Bangladesh, to assist the Members of the Commission in matters 
concerning field study and observation of various schemes and projects. They also 

assist the Commission in connexion with the progress and implementation of various 

schemes and projects. They will work in close co-operation with the committees 

started above. In addition, these advisers also pay specific attention to the various 

problems of finance, public cooperation and administration connected with the 

implementation of the plan. 

(2) Secretariat: 

The Secretariat shall have the following branches: 

(a) Administrative Branches-General Branch, Administrative Branch, O & M 
Section and Accounts Branch. 

(b) Plan Co-ordination Branch 

(c) General Co-ordination Branch 

(d) Information and Publicity Branch. 

(3) Technical Divisions: 

The Technical Divisions are responsible for: 

(a) Scrutinizing and analyzing various schemes and projects to be incorporated 
into the plan. 
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(b) Conducting technical studies and research regarding Plan projects and 

programmes. 

(c) Preparing study material and reports on the plan. 

(d) Following up of Plan projects, etc. 

The heads of the Technical Divisions are subject-specialists designated as Chiefs 

or Directors, who are assisted by Deputy and Assistant Chiefs and adequate research 

staff. 

A brief description of the Technical Divisions is given below:- 

(1) Economic Division 

The activities of this Division may grouped into two main categories: 

(a) Overall aspects of planning, & 

(b) Assessment of Resources. 

In regard to overall aspects of Planning, the Division examines such issues as are 
connected with the size of the plan, objectives and priorities and Broad economic 

policy to be pursued for achieving the objectives of the plan. In regard to resources, 

the main function of the Division is to work out an assessment of financial resources, 

domestic as well as foreign. The Division has also to give an overall evaluation of the 

progress achieved over a particular period in economic terms. The Division has also 

to deal with references received from the various Ministries, and outside bodies and 

individuals. 

(2) Education Division 

Problems connected with various types of education, such as general education, 
technical education, women's education, scientific education, education of the 

handicapped, social education, physical education, rural education, adult education 

are dealt with in this Division. In addition, studies are also made on the following 

subjects: 

(a) Scholarships 

(b) Library Development 

(c) School feeding and School health programme 

(d) Development of Bengali Language 

(e) Cultural activities, Archaeology, Museums, National Academies, National 
Theatres, etc. 

(0) National Cadet Corps, Auxiliary Cadet Corps, Social Service Camps, Students 
and Youth Camps, etc. 

(g) Assistance for educational development. 

(3) Food and Agriculture Division 

This Division undertakes work on the overall aspects of agricultural planning, 

both physical and financial. In particular, it is concerned with subjects such as 

planning of agricultural production, grow more food schemes, crash programmes, 

agricultural marketing, development of warehouses, co-operation and agricultural 

credits, animal husbandry dairying, fisheries, forest and soil conservation, agricultural 

labor, village bodies, Community Development and National Extension Service and 

production Co- 
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operatives. In addition to these, special studies are initiated from time to time on 

different aspects of agricultural production. 

(4) Health Division 

This Division deals with all aspects of health problems in the country. 

Work relating to health Panel and other consultative bodies also forms a part of 

this Division's responsibility. Studies of the following types are also initiated in the 

Division to serve as a firm basis for future planning: 

(a) Collection of basic data on the available health facilities. 

(b) Studies of man-power resources and employment. 

(c) Studies of: 

(1) Hospitals 

(2) Population Data 

(3) Vital and Demographic Statistics 

(4) Health statistics, morbidity, mortality 

(5) Other specific subjects of importance. 

(5) Industry and Minerals Division 

Problems of policy programmes, etc., connected with various industries and 

minerals including the questions of co-ordination with small scale industries are 
studied in this Division. It maintains close liaison with the Ministries of Commerce 

and Industry, Field, Minerals and Natural Resources and other technical 
organizations. The subjects dealt with in their Division include special studies on 

various items relating to development of industries. 

(6) Labor and Employment Division 

All aspects of labor and employment problems are dealt with in this Division. In 

all its work, the Division maintains close liaison with the Ministry of Labour and 

Employment and Social Welfare. 

(7) Land Reforms Division 

The functions of this Division shall be as follows: 

(a) to maintain continuous study of problems relating to the ownership, 
management, cultivation and distribution of land. 

(b) to examine the possibility of the redistribution of land on the principal-land to 
the tiller. 

(c) to assist the Government in determining and carrying out of land reforms. 

This Division shall keep close liaison with the Ministry of Food and Agriculture. 

(8) Natural Resources Division 

The subjects dealt with in this Division include irrigation power, flood control, 

drainage and other fields to water resources. This Division should have a special wing 

to 
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deal with the problem of flood control. This Division is called upon to work on 

various committees on Irrigation and Power Projects. This Division maintains close 

contact at technical level with the authorities in major irrigation projects. The 

Division collaborates with a number of national and international institutions and 

specialized agencies. 

(9) Transport and Communication Division The entire problems relating to 

Railways, Roads, Highways and Waterways should be the subject of intensive study 

and examination by this Division. Special studies connected with transport, planning 

must be undertaken in this Division. 

(10) Village and Small Industries Division 

The following subjects are dealt with this Division: 

(a) Cottage industries 

(b) Handloom and Power-loom 

(c) Village Industries 

(d) Small Scale Industries 

(e) Handicrafts 

(f)  Silk and Sericulture 

(g) Coir Industry 

(11) Programme Administration & Public Administration 

This Division brings together into common tables the public sector plan as a 

whole. It also prepares and co-ordinates materials for periodical reports on the 

progress of the Plan. 

(12) Statistics and Survey Division 

The main functions of the Divisions are as follows: 

(a) to promote through statistical Bureaus and Statistical Agencies, the collection, 

checking and analysis of statistics relating to the plan and the progress of its 

implementation. 

(b) to maintain essential statistics needed by the Planning Commission on the plan 

and its progress. 

(c) to prepare periodical progress report. 

(13) local Development Works Branch 

It concerns itself with schemes which have their origin in the people themselves 

working through voluntary associations. Union Boards and Village Panchayets. The 

basic principles in this field are laid down by the Planning Commission. 

(14) Housing Section 

It deals with policy programmes, etc., relating to various aspects of Housing, 
Town and Country Planning including Regional Planning. 

It shall keep close liaison with the Ministries of Works, Housing and Supply, 
Labor, Employment and Social Welfare, Railways Community Development, Local 

Self- government and Rural Housing and Home Affairs. 
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(15) Scientific and Industrial Research Section 

This section is concerned with work in the field of Scientific and Industrial 
research in relation to national development. It ensures that information regarding 

development in scientific research flows into the Planning Commission regularly. It 
deals with the work of scientists. Within the Planning Commission, this section is 

responsible for the work of certain important scientific institutions, organizations and 

associations, universities and rural scientific centers. 

(16) Social Welfare Section 

It deals with social welfare and welfare of backward classes.lt maintains close 
liaison with the relevant Ministries, Departments and Agencies, both official and non-

official. 

(17) Public Management Studies Section 

It is concerned with the study of problems of organisation and administration of 
public enterprises and other state undertakings. It keeps itself in touch with the studies 

being made in the Ministries, enterprises and universities of the country and also with 

studies made in other countries. 

(18) Prospective Planning Section 

It deals with the questions of general policy affecting long-term planning and 
development of basic industries in the context of rapid industrialization. It is also 

concerned with problems relating to long range prospects of development of power 
resources, transport service, pattern of agricultural development and employment in 

relation to increase in productivity. 

(19) Scientific and Technical Manpower Section 

It deals with subjects relating to assessment of manpower, training and 

apprenticeship, engineering personnel, technical personnel requirements and service 

conditions of technical personnel. 

(20) Prohibition Section. 

The functions of this section are to co-ordinate the work on prohibition taking 

place in different areas. Information regarding the area and population covered by 
prohibition, methods of improvement, problems arising out of enforcement, changes 

in the law and other connected problems, is collected, analyzed and processed. It also 
maintains statistics regarding area, population, financial effects and incidence of 

crime. It also initials suggestions for assistance to prohibition through properly 
organized campaigns of publicity and keeps in touch with leading voluntary 

organizations in this respect. 

(21) International trade and Development Section 

The main functions of this section are to investigate the role that foreign trade in 

the economic development of Bangladesh as also to study economic development in 
the countries abroad, especially underdeveloped areas, with a view to assessing their 

effect on the development of Bangladesh. It also deals with certain aspects of 
Bangladesh's current trade with foreign countries and undertakes a systematic study in 

the country's exports and imports at particular intervals. 
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Programme Evaluation Organisation. 

This is to undertake a systematic and periodic assessment of the methods and 

results of the community development programme. Although the Programme 

Evaluation Organisation is administratively linked with the Planning Commission, it 

is, for all practical purposes, are independent organisation and is assisted in technical 

matters by the Programme Evaluation Board. The main functions of the Programme 

Evaluation Organisation are: 

(I) Making a systematic recurring evaluation of the methods and results of the 

Community Development Programme by keeping all concerned apprised currently of 

the progress made towards accomplishing programme objectives. 

(II) Pointing out those extension methods which are proving effective and which 
are not. 

(III)Furnishing an insight into the impact of the Community Development 

Programme upon the economy and culture of Bangladesh. 

Advisory Bodies 

A few advisory bodies may function in the Planning Commission and they are: 

1. National Development Council 
2. Committee on Plan Projects 

3. Advisory Committee on Irrigation and Power Projects 
4. Co-ordination Committee for Public Co-operation. 

BANGLADESH PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

Composition of the Commission: 

The Commission should consist of four members, in addition to the Chairman. 

The Chairman and other members of the Commission shall be appointed by the 

President. Half of the members of the Commission should be persons who on the 

dates of their respective appointments have held office for at least ten years under the 

Government. 

A member of the Commission holds office for a term of five years from the date 

on which he enters upon his office or until he attains the age of sixty-five years, 

whichever is earlier. He may, by writing under his hand addressed to the President, 

resign his office. 

The Chairman or a Member of die Commission can be removed from office only 

by an order of the President under the following circumstances: 

(I) On the ground of misbehavior after the highest court, 

on reference being made to it by the president, has, on enquiry held in accordance 

with the procedure prescribed in that behalf under the constitution of Bangladesh, 

reported that the Chairman or such other member, as the case may be, ought, on any 

such ground to be removed, ( or pending enquiry into such a case by the Supreme 

Court, the president may suspend from office the Chairman or a Member of the 

Commission until he has passed orders on receipt of the report of the highest Court on 

such reference); 
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(II) If he is adjudged as insolvent; or 

(III) If he engages, during his term of office, in paid employment outside the 

duties of his office; or 

(IV) If he is, in the opinion of the President, unfit to continue in office by reason 

of infirmity of mind or body; 

On ceasing to hold office- 

(a) The Chairman of the Commission is ineligible for appointment as the 

Chairman of the Bangladesh Public Service Commission, but not for any other 
employment under the Government of Bangladesh. 

(b) A Member of the Commission is, however, eligible for further employment 

under the Government of Bangladesh. 

Functions and Organizations 

The functions of the Bangladesh Public Service Commission shall be laid down in 
the constitution of Bangladesh. These should include: 

(1) The Commission is to act as the guardian of the merit. It should be the duty of 

the Commission to conduct examinations for appointments to the services of 

Bangladesh. 

(2) The Commission shall be consulted: 

(a) on all matters relating to methods of recruitment to civil services and for 

civil posts; 

(b) on the principles to be followed in making appointments to civil services 

and posts and in making promotions and transfers from one service to 
another and on the suitability of candidates for such appointments, 

promotions or transfers; 

(c) on all disciplinary matters affecting a person serving under the 

Government of Bangladesh in a civil capacity, including memorials or 

petitions relating to such matters; 

(d) on any claim by or in respect of a person who is serving or has served 

under the Government of Bangladesh in a civil capacity, that any cost 
incurred by him defending legal proceeding instituted against him in 

respect of acts done or purporting to be done in the execution of his duty 

should be paid out of the consolidated Fund of Bangladesh; and 

(e) on any claim from the award of a pension in respect of injuries sustained 
by a person while serving under the Government of Bangladesh and any 

question as to the amount of any such award, and it shall be the duty of the 

commission to advise on any matter so referred to them and on any other 
matter which the President may refer to them. 

The constitution shall provide that the President may-make regulations specifying 

the metters concerning the Bangladesh Administrative Service and also other services 
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posts in connection with the affairs of the Government of Bangladesh in which either 
generally or in any particular class of cases, it shall not be necessary for the 

commission to be consulted. 

The Constitution shall lay down: 

(I) Nothing in (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) above shall require the Commission to be 

consulted as respects the manner in which provision is made by the Government for 

the reservation of appointments or post in favor of any backward classes or citizens 

who, in the opinion of the Government, are not adequately represented in the 

Services. 

(II) All regulations made by the President specifying the matters in which it shall 

not be necessary for the Commission to be consulted as indicated above, shall be laid 
for not less than fourteen days before the National Parliament, as soon as possible 

after they are made and shall be subject to such modifications, whether by way of 
repeal amendment, as the National Parliament may make during the session in which 

they are so laid. 

The Commission's recommendations are not binding on the Government. They are 

not mandatory. Normally, the Government accepts the recommendations of the 
Commission, and this is a convention. But cases in which the Commission's advice is 

not accepted are mentioned by them in a report presented annually to the President in 
accordance with the provisions of the Constitution. The Constitution should provide 

that the President shall cause a copy of the report to be laid down before the National 
Parliament with a memorandum explaining, in respect of cases in which the 

Commissioner's advice was not accepted the reasons for such non-acceptance. 

A short description of some of the important functions rendered by the 

Commission is given below: 

(1) Examinations 

The Commission shall conduct the following open competitive examinations: 

A. The Bangladesh Administrative Services (a unified grading structure) direct 

recruitment shall be at the following levels or grades : 

1) Under Secretary Level 

2) Section Officer Level 

3) Clerical Level. 

B. The Scientific, Engineering, Medical, and other technical services 
1) Scientific Service 

2) Engineering Service 

3) Medical Services 

4) Various other technical services. 

C. The Defense Services Examination for admission to: 

1) The National Defense Academy. 
2) The Military College. 

3) The Bangladesh Air Force Flying College 
4) The Commissioned Ranks of the Bangladesh Navy. 
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(D) The Army Medical Corps Examination 

(E) Type-writing tests for the Ministerial Staff of the Sectional and Attached 

offices. 

(1) Direct recruitment by Interview 

(2) Promotion 

(3) Temporary appointments and Re-employment 

(4) Disciplinary cases 

(5) Quasi-Permanency Cases 

(6) Reimbursement of Legal Expenses 

(7) Extraordinary Injury pensions. 

Secretariat: 

The Secretariat staff of the Commission comprises: 

Secretary 

Deputy Secretaries 

Under Secretaries 

Section Officers 

 

1 

4 

12 

36 

 
 

In addition to the branches dealing with the house-keeping functions, the office of 

the Commissioner may be organized into the following branches: 

(1) Examination Branch 

(2) Recruitment Branch 

(3) Services Branch 

(4) Appointments Branch 

(5) Confidential Branch 

 

N. B. The Government of Bangladesh will be well-advised to consider the 

feasibility of adopting what is called Method II, as it obtains in Britain, in addition to 

the traditional method i. e. open competitive examination. It consists of: (a) a short 

written examination; (b) prolonged psychological tests; and (c) interview by the 

Public Service Commission. 
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CHAPTER III 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION 

I. 

What is District Administration? 

The district is the fundamental primary unit of administration in Bangladesh. Its 

origin can be traced to the distant past. During the Hindu, Muslim & British periods 

of this sub-continent, district was the main unit of administration. It continues to be so 
even to-day. District Administration is an important arch in the edifice of the general 

administration of the country. Whether it be for the maintenance of law & order or the 
implementation of the plan schemes for development it is the district which is the unit 

of administration. Though the executive power rests ultimately with the Government 
functioning through its cabinet, supported by the Secretariat located in the capital, the 

mass of the people for whom the administration is carried on live in the districts. It is 
here that the majority of the people feel the impact of Government's policies which 

are spelt out at the higher levels of the Government. It is also here that the public 

grievances are more intensely felt. The impact of administration on the people in the 

Districts assumes particular importance when viewed against the fact that it is they 

who send the larger body of representatives to the legislature and determine its 

composition. The districts, are, therefore, not only the fields in which Government's 

policies, particularly in the welfare sphere, are in the main put into execution. They 

also are the major arbitor in the selection of those who formulate those policies. 

 

Districts are the creature of the Government for administration convenience. 

Districts, therefore, have no independent existence of their own. Their boundaries are 

artificial and accordingly can be, and sometimes are altered. District administration, 

then, is the total action of Government in an area specified as a district by the 

government. The broad purposes of district administration are maintain law & order, 
administer justice, collect revenue and attend to the positive welfare of the people. 

Now-a-day more and more attention is given to developmental functions. 

The district administration, designed to effect these purposes, consists of a number 

of agencies of government working at the district level, including the Deputy 

Commissioner and sub-ordinate revenue & magisterial staff, the District police, the 

District Judge & subordinate Judges, field representatives of various development & 

other departments, the district boards, the community development personnel, 

municipalities, Union Boards, Village Panchayets & other local authorities. These 

agencies each perform separate functions but, at the same time, attempt to co- 

ordinate their work in order to make the total action of government in the district both 
effective in terms of cost & time & meaningful to the people of the district which the 

district administration is designed to serve. This co-ordination is secured mainly 
through the Deputy Commissioner, the Chief official representative of Government in 

the district, who has wide powers & overall responsibility for directing all component 
parts of the district administration towards the common objective of government. 
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II. 

Numbers, Types & Dimensions of Districts. 

There are 18 districts in Bangladesh at present and these are (1961 census) 

 
Name Area in sq. meters Population 

'000 

Density of 

population 1961 

census 

1. Dacca 

2. Mymensing 

3. Tangail 

4. Faridpur 

5: Chittagong 

6. Chittagong Hill Tracts 

7. Noakhali 

8. Comilla 

9. Sylhet 

10. Rajshahi 
11. Dinajpur 

12. Rangpur 

13. Bogra 

14. Pabng 

15. Khulna 

16. Barisal 

17. Kushtia 

18. Jessore 

2,882 

6,361 

 

2,694 

2,705 

5,093 

1,855 

2,594 

4,785 

3,654 
2,610 

3,704 

1,502 

1,877 

4,652 • 

4,240 

1,371 

2,547 

50,93 

56,19 

14,00 

31,79 

29,83 

3,85 

23,83 

43.89 

34.90 

28,11 
17,10 

37,96 

15,74 

19,59 

28,49 

42,62 

11,66 

21,90 

1,909 

1,141 

 

1,311 

1,131 

75 

1,468 

1,794 

737 

788 
659 

1,130 

l,o75 

1,157 

600 

1,187 

882 

877 

 55,126  922 

 

Districts can be divided into certain types. First, by for the largest proportion of 

these is of a type which can be conveniently called rural districts. This is not 

surprising when one considers that 94.8 percent of the population of Bangladesh 

(1961 census) lives in rural areas. Second, there are urban districts, in which the 

district administration is primarily concerned with urban problems. Dacca District, 

Chittagong District to a great extent & Khulna District to some extent are examples of 

this type. Third, there are what might be termed industrial districts, covering areas 

which are on the whole, heavily industrialized. Dacca, Chittagong & Khulna are 

examples. In course of time the number of such districts is quite likely to increase. 
Fourth, there is what can be termed scheduled district, such as the Chittagong Hill 

Tracts. 

There are 59 Sub-division, 411 Thanas or police Stations, 64,523 Villages, 4,046 

Union Councils, 191 union Committees & 28 Town Committees. 
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Ill 

Purposes & Principles of District Administration. 

The purposes of district administration and the major principles which underlie 
their application apply in rural districts in Bangladesh. 

Law & Order: 

The first purpose is to maintain the district in a state of Jaw & order. This is 

fundamental & absolutely essential. The safety of the people, their lives & properties, 

are dependent on it. It should receive the highest attention of the Government. The 

genocidal war unleashed on the people of Bangladesh by the West Pakistani military 

personnel has gravely endangered the law & order situation & also has seriously 

dislocated the law & order machinery. The law & order must be put on its proper 

gear. There are seven fundamental principles underlying this purpose. First, there is 

the principle of absolute priority: this means, quite simply, that law & order claim 

absolute priority attention by the district administration. All the other principles of 

law & order & for that matter, the other purposes of district administration must, in 

the final analysis, give way to this principle of absolute priority. Second there is the 

principle of safety for all. The right to safety & security inheres in every citizen of 
Bangladesh and cannot be surrendered, the only limit is the availability of the forces 

of law & order to maintain citizen's safety. Third, there is the principle of the rule & 
law. Every individual or agency of government, in exercising any authority, must 

demonstrably derive it from the law of Bangladesh. The maintenance of the rule of 
law is the main safeguard of the individual citizen against authority wrongfully used 

or attempted. Fourth, there is the principle of the use of force. The sanction of force 
must lie behind the maintenance of law & order, although the measure of good district 

administration is that force is rarely, if even, used. Fifth, there is the principle of the 

supremacy of the civil authority. The civilian supremacy over the forces is the pillar 

on which a democratic administration is based. The future constitution of Bangladesh 

must provide that the civil authority should at all times be in supreme command. 

Sixth, there is the principle of respect for authority, not fear of, but positive respect 

for, authority render law. In a district when this respect for the executive authority 

is missing, or diluted, there law & order will not only become difficult to maintain but 

will tend towards breakdown. Seventh, there is the principle of clearly established 

limits of tolerance which are widely known In the districts. Where people know how 

far they can go, they will tend to go that point and stop; if they do not know, they will 

probe further until they reach a point when they will be stopped. There is a need to 

establish as clearly as possible the limits to tolerance, & attempts to exceed that limit 

must be taken as a challenge to the determination & ability of the executive authority 
responsible for maintaining law & order in the district. There is no margin for 

flexibility & manoeuvre, as in politics, for law & order is not a negotiable commodity. 

The departments mainly concerned are the Deputy Commissioner in his capacity 

as District Magistrate, the Police & the Judiciary. The administration of Jails which is 

under separate department, but generally under the supervision of the District 

Magistrate may also be included. 
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Assessment & Collection of the 

Land Revenue & other Taxes. 

(2) The second purpose of district administration is to assess and collect the Land 
revenue & other taxes. The main principle of revenue administration is that revenue 

by definition is intended to be collected & ought to be collected in full. Once this 

principle is allowed to slip & slide, there is no end to it. There are particular cases 

when it cannot or should not be collected, such as fire, flood or drought. The 

unparallel devastation caused by the present war must be taken into account. In such 

cases, the procedure is to give full relief on outstanding amounts of revenue at once, 

& to come to the aid of villagers with money and materials to relieve their immediate 

distress & to enable them to get on with the next crop. Another principal is fair 

assessment. Whether it is land revenue, irrigation dues, agricultural income tax or 

other taxes & duties which are levied under law, an essential preliminary to collection 

is that assessment must be fair and should be seen to be fair by the asses sees. There is 

also the principle of certainty. People should know the basis of assessment, the 

amount assessed & the place & time when the revenues due are to be paid or 

collected. 

Land Revenue Exemption 

The Awami League is committed to the following principle in regard to land 
revenue: "The burden of land revenue bears heavily upon our peasant population. As a 

measure of immediate relief, all holdings up to 25 bighas (8i acres) throughout 
Pakistan now it will be throughout Bangladesh) shall be exempt from the payment of 

land revenue & arrears in respect of such, plots shall be written off. The ultimate aim 
is the total abolition of the present system of land revenue. The Land records system 

shall be simplified & improve". 

Administration of the Land 

(3) The third purpose of district administration is to administer the land. 

The system of landlordism or the zamindari system was abolished in Bangladesh 

in 1951 under the East Bengal Estate Acquisition & Tenancy Act of 1951. All rent-
receiving interests in Land were acquired with some exception. The zaminders & 

other rent- receiving interests were compensated & the total amount of compensation 
was about Rs. 36.34 crores. Out of the total amount of Rs. 36.34 crores assessed as 

final compensation payable to ex-rent-receivers & others for their properties acquired 
under the Act, total amount paid up to May 31, 1969, was Rs. 22,80,90,796 in cash & 

Rs. 82,04,600 in bonds. Cash payment of compensation, which was made only to 

Pakistani nationals, was almost completed in the year 1968-69 except in the district of 

Sylhet when the payment as expected to be completed in 1969-70. 

Land policy (in regard to Land) as enunciated in the Awami League manifesto 

includes: (a) reorientation of the land system to serve the best interests of the actual 
tillers of Land; (b) setting a ceiling upon land-holdings & redistribution of land which 

exceeds such ceiling to landless cultivators. This ceiling shall be estimated having 
regard to the local conditions or needs of the people; & (c) settlement of government 

has lands with landless cultivators. 
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The abolition of the Zamindari system with compensation to the ex-rent-receivers did 
not produce any appreciable or significant & meaningful effect on the economy of 

Bangladesh .............  it did not go far enough to bring about fundamental changes in 

the system of land tenure in the country. The policy of Awami League in regard to 

land system, as noted above, was conceived in the light of the situation prevailing in 

the country before March 25, 1971. The situation since March 25, 1971, has 

undergone a revolutionary change. The fundamental question is; should not the policy 
of the Government be adjusted to meet the revolutionary requirement of a 

revolutionary situation? Our mighty anti-colonial war of liberation against the West 
Pakistani military- landed-industrial-bureaucratic ruling clique or oligarchy advancing 

side by side with the social revolution & forming part of it, is the main reason why the 
society of Bangladesh of post-liberation era will be radicably & fundamentally 

different from that of Bangladesh before March 25, 1971. Can the Government 
remain indifferent to it? 

It will put the whole thing in its proper perspective if we have a look at the 

characteristic of the agricultural farms in Bangladesh. The following table gives an 

idea about it: 

Size of Farm No. of farms 
Cultivated 
area (p.c) 

Family working 

members for 

cultivated area (p.c) 

Cropping 

intensity 
(p.c.) 

 

Less than- 
0.5 acres 

0.5 to 0.1 

1.0 to 2.5 

2.5 to 5.0 
5.0 to 7.5 

7.5 to 12.5 

12.5 to 25.0 
25.0 to 40.0 

Greater than 40.0 

 
13 

11 

27 

26 
7 

7 

3 
Less than 5 pc 

 

 
1 

2 

13 

27 
20 

19 

14 
3 

1 

 
11.8 

3.7 

1.6 

0.9 
0.6 

0.5 

0.3 
0.2 

0.1 

 
165 

170 

165 

156 
148 

141 

134 
128 

115 

 

According to Pakistan (former) Census of Agriculture, the total number of farms 
in Bangladesh was 6,139,480 & the total cultivated area being 19,138,109 acres. 

In the light of the situation & facts stated above, the Government will have to 

decide their land policy. Land policy may be based on the following principles: 

(1) That the land should go to its tiller. 

(2) That land should be redistributed among the tillers on a per capital basis. This 
should be conditioned by compulsory co-operatives. 

This will also solve the problem of fixing the ceiling upon land holdings. The 

redistribution of land must obviously include the landless cultivators. 

 

 
 
 

 
(1) Pakistan census of Agriculture, Govt. of Pakistan (former) Vol. 1, 1962. p. 29, 358, 20 & 120. 
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(3) After the abolition of the zamindari system the tiller has come into direct 
relationship with the government. There is no intermediary between the tiller & the 

state. 

The introduction of compulsory co-operatives on the basis of per capita 

redistribution of land among the actual tillers will bring about a fundamental change 

in the land system. It is bound to inspire the peasants & inspired peasants can add 

greatly to agricultural productivity, the prime need of our economy. It is estimated 
that "sils" consume 2,50,000 acres of land. The lands of the actual collaborators may 

be confiscated. 

In other cases, the Government may give compensation to the owners in suitable 

forms. This was also done in the U. S. S. R. after 1971 revolution. 

(4) Executive Functions 

The District administration is to administer various other control and executive 

functions of government, that is, control of prices of essential commodities; 

administration of evacuee property; restoration of the property of displaced persons 

rehabilitation of the refugees; conduct of national and local elections; licensing of 

arms, explosives, petroleum and cinemas; issue of passports, extension of visas and 
control of foreigners; enforcement of prohibition of consumption (except for 

medicinal purposes) of intoxicating drinks or drugs injurious to health; protection of 
monuments or objects of artistic or historical interest from disfigurement, destruction 

of essential commodities ensuring the supply of essential medicines, and so on. Good 
public relations, efficiency in execution and strict accountability to the Government 

are three of the more important principles of public administration involved in the 
application of this purpose. 

(5) Relief 

The district administration is to take immediate action to relieve distress in case 

of calamity, disaster such 4s flood, drought epidemic, famine. This time there is no 

end to calamities and disasters because of the genocidal war inflicted on the people of 

Bangladesh. Adequate supplies of essential goods-food, medicine, house-building 

materials, kerosene, edible oil, salt, cloth-are to be ensured. They will challenge the 

district administration to the utmost. The problem of law and order, already stated 

above, is there. The entire district administration will have to be geared to the solution 

of these problems. It would need a vast army of officers. Adequate number of officers 

may not be available, and in that case a corps of volunteers will have to be created to 

assist the administration. 

(6) Development 

The district administration is to promote the positive progress and welfare of the 
people of the district. Administration should not remain insensitive to the problems or 

the people, and that will only alienate the officers from the people. The political 
leaders also must understand this. The political leaders should not interfere with the 

work of the officers, and the main role of political leaders is to see that the officers 
faithfully and honestly implement the decisions of the government. 

Development work occupies an increasingly important place in district 

administration. To-day, the district administration is more extensively concerned to 

promote the welfare of the people. General objectives in this connection are contained 

in 
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the policy statement of the Government of Bangladesh. Contemporary principles 
underlying rural development administration in the district have evolved from the past 

experience, and include the following: 

(1) A permanent impression can be created if the administrative approach to the 

villager is a coordinated one and comprehends his whole life. 

(2) Programmes which are based on the co-operation of the villagers have a better 

chance of success than those which are imposed on them. 

(3) Substantial results are achieved if the principal responsibility for improving 

rural conditions rests with the villagers themselves. 

(4) Better results are possible if the rural development programmes are pursued 

intensively. 

(5) Advice and precept are useless unless they are backed up by practical aids-

e.g.. supplies of seeds and fertilizers, finance and technical guidance and irrigation for 
solving immediate problems 

(6) The approach to the villager should be in terms of his own experience and 

problems and should avoid elaborate techniques and equipment until he is ready for 

them. 

The six major purposes of district administration have been suggested and 

explained in terms of principles which underlie their application. They are clearly so 

diverse and tensive that no single agency can undertake them all. Thus, the district 

administration consists of a number of officers and agencies working within the 

framework discussed in the following Section. 

IV. 

The Framework 

There are the following types of administrative area within each district: 

1. Sub-division 

2. Police station or thana 

3. Villages 

4. District Council 

5. Municipalities 

6. Community Development Blocks 

7. Union Council (and Village Panchayet) 

Sub-divisions. 

Districts are divided into two or more sub-divisions, each of which is in charge of 

an officer called a Sub-divisional Officer. The sub-division is the principal unit of 

land revenue administration between the district and the Villages. There are 59 sub-

divisions in Bangladesh. 

Below the sub-division, the whole of Bangladesh is divided into thanas or police 

stations, and there are 411 police stations in Bangladesh. Each thana or police station 
comprises 158 to 160 villages. There are 64,523 villages in Bangladesh. 
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At the rural level there are District Councils, Thana Councils and Union 
Councils. Rural areas in districts are proposed to be divided, for purposes of rural- 

development administration, into Community Development Blocks, the area of which 
will coincide with that of a Thana. Each Block will be in charge of a Block 

Development Officer. Each Block consists of ten to twelve (10-12) Union Boards, 

each of which will cover ten to twelve villages. Each Union Board is in charge of a 

village level worker. There are the Village Panchayets, one in each village. It is 

headed by the elected representative of that village to the Union Board. 

It is on the basis of this framework that the main components of the district 
administration organise their work. The law, order and revenue components are 

organized in the main on a district-sub-division-thana-tahsil basis; the community 
development and Union Boards components are organized on a district-block-union 

board-Panchayet basis. 

 

V. 

Law, Order, Land Revenue & General Administration. 

Law. 

(a) (Judicial Administration) 

The judicial administration is headed by the High Court. 

The principal civil courts of original jurisdiction in Bangladesh are located at the 

district level. A District Judge presides over each court. He will be appointed by the 

Head of the State in consultation with the High Court. In addition, there are usually 

subordinate judges working in the sub-divisions and the police stations. The Civil 
Courts hear suits and also act as the initial appellate authority in a number of cases 

affecting civil rights which are dealt with by administrative officers or tribunals in the 
first instance. Appeals from subordinate judges lie to the District Judge, although in 

suits valued at more than a specified amount of rupees; appeals lie to the High Court, 
as do appeals from the District Judge. 

The issue before the Government is to see that the Civil Courts either the district 

level or sub-divisional level, whichever area is liberated, start functioning 

immediately. The existing Judges or subordinate Judges if they are acceptable to the 

government should asked to begin their work immediately. Where a Thana is 

liberated, the munsief’s court, if there is one at the thana, should work immediately. 
The precise number of judges who may be both available and acceptable is known at 

the moment. 

Administration of criminal justice is based primarily on the provisions of the 

code of criminal procedure & the Bangladesh Penal Code. The principal authority is 

the High Court. The High Court mainly tries appeals from the decisions of the Session 

Judges. The jurisdiction of a Sessions Judge is usually, but not always, co-extensive 

with the district & when it is, the District Judge for civil suits is also Session Judge for 

criminal cases in his district. He takes cognizance of more serious criminal cases 

within his jurisdiction after they have been committed to him by a magistrate or other 

executive personnel following a preliminary enquiry. He can inflict any punishment 
authorized by the Bangladesh Penal Code, although a sentence of death requires the 

confirmation of the High Court. He also hears appeals against the decisions of 
magistrates. 
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The trial of various crimes of a comparatively minor nature is entrusted to 
magistrates of three grades: a first-class magistrate may pass a sentence of two year's 

imprisonment & 2,000 rupees fine; a second-class magistrate one of six months 
imprisonment and 500 rupees fine; & a third-class magistrate one of one month's 

imprisonment & 100 rupees fine. The District Magistrate bas first-class magisterial 

powers, the Sub-divisional Officers are first-class magistrates & there are second-

class & third-class magistrates at various levels. Cases may come to them in the form 

of private complaints & police arrests. They also administer preventive criminal law; 

for example, they take measures on their own initiative to prevent a breach of the 

peace during festivals or election. In many areas there are honorary magistrates. They 

do not exercise any of the ordinary powers automatically conferred on magistrates 

under the Code of Criminal Procedure, but they do perform such functions as 

authenticating documents & recording dying declarations. It is the District Magistrate 

alone who can issue orders for the distribution of business among the different 

magistrates. In nearly all judicial cases, the magistracy is subject to the control of the 

High Court. 

Separation of the Judiciary from the Executive 

The Awami League is committed to the principle of the separation of the 

judiciary from the executive. "Complete separation of judiciary from the executive 
shall also be constitutionally guaranteed". It may not be possible to implement it 

immediately. At the appropriate time a Committee should be set up to go into the 

question. 

The following chart gives an idea of the judicial administration. 
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These Courts should start functioning immediately at any level covering the area 
which is liberated. 

There are three grades of magistrates to deal with crimes of a minor nature. The 

District Magistrate can issue orders to distribute business among the different 

magistrates. 

Order. 

In Bangladesh the Policy department at present is a directorate under the Home 
Department. It is headed by the Inspector-General of Police. In future it will be under 

the Ministry of Home Affairs. The main Police force, excluding various special 
branches, is organized on a district basis. Each district has a Superintendent of Police 

who is responsible for police affairs throughout the district, subject to the direction of 
the Deputy Commissioner. His primary functions are concerned with the maintenance 

of order, prevention & detection of crime, collection of political intelligence & 
anticorruption work. The District Superintendent of Police is assisted by one or more 

Deputy Superintendents, a number of Circle Inspectors & other officials. There are 

411 police stations in Bangladesh. Each thana or police stations is headed by an 

Officer-in-charge who is assisted by a number constables. At the level of Union 

Councils (these will be named in future the Union Boards) there are 10 to 12 village 

watchmen. The police & the village watchmen together constitute a great force of 

about 80,000. 

Apart from these, there are Ansars, their precise number is not easily 
ascertainable at the moment. The following chart gives an idea of the organisation of 

the police force from the district to the thana level: 
 

Superintendent of Police 

  

Deputy Superintendent of Police 

  

Sub-Divisional Police Officer 

  

O. C. Thana 

  

Union Councils 
Village Watchmen 

 

On the morrow of independence the law and order situation will constitute a 

formidable challenge to the government. Law and order will have to be maintained at 
any cost. Without it life, liberty and property will be insecure. No developmental 

activities 
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can go on in a state of chaos and disorder. The Government must have a firm grip 
over the whole problem. Since the mid-night of March 25, 1971, the law and order 

machinery has been put out of gear. In a number of cases the thana police personnel 
collaborated with the West Pakistani Army. The Mukti Bahini had to take drastic 

measures against them. The West Pakistani army attacked and killed a large number 

of police personnel; but it is extremely difficult to be precise about the exact number. 

A large number of police personnel has joined the Mukti Bahini and has been fighting 

the West Pakistani armed men. 

This raises a number of problems. First, it is to ascertain the size of the police 
personnel that will be available at once after independence. Second, what is the extent 

of the gap between the number that will be available after liberation and independence 
and the number that was there before March 25, 1971. Third, having ascertained the 

gap, it will be urgent in to take immediate steps to fill in the gap. Fourth, after filling 
in the gap, the Government will have to decide whether more police personnel will be 

necessary to maintain law and order after independence. As already stated above, it 

will be a very formidable problem. Fifth, it appears that more police personnel will be 

necessary. The question is: how to recruit them and from where? 

Police Personnel 

(I) It will be extremely difficult to ascertain with any degree of accuracy and 
precision as to how many members of the police force will be available now and 

immediately after liberation and independence. If we assume that 50 p. c., i. e., 20,000 
out of 40,000 police personnel will be available now and after independence, the 

problem will be to obtain the rest, i. e., another 20,000. These 20,000 may be recruited 
from the members of the Mukti Bahini. The Government will have, to ascertain from 

the members of the Mukti Bahini whether, and if so, how many of them will be 

willing to join the regular police force. If 20,000 police personnel are available from 

this source, so far so good. If not, the Government may recruit the remaining number 

from the young men waiting in the youth camps 

Ansars 

(2) The precise number of Ansars is not known. It is also not possible to say how 

many of the Ansars will be available after liberation and independence. If the 

necessary number of Ansars is not available, the vacant quota will have to be filled up 

by recruitment either from the Youth Camps or from other sources. 

Police Officers 

(3) Police officers at the thana level. In 411 or 413 thanas or police stations, there 

will be 411 or 413 O. Cs and their assistants. It must be ascertained as to how many of 

them will be available and at the same time acceptable now and after independence. It 

may be that the full complement may not be available and in such cases, the vacancies 

should be filled up either by promotion from the available qualified personnel or by 

recruitment from the graduate members of the Mukti Bahini (after ascertaining their 

views). 
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(4)  Sub-Division. 

Deputy Superintendents of Police. There are 59 sub-divisions, each headed by a 
Deputy Superintendent of Police and his assistants. If the full quota is not available, it 

may be filled up by promotion from the ranks of the O. Cs having requisite 
qualifications. 

(5) District. 

There are 18 or 19 districts, each district headed by a Superintendent of police 

assisted by Additional or Deputy Superintendents. The exact number must be 
ascertained. If there is any vacancy, it may be filled up by promotion from the rank of 

the Additional or Deputy Superintendents of Police having requisite qualifications and 

experience. There should be no promotion unless the men deserve it. 

(6) Union Council. 

At this level there are 10 to 15 village watchmen in each Union Council. In all the 

4,046 Union Councils, there are about 40,460 such men. They are not adequately 

trained and as such may not be appropriate to meet the post liberation law and order 

problem at their level. Steps are called for to strengthen these elements. 

(7) The entire law and order problem and the appropriate machinery must be 

viewed at the first instance from the Union Council, police station, sub-division and 
district levels. The machinery at each of these levels must be geared up and filled in 

by adequate forces. Time has come to examine it from the point of view of the 
country as a whole. 

(a) Union Council. It seems sensible to begin from the very base of the society, 

that is, the village. At this level, the force of the village watchmen must be 

strengthened. At each village also at the Union Council level there should be Village 
Defense Party or Force. The village watchmen and the requisite number of volunteers 

(10 from each village) and this will mean 100 or 120 for each Union Council will 
have to be reorganized. At each village there should be a voluntary Village Defense 

Party consisting of 10 young able-bodied young men led by the elected member from 
that village to the Union Council, but if the elected member is not either available or 

not suitable, a well respected man from the village should be the leader of the 
voluntary Village Defense Party. At the Union Council level, they and the village 

watchmen will be led by the Chairman of the Union Council, and if not available or 

suitable, by the most respected man there. 

 
U. C. Chairman 

or 

a respected man 

  

strength of the 

Defense party 

= 110 or 130 

  

Village 

Elected Member 

or 
a respected man 
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These will be organized on a purely voluntary basis. Our people are golden, and 
given appropriate political leadership, it will not at all be a difficult proposition. It 

must be brought home to the villagers that this is absolutely essential in defense of 
their lives and properties. The state expects it of them. 

(b) Thana Level or Police Stations. The law and order machinery at the thana 

level must be put on its proper gear. Immediately this must be so at the thanas which 

are either already liberated or which may be liberated soon. Apart from the regular 
police complement, there should be also Voluntary Defense Party at the thana level. 

The required number of police officers and other police personnel may not be 
available. They will work in closest co-operation with the similar bodies at the Union 

Council and Village level. There should also be a Defense Committee at each thana 
headed by the available M. N. A. or MPA It should consist of the Chairman of the 

Defense Party at the Union Council level and members from other appropriate 
political parties. The Committee will work in close co-operation with the regular 

police at the thana level. This arrangement will continue until complete normalcy 

returns to the country, and adequate police force is available. 

(c) Sub-divisions. The Law and Order machinery in 59 Sub-divisions must be put 
in its proper form. The machinery will be headed by the Sub-divisional Police Officer 

who will be assisted by his regular complement of police forces. This, apart, there 
should be a Voluntary Defense Party at this level headed by an M. N. A. or MPA It 

will consist of 5 members from each thana Voluntary Defense Party and 10 other 
respected men. They will work in close co-operation with the Sub-Divisional Regular 

Law & Order machinery. 

(d) District. The Law and Order machinery at the district level must be organized 

and strengthened. The law and order machinery is headed by the Superintendent of 

Police who will be assisted by adequate number of regular police officers and police 

force. It is known as to how many Superintendents of Police are available and 
acceptable. The available and acceptable ones should be put in charge of law and 

order machinery in the district. There should also be a Voluntary Defense Party at this 
level. It may be headed by an MNA or MPA It will consist of 10 MNA or MPAs 

representing the whole district, respected political leaders (10 or 15), respected local 
lawyers (10 to 15) or 25 members representing other professions. This party will work 

in close co-operation with the S. P. and D. C. They will raise at least 70 to 80 
volunteers. 

(e) Dacca City. The law and order machinery in the city will have to be 

strengthened. The city must have its full complement of police. It will be headed by 

the Deputy Inspector-General of Police or a Police Officer of the equivalent rank. At 
each mahalla or ward, there should be a Voluntary Defense Party headed by the most 

respected man in the ward. It will consist of 25 men from the ward and they should 
represent the ward adequately. They will be responsible for law and order in their 

ward. They will work in close co-operation of the police force of the Thana to which 
their ward belongs. There should be a city Defense (voluntary) party consisting of one 

representative from each ward headed by a widely respected political leader. This will 
work in close co-operation with the regular law and order machinery in the city. 
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(f) Chittagong and Khulna. These are also industrial areas. Peace must have to be 
maintained in each such area. There will be similar organizations at this level also. 

The respected trade union leaders and prominent workers will have to be included in 
the Voluntary Defense Party. It may be appropriate to set up similar difference party 

at each industrial establishment or comprising a number of such units depending on 

their location and situation. 

(g) There may be similar organizations at all other cities like Rajshahi. Rangpur. 
Sylhet and so on. 

(h) The whole scheme is based on the clear principle that people at all levels and 

in all places must be associated with the maintenance of law and order. Immediately 

on the morrow of independence it will not be possible to revise the full complement 

of the police personnel. Law and order cannot wait and it must have to be maintained. 

The Government has no alternative but to depend on the people. Given correct, bold 

and imaginative political leadership our patriotic people will do everything to 

presence law and order which is absolutely 'faraz' or imperative in our country. The 

police force and their leaders must prove by their conduct, behavior and action that 

they are the custodians of the rights, lives, liberties, and properties of the people. They 
must give positive evidence that they are the friends of the people. The correct 

mobilization of the people for their own defense will be an impregnable bulk ward 
against any kind of attack on or breach or violation of law, and order. The 

mobilization of the whole people, their close association with the law and order 
machinery, the bold, courageous and imaginative political leader- ship and a friendly 

attitude of the police towards the people will be in my judgment, the best guarantee of 
peace and security in the country. This will be absolutely essential to meet the 

formidable law and order situation on the morrow of independence finally, the 

law and order force must not be deflected from their right and lawful duty or course 

by anyone however powerful he may be. After the Government is able to recruit and 

train the required members of police personnel, the Voluntary Defense Parties will be 

dissolved. 

Land Revenue Administration 

At the district level the Deputy Commissioner is responsible for the collection of 
land revenue as well as other kinds of government taxes, fees, and dues. He is assisted 

by an Additional Deputy Commissioner or Joint Deputy Commissioner at the district 
level and by other staff. At the sub-divisional level, the Sub-Divisional Officer (S. D. 

0.) is responsible for the same at his level, and he is assisted by a Sub-divisional 

Manager at this level. At the thana level there is the Revenue Circle Officer. There 

were 125 Revenue Circles, each circle comprising one big or two or more small 

thanas. The Revenue Circle Officer is in charge of each circle. There are Tahsildars at 

the Tahsil level, each Tahsil comprising about two Union Councils. 

At the top there is the Board of Revenue which is the executive head of revenue 

administration in the Revenue Department. This is only mainly concerned with the 
policy-making. In the future administrative set-up the Board of Revenue will be a 

Department in the Ministry of Finance. (It is discussed in an earlier section). Under 
the Board of Revenue there is the Divisional Commissioner assisted by an Additional 
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:Commissioner at the Divisional level. The following chart gives an idea of this 
organisation. 
 

 Board of Revenue Bangladesh 

    

 Divisional Commissioner  
   Division 

 Addl. Divisional Commissioner  

    

 Deputy Commissioner  

    Sub-division  

 Additional or Jt. D.C. & other staff  

    

 
Revenue circle officer 
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Two Union Council= 1 Tahsil 
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This is the machinery for the administration of land revenue and other taxes and 
duties. At the district level, the Deputy Commissioner is appointing authority for most 

important subordinate revenue staff in the district and supervises and controls the 
work of all of them. 

This machinery can be put in operation at the levels, such as Tahsils. Thanas. 

Sub-divisions and Districts, which may be in the liberated areas. 

Sub-divisions. The Sub-divisions headed by Sub-divisional Officers are more or 

less a replace of the District administration at their level. Generally, the 

responsibilities of the Sub-divisional Officer are similar in breadth of scope to those 

of the Deputy Commissioner. 

In each case the Government must at once ascertain the number of officers at 
different levels and examine who are acceptable. The vacancies should be filled up by 

recruiting persons from different professions outside the government on a contract 
basis. It will inject some vigour and freshness in the administrative organism. 

Technical and other Departments 

Technical and other departments of the government post field offices throughout 

Bangladesh. There jurisdiction usually coincides with district boundaries, although 

there are some exceptions. The following is a sample list of such district level 

officers. 
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(1) Principal Medical and Health Officer 

It includes the Civil Surgeon, other medical personnel, hospital staff and other 

staff. 

(2) Executive Engineer (Buildings and Roads) 

-the full complements of his office. 

(3) Executive Engineer (Irrigation) 

-his entire staff. 

(4) Relief and Rehabilitation officer 

-his full staff. 

(5) District Industries officer 

-his full staff. 

(6) District Agricultural officer 

-his staff. 

(7) District Animal Husbandry Officer. 

(8) Assistant Registrar, Co-operative Societies. 

(9) Education Officer-District Inspector of Schools and his staff. 

(10) Labor Officer (in the industrial districts). 

(11) Social Welfare Officer. 

(12) Public Relations Officer. 

(13) District Employment Officer. 

(14) District Statistician. 

(15) District Social Education Officer. 

(16) Ansar Adjutant. 

(17) Post and Telephone Officer. 

 

These officers have their corresponding counterparts at the sub-divisional level. 

At the thana level too, they have their counterparts. Wherever possible, links must be 

between the thana, sub-division and district levels. 

 

Staff Requirements. 

At each level and at each category of offices the Government should, without any 

loss of time, determine the precise number of officers who may be available and also 

acceptable. It seems to be that the overwhelming majority of officers who joined their 

duties during the course of liberation struggle may not the collaborators with the West 

Pakistani army. The number of willing collaborators may not be large, and this is 

likely to constitute something like 5 to 8 per cent of the total complement of officers. 

Apart from the actual collaborators, all others should be permitted to resume their 

duties forthwith in all liberated areas. The actual collaborators should be dealt with 

through judicial and lawful manner. Some collaborators at the top level may be given 

exemplary punishment. 
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The Deputy Commissioner 

In a democratic system, an organisation whose members are equipped with arms 

and have the power to arrest or otherwise interfere with the liberties of the people, 

cannot claim complete freedom from supervisory control exercised by an external 

civilian authority. Such control is indispensable as a safeguard against the misuse or 

excessive use of the undoubtedly drastic powers which a police force is armed with. 

The proper approach would be that such civil authority should ultimately be 
responsible for the maintenance of peace and tranquility, and that the forces in 

uniform should be the agency through which the objective is to be attained. 

It seems reasonable that the supervisory control if the Deputy Commissioner over 

the police should continue. This control should be a general nature and that, except in 

times of emergency, there should be no occasion for the Deputy Commissioner to 

direct the working of the police organisation. In other words, in the day-to-day 

functioning his organisation and in matters of a routine nature like transfers and 

postings within his Jurisdiction, the District Superintendent of Police should have full 

control, except that in matters when the functioning of a particular office is not in 

accordance with the maintenance of law and order, the Deputy Commissioner may 
intervene to have appropriate action taken, for example by transfer. The Deputy 

Commissioner should annually record his views on the performance of the District, 
Superintendent of Police after receipt from the officer concerned of a note written by 

him on his performance during the period under review. 

Protocol Duties 

An aspect of a district officer's work which can be a source of considerable 
difficulty and embarrassment is the one associated with the protocol duties and 

functions to be performed when dignitaries visit a district. It appears reasonable to 

suggest that it should not normally be necessary for the collector or any other district 

officer to wait upon a visiting dignitary unless his presence is specifically required. 

Re-organisation of the District Administration. 

The districts in the country vary widely in respect of area and population. The 

district of Mymensingh has a population of 55,32,318 in 5,060 square miles, while the 

Chittagong Hill Tracts District has 1,35,134 in 5,093 square miles. The population of 

Sub-divisions varies largely in population from 1, 91,200 in Meherpur Sub-division to 

94,48,540 in Jamalpur Sub-division, and 17,92,804 in the Noakhali Sadar Sub-

division. The average size of the population of Sub-divisions varies between 6,00,000 

to 10,00,000. 

The population of the districts is by and large too vast for sound and effective 

administration. Even if the administrative staff in bigger districts is suitably reinforced 

to handle the larger volume of work generated there is little doubt about the fact that 

there is always an optimum size for a district, beyond which the problems of co-

ordination would tend to make administration lax, inefficient and ineffective. This is 

highly detrimental to development and welfare programmes. The districts now in 

existence, have remained administrative units for several decades past. The ratio 

between the population and the 
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officers is too thin for any effective administration. The burden on the district officers 
is too heavy to produce any meaningful administration. It has always been rightly 

pointed out that Bangladesh has been suffering from under administration. The Report 
of the Finance Commission, 1943, observed that Bangladesh was under administered. 

It seems reasonable to suggest that all the sub-divisions should be converted into 

districts. In some cases one or two sub-divisions may have to be divided into two 

districts. The optimum size of the population of each district should be between 

6,50,0(X) to 10,00,000. As and when it is implemented, it will produce near about 60 

or 61 districts in Bangladesh. There are now 411 police stations or thanas in the 

country. These areas should be suitably arranged into 250 sub-divisions with an 

average population of 3, 00,000 in each sub-division. The city of Dacca may be 

converted into a metropolitan district. Being the headquarters of the Government, the 

greater Dacca city has problems which have no parallel in other areas. 

It will require a larger number of officers' of different categories than the country 

has at the moment. It will also involve substantial amount of money. The whole 

scheme can be implemented on a phased basis. In the meantime, the Government 

should appoint a high powered committee to go into the whole issue. 

Local Self-Governing Bodies. 

Good government is no substitute for the foundation of democratic local self- 

governing bodies. The local self-governing institutes provide the people with the 

opportunity to participate in the local administration is a very significant aspect of 

democracy. The main problems to be faced in organizing the local self-governing 

bodies will be: 

 (1) Problem of area. 

The districts are too vast both in population and area. It is already proposed above 

that the sub-divisions with necessary adjustments should be converted into districts. 

This will make the area of the proposed District Board small with a manageable 

population. 

 (2) District Board. 

 (a) The existing District Council should be renamed as the District Board. The 

members should be elected on the basis of the universal adult franchise. The 

District Boards should consist of 25 to 30 members.  

The Chairman of the District Board should be given the rank of a Deputy 

Minister. 

(b) The District administration should be divided into two-sectors one concerned with 

"regulatory" functions, like law and order, revenue, magisterial functions and 

other similar activities, and the other with "developmental" functions, such as 

agriculture, irrigation, animal husbandry communications, public health and 

sanitation, education, industries, rural arts and crafts, and so on. The Deputy 

Commissioner should be the head of the former and the District Board should 

have the responsibility for the latter. 
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(c) The Deputy Commissioner and the Chairman of the District Board should 
meet at periodical intervals to resolve matters calling for co-ordination 

between the regulatory and developmental administration. This procedure 
should be given official recognition in the legislation dealing with the local 

bodies. 

(3) Union Board. 

 (a) Membership. Each Union Board (the existing Union Councils should be 

      replaced by the old Union Boards) should consist of 10 to 15 members. They 

      should be directly elected on the basis of universal franchise. The members 

      should elect their own Chairmen from amongst themselves. 

 b) Functions. The functions and duties assigned to the local bodies can be broadly 
      placed under three categories: 

           (I) Municipal services and other civic amenities; 

          (II) Social welfare activities; and 

          (III) Development work. 

(4) Development Block. Each Development Block will comprise the area covered 

by a police station or thana. The functions, responsibilities and the staff 

requirements of the development have been set out in detail in the Report on 

Community Development already submitted to the Government. 

(5) Finances: (a) Taxation and other dues. 

                            (b)  Government Grant, 

                            (c)  Development. 

(6) Method of work: well-developed committee system. 

A detailed long-term plan for the development of local self governing bodies will 

be submitted in due course. 

It is difficult to say at the moment as to how many of the lotcal bodies will be in a 

position to function. This will have to be ascertained immediately on the morrow of 
independence. In many cases, it may be necessary to make ad-hoc arrangement.  

 
 

(Muzaffar Ahmed Choudhuri) 
Chairman 

Planning Cell. 
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OFFICE OF THE ZONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE, YOUTH CAMPS. 

SOUTH EAST ZONE II. 
GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH. 

 

Appointment letter. 

Mr. Syed Motiul Islam, S/o. Sujat Ali, Vill……… P. O. Comilla, P. S. 
Kotwali, Dist Comilla is appointed as Political Instructor with effect from 10th May, 

71 and posted in Youth Reception/Transit Camp at Padmanagar, Boxnagar. 

 

                                                                         (Ahmed Ali) 

                                                                          Chairman, 

                                                                                  Zonal Advisory Committee, 

                                                                                Youth Reception Camps. 

                                                                      Govt. of the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh. 

_________ 

 

From :-Capt. Mahbubur Rahman 

Sub-Sector H. Q 

Nirbhaypur 
D. C. No. 1. 

5 May, 71 
 

 
To: - Prof. Mr. Abul Kalam Majumdar 

   Chief Dist. Awami Volunteer Corps 
   Comilla 

 

Subject: -Local organisation for food and shelter of MF operating in Laksham 

 

As you have been holding the key appointment  .....  in the Awami League Front in 

Comilla Dist. and you belong to Laksham P. S., you are requested to organise the area 

you residing in such a way that our troops operating there may get food and shelter. 

You are also requested to provide us with guides for our troops operating in the area 

from your volunteer corps. This arrangement by you will be regarded no less 

important than Fighting in the front for our mother land. 

 

I shall be very grateful if you co-operate in this matter which will enable us to 

move and operate move easily in your area. 
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Name :- Gukulnagar Youth Camp (..............) 

Date Started. 

Present Strength 

OFFICERS 

(1) Camp Chief-MD. Shamsul Hoque Meah, M.A. Advocate. 

(2) Deputy Camp chief -Md. Harunar Rashid. 

(3) Camp Supervisor-Waizuddin Ahmed, Advocate. 

(4) Political Instructor- (I) Anwar Hossain, B.A. 

(II)Sirajuddin Ahmed, Advocate. 

(III)Sree Sanjit Kumar Shaha. 

(5) Physical Instructor- (I) Mahtabuddin Ahmed (E.P.R.) 

(II)AbdulMannan. 

(III)Yar Muhammed. 

 

(6) Student Representative-Bashiruddin Ahmed. 

(7) ................. Health Officer-  

                                                                                                  Sd/-Md. Shamsul 

Hoque, 

                                                                                                        M.P.A 

                                                                                                      Advocate. 

                                                                                                         25.5.71 

Name: - Rajnagar Youth Camp.                                  

    Date Started- 

Present Strength 

OFFICERS 

(1) Camp Chief -MD. HANIF, M.N.A. 

(2) Deputy Camp Chief-BISMILLAH, MPA 

(3) Camp Supervisor- 

(4) Political Instructor-    (I) 

   (II) Fazlur Rahman, M.A. (Eco). 

   (III) 

   (IV) 
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(5) Physical Instructor - 
(I) 

(II) 
(HI) 

(IV) 

(6) Student Representative-Md. Shahjahan. 

(7) Labour Representative-Ruhul Amin Bhuiya, 

(8)  .......... Health Officer  

Sd/-Md. Nurul Hoque 

30.5.71  

 

Name- Hathimara Youth Camp                                                                                              

        Date Started-10-4-71. 

                                                                                             Present Strength-750 

OFFICERS 

(1) Camp Chief-M. A. Rashid, M.P.A 

(2) Deputy Abul Bashar 

(3) Political Instructor-  (i) Asgar Ali (Headmaster) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(4) Physical Instructor-  (i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(5) Student Representative-Md. Sahidullah. 

(6) Labour Representative- 

(7) Health Officer (i) Lutful Kabir M.B.B.S. 

                                  (ii) 

                                                                                                          Sd/-. 

LIST OF YOUTH CAMPS 
(YOUTH CAMP CHIEFS) 

DISTRICT 

YOUTH CAMP. 

(Proposed Camp Site) 

M.A. Hannan. 

(a) Chittagong & Hill Tracts, (i) Harina 

       (ii) Sreenagar or 

   Harishamukh khairuddin Ahmed, M. P.A. 

           (iii) Udaipur Capt. S. Ali. M.P.A. 
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(b) Noakhali. 

 
(c) Comilla, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(d) Comilla & Dacca. 

 

 

 

 

Transit Camps at Agaitala for 

Dacca & Comilla. 
 

(i) Chothakhola 

(ii) Radhanagar 
(i)Kathalia 

(Baramura) 

(ii)Hatimara 

(Kamalnagar) 

(iii)Buxnagar 

(Ghayamara) 

(iv) Matinagar 

(i) Konaban 

(ii) Ashrambari 

 

(iv) Patharkandi 

(Karimgonj) 

(i) Joyangar 

(ii) Charipura 
(iii)Congress 

Bhavan. 
(iv) Narsinghar 

(v) Battali 
(Mohanpur) 

 

Khawja Ahmed. MNA. 

A. Hanif, MPA (Rajnagar) 
Abdul Awal, MNA. 

 

M.A.Rashid, MPA. 

 

Prof. A Raof, MPA. 

 

Capl. Alam. 

Ameerul Islam, MPA. 

Mustafa Shahid, MPA. 

(Manik Chowdhury) 

A. Rahim, MNA. 

 

Afzal Hussain, MPA. 

Shamsul Huq, MPA. 
Fazlur Rahman, MNA. 

(Transit only) 
Dewan Abdul Abbas, MNA. 

 

 

An Administrative and Recruitment Committee is Formed for each youth Camp 

constituted of the following Officers 

(i) Camp-in-charge. 

(ii) Deputy Camp-in-charge. 

(iii) Administrative Officer. 

(iv) Political Instructor. 

(v) Student Mobilizer 

(vi) Physical Training Officer. 

(vii) Medical Officer. 

 

Sd/-............... 
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The Chief of Staff 
Bangladesh forces. 

 

Sub : Recruitment for Mukti Fauz Training Camps. 

 
Reference your letter No. 3032/BDF/G dated 18-6-71 on subject. This is to 

confirm that arrangements are being made to establish youth camps all along border 
from Sabrum Kacimgong in order to receive screen and give political education for a 

period of 15 days before they appear before the Board for recruitment to die Mukti 

Fauz. 

 

A list of existing and proposed sits of Youth Camps is the following: 

(i) Camp-in-Charge. 

(ii) Deputy Camp-in-Charge. 

(iii) Administrative Officer. 

(iv) Political Instructor. 

(v) Student Mobilizes 

(vi) Physical Training Officer. 

(vii) Medical Officer. 

 

It is requested that the understanding that following establishment of Youth 
Camps recruitment from other sources, to be discontinued, may kindly be confirmed. 

 

 

 

Sd/- M. Alam 

Secretary General. 
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THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH. 

 

Dt. 6.6.71 
 

Dear Camp Chief/Camp-in-charge, 

I am enclosing extracts of the Youth Relief Camp Project as it now stands 

approved by the government for favor of your study. 

A meeting will be held on SUNDAY at KRISHNANAGAR office at 3 P. M. to 

discuss the project with a view to its speedy and uniform implementation. 

You are requested to kindly attend the meeting. 

In the mean time, you are also requested to expedite appointment of the Camp 
Officers as per para 5 of the enclosed project. 

A set of proformas of Registers & Returns is also enclosed. Kindly bring with you 

the 

returns indicated below: according to proformas enclosed:- 

(i) List of Officers. 

(ii) Daily Return (Entry/Exit). 

(iii) Weekly Progress Report. 

Yours faithfully. 

(M. ALAM) 

6. 6.71. 

 

 

YOUTH RELIEF CAMPS 

(An introduction) 

 

1. OBJECTIVE 

(a) To channel and train the stream of young men coming out of Bangladesh into 

some organized and purposeful activity in service of Bangladesh on their 

return. 

(b) To serve as holding camps from which the trainees for our Armed Forces 

(Regulars and Guerillas will be recruited). 

(c) To train others as Base-Workers who will also serve as Junior Guerillas as 

needed in support and under the command of the Armed Forces. 
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2. PROGRAMME 

(a)  Training will be given within the next six months to 

(i) 50,000 Base Workers 

(ii) 18,000 Armed Forces recruits. 

(b) Average monthly intake will be 12,000. 

(c) Training will be for one month divided into two 15-day parts 

(i) First part mainly motivational training for all new entrants. Armed Forces 

recruitment will then be made. 

(ii) Second part mainly methodical training for Base-Work to those not 
recruited for Armed Forces. 

An outline of the syllabus is attached at Appendix-A ( Summary at Flag-X). 

3. CAMPS SET-UP 

Camps will be of two types: 

(a) Reception Camps: About 15 such camps in Tripura, situated about 5 miles 

within border along main routes of entry. These will provide: 

(i)  Initials rest and orientation. 

(ii) Security check up by respective political leaders. 

(iii) Some initial training, if possible, for these awaiting admission to regular 

camps. 

(b) Training Camps: 10 such camps in Tripura with a capacity of about 100 

each, situated in groups in three areas within 30 miles of Agartala. 

A list of camps is attached at Appendix-B. 

 

4. CAMP MANAGEMENT 

(a) Reception Camps will be managed by Committees consisting of: 

One Camp-in charge. 

One Dy. Camp-in-charge 

One Camp Supervisor. 

One Student Representative. 

One Health Officer. 

(b) Training Camps. 

Each Training Camp will have the following office bearers for providing guidence 

and instruction in their respective fields; 

One Camp Chief. 

One Dy. Camp Chief. 

One Political Instructor per 250 trainees, 
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One Physical Instructor per 250 trainees. 

One Health Officer. 

(ii) The Training programme will be conduct under the overall direction of the 
Training Coordinator (Dr. Abu Yousuf). 

(iii) The management of the Camp facilities and security will be the 

responsibility of the Camp Administration being provided by the 

Government of India. 

5. APPOINTMENTS: 

(a)  Camp Chief/Camp-in-charge and their deputies will be nominated by the 
political Committee of the Eastern Zone, from among public representatives. 

(b) Camp Chief/Camp-in-charge will appoint the other office bearers as follows: 

(i) Camp Supervisor from among public servants and professionals in 

consultation with Director, Administration Youth Relief Camp (Prof. N. I. 
Chowdhury, M.N.A.). 

(ii) Political Instructions from among professor and teachers in consultation 

with Training Coordinator (Dr. Abu Yousuf)- 

(iii) Physical Instructors from among Servicemen/Ex-Servicemen in 

consultation with Sector Commanders. 

(iv) Student Representative as nominated by Bangladesh Student Action 
Committee (Mr. A. Q. Makhan). 

(v) Health Officer in consultation with Medical Coordinator (Dr. 

Akhtaruzzaman). 

(vi) All Appointees will reside in their respective camps. 

6. FINANCE & ACCOUNTS. 

Camp Supervisor/Camp Administrator will be the drawing/disbursing officers. 

They will furnish weekly expenditure returns to the Director. Administration, and 

provision of fresh funds will be subject to up-to-date accounting of funds already 

drawn. 

7.HEADQUARTERS. 

The High Powered Committee for Eastern Zone has set up a Head quarters 

Directorate for overall implementation of the scheme, as follows: 

 

Mr. Mahboob Alam, Director 

Dr. Abu Yousuf, Director 

Prof. Nurul Islam, MNA, Director 

Mr. Muzaffar Ahmed, MP A, 

Director. 

Mr. Khaled Mahmood, MNA, 

Director. 

 

(Project Coordinator) 

(Training Coordinator) 

(Administration) 

(Movement & Hospitality) 

(Motivation) 
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To be filled 

” 

Mr. Bazlur Rahman 

Mr. Mosharraf Hussain 

Prof. Debabrata Datta Gupta 

To be filled 

Dy. Director (Admn). 
 ”        ”         (Supply). 

 ”        ”         (Movement). 

 ”        ”         ( Accounts). 

Dy. Coordinator ( Political) 

 ”         ”             (Physical). 

 

NAME: 

 

Date Started: 

Present  Strength : 

 

YOUTH RELIEF CAMP 

(TRANSIT,'REGULAR) 

OFFICERS 

1. Camp Chief ..... ......................................................................................................... 

2. Deputy Camp Chief:................................................................................................ 

3. Camp Supervisor:..................................................................................................... 

4. Political Instructor ............................................................................................... 

(ii) ..................................................................................................... 

(iii) ..................................................................................................... 

5. Physical Instructor ................................................................................................. 

(ii)........................................................................................................ 

(iii) ... ................................................................................................. 

6. Student Representative.............................................................................................. 

7. Health Officer: ....................................................................................................... 

 

 

Signature:_________________ 

        (CAMP-CHIEF) 

Dated:________________ 
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WEEKLY PROGRESS REPORT 

NAME:                         DATE: 

YOUTH RELIEF CAMPS 

(CHECK LIST) 

 

                                                                                             To-day's strength: 
 

1.OFFICE BEARERS: 

(a) Has the list of office bearers been completed? 

(b) If not which are the vacancies? 

(c) What needs to be done to fill up the vacancies? 

(d) Are the office bearers staying in the camps? 

2. LOCATION: 

(a) At present: 

(b) Moving to: 

(c) Distance from nearest Border point: 

3. CONSTRUCTION: 

(a) Tents- Size: 

Nos. : 

(b) Huts 

(i) Size:  

Nos.: 

(ii) Completed Nos. 

(iii) Under construction: 

(iv) Work not started  

Expected date of commencement of Construction, 
(v) Expected date of completion of all construction: 

(c) WATER SUPPLY: 

 (i) What is the source of drinking water? 

(a) Is it adequate? 

(b) If not, what is being/proposed to be done: 

 (ii) What is the source of bathing water? 

(a) Is it adequate? 

(b) .....................   
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YOUTH RECEPTION CAMP 

Daily Return 
                                                                                                                       

Dated.................... 

Name of Camp ........................  

 

1. No of Youth: 

 

 

 A. Entry 

 

Held Over 

from previous day ...................................... 
Fresh Entry ............... ................................ 

Sub-total ................... ............................... 
 

 B. Exit 

 

To Regular Camp ...................................... 

To Evacuee Camp...................................... 

 

 C. Held Over 

 

(A-B) 

 

 

Expenditure 

 

2. (i) Transportation cost to Regular Camp 

    (ii) Other expenses "        "         " 

Total Expenditure 

 

Rs._____ 

Rs._____ 

Rs._____ 

 
Balance Sheet 

Balance from previous 
day...................................... 

Fresh 
Receipt........................................................... 

Sub-
total................................................................... 

  

Today’s expenditure 

Balance: Carried Over

 ............................................ 

 

 

Camp Administrator 

(Nominee of Returning 

Officer) .......................... . 

             ................................ 

Camp-in-charge 

(Recruiting Officer................................. 

or his nominee) 
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THE MEETING OF THE HIGH POWERED POLITICAL COMMITTEE WAS 

HELD ON 13.6.71 AT N. P. C. C. REST HOUSE, AGARTALA AT 5-00 P.M. UNDER 
THE PRESIDENTSHIP OF ZAHUR AHMED CHOWDHURY. IN ALL 4 MEMBERS 

OF THE COMMITTEE WERE PRESENT. 

 

Members Present: 

1. Mr. Z. A. Chowdhury. 

2. " N. Hoque, MNA, 

3. " Shamsuzzoha, MNA. 

4. " Abdul Quddus Makhan. 

Mr. Mizanur Rahman Chowdhury, the General Secretary of the party who are here 

in connection with visiting of Youth Camps, Relief Camps and on organizational 

matter, also participated in the meeting on a special invitation and contributed 

effected suggestions which help the Committee to come to decision in regard to many 
important problems. 

The High-powered Committee meeting faced a very important and critical 

problem in regard to replacement of Committee member Mr. Taheruddin Thakur, who 

is not in a position to attend the meeting as he is away from Agartala since a long 

time. Further, the pressure created by MNAs, MPAs and other political leaders who 

sent a resolution to the High-powered Committee demanding Mr. Zahurul Quium in 

place of Mr. Taheruddin Thakur as their representative. The matter was discussed in 

length and the Committee came to a decision to replace Mr. Taheruddin Thakur by 

Mr. Zahurul Quium. The General Secretary of the party Mr. M. R. Chowdhury who is 

also from the district of Comilla desired that immediate replacement should be made 
as Comilla is going unrepresented in the absence of Taheruddin Thakur. Accordingly, 

Mr. Zahurul Quium, was taken in place of Mi-. Taheruddin Thakur. all the members 
were unanimous in this connection. 

Resolved that on the basis of the resolution of the meeting of Comma district 

representatives, Mr. Taheruddin Thakur be replaced by Mr. Zahur Quium, MNA, and 

the Committee notes its deep sence of gratitude to Mr. Taheruddin Thakur for this 

contribution to this Committee. 

Resolved that the photo of BANGABANDHU SHEIKH MUJIBUR RAHMAN, 

Head of the State be displayed to all Youth Camps, Reception Camps and in all 

Offices of Bangladesh Liberation Council. And photo shall be supplied by Mr. 

Shamsuzzoha, MNA, Member, Relief & Rehabilitation. 
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Resolved that this High-powered Committee be renamed as Bengal Liberation 
Council, Eastern Zone as suggested by Mr. Mizanur Rahman Chowdhury, the General 

Secretary of the party. The meeting was adjourned till 5-00 P. M. on 14.6.71. On 
14.6.71 only three members were present namely Mr. Zahur Ahmed Chowdhury, Mr. 

Abdul Quddus Makhan and Mr. Zahurul Quium. Discussed many a problem specially 

about the conditions of prevailing in the Youth Camps and Transit Relief Camp. The 

General Secretary also reported about the conditions of the Youth & Relief Camps on 

13.6.71. Again the meeting was adjourned till 5-00 P.M. on 15.6.71. 

On 15. 6. 71 five members of the Committee were present namely Mr. Zahur 
Ahmed Chowdhury, Mr. N. Hoque, MNA. Mr. Shmsuzzoha, MNA and Mr. A.Q. 

Makhan and the General Secretary of the party Mr. Mizanur Rahman Chowdhury, 
MNA also graced the meeting by his presence, suggestion. In this meeting the 

requirements of Youth Camp and other Transit Relief Camp as well as the 
requirements of the Secretariat was discussed and the following resolution was passed 

unanimously. 

Resolved that a Medical Board be formed with the following Doctors for the 

effective functioning of Health Department and with the respective responsibilities 
mentioned against their names. 

Further it is resolved that Member in-charge of Health Deptt. shall be the 

Chairman of that Board as Ex-officio Member. 

These was in connection with the requirements placed by Dr. Abu Yousuf, 
Director, Training Co-ordination. 

 

The name of the Doctors:  

(1) Dr. Mosharraf Hossain, M.B.B.S. MPA General purposes. 

(2) Dr. M.A. Mannan, MPA 

(3) Dr. Kazi Siraj, MPA. 

Dy. Director, Youth Camps. 

Medical Liaison officer 
for Army. 

Resolved that a Publicity Directorate be set up with Mr. Fazlul Hoque Moni as 

expert and Mr. A. B. Mridha, Deputy Director. 

Further, it is resolved that Member, Publicity, and Press shall be the Chairman of 
the said Board as ex-officio Member of the Deptt. 

Resolved that this meeting directors Member in-charge of the press and publicity 

to have a survey in regard to requirements and elements for bringing out a paper and 

to confirm the names submitted by Mr. H.T. Imam, Zonal Administrator, Eastern 

Zone. The report of the survey be placed within 5 days from today. 

Resolved that an amount of Rs. 50,000/- be granted for relief and rehabilitation 

department. 

Further it is resolved that an amount of Rs. 5,000/- be granted for Purchasing 
medicines, where and when it is warranted as emergency. 
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Resolved that a transport be supplied by Prof. K. Alam, MNA, Liaison Officer, 
Sabroom Sector for the following camps: 

(i) Kathalia. (ii) Boxnagar, (iii) Hatimara, (iv) Malagar. 

Resolved that Mr. Zahurul Quium is directed to handle the Deptt. of Press, 

Publicity and Youth Training Camp. 

Resolved that an Administrative Officer with the rank of 1st Class Dy. Magistrate 

be appointed at Karimgonj and Silchar Sectors., Mr. H.T. Imam, Zonal Administrator, 
Eastern Zone is to prepare name for the approval of the Liberation Council. At the 

same time the Committee wants a report from Mr. Farid Gazi, MNA, Liaison officer 
in this connection. 

Resolved that another Administrative officer be appointed at Tura (Mymensingh 

Border) after having the report from Mr. Rafiuddin Bhuiyan, Liaison officer, Tura and 

Garohill Sector. 

Resolved that the following subsidy ceilings may be allowed to Youth Reception 

Camps as needed. 

(a) 0.25 paisa per head per day on average food consumption. 

(b) One Lungi per youth. 

(c) Satranji, Pillow, Bed sheet as needed. 

Resolved that Mr. Shamsuzzoha, Member Relief and Rehabilitation is directed by 

the High-powered Political Committee to deal with the application of Mr. M. A. 

Wahab, MPA, and other who have applied for funds for reception of Awami League 

worker, students, youth and members of public who are reaching India Border and 

required rest and help for Transitment to other camps. 

The meeting ended with thanks to Mr. Mizanur Rahman Chowdhury, the General 

Secretary of the party for his tremendous services which he is rendering for the 

liberation of the country by moving from one Zone to another Zone thus covering the 

Western and Eastern Zone without any recess. 

 

(ZAHUR AHMED CHOWDHURY) 

Convenor, 

High-powered Political Committee meeting. 

 

 

 

Memo. No .....                                                                Dated...........

 ......................  

 
(1) Copy to Administrator, Eastern Zone, Bangladesh Govt. 

(2) " Member, Press & Publicity and Youth Training. 
(3) " Member, Rehabilitation & Relief. 

 
 

                                                                             (ZAHUR AHMED CHOWDHURY) 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

 

A MEETING OF THE HIGH POWERED POLITICAL COMMITTEE FOR THE 
EASTERN SECTOR OF BANGLADESH WAS HELD ON 10. 5. 71 IN N. P. C. 

REST HOUSE, KUNJABAN, AGARTALA. THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS OF 
THE COMMITTEE WERE PRESENT IN THE MEETING. MR. ZAHUR AHMED 

CHOUDHURY, MPA WAS IN THE CHAIR. THE MEETING TRANSACTED 
THE FOLLOWING BUSINESS. 

Members Present: 

1. Mr. Zahur Ahmed Chowdhury, MPA 

2. Mr. Nurul Haque, M.N.A. 

3. Mr. A.S.M. Shamsuzzoha M.N.A. 

4. Mr. Taher Uddin Thakur, M.N.A. 

5. Mr. Md. Illias, M.N.A. (On special invitation). 

6. Mr. Abdul Quddus Moktar (Observer). 

At the outset Mr. Taheruddin Thakur proposed the name of Mr. Zahur Ahmed 
Chowdhury to be the Convenor of the High-powered Political Committee for the 

Eastern Sector of Bangladesh. Mr. Nurul Haque seconded the proposal and it was 
carried out unanimously. 

Business transacted: 

1. The Committee decided to authorize Mr. Fazlul Haque (Moni) to consult the 
leading Student League Leaders of Sylhet, Comilla, Noakhali, Chittagong, Chittagong 

Hill Tracts and Dacca districts to suggest the name of one of their representative to 

the political committee for the Eastern Sector of Bangladesh. 

2. Decided that M/S. Nurul Haque, M.N.A., and Taher Uddin Thakur, M.N.A. 

should immediately proceed to meet the Cabinet to secure its formal approval of the 

political committee. They are directed to solicit and obtain authorization from the 

Cabinet to incurr day to day and emergency expenditures including Rs. 10,00,000/00 

sanctioned subject to the approval of the Cabinet by the joint meeting of M.N.As., 

M.P.As., partly executives of the Eastern Sector of Bangladesh as per resolution No 

proceedings of which are annexed herewith. 

3. Decided that Rs. 1,00,000/00 be allocated for each Youth Relief Camp out of 
the sanctioned amount of Rs. 10,00,000/00 for Youth Relief Camp. The Committee 

directs the Secretariat to prepare a budget accordingly and submit it to the committee 

for approval. 

4. Decided that a Directorate be set up for the Youth Relief Camp to be 
coordinated by Mr. M. Alam, P.F.S. as the Director. The Directorate will be 

constituted with the following gentlemen with their designation mentioned against 
their name. 

1. Dr. Abu Yousuf- Director, Co-ordination, Planning & Programming. 

2. Prof. Nurul Islam. M.N.A.-Director, Administration. 
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3. Mr. Muzaffai Ahmed, M.P A.-Director, Movement & Hospitality. 

4. Mr. Khaled Mohammad Ali, M. N. A-Director, Motivation, 

5. Decided that the youth be set up Of be considered to be set up as follows: 

 

District Youth Camp Proposed Youth 

Camp site 

(a) Chittagong & 
Chittagong Hill Trs. 

(b) Noakhali 
(c) Comilla 

 
 

 
(d) Comilla & Dacca 

(e) Sylhet 

 

Transit Camps At Agartala 

For Comilla & Dacca. 

 

Harina. 
 

Chotakhola 
(i) Kathalia 

(ii) Hatimara 
(iii) Baxanagar 

(iv) Matinagar 
 

(i) Ashrambari 

(ii) Kaileshahar Khoawi. 

(a) Joynagar 

(b) Charipara 

(c) Congress Bhavan. 

(d) Narsinghar. 

 

(i) Sreepur or 
(ii) Hrishyamukh. 

 
 

 
 

 
Konabar 

Khoawi. 

 

6. Decided that ail administrative committee be formed for each youth camp 

constituted of the following officers. 

(i) Camp-in-Chief. 

(ii) Deputy Camp-in Chief 

(iii) Administrative Officer. 

(iv) Political Instructor. 

(v) Student Mobilize. 

(vi) Physical Training Officer. 

(vii) Medical Officer. 

 

The Administrative committee will also act as the recruitment committee as and 

when necessary for the respective camp. The duties and responsibilities of the persons 
of the committee will be detailed by the Director, Youth camp. The persons will be 

appointed by the Committee. Each member of the Committee shall stay in the camp 

and subject to the decisions and control of the committee shall enjoy all the privileges 

due to them. 

7. Decided that each member of the political committee will be in-charge of 

specific responsibilities (Dept) and these are allocated to them as follows. 
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Department 

 

Name of the member 

1. Relief, Rehabilitation & Health services. 

2. Information, Publication And 

Distribution. 

3. Administration, 

4. Training & Programming (youth camp) 

5. Finance. 

6. War efforts. 

7. Students affairs. 

8. Political affairs 

Mr. A. K. M Shamsuzzoha, M. N. A 

Mr. T. U. Thakur, MNA 

Mr. D. F. Gazi, M.N.A. 

Mr. T.U. Thakur M. N.A 

Mr. M. R. Siddiqui, M. N. A 

Mr. Nurul Hoque, M.N. A 

 

Mr. Zahur Ahmed Chowdhury. MPA 
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To 

Mr. Zahur Ahmed chowdhury, MPA 
Convenor, High Powered Political Committee, 

Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 
 

Sub: Formation of a Political sub-committee for Belonia. 
 

 

Dear sir, 

Reference your Memo Number nil dated 3.6.71 I have the pleasure to inform you 

that in compliance with your instruction for a Political sub-committee for Belonia 

sub-Division has been formed in a meeting of the M.P. As M.N As Awami League 

Leaders and students representatives etc. residing in this Sub-Division held on 10.6.71 

at Belonia with the following personnel’s:- 

 

1. Mr. Khawja Ahmed, M.N.A. 

2. Mr. Shahid Uddin Iskandar, MPA 

3. Mr. A. B. M. Taleb Ali, MPA 

4. Mr. Md. Han if, MNA, 

5. Mr. Md. A. F. K. Safdar, MPA 

6. Mr. Md. Serajul Islam, MPA 

7. Mr. Md. Yunus. 

8. Mr. Md. Abdul Malek. 

9. Mr. Md. Aminul Karim (Khoka) 

10. Mr. Md. Azizul Haq. 

11. Mr. Md. Abu Baker. 

12. Mr. Md. Mustofa Hussain. 

President. 

Secretary. 

Member 

Member 

Member 

Member 

Member 

Member 

Member 

Member 

Student Representative. 

Labor Representative. 

 

This is for your kind information 

 

Thanking you. 

 

Sincerely Yours, 

Khawaja Ahmed 

M. N.A. 
18.6.71 
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YOUTH RELIEF CAMPS 

 

As a Part of the general evacuee relief Programme several Youth Relief Camps 

Were also Provided by the Indian Authorities at various entry points, about 5 miles 

within the border in this Zone (list enclosed). The separate camps for the young 

Evacuee were meant to; 

(a) Keep young evacuees separated from the rest. 

(b) Facilitate Easily excess reception and rest encouragement of Young-man from 

Bangladesh for our liberation struggle. 

(c) Act as Holding Camps for youth training programme. 

(d) Facilitate security and political screening by local Awami league 

representative 
before the young men were sent for training. 

A Separate youths training screen has also been approved by the Govt. of India. 

This cause for the construction of 10 Youth Training Camps deep within the Indian 

Territory. These camps are for- 

(a) Preliminary arms exercise before recruitment to Bangladesh Forces. 

(b) Base work training for these not recruited for Bangladesh Forces. 

Accommodation For 1,450 trainees as so far been completed. Efforts are being 

made to construct more camps for a total of 10,000 trainees. 

We now understand that the Youth Relief Camp are seen to be closed with the 

young evacuees are to reside with the youth evacuees in the lagers evacuees camps 

now under- construction. 

The consideration for which, separate Youth Relief Camps were constructed by 

the Govt. For India Authorities are however, still applicable specially from the point 

of our Liberation struggle, we, on behalf of the Liberation Council, Eastern Zone, the 

People's Republic of Bangladesh, requests to Indian authorities to kindly allow the 

continuation of the present Youth Relief Camps. 

 

 

Sd/-................. 
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YOUTH CAMPS AS ON 22-6-71 
WITH 

(CAMP CHIEFS) 

 

A. RECEPTION 

CAMPS 

for DISTRICT. 

CAMP SITE (Proposed 

Camp Site) 

CAMP CHIEF 

(a) Chittagong & Ctg. 
Hill Tracts. 

 
 

(b) Noakhali. 
 

 

(c) Comilla, 

 

 

 

 

(d) Sylhet 

 

 

 

 

Transit Camps at 

Agartala for Dacca & 
Commilla 

 

(i)Harina 
(iiSreenagar of Barishamukh 

(iii)Udaipur (Palatana) 
 

(i)Chothakhola. 
(ii)Rajnagar. 

 

Kalhalia (Baramura) 

(ii)Hatimara (kamalnagar) 

(iii)Bunagar (Chaymara) 

(iv)Melagarh. 

 

(i)Ashrambari (khowai) 

(ii)Kailashahar 

(iii)Dharmanagar. 

(ivRatharkandi (karimganj). 

 

(i) Congress Bhaban 

(Transit) 
(ii)Narsinghar. 

(iii)Ballali 
(iv)Mohanpur. 

Kamalpur. 

M. A. Hannan Khairuddin 
Ahmed. MPA. (Obaidullah 

Majumdar MNA.) Capt. S. Ali 
MPA. 

Khwaja Ahmed, MNA. A. 
Hanif, MNA. 

 

Jalal Ahmed MPA. 

M. A. Rashid, MPA 

Prof. A. Rulf. 

Capt. Sowkat. 

 

Mustafa Shahid, MPA. 

Azizur Rahman, MPA. 

Manik Chowdhury, MNA. 

Taimuz Ali, MPA, 

Mr. Abdul Malek 

Fazlur Rhaman MNA. 

Dewan A. Abbas, MNA. 
Gazi Fazlur Rahman, MPA, 

Shafiruddin, MPA. 
Mr. Altafur Rahman, MPA 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Approved by the Bangladesh Liberation Council, 

Eastern Zone 
1. Udaipur. (11) Mr. Abdullah Haroon, MPA. 

2. Silachara (Chittagong Hill Tracts), Mr. Syedur Rahman. 
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B. REGULAR TRAINING CAMPS 

 

Area No. of 

Proposed 

Camps. 

No.of 

Existing 

Capms. 

Camps Chief. 

Dy. Camp Chief 

1. Gokulnagar (Now in 
overall charge of Mr. 

Shamsul Huq, MPA.) 
 

 
 

 
11. Pad man agar 

4 
 

 
 

 
 

 
3/6 

2 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Nil 

a. Shamsul Huq. MPA. 
Waisuddin. 

 
b. Dewan Abul Abbas, 

MNA. 
Hamidur Rahman. 

 

 

The Camp Management Committee in each camp will consist of: 

1. Camp Chief-to be appointed by Liberation Council. 

2. Dy. Camp Chief "  "   "   "   " 

3. Camp Supervisor-to be appointed by Camp Chief on nomination by 

Director, Admn. 

4. Political Trainer-"   "   "   "   " Director Training Co-ordination, 

5. Physical Trainer"   "   "   "
  
 "on -do- 

6. Medical Officer "   "   "   "  " on nomination by deputy Director (Health) 

7. Camp Administrator (wher appointed ) by Local Government. 

8. Arms Trainers (where appointed) by Local Government 

 

 

 

Sd/-........... 
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The following extracts of the resolution taken in a meeting on the Youth 

Camps of the Eastern Zone on 27th June, 1971 is forwarded for favour of your 

information and action. 

Mr. A. Rab of Student Action Committee gave a clear exposition of the base 
training scheme in relation to our basic war strategy of Economic War-fare as 

initiated by Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. On his proposal it was resolved 
that the Liberation Council, Eastern Zone should be moved to take up at high level, 

the questions of our overall war strategy with particular emphasis on following points. 

(a) We should have our own war strategy under our own leadership and not under 

the leadership of any other nation who may or may not be helping us. 

(b) We should take whatever help and assistance available from any quarter to our 

overall war-strategy should be taken with full gratitude but not under the control of 

the helpers. 

(c) The overall war strategy must have a large part where all freedom loving 
people of Bangladesh should be kept informed to ensure their full participation in the 

respective fields. Such popular parts of the overall strategy must get published for the 
public information. 

(d) One of the essential factors of our war strategy must be to ensure an unified 

command and Control of our Armed Forces under the Govt. of Bangladesh. All 

assistance to any part of our Armed Forces such as to the Sector Commanders must 
therefore, be channeled through the Bangladesh Force's command. Otherwise, if 

assistance is given directly to the Sector Commanders or any other units outside, a 
tendency will grow towards private Army and war-lordism. 

(e) A similar unified control must also been ensured in Army training, not only 

for the reason mentioned above but also to stop the infiltration of undesirable 

elements hostile to our cause into our Armed Forces. 

 

 

 

(MD. SHAFI QUADERI) 
Progress Officer, 

Youth Camp. 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

 

Memo. No. III-A 5/71 C/22                    Dated: 4.7.71 

 

To: Mr. K. A. Zarnan, 

Secretary, 

Ministry of Finance, 

Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

 
Sub : Implementation of the Zonal Administration Scheme in the Eastern Zone       

Budget. 
 

In pursuance of the Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh Memo. 

No. GA/143(4) dt. 28.5.71, an office for the Zonal Administrator has been set up. This 

office started functioning with a skeleton staff, which was approved by the Finance 

Minister. The Finance Minister has also approved a tentative budget involving an 

expenditure of Rs. 2,08,475/- under various heads. As a result of the Cabinet's 

decision regarding payment of salaries to various categories of government 

employees, the budget required an upward revision. A revised budget was prepared 
for the office showing expenditure of Rs. 2,42,121/-. These revised budget estimates 

were sent to the Finance Secretary under D.O. No. LS/134 dated 20.6.71. 

2) In the mean time a number of new appointments have been made by Mr. M. R. 

Siddiqi, Member, Finance of the Eastern Zone Liberation Council. These staff have 

now to be shown against the Zonal Office and paid their salaries. Similarly, a 

Confidential Section has now become absolutely essential in view of the need for 

maintain secrecy of our documents and plans. This has become impossible to achieve, 

as the present office has been exposed to the fullest public glare. The Confidential 

Section will require 2(two) Stenographers, who will also maintain papers and act as 

Assistants. 

3) On the Youth Camps site quite a few appointments have been made and a 

number of others are proposed. It is to be decided as to whether these staff should be 

borne on the Zonal Administration or on the Youth Camps Directorate. They should 

logically from part of the Youth Camps Directorate, for which staff should be 

sanctioned and budgetary allocations made. For the time being, they are being shown 

on the Zonal Administration strength. The Liberation Council is appointing staff 

against the Youth Camps, the details 
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of which are not available. The Director (Administration), Youth Camp has sent a list 

of personnel for Youth Camps HQrs. Before their absorption the posts should be first 

of all sanctioned. If desired, a separate budget for Youth Camps staff at the HQrs. 

may be prepared. To meet the present requirements a block provision may please be 

made. 

4) A scheme for internal security has already been drown up showing minimum 

financial requirements. This is also being sent herewith. This scheme envisaged a total 

expenditure of Rs. l/-lac per annum (Rs. 96,000/for staff & Rs. 4,000/- for 

contingency). 

5) Three Deputy Director of Health have been appointed by the Liberation 

Council, Eastern Zone. One of them is attached to the Youth Camps. One is working 

with the Chief of Staff and maintaining liaison between the Chief of Staff, the Zonal 

Administrator and the local Health Directorate. The third one is looking after the 

hospital patients and miscellaneous work. These three posts should be sanctioned and 

budgetary provision made. 

6) In order to implement the government scheme regarding creation of Sub-

Zones and posting of officers thereto, 4 (four) Sub-Zonal Officers have already been 

posted at KHOWAI, Kailashahar, Sonamura and Belonia. The officers at Khowai and 

Kailashahar have already started working vigorously and the other two have gone out 

recently. 4 (four) more Sub-Zonal Officers are being posted out soon. These Sub-

Zonal Officers are being will have to given their own staff, office accommodation, 

etc. These expenditures will, of course, be kept down to the minimum. The Sub-Zonal 

Officers have been advised to arrange office accommodation, furniture, type machine 

etc. locally and free of cost. The proposals in the budget in respect of the Sub-Zonal 

Officers are the barest minimum. 

7) We now trying to salvage our transports and bring them all under a common 

pool If this materializes, we shall have to have a Transport Directorate with budgetary 

allocations. Proposals are being made accordingly. 

8) So far no provision has been made for T.A. & D.A, (actuals) of the officers 

and staff. There is need for making block provision on this accounts also. 

9) The Members of the National & Provincial Assemblies are now being paid an 

allowance of Rs.150/- per month with effect from April '71. This is in pursuance of a 

decision of the Liberation Council, Eastern Zone. I am told that the Cabinet has also 

taken a decision to this effect. A block amount of Rs. 3/- lac has been provided for 

this purpose in the revised budget proposals. 

 

(H. T. Imam) 

Zonal Administrator, 

Govt. of the People's Republic 
of Bangladesh, Eastern Zone. 
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Memo. No                                  Dated : 

 

Copy Forwarded to Mr. M. Nurul Quader, Secretary, General Administration 

Department 

 

 

(H. T. Imam) 

Zonal Administrator, 

Govt. of the people's Republic 

of Bangladesh, Eastern Zone. 

 

ABSTRACT OF THE BUDGET FOR EASTERN ZONE. 

 
HEAD Estimated amount 

EXPENDITURE 

Original:  

1. Budget Estimate for the Zonal Office, Eastern Zone as 
approxed by the Finance Minister (Annexure-I) 

 

2. Supplementary budget on account of the upward 

division of pay as per cabinet decision and the order of 

the Finance Minister (approved in principle) 

       (Annexure-I) 

RS. 2,08,475/0 
 

 

 

 

 

...............RS 

33.646/00 

Total revised estimates: Rs. 2,42, 121/00 

 

Supplementary : 

3. Supplementary budget for Zonal office For additional 

posts (Annexure-II) 

4. Supplementary budget for the Sub Zonal offices 

(Annexure-III) 
5. Supplementary budget for actual T.A. & D.A. to the 

employees (Annexure-IV) 

Rs.51,000/00 

 

Rs. 2,40,000/00 

 
Rs. 17.000/00 

 
Rs. 3,08,000/00 

 

Additional Grants: 

5.  Supplementary budget for the Allowance of the MNAs and 
MPAs (Annexure-V) 

7. Supplementary' budget for Zonal Liberation Council 

(Annexure-V 1) 

8. Supplementary budget for the Directorate of Youth Camp 

(Annexure-VH). 
9. Supplementary budget for Subsistence  allowance of the 

Govt. servants (Annexure-VIII) 

Rs. 3.00,000/00 
 

Rs. 40,200/00 

 

Rs. 65,200/00 

 
Rs. 50,00,000/00 
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10. Supplementary budget for the proposed transport 

Directorate 

(Annexure-IX) 

 

 
 1. Revised budget Estimate as approved by Finance Minister : 

2. Supplementary budgets 
 

3. Additional Grants 
5. Supplementary budget for Internal security scheme. 

Rs. 1,44,400/00 

Total additional 

grants : 

55,49.800/00 

Rs. 2,42,121/00 
 ............... Rs. 

3,08,000/00 
 ............ Rs. 

55,49,800/00 
Rs. 1.00,000/00 

Total Budget 
Estimates : Rs. 

61,99,921/00 
 

 

ANNEXURE-I 

REVISED BUDGET ESTIMATE FOR BANGLADESH ZONAL OFFICE, 

EASTERN ZONE (HEADQUARTER) FOR THE YEAN 1971 -72, 

(FROM MAY, 71 TO APRIL, 72). 

 

 

Sl 

No. 

Heads of expenditure Probable estimated 

amount. 

1 2 3 

 GENERAL ESTABLISHMENT.  

1 (a) Pay of the officers & staff. 

(b)  House rent of the office-building 

@ Rs. 400.00 per month. 

(c)  Electricity charge of office-building 

@ Rs. 75.00 per month. 

(d)Telephone charge of -do- 
@ Rs. 125.00 per month. 

(e) Expenditure for purchasing the office      
furniture’s. 

(f) Other office contingency including stencil paper, 
duplicating paper etc. 

...Rs. 97,246/00 

...Rs. 4,800/00 

 

..Rs. 900/00 

 

...Rs. 1,500/00 
 

Rs. 10,000/00 
 

Rs. 10.000/00 
 

Rs. 1,24,446.00 
2 TRANSPORT  

 (a) Expenditure for purchasing patrols. M.oils etc. 
for seven transports 

@ Rs. 175.00 per day. 

(b) Maintenance and servicing of - do- 

@ Rs. 500/00 per month. 

... 63,875/00 
 

 

...Rs. 6,000/00 
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 (c) Garage/Workshop hiring for-do- 

@ Rs. 150/00 per month. 

(d) Registration of Govt. vehicles and insurance of 

them 

@ Rs. 30.00 per vehicle per month (100 vehicles). 

...Rs. 1,800/00 

 

...Rs. 36,000/00 

 

Rs. 1,07,675/00 
2 MISCELLANEOUS  

 (a) Movement of Gove. resources and materials 
(Block provision of  

Rs. 10.000/-00 
GRANDTOTAL:... 

Rupees two lakh Forty two thousand, one hundred 
and twenty one) only. 

... Rs.10,000/00 
 

... Rs.10,000/00 

...Rs. 2,42,121/00 

 

  ANNEXURE-II 

SUPPLEMENTARY BUDGETF FOR ZONAL OFFICE 

FOR ADDITIONAL POST IN THE ZONAL OFFICE 

 

Name of the post. Estimated cost per 

annum. 

1) Deputy Secretary Finance, @ Rs. 500/00 1 (one) Rs. 6.000/00 

2) Three Deputy Directors of Health. 3 (Three) posts. @ Rs. 

500/00 

Rs. 18.000/00 

3) Relief Officer, 3 (Three) posts @ Rs. 300/00 per month Rs. 10.800/00 

4) Reception-cum-Security Officer @ Rs. 300/00 per month Rs. 3.600/00 

5) Stenographer, 3 (Three) posts for Confidential Section @ 
Rs.300/00 per month. 

Rs. 10.800/00 

6) Peon, 1 (one) post @ Rs. 150/00 per month Rs. 1.800/00 
  Total : Rs. 

51.000/00 
 

 
  ANNEXURE-III 

SUPPLEMENTARY BUDGET FOR SUB-ZONAL OFFICE 

 

Pay of the personnel per each office. 

(vide details on the Note on sub-Zonal office). 

Rs. 1.700/00 p.m 

Contingency Rs. 300/00 

Transport Rs. 300/00 

House rent for office Rs. 200/00 

 Rs. 2.500/00 p.m.x 12= 

 Rs. 30.000/00 per 

annum for each office 

Estimated Annual cost for 8 sub-Zonal offices Rs. 2.40.3000/00 
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 ANNEXURE-IV 

SUPPLEMENTARY BUDGET FOR ACTUAL T.A. AND D.A. 

Block allotment for T.A. D, A. for the officers @ 10% of the pay may 

be sanctioned 

for T.A., D.A... ... 

Rs 

17,000/00 

 Total pay-Rs. 97,246/00 as per approved 
budget+Rs. 51,000/00 as per new 

estimates 
+Rs. 20,400/00 for Sub-zonal Offices = 

Rs. 1,70,000/00 approximately 

 

 

 ANNEXURE-V 

SUPPLEMENTARY BUDGET FOR ALLOWANCE 

Of THE M.N. As & M.P. As 

  

125 MNAs and M.P.As @ Rs. 200/00 p.m. xl25 

Rs. 25,000x12 

=25,00/00 p.m. 

=3,00,000/00 

 

 ANNEXURE-VI 
SUPPLEMENTARY BUDGET FOR ZONAL LIBERATION COUNCIL 

Estimated annual 

 

1. House rent including 

electricity etc. 

2. Stenographer 
3. Peon-1 

4. T.A., D.A For the 
meeting of the MNAs and 

MPAs. 

cost 

 

@ Rs. 400/00 p.m. 
@ Rs. 300/00 p.m. 

@ Rs. 150/00 p.m. 
@ Rs. 20/00 p.m. 

20 x 125=2500/-x 12 

 

 

Rs 4,800/00 
Rs. 3,600/00 

Rs. 1,800/00 
 

-Rs. 30,000/00 
  TOTAL: Rs. 40,200/00 

 

 ANNEXURE-VII 

SUPPLEMENTARY BUDGET FOR HEAD OFFICE 

OF THE DIRECTORATE OF YOUTH CAMP 

 

Name of the section. Estimated expdt. P.M. Annual estimate 

Training Section. 

Administrative Section 

Medical Section 

Accounts Section 

Movement Section 

Col. Chowmuhani office. 

Rs. 1,000/00 p.m. 

Rs. 1,400/00 P.m. 

Rs. 900/00 p.m. 

Rs. 600/00 p.m. 

Rs. 1,000/00 p.m 

Rs. 1,600/00 p.m. 

Rs. 12,000/00 

Rs, 14,800/00 

Rs. 10,800/00 

Rs. 7,200/00 

Rs. 12,000/00 

Rs 19,200/00 

Rs. 76,000/00 
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Details of posts as appointed by Deputy Director, Youth Camps without formal 

sanction. 

 

Name Designation Allowance/Salary 

Training Section    

Prof. Debabrata Dutta Gupta 
Prof. Shafi Quadri 

Stenographer 
(Name in office) 

File Clerk (Name in office). 
Peon (Name in office) 

Deputy Coordinator 
(Political). 

Progress Officer. 
 

Rs. 300/00 
Rs. 250/00 

Standard as 
office. 

Standard. 
Standard 

 

Administration Section : 

  

Gazi Gofran 

Parimal Bose 

Nilai 

Dulal 

Kazal 

(Name in office) Steno-Typist 

 

Supply Officer. 

Asstt. Supply officer 

Supply Assistant. 

Supply Assistant. 

Stores Assistant. 

Admn. Assistant 

Rs. 200/00 

Rs. 175/00 

Rs. 175/00 

Rs. 175/00 

Standard. 

 

Medical Section :   

Sekandar 

 

Health Assistant Rs. 175/00 

Accounts Section :   

D.D.A/C (M. H.Chowdhury) 

A/C Officer 

A/C Assistant. 

 

 Rs. 250/00 

Rs. 200/00 

Standard 

Movement Section :   

D.D.*s allowance 

Shahid 

Mahbub. 

Habib (Name in office) 
Shi raj 

 

Movement Assistant, 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 
-do- 

Rs. 200/00 

Rs Standard 

,, 

,, 
 

Col. Chowmuhani Office:   

Latif 
Zahirul Huq 

Salauddin Afsar 
Abu Taher 

Fakhruddin 

Peon (Name in office) 

Typist (Name in office) 

Liaison Officer 
Office Asstt. 

-do- 
-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

Rs. 250/- 
Standard. 

,, 
,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 
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ANNEXURE-VIII 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY BUDGET FOR THE SUBSISTENCE TO GOVT. 

SERVANTS. 

Estimated No. of Govt. and semi-Govt. employees 

 

Class -I Class-II Class-Ill.  

150 400 1800 1,800/00 

Class of Officer. Estimated cost 

per month. 

Estimated cost per 

annum 

 

Estimatedsubsistence 
allowancefor Class-I 

employees. 
Estimatedsubsistence 

allowancefor Class-II 
Govt. employees. 

Estimatedsubsistence 
allowancefor class-Ill 

employees. 

 

@ Rs. 250 x 150 
 

@ Rs. 200 x 400 
 

@ Rs. 100 x 1,800 
 

=Rs. 3,75,000/00 
 

=Rs. 80,000/00 
 

=Rs 2,70,000/00 
 

 

 Total: Rs 3,89,300/00 P.m 

Rs. 3,89,300/-xl2 = 

46,71,600/00 

 

Lump contingency amount for Govt. servants not yet enlisted . 3,28.400/00 

50.00.000/00 

 

ANNEXURE-IX 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY BUDGET FOR THE PROPOSED TRANSPORT 

DIRECTORATE 

 
Pay of the staff  Estimated annual 

expenditure 
1. Three Officers (1 

Director, 2 Deputy 
Directors 

2. Rent of garage 
3. Ministerial staff-2 

4. Mechanics-3 

5. Block sanction for 

repairs of 200 vehicles. 

 
 

6. Two night guards 

@ Rs. 500/00-P.m 

 
 

@ Rs. 500/- 
 

@ Rs. 250/- 

 

@ Rs.300/- 

 
@ Rs. 500/- for 100 

Vehicles. 
Rs. 500/- X 200 

Rs 150/-p.m. 

Rs. 18,000/00 

 
 

Rs. 6,000/- 
 

Rs. 6,000/- 

 

Rs. 10.800/- 

 
 

 
Rs. 1,00,000/- 

Rs. 3,600/- 
 Total: 1,44,400/00 
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ANNEXURE-X 

INTERNAL SECURITY SCHEME 

 

1. 28 Field Agents 

2. Fixed T.A. 
3. 2 officers 

@ Rs. 200/- p.m. 

@ Rs. 50/- p.m per agent 
@ Rs. 500/-p.m 

=Rs. 5,600/- 

=Rs. 1400/- 
Rs. 1,000/- 

Rs, 8,000/- 
Rs. 8,000/-xl2= 

Contingency= 

 Rs, 96000/= per year. 

Rs. 4,000/- 
 TOTAL: Rs. 1,00,000/- 
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YOUTH TRAINING. Memo No.l 

DEPLOYMENT OF BHITTI FOUZ 

Base-Workers 

 

Enclosed please find Youth Training Circular No. 3 

1. Bhitti Fouz is to serve three primary purposes: 

(a) to strengthen and project our social foundation from the destructive forces let 

loose by the enemy, 

(b) to create safe-bases for our Guerillas, 

(c) to intensify economic war fare by isolating unproductive towns under enemy 

control from the productive villages under control of our people. 

2. The villages of Bangladesh can be divided into three broad-groups in order of 
their difficulties of Bhitti Fouz Work : 

(a) Enemy occupied-most difficult 

(b) Enemy patrolled near the arteries of communication 

(c) Unpatrolled-least difficult. 

3. Development of Bhitti Fouz should begin with the (c) category villages, first of 

all to consolidate our position there and then to spread out the area of Bhitti Fouz 

work into (b) and finally (c) category villages, with initial help of the Mukti Fouz as 

needed. 

4. The principle that the Bhitti Fouz worker, in order to remain inconspicuous, has 

to work in his own villages or that of a close relation in flexible enough for their 
deployment in the above order (in para 3). Such deployment can be ensured during 

final briefing by "Locality Leaders" as given in the General Programme of Training 
(Youth Training Circular No.3). 

5. Most of the Bhitti Fouz work can be carried out by the workers individually 

from their basic unity in resolve. Unified command and control is however essential 

for the wartime activities of intelligence gathering and the full utilization of such 
intelligence in Mukti Fouz assistance. The Group Leaders, selected at Stage 6 of the 

General Programme of Training will be the key figures in the Bhitti Fouz intelligence 
network, with some additional training as necessary. 

 

 

Director 

Co-ordination Planning 

and Programming, 

Youth Camps. 
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Circular No. 3 

YOUTH TRAINING CAMPS 

General Programme of Training and Deployment of 

Base-Workers. 

 

All concerned are requested to make every effort to keep to the following 

programme for each group of trainees. 
 

Stage-1. 

 

 

 

2. 

3. 

 

 

 

4. 

5. 

 

 

 

6. 

 

1 st-3 day 

 

 

 

4
th

-17
th

 (2 weeks) 

18th-19th  

20
th

 

 

 

21st -34th (2 weeks) 

35t
h 

-37t
h
 

 

 

 

38th-39th 

 

40th  

: 

 

 

 

: 

Arrival of Trainees to Youth Training Camp 

(From Reception Camps and elsewhere) 

Registration, Sub-grouping for Camp work. 

 

Base-work Motivational Training 

Armed Forces Recruitment and send off. 

Base-worker (Bhitti Fouz) oath. See enclosed 

oath form) 

 

Base-worker Methodical Training* 

Briefing by Locality Leaders* 

(Awami League and Student Action 

Committee). 

Assignments. Group Leader Selection 

 

Bhitti Fouz Assignment Registration and 

certificates. (See enclosed). 

Passport. 

 

* Light Arms Training of one to two weeks will be arranged some time during 
the course. 

 

* * The Leaders will be informed of the dates and Places by the Camp 

Administrators. 

 

 

 
Director 

Co-ordination, Planning, 
and Programming, 

Youth Camps. 

5.7.71. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

 
                                                                28.7.71 

Ref: YT/29 (Adm)/1. 
 

Prof. Debabrata Datta Gupta is appointed as Deputy Coordinator, Youth Training 

with effect form 15.5.71. He will receive an ad-hoc allowance of Rs. 350/- per month 

until further order. 

 

 

 
 

 
(Abu Yousuf) 

Director, 
Training Co-ordinator, 

Youth Camps. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

 

28.7.71 

 

Ref: YT/30 (Adm)/1. 

 

Prof. Shafi Quadri is appointed Political Trainer (Senior) with effect from 15.5.71 

against the now vacent post of Deputy Coordinator (M) as approve by the Liberation 

Council. He will receive an Ad-hoc allowance of Rs. 200/- per month until further 

order. 

 

 

 

 

 

Abu Yousuf 

Director 

Training Co-ordinator 

Youth Camps. 
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YOUTH CAMPS 

 
Name of the Camp-Baxanagar 

 

Daily Return-2-7-71 

 

Week ending 8-8-71 

 

Namber ot Youth  Monday 

 

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

I. Entry. 
Held out from previous 

day 

Fresh entry 
 

 617 617 628 632 633 637 638 

  Nil 11 4 4 4 2 11 

 Sub-total: 
 

617 628 632 636 637 639 649 

2. Exit. 

To evacuee 

To Youth Training 
Camp 

To Army Training camp 

 

 Nil Nil Nil 3 Nil 1 Nil 

       medically 

discharge 

 

 

 Sub-total: 

 

Nil Nil Nil 3 Nil 1 Nil 

Held over 

 

 617 628 632 633 637 638 649 

                                                                        

 

 
 

(PROF. M.A. ROUF) 

 Camp Chief. 
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To 

 
The Camp Chief 

Baxanagar Youth Camp, 
 

Mr, Abdur Rahman of Vill. Mannara, Choddagram is one of the deserters. He will be 

identified that he has a mole on left side of his face. Kindly hold him and report to 

Director, Youth Camp if he approaches you. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

                                           Sd/- 
Youth Training Camp 

Govt. of the People's Republic 
of Bangladesh. 

Baxanagar Youth Camp. 
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List of the Files of Camps with respective 

Camp Chiefs upto 7.8.1971 
 

Sl No Name of Camps Place File No. Name of the Camp Chief 

1 Gumti II    Youth Camp Durga Chy. Para Y/C-l Mr. Anowar Hosain MPA 

2 Shilachara     "         " Clitg. I-Iill Tr. "-2 Mr. Syedur Rahman 

3 M. A. Aziz    "         " Harina "-3 Mr. M.A. Hannan 

4 Bijna             "         " Durga Chow. Par. "-4 Mr. Syed Imdadul Bari, MPA 

5 Palatana”      Trg. Camp Udaipur/Palatana Y/T-5 Capt. S. AM M.P.A 

6 Chothakhola    "       " Chotrkhola Y/C-6 Mr. Khaja Ahmed M.N.A. 

7 Rajnagar          "       " Rajnagar "-7 Prof. A. Hanif M.N.A. 

8 Baramura        "        " Khathalia "-8 Mr. Jalal Ahmed, MPA 

9 Hatimara         "        " Kamolnagar "-9 Mr. Abu I Basher 

10 Baxanagar       "       " Baxanagar "-10 Prof. A. Rouf. 

11 Charilam”     Tra. Camp Charilam Y/T-ll Mr.Shakawat Ullah, MPA 

12 Barmaputra     "       " Hapania Y/C-l 2 Mr. Aftabuddin Bhuya. MNA 

13 Tita                  "      " Hapania "-13 Mr. Kazi Akbaruddin Ahmed 

14 Gumati-I          "      " Hapania "-14 Ali Azzam. MNA 

15 Patharkandi      "      " Karimgonj "-15 M.A. Malek 

16 Ganga               "      " Charilam Y/T-J6 Mr. Waliullah Naozowan 

17 Narsinghar        "     " Narsinghar Y/C-l 7 Mr. Dewan Abul Abbas 

18 S. I. Hoquc        "     "  Srecnagar "-18 Mr. Khairuddin Ahmed, MPA 

19 Jamuna              "     " Hapania "-19 Mr. Shafiruddin, MPA 

20 Isamati               "     " Durga Chy. Para "-20 Mr. Jamaluddin Ahmed. MPA 

21 Pad ma”         Trg. Camp Gakulnagar Y/T-21 Mr. Shamsul Haque. Ad. MPA 

22 Meghna            "       " Gakulnagar "-22 Mr. Hamidur Rahman, Advocaic 

23 Kailashahar      "       " Kailashahar Y/C-23 Mr. Tovvabur Rahim, MPA 

24 Asrampari        "       " Khoai "-24 Mr. Mostafa Shahid, MPA 

25 Dharmanagar   "       " Dharmanagar "-25 Mr. Taimuz Ali, MPA 

 

 

 

 

 

Director, 

Co-ordiantion, Planning 

and Programming, 

Youth Camp 

19.8.71 
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APPOINTED LIST OF THE GENERAL INSTRUCTORS 

WITH THEIR NAMES 

 

Name of the Camp Place Name of the person 

1. Padma Y/T 
 

 
 

Meghan Y/T 
 

 
 

 

 

3. Brahmaputra Y/C 

 

 

 

4. Titas Y/C 

 

 

 

5. Jamuna Y/C 

 

 
 

 
6. Gumate-IY/C 

 
 

 
7. Hatimara Y/C 

 

 

 

8. Gumate-11 Y/C 

 

Gokul Nagar 
 

 
 

Gokul Nagar 
 

 
 

 

 

Hapania. 

 

 

 

Hapania. 

 

 

 

Hapania. 

 

 
 

 
Hapania. 

 
 

 
Kama! Nagar 

 

 

 

D.C.Para 

 

1) Mr. Sukial Shaha 
2) " Moniruzzaman. 

3) " Mozammel Hoque. 
4) " Mofizuddin Ahmed 

1)  Mr. Shahjahan Tagore. 
2) " Hadayetul Islam. 

3)  " A. F. M. Fazlul Haque 

4) ".....  

1) Mr. Surja Kanta Das. 

2) 

3) 
,f
 .........  

4) " ........  

1) Mr.Faizullah khan 

2) " ........  

3) " ...........  

4) 

1) Mr. Siddqur Rahman. 

2) " Chandi Charan Mazumder 

3) " ...............  

4) " .................  

1) Mr. Harun-ur-Rashid 
2) Ashraf Hossin 

3) Serajuddin 
4) Yakub Ali. 

1) Mr. Asgar Hossian 
2) " ..................  

3) " .................  
4) " .................  

1) Mr ..............  

2) " ...............  

3)     ".................  

4)      "..................  
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9. Isamaty Y/C D.C Para  1) Mr. Mohammad Ali 

2) " Monoranjan Sarker 

3) " ......................... 

4) " ............................ 

10. Bijana Y/C D.C Para  1) Mr. Dewan Khan Khademi 

2) " Sarwar Jahan 
3) " HShamsul Islam Bhuiyan 

4) " ............................. 
11. Narsinghar Y/C Narsinghar  1) Mr. Sk. Abu Hamed 

2) " ....................... 
3) " ....................... 

4) " ....................... 
12. Rajnagar Y/C Rajnagar  1) Mr. Priay Lal Das. 

2) " Fakrul Islam 

3) " ........................ 

4) " ........................ 

13. Palatana Y/C Udaipur  1) Mr. Gopal Chandra 

Chakrabory 

2) " ............................... 

3) " .............................. 

4) " ............................. 

14. Harina Y/C Harina  1) Mr..................... 

2) " .......................... 

3) " .......................... 

15. Baxanagar Y/C Baxanagar  1) Mr.............. 

4) "...................... 
5) " ........................ 

2) " ....................... 
16. Chotakhola Y/C Chotakhola  3) Mr....................... 

6) " ......................... 
7) " ....................... 

    " ......................... 
17. Baramura Y/C Khatalia.  1) Mr. Ashrafuddin Ahmed 

2) " M.A. Hamid 

3) " Belayet Hossain 

4) " .......................... 

18. Suna Khira Y/C Patherkandi  1) Mr....................... 

2) " .......................... 

3) " .......................... 

4) " .......................... 

19. Jamuna Y/T Chaurilam-1  1) Mr. A.H.M Ziaul Islam 

2) " Safi Quaidiri 

3) "....................... 

4) " ....................... 
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20. Ganga Y/T Chaurilam-11  1) Mr. Abul Farah 

2) Maabul Ahmed 

3) Shafruddin Sikander 

4) Serajul Islam Khan 

21. S.J Hoque Y/C Sree Nagar  1) Mr........................ 

2) " .......................... 
3) " .......................... 

4) " .......................... 
22. Shilachara Y/C Shilachara  1) Mr....................... 

2) ".......................... 
3) " .......................... 

4) " .......................... 
23. Asram Bari Y/C Asram Bari  1) Mr...................... 

2) " ........................ 

3) " ........................ 

4) " ........................ 

24. Kailas Shar Y/C Vagawan 

Nagar 

 1) Mr. Faizur Rahman 

2) " ........................... 

3) " ............................ 

4) " ............................. 

25. Dharmanagar Y/C Dharmanagar  1) Mr......................... 

2) " ........................... 

3) " ............................ 

4) " ............................. 

26. Muhuri Y/T Khatalia 

Chara Road 

 1) Mr......................... 

2) " ........................... 
3) " ............................ 

4) " ............................. 
27. Akinpur Y/C Akinpur  1) Mr......................... 

2) " ........................... 
3) " ............................ 

4) " ............................. 
 

 

 

 

Director 

Co-ordination Planning 

and Programming 

Youth Camp 

19.871 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLC OF BANGLADESH 

 

 Dt. 23.8.71. 

No. 4C/ 118/(4) 

ORDER 

 

Mr. Nirode Baran Sahaji, B. A. is appointed a Political Motivator at Hapania 

Bangabandhu Youth Reception Camp with effect from 15th August, 1971 pending 

compliance of formalities, if any. His allowance is hereby provisionally fixed at Rs. 

150/- (Rupees one hundred fifty) only consolidated. 

 

The appointment is made for purely public interest. 

 

(Prof. Nurul Islam Chowdhury) 

                                        MNA, 

                                   Director-1 

      Youth Camp, Eastern Zone, 

                 Govt. of Bangladesh.  

 

                     Dt. 

23/8/1971. 

 

 

No. 4C/118/(4) 

Copy to:- 

1. Chief Accountant, Youth Camp, Eastern Zone, 

2. Camp Chief, Hapania Bangabandhu Youth Camp. 

3. Youth Camp Control Board, Govt. of Bangladesh, Mujibnagar. 

4. Mr. Nirode Baran Sahaji, B. A. for information and necessary action please. 

 
 

(PROF. NURUL ISLAM CHOWDHURY) 
MNA. 

Director-I,  

Youth Camp, Eastern Zone. 

Govt. of Bangladesh. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 
                                                                                            

Dt. 14th Sept., 71. 
 

As per the Memo No. 639 dt. 11. 9. 71 addressed to me by the Interior Minister, 
People's Republic of Bangladesh and also as per the resolution adopted in the meeting 

of the elected representative of this Zone on 5. 9. 71, I do hereby nominate the 
following members to constitute a Body to look after the affairs and financial 

expenditures of the Reception Transit and Holding Camps for the Youths. 

 

1. Mr. Ahmed Ail, Chairman, 

2. Mr. Gazi Golam Mostafa, 

3. Mr. Md. Ellias. 

4. Mr. Khaled Mohammad Ali. 

5. Mr. Abdulla Harun. 

6. Director I, Youth Camps. 

7. Director II, Youth Camps. 

 

Sd/-Zahur Ahmed Chowdhury. 

Chairman, 

 Liberation Council, 
Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, 

Eastern Zone. 

 

Memo No. YC/206                                              Dt. 

14.9.71. 

 

Copy to: - 

1) The Home Minister, Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, 

2) The Chairman, Board of Control, Youth Camps with request to furnish, if 
necessary, copies to all concerned. 

3) The Administrator, Zone-I. 
4) The Administrator. Zone-II, 

5) The Administrator, Zone-Ill. 
6) The Administrator, Zone-IV. 

 
(ZAHUR AHMED CHOWDHURY) 

Chairman, 

Liberation Council, 

Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, 

Eastern Zone 
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SECRFT 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 
 

No. YTC/209                                Date. 17. 9. 1971 
 

Deputy Director, 
Youth Relief Camps, 

 

Sir, 

You are requested to kindly communicate directly with Mr. Khaled Mohammed 

Ali, MNA (Director, Motivation Youth Camps) in regard to all recruitments, who will 

henceforth act as the Recruitment and Movement Co-ordinator on behalf of the 

Bangladesh Authorities. 

 

 

Thanking you, 

 

Sincerely Yours, 

(Dr-. Abu Yusuf) 

Training Co-ordinator. 
 

Copy to: 
1. Chairman, Liberation Council, Eastern Zone with reference to decision 

taken in the meeting on 16. 9. 71. 
2. Chairman, Youth Reception Camps, Eastern Zone. 

3. Mr. Khaled Mohammed Ali, M.N.A, Director, Motivation. 
4. B.M. D. 

5. C. O. S. 

6 Sector Commander 

 

 

 

Note: Mr. Khaled Mohammad Ali may kindly be contacted at Bangladesh Office, 

Krishnanagar. 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR, YOUTH RELIEF CAMPS, 

TRIPURA 

 
No. YRC/B/71 -72/1.                      Agartala, 20 Sept. 71. 

 
 

To 
The Training Co-ordinator, 

Youth Relief Camps, 

Bangladesh Office, 

Agartala. 

 

PROVISION OF RECRUITS FOR ARMY TRAINING. 

 

1. Army training programme for 24 Sept. to 4 Oct. 71 has been received by this 

office. Many attempts to contact the Training Co-ordinator on telephone has failed. 

Since the recruitment is to start before 24 Sept. you are requested to take the 

following action. 

 

(a) 2000 boys as recommended by Mr. Mannan or his representative i.e., 1800 

industrial workers of Dacca and 200 industrial workers from Chandpur may directly 
be sent from Reception Camps on the following dates :- 

 

550 on 24 Sep to PALATANA 

250 on 26 Sep to PALATANA 

300 on 28 Sep to PALATANA 

550 on 4 Oct to PALATANA 

350 on 4 Oct to PALATANA 

 

(b) 1000 boys as sponsored by-500 Labor league workers by Mr. Mannan and 
500 sponsored by Capt. IIALIM CHOWDHURY may be sent directly from reception 

camps on the following dates: 
 

1000 on (date to be given by D Sector) to LYLLAPUR. 
 

2. You are responsible for entire political clearance and thorough medical 
examination. Consider this letter as requisition. Please contact D Sector for transport, 

on dates and places required. 
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3. For the rest of the recruiting programmed contact this office immediately. 

Please inform your authorities that in case you are detailed 011 other jobs other than 

training  coordinator that this is a full time job and such appointee must attend my 
office at least once every day for liaison. You have been provided a transport for this 

purpose. 
                                                  

 
                                         

Sd/ R. V. Subramanian, 
 Major. 

 

 

Copy to: 

D Sector HQ. 

 

The above action was necessitated as the time for recruitment is very short and the 

Training Co-ordinator is not available to me at all. 
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SECRET 

 
Major R. V. SUBRAMANIAM. 

YRC/B/71 -72 
Agartala, 21 Sept., 71. 

 
My Dear Dr. Yusuf, 

Last night Mr. MANNAN, Labor Leader of Bangladesh came to me and asked me 

when I will be able to take 2000 persons for army training and which camp he should 

put in. I thought I will put them in TISTA and MOHURI as there camps were not full 

up, and accordingly told him to comply. But, today I come to understand that the 

camps are three quarters full and cannot take 2000 bodies. I tried to contact him or 

you on telephone but I could not get you. Now the telephone has become out of order. 

 

Please tell Mr. Mannan to give his recruits direct to PALATANA camp after due 

formalities as per my instruction and on dates I have given you in my letter dated 20 

Sept.,71. This is due to last minute rush against all previous planning. 

 

With regards, 

 
 

Yours very sincerely, 

Sd/. R. V. Subramaniam, 

Maj. 

Deputy Director. 

 

 

Dr. Abu Yusuf, 

Training Co-ordinator, 
Bangladesh (Eastern Zone). 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

 

No. YTC/236                Date 1.10.1971 

 

Camp-in-Charge, 

Youth Camps (Training) 

 
The host authorities have now kindly sanctioned most of the expenses of those 

camps. It is hoped that sanction for all expenses will soon be obtained. It may 
however be necessary, as in the past, to meet some of the emergency/immediate 

expenses from this office on a re-imbursible basis to tide over supply and other delay. 
 

Under the circumstances you are requested to get the accounts of your past 
advance from., as well as your future requisitions to, this office recommended / 

approved by the host authority concerned, before submission to this office. 

 

This issues with the concurrence of the Deputy Director, Youth Relief Camps, 

 

 

(Abu Yousuf) 

Director, Training. 

 

 

Copy for information: 

Chairman, Eastern Zonal Council, Chairman, 

Youth Reception Camps Committee, Eastern Zone. 

Chairman, Youth Camps, Govt. of Bangladesh. 
 

Copy to; 
1. Deputy Director, Youth Relief Camp with the request that he may kindly 

inform the camp Administrators accordingly. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

 
YTC/239                   Date. 1st Oct. `71 

 
 

Dear O/C, 

May I request you to kindly attend a meeting of the Youth (Training) Camp in-

charge and Dy. in-charge here on Sunday the 3rd October at 3 P.M. to discuss the 

progress and problems of implementing the Youth Training Syllabus. 

 

I shall be most obliged if you could make it convenient to attend. 

 

 

With kindest regards. 

 

 

                                                                                                               Sd/...................... 
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OFFICE OF THE RECRUITMENT CO-ORDINATOR 

EASTERN ZONE 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

 
No. YC/241                      Dt. 2nd Oct. '71. 

 
As it is observed that recruitments have been made without prior authority from 

this Directorate, in violation of this office instructions No. YTC/123, dt. 25.8.71 

regarding recruitment of youths from the Youth Reception Camps and Youth Training 

Camps, it is further reminded that in future no recruitment shall be made without a 

Recruiting Team authorized by the Recruitment Co-ordinator. 

 

It is further clarified that in future all recruitments, viz. in Bangladesh regular 

forces, Guerilla forces etc. shall be made from the Youth Training Camps only and 

the Director Training is requested not to allow such recruitment by any person other 

than as authorized above. 

 

Asstt. Director, Youth Relief Camps may kindly see for information. 

 

 
KHALED MD. ALI, MNA 

( Director, Motivation, Youth Camp) 
Recruitment Co-ordinator, E. Zone. 

Dt. 2nd Oct. 71. 
No. YC/241 

Copy for kind information: 
1 ...........  Bangladesh Forces. 

2. Chairman, Liberation Council. Eastern Zone. 

3. Chairman, Board of Control; Youth Camp, Mujibnagar. 

4. All Camp Chiefs, Eastern Zone. 

5. All Sector Commanders, Eastern Zone. 

6. All Directors, Youth Camp, Eastern Zone, 

7. All Political liaison officers. 

 

KHALED MD. ALI, M.N.A. 

(Director, Motivation, Youth Camp) 

Recruitment Co-ordinaior, Eastern Zone, 

Govt. of Bangladesh. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 
 

    No. YTC/244 
Dt. 4th Oct. 71. 

 
As proposed by Mr. Sakhawat Ullah an "Advisory Committee for Youth Training 

Progress" is hereby formed to help the undersigned is expediting the implementation 
of the approved training syllabus. 

 

The Committee will consist of the Youth (Training) Camp in-charge as ex-officio 

members and will meet from time to time as to be called by the undersigned. 

 

(Dr. Abu Yousuf) 

Director, 

Training Co-ordination. 

To all concerned. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 
 

No. YTC/246                                                                                     Date, 4th Oct. 71 
                                                                                                                   

As discussed in the meeting of the Youth 'Reception' Camp Committee Eastern 
Zone on 2-10-71 an allowance of Rs. 500/- (Rupees Five hundred) only per month has 

been fixed for the post of all authorized Deputy Directors of Youth Camp 
organisation. This is in keeping with the allowance being already drawn by some of 

the Deputy Directors in this zone. 

 

Prof. Debabrata Datta Gupta who was appointed Deputy Director, Training Co- 

ordination by the formal meeting of the Liberation Council (called High-powered 

Committee at that time) on 6.6.71, is thus entitled to Rs. 500/- as his monthly 

allowance. 

 

He may kindly be allowed to draw the same subject to adjustment of advances 

drawn 

by him. 

 

 

 
Chairman 

Youth (Reception) Camps, 

Eastern Zone. 

(Dr. Abu Yousuf) 

Director, 

Training Co-ordination 

 

 

. 
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TOP SECRET 

 

Sub: -Deadlock in Youth Recruitment Training in the Eastern Zone. 

Asstt. Director, YRC. 

Kindly refer to our discussion yesterday regarding vacancy requisition for Youth 
(training) Camps. It was noted that requisitions have not been issued for the recent 

vacancies caused by Recruitment to BDF since the 16th Sept. 

I hope you will kindly expedite the vacancy requisitions. 

Sincerely, 

Signed-Abu Yousuf, 

6.10.71. 
(Training Co-ordinator) 

Requisitions will be delay by a 
week as G of 1 has not provided 

funds for fresh rations clo. etc. 
Signed-R.V. Subramonium, 

                 Maj. 
              6.10.71 

   (Assistant Director, YRC) 

 

No requisition has yet been issued by the Assistant Director, YRC whereas the 

Reception Camps are having an overflow of youth as another round of severe 
repression has started particularly in the Chittagong, Noakhali, Dacca and South 

Comilla Sections. The Reception Camp problem has become practically 
unmanageable, and at the same time the Youth Training Camps are coming to a 

grinding deadlock due to lack of funds from the friendly Authorities on the one hand 
and from Bangladesh Govt. on the other. The subsidizing funds from Bangladesh 

have been totally stopped since mid September, before finalization of alternate 

arrangements, and as a result, even the induction of trained Base-Workers is now held 

up additing to further blockage in the flow (Kindly refer to my last request dt. 6-10-

71, copy enclosed). 

 

Forwarded for kind information and the favor of urgent action. 

 

(Abu Yusuf) 

Training Co-ordinator. 

P.S. to Prime Minister, Bangladesh. 

P .S. to Finance Minister, Bangladesh. 

P.S. to Interior Minister, Bangladesh. 

Chairman, Youth Camps. 
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SECRET 

No. YTC/248.                     Dt. 6-10-71 

Dear Prof. Yousuf Ali Sb.. 

Kindly refer to my Telegram of the 8
,h

 and my letter of the 22
nd

 September, 

regarding the finance for Youth (Training) Camps both of which unfortunately remain 

unresponded so far. 

The Youth (Training) Camps are now facing an acute crisis here due to the facts 
that. 

(a) Funds (17.5 lacs) sanctioned by the Finance Minister. Bangladesh, against the 

Youth (Training) Scheme, have been exhausted irregularly (about 15 lacs) on other 

items (Reception Camps. Army Holding Camps, BDF Operational Camps etc.); and 

(b) The Interior Minister. Bangladesh, has advised to stop all expenditure on 

Youth (Training) Camps, before finalization of alternate arrangements. 

I have already informed you of the items of expenditure that are being borne by 

Bangladesh for the time being. The present needs against the times are as follows to 
meet the shortfall of currently approved expenditure by the friendly authorities: 

                                                                                      Per Camp/Month 
1. Allowance subsidy over that has been sanctioned by the 

friendly authorities so far. 

2. Emergency expenditure on camp facilities to meet delay 

in friendly authority supply (such as for bedding, 

clothing, radios). 
3. Medical emergency to overcome shortage in standard 

supply. 
4. Pocket allowance at Rs. 9/- per trainee per month (over 

Re. 1/- sanctioned by host govt.) to make up Rs. 10/- as 
sanctioned by the finance Minister. Bangladesh. 

5. Transport : In absence of assigned Jeeps and Trucks all 

movement of trainees has to be done by hired truck. 

Movement of 1000 trainees from Reception Camp to 

Youth (Training) Camp every 15 days in the big issue. 

Other transport needs such as camp marketing, 

administrative and medical emergencies etc. The cost by 

hired trucks is in no case less than Rs. 5/- per head, twice 

monthly. 

Rs. 400/- 

 

Rs. 1.000/- 

 

 
Rs. 250/- 

 
Rs. 9.000/- 

 
 

Rs. 10.000/- 
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6. Introduction of Base-Workers Rs. 3.200/- 

400 per Camp per 15 days : 

(a) Identity Card for safety particularly against same side: Rs. 

4/- per head 

(b) Transport from Youth (Training) Camp to Launching Point 

at the rate of Rs. 5/- per head 
(c) Five days ration with Base-Workers when they go to sector 

Commands for their safe conduct to Bangladesh (agreed to 
be given by YRC). 

(d) Induction funds at the rate of Rs. 50/- in Pak Currency per 
trainee 

 

 

 

Rs. 4.000/- 

 
 

 
 

Rs. 40.000/- 
 

Sub-Total for Induction Rs. 47.200/- 

 

 Total for each Camp each month 

 Total for 10 Camps in the Zone 

7. Directorate (Training): 

Allowances. Office rental. 

Transport. Travelling. Sundry 

contitmencies 

Rs. 67.850/- 

Rs. 6.78,500/- 

 

 

 

Rs. 7,500/- 

Total for Youth (Training) Camps Rs. 6.85.000/- 

 

Eastern Zone per month 

2,85.000 in local currency. 
of which 

4.00.000 in Pak currency. 
 

Under the circumstances may I request you most urgently to : 

a. Take up the matter of these expenditures with the friendly authorities. 

b. In the mean time kindly revive the sanction of Rs. 17.5 lacs for Youth 
(Training) Camps as given by Finance Minister. Bangladesh on 6-6-71. and 

release the amount yet unspent on Youth (Training) Camps for expenditure on 

these camps. 

(A similar sanction may also be obtained from the Finance Minister for the other 
20 Youth (Training Camps in the other zones). 

c. In any case, kindly arrange for the following Induction Funds for want of which 

about 1500 Trained Base-Workers are now stuck for induction, (As a result 

the Camps are remaining blocked, the entire recruitment, training programme 

is being hindered, while the morale inside is perhaps taking a downward 

plunge as we are hearing the reports). 
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1. Identity Card and Transport for 

1500 from Training Camps to 

launching sites, at Rs. 10 each in 

local currency. 

 
2. Induction expenditure at average 

Rs. 50/- each in Pale currency. 

Rs. 15.000/ 

 

 

 

 
Rs. 75.000/ 

 
 

Eagerly awaiting your immediate action. And if past experience is to be used to 
avoid future confusion. 1 hope you will see to it that the funds are placed under 

executive control of the Training Directorate. 
 

                                       With kindest regards. 

(Abu Yousuf) 

Director, 

Training Co-ordination. 

Youth Camps. Eastern Zone 

 

No. YTC/248                                Dt. 6-10-

1971. 

 

Chairman. Eastern Zonal Council and Chairman. Youth (Reception) Camps. 

Eastern Zone may kindly see. In order to meet the immediate expenditure of the 

Camps on items I to 5 on prepare and the imminent induction expenditure of 500 

Base-Workers from Gokulnagar Meghna Camp, they are requested to release Rs. 
50,000/- to this Directorate on an ad-hoc basis pending formal re-

imbursement/allocation of Youth (Training) Camp funds. 
 

 
 

(Abu Yousuf) 
Director. 

Training co-ordination. 

Youth Camps. Eastern Zone. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 
 

No. YTC/250                                 Dt. 7th 
Oct. v71. 

 

Recruitment Co-ordinator. 

Sub : Reported Irregular Recruitment. 

Dear Sir. 

The Local Authorities have objected to some recent recruitments (3-10-71) made 

by Mr. Hannan for entrance to the FENI Camp on the following grounds: 

(a) Medical Check up. 

(b) Overage (40- 42 years) 

(c) Underage (9 to 15 years) 

(d) False promise of arms training although the recruitment was for Youth 

Training Camp. 

You are requested to kindly advice Mr. Hannan to be more careful in future in this 

matter. 

Thanking with kindest regards. 

Director 
Co-ordination. Planning 

   and Programming, 
      Youth Camps. 

Copy to: 
1. Asstt. Director. YRC. 
2. Mr. A. Hannan. Harina Camp Chief. 

    Administrator. Feni Camp. 
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OFFICE OF THE SUPPLY DEPTT., 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH, 

EASTERN ZONE. 
No ............. 252/                                     Date. 8. 10. 1971. 

 
To 

The Chairman. 
Finance Committee. Youth Camps. 

Govt. of Bangladesh. 

Eastern Zone. 

 

Sir. 

With reference to your Memo No. 766. dt. 4. 10. 71. 1 have the honor to inform 

you that since this store (Agartala Museum) has been functioning only 130 (One 

hundred thirty) packages of different articles were sent from Calcutta by the 

Bangladesh Govt. out of which. 74 (Seventy four) packages were taken delivery by 

Major Subramonium. Dy. Director Relief. Govt. of India directly from the Air-port 

which according to him have been distributed among the Training Camps. The rest 56 

(Fifty six) packages received in Museum were proportionately distributed (according 

to strength) among 32 (Thirty two) Youth Reception/Holding Camp & Bangladesh 

Forces as well by Prof. Nurul Islam Chowdhury. MNA. Director of Administration. 
Youth Camps in due consultation with Shri K.P. Dana, Secretary. Central Council for 

Assistance to the struggle for Bangladesh. 

 

1. Details of the Packages :   

(1) Socks- 

(2) P. T. Shoes 

(3) Lungi 

(4) Bedsheets 

{5) Saspen 
(6) Water Drum 

(7) Air Pillow 

3 packets 

IOW. Boxes 

5 bundles 

7 " 

12 " 
5 " 

14 W. Boxes 

2.000 pairs 

1.000 " 

2.000 Pcs 

2.000 " 

82 " 
25 " 

2,000 " 
 56 packets.  

2. The statement showing distribution of above mentioned articles is attached 
herewith. 

Other relevant information’s will be supplied on in the next Statement. 
 

Yours obediently, 

(GAZI GOFRAN) 

Deputy Director (Supply) 

Govt. of Bangladesh. 

Eastern Zone. 
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SL. Name of Camps Socks 
P.T 

Shoes 
Lungi 

Bed 

Sheet 
Serince 

Water 

Drum 

Air 

Pillow 

Rem-

arks 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1. ............ ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... 
2. Bakshanagar 800   30 pcs 25 pcs   25 nos  
3. Hatimara 700   25 Pcs 25 pcs 1 no.  25 nos  

4. Gumati (D.C. Para) 800   30 pcs 25 pcs 1 no.  25 nos  

5. Hijna (") 800   30 pcs 25 pcs 2 nos  25 pcs  

6. Isamati (") 800   30 pcs 25 pcs 2 nos  25 pcs  
7. Student Organisation    150 pcs 5 nos  50 nos  
8. Sreenagar 900   25 pcs 35 pcs 2 nos 1 nos 30 nos  

9. Titas (Hapania) 650   35 pcs 20 pcs 2 nos  20 nos  
10. Brammaputra (Hapania) 650   25 pcs 20 pcs 1 nos  20 nos  

11. Jamna (") 650   25 pcs 20 pcs 2 nos  20 nos  
12. Gumati (") 650   25 pcs 20 pcs 1 no.  20 nos  

13. Bangabandhu’ (Maratilla) 650         

14. Banga Shardul (") 650   25 pcs 20 pcs 2 nos  20 nos  
15. Joy Bagnla (") 650   25 pcs 20 pcs 3 nos  20 nos  

16. Sonar Bangla (") 650   25 pcs 20 pcs 2 nos  20 nos  
17. Youth Training Camp-I  

(D.C. Para) 500 

55 

pairs 

47 

pairs 

50 

pairs 

     

18 -do- II (") 500 50 ” 45” 42 pcs 62 pcs 3 nos 1 no. 60 nos  
19. -do- III (") 500 40 ” 40” 100 pcs 60 pcs 3 nos 1 no. 60 nos  

20. ---- 500  30 pcs 20 pcs 2 nos 1 no. 20 nos  

21. Baramura 800  30 pcs 25 pcs 1 nos 1 no. 25 nos  

22. Harina 1,100        
23. Rajnagar 1,100  55 pcs 35 pcs 2 nos 1 no. 35 nos  
24. Khinpur 200  20 pcs 15 pcs 2 nos 1 no. 15 nos  

25. Karimganj 600  50 pcs 30 pcs   30 nos  
26. Dharmanagar 200        

27. Udaipur 600  35 pcs 30 pcs 2 nos 1 no. 30 nos  
28. Beloia 200  20 pcs 15 pcs 2 nos  15 nos  

29. Chottakhola 500        
30. Kailashahar 500  30 pcs 40 pcs   20 pcs  
31. Matinagar 1,000  60 pcs 40 pcs 3 nos 1 no. 30 pcs  

32. Nasima (Near Baramura) 250  25 pcs 20 pcs 2 nos  20 pcs  
33. Khatalia 250  10 pcs 10 pcs 1 nos  5 pcs  

 

 

 

 

GAZI GOFRAN. 

7.10.17 
Dy. Director (Supply) 

Govt. of Bangladesh 
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SECRET 
Most Immediate 

No. YTC/249                                      Dt.7. 
10.71 

 
As desired by Local Authorities, the following steps have to be taken with 

immediate effect: 
 

1. All residents, (the staff and the Youth) of Youth Reception Camps are to be 

registered for proper evacuee cards. The Camp Chiefs will be responsible to 

have it done by the nearest Thana authorities who have been requested to send 
proper persons to the Camps for this purpose daily or as frequently as needed.] 

2. Admission to Youth (Training) Camps will be subject to production of these 

cards which will then be deposited with the local authorities. |The Camp Chiefs 

of the sending camps will be responsible to ensure that no Youth other than those 

holding such cards are "recruited" for the youth (Training) Camps.) The pertinent 

Recruitment form is being modified accordingly. 

3. The Camp Chiefs will also be responsible to report to the local thanas the arrival 

of any suspicious person into their camps. The thana authorities will take such 

persons into custody along with the evidence of suspicion. 

 
               (Abu Yousuf) 

                    Director, 

          Training Co-

ordination. 

              Youth Camps. 

                Eastern Zone. 

 

c. c. 

1. Chairman. Eastern Zonal Council. 

2. Chairman. Youth Reception Camp Committee with the request 

to kindly circulate it to all Camp Chiefs immediately. 

All Camp-in-Charge, Youth (Training) Camps. 
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YOUTH CAMPS 
 

Decision of the Review Committee in its meeting with Group Captain Khondkar. 

D. C. O. S. on 6-9-71. 

1. Base-work as outlined in the Youth Training Scheme is needed as a significant 
part of our total effort. 

2. Intelligent, well-motivated, young men who opt for this work should be 

encouraged as the best possible Base-Workers. 

3. Those who cannot join the armed forces should also be used for this work, to 

whatever extent they can do it, rather than be kept stagnating. There is no 

harm in employing anyone as a Base-worker so long as he is willing to go 

unarmed. 

4. All Base-workers will go unarmed. 

5. They will go in for work outside the command and control of Sector 

Commanders. 

6. Afterwards, when a Base-worker has, in his estimation, established a "Safe- 

Base" he will inform the sectors through his Public Representative, or local A. 
L. Worker and the C.A.A. 

7. All Base-workers should be given their final instruction clearly and specifically 

about the successive actions to be taken. The suggestions given by the D. C. 

O. S. in this regard (as attached) were gratefully accepted by the Committee. 
 

 

 

 

D.C.O.S. may kindly 

see for confirmation. 

No. YTC/251 

(A. Yousuf) 

Chairman. 

Review Committee. 

8. 10. 71 
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Secret. 

Management of Youth Training Camps. 

The Camp is for Training the Youth of Bangladesh in constructive socio-

economic activities to create self-sustained village bases as the fundamental weapon 

to win the independence and welfare of their nation. For this purpose the management 

of their camp life must be. not to soften them by any non-essential facility, but to 

harden them for austarity and improvisation as will be needed in the village of 

Bangladesh to-day for its true self-sustenance. 

Within that framework the primary responsibility of the Camp-in-Chief. as a 

highly respected Public Representative of Bangladesh, is to uphold the morale as well 

as the proficiency of training of the Youth. 

The primary responsibility of the Camp Administrator is the management of the 

Camp facilities and the discipline of Camp security. 

But since the facilities are meaningless without morale, and the training is 

impossible without discipline, their responsibilities are mutually overlapping and what 

is the primary responsibility of the one is the Secondary responsibility of the other. 

And therefore their constant co-operation in mutual understanding is the absolute 

must for the success of the scheme. 

And since they are working as the representatives of two independent 

organizations, equal dignity and mutual respect have to be the basis of that co-

operation. The following ground rules are therefore suggested: 

 

1. The two officials will live as close and as equally as possible within the Camp 

premises, and will be in constant touch with each other. 

2. They will keep each other informed while leaving the camp, and will not be 

absent from the camp at the same time except in recorded emergencies. 

3. All major decisions (daily routine, staff meetings, special functions, major 

disciplinary actions etc. 

Will be in mutual consultation, remembering however their primary responsibilities. 

4. Minor decisions will also be in mutual consultation whenever the other is 

within reach. Otherwise it will be communicated to the other at the earliest 

opportunity. 
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5.  All disciplinary actions, taken jointly or individually in their respective fields, 
will be recorded in a Logbook for joint noting. 

6.  All disciplinary actions against staff-members will be taken in consultation 

with the Camp-in-Charge. and reported for decision to Youth Camp 

Directorate (Training ) in grievous cases. 

 

 

 

Sd/- Abu Yousuf, 

Training Co-ordinator. 

Sd/- R. V. Subramonium. 

Maj. 

Deputy Director 

Relief & Rehabilitation. 

12. 10. 71. 
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TOP SECRET 

 
No. YRC/Camps/71 -72.              Agartala. Dated 13 Oct..71. 

 
To 

The Administrator, 

PADMA/MEGHNA/GANGA/JAMUNA/MOIIARI/TISTA/FENI/ KALYANPUR 

Sub: -CHANGE OF CODE NAMES. 

I. With immediate effect the following Codes will be used in all correspondence: - 

 
 OLD NEW 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 

8 

PADMA 
MEGHNA 

GANGA 
JAMUNA 

MOHARI 
TISTA 

FENI 

KALYANPUR 

 

CRICKET 
GOLF 

TENNIS 
HOCKEY 

FOOTBALL 
POLO 

KABADI 

SWIMMING 

 

 
Signed 

R.V. Subramanium. 
Asstt. Director. 

Copy to: - 
1. R C.R.O. 

2. TRG. Co-ordinator, BANGLADESH AGARTALA. 
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LIST OF THE FILES MAINTAINED FOR YOUTH CAMPS 

APPROVED BY THE BANGLADESH LIBERATION 

COUNCIL, EASTERN ZONE. 
 

S. No F. No Site Area (Districts) Camp Chief 

I. 

II. 

 

III. 

 

IV. 

 

 

V. 

 

VI. 

 

VII. 

VIII 
 

IX. 

 

X. 

 

XI. 

XII. 

 

XIII 

 

XIV 

XV. 

 

1. 

2. 

 

3. 

 

4. 

 

 

5. 

 

6. 

 

7. 

8. 
 

9. 

 

10. 

 

11. 

12. 

 

13. 

 

14. 

15. 

 

Utlaipur -II 

Si lac hart 

 

Harina 

 

Sreenagar or 

Barishmukh. 

 

Udaipur-I or 

Palatana. 

Chatakhola 

 

Rajnagar. 

Kathalia or 
Baramura. 

Hathimara or 

Kama In agar. 

Bunagar or 

Chymara. 

Malaghar. 

Ashrambari or 

Khowai. 

Kailashahar. 

 

Dharmanagar. 

Patherkandi or 

Karimgaonj. 

 

(Chittagong Hill 

Tracts) 

(Ctg.&Ctg. Hill 

Tracts) 

" 

 

 

 

 

Noakhali 

" 

 

Comilla 
 

" 

" 

" 

 

" 

Sylhet 

 

 

" 

Abdullah-AI-Harun 

Svedur Rahman. 

 

M. A. Hannan. 

 

Khairuddin Ahmed. 

MPA & Obaidullah 

Majumdar. MPA. 

C'apt. S. Ali. MPA. 

 

Khawaja Ahmed. 

MNA. 

A. Hanif. MNA. 

Jala) Ahmed. MPA. 
 

M. A. Rashid. MPA. 

 

Prof. A. Rauf. 

 

Capi. Sowkat. 

Mustafa Shahid. MPA. 

 

Azizur Rahman. MPA. 

& Manik Chowdhury. 

MNA. 

Taimuz AM. MPA. 

Abdul Malek. 

XVI. 

 

16. Con cress B ha van 

(Transit at 

Agartala for 

Dacca & Comilla) 

 Fazlur Rahman. MNA. 
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XVII 

 

XVIII 

 

XIX. 
XX. 

17 

 

18 

 

19 
20 

Narsinghar.. 

 

Baltali. 

 

Mohanpur-1. 
Kamalpur. 

" 

 

" 

 

" 
" 

Dewan Abdul Abbas. 

MPA 

Gazi Fazlur Rahman. 

MPA. 

Shafiruddin. MPA. 
Altafur Rahman. MPA. 

 

REGULAR TRAINING CAMPS 

No. of proposed Camps 

 

XXI. 
 

XXII. 

 

21 
 

22 

Gokulnagar. 
 

Padmanagar. 

 

4 
 

3/6 

Shamsul Hoque. MPA. 
Wasiuddin. 

Dewan Abul Abbas. MNA 

Hamidur Rahman. 

 

 

 

 

Sd/-...................  

Director 

Co-ordinator. Planning 

and Programming. 

Youth Camp. 

18. 10. 71 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

 

No.-YTC/282                                      Date 19. 
10. 1971 

 

Asstt. Director/YRC. 

Further to our discussion on 14. 10. 71 I have to confirm that as per C.O.S.. BDF, 

letter No 200I/BDF/A dated 12. JO. 71 (Copy enclosed) Mr. Khalid Mahmood Ali. 

signature attested below is to be treated as authorized by the Bangladesh Govt. to 

organise Recruitment for Bangladesh Forces. 

Any Recruiting Team as may be authorized by him may kindly be accorded all 
facilities for such recruitment from the Youth (Training) Camps. 

 

 

 

Sd/- 

Tr. Co-ordinator. 

Attested ........... 

 
Copy: 

        Comd. Delta Sector, 
        C. O. s. 

Mr. Khalid Md. Ali, MNA. 
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From : Khaled Mohd. Ali. 
Director. Motivation. Recruiting Co-ordinator & 

Movement Co-ordinator. 
 

No. MRC/283                        Dt. 19.6.71 
 

To. 

Dr. Abu Yousuf, 

Training Co-ordinator. 

 

Subject: Recruitment. 

Dear Sir. 

As per our previous discussion 1 sent recruiting team with authority signed by to 

recruit of the trainees from youth Camps but they were disobliged by the camp 

administrators concerned. Later I myself went to Charilam Camp for recruiting 

trainees but experienced the same deadlock for reasons best known to the Camp 

Administrator concerned. 

I was then compelled to start recruiting boys from reception camps direct, to fill 

up thana wise quota and accelerate the training. I further suppose if this problem is not 

solved with an immediate effect our training is sure to suffer. 

This is for your kind information. 

Thanking you in the anticipation. 

 

 

 

Yours. 

K.M. Ali. 

 

 
 

 
-------------
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SFXRET. 

MOST IMMEDIATE. 

 

As desired by Local Authorities, the following steps have to be taken with 

immediate effect: - 

1. All residents, (the staff and the youth) of Youth Reception Camps are to be 
registered for proper evacuee cards. |The Camp Chiefs will be responsible to have it 

done by the nearest Thana authorities who have been requested to send proper 

pension to the Camps for this, purpose daily or as frequently as needed.] 

2. Admission to Youth (Training) Camps will subject to production of these 
cards which will then be deposited with the local authorities. (The Camp Chiefs will 

be responsible to ensure that no youth other than those holding such cards are 
"rccruited" for the Youth (Training) Camps.) The pertinent Recruitment form is being 

modified accordingly. 

3. The Camp Chief-will also be responsible to report to the local Thanas the 

arrival of any suspicious person into their camps. The Thana authorities will take such 

suspicion with custody along with the evidence of such suspicion. 

 

Sd/- 

Di rector. 
Coordination. Planning 

and Programming. 
Youth Camps. 

4. 11.71. 

Chairman. Eastern Zonal Council. 

Chairman. Youth Reception committee with 

the request to kindly circulate it 

to all Camp Chiefs immediately. 

All Camp-in-Charge. Youth (training) Camps. 
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WITH 

(CAMP CHIEFS) 

A. RECEPTION CAMPS FOR DISTRICT 
 

 Camp Site 

(Proposed Camp Site) 

Camp Chief 

 

(a) Chittagong & 
Ctg. Hill Tracts, 

 
 

 
 

 

(b)Noakhali 

 

(c)Comilla 

 

 

 

(d)Sylhat 

 

 

 

 

Transit Camps 

at 

Agartala for 

Dacca & 

Comilla 
 

(i) Harina 
 

(ii) Sreenagar or Khairuddin 
Ahmed 

Harishamukh (Obaidullah 
Majumder MNA) 

(iii) Udaipur (Palatana) 

(i) Chothakhola 

(ii)Rajnagar 

(i) Kathalia (Baramura) 

(ii) Hatimara (Kamalnagar) 

(iii) Bunagar (Chaymara) 

(iv) Malagarh 

(i) Ashrambari (Khowai) 

(ii) Kailashahar 

 

(iii) Dharmanagar 

(iv) Patharkandi (Karimganj) 

(i) Congress Bhavan 
 

 
(ii) Narsinghar 

(iii) Beltali 
(iv) Mhanpur 

(v) Kamalpur 

M. A. Mann an. 
 

 
 

 
 

Capt. S. Ali MNA. 

Khwaja Ahmed. MNA. 

A. Hanif, MNA. 

Jalal Ahmed MPA. 

M. A. Rashid. MPA. 

Prof. A. Rouf. 

Capt. Sowkat. 

Mustafa Shahid, MPA. 

Azizur Rahman, MPA. 

Manik Chowdhury MNA. 

Tainuz Ali MPA. 

Mr. Abdul Malek. 

Fazlur Rahman, MNA. 
 

 
Dewan Abdul Abbas, MNA. 

Kazi Fazlur Rahman, MPA. 
Shafiruddin MPA. 

Mr. Altafur Rahman MPA. 

 

Approved by the Bangladesh Liberation Council, Eastern Zone. 

 1. Udaipur (II) Mr, Abdullah Haroon MPA. 

 2. Silachara (Chittagong Hill Tracts) Mr. Syedur Rahman. 
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2. REGULAR TRAINING CAMPS 

 

Area No. of Proposed 

Camps 

No. of Existing 

Camps 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

I. Gokulnagar (Now in 
overall charge of Mr. 

Shumsul Huq MPA) 
 

 
 

II. Pad manager 

4 
 

 
 

 
 

3/6 

2 
 

 
 

 
 

nil 

a. Shamsul Huq MPA 
Waisuddin (Camp 

No.) 
 

b- Dewan Abul Abbas 
MNA 

Hamidur Rahman 
 

The Camp Management Committee in each camp will concern of 

1. Camp Chief-to be appointed by Liberation Council. 

2. Dy. Camp Chief " “ “ “ “ “ 

3. Camp Supervisor-to be appointed by Camp Chief on nomination by Director 

Adm. 

4. Political Trainer "   " "  " on nominated by Director Training and 

Coordination 

5. Physical Trainer “ “ “ 

6. Medical Officer"  "   " " on nomination by Deputy Director 
(Health) 

7. Camp Administrator (Where appointed) by Local Government. 

8. Arm Trainers (where appointed by Local Government) 

 

 

 

Sd/-.................  

Director 

Coordination, Planning 

and Programming, 

Youth Camps 

18. 11.71 

 

 
 

 
-----------------
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YOUTH CAMP OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT IN THE 

EASTERN SECTOR. 

The youth Camps scheme contemplates to channelize the activities and also to 

train up the stream of young men coming from Bangladesh in the wake of inhuman 
atrocities and genocide committed by West Pak. Army. The Youth Camps were 

originally situated at different entry points of the Border as reception-cum-transit 

camps and some of these are still existing not as reception cum transit camps but as 

Youth Camps to give some preliminary training in order to meet the incessant 

demands of the boys who become frustrated finding that youth camps with training 

facilities have not yet been properly organized. 

There has been an inordinates delay to implement youth camps scheme. Our boys 

are frustrated and their initial enthusiasm to have the training and to liberate the 
motherland disinitiates. Finding no accommodation and the facilities of training 

hundreds of our boys are returning back breaking the morale of the people inside. If 
the problems of organizational set-up of the youth camps are met in a stereotyped 

manner, then the whole scheme will fail since the youth from Bangladesh are not 

coming in a planned way to the accommodated according to our plan. The present 

heavy influx may be stopped in future due to various circumstances which we will 

have to consider in organizing the youth camps. Hence the necessity of Reception-

cum- Transit Camps, Youth Camps which are existing to be changed into youth 

training camps and the gradual establishment of Youth Camps as envisaged in the 

Scheme submitted to the authority concerned. At present there are three categories of 

youth camps, viz. -in the first category we find the youth camps which were 

established with the help of local authority being situated at sites to catch the boys 

from the border. 

Since the plan for concentrating the youth camps with a total accommodation of 

10,000, in three blocks has not yet been completed, these camps are functioning now 

as preliminary training centers to cater to the demands of the boys. The camps are as 

follows: 

(1) Harina with a strength of 1,000 youth. This figure varies depending on the 
entry of........on a particular date. This camp has had training facilities which 

can be fully utilized to implement our scheme. It is not situated near the 
border. Our Sector Commander of that area (i.e. Harina Sector situated just 

opposite Hillock of Youth Camp) can take up the responsibility of training the 
boy. 

I have already requested Maj. Mehta, Deputy Director, Youth Camps 

Operation to depute one of his officers to this Youth Camp but the real training 

(arms) can be started only after the concurrence of local military authorities. 
Mr. M. A. Hannan, Secretary, Chittagong District Awami League is the Camp 

Chief. Capt. 
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Chattarjee now working in place of Maj. Mehta (now on leave) promised to 
depute one officer at this camp. 

(II)  Chetakhola : (near Akinpur) This Camp has got a strength of about 400 boys. 

Since the camp is situated near the border, it will have to be shifted into the 

interior but uptil now no such scheme has been taken up. Mr. Khawja Ahmed 

MNA is the Camp Chief.  

The boys are getting training with the help of our Liberation-army. 

(III) Rajnagar: At Present this camp has accommodated only 400 boys but there is 

scope for expansion to accommodate 1000 boys. One Capt. R.P. Singh (since 
reported to have been withdrawn and placed in another camp) an officer of Maj. 

Mehta has been deputed to supervise the activities of this Youth Camp. Inspite of 
our repeated request, the construction of the camp is done at a snail's pace and as 

such we are hard pressed to give shelter to the stream of boys coming daily from 
Bangladesh through that area Prof.A. Hanif MNA is the Camp Chief. 

(IV) Sonamura : There are 4 (four) camps in that area such as : 

(a) Kathalia: with strength of 1000 boys capable of accommodating at best 800. 

Daily hundreds of boys are refused in that camp for want of accommodation for 

which no steps so far could be taken due to circumstances beyond our 

control................ 

(b) Hatimara: With a strength of 800 boys (which can be easily raised to 1000) 

Mr. Mehta has deputed one Capt. Sharma in that Camp (since reported to have 
been withdrawn) but until now no substantive progress could be done for want of 

transport, construction materials and other pre-requisities to establish a full- 
fledged camp. The boys can have proper training in this camp provided the 

facilities are available. In fact the boys are getting some preliminary training and 

they are also occasionally engaged in operational activities within Bangladesh. 

Mr. M. A. Rashid MPA is the Camp Chief. 

(c) Buxanagar: The camp has got a strength of 800 boys and there is constant 

pressure to raise the strength to at least 1000, since the camp authorities have to 
refuse entry of many boys coming from Bangladesh. Due to heavy influx of boys 

in that area, sometimes 1000 boys have to be accommodated temporarily to be 
shifted elsewhere if possible or in the alternative to be left in the larch. Capt. Das 

has been deputed by Mr. Mehta to supervise the activities of that camp but he has 
not been able to do much due to same handicaps experienced by other officers at 

different camps. Prof. A. Rouf is the Camp Chief. The boys are getting some 

training and also engaged in operational activities. 

(d) Melaghar: This camp should be treated separately. It is at present attached 
with our liberation army camp at Sector No.2. There are about 1000 boys in this 

camp 

(V) Udaipur: This camp has been started very recently but the progress is spectacular 

due to co-operation of local officers specially ADM Mr. Banarjee. At present, it 

has got a strength of 1200 with a proposal to accommodate 1500 boys. Capt. S. 
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Ali MNA is the Camp Chief. The boys are getting preliminary training. The camp 

is situated in an ideal place at PALATANA-about 5 miles off Udaipur. Since this 

camp is managed by on able and ex-army Captain like Mr. S. Ali MNA., there is 

no  of deputing any officer by the Deputy Director, Youth Camp Operation. This 

camp can be easily recognized as a full-fledged youth camp as envisaged in the 

original scheme. 

(VI) Mohanpur: This Camp has a present strength of 450. Mr. Shafiruddin Ahmed, 

MP A is the Camp Chief. There is enough scope for expansion of this camp but 

due to difficulties of construction etc. this could not be done. Capt. Chatarjee now 

acting as a Deputy Director, Youth Camp operation, has taken up the matter. 

(VII) Sylhet: At present there are 3 (three) transit youth camps at Sylhet Sector, viz- 

(a) Patherkandi, with a capacity of 500 boys. Mr. Abdul Monem. Organising 

Secretary, Sylhet District Awami League is the Camp Chief. 

(b) Khowai: This camp has not been fully organised. At present the strength is 

only about 200, but several hundred more boys are scattered in different houses 

for want of proper accommodation. Mr. Mustafa Shahid, MP A is the Camp 

Chief. 

An Officer Capt. Dhar had been deputed to organise this camp as per scheme as 
approved by the Govt. of India (since reported to have been withdrawn). If the 

construction at the site selected is expedited then it would have an accommodation 
of 1000 youth. The same difficulties of construction, transport, ration and the 

supply of other materials are there as in other camps. 

(c) Kailashahar: This camp has not been properly organized due to some 

organisational defects. It is said that at present this camp has got an strength of 

300 boys. Mr. Manik Chowdhury MNA is the Camp Chief. 

The above youth camps are operating as originally planned before the approved 

youth camp scheme came in to operation but not yet implemented. Due to heavy 

influx of young men from Bangladesh between the age group of 16 to 25, many 

transit camps have o be established in addition to the demands of opening few 

other transit camps at different laces on border to cope with this abnormal 

situation. The second category of Youth amps re operating as Reception- cum-

Transit camps. 

These camps are as follows: 

(1) Dharmanagar: It has been approved by the Chief Minister, Tripura and at 

present has got a strength of 200 boys to be easily expanded to accommodate 

1000 if the construction is expedited. Mr. Taimuz Ali, MP A has been selected 
as a Camp Chief. 

(2) Narsingtaar: The Camp originally accommodated about 600 boys who were 

shifted to Gokulnagar camp but we could not close the camp due to heavy on- 

rush of young men especially from Comilla, Dacca and Faridpur etc., and as 

such this camp is still operating with a strength of more than 600 boys though 

there is 
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constant Pressure from local authorities to close this camp. Mr. Dewan Abdul 
Abbas, MNA is the Camp Chief. 

(3) Beltali: This camp has got a strength of 400 (no further expansion is possible). 

Mr. Enasur Rahman originally supervised this camp; now Mr. Gazi Fazlur 

Rahman. MP A has been selected as a Camp Chief. 

(4) Congress Bhavan (Agartala): Under a compelling circumstances we had to 

allow the boys to have temporary stay at this place. The unusual is at this such 

place varies from 300 to 400 boys to be packed like holds in a very limited 

space. Since there is no cooking arrangement and no such arrangement is 

possible within or outside nearly, the boys are escorted to a distance of 3 miles 

at Beltali to have their food. This is an intolerable situation which we cannot 

help inspite of best efforts. 

The proposed transit camps to be established: 

The High powered Political Committee now renamed as Bangladesh Liberation 

Council, Eastern Zone, Agartala has recommended for the establishment of the 

following transit camps and works are being started accordingly. 

(a) Kamalpur: Mr. Altafur. Rahman, MPA has been deputed to organise this 

Camps as Camp Chief. 

(b) Harishamukh (between Srinagar and Amrighat): 

Mr. Obaidullah Majumdar MNA and Mr. Khairuddin MPA have been requested to 

organise this camp. 

(c) Silchara: A Transit camp to accommodate the Youth coming from Chittagong 

Hill Tracts with Mr. Syedur Rahman, Secretary, Chittagong Hill Tracts Awami 
League of Camp Chief has been recommended. 

(d) Udaipur: Being centrally situated, boys from different areas gather at this place 

either to be sent to the youth camps or to refugee camps and as such in order to 

meet the practical difficulties. A transit camp with Mr. Abdullah Al-Haroon 
MPA as Camp Chief has been proposed. 

(e) Ekinpur: To meet the same situation as in Udaipur, transit camp is proposed at 

this place. The main function of these reception-cum-transit camps established 

or proposed to be established are to act as waiting centers where the scrutiny of 

boys would be done to facilitate their entry to the Youth Camps. 

There may be some other transit camps to be established in future depending on 
circumstances and demand. 

We are experiencing difficulties to managa these youth camps since we are not 

getting accommodation, transport, proper ration (the quota of 400 gram rice per head 

has recently been curtailed to 300 gram in some camps and the rate of Rs. 1.10 paisa 
per head is too meagre to keep the health of the young men to be trained) supply of 

bedding, clothing etc. and other minimum necessities of life including water facilities 
and sanitation. Uptil now we have not get anything as envisaged in approved youth 

camp scheme. 
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We have been able to supply some articles and tried to supplement the food by 

giving tiffin @ Rs. 0.25 paisa per head with our meagre resources which is quite 

insufficient to keep the health of the boys who are having much physical exercise. If 

we are to maintain in this way then very soon we will have to close these camps since 

we have very little resources to cope with the situation. 

GOKULNAGAR: 

This camp has been placed on a different category since it is in consonance with 

the real youth camp scheme as envisaged and approved. It may be mentioned here 

that youth camp scheme contemplated 3 (three)block camps to be situated in selected 

cities for off the border and to be closed for security reason and with all the facilities 

to train up the young men within a period of one month. Uptil now only one block 

camp at Gokulnagar has been established with a present strength of only 1400 boys to 

be raised to 2000, though in the original scheme there was a proposal to accommodate 

400 young men in 4 areas within the same block at Gokulnagar. Maj. Mehta has 

deputed 2 of his Captains- Capt. Mansingh and Capt. Rawat to organise this camp 

with the help of Camp Chief, Mr. Shamsul Huq MP A. No. articles and ration as per 

Youth Camp Scheme have been provided. The 2 other Block Camps to accommodate 

6000 boys (3000 each) proposed to be situated at BARAMURA and PADDANAGAR 

have not yet been established and I understand that one such plan has been abandoned 

though a feeble attempt is still being made to have a Block Camps as originally 

contemplated. 

In such circumstances, the organisation of youth camps have to be reoriented 

considering the circumstances and practical difficulties. The time is running fast and 

as such the plan whatever it is, must be executed immediately: Otherwise the whole 

Youth Camp Scheme will end in fiasco. 

 

Sd/- 

Director, Coordination, 

Planning and Programming, 

Youth Camps. 
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KATHAL1A or BARAMURA Youth Transit/Relief Camp 
 

Sl. No Name of the posts 

 

Name of the persons 

 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Camp Chief 
Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 
Political Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Physical Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Student Representatives 

Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt. 

Mr. Jalal Uddin Ahmed, MPA 
Mr. Raja Meah, MPA 

Mr. A. Choudaury 
Prof. Ashraf Uddin Ahmed 

Mr. M. A. Hamid 

Mr. Bclayet Hossain 

 

Mr. M. A. Mazid 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Mahbubul Alam, M.B.B.S. 

Md. Sahidullah. 

 

CHOUTAKHOLA Youth Transit/Relief Camp 

 

Sl. No Name of the posts Name of the persons 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

10 
11 

12 
13 

14 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 

Political Instructor 

" 

" 

" 

Physical Instructors 
" 

" 
" 

Student Representatives 
Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt. 

Mr. Khawaja Ahmed MNA 

Mr. A. B.M. Taleb Ali. MNA 

Mr. Nurul Huda 

Mr. Mizanur Rahman M. A 

Mr. Mahbubul Alam 

Mr. Abdur Rahman 

Mr. Serajuddin Chowdhury 

Mr. Siddique Ahmed 
Mr. A. M. Saifullah 

Mr. S. I. Azizur Rahman. 
 

 
Mr. Hafiz Ahmed 

Dr. Zulfiqur  Islam, M.B.B.S. 
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BARANAGAK or CHARMARA Youth Transit/Relief Camp 

 
Sl. No Name of the posts 

 

Name of the persons 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 

Political Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Physical Instructors 

" 
" 

Student Representative 

Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt. 

 

Name of the persons 

Prof. Md. Abdur Rauf 

Prof. Md. Younus 

Mr. Md. Abdul Hakim 

Mr. Sayed Matiul Islam Bhuiyan 

Mr. Md. Abdul Awal 

Mr. Md. Abdur Razzaque 

Prof. Abul Hassan 

 
 

 

 

Mr. Md. Abdul Mazid Chowdhury 

Dr. Gulam Mustafa Khan, MBBS. 

Dr. Sikander Hyat 
 

HARINA Youth Transit/Relief Camp 
Sl. No Name of the posts Name of the persons 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 

Political Instructors 

,, 

,, 

,, 

Physical Instructors 

,, 

,, 

,, 

Student Representative 

Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt. 

Mr. M. A. Mannan. 

Mr. Mosharraf Hossain MNA 

Mr. Jetendra Prasad Nath 

Mr. Azizul Hoq Chowdhury 

Prof. Nur Mohammed 

Prof. Nurul Absar 

Prof. Abdullah-al-Mamun 

 

 

 

 

Abu Mohd. Hashem 

Dr. Eklasuddin L. M. F. 

Mr. Hamidullah (Paramedical) 

 

UDAYPUR OR PALATANA (I) Youth Relief Camp 

 
Sl. No Name of the posts Name of the persons 
1 

2 

3 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Political Instructors 

Capt. M. S. Ali, MNA. 

Mr. Abdu 11 ah-A1 -Haroon, MPA 

Prof. Mihir Kumar Datta 
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4 

5 

6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

" 

" 

" 

Physical Instructors 
" 

" 

" 

Student Representative 

Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt. 

Compounder 

Store Supervisor 

Store Keeper 

Receptionist 

Principal, Go pa I Chandra Das 

Prof. Md Rafizur Rasul 

Chowdhury 

 
Mr. Abdul Bari Khan. 

 

 

 

 

Dr. S. L. Dey, MBBS. 

 

 

HAPANIA Youth Transit/Relief Camp 

"Gumati-I" 
 

Sl No Name of the posts Name of the persons 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 

Political Instructors 

" 

" 

" 
Physical Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Student Representative 

Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt. 

Mr. Ali Azam, MNA 

Mr. Azizul Haque 

Mr. Nasir Hussain 

Prof. Harun-ur-Rashid 

Mr. Gulam Noor. 

Mr. Sirajuddin 

Mr. Yakut ali 
 

 

DURGA CHOWDHURY PARA Youth Transit/Relief Camp 

"BUNA" 
 

Sl No Name of the posts Name of the persons 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 

Political Instructors 

 " 

Mr. Sayed Imdadul Bari, MPA 

Mr. Lilu Miah 

Mr. Abdur Rouf 

Mr. Shamsul Huda 

Mr. Dewan Khan Khadem 
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6 

7 

8 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

" 

" 

Physical Instructors 

" 
" 

" 

Student Representative 

Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt. 

Mr. Sarwar Jahan 

Mr. Shamsul Islam Bhuyan. 

 

 

HAPANIA Youth Transit/Relief Camp 

"TITHAS" 
 

Sl No Name of the posts Name of the persons 
1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

 

14 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 
Political Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Physical Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Student Representative 

Medical Officer 

 

Medical Asstt. 

Mr. Kazi Akbaruddin Ahmed, MPA 

Mr. Abdul Halim 

Mr. Habibur Rahman 
Mr. Ranjit Chandra Saha 

Mr. Md. Ishaque 

 

 

Bachchu Sikder 

 

 

 

Mr. Md. Idris. 

Dr. Shanti Ranjan Shaha, M.B.B.S 

Dr. Amjad Hossain, L.M.F 

Billamangal Bhowmic 

 

HAPANIA Youth Transit/Relief Camp 

"BRAMAPUTRA" 
 

Sl No Name of the posts Name of the persons 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 

Political Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Mr. Aftabuddin Bhuiya, MNA 

Mr. Kafiluddin Ahmed 

Mr. Abdul Bari 

Mr. Abu Baker 

Mr. Siddiqur Rahman 
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8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Physical Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Student Representative 

Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt. 

 

HAPANIA Youth Transit/Relief Camp 

"JAMUNA" 
 

Sl 

No 

Name of the posts Name of the persons 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 

Political Instructor 

" 

" 

" 

" 

Physical Instructor 

" 

" 

" 

" 

Student Representative 

Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt. 

Name of the persons 

Mr. Md. Safiruddin Ahmed, MPA 

Mr. Syedur Rahman 

Mr. Abdus Sattar 

Mr. Monir Uddin 

Prof. Goaranga Prasad Mitra 

Mr. Siddiqur Rahman, B.A. B.T 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Sahidul Islam (Emto) 

Mr. Abdus Samad, M. B. B. S. 

Dr. I-Iaripada Das, L. M. F. 

 

DURGA CHOWDHURY PARA Youth Transit/Relief Camp 

"ISAMATI" 
 

Sl 

No 

 Name of the posts Name of the persons 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 

Political Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

" 

Mr. Jamaluddin Ahmed, MPA 

Mr. Subash Chandra Modak 

 

 

Mr. D. A. Quiyum 

Mr. Mohd. Ali 
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9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Physical Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Student Representative 

Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt. 

Mr. A. K. M. Alauddin 

Mr. Sunil Chandra Deb 

 

 

Mr. Dee wan Md. Ibrahim 

 

 

DURGA CHOUDHURY PARA Youth Transit/Relief Camp 

"Gl MATI-II" 
 

Sl No Name of the posts Name of the persons 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 

Political Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

" 

Physical Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Student Representative 

Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt. 

Name of the persons 

Mr. Amir Hossain, MPA 

Mr. Kironmoy Datta 

Mr. Syed Abdul Kafi 

Mr. Shamsuddin Ahmed 

Mr. Shamsur Rouf 

Mr. Afzal Khan 

 

Mr. Firoz Ahmed 

Mr. Dulu Mea 

 

 

Mr. Siddiqur Rahman 

 

 

NARSINGITAR Youth Transit/Relief Camp 

 

Sl No  Name of the posts Name of the persons 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 

Political Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

" 

Physical Instructors 

" 

Mr. Dewan Ahul Abbas, MNA 

 

Mr. Shamsul Haque 

Mr. Sk. Abu Mamod (Pri 

Mr. Kazi Nurul Haque. 

Mr. S. M. Bhuiyan 

 

 

Mr. Zainul Abedin 

Mr. Feroz Ahmed Sarker 
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11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

" 

" 

Student Representative 

Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt. 

Mr. M A. Baten 

 

Mr. Kafiqul Haque 

Mr. A Matin Bhuiyan. MBBS 

Mr M. R. Choudhury 

 

HATIMARA OR KAMAL NAGAR Youth Transit/Relief Camp 

 

Sl No Name of the posts Name of the persons 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 

Political Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

" 

Physical Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Student Representative 

Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt. 

 

Name of the persons 

Mr. Abul Bashar 

Mr. Mahmood Hassan 

Mr. Ali Taher Mozumder 

Mr. Zahirul Hoque Chowdhury 

Mr. Asgar Hossain 

Mr. Abdul Mannan 

 

 

Mr. Abdul Malek 

 

 

 

Mr. Imam Abu Zahid Salim 

Mr. Luthful Kabir 

Mr. Anisuzzaman 

 

RAJNAGAR Youth Camp 

 

Sl No Name of the posts Name of the persons 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Political Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Physical Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Student Representative 

Medical Officer 

 

Name of the persons. 

Mr. Md. Hanif, MNA 

Mr. Bismillah, MPA 

Mr. Priya Lai Das 

Mr. Abul Kashem Chowdhury 

Mr. Abdul Haque Chowdhury 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Md. Shahjahan 

Dr. K. Imranul Haq. MBBS 
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13 

14 

15 

16 
17 

18 

Medical Assu. 

Compounder 

Store Supervisor 

Store Keeper 
Receptionist 

Camp Supervisor 

 

DHARMA NAGAR 

 

Sl No Name of the posts Name of the persons 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 

Political Instructors 

" 

" 

" 
" 

Physical Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Student Representative 

Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt. 

Mr. Taimuz Ali, MPA 

 

 

KAILASHAHAR (Vagavan Nagar) 
 

Sl No Name of the posts Name of the persons 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 
13 

14 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 

Political Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

" 

Physical Instructors 

" 

" 

" 
Student Representative 

Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt. 

Mr. Towabur Rahman, MPA. 

Mr. M. A. Malek 

 

Prof. Faizur Rahman 

Mr. Giasuddin Monir 

Mr. Mozibur Rahman 

 

 

Mr. Sikandar Ali 

Mr. Abdul gafur 

 

 
Mr. Md. Abdul Wadud 
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PATHANKANDHI OR KARIMGONJ Youth Transit/Relief Camp 

Runakhira Youth Camp 

 

Sl No Name of the posts Name of the persons 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 
13 

14 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 

Political Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Physical Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Student Representative 
Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt. 

Mr. Abdul Momin 

Mr. Tozammul ali 

Mr. Abdul Jabbar 

Mr. Parisat Kr. Poul 

 

Mr. Afsar Miah 

 

Mr. Md. Abdul Karim Chowdhury 

 

Mr. Abdul Haque 

 

Mr. A. Khalique Chowdhury. 
Dr. Mokaddas Ali, LMF 

 

SELACHARA 

 

Sl No Name of the posts Name of the persons 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 

Political Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Physical Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Student Representative 

Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt.  

Mr. Sayedur Rahman Chowdhury 

Prof. Mohd. Chowdhury 

Mr. Gopal Chandra Dey 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Md. Saifullah 

 

 

Mr. Dulal Chandra Chowdhury 

 

KADLASHAHAR ASRAM BARI (Khoai) 

 

Sl No Name of the posts Name of the persons 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Camp Chief 

Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 

Political Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Mr. Mostafa Shahid, MPA. 
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8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 
14 

Physical Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Student Representative 

Medical Officer 
Med teal Asstt. 

 

SREE NAGAR (S. J. Hoque) Youth Camp 

 

Sl No Name of the posts Name of the persons 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Camp Chief 
Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 

Political Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

" 

Physical Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Student Representative 

Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt. 

Mr. Khair Uddin Ahmed, MPA 
Mr. Mirza Firoz Ahmed 

Md. Mostafa 

Mr. Mosharraf Hossain 

Mr. Ali Ahmed Master 

Mr. Muzaffar Ahmed, M. A., 

L.L.B. 

 

 

Mr. Khurshed Alam 

Mr. Emdad Ahmed 

 

 

Mr. Dilip Kr. Chowdhury 

 
Mr. Md. Mozibul Hoq. 

 

UDAYPUR OR PALATANA (II) Youth Transit/Relief Camp 

 

Sl No Name of the posts Name of the persons 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Camp Chief 
Dy. Camp Chief 

Camp Supervisor 

Political Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Physical Instructors 

" 

" 

" 

Student Representative 

Medical Officer 

Medical Asstt. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Prof. Abu Taher Rizvi 
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��!" ���' /��-1 (� @��P��# 

�F�� E���*# ��?� 
�������� ��&�� 
��!"-���' /��-1 

1 @�A��� 
1561 

 
GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS 

MUJIBNAGAR 

NOTICE 

 

A meeting of the Zonal Council South East Zone-1 to be held on October 10, 1971 

at Shantibazar at 3-00 P. M. 

 

The following agenda may be fixed for the said meeting:- 

(1) Selection of the Chairman of the Zonal Council. 

(2) Formation of the following Sub-committees of the Zonal Council. 

(3) (a) Finance Sub-Committee, 

(b) Relief sub-Committee, 

(c) Health Sub-Committee, 

(d) Publicity Sub-Committee, 

(e) Education Sub-Committee, 

and any other Sub-Committee subject to the approval of the Government. 

(4) Selection of the Chairman of the Sub-Committees as per Clause 

     4 (C) of Memo No. GA/810 (345) dt. 27.7.1971. 

(5)Miscellaneous. 
 

Sd/- 
(A. H. M. Kamruzzaman) 

Home Minister. 
1. 10.71. 

 
 

 

 

 

--------------
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Extract from the minutes of the Zonal Council meeting. South East Zone-I held on 

10-10-71. at Santir Bazar with Mr. Khawaja Ahmed, M.N.A. on the Chair. 
........................................ 

    

The house felt that it would not be advisable to shift the Head Quarters to Udaipur 

which is at one extreme end of the Zone. For purposes of ensuring adequate security 

and effective participation of all concerned, the house decided to shift the Head 

Quarters of Zone from Sabroom to Manu Ghat. 

The house resolved that the entire Feni Sub-Division be tagged with Sector-I for 

operational purpose. 

 

Sd/- 

K. Ahmed 

President. 

12.10.71. 

 

 

Memo No. SEZI/ZC/73, Dt. 19-10-71. 

Copy forwarded to: 

(1) The Defense Secretary, Govt. of Bangladesh for favor of information and 

necessary action. 

 

 
Secretary 

Zonal Council, 
South East Zone—1 
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SECRET 
IMMEDIATE 

Ech HQ Bangladesh Force 
No. 2001/BDF/A 

12 Oct, 71. 
 

To : Comd. Delta Sector 

Info : Mr. Khaled Mohd Ali, MNA — 

          South East Zone-II 

          Govt. of the People's Republic 

           of Bangladesh. 

You are requested to 

please keep contact with 

this HQ for the purpose. 

 

                                                                                                                     

       Sub: Recruitment-Mukti Bahini 

Conversation Comd. Delta Sector /COS Echelon HQ Bangladesh forces of 9 Sep 

71 refers. 

1. It appears that there is some misunderstanding/lack of co-ordination regarding 

the selection and recruitment of men for Mukti Bahini. It has come to our notice that 

Maj. Subramanium is carrying out the recruitment at his own will without going 

through the correct procedure. 

2. It will be appreciated that Mr. Khaled Mohd Ali, MNA has been appointed as 

the recruitment co-ordinator by the Bangladesh Government and therefore all 
recruitment should be done through him. 

3. To remove any doubt misunderstanding and to ensure smooth recruitment, it is 

requested that this HQ may please be given the recruitment demand and Mr. Khaled 

Mohd Ali, MNA who is in contact with this HQ will carry out recruitment in 

consultation with the authority concerned in future. 

 

Signed 

for Chief of Staff. 

SECRET 

Sd/ ........  

Director, 

Co -ordination, Planning 

and Programming, 

Youth Camps 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

SOUTH EAST ZONE-II. 

 
No. 905                             Dt. 28th Oct. *7I 

 

Mr. Debabrata Datta Gupta. 

Deputy Co-ordinator, Training, 

Youth Camps. 

You are requested not to issue any appointment letter for any post in any Youth 

Reception Camp. All such appointment will require financial sanction of the Finance 

Committee. Moreover it is to be decided by the Finance Committee who will be 

vested with the authority for such appointment in Youth Reception Camps. 

 

 

 

                                                                                                  ALI AZAM 

                                                                                                   Chairman, 

                                                                                                   Finance Committee. 

 
 

 

 

 

-------------
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SECRET 
Echelon HQ Bangladesh Force 

                                                                                                   No. 3009/BDF/............ 
28 October, 1971. 

 

To: Chairman, Zonal Council, South East Zone I. 

                   ,,               ,,        ,,       South East Zone II. 

 

Subject: Security. 

1. It has come to light that some boys who are in possession of Pakistani Identity 

Cards are staying in Youth Camps and are being recruited in the "GONO BAHINI". It 
is not very safe to recruit such men unless we are sure that they will not do any harm. 

2. It is therefore, requested that a thorough checking of, all the Youth Camps 

should be made and all Pakistani Identity Cards collected and destroyed. It should 

also be ensured that those found in possession of Identity Cards are recruited only 

when they are found free from any doubt. 

 

 

 

 

Sd/- 
Chief of Staff. 

SECRET 
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GOVT. OF THE 

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

URGENT 

To, 
      All Camp Chiefs, Youth Reception Camps, South East Zone-I. 

 

      Sub: Reformation of Youth Reception Camp Organisation. 

 

Dear Sir, 

As per instructions of the "Board of Control, Youth Camp" Govt. of Bangladesh, 

you are hereby requested to reform your Youth Camp Organisation for the better 

administration and smooth functioning of the camp and to report the undersigned 

within 14th Nov. 1971 positively. 

Copy of the "Guide Line" is enclosed herewith. 
 

Abdul Wahab, M.P.A. 
5.11.71. 

Chairman 

Group Advisory Committee, 

Youth Camp, South East Zone-1 

 
 

Memo No 8E21/116                                                                                      dt.13-11-71 
 

Copy to: 
Mr. S.A. Samad, ZAO, SEZ-I 

for information and necessary action please. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                 Chairman. 
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GENERAL GUIDANCE FOR ADMINISTRATION OF 

YOUTH RECEPTION CAMP 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE: 

1. Each Reception Camp will have an Advisory committee as approved by the 

Board of Control, Youth Camp. Its function will be provide an overall supervision of 

the Camp and maintain proper management and discipline. The Committee will have 

a minimum of 3 Honorary Members from amongst such MNA/MPAs and other 
political leaders and workers who are interested in the running of the Camp and are 

resident, for the time being, within the close vicinity of the camp. For the camps 
which are already functioning, an Advisory Committee along these guidelines will be 

formed, if not formed already, for further development and progress of the camps and 
also a review /regularization of the camp staff, in such case, the tacting Camp-in-

charge will convene a meeting of above category persons of form an Advisory 
Committee. 

The Committee will have a Chairman from amongst the members and a Secretary 

from amongst the members. A list containing, the name of Chairman and other 

members, Secretary shall be submitted to Chairman, Board of Control, for approval, 
within 15-10- 71. The Advisory; Committee will appoint the Camp-in-charge. 

The Camp-in-charge will be a whole-time functionary and an Ex-officio member 

of the Advisory Committee. While the Advisory Committee will provide guidance, 

the Camp-in-charge will be responsible for the day to day running of the Camp. The 

proceedings of the meeting of the Advisory Committee should be recorded and copy 

to be forwarded to the Chairman, Board of Control and Director of the Zone 

concerned. The Camp-in-charge will be responsible for maintaining a proper account 

of the camp expenses. 

The minimum strength needed for the recognition of a Camp will be 250. 

STAFF: 

All functionary staff of the Camp including the Camp-in-charge will be residents 

of the Camp. 

2. The Camp-in-charge, subject to approval of the Advisory Committee will also 

select and appoint:- 

a) One Accountant-responsible for maintaining all accounts in the camp 

including stores and catering as per standard accounts procedures. The book of 

accounts will be audited at regular intervals. 

b) One Deputy Camp-in-charge-cum-Supervisor-in-charge: of accommodation, 

bedding, tents, sanitation arrangements, etc., including general cleanliness of the 

camp, i.e. he will see all matters relating to accommodation of the boys and staff. 

c) One Store Supervisor-responsible for obtaining and storing all sorts of stores 

including storable goods, equipments, etc. and subsequent release or the same to 
departments concern. He will also maintain inventry of the equipments. 
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d) One Catering Supervisor: He will be responsible for the marketing of 
kitchen, cooking arrangements, plates, drinking water and fuel etc. He will submit his 

daily accounts to the Accountant. 

e) One Medical Officer. 

f)  One Compounder. 

g) One General Assistant. 

h-k) Four Instructors (for a camp of 500 boys ). 

3. INSTRUCTORS: 

i) Motivational Instructor-One for each 250 youths. 

Officio Member of the Advisory Committee. 

5. Board/Lodge for staff: Pocket allowance; 

The following staff will get free board and lodge in the camp. They will receive 

no salary. However, they will be paid a pocket allowance of Rs. 50/- per month for 
the time being. 

i)  Camp-in -charge. 

ii) Dy. Camp-in-charge (Supervisor) 

iii) Accountant. 

iv) Store Supervisor. 

v) Catering Supervisor, 

vi-ix) Four Instructors. 

x) Medical Officer 

xi) Compounder. 

xii) General Assistant (for cooking supervision etc. and other duties as may be 
assigned by the Camp-in-charge). 

6. COOKS & OTHER STAFF: 

The camp will also engage necessary service staff, such as cook, cook-assistant 

etc. from amongst the volunteers and youths they will be designated as Helpers. The 

number and nature of services staff required will be determined by the Advisory 

Committee. 

All such staff will be provided with from board and lodge in the camp and pocket 

allowance of Rs. 50.00 (L. S.) per month will be paid for the party. 

7. FUNCTIONAL INSTRUCTION: 

i) The Advisory Committee, through the Camp-in-charge, will maintain liaison of 
the Zonal Director for camp requirements and will submit fortnightly reports on camp 

activities and account etc. One copy should be sent directly to the Chairman, Board of 

Control and another copy to their respective Director. 
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ii)  All payments will be subject to pre-audit and will be made at the site of the 

respective camp, fortnightly. 

iii) The Director of the Youth Camp will maintain direct liaison with the 
Chairman, Advisory Committee, and Camp-in-charge. 

iv) The money will be received by the Chairman, Advisory Committee, or the 
Camp- in charge, if authorized by the former and kept in safe custody in a manner as 

decided by the Advisory Committee where Bank facility is available, the account will 

be operated jointly by any two of the following: 

a) Chairman, b) Camp-in-charge, c) Accountant. 

Copies of the daily return of the number of youth present in the camp at the 

working beginning and one of each day must be intimated/posted to the Chairman, 

Advisory Committee and the Zonal Directors, Office. 

d) Proforma for admission of other reports and accounts will be despatched later 

on. In the meetings, such reports will be sent on blank sheets. 

8. PHYSICAL TRAINING: 

The physical training syllabus should be such that in the shorter possible time the 

youth can acquire maximum stamina and highest degree of physical fitness for most 

abnormal operational tasks. This syllabus should include cross country running and 

walking as well. The detailed syllabus should be worked out by the instruction 

concerned. There should be no drill. 

9. ADMISSION. 

Admission to the Camp will be made under supervision of the camp- in- charge 

who will be guided in the matter by the Advisory Committee itself or any other body 

to be formed by the Advisory Committee for that purpose. 

A boy admitted to the camp will have to be a national of Bangladesh and 

identified by the MNA/MPA of the area of his domicile in Bangladesh, will issue a 

written certificate to the.. .. In the absence of the MNA/MPA concerned, the decision 

will lie with the Advisory Committee or the body, formed by the Advisory 

Committee. 

The boy will be medically examined and must fulfill other requirements of 

admission. 

He should have unquestionable faith and belief in the freedom of Bangladesh. He 

must have no past criminal record. He must not have any extra-territorial loyalty. 

Admission will be open to all eligible youths irrespective of religion, cast and 

creeds etc., place of birth and domicile, and as secular basis strictly. 

A boy admitted to Reception Camp but subsequently... failed to pass the scrutiny 
for admission to Youth Camp on the first and second time, will automatically.........of 

the Camp. 

10. AUDIT TEAM: 

An audit team composed . ...........Accountant.................. Account Assistant and 

any other necessary staff, to be................. .. by Chairman, Camps of the Zone 

concerned, will 
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visit the Reception Camp periodically, for audit of accounts and payment of advance 

subject to pre-audit adjustments. The team will submit lo the Chairman, Board of 

control through the Director, the audit report together with a general report on the 

Camp. Advisory Committee will extend all necessary help and co-operation to the 

Audit Team. 

11. INSPECTION GROUP: 

An inspection group consisting of MNA/MPA and other political leaders, will be 
farmed by the Chairman, Board of Control. There will be one group for each Zone. 

The Group will visit the Reception Camps and forward necessary report to the 
Chairman, together with their recommendation. The Director, Reception Camps will 

simultaneously receive a copy of the report and recommendations. 

12. DIRECTOR, RECEPTION CAMPS: 

Each Zone has a Director-in-charge of Reception Camps. As already mentioned 
under "Functional instructions", the Director will be in direct contact with the 

Advisory Committee and have adequate knowledge of the practical running of the 

camp with a view to remove difficulties and introduce improvements. For this 

purpose, the Director or his Deputy will visit the camp frequently. The Director, 

Reception Camps, Headquarters, will also visit Reception Camps from time to time. 

The Director will submit necessary reports to the Board every week. 
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Minutes of the meeting of the Youth Camp Group Advisory Committee of the 
South East Zone-I held on 17-10-71 at Satchand at 15-00 hours with Mr. M.A. 

Wahab, MP A in the chair. 
 

Members present: 
1.Mr. M.A. Wahab, MPA.                               Chairman 

2." Taleb Ali, MPA                              Member 
3. Dr. Faizur Rahman MPA                                   ,, 

4.Mr. S.A. Samad, Zonal Administrative Officer, Member. 

 

The following resolutions were adopted unanimously. 

1. That the reception camp now operating at Demagiri be included in the Zone 

with immediate effect. 

2. That Dr. M. A. Mannan M.P.A., be co-opted as member of this Sub-Committee. 

3. That for belter administration of the Youth Reception Camps, all the Camp 

Chiefs within the operation of South-East Zone-I be requested to re-organise their 

respective camp as per guideline given by the Board of Control, Youth Camp 

immediately and submit their report to this effect at the earliest, convenience. 

4 That the list of the Youth Camps falling within the operational jurisdiction of 

South-East Zone-I be forwarded to the local host authority requesting for rendering all 

possible assistance such as Ration, etc. 

5That a decision be taken not to make second payment unless hundred percent 

account of the payment received earlier is submitted up to date. 

The meeting ended with a vote of thanks to the Chair. 
 

 
Sd/- Abdul Wahab MP A. 

          Chairman. 

 

Memo No. SEZ-I/115 (6),                               dt. 13-11-1971 

Copy forwarded with compliments to:  

Mr. S. A. Samad, Zonal Administrative officer, SEZ-I 

for information and necessary action. 

 

Secretary, 

Youth Camp Group Advisory 

Committee. 
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OFFICE OF THE YOUTH (TRAINING) DIRECTORATE 

SOUTH EAST ZONE-II 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

 

Memo No. YTC/338                          Dt., 11 Nov., 1971 
 

To 
The Camp-in-charge/Camp Chief. 

O/C, All YT/YC. 
 

Sub -.-Desertion 

It is reported by the Administrator of POLO Camp that the following boys were 

found missing from 5-11-71 on words. 

 

Particulars of the boys are as follows: 

 

Sl No Name Address 

1 

 

 

2 

 

 
3 

Mr. Mainuddin 

 

 

Mr. Samsul Haque 

 

 
Mr. Ezamul Haque 

Vill.Rampur, Companygonj, 

Dist. Noakhali. 

 

S/O. Maha Alam, Vill. Sabarpur 

Sonagari, Noakhali 

 
S/O. Maha Alam 

Vill. Alipur Sudhara, Noakhali 
 

 
This is for your information 

 
 

 

Director, 

Co-ordination Planning 

and Programming, 

Youth Camps. 
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OFFICE OF THE YOUTH (TRAINING) DIRECTORATE 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

SOUTH EAST ZONE-II 

 
Memo No. YTC/343                       Dt. 15th Nov. ‘71 

 
From: Dr. Abu Yousuf 

Director, Training, 

Youth Camp. 

 

Dear Major Mitra, 

This is to introduce Mr. Anwar Hossain of my staff who is reporting to you in 

connection with V. F. induction as discussed yesterday. 

I hope this will assist you in expediting the induction of at least the majority of the 
boys before I'd. 

                                                                             
 

Thanking you, 

 

With regards, 

 

 

 

Director, 

Co-ordination, Planning 

and Programming, 

Youth Camps. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

SOUTH, EAST ZONE-II 

 

NOTICE 

                                                                                             Dated, November 22, 1971 
 

In accordance with the decision made in the Zonal Council meeting of 14.11.71,1 

am to say that all MNA/MPAs holding the charge of the Camp Chief/Deputy Camp 
Chief as the case may be, should relieve themselves of the charge immediately by 

making over it with all connected papers to some other officers below them and report 
the fact to the Chairman, Zonal Administrative Council, South East Zone-II through 

the Chairman. Youth Advisory Committee. It is decided that henceforth no bill in 
connection with the affairs of youth reception camp should be drawn in the name of 

any MNA/MPA. 
 

Immediate compliance with the decision is earnestly requested. 

 

 

(Z. A. Chowdhury) 

Chairman, 

Zonal Administrative 

Council. 

South East Zone-II. 

 

Memo No. 1059 (30)                                                                                    dt. 22.11.71. 

Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to:- 

The camp chief/Dy. Camp Chief, Baranagar Youth Camp, 

The Chairman, Youth Advisory Committee. 

Zonal Administrative Officer. Ex-Officio Secretary. 

Zonal Administrative Council. 

Zonal Account Officer, South East Zone-II 

 

                  (Z A. Chowdhury) 

                               Chairman, 

Zonal Administrative Council 

                    South East Zone-II. 

 

 

 

---------------
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

OFFICE OF THE ZONAL ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 

SOUTH EAST ZONE-I 
 

1.Mr. Mainudding Ahmed 
Accountant  

: Writing of cash scroll, preparation and 
checking of all bills; proper maintenance 

of all registers of Accounts including 
subsidiary cash ledgers; safekeeping of 

all valuable records and vouchers in the 
custody; timely submission of all 

accounts statements etc. and such other 

works relating to Accounts as may be 

assigned to him. 

2. Mr. Kripasukh Chakma : Attached to Accounts Section. He will 

deal with the following files : 
 

(a) Contingency, (b) Finance (FEN), (c) 

Budget, (d) Finance Sub-committee 

(ZC/F), (e) Leave Accounts, (f) Misc. 

bills, (g) Liveries, (h) Electricity, (i) T.A. 

bills, (j) Pay fixation and other misc. 

paper relating to finance. 

3. Mr. Sanjit Kumar day Sarkar : He will deal with the following files : 
 

(A) BIO-DATA (B-D), (b) Prayer & 

Appointments (P&APP), (c) Stock 
Register, (d) Youth Camp (YC), (e) 

Property statement. 
4. Mr. Bhabani Prased Mojumdar 

 

: He will deal with the following files : 
 

(a) G.A., (b) Receipt & issue, (c) 

Miscellaneous, (d) Stationery Stock 
Register, (e) Ministry of Home Affairs 

and Home Deptt. 
5. Mr. Golam Mostafa Chowdhury 

 

: He will deal with following files :- 

 
(a) Appointment & Posting, (b) Cabinet 

(c) Health Services, (d) Information, (e) 

Local Authorities, (0 Police, (g) Board of 

Trade, Commerce & Industries. 
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6. Mr. Mojibul Hoque Steno 

 

: He will deal with following files :- 

(a) Secret, (b) Zonal Council Minutes 

(ZC/MIN), (c) Zonal Council (ZC) (d) 

Personal files of the Zonal Administrative 

officer. 

7. Mr. Shafiqur Rahman Typist 
 

: He will type out different letters of daily 
correspondence to be assigned by the 

O.S. 
8. Nirmal Kumar Mallik, Typist 

 

: He will type out different letters of daily 

correspondence to be assigned by the 
O.S. 

9. Mr. Narayan Chandra Majumder 
& 

: They will deal with accounts and other 
miscellaneous files and papers relating to 

Relief. 

10. Mr. Mati Lai Karmaker :  

11. Mr. Bimalendu Dewan, O.S. 

 

: General Supervision, Guard file, 

attendance of the staff, passing of paper 

relating to respective dealing Assistants, 

office discipline among the staff and 

smooth running of the office work. 
 

In continuation of this office order dated 11-11-71 of the Zonal Administrative 
Officer the above staff will maintain their files properly noted against each. In case o 

missing of any paper from the files as well as leakage official secrets the respective 

Dealing Assistants will be held responsible for the same. 

Since Bangladesh Govt. is a regular Government, the staff concerned age 
requested to render their services ungrudgingly in the public interest observing all 

Official Rules and Regulations as well as sanctity of the office. It may also please be 
noted that in case of any breach of office discipline and negligence of duties, by any 

of the staff, legal departmental action will follow against him. A members of the staff 

will strictly observe the following instructions: 

(1) No one shall leave the station without permission from the competent Authority. 
(In case of all Non-Gazetted staff, except the office Superintendent and the 

Accountants, the Additional Zonal Administrative Officer shall be the competent 

Authority,) 

(2) No one shall indulge in any criticisms of the Govt. of the armed forces. 

(3) No one shall show any undue curiosity for matters beyond his area of operation 

and shall remain strictly within the orbit of their assigned responsibilities. 

 

(S. A. Samad) 

Zonal Administrative Officer, 

South East Zone-I. 

24.11.71. 

Copy to the Staff officer 1 & 2 South East Zone-1. 
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My dear Rouf & Afzal 

I intend to visit your Camps at Boxnagar and Hatimata on Friday the 29th 

October, 71. In the meantime you are requested to arrange accommodation and 
fooding for the boys numbering 165 as stated by Mr. Fazlul Huq, the bearer of this 

letter.  
 

 
Thanking you, 

 

 

Sincerely Yours 

(ALI AZAM) 

Chairman 

Finance Committee 

South East Zone-II 

Govt. of the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh. 

28-11-71. 

 

Prof. Abdur Rouf 

           & 
Mr. Md. Afzal. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 
OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN, YOUTH ADVISORY COMMITTEE, 

SOUTH EAST ZONE-H 
 

Memo No. 2/ZAC/Y /C.                Dated 29th November, 1971 
 

To 

The Camp Chief, 

This is to inform you that the Chairman, Central Board of Control, Youth 

Reception Camps has advised the undersigned that no further intake into the 

Reception Camps be made. It has also been intimated ensure save preservation of all 
camp articles. 

You are therefore requested (i) to make no further admission of youths into the 

reception camp under no circumstances, (ii) you will also take immediate steps to 

ensure preservation of camp articles under your custody and' send list of such things 

to the undersigned immediately for our record. 

It may be mentioned here that proposal have been sent from our end to enlist all 
the boys that already in the Reception camp as freedom fighters and they be inducted 

to help our freedom fighter inside. You will please supply a list of all inmates of our 

camp along with their Father's Name, Home Address, Age, Educational Qualification, 

etc. in 3 copy to the undersigned immediately for pursuing the matter further with 

higher authorities. 
 

 
 

 

(Ahmed Ali) 
Chairman, 

Zonal Youth Advisory Committee 
South East Zone-I. 
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OFFICE OF THE YOUTH (TRAINING) DIRECTORATE 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 
SOUTH EAST ZONE-II 

 
Memo No. YTC/360                                                                         Dt. 30th Nov., 71 

 
The Officer-in-charge, Melagarh, 

 

Sub .--Induction of nursing trained boys.     

                                             

Dear Sir, 

Boys who have been trained as nursing asstt. at Gokulnagar Camps are awaiting 

their induction, at Gokulnagar and Charilam Camp. 

The boys meant for Sector 3 have already been lifted. May I request you to kindly 
make necessary arrangement at your earliest to lift the boys meant for your Sector. 

 
 

Thanking you. 
 

 

 

Yours faithfully  

(ABU YOUSUF) 

Director, 

Training. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

Audit and Inspection Sub-Committee 

South Hast Zone-II 
No...............                                                                                             Date 30-11-71 

 

To 
The Camp Chiefs/Deputy Camp Chiefs, 

Chairman, All the Sub Committee under South East Zone- II 
The Offices under Zonal Council; South East Zone-II. 

 

Dear Sirs. 

All the offices and Youth Reception Camps of the South East Zone-II will be 
audited by the Zonal Audit Team. You are therefore informed that your office will be 

audited on any suitable day and in this inspection you are requested to make all the 

Books of Accounts up-to-date so that the audit work will be done efficiently. Please 

treat this letter as pre-notice for audit purpose. I invite your co-operation and help in 

this respect which will highly by appreciate. 

 
                                                                    Thanking you, 

 
Yours faithfully  

(S. Zoha, MNA) 
Chairman, 

Audit and Inspection Sub-Committee 

South East Zone-II. 

 

Chairman, Zonal Council, South East Zone-II 

Chairman, Youth Reception Camp Advisory Committee. 
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PAY BILL OF OFFICERS OF THE OFFICE OF ZONAL ADMINISTRATIVE 

OFFICER, SOUTH EAST ZONE-I 

for the Month of November, 1971 
 

 DEDUCTIONS  

Name Designation Actual 
pay 

Winter Adv Other Revenue Total 
Deduction 

Net 
amount 

payable 

Sign 
ature 

Remar
ks 

1. Syed 
Abdus Samd 

Zonal Adm. 
Officer 

Rs.500/- - - Re. 1/- Rs. 1/- Rs. 
499.00 

  

          
2. Mr. Md. 
Ishaque 

Addl.- do- ” 500/- 20.00 - Re. 1/- Rs. 21/- ”479.00   

          
3. Dr. A.K.M 

Abu Zafar 

Zonal 

Health 
Officer 

”500/- - - Re. 1/- ” 1/- ” 499.00   

          

4. Mr. A.K.M 
Ruhul Amin  

” Staff 
Officer 

” 500/- 20.00 200.00 Re. 1/- ” 22/- ” 279.00   

          
5.Mr. Moinul 

Ahsan 

”Information 

Officer 

” 487.50 20.00 200.00 Re. 1/- ” 22/- ” 266.50   

          
6. Mr. M. 

Mohyuddin  

”Education 

Officer 

” 349.86 20.00 200.00 Re. 1/- ” 221/- ” 128.86   

          

(pay for 21 day @ Rs. 500/-p.m) Joined on 
7. Mr. 

Bimaleswar 
Dewan 

” Police 

Officer 

” 400.00 20.00 - Re. 1/- ” 21/- ” 379.00   

          

8. Mr. M. 
Shahabuddin 

” A/C 
Officer 

” 400.00 20.00 - Re. 1/- ” 21/- ” 379.00   

          

9. Mr. S. 
Hafiz Ahmed 

Zonal Staff 
Officer 

Rs. 
308.00 

20.00 - Re. 1/- ” 21/- ” 287.00   

          
10. Mr. M.A. 

Wahab 

C.O. ” 300.00 15.00 - Re. 1/- ” 16/- ” 284.00   

  Rs. 
4,245.36 

155.00 600.00 Re. 10/- Rs. 765/- Rs. 
3,480.36 

  

 

 
Passed for Rs. 4,245/36 (Rupees four thousand two hundred 

forty five & Paisa thirty six) only 
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DRAFT FOR APPROVAL 

Minutes of the meeting of the Zonal Administrative Council, South East Zone-I 

held on 2.12.71 under the Chairmanship of Prof. Nurul Islain Chowdhury MNA. 

 

The Zonal Administrative Council met under the Chairmanship Prof. Nurul Islam 

Chowdhury, MNA on 2.12.71. The following attended: 

1. Prof. Nurul Islam Chowdhury, MNA, Chairman. 

2. Mr. Khawaja Ahmed, MNA. 

3. Mr. Syed Fazlul Hoque, MNA. 

4. Mr. Abdul Wahab, MPA. 

5. Mr. Khairuddin Ahmed, MPA. 

6. Mr. Obaidul Hoque, MPA. 

7. Mr. A.B.M. Taleb Ali, MPA. 

The Secretary read out the minutes of the last meeting which was approved by the 

members present. The house then got down to business: 

PROBLEMS OF THE LIBERATED AREAS:-At the very outset of the discussion 

on the problems of the liberated areas, the members noted the contents of Memo. No. 

FIN/24/71/494 of the Finance Department of the People's Republic of Bangladesh 

with the observation of the Finance Minister therein. 

The following resolution Was unanimously adopted on the subject: 

"The Council regretted in the finding that the Department concerned has failed to 
appreciate the urgency of the problems of the liberated areas and acted in a 

bureaucratic, stereotyped idilatory manner which is even discredited in a peace time 

condition. The Telegram sent by the Chairman for the sanction of amount for Relief 

operation in the liberated areas had the consensus of the members of the Council. The 

Council feels that unless a Minister with full authority decided to reside at the 

Eastern Zone, the problems of the liberated areas which deserve on the spot decision 

cannot by fully appreciated. 

The members of the Council urged the Chairman to press for emergency funds 

after visiting the liberated areas. The Civil Administration has been set up, but no 

such funds are available for meeting the Administrative expenses of the 

establishment. The Council feels that the members of the Cabinet should immediately 

visit the liberated areas of the Zone and take necessary steps immediately to alleviate 

the sufferings of the people. Any how the scheme placed was approved by the 

Council and the Chairman was requested to send express telegram to the Members of 

the Cabinet with the request to sanction money pending receipt of scheme approvedby 

the Council. 
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The Council expected that the Department concerned would sanction some 
amount for meeting the urgent expenses of the liberated areas pending Submission of 

detailed scheme as desired in the memo under reference." 

Mr. Khawaja Ahmed, MNA, informed the house that a total of 232 tube wells 

used to be in commission at Parshuram. At the moment, 80% of them are out of order. 

Arrangement for bringing them in order have to be made immediately. 

He also mentioned the accute shortage of petrol, diesel and other lubricants. The 

agriculturists of the area are on the verge of starvation as a consequence of eight 

months of war and its attending problems. They need adequate amounts of IRRI seeds 

for coming plantation. Parshuram has always been a surplus area in terms of food-

grains and other agricultural products. 

The Council decided to form a Trade body with the following members for sorting 

out the details of bilateral trade with the host Government. 

1. Mr. Syed Fazlul Hoque, MNA. 

2. Mr. A. B. M. Taleb Ali, MPA and 

3. Mr. Abdul Wahab, MPA. 
 

The following relief scheme was provisionally approved by the Council subject to 

its accommodation in the detailed scheme to be prepared by the Relief Sub-

Committee for the entire Zone. 

 

1. House Building Grant 
2. Supply of scarce essential commodities 

3. Test Relief work 

4. Financial help to the affected poor students 

5. Medicines 

Rs. 10,00,000 
Rs. 2,00,000 

Rs.50,00,000 

Rs. 1,00,000 

Rs. 1,00,000 

6. Distribution of winter cloth, to the deserving people: Woolen garments for ten 

thousand people. 

The Council requested the other Sub-Committees for submitting detailed scheme 

relating to their sphere of activities. 

The Council dissolved to continue, subject to the approval of the Government, 

with the old form of local self-Government with following alterations: 

1.The collaborators are to be excluded from the respective bodies. 

2.The remaining members will be supplemented by the social workers having the 

confidence of the people of the area, in consultation with the MNA/MPA concerned. 

The meeting decided to start Post Office in the liberated areas. 

The meeting authorized the Zonal Administrative Officer to make appointments 

for manning the various posts in the liberated areas in consultation with the Chairman 
of the Zonal Council. 

Syed Fazlul Hoque, MNA, dwelt at length on the difficulties which are being 

faced by the Freedom Fighters; they were not being paid regularly. Members have 

received agonising letters from the Freedom Fighters who are now inside Bangladesh, 

narrating their sad plight. The members expressed their deep concern at the unpaid, 

ill-clad and  
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uncared for state of the Freedom Fighters and resolved to move the Govt. for 

placement of funds for ameliorating their lot immediately. 

The Council adopted the following basic principles of running the Civil 

Administration in the liberated areas:- 

RELIEF AND REHABILITATION 

The relief efforts of the Govt. are to be organized and administered, through the             

Relief Sub-Committee of the Zonal Council. A committee may be set-up for correct 
assessment of loss of property etc. suffered by the people since the beginning of the 

war of independence. 

DEVELOPMENTS 

             Absolute reliance on self-help and voluntary works. 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 

The Council felt that it would not be advisable to think in terms of setting up to 
administration in the liberated areas below the level of a Thana which has always 

been accepted as the basic Administrative Unit in our country In the liberated areas 

people must be encouraged to learn to manage their own affairs without waiting for 
Government help. Police postings may be made for the purpose of ensuring a sense of 

security in the minds of the people. The basic pattern of Circle, Sub-Divisional and 
District Administration may continue to remain the same as they were before the 

liberation was started 

MISCELLANEOUS 

It was decided at the meeting that payments to the Youth Reception Camps for the 

month of November, 1971, shall be made on the basic of the actual cash balance of 

each camp at the end of the month. 

An audit body with Mr. A. B. M. Taleb Ali, MPA, and Mr. Obaidul Hoque, MPA, 

was formed for auditing the accounts of the Youth Reception Camps. The Committee 

was requested to submit its findings before the Zonal Council at its earliest 

convenience. 

The Chairman, Zonal Council, was authorized to move Major Subramonium for 
withdrawing Mr. Obaidul Hoque, MPA, Camp-in-Charge, Feni Youth Camp, as his 

services are required for the liberated areas of the Zone. 

The Council resolved to move the Government that no Sector or Sub-Sector 

Commanders, should be posted to his native place and authorized the Chairman, 
Zonal Council, to make up the specific problems to such postings with the appropriate 

authority in case there be any in this Zone. 

The Council authorized the Zonal Health Sub-Committee for making all postings 
in the Mayor's Hospital. 

The Council requested the Zonal Administrative Officer to clear-up all the arrear 
works of the Publicity Branch. 

The meeting ended with vote of thanks to the Chair. 

Prof. Nurul Islam Chowdhury, 

Chairman, 
Zonal Administrative Council 

 

(S. A. Samad) 

Secretary, 
Zonal Administrative Council 

South East Zone-I, Santirbazar. 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH, 

SOUTH EAST ZONE-II 

 

As per resolution of the Zonal Council meeting dated 14.11.71 the MNAs and 

MPAs those are holding the charge of camps are supposed to hand over the charge to 
the Deputy Chiefs concerned. None of the Public Representative should make any 

delay in making the charge of the Camp. 

The Deputy Chief of the respective camps are requested to take charge of the 

Camp in question from the concerning MNAs and MPAs as the Deputy Chiefs are 
now considered as Camp Chiefs until reviewed by the committee. 

 
 

 
 

(Ahmed Ali) 
Chairman, 

Zonal Advisory Committee, 

Youth Camps, 

South East Zone-II. 

 

 

Memo N0.6/ZAC/Y/C     Dated 4th December/71. 

 

Copy to Mr. Afzal Khan for information and necessary action. 

 

 

 

 

(Ahmed Ali) 
Chairman, 

Zonal Advisory Committee, 
Youth Camps. 

South East Zone-II. 
 

 
 

 

-----------------
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

SOUTH EAST ZONE-II. 

 
Memo No. 7/ZAC/Y/C                                                      Dated 4th. Dec. /71. 

 
From: Ahmed Ali, 

Chairman, 
Zonal Advisory Committee,  

Youth Reception Camps. 

 

To: The Camp Chief,  

Hatimara. 

 

 

Dear Sir, 

It is for your information that it is decided in the meeting of the Zonal Advisory 

Committee, Youth Reception Camps that the increase in the food subsidy from 25 
paisa to 40 paisa should henceforth be adjusted as follows:- 

(1) 30 paisa to be spent for tiffin for each inmate per day. 

 (2)10 Paisa to be paid in cash to each inmate per day. This payment may be made 

weekly or fortnightly as and when the advance is received. 

 
You are requested to implement the system from 1st December, 1971. 

 
 

Yours faithfully, 
(Ahmed Ali) 

Chairman, 

Zonal Advisory Committee. 

Youth Reception Camps. 
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DR. T. HOSSAIN 
8, THEATRE ROAD, 

CALCUTTA-16. 
 

PEOPLE AND MUKTI FOUZ IN LIBERATED AREAS BADLY NEEDED 
DOCTORS MEDICINES HOSPITAL EQUIPMENTS IMMEDIATE ON THE 

SPOT ARRANGEMENT ON EMERGENCY BASIS. FENI CHHAGALNAIYA 

MORERSJARO TANA CJARD EXISTING HOSPITALS BADLY DAMAGED 

BY ENEMY FORCE REFURNISHING ESSENTIAL. PLEASE SEND RS 

FIFTY THOUSAND IMMEDIATELY. DELAY TAKING IMMEDIATE STEP 

WILL SHAKE PUBLIC CONFIDENCE IN OUR GOVT. 

 

ZONAL HEALTH OFFICER 

SOUTH EAST ZONE-I. 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________________________________ 
Not to be telegraphed. 

Memo No. SEZ-I/HS/14/237     dt. 9.12.71, 
Copy in confirmation. 

Zonal Health Officer, 
South East Zone-I. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

The decisions of a meeting held on 10.12.71 at 7 P.M. in the Chamber of the Sub- 

Divisional Officer, Feni regarding Civil Administration set-up in the subdivision with 

Major Thappa in the chair. 

Present. 

1.Mr. Nurul Islam Chowdhury-   Chairman, Eastern Zone. 

2. „ Samad-     Zonal Administrator, Eastern Zone. 

3. „ Khawja Ahmed, MNA, 

4. „ Taleb Ali, MPA. 

5. „ Khairuddin, MP A. 

6. „ Pulin Behari Dey, MNA 

7. „ Khaney Alam Khan, D.C., Noakhali. 

8. „ Musa, Superintendent of Police, Noakhali. 

9. ,, Md. Eshaque, S.D.O., Feni. 

10. „ Heads of all departments.  

1. The following directives were given by Mr. Nurul Islam Chowdhury, 

Chairman, Eastern Zone:- 

  1. Civil Administration to be set up in the area immediately. 

2. The existing staff of all departments to work provisionally till Govt. 

decision received. 

  3. Zonal policies are to be implemented. 

4. Orders and directives issued from time to time by Mr. Samad, Zonal 

Administrator is to be carried out. 

  5. Mr. Md. Eshaque to work as Sub-Divisional Officer, Feni 

6. Liaison Officer is to keep close touch with different department and Zonal 

authorities. 

7. Official machineries are to work beyond office hours to gear up the local 

administration. 

8. Those officers and staff who left their service places before 25th of March 

will have same position as others. 

2. Mr. Samad, Zonal Administrator explained to all present the role of Zonal 

Administration and clarified the points raised by different members on different 

points. 
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3. Major Thappa issued the following directives: 

1. Everything is regard to setting up the civil administration should be done 

immediately. 

2. Relief Operation is to be taken up at Feni Thana Training and Development 

Centre where the following arrangement is to be made:- 

(a) Cooking 

(b) Conservancy 

(c) Lighting 

(d) Sanitation 

3. All looted properties are to be returned immediately. 

4. Currency: 

(a) All Banks are to be sealed till checking on 11.12.71. 

5. Mr. C. M. Ahmed to work as Sub-Treasury Officer for the time being. 

6. Control of market-Secretary, Chamber of Commerce and Industries will see 

that no exorbitant price is realized from consumers. 

7. The following commodities are to be.......and sold at rationing. 

(a) Sugar 

(b) Petrol 

(c) K. oil 

(d) Salt 

(e) All E. oil 

8. Hospital-Hospital is working normally. 

9. Health-O.K. The Medical Officer, Feni was advised to start inoculation and 

vaccination to prevent outbreak of epidemic. 

10. Sanitation-Town Committee to take up the question immediately. 

11. Electricity-24 hours supply to be ensured. Arrangement for H.S.D. oil to be 

made. 

12. To request the Host Govt. to supply H.S.D. Oil for this subdivision. 

13. Arrangement for procurement of H. S. D. Oil for.......pumps for Agriculture. 

14. Education-All institutions are to function immediately. Mr. A. Maleque a 

member of the College G. B. to see that the Feni College is started soon. 

 

15. Road and Highways D.C., Noakhali assured that he would send 

Engineers of both departments to contract  

16. Building Department Major Thappa. 
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17. Telephone-All Govt. Departments and Army Camps are to be given telephone 
connection immediately. 

18. Post Office-Old stamps are to be sealed with seal of Bangladesh for the time 

being and start functioning. 

19. Telegram-Telegram facilities to be extended within the subdivision. 

20. Necessary spare parts are to be procured to repair the useless vehicles. 

21. Railways-Station master is directed to stack all railway properties in the go 

down and to deposit all cash now with them in treasury. 

22. Transport-Transport facilities are to be made by Bus Association immediately. 

23. Agri.-Winter vegetable seeds to be supplied. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-----------------
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From  :  Khawja Ahmed, 

         Political Chief, Feni, 
To :  The Sub-Divisional Officer, Feni. 

 
Memo. No. KA-I/CPRB. 19, Dated the 12th Dec., 71. 

 

The following political Organizations have been banned by the Government of the 

People's Republic of Bangladesh. The heads of the Organizations are to be taken into 

custody immediately and the offices should be searched and sealed without delay. 

The following persons are the heads of the Organizations. 

Please treat it as very urgent. 
1.Shamsuddin Ahmed Chowdhury 

S/O. Salamatullah Chowdhury, 

Birinchi, P.S. Feni. 

 

2. Khaiz Ahmed, S/O. Fazlur 

    Rahman Bhuiya, 

    Vill. Barahipur, P.S. Feni. 

 

3. Nur Ahmed, Chowdhury, 
     S/O. G.... 

     Godown Quarter, P.S. Feni. 
 

4. Golam Mohiuddin Khondaker 

     S/O. Md. Ibrahim 

     Vill. Nij Panua, 

P.S. Chhagalnaiya. 
 

5. Muqbul Ahmed, B A. 

S/O. Naderuzzaman, 

Vill. Purba Chandrapur, 

P.S. Feni. 
 

6. Fazlur Rahman Contractor, 

    S/O. Omar Ali. 

    Doctorpara, P.S. Feni. 
 

7. Abdul Jabbar Khaddar, 

     S/O. Abdul Hakim Choukidar, 

     Vill. Gunak, P.S. Sonagazi 

President 

(Convention Muslim League) 

 

 

Secretary. 

(Convention Muslim League) 

 

 

President 
(Council Muslim League) 

 
 

Secretary, 
(Council Muslim League) 

 
 

 

Nazem-e-Zamat-e-Is!ami. 

 

 

Amir-e-Zamat-e-Islami. 

 
 

Convenor, 

P.D.P. 
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8. Moulana Ibrahim 

    S/O. Hazi Reazuddin, 

    Vill. Barahipur, P.S. Feni, 

 

9. Nur Islam Choudhury 

    S/O. Abdur Rahman, 
    Godown Qr., P.S. Feni, 

President, 

Nezam-e-lslami, 

 

 

Secretary, 

Nezam-e-Islami, 
 

 
Sd/- Khawja Ahmed 

12.12.71. 
POLITICAL CHIEF. FENI. 

Chairman, Finance Sub-Committee. 
ZONE-1. 

People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

 

 

Meme. No. 6(2)/C., dt. 12.12.71. 

 

Copy forwarded to:- 1) Mr. M. Hussain, Magistrate 1st. Class, Feni to search the                                          

offices and siege the records and articles found there and send 

the offices with the help of    police to be deputed by the O/C. 

Feni P.S. 

 

2) O/C. Feni P.S. to take into Custody the persons mentioned 

above. 

 
 

(Md. Ishaque) 
Sub-Divisional Officer, Feni 

12.12.71. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

Office of the Sub-Divisional Officer, Feni. 

 
Memo. No. 23/C, dated Feni the 17th December, 1971. 

 
To 

The Zonal Administrative Officer, 
S.E. Zone No.I, 

People's Republic of Bangladesh, 
Shantir Bazar. 

 

Subject -.-Opening of Reception Camps. 

 

In order to receive and look after the welfare of displaced persons who are going 

to return immediately from India, four Reception Camps one at each Thana 
Headquarters have already been opened. All arrangements have been done for the 

purpose. The work is being hampered for want of necessary fund. 

I have taken an advance of Rs. 5000.00 from Mr. Khawja Ahmed, M.N.A. the 

Political Chief at Feni. I have anyhow started the work with this meagre amount as 

best as possible. 

Conveyance for the refugees is the most acute problem at the present as all the 

available vehicles are being used for army personnel. However, attempts are being 

made to solve the problem with the help of the Political Chief Mr. Khawja Ahmed. 

Sufficient money may kindly be arranged and placed at my disposal at an early 

date. 

The question of rehabilitating the displaced persons is also there. I have already 

submitted a scheme for relief and rehabilitation of displaced persons to you at Shantir 

Bazar. Necessary arrangement for rehabilitation of the displaced persons in the light 

of that scheme or in the manner deemed most suitable may kindly be made 

immediately. 

 

 

 
Copies of connected letters 

are enclosed herewith                                          (Md. Ishaque) 
 for favor of perusal.                                         Sub-Divisional Officer, Feni. 
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

OFFICE OF THE SUB-DIVISIONAL OFFICER, FENI. 

 

Memo. No..................     dated 15.12.71. 

 

To   

C.O (Rev), 
C.O (Dev), 

C.O(Dev), 
C.O(Dev), 

Feni-Officer-in-Charge, 
Parashuram-       „ 

Feni-                   ,, 
Chhagalnaiya-    „ 

Feni Reception Camp. 
Parashuram 

Mutigonj (Sonagazi) , 
Chhagalnaiya 

 
You are deputed to work as Officer-in-charge..............Reception Camp. You are 

also authorized to requisition the services of any officer and staff posted at............at 
the time of need and as you require. 

 

You are required to move there at once and organise the camp ready to receive the 

returnees. 

 

Sd/Md. Ishaque 

Sub-Divisional Officer, Feni. 

15.12.71. 

 

 
GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

OFFICE OF THE SUB-DIVISIONAL OFFICER, FENI. 

 
Memo. No. 20(4)/C., dated: 15.12.71 
 

To 

The Officer-in-Charge, 

Reception Camp, Mutigonj/Feni/Chhagalnaiya & Parshuram. 

You are requested to maintain registration of the returnees who comes through 

your Camp in conformity with the token No. issued by the Govt. of India if any. The 
register should contain the names, addresses, family members and other particular of 

the returnees. 
 

 
 

Sd/- 

Sub-Divisional Officer, Feni. 

15.12.71. 
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Memo. No. 20(4)/l(2)/C.,                                      dated: 

15.1.71 

 

Copy forwarded to: (l)Mr. Khawja Ahmed, M.N.A. & Chairman, Finance Sub 

Committee, Zone-1, Feni. 
 

(2) The Deputy Commissioner, Noakhali for information. 
                                                              Sub-Divisional Officer, Feni. 

 

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

OFFICE OF THE SUB-DIVISIONAL OFFICER, FENI. 
 

Memo. No. 21(4)/C,                          dated 16.12. 71. 
 

To 

The O/C (1) Chhagalnaiya Reception Camp 

(2)Mutigonj (Sonagaji)       ,, 

(3)Parshuram                 „ 

(4)Feni                                 ,, 

Enclosed please find herewith a proforma of certificate to be produced by the 
displaced persons who will be coming back to their houses from India. The returnees 

should be advised to keep the certificate with them as it will be required during relief 
operation for their own interest. 

You are also requested to maintain the register of displaced persons who will be 

coming homes through your camp as already instructed in this office Memo. No. 

20(4)/C, dated 15. 12.71. 

In this connection I would like to advise you to depute officers and volunteers to 

Indian border to receive the displaced persons who may come to Bangladesh through 

different check posts. The officers and volunteers should be instructed to render all 

possible assistance to the returnees and guide them to camp politely. 

 

Sd/- Md. Ishaque 
Sub-Divisional Officer, Feni.  

 

Memo. No. 21(4)/1(3)/C,                          dated 16.12.71. 

Copy forwarded to: 

1. Mr. Khawja Ahmed, M.N.A., Political Chief, Feni 

2. The Administrative Officer, S.E. Zone No.l, 

3. The Deputy Commissioner, Noakhali 

                                         for favor of information. 

 

 

(Md. Ishaque)Sub-
Divisional Officer, Feni. 
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To 

The Camp Supervisor, 

 ....................... Camp, 

 

Sir, 

We are grateful to the Government of India for the refugees and shelter provided 

to us. As our country have now been liberated, we should like to return to Bangladesh 
for good. 

 
 

Yours faithfully, 
Signature of the Head of the family. 

        Police Identity Card No......... 
 

 

1. Name of the Camp....................................... 

2. Name and age of head of family...................  

3. Name and age of family members.................  

4. Police Identity Card No................................ 

5. Block and Hut No......................................... 

6. Date of entry into Camp............................... 

7. Date of return to Bangladesh....................... 

 
                                                                                         ....................................... 

Signature of the Camp Supervisor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

------------------
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT 

 

Memo No. GA/1761                             Dated: 27. 10. 71. 

 

To 

The Secretary, 

Defense Department. 

 

The undersigned is directed to forward herewith copy of Resolution No.l adopted 

in the Zonal Council meeting, East Zone held on 5.9.71 for his information and 

necessary action. 

 

 
(Waliul Islam) 

Deputy Secretary (C.S.) 
G. A. Department. 

 
Enclo: As above. 

 

RESOLUTION NO. l 

 

1. dt. 5. 9. 71. The members unanimously resolved that the Govt. should appoint 

one or more Liaison Officer to keep up the regular contact with liberation Army. 

 

................ 

 

RESOLUTION NO.5, 12 & 14. 

 
5. The Govt. of Bangladesh be moved to provide required number of transports to the 

member of the council and officer of the Zone facilitating their frequent visit to 

different refugee, youth and transit camps. Some sort of transport is essential to 

ensure nobility over this hilly areas. But unfortunately no transport is available 

even on hire basis in the town and also over the routes that connect Tura with 

different Youth, FF and Training Camps lying fairly distant places. In certain 

cases, injured freedom fighter, desperately looking for medical attention, could 

not be rushed to the nearest Doctor or moved to a place for immediate 

hospitalization. Experience have 
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shown that for want of transport facility some injured freedom fighters even lost 

their invaluable lives who could have been otherwise, saved had the means of 
transport been readily available. This transport crisis has been the cause of 

mounting resentment among the freedom fighters. 

12. The honorable member of the council are seized with consternation at the 

increasing reports of the indiscipline and haphazard operations now being carried 
by the different groups of Mukti Bahini boys who constantly move about in the 

field of action without being guided by any recognized group leader and co-
ordinated through the much needed chain of unified commands. Things being so, 

discipline in fact trampled down by some unruly boys who in turn, fan prey to 
their greed and private motivations to the under detriment of our inrage and 

goodwill taking advantage of their being in the Mukti Bahini some boys are 
reported to have indulged in feeding their family funds and personal grudge 

committing loots and oppression on the innocents. The Govt. of Bangladesh be 

moved to take appropriate step through the different Sector Commanders to 

introduce discipline, established proper co- ordination among different groups 

leaders & firmly set up the unified command. The council further urges upon the 

Govt. to direct the Sector Commanders to consult the council and take it into the 

confidence while sending the Mukti Bahini boys for operation against the local 

collaborators. 

14. The winter season is fast approaching & is necessary to make arrangement for 

winter clothes, blankets, quilts etc. for use of our boys. The council therefore, 
urges upon the Govt. to make suitable provision for purchase of winter clothes so 

that in time of need there is no difficulty in procuring the same. 

 

........................ 

 

RESOLUTION NO. 6 & 13. 

 

6. Resolved that C-in-C of Govt. of Bangladesh be requested to make necessary 
arrangement to provide at least one suitable transport to each Sub-Sector to 

facilitate its organizational works. 

13. Due to dearth of Army Officers progress of the operation in each Sub-Sector is 

suffering badly. Govt. of Bangladesh be requested to provide the adequate number 

of officers without delay. 
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Minutes of the meeting of the Youth Camp Advisory Committee, East Zone. 

Held on 15th November, 1971. 
 

A meeting of the Advisory Committee of the Youth Camp, East Zone was held on 

15
th

  November ‘71. Mr. Mustafa Shaheed, MPA Chairman of the Committee 

presided. The meeting was attended by :- 

 

1. Moulana Asad Ali, MPA 

2. Babu Gopal Krishna Maharathna, MPA 

3. Mr. Toimus Ali, MPA 

4. Mr. Towabur Rahim, MPA. 

 

Mr. Mustafa Ali, MNA. (Member-Administration) or the East Zone also attended 

the meeting on special request. 

Opening the meeting Mr. Mustafa Shaheed observed that due to various reasons 

(1)Dharmanagar (2) Kailashahar (3) Kamalpur Reception Camps of the Zone are not 
functioning smoothly. The continuous high influx of Youths from the Habiganj and 

Moulvibazar Sub-Divisions of Sylhet District are agravating the situation. It is now 
essential to gear-up the Administration of the Camps. So it is resolved that (1) Mr. 

Toimus Ali. MPA will be the Camp Chief of the Dharmanagar Youth Camp, (2) M.r. 
Towabur Rahim, M.P.A. will be the Camp Chief of the Kailashahar Youth Camp, (3) 

Mr.Gopal Krishna Maharathna, M.P A. will be the Camp Chief of the Kamalpur 
Youth Camp, (4) Moulana Asad Ali, M. P. A, will be the Camp Chief of the 

Mohanpur Youth Camp. 

The Camp Chiefs are requested to re-organise the camp set-up immediately for its 

better management. They are also requested to solve the local problems with keen 
initiative and co-operation. They are also requested to follow strictly the (a) 

instructions relating to the operation of the Budget, (b) general guidance for the 
Administration. (Which enclosed herewith)? 

2. It is observed with grave concern that in some of the Youth Camps ration 

supply from the Local Authority is not being properly done. As a result management 

of the Camps faces serious inconvenience. Resolved that higher authority of the Host 

Government be moved in this respect of the supply of regular ration. 

3. As this Zone is considerably small and the number of reception Camps are not 
exceeding 5 (five) the necessity of a full time Director is not considered essential. One 

Deputy Director may serve the purpose. Hence it is resolved that the following staff 

including a Deputy Director be appointed immediately and the Chairman of the 

Advisory 
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Committee be authorized to appoint the staff in consultation with the Chairman, Zonal 

Council. 
 

(i)Deputy Director 

(ii)Accountant 

(iii)Office Assistant 

(iv)Office Peon 

(v)Driver 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

 

4. For immediate guidance and supervision Dr. Abu Yousuf, Director Co-
ordination, Planning and Programming station at Agartala, may kindly be requested 

by the Chairman, Advisory Committee, to help the new set up. He may also kindly be 
requested to Act as Director, Youth Camps, East Zone, temporarily. His travelling 

allowances and other initial expenditure in this respect will be borne by the East Zone, 

Youth Camps Advisory Committee. 

5. It is also observed with grave concern that almost all the Youths in the camps 
have been suffering from various diseases due to shortage of medicine and specially 

want of winter clothing. Therefore, Chairman, Board of Control, be requested to 
supply 2,000 (Two thousand) pieces of Blankets and adequate quantity of medicines. 

6. The Committee unanimously framed the Budget (Enclosed herewith) for the 

month of December, 1971 and the Chairman, Advisory Committee be requested to 

refer the same to the Authority concerned for its approval. 

 

 

 

Sd/- 
Chairman, 

Youth Camp Advisory Committee, 
East Zone, 

Govt. of the People's Republic of 
Bangladesh. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

------------------
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Minutes of the 1st meeting of the MNAs and MPAs for constitution 

on Zonal Administrative Council of North East Zone-I. 

 

The meeting scheduled to be held on Sept. 5th 1971 could not be held as none of 
the member reported on the said date at Dawki. 

The member present unanimously decided to at Shillong to shift the date of the 

meeting on the 6th Sept/71 instead of the 5th Sept/71. The above decision was 

communicated by Mr. Dewan Farid Gazi M.N.A. over phone to Zonal Administrative 

Officer at Dawki. The shifting of the date of the meeting was necessiated due to the 

late arrival of MNAs and MPAs who are staying at Balat and Barsera. The delay was 

caused due to the breakdown of the vehicle. 

The meeting started on 6-9-71 at 2 P. M. and the following MNAs and MPAs 

were present. 

1. Mr. Dewan Farid Gazi, MNA 

2. Mr. Abdul Malik, MPA 

3. Mr. M. A. Quddus, MPA 

4. Mr. Masud Ahmed Chowdhury, MPA 

5. Mr. Abdur Rais, MPA 

6. Mr. M. A. Zahur, MPA 

7. Mr. M. A. Sattar, MPA 

8. Mr. Lutfur Rahman, MPA 

9. Mr. Abdul Aziz Choudhury, MPA 

10. Mr. Abdul Latif, MPA 

11. Mr. Manjur Ahmed, MPA 

12. Mr. Habibur Rahman, MPA 

13. Mr. Suranjit Sen Gupta, MPA 

14. Mr. Qazi Seraj Uddin Ahmed, MPA 

15. Mr. Dewan Obaidur Reza Chowdhury, MPA 

16. Mr. Abdul Muntaquin Chowdhury, MNA 

17. Mr. M. Abdur Rahim. MNA 
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18. Mr. M. Shahid Khan, MNA 

19. Mr. Abdul Hamid, MNA 

Mr. Dewan Obaidur Reza Chowdhury MNA was voted to the chair to conduct the 

meeting :- 

The following agenda were discussed in the meeting: 

1.  Selection of the Chairman of the Zonal Administrative Council. 

2. Formation of the following Sub-Committees of the Zonal Administrative 

Council: 

(a) Finance Sub-Committee 

(b) Relief Sub-Committee 

(c) Health Sub-Committee 

(d) Publicity Sub-Committee 

(e) Education Sub-Committee 

1.The members present unanimously selected Mr. Dewan Farid Gazi MNA as 

Chairman of the Zonal Administrative Council, North East Zone-1. 

2.The selection of the Chairman and Members of the following Sub-Committees were 

done unanimously. 

(a) Finance Sub-Committee: 

Chairman:- Mr. Dewan Obaidur Reza Chowdhury, MNA 

Members:- Mr. Abdul Hamid, MNA 

Mr. Abdul Malik, MPA 

Mr. Dewan Farid Gazi, MNA 

Mr. S. H. Chaudhury, Zonal Administrative Officer. 

(b)Relief Sub-Committee: 

Chairman :-Mr. Abdur Rais, MPA 

Members :-Mr. Lutfur Rahman, MPA 

Mr. Abdus Zahur, MPA 

Mr. M. A. Quddus, MPA 

Mr. Suranjit Sen Gupta, MPA 

Mr. M. A. Sattar, MPA 

(c)Health Sub-Coinmittee 

Chairman :-Mr. Habibur Rahman, MPA 

Members :-Dr. Abdul Malik, MPA 

Dr. Qazi Serajuddin Ahmed, MPA 

Mr. Abdul Hoque, MNA 

Mr. Masud Ahmed Chowdhury, M.P.A. 

Mr. Abdul Hamid, M.N. A. 

(d)Publicity Sub-Committee: 

Chairman: Mr. Abdul Muntaquim Chaudhury, MNA. 

Members: Mr. Manjur Ahmed, MP A. 

Mr. Abdus Zahur, MP A. 

Mr. Z. A. Rahim, MNA. 

Mr. Abdur Rais, MPA. 

Mr. Lutfur Rahman, MP A. 
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(e) Education Sub-Committee: 

Chairman: Mr. M. A. Latif, MPA.. 

Member: Mr. Abdul Aziz Chowdhury, MPA. 

Mr. Dewan Obaidur Reza Chowdhury, MNA. 

Mr. Abdus Zahur, MP A. 

Mr. Abdul Hoque, MNA. 
 

3. Miscellaneous: 
The following agenda were taken up with the permission of the Chair and the 

resolution adopted unanimously are as under: 
 

1. Resolved that all the Sub-Sector such as (i) Karimganj, (ii) Dawki, (iii) Barchara-

Balat-Rangua, and (iv) Bholaganj-Shella of North East Zone-I shall have committees 

consisting of MNAs., MPAs, and 5 Political workers having power to deal with the local 

administrative affairs. 

 

2. Resolved that a Sub-Committee proposed to be formed to deal with the Trade and 

Commerce of the liberated areas under this Zone. 

 

3. Resolved that an immigration Sub-Committee to be formed in this Zone to deal with 

the problems of the immigrants. 

 

4. Resolved that a Sub-Committee proposed to be formed to collect revenue, public 

properties, tolls and also to assess value of the such properties already collected. 

 

5. In view of the fact that maximum number of evacuees as well as representatives of 

Kishoreganj Sub-Division have temporarily settled under North East Zone-I. It is resolved 

that Kishoreganj Sub-Division may be included in this Zone. 

 

6. Resolved that C-in-C of Govt. of Bangladesh be requested to make necessary 

arrangement to provide at least one suitable transport to each Sub-Sector to facilitate its 

original work. 

 

7. Resolved that Govt. of Bangladesh be requested to obtain permission from the 

respective State Govt. for free movement of MNAs and MPAs within India. Resolved further 

that the Chairman or the Zonal Administrative Council be requested to obtain necessary 

movement permit from Govt. of Assam and Meghalaya for free movement of the personnel of 

the organisation. 

 

8. Resolved that the Chairman of the Zonal Administrative Council be authorized to 

depute suitable person in consultation with the local Sub-Committees to manage the affairs of 

the Youth Camps. 

 

9. The Committee unanimously decided to shift the Headquarters from Dawki to Shillong 

since, Dawki, Balat, Sheila, Barchera, etc. are routed through Shillong. It also facilitates to 

make maximum contact with the Local Officials. 

 

10. In view of the recent atrocities committed by Pak Army in certain areas of 

Bangladesh large and sudden influx of evacuees in this Zone particularly at Balat has 

created tremendous problem to be tackled. At present considerable number of evacuees at 

Balat are practically without any shelter and at times it, becomes upheaval task to provide 

with ration. Attention of Bangladesh Govt. is drown to the above fact to take effective steps 

for mitigationg the suffering of these evacuees. 
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11. At Balat area cholera is taking heavy toll and has broken out in an epidemic 

form. Though medical facilities have been extended by the Host Govt, but still it 
appears to be insufficient to cope with the situation. Bangladesh Govt. is requested to 

augment the medical facilities in order to save many valuable lives. 

12. Due to continuous military operation casualties on our side are on the increase 

but proper treatment and care of the injured persons have become increasingly 
difficult for want of adequate medical facilities particularly at Balat. Sheila. 

Bholaganj and other places. Moreover there being no adequate arrangement for 
shifting the seriously injured cases to the nearest Hospital, sometimes it becomes too 

late to save precious lives. 

In light of the above facts Govt. of Bangladesh is requested to provide this Zone 

with the followings: 

(a) Ambulance-5 Nos. 

(b) Establishment of at least 50 beded well equipped hospital particularly at Balat 

with proper medical facilities. 

(c) Establishment of First Aid Medical Units nearest to the war front at different 

areas-15 units. 

Pending the approval of the Govt. of Bangladesh, the Medical Sub-Committee be 
requested to take up the problems immediately.  

13. Due to the dearth of Army Officers progress of the operation in each Sub-

Sector is suffering badly. Govt. of Bangladesh be requested to provide adequate 

number of officers without delay. 

14. Resolved that members of the Zonal Council be entitled to get fixed daily 

allowance @ Rs. 15/- per day per head from preceding and following day of the 

commencement of the meeting and minimum travelling expense within this Zone. 
 

15. Resolved that the Chairman of the Zonal Administrative Council and Mr. 
Dewan Obaidur Reza Chowdhury M.N.A. be requested to call on Govt. of 

Bangladesh to discuss all problems of this Zone, and find out solution. 

16. Govt. Officials and teachers of this Zone are passing hard days having no 

subsistence allowance since they have become evacuees. Hence resolved that Govt. of 

Bangladesh be requested to consider their case sympathetically as they have drawn in 

other Zones. 

17. Resolved that the extract of the copy of the resolutions of the meeting be 

circulated to all concern. 

 

Sd/- 

(S. H. Choudhury) 
Zonal Administrative Officer 

and 

Member-Secretary. 

Sd/- 

(Dewan Obaidur Reza Chowdhury) 
MNA. 

President. 
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OFFICE OF THE ZONAL ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER, 

NORTH EAST ZONE-II 

 

From:  Md. Lutfur Rahman, 

Zonal Administrative Officer, 

North East-Zone-II, Tura. 

 

To: The Home & Finance Secretary 

Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh.  

 
Sub: Budget estimate of monthly expenditure to be incurred by the Z A.C., Tura. 

      Ref: ZAO/ZAC(B)-3/71, dated 16.9.71. 
 

Sir, 
I beg to inform you that an estimate of monthly expenditure to be incurred by the 

Zonal Administrative Council, North East Zone-II, has been worked out and proposed 
in consultation with the Chairman and other members of the Council. 

 

A copy of the budget estimate of expenditure is enclosed herewith for favor of 

your perusal and sanction of fund to help execute our programmes and perform our 

functions. 

 

In view of the various pressing requirements of our boys in the Youth & FF camps 

and miseries of the refugees in the area, it is requested to expedite placement of fund 

so as to enable us to go ahead with the execution of programmes immediately. 

 

I remain 

sir. 

Yours most obediently, 

Sd/- Md. Lutfur Rahman. 
 

Copy forwarded to the Cabinet Secretary for favor of information of the cabinet. 
 

Zonal Administrative Officer. 
North East Zone-II, Tura 

 
Copy forwarded to the Secretary, General Administration for favor of information and 

necessary action 

 

Sd/- Md. Lutfur Rahman 

Zonal Administrative Officer. 

North East Zone-II 
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Memo No. GA/ .............            Dt. 14.10.71 

Copy forwarded to the Chairman, Youth Control Board, 

(2) The Secretary, Defense. 
      Dy. Secretary (Estbt) 

General Administration 

Deptt. 

 

..................... 

 

PROPOSED ESTIMATE OF MONTHLY EXPENDITURE TO BE 

INCURRED BY THE ZONAL ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL, 

NORTH EAST ZONE-II, TURA 
 

The Council covers within its jurisdiction the existence of a number of Youth, FF 
and Refugee Camps which are detailed below to help appreciate the extent of 

financial responsibilities that the Council is required to shoulder while discharging its 
functions:- 

 
Name of the Camps Number of 

boys 

in the Camps 

 

Name of the 

Camps 

 

FF CAMPS 

Number of boys 

in 

the Camps 

 

(i Moheshwarganj 

(ii)Porakhashia 

(iii)Dalu 

(Taken over by the 

Central Govt.) 

(iv)Gachuapara 

(unrecognised) 

 

(v)Shib-bari. 
(unrecognised) 

(vi)Bagmara 
(vii)Rangra 

(viii)Moliadeo 
(unrecognised) 

(ix)Moheshkhala. 
 

2000 boys 

500 boys 

2500 boys 

 

 

 

500 boys 

 

 
600 boys 

 
500 boys 

500 boys 
400 boys 

 
1000 boys 

 

(i)Mohcndraganj 

(ii)Porakhashia 

(iii)Kanyabari 

(iv)Gachuapara 

(v)Shib-bari. 

(vi)Jakshagram 

(vii)Rangra 

 

 
(i)Zigzag 

 
(ii)Ampati 

(iii)Porakhashia 
(iv)Machang Pani 

 
(v)Dimapara 

(vi)Gachuapara 

(unrecognised but 

ration given) 

(vii)Menan 

(viii)Shib-bari 

(ix)Bagmara 

(x)Chandu Bhuiya 

 

500 boys 

500 boys 

1000 boys 

500 boys 

1000 boys 

1500 boys 

1000 boys 

REFUGEE 

CAMPS: 
10000 boys 

 
50000 boys 

20000 boys 
60000 boys 

 
40000 boys 

5000 boys 

 

 

40000 boys 

50000 boys 

100000 boys 

25000 boys 

 

Of all the Youth Camps detailed above, Gachuapara, Shib-bari, Mohadeo and 

Mohcshkhala Camps are unrecognized and consequently pitiably mismanaged. Living 
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condition for the boys in the camps is simply deplorable. In the Youth Camps of 
Mohadeo and Moheshkhala no ration is supplied from the Government. In other 

recognized Youth Camps only rice, edible oil, Dal and salt are given leaving a lot of 
other essentials to be managed by the boys themselves who are uprooted from home 

in sheer destitute condition. As a result there have been untold miseries and the boys 

are falling victims to mal-nutrition and various common diseases which eat into the 

very vitality of their health and spirits. In the FF Camps also, there is pressing need 

for providing material support. It can be added by way of information that the whole 

area of the North East Zone - II is in the grip of a common disease of Malaria and 

protection against the menace of Anophilis mosquito has to be provided for 

prevention of this disease. Our boys in the Youth and FF Camp are suffering from this 

disease for want of medical care and mosquito-nets. The next important disease which 

victimizes our boys is the wide-spread dysentry caused due to contaminating spices 

and drinking water. The medicines required for prevention and cure of dysentry are 

not supplied. The injured Mukti Bahini boys to not often get immediate medical 

attention. For want of transport facilities, the injured boys desperately looking for 

medical attention, cannot be rushed to the nearest doctor or to a place for immediate 
hospitalization. The boys arc suffering badly for want of wearing clothes and Jungle 

shoes. The problems, being so acute and again so apathetically ignored, give one the 
only logical impression that there is, perhaps, none to look after and care for our boys 

in this Zone. 

At Mainkarchar thousands of boy and refugees are crossing over daily. 

In the Refugee Camps also, the inmates are subjected to endless sufferings. For 
want of adequate accommodation, proper food and nourishment, sanitation, medical 

care, mosquito- nets and wearing clothes, etc. the refugees are falling victims to mal-

nutrition and various diseases. In the context of this miseries the Council feels that it 

has a moral duty to undertake relief work in Co-operation with the local 

administration and other local agencies. 

As a result of the atrocities committed by the barbarous Pakistani Army, a lot of 
Political workers who could cross over to this area, were rendered worst destitute of 

the time. The Council, therefore, feels it a moral obligation to provide adequate relief, 
both in kind and in cash, to them. 

Since the primary objective of our Govt. is to conduct the liberation war, it is only 

desirable that the Council devotes its whole soul to the cause of the physical fitness 

and morale of our boys in the Youth and FF Camps. The point at issue is either we 

win or we perish. Ceasing to realize this, and appreciate problems of the physical 

fitness and morale of our boys would be the negation of our operational planning and 
drive, nay,- the negation of the very purpose of our existence here. The achievement 

of our party in the last pools and the glories of our cause abroad will simply pale into 
insignificance if we fail to feed successfully the war efforts of our boys on whom we 

pin our hope for ultimate victory. 

Keeping in view the problems and requirements of our boys in the Youth and F1 

Camps and our moral obligation to look after the Refugees, an estimate of expenditure 

to be inclined monthly is proposed as under: 
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ESTIMATE OF EXPENDITURE FOR THE ZONE 
 

YOUTH & FF CAMPS : 

(for 16,000 boys) 
 

Description of Articles 

 

Units Rate Amount (Rs. 

Recurring 

(monthly) 

Nonrccurri 

ng 

1. Mosquito-nets (Since the 

boys have to sleep in 

Machangs, single person 

mosquito-nets will not 

serve 

the purpose. For every 6 

persons one big size net 

should be provided) 

 

2,500 Rs. 25/ per pc. 

 

 62,500/- 

2. Blankets (two blankets 

for 

two boys) 

 

16,000 Rs. 20/ 

do 

 3,20,000/- 

3. Jungle Shoes. 

 

16,000 paris Rs. 20/- per 

pair. 

 3,20,000/- 

4. Lungis, Nepkins, 

Ganjees, 

Shirts & wrapper (One set 
for each boy) 

 

16,000 sets Rs. 30/- per 

sets 

 4,80,000/- 

 

5. First Aid Boxes. 

 

20 Nos. Rs- 50/  1,000/- 

6. Toilet (soaps etc) (An 

amount of Rs. 5/- per head 

per month) 

 

16,000 boys Rs. 5/-head 

 

80,000  

7. Messing articles (since 

the 

boys get only rice, salt, 

pulse & edible oil, they 

have 

to buy many other things). 
An amount of 0.50 paisa 

per 

head daily is proposed to be 

given. 

 

16,000 boys Rs. 0.50 

paisa per 

head daily 

 

2,40,000  

8. Anti-malarial drugs 

 

50,000 tab Rs. paisa tab. Rs. 12,500/  

9. Dysentry drugs 

 

1,00,000 tab Rs. paisa tab Rs. 25,000/  

10. Multivitamin tabs. 1,00,000 tab Rs. paisa tab Rs. 25,000/  
 

REFUGEE CAMPS 
(For 4 lac refugees) 

 

1. Utensils.   Rs 30,000/- 

2. Wrapper 1,30,000  

pes. 

Rs. 10/-  

per piece 

RS. 10,00,000 
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3. Sarees. 25,000 pes. Rs. 8A per piece Rs. 20.00,00/- 

4. winter Baby 

Garments 

75,000 Sets Rs. 15/- per set Rs. 1,25,000/- 

 

SUBSISTENCE ALLOWANCE. 
 

I. Political sufferers & 

Artists. 

25.000 Persons 

(approx) 

Rs. 50/- per 

head per 

month 

Rs. 

1,25,000/- 

 

2. Teachers & Govt. 

employees 

(allowances will he paid as 

per policies of the Govt.) 

500 persons 

(approx.) 

Rs. 100/- per 

head on an 

average 

 Rs. 50000/- 

 

 

PUBLICITY WORKS 

1.Cyclostyle machine 1 set Rs 4000/- Rs. 4000/- 

2. Transistor sets 25 sets Rs. 200/- each Rs 5000/- 

3. Newspapers, periodicals, 

leaflets & other publications 

  Rs. 10000/- 

 

MEDICAL & OTHER 

MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS 
 

1. Establishment cost for 

10 medical centers 

proposed to be set up 

Rs. 10/- Rs. 5,000/- for each centre Rs. 50,000/- 

 

(N. B. Ten medical centers with attached maternity clinics may kindly be set up to 

look after the inmates of the Refugees, Youth & FF Camps. In each medical centre 5 bed 

emergency wards should be included to treat patients of Cholera and other epidemic diseases. 

In each medical centre at least on Medical Officer, three qualified Compounders and six 

Nurses should be engaged. In consultation with the Medical Officers, to be appointed for the 

purpose, requirement of medicines and other expenditure may please be assessed and fund 

placed accordingly.) 

 

Description of Articles 

 

Unit Rate Amount (Rs.) 

Recurring 

(monthly) 

Non- 

Recurring 

2. Chairman's contingency 

fund (to be operated by the 

C. M. at his discretion) 

  Rs. 5500/- 

 

 

3. T. A. for the members of 

the Zonal Administrative 

Council 

  Rs. 2000/-  

4. Contingency fund for 

unforeseen expenditure. 

  Rs. 2000/-  

5. Tents. 200 Rs. 300/ per tent.  Rs. 60,000/- 

   Rs. 526500/- Rs. 3707500/- 
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Grant Total (Recurring and Non-Recurring expenditure)= Rs. 42,34,000/- (Rupees 

forty two lacs thirty-four thousand only). 

The above estimate of expenditure is proposed and worked out in consultation 
with the Chairman and other members of the Council. 

 

 

 

Sd/- Md. Lutfur Rahman 

Secretary 

& Zonal Administrative Officer 

North East Zone-II 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

ZONAL ADMINISTRATOR 

North Zone, COOCHBEHAR 

 

 
Memo No. 1248                        Dated 25.11.71 

 

From :   F. Ahmed, 

  Zonal Administrator, 

  North Zone, 

 Coochbehar 

 

To:         Mr. H. T. Imam 

              Cabinet Secretary, 

              Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh 

              8, Theatre Road, 

              Calcutta-17. 

               

Sub: Documentation (evidence recorded and other materials in connection 

         with the International Commission of Jurists. 

               

Ref: This Office Memo No. 778 dt. 13-10-71; 779 dt. 13-10-71 821 dt. 19- 

         10-71; 861 dt. 22-10-71; 896 dt. 25-10-71 & 1016 dt. 3-11-71 

 

3 Sets of documentations (evidence and other materials) each containing 5 copies 

prepared by Mr. Akhileswar Barman, Advocate are sent herewith as 68
th

 to 70
lh 

installments in continuation of the previous documentations. 

 

Encl: 3 Sets of documentations each 

   Containing 5 copies. 

 

 

Sd/- 

Zonal Administrator, 
North Zone, Coochbehar. 
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LIST OF MNA /MPA.'S WITH JURISDICTION AND POSTAL 

ADDRESS IN INDIA 
 

Sl No Name of MNA/M.P.A. Jurisdiction P. S Postal address in India. 

1 Mr. Abul Hossain  

M.P.A 

1) Fulbari P. S. 

2) Lalmonirhat P. S. 

3) Pari of Kaliganj P. 

S.(Durgapur U/C) 

C/O. Mr. Azizur 

Rahman 

Prodhan Vill. Okrabari 

P. O. Balakandi Dist. 

Coochbehar. 
2 Mr. Mozahar Hossain 

Choudhury M. N. A 

1) Bhurungamai P S. 

2) Nageswari P. S 

3) Fulbari P.S 

C/O. Mr. Jafar Alamul 

Hoque 

P. O. Sahcbganj 

Dist. Coochbehar. 

3 Mr. Lutfur Rahman  

M.N.A 

1) Gaibandha 

2) Saghatta 

3) Fulchari P.S 

Bangladesh Office, 

Dhubri, 

 Assam. 

4 Mr. Shah Abdul Hamid 

M.N.A 

1) Gobindagonj P.S 

2) Palashbari P.S 

Bangladesh Karjyalaya 

5 Mr. Shah Abdur Razzaque 

M.P.A 

1) Kaunia P.S 

2) Pirgachha, P.S. 

Chhoto kuthi, 

Coochbehar. P.O. 

Golakganj, 

Disl.Goalpara 
6 Mr. Shamsul 

Choudhury, M.P.A 

1) Bhurungamari P.S. 

2)Part of Ngaswari P.S. 

C/O. Dr. Kalipada Das 

P.O, Sitai. 

Dist. Coochbehar. 

7 Mr. Md. Abdul Awal  

M.N.A 

1) Kaunia P.S 

2) Gangachara P.S. 

3) Pirgachha P.S. 

Vill.&P.O 

Sahebganj.Dist. 

Coochbehar. 

8 Mr. Md. Abdul Hakim  

MPA 

1) Kurigram P.S 

(Whole) 

2) Nageswari P.S & 

Fulbari P.S.(Partly) 

Vill. Fateh Mamud 

P.O. -do- 

Via—Haldibari 

Dist. Coochbehar. 

9 Mr. Afsar Ali Ahmed, 

M.N.A 

Nilphamari, Saidpur & 

Kishoreganj 

Via—Haldibari 

Dist. Coochbehar. 

10 Mr. Azharul Islam  

M.P.A 

Jaldhaka cum 

Kishariganj. P.E-3 

Rangpur III 

Camp-in-Charge. 

Haldibari, P.O. 

Haldibari, 

Dist. Coochbehar. 

11 Mr. Waliur Rahman  

M.P.A 

1) Gaibandha P.S Bangladesh Karjyalaya, 

Coochbehar. 

12 Mr. Mafizur Rahman  

M.P.A 

1) Saghatta P.S 

2) Palashbari P.S 

3) Fulchhari P.S 

Mainkerchar 

Goalpara. 
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13 Mr. Siddique Hossain, 

M.P.A 

1) Kotwali P.S 

Rangpur 

2) Gangachara P.S 

P.O. Makliganj, Dist. 

Coochbehar. 

14 Mr. Matiur Rahman  

M.N.A 

1) Pirganj P.S. 

2) Mithapukur P. S 

Coochbehar, now at 

Lower Circular Rd. 

Calcutta. 

15 Mr. Reazuddin Ahmed  

M.N. A 

1) KurigramP. S 

2) Lalmonirhat P.S 

C/O Jasimuddin Ahmed. D. 

K. Rd., P. O. Dhubri, Dist. 

Goalpara. 

16 Mr. Sadaquat Hossain, 

M.N. A 

1) Rowmari 

2) Chilmari 

3) Ulipur 

Mainkerchar, Goalpara, 

Assam. 

17 Mr. Abdur Rouf M. N. A 1) DimlaP.S. 

2) Domar P.S. 

3) Jaldhaka P.S 

Netaji Para. P. O. & Dist. 

Jalpaiguri. 

18 Nr. Abdur Rahman 

Chowdhury, M. P. A 

1) DimlaP.S. 

2) Domar P.S. 

P. O. Dewanganj, Dist. 

Coochbchar 

19 Mr. Md. Amin, M. P. A 1) Jaldhaka P.S Prodhan Nagar, P. O. 

Siliguri, Dist. Darjccling 

20 Mr. Karim Uddin Mia 

M.N.A 

1) Kaliganj P. S P. O. Sitai, Dist.Coochbcar 

21 Mr. Abed Ali. M.P.A 1) Hatibandha 

2) Patgram 

P. O. Chengrabandha, Dist. 

Coochbehar. 

22 Mr. Hamiduzzaman Sarkar 

M. P. A 

1) Mithapukur P. S P. O. Sitai, Dist. 

Coochbehar 

 
23 Mr.Gazi Rahman  

M.P.A 

1) Pirganj P.S P.O Sitai, Dist. 

Coochbehar. 

24 Mr. Elahi Baksh. Sarkar 

M.P.A 

1) Badarganj P.S 

2) Gangachar P.S 

Dewanganj, Dist 

Coochbehar 

25 Mr. Abdullah Sarwardy 

M.P.A 

1) Ulipur P.S Mainkercha Goalpara, 

Assam 

26 Mr. Nurul Islam, M.PA 1) Rowmari P.S 

2) Ulipur P.S 

Mainkerchar, Goalpara, 

Assam. 

27 Mr. Shamsul Hossain, 

M.P.A 

1) Sundarganj. P.S Mainkerchar, Goalpara. 

Assam 

28 Mr. Abu Taleb, M. P. A 

 

1) Sadullapur P. S 

2) Sundraganj P. S 

(Three Union) 

Mainkerchar, Goalpara. 

Assam 

29 Mr. Azizur Rahman  

M. P. A 

 

1) Palashbari P. S 

2) Gobindaganj P. S. 

Bangladesh Karjyalaya 

P.O. 

Balurghat, 

Dist. West Dinajpur. 

30 Mr. Jamalur Rahman  

M.P.A 

 

I) Gobindaganj P. S 

 

Bangladesh Karjyalaya. P. 

O. Balurghat, Dist. West 

Dinajpur. 
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Proceedings of the 1st meeting of the Zonal Administrative Council, West Zone 

held on 5.9.71 at 11 A.M. in Kuti Kutchary, Balurghat. 

 

Members present :- 

1. Mr. Shah Mahtab Ahmed, MNA. 

2. Dr. Wakiluddin Mondal, MNA. 

3. Principal A.B.M. Moksed Ali, MNA. 

4. Mr. Azizer Rahman, MNA. 

5. Mr. Mosharraf Hossain Choudhury, MNA. 

6. Mr. Md. Abdur Rahim, MPA. 

7. Mr. Sardcr Mosharraf Hossain, MPA. 

8. Mr. Md. Khatibur Rahman, MPA. 

9. Mr. Kazi Abdul Majid Choudhury, MPA. 

10. Mr. Md. Golam Rahman, MPA. 

11. Mr. Shah Md. Yousuf, MPA. 

12. Mr. Md. Ekramul Huq, MP A. 

13. Mr. Md. Fazlul Karim, MPA. 

14. Mr. Serajul Islam MPA. 

15. Mr. Kamruddin Ahamed Mukteer, MPA. 

16. Mr. Zahidur Rahman. MNA. 

17. Mr. Kasimuddin Ahmed, MPA. 

18. Dr. Saidur Rahman. MPA. 

19. Mr. Abu I Hasnat Choudhury, MPA. 

20. Mr. Muzaffar Hossain, MPA. 

21. Mr. Hasan Ali Sarker. MPA. 

22. Mr. Zamilur Rahaman Prodhan, MPA. 

23. Mr. Md. Azizur Rahaman Sarker, MPA. 

24. Mr. Prof. Abu Sayed, MNA. 

25. Mr. Baitullah MNA. 

26. Mr. Emazuddin Prarnanik, MPA. 

27. Mr. Kazimder Khairuddin Ahmed, MPA. 

28. Mr. Giasuddin, Sarder, MPA. 

29. Mr. Emdadul Huque, MP A. 

30. Mr. Azizul Islam Khan, MPA.  
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31. Mr. Abdul Hadi.MPA. 
32. Mr. Ashraful Islam, MPA. 

33. Mr. Md. Mesbahul Haque. MPA. 
34. Mr. Hamidur Rahman MPA. 

35. Mr. Reazuddin Ahmed MPA. 
36. Mr. Sardar Amjad Hossain, MNA. 

37. Mr. Mojibur Rahman, MNA. 
38. Mr. Abul Kashem Khan, Zonal Administrative Officer. 
 

The meeting started with recitation from the Holy Quran by Mr. Reazuddin 

Ahmed, MPA. Rajshahi. 

Mr. Ashraful Islam, MPA, Rajshahi proposed the name of Mr. Azizer Rahman, 

MNA., Dinajpur to preside over the meeting. The proposal was seconded by Mr. 

Azizer Rahman Sarker, MPA. Rangpur. 
 

Mr. Ashraful Islam, MPA. Proposed to show honour to the martyrs who had laid 
their lives for Independence of Bangladesh and in pursuance of that all the members 

observed one minutes silence by standing. Mr. Sarder Amjad Hossain, MPA, 
Rajshahi, condemned the Pak Army Junta for illegal trial of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman-

the beloved friend of the people of Bangladesh. He also demanded safety and security 

of Sheikh's life. 
 

The president read out and explained in details the entire set up place of Zonal 

Administrative Council as laid down in Memo No. GA/8I0 (345) dt. 27.7.71 at the 
very outset of the meeting. He further expressed the hope to liberate Bangladesh in no 

time as wanted by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the Father of Bangalee Nation. 
 

At this stage Mr. Shah Mahtab Ahmed, M.N.A, Dinajpur, proposed that the West 

Zone being very big in size with difficult communication system and having 

20,00,000 of Refugees needed be divided into a number or Zones for better and 

efficient administration of the Zone and with a view to improving the conditions of 

the employees as well as refugees who were suffering a lot. He proposed that a 

resolution should be adopted to divide the West Zone into 3 Zones before constitution 

of the Zonal Administrative Council, West Zone. 
 

Mr. Sardar Amjad Hossain, MNA, Dr. Mesbahul Huq, MPA, supported the 
proposal of Shah Mahtab Ahmed. Mesbahul Huq also pointed out that the members of 

Rajshahi District who have been spread over from Berubari to Jalpaiguri to Islampur 
to Lalgola could not function in a single Zone with H.Q. at Balurghat. Mr. Sardar 

Mosharraf Hossain, MPA, Dinajpur expressed that if the constitution of Zonal 
Administrative Council was delayed further the sufferings of the people would be 

much higher than at present. So he was of the opinion that the Zonal Council should 

be constituted and after that steps might be taken for breaking the Zone if found 

necessary. 

Mr. Baitullah, MNA, told that the MNAs and MPAs of Rajshahi had already 
decided in favour of dividing the West Zone. Mr. Zahidur Rahman, MNA, was of the 

opinion that the division of West Zone into 3 Zones was desirable no doubt but it was 
extremely doubtful if such a move would be acceptable to the Govt. as the Zones were 

set up by the 
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Govt. after due and careful consideration and that even 4 Districts were grouped into 

one Zone while the West Zone consisted of 3 Districts only. He further expressed that 

the Z.A.C should immediately be constituted and work should be started to liberate 

Bangladesh. Mr. Sardar Amjad Hossain agreed with Zahidur Rahman on principle but 

his opinion was that a beginning with a mistaken policy would not produce any 

satisfactory and good results. 
 

Mr. Reazuddin Ahmed, MPA, Rajshahi pointed out that he had gone to Minister 

with some problems arising out of torture committed by the Pak-army and troubles 

developed by the dacoits and problems of the Mukti Fouz but he could neither 

contract him nor the Administrator or Sub-Administrator and his problems remained 

unattended. He further expressed that this state of affairs would continue if the West 

Zone remained intact and for this reason this zone should be divided first by 

postponing the constitution of the Z.A.C. He further pointed out that the North Bengal 

leaders and Ministers probably lost sight of our difficulties due to over anxieties and 

hurry and further that one Chairman and one Administrator would not be able to 

function properly at all in the time of need at many places at a time. 
 

Mr. Serajul Islam, MPA, in his speech pointed out that there was practically no 
necessity of constituting and Zonal Administrative Council by selection of the 

Chairman etc. without doing any actual feasible and successful work of administration 

and co-ordination in the liberated area spread over the longest range of more than 400 
miles only through a single Zonal Administrative Council. It should be first of all 

divided by the Cabinet into 2 or 3 sizeable Zonal Councils and then election should be 
held and then the refugees and public would get relief. Otherwise speedy election and 

unwieldy problems without actions will bring doom and disaster for the public of 
Bangladesh. Moreover after selection of Chairman and constitution of Zonal 

Administrative Council would be no scope for the Cabinet to make division of this 
Zonal Administrative Council having 20 lacs of refugees across the borders and North 

Bengal neglected over will continue to be neglected and overlooked original concept 

of 4 Zonal Administrative Councils was impressed but three Zonal Administrative 

Councils with 60 lacs of refugees have been divided into a Zonal Administrative 

Councils and this one Zonal Administrative Council has remained intact with 

problems overlooked by the Cabinet that has taken it with emergency matter and we 

all hope that the division of this Zonal Administrative Council would be done by the 

cabinet in emergency basis and election might to be held within 2/3 days by the 

members of the divided Zonal Administrative councils. 

Mr. Kamaruddin, Mukteer, MPA and Gyasuddin Sardar, MPA expressed their 

opinion in favour of the division of the Zonal Council and postponement of the 

meeting. 

Prof. Abu Syed, MNA, favored move for division of the Zone first which, 
according to him, was a realistic attitude for better and efficient administration. Mr. 

Hasan Ali Sarker, MPA, gave a vivid description of tortures being committed by the 
Pak Army in Bangladesh and wanted that all MNAs and MPAs should start liberation 

activities. He further expressed that the Zonal Administrative Council should at once 
be constituted and division of the same be taken up later on. 

Dr. Wakiluddin Mondal, MNA, expressed the opinion that the division of Zonal 
Administrative Council was wanted by all but he was doubtful if the move would be 
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acceptable to the Govt. Mr. Abul Hasanat Chowdhury, MNA, stated that the Govt, 

order should be carried out, i.e. the Zonal Administrative Council should be 

constituted and the move for division of the Zone be taken up afterwards. 

Mr. Abdur Rahim, MPA, Dinajpur pointed out that a delegation of 10 to 15 

persons went to Mujibnagar a few days back with the move for division of the Zone 

but nothing could be done. He also stated that the Zonal Administrative Council 

should be constituted as the condition of the people was very grave. He further posed 
a question that the meeting was convened for constitution of the Zonal Administrative 

Council and as such it was ultra vires to act otherwise and the meeting had no legal 
authority to take up the question of division of the Zone without constituting the 

same. 

The point of legality or otherwise of not to constitute the Zonal Administrative 

Council as per agenda raised by Mr. A. Rahim, MPA was put to vote by the President. 

There were 10 votes in favour of Mr. A. Rahim's point, 20 against and 8 abstention 

including the President of the meeting and the Zonal Administrative Officer. 

Mr. Khatibur Rahman, MPA stated that the Z.A.C. should be formed then and 

there and the division of the Zone should be dealt with afterwards. Mr. Muzaffar 

Hossain, MPA, Bogra wanted a separate Zone for his District. 

After their long discussions the President wanted the opinion of the members for 

and against the postponement of Administrators of zonal Administrative Council and 

division of Zone at that stage. 

The members indicated their opinion by rising hand. There were 19 votes in favor 
of postponement of constitution of Zonal Administrative Council and division of 

Zone, 15 against it & 3 abstentions which included the President of the meeting and 
the local Administrative Officer of the meeting. The total 35 voted favor and against 

the postponement, wanted division of Zonal Administrative Council for the interest of 

Bangladesh public and refugees. 

The President wanted to know who are in favor of division of Zonal 

Administrative Council & who are against the same. As many as 32 member's were 
found in favor of division of Zone. Either before the constitution of the Zonal 

Administrative Council or afterwards Mr. Sardar Mosharraf Hussain MPA was 
against the division. 

It was therefore resolved the constitution of the Zonal Administrative Council by 
selection of the Chairman and the sub-committees with their Chairman be postponed 

& the Cabinet be moved to kindly divide the biggest and unmanageable West Zone 

extended over 4 hundred miles from Barabari to Krishnanagar as its border into six 
Zones, one each for Dinajpur, Rajshahi and Bogra District to be sizeable and 

manageable for public interest and for the interest of gearing up the liberation efforts 
and co-ordination of effective administration of liberated areas. 

 

The meeting ended with a vote thanks to the chair. 

 

(Signed) 

Md. Azizur Rahman, MPA 
& 

President of the Meeting. 
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Copy forwarded to the Secretary, Cabinet Division. Government of People's 

Republic of Bangladesh, Mujibnagar for favor of information and necessary action. 

 

(Signed) 

Zonal Administrative Officer, 

West Bengal. 

 
Proceedings of the meeting of the Zonal Administrative Council, West Zone-I 

held on 26.9.71 at 11 A.M. at Kuthi-Kutchcry, Balurghat. 
 

 
MEMBERS PRESENT: 
 

1. Mr. Azizur Rahman, MNA. 

2. " Mosharraf Hossain Chowdhury, MN A, 
3. " Shah Mahtab Ahamed, MNA. 

4. " Dr. Wakiluddin Mondal. MNA. 

5. " Mr. A.B.M. Muksed Ali, MNA. 
6. " Md. Abdur Rahim. MP A. 

7. " Sardar Mosharraf Hossain, MP A. 

8. " Md. Khatibur Rahman, MP A. 

9.   " Kazi Abdul Majid Chowdhury, MPA. 
10. " Md. Golam Rahman, MP A. 

11. " Shah Mohammad Yousuf, MPA. 

12. " Md. Ekramul Huque, MPA. 
13. " Sirajul Islam, MP A. 

14. " Kamaruddin Ahmed, MP A. 

15. " Md. Azizur Rahman Sarker, MPA. 
16. " Zamilur Rahman Prodhan, MP A. 

17. " Prof. Abu Sayed, MNA. 

18. " Mr. Mujibur Rahman, MNA. 
19. " Kasimuddin Ahmed, MPA. 

20. " Dr. Saidur Rahman, MPA. 

21. " Mr. Abu I Hasnat Chowdhury, MPA, 

22. " Muzaffar Hossain, MPA. 
23. " Hasan Ali Sarker, MP A. 

24. " Taherul Islam Khan, MPA. 

25. " Abul Kashem Khan, Zonal Administrative Officer, West Zone-I. 
 

At the very outset Mr. Sardar Mosharraf Hossain, MPA proposed the name of Mr. 

Mujibur Rahman, MNA to preside over the meeting. The proposal was duly seconded 

by Mr. Shah Mahtab Ahmed, MNA. There were no other proposals to this effect. 

 

Mr. Mujibur Rahman, MNA before taking his seat as Chairman of the meeting 

stated that all the members were brothers and if one was pained everybody else would 

be affected in the same manner. He further expressed the hope that there should be no 

parochialism and selfishness and that all possible attempts should be made with full 

co- 
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operation from people of all shades of opinion-both political as well as personal in 

order to achieve our desired goal-the Independence of Bangladesh. 

Then the meeting started with recitation from the Holy Quran. At the instance of 

the Chairman one minute's silence was observed by standing to show honor and 
respect to the martyrs who laid down their lives for the cause of Bangladesh. 

The meeting demanded:- 

(1) Stoppage of shameful trial of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and his unconditional 

release forthwith, 

(2) Placing of strong demands before all the Nations of the World to support the 

struggle for Independence of Bangladesh, 

(3) To place the cause of Bangladesh before the United Nations Organisation to 

recognize Bangladesh as an Independent Country. 

The meeting expressed profound praise and high regards for the "MUKTI FOUZ" 

for their service to the Country. 

The meeting also expressed high sense of gratitude of 55 crores of Indian people 

and to the Govt. of India for their all out help and sympathy towards Independence of 

Bangladesh and her inhabitants who have taken shelter in India. The meeting also 

expressed the same extent of gratitude to all other Nations who are Forming forward 

to help Bangladesh and her people. 

The meeting gave thanks to the Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh for 
splitting up the erstwhile North-Western Zone into two Zones. 

Then the Chairman expressed his strong desire that everything should be done by 

amicable settlement forgetting political and personal differences, if there be any. At 

this stage, the Presiding Officer adjourned the meeting for half an hour in order to 

enable the members to come to an agreed decision regarding selection of Chairman of 

the Zonal Administrative Council by discussion among themselves. 

After resumption of the meeting Mr. Sarder Mosharraf Hossain, MPA proposed 
the name of Mr. Abdur Rahim, MPA, to be the Chairman of the Zonal Administrative 

Council. This was duly seconded by Mr. Azizur Rahman, MNA, Mr. Shah Mahtab 
Ahmed, MNA, Mr. Serajul Islam, MPA and Mr. Azizur Rahman Sarker, MPA. 

Mr. Muzaffar Hossain MPA proposed the name of Dr. Wakiluddin Mandal, 

MNA. to be the Chairman of Zonal Administrative Council which was seconded by 

Mr. Tahirul Islam Khan, MPA, Bogra. There was no other proposal. Dr. Wakiluddin 
Mandal, MNA requested the proposer of his name to withdraw the proposal which 

was declined by the proposer. Dr. Wakiluddin Mandal then withdraw his name from 
candidature. There was only one candidate i. e. Mr. Abdur Rahim, MPA for 

Chairmanship of the Zonal Administrative Council. 

It was, therefore, resolved unanimously that Mr. Abdur Rahim, MPA be declared 

to have been duly elected as Chairman of the Zonal Administrative Council, West 

Zone-I. 
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1. Finance Sub-Committee: 

Mr. Shah Mohammed Yousuf MPA proposed the name of Mr. A.B.M. Muksed Ali, 
MNA to be a member of Finance Sub-Committee. The proposal was seconded 

by Mr. Md. Mosharraf Hossain Choudhury, MNA. 

Mr. Sardar Mosharraf Hossain, MPA proposed the name of Mr. Kasimuddin 

Ahmed, MPA to be a member of the Sub-Committee which was seconded by 
Mr. Golam Rahman. MPA. 

Mr. Serajul Islam, MPA proposed the name of Mr. Azizur Rahman MNA and it was 

seconded by Mr. A. B. M. Muksed Ali, MNA. 

The name of Mr. Zamilur Rahman Prodhan MNA was proposed by Mr. Azizur 
Rahman, MNA and seconded by Kazi Abdul Majid Chowdhury, MPA. 

The name of Mr. Abul Hasnat Chowdhury, MPA. was proposed by Mr. Azizur 

Rahman, MNA and seconded by Mr. Kamaruddin Ahmed MPA, Mr. Azizur 

Rahman, 

MNA Mr. Kasimuddin Ahmed, MPA and Mr. Abul Hasnat Chowdhury, MPA 

withdrew their candidatures. 

Mr. Musharraf Hossain Chowdhury proposed the name of Mr. Muzaffar Hossain, 

MPA which was seconded by Mr. Shah Mohammad Yousuf, MPA. 

Mr. Muzaffar Hossain withdrew his candidature. 

Mr. Shah Mahtab Ahmed MNA proposed the name of Mr. M. Mosharraf Hossain 

Chowdhury, MNA to be a number duly seconded by Mr. A. B. M. Muksed 

Ali, MNA. 

Mr. Khatibur Rahman, MPA proposed the name of Mr. Mujibur Rahman MNA to 

be a Member duly seconded by Mr. Azizur Rahman, MNA 

Mr. Mujibur Rahman, MNA thankfully declined and pleaded his inability to be a 

member. 

It was resolved that M/S. A. B. M. Muksed Ali. MNA, Zamilur Rahman Prodhan, 

MPA and M. Mosharraf Hossain Chowdhury, MNA be declared to have been 

elected as members of Finance Sub-Committee. 

2. Relief Sub-Committee: 

Mr. A. B. M. Muksed Ali, MNA proposed the name of Mr. Azizur Rahman Sarker, 

MPA. The proposal was seconded by Mr. Ekramul Huq, MPA. 

Mr. Shah Mahtab Ahmed MNA proposed the name of Mr. Serajul Islam, MPA 

seconded by Mr. A.B.M. Muksed Ali, MNA and Mr. Azizur Rahman. MNA 

to be a member of the Sub-Committee. 

Mr. M. Mosharraf Hossain Chowdhury, MNA proposed the name of Mr. 
Kamaruddin Ahmed, MPA which was seconded by Sardar Mosharraf Hossain, 

MPA. 

Mr. Azizur Rahman, MNA. proposed the names of M/S. Muzaffar Hossain, MPA 

Tahirul Islam Khan, MPA and Kasimuddin Ahmed, MPA This was seconded 

by Mr. Jamilur Rahman Prodhan, MPA. 
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Mr. Serajul Islam, MPA proposed the name of Mr. Golam Rahman, MPA and it was 
seconded by Mr. Azizur Rahman, MNA. 

Mr.Sardar Mosharraf Hossain, MPA proposed the name of Dr. Wakiluddin Mandal, 

MNA which was seconded by Mr. A. B. M. Muksed Ali, MNA. 

Mr. Ekramul Huq, MPA proposed the name of Mr. S. M. Yousuf, MPA and it was 

seconded by Mr. A. K. M. Muksed Ali, MNA. 

M/S. Kasimuddin Ahmed, MPA, Tahirul Islam Khan, MPA and Muzaffar Hossain, 
MPA withdrew their candidatures. 

 

It was resolved that the following persons be declared to have been elected as 

members of Relief Sub-Committee. 

1. Mr. Azizur Rahman Sarker, MPA. 

2. Mr. Serajul Islam, MPA. 

3. Mr. Kamaruddin Ahmed, MPA. 

4. Mr. Golam Rahman, MPA. 

5. Dr. Wakil Uddin Mandal, MNA. 
6. Mr. S. M. Yousuf, MPA. 

3. Health Sub-Committee: 

Mr. S. M. Yousuf, MPA proposed the name of M/S. Ekramul Huq, MPA and A. 

Majid Choudhury, MPA which was seconded by Mr. Golam Rahman, MPA. 

Mr. Serajul Islam, MPA proposed the Name of Mr. Fazlul Karim MNA which was 

seconded by Mr. Kamaruddin Ahmed MPA. 

Mr. Ekramul Huq, MPA proposed the name of Mr. Khatibur Rahman, MPA and it 

was seconded by Mr. A. B. M. Muksed Ali, MNA. 

Mr. A. B. M. Muksed Ali, MNA proposed the name of Mr. Shah Mahtab Ahmed, 

MNA which was seconded by Mr. Sarder Mosharraf Hossain, MPA. 

Mr. Khatibur Rahman, MPA declined to be a member of the Sub-Committee. 

It was resolved that the following persons be declared to have been elected as 
members of the Health Sub-Committee. 

 

1. Mr. Ekramul Haque, MPA. 

2. Mr. Abdul Majid Choudhury, MPA. 

3. Mr. Fazlul Karim, MPA. 

4. Mr. Shah Mahtab Ahmed, MNA. 

 

4.Publicity Sub-Committee: 
 

Mr. Kamaruddin Ahmed, MPA proposed the name of Mr. Sardar Mosharraf Hossain, 

MPA and it was seconded by Mr. A. B. M. Muksed Ali, MNA. 
 

Mr. Sardar Mosharraf Hossain, MPA proposed the name of Mr. Serajul Islam, MPA 

duly seconded by Mr. Khatibur Rahman, MPA. 
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Mr. M. Mosharraf Hossain Choudhury, MNA proposed the name of M/S. Dr. 

Wakiluddin Mandal, MNA and Golam Rahman MP A and it was seconded by Mr. 

Kamaruddin Ahmed, MPA. 

Mr. Serajul Islam, MPA proposed the name of Mr. Azizur Rahman Sarker, MPA. 

and it was Seconded by Mr. Sardar Mosharraf Hossain, MPA. 

Mr. A. B. M. Muksed Ali, MNA proposed the name of Mr. Azizur Rahman, MNA 

and it was duly seconded by Mr. Sardar Mosharraf Hossain, MPA. 

It Was resolved that the following persons be declared to have been elected as 

members of Publicity Sub-Committee:- 

1. Mr. Sardar Mosharraf Hossain, MPA. 

2. Mr. Serajul Islam, MPA. 

3. Dr. Wakiluddin Mandal, MNA 

4. Mr. Golam Rahman, MPA 

5. Mr. Azizur Rahman Sarkar, MPA. 

6. Mr. Azizur Rahman, MNA. 

5. Education Sub-Committee 
 

Mr. Kamaruddin Ahmed, MPA proposed the name of Mr. Khatibur Rahman, 
MPA which was seconded by Mr. Ekramul Haque, MPA. 

Mr. Serajul Islam, MPA proposed the names of M/S. Shah Mahtab Ahmed, MNA, 
and Kamaruddin Ahmed, MPA. It was seconded by Mr. S. M. Yousuf, MPA. Mr. 

Golam Rahman, MPA proposed the name of Mr. S.M. Yousuf  MPA, seconded by 

Mr. Ekramul Haque, MPA. 

Mr. S. M. Yousuf, MPA proposed the names of M/S. Serajul Islam, MPA and M. 

Mosharraf Hossain Choudhury, MNA seconded by Mr. Golam Rahman, MPA. 

Dr. Wakiluddin Mandal, MNA proposed the name of Mr. A. B. M. Muksed Ali, 

MNA and it was seconded by Mr. Ekramul Haque, MPA. 

Mr. Serajul Islam, MPA withdrew his name. 

Resolved that the following persons be declared to have been duly elected as 
members of Education Sub-Committee: 

 

(1) Mr. Khatibur Rahman, MP A. 

(2) " Shah Mahtab Ahmed, MNA. . 

(3) " Kamaruddin Ahmed, MPA. 

(4) " S. M. Yousuf, MPA. 

(5) " M. Mosharraf Hossain Choudhury, MNA. 

(6) Dr. Wakiluddin Mandal, MNA. 

Mr. Serajul Islam, MPA proposed that there should be two more Sub-committees 

namely (I) Trade & Commerce Sub-Committee and (2) Youth & Reception Camp 

Sub-Committee. The proposal was seconded by Mr. S.M. Yousuf, MPA. 

Mr. Azizur Rahman Sarker, MPA proposed that a Social Welfare Sub-Committee 

should also be constituted and the proposal was seconded by Mr. Ekramul Haque, 

MPA. 
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It was therefore resolved that three Sub-committees namely (1) Trade & 

Commerce Sub-Committee, (2) Youth and Reception Camp Sub-Committee and (3) 

Social Welfare Sub-committee be formed and Govt. be moved for approval for the 

same. 

6. Trade and Commerce Sub-Committee: 

Mr. Sardar Mosharraf Hossain. MPA proposed the name of M/S. Kazi Abdul 

Majid Choudhury, MPA, Khatibur Rahman, MPA, Golam Rahman, MPA, Serajul 

Islam, MPA, Ekramul Haque, MPA, Jamilur Rahman Prodhan, MPA and 

Kamaruddin Ahmed, MPA to be the members of the Sub-Committee. 

The proposal was seconded by Mr. A. B. M. Muksed Ali. MNA. 

There being no other proposal, the following persons were declared elected to this 

Sub-Committee: 

(1) Mr. Kazi Abdul Majid Chowdhury, MPA. 

(2) " Khatibur Rahman, MPA. 

(3) " Golam Rahman, MPA. 

 (4) " Serajul Islam. MPA. 

(5) " Ekramul Haque, MPA. 

(6) Mr. Jamilur Rahman, Prodhan, MPA 

(7) Mr. Kamaruddin Ahmed, MPA 

7. Youth and Receptipn Camp Sub-Committee: 

Mr. Golam Rahman MPA proposed the names of M/S. Abdur Rahim, MPA, 

Azizur Rahman Sarker, MPA, Dr. Wakiluddin Mandal, MNA, Sardar Mosharraf 

Hossain, MPA, S. M Yousuf; MPA and A. B. M Muksed Ali, MPA to be the 

members of the Sub- Committee. 

The proposal was duly seconded by Mr. Ekramul Haque, MPA 

As there was no other proposal the following persons were declared elected as 

members of the Youth and Reception Camp Sub-Committee. 

(1) Mr. Abdur Rahim, MPA 

(2) Mr. Azizur Rahman Sarker, MPA. 

(3) Dr. Wakiluddin Mandal, MNA. 

(4) Mr. Sardar Musharraf Hossain, MPA 

(5) Mr. S. M. Yousuf, MPA. 

(6) Mr. A. B. M. Muksed Ali, MNA 

 

8. Social welfare Sub-Committee: 

Mr, Khatibur Rahman MPA proposed the names of M/S -Shah Mahtab Ahmed, 

MNA, Kazi Abdul Majid Choudhury, MPA, Dr. Wakiluddin Mandal, MNA, M. 

Mosharraf Hossain Chaudhury, MNA Serajul Islam,.MPA ,and Azizur Rahaman 

Sarker, MPA. 

The Proposal was duly seconded by Mr. Sardar Mosharraf Hossain, MPA 

 As there was no other proposal the following persons were declared duly elected 

as members of social welfare Sub-Committee:- 
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(1) Mr. Shah Mahtab Ahmed, MNA 

(2) Mr. Kazi Abdul Majid Chowdhury, MPA. 

(3) Dr. Wakiluddin Mandal, MNA 

(4) Mr. M. Mosharraf Hossain Chowdhury, MNA 
(5) Mr. Serajul Islam, MPA 

(6) Mr. Azizur Rahman Sarker, MPA 
 

The Sub-Committee selected their respective Chairman unanimously as shown below : - 
 

Sl No Name of Sub-Committee Name of the Chairman 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

 
7 

 

8 

 

Finance Sub-Committee 

Relief Sub-Committee 

Health Sub-Committee 
Publicity Sub-Committee 

Education Sub-Committee 

Trade & Commerce Sub- 

Committee 
Youth Reception Camp Sub- 

Committee 

Social Welfare Sub-Committee 

Mr. A. B. M. Muksed Ali, MNA. 

Mr. Serajul Islam, MPA 

Kazi Abdul Majid Choudhury MPA 
Mr. Sardar Mosharraf Hossain, MPA, 

Mr. Shah Mahtab Ahmed, MNA 

Mr. Jamilur Rahman Prodhan, MPA 

 
Dr. Wakiluddin Mandal, MNA 

 

Mr. M. Mosharraf Hossain Chowdhury, 

MNA 

 

Mr. Tahirul Islam Khan, MPA, Bogra expressed that the members of Bogra district 
did not have any agreement with the formation of the Sub-Committees and 

election of the Zonal Administrative Council. He pointed out that members of 
Bogra district being a minority group would not be given proper importance in the 

Comittee and he proposed a seprate Zone for the district of Bogra with its H. Q. at 
Balurghat. The demand for separate Zone was suported by Mr. Serajul Islam, 

MPA Mr. Muzaffar Hossain, MPA Dr. Saidur Rahman, MPA, Mr. Hasan Ali 
Sarker, MPA, Mr. Abul Hasamat Chowdhury, MPA, and Kasimuddin Ahmed, 

MPA and they also spoke on the same line and demanded a separate Zone for 

Bogra district. 

 

Mr. Sardar Mosharraf Hossain, MPA Stated that the contention of the members of 

Bogra district to the effect that the members of Dinajpur was doing everything by 

virtue of their majority in the Council was totally unfounded, in as much as, the 

members of Dinajpur district were trying their best from the previous night to secure 

co-operation of the members of Bogra district in the matter of selection of office 

bearers. He also expressed that if they had any desire to decide things by the force of 

majority they had no necessity of going for prolong negotiation with the members of 

the Bogra district. It was also pointed out by him that the names of the members of 

Bogra district were proposed in different Sub-Committees but they refused enmass 

which signifies complete non- cooperation. 
 

Dr. Wakiluddin Mandal, MNA and Mr. Serajul Islam, MPA also spoke on this 
point. They expressed that they would support the demand for a separate Zone for the 

district of Bogra only in case the members of Bogra district withdrew their version of 
Districtism and decision by majority against the members of Dinajpur district. They 

also stated that 
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there was no reason why they should oppose creation of separate Zone for Bogra 

when this was already resolved unanimously in the last meeting if the-same proposal 

came in a plain way. 
 

Mr. Mujibur Rahman, MNA, the President of the meeting also spoke supporting 
the views of the members of Bogra district for a separate Zone for the district. 

The meeting dissolved with thanks to the chair. 
Sd/- Mujibur Rahman, MNA 

President. 

26/09/71 

Memo. No. WZ-I/205, dated 28. 9. 71. 
 

 Copy forwarded to the Secretary, Cabinet Division, Govt. of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh for favor of information and necessary action. 
 

Sd/- Md. Abul Kashem Khan, 

Zonal Administrative Officer, 
West Zone-I. 

26/9/71 
Memo. No. WZ-I/ 209, dated 29. 9. 71. 
 

Copy forwarded to the Secretary to the Govt. of People's Republic of Bangladesh, 

General Administration Department, for favor of information. 
(Md. Abul Kashem Khan) 

Zonal Administrative Officer, 
West Zone-I. 

26-9-71 

 

......................... 
 

 

Proceedings of the meeting of Zonal Administrative Council, West Zone-I held 

on 

18. 10. 71 at 11-00 Hrs. at Zonal Council office at Gangarampur. 

 

MEMBERS PRESENT: 
 

(1) Mr. Abdur Rahim, MPA. 

(2) " Md. Abul Kashem Khan, Zonal Administrative Officer. 

(3) " Azizur Rahman, MNA 

(4) " Mosharraf Hossain Chowdhury, MNA. 

(5) Dr. Wakiluddin Mondal, MNA. 

(6) Mr. Sardar Mosharraf Hossain, MPA. 

(7) " Shah Md. Yousuf, MPA. 

(8) " Md. Fazlul Karim, MPA. 

(9) " Serajul Islam, MPA. 
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      (10) " Kamaruddin Ahmed, MPA. 

(11) " Jamilur Rahman Prodhan, MPA. 

(12) " Kasimuddin Ahmed, M PA. 

(13) " Abul Hasanat Chowdhury, MPA. 

(14) " Muzaffar Hossain, MPA. 

 

The meeting started with recitation from the Holy Quran by Mr. Kamaruddin 
Ahmed, MPA. 

 

At the very beginning respect and honor was shown to the martyrs of Bangladesh. 

The meeting demanded immediate and unconditional release of Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman. The meeting also showed its gratitude to the Govt. and the people of India 

for their help, support and sympathy towards the Govt. and people of Bangladesh. 

The proceeding of the meeting of Zonal Administrative Council held on 26.9. 71 

were read over and discussed. There was no comments by any member. 

It was, therefore, resolved that the proceedings of the said meeting be confirmed. 

The Chairman of Relief Sub-Committee presented his budget which was 
elaborately discussed. It was decided that the entire area of the Zone should be 

divided into 5 Sub- Zones for Relief Operation which should be undertaken by the 
staff already employed after necessary adjustments. It was also decided that Govt, be 

moved for appointment of 68 officers for the 34 Relief Camps where no officer have 
been appointed. 

If was resolved that budget for Rs. 3,00,000/00 (Rupees three lacs) for distribution 

among the distressed persons be approved and Govt. be moved accordingly for 

sanction of the amount immediately. It was also resolved that T. A. and contingent 

expenditure of Rs. 2,000.00 only be approved as this would be necessary for relief 

operation. 

It was further resolved that the Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh be 

moved for managing relief goods and articles for the suffering people of Bangladesh 

in India as well as in the Liberated Areas from the Host country and other 

International agencies. 

Then the Chairman, Publicity Sub-Committee presented his budget which was 

after discussion approved (copy enclosed). It was also decided that the Zone should be 
divided into 5 Sub-Zones for facility of works. 

Then the budget estimates of Social Welfare Sub-Committee was presented by the 

Chairman of the said Sub-Committee. The Budget of the Sub-Committee was 

approved omitting item no. 6 of the proposed budget (copy enclosed). 

The budget of the Trade & Commerce Sub Committee was approved in to as 

presented by the Chairman of the Sub-Committee (copy enclosed). 

The Chairman of the Zonal Administrative Council suggested that a sum of Rs. 

25.000/00 (Rupees twenty five thousand) only be budgeted for the Welfare of the 
effected 'Mukti Bahini', Freedom fighters etc. and their families. 
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Then the Chairman of the Zonal Administrative Council presented and explained 
the budget of the Zonal Administrative Council, West Zone-1 for the period from 1. 

10. 71 to 31. 12. 71 and the budget was approved by the Council. 

The meeting was dissolved with thanks to the Chair. 

 

Sd/- Chairman 

Zonal Administrative Council, 
West Zone-I, Govt. of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh, Gangarampur. 
 

OFFICE OF THE ZONAL ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 

WEST ZONE-I 

 
Memo. No. WZ-I/305 (2)              dt. 25. 10.71 

 
                            

Copy forwarded for favor of information and necessary action to :- 
 

(1) The Secretary, Cabinet Division to the Govt. of the People's Republic of 
Bangladesh. 

(2) The Secretary, General Administration Department to the Govt. of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh. 

(3) All members of the Zonal Administrative Council. 

 

Sd/-Md. Abul Kashem 
Khan 

Zonal Administrative 
Officer 

West Zone-I. 
 

.............................. 
 

 

ANNEXURE "A" BUDGET ESTIMATE FOR RELIEF SUB-COMMITTEE 

 

(1) Cash Doll:- 

(2) T. A. & D. A.:- 

Rs. 3,00,000/ 

Rs. 2.000/ 

 Rs. 3,02,000/ 

 

 

Sd/- 

Zonal Relief Officer, 

West Zone-I. 
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To 

The Chairman, 

Zonal Administrative Council, 

West Zone-I. 

Sub: Budget Estimate: 
 

Enclosed kindly find herewith budget estimate for the period from 1. 10.71 to 

31.12.71 for the office of the Chairman, Publicity Sub-Committee for taking 
necessary action. 

 

 Particulars. Amount 

1. Zonal Administrative Officer-I Rs. Rs.500/- x 3 Rs. 1,500/00 

2. Asstt. Sub-Officer- 5 ( for 5 Sub- 

Division of West Dinajpur) 

Rs. 300/-x3x5 Rs. 4,500/00 

3. Clerk-5 Rs. 200/- x 3 x 5 Rs. 3.000/00 

4. Office rent Rs. 100/-X 4 Rs. 400/00 

5. Peon-5 Rs. 110/- x 5 X 3 Rs. 1,650/00 

6. Night guard-1 Rs. 110/- x 3 Rs. 330/00 

7. Driver-1 Rs. 200- x 3 Rs. 600/00 

8. T. A. Rs. 500/- x 3 Rs. 1,500/00 

9. Contingency: 

(a) Paper       

(b) Press             
(c) Printing etc.   

Rs. 5000/-x3 

 

Rs. 15,000/00 

 

10. Fuel, lubricants etc. Rs. 1000/- x 3 Rs. 3,000/00 

11. Office furniture Rs. 1000/- Rs. 1,000/00 

12. Publicity, Mike battery etc.  Rs. 4,000/00 

13. Unforeseen expenditure  Rs. 3,000/00 

 TOTAL; Rs. 39,480/00 

 

One vehicle is to be supplied for publicity works by the Bangladesh Government. 

 
Sd/- Sardar Mosharraf Hussain, 

Chairman, 
Publicity Sub-Committee, 

West Zone-I.. 
                                                              ............................. 

 

Budget scheme for Social Welfare Sub-committee submitted by Mr. Mosharraf 

Hossain Chowdhury, Chairman of the Sub-committee after consultation with the 

honorable members present for the period from 1. 10. 71 to 31. 12.71. 

                                                      
............................... 
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i) Organisation of cultural team........ 

(ii) Aid to the evacuee artists.... 

(iii Establishment of staff ........  

(iv) Establishment of office............ 

(v) Furniture for office............ 

(vi) Conveyances................ 
(vii) Contingency  ........  

 

10,000/00 

5,000/00 

2,350/00 

300/00 

2,300/00 

1,000/00 
1.000/00 

 
Total: Rs. 21, 950/00 

 
Total: Rupees twenty one thousand, nine hundred and fifty only. 

 
 

Submitted by. 

Sd/-M. Mosharraf Hossain Chowdhury 

Chairman, 

Social Welfare Sub-Committee 

West Zone-I. 

18.10.71 
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Proceedings of the meeting of the Zonal Administrative Council West Zone-I held on 

24. 11. 71 at 11-00 A. M. in the office of the Zonal Council at Gangarampur. 

 

MEMBERS PRESENT: 

1. Mr. Md. Azizur Rahman, MNA. 

2." Shah Mahtab Ahmed, MNA. 

3. Dr. Wakiluddin Mondol, MNA. 

4. Mr. Sardar Mosharraf Hossain, MPA. 

5.  " Md. Khatibur Rahman, MPA. 
6. " Kazi Abdul Majid Chowdhury, MPA. 

7.  " Golam Rahman, MPA. 
8.  " Shah Md. Yousuf, MPA. 

9.  "  Md. Ekramul Haque, MPA. 
10. " Kamaruddin Ahmed, MPA. 

11. " Md. Azizur Rahman Sarker, MPA. 
12. " Jamalur Rahman Prodhan, MPA. 

13. " Hasan Ali Sarker, MPA. 

14. " Abul Kashem Khan, Zonal Administrative Officer. 

 

The meeting started after recitation from the Holy Quran by Mr. Kamaruddin 

Ahmed, MPA. 

The proceedings of the meeting dated 18. 10. 71 was confirmed with modification 
that in place of 5 Sub-Zones for Relief Operation, it should be read as 5 offices. 

Then the problems of the people of liberated areas were elaborately discussed and 
practically all the members contributed in the discussion. It was found that the main 

problem in the liberated areas were with the harvest of Aman paddy and sugarcane 

which were grown either by the owners of land directly or through Adhiars. At the 

moment, some owners are not available in the locality and this is true in case of some 

Adhiars also. In some cases, both the owners and Adhiars are absent from the locality. 
There are also lands whose owners left the place and some persons in the 

neighborhood has cultivated such land. In order to protect the legitimate interest of the 
owners of land as well as that of the Adhiars, it has been decided that adequate steps 

should be taken by the Zonal Council. 

It was further decided that growers should get their produce in full where they 

cultivated the lands by themselves and 50% of the produce were the cultivation was 
done through Adhiars as existing customs. In case the owners of land were not 

traceable, the share of the owners would be taken over by the Govt. of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh. The owners' share would be returned to them if they are 

found subsequently after proper verification in respect of bonafide of their claim. 

Where the deserted land 
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was cultivated by some person the portion of owners' share would be taken over by 

Bangladesh Government. 

 

It was resolved that a Sub-Committee be formed with the following persons to 

find out ways & means in order to implement the decisions contained in the foregoing 

paragraphs. The committee should also adopt suitable measures for harvest, 

procurement, storage and disposal of paddy and sugarcane cover by the above 
mentioned decision. 

 
It was further resolved that the MNAs & MPAs would be specially responsible for 

the area they represent. 
1. Mr. Ekramul Haque, MPA. 

2.  " S. M. Yousuf, MP A. 
3. " Golam Rahman, MPA. 

4.  " Sarder Mosharraf Hossain, MPA. 

5. " Khatibur Rahman, MPA (Convenor). 

6. " Kazi Abdul Majid Chowdhury, MPA. 

7. " Jamalur Rahman Prodhan, MP A. 

8. " Azizur Rahman Sarker, MP A. 

9. " Mosharraf Hossain Chowdhury, MPA. 

10. " Kamaruddin Ahmed, MPA. 

11. " Syedur Rahman, MPA. 

12. " Azizur Rahman, MNA. 
 
 

The problems of Youth Reception camps were also discussed in details. It 
transpired during discussion that there were boys in different Youth Reception Camps 

for months together and those boys have become impatient to go out to receive 

training. It was also disclosed by the Chairman that the Administrator, Patiram Youth 

Camp was arranging training for these boys in his camp but after completion to the 

training the boys have to go back to their respective Reception Camps. It was felt very 

much by all the members present that arrangement for the boys already kept in 

different Youth Reception Camps was an imperative necessity and there should be 

continuous training for boys collected through Youth Reception Camps instead 

stopping such training. 

 

It was, therefore, resolved that training facilities be arranged immediately for the 

boys who were already staying in different Youth Reception Camps and for others 

also and Govt. be moved accordingly. 

 
The problems of Refugee Camps were also discussed and it was decided that 

Govt. be reminded to provide relief in the shape of winter clothing including supply 
of tents and tarpaulins for the refugee Camps immediately. 

 
It was also disclosed that ration cards were not being issued to the new comers 

causing great hardships to them and it was decided that Govt. of the People's Republic 

of Bangladesh be requested to take up the issue with the Govt. of India or any other 

appropriate authorities. 

 
The alleged malpractices different Youth Reception Camps also came up for 

discussion and it was decided that corrupt practices, if any, in any camps should be 
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stopped and all the MNAs & MP As should be very strict at all stages of our 

liberation movement so that there might not be anything which may call for adverse 

criticism. 
 

With the existing circumstances while new areas of Bangladesh are being 
liberated, it was felt by the members essential that the Trade and Commerce Sub-

Committee should be approved by the Govt. immediately so as to enable the 
Committee to start functioning without any loss of time. 

 
The meeting ended with thanks to the Chair. 

 

Sd/- (M. A. Rahim) 

Chairman,. 

Zonal Administrative Council, 

West Zone-I. 

 

                                            ..................................... 

 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH OFFICE OF THE 

ZONAL ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 
 

WEST ZONE-I 

Memo No. WZ-I/ 504 (28)                          Dated, December 1, 1971. 
 

Copy forwarded to the :- 
 

1) Secretary, Cabinet Division, Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, 

C/O. Bangladesh Mission, 9, Circus Avenue, Calcutta-I 7. 

2) Secretary, General Administration Department, Govt. of the People's Republic 

of Bangladesh, C/O. Bangladesh Mission, 9. Circus Avenue, Calcutta-I 7 

for favor of information. 
 

Sd/ 

Zonal Administrative Officer, 

West Zone-I. 
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To 
The Chairman 

Zonal Council 
West Zone-1 

 

Honorable members present-I like to place before you the following plan, 

programme and Budget estimates for the trade and commerce Sub-Committee of this 

Zone for your kind information and sympathetic approval. 

I recently visited Border areas and gathered information from some reliable 

sources that a large quantity of Bangladesh goods i. e. jute, tobacco, molaces, fire-

wood, fish etc. are coming in Indian territory from different outposts of India Border. 

Some unauthorized agencies are collecting rents, taxes or customs duties on it. I also 

inquired the market rates of the aforesaid goods and found that the rates are more 

cheaper than the Indian rates and peoples of Bangladesh are in a precarious position 

and are willing to sell their goods as there is no such Agency who can purchase their 

goods regularly in Bangladesh now. If we undertake a plan and programme to impose 

customs tax of Bangladesh goods, a large quantity of goods will be available and we 

may collect customs tax on it and thus we may earn revenue and provide a large 

number of Bangladesh employees who are not yet provided and living in a most 

precarious conditions. Moreover, we may include our local political workers who are 

residing at border area for smooth collection of customs tax. 

Now I am giving you the list of the outposts in Border areas from where we can 
collect customs duties regularly. 

 

List of the probable customs outposts at different places in border areas 

within the West Zone-1 
(1) Lashkarhat 

(2) Kamarpara hat 

(3) Trimohini hat 

(4) Panjuil Anchal 

(5) Madarganj hat 

(6) Dauger hat 

(7) Kumarganj 

(8) Pransagar 

(9) Katabari 

(10)Champatali 

(11)Mohipal Dighi hat 

(12)Shatimari 

 

In parila Border 

Salpara & Sopra 

Changispur 

Hili 

Dangapara 

Samgia 

Khanpur 

Hamjapur 

Hamijapur 

Hamjapur 

Dungdungi 

Dungdungi 
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(13)Mollapara 

(14)Radhikapur Anchal 

(15)Malon 

(16)Islampur 

(17)Dashpara 

(18)Tetulia Anchal 
(19)Danghir hat 

(20)Taker para 
(21)Saidpur hat 

(22)Sardarhat 
(23)Taltola 

(24)Tapan 
(25)Shpra/ Kumarganj 

 

Dungdungi 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Kaitan 
Kaitan 

Debipur border 
 

Tapan 
 

 
(4�5�'&)
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Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh 

Office of the Zonal Administrative Council 

West Zone-II. 

 
 

ORDER 
 

The following arrangement is hereby made to run the administration in the 

liberated area of West Zone-II under the officers specially appointed for 

administration of the area:- 

(1) Mr. Abdul Matin Sarker. Dy. Magistrate and Dy. Collector Dinajpur, now 

attached to Harischandrapur Relief Camp will help, the officer in Magisterial work of 

any other work assigned to him from time to time. He will move to his place of 

posting immediately. 

(2) G. M. Aflatun, former Asstt. in S. D. O's office Nawabganj, will work as 
Asstt.- cum-typist to the officer Govt. will be moved for approval of his appointment 

immediately. 

(3) Peon to the officer will be selected by the officer from the displaced Govt, 

employees of Bangladesh. 

(4) Mr. Sk. Jamiruddin Ahmed, C. O. (Rev), Sylhet now attached to Gajol RJC 

will work as R/O of the area. He will be assisted by two toll collectors and two Asstt. 

R/Cs. These Officers will be selected by the distributor from the available absorbed 

staff of the Zone with the approval of the Chairman, Z. A. C. 

(5) One clerk and one peon from the available absorbed staff already in Bholahat 

for the Revenue Officer will be selected by the Revenue Officer with the approval of 
the Chairman, Z. A. C. 

(6) One peon for the Magistrate will be selected by the Magistrate himself subject 

to the approval of the Chairman, Z. A. C. 

(7) Mr. M. A. Wadood, Head Clerk, P. S. Railway, Pabna now Relief Officer 
attached to Nimtala Relief Camp will work as Bench Clerk under the Magistrate. 

(8) Two Medical Officers are required for the area. The Z. H. O. will suggest the 
names for appointment from the displaced Govt. personnel of Bangladesh, if 

available. 

(9) Two Compounders and two Dressers-cum-Peon and one Sweeper are also to 

be selected by Z. H. O. 
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                                                            JUSTICE 

All educational institutions at Bholahat are to start functioning immediately. The 

Z.H. O. will make necessary arrangements for the purpose. 

POLICE 

The Police personnel already appointed must join their respective post 

immediately. The Police personnel posted at Sibganj P. S. ( Liberated area) as below 

will act at this moment at Bholahat P. S. 

 

Staff Posted at Shibganj. 

(1). O/C-l 

The Police set up for Bholahat is as follows:- 
 

1)Inspector- 

2)O/C- 
3)S.I.- 

4)A.S.I.- 
5)Const.- 

1 

1 
2 

2 
15 

 

PUBLICITY AND WELFARE 
 

Mr. Asaduzzaman, Sub-Divisional Adjutant, now attached to Sujanagar Relief 

Camp will work as Social Welfare and Publicity Officer in the area. Other personal 

such as one Asstt. and 3 Peons are to be selected for the area by the Social Welfare 

and Publicity Officer with the approval of the Chairman. Z. A. C. 

 
 

CHAIRMAN, 
Zonal Administrative Council, 

West Zone-II. 

 

 Sd/ 

Zonal Administrative Officer 

West Zone-II. 

 

 

Memo No. WZ-II 192 (15)                                                                  dated 23-11-71. 
 

Copy to :- 
 

(1) Secretary, General Administration Deptt. 

(2) Secretary, Finance Deptt. 

(3) Secretary, Ministry of Home affairs. 

(4) Head of Bangladesh Mission, Calcutta. 

(5) Inspector General of Police. 

(6) Secretary, Defence, Govt. of Bangladesh. 

(7) Mr. A. H. Khan, Officer, Liberated area. 
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(8) Mr. Abdul Matin Sarkar, Dy. Magistrate & Deputy Collector, Dinajpur, now 
     attached to Harischandrapur. Relief Camp. 

(9) Sk. Jamir Uddin Ahmed, C. O. Revenue Sylhet,now attached to Gajol R/C. 

(10) Zonal Health Officer, West Zone-II. 

(11) Zonal Police Officer, West Zone-II. 

(12) Zonal Education Officer, West Zone-II 

(13) Mr. Asaduzzaman, Sub-divisional adjutant now attached to Sujanagar R/C. 

(14) B. D. F. Commander (Sector Commander), Sector No.7. 

 
 

sd/ 
Zonal Administrative Officer, 

West Zone-II. 
24. 11.71 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF 

BANGLADESH 

OFFICE OF THE ZONAL ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER, 

SOUTH WEST ZONE 

 
Memo No. VII-7/71-255                          dated 5. 9. 71. 

 
 

From:    Mr. M. Shamsul Haq, 

              Zonal Administrative Officer, 

              South-West Zone. 

 

To :        Mr. H. T. Imam, 

              Cabinet Secretary, 

              Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

 

Ref: Memo No. GA/114 (9) dated 23. 8. 71. 

 

A copy of the proceedings of the meeting of MNAs and MPAs for constitution of 

Zonal Administrative Council, South West Zone held on the 5th of September, 1971 

is sent herewith for favor of information of the Cabinet. 
 

(M. Shamsul Huq) 
Zonal Administrative Officer 

South West Zone. 
 

..................... 
 

Proceedings of the meeting of the MNAs and MPAs for Constitution of the Zonal 

Administrative Council, South West Zone held on 5.9. 71 at 11 A. M. in the Nadia 

Zilla Parishad Hall, Krishnanagar. 
 

            MEMBERS PRESENT: 
1. Mr. Azizur Rahman Akkas, MNA, Kushtia. 

2.    "  Sahiuddin, MNA,, Kushtia. 
3.  "  Nurul Huq, MPA, Kushtia. 
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4. Mr. Ahsanullah, MPA, Kushtia. 

5. " Eunus Ali, MPA, Kushtia. 

6. " Golam Kibria, MPA, Kushtia. 

7." Abdur Rouf Choudhury, MPA, Kushtia. 

8." Abdur Rob ( Boga Miah ) MPA, Pabna. 

9.  Dr. K. B. M. Abu Hena, MPA, Pabna.. 

10. Mr. Golam Hasnayen, MPA, Pabna. 

11. " Tafizuddin Ahmed, MPA, Pabna 

12. " Abdur Rahman, MPA, Pabna. 

13. " Raushan Ali, MNA, Jessore. 

14. " Khandaker A. Hafiz, MNA, Jessore. 

15. " Sohrab Hussain, MNA, Jessore. 

16. " Iqbal Anwarul Islam, MNA, Jessore. 

17. " Nurul Islam, MPA, Jessore. 

18. " Syed Atar Ali, MPA, Jessore. 

19. Lt. Matiur Rahman, MPA, Jessore. 

20.  Mr. Shah Hadiuzzaman, MPA, Jessore. 

21.  " Md. Abul Islam MPA, Jessore. 

22.  " Tabibur Rahman Sarder, MPA, Jessore. 

23. " Golam Majid, MPA, Jessore. 

24.  " J.K.M.A. Aziz, MPA, Jessore. 

25. " Asaduzzaman, MPA, Jessore. 

26.  " S.K. I. M. Salehuddin, MNA, Faridpur. 

27. " Gour Chandra Bala, MPA, Faridpur. 

28. " Phani Bhushan Majumder, MPA, Faridpur. 

29.  " Kazi Hedayet Hossain, MPA, Faridpur. 

30. " A. Y. Aminuddin Ahmed, MPA, Faridpur. 

31. " Satish Chandra Haider, MPA, Faridpur. 

32.  Dr. Aftabuddin Mollah, MPA, Faridpur. 

33. Mr. Imamuddin Ahmed, MPA, Faridpur. 

34. " Jamal Uddin Chowdhury, MPA, Dacca. 

35. " Md. Siddiqur Rahman, MPA, Dacca 

36. " Md. Alauddin, MPA, Rajshahi. 

 
 

1. Mr. Sohrab Hossain, MNA, Jessore was chosen to preside over the meeting. 

 

2. After a detailed discussion by different Members it was resolved as follows:-  

 

 While pledging full support and confidence on the Cabinet and with due regard 

to its decision as to the formation of Zonal Council, this house is of the opinion that 

the area comprising South West Zone i.e. the districts of Kushtia, Pabna, Faridpur and 

Jessore will be unweildy for various reasons and as such the Cabinet be requested to 

reconsider its decision for its bifurcation in different Zones and for that purpose the 

views of the individual MNAs/MPAs of the districts be ascertained by the Cabinet. 
Pending reconsideration of the recommendation of this house, the meeting of this 

council be adjourned. 
 

(M. S. Hussain) 
President. 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

OFFICE OF THE ZONAL ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER, 

SOUTH WEST ZONE-I. 

 

MEMO NO: VIII-71/290                                DATED-26-9- 71. 
 

From : Mr. M. Shamsul Hug, 

                  Zonal Administrative Officer, 

                   South West Zone-I. 

      To :       Mr. H. T. Imam, 

            Cabinet Secretary, 

                  Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

 

Ref: Memo No. GA/1378 (100) dated 18-9-71. 

 

A copy of the proceedings of the meeting of MNAs and MP As for constitution of 

the Zonal Administrative Council, South West Zone-I held on the 26th of September, 

1971 is sent herewith for favor of information of the Cabinet. 

 

(M. Shamsul Hug) 

Zonal Administrative Officer, 

South West Zone-I. 
                                                       

.......................... 
 

Proceedings of the meeting of the MNAs and MP As for Constitution of the Zonal 
Administrative Council, South West Zone I held on 26.9. 71. at 11 A. M. in the Office 

of the Zonal Administrative Officer. 
 

MEMBERS PRESENT: 
 

1. Mr. Azizur Rahman Akkas, MN A, Kushtia. 

2. " Barrister Amirul Islam, MNA, Kushtia. 

3. " Sahiuddin, MNA, Kushtia. 

4. " Nurul Huq, MPA, Kushtia. 

5. " Ahsanullah, MP A, Kushtia. 

6. " Zahurul Huq Raza, MPA, Kushtia. 

7. " Eunus Ali, MPA, Kushtia. 

8. Mr. Golam Kibria, MP A, Kushtia. 

9. Mr. Abdur Rouf Choudhury, MPA. 
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10. " Abdur Rob (Boga Mia), MPA, Pabna. 

11. " Golam Hasnayen, MPA, Pabna. 

12. " Tafizuddin Ahmed, MPA, Pabna. 
 

1. Mr. Golam Kibria, MPA, was selected to preside over the meeting. 

2. The meeting adjourned till 3 P. M. 
3. The meeting resumed its sitting at 3 P. M. 
 

4. As majority of members of Pabna district could not attend the meeting because 

of non-service of notice, it was unanimously resolved that in all fairness, an 
opportunity should be given to all so that in the Constitution of the Zonal set up the 

selection of the Chairman and other members of the Sub-Committees can be done by 
a general consensus of all members. The meeting is therefore adjourned to meet again 

on 3rd October, 1971 (Sunday) at 11 A. M. in the Office of the Zonal Administrative 
Officer, South West Zone-I at Krishnanagar. 

 

5. The absentee members be informed by telegram. 

 

 

(Golam Kibria) MPA, 

President. 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

OFFICE OF THE ZONAL ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER, 

SOUTH WEST ZONE-I 
 
 

Memo No. VIII-7/71/304                             Dated 3. 10. 71. 
 

Form: Mr. M. Shamsul Huq, 
          Zonal Administrative Officer, 

          South West Zone-I. 
 

To 
Mr. H. T. Imam, 

Cabinet Secretary,  
 

Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 
 

Ref: Memo No. GA/1378 (100) dated 18. 9. 71 and this office Memo No. VIII- 

  7/71/290 dated 26.9. 71. 
 

A copy of the proceedings of the meeting of MNAs and MPAs for constitution of 

the Zonal Administrative Council, South West Zone-I and that of its Sub-Committees 

held on the 3rd of October, 1971 sent herewith for favor of information of the 

Cabinet. 

 

Enclose : 

1) Proceedings of the meeting 

of the Zonal Administrative 

Council-1 (one) copy. 

2) Proceeding of the meeting of 

Finance Sub-Committee-1 (one) copy. 

3) Proceedings of the meeting of 
Relief Sub-Committee-1 (one) copy. 

4) Proceedings of the meeting of 
Health Sub-Committee-1 (one) copy. 

5) Proceedings of the meeting of 
Publicity Sub-Committee-1 (one) copy 

6) Proceedings of the meeting of 
the Education Sub-Committee-1 (one) copy. 

 
(M. Shamsul Huq ) 

Zonal Administrative Officer 

South West Zone-I 
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Proceedings of the meeting of the MNAs and MPAs for Constitution of the Zonal 

Administrative Council, South West Zone-I held on 3. 10. 71 at 11 A. M. in the office 

of the Zonal Administrative Officer. 
 

MEMBERS PRESENT: 

1. Mr. Azizur Rahman Akkas, MNA, Kushtia. 
2. rr Sahiuddin, MNA. 

3. " Nurul Huq, MPA, Kushtia. 
4. " Ahsanullah, MPA, Kushtia. 

5. " Zahurul Huq Raza, MPA, Kushtia. 

6. " Eunus Ali, MPA, Kushtia. 

7. " Golam Kibria, MP A, Kushtia. 

8. " AbdurRoufChoudhury, MPA, Kushtia. 

9. " Abdur Rob (Boga Mia), MPA. Pabna. 

10."Golam Hasnayen, MPA, Pabna. 

11."Tafizuddin Ahmed, MPA, " 

12. " Abdur Rahman. MPA, 
 

1. The adjourned meeting resumed its sitting at 11 A.M. with Mr. Golam Kibria, 

MPA in the chair. 
 

2. Mr. Abdur Rouf Choudhury, MPA was unanimously selected as Chairman of 

the Zonal Administrative Council, South West Zone-I. 
 

3. It was also unanimously resolved that the following Sub-Committees be 

formed with the members as shown against each. 
 

(a) FINANCE SUB-COMMITTEE: 

1. Mr. Abdur Rouf Chowdhury. MPA. 

2. " Nurul Huq, MPA, Kushtia 

3. " Abdur Rahman, MPA, Pabna 

4. " Tafizuddin Ahmed, MPA, Pabna 

5. " Shamsul Huq 

 

Ex-officio Member. 

Member. 

,, 

,, 

Zonal Administrative Officer, 

Ex-Officio member. 
 

 
(b) RELIEF SUB-COMMITTEE: 

1.  Mr. Tafizuddin, Ahmed, MPA, Pabna 
2. " Sahiuddin, MNA, Kushtia 

3. " Eunus Ali, MPA, Kushtia 
4. " Zahurul Iiuq Raza, MPA, Kushtia 

5. " Golam Hasnayen, MPA, Pabna 

6. " Abdur Rab, MP A, Pabna 

7. " Golam Kibria, MPA, Kushtia 

 

Member. 
,, 

,, 
,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 
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(c) HEALTH SUB-COMMITTEE: 

1. Mr. Golam Hasnayen, MPA, Pabna. 

2. " Ahsanullah, MPA, Kushtia 

3. " Sahiuddin, MPA, Kushtia 

4. " Tafizuddin, MP A, Pabna 
 

(d) PUBLICITY SUB-COMMITTEE: 
1. Mr. Abdur Rahman, MP A, Pabna 

2. " Tafizuddin, MPA, Pabna 
3. " Zahurul Huq, MNA, Kushtia 

4. " Eunus Ali, MPA, Kushtia 
5. " Ahsanullah, MPA, Kushtia 
 

(e) EDUCATION SUB-COMMITTEE: 

1. Mr. Eunus Ali, MPA, Kushtia 

2. " Abdur Rahman, MP A, Pabna 

3. " Tafizuddin, MP A, Pabna 

4. " Nurul Huq, MPA, Kushtia 
 

4. The Sub-Committee in their sittings selected the following as Chairman of the 

respective Committees:- 
 

(a)Finance Sub-Committee 
(b)Relief Sub-Committee 

(c)Health Sub-Committee 
(d)Publicity Sub-Committee 

(e)Education Sub-Committee 

Mr. Nurul Huq, MPA, Kushtia. 
" Tafizuddin Ahmed, MPA, Pabna, 

" Golam Hasnayen, MPA, Pabna. 
" Abdur Rahman, MPA, Pabna. 

" Eunus Ali, MPA, Kushtia. 
 

5. After discussion by different members it was unanimously resolved that in all 

future operations by any Guerilla Team the MPA/MNA of the area should invariably 

be associated for briefing the team and such other action including selection of the 

team and area of operation as may be considered desirable. 

6. The difficulties now being experienced by the boys in the Reception Camps 

was discussed. It was resolved unanimously that the Govt. be moved to take steps to 

improve the present deplorable condition of the camps. 

7. The meeting ended with a vote of thanks the Chair and the newly selected 

Chairman of the Zonal Council. 

 

(Golam Kibria) MPA, 

President. 
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Proceedings of the meeting of the Relief Sub-Committee of the Zonal 

Administrative Council, South-West Zone-I held on 3.10. 71 at 1-00 P.M. in the 
Office of the Zonal Administrative Officer. 

 
     MEMBERS PRESENT: 

1. Mr. Tafizuddin Ahmed, MP A, Pabna 
2. " Sahiuddin, MNA. Kushtia 

3. " Eunus Ali, MP A, Kushtia 
4." Zahurul Huq Raza, MPA, Kushtia 

5. " Golam Hasnayen, MP A, Pabna 

6. " Abdur Rab, MP A, Pabna 

7." Golam Kibria, MP A, 

Members 
,, 

,, 
,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 

 

1. Mr. Sahiuddin, MNA, Kushtia was chosen to preside over the meeting. 
 

2. It was unanimously resolved that Mr. Tafizuddin Ahmed, MPA, Pabna be 
selected as Chairman of the Relief Sub-Committee of the Zonal Administrative 

Council, South West Zone-I. 
 

 
(Sahiuddin) MNA, 

President. 
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Proceedings of the meeting of the Publicity Sub-Committee of the Zonal 
Administrative Council, South West Zone-I held on 3.10.71. at 1-00 P.M. in the 

Office or the Zonal Administrative Officer. 
 

        MEMBERS PRESENT: 
1. Mr. Abdur Rahman, MPA, Pabna 

2." Tafizuddin, MPA, Pabna 
3. " Zahurul Huq, MPA, 

4." Eunus Ali, MPA, Kushtia 

5." Ahsanullah, MPA, 

 

Member. 

,, 
,, 

,, 

,, 

 

1. Mr. Tafizuddin Ahmed, MPA, Pabna was chosen to preside over the meeting. 
 

2. It was unanimously resolved that Mr. Abdur Rahman, MPA, Pabna be selected 

as Chairman of the Publicity Sub-Committee of the Zonal Administrative Council, 

South West Zone-I. 

 

(Tafizuddin Ahmed) 

MPA. President. 

3/10/71 
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Proceedings of the meeting of the Finance Sub-Committee of the Zonal 
Administrative council. South West Zone-I held on 3.10.71 at 1-00 P.M. in the Office 

of the Zonal Administrative Officer. 
 

     MEMBERS PRESENT: 
1. Mr. Abdur Rouf Chowdhury, MPA, 

Chairman, Zonal Administrative Council, 
South West Zone-I: 

2. Mr. Nurul Huq, MPA, Kushtia 

3. " Abdur Rahman, MP A, Pabna 

4. " Tafizuddin Ahmed, MPA, Pabna 

5. " Md. Shamsul Huq, 

Zonal Administrative Officer. 

 

Ex-Officio Member 

 
,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 

Ex-Officio 

 

 

1. Nurul, Huq, MPA, Kushtia was chosen to preside over tile meeting. 
 

2. It was unanimously resolved that Mr. Nurul Huq, MPA, Kushtia be selected as 

Chairman of the Finance Sub-Committee of the Zonal Administrative Council, 

South West Zone-I. 

 

(Nurul Huq) 

President. 

3/10/71 
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Proceedings of the meeting of the Health Sub-Committee of the Zonal 
Administrative Council, South West Zone-I held on 3.10.71 at 1-00 P.M. in the Office 

of the Zonal Administrative Officer. 
 

        MEMBERS PRESENT: 
1. Mr. Golam Hasnayen, MPA, Pabna 

2. " Ahsanullah, MPA, Kushtia 
3. " Sahiuddin,. MNA, Kushtia 

4. " Tafizuddin, MP A, Pabna 

 

Member. 

,, 
,, 

,, 

 

1. Mr. Ahsanullah, MPA, Kushtia was chosen to preside over the meeting. 

 

2. It was unanimously resolved that Mr. Golam Hasnayen, MPA, Pabna be 

selected as Chairman, of the Health Sub-Committee of the Zonal Administrative 

Council, South West Zone-I. 

 

 

 

(Ahsanullah) MPA. 

President. 
3/10/71 
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Proceedings of the meeting of the Education Sub-Committee of the Zonal 
Administrative Council held on 3.10.71 at 1-00 P.M. in the office of the Zonal 

Administrative Council. 
 

    MEMBERS PRESENT: 
1.  Mr. Eunus Ali, MPA, Kushtia 

2. " Abdur Rahman, MPA, Pabna 
3. " Tafizuddin Ahmed, MPA, Pabna 

4. " Nurul Huq, MPA, Kushtia 

 

Member. 

,, 
,, 

,, 

 

1. Mr. Abdur Rahman, MPA, Pabna was chosen to preside over the meeting. 

 

2. It was unanimously resolved that Mr. Eunus Ali, MPA, Kushtia be selected, as 

Chairman of the Education Sub-Committee of the Zonal Administrative Council, 

South West Zone-I. 

 

 

 

 

(Abdur Rahman) MPA, 
President 

3/10/71 
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SECRET 
 

Memo No. H0/120 (2)                            Dated 6.10.71 
 

EXTRACT OF THE FORTNIGHTLY REPORT FROM SOUTH WEST 

ZONE-I (KRISHNANAGAR) FOR THE PERIOD ENDING 30-9-1971. 

 

1.  The influx of the Refugees has increased considerably. A large number of 

young men are coming to join 'Mukti Fouz'. 

2. Rajakars and members of the peace Committee are indulging to all sorts of 
harassment to the villagers, though at places the 'Mukti Fouz' are taking adequate 

Steps. 

3. Law and order situation is more or less normal but there are frequent 

complaints that less quantity of relief goods is distributed in the camps. Any 
complaint or resentment over this by the refugees is considered to be the gravest 

offence by the Camp Officials, who do not hesitate to threaten the complaining 
refugees including cancellation of cards. 

4. There is no Communal trouble but there is some sort of social tension between 

the local people and the refugees. 

5. There is shortage of the supply of medicine in the camps. Stomach trouble is 
the common disease, besides there are few cases of 'Chicken Pox' at Valuka Relief 

Camp. 

6. Young men are eagerly waiting for the recruitment in the 'Mukti Fouz' and are 

ready to join the training. 
 

Sd/- 
DEPUTY SECRETARY 

HOME AFFAIRS. 
Copy forwarded to: 

1. Private Secretary to the President 

2. Private Secretary to the prime Minister 

3. Private Secretary to the Home Minister 

4. ADC. to the C-in-C, for favor of information. 

 

DEPUTY SECRETARY 

HOME AFFAIRS, 
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GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 
 

Zonal Secretariat, South West Zone-I 
 

Memo. No. VIII-7/71/407 (3)                           Dated 26. 10. 71 
 

To : 1. The Cabinet Secretary, 
             2. The Secretary, G. A. Deptt. 

             3. The Secretary, Finance Deptt. 
 

Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 
 

Sub : Proceedings, of the meeting of the Zonal Administrative Council, South-
West Zone held on 22.10.71. 

 

A copy of the proceedings of the meeting, of Zonal Administrative Council held 

on 22-10-71 is sent herewith for favor of information. 

 

(M. Shamsul Huq) 

Member-Secretary 

& 

Zonal Administrative Officer, 

South West Zone-I. 

 

................ 
 

Proceedings of the meeting of the Zonal Administrative Council, South West 

Zone-I held on 22-10.71 at 11-00 A.M. in the Office Chamber of the Zonal 

Administrative Officer 

 

MEMBERS PRESENT: 

1. Mr. Abdur Rouf Chowdhury, MPA. Kushtia. 

2. Mr. Sahiuddin. MNA, Kushtia. 

3. Mr. Nurul Huq, MPA, Kushtia. 

4. Mr. Ahsanullah, MPA, Kushtia. 

5. Mr. Eunus AU, MPA, Kushtia. 

6. Mr. Golam Kibria, MPA. Kushtia. 
7. Mr. Tafizuddin Ahmed, MPA, Pabna. 

      8. Mr. Abdur Rahman, MPA. Pabna. 
     This meeting resolved that- 
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1. The Member Secretary (that is Zonal Administrative Officer) stated to the 
Council that a letter bearing No. FIN/5/71/221(40) dated 1-10-71 addressed to the 

Zonal Administrative Officer, South West Zone-I was received for submission of 
budget within a period of 5 days. The budget was therefore prepared and submitted on 

14-10-71. The members expressed their deep resentment for asking the Zonal 

administrative Officer to submit the budget and thereby ignoring the Zonal Council 

and depriving it of its rights and privileges. 
 

2. The functions of the Zonal Administrative Council as communicated in para 3 

of General Administration Deptt. Order No 810 dated 27-7-71 was considered and it 

was felt that the powers/ functions of the Zonal Council has been too much curtailed. 

It was therefore unanimously resolved that the Cabinet be moved to examine the 

position and suitably amend the "Order" to make the Council a full autonomous body. 
 

3. The question of appointment of officers and staff of the Zonal Council was 

discussed and it was resolved that the Zonal Council be authorized to appoint all 

categories of officers except Class-I in which case the view of the Council should be 

sought for. 

 

(Abdur Rouf Chowdhury) 

MPA, 

Chairman, 

Zonal Administrative Council, 

South West Zone-I. 
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RESOLUTION NO. 11 & 19 
 

11. Resolved that a war Council be formed to supervise the overall Mukti 

Sangram to liberate Bangladesh and that a Zonal, Defense Sub-Committee be formed 
in each Zone. 

19. Resolved that MNAs, MPAs and local Awami League leaders be consulted 

before any Mukti Bahini is sent to a. particular place for operation in unliberated area 

in Bangladesh. 
 

................... 
 

GOVT. OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT. 

 

 
Memo No. 1757.                          Dated : 27.10.71 

 

 

To 

The secretary, 

Defense Department, 

Govt. of Bangladesh. 

 

The undersigned is directed to forward herewith copies of Resolution No. 11 & 19 

adopted in the meeting of the Zonal Council, South West Zone-II held on, 26.9.71 for 
his information and necessary action. 

 
(Waliul Islam) 

Deputy. Secretary (C.S.) 
G.A. Department. 

Enclo: As above. 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF 

BANGLADESH 

Zonal Secretariat South West Zone-I. 
 

From:  M. Shamsul Huq, 

           Zonal Administrative Officer, 

           South-West Zone-I. 
 

To :    The Secretary. 

          General Administration Department, 

          Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 
 

Sub : Procedure for payment of T.A /D.A. to the members of Zonal Councils. 
 

The MNAs MPAs are claiming their T.A./D.A. for attending the meeting of the 

Zonal Councils. But there is no instruction from Govt. as to the rate of payment of, 

T.A./D.A. to them for the purpose as cited above. It is felt there should be uniform 

procedure regarding journeys by rail/road/air and haltages etc. for official tours of 

MNAs/MPAs. As such necessary clarification on the following points is necessary in 

regard to the payment of T. A./D. A. to the members of Zonal Councils :- 
1) Whether MNAs / MPAs are entitled T. A./D. A. for attending meeting of Zonal 

Councils. 
(2) The designation of the Controlling Officer who will countersign such T. A. bill 

of Chairman and members of Zonal Council. 
(3) The procedure and rate of journeys by rail/road/air and D. A. for haltages in 

connection with tour of such members. 

It is therefore, requested that necessary views and clarification of the Govt. in the, 

above subjects may please be communicated to the undersigned early. 

 

Sd/ - M. Shamsul Huq 

Zonal Administrative Officer, 

South West Zone-I. 

Memo No. 413/1 (2) Dated 28. 10. 71 

(1) Copy forwarded to the Secretary, Finance Department, Govt. of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh for information and necessary action. 

(2) Copy forwarded to the Cabinet Secretary, Govt. of the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh for information and necessary action. 
 

(M. Shamsul Huq) 
Zonal Administrative officer, 

South West Zone-I. 
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Letter from the Acting President of the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh to The President of India. 

April 24, 1971. 
 

SYED NAZRUL ISLAM,                                                                                                   
Mujibnagar, 

Acting President of the                                                                                            April 24, 1971. 

People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

 

To 

The President of Republic of India 

New Delhi. 

 

Excellency, 

Upon the proclamation of the, sovereign, independent People's Republic of 
Bangladesh on March 26, 1971, a Government with the Sheikh Mujibur Rahman as 

its head has been established. 

A copy of the Proclamation of Independence, Laws Continuance Enforcement 

Order and a list of Cabinet Members are enclosed and marked with letter 'A', 'B' & 'C' 

respectively for favor of your perusal. 

The Government of Bangladesh is exercising full sovereignty and lawful authority 

within the territories known as East Pakistan prior to March 2.6.1971, and has taken 
all appropriate, measures to conduct the business of State in accordance with custom, 

usage and recognized principles of International law. 

In view of the friendly relations that traditionally exist between the fraternal 

people of Bangladesh and that of India, I request Your Excellency's Government to 

accord immediate recognition to the People's Republic of Bangladesh. The 

Government of Bangladesh will be pleased to establish normal diplomatic relation 

and exchange envoys with a view to further strengthening the ties of friendship 

between our two countries. 

Please accept. Excellency, the assurances of our highest consideration. 

 

                    (Sd/-) SYED NAZRUL ISLAM 
               Acting President., 

     (Sd/-) KHANDAKER MOSHTAQUE AHMED) 

                                                  Foreign Minister 

(Seal of the Bangladesh 

        Government) 

..................
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A. THE PROCLAMATION OF INDEPENDENCE 

 

Mujibnagar, Bangladesh. 

Dated 10th day of April, 1971. 
 

Whereas free elections were held in Bangladesh from 7th December, 1970, to 17th 

January, 1971, to elect representatives for the purpose of framing a Constitution, 

and 
Whereas at these elections the People of Bangladesh elected 167 out of 169 

representatives belonging to the Awami League, 

and 

Whereas General Yahya Khan summoned the elected representatives of the people 

to meet on the 3rd March, 1971, for the purpose of framing it Constitution, 

and 

Whereas the Assembly so summoned was arbitrarily and illegally postponed for 

indefinite period, 

and 
Whereas instead of fulfilling their promise and while still conferring with the 

representatives of the people of Bangladesh, Pakistan authorities declared an unjust 
and treacherous war. 

and 
Whereas in the facts and circumstances of such treacherous conduct Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the undisputed leader of 75 million of people of Bangladesh 
in due fulfillment of the legitimate right of self determination of the people of 

Bangladesh, duly made a declaration of independence at Dacca on March 26, 1971 
and urged the people of Bangladesh to defend the honor and integrity of Bangladesh, 

 

and 

 

Whereas in the conduct of a ruthless and savage war, the Pakistani authorities 

committed and are still continuously committing numerous acts of genocide and 

unprecedented tortures, amongst others on the civilian and unarmed people of 

Bangladesh, 

and 

 

Whereas the Pakistan Government by levying an unjust war and committing 

genocide and by other repressive measures made it impossible for the elected 
representatives of the people of Bangladesh to meet and frame a Constitution, and 

give to themselves a Government, 
and 

 
Whereas the people of Bangladesh by their heroism, bravery and revolutionary 

fervor have established effective control over the territories of Bangladesh, 
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We, the elected representatives of the people of Bangladesh, as honor-bound by 

the mandate given to us by the people of Bangladesh, whose Will is supreme, duly 

constituted ourselves into a Constituent Assembly, 

and 

having held mutual consultations, 

and in order to ensure for the people of Bangladesh equality, human dignity and 

social justice, 
declare and constitute Bangladesh to be sovereign People's Republic and thereby 

confirm the declaration of independence already made by Bangabandhu Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman, and 

do hereby affirm and resolved that till such time as a Constitution is framed, 
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman shall be the President of the Republic, and that 

Syed Nazrul Islam shall be the Vice President of the Republic, and 
that the President shall be the Supreme Commander of all the Armed Forces of the 

Republic, 

shall exercise all the Executive and Legislative powers of the Republic including 

the power to grant pardon, 

shall have the power to appoint a Prime Minister and such other Ministers as he 

considers necessary, 

shall have the power to levy taxes and expend monies, 

shall have the power to summon and adjourn the Constituent Assembly, 

and 

do all other things that may be necessary to give to the People of Bangladesh an 

orderly and just Government. 
 

We the elected representatives of the People of Bangladesh, do further resolve that 

in the event of there being no President or the President being unable to enter upon his 

office or being unable to exercise his powers and duties due to any reason whatsoever, 

the Vice- President shall have and exercise all the powers, duties and responsibilities 

herein conferred on the President. 
 

We further resolve that we undertake to observe and give effect to all duties and 

obligations devolved upon us as a member of the family of nations and by the Charter 
of United Nations. 

 

We further resolve that this proclamation of independence shall be deemed to 
have come into effect from 26th day of March, 1971. 

 

We further resolve that in order to give effect to this instrument wc appoint Prof. 

M. Yusuf Ali our duly constituted plenipotentiary and to give to the President and the 

Vice-President oaths or office. 

 

(Sd.) M. Yusuf Ali 

Duly Constituted Plenipotentiary 

by and under the authority of 
the Constituent Assembly of 

Bangladesh. 
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B. LAWS CONTINUANCE ENFORCEMENT ORDER 
 

Mujibnagar, 
Dated l()th Day of April, 1971. 

 

I, Syed Nazrul Islam, the Vice-President and Acting President of Bangladesh, in 
exercise of the powers conferred on me by the Proclamation of Independence, dated 

10
th

  day of April, 1971, do hereby order that all laws that were in force in Bangladesh 
on 25th March, 1971, shall subject to the Proclamation aforesaid continue to be so in 

force with such consequential changes as may be necessary on account of the creation 
of the sovereign independent Bangladesh formed by the Will of the people of 

Bangladesh and that all Government officials-civil, military, judicial and diplomatic-
who take the oath of allegiance to Bangladesh shall continue in their offices on terms 

and conditions of service so long enjoyed by them and that all District Judges and 

District Magistrates, in the territory of Bangladesh and all diplomatic representatives 

elsewhere shall arrange to administer the oath of allegiance to all government officials 

within their jurisdiction. 

 

This order shall be deemed to have come into effect from 26th day of March, 

1971. 
 

 

(Sd.) SYED NAZRUL ISLAM, 

Acting President. 
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KHANDAKER MOSHTAQUE AHMED, FOREIGN MINISTER 

OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

 
MUJIBNAGAR. 

April 26, 1971. 

Your Excellency, 

 

I have the honor to stale that the People's Republic of Bangladesh have decided to 

establish an Information Centre in New Delhi till the opening of a full-fledged 

Mission there, with Mr. K. M. Shehabuddin as its chief and Mr. Amjadul Huq as 

Press Attaché. They enjoy full trust and confidence of the Government of Bangladesh. 

I shall be grateful if the Government of India would kindly accord all facilities and 

amenities to Mr. K. M. Shehabuddin and Mr. Amjadul Huq to establish and run the 

Information Centre in New Delhi. I am confident that the Government of India will 

grant them the necessary diplomatic privileges and immunities. 

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration. 

 
 

Sd/- 

( Khandaker Moshtaque Ahmed) 

Foreign Minister. 

No. P-5/28/71. 

 

His Excellency Shri Swaran Singh, 

Minister for External Affairs, 

Government of India, 

New Delhi. 
 

(Monogramme) 
 

Copy forwarded to Mr. K. M. Shehabuddin, B. F. S. Chief of Mission, Bangladesh 

Information Centre, New Delhi. 
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MUJIBNAGAR, 

June 13, 1971. 
 

As you are no doubt aware, the struggle for preservation of the independence- of 
Bangladesh is entering a new and critical phase. With the increasing military 

activities, the enemy forces will be facing an acute difficulty in the coming months. It 

is necessary now to consolidate all our efforts to provide a final coup de grace to the 

enemy. 

We are anxious to know where you are all staying and how you are faring under 

admittedly difficult circumstances. If your family have moved away from original 
home, have they been given as best an accommodation as can be provided under the 

existing circumstances? 

These and many other things about your welfare and that of your families 

naturally have been our constant anxiety and we are eager to minimize the hardship as 

best as we can before we all can devote our fullest time and energy for the attainment 

of victory. 

I would, therefore, appreciate if you could kindly give us the relevant information 

about yourself and your family in the enclosed proforma. We would also like to have 

a copy of your bio-data in the proforma enclosed. 

The messenger who will carry this letter to you will bring back your replies so that 
we can make the quickest arrangement for utilizing your talents, experience and 

services for the cause of Bangladesh at this critical moment of our history. 

With kind regards. 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 
(Khandaker Moshtaque Ahmed). 

Foreign Affairs, Law & Parliamentary 
Affairs. 
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DON'T CONTRIBUTE TO GENOCIDE 

Appeal by Bangladesh Acting President, Mr. Syed Nazrul Islam, to U. S. 
on June 23; 1971. 

The Government of Bangladesh and the Acting President, Mr. Syed Nazrul Islam, 

today strongly deprecated renewed U.S. arms supply to Pakistan. 

Mr. Islam, in a telegram to President Nixon, said the Government and people of 
Bangladesh are most hurt and distressed to learn about the arms supply. 

He pointed out that Pakistan was using all the weapons in its armory including 

boats supplied for relief purposes to commit genocide and said "as an Independent 

and sovereign nation now, we appeal to conscience and even national interest of U.S. 
not to contribute to genocide and mass eviction of people and destruction of scarce 

resources of an impoverished nation." 

A Foreign Office spokesman of Government of Bangladesh described the renewed 

sale as a "stern blow to the bleeding people of Bangladesh" and declared that the 

liberation war would be carried on relentlessly whatever be the aid to Pakistan. 

Even accessories and spares for U. S. military hardware already at the disposal of 
West Pakistan war machine were reportedly being supplied by the U.S. 

The Foreign Office spokesman said this act of the U.S. Government will create in 

the people of Bangladesh a sense of disillusionment with the free world, particularly 

the U.S. "The U.S. Government action is an utter disregard of the surging public 
opinion of freedom loving people of the U. S. and the rest of the world against the 

bloodbath and atrocities in Bangladesh caused by an alien enemy junta." he added. 

The spokesman, while giving the background of the U.S. military aid to Pakistan 

since 1951, recounted that Pakistan received U.S. economic aid amounting 

approximately to $ 3,000 million by 1969. The quantum of U. S. military aid to 

Pakistan was between $ 1,500 million and $ 2,000 million for the period between 

1964 and 1965. This massive military aid, the spokesman said, had all through been 

used to stifle the struggle for freedom of the Bengalis." 

The spokesman said information was available that the U.S. offered to supply 

Pakistan the following items: nearly 300 armed personnel carriers, four maritime 

reconnaissance aircrafts, six F-104 jet fighters and seven B-57 bombers. 
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The spokesman said, "the present arms supply goes to establish that U.S. is now 

implementing the above offer and furthermore to replenish the exhausted armory of 
Pakistan due to her war on Bangladesh". 

He added that the Government would appeal to the U.S. to call back the ships, 

freeze stock of all U.S. arms in Pakistan and stop forthwith all further shipment of 

arms, equipments and supplies to Pakistan. 

 

(THE HINDUSTAN TIMES, New Delhi-June 24, 1971) 
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GENOCIDE IN THE NAME OF ISLAM 
 

Press Report of the Telegram Sent to Various Members of the Islamic 

Conference at Jeddah by Acting President of Bangladesh on 

June 24,1971 
 

Syed Nazrul Islam, acting President of Bangladesh, today sent a telegram to 

Tengku Abdur Rahman, General Secretary of the Islamic Conference at Jeddah, to use 
its influence and authority to put an immediate end to the genocide in Bangladesh. 

Copies of the telegram have been sent to all members of the Secretariat, including 

King Feisal of Saudi Arabia, Sheikh Sabban and Sheikh Bin Baz. 

Mr. Islam also requested them to support the independence demand of Bangladesh 

and referred to the killing, torture, desecration of mosques, murders of Imams and the 

burning of the Holy Quran. 

UNI adds: The telegram gave a description of the devastation caused by the 

Pakistani Army and said, "The warlords of West Pakistan are bent upon perpetrating 
the worst crime in human history while trying to cover their guilt under the holy name 

of Islam". 
 

( THE STATESMAN, New Delhi-June 25, 1971 ) 
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PAKISTAN WILL MEET HER WATERLOO IN BANGLADESH 

 

Statement of Mr. Amjadul Huq, Bangladesh Press Attaché, made to 

foreign and Indian Journalists on July 3, 1971 

Mr. Amjadul Haq, Bangladesh Press Attaché, told foreign aid Indian journalists 
here today that Bangladesh was the expression of the determination and will of the 

entire people. "The new state, comprising 75 million people, has been formed after 

hard-won battles and heroic resistance which not all the forces of Pakistan can put 

down. It is based on a near unanimous vote of the people and its constitutionality, 

reality and popular base cannot be questioned.' he said. 

Mr. Huq, who switched over his allegiance to the Bangladesh Government three 
months ago recalled that the Prime Minister of Bangladesh Government. Mr. 

Tajuddin Ahmed at the time of installation of his Government said that Pakistan was 
dead and buried under a mountain of corpses. The statement he issued on the tortuous 

negotiations which led to the declaration of independence of Bangladesh supports Mr. 
Ahmed's conclusion. It is a story of treachery, duplicity, negation of democracy 

throughout on the part of Yahya, Bhutto and their agents of the West Pakistan military 

regime. At no time throughout the negotiations there was any intention on their part to 

preserve the unity of Pakistan on the basis of respect for democratic rights. It was 

planned genocide, planned destruction of democracy and planned suppression of 

peoples will. 

Mr. Huq added "There has rarely been such cold-blooded murder of democracy. 

But Bangladesh, built of the blood of thousands of martyrs, can never be undone by 
the Timurs of West Pakistan. It has come to stay. There is no power which can undo 

it". 

Tracing the history of exploitation of Bangladesh for the last 23 years, the Press 

Attaché of Bangladesh here said that 90 per cent of the total bank deposits were 

controlled by the West Pakistanis and almost 85 per cent of the total capital of 

Pakistan was concentrated in Karachi alone and 87 per cent of the total private 
investment was monopolized by 22 families of West Pakistan. Fifty per cent of the 

national budget was deployed for the defense whereas there had been hardly 10 per 
cent of the total defense expenditure made in Bangladesh. In other words, politically, 

economically, administratively and militarily, the people of Bangladesh were 
completely subjugated and the democratic and freedom loving people of Bangladesh 

utterly hated to remain so. 

The dark forces within Pakistan that ruled the country were basically anti-people, 

Mr. Huq said. They were part of the conspiracy between the military and civil 

bureaucracy and monopoly capitalists. These forces collaborated hand in hand and 

never allowed the 
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democratic forces to gather any strength. "Any student of the affairs of Pakistan 

knows it too well that it was a deliberate effort on the part of these vested interests to 

suppress the growth of healthy political institutions and time and again these forces 

combined and cruelly suppressed them by force". 

Yahya exposed 
 

Mr. Huq said at the time Yahya took over from Ayub the restoration of democracy 

was promised by the military junta. The Awami League moved forward to establish a 

democratic system in the country. Between December 7 and January 17 this year 

elections were held. The Awami League not only established itself as an absolute 

majority party in the former province but also an absolute majority in the National 

Assembly in the whole of Pakistan. 

Awami League's astounding and spectacular victory in the last general elections 

were the complete defeat for the vested interests of West Pakistan in Bangladesh. 

"It is now clear", Mr. Huq said, "that Yahya and his generals had not the slightest 

intention of solving Pakistan's political crises peacefully and democratically but were 
only interested in buying time to crush the democratic people of Bangladesh". 

"A well trained and mechanized army of West Pakistan pounced on the weak and 

unarmed civilian population of Bangladesh on March 25 while negotiations were 

going on with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and his close associates to and out a peaceful 

solution. 

This was an act of treachery. 

"Bangladesh is now a free and sovereign country. A Government headed by Mr. 

Tajuddin Ahmed as Prime Minister is now functioning and is in full control of the 

affairs in Bangladesh. The West Pakistan army is nothing but an occupation force ill 

Bangladesh. They must quit Bangladesh and the sooner they do so the better for them 

and us. 
At war with Pindi 

"Our country is now at War. It is a total War of the total population of 
Bangladesh. Our present struggle is a struggle for liberation. There is no difference 

between our struggle and the struggle of the people of Russia, China and Cuba and 
Algeria which they had to sustain for their liberation. Our struggle is the same in 

nature as that of the American struggle for independence in the eighteenth century. 

Bangladesh bleeds today. Its people are crying aloud in torment and agony. The 

blood bath the world has seen on the soul of Bangladesh remains unsurpassed in 

brutality and bestiality. 

Cities and towns of this unfortunate land have been soaked with blood. For 

Bengalis it is a battle for survival. It is a war which we never wanted. It is a war 

which has been thrust on us by the power hungry Military junta. 

We are fighting our battle with courage, determination, and fortitude. Our brave 

men on the front, Mukti Fauj, have already proved their exceptional valour. Imbibed 
with the 
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spirit of defending the honor and dignity of the motherland, the Mukti Fouj has 
already shattered the phoney myth of the enemy's superiority. We have sufficient 

fighting manpower. What we need now is arms assistance. This is imperative to 
contain the diabolical enemy equipped with latest war machines. Only then the 

Pakistan marauders will realize what people they have taken on". 

Against Islam 

Regretting the attitude of the Muslim countries to Bangladesh Mr. Huq said that 

"we know that the West Pakistan colonial Government is carrying on heinous 

propaganda in the Muslim countries in the name of Islam". But we hope our friends in 

Muslim countries will not be victims of their utterly false propaganda. Bangladesh is a 

fait accompli and there cannot be any question of any political solution. Today there 

cannot be any compromise on the basis of a united Pakistan in the name of Islam. The 

Pakistanis are utilizing the name of the great religion of Islam for mischievous 

purposes to mislead the Muslims. Let us ask you, can an innocent Muslim child be 

butchered by a Muslim? Can the innocent Muslim girls be raped and butchered by the 

Muslim soldiers of West Pakistan in the name of Islam and unity? Why are the West 

Pakistan soldiers raping Muslim women and butchering them killing Muslim Doctors, 
teachers, scholars, businessmen? If that Islam upon which West Pakistan rulers are 

relying today? Our earnest appeal to the Muslim countries is they should come 
forward and condemn openly the inhuman massacre and genocide that are being 

carried on by the West Pakistan trigger happy troops in Bangladesh in the name of 
Islam. 

 “The war of West Pakistan troops should not be taken to be the only With the 

people of Bangladesh. It seriously threatens the peace of the whole of South Asia. 

Expressing his surprise at the attitude of the Human Right Commission on 

Bangladesh issue. Mr. Huq asked, "When 75 million people of Bangladesh are 

fighting a War of freedom, justice, democratic principles, and peace? What are the 

international organizations doing today? What are then the objectives of such 

international organisation? What are the ethics of international solidarity and what are 

the principles of international relations?" 

Gratitude to India 

Expressing his firm confidence in the ability of the people of Bangladesh, Mr. 

Huq said we are fighting a winning war because we are fighting out of conviction. We 

know our ultimate goal and brave soldiers of Mukti Fouj shall continue to fight for 

years, if necessary, complete victory is achieved and West Pakistan forces are driven 

out of Bangladesh. In this effort, we seek active support, both moral and material, 

from all nations of the world. We urge all the countries of the world to recognize our 
Government of Bangladesh. We want all nations give us recognition the honor that we 

most certainly deserve. "He expressed his deep gratitude to the people of India for 
their moral support to the cause of Bangladesh". 

Expressing great concern over the six million refugees who have crossed over for 

shelter to India, he said the people of Bangladesh "will remain ever grateful to the 

people 
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and Government of India what are they doing for the helpless refugees. This is not a 
simple task which can be undertaken by India alone". He appealed to the international 

community to rush relief to the succour of the suffering humanity. 

Referring to the resumption of American Arms sales to Pakistan, Mr. Huq said 

that "it has set off waves of Sanger and resentment amongst the 75 million people of 

Bangladesh. We urge the U.S. Government that it should immediately stop arms 

shipments to Pakistan and also demand an assurance that no further shipments of 
military stores will be made to Pakistan to perpetrate the genocide on Bangladesh". 

He urged the U.S.A. with all its traditions of freedom and humanitarianism to stop 
giving aid to Pakistan either military or economic. 

Those who still believe in united Pakistan should understand clearly that as Yahya 

flew out of Dacca on the night, of March 25, he took away with him last hopes of 

"united Pakistan. Yahya must have known that he was destroying the last hope of a 

united Pakistan". 

Asked for his reaction to Yahya's latest broadcast, Mr. Huq said "this is all a load 

of rubbish and nonsense. Anyway we are not concerned with it. Ours is an 

independent country and Yahya is the head of another state. Many diplomats in Delhi 

have told me that Yahya is not an intelligent man. You can clearly see that till today 

he has not been able to get a quisling to form a puppet Government there". 

About the Urdu press, he said that on June 26 he attended a seminar on the Urdu 

press. If the speakers at the session were truly representative of the Urdu press in 
general, he felt that the Urdu press shared the Indian national mood on Bangladesh. 

"We hope and appeal to them to come forward to expose the treachery of Yahya 

Khan in Bangladesh more and more support our cause wholly". 

Commenting on the acute economic crisis in Pakistan, Mr. Huq said that the 

austerity measures announced by the Pakistan Government to meet the grave 

economic crisis shows now much they are economically bankrupt today. The war in 

Bangladesh has led to a complete dislocation of the economy there. It is costing 

around 52 million a day. It has led to their huge budget deficit which has not been 

recorded to the world entirely. This is about 50 per cent of the budget cost and will 

have to be finance by creating paper currency which must inevitably add to the 

inflationary pressure. With West Pakistan import deficit running at $ 40 million a 

month Pakistan's reserves have reached a vanishing point. A unilateral moratorium on 

foreign debt repayments falling due by this time merely publicises Pakistan's total 

bankruptcy. 

About a political solution Mr. Huq said: 'Our Acting President' Syed Nazrul Islam, 

and the Prime Minister, Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed, have already spelt out four conditions 

for a political settlement. They are unconditional release of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

recognition of the Bangladesh Government, withdrawal of the invading West Pakistan 

army, compensation for the losses suffered by the people during the last three months 

of barbarous activities by the West Pakistan army. Until and unless they fulfill these 

conditions the people of Bangladesh will continue to fight till they achieve their 

independence fully". 
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Minutes of the Conference held on July 9,1971 in the Hall Room of Bangladesh 

Mission in connection with the International Seminar at New Delhi on 14th, 15th 

and 16th August, 1971. 

 

The following gentlemen participated. 

1. Dr. A. R. Mallik, Vice Chancellor, Chittagong University. 

2. Mr. Khitish Chandra Chowdhury, 

12 D Sankar Ghose Lane, Calcutta-6. 

3. Mr. Radha Krishnan. 

4. Mr. R. I. Choudhury, 1st Secretary, Bangladesh Mission. 

 

The following decisions were taken:- 

That a list of 25 eminent people from Bangladesh (Professors, Lawyers, 

Politicians, Journalists and Artists) who will attend the Seminar at New Delhi be 

drawn up immediately for information of the sponsors of the Seminar. The bio-datas 

of these persons should also be obtained and sent to the management of the 

organisation along with the list much ahead of the Schedule. 

Dr. A. R, Mallik had kindly consented to draw up the list of Professors' and Artists 

and submit it to the 1st Secretary, Bangladesh Mission along with their bio-datas. 

As regards the Politicians, Lawyers and Journalists it was suggested by the 1st 

Secretary that the following persons will be approached with the request for preparing 

the list with their bio-datas and submit it to the 1st Secretary. 

(1) Mr. Moudud Ahmed, Advocate. 

(2) Mr. Taheruddin Thakur, MNA. 

2. That articles on the following subjects shall be written immediately and 

cyclostyled and sent to the sponsors of the Seminar much ahead of the Schedule for 

necessary action. 

(a) Bangladesh as a viable State (Its manpower’s, resources, political social 

aspirations of the people, etc.). 

(b) Political aspect (a backgrounds story in its true perspective, the economic 

disparity onslaught on culture of Bangladesh, their impact leading to the present 

crisis). 

(c) Legitimacy of the Issue. 

(d) Genocide in Bangladesh. 
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(e) Refugee influx in India from Bangladesh the humanitarian aspect of the 
problem. 

3. Mr. Radha Krishnan and Professor Dr. Ali Hassen agreed to request Mr. 
Subrata Roy, Advocate, High court, Calcutta, to write the article on Genocide 

indicated in serial D. 

Dr. A. R. Mallik kindly agreed to write the article on "Political aspects" on 

Bangladesh issue indicated in serial (b). 

 

Regarding other articles indicated in serial a, c and e it was decided that a meeting 

of the 25 eminent persons as indicated in para 3 above be convened above for 

discussion and entrust the work to individual experts. The 1st Secretary of Bangladesh 

Mission will convene the meeting at his earliest. 

 

4. That the Press and Information Department of this Mission be requested to 

procure the following articles and submit to the same to the 1st Secretary Bangladesh 

Mission. 

 
(1) English translation of Sheikh Mujib's historical speech of March 7, 1971 (Fifty 

copies); 
(2) Tapes of Sheikh Mujib's speech of 7th March, 1971; 

(3) Films, Photographs on atrocities, Documentaries etc. on Bangladesh issue; 
(4) Painting by prominent artists of Bangladesh; 

(5) Big size Photograph of Sheikh Mujib (5 copies). 
 

5. That a panel of speakers be prepared to project their views on Bangladesh 

issue for the period from July to August 1971. When selected these gentlemen be 

informed about it to keep themselves in readiness to move on short notice for tour to 

different places in India. First Secretary in consultation with Head of Mission will 

draw up the list. 

 

(R. I. Choudhury.) 

First Secretary, 

Bangladesh 

Mission. 

No. B. 5/80/71 

 

Copies to :- 
(1) Foreign Secretary, Government of Bangladesh. 

(2) Head of Bangladesh Mission. 
(3) Assistant Press Attaché, Bangladesh Mission, Calcutta, for necessary action on  

para 4. 
(4) Dr. A. R. Mallick for necessary action on paras 1 (ii) & 3 (ii). 

(5) Mr. Moudud Ahmed for necessary action on para 1 (iii). 
(6) Dr. Ali Hassen for necessary action on para 3 (i). 

(7) Dr. Muzharul Islam for necessary action on his parts. 

(R. 1. Choudhury) 

First Secretary. 
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                                                                                                                  Dt. July 12, 1971. 

 

Mr. A. Razzak 

Duvholmsgrand 38 

127 48 Skarholmen 

Stockholm. 

 

Dear Mr. Razzak. 

We have received your letter of July 3, and thank you for it. The various problems 

you have mentioned are being taken up by the authorities concerned and we hope to 

supply you, soon with publicity materials. 

As for the newspaper, clippings you need send us regularly only recent extracts 
from the Swedish press. In the first batch please include any spectacularly good item 

that may have appeared earlier i.e. since March 25. 
 

Yours Sincerely 
12/7/71 

(TAHERUDDIN THAKUR) 
External Publicity Division. 

 

C. C. Foreign Secy. 

                                                      

............................ 

 

 

BANGLADESH MISSION 

Duvholmsgrand 38 

127 41 Skarholmen 

STOCKHOLM 

July 3, 1971. 

  

Subj: Bangladesh Publicity work in Sweden. 

My dear Taheruddin Thakur, 

Kindly refer to your letter dated June 24, 1971 regarding newspaper clippings etc. 

on Bangladesh in Sweden. 
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As you perhaps know already, I am working single handedly with little facilities of 

funds or personnel. Naturally it is quite difficult to do extensive translation work which 

your request means. I may inform that a wide coverage has been given to our problem in 

this country since March 25 in reports, commentaries and editorials. A number of articles 

have also been published. Some of the largest circulation popular magazines have also 

covered this subject in a manner favourable to us. You will now realise that if one is to 

undertake translation of this vast material, there will be time to do very little else. With 

the resources that are available at present, this may not be possible. However, I will be 

prepared to send you extracts (in English of course) from the local press and magazines 

from how on when they write on Bangladesh. This should be a reasonable compromise. I 

have in fact, all the clippings with me. But the main task is to translate them. Besides, it 

will cost some money also to send them by air-mail. I do hope that the Bangladesh 

Government finds it possible to accept my proposals for setting up an office here with 

funds. Until then, I shall do the best I can to carry on with my duties. 

I have just informed Mr. Hossain Ali that the Swedish Young liberals have decided 

to start a nation-wide campaign to support Bangladesh for recognition by this country. 

They are also willing to raise funds and organise meetings and demonstrations. 1 consider 

this to be an important break through after two years of steady and persistent work. But 

they have to be backed up by us with plenty of publicity materials to be supplied 

regularly. This is to sustain their publicity drive on a nation-wide scale. This is a chance 

that we cannot miss. They would also like to have a film on Bangladesh showing 

atrocities and the achievements of the Liberation Forces. As their general party congress 

is being held on the 16th of August, the film has to reach us at least a week in advance. 

Kindly let me know how much you can do to assist our work here. A film of this type will 

make a lot of difference indeed to our campaign. The matter may please be treated as 

urgent. 

Should you, however, find it difficult to despatch the film within this time, you could 

perhaps ask our London unit to supply a film taken and edited by a BBC or ITV group. 

This should not be difficult. London could also keep us supplied with plenty of publicity 

materials, maps and statements of Prime Minister and Foreign Minister of Bangladesh. 

What we require is immediate action to get the maximum out of this offer of co- 

operation. Following the Young Liberals, the Centre Youth League which represents a 

large section of the Swedish Youth may also join in this campaign. This means that we 

will have to give this movement by the Swedish our substantial backing. I believe that if 

you do your planning for supplies of all possible materials on that basis, our campaign 

here is bound to have an impact on the Government and influence the public in our 

favour. In the course of this work, I may find some means to have clippings translated 

though local resources. This will save us money and time. By making use of such local 

cooperation we have been able to arrange an Exhibition of Bangali life in Stockholm 

about which I have written to Mr. Hossain Ali. The Exhibition is still going on and is 

attracting public attention. Our work is beginning to make progress. All we need is 

persistence and dedication. 
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I have no doubt that with relentless efforts. Bangladesh could be a popular word 

in this country even if there are only tow Bengalis in this town. 

You have also to think that we are eventually to organize our work in Norway, 
Denmark and Finland. I have received news of some of our boys planning to organize 

a local action committee in Oslo. They would also require some support and supplies 

of publicity materials. As and when some funds are available, I could also go down to 

Copenhagen to set up a unit there. I hope you have now received an idea of our work 

and requirement. It will be good of you to let me know your position in the matter 

immediately. 

With regards, 

 

Mr. Taheruddin Thakur 

Externa] Publicity Division 

Bangladesh Mission 

CALCUTTA. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Sd/- 
(A. RAZZAK) 
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Bangladesh Mission In Calcutta Refuses To Return 

To Pakistan-Swiss Mediation Attempt 

Mr. Hossain Ali, Chief of the Bangladesh Mission in Calcutta, on July 18 

announced that all his 63 staff members had indicated to an official interrogating team 

their intention not to go back to Pakistan. 

The interrogating team consisted of Dr. Bonard, Counselor in the Swiss Embassy 

in New Delhi, Mr. Mehdi Masud, Deputy High Commissioner for Pakistan in 

Calcutta, and Mr. A. K. Roy, Joint Secretary, Ministry of External Affairs, 

Government of India, stationed in Calcutta. 

As previously agreed upon, the Swiss diplomat asked individual members of the 
former Pakistan Deputy High Commission staff, who had switched their allegiance to 

the Republic of Bangladesh, an identical, question-whether he wished to return to 
Pakistan or not-and if the answer was in the affirmative the Government of India 

would provide safe conduct for him to any place of his choice. 

Mr. Hossain Ali said that all the members who had appeared before the team 

gave their answer in writing in the negative-some in English and some in Bengali. 

Mr. Hossain Ali himself did not appear before the interrogation team because it 

was considered below his status as Head of a mission of a sovereign independent 

Republic to do so. It was suggested that the team be received by him at his mission 

where he could give his answer, but Mr. Hossain Ali could not agree to that because, 

he said, he could not receive the Pakistani- representative, Mr. Mehdi Masud. 

Ultimately it was agreed, that a vacant but furnished house be placed at his disposal 

where he would receive the team. Under this arrangement, Mr. Hossain Ali gave his 

answer-in the negative to the same question put to him. 

Mr. Hossain Ali told newsmen that the Bangladesh Mission staff would have had 

nothing to do with the Pakistani representative and would not have gone to see the 

Swiss representative but for their consideration for the personnel or the Indian Deputy 

High Commission in Dacca. 

Mr. Hossain Ali said: "They have kept them there as hostages and they are ill-

treating them. We wanted to help their early repatriation. I can only hope they will be 
repatriated soon. 

"We have now made it clear beyond a shadow of doubt in the presence of an 

accredited representative of a neutral country that we have willingly, gladly and 

sincerely transferred our allegiance to the Government of Bangladesh. 

"It is also clear that we did not act under any duress. The only duress that we 

were under was the duress by the Pakistan Government. We have always been loyal 

to and devoted servants of the Pakistan Government, but it forced us to act as we did 
by creating the duress.. 
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No. PR/25                                              

MUJIBNAGAR 
 

July 20, 1971. 

 

GOVERNMENT STAND CLARIFIED 

The attention of the Foreign Office has been drawn to news items published in the 

press in connection with observations of individuals from Bangladesh made during 

their private visits to different places. The Foreign Office has taken note of certain 

occasions wherein they dealt with questions of our relationship with foreign 

Governments and the United Nations 

The Foreign Office is of the opinion that people claiming themselves as either "Close 

Associates" or "Legal Aides" to Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and "having 

connection with the Bangladesh forces", while talking to the press or otherwise, have 

done so on their own and in their individual capacity. The views expressed by them 

are their own and do not reflect the views held by the Government of Bangladesh. 
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Minutes of the meeting held on July 20, 1971 in the Hall Room of Bangladesh 
Mission in connection with the International Seminar at New Delhi from 14th to 16th 

August, 1971. 
 

 
The following gentlemen were present: 

1. Professor Syed Ali Ahsan 
2. Dr. Anisuzzaman 

3. Mr. Motilal Paul 

4. Dr. K. S. Murshed 

5. Dr. Belayet Hossain 

6. Mr. Ali Anwar 

7. " Moudud Ahmed 

8. " R. 1. Choudhury, First Secretary, Bangladesh Mission in chair. 

 

After examining all the relevant aspects of this Seminar it has been decided that 

papers on the following subjects should be prepared from our side by the persons as 

shown against each item. 
 

(a) "Account of events in Chronological order leading to the present situation in 

Bangladesh”:- The paper has already been prepared on this subject and 

Professor Syed Ali Ahsan will hand over the same to Mr. Moudud Ahmed for 

typing and finalization. 
 

(b) "Economic viability of Bangladesh"-The paper has already been prepared by 

Mr. Motilal Paul, Economist. 
 

(c) "Genocide in Bangladesh”:-Mr. Sadeque Khan has already been working on 
this subject. He may be requested to prepare this paper. 

 

(d) "Refugee influx from Bangladesh to India and the humanitarian aspects of the 

problem”:-Dr. Swadesh Bose, alternatively Dr. Mosharraf Hossain will 
prepare the paper. 

 

(e) "The legitimacy of independent Bangladesh and Awami League Government 
from the point of view of international law and political aspirations":-Mr. 

Subrata Roy Choudhury, eminent Barrister of Calcutta High Court is already 

working on this subject. So, he may be requested to prepare this paper. 
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(f) "The political aspect of Bangladesh" (background with its true perspective 

which will include economic exploitation, attack on culture etc. leading to the 
present crisis):-Dr. A. R. Mallick has already taken the responsibility of 

preparing this, paper. 

(g) "Recognition of Bangladesh in international law and current practices" :-Mr. 

Moudud Ahmed will prepare this paper. 

(h) "The nature of Bengali nationalism" :-Dr. K. S. Murshed will prepare the paper. 

(i) "Documentation of all immediate events leading to the proclamation of all 
immediate events leading to the proclamation of independence" :-A good 

compilation on this subject has already been made covering the period from 
March 1969 till April 1971. This compilation has already been approved by 

the Foreign Minister and is being sent to the press for printing. Therefore, this 
can be used for this purpose. 

It has been decided that the individuals who will be preparing the papers should be 

informed so that they may be able to submit the same before 31st July positively for 

finalization and printing. 

In this connection it has been observed by all members present that through this 

efforts some literature will come out which can be utilized by us in future. 

2. As per minutes of the last meeting Dr. A. R. Mallick submitted a list of 20 

persons. The list has now been revised keeping in view the actual requirement and 
utility. It will be seen that each one who goes may take part in some way either by 

reading paper or for effective lobbying purposes. Out of 20, the following 10 has now 
been finally proposed. 

1. Dr. A. R. Mallick 

2. Prof. Syed Ali Ahsan 

3. Dr. K. S. Murshed 

4. " Swadesh Bose, Economist 

5. " M. A. Z. Ahmed, Physicist 

6. " Motilal Pal, Economist 

7. Mr. Osman Jamal, Rajshahi University 

8. " Sadek Khan, Journalist 

9. " Moudud Ahmad, Barrister-at-Law 

10."Alamgir Kabir, Journalist. 

3. The meeting finds difficulty in suggesting the names of the Parliamentarians as 

the Foreign Office in consultation with the appropriate authority would be able to 

prepare the proper list. But as some members suggested certain names, they are listed 

below:- 

(a) Mr. Abdul Muntakin Choudhury, MNA 

(b) " Amirul Islam, MNA 
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(c) Mr. M. A. Sultan, MNA 
(d) " M. A. Khair, MNA 

(e) " Taheruddin Thakur, MNA 
 

4. As the Conference authority requires also some artists, the following names 

have been proposed:- 

(a)Mrs. Sanjida Khatoon 

(b)Miss Kallyani Ghosh 

(c)Mr. Samar Das 

(d)" Abdul Jabbar 

(e)" Apel Mahmood. 

 

20 names have been suggested above in total. The rest five for inclusion may be 

suggested. 

 

5. It has also been suggested that the Conference authority should be requested to 

send a formal invitation and also enquiring about the financial provisions for 
traveling, accommodation and other relevant expenses. 

 
When all the papers reach the first Secretary of the Bangladesh Mission, a budget 

will be submitted for printing the same. However, proposal for printing these papers 
may be approved provisionally. 

 
(R. I. Choudhury) 

First Secretary. 

 

No. B. 5/80/71       dt. 21.7. 71 

Copy forwarded to Mr. Moudud Ahmed, Bar-at-Law. 9, Circus Avenue, Calcutta-

I7. 

 

He has kindly taken the responsibility of preparing a paper on "Recognition of 

Bangladesh in International Law and Current Practices" for reading at the 

International Seminar in Delhi. It will be appreciated if he kindly ensures that the 

paper reaches the undersigned by the 31st July, 1971 in final shape so that necessary 

arrangements to have it printed can be made. 

 

 
(R. I. Choudhury) 

First Secretary. 
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No. PR/30  Mujibnagar, 

                                                                                                                   July 31, 1971. 

BANGLADESH FOREIGN MINISTER ON 
PAKISTANI MOVE IN U. N. 

 

When the attention of Khandaker Moshtaque Ahmed, Foreign Minister of the 

People's Republic of Bangladesh, was drawn to the reported move of the Pakistan 
Government to make 'Bangladesh' an India-Pakistan issue, he said that this was a 

wrong attitude and could not bring peace in this part of the world. 

He said, indications are too obvious that Pakistan, as last minute efforts to polish 

her already tarnished image, has geared up activities in and around the United Nations 
to save herself from certain defeat in the hands of Bangladesh Liberation Forces. The 

move to send United Nation observers on the soil of Bangladesh and trying to make it 
an Indo- Pak, issue in the Security Council are symptoms of Pakistan's desperation. 

The Government of Bangladesh once again draws the attention of the nations of the 
world to the fact that Bangladesh is a free and sovereign country now. For some 

people, this might be bitter to swallow but then this is the truth. 

Since March 25 what has happened on the soil of Bangladesh has been written in 

the pages of world history every day every month. United Nations' role since and 

during that time is known to the world. The United Nations had the power and 

willingness to deliver goods to the suffering humanity, but it did not avail of the 
opportunity. The suffering people of Bangladesh have overcome their initial setback 

and are now on the verge of success. What makes certain executives of the United 
Nations to wake up now from their sleep of indifference? 

We want to make it very clear that any attempt to sidetrac the Bangladesh 

Government on Bangladesh issue is fraught with grave danger. Any attempt to ignore 

the fighting people of Bangladesh will lead to nowhere. 
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When our gallant fighters are making their way to victory at the cost of millions of 
lives and rivers of blood and tears, we shall not allow anybody to step and nullify 

these supreme sacrifices. On the soil of Bangladesh the 75 million people of 
Bangladesh constitute the only power. 

The United Nations High Commissioner for Relief and Rehabilitation has taken a 

partisan view of the situation of the refugees. He wants to administer a palliative 

when it requires severe surgery. By now he should be in a better position to say 
whether or not his personal presence and assurance could inspire any refugee to go 

back home or cause still larger overflows to India. We feel that no further experiments 
in this line should be undertaken. We, therefore, call upon the United Nations to put 

off this vain attempt to tackle the refugees problems. Only the Government formed by 
the duly elected representatives of the people of Bangladesh can take the refugees 

back to their homes. 

The United Nations and its affiliated agencies must recast and rationalise its role 

and, consequently, the scheme of sending observers on any attempt to make the issue 

as an India-Pakistan issue instead of admitting that it is a Bangladesh-Pakistan issue. 

This attitude cannot bring peace in this part of the world. The national approach 
would be to recognize the Bangladesh Government, which alone can speak on behalf 

of the People of Bangladesh as the sole arbiter of their destiny. In calling a spade lies 
the key of avoiding further catastrophe and crisis, and we assure the world that 

Bangladesh Government will pave the way of achieving peace, provided that the real 
issues are not clouded and avoided. 
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YAHYA TOLD HINDU VOTE WAS 15 PER CENT 

 

Comment of Bangladesh Foreign Office spokesman on August 4, 1971. 

A Bangladesh foreign Office spokesman today denounced as a "blatant lie" the 

Pakistan President's statement that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman had won the election 

mainly because of Hindu minority vote. 

Commenting on Yahya's interview with a Teheran daily, the spokesman pointed 

out that the Awami League had won 82 percent of the votes while the Hindu minority 

vote represented not more than 15 percent. 

"Even if it is accepted that the Awami League bagged all these votes, the question 
still remains where did the remaining 67 percent votes come from?" 

The spokesman said it was curious to note that Gen. Yahya who after the election, 

took pride to declare that the election was free and fair now wanted to make the world 

believe that the Awami League won the election through intimidation, threat and 

malpractices. 

The spokesman recalled that during and prior to the election, Gen. Yahya had 
deputed the army, police and ansars to maintain law and order. 

"This confession to the Iranian journalist that he was in-informed about the 

happenings in the country is sufficient evidence that Gen. Yahya has no capacity to be 

the Head of a State." 
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The Bangladesh Government today expressed satisfaction at the U.S. Congress 

ban on aid to Pakistan. 

 

A spokesman of the Bangladesh Foreign Office said: "We have learnt with great 

satisfaction that the United States House of Representatives has voted restrictive 

provisions in the Foreign Aid Bill which would in effect suspend all economic and 

military aid to Pakistan." 

 

"We extend our warm felicitations to American Congressmen for their wisdom in 

correctly evaluating the present situation in Bangladesh. It is gratifying that the 

members of the august body have not been deluded by the Pakistan propaganda that 

all is well in the land inhabited by 75 million Bengalies". 

The spokesman especially thanked Mr. Thomas Morgan, Chairman of the House 

Foreign Affairs Committee, and Mr. Coruelius Gallaghee, Chairman of the House 

Sub-Committee on South Asia, "for their role in bringing home to the members of 

Congress the magnitude of the manmade disaster which has overtaken our country". 

"It is with special pride that the democratically elected representative of 

Bangladesh salute Congressmen of the United States for upholding democracy", he 
said and added: "We trust that the U. S. Administration will respect the verdict given 

by their own House of Representatives". 

In Calcutta, the Bangladesh Mission Chief Mr. Hossain Ali, expressed joy at the 

"inspiring news" that all Bengali diplomats of Pakistani mission in New York and 

Washington had joined the war of independence. 

In a statement Mr. AU said that in doing so the diplomats "had broken the 

shackles of slavery, and exercised the right of independence as free citizens of a 

sovereign Bangladesh." 
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WHITE PAPER CALLED BUNCH OF WHITE LIES 

 

Comments of Foreign Office spokesman of the 

Bangladesh Government on the Pakistan Government 

White paper on August 7, 1971. 

 
A FOREIGN OFFICE spokesman of the Bangladesh Government today described 

Pakistan's "White paper" on Bangladesh as a "Bunch of white lies." 

 

The spokesman said: "The army junta in its heinous move to hoodwink world 

opinion, so strong against it, has completely distorted contemporary events and 

facts". 

The facts were too clear to be reiterated and largely known to the world by the 

"courtesy of the world fraternity of journalists". 

"We want to tell the world that if Sheikh Mujibur Rahman had planned any armed 

struggle he would not have faced the possibility of arrest in the hand of the junta 

against whom his own army would be waging a war." 

Non-violence and non-co-operation were the Sheikh's creed. He had repeatedly 

emphasized that he was against secession because it was meaningless for Bangladesh, 

comprising the major part of the Pakistan, to secede from the minor part. 

"His six point programme was for all the provinces of Pakistan and he stubbornly 

fought for the right of the minority provinces". 
 

Zero hour 

The course oj events proved beyond any shadow of doubt that the zero hour was 

fixed by the army junta while it continued the "hypocrisy of a prolonged dialogue". 

"On the 24th evening also" the spokesman pointed out, "there was a meeting 

between Yahya's advisory group and the Awami League high command. Principles of 

agreement were made out, and the draft of a Government proclamation was being 

finalized for announcement any time". 

The spokesman said that the whole nation was "bursting with expectation ". 

But instead of the announcement there came the army crackdown. 

"We want to warn the conspirators that any attempt to execute the idol of 

Bangladesh will be avenged to the last." 

He strongly repudiated the charges that non-Bengalis were killed by Bengalis 

before the army crackdown. 
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"During and after the days of non-co-operation, Bengalis never treated the non- 

Bengalis as aliens, not to speak of killing them. Thus even on March 9 non-Bengali 

army and navy personnel joined hands to wage a communal war in which hundreds of 

Bengalis were killed." 

The communal tension was so high that Maulana Bhashani rushed to Chittagong 

and Sheikh Mujibur Rahman sent two leaders to that town to study the situation. The 

leaders directly charged the army and navy with killing Bengalis. 
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NAZRUL ISLAM WARNS YAHYA KHAN 

 

Warning by Acting President of Bangladesh against any attempt on 

Mujib's life, August 9,1971. 

 
The acting President of Bangladesh, Syed Nazrul Islam on Sunday warned 

President Yahya Khan of Pakistan against any. "attempt" on the life of Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman and said that it would not only be avenged on the battlefields in 

Bangladesh but would also trigger off developments which would destroy Pakistan 

itself. 

 

In a message on the occasion of Mujib Release Day, he appealed to all countries 

which loved democracy, freedom and justice to help stop the sinister attempt of 

Yahya Khan to try Mr. Rahman. 
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PETITIONS TO INTERNATIONAL LOCAL BODIES 
 

Further to the report already submitted to the Foreign Minister it is necessary to 

reiterate the following facts: 

1. On my last visit to Delhi in July the Indian Federation of United Nations 

Associations (IFUNA) approached me saying that they were ready to sponsor filing of 

petitions before the international legal bodies and they were ready to negotiate with 

the Government of India with such a scheme. Along with the President and Secretary 
General of IFUNA, we discussed the whole matter and had a Conference with Dr. 

Nagendra Singh, ICS, Secretary to the President of India. After I left Delhi, I received 
two letters from Mr. Pandey, Secretary General, IFUNA, saying that negotiations 

were going on with the highest authorities in India and they met the Prime Minister 
and Foreign Minister of India who were very sympathetic and asked their respective 

Departments to take immediate action in this regard. Last week I received telegram 
from Mr. S. D. Pandey saying that Indian Government had given the clearance and so 

I should come to Delhi immediately with all the documents etc. 

2. The idea of this scheme was that IFUNA would sponsor the whole exercise 

and would get the necessary clearance, foreign exchange and other resources from the 
Indian Government, in order to assist us in filing this petition. They also suggested in 

writing both to us and to the Government of India that our Foreign Minister should 
accompany the team to make it more effective. 

3.  After my arrival, Mr. S. D. Panday confirmed all these and on 13.6.71 I 

accompanied him and two other persons of IFUNA to Mr. J.N. Dixit, Deputy 

Secretary, U.N. Division, Ministry of External Affairs. Mr. Dixit confirmed that the 

Indian Government had no objection to this scheme and suggested that we should get 

ready to go to these forums as soon as possible. He further informed that the decision 

in writing would be communicated on the same evening, 1. e. 13-8-1971. According 

to him, two things had to be sorted out before we could leave- 

(a) the exact amount of foreign exchange required and its allotment by the 

appropriate authority, and 

(b) the travel documents and visas to go to the proposed countries. 

4. When I showed my concern over the nature of travel documents our Foreign 

Minister should carry, he said that he would discuss this matter in a meeting at 4-30 

P.M. with Mr. Kaul where Mr. Alam was also to be present. 

5. The major forums where the petitions against the violation of in international 

law could be filed are; 
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(a) International Court of Justice for the violation of Genocide Convention; 
(b) United Nations Human Rights Commission; 

(c) International Commission of Jurists; and 
(d) European Human Rights Commission. 

(c) and (d) lack jurisdiction cut rightly and so these go out of question. In (a) there 

is some scope although apparently it would appear that this forum may also not be 

very effective for our purpose. However, an intensive study is being made and the 
suggestion is that, if necessary, we shall try to pursue a country other than India ( who 

has reservation on Genocide Convention) to file the petition in order to bring the 
matter before the International Court. This possibility is now being explored and that 

this negotiation is also on to get the support of any of the consultative committees or 
agencies of U.N. who have the right to agitate, to file the petition. It is further 

suggested that even Bangladesh Government can file this petition under the 
presumption that they are the legally constituted representative of Pakistan to agitate 

the international court and the military government in Pakistan are merely usurpers. 

There is also some scope to move the International Court of Justice in an individual 

capacity but the procedure would be that the petition will have to be filed with the 

Secretary General of U. N. requesting him to move the petition before the Court. Mr. 

Subrato Roy Chowdhury, the eminent Barrister of Calcutta, holds the view that this 

can be done. Another alternative is to have the petition filed by some very eminent 

intellectuals of the world like Satre along with some people of Bangladesh 

The scope to agitate the Human Rights Commission in item (b) above seems to be 

more feasible but we will face almost similar difficulties. Justice Abu Syed 
Chowdhury being a member of the Human Rights Commission would be able to 

advise us best on this point and our final approach with regard to this will have to be 

left till we meet him in London. 

In the meantime, it is learnt that a Sub-Committee of the U. N. Human Rights 
Commission has already started to enquire into the Genocidal Act of the Pakistan 

Army on request from some consultative bodies of U. N. 
 

 
Moudud Ahmed 

14. 8.71. 
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Defection Of Diplomats: 

An all-time record in the annals of diplomatic history was set up on August 5 
when all the 14 Bengali diplomats in the Pakistani Mission in USA defected en masse 

to Bangladesh. 

According to diplomatic observers, never before had such a large scale defection 
taken place anywhere in the world. It Was considered a stunning blow to the 

credibility of Islamabad's propaganda machine. 

Bengali members serving in Pakistani Missions abroad had been placed under 

surveillance and in one Mission no Press statement was issued as the Press Attache 

happened to be a Bengali. 

According to a report received in New Delhi, all the Bengali staff of the Pakistani 

l\fissions in Washington and New York were under orders of transfer to Islamabad. 

Some trumped-up charges were made to remove some of them to Islamabad. 

On August 2, an East Bengali employee of the Pakistan High Commission in New 

Delhi, Mr. Abdul Majid, eluded strict surveillance to turn up at a private Indian home 
and declared that he was changing his allegiance to the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh. 

On arriving at the Indian home, be asked to be put in touch with Mr. K. M. 

Shahabuddin, a former Pakistani diplomat who had switched his loyalty to the 

Bangladesh Government soon after the army crackdown. 

Mr. Majid joined Pakistan's Ministry of Information and National Affairs in 1964. 

After working in Karachi and Islamabad, he was posted to the Delhi mission in 1968. 

In a brief statement to the Press, Mr. Majid said: "I have left the Pakistan High 
Commission to serve the cause of Bangladesh. I declare my allegiance to the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh and its Government." 

Another Defection From Pakistan High Commission: 

Mr. Fazlul Haque Chowdhury, an Assistant Labour Attache at the Pakistan High 
Commission in London, switched his allegiance to Bangladesh on August 12 in 

protest against the "farcical trial" of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

Mr. Chowdhury was the fourth Pakistani diplomat in Britain to defect. He 

announced his decision on August 11 just as about 2,000 Bengalis went to the official 

residence of the British Prime Minister in Downing Street to urge the release of 

Sheikh Rahman. 

The demonstrators assembled at Hyde Park and marched through the main streets 

of London before dispersing; 
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Mr. Chowdhury said it was ironical that Sheikh Rahman was being tried on 
concocted charges by a clique which had no legal right to be at "the helm of affairs in 

Pakistan. This clique had resorted to blatant lies in describing the people's elected 
leaders as "traitors." 

Mr. Mohiuddin Ahmed Defects: 

The Acting Pakistani Trade Commissioner in Hong Kong, Mr. Mohiuddin 

Ahmed, defected to the Bangladesh Government on August 18. 

In a Press statement, Mr. Ahmed accused the Pakistan Government of ruthless 

genocide in East Bengal. It is no more possible for any man of honor to represent the 
Government that is engaged in a ruthless genocide. We cannot remain silent 

spectators while thousands of our countrymen are fighting against oppression." 

Mr. A. F. M. Abul Fateh Defects: 

Pakistan's Ambassador to Iraq, Mr. A. F. M. Abul Fateh, pledged his loyalty to 
Bangladesh on August 21. 

Mr. Fateh was the most senior Pakistani diplomat to defect so far. 

He had been Ambassador in Baghdad for eight months and had previously served 

in Paris, Washington, . Prague, New Delhi and Calcutta. From 1966 to 1968 he was 

Counselor and later Deputy High Commissioner in New Delhi. For the next two years 

he was Deputy High Commissioner in Calcutta. 
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No. PR/43                                                 MUJIBNAGAR, 

September 2, 1971. 

"ACCEPTANCE OF DEFEAT" 

Bangladesh Foreign Minister on 

Dr. Malik's appointment. 

1. Bangladesh Foreign Minister Khandaker Moshtaque Ahmed termed the 

appointment of Dr. Malik as the Governor of occupied territory of Bangladesh as an 
acceptance of defeat. 

2. In a statement released here to-day he said, the reported appointment of Dr. A. 

M. Malik, a quisling trade unionist, as the Governor of the occupied part of 

Bangladesh is the acceptance of defeat by the so-called military junta of Islamabad. It 

is evident that Tikka Khan's awful majesty of ruthless killing, looting, burning and 

raping have been turned into ignominious nullity on the soil of Bangladesh. The killer 

has fallen. His chivalrous glory is crumbled into pieces. He is to get out as disgraced 

man with head low and vanity lower. There is a clear message in this for General 
Yahya Khan also. 

3. The Pakistani junta calls this an attempt of restoration of civilian rule. It is 

significant to note that the killers of Islamabad has gone for the "restoration of civilian 

rule" only in the colony and not at home i. e. West Pakistan. Therefore, the measure, 

besides everything alse, is an expression of colonial rule completely different from 

home rule. Restoration of civilian rule was an issue before 25th of March 1971. 

People almost unanimously voted for Awami League to rule the country. Restoration 

of civilian rule at that time meant restoration of state power to the elected 

representatives of the people and not to any one without such a mandate. 

4. The appointment of Mr. Malik, is yet another attempt to throw a handful of 

dust in the eyes of the world to create cloud and confusion. People of Bangladesh 

know the designs behind this sort of restoration of civil administration. They 

witnessed these same 'restoration' once after Ayub staged coup in 1958, again after 

Yahya ascended the throne of Pakistan in 1969. When colonial rule by a military 

governor becomes pungent, stinky 
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and embarrassing, the military rulers go for transplanting a civilian quisling as the 

Subedar of Bangladesh. This time also the military colonialists have exercised their 

ground rule of colonial administration. This known game is not going to pay any 

dividend this time in an attempt to convince the foreign powers to give aid and 

assistance. 

5. Dr. A. M. Malik is an old man. He has a dubious past and no future. He has 
underwritten heither-to unheard of crimes committed by his masters on the soil of 

Bangladesh beyond tolerance I He is in-capable of reading the writings on the wall 
because he is suffering from senile degeneration. We can only pity him. 
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Dated, the 4th Sept, 1971. 
FROM :   MR. MOUDUD AHMED, 

                4-A Palm Avenue, Bulligunj, 
                Mayfair Road, Calcutta-19. 

 
TO :         Mr. Brian E. Urquhart, 

                Director, 
                Office of the Under Secretaries-General 

                for Special Political Affairs, 

                New York. 

 

Dear Sir, 

Thank you for your letter of August 27. I am glad that the Secretary-General 
consider the fate of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman as a matter of concern as expressed 

through the statement he made on August 10. 

The main reason of my sending the cable was to request the Secretary-General of 

the United Nations to communicate to the Pakistan Govt. that as one of his counsels in 

Dacca, I am still ready to have the opportunity of knowing that Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman is willing to brief me so that a team of lawyers, qualified to practice in 

Pakistan of his own choice can defend him. Mr. A. K. Brohi appointed by Pakistan 

Govt. is not a lawyer of his own choice. I am absolutely certain that if this can be 
communicated to Sheikh Mujibur Rahman through your good offices, the Sheikh 

would immediately like to meet me. 

I am aware about the competency and jurisdiction of the Secretary General but 
you would also appreciated that I cannot approach the Pakistan Govt. directly because 

of my personal safety. 

If this could be arranged somehow, this would also be extremely useful for the 

purpose of bringing peace in this region. I assure you that this matter will remain 

confidential till something positive is achieved. 

An early reply will be very much appreciated. 

 

 

Yours faithfully, 

(MOUDUD AHMED) 
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UNITED NATIONS  

NEW YORK 

27 Auguest, 1971 

 

 

Dear Mr. Ahmed, 

One behalf of the Secretary of the United Nations, I acknowledge receipt of your 

cable of 18 August 1971 on the subject of the trial of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

The fate of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is a matter of concern to the Secretary-
General., whose reaction to reports concerning his impending trail Was set forth on 10 

August 1971 in a press statement by the United Nations spokesman. A copy of that 
statement is attached for your information. 

The Secretary: - General is however regretfully unable to accede to your request 

in this specific matter. He has been doing and continues to do all he can, within his 

competence and authority, to prevent an aggravation of the situation. I am sure you 

will understand this has to be done with all the necessary discretion and lack of 

publicity. 
 

 
Yours sincerely, 

Brian E. Urquhart, 
Director 

Office of the Under-Secretaries-General 
for Special Political Affairs, 

 

 

 

Mr. Moudud Ahmed 

4-A. Plam Avenue 

Mayfair Road, Calcutta 

India
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UNITED NATIONS 

Press Section 

Office of Public Information 

United Nations, N. Y. 

 

(FOR USE OF INFORMATION MEDIA-NOT AN OFFICIAL RECORD) 

 
Note No. 3678 

10 August 1971 
 

NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTS 

In reply to questions regarding the news reports of the impending trial of Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, a United Nations spokesman stated today: 

"The Secretary-General feels that it is an extremely sensitive and delicate matter 

which falls within the competence of the judicial system of a Member State-in this 

case. Pakistan. It is also a matter of extraordinary interest and concern in many 

quarters, from a humanitarian as well as from a political point of view. The Secretary-

General has, received and is still receiving almost every day expressions of serious 

concern from representatives of Governments about the situation in East Pakistan and 

there is a general feeling that the restoration of peace and normalcy in the region is 

remote unless some kind of accommodation is reached. The Secretary-General shares 

the feelings of many representatives that any developments concerning the fate of 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman win inevitably have repercussions outside the borders of 

Pakistan" 
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Mr. K. M. Shahabuddin's Claim: 

 

Mr. K..M. Shahabuddin, head of the Bangladesh Mission in New Delhi, claimed 

on September 8 that "nine-tenths of Bangladesh territory is in our control." 

He told a Press club luncheon meeting: "Even Dacca, considered a safer place for 

Islamabad is no longer that safe for West Pakistan. We have achieved a lot of success 

in our struggle." 

His colleague, Mr. Amjadul Haque, warned West Pakistan that any harm done to 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman would constitute a threat to peace as he did not belong to 
Bangladesh alone, but to the whole world. 

Mr. Shahabuddin said that the success of the freedom fighters had forced the 

Pakistan Army personnel to remain within the bounds of cantonments. "The control of 

the Pakistan Army is only up to cantonments." 

Mr. Haque re-iterated the four-point proposal as put forward by the Bangladesh 

Prime Minister and the acting President as precondition to a political settlement of the 

Bangladesh issue. They are: recognition of Bangladesh by West Pakistan, 

unconditional release of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, withdrawal of the invading army 

and compensation for all the losses suffered by the people at the hands of the Pakistan 

Army. 

Both Mr. Shahabuddin and Mr. Haque declared that "no longer are we unarmed, 

untrained, and unsupported" in the struggle against West Pakistan. 
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MISSION OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

9, Circus Avenue, Calcutta-I7. 

BANGLADESH 

There comes a time in the life of individuals when loyalty to a higher principle 

must take precedence over subservience to temporal authority. No Government has a 
prior claim to allegiance simply because it is a government. When it begins to violate 

elementary norms of civilized conduct and commits crimes against humanity-as the 
Government of Pakistan has done-it becomes a moral imperative to oppose it. And 

this is what Jefferson meant when he said that resistance to tyranny is obedience to 
God. 

I served the Government of Pakistan for nearly 22 years as a member of the 

Pakistan Foreign Service and served Pakistan loyally to the best of my knowledge. 

Even after the launching by the Pak Army of the present war of extermination of the 
citizens of Bangladesh. I continued to serve the Government. As all communications 

remained severed I had no authoritative information’s about what was happening in 
Bangladesh. The Pakistan Government put out bulletins about everything being 

normal or under control. The fact that thousands of panic-stricken wounded and 
maimed refugees crossed the border to India carrying blood-curdling tales of inhuman 

atrocities belied the Government claim. In the meantime reports of foreign and 
unbiased journalists who went deep inside Bangladesh and witnessed events at close 

range started pouring in and constituted an impartial source of information. The 

picture that emerged from these reports was grim and appalling. It proved beyond 

doubt that a cold-blooded genocide was underway. 

The moment of my decision came and I decided to join the suffering millions of 

Bangladesh who were resisting with their lives the barbarity of West Pakistan Army 
determined to reduce East Pakistan to a colony. 

The Government of Pakistan now is a military junta of West Pakistan desperate to 

retain its stronghold over the country. It has nullified the results of a free and fair 

election held under its own auspices only eight months back. It has chosen to mute the 

majority of the people by the most savage application of brute force. Its authority rests 

totally on its military strength and its control is limited by the range of its artillery. It 

has, therefore, lost even all pretences to legitimacy of power. It .has also destroyed the 

Pakistani nation. Pakistan lies buried under the mountain of corpses and the debris of 
destruction resulting from the military crackdown by the West Pakistan Army. 

Bangladesh which was once a golden land of affluence today has become a 

scorched land at the hands of barbarous hordes from West Pakistan. The mercinaries 

of Yahya- Hamid-Bhutto have been let loose on the unarmed and peace-loving, 

democratic-minded people of Bangladesh. Murder, loot, arson, rape are the order of 

the day now in Bangladesh. 
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Pakistani Army have killed and are killing our people, irrespective of cast and 
creed. They have pushed millions of people out of the country. Millions and millions 

of people within Bangladesh are running from one village to another for their lives, to 
escape humiliation, massacre and worst still, dishonor. Complete sense of mistrust, 

disbelief, fear, worry and anxiety are prevailing among the people. The stories of 

horrors and atrocities in Bangladesh are not unknown to you. 

Had the West Pakistani vested interests and their scion-the Army junta-considered 
Bangladesh to be a part of Pakistan they would not make Bangladesh a colony, they 

would not indulge in genocide, mass rape, arson and devastation. Now they want to 
make the world believe that Bengalis are secessionists. The Six-point Programme, 

with which General Yahya did not find any fault during and after election, was 
suddenly discovered on the 26th of March, 1971 to be an anti-State programme. It is a 

joke that though after the election Yahya declared that it was absolutely fair and free, 
on the 26th of March he announced that Awami League got the support of the people 

by threat and coersion. He forgot that he was himself admitting that his regime failed 

to maintain law and order during election. It is a joke of the century that the man 

whom he mentioned as the "Future Prime Minister of Pakistan" turned a 'traitor' 

overnight. 

The barbarity and the atrocities could not cow down the spirit of the Bengalis. A 
nation which believed in Constitutional movement suddenly was pushed to a war. 

Now, Bangladesh is at war, a war of liberation. The people of Bangladesh are 
determined and united to liberate the motherland from the hands of the West Pakistan 

occupation forces. To organise and streamline the whole freedom struggle the elected 
representatives met on April 12, 1971 and formed the Government of the people's 

Republic of Bangladesh. All the progressive political parties of Bangladesh have 

given their allegiance to this Government. The liberation army bas kept the enemy 

engaged in all sectors. The regular troops, the guerillas, the commandos, and the hit-

and-run fighters are inflicting heavy casualties on the enemy. Thousands and 

thousands of young men are rushing to the youth camps every day after slipping away 

from the clutches of Yahya's butchers. They are preparing themselves for the final 

thrust. We are determined. We stand for truth, for human dignity and for democracy. 

So, we are confident of our success. 

Pakistan is advancing the argument that this is an internal affairs of its own. But is 
it so, when peace in this part of the world is going to be disturbed, when a nation-with 

its far-flung geographical boundary, distinct language, literature, culture, heritage, 

hopes and aspirations is sought to be crushed? 

Does it not sound a crude joke in the wake of the Pakistan barbarity-when millions 
irrespective of their caste and creed, are being killed, being uprooted from their health 

and home, when women are being raped, when the intelligentsia and the youths are 
being combed out and murdered? 

 
 

Dated 
September 9, 1971. 

                                                           

(M. Hossain Ali) 
High Commissioner for Bangladesh   

in India 
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MINUTES OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF MEETING 

HELD ON 13.9.1971 

 

Present: (1) Director-External Publicity Ministry and Foreign Affairs, 

Government of India. 
(2) Director-U.N.'s Desk of India 

(3) Director General, All India Radio 
(4) Director-Govt. Publicity Division 

(5) Director-Television dealing 

(6) Principal Advisor to the Govt. of India 

(7) Dy. Director, PIB, Calcutta 

(8) Mr. M. A. Samad, Defense Secretary, Govt. of Bangladesh 

(9) A. P. A., Bangladesh Mission. 

 

Presided over by the Public Relations Advisor, External Publicity Division, Govt, 

of Bangladesh. 

 

Discussions were held on varied subjects ranging from release of press release up 

to the mobilization of artists, teachers and intellectuals of Bangladesh. 

 

1.(a) About Bulletin : -It Was suggested that all bulletins including war bulletin 

from Govt. of Bangladesh should be issued before 3.30 p.m. and should be sent to the 

Delhi through PIB teleprinters before they are locally released to the press. 

(b) In case and if it is not extremely urgent, issue of bulletin after 3-30 p.m. should 

be carried over for the next day. 

(c) Mr. M. Maqsood Ali, APA was nominated as liaison from our side to keep 

contact with Mr. Roth of PIB for this purpose. Both were-present in the meeting and 

have first- hand knowledge of the arrangements. 

2. Details of necessary documentation to be carried by Bangladesh U. N. 

Delegation were discussed. Mr. Dikyit made generous contribution by suggesting the 

necessary articles which are to be carried by the delegation with them. They are: - 

a) Recorded version of leaders. 

b) History of Bangladesh from December ‘70 to March ’71. 

c) Documents justifying the struggle and analyzing the basic aspect of denial of 

rights to the peoples of the Bangladesh in course of last 23 years. 
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d) Taped interviews with refugees. 

e) Tapes of important events in Bangladesh, if any, 

f) Selective interviews of important foreign dignitaries. 

g) Film on genocide. 

h) Mr. Zahir Raihan's documentary films after proper editing. 

i) Pathans' personal interview-film if possible. 

 

Director General of A. I. R. has been very kind to place services of an engineer-a 

programme man at the disposal of Mr. Moudud Ahmed from our side to tape these 

interviews. He also assured us that Mr. D. K. Sen Gupta; Station Director will be 

available for all possible help in this direction. 

3. Artists and intellectuals:- Discussion on the aspect of rehabilitation and fruitful 

utilization of services of Bangladesh artists and intellectuals were have hold in detail. 
Friends participating in the discussion said that this meeting should not discuss the 

aspects of teachers and intellectuals; because a separate team is expected to move in 

Calcutta at a later date to discuss this subject. But the aspect of utilization of talents of 

artists were deliberated upon quite exhaustively. The chair gave a detailed background 

of the activities of Bangladesh artists in India. The following facts were placed before 

the meeting:- 

(a) Names of organisation of artists and intellectuals. The total number is 5. 

(b) The reason for so many organizations were explained. Since the Govt. could 

not provide subsistence to all artists or utilization their talent they had to mobilize 

themselves for enhancement of Bangladesh cause and earning subsistence on the 

individual initiative. 

(c) The conflicting interest among artists were also explained. But emphasizes 

was laid on the common objective prevalent in all of this i. e. liberation of 

motherland. Then listening to these backgrounds the meeting wanted to discuss and 

final out purposeful ways of mobilization of talent. In course of this discussion, the 

following suggestions were made by different participants:- 

     (ii) Whether there is any possibility of dividing artists into 5 groups such as : 

(a) A group responsible for holding cultural functions for youth camps and refugee 

camps. 

     (b)  A group responsible for entertainment of army and guerilla bases. 

(c)  A group to undertake travel to all the cities of India to propagate and project 

the 

Bangladesh issue among the people of India. 

(d)  A group to feed Radio Bangladesh. 

(e)  A group to propagate and project the Bangladesh issue abroad. 

     (iii) Whether Govt. can exercise its influence on this organisation to keep their 

      individual activities under suspension till liberation is complete. 

Suggestions were offered to plan out the specific projects and proposals with this 
purpose in end and they assured that fund will be no problem. 
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Prior to doing all these things essential suggestions are:- 

(a)  Registration of all artists with the Govt. of Bangladesh. 

 (b)  Constitution of a committee to study the possibility of all these proposals 

under the auspicious of Ministry of Information and broadcasting. It was 

suggested that our friends should meet the cross action of our artists to-day 

(14.9.71) at 5 p.m. in the Mission premises. They are kindly agreeable to the 

proposals. 
 

The entire situation obtaining in Bangladesh came up for review. The question of 
channelizing the detailed information of operation deep inside Bangladesh was also 

discussed by the way of a suggestion made from the chair with regard to the 
formation of nucleus news organisation in the shape of an Agency. However, no 

specific decisions were taken in this regard. The meeting was adjourned till 3 p.m. to-
day. 

 

A suggestion was put forward by APA for making Radio Pakistan monitoring 

report available to us. The Director General A.I.R. kindly noted it and assured all 

possible help. 

 

Copy to:- 

1.   Ministry of Information and Broadcasting 

2. Foreign Minister 

3. Foreign Secretary 

4. High Commissioner, Calcutta 

5. Mr. Samad, Defense Secretary 

6. Deputy Director, P.I.B., Calcutta 

7. Mr. Moudud Ahmed 
8. A. P. A. 
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING (SECOND) HELD 

ON 14.9.1971 AT 4 P.M. 

Present: 

1. Director-General, All India Radio. 
2. Director, External Publicity Division, Government of India. 

3. Director. All India Radio (Telev. Sec.). 

      4. Prof. M. Khaled, MNA, Editor, External Publicity Division, Government of 

     Bangladesh. 

5. Mr. M. A. Samad, Secretary (Defense), Government of Bangladesh. 
6. Mr. Moqsood Ali, Assistant Press Attache, Bangladesh High Commission. 

 

Mr. Taheruddin Thakur. MNA, Public Relations Adviser, External Publicity 

Division, Government of Bangladesh, presided over the meeting. 

Mr. M. .A. Samad while initiating the discussion apprised the meeting how the 

people inside Bangladesh, in India, in West Pakistan and abroad are fed with 
information’s about the liberation struggle. He stressed on coordinated and unified 

projection for more affective results. Mr. Samad suggested that, live broadcast in 

news bulletin should be arranged so that Radio Bangladesh can use latest news. 

Present arrangement in that news for the evening transmission are to be recorded 

within 3 p.m. Mr. Samad informed that presently 5/6 hours programme are being 

broadcast daily in 3 transmissions and there are 37 members in the staff of the Radio. 

He further informed that the radio programme, particularly in the evening are being 

disturbed, almost joining, regularly. Mr. Samad suggested that Indian talents may he 

utilized in preparing scripts. 

Mr. Moqsood Ali suggested that to know the trend of the Urdu Press, 
arrangements should be made to get the summary of their views. 

He was advised to talk to Mr. Ray on this. 

Mr. Taheruddin Thakur in summing up the discussion agreed that the Radio 

programme is up to the expectation of the people but could be further improved. 

To bridge-up this he suggested that the programme should be extended and 

programme organizers from both the sides should sit in coordinating at least twice in a 
month. For the overall improvement he proposed that another studio, to more tape 

recorders, library facilities should be arranged. The present arrangements in two 
studios and on three tape recorders not only consume longtime but tell upon the 

efficiency of the workers. Accommodation, he said, has become a great problem. Mr. 
Thakur put 
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stress on further arrangements to accommodate the workers at least with minimum 

amenities. 

Mr. Thakur drew the attention of the D. G. to the A. I. R. News Bulletin (in 

English) where in a term 'designated' is used against Bangladesh Ministers, (example: 

Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed, Prime Minister designate, People's Republic of Bangladesh) 

D.G., A. I. R. assured to take up these matters with higher authorities. He 
emphasized that Radio Bangladesh should retain its character by all means. 
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September 14, 1971. 
 

M. HOSSAIN ALI INAUGURATES EXHIBITION OF SKETCHES 
 

"I must compliment Mr. Subal Paul for arranging this timely exhibition which I 

am sure will go a long way in bringing out vividly the price in blood the people of 

Bangladesh are paying everyday to achieve independence for themselves" says Mr. 

M. Hossain Ali, High Commissioner for Bangladesh in India. 

Mr. Hossain Ali was inaugurating the Exhibition of Sketches by Mr. Subal Paul at 

the Academy of Fine Arts on September 14, 1971. 

As regards art and Mr. Subal Paul's paintings, Mr. Hossain Ali says even though 
critics may argue that art does not produce anything of strictly utilitarian character, it 

is, and has always been an indispensable need of humanity and also indispensable to 
civilization. It reflects the whole manner of a nation or a given period. The powerful 

strokes of brush in the dexterous hands of Mr. Subal Paul has precisely tried to 
achieve this in the context of what is happening today in Bangladesh. It is said that 

one of the main purpose of art is to give pleasure and to create beauty and in this 
Nature is the artist's inexhaustible source of inspiration. If that be so, then the 

paintings that we see before us would be a great disappointment to many, for the 

paintings of  Pual are not more outlines indicating a shape or a beautiful landscape, 

but a successful attempt at capturing the agonies of a nation of seventy five million 

people caught in ruthless war thrust upon them by an alien army of occupation. And 

his paintings assume added significance because in portraying the happenings in 

Bangladesh, he does so, as he describes it himself so aptly, to register his protest as a 

painter. 

Regarding the freedom struggle in Bangladesh the High Commissioner says by 

now, you and for that matter the civilized world, are aware of what happened and is 
still happening in Bangladesh. I would not repeat them here as to how it came to pass 

that a nation comprising a sizeable section of humanity became the victim of worst 

kind of brutalities in the hands of a military junta. The story is too familiar; the worm 

is aware of 
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the massacre of an unarmed and defenseless people in Bangladesh. However, let me 
tell you that by resorting to the wholesale slaughter of the simple and God-fearing 

people of Bangladesh, the Junta of West Pakistan has, in fact, set in motin a chain of 
events that has made the independence of Bangladesh not only an inevitability within 

a matter of time, but would also slowly but surely lead to the break-up of what is 

known today as West Pakistan. The military clique headed by Yahya Khan is already 

aware that it cannot hold captive, as it is trying desperately with the use of massive 

military fire-power and sophisticated weapons, the entire population of Bangladesh 

much longer. 

They stand thoroughly condemned today in the eyes of the civilized world; their 

economy which flourished on the exploitation of the riches of Bangladesh cannot 
sustain the mad and senseless war of extermination that they have waged on us; 

politically the provinces of West Pakistan are already raising their voice against the 
prospect of a continued military suppression and denial of civil liberties for years to 

come. The hand some foreign aid that they used exclusively to build the economy of 

West Pakistan and to maintain an ever-expanding military machine, is gradually 

coming to a trickle. The collapse of the military adventure in Bangladesh will also 

bring in its wake the crumbling of the economy of West Pakistan which is based on 

the 'military industry' ostensibly to fight India, but primarily to keep itself in power by 

suppressing the genuine aspirations of the people, and also to provide employment 

opportunities to its 'Martial Race'. 

Commenting on the activities of Mukti Bahini the High Commissioner says that 

our death-defying Mukti Bahini are already playing havoc with the enemy. The War 
of Liberation is gaining momentum every day. Our guerillas are killing large number 

of West Pakistan soldiers-they are disrupting their line of communication by blowing 

up bridges, snapping rail and road communication and also sinking boats and ships 

which the West Pakistan are using to carry their arms, ammunition and troops. Our 

guerillas are also systematically wiping out the collaborators inside Bangladesh. The 

morale of the Pak Army has gone down with the colossal loss of their men and 

material and they are compelled to fall back at different points. The Mukti Bahini is in 

control of large areas of Bangladesh and already the troops belonging to the so called 

'Martial Race' are panic- stricken and retreating. 

Politically, we are today united as never before. Although the Awami League won 
absolute majority in the elections, it has now, in the larger interest of the country, 

joined hands with other equally dedicated political parties whose aim is also total 

independence for Bangladesh, in order to ensure the participation of all shades of 

people and opinion to carry the liberation struggle to victorious conclusion. 

Thanking Mr. Paul and the Academy of Fine Arts for arranging the exhibition Mr. 

Ali said "A picture is worth a thousand words." 
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   No. PR/50.                               MUJIBNAGAR. 

Dated the 15th Sept, 71. 
 

 

IN REPLY TO PAKISTAN'S EXTRADITION 

MOVE AGAINST MR. FATEH. 

 

Commenting on a reported move by Pakistan seeking extradition of her former 

Ambassador in Iraq Mr. A.F.M. Abul Fateh, the Foreign Minister of Bangladesh 

Khandaker Moshtaque Ahmed said in Mujibnagar today that I feel amazed to learn 

that Pakistan Government has asked some country for extradition of Mr. A.F.M. Abul 

Fateh, Pakistan's ex-Ambassador to Iraq who switched over his allegiance to the 

legitimate Government of his motherland. Mr. Fateh has been charged for taking 

away Pakistan Embassy's money in Iraq. 

2. Mr. Fateh is one of those brave and patriotic sons of the soil who have 

responded to the call of the motherland to rise and protest against the barbarious 
atrocities being committed by the Pakistani military junta in exterminating the 

Bengali Nation. In taking away the Pakistan Embassy fund in Iraq, Mr. Fateh has only 

carried out the orders of the Bangladesh Government and has undertaken a timely 

exercise of redeeming a portion of the rightful share of Bangladesh in Pakistani funds 

and properties. This money is now at the disposal of the Bangladesh Government and 

will be used to strengthen the fight for freedom. 

3. In Pakistan, everything has gone wrong today. The colonialist junta of 

Pakistan cannot view a patriot of Mr. Fateh's stature in the right perspective. The 
Government of Bangladesh is ever eager to welcome such patriots to the fold of 

Mukti Bahini. Extradition move against such a patriot will only amuse the freedom-
loving people of the world. 
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Dr. A. R. Mallik, Vice-Chancellor of Chittagong University and leader of the 
non-official delegation from Bangladesh, attacked the 'self-styled guardians of 

Pakistan and Islam in Islamabad who had no qualms in going in for a mass 
annihilation of Bengalis. It was a blatant lie, he said, that the leaders of Bangladesh 

were responsible for the disintegration of Pakistan. The ruling clique in Islamabad 

would have to bear this responsibility. 

He said that the issue of Bangladesh had ceased to be an internal affair of Pakistan 
from March 26. Tracing the history of Pakistan and the constant tussle between the 

democratic forces in East Bengal and the despots in West Pakistan, he said with 
feeling that the people of Pakistan had never enjoyed the blessing of freedom and 

democracy as the Indian people had. Greedy army generals had replaced corrupt and 
communal politicians who together had ruled Pakistan for 24 years and created 

monopolies and cartels, which exploited the toiling millions. The first attack on the 
cultural and linguistic heritage of East Bengal was with the attempted imposition of 

Urdu as the national language. For six years, the people of Bengali fought this move 

and many were killed in the streets of Dacca. In the 11-year Ayub rule, 22 families 

acquired 60 per cent of Industrial assets, controlled 75 per cent of internal trade, and 

80 percent of bank advances were given to three per cent of account holders who were 

already minting money. Eighty per cent of foreign aid was spent on West Pakistan 

and less than 10 per cent on the East Wing which earned more than 70 per cent of 

foreign exchange for Pakistan. 
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 P/R No. 52 

Mujibnagar. 

September 21, 1971. 

 

BANGLADESH DELEGATION TO UN 

 

Government of People's Republic of Bangladesh announced the composition and 

names of the members of Bangladesh delegation to the United Nations General 

Assembly. The delegation will be led by country's Permanent Representative to the 

UN Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury. 

 

Mr. Justice Chowdhury who is also Bangladesh Permanent Representative in U. 

K. has already proceeded to New York from London. 
 

The following members of the delegation are proceeding from Mujibnagar to 
Delhi today en route to New York. 

 
1. Mr. M. A. Samad, MNA, Political Adviser to the Government of Bangladesh. 

2. Prof. Muzaffar Ahmed, Member of the Consultative Committee to the 
Government of Bangladesh. 

3. Mr. Phani Bhusan Mazumdar, MPA 

4.  " Serajul Haque, MPA 

5.  " Syed Abdus Sultan, MNA, Advocate 

6. " Fakir Shahabuddin, MPA 

7. " Mafiz Chowdhury, MNA 

8. " Ashabul Haque, MPA 

9. " A.F.M. Abul Fateh, Ambassador-at-large 

10." K. K. Panni, Roving Ambassadors to Far-East and South-East Asia. 

11. Dr. A. R. Mallik, Vice-Chancellor of the Chittagong University. 

 

M/S. M. R. Siddiqui, MNA, and Bangladesh Representative in USA, Rahman 

Sobhan, an economist and Ambassador Extraordinary for economic affairs, S. A. 

Karim, Bangladesh Deputy Permanent Representative in UN and A. M. A. Muhith, 
Counselor, Bangladesh Mission in USA are already in New York and who join the 

delegation there. 
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________________________________________________________________________ 

MUJIBNAGAR. 

Dated September 25, 1971. 

No. PR/54 

 
TOTAL INDEPENDENCE IS OUR GOAL. 

SAYS KHANDAKER MOSHTAQUE AHMED 

 

Khandaker Moshtaque Ahmed Bangladesh Foreign Minister warned against use 

of Bangladesh blood for the power block interest or to maintain political leverage. 

Reiterating the Government stand he emphatically declared that total 

independence is our goal. In a statement released to-day in Mujibnagar the Foreign 

Minister said that UN General Assembly Session has commenced. The freedom 

loving people all over the world are awaiting discussion and a decision about the fate 

of 75 million people of Bangladesh. Unfortunately a few Governments are trying to 

cloud the clear issue in order to preserve and perpetuate the interest of Yahya's 

colonialist junta. 

Some such powers have taken public positions with regard to Bangladesh issue 
and are advocating 'political accommodation', 'Settlement', 'reconciliation,' and 

'solution'. Our stand is too obvious. The stream of blood of the Bangladesh people 
should not be utilized for the sake of power-block interest or to maintain political 

leverage. 

Total independence is our goal. We urge upon those who are working contrary to 

the interest of the 75 million people of Bangladesh to please leave us to die for our 
freedom if they cannot give us anything to live on. 
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No. PR/55                                 

   Mujibnagar, 

September 25, 1971 

A KEY DOCUMENT 

The book "Bangladesh—Contemporary Events and Documents" is a compilation 

of the main events that took place in Bangladesh from March 1969 to April 1971 
leading to the present conflict and declaration of Independence of Bangladesh. This 

work presents the facts in positive terms without going into any analytical aspect to 
the situation. The book is the key document of 28 documents to be placed by the 

Bangladesh delegation to U.N. 

It has six chapters. Chapter I "COLONISATION" touches on the background of 

the creation of Pakistan and the colonization of East Pakistan, as it was then called, by 

the ruling class of West Pakistan. This has shown the cultural and political 

suppression and also the economic exploitation of the men and resources of 

Bangladesh. 

Chapter II "Demand for a Right to Live" includes two main documents, the six-

point formula of Awami League and the 11 point programme of the Central Student's 

Action Committee. 

Chapter III "The Second Martial Law": A Promise with a hidden meaning" relates 

the main documents showing how Ayub Khan after promising to hand over the power 
to the people's representatives, backed out and instead, illegally handed over the 

power to the Army in March, 1969. It includes Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's speech of 
March 10 at the Round Table Conference, General Ayub Khan's speech of March 12, 

1969 at the Round Table Conference and Gen. Ayub's letter to Gen. Yahya Khan 

handing over the power and Gen. Yahya Khan's address to the nation on the 

proclamation of second Martial Law on March, 1969. 

Chapter IV "Towards Democracy: The First General Election in Pakistan" shows 

that despite the Legal Framework Order which had imposed restrictions on the 
sovereignty of the Constituent Assembly and gave the president the power of veto 

with regard to the Constitution framed by the elected representatives of the people, 
Awami League being a 
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Constitutional Political Party had accepted the challenge and participated in the 
election. Besides the relevant provisions of the Legal Framework Order this chapter 

includes Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's election broadcast, the Manifestos of different 
political parties in brief, the results of the General Election and Awami League's 

Constitutional proposal. 

Chapter V "Design revealed: Army buys time to attack" relates mainly to the 

events that took place between March I and March 25. This chapter has shown how 
army played with the elected representatives of the people and bought time to launch 

their attack on the unarmed civilians of Bangladesh. It includes Gen. Yahya Khan's 
broadcast of March 6, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's speech of March 7 and the details of 

the negotiations that took place between Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and Gen. Yahya 
Khan till March 25 and the Army's attack with a plan to exterminate the Bengalis. 

Chapter VI "Bangladesh: a new Sovereign State" will show the establishment of a 

new Independent and Sovereign State. It includes broadcast declaring Independence 

on March 26, Gen. Yahya Khan's broadcast on March 26, the Proclamation of 

Independence, the Laws Continuance Enforcement Order and the establishment of 

Bangladesh Government. 
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BANGLADESH 

 ---------------------- A World Commentary 
From Autonomy 

To Independence 
 

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 
 

PREFACE 

 

The most heinous crime of civilization has been committed in Bangladesh. The 
Army rules of Pakistan have engineered complete decimation of Bengali Nation. The 

military machine of Pakistan has been let loose on 75 million unarmed, peaceful and 
democratic people of Bangladesh. 

The world conscience has been a mute spectator of all these tyrannical onslaughts 

on human civilization. 

Amidst this ocean of silence, some righteous world leaders specially the world 
fraternity of journalists have tried to stand by the norm of human dignity and 

civilization. Their observations and reporting’s have exposed Yahya's crime against 

humanity beyond any shadow of doubt. 

We have undertaken this publication to bring together the disjointed or forlorn 
pieces of truth. This is a small little garden of truths presented to the lovers of 

freedom and human dignity. 

The pieces have been so arranged as to offer an objective evaluation of events 

leading a constitutional movement for autonomy to a struggle for independence thrust 

on the people of Bangladesh by the Military Rules of Pakistan. Here we do not say 

anything of our own, but publish the truth as they are. 

 

We recommend this to the people of the world. 

 

Jai Bangla ! 

 

EXTERNAL PUBLICITY DIVISION 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 

GOVERNMENT OF BANGLADESH. 
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CONSTITUTIONAL MOVEMENT 
FROM AUTONOMY TO INDEPENDENCE 

Hundreds of thousands of Bengalis are being slaughtered. Murder, arson, looting 

and raping is the order of the day. Why? Because they voted for autonomy. Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, their beloved leader is on trial for committing "treason" because he 

won an election which has no parallel in democracies and further because he refused 

to compromise on the programme of autonomy for which the Bengalis voted from 
him. The Awami League is a democratic political party, firmly anchored in 

democratic and constitutional methods. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is devoted to 
democracy. He has an unflinching faith in democratic and peaceful politics. He sought 

to realize the demand of the people through non-violent means. 

The NEW YORK TIMES writes on March 28 "the resistance which began after a 

surprise attack on the civilian population by the Government forces three nights ago, 

sprang from a non-violent drive for provincial autonomy. The East Pakistanis tried to 

claim the majority political power they had won in the election last December and the 

army moved to prevent this." 

Along the same lines the BALTIMORE SUN writes on April 4, "the West 

Pakistan Army has shown every sign of being prepared to send its last soldier to more 

populous East Bengal, if necessary, in an all-out effort to shoot to death the results of 

last December s elections." 

Referring to Yahya Khan, THE GUARDIAN in an editorial of April 6, says 
"What he has done, and is doing, is to use his army to oppress the East Pakistanis and 

their chosen leaders. Not did negotiations collapse in any ordinary sense. The 
President did not want Sheikh Mujib to assume the power that his people had voted 

him. So the President 

reached for his gun"............... " The East Pakistanis are an impoverished people who 

are being punished for having- voted in a way that annoyed the President. By sending 
in the army he has shown himself to be not only careless of democratic rights, but a 

reckless ruler as well. The military intervention in East Pakistan was a deliberate act." 

THE GUARDIAN in its editorial of April 14, wrote, "the Bangladesh affairs is not 

a second Biafra or the fruits of more interminable wrangling between Delhi and 

Rawalpindi. It arose simply when a well-conducted, peaceful election produced a 

result the army could not stand. Sheikh Mujib himself has not, in any certain sense, 

declared Bengali independence. He was not asking essentially for more than the 

programme he legally fought and won the election on." 

Referring to the background of the present situation and the economic exploitation 

of the East by the vested interests of West Pakistan, the SUNDAY TIMES writes on 

April 18.... "the political programme of Sheikh Mujib's Awami League, over-

whelmingly endorsed by the people of East Pakistan in the recent elections, sought to 

correct these disparities by transferring control over economic policy from the Central 

Government to the Provinces. The response of Yahya Khan's Government was to 

unleash a reign of terror whose full dimensions are only gradually becoming known." 
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Sudan's daily EL SAHAFA also rejected the contention that the struggle in East 
Bengal was a separatist movement. It writes "the situation has now exploded for 

which General Yahya should be considered responsible. Mujibur Rahman is the true 
representative of the people of East Pakistan...............Mujibur Rahman's opinion is to 

be respected since he is the representative of true democracy. " 

Senator Willian Saxbe in his speech in the United States Senate on May 11, said 

"I could remind my colleagues that during the negotiations preceding the military 
blitz of March 25. the demand of the East Bengalis was not independence but 

autonomy or self- rule in domestic matters, such as policy and para-military forces, 
trade and commerce, tax and economic investment and the like." 

Senator Prank Church in his statement made in the United States Senate on May 

18, said, quoting THE NEW YORK TIMES referring to Awami League "this Bengali 

political party had just won an overwhelming mandate: 167 out of 169 seats assigned 

to East Pakistan in the 313-seat National Assembly, on a platform advocating greater 

political autonomy for the East." 

Once the election results were out the Pakistan army was reluctant to hand over 

power to the Bengalis, George Clark writes in KENSINGTON POST on June 11, 

1971, "Yet Bangladesh in the past five months has faced disasters which are truly 

titanic simply because the military government of Pakistan refused to recognize the 

result of a democratic election. It is as if Sir Malby Crofton and the Conservatives lost 

control of the Borough Council and refused to acknowledge the result of the election 

and called in the Guards!" 

About the status of Pakistan Government vis-a-vis the legitimacy of Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman the GUARDIAN in its editorial of June 14, 1971, 

writes,................"and even the Pakistan Government (by) overturning the verdict of 

the last elections is an usurper." 

John Pilger, International Correspondent of THE DAILY MIRROR London, 
writes on June 16, 1971, "the Bengalis have not seceded or rebelled. They are the 

majority in Pakistan and they took part in the country's first-ever elections and they 
overwhelmingly voted for Sheikh Mujib's Awami League, which won 167 of the 169 

Bengali seats in the National Assembly. The Sheikh's short-lived government was as 
democratically founded as Mr. Heath's government." Pilger further writes 

"Bangladesh was declared only after the generals, in panic invaded Dacca and began 
their rule of terror. A Parliamentary movement was put down by troops flown in from 

a thousand miles away." 

Mr. Ted Leadbitter, Labour M. P. in a letter to Mr. Salman Ali, Pakistan High 

Commissioner in Britain, wrote, "every report, every television account and every 
version on the situation in Bangladesh is in conflict with your propaganda"........"The 

blood-shed on your hands is there for everyone to see and no diplomatic nicety will 
prevent me from condemning the stupidity of your leaders, irresponsibility of your 

propaganda and the need to support a people who asked for nothing more than 
democracy. 
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Beirut Paper AL SHAAB says "in fact East Pakistan did not incline towards 
secession except when it was proved to her that the regime in the country did not 

depend on the will of the people but on the will of a domineering group living 1,000 
miles away. Who approves of living within such a country? Pakistan is an artificial 

construction and any artificial thing is doomed to vanish." 

TIME Magazine on August 23 writes, "though Mujib is accused of advocating 

secession for East Pakistan, the fact is that he did not want a total split-up of Pakistan 
and never declared independence until............after the bloodbath began." 

Lord Fenner Brockway of the House of Lords, England said in a statement "from 

a humanitarian view it has been greatest calamity in suffering since the bomb fell on 

Hiroshima. From a political view, it has been the most ruthless denial of democracy 

since Hitler. 

CONSPIRACY TO SABOTAGE DEMOCRACY 

Mr. Zulfiquar Ali Bhutto, Chairman of Pakistan People's Party, played the most 

suspicious role in the political drama of Pakistan. On his request, and disregarding the 

request of Awami League for an early session of the National Assembly, General 

Yahya summoned the Assembly on March 3, It is again Mr. Bhutto who was the first 
man to boycott the Assembly. Not only that, he also openly intimidated other 

members in West Pakistan from attending the Assembly. He threatened a "bloodbath" 
on this issue. In protest of the summoning of the session he called for a general strike 

all over West Pakistan, he threatened to launch a hartal from Khyber to Karachi; 
whereas Mr. Bhutto was a leader of a minority party in the National Assembly and 

secured majority seats only in the Punjab and Sind. On the one hand, he was 
demanding early transfer of power, democracy and constitutional Government and on 

the other hand, he was opposed to the idea of majority rule. 

Once the election results were out, both the army and Mr. Bhutto backed by the 

feudal lords and big business of West Pakistan were out to sabotage the whole 
prospect of democracy. Mr. Henry Bradsher in the Washington EVENING STAR of 

April 29, writes "from the time election results were in, Bhutto began trying to deny 
to the East the right to get the kind of constitution it wanted. Bhutto, a feudal landlord 

and former foreign minister with a brilliant but opportunistic career, had won in the 
West on socialistic promises to the poor. His obstructive man oeuvres against Rahman 

served the interests of the Western elite, however, rather than the poor. " 

THE TIMES, London, July 20, writes, "Mr. Bhutto's argument was that the 

Awami League could not reasonably expect, even on the basis of its absolute majority 

in the assembly (where it won 167 seats), to dictate terms to the whole of Pakistan 

when it was represented in only one half. It was a pretty thin argument. But it had just 
enough legal and constitutional substance to provide the President with an excuse to 

postpone the meeting of the constituent assembly that was planned for March 3." 

The military government, although it allowed elections, never intended to hand 

over real power to the people. Their calculation was that once elections were held 

different 
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parties would share the seats, there would be political chaos in the country and they 
would be able to discredit politicians once again to perpetuate their rule. But the 

election results shattered their plan. The promise to transfer power which Yahya Khan 
made soon after he came to power, as only a care-taker government, a promise with a 

hidden meaning. 

A West Pakistani leader and President of National Awami Party of Pakistan, Khan 

Abdul Wali Khan, in an interview with the Afghan paper NEW WAVE (as reported 
in The STATESMAN, India of August 19) said, "President Yahya Khan had been 

misled by the army intelligence into the belief that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's Awami 
League would not fare well in the elections. According to intelligence information, 

Quyyum's Muslim League was expected to win 70 seats, Daulatana 40, Bhutto 25, 
National Awami Party 35 and Mujib's Awami League only 80. It was on the basis of 

this information that President Yahya Khan agreed to make the public promise that 
power would be transferred to the elected representatives. It was a gamble that failed, 

but the military junta was refusing to accept the consequences." 

The GUARDIAN, London on July 6, describes the attitude of Pakistan army, 

"there in three sentences is the true Pakistani army attitude. Callous, careless of life, 
indiscriminate of slaughter: and, at heart sickeningly supercilious." 

NEWSWEEK Magazine in a cover page story under the heading "Bengal: the 

murder of a people" on August 2, 1971 writes "suddenly it seemed that Bengal's time 

had come. But at it turned out, Mujib's platform of economic and diplomatic 

autonomy for the East was too great a threat to be endured by Punjabi Leaders. 

Unwilling to play second fiddle to Mujib, West Pakistan's popular politician, the left 

leaning. Zulfiquar Ali Bhutto refused to participate in the new Parliament. And in the 

end President Yahya abruptly postponed the opening of the Assembly indefinitely. 

In a cever-story published on August 2, 1971, TIME Magazine said, the election 

victory meant that Mujib, as the leader of the majority party, would be Prime Minister 

of all Pakistan. 

It was something that Yahya had simply not anticipated. He and his fellow 
generals expected that Mujib would capture no more than 60% of the East Pakistan 

seats, and that smaller parties in the East would form a coalition with West Pakistani 
parties, leaving the real power in Islamabad. Mujib feared some sort of double-cross: 

"If the polls are frustrated," he declared in a statement that proved horribly prophetic, 
the people of East Pakistan will owe it to the millions who have died in the Cyclone to 

make the supreme sacrifice of another million lives, if need be, so that we can live as 

a free people. " 

A PRE-MEDITATED PLAN": POWER. WAS NOT TO BE HANDED OVER: 

That Yahyas military regime never intended t6 hand over power to the peoples 
representatives is further evident from the fact that it had been planning an attack 

upon the people of Bangladesh for a considerable time. While discussions were going 
on after the elections in December, 1970 the Army was preparing through all these 

months, in meticulous detail, a plan of how and when to launch an attack to crush the 

new democratic forces of the country. 
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Sidney Schanberg writes in the NEW YORK TIMES on March 28, "but the bits 
and pieces that have come to light make it clear that the power establishment in the 

West never intended to let Sheikh Mujib win a single measure of autonomy for East 
Pakistan. He writes on the same day, "troops were flowing in daily from West 

Pakistan and many Bengalis began to believe that the negotiations were being 

deliberately prolonged to give the Government in West Pakistan time to get heavy 

reinforcements to the East." 

John Woodruff writer in THE BALTIMORE SUN on March 30, under the headline 

"Yahya's planned attack in East Pakistan".............................. "but that condition (the 
minor technicality on which Yahya abandoned the talks with Mujib) is not naive, its 

disingenuous. It will make the whole purpose of the talks look like a delaying action 
while they (the Pakistan Army Generals) flew in more troops from West Pakistan". 

He goes on, "the comment was not the first serious suggestion that the talks were a 
delaying action. One well connected traveler arriving in Dacca from Karachi shocked 

newsmen a week before the conflagration by reporting that to Generals he regarded as 

highly reliable had told him that the Army's plan was to pull the Bengali leadership 

into believing the talks could succeed, then to crackdown without warning". He 

further goes on to say "the events could be described only as a carefully coordinated 

premeditated attack on a basically defenseless populations in an attempt to crush a 

movement whose main tactics had been non-violent non cooperation.......General 

Tikkas predecessor, a man known among Bengalis for his understanding of their 

movement, left Dacca and returned to West Pakistan with no public explanation. 

Bengalis who knew him said, he resigned when he was ordered to make preparations 

for a military crackdown, soon after the initial Assembly postponement was 

announced on March 1." 

THE GUARDIAN in its editorial of March 31, says "while he (Yahya) negotiated 

with Mujib, his Generals planned carnage." 

THE BALTIMORE SUN on April 4 writes, "Clues as to how coolly the West 

Pakistanis had calculated their plan to shoot and burn the Bengalis into submission are 
provided by the personal actions of some West Pakistani politicians at the Hotel 

Intercontinental on the night the holocaust started. 

THE NEW YORK TIMES on April 4 also confirms the same............. "It is clear 

now that the West Pakistanis never meant the talks to succeed, that they dragged them 

out only to buy the time to get enough troop reinforcements over from West Pakistan 

to launch the attack." 

Henry Bradsher reports in the EVENING STAR of April 29, "the cyclone might 

not have taken its full toll yet" This revealing remark was made by Mr. Zulfiquar Ali 

Bhutto during a March 4 interview. It showed that West Pakistan's military-bureaucrat 

landlord elite Was willing to shed blood to keep control of East Pakistan. Three weeks 

later, last Thursday, the bloodshed began....." 

LE MONDE of France agrees with this judgment by saying "far from looking for 
a compromise, even one which would be favorable to the Central Government against 

the Bengal autonomists. Yahya Khan is stepping up repression which has now 
reached such a pitch of brutality that one wonders if it was not premeditated." 
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Senator William Saxbe in his speech in the United States Senate on May 11, said, 
"Behind the smoke-screen of the negotiations, the strength of the largely Punjabi West 

Pakistan Army was increased, and its full force was unleashed on unarmed Bengalis 
in a manner and on a scale which Dr. Rohde and many other eye-witnesses had 

described as a variable bloodbath, mass slaughter and genocide." 

THE TIMES, London on July 20, says "There is not much doubt that by the 

middle of March the use of armed force, as a final option was firmly implanted in the 
minds of the President and his advisers. A large scale air lift of troops from the West 

Wing-though absolutely denied by the military authorities in Dacca was carried out 
clandestinely throughout the month." 

NEWSWEEK Magazine in a cover page story under the heading Bengal: The 

Murder of a People' writes on August 2, 1971 "weeks before the Yahya-Mujib 

meeting actually took place the President and his right-hand man Lt. Gen. Tikka Khan 

were already mapping out plans for Mujib's arrest, the dissolution of Awami League 

and the slaughter of Bengali nationalists." 

The Magazine further writes "Tikka Khan apparently pursuaded Yahya to buy 

time for the Army to build up its strength in Bengal. Accordingly, Yahya made his bid 

for discussions with Mujib. And while the two leaders talked-and Bengalis as well as 

the world at large looked for a compromise that might save Pakistan-the army pulled 

off a logistics coup. Flying the long over-water route around Southern India with 

Boing 707s commandeered from Pakistan International Airways, the Army doubled 

its troops strength in Bengal to 60,000 men. When Tikka gave the word that all was 

ready, Yahya flew out of Dacca. And that very night, the bomber of Baluchistan 

(Tikka Khan) unleashed his troops" 

TIME Magazine published on August 2, 1971: 

"With the constitutional assembly scheduled to convene in March, Yahya began a 

covert troop build-up flying soldiers dressed in civilian clothes to the East at night. 
Then he postponed the assembly, explaining that it could not meet until he could 

determine precisely how much power and autonomy Mujib wanted for the East. 
Mujib had not espoused full independence, but a loosened semblance of national unity 

under which each wing would control its own taxation, trade and foreign aid. To 
Yahya and the generals, that was unacceptable. On March 25, Yahya broke off the 

meetings he had been holding and flew back to Islamabad. Five hours later, soldiers 
using howitzers, tanks and rockets launched troop attacks in half a dozen sections of 

Dacca." 

TIME Magazine of August 23 writes, "In last December's elections for a 

Constitutional Assembly, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's Awami League won an 
overwhelming 167 of 169 seats in the East. That was enough to guarantee Mujib a 

majority in the 313-seat National Assembly, and ensured that he would have become 
Prime Minister of Pakistan. It was also enough to alarm President Yahya Khan and 

the West Pakistan establishment, which has run the geographically divided country 
since its partition in 1947. Yahya and Co. feared that Mujib's ascendancy would mean 

far greater 
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autonomy for the long-exploited East Pakistanis, and the Pakistan army ruthlessly 
moved to crush the Bengali movement. 

Finally, David Loshak analyses in SUNDAY TELEGRAPH of April 4, the Pakistan 

army elite's character and design to crush democracy. "These men never believed in 

the democratic process that Yahya set in motion. They did hot" believe in it because 

they were not democrats by nature, by upbringing or by belief, but autocratic, 

patriarchal and partician. Contemptuous of the mob, more of the 18th century than the 
20th, they realized that their whole future as the dominant group in Pakistan was 

threatened by a peaceful transition to civilian Government like the one which only a 
month ago, seemed (but never was) so near. To them, the precisely phased 

programme that President Yahya Khan and his civilian Cabinet devised for the 
transfer of power to a elected assembly, was never more than a cloak for the realities 

of the power structure in Pakistan. They were counting on December's election 
results. This would have provided the most legitimate excuse for prolonging military 

rule. Instead it gave absolute majority to one man and one party the East Wing leader 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and his Awami League. From that day, December 7. the 

Generals and Colonels knew what they had to do. It was then simple a matter of 

waiting for an excuse.........By then the army had a carefully laid contingency plan. Its 

intelligence network had thoroughly infiltrated the Awami League. Clearly, the final 

preparation must have been in train, under the direct personal guidance of Lt. Gen. 

Tikka Khan, President Yahya's new Martial Law Administrator, even as the President 

was having the last rounds of constitutional talks with Sheikh Mujib." 

"Even as he conferred with Mujib. President Yahya must have known of the 
preparation that the army was taking. It seems hard, on the evidence of the sequence 

of events, to acquit the President of charges of the deepest treachery." 

GENOCIDE 

An overwhelming majority of the world is more than convinced today that Gen. 

Yahya Khan and his Government is guilty of genocide. His occupation Army's 

mission has been "to kill and burn every Bengali." Plans were drawn out and executed 

in meticulous detail to destroy a nation and a people. Article II of the Genocide 

Convention defines this crime as "acts committed with intent to destroy in whole or in 

part, a national, ethnical, racial, or religious group by killing or causing serious bodily 

or mental harm to the members of the group......." Today in the occupied areas anyone 

who asserts that he is a Bengali will be shot out of hand by the Punjabi army and 

equally anyone who owns to being a Hindu will be eliminated. The extent of atrocities 

that has been committed has no paralled in modern history. 

How this operation of deliberate genocide started was written by almost all the 

foreign correspondents who were present in Dacca till they Were expelled on march 

26 and the others who have been to Bangladesh after the military launched its attack. 

This is how, according to them, it all began: 

Henry Bradsher in WASHINGTON STAR said "the Army seized control of 
Dacca on Thursday night and gunfire including heavy artillery was heard till late on 

Friday morning. Huge fires burnt in the direction of the Dacca University." 
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The AFP Correspondent Brian May said.........." the intensity of ringing gunfire 
that raged all night and continued sporadically throughout Friday made it seem likely 

that the death toll in the city ran into several thousands... It appeared that the Army 
had disarmed the Police force which consists mainly of Bengalis." 

Robert Kaylor of UPI said "soldiers carrying torches are seen going towards the 

office of 'the People" newspaper near the Hotel. There is some shouting and firing and 

the office is set on fire.......... Huge columns of smoke rise from the direction of the 
University. If troops have attacked with heavy weapons, the carnage will be 

tremendous. The students at the University are crammed into dormitories that hold 
about 400 each." 

Michael Clayton of BBC reported "the troops carried out a ruthless operation on 

Thursday night to intimidate the people of Dacca." 

Simon Dring, another eye-witness, of the DAILY TELEGRAPH, London, wrote 
on March 30, "caught by surprise, some 200 students were killed in Iqbal Hall when 

their rooms were sprayed with Machinegun fire.....the military removed many of the 

bodies but the 30 bodies still there could never have accounted for all the blood in the 

corridors of Iqbal Hall. He further said "people asleep in the Bazar were shot In the 

morning the victims were still lying there with rugs on them, as if they were still 

sleeping. On the morning of March 26 the firing stopped and silence prevailed all 

over Dacca. Suddenly the city was again filled by troops and for 11 hours they went 

about systematically destroying the entire old city of Dacca". He further said "the 

Army shot every person in the old city and burnt people inside their homes. The 

biggest massacre was in the Hindu locality. The army then rushed to its next target, 

the centre of Sheikh Mujib's supporters The carnage continued tin the night". (Simon 

Dring was a Journalist who escaped the expulsion of 26th night and hid himself in one 

of the rooms of the Hotel Inter-continental. On morning of March 27 when the 

unannounced curfew was withdrawn Dring had a look at the killing and destruction 
with his own eyes.) 

Peter Hazelhurst of THE TIMES, London, quoting a student who survived three 

days of carnage in Dacca University, said "some people were ordered to dig a huge 

grave. The Pakistani soldiers told 8 or 9 bearers to sit down. After a while they were 

directed to stand and line up near the grave. The guns fired again and they fell next to 

the bodies of my friends". 

John Woodruff writes in THE BALTIMORE SUN on March 30 under the 

headline 'Yahya planned attack on East Pakistan', "the first Radio broadcast 

announcing a curfew was made in mid-morning, 8 hours after foreign newsmen 

watched soldiers turn a jeep- mounted Machinegun without warning on 15 empty 

handed youths who walked towards them slowly, shouting defiance". 

Michel Laurent of Associated Press reports in NEW YORK POST "touring the 
still burning battle areas Saturday and yesterday, one found the burnt bodies of some 

students still in their dormitory beds. The tanks had made direct hits on the 
dormitories. A mass grave had been hastily filled in at the Jagannath Hall, 200 

students were reported killed in Iqbal Hall. About 29 bodies were still on the ground 
and in the dormitories". 
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Louis Heren of THE TIMES, London writes on April 2 "the Pakistan Army is 
alleged to have waged a war of genocide in East Pakistan. The objective is said to be 

the elimination of the political and intellectual leadership, and it might well have been 
achieved". The conclusion drawn was that "East Pakistan would be without Political 

and intellectual leadership for at least a decade and perhaps a generation. The Bengali 

soldiers and officers here in Pakistan Army were being dis-armed by the West 

Pakistanis weeks before they launched the attack.. 

Mervyn Jones wrote in THE NEW STATESMAN on April 2 "President Yahya 

Khan's thanks have been ordered into destructive action, no holds barred against the 
people of East Pakistan; and, in grim logic the enemy must be the whole people 

because they had declared this with rare unanimity for demands of self rule." 

THE EVENING STANDARD of London writes on April 8 "Bengalis were being 

killed in their thousands. The Army was rounding up people and machinegunning.... 

them they were shot from behind like dogs". 

Michael Hornsby writes in THE TIMES of July 20 "that the army conducted a 

systematic persecution of an important segment of the population of East Pakistan 

there can no longer be any reasonable doubt". 

DAILY TELEGRAPH “in an editorial of April 12 wrote "what is going on is less 

a civil war or the suppression of a rebellion than a colonial war of conquest. Strict 
censorship and the expulsion of all foreign correspondents make it impossible to say 

whether the instances of brutality reported by many eye-witnesses are typical but 
enough has been to arouse the worst fearst." 

David Loshak reports from Sylhet, Bangladesh in the DAILY TELEGRAPH of 

April 15 "almost the entire population of 700,000 had fled into the surrounding 

countryside leaving the streets to the helpless old and crippled, the corpses to wild 

dogs and vultures.  

Bloated corpses floated in the Surma river which flows through Sylhet. They were 

testimony to the night of March 26, 1971 when the West Pakistani troops burst into 

the city and launched a campaign of looting and slaughter. Special units were 

assigned to the killing of doctors and advocates, Journalists, teachers and other 

professional people" 

THE NEW STATESMAN, London writes on April 16 "if blood is the price of a 

people's right to independence, Bangladesh has over paid..... Piously required, as third 
world countries always are by the West to make their demands known through the 

ballot box, they did so. They won an absolute majority in the all-Pakistan Assembly. 

It was the first General Election the country had held and the result came as a 

considerable shock Faced with this the Islamabad Government of Yahya Khan whose 

strength is based on an Army from which the Bengalis are excluded, panicked and 

Islamabad fidgetted. The result was carnage". 

Sydney Schanberg in THE NEW YORK TIMES of April 17, 1971 quoting a 

wounded 90 year old Second Lieutenant of the Pakistan Army who subsequently 
escaped, writes, "through a window he saw 60 Bengali soldiers of the Regiment being 

taken off behind a 
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building, their hands in the air, by West Pakistan troops. Then he heard a sustained 
burst of firing and assumed that the Bengalis had been killed". 

The Steering Committee of the 'International Committee on the University 

Emergency' in a statement reported from New York and published in HINDUSTAN 

STANDARD, India of April 24 said "It was obvious that the University has been a 

major target. A premeditated massacre appears to have been conducted from a master 

list of victims prepared possibly as early as last fall. Leading teachers as well as 
artists, musicians and writers associated with Bengali literature and culture were the 

victims. It was genocide in its cruelest and most abject sense". 

Syria's AL-THAWRA called this action of West Pakistan troops as "an organized 

campaign of mass-killing in East Bengal". 

Dan Coggins, Correspondent of TIME Magazine was another newsman who Was 

expelled on 26th evening but subsequently became the first American journalist to 
visit Dacca by truck, bus and bicycle through less prominent routes. He wrote "the 

tales of brutality are seemingly endless. A young man whose house was being 

searched begged the soldiers to do anything, but to leave his 17 years old sister alone; 

they spared him so that he could watch them murder her with a bayonet. Col. Abdul 

Hai, a Bengali Physician attached to the East Bengal Regiment was allowed to make a 

last phone call to his family; an hour later his body was delivered to his home. An old 

man who decided his Friday prayers were more important than the curfew, was shot 

to death as he walked into a Mosque". 

The most revealing of all the reports, was that of Anthony Mascarenhas who in his 

4-page account in the SUNDAY TIMES on June 13 said "This is genocide conducted 
with amazing casualness". Mascarenhas was a guest of West Pakistan army in 

Bangladesh in April 1971 and toured the whole of the territory assisted by army 

officers. In. his despatch which came out under the heading "GENOCIDE" he writes 

"I think that in reality there is no contradiction in the Government's East Bengal 

policy. East Bengal is being colonized........President Yahya Khan is riding on the 

back of a tiger but he took a calculated decision to climb up there". 

"But the army is not going to pull out easily. The Pakistan Government's policy 

for East Bengal was spelled out to me in the Eastern command Headquarters at 
Dacca. It has 3 elements: 

(i)   the Bengalis had proved themselves 'unreliable' and must be ruled by West 

Pakistanis. 

(ii) the Bengalis will have to be re-educated along proper Islamic lines. The 

'lslamisation of the massess'-this is official jargon-is intended to eliminate 

secessionist tendencies and provide a strong religious bond with West 

Pakistan. 

(iii) when the Hindus have been eliminated by death and flight their property will 
be utilized as a golden carrot to win over the under privileged Muslim middle 

class. This will provide the base for erecting administrative and political 
structures in the future. This policy is being pursued with the utmost 

blatancy". 
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DAILY MIRROR says on June 14 "it is now clear that what has happened in East 
Pakistan is not just the suppression of an insurrection but mass slaughter". 

"the military Government of West Pakistan is waging a war of selective genocide 

and of starvation against 2 % of the human race-the 75 million people of Bangladesh." 

The SUNDAY TIMES, London on June 20 published a full page account titled" 

Pogrom in Pakistan" and confirmed the genocide that has been committed in 

Bangladesh by Yahya Khan's Government; "a new campaign of tenor has been 

unleashed in Bangladesh, killing teachers, journalists, writers, magistrates, doctors, 

Hindus and Awami Leaguers. Gestapo-like activities are rampant; this is chiefly the 

work of the Razakars- group of armed Biharis and armed forces personnel-who 

carryon, with the tacit approval of senior officers, extortion, kidnapping of girls, 

raping, prostitution, and other forms of related activities. In Agrabad Chittagong such 

a prostitution camp is run-the object being to provide girls for officers and during 

parties. 

Army intelligence has prepared a list of suspect. They are classified as white, gray 

and black. The whites are to be let loose, the greys fined and/or imprisoned and the 

blacks shot dead. Many suspects are arrested openly or called to the Cantonment for 

interrogation-then they are never heard of again. Many examples of such cases may 

be cited." 

Tony Clifton of NEWSWEEK Magazine writes on June 28 quoting John 

Hastings, a British Missionary in India for 20 years as saying "I am certain that the 
Pakistan troops have raped girls repeatedly, then killed them by pushing their 

bayonets up between their legs". Clifton concludes that this genocide was not 
haphazard but part of a calculated operation launched by the military rulers of 

Pakistan to exterminate Bengalis. 

Martin Woollacott of the GUARDIAN, London writes on June 28 in a despatch 

from Bangladesh "what can reasonably safely be asserted about the Comilla District is 
that there was killing, rape, looting and burning. " 

Sydney Schanberg who was expelled by West Pakistan Army on June 30 wrote on 

June 29 from Faridpur, Bangladesh "the Pakistan Army has painted big yellow H's on 

the Hindu shops still standing in this town to identify the property of the minority 

thousands of the population that it has made its special targets". 

Schanberg writes again on July 4 "does not the world realise that they (the West 
Pakistani soldiers) are nothing but butchers?' asked a foreigner who has been living in 

East Pakistan many years.’That they killed and are still killing Bengalis just to 

intimidate them, to make slaves out of them? That they wiped out whole villages, 

opening fire at first light and stopping only when they got tired?" 

THE HONG KONG STANDARD writes on July 5 "Yahya Khan's army has set a 

grisly new record in the bloody annals of the human race" 

Hassanein Heikal, Editor of AL-AHRAM, UAR wrote on July 9, "How Can we 

accept to remain silent about what happened in East Pakistan, when someone quarter 

of a million people were slain in the most tragic carnage of contemporary history?" 
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Anthony Lewise in NEW YORK TIMES on July 12 writes "the feeble Pakistan 
propaganda claim to be dealing only with 'miscreants' does not conceal the fact that 

the Army is killing and terrorizing on grounds of race and politics." 

On the conclusion of an extensive study tour of Bangladesh in June 1971, 10 

representatives of the World Bank submitted a joint report. Along with this report 

were submitted the observations of Mr. Hendrik Van der Heijen, Economist, Pakistan 

Division, IBRD, who said "the farmers are not coming to the cities, nobody goes out. 
Thousands of farmers have fled. Everything is abnormal there and it was a shattering 

experience" 

Mr. George Broussine wrote in LA POLITIQUE DE MATIN of France, "Of all 

the crime which trouble the world today, the most serious and the most disastrous for 

mankind is the one in Bangladesh." 

INTERNATIONAL HERALD TRIBUNE reports on July 21, 1971 "more than 
150 thousand East Pakistan refugees-nearly an of them Muslim-have fled into India's 

Tripura State in the past few month after a reported wave of village-burning and rape 

by Pakistani troops." 

TIME Magazine, in its issue of August 2, 1971, wrote: 

"The evidence of the blood-bath is all over East Pakistan. Whole sections of cities 

lie in ruins from shelling and aerial attacks. In Khalishpur-the northern suburb of 

Khulna, naked children and haggard women scavenge the rubble where their homes 

and shops once stood. Stretches of Chittagong's Hazari Lane and Maulana Sawkat Ali 

Road have been wiped out. The central bazar in Jessore is reduce to twisted masses of 

corrugated tin and shattered walls. Kushtia, a city of 40,000, now looks, as a World 

Bank team reported, "like the morning after a nuclear attack." In Dacca, where 

soldiers set sections of the old city ablaze with flamethrowers and then machine-

gunned thousands as they tried to escape the cordon of fire, nearly, 25, blocks have 

been bulldozed clear, leaving open areas incongruously amid jam-packed slums. 

Clare Hollingsworth writes in the DAILY TELEGRAPH on August 5, 1971 in a 

despatch from Dacca 'there has been little change in army methods during the past 4 

months .....the young men are quickly taken off in trucks for questioning in the nearest 

prison while the older men and women run away then they see the troops preparing to 

destroy houses with bulldozers." 

Senator Edward M. Kennedy in his statement made in the US Senate on April I 
said "it is a story of indiscriminate killing, the execution of dissident political leaders 

and students and thousands of civilians suffering and dying every hour of the day. It is 

a story of dislocation and loss of home. " 

Senator Saxbe in his speech in the U.S. Senate on May 11 quoted Doctor Rodhe, 
an eye-witness, as saying it is clear that the law of the jungle prevails in East Pakistan 

where the mass killing of unarmed civilians, the systematic elimination of the 
intelligentsia and the annihilation of Hindu population is in progress." 
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Over 200 members of the British Parliament including 11 Privy Councilors and 
over 30 former Ministers signed the following motion tabled in June 1971 accusing 

West Pakistan army of being guilty of genocide. 

"That this House believes that the widespread murder of civilians and the 

atrocities on a massive scale by the Pakistan Army in East Bengal, contrary to the 

United Nations Convention on Genocide signed by Pakistan itself, confirms that the 

military Government of Pakistan has forfeited all right to rule East Bengal following 
its wanton refusal to accept the democratic will of the people expressed in the election 

of December 1970: therefore believes that the United Nations Security Council must 
be called urgently to consider the situation both as a threat to international peace and a 

contravention of the Genocide Convention: And further believes that until order is 
restored under United Nations supervision the provisional Government of Bangladesh 

should be recognized as the vehicle for the expression of self determination by the 
people of East Bengal. " 

Edward Kennedy once again, after a one week tour of refugee camps of India said 

on August 26 "refugees told stories of atrocities, of slaughter, looting and burning and 

harassment and abuse by West Pakistan soldiers and collaborators........."we must 
demonstrate to the Generals of West Pakistan and to the people of the world that the 

United States has a deep and abiding revulsion of the monumental slaughter that has 
ravaged East Bengal." 

SITUATION INSIDE BANGLADESH 

Complete Collapse of Economy 

Since the West Pakistan army's crack-down on March 25, 1971 Yahya Khan has 

claimed again and again that normalcy has returned inside Bangladesh. This is far 

from the truth and many people suspect that Yahya Khan does not know at all what 

has been happening, in Bangladesh which he is claiming to have occupied. 

The World Bank Report says "people fear to venture forth and as a result 

commerce has virtually ceased and economic activity generally is at a very low ebb." 

"The first thing that struck one whether in Dacca or travelling in the countryside-is 
that there seem to be very few people about." 

After dark the situation is more unusual still. Most areas have curfews. Whatever 

the curfew hours, the streets began to clear in mid-afternoon and are completely 

deserted by dark." 

"For almost 3 months there was virtually no movement of jute, tea, or other 

exports from farm to factory or port, and very little from ports abroad." 

"Nowhere is vehicular traffic along the roads at more than 5 to 10% of normal 

levels. And, except for some fishing activities the waterways appear deserted. The 
country boats have disappeared'. 

The situation inside Bangladesh has not changed much since the reports of the 

World Bank Team came out in July 1971. 
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TIME Magazine said, in its cover story of 2nd August 1971, "Thus far the war has 
been officially misrepresented to the people of the West as a mere "operation" against 

"miscreants." Tight censorship allows no foreign publications containing stories about 
the conflict to enter the country. Even so, as more and more soldiers return home 

badly maimed, and as young officers are brought back in coffins (enlisted men are 

buried in the East), opposition could mount. The pinch is already being felt 

economically and there have been massive lay-off in industries unable to obtain raw 

materials for lack of foreign exchange. 

In other words the whole economy has completely collapsed. This is confirmed 
from the suggestion made in the study of the World Bank which reads "it is most 

unlikely that any significant movement in the direction of normality will occur until 
there is a drastic reduction in the visibility-and preferably, even the presence of the 

military and a re- establishment of normal civilian administration in East Pakistan". 

Army To Live Off The Land 

The West Pakistan Army has either burnt or looted the food stores and due to the 

complete dislocation of agricultural life the food situation has become very acute. 

Because of their failure in logistical supplies, the troops are always found to be 

desperate for their own survival. 

Patrick Keatly of THE GUARDIAN, London writes on April 15, 1971 "Orders to 
live off the land are being issued to Platoon, Company and Battalion commanders as 

they leave Dacca with their troops. 

It suggests that the logistical supply system has broken down and perhaps there is 

a problem of finance for the Central Govt. But it conjures up the unpleasant prospect 

of troops obtaining their food supply at the point of bayonets and clearly ushers in a 

new phase of what is becoming a savage military campaign." 

Famine 

Michael Hornsby writes in THE TIMES of London on June 24 "a serious famine 
is likely to begin in about 4 months and last for a year or more. Many thousands may 

die- certainly many more than in the refugee camps in India-and several millions 
could be weakened by malnutrition." 

Civil Administration 

Because of complete non-cooperation from Bengali civilians who are not assisting 

the West Pakistan army in any manner, Yahya Khan's regime has brought thousands 
of West Pakistanis to run the Govt. The SUNDAY TIMES of London writes on June 

20 "all Hindu and Awami League Bank accounts have been frozen and Dacca is 

patrolled by 3000 imported Punjabi Policemen." 

Schanberg writes on June 25 "the Pakistan Army is clearly in control of the city 
but normality the word the Government uses to describe conditions here-does not 

exist." 
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Sydney Schanberg of NEW YORK TIMES writes on July 13 : "In addition to the 
daily troops arriving the Govt, is bringing in wave upon wave of West Pakistanis to 

replace East Pakistanis in Government jobs. No Bengali is trusted with a responsible 
or sensitive post; even the man who cuts the grass of the Dacca Airport is a non- 

Bengali." 

DAILY TELEGRAPH of London writes on July 19, "the situation deteriorated 

during the last few weeks in Dacca largely as a result of the improved organisation 
and training of the urban groups of Bangladesh guerillas-the situation in East Pakistan 

is still so far removed from normal that the military Governor Gen. Tikka Khan and 
his staff are making frantic efforts to persuade the President to postpone his visit. " 

It is to be mentioned here that Tikka Khan was successful in doing so and Yahya 

Khan has not yet been able to visit Bangladesh for fear of his personal safety. 

People's Morale 

The Liberation forces enjoy the complete support of the people of Bangladesh. 

Despite the reign of terror continued by the West Pakistan army the morale of the 

people is very high. 

Clare Hollingsworth writes in the DAILY TELEGRAPH London on August, 9, 

1971 "the moment the Pakistan army is not around, the villagers express their 

sympathy with Bangladesh, but the moment they see a soldier they yell "long live 

Pakistan". One villager told me this is our life-saver." 

Occupation Armys Propaganda of A Civil War 

There is no positive evidence and certainly not in the so called White Paper 

published by Yahya Khan that Bengalis killed non Bengalis before March 25. This 

propaganda which the West Pakistan Army adopted subsequently has not convinced 

anyone either. 

On the contrary, Associated Press Correspondent Denois Neeld, who visited the 

forbidden city of Dacca during the news-blackout wrote in April 1971 "non-Bengali 

civilians from West Pakistan are taking advantage of the situation to loot and kill. The 

army however stands by or openly condones the violence launched by non-Bengalis. " 

THE TIMES of London writes on July 12, 1971 "a considerable propaganda effort 

has been made by the Pakistan Government to suggest not only that the army action 
was necessary to prevent the mass slaughter of Biharis but also that killings of non-

Bengalis took place on a substantial scale even before the army moved in. 

It is a pretty thin explanation. It is inconceivable had there been killings on the 

scale claimed that these would not have come to the eyes and ears of the many foreign 

journalists in East Pakistan until their expulsion en masse on March 26." 

Refugees: When will they return? 

Over 8 million refugees have crossed the border and are taking shelter in different 

areas of the neighboring country, India. They have left their homes out of fear and 
terror; 
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for sheer survival. Equally distressing are the conditions prevailing inside Bangladesh 
for those who could not escape and are under constant torture and a reign of terror. 

The GUARDIAN, London writes on June 14, in an editorial "Murder, the hope of 

shelter and fear have driven 4 or 5 million refugees from East Pakistan to India... ...in 

addition, left behind in East Pakistan at the mercy of Yahya's bayonets there are 

further millions of whom at least many thousands must be in tenor, misery and near 

starvation." 

Colin Smith wrote in THE OBSERVER, London on June 27 'the army is opening 

up reception centers for refugees wishing to return to East Pakistan from India. Mr. 

Bottomley and his party visited one of these camps and found 22 exhausted people. 

The Pakistanis were expecting 500 a day." 

Murray Sayle writes in July 71 in THE SUNDAY TIMES, London "the Pakistan 

Military regime recently repeated its claim that East Pakistan is rapidly returning to 
normalcy after its prolonged military operation........I spent a week touring one of the 

areas from which many thousands of refugees fled and found that this is untrue; that, 

in fact, a repulsive political system is taking shape which may well make it impossible 

for them (the refugees) to return." 

Reginald Prentice, a member of the British Parliamentary delegation which visited 

both Bangladesh and India wrote in NEW STATESMAN on July 16 "everywhere we 
went we questioned refugees at random; everywhere we were told similar stories. The 

army have come to their village or a nearby village. People were shot or mutilated, 
houses and farms burnt. Women were raped, the soldiers had looted or encouraged the 

non-Bengalis to loot Bengalis (and specially the Hindus). This was still happening. 
That is why they had left. They wanted to return, but only when it was safe, that is 

when Mujib said it was safe or when the army left'" 

The refugees include both Hindus and Muslims. The GUARDIAN of London 

writes on July 21, "there are 20,000 Muslim refugees at Kantala Camp 19 miles from 
Agartala and only 20 yards from the border. All of them came from villages just 

inside East Pakistan." 

The INTERNATIONAL HERALD TRIBUNE writes on July 21 "a party of 

foreign journalists who recently toured the remote areas of Tripura and Assam said 

many East Pakistan refugees told of looting and burning of Muslim villages and the 

rape of Muslim women by Pakistani soldiers." 

THE MUKTI BAHINI 

From Resistance to Victory 

The Mukti Bahini (Liberation forces), grown out of a spontaneous resistance from 

among the people of Bangladesh is now a well-organized force. It has grown both in 

strength and size. By all standards it has established itself as a capable liberation force 

and will, without any doubt, bring ultimate victory. The Mukti Bahini enjoys the 
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complete support of the population and continues to achieve more successes every 
day. The world is gradually recognizing this fact. 

David Loshak in a despatch from Sylhet writes in DAILY TELEGRAPH on April 

15 "their own losses have been so far, heavier but Bengalis in their thousands are 

continuing the fight and constantly replacing the dead. I found of their morale 

consistently high despite their desparate situation, and there is no doubt of their 

readiness to fight to the death". 

The SUNDAY TIMES of London writes on April 18 "the independence of Easi 

Pakistan is inevitable. What started as a movement for economic autonomy within the 

framework of united Pakistan has been irrevocably transformed by the wholesale 

slaughter of East Pakistani civilians into a movement that sooner or later will produce 

an independent East Pakistan-'Bangladesh is a matter of time." 

THE SUNDAY TIMES of London writes on June 20, 1971 "frequent grenade 
blasts rock Dacca, apparently the work of the Mukti Fouj. Most young people 

between the ages of 16 and 26 have joined the Mukti Fouj. Their widespread fear is 

that to be young in East Pakistan is to be killed. They mentioned the hope also that 

they may one day live in a free Bangladesh." 

Martin Woollacott writes in THE GUARDIAN, London on June 23 "but outside 

Dacca and not only in the border regions, the army still faces the almost impossible 
task of guarding a vulnerable communication system and rural economy against 

sabotage by the guerilla groups of Mukti Fouj who still have bases in the interior of 
the Province." 

Clare Hollingworth writes in the DAILY TELEGRAPH of July 6 referring to the 

West Pakistani troops vis-a-vis freedom fighters "but the position of the armed forces 

grows more difficult everyday as the training and efficiency of the Bangladesh 

guerillas increase." She further writes in the same despatch from Dacca, "and unless 

dramatic efforts at conciliation are made and made soon, Bangladesh will become an 
independent state whether it takes the guerillas 5 years or even a decade to make their 

points; for they have the everwhelming support of the population as the 96% vote in 
the election for Sheikh Mujibur Rahman suggests." 

Sydney Schanberg of NEW YORK TIMES wrote on July 13 "outside Comilla not 

long ago the guerillas blew up a rail bridge, a repair train was sent out with armed 

guards. The guerillas attacked the repair train in broad day light, killing the firemen 

and taking a hostage. The train sped back into town." 

Schanberg writes again on July 15 after he was expelled from Dacca "guerillas (of 

the Mukti Bahini) have recently carried out several raids in and around Dacca, 

knocking out Power Supply Stations, attacking on Ordnance Factory and damaging a 

plant that Was converting motor launches into gun boats for the army. This 

correspondent found that poor Bengali villagers, though too occupied with daily 

survival to think about defying the army openly were quietly cheering the insurgents 

on and hoping for a chance to help them." 
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Sydney Schanberg writes in the NEW YORK TIMES of July 16, 1971, 'as the still 
disorganised Bengali autonomy movement appears to be gaining momentum, the 

guerillas have been avoiding frontal battles but have inflicted a sizeable number of 
casualties" ,"the heaviest action has been in the Eastern border district of Sylhet, 

Comilla and Noakhali, specially in the latter where the guerillas have been able to 

keep the vital road and rail links between Chittagong and Dacca severed." 

Clare Hollingworth in a despatch from Dacca writes in the DAILY TELEGRAPH 
of London on July 21 "Dacca has been without electricity since Bangladesh guerillas 

destroyed 3 vital Power stations with bombs on Monday night killing 13 guards in a 
gun battle at one. 

Army experts say the guerillas know exactly where to place the charges to cause 

the most damage ... it will take months before new transformers can be imported to 

replace the destroyed installations." 

The Correspondent of THE TIMES, London writes on July 21 "a new phase has 

began in the armed struggle for East Pakistan's independence. After spending a few 

days with Bangladesh liberation forces (Mukti Fouj), I cannot see the Pakistan army 

finding it easy to cope with them." 

THE DAILY TELEGRAPH, London writes on July 22 "inside the towns highly 

trained saboteurs are now operating in small groups of 3 and 4 dressed like poor 
Bengali villagers. 

Correspondent of THE TIMES, London writes on July 23 "East Bengal freedom 

fighters claimed to have killed between 15,000 and 20,000 West Pakistan troops and 

wounded many others so seriously that they must have succumbed to their injuries in 

Hospital. In a special interview Col. M. A. Osmani, Commander-in-Chief of the 

Bangladesh forces told me, he was speaking exclusively of losses suffered by the 

Pakistan army. 

Talking to different, Mukti Fouj (Liberation forces) Commanders in the Eastern 

Sector, I have tried to find out if their estimates vary. But if anything they tend to 

think Col. Osmani's estimate undoubtedly conservatives. " 

Peter Gill writes in the DAILY TELEGRAPH, London on July 23 "Bangladesh 

guerillas have occupied an area of 150 sq. miles in the Jessore District of East 
Pakistan near the frontier with India." 

Clare Hollingwolth writes in the SUNDAY TELEGRAPH on July 25 'the 

Pakistan Army stopped all traffic leaving Dacca for the south or west for several 

hours yesterday. A captain politely explained that the road to Fatulla was closed 

because 'there is firing ahead' ......"after the roads had been reopened late yesterday, 

only a large new civilian lorry, destroyed near a road barrage, bore witness to what 
was clearly an incident between Pakistan army and guerillas. Fatulla is the site of an 

important electric Power Plant and Transformer which is now vital to maintain the 
erratic low power current available in Dacca since Monday, when two big substations 

in the city were destroyed by Bangladesh guerillas." 
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Murray Sayle in a despatch from Dacca writes in THE SUNDAY TIMES on 
August 1, referring to the PIA flights between Dacca and Karachi carrying the heavy 

army casualties "the patients are soldiers going home to West Pakistan because 
military hospitals in Dacca are full." He Went "On my flight last week there were six, 

two had legs blown off by mines, and the other four, caught in ambushes, had bullet 

wounds in the upper body. Sometimes, I was told, the PIA planes are a quarter-full of 

badly wounded men". He further writes, "the (Bangladesh Liberation forces) guerillas 

have already scored successes which any Vietcong commander would record as a 

highly promising start to a protracted war." 

THE TIMES, London writes on August 5, 1971 from a despatch of Louis Heren. 

Reliable reports have it that the Mukti Bahini, or freedom force, has decided that the 
best strategy is to bring the economy to a halt. 

Clare Hollingworth writes in. DAILY TELEGRAPH, dated 5. 8.71. "The situation 

in East Pakistan grows perceptibly worse each day as the Mukti Fouj, the Bangladesh 

guerillas, increase the number and efficiency of their operations. 'Explosions during 

the night have become louder and more frequent... ...The West Pakistan troops are 

tired. They have had no break for over four months and they are operating in a strange 
environment. On the frontiers they are subject to mortar bombs and other harassments 

from the Mukti Fouj, who are beginning to demonstrate the results of their training." 

Independence of Bangladesh: A Reality 

In political terms, Bangladesh is now a reality. Recognition by the world 
community is only a matter of time. The nation of Bangladesh has its roots in the 

history and economy of her people. THE SPECTATOR of London writes on April 17, 
"Politically, economically, socially, the West Pakistan military regimes which have 

ruled both Pakistan have neglected East Pakistan; and there is nothing at all surprising 

that the- Bengalis of East Pakistan should have sought independence as Bangladesh." 

Peter Hazelhurst in a despatch from a liberated area of Bangladesh writes in THE 
TIMES, London on June 19, "the former Pakistan army Captain is adamant that 

freedom fighters will not accept any political settlement short of independence. 'There 
can be no going back after what the army did on March 25. We have lost too many 

lives, and most of my men have no idea what has happened to their families. This is 
now a struggle for complete freedom." 

Prof. Louis Dumont, a Director of the Institute of the Higher Studies in Paris 

writing in LE MONDE on August 6 makes the point that East Bengal is virtually 

independent and urges France to stop all assistance to the Government of Pakistan 

because that Government had lost its legitimacy by going to war against the majority 

of its Citizens. 

Bruce Douglas-Mann a member of the British Parliament told the House of 

Commons on June 9, 1971 "it is undoubtedly true that a whole people are being 

deliberately destroyed. They are being driven out of their country and the terrorizing 

tactics being adopted can have only one possible outcome, and that is the ultimate 

independence of Bangladesh." 
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He continued to say "that was not necessary until the night of 25th March but as a 
result of what has been done, it is now pointless even to discuss the question of 

reconciliation and the possible reunification of Pakistan. Pakistan is dead. It has been 
burried under millions of bodies and I fear that we have not yet seen the worst." 

"I am saying that Pakistan as an unit and as an entity is dead. The only solution 

which will provide any possibility of relief for the people of East Bengal is for the 

West Pakistan army to be forced to withdraw by economic pressures and sanctions." 

Mr. Gallagher in a statement to the House of Representatives made on August 3. 

1971 said "this war of resistance in East Pakistan is bound to spread. A while people 

has arisen in revolt against an unpopular regime. The Pakistan army cannot win this 

war. For that army is fighting an outmoded colonial war in a land far away from its 

home base against a vast population of 75 minion which its barbaric actions have 

totally alienated... ...The war of East Pakistan's Liberation and Independence may 

already be too far gone for a settlement short of Independence through the processes 

of political conciliation and negotiation. The questions really are how long will this 

war last?" 
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CRISIS OF BANGLADESH MOVEMENT 

 

Considering the present international moves an assessment has become necessary 

to evaluate the whole question of Bangladesh movement. Before taking a final 
position on this subjects the role of different big powers with regard to Bangladesh 

can be summarized in the following terms :- 

U.S.A.: American has committed herself to the Yahya khan's regime. Without 

going into the reasons for such a policy, U. S. has done the following so far :- 

(i) An emergency grant of dollar-aid of 4 million to purchase coasters for the 

occupation army during Monsoon; 

(ii)  Several Ship loads of non-lethal arms supplies. It is believed that heavy and 

sophisticated weapons are sent to West Pakistan via Iran and Turkey while 
auxiliary equipment and spare-parts are delivered openly; 

(iii) 18 Cobra-gunships (Large Helicopters) bought from Iran but believed to be 

delivered by America; 

(iv) It is highly likely, as reported in the Los Angeles Times in early August, that 

American arms are being diverted from Vietnam into West Pakistani hands; 

(v) American AID Office in Dacca is now full of counter insurgency experts who 
acquired their experience in Vietnam; 

(vi) The American Government is now preparing to reopen the Aid-Faucit to save 

the West Pakistan economy and at the moment American Banks are 

supporting by giving loans to Pakistan Government. 

Therefore, it is clear that US has involved quite deeply in the crisis of Bangladesh 

and is giving full support to Yahya Khan. The way Russians and Indians have 
committed to each other, it can be more the reason why it will push U.S. to go all the 

way for Yahya Khan for the time being. U. S. THEREFORE IS FOR ONE 

PAKISTAN. 

USSR: In this sub-continent particularly with regard to India and through her over 
Bangladesh, Russians have gained most while doing the least. What Russia 

has done so far with regard to Bangladesh is (i) a letter by Podgorny to 
General Yahya Khan on April 2, 1971. This letter was not a threat but a mild 

approach requesting Pakistan to settle the issue peacefully, (ii) Exchange of 
some letter which were not disclosed but apparently the tone was same as in 

the original one. (iii) In a joint communiqué after the Indo-Soviet Treaty was 
signed a 
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political solution was suggested "to the satisfaction of the entire people 
of Pakistan", (iv) On the recent visit of the Indian Prime Minister to 

Soviet Union although a little change in the Soviet attitude has 
emerged, but the position remains basically the same. Never-theless 

this little change can be considered to be a reasonable achievement 

from the Indian point of view, India has been able to make Russia say 

things which the latter did not say before. For example Mr. Kosygin 

said "it is impossible to achieve the action of the Pakistani authorities 

which compelled more than 8 million people to leave their motherland, 

their homes, and their properties and to look for shelter in neighboring 

India. ( THE  STATESMAN, page 1, dated 29. 9.71) 

 

On the next day Mr. Kosygin proclaimed Soviet sympathy for the 

democratic forces in Pakistan and said "the atrocities and the like committed 

against the people there will never enjoy the support of the Soviet people". 

However, the Soviet Union reaffirmed its position with regard to East Bengal 

situation as laid down in the original appeal of Mr. Podgorny to General Yahya Khan 

on April 2, 1971. Furthermore the basic position remains the same. Russia desires a 

peaceful political solution of the crisis in Bangladesh and appears to be opposed to 

any kind of aggravation that would provoke a military confrontation between India 

and Pakistan. But from its stand taken in the joint communiqué after Indo- Soviet 

treaty for a political solution "to the satisfaction of the entire people of Pakistan", the 

Soviet Union has gone this time a little further (closer to Indian side) by saying that 

"urgent measures should be taken to reach a political solution of the problems which 

have arisen there, paying regard to the wishes, in alienable rights and lawful interests 

of the people of East Pakistan as well as the speediest and safe return of the refugees 

to their homeland in conditions safeguarding their honor and dignity". 

In return India had also to accept the idea of a political through negotiations 

which is contrary to her earlier stands, (v) Technicians and other experts working both 

in West and East as usual. 

It is believed that the Russians do not want any War or any kind of 
aggravation of the situation between India and Pakistan on Bangladesh issue Their 

continued policy, as it has been in last ten years all over the world, has been to 
extend its influence without much of actual confrontation and achieve her goal 

through shrewed diplomatic means. 

THEREFORE THE USSR WOULD LIKE TO SEE PAKISTAN REMAINS AS 

A ONE SINGLE STATE AT THIS STAGE. 

CHINA: Although China has supplied arms to Pakistan and gave all-

out support to Yahea Khan's regime at the beginning, it is now believed 
that the Chinese Government has become cautions and lately has not made 

any utterances at. 

On the contrary signs of little change in the policy of Chinese Government 

towards the crisis of Bangladesh are gradually emerging. In Peking Review No. 
37 of 1971, along article in full has been reprinted from the North Vietnamese 

Monthly Journal "Hoc Tap" on the dangers of Japanese policies of expansionism 

in Asia. Toward the end this article contains an unobtrusive references to 
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 revolutionary struggle and says that "the peoples of Thailand, the Philippines, 
Indonesia, Malaya, India and Pakistan are waging heroic revolutionary 

struggle." 

Knowing the Chinese, therefore, this reference to Pakistan is significant and 

there is no doubt that they refer to the struggle that is going on in Bangladesh. 

Further evident of this change in attitude are (i) China has never condemned 

the Bengali people in her utterances on Bangladesh attacking the Soviet Union 
and India mainly; (ii) The report by the DAILY TELEGRAPH Correspondent 

in Dacca that the Pakistani Generals are worried about losing Chinese support; 
and (iii) the unconfirmed report that K. M. Kaiser has been briefing Chou en-

lai sympathetically about Bangladesh and has been protected by Chou from 
the Pakistani regime which wanted to recall him to Islamabad long ago. 

This does not however, mean that China will come forward to supported 

Bangladesh at this stage. It only suggests that they are keeping themselves 

open and as soon as the time comes they can start helping the revolutionaries 

in Bangladesh. China would not like to see an Independent Bangladesh under 

the leadership of Awami League. So they would not mind any of the two 
courses: (i) to prolong the war till the Awami League leadership losses the 

grip over this struggle when they can start helping the revolutionaries, or (ii)a 
settlement between Yahya Khan and Awami League within the framework of 

Pakistan, which would mean a sell-out by Awami League and its consequent 
unpopularity. In such a situation they would think of supporting the freedom 

fighters who would still struggle for independence i.e. the struggle under the 
leadership of the revolutionaries. THEREFORE CHINA WANTS PAKISTAN 

TO REMAIN AS ONE STATE FOR THE TIME BEING. 

INDIA: India's support for Bangladesh basically comes out of her negative 

approach towards Pakistan. For political, historical & economic reasons India 
desires to weaken of Pakistan both West and East. It is not that for her love for 

democracy or.....of brotherhood to the people of Bangladesh that India wants 
but uphold the Cause of the liberation struggle of our people. 

Therefore, India has no positive policy for the independence of Bangladesh. As 

the whole issue is looked from a negative point of view they can merely react to the 

events and cannot have a planned course of action which will be solely aimed at our 

favor. And whatever policies and measures, India may pursue, she cannot take a 

positive decision for the independence of Bangladesh solely on her own. Particularly 

after the Indo-Soviet treaty India has become more dependent on Russia for any major 

decision. For example, till General Yahya Khan's speech of 28th June Indian leaders 
spoke of a political settlement. Once the speech was over their leaders made public 

statements saying that there was no scope for any political solution as Yahya Khan 
took a hard-line. The Indian leaders at this stage till the Indo-Soviet treaty advocate 

for more or less an Independent Bangladesh-at least they did not speak of any political 
settlement. But after the Indo- Soviet Treaty they had to change their position and 

started talking about a political settlement which has now been confirmed in the latest 
joint statement in Moscow. 
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Nevertheless, if India is at all thinking in positive terms for the Independence of 

Bangladesh she is to consider the following issues: 

i) The future of an Independent Bangladesh under the leadership of Awami 

League and subsequently under the leadership of other more radical elements. 

ii) The effect of establishing an Independent state on the other states of India. 

Particularly the effect of the precedence that will show that an unarmed and 
disorganized people can manage to over throw an organized and established 

army to win independence. This will have a tremendous psychological effect 
and influence over all the states of this subcontinent. 

iii) The role of the leftist of West Bengal and the possibility of their future demand 

for independence. 

iv) The prospect of Awami League's achieving independence without Indian 

intervention. 

v) Effect of an independence through Indian intervention amongst the common 
people in Bangladesh. 

vi) The communal implications both in India and Bangladesh if India really 

intervenes. 

Therefore, when India extended support for Bangladesh and committed 
themselves, they did not know the implications of such demand. The conservative 

Delhi establishment thought that: 

(a) Pakistan would not have that such support from international powers; 

(b) Pakistan would not be able to survive economically; 

      (c) that with such a big support from the people Awami League leadership would 

be dynamic enough to hold the ground. 

      (d) Pakistan Government would soon come forward to settle the matter with 
Awami League leaders. 

The Indo-Soviet Treaty apparently confirms that India never wanted a war with 

Pakistan before a time convenient to her. Considering all the aspects and the attitudes 

shown by the Indian Government in last six months the following can be assumed: 

(i) India would avoid war with Pakistan till such time she would be convinced 

that: 

(a) India can defeat Pakistan militarily; 

(b) There would be no involvement of any third country; 

(c) The war could be finished with a very short time; say 7 to 10 days. 

And to do so they even may not equip Mukti Bahini in such a manner that will 

lead to provoke Pakistan into a War or take an initiative for a war. 

      (ii) India will not accord recognition till a positive political or military action 
      becomes necessary. 
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(iii)India is dependent on USSR for taking any major decision. 

(iv) India is not inclined to believe that an Independent Bangladesh can come at 

this stage for the reasons as mentioned above in item (iv) of page 820. 

(v) Therefore, for India there are the following alternatives: 

(a) To go for a political settlement on reasonable terms that will take the Awami 

League leadership to power and the refugees back home. They expect that 

even if a political settlement is there, there will be no stability in Bangladesh 

and consequently in Pakistan. This situation will continue to make Pakistan 

weaker and weaker and at the same time, through Awami League Government 

they will be able to have some trade and commercial links to benefit the 

Indian industries. 

OR 

(b) To continue with the present situation till that psychological moment comes 

when Pakistan Government will eventually accept terms which will be 
favorable to Bangladesh because of the pressures, political, climatic and 

economic from within. At such a time India may even give recognition to 
Bangladesh, help heavily in military terms, and march into Bangladesh. 

OR 

(c) If the position No. (b) above is too burdensome for India because of the 

refugees and the position in paragraph (a) above becomes impossible because 
Pakistan Government's present hard-line attitude. India may even create such 

conditions that a portion of the refugees will be compelled to go back. To 

substantiate it one can say that (a) the rice allocation to each refugee has been 
brought down from 4 hundred grams to 200 for one day, (c) supply of arms 

may also be reduced, (d) there is a possibility that facilities for training, youth 
camp etc. will be reduced gradually. 

(c) The tension that have been built up in many refugee camps, whether for 

 communal or economic reasons may also lead India Government to take such 

 measure which will indirectly pressurize the refugees to go back. 

       THEREFORE INDIA RESTRAINS HERSELF FOR AN INDEPENDENT 

BANGLADESH AT THIS STAGE. 

Britain, France, Canada and all other major countries have also expressed openly 

that they wanted a settlement within the framework of Pakistan. In other words, not a 
single country in this world including India bas come forward to support the 

Independent Bangladesh. 

THEREFORE THERE IS AN INTERNATIONAL PRESSURE TO RETAIN 

PAKISTAN AS A SINGLE STATE SUPPORTED BY ALL THE MAJOR 

COUNTRIES INCLUDING INDIA, AT THE MOMENT. 

The powers which were sympathetic to us and were considered to be trusted 
friends have also now turned against the concept of an independent Bangladesh. 

India's Minister for External Affairs Mr. Swaran Singh told the United Nations 

General Assembly on 
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September 27 that a political settlement between the military regime and the elected 
members was essential. He suggested that the military regime should enter into 

negotiations with elected representatives to achieve a political settlement and send the 
army back to the Barracks. His call was "to impress upon the military regime of 

Islamabad that force will not succeed and that a political settlement between the 

military regime and the already elected representatives is essential". 

"Bilaterally all Governments should do their utmost to ensure, by whatever means 
are available to them, that the military regime stops its repression and enter into 

negotiations with the elected leaders to achieve a political settlement with their 
concepts and sends the army back to the barracks." 

Similarly the Inter-Parliamentary Union Conference at Paris failed to even mildly 

condemn Pakistan for its action in Bangladesh mainly because of lack of support from 

USSR. A key paragraph in the resolution on the subject mentioning Pakistan by name 

was opposed among others by USSR. The resolution which was opposed called upon 

the Pakistan Government to "continue to take all appropriate peaceful and democratic 

steps" to halt the flow of refugees to India "to establish conditions in East Pakistan to 

encourage the voluntary return of the refugees ". 

It therefore, seems that there is an international effort going on at the moment for 

some kind of political settlement within the framework of Pakistan. It is not possible 

to know what would be the terms of settlement even if it is within the framework of 

Pakistan. By political solution or settlement, the national view is that there would be a 

negotiated peaceful settlement between Yahya Khan and the Awami League leaders 

for a political arrangement within the framework of Pakistan, although it does not 

necessarily mean that an independence cannot be achieved through such a political 

settlement. Nevertheless a political settlement or solution can be achieved in three 

broad lines: 

(i) a complete independence-which goes out of question at the moment; 

(ii) a settlement which will ensure six-points or six-point less foreign trade; 

(iii) a settlement which will ensure the complete withdrawal of West Pakistani 

troops from Bangladesh and handing over the power of the Province to the 

Awami League leaders with the understanding that Pakistani Flag would 

remain and Pakistan would be a kind of confederation which will virtually 

mean independence but would be a face saving device for the West Pakistani 

Generals. 

ASSESSMENT 

Besides the general views about Indian attitude with regard to Bangladesh and all 

the contradictory and confusing stands she has taken from time to time and 
particularly the impression that has been created by the Indo-Soviet Treaty, there is a 

well-planned positive side of Indian diplomacy. In my view India would like to see an 
Independent Bangladesh provided it is certain that it would have absolute control over 

the Government and affairs of Bangladesh. Even if the whole world continues to bring 
a political settlement, every sensible person who is politically conscious knows that 

the 
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independence of Bangladesh is inevitable. It is only a matter of time. Therefore, India 
would also think likewise and being in the most advantageous position would also 

like to see (and who would not in relation to a smaller country!) that Bangladesh 
comes under her complete political influence if not within her territory. 

In the premises as mentioned, it will not be surprising if this is India's ultimate 

goal and they are only waiting for a suitable time to materialize this plan. The way it 

is going it does not look unlikely. As for a political settlement, India would like to 
give it a chance knowing that if it is possible it does not harm them but there is a 

greater possibility that this attempt would not materialize. 

India has shown all amount of restraint and sobriety over the Bangladesh crisis. It 

has improved its prestige before the world for giving shelter to 9 million people and at 

(he same time by not taking any extreme measure such as recognition or military 

action. To accept the idea of a political settlement is only to show that India is also 

reasonable in her approach to the problem but at the same time buying time for an 

action to be taken at her choice with the initiative in her own hands. As soon as the 

month of October would be over the initiative of any military action from Pakistan's 

point of view will, to some extent, disappear and from November till the end of 
February India will have a big' opportunity to achieve her goal. If Bangladesh is at all 

to be independent, India would like to see that she brings it. In the meantime all the 
frustrations, leadership squabbles, acts of sabotage by Mukti Bahini ruining the 

economy of Bangladesh, and all the other factors could also create such a situation 
that India would not find them unsuitable to march into Bangladesh and restore a 

Government of her own choice. 

Indian Prime Minister's recent visit to Moscow was also very fruitful in the sense 

that she has been able to bring Russia close to her stand by committing Russia for a 

political solution based on the inalienable rights and interests of the people of East 

Pakistan. This is not a small achievement. The effect of the whole exercise is this that 
India has agreed to an honorable political settlement acceptable to the people of 

Bangladesh provided Russia can bring it. But she has at the same time kept an 
opening for taking appropriate measures if the attempt of a peaceful settlement fails. 

If the time proves that the settlement the Russians and the rest of the world desire 
cannot be materialized, India may take a military offensive and in such case Russia 

will have no other alternative but to support India and the rest of the world would also 
not be that hostile for such an action. If India can manage a quick victory world 

intervention will have no practical effect. 

In view of the fact that the State elections are to be held at the beginning of next 

Year it is another factor which would influence the mind of Indira Gandhi to take a 
decisive action before the elections are held. By doing so and if she is successful she 

will continue to enjoy an absolute power in the Central Government of India and may 
also win in all other Non-Congress states including West Bengal where the Congress 

Party is relatively weaker at this moment. 
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Bangladesh Government & the Liberation Movement. 

In the background of all these international move and diplomacy where does 

Bangladesh Government stand? It appears that recently the Government machinery 

has lost enthusiasm and initiative to a great extent and the general impression is that 

everyone is waiting for something to be happened. The situation should have the other 

way round. It is true that we being in a situation like this have to depend on others 

particularly on India. 

In my opinion India has done a great deal for the Bangladesh movement and its 

survival. As a matter of fact they have done beyond expectation. No one should have 

expected that India would really like to march into Bangladesh. But it is because of 

our own failures, contradictions and lack of initiative in pursuing a direct course of 

action emphasizing completely on the war front, that India has to re-think and take 

necessary action and advantage for her self-interest. 

We should not think that we have no role to play at all. As a matter of fact we can 

play such a role which can change the attitude of other people and Governments 

including that of India towards our movement. If we Gould properly appreciate the 

ingredients of conducting a liberation war the whole complexion would have been 

completely different today. The time is still there and Bangladesh Government can 

still take measures which will bring initiative into our hands. This was is for our own 

liberation and considering all the circumstances within Pakistan, we are capable of 

winning this war ourselves. Instead of sitting and waiting for others to act I suggest 

that we do the following immediately: 

   i) Make a list of all the political leaders, workers, students and volunteers who are 
now in and around Calcutta and in the border areas and enlist them as freedom 

fighters; 

   ii) Divide the whole of Bangladesh into small military units comprising of a few 

villages; 

   iii) Assign such freedom fighters who would mainly do the public relation work for 

our guerillas inside, in every such unit under a coordinated organizational 

framework. The selection should be made in such a way that people are 

engaged in the areas where they locally belong; 

   iv) The Headquarters should be shifted from Calcutta keeping only a small public 

relation office in the Mission besides the office or the Mission as such; 

   v) The Headquarters should be established in suitable border areas on mobile and 

there should be no office excepting for defense, liaison, and finance. The 

Cabinet members can stay as the headquarter for coordinating the war efforts. 

If this can be done the whole complexion of our movement and that of our 

leadership will immediately change and our position will be much stronger in relation 

to other governments and powers who are thinking to solve our problem according to 

their own 
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convenience. IN OTHER WORDS ALL OUR EFFORTS AND EMPHASIS 

SHOULD BE DIRECTED TOWARDS THE WAR AND NOTHING ELSE. 

 

Further, along with this move as mentioned above another diplomatic action 

should be taken by Bangladesh Government. We should remember that the basis of 

international politics is nothing but self-interest. So there is no reason why we should 

ignore China completely. We should not get emotional when we talk of China or 
Russia or any other country as far as international diplomacy and our self-interest is 

concerned. So we should make a very tactful appeal to the people of China to come 
forward to support us as we consider that our war is a just War and the people of 

China would support the people's struggle in Bangladesh as much as they would 
support such struggle in any other country. This will not only show our independent 

thinking in foreign policy but will also shake the world particularly America and 
Russia to do something more positive for our independence. 

 

Our immediate effort should be: 

 

  i) TO DIVERT ALL ENERGIES FOR THE LIBERATION WAR BY MOVING 

CLOSER TO THE BASES; 

 ii) TO PURSUE AN INDEPENDENT FOREIGN POLICY FROM RIGHT 

NOW,  AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE. 

 

 

 

 

___________________ 
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More Defections To Bangladesh: 

On September 13, Mr. Mohiuddin Jaigirdar, a Pakistani diplomat, quit his 

country's Foreign Service and joined the Bangladesh Mission in London. 

Mr. Jaigirdar (34) had been head of Chancery and sometimes the acting High 

Commissioner at the Pakistani mission in Lagos. Nigeria. 

In a statement, he charged that many thousands of his East Bengali countrymen 

had been killed or maimed in the worst tragedy since. Hitler. 

He said: "No one with a conscience could be a silent spectator. To assist the junta 

Government in the sale of a pack of lies was no longer possible on my part" 

The same day (September 13), the Pakistani Ambassador to the Philippines, Mr. 

Khurrum Panni defected to the Bangladesh Government. 

Mr. Khurrum Panni (49) was the first diplomat of ambassadorial rank to defect to 

the Bangladesh Cause. He came to Manila as Ambassador in March, 1970 and his 
tenure of duty was not scheduled to end until late in October, 1971. 

Mr. Panni told a news conference later that he would ask the Philippine 

Government for permission to remain in Manila and start his mission. He was moving 

from the official residence to new quarters. 

He said: "I hereby disassociate myself from the present, usurper army junta of 

West Pakistan which claims to be the Government of Pakistan. It is totally illegitimate 

and absolutely barbarian. It has no mandate of the people-it has no right to call itself 

the Government of Pakistan." 

"Pakistan, as I knew it, lies buried under a mountain of corpses-ihe corpses of 

innocent men, women and children of Bangladesh. It lies buried under the agony of 
the eight million refugees whom they have pushed out into India. It lies buried under 

the mass plunder and rape which the West Pakistani Government are perpetrating 
there every day." 

Until Mr. Panni's resignation, the highest ranking Pakistani diplomat to go over to 

Bangladesh was Mr. Mahasin Ali, head of Pakistan's mission to Hong Kong. 

With Mr. Panni's resignation, the only Ambassador of Bengali origin left in 

Pakistan's diplomatic service was Mr. Kaisar in Peking. He was believed to have 

fallen from official favor for refusing to work for Peking's endorsement of President 

Yahya Khan's action in East Pakistan. He had been virtually stripped of his powers 

and refused permission to visit even Hong Kong. 
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On September 23, a Bengali employee in the Pakistan High Commission in New 

Delhi, Mr. S. M. Nurul Huda, made a daring escape when he scaled the chancery wall 

to free himself from nearly 1 Vi months' confinement in his official residence. 

Shortly after his escape from what he described as prison life, Mr. Huda (27) 

contacted the Bangladesh mission to declare his allegiance to the "legitimate 

Government of my Motherland." He was attached to the High Commission as a 

supervisor in the telephone exchange. 

When he met newsmen later, he betrayed his concern for his wife now in 

Bangladesh. He stated: "I know it is a big risk dodging two armed West Pakistani 
guards inside our quarters. But, I had no choice I just could not bear it any more. I 

appeal to you to rescue my colleagues who are being treated like prisoners inside the 
chancery." 

He added that the Bengali employees in the Pakistan High Commission had been 

held as hostages and were being subjected to all kinds of indignities. 

On September 28, four more employees of the Pakistan High Commission in New 

Delhi switched their allegiance to Bangladesh along with their families. 

The four members of the staff were Mr. Mufizur Rahman, stenographer, Mr. A. K. 
Azad, upper division assistant, Mr. Mohammad Zainul Abedin, lower assistant, and 

Mr. Ghulam Mustafa, dispenser. 

Mr. Mufizur Rahman told a news conference at the Bangladesh mission that a 

large crowd of people had helped them get down from a bus after they had told them 

that they were being taken to Pakistan forcibly. The people arranged for another bus 

from the border which brought them to the Bangladesh mission. 

Mr. Rahman said that about 16 West Pakistani nationals, most of them armed, 

were escorting them in a minibus and a Mercedes car of the Embassy. They tried to 

block the way of the defectors but could not succeed before the crowd. The escorts 

turned back after having waited for half-an-hour and making sure that the defectors 

were not likely to return with them. 

On October 1, yet another Bengali employee of the Pakistan High Commission 
escaped from the mission building in New Delhi. 

Mr. Abdul Shaheed (40), a peon scaled the compound wall of the Embassy and 

found his way to the Bangladesh mission, located about 4 km away. 

Mr. Shaheed was the 11th Bengal employee of the Pakistan High Commission to 
switch allegiance to Bangladesh, 

Three more Bengali employees of Pakistani missions abroad, two of them cypher 

assistants also defected and joined the Bangladesh liberation movement, Mr. Nayebul 

Huda, a cypher assistant for 19 years, was last serving in the Embassy at Brussels 
(Belgium), when he too quit on receipt of orders of transfer to Islamabad which he 

considered a graveyard of Bengali officials." 
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Mr. Abdul Karim Mondal, an assistant in the Embassy at Madrid (Spain), after 

defecting said Bengalis in Pakistani missions abroad were being subjected to all sorts 

of harassment and maltreatment. I was not allowed to do official work and was treated 

with utmost contempt. 

 

Abdul Latif, a cypher assistant in the Embassy at Beirut (Lebanon), quit the 

Pakistan Government's service when he received orders of transfer asking him to 
report to Islamabad. He quietly left Beirut and arrived in London where he announced 

his allegiance to the Bangladesh Government. 

 

Pakistan High Commission's Protest Against Defections: 

 

On September 29, the Pakistan High Commission in New Delhi lodged a 
"vehement protest" to India in connexion with the escape by four East Bengali 

members of its staff with their families while being taken by road to West Pakistan. 

 

In a Note to the External Affairs Minister that there had been a breach of the 

immunity of the High Commission personnel. It also accused the Indian authorities of 

collusion with 'traitorous elements'-an apparent reference to the Pakistani diplomats 

who had defected earlier to organize a Bangladesh mission. 
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THE CASE FOR BANGLADESH 

 

Background : 

 

Pakistan was the result of the free choice of the minority community of India-i.e., 

the Muslims-expressed through a free election in 1945 and a referendum in 1947 . 
The demand for Pakistan had its roots in inequity and discrimination against, denial of 

equal opportunities to, and exploitation in general of the minority community by the 
majority.  

Pakistan consisted of two territories, West, separated by a thousand miles of India. 

It was a dream and an ideal which called for sacrifices on the part of the citizen of 

both wings. At the time of independence the population and wealth distribution in the 

country was as follows: 

 

 East West 

population 
Gross Domestic product 

 

56% 
52% 

 

44% 
48% 

 

The power centers, however, were located as follows 
 East West 

Capital of the country 

Parliament of the country 
Supreme Court 

Headquarters of the Army 

Headquarters of the Air Force 

Headquarters of the Navy 
Headquarters of the State Bank 

none 

none 
none 

none 

none 

none 
none 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

 

Twenty-four years of partnership [1947-71] between East and West Pakistan had the 
following complexion in political and economic fields: 

 

 East West 
Chief Executive 

[Prime Minister or President ] 

Commander-in-Chief Army 
Commander-in-Chief Navy 

Commander-in-Chief Air Force 

Finance Minister 

planning Minister/Chief 
Employment in Pakistan Govt. 

Civil Service 

5 years 

 

none 
none 

none 

none 

none 
20% 

 

19 years 

 

24 years 
24 years 

24 years 

24 years 

24 years 
80% 
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Employment in Armed Forces 

Revenue Expenditure 
Utilization of Foreign Assistance 

Foreign Exchange Earnings 

[exports] 

Foreign Exchange Expenditure 
Development Expenditure 

7% 

23% 
23% 

54.7% 

 

31.1% 
32.5% 

93% 

77% 
77% 

45.3% 

 

68.9% 
67.5% 

 

During the five years that Bengalis were in control of political power, civil and 
military bureaucracy indulged in conspiratorial politics to nullify their influence. The 

first Bengali Prime Minister, Khawaza Nazimuddin, was dismissed by Punjabi 
Governor- General Ghulam Mohammed after one and a half years in office even 

though he held the confidence of the parliament. The second Bengali Prime Minister, 
Mohammed Ali Bogra, was a prisoner of the Punjabi ruling elite from the date of his 

installation and having gone through one ignominy after another, was finally 
dismissed after two years in office. The last Bengali Prime Minister, H. S. 

Suhrawardy, was dismissed at the end of a half in office by General Iskander Mirza 
without being given an opportunity to test his strength in the Parliament. 

 

A constitution envisaging a federal parliamentary form of government was at last 

adopted in 1956. But this constitution was not given a chance to come into fruition 

due to Iskander Mirza's conspiratorial politics and the interference of the Punjabi 

dominated Army and government services. When general elections under the new 

constitution were being planned, the final Army coup came about on October, 1958. 

 

Twelve years of Army dictatorship at last gave into public pressure and elections 

were held in December 1970 with the following results : 

 
Pakistan National Assembly 

Awami League 

All others 

167 

146 

Total 313 
 

Out of the 169 seats of East Pakistan , the Awami League won 167 seats with only 

two seats going to two other members , the Awami League secured an absolute 
majority in the National Assembly and was thus in a position to form a stable 

government in the country as well as to frame its constitution. But the Assembly was 
never called into session by Pakistan's military dictator Yahya Khan. Since the 

Awami League consisted of Bengalis led by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the vested, 
interests of West Pakistan decided to nullify the election result. While more than two 

months elapsed without the National Assembly commencing to function, the brutal 
Army crackdown came on March 25. 

 

25th March, 1971, and After 

 

Despite every provocation, the Awami League tried until the very last to reach a 

peaceful solution of the Pakistani crisis. Transfer of power to elected representatives 

and 
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withdrawal of martial law were pre-requisites to any settlement. After a period of 
protracted negotiations, President Yahya was expected to make a nationwide 

broadcast on March 25, 1971, announcing an agreement with the Awami League. 
Instead, he secretly left East Pakistan and at midnight his Army attacked a sleeping 

nation with tanks, artillery, machine guns flame throwers and every other weapon of 

destruction. Special targets of the Army were Bengali units of the Army; the members 

of the paramilitary force, East Pakistan Rifles; the civil police force; university 

teachers; members of the intelligentsia; young people; Awami League leaders and 

workers; industrial laborers; and members of the minority community-i.e., Hindus. 

Women, children and old people were not spared either. Everyone in sight was shot. 

Women were nailed to trees and then shot. Men were tied to jeeps and then dragged at 

the speed of sixty miles per hour. Women were raped to death and left to be devoured 

by dogs. Sleeping children were bayonetted to death. Young men from cordoned-off 

villages were picked up and their blood was drained off for the wounded soldiers till 

they were dead. Young girls were kidnapped and taken to garrisons for forcible 

prostitution. All properties within the range of the artillery were destroyed. City 

blocks were put, to the torch and residents were machine-gunned. The sadistic orgy of 
massacre and destruction is not over yet; it is still continuing in elected and the 

limited areas. 

Butchery of unarmed people so far has taken a toll of a million lives. Another nine 

million had to flee the country to save their lives, leaving their hearth and home and 

becoming destitute refugees. The flight of this mass of humanity can be 

comprehended only by imagining the total evacuation of the City of New York. 

Declaration of Independence 

Political and economic exploitation was tolerated by Bengalis in the hope that 

change' in political power structure would remedy the evils. But when the army 

launched its genocidal attack it became apparent that living together by East and West 
was no longer possible. The elected representatives of East Pakistan declared East 

Pakistan independent, renaming it "BANGLADESH," thus relieving the unwilling 
minority in West Pakistan from the fear of domination by majority Bengalis. 

The dreamland of Pakistan created by people expressing their wishes through 

ballots has been destroyed by vested interests expressing power through bullets. 

People of Bangladesh through their elected representatives and with their blood have 

given their verdict in favor of Independent Bangladesh. 

 

Prepared and Published by the 

BANGLADESH MISSION 
1223 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Fourth Floor 

Washington, D.C. 20036 
------------------------------ 

September 1971 
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POSITION PAPER 
CONFIDENTIAL 

No. 4/2 

Reference Cell 

October 2, 1971 

 

FOREIGN MINISTER 

 

AN ANALYSIS OF INDIAN PLANS ON BANGLADESH 

 

India feels it can go to war with Pakistan only when the following three conditions 

are satisfied: 

      (i) India must possess such decisive military superiority over Pakistan as to be 

able to achieve its objectives swiftly; 

(ii)  Chinese intervention must be ruled out; 
      (iii)World opinion must be neutralized, so that a overwhelming wave of 

   condemnation of India does not ensue. 
  

Indian analysts very quickly realized that November-December, 1971 was going 
to be a time when all these conditions would hold. When the winter sets in and the 

Northern mountain ranges of India freeze up the Chinese threat vanishes to near-zero. 
Thus at this time India can afford to remove some of its mountain divisions and 

deploy them against Pakistan. This fact when coupled with extensive damage already 

done to the Pakistan Army by the Mukti Bahini means that the first condition is as 

nearly fulfilled as if over will be. The second condition clearly also follows. As for 

the third, world opinion by now is so fed up with the Bangladesh problem that it 

would undoubtedly resign itself to any strong to actions to resolve the problem. 

 

Thus, from the very beginning i. e. from June onwards, Indian diplomacy has been 

engaged in a holding action to prevent a war breaking out before November-

December i.e. at a time of Pakistan's advantage. 

 

The main reason for our speculation that India will attack Pakistan later this year, 

apart from the evidence of heavy troop build ups etc.. comes from the fact that India 

has an obvious interest in seeing to it that the Bangladesh crisis ends with the Indian 
Army ultimately storming in all the way to be the Indian Ocean. This would have the 

advantage of making sure that following the removal of West Pakistani authority, 
there is no widespread chaos in Bangladesh, a chaos which could be prolonged and be 

as damaging to Bangladesh itself as to India. India obviously would prefer to help 
Bangladesh establish a firm and effective government and one which is friendly to 

India. We may resign ourselves to a period of Indian influence in Bangladesh but we 
must try to minimize it as much as possible. In this way, the interests of both 

Bangladesh and India would be served. 
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Between now and November Pakistan has four different options on how to deal 
with the delicate with the delicate game that India is playing. 

The first is that they can launch a pre-emptive attack and attempt to capture some 

important parts of Indian territory while the U. N. General Assembly is still in session 

in the hope that hostilities are quickly stopped. This is such a dangerous gamble 

however and would so alienate the Soviet Union that it seems unlikely that Pakistan, 

in its present weakened state, would dare to attempt it. 

The second is that Pakistan would try to solicit some dramatic gesture of support 

from China such as the dispatch of a token force of Chinese volunteers to Bangladesh. 

This would have an immense psychological impact and might deter India 

successfully. (An important factor to bear in mind is that India may yet get cold feet 

when the moment of decisive action actually comes and so such a psychological 

country by Pakistan is by no means negligible). 

The third is that Pakistan might try to get a similar gesture of support from the 

United States, such as the landing of a token force of U.S. Marines, in Bangladesh 

during the month of October. Again, even though it is extremely unlikely that Nixon 

will be able to follow up such a move with sizeable military support for Pakistan, this 

move would have great deterrence value in the psychological game of bluff in which 

India and Pakistan are presently engaged. A variation of this would be to land a U.N. 

force of some kind a move which the United States seems to be actively considering 

at the present moment. 

The fourth way out for Pakistan is to release Mujib and attempt to get a 

settlement. Our government must therefore make a serious effort to win China's 
support and make the second option impossible. Also in order to deal with the third 

possibility we must intensify our campaign to bring the true story of Bangladesh to 

the attention of the American people. 

If the fourth option is chosen by Pakistan we should hold out for the best possible 
terms as we are bargaining from a position of strength. The only settlement we should 

envisage is if the West Pakistanis agree to withdraw all their troops from Bangladesh 
beforehand. If this is conceded to us we can in return make any concessions that 

Pakistan needs for face-saving purposes. Then, as was done between Algeria and 
France, after a suitable time has passed we can hold a conference with West Pakistani 

leaders and declare our independence, retaining some elements of partnership with 
West Pakistan if we so desire at the time. 

Today, therefore, at a time when all the players are assessing their various 

strengths. For the final and crucial round, the most important necessity for the 

Bangladesh Government is to establish its credibility and that of its armed forces as 
strong as possible. Far from becoming complacent as the and approaches, we must 

more than ever seek to demonstrate our effectiveness before the serious bargaining 
really begins, as it should do soon. 
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For MOUDOOD AHMED. 
 

Re: your request to be kept informed, of public statements made by Indian leaders 
and joint communiqués etc. Amjadul Haque of your Mission in New Delhi is being 

contacted by Delhi. You may like to keep in touch with him as he will be fully and 
promptly briefed. He has already been assured of channels of communication............. 

 
 

A. G. 

3. 10.71 
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More Defections To Bangladesh: 

 

The First Secretary of the Pakistani Embassy in Katmandu, Mr. Mustafizur 

Rahman, switched his allegiance to the Bangladesh Government on October 3. 

Mr. Rahman, a 29-year-old Bengali, who was also head of the chancery, told a 

news conference at his residence that he had taken this "bold" decision after six 

months of "the worst mental agony in my life." 

He said he had communicated his decision to the Nepalese Prime Minister, Mr. K. 

N. Bisht, from whom he sought permission to stay on in Nepal as the special envoy of 
the Bangladesh Government till it was liberated, he had also sought the Nepalese 

Government's protection for himself and his family-wife and two children-
“
from 

physical, mental or material harm” that may be caused by West Pakistanis living in 

Nepal. 

On October 4, Mr. Humayun Rasheed Choudhury, Minister-Counsellor, and Head 

of Chancery in the Pakistan High Commission in New Delhi, on October 4 switched 
his allegiance to Bangladesh. 

In a statement, Mr. Choudhury said that "history will certainly indict Yahya Khan 

not only for the fiendish genocide of innocent people but also for having provoked the 

disintegration of Pakistan. It is he, and not Sheikh Mujibur Rahman that should be 

tried not only for crimes against Pakistan but also for crimes against humanity." 

His announcement came within a few hours of the escape of his personal assistant, 
Mr. Fariduddin Ahmed, who along with his wife and four children had scaled the 

boundary wall of the High Commission to freedom. 

With Mr. Choudhury and Mr. Ahmed, the number of Bengali employees in the 

Pakistan High Commission, who had switched allegiance to Bangladesh, was now 13, 
including three diplomats. There was one Bengali diplomat and 11 other Bengali staff 

members still in the High Commission. 

On October 7, Mr. Rizaul Karim, Counsellor in the High Commission, in London 

said he was severing all connexion with the Government at Islamabad and declaring 

allegiance to the Republic of Bangladesh. 

Mr. Karim later joined the Bangladesh mission in London. 
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No. PR/61. OCTOBER9,                                          1971. 

 
 

AN APPEAL FOR WINTER CLOTHINGS 

 

With winter just round the corner the urgency of providing the freedom fighters 

and the suffering uprooted millions of Bangladesh with woollen and other winter 

garments needs no emphasis. Bangladesh Mukti Bahini is fighting the West Pakistani 

invaders to liberate the motherland against odds unparallel in the annals of history. To 

help the Mukti Bahini will be a service not only to the cause of Bangladesh but also to 

that of humanity and freedom in general. 

To help protect against cold and for use during the ensuing winter season by the 

Mukti Bahini, Mr. M. Hossain Ali, High Commissioner for Bangladesh in India 
appeals to the Philanthropic Organizations, Voluntary institutions, Manufacturers and 

dealers of cardigan, pull-over, woollen blankets, wrappers and scarfs etc., to come 
forward to donate these articles for the above mentioned purposes. 

The donation of  woollen garments will be gracefully accepted by the office of the 

High Commissioner for Bangladesh in India at 9, Circus Avenue, Calcutta-I 7. 
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No. PR/64.                             October 13, 1971. 

 

 

BANGLADESH GOVERNMENT SPOKESMAN'S REACTION 

TO YAHYA'S BROADCAST 

 

While commenting on Yahya Khan's broadcast of October 12, 1971, a spokesman 

of the Government of Bangladesh stated today at Mujibnagar that the broadcast was 

another exposition of his own desperate situation in West Pakistan. The speech 

appears to be an exercise in make-believe and an attempt at creating war psychosis in 
West Pakistan to rally the people there behind the regime. It has no relevance for the 

people of Bangladesh. The plan to hand over power is nothing but an attempt to 
mislead world opinion which is so much against him at the moment. His allegations 

against India are only meant to divert the main issue in Bangladesh. His occupation 
army is not fighting the Indians but the 75 million Bengalis determined to free their 

country. 

In his speech on June 28 Yahya Khan said that power would be transferred to the 

people within four months but yesterday's broadcast only exposes the design of the 

junta to continue to cling to power for an unlimited period. From Bangladesh point of 

view his plan has nothing to do with the people of Bangladesh and his 'constitution' 
may only be meant, if at all, for West Pakistan. The whole plan is to buy time to 

continue with his acts of genocide and repression in Bangladesh and at the some time 
to put up a facade of transfer of power. The aim is to secure foreign aid and support. 

Yahya Khan has attempted once again to turn the liberation war in Bangladesh 

into an Indo-Pakistan issue but the world knows today that the issue of Bangladesh is 

nothing but the aspiration of 75 million people to drive out Yahya Khan's troops from 

the soil of Bangladesh. The Government of India is not a party to it. 

His whole speech was motivated to create a war hysteria in West Pakistan in order 

to overcome the difficulties he is now facing from the people of West Pakistan. He 

has blamed India for all his troubles and tried to project for himself an image of sweet 

reasonableness. He has thus sought to make India the scapegoat for his own crime of 
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destroying Pakistan. 

 

Yahya Khan has thus ignored the realities in Bangladesh and it is high time that he 

should recognize the fait accompli. He should by now be fully convinced that his 
occupation army under heavy and increasing pressure from Mukti Bahini has no other 

option but to vacate the soil of Bangladesh. The only way out for this junta remains in 
the release of Sheikh Mujib, withdrawal of their troops from Bangladesh and in the 

acceptance of Bangladesh as a sovereign state. 
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COPY 

Date 14. 10. 1971 

Dear Alam Bhai, 

 

Thank you for your letter dt. 28. 9. 71.1 had just come back from New York when 

I received it. Dr. Nurul Islam and I met Dr. Mullick and Mr. Asabul Huq. Others had 

gone out for one weekend. Earlier I had met Prof. Muzaffar Ahmad. 

2. Dr. Nurul Islam has written letter to you and one to P. M. Some work on 
planning has already begun here. Both of us are collecting material. There is a wealth 

of data in one Bank. Rehman Sobhan is also of one opinion that long-term (i. e. 5 yr.) 
planning can best be done away from one theater of war and where computers and 

data are available. 

3. Syeduzzaman (C. S. P.) met ushere and gave us same information. Indications 

are that Canada, Franch and U. K. opposed debt moratorium. The Pak delegation 

returned "frustrated". However, inside information has to that U.S.A. has decided to 

grant de-fecto moratorium without saying so. 

4. Have you received one paper on "Economic assistance to Pakistan" written 

jointly by Muhith, Rehman and myself? 

5. The World Bank could not be prevented from sending a mission to Dacca. The 

Mission members are R. Picciotto, R. Haxma, A. Shibusawa. They intend to visit (I) 
Khepupara. (2) Bhola and Char Lalmohan, (3) Hatia, (4) Sandwip, and if possible (5) 

Ramgati. This is for revival of the cyclone shelters programme. They said they will 
take Helicopters to those places without army escort: Period in occupied Bangladesh 

will be Oct. 14 to Nov. 5. 

6. Khurshid Alam is settled in his studies and I don't think he wants to join as a 

Secretary. 

7. I hope you have my last letter. If I stay in one Bank they intend to send me as 

consultant to one Govt. of Mexico, which I don't want. Shoaib certainly wants me out 

of one scene. I could either be in the Mission in Germany or I could help Dr. Nurul 

Islam and others with the Planning Commission. 

 

Very best regards, 
Yours sincerely, 

HARUN 
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Letter from the Government of Bangladesh to the Prime Minister of India 

October 15,1971 

 

(Seal of the Bangladesh Government) 

                              

Mujibnagar, 

15th October, 1971. 

Excellency, 

We write in continuation of the letter, dated April 24. 1971, addressed to His 
Excellency the President of India, and the subsequent communications and personal 

discussions. Excellency, you are aware of the proclamation of independence on the 
10th of April by the Constituent Assembly of the duly elected members of the 

National and Provincial Legislatures representing the will of the 75 million people of 

Bangladesh. This declaration followed the unilateral, arbitrary and brutal denial of 

verdict of the people and the suppression of their democratic and fundamental human 

rights by the military regime of Pakistan since the 25th of March, 1971. 

2. It is well-known that the people of Bangladesh were subjected to a long period 
of ruthless colonial domination, systematic economic exploitation, and gross political 

and cultural discrimination by the successive regimes dominated by the ruling circles 
of West Pakistan. The letter of April the 24th, 1971, informed you of the formation of 

the Government of the people s Republic of Bangladesh under the Presidency of 
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and the Acting Presidency of Syed Nazrul Islam. 

3. Over the last several years, our people had waged a peaceful and non-violent 

struggle for the attainment of our basic rights. Even after the successive 

postponements of the convening of the National Assembly by the military regime of 
Pakistan, we did not resort to violence but continued our non-violent struggle. The 

military rules of Pakistan took advantage of this to gain time by employing the ruse of 
so-called negotiations till the night of 24th of March, 1971, while they were 

augmenting their military strength. 

4. Their plans became visible to the whole world on the black night of March the 

25th, when they let loose their Army under a premeditated plan on the innocent and 

defenseless men, women and children of our country. They made a special target of 

the intellectuals, the elite of the youth and the leaders of the workers, peasants, and 

students. This left is with no alternative but to resort to arms. 

5. Since the formal proclamation of our Independence on April 10, our struggle 

for liberation has gained increased momentum and strength. Nearly 60,000 members 

of the former East Bengal Regiment, East Pakistan Rifles and other para-military 

formations identified themselves with the struggle of the. 75 million people of 

Bangladesh and took up arms in defense of our motherland. They were joined by 

hundreds of thousands of 
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young men whom they trained to defend the sovereignty and independence of their 
homeland and to release it from the bonds of colonial oppression. 

6. The policy of repression has continued with increasing brutality in the vain 

hope of liquidating the leadership and reducing the majority of the Bengali speaking 

people to a minority. Members of the minority communities became special victims 

of the reign of terror. As a result of this policy of genocide, rape, arson and loot, 

nearly nine million of our men, women and children have been driven out in terror 
and have taken shelter in your country, and the exodus still continues. 

7. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, our undisputed leader and President, has been 

subjected to a secret military trial and has been reportedly condemned to death. The 

Awami League has been banned, which had won unparalleled victory in the national 

elections held last December. The military regime of Pakistan has disqualified 79 duty 

elected representatives of the people and has imposed a so-called civilian regime 

consisting of defeated candidates and quislings which is now supported by the might 

of the military machine of Pakistan. These gestures have not deceived the 75 million 

people of Bangladesh. They have only exposed the deception and insincerity of the 

military oppressors. All this has only made us more determined than ever to liberate 
Bangladesh. 

8.  We are glad to inform you. Excellency, that this struggle has borne fruit. The 

liberation army of the people's Republic of Bangladesh, the Mukti Bahini, are in full 

control of half the territory of Bangladesh. We also confirm that the Bangladesh 

Government has established effective civil administration over this area which is 

functioning smoothly. This development has not merely been welcomed by the broad 

masses of the people, but the efforts of our Government have found spontaneous and 

over whelming support in the areas under its control. 

9.  May we, therefore, in the light of these developments, request Your 

Excellency for a positive response to the message of the 24th of April, 1971, 

requesting for recognition to the free and duly constituted Government of Bangladesh. 

Such a response on your part would give a tremendous impetus to the struggle being 

waged by the people and the Government of People's Republic of Bangladesh for 

their liberation. It would also generate an international response which would promote 

the cause of freedom, peace, and stability in this part of the world. May we, therefore, 

request Your Excellency for an early response to this communication? 

 

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of our highest esteem. 

 

(Seal of the Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh) 
 

 
(Sd.) SYED NAZRUL ISLAM                   (Sd.) TAJUDDIN AHMAD 

Her Excellency Mrs. INDIRA GANDHI, 
Prime Minister of India, 

New Delhi. 
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No. PR/68.                                 
Mujibnagar, 

October 26, 1971. 

 

BANGLADESH DELEGATION IN THE U.N.O. 

 

The 16-member Bangladesh delegation to United Nations General assembly 

Session headed by Justice Abu Sayeed Choudhury has effectively presented to the 
international community the background and the present position of the Bangladesh 

movement for total independence from the colonial rule of West Pakistan. 

The delegation apprised the world body of the truth about the Bangladesh and 

countered the Pakistan's evil and malicious propaganda about Bangladesh. The 

delegation met and briefed various other delegations of the members of the UNO. 

Such meetings have greatly helped to educate the members of delegations of different 

nations on the various aspects of Bangladesh problem. Supports for the cause of 

Bangladesh were expressed by many delegations during their speeches in the General 
Assembly Session. The delegation has also successfully impressed the world 

community about the gravity of the Bangladesh problem and the magnitude of the 
genocide committed in that part of the world by Pakistan. The very fact that many 

member countries spoke about Bangladesh problem in the floor of the Assembly 
prove that Bangladesh is not an internal affairs of Pakistan. 

The members of Bangladesh delegation also contacted the American intelligensia 

and received overwhelming support from them. Despite the great enthusiasm among 

the supporters of Bangladesh in the U.S.A. due to the presence of the delegation, the 

Nixon Government continued to pursue a policy of friendship towards the military 

regime of West Pakistan. The Pakistani attempt to prevent the delegation from 
lobbying in the UN proved futile. Under the dynamic leadership of Justice Abu 

Sayeed Choudhury, the delegation has created a good impact on the other delegations 
attending the U.N General Assembly Session. 
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BANGLADESH LEADERS CONDEMN NAKED PAKISTANI 
AGGRESSION ON INDIA 

 

75 million Bengalis stand solidly behind Indian people 

 

Pakistan declared unilaterally unprovoked war against India on December 3. 

Pakistani blatant aggression on the India soil evoked condemnation from the peace 
loving people of the world. It was 5-30 in the evening. Mrs. Gandhi was on the 

rostrum of Calcutta's Brigade Parade ground addressing the nation. About the same 
time Pakistan air force attacked Indian positions in the Western Sector. 

Simultaneously Pakistani artillery went into action. 

Bangladesh leaders have condemned Pakistan's heinous attack on India and 

pledged full support of Bangladesh people to their brethren in India. 

Foreign Minister 

Bangladesh Foreign Minister Khandaker Moshtaque Ahmed strongly condemned 
Pakistani naked aggression on the Indian soil and pledged full support of 75 million 

people of Bangladesh to the Indian people in routing out the enemy. 

Khandaker Moshtaque in a statement issued in Mujibnagar late night of December 

3, confidently hoped that the dynamic leadership of Mrs. Indira Gandhi and the 

gallant forces of India "will bring in quick victory and glory to the peace loving 

people of the world". 

Following is the full text of the statement:- 

"No language is enough to condemn the shameless and senseless act of naked 

aggression by Pakistan on the soil of India and her sovereignty who has been 

consistently working for peace despite Pakistan's persistent provocations. 

Hunger for power and thirst for blood of the Islamabad junta once led them to 

underestimate the potentialities of the nation of Bangladesh. The same unscrupulous 

and bankrupt leadership has once again, dared to undermine the power and strength of 

the great democratic nation of India. But this time, they have come forward out of 

folly to be destroyed and annihilated. The 75 million people of Bangladesh solidly 

stand behind the people of India in routing out these confirmed enemies of humanity. 

No sacrifice is too dear for us or the Mukti Bahini to redeem this pledge of ours. 

We do firmly believe that the dynamic leadership of Mrs. Indira and gallant forces 

of India will bring in quick victory and glory to the peace loving people of the world. 

The war tyrants of Pakistan had been a persistent menace to peace and progress in this 

part of the world and provided a fertile breeding ground for the imperialist and 

colonial clique. 
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We are bearing the death-knell of the tyrants. Tl* day is not far off when they will 

enjoy the peace of grave." 

Home Minister 

Mr. A. H. M Kamaruzzaman, the Home, Relief and Rehabilitation Minister said 

that this War will clearly eradicate the so-called state of Pakistan from the map of the 

world He called upon the leaders of Sindh and Beluchistan to start all out movement 

for their emancipation from the oppressive clutches of the Pakistani military junta. 

Mr. Kamaruuaman declared that Mukti Bahini will fight shoulder to shoulder with 

the Indian Jawans to liberate Bangladesh from the occupation of enemies. 

While paying tributes to the people and the Government of India, he said tluit. 

Mrs. Gandhi is the greatest and ardent believer of democracy in Asia, nay in the 
world. And that is why she has lined up with the freedom fighters at the most critical 

hour of Bangladesh. He said that every people of Bangladesh is grateful to her. 

Finance Minister 

Mr. Mansoor Ali. the Finance Minister, said that the freedom fighters and the 

Indian Jawans are going to create a new Bangladesh, fighting side by side against the 

enemy. This will remain as 

a unique example in history, he said. The minister hopes that India will help to 

build the country in the same way, as she is now helping the freedom struggle of 
Bangladesh. 

High Commissioner 

Mr. M. Hossain Ali, High Commissioner for Bangladesh in India said. "We are 

shocked at this sudden, undeclared, and unprovoked full scale war unleashed by the 
military junta against India. It is a blatant and naked aggression. Being on the run in 

Bangladesh as a result of the mounting successes of Mukti Bahini the military clique 

has now thought fit to make this dastardly attack against India thus engulfing the 

entire subcontinent in a war. It is a desperate attempt to hide their shame of being 

defeated by the people of Bangladesh. 

This shameless aggression has filled in the cup of crime and sin of the Junta to the 
fullest brim West Pakistani regime appears to be totally unhinged mentally. If it thinks 

that it can withstand the strength and power of the 550 million democratic and peace- 
loving people of India, it is living in fool's paradise. We are confident that the 

determination of the Indian people under the dynamic leadership of Mrs. Indira 
Gandhi win rout the Pakistani aggression and teach the hotheaded Generals of West 

Pakistan a lesson which they will never forget. 
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UNITED NATIONS AND BANGLADESH 

 

1. Spirit and purpose: Most civilized and humane concept of World Body for 

securing peace and security, a dream of mankind. 

 

Major Criticisms 

(a) An Organisation dominated by power politics-motives of Big Powers guide 

the effectiveness of the Organisation. 

(b) Basically a debating club for the powerful nations. 

(c) The right of veto-undemocratic and unrealistic. 

(d) No right of an individual although fundamental human rights are purported to 
be guaranteed by International Law and the Charter of the U.N. 

(e) International crimes such as genocide and war crimes have no remedies. 

(f) Rights are guaranteed but remedies are not ensured-no machinery to deal with 

the violation of the Charter. Even with Security Council decisions are violated 
U.N. appears to be helpless: examples, South Africa, Rhodesia (Israel). 

(g) Contradictions of UN between letters and practice. 

 

Suggestions 

(a) UN will have to be made more realistic as an organisation-right of veto should 

be withdrawn. 

(b) Measures should be taken by law to discourage the power blocs inside United 

Nations. 

(c) U. N. should be an organisation where free play of conscience should 

dominate instead of global strategy motives-this idea will have to be developed to 
make the UN really democratic and effective organisation. 

(f) UN must have effective law enforcing machinery of its own to deal with the 

international crimes and the violations of the Charter. 

(g) Device will have to be innovated where individuals can seek remedy for the 

violation of fundamental human rights. 

Conclusion 

The spirit and purpose of the UN is still the dream of ideal world community. 

What we need now is to find out the means to implement them in reality. As far as the 

humanitarian rule of the United Nation is concerned, on most of the occasions it has 

played a very vital role in last two decades. This role the U.N. can go on playing in a 

more effective and commendable way. 
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My Dear Defense Secretary, 

 
I enclose a note relating to Ghorasal Fertilizer Factory. It seems that the threat 

given to the Japanese experts by our Mukti Bahini had some effect. So it is necessary 
to keep up harassing the Ghorasal Factory experts so that the initial impact made is 

fully utilized. 

 

I would appreciate if the enclosed information is brought to the notice of the 

Defense Minister. 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

(M. Alam) 

3.11.71 

 

 
Mr. A. Samad, 

Defense Secretary, 
Govt. of Bangladesh 

Encl: As above 
 

 
 

COPY 

SECRET 

Following message has been received from Tokyo: 

" Alam Bangladesh Foreign Secretary from Maswood. 

 

Suggest that fact of present offensive against Pakistan Army is by Mukti Bahini 

be clarified and affirmed by Bangladesh spokesman quickly unless already done. 

Indian denial published here but Bangladesh statement appears necessary. Regards". 

����# �H� 
B%'���$� �������� �� �� 

����B� 

(Monogram) Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Government of the 

People’s Republic of Bangladesh 

Mujibnagar 

Nove3, 1971 
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We have also received information that some journalists have been asking why 

there has been no statement from the Bangladesh Government re: the present 

offensive of the Mukti Bahini. 

A. G 

26. 11.71 
 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

GOVT. OF BANGLADESH 

 

IMMEDIATE 

November 27, 1971 
 

Memo. No. 281 (3)/FS/MFA/71 

Copy forwarded to: 

1) The Defense Secretary, 

Govt. of Bangladesh 
 2) Information Secretary, 

Govt. of Bangladesh 
3) E. P. D. for information and necessary action. 

 
 

(M. Alam) 
Foreign Secretary 

27.11.71 
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No. PR/74. 
November 4, 1971. 

 

ACTING PRESIDENT APPEALS FOR UN 

SECRETARY GENERAL'S INTERVENTION 

The Acting President of the People's Republic of Bangladesh Syed Nazrul Islam 

has made an appeal to the U. N. Secretary General U. Thant to urgently intervene in 

saving the life of Mr. Hussain Ali and his family who have been beaten and kept 

captive in the Pakistan High Commission in New Delhi. 

In a telegram sent to the U. N. Secretary General to-day the Acting President has 
called upon the world body to condemn Pakistan Government for the violence that 

they have let loose on Bangladesh nationals which have of late been extended from 
the occupied area of Bangladesh to the precincts of diplomatic missions in the foreign 

countries. He has urged the Secretary General's interference for Mr. Hussain Ali and 

his family's immediate release. President has given a brief description of the inhuman 

treatment neted out to the Bengali employees by the Pakistan High Commission's 

West Pakistani employees. 

Following is the full text of the telegram:— 

Eleven Bengalee employees of the Pakistan High Commission in India New Delhi 

who were virtually prisoners inside the mission premises were coming out of the 

chancery on November 2 with forty three dependents when West Pakistani employees 

in presence of senior officers pounced on them with variety of deadly weapons 

causing serious injuries to many. 

Even children and ladies were not spared. Majority of the helpless victims 

bleeding profusely from wounds were rushed to hospital for emergency medical Care. 

Foreign journalists who had gathered outside Pakistan chancery were kept at bay by 

flying missiles and stones thrown by West Pakistanis from inside the chancery. 

Foreign teams televised the incident. 

One Bengali employee Mr. Hussain Ali was mercilessly beaten till unconscious 

and then forcibly detained with wife and three daughters while his two minor sons 
escaped. His teenage daughter who tried to come out was manhandled beaten and 

forced inside. The incident was witnessed by foreign news media representatives. Mr. 
Hussain All was 
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the personal assistant to West Pakistani officer incharge military intelligence. As Mr. 

Hussain Ali has the knowledge of intelligence contacts in India his life may be in 

danger. 

 

I appeal to your Excellency in the name of humanity and justice to urgently 

intervene and secure release of Mr. Hussain Ali and his family from the wrongful 

detention by the Pakistan envoy, if meanwhile he has not already been murdered. I 

also appeal to the world body to condemn Pakistan Government for this wilful 

violence on Bangladesh nationals. Crimes of genocide and against humanity 

perpetrated in Bangladesh are now being extended into the precincts of diplomatic 

missions in foreign countries and deserve universal condemnation. 
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Diplomat in Singapore Defects To Bangladesh, 

A 39-year-old cipher assistant of the Pakistan High Commission in Singapore 

defected to the Bangladesh Government on November 8, declaring that in view of 

mass slaughter of his Bengali compatriots by the West Pakistan Army he could no 

longer serve the Islamabad military regime. 

Mr. Ali Ahmed, accompanied by his wife and three children, flew out of 

Singapore after mailing letters to news agencies and journalists and to the Pakistan 
High Commission in Singapore. 

Mr. Ahmed had been with the Pakistan mission for 10 months and was under 

orders of transfer to Islamabad. A Bengali, he was asked to vacate his house some 

days earlier to make way for his West Pakistani replacement and moved to East Asia 

Hotel from where he left to join the Bangladesh Government on the sub-continent. 

Although Bengali employees of the Pakistan mission had been kept out of 

important work, Mr. Ahmed in his capacity as cipher assistant was privy to most of 

the secret messages coming to and emanating from Singapore. In fact, while there had 

been mass defections of Pakistani diplomats to Bangladesh, Mr. Ahmed was the only 

cipher official to declare his loyalty to the Bangladesh Government. 

More Mass Defections: 

On November 2, forty-three East Bengali men, women and children escaped to 

freedom from the Pakistan High Commission in New Delhi after being severely 

beaten up by the West Pakistani staff. All of them switched their loyalty to 

Bangladesh. 

The group comprised 10 East Bengali employees of the High Commission and 

their families. Two of those injured as a result of the beating where admitted to 
hospital. 

With this mass escape, the only Bengalis left inside the Pakistan High 

Commission were Mr. Hossain All personnel assistant to Mr. Abdul Ghani head of 

the Pakistani intelligence net-work in India, Mrs. Hossain Ali and their three 

daughters and the wife, two daughters and a son of another Bengali employee who 

escaped himself. 

In Tokyo, on November 2, Mr. S. M. Maswood, Press, Attache of the Pakistani 

Embassy and his family and the Third Secretary, Mr. Mubammad Abdul Rahim, 

defected to Bangladesh because "we can pretend no more." 

Mr. Maswood, 56-year-old father of six children, and Mr. Rahim (29) are both 
from East Bengal. Mr. Maswood, serving in Tokyo since September 10, 1970, is from 

Comilla and Mr. Rahim, a bachelor, comes from Rajshahi in East Bengal. Mr. Rahim 
had been in Tokyo since September 30, 1970. 
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Mr. Maswood and Mr. Rahim told Japanese newsmen they had defected "because 
we could no longer bear the terrible repression by the West Pakistan Government in 

East Bengal." 

In Berne, on November 2, Mr. Waliur-Rahman, Second Secretary of the Pakistan 

Embassy in Switzerland and former Charge d' Affairs, announced that he had resigned 

and was asking for asylum in Switzerland. 

He accused the Pakistan Government at a news conference of having killed 

1,500,000 people in East Pakistan. 

Mr. Fazlul Karim, Head of Chancery at the Pakistan Embassy in the Egyptian 
capital of Cairo, arrived in London on October 26 and joined the Bangladesh 

movement in protest against the policies of the Pakistan Government. 

The 31-year-old diplomat in a statement said that "the Army junta in West 

Pakistan has taken a calculated move to deprive the 75 million people of Bangladesh 

of their basic human rights and keep them in perpetual subjugation." 

A spokesman for the London based movement said that about 40 East Bengali 

diplomats had left their posts abroad since the Pakistan Army moved into East Bengal 

in March. 
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DELHI PAKISTAN MISSION-YAHYA'S SLAUGHTER HOUSE 
 

Pakistanis set up yet another unique record of barbarism in a foreign country when 
they inflicted brutalities on the Bengali employees of their High Commission in New 

Delhi on November 2, 1971. The Bengali employees along with the members of their 

families were mercilessly beaten up while they were escaping to freedom and 

declared allegiance to Bangladesh. Mr. Husain Ali Khan, personal Assistant to Mr. 

Abdul Ghani, chief intelligence network in India, was forcibly kept inside the High 

Commission premises and beaten up. It is still unknown if MR. Husain Ali Khan is 

alive. 

The ugly maltreatment with the Bengali staff was so nakedly exposed despite the 
assurance given to them on their freedom of movement. The High commission 

authorities recently withdrew all restrictions on the movement of the Bengali Staff 
who were previously subjected to confinement, within the, chancery premises. They 

were told they could leave the High Commission should they so desire. The Pakistanis 

held Mr. Husain Ali captive because he was personal assistant to the Chief of the 

Intelligence network in India. 

Describing the High Commission as "Yahya Khan's slaughter house ip India", the 

wailing and bleeding escapees showed their injuries to Pressmen and others outside 
the High Commission. 

The West Pakistani atrocities invoked deep indignation and anger all over 

Bangladesh. 

 

Bangladesh Government and leaders strongly condemned the torture and oppression 

committed by the West Pakistanis on the Bengali employees and called for 
international intervention for the release of Mr. Husain Ali Khan. 
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Mr. Prime Minister, 

1 write this note to you today out of a despondent mood which has been clouding 
my thoughts for last several weeks. After more than 7 months of my efforts to help 

the Bangladesh cause it may perhaps appear to be odd to address you. But my sense 
of duty dictates me to inform you that I have been psychologically persecuted without 

any reason whatsoever. For your record and necessary action I put down very briefly 
the facts as follows: 

(1) left Dacca towards the end of March and after spending about 3 weeks on the 

eastern side came down to Calcutta on April 19, 1971. It was my commitment to the 

cause of an Independent Bangladesh rather than the fear of Pakistani army that 

brought me down here. You, your colleagues and the Awami League party arc aware 

of the humble contribution I made during the trial of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman in the 
Agartala conspiracy case and during the time of Round Table Conference of 1969 and 

thereafter. 

(2) Soon after I arrived 1 devoted myself to work for the cause of our liberation 

through the functionaries of the government of Bangladesh. As at the beginning the 

only surface activities were conducted from the Mission. I associated myself with it to 

render my services to the best of my ability. Because of the circumstances, there was 

no sufficient machinery for the work that was necessary in the diplomatic and public 

relations front. I tried to narrow the gap and fill the vacuum whenever it was 

necessary. I drafted letters, prepared instructions for the organizations abroad, 

prepared briefings for different dignatories, briefed foreign correspondents and 
visitors, compiled facts and documents of Bangladesh movement and many other 

pieces of work in different spheres at different times. 

(3) On many occasions I submitted different schemes and plans to develop our 
Foreign Office and the External Publicity Machinery to strengthen our diplomatic 

efforts abroad. My personal contact and friendship with a good many international 
Journalists paid a very rich dividend for our cause. Whenever I have spoken I tried my 

best to vindicate our cause and the importance of our leadership with a background to 

the role of Awami League and Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

(4) After Mr. Alam took over as the Foreign Secretary I also tried to be 
cooperative as much as possible and rendered all possible assistance to him and to all 

others working in the Mission. I have also always extended my fullest assistance to 
Mr. Hossain Ali on different matters whenever it was demanded of me. Many things I 

have done going out of my own way only to strengthen our cause and there are 
countless small things which I have done in the Mission. On my submission the 

concept of which I developed and now it is working reasonably well. An English 
Bulletin called 'Bangladesh' is also coming out regularly every week from this 

Division. I submitted a comprehensive scheme for this Division in order to make it 

more effective to achieve our ultimate objective. 

(5) During all this time not even for a moment it occurred to me that my 
contribution was not necessary or for that matter to work for the cause of Bangladesh 

I needed any 
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formal or official position. But in order to work more effectively I thought the 

distribution of work could be made in the Foreign Office so that what exactly I should 
do. This would have help me to be more creative and vigorous in performing my 

responsibility. At this time the Foreign Secretary informed that there was difficulty in 

formalizing my position. On hearing this I met the Foreign Minister for the first time 

in the last week of July. The Minister was very kind to me and praised me for all the 

work I was doing but told me that there were difficulties from other quarters about my 

holding any responsibility officially. He however consented to my continuing the 

work quietly on the voluntary basis as before. 

(6) So I continued to work as a volunteer in the Foreign Office, as my main 
purpose was to serve the cause of our people. The Foreign Minister was however kind 

to grant a little subsistence allowance with effect for August, if I required. 

(7) In the meantime however, two publications compiled and prepared by me 

came out from the External Publicity Division. One "Bangladesh-Contemporary 

events and documents'' and the other was "Bangladesh-from Autonomy to 

Independence" (World Press commentary). In the first one the Publicity Division was 
kind to mention my name although I agreed originally not for such naming. 

(8) This position, although I did not mind personally, was however insulting and 

humiliating. I was gradually realizing that I was not allowed to function effectively. It 

was also embarrassing in dealing with large number of foreign correspondents and 

other dignitaries and also in entering into correspondence etc. 

(9) All this time it has been conveyed to me through various sources and 
particularly the Foreign Office that there is objection from, your side in my working 

for the cause of Bangladesh. Finding this situation humanly intolerable and politically 

most unfortunate 1 meet the Foreign Minister again last week. He advised me to 

discuss this matter with you and the Acting President and assured me that this 

undesirable situation could be changed if only you and the Acting President consented 

to allow me to work more effectively. When I discussed this matter with the Acting 

President he was sorry to hear all these and advised me to take this matter up with you 

also. 

May I here make it absolutely clear, Mr. Prime Minister that I would be only 

delighted to continue my work as a volunteer provided my responsibility is defined. I 
have already expressed my desire to contribute in my little way as much as possible to 

strengthen the Government's hand in our liberation struggle and in representing oi 7 

cause in a better and effective manner. 

I hope you will take an immediate action in this respect. I may continue to work in 
the Foreign Office or in the Planning Commission or in any other front as you would 

consider suitable for me. 
Yours faithfully  

(Moudud Ahmed) 
Barrister-at-Law 

Dt. 12/11/71 
1. Prime Minister 

Copy to: 

2. The Acting President 

3. Foreign Minister 
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MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

GOVERNMENT OF THE 

PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MUJIBNAGAR 
 

                 

CONFIDENTIAL 

 

No. B-3/I6/71.               November 22, 1971. 

 
CIRCULAR 

 

A list of official representatives of the Government of the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh with full particulars of their addresses is circulated to all concerned for 
their information and guidance. 

(Anwarul Karim Chowdhury) 
Officer on Special Duty. 

 

Distribution: 

1. All Bangladesh Missions abroad. 

2. Private Secretaries to the Acting President and Cabinet Ministers of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh, Mujibnagar. 

3. All Secretaries of the ministries of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, 

Mujibnagar. 

4. C-in-C, Bangladesh Mukti Bahini. 

5. Deputy Chief of Staff, Bangladesh Mukti Bahini. 

6. Director, Press and Information, Government of Bangladesh. 

7. In-charge, Bangladesh Radio. 

8. External Publicity Division. 

 
MISSIONS ABROAD 

 

CALCUTTA Mr. M Hossain Ali, 

High Commissioner for 

Bangladesh in India. 

9. Circus Avenue, 

Calcutta-17, India. 

Phone: 44-5208 

44-0941 

 

   

NEW DELHI Mr. H. R. Choudhury, 

Bangladesh Representative, 

Bangladesh Mission, 
C-l 19, Anand Niketan, 

New Dclhi-21, India. 

Phone: 62-6405 
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LONDON 

 

 

Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed 

Chowdhury. 

Special Representative of 

Bangladesh. 

Bangladesh Mission, 

24, Pumbridge Gardens. 
London. W-2 U. K 

Phones: 01-229-0281 

01-229-5435 

Cable: Bangladesh 

London W2 

 

   

STOCKHOLM 

 

Mr. A. Razzak, 

Bangladesh Representative. 

Bangladesh Mission. 

Duvholmsgrand 38. 

12741 Skarholmen. 

Stockholm. Sweden. 

Phone: 7/0-68-57 

 

   

NEW YORK 

 

Mr. S. A. Karim. 

Bangladesh Representative. 

Bangladesh Mission. 

Room No. 1002A. 

10 East 39th Street. N. Y. 10016. 

New York. U. S. A. 

Phone: (212)685-4530 

(212)739-0388 

 

   

WASHINGTON 

 

Mr M. R. Siddiqi. 

Bangladesh Representative. 
Bangladesh Mission, 

1223. Connecticut Avenue, 
North-West (fourth Floor), 

Washington. D. C. 20036. U. S 
A. 

Phone: 737-9538 

737-9196 
 

Cable: Bangladesh 
Washington D. C. 

 

   

HONG KONG 

 

Mr. Mohiuddin Ahmed, 

Bangladesh Representative, 
Bangladesh Mission, 

1st Floor, 
31, Broad Wood Road 

Happy View Terrace 

Happy Valley, Hong Kong. 

Phone: 769610 

 

   

MANILA 

 

Mr. K. K. Panni, 

Bangladesh Representative, 

Bangladesh Mission, 

1939 Kamias Street, 

Das Marinas Village, 
Makati Rizal, 

Manila, Philippines. 

Phone: 89-56-27 
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KATHMANDU 

 

Mr. A. M. Mustafizur Rahman, 

Bangladesh Representative, 

Bangladesh House, 

Maharajgani-Bansbari, 

(Opposite Brahma Cottage), 

G. P. O. Box No. 789, 
Kathinandu, Nepal. 

 

   

BERNE 

 

Mr. Waliur Rahman, 

Bangladesh Representative, 

Helvetiastr. 21, 

3005 Berne, Switzerland. 

Phone: 448265 

 

   

TOKYO 

 

Mr. S. M. Maswood, 

Bangladesh Representative, 

17, Ichibancho, Chiyoda-ku, 

Kojimachi, 

Tokyo, Japan. 
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Letter from the Government of Bangladesh to the Prime Minister of India 
November 23,1971. 

 
(Seal of the Bangladesh Government) 

                             
Mujibnagar, 

November 23, 1971 

Excellency, 

May we invite your kind attention to our letter of the 15th of October, written to 

you on the eve of your departure for Europe and the United States of America? Our 

hope was that, apart from giving consideration to our basic request for the recognition 

of the People's Republic of Bangladesh and its government, our letter would also 

assist you in conveying the depth of our feelings and the increasing momentum of our 

struggle for freedom to the world leaders whom you were to meet. The reports that we 

received about your discussion had created the hope that the statesmen whom you 

meet would be able to persuade President Yahya Khan to evolve a political solution to 

the problem of Bangladesh, in consultation with our undisputed leader. Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman and our already elected representatives. 

2. Even while you were abroad describing the realities of the situation and 

emphasizing the imperative necessity of a political solution according to the declared 

wishes of the people of Bangladesh, we received definite indications that the military 

rules of West Pakistan remain determined to continue their policy of repression and 
brutality against our people. President Yahya Khan's statement of the 12th of October, 

the increased activities of the West Pakistani Army against the civilian population in 
Bangladesh and his rebuffs to various overtures made by the statesmen of the world 

urging a rational political solution on him, confirmed our assessment. 

3. Development especially over the last two weeks clearly show that the military 

rulers of West Pakistan are not open to persuasion to return to the path of reason and 

face the realities of the situation. Meanwhile, the exodus of our countrymen into India 

continues unabated, which is a direct consequence of the continuing repression of our 
people by the West Pakistani army. The oppression of our people is accompanied by a 

deceitful policy of so-called normalization undertaken by the military junta of West 
Pakistan. The defeated candidates and quislings, who constitute the so-called civilian 

government of East Pakistan, are sustained by a repressive martial law regime 
universally hated by the people of Bangladesh. Their atrocities have reached new and 

unimaginable dimensions in terrorizing and decimating our people in recent days. 
You must have seen reports about curfews and arrests, exercises in scorched earth and 

mass extermination undertaken by the West Pakistani army in Bangladesh over the 

last fortnight. Entire villages have been razed to the ground and their populations 

liquidated. The West Pakistani army has acted with 
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such systematic brutality that millions of our countrymen wander without shelter and 
food within Bangladesh. According to our assessment, nearly five million citizens' of 

Bangladesh are in this tragic and heart-rending predicament with no succour or relief. 
This is apart from the ten million citizens of Bangladesh who have already gone to 

India and whose number is increasing every day. The aforesaid facts lead us to the 

unmistakable conclusion that the military regime of Pakistan has embarked on a pre 

meditated and planned extermination of our race. 

4. The military regime of West Pakistan still refuses negotiations with Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman and the Government of Bangladesh. This has resulted in the 
alienation not only of the people of Bangladesh from the military regime of President 

Yahya Khan but also the people in other parts of Pakistan. The people of North-West 
Frontier Province and Baluchistan have expressed their dissatisfaction in a manner 

which has now compelled the Government of West Pakistan to ban the National 
Awami Party which had won a majority in the provincial elections in these two 

provinces of West Pakistan. 

5.  All this only confirms our original assessment that the people of West Pakistan 

were never a party to the conspiracy of military oppression undertaken by President 
Yahya Khan in conjunction with a small coterie of Generals. President Yahya Khan's 

pronouncements and activities over the last month gave a clear indication of his 
determination to suppress the democratic aspirations not only of the people of 

Bangladesh, but also of the people all over Pakistan. 

6. As we had informed you in our letter of the 15th of October the operations of 

the Mukti Bahini have been gathering momentum. The Mukti Bahini, with the 

universal support of the people of Bangladesh, has achieved signal successes in 

regaining effective administrative control over large areas of our motherland against 

the military oppressor. We had informed you of our being in control of half the 

territory of Bangladesh in our letter of the 15th of October. We have great pleasure in 
informing you now that our effective jurisdiction extends to two-thirds of the total 

area of the country. We have not only liberated this area, but at so consolidated our 
authority and established increasingly effective civil administration in areas under our 

control. Even in the remaining areas, the freedom struggle with popular support has 
reached a stage that it has compelled the West Pakistani troops to confine themselves 

to a limited number of fortified positions. Our successes as well as the events in West 
Pakistan, with the passage of time, have convinced even the people of West Pakistan 

of the legitimacy of our cause. The intransigence of the military regime of West 

Pakistan and the pogroms being carried out by them against our people are indicative 

of the vain hope which President Yahya Khan entertains of retaining control over 

Bangladesh by coercive authority. This has only strengthened our determination to 

liberate our motherland completely and we are confident of achieving our objectives. 

We have become better organized and our armed forces are acting with discipline and 

determination. The ranks of the Mukti Bahini have swelled with thousands of patriotic 

young men, dedicated to remove the colonial bondage of the people of Bangladesh 

once and for all. It is our unalterable intention to remove the root cause of the tragedy 

which we have undergone-the oppression that we have suffered for nearly two 

decades, and culminating in the holocaust on March 25th and the events following it. 

This is a just struggle of an enslaved people against their exploiters. 
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 7. It was out hope that our struggle would find immediate and tangible support 
from the international community, particularly from our great neighbor. India. Our 

expectations had some basis in the eloquent resolution passed by the Parliament of 
India on the 31st of March, 1971, which expressed sympathy for and solidarity with 

the people of Bangladesh in their struggle for a democratic way of life. Already, eight 

months have gone by, neither international pressure nor counsels of reason from the 

statesmen of the world have succeeded in persuading the military regime of West 

Pakistan to negotiate a political settlement with the people of Bangladesh through 

their already elected and acknowledged leaders led by the President of Bangladesh, 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. Nor has your tolerance and restraint made any constructive 

impact on the rulers of West Pakistan. To the contrary, apart from carrying out a 

systematic policy of genocide, violation of human rights and repression, the military 

regime of West Pakistan has sought to divert the attention of the world from the root 

cause of the problem by attempting to internationalize the issue by projecting it as an 

Indo-Pakistan dispute. We are aware of the consistent efforts that your Government 

has made to explain the problem in its correct perspective and to direct the attention 

of the international community to the realities of the situation. These attempts at a 
peaceful settlement of the dispute between the people of Bangladesh and the military 

rulers of West Pakistan have failed and the recent pronouncements and activities of 
President Yahya Khan provide little hope for a political solution. In this context, it has 

surprised and even perturbed us that India should continue a policy of caution and 
restraint against the oppressive military regime of West Pakistan. 

8. The people of Bangladesh are conscious of the leading role that India played 

in eradicating the evil of colon alism from the Afro Asian region. It was India's 

eloquent advocacy and consistent stand in favor of the oppressed peoples of the world 

which made it the leading political force accelerating the process of de-colonization. 

Your Government and your people have always raised their voice where human 
dignity was in danger and liberties and freedoms of people threatened. Your 

consistent support to the just struggles for liberation and freedom movements of the 
oppressed people of the world is well-known. India has been a leading exponent of 

the cause of freedom and upholder of liberty for those who are oppressed and 
deprived of their fundamental rights. You have shown unflinching support to the 

principles of democracy, secularism, socialism and a non-aligned foreign Policy. The 
proclamation of independence of the People's Republic of Bangladesh and subsequent 

pronouncements by the Government of our country have given clear indication that 

we share their ideals and aspirations. We should like to reiterate here what we have 

already proclaimed as the basic principles of our State policy, i. e., democracy, 

socialism, secularism, and the establishment of an egalitarian society, where there 

would be no discrimination on the basis of race, religion, sex or creed. In our 

foreign relations, we are determined to follow a policy of non-alignment, peaceful co- 

existence and opposition to colonialism, racialism and imperialism in all its forms and 

manifestations. Against this background of this community of ideals and principles, 

we are unable to understand why the Government of India has not yet responded to 

our plea for recognition. 

9. On a more practical plane, we are conscious of the burdens imposed on your 

country by the massive influx of the citizens of Bangladesh in the face of the terror 

which 
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they face in their own country. We share your anxiety regarding the tensions which 
the presence of millions of our countrymen on your territory can generate. The 

economic burden and the socio-political tensions which the large number of 
Bangladesh refugees in India can create are and should be the common concern of 

both the Government of India and Bangladesh. With our effective control over our 

territory and with the establishment of organized civil administration, we are anxious 

that all our fellow citizens who were forced to leave their hearths and homes after the 

25th of March, 1971, and who are now living in your country in adverse conditions 

despite your generosity, return to their home- land at the earliest possible date. We are 

also now in a position to resettle and rehabilitate them in their own homes in 

conditions of safety, dignity and honor. In view of the onset of winter, time is of 

essence in this matter. The health and welfare especially of the women, children and 

the aged, can be safeguarded only if the arrangements for their return to Bangladesh 

are expedited. We would like to assure you of our Government's full co-operation in 

organizing the expeditious return to the refugees back to their home. Let it not be said 

that we failed them in their hour of need. 

10. Your extending recognition to the Government of Bangladesh seems an 

imperative requisite to us to relieve the tensions and strains which the people of 

Bangladesh and India had to bear over the last eight months. The early achievement 

of our common objectives would also depend on your giving not only political and 

moral support to us, but also all essential material and to the freedom struggle. We are 

convinced that your according recognition to us and giving substantive content to this 

recognition by co-operation in all aspects of our mutual relations would expedite a 

lasting solution to the problem of Bangladesh. 

11. We are grateful for the continuing support that you have given to our cause 

and the efforts you have made on this behalf with the international community. We 

feel it is now necessary to give formal political content to you support, in order that 

our struggle is rewarded with speedy success and our existence as a free society is 

recognized by the world at large. Recognition by you would give an impetus to and 

would be an acknowledgement of our aspirations and free existence. It is also our 

considered assessment that the granting of recognition by the Government of India to 

the People's Republic of Bangladesh is a most necessary and important step not only 

to stabilize the situation on the sub-continent but also to ensure peace, progress and 

stability to South- East Asia. May we, therefore, reiterate the request which we made 

in our letter of 15th October that you accord immediate recognition to the sovereign 

People's, Republic of Bangladesh? 

 

Please accept, Excellency, the assurance of our highest esteem. 

 
 

(Sd.) SYED NAZRUL ISLAM           (Sd.) TAJUDDIN AHMED 
 

HER EXCELLENCY MRS. INDIRA GANDHI, 

Prime Minister of India, 

New Delhi. 
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Nov. 27, 1971. 
 

The trend of International publicity has radically changed in last 7 days. The 

theme of the publicity in different international Newspapers and medias has been 
dominated by the Indo-Pakistan conflict and it appears to turn into an Indo-Pakistani 

dispute taking the real issue of Bangladesh and the struggle of the Mukti Bahini in 
obscurity. 

It is essential that we should try to see that the real issue remains alive. Therefore, 

our effort should be more intensified now then ever before to keep the Bangladesh 

struggle in the world scene. There are more than 100 foreign correspondents, 
Photogra-phers, Television teams and News agencies in Calcutta and all of them have 

rushed thinking that there is going to be a war. From our side we must try to draw 
their attention to the real problem and see that the Mukti Bahini remain as a dominant 

factor in their work. On the other hand, it is not possible nor it would be wise to treat 
all the correspondents on the same footing. Many of them we do not know, there are 

many who have not been writing fully in our support and there are some who also 

perhaps function as informers. From my personal experience I may suggest that we 

should select six to eight persons preferably not more than one from one particular 

country and make special arrangement to show them round the Mukti Bahini activities 
and successes. The following names can be suggested for an immediate coverage of 

the Mukti Bahini:- 

 

(1)  John Pilger, Chief International Correspondent, Daily Mirror and his   

Photographer  John Garrett. 

(2)  Simon Dring, Newsweek USA and his Photographer Bob Whittaker 

(3)  Gerard Viratelle, of Le Monde, France. 

(4)  Miss Penny Tweedier, Photographer, Sunday Times. 

(5)  David Sell, BBC Television Team. 

(6)  Faris Glubb, CBS Television Team. 

(7)  The Canadian Television Team. 

(8)  The Australian Television Team. 

(9)  One Swedish Television Corporation. 
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PRESS RELEASE 

 

A spokesman of the Bangladesh Government stated in Mujibnagar to-day that 

Yahya Government is now raising the bogey of Indian attack to hide the successes of 
the Mukti Bahini which has launched an all-out offensive throughout Bangladesh. In 

this connection the spokesman stated that the Mukti Bahini has already liberated large 
territories and is now controlling the entire countryside including some towns. Even 

in Dacca, the Mukti Bahini guerillas are daily engaging the occupation army in street 
battles. The spokesman asserted that the aim of the Yahya Government is to mislead 

world opinion about Mukti Bahini successes and to unite the people in West Pakistan 
where the NAP had to be banned to suppress movements by the people of the Frontier 

Province and Baluchistan. 
 

 

Mujibnagar 

30-11-71. 
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Letter from the Government of Bangladesh to Prime Minister of 

India December 4,1971 

 
(Seal of the Government of the 

People's Republic of Bangladesh) 

 
From 

SYED NAZRUL ISLAM 
      Acting President of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, 

                                             and 
TAJUDDIN AHMED 

Prime Minister of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 
 

To 

HER EXCELLENCY MADAME INDIRA GANDHI, 

Prime Minister of India, New Delhi. 

 

Your Excellency, 

We have just learnt with deep shock of the dastardly attack launched against your 

country by the military junta of Pakistan on the afternoon of the 3rd of December. 

This latest manifestation of Yahya Khan's reckless violation of international 

covenants is the final proof of his determination to subject the countries of this sub-

continent to tensions, destructions, and socio-economic ferment. The people of 

Bangladesh were conscious of the above inclinations of the Government of West 
Pakistan and they launched their struggle for freedom nearly nine month ago. We had 

sent communication to Your Excellency on the 15th of October and 23rd of 
November explaining the realities of the situation and our determination to fight the 

military junta of Pakistan till the complete defeat of the occupation forces is 
accomplished. The aggression committed by Yahya and his generals on your country 

makes it all the more necessary that the people of India and the people of Bangladesh 
stand shoulder to shoulder to repel the aggressors and fight for democracy and 

freedom and the values we cherish in common. 

Madame Prime Minister, We have the honor to inform you that in view of the 

direct aggression committed by Pakistan against your country on the 3rd of 
December, the freedom forces of Bangladesh are ready to fight the aggressive forces 

of Pakistan in Bangladesh, in any sector or in any front. Our joint stand against 
military machinations of Pakistan would be further facilitated, if we enter into formal 

diplomatic relations with each other. May we, therefore, repeat our request to Your 
Excellency that the Government of India accord immediate recognition to our country 

and our Government. 
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We should like to take this opportunity to assure Your Excellency that the 
Government and the people of Bangladesh stand solidly with you in this hour of peril 

and danger to both countries. It is our earnest hope that our joint resistance to the 
nefarious plans and intentions of President Yahya Khan will be brought to a 

successful conclusion. 

We assure Your Excellency of our Government's full support in your just struggle 

against the aggressor. 

Renewing Your Excellency, the assurances of our highest esteem. 

 

December 4, 1971. 
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BANGLADESH PRESS RELEASE 

D���! �������� 3�I  ��� 
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 �� ���-02। 
(May be reproduced with or without Acknowledgement) 

 
No. PR/79. 

CALCUTTA 

December 6, 1971. 

 
BANGLADESH FOREIGN MINISTER ON RECOGNITION 

The following is the statement of Khandaker Moshtaque Ahmed, Foreign Minister 

of the People's Republic of Bangladesh as received here to-day by the High 

Commissioner for Bangladesh in India:- 

"With an overwhelming heart precipitated with deep sense of gratitude, we the 75 

million people of Bangladesh once again express our heartfelt thanks to the 

Government and people of India on this epoch-making moment of history. India to-

day has formally redeemed her ideals of, pledge and commitment to the enhancement 

of human civilization, peace and progress by according formal recognition to the 

Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

On this historic day, let us an pledge to bring into being faithfully the new 

economic and social order that our great leader Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman pledged to the Nation of Bangladesh. Let us also hope that bond of 

friendship between India and Bangladesh will have ever lasting and eternal glory of 

greater and greater understanding. The great nation of India and emerging nation of 

Bangladesh can supplement and complement each other according to their capabilities 

to put up a monumental example of peaceful co-existence under the principle of 

panchshill. 

We owe our thanks and congratulations to the heroic men and officers of Mukti 

Bahini and Indian forces who have written this new page of history not in golden 
words but words stained with their blood. Glory belongs to them. 

Our great leader Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the dreamer of 

Bangladesh has to be rescued from the prison of the barbarous junta of Islamabad. If 

blood can bring freedom, blood will also bring him back in his dream land-

BANGLADESH. 

We make a fervent appeal to all freedom and peace-loving government of the 

world to accord immediate recognition to the Government of the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh and help in holding up high the banner of democracy, secularism and 

socialism. 

JOY BANGLA 
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0NI �<��.�� ����� "�\��& 
���������� ����#�$�� D�]%  

����# �$%��� 0N �<��.�, 0120 

               
,� ��]&^�  F�� �  �� ,� ��]&^�  F�� �  �� ,� ��]&^�  F�� �  �� ,� ��]&^�  F�� �  ��     

 
������ 9��� D�I������������ 9��� D�I������������ 9��� D�I������������ 9��� D�I������,,,,    
 
�_����� ���� �� ! 
 

�>�> ; 4� I��3���� J�����a ���� ;�� ,�bc�M�M। ��d���� ��> BR� ,���3�-��B��� 9�� �� 
,T�  ; 4� �� ���� �e ��� ��T� "?�c  �� ��c�R���M। �� ��� ��������। �� �3f �g�%� ��� � �> 
������ �&��� ���4� ���  9��� 6 9��� ��J��� ���� ;c�  �����M। ; ��>� �����  �������� 
?���M 9h�D��  �i�� ,f�� । ���� ����� �� 9h��B�� D���M। � j ,� 9hI ,�]  T� �। 9h��B� 
���R ���� ;���M 
������ ����। ��� ���� �?�) ; �����  ��%  �� ��� 3�� 3�������। ���� ��  �c�� �। 
������  �i�� ��� ,I। 
  
��� �  ����� �  ����� �  ����� �  ���&�&�&�&    
 
       
������ W��� ��F��� ��c�� '�% �����M ��c�� ����� ����& ��%  ���M। ��� ��c�� 9�� 3���M। 
���� ���� ,�c�? ��M ;�� ���� ���T��� 3��3� ��  �� ����&� ���  ;k�_ ����� 3���� ,���� �� �� 
,��� � M� ,I। ��i �B���� 3��� 9�B� D��]&��� ��� 6 ����^ ���� ,���� '��5�� ��&�l 3�� 
9��5�  ��I ���� ���� ����]� ��� �  ���&। 
 

������ 
%�A��
������ 
%�A��
������ 
%�A��
������ 
%�A��    
    

������ ���> ��F���� ����C� ’�4 ��� 9��J�� 3���M। W���]3 �m�4� ��& ���� ������ '���4 ���] 
; ��k���  ��4���M। ���  �n%����� 9��� 9�F�3 9�?��I ,��� �F�3� ��k��� ��� 3�� ������ ; 
��Y�� ��M। ������ ���R ��� , ��4 ���] 9D������ �&�B-����5�� ���& ���� 
����� 9��  ���M। ,� 

������  ����3�  ��� ��& ?�R�� ��F�� ?��M। ; ��F�� ��A�&��o� 3�� ��p3����D��� ; ���%� 
����  ��� ����। � � ,��� ��E ��F�� ,�] 3�� ,��� qg 3�� �� ;  ���� ��F��। ,� ��F�� 3�� 
���r� ��F��। �����sU 5���5� ; 4� ,���  ��  �� B�R ����� 3��। B%�$, �����$ 6 
�������5��- ; ���4 ���C��]� ����� ,�b����� "�� �D�)  �� ,���  ��B�K  ��� 3��। ,��� ; 4� 
�� ����  �K���� 6 ���&������ ���r  ��� 3��। ,� ����� t & 6 ��BK �������  ����5�� ��A��&� 
���  ;�B��  �����M,,�I ; I t & 6 ��BK ���� �������  
������ 
�A�� A���� 3�� ;�� ������ 
C�� C�� ,� A��  ,�b�M ���� 3��।  
 
��� �� ������ ���� �� ������ ���� �� ������ ���� �� ������ �    
    
01L2 ����� 0LI �Bu ���� ; ��� 
��� 3���M���। � j ,� 
����� �M� ��� �� ������। ��I 
9�?��I ,� 
����� 3����� ����?�� 3����� ,B�M। ,��]�%� ,����� ,� 
������ 9�����& C�4�M। ;I ,� 
������  9�DG�� ,� 9�DG��� �����  ������ '��%  ��� 3��, 
������ ��� ��� � ������ �। 
��>� ������ ,� 
����� 9���� 3���M ,� 
����� �@�%� �Di�� '��h����3�। ; ��&4��  �&�>, ���r, 
������  6 ��#�� �&�!� ;�� �?��-�?��%� ���&�� ��K D��� �&�H 6 "�!����  ��� 3��। 
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���������� ��F�� D��� "��3������ B�o M��R�� ���Y� ��  �4 ,���� W����  ��C�� 
 ���M। ��>���� ��Y���� �B�l� ������ �>5�� ��F����  �3��� ��R� �����M। ����  
���&����, ���� 6 �D&��� �� ��� ��Y��� � � ��Y �B��  ������ ��v ; �w�� ,C�]%�  ���M। 
��F ���Y� �������  �x���, �������� ;�� ��# 6 ������� ��F3 ��T���  ���% ���������� 

����� ��F���  ��� !� C����� �� �D&���% �&���� ��� ?����� ���� �� M�I ?��� ���� ���� �। 
        
B%�$ 3�&�� ,?r� 
    

�������  ,5�� �������� �� ��  ��6  ��MI 9����?� �। � j ������  �������  
�B�� "�!����  ��� �B�� ���� ���?� 9�DG�� ��D  ���M। ���� W���� ��v �5&  ���M ,� 
9�  ,�� ��M ,���� ��� 6 B%����  ,� ,���� �� ���   ��� �D��� 'D����y�  ��� ���� 
�। D��o���  #&��4��� 
��T� ;�� ,�� !��� ����  ���g%D��� "��5�  ���M। A�� ,� 
���� ,���� �B�%�  ��M ����  ��G � j �� ��k���� �&�3��� ���� 5�� 6 W����। BD�� 
,5��D� ��v ���� �5&  ���M ,�, ,��� ,�� B%���$  �����&�!�� ��Y��� ;�� 3��� B%�$ 6 
�v����� ����������  T�  �?��_ ����I ��� �w�� z
���$� ,���� �3���� 9�� B%�$�  
3�&�� ,?r�  ���M ������ ���4��।   
    
�D����� 3�� ���- 
    

���{ ���� 6 5�{��� ,���� '�� 9������ � �&�3�� '��� �� ,� ,���� B%��>�  ,M�4 
 �� ,����  ; 4� '��� ���� , � , � ��3S ��>� ���& �5&  ���M। �D����� 3�� ��� ���� 
'����� �  �� ��3�� �����{� �����B ��� ,� ������ 9������  �� ��� �, ;  T�4� |rD��� 
;��� ��� ,���� '���� ��M ��� ���� ��Y�� । 5���� ,���3 �� �@��� ��O ����]�, 
����],  �� 9�i� 9}��� ����]� 9����3� ��>�  ,M�4  �� ,���4� ;��� �����  ���%� 
3���M। �D��S�� �%�v�� 9�DG�� ,T� 6 ����� ; ����� � 9��� 3��, ���  �� ���������� 
"~��� ��r�� ���� ���� ����� ?��� q��� ,��। 
    
����]� ��>�  ��M����]� ��>�  ��M����]� ��>�  ��M����]� ��>�  ��M----    
 

���Y� , �T�6 ��� , ��� ����]� ���> ��F�� ����� 3�� T��  ��� ���������� ����]� 
���> ��F��6 ����� 3��। I��3�� ; ��5� 6 �����I ,C�]%�  ���M।। ��3S ��>, �����&���, �� 
�����&��� 6 ,�������� 9������ �Mc�R ���� �� ,����� ;���M �� ����� ��c� ���� ; 
,������� B������  �� ���� �। ���> ��� ���] ���>����� �&����� ��3S��>� ,������ , ��� 
 ���। ����6  �� �। ,� ��> ����]�  �&��% ������� 3� � ,� ��> ���� ��>। ,� ���� 
��>� ��g�� ���� ��F��  ��M ;��  ��। 9�� ��>�� W-; �4 ,�� ����� �?��-�?��%� ��& 
���� '��%  ���M ,�, ����� � 6 ���� �� �� ,�"���� 3�� ��R�M। �?���5�� ,� ���^ ���� 
9��  ���M ��� �� ;���  �M ,T�  ���> ��� ����]� ���  ��� � M� ,I। ����]� ��C�� ��>� 
 ��M ���� �&�> �� ,B�l� �?��� 3�� 
� ��  ���M। 

 
,D��B� ����� 9���,D��B� ����� 9���,D��B� ����� 9���,D��B� ����� 9���----    
 

�� ���� �3���� ,� B%��>� "���� ����  ���M ,� B%��> ���� ���� ������ ,���  
B�R ����। �&�>�)��  D��� �B�� ,B�4� ����� ��& ������  ��  ��� 3��। 9���� '������B�� �� 
������� ���&�� "�� ��5� ?����T�  ��� �?�� 9D&�� ������ ����&�B  ��� 3��। ; ���� 
� ����  �d���� 9���� ����� �����  ���M।  ��% 9���� '������B��� ���� ���� �S 6 ?����� 
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�&�>���  ���'�%� 6 '�����  '��3�  ���M। ���� 9��&I ���  �� ,�,���� ,���� 
�g�� ��� � "� g���-���� � �d5��  �d����� D����� ��� ,B�M 9����H� 9�� B3���। ��F 
����� �& ���� ; �w 3��  ��  �� ;�� ����� ������ ������ ������ �� ���\ T� �� 
��I ����� ,D�B  �� ,D��B� ����� ,3�  9���।  �&��B� ���H�� ,3�  ���H�� ���������� 
�>�> ������।  

�% 9�������% 9�������% 9�������% 9�������& �& �& �&     

������ '������ ��# D��� ��l�� D��� ������ 
� ��� �����M। ������ ���R ��� , ��4 
���> ��� ���] ���B -��� 6 ������ �?�) D����� ; 
� ��� F3  ���M। D��� q����� 
������ '������ ��rI �, ; D�� 9&��p� 6 ��������� ; �4 t��3���  t���3&� 
")���� ���। D���  ; 4� q�� D��oI �, ;4� �������� ��� �D&��� 9����% �����@i ; 4� 
������6 ��4। ����� ����4^, �?��� �&��H, ������ W&�� ;�� z��?��� t� &� ���3��� D��� 
��W ; 4� ,�� �, ;4� ; 4�  "��3����। ���������� ������� ������ ���� D��� ,� 9���� 
���l�� ���  ��c�R���M ��� ���� ��Y I��3��� ����। ������ ��%�T��� ��%&, ������ �Mi��� ;�� 
���> ��� ����]� ��& D��� �� �� 6 D����� �B% ,� �&�B 
� ��  ���M ,� �&��B� � 
9�������&। ������ ���] ���-��R��� ,'� '��� D������ ���� D���������� �&�B-����5�� 
������ ���� ,?r�� ��4  ��� � ; ��Y�� ���� ��M। �3� D���� �S '������ �3���� ����� 
"D� ���#� �� ��6 �B�%� ��& �� �p�̂  �� �� B���� 3�� ��� ����� �!�'�&� ��M। 
D���� '���$� ����� Ip�� B��� ���c B����� 6 ���l ,���^�  ��� D����� ��� ����  
��Y������ ��  �� '��l�  ��� ��T� ���6 ���6 ���� ��  ��।  

�� �� �� �� ;  ��� ;  ��� ;  ��� ;  ���     

D����� �������� ������ �� ;   '������ ��# D�4� ������ �� ���  
� ��� �����M। 
D�4��� �3����� ��B�� ���� 6����?�  �&�>B�D��� ����������  ��%�T����� '�� ,� ��� '��� 
 ���M ,� �@� � ���� 6��� A ����M। ������ ���>�����  '�� ��c� ���� ��T���  T�6 
������ 9G�� �। �3�����, ��c� �� �� 6 ��c� �B�%�  ��M ����  ��G। WI ,���� ���& 
�3����B��� ,5� '()�� ���� ��� 3� ; �Y�� ���� ����� ���� ����।  

g� �� �� 6 �B�%� '�� g� �� �� 6 �B�%� '�� g� �� �� 6 �B�%� '�� g� �� �� 6 �B�%� '��     

 ��3S ��>��B�� ���& ,���D��4 ������ �B��B�R� ,� B%���� D��� �  ���  ���M ,� D��� � q�� 
���������� �, ���> ��� � � ����]� '���� 9��  ���M। g� �� �� ������ ���&� 6 
��F���� '�� ,� BD�� �3��D��� '���  ���M ,��& ���� ��c���  ��M 9�&�  ��G। ���� 
���  �� ,�, g� �� �� 6 �B% ������ �>�> ��F���  ��6 BD��D��� "����  ��� ;�� 
���  A�h�� �3���� ���� ������ �� ���  ��l��  
� ���6 ,���।  

,��o�D�� 6 ,����o�3 ���� I"������  �� �4 ,�� ������ '�� BD�� �3��D��� '��� 
 ���M। ����� ���&�, �� 4 6  ��F�� �@� � ��c�� 6 ������ । ���� ��c���  ��M  ��G। 
���� ���  ��, ,�, ���> ��� ����]�  �A� ��F����  ��l��  
� ��� ���� ��c��6 ;�B�� 
����।  

���4 6 A���� D��� � ���4 6 A���� D��� � ���4 6 A���� D��� � ���4 6 A���� D��� �     

���4 6 A���� �� �� ��x��  ��� �������� '�� ; 4� ����5 D��� � ���  �� ���_। 
���� ���  �� ,�, ; ����5�� ;4� 9T�3�  �4���  9���� �। ���4 6 ���������� ��& ��  
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�@ � ��'�?�। ���� ��  ��, ��d��� ���� �� 6 ������  �&������ ��v ���4����� 
��&  ���?� ��M। ���4� D���� �����3�D�� 9}��3 B�K� ���� ��� U��� ������ B%��$� 
W����� ���� ��6 �����  ��M ����?�। ��I ���4 �� ���� ��5  ��K  ����� ,6�� W�3 � 
���I ����  ��  ��।  

A���� ,�� �D&��� 'T� B%������ ")���� ���। B%��F���  "���� 6 9�D�  ��� �&����� 
��c��� ; 4� ��'�?� t��3& ��M। A���� ������ ")����� ����������  �����  
� ��� ����� 
A���� �� �� 6 �B% ����� B%���� D��� � 9�&�3� ����� ��� ���  �� 9��b�>   �।  

 ��]�o� �5� �? ��]�o� �5� �? ��]�o� �5� �? ��]�o� �5� �?     

B%��$� ������� ��� '?���� ��� � ��>��# �� �B%���$   ������ ��T �S ��� ����?� 
?� ���������� ���> ��� ����]�  ���-����� '�� ,� �@��  ��� F3%  ���M ,� ���� �p� 
�  �� ���� ��� �। �������C� ,D��� 6 ��I�� 6�����4-��� � �c��� ,� D��� � F3  ���M 
���� ���Y� 
����� ��� '��& 4� ���] U�O� 3���M। ��
�T� D��o��� ������� ������ ; W�4 
��|�������� ��>� ,� ������ 3���M। ,� ������ ����]� �  �&��% ���� ��� ���� ��Y�� 
 �� �।  ����3S W�4 ��>� ;I ���� ����� ��Y ����B�l�� ��& �R � ��� ; 4� ����� ,<�  
��� ��� � ����M ���� 9��&�>  �� 3�� �। ��� � '����� 3��� B%��$� 9�����& �� �3� 
?�� �� ����� 6 ,������� �����&���� 
���� ,�bT 9�D�&�> I���3��� �� ; 4� ��]�o� 
�5� �? 3�� ��c�R���M- ;� ?�I�� W���� 6 ,5��D� ��]� �� �  3�� ����।  

����#���� g����#���� g����#���� g����#���� g����� ����� ����� �����     

���������� ����#��� 3�_ 
��� �����Db� ,��4����5 ������%� �3��!��� ���। ������ 
��  5�{��� ;�� "i� ��� ,���  D��o��� ��> -��C��� ��R�� �R� ,T�  9��&I ���� 
T� �� 3��। ���� ���' ���� �����  ,��4 �� �c����� ��g��। �����&���, "�������� 6 
�%��]�&����� ��g�� ��F���� � � ����]� '�� ������ ��T� T� ��।  ��6 '�� ������ 
����] ,I। ���� ��& ������  ����^� W��� "e�>।  

�l�� '3� W��3�l�� '3� W��3�l�� '3� W��3�l�� '3� W��3    

�6���� ��B ���� �5 ,T�  ���� ,�� ;�� 
��� ������ ����� ���� ,�� ������� �3�� 
��c� ����?���� ,���� 6 ,4���D� D�]�% 012V ����� *= ,� �D.�  ; ����#���� g����� 
����� ���� ,��  ���M��। 
��� ������ 
�{r� ������ ����� W��� �v��� ,�� ������� 
�3�� �� I���3��?�J�  ���B��� ���। �  ���g% �������Y� ��� � ������ ���% W��3 
��k���  �4��_। �� 
������ �� �]��  ��c� 9���!�� q����� ��I  �� ,���, ��c�  M�R� 

����� ������  ��M ����I 9��%��v, 9�@�%�। ������ ��T-'����, F���-B��, �3�-�p�� 
�v���� 9���C ��%� ��d�� 3�� "�K�M। � j ��� ,T� 6 ������ ���& ,I। ;  ���-���� W��3। 
; �l�� '3� ���� 
� ��  �� ��� ���� �।  

��Y ������ ,���  ��4�  �4���  ���� ������� ����� C�c�4 ?���M ������  "�\�&  �� 
���M, ,�� ������� �3���� �� 5%�e� �3���g]�  �����  F�� ,T�  "���  �� ��� ����^ 
��Y����� �। ����.� 3�&��  �S��S �����B��  C4�� �������) ���� � C�4 ,���& �S�� 36�� 
����  ����������� � � ��Y��� �B�� ��� 9��&  ���&। ��3S ��>�B� 6 �������C�  ��M 
������ ,���        
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���� ;I ,�, 
��� �����Db� ������ �  ,�� ������� �3���  9����. ��>  �� ��c� 
����& 
��������� 3U����� �&�!�  �� ,3� ।  

��� � ������a ��� ������ ���>���3�� 9�A��� 6 ,������� 9�Dp ����_। 
������ C�� C�� 9���-�5 ,��� �g% 
������ ��� ��  ���i� ,����M �����  ���&�l� 
'����3�। ������ ��v  �c��  �c� ������ ,��� D����� ,���&5 6 ,���� ��F��  ���M ��c��� 
 ��M ���� 9���� 9�U� ,T�   ��G�� ����_।  

������ M��, ��5 , ��������, ������ �� ����-�������  9 ����D� �����l� B%'������� 

����� ��F���  ��A�&��o�  ��� ��& ,� 9���  �����  ���M �� 9D������ 6 ����। ,��� 
,��� �� ���  ��?��� 6 ������ ,���  �4���  ������ ��F��� ����]� ��v ��F��� t & ,C�]� 
 ���M�� ��c��� ���I�  ��� 9�Dp ����_।  

,� ��]&^�  F�� �  ��,� ��]&^�  F�� �  ��,� ��]&^�  F�� �  ��,� ��]&^�  F�� �  ��    

  ����� �� ��� । ������ "��� ,�� ��M, ,��� ��M ��� ����^। ��3m�� �?�) �����  
������ ��%  �� ��� 3��। ������ 93m�� ,� ������ ��]&^�  F�� �  ��। ���� ,� 
9��� ���-��m���� ���r� ,T�  �� ������ � ��% 9�B�3  �� ���& ���� ���] 3�� ���� ; 
 ���I  ��।  ��kg ��� ��T�  D�]�� ���� q�� ��� ������ � ��Y�����  ����� ?�I�। 
 �� �¡� ��%� "���  �� ���� ��� ‘‘,3  g%��� ���� ��Y��� �����  �।’’ 

 

-�� �����। 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
B%'���$� �������� �� ���� ����# �$%����� '?�� ��D�B  ���  ' ����। 
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SPEECH BY MR. M. A. SAMAD, REPRESENTATIVE, 

PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH AT WORLD 

PEACE CONFERENCE, BUDAPEST, 1971. 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Let me first of all thank the organizers of this conference to invite the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh to attend this august Assembly of the peace loving nations of 
the world. Let me also convey the goodwill of the people of Bangladesh to all the 

people of the countries whose representatives are present at this conference. I have 

come here on behalf of my Government to take this opportunity of meeting you and 

conveying the hope and aspiration of million peace-loving people of Bangladesh. 

Ladies and gentlemen, we are at war. Bangladesh, formerly known as East 

Pakistan, is an independent state today and is a new nation of 75 million people. You 
have heard the stories of the genocide and atrocities that have been going on for the 

last one and a half months through newspapers and other means of communication. 
This occasion today gives me a further opportunity of acquainting you with the 

realities of our people and the circumstances in which our people are at the moment 
resisting the aggression of a well- trained army of West Pakistan equipped with the 

best weapons from the arsenals of the big powers of the world. 

Pakistan came into existence on the basis of principles that were laid down in the 

Lahore Resolution of 1940 passed at the annual conference of All-India Muslim 
League. The people of Bangladesh sacrificed most to achieve independence from the 

clutches of the British colonial rulers. Blood was shed, lives were sacrificed, 
properties were given away but the independence was achieved. The aspiration of the 

people of Bangladesh had its sources from the above-mentioned resolution which 
guaranteed the creation of a con- federation of autonomous and sovereign states 

consisting of Muslim majority areas in India. On August 14, 1947 independence was 
materialized but the power was vested in the hands of the few West Pakistanis to rule 

whole of Pakistan. Since then the days of oppression and exploitation began. 

In economic terms, Bangladesh, though having a majority of population the ratio 

being 56 % to 44% was turned into nothing but a colony. Jute, the golden fiber, 
cultivated by the toiling masses of Bangladesh was the main source of foreign 

exchange earning and constituted 70% of the total earning of Pakistan including the 
export of tea. hide and skin, and other foodstuff and raw materials. 

But these earnings were hardly used for our own development. Whereas with the 

foreign exchange earned through Bangladesh, massive industrial projects were 

materialized in West Pakistan. The deserts of the Punjab were turned into thousand 

shades 
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of green, dry hills and rough lands were rolled plain and beautiful broad roads 
were built. A small town of pre-Partition Karachi became the busiest commercial city 

of Asia. Islamabad, a rough and rugged plateau was turned into the capital at the 
expense of the resources provided by Bangladesh. 

The last 23 years of independence were years of only exploitation for Bangladesh. 

The per capita income in West Pakistan increased three times compared to that of the 

people residing in Bangladesh. 60% of our national budget was deployed for the 
defense services whereas there has hardly been 10% of the total defense expenditure 

made in Bangladesh. In the Defense services, Bengali youths were deliberately not 
taken and, therefore, the total recruit never exceeded 7 % including officers, whereas 

78 % of the total soldiers in the Armed Forces come from the Punjab alone. The 
major-development projects in West Pakistan including the famous Tarbella and 

Mangla projects were built outside the national budget and the millions of dollars aid 
came for the hundreds of similar projects in West Pakistan was solely invested in that 

par alone. Ninety-two percent of the total bank deposits were controlled by the West 

Pakistanis and almost 85% of the total capital of Pakistan was concentrated in 

Karachi. Eighty-seven per cent of the total private investment was monopolised by 22 

families of West Pakistan. 

The economic system that was sustained by the West Pakistan vested interests, 
established an intolerable structure of injustice. About 2 dozen families acquired 

control over 60 per cent of the nation's industrial assets, 80 per cent of its banking 
assets and 75 per cent of its insurance assets, 82 per cent of the total bank advances 

were concentrated in only 3 per cent of the total accounts. The tax structure in 
existence was one of the most regressive in the world, whereas oppressive indirect 

taxes were imposed on such essential commodities that would only hit the common 

man. Tax Holidays, huge subsidies in the form of bonus vouchers, credit and grants of 

foreign exchange at the artificially low official rate, had created special favorable 

conditions for the growth of monopolies and cartels. 

Total revenue expenditure of the Government only rupees 15 thousand million 
was spent in Bangladesh against over rupees 50 thousand million in West Pakistan. Of 

the total development expenditure during the same period (up to 1968) rupees 30,600 
million was spent in Bangladesh as against over rupees 60,000 million in West 

Pakistan. West Pakistan had imported goods worth more than rupees 30 thousand 
million as against its own foreign exchange earnings of rupees 13 thousand million 

and thus imports into West Pakistan were 3 times the value of import into 

Bangladesh. 

It was made possible for West Pakistan to import goods worth rupees 20 thousand 
million in access of its export earnings by allocating its rupees 5 thousand million of 

the foreign exchange earning of Bangladesh and allowing to utilise over rupees 80 per 
cent of all foreign aid receipts. 

The price of essential commodities had been 50 to 100 times higher in Bangladesh 

than in West Pakistan. The average price of coarse rice in Bangladesh had been prior 

to March 25, 1971, Rs. 45/50 per maund as against Rs. 20/25 in West Pakistan and 

that of wheat Rs. 30/50 in Bangladesh as against Rs. 15/20 in West Pakistan. The 

price of mustard oil was at Rs. 51- per seer as against Rs. 2.50 in West Pakistan. 
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Similarly the gold price had been Rs. 135/140 per tola in Karachi as against 
Rs.160/165 at Dacca (Bangladesh) during the period mentioned above. 

In the official caders, the approximate number of employees engaged by Pakistan 

Government before March, 1971 is shown below: 

 
TABLE 'A' 

 

Officer: West Pakistan : 

 

Bangladesh 

Class I 

Class II 

(Gazetted) 

Class II 
(Non-Gazetted) 

Class III 

3,769 

4,885 

 

5,551 
 

       1,37,975 

        811 

        884 

 

     1,184 
 

   13,724 

 

This is in brief the account of the injustices that were inflicted upon the people of 
Bangladesh by the vested interests of West Pakistan for last 23 years. 

Politically also we were utterly subjugated and the democratic people of 

Bangladesh hated to remain so. In 1940 when an attempt was made to impose Urdu as 

the only State Language of the country, Bengalis resisted and the struggle for 

democratic rights started. In 1954 a general election in Bangladesh was held for the 

first time after independence and the United Front under the leadership of Awami 

League dislodged the ruling Muslim League, part of the same coteries of today, by 

securing 97 seats. In 1956 the first Constitution of Pakistan incorporated Bengali as 
one of the two state languages. A general election all over Pakistan that was supposed 

to have been held simultaneously was later on scheduled for the beginning of 1959, 
but before that could happen, in October 1958 military Generals led by Ayub Khan 

overthrew the democratic Government and established a dictatorship. The 
Constitution was abrogated and the National Assembly was dissolved. 

The civil and military bureaucracy connived and conspired and in 1962 Ayub 

introduced a political system by which they could only perpetuate their political 
authority and at the same time continue with the exploitation of the men and resources 

of Bangladesh. From October 1968 to March 1969 democratic forces gathered 

strength through an unprecedented mass upsurge and having found difficulty in 

managing the affairs of the country Ayub released Sheikh Mujibur Rahman from 

military custody and on his invitation a Round Table Conference was held at 

Rawalpindi in February-March 1969 with leaders of all political parties. At the end of 

the conference Ayub in his concluding speech although ignored the demand of 

Bangladesh but conceded to the demand of a federal parliamentary system and an 

immediate election on the basis of adult franchise. But again, the same hidden and 

vicious vested interests emerged and on March 25, 1969 instead of fulfilling his 

promise made at the Round Table Conference, Ayub abdicated and handed over the 

power to Yahya Khan, Commander-in-Chief of Pakistan Armed Forces. 
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The forces within Pakistan that ruled the country were basically anti-people. They 
were part of conspiracy between the military and civil bureaucracies and the 

monopoly capitalists. These forces collaborated hand In hand and never allowed the 
democratic forces to gather any strength. It was a deliberate effort on the part of these 

vested interests to suppress the growth of political institutions and at any time when 

an attempt was made to establish a democratic system these forces combined together 

and managed to succeed. 

Ladies and gentlemen, at the time Yahya Khan took over the power from Ayub 

the Constitution was abrogated for the second time and the National Assembly was 
also dissolved; but however, restoration of democracy was promised by the junta and 

a legal framework order was introduced to elect a National Assembly on the basis of 
adult franchise. The people of Bangladesh believed the words of the Generals and the 

Awami League being a constitutional political party moved forward to establish a 
democratic system in the country. Between December 7 and January 17 this year, 

elections were held and according Yahya Khan they were "free and fair". At the end 

of the elections, Awami League secured 167 seats out of the total 313. In Bangladesh 

they secured 85 % of the total votes cast and lost only 2 seats out of the total 169. 

They won 288 seats out of 300 for the Provincial Assembly of Bangladesh. Thus the 

Awami League not only established itself as an absolute majority party in the former 

province, but also an absolute majority party in the National Assembly, including 

West Pakistan. 

The Awami League fought the election on a programme based on 6 point formula. 

As the people of Bangladesh suffered for 23 years and were deceived again and again 
by the ruling clique of West Pakistan, the 6-point formula presented a programme for 

an effective autonomy within the frame work of Pakistan. It reflected the hopes and 

aspirations of all the peace loving people of Bangladesh. The idea was that the Awami 

League would establish the democratic and economic rights of the people of 

Bangladesh through constitutional means and there would be no more exploitation of 

the Bengalis by the West Pakistani vested interests. 

After the elections were concluded, leaders of all the political parties in the 

National Assembly had mutual discussions both between themselves and between 
individual party and President and 3rd of March, 1971 was at last fixed for the 

National Assembly session. In the meantime, following his decision to boycott the 
Assembly, Mr. Bhutto, leader of Pakistan People's Party, launched a campaign of 

intimidation against all other parties in West Pakistan to prevent them from attending 

the session. Mr. Bhutto having an electoral lead in the Sind and Punjab started 

behaving in a most undemocratic manner. In collaboration with Generals including 

Li. Gen. Umer, Chairman of the National Security Council, Lt. Gen. Pirzada, 

President's Chief of Staff and others, all close associates of Yahya Khan, Mr. Bhutto 

continued with his display of pressure tactics, but when signs of his failure were 

imminent and the members of the National Assembly coming from West Pakistan at 

last took their air seats to come to Dacca to attend the session, General Yahya 

Khan obliged Mr. Bhutto and the warlords of West Pakistan postponed the National 

Assembly session sine die through an announcement made over the radio suddenly on 

1st of March, 1971. 
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The reaction of the postponement in Bangladesh was inevitable and spontaneous 
and throughout the land people took to the streets to record their protest at this 

arbitrary -act. People now felt sure that Yahya never really intended to transfer power, 
and was making a mockery of parliamentary politics. The popular mood felt that the 

rights of Bangladesh could never be realized within the framework of Pakistan, where 

Yahya could so blatantly frustrate the summoning of an Assembly proclaimed by his 

own writ and urged that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman must go for full independence. 

Sheikh Mujib, however, continued to seek a political settlement. In calling for a 

programme of non-cooperation on 3rd March he chose the weapon of peaceful 
confrontation against the army of occupation as an attempt to bring them to their 

senses. This was in itself a major gesture in the face of the cold-blooded firing on 
unarmed demonstrators on the 2nd and 3rd March which had already led to over a 

thousand casualties. 

The course of non-cooperation movement is now a part of history. Never in the 

course of any liberation struggle has non-cooperation been carried to the limits 

attained within Bangladesh between 1st and 25th March. Non-cooperation was total. 

No judge of the High Court could be found to administer the oath of office to the new 
Governor, Lt. General Tikka Khan. The entire civilian administration including the 

police and the Civil Service of Pakistan, refused to attend office. The people stopped 
supply of food to the army. Even the civilian employees of the Defense establishment 

joined the boycott. 

Non-cooperation did not stop at abstention from work. The civilian administration 

and police positively pledged their support to Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and put 

themselves under his orders. 

In this situation the Awami League without being formally constituted 

Government, was forced to take on the responsibility of keeping the economy and 

administration running whilst non-cooperation lasted. In this task they had the 

unqualified support not only of the people but the administration and business 

community. The latter two subordinated themselves to the directives of the Awami 

League and accepted them as the sole authority to solve their various problems. 

In these unique circumstances the economy and administration were kept going in 
spite of formidable problems are doing out of the power vacuum which had suddenly 

emerged in Bangladesh. In spite of the lack of any formal authority, Awami League 
volunteers in cooperation with the police maintained a level of law and order which 

was a considerable improvement on normal times. 

Faced with this demonstration of total support to the Awami League and this 

historic non-cooperation movement, General Yahya appears to have modified his 
tacties. On the 8th March, he still seemed determined to provoke a confrontation 

when he made his highly provocative speech putting the full blame for the crisis, on 
the Awami League and not even referring to the architect of the crisis, Mr. Bhutto. It 

seems that he expected a declaration of Independence on 7th March. The Army in 
Dacca was put on full alert to crush the move and Lt. Gen. Tikka Khan was flown to 

replace Lt. Gen. Yakub to signify the hardening of attitudes within the Junta. 
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Sheikh Mujib, however, once again opted for the path of political settlement in 
spite of massive public sentiment for independence. In presenting his 4-point proposal 

for attending the National Assembly he not only had to contain the public mood but to 
leave a way open for Yahya to explore this last chance for a peaceful settlement. 

It is now clear that Yahya and his Generals never had the slightest intention of 

solving Pakistan's political crisis peacefully but were only interested in buying time to 

permit the reinforcement for their military machine within Bangladesh. Yahya's visit 
to Dacca was a mere cover for his plan of genocide It now becomes clear that 

contingency plans for such a crisis had already begun well in advance of the crisis. 

As part of this strategy of deception Yahya adopted the most conciliatory posture 

in his talks with Mujib. In the talks beginning on 16th March, he expressed regrets for 

what had happened and his sincere desire for a political settlement. In a crucial 

meeting with Sheikh Mujib he was asked to positively state the Junta's position on the 

Awami League's 4-point proposal. He indicated that there were no serious objections 

and that an interim constitution could be worked out by the respective Advisers 

embodying the four points. 

The basic points on which agreement was reached were: 

      (1) Lifting of Martial Law and transfer of power to a Civilian Government by a 

        Presidential Proclamation. 

(2) Transfer of power in the provinces to the majority parties. 

(3) Yahya to remain as President and in control of the Central Government. 

      (4) Separate sittings of the National Assembly members from East and West 

        Pakistan preparatory to a joint session to finalize the Constitution. 

Once this agreement in principle had been reached between Sheikh Mujib and 

Yahya there was only the question of defining the powers of Bangladesh vis-a-visa 

the Centre during the interim phase. Here it was again jointly agreed that the 

distribution of power should as far as possible approximate to the final constitution 

approved by the National Assembly which it was expected would be based on 'Six 

Points'. 

While negotiations were not yet declared to be complete, on 25th March at 

approximately 11 p. m. Yahya Khan committed an act of treachery that has no parallel 
in human history. A well-trained and mechanized army of West Pakistan clamped 

down over the weak and unarmed civilian population of Dacca. Without any warning 
or announcement or any order of curfew, tanks, mortars, artillery, machineguns, and 

rockets were indiscriminately used to kill the innocent people in the dark of the night. 

The major areas where the attacks took place were Police Barracks at Rajarbagh 

Headquarters, East Pakistan Rifles Headquarters at Peelkhana, University student's 

hostels and teacher's quarters, Tejgaon Industrial Area, ferry ghats, stations, roadside 

slums, Malibagh, Maghbazar, Babubazar, Nayabazar, etc. wherever there was 

concentration of population. The approximate number of people killed on the first two 

nights in and around Dacca is estimated to be 100,000. On the first night two daily 

newspaper offices ("The People" and "Ittefaq") were shelled and completely burned 

down and two days later another Bengali daily newspaper ("Sangbad") was also set on 

fire. 
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The nature of the genocide that has been committed in Bangladesh has no similar 
example in modem history. The soldiers mostly coming from tribal background of 

Punjab and Frontier were only human beings in form but in reality behaved like 
hungry wolves. Their action was of destruction and annihilation. They killed, looted, 

arsoned and raped. On the first night they attacked the university dormitories and 

killed 300 students. They entered into residential quarters of the university teachers 

and killed all the available eminent scholars of the country. They picked up the 

philanthropic industrialists and after killing them, looted their properties and cash 

money. 

On 27th morning when the curfew was apparently lifted after 33 hours, almost the 

entire population of Dacca started evacuating and within the next 24 hours 
approximately 75 % to 85% of the population left the city. They have created such a 

terror that at the moment all the cities and towns of Bangladesh have deserted. 
Politicians, doctors, engineers, lawyers, teachers, students, businessmen, and 

intellectuals have all left their respective place of work and gone into the villages to 

join the liberation forces. 

Before 25th March whatever number of Bengali officers and ranks in the armed 
forces stationed in Bangladesh and were within their reach, they were disarmed and 

were subsequently killed along with their families. In Jessore and Comilla 
cantonments almost all the Bengali officers, about 30 each, were killed including their 

families who were present at that time. Similar genocide took place in all the other 
cantonments and military bases. The cantonments in Bangladesh are based at Dacca, 

Comma, Rangpur, Jessore and Chittagong. 

The account of the brutalities committed by the West Pakistani troops cannot be 

completed in such a short space. There are thousands of incidents of rape, loot and 

arson I can describe to you, ladies and gentlemen, that you would feel yourselves 

ashamed to be sitting here purportedly holding a conference for peace. Jinjira Bazar, 
on the other side of the river, was attacked in the dark of the night and a population of 

approximately 25,000 was put in peril. By setting fire, they damaged the entire area of 
approximately 10 to 15 sq. miles and killed approximately 10,000 to 12,000 people. 

Similar war of annihilation was exercised on Shantinagar Bazar, Rayerbazar, Bhadhi, 
Shakharibazar, Tatibazar, Kaptanbazar, Chakbazar, Tongi and many other places. The 

total number of people killed in and around Dacca City alone till to-day would be 
approximately 150,000. 

Bangalis had, however, accepted this challenges of war. Though in Dacca they 

were caught unprepared, the people organized themselves into liberation forces all 

over Bangladesh within 24 hours. Led and guided by the East Bengal Regiment (3000 
strong regular army) and East Pakistan Rifles (a para-military force of about 17000), 

Police (40000), Ansars, Mujahids, youth in every district and sub-division 
immediately prepared themselves for resistance. Finding the collapse of 

administration all over Bangladesh and failing the control both the population and the 
land and that their whole calculation of winning to have gone wrong. West Pakistani 

Generals become more desperate and jittery. In every place where they found 
resistance, they have used strafing and bombing from the air by sabre jets. Besides 

thousands of villages, the towns which have been heavily mortared and bombed from 

air are, among others, Chittagong, Sylhet, Moulvibazar, Sunamganj, Habiganj, 

Srcemangal, Narshingdi, Brahmanbaria. Akhaura, Kasba, Comilla, 
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Laksham; Chandpur, Feni, Khulna, Daulatpur. Kaligang. Jhinida, Chuadanga, 
Meherpur, Narail. Kushtia. Bheramara, Kumarkhali. Alamdanga, Pabna. Shahjadpur. 

Rajshahi. Nawab ganj. Rangpur. Santahur. Parbatipur. Lalmonirhai. Nilphaman. 
Dinajpur. Bogra. Shcrpur, Mymcnshingh, Tangail. Jamalpur and Jaidcbpur. 

The West Pakistani troops are following the most heinous method of fighting a 

war. Before they send troops to a particular area they arc bombing and strafing 

indiscriminately. By this, ordinary people are scared away and then their troops start 
arriving. On their way. they stop, kill anybody they find in front of them, loot houses, 

banks, jewellery shops, rape women, steal food grain and cattle and finally set lite 
villages on fire. 

Hospitals and medical centers have been bombed, nurses and sisters have been 

driven away from their patients, clergymen have been persecuted and missionaries 

were made to broadcast at gun point at Rajshahi. A huge population of Christians 

have been turned into refugees and there are many instances of churches and mosques 

being shelled and damaged 

In last six weeks although many areas have been bombed, liberation army has 

grown in strength (approximately 100,000). Adopting guerilla methods they have 

been extremely successful in not only resisting the West Pakistani troops but also in 

recapturing many towns and areas by either killing them or driving them away. All 

their cantonments and military bases are at present fully surrounded by liberation 

forces and air lifting remains to be their only means of communication. All major 

bridges have been blown up and river ways are never safe for them. Recruitment and 

training centers have been opened and short but effective guerilla courses arc given to 

the youths who are pouring in every day in thousands to take up arms and defend their 

beloved land. 

In the meantime, however, the elected representatives of the people of Bangladesh 

considered it to be their sacred duty to protect the life, liberty and property of their 

fellow countrymen and assembled in Mujibnagar, the new capital of our country. On 

the 10th day of April 1971. having held mutual consultations and in order to ensure for 

the people of Bangladesh equality, human dignity and social justice, the said elected 

representatives declared and constituted Bangladesh as to be a sovereign People's 

Republic and thereby confirmed the Declaration of Independence that had already 

been made by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, undisputed leader of the 75 million people of 

Bangladesh A Capital has been formed with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman as the President 

of the Republic 

The Liberation Forces have allowed the West Pakistani troops to extend as much 

as they can only to surround them and fight them out at their own choice. The West 

Pakistani troops are, therefore, in effect, in control of only some cantonment towns or 

where they have military concentration. Even most of the towns and the small areas 

which have once been taken over by West Pakistani troops are retaken by the 

Liberation Forces and this process is going on for quite a long time. The Liberation 

Forces are now fighting to recapture Chittagong, Comilla. Sylhet and Jessore towns 

and continuous fighting is going on in these places. 
 

         0                        0 0  0  0  0
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The liberation Forces have survived very successfully during the most critical and 
difficult phase of this war. This only indicates the strength they have gathered and 

with the support of the entire population they are growing bigger every day and the 
response from the youth is so much that some time it is becoming difficult to train and 

accommodate all of them at a time. 

West Pakistani troops are fighting a losing war. The simple war logistics suggest 

that it will be impossible for the occupation army humanly or militarily to hold 
Bangladesh any longer. At present they have approximately 80000 soldiers and with 

their reinforcements can reach to a maximum of 140000 in next 4-6 weeks. They 
cannot extend beyond this number in view of the large border of West Pakistan 

territories. 

The logistic impossibilities of the West Pakistan troops can be summarized in the 

following terms:- 

      a) They have no adequate provision for supplies particularly food ration and other 

     necessaries. 

      b) They have no immediate place of retreat being almost surrounded by India and 

     Karachi being 3000 miles away now. 

c) They do not enjoy any support from the population. 

d) They are trained for conventional warfare. 

      e) West Pakistan industries have started to fee) the strain and West Pakistan 

people have started realizing the impact of this war on their economy. 

f) They have limited military manpower. 

As the whole economy of the country has been ruined and a total dislocation has 

taken place, the village economy of Bangladesh is undergoing a great strain. As the 

towns are more or less evacuated now, the population in the village has increased. The 

villages which have been burned or bombed remain uncultivated. The problem of 

supplies has already created a near-famine situation. Diseases are widespread, 
unemployment has reached its highest peak and daily necessities are becoming scare 

every day. Food grains, salt, kerosene, matches clothing’s, petrol, diesel and medicine 
are the most essential things to have to be supplied for more survival. International 

agencies although eager to help have yet not come forward to extend any material 
assistance whatsoever. While only keeping some dead towns in occupation, the entire 

village .population of Bangladesh is left with the Bangladesh Government and it has 
become their primary responsibility to protect the life, liberty and property of these 

people. They are 100 per cent relying upon the care and attention of the Bangladesh 

Government and the Government has taken the full responsibility of the same. 

At the moment, stories of further atrocities are pouring in from the occupied areas. 
In these areas a war of attrition is going on. West Pakistan personnel have been 

brought in vain to run the civil administration, border scouts from Frontier have been 
imported to substitute the police force and non-Bengali local hooligans have been 

hired to point out every Bengali in the area and loot his belongings, kill the young and 
rape the women. 
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Ladies and gentlemen, the armed forces of Pakistan have been trained by the 
colonial and imperialist powers. The vested interests of West Pakistan have always 

used them for their own ends and they have been frequently used to suppress any 
democratic movement that took place inside the country. Having had all the privileges 

and security out of the national budget it itself became a part of the vested interest and 

assumed the responsibility again and again to rule the country instead of defending 

the borders from external aggression. 

The military pacts like SEATO and CENTO gave a hand to the armed forces of 

West Pakistan in this direction. The Foreign military aid that came-whether from 
America or China-provided these West Pakistani troops with sharp and sophisticated 

weapons which are now being used only to kill the unarmed people of Bangladesh. 
The irony of the situation is that even when USSR or China extended aid and 

assistance to Pakistan, this only helped the monopoly capitalists of West Pakistan. 
The main purpose of the American aid to Pakistan was to maintain this status quo in 

the economic system and at the same time to grow a strong bourgeoisie which 

ultimately helped the West Pakistani business class to flourish by exploiting the 

resources of Bangladesh. All the machineries that have been working against the 

interests of Bangladesh for last 23 years were encouraged and assisted by the foreign 

aid of different countries. If aid and particularly military aid is given to strengthen the 

ability of a country to protect herself from external aggression, then why today we 

find that weapons manufactured both in America and China are being roared upon the 

innocent people of Bangladesh? 

The people of Bangladesh have always believed in the struggles for freedom. In 
the past, they always supported the cause of Algerians, the Vietnamese and the 

freedom struggles of Libya, South Africa, Rhodesia, Cuba and also China. In 1956 

when Britain attacked Egypt, the people of Bangladesh registered their support for 

their Egyptian brethren against the official policy of the Government of Pakistan. Our 

demand for last 23 years has always been to come out of SEATO or CENTO and 

other military pacts and international power blocks and pursue a policy of peaceful 

non-alignment. 

Our present struggle is a struggle for our liberation. There is no difference 
between our struggle and the struggle of the people of Russia or China or Hungary or 

Cuba or Algeria which they had to sustain for their own liberation. This struggle is the 
same as that of the Vietnamese who are also struggling for their liberation. This 

struggle is the same in nature as that of the American struggle for independence in the 

18th century. 

Ladies and gentlemen, the West Pakistan Government is trying to make an appeal 
to the Muslim countries in the name of Islam. May I address you, the honorable 

gentlemen, from the Muslim countries, from this platform requesting you to search 
your heart and tell me whether in the name of Islam mother can be deprived of her 

child, a child can be taken away from his mother? What is that Islam upon which any 
grain of sympathy can be extended to these trigger-happy murderers who are now 

bombing our villages, looting our food silos and granaries, raping our young sisters, 
killing doctors, lawyers, businessmen and scholars who are overwhelmingly Muslims 

without any discrimination? Is it that Islam upon which the West Pakistani rulers are 

relying upon today? My appeal would be to you, gentlemen, to come forward and 

expose the true lessons of Islam and condemn 
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openly the atrocities, the brutalities and inhuman massacre that are being 
exercised by the West Pakistani troops in Bangladesh in the name of Islam. 

Ladies and gentlemen, we are in a peace conference and we are to struggle for 

peace. Is not this war by the West Pakistani troops upon the 75 million people of 

Bangladesh impeding peace? This War of West Pakistani troops should not be taken 

to be only upon the people of Bangladesh but it threatens also the peace of the whole 

of South Asia. We are aware that we are a poor nation. We may appear to be helpless 
in the face of this materialistic world. The power blocks and the international power 

politics may not find 75 million people worth considering. But I ask you, ladies and 
gentlemen, what are the objectives of international organisations like United Nations 

or for that matter like the organisation which has sponsored this conference today? 
What are the ethics of inter- national solidarity and what arc the principles of 

international relations? Because it does not suit the purpose of big powers, or because 
the ping pong diplomacy may be disturbed or because it will upset a so-called balance 

of power in the eye of Pentagon or Moscow or Peking, the 75 million people of 

Bangladesh arc to suffer today. May I ask you, ladies and gentlemen, that is it the 

solidarity between the peace-loving nations, is it the morality of the freedom fighting 

socialist world, it is the philosophy of equality and justice that the 75 million 

struggling, suffering freedom-fighting people of Bangladesh have to be abandoned 

and left uncared and unnoticed. 

We are fighting a winning war because we are fighting out of a conviction which 
is clear and straightforward. We know our ultimate goal and. if necessary, we shall 

continue to fight for thousand years till the victory is achieved. This war is not only a 
war for geographical liberation but this will be a war for the political and economic 

liberation of the 75 million people of Bangladesh. 

Ladies and gentlemen, while I have come here with a message of peace, greetings 

and solidarity from the Government and people of Bangladesh and while I convey the 
deepest felicitations to you all, and particularly to the people and the government of 

Hungary, the host country of this conference. I have also an appeal to make. The 
appeal is simple. Give us formal recognition. Give us our honor and dignity that we 

most certainly deserve. Give us our formal status as a nation. 

 

 

0     0    0     0          0    0 
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PAKISTAN GUILTY OF GENOCIDE 

Pakistan army's "Mission" to kill and bum Bengalis still continues with utter 

disregard to the fundamental rules of international law. This calculated mass killing is 

the outcome of a nefarious design to eliminate every 'Bengali' whether Hindu or 

Muslim, Buddhist or Christian. The object is to destroy a nation whose people are 

ethnically and racially different from those in West Pakistan as a whole. 

The 'fault' of the Bengalis was that they wanted their right to live. The ruthless 
economic exploitation that was exercised upon the people and resources of East 

Pakistan, as it was then still called had to be stopped if Pakistan as a single country 
were to exist. The majority people of a country could no longer bear the feeling of 

being colonized by a handful of people belonging to West Pakistan. This feeling was 
growing harder to bear for a long time but no redress was in sight as the Bengalis 

were deliberately kept away from the real corridors of power. 

After the downfall of Ayub, came General Yahya Khan with the promise to hand 

over power to the elected representatives of the people. Elections were held 
throughout the country and the people's representatives were elected but when the 

intention to hand over the power was put to the actual test, it collapsed at once. 
Neither Z. A. Bhutto nor the Military junta was prepared to accept majority rule-the 

essence of democracy. While the negotiations between Yahya Khan and Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman-leader of the majority party in the National Assembly, were still 

continuing, an organized army with modem war weapons suddenly clamped down 
upon un-armed and innocent civilians. They killed and burnt, raped and looted with 

the single aim to destroy a people who were no more ready to suffer any further 
humility and exploitation. 

Yahya Khan's speech on March 26 clearly indicated the design on which the 

whole operation of mass killing was launched. 'Sheikh Mujib and his party were 

enemies of Pakistan' and therefore they were to be eliminated. Looking at the results 
of December election which gave Awami League 167 of 169 seats from the 75 

million people of the East, it is obvious that the whole population supported the 
programme which Mujib was trying to achieve through constitutional means. 

The army therefore took the whole population as their target and killed and burnt 

indiscriminately. They did not limit their onslaught on some selected individuals but 

on the contrary launched a full-scale attack to eliminate any sense of Bengali 

nationalism from amongst the people. It is clear now that the Pakistan Army does not 

intend to let anyone live within their reach who would assert himself to be a 'Bengali', 

whether Muslim or Hindu. 
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Hitler's National-Socialist regime in Germany exterminated more than eight 
million people. Subsequently United Nations adopted in 1948 the Convention on the 

Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide and defined it in Article II as 
acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial 

or religious group by killing or causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of 

such group. The Convention also declared crime as punishable under International 

Law and made it applicable to rulers and public officials also (Article IV). 

With this is connected the concept of fundamental human rights recognized both 

by the Universal Declaration on Human Rights and the Charter of the United Nations. 
If crime against humanity is an offence under International Law, then Pakistan Army's 

action in Bangladesh could be taken up by the United Nations and its organs for an 
appropriate action. 

No other better or clearer case of genocide has emerged since the end of the 

Second World War then the one being committed by the Pakistan regime in 

Bangladesh today. By sheer brutal force Pakistan Army is committing 'double 

genocide'- one, elimination of Bengalis as a race, and two, Hindus as a religious 

group. Anyone who dares to proclaim himself a 'Bengali' is shot at sight whether 
Muslim or Hindu and anyone who audits to being a 'Hindu' is bayonetted to death. In 

simple terms this is genocide and this is exactly what the Pakistan Army is doing now. 
If world conscience is to act, no issue could be more worthwhile to take up then the 

present case of Bangladesh. Genocide is a crime should never go unpunished. 

             Annexure 1-The Genocide Convention. 

Annexure Il-Ten eye-witness accounts obtained from the Bangladesh refugees 

who crossed the border. 

 

These accounts are in the form of individual letters which have already been sent 

to the Human Rights Commission at Geneva. Besides these accounts some of the 
members of the National Assembly who would be going to New York should write 

down their own experiences and they should also be submitted along with these. 

 

Annexure III 

Two personal statements given in English. Once by Kalimuddin Mia of Jinjira, 

Dacca and the other one Mr. Abdul Karim of Malibag, Dacca. Both of them lost their 
nearest relatives when they were shot dead by the Pakistani troops in front of their 

eyes. 

Pakistan army junta has violated the following provisions of international law:- 

..................... 

Pakistan army junta has violated the following provisions of international law:- 

 

I) Laws of warfare. The doctrine of immunity of non-combatants from belligerent 

attack. 

II) Article 23 (G) of the Hague Convention II of 1899 and the Hague Convention 

IV of 1907. The article enacts "it is specially forbidden to destroy or seize the 

enemies property, unless such destruction or seizure be imperatively demanded 

by the necessities of war." 
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Ill) Fundamental human rights guaranteed by the Charter of the United Nations, (a) 
       In the preamble one of the main objectives of the United Nations is "to 

       reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the  
       human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and 

       small". 

b) Article I, Paragraph 2 is "to develop friendly relations among nations based on 

respect for the principle of equal rights and self determination of people." 

c) Article I, Paragraph 3 is "to achieve international cooperation...................in 

promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental 

freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion." 

d) Article 3 (b) of the Charter "the General Assembly shall initiate studies and make 
recommendations for the purpose of.........assisting in the realization of human 

rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, 
language or religion." 

e) Article 55 (c), the United Nations shall promote "universal respect for an 

observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without 

distinction as to race, sex, language or religion." 

0 Article 56: "all members pledge themselves to take joint and separate action in 

cooperation with the organisation for the achievement of the purposes set forth 

in Article 55. 

g) Article 76 (c) is "to encourage respect for human rights and for fundamental 
freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion.". 

h) Article 66 (2) provides ECOSOC to make recommendations for the purpose of 

promoting respect for and observance of human rights and fundamental 

freedoms for all. 

i) Article 68: the ECOSOC "shall set up Commissions" in economic and social 

fields and for the promotion of human rights. 

j) Article I (2) right to self-determination of the people. 

IV) The General Assembly of the U.N. proclaimed universal declaration of human 

rights on Dec. 10, 1948. It is the Magna Carta of men. 

a) Article 3 fundamental right of every man "to life, liberty and the security of 
persons." 

b) Article 15 recognizes the right of every man to belong to a nation i.e. to a 

nationality. 

c) Article 21 "the will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of the 

Govt." and this will is to be expressed in "periodic and genuine elections" 

based on "universal and equal suffrage". 

V) International conventions of human rights the Gen. Assembly of Dec 16, 1966 

transformed two convents on human rights into international conventions and 
adopted without any objection, and open for signature both the covenants. 

Pakistan voted in favor of both the covenants. 
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VI) The Genocide Convention, Dec. 1948. Pakistan was a signatory to this 
Convention. 

a) Article 2: Genocide means "acts committed with intent to destroy in whole or 

in part, a national, ethnical racial or religious group such as by killing members 

of the group; causing serious bodily or mental harm to the members of the 

group; deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring 

about its physical destruction in whole or in part; much measures intended to 
prevent birth within the group forcibly transferring children of the group to 

another group. 

b) Article 3: Punishable acts; Genocide; conspiracy to commit genocide; direct 

and public incitement to commit genocide; attempt to commit genocide; and 

complicity in genocide. 

c) Article 4: "persons committing genocides or any of the other acts enumerated 
in Art. Ill shall be punished, whether they are constitutionally responsible 

rulers, public officials, or private individuals. 

VII) Charter of the Nuremberg Tribunal. Crimes against humanity are considered to 

be "murder, extermination, enslavement, deportation and other in human acts 
committed against any civilian population before or during war". Gen Assembly 

adopted a resolution without dissent and reaffirmed the principles of international 
law recognized by the Charter of the Nuremberg Tribunal and the judgment of the 

tribunal. Therefore crime against humanity is a crime under international law. 

 

GENEVA CONVENTION 

VIII) Art. 3 of the Geneva Convention of 1949. Pakistan ratified the conventions of 

1949 and 1951. Pakistan ratified the Geneva civilian conventions with reservation 

to Art. 44 and 68 (2). There was no reservation to Article 3. Art. 3 is common to 

all the 4 Geneva Conventions which were adopted at the Diplomatic Conference 
at Geneva held from April 21 to August 12 1949. Article 3 reads: 

"In case of an armed conflict not of an international character occurring in the 

territory of one of the High Contracting parties, each party to the conflict shall be 

bound to apply, as a minimum, the followings: 

1)  persons taking no active part in hostilities, including members of armed forces 

who have laid down their arms and those placed 'Horsde combat' by sleekness, 
wounds, detention, or any other cause, shall in all circumstances be treated 

humanely, without any adverse definition founded on race, color, religion or faith, 

sex, birth or wealth, or any other criteria. To this end, the following acts are and 

shall remain prohibited at any time and in any place whatsoever with respect to the 

above mentioned persons: 

    (a) violence to life and persons in particular character of all in cruel treatment 
and torture; 

b) taking of hostages; 
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c) outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading 

treatment; 

d) the passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions without previous 

judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording by the judicial 

guarantees which are recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples. 

2) The wounded and sick shall be collected and cared for (international law 
documents 1950-51, Naval War College USA Volume XLVII, Page 82). 

These provisions apply primarily to civil wars in cases in which there has been no 

recognition of belligerency (Oppenheim) Volume II, Page 370). 

IX) Pakistan refused to give permission to the members of the International 
Committee of the Red Cross to go to Bangladesh to offer relief and other aid to the 

victims. One paragraph of Art. 3 of the Geneva Convention of 1949 which applies to 

a conflict not of an international character meaning a civil war says "an impartial 

humanitarian body, such as the International Committee of Red Cross, may offer its 

services to the parties to the conflict." The Red Cross offer its services but Pakistan 

refused to grant permission. 

X) The 4th Geneva Convention of 1949 which deals with protection of civilian 

person in times of war. 

                  XI) WARFARE RULES 

Violence of warfare rules: The Hague and Geneva Conventions safeguarding 
prisoners and non-combatence. The key theme is proportionately that is may not go 

beyond strict military requirements. The purpose is practical as well as humane: 

indiscriminating killing demoralized arms turned civilians into guerillas and 
endangered soldiers captured by an incensed enemy. According to US Arm Field 

Manual 27-10 (the law of land warfare), the law" requires that belligerents refrain 
from employing any kind or degree of violence which is not actually necessary for 

military purposes, and that they conduct hostilities with regard for the principle of 
humanity and chivalry". 

The rules protect defeated enemy troops, the wounded parachuting airmen and 

other helpless people forbidden weapons including bullets and poison. Forbidden 

targets include Hospitals, Churches, Museums and coastal fishing boats unless used 

for military purposes. Torture, looting and political assassinations are band. Reprisals 

are permitted against illegal enemy acts to only on orders from Commanders and 
never, against civilians who may not be punished without trial before a court. 

Crime against peace and crime against humanity 

The 1949 Geneva Convention says "individual and mass force able are prohibited 

regardless of their motive". It further says" persons taking no active part in the 
hostilities shall in all circumstances be treated "humanely." Among specific 

prohibitions: "collective penalties" such as burning villages that may harbor guerillas. 
The 1907 Hague Convention prohibits "the attack or bombardment, by whatever 

means, on towns, villages, dwellings or buildings which are undefended". 
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RACIAL DISCRIMINATION 

XI) Racial discrimination, resolution 103 (I) of the General Assembly, I960. The 

General Assembly had declared that "it is in the highest interest of humanity to put an 

immediate end to religion and so-called racial persecution and discrimination '. 

UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

XII) The Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

Article-I: "Human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are 

endowed with reasons and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit 

of brotherhood. 

Article-2 

Article-3 

Article-5: No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman, or degrading 

treatment or punishment. 

Article- 7: All are equal before the law and are entitled without any 

discrimination to equal protection of the law. 

ArticIe-9: No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention, or exile. 

Article-10. Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an 
independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obligations 

and of any criminal charge against him. 

Articlc-2 (1): Everyone charge with a penal offence has the right to be presumed 

innocent until proved guilty by court of law in a public trial at which he has had all 

the guarantees necessary for his defense. 

(2) No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any act or 
omission which did not constitute a penal offence under national or international law, 

at any time when it was committed. 

Article-19 : Everyone bas the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this 

right include freedom to hold functions without, interference and to seek, receive and 
impart functions and ideas through any medias and regardless of frontiers. 

Article-21 (1): Everyone has the right to take part in the Government of his 

country directly or through freely chosen representatives. 

(3)The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of Government; this 
will shall be expressed in periodic and genuine elections which shall be by 

universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent free 
voting procedures. 

POSITION OF PAKISTAN ARMY 

Pakistan Army has to place to retreat. The land mass of Bangladesh is surrounded 

by India except a small stretch of border with Burma. Other routes of escape are 

limited lo 
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air and water transports on a journey of over 3000 miles along the Indian coast. In 
other words the fellows have no retreat which is essential for any war. Therefore 

psychologically they are weak and demoralized and because of this they are even 
more desperate than they would be. 

2. The ranks in Pakistan Army consist of people from Sind, Beluchistan and 

Frontier also. Reports are there of conflict and fighting of soldiers of these provinces 

in one hand and the Punjabis on the other. Reports are also there to suggest that one 
many occasions Frontier and Beluch forces have treated our people less severely and 

sometime with sympathy. 

3.  Every effort should be made to take advantage of this difference between the 

Punjabis and non-Punjabis in Pakistan army. 

4.  Emphasis should be given more on getting the Pakistan soldiers, particularly 

officers alone rather than lend. Direction should go in this line to Mukti Bahini units. 

5. Behaving and treating the enemies well, always demonstrate self-confidence 

and determination for victory for the host country. It enhances the prestige and 

respectability and will show our...........to perform the obligation of international 

warfare rule. 

6. Pakistan will reciprocate and may also find it necessary to imprison the Mukti 

Bahini members rather killing them with the expectation that they will get them now 

back in exchange of ours once the war is over. 

7. A good number of hostages particularly high ranking officers may also be 
used for securing the release of Sheikh. 

A 5-minute programme in Urdu especially meant for the members of Pakistan 

armed forces operating in Bangladesh in each of the transmissions every-day is 

suggested on the line as mentioned below. 

1. Address the soldiers coming from Beluchistan, Frontier and Sind. 

2. Explain the situation that the people they are killing are 90 percent Muslims and 
they are misguided by the Punjabis in doing so. Narrate Islamic principles. 

3. Welcome the attitude of Beluchistan, Frontier and Sind and appreciate their 

feeling that they are also equally exploited by the Punjabis and that they have 

been misguided by the Punjabis with regard to the War in East Bengal. They 

were told that the war in East Bengal was against the Indians but on arrival they 

have found that they are fighting the innocent people of Bangladesh. 

4. Appreciate their sympathies and support for the people of Bangladesh on many 

occasions and in many areas and that they should not allow themselves to be 

misguided any more. 

5. Explain that they do not have any retreat and narrate the lack of their logistics in 
     maximum detail. They are fighting on a foreign soil but victory will be ours. 
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6. Before time runs out they should surrender and give in to Mukti Bahini. Once 
they do that, they will be treated as prisoners of war. He will not be killed, rather 

he will be given food and shelter and once the war is over he can choose either to 
go to West Pakistan or settle in Bangladesh as an equal citizen. He will be 

assured that Bangladesh Government will treat him in accordance with the 

international laws of warfare. 

West Pakistan Government has recently launched a campaign through its special 
ambassadors and paid agents in the Western world to defend its case against the 

murders and atrocities they are committing upon the innocent people of Bangladesh. 
The mounting public opinion throughout the world that has now crystallized against 

the unjust and genocidal act of Pakistan Government has compelled the West 
Pakistani rulers to device a defense for themselves. In doing so many attempts have 

been made giving all sorts of excuses and arguments but they have all failed. At 
present attempts are being made to divert the issue at a different level with a different 

color. 

The cause which is no greater than a liberation struggle and no more sacred than 

fighting for freedom is being stinked with communalism. It is said that non-Bengalis 
have been killed by Bengalis and hence the action of Pakistan troops to control the 

situation. Nothing could be more a blatant lie than this mean and heinous propaganda. 
Bangladesh government is distressed to see that some of Western newspapers also are 

playing up with such concocted stories. Sunday Times of 2nd May. despatch by 
Anthony Mascarenhas has only given the West Pakistan version of a story which 

cannot be substantiated on any score. Same applies to the reporting of Mr. 
Rosenblaum, who, of course, had a guided tour of Bangladesh by West Pakistani 

troops. 

The malafide and falsehood of this propaganda can be found in the following 

facts: 

1. Not within our knowledge a single newspaper ever published any news-item 

weeks before 25th March 1971 that a Non-Bengali in any part of Bangladesh was 

killed by Bengalis. 

2. About 40-50 foreign journalists including West Pakistanis never wrote a line 
on this subject when they were in Bangladesh for weeks. It would have certainly 

come to their knowledge if any incident like this took place in Bangladesh. 

3. Never any foreign or West Pakistani journalist for once asked any question to 

any of the leaders including Sheikh and Bhutto on this subject or referred this matter 

at all the series of Press Conference the leaders addressed. 

4. Least of all, if it was the reason of this military atrocities, why Yahya Khan 

did not mention it in his speech on 25th March? Had there been any incident like that 

Yahya Khan would certainly have not missed the opportunity of making it a major 

point? 

5. Six journalists were a conducted tour by West Pakistani troops but none one 
only mentioned this make-belief defense through his despatch. Whereas 

correspondent of Associated Press visited Bangladesh frequently and at least one was 
present for days in Dacca till 25th March before his expulsion but did not write 

anything on this subject. 
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On the contrary, in his speech, directives and Press Conference from March 1, till 

25th Sheikh very clearly mentioned that Bengalis and non-Bengalis Were all same 

and the definition of nationalism that has been established as an article of faith for all 

citizens by Sheikh in Bangladesh Was that "all people, Bengalis, Non-Bengalis, 
Christians, Buddhists, whoever residing in Bangladesh are Bengalis irrespective of 

their cast, creed and religion." 
...................... 

 
Mr. Anthony Mascarenhas did not hesitate to give an account of dead bodies 

found in different areas supplied by West Pakistani troops. He has, however, not 
mentioned whether he saw the dead bodies himself or verified them to be that of non-

Bengalis. Even if he saw them, the dead bodies were perhaps decomposed and could 

not speak any language. How can he then say that they were non- Bengalis? 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

POSITION PAPER 

LNDO-PAK1STAN WAR 

The possibility of an Indo-Pakistan war reached its peak in May and June of this 

year. But subsequently this possibility was in some way averted by the Indo-Soviet 

Treaty signed in August, 1971. 

      The underlying exposition of Indo-Russian Treaty can be summarized as 

follows: 

India because of her own internal political situation particularly in the non- 

Congress and leftist states and when the heavy industries build up through last 
24 years have just started paying dividends, did not intend in any 

circumstances to enter into any kind of confrontation with Pakistan. Besides, 
Indira Gandhi by her absolute majority in the Parliament has brought a 

considerable amount of political stability in the Central Government of India 
and this also could not be allowed to be disturbed and disintegrated. 

Any confrontation with Pakistan would involve a total war and this India could 

take the risk of provided (a) she could be absolutely certain that there would 
be no involvement of any third party; (b) she could defeat Pakistan militarily; 

and (c) she could complete the war within a short possible time-within 7 to 10 
days. Indian military strategies could never be assured of any of these three 

conditions above and had therefore always advised against a war. 

The Indian assessment of the Bangladesh crisis is that: 

(a)  Pakistan cannot sustain a war in Bangladesh and cannot bring it under control. 

Even if it can bring for some time, the economy will never get on to the rails. 

Pakistan will get weaker and weaker and could never be a political or military 
threat to India. 

(b)  The effect of the economic collapse within Pakistan and particularly in West 

Pakistan will sooner or later affect the ordinary traders and the farmers and 
industrial workers. This will create pressure along with the pressure from the 

political elements from within which will ultimately lead to a confrontation 
with the army rulers. This will create a situation of a psychological moment 

when the Pakistani rulers would like to settle the issue with leaders of 
Bangladesh and is only at that time any settlement that may be reached will 

come to our favor. This settlement may be for the complete independence of 
Bangladesh. 

(c)  India, on the other hand, never thought of going to a war with Pakistan and 

this is clearly evident from the Indo-Russian Treaty. Therefore, in future also 
they will not do anything which will increase the possibility on an Indo-

Pakistan war. This by implication means that India arms the Mukti Bahini in 
such a manner at this stage which may lead to Pakistan saying that India had 

invated Pakistan. 
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 Any major victory of the Mukti Bahini will be considered at this stage by 

 Pakistan as an armed intervention by India. 

(d) So the question of recognition also does not arise. If India is willing to help the 

Mukti Bahini more with arms, she can help without any formal recognition. 

Therefore, recognition would not necessarily mean an increased assistance in 

all spheres, though the national impression of the ordinary people is that 

recognition would mean that India would extend massive support to the Mukti 

Bahini. Therefore, for India the time has not come for either the recognition or 

any assistance of serious nature. 

Due to the internal political pressures and situation particularly in West Bengal, 

India may at a time convenient to the Congress Government may accord a formal 

recognition to Bangladesh but this will be merely a paper recognition if it comes 

within next six months. 

So for India, their main purpose is served and is going to be served in near future 

as regards Pakistan vis-a-vis Bangladesh is concerned. In the meantime they will 

maintain the same position as they are maintaining now. They will continue to give 

assistance of such nature which will not allow us to achieve anything spectacular in 

the sense of receiving heavy arms or any air or artillery protection for holding any 

land permanently as a liberated zone. 

Pakistan Government's main stand is that it is due to India that they are facing 

difficulty in bringing the situation in Bangladesh under control. It is therefore, an 

Indo- Pakistan dispute. To save their scheme and to bring the matter more under the 

control of the international jurisdiction, the Yahya Government at one time and still 

now would go for a war with India only for an international intervention to divert the 

main issue of Bangladesh. 

This possibility is still there. For Pakistan September and the first half of October 

would be suitable time to have an international confrontation. They are, therefore, 

assessing right now whether once this period was over whether. India would do 

anything drastic with regard to Bangladesh. This is what they are trying to find out 

from the Russian Government. If they have information of such a design of the Indian 

Government, the Pakistan Government might attempt to venture a serious boundary 

confrontation with India during this time. If on the other hand, they have the 

assurance from the Russian (which they have always been receiving) then of course, 

there is no possibility of this attempt of Pakistan Government. 

 

ASSESSMENT 

Bangladesh Government should emphasis more on the arms assistance and 

supplies than on recognition. Because it should be absolutely clear now that we have 

to win the war ourselves. Sooner we can win, the better for us and therefore 

Bangladesh Government would have develop an independent policy of conducting the 

war and to win it. The time has come to assert her own strength can be the 

relationship with India as good as it is now India is far too committed for us and will 

have to give us recognition and the necessary assistance only when the time will be 

suitable from their point of view and we can play a role to bring that time nearer. 
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

FOR BANGLADESH CITIZENS AND FRIENDS ABROAD. 

 

MUJIBNAGAR, 

BANGLADESH. 

Gentlemen, 

Bangladesh is at war. Since March 25th, 1971 our Liberation forces have been 

fighting an aggression by West Pakistani troops and resisting a very well-trained and 
mechanized army. Their attempt is clear. They would like to continue with their 

colonial policy towards Bangladesh. In their last desperate attempt to deprive us from 
our right to live, they have adopted a policy of destruction, annihilation, and attrition. 

West Pakistani troops have burned down hundreds of villages, killed millions of 
people, destroyed all our major industrial projects and vital installations. They have 

bombed and strafed indiscriminately. They have killed our mothers, raped our sisters 
and driven out thousands of helpless people outside the country. Wherever they go, 

they kill young boys and children, loot houses, banks, jeweler shops, steal food grains 

and cattle and finally desert the places, leaving no human being alive. 

The heroic people of Bangladesh have, however, accepted this challenge of war. 

The people all over Bangladesh have joined the Liberation Army within 24 hours 

after they heard of the massacre at Dacca on 25th night. 

There is no instance of this kind of genocide ever committed in human history. 

The detail of the atrocities need not be noted here as we arc certain that you have been 
receiving the same through world press and radios and particularly through Indian 

Newspapers. 

We all have to take part in this war. Every Bengali whether in England or America 

or Japan or even in Iceland, is a part of our Liberation force. And we expect that each 

one of us shall fight this war through the means available to him, wherever he is 

residing. World opinion is vitally important today for the survival of the most helpless 
and poor 78 million people. This War is as important outside Bangladesh as it is 

inside. 

Gentlemen, while the brave sons of our soil are now engaged in the marshy battle 

fields of Bangladesh to defend their soil from the enemy aggression, our citizens 

abroad can contribute equally by organizing themselves into liberation front’s, 

mobilising public and world opinion, holding seminars and meetings, collecting 

funds, sending reliefs and essential supplies, 
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WHAT SHOULD BE DONE: 

1. From organizations in the nature of Liberation Front and if there is more than 

one such organisation in one country, establish contact With each other and from a 

coordinated federation-type organisation so that all correspondence and 

communications may be made through one particular body. Unless otherwise 

impracticable, follow the system mentioned above. 

2. A bank account must be opened properly in the name and style of Bangladesh 

and should be operated by at least two persons. You should have a cable code for 

communication purposes and a permanent address to be mentioned in every 

correspondence. 

3. The people of Bangladesh expect you to continue your struggle and Lobby the 

world public opinion, particularly with the American and Canadian Press, radio and 

television. Your organisation may sponsor a solidarity committee consisting of public 

representatives, journalists, lawyers, teachers and other important personalities and 

representatives from other national and international bodies, from different shades of 

opinion who would led the movement on your behalf. You are to continue to get in 

touch with all the countries of the world including the members of the United Nations. 

4. You ought to maintain day to day contacts with the USSR Embassy, the Indian 

High Commission and countries who are supporting our cause and also to follow up 

the developments. 

5. Through your lobby you ought to follow up the notes of different countries in 

respect of Bangladesh. 

6. Put pressure upon the Diplomats from Bangladesh to dissociate from Pakistan 

and wherever possible make them establish the Bangladesh Mission. 

7. You must move a petition in the International Court of Justice for taking 

effective measures to stop genocide and to set up a trial for punishing Yahya Khan 
and his gangsters for committing crimes against humanity. You may also approach 

the International Commission of Jurists and follow up their condemnation already 
flashed through world press. 

8. Please make maximum utilization of the UN Human Rights Charter and relevant 

forums for such purposes. Take advantage of Genocide Charter. Engage able, inspired 
and well-reputed international jurists. 

9. An UN observation team ought to come immediately for an on-the spot 

inspection of the actual position. 

10. Disease and famine is imminent. As most of the food storages have either been 

looted or bombed by the military junta, a great scarcity of food-grain is prevailing. 

Millions of people are already at starvation stage. Please contact International Red 
Cross and all other humanitarian organizations to send relief materials immediately. 

11. All your lobbing must be handled by nature political hands with utmost 

sophistication and care. Remember that one faulty step may disrupt what we have 

already achieved in the international world. At the appropriate time, our emissary will 

be sent and the world get in tough with you for necessary liaison. Our cardinal 
principal is 
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'friendship to all and malice to none'. Solidarity and friendship with freedom-loving 

people all over the world. We seek for peaceful co-existence and strive for world 

peace. 

12. Since you are already aware about the atrocities reported through the Indian 
Press, we need not make this heavier by adding more to what you have already learnt. 

Read the Indian Press for getting the details. Foreign Press may be told that since 
Pakistan Army bundled out all foreign journalists, the only sources remains open is by 

way of crossing the border from Indian territory. The news thus collected should be 
given due credence and importance and we invite the British Press to come and see 

the situation for themselves, as to the effectiveness and stability of the Government of 

Bangladesh, and particularly the unparallel morale and determination with which our 

people have been fighting with the foreign army. 

13. West Pakistani troops are only in occupation of the town and cantonment 

areas. The whole of the rest of Bangladesh is under the effective control of 
Bangladesh Government. The innocent and helpless people in the villages are 

completely relying upon this Government for their food, shelter and security. This a 
colossal task and it needs cooperation from every individual of Bangladesh whether 

he is inside or outside the country. 
 

IMMEDIATE REQUIREMENTS: 

(a)  Medium-wave Broadcasting Transmitter to cover atleast 300 miles. 

(b)  Sophisticated arms and ammunitions (for specification and channel of 

transportation contact the authorized representative of Bangladesh Government in 

your country of residence. Do not plan till you are in contact with such a 

representative.) 

(c)  Walki-talkies and wireless transmitters for communication puiposes. 

(d) Food grains. 

(e)  Salt. 

(f) Matches and Kerosene. 

(g) Clothing’s (both civil and military). 

(h) Medicines and medical units. 

 (i) Petrol, diesel and fuel oils, 
 (j) Other essentials. 

 (k) Cash money (not to be sent till clear instructions are given). 
 (I) Tents and tarpaulins, 

 (m) Boots and other outfits. 
 

14. For correspondence and communication for the time being use the address of 
Bangladesh Mission, 9, Circus A venue, Calcutta-17. 

 

 

Rahmat Ali 

(For and on behalf of 

Bangladesh Government). 
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DECLARATION OF ALLEGIANCE TO BANGLADESH 

IN MISSIONS ABROAD 

 

Sl No Name Designation Date of 

Declaration 

1 2 3 4 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 

8 
9 

10 

11 
12 

13 

Mr. K. M. Shehabuddin 
" Amjadul Huq 

" Abdul Majid 

" Abdul Karim 

" S. M. Nurul Iluda 
" Amzad Ali 

" Mafizur Rahman 

" A. K. Azad 
" Gulam Mustafa 

" Mohammed Zainul Abedin 

" Abdul Shaheed 
" Humayun Rashid Chowdhur) 

" Fariduddin Ahmed 

 

Second Secretary 
Asstt. Press Attache. 

Ministerial Staff. 

     ,, 

     ,,  
     ,, 

 

Stenographer 
U.D.C. 

Dispenser 

L.D.C. 
Peon 

Counsellor 

P.A. 

 

April 6, 1971. 
April 6, 1971. 

August 12,1971. 

 

Septem. 28, 1971 
 

Septem. 23, 1971. 

-do- 
-do- 

-do- 

October 1, 1971. 
October 4, 1971. 

October 4, 1971. 

 

CALCUTTA 

1 
 

2 
3 

4 
5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Mr. M. Hossain Ali 
 

" R.I. Choudhury 
" Anwarul Karim Chowdhury 

" Kazi Nazurl Islam 
" M. Maqsood Ali 

" Sayidur Rahman 

" M.A. Hakim 

" Amir Ali Choudhury 

" Anwar Husain Choudhury 

" Md. Sayeduzzaman Miah 

" Jainal Abedin Choudhury 

" Mustafizur Raliman 

" Alimuzzaman 

" A. Z. M. A. Qair 

" Motiur Rahman 

" Kazi Sekander Ali 

 

Deputy High 
Commissioner 

First Secretary 
Third Secretary 

Third Secretary 
Asstt. Press Attache 

Non-Diplomatic 

Accountant 

Addl. Assistant 

P A. to D.H.C. 

Stenographer 

Stenotypist 

Assistant 

Assistant 

Assistant 

Assistant 

Assistant 

 

April 18, 1971 
-do- 

-do- 
-do- 

-do- 
-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

      -do- 
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1 2 3 4 

17 

18 
19 

20 
21 

22 
23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 
37 

38 
39 

40 
41 

42 
43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 
50 

51 
52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

”Shamsul Alam 

” Md. Golamur Rahman 
” Abdur Rob 

” Mohd. Siddiqullah 
” A. K. M. Abu Sufian 

” Mohd. Fakhrul Islam 
” Nurul Amin 

” A. B. M. Khurshed Alam 

” Nur Ahmed 

” Mohd. Abdur Rahim 

” Mohd. Aminullah 

” Abdur Rahman Bhuiyan 

” Abdul Mannan Bhuiyan 

” Mohd. Abul Bashar 

” Mohd. Alauddin 

” Samiruddin 

” Mohd. Solaiman 

” Shamsuddin Husain 

” Jahur Husain 

” Mir Mozammel Haq 
” Mohd. Zakaria 

” Mohd. Wahidui Rahman 
” Abdun Noor 

” A.K.M Abdur Rob 
” A.K.M. Qamrul Rashid 

” Anwaruzzaman 
” Abbasuddin Ahmed Chowdhury 

” Wahidur Rahman 

” Mohd. Shahedur Rahman 

” Sharful Alam 

” Abdul Kader 

” Abdul Matin Prodhan 

” Mohd. Amin 
” Mohd. Hossain 

” Motior Rahman 
” Abdul Gafur Mirdha 

” Aman Hosain 

” Hatim Ali 

” Bazlur Rahman 

” Mohd. Hedayetullah 

 

Assistant 

Assistant 
U.D.C 

U.D.C 
U.D.C 

U.D.C 
L.D.C 

,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 
,, 

,, 
 

 Telephone 
Operator 

 
L.D.C 

 

Despatch Rider 

Daftary 

,, 

 

Office Orderly 
,, 

 
Peon 

,, 

,, 

,, 

 

 

 

-do- 

-do- 
-do- 

-do- 
-do- 

-do- 
-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 
-do- 

-do- 
-do- 

-do- 
-do- 

-do- 
-do- 

 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 
-do- 

-do- 
-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 
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1 2 3 4 

57. 

58. 
59. 

60. 
61. 

62. 
63. 

64. 

65. 

 

" Nurul Haq 

" Shamsul Anwar 
" Mohd. Ishaque 

" Momtaz Miah 
" Hormus Haq 

" Abdus Sobhan 
" Shanu Miah 

" Mohd. Elias 

" Abdul Hashem 

 

” 

” 
Electrician 

Peon 
Peon 

Peon 
Peon 

Peon 

Gardenar 

 

-do- 

-do- 
-do- 

-do- 
-do- 

-do- 
-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

 
NWE YORK 

1 Mr. A. H. Mahmood Ali Vice Consul April 26, 1971. 

2 Mr. S. A. Karim Deputy Permanent 

Representative 

August 4, 1971 

 
WASHINGTON 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

 

5. 

6. 

 

7. 

8. 
 

9. 
10. 

11. 
12. 

13. 
 

Mr. Enayet Karim 

" S. A. M. S. Kibria 

" A. Muhith 

" A.R. Matinuddin 

 

" Syed Muazzam Ali 

" A.R. Choudhury 

 

" Sheikh Rustam Ali 

Mr. A.M.S. Alam 
 

" Aftabuddin 
" Sulaiman 

" M. Hoque 
" Nurul Islam 

" Mustaq Ahmed 
 

Minister 

Political Counselor 

Economic Counselor 

Education and 

Cultural Counselor 

Third Secretary 

Finance and Accounts 

Officer 

Assistant Information 

Asstt. Administrative 
Officer 

Member of staff 
P.A. 

P.A. 
Asstt. Defense Wing 

Asstt. Administrative 
Wing 

 

August 4, 1971 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

 

-do- 

-do- 

 

-do- 

-do- 
 

-do- 
-do- 

-do- 
-do- 

-do- 
 

LONDON 
 

1. 
2. 

 
3. 

 
4. 

5. 

 

Mr. Mohuddin Ahmed 
" Md. Akbar Lutful Matin 

 
Mr. Abdur Rouf 

 
" Fazlul Haq Cbowdhury 

" Reazul Karim 

 

Second Secretary 
Director of Audit and 

Accounts 
Deputy Director, Films 

and Publication 
Labor Attaché 

Counselor 

 

August 1, 1971. 
Augusts, 1971. 

 
August 8, 1971. 

 
August 11, 1971. 

October 7, 1971 
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PARIS 

 

1 

2 

" Mr. Mosharraf Hossain 

" Shaukat Ali 

Cypher Assistant 

Counsellor 

 

BERNE 

July 5, 1971. 

July 5, 1971 

 

 

1 
2 

Mr. Golam Mosiafa 
" Waliur Rahman 

 

Second Secretary 
 

BAGHDAD 

August 9, 1971. 
 

1 H. E. Mr. A . F. M. Abdul 

Fatch 
 

Ambassador 

 
HONGKONG 

August 21, 

1971. 
 

1 Mr. Mohuddin Ahmed 
 

Acting Trade 
Commissioner 

 

STOCKHOLM 

August 18, 
1971. 

 

1 Mr. Md. Safiullah 

 

Cypher Assistant 

 

LAGOS 

August 25, 

1971. 

 

1 Mr. Mohuddin Ahmed 

Jaigirdar 

Third Secretary 

 

 

  MANILA  

1 H.E. Mr. K.K. Panni 

 

Ambassador 

 

BRUSSELS 

September 14, 

1971 

 

1 Mr. Nayebul Huda 

 

Cypher Assistant 

 
MADRID 

 

1 Mr. Abdul Karim Mandal 
 

Ministerial Staff. 
 

BEIRUT 

 

1 Mr. Abdul Latif 

 

Cypher Assistant 

 
KATHMANDU 

 

1 Mr. Mustafizur Rahman 

 

Second Secretary 

 

BUENOS AIRES 

October 3, 1971. 

 

1 H.E.Mr. A. Momin 

 

Ambassador 

 

TOKYO 

October 11, 

1971. 

 

1 

2 

Mr. Maswood 

Mr. Rahim 

 

Press Attache. 

Third Secretary. 
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RECOGNITION OF BANGLADESH 

 
A QUESTION 

TO THE CONSCIENCE OF THE WORLD 

 

BY 

SERAJUL HUQ 

Advocate, Supreme Court. 

Member: National Assembly, BANGLADESH 

.... ................ 

 

RECOGNITION OF BANGLADESH 

As an independent Republic 

Birth is always a painful process. The 75 million people, occupying 55 thousand 
square miles of the globe, have emerged on the map of the world through pain of 

death and destruction-as an independent Nation. No nation has possibly passed 
through so much of fire, against so heavy an odd. If sufferings and sacrifices are 

prerequisites of a birth of a Nation, Bangladesh has indeed created a new history 

stained with the blood of martyrs and innocents. 

This struggle of the Bengalis is not an isolated incident-it is spread over a period 
of 23 years. Unfortunately, these ill-fated millions have always stood up for freedom 

and justice irrespective of caste, creed and religion-and that has brought on them the 
wrath of a people, who were yoked together in 1947 through a political arrangement 

of Lord Mountbatten-the last Governor General of undivided India, who presided over 
the game of partition. The intolerance of a section of people and intransigence of 

politicians coupled with hatred and exploitation swept the people to accept a political 
arrangement, which may be called a "rape on Geography". 

True this was accepted with reluctance with an expectation of a new opportunity, 

to give for the Indian Muslims ideals of freedom and justice a 'local habitation and a 

name". But in between ideals and reality, there is always an yarning gap. A quick look 
at history will reveal the age of the conflict. It's roots tie deep in the basic cultural, 

geographical and traditional differences of the two wings of Pakistan. The difference 
was sought to be bridged with religion-rather in the name of religion. This experiment 

was an expensive one in terms of human lives. It became a tale of misery-too deep for 
tears. Yet the people of Bangladesh bent all their energy, made all accommodations 

for their uncongenial partners, both political economic and cultural, but they would 
not see reason. They would not care for the ennobling tenets of Islam, which to my 

mind is based primarily on the 
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principle of justice to all, and peace at any cost. These colonial minded ruling cliques 
of West Pakistan, stubbornly stuck to the gory side of religion and never appreciated 

the essence of any religion of the world. The rulers of the west proved themselves to 
be the most irreligious people of the world, ignorant of Islam and innocent of any 

higher civilized norm of life. I have no hesitation to declare that those who have no 

spilt the blood to stifle the voice of freedom can call themselves heathen but they have 

no right to call themselves Muslims. 

It is an irony, that the poet, who dreamt of Pakistan, did not include Bengal as a 

part of that country. In December 1930, in Alahabad session of the Muslim League, 
Sir Mahammad Iqbal, could not conceive of such molestation of geography. His 

proposal reads as follows: 

"I would like to see the Punjab, the North West Frontier Province Sind and 

Baluchistan into a single State". 

The name of Pakistan was first suggested by a student Mr. Rahmat Ali of 

Cambridge University in 1930, in a leaflet, he too did not include Bengal in the 

territory of proposed Pakistan. 

In 1933, in the round table conference in London at a session of the joint 
parliamentary committee Reginald Craddocx asked the delegation of Indian Muslims, 

led by Yusuf Ali to comment on the scheme of Pakistan. The reply was "It is a 
students' scheme and there is nothing in it", he also added "we have considered it 

chimerical and unpractical." What then brought about the creation of Pakistan? It is 
the famous Lahore resolution of 1940-that gave the first glimpse of the new State. It 

was recorded in the language quoted below. 

"No Constitutional plan would be workable in this country acceptable to the 

Muslims unless it is designed on the following basic principles-viz. the geographically 

continuous units are demarcated into regions which should be so constituted, with 

such territorial readjustments as may be necessary that the areas in which the Muslims 
are numerically in a majority as in the North Western and Eastern Zone & of India 

should be grouped to Constitute Independent States in which the Constituent Units 
shall be autonomous and sovereign". 

It is very clear from the language that the resolution, whatever is its merits, 

conceived, of "two sovereign States". Are we to say now that Mr. Jinnah, did not 

know the significance of the word, "Sovereign" or the use of plural number, after the 

word 'State' and 'Unit'. It is too frivolous an argument. On the 3rd June 1947, Mr. 

Nehru in a broadcast message accepted the proposal of Pakistan in the following 

words. 

"For generations we have dreamt and struggled for a free independent and united 

India, the proposal to allow certain parts to secede, if they so will, is painful for any of 

us to contemplate. Nevertheless I am convinced that our present decision is right one 

even from the larger viewpoint". 

I have referred to these legal documents only to invite the attention of the world, 
to show that two sovereign States were conceived in the very document which 

brought 
Pakistan into existence. 
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The sanction, and mandate of the people was in favor of two States. The birth of 
Bangladesh is not new feature in the political History of India. 

The departure from the Lahore resolution is the cause of all evil. In the name of 

religion and so-called integrity, the 75 million people of Bangladesh were subjected to 

untold repression, colonial exploitation, and economic deprivation by the rulers of 

Pakistan. .The people of Bangladesh, as I have said before, made supreme sacrifices, 

to impress upon their unimaginative partners that religion alone cannot bind a 
divergent people into a nation. Some philosophy of unity based on the principle of 

justice, equality, freedom and a democratic institution, is essential to keep a loose 
federation on the rail. 

Their claim to a United Pakistan is primarily based upon religion-let us now 

examine, how religiously the rulers of West Pakistan have dispensed Islamic Justice 

to the Bengalis. Let cold figures speak for themselves. 

According to the figures computed by Stephen R. Lewis (Pakistan: 

Industrialization and trade policies. London 1970. PP. 142-3). East Pakistan's share of 

total commodity imports from 1950 to 1965,-divided into three plan periods was 30.5 

per cent (highest). Whereas East Pakistan's share of total export is 61.4 per cent. 

The foreign exchange thus earned, was canalised for the Industrial development of 

West Pakistan-Manufactured products were then sold to the protected market of East 
Pakistan. Only Textile goods, worth about 50 crores are sold to East Pak, every year. 

A colonial pattern of economy was the reward that East Pakistan received in the hand 
of West Pakistan. Up to the third plan period (1965-68), only 37 per cent of the 

development expenditure fell to the share of East Pakistan. Only 20 per cent of the 
foreign aid was spent in East Pakistan, and 80 per cent in West. 

East Pakistanis constituted no more than 5 per cent of the officers of the Pak 

army-in Navy officers level is 19 per cent and technical cadre 9 per cent and in the 

Naval rank only 28.5 per cent. In Air Force 11 per cent Pilots are Bengalis. From 
1947 to 1960, out of 50 senior army officers who attained the rank of Major General 

only one was Bengali. 

According to the official Economist of Pakistan 20 families of West Pakistan, 

control 66 per cent of Industrial assets, 70 per cent Insurance funds and 80 per cent of 

the Bank- assets. 

This is the backdrop of the present conflict. Turning to political aspect from 1948 
to 68,-the western rulers persistently devised mischievous methods to squeeze out the 

Bengalis from participation in the administration of the country. Up to 1968, the East 

Pakistani representation in the Civil Service was only 36 per cent. The western rulers 

from the very day of inception of Pakistan began to indulge in conspiracies to retain 

the bastion of power in their wing-and a handful of millionaires, made a common 

cause with the ruling clique. The poor became poorer and the rich multiplied their 

millions. Whoever raised a protest came to be looked down after as a branded traitor. 

Even laws were framed for the benefit of the few. The History of Pakistan in short, is 

the history of deception under the guise of religion, and integrity, To the western 

rulers these two weapons were ideally suited to befool the vast majority of people of 

Pakistan-who in the 
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name of religion would readily accept even an irrational proposition. The difficulty 
that the rulers faced, was the growing consciousness of educated middle class and the 

student community. 

As early as 1952, the rulers of West Pakistan struck the first blow on the Bengali 

language, and systematically attempted to trample underfoot the cultural heritage of 

the Bengalis. The Martyrs' blood was spilt and then only Bengali was grudgingly 
accepted as one of the State languages. The Bengalis were shaken into a 

consciousness that a long struggle is ahead. 

The election of 1954, routed the rulers of Karachi but soon centre's rule was 

imposed in Bengal to smother the legitimate demand of the majority people of 

Pakistan A Constitution Was framed in 1956, but before it could unberthen its 
contents the hand of a dictator robbed the nation of its democratic institution. It was 

not merely a coup by Gen. Ayub to snatch power but to perpetuate the colonial 
supremacy of the west, and to complete the process of subjection of the east. From 

1958 to 1969 Ayub, the ring leader of the western ruling coterie, threw to the wind all 

semblance of democracy and introduced one of his own, which in shod was a new 

device to rule through a chosen band of quislings, with a sham pretext of a 

'democracy'. The continuation of the system for ten years is due to the efficacy of 

corruption, bribery, nepotism in human life. The entire nation was smarting and 

reeling under the feet of a dictator,-and it burst into action when their leader Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman was being tried for treason (Sk Mujib's trial in Agartala conspiracy 

case). The dictator went out of the stage, leaving the state craft in the 

hand of his able general Yahya Khan. Gen. Yahia Khan, made his entry with a 

promise to usher in democracy through an election. His intentions were no better than 

that of his predecessors, but he adopted a new modus operandi, to establish 

colonialism through the expected dissensions of political parties. But the people of 

Bengal being conscious of the sinister motive proved greater than the schemers of 
Pindi. They stood solidly behind their leader the Shaik with an indisputable majority 

and claimed transfer of power to them. The cat could no longer be concealed. Thus 
the long looked after event of March came to pass. The hounds of Yahia were let 

loose to hunt out the Bengalis-and annihilate the entire race. The death-knell of 
Pakistan was rung. Students were killed, women were raped, children were 

mutilated.-with the fond hope to kill the spirit of an awakened people. The Bengalis, 
stunned as they were, in the beginning-emerged almost immediately as an inspired 

people, with one mind, one soul and one purpose to break with the past, crush the 

aggressors and there was a birth of a nation-"The independent Republic of 

Bangladesh". A liberation force sprung up from the soil with spontaneity of 

a plant that sprouts.-and it is growing from strength to strength. The rulers of the 

West, pampered by the American rulers, and assured by their Chinese allies, arc now 

making frantic attempts to save their soul, but their doom is near-nearer than their 

shadows. 

The Bengalis as a nation is posing a question now to the conscience of the world. 

Do we deserve recognition from you as an independent nation? 

The question of recognition is not a pure question of law-the concept is more 

political and moral than legal. True there are certain established and accepted criteria, 

in determining the question, but all such considerations are subject to the enlightened 
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national interest of the State granting recognition. The golden rule for granting 

recognition is that the government of the emerging state should enjoy habitual 

obedience of the majority of the people living within well-defined territory with a 

reasonable expectancy of permanence. Secondly, the claim to recognition is not 

devoid of legitimacy and lastly the proclaimed policy and ideals of the State are in 

conformity with the natural law embodying the principles of justice and freedom. 

Judging the case of Bangladesh in the light of the aforesaid rationale of 

recognition, it is by now as clear as day light that the Government of Bangladesh is 

not a myth but a reality backed by the entire population of 75 millions, except the few 

quislings, who can be counted on fingers. The people have not only habitually given 

allegiance to the government formed by their elected representatives, but they have 

been waging a righteous struggle in defense of their government. They are laying 

down their lives for the cause of independence against a brute force of imperialism 

and colonialism. Imposition of rule over the weaker people by means of force with 

political, economic, social and cultural implication is the accepted definition of 

imperialism and the people of Bangladesh is now engaged in one of the bitterest 

struggle against these colonial and imperialistic activities of the western rulers of the 
minority province of West Punjab. 

If any particular government ignores the mandate of the people obtained through a 

fair election-and instead unleash the engine of torture, death and destruction only 

because the mandate favors a greater autonomy to the provinces-what the unarmed 

people can do? Should they surrender abjectly to the forces of evil which seek to 
crush the human values, the civilized norm of life and annihilate a particular section 

of people who call themselves Bengalis? 

Will the signatories of the charter of United Nations tell us-What the Bengalis 

could do? 

I am proud to say that the Bengalis, have only reaffirmed their faith in the 

fundamental human rights and are defending the dignity and worth of human being-on 
behalf of themselves as well as the humanity as a whole. If U. N. O. chooses to 

become the hand-made of a powerful state, and remains blind to the naked aggression 

upon an unarmed people-the signatories of the Chatter will have to declare someday 

that U. N. O. is nothing but an UNNECESSARY Organisation manufacturing tall 

talks signifying nothing. 

How long can the U. N. O. hide its face comfortably under the cover of "domestic 
jurisdiction"? It is not a case of mutiny or rebellion. It is a case of a legally constituted 

party, democratically elected by the people-who has democratically decided to part 
with the forces of evil, to save the people from economic exploitation and political 

subjugation after exhausting all possible means to arrive at a peaceful solution. In this 
respect let me quote the opinion of "The News Week"-dated 12th April, 1971, a 

respectable organ of public opinion. 

"Ironically as independence-fever mounted throughout Bangladesh, it was Mujib 

who sought to moderate the passion. Aware that any unilateral declaration of 
independence 
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would bring down the wrath of the army, Mujib desperately sougth to compromise 
that would give Bengal the autonomy his people demanded while preserving at least a 

semblance of Pakistani National Unity as the army demanded. Mujib was the last 
hope that Pakistan's two distant and disparate wings might achieve some kind of 

accommodation. What finally undid Mujib's efforts was the supercilious attitude of 

the West Pakistanis especially the Punjabi who dominate the army and who have been 

nurtured on impassioned patriotism and cliches about the inferiority of the Bengalis". 

The die is cast now. The notions of Unity is reduced to a mere fiction. Yahia has 

successfully killed Pakistan. The Bengalis are merely carrying the costly coffin to its 
infamous grave. Bangladesh has come to stay-with all the moral and legal right to be 

heard, appreciated and recognized by the world. The expectancy of Permanance of the 
new Government of Bangladesh is guaranteed by the will of its people and good will 

of the free world. 

If the conscience of the world is not dead, Bangladesh will lean heavily upon it, 

and demand of it to reassert its will. 

If News medias are any index of the public opinion of the world let me quote the 

observation by a renowned Editor. 

The Sunday Telegraph (March 28, 1971) writes in its editorial "The Victims": 

"It is hard for the Western mind to absorb the full dreadfulness of the Civil War in 

East Pakistan-once again it seems that the full fury of the latter part of the 20th 

Century has fallen upon one of the poorest and vulnerable of peoples-the country 

which was conjured into being by an exercise in Political adroitness in 1947 is falling 

apart amid carnage. Whatever happens the old Pakistan is dead. 

The rulers are trying to deny the fact by arms but the attempt cannot be other than 

tragic folly". 

The Daily Telegraph said on March 29, '71 that all the bayonets from Punjab 

cannot shove back into the bottle the Genie of Bengali Nationalism. 

The New York times recorded its reaction on March 28th, 1971 saying "Even if 

West Pakistan troops succeeded in imposing a semblance of Central rule over the 

nation, the violence that is now sweeping the East Pakistan and the sustained 

repression that would be required to bend the Bengalis to the Islamabad will would 

add a, barrier of hate to the differences of race, language, customs-and Geography," 

 Some International Jurists, may attempt to argue that Recognition to Bangladesh will 
be a 'precipitate recognition' under the International law. But I would like to repel 

such arguments by pointing out, that the recognition of the United States itself by 

France in 1778 was precipitate. 

The United States accorded premature recognition in 1903 to Panama when it 
seceded from Columbia. America not only recognized but fought in aid of Panama so 

as to liberate it from Columbia. 
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The U.S.A. had recognized Texas in 1837 in spite of the resentment of the mother 
country Mexico. 

U.S.S.R. and China recognized the Government of Sihanouk even though he was 

not in effective control of Cambodia. 

To bring finality to question of legitimacy, 1 can profitably quote, what Mr. 

Justice M. C. Chagla of India has observed-which I believe cannot be improved upon: 

To my mind it is the legally and validly constituted Government of Bangladesh 
that has a much better title to legitimacy than Yahia Khan whereas the Shaik claims 

the right through democratic forces, through the wishes of the people. Yahia Khan's 
claim depends solely on brute force and the strength of the military machine. Our 

Government (India) should not hesitate in coming to an early decision on the issue of 
recognizing the Government of Bangladesh. Let us take a bold and courageous 

decision now; otherwise History will not forgive us". 

I can only reiterate the words of Mr. Justice Chagla to the nations of the world and 

add that if you allow your conscience to sleep now, -in no time you will cover 

yourself with the ignominy of surrendering to a brute force, the spectra of which may 

rise anytime anywhere in the world I invite the attention of the great people of 
America to seek peace in their own souls first and then in the distant shores of China. 

Peace will remain as illusive as the mirage, if you lend your guns to shed more blood 
to buy peace in China. If your great might becomes the scourge of humanity. History 

will not forgive you. If you allow your great nation to be bogged into petty 
consideration of diplomatic gains your image as a Champion of the free world will be 

shattered beyond recognition. Your allies will run away from you as a child does from 
the ghost. If you still choose to hide yourself under cloak of "Internal affairs'-you will 

not clothe yourself in eternal glory, but you will deface your own glorious struggle 

against the colonial rule. 

To-day the people of India stands in recognizing the justness of our cause, we are 
overwhelmed with the warmth of their sympathy, the noble blood of the Prime 

Minister has apparently flowed a little quicker with the tidings, from the East, but 
coming to question of dejure recognition. India is limping with the weight of her 

conscience. So she too is, timorous to take the initiative. She is still groping in 
darkness and hesitating to leap forward into the heaven of light-truth and justice. I am 

sure they cannot long endure the conflict and she will accord recognition to us in no 
time. 

In recognizing Bangladesh, the nations of the world will only register their 

sympathy for a cause-which they profess to believe. If they really believe in 

Democracy.-they are required to protect it without merely preaching the gospel. The 
league of nations, foundered on the rock of narrow self-interest of the nations Who 

founded it. The U. N. O. will have no better fate if the great powers of the world do 
not strive to safeguard its ideals. 

Is not America aware that when an embittered nation rises to a man to tear itself 

free from its own mother-country, no other nation can force them into that unholy 

alliance again. Political adroitness can a make temporary arrangement but the unity 

cannot be 
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achieved. It is the mind of a nation that matters. Indulgence in soulless politiking 
will not bring peace, nor further the cause of freedom. A nation becomes a nation 

when it feels that it is so-all other qualifications are acquired in due course of time. 
Recognition need not depend upon other those minor considerations. 

What harm will this new state cause to them? We are not against any particular 

state- we have a fund of friendly feelings to all, if they only allow us to live, and live 

with honor. 

The question of recognition has a deeper implication of right and wrong. If any 

nation of the world believes that Yahia and his military govt. is on the right, we can 

hardly persuade them to recognize us, but it will be a great pity, if they yet send ship-

load of arms to crush a people's war against tyranny and injustice. If Pakistan is 

falling brick by brick under the weight of injustice of its ruler,-can America build it 

again? If partners fall apart,-what the neighbors can do? Separation delayed is 

separation confirmed. The misery of the people can still be avoided if the great 

powers show signs of maturity in their assessment of facts. They should grow to 

appreciate that unity of the two wings of Pakistan cannot be achieved again. There is a 

rift in the lute. Nothing can bring back the symphony of unity-there is a revolt of the 
soul. The thin bond that linked the distant parts of the physical world-was not power 

but a will to live together,-a sense of common danger from outside-but if danger 
emanates from within, the will is snapped. Such is the case in Pakistan. All the arms 

of the world will not restore the inner urge to unite-because all the water of the Pacific 
will not wash the blood-that stains the hand of Pakistani rulers. The concept of 

Pakistan has vanished into thin air. 

The people of Bangladesh believe that their cause has already transcended the 

limit of International law-it has seized and touched the fringe of international 

conscience. Our cause has taken the flight in to realm of thought, and it will in no 

time conquer the soul of humanity as our strength lies in our faith in truth, justice and 
democracy. 

There is no death for the faithful. If no one responds to our call, we will march 

alone till the goal is reached. 

 

JOY BANGLA 
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BANGLADESH 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

Bangladesh is the lowest riperian delta of the Ganges. Erstwhile known as East 

Pakistan province of Pakistan, it ushered in as an independent sovereign nation and 

country on and from 26th March, 1971. 

The land has a mixed population of 75 million people-Muslims, Hindus, 
Buddhists and Christians. This green pasture of land has a dominant agrarian 

economy with tremendous heitherto unexploited potentialities. The country has a vast 
man-power and labor availability. The industrial prospect is also bright. The people 

are democratic, religious, minded, honest and simple in nature and have all the 

oriental virtues. 

Bangladesh measuring 55,126 sq. miles is bonded by India in the west, north, and 
east, Burma in the south-east and the Bay of Bengal in the south. The country is a 

continuous plain tract of land with innumerable rivers and brooks spread over as an 
arterial system. The language spoken is Bengali and the people are of the same 

monolithic origin. 

Bangladesh as a country and nation has the following aspirations goals and 

objectives:- 

FREEDOM & RIGHTS 

1. The State will guarantee life, liberty and property of each individual irrespective 

of caste, creed and religion. 

2. Freedom of speech, expression, association and religion is guaranteed by 

constitutional sanctions. 

3. All individual offences of any description will be justiciable in the court of law. 

4. Press will be free. 

5. The judiciary shall be independent and neutral. 

 

POLITICS 

1. It is a democratic country with a government elected by the people on the basis 

of universal adult franchise. The Government is a parliamentary democracy. 

2. The people are democratically oriented and have been consistently upholding 

oriental and democratic values in the face of historical invasions from many a 

direction. 
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ECONOMY 

1. The economy of the new nation of Bangladesh has been enunciated as a 

socialistic pattern of economy. There must be sufficiency for all before there is 

superfluity for some. 

2. Evolution through the process of democracy to reach the goal is the path to be 

followed both within and without. Planned development of economy through 

democratic process is her goal. 

3. Progress and prosperity of all people are the broad objectives determining 

formulation of government decisions. Full employment in a free society is her 

objective. 

4. There will be equitable distribution of wealth through various economic 

measures. 

5. Monopoly and cartels will be done away with. All the financial sources will be 

nationalized along with the key industries. 

6. Jute-the premier foreign exchange earner-is considered to be a national product 

and its trade will be nationalized. 

INDUSTRY 

1. The industry in Bangladesh is in an embryonic stage and with a monopolist bias. 

But the tendency will not only be arrested but reversed effectively. 

2. Industrialization will thus be planned to make effective dispersal of capital and 

capital goods. 

3. Cottage industry will play a predominant role in the country's industrial complex 

and will feed the big industries. 

4. Industrial workers will be a classified factor of production. 

5. Shares of industries and profits thereof will be distributed among the workers. 

AGRICULTURE 

1. Agriculture is the backbone of the country's economy and is bound to remain so. 

Everything possible to augment agriculture and agricultural economy will be 

done by the Government. Increasing application of science to agriculture is the 

motion of the Government. 

2. There is no Zemindary (feudal) system in the country. But land holdings require 

to be rationalized and government is posted with the problem. 

3. The peasants having holding up to 25 bighas (8 acres) of land will enjoy land 

revenue exemption. 

4. The Government khas lands will be freely distributed among the landless 

peasants- - 

5. 'Land belongs to the tillers' is the central theme of the agrarian policy of the 

Government. 
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SOCIETY 

1. All people are equal in the eye of law and society irrespective of caste, creed and 

religion. All are entitled to equal protection of law 

2. The society is a socular society based on mutual tolerance and accommodation 

of each others ideas 

3. The society is divided into segments of activities within the purview of the 

concept of local self-government being elected by the people on the basis of 

universal adult suffrage. 

CULTURE 

1. The culture is a Bengali culture enshrining universal contributions of poets, 

litterateurs, folk singers and intellectuals. 

2. Nature in her bounty exercises a tremendous influence on the people and makes 

them fond of music tuned to the flow of the rivers and rivulets. 

FOREIGN RELATIONS 

1. 'Friendship towards all and malice towards none* is the keynote of the foreign 

policy of the Government of Bangladesh. 

2. End of political subjugation, economic exploitation, and cultural invasion is the 
objective of the foreign policy. 

3. Bangladesh believes in peaceful co-existence on the basis of mutual 

understanding by the process of dialogues. The foreign policy is effectively 

conducted to achieve those goals and friendly relations with all the countries of 

the world. 

4. Bangladesh denounces imperialism and neo-imperialism, colonialism and neo- 
colonialism and all other extraneous forces having their sinister influence on the 

smaller countries. 

5. Bangladesh stands for and will persistently work for world and regional peace 

for the unhindered development of human civilization and prosperity. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
PUBLISHED BY 

External Publicity Division Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 
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JUSTICE ABU SAYEED CHOUDHURY 

ELEVEN GORING STREET 

LONDON EC 3 

 
Please convey following message from Prime Minister Bangladesh to Mr. Heath 

and Mr. Wilson and send copy to Editor Daily Mirror with thanks for converge. 

Message beings respectfully draw your attention John Pilger's report Daily Mirror 

June sixteenth as also reports in Sunday Times June thirteenth and twentieth and 

various reports in the Times, Guardian, Daily Telegraph and almost all British and 

World newspapers. Reports clearly show how brute force used to massacre people to 

stifle democracy and aspirations of seventy five millions of Bangladesh. As 

occupation army it has flagrantly violated basic human rights of world citizens. Has 
committed undeniable genocide. Women in Bangladesh to-day no more than objects 

of disgraceful mass rape. Children being annihilated. Tens of thousands terror-
stricken people fleeing to India daily. Famine conditions aggravated by calculated 

steps of Pakistan-Fifteen million may die of starvation by Pilger's estimate. Could be 
more. Whole race facing extermination. Appeal in the name of humanity, civilization 

and democracy intervene and assert your influence. Vital that Pakistan be denied 
further military economic aid. Respectfully-request that you deplore recent American 

arms shipment to Pakistan. Urge you to act now and recognize Bangladeshi 
immediately. Warm personal regards message ends: 

 
HOSSAIN ALI 

 

Not to be telegraphed.                                                                        Sd/ 

                                                                                                           for HOSSAIN ALI 

 

Copy memo. No..........forwarded by post to Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Choudhury in 
confirmation. 
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TAKEOFUKUDA 

FOREIGN MINISTER, JAPAN 
 

Pakistan Military has systematically appropriated equipment intended for Relief 
of Bengali people and used same for repression and slaughter of these very people. 

Japanese Toyota Jeeps sent after November cyclone are freely used by Pakistan Army 
officers. Bangladesh forces captured Gunboat recently at Khulna found to be 

Norwegian relief ship converted into gunboat. Similarly all other coastal vessels, 

helicopters, money etc. donated by foreign nations for cyclone relief used by Pakistan 

Army to kill and destroy in Bangladesh since March 25, FAO has submitted formal 

note to U. N. Secretary General accusing Pakistan of using FAO-supplied boats and 

vehicles for military purposes. Danish government and certain US agencies have also 

complained formally to Pakistan. Recently 200 Japanese trucks for famine relief 

reached Bangladesh. On arrival at Chittagong these trucks taken immediately into 

Pakistan Army custody under personal supervision of army commander. In this 

context we are gravely concerned at Japanese government's decision to allow Pakistan 

to buy five coastal vessels In Japan. These boats will undoubtedly contribute to 

genocide of Pakistan Army in Bangladesh. Urge you to reconsider and prevent further 

sales. With friendly greetings to your Excellency. 

 
 

Foreign Minister 
Bangladesh. 
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EXPANSION OF EXTERNAL PUBLICITY WING 
 

To win the liberation war we have two major tasks: 

(i) Intensify our war efforts in the fields. 

(ii) Organize publicity both in the home front and outside world. 

Our home publicity has now been considerably organized. "Joi Bangla" and 

"Sadhin Bangla Bctar Kendra" are performing their functions purposefully and these 

have brought excellent success so far and will continue to do so. 

To mobilize our efforts for the outside world as far as foreign propaganda is 

concerned, it is necessary to organize and expand the external publicity wing. 

It is essential that the favorable world press and opinion that we have been 

receiving should be sustained. All efforts should be made to see that our external 

propaganda machinery works smoothly and vigorously to strengthen our diplomatic 

potentialities in India & abroad. 

 

With this view in mind the following structure may be suggested. 

(1) The name of the Machinery shall be "External Publicity Division". This cell 
although will be under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs from administrative point of 

view but for all practical purpose it shall operate and function through the Mission in 

Calcutta. 

(2) Mr. Taheruddin Thakur, MNA, may act as an Advisor to this wing. 

(3) The major functions of this division will be as follows:- 

(a) It shall be responsible for all publications including documentaries and 
photographs for international consumption. 

(b) It shall publish a weekly English Bulletin for the outside world. This bulletin 

will mainly cover our battle news, atrocity and genocide news, International 

press reports, leaders speeches and statements and other relevant topical subjects 

in connection with our liberation movement. 

(c) It shall maintain contact and liaison with Bangladesh organizations abroad and 

shall remain responsible to feed their needs. 

(d) It shall deal with the foreign press and prepare international briefings and 

propaganda materials for all foreign agencies in India and abroad. It is 
absolutely essential that foreign press is conducted will in a coordinator 

manner. A report on every individual journalist should be prepared giving the 
details about their antecedents along with their personal and official views 

about Bangladesh affair. Some indication about their past work will have to be 

spelled out.  
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(e) It shall organize mainly press briefings and press conferences. 

(f) It shall maintain close liaison with Sadhin Bangla Betar Kendra and All India 

Radio. 

(g) It shall keep track of International conferences, seminars, and meetings and shall 

arrange lobbies for the same and particularly in the aid-giving countries and 

agencies. It shall organize a world conference on Bangladesh and a Court by 

world intellectuals for the trial of Pakistani War Criminals. 

(h) It shall feed for information centers to be opened by Bangladesh Government 

abroad with adequate propaganda materials 

(4) There shall be a Director or executive in charge of this wing for co-ordination and 

smooth day-to-day functioning. 

(5) It shall have a research team to carry out, the different work as envisaged. 

(6) There shall be an editorial board which will approve the publications and the 

Adviser, shall be an Ex-officio member of the Board. 

 

 

EXTERNAL PUBLICITY DIVISION 

 
Adviser 

 
Director 

 
 

 
Publications         Documentaries,     Films Contact & Liaison           Foreign Press 

& Research &  Photographs etc.         including correspondence        briefings. 

Library.                      with Organizations a broad 

 

             Board of Editors 

            3 in number 

       Personal required                    Personal required 

  4 research workers   Officer- 1          Officer- 1    Press Officer-1 

  2 field correspondents  Producer- 1        Press 

Photographer-1 Coordinators/ guide -3 

Cameraman- 1 

 

 

ACCOMMODATION 

This division needs at least two rooms somewhere within the premises of this 

mission. 
 

There is no room for such requirement in Mr. M. Ali's Deptt.  nor this can be 
continued in the foreign Secretary's Chamber. Regular work has started with the full 

research team and minimum editing and working facilities are required to continue 
with their work. 
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STAFF REQUIREMENTS 

One steno-typist, three desk clerks, two office boys, one typist. 

OFFICE REQUIREMENTS 

One transistor, two type writers, one cassette tape-recorder, one telephone, 

stationeries & other necessary furniture. 

 

BUDGET FOR STAFF ALLOWANCES AND SUBSISTENCE ALLOWANCES 

FOR THE RESEARCH TEAM AND THE WEEKLY ENGLISH BULLETIN. 

 

1. Officers & Producer Rs. 350/- per month-3 x 350= Rs.1050/- 

2. Research workers 

Field Correspondents 

Press Coordinators and others. 

Rs. 300/- per month-12 x 300= Rs. 

3600/- 

 

3. Steno-typist, Clerks 

& other staffs. 

Rs. 200/- per month-5 x200= Rs. 1000/- 

4. Peon Rs. 150/- per month-2x 150=Rs. 300/- 

                                               
                                            Rs.5950/- 
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As desired by the Foreign Secretary, Dr. Mosharraf Hossain invited some of our 
available talents to explore the possibility of having a good team to strengthen our 

efforts in different spheres of activities under External Publicity Division. The 
following persons attended this meeting. 

 
             1)   Mr. Ali Anwar, 

       Senior Lecturer in English, 

       Rajshahi University, 

       Studied at Dacca and Nottingham. 

      19 Ekdalia Place 

       Ballyganj 

      Calcutta-19. 

 

             2)  Mr. S. K. Saha, 

      Senior Lecturer in Economics, 

     Studied at Rajshahi & London School of Economics. 

     123, Sarat Ghose Street 

     Calcutta-14. 

 
3) Abdul Razzaque, 

Lecturer, Sociology, 
Rajshahi University. 

3, Beck Bagan Road 

Calcutta-17. 

 
4)   Mr. Golam Murshed, 

Senior Lecturer, 

Bengali 

      Rajshahi University, 11/D Nasiruddin Road 

      Calcutta-19. 

 

5)   Dr. Mosharraf  Hossain 

     Head of the Department of Economics, 

     Rajshahi University. 

     7/6 Gabru Road 

     Calcutta-14. 
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6) Khalid Hasan, 

Lecturer. 

    4/3/C Oment Row 

44-3943. 

 

Later on two other University teachers contacted us to offer their services: 

1.Mr. Osman Jama), 
Senior Lecturer in English 

Chittagong University. 
Studied at Dacca and Leeds. 

C/O Amitava Chatterjc 
Mudhya Path 

Bosc Nagar 
Mudhya gram 

24  Parganah. 
 

2) Mr. Md. Rashidul Haque. 

      Head of the Deptt. of Mathematics, 

Chittagong University. 

16, Alimuddin Street, 

Calcutta-16. 

 

As we held this meeting prior to the visit of the Canadian Parliamentary 

Delegation, work was divided amongst these persons to prepare memorandum, to 

meet the delegation at Bongaon etc. Subsequently work was distributed to collect 

facts and background on different countries, where our delegation will soon visit. A 

note outlining the requirements was prepared by us and accordingly considerable 
work has already been completed on (lie basis of the same. The facts and background 

that have been collected are now being edited and finalized. 
 

 
External Publicity 

Division 
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Ri. Hon. J. STONHOUSE, M.P 

House of Commons 
London S.W.I 

United Kingdom. 

Bangladesh Postal 

Administration 
Kasipur, Jessore Sector, 

Bangladesh. 
7 July, 1971. 

 
Dear Sir, 

I write to confirm the details of the postal rates which have been opened by this 

Administration. They are as follows : 

 

Internal 

Letters For first 15 grams 

Every additional 

15 grams of part 

Postcards 

Inland letter card 

20 Ps. 

10 Ps. 

10 Ps. 

15 Ps. 

Parcels Inland 400 grams 

Addl. 400 grams 

or part 

Rs. 1.00 

80 Ps. 

External (ordinary) 
Letters 

2
nd

 class mails 
Up to 20 grams 

Each addl. 20 gms 

80 Ps. 50 Ps. 
50 Ps. 30 Ps. 

 
External (Air) Letters 

Up to 10 grams 
Burma, India, 

Pakistan, Malaysia, 
Ceylon! 

Each addl. 10 grams 

Europe 

Each addl. 10 grams 

U.S.A. Canada 

Each addl. 10 grams 

2nd class mails 

 
 

 
1.80 Ps. 

80 Ps.     60 Ps. 

Rs. 1.80 

Rs. 1.10 

Rs. 2.20 

Rs. 1.80 
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Parcel rates 

Internal 400 grams 

addl. 400 grs. or 

part 

Rs. 1.00 

Rs. 1.00 

 

   

External Parcel 

rates 
India, Pakistan 

Burma 
Europe 

U.S.A 
 

1 kg. 

Rs. 5.10 
Rs. 15.00 

Rs. 20.00 
 

3 kg. 

 
Rs. 8.10 

Rs. 20.00 
Rs. 27.00 

 

up to 

5 kg. 
 

up to 

10 kg. 
Rs. 10.20. Rs. 15.00 

Rs. 30.00 Rs. 45.00 
Rs. 38.00 Rs. 55.00 

Parcel rates (Air) 
Europe 

U.S.A 

 

250 grams 
15.20 

16.50 

 

  Addl. 250 grains 
5.50 

10.50 

 

 

Director, External Publicity Division, 

Bangladesh. 
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PERSONAL 

BANGLADESH POSTAL ADMINISTRATION 
JESSORE SECTOR 

July 11, 1971 
 

Dear Sir, 

I understand you may be interested in our postal arrangements for Bangladesh. In 

the liberated areas we are providing a general and official Postal Service using the 

Post Offices we control. Also for the Army, the Mukti Fouj has established a number 

of Field Post Offices which enable the soldiers to communicate with their families in 
other liberated areas or in India. 

We have found that this postal service has been a great morale booster for our people. 

For the time being until our own stamps are available we are using the old 

Pakistani stamps overprinted Bangladesh similar to the stamps you see on this 
envelope. At the frontier with India our mail is accepted as international mail by the 

Indian Post Office with whom we have the most cordial and useful relationship. 

We have now given approval for a special issue of our new stamps-the 

Independence Issue-and these will be issued here in Bangladesh on July 29. 

If I can give you any more information please do get into touch with me. 

Thanking you very much. 

 
Yours faithfully, 

SHARIF AHMED 
Post Master. 

Mr. Kenneth Chapman, 
24, Maiden Lane, 

LONDON W. C. 2. 
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PHILATELIC DEBUT OF BANGLADESH. 
 

Date of First Issue: July 29,1971 

The Government of Bangladesh, which in April 1971 broke away from West 

Pakistan and proclaimed itself an independent State, has authorized the international 

distribution of its first issue of postage stamps. 

The first issue of eight Bangladesh stamps will be released on July 29. The stamps 
consist of 10, 20 and 50 paisas and 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10 rupees. (The rate of exchange is 

20 Bangladesh rupees to the £1, the complete issue being equivalent to £ l-09p.) This 

is a Definitive issue. 

These stamps are replacing those which until July 29 were used in Bangladesh 
Territories. These were Pakistan stamps overprinted 'Bangladesh 

This first series will be used for internal mail and for external postage being 

accepted by the Government of India for onward transmission. 

The eight separate designs for this first series from the Government of Bangladesh 
dramatically and colorfully illustrate the great struggle for independence of the new 

State. 

The designs are the work of Biman Mullick, the Bengalee graphic designer who 

designed the Gandhi Memorial stamp for the British Post Office in 1969 winning two 

gold international medals for the best Gandhi stamp issued by any country in the 

world. 

The Bangladesh stamps are in the following denominations. 

lOp (paisas). Blue, scarlet, purple, Map of Bangladesh. 

20p. Yellow, scarlet dark green, blue. Depicting Massacre at Dacca University on 
25th-26th March -1971. 

50p. Orange, light brown, dark brown, greys. Bearing the numerals 75, denoting 

new nation of 75 million people. 1 Re (Rupee). Yellow, scarlet, green. The Flag of 

independence, incorporating map of Bangladesh. 2 Rs. Blue, dark blue, magenta. 

Election 1970. Shows a ballot paper and stylized ballot box inscribed Results-167 

Seats out of 169 for Bangladesh. On side of box is highlighted 98%. 3Rs. Green, dark 
green, blue. Proclamation of independent Government on 10th April 1971. Depicting 

the breaking of links with West Pakistan. 5Rs. Assimilated gold, orange, dark brown, 
half-tone black. Portrait of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, leader of Bangladesh. 10Rs. 

Assimilated gold, magenta, dark blue. A Support BANGIADESH stamp. 
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Size: 25.5 mm. x 38.5 mm. 

Printed by a lithographic process on white coated unwater-marked security paper 

by Format International Security Printers Ltd. 

Perforation: 14V2x W/x. 

In Britain, these stamps will be distributed exclusively to the philatelic trade by 

the Bangladesh Philatelic Agency who will sell direct at face value. Orders for the 

stamps, with remittance of £I.09p per set, plus 25p per order for registration and 

postage should be sent to: Bangladesh Philatelic Agency, Chobham, Woking Surrey. 
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From The Rt. Hon. John Stonehouse, M. P. 

20 Gillingham Street, 
London, S. W. 1. 

 
HOUSE OF COMMONS 

LONDON, SWI 
11th August, 1971 

 

My dear Moudud, 

 

It was a great pleasure talking to you on the telephone this weekend, although the 

line was so bad. 

I am glad that such satisfactory arrangements have been made at your end for the 

stamps. Since speaking to you I have seen an article which appeared in the New York 

Times last Sunday. This is very damaging to the stamp issue in that it alleges that they 

are not genuine stamps. Because of this article it becomes all the more important to 

ensure that the letters with Bangladesh stamps on do arrive at overseas destinations 

without Indian postal service marks on them. As you know, one envelope has already 

arrived addressed to me at the House of Commons. It will be useful if I could have 

some more there, but could you put some envelopes in the post of the following : 
 

Mr. Marcus Samuel, 

Philatelic Journal, 

C/o. Robson Lawe, 

50 Pall Mall, London, S. W. 1. 

 

Mr. Arthur D. Stansfield, 

Philatelic Exporter, 

P. O. Box 4, 
Edgware, Middlesex. 

Mr. A. L. Michael, 
Stanley Gibbons, 

Strand, London, W. C. 2. 
 

Mr. Arnold R. Strong, 
G. B. Journal, 

Plumtree Cottage, 

Aspley End, 

N r. Hitchine, Hertfordshir. 

Mr. Russell Bennett, 
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Stanley Gibbons Monthly, 

Drury House, 

Russell Lane, London, W. C. 2. 

 

Mr. Peter Ibbotson, 

Philatelist, 
446 Strand, London, W. C. 2. 

.......... 

................. 

Mr. Robson Lowe, 
50 Pall Mall, London, S. W. I. 

Mr. L. Chapman, 
42 Maiden Lane, London, W. C. 2. 

 

Mr. W. Newport, 

42 Maiden Lane, London, W. C. 2. 

 

Mr. L. R. Lehmann, 

Inter-Governmental Philatelic Corporation, 

225 West 34th Street, 

Pennsylvania Building, 

N. Y. 1, U. S. A. 

 

The Editor, 

New York Times, 

New York, U. S. A. 
 

Mr. David Lidman, 
New York Times, 

New York, U. S. A. 
 

It would be useful if in each envelope you could put a note asking the recipient to 
receive a cover which confirms that the Bangladesh postal service is operating 

successfully. In the note you could also confirm that the stamps are being used for 

internal postal service in the area controlled by the Bangladesh Government. 

 

All best wishes. 

Yours ever, 

Signature. 

Mr. Moudud Ahmed, 

Bangladesh Mission,  

9, Circus Avenue, Calcutta-19. 
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September 23, 1971 

 
My dear John, 

Thank you for your letters of September 13 and 16 received on the same date. 

2. One of your letters arrived with a Bangladesh postage stamp having the seal of 

a London Post Office. It seems that British Postal Service is gradually accepting our 
postage and who knows that one day you will start saving money by puting 

Bangladesh stamp instead of Her Majesty's Royal postage. Any how it was all very 

pleasant. 

3.1 shall be sending a letter to Dick Hardie as suggested by you but I have to get 
hold of Mr. Misra to finally arrange the posting. 

4. It was very nice of you to sent the clippings which we hope we will continue to 

receive in future also. Is it possible to send you the despatch of Peter Hezelhurst of 

September 13 which appeared in the front page covering five columns and also his 

subsequent despatches ? Peter is now here and I am trying to make him send as many 

despatches as possible. Our effort is however, suffering a setback because of the 

British Newspapers Industrial dispute. 

 

With very best wishes. 

 
Yours sincerely. 

(Moudud Ahmed) 

 

Rt. Hon. 

John Stonehouse, M. P. 

20, Gillingham Street, 

LONDON, S. W. 1. 
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Dated, November 1, 1971 
 

My dear John, 

Thank you for your letter of October 25. I am sorry to see that you have not 

received letters with Bangladesh stamps on which were sent by Mr. Misra. In the 

meantime I had a discuss on with the Indian External Affairs Ministry with regard to 

the transmitting of our letters. Because of the International Postal Union rules they say 

that it will not be possible for them to maintain the arrangement that was previously 

made. However, fresh arrangements are being made to settle this matter but goodness 
knows how long it will take. 

The Postal service in the liberated areas however is functioning very smoothly. In 

Raomari area a postal zone has been established with 8 Post Offices and one Sub-Post 

office. This covers a huge area in the north with 500,000 people residing. The Post 

office is at Raomari as the Headquarter and the Branch post offices are at Datbhanga, 

Tapunchar Showlmari, Jadurchar, Rajibpur, Mohanganj and Makunchar. 

Mr. Sadakat Hossain MNA, Convenor, Bangladesh Liberation Council, Raomari, 

P.O. Raomari, District Rangpur, Bangladesh is the political representative of the 

Government in this area. I have told him that you will be in touch but when you write 

please add-via Manikchar, Assam, India. I hope your letter will reach him. 

With regards and very best wishes. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

(Moudud Ahmed) 

 

 

The Rt. Hon. John Stonehouse, M P., 

House of Commons, LONDON 

England. 
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    ����������������    

��( �'&��) 
�&����'� �������� �	#�	 

6�#�, �������� 
    

�����I& ���Q�����I& ���Q�����I& ���Q�����I& ���Q    
    

 �&����'� �������� �	#��		 ��( �'&��) 7;22 ���� ���������	 
����� ����	 B��$�� 
��� R ��I& �#S G$& #�	। �	����#��� +B �#S 
����� ��� ��U�V ���� R ��(��W$ 
�#���	 ����V G$& #�	। B��$�� 	��	 -,�� �	��,�� R �XY�K�� 	,� #	� R ��#Z��	 
N��#� +�0�) ����	 �(B B��$�� 	��	 ��	���� ���� R ��( �#���#B F��#�	 [\]�W&� �� 
#	� $�)�^। N	 -� �#�S	 %��B ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’। ��) 7:,999 �ZK�) 
7: ��� +�� ������ �&) #�	 7;=8 ���� �� �#�� #	� $)। +B �#�S	 ��Q ��0� ���a# 
R �"��#�Z�b	 Nc�V ��	d��	 %�� +B ������ Ge����। 

��� �#���	 �	�	B �XY�K�� R �	��,��) ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’ 
Ge���� ��� �$�� �(��#D��� ����Z� $)।  

+B Ge���� �#���	 FS ���)	 ���(B +	 ����) #�� ���U $�) ��)। �	����#��� 
���������	 
����� ��� ��U�V �#� ���a&�) +B Ge���� -	%��	f �$���� �(�g� $�� ���#। 

‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’ Ge����	 ���$�� hY�	�Y	 ��0�^। ���Di �$� -��# 
��( �'&���� Ge����	 ���$���� N��� ��#�) �'&��) ’’���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’ 
Ge���� ����� ���(�) �����I�&	 ����V G$& #�	। ��)���) N�K��#�� -��a �����I�&	 ���)] 
F��& #	� $) -���	 ��(�� �#��� ���K� ‘$�/�� ���������'-#। �����I�&	 -,�� ���(	 -#� 
�(�() �� �(��U� ���� � $), -� �(����	 ����k# ��#��� F��E #	� $�)�^। �� lB ���# 
�#��� ����m�� J�n��# ��	��� ����� $�)�^। %�� ������I� �������	  FQ��oK� N	R ��b	 
R �Z�pb $�)�^।  

 
N��	 �Zq ��r��, ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’ Ge����	 ��s	&�C �	���		 ��B 

��t# R ���a#��	 #��^ N�Z� $��। 
    
    
    
    
6�#� 
�4��E	 899H 

(����� N�� ���u#�) 
D�	��v ���� 
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�&����'� �������� �	#�	 
��( �'&��) 
-��-7 ���� 

�������� ������), 6�#�। 
    

�-��/-��-7/8+%-8/;2/�����-7/;<;                                     ���	�M H9 F�x��	 899H 
 
-�	# :  Fy�� 	�� �U���� 
 ���)	 �$#�	� ���� (-��-7) 
 
���# :  ��� -����� -��.%� 


]���#�	� 
-����� $�/�� ��������� 
����� n��� (5�� ���) 
�����, 6�#�। 

 
��a) : ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������ (7: ��)’’ �����I�&	 ����Y �L� R FQ�z�	 ��� 
F�����। 
 
�W� : ��{	 9= F�x��	 899H ���	��	 N���। 
 
 
��$��), 

 h����m ��a�) �W���m N����	 ���� ��v ��� F���)� �L�, ��O��� ��B R FQ�z� 
-������# ��a�)�m Ge���� �W0�V ��I�&	 F����� ��� #	� $���। �'&��) #�Z�# ������� 
F������� �L� �����U�� +�|��� -%	� ��� #	� $���। 
 
�����m : �&�� ������#।  
 
 N��	 ��r., 

 
 

(Fy�� 	�� �U����) 
���)	 �$#�	� ���� (-��-7) 
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�#���#	 #���#���#	 #���#���#	 #���#���#	 #��    
        

����C -�� �� ����	 �( ��	 
����� ��G���	 B��$�� +#�C F�W�( �"�। -� N����# 
���������	 7;27 ��	 
����� ��� +�� �!�W���	 
����� ��G���	 B��$�� N����	 #��^ +# 
-�o	��) �"�। ���������	 
�����	 B��$�� �&)�	 �( 7;22 �� �!#��� �	#�	 
���������	 
����� ����	 B��$�� ��� R ��I& �#S G$& #�	। �	��,�� R ������� ���) 	���	 
�( 
����� ��G�� R 
����� ����	 ������� ��G$ R ����B�W��# �� ��#� #	� $)। ��	B 
%�}�� ‘���������	 
����� ��� ������’ Ge����। �������� �	#��		 ��( �'&��) 7;=8 �� 
7: ��� +B Ge���� �#�� #�	। + h�u��( ��t� #���C	 �~��� ���(��&	 Fc�V ��	d��	 
%�� +B Ge����। 

+B Ge���� �#�� $R)�	 FS ���	 ���( ��	 ���	� �# %��	�) ��)। +B Ge���� 
����� 
���-��a)# �#� ���a&� #���	 [\]�W&� -	%��	f �$���� �(�g� $�L +�� $��। �#� �# � 
��#�) ���������	 ����� ����K�	 +#�C �Z$! F�� N����	 
����� ��G�� R 
����� ����	 
�#Z� B��$�� ��� -��# ������ ���! ���� 	�)�  ̂+�� +	 l���(�� F�# ���a&� #��� �(���� 
�C��L।  

+������) �&����'� �������� �	#��		 ��( �'&��) #�Z�# ���������	 
����� ��� ���������	 
����� ��� ���������	 
����� ��� ���������	 
����� ��� 
������������������������ Ge���� �����I�&	 ����V�C F�(V ���)������� ��� N�	� �� #�	। 

�������� �	#�	 #�Z�# + 	#� +#�C ����) [\]�W&� #��#���	 ���)] N����	�# F��& #	�) 
N�	� -�o	�����। +	B �D�Y�� Ge����	 ��a)�W�� �"W&� F��	����� -	�� �� N�Q�# �D���D��� 
�����I�&	 N��& -�p� #�	�^। N�� #�	, ������I� Ge���� ��t#-���a#��	 ���$�� -�C��� �,� 
$��। 

����� +B #��#��� ��{	� Fc�V ��	d� #�	�^, N�	� ��{��	 NV�	# #Z���� R �(��� 
����L। 
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 �������� 
����� ����	 B��$�� �#�S	 ) ���(����p ����&(#	& #���C	 �	% -��# 
+B ���� ��G�$	 �#��� �"�#� l�C #�� ���� #	�^। + �#�S	 h!��Y R �t, +	 �W� 
h�u�( R #������� �"�#� ����a D�	��v #��#��� ��� $��� $��%��� 	$�� ��.��	� ����। 

������)� R ���Z$�� h��Y -��# �#�����( ������W$ ����� #���C	 ���(�Zb �	��, 
DW��#� ���� ������( -�p� #	�^। ��{	� �O�	 �	 �O� ��	 �������	 �������� J��� ��	 �	�,� 
#�	�^, ��.��	� N�����-��������	 ���(�� ������ R �������	 �( �W�(�� h���� ���) 
�#S ��.��)� �$�)�� #�	�^। N����	 -#� �V�( ^�0�B ����[��� �	���	 ��t# R 
���a#��	 #��^ h���� $�L। ������ ������ �W��W� -��# h���		 -�p� #	� $�)�^। �#���� 
����[��� ����&�#	& #���C F����� #�	 ���)�^। 

��) ���0 �� ��� �ZK��(��� ���� -��# �����# ������	 �	 [\���)] ��� #�	�^ 
�#�S ��)���� ���Di ���a#�Zb। ��{	� ��� $��� $��%��	 	$���	 -�Z�] + ���)] ����� 
�K� R NV�	#��	 ���� ��� #�	�^। 

����&(#	& #���C	 �#� ���(�# +�� �#�S	 ���a#�Z��# ��{��	 �����) DW��#�	 �( 
N�� F��a �(��� ���B। -�B ��Q �#�S	 ��� ���������	 ����p #�� R �������# ��� $��� 
$��%��	 	$���# �	�� R F#��	 #�����p�	 �( ���B ��&6��� F�Db। 

���Di �W�� ���Z$�� R �������	 ���� ������� ����[��� -��# N����	 
����� ����	 +#�C 
�����#, ����&( R �	��, ��� -��	�) N���, N�	� + N�� -��a& #	�^। ���Z$�� ��W�) ���� 
+#�C ��)� N#��BD� �t� �$�)�� #	��। F�����C� R F���sZ� ����[��� D��a(�� ���Z$�� 
$�� ��	���p	 ���(�� -�[��� �W� �����	 ���� �������� $�� ���	। 

�#���� ����[��� ��t# ���� R ���a#��	 #��^ ����Z� $�� N����	 d� ����# ��� �� 
#	�। 

 
 
 
 
75 -���E	, 
7;=8। 

��%����$ #��	��%����$ #��	��%����$ #��	��%����$ #��	 
-�)�	�(�, 

����&(#	& #���C, 
�������� 
����� ����	 B��$�� �#S। 
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DW��#�DW��#�DW��#�DW��#� 
 

���������	 
����� ����	 ��)���� 7;27 ����	 8: ���� -��# 7< �4��E	 ���V। +B ���) 
���������	 
����� ����	 ���� �"�#�� ��	� ���r �� �# �̂ ��C�^ ��	 ��( R ������ ��G$ +�� 
-����	 R�	 �D�Y #�	 ���������	 
����� ����	 B��$�� 	�� R ��I�&	 ���)] F���� $) 
���m��� B��$�� ��� R ��I& �#�S	 R�	। �&����'� �������� �	#��		 ��( �'&���)	 
F��� +B �#S�C ����K� $) +�� +	 #�� �\ $) 7;2= ����	 ���)�	� -��# (��	��p Ip�()। 

 
B��$�� 	��	 ���)]��v $��R +B �#S 
����� �����U�V ���� R ��(��W$ �#���	 

����V G$& #�	। +	 #�	&, ��#��� -#� �C�	 ����a #�	 ���������	 
����� ����	 ���� 
+#�C ����V#�	� �C�	 B��$�� 	��	 -,�� �	��,�� R �.�K�� 	,� #	� +�� ��#Z��	 ����� 
+�0�) ��R)� ��� F�(V l�$। + �(B N�	� B��$�� 	��	 ��	���� ���� R ��( �#���#B 
F��# [\]�W&� �� #�	�^। +	 %�� ���� R ��(���B #�� ����, �C�	 ��#�� R ��	����$#�� 
	,� #	��, �C� �	"	�	 ����� 	,� #	��। 

 
+B �,( ���� -	��B #�)#�C ��� ���Z$�� ������W$ �#���	 ����V �#S G$& #�	। +B 

��	���,�� �#�S	 ���� +#�C ����a �����( ��a) -��� -�) +B -�, ������ ��G�$	 ��)���� 

����� ����#��# $R)� ���R + ��(R ��� [\]�W&� -�, 
����� ����	 ����� ��	�C �CDW�� 
	�)�^। 
����� ����# +B �CDW�� -��# ��Li #�	 -��� ��) �। +B �CDW��	 �C����- ���# 
���m��G�� ��� F�D�$� #	� ��)- ��	 F����� ��	&��B 
����� ����# F��(���� #�	 -����। 
��B ���m��G���	 
�� ��� ^�0� 
����� ����# ���� �	� ���B )। +B ��	������ 
����� 
����	 ���� �#���	 ���� +	 �CDW�� ��U�V l’�� ������G$ �#���	 ����VR �#S G$& #�	। 
+	 %�� �#�S	 ���� �#���	 ��	#S� ����� ��{0�) : 

 
���� �� ◌M �CDW�� (7;9:-7;:=) 
����) �� ◌M �CDW�� (7;:=-7;27) 
�Z��) �� ◌M ������	 : ���� 
����� �� ◌M ������	 : ����� �� �����	 �!�	�� 
��� �� ◌M ������	 : -���	���(� 
aK �� ◌M ������	 : �&���(� 
�v� �� ◌M ���#.�� ������ : �	#�	� R -��	#�	� 
Fp� �� ◌M �&$�(�, �	&���� ����	 R ������# �C� 
�� �� ◌M ��� ��G�� (7) 
��� �� ◌M ��� ��G�� (8) 
+#��� �� ◌M ��� ��G�� (H) 
���� �� ◌M ������ ����U)� : D�	� 
U�)��� �� ◌M ������ ����U)� : ������� R ���Di 	�� 
������ �� ◌M ��r��� 
���� �� ◌M ��,�!#�	 
-a�0� �� ◌M #���y�, Ge�y� R ���� 
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�W� ��	#S�) 2899 �ZK� ��I�&	 ��	#S� ��#��R ��G�$	 ��	��& ����� $�) ��R)�) 
N����	 ����V ��	��� #	�� $)। �� ��	#S� F���)� ����C �� ��) ;99 �ZK�, ������C 
7:999 �ZK�	 ���( ��G$[��	 ��I& �"i #	�	 ����C �	�u F������� $)। +B �D�Y�� N����	 
#�� +���) ��)। 

 

���� R ��(��� ��G�$	 �(����	 ������� N�	� �(��# R -�������� -	���^। ��� �CDW�� 
�E�� ���� R ��(��� G$�& �#^�C� ���� �Z�pDQ� F��E #�	। N�	� ��� -�B�� ��( R ����B 
�CDW�� ��� ��i����� #	�	 ����V �B, �� ���������	 ����� DW���	 J���p( R +��� �����#�	� 
���&	 N�� N#���	 ���� ��(,D��� ��0�। F���! -��� �C�, N�b�� R #���#�	&, +B 
DW���	 ��&�# ���m��G���	 ���# h��� R ��	����� #�	�^, ���� -��� ��U�V ���� R ��(B 
+B ��� #����U��#D��� ������ $�)�^। +B �Z�p�#�& -��# N�	� ���������	 F��� ��{C�� �� 
�W	-F���� ��(���� #�	�। 7;9: ����	 ���D�� -��#B �CDW�� ��U�V ����-��(��� ��i��� 
�\ #�	। N�	� �� #�	, ���������	 ���m��G���	 �(��(�) +B �\	 �����C ����(�����, ��(, R 
���mG�$(। 

 

7;9:-+	 ���D�� +�� �� 	�-+	 �	 7;59 ��� ���V ��(���� + ���� ���)	 N	 -#� 
���� + ��� ��i��� #	� $)�। #�	& 7;77 -��# 7;59 ���V +B DW��� F��K� �#� 	�����# 
N�b�� ���D�	��) �Z�C����	��� N�b���	 FVDW�m �^�। 7;59 ���� �Z$�� ���$�	 �.��� 
�' 
	���) �Y���� �����	 ���K�	 ����� ��$� �^�। N	 �� h��� #�	�^�� ���������	B 
���(�[\ ����K�	 F��������� -�� +, -#, %���� $#। 7;5< ���� ���V F���D��� ���� 
#�D�� ���$�	 �.���	 -� ������� #	� $), ���� �����	 
�' 	���)���	 ���# ��	$�	 #	� 
$)। 7;52 ���� D�	� ��D�� �"�#� ��hO�(��C ��	#S� -��a&�	 �	 
��� R �����Do� ����� 
���K�	 ���p� $), �#� -� ���p� �(�� $) +�� -�D��� ���#.� ����K� $) ���� 
�)Y����	 
��a)�C �"W&���� h���,� $)। +	B ��	&���� �	����#��� ���������	 ���&	 �~��� 

�)Y��� ��� 
�����	 �( ��G�� #	� ���$���# ��)�� $�) -��� -�)। +B ���$���# 
��)���# �W�� #�	 �����^ +� ��. ����B + ��� ��i����� $�)�^। 

 

�CDW�� ��U�V ������ l�C ��� ��Dm। ��� ���C -�a $�)�^ 7;:= ���� NB)�� ���	 
,��� ����	 ��)����)। +��� #�� ��D�� #	� $�)�^ +#�VB �� ��	#S�	 �ZK����(�	 
������	 ���# �,( -	��- -#� ����a ���$���# �Z�p�#�& -��# )। 

 

�CDW��	 -���) -� �	�	 ���� R ��(��� N�	� G$& #�	�^ -�[�� $��� -���C ����v, 
��������O	 #������	&�, -#��C�	 ����� �"�#�� �	���C� R 	�), #��� �	���C�, 	�����# ���	 
#���W�� R �.��, ��D�	 �.��, N�b���	 �	���C�, ^�����	 �.�� R N�b��, �&����U)�, 
��������	 ������, ����p �(�m����	 ����&( ���,� R ���, 	�����# ��, �	#�	� ����� R 
���,� B�(���। 
����� ����	 ���� R ��(���	 -���) ��G�$	 �	 ��.Z��	 $�)�^ 

�D���#D���B। #�	& +B ����	 ���� ��	� ��r ��0� $�) ��0�^�। %�� -#�� ���������	 
FD(V�	 ), ��	� ���r	 ��a)��� -����0 #	� F��	$��� $�) -��� -�) +�� �#S -�D���B FG�	 
$)। + �(����	 �(�m�� 4��)	�, ���t��, ��,�!#�	, �Z��#��, �	#�	� ����, 	&�#o�� R 
�����U�V ������ ��(���, ��m +��#�) ���m���$� R �������� �	#��		 �����# �!�	��, 
�����	�&	 ��U) F��G$&, #���C �t, ���Z��, ��r���, ���Di -���	 ��������O	 #������	&� 
�DZ�� �� �	�	 ��( R ���� +B ��G�$	 FVDW�m #	� $)। + -,�� N�	� ����aD��� �	 
-	���^ ���� �������	�&	 ���D�� ���%�� -#� %�{# � ���#। +B �,( ���� -	�� 
�&�$�������	 ���.�		 ��( ��G�$	 -�p� #	� $�)�^। ����C ��� ���W	 ��� �W� ���� 
��i����� #	�	 ���# ����a �,( 	��� $�)�^। ��� -��� ���� ���$���# [\] F�� #�	�^ +�� 
-�[�� ��� ���� �C�	 ��	����$#�� 	�,� $) � -�[�� N�	� �#���� �W� -��# G$& #�	�^। 
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+ #��� +#�CB N����	 ��� �����( �^�, ��t# �C�	 ��t# ���� -� ��t# ��	���& ��(. 
$)। N����	 -#� �V�( -B, FQ��� ���#� -B, ��
 �(��(�-��� a&R -B। N�	� ���K R 
�	��, ���D�� N�����0� ���) 	���	 -�p� #�	�^। +B �W� �,( ���� -	��B ����-��(��� 
��^�B, �"��� +�� ��(�� #	� $�)�^। + -,�� N�	� ��� +BC�#� ��#��� FC�C -	���^ ���� #��	� 
������] ,�¡ � $)। �����	 �������B ��	 �� DW��#� R [\] �� �����D��� ���� �	��। ��� 
�����	&B + �	�	 �C�	 �#Z� �$��)#। �����	�&	 ���( F��� ��	����	 BL� �� ��	&� 
R F����	�� $�) R�t, -#�� ��B ���	 ��( -��# -���(�� -�Z�]	 FD�(�) ��C। ���������	 
-�����R ��B ��C�^। N	 ��B +� �� �� �� ���t�	 ���� FVD��m #	� $�)�^, -� �� �� 
���t N����	 ����) 	�����	 -,�� $)��� ���( DW��#� �� -�Z] G$& #�	�। ��� +#�Y�		 
F�# N��B ���������	 
����� ��V� +#C� -���	 +#C� ����	 ���p �,(��D��	� FVM�¢���#B 
���� ���� ��	। N��� �$�\�$	 ��	���� -��� Rt� F�¢ ��^���� ��)B ��	 �t-#�t����। 
��# ���� $�� +	 ��C�B ��� �	#�	। 

��� �(��# �������]	 ��� ��C�#� $)��� ���%��� �R $�) ��#�� ���	। +	 l�C� #�	&, 
���� G�e	 ����� ��	��	 �� �£����	 ��, ����)� F�# ��( R ���� $��� � N�� �� 
���,�� -�������� #�	R ��R)� ��)�, �# �̂ -,�� -���������	R ������ ��C�। ���B�# N�	� 
��)�� ���� -��)�  ̂+�� DW��#� F���)� [\] �����	 ���#R �,( -	���^- +B�CB �W� #��। +B 
��� �CDW�� R F(�( ���+#BD��� F��Z� $�)�^। 

���0 �� ��� �ZK�	 ���� ���� R ��(��� ��G$���(�	 ��# -��# ����� ���� $��। ��� 
N����	 ��	&� +B -�, �� ���� R ��( +��� ��G�$	 ��B�	 	�)�^। ���������	 ��) ����C 
-��#B -#� � -#� D��� 
����� ����	 ���� ��0� �^��। G��� G��� �(�m�� �(�m�� �� �C�	 
h¤� $�)�^, �� ��	]����, �� �(��, ��r�����#��, F�(���	, ���0�	 #��$� .�	 .�	 ��0 
h�t�^। +	 ��	��& F���� #	� #�t। ��^�0� ��	� ��r ���0R �^� + �"�#� ���� R ����U)� 
+�� ����� �� �����	 �(��# �!�	��। ��B ��G�$	 #�� �"W&� $�)�^ �� ��� ��) �। -�� R 
������	 ��( ��G�$	 #�� ��B -#�� ��0�� ���	, -�a ����) -�o{̂ ���	 -��a&� -�)� +�B ��� 
)। +	 �( ���� ��	U�� R ��U)��	 ��)��। 

����� ���)	 �( N����	 �#�S	 N)�; �l��	 N����	 -��#��R ��� ��	�। +B F���) 
+B ����� #���	 #���� ��.��) ��� �� D����	 ��a)। ��� N�	� F���( ����	 ��,( ¦�{���) 
��0�^��� +�� ���W	 �%� $�)�  ̂���� 
����� �����U�V ��( R �����	 �D�YDW�� 	��� $�)�^, 
������) + #�� ��� ��)। +� +	 ��#�� R hi)�	 F��,� 	��� ���। ��( R ���� ��G$ #	�� 
���) N����	 -� F�D��� $�)�^ ���� + #�� ��� )�)। 

������ ��G�$	 -,�� N����	 ���p� �^� �(��# +�� -��������। �(�m�� -�������� ^�0�R 
+ h�u��( N�	� ���Di ���) �����#�) ����� �#�� #�	�^ +�� ���m����� ����, ��,� 
���K�, �����#�	 �v	, Ge���	 +�� Bh�) ��	a��	 #��#����$ ���Di -d&�	 ���&	 #��^ 
-�	& #�	�^ #�)# $���	 ������ �#� lM��#D��� N����� ��0� -����। ����C 	�����#, 
^��, d��# +�� #Za# ���t�	 ����B -�������� #	� $�)�^- �#� ����D��� ), �(�m��D��� 
-#h -#h ���) -��^ ��
 ��G�$	 ������। N����	 ����� N����� ��0� � ����	 #�	& 
�$���� N�	� l�C ��a) �,( #�	�^ : ����, B��$���	 [\] �"�#� F������, ��	 %�� ��� 
#����(# ���aB ������ ��G$ �� ��	,& #�	 ���# +�� ����)�, �D�Y$� ���)- ����a #�	 
#��	� #��	� ����U)�	 N����	 �� $�)�^ -�, B��$�� �&)�	 ���p��C �	#�	� $R)�) +	 ���� 
R �XY�K�� �"�#� ��{	�  
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���p ��b$� +�� %�� ������ ����	 ���(�� ��	#�S� B��$���# ��Z� #	�	 ��	���� 
F�W&������	 ������#B -� ��{	� -�� ��)�^। �(��# �(�m�� -���������	 ���(�� +B ���(� N�	� 
F�#C� #��C�) h�t�^। �	#�	� h��(���	 #�	�& B��$���	 �	��,�� �"�#� -� N��£�, �� N����	 
���� ��[�� �	� #	�� ��� N�	� �� #�	। 

+^�0�R N�	� �,( #�	�^, +� F��#	 #��^B ���� R ��(��� 	�)�^ �� ��{	� $��^�0� #	�� 
	��� । F��#B �# �̂ -^�0�^, �# �̂ $��� -	�� ���)�^। N��	 #��	� #��	� ��(���, ������� ��	��� 
$�� -�[�� F�# -��� ���D	 h!� $�) ht�� ���	। N�	� �W� �����	 %�C�#�� -	�� F�#�#B ��{	 
�W� #�� -%	� ���)�^। + -,��R F��#B %�C�#�� 	���	R ������ ���� 	��� $�- F���! ��{	 $���	 
�����C ��� -�	B #�	� D��a(��	 N��)। �	#�	 ���� ��G�$	 �(����	 -#� F�4�(�f ��� 
#�	�। %�� ���� ��R)�	 �( N�	� �(�m�� F��	�� R �)�� ������ ���	, NB�� ��� �Z�p 
#	�� ���	 �। F�� + #��R ���( -�, 
�������U�V ���� ���B ����) B��$���	 [\]�W&� h�#	&, 
���# �(�m��D��� �� ���K���D��� #��,�� #�	 	��� h��� )। 

+B ���� N�	� lM��	 ���� h��� #�	 -�, +B �#S �\ $��	 N��B 
����� ����	 ����p 
-����	 F�#�# N�	� $��	�)�^। %�� ��{��	 #��^ 	�,� ������ ��R)�	 �#��� ��{��	 ��,�!#�	 
G$�&	 ������ -��# N�	� ���� $�)�^। 

+B�� �������§	 ���(B N����	 +���) -��� $�)�^। %�� N����	 +����U�V -� ���)�� J�	� 
$�)�^ �� F����	 U�C ������� +�� D��a(��	 �����	 -,�� ��� #	�� �$�)# $�� ���	। -� 
��(�� %�{# -��# ���L �� �W	& $R)� �	#�	। ��� $�� F�#���� ������ -��# �#��� D��a(�� 
N�	� ������ ���Z$�� $�� �� -��# ����� #�	 F���	m �� �#�� #�	 +B %�{# �W	�&	 -�p� #	� 
����। -���-������	 l���( ���� ��G�$	 -�p� F�(�$� 	��� +#�V �\	� ���B N�	� �� #�	। + 
��	� ,�¡ $�� + #�� l�$�	 $��, +��# +C� �"W&� #	� F��� $�) ht�� ��	। + �(����	 ��)� 
#���W�� ��%���)# $�� ��b$ -B। 

���� +�� ��( ����&(#	�&	 �( �	#�	 )-���(����p +#�C ����&(#	& #���C �t #�	 
(��	��p Ip�()। 

6�#� ��r���(���)	 ��m -��-D�B� �(��f�	 ��(�� B��$����� ��%�	 ��%����$ #��	 +B 
����&(#	& #���C	 -�)�	�(�। 

#���C	 ���(	� $�� #���C	 ���(	� $�� #���C	 ���(	� $�� #���C	 ���(	� $�� ::::    

4M ����$hu� N$��, ��%�	, B��$�� ��D��, 6�#� ��r���(��)। 

4M N���z���, ��%�	, ����� ��D��, �¨G�� ��r���(��)। 

4M �%	 N�� N#b, ��	���#, B���ChC F% �������� ���4�, 	����$�। 

4M +���� $#, ��	���#, 6�#� ��l�	। 

4M -#, +�, #�	�, ��	���#, ����) N#��BD� R Ge���	। 

4M -#, +�, �$��, �$����� ��%�	, B��$�� ��D��, 6�#� ��r���(��)। 

4M ������ ��� $�\, �$����� ��%�	, 	������ ��D��, 6�#� ��r���(��)। 

��� $��� $��%��� 	$��, ���(-����। 

�#�S	 #����Zb ����p G�e	 �( ������� ��^�B #�	 ����&(#	& #���C	 ���� -�� #�	। 
����&(#	& #���C -�[�� �D��� R G$&����( �# � �� ����������� ����B #�	। #���C	 ����~� 
����V����)� -� �#� ���� R ��( ����&( ��� �Z$�� $), -#����� -�[��B G�e FVD��m #	� $�)�^। 
G�e	 �( -��#Z� �������	 �#^� �# �̂ #���C �#� #�	; �# �̂ �� ���� R ��( �� G�e	 h!#�a�	 
�( -$�! �\	� �� ��G�$	 �( ����� -�। �#�S	 �, -��# ��{��	 +B ����� ������( ��� 
#	�  
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$�)�^। ��� +--,�� F�# ��) �#S�# -�� l�$ ���(�	 �~��� $�� $�)�^। +�#B -��#�� 
�&(, ��	 R�	 
�D���# #�� -��	 ���V l���( �����	 ���� �#�S	 #�����	 �$���� -��� 
$�)�^। ���R #���	� -��� -��#�^ +�� F��#��� -,��B �%�R $�)�^। ��� ��G$ ������) 
$)��� $)�, F�# ��) ��0�) -��^। %�� �������a ������ F�(�) -��� #	�� $�)�^। 
����aD��� �CDW�� �� ��#�� +B ��	���� �#C $�) -��� ���)�^�। h��$	&
�� ��� ��) -�, 
7;9: ����	 �W� -���C ����v�C ��R)� ���L� �। �CDW�� ���	 �( N�	� ����&( Ge -��# +B 
����v�C h�Z� #�	। �#� ����&(#	& #���C ���W	 ��� �W� ���� ��#��	 �,����। ��B �W� 
���� ��G�$	 -�p� ��D��� -)� $)। 6�#� -����C +B ����v ^��� $)�। -#��#��� -����CR )। 
B�����( �CDW�� ���C -��� ��� ��)। +B -����C	 %�B� -��#�,�	 FV	��� �^�, $t�! F( 
#����	 .W��	 -D�	 �W���W��	� F���) ��R)� ��)। ������u ���	 	�C N����	 �W� ���� 
��{��� ���) F��	��� ��	d��	 �	R �� ��R)� ��)�। +	 �W� #�� ���� $�B�#��C� 	�)�^। N� 
��� $)�। ���	�� �� h�Z��	 N#��	B ���)�^। + -��# ����&(#	& #���C	 ��#��	 #�� ���{� 
R ��K� #	�	 �( FC� NG$ R NV�	#��B �(m $)। �#�S	 #���	�R ��{��	 +B F�DW��	 ������( 
������ ���)�^; ��{��	 ��������� ��.��)� #��	 #�	�, ��) -,��B �%� $�)�^। �CDW�� ��� 
������W$ #����U� F���)� ������ $�)�^। F(�( ���	 �����	 -�����R #����� +B ��� 
F��Z� $�)�^। ����C ���B ���O R #���y� -�)� $�)�^। -�a ��� G��� $�L �#� ���	 ���O 
+�� #���y�; %�� ��t#��	 ��, -#� ��� #� N�^ �� +#��	 ��� ��� $��। 

����&(#	& #���C	 ����V �^� ������W$ �W� -� D�a�) N�^ ����B ^��� $��; �#� #����,�� 
+�� ����a F������ -��� -�)। ����� R B��	�� D�a�) �W� ����[�� N�	� ��#�� �� ���)�^। 
��^�0� hl�, �$b�, N	�� R \� D�a�	 -�� �# �̂ [\]�W&� ���� F�����$ ��#��	 FVD��m $�)�^। 
s��b�D�), %	���, �����, ����� R B�b����) �DZ�� D�a�) -�� �#^� ���� R ��( ��#� ���R 
��	 F���� #	� +�� G�e -����	 �� -�)� +�R ����	 $)�। +[�� D��a(��	 ��( ��� 
	B�। ����Q#�� R ��	��		 #�� ������ #�	 -#� -#� ���� ���,v #	� $�)�^, ��� -� -,�� 
N�	� ����aD��� �,( -	���^ ���� �W��	 ��#Z�� � ��C। 

������ N����	 ��G�$ ��) ���0 �� ��� �ZK�	 ���� R ��(��� ��� $�)�^। +	 -D�	 7: 
$���	 �ZK� ^��� $�L। ���# ���� R ��(��� ^���	 ��B�	 	�) ����। +^�0� ��G�$	 ��U)� F�(�$� 
��#�) N	R ������ ���Z$�� $��। +[��	 [\]R #� )। F���! +[��	 R�	 ���a&� #	� +�� 
��	 R�	 �D�Y #�	 �#S-�#���� ��[��	 ��B�	R �� ��( ������ ���m��G�� R 
����� ��� 
��U�V Ge �#���	 ����� F���	� -��# ����। + ������ �©���	� #	� -�� R ����	 
����B 
+#�V F��	$���। #�	& + �"�#� �� -��� ���K ��(��� ���� ���� ��	�� N����	 FG���� �� 
-��� �DW�� R �L� $��। ��^�0� + N����	 FV F���	&�	 h!�; ��B + �"�#�� ����C ^� �	� 
�ª, ���)] R NG�$ ��	�,� #	� -�� R �	#��		 J��# #����(	 FVD��m। ��� ��) ����C 
Nk���� -��B ����	 FD�(��)	 ��Q ��0� �C���� ��U�V ��(��� ��G�$	 �( ��)� 
N#��BD� ���K� #�	 ���# +�� + ��G�$	 #�� R +	 R�	 ���a&�	 #���W�� F�(�$� 	���। 
���������	 ���m��G�� R 
����� ����	 �(����	 + �����	 ��.��) #	�	 ������ �Z�p ���D��� 
�	#�	- ����aD��� + #�	�& -�, + ��G��� + -���	 ���.�		 �����	& F��G$& #�	�^��, �� 
�� ���� ����	 ���� -�������� �� �Z�� ����, �� �� ��( N#��BD�-+	 ��G$ ��Z��	  #	�� 
��#��। + ������ ��p #	� lD���(�# ^�0� N	 �# �̂B ��� ���� �। 

�#�S	 ����� ��	��& ���� R ��(��� ��G�$	 #��� 
�M«W��D��� ��0� ���) ��{	� N����	 
�$������� #�	�^ ����	 �#��# ���B NV�	# �(���। + �����) �#^� ���K�, ���t, �(�m R 
#���	 �� ����aD��� h�������(। 6�#� ��l�	, ����� +#��4��, 6�#� ��r���(��) Ge���	, -#��) 
�����# ��B�¬	�, �������� F���	D�	 ��B�¬	�, J��# ����� ��B�¬	�, ����) ���� ��B�¬	� +��  
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����) N#��BD� R Ge���	 ���DiD��� N����	�# ��$��( #�	�^। �������� -�� B���ChC, 
�¨G�� ��r���(��) ��l�	 +�� ������	 #���#C�	C $��R N�	� �# �̂ ���� R ��(��� -��)�^। +^�0� 
��( �'&��), ���	,� �'&��), �		�� �'&��), �������� ������) Ge���	 +�� ����	# -���)b� 
��	�v	 (�4, +�, NB)-+	 -�o��( �����(# ����-�.���� N�	� ��G$ #	�� -��	�^। ��{��	 
��U) �$�������	 �( N�	� ��{��	 ��� #Z���� ��� #	�^। 

�(�m�� h��(��� R �(�m�� ��G$ -��# F��# ������ ���) �#S�# ��$��( #�	�^। ��{��	 
���( �# �̂ �� +��� h��� #	� ���B ���� �� #	�^। ��m 	����� ����	��� N�� ��� -�o��	� 
�# �̂���(# �W�(�� ���� �#S�# ���)�^। ������ ���������	 
����� N�b�� +�� ���#� 
#��G��	 �����(# ���� +, +�, +, ���$��	 -�o��( N�	� -��)�^। ����� �������� N�b���	 
���� ��0� F��# ��{��	 ������ �#S�# ���)�^। ��{��	 ���( �	��� 	����� 	h%, N����� $# 
DWB)�, 4M +���� $#, N��	 N��, ����R)�� -$��� R ��$	 hu� N$���	 �� h�������(। ����� 
$�� �# �̂ �W�(�� ���� ���t�)�^ ��$��l� $# +�� -��b#�	 B¬��$� -��$�~�। ������	 �	#�	 +�� 

��� ����� -����		 ������ ��G�$	 -,�� ����	 ��$��(-�$�������	 #�� N�	� ���Z� $�  � ��{	� 
$�� $��� -�o�%# B���, �Rl� N$��, ��l� $���, N�l� �����, -��¬� �Y[v, ������ ��� 
-�o��	� R N����	 #��	। �CDW�� �����)	 �# �̂ [\]�W&� ���� ���) ��$��( #�	�^ ��\u� h�	, 
#��� ��%	 N$��, F�) 	�), B���B� -��$�~�, ��� �	#�	, -�� N�l� ����, 4M ���-h	-
	$�� +�� N���� $#। B��� #���	 ����, �����z��� ���, h!�� #��V �	, 
� -�o��	� R -	�� 
-��.�# 
����� ����	 ���� R ��(��� ���)�^। h����� �#��# N�	� NV�	# �(��� ����L। 
+^�0� N����	 ����� ��G�$	 ��	�C #��#���	 ���� ��0� 	�)�^ N	R F��#। +B 
S ��	��	 
��{��	 ���(�#	 �� h��� #	� ��� )। N����	 N#��BD�-+	 ���� ��	,& ����) ��{��	 �#��	 
�� �������	 h!� �$���� ����� 	�)�^। ��{��	�#R �(���। 

���� R ��(��� ��(�� ����B�)	 -,�� ����&(#	& #���C	 F��� #Z����	 ���� �	& #	�^। 
#���C	 ���(�& �	� J���, �ª R NG$ �$#��	 �������	 ����Q#�� R �W�( ����	 #�	�^। ��{	� ��� 
�������	 ��(�� ����B #�	�, �#�S	 hi) +�� ����a #�	 ����W�$	 ��(��Z�� R -�o#�� �Z��	 
�( �W�(�� �	���� ���)�^। + -,�� N�	� ����aD��� #���C	 -�)�	�(� ��%�	 ��%����$ #���		 
#�� NV�	#��	 ���� �	& #	�^। 

���� ��G$ ��[��	 �#���	 �(����	 �������� �	#��		 ��( �'&��)�# �(��� ���B। +B 
���� �������� �	#��		 ��I& ��D�� +�� �� ��O���-+	 ���R N�	� #Z���� 
�#�	 #	�^। 

�����a N	R #�)#��	 #�� ���� $)- 
����� ����	 ������G$ ��[��	 -�^� 	�)�^ 
��{��	 Fc�V d� R �	�� ����, ��{	� +B �#�S	 ��	� ���a#- J�)� N� ����	 	���, N%�� 
-�o��	�, ��$ N$�� -	�� +�� R)��$l� $#। ������ ��#�		 ���)�] )- ���a&�	 ®Z$� R �#�S	 
#���	 ���� +#�k��) ��{	� ���� R ��(��� ��G�$	 #�� $�� �\ #�	 ������W�$	 ��G$, ��^�B, 
�"���) �$�)��, -��#�� J�	�#	&, ��I& ������-������ #�� ����� R ��#�&� ���)	 ���( �"i 
#�	। +^�0� ��#���	 ��r�� R 	���� �U����	 d� R �K�	 #�� h�������(। �����# ��# -��# 
N�l� $�����	 �D�	 ���)]���� +�� �	�� �!�	�� �#�S	 
�D���# #��#�� F�(�$� 	���� ��$��( 
#�	�^। 

���������	 
����� ���� ��{	� Nk��� ���)�^, ��{	� ������� $�)�^, ��{	� �(�� 
�#�	 
#�	�^, ����(��� ���#W� ��	���� ��{	� -������	 ������� F��� -	���^, ��{	� N����	 #���	 ��� 
��� ��$W���	 -�	&�
�� ��{��	 �#��	 h�u�� �D�	 d�� R NV�	# #Z���� ��� #�	 
����� ����	 
�������	 +B ��G$ N�	� -���	 ����a	 $��� ���� ���L। 

 $��� $��%��	 	$�� 

�"��# 
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�Z����	 ���Di -��� �����#�	� �� ���	� ���������	 
����� ��G���# �%� #	�	 
h�u��( �������	 ��t� �������� �	#��		 F��� -� N�b�� ��0 �����^��, -�-�"�#�� 
������ +B ��� ��i����� $�)�^। B� ���#.� �����	� >O (�ZK� 8-H) +�� B� ���#.� ��� 
F% N���	#� (�ZM 8H9-8H8) �$ ���Di ���t�	 ���(�� ����� �� ���	� ����a #�	 �Z�C R 
���#� ��m	��� 
�����	 ��,( N�� -��#B �!�	�� �����L��; 7;27 ��	 72 +��� 
N�K��#D��� �������	 �������� �	#�	 ����K� $�� ��	� �	#��		 -�Z�] +B N�b���# 
��	����� #�	।  

 
 �Z�C� ����� �� �����	 ��	� ��t� ‘+(�#� #���C %	 �( ����� �	�����# F� ��������’ 

����� ��G���# �$�)��	 h�u��( ���Di���� �!�	�� �����)�^�। �Z�C�	 ���Di �$�	 ���^� R 
�&������ F�K��	 ���(�� ���������	 ���, ��� �t�	 ���,� -)� $)। ���	 +�B 
+#�C ������� �������� �	#��		 ����a ������ ����	��� N�� ��� -�o��	�	 D�a& +��� 
��i��� #	� $�)�^ (�ZM <7H-<72)। ���Di 	���	 �����	 ��� (�ZM 5H-5:, 72H-725), �Z�C�	 
�������O ���(��	 ��� (�ZM 7=-88), �Z�C� #���D��CD (�ZM H:-H;) R �����	� (�ZM <<9-<<7) 
����W�$	 ��� +�� ���#� ���C	 (�ZM 7<-72) R #��G� ���(��	 ��� (�ZM 852-85=) ���t R 
N��� -�	�&	 ���(�� +(�#� #���C ���������	 
����� ��G���	 ��� �����(--�Z�Z�b	 
���� ���D	 ���,� ��)�^���। ���#.�� �b� ���������	 	����� -�� �����	 	$���	 �����		 
��\��R ��	� N�b�� #�	�^�� (�ZM 79-78, ;9, ;<)। �Z�C� +�� R�b�� �������O ���( R 
���#� ���C	��	 D�	� �%�		 �(��� #�	 +(�#� #���C 
����� N�b���# �Z����	 #��^ 
��	��� #	���	 ���p� ��)�^���।  
 
 ���¦ ���¦ �����C, ���#� R ���.#� �#���	 ���(��R +(�#� #���C �Z�C�$ ������(	 
���Di -��� ���������	 
����� N�b���	 ���, ��� �t�	 ���p� ��)�^ (�ZM <7-<5, =8-
=:, 899-895, 87H-889)। �������� ���Di ���) ���sZ��# F�K��	 ���(��R N�b���# 
-��	��	 #	� $)(�ZM <55-<5;)। +^�0� ����� �� �����	 ��) +#�C -#��) ���sZ��# -#� 
�t�	R h��(�� -)� $)। +B ��,( �Z�C� ��t� ‘�������� �&��sZ�� �����	’ ��, 4M +���� 
$# #�Z�# ����	��� N�� ��� -�o��	�	 #��^ -��#Z� ��	#�����C + ��� ���I� $�)�^ (�ZM <:5-
<:2)। 
 
 �Z�C� �� ��� ^�� �����	 �!�	�� �^��� h������(। +(�#� #���C	 ��Q +#����� 
�������� ^�� ��G�� ��	a�R ���#� �#��, ������ R ��~��	 ��( ���) N�b���# +���) 
��) -��^ (�ZM 72<-7=5)। �������� +������)� sC�(�� R �Z�C�	 ��&, ��r���(��)��W$ R 
-�[��	 h��������&	 ��� ���	�� R N��� -�	�&	 ���(�� 
����� ��G���# -��	��	 #�	�^��� 
(�ZM 7H-7:, 8H-85)।  
 
 +(�#� #���C	 �!�	��	 F�	 +#�C ��# �^��� ��{�� ��G$। ‘�������� %��’-+	 ���(�� 
���Z$�� F�� ���m����� R �	#��		 ���Di #��� �(�)� $�)�^���। +	 N) R �(�)	 �$��� ������ 
�	���C��C ���I� $�)�^ +B ���	 -�a����। + ^�0� ��i����� ���Di �������	 ��( ���) +(�#� 
#���C R �	����#��� ��t� +(�#� #���C��W�$	 ��)��	� #���C +�� F(�( ���t�	 #���U� 
�"�#� ��.��	� ��� ����।  
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���#� ��m	��� ����� �� ���	� �������� ��� F% N���	#� R �������� �4�%f ����$ 
���Di ���t�	 ���(�� ���t, ���	�� R ���.#� �#�� #�	 ���������	 
����� ��G���# -��	��	 
#�	�^ (�ZM 88H-88<, H9;-H7;)। ‘����’, ‘��������’ R ‘�������� ��’�$ ���Di ���#� R 
�����C �������� N�b���	 ���, ��� �Z�p�� [\]�W&� F��� -	���^��� (�ZM 857-858, 
8<9-8<H, 82H-82=, 8=H-8=;, 8;=-H97)। ���������	 ��, -�����#�	� ���#.��	 ����# 
#WC���#��	 DW��#� �"�#�� ����R +B ��� ��i����� $�)�^।  

 
 �������� +������)� F% #��4� �^��� #��4�	 ����� �� �����	 ���t। ‘«���Q’ R 
‘��������’�$ ��-���#� �#���	 ���(�� ��	�R F�(V #���#	 F��� -	���^�� (�ZM H8:, 
HH5-HH2)।  
 
 B�b����)�) ����� �� �����	 N�b�� ��	����� $�)�^��� -����। ���� ���#.�� 
�W������ #��	� �� ���	� ‘N�	�’ ��# +#�C -��� ���t�	 ���(�� +B N�b�� ��	���� 
#�	�^��। �	��Y�	 ��)��� ���t�	 #��#���	� ^¯�� �(�$�	 #	�� (�ZM H2H-H25)। 
‘N�	�’-+	 �!�	�� �"�#� ��� ���� +B G�e ���I� ���Di �������	 ��( ���) (�ZM H:5-H::)। 
���������	 -�o�m#�� �(��� #�	 ‘N�	�’ ����	� ������R +B ��� ��i����� $�)�^ (�ZM H=;-
59H)।  
 ����� �� �����	 �!�	�� ^�0�R ���������	 -�Z�Zb R ���t��W�$	 
����� ���#��� 
���Di ������R +B ��� ��i����� $�)�^। +[��	 ���( N�^ 	�������	 ��� �R��� D����	 
N��� (�ZM 58H-58=), ���� ���(��	 ������� F��)� 	����� J�)� �\� B�����	 D�a& 
(�ZM 52<-5=H), ������	 �	#��		 ������) h���p� ��	a� ��U�V ��( (�ZM :7H-:7:), ����) 
���m��G�� ���) #���C	 -��a&� (�ZM 5:<-5<9), �R��� D����	 ���Z�� (�ZM 558-55:, 5:8-
5::, 5:2-5<8) +�� ���������	 #��h�� ���C� (�ZM :9:-:92), �����	 #��h�� ���C� (�ZM 
:8;-:H<), �W�� �����	 ���$�	� ���C� (�ZM 5<5-5<<), (���� NR)��� ���C� (-����%%	 �ZM 59:), 
-#��) ^�� ��G�� ��	a� (�ZM 5<2-5<;, 529-528), -¨4 Bh�) -�O�	 (�ZM ::;-:<H) �$ 
���Di ���t�	 -��a&�, ���Z�� R #���W��। 
����� ��� ���#��� ��������� -�o� ������E���	 F��� 
�"�#� ���I� $�)�^ +#�C ����a ������ (�ZM :2:-:==)।  
 
 D�	�� ����� �������� �������� ���� (�ZM 529-528, 5=5-5=:, :9H-:95, ::8-::5) 
+�� �������� ��,# �����	 (�ZM 525, :79, :<2-:2H) ��	#���� R ���Z�� ����	 DW��#��# 
���� ��	�^।  
 ��	���a h���( -� F�# -��� �� �����	 N�b�� �"�#�� ��( ��G�$	 ��B�	 	�) 
-��^। D�a� ���(�	 #�	�&R �#^� ���� �#�� #	� ��� $)�। -� #’�C -��� ����� �� �����	 
N�b�� ��U�V ������ �#���� $�)�^, -��� -���	R ����) ���� ��G$ #	� ��� $)�। 
����E ���Z$�� $��	 %�� G�e	 -��a +#�C ������ F�(�) ��i��� #	�� $�)�^।  
    

$��� $��%��	 	$��$��� $��%��	 	$��$��� $��%��	 	$��$��� $��%��	 	$��    
�"��#�"��#�"��#�"��#    
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6�#�, 8H-� N�� 7;22 

 

�-��(/5B-8:/22/575=7- 
����� ��G���	 B��$�� 	��	 h�u��( J��# �����	 ��m 
�"��# ��� $��� $��%��	 	$���# ��( R -���	 �'&���) ����a D�	��v F�%��	 ��� 7;22 
��	 7�� ����B $B�� �
���� +# �!��		 �( ���m �D�Y�� ��)�� #	� $B�। 

8। ���m	 �������)� ��� ��{$�	 -�� R F(�( �������� ��B��। 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/231                                                                       Dated : 18-7-1978 

 

RESOLUTION 

 

In connection with the Writing and Printing of the History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberation the Government have been pleased to constitute and Authentication 

Committee for the Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberation” with the following members: 

 
1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar University 

3. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies, Rajshahi. 

4. Dr. Enamul Huq Director, Dacca Museum. 

5. Dr. K. M. Mohsin Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

6. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca 

University 

7. Dr. Ahmed Sharif Professor and Chairman, Deptt. of Bengali, Dacca University 

8. Dr. Anisuzzaman Professor, Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman O.S.D., History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project 

 

The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee:\ 

(a) To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 
included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

(b) To determine validity and price of document are required for the purpose. 

 

 

 

 Syed Asgar Ali 
Section Officer 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/10493/(25)                                                             Dated : 13-2-1979 

RESOLUTION 

In partial modification of Resolution issued under No. 51/2/78-Dev/231, dated 

18.7.78 Govt. have been pleased to reconstitute and Authentication Committee for the 

Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh are of Liberation” with the 

following members: 

 

1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir 
Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 

Chairman 

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed 
Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar University 

Member 

3 Dr. Anisuzzaman 

Professor, Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University 

Member 

4. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda 
Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies, Rajshahi. 

Member 

5. Dr. Enamul Huq  

Director, Dacca Museum. 
Member 

6. Dr. K. M. Mohsin 

Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

Member 

7. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun 

Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca 

University 

Member 

8. Dr. K. M. Karim 

Director, National Library and Archives, Dacca 

Member 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman 

O.S.D., History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project 

Member-Secretary 

2. The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 

To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 
included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

To determine validity and price of document are required for the committee. 

 

 
 M.A. Salam Khan 

Section Officer 
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\ ����� ����� ��������� ����������� ����� ��������� ����������� ����� ��������� ����������� ����� ��������� ������    \    

[���������� !"#$�� %&'% ��� (�) *��+, 
������ ��$�"��� -�� (�.���� ���� 
��� (��/���। ������ !�1��� ��������� 2��#3 (�.���� !�4� ���� �5# +�� ��6। 
�#�7)� -�� ���)8�+ �����6 ����� ��������� -, ������� �2�9 *2�� ���": �����; -�� 
���<+�� 2��#। ���������� 
������ ��� => ?36�� �� ����� ��������� (�.�� 2��@�)� 
��+���� *���A -+����) ���� ���+। %&'%, CD*� 2����� (�) ����� -, (�.���� ���� 
���E��� ?6 -4� +�6+�� F�G����)# ��# -, ��� ��:����� +�� ?�6�/।] 
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������2 �I; ����� 

����� )�8� ‘,K ���+<� ������� LM’ 
+���+ 
����� ��O��2� (?��। 

‘,K ���+<� ������� LM 
�F@’ 

�"P� %&'Q 

 
 

EAST PAKISTAN LIBERATION FRONT NEWS 

 

A meeting of the East Pakistan Liberation Front was held at Digbeth Civic Hall 
on Sunday 29th  November 1970, at 2.00 p.m. with about two thousand Bengalis from 

the Midlands attending the meeting. 

The former student leader Mr. Tariq Ali addressed the meeting and said that "the 

steps taken by the East Pakistan Liberation Front will be an example to the whole of 

Asia". He also said that during British rule in India, it was commonly said that" What 

Bengal thinks today, India thinks tomorrow". 

The convener of the meeting, Mr. Azizul Hoque Bhuia, called for the immediate 

and complete independence of East Pakistan; and the following resolutions were put 

to the meeting and carried without dissent. 

This meeting of the East Pakistan Liberation Front: 

1. Condemns strongly the indifference and deliberate ineffectiveness shown by 

President Yahya and his military Government in handling the relief work and also for 

trying to play down the death toll. In view of this, we hold President Yahya directly 

responsible for the death of 100,000 people after the disaster. These people could 

have been saved if prompt action had been taken by the Pakistan Government. We 

demand Yahya's immediate resignation. 

2. Demands that in view of the recent disastrous cyclone, and International 

committee be set up which includes the International Red Cross, the Red Crescent and 

similar agencies from China and the Soviet Union, to actively supervise the relief and 

rehabilitation work and also to make sure that the responsibility of the relief work is 

not left alone to the Pakistan Army which cannot be trusted and does not enjoy the 

confidence of the Bengali nation. 

3. Immediate steps be taken to negotiate with friendly Governments to execute a 

Flood Control Programme and permanent measures (like Evacuation and early 
warning system shelters) against cyclone and Tidal waves. Such a programme was 

offered, without strings by the Chinese Government several years ago, but was 

rejected. 

4. That. Dacca Airport be declared an International Airport so that in times of 
emergency it can be used more efficiently. 

 5. Recognized that East Pakistan is being exploited by the Capitalist Government 

from West Pakistan. The 75 million Bengalis betrayed for the last 23 years are-no 

longer willing to rely on a 1100 mile away Government for their protection. This 

Government 
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which cannot protect the Bengalis and does not even want to do so, has been 

exposed clearly in this disaster and therefore the Bengalis declare their ULTIMATE 

DEMAND FOR INDEPENDENCE. 

"LONG LIVE PEOPLES EAST PAKISTAN" 

 

---------------------- 

 

EAST PAKISTAN LIBERATION FRONT 

East Pakistan Liberation Front is a revolutionary organization formed by a group 

of students and workers from East Pakistan with a motto of liberating people of East 

Pakistan from ruthless exploitation and domination by the Capitalist dominated 

Government which happens to be from West Pakistan. They also feel in the same way 

for the ordinary people of West Pakistan being exploited by the same Capitalist class 
and that liberation for them should come from themselves. 

They firmly believe that East Pakistan should be an entirely independent country 

with a people's government and the economic system should be adopted to suit the 

needs of people in East Pakistan and develop the country's agriculture and industry in 

such a way that the resources of the country can best be used for the welfare of the 

country in all aspects of life. Working class and the peasants should enjoy the 

freedom to the full extent. The front will fight with all its strength against any sort of 

discrimination by the ruling class. 

The front believes that East Pakistan has long been betrayed in the name of 

religion. 75 million Bengalis are quite capable of looking after their own interests and 

are united in their voice to have their country free from the domination by the 

colonialist government in West Pakistan. 

The front has with them the blessings and support in carrying the wishes of all 

the' 75 million Bengalis for an Independent East Bengal. Each and every Bengali has, 
in his or her heart, the wish for an Independent East Bengali. 

The front will keep its struggle for Independence to liberate the people of East 

Pakistan from the Capitalist exploitation and colonial domination. LONG LIVE 

FREE EAST PAKISTAN. 

 

"LONG LIVE PEOPLE'S EAST PAKISTAN" 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Published by M. A. H BHUIA. Convener & M AHMAD. Deputy Convener. 

Primed by The Reprographic Centre, 129 Soho Hill, Birmingham 19. 
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������2 �I; ����� 
,K ���+<� ������� L�M� 2����; 
‘���R�?� �����’� �+���� ��#����।  

,K ���+<� ������� LM  C% 2���, %&'% 

 

���R�?� ��������R�?� ��������R�?� ��������R�?� �����    
    
BIDROHI HANGLA: FORTNIGHTLY NEWS PAPER: 3RD ISSSUE: 

BIRMINGHAM- SUNDAY, 21
ST

 MARCH, 1971 

 

(�@ ��S��� T�#� �2�2 2���#(�@ ��S��� T�#� �2�2 2���#(�@ ��S��� T�#� �2�2 2���#(�@ ��S��� T�#� �2�2 2���#    

�UO�2 V, 2��� *W,�� *���O��E ������ (�@ ��S��� T�#�+  FIRING SQUAD +���+ 
X�� +��6� ?�#� +�� ?6। Y��� �����9 �+��, �UO��2 ���5�" �2�/��� F�� X�� ����,�� ��� 
?,�� V@ !Z�6[ !�E��� X�� ����,�� !
�+�� +��। ��?��� ��� *� ��\ @������9� F�� 
X�� ���� T���+� +�@ 6। *����� +�@ T�����+ (]29 *��+ *���+ �5� +��। F7 �������� 
������5�� �UO�2 !^��� ����_ ��2��+ +2�+��� ������+ �+���# 26��� X�� +��6� 2���� 
`2�+ *�6 -�� !������P ��a��� E�6���� *[�6��W� T�#)9 ����� X�� +�� ?�#� +��। ������� 
,��?��� - ���� �@� (� *+���3 *��� ��6 �। -, �?�� *������ ��7� ���2�6 ������ 

����� /�b� ��S������ (� �+/�, O?9���)# 6। 

 

���+���+���+���+<�<�<�<�� �#�cX��� de���� �#�cX��� de���� �#�cX��� de���� �#�cX��� de���    

��f�@��� *��_+��� �����6 2���g+ *��_9�h �?���� +�@ +�� ���i ��j2 ���+<�� 
�#�cX��। ,���� �I�� ���+<��� F�� !�#����, ?6��� 3 ?�#�� ������� 3 (2�� *�6���� "�6 
��S���)9 ����� ��@� @2� �#�c *��+ ����� *)�� ��j2 ���+<�� ��� ��a��� +2�����)9 (Fl 
-�� �m��1 �2���6) ����� ��S ��i-���i�#"��� �#�?�� +�� -�� ����2� ���p_"�� ���� 
+��। =�� ��, 6, ��3 !Z���#+ (�m��1) ��S��� +2����� *� �2< ���q�� +�@ +�� ������+ 
����5"��� ��@?�� +�� ����� @�� d���_? +�� *����। 

-�5�; �+� ��S����, F��� -, �2< +��#�� ���q�X����+ ���� �r� -�b�6 ��� -�� 
����� ��S �#���-���9�@# !�?���) +��। �����6 2@�� ��_6 -, *� -� 2��# d--+@ ��S��� 
��f����� -_3 *�, �2< ���q��� �����6 �^2��। 2��@�E� -�3 @s ��i। �����,  -��� 
+��6 *� "�� +��� �। 

(� +� ��(� +� ��(� +� ��(� +� ��????    

)� %u, 2��� v�+� *��+ ��w ���� �+��, ‘‘,6��?6�-2��@�’’ (������ ����2+ �����6 *+� 
�+�� �2�x���6 -�3 *�yf/��� �����। ,6��?6�� ��S (������ �� *����WM "� *��+ 
(��� ��� �������+)9 ‘‘@6 �����’’ z� +��6� *�� 2��@��+ �P��� @��6। �+{��� 2��@��+ 
���� ��� �E�G *���6�। �������+��� ��|� F}�� ��� =�� ‘‘(2��+ -� �+/� �@�~� +��� �’’ 
��� )�b��� F�8 ��b। )�b� ���� => +��� ��S��� �������+)9 Y Y ‘‘@6 �����’’ z� +��6� 
*�� 2��@��+ ����6 �P��� ~�� +��। *�����?�� @�+ Fl��1 +2����� @6 ����� z� +��6� 
%Q ������ ��2 
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+������� "6 *���। �+{ �������+)9 ���� *2���, +9���� +���। d’�� (�), *?�+ (� 
���, *?�+ *@�b������ ���+<� (� +6��। 

(���_ (���_ (���_ (���_ � ��O�2 � ��O�2 � ��O�2 � ��O�2 ((((����+�6����+�6����+�6����+�6))))    

�I�� ������ @������9� -, !�?���) (�.�� ��6 -���/ -+ )9������ @6 @6+��। - 
)9���� =�� �������� (� ���+<�, 6, "��� -�� d�����# )9������ -+ �� !�#�6 ���� 
���/।  

2����� � -�� �2������ ����� ���3 ������ 
����� (�.�� *� )���� -�)�6 ����/ ���+ 
*��� +�� ���+<�� ��f�@��� *+ ���� ������� ����@#������ �2��3 *��� +��� ����� �।  

)� C� �/��� *��_9 ����� -�� ��bP� (@ ���� � ?�6 ��� ��b�/ �� ��S��� *+���  
*+�]�2, 52�� +��� ����� �। ��, ����� 2��6� *��)# �$��� !+���� *v�� ���6�/ ����� 
��@� +�f�� �>9 ��� �7। ����� (��-(+����+ 4���6� +��� @# ������ (���-+���� (@ 
z�� ?�i ‘‘@6 �����’’ �����। ������ �+������ ��}� ?�i �2��������� ��S �b�, +��� @#। 
��� �� (� ��f��� ���8 ��6 *����6 �b�� @# ��� ��� +������. ?�6 (�/- � ������ �� 
5�����2 (� *����� (���E। +�_�9 T��� ?�i ��S� *���, ��2+ (��/ +����� */�b, /��;�� 
*����6 -���/ ���#��6 *��+। -�� �����"��� (@ (36�@ ����/ @����2� ��>��, *��_�9� 
��>��। -�� ��}� ?�i (@ *��_+ *�9�� ��>��। -, *�9����� ������9� @6 !�����। 

*��_+ *�9� ��x�� *����/ ����� ���@�6� +��-+�59 (� �I�� 6। (@ (2���� -, ���q 
���5��+ ����� +��� @# (������ ��6� ��6 ?��@� ?�6�/ +��]� ‘‘,6��?6�’’। -�5�; (���_ 
+�� ?�� ������ -�� @)�9� (��-(+��� -�� �>9��� (g���� !�2���#। ��, (@ (2���� 
+���# !��-!��"��� (2���� ��O�2 �����6 ��36�। +�_+, ��2+, /�; 3 (��2� @������9� 
*�9������ ����_ 3 ��j� � +�� ���$ �����6 *��� ?�� ����� ��O�2। ��O�2, 2��7� -+2�; 
��। ‘‘2��7� -+, �2- ��O�2’\ 

 

 

    

���@ ����� ��� ?������@ ����� ��� ?������@ ����� ��� ?������@ ����� ��� ?���    

(�@@ (� *2�@��?� 

 

2��� 2���� � ����� ������ @���6 ���_��� ���� => ?��� +��। %C ������ �2������ 
����� !���, F���b 3 *��_9 *�_ ?��। @������9� ������� �������� "�� *�� @���6 
���":2��� �2�#� �2�����। )9���h+ �6�2 ������� ?�� *���� "��_#�।  

 ?8�� +�� ��j2 ���+<�� *�� "��U� ���?� *Y�_9� +���, ��� !�?���) +��� @���6 
���_��� ��2 T�8�+। +��9 ,���2� �����A� ��2 +��62� 
������� *��_9 *��� ?6 (� �r� ?�6 
F8�� �। 

 ��,  ,6��?6��+ ��� +�� +�� ��x���। ��S����� -��� ���#�)��q। �62���h+ �"�}�� 
-X�� *)�� ��S���� @6 ?�� ����j�। ��S��� C� �/� *��+ ��^� ?�6 (��/ ����� #��# 
������36� -�� ��3� *��+। 
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��, -�� -��� ����� ��3� (��6 +��� +b�6 )��6। 

*�� 2��@� ��� /’�E� �"�}+ ���� (��6 � +�� /�b�� �। ���� ��a�� ���@� *��_9��� 
�#�?� ?�6 �b��। ��� �b�� �������+ *��_�9� ��, �� ?�6 ���� ��j2 ���+<��� ����, 
,2��� ��<�Y�� 3 W#�2 �2���9� +�@। 

��, *�2 +��, *?�+ ������+ ��� ���� *��+ ?8��� ?�� �.�+ *����6। (� �.��+� ��?+ 
��a��� �2������� ��?���# ���� ��+�� !��� *��_9। ,6��?6� �� "���� +�� 2. 6। ����� 
!�q� +��� ���6 *� "�� +�� ?�6�/ ���+ *������� ?�� -, -+2�; ��। 

������� �I��� *� 2��"�� ��6 ����� !�q��� �����) ���6�/��, �� (� ?�6 F�8 �। (�� 
�/� *2yd�� ���?��+ ���6 ,����2� *��?�, ���6 ������ @6� ?��। ����� ���� C� �/��� 
!�"~��, ������ 2���_� 2�� �� ����� -+2�; F��6 ,���2। �� -���� (� ?�6 3�8�। *2yd��� 
“,���2 W��� *)�’’ +��� !�� *� �+, ������ @�����9 �� ��������>�� ���x ��6�/। E� ?��� 
��I9� F���। @6� ?��� ������ /’�E�। /�, �b��� ���@��6� �2������ X�q 3 *��_9+��� ��f�@������ 
2���।  

*? !�1�6 �+ +�� ��6? ‘��a�� ��@’ *� W��� ��6! ��, `� +�� ���� ��� �.�+ ?��� 
*36��। �.�+ *���� ��S��� ?6��� (� -X�� �। 

��, ��2� "��� +�� (2��� +�� ?��� ��a��� �2������। �I�� ������ ���-Y���, �?��-�.�� 
*����6 ��b ��� ,6��?6�� �7������ �Y���+� ��। ���-��=-��>_ �������_ �����6 *)� 
(�2��+� �����। ?�@�� ?�@�� ��S��� >�� ��fb���� 2���#"6�+ ��i +��। ���@ ������ ���$��6 
�$��� -��� ����� `c��� *����6 -� ��@���। �������� ��7 ��� ?�6 *)� ������ 2���। ���@ 
����� ��� ?��� �2������� X����। - ����� *���?� ��72 ("�6 ��� ?�6 F8�� =�� ����� 6, 
�2< d�����#। �� ������� +��� *���6 z�� ?�6 ��6 *��_9+��� ��f�@��� (� ����� ����?� 
2����� ��  ���@��6� �6���� ��। 

 

    

?�#�� �������?�#�� �������?�#�� �������?�#�� ������� 

)� D, 2��� =]��� �I�� ���+<� ������� L�M� ���#)9 �I�� ���+<�� �2������ ����� 3 
����# ?�#�� ������� �-�1� ���+<� ?�, +�2� "��� ��2� ���5�" ���� +��। ?�, 
+�2��� *�36��� *�36��� ‘‘@6 �����’’ ‘‘
��� �����’’ ,�#��� *��)� ��� +����� ���� *�। 

  L�M� ���#��� ��S ���� �+/����#+ /�; *��)�� +��। ���5�"+���)9 ��������� 
?��� ����� ���+���� ���� +��। ?�, +�2��� ���2� (���+ ���?��+ L�M� *�6��2#� (� 
*2�@��?� 
������ ���� �P��� ���+���� ��� +��। ����� ������ �������;� ������������ 
F��1���� 3  BBC Television camera--� ��2� ���+<��� @���6 ���+� -�� ,6��?6� ���� 
/�� �����6 -, +�� *Y�_9� +�� *�, ��S������ ��S ��j2 ���+<����� *+� ��+� ��+�� ���� 
� -�� 
����� !@� � +�� ���$ *+� 2��, ���� ��O�2 *��+ ��/�� ?�� �। 
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��� ��S������ ��� ��S������ ��� ��S������ ��� ��S������ ���5�"���5�"���5�"���5�"    
    

��������� ,���� !�����, !�#���� -�� �?�#�� *� �~ => +�� ?6 ��� ������5�� 
GREAT BRITAIN-- �����+��� ��S���)9 ��� -+ ����� ���5�" �2�/��� (�6�@ +��। 
-, �2�/� ', 2��� ������ !��q� ?6। 

�2�, �� �� ��@���+ 2��2� �������_ �+� *�9�� ��S��� �� Y��+� ?�� GREAT 

BRITAIN- -� �+� ��$ *��+ ��� ��� *+��, "#�, +�� -�� *������) ���� ?�,W ��+� 
+���� �2��� ?6 3 ���+� *�yf/���� ��S ��S @�� 
��� �������� �@.����’’ ‘‘@6 �����’’ ‘‘��� 
,6��?6�� 2��� ��,’’ ,�#��� z� ���� ��j2 ���� -, ��$�+ �+��� +�� *����। 

���": �7� �7��� +��� �� @�� ��2 ������ ��S ��+� *�, ��@�� ��� ���+<� ?�, 
+�2� !�"2��� ��;� +��। 

-, �26 ��<�� �2< ����? �� ?�6 ��6 -�� ������� ������� *��)� ���� ���� ?�, 
+�2� !�E� ��S�9 �2��� ?। 

,��2��# d��"���2I�+ 2��"�� ��6 ��j2 ���+<�� ?�, +�2��� (�) *��+ ����� *W�+ 
����� ���� +�� -�� ?�, +�2� "��� ������ d, ����� ���� �� �� +�� *�। E�� @�� 
�5w ?�6 3�8 -�� ��� ‘?�, +�2��� 2?���@’ ����� *��� *��+ @���+ �+/� ���� *��� +��। 

�5w @�� ?�, +�2����+ �#���� +�)@ -�� �� ,�#��� ��5� +�� ��� -, d��"��� 3 
de�2�� ������ +��। �������  ��S �<���<� E�� @�+�6+ ��S��� (?� ? -�� -+@�+ 
?�������� ��8��� ?6। 

Metropolitan Police �I�; @�� ��6 *� ,��#���� ,��?��� !����S��� -� �b ���5�� 
�2�/� -, ��2। 

(�2��+ �� ?�@���� !��+ ��S��� -, �2�/�� !��O?9 +�� -, +�� (��� �2�9 +�� 
���� *� ��d� ��f� ?�@�� 2�,��� �#����3 @� @s"I�2 ���������� W��+ ��S����� �����"��� 
��b� ���6�/। 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
BIDROHI BANGLA. PUBLISHED BY EAST PAKISTAN LIBERATION FRONT, FROM 71 

WRIGHT STREET. BIRMINGHAM-10, TEL: 021-772-8327 and 021-772-7248 : Editor Selim 

Ahmad, A. Ismail & Dipu. 
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������2 �I; ����� 

��������� ���+<�� *�����?�� 
?�#���~� ������� -�� 
������ 

(?��� ��� �"�� �����;। 

‘@6 �����’ �������� -#�+� 
+�2�� 

CV 2���, %&'% 

    
 

 

‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘@6 �����@6 �����@6 �����@6 �����’’’’’’’’    
��� �"�, CV*� 2��� ������, 

��?�� ��+�, ���2��?�2, *��� C Y��+� 

 
��� ���������� F�� ���� ?�2�� �����i ��j2 ���+<�� �2������। �Y��+ �7������ 
��j2 ���+<�� ����@#������ (2���� ��Y��_� 
��� *���� ���������+ z�� +��� ?� _b��h 
2��6� ?�6 F�8�/। 

 ����� (]29 ������� +��� @# -���/ ������ �-��� (���-���-��9��; �7)S� ��6 
���i ����� �?�, �.�  -�� O��2। ������ ���b ��� *+��� 2��_ +�2�, �.�+ (� *��2�� ��2� 
��9 ���6 �����6 ���i 2��7���। ‘‘��������’’ (� ��� ���b ��� *+��� *��+�+ ����f�� ?�� ��, 
!\�\, *)�����>�- (� ��� @# ��, (��� (2�� ��?��#। (�� ��� �"�6 *��) ���6 (2���� 
-, @��-2�9 ��O�2�+ ����+ +�� ����। (��, -, �"��� ��� ��� *��) ���6 
��� ���������� 
�)��+ �?���� ������ -, 
����� (�.���+ ��7���� +�� ����। 

 

(?��6+, 

�������� -#�+� +�2��। 

@6 �����@6 �����@6 �����@6 �����!!!!!!!!    
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������2 �I; ����� 

��� ����� 
����� ��O��2�  

3�� ������ 
�������� -#�+� +�2�� � -���, %&'% 

    


��� �����
��� �����
��� �����
��� �����    
���5w ����� 

(*��@ 2S���� ��� -��� %&'% �) 
uuuu�� �?� 2��7���� ?�� �?� 2��7���� ?�� �?� 2��7���� ?�� �?� 2��7���� ?<<<<)�)�)�)�    

    
 �����_ ������ @�� *)�/ *� �����, 262���?, �����, �����, ��@��?� 3 ���� 2��7 ���?� 

�Y��+ ,6��?6�� *�����?��+ ���b�6 ���6 ��@��� (6�} -��/। 
 

������ (2���� 2��7��� ����� -+�� ��2�z��� +�2� 3 %QQ *2��)� ��� +�� 
��6�/। 2��7���� (]2�9 ���5 ����� *��+ � 2�,� �I�� (�6 ��6�/। ���� (�3 @�� *)�/ 
*� +��2G� ��6 2��7���� ?<)�। *���� ��6 �QQ ��j2 ���+<�� T�# 3 DQQ 2��7����� 2��� 
�)�6�/ ��� F�G� +�� ?6। 

������ ������ ������ ������ %QQ %QQ %QQ %QQ /��;� 2���#/��;� 2���#/��;� 2���#/��;� 2���#    
    

�7������ ��j2 ���+<�� T�#�� -+�� /�;������ F�� ���; !�+��� X���_�9 +�� %QQ 
/�;�+ �2�2"��� Y�2$ !�1�6 ?�#� +��। 

 
������� ���": ��� +���+ ���+<��� �.�������� ���": ��� +���+ ���+<��� �.�������� ���": ��� +���+ ���+<��� �.�������� ���": ��� +���+ ���+<��� �.�    

    

����6�, @���, @��P6� 3 *+�6� �����6 - ���� ?�#�+���� ��� �.� +��। ����� *+��W 
2��+� ��+���+ !����� +���/ *� ���+<�� ��2��+ 3 *���2��+ ��� �+�� ��?��# �� +�� 
*�36� ?6। 

����#��� ���# ��+�����#��� ���# ��+�����#��� ���# ��+�����#��� ���# ��+�    
    

��������� ��� ,6��?6�� *�����?� -+ ����� ���# ��+��� ����� ��� @�� *)�/। *+� 
��S��� ����� ���# �����? +��/ �।  

-+�� (���-+�� (���-+�� (���-+�� (���    
    

�������� -#�+� +�2��� RADIO MONITOR SERVICE *��+ ��w (��� `��` �+�� 
+��/� ‘‘������ 2��7������� (��9 ��� +�� ���i।  

 

������� �+� @���� +��/ ����_ +�� ����� ��S������ +��/ (2�� (���- !\�\, ���# 
��2O� 3 ��?��# ��8�3’’ 

*�_ �����*�_ �����*�_ �����*�_ �����    
    

1) @������Y� *��]���� *@���� F ��M ���+<� *��+ �2< @������Y� +2����� !�����9� 
(��� ���6�/ -�� ���+<�� *� %%�� F:� ���+Z�6 @������Y� ��?�# �/� ��� +�@ �� +�� 
���6�/। 

 

C)   �������� %C�� �?��� F�� "�_9"��� *��2��_�9 +���/ ��� ����� ��36� *)�/। ���� 
?��?��� ���#� % ��5� !��+ ?�� ��� !�2� +�� ?6। 
 
���� �E��, �������� -#�+� +�2��। 
DC 36�W� �36��� *��W, ��?�� ���2��?�2। 
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������2 �I; ����� 
����� -2�� +���+ ���������� 
��� 
��O��2�  ��� �2�� -�� ��?���#� 

(��� 

,K ���+<� -������6��� - (� 
���� ��� ����� -2��-� ���8। 

� -���, %&'% 

 

HOUSE OF COMMONS 
LONDON, SWI  

Frank Judd MP 
3rd April 1971 

 
 

Dear Mr. Khan 
I am very glad that you and your friends came to share with me your concern 

about events in East Pakistan. I do share your anxiety. Please do not hesitate to 
approach me for my help at any time, and in the meanwhile I look forward to 

receiving your letter. 

 

 

Yours sincerely,  

Sd/-  

 

I hope your rally was successful. 

 

 

Mr. Khan  

East Pakistan Association  
6 Britannia Road  

Portsmouth. 
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������2 �I; ����� 

��� ���������� �2��� 3 
�+���� 
������ ���� ����� �"� 3 *��"���;�� 

(?�� 

�������� /�; ��O�2 
���_��� ���� �; 

� -���, %&'% 

 


��� ���������� �2��� 
��� ���������� �2��� 
��� ���������� �2��� 
��� ���������� �2���     
-�� -�� -�� -��     


��� ������ 
�+���� ������ 
��� ������ 
�+���� ������ 
��� ������ 
�+���� ������ 
��� ������ 
�+���� ������     
������ �+� �?������� �+� �?������� �+� �?������� �+� �?�, , , , �.� 3 )�.� 3 )�.� 3 )�.� 3 )�� ()�2� �� ()�2� �� ()�2� �� ()�2� ����8� -��� ������8� -��� ������8� -��� ������8� -��� ������    

�"� 3 *��"���;� +>�"� 3 *��"���;� +>�"� 3 *��"���;� +>�"� 3 *��"���;� +>    
 
 ��� ()�2� �8� -��� ������ *��� *�b��6 ?�,W ��+� ��+��� +���� ��� ��� @2��6� 
?F। (��� *���� 
�+���� ����� @# ��+�� (36�@ ����� (2�� *�� *��2�� *��- �������� 
��������। *��"���;� +�� ����� ��+�� -�� ���": *���� �I������ �)�6 
��� ������ 
�+���� ���� 
@��। 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

�������� /�; ��O�2 ���_��� �5 *��+ �u )#��2�@� ��� �, %CQ ?����, �� ,��-% *��+ �+���� 3 ������। *����E�� Q%-
�QD-D&%u/' 
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������2 �I; ����� 
*�� 2��@��� �?2��� *OE����� ��� -�� 
+2¢�"�� ���#)9 +���+ ���+<��� ��� 

������ (?�� ���+�� ��# 

@�� - (� ���� ��� 
����� -2��-� ���8। 

u -���, %&'% 

 

From Frank Judd, M. P. 

6th April, 1971. 

 

Dear Mr. Khan, 

 

I was glad you came to see me last week and I am now writing to thank you for 

your letter of 5th April which I have sent to the Home Secretary. 

You may like to know that in the meantime a letter from the High Commission 

for Pakistan in enquiry and he writes: 

 

"Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was arrested by the authorities in Dacca a few days ago 

and is now being held in custody. Reports to the contrary which have, from time to 

time, appeared in the press are not true." 

Also an early day motion was tabled yesterday in the House of Commons with a 

large number of signatures as well as mine calling on the Government to bring about a 
cease fire in Pakistan. 

 

Yours sincerely,  

S d/-.  

 

Mr. M.A. Razzak Khan  

6 Britannia Road  

Southsea  

Portsmouth. 
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������2 �I; ����� 
���������� 
������ ��� �2�� -�� )9?�#� 
3 ����@��� ���� ��>�� �������� (?�� 
@���6 ����� ������#���2I�?� ���#��� ��� 

���������� ��5+ 3 ����@������  ������ 

���������� -#�������6� 
[��#�� �+���� �����; 

� -���, %&'% 

 

AN APPEAL TO THE MEMBERS OF THE BRITISH UNIVERSITIES 
 

Dear Colleagues, 

With the passage of each day more and more names of our colleagues are being 

added to the list of those who have been the victims of the genocide by the West 
Pakistan troops in Bangladesh (formerly East Pakistan). Latest eye-witness reports 

published in the British press confirm the murders of the following Dacca University 

teachers: Professor Innas Ali, Dean of the Faculty of Science; Professor Nurul Islam. 

Director. Institute of Post-Graduate Medicine; Professor G. C. Dev, Head of the Dept. 

of Philosophy; Professor S. Murshed, Head of the Dept. of English; Professor 

Maniruzzaman, Head of the Dept. of Statistics; Professor Habibullah, Head of the 

Dept. of Islamic History; Dr. A. Sharif, Reader, Dept. of Bengali; Mr. A.Razzak, 

Reader. Dept. of Political Science; Dr. J. Thakurda, Reader, Dept. of Physics; 

Mr.A.Bhattacharya, Lecturer, Dept. of Physics; and Mr. S. Ali, Lecturer, Dept. of 

Mathematics. It is also feared that thousands of students have been killed in the 

carnage. 

No doubt it is only a part of a tragedy the full magnitude of which is yet to be 

revealed. 

Considering the extent and nature of this organized political killing to eliminate 
intellectuals, we feel bound to appeal to our colleagues in this country to raise their 

voice against the genocide. 

Yours sincerely. 

 

Members of Staff of the Universities of  

Dacca, Rajshahi, Chittagong and the  

affiliated Colleges now on higher studies  

in Scotland. 

 

 
BANGLADESH 

ASSOCIATION 
SCOTLAND 

15 Eldon Street,  
Glasgow, C.3.  

14.4.1971. 
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������2 �I; ����� 
��������� )9?�#�� ������ 3  
������ 

��� �2���� @# �����2I�?� ��� �������� 
-#�������6�, [��#�� �"����� (?�� 

���� �; -���,  
%&'% 

 

 

AN APPEAL TO THE CHURCHES 

 
All eye-witness reports from Bangladesh (formerly East Pakistan) unanimously 

confirm that the situation is desperate there. Thousands have been killed by the West 

Pakistani troops and millions are facing death by starvation. According to Ian 

McDonald, British relief co-coordinator for cyclone aid to East Pakistan: 

 
"One and a half million people are currently starving (in other words, they will 

be dead within the space of weeks unless outside aid reaches them). These 
were the total destitute, who survived the cyclone last year, and who depend 

completely on external relief when crops in the remainder of the country are 
exhausted, a further three million people will be in the same predicament. 

They too will come to depend wholly on outside relief and if it fails to reach 
them, they too will be dead within weeks or a few months." ……(The Peace 

News, April 23, 1971) 

 

The Pakistan military regime has no intention to do anything to solve the problem. 

The International Red Cross was not allowed to go to Bangladesh. Is the Pakistan 

Government trying to starve the country into submission? From all the evidence, 

it is. 

 

Hence, the only solution before all of us is to mount an international relief effort 

which the Pakistan Government dare not, or could not challenge. No doubt, the Relief 

Organisation under you would be one of the first to forward to avert the situation. But 

any delay will be too late. 

 

We are confident that an early effort by each and every member of your 
organization will be able to save the people of Bengal from horror and death. 

 
15 Eldon Street, 

 
GLASGOW C.3.  

Tel: 041-33-6579 
 

President,  

Bangladesh Association,  

SCOTLAND 
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������2 �I; ����� 

����� ��O��2� ��� �2���� @# 

����� @)�9� F�£�# �������� 
-#�������6�, [��#���� (?�� 

���� �; -���, 
%&'% 

 

AN APPEAL TO THE BRITISH PUBLIC 

 As you all know that Pakistan in two parts separated by thousand miles was 

created out of the former British India in 1947 in accordance with the Lahore 
resolution of 1940 which states ”…….. the areas in which Muslims are numerically in 

a majority as in the North-Western and Eastern zones of India should be grouped to 

constitute Independent States in which the constituent units shall be autonomous and 

sovereign.” 

 The 75 million Bengalees in East Pakistan out of 120 million Pakistanis had 

all along been denied of these fundamental rights by west Pakistani based 

Governments civil or military in order to continue the economic and political 

exploitation of the East. 

Sheikh Mujib who emerged as leader of the majority  party in the national 
assembly after last December general election was not allowed to form Government 

by the West Pakistani military dictators as Mujib’s 6-points programme consistent 
with ideological basis of Pakistan was designed to bring an end to the West Pakistani 

exploitation. Instead of respecting the democratic verdict of 75 million people the 

savage military dictatorship sent guns, tanks, artillery and aircrafts to Bengal kill 

thousands of children, women and men in their houses, patients in hospitals and 

students in their hostels.  

The genocide that is now being committed in Bengal is a crime against humanity 
and human aspirations and we appeal to the people from this seat of democracy to 

support the people of BANGLADESH in their struggle for the democratic way of life. 

 

BANGLADESH ASSOCIATION 

SCOTLAND. 
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BANGLADESH LIBERATIONFRONT.  

10. LEICESTER GROVE.  

LEEDS 7. 

UNITED KINGDOM.  

THE I6TH APRIL. 1971. 

 

Honorable Senator. 

We acknowledge with gratitude the concern that the Government of the U S A. 
has expressed about the situation in BANGLADESH (previously known as East 

Pakistan). But with great regret we inform you that the West Pakistani barbarians are 
using the weapons including TANKS and JETS supplied by you against our innocent 

and unarmed civilians We have always considered U.S.A. as the champion of 

FREEDOM and DEMOCRACY, but we are disappointed with the extent of your 

OFFICIAL support, we have received so far for our cause. 

We, however, appreciate the DIPLOMATIC difficulties that usually arise in such 

a situation but we would like to point out that the ease of BANGLADESH is not only 
different but also exceptional. We presume that you know that the basis of Pakistan 

Movement had been LAHORE RESOLUTION of 1940 which stated:- 

"Resolved, that it is the considered view of this session of the All-India Muslim 

League that no constitutional plan would be workable in this country or acceptable to 

the Muslim unless it is designed on the following basic principle*, viz.. that 

geographically contiguous units are demarcated into regions which should be so 

constituted, with such territorial re-adjustments as may be necessary, that the areas in 

which the Muslims arc numerically in a majority as in the North-Western and Eastern 
zones of India should be grouped to constitute INDEPENDENT STATES in which 

the constituent units shall be AUTONOMOUS and SOVEREIGN". 

After partition of British India West Pakistan arbitrarily assumed the provision of 
TWO STATES in the Lahore Resolution as typographical error and imposed its 

colonial rule over BANGLADESH. We however, expected that the issue could be 
settled through democratic process. But for the last 23 years the Punjabi dominated 

civil and military bureaucracies conspired against us and when we ultimately forced a 

GENERAL ELECTION in the country they came out with their ugly faces-it is now 

clear that although these Westernized elites apparently look more ENGLISH than the 

ENGLISH 
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themselves, they have never believed in democracy nor in the right of the 

majority in a democratic government (see Appendix A). 

There should be, therefore, no more illusion about the existence of Pakistan in the 
OLD FORM. The Lahore Resolution envisaged two states; the psychological basis of 

Pakistan has ended with the Punjabi Genocide of the BENGALIS and there is no 
possibility of expecting democratic norms from people who are by BIRTH, 

TRADITION, and UPBRINGING FEUDAL and AUTOCRATIC. 

We appeal to you to realize that MUJIB'S BANGLADESH has much more 

legitimacy than YAHYA'S (sec Appendix B) and to RECOGNISE BANGLADESH 

immediately as an INDEPENDENT and SOVEREIGN STATE. 

We will fight Yahya's barbarous troops till death. We know we will come out 

victorious. We are also confident that sooner or later we will get the support of your 

government, but we are afraid many of our people may be dead if the support comes 

late. Unable to strangulate our voice for SELF-DETERMINATION, Yahya has gone 

mad. He is now burning and bombing our people and villages and threatening us with 

famine and epidemic. Your timely support can help thousands of lives and give us the 

precious time to build up our country on the basis of the values we cherish: 

DEMOCRACY, EQUALITY and RELIGIOUS TOLERATION. 

Permit us to enclose a few editorial comments from the British press in support of 
our appeal to you for early effective action (see Appendix C. D. E. F). We trust the 

voice of 75 million people of BANGLADESH will touch your heart and we will hear 

you before we are DEAD. 

In case you find the immediate RECOGNITION of BANGLADESH 
Diplomatically difficult kindly at least try to insure that the AW AMI LEAGUE 

Leader SHEIKH MUJIBUR RAHMAN is not killed and please press Yahya Khan for 
political settlement through the AW AMI LEAGUE which holds people's verdict 

Also kindly ensure that all military and economic assistance to West Pakistan is 
immediately stopped and relief supplies are sent to BANGLADESH. 

 

 

Yours sincerely,  

(M. M. HAQ)  

On behalf of  

BANGLADESH LIBERATION FRONT 
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Honorable Member of the Parliament, 

With deep gratitude, we acknowledge the spontaneous condemnation of the 

British press and public on the unprecedented genocide that is being committed by the 

West Pakistani troops in BANGLADESH (previously known East Pakistan). The 

whole scheme now appears to have been carefully pre-planned and is being 

meticulously executed. We are also grateful to the British government for the concern 
they have expressed on the gravity of the situation and we would like to take this 

opportunity of presenting our views to you with a request to take appropriate measure 
necessary for 

(a)  the immediate stoppage of the massacre of the innocent and unarmed 

civilians, 

(b) arranging relief supplies for the immediate need of the affected people as well 
as for preventing the expected famine, and, 

(c) diplomatic recognition of the PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH as 

a sovereign and independent state. 

(1) The case of BANGLADESH is not like that of Biafra. 

(i) The historic Lahore Resolution of the 23rd March, 1940, has been the basis of 

the state of Pakistan. The Resolution stated: 

"Resolved, that it is the considered view of this session of the All-India Muslim 

League that no constitutional plan would be workable in this country or acceptable to 

the Muslims unless it is designed on the following basic principles, viz. that 

geographically contiguous units arc demarcated into regions which should be so 

constituted, with such territorial re-adjustments as may be necessary, that the areas in 

which the Muslims are numerically in a majority as in the North-Western and Eastern 

zones of India should be grouped to constitute 'Independent States' in which the 

constituent units shall be autonomous and sovereign". 

This resolution was passed by the General Body of the All-India Muslim League. 

It has not been constitutionally amended. In a separate meeting of the newly elected 

members of constituent Assembly for the proposed Pakistan, it was arbitrarily decided 

by Mr. Jinnah that the word "INDEPENDENT STATES" was a typographical error 

and inspite of protest by Mr. Abul Hashim, Secretary of the Bengal Muslim League 

the decision was imposed on Bengal. 

(ii) However, it was expected that the nature of the stale would be decided by the 

members of the Constituent Assembly and a General election would be held soon to 
determine the public opinion on this point. We presume it is known to you that the 
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Punjab-dominated civil and military bureaucracies did not allow free election to 

take place in the country for the last 23 years. (The first general election was due in 

1959. The Army moved in 1958.)  

(iii) The Army was finally forced to concede general election in 1970-71. The 

democratically elected members for the National Assembly from BANGLADESH 
had every right to give the country a constitution on the basis of Lahore Resolution-

the later being the basis of Pakistan Movement. Instead of accepting this democratic 
convention, the Punjabi-dominated army is engaged in genocide to strangulate the 

democratic rights of the people of BANGLADESH  

2) BANGLADESH and West Pakistan have two different levels of civilization. 

 (i)The people of West Pakistan consider themselves as racially superior 

claiming Aryan origin and they look down upon the people of BANGLADESH as 
racially and culturally inferior creatures. This is evident from what ex-President Ayub 

Khan himself wrote about East Pakistanis. According to him the East Bengalis had 
never known any real freedom and sovereignty they have all the inhibitions of down-

trodden races and have not yet found it possible to adjust psychologically to the new-

born freedom." (Ayub Khan, Friends Not Masters. 1967, p. 187.) 

This has been the attitude of die minority West Pakistanis towards the majority 

population Historically the facts have been otherwise: 

     (a)The Bengali Muslims ruled over Bengal and considerable part of Assam, 

Bihar and Orissa from 1201 to 1757 frequently independent of the Muslim Emperor at 
Delhi, 

     (b) the Bengali Muslims were first among the Muslim majority provinces to 

capture political power in the British India, and 

     (c) the Bengali Muslims led the Pakistan Movement while the Punjabis were 

dominated by the Sikh and gave only lukewarm support and the frontier hoisted 

Congress flag even after independence 

     (ii) It is, however, not surprising that West Pakistan will have a different 

attitude on East Pakistan. The whole area is virtually owned by a few landlords and 
they own not only lands but the people (in Sind about 80% of the land are held by 

feudal landlords; in Punjab and Sind the proportion is about 50%). Their values are 
essentially feudal and their society is supported by a network of feudal codes (of caste 

beradari in the Punjab and tribal customs in the frontier). Democracy in West Pakistan 
is meaningless as votes ate controlled by the landlords and the religious leaders 

(Bhutto himself is a big landlord and he got his majority in Punjab through 

negotiation with the Punjabi landlords. The Pir of Paggaro alone controls about 4 

million votes.) 

The people of BANGLADESH are on the other hand democratic and egalitarian 

They have no caste or tribal affiliation. All lands belong to the state and so there are 
no feudal lords. Bengali Muslims are much MM tolerant to the minorities. West 

Pakistan dues IM understand this toleration. (In Punjab, millions of minorities were 
killed during tin.* partition of India.) They interprete the toleration of the Bengali 

Muslims as pro-Indian. In fact, the Bengalis are at a different level, of civilization 
with far more respect to the ideals of democracy, equality and religious toleration. 
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The feudal values of West Pakistan are also reflected in very many fields in 

administration West Pakistan is highly centralized without any local government 

institutions; in Bengal the tradition of local self-government has been strong and 

administration is relatively de-centralized; in politics West Pakistan is dominated by 

feudal lords with murder, intimidation and even abduction of women (see Hamza Alvi 

for village politics in West Pakistan in South Asian Review, January, 1971). while in 

Bengal democracy runs supreme. Examples of such differences can be multiplied. 

(3) The Genocide in BANGLADESH. 

The British press have published many accounts of inhuman massacre of the 

innocent and unarmed people of BANGLADESH by the West Pakistani troops. One 

naturally wonders how people could be so un-civilized in this 20th century. However, 

we the people of BANGLADESH who have been living with them for the last 23 

years are not surprised. For most people of West Pakistan, especially the Punjabis 
claim themselves to be of Rajput caste'. The Aryan descents of the Rajputs cannot be 

said to have been established beyond dispute, but what seems likely that most of the 
Punjabi Musalman Rajput have sprung from the Huns or the Scythians warriors who 

assisted the Brahmans to destroy the Budhist Civilization and in reward was admitted 
into the ranks of the "twice-born", (for details, see J. M. Wikeley. Punjabi 

Musalman. The Book House, Lahore, West Pakistan.) What we are having now on 
BANGLADESH is therefore, a "Hun invasion" determined this time to completely 

annihilate the Bengali; from the East as they did to the Budhists and the Sikhs to the 

West. 

 

We, therefore, appeal to you to realize the gravity of the situation. Our case is not 

like that of Biafra: The Lahore Resolution should be the basis of any future settlement 

as it was the basis of the Pakistan Movement and still stands unamended. West 

Pakistan and BANGLADESH cannot be one state, because their civilization, their 

values and their aspirations are all different. We are facing in Bengal the onslaught of 

the decedents of the Huns-the apparent sophistication of Yahya or Bhutto must not be 

allowed to covet this naked truth; like the Budhists we are at the point of total 

extinction; the barbarians are determined, to kill us all. We are desperately looking to 

the civilized world in general and to the U.K. in particular because the British people 

are not only the upholders of democracy, but they also know all the facts of our 
freedom struggle from the beginning. Since all our intellectual and political leaders 

have been killed by the Punjabi bayonets we are afraid it might not be possible to 
represent our case effectively to the world. We, therefore, appeal to you once again to 

take our case to the United Nations. 
 

Yours faithfully,  

(M. MOZAMMEL HUQ)  

PRESIDENT,  

BANGLADESH LIBERATION FRONT,  

10, LEICESTER GROVE,  

LEEDS- 7. 
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The Secretary  M. A. H. BHUIA  

Deptt. of THE ENVIRONMENT.  SECRETARY 

BANGLADESH ACTTON 

COMMITTEE 

52, WORDSWORTH ROAD,   

SMALL HEATH 

BIRMINGHAM-10 

Tel-021-773-1456. 

 

Dear Madam, 

 

I hereby seek permission to hold meeting of the supporters of Bangladesh on 
Sunday the 18th April, 71 at 2 P.M. to 4 P.M. on Trafalgar Square. We would like to 

use amplification apparatus. We propose to have hand held banners only. We want to 
distribute literature. 

 

We would like to park two cars. The meeting will consist mainly of speeches. 

 

 

 

Yours faithfully 

M. A. H. BHUIA. 

Secretary 

On behalf of Bangladesh Action 
Committee. 
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AN APPEAL TO THE VICE-CHANCELLORS 
 

The University teachers and students of Bangladesh (formerly East Pakistan) 

have been the victims of genocide conducted by the West Pakistan army. Below we 

reproduce the news-item published in the Sunday Telegraph (18th April, 1971) which 

expresses the feelings of Mr. A. S. Chowdhury. Vice-Chancellor of Dacca University 

on the happenings inside his University campus. No doubt, as fellow Vice-

Chancellors you will have similar feelings and considering the gravity of the situation 
we feel bound to appeal to you to raise your voice against tins organized political 

killing which aims to wipe out completely the intellectuals of Bengal, 

 

 

DACCA VICE-CHANCELLOR ON MASSACRE OF HIS STUDENTS 

(The Sunday Telegraph 18th, April, 1971) 

 

The Vice-Chancellor of Dacca University has now been in London for a little 

over three weeks. An unremarkable enough fact, until the dreadful realization dawns 
that last month tanks of the Pakistan army moved against his campus and slaughtered 

his students in their beds. 

Abu Sayeed Chowdhury is also a senior judge of the Dacca High Court, the 

highest court in East Pakistan. "I should really say East Bengal now." So far during 

his stay here, he has spoken only to friends among British lawyers and academics 

about the university he left behind him. Last week, he gave Mandrake his first Press 
interview. 

Mr. Justice Chowdhury left Dacca on February 18 to lead Pakistan's delegation to 

the Human Rights Commission in Geneva. He acknowledges the irony. "We spoke 

about self-determination in Zambia and South Africa. Now I find that the people of 

East Bengal have suffered in a manner that has no parallel in human history-simply 

for claiming that they should rule themselves and should not be ruled by West 

Pakistan." 

With him, he brought his family. "Not that I had any idea that something like this 

would happen. My wife wanted to see our son who is studying for his G. C. E. here, 

and so our two young children came, as well." 

The Human Rights Commission finished its deliberations as the tanks rolled in 

East Pakistan. Chowdhury learned as much when he touched down at Heathrow, but 
four days 
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passed before Simon Dring reported in The Daily Telegraph that his university 

had been shelled and that his students and teachers had been gunned down. 

"For all that time I was stunned, and I felt a pain here". He touched his chest. 
'Then, when confirmation came, the suffocating atmosphere was lifted. Immediately I 

passed into tears, and wept like a child. I told my wife, and she wept." 

Dacca University is the largest in Pakistan, with a teaching staff of 600, and 

10,000 students. Fewer than 5,000 of them, he says, play any active role in politics, 

and in his experience they do so peacefully. Many of the rest are "poor children from 

the countryside" who are obliged to live in the University halls of residence and who 

offered the army a sleeping target on the night of March 25. 

Mr. Justice Chowdhury does not even know the fate of one hall for 500 women 

students which was to have been opened on March l."I appointed, the Provost, and 

gave strict orders that its opening date was not to be postponed for my return. 

Accommodation, you see, was desperately short. But then the National Assembly was 

postponed, and the whole of life in Dacca closed down." 

He is, however, quite certain about the part that the British Government much 

now play and he will be putting his care before a group of Conservative back 
benchers this week. His argument is taut. 

"To pursue the ideal of a united Pakistan after all this is to pursue a mirage. There 

are two alternatives. The first is to persuade President Yahya Khan to withdraw the 

army, to release Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and to allow him to frame a constitution for 

East Bengal. The second is to allow the President to eliminate the intelligentsia along 

with Sheikh Mujib, and then anarchy and confusion will continue to reign. This 
situation cannot be seen as an internal affair when people have been bombed 

continuously for two weeks." 

He is equally certain that he cannot return to Dacca until the regime has changed. 

As a judge, it would be impossible. "How can anyone now go to the High Court with 

a petition to set aside a Government order? There is no rule of law now: there is a. 

Government of might." 

As a Vice-Chancellor, it would be too harrowing. "When they killed my students, 

1 had no face to return. You sec, my students loved me and I loved my students. If 1 

can't remedy the wrong that's been done to them, how could I go and show my face?" 

 

And having told all this to the British Press, be wouldn't he very welcome, either. 

 
 

BANGLADESH ASSOCIATION. From: 
SCOTLAND  Members of staff of the Universities of Dacca, 

15 Eldon street  Rajshahi, Chittagong and the affiliated 
Glasgow. C. 3  Colleges now on higher studies in Scotland 

19.4. 1971. 
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From Frank Judd, M.P. 

22nd April 1971. 

 

Dear Mr. Khan, 

I passed the letter signed by you and a number of others to the Secretary of State 
for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs and am enclosing the reply I have received. 

This I fear does not forward the matter but you may be sure that my colleagues 

and I will be keeping it in view. 

 
Yours sincerely, 

Sd/ 

 

Mr. M. A. Razzak Khan 

6 Britannia Road. Southsea 

Portsmouth P05 1SN. 

 

 

 

Foreign and Commonwealth Office 

London S. W. 1 

19 April, 1971. 

 

From The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State. 

 

Dear Frank, 

Alec Douglas-Home has asked me to reply to your letter to him of 6 April with 

which you enclosed a letter signed by a number of your constituents about East 
Pakistan. As you know, the Secretary of State made a statement in the House about 

the situation in Pakistan on 5 April. I attach a copy of this statement which you may 
like to forward to Mr. Razzak Khan. 

On the specific points raised by your constituents I think I can make only the 

following comments. The conflict in East Pakistan is essentially an internal matter for 

the Pakistan Government alone. It would therefore not be proper for the British 
Government 
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to intervene nor to request the United Nations to do so. Furthermore, 1 am afraid 

we cannot interfere in the relations between the Pakistan Government and the 

International League of the Red Cross Societies; but it has been made quite clear that 

the British Government stands ready to respond to any invitation it may receive to 

play a part is a humanitarian effort to relieve the suffering in East Pakistan. 

As to the recognition of Bangladesh, this possibility does not at present arise and 

the British Government recognizes the Government of Pakistan in Islamabad. 

 

I am returning your constituents' letter. 

 

 

 

Yours 
Anthony Royle 

 
Prank Judd, Esq... MP,  

House of Commons,  
London, SW1. 
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AN APPEAL TO THE 

TEACHERS AND STUDENTS 

OF GREAT BRITAIN 

 
Bangladesh Association, 

20 South George Street 
(2nd Floor), Dundee. 

 

WE would like to draw your attention to the preplanned cold blooded murders of 

the University teachers, members of their families and students in Bangladesh 

(formerly East Pakistan) by the West Pakistani troops in order to destroy the 

intellectuals of the country. The "Times" (London, March 30, 1971) writes: "At Dacca 

University burning bodies of students still lay in their beds. . . A mass grave had been 

hastily covered . . .' about the same horrible brutality the "Daily Telegraph" (March 

30, 1971) reports: "Caught completely by surprise, some 200 students were killed in 

Equal Hall .... as shell; slammed into the building and their rooms were sprayed with 

machine-gun fire." Reports of those unfortunate victims as published in The "Times" 

(London, 2nd April, 1971) include people like Professor Innas Ali, Dean of the 

Faculty of Science and Dr. Kamal Hossain of Dacca University. The "Guardian11 (5th 

April, 1971) writes British eye- witness account describing "how troops in Dacca shot 

nine professors, their families and 21 students in one of the University residence 
buildings." 

We appeal to you to join us in condemning this crime against humanity and 

human aspirations. 

 

Members of staff of the Universities of  

Dacca, Rajshahi, Chittagong and affiliated  
colleges now on higher studies in Scotland. 
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RESOLUTIONS  

!; C� -��� Coventry – *� !��q� 2?�� �"�6 )�?�� �<������� 

(%) *O� ����� *+¨�6"��� - �"�6 -+�� ��2�� )8 +��� ����$ *36� ?�, -�� -, 
��2��� �2+�9 ?� “Action Committee For the People’s Republic of Bangladesh in 

U.K.” 

(C) !�� !Z �2�6� *����� ����� ?36�� @# ��f�@ ���#����� -+�� ��7���� +�2�� 
)8 +�� ?� -�� « +�2��� �2 ?�� Steering Committee of the Action Committee -�� 
F7 +�2���+ ��O�2 �����6 ��36�� ��� 52��� ��I9� !��+�� *�36� ?�। 

 (�) -, �"�6 (� -+ �<��� ����$ +�� ?�6�/ *� -, -*+ ��6�@����� (�3 ���# 
��b���� 52�� *�6� ?�। 

 (�) -, +�2��� ��f�@ ����#� �2 ?��- 

(1) Mr. Azizul Hoq Bhuyan 

(2) Mr. Kabir Chowdhury 

(3) Mr. Monwar Hossain 

(4) Mr. Sk. Abudul Mannan 

(5) Mr. Shamsur Rahman 

(D) -, ��f�@�� ��2 �"�� !����� F7 �"�� �"��;� ����+� ���� (?��� !��q� ?�� 
-�� « �"�6 -+@ (?��6+ ���7 +�� ?��। 

(u) ���2�� *O� ����� �� +�2�� (�/ *� �+� +�2�� -, +�2��� ���� ��2�� >�� +�@ 
+���। 
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PRESENTED 

TO 

Justice A. S. Chowdhury 

 

STRUGGLE FOR BANGLADESH-WORLD OPINION. 

 

If blood is the price of a people's right to independence, Bangladesh has overpaid. 
But even if their movement is destroyed within a few days or weeks, it may only be a 

temporary defeat in a war of liberation which will eventually be recognized as just The 
Bengali's case for statehood may be hard to refute, but it is inconvenient to everyone 

else So this may be the moment to consider what we, and other countries, mean by 

those splendid words which recur like a chorus in the United Nations Charter "the 

right of self-determination of peoples". East Pakistan cannot be really a 'breakaway* 

state in quite the same was (as Biafra). The 75 million East Pakistanis feel they have 

at least as much 'national call' on the General Assembly as the 45 million Westerners  

--------How much human misery must be endured before that fact is accepted? 

-New Statesman, 16.4.71. 

Government of Pakistan really cannot hold down East Pakistan indefinitely by 

sheer force of arms. 

-Lord Gladwyn in the House of Lords. 

Britain has special obligation to the people of East Pakistan. 

-Lord Wynne-Jones in the House of Lords. 

Commonwealth should express this view that democracy is to establish in that 

territory. 

-Lord Brockway, House of Lords. 

People so recently with such an overwhelming vote should be treated with the 

respect that they deserve in a democracy. 

-D. Healey. Shadow Foreign Secretary. 

Sir Alec should see a Commonwealth initiative could provide a form of 

mediation. 

-Jeremy Thorpe, Liberal Leader. 

Political situation is very different then Biafra. Commonwealth should use its 

good offices. Chances of reconciliation is terribly small. 

-M. Stewart, Former Foreign Secretary. 
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There was a widespread feeling that Pakistan could never be one country, after 

the events of past weeks. It was wrong to adopt the view that this was an internal 

affair of a Commonwealth country - Britain did have influence, and should be using it 

to secure a cease fire. 

-Bruce Douglas-Mann. M. P. 

There has been a sharp economic disparity between the two wings. Positive steps 

by World Bank and Pakistan Consortium be taken to bridge the gap. 

-B. R. Braine. M. P. 

The majority of Bengalis in the poor, overcrowded, neglected East will no longer 

submit to exploitation and neglect at the hands of the Western rulers with their strong 

military traditions. 

-Editor, Daily Telegraph, 3.3.71. 

If the President (of Pakistan) should refuse to ratify such constitutions framed by 
the Bengalis with all the power of their majority behind them, the Sheikh would 

perhaps have no other option but to declare that the West had seceded from the rest of 
Pakistan and the two provinces would part company for ever. 

-Peter Hazlehurst, Sunday Times, 7.3.71. 

Whatever the immediate practical effect of President Yahya's attempt to re-

impose his authority on the East, psychologically the East's secession is already 
established. 

-David Holden, Sunday Times, 28.3.7 J. 

NO UNITY BY COMPULSION: But the unity of Pakistan cannot be maintained, 

or restored, by military for…… And if unity should prove to be impossible, ii would 

still be in everybody's best interests to arrange for a peaceful separation of Pakistan 

into a confederation of two friendly neighbor-states. 

—Editor, The Observer, 28.3.71. 

By its sledgehammer attack on a largely numbered population in the name of 

"One Pakistan" the military government has made sure that Pakistan cannot remain 

one. 

-Martin Adeney of Guardian, 29.3.71. 

But unity can never come through murder; and unity is not worth the price of 

innocent lives. East Pakistan survives today only as occupied and exploited territory, 

living proof of every Bengali Suspicion over the years Those-like America—who 
stock the Pakistan Army must realize to what uses their weaponry is put. Those-like 

China and Ceylon-who permit forces to ferry from the West must realize what acts 
and purposes-those forces pursue. Those-like Britain-who retain some vestige of 

influence in the area should spend it openly and forcefully. 

-Editor, Guardian, 3.4.71. 

An army of 70,000 cannot entirely subjugate a people of 75 millions. It is all too easy 

to forget the essence of the situation: that Pakistan voted fairly & democratically. That 
Sheikh Mujib and his party hold the mandate of a majority of all Pakistanis. That a junta 
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of Western Generals, and wild Western foot soldiers, have ripped apart this mandate 

in the cause of a "national unity" which is now, certainly, dead for ever. Atrocities 

cannot yoke two lands together. 

-Editor, Guardian, 3.4.71. 

Indian sympathy for Sheikh Mujib arose from the fact that he stood for values 

cherished by India-democracy, secularism and socialism. Me also had the backing of 

his people, almost to a man as the election results and other developments had shown. 

Finally tanks were being used to crush the democratic verdict of the people of 

Bangladesh. 

-Indira Gandhi, Indian P. M. 

Senseless murder, hysterical cruelty. From the evidence available, one must 

conclude that the aim (of Yahya) was to wipe out the Awami League leadership that it 

could no longer provide an effective leadership for any resistance movement. 

- Editor, Times, 3.4.71. 

Soviet Union is concerned about the arrest, & persecution of Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman, the Bengali leader, who had received such convincing support by the 

overwhelming majority of the people of East Pakistan. The use of force will only 
make the problem more serious. Most urgent measures must be taken to stop the 

bloodshed and repression against the population of East Pakistan. 

-President Podgorny of Russia. 

India could not remain a silent spectator at events in East Pakistan. What is 

happening in Bangladesh is something quite out of the ordinary. It is something that is 

going to have global repercussions. 

-Indira Gandhi, Indian P. M. 

Diplomatic sources in Geneva thought the Pakistan government wanted to keep 

the Red Cross out of Hast Pakistan for the same reason that it expelled the newspaper 

correspondents-the desire to have no international witnesses or observers there. 

-Patrick Keatley of Guardian, 6.4.71. 

Can Pakistan be permitted by the world community to commit this aggression 

against a defenseless people and continue the wanton destruction and killing of men, 

women and children? 

-Swaran Singh, Foreign Minister. India. 

But the alienation of Bengalis from Pakistan is now so complete it seems 
impossible they will not win in the long run. 

-Martin Woollacott, Guardian, 7.4.71. 

What is happening in East Pakistan in unjustified military oppression. The 

Foreign and Commonwealth Office still seems to believe the fact that a foreign 
government is 
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diplomatically recognized is more important than the blood on its hands. What he 

(Yahya) has done and is doing is to use his army to oppress the East Pakistanis and 

their chosen leader. Nor did negotiations collapse in ordinary sense. The President did 

not want Sheikh Mujib to assume the powers that the people had voted him. So the 

President reached for his gun. By sending the army he has shown himself to be not 

only careless of democratic rights, but a reckless ruler as well. The military 

intervention in East Pakistan was a deliberate act. It could lead to a worse and more 

wasteful conflict than even the Indians and the Pakistanis have known so far. 

-Editor, Guardian, 6.4.71. 

But now that the full gravity of the situation is apparent, there seems something 

horrifying about the continued lack of any serious international effort at mediation in 

East Pakistan. But the kind of appeal already made by President Podgorny to the 

President of Pakistan for moderation and negotiated settlement might carry more 
weight if made by the whole Security Council. 

-Editor, Observer. 11.4 71. 

Pakistan's civil war sickens the world by the savagery of the Western troops 

against the Eastern people, and appalls the dangers of Russo Chinese conflict in a 
teeing cockpit of desperate humanity. Pakistan's whole history has shown that the 

only alternative was far-reaching autonomy for the East within a Federal framework. 

-Editor, Daily Telegraph, 12.4.71. 

President Yahya Khan and the military junta now ruling West Pakistan are 

determined to retain control of East Pakistan whatever the cost. 

-Clare Hollingsworth of Daily Telegraph, 13.4.71 

It is understood that Mr. Kosygin, the Soviet Prime Minister has informed Mrs. 

Gandhi, the Indian Prime Minister, that the Soviet Union would support Delhi if India 

recognizes the provisional government of Bangladesh. 

-Peter Hazlehurst, Times, 13.4.71. 

The situation in East Bengal could no longer be considered an "internal" affair. It 

is certainly not a case that we are not concerned with what is happening there. The U. 

S. Stale Department had announced that arms supplies to Pakistan had been stopped 

and that economic aid to Pakistan was under consideration and review. 

-Kenneth Keating. U.S. Ambassador in India, 15.4.71. 

Where, after three weeks of messy bloodshed, do the military rulers of Pakistan 
now stand? Superficially they prosper. They appear to have thought that cutting off 

the head would kill Bengali nationalism; precisely the reverse they appear to have 
forgotten about the world opinion. To reiterate, the Bangladesh affair is not a second 

Biafra. It is, at root, a simple matter: of freedom, of morality and of humanity. 

-Editor. Guardian, J 4.4.71. 
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The time has come, it is indeed overdue, for the British Government publicly to 

express its disgust, in far stronger terms than it has yet done at the course of events in 

East Pakistan. Using more traditional, and private, diplomatic channel, it needs to let 

Yahya Khan know (if it has not already done so) just how dangerous and mistaken his 

policies are. If necessary the possibility of concerted action among the suppliers of 

foreign aid to Pakistan should be considered-even if it is rough justice to make the 

people of West Pakistan suffer for the follies of their own non-elected military rulers. 

-Editor, Sunday Times, 18.4.71. 

President Yahya is undoubtedly facing an increasingly difficult situation. 

-The Economist, 10.4.71. 

East Pakistan action was one of the most callous and brutal aggression in the 

world since the time of Hitler. 

-Lord Brockway, 17.4.71. 

A resolution was passed at the conference of the Colonial Freedom Movement 

calling for recognition of an independent Bangladesh. Also in London a committee 
designed to help restore "justice for East Bengal" was formed with Bruce Douglas-

Mann, Labor M.P. 

-Guardian, 19.4.71. 

We just don't see why the U.S. should go on supporting a regime that behaves in 
this fashion. 

-U.S. Visitor in East Bengal. Newsweek, 19.4.71. 

The U.S. government expressed its sympathy to the victims and hoped that it will 

be possible soon to alleviate the suffering caused by recent events in East Pakistan. 

-Charles Bray. U.S. State Department, Newsweek. 

It is neither proper nor possible for India to keep quiet (over the Hast Bengal 

situation). 

-Mrs. Indira Gandhi. Indian Prime Minister. 

The watch-and-wait policy assumed by most foreign government stemming from 

a widely held belief that the Pakistani Army will ultimately fail in its attempt to 

subjugate 75 million East Pakistanis. 

-Newsweek, 19.4.71. 

Politically, economically, socially the West Pakistan military regimes which have 

ruled both Pakistan have neglected East Pakistan and there is nothing at all surprising 
that the Bengalis of East Pakistan should have sought independence as Bangladesh. 

-Spectator, 17.4.71. 
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We in West Bengal recognize Bangladesh although the central government has 

not done so yet. 

-B.S. Nahar, Chief Minister, West Bengal. 

It is both barbaric & atrocious to…….unarmed East Pakistan civilians with heavy 

machine gun fire, even if they might have been demonstrating.. 

-Newsweek, 26.4.71. 

On orders from Islamabad high command, troops systematically down students, 

engineers, doctors and any other person with a potential for leadership, whether they 

were nationalists or not. 

-Newsweek, 26.4.71. 

Despite the apparent determination of the Pakistan government to maintain its 

hold on East Bengal, the sheer human arithmetic of the situation seemed to indicate 

that the Bengalis would ultimately win freedom. 

-Time, 26.4.71. 

We want to see a political solution to an immensely difficult situation. 

-Edward Heath, Prime Minister, U.K. 20.4.71. 

Reports coming out of East Pakistan are so outrageous that some comment is 
called for from other members of the Commonwealth. 

-Steele in House of Commons, 20.4.71. 

There should be international observers-one from this country, perhaps one from 

Asia, the U. N. and so on to be able to report to the world outside about the conditions 

in East Pakistan. 

-Harold Wilson in House of Commons, 20.4.71. 

More than 30 M.P.'s signed a Commons motion calling for the abandonment of 

the Pakistan Cricket tour of Britain this summer because of the crushing of East 

Pakistan. The motion was sponsored by Michael Barnes, M. P. 

-Telegraph, 21.4.71. 

My Lai was happening everyday in East Pakistan. British government should 

take the initiative in imposing economic sanctions against Pakistan. 

-Bruce Douglas-Mann. M. P., 23.4.71. 

 

 

COMPILED BY R. ALAM, PRESS & PUBLICITY UNIT-BANGLADESH 

RELIEF FUND COMMITTEE. 
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PLEASE SPEAK UP FOR BANGLADESH 

An Appeal to the Delegates at the 1971 Annual Party 

Conference of the Conservative and Unionist Party 

 

Dear Delegate, 

You may know something about the great human tragedy, probably more terrible 

than any other the world has ever known, which has been inflicted on the unarmed 

and unsuspecting people of Bangladesh by the mindless and fascist army junta of 

West Pakistan. Newspaper stories and television pictures may have informed you. 

However inadequately, about mass murder, loot, arson and rape which were 

committed and are being still perpetrated on our people today, and yet the depth and 

magnitude of the tragic story, as we are witnessing, have failed to sink in the minds of 

most people. Is it because of the human guilt and culpability of the civilized world in 

allowing such atrocious crimes being committed against an innocent people on such a 

staggering scale that it is so slow to wake to it? 

Hundreds of thousands of people have been slaughtered; millions of home have 

been burned and razed to the ground; and countless thousands of our women have 

been raped and then murdered. Nearly nine million people have been driven out of 

country who are now living in the refugee camps in appalling conditions. U. N. 

reports say that seventeen millions people are already faced with death from 

starvation and famine. The terrible price the people of Bangladesh have paid with 

their lives is for the simple fact of wanting democracy in what was known as Pakistan. 

It is not merely a question of our lives and dignity which are under attack, it is the 

question of freedom, democracy and justice which are on trial. Tens of thousands of 

our youth have taken up arms not only in defense of our people but in the realization 
of these principles and human values. 

As member of a Party, which takes pride in upholding the principles of freedom, 

democracy and justice, we request you to: 

1. Condemn the fascist regime at Islamabad for enacting the most terrible human 
tragedy of the century; 

2. Urge for the unconditional release of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the undisputed 

and democratically elected leader of Bangladesh. 
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3. Demand withdrawal of West Pakistani occupation troops from Bangladesh; 

4. Ask Her Majesty's Government to stop all economic aid, except for 

humanitarian relief, to Pakistan that would tantamount to subsidizing and encouraging 
the military atrocities in Bangladesh; and 

5. Implore Her Majesty's Government to accord recognition to Bangladesh, the 

eighth largest nation of the world. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Published by the Steering Committee of the Action Committees for the People's Republic o! 

Bangladesh. 11 Goring Street, London E. C. 3. Tel 283 5526 and 283 3623. 
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SUPPORT BANGLADESH LIBERATION STRUGGLE 

The Central Committee of the Communist Party of East Pakistan (Bangladesh) 

has called on "all democratic, peace and freedom loving forces as well as the 
Communists of the world to raise their voices in support of the Government of 

Bangladesh." 

A statement from the central committee welcomed the declaration of the People's 

Democratic Republic of Bangladesh as "the only legally constituted Government of 

Bangladesh because it had been elected by the people." 

"Our Party appeals to all democratic, progressive and Socialist Governments of 

the world to recognize the newly formed Government of Bangladesh and to give it all 
possible help in repulsing the brutal aggression of the reactionary fascist ruling junta 

of Pakistan." 

“Our Party appeals to the newly formed Government to take initiative in uniting 

and mobilising all the fighting forces, political parties and mass organizations so that 

a broad and strong national united from may be formed against the aggressors." 

UNION'S APPEAL 

"We also appeal to the people and democratic forces of Baluchistan, Pathanland. 

Sindh and the Punjab to unequivocally support the Liberation struggle of Bangladesh 
and to continue their struggle for democracy and national rights," the Party added. 

The central committee was reported to have met somewhere in Bangladesh on 

April 18. 

Bangladesh Trade Union Centre-under the signatures of six major unions-has 
called for support for the new Government and appealed that it form a united front of 

workers and peasants movements. 

"We appeal to all trade union organizations of the world to give all possible 

support to the struggling people and Government of Bangladesh", the trade unions 

added. 

The Students Union of Bangladesh issued a call from somewhere in Bangladesh 

calling for recognition of the new Government and calling 011 Governments to give it 

all possible aid. 

STOP YAHYA 

In India the national council of the Communist Party of India has called on the 

Governments of the world to stop Yahya Khan's war against the people of 

Bangladesh. 
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The Party called on the Government of India to recognize the Government of 

Bangladesh and give all help including the supply of arms. 

"The Communist Party of India appeals to all governments of the world to 
recognize this Government and to give it all possible assistance," the council 

statement added. 
 

May 15 has been declared Bangladesh day and the Party is organizing rallies and 
collections for the people of Bangladesh. 

 
-Morning Star News Service. 

 

 
Published by: 
PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC FRONT OF BANGLADESH. 
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LIFE AND DEATH OF MILLIONS IS EVERYONE'S PROBLEM 

IN THE NAME OF THE 'INTEGRITY OF PAKISTAN': 

*Democratic right of the people of Bangladesh (formerly E. Pak.) snatched 

away. 

*'Awami League' representing 75 million people of Bangladesh outlawed. Its 

  leader declared enemy of the country. 

*University professors and teachers killed, dormitories shelled and students   

burned in their beds. 

*Set fire on hospitals, churches and temples. 

*Priest like Father Mario Veronese from Padua, were gunned down. 

*'BMS Mission Station turned into grim battlefield: 

When 'Radio Pakistan' reported that the situation was returning to normal the 
bullets were flying over our heads. Our compound with its three mission houses and 

complex of teachers' and servants' become a battlefield…..", says BMS missionary 
Alfred Lewis. 

(Baptist Times, April 29,197 I) 

*Millions of people killed in Bangladesh by W. Pakistani army and about 

  3,000,000 people had to take refuge in India. 

*W. Pakistan Govt. is trying to starve the country into submission. 

 

TO HIDE THE ATROCITIES: 

* International journalists were expelled. 

* International Red Cross was not allowed to enter into Bangladesh. 

* West Pak. Govt. dreamed up fictitious stories in order to distort the facts to 
     justify mass massacre for overseas consumption. 

 

!     ! !      ! 

DON'T BE A SILENT OBSERVER 

 

RAISE YOUR VOICE: 

-Suspend all the aid to West Pakistan until its ruler remove their troops 
from Bangladesh (East Bengal). 
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-Mount a massive international relief effort to reach all the areas of Bangladesh 

affected by famine, 

WRITE LEADING ARTICLES AND LETTERS  

TO THE NEWSPAPERS: 

 

-Express your sincere support and put pressure to your Govt. to recognize 

Bangladesh and save the millions. 

 

 

 

 

BANGLADESH ASSOCIATION SCOTLAND,  

15 Eldon St.. Glasgow C3. Tel: 041-339-6579. 
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SUPPORT 

THE MOVEMENT FOR THE LIBERATION OF 

BANGLADESH 

 

24 YEARS OF EXPLOITATION OF BANGLADESH BY 

WEST PAKISTAN 
 

                                                  BANGLADESH W. PAKISTAN 
Population 75 m ... 55 m 

Per capita income £ 15 ... £ 45 
Foreign exch. Earned 60% . .. 40% 

Budgetary expenditure 30% ... 70% 
Civil Service 20% ... 80% 

Pakistan Army 10% ... 90% 

Foreign Aid Allocation 20% ... 80% 

!         !          !          !          !          !          !          !                 ! 

 

BANGLADESH National Capital, Head Quarters of Army, Navy & Air Force, 

Central Govt. Offices, Head Offices of Banks and Insurance 

Companies are in West Pakistan which is separated from 

Bangladesh by 1,000 miles of Indian territory. 

 

DEC. 1970: First General Election National Assembly 

  Seats 
Awami League Party (Sk. Mujib) 167 

Pakistan Peoples Party (Bhutto) 81 

Other Parties 65 

         

Total 313 

 

MARCH 2, 1971: Pakistani President General Yahya Khan in collusion with 

W. Pakistani Leaders postponed the meeting of the National Assembly. 

 

MARCH 15-24, 1971: While Yahya and Bhutto were having political discussion 

with Mujib, troops were brought in from W. Pakistan to Bangladesh in order to 
suppress the demands for autonomy. 
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MARCH 25, 1971: Barbarious W. Pakistani Soldiers: 

 * Shelled dormitories of Dacca University at midnight, when students 

were in bed. Thousands of students were killed. 

 * Set fire on news paper offices and hospitals. 

* Used tanks and machine guns against unarmed people, and demolished 

the densely populated areas of the capital city. 

 * 7,000 people were killed in Dacca on that night.  

MARCH 26, 1971 

 * Awami League representing 75 million people outlawed. It's leader 
named 'Prime Minister' elect, month ago by Yahya branded as traitor. 

 * FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HISTORY MAJORITY PROVINCE WAS 

FORCED TO DECLARE INDEPENDENCE. 

 * TO HIDE THE ATROCITIES: W. Pakistani Government have expelled      

international journalists. 

 * Intellectuals and University Teachers are being killed (in Dacca 
University alone 50 teachers have been executed in front of their 

families) for enslaving 75 million Bengalees. 

 

MARCH 27,1971 onwards : 

 * International Red Cross was not allowed to enter into Bangladesh. 

 * W. Pakistani Army bombed, shelled and burned houses, and systematic 

killing of innocent civilians continues. 

 * Pakistan Govt. is trying to starve the country into submission. 

 

“AN ESTIMATED 3.000,000 PEOPLE KILLED BY W. PAKISTANI ARMY”. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

BANGLADESH ASSOCIATION SCOTLAND  

15. Eldon Sl. Glasgo C. 3. Tel. 041-339-6579 
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To: ALL THE HEADS OF STATE IN THE WORLD 

Dear Sir, 

The Carnage this is taking place in Dacca and indeed in Bangladesh is too well- 

known to be detailed. Burning bodies on beds of students and professors of Dacca 

University, destruction of cramped residential areas with rocket, gunning down 

unarmed individuals inside houses are open testimonies to premeditated murder 

tantamount to genocide. 

Machine-guns, tanks, bayonets, artillery, aircraft and whipped up racial hatred in 
the West Pakistan soldiers are being used to suppress the will of 76 million people of 

Bangladesh so unanimously expressed in the general election, the first one, in 
Pakistan in December 1970. Yahya Khan's 11 days talk has now been proved a 

conspiratorial trick to buy time and complete preparations for sudden thrust. The talks 

continued till half-past six in the evening. By half-past one the cities were put to 

blaze. The nature, purpose and magnitude of the thrust invoke the application of 

genocide convention (Article I-1V). 

Pakistan was created on the basis of Lahore Resolution (1940), which envisages 
independent, sovereign status to the federating units. But a united structure was 

clamped jettisoning the federal scheme. The concept of Pakistan is by gone. 

The Bengalis 55% of Pakistan population manifestly endorsed through admitted 

hundreds percent response the de-facto Government of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman since 

March 2nd Mujibur Rahman commanded an absolute majority in the National 

Assembly. These members were elected on a declared positive mandate. This 

provides the de-jure basis of Mujibur Rahman de-facto government. The declaration 

of independence on March 25th has made West Pakistani troop and occupation army. 

Despite hearing loss of life and property, the Liberation Army is controlling most 
parts of Bangladesh. Fighting is on in all the four cantonment cities. The people in 

Bangladesh shall continue this unfailing resolute struggle until the last soldier of this 
occupation army is ousted. 

We appeal to all Governments to recognize immediately the Peoples Republic of 

Bangladesh in accordance with article i (i) of the U.N. Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights 1966. 
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We appeal to all Governments of arms-supplying countries to impose immediate 

embargo on the use of their arms and artilleries against unarmed innocent civilians 

of independent Bangladesh and thus discharge this moral responsibility. 

We appeal to all people to strengthen their support and recognize the Republic of 

Bangladesh and stop the systematic decimation of a nation-the Bengalis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Action Committee, London, for the Peoples Republic of Bangladesh in the U. K. 

58 BERWICK STREET, W l.  

Telephone: 437 7111. 
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58, BERWICK STREET, 
LONDON WT 

Telephone: 437 7111 

The Chairman, 

The Peoples Republic of China. 

Through the Charge d' Affaires 

49 Portland Place, London Wl. 
 

Your Excellency, 

In the exercise of their right of self-determination, 75 million Bengalis are 
engaged in a protracted struggle against the West Pakistani troops. 

You are aware or the genocide-systematic preplanned decimation of the militant 

forces of Bangladesh. You are aware of the economic exploitation Bangladesh had 

been subjected to by the capitalist complex of West Pakistan since the inception. The 

imperialist ingredients are manifest in the economic policies pursued by Pakistan in 

relation to Bangladesh. The world Imperialism in its new role has been seen since the 

last World War to create intermediaries-second class partners in its bid to get new 

lease for exploitation. As a deliberate policy, the world Capitalism exports a 

substantial part of the Imperialist capital to these second rate partners only to be re-

exported in their bid to camouflage on their known Imperialist game. As a part of the 
same policy the world Imperialism instead of exploiting its Capital direct to 

Bangladesh allowed the West Pakistan capitalists to act as the intermediary 
construction within the world Capitalist structure and thus usurp Imperialist role 

before a training highest stage. 

The present struggle in Bangladesh though started as a ballot-box movement has 

now turned into a Peoples War. The Liberation struggle has already started to move to 

the villages and show signs of adoption classical guerilla tactics. 

The people of China have shown solidarity with Freedom fighters all over the 

world. You have supported the Palestinian Liberation Movement, the Basque 

Nationalist Movement. Your role and historic sacrifices in the Korean War, Vietnam 

War shall remain ever prominent in the minds of Freedom Fighters of today and 

tomorrow. 

We appeal to you to support the Peoples War of Bangladesh. We appeal to you to 

recognize Bangladesh to expedite stoppage of genocide still being carried on by the 
mercenary army of the West Pakistan capitalist clique. 

Action Committee, London, for the  

People's Republic of Bangladesh in U.K. 
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BANGLADESH: CIVIL WAR-INTERNAL CONFLICT? 

 

The independence of Bangladesh has been declared on March 25. There was no 

constitution on that date. So, the question of the violation of constitutional provisions 

does not arise. 

In the absence of any constitution, Pakistan is back to square one-the Lahore 
Resolution of 1940, the accepted legal basis for the creation of Pakistan. This 

Resolution accords "sovereign and independent” status to the component units, one of 
which was Bangladesh. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, with absolute majority in the National Assembly 

launched non-cooperation movement on March 2. Since that date till the declaration 

of independence, only his writs were valid with one hundred per cent response from 

the people, despite Yahya's Martial Law being in force. The writs included 

international trade, monetary and postal regulations. Yahya's government, like any 
other military government got recognition on de facto principle. This de facto basis in 

favor of Yahya's government ceased to exist in respect of Bangladesh on March 2, 
making room for the de facto rule of Mujibur Rahman to emerge and continue till the 

declaration of independence. This declaration (i) did put the de jure blanket over the 
de facto authority of Sheikh Mujib. And (ii) it turned the West Pakistan Army into a 

foreign occupation army. Once the existence of Bangladesh as a legally independent 
country, for any length of time is admitted, the alleged subsequent effective control 

cannot provide Yahya Khan with any sanction derived from de facto principle. Yahya 

government is aware of the unassailable force of this contention and had been falsely 

insisting that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was arrested half an hour before the declaration 

of independence. 

Reported 100,000 strong Yahya's army in Bangladesh do not have a single 

Bengali. The Bengalis are 56% of Pakistan's population. Bangladesh military 

personnel are either under arrest or have joined the liberation army. Thus Yahya's 

army in Bangladesh is not a federal army; consequently its rule is not a federal one. 

The term civil war means aimed conflict between opposing groups of the same 

nationality within the same country. Since the Bengalis are a distinct nation and their 

armed participation on Yahya's side is nil the events in Bangladesh do not constitute a 

civil war either by definition or by example. 

The universal Declaration of Human Rights is to be obeyed. Clause 21 (3) reads, 

"the will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government; this shall be 
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expressed in periodic and genuine elections……This will of the people of Bangladesh 

was unanimously expressed in the December election and has further been reassessed 

during March 2 to 25. An important casualty of the genocide in Bangladesh is 

democracy. 

The happenings in Bangladesh are neither a civil war nor an internal conflict. To 
characterize it so is to deny facts and add fresh and further testimony to the dictum of 

Mao Tse Tung that political power flows out of the barrel of a gun. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

PUBLISHED BY ACTION COMMITTEE, LONDON, FOR THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF 

BANGLADESH IN U. K.. 58 BERWICK STREET, LONDON W 1. 
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ECONOMIC AID OR BULLETS? 

 

Hundreds of letters are piling up everyday telling the most terrifying stories of the 

new wave of genocide in Bangladesh. Countryside has been converted into the main 

target at present. Villages after villages are being burnt and bombed. The villagers are 

being usually lined up and gunned down. West Pakistan troops are conducting house 

to house search and picking up young men between 15 to 25. These men never go 

back home. The troops don't have either the food or the accommodation to keep these 

people under custody. They adopt the most straightforward policy with regard to these 

persons: extermination. 

In order to gun down the population of the outlying districts on river banks the 

troops are using 400 speed boats fitted with machine guns. These speed boats have 

been loaned by foreign countries for relief work. Yahya's envoy is touring the world 

in search for more boats. 

The reserve of West Pakistan government was £93m on March 25. It is now nil 

today. This whole amount supposed to have been used for economic development has 
been spent on genocide. The cost for Yahya's troops in Bangladesh is £ 1 m a day. 

Yahya's chief economic adviser met Sir Alec the other day and asked for more 

economic aid. This aid, in all probability, will be used for military purposes. And then 

again this aid win enable West Pakistan economy to release further resources 

earmarked for economic development to diverted to military purposes. 

The aid is your money, you who are the taxpayers. Will you allow your money to 

be turned into bullets for killing innocent and unarmed people? Would you want to be 

a party to this genocide? 

 

RISE UP SPEAK OUR LOBBY YOUR MP 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Action Committee, London for the People s Republic of Bangladesh in UK. 58. Berwick Street,. 

London WI 
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RECOGNISE AND SUPPORT BANGLADESH 

 
We the people of Bangladesh, resident in Great Britain, on behalf of the people 

and the Government of the Republic of Bangladesh, appeal to the people, and 
Governments of the world, to immediately' recognize and support 'BANGLADESH'. 

 

We are fighting not only for our freedom and independence but also for our 

very survival, and we ask for your help in our struggle for independence! 
 

When Pakistan was formed 23 years ago, the people of East and West agreed to 

form a federation with full autonomy to both provinces, in accordance with the 

Lahore Resolution. 

 

The peoples of East Bengal 'Strove for Pakistan' with a sense of faith and 

brotherhood, to their utter dismay all they received in return was inhuman oppression 

and naked exploitation! For 23 years our people have been kept in poverty to provide 

profits and wealth for the West Pakistan ruling classes. 

 

For the last 12 years, the military and their supporters, have suppressed us 

by force, banned our political parties and put our leaders behind bars. 

 

When the people of Bangladesh voted last year, in the first-frce-General Election 
in Pakistan, 98% voted for freedom from the tyranny of the West Pakistan rulers. The 

Awami League won 70% of the seats in National Parliament, giving them an absolute 
majority!! 

 
The West Pakistan Army in violation of all democratic principles overthrew the 

democratically elected Government by invading Bangladesh. With their far superior 
and modern weapons of war-they systematically murdered our Teachers-Students-

Doctors- Lawyers and Religious and Political leaders. With the use of tanks-bombers 

artillery and machine guns they have killed many thousands of our innocent unarmed 

men, women and children. 

 

If blood is the price of freedom, then Bangladesh has overpaid!!! 

 

If any man or any Government believes in freedom, then this is the moment to 

prove their solidarity with the freedom loving, struggling peoples of Bangladesh!! 

 

If the united nations really stands for human rights and freedom, then now is the 

time to implement one of it's own basic charters, that of the "right of all peoples to 

self- determination". 
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We plead the cause of Bangladesh, to all the people of the world- our people 

will fight to their last drop of blood or until the last of the foreign occupying 

force is driven out. 

When Britain stood alone in the dark days of the early 1940's, we did not hesitate 
to fight alongside you then-do not desert us now!!! 

 
Let your voice be heard now, so that the peoples of Bangladesh will know that 

they are not deserted and friendless!!! 
 

 
 

Bangladesh Action Committee 

52 Wordsworth road, 

Small Heath, 

Birmingham 10 

021-773 1456. 
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BANGLADESH-A LAND OF A THOUSAND "MY-LALS". 

 

One My-Lai in South Vietnam shook the whole world. 

"But My-Lai is happening everyday in Bangladesh" a British MP observed as 

reported by Reuter. 

Men and women are lined up and then machine gunned. Babies are bayoneted 

lest those orphans should grow up with anti-Pakistan feeling. Cities and Villages are 

being flattened day after day. 

Friends, we remember with gratitude how you moved the whole world to help the 

cyclones victims of Bangladesh, while the Pakistan Government enriched by the 

foreign exchange earned by Bangladesh was almost callous and dubious. 

Will you not prove again that you cannot remain unconcerned while thousands 

perish and millions anguish? 

No power whatever big it may be can forever suppress the eighth largest nation 

of the world. 

But your love for humanity, justice and democracy may stop this present 

holocaust and monumental human misery. So, raise your voice against the new Hitler 

of Pakistan. 

Press your Government to boycott tyrannical and racialist Pakistan economically, 
politically and militarily. 

Want to know why foreign journalists and even the Red Cross teams are not 

allowed to go to Bangladesh. 

 

ASK YOUR GOVERNMENT TO RECOGNISE BANGLADESH. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Issued by the Action Committee for Bangladesh in North and North-West London, 33 Dagmar Road. 

N. 22 

Tel: 485 2379, 889 4474. 
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BANGLADESH TODAY!             BANGLADESH TODAY! 
 

BANGLADESH TODAY! 
 

The outside world has no means to know what is going on inside Bangladesh. 

Yahya's military Government has expelled all foreign journalists from the country, 

quarantined foreign diplomats inside and has cut all telecommunications with the rest 

of the world. The Red Cross aid has been refused and its men have been turned out 

from Karachi Air port. All local newspaper reports are censored and the newspaper 

proprietors are forced at the point of bayonet to write reports in favor of the army. In 

short, the whole of 55 thousand sq. miles of Bangladesh has been turned into a vast 

concentration camp where unarmed and innocent men, women and children are being 

meticulously massacred, cities and villages arc being bombed, burnt and destroyed. 

All these savageries far surpassing that of the Huns of history are being carried 
out by military dictator Yahya Khan in the name of God, not because that the 75 

million people of Bangladesh are godless, but because they wanted justice from him. 

They wanted to stop the exploitation of the majority people of Bangladesh by the 

industrio-military clique of the minority people of West Pakistan. They wanted that 

Yahya, as he promised before the election in December, 1970, should transfer power 

to Sheikh Mujibur Rahman whose party, Awami League, turned out to be the absolute 

majority Party in last election. But Yahya was not ready to transfer power to 

Bangladesh which never happened to enjoy power since the creation of Pakistan in 

1947. To the estimation of the ruling classes of West Pakistan, the Bengalis are born 

to be ruled, not to rule on the basis of equality. 

Hence, in order to preserve the West Pakistan domination, Yahya created a 

political crisis by abruptly and unilaterally postponing the Constituent Assembly for 

indefinite period. And to solve his self-created crisis he arrested Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman and his leading followers, ordered his 80 thousand West Pakistani troops in 

occupation of Bangladesh to kill and maim the politicians, professors, students, 

lawyers and all other unarmed civilians including women and children. 

By committing such medieval savagery Yahya has outraged the conscience of the 

world and has forfeited his right to sit with the civilized community of nations. This is 
the time for the conscientious world to speak and force him to stop his crime against 

humanity. 

LONG LIVE BANGLADESH 

 

 
Issued by the Action Committee for Bangladesh in North and North-West London, 

33 Dagmar Road. London, N. 22. Tel. 485 2379, 889 4474. 
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PRESS CONSPIRACY AIDS YAHYA KHAN 
 

THE SUNDAY TIMES last weekend carried an astonishing report from Pakistan. 

It revealed details of a hitherto unreported mutiny in the West Pakistan Army during 
the recent battles. 

The report said; 'Ten days of piecing together the details in East Pakistan have 

revealed a huge and almost successful mutiny in the Pakistan Army and the brutal 

massacre of thousands of non-Bengali men, women and children'. (Our emphasis) 

It was the Pakistan Army's quick reflexes, tighter discipline and better leadership 

which saved it from the mutineers on that bloody Thursday and Friday ' 

An interesting story, But the reports of massacres on non-Bengalis in Bangladesh 

arc wholly inaccurate. The author of this report is Anthony Mascarenhas, news editor 
of the Karachi 'Morning News', the pro-government newspaper which actually 

receives subsidies from the government. The 'Sunday Times' carefully avoided 
mentioning this thus giving the impression that the report was entirely unbiased and 

objective. But while the 'Sunday Times' was busy publishing propaganda from the 

Pakistan Government, it was giving a frosty reception to Mr. Bruce Douglas-Mann, 

the new labor MP for N. Paddington. He has just returned from an on-the-spot tour of 

Bangladesh and offered an article on the situation to the ' Sunday Times". Lord 

Thomson's men declined the article. 

On May 14 Mr. Douglas-Mann's emergency motion on the Bangladesh struggle 

will be debated in the Commons. It is hoped that he takes the opportunity to reveal the 
press conspiracy in this country to hide the facts of the situation. 

 

WORKERS PRESS. Thursday, May 6, 1971. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

BANGLADESH ASSOCIATION, SCOTLAND.  
1.5 Eldon Street, (Ground Left)  

Glasgow. C 3. 
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BANGLADESH FIGHTS FOR FREEDOM 

Published by:-Bangladesh Action Committee in Great Britain, 

68A Streatham High Road, London, S. W. 16. 
Telephone: 01-769 4690. 

 

FOREWORD 

 
This booklet, although very short, will give an idea about the political domination 

and economic exploitation of East Bengal by West Pakistan. 
 

The tie-religion-which held the two wings together has completely broken down 

by the unprecedented massacre of human lives by the army of West Pakistan 

commencing on the night of March 25, 197 L 

 

The mass killing has made it clear that the only way to bring an end to economic 

exploitation and political domination is to struggle for the liberation of Bangladesh. 

The 75 million people of Bangladesh are now engaged in that great battle. 

 

A. S. Chowdhury, 

Vice-Chancellor, University of Dacca, 

Judge, High Court, Dacca. 

8 th May, 1971. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BANGLADESH FIGHTS FOR FREEDOM 
 

PAKISTAN was founded in 1947 amid communal strife between Muslims and 

Hindus. The two wings of Pakistan were carved but of the Indian sub-continent and 

ever since then its history has been scarred by regional tension. 

 

Under the caption the "Second Flood of East Pakistan", the Sunday Times, 

London wrote: "The current tragedy in Pakistan is the logical end of the process that 

began with the dissolution of British India 25 years ago. In insisting then on the 

creation of a separate and specifically Muslim State the late Mr. Jinnah and his 

colleagues of the Muslim League gave birth to a pantomime horse-a nation divided by 

culture, language and thousand miles of hostile Indian territory and, stitched together 

solely by the thread of Islam." 
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Edward S. Mason, an American Professor of Harvard University, has recently said 

"the independence of East Pakistan is inevitable. What started as a movement for 

economic autonomy within the framework of a united Pakistan has been irrevocably 
transformed by the wholesale slaughter of East Pakistani civilians into a movement 

that sooner or later will produce an independent East Pakistan-"BANGLADESH '-is a 
matter of time." This paper in brief traces the history of Pakistan and discusses the 

cultural, linguistic and social background and principally the economic and politics of 
the two wings are at the heart of the present conflict. 

Pakistan was born on religious sentiment and after the birth the sentiment was 

cherished to be kept alive. There is one thousand miles of Indian Territory between 

East and West Pakistan. Both are Muslims, but otherwise they are similar as Portugal 

and Poland. As early as 1949 Richard Simonds, in his "The Making of Pakistan", 

observed, "the place of E. Bengal in Pakistan is the least easy of all the provinces to 
assess, and its future the most difficult to foresee. "The west is dry where the camel is 

the main means of transport of tall men with high cheek-bones, turbans and baggy 
trousers, the East where in the rains transport from village to village and house to 

house is by boat where men are short and wear bright check lungis. West Pakistan is 
oriented towards the Middle East, East Pakistan is irrevocably part of South East 

Asia." The Bengalis have different language, dress, diet and way of life from the West 
Pakistan and it was the Economist of London which quite correctly observed: "East 

Pakistan speaks Bengali, which-the difference from Urdu apart-means that its people 

belong to the most articulate, most politically conscious and most permanently 

disgruntled group in the sub-continent." 

These factors, therefore, show that the two pillars of Pakistan, East and West, were 

not fixed on the solid ground of nationalism but on the sands of religious sentiment. 
Ever since the birth of Pakistan the ruling class of West Pakistan thought that so long 

as people could be kept in a clamorous state of sentimentality they had a fair chance 
of exploitation of the Bengalis. The seed of exploitation and autocratic rule was sown 

in the ground of political history of Pakistan by the so-called father of the nation Mr. 
Jinnah. Mr. Jinnah became the first Governor General and later assumed the other 

highest posts of the State simultaneously-the Presidency of the ruling Muslim League 

Party and the Presidency of the Constituent Assembly. This is unprecedented in the 

history of a democratic country of any shade. "It was a question of time that the "Pater 

familiar of Roman Society would bring discontent in the family; for the existence of 

his absolute authority in the 20th century in Pakistan it was inevitable that a chaos 

would follow and this undemocratic- show would perpetuate further undemocratic 

developments." So long as he was alive, he dictated his policies without having any 

regard to people's opinion. 

Addressing the Dacca University Convocation on 24th March 1948, Mr. Jinnah 
made it clear that "in Pakistan there shall be one State Language and that shall be 

Urdu." This was very very undemocratic as the majority of the people of Pakistan 

speak Bengali, one of the richest languages of the Indo-Pakistan sub-Continent. He 

also hinted that the language controversy had been fomented by the "Fifth 

Columnists". This political domination was followed soon by the economic 

exploitation of East Pakistan by the West. The West wing is also aware that without 

Bengal's revenue their military machine 
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would collapse like a punctured balloon. Hence the cries of "Pakistan in Danger," 

"Islam in Danger". East Pakistanis do not believe that West Pakistan has the 

monopoly of either Islam or patriotism. In their own way they are adding a new 
dimension of Islam just as Turks, Egyptians, Algerians and Palestinians have done. 

Economic Exploitation 

Robert Dorfman, an economist at Harvard University, has said "the fact of large 

and widening gap in the average standard of living between the two regions of 
Pakistan is incontestable. Even the West Pakistan dominated Government admits that 

the average East Pakistani must make do with barely two-thirds the average income in 
the West, and he faces higher prices too. The income disparity is largely the result of a 

systematic subordination of the interests of the Eastern region to those of the West, 

specially the East Pakistan's charge that allocation of foreign exchange-both that 

earned by the export of East Pakistan's jute and that provided by foreign aid 

disproportionately favors West Pakistan; that allocation of domestic investment 

reinforces the income disparity-and that high tariffs and import quotas raise prices to 

East Pakistanis in order to provide profit and jobs in West Pakistan". The Economist 

continues "We believe that in the main the facts support these charges." 

 

Since 1952 Pakistan has been a major recipient of foreign aid, especially from 

Britain, the United States, France and China, the bulk of which has been used to 

support industrialization of West Pakistan, with only a handful of projects undertaken 

in East Pakistan, and even these are owned by West Pakistani industrialists. In 1959-

60, the per capita income in West Pakistan was 32 per cent higher than in the East. 
Over the next ten years the annual rate of growth of income of West Pakistan was 62 

% while it was only 4.2 % in East Pakistan. As a result, by 1969-70 the per capita 
income of the West was 61% higher than in the East. East Pakistan's foreign trade 

earnings are diverted to finance imports for West Pakistan and specifically, tariffs, 
import controls and industrial licensing compel East Pakistan to purchase 

commodities from West Pakistan which, but for the controls, they could obtain more 
cheaply in world markets. To quote the London Times of 20th October 1970: "At the 

moment East Pakistan buys its coal from China at a prohibited price of 172 rupees a 

ton. This is one of the main reasons why East Pakistan's only steel mill is running at a 

huge loss. Yet coal imported from West Bengal across the border would only cost 50 

rupees a ton. East Pakistan would also able to export its main commodities, fish and 

low grade jute, to eager markets and starved milts of West Bengal." 

Another classic economic exploitation of the East by the Central Government of 

Pakistan is in the public investment sector. With 60% of the total population East 
Pakistan's share of central government development expenditure has been as low as 

20% during 1950-55, attaining a peak of 36% during the Third Five Year Plan period 
1955-66- 1969-70. East Pakistan has received an even smaller share of private 

investment, less than 2.5%. 

The tidal wave of five months ago has taken its toll in East Pakistan. Nearly a 

million Bengali lives have been lost. No power on earth can stop natural disaster but 
the 
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monumental inefficiency of the West Pakistan leadership in handling the relief 

operation is unforgivable. As early as 1937, Subhash Chandra Bose had suggested a 

260 mile long coastal dam with a six-lane traffic way for controlling floods, boosting 

trade and commerce, generating electricity and reclaiming land for cultivation. Such 

projects have been undertaken by mutually hostile powers in Europe and by West 

Pakistan and India. There is no reason why it cannot be done by East Pakistan and 

West Bengal. 

The sub-continent is laced with mighty mountains. There is no dirth of rocks and 

boulders. Bengalis are eager to work. There is no dirth of labor; all that is needed is 
leadership. This can only be provided for by the Bengalis who from time immemorial 

have lived with the cruel sea and the uncontrolled rivers. The proposed dam will not 

only electrify the economy of the entire region but also generate hope for the future 

which poverty-stricken Bengalis are rather good at harnessing for their cause. 

Recently a Western diplomat in Dacca said: "If the civilization collapses, the process 

will start here in Bengal" The collapse can be prevented by the coastal dam. Nothing 

else can. The Bengalis have repeatedly been told by the West Pakistan ruling class 

that annual floods, it’s devastating tidal bore and its drought are the acts of God 

whereas in the West the recent Indus Basin Project has made the deserted regions the 

most fertile lands, along with her fight against water logging. 

Ninety per cent of the Pakistan army comes from West Pakistan. The huge 

national expenditure on the army maintenance adds about 75% to the advantage of the 

people there; its fall-out in West Pakistan and deprivation of the East has been 

unscrupulously maintained all these years. This is an avaricious policy of sacrificing 

the majority interest at the altar of the soldiers which has necessitated a policy of 

keeping some external problems alive such as Kashmir. It is an unwritten policy of 

the Pakistanis Defense Department that no Bengali should hold the office of C-in-C 

either in the Army. Air Force or Navy and the brilliant Bengali officers are forced to 

retire as Major or Lt. Colonel and given posts in the semi-Governmental institutions. 

All the three headquarters of army, navy and air force are situated in West Pakistan 

including major military installations which show that the West wanted a militarily 

strong Pakistan to the exclusion of East Pakistan. It is a blatant example of, keeping 

East Pakistan weak so that the West wing could rule it perpetually as a colony. To say 

that Bengalis are not a martial race is a travesty of truth. For the Bengal Regiment 
fought courageously and well against India in 1965 in the Lahore sector. Even now 

they are fighting the well-trained and. well- armed West Pakistani Army with hardly 
any weapons to fight with. 

Lahore Resolution & the Six Points 

In 1966 Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the undisputed leader of Bengal, had produced 

his Six Point Programme, a detailed elaboration on the call for East Bengal' autonomy 
first raised at the Dacca mass meeting in 1953. It was meant for emancipating the 

neglected people of Bengal and was actually based on the Lahore resolution of 1940 

of the Muslim League which gets the credit for fathering Pakistan. The resolution was 

passed seven years before the partition of India. It endorsed that the constituent 

provinces of Pakistan should enjoy the fullest autonomy. The heart of his demands 

was a federal constitution that would give federal government control of nothing but 

foreign affair and defense- 
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and even the two federating States would be entitled to raise their "Territorial’s" and 

make their own agreements on foreign trade. 

In March 1966 while visiting East Pakistan President Ayub Khan said that he 
considered Sheikh's Six Points as a threat of secession and warned he would rather 

fight a civil war like they did in the United States then concede. Sheikh was 
immediately arrested and the majority of the foreign press ignored the event. To 

Bengalis his arrest-the fourth of his career-confined him as a martyr. In the notorious 
Agartala Conspiracy Case which was engineered by President Ayub Khan and the 

ruling clique, Mujib was brought to trial with 35 others. It was alleged against them 
that led by the Sheikh, they had conspired with Indian accomplices to organise a 

mutiny to over-throw the Ayub regime. There was not a grain of truth in this 

allegation and for want of evidence the trial ended inconclusively in Mujib's favor and 

he with others were freed except one who was shot in prison. The object of this trial 

was to discredit Mujib and his leadership by creating a misapprehension among the 

East Bengalis that what he was really demanding was not autonomy but virtual 

secession. However, the Pakistan Government's scheme proved to be a dismal failure. 

President Ayub stood thoroughly discredited. 

This trial reveals two very important points about the psychology of West 

Pakistan's ruling class, one-they have no political education to run a country, 
fundamentally unscrupulous and capable of doing anything which is inconceivable in 

a modern society; secondly, they always held Bengalis in suspicion and any popular 

outburst in tile East was thwarted as being the instigation of communists or of India. 

The Present Crisis 

In the recent election in December last tile Sheikh and his Party, the Awami 

League, won 167 seats of the 169 in the National Constitutional Assembly which 

were allotted to East Pakistan. His party got a clear majority-in fact absolute majority-

in a Chamber of 313. The newly elected National Assembly of Pakistan Was 

supposed to meet on 3
rd

 March. The West Pakistani leader Zulfikar Ali Bhutto with 

his 83 members demanded that control of trade and aid should remain in the hands of 

the Central Government. When Sheikh Mujib refused to compromise on these 

instruments of past economic exploitation. Bhutto refused to attend the Assembly and 

with the advice of Bhutto and other military hawks President Yahya Khan postponed 

the Assembly indefinitely. 

Bhutto won the election on the slogan "Thousand Years’ War Against India". The 

Sheikh won the election on his famous Six Points. This means autonomy for Bengalis 

while West Pakistan, would, have the portfolios of defense, foreign and finance 

affairs. It has been reported that "Groups of Baluchis, Pathans and Sindhis marched 

through the streets of Karachi on 4th March in support of East Pakistan." That leaves 

only the province of West Punjab whose people control all the high positions in 

Pakistan and there is the rub. To Mr. Bhutto and the West Punjabis Pakistan becomes 

meaningless without "Thousand Years War Against India" and without foreign 

exchange earned by 78 millions Bengalis, West Punjab can wage no war. 

The Kashmir dispute and the Regional Corporation and Development a pact 

between Turkey, Iran and Pakistan-have furthered the economic prosperity of the 

Western region 
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to the detriment of East Pakistan's economy David Holden, of Sunday Times of 

London, has rightly said: "The perennial Pakistan battle over Kashmir held no 

emotion over them (Bengalis) yet it consumed the states revenues in military 

expenditure of which Bengal contributed the lion's share." Commenting on Kashmir 

the Guardian said recently: "Pakistan alleges that India holds the Pakistani loving 

Kashmiris in check by steely repression. It is most ludicrous of cases now, as the junta 

of Islamabad openly exercises just such repressions on 75 million bonafide Pakistanis. 

The United Nations will surely collapse in bitter laughter if Kashmir comes up again. 

The issue is as dead as the students of Dacca University." 

The arbitrary postponement of National Assembly by Yahya Khan brought 

protests and processions all over Bengal 011 1st March, which the military decided to 

control by force. Nearly 2000 innocent democratic loving sons of Bengal lost their 

lives; despite this bloody massacre the Awami League refrained from declaring 

independence. Instead they carried on non-violent non-cooperation. It was first time 

in the history of the world when at the call of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman-the leader of 

the political party which was outside the government-the whole governmental 

administration of East Pakistan defied the Central Government and transferred its 

allegiance to him. It was such a complete non- cooperation that even the movements 

led by Mahatma Gandhi never achieved this degree of unity, solidarity and spirit of 

dedication among the people. At this time it was a proven fact that he never wanted to 

secede from Pakistan, "his preparedness for negotiation and commitment to the unity 

of Pakistan was demonstrated by his continuation of talks for the next two weeks 

despite the well-advertised influx of West Pakistan troops." 

What President Yahya was doing was to reinforce his army in East Pakistan and 

was never negotiating with Mujib in good faith. During the talks, he said publicly 011 

several occasions that he was satisfied; he went back to Islamabad on 25th March and 

called Sheikh Mujib, the future Prime Minister of Pakistan, a traitor. He outlawed his 

party and unleashed reign of terror on the night of Thursday 25th March 1971 which 

has not been seen since the Turkish massacre of Armenian Christian and Hitler's 

extermination of Jewish people. 

On March 25 Bangladesh shrieked with horror. Blood flowed through the streets 

like a flood flowing after a torrential rain. Men, women and children ran in panic. 

Their screams echoed in the sky. Their cries then silenced by the rattle of automatic 

weapons and salvoes of guns. Thousand upon thousand were killed. Human bodies 

lay and rotted on the road under the fierce tropical sun. The world read the news of 

the massacre and saw it on the television screen-thanks to the indomitable courage of 

a few brave journalists who escaped the net of the Pakistan Army. Did the world feel 

shocked? Did it feel dismayed? Whatever their reaction was, it will never be known to 

the innumerable victims in Bangladesh. Horrified eye witnesses described in gory 

detail the savage killings and atrocities committed by the West Pakistani military 

machine. Newspapers in East Pakistan were completely gagged-if their offices were 

not already blown to pieces by cannonade. Foreign journalists were harassed, 

searched, subjected to indignities and eventually expelled. A British woman asked a 
Pakistani officer, "Why did you have to kill the children?" The officer answered back 

"As orphans they will grow up to hate West Pakistan". The West Pakistani Army was 
making sure that the truth did not reach the outside world. 
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FACT SHEET-9 

 

BANGLADESH MEN IN WORLD PEACE CONFERENCE 

The Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh was officially 

represented in the 4th World Peace Conference held in Budapest, Hungary (May 13-
1.6). The official delegation which was led by Mr. M. A. Samad, an elected member 

of the National Assembly and Roving Ambassador for the Republic of Bangladesh, 
included Mr. Dewan Mahbub Ali, Joint Secretary of the National Awami Party; Dr. 

Sarwar Ali and Mr. Wali Ashraf, an Executive Member of the Bangladesh Students' 
Action Committee in U.K. 

 

WE ARE AT WAR 

Thanking the Organizers for inviting the delegation from People's Republic of 
Bangladesh, Mr. Samad, the leader of the delegation, declared that his country was at 

war. Pointing out the brutal genocide he said, "Bangladesh is an independent state 
today and a new nation of 75 million people. You have heard the stories of the 

genocide and atrocities that have been going on for the last one and a half months 
through newspapers and other means of communication." Referring to the 23 year 

history of exploitation we said, "Pakistan came into being on the basis of Principles 
laid down in the Lahore Resolution of 1940 passed at the annual conference of the All 

India Muslim League. The people of Bangladesh sacrificed most to achieve 

independence from the British Colonial rulers. The aspiration of the people of 

Bangladesh had its sources from the above- mentioned Resolution which guaranteed 

the creation of a confederation of autonomous and sovereign states consisting of 

Muslim majority areas in India. Independence was materialized on 14th August, 1947. 

but the power was vested in the hands of the few West Pakistanis to rule the whole of 

Pakistan. Since then the days of oppression and exploitation began. Bangladesh 

turned into nothing but a colony and jute, cultivated by the toiling masses of 

Bangladesh, was the main source of foreign exchange earnings and constituted 70% 

of the total earnings of Pakistan along with tea, hides and skin. But the 

earnings were hardly used for our own development. The per capita income of West 

Pakistan increased three times compared to that of the people residing in Bangladesh". 

Explaining the last election and subsequent happenings he said, "General Yahya 

Khan obliged Mr. Bhutto and the Generals by postponing the Assembly. The reaction 

of the postponement in Bangladesh was inevitable and spontaneous and throughout 

the land people took to the streets to record their protests at this arbitrary act. People 

now felt sure that Yahya never intended to transfer power and was making a mockery 

of democracy. Sheikh Mujib, however, continued to seek a political settlement". 
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Mr. Samad briefly explained how the Generals Were preparing for the first night 

of horror while General Yahya was but spending times in the name of negotiation. He 

said, " While negotiations were not yet declared to be complete, on 25th March at 

about 11 p.m. Yahya Khan committed an act of treachery that has no parallel in 

human history. A well- trained and mechanized army of West Pakistan clamped down 

over the weak and unarmed civilians. Without any warning or curfew, tanks, mortars, 

artillery, machine guns and rockets were indiscriminately used to kill the innocent 

people. The approximate number of people killed on the first two nights in and around 

Dacca is estimated to be 100,000. There are thousands of incidents of rape, loot and 

arson, I can describe to you Ladies and Gentlemen, that you would feel yourselves to 

be sitting here purportedly holding a conference for peace". 

Mr. Samad said that the Bengalis however accepted this challenge of war. "The 

Liberation Forces have allowed the West Pakistan troops to extend as much as they 

can only to surround them and fight them out at times and place of their own choice". 

Mr. Samad made it clear that the West Pakistan army was nothing but an 
occupation army and that they had no popular support at all. 

 

MEMBERS CONDEMN ATROCITIES 

The Conference, which was attended by more than 800 members from 124 

countries, unanimously condemned the atrocities and genocide in Bangladesh by the 

West Pakistan Army. The World Peace Council expressed their solidarity with the 

people of Bangladesh struggling for their liberation. The Council also awarded the 

LAMBRAKIS Medal to the people of Bangladesh for their heroic struggle for self-
determination. 

A message from Maulana Bhasani, chief of the National Awami Party was also 

sent to the Conference. 

 

ROVING AMBASSADOR ON TOUR. 

Mr. M. A. Samad the Roving Ambassador to the Government of Bangladesh is 
now on a round the World tour. He had already met the members of the Hungarian 

Government and discussed about the Bangladesh situation. He will very soon meet 
Mr. Podgorny, the Soviet President. On conclusion of his East European tour he is 

expected to pay a visit to the U. K. 

o o o o o o o o o 

 

COMMONS MOTION 

The House of Commons passed a Motion unanimously on the 14th May, 1971. 

Introducing the Motion, Mr. Bruce Douglas Man, M.P. said. "That this house, deeply 

concerned by the killing and destruction which has taken place in East Pakistan and 

the possible threat of food shortage later this year calls upon Her Majesty's 

Government to use their influence to secure an end to the strife, the admission of the 

United, Nations and other international relief organizations, and achievement of a 

political settlement which will respect the democratic right of the people of Pakistan." 
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Expressing the nature and extent of the tragedy he said, " ..........But the lowest 

independent estimates start 100,000, and many estimators are that over a million have 

died already". 

Describing his own experience about the huge magnitude of refugees who were 

compelled to flee to India he said"... In circumstances in which the space where the 
camps are situated are likely to be flooded in the near future." He added, "The food in 

camp was in adequate but that food is costing Indian Govt. one Rupee per head per 
day." 

Describing his tour inside Bangladesh, despite Indian concern he said, "Time and 

again we heard the same story. Troops of the West Pakistan military authorities had 

entered the village, which had not then been defended, had shot the men in the fields, 

killed the women and children and then having killed a great number of people from 

the village, had burnt it down and left." 

 

He further added, “The third point is that the scale of killing and hatred is such 
that Pakistan as a single state is now dead. 

 

JUSTICE CHOWDHURY SPEAKS IN HYDE PARK 

After the House rose for the day Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury the Chief 

Adviser to the Central Steering Committee and Rt. Hon. John Stone house, M. P. 

addressed a mass meeting in Hyde Park Speakers Corner, which was attended by 

more than two thousand Bengalis. The meeting was arranged by the Students' Action 

Committee and that was Justice Chowdhury's first public speech where he described 
details of the Common Motion. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Issued and distributed by BANGLADESH STUDENTS' ACTION COMMITTEE  

35 Gamages Building, 120 Holborn, London, E. C. 1.  

Tel. 405-5916 (office hours)  

673-5720 
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BANGLADESH STUDENTS ACTION COMMITTEE IN GREAT BRITAIN 

35 Gamage Building 

120 Holborn, London ECI 

Phone- 01-405 5917 

------------------ 
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Telephone: 01-283 3622/3 

 

Action Committee for the People's Republic of Bangladesh in U.K. 

11 Goring Street, London, E. C. 3. 

 

Dear Mr. Samad, 

I am leaving London suddenly. I hope to return by the time you reach London. In 
my absence, you may fully take into confidence Mr. Azizul Huq Bhuia, Convener of 

the Steering Committee and Mr. Mannan, a member of the Steering Committee. Both 
of them are most dedicated workers and I have left all instructions with them to carry 

on with the work. 

 

With profound regards. 
A. Samad, M.N.A. 

A.S. Choudliury. 
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MISSION OF THE PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 
 

9-CIRCUS AVENUE       ������ �������	 ��	� 

CALCUTTA-I7       �,���� �� � ��!��" 

�����#�-$% 

May 24, 1971 

 

No. B-5/4/71. 

 

Mr. M. A. Razzak Choudhury.  

6, Britannia Road,  
South Sea (U.K.). 

 

Dear Sir, 

Kindly refer to your letter dated May 16, 1971 addressed to Mr. M. Hossain Ali, 
Head of Mission of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, Calcutta. 

The Head of the Mission conveys his thanks to you and the Bengali community 

residing in the U.K. for the support to the cause of Bangladesh. The people of 

Bangladesh are engaged in a fierce battle with the invading Pakistani troops and 

require substantial help to liberate Bangladesh. We would, therefore, request you to 

mobilize all available resources to achieve our common goal. 

You will be happy to learn that we have opened a bank account in London in the 

following name:— 

Bangladesh Fund, A/C No. 007-866-30, 

Hambros Bank, 41, Bishop's Gate, London E. C. 3. 

The names of the Trustees for the account are Right Hon'ble John Stonehouse 

MP, Mr. Donald Hesworth and Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury, Vice-Chancellor 
of the University of Dacca. Kindly deposit all contributions collected for Bangladesh, 

in this account under intimation to the Trustees. Funds from this account will be 

drawn by the Government of Bangladesh from time to time for utilization in the cause 

of Bangladesh. 

Mr. Mohammad A. Samad elected member of the National Assembly and leader 

of Bangladesh delegation to the World Peace Conference at Budapest will visit 
London shortly on a mission from the Government of Bangladesh. You are advised to 

please keep in touch with Mr. Justice A. S. Chowdhury at present in London, about 
Mr. Samad's 
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arrival and programme. Mr. Chowdhury's office address is 11, Goring street. 

London, E.G. 2. Telephone: 283-36232, 283-35526. 

Mr. Chowdhury has been appointed by the Acting President of Bangladesh as the 
country's Representative at the United Nations Organisation. He has also been 

authorized to coordinate the organizations formed in different parts of the U. K. and 
Continent to raise funds and to mobilize support in favor of Bangladesh. We hope you 

will extend to him all possible help and co-operation which will further the cause of 
Bangladesh. 

 

Given due help, victory would be ours, Insha Allah. 

 

JAI BANGLA. 

 

 

Yours Faithfully, 

(Anwarul Karim Chowdhury)  

for Head of Mission. 
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*��+ ���5�" �2�/� => ?��। �2�/� !´�E�W� ���, *����2#� ���, *µ�K�� *��, ��+� *��W ?�6 
‘�W��’ �]�+� 2��8� ��2� *�M @¢ FW *���W *�_ ?��। 

(���(���(���(���----    
 ���������� 2��7��O��2� ��� �?��"I����� �+��+ @���-�2�-�9� �������_ F7 @�"� 3 

���5�" �2�/�� *��)���� @# !����� +�� ?�i। 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
*O� ����1 �������� /�; ��O�2 ���_� +���+ �D� )#��2�@� ��� �, %CQ� ?����, �� ,��-% *��+ �+���� 3 ������। 2�R�9 
��w��?+ @2�। �I������ ◌� Q%-�QD-D&%' 3 Q%-u'�-D'CQ।
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MUKTI FOUJ COY. 

BAYRA CAMP 

12 June, ’71. 

Dear Mr. Bhuiyan, 

On behalf of my troops and myself I am extending my sincere thanks to you for 

having taken the trouble to visit us in our forward base camp. I am also grateful that 

you have very kindly offered us to help my boys with stores and equipments on behalf 
of your organizations. I am also made to understand by you that this help is unofficial 

and purely on a voluntary basis from you. I am appending below a list of few such 
items which are essential and shall make my boys' living a little more comfortable. 

It has been a great honor for me to have been able to take you inside the 

Liberated Zone of Bangladesh in my sector this evening. We hope by the blessing of 

God and good wishes of you all we shall be victorious. 

 

With kindest regards. 

 

Yours sincerely,  

(Capt. N. Huda) 

LIST OF ITEMS. 

 

(1) Jungle Boot    ...   100 paris 

(2) Uniform, Khaki   …    150 Sets 

(3) Beds, complete   ...    125 pieces 

(4) Rain Coats   ...    50 ,, 

(5) Woolen Socks   ...    100” 

(6) Mosquito Nets   ...    30” 

(7) Flasks (Largest)   ...    2” 
(8) Binoculars    ...    3” 

(9) ...... Compass for taking bearing readings-1 piece. 
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BANGLADESH NEWS 

(Organ of Aid Bangladesh Committee, Europe) 

 
July 5, 1971. 

  
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

 

From the ruins of pre-calculated and barbaric suppression of the democratic voice 

of the 76 million Bengalis, systematic exterminations of the elected representatives of 

the people, sleeping students in the dormitories, Engineers, Doctors, Scientists, 

Intellectuals, Professors and unarmed civilians, a nation has emerged in the map of 

South East Asia. It is the People's Republic of Bangladesh, formerly East Pakistan. 

The formal declaration of independence and hoisting of the national flag of the 

People's Republic of Bangladesh was performed by the acting President, Mr. Syed 

Nazrul Islam, on the 17th April, 1971. About 10,000 people, including members of 

World Press and TV. were present at the ceremony while Gen. Yahya Khan's 

occupation forces continued bombing her cities, villages and machine gunning 

millions of fleeing refugees. It is high time for the world to recognize the reality and 

to act positively to bring an end to the sufferings of the millions of innocent 

Bengalees. If blood is the price for recognition, we have paid enough for it. 

The democratically elected representatives of Bangladesh have formed the 

Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh and her 76 million people owe 

their allegiance to it. 

Yahya Khan, the dictator General has countered the ballots with bullets. He has 

unleashed a reign of terror in Bangladesh and waged a total war of aggression against 
the population. Our students were machine gunned while they were sleeping. 

Professors, Intellectuals and Scientists were bayoneted and gunned down in front of 
their raped wives, daughters and sisters. Our cities have been bombed and villages 

destroyed by napalm. The whole of Bangladesh has been turned into concentration 
camps where the vultures are too full to fly and dogs too heavy to move around the 

dead bodies of our dearest and nearest. 

 

If one Mai Lai has aroused the passion of the whole civilized world how could 

hundreds of Mai Lai being committed in Bangladesh today be ignored? We, in the 

name of humanity and democracy urge upon the World Community to raise their 

voice against this brutality. They must except all their pressures to compel Yahya 

Khan and his savage army to withdraw from Bangladesh. It could be achieved by 

stopping all economic and military aid to West Pakistan. It is the incumbent duty of 

U.N.O. to intervene directly and force into Bangladesh with all her aids to relieve the 

sufferings of the people. 
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PRESENT POSITION IN BANGLADESH 

As can be imagined, under the present circumstances, the forces and weapons 

available to the Bangladesh Government would have to be used economically and 
judiciously. The military policy of Bangladesh forces is being matched to the concrete 

situation on the ground. It is recognized that in frontal attacks the superior fire power 
of West Pakistan military would dominate. Thus the short, Bangladesh faces a new 

situation. 

Larger cities and urban centers have passed under the control of the invades. 

Barbaric killing by them has partly depopulated those urban centers. 

On the other hand, the Provisional Government has entrenched itself in areas 

geographically and tactically suitable for the immediate tasks of resistance. 

The butchery and crimes by the West Pakistani Army have driven millions, six 

(6) millions till now, from their homes to destitution  

In the occupied villages, stored grains have been destroyed. The terror and chaos 

of the occupation have severely affected all forms of agricultural operations, giving 

rise to the fear that West Pakistan plans to use the food shortage in the coming months 

as leverage and to break the moral and physical resistance of the people of 

Bangladesh. 

 

WHAT DO THE FRIENDS OF BANGLADESH IN EUROPE DO TO HELP 

HER PEOPLE? 

Obviously the sufferings of Bangladesh could have been easily brought to an 
early end if the member countries of Aid to Pakistan Club, major words powers and 

other nations including all aid-giving agencies had taken concerted actions to secure 
an early withdrawal of West Pakistani military from Bangladesh. Knowing as the 

world does, the geographical absurdity and the economic vulnerability of West 

Pakistan, we appeal the conscience of the world to stop giving any sort of aid to West 
Pakistan so that these cannot be used for butchering the Bengalees. 

 

AID BANGLADESH COMMITTEE, EUROPA 

The Aid Bangladesh Committee, Europa has recently been formed with 

headquarters at Schepen-Tylbadestraat 25, Roormond, Netherlands. The telephone 

number is 04750-9787. The objects of this Committee are to focus world opinion 

towards the desperate situation prevailing in Bangladesh and to organise aid in the 
form of food, medicines, clothes, blankets, milk and every materials and moral 

supports to the suffering millions and to the cause of Bangladesh. It also aims at 
propagating the 6-Point Programme of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, of which on analysis 

will clearly show that at the time of election there was no idea of Bengalees to secede 
from Pakistan. However, the treacherous behavior of West Pakistan Government 

convinced them that they could never expect justice from Pakistan. They had no other 
alternative but to declare independence. The Committee also try to propagate the 

entire political and economic background behind the declaration of independence by 

Bangladesh. 
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PRESS CONFERENCES 

The Bangladesh Aid Committee, Europe convened three Press conferences to 

focus on the prevailing conditions in Bangladesh and to mobilize world opinion to the 
cause of Bangladesh. They were held at Frankfurt, Den Haag and Heerlen. The 

activities of the Committee were also broadcast over the German Radio and 
Television. 

WORLD UNIVERSITY SERVICE CONDEMNS GENOCIDE? 

On 16th April the Secretary of the World University Service at Geneva has sent a 

cable to the West Pakistani military dictator, General Yahya Khan; condemning the 
carnage in Bangladesh. The cable specially condemned the indiscriminate killing of 

University Teachers and students with the aim of eliminating the intellectual’s 

leaderships of Bangladesh. 

LIBERATION DEMANDS WITHDRAWAL OF OCCUPATION FORCES? 

The annual conference of Liberation (formerly the Movement of Colonial 

freedom) held in London, 18th April has condemned the massacre in Bangladesh 

urged the British Government to help the end of the fighting. A resolution also 

demanded the withdrawal of West Pakistani troops from Bangladesh recognizing the 

right of Bangladesh to govern itself as an independent state. 

GAFFAR KHAN CONDEMNS YAHYA-BHUTTO-QUAYUM CLIQUE 

250 TEACHERS OF ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY in a memorandum 

condemned what Yahya Khan did in the name of Islam and Pakistan in Bangladesh. 

They demanded immediate withdrawal of Pakistani forces from Bangladesh. THE 

SPEAKER of Indonesia Parliament and Chairman of International Islamic 
Conference condemned the atrocities of Pakistani Army in Bangladesh. 

BANGLADESH REPRESENTED IN WORLD PEACE CONFERENCE 

The Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh was officially 

represented in the 4th World Peace Conference held in Budapest, Hungary (May 13-
16). The official delegation was led by Mr. A. Samad and member of the National 

Assembly and Roving Ambassador of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

BANGLADESH IS AT WAR 

Thanking the Organisation for inviting delegations from the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh Mr. Samad, the leader of the delegations declared that Bangladesh was at 

war. Mr. Samad briefly explained the up-to-date situation in Bangladesh and made it 

clear that the West Pakistan army was nothing but an occupation army and that they 

had no popular support at all. 

ATROCITIES ARE CONDEMNED 

The conference which was attended by more than 800 members from 124 

countries unanimously condemned the atrocities and genocide in Bangladesh by West 

Pakistani 
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army. The World Peace Council expressed its solidarity with the people of 

Bangladesh struggling for their liberation. The Council awarded the LAMBRAKIS 

MEDAL to the people of Bangladesh for their heroic struggle for self-determination. 

 

ROVING AMBASSADOR ON TOUR 

Mr. M. A. Samad the Roving Ambassador to the Government of Bangladesh is 

now on a round the world tour. He had already met the members of the Hungarian 
Government and discussed about Bangladesh situation. He will meet Mr. Podgorny, 

the Soviet President, on conclusion of his East European tour, and he is also expected 
to pay a visit to the United Kingdom. 

 

WORLD OPINION MOBILIZES 

During the last two months Newspapers of different countries have taken 

important part in mobilizing the world opinion, which has now switched against the 
brutalities of Pakistani Army in Bangladesh. 

Two English Newspapers, The Times and the Guardian, have in special reports 

shown that while talks were going on between Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and Yahya 

Khan, Yahya secretly brought in crack troops and modern warfare machines to 
Bangladesh. While every Press hand-out by the Pakistani Government indicated that 

the difference between the two parties Was being…..without breaking off the talks 
Yahya left Bangladesh and the Pakistani Army was unleashed within all its ferocity 

upto the unarmed people of Bangladesh. 
 

TRAGEDY OF REFUGEES 

As latest reports shown cholera has broken out in epidemic form among the 

refugees in India. With the number of refugees crossing the 5 million mark, and more 

than 60,000 pouring in everyday, medicines have become scarce, and the Government 

of India has called the attention of the World Community of India has called the 

attention of the World Community for help. The British, Dutch and German 

Governments have already sent monetary and medical aid to the disease striken areas. 

Aid Bangladesh Committee made an emergent appeal to the German people through 

Television, Radio and Newspapers for help. Through its agents in Europe, the Medico 

International, and the agents in India St. John's Ambulance Prigado, Calcutta, the 

Committee has sent to West Bengal more than 250,000 DM in medical aid, and is 
collecting more money and material. 

 

BANGLADESH ARMY IS ON MOVE 

The latest newspaper reports show that after the first advantage it won by its 

blitzkrieg offence, the Pakistani Army is now losing ground. The Liberation army has 

gained control of further areas, and even the Dacca Airport is threatened. The 

Pakistan Army has suffered terribly in man and materials, and is in short supply of 

daily necessities because of the non-cooperation of the common people. They can 

move out of 
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cities only in convoys, and many such convoys are ambushed by Liberation 

Guerrillas with the aid of people.  

Time is on the side of Bangladesh, and Pakistan will ... to death slowly as its 
army continues to fight the costly was of intervention in Bangladesh. 

  

o  o o o o o o o o 

 

 

BANGLADESH COMMITTEE, EUROPE-APPEALS 

 

We appeal to all countries, national and international organizations to dispatch 

aids for the Bengalee refugees in India and suffering millions in Bangladesh. It is 

estimated that 3 million cholera vaccines, 2 million TABC vaccines, 100,000 bottles 
of saline. 25,000 molar lactates, one million oxytetracycline capsules, 100,000 

packets of cotton, 70,000 feet of bandages and guages and 10,000 doses of anti-
diphtheria serum are needed for the refugees only. The helpless millions of 

Bangladesh will possibly need more medical attention. But it will take some time 
before we reach them. We therefore appeal to the humanity in large to send money 

and material to us for the dispatch. ONCE AGAIN, WE IN THE NAME OF 
HUMANITY APPEAL TO THE WORLD CONSCIENCE NOT TO GIVE ANY 

SORT OF AID TO THE MILITARY JUNTA OF WEST PAKISTAN SO THAT 

THE SUFFERING MILLIONS OF BANGLADESH COULD BE SAVED FROM 

TOTAL DESTRUCTION. 

 

We appeal to different Government to give diplomatic pressure on the 

Government of West Pakistan so that it removes its invading army from Bangladesh. 

We appeal to them also to give recognition to the BANGLADESH GOVERNMENT 

without any delay. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

ISSUED BY AID BANGLADESH COMMITTEE- EUROPE. 
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A Call to Bangladesh Action Committees in the United Kingdom- 

 

WE HAVE ACHIEVED UNITY IN PURPOSE: LET US NOW 

ACHIEVE UNITY IN ACTION 

 

A memo from the Bangladesh Action Committee  

(Westminster-London) 

The Great Killing of 25 March 1971 has united, as never before, the entire 

Bengali nation. It has merged the 6-point of the Awami League into one point of 

national independence for Bangladesh. The task, the immediate one and the urgent 

one, of emancipation of the Bengali people has been reduced to a simple one of 

liberating the Bangladesh from the occupation of the Army of West Pakistan. 

Since then three months have gone by and nearly eight weeks since the 
convention of the Coventry conference and the appointment of the Steering 

Committee. In the United Kingdom we are still to see a national network of action 

committees to emerge which could give a central guidance to hundreds of our 

dedicated workers all over Britain. We are still to witness the transformation of 

patriotic urge of our nationals into disciplined and determined activities. The Steering 

Committee has done valuable work in many fields but unfortunately, they have totally 

failed to provide an organizational framework for the operation of the Bangladesh 

activists. Tragically, they have not even been able to produce a draft constitution 

which could give a framework for our national organisation. 

It is, therefore, high time that the community as a whole, as they did through the 
Coventry conference, must come out with a lead to overcome the failures of the 

Steering Committee. This could be done by reconvening the delegates of the Coventry 

conference with additional representatives from action committees formed since then. 

Such a conference could receive reports on the political situation, organizational 

affairs and constitutional matters and try to come to grip with some of the very 

pressing problems facing the Bangladesh nationals in the United Kingdom. 

With these reflections in view the Bangladesh Action Committee (Westminster- 

London) has .drafted this memo for consideration of all concerned in the work or 
organizing the Bangladesh nationals in the UK into a coherent and disciplined 

national entity. 

A. We consider that: 

1. The perspective before such a national organisation-for the sake of easy 

reference let us call it Bangladesh Council in UK-should be to harness the moral, 

political 
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and material resources of the Bangladesh nationals in the UK in order to make 

more forceful and productive their support to the struggle for national liberation 

carried on by the freedom-fighters and the Bangladesh Government. 

2. The work of the Bangladesh Council must not be confused with the work of the 
Envoy of the Bangladesh Government. The two are complementary though 

different and distinct in many ways. This distinction should be clearly understood 
and appreciated and most carefully and conscientiously reflected in our attitudes 

and activities. Or else overlapping will take place resulting in conflicts and 
confusion. 

 
3. The primary responsibility of the Bangladesh Council will be to mobilize the 

Bangladesh nationals in UK and in this field of harnessing national resources the 

Bangladesh Council shall enjoy full autonomy and the Bangladesh Council shall 

be consulted by the Bangladesh Government and its Envoy. However, in 

debasement of its fund and utilization of its manpower the Bangladesh Council 

shall seek guidance from the Bangladesh Government and its Envoy and in the 

field of international solidarity activities the Council shall act in accordance with 

the direction of the Bangladesh Government and its Envoy. 

 

4. The primary responsibility of the office of the Envoy will be to function as the 

spokesman of the Bangladesh Government and initiate moves in the field of 

international solidarity activities both in the UK and in the countries easily 

approachable from London. 

 
5. The two bodies shall join in the safe-keeping of the Bangladesh Fund in the UK 

and its proper disbursement. 
 

B. NOW ABOUT THE FRAMEWORK FOR THE NATIONAL ORGANISATION 
-Bangladesh Council 

 
1. The most important assignment of the Bangladesh Council, overriding all other 

functions, will be to raise the maximum amount of financial contributions from 

the Bangladesh supporters. It should be remembered that the community as a 

whole has been raised to an unprecedented pitch of patriotism but the mechanism 

must be provided so that the organisation may reach them, and reach them 

regularly, once every month if not every week. Unless we are able to reach them, 

unless we are able to secure their active involvement in the fund-raising 

activities, it will not be possible to tap even 10 per cent of the potentialities of the 

community. 

 

2. Therefore the basic committee-the local committee-should be constituted on the 

basis of concentration of our nationals because of residential or employment or 

professional requirement. Such grouping must not be too unwieldy, nor too widely 

disbursed. Both these factors will make personal and physical contact 
with the potential supporters difficult and.... This will be detrimental to the 

regular flow of communication and will undermine the collection of fund, 
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3. A local committee must be an operational unit and such a unit could be around 50 

with about five activists in it and each activist carrying responsibility to look after 

at least five members of the group. 

4. Such local committees should be registered with the central office of the 
Bangladesh Council and channel of communication on all matters of general 

interest should be direct. This arrangement is aimed to speed up operational 
efficiency. However, the representation of the local committees will have to be 

processed through respective regional committees where such committees are in 
existence or have become defunct. 

 
5. For a local committee to have voting representation it must have on its role at 

least 100 paid-up members-the membership fee could be £12 per member per 

annum and the committee's minimum contribution to the central fund could be 

£1,000 per annum. A local committee should be accorded extra weightage in 

voting representation proportion to the additional financial contribution they 

would be making to the central fund. 

 

6. For encouraging disciplined and coordinated activities the basic units could be 

regrouped in regional committees like (a) Glasgow & North; (b) Manchester & 

Lanes; (c) Leeds & Yorks.; (d) Birmingham & Midlands; (e) Bristol or Cardiff 

and South West England; (0 London & South .East England. Delegates of the 

regional committees should constitute the Central Committee of the Bangladesh 

Council and the entire organisation to derive its authority from the National 

Conference of the Bangladesh Council which shall be convened as and when the 
Central Committee shall decide. 

 

C. SPEAKING ABOUT ORGANISATIONAL TASKS 

 
1. The biggest hurdle to the achievement of UNITY IN ACTION will be provided by 

the growing conflict between the established community leadership (produced 
during the last two decades of socio-welfare activities and mostly belonging to 

the elder generation who are somewhat retarded intellectually-though for no fault 

of theirs) and the newly emerging leadership of the local action committees  

(mostly young and educated but many suffering from impatience and intellectual 

arrogance). The established community leaders are understandably worried about 

the incursion of the new generation of the political activists. The newly emerging 

leadership on the other hand rightly feels exasperated .when they find that their 

well-intentioned activities are blocked by parochial and factional coterie politics. 

Instead of seeing action, more action, and speedy action, the younger generation 

finds themselves wasting time in irrelevant debates and controversies. These two 

different types of leadership features will be very much apparent if one makes a 

comparative study of the style of work of two bodies in London, the Students' 

Action Committee or the Women's Committee and the London Action 

Committee. To compose these two distinctive trends into one composite stream is 
the most important and urgent organizational task before all of us who would like 
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to see UNITY IN ACTION among the Bangladesh activists in the UK. All efforts, 

at all levels, must be concentrated to tackle this problem. If such a blending 

between the established community leadership and the newly emerging leadership 

could be achieved then the two key problems of supply of fund and functionaries 

for the movement could also be tackled with comparative ease. 

In order to achieve the psychological climate to unite and to cooperate both the 

groups-the established leadership and the newly emerging political activists-must 

try to learn more about one another and come to appreciate the strength and 

drawback of one another. Particularly for the political activist it is important to 

appreciate the strength and good points of the established leadership without 

overlooking their limitations and evolve a framework for accommodating them at 

the leadership level in suitable capacities. Many of these leaders are 

unquestionably dedicated to the cause, are capable of putting in sustained and 

hard work and are men of high integrity and great trust. Such persons are 

eminently qualified to hold posts of trustees, of arbitrators, treasurers, members 
of finance committees, etc. and many of them are also qualified to head 

organizations as presidents. But they are not, as experience has shown, suitable 
for secretarial responsibilities and with one or two exceptions not for the post of 

chairman. The fact that most of our meetings do not get a right start, get bogged 
down to irrelevancies, get derailed at least provocations, do not start in time, do 

not finish in time, do not reach any comprehensive conclusion, are because of bad 
chairmanship of the meetings. Because of bad chairmanship a meeting instead of 

helping the consolidation of the community, instead of raising our political 

consciousness and patriotic urge to a higher level does the reverse. Such badly 

conducted meetings contribute towards the creation of a hang-over of depression 

and frustration. These meetings instead of providing encouragement to the 

audience dampen our spirit and enthusiasm. 

 

      2. The functionaries, on the other hand, should be rallied around functional sub-

committees, who should have specific assignments, like office administration, 

publications, public relations, accounting, etc. These functionaries in a suitable 

combination should constitute the executive branch of the organisation. Their 

primary responsibility should be to execute the policy decisions that will be 

arrived at by the delegates at the national conference or in between the 

conferences by the National Council. 

 

      3. To achieve UNITY IN ACTION and also EFFICIENCY IN OPERATION the 

organisation will come across another problem of combining the functionaries 

coming' through the representational apparatus of the organisation and 

individuals not involved with mass organizations but professionally and 

politically qualified to accept positions of responsibility. We cannot expect 

these individuals to come through the representational apparatus. The only 

way of getting them in is by means of draft. This problem can be best solved 

by providing power to co-opt to all elective bodies at the various levels of 
operations, from the basic unit to the National Council. 
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These are cursory thoughts on some of our pressing organizational problems of the 

Bangladesh movement in the UK and the members of the Bangladesh Action 

Committee (Westminster-London) shall be obliged to here comments and criticism of 

the memorandum from our colleagues and compatriots. We also very strongly feel 

that the leaders of the action committees must immediately meet to provide the 

movement with an adhoc constitution so that our rights and obligations as members 

and committees are outlined and limitations defined. Only then our organizational 

activities could be provided with an operational framework. Or else the frustration 

will deepen and undermine the patriotic upsurge of the people. If we allow this to 

happen, it will be a crime against the people and a betrayal of the national liberation 

struggle of Bangladesh. 

On behalf of Bangladesh Action Committee  
(Westminster-London) 

 

  

23 Minford Gardens  

London Wl. 

7 July 1971, 

A.Rahim Chaudhury  

Shariful Islam 

Joint Conveners. 

 

 

 
 

Note: The Bangladesh Action Committee (Westminster -London) has been formed recently and with 

which the Campaign for Self-rule for East Bengal (established in March 1971) is incorporated. 
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Friday July 9. 1971 
WORKERS PRESS 

Bangladesh Exclusive 

 

STOP PAKISTAN SUPPLIES: PLEA TO UNIONISTS 
 

BY Robert Black 

 

BRITISH LABOUR must block all aid to Pakistan, leaders of the four 

million- strong Bangladesh National Workers' League told Workers Press 

yesterday. 

 

League President Shah Jahan and General Secretary Abdul Mannan are in Britain 

from Bangladesh to secure definite pledges of solidarity action from the major trade 

unions, especially those covering dockers and other transport workers. 

 

Stressing the unity of interest between British and Bengali workers in their 

common struggle for basic rights, Shah Jahan said the National Workers' League had 

already requested that British dockers and seamen 'refrain from working on Pakistan 
ships or any other vessels carrying goods and arms to Pakistan*. 

 
He intends to discuss this proposal with Jack Jones, whose Transport and General 

Workers' Union organizes the majority of Britain's port-workers. (The T & GWU 
conference opens in Scarborough next Monday.) 

 

Shah Jahan said that after meeting trade union leaders from all over the world, he 

was convinced that if the British workers gave a lead in supporting Bangladesh, others 

would soon follow. 

INFLUENCE 

 
'It would greatly influence the workers of Europe, America and Canada', he stated. 

He emphasized that workers and their leaders should not be diverted from 
supporting Bangladesh by the 'power considerations' of the world governments. 

 
Their only consideration should be the cause for which workers throughout the 

world are fighting-political and economic emancipation.' 

 

These points were endorsed by former jute mill worker Abdul Mannan. He spent 

seven years in Pakistani jails for organizing the first mass strikes against the military 

regime of Ayub Khan. 
 

Seven of his family, including his mother, have been killed by the Pakistan army 

since March 25. 
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ANSWER 

'We ask all British workers and their leaders in the TUC to answer our appeal', he 

declared. 

 
'Blockade Pakistan. Do not load anything for Yahya Khan. If British workers give 

to lead, and especially their leaders, then workers all over the world will follow.' 
 

Both Jahan and Mannan were in Bangladesh when the Pakistan army unleashed its 
massacres on March 25. Trade unionists bore the brunt of the attack,' said Shah Jahan. 

 
Militants were hunted down in Dacca, Chittagong and other towns and shot on the 

spot. 

 

Even workers answering calls to collect their back pay have been machine gunned 

down, hundreds at a time. 

 

'But their spirit is unbroken,' Shah Jahan assured Workers Press. 

 

He explained that 30 per cent of E. Bengal workers had received military training 

under the Yahya regime. 

 

Many of these workers were now leading the Liberation Army and helping to train 

recruits in the camps. 

 
Both leaders thanked Workers Press for the campaign it was organizing in the 

British trade unions for concrete solidarity action with the workers and peasants of 
Bangladesh. 

 
Their impassioned appeal for an official trade union embargo on all goods and 

arms to Pakistan places the ball firmly in the court of Jack Jones, Hugh Scanlon and 
TUC general secretary Victor Feather. 

 

Workers in all unions must demand that they act-and now. 
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PRESIDENT YAHYA KHAN S LATEST FORMULA FOR RESTORATION OF 

CIVILIAN RULE IN PAKISTAN: AN ANALYSIS 

 

Bangladesh Association of New England 

July 14, 1971 

 
Under pressure from the World Powers and the international organizations like the 

World Bank, President Yahya Khan has been obliged to offer a plan for restoration of 
civilian rule in Pakistan. Nothing could be more farcical than his plan announced on 

June 28, 1971. He has foreseen the initiation of a process through which power will 
be transferred to the elected representatives of the people in the course of four months 

or so. Even after civilian governments are formed they will have the cover of martial 
law However, it is not the ineffective nature of the governments to be established, but 

the manner in which they will be called to being is what is most amusing. 

 

Constitution to be Drafted by a Committee of Experts 

 

The plan has laid down that the members who were elected to the National 

Assembly with the primary purpose of drawing up a constitution will now lose that 

right. Instead a Committee of Experts has been appointed to draft a constitution, with 

the promulgation of which the various elected Assemblies at the National and the 

Provincial levels will start functioning. 
 

After a country-wide regular election has been held and people's representatives 

chosen to write up a Constitution, there is no room for any so-called expert body to 

abrogate that right from the elected representatives. This amounts to imposing by the 

regime on the people a Constitution of its own make. Such an authoritarian 

Constitution win have no legal validity under whatever martial law order it might be 

inducted. Such a Constitution will not have any prospect of lasting long, as did not the 

Constitution given by the former President Ayub Khan. This speaks not only of an 

ignorance of the democratic process, but also a calculated avoidance of that process 

for fear of being confronted with something unpalatable to the army rulers. But who 
have given this inalienable right to the army rulers to give Constitution to the country 

from time to time? 

Nature of the Constitution 

The nature of the Constitution has also been indicated by Yahya Khan. 
According to him, this will give greater autonomy to the provinces, but at the same 

time will ensure a stronger Central Government. This becomes self-contradictory and 
only jugglery of words. After what has happened to the Bengalis since the 25th 

March, 1971 due to army action no measure of autonomy will be acceptable to them. 

The ruthless and planned 
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killing of the people and the destruction of the economy have clearly exposed the 

intentions of the army junta of West Pakistan. They do not consider Bengalis their 

own people. They want to subjugate the 75 million Bengalis forever and exploit 

Bangladesh as a colony of the type the human history has not seen. 

The present plan reveals the design quite obviously, though this has been an 

intended move to hoodwink the World Powers and the other world bodies. There is no 

expression of sympathy for the people who have suffered including the six million 
refugees in India. There is no desire of generating confidence and goodwill among the 

Bengalis. To the - West Pakistani Army rulers, these are not necessary. They believe 
that they can hold on to power through military suppression and ruthlessness. They 

are yet to accept the fact that the oft-repeated bond of unity and integrity has been torn 
asunder by them for all lime to come. 

 

Expected Collaborators: 

 

Who are the persons in Bangladesh that President Yahya Khan expects to 

cooperate with him in forming the Governments under the present plan? Not the 

Awami League that won all but two seals in the National Assembly. The Awami 

League has been banned for ever. The Awami Leaguers who were involved in the 

"secessionist movement" and "anti-state or criminal acts" will not be permitted to sit 

in the Assemblies. The others who would come forward could participate in the 

Assemblies only in their individual capacities. The vacant scats will be filled up 

through by-elections. These are the processes envisaged by President Yahya Khan to 
initiate civilian rule in the country. This is how Yahya Khan expects to enlist the 

support of the Awami Leaguers of Bangladesh to his plan of transferring power. But 
he knows that he cannot expect many Awami Leaguers to show up to cooperate with 

him. He also knows that an outright nullification of the last election results win create 
complications with respect to West Pakistan as well. Hence his frantic effort at a 

patched up formula to maintain credibility, though he fully realized that it is an 
exercise in futility. 

 
We are not bothered about the lack of options before Yahya Khan, as he is trying 

to make out. He has engaged himself in this futile exercise, only to appease the world 

at large. He expects to form an Assembly of quislings and collaborators through a 

fake election for the vacant seats. This will not be legal, constitutional or even moral. 

No one can deny the right to the duly elected members to set and participate in the 

Assemblies. It did not lie within the competence of Yahya Khan to presume the 

attitude of the Awami League within the National Assembly. His presumption of a 

secessionist attitude of Awami League is not borne out by facts. Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman did not declare independence of Bangladesh till the unwarranted and 

merciless crack-down by West Pakistan army on the night of the 25th March, 1971. 

The whole world press will bear witness to this. Hence it is Yahya khan, and not 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, who is responsible for splitting Pakistan into two. Once this 
split has been brought to the present, pass, any further rapprochement is totally out of 

the question. 
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Objective of the Plan 

President Yahya Khan has put up the plan clearly not for the Bengalis, but 

primarily for the world governments and in particular for the Aid-to-Pakistan 

Consortium countries. He does not expect that the World Powers will not see through 
the hollowness of his plan. What he expects is that some of the world powers win find 

an excuse for continuing their policy of "non-interference in the internal affairs of 
Pakistan." Yahya Khan has claimed in his address that the world powers have 

generally approved of his army action in Bangladesh in the name of integrity and 
solidarity of Pakistan. Is that correct? Not in the least. The world press in a body have 

condemned the action in unmistakable terms. The Big Powers also have expressed 
their disgust and urged upon Yahya government for a political settlement of the 

problem. 
 

The political settlement offered by President Yahya Khan is not what was 
conceived of by the world governments. This plan cannot solve the problem created 

by Yahya Khan over the past three months. The regime cannot revive the 

administration in Bangladesh through quislings and collaborators supported by the 

West Pakistani administrators. The atrocities still continue in the name of cleansing. 

But the regime very well knows that it would require the cleaning up a whole nation 

of 75 million people. Thus West Pakistani regime has finally failed to administer 

Bangladesh and by now has forfeited the right to rule them any longer. 

 

However, Yahya Khan expects to rule Bangladesh through brutal force. He has 

been emboldened to feel so because of the silent support by some of the Big Powers. 

It is understandable that the Big Powers have many more problems to attend to. But 

does that justify their tacit support at perpetuation of the wholly untenable situation in 

Bangladesh? 
 

The people of Bangladesh are suffering inhuman miseries and passing their days 
under a reign of terror, intimidation and persecution. The six million refugees across 

the border have not returned to their homes for fear of military action. Many 
independent observers have stated that the army is just trigger-happy and arbitrary. 

 

The refugees can return only if a sense of security can be created in them, which 

"is possible only if their elected leaders assume power forthwith and the army 
aggression is withdrawn. The people inside Bangladesh will resume their full 

economic and reconstruction activities, only if the government of their chosen leaders 

administers the country. 

Final Analysis 
 

Peace and tranquility can remain undisturbed in the region, if and only if the 
inevitable is accepted without any further delay. President Yahya expects that with 

passage of lime, things will settle down and the wounds heal up. The world 

governments seem to think that the Bengalis will eventually submit. Nothing could be 

further from the truth after such a heavy price has been paid. 
 

An organized and highly equipped army has gained control within their gun range 

over the territory, but not over the minds of the people. This is only natural for the 

armed 
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forces. But the non-cooperation of the people at large supported by mounting guerilla 

activities, along with the invisible pressure of the six million uprooted people will 

eventually force the army junta to crumble both economically and politically. 

The sooner it is realized by the world powers, the better it is for the peace and 
security in South Asia. Will the world powers remain an onlooker to the greatest man- 

made tragedy in human history and thus help delay the inevitable birth of a new 
nation only through still greater sacrifices? A late response to the realities of the issue 

may only be too late. 
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SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE OF 
 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 
 

 @6 ����� 11 Goring Street  

London E C 3  

Tel:-01-2835526/ 3623 

9-7-71 

My dear Group Capt. Tawab, 

 

It is absolutely unsafe for you to return to Pakistan. Please do not return to 

Pakistan. Bangladesh needs you. Please immediately get in touch with me. 
 

With best wishes, 

 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

A .S Chowdhury 
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From Frank Judd, M. P. 
21st July 1971. 

 
Dear Mr. Khan, 

 

Thank you for your letter of 20th July. Mr. Selway had told me about your 

meeting and I am sorry that I was not able to give you a reply earlier. 

 
I shall be glad to come to St. Peter's Hall, Somers Road, at 3 p. m on Saturday, 

31
st
 July, and am looking forward to being, with you. 

 

Yours sincerely, 
Mr. M. A. R. Khan 

President,    Sd/- 
Bangladesh Action Committee 

6 Britannia Road 

Southsea. 
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From The Rt. Hon. John Stonehouse. M.P. 

HOUSE OF COMMONS 

LONDON, SW1 
22nd July, 1971 

 
Dear Mr. Khan, 

 
Thank you for your letter of the 20th July inviting me to the meeting to be held on 

the 31st July. 
 

Unfortunately, due to another appointment on that day, it will be impossible for 

me to attend your meeting. I do hope the meeting is a success. 

 

Yours sincerely. 

John Stonehouse. 

 

Mr. M. A. R. Khan, 

The Bangladesh Action Committee, 

6 Britannia Road. 

Southsea. 
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4th August, 1971. 
 

Dr. N. Alam Khandker, 
Instituto Oceanografico, 

Apartado postal 94, 

Cumana, 

Venezuela. 

 
Dear Mr. Khandker, 

 
It was a great delight for me to receive your letter of 2nd June 1971, but I deeply 

regret that I could not write to you earlier. This is due to my preoccupation. For the 
last three months I could never go to bed before midnight. Nor have I, as yet, proper 

facilities for replying to letters promptly. 
 

We are setting up a Bangladesh Mission shortly and things will get better 

organized and letters will be more promptly attended to then. 

 

I was in New York for a very brief stay. As Special Representative of the 

Government of Bangladesh to the U. N. and overseas I have at times to go to different 

places, but my main work is in Great Britain and I am based in London. 

 

I am very grateful for your kind thoughts and your kind words which will indeed 

inspire me as ever. I am also grateful for your concern about me personally. It has 

deeply moved me. If I require any such help personally I shall not hesitate to write to 

you. 

 

With the very best of wishes and personal regards. 
 

Yours sincerely, 
Abu Sayeed Chowdhury 
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Action Committee for 

THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH IN U. K. 

11 Goring Street, London, E. C. 3. 

 

THE BENGALI COMMUNITY OF ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND PEOPLE 
RESIDING IN GREAT BRITAIN HAVE RECEIVED WITH DEEP ANGUISH 

AND SHOCK THE NEWS THAT YAHYA KHAN HAS FINALLY DECIDED TO 
HOLD A MOCK TRIAL ON I1TH AUGUST OF SHEIKH MUJIBUR RAHMAN, 

THE DEMOCRATICALLY ELECTED LEADER OF SEVENTY FIVE MILLION 
PEOPLE OF BANGLADESH. 

 

PEOPLE BELIEVING IN DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS AND HUMAN VALUES 

NEED NOT BE TOLD AGAIN ABOUT THE CRIMES OF YAHYA KHAN IN 

SLAUGHTERING ONE MILLION, DRIVING EIGHT MILLION FROM THEIR 

COUNTRY, MAKING DESTITUTE THIRTY MILLION AND TERRORISING 

THE SEVENTY FIVE MILLION PEOPLE OF BANGLADESH. HE HAS NOW 

DECIDED TO FLOUT INTERNATIONAL OPINION AND PROCEED WITH THE 

TRIAL. 

 

WE URGE THE BRITISH PUBLIC IN PARTICULAR, AND WORLD 

OPINION IN GENERAL. TO RISE TO THE OCCASION AND ASK THEIR 

RESPECTIVE GOVERNMENTS TO INSIST THAT YAHYA KHAN PUT A STOP 

TO THIS SINISTER AND DANGEROUS ACT AND RELEASE SHEIKH 
MUJIBUR RAHMAN IMMEDIATELY AND UNCONDITIONALLY. 
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HORACE S. CORDRAN LTD. 

Directors: H. S. Cordran, H. L. Cordran 
Shipbrokers 

Telephone: 01-283 3971/2 
Telegrams: ANFIBIO. LONDON. E. C. 3. 

Codes: NEW BOB & SCOTT'S 
 

BEVIS MARKS HOUSE. 

BEVIS MARKS, 
LONDON. E. C. 3. 

 

    
MR. BHUIA 

11 Goring Street, 

E. C. 3.       Attention of Mr. Bhuia. 

 

Dear Sirs, 

 

We thank you for your yesterday's telephonic call, and as requested, enclose 

herewith a list with a few coasters of about 700 tons deadweight presently available, 

for your kind consideration. 

 

We shall follow up with further suggestions and meantime shall be glad to hear if 

you find any of these vessels of interest. 

 

Yours faithfully, 
 

HORACE S. CORDRAN LTD. 
Sd/- 
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HORACE S. CORDRAN LTD. 

Particulars of Screw Steamer  YUK I  and D U E L 

 

Dead Weight inc. bunkers-abt. 740 tons  Engines-Description-M.W.M 

Draught Loaded-3.32  Diesel Motor 

Bunkers -98

4

3
 tons      Where placed-aft. 

       Maker's Name- Motorenwerk 

When, Where Built- 1964/1963, Holland    Mannheim 

Builder's Name- Scheeps v/d de Grtto     Hores Power-750 HP at 355 r.p.m. 

       Diameter of Cylinders- 6:320 

Class-Highest Lloyd's class     mm 

Last Survey- 1968 and 1969     Stoke of Piston-480 mm 

Register Tons-455, Gross-204 Nett    Biolers...........Size.............. 

Cubic Capacity-56.1 Grain/53.117 bale    Age..................................... 

Water Ballast 155 tons in double bottom,    Average Speed 11 Knots 

abt. 12 tons Fresh water     Consumption per 24 hours abt. 

       3 tons gasoil 

      Heating Surfaces.................. 

       grate S.................................. 

       Number of Furnaces............  

       Working pressure................ 

       Ibs per sq. inch..................... 

       Donkey Boiler..................... 

No. of Holds .............. No. of Bulkheads 

....................      4 Winches hybraulic Derricks 

No. and size of Hatches 11.57 X 5.48 m    4 @ 3 tons 

       Steam Windlass.................. 

Dock Arrangements open shelter-deck    Steam steering Gear............ 

       Position................................ 

       Price..................................... 

P..............B.................F.............Q.......... 

D
im

e
n

si
o

n
s 

Length 59.72 m/54.00 m 

 

Breadth 9.20 

Depth of Hold 3.32 m. 

Depth Moulded 5.40 

P
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HORACE S. CORDRAN LTD.   BEVIS MARKS HOUSE 

Directors: H. S. Cordran, H. L Cordran  BEVIS MARKS. 

Shipbrokers,      LONDON, B.C.3. 

Telephone: 01-283 3971/2 
Telex No. 28291 

Telegrams: ANFIBIO, LONDON, E. C. 3. 
Codes: NEW BOE & SCOTT'S 

 
12th August, 1971. 

MR. BHU1A 
11, Goring Street, 

E. C.3. 

 

Dear Sir, 

 

With reference to your recent purchase enquiry for your Bangladesh Principals, 

we would draw your attention to the following further vessels which we can secure 

for sale: 

 

"MOSSVILLE"-built 1953' in Holland, about 770 tons deadweight on 10'8¾ 

draf, classed Lloyd's, 36.000 grain, 32.800 bale, dimensions 285' o. a / by 29' 5" 

breadth by 11' 11" depth, single deck, 3 holds, 4 S. C. S. A. diesel engine aft, 

Industries engine, speed 9.5 kts. on about 1.5 tons gasoil, s. s. April 1967, two 

hatches: 45'3" x 16'2", 2 hydraulic winches, 2 derricks at 3 tons each. 
 

She is trading in the Irish Sea, to Runcorn and Liverpool and as regards price we 
would try down to about £ 35/30.000. 

 
"MERTOLA" about 692 ton d. w., 11'1"¾ draft, built 1950 Lloyd's class, 33.775 

grain, 32.780 bale, dimensions 172' x 28' x 9' 4", one deck and raised quarter-deck, 
one hold, 103'6" can be divided by portable wooden bulkheads, two hatches: 34' x 

157", 4 S. C. S. A. diesel aft, Deutz engine 395 BHP at 320 r. p. m. speed 8.5 knots on 

1 ½ / 1¾ tons gasoil, Lister 14 HP driving ballast pump and also spare generator, two 
winches, two derrcisk. 

 
This vessel also is available for early delivery U. K. port, and we would try about 

£.25.000 down to 24.000 for her. 
 

We shall be glad to have your views on the above, and remain, 
 

 

Yours faithfully,  

HORACE S. CORD RAN, LTD.,  

Sd/- 
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FIRST MEETING 6TH AUGUST, 1971 RESOLUTION NOT ACCEPTED 

BY JUSTICE A. S. CHOWDHURY 7TII AUGUST, 1971 

 

SECOND MEETING 12TH AUGUST, 1971 SHEIKH A. MANNAN AND 

MR. AZIZUL HA QUE BHUIA WERE ELECTED TO WORK IN THE 

CONVENTION COMMITTEE 

 
In pursuance of Resolution No.2 of 6th August, 71, the following members had an 

audience with Justice A. S. Chowdhury on 7th August 71: 
1. Mr. Sheikh A. Mannan 

2. Mr. S. Rahman 

3. Mr. K. Choudhury 

 

Justice A. S. Chowdhury made an appeal to the members of the Steering 

Committee to convey the resolution of the Steering Committee to the members 

concerned envisaged in the unofficial resolution adopted in a meeting between Justice 

A. S. Chowdhury and some leaders of the Bengali Communities in Great Britain. The 

responsibility of ventilating the opinion of the Steering Committee to lend us 

convened were given to Mr. Kabir Choudhury. As Mr. Kabir Choudhury did not 

communicate the result of his dialogue with the leaders within the specific time, the 

convener of the Steering Committee conveyed an urgent meeting on 12th August, 71 

at 11 Goring Street, E. C. 3 at 6 p. m. to discuss the situation. 

 
The following members were Present at that meeting: 

1. Mr. Sheikh Abdul Mannan 
2. Mr. Shamsur Rahman 

3. Mr. Azizul Haque Bhuia 
and adopted the following resolutions:- 

 
(a) In consideration of Justice A. S. Chowdhury's request, it is resolved that the 

unofficial resolution  between Mr. Justice A. S. Chowdhury and some leaders of 

Bengali Communities be accepted with a qualification that the recommendation and 

suggestions of the Convention Committee will be placed for the approval of the 

Steering Committee who will eventually authorize the Convention Committee to hold 

the convention. 

 

(b) .......................... It is also resolved that the following members of the Steering 

Committee shall sit in the Convention under the…….to the discussion of the 

Convention Committee. 

 

1. Mr. Sheikh A. Mannan 

2. Mr. Azizul Haque Bhuia. 
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THE RESOLUTION OF THE STEERING COMMITTEE FOR THE 

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

To consider the unofficial resolution adopted in a meeting between Justice A. S. 

Chowdhury and some leaders of the Bengali Communities in the United Kingdom, a 
meeting of the Steering Committee was held at 11 Goring Street, E. C. 3 on 6th 

August, 1971 at 9 p. m. The following members were present:— 
 

1. Mr. Sheikh Abdul Mannan 
2. Mr. Shamsur Rahman 

3. Mr. Azizul Haque Bhuiya 
4. Mr. Kabii Choudhury 

 

The following resolution was adopted: 

 

(a) It is resolved that according to the Coventry Convention the Steering 

Committee was fully entrusted with responsibility of holding a convention and 

thereby form a powerful Central Organisation to help the Steering Committee in 

organization of the liberation movement in the United Kingdom. The contents of the 

unofficial resolution cannot be accepted in full. However, the committee gladly 

accepts the four regional representatives as suggested in the unofficial resolution to 

help the committee in organizing the convention. The Steering Committee expressed 

their heartfelt gratitude for his endeavor to form the Central Committee. 

 

(b) It is also resolved that the next morning the resolution to conveyed to Justice 
A. S. Chowdhury for which Mr. Shamsur Rahman, Mr. Sheikh Abdul Mannan and 

Mr. Kabir Choudhury were requested to see Justice A. S. Chowdhury and seek his 
approval. 

 
 

 
Sd/ 

Convenor, Steering Committee 

6/8/71 
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VENTURE 

11 Dartmouth Street London SW1 WHI3077 

 
12th August, 1971 

Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury, 
Government of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh, 
11 Goring Street. London. 

E. C. 3. 
 

Dear Justice Chowdhury, 

 

I think you will be familiar with the Fabian Society's monthly magazine 

VENTURE which deals with overseas affairs and which I edit. VENTURE has 

already expressed itself in one editorial on the subject of Bangladesh (copy enclosed) 

and we except to carry pieces on the subject in the future. 

 

I am anxious that our October issue should carry a well thought out piece arguing 

the case for a more robust British Government attitude to the problem. In particular, I 

would like to see a comparison drawn between the policies of British government and 

the American government. The Americans may not have gone as far as they should 

against Yahya Khan but they have gone further than the British Government has been 

prepared to go. 
 

Would you be interested in contributing an article along these lines? I am afraid 
VENTURE cannot pay any fee to its contributors but it does have an influential 

readership and one which could be most valuable to your cause. 
 

I very much hope that you will be willing to do this piece. I should be grateful if 
you could let me know whether I can expect an article in order to assist my planning 

of the October issue, copy for which I should need by September 10th at the latest. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

George Cunningham, M.P. 

Editor. 
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13th August 1971 

 

Dear Mr. Ali, 
 

Please accept my fraternal greetings on your nomination to the Convention 
Committee. 

 
The first meeting of the Convention Committee will be held on Monday, 16th 

August at the Steering Committee Office, 11 Goring Street, London, E. C. 3. for a 
preliminary discussion on the subject of calling a conference of all the Action 

Committees for setting up the Central Action Council. 

 

 

Yours fraternally, 

 

Azizul H. Bhuia. 

Mr. Arab Ali, 

Kashmir Restaurant, 

28 Neer Street, 

Stratford upon Avon. 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

WAKE UP WORLD PLEASE .ACT IMMEDIATELY TO STOP 

CAMERA TRIAL 

Secure release of the President of the 

People's Republic of Bangladesh 

 

The President of the People's Republic of Bangladesh 

 
There were 313 seats in the Pakistan National Assembly. Of these 169 were 

available to Bangladesh, formerly East Pakistan. Sheikh Mujib and his party won 167. 
In early February 1971, Yahya Khan actually declared that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

would be the next Prime Minister of Pakistan. This was widely reported in the press. 
 

WHAT HAPPENED THEN? 
 

Yahya Khan's military junta was and is responsible for 

(1) Unleashing the brutal attack on the unarmed civilians in Bangladesh. 

(2) Killing many thousands and making millions more flee from their homes. 

(3) Millions of refugees inside Bangladesh. 

(4) Arresting Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the leader of the majority party. 

 

FURTHERMORE 

 

This same junta concocted the cover story of "waging war against Pakistan" and 

conspired to harm the persons of the MAN DEMOCRATICALLY ELECTED 

 

THE INTENDED "TRIAL" OF SHEIKH MUJIBUR RAHMAN Is it not the trial 

of 75 million people, the population of Bangladesh? 
 

Could it be the trial of democracy? 
 

Can the world really afford to watch such an outrageous act of vengeance? 
 

IS IT TIME TO WATCH OR ACT? 

 

We demand that the British Government, the United Nations and the people 

of the world put a STOP to this "Trial" of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and secure 

his release. 
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SPONSORS: 

Steering Committee for the Action Committees for the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh in U. K.; Bangladesh Doctors Association, London; Bangladesh Women's 

Association, London, Leigh-on-Sea, Birmingham and Bradford; Bangladesh Action 
Committee, Bedford, Middleborough, Bristol, Bournemouth, Brighton, West London, 

Dorset, Exeter, Enfield. Southend-on-Sea, Ipswich, Chatham, Lufon, Oxford, 
Scunthorpe, SI. Alban's, Cleckheaton. Westminster, Kidderminster, Wellingborough, 

Mansfield, Uxpridge, Cardiff, Leicester, Coventry, Southampton, Bletchley, 
Southwest London, Northampton and Lancashire; Action Committee for the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh, Swindon, Southsea, Bradford, Sheffield, Birmingham, and 
Nottingham; Action Committee, London, for People's Republic of Bangladesh; 

Action Committee for Bangladesh, North and Northwest London; East Bengal 

Association, Newcastle-upon- Tyne; Islington Committee for Bangladesh; Relief fund 

for Bangladesh, London; People's Republic of Bangladesh Relief and Action 

Committee, Birmingham; Bengalee Association Cambridge; Committee for 

Bangladesh, Tiptree; Bangladesh Survival Committee. Croydon; Bangladesh 

Liberation Front, Leeds; Bangladesh Popular Front, Bradford; Bangladesh Shangram 

Parishad, Keighley, Halifax, Cleckheaton and Bradford; Bangladesh Association, 

Scotland and Manchester; Bangladesh Social Association Loughborough; Bangladesh 

Association Committee, Bradford: Bangladesh Juba Shangha, London; Bangladesh 

Students' Action Committee, Cardiff; Action Bangladesh, London; Bangladesh 

Students Action Committee, London. 

 

The sponsorship for this advertisement bas been organized by: 

Bangladesh Students' Action Committee, 

35 Gamages Building, 120 Holborn, London, E. C. 1. Tel: 01-405-5917. 
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70a High Street 

COLCHESTER Essex. 

18 August 1971 
 

Dear Friends, 

 
I enclose herewith a draft constitution for the Bangladesh movement in the United 

Kingdom with a sketch-map, hoping that this may be of some help in framing the 
Constitution. 

 

I would be glad to explain any point of the draft if necessary. 

 
Yours sincerely, 

 

(M. LOQUEMAN) 
 

We the Bangladesh supporters in the United Kingdom, in order to establish 
perfect and more unified movement, to ensure our unity in action and to exercise our 

democratic rights, accept this constitution of the Bangladesh Action Committee in the 

U. K. Henceforth this Committee shall be called "Bangladesh Council" in U. K. The 

address of the Council shall be 11 Goring Street (subject to any changes in the future). 

 

AIMS: 
 

1. The aim of the Council is to raise funds in order to purchase items for the 

Bangladesh Government and Mukti Fouj which would otherwise not be possible. 
 

2. To mobilize Bangladesh supporters in U. K. in order to raise the tempo of their 

efforts and fulfill their desire of joining the liberation struggle. 
 

3. To appraise the Bangladesh supporters of the situation at home and to some 
extent keep them aware of the use of their contributions. 

 
4. To keep a liaison between Bangladesh supporters in U. K. and Bangladesh 

Government and its Envoy. 

 

5. To help the trustees of the Bangladesh funds in U. K. in safe keeping and 

proper use of the funds. 
 

6. To take such measures as and when necessary to mobilize world support for 

the cause of Bangladesh. 
 

7. To arrange relief and any other such measures to alleviate the suffering of the 

Bangladesh people. 
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STRUCTURE: 

'I. Board of Trustees. 

 2.National Council. 

 3.Executive Committee. 
 4.Local Committees. 

 
RULES: The rules herein adopted shall be binding on all concerned of the Bangladesh 

movement in the U. K. 
 

THE COUNCIL: 
 1. The Council shall be autonomous and free to lend its support in the liberation 

struggle through the best possible channel. 

 2. The Council, however, shall seek guidance from Bangladesh, Government and 

its Envoy. 

 3. The Council shall consist of two members from each local Committee. 

 4. The Council shall elect one president and four vice-presidents. The Office of 

president and vice-presidents shall be for one year. 

 5. The position of the Secretary of the Council shall be non-honorary. 

 

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: 

 1. The Council shall elect the members of the Executive Committee both from the 

Councils' members and from the local Committees. 

 2. The members of the Executive Committee shall be from the professions, i. e. 

Lawyers, Journalists, Accountants and similarly experienced persons. 
 3. The Office of the executives shall be for one year. 

 
FUNCTIONS: 

 1. The main function of the Council shall be to formulate its policy to make the 
movement forceful and effective. 

  
 2. The Council shall be responsible to the local Committees in order to keep 

liaison and to keep the Local Committee well-informed. 

  
 3. The Council shall supervise the works of the Executive Committee and the 

Executive Committee shall be responsible to the Council. 
  

 4. The Council shall have power to nominate or to co-opt any person or persons 
for some specific work. 

  

 5. Except in any emergency the Council shall inform its, members in writing at 

least four days before any meetings. 
 

 6. The Council shall take necessary measures for the misconduct of breach of 

contract by any of its members or by any members of the Executive Committee. 
  

 7. The Council members shall not act ultra-vires to this Constitution. Any doubt of 

this kind shall be resolved by a body of select committee. 
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8. Any individual member of the Council shall have power to bring a motion but 

this shall have to be passed for discussion with a two-thirds majority of the 

members present. 

9. The Council shall meet at least once a month, but the Executive Committee shall 

meet once a week. 

10. The Council shall be responsible to keep records of all minutes, resolutions and 

any other records concerning the movement. 

11. Any member of the Council shall have access to these records in Office hours 

with a prior notification to the Secretary. 

Duties of the President: 

The prime duties of the President shall be to exercise general supervision in the 

Councils' affairs, to represent the Council on important occasions and shall be 

available for consultation when required. The Vice-President shall have similar duties 

as and when required. 
 

Secretary's Duties; 

The duties of the Secretary shall be to make, keep and endorse a list of members, 

to keep an accurate record of all meetings, proceedings, etc., to summon the Members 

to the meetings and to conduct all correspondence to the Council.  
 

Chairman: 
The Chairman of the council shall be elected or selected by the Council's 

members. He shall preside at all council meetings. He shall remain impartial in all his 
dealings with the members and in conducting council's avowed aims. He shall have 

the power to adjourn, postpone any council meeting but for no longer than a fortnight. 

In the absence of the Chairman, the Vice Chairman shall take the chair. 
 

Local Committee: 

A local committee shall have at least 50 paid up members on its role to have 
voting representation in the council. 

Committees with less than 50 such members shall have to join with other 

committee, area, or town in order to gain such voting qualification. 

Below is a sketch showing my suggestion of the structure of the Bangladesh 

Council in U.K.: 

 

SKETCH - MAP 

M. LOQUEMAN  

 

70a High Street, 

Colchester, Essex, 

Tel: 020671255. 

M. LOQUEMAN 

On behalf of Bangladesh  

Action Committees 

Cambridge, Essex, Suffolk  

and Norwich. 
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18th August 1971 

 

Dear Mr. Khan, 
 

Further to my telegram. I now write to confirm that the first meeting of the 
Convention Committee will be held on Friday. 20th August at 6 p.m. at the Steering 

Committee Office, 11 Goring Street, London, E C. 3, for a preliminary discussion on 
the subject of caning a conference of all the Action Committees for setting up the 

Central Action Council. 
 

As you know, this meeting was originally arranged for Monday last. 16th August, 

but due to the unavailability of various members we had to change the date several 

times. However, as this is a most urgent meeting, 20th August, has been set as the 

final date for the meeting. Should you be unable to attend on this date, I regret to say 

that the meeting will have to proceed without you. 

 

Yours fraternally, 

Azizul H. Bhuia 

Convenor. 

 

Mr. Gous Khan, 

58 Berwick Street. 

London, W. C. 1. 
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STEERING COMMITTEE OF THE ACTION COMMITTEE FOR 

THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH IN U.K. 

 
 

11 Goring Street. 

London, E. C. 3. 

Tel. 01-283-5526/3623 

19th August 1971. 
 

Dear Sir, 
 

The success of the Bangladesh Fund has meant that the facilities provided by the 
Hambros Bank Limited are not now sufficient to cope with the volume of business. 

The account at Hambros Bank will continue but in order to make it easier for 
Bangladesh supporters to pay their contributions into the Fund, it has been agreed to 

open a further account with the National Westminster Bank Limited. 

 

As a joint stock bank with branches in every town and village in the United 

Kingdom, the National Westminster Bank is in a better position to provide the 

services that we require for the Bangladesh Fund. It will now be possible for any 

Bangladesh supporter to go into any branch of the National Westminster Bank in any 

part of the country and pay in money to the Bangladesh Fund. To do so all the 

supporter needs is to fill up a bank Giro paying in slip with the following information 

on it. National Westminster Bank Limited, 6 Tothill Street, London, S.W.I. Bank code 

60-40-03. Account Bangladesh Fund, number 007722: The bank will give a receipt 

for the payment on a counterfoil. It is important that the supporter puts his name and 

address on the paying in slip so that we know who has paid in the money to the 

account. 
 

It will now not be necessary to pay in any sums to the Hambros Bank as 
arrangements have been made for all in-payments to be made to the National 

Westminster Bank account, as above. 
 

 
 

Yours faithfully, 

Azizul Hoque Bhuia, 

Convenor. 
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Agenda of the first meeting of the Convention Sub-Committee to be held on 

Friday, 20th August 1971 at 6 p. m. at 11 Goring Street, 

London, K. C. 3. 

1. To discover a formula acceptable to all the Bengalis in the U. K. for calling the 

Convention. 
2. To decide the basis on which representation to the Council (to be formed) will be 

based. 
3. To draw up a structural detail of the 'would be' Central Action Council and the 

Central Executive Committee. 
 A. Number of Councilors 

 B. Number of the Executive Committee members 

 C. Selection of three Trustees 

4. To discuss, improve, alter or add to a draft constitution submitted by Mr. Azizul 

Hoque Bhuia, or any other draft which may be submitted by any other, member 

of the meeting. 

5. To hasten the moves and steps towards calling the Convention to provide the 

Bengalis with a united platform to work for the liberation movement of 

Bangladesh under the advice of, and the guideline given by, the Special 

Representative of the provisional Government of Bangladesh. 

 

The meeting on the above agenda started at 7.20 p. m. and continued until 12.20 

a.m. It progressed with full participation and covered all points upto No.3 on the 

agenda. Resolutions in favor of these points have been passed unanimously. The 
proceedings and resolutions were recorded, read and signed by all the members of the 

'Convention Committee.' 
 

The rest of the agenda will be discussed and decided upon at the next meeting of 
the Convention Committee to be held at 3 p. m. on Tuesday, 24th August 1971. 

 
The meeting was conducted by Mr. Azizul Hoque Bhuia, Convenor of the 

Steering Committee, who has also been elected Convenor of the Convention 

Committee for convening meetings of the Committee itself. 

 

Azizul Hoque Bhuia. 

 

Proceedings and Resolutions 

 

1. Mr. Matin of Manchester proposed to select a convenor for the Convention 

Committee for convening meetings and communicating to each member of the 

committee. 
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The name of Mr. Azizul Hoque Bhuia was proposed jointly by Mr. Shaikh 

Abdul Mannan and A. M. Tarafdar and supported by Mr. Gous Khan, Mr. A. 

Matin and Mr. Arab Ali. Mr. Bhuia accepted the proposal to act as Convenor 

to the Convention Committee. 

Communications to respective units and all other organizations shall be sent 

out in the name of the Convention Committee and under signature of all the 

joint convenors. 
 

1st Agenda moved. 
 

1. To discover a formula acceptable to all the Bengalis in the U.K. (for the 

convention). 
 

On the above agenda, in principle the Committee agreed to accommodate all 

the organizations on the basis of one Committee in each city. The 'committee' 

takes it as its task to exert all power and use all influence to unite the 

committees if there is any discrepancy or disagreement within one city or 

town. 

 

   (Signed) Gous Khan 

A. Matin 

Sheikh Abdul Mannan 

A. H. Bhuia 

A. M. Tarafdar 
Arab Ali. 

Agenda No.2. 
 

Moved- To decide the basis on which representations to the Council (to be 
formed) will be based. 

 

The Basis of representation agreedto be on a population basis, accepting the 

following approximation of population:- 
 

South England 30,00() 

Midlands 25,000 

Lancashire 9,000 

Yorkshire          5,000 

Scotland. Wales           

East Anglia          3,000  

Students, Women &  

Doctors        72,000 

 

 (Signed) Sheikh Abdul Mannan 

      A. Matin  

      A. H. Bhuia  
      Arab Ali  

      A. M. Tarafdar  
      Gous Khan. 
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Agenda No. 3. 

Moved-to draw up a structural detail of the "would be" Central Action Council 

and the Central Executive Committee and the following number has been agreed as 

follows: 
 

Total number of Councilors 216 as detailed below: 
South England 90 

Midlands 75 
Lancashire 27 

Yorkshire 17 
Scotland 3 

Cardiff 2 

E. Anglia 2 

      

     216 

And: 

Number of the Executive Committee members: 

South England 10 

Midlands 9 

Lancashire 5 

Yorkshire 3 

      

      27 

And: 
Three trustees to be elected from among the Councilors. 

 
(Signed) Gous Khan 

  A. H. Bhuia 
  Arab Ali 

  Sheikh Abdul Mannan 
  A. Matin 

  A.M. Tarafdar. 
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Second Meeting of the Convention Committee held on Tuesday 24th Aug. 

1971 at Goring Street. 

 
In discussion sponsored by Mr. Gous Khan that Mr. N. Islam and another lawyer 

be present on the day when the draft constitution would be discussed. These two legal 
advisers will only participate in the discussion on constitutional matters without any 

voting right. 
 

And, it is also agreed that the copies of the draft constitutions submitted by 
Messrs. A. Matin, A. H. Bhuia, A. M. Tarafder and Gous Khan be circulated among 

the members of the Convention Committee only for their consideration. 

 

It is agreed that the discussion on the draft constitutions shall take place on 

Monday, 30th Aug. 71 at 3 p. m. at II, Goring Street, London E. C. 3. 

 

(Signed) 

A. H. Bhuia 

A. Matin 

Shaikh Abdul Mannan 

Arab Ali 

A. Tarafder 
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THIRD MEETING OF THE CONVENTION COMMITTEE 

HELD ON MONDAY, 30th AUGUST 1971 AT 

GORING STREET, LONDON, E. C. 3. 

 

1. Mr. Nurul Islam and Mr. Pasha have been accepted as advisers to constitution 
framing, without any voting rights. 

 
Later when the constitution is framed, a legal adviser to be invited to examine 

and scrutinize the legal aspects of the said constitution. The recommendations of 
the legal adviser would be considered by the committee of six. 

 

2. Article 3 of the constitution. 

"Trustees" 

Clause I. The "Bangladesh Fund" shall consist of six trustees elected by the Council. 

Besides the three present elected trustees three more trustees shall be elected by the 

Council. Minimum four signatures shall be required to withdraw money from the 

Fund. No money shall be withdrawn without the prior decision of the Executive 

Committee. Clause II. Exception to the above article may only be made in case of 

urgency money could be released by the trustees on the recommendation of the 

Provisional Government of Bangladesh or the special representative of the 

Bangladesh Government in the U. K. 

 

3. Article 4. 
 

The trustees shall be elected directly by the Council. They shall be ex-office 
members of the Council and of the Executive Committee but without the right 

to vote and shall not be eligible to hold any other office in the central or local 
committees. 

 
4. Article 5. The Central Council. 

 

The Central Council shall be composed of representatives from all the existing 

Committees with the Regions. Regions are as follows:  

 

1.South England, 2. Midlands, 3. Lancashire, 4. Yorkshire and adjoining 

countries. 

 

The quota of representatives for each city and town shall be in general, on 

population basis.  

 

The central council shall sit al least once every three months. 
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Next Meeting 

The next meeting of the Committee shall be held on Friday, 3rd September at 

5 p.m. 

 
 

 (Signed) A. Matin 
A. M. Bhuia 

Nusul Islam 
Shaikh Abdul Mannan 

A. M. Tarafder 
Gous Khan 

A. Pasha  

 Arab Ali 
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ATMZC/NEC             31 st August. 1971. 
A. H. Bhuia, Esq. 

Convenor, 

Steering Committee of the Action Committee, 

For the People's Republic of Bangladesh in U.K. 

11 Goring Street, 

London E. C. 3. 

 
Dear Mr. Bhuia, 

 
Thank you for your letter of 19th August. 1971. It appears that in addition to the 

deposit account of Bangladesh Fund at the Hambros Bank Ltd., you have opened a 

new account at the National Westminster Bank Ltd. 1 would like to have a copy of the 

resolution which has been forwarded to the National Westminster Bank for the 

opening of such an account at the Bank. Furthermore, I would like to know if this is in 

accordance with the Bangladesh Governments approval, or the decision was taken by 

the Steering Committee. I would also like to know of all trustees of such account. 

Recently it has come to my notice that the Steering Committee also has an 

independent account at some other bank and I would like to know the details of this 

account and such signatures of this account and the resolution submitted to the bank. 

In this connection, may I mention that at the meeting of various committees held 

under the Chairmanship of Mr. Abu Sayeed Chowdhury, special representative and 

High Commissioner for Bangladesh in U.K.. at 11, Goring Street on 8th May, 1971, 

the Steering Committee's Bank Account was not approved. 
 

I would like lo have all such details relating to these accounts.  
 

Looking forward to hearing from you. 
      Yours sincerely. 

 
c.c. Mr. Abu Sayeed Chowdhury,   A.T.M. Zafarullah Chowdhury 

Special Representative   General Secretary, 

and High Commissioner for   Bangladesh Medical Association. 

Bangladesh in U. K. 
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SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE  

PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

 

            11 Goring Street  

London EC 3  

                                    Tele: 01-238 5526/3623 
O@ ����� O@ ����� O@ ����� O@ �����     
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 4� 4#� ��;���P %�@�O ���7 ��!"��। !� 2C4� '�%� #�8�^�� 6��7� ���!��� 
%��7�_��� %�������!�� ��`�� 4� 5�@���� #���� !�"� =�@�T�, �� '��� +��G ����� %���� 
���!��� 8�P������ 
����� �� ���� 4#a�@ ��!" �=���� #�O #�� '���T। �������� 
��#���� ����X %����� ? 5�@���� #����� E+��5� �=���� ��� '��� 4�5� #�� '���T 4���� 
���! 4��!����! �$� #�� ������ ������ �� ���# S#*�� ? 4O����� #�� �����। 4����� 
bO�� �+���� ��]@ �=����!��@ 'P �� �� ��b��*� ���# '�!�@ �!�@�T  ��� �������� 
��#�� '�� ��� �*�M!�8��� �+���� #��T #��9। 

����� 6�# ��@ ������ �� 8�� ��c����c� ���5 #��। 4�P #���B ��� �� #���T��� 4� 
#��O� �8�� ���@ ��;��� d���e���� ���5 =?@�� +� 4#a�@ '*�#� #�E�f��� ����� =�� 8���� 
=@। ��P ��� ��!�"� �� �� !�( E"��� +� ����� 6�7��� E+��� 4�P। ����� 6�7��� 
�*�+��� 5�@���� #����� ����X E�gh�� ��i? ��j�� ���� E+��� 6���@� '��� ����� 4��# 
���� ���#। 

������ ��� 6�8� #��T 4�, �� ���� ������ '��#�� 4#a�@ ��!"�# ���� ���7 #�� 
%�@�O। %��� ��� #�@#O 4���#� +�$ '��( �� ���� _k���@e +�� #�� ��?@� 6�*G 
#�"। �g��@�l �� 4��� 4��# �� ��� %�*$ 6��;=B #��� �� �� ��P 4O����� =�� ��� 
���� ��W��। ��P +����+���8��� !B�8�m# ? %�����e���# �� �� !�( 4����� E�R��* 4#a�@ 
'*�#� #�E�f� !" #�� ���P ��#��। 6�'� ���� E+��� 6���@� 5�@���� #���� '#��  
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CONVENTION �� ��`� �=���� %�@�O�@ �*�>� ;=�B� O* CONVENTION 

COMMITTEE !" #���T। CONVENTION COMMITTEE ' +��G ���� Z�"�# ����� 
=�@ 'P #��O 6�# ���� '�!�@ �!�@�T। ��� ��� #��T ��`� ��nP H�#� =��। 'P ��`��# 
��b�*���� #��� O* �+��� ��78��� ? ������� ���� 'P �*�+��� �=����!�� #��� ��� ��� 
��W�� ����। 
 
 ���� '# O����B ���� ��: ��@�T '�� 4����� bO�� ����$� =�� ���P EQ��=O# 
��� ���T। 'P ��@ '#�� �O�@ ���� ���P %�@�O। 'P S�#* 4#��#� b��� ���� o�� 
������ ��;���� $��P =�� �, �� =�� +�Y� +��#&�� �p��� �+�$ '# ����� =���@��। ��P 
�+���� #��T ���� ���� ��O 'P 4�, 4�� ? ���� ������ �+��� '��� +��G 4� '#�� 
�O�@ 4��� '���T �� 6$�q �����। O@ �����। 
 
 
 

�+���� �����- 
((((��� ��K� 4�L������� ��K� 4�L������� ��K� 4�L������� ��K� 4�L����))))    

D,/-/1, 
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������� ��� ����� 

D�� 4��uv� 6��7� #�8� 
#����� �8�� %&�����= 

'*�#� #����� 
����+� 

D�� 4��uv�, ,01, 

 
Fourth meeting of the Convention Committee held on Friday, the 3rd September, 

1971 at Goring Street, London. 

 

The Central Council, The Central Council shall be composed of 217 

representatives from all the existing Committees within the Regions. 

 

Continuation of Article 5 

 

Function of the Council: The Council shall decide all policies of the organisation 

except those emergency matters which need prompt decision by the Executive 

Committee. The meetings of the Council shall be convened by the convenor in 

consultation with the executive committee. The report of the E. C. activities of the E. 

Committees and financial matter should be submitted to the Council in every three 

months. A requisition meeting of the Council may be called by fifty councilors under 
their joint signature. 

 
Signatures. 

 

 

Article 6-Function of the Executive Committee: 
 

The Executive Committee shall be composed of eleven Members to be elected 

directly by the central councilor from among the councilor by secret ballot paper. 
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ISLINGTON COMMITTEE FOR BANGLADESH  
(Established 1971) 

189. Caledonian Road. LONDON, N. 1 
Telephone: 01-837 1480 

 

Date: 10th September, 1971 

The Steering Committee, 

11, Goring Street. 
London, E. C. 2. 

 
D/Sirs, 

 
We are writing to express our opinion on the question of representation at the 

forthcoming Convention. We consider that all the local committees should be directly 
represented at the convention and not through any introductory structure. 

 

As our committee had all along been in existence as an independent body we 

would therefore request you to kindly keep us directly informed of any development 

in the preparation of convention. 

 

 

With greetings and hoping to be found with an early reply. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

E. Rahman 

G. S. 
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%�� 6�����%�� 6�����%�� 6�����%�� 6�����    
��E��  
��@- ��#�� C�� 
�����-,,।0।1, P�  

6�* ��#�� C w��#�� ��@ 4;��� ��> ��E�6�� >��@ ��J������ E��*��! '# �����B �8� 
�=�� =@। EM �8�@ ����`��]�� ��E�� �������� ��;�� +��X� !" #�� =@।  

%#�� ���# 4�, EM ��;�� +��X� ���������� ���M��;���# O@��M #����� O* �����@ 
���@e+�B� #�O #���� %��9��� =P��।  

EM ��;�� +��X� �����P 4;� ����> �������� ��;�� +��X��� 4#a�@ �5@���� #���� '�� 
�������� ����� ��J 4��!����! �=#��� #�O #���� ���@�? %&�� !�=�� =@। 

��E�� �������� ��;�� +��X���E�� �������� ��;�� +��X���E�� �������� ��;�� +��X���E�� �������� ��;�� +��X�    

?@��#�� #����?@��#�� #����?@��#�� #����?@��#�� #����    

,। ��l ��x� ����� 4�L����            4�@���*� 

2। ’’ �#�� ���                         8�P� 4�@���*� 

D। ’’ ����# ���              S 

C। ’’ '�, PE, �=��                                4��]���� 

z। ’’ !Ob� ���                       '��5*�{ 4��]���� 

|। ’’ ��j ��@�                        S 

1। ’’ ��}�x� �=��                        4~O���� 

-। ’’ %��� ���                       '��5*�{ 4~O���� 

0। ’’ �� 4=���                           6�!��P�O� 4��]���� 

,3। ’’ ���� 4=���                '��5*�{ 6�!��P�O� 4��]���� 

,,। ’’ ���� �E@��             S 

�����B ���*!B�����B ���*!B�����B ���*!B�����B ���*!B    
 

,। ��l ���=� ���   z। ��l ��=��� ��� 

2। ’’ ������� 4�w�   |। ’’ ��O� ��@�  

D। ’’ '�, �#� 4�L����   1। ’’ 4��= ��� 

C। ’’ ���=� E�*�   -। ’’ ��� ��� 
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0। ��l �� ��@�    ,|। ��l ��x� ����  

,3। ’’ �#��� ���    ,1। ’’ ��x� ����# 

,,। ’’ ��, '�, =�?@������   ,-। ’’ ��x� =�q� 

,2। ’’ 4!���� �m��O�     ,0। ’’ ��x� ��#�  

,D। ’’ ZO E�*�    23। ’’ ��x� ��� 

,C। ’’ ?@���� E�*�    2,। ’’ =�O� �b��� ��� 

,z। ’’ Z�@�� ���    22। ’’ #� ��@�  

 

 
 

M.U. Ahsan 

11-9-71 

Secretary, 

Bangladesh Sangram Parishad 

Southall, Middx 
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�������� 
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UNITED ACTION-BANGLADESH 

91. Commercial Road, London, E. 1. 

 

Copy for Steering Committee 

----------------------- 

----------------------- 

----------------------- 
 

 
Dear Sir, 

 
We are taking the liberty of enclosing here for your information copy of a report 

of Yahya Khan's recent press interview which appeared in the "Le Figaro" of 1st 
September and as reproduced in the "Hindustan Standard" of the 2nd September. 

 

By claiming his army kills cleanly he is admitting to the genocide and the fatal 

blunder he has committed. More than a million people have been killed, more than 

nine million (9,000,000) terrorized Bengalis have crossed the border, more than 65 

million Bengalis inside Bangladesh face a famine, starvation has started in some 

districts, faced with a civil war, Yahya finds himself in a political cul-de-sac, and has 

two choices open to him humiliation in Bangladesh or a war with India. 

 

The world must be told by Yahya Khan where is the elected leader of 75 million 

Bengalis-Sheikh Mujib? Yahya is the spokesman of a military junta consisting of 5 

Generals. He represents no one. He is where he is by the use of his bayonets and 

bullets. 
 

By putting Sheikh Mujib on trial, he has put on trial the freely expressed wish of 
the 75 million people of Bangladesh. Nobody trusts Yahya Khan or his propaganda 

machine any more. It is not enough for him to say the Sheikh is alive and well. We 
want to know where he is. The only crime the Sheikh has committed is that he won an 

election. 
 

India is giving shelter to 9 million people who have run for their lives. India is 
grimly determined that Yahya must not be allowed to divert world attention by 

starting a war with India. The world must help India to cope with the refugees. As 

"The Times" said recently, what is happening in East Bengal cannot be an internal 

matter for Pakistan. 
 

Sir, we appeal to you, to think about the Bangladesh crisis and weigh up the issues 

and then act. Please move your government and the U. N. Bangladesh must be saved 
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From the hands of a reckless ruler. Bengalis don’t want to remain partners with Yahya 

and his Panjabis. 

 

Yours faithfully,  

 

1. M.A. Samad Khan  

2. R. U. Ahmed  

3. A. H, Joarder   

4. A. Matlib   

5. …………   

6. Md. Abdur Rob.  

 

 

 

 

For United Action Bangladesh 
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�������� �=����� ��=��*���� %����� 
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�������� �=����� ��=��*���� �������� �=����� ��=��*���� �������� �=����� ��=��*���� �������� �=����� ��=��*����     
�*��*��*��*����� 4�� ���� 4�� ���� 4�� ���� 4��     

 
'# ���#�� x’�� %�*�� ����� T�@�T��। 

�!��� ������ ,2P 4�uv� �� #�F�F�� ����� =�� %����� =�� 
 

4��� ,2��@ ok 
 

����� 
6�8�@l ���@��, ����� ��, ���@���, �?� ���, #�O� ����#। 

 
+����� T�� 

 
xP ��(� 

6�8��@l O�� !�J���, +�=�(� �*���, 4��#�, 6�+, 6�� ? 8�� �� �+��*�@ 
 

#�EF���? ���#� ���] =��#�EF���? ���#� ���] =��#�EF���? ���#� ���] =��#�EF���? ���#� ���] =��    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

 
�������� �++�� 4����P�� P 4;��� �� '��@� #���# ��@��O�। 
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The Convener, 

Steering Committee of the Action Committee 

for the People's Republic of Bangladesh, 
11, Goring Street, 

 

London, E. C. 3. 

 
Dear Sir, 

 
It has been brought to our notice that in an effort for its inclusion in a possible all-

U. K. Central Action Committee, the so-called London Committee is making claims 

that it includes and represents all existing Committees in London and adjoining areas. 

 

In order to make our position clear, we would most emphatically state and advise 

you that this Committee is neither included nor represented by the so-called London 

Committee. Any such claim by that Committee as a "representative body" would 

therefore be fictitious, unfounded and hence unconstitutional. 

 

This Committee is, however, participating in the "United Action Bangladesh"-a 

movement of like-minded committees for the carrying out of specific Action- 

Programmes for continuous mobilization of Bangladesh citizens in the U. K. and for 

the creation of long term favorable public opinion for Bangladesh. 

 
We are. Sir, 

 
Dated: 

15 September, 1971 
Yours faithfully, 

Md. Abdus Samad Khan 
General Secretary 

Bangladesh Relief Committee, 

----------------------- 

Copy to: Bangladesh Envoy in the U. K. 
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ACTION COMMITTEE FOR BANGLADESH  

(North & North-West London) 

33 Dagmar Road, London N. 22 

Tel. 889-4474 
To, 

 
The Special Representative of the Govt. of Bangladesh.  

 
Dear Sir, 

 
I have read your "APPEAL" circulated among the Bengali population in the U. K. 

with great appreciation. The reasons given by you for advising the Steering 

Committee not to hold the National Convention earlier are more than valid and 

commendable. 

 

We formed a local Committee on the 10th April and since then have been doing 

our best to help the cause of liberation of our country. 

 

I have learned from your "APPEAL" and from the "APPEAL" of the convenor of 

the Steering Committee that a National Convention is going to be held soon. In this 

context I appeal to you sir, to ensure that each and every functional Action Committee 

gets proper and direct representation in the National Convention. We abhor the 

undemocratic decision of the so called Regional Committees to select councilors in 

their respective Region. It seems to me as if we have still been cultivating Ayub's 
Basic Democracy. We believe in the Tightness of our struggle and we have every 

right to have direct participation in the formation of the organisation which will fight 

for the cause of our liberation. 

 

1 believe, it has come to your notice that a group of people who think that only 

with their support and money Bangladesh can be liberated have indulged in keeping 

themselves more busy and active in organizing party political activities than helping 

the cause of liberation. In my opinion these people are doing the greatest of harm to 

the cause in the name of helping it. I would like you very much sir, to come forward 
and denounce those people and I assure you sir, you will get tremendous support from 

the rank and file of Bangladesh people here in the U. K. 
 

I have also come to know that two of the four Regional Committees have not been 
transferring their collection to the Bangladesh Fund. I beg you sir, to tell this loud and 
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clear to the people whose money they dare holding tight for no good reasons. We 

have accepted you sir, as our guide and leader without any reservation. We once again 

pledge our wholehearted support for every stand you take for the achievement of our 

common goal. With thanks. JAI BANGLA. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 
(S. M. AYUB) 

President. 
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BANGLADESH ASSOCIATION 

Lancashire and Adjacent Counties 

 

 

A. MATIN 

Chairman 

LATIF AHMED 

General Secretary 

Affiliated Units of the Association: 

Accrington, Blackburn, Burnley, Chester. 

Hoslingden & Rawtenstail, Liverpool, Mossley, 

Manchester & Adjoining Towns, Oldham 
Rochdale, St. Helens, Stoke-on- Trent, 

Todmordern. 
 

 
 

336, Stockport Road, 
Manchester 13. 

Tel. 061-273 3422 

Ref, ...    Date 20th Sept. 1971. 

 

Mr. Justice A. S. Choudhury, 

11, Goring Street. 

LONDON. 

 

Dear Mr. Justice Choudhury, 

 

We are writing this to inform you about the proposed trip of the Dutch M. Ps. to 

India. According to your instructions, we have arranged the tickets (return), have 

informed the Honorable M. Ps at Holland through the KLM airlines of their time and 

date of departure etc. The latest message from KLM says that the passengers (the M. 
Ps) have departed for India on the 30th of August. 

 
We have not had any more information about the success of their mission in India. 

If you have any information about the success of their mission, please let us know. 
 

With kindest regards, 
 

Respectfully Yours, 

Zahirul H., Choudhury 

for, Chairman. 
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Proceedings of the 5th meeting of the Convention Committee held on 21sV- 

September. 1971. 

 

ArticIe-6: Executive Committee 

 
The Executive Committee shall be comprised of 11 members directly elected by 

the Council. They shall be members of the 'Council'. The election shall be conducted 
by secret ballot. The Executing Committee shall elect a Convener from among 

themselves at the first meeting of the committee which shall be held within seven 
days from the date of the election of the executive Committee. The name of the 

convenor elect' shall be notified by the Chairman of the first meeting of the Executive 

Committee. The convenor shall work under the direction of the Executive Committee. 

 

Function 
 

The Executive Committee shall be entrusted with the day-to-day functioning and 

decision making authority within the framework of the general policy decided by the 

Council. The executive committee shall publish other literature, pamphlets, books etc. 

It shall hold public meeting and demonstration on all U. K. basis. It shall carry out 

any other activity contributive to the National Liberation Struggle. The Executive 
committee shall form sub-committees with specific work and the members of such 

sub-committees may be non-councilors. 
 

Article-7: Relations between the Component Regions and the Centre 
 

The component regions will co-operate as directed by the Central Council or 
Executive Committee. No Constitutional decisions can be made by the component 

region in contravention of the Constitution nor any decisions of the Council of 
Executive Committee. The regions shall communicate all necessary information’s to 

the central office. The Executive committee shall communicate all policy decision of 
the centre to every region by mimeographed circulars. The component regions shall 

not have the fight to direct recourse or dealings on any matters of National policy with 

the Bangladesh Government or its Mission or with any Government or any other 

organisation without the prior concept of the Executive Committee. At the event of 

direct communication by the Executive Committee to any (unit) committee, a copy of 

the communication be sent to the Regional Committee. 
 

In the case of disputes between the component organizations of a region the 

dispute shall be referred to the regional committee concern. Any party to the dispute 

shall have the right of appeal to the Executive Committee against the decision of the 

regional committee. If the decision of the Executive Committee is not acceptable to 

either of the parties the matter shall then be referred to the Central Council. Council's 

decision shall be final. 
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In case of a dispute between a component organisation and its regional committee, 

the dispute shall be referred to Executive Committee. If the decision of the Executive 

Committee is not acceptable to either of the parties, the matter then be referred to the 

Central Council. Council's decision shall be final. 

Articlc-8: Disciplinary Action: Disciplinary Action against any office bearer, 

member or any organisation can be referred to the convenor who will in turn place 

this before the Executive Committee for their consideration. Action can be taken by 
the Executive Committee by a majority vote. An appeal against the Executive 

Committees decision can be made by the office-bearer, member or organisation 
concerned, to the Council through the convenor within fourteen days, which shall be, 

in turn, placed before the Council within thirty days. 

 

Article-9: Quorum: Seven members of the Executive Committee and 95 

members of the Central Council shall form the quorum of the Executive Committee 

and Central Council respectively. 

 

Article-10 

Any amendment to the constitution shall be made by more than half of the total 

members of the Central Council. 

 

Article-11 

Notice: At least 24 hours for the Executive Committee meetings and a clear seven 

days notice for the Central Council meetings shall be given. 

 

Article-12 
 

Chief Adviser: The High Commission for Bangladesh in U. K. shall be the Chief 
Adviser of the Central Action Committee. 

 

Continuation of the Article-6 

 
Any member absenting himself from three consecutive meetings of the Executive 

Committee without any valid reason shall automatically cease to be a member of the 

Executive Committee. Any such vacancy shall be filled in by the next meeting of the 

Central Council. 

 

 

Signatures- 
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BANGLADESH PEOPLE'S CULTURAL SOCIETY 

59. Seymour House 

Tavistock Place 

LONDON WC 1 

Phone, 837-4542 

 
September 28. 1971. 

Dear Friend, 
 

A Meeting of the Executive Committee of the Bangladesh People's Cultural 
Society will be held on Friday, the 1st October, 1971 at Stepney Institute, Myrdle 

Street, off Grand Plais Hall. Commercial Road, London. E. 1 (tube: Whitechapel) at 7 
p. m. sharp. 

 
You are cordially invited to attend. 

 

A G E N D A: 

 

1. Minutes of the last Meeting. 
 

2. Preparations for the Manchester visit. 
 

3. School Essay Competition. 
 

4. Constitution. 

 

5. Accounts. 

 

6. Any other business. 

 

With fraternal greetings 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Munni Rahman (Mrs.) 

Secretary 
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THE LABOUR PARTY 

 

Transport House Smith Square London SW 1 
Telephone: 01-834 9434 

Telegrams: LABREPCOM SOWEST LONDON 
General Secretary: H. R. Nicholas Obe 

Hon. Treasurer: Rt Hon L. J. Callaghan MP 
Assistant General Secretary: J. G. Morgan 

National Agent: R. G. Hayward 
 

    29th September, 1971 

TR/EE 

Mr. Justice Chowdhury, 

Bangladesh Office, 

11 Goring Street, London. E. C. 3. 

 

BRITISH OVERSEAS SOCIALIST FELLOWSHIP 

Dear Sir, 

 

I am writing to you to confirm the arrangement you made in a telephone 

conversation with Mr. Daljit Sehbai, Vice-Chairman of this organisation, to speak at a 

meeting organized jointly by the British Overseas Socialist Fellowship and Mr. Peter 

Shore, M. P. on Bangladesh at 5-15 p. m. on Tuesday, October 5th, at the Brighton 
Labor Club, Lewes Road, Brighton. I understand that you want to observe the Labor 

Party Conference and accommodation has been booked for you at the Bedford Hotel, 
Kings Road, Brighton, for the nights of October 3rd, 4th and 5th. 

 
The British Overseas Socialist Fellowship was established by the National 

Executive Committee of the Labor Party with the original intention of working for 
better contacts between members of the Labor Party and the immigrant communities 

in Britain, and in recent years has concentrated on informing Labor Party members 

about aspects of foreign affairs. The Chairman of the fellowship is Miss Joan Lestor, 

M.P. a member of the National Executive Committee and a member of the Labour 

Government. 
 

 I shall be in Brighton on Tuesday, and I look forward to meeting you. 

 

 

Yours faithfully, 

Tim Ridoutt 

Secretary 

 

----------- 
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BANGLADESH STUDENTS ACTION COMMITTEE IN GREAT 

BRITAIN 

 

35 Gamage Building 

120 Holborn, London EC I 

Phone: 01-405 5917 

Date 30. 9.71 

FACT SHEET-18 

 

The following is a translation of an article published in DE TIJD, Amsterdam (the 

largest circulated newspaper in the Netherlands) dated 14th September, 1971 
 

SINCERE RESPECT? 
by Aire Kuiper 

 
 

De Tijd, Amsterdam    
Heading: Sincere respect?  (Comment by Aire Kuiper) 

Column: From Time to Time. 
14 9-71 

 

"The Embassy of Pakistan expresses its respect for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

of the Royal Dutch Government and has the honor to invite the Ministry's attention 

for an article entitled 'From Time to Time' in De Tijd, Amsterdam, April 22, 1971. 

The article gives false information on the present situation in East Pakistan and the 

writer of the article uses the most insolent, abusive and derogatory language about the 

Pak President. And he sows hatred against the Pak Government. The Pak Embassy is 

'distressed and pained' by the fact that such an article can be published in The 

Netherlands, a country with which Pakistan maintains such friendly and happy 

relations. The Pak Embassy protests strongly against publication of this article and 

hopes that the Ministry will see to it that 'appropriate action' will be taken in this case. 
 

"The Pak Embassy seizes this opportunity to renew the assurances of its high 
esteem for the Foreign Ministry of the Royal Dutch Government." 

 
The Pak Embassy sent this letter to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs a few months 

ago. His Excellency the Ambassador was indignant at an article 1 had written under 
the heading "Nobody can explain it". 
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My last words were: "Even if the future is glorious, one world full of peace, 

happiness and justice, it would not serve the people in the East Pakistan, Biafra and 

Vietnam. They live only once and nobody can explain to them why they have to 
suffer like this:" 

This passage did not rouse the Ambassador's indignation, of course. He was 

displeased with the whole article; but to be honest, that was not my intention at all. It 

would have been a very bad article, if it had pleased him at all. 

His Excellency was particularly angry about what I wrote about the Pak 

President, General Yahya Khan. Quoting one's own words is a form of vanity, but I 
have a good excuse this time. I wrote: "Yahya is the man who ordered his army to 

suppress the East Pakistanis. We tend to consider him a villain, an unprincipled 

criminal who should be arrested, who should be imprisoned for the rest of his life, or 

at least placed in a lunatic asylum, for he might be mad, otherwise he would not do 

such idiotic things: a deliberate murderous assault at thousands or tens of thousands of 

his own countrymen, whom he as President is supposed to protect! Indeed, such a 

man must be mad or a criminal." 

I also quoted a Sunday Times reporter, according to whom Yahya was honestly 
convinced that he had the duty to preserve Pak unity at all costs. I wrote: "He does not 

realize that he is guilty of a crime. Such a man is the top of the pyramid which moves 
him, which he cannot control." And: "It is possible because the world is roaming 

about under circumstances of complete anarchy". 

IN THE MEANTIME WE HAVE COME TO KNOW A LOT MORE ABOUT 

THE SITUATION IN EAST PAKISTAN. IT IS MUCH WORSE THAN 1 
THOUGHT ON APRIL 22. THE NUMBER OF REFUGEES IS ESTIMATED AT 

EIGHT MILLION, OR TEN MILLION. HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE HAVE 
TESTIFIED WHAT THEY HAVE SEEN; THEY HAVE TOLD THE WORLD 

WHAT THE PAK PRESIDENT HAS DONE TO HIS EAST PAK SUBJECTS. 

The American weekly Newsweek has published a long story about the activities 

of the Pak President under the title: "Genocide in East Pakistan". The cover showed 

an emaciated East Pak child, without parents, without food, without hope (why do we 

live, if we allow children to suffer?)-but His Excellency the Pak Ambassador does not 

care a straw. He wants the Dutch Government to take "appropriate measures", not to 

relieve the suffering of the East Pak children, but to stop a journalist expressing the 
feelings of many people in this rotten world: anger and despair, because these are 

happening before our eyes without us being able to do anything about it. 

The only thing we can do is to help stimulate the world conscience, the 

consciences of 3 billion people, till the world conscience is so strong and irresistible 

that it puts a stop to the activities of incompetent politicians like Yahya Khan. But all 

the same: "those people live only once, and nobody can explain to then why they have 

to suffer like this". 

If the Government of Pakistan, represented by its embassy at The Hague, want to 

prosecute me, they will have to prosecute Newsweek and (I give only an example) the 

New York Times, which wrote on August I about Yahya's "ruthless policy" and 

about the "systematic massacres, rapes and expulsion of Hindus to India". 
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And they will have to prosecute Senator Edward Kennedy, who declared in. New 

Delhi on August 16, that Pakistan is committing genocide in East Pakistan. And the 

World Council of Churches, which visited the refugees in India and ascertained that 

the Pak army has committed "the most terrible cruelty". 

But undersigned and De Tijd will probably not be prosecuted. The Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs passed the letter on to the public prosecutor in Amsterdam. He 

ordered the CID to interrogate me. I asked the CID officers to include in' their report 
that in my opinion the article is not "insulting to the Pak President, unless a critical 

examination of his policy insulting by definition". 
 

This happened six weeks ago and I have not heard from them since. 
 

The case has probably been put apart. A pity, for I would have liked to explain to 

the judge that the Pak Embassy has been giving false information on the situation in 

East Pakistan, that I was "distressed and pained" by the fact that such a shameless 

insulting and humiliating policy can be followed by the President of Pakistan, with 

which The Netherlands maintains such friendly and happy relations. 

 

I would also have said that President Khan has hurt my most elementary humane 

feelings, that he is sowing hatred against the Pak Government. I would have strongly 

protested against his policy and I would have expressed the hope that appropriate 

measures will be taken in this case. 

 
But I would probably have failed to seize that opportunity to renew the assurances 

of my esteem for His Excellency the Ambassador of Pakistan." 
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SIX MONTHS OF LIBERATION STRUGGLE 

 

The vast rivers of Bangladesh do not easily turn red! 

The blood that Yahya's invading Pakistan army has spilt in Occupied Bengal is 
best measured in cusecs. Like the floods of the Meghna and the Padma, this blood 

will partly be emptied in the Bay of Bengal and partially absorbed by Bengali's 

emerald soil. The soil of deltaic Bangladesh, enriched by the myriad martyrs' blood, 

would smile again- when the invaders have been driven into the sea. 

Meanwhile, there is an occasion to pause and remember that today is September 

26. Six months have elapsed since that fateful night of March 25 when Yahya hurled 
his mechanized forces against unarmed Bengalis in a genocidal campaign. To be sure, 

these six months will be no more significant than a punctuation mark in the resistance 
struggle that has since unfolded in Bangladesh. 

Yet, one remembers! The first six months have seen the savage Pakistan armed 

forces engaged in killing civilians and subjecting women and children to sadist 

assaults and weird brutalities-brutalities borrowed from nightmares of diseased minds. 

And both on a scale unknown in human history after the horrors perpetrated by 

Central Asian barbarians who descended in the medieval times on the fertile plains of 
Asia and Europe! 

The crimes of Yahya's packs of wolves in Bangladesh would go down in history 

as among the worst any human group has suffered at the hands of an organized armed 

force. 

These one hundred and eighty-odd days are also packed with other vital lessons. 

These emerge from a study of the enemy's known objectives and results of his crimes. 
To take but one of his objective. General Tikka Khan, "the butcher of Dacca", had 

launched his genocidal campaign with the avowed object of reducing the numerical 

superiority of East Bengal's population vis-a-vis West Pakistan's. 

Well might he be pleased with his apparent success, with the demographic 
changes his crimes have caused: about a million killed outright in the initial bloodlust 

of the Pakistan army; nine millions driven as destitute into India where in refugee 
camps epidemics and malnutrition decimate many of them; and several more million 

uprooted people floating about within Bangladesh, fleeing Yahya's savage hordes. 

Allied to Yahya's hordes is famine, the apocalypse whose arrival the Islamabad 

junta awaits hopefully. The expected famine, for which Pakistan has created 

conditions by destroying crops and driving cultivators away from their fields, will not 

only kill off another section of the Bangladesh but would also give the occupation 

forces a chance to purchase the starving people's acquiescence in exchange for food. 

All these genocidal 
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calculations designed to reduce the Bengali population would have had meaning, had 

Bangladesh remained in Pakistan. But, with Bangladesh independent, the invading 

army's demographic designs against the Bengali race are manic crimes which are even 

less successful than Hitler's ultimate solution of the Jewish problem! 

The other lesson is the speed with which Bangladesh has succeeded in organizing 
its State and armed forces. Looking back on the dark weeks of last May, it seems 

incredible that the elected representatives of the people of Bangladesh have managed 
to create so soon after the initial reverses, out of the wreckage of Bengal, a machinery 

of state and weld together an effective liberation force. The liberation forces new 
gains need not be recounted here. The strength of popular resistance to the invaders 

and the Mukti Bahini's successes are being acknowledged almost daily by neutral 

Western news media. 

Internationally, Bangladesh remains a victim of the "great power game". Aside 
from the natural reluctance of existing States to welcome a new State created through 

exercise of popular will, a strange confluence of interest of America and China in 
Pakistan keeps the evil junta in power in Islamabad, providing it with the sinews of 

war against Bangladesh. India, staggering under the weight of nine million refugees, 
waits on events and hopes that the Mukti Bahini's military endeavors would 

eventually force Yahya to withdraw from Bangladesh, and make possible the return of 
refugees to their homes. 

The Soviet Union waits and watches, weighing the chances of survival of the new 

People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

Thus the international situation predicates that the liberation of Bangladesh must 

come about very largely through efforts of the Government and people of Bangladesh. 

Even so, it would be wrong to exaggerate Islamabad's capacity to continue a distant 

colonial war indefinitely. Pakistan is not America. 

While the agonies and indignities of the people of Bangladesh may have already 
exceeded those of Vietnam, the war in Bangladesh may not last as long as the current 

phase of the Vietnam War. 

The patriots of Bangladesh must therefore view the immediate future with 

considerable hope. 

 

 

 

 
 

ISSUED BY THE BANGLADESH STUDENTS' ACTION COMMITTEE  

IN GREAT BRITAIN 

35 Gamages Building, 120 Holbom, London E.C.I. Tel. 01.405 5917  

Printed by Larcular Ltd. 
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1st October, 1971, Convention Committee resolution 

 

(i) It is agreed that letters be sent to the regional Committees in compliance with 

the resolution No.2 of the 7th meeting of the Convention Committee held on 1st 
October by the Convention Committee, which may be signed by Convenor, 

Convention Committee on behalf of all six members. 

(ii) It is agreed that a circular shall be issued in Sangbad Parikrama urging 

individual Committees to co-operate with the regional committees to speed up the 

process. 

(iii) It is also agreed the Convention shall be held on Sunday the 7th November 
1971 at 10-30 a.m. 

The Election Commission shall be invited to sit with the members of the 

Convention Committee on 22nd October, 1971. The selected members of the Election 

Commission be informed about their selection as members of the Election 
Commission. 

It is resolved that an Election Commission be set up with the following members: 

 (1) Barrister Amin, 

 (2) Barrister Ferdous, 

 (3) Doctor Harun, 

 (4) Doctor Sirajuddoula 

 (5) Mr. Ganesh Chandra Dey. 

 

It is also resolved that the terms of reference regarding the fourth coming election 

will be given to the Election Commission by the Convention Committee. 

The Commission shall elect one Chairman from among themselves. The 

Commission shall have the fullest authority to conduct the election of the Executive 
Committee and the three Trustees of the Bangladesh Fund. 
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STEERING COMMITTEE OF  

THE ACTION COMMITTEE FOR THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF  

BANGLADESH IN U.K. 
 

11 Goring Street 

O@ �����O@ �����O@ �����O@ �����       London E C 3 

Tel : 01-2  83 5526/ 3623 

 

 

Ok�� ����Ok�� ����Ok�� ����Ok�� ����    
    

�������� b��� ��j�� ����@� O* 4;� ������ O* 4� ��& ���� #���� �� �*�M �������� 
�5@���� #���� 4��# T�+��� ���� �P ��@�T ��j��� ���P�# 6����v ��j��� �=��� �= ��& �P 
�5@���� #���� 6�b�� 4b�� ����� O* 6����� O���� =��। 

4#a�@ #���� !"�� %�m�� ? �Q+���� �=���-�#�� +����� #��� O*P ���� �P���= '�� 
��� �=��� 4b�Q 4?@� %�@�O ����@ �5@���� #����� '# Ok�� �8� EM ����G ;=B #���T। 

' �*�+��� �5@���� #���� �+���� ���%#�� �=����!�� #��� #��T। 

 
 

��OO�� =# 8�����OO�� =# 8�����OO�� =# 8�����OO�� =# 8���    
�=��@# 

�5@���� #���� 
,�� 6�N���, ,01,। 
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ACTION COMMITTEE FOR THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH, 

BAYSWATER BRANCH, LONDON. W. 11 

 

EXTRACT OF THE RESOLUTION 

Dated 2nd October, 1971. 

 

6� 2�� �!5 ����� ,3D 4�H���� 4���H 4�’�?@���� ����� #��� ���� +��X��� �8�@ 
������� ����G_��� ����`��]�� !�=�� =@।  

 
,। ���O?�� #����� %�� 'P 4�’�?@���� %��7��� 4#� �>� �P। 4�’�?@���� ���� 

�I�B� ���+$ '�� �5@���� #���� �*��� 6* 4#� #����� 6��> @। 
 
2। 4#a�@ #������ �#�-8��X*�� 4� %����� 4?@� =P�� ��=� 'P ���� =P�� ������ 

4?@�� O* ���� #�� =P���T। 
 
D। 'P %��7� ���O?�� #����� ��*>��@ 4#� %����� 4#a�@ #������ +�"�P�� �I�B� 

6�`�। 
 
 
 
 

'�'�'�'�, , , , 4������4������4������4������    
2-,3-1, 

�8�+��, 4�’�?@���� #����। 
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BANGLADESH PRESS RELEASE 

London, Oct. 8:-Mr. Rashed Suhrawardy, the only son of late Mr. H. S. 

Suhrawardy who was the founder of the Awami League and a former Prime Minister 

or Pakistan, in a statement issued in London 011 October 7, expressed his full support 

to the liberation movement of the people of Bangladesh and hoped that the brave 

freedom fighters would succeed in their struggle for full independence from the 

invading army of West Pakistan. 

 Following is the full text of the statement issued by Mr. Rashed Suhrawardy:- 

"My sympathy and full support were with the liberation movement of the people 

of Bangladesh as soon as 1 learned of the genocide committee by the army of West 
Pakistan. Not being in politics I did not think a statement from me personally was 

necessary but since it has become apparent that the image and memory of my beloved 
father, Mr. Huseyn Shaheed Suhrawardy, are being sought to be furnished by one 

member of my immediate family by her recent statements, I felt it incumbent upon me 
to speak out. 

I would like to express in unequivocal terms that I wish the liberation movement 

of the people of Bangladesh all success. They have been economically exploited and 

politically dominated by West Pakistan for the past 24 years and they have now been 

forced to take up arms to resist the genocide and other heinous crimes that have been 

and are being perpetuated by the West Pakistan Army. 

I have no doubt in my mind that the brave freedom fighters will succeed in 

achieving full independence by ejecting the invading army. 

I eagerly look forward to going to Bangladesh in the near future, to see that in an 

independent, Sovereign Republic people of all faiths and political affiliations are 
living in peace and harmony. 

I also convey my greetings to the Government of Bangladesh, the members of 

which were all colleagues of my father and who were great objects of his affection." 

 

Sd/  

(Rashed Suhrawardy)  
October 7, 1971) 

Forwarded for favor of Circulation / Publication / Broadcast. Photocopy of the 
handwritten statement is also enclosed. 

(Mahiuddin A. Choudhury)  
Press & Publicity Division  

Bangladesh Mission. 
 
 

Issued by Press and Publicity Division, Bangladesh Mission in U. K.. 24 Pembridge Gardens. London 

W. 2. Phone: 2290281.229 5435. 
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8th October. 1971 

The Secretary/President 

Action Committee for the 

People s Republic of Bangladesh 

in U. K. (Midland Region) 

93, Stratford Road 

Birmingham-11 
Dear Sir, 

The Convention Committee is pleased to inform you that it has approved of a 

draft constitution and agreed upon procedural points regarding calling a convention of 
all the action committees. 

According to the decision of the Convention Committee at its meeting held on 1st 

October 1971, the Regional Committees are requested immediately to call a meeting 

of all the local committees in their regions for the allocation of number of delegates to 

each committee by joint consultation with all the Committees. As soon as the 

allocation is finalized, each local Committee should call its own Committee 

meeting for nominating its delegates / councilors and forward their names along 

with the resolution to the Regional Committee with a copy to the Convention 
Committee on or before 20th October 1971. 

Delegates have been allocated to the 4 regions and other units in the following 
order: 

London & South 90 

Midland 75 

Lancashire 29 

Yorkshire 20 

Students 4 

Women 4 

Glasgow (Scotland) 3 

Wales 2 

East Anglia 2 

Bangladesh Medical Association 4 

233 

The tentative date for the convention has been fixed as November 7, 1971. Please 

await further notification regarding the final date. Please find enclosed a copy of the 

resolution taken at the Convention Committee. Should any committee need any 
further clarification please write or telephone. 

Convenor, 

Convention Committee. 

Copy to: All the Action Committees for information. 
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RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED AT THE LONDON MEETING OF 

BANGLADESH ACTIVISTS ON 11 OCTOBER AT CONWAY HALL, 

UNDER THE CHAIRMANSHIP OF S. M. AYUB 

 

1. This meeting of the activists of the Bangladesh action committees, concerned 

with the healthy and democratic development of the Bangladesh movement, convened 

to discuss the forthcoming national convention of the action committees, hereby (a) 

takes note with appreciation of the decision of the Steering Committee, though 

belated to regularize the constitutional framework and activities of the action 

committees and offers the Steering Committee full support far the success of the 

convention; (b) endorses the decision of the Convention Committee to give direct 

representation to the local action committees. 

2. The meeting has, however, serious reservations on the procedures 

recommended for the constitution of the central body, adoption of the constitution and 

the mechanism of representation. 

3. The meeting firmly believes that the right to voting-participation on the 

decision- making agenda of the convention belongs only to those among the 
Bangladesh community in the UK who have given organized support to the work of 

the Bangladesh liberation movement either through financial contribution or by active 
involvement. The number and composition of their representation may or may not be 

related to the population concentration. As such we recommend that all action 

committees should be invited to send at least two delegates to the convention with 

provision far additional weightage commensurate with their contributions to the 

common pool of the liberation movement in the UK. 

4. The meeting believes that the process far setting up the central authority of the 
action committees should be phased out in two stages. The first stage should be 

limited to the adoption of constitution for the action committees. For this purpose the 
Convention Committee should immediately circulate the first draft of the constitution 

among all the action committees and invite their comments. In the light of the 
criticism and amendments that will be received the Convention Committee should 

then prepare the final draft, which should farm the basis of deliberation at the first 

conference of the delegates of the action committees. 

5. After the adoption of the constitution of the proposed central organisation of 
the action committees the document should be immediately circulated and all action 

committees should be asked to reconstitute themselves in accordance with the 
provisions of the constitution. The regularized action committees then should be 

invited to send their delegates, in accordance with the provisions in the constitution, 
to the national 
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convention which would adopt a programme of activities for the action committees 

and (b) elect its officers and governing bodies to execute the policy and programme as 

adopted by the convention. 

6. Further, this meeting considers that the Convention Committee, as at present 

constituted, has not the adequate human resources to undertake the heavy burden of 

preparing adequately for the national convention. It, therefore, recommends that the 

Convention Committee should be expanded by co-option of representatives from the 

action committees of the students, doctors & women, and if needed the Convention 

Committee should also set up sub-committees with special assignments. 

7. The meeting also appointed a ten-member Campaign Committee for the 

National Convention of the Action Committees and appealed to all local action 

committees to send similar recommendations to the Steering Committee and to offer 

their support and services to the Campaign Committee to create a healthy and 

democratic body for the Bangladesh movement in the UK. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Issued on behalf of the Campaign Committee for the National Convention of the Action Committees by 

S. M. Ayub, 33 Dagmar Road, London N 22 (01-889—4474). 
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Palace Chambers 

Bridge Street, London SW1A 2JX 

Telephone: 01.8392721 
Mr. M A H Miah BCom 

37' Biscott House 
Devas Street   13 October 1971 

London E3 3LZ 
 

Dear Mr Miah: 
 

I now have an opportunity, on my return from the Labor Party Conference, of 

thanking you for your letter of the 3rd. I am sure you .will have read of the resolution 

which was put to Conference by the National Executive Committee, and unanimously 

accepted; and also of the speeches made both in Conference and in meetings outside 

in the evenings. There is a considerable volume of support for your cause within the 

Labor Party. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Sd/ 

Dictated by Mr. Mikardo 

and signed in his absence. 

   from: Ian Mikardo, M.P. 

 
………….. 

NEWS RELEASE 
 

Issued by the Labor Party Information Department 

Transport House-London SW1.01-834-9434    PS 83/71 

Director of Information: Percy Clark 

For immediate release. 

 

PAKISTAN 

 

The Pakistan situation was discussed at today s meeting of the Labor Party 

International Committee and the following resolutions were adopted. 

 

1. The N.E.C., deeply concerned about the present human crisis in West and East 

Bengal, believes that the dangers of the present conflict within Pakistan are a threat to 

international peace and security; that only a satisfactory political solution to the 

conflict within Pakistan can restore stability and end the threat to peace; and that the 

urgency and 
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scale of the present human suffering among the refugees, and the dangers of early 

famine demand an unsparing response from Britain. It therefore urges H. M. 

Government to take the following immediate steps: 

(a) To raise the conflict in Pakistan in the Security Council as an urgent question 

threatening peace and endangering the security of others; 

(b) To increase substantially the present British contribution to U Thant's Relief 

Fund and to make an immediate bilateral offer of generous additional aid to India to 
assist her in the costs of meeting the refugee problem. 

The N.E.C. further believes that in this situation it is right that the British people 

should know what approach H.M. Government is proposing to take in the 

forthcoming early meeting of the Pakistan Aid Consortium, which will consider the 

very serious economic crisis facing Pakistan. 

The N.E.C. believes that in a situation in which political institutions in East 

Pakistan have collapsed; aid for development cannot be meaningful. It therefore calls 

upon H. M. Government to urge at the forthcoming meeting of the Consortium that, 

until a peaceful settlement bas been achieved in East Pakistan, aid to Pakistan should 

be limited to the relief and prevention of actual disease and distress, bearing in mind 

that many of those who most need aid are no longer in Pakistan." 

2). "In view of the obvious failure to get adequate relief to India and Pakistan and 
similar technical problems during other recent catastrophes, this Committee urges H. 

M. Government to propose the establishment of an international Relief Commission. 

This Commission should be set up immediately and be composed of those with 

experience of relief, transportation, and the management of large scale organisation. 

In circumstances such as now existing in Pakistan the Commission would meet 

continuously and report on what measures would be necessary on a world scale for 

implementation by the United Nations. The Commission would establish permanent 

machinery to provide immediate relief in natural and manmade disasters, to save life, 

furnish essential medical supplies and if necessary take control of the situation until 

longer term measures can be brought into effect. In proposing the establishment of 

this Commission, H.M. Government should pledge full British participation and 

financial support." 

June 8, 197 

     ------------------ 

ID/1970-71/93 

 

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ON PAKISTAN 

Conference expresses its horror and concern at the terrible human tragedy now 

taking place in Bengal. It believes that the Pakistan Government must take full 

responsibility for the terrible suffering endured by the people of East Bengal and 

Conference condemns the 
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Government of Pakistan for its totally unjustified use of military force against the 

people and democratically elected leaders of East Bengal. 

Refugees 

Conference expresses its grave concern at the totally inadequate response of the 

World Community to the vast refugee problem. The Government of India has carried 

a disproportionate share of this burden and Conference urges the establishment of a 

United Nations Disaster Relief Agency to take full responsibility for refugee aid. 

Conference urges the British Government to pledge full support for such an agency 

and meantime to substantially increase its bilateral aid to India to enable the Indian 

Government to cope with the urgent and immediate problems of relief. 

Aid 

Without a satisfactory political solution" long-term aid to Pakistan would mean 

subsidizing a discredited military regime. Conference, therefore urges all countries 
and in particular the members of the Pakistan Aid Consortium to withhold all but 

urgent humanitarian aid until a satisfactory political solution has been agreed to by the 
people of East Bengal. 

Political Solution 

Conference believes that a political solution can only be reached after: 

1. Military repression in East Bengal has ceased; 

 2. The political leaders of East Bengal and in particular Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

have been released. 

Any political solution should be negotiated with the democratically elected 

leaders of East Bengal and be acceptable to the people of the region. 

 

Threat to Peace 

Conference believes that the present situation on the Indian sub-continent 

constitutes a threat to World Peace. The United Nations should therefore, involve 

itself directly in working for a political solution which is in accordance with the will 

of the people of East Bengal. Conference urges the British Government to raise this 

matter at the current session of the United Nations. 
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S. M. AYUB 

 
01-889 4474 

33, Dagiriar Road 
London N 22 

14. Octobcr 1971 

Dear Friend, 

I am enclosing the proceedings of a meeting held on Monday 11 October at the 
Conway Hall, London W C 2, under my chairmanship. Over 40 Bangladesh activists 

from 14 different action groups in and around London participated in the meeting and 

unanimously adopted the enclosed resolutions. 

It is our hope that your Committee will give serious thoughts to the problems 
raised in the document if you find yourself in broad agreement with the views 

expressed in the resolutions please write directly to the Convention Committee, 11 
Goring Street, London E C 3, giving the comments of your Committee on the points 

raised. 

We would very much appreciate if it would be possible for you to join us as one 

of the members of the Campaign Committee for the National Convention of Action 

Committees and thus assure that the Bangladesh activities in the UK precede on 

democratic and healthy lines. 

We hope you will appreciate that time is running out and frustration among the 

people is growing deep. Unless this process is checked, our movement in the UK will 

suffer irreparable loss. 

To facilitate early reply we are providing a form for your use. I hope you will 
give the matter your urgent attention. 

Should you need any elaboration please do not hesitate to get in touch with me. 

With greetings and good wishes, 

 
Yours sincerely, 

S. M. Ayub 

on behalf of the Campaign Committee. 
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FORM 

The Secretary 

Convention Committee 

11 Goring Street 
London E C 3 

 
Our Committee is broadly in agreement with the recommendations of the London 

meeting of 11 October. It is also our view that the constitution of the proposed central 
body of the action committees should be framed at a specially convened conference of 

the action committees. Only after such a constitution has been adopted the national 
convention should be held to elect the officers, governing bodies, etc. 

 

Your Name--------------------------------------------Tel. No------------------------------------ 

Name & Particulars of the Action Committee-------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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BANGLADESH ACTION COMMITTEE 

72 COVENTRY STREET, KIDDER MINSTER 
Tele No. 62011 

Dated: 15 Oct, 71. 
 

The Secretary 
Convention Committee 

11 Goring Street, LONDON E. C. 3. 
 

Dear Sir, 

I am forwarding herewith the required papers together with a copy of resolution 

which been passed unanimously by Bangladesh Action Committee, 
KIDDERMINSTER WORCS. 

A meeting of Bangladesh Action Committee Kidderminster was held on 15th 

Oct. 71. This meeting's urgent talk was about delegate which should invariably be 

sent to Convention Committee, LONDON. 

Everybody has gone through the contents of Convention Committee letters dated 

8
th

 Oct, 71 and 14th Oct, 71 respectively. 

This meeting has appreciated the resolutions adapted at the LONDON meeting 

under the chairmanship of MR. S. M. AYUB. 

As per resolutions adapted by the Convention Committee in LONDON I am 

sending herewith the names of two delegates who will entirely represent Bangladesh 

Action Committee, KIDDER MINSTER to the Convention Committee in LONDON. 

Further, I would like to draw your attention to the fact, that this Committee is not 
inclined to submit the necessary documents to the Convention Committee in 

LONDON through the region MIDLAND. The matter of non-attitude to the region 
can be discussed with the delegate. 

Hope, the request for inclusion of the names of delegate in your Conventional 

Committee, will be acceded to: 

 

Thank You 

Name of delegate.        Address 
 

1. SYED ALBAB HUSSAIN   72 Coventry Street, Kidderminster 

         WORCS 

         Tele No. 62011 
2. SYED AFRUJ HUSSAIN   28 GILGAL., Stourport on severn 

          WORCS 
 

President of Bangladesh Action Committee, Kidderminster. 

(SYED MUJTABA HASAN) 
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S. M. AYUB 

33. Dagmar Road 

London N 22 
15. Oct. 1971 

 
The Convener 

Convention Committee 

11 Goring Street 

London EC 3. 

 

Dear friend. 

 

I am enclosing a copy of the resolution adopted at the Conway Hall meeting on 

October 11, under my chairmanship. 

 

The meeting was held on a two-day notice. Never the less it was attended by a 

large number of activists from 12 local action committee namely. 

 

1 Enfield  5 Westminster  9 Bangladesh Cultural Asscn 
2 Colchester  6 Bayswater  10 Islington 

3 Uxbridge  7 Hendon  11 Relief Committee (East London) 
4 Balham  8 North-West London 12 Students Action Committee 

 
It can therefore be safely assumed that the recommendations made by the meeting 

have substantial support among the local action committees. 
 

May we, therefore, hope that you will give this representation your serious 

consideration and let us have your reply at an early date so that we could take the next 

step for effective participation at the proposed convention. 

 

 

Yours sincerely. 

Sd/- 

(S. M. Ayub) 
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ACTION COMMITTEE FOR THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC 

OF BANGLADESH IN U. K. 

LUTON ( Beds.) UNIT 

5 Kenilworth Road. 

      LUTON. 
Phone: LUTON 26998          Beds. 

17th October. 1971. 
 

The Convener, 
Steering Committee of the Action Committee 

for the People's Republic of Bangladesh in U. K., 

11 Goring Street. 

LONDON. E. C. 3. 

 

Dear Sir, 

We are surprised to note that you have not yet replied to our letter dated the 9th 

September. 1971, which was very important for the continuation of our movements in 
U. K. for the Independence of Bangladesh Even the letter was not acknowledged and 

as a result, our Committee, which was solidly organized is now on the way of 
collapsing and if such thing happens, you will be held fully responsible for this 

unexpected incident. 

Meanwhile, we have been informed that a National Convention is going to be 

held shortly to form a Central Committee. We believe there will be chaos informing 
the proposed Central Committee in this way unless you hold a meeting we have 

already proposed, in consultation with the heads of the Regional Committees, to 
discuss the various matters which may come from the representatives of different 

Sub-Committees and to give clear understanding to all the Sub-Committees so that it 
may become possible to form a strong Central Committee peacefully and in a 

Democratic way. 

We understand that some Committees are not aware what would be the 

constitution and how the Committees would be represented. The copy of the draft 

Constitution should be distributed to all the Committees to prepare them to debate the 

items, clauses and other things. 
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We hope that you give importance to this letter in the name of Unity among the 

Bengali people in U. K. 

JOY BANGLA. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

Sd/- 
(MD. BURHAN UDDIN) 

Secretary. 
 

Copy to: Mr. Justice A. S. Chowdhury. 

The High Commissioner for Bangladesh 

in U. K., 24 Pembridge Gardens, 

London. W. 2, for information arid 

necessary action thereon. 
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October 18, 1971 

 

Mr. Brian M. Key 

21 Schofield Dr 

Darfield 

Barnsley 

Yorks. 

 

 

Dear Mr. Key, 

 

I am very much pleased that you attended our meeting in the Labor Party 

Conference at Brighton. We are very much encouraged to note your willingness to 

help our cause. 

 

Bangladesh cause has not yet received the proper attention of the youths of this 

country. As such you can help us tremendously by helping and advising us as to how 

we can go about a national campaign to publicize and explain our cause to the young 

socialist in the country. 

 

I would personally be grateful if you could suggest us if there is any possibility of 

a meeting in your area where I could send one of our workers to either to address a 

gathering or talk to a group of young socialist in your area. Looking forward to 
hearing from you meanwhile, we will keep you informed the developments in 

Bangladesh as well as our activities here. 
 

 
Yours sincerely, 

 
(M. A. H. BHUIA) 
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STEERING COMMITTEE OF 

THE ACTION COMMITTEE FOR THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC 

OF BANGLADESH IN U. K. 
    
O@ �����O@ �����O@ �����O@ �����    

11 GORING STREET 

LONDON E C 3 

TEL: 01-283 5526/3623 

October 18. 1971 

Mr. Hossain Ali 

High Commissioner for the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh in India. 
 

Dear Mr. Ali, 
 

Mr. Abu Yusuf Khan the bearer of this letter who was till recently an engineer of 

the Pakistan Air Force (Stationed somewhere in Saudi Arabia) is proceeding to 

Bangladesh to join the Mukti Bahini. Mr. Khan's brother Major Taher who is one of 

the Sector Commanders of our Forces written a letter to Mr. Khan requesting him to 

procure some surgical instruments in London and take those instruments with him to 

Bangladesh (Base hospital somewhere in Meghalaya). As soon as Mr. Khan revealed 

this to us, we thought it proper to bring it to your notice in the home of obtaining the 

permission of the Government of Bangladesh so that the instruments concerned could 

be supplied by the Steering Committee. Since this will cost us a very small amount of 

money, we feel that you will gladly approve our decision and send us a very quick 

reply. 
 

In this connection probably it is not out of place to refer to your letter No. B 

5/4/71 dated 13th October 1971 circulated to all the Action Committees in Great 

Britain affiliated by the Steering Committee. Unlike many of your circular, this 

particular one has caused a great concern among the Bengali Community in Britain. 

Your direct appeal to various committees has created an impact of serious 

significance. The Govt. has ordered the Steering Committee through their Chief 

Adviser Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury to collect money and freeze it in the bank to 

be used by the Government at an appropriate time. Ever since we are collecting 

money and depositing it with the bank. This action of yours has put us in great 

jeopardy. Many responsible leaders in the field of politics, government and armed 

forces have written impatient letter to many action committees, individual Bengali 

leaders and to various other organizations depicting vividly the pitiful conditions and 
immense suffering of our boys in the training camps and battlefields and urging them 

to send contribution immediately. Since the entire Bengali population in this country 
gave and are still giving subscription to "Bangladesh Fund" they genuinely desire that 

their money should produce concrete and tangible result. Now 
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please try to imagine our position. The Liberation Army needs many things and you 

write to our people asking for those things, innocent people come to us and blame us. 

They say we are responsible for the sufferings of our fighting forces. They ask if 

money is not utilized for the purpose for which it has been contributed, why should 

further subscription be made? We are being accused of inaction. Just at a time when 

the Steering Committee was considering writing to you about their unfortunate 

predicament, your latest circular has reached the people in Britain. Scores of people 

are coming to us and asking why medicine, garments and other essential things have 

not been sent. They demand explanation, they want action and want us to be penalized 

for all our silence over sending materials for which you are writing to them. 

We do not understand why we are not allowed to spend a fraction of the money 
we have collected for you. Frankly speaking, because of our inability to send any help 

and your direct approach to the individual, Committees for help the Central Authority 
shall be utterly disregarded and in all practical purposes and shall eventually collapse. 

The Pakistan High Commission through his agents is trying to prove that the Steering 

Committee has dwindled and money should not be contributed to Bangladesh Fund. 

Consequently, it is highly likely that out of sheer patriotism, individual organization 

shall operate different Fund, collect money and shall remain responsible only to 

themselves. 

 

I hope I have been able to communicate to you the enormous pressure and insult 

that are being thrown at us. 

 

In any case I have sent out a similar circular asking people to give warm clothing 

for the Mukti Bahini and hope inspite of all the points I have mentioned. I am sure it 

will receive tremendous response. I shall soon be writing to you again. With kindest 

regards. 
 

JOY BANGLA. 
 

Yours sincerely, 
 

(M. A. H. BHUIA) 
Convener. 
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THIRD WORLD FIRST 

Britwell Salome 

Watlington 

Oxon 
OX95LH 

22nd October 1971 
Bangladesh Action 

Comm. 
11 Goring Street 

London E. C. 3 
 

Dear Mr. Bhuia, 

 

I am writing to confirm the arrangements we made over the telephone for you to 

speak at Newland Park College, Chalfont St. Giles, Buckinghamshire, on Wednesday 

27th October at 7 p. m. I have written to Steve Day who is our representative at the 

College and asked him to ring you and give you the details of how to get there and 

whether you can be met from a train. 

 

I shall also ask the organizer of the Third World Convention to be held on 

Saturday, November 6th at Imperial College London, to contact you in order to 

finalize the arrangement for that. 

 

Thank you very much for agreeing to come to these two meetings and I am sorry 
there was a misunderstanding about the meeting in Birmingham College of Education 

which I have discovered had to be cancelled at the last minute. 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Sd/- 

Barbara Clark. 
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Meeting of the Convention Committee 

22nd October, 1971. 

 
It is resolved that in view of the objection raised by some committees from the 

South England Region the Convention Committee shall organise a meeting inviting 
representatives from the Existing Committees to sit with the Convention Committee 

and the representative of regional Committee on Saturday the 30th October at 2 p. m. 
in London. The said meeting shall take into consideration the outcome of the 

reconciliation attempt to be made by the Regional Committee tomorrow, Saturday, 
the 23rd of October, 1971. 

 

Signatures- 

22. 10. 71 

 

It is also resolved that the members of the Election Commission be requested to be 

present at 11 Goring Street, at 7 p. m. on 30th October 1971 to sit with the members 

of the Election Commission. 

 

Signatures— 
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH ACTION COMMITTEE 
(MIDLAND REGION) 

 

93 Stafford Road. 

Spark brook. 
Birmingham Bll IRE 

23.10 1971 
The Convener, 

Convention Committee 
11. Goring Street, London. E C. 3 

 
Dear Sir. 

 

In compliance with your request/letter dt. 8-10-71 we had held a meeting of all the 

Committee in the Midland Region. And the allocations of seats were made in 

presence of and incomplete agreement of all the Committees in the Midland region. 

 

We ore forwarding the lists as follows: 

 

Committee No. of seats allocated 

1. Conventry 3 

2.  Leicester 2 

3.  Loughborough 2 

4.  Northampton 2 

5.  Wellingborough I 
6.  Nottingham 1 

7.  Derbey Mansfied 1 
8.  Worcester 1 

9.  Kidderminster 2 
10. Blackhealth 2 

11. Wolverhampton 1 
12. Wednessbery 2 

13. Oarlaston I 

14. Walsall 2 

15. Westbromwich 2 

16. Tipton 2 

17. Smethwick 4 

18. Birmingham (B. D. A. C) 44 
 

Total   75 
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WESTBROMWKH :(l) Mr. Abdul Jalil, 79, Hamilton Rd, Biham-21, (2) Mr. Ayas 

Miah, 68, Beechers Road, Biham-21 

WORCESTER  : (1) Mr.  Muzahid Ahmed, 74, Wylde Line, Worcester 

LOUGHBOROUOH  : (1)Mr.  A Ahmed 102. Freehold Street, Looghborough

       (2)Mr. S. A Hye 

NORTHAMPTON  : (1)Mr. A. H. Choudhury, 7 Marcparc. Northampton. 

       (2)Mr Abdul Ahad 
 

WELLINGBOROUGH : (1) Mr. Israil Ali, 32, Church Si Wellingborough. 

SMETHWICK : (1) Mr. Modoris Ali. 104. Lewisham Rd. Smethwick.    

Staffs 

  (2) Mr. Muslauddin, 33. Middleman Rd. Smethwick. 

Staffs. 

     (3) Mr. Ashabur Rahman Jaigirdar. 125, Oxford Rd. 

Smethwick. Staffs. 

  (4) Mr. Monuhor Ali, 26. Central Place. Smethwick. 

Staffs. 
NOTTINGHAM  : (1) Mr. M A. Yusuff Choudhury, 177. Alferton Rd. 

Nottingham 

DARLASTON- 

WEDRESSBURY- 

COVENTRY- 

LECESTER- 

DERBY/MARSFIELD 

KIDDERMINSTER- 

BLACKWHEATH- 

WOLVERHAMPTON- 
WALSALL-  

 

 

 

 

Would be forwarded later 

 

 

TIPTONBIHAM, BDAC. 

 

 
 

--------
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF 

BANGLADESH ACTION COMMITTEE 
 

93, STRATFORD 
ROAD, 

SPARKBROOK. 

BIRMINGHAM Bll IRE 

23-10-1971 

The President, Republic of Bangladesh Action Committee 

(Midland Region) 

93, Stratford Road, Birmingham-11 

 

Dear Sir, 

 

We are submitting the following list of names and addresses of the delegates for 

the forthcoming Convention to be held on the date to be decided by the Convention 
Committee. This may kindly be forwarded to the Convention Committee. This list has 

been appended by the Executive Committee in a meeting held on Saturday the 23
rd 

October 1971. 

 
Your faithfully, 

President  
Secretary 

 
Copy to the Convener, Convention Committee, 11, Goring Street, London E. C-3. 

for perusal & necessary action. 

 

HANDSWORTH 

 
. 15, Richmond Road, Handsworth B’Ham-19 
Mr. Noor Ali 91, Hunters Rd Do 

Mr. Azizur Rahman  31 John st. Do 

Mr. Mobeshir Ali 18, Sendwell Rd. Do 

 SALTEY  

Mr. Md. Afruz Meah  96 Adderley Rd, B’Ham-8 

Mr. Razaur Rahman Jaigirdar 46 Hardford St. B’Ham-12 

Mr. Sajidur Rahman  146, St. Saviours, Rd., B’Ham-8 

Mr. Jahur Ali 48, Bowyer Rd. Do 

Mr. Mohibur Rahman  120, St. Saviours Rd. Do 
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Mr. M. U. Ahmed 234, Victoria Rd. Aston B’Ham-6 

Mr. Akmol Hussain 18, Lynton Rd. ,, Do 

Mr. Abdul Moclib 158, Victoria Rd. ,, Do 

Mr. Cherag Uddin 100, Frederick, Rd ,, Do 

Mr Monir Uddin 99,Frederick Rd. ,, Do 

Mr AsekAli. 118,Frederick Rd. ,, Do 

Mr. Gous Ahmed 60, Vicarage Rd ,, Do 

Mr. Abdus Subhan 227, Bevington Rd. ,, Do 

Mr Syed Aliq Ullah 310, Albert Rd. ,, Do 

Mr. Madhu Miah 125, Upper Sutton St ,, Do 

Mr. Abdus Sabur  Choudhury15, Vine St ,, Do 

 

SMALLHEATH 

Mr A. M. Jagul Pasha 52, Wordsworth Rd. Smallheath, B’Ham-10 

Mr. A. H. Bhuya 93,Stratford Rd ,, B’Ham-11 

Mr. Ismail Azad 23,Lloyds St ,, B’Ham-10 

Mr. Aftab Ali 75,Waverly Rd ,, Do 

Mr Kazi Abdul Monnan 2/416, Bolton Rd. ,, Do 

Mr. Moula Uddin Ahmed 29,Wordsworth Rd. ,, Do 

Mr. Abdul Bari 35, Dora Rd ,, Do 

Mr. Anwar Hussain 52,Aubory Rd. ,, Do 

Mr A. K. M. A Haque 93,Stratford, Rd. ,, B’Ham-11 

Mr Abdun Noor 21,Goldenhillock Rd. ,, B’Ham-10 

Mr. Abdul Hannan 35,Dora Road. ,, Do 

 

BALSALHEAT 

Mr. Abul Hussain 122, Balsalheath Rd. B’Ham-12 

Mr. Abdul Matin 20,Alexandar Rd. B’Ham-5 

Mr. Giyas Uddin 115,Alexandar Rd. Do 

Mr. Monohar Miah 58,Alexandar rd. Do 

Mr. Lai Mohammed 13,Princess Rd. Do 

Mr. Jamshed Miah 64, St. lucks Rd. Do 

Mr. Shah Nurul Islam 218, Broad st. B’Ham-15 

Mr. Syed Abdur Rahman1 42,Balsalheath Rd. B’Ham-12 

Mr. Mohammed Ali 8/438, Bolton Rd. B’Ham-10 
 

SPARKBROOK & SPARKHILL 

Mr. Askir Miah. 17/24, South Rd. B’Ham-11 

Mr. Manawar Hussain Khan 94,Kyrwicks Lane, B’Ham-11 

 

WEST BROMWICH 

Mr. Abdul Jalil, 79,Hamilton, Rd. Handsowrth,B’Ham-21 

Mr Mobarak Ali 32,Bilhye St.  West Brownich Staffs 
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TIPTON 

Mr. Rais Uddin 10,Peel St. Tipton Staffs 

Mr. Ahmadul Haque 16,Peel St. ,, ,, 

SMATHWICK 

Mr. Madaris Ali 104,Lewishan Rd. Smathwick B’Ham-40 

Mr. Ashabur Rahman Jaigirdar 125,Oxford Rd. ,, Do 

Mr. Monuhar Ali 26,Sendwell Place, ,, Do 

Mr. Muslch Uddin 20,Mafekine Rd. ,, Do 

WALSALL 

Mr. Johurul Hussain 18,Cald More Green Walsall Staff 

Choudhury 

   Mr. Abdur Rahman 420,Old Walsall Road " B’Ham-22a 

    WEDNESSBURY 

    Mr. Abdul Khalique 14,Pery St.  Wednessbury Staffs 

Mr. Akaddas Ali 

16,Holloway Bank, 

Hilltop,West Bromwich,Staffs 

 

Staffs 

    DARLSTON 

    Mr. Abdul Jabbar 192,Walsall Rd. Darlston Staffs. 

    MOSLEY 

Mr. Nuruzzaman Khan 570,Mosley Rd. Mosley B’Ham-13 

SELEYOAK 

Mr. Safir Ahmed 507,Bristol Rd. Seleyoak B’Ham-29 
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To The Convenor, 
Steering Committee  

11 Goring Street, 
London EC 3. 

 

Dear Friend, 
 

I have been asked by the Saturday, 23 October 71 meeting of 12 action 

committees operating in the Greater London area, namely Relief Cttce, (Hessel St, El 
), Relief Cttee (Fordham St El ), Bayswater Action Cttee, Islington Cttee, Hendon 

Cttee, Enfield Cttee, N & NW Cttee, Westminster Cttee. Students Action Cttee, 
Womens Association, Archway Cttee, Moulvibazar Cttee, to convey their opinion on 

the various questions relating to the forthcoming national convention of the action 

committees. They are: 
 

1. That the education committee represented at the meeting have all been active since 

April/May 1971, some long before the Coventry Convention and have been 

responsible for making substantial contribution to the Bangladesh Fund and also 

have been active in the field of solidarity action. 
 

2. That the so called 'London Committee' based at 58 Berwick Street, London WI, 

does not carry our authority to represent us the 12 committees mentioned in the 

foregoing para and the so called 'London Committee' do not carry our confidence. 
 

3. That the aforementioned action committees would, therefore, like to be represented 

directly at the proposed convention and not through any intermediary bodies like 

the so called 'London Committee' or the so called 'South Regional Committee' 

(also based at 58 Berwick Street, London WI). 
 

4. That the aforementioned committees, would, therefore, like to lie informed by you 

directly as to the number of delegation they were entitled to commensurate with 
the financial contribution, organizational involvement and population 

concentration. 
 

We hope you will please let us have your reply at an early date. 
 

We are also forwarding copies of this letter to the action committees concerned 

for their information and attention. 
 

Yours Sincerely, 

S. M. Ayub Chairman 

33 Damgar Road 

London N 22. 
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From: TASADDUQ AHMED 

Ganges Restaurant 

40 Gerrard Street 
London W 1 

Tel. 01-437 8705/0284 
 

This letter I am addressing to you as I presume you will be one of the many 
overseas Bengalis feeling completely frustrated and depressed because of lack of 

central initiative to give support to the resistance movement in Bangladesh. We share 
your feelings and your anguish and how we wish our national leaders for once at least 

could forget their parochial bickerings and join hands to give the 70,000 overseas 

Bengalis a national lead. The established leadership has miserably failed the 

community at a time of dire need. 
 

However, a few groups of professional individuals have emerged during this 

period of patriotic upsurge with qualities of leadership. The ones that we have come 

to know in London are the Bengal Students' Action Committee, Women's Committee, 

Doctors' Committee, Campaign Committee, etc. These units have been trying to do 

their share during this critical period, but their work was terribly handicapped because 

of lack of adequate financial support. After all they ate tiny groups of individuals with 
very little link with the masses of the population. 

 

To provide even a limited coordination to sporadic activities and prevent over- 

lapping, particularly in the field of solidarity campaign among foreign nationals, two 
committees have been recently sponsored, one is an all-party Parliamentary 

Committee styled JUSTICE FOR EAST BENGAL, the other one is an all-party 
citizen's campaign committee headed by Reverend David Mason, convener, 

Methodist Conference Committee for Community Relations. The international 
campaign committee will be known as BANGLADESH FREEDOM MOVEMENT 

OVERSEAS. In its panel of Vice- Presidents it has representatives from Canada, 
America, Ceylon. It is hoped that soon representatives from Middle-East and other 

countries will also be invited to join the Movement in suitable capacities. Our limited 

efforts so far have resulted in establishing regular contact with the Bangladesh 

Government. We were directly responsible for arranging the visit of Bruce Douglas-

Mann M. P. to Bangladesh. International relief agencies have also been persuaded to 

come immediately to the aid of victims of the civil war. We have been closely in 

touch with John Stone house M. P. who recently went to Calcutta to assess the 

refugee situation. Weekly shipment of relief goods by plane has already been 

arranged. We are meeting the expenses of a representative now campaigning among 

the members of the Pakistan Aid Consortium in Paris. Arrangement has also been 

completed to send a two-man delegation to the United Nations. Besides, we have been 

able to send one of our associates to Karimganj with the special assignment to report 

on the situation Sylhet district. 
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Should you consider that we are trying to do our bit in our own humble way, then 

we would invite you to give us your full support. We are enclosing the appeal 

containing the aims and objectives of the Movement. Please read it carefully and 

distribute copies among your friends who may be interested to associate themselves 

with the Movement. Please let us know what support we can expect from you and 

your associates. 

With greetings and regards, 

 

Yours sincerely, 

------------------- 

2.  

BANGLADESH. FREEDOM MOVEMENT OVERSEAS 

155 Whitfield Street, London W 1 

Telephone: 01-387 6482/437 8705 
Cable: Probashi London W 1 

President-Rev. David Mason. 
 

Pakistan is dead to us. The land which gave birth to so many of our hopes is a 
playground of inhuman hordes of an occupation army. All our unfulfilled dreams of 

tomorrows have become nightmares of murdered wives, dishonored sisters, and 
slaughtered children. 

 

We who refuse to return to our homeland as slaves of the occupation army and are 

determined to back to a free country committed to peace justice and democracy are 
sponsoring the BANGLADESH FREEDOM MOVEMENT OVERSEAS-an 

international campaign of solidarity with the freedom Fighters of Bangladesh. The 
aim of the Movement is (a) to rouse world conscience against the inhumanities and 

brutalities carried out systematically and ruthlessly by the colonial army of West 

Pakistan; (b) mobilize international relief and aid for the victims of the civil war; and 

(c) to secure support of the civilized, democratic and socialist countries of the world 

to attain the right of self-determination for the 75 million people of Bangladesh. 
 

The group which is sponsoring this new body has been active in securing 

international understanding and sympathy for the cause of Bangladesh since the 

unleashing of mass murder of unarmed civilians in Dacca in the small hours of 25 
March 1971. We have been responsible for the English language bulletin 

'Bangladesh', five weekly issues of which have so far been published and widely 
distributed. We intend to make the bulletin a regular feature of our activities and 

supplement it by occasional publications of pamphlets, booklets, posters, etc. This 
assignment alone is likely to cost us around £ 1,500 during the next couple of months. 

 

Besides, we intend to mount solidarity campaigns in UN & USA (cost approx £ 1, 

500), in Nepal, Ceylon, Burma and Afghanistan (£ 1,500) in UK (£ 1,500) and in 
Europe (£ 500). The total estimated cost for the projects is likely to be around £ 7,500. 

This money we intend to raise primarily from among those who have been deprived 
of their 
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right to have a free life in their own homeland and whose kith and kin in Bangladesh 

are today victims of the civil war imposed on the people by an invading army and 

their proteges. 

Should you be one who would like to see our homeland smile again with freedom 
and be prepared to pledge your spare-fund and spare-time to the emergence of a new 

nation out of the ashes of our ruined lives then join us and help us to raise the amount 
we need. We expect the first hundred sponsors to pledge to contribute and/or collect 

£100 each during the first year of launching the campaign. 
 

The new body will be non-partisan and non-sectarian in its approach to various 
problems related to the attainment of freedom for Bangladesh and multi-national and 

multi-racial in its composition. Anyone interested in the activities of the campaign 

may join as active members, supporting members or sympathizers. Should you be 

interested to get further details please get in touch with the undersigned?. 

 

Yours sincerely. 

--------------------- 

HOW CAN YOU HELP THE FREEDOM MOVEMENT 

OF BANGLADESH-A Guideline. 

 

1. Form an action committee wherever you may get together at least Five supporters 

of Bangladesh. It may be your place of work or of residence or of recreation. To start 

with, we recommend that all Bengali restaurants should be constituted as campaign 

centers for the Bangladesh movement and collection centers for fund and relief 
material. The committee should select an appropriate address for receiving mail and a 

place for meeting purposes. (We shall be prepared to help you with a model 
constitution and assign one of our colleagues in setting up your committee.) 

 
2. The Committee should then get in touch with various national and international 

organizations who are campaigning for Bangladesh and try to secure moral and 
material aid for the freedom fighters and/or the victims of occupation army of West 

Pakistan. Ask these organizations to send you their literature, publications etc. 

Distribute them among your contacts. 

 

3.The freedom fighters in Bangladesh, the Provisional Government of Bangladesh, 

the campaign for solidarity with Bangladesh-all of them need financial support to 

carry on their work. So create a fund for your committee. Open an account with a 

local branch of a bank. Appoint two trustees to operate the account. Persuade each 

member of your committee to contribute at least a pound a week to the Liberation 

Funds Persuade your contacts and associates to contribute to the fund. Small 

collections should be made in sealed boxes, which can be had from international and 

national relief and/or campaign organizations. Contributions of over a pound should 

always be receipted. Ask for receipt books from national and international campaign 

bodies. 
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4. The Bangladesh Government and their overseas agencies need qualified 

administrators, technicians, public relations personnel, etc. Please compile a list of 

such persons willing to place their services at the disposal of the Bangladesh 

Government and the liberation movement. When compiled, inform respective 

organizations of the availability of such personnel. In selecting such activists 

preference should be given to those who have acquired British citizenship or are 

qualified for British citizen-ship. Those who are dependent on remittances from 

Pakistan or are enjoying the benefits of stipends of the Pakistan Government must 

be persuaded not to get involved with the Bangladesh movement though it should 

be made clear that we value their concern and sympathy very much. 

5. The Committee should be careful with the disbursement of funds. Funds or other 
forms of material aid collected for a specific purpose must be contributed to 

advance the particular cause. Choice and recommendations of the individual 
collectors must be respected. In case a committee wants to make a collective 

contribution the committee members should be asked to examine the various 

projects open to them and make the decision at the general body meeting of the 

Committee. These measures are extremely essential so that the contributors are 

satisfied that their contributions are being properly utilized. This way only can we 

win the confidence of contributors on any long-term project and gain their 

sustained interest in the Bangladesh movement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Issued on behalf of BANGLADESH FREEDOM MOVEMENT OVERSEAS. 40 Gerrard Street. 

London W 1. 01.437 8705. by Tasadduq Ahmed. 
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RESOLUTION ON GENOCIDE IN BANGLADESH 

 
At a public meeting in Conway Hall organized by the International Friends of 

Bangladesh on Friday, June 25th under the Chairmanship of Lady Gifford, the 

following resolution was moved by Mr. John Plats Mills, Q. C., and supported 

amongst others by Mr. Asoke Sen, Barrister at-Law (ex-cabinet Minister for Law of 

the Government of India) Mr. Justice Abu S. Chowdhury, Vice Chancellor of the 
Dacca University and special Envoy of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, Mr. 

Shakwat Hossain, Barrister- at-Law and Lord Gifford, Barrister-at-Law and passed 
unanimously: 

 
This public meeting resolves to require its conveners to take immediate steps to 

set up a preparatory Committee with the Genocide convention to ask the Security 
Council to establish an International War Crimes Tribunal to inquire into the conduct 

of the Pakistan Government in Islamabad and its military regime established in Dacca 

and military leaders serving them and try and punish those who may have committed 

crimes in violation of the Genocide Convention. 
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STOP 

 

GENOCIDE 

 

 

★★★★ 

R e c o g n I s e 

B A N G L A D E S H 

Rally at Trafalgar Square 

on Sunday August 1, 1971 

at 2 p. m. 

 

 

★★★★ 

 

ACTION BANGLADESH 

34 Stratford Villas 

LONDON NW 1 

Phone 01 485 2889 
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Department of the Environment 
 

Royal Parks Division 

 

Gaywood House (5th Floor) 29 Great Peter Street London SW 1 P/3L W 

Telephone 01-799 7533 ext 398 

 

A H Bhuia Esq                      Your reference - 
Convener                      Our reference: AL 103/3 

Bangladesh Steering Committee 
11 Goring Street                      Date 29 October 1971 

LONDON EC 3 
 

Dear Sir. 
 

1. I refer to our telephone conversation on Thursday 28 October 1971 and confirm 

that permission is given for your organization to assemble at the Speakers' Comer area 

of Hyde Park from 1.30 pm to 2.30 pm prior to marching to Claridges, on Sunday 31 

October 1971. It is agreed exceptionally because of the very large attendance which 

you anticipate to the use of amplification equipment mounted on a lorry for the 

purpose of marshalling the crowds. The volume must be strictly controlled to the 

minimum necessary to enable to audience to hear the speakers and any signs or 

advertisements must be covered whilst the vehicle is in the parte and no reference 

should be made to the sources of the equipment. 

 

2. This permission is given on condition that: 

 a. all arrangements for the entry of the lorry, the proposed site for the 

meeting    and the entry and exit routes be agreed beforehand with the 
Inspector of Hyde Park Police (Telephone: 723 8274); 

    
 b. no annoyance is to be caused nor interference with the reasonable 

enjoyment of other persons using the Park and that you will leave the 
Park in a clean and tidy condition and will make good or (at the option of 

the Department) pay compensation to the Department in respect of any 
damage which may be caused to property belonging to or under the 

control of the Department arising from your use of the Park; 

    

 c. you will indemnify the Crown against all claims and proceedings in 

respect of personal injury (including death) loss of or damage to property 

arising out of 
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your use of the Park and against all payments made to a Crown servant by way 

of indemnity against such claims, and proceedings or made in respect of injury 

suffered by him (whether made in pursuance of a legal obligation or not); 

d. any instruction which may be given by the Police or Park keeping staff to be 
complied with; 

 
e. all the Park Regulations be observed your attention is particularly drawn to 

those prohibiting the solicitation or collection of alms, donations, contributions 
or subscriptions of any kind; the sale or distribution of pamphlets, leaflets, 

programmers, newspapers or similar articles, the display of banners, exhibiting 
or affixing any notice, advertisement or other written or pictorial matter and the 

playing of musical instruments. 

 

2. It would be appreciated if you would appeal to your members not to leave litter 

in the Park. I must advise you that if it is necessary to divert Parks staff from their 

normal duties to that of clearing litter left by people attending a meeting or assembly 

we may have to ask the organizers to pay for this service. 

 

4. We should be glad to receive your acceptance of these conditions. 

 

5. Copies of this letter have been sent to Hyde Park Police and the Commissioner 

of the Police of the Metropolis. 

 

 
Yours faithfully. 

Sd/- 
G R HART. 
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STEERING COMMITTEE OF 
THE ACTION COMMITTEE FOR THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC 

OF BANGLADESH IN U. K. 
 

11 GORING STREET 

LONDON EC 3 

Tel: 01-283 5526/3623 

October 29, 1971 
To 

Her Excellency the Prime Minister of India, 
 

Your Excellency. 
 

People of Bangladesh residing in Great Britain offer their respectful greetings on 
the occasion of your august visit to this country and we would like to avail of this 

opportunity to offer you our heartfelt gratitude for the immense help that your 

Government and people have extended to all those millions who had to take shelter in 

your land from the terror of the West Pakistan army. 

 

Your Excellency is fully aware that genocide, rape, loot and arson are still being 

committed in Bangladesh by the army of Yahya Khan. The flow of refugees to your 

country is due to their ruthless oppression unparalleled in human history and will not 

end until they can go back to an independent Bangladesh to live there in safety, honor 

and dignity. 

 

You are also aware how our land has been exploited economically and dominated 

politically by West Pakistan for the last 24 years, and when without calling off the 

talks with our beloved leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the army of Yahya Khan 
unleashed a reign of terror in Bangladesh, we took up arms to resist them, declared 

independence and the elected representative of Bangladesh formally installed a 
Government. 

 
We have a territory of our own and we are a separate nation by virtue of our 

habits, thoughts and culture. We already have vast tracts of liberation zones. 
 

In exercise of the right of self-determination guaranteed under the U.N. Charter 

we have declared independence, and it is the duty of the world community and of the 

Government of the world to recognize this reality. 
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We do fervently hope that as Prime Minister of the country closest to our land, 

you will be pleased to take a forthright step and your Government will immediately 

recognize the Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

Assuring your Excellency of our highest esteem and regards, 
 

 
Yours faithfully, 

Sd/- 
(AZIZUL HAQUE BHUIA) 

Convener, 
Steering Committee of the 

Action Committee of the 

People's Republic of Bangladesh. 
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From: Bangladesh Action Committee, 
21, Castilian Street, 

NORTHAMPTON. 
30th October 1971. 

To 

Mr. A. S. Choudhury, 

Special Representative of Bangladesh, 

11, Goring Street, 
LONDON E.C. 3. 

 
Dear Sir, 

 
With reference to your letter 21st September 1971. I am sorry that we could not 

collect any funds recently. The previous Action Committee has been dissolved and 
new Action Committee for Northampton is being formed for efficient and active 

works for the independence movement. 

 

We are very glad to inform you that we have started collecting clothes (trousers 

and shirts) and money. The clothes will be sent to you soon. 

 

The fellow Bangladeshi eager to see you Mr. Choudhury here in Northampton. 

Would you be kind enough to let us know when you will be able to visit us so that a 

meeting will be arranged accordingly I am sure if you visit people will regain and 

refresh their confidence and faith in Bangladesh movement and will contribute more 

generously to the cause. Weekly contributions will continue from now on. 

 

I like to inform you of the Northampton Action Committee as follows: 

 (1)President-Mr. A. H. Choudhury 
 (2)Vice President-Mr. Israil Ali 

 (3)General Secretary- Mr. B. Meah 
 (4)Joint Secretary-Mr. Irshad Hussain 

 (5)Treasurer-Mr. Abdul Ahad 
 

The address of the office has also been changed. Please note the address as above. 
 

Yours, 

B. MEAH 

General Secretary. 
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FIRST 

BANGLADESH NATIONAL STUDENTS CONVENTION 

IN GREAT BRITAIN 
(30th OCTOBER, 1971) 

HENRY THORNTON SCHOOL 

Clapham Common, Southside 

LONDON, W 4 
 

Bangladesh Students' Action Committee to Great Britain 

35 Gamages Building 

120 Holborn, London EC1. 

Tel. 01-405-5917. 

 

"THIS. FIGHT IS THE FIGHT FOR 

EMANCIPATION, THIS FIGHT IS FOR 

INDEPENDENCE." 

-SHEIKH MUJIBUR RAHMAN 

President-People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Prime Minister of Bangladesh 

 

Message from KHANDAKER MOSHTAQUE AHMED, Minister of Foreign and 

Parliamentary, Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

 

"Extremely happy to learn about first Bangladesh National Students Convention 

in the U.K. Being held on October 30th. Bangladesh Students abroad have great role in 

mobilising world public opinion for our sacred cause of national liberation. Wish your 

convention all success. JAI BANGLA." (Telegraphic message) 

" OUT OF THE ASHES A NEW 

BANGLADESH WILL RISE COMMITTED TO 

PEACE, DEMOCRACY AND SOCIAL JUSTICE 

RESTING ON SECURE FOUNDATIONS OF 

CREED, LANGUAGE, CULTURE AND RACE 

AND HELD TOGETHER BY THE SHARED 

EXPERIENCE OF A STRUGGLE WHICH 

MUST TAKE ITS PLACE IN THE EPIC 

STRUGGLES OF OUR TIME." 

-TAJ UDDIN AHMED. 
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“
We will free Bangladesh from the occupation of the inhuman, Godless enemy totally 

devoid of all ethics, whatever be the cost. 

Strike the enemy with whatever you can find, strike him hard, destroy him, and 
obliterate all semblance of his existence. Forward my countrymen to protect the lives 

and honor of our men and women, to secure the future of our citizens, whatever be 
their religion, caste or creed and to defend the independence of Bangladesh". 

 

-Col MAG. OSMANI 

Commander in Chief, Bangladesh Mukti Bahini. 
 

----------------- 

 

I am glad to learn that a Convention of the students of Bangladesh residing in 

Great Britain is being held in London. I wish the Convention all success. My fervent 

prayer is that their cherished desire and their dedicated efforts will be crowned with 

success. 

 

The deep anguish of the country is revealed in the determination, courage and 

patience. My relationship with the youth of Bangladesh is deep and I naturally feel 

personal pride in their glory. Youth of Bangladesh is indeed inspired with truth and 

patriotism. 

-ABU SAYEED CHOWDHURY. 

Special Representative of the Government of Bangladesh. 

 

AN ADDRESS OF WELCOME 
 

Your Excellency, distinguished guests. International friends of Bangladesh, and 
delegates friends:- 

 
On behalf of the revolutionary students and the peoples of Bangladesh we have 

the great honor in welcoming you all to this first historic convention of Bangladesh 

Students in U. K. It is historic because it is the first International gathering here to 

express support and solidarity with the people of Bangladesh. 

 

We are at war. It is true that we are mainly fighting for our own independence. 

But let no body forget that we are also fighting for humanity. Human values and 

human civilization have never been so debased and defiled as it was done by Pakistani 

Military Junta in Bangladesh. Pakistan has committed a gigantic crime against 

humanity. It would be very sad if world the let her go uncensored. 

 

In this war of liberation, we seek and solicit the support and understanding of 

every right-thinking people but in our war against inhumanity unleashed by the 

Pakistani Military Junta we demand the active support of the International 
community. If the community fails then it would not be surprising if 75 million 

suffering people of Bangladesh lose faith in humanity. And in no time that will make 
the world a beastly 
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place to live in. Here we firmly believe that we have a common cause to fight for 

and thereby make the world a better place. This is a sacred duty and we carry a heavy 

responsibility to see that the world is made a safer place for posterity to live in. This is 

one of the main reasons why we have convened this convention. 

But as a part of the fighting students-workers forces in Bangladesh, let us make it 
clear from this forum to the Governments and the people of the world that their 

cannot be any political solution short of independence. We cannot let millions 

sacrifice go in vain. We are also very much concerned about our President Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman’s safety and well being. We warn the West Pakistan Junta if any 

harms befalls on Sheikh Mujibur then the peace of the sub-continent would suffer in a 

way that has yet to be seen. We have learnt to die, and no power can stop us from 

commitment to peace, Democracy and social justice. 

We take this opportunity to thank the people of the world who have come 

forward in our plight. We also thank our honorable guests. The representative of 

different organizations and the delegates. Without your co-operation, ladies and 

gentlemen, it would have been impossible to arrange this convention. 

Once again we extend to you our warmest welcome. 

Joy Bangla! 

--------------------------- 

PROGRAMME 

11.00 a.m.-1.00 p.m. Report and Review (For Bangladesh Students only) 

1.00 p.m.-2.00 p.m. Lunch Break. 

2.00 p.m.-4.00 p.m. Opening Session (Open to all) 

(I) Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdury, Special representative of Bangladesh and High 
Commissioner for Bangladesh in the U.K. will declare the convention open. 

(II) Guest Speakers: 
(a) Rt. Hon. Mr. Peter Shore, M.P. 

(B) Mr. Peter Hain, Chairman Young Liberals. 
(c) Mr. Sylvia Murr, Representative of Comite Francais de Solidarite avec le 

Bangladesh 

(e) Mr. Philip Clarke, President University of London Student’s Union. 

(F) Syed Abbdus Sultan, M.M.A. 

 

4.00 p.m.-4.30 p.m. Tea break 

 

4.300 p.m.-6.00 p.m. Discussion Session (Open to all) 

 

(i)Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdgury will be in the chair 

(ii)Discussion to be initiated by: 
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(a) Mr. Rehman Sobhan, Reader of the University of Dacca and Ambassador          

Extraordinary for Economic Affairs. 

(b) Dr. Azizur Rahman Khan, a leading Economist of Bangladesh. 

(c) Mr. Martin Adney, The Guardian'. 

 

(iii) Open participation from the floor. 

 

6.30 p. rn.-7.50_ p. m. CULTURAL SHOW 

Dance Drama-"Astra -Hat-e Tule nao" ("Take up Arms") 

to be presented by: the Bangladesh Peoples' Cultural Society. 

7.50 p. m.-9.30 p. m. "Future line of Action" (only for Bangladesh students), 

 

OUR STRUGGLE 

When the West Pakistani army launched their aggression on East Pakistan on 25th 

March with express orders to crush the political and intellectual leadership "within 48 
hours", they in fact buried the very concept of Pakistan, in addition to over a million 

corpses in the shallow graves. For the concept of Pakistan, comprising of two separate 
units 1,200 miles apart was mooted on the basis of consent. In the 1946 referendum, 

East Bengal almost unanimously voted in favor of creating a new State whereas in the 
Punjab and in the North West Frontier Province the All India Congress still enjoyed a 

majority. 

But the confederation of "sovereign and autonomous states" conceived in the 

lahore Resolution of March 23rd, 1940, was never to be. On achieving independence 
in August 1947 the erstwhile "doubters", the usurpers, came to look upon themselves 

as the masters, the neo-colonials in the new-bom State. In doing so they derived their 
strength from the predominantly Punjabi army. The Bengalis, who constitute 56 per 

cent of the total population of the country, were systematically and deliberately 
debarred from the armed services on the bogey that they were a non-martial race. 

The following 24 years have seen a long history of exploitation, deprivation, 

repression and the denial of fundamental rights to 75 million people. "Treason" was 

discovered whenever the majority attempted to voice their opinions on matters of vital 

importance-whether in the advocacy of a secular constitution in the form of a joint 

electorate system in the early fifties, in the demand for the adoption of the majority's 
language as one of the State Languages or whether in the way they voted in the 

Provincial elections of 1954. Ruthless repression inevitably followed. 

President Yahya Khan, the "honest soldier" would have the world believe that he 

genuinely wanted the restoration of a democratic system when he ordered the 

country's first-ever general elections in December 1970. But the world has now seen 

with horror the monstrocity of the wrath of this "honest soldier" and his military junta, 

because the Bengalis did not vote the way they would have liked them to. 

It is reasonable to assume with the benefit of hind sight that the West Pakistani 

Army was given the brief to eliminate the political and intellectual leadership (who 

were "trouble-makers") and the Hindus and other minority communities, who were 

"Kafirs" 
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(heathens) and Indian agents. The manner in which they carried out this brief 

would have put Hitler, Chengiz Khan and Atila to shame. One million men, women 

and children have been killed, thousands of women raped, entire villages and towns 
have been burnt down and over nine million Bengalis have been made to flee across 

the border into, to say the least, an uncertain future. 

But the-"48-hour Objective" was never to be achieved. The myth of the Bengalis 
not being a martial race has, once and for all, been exploded. For over seven months 

now the Bangladesh Liberation Army and the guerrillas have been harassing the West 
Pakistani army, inflicting heavy casualties on them. Everywhere they go, they receive 

the whole- hearted co-operation of the local populace. On the other hand, even the 

Government- controlled newspapers in Pakistan are full of stories of the deserving 

fates of whoever decides to turn quisling. 

 

The panic-stricken junta is now trying to save its face by escalating the issue. 

They are endeavoring to blame India for the consequences of their own misdeeds. 

And the irony of the game of power politics is that this danger of war between India 

and Pakistan, especially in official circles, seems to move more people than were 

moved by the greatest man-made tragedy in history. 
 

According to newspaper reports certain Big Powers seem to favor a return to the 

position obtaining before March 1st. But let there be no mistake about it! As far as the 
75 million Bengalis are concerned, this idea is a non-starter. Nothing short of full 

independence will be acceptable to the Bengali Nation. For instance, is it conceivable 
that any Bengali would ever contribute a single penny in revenue knowing full-well 

that over 60 per cent of it would go to maintain and equip an army which butchered 
over a million of their brethren? 

 

No. Pakistan is dead and buried along with a million corpses. The Freedom 

Fighters are on the advance and it is only a matter of time before they completely rid 
the sacred soil of Bangladesh of enemy forces. American arms and aid can do nothing 

to erase the writing on the wall. After all America had also committed all its men, 

material, resources and prestige in Vietnam. 

 

OUR ACTIVITIES 
 

As we stand here today to report to you the activities of Bangladesh Students 

Action Committee, we not only urge upon you to look back to the early days of 

March, 1971 but to the glorious movement of 1969 in Bangladesh and beyond that. 

The endless endeavor, the sincere political scheme and the unexhaustable 

magnanimity on the part of the then East Pakistan had failed to save Pakistan-a nation 
whose two component parts were different in every respect but religion. And that 

unity of faith, metaphysical and spiritual as it were could not evoke an iota of decency 
and fairplay of the ruling class of the then Pakistan who were mostly from West 

Pakistan. Hence came the bloody end to Pakistan. 
 

All these 24 years there were people in Bangladesh who foresaw the events that 
are taking place today. Here, even if we don't go for big names, we can mention many 

of our 
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friends believed that Pakistan could not survive. Again many of our friends 

believe and professed that they were Bengalis first and Pakistani next, which in turn 

were ridiculed by the conventional Pakistani Student leaders. We mention all these 
here only to show the mental and mutual confusion that existed amongst ourselves 

about Bengali nationalism even in early 1971. 

Then came the most apparent and naked-the most unfathomable malifide design 
of the West Pakistani ruling clique on the people of Bangladesh in the shape of 

postponement of national assembly where Bangladesh won a massive mandate from 
its people on a much discussed programme at the first general election held on the 

principle of universal adult franchise. The nation, all of a sudden reckoned that it was 

about time we called it a day and quit the facade of false federation of Pakistan. Back 

in home, the students were in the vanguard of the movement. Here in London, we a 

large number of students rallied and determined that all love is lost and must put our 

meager might in the creation of a new nation-our own land-Bangladesh-sovereign and 

independent. It immediately caught the imagination of all students cutting across the 

party affiliations. With this aim in view in a mass meeting on the 7th March, 1971 

after about two hours deliberation a student’s committee was formed-Bangladesh 

Students Action Committee with eleven members with powers to co-opt if and when 

the committee felt it necessary. 

Although the committee came into being on the 7th March we the students were 

directly involved in the current movement from 28th February. That was when 

London Awami League called a demonstration to protest against Pakistan Juntas 

anticipated designs to postpone the national assembly. 

From 1st March to 7th March we were maintaining a constant 24 hour vigil in the 
Pakistan High Commission as a mark of protest. The 7th March was another landmark 

in the movement in U. K. where thousands of Bengalees came out for a demonstration 
against Pakistan at the call of U. K. Awami League. We the students were in the 

forefront in organizing and attending these meetings and rallies. 

The Action Committee in fact was born in the street and functioned till 25th 

March from the street corner; we are emotionally so involved that we responded to 

every situation automatically instead of planning our actions. In those days we were 

putting our last ounce of physical energy with the unattainable desire to move heaven 
and earth to wake the world's conscience. These were the days when we handed our 

memorandums and appeals to the Embassies of different countries. To mention a few 
we went to the following places more than once: 10 Downing Street, U. S. A., U. S. S. 

R., Chinese, Indian, Ceylonese, and Burmese Embassies. 

During that period we sent cables to the Heads of the States of different Nations 

and U.N.O. drawing their attention to the plights of the people in Bangladesh. That 

was the period when we wished to impress upon the world that what happened in 

Bangladesh was a pure and simple case of GENOCIDE. 

From the very beginning, we decided to mobilize the British M. Ps for 

Bangladesh. We started meeting them and kept all of them posted with our fact-

sheets, newspaper cuttings and other materials. We were the first group to approach a 

British M. P. in 
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connection with Bangladesh. We met Mr. Peter Shore for the second time before he 

expressed his concern about Sheikh's safety. Since then, many M. Ps have come out 

for us. 

We are highly grateful to Messrs. Peter Shore, John Stonehouse, Bruce Douglas- 
Mann, Fred Evans, Toby Jessel and other M. Ps for their support and understanding. 

And in our dealing with the M. Ps we always made it clear that nothing but complete 
independence would only satisfy the people of Bangladesh. With the same aim in 

view we wrote to other Parliamentarians. We were and still are in constant 
communication with U.S. Senators. We were in touch with the Senators who co-

sponsored the Saxbe-Chuch amendment (S 1675) to the foreign assistance act of 
1961. We note with pleasure and thank the Senators for their support for Bangladesh. 

In the later part of July we approached 5,000 American lawyers who were in London 

for the American Bar Association's conference. We supplied them all with a set of 

literature on Bangladesh, coupled with an appeal to act for the sake of humanity. We 

are glad to inform you that many of them on returning to America had contacted their 

Senators and Congressmen. 

 

Our publications are wide and varied. The most important are our fact sheets. 

These are information sheets published as the occasion demanded. These are always 

sent to the Press, M. Ps and other organizations. To date we have published 20 fact 

sheets. Apart from these I we I also issued Press statements on different occasions. To 

inform the world we also reproduced the following booklets: 

 

 1) Prime Minister's statement which proclaimed the creation of the People's 
Republic of Bangladesh. 

2) Conflict in East Pakistan-Background and Prospect. 
3) The murder of a people-Why Bangladesh? 

4) Why Bangladesh. 
5) Six months of liberation struggle. 

 
We inserted for advertisements in the local national dailies. The first one appeared 

in the Times urging upon the world to stop 'Genocide in East Bengal'. That was before 

25
th

 March. The next one appeared in the: Guardian on 27th March under the caption' 

Recognize Bangladesh. That was the time when news came over that Major Jiaur 

Rahman formed the Provincial Government in Bangladesh. The third advertisement in 

the, Guardian on 20th July was captioned "An open letter to the delegates of the 

American Bar Association from the people of Bangladesh". Sheikh's alleged trial 

moved us in the same way as it did to millions in Bangladesh. We put a half page 

advertisement in the Times on 16th August under the caption "Wake up world. Please 

act immediately to stop; camera trial." We also put an advertisement in the local 

Weekly Bengali JANOMOT urging upon, amongst other things, the local Bengali 

diplomats to sever their relations with Pakistan High Commission. The advertisement 

appeared on August 1st, 1971. The advertisement happily coincided with the 

mammoth rally-RECOGNISE BANGLADESH. On the first August, 1971, Mr. 
Mohiuddin Ahmed, Second Secretary Pakistan High Commission severed his relation 

with Pakistan High Commission. 
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Lobbying the different organizations was one thing we went with vigour and 

enthusiasm. Here we mention in brief the Party and Union conferences that we 

attended. Mr. Anis Ahmad attended the National conference to the National Union of 
Miners at Aberdeen. They passed a, resolution supporting the liberation struggle of 

Bangladesh. Again Mr. Anis Ahmad and our convenor, Mr. A. Z. M. Hossain went to 
lobby at the Transport and General Workers Union's conference at Scarborough. The 

conference did not move any resolution but their General Secretary Mr. Jack Jones 
made a pledge to our representatives to discuss Bangladesh at their National 

Executive's meeting. 

Our representatives along with representatives of other organizations lobbied at 

the Liberal, Labour and Conservative Party Conference of 1971. The Liberal and 

Labour parties consequently passed resolutions on Bangladesh. Unfortunately, we 

could not have had such success with Conservative conferences. 

Many of our friends travelled to foreign countries on different occasions 
representing Bangladesh and to propagate the cause of Bangladesh. Mr. Walie Ashraf, 

our Committee Member, on the request of the Government of Bangladesh, attended 
the World Assembly for Peace held in Budapest as a delegate from Bangladesh. 

Incidentally, the World Assembly for Peace was the first international forum where 
Bangladesh was allowed to participate. 

Khandaker Mosharraf Hossain and Nazrul Islam went to Holland at the invitation 

of the Friends of Bangladesh in Holland to attend a Press Conference. Mr. Walie 

Ashraf also attended the same conference as the representative of Justice A. S. 
Chowdhury. They formed Europa Committee and they also visited Belgium to seek 

and solicit support for Bangladesh. 

We also sent representative to attend Inter Parliamentary Union Conference in 

Paris. They were Dr. A. H. Pramanik, Nazrul Islam and A. Z. M. Mohammed 

Hossain. Their lobbying was a successful one. The I. P. U. Conference was attended 

by 70 nations. A large number of countries-Scandinavian, Latin American and quite a 

good number of Middle Eastern too I great interest and showed good understanding of 

the problem of Bangladesh. In the end I. P. U. conference moved and passed a 

resolution on Bangladesh. 

At the request of Steering Committee we sent Mr. A. Z. M. Hossain to attend the 

Pug- Wash conference on Science and world peace in Sinaia, Rumania. 

As we mentioned before we also took the informing committees in support of 
Bangladesh in some parts of the continent. The Committee formed in Holland styled 

as "Europa" is functioning mainly in the Scandinavia, Germany and Belgium. We also 
took part in formation of Comite Francais De Solidarite Avec le Bangladesh. We are 

happy to mention that their representatives are attending this convention. We are also 
in constant touch with other continental committees for Bangladesh and always 

posting them our latest publication. With the same aim in view we maintained close 

co-operation with American Committees for Bangladesh. We are in touch with 

Systeme Bibliograpique International Sur Le. Genocide, Les Crimes Contre 

L'Humanite Et Les. We are also in touch with a large number of Bengalis living in 

Arabia and Gulf States. 
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Our involvement with our own community in U. K. is all embracing and 

meaningful. We took the first initiative to form an all-embracing Central Action 

Committee. We had organized a large meeting of Bengalis on the last 19
th

  March for 
the said purpose. For irreconcilable differences of opinion we could not form the' 

committee. But the movement was never slowed down in those days. Our movement 
even in those days had the full support of various sections of our own community. 

We organized many demonstrations and took part in every demonstration. The 

first public meeting in London addressed by Justice A. S. Chowdhury and the Rt. 
Hon. John Stonehouse was organized by us. Since then we organized many rallies, 

processions and demonstrations. We also organized demonstrations against the 

visiting Pakistan Cricket team. Our comrades Manik Choudhury and Afroz Afgan 

staged a hunger strike in front of 10 Downing Street demanding recognition of 

Bangladesh. We also staged a hunger strike in from of the U. S. Embassy*. The 

evening of 25th  March was a turning point in the lives of all and every Bengali living 

in the U. K. We took part along with many more Bengalis in the spontaneous outburst 

that took place in front of Pakistan High Commission in London. Since then we urged 

upon every Bengalis to sever their relation with Pakistan and never again we went to 

demonstrate in front of Pakistan High Commission. Bengalis in every localities 

formed Action Committees and we in turn made it a cardinal principle to co-operate 

with every Committee on the issue involving Bangladesh. 

 

Friends, this report is not likely to give you the full details of our activities. We 
tried here in brief to give you the nature and character of our activities. We stand firm 

for the People's Republic of Bangladesh and let the world know that there is to be no 
compromise on that. 

 
 

JOI BANGLA! 
 

 

 

 
 

*against U. S. arms shipment to Pakistan. Mr. A Hye Khan and Mrs.  Razia Choudhury called off their 

hunger strike at the request of Mr. Justice A. S. Chowdhury. 
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STEERING COMMITTEE OF 

THE ACTION COMMITTEE FOR THE PEOPLE S 

REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH IN U. K. 

 
�������� ��������������������       11 Goring Street 

London EC3 

Tel:-01-283 5526/3623 
October 30.1971 

 

PROGRAMME FOR THE RALLY AND PROCESSION 

 

Proposal by:- 

1. Shamsur Rahman, Member. Steering Committee 

2. Seconded by-Shamsul Alam 

3. Presided by-M. Azizul Hoque Bhuia, Convener. Steering Committee 

  6Minutes 

4. Quran Tilwat by... 3Minutes 

5. Kator Chowdhury. Member. S. C 3 " 

6. Mr. Pasha 2 

7. Mr. Abdul Matin 2 

8. Mr. Gous Khan 2 

9. Mr. A. M Tarafdai 2 

10. Mr A Z Chowdhury 5 
11. Dr. Mafiz Choudhury 5 

12. Dr. Zafrullah Choudhury 2 
13. Women Association 2 " 

14. Zakaria Chowdhury 2 
15. Students Action Committee 2 

16. Rezaul Karim 2 
17. Enamul Huq  

18. Mr. A. Momen. 3 

19. Talukdar B. H.  

 Chief Speaker Justice A. S. Chowdhury 25 " 

 for Announcement 2 

     70 minutes 
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UNITED ACTION-BANGLADESH 

91, Commercial Road, London, E. 1 

 

Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Choudhury 
Bangladesh Mission in the U. K. 

24, Pembridge Gardens. 
London, W. 2. 
 

Dear Justice Choudhury, 

 
We are enclosing herewith some papers which this Action Group has circulated in 

the past few days for the generation of favorable public opinion for the cause of 
Bangladesh. 
 

We are particularly pleased to have been successful in stimulating the British 

National Union of Students in passing the enclosed Resolutions through our Appeal. 

Hitherto this Union was not aware to the fullest extent of the Disaster and it would appear 
that we have succeeded in persuading them to pass the composite Resolution. Also, we 

feel happy that United Action-Bangladesh has been successful in persuading Bishop 

Ruddleston , Rt. Hon. Richard Crossman M. P. and Lady Gifford to be the Trustees of the 
Relief Fund which we have established. We now hope that there will be some response 

from about six hundred Students' Unions to which we have circulated our Appeal; but in 

any case we have taken the message of Bangladesh to every corner of England and Wales 
through every University, College, Polytechnic etc. 

We are also receiving direct various publicity materials from Calcutta Bangladesh 

Mission. One such message received recently is being circulated to all British M. Ps 

with a covering note from us. This is also enclosed for your information. 
 

The third immediate thing in our hands is the organizing of a public meeting 

which is being held at Conway Hall on the 6th November at 6.30 p. m. We have sent 

invitations to your good self and other Bengali leaders present in England along with 

British M. Ps, Churchmen etc. We do hope that you will be able to attend as we 

believe that your presence is important to re-energize Bengali opinions in and around 

London.  
 

We will keep you advised of our activities. 

We are Yours Sincerely, 

Signatures- 

for UNITED ACTION-BANGLADESH. 

 

c. c. Steering Committee 

11 Goring St 

E. C. 3. 
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From Joan Hall, M. P. 

3rd November, 1971. 

 
Dear, Sir 

 
Thank you for your letter of 27th  October addressed to Miss Joan Hall.  

 
Miss Hall is at present out of the country with a Parliamentary Delegation, but 

on her return at the end of next week she will reply personally to your letter. 
 

 

Yours faithfully, 

Per Pro Joan Hall. 

 

 

Suraiya Khanam, Esq., 

Steering Committee of the Action Committee 

for the People's Republic of Bangladesh in U. K. 

11, Goring Street, 

London, E. C. 3. 
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To  
   The Secretary Steering Committee, 

(B.D.S.) 11 GORING St. London.  E.C.3. 
 

Dear Sir, 

 
 ��� ?¢=*���� +$ 4��# x’'#�� #�� � ���� +���T �। ?¢=*�� �������� 4����P�� 
!B���)# E+��@ !�"� � =?@�@ �+���� �#� 6�8���! #���T। �+��� ��l ����� 6�+$�@ 
������ 4#� E+��� �����T �। ��l ��� g��� 4#� #�O ��� =�� �। #��B ������ +����� 
��j�� ,D/,C =�O�� ����5�� O�� ��=@��T। ���� ?¢=*���� ��X@ ��+��X� 4�5� ��@ �*�� =P। 
!���# �+���� 4#� E+��� � 4+�@ 4#� #��O 6;��  =�� +���T �। 
 
 6�'�, �+��� 4��=���� +���# 6�� �e� �#8��� ���M�bLO �� ���������� 
��B��������# ��=��* #��� +��� ��� �*�>� #��� '�� E+��� ���� ��O� =@। P��- 
 

 

 

 
 
 
C/,,/1,P� 

Your’s 

Syed Bashir Ahmed 

11-PLOUGH St. 

OLDHAM. Lancs. 

Telephone : 061-652-4244 
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Colonel M. A. G. OSMANY, p. s. c, 

M.N.A, 

Commander-in-Chief, 

Bangladesh Forces 

C/o Govt. of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh 

Mujibnagar 

DO No. 1151 A 

 

29 Nov. “71 

Dear Mr. Razzak. 

 
Many thanks for your letter of 18 Oct 71 together with a copy of your letter of 10 

August addressed to Justice A. S. Chowdhury, received by me on 26 Nov 71. 
 

I am most grateful for the trust you exhibit in suggesting that some of the funds 
collected by you in U. K. be sent to inc. I fear I would NOT like the funds to be sent 

here to me and have been advising our people in U. K. to raise as much funds as they 
can for purchase of weapons but make sure the funds are held in UK and carefully 

husbanded for being lent solely for purchase of weapons. 

 

I deeply appreciate the offer of your services to the MUKT1 BAHINI. In your 

situation I think you could do valuable look in UK, along with our people there, 

maintaining unity in support of the liberation war. 

 

With Kind regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

M.A. RAZZAK KUAN CHOUDHURY Esqr., 

6 Brittania Road, 

South Sea, 

PORTSMOUTH 

U.K. 
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STEERING COMMITTEE OF 

THE ACTION COMMITTEE FOR THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC 

OF BANGLADESH IN U. K. 
 

11 GORING STREET 

London E C 3 

Tel 01-283 5526/3623 

9th Dec. 1971 

PRESS RELEASE 

RALLY AT HYDE PARK DEMANDING RECOGNITION OF 

BANGLADESH 

 
Bangladesh has been recognized as an Independent Sovereign-Republic by India 

and Bhutan. The Steering Committee for the People's Republic of Bangladesh in the 
United Kingdom is holding a rally at Hyde Park Speakers' Corner on Sunday, the 12th 

December, 1971 at 12 Noon demanding recognition of Bangladesh by Her Majesty's 

Government and other countries of the world. 

 

Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury, Special Representative of the Government of 

Bangladesh is coming from the United Nations to address this rally. 

 

At least 75 thousands Bengalees are expected to come to London from every nook 

and corner of the United Kingdom to participate in this historic rally of the people of 

Bangladesh. 

 

 

Sd/- 

( M. A. H. BHUIA ) 
Convener. 
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4
th

 November, 71 

From:  Joint Convenors 

South England Regional Committee 

58 Burwick Street 
London W 1 

 
To:  Mr. M. A. Bhuia 

Convenor 
Convention Committee. 

 
Dear Mr. Bhuia, 

 

Mr. Gous Khan informed me that you have called a meeting of the South England 

Regional Committee (SERC) on 7th November 1971 to consider the Validity' of the 

very Committee. I find it is difficult to understand what made you to take this action, 

while, neither you have discuss the matter of such grave nature with me prior to 

calling the meeting, nor you have the usual courtesy of inviting me to the meeting. 

 

May I bring to your notice that the SERC has been carrying out its duty and 

responsibility from the very date of its formation faithfully with full democratic 

support of its member Action Committees; and according to the curriculum and the 

constitutional procedures of the Committee. May I also remind you that the 

Convention Committee, of which you are the Convenor, was formed by the 

representatives of the Regions plus the Steering Committee members. Therefore, the 
validity of the SERC cannot be considered in a meeting called by you in the name of 

the Convention Committee. Moreover, the Region has not authorized you to hold any 

meeting, not to speak of considering the 'validity' of the Committee. I, therefore, 

strongly object to your holding any such meeting of our Region; furthermore, I 

suggest that you should immediately put to a stop to such a meeting. 

 

I am afraid that your thoughtless action and unconstitutional procedure may 

jeopardise the unity of the region. You should, therefore, be held responsible for 

bringing any disunity among the 'Probashi Mojahid' of Bangladesh at this critical 
moment of our national liberation struggle. 

 
I would also like to inform you that in case any member of our Region has 

disagreement with the committee actions, we would be too happy to discuss the 
reason of 
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the member's disagreement and try to mitigate the grievances at the Committee 

level only. 

Yours sincerely. 
Sd/ 

(M. A. Chowdhury) 
Copies for information to: 

1. All Regional Committees. 
2. All Action Committees of the SERC. 

3. Mr. Justice A. S. Chowdhury. 
4. Mr Gous Khan. Member, Convention Committee 
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3rd December 1971 
The Manager, 

National Westminster Bank Ltd. 
Craxton House, 6 Tothill Street 

London SW 1. 

 

Dear Sir. 

 
Please send me a credit transfer book so that we can use that book to deposit cash 

received in this office. 
 

 
Yours faithfully, 

(M. Q. RAHMAN) 
Accountant General. 

Bangladesh fund. 

A/C. No. 48007722. 
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���+�� ? ���!��� O���� O# 
4�� ���O��� �=���#4�� ���O��� �=���#4�� ���O��� �=���#4�� ���O��� �=���#    
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��� ������ ��;��� 8�P ? 4�����, 

������ �M$@� ���M ��;�� �O ��O�@� ��(�G +����@। ������ ��� ? %������ 4�� ‘8���’ 
������ 
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 ���( ��� 4#��� ����X� +$ =�@ 4������� �#� ������ ���� 
�#��� ��?। ���������# 

�#��� ��?।  

 �������� ��#���� ����X %����� ? 4;� ����> =�P#����� �����+�� ��� ��K� 4�L���� 
'P �8�@ ? ���T�� 4��! 4�@�� O* O������w� 6����� 4��# ����। 

��� ��� �+��� �8� ? ���T�� 4��! ��। 

����@���� O* �O �O '��#�� #����� ���! 4��!����! #k। 

 

�������� �5@���� #����  

     #���# ��@��O�। 
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Ok�� ����Ok�� ����Ok�� ����Ok�� ����    
 

���M���=� ���������� 68*G�� �p���M� O* �O O��-��B ��;�� #�� ����। ���� 
%�*$ ��;��� 6�� ��� � +����? ������# ��#�-+@�� ���@ ��;���# O@��M #��� O* �@��� 
��=��* #�� ����। 

��#�-+@�� T�(�? �O 4��� �O�� ���M���=�� ��*%�@�O ���� ������� 4�P %�@�O�@ 
�O��_�� ������ ��� ���� ��������� +�"���� �*�>� #���T। %���� ���!��� 8�P��� #��T 6����� 
��j�� 4� ����� ������� �O��_��� 6�� �e� ���� �"#��@ +��"�@ 4�। 

 

���M���=�� O* 4��� �O�� +�"������M���=�� O* 4��� �O�� +�"������M���=�� O* 4��� �O�� +�"������M���=�� O* 4��� �O�� +�"���    
�� #�+(l +��?8��, 4���@��� ? #v�। 
���*£�*l ��� 8��� ���M���=� ����, ���, ��O, ����� ? b����। 
E+���M �O�� �!��� ,2& P �H��v��� ���* 

 

BANGLADES MISSION, 24 PEMBRIDGE GARDENS, LONDON, W-2. �"#��@ 
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From: The Rt. Hon. Harold Wilson, OBE, FRS, MP. 
HOUSE OF COMMONS 

LONDON, SW 1. 
15th December. 1971. 

 

Dear Mr. Khan. 

 

Mr Wilson has asked me to apologies for the delay in replying to your letter about 
(he sad situation in East Pakistan. The pressure of correspondence on this and other 

issues has been so heavy that it has been impossible to answer as quickly as we would 
have liked. 

 
At Mr. Wilson's request, I am enclosing a copy of the Statement on Pakistan 

supported unanimously by the Labor Party at the annual conference at Brighton in 
early October.* 

 

This statement was immediately forwarded both to the British Government and to 

the Secretary General of the United Nations. 

 

The Parliamentary Labor Party as a whole remains deeply concerned about the 

situation and will continue to demand the most effective action possible by the 

Government. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Sd/ 

Parliamentary Private 

Secretary 

M. A. Razzak Khan, Esq., 
General Secretary. 

Bangladesh Action Committee in Portsmouta, 
6, Britannia Road, 

Southsea, Hants. 
P05ISN. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
* ��l �@� ��#��H�� '�, �+-� ���" £5�*, ,D 6�N���, ,01,।  
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GENOCIDE IN BANGLADESH 

SAKHAWAT HUSAIN 
Barrister-at- La w 

SECOND PRINT 
Price 5 New Pence 

 
The term 'genocide' coined in 1944 by Dr. Raphael Lemkin, means among other 

things (a) killing; (b) causing serious bodily or mental harm; (c) deliberate infliction 
of conditions of life "calculated to bring about" physical destruction with intent to 

destroy in whole or in pan, a national ethical, racial or religious group (Article II, 

Genocide Convention). The Genocide Convention was passed by the General 

Assembly on December 9, 1948. The Convention represents the moral force of a 

unanimous proclamation by member states that "genocide is a crime under 

international law, contrary to the spirit and aim of the United Nations and condemned 

by the civilized world" (U.N. Resolution 96 (i), dated December 11, 1946, Preamble 

to the Convention). It came into force on January 12, 1957. Including Pakistan. 68 

Governments are signatories to the Convention. 

 

The Nazi Government of Germany systematically annihilated millions because of 

their religion or ethnic origin. A shocked world than rejected the contention that such 

crimes were internal affairs of the state which perpetrated them. The Charter of the 

International Military Tribunal at Nuremburg incorporated the world opinion and 
recognized the concept of "crimes against humanity", whether or not such crimes 

violated the domestic law or the country in which they took place. 
 

Article IV of the Convention declares that persons committing genocide or any of 
the other acts enumerated in Article III, shall be punished, whether they are 

constitutionally responsible rulers, public officials or private individuals. This ban to 
plead immunity only shows the severity and seriousness with which the provisions of 

the Convention are supposed to be applied. 

 

Pakistan was created on August 14, 1941. BANGLADESH is separated by 1,200 

miles from West Pakistan. Pathans, Punjabis and Sindhis are linguistically and 

culturally identifiable groups in West Pakistan. Despite differences the West Pakistan, 

as a whole, is distinctively different to culturally cohesive Bengalis. All people in 

BANGLADESH speak Bengali-a highly developed language. Sanskrit is its root. A 

Bengali poet got the Nobel Prize in 1931. None in West Pakistan speaks this 

language. The Bengalis are different from West Pakistan in race, food, dress, climate 

and political attitudes. The difference in political attitudes needs some elaboration. 
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Muslim League, the communal political organisation, which created Pakistan, 

lost its grip on BANGLADESH in 1952. It had been routed at the first opportunity-the 

1954 Provincial Election. Its re-emergence under military dictatorship of Ayub Khan 

(1958- 1969) was artificial and superimposed. In BANGLADESH, 23.6% people are 

Hindus (1961 census). BANGLADESH opted for joint electorate in 1956 and gave its 

verdict in favor of secularism. In contrast, the elite in West Pakistan still hovers 

around Iqbal and his pan-Islamic doctrine. The Ahmadi-Quadiani (two Muslim sects) 

riot in 1953, in which 50,000 people died in Punjab, and the Shiah-Sunni (two 

Muslim sects) riots in Lahore are positive testimonies of the dimension of foul-play 

with religion, the vested interests is West Pakistan indulge in. 

Further, the West Pakistan ruling class has hammered out a new divisive concept 

of first and second class Muslims. In the eyes of West Pakistan, the Bengalis are 

converted Muslims from Hinduism. It should be mentioned here that it is not these 

differences that prompted BANGLADESH to declare independence. The primary 

cause is of course the economic exploitation the Bengalis were subjected to for the 

last 25 years. The differences are important to understand the mechanism through 

which the capitalist class of West Pakistan could make possible the connivance in 

their deliberate infliction on Bengalis conditions of life, calculated to bring about its 

physical destruction. In the last flood in East Pakistan (1970), according to some 

estimates, half a million died. The unconcerned attitude of Pakistan administration is 

well known. 

To show the extent of economic exploitation, we shall quote only a few figures. 

In terms of the contribution of manufacturing to gross domestic product. 

BANGLADESH and West Pakistan started from the same level. (Planning 

Department, Government of East Pakistan, 1963). In 1959-69 the per capita income in 

West Pakistan was 32 % higher than in the East. By 1969-70, the per capita income of 

the West was 61 % higher (Reports of the Advisory Panels for the fourth Five-Year 

Plan 1970-75. Vol. I; Planning, Commission, Government of Pakistan. The Report 

notes these estimates as understatements, because of a lack of adjustment in the basic 

official data for the generally higher prices which prevail in BANGLADESH 

compared to West). 

In the last 25 years, BANGLADESH'S share of total Pakistan export earnings has 

varied between 50% and 70%, while its share of imports has been in the range of 25% 

to 30% (Official statistics issued by the Central Statistical Office, Government of 

Pakistan). On the basis of population. BANGLADESH should have imported 67.5%. 

During the period 1948-49 to 1968-69, BANGLADESH has transferred 

approximately 2.6 billion dollars to West Pakistan (Conflict in East Pakistan: 

Background and Prospect, by three Professors of Harvard University). This calculated 

exploitation constitutes the crime of genocide under (c). Article II, against Bengalis-a 

distinct national ethnical, racial group. 

Article III enumerates different acts punishable under the Convention, namely (a) 

genocide; (b) conspiracy to commit genocide; (c) direct and public incitement to 

commit genocide; (d) attempt to commit genocide; and (e) complicity in genocide. 

The West Pakistan Army in BANGLADESH has committed the offence under 

(a). The attack started at 10.30 at night. There was no curfew. No provocation. The 
attack was 
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preplanned. Indiscriminately, they killed men, women and children. The logic, as they 

put forward, of killing children, is that, as orphans, they would have grown with 

contempt against West Pakistan. Sub-Article (e). Article II, makes even "forcibly 

transferring children of the group to another group", an indictable offence under the 

Convention. They killed unarmed civilians, many in their beds-the entire population 

of residential areas, university halls of residence and slum areas. In Nazi Germany, 

people were first put in Concentration Camps and. slaughtered afterwards, Compared 

to this, the extent of atrocities in BANGLADESH has been more. 

President Yahya and Mr. Bhutto are guilty, particularly under (b) and (e). The 
President had been engaged in talks for 11 days for a political solution until 3 hours 

before the start of the onslaught. Mr. Bhutto had been a party to those talks. The 

President in his 'savage' (Daily Telegraph) tone, spoke to the country of his hard line 

after completion of the initial onslaught at 8 o'clock in the morning, 26 March. On the 

same morning, Mr. Bhutto said to the reporters-'God has saved Pakistan". These 

evidences show that they were engaged not in talks but in buying time to complete 

military preparations. 

The twenty families of West Pakistan, who own 85% of the wealth of former 
Pakistan, came under (e) complicity in genocide. BANGLADESH is important to 

them for foreign exchange and market. The infra-structure in West Pakistan is well 
built. At present, BANGLADESH is more important as a market-40% of the total 

export of West Pakistan is made in BANGLADESH. In the past, West Pakistan 

capitalists had been trying desperately, in vain, to find alternative markets. RCD is an 

example of these efforts. Since the popular uprising in 1968, the Punjabi (including 

migrant settlers), industrialists, businessmen, bureaucrats, had been admitting in 

private, that BANGLADESH could not be subjugated for long. Thus they started to 

close down their industries, business and monetary interests in BANGLADESH. But, 

nevertheless, due to the absence of an alternative market, they insist on holding on to 

BANGLADESH even at gun point, as a captive market for the next 10-12 years. This 

genocide is a follow-up of their insistence. 

All senior military members have been West Pakistani, or the senior officers in 

the central civil services, 87% were from West Pakistan in 1960 and this proportion 

has not changed much since. Pakistan runs a top-heavy administration, both in 

military and civilian sectors. Moreover, 300.000 strong Pakistan Armed Forces cannot 

be sustained without usurpation of BANGLADESH resources. West Pakistani Armed 

Forces, civil servants and capitalists have jointly conspired this genocide for their 

individual and group interests. They all come under the purview of (b) and (c) of 

Article III. 

According to press and first-hand reports, the Army committed the genocide with 

slogans-"Ea Ali, Ea Haider
1
'. These are conventional slogans for 'Jihad', holy war 

against the infidels. Through systematic indoctrination, amounting to conspiracy, the 

soldiers and public in West Pakistan are made to believer that the 'Kafir,' (infidcl-the 

Hindus) and the 'semi-Kafirs' (the converted Muslims) must be killed. The soldiers 

have shot people after slashing off their male organs. They are forcing people to show 

their proof of circumcision in order to prove their faith in Islam. A former Prime 

Minister of Pakistan, the late Firoze Khan Noon once said that most Bengali Muslims 

do not undergo. 
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circumcision. The troops are competing girls to recite verses from the Quran to 

avoid rape. These facts prove, the religious bigotry of Yahya's troops. They are 

conducting a 'religious war' against the Bengalis. 

The Hindu areas have been special targets. Many of those have been just wiped 

out and their entire population killed. Prominent Hindus are systematically killed 
because of their religion. The army's intention to destroy Hindu religious groups is 

manifest enough. 

Another group as special targets are the intellectuals. Many have already been 

killed and most have been forced to flee from the country. This onslaught on 

intellectuals is no sporadic incident, but a major part of the scheme of systematic 

destruction that is being perpetrated on BANGLADESH. Though the percentage of 

literate persons is higher (17.6) in BANGLADESH than in the West (13.6), the 

number of graduates in actual terms, despite, constant increase of population, has 
gone down enormously in BANGLADESH- from 41,484 (1951) to 28.069 (1961). 

while the West has shown an increase of 21.3 % in the same period (Population 
Census of Pakistan-1961). 

Articles V and VI provide for trial in a competent national court. There is no 

scope for such a national action. The Convention also envisages trial by an 

International Penal Tribunal. Under Article VII, Parties to this Convention agree that 

genocide and other listed acts shall not be considered as political crimes. Therefore, 

Pakistan, as a signatory, is pledge bound to grant extradition of all persons, including 

President Yahya (under Article IV), charged with genocide, to stand the trial before 

an International Penal Tribunal. 

The idea of International Penal jurisdiction is envisaged and provided for under 

Article VI. Further the International Law, Commission on invitation by the General 

Assembly, studied both the desirability and the possibility of establishing such 

international judicial organ "for the trial of persons charged with genocide, or other 

crimes over which jurisdiction will be conferred upon that organ by international 

conventions". The Commission recommended the establishment of an independent 

International Criminal Court. The recommendation is still under consideration by the 

United Nations. The United Nations must act now and set up this Court immediately, 

to try this case of genocide in BANGLADESH. 

Under Article VIII, any contracting party may call upon the competent organs of 

the United Nations to take such action under the Charter of the United Nations, as 

they consider appropriate for the prevention and suppression of acts of genocide or 

any of the related acts. The Charter confers wide and effective powers on the Security 
Council, including "complete or partial interruption of economic relations and the 

severance of diplomatic relations (Article 41)" demonstrations, blockage and other 
operations by air, sea or land "forces of members of the United Nations (Article 42)" 

(Chapter VII, Charter of the United Nations). 

Lastly, Article IX of the Genocide Convention provides clear avenue for any of 

the signatory States to raise the issue before International Court of Justice-'disputes 

between the contracting parties relating to the interpretation, application or fulfillment 

of the present Convention, including those relating to the responsibility of a State for 

genocide 
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or for any of the other acts enumerated in Article III, shall be submitted to the request 

of any of the parties to the dispute". The mute world must act and act now 

 

POSTSCRIPT 

The first edition of this pamphlet ran out within a week. The publication of a 

second edition, therefore, was in order. But the snag arose at this point. The first 

edition was solely financed by Mr. Abdul Hamid and was distributed free. But where 

could the funds for the second edition come from? The publishers were scratching 

their heads when, once again. Mr. Hamid came forward with his characteristic 

kindness, and with him Mr. Shafiqur Rahman, with the ready funds. Our debt to these 

gentlemen is totally and literally i me pay able. 

It is not possible to make demands on a person's generosity over and over again. 

We have, therefore, decided to put a price on the pamphlet this time, which is five 

new pence. It is inspired by the conviction that a cause needs material support. And it 

is our sincere hope that this conviction is justified. 

 

AMEER ALI, 

SHAMSUL MORSHED. 

 

Courtesy- 

Abdul Hamid 

and 

Shafiqur Rahman. 

 

 

Published by Ameer Ali and Shamsul Morshcd from 29 RUPERT STREET. 

 

LONDON W1. 
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CONSTITUTION 

PREAMBLE. "No people have secured freedom and justice unless they spill blood for 

it. To establish an independent, sovereign Bangladesh, to create a socialist 

economic order free from exploitation of man by man and of region by region."-

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. The People of Bangladesh have waged an armed 

struggle against the forces of reaction in West Pakistan. 

We the Bengalies in the United Kingdom solemnly .affirm our support, 
sacrifice and contribution to the National Liberation Struggle of Bangladesh. 

Unity is imperative to "win the war" we are united. We have unity of purpose. 
We should   unite in action too; so we form this organisation of all Bengalis in 

the United Kingdom. 

THE ARTICLES. The name of the organisation shall be "The Action Committee for 

the People's Republic of Bangladesh in the United Kingdom." The Head Office 
of the organisation shall be in London. The "Bangladesh Fund" at Hambros 

Bank with three Trustees namely- 

 1.Mr. Abu Sayeed Chowdhury 

 2.Mr. John Stonehouse 

 3.Mr. Chesworth 

shall be the Central fund of this organisation. The "Central Council" shall elect 
three Trustees and the total number of Trustees shall be six. Minimum four 

signatures shall be required to withdraw money from the Fund. No money shall 
be withdrawn without prior valid decision of the "Central Committee." 

The elected Trustees shall be elected directly by the "Central Council". They 
shall be ex-officio members of the "Central Committee", but without the right to 

vote and shall not be eligible to hold any other office, either in the Central or 
Local Committees. 

There shall be nine member of "Central Finance Committee", including Mr. 

Abu Sayeed Chowdhury and the three elected Trustees. The other five members 
including two accountants shall be elected directly by the "Central Council". 

These five members shall not be eligible to, be elected as members of the 
Central Committee. 

The function of the Central Finance Committee shall be to keep proper 

accounts, raise funds and submit accounts before the Central Council. 

THE CENTRAL COUNCIL. The Central Council Shall be composed of 

representatives from all the Committees. The quota of representatives for each city 

and town shall be in general on population basis. 
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The Central Council shall sit at least once in every three months. The Central 

Council shall elect directly a Central Committee of 15 members. 

FUNCTION OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE. The Central Committee shall be the 

supreme body to take and implement all political decision. It shall publish at 

least one Bengali and one English weekly or fortnightly paper which shall be the 

mouthpiece of the organisation. The Central Committee shall publish other 

literature, pamphlets, books etc. It shall hold public meetings, demonstrations on 

all U.K. basis. It shall carry out any other activity considered to be contributive 

to the National Liberation struggle. The Central Committee shall form sub-

committee with, specific work and the members of such sub-committees may be 

non councilors. 

FUNCTIONS OF THE LOCAL COMMITTEES. Local mobilization-raising of funds 

on a weekly or monthly basis and maintenance of a membership register. 

There shall be only one active Committee in each city or town. In case of there 

being more than one existing Committee, efforts shall be made for conciliation 
and merger and if the 'efforts fail, both the Committees shall be recognized by 

the Central Council and Committee and their representative shall be 
proportional on membership basis. 

In this first Conference-the Steering Committee shall sit with representatives 

of the Committees-shall first try for a merger and in the event of failure decide 

on an amicable appointment. 

DISPUTE. In the case of a dispute between Committees, in a city or between a local 

Committee and the Central Committee or Committees of two or more cities or 

towns-the Central Committee shall adjudicate within 14 month of receipt of the 

formal complaint. The party to the Completion shall have the right of appeal to 

the Central Council against the decision of the Central Committee. Council's 

decision shall be final. 

AMENDMENT Any clause to this Constitution may be amended by 2/3 councilors 

present. The number of members voting in favor of the amendment shall not be 
less than 50% of the total number of Councilors. 

QUORUM. A 1/3 and 1/2 shall form the Quorum for Central Committee and Council 

meetings respectively. 

NOTICE. At least 24 hours and a clear 7 days notice shall be given for the Central 

Committee and Central Council meetings. In case of emergency the Central 

Committee may meet without notice, but efforts shall be made to inform all the 

members available. Mr. Justice A. S. Chowdhury shall be the Adviser of the 

Central Committee. 
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SOLIDARITY WITH 

BANGLADESH 
LIBERATION 

STRUGGLES 

A CALL FOR SUPPORT. 

We call on the British people-and especially the workers-to support the workers 

and peasants of Bangladesh at present fighting for the irrational liberation, for 

freedom from exploitation and for a socialist society. 

WHO ARE THE PEOPLE OF BANGLADESH? WHY DO THEY DESERVE 

SUPPORT? These are very natural questions. British Press and Television have 

conspired to confuse the issues. They gave full coverage to news of the atrocities and 

of the refugees. But they have given no real explanation of the events leading to these 

tragedies, or to the causes of the crisis. A detailed account of the economic and 

political situation in Pakistan since 1947 is needed. Here are a few of the main facts 

only. 

THE TREACHERY OF THE WEST PAKISTAN RULING CLIQUE. At 
midnight on Thursday 25 March, in Dacca, capital of East Pakistan, an act of 

treachery occurred which is unparalleled in contemporary history. Without issuing 
any warning or ultimatum, soldiers of the West Pakistan army, acting on orders, 

suddenly attacked the sleeping and unsuspecting civilian population with machine 

guns, artillery and tanks. They set Fire to their houses, and shot them down as they 

ran into the streets to escape the flames. That night some 50,000 died-most were 

women and children. 

During the succeeding days the intentions of the West Pakistan assassins became 
clear. A carefully planned, absolutely ruthless policy of genocide was being followed. 

By indiscriminate mass killings they sought to cow the masses. By the selective 
destruction of administrators, politicians, intellectuals, technicians, students and 

professors they hoped to destroy the potential leaders of the resistance. They have 
failed in both these aims: but no-one knows how many have died so far. (The number 

is in the region of 1 million) 

FAKE NEGOTIATIONS IN DACCA!!! From 16th March talks had been 

continuing between Yahya Khan, acting President of Pakistan, and Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman, leader of the East Pakistan Awami League. Mujibur had, the full backing of 

the East Pakistan population, expressed in the elections and also in the peaceful non-
cooperation movement from 10th to 25th March. The entire administration was 

involved, including judges, police and civil servants. On the 2nd and 3rd March the 
West Pakistan army had fired on peaceful demonstrators, killing more than one 

thousand. But Yahya Khan had expressed his regret and his desire for a peaceful 
settlement of the constitutional issues. Mujibur 
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accepted these assurance: he had chosen the path of negotiation. We know now 

that the whole negotiations were a fake: a cover behind which military preparations 

for the massacre were proceeding. 

The killings which were carried out on 25th March, 1971, and on the days which 

followed, brought a violent end to the state of Pakistan after 23 years. They also 

brought into being the new state of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

RECOGNITION OF BANGLADESH. From every possible viewpoint 
Bangladesh has established its rights to international recognition. The leaders won the 

votes of 80% of the population; the Awami League had a clear majority in the 
Provincial and National Assemblies. But Bangladesh will NOT be recognized at least 

not yet. It is inconvenient for the Great Powers to do so. The people of Bangladesh 

will fight on until they achieve self-determination. Their appeal is for moral and 

martial assistance in their struggle. Every day more lives are lost and more of the 

country's resources are destroyed. 

WHY THE GENOCIDE? These actions of the corrupt ruling class in West 
Pakistan are not a sudden act of folly; they are the logical and necessary outcome of 

the policies of economic exploitation and political oppression followed ever since 
Pakistan was established in 1947. 

 

HOW WEST PAKISTAN EXPLOITED TIIE EAST 

Here are some of the basic facts of the economic domination of East Pakistan and 

the subordination of East Pakistan's interests to those of the West. 

1. INCOME. There was a great disparity in the per capita income of West 

Pakistan and East Pakistan. In 1952-1960, the income in the West was 30% more than 

in the East. And by 1969-70 it was 61% more. Thus in ten years the income gap had 

doubled in terms of percentages. 

2. INVESTMENT. This situation arose because Pakistan's investment funds 
derived from internal sources and foreign aid was directed mainly to West Pakistan's 

population of 75 million is 60% of the whole. But in the period 1950-1955 East 
Pakistan received only 20% of central government expenditure. And the peak during 

the Third Five Year Plan period 1965-70 was still only 36%. 

East Pakistan's share of private investment was less than 25% in that period. 

3. TRADE. Between 1950 and 1970 East Pakistan's foreign exports earnings 

were between 50% and 70% of the total exports earnings of Pakistan. But East 

Pakistan's share of imports from abroad was between 25% and 30%. Over the period 

1948-69 East Pakistan transferred to West Pakistan resources to the amount of S 2.6 

million. 
 

(All of these figures are obtained from official statistics issued by the Central 

Statistical Office of the Government of Pakistan and from the Reports of the Advisory 
Panels of the 4th Five Year Plan, 1970-75, Vol 1, Planning Commission, Government 

of Pakistan, July 1970.) 
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The conclusion from these facts is that the development of West Pakistan has 

been at the expense of East Pakistan, that the East is in fact a colony of the West. This 

situation did not come about chance, it was a consequence of major political 
decisions. By whom were these decisions taken? 

WEST PAKISTAN'S MILITARY DICTATORS. Since 1958 there has been a 

military dictatorship in Pakistan. All decision has been made by the military bosses 

and the senior civil servants. And since the Federal Capital of Pakistan is in West 

Pakistan, power has been concentrated in the hands of military clique made up of 

.West Pakistanis. However, the real decisions were made not in Islamabad out in 

Washington. As an integral part of its world strategy U. S. imperialism relies on the 

support of the West Pakistan military leaders, the bureaucracy and the corrupted 

politicians. And it rewards its supporters handsomely; it even gives them a 'Colony to 

exploit". 

U. S. AID TO PAKISTAN. Between 1954 and 1965 Pakistan received between 

SI.5 to $2 billion in military aid. This included weapons such as Star lighters, Patton 

tanks, armored personnel carriers, automatic and recoil less infantry weapons. They 

were for the purpose of 'containing' Communism, but apart from the brief border war 

against India in 1965, their main use has been the murder of East Pakistan's unarmed 

civilian population. 

Economic aid from the U.S. to the extent of $ 3 billion was received by Pakistan 

between 1951 and 1959. This was used to establish industries mainly in West 

Pakistan. 

THE TWENTY TWO FAMILIES. The result of this decisions taken in 
Washington bas been to create the ruling clique in West Pakistan, the famous "twenty 

two families". They include military, civil servants, industrialists, and politicians. The 
clique controls 80 % of the country's Banking Assets, 75% of the Insurance Assets, 

and 60% of the Industrial Assets. They are allied by marriage and they combine to 
secure their economic and political interests. They will maintain-by force if necessary 

the unequal terms of exchange between West and East Pakistan. By means of the 
military coup d'etat they recognized the State apparatus so as to make it an instrument 

of their economic and financial Policy. 

THE RESISTANCE OF THE PEOPLE IN EAST PAKISTAN 

There has been sporadic resistance by workers and peasants in West Pakistan. 

But organized resistance by almost the whole population of East Pakistan has gone on 

ever since the State of Pakistan was established. And they have own important 

successes. The following is a brief chronology of some of the more important events: 

1947 The Muslim State of Pakistan was established. 

1948 In the "separate nation" campaign many deaths occurred. But the result was that 

Bengali was accepted as one of the two official languages. 

1953 Election victory for the United Front in East Pakistan laid the basis for the 

struggle for secularism and for a workers' and peasants' state. At this time, too, 

the Awami League was established to defend the Bengali nation. 
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1958 Ayub Khan seized power and imposed martial law principally in order to restrict the 
development of the militant peasant movement in East Pakistan headed by the 

National Awami Party and its leader Moulana Bhashani. 

1956 War between India and Pakistan was convenient for both Ayub Khan and Shastri of 

India. After the war East Pakistan people suffered severe hardships by the cutting of 

trade links with India.' But West Pakistan traders and industrialists 
benefitted. 

1968 The Awami League's Six Points demanded provincial autonomy of East Pakistan, 

with control over foreign trade, foreign aid allocation and taxation. The National 

Awami Party's Thirteen Point Programme included a call for the nationalization of 

industrial assets and the limitation of land holdings. 

1969 Overthrow of Ayub Khan's regime, mainly through the agitation of the East 
Pakistan masses. 

1970 Cyclone in delta area of East Pakistan demonstrated clearly the indifference of the 
West Pakistan clique to the plight of the people in the East. In the General 

elections the Awami League won an absolute majority: 167 seats out of the 169 

seats allocated to East Pakistan in the National Assembly. And it own 201 out of 

343 in the Provincial Assembly. 

1971 The corrupt clique of West Pakistan realised finally that their colonial exploitation 
of East Pakistan would end if the democratic election results were to stand. The 

massacre was the only possible policy in face of the unity of the Bengali masses. 

NATIONAL LIBERATION STRUGGLE 

A new stage in the struggle of the peasants and workers of East Pakistan has begun. 

In the long run the emergency of an independent Bangladesh is inevitable. In a popular 

guerilla war the people of Bangladesh will triumph finally over the military bureaucracy 
of West Pakistan and their mercenary troops. The people of Bangladesh have the right to 

expect from the rest of the world not charity but material aid in their battle against the 

forces of Imperialism and Capitalism. 

SOLIDARITY WITH BANGLADESH 

The Solidarity Campaign makes the following demands we call on the British 

Government to carry out. 

1) The immediate cessation of all arms deliveries to West Pakistan. 

2) The cessation of all credits, loans and aid of any kind to West Pakistan. 

We call on the working class in Britain and other countries to impose their own 

sanctions on West Pakistan. We ask dockers and other workers to refuse to load or 

produce goods intended for the military regime in West Pakistan. 
 

VICTORY FOR BANGLADESH  

VICTORY FOR THE WORKERS AND PEASANTS STRUGGLES!  
VICTORY FOR SOCIALISM!  

 

Signed: BANGLADESH SOLIDARITY CAMPAIGN 

70, HARCOURT ROAD, 
SHEFFIELD S10 1DJ. 
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List of sonic sympathising groups, individuals, VIP's, Action Committees etc. 

with which A. B. Committee, Europe, worked and co-operated for the cause of 

Bangladesh. 

1. Workgroup Bangladesh 

Wustelaan 80 
Santpoort 

Netherlands 

023-378134 

Mr. Paul Erftermijor. 

2. Prof. DR. IR. P. M. Heertjes 

Julialaam 136, Delft, Holland. 
3. Mr. A. Razzak 

Bangladesh Representative 

Durholmsgrand 38 
Stockholm, Sweden. 

4. Relus Ter Beek, MP 

Tweede Kamer der staten-General 

Den Haag. Holland. 

5. W. G. Neijman 

Kenmerk Television Holland 

(Produced television report about P. M. and Bangladesh). 
6. Paul Meijs (Director; Third World Shop) of 

Stichting S O. S. 

(Stoun Ontwikkelings-streken) 
Post bus 25; Holz straat 19, Kelkrade, 

Nederland. 

Giro No: 1045678 ; 
Tele: 04445-537 

(This org. is also now working in Bangladesh) 

7. Action Bangladesh 

34, Stratford Villas 
London N W 1 

Tele: 01-485 2889 

8. Operation Omega 
151, Daitmonth park Hill 

London N 19, Tele: 01-263 0940 

5, Caledonian Road, London N I 
(Their volunteers are still working in B" desh) 
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9. Ganashasthya Kendra 

132, New Eskaton 
Dacca-2, Bangladesh. 

(Now functioning in Bangladesh at Savar, Dacca with volunteers form Holland.) 

 

10. Netherlands Committee for Couple Communities Bangladesh. 
13, Strauss Laan; Bilthoven, 

Netherlands. 

 

(After call from the well-known french priest, Abberpierre, to stimulate the European 

people in town and villages, to build up friendship with and to lend help to the people of 

in towns and villages in Bangladesh, the above organisation was formed. A Branch group 
has already come here on goodwill mission.) 

 

11.   Drs. John C. W. Van & 
Ronnie Dane (visited Bangladesh in connection with the above purpose 

and selected Kushtia District). 

 
12. Mr. F. J. F. M. Van Thiel 

help Bengali Refugee Committee" 

The Hague, Netherlands. 

 
13. Workgroup Bangladesh-Venlo 

Keuller Straat, l;Venlo; 

Tele: 15573 
Holland. 

 

14. AKTIECOMITE KOPPELGE MEENTE DELFT'-BANGLADESH. DELFT. 
HOLLAND. 

 

15. BANGLADESH BULLETING 
Leyden, Holland. 

 

16. Mr. Frans A. Wildenberg. 

Martin Luther King Centrum 
Amsterdam, Holland. 

 

(Took active part for the cause of Bangladesh, helped to raise fund and promoted 
mobile exhibition on Bangladesh in collaboration with Action Bangladesh of London. 

Mobile exhibition was held in almost all major places in Holland.) 

 
17.  Action Committee for the People's Republic of Bangladesh, United Kingdom. 
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WHY BANGLADESH 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DISPARITY BETWEEN 

EAST AND WEST PAKISTAN 

R. ALAM 

The Bengalis demand for independence had been forced upon the people of East 

Pakistan by the savage and atrocious action of the West Pakistani Army government. 

What the Bengalis had really been wanting were regional autonomy and social and 

economic justice. Recent events have conclusively proved that there was no plan for 

secession and there was no armed preparation on the pail of the Bengalis to achieve 

that. They were confidently expecting a good result from President Yahya Khan's 

democratic gesture. But the West Pakistani army, through its systematic butchery of 

unarmed civilians forced the Bengalis to take the ultimate decision-to become a 

completely- independent sovereign state. A clear cut line has been drawn decisively, 

separating the Bengali speaking people of the East and the people of West Pakistan. 
The decision was inevitable because or the continuous exploitation of the East by the 

West. To the world it naturally did not come as a surprise. On the other hand many 
voices had been predicting it for a long time. Besides religion, there was nothing 

common between these two people. Ethnically, culturally, in their thought, language, 
way life-in every way they were two nations. There was no attempt towards 

reconciliation but only economic exploitation and social injustice. East Pakistan 
existed only for the benefit of the West Pakistani capitalist merchants, industrialists 

and contractors, for the militarists and civil bureaucrats. For the last 24 years the 
Pakistan government, manned mostly by West Pakistanis, dominated the state policy 

aiming to develop the deserts of West by a deliberate policy which impoverished the 

East. Cleverly enough, Pakistan government, tried its best not to reveal 

the figures separately to show the gross disparity. Nevertheless, from available 

figures, mostly official, the truth could not be kept concealed. 

 

Average Annual Budget 
 

Total Revenue Rs. 6,000 million   W.P. E.P. 

Expenditure of Defense    Total 60% 50% 10% 

Civil Expenditure Total 40% 25% 15% 
 

While E. P. provides 60% of the total revenue, it receives only about 25% its 

expenditure and West Pakistan providing 40% in the central exchequer receives 75% 
of the revenue. 
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Foreign Trade and Exchange Earnings 

West Pakistan East Pakistan 

Export  Import Export Import 

During 10 year period  £ 820 m  £2,315m £I,153m             £1,000 m 

1958-1968 41% 70% 59% 30% 

In foreign trade East Pakistan exports constitute 59% of the total but imports only 

30% of the imports which consists of consumer goods and food, very little is left for 
development projects. During the same period West Pakistan earned 41% of the total 

foreign exchange and was allowed 70% of the foreign exchange earnings. Major 
portion of this was spent on various development projects in West Pakistan. 

Inter Zonal Trade 

1964-1969       Exports from West to                                Exports from East to 

      East Pakistan     West Pakistan 

Rs. 5,292 million    Rs. 3,174 

This is an example of continuous drain of E. Pakistan Capital to West Pakistan. It 
has been estimated that total transfer of resources from East Pakistan to West Pakistan 

since 1947 had been £3,000 million. 

Let us look at a typical Export items for the Year 1664-65: 

Jute and jute products (all from East Pakistan)  Rs. 124,580 m 

Cotton and cotton manufactures (mainly from W. P.) 51,880 m 

Hides and Skins (mainly from East Pakistan)             6,130 m 
Tea (all from East Pakistan)                1,000 m 

Wool (ail from East Pakistan)                7,300 m 
Others (Oast and West together)             56,200 m 

Percentage of allocation of funds for development projects 

Items                                                                   West Pakistan      East Pakistan 

Foreign Exchange for various Developments             80%   20% 
Foreign Aid (Excluding U. S Aid)                             96%      4% 

U. S Aid                                                                   66%  34% 
Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation            58%  42% 

Pakistan Industrial Credit & Investment Corp            80%  20% 

Industrial Development Bank                                  76%  24% 

House Building      88%  12% 

                                                                                   ----------           --------- 

                                                                                     77%  23% 

Above figures are clearly indicative for the tremendous industrial growth in West 

Pakistan which received 77% of the total development expenditures for its 40% of the 
total population. 
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Foreign Aid to Pakistan 

Chinese loan to Pakistan U. S $ 60m in 1965 mostly spent in West Pakistan 

including a Heavy Machinery Complex costing U.S. $ 9m but only U.S. $ 125,000 for 
East Pakistan Water & Power Development. But the loan is to be repaid by exporting 

jute and jute products. 

World Bank credits in 1954 $ 14m and in 1965 $ 15 m for Sui gas project in 

West Pakistan. Same source supplied $ 17m in 1964 for Karachi Port development 

and $ 30m to Pakistan Investment and Credit Corporation to finance mostly projects 

in West Pakistan. International Development Association (U. N. Agency) gave a 

credit of $5m to West Pakistan and $ 4.5 m to East Pakistan in 1964 for educational 

projects. 

Russian Aid of $llm to Sl8m was given to West Pakistan in 1965 for oil 

prospecting. 

U. K. Loan during the period 1947-1965 amounted to £64m has been spent 

mostly in West Pakistan. 

U. S. Aid of $ 3.6 billion- $2.7 billion spent for Mangla Dam & Tarbela Dam in 

West Pakistan and only $ 0.9 billion for control of flood in East Pakistan. These loans 

no doubt converted the barren lands of the West into fertile ones whereas very little 

was done to tackle effective ely the flood problem of East Pakistan- the most fertile 

land in the world. The people of East Pakistan had been allowed to suffer from 

recurring cyclones and flood disasters since 1953. 

 

COMPARATIVE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

West Pakistan  East Pakistan 

 

Established Industries 

in both wings     1947/8  1966/7 1947/48   1966/67 

Cotton Textile production   350  6,836    508       550 

in million yards    1,853%  Increase  8.25%  Increase 

Sugar production    10   304   25      112 

in '000 tons     2,943%  Increase  348%   Increase 

Cement production    305   1,934   46       75 

in '000 tons     534%   Increase 63%     Increase 

Above tables clearly shown how the established industries in East Pakistan had 

been allowed to grow extremely slowly in comparison with the extremely fast 

growing industries in the West. In 1947 East Pakistan had more industries than West. 

With the influx of Capitalists from Bombay the picture began to change rapidly. 

In the field of new industries the percentage of investment in West and East 

Pakistan is roughly 75% and 25% respectively. Moreover, East Pakistani industries 
are mainly owned and controlled by the West Pakistanis whose main interest is to 

transfer the profits to West Pakistan instead of helping East Pakistan's prosperity. It 

has been calculated that since 1947 the real transfer of resources from East to West to 

the tune of $3,000 million. 
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There was no state control over private investment and as such the flow had been 
completely unchecked. 

Steel-the basic item required for any development is now being produced in two 

mills in West & East Pakistan. Funds provided for these mills were £56 million for West 

Pakistan and £11 million for East Pakistan. 

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 

                                           West Pakistan             East Pakistan 

Fertilizer distribution during 

1964-68 in "000 nutrient tons 739 66% 371 33% 
Improved seed distribution during         

1964-69 in '000 tons 342 89% 40 11% 

1951-52 1966-67 1951-52 1966-67 
Increase in fish production         

in '000 metric tons 56 153 175 259 

273%increase     48% increase   

Distribution of Tractors         

Wheel type, (numbers) 20,069     1,825 

2,000     350 

Other large 91%     9% 

Needless to mention that the agricultural land in East Pakistan has more acreage and 
most lands produce 2 to 3 crops a year whereas in the West the acreage is less and the 

productivity per acre is much smaller. One fails to understand the logic in these state of 

affairs. 

Needless to mention that the agricultural land in East Pakistan has more acreage and 

most lands produce 2 to 3 crops a year whereas in the West the acreage is less and the 
productivity per acre is much smaller. One fails to understand the logic in these state of 

affairs. 

In agricultural finance, the Pakistan Agricultural Development Bank has lent over 

Rs. 600 million but most of these went to West Pakistani farmers. Most of the large 

irrigation projects have been treated as federal projects and financed by the central 
government and has been completed in West Pakistan. This was a deliberate attempt to 

keep the 75 million Bangalis at starvation level. In the federal army of 500.000 only 

20,000 are Bengalis. These 480,000 West Pakistanis spend their income in the West 

which indirectly help the economy of that part of the country. Economic experts have 
evidence that in 1959 an average East Pakistani was 20% worse off than another in the 

West. In 1968, he was 40% worse off than his brother in Islam in West Pakistan. 

POWER DEVELOPMENT 

Another criterion to measure progress is the consumption of electric power per head 

of the population. In Pakistan growth in power production has grown considerably. West 

Pakistan generates by hydel, thermal and other means 838,000 KW (83% of the total) 
whereas East Pakistan generates 179,500 KW (17% of the total). A great share of foreign 

aid had been spent on various power development projects. Two giant irrigation & power 

development projects in Indus Basincost $ 1800 million and WAPDA spent Rs. 1453 m. 
in 5 years 1959-64 
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EDUCATION : Progress in 20 Years 

Area West Pakistan East Pakistan 

 1947-48 1968-69 1947-48 196-69 

Primary Schools 8,413 39,418 29,663 28,300 

 Number increases 4'/2 times Number decreases in spite 

  

of increased children 

Secondary School 1947-48 1965-66 1947-48 1965-66 

 2,598 4,472 3,481 3,964 

 

176% increase 114% increase 

1947-48 1968-69 1947-48 1968-69 

Colleges-various types 40 271 50 162 

 675% increase 320% increase 

Medical/Engineering/ 4          17 3            9 

Agricultural Colleges 425% increase 300% increase 

Universities 2(654 scholars) 1(1,620 scholars) 

 6(18,708 scholars) 4(8,831 scholars) 

Increase in scholars 30 times 5 times 

 

It is interesting to note that although the school going population increased in 
East 

Pakistan the number of schools decreased through deliberate policy of neglect 

whereas during the same period the Pakistan government spent vast sums of money 

and increased the number of schools in West Pakistan by 4 and half times. Was not 

that a systematic plan for giving the West Pakistani children a better academic start so 

that their future career was firmly assured? The natural result was the vast increase in 

the number of colleges of all kinds and universities. This is clear evidence of 

government policy aiming at keeping the East Pakistan children intellectually inferior 

by not providing the facilities they deserve. The end product that we see is in the 

number of University scholars. In East Pakistan, which had double the number of 

scholars in 1947, the number only increased by five times in 20 years and in West 

Pakistan the corresponding increase is thirty times. In the field of research and 

development centers established for agricultural, medical, scientific, industrial 

research, out of 16 centers 13 are located in West Pakistan. As far as the scholarships 
and training grants for studies abroad under Colombo Plan, Ford Foundation, 

Commonwealth Aid and many others the bulk of these go to the West Pakistanis. 
Some of these are not even advertised in the East Pakistani press and many of these 

are awarded directly from West Pakistan. 

If we consider the question employment, we can see the repetition of the same 

injustice. While the state policy on education had kept the East Pakistanis less 

developed, in the case of recruitment in civil, military and other services the same 

policy of depriving the Bengalis had been effectively carried out. Having most of the 

recruitment centers, they have the most advantage. Headquarters of the army, navy, 

air force and all central government services as well as private employers of all kind 
are located in West Pakistan. Most of the vacancies are either not advertised in the 

East Pakistani press or the practical difficulty of being interviewed is present. 
Moreover, the various recruitment 
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boards consisting mostly of West Pakistanis are not so well disposed to accept an East 

Pakistani. In the armed forces, by making a physical standard far too high for an average 

Bengali, the system of eliminating the Bengali candidates had been very easy and 

successful. The following figures show some examples of disparity in this field. 

 

West Pakistan East Pakistan 

Central Civil Service 84% 16% 

Foreign Service 85% 15% 

Foreign Head Mission (Numbers) 60 9 

Army 95% 5% 

Army : Officers of General Rank (Numbers) 16 1 

Navy Technical 81% 19% 

Navy - non Technical 91% 9% 

Air Force Pilots 89% 11% 

Armed Forces (Numbers) 500,000 20,000 

Pakistan Airlines (Numbers) 7,000 280 

P. I. A Directors (Numbers) 9 1 

P. I. A Area Managers (Numbers) 5 none 

Railway Board Directors (Numbers) 7 1 

ORGANISATIONAL IMBALANCE 

The selection of the capital of Pakistan in Karachi in 1947 gave the West a boost 

to growth in all spheres. Rs. 200 million was spent on its development and when it 
was fully developed it was handed over to the West Pakistan provincial government. 

All incomes derived as a result went to the provincial government. Thereafter another 
Rs. 200 million was allocated for the capital development at Islamabad. A sum of 

only Rs. 20 million was provided for a second capital at Dacca, in East Pakistan. 

All the offices of the central government are located in the West including the 

Headquarters of the army, navy and the air force. All the military academies as well. 
It is important to note that 60% of Pakistan's budget is spent on defense and 80% of 

that goes to the military contractors, armed personnel who are West Pakistanis. 

Head offices of all the public and private establishments, e. g. State Bank of 

Pakistan, Pakistan International Airlines, National Bank of Pakistan and other banks, 

Insurance companies, Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation, National 

Shipping Corporation, Foreign Mission and hundred other Pakistani and foreign 

agencies have their head offices in West Pakistan and with their West Pakistani 

bosses and West Pakistani connections made sure that the policies of those 

organizations favor West Pakistanis. 

SOCLAL WELFARE 

In the field of social welfare, the same pattern is reflected. Let us look at some of 

the statistics comparing the two wings:- 
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West Pakistan East Pakistan 

Population 55 million 75 million 

Total number of doctors 12,400 7,600 

Total number of Hospital beds 26,000 6 

Rural Health centers 325 88 

Urban Community Development Projects 81 52 

 

East Pakistan has been described as one of the poorest countries in the world. 

Even the economists, impartial and foreign admitted that How does the average East 

Pakistani compare with his compatriot in West Pakistan? 
Employment of civil labor force 

 

   West Pakistan 

    Rural        Urban 

      59 %        41% 

           East Pakistan 

         Rural          Urban 

          86%            14% 

In West Pakistan the industrial development provided 4% of the total labor force, 

employment and better standard of life. In East Pakistan, the poor development in 

industrial sphere made only 14% of the total employment available in the cities. The 

result is reflected in the figures for per capita income and gross domestic product. 
Per Capita income in Pak. Rupees 

 

      West Pakistan 

       1960      1970 

        355        492 

          East Pakistan 

          1960     1970 

            269       308 

The difference in per capita income between East and West Pakistan had been 86 
in 1960. Ten years later the difference soared to 184. In other words while the 

standard of living had been increasing in the West in had been declining in East 
Pakistan. 

 

Gross domestic product per 

capita 
 

       West Pakistan 

    1959/60      1964/65 

        312   391 

           East Pakistan 

    1959/60/    1964/65 

             242            297 

Staple food of East Pakistan is Rice and of West Pakistani is Wheat. Let us 
compare the market price of the two. 

 

Rice per maund (82 lbs) 

Wheat per maund (82 lbs.) 
 

West Pakistan 

Rs 18 
Rs. 10 

East Pakistan 

Rs. 50 
Rs. 3 

How could one expect a better health standard when the East Pakistani has to pay 
a far higher price for his food when his income is far below that of his compatriot in 

the West? 

The picture becomes clearer when we compare the average calories intake in 
rural areas. 
Calorie intake in rural areas in 

1960-65 per head per day 

West Pakistan 

1,625 

East Pakistan 

1.556 
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In the urban areas the disparity is even greater. (Calorie intake in U. K. is 3,250) 

These facts and figures, backed by current available statistics, prove that East 

Pakistan is economically viable. The necessary resources vital for the development of 

a country are present, thought undeveloped. Given substantial foreign aid, and 

opportunities to develop its natural resources there is no reason why Bangladesh not 

be self-sufficient in course of time. World powers must realize that since Bangladesh 

is fully capable of attaining economic stability, the right of self-determination, vital to 

here very existence can no longer be denied. 

Above all, the injustice meted out to her, the social and economic neglect that 
was 

here share over the past two decades, justifies in all fairness that she be given the right 

to govern herself. 

All these statistics have been taken from official and other reliable sources which 
include National planning Commission, 20 Years of Pakistan, Central Bureau of 

Education, Department of Investment promotion, Central Board of Revenue. Central 
Statistical Office, Pakistan Year Book, 1970, Marine Fisheries Department, Pakistan 

Economic Survey, Government of Pakistan Budgets, Keesing's Contemporary 
Archives, Financial Times, The Economist, Department Prospects of Pakistan (by a 

Norwegian Economist). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Published on behalf of the Bangladesh Relief Committee, II. Goring street. London. 

E. C. 3 Phone 01-283-3622/3 by R. Alam (Press and publicity Unit). On behalf of the Central Action 

Committee lor the People's public of Bangladesh in U. K. 

 

Twenty New Pence. 
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November 25, 1070 

His Excellency U. Thant 

Secretary General, United Nations. 

Honorable Secretary General, 

We the Pakistanis residing in the U. S. A. and Canada have observed the grave 

situation and magnitude of the recent cyclone and tidal wave disaster in the coastal 

areas of East Pakistan-where more than a million perished and still another million 

awaiting death from starvation, cholera, typhoid, dysentery, pneumonia, etc. The food 

dragging in the relief work by the dominant West Pakistani bureaucrats in the central 

govt., including the President of Pakistan has proven again that East Pakistan is only 

being used for exploitation. East Pakistanis do not even get humanitarian 
consideration during natural calamities-not to speak of their rights and privileges from 

the so-called Pakistan govt. We have seen similar behavior for the last 23 years. In 
spite of the Indian Govt's permission to fly over her territory for relief work-no planes 

or helicopters were taken in East Pakistan from West Pakistan. As yet, the Pakistan 
govt. has not even sent any helicopters by sea route, This proves that the present govt. 

of Pakistan is purposely ignoring their responsibility. 

Indo-Pak subcontinent got their independence in 1947. Pakistan was supposed to 

be formed into two separate independent sovereign countries-but this was never 

implemented. The military-bureaucratic clique-always denied the human rights of 

East Pakistanis. Since the partition of India the central Govt. of Pakistan was captured 
by the West Pakistani Military bureaucratic complex and was ruling East Pakistan and 

transferring her wealth to West Pakistan. East Pakistan is practically being made a 
colony of West Pakistan. 

Having suffered for the last 23 years, we urge you to bring our grievances to the 

attention of the Human Rights Committee of the U. N., so that 75 millions of East 

Pakistanis may get their human rights recovered and decide their own destiny. 

 

Sincerely yours, 

K. S. Ahmed 

President 

Pakistan League of America 

2667 Broadway 

New York. New York 10025. 
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November 25, 1970 

The President of Pakistan 

Islamabad, Pakistan. 

Dear Sir, 

We, the Pakistanis residing in the U. S. A. and Canada, observed the grave 

situation and magnitude of the recent cyclone and tidal wave disaster in the coastal 

regions of East Pakistan-where more than a million have perished and another million 

awaiting death from starvation, cholera, typhoid, dysentery, pneumonia, etc. 

The foot-dragging efforts in the relief work of the dominate West Pakistani 

bureaucrats in the central govt., including your Excellency, has proven again that East 

Pakistan is only being used for exploitation. East Pakistanis do not even get 

humanitarian treatment during disastrous natural calamities—not to speak of their 

rights and privileges from the so-called Pakistan govt. during normal times. We have 
experienced similar behavior for the last 23 years. All the defense spending is still 

being drained in West Pakistan. Although 70% of the total foreign exchange and 60% 
of the total revenue is being earned by East Pakistan, not even very, small fraction has 

been spent in the development of East Pakistan. During this calamity if we have to 
depend solely on foreign nations, what is the use of being tagged with West Pakistan 

as a counterpart when West Pakistan's ruling clique is deliberately undermining the 
cause of relief work in East Pakistan. 

We urge you to look into the 1940 Pakistan resolution moved by Mr. A. K. Fazlul 

Hoq, which called for two independent Pakistans. This was promised to East 
Pakistanis, but never fulfilled. Now we demand you to transfer the power to the 

present National leaders of East Pakistan and establish a separate, independent, 
sovereign East Pakistan and thereby avoid future enmity, violence, mistrust, hatred, 

and bloodshed between East Pakistanis and West Pakistanis. 

We urge you to look into the 1940 Pakistan resolution moved by Mr. A. K. Fazlul 

Hoq, which called for two independent Pakistans. This was promised to East 

Pakistanis, but never fulfilled. Now we demand you to transfer the power to the 
present National leaders of East Pakistan and establish a separate, independent, 

sovereign East Pakistan and thereby avoid future enmity, violence, mistrust, hatred, 

and bloodshed between East Pakistanis and West Pakistanis. 

Sincerely yours, 

K. S. Ahmed 

President 

Pakistan League of America 

2667 Broadway 

New York, New York 10025 
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THE PAKISTAN LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC. 

2667 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10025. 

December 19, 1970 

 

Mr. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, President 

Pakistan Awami League 

Dhanmondi, Dacca 

East Pakistan. 

Dear Mr. Rahman, 

On behalf of the Pakistan League of America, I would like to congratulate you 
and your party on your overwhelming victory during the first genuine election in the 

history of Pakistan. The result of the election explicitly proves that East Pakistanis can 

no longer tolerate the domination by W. Pakistan. 

East Pakistan's resources are being exploited for the last 23 years to develop W. 

Pakistan. Today per capita annual income of an East Pakistani is $ 63.00 where as that 
of a West Pakistan is $125.00. East Pakistan is only being used as a colony of W. 

Pakistan. I am sure that there are many other issues involved and that one could be 
more aware of them than you. 

However, there are a few other things which disturb me and I would like to call 
them to your attention. There are three thousand Pakistani students in the U. S. 

A..according to the latest registration statistics in the Embassy of Pakistan and out of 
which only 163 students come from East Pakistan. This kind of disparity regarding 

students also exists ill U. K. and in most of the other countries where Pakistani 
students go for higher study. A fantastic disparity also prevails in the 'Foreign 

services. For instance, in the ministry of Foreign Affairs, both Foreign Secretary and 
Assistant Foreign Secretary are from W. Pakistan. Also, there are 54 ambassadors and 

out of which only 14 from E. Pakistan. 

The injustices which the East Pakistanis have suffered for the last 23 years is 

unimaginable and would be impossible to rectify even if E. Pakistan gels autonomy. 
The only way we can rectify this is to become the master of our own destiny. 

We, the East Pakistani students and scholars in the U. S. A., therefore, do urge 

you to struggle' for the implementation of the 1940 Pakistan resolution moved by Mr. 

A. K. 
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Fazlul Hoq, which called for (wo independent and sovereign Pakistans. We have 

nothing in common with W. Pakistan that can keep us united. Now is the best time to 

struggle for independence. You not only have the support of 75 million Bengalis, but 
also the world's opinion in your favour. 

 

Sincerely yours. 

Sd/ 

Rafique U. Ahmed 

Chairman 

Cultural & Social Comm. 

 

 

c. c. Mr. Yahya Khan, President of Pakistan. 

 Moulana A. H. K. Bhashani, Pres. of National Awami League. 

 Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan, Pres. of Pakistan National League. 

 Mr. Nurul Amin, President of Pakistan Democratic Party. 
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SHEIKHMUJ1BUR RAHMAN 

677, Dhanmandi R. A; 

Road No. 32 

Dacca. Tel. 242561. 

19. 1.71. 

Dear Mr. Ahmed, 

Thanks for your kind letter of congratulation on the success of my party in the 

general election of the country. The verdict of the people is in vindication of the Six- 

Point programme which we are committed to implement in order to establish a society 

where justice between region and region and between man and man shall prevail. We 
shall not fail to honor that verdict. 

With best wishes. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Sd/. 

(Sheikh Mujibur Rahman) 

 
Mr. Rafique U. Ahmed. 

Chairman; Cultural & Social Comm., 

Pakistan League of America, 

Inc. 2667 Broadway 

New York, 

N. Y. 10025. 
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THE EAST PAKISTAN LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC. 

2667 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. N.Y. 10025 

Dated: 12th of March, 1971. 

Dear Sir, 

The organisation on whose behalf I am writing this letter represents the people of 

East Pakistan origin and their many friends in the United States. I feel impelled to 

write this letter to you because of what is going on in East Pakistan at this time. 

The memory of the greatest natural disaster of recorded history which befell East 
Pakistan is still fresh in the minds of the American people. Few of them, however, 

seem to be aware of the magnitude of the danger that confronts the people of East 

Pakistan today. Unlike November last year the danger this time is man-made and, 

therefore, preventable. Seventy five million people-unarmed and helpless-stand face 

to face with machine guns and napalm bombs of an occupation force more than a 
thousand miles away. 

In the twenty three years since Pakistan came into being, the people of (he 

Eastern Wing have been consistently exploited by the power elite in West Pakistan. 

Through their control of the bureaucracy and the army, they have been able to run the 

affairs of Pakistan in a manner which benefits them at the expense of the people of 

East Pakistan. They have frustrated the evolution of a democratic form of 

Government because it would mean giving a just share of the administration of the 

country to East Pakistan. Although 56 per cent of the population lives in the Eastern 

Wing, they have made significant concessions and sacrifices in a vain effort to weld 

the two distant parts into a nation. In 1956, they agreed to parity in representation by 
surrendering the rights of the majority. They did not even object to the capital being 

located ill the other wing. All this, however; was of no avail. Repeated blows were 
struck at the very basis of nationhood in 1956, 1958 and several times thereafter by an 

unholy alliance of the bureaucracy, the business interests and the army-all from West 
Pakistan. For nearly two decades the dominate clement in the politics of Pakistan has 

been the Army which is almost wholly composed of West Pakistanis. A series of 
coups engineered by the army took place to deny the people of East Pakistan their 

inalienable rights. 

The result has been utter destitution of the people of East Pakistan. The world got 

a glimpse of the unabashed callousness and indifference of the ruling circles in 
Rawalpindi to the plight of East Pakistanis in the wake of the cyclone last November. 

Driven to the wall by stark poverty and a tremendous pressure of increasing 

population in a small area, the people rose in revolt against Ayub whose 10 years rule 

collapsed under the assault of an aroused population; when General Yahya took over 
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power from Ayub, the people acquiesced in it, only because there was a clear 

understanding that power would be transferred to the representatives of the people 

after a constitution was framed by the elected representatives of the people. 

Today, the stage has come for the drafting of the constitution but the military 

junta backed by the West Pakistani vested interests have struck again in order to 
thwart the restoration of power to the people. The "indefinite suspension" of the 

National Assembly, on the specious pretext of a agreement between Bhutto and Mujib 
and tensions between India and Pakistan has not fooled the people of East Pakistan. 

They knew from their bitter experiences in the past the perfidy of the vested interests 
in West Pakistan. 

Thousands have already died in different cities and towns of East Pakistan 

protesting against the attempt to continue the military rule indefinitely. The solidarity 

that the people of East Pakistan has demonstrated on this issue is unparalleled in the 
world. Students, professionals, government servants have all joined together in a 

common cause. For once the vested interests in West Pakistan have not been able to 
find a single quisling among the 75 million people of East Pakistan. Is it not now the 

time for Americans to ponder over their role in this situation? How many Americans 
know that the arms furnished by U.S. over the years for defending the country are 

now being used against unarmed civilians in East Pakistan? 

East Pakistan will fore-ever remember with gratitude the unstinting aid provided 

to them by the United States during their hour of need in the aftermath of cyclone 

only a few months ago. It is now their hope that Americans will not look on with 

unconcern at a human tragedy that is in the process of unfolding and may outstrip the 
devastating effects of the cyclone in human suffering. 

Historically, the primary concern of the army in Pakistan has not been the 

defence of Pakistan, but defense of the vested interests of West Pakistan against the 

legitimate aspirations of the people of Pakistan. 

The shameless role of the army is now being re-enacted in East Pakistan in full 

view of the world. It is therefore our earnest appeal to the American people, their 
representatives in Congress, their government, that the U.S. refrain from resuming 

arms aid promised to Yahya Khan during his visit to Washington in October last year. 

The situation in East Pakistan today is not much different from what was in the 

United States when you embarked on your glorious struggle. (Like the British 
colonies in America, East Pakistan is being bled white in the interests of alive rulers 

thousand miles away. Like you, we arc having to pay taxes to a distant government 
indifferent to our welfare, without any rights of representation. Like you, we have 

decided to exercise our right of self determination. Like you, we will prevail, no 
matter what the cost.) 

If you cannot help us, we beg of you, at least do not help the occupation forces in 

East Pakistan to continue their oppressive colonial rule. 

Yours sincerely, 

KAZI S. AHMAD 

President. 
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(212) 866-7474                 Established in 1947 

 

THF. EAST PAKISTAN LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

2667 Broadway, New York. N. Y. 10025 

March 28. 1971. 

The East Pakistan League of America, New York, held an emergency meeting at 

2.00 P. M. this afternoon to discuss the current situation in Hast Pakistan and to 
consider the ways and means to help the unarmed and innocent people of Bangladesh 

who are engaged in a heroic struggle to preserve their independence. The meeting, 

attended by the people of Bangladesh living in the United States and Canada 

unanimously resolved the following: 

1. This meeting of more than 300 Bengalis representing all Bengalis living in the 
U.S. and Canada vows to spare no sacrifices for liberating (heir motherland from the 

barbarous clutches of the West Pakistan Occupation Army. 

2. This meeting also commemorates the 31st anniversary of the historic Lahore 

Resolution of 1940 which clearly had asked for the creation of two separate and 
independent states in the North-East and North-West regions of British India 

3. This meeting also notes the sacrifices of Bengalis of East Pakistan for the 

former State of Pakistan in that they agreed to parity of representation and the various 

services. East Pakistan also agreed to Jive under a Federal framework under the 6-

point program of our democratically elected leader. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. The 

West Pakistani Military Dictator Yahya Khan instead of accepting this demand of 75 

million people of Bangladesh has started a war of annihilation and medieval savagery 

against our people using Jet Bombers, Tanks. Artillery and other modern weapons. 

4. This meeting further resolves that all the democratic peoples of the world 

should come forward in this grave hour of need of Bangladesh and they (the Bengalis) 

request the Governments of U.N. Member States especially the United States of 

America. United Kingdom. France and India to immediately recognize the Provisional 

Government of Bangladesh by Major Zia Khan and based in Chittagong and extend 

all possible help to throw out the aggressors from West Pakistan. The meeting also 

requests these countries through their Heads of Permanent Missions to the United 

Nations to convene a meeting of the United Nations Security Council and allow the 

State of Bangladesh to retain the membership of U.N. currently being held by 

Pakistan on the analogy of the case of India in 1947 when India retained the original 

membership and Pakistan had to apply afresh. 
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5. This meeting also requests President Richard M. Nixon to immediately ask for 

UN military intervention in East Pakistan to save the eternal ideal of "Government of 

the people, by the people and for the people". 

6. This meeting expresses its deepest gratitude to Prime Minister Indira Gandhi 

for her support to the cause of the democracy in East Pakistan and requests her to send 

aims and every other help to our valiant people in their struggle for survival with 

honor and dignity in the name of democracy, human rights and international morality. 

7. This meeting further requests the Secretary-General of U. N. U Thant to call a 

meeting of the Security Council under Article 99 of the UN Charter and arrange to 
dispatch UN Peace Mission to East Pakistan to slop the Genocide. 
 

 

Sd/- 

(KAZI S. AHMED) 

President. 
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BANGLADESH 
An Organ of the East Pakistan League of America, Inc. 

2667 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10025 

 

Volume 1 Number 1                      March 31, 

1971 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHY BANGLADESH 

 

This is the first issue of Bangladesh. Its only function till the Pakistani 

aggressors, 
bombing and burning our cities and killing unarmed civilians, are driven out of our 

sacred soil, will be tell you, the readers, what the Pakistanis are trying in vain to 
blackout-the heroic struggle of our entire people to preserve their freedom won at the' 

cost of their blood and tears. 

Bangladesh will also endeavor at this historic moment of the birth of our nation 

to express without fear the hopes and aspirations of our compatriots living in this pan 

of the world fully convinced that those are also the hopes and aspirations of our 

suffering people at home. 

-The Editorial Board 

The East Pakistan League of America presents its compliments to the people of 
Bangladesh living in the United States and Canada and wishes to convey the news of 

the historical declaration of independence of 75 million Bengalis by our leader Sheikh 

MUJIB APPEALS 

The following is the text of a broadcast message by Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman to the people of the world monitored at a wireless 

station near Calcutta on the morning of Friday, March 26, 1971. The 

time of broadcast was 09.08 hrs. on 500 kcs: 

"Pakistan Armed Forces suddenly attacked East Pakistan Rifles 

base at Peelkhana and Rajarbagh Police Station in Dacca on March 26 

from 12 midnight killing lots of unarmed people. Stern fighting going 

on with East Pakistan Rifles and Police Force in Dacca. People fighting 

gallantly with the enemy for the cause of freedom of Bangladesh. Every 

section of people of Bangladesh are asked to resist the enemy forces at 

any cost in every corner of Bangladesh. May Allah bless you and help 

in your struggle for freedom. JOY BANGLA." 

-Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 
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Mujibur Rahman. The proclamation of independence came in a broadcast over 

The Bangladesh Radio by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

While this should have been an occasion of great rejoicing and happiness for us, 

We can hardly indulge in any such celebration now. As you all know; the West 

Pakistani occupation forces in Bangladesh are at the moment engaged in a ruthless 

and savage act of war against our innocent and unarmed people. A State Department 

spokesman in Washington said Americans reaching the United States consulate in 

Dacca had told of extensive shootings by Pakistani Army troops and tanks throughout 

Dacca city. As you must have read in the international press, the Pakistani Armed 

Forces are using jet bombers, tanks, heavy artillery, machinegun and naval shelling 

against our helpless people. 

All freedom-loving and sensible people in the world would surely condemn this 

medieval act of butchery and naked aggression against the Bengalis whose only fault 

was that they had asked for their inalienable right of self-determination. The 75 

Million people of East Pakistan wanted to shape their own destiny as during the 23 

years of their existence under the flag of Pakistan, they have been savagely exploited 

by West Pakistanis and mercilessly machine gunned whenever they tried to resist or 

demand their fair share. 

WE HAVE NO LANGUAGE TO CONDEMN THE SAVAGERY OF THE 
WEST PAKISTANI MILITARY MACHINE. ITS ATROCITIES AND 

HORRIBBLE MEDIEVAL CRIMINAL ACTS AGAINST OUR INNOCENT 

PEOPLE HAVE BEEN FULLY REPORTED IN THE INTERNATIONAL PRESS. 

By Ali Ahmed 

Bengalis in U. S. Vow To Sacrifice AH For Bangladesh 

At a meeting of East Pakistan League of America held in New York on March 
28, 

1971, more than 300 Bengalis from all over U.S. and Canada resolves to spare no 
sacrifices to preserve the independence of their motherland. The meeting further 

requested the Governments of the friendly countries especially the USA, UK, French 
and India to immediately recognize the provisional Government of Bangladesh, 

headed by Major Ziaur Rahman and located in Chittagong. and extends all possible 

help to throughout the West Pakistan aggressors. 

 

INDIAN PARLIAMENT ADOPTS RESOLUTION 

Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, moved resolution in both houses of Indian 
parliament, on March 31, 1971, demanding "immediate cessation" of use of force and 

"massacre of defenseless people" of East Bengal by the Pakistan Government "to put 
and end immediately to the systematic decimation of the people which amounts to 

genocide." 
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Bangladesh 

Defense 

League 

The BANGLADESH DEFENSE LEAGUE (BDL) is a tax-free, nonprofit 

organisation of Bengalis and Americans, incorporated in the State of Illinois. It was 

formed after the Pakistani army attacked the defenseless people of Bangladesh 

(formerly East Pakistan) on March 25, 1971. 

The League's purposes are: 

1. to place the Bengali view of the current crisis before the American public and 

            keep it there. 

2. to raise funds for the purpose of producing and distributing information. 

3. to persuade the Congress and the Nixon Administration to change U. S.              

policy. 

4. to maintain morale among the Bengalis in the U. S., many of whose friends   

and relatives are dead or missing. 

5. to keep Bengalis and their American friends abreast of current developments 

            inside Bangladesh, news of which is poorly covered. 

The League also coordinates the efforts of the many Bangladesh groups in the U. 

S. and publishes a Bangladesh Newsletter periodically from Chicago. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- 

I wish to join the BANGLADESH DEFENSE LEAGUE and receive the Newsletter 

Enclosed is my contribution for $.............................................................  

NAME ................................................................................................... 

ADDRESS.................................................................................................................

............................................................................PHONE.............................................
  

 
BANGLADESH DEFENSE LEAGUE 

5245 S. KENWOOD AVENUE 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60615 
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STRUGGLE FOR PRESERVATION OF THE INDEPENDENCE OF 

BANGLADESH 

The entire world is now fully aware of the barbaric atrocities let loose through the 

use of jet-bombers, tanks, heavy artilleries, machineguns and other modern weapons 
on the innocent and unarmed people of Bangladesh whose only crime was that they 

had asked for the transfer of government to their democratically elected leader Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman who won an absolute majority in the newly elected National 

Assembly and further that they should be allowed a large measure of autonomy within 
the federal framework. 

It may be recalled in this connection that the Lahore Resolution of 1940 passed 

by 

All India Muslim League the political party of Muslim community clearly and 

unequivocally expressed the will of the entire Muslim community of India to have 

"TWO SEPARATE AND INDEPENDENT STATES IN THE NORTH EAST AND 
NORTH WEST REGIONS OF BRITISH INDIA". 

We would also like to point out the sacrifices of the people of Bangladesh for the 

former state of Pakistan in that they agreed to parity of representation in parliament 

and various services. 

Already during the first three days of fighting three hundred thousand Bengalis 

have been killed by the shameless aggression of West Pakistan against our unarmed 
people. 

In this grave hour of need of our people, we have approached the member states 

of the United Nations to accord immediate recognition to the provisional government 

of Bangladesh headed by Maj. Ziaur Rahman and located in Chittagong and extend all 
possible help to throw out the aggressor. 

We have also requested the members of the U. N Security Council and other 

member-nations to convene an emergent meeting of the Security council and allow 

the state of Bangladesh to retain membership of the United Nations held by Pakistan 

011 the analogy of the case of India in 1047 when India retained the original 

membership and Pakistan had to apply afresh. 

As Mr. Samar Sen, the Ambassador of India to the U. N. has so courageously 

stated that although the situation in Pakistan was a domestic matter, it was a domestic 

matter which had taken immoral proportions. It is precisely a situation of this kind 

in which Article 99 of the U. N. Charter can be very effectively applied. 

We have therefore requested 'the Secretary-General U Thant to call a meeting of the 

Security Council under Article 99 of the U. N. Charter and arrange to dispatch U. N. 
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Team to Bangladesh to stop the merciless and SELECTIVE Genocide which has 

no parallel in human history, not even in the annals of medieval savagery and 

butchery 

 

JOI BANGLA ! VICTORY TO BENGAL' 
 

New York  

April X 1971        K S. AHMED 

President. 
 

 

The East Pakistan League of America. Inc., 

2667 Broadway, 

New York. New York 10025  
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CIRCULAR NO. 1.              April 5. 1971 

 

To All Bengalis: 

The devastation of our Country was so sudden and shocking that for some time 

an of us were stunned. We now realize that victory will certainly be ours but that the 

struggle will be long. The first and foremost, thing to remember is that every one of us 

must keep up our spirits, and not let ourselves be disheartened by temporary reverses. 

Remember that Bengalis are among the most courageous people in the world. They 

have fought machineguns, mortars, and tanks with sticks and spears. They have had 

the courage to face such overwhelming odds and in many instances they have own. 

What can we, who are abroad, do to help the situation? There are some things we 

should do immediately. 

1. Bangladesh League of America 

It has been decided that East Pakistan League of America Inc., New York will be 

the parent body for all Bengali organizations in U. S. A. It's name will shortly be 
changed to Bangladesh League of America. You should form chapters of this body 

and inform us at the address given at the end of the circular. As far as possible 
Bengalies with American citizenship should be made presidents of local chapters. 

This will facilitate fund raising and support from local Congressmen, local elected 
bodies and the local people. 

2. Fund Raising 

Arrangements are being made for supply of material help to our people Money is 

needed immediately to purchase and ship these goods. All Bengalis should go out on 

a fund raising campaign. Most of our funds' will come from conscientious Americans 

who have been shocked by the brutality of the West Pakistan army. It should be 

emphasized that enormous amounts of assistance will be needed to provide food, 

medical aid and other forms of relief to the victims of the: atrocities. In every city 

where there are Bengalis you should start a body called "The American Friends of 

Bangladesh". This body may or may not be incorporated. Such bodies have been 

founded in Cambridge. Mass., Nashville, Tenn. and Washington D.C. An American 

citizen should be the president of your local AFB. When funds are collected the 

checks should be made out to BANGLADESH FUND. These checks should be kept 

with each chapter till further instructions. Weekly information on amounts actually 
collected should be sent by express delivery post to the address below. We should 

save on long distance telephone calls and better use it for purchase of supplies. The 
names, addresses and phone numbers of all Bengalis in each chapter should also be 

sent to the address given below, by special delivery post. 
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3. Information Campaign: 

Various groups of Bengalis have already done good work in publicizing the 

atrocities perpetrated on our people and in approaching various influential persons to 

lend their voice in condemning West Pakistan. This work should now be taken up by 

every Bengali. Special attention should be paid to student bodies, academic councils, 

and eminent professors. The intellectual community should be informed of the 

enormity of the crimes committed by the West Pakistani Army. Try to get these 

bodies and persons to pass resolutions asking for the cessation of the genocide. 

Arrange to speak to any group or organization interested in hearing about our view of 

the conflict. It is important to point out that we are not "Rebels" as we are being called 

so often in press. TV and radio. (There is absolutely no analogy with the situation in 

America during their Civil War. Rather our struggle is analogous to their 

independence struggle against colonial rulers in 1776.) 

It is the army which has rebelled against the majority of the duly elected 

representatives of the people. Emphasize the fact that a legitimate, elected body is 

being destroyed by an army led by a dictator. Also emphasize their Nazi-style attack 

on the entire educated class, the destroying of Dacca University, the wanton killing of 

students and the cold-blooded murder of at least 50 professors and lecturers of Dacca 

University. (We hear the among them there may have been Dr. Shah Azizur Rahman, 

Dr. G. C. Deb and Dr. Muzaffer Ahmed Choudhury.) It is absolutely imperative for 

the movement that the sympathy of the press, TV, radio and other publicity media is 

awakened and kept alive. 

4. India, Ceylon, Borma 

There should be unrelenting pressure on these three countries to help us. Ceylon 

should not allow re-fuelling as well as over flight of military or PIA planes. P1A is 
continuously ferrying troops into Bangladesh. Burma should not allow over flights of 

military planes coining via China. India should immediately help the Republic of 
Bangladesh with materials. Letters from Bengalis and Americans, telegrams, 

telephone calls, resolutions passed by Indian, Ceylonese and Burmese nationals, all 
these will help in our campaign. There is not a moment to lose. Please give your 

utmost for the cause of Bangladesh. 
 

JOY BANGLA. 
 

Temporary Address:  

3117 7th Street, N. E. 

Washington, D.C. 20217. 

Telephone: 703-356-0277. 
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The East Pakistan League of America, Inc. 

2667 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. N. Y. 10025" 

Dear Sir, 

The United States cannot stand by with folded arms while 75 million people of 

East Pakistan are being savagely repressed by the military junta headed by Yahya 

Khan in an effort to prevent democratic process from taking root in Pakistan. 

Considering the closeness of the military regime in Pakistan to Communist China, 

considering the importance of repairing our already fragile relations with India, the 

only major bastion of democracy in South Asia and the long-standing need to foster 

stable non-Communist societies on the periphery of Communist States, we urge 
support for East Pakistanis in their struggle for self-determination. 

Since March 25 a region of terror has been let loose against defenseless people of 

East Pakistan by the military forces from West Pakistan. They are diverting U.S. food 

ships to Karachi on the pretext that the port of Chittagong is congested, while ships 

carrying U. S. ammunition continue to unload there. They have severed all 

communication between East Pakistan and the rest of the world. Even International 

Red Cross plans are not allowed to carry relief supplies to East Pakistan. An foreign 

correspondents have been expelled from East Pakistan. But foreigners, including 

Americans, who have been interviewed by the press after getting out of East Pakistan 

confirm wholesale shooting, rape and pillage of Innocent civilians. 

In order to solidify American position in Asia, and the world, and to uphold our 

moral values, we should use our influence to stop bloodshed immediately. We can do 

so without risking direct involvement. 

The deficit economy of West Pakistan is heavily dependent on (a) continued 
exploitation of Hast Pakistan as a colony and market and (b) foreign aid, especially 

from the United States. The aroused populace of East Pakistan is denying the 
exploitation of its resources for the benefit of the vested interests of West Pakistan. 

The Achilles Heel of West Pakistan, then, is its reliance on foreign aid. Without it, it 

cannot sustain military operation in East Pakistan for long. 

Quite apart from moral consideration, it is in American interest to use its leverage 
on West Pakistan to put a stop to repressive measures by its army against the people 

of East Pakistan. Unless this is done, guerilla warfare will continue, cause 
radicalization of the political forces in both East and West Pakistan, and hamper the 

stability of the region. 
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Action, and speedy action, is necessary, if the United States is to maintain its 

position, and its stature, in this strategic part of the world. The United States as an 

immediate measure should move along the following lines: 

1) The United States should cease all aid, military and economic, including any in 

the pipeline, to West Pakistan until its troops are withdrawn from East Pakistan. 

2) The United States should put pressure on the Government of Pakistan to allow 

international relief efforts to aid distressed Pakistanis in areas under its 
occupation. In the liberated areas, relief can be provided through the newly- 

formed provisional government of Bangladesh, if necessary in cooperation with 
the Indian Government. 

3) The United States should recognize the provisional government of Bangladesh, as 

the democratically expressed will of the people of East Pakistan as soon asn 

possible. 

4) The United States should support the idea of a U.N. observer mixtion to go to 

East Pakistan and report on the situation to the Security Council for appropriate 

action. 

 

 

 
Your sincerely, 

Sd/- 

KAZI S. AHMED. 

PRESIDENT. THE EAST PAKISTAN 

LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC 
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AN APPEAL TO THE GOVERNMENT AND THE PEOPLE OF THE 

UNITED STATES 
 

FROM THE PEOPLE OF BANGLADESH 

Only four months ago the people of Bangladesh (formerly East Pakistan) 

experienced the greatest natural disaster of modern times when a cyclone hit the 
coastal areas. The utter apathy and criminal negligence of the military regime was 

witnessed by the whole world at that time. To-day the same military junta are 
enacting the greatest man-made human tragedy of modern era. 

A wholesale massacre of defenseless people by the army with machine guns and 

bombs has been going on for the past three days. Hospitals have been bombed, 

population centers razed to the ground, unarmed people mowed down in the streets-

this is the picture that has been given to the world press by foreign correspondents 

present in Dacca when the carnage began. It is a measure of the horrible intention of 
the military - that they have found it necessary to expel the foreign correspondents at 

gun point. What is taking place is a massacre without parallel in modern history. 

The people of Bangladesh are being systematically killed, because they have 

committed the crime of demanding that the military junta led by General Yahya hand 

over power to the elected representatives of the people. This promise was solemnly 

made by General Yahya when he illegally usurped power and was repeated before the 

General Assembly of the United Nations in October last year. 

The events of this month have made it clear, if there was any doubt, that the 
military junta have no desire to abdicate power to the people, or loosen their colonial 

grip over Bangladesh. They are determined that Bangladesh should continue to 

remain a colony and captive market for West Pakistan, even if it means decimating 

the population. 

The people of Bangladesh are no less determined to break themselves loose from 

a forced union with their oppressors from West Pakistan. 

Let there be no doubt as to the outcome of this contest of wills. They are 

equipped with modem weapons, we are equipped with invincible faith in our cause. 

They are mercenaries, we are freedom fighters. They are few, we are many. They are 

morally corroded, we are morally strong. They may win a few battles, but we will win 

the war. 

The struggle that is now going on in Bangladesh is part of the general world-wide 

movement for liberation from colonial domination. It is no different from the struggle 

that the American people waged against their distant rulers two centuries ago. Like 

the British colonies in America, East Pakistan is being bled white in the interests of 

alien 
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rulers thousand miles away. Like you, we are having to pay taxes to a distant 

government indifferent to our welfare, without any right of representation. Like you, 

we have decided to exercise our right of self-determination. Like you, we will prevail, 
no matter what the cost. 

Knowing the great traditions of the American people, the people of Bangladesh 

have no doubt that the American Government and people will do their best to arrest 

the monstrous genocide in Bangladesh. Time, however, is of essence. If innocent 

human beings have to be saved, the time for action is now. 

In the name of humanity, we appeal to you to use your influence as a world 
power to stop the indiscriminate killing of thousands of innocent civilians. 

You can help us by not helping our oppressors. We beg of you not to give any 

assistance, military or economic, to the Yahya regime. 

You can help us by recognizing the newly formed provisional Government of 

Bangladesh. We implore you to recognize this democratic government immediately. 

 

 

 

 

April 15, 1971    AMERICAN LEAGUE OF BANGLADESH 

416, Sinclair Avenue, 

Glendale, CA91206 
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 MUJIBNAGAR 
April 22, 1971 

K. S. Ahmed, Esqr., 
President. 

The East Pakistan League of America, Inc 
2667 Broad Way,  

New York 10025. 

Dear Mr. Ahmed, 

Acknowledge your letter dated 9th April 1971 through Mr. Faruqul Islam and 

Mr. Mahbub Husain. 

I thank you for the same and congratulate you and your Committee for organising 

the people of Bangladesh residing in America for all they can do in achieving our 

ultimate goal. 

Your organisation is being authorized to mobilize pressure for the recognition of 
People's Republic of Bangladesh in the United Nation and upon the ambassadors of 

U. N. member countries. 

I shall rely upon you to do the following :- 

(a)  Organise our people more vigorously. 

(b) Create public opinion in America through mass rally, meetings, seminars, 

publications and other possible means against the mass killing and genocide that 

are now going on in Bangladesh. 

(c)  Mobilize and co-ordinate collection of funds and relief materials such as food 

grains, medicines, winter clothing’s etc. and arrange to send them at convenient 

interval. Further instructions with regard to utilization of funds shall be 
communicated to you in due course. In the meantime, specification of certain 

items have been handed over to Mr. Husain and Mr. Islam. 

(d) Move International Red Cross and other similar humanitarian organizations 

for relief, aid and all kind of assistance. 

(e)  To co-operate with Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury our Special 

Representative to U. N. and extend to him as much assistance as possible. 

For correspondence, it would be for the time being convenient to use the address 

at Bangladesh Diplomatic Mission, 9, Circus Avenue, Calcutta-17. 

Yours sincerely, 
Sd/- 

Minister, Foreign Affairs. 
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April 26,-1971 

CIRCULAR NO.2 

Contact has been established with our government in Bangladesh and we have 

been given certain directives to carry out. Our Prime Minister, Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed, 

wishes the Bengali community abroad to concentrate on two aspects of the struggle 

against the invaders: fund-raising and diplomatic pressure. 

Fund-raising: The Prime Minister has asked for certain purchases to be made 

through funds raised abroad. Some of these items need not be revealed at present. 

Other items are medical supplies, certain items of clothing etc. These funds are also to 
be used support the diplomatic arm of the Bangladesh government. 

Fund-raising should be for two different purposes. Funds raised through the 

American Friends of Bangladesh and various church groups should be earmarked 

clearly for relief supplies. We estimate that so far the invading Pakistan army has 

burnt 2000 villages, rendering a million persons homeless. Half-a-million refugees 

have crossed over to India for sanctuary. We have to help both the refugees in India 

and the homeless people in Bangladesh. For help to the homeless in Bangladesh 

arrangements are being worked out and will be intimated to you in another circular. 

Funds raised for help to the Bangladesh government should be collected in the 

name of Bangladesh Fund (as intimated earlier in Circular No.l). Direct personal 

contributions can also be made to the Representative of Bangladesh in North 

America. This Representative is likely to be appointed within the next 2 weeks. For 

the Bangladesh fund we should elicit generous contributions from Bengalis. Our 

brothers and sisters are going through great sufferings at home. The least we can do is 

to suffer a little with them by sacrificing some of our comforts. 

Diplomatic Campaign: The declaration of Mr. Hossain Ali in Calcutta has been 

a tremendous boost to our diplomatic campaign. 'His address is given below: Please 

do not write to him unless absolutely necessary. As the chief diplomatic mission of 

Bangladesh they have their hands very full. However a letter of congratulation to Mr. 

Ali and his colleagues will be much appreciated. The telegraph address is 

BANGLADESH. CALCUTTA. 

 

 

 
* Mr. Hossain Ali 

Chief Representative of Bangladesh in India 

Bangladesh Mission 

9 Circus Avenue 

Calcutta-17. India. 
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Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury, Vice-Chancellor of Dacca University, is 

expected to come to New York to present our case before the United Nations. As soon 

as the exact dates of his visit are known we shall inform the bigger chapters 
telephonically. We expect the bigger chapters to inform the smaller 

groups/individuals around them. A big turnout to welcome and support Justice A. S. 
Chowdhury is expected. Each chapter should send at least one person to New York 

during his visit. 

We must continue writing letters to Senators and Congressmen. Letters from 

Americans would be specially effective. Please do not relax the publicity campaign. 

News from Bangladesh: From our contact with the Peoples Government of 

Bangladesh we have learnt about the following developments: 

(a)  Outside Dacca all civil servants have joined the Mukti Fouj and many instances 

the Deputy Commissioners and S.D.O.'s have led the resistance. Outside Dacca 
formers East Pakistan government employees have joined the Bangladesh 

government. Nearly all class II, III and IV employees of government offices in 
Dacca have gone to their villages and towns and joined the Mukti Fouj. The 

remaining officers in Dacca are being taken to and from their offices by armed 
escorts. This is necessary for the military invaders since at every opportunity 

people are slipping out of Dacca, because of the complete insecurity of life and 
property in the city. Biharis from Mirpur and Mohammadpur have occupied most 

of the house in Dhanmondi and they are looting without hindrance. "Muslim" 

Biharis in Dacca and other place (Saidpur, Lalmonirhat etc.) have been issued 

rifles and they have formed marauding gangs against the local people. Other non-

Bengalis, such as the Garos and Santhals, are fighting against the, West Pakistani 

invaders. Most of these "tribal" people are Christians and, like the Hindus, are in 

danger of being killed as soon as they are caught by the West Pakistanis. 

(b) Many persons have rushed to Bangladesh to help the war efforts. Unfortunately 
most of them do not have the skills urgently necessary. The Cabinet advised our 

emissary that they urgently need 

(i) radio/electronics engineers and mechanics, 

(ii) persons with UOTC/army/police training, 

(iii) civil servants of all categories, 

(iv) mechanical engineers and mechanics, 

(v) medical doctors and nurses. 

Anyone wishing to serve in Bangladesh should contact the Bangladesh Mission, 

Calcutta, till such time that a mission is opened in USA. 

(c) The seat of Bangladesh government is in Mujibnagar, which is not at a fixed 

location. Mujibnagar is wherever the Cabinet meet. This is to prevent the 

Pakistan Air Force from napalm-bombing the actual location. Till such time as 

we acquire antiaircraft capability the "capital" shall remain mobile. However, 

even at present the Pakistan army is incapable of holding most of the country. 
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They move in columns of 1000 or more with armored cars and tanks. Villages 

on either side of the advancing column are burnt, the Towns are shelled by 

howitzers and strafed, cannoned and napalm-bombed by Sabre jets. These 
marauders destroy or loot everything. However, they cannot hold on. For 

example they did advance from Ishurdi to Kushtia, Chuadanga and Meherpur. 
but now they have withdrawn to Bheramara. They are having considerable 

logistics trouble and are afraid of moving out without-artillery or air support. 
Pakistani troop of company strength is liable to be overwhelmed by the Mukti 

Fouj and this has made them change their tactics to one of massive but 
temporary force. The Mukti Fouj has also changed its tactics. They offered 

resistance in conventional form at first, but lacking armour, artillery or air force 

they found this to be rather costly. They have now switched largely to guerilla 

type warfare with great success. The supply position of the Pakistan army has 

been badly affected. Trains are not running in any part of Bangladesh. 

Chittagong port is paralysed. Chalna is in Mukti Fouj control (but Khulna is in 

Pakistan army control.) With the early advent of the monsoon rains and the 

deterioration of the financial position of Pakistan, coupled with training and 

arming of larger Mukti Fouj, we should see a reversal of the military situation in 

the next few months. 

 

 

JOY BANG LA ! 
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TO THE HONORABLE MEMBERS OF THE CONGRESS OF 

THE UNITED STATES 

In December 1970, for the first time in its brief history as a nation, Pakistan held 

free and fair elections at the provincial and national levels. The national elections 
were designed to produce a constituent assembly which was to prepare a national 

constitution as a step toward the restoration of democratic government, absent from 
the country since 1958. The peoples of East Pakistan, or what is now called 

Bangladesh gave their overwhelming support (167 out of 169 seats for East Pakistan 
in the constituent assembly) to one party, the Awami League. The League under 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, had pledged to work for a national constitution which would 
grant more autonomy to the province of East Pakistan as a principal means of 

bringing an end to politico-economic discrimination against its citizens. And, as a 

result of this overwhelming support, the Awami League became the majority party in 
the constituent assembly, by virtue of which it would have been able to formulate a 

constitution of its choice. Nonetheless, for two months prior to the outbreak of 
violence, and before any convening of the assembly. Sheikh Mujibur attempted to 

work out a consensus with the leader of the principal minority party, Z. A. Bhutto, 
and Pakistani President Yahya Khan. Without warning on night of March 25, 1971, 

the negotiations were abruptly ended by premeditated military attacks against 
civilians, especially intellectuals, students, and political elites of the province. 

For more than a month now, the Government of Pakistan has been using brute 

military force to suppress a non-violent democratic movement, in Bangladesh. The 

Pakistani army has committed without discrimination acts of atrocity against the 
civilian population of all ages and both sexes resulting in casualties ranging 

somewhere between 200,000 and 1,000,000 persons. Contrary to the original intention 
of the American military alliance with Pakistan, the weapons and military supplies 

acquired through this alliance have been used against citizens of the country not a 
foreign enemy. These acts of genocide transgress all values which the civilized world 

has come to classify as basic human rights, and especially the right of life. 

By virtue of it5 military assistance to Pakistan, the United States has indirectly 

become a party to this instance of egregious inhumanity. And, while the United States 

cannot be expected to intervene to stop the Pakistani Government from using these 

weapons, it can take several measures which may help to stop the bloodshed and 
create a political community in that region which would be most consistent with the 

wishes of the Bengali people and restore political stability. 

The measures are as follows: 

1. Diplomatic recognition of the Government of Bangladesh. 
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2. Proscription of all economic and military assistance to Pakistan until the violence 

has ceased and the legitimate aspirations of the Bengali people are realized. 

3. Adoption of measures in conjunction with other nations, the United Nations, and 

international relief agencies to arrange and assure the delivery of food, clothing, 

and medical supplies to the victims of the atrocities; and the adoption of all other 

possible steps which may be required to assure relief and rehabilitation of victims 

in Bangladesh and Bangladesh refugees in India. 

4. Diplomatic efforts to influence the Government of Pakistan to end the atrocities 

immediately and to recognize the rights of the Bengali people. 

The Pakistani armed forces may have gained the upper hand in the fighting thus 
far; but the legitimate aspirations of 75 million people are destined to prevail. 

American interests would be served best if the violence were stopped immediately 

and the justifiable rights of the Bengali people recognized. Otherwise, prospects for a 

stabilized region are non-existent. And, there is a possibility that the Bangladesh 

movement, presently under leadership of the democratic Awami League, might fall 

into the hands of the democratic Awami League, might fall into the hands of radical 

leftist elements. 

 

April 27, 1971' 

Bangladesh League of America 

3117 7th St. N. E. 

Washington, D. C. 20017 

Tel: 832-8727 
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THE EAST PAKISTAN LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC. 

2667 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10025. 

May 3, 1971 

Dear Friend, 

As you already might be aware of, the East Pakistan League of America, New 
York, had sent two representatives to Bangladesh to meet with the national leaders 

and also make a firsthand study of the situation. One of representatives, Mr. Mahbub 
Husain has just returned and has brought with him instructions from the Bangladesh 

Government Mr. Husain presented a detailed report to a General Meeting of the 
League held yesterday. Mr. Husain stated that the residence was now being organized 

on guerilla tactics and that by and large the countryside was under the control of the 
liberation Army. He further stated that the enemy army were using long-range heavy 

shelling and aerial bombardment and staffing. This led to large scale exodus of 

helpless Bengali refugees so much so that by the end of April, 1971 an estimated 2.5 

million refugees had crossed over into India. The Bangladesh Government was taking 

all necessary steps for carrying out a guerilla warfare and throw out the enemy 

occupation forces. 

The Government has also set up a Central Secretariat with the help of all former 

Pakistan Civil Servants and other officials. A High Command consisting of Members 
of National and Provincial Assemblies, teachers and student leaders has been 

established under the leadership of Mr. Mizanur Rahman Chowdhury to co-ordinate 
the training and supply activities for the Mukti Fouz (Liberation Army). We are fully 

convinced of our ultimate victory and we offer our complete and unsticted co-

operation with Bangladesh Government. 

We are enclosing a copy of the letter received from Bangladesh Foreign Minister, 
Khondker Mushtaque Ahmed dated April 22, 1971 for your information. The Foreign 

Minister has thanked the League for organizing the people of Bangladesh in America 
and has also authorized us to organise, mobilize and co-ordinate collection of funds 

and relief materials such as food and medicines. 

We would also like to take this opportunity to inform you that Bangladesh 

Government has authorized Mr. A. H. Mahmood Ali, former Pakistan Vice-Consul in 

New York, to establish Bangladesh Mission in New York. Mr. Ali is now busy setting 

up the. Mission. 

The Bangladesh Govt. has also requested for the services of experienced 

personnel in the fields of diplomacy, telecommunication, freedom fighting, press and 

broadcasting. 
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Copies of Bangladesh Prime Minister Tajuddin Ahmed's press statement are 

available with our office on donation. 

 

JOY BANGLA! 

 

Yours sincerely. 

Sd/- 

(Kazi S. Ahmed) 

President. 
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THE EAST PAKISTAN LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC. 

2667 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10025 

May 3, 1971 

Dear Friend, 

Please he informed that the Annual General meeting of League will be held 
somewhere in the vicinity of New York metropolitan area. The exact date and the 

time will be notified later. We are calling all the Bengalis in the USA and Canada to 

attend that meeting. It is important that you do response and let us know if you would 

attend the meeting. Arrangements have to be made accordingly. 

The election of the Executive Board will take place at that meeting to elect the 

following office bearers viz. President, Vice-President, Secretary, Asstt. Secretary. 
Treasurer, Chairman Cultural and Social Committee, Membership and public relation 

committee. Chairman, Editorial Board and not more that 6 members. 

A nomination Committee has been appointed for the purpose. Please submit your 

nomination to Mr. A. K. M. Shahadat Hussain, not later than June 10. 1971. You will 

please note that both nominee and the nominator should be members of the E. P. L. A. 

or its affiliated chapters. 

Please note the following two important information’s: 

1. A resolution has been adopted at the general body meeting held on May 2, 
1971 at 145 Bleeker St. to change the name of E. P. L. A. to Bangladesh League of 

America Inc. All accounts and books of records will, however, continue to 

function as usual under the present name until the legal formalities are met with 

and the new name is approved by the State Govt. in Albany. 

2. For the benefit of those who are enquiring about our relation with Bangladesh 
Govt., I would like to inform you that we have direct contact with our Govt. One 

of emissaries came back with directives from the Bangladesh Govt. A detailed 

information will be made available to the leaders of all local chapters. 

We need fund and need it badly to comply with the request of our Govt. Please 
co- operate and response to our call. 

For nomination, contact: 

Mr. A. K. M. Shahadat Hussain, 

397 8th Avenue, Yew York, N. Y. 10001. 

Phone: 868-9794. 

Sincerely yours, 

Sd/- 

(Fayzur Rahman) 

Secretary. 
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP 

 

 

To 

 

The Secretary 

The Bangladesh League of America. Inc. 

Greater Washington. D. C. Chapter. 
 

Dear Sir. 

I. MrVMrsVMiss.---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

do hereby desire to be member of your organization. I shall abide by the 

constitution and shall render my services to the best of my ability. 

My membership fee of $ 2.00 is enclosed. 

 

 

Sincerely yours. 

---------------------- 

Signature. 

 

Mailing Address: 

Street  : 

Apt.  : 
City  : 

State  : 
Zip Code : 

 

Note: Cheque should be made payable to: The Bangladesh League of America. 
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WASHINGTON CHAPTER 

����,  

0����� :���� ����� 0J e��-#��I O�% 1�M ���f ���� #�>� #�� 3�� ?���� !���� � 
0N���। 0����� Q��M�� 0J �� X���1 :����� 0h�, 0����� ��-:�� ��@�� 1�f X���, #i�� 
#�j��� ?���� 1���। 0��� :���� :���� ���@ 0J 1��� #i� :��M8 JN� $�P�M J�� 
 �!��f-  � ��-:�I���� �� ����� ��3�M h��  �� ����O। � �-��� ����� ���� �OV�I ���f 
���������� #�� N��!।  

0����� �  $#����? 0����� $#��� ������ :��@� � :��@�C $�������� ���XQ����  0��� 
��9  ��� :��M�O। 0��� :��M�O ���������� ��k ��@�-�J���� ���� ����� ����, 0��� :��M�O 
��5���l�, ��� G����l� ���������� ����@� 0���  $�P�� &k��। 0����� �� ��� #�8�, 
0����� �9 J�  �� :�% #��!� #M��, ���M� #M��- 0��� :��M�O 0��� :���� ����@� &kM� 
�� ��M :1� । 0��� :��M�O *� :�%� �O� ��� ����� ���, %������ ��� #�>� #�� 3��� 
 ��M�� 
��� 0����� 0���  J���  #m�  �� :�M�� :� �n�^ �����M�O ��� $���। 

0����� �% *C���,  $�� ���� J���� 0J ����। #��� �����M o���� �������� �����M�O। 
c��, �1�, *j 0J o��3�#। �����C ���@, p�� , ��@�, �� ���  ������, O��, ��q�, $���# -
��3 ��F����  1���,  �� ��F����  � !� J��� �1���� #X������ ���� ���� ��VI��� � :�M� 1�f 
%M��1M�-Q��r� ��n� #�� q�। #X����� %��1��� X������, ������� �� �Xs�^ :��� Q��।  

� t %M��1M�-Q��r� �n � �� J�� � :� �% �������� � �� 5�������� Ju ���M�O�, �% 
�������� Ju ���M�O� ��������, �% �������� Ju ���M�O �� �-�������। 0J ������ N�� N�� 
5������, N�� N�� �� �-�����। ��� E�M�J 1M ���� ��! ��F���� J�� ���M 1��8 0��� 
0����� 
����� $J�  ����। 0J 0����� :�� ��� 
����� ��Q �  ��, 0����� JuQ����� 
��� 0��� ���� ���� ��VI��� � #���, #X����� ��  1�� ��F��� J��� ��>v 1�M ��M ��1�� 0����� 
:�V�� �� �� �  E�M�J, �  E�M�J 0����� �4��, #������ :Jw����? 0����� ���9*� ?�Q�, 
0����� ��5� : � 
*� &���  ���, 0����� ���XQ��� ��� ����-���� 1M �x� #����? 

������ ����@� 0J ��� #��5�� ��। 0��� ���� ������ 0�O, ���� ���������� ��c��� 
����@� ��m  �V� �����M ���  ��� #���O �, ���� ���9�������� ��m ��V�I�M J�� ���� #���O � 
���XQ����  �y :����� J�, 0�� 0��� ��N�� 1�M 0����� J��#C  �� �% 
����� ��c��� 
JM� 18M�� J�। 0J E�M�J 0����� ��c E��s� � ���  ��- ���� �x� ��������� ��V�I�M ��� 
 ��O, ����� ����d  ��1��� :�8M�� J�।  

�������� ��* $� 0���� � (�� #���� #��� #�� 3� ��* $� 0���� � ��� #����� �O�) &|� 
0���� �� ��F������ E��}� �1���� �������। ��N��� ��� �% E��}� #��� ������ 
��� ���� J�  
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��c��  �� ���f। �% ��*+ : � ����@ ��J~��  ������� ���#� M। :� : � ��F��� 
��� :���  Q������, :� : � ��F��� ��� :���� 
������ ��c��� $��c1C  ��� ��M, �% 
E��}� �% E��}� ��� J�। 0����� � �^ $�����, �% E��}�� :��* �� ��� ����� :�� 8 
� Q��� 0��� 0����� 0J� � J��C-��C ��c��� ��1���  ��� #���, :� ��@�M 0#���� 
$�Q�� $� ���%�  J��।  

0J �������� ��* $� 0���� �� � !�% ��� �5�- ���XQ���� 
�����।  

 

JM �����। 

:� -T, -./-।  
�1�� :�J� ��Z�  
�4�� , �������� ��* $� 0���� �,                   
8M����! �'�� ����। 
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THE CAUSE OF 75 MILLION PEOPLE OF BANGLADESH 

You must have heard of the greatest man-made disaster in Bangladesh (formerly 

East Pakistan) by the West Pakistan Army led by military dictator Yahya Khan. The 

army has indiscriminately killed thousands of unarmed innocent people and has 

carried out large-scale planned murders of University Professors, school teachers, 

students, doctors, engineers and political leaders. 

This mass murder is in response to the result of the first election in the history of 

Pakistan; it is the West Pakistan military Government's answer to an overwhelming 
popular victory of the representatives pledged to defend the interest of the people of 

Bangladesh. 

Ever since the creation of Pakistan, the United States of America has provided 

economic aid for the development of entire Pakistan and military aid to defend the 

country against Communist aggression. When people of Bangladesh demanded 

autonomy to share the economic aid, which was denied to them for years by West 

Pakistan dominated Central Government, the built-up military force is used to 

exterminate them enmasse. 

A reign of terror persists in Bangladesh. Thousands of people have fled to 
neighboring country India to save their lives. Those who escaped the bullets of the 

army are facing danger of starvation. Widespread cases of smallpox and cholera are 
reported. 

The people of Bangladesh are fighting a desperate battle of survival. Their cause 

needs help and support from each and every peace-loving member of civilized 

society. 

The Bengalis living in the United States have organized themselves to help the 

cause of Bangladesh. We, on behalf of the East Bengali community in Pittsburgh, 

appeal to you to voice your opinion by letters and telegrams to your Senators, State 

Department and World Bank to stop both economic and military aid until the military 

rulers stop their oppression and a democratic rule is established. We also appeal to 

you for generous help for alleviating the sufferings of the people of Bangladesh. 

Contributions can be made to Bangladesh League of America by mailing your 

check to Dr. Ayub Iqbal, 5217 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15232. For 

further information call 363-2223 or 683-3146. 
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When Silence Becomes Shameful 

One Must Speak out! 

 

G E N O C I D E I N B AN G L A D E S H 

 

Pakistan Military butchered 200.000 defenseless civilians with arms given 

by your country. 

 

Professors, Engineers, Doctors, Students 

slaughtered in their homes. 

 

Dacca University shelled and destroyed by 

U. S. supplied Tanks. 

 

Cities and Towns Bombed; Villages Burned. 

 

-Please condemn the military atrocities in Bangladesh. 

-Please raise your voice to protest against sending 

  U. S. assistance to PAKISTANI DICTATORSHIP. 

 

-Please help us. Send your contribution to:- 

 

 

AMERICAN LEAGUE OF BANGLADESH 

416 Sinclair Avenue 

GLENDALE. Ca. 91206 

-Your help can mitigate the suffering of the victims. 
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AMERICAN LEAGUE OF BANGLADESH 
416, Sinclair Avenue 

Glendale. California-91206 

U. S. A. 

Telephone: (213) 245-2709 

May 12. 1971 

Dear Mr. Muhith, 

Received your circular No.2 in time. As you are aware, our being a central office 

for the western states kept us so busy that we couldn't write you sooner. 

As you are the leader of our parent organization, I am enclosing copies of 

material 
prepared here for the use of our organization as well as a few bumper stickers. This 

will give you an idea as to how far the work has progressed in California and the 

adjoining states, for the American League of Bangladesh. 

This bumper sticker idea of our organization would be beneficial. It would help 
us to raise funds and at the same time give wide publicity. The minimum donation for 

each sticker is one dollar. I believe that almost anybody in this country can afford a 
dollar without too much difficulty. I do hope nobody should have any problem 

collecting this minimum amount or even more  

Among many other responses from different important people of this country, of 

our activities regarding Bangladesh, I am enclosing a copy of a letter from the U. S. 

Presidential candidates for 1972, senator Edmond S. Muskie of Maine, along with a 

copy of his statement addressed to the U. S. senate and the President of the United 
States of America, in this matter. A valuable copy of a booklet on the "Conflict in 

East Pakistan" by three eminent professors at the Harvard University is also being 
enclosed. 

Thank you very much for your kind guidance. Joy Bangla. 

 

Sincerely yours, 
AMERICAN LEAGUE OF BANGLADESH 

Sd/ 
(S. M. S. Doha) 

President 
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Edmond S. Muskie 

Maine 

 

UNITED STATES SENATE 

Washington, D. C. 20510 
April 23, 1971 

 

S. M. S. Doha, President 

Bangla League of America 
416 Sinclair Avenue 

Glendale, California 91206 

Dear Mr. Doha. 

Thank you for expressing your views with regard to the current situation in East 

Pakistan. I appreciate hearing from you on this matter. 

I share your concern over the tragic events which have occurred in East Pakistan 
in recent weeks. You may be interested to know that I have joined in co-sponsoring a 

resolution which would suspend an U. S. military assistance to East Pakistan until the 
conflict is resolved. I am enclosing a copy of a recent statement I have made on this 

subject which I hope will be of interest to you. 

With best wishes. 

 

Sincerely. 

Edmond S. Muskie. 
United States Senator 

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD 

Proceedings And Debates Of The 92d Congress, First Session 

Washington, Wednesday, April 14, 1971. 

Vol.117.              No. 51. 

SENATE 

EAST PAKISTAN 

Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I have been reading with growing concern and 

apprehension the daily press reforts on the tragic events now taking place in East 

Pakistan. This is the second major loss of life in recent months in that unhappy region. 
While the picture is not absolutely clear, I believe that there is enough information on 

the dimensions of the tragedy to make it clear that concerned Americans should speak 
out. 

The relation between our economic aid and the recent political and military 

developments in Pakistan is a matter of concern to me. Last week, in this connection, I 
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joined the Senator from Minnesota (Mr. Mondale), the Senator from 

Massachusetts (Mr. Brooke), and the Senator from Oregon (Mr. Hatfield) is sending a 

letter to the Secretary of State. In that letter we requested a clarification of the extent 
of American involvement, direct and indirect, in the civil strife and bloodshed in 

Pakistan. We are now awaiting a reply. 

I also support the resolution regarding U. S. military assistance to Pakistan 

proposed by the distinguished senior Senator from New Jersey (Mr. Case). 

The U.S. Government has been the principal supplier of arms to Pakistan since 

the 
middle of the 1950's. There are reports that American supplied planes, tanks, 

weapons, and other materials are being used by the central government forces in both 

the cities and the countryside of East Pakistan. 

Mr. President, the time has arrived for America unequivocally and immediately 
to 

cancel any plan which would supply weapons of destruction to the Government of 
Pakistan under these circumstance-weapons which can only further exacerbate the 

tensions and bloodshed. There should be an immediate suspension of all military 
assistance to the Pakistani Government. The "one-time exception" to our 1965 

embargo on the sale of lethal end items to India and Pakistan, agreed to in October 
1970, proposed the supply of armored personnel carriers, Starfire jets, and B-57 

bombers. These deliveries should not be carried out. 

We have a responsibility to do an we can to reduce tensions and conflict in the 

world. As we seek to disengage ourselves from the conflicts of Indochina, can we 
allow our military support to be used to magnify tensions in South Asia? 

I say we should not. I urge support of the Case resolution and I am proud to join 

in cosponsoring it. 
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0�����% Q�%������ �� $�������� �I* L�� ��VI��� �*�M �������� J�� �����M ���� ���� 
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��% 0J 0����� � ���� 1�� 1��। 0��, ����� ���M� '��  ���% � ����  �J  �� ��%। 
������ 8 ���Q� Q��� �*�M ��� � �! ��5� :#wVO���� J� 0������  0�d�G�*�  ��� 1��।  

 �C�M 0����� $� । E��� ���� ���� 1�M  �J  ��� 1��। *C�\ 8 
��� �� 0���M 
���������� ��� J��� �1� 0��� 8 0d����*� ��c�� ��������  ��O ���� ���� 1��। 
E��� ����� ��� ���������� �*�� ������ J� 0���  ��1����� � �^ E�M�J। �% ��1���� 
0����� ������� ��1��� ��M ��*�M 0�� &���।  

�% ��� �� ! ��� ���� �� 1�M ��� �� �� ���� �। ��� ����* 
������ 0 ���  ��� 
Q�� 1��। � Q�� $��J��M $#���। ��c��1� 
����� ���Q� J�� %��1��� :%। �5 E��C� 
�����M *I� �% ���9� ��c���  0��� ���� 1�� :�� �। ������ JM 1��%।  

JM �����  

 ��J�]��= 0�����  ������ 
*� ������ $�J�� *C��,� $�� �� 0���M� J� ���� ����� E�� Q��* :�� ���J��� �1�� 

E������#� �  $�1���* 0�6�� iL  ��। �% 0�6���  �����  �� :���� J� #�j��� 
?���� �������� *C1��� 0��  ��। �% N!�� E�� :�� % 0���  ��J�]���� ��m��� O���� 
� ���Q��� ���������� J�  �J iL  ��। E���= � �! �����  #��@� *+  �� 1M। ���#� 
0J (:�wZ% :�) ��9 ������� ������ 0����� ��J ���� �������n�� �������� ��c��� O�� 
��P��  
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�Q�#��, �����C �4��  8 : �@���5 ������� 1। �O�I�8 $��  ���Qk ���M� ��M :
f�M 
 ��J ��*�M 0��।  

#V���� ������ 0�* #��^ $� ��� ��� � :��!�, :E���'U ��, &��� ��� �X1G ��9��*�� 
�� �� 8 0�8 EQ������ ���9���  ��O #� 8 ��� ����� #�+��� 1M- ���������� �9#�� ��  �� 
8 J*�C� ������� :����� 1��� ���Q�� 13�^�  ��� ���� J���M।  

#V���� ������ $#��C������ N!� 0������  ����M Q��� 3��� 8 ��1��  ��। � t 
���������  
��� 8 �����Qw� ��D �1���� :N�@C�� #�� #��% #������� 0����� E��� ��� iL 1M। 
��� �  NU�� :��!�� 0��� � � ���� � !� JL�� �Q�M ����� 1�M 0����� Q��@�G  ��#�� 
�����C  ��। �*�� ������ :���M ��M  ��� J� �����#O�  �#�5 � �� '��� ��V�� :�8M�� 
E3�� �������n�� � �Q�M :8M� 1M। � O�I� �&%M� � ��M �1�� J� ����  ��V��� #����C 
�����C  �� 1M। E�� � �3�� �� 1�J�� '��� ���� �&%M� � : ��M ��P��  #��+�M :�8M� 1M। 
����@ &������*� �% :� $�  ����y ����� ����� $�  ���I�M ��V�� ���M�O, $��  ������� 
�u���� $�  :��� ���M�O, ��� � ��% :�-: � ��1���� ���������� J� ������ ��1���  ��� 
$m� ��  ���O।   

O�� �1���� !� �� $Q�� �� ��8, 0�����  ���E�C�� $Q�� :%।  ��J�]�� :��  � #��^ 
������ E��� ��� �����M�O ��� ���� �u �����h�� &������*�=  

-#V���� ������ #�� � ��� :��!�, J�����N E�� ��� �X1G��9� ��DE��*�C� � !  �M  
�"� 0���#� 8 ��� ����� #�+��� 1M। ��8 ����@ ����@ E�M�J� ��V��� � ! #� 8 ��� ����� 
#�+��� 1�f।  

-��������� 
����� ��c��� 8 �*�� ������ ��1����� ���� J���M ���Qk �1��� ��� � 
�*�� ���� 
�5��1 -- J EQ������ :��!���  ��O -STT 0��� #� #�+��� 1�M�O।  

-:!��� � �� %&�Q�����!�� O�� 8 ��5 ��� ���H ���������� ��c���� ��+  ��� ���� ��� 
1M। � ���#��� �������� E���*� $�  ��5  0����� ����@ ��1���  ��। ����������M� 
:E���'�U� ���� �� :�V�� :���  �� ��� �� ���������� �*�� O����� J� 0���  ��1����� 
0��� #�8M� :*�O।  

-#�� 3�� E�9 ��� � ��D��� %&�J �  8 E�9 �X�!� E���,� 8 ����� ����������� 
:�� 1���� &%���� ���� ���n�� '���� 8 $�s� :���  �� 0����� &��* E ��  �� ��� 
���������  ��1���  ��� 0��� J��%।  

-P��M :����, �!�Q ��� ?���  ���������� &#� ��5�G ��� $��c1C  ���O। �O�I� �1&]� 
�������� O�� ��P�� 0�M�J� 8�� �� �!�Q 8 :����� � % � � 0����� �Q�M :��* ���M�O।  

-1��Q��'�� ��J ��������� $���������� "Conflict in East Pakistan : Background 

and Prospect" ��  ���#5 ���#�!� ���� #�V����  �# ��� � ��9���D� ���Qk P�� ��� 
������#� E����� ���P�  �� 1�M�O।  

-���� O��-:���! ���������� *C-0�6�� ��� #�� 3� �� ���� ��� � $\�\ 
���1���  �6�  �� 1�M�O।    
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�������� ��* $� 0���� �= 

��*+ 8 ��c���� %��1�� 

0����� : ��M ��P� *�I 8+�� �#O� ��M�O ������ $��^ #��p� 8 :�s�। -.�/ ���� 
E���� ����!� �����M��� �&%M� � #�� 3� ��* $� 0���� � ��� ��m������ � �! ���WX��  
��*+ *�I :����। #�� �� �� �C 1M %] #�� 3� ��* $� 0���� �। ��������� ��I�� ���� 
���� �% ��P�� ������ ���������� J� $�  &�������*�  �J  �� 1M। *� E�My��� H�I� #� 
� ��P�� �����*� #�  �� ���� &������� ��L�� ���5�Q, ��������� �����"� J� ��V�� ��c1 8 
����� O�� :������ J������N� ����� ���������  0����  ��� ����, � ��� :"�M��� &���#, 
�O�I� 0�8 ������ E��� ���� E����M &����* c1C  ��। ���� : ��M ��P�� �� �����M 
�������� ��* $� 0���� �  �� 1�M�O �������� �� ���� ���� �� ������ :��*����*8 P��#� 
1�M�O।  

���% : ��M ��P��  �� ��� ������� 1��। � ���#��� � � ���� ��P� 8 :�2������  #���Q��� 
: ��� ���� :��*����*  ��� ��� 1�M�O। : ��� �����C �4��  "MJ�� �1�� ��������  ��*�  
0�8 :J�����  �� *�I :����� J� ��� � 8 : �'����� � � ��m���� ��1��� 8 �1����*�� 
 ���  ���O। 

: ��M ��P�� �+ ��= 
%] #�� 3� ��* $� 0���� �, %� , 

Rbb/ �'8�M, �&%M �, �&%M � 
-TTRS 

:"�= (R-R) _bb-/�/� 

*          *          * 

:��*����*� 0��� 

�&%M � ��� : ��  �� � ��� ��1��� 8 ������ :��*�����*� J� ��3 0���� � 8 
: �'��   �h�� &#� �� Q�*  �� 1�M�O। 0���� �� ��5C $l��� .�! :]�!� Q�� 0��� 
 ��J�]��, :!���-� c1C  ��। 0����� �% 0l��  : ��� �� 1��- &#� �= ��5C�l�। 8� 
��3 :]�! 0��� ���� ����h��� ���� � ��m  �J  ��� ��% :�h��� 1�= :!���, �&����� �, 
���JM��, 8 ���1���, 0������ 0� ���, �������#, :����'� 8 J�J�M�। � ��3 :]�! ��m��� O�� 
8 �� ��J��� ���� 0�O ���� ���% ���% 0����� ���� :��*����*  L। 0#�� ��� �M 0#� 
�  1��8 :���� �% ����� 0#�� ��1��� 0����� � �^ E�M�J।  

0#���� �J �J ��� �M �������� ��* $� 0���� �� ���� *+  L ��� ���% 0����� 
&#� �� 0#���� ��c��� #��@� 8 ������� �+ �� 8 0#����  ��� ���#� ����C #�+�। 
0#���� ��� ‘�������� #��’ O�#� 1��।  

0��� ��� : �Q��� 0#���� ��1���  ��� #���, ��� J���� ����  ��� �। 0��� 0�8 
"�E��Q���  �J  ��� ��%। E���  ���� ��� �&%M� �� ���� E�M�J�M :��*�����* 0��� 
0#�����  ��1���  ��। ��� ��V�� #�+��� 8 :� : � JL��  ��J� J� 0#��� ���� ��� ���� 
������ :��*����*  ��� #���।  

� �! E3�� 
0����� �% 0l��  : �� 0�8 ��}�Q���  ��� ������ J� � � ���� �����  ��M ���% 

� !� 0�}��  0l��  ��P� *+�� E3�� ����O। �� ������ 0����� �����  ��E��s� 0�8 
:J�����  
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 �� ��M। E��� ���, $�� ��c1, ��J��� ���� ���H��� 8 �1����*��� � !� �M����,  �Q�| 
*+  ��% 0�}��  ��*+�� ��� �5� 1��। #�% :� �  �����C �Q�M 0��� �% E3�� ������ 
 ��। � ���#��� 0#���� ����� J����।  

Q��@�G  ������ 

���% 0���  ��J�]�� 8 � !���� �1�h����� P��M �1���  �� ������ ��1���� ��V�� 
��c1 $�Q�� iL  ��।  

���������� &#� :!��� 8 �� �� %&�Q�����!�� 0����� �Q� 8 :������� 0�M�J  �� 
1�f।  

#�#�� � 8 ������ �����  �*�J ���������� &#� ��� 8 ����� O�#���� 0�8 :J����� 
:�s� ������ 1��।  

���� $�� �% W�����# �� :�� :��  !� � 0�� �� 1�M :*�O। ����� J� �� �� �� $� 
: � $�� ��1��� :J�*�I  ��� :�s�  �� 1��।  

�O�I�8 0����� �M��� E��� ��� 0�8 ��}�Q��� ������ 1��।  

p�N% ‘�������� #��’ ���������� ��c��, ���1� 8 %��1���� &#� � �! ���1�� ����� 
:�L��। E�� 8 :� : � ���1�����  ��� �4��� � �+ ��M #�+���� J� 0����� #�+  8 
iQ� ������ $�����  �� 1�f।  

�4�� , ‘�������� #�’ 
�� R`/T। 

 

 ��J�]��, :!��� //_�T 
���E �� :��*�����*� J�= 
��������, �� R`/T 
 ��J�]��, :!��� //_�T। :"� (/-`) _�b-R-`R 

 

 

 

 

 
�������� ��* $� 0���� �,  ��J�]�� ����  �X�  ����� E ���� 8 E�����। ���E �� :��*�����*� J�= ��������, �� 
R`/T,  ��J�]��, :!��� //_�T। :"� (/-`) _�b-R-`R। 
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������� ��� ����� 
0���� �M ���������� ��!� ��� :���� 

�4� � J�� :�1�� :���1� 8 
�����#�� 0�� ���� :�w����� #����� 

�4� � $��1�  �� :��� ���+ 

%] #�� 3� ��* $� 
0���� �� ����#� 

R. :�, -./- 

THE EAST PAKISTAN LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC. 

2667 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10025. 

May 29, 1971 

Dear Friend, 

I like to take this opportunity to inform you about our recent discussion with Mr. 

Rehman Sobhan, Economic Adviser to the Bangladesh Govt, and also with Mr. 

Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury. representative of the Govt, of Bangladesh in United 

Kingdom and U.S.A. both of whom were here during later half of May. 

Mr. Sobhan at a meeting with our Executive Committee suggested the 

following:- 

1. To open Bangladesh Mission in U. S. A., preferably two missions, one in   

Washington and the other in New York. These two missions by a conservative 

estimate will cost approximately $ 5,000'00 a month, which will be met by 

voluntary donations. 

2. To have a Supervising or a National Co-ordinating Committee to make policy 

decisions on behalf of the League. 

3. The mission will work as a liaison among different Chapters, Committees and 

the Govt, of Bangladesh. Other activities of the Mission will be in the sphere 
of lobbying in U.S. Senate, House of Representatives, World Bank, 

International Monetary Fund, 

U.N. Members etc. and propaganda. 

Mr. Justice Chowdhury communicated his personal opinion that 2 Missions in 

U.S.A., if funds permit, will serve our cause better. According to him main work of 

the missions will be to stop aid to Pakistan from all possible source. 

Mr. Justice Chowdhury has left for Europe, where he has some appointment to 

keep. We have requested him to be back in New York as early as possible. We trust 
he will be back here in good time for our rally on June 12, where he will speak. We 

expect to have detailed discussion with him on his return. 

Your views regarding above will be considered at our Annual General Meeting to 

be held on June 26th, when we expect to take a decision on the subject. 

Joy Bangla. 

Mr. Enayatur Rahim 

President.  

Yours faithfully. 

Sd/- 

(Kazi S. Ahmed) 

President. 
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������� ��� ����� 
%] #�� 3� ��* $� 0���� �� 

���@�  �����C �Q�� ��Y�� 
��P�� ����#� R. :�, -./- 

THE EAST PAKISTAN LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC. 

2667 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10025. 

May 29. 1971 

Dear Friend, 

The Annual General Meeting, referred in my earlier letter, will be held on 

Saturday June 26, 1971, at 10 A. M. at THE UNIVERSALIST CHURCH OF NEW 

YORK, Central Park West at 76th Street, New York. 

The programme for the meeting will be as under:- 

1. Persona] acquaintance. 

2. Welcome address by the President. 

3. Annual report by Secretary. 

4. Annual report by Treasurer. 

5. A brief description on the activities of the past and the guide line that League 

followed during the last several months. 

6. Reports and suggestions by Chapters' Representatives. 

-RECESS- 

7. Presidential Annual Report. 

8. AGENDA:- 

a) Formation of a National Co-ordination Committee or Regional Committee 

etc. 

b) Bangladesh Mission in New York and Washington. A briefing will be given 
on the item by Mr. A. H. Mahmood Ali 

9. ELECTION: 

i) Report by the nominating committee. 

ii) Appointment of an election body to conduct the election. 

10. Miscellaneous. 

It is important that at least one representative from each Chapter attends the 
Convention. This will facilitate making a nationwide Co-ordination committee to 

work in 
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systematic and effective manner. The Chapter representative- should discuss the 

issues with their respective members before attending the meeting suggestions from 

the Chapters and also from individual source will be welcome. 

 

I look forward to seeing you at the convention. 

 

Those arriving on Friday night should contact Mr. Kazi S. Ahmed at 866-7474, 

865-3474 Mr. Fayzur Rahman 294-5851 for accommodation. 

 

 

Joy Bangla. 

Sincerely yours. 
Sd/. 

Fayzur Rahman) 
Secy. E. P. L. A. 
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������� ��� ����� 
��' 8�M] �������� �������M��� 

 ��2��� $��}� �Q�M *X1�� 
����^���1 

��= ���1��  ��M��� ���������M 
:��  ��= :J :  Qr������� ���+ 

R. :�, 
-./- 

 

MIAMI UNIVERSITY 

Department of Microbiology 

 

325 W. High St. 7 

5/29/71 

Oxford, Ohio 45056 
Telephone: 513. 529-

5422 

Dear Mr. Muhit, 

Please refer to the resolution 3. We would like to explore the possibility 

(consultation with lawyer etc.) to "pool the resources" in Washington D.C. in name of 

Bangladesh Government. Also we need an estimate (approximate) for the Washington 

office. 

Personal greetings. 

Sincerely, 
J. K. Bhattacharjee. 

RESOLUTION OF THE BANGLADESH ASSOCIATION 

OF THE MIDWEST INC. 

Held at Columbus Ohio, May 29, 1971 

1.    Positive action to help the cause of Bangladesh must be taken immediately. 

2. Bangladesh association of Midwest Inc. win support a representative (spokes’s 
man) in Washington, D. C. The association urges Mr. Mahmood Ali to assume 

the responsibility of this position without further delay. 

3. This organisation will seek ways and means (on discussion with proper person) 

to channel the resources to Washington, D. C. 

4. A meeting of the Midwestern states for the purpose of better coordination and 

organisation be held immediately. Date and place of this meeting should be 

decided by the state-representatives. 

5. Members of the Bangladesh association of Midwest Inc. will participate in the 
            rally to be held in New York on June 12, 1971. 

Why Bangladesh Association of Midwest Inc. 

To assist with the enormous relief needs and help to support the cause of 

Bangladesh in as many different ways as possible, we have organized Bangladesh 

association of Midwest Inc. (tax exempt). This association will organize at the local 

level, raise funds. 
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give publicity and support necessary projects. This association will work in 

corporation with and will complement the activities of other organizations or 

individual dedicated to the same cause. A representative of this organization will 

coordinate the activity with similar representative of other organization. 

PLEASE NOTE: 

1. Senate resolution 21 (by Case & Mondale) to stop military aid to the military 
junta of Pakistan….. 

2. Senate resolution 99 (by. Harris) to stop all aid… 

3. Mrs. Rohde is leaving for Africa to meet her husband. Dr. Jon E. Rohde ... 

4. Senator Saxbe has received additional information regarding the terrible situation 

in Bangladesh from Dr. Rohde…. 

5. Senator Saxbe sponsored a luncheon attended by the members of the Senate 

Foreign Relations Committee, on this very problem  
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0���� �M E���� ��F������ J� 

����� ����� ��m ���Bs ���Qk 

������� E����� 

�������� ��* $� 0���� �� 
����#� 

- J�, 
-./- 

Please read and circulate among other Bengalis. 

June 1, 1971 

CIRCULAR NO. 3 

I. World Bank-IMF Mission 

The struggle against the Pakistani invaders has reached a critical stage now. 

Pakistan is nearly bankrupt and will not be in a position to wage war Bangladesh 
unless she gets aid by July. The Aid-to-Pakistan Consortium is to meet in Paris on 

June 21. A fact- finding mission from the World Bank and IMF is right now in 
occupied Bangladesh. This mission will stay in occupied Bangladesh from May 30 to 

June 10 and then move on to Islamabad before going to Paris. This missions' findings 
will be very important to us because if they report conditions are normal then aid will 

flow to Pakistan. Of course we know the situation h not normal but that the mission 

sees will depend on the members perceptiveness and extent to which the Pakistan 

army allows them freedom of movement. The Bank-IMF mission has 13 members 

and is led by Mr. P. Cargill, head of the South Asia Division in the World Bank. 

Individual members of the mission intend to visit Khulna, Chalna. Jessore, Sylhet, 

Mymensingh, Rajshahi, Comilla and Chittagong. They have been requested to visit 

some sub-divisional towns and thana centers also. From a number of reports from 

Bangladesh there is no doubt that the situation there is far from normal. We hope the 

mission will see and report the truth. Report of the true situation may halt aid to 

Pakistan and create conditions in Which she cannot prosecute an expensive war. 

II. Food Relief 

Rice prices have shot up alarmingly and many places report it is being sold at Rs. 

80 per maund. In some places this has rightly led to the looting of the god owns of the 
hoarders. It is reported that people in the cyclone affected areas now near starvation. 

Using the plea of food aid the Pakistan military is going to obtain 30 ships and an 
unspecified number of trucks from US AID. It is said that these vessels and vehicles 

will be used only by international relief agencies. This does not satisfy us. After all 
the 50 speedboats given by US AID for cyclone relief arc all being used by the 

Pakistan Army. A photo in DAWN showed General Niazi of the Pakistan Army 
inspecting one of these "relief' boats before their attack on Gopalganj. 

The Secretary, Food Dept. and Secretary, Relief Dept. in Dacca are serving the 
Pakistan Government. We cannot see how they will fairly distribute food aid to the 
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villages unless the Thana officers and union councilors pay allegiance to the 

Pakistan Army. Therefore food aid can be used to obtain their submission. In view of 

the recent attacks on Bhola, Hatiya and Sandwip by the Pak. Army we think food aid 
vessels and vehicles and the system of distribution will all be used against the 

interests of Bangladesh; unless the Pak. Army withdraws from our country. 

III. News From Inside Bangladesh 

From various channels of information we have been able to compile the 
following 

bits of news of activities within Bangladesh: 

(a) General Osmani, C-in-C Bangladesh Mukti Fouj, has announced that after re- 

training in guerilla warfare 10,000 freedom fighters have been sent to fight the 

invaders. More guerilla-trained Mukti Fouj will be put into action soon. 

(b) In Jessore sector, freedom fighters ambushed some army gunboats in Padma 

River, 40 miles from Dacca, and damaged a road-bridge. 

(c) In Comilla sector, they destroyed rail and road bridges, obstruct ted army 
movements by road and successfully attacked an army column proceeding to 

Feni killing 200 Pakistani troops. 

(d) In Kasba sector, there was heavy fighting between the army and freedom 

fighters. 

(e) Attempts by the army to recapture the vital Teliapara road junction in Sylhet 

District were foiled after heavy fighting. 

(f) A railway bridge was blown up in Dinajpur District and a large section of 

railway track was made unserviceable. 

(g) In Chittagong sector, a railway bridge and a road bridge between Laksham and 

Feni was demolished. The Elliotganj bridge has also been blown up. 

(h) In Rangpur sector, a column of Pakistan troops was ambushed near Kalughat 

and a large quantity of arms and ammunition, was seized by the resistance 
forces. 

(i) A railway bridge was blown up in Kushtia sector by the Mukti Fouj. 

(j) An army depot near Barisal was reported raided by the resistance forces. 

(k) Near Khulna. the water channel clearance operation by the Pakistani Army was 

thwarted by freedom fighters when they sank the barges again. 

(1) Railway and steamer services throughout Bangladesh were paralyzed by the 

activities of freedom fighters and refusal of employees to work despite appeals 

and threats by the army. 

(m) Hatiya, Bhola and Sandwip were invaded by the Pakistan Army after May 12. 

They devastated many villages and withdrew from, Hatiya and Sandwip due to the 
heavy rains. However, they are entrenched in Bhola. Their presence in the 

cyclone-affected area makes food relief a mockery. 
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(n) Chittagong North and South Sadar sub-divisions are being devastated by the  

invaders.. Hundreds of thousands are fleeing and dying by the roadside. A graphic 

description can be read in the London Times of May 18 (Hazelhurst's report). 

(o) Six time-bombs exploded in various buildings (UBL, State Bank, Secretariat 

etc.) in Dacca. With these bombs were notes warning' against collaboration. It is 

reported that two prominent collaborators have been killed in Sylhet and another 

collaborator, an ex-minister, is next on the list. 

(p) Reports coming in on May 25 indicate that the following percentage of pre- 

invasion population remains in the towns: 

 

Mymensingh 10%, Chandpur 20%, Comilla 30%. 

(q) Dhamrai has been looted. Temples and statues are being destroyed. It is feared 

that Dacca and Veranda Museums will be looted or destroyed. Already a vast 
amount of loot is being transferred from Bangladesh to the Punjab. Now they 

want to destroy our cultural artifacts. Various chapters may ask University 
bodies to request UNESCO to insure that museums, temples, mosques, churches 

etc. are not destroyed. UNESCO observers should be requested. 

(r) There have been several instances of the Pak. Army requesting! factory workers to 

return to work and then shooting them. Definite evidence of such massacres has 

been obtained from Gopalganj Sugar Mill, Rajshahi; Khulna Newsprint Mill and. 

Bata. Shoe Factory, Tongi. 

(s) All Thana Development Centers are empty and no work is going on at Thana  or 

village level. 

IV. Compromise Formulas 

It has come as a shock to Pakistanis that they have not been able to crush 

Bangladesh in three days, as they had originally planned. Paced with a debacle they 

are now beginning to blame each other and even praising Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's 

efforts to keep Pakistan together. The Pakistan Student Association of America was 

taken over by a pre-Jamaat group last year. They were aided in this by the Pakistan 

Ambassador to USA. The PSAA, so long anti-Bengali, has come out with a long 

denunciation of Yahya and Tikka and asks for transfer of power to Mujib (see The 

Pakistan Student, April 1971). It considers Pakistan can remain one on the basis of 

brotherhood. It is a tragedy that the Pakistanis are exploiting the name of Islam while 
killing and torturing the Muslims of Bangladesh. Could they not have shown their 

brotherhood before killing 700.000 persons and rending 5 million persons utterly 
destitute? Living together with these treacherous butchers is now an impossibility for 

any Bengali. 

Various other formulas were floated by M.M. Ahmed and other Pakistanis, 

during his visit to Washington D. C. All these formulas suggest that Bangladesh can 

remain with Pakistan and that despite Sheikh Mujib's trial and punishment the Awami 

Leaguers will cooperate with the army. These absurd notions were effectively 

destroyed by Rahman 
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Sobhan, who was fortunately in Washington at the same time. Mr. Sobhan appeared 

four times on T. V. and held a well-attended Press Conference. "His interview on 

Channel 26 has been widely praised and will be shown to Universities on request. 
Arrangements are being made to send coppices abroad. Mr. Sobhan also met a dozen 

Senators and Congressmen. He was given a luncheon by Senator Saxbe which was 
attended by Republican and Democrat Senators. Mr. Sobhan met high officials of the 

World Bank. IMF. US AID. and the State Department. He also visited Canada 
(Ottowa and Montreal) and met M. P.S. and held a Press Conference. 

V. Justicc Abu Sayeed Chowdhury 

Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury. Vice-Chancellor of Dacca University, 

visited New York for a brief stay. It is visit could not be widely publicized as it was 

not certain till the last moment. He had to return to London on urgent business on 
behalf of Bangladesh Government. He has been able to collect over £150,000 and 

Bengalis in England are donating freely into the fund set up by him. 

VI. Rally On June 12 In New York 

The Bangladesh League of America has arranged to demonstrate in front of the 

Pakistan Consulate, New York and the U. N. building on June 12th. The speakers at 

the Rally will be: 

Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury 

Jay Prakash Narayan 

Iqbal Ahmed 

Ruth Gage Colby. 

Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury hopes to be back in America by June 12 and 

to slay several weeks, visiting Universities in USA and Canada. Mr. Rehmaii Sobhan 

is also expected back in USA after the Paris Consortium on June 21. 

Let us re-double our efforts for Bangladesh and make the month of June the 
turning point in our fight for freedom. 

 

Joy Bangla ! 
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AMERICAN LEAGUE OF BANGLADESH 

West Coast News Bulletin 

NO. I                   June 1, 1971 

Dear Patriots. 

GREETINGS! ! 

After eight weeks lapse since the start of the liberation war in Bangladesh it 

became necessary to find ways for co-coordinating and channeling the spontaneous 

patriotic responses shown by all the Bengalis residing in the West Coast of the United 

States. In order to arrive at some specific lines of approach for effective co-ordination 

and communication, a meeting was held on May 22. 1971 at San Francisco among the 

representatives of Los Angeles, Berkeley, Stanford and San Francisco Bengalis 

residents. 

Since many of our compatriots are scattered over a wide area, we must set up an 

effective co-coordinating system to utilize the efforts and enthusiasm of all these 

scattered individuals in a well knit organized way. This will eliminate unnecessary 

expenses like long distance phone calls etc. and unwanted expenditure of human 

energy. This news bulletin is the first step to set up the effective unified organisation. 

In the meeting of May 22, the following decisions were arrived at by all the 

representatives of Berkeley, Los Angeles, Stanford and San Francisco. 

1. The main co-coordinating body will be stationed at Los Angeles and will 

communicate with the other units of the West Coast at Berkeley. San Francisco. 

Stanford, San Diego, Santa Barbara, Denver (Colorado) and Tucson (Arizona). It will 

also look forward to setting up co-ordination with more units in Hawaii, Dallas and 

Pittsburg (Kansas). 

2. Active communication with New York, Washington, Chicago and Michigan 

bodies will be maintained by the main co-coordinating body, and it will also convey 

the instructions received from the Bangladesh government to all other units of the 
West Coast. 

3. All units will exchange information of interests amongst themselves and will 

pass on the news to all local members. 

4. A remittance of 5% of the total collections will be made by all the West Coast 

units to the Los Angeles body in order to cover the overhead expenses of publicity 

and other coordinating expenses. 
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5. Generally each unit will keep up the publicity campaign to expose the 

brutalities and the atrocities of the Pakistan Army committed in our land, and promote 

our legitimate claims of Bangladesh to complete independence amongst the American 

public in general and the representative Americans in particular. 

6. Statement of all collections of funds will be submitted to Los Angeles. 

7. A master list of all residents and sympathizers will be prepared and the 
coordinators of each unit will send names and addresses of all such persons to the 

coordinators in Los Angeles. 

8. Dr. Jyoti Dasgupta of Berkeley, a professor of Political Science, will advise 
anyone interested on political information and writing up of political letters. 

Names and addresses of the coordinators of some of the West Coast units are 

given below. The other units are requested to send the names and addresses of their 

coordinators to Los Angeles. 

Los Angeles : 

1. Mr. Abul H. Saaduddin 505, 2. Mr. Chandan Das 

Gayley Avenue, 401 Los                             1621 Glendon Avenue 7, 

Angeles, Calif, 90024, Tel : Los Angeles, Calif, 90024 

(213)478-3166 Tel: (213) 475 -2946 

Berkeley : 

1. Mr. Jamal Munshi 2. Dr. Jyoti Das Gupta 

1215. Kains Berkeley, Calif,                      Tel: (415) 524-8533 

Tel: (415) 526-7417 

San Francisco: 2.Mr. A.B.M. Faruque 

1. Miss Amina Panni Tel: (415) 469-3179 

770 Lake Marced Blvd. 

San Francisco, Calif, 91432  

Tel: (415) 469-3179 

Standord : 

1. Dr. Rafiqur Rahman 

610 Circle Drive, Apt. 1 

Palo Alto 

Calif. 94303 

Tel: (415) 325-5796 

Santa Barbara San Diego: 

1. Miss Pramita Ghosh  1.Mr. Ranadhir Mitra 3903-A 

6520 Cervantis Road. 22 Goleta,   Miramer Street 

Calif 93017   La Jolla 

Tel : {805)968-1372   Calif., 92037 
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Denver (Colorado) 

I.    Dr. Mr. Sher Ali 

6401 West Colfax 
Denver, Colo, 80214 

Tel: (303) 237-7375 

 

Tucson (Arizona) 
1. Dr. M. Shafiqullah 

1736 E. Broadway 
Tucson, Arizona 85719 

Tel: (602) 624-5458 

--------------- 

RESISTANCE NEWS 

(Excerpts from Bangladesh Newsletter May 17,1971 published from Chicago) 

The Pakistan government through its embassy is trying to convince Bengalis of 

this country with a flood of propaganda materials that conditions have returned to 

normal in Bangladesh, and that the entire independence movement was engineered by 

a "handful" of India-inspired "miscreants". All of this is pure nonsense. You will be 

better of throwing away this rubbish in the wastepaper basket if you can't stop it from 

coming to you. 

The main reason why the newspapers in this country do not carry any resistance 

news these days is that the Pakistan army has successfully sealed off the only 
motorable road between Calcutta and the western sector of Bangladesh. It was from 

this region that foreign newsmen based in Calcutta used to gather news during the 
first two weeks of the war. However, most of the 1300-mile border between India and 

Bangladesh is wide open. Indian newsmen and our own men are constantly crossing 
the border with news about resistance activities all over Bangladesh. 

A Bangladesh representative who has just arrived in this country writes: "Sylhet 

(district) where forests in the Tea Garden areas provide natural cover is still under 

control of the Bengal regiment. That a force is still holding out in the Chittagong Hill 

Tracts. That all over Bangladesh armed Bengalis have withdrawn into rural areas and 

are harassing army units through guerilla action. This may be expected to increase in 
frequency and intensity as the resistance acquires more skill at this type of warfare, 

gets additional supplies and weaponry, of which sizeable quantities have already been 
captured from' the Pakistan army and when the monsoons make the logistical 

problems of the army more insecure. The capability for waging a prolonged war is 
there because the political motivation of the people has been guaranteed by the 

indiscriminate character of the war waged by the army. By destroying villages within 
the range of their artillery and declaring these areas as 'free fire zones' they have made 

the Pakistan army an object of hatred and a direct threat to the security of 75 million 
Bengalis who will be willing to resist or aid any resistance to this alien forces.” 
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Another Bengali who left this country about a month ago writes from Agartala: 

"Every day hundreds of young men are being trained for guerilla action. It's 

unbelievable how fast they learn. I am happy that I came. Otherwise I would have 

never known this dedication of the Bengalis, their love for their country and their 

willingness to die for its freedom and honor." 

NEWS OF INTEREST 

BERKELEY: A conceit of Ustad Ali Akbar Khan (the renowned Sarodist), Mr. John 

Handy (American jazz) and Mr. Zakir Hussain (labia) was held on May 28, 
197 I to raise funds for relief of Bangladesh refugees in India. Nearly three 

thousand dollars were collected from sale of tickets and about five hundred 
dollars were collected on the spot as donation. 

SAN FRANCISCO: A demonstration is being organized on June 2, 1971. 

LOS ANGELES : All members have committed to contribute $ 10.00 every month to 

the organisation and we hope, members of other units will do the same. 

Donations are flowing in and more are expected. Plans are being arranged to 

hold a demonstration on June 11. 1971. 

TUCSON (Arizona): Publicity campaign going on in Arizona State University 

campus and donations are flowing in. 

DENVER (Colorado): Local chapter formed and funds are being collected. 

Attached to this newsletter is an enclosure describing the present state of politics 

in Bangladesh. It also includes an assessment of the people with whome the Pakistani 

military regime is hobnobbing to form a puppet government in Bangladesh. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Published by American league of Bangladesh. 

President Mr. S. M. S. Doha 

416 Sinclair Avenue, Glendale, Calif. 91206. 

 

 

AN APPEAL 

The minimum donation per month was fixed at $ 10.00 per month for the members 

in Los Angeles. This should not limit the donations of those who are employed and 

are in a position to contribute higher amount. When millions of people back home 

are undergoing great hardships at this critical juncture of our history, we should be 

able to do away with some of our comforts and luxuries. Those who are employed 

and can afford to forego some of their luxuries are requested to donate as much as 

they can to the best of their ability, preferably at a fixed percentage of their net 

monthly income. Dr. Rafiqur Rahman of Stanford has suggested that 5% of the net 

monthly income may be made as contribution and may be handed over to the local 

head-office. 
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WHO ARE GENERAL YAHYA'S "REPRESENTATIVE ELEMENTS"? 

After having banned the Awami League, which secured 167 out of 169 National. 

Assembly and 298 out of 310 Provincial Assembly seats in East Bengal, General 
Yahya has said that he plans to allow "democratic process" after talks with "rational" 

and "representative" elements in East Pakistan. 

A great amount of search and coercion has produced only two Awami League 
MNAs who have declared their support for the army. But Yahya's statement was 

issued before that development and referred to the politicians who have formed a 
"Citizens Committee" and assured full support to the martial law government. Let us 

see who these representative elements are. 

Nurul Amin: Mr. Amin was appointed (not elected) as the leader of. East 

Pakistan Muslim League by the central government against the provincial ML. But 

soon after becoming the Chief Minister of East Bengal, he and his entire cabinet were 

defeated in the 1954 elections. Only 9 out of 309 seats went to his Muslim League 

Party. Because of his opposition to the Ayub regime, Mr. Amin regained some respect 

and was able to win a seat in Mymensingh during the last elections. But each of his 80 

other party candidates for NA in East Pakistan was defeated. Mr. Amin. therefore, 

does not represent more than one constituency and is certainly not considered a leader 

by the Bengali people. 

Fazlul Quader Cbowdury: Known for his rough dealings. Mr. Chowdhury 

gained special notreity as a henchman of Ayub Khan. In fact, he, Mr. Sabur Khan, and 

Mr. Monem Khan were the chief instruments of Ayub regime's alienation from the 
people of East Pakistan. In the- last elections, he opposed the demand for regional 

autonomy and was defeated by a plurality of 25,000 votes in Chittagong. He did not 
even have the grace to accept his defeat and called December 7 as a "teen-agers' day 

in East Pakistan". (Dawn. Dec. 14, 1970) 

Khan A Sabur: Like Mr. Chowdhury. Mr. Sabur collaborated with Ayub regime 

and became one of the three most hated men in East Bengal. In spite of his attempts to 

win elections by fraudulent methods, Mr. Sabur found the sailing rough during the 

last elections and "withdraw" from the contest. Actually he came last in Khulna-6 

with 6.288 votes against a winning total of 84,054. 

Maulvi Fareed Ahmed: Maulvi Fareed, who was considerably popular in East 

Pakistan during the Ayub era, lost the confidence of the people when he began to 
oppose regional autonomy. In the last elections, he was defeated in his home 

constituency of Chittagong, receiving only 30% of the vote. 

Malimud Ali: Once a "darling" of the left, Mr. Ali lost the support of his 
constituency in Sylhet after his attack on Maulana Bhashani and his collaboration 

with West Pakistani landlords, such as Nawabzada Nasrullah, of PDP. In the last 
elections, he came a poor fourth with 15,628 votes against the winner's 53,749 votes. 

Khawaja Khairuddin: The leader of Council Muslim League in East Pakistan, 

Mr. Khairuddin was defeated by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman in Dacca during the last NA 

elections, polling only 40,000 votes against Mujib's 164,000. 
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Gluilam Azam: Jamaat.e-Islami's Prof. Azam was rejected by Dacca voters during 

the last elections when he received 35,527 votes against Zahiruddin's 116,2()4 votes. 

There are a number of other individuals who have been projected by the military 
government as "representatives" of East Pakistan but whose contact with the masses is 

even worse that of the above mentioned. 

Can we regard these elements are representative of East Pakistan? Can a political 
arrangement agreed upon by these individuals work? Have not we learnt from the 

history that the politics of creating Quislings, Vichys, Diems. Thieus, Kys, and Lon 
Nols does not work? Don't we realize that this is an exercise in self-deception? 

Let us not try to deceive ourselves. Let us not become pawns in this creul game. 

Let us begin to see the reason. 

No matter what reservations we have about the Awami League and its program, 

we cannot be blind to the fact that no settlement can be imposed on the Bengali 

people against their wishes. The salvation of the people of both East Bengal, as well 

as West Pakistan lies in honoring the people's right to self-determination. Only then 

bloodshed and hatred can subside. 

Let us be free people by refusing to enslave others. 

 

 

 
Issued by WEST PAKISTANIS IN SOLIDARITY WITH BENGAL 
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Dear Friend, 

Enclosed please find copies of letters we received from the President of the East 

Pakistan League of America. If you are interested to attend the Annual General 

Meeting to be held in New York on June 26, 1971, please get in touch with Mr. 

Mohbub Ali (Tel 765 4469 after 6.00 P.M. ) who has kindly taken the responsibility 
of organizing a car- pool. 

 

 

 

June 6, 1971 

ENAYETUR RAHIM 

President, 

Bangladesh League of America 

Washington D. C. Chapter 

 

 

 

 

 

. 
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NOTICE 

A general meeting of the Bangladesh League of America, Greater Washington D. 

C. Chapter will be held on Friday, June 18. 1971. at 8.00 P. M. at 1722, 19th St. N. 

W. to discuss our participation to the National Convention of the League, to be held in 

New York on June 26, 1971. 

We request your presence. 

 

Sd/- 
Secretary, 

Bangladesh League of America 
Greater Washington D. C. Chapter. 

June 6, 1971 
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MASSACRE          -        GENOCIDE         -      BLOODBATH         -         TERROR 

 

AND NOW STARVATION 
ALL PART OF A GAME' 

THE TRAGEDY OF EAST PAKISTAN 

(BANGLADESH) 

As a result of devastation and dislocations caused by war, floods, cyclones, in 

addition to the persistent food shortages between 10 & 30 million of East Pakistan's 

75 million inhabitants face starvation within the next few months. Contrary to bland 

assurances which continue to emanate from West Pakistani spokesmen, the situation 

is unquestionably desperate and will require a large-scale international relief 

effort, if a tragedy of major proportion is to be averted. 

The months required to return the system to normal would probably exceed the 
time during which the food reserves could sustain the population. The factors that 

determine mass famine are irreversible after a certain point. When the first stories and 
photographs of starving families are published, it will be too late to protect thousands 

of others. International action, immediate and strong, is perhaps the only defence 

the people of East Bengal now have. 

 

On May 12, President Yahya Khan of Pakistan refused U.N. Secretary-General's 

offer of aid for East Pakistan. 

After having unleashed one of the most brutal bloodbaths in all history, he is now 

planning to starve out the resistance. 

In November it was a cyclone that took a toll of lives. That was nature. In March 
Bangladesh was hit by another disaster, systematically eliminating the country of its 

young men, intelligent and millions of innocent victims. This time the perpetrator is 
YAHYA KHAN. 
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BANGLADESH NEEDS OUR HELP RALLY: Saturday. June 12. 

Meet at noon at Columbus Circle March to Pakistan Consulate on 2E/65 St, then 

on Madison Ave, 42 St to UN Plaza at 1st Avenue, and 47 Street. 

SPEAKERS : Congressmen and other leading citizens. 

BANGLADESH NEEDS YOUR HELP MEETING: Thursday, June 10 at 8 P. 
M., Community Church, 40E/35 St. 

Speaker-Jay Prakash Narayan 

Subject-Moral and Human Aspects of Struggle in Bangladesh. 

Write to your Congressman. Senators and the President to help Bangladesh. Ask 

suspension of military and economic assistance to Pakistan until the terrorized and 

starved people of Bangladesh get relief and freedom. 

Your donation will help East Pakistan. It is tax deductible. Please make check 
payable to East Pakistan League of America. With your name and address, mail the 

check to: Save East Bengal Committee 3J, 50 Kenilworth Place. Brooklyn. New 
York. N. Y. 11210. 
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Bangladesh 

Donate generously to: 

Bangladesh Relief Fund 

2667 Broadway 

New York. N.Y. 10025 

And/Or to your local 

Chapter. 

ORGAN OF BANGLADESH LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

Vol. 1, No. 3               New York: June 16, 1971. 

RALLY IN NEW YORK 

NEW YORK : June 12. 1971. Under the joint sponsorship of Bangladesh League 

of America, Bangladesh Friendship Association and Joint Committee of Indian 

Organization. a mass rally in support for the cause of Bangladesh was held in New 

York on June 12, 1971. An estimated 1,000 people from different walks of life and 

from different regions of the country attended the rally. The speakers in the rally were 

Mr. Joyprakash Narayan, Dr. Iqbal Ahmad, Mr. William Ryan, Dr. Plastrik, Mrs. 

Anne Taylor. Dr. Alamgir and Mr. A. Pulley. The meeting was chaired by 

octogenarian freedom fighter Mr. P.C. Mukherjee. 

Joyprakash Narayan, the Sarvoday leader from India Pointed out in his address 

that the people of East Bengal did not want to severe their lies from the Union of 

Pakistan until the time when it was virtually forced upon them by the military 

Government of Pakistan. Mr. Narayan maintained that the independence of 

Bangladesh is inevitable since it is the life and death question of each and every 

Bengali in that region. He appealed to the leaders of the world in general and the free 

world in particular to exercise their good offices in bringing lasting peace in the area 

immediately, in accordance with the wishes of the people. He attributed greater 

responsibilities to the Big Powers for restoring lasting peace in Bangladesh and he 

warned the leaders of the Big Powers that they would be held responsible for the 

miseries of Bengalis, if they fail to rise up to the needs and aspirations of teeming 

millions of Bengalis. 

Dr. Iqbal Ahmed, a scholar from West Pakistan deeply condemned the acts of 
brutalities unleashed by the military Government of Yahya Khan. He termed the 

military Govt. of Pakistan as an extreme fascist Government. Dr. Ahmed extended his 
full support to the right of self-determination of the Bengalis. 
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Mr. William Ryan, US Congressman while addressing the rally urged the United 

States Government to withhold all types of aids from the Government of Pakistan till 

the rights of Bengalis are restored. He assured his all out supports to the realization of 

the rights of self-determination of Bengalis. Dr. Plastrik, Professor of the New York 

University also called for suspension of US aids to the Government of Pakistan till 

lasting peace is restored in East Bengal. He cautioned that the resumption of any US 

aid to the Government of Pakistan prior to the restoration of the rights of self-

determination of the Bengalis, will make USA as a party to the suppression of the 

inalienable fundamental rights of the 75 million Bengalis. 

Mrs. Anne Taylor, the free-lance journalist, who earlier went on hunger strike in 

Washington for the cause of Bangladesh, apprised the audience with her eye-witness 

accounts of acts of Brutalities committed by the West Pakistani armies against the 
unarmed civilians in East Bengal and finally, she appealed to the right thinking people 

in the USA to help realize the rights of self determination of the Bengalis. Earlier, Dr. 
Alamgir, from Bangladesh league of America made a fervent appeal to the people of 

the USA to exert influence upon their Government to stop any aid to the government 
of Pakistan till the independence of Bangladesh is fully guaranteed and the last soldier 

from West Pakistan in removed from the soil of Bangladesh. 

 

EDITORIAL BOARD 

Chairman: K.M. Alamgir. Members: Gulshan Ara Basu, Ashraful Islam, 

Moazzam Hossain, Rafiqul Huda Chowdhury 

 

EDITORIAL 

Our country was born on 26th in night of March is passing through much pain 

and agony, For all practical purpose, Pakistan as one country is dead. Bangladesh has 

come to reality out of much sacrifice and struggle for complete control of the territory 

has just started. This is the beginning of a long drawn against the foreign troops of 

Yahay’s fascist military regime of West Pakistan. 

Yahya’s agent Tikka Khan will try to create quislings and will pick up few 
traitors from Bangladesh. Some of them may come out with statement under duress 

and gunpoint. We have no way of knowing the truth as there is complete blackout of 

any news. Foreign correspondents may now be allowed to enter and visit selected 

places under military supervision. 

Awami League got a clear mandate for six points programme by majority 

population of former Pakistan. Fascist military government declaring this party 

illegal, its leader’s traitors, started bombing cities and villages, burned houses and 

student dorms, moved down people under tanks. They have already killed more than 

million by this time and forced more than 4 million to flee their home and to take 

shelter in neighbouring India. According to the fascist military ruler, entire population 

of Bangladesh are ‘miscreants  
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and infiltrators'. Civilized world is not only shocked but have lost words to 

express condemnation of such in paralleled barbarism. 

Our task is tremendous at this moment. We have to realize once for all that we 
cannot stay as a colony of West Pakistan any more. Therefore, we have to continue 

our fight until! we win. We have to inform American people by organizing seminars, 
teaching, fund collection drive, demonstrations, rally etc. to mobilize public opinion 

so that US Government stops military and economic aid to the West Pakistani based 

Yahya Government. We have to urge American people to send telegrams, letters and 

memoranda to their leaders and representatives to move in positive direction- in favor 

of our people and the cause of Bangladesh. We have to watch the false propaganda of 

Pakistan Embassy and Islamabad and counter with truth. Bangladesh liberation army 

is more organized today. Number of volunteers are increasing daily in thousands, 
training centers arc coming up more in numbers and these are better equipped today. 

Commander- in-Chief of Bangladesh army General Osmani has predicted, The 
Country will be cleared of the occupation forces within 14 to 18 months'. 

Surely victory is ours! 

 

One of our freedom fighters who was known to all Bengalis Mr. Dewan Mahbub 

Ali suddenly expired while attending a political conference in Budapest this month 

(Inna Lillah . . .). We extend our heartfelt condolence to his family. Nation has lost a 

gallant fighter and an esteemed political leader whose replacement is hard to come in 

long time. 

MOULANA BHASANI AND MUZAFFAR AHMED 

EXPRESSED SOLIDARITY 

Moulana Bhasani and Professor Muzaffar Ahmed, the leaders of the National 

Awami Party expressed their unequivocal support to the Sovereign Government of 

Democratic People's Republic of Bangladesh. Both the leaders appealed to the 

Democratic Nations of the world to recognize Bangladesh Government and to render 

all material and moral support to the cause of the people of Bangladesh. 

TALE OF PERSECUTION FROM AN EYE-WITNESS VOICE 

An American who recently travelled from Dacca to Jessore via Barisal and 

Khulna narrated his accounts of army brutalities Barisal, in the following recorded 

voice, '  wherever 1 went, the mark of army brutalities is distinctly clear. In Barisal 

town, an estimated 15 to 20 people are being killed every day on the grounds of being 

Hindu and on the suspect of being a member of Awami League, Student and youth 

any one can listen the death cry just sharp at 1 O'clock in the afternoon ... amnesty is 

usually declared to call people to be killed .... villages after villages are burned out 

and the process is still continuing ... despite army brutalities the liberation forces are 

successfully completing their missions ... Government claim of normalcy is just a 

mockery……..’ 
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REFUGEES ARE NOT RETURNING 

According to latest figures now available, there are some 5.5 million refugees 

from East Bengal now in India. The Government of Pakistan in an attempt to impress 

upon the Fact-Finding Mission from the World Bank now visiting Bangladesh, 
granted amnesty to the refugees and asked them to return to their home. But till now, 

according to Chairman. Interagency Committee on Pakistan Refugee Relief, 'there 

have been on reports that any refugee have returned'. The trick of Yahya Khan could 

not prevail upon the people. 

BANGLADESH LEAGUE OF AMERICA (NEW YORK) 

-A GLIMPSE OF ACTIVITIES 

The East Pakistan League of America, now known as Bangladesh League of 

America was founded in 1947 as Pakistan League of America. Then Amended to East 

Pakistan League of America on December 12, 1970. Since its inception, it undertook 
various activities to further the cause of Bengalis both home and abroad. Here, a brief 

description of the activities of the League, centering around major Bengali national 
events arc presented : 

CYCLONE : The League arranged a film show. SHUTARANG to raise funds 

for the Cyclone victims of East Bengal. It has held a demonstration in New York in 
protest of apathy of the Central Government towards flood victims of East Bengal. 

The League dispatched letters, telegrams to the Government of the USA, US 
Ambassador in Islamabad and the US Consul in Dacca, protesting diversion of ships 

carrying food grains for the cyclone victims of East Bengal to Karachi. In addition to 
these, the League submitted a memorandum before the Human Rights Commission of 

the UN, pointing out colonial treatments of East Bengal by West Pakistani and urged 
for right of self determination for the people of East Bengal. 

GENERAL ELECTIONS : Devastating cyclone was followed by General 

Election in Pakistan. The League in its telegram to Sheikh Mujibur Rahamn, dated 
March 6, 1971 hailed his landslide victory and pledged its unequivocal support for the 

Six-points programme of the Awami League. The League also sent a telegram to 
Yahya Khan, demanding self-determination of East Bengal. 

GENERAL ELECTIONS : Devastating cyclone was followed by General 

Election in Pakistan. The League in its telegram to Sheikh Mujibur Rahamn, dated 
March 6, 1971 hailed his landslide victory and pledged its unequivocal support for the 

Six-points programme of the Awami League. The League also sent a telegram to 
Yahya Khan, demanding self-determination of East Bengal. 

PROCLAMATION OF PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

Following ruthless army crackdown of the self determination movement in East 

Bengal. Sk. Mujibur proclaimed Democratic People's Republic of Bangladesh on 
March 26. 1971. The League left no stone unturned to rise up to the call of a Nation. 

The League immediately launched all out campaign to seek support for the 
recognition of independent Bangladesh and stopping genocide let loose by the armies 

of Yahya Khan. Letters and telegrams were sent to Presidents of USA, USSR and 
France and Prime Ministers of UK and India, bringing to their attention the facts of 

the present crisis and urging upon them to recognize the independence of Bangladesh 
and use their good offices to the genocide in East Bengal. 
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Letters and memoranda were sent to the US Government and the members of the 

US Congress, requesting suspension of all types of US aids to the Government of 

Pakistan with immediate effect and to help sop the genocide. The representatives of 

the League personally met almost all the Ambassadors of the Member States of the 

United Nations and requested them to condemn the atrocities to the West Pakistani 

troops in East Bengal and sought support for the realization of the right of self-

determination of the people of Bangladesh of its Government. 

Telegrams were also sent to Mr. U Thant, Secretary General of the UN, 

requesting him to intervene in the crisis, in compliance with the article 99 of the UN 
Charter; he was also requested to send an UN observer and sponsor an UN supervised 

relief operation in Bangladesh. Several attempts were made in vain to have a personal 

interview with Mr. Thant. 

ORGANIZATIONAL ACTIVITIES: A Relief Committee of Bangladesh was 
formed with Mr. Nurul Amin Chowdhury as Chairman in a meeting on March 30. The 

Action Committee, formed earlier, was enlarged in a meeting on April 4, 1971. On 
April 25, an Election Determination Committee was formed in view of the next 

general election of the League with Mr, Shahadat Hussain as Chairman. 

CHAPTER NEWS 

-Greater Washington D. C. Chapter of Bangladesh League of America is in lull 
swing of their activities to further the cause of Bangladesh. The Chapter has launched 

a vigorous lobbying campaign in the US Congress everyday as a routine, a group of 

League members alternatively contact the Senators and Congressmen with relevant 

literature to prove our cause for Bangladesh. The response to this efforts is highly 

fruitful and effective. The League in collaboration with the local chapter of 

Bangladesh Friendship Association and American University arranged a seminar for 

Joyprakash Narayan, the Sarvoday leader from India. It may also be mentioned that 

the League has waged an impressive fund raising drive. In a general meeting of the 

League, it was agreed that each member of the League would contribute at least 5 % 

of one's salary each month to the League Account. The response to this commitment 

is highly favorable. 

-Dr. Badruddoza of Mason City, Iowa organized a TV Programme in the local 

channel where he explained the events led to the declaration of independence by the 

people of Bangladesh. He also arranged sending more than 40 telegrams by his local 

American friends to American Senators and Congressmen. 

-A panel discussion on Bangladesh was held in the International House, 
Columbia University, in the last week of April, 1971. Mr. & Mrs. Baman Basu, Dr. 

Rashiduzzaman and others participated in the discussion. After the discussion it was 
resolved that a fund would be raised from the members of the International House to 

help the - War victims in Bangladesh. 

-Dr. Zillur Rahman Alhar, Dr. Habibur Rahman, Dr. Yunus, Dr. Ismail and others 

from Nashville, Tennesee, arranged a TV programme in their local channel where 

they gave vivid accounts of the army led blood baths in Bangladesh. 
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CHAPTERS OF BANGLADESH LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

 

1. NEW YORK: 

Bangladesh League of America, Inc. 

2667 Broadway, 

New York, N. Y. 10025 

President: K. S. Ahmed 

Secretary : Faizur Rahman 

Treasurer: -Abdul Haque 

2. CALIFORNIA: 

American League Of Bangladesh 

416 Sinclair Avenue 

Glandale, Calif. 91206 
President: S. M. S. Doha 

3.  COLORADO: 
Bangladesh Of America 

3728 East 7th Avenue 
Denver, Colo. 80206 

President: Gerald R. Handricks 
Secretary: M. Sher Ali 

4.  MASSACHUSETTS: 

Bangladesh Association, 

24 Peabody Terrace, Apt. 510 

Boston, Mass. 

President: Khurshed Alam 

Secretary : M. Alamgir 

5.      ILLINOIS: 

Bangladesh Of America (Urbana Chapter) 

1107 West Green Street, Urbana, III. 61801 

President: M. Rahman 

Secretary: A. S. Shahab-Ud-Din 

Bangladesh League Of America (Chicago Chapter) 

5245 South Kenwood A venue 
Chicago. 111.60615 

President: F. R. Khan 
6.      OHIO: 

Bangladesh League Of America 
5115 Prescatt Avenue #D 

Dayton, Ohio 45406 
President: A. K. M. Aminul Islam 

Secretary: A. H. Jaffarullah 

7.      NORTH CAROLINA: 

Bangladesh League Of America 

218 Broad Street (East) 

Elizabeth City, N. C. 27709 

President: A. L. Choudhury 
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8.  MICHIGAN: 

Pakistan Association Of America, 

Inc. 3130 Cass Avenue 

Detroit, Mich. 48201 

President: Abdus Shahid 

Secretary: Mustafizur Rahman 

9. PENNSYLVANIA: 

Bangladesh League Of America 

5903 Fifth Avenue 

Pittsburgh, Penn. 

President: Q. M. Ahmed 

10. TEXAS: 

Bangladesh League Of America 
P. O. Box 3325 

College Station. Texas 77840 
President: Hafizur Rahman 

Recently changed to Bangladesh Defense League. 
11.  WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Bangladesh League Of America 
P. O. Box 4465 

Brookland Station, Washington D. C. 20017 

President: Enayetur Rahim 

Secretary: Mohsin R. Siddique 

12.  TENNESSEE: 

Bangladesh League Of America, Inc. 

808 Hillwood Blvd. 

Nashville, Tenn. 37209 

President: Zillur Rahman Athar 

Secretary: Not Available 

13.  KENTUCKY: 

Bangladesh League Of America 

208J Williamsburg Rd. 

Lexington, Kentucky 40504 
President: George H. Bradbois, Jr. 

Secretary: Mukhtar M. Ali 
Treasurer: Shamsul H. Molla 
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Editorial 
 

BANGLADESH COUNTS ON YOU 

Three months have passed since the brutal army operation began in Bangladesh. 

During this time hundreds of thousands of defenseless Bengalis have sacrificed their 
lives at the altar of freedom and justice. A conservative estimate puts the number of 

those killed by the Pakistan Army close to half a million. Six million, people have 
been forced to leave their homes for the safety and protection 011 the other side of the 

border. A hundred thousand more continue to pour into India everyday with tales of 
army brutalities, rape, torture, arson and killing. Thousands fall, dead on the way from 

fatigue and exhaustion. And several more thousands have died from cholera and other 
diseases and continue to die every day in the over-crowded camps in India. An exodus 

of this magnitude is probably unprecedented in human history. Within its own 

limitations, the government and the people of India have done a super-human job in 

taking care of these helpless millions of refugees. We owe a deep sense of gratitude to 

them for coming to our aid at the time of our greatest need. 

Within Bangladesh Bengalis are sacrificing their lives to ensure that we can live 
as a free and proud people for all times to come. The tales of their courage and 

determination are being documented everyday in the press. 

But what are we doing for our motherland at the time of her greatest need? We, 

who are living in the comfort and luxury of Western life, for removed from the scene 

of death, disease and destruction, may ask ourselves: Have we given our utmost for 

the sake of our country? Individually and collectively, we must put every bit of 

pressure on the officials of this country to stop all aid to Pakistan, and take all 

possible measures to create a strong public opinion in this country against any aid to 
Pakistan. 

Secondly, Bangladesh is badly in need of foreign currency. A dollar goes a long 

way to help our cause. Let us pledge that from every paycheck we will keep only an 

amount to cover bare necessities and the rest will go to help Bangladesh. Can we 

afford to do otherwise? 
 

 o o o o o o o o o o 
 

COORDINATION BODY FOR WEST COAST BANGLADESH GROUPS 

With the beginning of liberation war in Bangladesh it became necessary to find 
way for coordinating and channeling the spontaneous responses of all the Bengalis. In 

order to arrive at some specific lines of approach for effective coordination and 
communication, a meeting was held on May 22, 1971 at San Francisco attended by 

the representative of Los Angeles. Berkeley, Stanford, and San Francisco Bengali 
residents the following decisions 
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were taken in the meeting: 

1. The main co-coordinating body will be stationed at Los Angeles find will 

communicate with the other units of the West Coast at Berkeley. San Francisco, 
Stanford, San Diego, Santa Barbara, Denver (Colorado) and Tuscon (Arizona). It will 

also look forward to setting up co-ordination with more units in Hawaii, Dallas and 
Pittsburg (Kansas). 

2. Active communication with New York, Washington, Chicago and Michigan 

bodies will be maintained by the main co-coordinating body, and it will also convey 

the instructions received from the Bangladesh government to all other units of the 

West Coast. 

3. All units will exchange information of interest amongst themselves and will 

pass on the news to all local members. 

4. A remittance of 5% of the total collections will be made by all the West Coast 
units to the Los Angeles body in order to cover the overhead expenses of publicity 

and other co-coordinating expenses. 

5. Generally each unit will keep up the publicity campaign to expose he 

brutalities and the atrocities of the Pakistan army committed in our find, and promote 

our legitimate claims of Bangladesh to complete independence amongst the American 

public in general and the representative Americans in particular. 

6. Statement of all collections of funds will be submitted to Los Angeles. 

7. A master list of all residents and sympathisers will be prepared and the co- 

coordinators of each unit will send names and addresses of all such persons to the co- 

coordinators in Los Angeles. 

PUBLIC MEETING 

A public meeting will be held on Thursday, June 24 at 8:00 P.M. at Friends 
Meeting House, Fourth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. The purpose of the 

meeting is to establish an organization, the FRIENDS of EAST BENGAL in order to 
1) inform the American public of the events in East Bengal, 2) to Support relief work 

and 3) to appeal for an embargo on further aid to West Pakistan until it ends its reign 
of terror in East Bengal. The meeting is being organized by Prof. Charles Kahn (Univ. 

of Penn), Rev. Richard L. Keach (Central Baptist Church, Wayne and others. All are 

requested to attend. 

 

BANGLADESH RALLY IN NEW YORK 

A large rally in support of the Bangladesh was held in New York on June 12, 
1971. The rally was attended by about 2000 persons representing Bangladesh 

communities and friends of Bangladesh from various places of the United States and 
Canada. It was a reflection of the tremendous concern of Bangladesh citizens living 

abroad for the cause of the struggling millions in Bangladesh. 
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Raising various slogans the participants expressed their determination to make any 

sacrifice necessary for the success of the Bangladesh Liberation war. They also 

appealed to the American people to come out in support of the legitimate demand for 
the freedom of the 75 million people of the Bangladesh. 

The rally was organized by the Bangladesh League of America in cooperation 

with the American Friends of Bangladesh and the Joint committee of the India 

Associations. It was addressed among others by Mr. Iqbal Ahmed (a West Pakistani 

Scholar) and Mr. Jaiprakash Narayan (Indian Sarvoday Leader). 

o          o          o          o          o         o          o          o          o          o          o 
 

NEWS IN BRIEF: 

A symposium on Bangladesh will be held at the University of Windsor, Canada, 

on July 7, 1971 at 7:00 P.M. The topic for the symposium is THE CASE FOR 

BANGLADESH. Speakers will include Prof. Ron Inden, Department of History, 

University of Chicago, Prof. Ralph Nicholas, Department of Anthropology, Michigan 

State University, Prof. Peter Bertocci; Department of Sociology and Anthropology, 

Oakland University. Michigan, Azizul Huq Khondker, BDL director from Detroit. 

The place of the meeting is The Room, Assumption College, 400 Huron Line, 

Windsor, Canada. Everybody is cordially invited to attend. 

The next meeting of the Board of Directors of the Bangladesh Defense League 

will be held in Madison, Wisconsin, on July 3; 1971 (Saturday) at 1:30 P. M. All 

members of BDL and sympathizers are Welcome to attend this meeting. If you decide 

to come, please Contact BDL, 408 Virginia Terrace, Madison, Wisconsin (Phone: 608 

- 233-0253), 

The Bangladesh Information Center has been set up in Washington headed by Mr. 
Abdur Razzaque Khan. This office will coordinate all lobbying activities in 

Washington" D C. please contact Mr. Khan (703931-2997) if you need any guidance 
for lobbying. 

MARCH AND RALLY IN SAN FRANCISCO 

The American League of Bangladesh, Stanford Chapter, in conjunction with 

several other organizations' and other League Chapters in the San ,Francisco Bay 

Area held a march and rally on Wednesday, June 2, to support the struggle of the 

people of Bangladesh. 

The activity started with a rally in front of the U. S. Federal Building in San 

Francisco. While several, speakers discussed the tragedy of Bangladesh, a black 
coffin symbolizing this tragedy was placed on the steps of the Federal Building. 

People with black arm bands and carrying posters condemning the genocide and the 
U. S. role in this tragedy stood around the coffin in silent protest. The speakers 

included Professor Kleindorfer of the University of California at Berkeley, Mrs. 
Judith Carnoy of the Pacific Studies Center, Palo Alto, Mr. Mark Schneider of the 

Socialist Workers' Party and Dr. Rafiqur Rahman of the American League for 

Bangladesh. The speakers also pointed out that the United States government still 

maintains extensive military and economic 
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involvement with West Pakistan and has refused to take a stand against the political 

repression and blatant massacre of the East Bengalis. 

At the end of the rally a large group of protestors, with black armbands, marched 

to the Pakistani Consulate, a distance of about two and one-half miles. A majority of 

the participants in the march were Americans. Leaflets describing the purpose of this 

march were distributed among the pedestrians, shop owners, and residents of the area 

along the route of the march. During the march, three persons dressed in the native 

costume of the Bengali peasants carried the coffin on their shoulders. They also wore 

simulated "bloody bandages" on their foreheads to dramatize the plight of the Bengali 

victims of the Pakistani massacre. Slogans such as "Joy Bangla" and "Victory to 

Bangladesh" were frequently shouted during the march. 

On reaching the Pakistani Consulate, the protestors held a short rally in front of 

the consulate building, where Dr. Raftqur Rahman read a protest note. 

 

BANGLADESH LEAGUE CONVENTION 

 

National convention of the Bangladesh League of America will be held in New 

York- on Jute 26,1971. Representatives from all Bangladesh organizations have been 

requested to attend this meeting. 

 

 

For Bangladesh literatures, buttons and bumper stickers please write to 

Bangladesh Defense League, Chicago. 

 

 

Issued by 

BANGLADESH DEFENSE LEAGUE 

5245 S. Kenwood, Chicago, III. 60615. 
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Dr. & Mrs. W. B. Greenough, III                  July 14, 1971. 

1203 Poplar Mill Road, 
Baltimore, Maryland 21210. 

Dear Dr.Greenough, 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter to Mr. Shahryar Ahmed sent late last 

month. Although we, the Bangladesh Association at the University of Oregon, have 

not been able to write to the I members of the Senate Committee and the House of 

Representatives, our other units, in particular, the American League of Bangladesh in 

Los Angeles have written to that effect. However, we Bengali students in this campus 

have written letters to: 
(a) Eighty Professors in the States of Oregon and Washington. 

(b) An the members of the State Senate. 

(c) All the members of the House of Representatives. 

(d) Important Organizations throughout the State of Oregon. 

(e) Many important people of the State of Oregon: Judges, lawyers, businessmen, 
notary citizens etc. 

We have confined our activities mainly to the States of Oregon and Washington. 

Right now we are busy preparing a list of sympathizers of the Bangladesh cause. We 

are also in constant touch with other units throughout the States. 

We are in contact with Mrs. Rachael Jordan and other community members to 

coordinate our efforts. 

We would like to extend our gratitude to. you and Mrs. Greenough for your 

magnificent work in promoting the Bangladesh cause. We would' appreciate further 
suggestions and ideas from you. 

Thank you. 

Very sincerely yours, 

(Shawkat Hasan) 

President. 

Bangladesh Association. 

Bangladesh Association 

C/o Foreign Student Organization 

Room 313 EMU 

University of Oregon 

Eugene, Oregon 97403. 
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INDIANA UNIVERSITY 

Department of Physics 

Swain Hall West 117 

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 47401 

 

July 26, 1971          Tel. No. 812-337-3709 

Dear Muhith, 

You are undoubtedly aware of the incredible things happening in East Pakistan. 

Literally minions have been driven away from homes and thousands of villages have 
been razed to the ground. There are over seven million refugees in India many of 

them have already died of chelora. Ten to thirty millions are facing starvation. Even 
this quiet mid-western community has become very concerned and a local committee 

which includes the chancellor, a number of deans and three or four departmental 
chairmen has launched a large scale drive to raise money from the community, the 

students and the faculty. Our appeal letter and the format of four newspaper 
advertisement are enclosed. Newspapers have donated space. 

1 wonder if it would be possible to organize a similar committee and a fund 

raising drive in your community. It is essential to raise enormous amounts of money 

for food and clothing and to stop this famine of colossal magnitude. If you want to 
help please organize a. similar thing and feel free to use our appeal letter and solicit 

funds through the mail, newspapers and church organizations. The Bangladesh 
Association is a completely non-profit organization registered with the Internal 

Revenue Service of the U. S. government. It has direct contact with 

(i) Oxfam, the British relief organization 

(ii) the government of India 

(iii)the provincial government of Bangladesh which is exploring the means of 

directly sending aids within East Pakistan. Its account is legally open for inspection. 

If you can organize a fund raising campaign, this association would supply you 

with an appropriate receipt book. I personally know this organization very well. 

 

Sincerely yours, 
Sd/- 

(F. Bary Malik.) 
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P. S. I shall have to come to Washington, definitely, on Aug. 22 and leave on Aug. 

23. Could I stay with you. As of Aug. 10, my telephone (812) 332-5985. I shall be 

here till Aug. 16. 1971. 

APPEAL FOR HELP 

* Washington Post: "About 4 million persons in the area of East Pakistan...  

... by a cyclone and tidal wave last November face starvation because the civil war 

has halted emergency food distribution, officials from the area said today. In Paris, 

where representatives of 11 nations involved in the relief operations were meeting, it 

was estimated that as many as 30 million to 60 million East Pakistan's 74 million 

inhabitants could starve." (May 1, 1971) 

* Since then there are now 7 million refugees in India-more than the entire 

population of Indiana. Thousands have died of cholera and if it breaks out again tens 

of thousands more would die. U. S. Congressional Record indicates a distinct 

possibility of a famine which may cost 10 to 20 million lives. 

* Life magazine captioned. ... "They are dying so fast that we can't keep count." 
(June 16, 1971) 

* Newsweek reports…. "I have no doubt at all that there have been a hundred 

My Lais ……….."(June 28, 1971) 

*Congressman Gallagher, Chairman, House Sub-committee on Asian Affairs, 
after visiting the area, commented on June 10, 1971, on the House floor: "Let me say 

that the situation is the worst I have seen abroad during my 12 years of service on the 

House Committee on Foreign Affairs I had felt the reports of genocide, brutality, and 

unparalleled human misery were overstated I can now report to my colleagues that, if 

anything, these reports were understated.'" 

He concludes: "The nations of the world must make a great effort to avert other 
great tragedies from being piled on top of the flood and cyclone and barbarity which 

has already occurred in East Pakistan." 

The Report of the official delegates of the World Bank described the town of 

Kushtia "like a World War II German town having undergone strategic bombing 

attacks 90 per cent of the houses, shops, banks, and other buildings were totally 

destroyed and the population was down from 40,000 to 4,000 In fact, the destruction 

of houses and buildings reminds one of Arnhem in 1944," (New York Times, July 13, 

1971) 

* The International Committee on University Emergency Appeals: "Having 

organized to defend the life of scholarship, we cannot remain silent when the very 

lives and minds of scholars are shattered in bloody massacre, and their distinctive 

culture threatened with obliteration." This is signed by over 100 international scholars 

of all shades of political opinion (e.g., Milton Friedman, Zbigniew Brzezinski, 

Richard Gardner. Edwin Reichhauser, ex-U. S. Ambassador to Japan) and seven 

Nobel Laureates (H. A. Bethe, W. Heisenberg, T. D. Lee, I. I. Rabi, C. Townes', H. C. 

Urey and E. P. Wigner). 
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*Official Bipartisan British Parliamentary Delegates said: "We saw children who 

had been shot up and we saw people dying of starvation on the side of the road." (The 

Times. London. July 2, 1971) 

* Senator Kennedy noted before the House Committee: "The precarious 

situation which exists today will evolve into a nightmare of deaths of millions-unless 

immediate concerted efforts are made to -meet the needs of the people involved." 

WHILE WE CANNOT HELP ALL OF TH£ 7 MILLION REFUGEES OR 10 TO 
30 MILLION ESTIMATED TO PACE STARVATION, WE CAN TRY TO SAVE A 

FEW LIVES. WE APPEAL TO YOU TO DONATE GENEROUSLY. 

Jorge Bolet    George Nakhnikian 

Roger C. Buck    Roger Newton 

Byrum Carter    Schuyler Otteson 

James Counsilman   Austin Parker 

Frank Franz    Jammalamadaka Rao 

Dean Fraser    David Rogers 

Julius Getman    Mary Scifres 

Philip Smith 

Allen Grimshaw    Leo Solt 

Herman Hudson    George Springer 

Ralph Johnson    Jamws Swihart 

Bary Mulik    Richard Young 

Frank McCloskey 

 

YOUR CONTRIBUTION IN TAX EXEMPT 

PLEASE MAKE OUT THE CHECK TO BANGLADESH ASSOCIATION –

MIDWEST 

INDICATE IF IT IS A ONE TIME DONATION OR A MONTHLY 

PLEDGE AND MAIL TO : 

 

Dr. Julius Getman 

School of Law 

Law Building 

Indiana University 
Bloomington, Indiana 47401. 
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SHIKHA 

Vol. 1, No.5. 

Organ of The Bangladesh League of America. 

Editorial Board: Bamandas Basu-Chairman ; Manawar Ali-Member. 

UNITED WE STAND................ 

It has been quite a long time since Pakistan army's bloody campaign to stop first 

the autonomy movement and then the independence movement of the Bengalis in 

Bangladesh started oft March 25, which resulted in the massacre of the Bengali 

population in general and the intellectuals in particular and the exodus of about seven 

million- terror-stricken people. The conscientious people of the world have cried out 

in anguish and condemned the mediaeval barbarism of Pakistan Government. But the 
so called world powers, big or small, with a few exceptions, have maintained silence 

over this worst genocide of its kind since Hitler's time. The hue and cry raised by their 
people failed to reach them penetrating the formidable barrier of power politics. The 

exceptions are India, U.S.A. and China. India along with the monumental task of 
taking care of about seven million refugees has publicly supported the cause of the 

people of Bangladesh, while U.S. is sending military equipments to feed the 
bloodthirsty military junta of Pakistan despite tremendous pressure from within and 

outside the government to stop all military aid to Pakistan until a political 
accommodation is worked out for the Bengalis. China, who has been the most 

outspoken critic of the aggressors and their running dogs has been turned into a 

running dog herself by taking sides with the Pakistani aggressors. While this goes on. 

Bangladesh is bleeding and she is bleeding profusely. 

The lesson is: we, the people of Bangladesh, have to fight and liberate our "golden 

Bengal'; with whatever means we have, without even the moral support of this world 
powers. That means, our Mukti Bahini and workers inside occupied Bangladesh are 

our only saviors. 

What we need at this crucial point of our history making is a global unity-unity 

among all the political parties and fighting force. At the same time, we have to induce 

and instruct the populace inside Bangladesh and this, we think, should be given 

serious considerations because the most important factor in a guerilla warfare is the 
active support of the populace. Only when the entire population of Bangladesh take 

up arms will the castle of military junta collapse. The Awami League, undoubtedly, 
commands the overwhelming mass support in Bangladesh, but the National Awami 

Parties and 
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other, parties, who have pledged their support for the independence struggle, also are 

influential in some areas. It is imperative that all the parties, regardless of their 

differences in political and social ideologies, join hands and form a broad liberation 
front to cope with the 70,000 well-trained professional army. The longer we wait, the 

firmer will be the grip of the West Pakistani vampires on us, and harder will it be to 
throw them off. 

ACTIVITIES IN AND AROUND AMERICA: 

AL1-CHOUDHURY IN CANADA 

"International news of the civil war, massacres, flights of refugees and cholera 

epidemics are misrepresentations, being circulated by powerful financial groups", said 

Mr. Hamidul Huq Choudhury and Mr. Mahmud Ali in a press conference while about 

15 men and women paraded in protest with placards outside the National Press 

building. The protesters yelled chants like "Long Live Bangladesh", "Down with 
Traitors". "Ali- Choudhury Go Back Home". 

Mr. Choudhury who did most of the talking at the sparsely attended press briefing, 

challenged the commonly cited figures-about 6,500,000-for the number of refugees 

who have fled to India. He denied there was a genocidal policy being conducted by 

the soldiers of Yahya Khan. 

For the most part, Mr. Choudhury met direct questions with long polemics that 
ranged far from the point of the question. He was challenged several times by 

frustrated reporters to stick to the point. 

To one reporter who was in Dacca on March 7 and 8 and who described it as quiet 

on those days, Mr. Choudhury said, "This is your version. You will have to read the 
papers." 

Mr. Ali. a tough looking man who sat quietly most of the time, at one point leaned 

forward over the desk and speaking loudly and aggressively said, "If the country's 

integrity was at stake, it is the duty of the army to uphold it…… whenever necessary 

the army and the police will be used", (reported by Clair Balfour of the Globe and 

Mail. Tronto, July 22, 1971). 

From Toronto Mr. Sarwar Alam Khan. President of Bangladesh Association of 

Canada, reports: 

The so-called 'Pakistan Solidarity Committee' in Toronto organized a meeting to 

be addressed by traitor Mahmud Ali in the Ontario College of Education auditorium 
on July 18. 1971. 

To protest this propaganda tactics of Yahya Khan, the Bangladesh Association of 

Canada (Toronto) arranged a peaceful demonstration in front of the auditorium. As 

only 'Pakistanis' were invited, we decided to boycott the meeting totally. 

The unruly West Pakistanis jumped on the lawful demonstration and attacked us 

with physical violence without any provocation from our side. When imposed upon us 
we had 
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to retaliate, and they were forced to retreat. At this point, the police arrived and 

pushed them inside the auditorium. The meeting was reported to be a complete 
failure. 

DEMONSTRATION BEFORE U. N. 

About fifty Bengalis and American sympathizers staged a demonstration on July 

24 before the United Nations. They were carrying signs showing "Free Mujib 

Immediately", "Try Yahya not Mujib" etc. The demonstration organised by 

Bangladesh League of America, New York was in protest against the President 
Yahya's recent statement indicating the trial of Sheikh Mujib on charges carrying 

death penalty. 

Later Bangladesh League of America handed over a memorandum to Secretary 

General U Thant urging him to intervene with the authorities of Pakistan to halt the 

forthcoming juridical killing of Sheikh Mujib and to stop the genocide and try the 
perpetrators of the genocide by an International tribunal. 

ISCO APPEALS TO WORLD POWERS 

International Students Cultural Organisation (ISCO), New York, consisting of 

members from Germany, Poland, America, India, Iran, Sudan and many other 

countries, in an extraordinary meeting, demanded the immediate withdrawal of all the 

invading Pakistani troops from Bangladesh and called on its brethren organisations to 

support the cause of democracy and self determination of the people of Bangladesh. 

According to the chairman, Mr. Sudhangshu B. Karmakar, the organisation has 

sent appeals to United Nations Ambassadors, heads and. influential political leaders 

of different countries including premier Chou-En-lai and President Nixon urging them 

to use their influence on Pakistani military junta to stop immediately the genocide and 

withdraw all the killers from Bangladesh. 

In response the National Council of Israeli Students has reportedly pledged their 

full support for the people of Bangladesh. 

PICKETS AGAINST SHIPMENTS OF ARMS 

Members of Save East Bengal Committee, Friends for Bangladesh, Quakers and 

different Peace groups jointly picketed pier 36 on the East River in New York on July 

23 against the shipment of arms to the West Pakistani government from the United 

States. 

The Pakistani Lines ship Sutej, berthed at the pier, is reportedly carrying military 

equipments. 

Similar demonstration was also staged at Baltimore city port against arms loading 

into the Pakistani freighter Padma on July 15. Seven Quakers were arrested on that 

day. 

The freighter Padma finished loading and sailed from Baltimore on July 18. Two 

longshoremen said that they had seen cannons abroad the ship. 

SUPPORT GALLAGHER BILL 

U.S. citizens, born in East Bengal, living in and around New York city, have sent 

letters and telegrams to congressmen urging them to exert all their influence to stop 

all 
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aids to Pakistan and to support the bill passed by Asian and Pacific Affairs 

Standing Committee under the chairmanship of Mr. Gallagher. In their letters they 

also urged the Congressmen to support the Saxbe-Church amendment #S-1657 when 
it comes to the floor. 

BANGLADESH INFORMATION CENTRE 

 

The Bangladesh Information Centre has been set up in Washington, D.C. The 

office will be a strictly non-partisan information centre and clearing house for all 

Bangladesh groups and sympathizers. Following volunteers are working in the office 

on a temporary basis now: M. Siddique, M. Yunus, F. Faisal, W. Greenough, D. Nalin 

(part-time), A. Taylor (full-time). 

The Information Centre has published the first issue of its newsletter. For more 

information write to: 

 

Bangladesh Information Centre 

418 Seward Square, Apt. 4 

Washington, D.C. 20003 

or call: (202) 547-3194 

 

ANNOUNCEMENT! ANNOUNCEMENT! ! 

The General Secretary of the Bangladesh League of America. Inc. in New York 

announces the general meeting to be held on Sunday, August 8, 1971, at the Gulistan 

Restaurant, 145 Bleecker Street, New York at 11.00 A. M. Apart from the general 
discussion about the activities of the League, the meeting will decide upon the 

amendments to the constitution brought forth on the election day. Prof. Stanley 
Plastrik of New York University will speak on this occasion. All members and 

interested persons are hereby invited to attend the meeting. 

 

*           *   *   *   * 

 

"…..one can say with certainty that if a poll is taken today, the entire population 

of 

Germany would vote for the exclusion of Pakistan from the civilized society". 

 

-Die Zeit, West Germany. 
 

Shikha (The Flame) is published from the Bangladesh League of Aincrica, Inc., 2667 Broadway, New 

York. N.Y. 10025. 
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Copy of a letter sent to different newspapers from ALOB. 

Editor: 

We have every reason to believe that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the Bengali leader 
of Bangladesh (formerly East Pakistan), who won an absolute majority in the first 

general election ever held in Pakistan last December, is dead, killed by the Pakistani 

Military before March 31, 1971 unless Pakistani Military Government can provide 

ample evidences of his being alive. The only photograph released by the Pakistan 

Government is a fake one. taken during one of the many earlier arrests of Sheikh 
Mujib and has been dug out of the voluminous file on his previous records. 

The" Mock Trial" of Sheikh Mujib as announced by the Pakistani Government is a 

very calculated plan to fool the people of the world who are not very familiar with the 

political developments in Pakistan. The closed door "trial" by a Special Military Court 

to begin Wednesday, August 11, the expected findings of same military court as to his 

"crime" of "treason", the subsequent "sentence of death" and the final "execution" of 

the "traitor" will seem very convincing to most people of the world of the legitimacy 

and the actuality of these "happenings". 

But consider the other scenario which the Pakistani Military Government is very 

well aware of: 

A "Sheikh Mujibur Rahman" will be brought into a very small military court room 

deliberately chosen so that only a handful of "authorized" persons, can be seen in his 
usual dress but will be heavily guarded and surrounded by the military personnel for 

his own "safety" so that no Pakistani or Bengali "Jack Ruby" can kill him inside the 
court room will be more than convinced of "Sheikh Mujib's" actual presence in the 

court room for they will get a glimpse of a part of "Mujib's" body, but will never be 
able to see his face beyond the bodies of the guards shielding him all throughout the 

trial. 

The trial behind the closed doors may continue only for less than a week. All 

"evidences" will be provided to the Military Judges (to be appointed by General 
Yahya Khan, the Pakistani President, who already pronounced his own judgment on 

Sheikh Mujib of his being a "traitor" on March 21, 1971) to prove the heinous "crime" 
of Sheikh Mujib. Finally, the Military Court, convinced of the "crime" will find him 

guilty of "treason" and will pass the sentence of death. A Military Review Panel will 
immediately endorse the sentence and the Chief Martial Law Administrator of 

Pakistan, in this case President Yahya Khan himself, will confirm it since he has 
already declared Sheikh Mujib as a traitor. 
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The "execution" of "Sheikh Mujib" will be carried out on a Saturday and news 

reports on Sunday will fail to generate enough commotion and heat in the country as 

offices and business will be closed that day. 

The subsequent short Military Press Release will read somewhat like this: 

"Sheikh Mujibur Rahman", the so-called leader of the banned Awami League, 
who was earlier sentenced to death for treason by the Special Military Tribunal duly 

constituted by the Chief Martial Law Administrator, has been executed by a firing 
squad in the early hours of Saturday inside the Rawalpindi cantonment (Fort). 

"His sentence of death was confirmed by President Yahya Khan, the Chief Martial 

Law Administrator yesterday." 

"In compliance with the Islamic injunctions. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was buried 

immediately according to all Islamic rites in a grave inside the Rawalpindi 

Cantonment as the Boards of Management of all tlie public and private cemetarics in 

Rawalpindi refused to bury his body because they considered him as a traitor to 

Pakistan. 

"In view of the extreme heat during the summer (110° Fahrenheit), it was not 

possible to delay the burial as the body would have badly decomposed in few hours. 

"No family member of the deceased could be contacted in Dacca. East Pakistan as 

most of them had either left the city of perhaps had fled to India. 

"The exorbitant expenditure of sending the body of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman to 

East Pakistan by the Pakistan International Airlines did not make it possible for his 

burial in Dacca or his village in Faridpur. 

"The Government of Pakistan regrets that the body of the deceased could not be 
delivered to his wife or any of his near relatives in Dacca." 

Thus the Military Government of Yahya Khan will be able to "convince" the 

whole world of a legal "execution" which will never have taken place! 

And perhaps the world will be convinced of the entire scenario for people outside 
Pakistan do not know that: 

The same Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was arrested many times and was previously 

jailed for a total of about 12 years. 

The former Military strongman of Pakistan Field Marshall Ayub Khan also had 

Sheikh Mujib arrested on a charge of "treason" (the infamous Agartala Conspiracy 

Case of 1967 ) and a high powered Military Tribunal, appointed by President Ayub 

Khan had been trying Sheikh Mujib inside Dacca Cantonment in East Pakistan during 

1968-69. 

This particular Military "trial" created such a catastrophic violence in East 

Pakistan that the Pakistan Military had to kill hundreds of people with machine guns 
in Dacca during one night in February, 1969, when they violated the curfew (the CJ. 

S. Ambassador at that time was Mr. Benjamin Olehart, the Coca Cola President"; the 
U. S. State Department knows all the details, as it had known about Diem's overthrow 

in Vietnam). 
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Finally, President Ayub Khan had to withdraw and drop all the charges of 

"treason" against the same Sheikh Mujib and released him in February 1969. 

President Ayub even went so far as to invite him, (whom he considered as a "traitor" 
only a few days ago!) to take part in a Round Table Conference in Rawalpundi. 

But the die was cast! The "trial for treason" of Sheikh Mujib led to the downfall of 

President (Field Marshall) Ayub Khan on March 1969. 

Who can tell where the "trial for treason" of the same Sheikh Mujib in 1971 will 
lead President Yahya Khan or his beloved country to ! 
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BANGLADESH LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

PRESENTS 

 

CULTURAL PROGRAM 

 

IN AID OF OVER SEVEN MILLION REFUGEES 

FROM BANGLADESH (EAST PAKISTAN ) TO INDIA 

 

DATE: 22nd AUGUST (SUNDAY) 

 

PLACE! JEFFERSON HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM 

2305, Pierce Street. 

 

TIME: 03.15 P.M. 

 

PLEASE SEND YOUR GENEROUS CONTRIBUTION 

TO: 

BANGLADESH LEAGUE OF AMERICA 
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BANGLADESH INFORMATION CENTER 

423 5th Street, S. E., Washington. D. C. 20003 * 202-547-3873 

 

AMERICA S FRIENDS OF BANGLADESH 

By Kaiser Zaman 

The people of Bangladesh have experienced a number of shattering: 

disillusionments in the past nine months. Most Bengalis did not seriously think that 

the Pakistan army would really turn on its own people, as the Bengalis were until 25th 

March last year. But it did-and with a viciousness which has few parallels in history. 

Once the point of no return was reached, the Bengalis predicted that the Pakistani 

economy would not be able to survive the strain even in the short run. But it did-and 

its absorption capacity confounded many an astute economist. The Bengalis expected 

that at least some countries would recognise Bangladesh immediately. But none did-

not even India, until recently. Surely, thought the Bengalis, the United States of 

America, the champion and protector of democracy, would not support the military 

dictatorship in its ruthless campaign to suppress democracy. But it did-and with such 

doggedness that it was deplored the world over. To me, the Insensitive U. S. attitude 

toward the liberation struggle of the Bengalis is the hardest disillusionment to accept, 
for it was so shortsighted and senseless. To the Bengali mind, and no doubt to the 

minds of many others, if there was even a clear cut case of right and wrong, this was 
it. A military dictatorship had brushed away the results of a free and fair democratic 

election and gone on a rampage of killing innocent men, women and children, raping, 
looting and senselessly destroying a country. Surely, a civilized democracy such as 

the United States would condemn it or. At the very least, stay neutral. Slowly and 
painfully it became clear that the Nixon administration would not only condemn the 

atrocities of such a regime but would go to any length to aid and abet it. 

Hopefully for democracy in general and America in particular, not all Americans 

supported the President's policy. Men and women, well-known and obscure, spoke out 
against this morally and politically wrong attitude of their government. Senators and 

students, academicians and workers, doctors and clergy-people from every walk of 
life began a Herculean effort to bring about a change of this policy. Virtually the 

entire Press made it crystal clear that the policy was biased in favor of the oppressor 
against the oppressed. A lone American lady, herself a victim of Nazi atrocity once, 

went on a fast and vigil outside the White House. A group of private citizens 
successfully blockaded a giant Pakistani ship with small canoes from leading arms for 

Pakistan. Little Davids all challenged the mighty Goliath. They walked endless miles 

in the corridors of the Senate 
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lobbying for a ban on all military and economic aid to Pakistan until Yahya 

stopped his ruthless suppression of a defenseless people. A group from Philadelphia 

set up a mock sewer pipe refugee camp in Lafayette Park across the White House. 
Others from as far away as Chicago and Boston, came to live in these pipes and eat' 

the same diet of rice and lentils for eleven clays like the millions of refugees. Such 
and other expressions of public concern arc the redeeming feature of an otherwise 

dismal American response to the South Asia crisis. 

In addition to the thirty-odd Friends of Bangladesh associations a number of other 

groups have also played an active role. Though the Administration policy has 

increasingly hardened, against Bangladesh, the efforts of these dedicated people have 

not gone in vain. The Congress has been overwhelmingly sympathetic. At least thirty 

Senators and Congressmen have made statements' critical of the Administration. The 

Media response has also been very positive. The heat was felt by the White House 
which has perhaps restrained it for taking a. more blatant, Pro-Pakistani stand. Who 

knows, had it not been for these efforts, Mr. Nixon could have conceivably found 
enough excuse to send the marines in to help Yahya Khan. 

The unchallenged passage of the Saxbe-Church Amendment to the Foreign Aid 

Bill which unequivocally cuts off all military and economic aid to Pakistan is a true 

reflection of America's reaction to Yahya Khan's action. Here also, the indefatigable 

Bangladesh sympathizers have worked hard. Working behind the scenes was a little 

known but well- respected group, called the Bangladesh Information Center. It was 

set up primarily by a group of American doctors and other professional people and 

their wives who lived in Bangladesh and loved it. Their untiring efforts and limitless 
sacrifice is a source of inspiration. Oddly enough, this is perhaps the greatest 

contribution of the U. S. economic aid programme. 

The American friends of Bangladesh realize that the liberation of Bangladesh is 

not the end but the beginning of a long and hard struggle. For all their efforts, they 

also realize that given the resent American mood of isolationism. Bangladesh is not a 

burning political issue in this years's presidential election. Consequently, Mr. Nixon is 

under no overwhelming pressure to change his policy. So, whatever pressure has 

been, crated must he sustained and increased through hard and relentless work. The 

second and no less important goal is to keep working hard to generate more and more 

public commitment and contribution to help Bangladesh reconstruct. America cannot 
disclaim its moral obligation. Wittingly or unwittingly. America is a party to the 

destruction in Bangladesh. After all. it was American guns that killed a million people 
and American tanks and fighters that laid waste the country. 

 

 

 

 

 

The writer of this article is a refugee from Bangladesh in the United States. 
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"Those who deny freedom to others deserve it not for themselves and under a just 

God cannot long retain it-Lincoln 

 

BANGLADESH CAN BE SAVED 

Dear Friend. 

We are passing through a critical phase in history. The whole civilization is at 

stake in Bangladesh (formerly East Pakistan). 75 million democratic people of 
Bangladesh are crying out for your moral support and help for their struggle against 

the barbaric Military aggression of West Pakistan. Close to a million people are 
already killed and over 8 million refugees have fled to India. 

DONT JUST STAND THERE WHILE BANGLADESH BLEEDS 

Remember, the struggle that is now going on in Bangladesh is no different from 

the struggle that the American people waged against their distant rulers about two 

centuries ago. 

Civilization and humanity demand YOUR action: Condemn this mass genocide. 
Provide financial help to the victims. 

Please send your contributions to: 

C/o Bangladesh 

Box 1263 

Athens, Georgia 30601. 

YOUR action may save the lives and freedom of 75 million people. 

Bangladesh Defense League, 

Athens, Georgia. 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

+ Enclosed is my contribution of $......... to Bangladesh. 

+ Please send me detailed information on Bangladesh. 

Please make your checks payable to "Bangladesh Fund". 
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Rebellion in Bangladesh 

May 7. 1971 

By Judith Milgrom Carnoy 

Member of Pacific Studies Center 

With heavy fighting at an end and liberation forces in apparent disarray, news 

from East Pakistan has dropped from the front page. But Pakistan will never be the 
same. For the second time in a generation, a million Pakistanis have died violent 

deaths. Yet while the slaughter that followed partition from India in 1947 had a 
religious base, what today separates West Pakistan from East is primarily the control 

of the East Bengali economy by the Wrest Pakistani elite. (Before Pakistan achieved 
independence, East Pakistan was part of British Bengal East Bengal-now proclaimed 

Bangladesh-is East Pakistan. West Bengali is in India) 

Largely unarmed, the Bengali people confront a 70,000-man West Pakistani army 

well-equipped with American, Russian, French and Chinese weapons. With moderate 
leaders dead, imprisoned, or in exile, their struggle shows signs of developing into a 

classical "people's war"-a guerrilla conflict on the Vietnamese model with the solid 
backing of the Bengali masses. As India already faces Maoist guerrillas in its own 

West Bengal state, and China is East Bengal s near neighbor, the outcome of the war 
has wide implications. As in Vietnam, its prosecution may spill across the region's 

formal boundaries. 

Home of more than half of Pakistan's inhabitants, Bangladesh is one of the world's 

most densely populated regions-its seventy-five million live in an area the size of 

Louisiana. British terms of post-war independence for Pakistan united the East 

Bengalis across a thousand miles of Indian territory with peoples with whom they 
shared little more than religion not even language. Now, after a generation of 

simmering hostility between East and West, open war has left a million civilians dead 
in its first few weeks. 

THE CURRENT SITUATION 

Pakistan held its first one-man one-vote elections only last December, held as a 

concession by President General Yahya Khan to the worker and student movements 
that had toppled his predecessor, Ayub Khan. The elections brought overwhelming 

victories for nominally socialist candidates in both East and West. In the west the 

Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) of landlord Zulfikar Ali Bhutto won handily, while 

control of the national assembly was won by East Bengal's moderate Awami League 

under the leadership of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. (In Bengali "sheikh," means 

something similar to the English "squire".) 
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The elections were to choose a national assembly that would write a new 

constitution for Pakistan. And because a small West Pakistani' elite of 20 families has 

ruled the two regions since independence, Mujib's bourgeois Awami League rode to 
ballot-box power on a demand for Hast Bengal autonomy. Had General Yahya 

convened the national assembly as scheduled on March 25, League members would 
have voted East Bengal a semi-sovereign status, allowing it to resume trade with India 

(suspended after the 1965 war) and to handle its own monetary affairs. Autonomy for 
the West Pakistani states of Pathan and Baluchistan would probably have followed 

leaving to the central government control over national defense and foreign policy. 

Though there was probably little or no reason to suspect that the West Pakistani 

elite would give up their richest province without a fight, Mujibur gave his personal 

sanction to the post-election civil disobedience and work stoppages that protested 

what he called "the suppression of the majority". His Awami League made no 
preparations for armed struggle while General Yahya hemmed and hawed about 

convening the national assembly, finally inviting Mujib to a meeting with West 
Pakistan winner Bhutto, whose bourgeois PPP was in no mood to accept Bengali 

autonomy. The meeting came to naught and on March 26 Yahya outlawed the Awami 
League and all political activity in Bengal. On March 27, Bangladesh clandestine 

radio declared, in the name of Mujibur, an independent Bangladesh (Bengali Nation), 
rallying his unarmed countrymen in East Bengal's streets. 

Reportedly pressured by hawkish West Pakistani generals-almost all the officer 

corps and most of the soldiers are West Pakistani-Yahya ordered the 70,000 central 

government troops stationed in Bengal to crush the revolt. Fearful that a lengthy 
campaign would encourage outside intervention, probably from India, he is said to 

have given his regional commander, Tikka Khan, forty-eight hours to do the job. The 
Army's blitzkrieg began on March 25 late in the evening. 

The Pakistani generals seem to have carefully selected certain groups of Bengalis 

for wholesale liquidation. Heading their lists were Awami league leaders, East 

Bengali professionals, and the university community. At the University of Dacca 

some five hundred students were murdered in a midnight raid by a tank battalion. 

"Outside the university buildings there was a fresh mass grave," reported the April 2 

Times of London. "Inside blood streamed from every room." 

Pakistani troops were no more gentle with the man in the street-or his wife and 

children. Mortars, tanks, and machine guns were used in the cities and larger towns. 

In the countryside, as refugees fled from their homes, the Pakistani air force used 

bombs, napalm, and strafing runs. Anyone wearing Bengali native dress seems to 

have been fair game. 

The cities where probably hardest hit. 'There was a terrible massacre in the town," 

one escaped British engineer described the port city of Chittagong. "If the men with 
guns could not find anyone in the streets, they threw mortar bombs through the 

windows of houses." 

In Dacca, troops sought out not only political leaders and students, but policemen 

and firemen as well. According to Sajahan Seraj, a student leader who escaped on foot 
to 
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Calcutta, troops raided all but one police station, lining policemen up against the 

wall and shooting them. Firemen were given similar treatment, apparently to clear the 

way for the army's March 26 firing of shops in Dacca's "Old town" area. As the 
residents of this predominantly Hindu quarter tried to escape the flames, reported 

Seraj, they were machine-gunned by the troops. Elsewhere in the city, the army used 
flame throwers to set fire to two large apartment complexes housing some 50,000 

people, and as the residents spilled into the streets, Seraj said, "they were mowed 
down." 

When he joined the streams of refugees attempting to escape the city, Pakistani 

troops fired on them from both sides, Seraj said, killing "thousand". East Bengal's 

cities are deserted now. 

Elsewhere, the fighting was fierce, though the Bengali weapons were primitive. 

Arrayed against West Pakistan's 70,000 well-armed troops were some 9,000 members 

of the East Pakistan Rifles, a border patrol armed only well enough to discourage 

petty smugglers. They were joined by the remnants of the 3,000-man East Bengal 

Regiment, in which the declaration of independence by the Bangladesh radio had 

precipitated fire fights between East Bengali troops and their West Pakistani officers. 

But the masses of people who responded to the call for a liberated Bengal by filling 

the streets, blanketing the airfields, and surrounding the garrisons, carried only 

sharpened sticks and bows and arrows. Reports from Calcutta-in the neighboring 

West Bengal state of India-have said that hundreds of East Bengalis had fanned out 

along the Indian border begging for arms. 

Despite their poor preparations the Bengalis fought hard. In the city of Jessore, 

reported the Indian press agency (PTI), Pakistan regulars machine-gunned 1,500 

Bengalis-many clad in sarongs and undershirts"-as they charged with spars, clubs, 

axes, and daggers in an attempt to capture the airport. Describing operations in the 

Kushtia district north of Jessore, an Awami League leader told the Times of London 

that, when a 300-man detachment of Pakistani troops were rounding up local political 

leaders, they were surrounded by 30,000 Bengalis armed with sticks and stones. The 

Pakistanis used their cannons and mortars on the crowd, but when they ran out of 

ammunition after twenty-eight hours, they were beaten to death. 

Though they lack the planes, tanks, and trucks of the West Pakistanis-the East 

Bengal irregulars (estimated at 50,000 men) control the countryside, leaving the 

largely unpopulated cities and ports to the central government troops. And while their 

casualties have been extremely high, they have killed 3,000 West Pakistani troops 

(PTI) and taken an unknown number of prisoners heavy casualties for an army facing 

an unarmed people. In the lull, Yahya has reinforced his troops in East Bengal with 

10,000 additional men and an undisclosed number of fighter planes. 

As most observers expected, the Pakistani Army has won the war's first stage, but 
the Bengalis are counting on monsoon rains and guerrilla tactics to turn the advantage 

to their side. East Bengal's countryside is highly favorable for guerrilla warfare. The 

Bengalis' home territory, the Ganges-Brahmaputra delta's confusing network of 

thousands of rivers and streams is treacherous and foreign to the soldiers from the dry 

plains and mountains of the West. "West are just writing for the monsoon," a Bengali 

officer told the New York 
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Times April 14. "They are so frightened of water you can't imagine. And we are 

masters of water. They won't be able to move their artillery and tanks, and their planes 

won't be able to fly. Nature will be our second army." 

But fighting has curtailed the sowing of the major rice crop which must be carried 

out according to meteorological schedule if millions of Bengalis are not to face 

famine some months hence. The monsoon will give the Bengalis a military advantage, 

but it will take its toll through starvation. 

Leadership in a Bengali guerrilla war will most likely come from a Vietnam-like 

coalition of nationalist anti-imperialist forces developed at the local level. Most of the 
top Awami League leadership is either dead or in exile in Calcutta. The cadres of 

Bangladesh's small Maoist party-the East Pakistan Communist Party (Marxist-

Leninist), or EPCP-ML-foresaw the blitzkrieg and went underground well before it 

hit, sabotaging bridges, power stations, and telephone lines on their way. The EPCP-

ML are playing an important part in a people's war rallying the peasants for training in 

guerrilla warfare. 

BRITISH IMPERIALISM 

Nationalist anti-imperialism is not new to the Bengalis. Their struggles against 

imperial powers have been long and bloody. Before its mid-eighteenth century 

conquest by the British, Bengal's industrial development was what a British 

commission in 1918 described as "not inferior to that of the more advanced European 

nations." Its cottage textile industry exported large quantities of fine cotton and silk 

cloth throughout the East and to Europe. More than self-sufficient agriculturally, 

Bengal exported rice, sugar, and butter. As part of the Mogul Empire-the civilization 
of the Taj Mahal-Bengal was Europe's equal, perhaps its superior, in everything but 

arms. Entering Dacca at the head of a victorious army in 1757, Lord Robert Clive 
exclaimed that "this city is as extensive, populous, and rich as the city of London." 

But within a generation, the ruling British East India Company had devastated the 

country and impoverished the people. With nothing but woolens to trade-Cor which 

the Bengalis had no use-the company's agents turned to extortion. By 1762 Clive's 

puppet royal Nawab was complaining of the Company's agents that they "forcibly 

take away the goods and commodities of the peasants and merchants for a fourth of 

their value and by. ways of violence and oppression oblige them to pay five rupees for 

goods that are only worth one rupee." 

In the space of a few years the Company allowed Bengal's extensive irrigation 

system to fall into ruin and raised taxes so precipitously that farmers were forced to 

give up seed and livestock. The resulting famine in the early I770's brought death by 

starvation to fully a third of the Bengali nation. But British capital increased by 

gigantic amounts from its plunder of Bengal, fueling the first stages of the industrial 

revolution in England. 

That dealt the death blow to Bengali textiles. After first using tariffs and outright 

prohibition to remove Bengali cloth from British and European markets, the British 

introduced machine-made goods into the Indian market. Within a few years Bengal's 

cottage textile industry was dead its practioners pushed into subsistence agriculture. 
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By 1850, once-thriving Dacca had shrunk from Clive's "London" of 150,000 

people to a village of 20,000. And India was absorbing a quarter of Britain's textile 

output, providing for the employment of an eighth of the English working class. 

With the skills and craftsmanship of Bengal's famous textile industry only a vague 

memory, modern Bengalis have been completely dependent on an agrarian export 

economy. More than four fifths of the land is given over to subsistence rice farming. 

The average family works some three and a half acres, usually in widely separated 

(thus inefficiently farmed) plots. The land bears two rice crops a year, but farming is 

risky-the monsoon climate floods the land each summer and parches it each winter. 

During the last few years East Pakistan has had to import about ten percent of its food 

grains-mostly from the U.S. 

Though tea and betel nuts are grown in East Bengal, most of the cropland not 

given over to rice is used to grow jute, (he farmers' cash crop. These fields yield forty 

percent of the world's jute, which is used for making rope, burlap, and gunny. Except 

for the civil service and small commerce-mainly in Dacca-jute is the only East Bengal 

industry. The West Pakistani elite, which has monopolized the international aid funds 

granted for the government's first and second five-year plans, and has siphoned off the 

international exchange generated by East Bengal's jute export, is partially responsible 

for the lack of industry in the East. Since independence, West Pakistani capitalists 

have replaced Calcutta's' rich Hindus as owners of the jute processing mills and export 

firms. If East Bengal could free itself of West Pakistani imperialism, it would have a 

favorable balance of trade. Its jute, just prior to the current crisis, was earning half of 

Pakistan's total income from commodity exports-some $ 50 million a year. 

Beyond their common Islamic religion, the Bengalis have little in common with 

West Pakistan's Punjabis and Pathans. Even the language of West and East differ; the 

West's Urdu has a Persian base and Arabic script, the East's Bengali a Sanskrit base 

and script. While the British destroyed Bengali culture, they trained the Punjabis for 

military, administrative, and entrepreneurial roles in colonial India. Tall and light-

skinned, many Punjabis consider themselves superior to the small, dark-skinned 

Bengalis, and the Easterners feel and resent it. 

Many Bengalis believe-with reason-that they have traded colonial subjugation by 

the British for subjugation by West Pakistanis, especially the Punjabis. Not 

surprisingly, Bengal has been a hotbed of rebellion against first British, then Pakistani 

imperialism. The British partitioning of Bengal in 1905 brought strong nationalist 

protests, though British policy markers persisted in their divide and rule policy by 

having Hindu and Moslem Bengalis select separate members for the viceroy's 

advisory councils. At independence, many East Bengalis opposed the creation of a 

Moslem Pakistan, preferring to be reunited with their West Bengali brethren. Since 

partition East Bengali dissatisfaction with the central government has played a major 

role in precipitating most government crises. 

BENGAL'S POLITICS 

But Bengali politics have traditionally been dominated by the upper petty 

bourgeois- 
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the professionals, large shopkeepers, and commercial interests that in the absence 

of an aristocracy or capitalist class form the upper crust of Bengali society. This group 

provides the leadership for the Awami League. Although its propaganda for national 
autonomy won it considerable electoral support in the major cities and towns of East 

Bengal, many Bengalis criticized the Sheikh's moderate approach long before the 
Army began its blitzkrieg. 

Bengal's small shopkeepers seem to articulate their demands through the smaller 

National Awami Party (NAP), which also has significant peasant support in northern 

Bengal and some influence in the trade unions. As its name suggest, the NAP is a 

national party, with a following in West Pakistan among peasants and students in the 

Punjab and workers and students in Karachi, Arguing that the military would not 

voluntarily relinquish its power; the NAP boycotted the December election. 

The NAP is split between pro-Moscow and pro-Peking elements, whose 

differences have generally boiled down to whether to follow the "peaceful road" to 

socialism, or take up the gun. The Moscow wing of the party is led by the grand old 

man of Bengali nationalism, eighty six year old Maulana Bhashani. Once thought to 

be' pro-Peking, the Times of India reports that Bhashani now maintains that the 

stigma that he was pro- Peking must be forgotten"- perhaps because he recently 

visited India's Assam state, trying to raise arms from Mrs. Gandhi's anti-China 

government. 

Nonetheless, Bhashani remains militant leader of some 55,000 well organized 

peasants under the NAP banner. And while the NAP lacks a concrete socialist 

program, it does express the essential radicalism of the Bengali peasantry. 

Since the beginning of the civil war, the younger members of the NAP have gone 

underground, joining the cadres of the East Pakistan Communist Party-Marxist-
Leninist. Mohammed Toaha, a veteran organizer in the Jessore area, leads the Maoist 

EPCP-ML. An educated man in his early forties, Toaha was Bhashani's right-hand 
man and secretary of the NAP until 1968. 

No one outside the EPCP-ML knows with certainty its numerical strength thought 

it is estimated to be small. But the Maoists are believed to be extremely well 

organized; they constitute the only known underground in Pakistan. 

While Yahya Khan holds Mujib prisoner in West Pakistan, Awami League 

officials based in Calcutta have formed a "provisional government of Bangladesh" 

and sent their agents through India and England begging diplomatic recognition, guns, 

and supplies to "begin a war of liberation". 

FOREIGN POWERS 

Most diplomatic response to the massacres has been verbose. Great Britain and 

the Soviet Union have both denounced West Pakistani genocide in Bangladesh and 

called for a "peaceful solution" to Pakistan's "internal" problems. The U. S. 

government first declared itself "concerned" with the situation, though it, too, called it 

an "internal" affair. Then in mid-April, in a sudden switch which seemed to parallel 

the Indian position. 
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American ambassador in New Delhi Kenneth Keating deplored the bloodshed, 

and slated that the "Hast Pakistan problem was the concern of the world community 

and not merely Pakistan's internal affairs." 

In Pakistan, as in much of Asia, the U. S. for the past quarter century has filled the 

breach left empty when the colonial powers withdrew. U. S. economic aid to Pakistan 

has passed the billion dollar mark, maintaining the successive military regimes of 

what John Foster Dulles called a "bastion of freedom". For the current year, the U. S. 

has committed some $ 175 million in aid. most of it going as usual to the West. The 

U. S. has also been a major supplier to the Pakistani military and since 1950 has 

trained over 4,000 Pakistani officers-a majority of the largely West Pakistani officer 

corps. As in other American neo- colonies. live U.S. has since 1961 actively trained 

Pakistani police. 

Aid in laying out Pakistan's heavily imbalanced development programs and five 

year plans has come primarily from an alliance between America's great 

"philanthropies" and its great universities-particularly from the programs of the 

Harvard Development Advisory Service and the Stanford Research Institute, both 

funded by the Ford Foundation. And while American social scientists experimented 

with West Pakistan's development. East Bengal has relied on the U. S. for food 

subsidies-mostly wheat from the PL480 ("Food for Peace") programs. Since the 

outbreak of the civil was the U. S. has cut off all PL480 shipments, ostensibly because 

they could not be distributed. 

The PL480 cutback aggravates an already serious food shortage in Bengal. Last 

fall's highly destructive cyclone wiped out villages, flooded rice fields with salt water, 

and destroyed an estimated five percent of the year's crop. And because the recent 

fighting broke out at the beginning of sowing for the summer crop, the rebellious 

peasants will be hard pressed to feed themselves later in the year. 

If the West Pakistani military continues to hold the major East Bengal ports and 
cities, whether the U. S. resumes shipments of food grains will become a decision of 

some political importance. If all that stands between the people and U. S. surplus food 
being distributed by the West Pakistanis are "small bands of communist terrorists." it 

will be easy for the Pakistani military to justify their attack on the people's militia and 

easy for the U. S. to justify supplying the Pakistanis with arms, helicopters, and 

perhaps' "advisors". 

But in the long run, U. S. interests would probably not be hurl by an independent 

Bangladesh, at least not one in the hands of the pro-Weslern Awami League. Some 
members of elite decision-making circles in the U. S. have begun to rally a "a 

Bangladesh Lobby' around just that idea. Among them is Professor Edward Mason of 
Harvard, the chief architect of the Ford-Harvard development program in Pakistan 

and a long-time advisor to the State Department and the World Bank. Mason has 
written and circulated among academic and government circles a post-massacre report 

recommending that the U. S. discontinue aid to West Pakistan because otherwise "we 

will drive East Pakistan into the arms of another power—the U. S. S. R. Of China." 

Pakistan's long-time enemy, India, has been openly sympathetic to the liberation 
of 
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Bangladesh, though like the U. S., India would be most comfortable with a 

bourgeois. Western-oriented Bengali Nation under Awami League leadership. India 

has opened its borders to a million East Bengali refugees, supplying them with 
medical care, shelter, and some food. It has also harbored Bangladesh liberation 

fighters, and Pakistani regulars have already fired on Indian border villages—the 
passage to safely for thousands of Bengali refugees. 

The government of India's West Bengal state-where the electoral power of the 

pro- Moscow communists is strong-has expressed support for, East Bengali liberation. 

but it has little power to implement that support. 

Like East Bengal, West Bengal is thoroughly exploited by non-Bengalis. Wages 

there are less than a third of those in the rest of the country, and the great bulk of 

capital and entrepreneurship is not local. West Bengalis fee] that non-Bengalis come 

to Calcutta only to make money, which they export from the state. 

Nor do West Bengalis hold effective political control of West Bengal state. 

Communist leader E. M. S. Namboodripad explained on April 23 that while West 
Bengal was not directly under military rule (as was East Bengal), it was actually the 

Army that was running the administration of the state. Since the West Bengali 
"Naxalites"-the blood brothers of East Bengal's EPCP-ML-began their own Maoist 

struggle more than a year ago, several thousand Indian federal troops have been 
stationed in West Bengal to "curb disorders". Born of a melding of student and 

peasant movements in 1968, the Naxalites have gained wide support among the 

unemployed and underemployed in Calcutta as well as among the peasantry in the 

surrounding countryside. Sabotage is increasing in the city, and land lords have left 

some areas of the countryside for the cities after a wave of Naxalite attacks. 

The Indian government is, in fact, in a quandary. While Prime Minister Indira 
Gandhi would like nothing more than a divided Pakistan, she fears above all that the 

East Bengal movement is becoming Maoist, under EPCP-ML leadership, and that its 
liberation movement will spread into India. Indian arms, she undoubtedly feels, would 

probably fall into the hands of Maoist guerrilla forces rather than those of the Awami 
League and, given time, they might return home in the hands of the Naxalites who 

threaten her government. While the 'peaceful road' communists in West Bengal wring 

their hands and say there is nothing they can do to help East Bengal liberation, 

Naxalite cadres have been crossing the border actively helping their eastern brothers. 

They say this is both to advance the struggle in the East and to "get experience" for 

their struggle in the West. 

Mrs. Gandhi faces an equally difficult problem in Assam, the mountainous Indian 

state that lies between East Bengal and Burma, and shares a long boundary with 
China. Many Bengalis have escaped to Assam, where Indian troops have for some 

years been fighting rebellious and Naga and Mizo tribesmen armed with Chinese 
AK47 rifles and the thoughts of Chairman Mao. As the struggle in East Pakistan 

develops into a bonafide people's war. such armament will undoubtedly move down 

mountain trails into East Bengal. 

Issued ten days after the Pakistani military began its attacks, China's carefully- 
worded statement on the civil war did not denounce' Pakistani genocide. On the country, 
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China appeared to back the central government of Yahya Khan. But the primary 

thrust of China's pronouncements thus far has been to declare the war an "internal 

matter" and to warm India to keep hands off. In a letter to Yahya Khan, Chinese 
Prime Minister Chou En-Iai has pledged that China would come to Pakistan's aid if 

India were to invade. Saying that Yahya Khan's efforts would "regain normalcy" in 
Pakistan. Chou asserted, "Pakistan unity... is essential to its survival and prosperity." 

China's anti-Indian alliance with Pakistan's military regime came soon after the 

1962 Sino-Indian War, and since then China has given economic and military aid to 

Pakistan. Radio Pakistan has recently announced, according to UPI (New Delhi, May 

2) that China had made an offer of increased aid "over and above" the long-term $ 

210-million aid commitment made during Yahya's visit to Peking in November 1970. 

Pakistani leftists complain that the alliance has been a hindrance to the NAP, which 

has softened its opposition to the government because of it. 

China's purpose seems to be to keep the struggle in East Bengali a civil war and so 

far as is diplomatically possible-to deny India (and behind her the Soviet Union and 

the US.) the pleasure of supporting a bourgeois East Bengal under Awami League 

leadership. In his letter to Yahya Khan. Chou, remonstrated that "it is necessary to 

distinguish the great mass of the people from a clique who only think of sabotaging 

the Union of Pakistan," a statement that seems to refer directly to Sheikh Mujibur and 

the Awami League leadership. Mujibur himself has been quoted as warning that "I 

alone can save East Pakistan from Communism." Sometimes called the "Chiang Kai-

shek of Bangladesh". Mujib is accused by Bengali leftists of being an "American 

agent” -a term metaphorically if not factually true. 

China will most likely come to the support of Bangladesh when local-not national- 

leadership has been able to forge a Vietnam-style coalition liberation front. The 

possibility of China's publically supporting Pakistan against Indian intervention, while 

privately supplying guns to the Bengalis, cannot be ruled out. 

As reports of heavy fighting receded from the news in late April, CBS reported 

that the West Bengali Naxalites had addressed a message to China explaining that 
Hast Bengal's liberation movement had become a true people's war, and was not in the 

hands of the Awami League. 

Meanwhile, what it will mean to support united Pakistan in the next few months is 

somewhat unclear. The army's East Bengal blitzkrieg has cost Pakistan some $ 200 
million in delayed and destroyed exports, and the central government has reported a 

thirty-five percent drop in Pakistan's gold reserves-down to $ 82 million. With the 
outflow of foreign exchange averaging about $ 20 million a month, Pakistan will have 

to cut its imports sharply, starving the West's factories of raw materials and forcing up 
already high unemployment. 

Reports filtering out of the West (all Pakistan is under press censorship) say that 

food is short and that tenant farmers in some provincial areas of West Pakistan are 

refusing to pay their rents. Worker student unrest is reported in West Pakistan's 

industrial centers, with some strikers being fired on by government troops. In the East, 

Awami League 
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leaders have urged Bengali farmers to plow under their jute and plant rice to feed the 

"liberation fighters", and the jute industry is in massive disarray, some processing 

mills having been destroyed in the fighting. Pakistan has a $ 3 million debt to the 
World Bank coming due in June, with no country as yet rushing to bail out Yahya's 

foundering government. But in its efforts to stop Communism in East Bengal, the U. 
S. may put its bets on the central government. By further mortgaging the Pakistan 

economy, the U.S. could open Pakistan to greater penetration by American private 
capital. 

All in all, it seems unlikely that the Army can bold out through the monsoon 

season in East Bengal without causing tremendous unrest in West Pakistan. To satisfy 

the demands of the more rational elements among the West Pakistani elite, Yahya 

Khan will probably abdicate in favor of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, leader, of the West 

Pakistani People's Party and the winner in West Pakistan in the December elections. 

Bhutto was foreign minister of Pakistan during the parliament of Ayub khan, 

resigning in 1966 in protest of the agreement ending the Indo-Pak war. A large 

landholder who talks of socialism-nationalizing banks, insurance and basic industry- 

Bhutto promises in the same breath an atmosphere "conducive" to private ownership 

in industry. Disliked by the East Bengalis. Bhutto is not totally popular in West 

Pakistan, either. The Times of India reports that demonstrations against Bhutto have 

been staged recently by workers and students in a number of Punjabi towns. 

But whoever rules Pakistan in the next few months on years, East Bengal 

Bangladesh-is now in the first stages of people's war, with no outside support, no 

arms, no military training-just some seventy-five million people united behind 

independence. As leadership passes from the Awami League to more radical forces, 

China will probably offer concrete support. But whether or not this happens 

Bangladesh will probably wit its independence. As one NAP leader told T.J.S. George 

of the Far Eastern Economic Review, "We don't worry whether China openly support 

us or not, whether Russia tries to mediate, or America tries to replace Yahya Khan; 

we have to wage our own battle, and we are sure to win." 
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MY GOLDEN BENGAL 

by Rabindranath Tagore 

0 my golden Bengal, I love thee! 

Always your sky and your wind play music in my heart. 

0 mother, the fragrance of spring in your mango forests 

makes me wild with joy. 
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And in your rich autumn fields I have seen your smile, so sweet. 

What beauty and shade, what affection and tenderness have you spread- 

In the shadows of your trees, in the banks of your rivers. 

0 mother, your words sound heavenly in my ears; 

And when your face is sad, my eyes fill with tears. 

 

My childhood has passed in your playroom; 

And blessed am I. covered with your dust and earth. 

0 mother, at the end o f day when you light your lamps, 

1 leave my play and run back to you. 

All my life I have spent 

In your pastures and ferry-ghats, 

In your village roads full of shade and' the songs of birds. 

In your courtyards laden with rice. " 

0 mother, your peasants and farmers are my brothers, my own. 

 

Here I am, my mother, my head at your feet, 

Lei the dust from your feet be the gem on my forehead. 

0 mother, my meager fortunes, I lay before your feet; 

And jewels from others I shall never buy 

For they soon become a noose round your neck. 
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BANGLADESH ASSOCIATION OF CANADA (TORONTO) 

ITS PRESENT OBJECTIVES 

In addition to normal functions required of an ethnic group in Canada, the 

Association should also undertake a spccial responsibility that has fallen on its 
shoulders due to the continued occupation and colonial exploitation in Bangladesh by 

the Pakistani Army. The following points are of interest: 

1. Since Bangladesh is not yet recognized by Canada as a Sovereign and 

independent state and there is no Bengali diplomatic mission here, the 
Association must discharge at least such responsibilities as would have been 

required of a mission representing a country under foreign occupation, and a 
country that has been waging an armed struggle to liberate herself. 

2. Since socio-economic institutions serving Bengali interests are non-existent in 

Canada, the Bengali people must try to the needs of such institutions through 
Bangladesh Association and take active part in the resistance movement. 

In concrete terms, the duties of the Association include: 

(i) dissemination of information on Bangladesh, 

(ii) publicity and propaganda at both public and Government levels for the cause 
of Bangladesh, 

(iii) persuading agencies and institutions not to help the occupation forces of 

Pakistan, and 

(iv) raising funds for the resistance movement of Bangladesh. 

 

 

 
 

 
Postal Box 6247, Station 'A'. Toronto I. Ontario, Canada. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

A Symposium On Bangladesh:-Bangladesh Association of Canada (Toronto) has 

arranged a symposium on Bangladesh. Our guest speaker will be Mr. Andrew Brewin, 

M. P., a member of Canadian Parliamentary delegation, who recently returned from 

India, Pakistan and Bangladesh. He went there as a guest of Indian and Pakistan 

Governments on a fact finding mission. 

The gathering will also be addressed by other eye-witnesses from Canada. There 

will be a session of documentary slide and film show, if time permits. You are 
cordially invited to come. Time: 7-30 p. m. Place: Medical Science Building 

Auditorium (King's College Circle, University of Toronto main campus), Date: 
August 5, 1971. 

------------------ 

BENGALI FILM SHOW 

A Bengali film, 'DUI KANYA' by Satyajit Ray (with English subtitles) will be 

screened at the ODEON (Danforth and Pape, near Pape subway) on Thursday, August 

26. 1971. There will be four shows. The show has been organized in collaboration 

with the ICA, in aid of the Bangladesh refugees in India. We need volunteers to sell 

tickets. 
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NEWS FROM CANADA AND U. S.A. 

 

Shahjahan Kabir, President of the Bangladesh Association of B. C. reports from 

Vancouver! 

The B. C. Association of Bangladesh strongly protests the continuing shipment of 

economic and military aid to the Federal state of Pakistan. Such aid in the hands Of 

the Yahya Khan regime, is going directly to the mass slaughter of our people-the 

Bangladesh-of the so-called Hast Pakistan. 

This is part of a letter which was presented to the U. S. Consulate in Vancouver. 

July 22, protesting U.S. military aid to the Yahya Khan regime in Pakistan. 

What can people in Vancouver do to support the Bangladesh struggle for self 

determination? Two actions are planned which we urge you to support: 

Teach In: Vancouver City College (Langara); July 29 at 2.30 p.m. 

Rally: U.S. Consulate, Friday, July 30, 6 p. m. 

Bangladesh Association of Canada, Toronto and Bangladesh Association of 

Canada, Ottawa, held two militant demonstrations against the two boot-leakers of 

Yahya, Hamidul Huq Chaudhury and Mahmud Ali, on July 18 and July 22. These two 
collaborators of Yahya and agents of Imperialism recently toured Canada to speak for 

their masters. The demonstrators handed out pamphlets stating the background of 

these dejected politicians. 

Matiur Rahman from Bangladesh Association of Toronto reports: 

Bangladesh Association, University of Toronto, has arranged a Symposium-

"Crisis in Bengal". Place: University of Toronto, Main Campus. Time: 7-30 p. m. 

Date: Thursday, August 5, 1971. 
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BANGLADESH ASSOCIATION OF CANADA 

 

P. O. Box-6247, Stn.-A      TELEPHONE: 

TORONTO 1.        (416) 363-2834 

ONTARIO, CANADA      August 16, 1971. 

Dear Mr. 

You know that the secret show trial of our leader, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, has 

already started on the phoney charges of high treason. We feel that we must do 

whatever possible on our part to create a public opinion all around the world against 

this unjust trial. Here in Toronto, an independent group of Canadians is now trying to 

send a public petition to the proper international authorities. We feel, we as Bengalis 

should co-operate with them. As such we are enclosing a copy of the said petition. 

Please make necessary copies and try to collect as many signatures as possible. If you 

have already made such attempt, please send the list or a copy to us so that a 
comprehensive petition could be prepared. 

Please treat this very urgent. Perhaps we will be able to submit the petition before 

our leader is sentenced to death, if of course, he is still alive. In any event such 

petition will be of use to mould the world opinion. 

Yours sincerely, 

M. M. Rahman 

General Secretary. 

PAKISTAN JUSTICE RESOLUTION 

The undersigned protest the action of the Government of Pakistan in conducting a 

secret military trial of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. The apparent denial of all traditional 

judicial procedures and safeguards can only totally discredit the verdict. If the trial 

should end in the execution of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the inevitable result will be 

further bloodshed in a country which has already suffered so cruelly. 

We urge you to use your good offices to persuade the Government of Pakistan to 
abandon this unwise and unjust procedure as a step towards restoring tranquility and 

justice in East Pakistan. 

 

Signature         Address 

----------        ----------- 

----------         -----------
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BANGLADESH, August 25, 1971 

EDITORIAL 

Since the Bangladesh struggle, long simmering in dormancy, erupted into intense 
activity last March, our minds have been challenged in trying to grasp the magnitude 

of the cataclysm, and our souls touched by the sufferings and the spirit of the 

Bengali people. 

The world has been shocked by the genocide that has driven million Bengalis to 

seek shelter in India. These dispossessed millions prefer to face disease and 
malnutrition in a foreign land rather than the murderous guns of their erstwhile 

countrymen. Numbed by the terrible experience that they have survived, they face an 
uncertain future. It would be suicidal for them to return to Pakistan under the present 

conditions. And the likelihood of a "political settlement" is nil. They have one hope-
one thing can give them a better future-that hope is victory, Victory for the liberation 

forces, Victory for the Bengali people. 

Inside Bangladesh, the army of Yahya Khan continues its reign of terror. 

Oppressed never before, no one dares to speak. But in the minds of the people there is 

a single thought-when the chance comes, to wrest the gun from the hands of the 

oppressor, and to obtain freedom. The Pakistan government knows this. That is why 
they are conducting an intense campaign of propagnada aimed at demoralizing the 

people. They identify the popular forces as "miscreants" alleging that they are part of 
some sinister Indian plot against Pakistan. They attempt to use religion as a divisive 

force, making it a crime to be a Hindu. They set up "peace committees" of 
collaborators. All with one aim the subjugation of the people. 

What can give hope to these millions who daily live in the midst of oppression, 

whose lives and property are never secure, and who face imminent famine along with 

their present afflictions? For them the "unity and integrity" of the "Islamic" Republic 

of Pakistan means the perpetration of their role as exploited colonials. Their hope too 

is for victory. Victory for the liberation forces! Victory for the Bengali people! 

As Bengalis who are living abroad, you have the chance to contribute to that 

needed victory. You can speak out against the oppressor, and tell the true facts about 

events in Bangladesh to influential people and concerned citizens of the world. You 

can try to enlist their support for relief and recognition. You have no valid excuse for 

silence. Your silence will not ensure the safety of your relatives at home. No one is 

safe there. So speak up for Bangladesh. 
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Another way you can contribute to victory for the people is by your financial 

support. Perhaps you can only give a little, but even a small amount will add up 
alongside other contributions to give a solid boost to the effort. Give something every 

month. Your continued financial support is needed. People are dying, but the only 
sacrifice required of you is a financial one. Don't hesitate to be generous. 

Bangladesh means freedom from economic exploitation. It means democracy in 

the truest sense of the word-rule of the people. It means a secular state in which there 
will be equality for all. Many obstacles must be overcome to make this a reality. Your 

dedicated support can help to make this dream come true. Don't let down your 
suffering compatriots. Throw yourself into the struggle. Make the ultimate victory of 

Bangladesh your victory. 

o              o              o              o              o              o              o              o 

 

SEMINAR ON BANGLADESH 

 

A seminar on the "Crisis in Bangladesh" was arranged by the Bangladesh 

Association of Canada (Toronto) on Aug. 5, 1971. Mr. Andrew Brewin, M. P., a 

member of the Canadian Parliamentary Delegation which visited India, Pakistan and 

Bangladesh last month, was the main speaker. Others on the panel, who had also 

recently returned from India, were Mr. Frederic Nossal of the Toronto Telegram, Mr. 

Leslie Smith of OXFAM, and Mr. Paul Ignitieff of UNICHF. Mr. Stanley Burke was 

the chairman. 

All the speakers gave horrifying accounts of the plight of the 7 million refugees in 

India. While Mr. Smith and Mr. Ignitieff had to confine themselves only to the 

refugee problem, Mr. Brewin and Mr. Nossal also touched on the political and other 

aspects. Mr. Brewin said that in his opinion the only solution to the Bangladesh crisis 

was an independent Bangladesh. Mr. Smith documented his speech with pictures of 

the refugee camps. 

A group of West Pakistanis and two Bengali quislings belonging to the socalled 

"Pakistan Solidarity Committee" staged a unruly demonstration and tried their best to 

disrupt the proceedings with a shameful display of infantile behavior. But when they 

found that the audience was hostile to their hooliganism, they soon left the meeting. 

After they left one Canadian was heard to remark. "Now I know where the trouble 
lies." Another said, "I do not see how there can be any meaningful coexistence if this 

is their (Demonstrator's) attitude towards fellow countrymen."  

The seminar proved very successful and was attended by over 500 people, 

 

o              o              o              o              o              o              o              o 

 

BANGLADESH AMBASSADOR VISITS TORONTO 

Mr. M. R. Siddiqui, the newly appointed Bangladesh ambassador to the US and 

Canada was in Toronto to attend the international conference on South Asia. On Aug. 

22. he met with the members of the Bangladesh Association of Canada (Toronto) and 

addressed them. 
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o              o              o              o              o              o              o              o 

 

The Members and Sympathizers of Bangladesh Association of Vancouver 

Attack U. S. oil Bengali Issue. 

The members and the sympathizers of the Bangladesh Association of B. C. held a 
militant demonstration in front of the U. S. consulate ort Friday the 30th July. After a 

rally they passed a resolution condemning the "U. S. complicity" in the war in 
Bangladesh which has killed about one million Bengalis and driven more than ten 

million Bengalis to cholera infected refugee camps across the border in India. 

Three Bengali Sailors Seek Political Asylum in Canada. 

Three Bengali sailors deserted a Pakistani ship, Sutlej, on 17th Aug. In a press 

conference in Montreal they said they did not feel safe to go back to Pakistan. They 

also did not like to collaborate with the ship which is carrying arms from U. S. A. for 

the West Pakistani military. At Present they are staying with the Bangladesh 

Association of Quebec. 

 

o              o              o              o              o              o              o              o 
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BANGLADESH ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

905-550 West 12th Avenue, 

�5 �����             Vancouver 9, B. C., Canada 

Telephone: (604)876-8453 

 

September 27,1911. 

It is about six months since the 75 million people of Bangladesh (formerly East 

Pakistan) have become involved not only in a struggle for asserting their fundamental 

rights, but also in a grim fight for survival. 

After decades of resentful subjugation by the minority in the West, the East 
Pakistanis demanded regional autonomy. In the country's first general election in 

December 1970, the Awami League won an absolute majority in the new National 
Assembly. The result was genocide of the East Pakistanis by the West Pakistan army 

simply when a well conducted peaceful election produced a result which the army 

could not stand Awami League did not want secession of East Pakistan. Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman has not in any certain sense declared Bengali independence. He was 

not seeking essentially for more than the program of regional autonomy he legally 

fought and won the election on. 

By resorting to pre-planned slaughter of unarmed civilians, extermination of 

selected 'Bengali intellectuals and decapitation of Hindus to crush the autonomy 
movement once and for all Yahya Khan and the West Pakistani ruling clique proved 

that the two wings of Pakistan were separated by more than a geographical gap of one 
thousand miles and compelled the East Pakistanis to declare the independent state of 

Bangladesh. 

The world's response to the Bengali people's cry of help has so far been sadly 

disappointing. Each additional day this war is prolonged means further sufferings arid 
added loss in terms of life and property. 

Regrettably the United States inspite of her expressed neutrality in the conflict 

continues to supply arms to the same West Pakistani Generals who launched the 

blood bath and President Nixon recently expressed strong opposition to any move to 

cut off aid to Pakistan. Undoubtedly flow of American arms will be responsible for 

slaughter of hundreds of thousands of Bengalis, while the economic aid is being used 

by the Pakistan Government to support a big occupying army in the Hast. This is 

obviously hot a neutral stand in the conflict. The U. S. role is completely 

contradictory to her assumed role as a "protector of the free world and democracy 

round the world", and is partly responsible for pouring millions of hungry, sick and 
angry refugees to India, jeopardizing stability and peace of the sub-continent. 
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We in the name of people of Bangladesh and in the name of humanity appeal to 

your conscience to exert all your influence to put pressure on your Government to 

desist from extending any economic and/or military assistance to President Yahya 
Khan's military junta, since such assistance could only increase their intransigence 

and prolong this war of genocide. We also appeal to you and to the American people 
as a whole to respect our right of self-determination. 

 

Yours truly, 

(Dr. A. M. Khan) 

General Secretary, 

Bangladesh Association of British 

Columbia. 
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UNITED STATES SENATE 

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20510, 

 

October 4, 1971 

Dr. A. M. Khan 

General Secretary, 

Bangladesh Association of British Columbia 

905-550 West 12th Avenue 

Vancouver 9, B.C., Canada 

 

Dear Dr. Khan: 

Thank you for your recent letter regarding the situation in East Pakistan. 

I share your concern about the continuing conflict in East Pakistan. I have decided 

that we must take positive steps to bring about an end to these hostilities and thus 

promote a political solution. To achieve this objective, I have joined in cosponsoring 

S. Con. Res. 21 and amendment 159 to the Foreign Assistance Act. I am enclosing a 

copy of a recent news release which explains more fully my views on this matter. 

 

With best wishes, I am 

 

Sincerely yours, 

Sd/- 

Glenn Beall. Jr. 

2. 

Dr. A. M. Khan 

Bangladesh Association of British Columbia 

905-550 West 12th Avenue 

Vancouver 9, B.C., Canada      October 6, 1971 

Dear Dr. Khan: 

I fully share your horror and dismay at the recent bloody events in Pakistan, and I 

intend to support legislation to curtail arms aid to the Karachi government. 

Here again we have an example of the shocking misuse to which United States 

arms aid is all too often put by its recipients. Weapons which we provide for the 

ostensible 
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purpose of helping a friendly regime defend itself against possible Communist 

aggression turns out to be used to crush internal disaffection, or as in the case of the 

India-Pakistan border war of a few years ago, is used for settling old scores with 
hostile neighbors. 

Our entire arms aid program is badly in need of reconsideration, and I intend to 

playa leading role in that effort. 

Thank you for expressing your deep concern to me. 

 

Sincerely, 

Sd/ 

Vance Nartke 

United States Senator 

3. 

Doctor A. M. Khan, General Secretary 

Bangladesh Association of British Columbia 

905-550 West 12th Avenue 

Vancouver 9, British Columbia Canada 

October 7, 1971 

Dear Doctor Khan: 

Thank you for your correspondence concerning the disastrous situation in 

Pakistan. 

Certainly all Americans are deeply disturbed by the results of the fighting in East 

Pakistan. It is clear that the destruction of life and property has been extensive. The 

United States government has frequently reiterated that it is prepared to assist in any 

international humanitarian effort to alleviate the suffering caused by recent events. 

Contrary to many recent reports, the U. S. Department of State asserts that we are 

currently operating no large scale program of military assistance to Pakistan. A 
limited amount of supplies has been sent; however, the States Department has told me 

that no further equipment will be sent pending review of the current situation. 

1 appreciated the opportunity of learning your views on this most grave situation. 

You may be assured that I shall follow future developments in this matter closely, 

bearing in mind the thoughts which you have expressed. 

 

Sincerely Yours, 

Sd/- 

Joen G. Tower 
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BANGLADESH October 15. 1971 

 

EDITORIAL 

The formation of the five party Consultative Committee has been warmly 

welcomed by the freedom-loving people of Bangladesh, and it has given a new 

dimension to the struggle for liberation. It has consolidated unity and confidence 

among the democratic forces, and led to meaningful coordination between the 

freedom fighters. The cooperation between the people's parties' has further 

strengthened the bond of unity and brotherhood between the peasants, workers, 

students and intellectuals in Bangladesh. It is no wonder that the consolidation of this 

unity has become a particular eye-sore to the forces of Imperialism and Reaction, who 

ate now trying their utmost to create an and dissension in our ranks, by propagating 

mischievous and misleading propaganda. They are trying to create an impression that 
the formation of the Consultative Committee has been imposed on the Bangladesh 

Government by foreign pressure. They have suddenly become very sympathetic (1) 
and say that the only solution to the present crisis is full regional autonomy for 'East 

Pakistan'. Rumours have been circulating that Bangladesh is going to be independent 
very soon. 

The history of Bengal has been a history of constant struggle against Imperialism. 

The Bengali masses have never bowed down their heads to any foreign master and 
never will. We do not believe in holding the umbrella over our heads when it rains in 

Moscow, Washington, or Peking and hence our present struggle for national 
liberation. So the question of anybody imposing any conditions on us cannot be true. 

Unity has been forged among the democratic forces as it was the ardent desire of the 
people of Bangladesh, and not because it serves the interest of some foreign power. 

On the other hand the formation of the broad-based Consultative Committee has own 

us respect and support in the anti- Imperialist camp. 

Those people who are predicting that Bangladesh will be independent very soon 

are, deliberately or foolishly, harming the cause of the liberation struggle and playing 
directly into the hands of Imperialism and Reaction. 

While we certainly want Bangladesh to be free as soon as possible, and are sure 

that ultimate victory is ours, we also feel that false hopes that do not materialize 
repeatedly tend to frustrate and demoralize the people. It surely is a very cruel joke on 

the poor, destitute people in the refugee camps in India and the homeless people 
inside Bangladesh. 

The elements that are trying to create division and confusion amongst the 

Bangalis, have been saying since the beginning of our war of liberation that unless a 
compromise 
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war reached immediately the leadership would pass into the hands of the communists. 

Their campaign has gained momentum since the formation of the Consultative 

Committee, whose pronouncement that "nothing short of total independence is 
acceptable to the people of Bangladesh" has ruined their plans. They have become 

very 'sympathetic' all of a sudden and have been saying that the only solution to the 
present crisis "is full regional autonomy for East Pakistan". Huge amounts of money 

are being spent by some agencies and governments to propagate this view. One such 
view in wide circulation is that unless a political solution is accepted within the 

framework of Pakistan, "nobody" could give the guarantee for Sheikh Mujib's life. 
But such blackmail will not work, because our beloved leader will not barter his life 

for compromise with murderers and rapists. 

The militant masses of Bangladesh will never accept any compromise. They have 

given blood in immeasurable quantities and will fight to the last man, but they will not 
accept anything short of total independence. We should give a fitting reply to the 

mischief-mongers and the dark forces of Imperialism and Reaction by consolidating 
the unity among the masses and implementing the programme of the Consultative 

Committee. 

The military junta of Pakistan is backed by powerful allies abroad. So we should 

be prepared for a long and protracted war. During the course of this struggle we will 

be faced with many trials and tribulations, but we must never for a moment stray from 

our objective. We must not let the blood of the martyrs go in vain. 

 

L O C A L N E WS 

Professor Muzaffar in Toronto 

Professor Muzaffar Ahmed, President of the Bangladesh National Awami Party 
and a member of the Consultative Committee, who came to New York as a member 

of the Bangladesh delegation ;to the U. N., paid a visit to Toronto on his way back to 
Bangladesh. He also addressed the Bangladesh citizens residing in Toronto on 

October 7. 

He gave a report on the progress made by the Bangladesh delegation to the U.N., 

and also reported the overall progress made in the diplomatic field. He also gave a 

picture of the latest situation at the front. He emphasized on the need for unity at this 

moment of our national crisis. He said that though the people of Bangladesh were 
eager to see an early end to this war imposed on them, they were ready for a long and 

protracted war and were willing to lay down their lives to the last man to free their 
motherland. 

South Asia Crisis Committee 

Recently a South Asia Crisis Committee has been formed in Toronto with Mr. 

Stanley Burke, a former CBC broadcaster, as its Director. The aim of the group is to 
educate the Canadian people of the imminent famine in Bangladesh. Mr. Burke hopes 

to expand the activities of his committee on a national basis. At present various 

campus groups are actively working to educate the people. "People must wake up". 

Mr. Burke said, "when millions of people are waiting to die". 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

A symposium on Bangladesh will be held at McMastcr University, Hamilton, on 

Oct. 20 at 7 P. M. Speakers include1 Mr. S. A. Sultan and Mr. Mafiz Chowdhury, 
members of the Bangladesh delegation to the U. N. 

* 

BANGLADESH, October 31, 1971 

EDITORIAL 

Recently newspapers have been reporting heavy shelling across the borders of 

occupied Bangladesh and India. In West Pakistan villages along India are being 
evacuated, and cars and buses in the main cities carry "Crush India" strickers. At night 

complete blackout is observed in the border areas. Siren is no more sounding for 

telling the city people time of "Iftar" or "Sehri". Both India and Pakistan have strongly 

reinforced their positions along the border. 'War seems imminent'. 

It is time to think calmly about why such a condition has been created and what 

this war will mean-if it at all happen-for Bangladesh. Leaders in the West Privately 
requesting Mrs. Gandhi to talk to Yahya Khan to normalize the border tension. But 

she has 'rightly' pointed out that the root of the trouble is Pakistan Army's brutality in 
Bangladesh; and India is an unfortunate victim of Pakistan's internal problem. Nino 

million refugees have already fled to India creating an unbearable pressure on her 
already strained economy. According to Mrs. Gandhi, to restore normalcy, Yahya 

should stop the reign of terror in Bangladesh and talk directly to the elected 

representatives of East Bengal. 

Some people in India and outside feel that the only way India can extricate herself 
from the mess, which is not of her making is to forcibly occupy Bangladesh and 

install a Bengali 'government' there. They contend that it win be far less costly than 
feeding and sheltering the millions refugees indefinitely. While we sympathize with 

India's genuine problems, and are grateful and obliged for all her help, we feel that 
such a war will be detrimental to both our cause and India's. It will damage her 

wonderful image abroad. On our part, we are fighting a war against colonial rule for 
our national liberation. It is not aimed against any particular West Pakistani but 

against all exploiters. 

Mrs. Gandhi realizes the futility of such a step and has ignored all such 

suggestions, providing once again that India is a peace-loving nation. If India had 
really wanted a war, she would not have waited so long. 

Then why all the sabre-rattling and war-preparations in the border areas? It its 

quite evident that the Army Generals in Pakistan (whatever great fools they may be) 

have realized that it is impossible to suppress Bangladesh by force. They are being 

badly mauled by the Mukti Bahini, and Pakistan's economy is on the verge of 

collapse. Moreover the people of West Pakistan have being to realize the implications 

of the military misadventure in Bangladesh. So, the Pakistani military build-up on the 

border is meant to serve two purposes. 
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Firstly, ii is intended to divert the attention of the people in West Pakistan and 

abroad. Pakistan's integrity and unity has always been based on 'hate India' or on 
'crush India' campaign. So, by creating a war hysteria. Yahya hopes to gain some sort 

of unity among the people of whatever Pakistan he rules. 

 

Secondly, this escalation is meant to frighten the world community into 

intervening, thus internationalizing the issue and diverting the world attention from 

the real issue-75 million people's desire and right of self-determination.-and to hide 
his own atrocities, brutalities and reign of terror in Bangladesh. It is advantageous for 

Pakistan to attack India: in the hope that a quick cease-fire would be stationed on 
either side of the border with India. This will enable him to maintain control over 

Bangladesh and stop the activities of the Mukti Bahini to some extent. Thus, it is quite 
clear that Pakistan has everything to gain from such a war. It is the duty of all peace-

loving and democratic people to help prevent this war, and let the Bengalis win their 
own independence. The Bangladesh Mukti Bahini are sure to win since Truth and 

Justice are on their side. 

L O C A L N E W S 

SYMPOSIUM ON BANGLADESH 

Hamilton, October 6: A symposium on Bangladesh was jointly organized by the 

Carribian Student Organisation and Bangladesh Association at McMaster University, 

Hamilton on October 6. Mr. S A Sultan and Mr. S. Ahmed, member of the 

Bangladesh delegation to the United Nations, spoke on the occasion and answered the 

questions from the floor. Large number of student and teacher of the University 
participated in the discussion. The meeting proved to be a success. 

On the following day both the speakers gave a talk to the Political since 

Association at McMaster University, and in the evening addressed the members of the 

Bangladesh Association of Canada, Toronto at its office in Toronto. Both of them 

spoke about the need for unity at this moment of our national crisis. 

JOIN US ON November 5 

The Bangladesh Association of Canada, Toronto; will join the Anti-war Rally, 

organise by the Vietnam Mobilization Committee, on Saturday, November 6 at 2 pm, 

to protest -against the blasting of an atom bomb at Amchitka. Alaska. 

The Bangladesh Association will join the rally with their own banners, placards 

and slogans primarily to propagate our solidarity with all oppressed people of the 

world. We want to let the people of Canada know that we do not want war, war has 

been forced on us. Come and join us in the peace rally at 2 pm at Queens Park. 

BANGLADESH STAMPS 

A complete set of, Bangladesh stamps are now available with us. If you want a set 

of stamps, call: Mr. Khan at 363-2834. The proceeds will go to liberation struggle. 

 
 

Edited and circulated by the Publicity Secretary. on behalf of the Bangladesh Association of 
Canada. Toronto. 
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Mr. Philip H. White, 

Dean: Comm. & Bus. Admin.. 

University of B. C. 

November 15, 1971. 

Dear Sir, 

Perhaps you are aware of the fact that for the last eight months the people of 

Bangladesh (East Pakistan) are struggling for restoring their fundamental rights to live 

as a free citizen and even for their mere survival. As a result of army atrocities 

perpetuated on the defenseless civilians of Bangladesh, millions have fled to India and 

10-30 million people are facing starvation. To help those unfortunate people, we have 

decided to make a campaign on campus to raise funds. The funds will be utilized for 

the benefit of hundreds of University. College and School teachers who are penniless, 

and at present staying in West Bengal and other states of India. 

The money will be sent directly to the victims by us and by the "Medical 

Association of Bangladesh" based in London, U. K. 

The door-to-door campaigns win last for a week starting from November 15. 

It will be highly appreciated if you please allow us for the fund raising campaign, 

which will be beneficial for hundreds of unfortunate and needy people of East Bengal. 

 

Thanking you. 

 

Yours truly, 

(Dr. A. M. Khan) 
General Secretary, 

Bangladesh Association of 
British Columbia. 
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WHAT YOU CAN DO 

1. On the most basic level you can continue to inform yourself and others about 

the true nature of this struggle. You can demand that your local media report fairly 

and in depth its real causes. It is easy for the media to report only about the results of 

this struggle, i. e. refugee camps, brutal massacres, cholera epidemics, while ignoring 

the fact that these things were caused by a deliberate program of genocide by the 

West Pakistan government. Rarely mentioned is the fact that this government is 

supported directly and indirectly by both Canada and the U. S. Write to your 

newspapers and condemn the current western attempts to compromise with West 
Pakistan. 

2. It is important that through your own awareness you exert pressure on those 

individuals and organizations which may have some effect on the outcome of this 

struggle or on people's understanding of it. To this end we urge you to write to your 

own government demanding that it immediately cease all aid and military supplies 

to West Pakistan, and moreover, that it recognize the provisional government of 

Bangladesh. 

3. We can assist the struggle in Bangladesh by contributing to the growth of the 

guerilla movement there. It is fighting for the people and for the future. There are 

Bangladesh Associations an over North America. Donations and correspondence can 
be sent to the B. C. branch (#1). Otherwise contact this association nearest to you: 

 

1. Bangladesh Association of British Columbia, 

 Acadia Towers, # 1401 

2725 Melfa Road, Vancouver, B. C. 
 

2. Bangladesh Association of Canada 

3520 Lorne Ave., Suite 5, Montreal, Quebec. 
 

3. Bangladesh Association of Canada 

117 Carlton St., Toronto, 200, Ontario. 
 

4. Bangladesh Association of Saskatchewan 

 1220 Jubilee Ave. Regina, Sask. 
 

5. Bangladesh League of America Inc., 

5245 So. Kenwood, Chicago, III 60615, U. S. A. 
 

6. Bangladesh Association of North America 

 759 E. 18th St., 

Brooklyn, New York. N. Y., U. S. A. 
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BANGLADESH ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

905-550 West 12th Avenue, 

�5 �����             Vancouver 9, B. C. Canada 

Telephone: (604) 876-8453 

 

MASSACRE  **  GENOCIDE  **  BLOODBATH  **  TERROR 

AND NOW STARVATION: ALL PART OF A GAME' 

 

THE TRAGEDY OF BANGLADESH (EAST PAKISTAN) 

As a result of devastation and dislocations caused by war, floods, and cyclones: 

between 10 and 30 million of East Bengal's 75 million inhabitants face starvation 

within the next few months. Contrary to bland assurances which continue to emanate 
from West Pakistani spokesman the situation is unquestionably desperate and will 

require a large scale international relief effort, if a tragedy of major proportion is to be 
averted. The months required to return the system to normal would probably exceed 

the time during which the food reserves could sustain the population. The factors that 
determine mass famine are irreversible after a certain point. International action, 

immediate and strong, is perhaps the only defense the people of East Bengal now 

have. 

 

Since last March, the 75 million people of Bangladesh have become involved in a 

struggle for asserting their fundamental rights' and in a grim fight for survival. 

After having unleashed one of the most brutal bloodbaths on his own people in all 

history President Yahya Khan is now planning to starve out the resistance. 

In November, 1910, it was a cyclone that took a toll of lives. That was nature. In 

March, 1971, Bangladesh was hit by another disaster, systematically eliminating the 

region of, its young men, intelligentsia and millions of innocent victims. This time 

perpetrator is Yahya Khan. 

We, on behalf of 75 million terrorized people of Bangladesh, appeal to you to put 

pressure on your Government by asking for suspension of military and or economic 

aid to Pakistan and to pursue the military government of General Yahya Khan to 

desist from further slaughter of civilians. 

 

Please support and help by contributing to our 'Bangladesh Week' -a fund raising 

campaign (NOVEMBER 15-19). 
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DJAKARTA. 14-5-71 

1. AP reported on the carnage in Jessore, Khulna, and Chittagong. Indonesian 
Observer a leading daily, earned the reports. It stated brutality committed by both 

sides-Bengalis on Biharis and military on Bengalis indiscriminately. 

2.  Reports about Dacca were also published in press here. Army action was shown 
as horrifying. People here reluctant to believe the blame of killing on Awami  

League before 25th March. They sensed enough evidence of atrocities from the 
report done by army. 

3. Direct approach may appreciably mould the attitude of this Government. 

4. Pakistan has intensified the propaganda. We are trying hard to counter it in our 

own way by our limited means. Pakistan propaganda rarely finds place in the 
press. 

5.   Observers here give credence to a rumour that Bengalis are gradually called back 

from missions abroad. They will be herded in camp to face trial/death later on. If 

possible, an appeal to various Govt's to give protection and necessary help to 

Bengalis may be made through press or radio. Bengal is should also be cautioned 
not to return to concentration camps in Islamabad. 

6. Three ships went to Chittagong with Japanese rice for East Pakistan. They were 

directed to unload the rice at Karachi. The ship-owners refused and came to 
Djakarta and unloaded the rice. 

7. Vice President's speech heard over radio from Calcutta was encouraging. More 

encouraging is his warning to the traitors. Pakistan is trying to use Traitor's 
version of the situation in Bengal. 

8. Our activities are spied and hampered by M. A. Aziz of IPECC. In collaboration 

with Punjabis, he and his wife are very active to mobilize opinion against our 

cause. He even propagates that Mujib, Bhashani, Tajuddin and their associates 
are all communists. Communists are hateful in this country. 

9. Aziz arranged a Fateha Khani in the house of a Punjabi named Khalique 
Fakhruddin and prayed that Bengali should not be misled by Awami League. 

10. Mr. H. R. Choudhury in Pak. mission Delhi was counselor here. He was virtually 
thrown out. His Path an enemy is still trying to implicate him in the present crisis. 

11. A copy of AP's report is enclosed for information. Djakarta papers also carried it 
in full. 
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12. It is very happy to know the publication of "Joy Bangla". We shall made use of it 

here. Please send a copy regularly at the following address. We shall try to 
circulate copies to important personalities here -------------------- 

* 

DJAKARTA-INDONESIA 

1. These clippings from leading dailies of Djakarta for information and knowledge 

of the Members of Bangladesh Cabinet. Further consignment will follow. 

Happenings carried by all Indonesian papers also. 

(a)  Editorial "The Complex Problem of East Pakistan" by the Djakarta Times     
on April 15. 

(b)  Article "Is Islam Dead?" by Djakarta Times on April 15. 

(c)  Editorial "Massacre in East Pakistan" by Djakarta Times on April 6. 

(d)  Editorial "Bangladesh" by Djakarta limes on April 20. 

(c) Editorial "Sympathy with East Pakistan's Plight'' by Indonesian Observer 

(Nationalist Paper). 

2. Inspiring speeches. Press conferences and meetings will boost up morale of 

fighters and people. Sorry, we hear very little from leaders. 

3. Organise & equip youths for offensive fighting. 

4. Make arrangements for collection of funds from Bengalis and sympathizers 
living or serving' abroad. There will definitely be satisfactory response. 

Announce through Press where to deposit contributions. 

5. Contact by letter/cable/representative all Heads of States. Give them background 

details accusing the aggressors. Do not please miss Indonesia though it is not 

sympathetic. 

6. Extensive propaganda necessary. We are doing our way. 

7. Arrange supply of arms and ammunitions from any source. 

8. Appeal daily to all World Organizations by letter, or through Press for help and 

ask them to come and see magnitude of suffering. 

9. Leaders should make alternative frequent visits to fighters and' give them 

assurance of victory. This is must. 

10. Declare Nurul Amin, Hamidul Hoq, Sabur and others as traitors. They will face 

trial and get their due for betrayal. 

11. Unity must be preserved at all cost and sacrifice, without considerations of party 

affiliations. 
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To 

Mr. Hussain Ali 

Bangladesh Mission, 

9, Circus A venue, 

Calcutta-17. 

* 

1. Will send press clippings. Already sent by air mail releases etc. 

2. To boost up morale of fighters and people, statements are issued and press 

conferences are held. 

3. To organise and equip youths for offensive fighting, necessary steps taken. 

4. An appeal has already been issued to persons and organizations abroad for funds 

and materials-A/C No. in foreign banks are in formed as and when opened. 

5. All Heads of States including Indonesia have been approached formally. 

6. Collaborators in and outside Bangladesh are being warned occasionally. 

7. Efforts are made for arms and ammunitions. 

* 

1. Publicity campaign needs to be geared up. Silence of leaders causes alarm & 

disappointment. 

2. There are reports of disunity among the parties. Unity should be maintained at 
any-cost. 

3. Indonesian presses do not now give much coverage. Local Pakistanis (Punjabis) 

have purchased most of them at huge money. Govt. attitude is not helpful to 

Bangladesh. Some lies are being circulated in the name of Ulamas by Radio 

Pakistan. Indonesia does not seem to help Pakistan materially. After the inquiry 

report on hijacking was published, Pakistan Ambassador was ridiculed by 

Foreign Minister. It is known secretly. 

4. Public opinion here is that Pakistan unity is broken forever. The war is to 

continue a few weeks more for Bengali survival. 

5. Direct approach to this Govt. may ease the herded attitude of non-interference. 

Please consider to do it soon, if possible. 

6. Some prominent foreign journals are carrying encouraging articles by their 

correspondents. Some of them even traced the history and gave details of 

economic disparities which finally resulted to the present event. People are 

convinced and have sympathy. 
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7. Traitors are everywhere. One is here. M. A. Aziz, Dy. Secy. General. IPECC, 

Though a Bengali, is a nuisance. He is spying against Bengalies and trying to 

victimize the lovers & sympathizers. He is a non-believer in our cause. Please 
note it for future action. 

8. It will be glad to know the arrangement for collection of money. We are ready to 

contribute our share. 
 

Mr. Hussain Ali, 
Bangladesh Mission, 

9 Circus Avenue, 
Calcutta-17. 
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Piasangan Lama 111/39, 

Djatinegara, 

Djakarta-INDONESIA 
May 15, 1971. 

Dear Mr. Hossain Ali, 
 

I was born in the district of Noakhali and joined the British Indian Army during 

World War II. In 1945 I came over to Indonesia with the Indian Army. I was 

commanding International Volunteers' Brigade in the freedom struggle of 

INDONESIA. I have since then settled in INDONESIA and is now a pensioner. 

As you would appreciate in struggling for Indonesian independence, we have 

expertise in guerilla warfare and I have still a following of about 2000 personnel. 

I was yet under the impression that the regrettable killings would end and a 
peaceful solution of the problem would come in one or the other form in final 

settlement. But it appears that West Pakistan would not stop killings in spite of 
international opinion. 

It is my intention that I could actively participate to liberate my kith and kins left 

behind in Bengal who are now suffering miserably and killed indiscriminately with 

my 2000 men. I can seek permission from the Government of the Republic of 

INDONESIA to organize a volunteer corps but in view of her own economic position 

she would not be able to finance it. My offer stands firm for an active participation in 

your struggle if the possibilities of meeting the expenditure on personnel and material 

could be found. 

Kindly accept my esteem and wishes for Bangladesh Government and its people 
and let me know if I could be of any use or service to my motherland. 

With all sympathies and support. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Sd/- 

Ex-Major Abdul Matin 

Ex. Chief Commander, 

International Volunteers 
Brigade. 
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Djakarta, 21/5/71. 

AP's report of May II was published in daily "Indonesian observer" on 15. The 

following were the highlights of report:— 

(a) Deaths more than 400,000 since the start of civil war on March 25. 

(b) Rail and road links cut off at many places. 

(c) 55 Jute mills are working with 15% labor force. 

(d) Millions are facing starvation. 

(e)  Prediction made that Yahya would not last the year.  

(f) Shops were looted by army. 

(g) A colony for marketing of 60 products of West Pakistan is lost, remarked by 

a key businessmen of West Pakistan. 

(h) Economic difficulties are being faced seriously in West Pakistan. 

2. A list of the political and social elites are given below. They may be, supplied 

with materials leading to present crisis. They will help our cause. They may 

influence change policy. 

3. A copy of "Joy Bangla" as requested earlier may be send at our address 

regularly. We hope to make good use of it. If possible, some more copies may 
be sent for distribution to politically important personalities. 

4. Important papers again started publishing reports prominently. The govt. is 

though silent but seem to be convinced of the brutality Govt. do not fully believe 
Pakistan propaganda. It is sure this Govt. will not help Pakistan materially, it is 

unheedful to may requests. 

5. Mrs. M: A. Aziz, wife of M. A. Aziz of 1PECC is engaged in censoring of the 

letters written in Bengali. A few letters reportedly not delivered. 

6. In a gathering of local Pakistanis (mostly Punjabis) at a dinner given by Mr. 

Rang Elahi (a Punjabi) to celebrate his success and nomination in S. O. 

Examination, Mr. Aziz recalled the failure of attempts for achievement of 

autonomy in 1954 by the leaders-Fazlul Hoque, Suhrawardy and Bhashani. On 

Mr. Suhrawardy's imprisonment he said "there was something". "Bhasani is 

always a destructive element". There is complete peace in East Pakistan. A few 

of the guests digested the remarks with bad taste. 

7. 'Far Eastern Economic Review' in its issue No. 19 published a story "words after 

warfare". The story was mixed with pleasure and disappointment. It said Nurul 

Amin 
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refused to accept power in this circumstance. Yahya feels confident to win at 

least KM) AL. elected members. They would be given assurance of autonomy 

provided they denounce Sheikh Mujib and join assembly as independents. 
Observers doubted the success of the move. It further said the army virtually 

controlled the province. The liberation army are inactive. 

8. Antara, official news agency, quoting Reuter from Washington published on 19-

5-71 that M. M. Ahmed could not do much to secure Economic aid from U. S. 

USA did not make any commitment until the situation is reviewed. Pakistan 

accepted, despite Yahya's earlier refusal to U Thant, the relief aid for Bengal. 

This was presumably due to pressure. 

9. Local language dailies still continue to publish encouraging reports of 

regrouping reorganizing and training of liberation army. They give photos in 

some cases. 

10. Indonesian Govt, may consider recognition to Bangladesh and possible help if 

an approach is made directly. This was opined by Adam Malik in a reception. 

11. Prominent journalist & owners of papers were invited to a lavish dinner by 

Pakistan Ambassador. They were urged to be conservative about E. P. situation. 

This attempt proved failure. B M. Dia, former Information Minister, attended 

the dinner but his paper Indonesia. Observer next day published prominently the 

report of AP on E. P. situation. 

12. One local language paper reported about serious rift in the Peoples Party. Some 

prominent members opposing Bhutto have been arrested as a result. Economic 

difficulties and possible inflation are current thinking in business circles, the 

report added. 

13.  AP's report is enclosed. Such report may cause serious damage to the safety of 
Bengalis in Hast Pakistan. Such reports may be countered. 

 

"Amara" 

Djalan Pemandangan 11/10. 

Gn. Sahari. Antjol Depan A1P 

Djakarta-Ulara. 

 

INDONESIAN OBSERVER MAY 19. 

Singapore, May 17 (AP). 

For 23 years a common faith is the Moslem religion linked the disparate halves of 
Pakistan. Now the nation's leaders know it needs stronger cement if it is to stay 

united. 

A brutal Civil War that began sweeping East Pakistan March 26 has killed 

perhaps 500000 persons, with may tortured and slaughtered simply because they 

spoke the wrong language and traced roots to the wrong place. 
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Non-Bengalis won't easily forget how husbands, mothers and children were killed 

by Bengalis espousing and independent East Bengal. Bengalis will long recall army 

terror and destruction. 

The economy of the eastern wing of Pakistan lies shattered. Reconstruction must 

come from the West, 1,000 miles across India but six hours away by jet because India 

refuses over flights. 

East Pakistan's economic infra-structure depended heavily on a 12 per cent 
minority of Hindu Bengalis who stayed on when India and Pakistan were formed 

from British India. 

There are also millions Biharis, Moslem migrants who came to Pakistan at 

partition from several parts of India, mostly Bihar. And there were key West Pakistani 

businessmen and managers. 

The Hindus suffered many dead in army reprisals. Thousands have fled to India 

or 

remote parts of the province. Dacca's once picturesque Hindu sections elsewhere were 

razed. 

Biharis and West Pakistanis were massacred by Bengalis across East Pakistan, 
and may survivors left in panic. 

Significantly, much of the killing took no heed of religious lines. Eyewitnesses 

say Moslem Biharis were slaughtered in Mosques by Moslem Bengalis, despite the 

teachings of the prophet Mohammed. 

As moslem Punjabi and Pathan soldiers moved to settle the score, they took no 

time to determine a man's faith. 

The founder of Pakistan, Mohammed Ali Jinnah, advocated the theory that 

Pakistan would stand as a nation, despite its geography and wide ethnic differences 
because of its faith in Islam. 

Portraits of Jinnah still gave down from every official wall in West, and East 

Pakistan, but dispassionate leaders now find that his idea needs reinforcing. The 

problem is that no one knows how. 

"For 23 years the West has enriched itself at our expense" thundered Major M. A. 

Osman of the Bengali Liberation Forces when Bangladesh or Bengal State was in its 

brief heyday. 

Foreign economists add that 60-70 per cent of the foreign aid went to West 
Pakistan while the East provided 65 per cent and more of the country's foreign 

exchange. 

Tariffs and policies tended to favor the West, which depend heavily on the 

Eastern inhabitants-two-thirds of the total population to consume its industrial and 

agricultural products. 

Some Westerners want to gradually easy away from the East and cut all ties. This 
is considered unlikely, though, with a military government apparently determined to 

enforce a single Pakistan at any cost. 
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The cost, so far immense in economic and human terms, is likely to remain 

crushing. Bengalis now pin Pakistani flags to their clothing and fly them from their 

homes, but that is for safety. 

"Look what the Army did" whispered a Bengali student to a reporter in one town. 

His eyes showed a fierce bitterness. Then, as an officer approached, he smiled 
brightly and offered a patriotic remark. 

His reaction was common all over the sullen, defeated province. Bengalis must 

eventually return to work to feed their families. They lost badly and there seems little 

serious prospect of armed resistance. 

But it will take more than impassive compliance to rebuild Pakistan even at its 

prewar level it was badly hurt by economic woes and natural disasters. 

The question of tolerance is touchy. Military rulers have used their censorship net 

to black out in West Pakistan any reports of atrocities by Bengalis living their. 

Eventually the facts will slip across to the other side. 

One immediate threat is the crippled food crop and the disrupted relief program. 
Some foreign observers fear these may cause a calamitous famine this summer. 

Another fear is that buyers of jute will switch to other fibers from more stable 

parts of the world. East Pakistan grows 80 per cent of the world's jute but exporters 

are concerned that the halted supply would not be missed. 

That would stagger the East's economy and make it less attractive to the West. 

"It's still far too early to tell what happens next", said one foreigner close to both 

economy and politics. "But one thing is certain. Things will never be the same again 

between the West and the East". 
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A summary of the letter of Mr. SanauIIah of 

IPEC Djakarta. 

1. Mr. SanauIIah is a senior Bengali Stenographer of the M/o Finance, on 
deputation to IPEC in Djakarta since 1967. His curriculum vitae is also enc. 

2. He thinks that because he is a Bengali and sympathetic to our cause, he has been 

transferred to W. Pakistan even though persons who joined the IPEC later than 
he did, are still continuing. 

3. He applied for leave but it was rejected (March 25th). He is being threatened 
with dire consequences if he does not join HQrs. immediately. Veiled threats 

have been given to him that he would be handed over to the Martial Law 

authorities to return. 

4. He is paying his own rents, etc. and is not getting pay for the last 2~ months. 

5. He approached some prominent people, including ex-Ministers, for political 

asylum, but the prospect of getting asylum is not very bright because of political 

considerations on the part of Indonesian Govt. However, he has been told that he 

may stay on in D'Jakarta. He wanted to know if the Pakistan Government 

insisted on his expulsion from the country what the Indonesian Government's 

attitude would be? He was told that this can be dealt with at a later stage as the 

situation develops. In sum, he has failed to obtain a categorical assurance in this 
respect. Nevertheless, he is staying on in D'Jakarta. 

6. In the earlier portion of his finely'-written 5-page letter, he has given a detailed 

account of the injustices being committed by the' West Pakistan Ambassador 

and 

other Westies on the Bengali members of staff. He has also given an account of 

the conflicting loyalties of the Bengalies in D'Jakarta to the cause of 

Bangladesh. 
According to him there are 9 Bengali officials there out of 22. and his own 

version is that barring one or two Bengalis almost all of them are reluctant to 
identify themselves openly with our cause. 

7. He wishes to know what he is expected to do now and how the Government of 

Bangladesh could help him. He fears that other Bangalies may face the same 
difficulty he is presently experiencing, in the very near future. 

8. He concludes his letter by emphasizing on the justice of our cause and exhorting 

all of us to have faith in God. 
 

S d/- 

PA to HOM 

26.5.71 
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��� ���cf�� �����, 

.$�� 1Q< �� ������� ��� ����� .�� ������� %��' ����� $� �$���। G��� .$�� 
%���� �A ��� ��M�;  %�� %���'। .$�� H��� .��� ��;�5 �%� ��% ������ %�� 
����� ��` ��, H%� �/��9�=���� $�U H��� %���� �A�B� %�� �5� ��� %�+ ��� �। 
�������� ��%�� .$�� %���A�B� %�� ���� $���� ��� .�� %�� ��5। ���  h ���� ���B���। 
���B��� ���A� H%F� .M�����% ���A� H�� %�%��� ��� �%� �A��L� 5। �P$�� �������� 
���% ���% ��� .��5 ���A� .�G ��i"��� ���� ���5�'। .$��% �� ��j�5 ���B��� �?� 
%�� ��� ��� $���। H ��b ������ %�� ��� .$� H��� ��� .�� �B %��, �� 
.������% ����। ���� G��� ���% ���������� �A %�� %��� $��� ��� ��j� %��� H�� 
��� ���M< .$��% H��� .��� �5 ����� �F-H G �C-H ��5 ���। H%�� ����5�' ��e 
����� .�� �����।  
 

$4�%"��� .$��% .����� �����, $��b%� <�A��� $�+��� ����।  
 

k�"`��M- 
(H�, �%��� .��) 
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Djakarta 

13-6-71. 

 

1. U Thaw's opinion of refugee problem and his appeal for help appeared in the press 

widely. Radio & TV here included in the programme. Plight of refugees was 

shown in the TV. This was down to the much annoyance of Pakistanis and against 

attempts of Pakistani mission. 

2. Refugee problem has shadowed reports of fighting of the liberation army. Still the 

reports of killing of 300 Pakistan army appeared. The news given by Aniara 

correspondent quoted to have been received from Bangladesh headquarters 

somewhere in East Pakistan. 

3. 1PECC future seems bleak. In the last meeting Pakistan's eagerness survived it. 

Pakistan committed to bear all expenses of running the Sectt. With Mr. SanauIIah 

transferred from 1st March and another Rang Elahi moving shortly to assume the 

post S.O. there appears no probability of their substitutes. SanauIIah got the letter. 

He will decide in due course. IPECC lost its significance and purpose. A. Aziz is a 

common guest in any meeting & Milad organized by Punjabis. 

4. Reports of British intention to give to Pakistan aids and loans for development 
programme appeared in Antara. Djakarta and Straits Times, Singapore. These aids 

and loans were committed before the war. 

5. Two Information Assistants in the Ministry of Information, Islamabad have been 

dismissed. This has struck other Bengalis with fear. There are credible rumours of 
other dismissals from other Ministries. Bengalis do not get air passage unless a 

certificate of honesty and loyalty is produced from tile employer to the PIA. In 
some cases leave is granted without T. A. still in many cases leave is refused. This 

is to keep them entrapped and prevent their entry into Bangladesh. 

6. Armed Forces HQs of Pakistan are reported alert for any possible attack from 

India. They are apprehending some such a thing and directed their propaganda on 

this line. 

7. Photographs of captured enemy personnel may be sent press here. 

8. To relieve foreign exchange burden, payment of 20% of pay in Pakistan has been 

effected from June by government. 

9. It is reported their was demonstration before Indonesian and British Embassies in 

Delhi demanding support for Bangladesh cause. 
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10. Radio Pakistan has allotted more time for news and propaganda in Indonesian 

language. This has cut the afternoon monitoring time. 

11. Maulana Maudoodi has reportedly written to all heads of Muslim States. He 

stressed that majority teachers and professors in East Pakistan were Hindus and 

the students were taught books written by Hindus and were influenced by Hindu 

ideas & policies. In essence, the Muslims there were only by name and not in 

spirit. 

12. Mr. Swaran Singh's visit to Moscow, Germany and Paris got wide publicity in 

local and foreign language papers. His interviews and dialogues with press and 
leaders, as reported here, were encouraging: 

13. A rumour spread in Delhi about Kosygin's visit to Islamabad and Delhi for talks 

on repatriation of High Commission's staff published here. 

14. For fear of losing their own political interest in the coming general election, 

sympathizing leaders are not seriously critical of Govt's apathy on events in 

Bangladesh. 

15. Letters of thanks and gratitude to editors & others as requested earlier will help 

publicity of our cause. They already did invaluable service. They may also be 
given materials for publications regularly. 

16. This govt. is non-interventionist in Bangladesh affairs but it still has not put any 

restriction on press. This is a partial recognition facts which we stand for. 

17. We are handicapped of materials and guidelines. We requested earlier too. 

18. Registered letters arc not delivered at private addresses here. Please send 

communications by ordinary post. 

19. A news item appeared in Antara said, among others, that 2000 deserters of E.P.R., 

and Police surrendered at the call of Tikka Khan. 5000 refugees also returned to 

East Pakistan. The reports were made by Antara correspondent from Calcutta. 

20. Times, London carried a news item disclosing that liberation army recruits are 
being trained in 50 Indian camps. 

21. Reports of deep resentment between locals and refugees in West Bengal appeared. 

A situation of near riot was however averted by officials. 

22. Reports of Mr. Sharp and Ismat Kittani's talks with Pakistan govt. appeared. They 

said the talks were fruitful. Pakistan is cooperative and distribution of relief goods 

in East Pakistan will be through local administration under supervision of U.N. 

agency. U.N. cannot provide a great force for distribution.- 
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BRIEF FOR FOREIGN MINISTER 

Mr. Abdullah Alamudi, correspondent of the Daily Pedoman of Indonesia will 

come to meet the F. M. on June 13, 1971 at 10-30 A. M. He is visiting India as the 

guest of the Govt. of India. He will be accompanied by the representatives of the 

Govt, of India. Before coming over here, he has already toured the European countries 

for about six weeks. The Daily Pedoman is reportedly a newspaper with a socialist 

and nationalist bias. 

(A)Indonesian Government's point of view on Bangladesh: 

Indonesian Government's attitude on the whole is not very helpful. Foreign 

Minister Adam Malik described the situation to be "internal affairs" of Pakistan. It is, 

however, felt that a direct approach to the Government may case the hardened attitude 

of non- interference and the issue of recognition may also be considered. At present, 

the Govt. seems to be convinced of the Pakistan Army's brutality and Pakistan's 

propaganda is not fully believed. Indonesia is not providing any material help to 
Pakistan. 

(B) Public and Press attitude: 

A section of the Indonesian press gave good publicity to the Bangladesh 

movement. The Dacca atrocities of the Pak. army and activities of the liberation 
forces were covered by the local newspapers. Pakistan is reportedly spending huge 

amount of money to buy some of the newspapers. 

The people in general feel that the unity of Pakistan is broken for ever. They are 

also reluctant to believe Pakistan propaganda putting the whole blame on the Awami 

League. Mr. Achmed Sjaicho, Speaker of the Indonesian Parliament and Chairman of 

the International Islamic Organisation and Dr. Mohammad Natcir, former Prime 
Minister and leader of Masjumi Party (banned) have appealed to Pakistan to act 

wisely' and seek a just solution. 

(C) Any Special angles likely to come up during meeting: 

Mr. Alamudi's discussions with the Head of Calcutta Mission on June 12, 1971 
show that the former is not interested in giving stress on any particular issue or angle. 

He may, however, be eager to know why the Awami League had to take such a step to 
declare independence. 

Brief report 

Djakarta 23/4/71 

1. Swaran Singh's visit found a good coverage in the press here. His and the two 

other Indian Minister's visits have been described as successful in a way. 
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2. Resolution moved by 120 British Parliamentarians pressing to cut and stop aid 

to Pakistan has been widely published. Every newspaper carried the news 

prominently. Reports of relief aid were published in detail. 

3. Mr. Hussain Ali's account of fighting & loss and injuries inflicted to Pakistan 

army appeared in the press. Ordinary people were in gossip on the subject. 

4. This country is quite convinced of, grave situation in Bangladesh. Non-

intervention policy will continue for some time more at least till the coming 
election is over. The press here is giving all out' support to Bangladesh. 

5. Accounts of atrocities in Bangladesh by Assistant Editor of Morning News 

published in Sunday Times. London was partially carried by press here. It was a 

well-written story, of facts. The people here were stunned with horror and 

believed the report mostly. It brought to Govt. silent condemnation of the 

people. 

6. There was some hint in some papers that Pakistan is planning to send Bhutto 

abroad. The intention is to counter the conviction given by Swaran Singh. 

Bhutto will not be received well here. He is known as Subandrio of Pakistan. 

7. There was mild attempts through press to further defame Awami League for 
Bangladesh situation. These have been checked by bitter attack of sympathizers. 

8. In an earlier report list of newspapers and editors were given. It was requested to 

send them letters of thanks. It is not yet known if any action is taken so far. 

9. No reply has so far been received on a number of request made earlier. It is 

feared the reports are intercepted somewhere or the letters to our address are 

blocked by enemy agents here. Our doubts and fear will be removed if the 

receipt of the reports are confirmed immediately. Otherwise we will be forced to 

stop writing any more. 

10. Mr. J. P. Narayan's visit to this capital is not apparently successful. But it 

created 
favorable impression. Local language paper gave wide coverage of his interview 

and disclosure of factual position. 

11. ANT ARA quoted reports from Paris about postponement of aid to Pakistan 

meeting. The news was carried by prominent papers. 
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, ���m� �������� ��%�� 
2 ��%��� HA��"�c 

%��%���-13 

MISSION OF THE 

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

9 Circus Avenue, 

Calcutta-17 

Dear Mr. Abdul Matin, 

We have been very pleased to receive your letter addressed to Mr. Iiussain Ali. 

Head of the Bangladesh Mission dated May 15, 1971. Please accept our thanks for 

your support and feeling for Bangladesh. 

2. As you have settled in Indonesia, it would be a great help to the cause of 
Bangladesh if you could set up a Committee or Association in Djakarta to mobilize 

pubic opinion and to raise funds in Indonesia in favor of Bangladesh. The Bangladesh 
nationals in different parts of the world have organized such assistance committees to 

further the cause of Bangladesh. We very much need to get the support of the fraternal 

people of Indonesia to help us drive away the invading Pakistan troops from 
Bangladesh. We sincerely hope that you and your contacts can very well help us in 

this regard. 

3. As regards your proposal to send volunteers, we are giving active 

consideration to the matter and would inform you as soon as a decision is reached. 

4. Please keep us regularly posted about your activities there in support of 

Bangladesh. Given your assistance and full-fledged support, we are sure that the 
sacred land of Bangladesh will be free of the occupation army of Pakistan within short 

time. 

 

Yours sincerely, 
Sd/- 

(Anwarul Karim Chowdhury) 
for HEAD OF THE MISSION. 

 

Ex-Major Abdul Matin. 

Pisangan Lama III/39, 

Djatinegara, Djakarta, 

INDONESIA. 
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The report of our contact in Djakarta is seen and the contents are noted. The 

action to be taken by the publicity Division is: 

(i) To send copies of "JOY BANGLA" weekly to our contacts. 

(ii) To prepare a list of news papers and their addresses which have supported our 

cause. Actions on all these two points are being taken. Important information’s and 

other publicity materials will be also supplied to aforesaid news papers. 

Letters of thanks are to be sent to these newspapers identified with our cause in 

Djakarta. Television and Radio are also responding well and deserve thanks. 

The address of our contact at Djakarta:- 

 
"Amara" 

DJL. Pemandangan 11/10 

Gn. Sahari Antjol 

Depan A. I. P. 

A. P. A.            DJAKAR T A-UTARA. 

Mr. Salauddin. 

Sd/- 

External Publicity Division. 
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�����e 8T ��, 1231 

��� ���cf�� �����, 

 .$�� 1T-S-31 ������� $� �$���। .$� �� cI��� ��5 ���������� �A <�]����5�5 
%�� %�� ���` �� ���A<  ����5। .�� %�� �n��A ���%'� .����� ���(� �A "��;A��G 
H"��� %�� %�� ����।  

,�%�� ��� ������� %��' $� ��G5� ����। ��� %�$ .$�� %��'G $�+��� ��5�'।  

H� ��! �%'� $��b%� G .����� ����� $�+����।  

                                                                                             
k�"`��M- 

(H�, �%��� .��) 
� � HA�F���। 

.���� H,��,H�, ���cf�� 
��%���� 
<�]����5�।   
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No. Inf. 10/10/71. 

Dated the 1st July, 1971. 

My dear "Amora", 

We sent you a copy of "Joy Bangla" as and when it was published. We now 

understand that those have not reached you. However, we are sending herewith the 

following: - 

1."Joy Bangla" weekly-June 9, June IS, June 25 issues. 

2.'The People" weekly-June 1, issue. 

Future issues of both the weeklies will be sent to you regularly. 

2. We have already issued letters of thanks to the editors of "The Djakarta 

Times" 

and 'The Indonesian Observer" for publishing editorials and articles supporting the 

cause of Bangladesh. Would you kindly let us know the names and addresses of other 

dailies, weeklies etc. who are supporting our cause? 

3. Kindly acknowledge receipt of the weeklies. 

With best wishes. 

 

Your sincerely, 
(M. Maqsood Ali) 

Press Attache. 

To 

"Amora" 

Djalan Pemandangan II//6, 

Gunung Schad Antjol, 

Dappaan A. I. P., 

Djakarta- Utara 

Indonesia. 
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Dear Mr. Maqsood Ali,           Djakarta, July 28. 1971 

1. A draft D.O. is enclosed here. This is to be issued from your side to the two 

gentlemen mentioned at the foot of it. About the No.l  gentlemen, our earlier reports 

had spoken to you. About the second man a report will follow in due course. 

However, before we form our view of these men definitely, we intend to give them 

another chance to change their mood, we shall observe their reactions further after 

they receive the proposed D.O. from you. Please inform us of the action taken by you. 

2. In an earlier letter to you, I wanted to know about a few friends. I shall be glad 
if you could ask them to write a few words. 

3. May I know that the reports and clippings and reaching to you regularly? 1 am 

afraid, these are not missed or intercepted. No materials have so far been received 

from you as indicated in your letter of 1st July. A few things have been collected from 

other sources and these are being suitably used. 

 

With regards, 
Yours Sincerely, 

.��� 
( Amora ) 

Mr. Maqsood Ali, 

Press Attache, 

Bangladesh Mission 

Calcutta. 

* 

 

Dear fellow countryman, 

It is hardly necessary to narrate to you the history of Bangladesh struggle. The 
Bengalis sacrificed tremendously and suffered heavily for united Pakistan. But the 

greedy rulers were not satisfied with our sacrifice and sufferings for 23 years. Their 
motives and actions were clearly to reduce us to slavery. 

2. The Bengalis have now risen determinedly to resist and vacate any sort of 

aggression-armed, political or economical. Seventy-five million people of Bangladesh 

will not rest, till a single West Pakistani occupation soldier is in their soil. This 

determination of the people is leading them to successes and glory. The world has 

recognized the facts and countries are gradually moulding and shaping their policies. 
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Enemies are struck with terror and losing grounds every day. Victory of 

Bangladesh is very near. 

3. It is needless to say that Bangladesh is now a reality. Friends, sympathizers and 

especially the Bengalis wherever they are should be in doubt regarding this. 

The Govt. of Bangladesh acknowledges the services being rendered by our 
people 

abroad. They have already declared its policy that individual services and sacrifices at 
this hour of need for Bangladesh will be properly rewarded. The Govt. have also the 

knowledge and evidence of the activities of lackeys and collaborators of Pakistan and 
they will be dealt with appropriately in due course. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Sd/-------- 
1.   Mr. M. A. Aziz, 

      Dy. Secy. General of IPECC. 
      House Go. 53 Djl. Tandjung (Menteng) Djakarta. 

 
2.   Mr. Zainul Abedin, 

      Press Counsellor of Pakistan. 
      51 Djl. Tandjung (Menteng) 

      Djakarta. 

 

* 

Djl. Pemandangan 11/10 

Gunung Sahari. Antjol depan AIP 

Djakarta-Utara, Djakarta. 

July 21, 1971. 

 

Dear Mr. Maqsood Ali, 

Thank you very much for your letter of July 1. It gave us quite a lot of happiness. 

It removed our doubts and fears on many accounts. We hope to hear from you 

regularly at least acknowledgement of what is being dispatched. 

I heard of you from many people here. You are still cordially remembered by 
your 

friends and admirers. You left behind and undying impression in their minds. 

With you there, I know, there are a few friends of mine. They are: M/S. Bashar 

Bhuiyan, A. Bashar (Patwari) and Sirajul Haque. The first one is my same villager. I 

shall love to hear from them at my above address. Please remember me to them with 

my regards. 
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We are well and passing through odds and obstacles. Efforts to recovery are 

continuing. 

With kindest regards. 

 

Yours sincerely, 
.��� 

(Amora) 

Mr. Maqsood Ali, 

Press Attache. 

 

* 

No. Inf. 10/1/71.         August 7. 1971. 

My dear' Amora', 

Please refer to your letter of July 21 and 28,1971. 

As suggested by you we have already issued letters to both the persons under the 

signature of the Foreign Secretary of the Government of Bangladesh. 

We are receiving reports and clippings from you. We are also sending you 

regularly copies of 'Joy Bangla', The Peoples' and the weekly bulletin 'Bangladesh'. 

Kindly let us know whether you are receiving them regularly. 

As regards your friends here, there are two Bashars in this Mission. But neither of 
them seem to know you. Mr. Sirajul Haq, Stenographer, has left this Mission long 

ago. 

With best wishes 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Sd/- 

(M. Maqsood Ali) 

Press Attache. 

To: 

"Amora", 

Djl. Pemeandangan 11/10, 

Gunung Sahari, 

Antjol Depan A.I.P., 

Djakarta- Utara, INDONESIA. 
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Djakarta. 1-8-71. 

1. Mr. Svvaran Singh's proposed visit to this capital between 11-13 August for 

bilateral talks was published here. This was disclosed by Foreign Minister Adam 
Malik. 

2. Report of Indian refusal to accept U. N. observers was published. The report 

said Indian point of view was that the issue was between Bangladesh and 
Pakistan. U. N. observers cannot be stationed in Indian territory. 

3. Yahya Khan's plan to visit Dacca during August was published here. B. B. C. 

correspondent was not invited at Yahya's television interview in Karachi 
recently. 

4. A report published in ANTARA said India would not permit Iranian and 

Kuwaiti delegates to visit refugee camps with Tungku Abdul Rahman of 

Malaysia. The tone of the report indicated that Iran and Kuwait were supporters. 

5. Two lists-one of newspapers and the other of Muslim intellectuals are appended 

herewith. These are exhaustive lists. Important among them in both the lists 

have been marked with stars. They may be supplied with materials. Please let us 

also know if this is being done. 

6. A few local language papers editorially supported strongly the cause of 

Bangladesh struggle. The editorials were full of disclosures of army atrocities, 
and suggested measures to be taken by the government. 

7. A draft letter was sent earlier for issue from them. Please issue that urgently. Mr. 

M. A. Aziz is still very active to discourage people about Bengali resistance. 

8. Yasser Arafat (Palestine Guerrilla Leader) accused that a Pakistani General 

commanded the Jordanian army in the recent fight against guerrillas. The 

accusation was published here in the papers. 

9. Pakistan regretted Yasser Arafat's accusation and said it was merely helping the 

Muslim countries against Israel. 

10. A report about sending of U. N. relief workers to East Pakistan was published. U 

Thant categorically denied, the report added, that the workers have been 

assigned the work of observation. 

11. Report of Mr. Mohiuddin Ahmed's defection from London has been published. 

12. Suspension of U. S. aid to Pakistan and Greece has been published in Antara 

and other papers. But an escape clause in the suspension bill may allow 

President Nixon to resume aid to Greece. But in the case of Pakistan suspension 

is final. 
 

To :  Mr. Maqsood Ali, 

Press Attache, 

Bangladesh Mission, 

9 Circus Avenue, Calcutta-17 , India. 
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Al-Haj A. B..M. Sonaullah 

31, Djl. Sultan Agung, 

Gunlur. DJAKARTA. 
Dated-August 9, 1971. 

My dear Maqsood Ali Saheb, 

Kindly refer to your letter No. Inf. 10/10/71 of July 1. 1971, forwarding copies of 

weeklies "Joy Bangla" and "The People". Since then no further copies were received. 
1 shall be grateful if you kindly arrange to send me live copies each of the above 

papers and other publications including "Bangladesh" Bulletin issued by you. 

In addition kindly arrange to mail directly copies of 'The People", "Bangladesh" 

bulletin, and the like or any other material of interest to the addresses as per list 

attached. 

It would be of great help to our cause if you could kindly arrange to issue letters 

or thanks and appreciation to Bahasa Indonesia dailies like "Merdeka"; "KAMI"- 
students'daily; "Sinar Harapan"; "Pedoman"; "KOMPAS"; "Berita Buana" (old name 

Berita Yudha); and "Abadi" in particular and others in general, as also to ANTARA 
News Agency; Drs. Sumadi, Director of Television Republik Indonesia (TVRI); 

Senajan. Djakarta; and Mr. Abdul Hamid. Director of Radio Republik Indonesia 
(RRI), Djl. Merdeka Barat. Djakarta; for the news coverage. It will perhaps be more 

appropriate if the expression is made on behalf of the people and the Government, if 

possible with a copy to me. 

Kindly send all communications to the assumed name of "Amora" at the same 
address, except in case of personal contact, as it happened recently, at the above 

address. 

With kindest regards. 

Yours sincerely, 

Sd/--------- 

Mr. M. Maqsood Ali, 

Press Attache, 

Mission of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh, 

9, Circus Avenue, 
Calcutta-17. 
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IDONESIA 

Mailing List for 'The People", "Bangladesh" bulletin and any other material of 

Bangladesh in English. 

 
1. K.H. Dr. Id ham Chalid, Djl. K.S.  Minister of Slate for Peoples Welfare. 

Mangunsarkora No. 51, Menteng,  Vice-President, N. U. 

Djakarta   

   
2. Hadji Adam Malik Djl, Diponegora No. 29, 

Djakarta 

 Foreign Minister 

   
3. Hadji Achmad Sjaichu Komp. BDN, Djl, 

Let. Dgnn, S. Parman, Silipi, Djakarta. 

 Chairman, House of Rep N, U. 

   
4. Mr. M. H. Isnani Djl. Imam Bondjol No. 28 

Menteng, Djakarta. 

 Vice-Chairman, House of Rep. 

Chairman, National Party. 

   
5. Lt. Gen. H. Alamsijah Djl. Proklamasi  State Secretary. Adviser to President. 

No. 36 Djakarta.  

  
 6. Mr. Wilopo S. H.  Chairman. Supreme Advisory 

Djl. Sriwidjaja No. 20, Blk. K-l 1  Council; former Prime Miniser. 

Kcbajoran Baru. Djakarta.   

   
7. Dr. Mohd. Natsir. 46. Djl, HOS  Former Prime Minister, Religious 

Tjokroaminoto Djakarta.  Scholar. 

   
8. Hadji Anwar Tjokroaminoto Djl.  Vice-Chairman. Sup. Adv. Council, 

Singamangaradja No, 29 Kcbajoran Baru, 

Djakarta. 

 Chairman, PSII 

   
9. Hadji Imron Rosjadi S. H. Djl. TcukuUmar 

No. 30/Pav. Djakarta. 

 Chairman. Commission II of the 

  Parliament dealing with the Dep. of 

  Defence & Security and Dep. of 

  Foreign Affairs. Secretary General, 

AAIO. 

 

10. Mr. Fahmi Idris, (Student Leader),  

Secretary-General. Gerakan Mahasiswa  

Djakarta  

University of Indonesia, Economic  

Faculty, Djl. Salemba No. 4, Djakarta.   

 

NEWS PAPERS 

11.  Hadji Machbud Djunaedi 

Editor, Duta Masjarakat, 

Djl, Mentcng Raya No. 24, Djakarta. 
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12. Mr. Nono Anwar Makarim 

Editor, KAMI (Students' daily) 

Djl. Kramat VIII/2, Djakarta. 

 

13. Mr. 13. M. Diah (former Inf. Minister) 
Editor, MERDEKA, 

Djl. Petodjo Selatan 11, Djakarta. 

 

14. Brig. Djen Hadji Sugandhi, 

Editor, Pelopar Baru (Daily owned by Sekber Golkar) 

Djl. Asemka 29-30, Djakarta. 

 

15. Mr. J . C. T. Simorangkir S. H. 

Editor, Sinar Harapan, (Christian party Paper) 

Djl, Pintu Besar Selatan No. 93 

Djakarta. 

 

16. Mr. Mochtar Lubis, 

Editor, Indonesian Raya, 

Djl. Merkeda Utara 11, Djakarta. 

 

17. Mr. Fahmi Mu'thi 

Djakarta Times, 

Fjl. Hajam Wuruk No. 8 Djakarta. 

 

18. Mrs. Herawati Diah 

Editor, Indonesia Observer, 

Djl. Petodjo Selatan 11, Djakarta. 
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Djakarta, 11th August, 1971 

Dear Mr. Maqsood Ali, 

We already let you know the various odds and difficulties in our way. Our 

enthusiastic people as well as sympathizers kept the minds of millions here stirred up 

and a shape of favorable opinion was beginning to form. But enemies of our cause 
have lately gained a little success at huge cost to suppress from publishing the 

information of events in Bangladesh. Large-scale defection from missions has again 
convinced the society of journalists and readers that Bangladesh movement still 

survives the heavy repression and naked lies of Pakistan. The widely circulated 

English daily THE DJAKARTA TIMES in its “Billy’s column’’ critically remarked 

as follows (cutting also enclosed):- 

“Seven Pakistani diplomats in Washington and two in London resigned their 
posts and pledged allegiance to the ‘Bangladesh’ Government. I thought the 

‘Bangladesh’ was already put down entirely. That was the Pakistani 

Information Service here said, you know!” 

In the changed situation of this field, we have thought out to change our strategy. 
In this connection, we propose to make our approach to a large selected influential 

elites. But our approach, you know, cannot yet for obvious reasons be open. However, 
a few important names are sent to you herewith. We suggest that they may be 

supplied regularly with a copy of THE PEOPLE. The bills on this account should be 
sent to us for arranging immediate payment. We have started supplying materials to 

others. This we hope to counter the lies spread by enemies. We also hope your co-
operation will be coming immediately. 

May we hope that the actions suggested in earlier letters are being take by you? 

We do not yet know if the remittance to Mr. Hossain Ali has been received. Will you 

kindly let us know? 

With regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

(Amora) 

Mr. M. Maqsood Ali, 

Press Attache, 

Bangladesh Mission 

9 Circus Avenue, 

Calcutta-17, 

India. 
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No. Inf. 10/1/71.         August 21, 1971 

 

My dear A mora. 

 

Please refer to your report of August I, and your letter of August 11, 1971. 

 

In our letter of August 7, 1971 we intimated you that letters to both the persons 
under the signature of the Foreign Secretary, Government of People's Republic of 

Bangladesh have been issued. You might have received our letter by now. In fact our 
Foreign Ministry have written to all the Bengali Diplomats serving abroad including 

those of the organisations you belong. 

 

We have also received lists of addresses of newspapers and Muslim intellectual 

in 

Indonesia. We are at present supplying you 20 copies of our weekly bulletin 

Bangladesh and a copy of "The People" regularly. We feel that instead of sending 

copies of this bulletin and the copies of 'The People" from here direct to the addresses 

given by you we should supply you copies in bulk to you for distribution from there. 

We do not know whether there will be any difficulty in distributing these copies. We 

can, however, place at your disposal an amount to meet the publicity expenses. Would 

you kindly let us know to whom and where we should send the money, in case the 

distribution of our materials can be undertaken by you? 

 

We have received a sum of US $ 50 from one Mr. Machmud and this is the only 

contribution so far received by this Mission from Indonesia. 

 

Yours sincerely. 

Sd/- 

( M. Maqsood Ali ) 

Mr. "Amora, 

Djl. Pemandangan 11/10, 

Gn. Sehari Antjal, 

Depan A. 1. P.. 
Djakarta-Utara 

INDONESIA. 
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Djakarta-16-8-71. 

1. Almost all newspapers, radio and TV covered the news of Indo-Soviet treaty. 

Comments were not much different basically. There was near unanimity on one 

point that the treaty had been hastened (the negotiations first started in 1969) by 

the threat of war by Pakistan and Chinese support to Pakistan. 

2. Refusal to Kennedy to visit Pakistan, U. S. Slate Department's regret and concern 
over the refusal were published here in local and foreign language papers. 

3. Kennedy's visit of Agartala. Megalaya and other refugee areas and the welcome 

accorded lo him with shouts of "Joy Bangla", "Long live Sheikh Mujib" were 

carried by papers here. His comments were also published. 

4. News o/bomb blast in Dacca Intercontinental injuring some 15 people convinced 

the people that Bangladesh guerrillas were alive and intensifying their activities. 

5. Sheikh Mujib's trial was published with his photo. The news was carried by all 

papers. Djakarta 'Time's editorial was bold, factual and upright (cutting enclosed). 

6. U. S. State Department's concern over Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's trial and Rogers 

discussions with U Thant about situation in Bangladesh were published here. 

7. A list of addresses was sent last week. It contained 10 names. Please send them 

copy of "The People" regularly. We are arranging remittance of the cost on this 
account. 

8. Thanks for the letter of 7th August from Mr. Maqsood Ali. We do not receive 

newspapers and other materials regularly. Reply to one letter in which advice was 

sought in case of emergency may please be expedited. 

9. There is yet no sign or amendment in the behavior of the two gentlemen. A report 

will, however, follow after they are studied and observed carefully for sometime 

more. 

10. Mrs. Gandhi's Independence Day speech and her reference to Bangladesh struggle 
was earned by all papers. 

11. Mrs. Gandhi's appeal to 24 heads of Slates for release and safety of" Sheikh Mujib 

was published here. 

12. Pakistan circulated a number of copies of 'White Paper* to Government Deptt., 
newspaper circles and high dignitaries. Newspaper circles did not seem very 

enthusiastic about its contents. Some of the newspapers carried it very briefly. 

13. Ex-Information Minister of Pakistan, Slier AIL is currently on a tour to this capital 

probably to counter Swaran Singh and to report to his Govt, on the trend of public 
& Government minds. He was seen roaming in official and diplomatic circles. 
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14. Swaran Singh's visit seem to have softened to some extent the hard attitude of this 

capital. In the joint communiqué it has expressed concern about the Bangladesh 

situation and refugee problem. Extract is enclosed. 

15. Newspaper comments on Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's trial were almost unanimous 

that this sort of secretarial would deprive him of justice. Newspapers also carried 

comments on the trial published in other counties. 

16. Observers who visited Bangladesh recently were of the opinion that the guerrilla 
activities were intensified and occupied forces already lost courage and morality. 

 

(AMORA) 

 

To 

Mr. M. Maqsood Ali, 
Press Attache. 

Bangladesh Mission, 
9 Circus Avenue. Calcutta-17, 

INDIA. 
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SECRET 

Djakarta-August 19. J 971. 

Dear Hossain Ali Sahib, 

Before your historic declaration of allegiance to Bangladesh Govt. we were in 
deep sea of puzzles as to how we could be useful to the cause of our country. Your 

action showed the way to many others and opened channel to establish contact and 

seek advice to organise efforts abroad. Since establishing of contact, we have been 

sending to you regularly reports on trends and developments in the capital. Inspite of 

heavy burden of works and terrific pressure on your mission, we are happy that our 

specific inquests on important matters are being attended to. 

We have a number of problems and limitations which we would take up with you 

separately. This letter is to inform you briefly that our effort have been meeting with 
partial success despite serious odds and obstacles especially hard altitude of the policy 

makers. We are however continuing our efforts. 

You have seen from our reports and clippings the trend of press here and we may 

add that millions of the people are quite convinced about our cause and sympathetic to 

our sufferings. 

Bengali settlers are few and far between in this country. In Djakarta there are 

only 

two and they too are financially handicapped and socially backward. We considered 

your advice. It is not possible to encourage them to do something openly. There are 

moreover chances of authority's interference and risk of our exposure. If situation 

favors the association in question will be duly taken up. We may however inform you 

that in the beginning of our contact with your office, we formed AMORA group with 

the following three members to do whatever possible with limited resources and 

against many handicaps : 

 

 

Name Code- Name Distribution of work 

1. A. F. Md. Shamsuzzaman  KAMAL Coordination & research 

2. A. B. M. Sanaullah SUFI Organisation & public relation 

3. Siddique Ahmed RUMI Press & Publication 
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For reasons of security, we send this letter through the courtesy of Indian 

Embassy here. Our address which is already in your office (AMORA Djl. 

Pemandangan II/10. Gunung Sahari. Antjol Depan A.I P., DJakarta-Utata) can be 
utilised for posting of normal mail to us. In exceptionally important matters, if you 

think it advisable, the following address may kindly be used for the top cover :- Group 
Captain N. Sinha Ray, Indian Embassy. Djakarta, C/o Ministry of External Affairs, 

New Delhi. In the inside cover just Amara may be addressed. If there are any other 
safe and secure means of communications, you may please advise us. 

We may often need to exchange information with our organizations in other 

countries. We shall be grateful if you could supply us their address with names of 

concerned persons at an early date.' Our address may also be circulated to them. For 

reasons of security however kindly use our code names in future. 

This letter is being issued under the code signature of our authorized member. 

Important letters will be issued under this signature. If any important letter does not 

bear this signature, such letter may be ignored. 

With our deep personal regards, 

 

Joy Bangla 

Yours sincerely. 

AMORA 

Mr Hossain Ali 

Head of The Bangladesh Mission 

Calcutta. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* This information has since been received. 
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Djakarta-August 31. 1971. 

Dear Hossain Ali Sahib. 

We addressed you a letter last week indicating code names of members and the 

work each has been doing since the beginning. The receipt of the letter may please be 
acknowledged. 

The people here appear sympathetic but the policymakers are firm in their 

attitude. We are regularly supplying to our sympathizers and other elites whatever 

materials we get or produce ourselves to encourage the readers and their circles of 
influence about our cause. At the beginning, in a quite hurry and in the absence of 

requisite materials, a paper entitled "PAKISTAN-ITS BIRTH AND DEATH" was 
produced by KAMAL. It depicted briefly the background history which led 

Bangladesh to present movement and struggle for freedom. The paper was circulated 
to a number of politicians, leaders, press and dignitaries, and. you can be assured, it 

created effects in some circles. A copy is being sent to you separately for your 
perusal. Please advise us any modifications or omission in case of recirculation. 

As you are aware, our resources are limited out of which we sent you already a 

token donation of US $ 50/-. We spent a considerable amount on cables, letters to 

places and individuals of eminence as well as heads of muslim states. Local cost of 
operation is also substantial. For all these, KAMAL being mainly taxed, the following 

others contribute their mite: - 

1. RUMI 

2. ROIIANI (Mr. A. H. Sarkar) 

3. SAPRI (Mr. Ruhul Amin) 

In a letter we requested Mr. Maqsood Ali to send regularly a copy of "The 
People" to 10 listed persons considered important in society, politics, press etc. 

outside Government. We promised to bear the cost of the papers and accordingly we 

have remitted an amount of $ 25/-. Further subscription will be remitted in due course. 

We shall be grateful to know if the action has been taken. 

As our work is becoming more and more difficult every day, we feel that besides 

the People, copies of all other publications  being produced by our government should 
be mailed to the 10 persons mentioned above regularly. We are prepared to bear the 

postage cost of these free publications. 
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We also requested you to send us addresses of Bangladesh missions/associations/ 

organizations in other countries. This we need to exchange information and advice. 

We shall be grateful for an early action. 

With our kindest regards. 

Joy Bangla, 

Yours sincerely. 

(Amora) 
Mr. Hossain Ali. 

Head of Bangladesh Mission. 
9 Circus Avenue, Calcutta-I7, 

India. 

 

Amora 
Djakarta 

DONATIONS 

(as on 31st Oct. 71) 

 

Name    US $ Indon.Rp 

1.KAMAL --- 50/- 52,000/- 

2.SUFI --- ---     --- 

3.RUMI --- 35/-     --- 

4.SAPRI                     --- 20/-     --- 

5.RUHAN1 --- 20/-     --- 

6.ANSAR (incurred his own expenses 

and help 
  

10,000/- 

to HAMID) 
 

 

Total: 125 62,000/- 

Or. US S 160/- 

 

EXPENSES 

(as on 31-10-71) 

 

1. Remittance to Bangladesh Mission                   50/-            --- 

(Mr. Hossain Ali) 

2. Remittance to Bangladesh Mission for papers 

       etc. (Mr. Maqsood Ali)           25/-            --- 

3. Purchase of one typewriter (old)                   12000/- 
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4. Cost of postage etc. for letters to U. N.    20.000/- 

 and world leaders. 

5. Conveyance charges to SUFI & IIAMID.   10.000/- 

6. Financial help to HAMID (local agent)    3,100/- 

7. Conveyance incurred by ANSAR and help 

       given to HAMID.       10,000/- 

8. Local cost of operations (postage etc.)    26.900/- 

                                    ------------------------------- 

                                                        Total: 75/ -82.000/- 

Balance  (+)  50/   (—)    20,000/- 

 

= dollar balance adjusted against 

Rp. deficits.       (+) 20.000/- 

 

Net balance carried forward:                                                          

 

For information to: - 

1. Mr. M. Hossain Ali, 

2. Mr. M. Maqsood Ali. 

3. Kazi Anwarul Islam. 

 

(RUMI) 

for AMORA 
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Djakarta, 5th Sept, 

REPORT 

(No. 2) 

1. President Yahya Khan has declared general amnesty for all. This included 
rebellious politicians, civil and military service personnel and all other persons 

alleged to have been involved since March I to September 5. Defected diplomats, 

according to declaration, may resume their duties to their respective missions. 

2. Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan is reported to have been released from detention under 
general amnesty; Some of the newspaper here have welcomed the declaration 

lukewarmly as a move of Yahya to transfer to civilian government. 

3. The declaration has not clearly mentioned about Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and 

other top Awami League leaders still under arrest or underground. The 

declaration, as it is reported, will apply to all. 

4. Dr. Malik’s appointment as governor in replacement of Tikka khan was hailed by 
ruling political circle here. Press and other circles doubted the intention of Yahya 

as to how much power he would give to the governor and how far success the new 

governor would attain while the virtual power will be exercised by military from 

behind the curtain. Some papers described the appointment as a first step towards 

ultimate surrender. 

5. According to some source, the trial of SheikhMujibur Rahaman is postponed for 
three months. This was interpreted by diplomatic circle in two ways. First, an 

attempt again for a solution with united Pakistan due to bad world opinion and 
possible serious repercussions. Second, Yahya and his advisers are no more 

hopeful of controlling Bangladesh. The trial would produce nothing but a serious 
reaction in Bangladesh and the world. 

6. Pakistani contradictions in many instances were noticeable in interested circles. 

One such contradiction recently was on the number of refugees. 

7. Our collection of materials through various sources are being distributed to 

interested sympathetic quarters. Last week, we distributed the following:- 

(i) “ A Plot Against Yahya Khan’’, SUNDAY TIMES, London, Aug.1. 

(ii) “ Acts of Repression in Bangladesh”, as reproduced in THE PEOPLE (By 

Regg Prentice). 
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(iii) "While Paper Adds little to Bengal Story", THE MANCHESTER 

GUARDIAN. Aug. 6. 

(iv) "Time is running out in Bengal". THE ECONOMIST, London, July 31. 

(v) "Bengal: The murder of a people", NEWSWEEK, New York, August 2. 

(vi) "Good Soldier Yahya Khan", TIME MAGAZINE, New York. August 2. 

(vii) Editorial"...." THE DAILY TELEGRAPH, London, August 2, 

8. We could not yet know if the action to dispatch copy of "The People" direct 

from there has been taken. We suggested 10 names and a remittance also was 

made to the Press Attaché. 

9. Press Foundation of Asia expressed concern about the denial of press freedom in 

Pakistan. In. its meeting here it expressed grave concern on the murder of press 

worker in East Pakistan and imprisonment of pressmen in West Pakistan. 

10.  Indonesian Observer's editorial of August 30 and Sept. 3 show a marked 
departure from its earlier stand on Bangladesh question. Copies of the two 

editorials are enclosed. 

 

(Amora) 
The Press Attache. 

Bangladesh Mission. 
9 Circus Avenue, Calcutta-17, 

India. 

 

 

 

--------------------
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Djakarta. 7th Sent. 1971. 

Dear Maqsood Sahib, 

You will recall, we sent you a list of 10 names. We requested you to send copy of 

'The People" to each of the listed persons. As per our commitment to bear the 

expenses, we have already remitted to you an amount of US S 25/-. We shall be glad 
to know if you have already taken action. 

We further requested you to arrange despatch to the above persons copy of 

bulletins or other useful materials which are published by our mission and distributed 

free of cost. We assured you to bear the cost of postages for such despatches. 

A copy of the editorial in Indonesian Observer dated August 30 is enclosed. You 

will observe the change of attitude from its earlier stand. This is due to lack of our 

intensive drive which we are hindered for obvious reasons to do openly and 

aggressively. Another reasons is the continuous pumping of false ideas by activists of 

our opposition. However, there is yet nothing to discourage us and our efforts are 

continuing to cultivate a favourable or at least a just opinion about our cause. It will 

be quite possible, we believe, to mould the attitude easily to our side if the materials 

are supplied to them from you direct. We shall be grateful to know if you have 

already taken action. 

Despatches of information materials and newspapers to us are not regular. 

Sometimes, we get these as late a time at which the usefulness and interest are 

diminished. We quite appreciate the pressure and burden you are handling daily; we 

shall be highly grateful if you could kindly supply us regularly useful materials and 

papers to intensify our drive in this difficult field. 

With regards. 

Yours sincerely. 

(Amora) .��� 

 

Mr. Maqsood Ali, 
Press Attache, 

Bangladesh Mission, 

9, Circus Avenue, 

Calcutta-I 7. 
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INDONESIAN OBSERVER 

Monday, August 30, 1971. 

EDITORIAL 

THE TRAGEDY IN EAST PAKISTAN 

The main reason why events in East Pakistan continue to get a wide press 

coverage everywhere is simply because in that part of the world a tragedy of 

unprecedented proportion is unfolding as a result of the endless flow of refugees 

across the frontier into India. Senator Edward Kennedy, after an extensive tour of the 

refugee camps in India's West Bengal in his capacity as Chairman of the US Senate 

Judiciary Sub-Committee on Refugees, confirmed that the 5 month old conflict 

between East Pakistan and West Pakistan had driven over 7.50 million Bengalies to 

take refugee in India. And, as if losing properties or next of kin is not enough, some of 

these refugees have died or arc dying of disease and famine in their new temporary 
homes. Yet death seems much more preferable. On his visit to some of the refugee 

centers inside India, Kennedy said he saw "a scene which only can be described as the 
most appalling tide of human misery in modern times". 

Though Kennedy's description of the suffering the Pakistani refugees have to 

endure needs no further testimony his call that the Nixon Government breaks off 

diplomatic relations with Yahya Khan regime in Rawalpindi can only be considered 

rash. Condemning the atrocities of Yahya's troops in East Pakistan is one thing but 

boycotting a nation, its government and people, is surely quite a different matter. This 

is definitely not the way in which one seeks to correct the mistakes of the other. What 

the Yahya government is accused of is the militaristic way with which it attempts to 
solve a political problem, one which since the period of Ayub Khan has plagued not 

East Pakistan alone but the entire republic as a whole. Yahya Khan is worse than his 
predecessor only because in this case he threw the full weight of his army against the 

unarmed millions of Bengalies, driving them into India and inviting bloody clashes 
from a meaningless few. The imprisonment of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and taking 

him to a military tribunal for the sins of his secessionist minded followers after his 
arrest is another move which is unjustifiable and rightly deserves to be deplored. 

But while it is wrong for Yahya to crush the opposition by force or by such 

pretense in legality as the court martial of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the reasons for an 

aims of the so-called "Bangladesh" are likewise un-acceptable. It is significant that 
none of the major powers has shown any inclination to support the break-away 

movement. India's official position on the matter, despite the enormous strain of the 
refugee crisis, is commendable. No doubt there are some people who support the birth 

of a "Bangladesh" nation. The secessionists have friends in probably all the 
continents. Last week, for instance, the Editors received an anonymous letter, 

postmarked Djakarta, containing several copies of "Bangladesh" propaganda. It 
proves that there are supporters of "Bangladesh" in Indonesia too. This paper, 

however, is definitely not one of them. 

 

------------------------
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Djakarta. 

September 15, 1971. 

REPORT 

(No.4) 

1. President "Yahya's proposed visit to Iran was first published here on 10/9/71. 

The purpose, as reported was to attend '2,500th, anniversary of Iranian 

monarchy. 

2. Arrest of 4 members of OMEGA relief operation team was published here. It 
was also reported that they were not treated honorably. 

3. Formation of an eight-member committee of different political parties to advise 

coordinate Bangladesh work was carried in the papers here. 

4. Bangladesh Foreign Minister's television interview was published in the press. 

He said "There is always room for negotiations, but Independence of 

Bangladesh could not be bartered away for the sake of negotiated settlement." 

Political settlement with the military regime of Islamabad must be preceded by 

the withdrawal of the Pakistan army from Bangladesh. 

5. Bangladesh Foreign Secretary's announcement that sending of a team to D.N. 

Assembly session was being considered was published here. It was subsequently 
reported that Foreign Minister would head the delegation and Mr. Ahul Fateh 

and Mr. Mahbub-ul Alam would be members among others. 

6.  It is reported in the press here that India has been willing to normalize relations 

with China. But Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's letter to Chou-en-Lai is still 

unreplied. 

7.  The White Paper circulated by Pakistan could not evoke appreciation rather it 

created disgust in some circle because of the falsehood. 

8. Bhutto's meeting with Yahya Khan, as reported in the press here, was failure to 
gel any result. It is also reported that Bhutto has been threatening of grave 

consequences if the power is not transferred to civilian government. He even 
said that the happenings in East Pakistan would be repeated in West Pakistan. 

9. It is known from a reliable source that NAP (W. Pak) Chief Wali Khan would 

support Bhutto in case the latter would launch an agitation to secure civilian 

government. Wali Khan was contacted in Kabul by Mrs. Bhutto during her visit 

last month. 
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10. Passports of all East Pakistanis in the mission have been taken away. 

11. "Bangladesh" News bulletin No.7 has been circulated to interested quarters. It is 

now yet known if arrangement for dispatch of newspaper to the addressees 

(already supplied) has been made so far. 

 

(AMORA) 

12. Important clippings are attached. 

 

The Press Attache, 

Bangladesh mission, 

9 Circus Avenue, 

Calcutta-17. 

 

P. S:-13. A delegation headed by Mr. Abu Hanifa and including Dr. Natsir is      

reaching Bombay Saturday. The delegation will visit refugee camps. The 
members of the delegation represent political parties, high personalities, 

and social elites. We supplied them materials regularly. 
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Djakarta. 25-9-1971. 

The enclosures are two papers produced by us for action as below: 

1. Letter to the editor, Indonesian Observer on 15-9-71 commenting on editorial of 

30th August. 

2. Circulated on 21-9-71 as an opinion of an independent observer about settlement of 

Bangladesh problem. 

 

(Amora) 
Mr. Maqsood Ali, 

9 Circus Avenue, 
Calcuna-17. India. 

 

 

Editor, INDONESIAN OBSERVER 15-9-71. 

Dear Editor, 

I foster a deep regard for the journalists as a whole. 1 have a deeper regards for 

journalists of our country. It is the journalists who bring to us news of the world. It is 

the journalists who raise their voice unitedly against any oppression anywhere in the 

world. It is the journalists after all whose opinion and advices are valued to shape the 

policy of a nation and course the destiny of its people. Journalists. I believe, do not 

belong to any class of rulers. They stand for the cause of humanity; they voice the 

grievances of human being against any atrocity on human lives. 

I have been reading with horror through your paper and others news of human 

turmoil &. suffering in Pakistan. Both Indonesia and Pakistan are bound in many ties- 

religion, geography, culture, economy etc. My personal love for Pakistan is for the 

fact of my long slay in and still occasional visits to Pakistan for my professional 

requirement. I saw both the pans of the country and observed myself the cause of 

bitterness and hatred between peoples of the two parts. 

I seek your permission to express my opinion to you. 

Development of economic imbalance between the two parts is, I suppose, the root 

cause of the present crisis. A glaring disparity and neglect are visible to observe and 

visitor. 

The seat of the central government being located in West Pakistan, control of 

administration and military was frabed by West Pakistanis, to the neglect of their 

eastern partners. In the field of business, many West Pakistanis were found 

established in East 
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Pakistan by official help and patronize. East Pakistanis were put to uncomfortable 

comer in industry, economy, education, and service. 

There were several democratic attempts by East Pakistan to realize its demand. 

They got nothing but promises from West Pakistani rulers. Oftentimes, advocates of 

provincial demands were hatefully called 'separatists', provincialists, regionalists or 

communists. The popular veteran leaders of East Pakistan. Fazlul Haque (The Tiger 

of Bengal), Suhrawardy. Bhashani were called unpatriots and enemy agents. The 

present leader. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is charged with treason. 

Democracy was not allowed to grow in Pakistan by a well conspiracy for fear of 
losing hold on administration and economy by West Pakistan. The first Prime 

Minister Liaqat Ali Khan was killed by this conspiracy. Subsequently, dissolution of 

Ministries, assembly and imposition of Martial Law by Ayub Khan were also results 

of the conspiracy to murder democracy and hold grip tightly over the weaker regions. 

In the present instance, in the name of Islam and unity and to the utter disregard of 

people's wishes and aspirations voiced through democracy, rulers of Pakistan took 

army action. According to many reports, impartial observers and eye witnesses about 

a million killed, more than seven million drove out and 20 million were displaced of 

homes and villages. The tragedy is unprecedented and unforgettable. 

There are several other points relevant in this context. Pakistan's own follies and 
lies have been naked by its own contradictions and policies. Hijacking of Indian plane 

was announced to have been done by Kashmiri freedom fighters who were also 

congratulated by Ali Bhutto. Later on Pakistani court made out the story as Indian 

conspiracy to stop over-flight between the two parts. The government tone was 

changed to accuse India and termed it as planned step to disintegrate Pakistan. Sheikh 

Mujib was declared future Prime Minister by President Yahya Khan and he himself 

later on declared Mujib a traitor six-points was the basis of Awami Leagues fight for 

election. Nothing was said against it before by Yahya Khan. He now declares it as a 

move for separation. East Pakistan situation was brought under control on 27th 

March. Still, after 5 months there are miscreants to fight against by Pakistan army. 

Victims of army action were mere few miscreants and the fleeing away people were 

Indian infiltrators. Strangely, if admitted the outflow of refugees and invited them 

back. International humanitarian organizations with relief goods were prevented from 

entering into East Pakistan. The plea was that there was no need. I afterwards started 
crying at the United Nations for help. Everything was peaceful in East Pakistan but 

the latest officials reports said rail, road and other means of communications 
miserably disrupted by rebellions. 

In your editorial on 30th Aug. you have not approved American Senator 

Kennedy's call to Nixon administration to boycott Pakistan and sever diplomatic 

relations. You suggested instead to deplore and condemn the action. Pakistan does not 

seem to be sensively responsive to diploration. Accumulation of condemnation in the 

Pakistan's credit has been already very great. It does not seem to care to digest 

shamelessly more of such stock. 
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You have said in the same editorial that the secessionists have friends in 

continents and other countries. It is by them that the news was spread and 

exaggerated. The basic thing was, I suppose, the response of human being at the 
human suffering. I am inclined to make friends with the human being and sympathies 

with their suffering. Inhumanity must be stopped and inhuman forces must be 
boycotted. 

Without being influenced by any agent or propaganda, I may suggest for safety of 

human lives and preservation of world peace that the U.N., if it is worthy of its name, 

should investigate from the people of the troubled area about their demands, 

aspirations and wishes. It is not possible to thrust upon a people of 75 million a 

decision which they may not be willing to accept. Religion or anything for that matter 

cannot satisfy the materialistic needs and mental urges of a nation. I am personally in 

favor of a united Pakistan. I have many reasons to support my contention. But if the 
unity is a heavy tax on peace for other people, I hate advocacy of such unity. 

I do not disclose my name for fear of impairing the relations of our two people. 

Please excuse me for this. 

 

Yours. 

A. B. C. 

The Editor, 

Indonesian Observer, 

Djakarta. 
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Circulated on 21-9-71 

-Independent observer 

SETTLEMENT OF BANGLADESH PROBLEM 

Peace-loving people are lately alarmed at the prolong instability in Pakistan. If 

the 
newspaper reports are to be of any credence, the situation is reported to be going from 

bad to worse. It is likely the situation may embrace other regions of the neighborhood 
to set the whole area on fire. Right minded thinkers and philosophers have genuinely 

warned the world leaders and policymakers to handle the situation with care and 
voiced their fear of danger to the world peace. 

Presently, there is a talk of political settlement of the situation in various capitals. 

There is also planning on the part of some to mediate and some even offered their 

services. This is, though a belated realization, a good move. 

A thorough judgment of what has already happened in East Pakistan and the rood 

causes of the great tragedy must be pie-requisite for the mediators. 

There is not yet significant move by the combatant parties towards a settlement. 

Both sides are sticking to their own views-Pakistan loudly proclaims that it has 
established normalcy and Bengali guerrillas proudly claim they have liberated most of 

the rural areas. 

Study of the following points and consideration of their merits may be useful for 

a 

meaningful solution of the problem, if a lasting peace and happiness for the human 

society is really desired. 

What are the causes of the trouble: 

All the reports and opinions are unanimous that disparity between the two parts 
of 

Pakistan in industry, service, education and economy since the creation of the country 
has been glaring. This disparity was created by the Central government which had 

been dominated by West Pakistan. Time and again, the rulers accepted this fact 
publicly and promised to correct the mistakes. Nothing was really done. 

In the last general election, all the political parties fought it. Awami League 

fought the election on its six-point formula which it adopted in 1966. The six-points 

formula aimed at removing disparity and past injustices to the province by curbing the 
dominance of the central government. The formula convinced the people. The party 

won 167 seats of the 313-member assembly. The election was conducted under 
Martial Law regulation and everybody acclaimed it was peaceful and fair election. 

The People's Party headed by Bhutto won 81 seats securing second majority 

position in the assembly. The assembly was to convene on 3rd March to frame the 

country's third constitution (the first and second were nullified). 

The principle of democracy is the rule of the majority. Bhutto, leader of the 

second majority party, threatened to launch agitation if his party was not given share 

in the 
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power. The convening of the assembly was postponed and Awami League in protest 

launched non-cooperation in East Pakistan. It was reportedly peaceful and successful. 

President Yahya went to East Pakistan to negotiate with Mujib. Subsequent events 
showed the negotiation was a smoke screen and a plea to buy time for the army to 

move and take position in East Pakistan. 

The army action killed nearly a million, pushed out India more than 8 million and 

rendered 25 million homeless. Damage to property and crops may be estimated at 

some billions. Humiliation, violation, misery and suffering are unforgettable and 

unpardonable. This erupted resistance from Bengalis and declared independence of 

Bangladesh. The escaped leaders announced the formation of a Bangladesh 

Government at a simple ceremony in a border village of East Pakistan. Bangladesh 

government appealed to the world to exercise influence over military rulers of West 

Pakistan to slop genocide. Reaction of the world has not been much encouraging and 
Muslim countries particularly has been dead-silent. Bengali guerrillas blew up 

bridges, cut roads, intercepted river vessels, destroyed power houses, ambushed and 
harassed the army. The army has been facing increasing difficulties. The military 

government is undergoing unbearable financial burdens. 

Most of the civilian government servants in East Pakistan already deserted. 

Majority of the Bengali diplomats already defected and pledged their allegiance to 

Bangladesh Government. Bengalis everywhere are watched with suspicion and 

hatred. They all are in a way leveled as disloyal or traitors. Their passports in 

missions are taken away and their petty claims are suspended. Their movements and 

associations arc restricted. Their past records are reinvestigated. 

All the Bengalis are in revolt in some way or the other against West Pakistan. 

They voted for six-points, they demanded their claims and they stood for their rights. 

So they all are Awami League followers. International relief supplies are not being 

given to them rather these are being distributed to army personnel and a few army 

collaborators. This way is to being the Bengalis to submission. They are dying of 

starvation. 

Reinforcement of military, police, civil and other employees from West Pakistan 

is a routine policy of the government. All these confirmed deeply the Bengali doubt of 

the dishonesty, brutality, and barbarity of West Pakistan partners. 

Solution of the problem: 

The problem is a political one. Solution must be found in political method. It 

clearly lies between Bangladesh and Islamabad governments to find out a peaceful 

solution. It is better both sides should sit together under the Chairmanship of U.N. and 

come to terms on the basis of 'live and let live'. Lovers of peace may impress the 

disputants to negotiate with each other if they genuinely aspire for peace. 
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Excellency, 

Enclosed please find a copy of the comprehensive paper which was prepared by 

'KAMAL’ in April 1971 for local circulation, for information and comments, if any. 

It may also kindly be noted that the article entitled MS ISLAM DEAD' which 

was 

published in the DJAKARTA TIMES of April 15, 1971, was also written and 

contributed by KAMAL. 

Reply / advice on important matters may please be sent to the following address: 

 

MR. KAMAL GUPTA 

C/O Group Captain N. Sinha Ray  

INDIAN EMBASSY, Djakarta. Indonesia  

Through The Ministry of External Affairs  

Govt. of India, New Delhi. 

 

With kindest regards. 

JOY BANGLA. 

 

Yours sincerely. 

KAMAL 

For .��� 

H.E. MR. HOSSAIN ALI 

High Commissioner for Bangladesh in India 

CALCUTT A. 

 

PAKISTAN-ITS BIRTH AND DEATH 

I. Introduction. 

Pakistan was carved out of British India on 14th August, 1947. Pakistan consists 

of two parts-East Pakistan and West Pakistan. The two pans are separated by 1600 
kilometers of Indian territory. Means of communications between the two pans are by 

air which takes about 3 hours' time and by sea which takes about one week's time. 
East Pakistan has a population of about 75 million and West Pakistan about 55 

million. The two parts are different in geography, race, language, culture, customs and 
habits. East Pakistan falls in South-East Asia while West Pakistan in the Middle East. 

Only common factor between the two peoples of the two regions is religion, which is 

Islam. About 90% of the people of East Pakistan are muslims-almost all Sunni. The 

rest are Hindus. Budhist 
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and Christians. West Pakistanis are mostly muslims, but they are divided into 

Shia, Sunni and Ahmadia (Qadiani) sects. Incidentally the present President of 

Pakistan Gen. Yahya Khan is a Shia. 

II. Pakistan Movement. 

Pakistan movement in British India was launched by the Muslim League which 
was founded in Dacca (capital of East Pakistan) in 1906 by the Bengali leaders. The 

Pakistan Resolution was moved in the Muslim League conference held in Lahore in 
1940 by the great Bengali leader A. K. Fazlul Haque. The Lahore Resolution 

envisaged that Pakistan would consist of a number of independent sovereign states in 
the regions having muslim majority population. The Bengalis of East Pakistan who 

were the pioneers of muslim independence movement however did not demand an 

independent East Pakistan when independence was achieved. They made this sacrifice 

because of their brethren of West Pakistan. Later history, however, proved that their 

contribution and sacrifices before and after the creation of Pakistan went 

unrecognized. 

III. Status of East Bengalis in Pakistan 

Though a majority. East Bengalis right from the beginning were not given their 

due share in administration, services and economic development. The Punjabis who 

dominated the defense and civil services emerged as neo-rulers of the country and 

masters of Bengalis. They not only neglected the Bengalis but branded them as 

unpatriotic, enemies of state, agents of India etc. A. K. Fazlul Haque who was Chief 

Minister of undivided Bengal and who moved the Pakistan Resolution at Lahore was 

ousted from Muslim League by Mohd. Ali Jinnah. He was subjected to a lot of 
harassment and his patriotism used to be doubted by the Punjabi rulers of Pakistan. 

Khawaja Nazimuddin of Dacca who became Governor General after Mr. Jinnah's 
death and then accepted the post of Prime Minister after Mr. Liaqat Ali Khan's 

assassination was dismissed from Prime Ministership by the Punjabi Governor-
General Ghulam Muhammad. Mohammad Ali of Bogra (East Pakistan) who attended 

the historical Bandung Conference was also dismissed from Prime Ministership. 

Another great Bengali leader Hussain Shahid Suhrawardy who later became 

Prime Minister of Pakistan faced a lot of trouble from the West Pakistani rulers *after 

Pakistan was created. Maulana Abdul Hamid Khan Bhashani who is not only a great 

political leader but a renowned religious leader with large following among the 
muslims in East Pakistan used to be branded indiscriminately by the West Pakistani 

rulers as communist and enemy of state. Maulana Bhashani and Shahid Suhrawardy 
were the two founders of present Awami League. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the 

present Chief of Awami League got his political training from both Suhrawardy and 
Maulana Bhashani. As a powerful student leader, he made significant contribution 

during the independence movement. He comes of a middle class family of East 
Pakistan and believes in Islamic justice and socialism. He is considered to be a 

moderate. After the creation of Pakistan he has always fought for East Pakistan's 

political and economic rights. Because of his stand against colonialization and 

exploitation of East Pakistan by West Pakistani bureaucrats and industrialists that he 

got the bad name of enemy of state and agent of India and suffered 
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imprisonment for many years. The United Front fronted by A. K. Fazlul Haque. 

Maulana Bhashani and Suhrawardy won 1954 election and formed government in 

East Pakistan. The United Front demanded provincial autonomy. For this reason the 
United Front government was dismissed by the Central government after a short time 

in an arbitrary fashion. When the Bengali students demanded in 1948 that Bengali, the 
language of 56% of the population of the country, should also be a state language' 

along with Urdu, Mr. Jinnah branded them as communists, fifth columnists and 
enemies of state and declared that only Urdu would be the slate language of Pakistan. 

Bengali was accepted as a state language in 1956 after many student leaders and 
supporters of language movement were killed by the Punjabi troops. 

IV. Economic disparity between East and West Pakistan. 

There has been an widening gap between the income of the average West 

Pakistanis and East Pakistanis. In 1959-60. the per capita income in West Pakistan 

was 32% higher than in the East. Over the next ten years, the annual rate of growth of 

income of West Pakistan was 6.2% while it was only 4.2% in East Pakistan. As a 

result, by 1969-70 the per capita income of West Pakistan was 61 % higher than in the 

East. Thus in 10 years the income gap doubled in percentage terms. It increased even 

more in absolute terms. The reasons for this disparity are: (i) Pakistan's resources, 

plus foreign aid. are directed unduly to development of West Pakistan to the utter 

neglect of East Pakistan. 

(ii) East Pakistan's foreign trade earnings are diverted to finance imports for West 

Pakistan, (iii) Economic policy favours West Pakistan at the expense of East Pakistan. 

Specifically, tariffs, imports controls and industrial licensing compel East Pakistan to 

purchase commodities from West Pakistan at much higher prices than the world 

market prices. 

With about 56% of the population. East Pakistan's share of total development 

expenditure has increased from a low point of 20% during the period 1950/51-
1954/55 to a peak of 36% (in papers only) during the Third Five Year Plan period 

1965/66-1969/70 The share of East Pakistan in private investment has been 
particularly low during the entire period and has amounted only to a little over 25% in 

recent years. 

Over the last two decades. East Pakistan's share of total export earnings has been 

as high as 70% and has declined to the range of 50-55% in recent year, while its share 
of import expenditure has normally been around 30%. There by showing significant 

surpluses on foreign exchange account. By contrast. West Pakistan's foreign trade has 
shown a substantial and chronic deficit that has absorbed virtually all foreign 

exchange made available through foreign aid. West Pakistan has got a protected 
market for its goods and commodities in East Pakistan. In recent years, about 50% of 

all West Pakistan's exports have been sold to East Pakistan 

An analysis of foreign trade coupled with reasonable assumption that East 

Pakistan's fair share of foreign aid would have been a proportion, equal to its 

proportion of Pakistan's population, indicates that a sizeable net transfer of resources 

has taken place from East Pakistan to West Pakistan. Based on official data and given 
allowance for the 
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under valuation of foreign exchange in terms of Pakistan's domestic currency, the 

total transfer from East Pakistan to West Pakistan Over the period 1948/49-1969/70 

was Rs. 31 billion (about US $ 6 million). 

Pakistan's economic policies have been harmful to East Pakistan. The economic 

exploitation of East Pakistan has been facilitated by West Pakistani dominance of the 

Central government. The military regime in Pakistan has existed since 1958, and 

decision making authority rests with a well-entrenched civil service and their military 

bosses. All senior military members of the administration have been West Pakistani 

and of the Senior members of the administration in the Central Civil Services, 87% 

were West Pakistani in 1960 and the proportion has not changed much since. The 

Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission and the Central Finance Minister and 

the Finance Secretary, key individuals in resource allocation, have always been West 

Pakistanis. Pakistan has about 50 diplomatic missions abroad, of which only five are 
headed by Bengalis. The seat of the Central Government is in West Pakistan. This has 

encouraged the concentration of industry and entrepreneurial class in West Pakistan. 

In all fields-agriculture, industry, transport and communications system, power 

supply, education facilities, health services, social welfare, employment, training and 

insurance-disparity between the two wings has been glaring. Big projects involving 

huge amount of money in respect of West Pakistan planned, financed and 

implemented with utmost speed. But in the case of East Pakistan even small 

development scheme involving small amount of money requires much time for 

planning and approval, and many years for implementation. Flood and cyclone is a 

regular feature in East Pakistan and claims many lives every year and causes heavy 
damage to property and crops. But until now no concrete flood control projects had 

been undertaken by the Central Government. Of the revenue budget about 60% 
expenditure is allocated to defense Invisible expenditure on defense is considerable. 

But almost all the defense expenditure go to West Pakistan. 

V. Demand for Autonomy for East Pakistan. 

The history of economic exploitation and political domination of East Pakistan by 
West Pakistan led naturally to increasing demands for provincial autonomy, 

spearheaded by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's Awami League. Awami League's six-point 

programme for autonomy sought to transfer control over foreign trade, foreign aid 

allocation and taxation powers to the provinces so that no province could be 

dominated through disproportionate control of the Central government's power over 

resource allocation. The famous six- points of Awami League are as follows: 

(i) Establishment of a federation on the basis of the Lahore Resolution and the 

Parliamentary, framework of Government with supremacy of Legislature directly 
elected on the basis of adult franchise. 

(ii) Federal Government shall deal with only two subjects, that is defense and foreign 

affairs, and all other residuary subjects should rest in the federating states. 

(iii)There should be either two separate but freely convertible currencies for the two 

wings or one currency for the whole country provided that effective 
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constitutional provisions were made to stop the flight of capital from East to 

West Pakistan. There should be separate banking reserves and a separate 

fiscal and monetary policy for East Pakistan. 

 

(iv)  Denial to the Central Government of the right of taxation; vesting of tax 

provisions in the hands of the federating states with the Central Government 

receiving a fixed share. 

(v)  Foreign trade: Five steps shall be taken: - 

(a) There shall be two separate accounts, for foreign exchange earnings. 

(b) Earnings of East Pakistan shall be under the control of East Pakistan, and the 

same for West Pakistan. 

(c) Foreign exchange requirements of the federal government shall be met by the 

two wings either equally or in a ration to be fixed. 

(d) Indigenous products shall move free of duty within the two wings. 

(e) The Constitution shall empower the unit governments to establish trade and 
commercial relations with, set up trade missions in, and enter into agreements 

with foreign countries. 

(vi) Set up a militia or para-military force by East Pakistan. 

The six-points clearly sought to end economic exploitation of one province by 
another province and did not constitute a secessionist move as has been purposely 

misinterpreted and publicised by the West Pakistani vested interests. Awami League 

was not a leftist. anti-Islamic or provincial organisation. It wanted to establish 

people's rules and rights in all provinces. Its manifesto clearly laid down that no law 

repugnant to Quran and Sunnah could be enacted. Awami League had following in 

West Pakistan as well, particularly in Sind and Baluchistan where the common people 

are subjected to economic exploitation and deprived of their fundamental rights. It 

may be mentioned that Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto's Pakistan People’s Party is a leftist 

organisation and based in West Pakistan only. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was arrested just two months after the announcement of 
the six-point programme. The false Agartala conspiracy case was started in January 

1968 purporting to show that a number of East Pakistani officers in Civil and military 

establishments had entered into a conspiracy to bring about the freedom of East 

Pakistan. As an after-thought Sheikh Mujib, who was already in jail, was also 

implicated in the trial. 

Anti-Ayub mass agitations broke out at the end of 1968 and its real leadership in 
East Pakistan was provided by the Students' Joint Action Committee in which all the 

groups of students were represented. The eleven-point demand of the students 
incorporated the salient features of the six-point programme. The Anti-Ayub 

agitations forced the government to withdraw the Agartala conspiracy case and in the 
beginning of 1969 
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Mujib was released. Eventually he was invited by President Ayub Khan to joint 

the Round Table Conference in Rawalpindi. At the conference Mujib pointed out that 

the national question was the key question in Pakistan but it had been sought to be by-
passed by those in power ever since the inception of the new State. He said that East 

Pakistan had a separate entity given by unalterable facts of geography, economics, 
language and culture. These facts had to be recognized in the organisation of state and 

government. He pressed for the recognition of the six-points. 

Ayub khan's governments collapsed within a few days. There was a second 

military take-over. Ayub Khan was replaced by Yahya Khan on March 25, 1969. The 

aims of the new regime were annunciated in three declarations issued by Yahya Khan 

in 1969 and 1970 and through the Legal Framework Order (LFO) passed on March 

30. 1970. Yahya avoided any direct commitment on the question of autonomy for 

East Pakistan. All he would say was that he wanted to grant the maximum autonomy 
to the provinces, subject to the limits set by the needs of an efficient working of the 

Central Government. 

VI. People's verdict and position of Awami League. 

Under the Legal Framework Order, elections would be held and the National 
Assembly of Pakistan would have to draw up a Constitution within 120 days from the 

date of its first meeting. Election to the National Assembly and the Provincial 
Legislatures were held in December 1910 under the strict supervision of the military 

regime. The Awami League led by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman won 167 out of 169 seats 

allotted to East Pakistan in the National Assembly and thus secured an absolute 

majority in a House of 313. In the elections to the Provincial Legislature also, Awami 

League recorded thumping victory. 

In January 1971, Yahya Khan came to Dacca for talks with Mujib and other 
Awami League leaders. At the end of his visit, on January 14, Yahya referred to 

Mujib as the future Prime Minister of Pakistan and said that power was going to be 
transferred to him soon. But he refused at the time of fix a date for the session of the 

National Assembly. After considerable delay, the Assembly was convened to meet at 
Dacca on March 3. 1971. Zulfikar Ali Bbutto, whose Peoples Party had won 83 seats 

in the National Assembly, threatened to boycott the Assembly unless the Awami 

League modified its six-point programme. Bhutto wanted a strong centre with wide 

powers especially in the field of taxation and foreign trade. Mujib declared that the 

people of East Bengal had given a clear verdict in favor of the six-point programme 

envisaging full provincial autonomy and this verdict had to be respected. The 

country's Constitution had to be based on the six-points. 

Preparations for the Assembly session want on in spite of Bhutto's threat, and the 
Awami League's Constitution Committee sat to review the draft Constitution prepared 

by the party on the basis of six-point programme. Bhutto continued to press for the 
postponement of the session and threatened that there would be mass agitation all 

over West Pakistan if the Assembly met and that any member from West wing joining 

session would be severely dealt with. Suddenly on March 1, Yahya Khan postponed 

the session indefinitely. He said that the attitude of the leaders of the two wings was 

regrettable and 
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that Pakistan faced a grave crisis. The President's Council of Ministers was dismissed. 

The Governors of West Pakistan Provinces were appointed as Martial Law 

Administrators for their respective areas. The Governor of East Pakistan was replaced 
by a new Martial Law Administrator. 

At a news conference, Mujib condemned this postponement as a conspiracy. He 

regretted that the President had postponed the session without even caring to consult 

the majority party. He called for general strike throughout the country. Spontaneous 

protest demonstrations broke out in Dacca. As the demonstrators cried for retaliation, 

Mujib counseled patience and said, "we will launch a peaceful constitutional 

movement". But violence erupted in Dacca as the Pakistani security forces fired on 

the people. Curfew was imposed in Dacca and to other towns and Martial Law 

Administration issued a decree clamping press censorship in East Pakistan. On March 

3, Mujib announced start of non-violent non-cooperation movement which would 
continue "until the fundamental democratic rights of the people of East Pakistan were 

secured". On the same day. Yahya Khan invited the leaders of the two wings to a 
conference in Dacca on March 10, 1971 to thrash out their differences over the 

formulation of the Constitution. As hundreds of angry demonstrators as well as 
innocent people were being killed and injured by the troops. Mujib declined to attend 

the conference. He said, "we do not want to sit it with the perpetrators of mass 
murder." He asked that the troops be sent back to the barracks. This request was not 

heeded, and may more demonstrators were killed in the next few days. While the 

military government reinforced troops in East Pakistan by planes and ships carrying 

more soldiers and equipment. Yahya Khan called the National Assembly 

session to meet on March 25. He however warned that the armed forces would 

maintain the 'complete and absolute' integrity of Pakistan. 

Sheikh Mujib declared that his party would consider the question of attending the 

session only if Yahya Khan immediately (i) lifted the martial law, (ii)withdraw troops, 
(iii) restored civilian rule, and (iv)ordered an enquiry into the recent killing in East 

Pakistan. All the East Pakistanis strongly supported these four conditions of Mujib. 
Even the West Pakistani leaders with the exception of Bhutto and Abdul Qayum 

Khan, considered the four conditions as just and reasonable and advised the President 

to accept them. Among the West Pakistani leaders supporting Mujib's four points 

were Mian Mumtaz Daulatana, Chief of Council Muslim League; Maulana Mufti 

Mahmud. leader of the Jamiatul-Ulemai-Islam; Khan Abdul Wali Khan, Chief of 

National Awami Party; Sardar Shaukat Hayat Khan of Council Muslim League; 

Maulana Shah Ahmed Noorani of Jamiatul-Ulema-i-Pakistan; Prof. Abdul Ghafoor of 

Jamaat-l-Islami, Mr. Jamal Mohammed Koreja of Convention Muslim League; 

Maulana Zafar Ahmed Ansari; Independent M. N. A.; Sardar Maula Bux Soomro, 

Independent M. N. A. ; Air Marshal (Retd) Asghar Khan, Chief of Tehrik-i-Istiqlal 

party, Nawab Akbar Khan Bugati, Political leader of Baluchistan; Begum Tahira 

Masood of Bahawalpur United Front; Mr. Mahmud Ahmed Mintoo, President of 

Rawalpindi Council Muslim League; Mr. Mahmudul Huq Usmani, Secretary General 

of National Awami Party (Wali Group) and so on. All the political parties in West 
Pakistan, except Bhutto's Peoples Party and Abdul Qayum Khan's All Pakistan 

Muslim League, held Bhutto responsible for creating the 
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political crisis. The above leaders of West Pakistan as well as the Karachi Bar 

Association and the citizens of Karachi in different statements and meetings warned 

that Bhutto should not be allowed to disintegrate the country and suggested that 
powers should be transferred to the majority party, namely Sheikh Mujib's Awami 

League, to save the situation and the country. 

The whole of East Bengal stood like one man behind Sheikh Mujib and his 

Awami League. Spontaneous support also came from Bengali leaders of other 

political parties, such as, Mr. Nurul Amin, Chief of Pakistan Democratic Party; Prof. 

Ghulam Azam, Chief of East Pakistan Jamaat-i-Islami. Maulana Abdul Hamid Khan 

Bhashani, Chief of NAP (Bhashani Group); Mr. Ataur Rahman Khan, Chief of 

Pakistan National League; Mr. A. S. M. Sulaiman, Chief of Krishak Sramik Party; 

Mr. Shamsul Huda, President of East Pakistan Convention Muslim League; Mr. A. N. 

M. Yousuf, General Secretary of East Pakistan Convention Muslim League and so on. 

The whole of East Pakistan responded to Sheikh Mujib's call for non-cooperation. 

Even the Chief Justice and all the judges of the Dacca High Court responded to this 

call. On March 15, Sheikh Mujib issued a set of 35 directives to the East Pakistanis 

for smooth administration of the province and maintenance of perfect law and order. 

Within hours of this declaration. Yahya Khan flew to Dacca and on March 16 talks 

between the two started. At a later stage Bhutto and other West Pakistani leaders 

joined the talks. 

VII. Conspiracy and betrayal of the ruling Junta and proclamation of 

independent   Bangladesh. 

Talks between Yahya Khan and Sheikh Mujib and other advisers continued for 
about ten days. At no stage was there any indication of breakdown of talks. On the 

contrary, it was indicated that an agreement had been reached on four points. These 
were: lifting of martial law and transfer of power to a civilian government by a 

Presidential Proclamation. transfer of power in the Provinces to the majority parties; 
Yahya Khan to remain as President and in control of the Central Government and 

separate sittings of the National Assembly members from East and West Pakistan 
preparatory to a joint session of the House to finalize the Constitution. Once this 

agreement in principle had been reached between Mujib and Yahya, there was only 

the question of defining the powers of East Pakistan vis-a-vis the Centre during the 

interim phase. 

But suddenly on the night of March 25-26, Yahya dashed out of Dacca under 

cover of darkness. Simultaneously the Pakistan army went into action to re-assert its 
authority throughout the eastern wing. Back in West Pakistan, Yahya broadcast a 

message to the nation banning the Awami League and charging Mujib with treason. 
And on March 26, Sheikh Mujib proclaimed the independence of Bangladesh as a 

Sovereign Peoples Republic. Formation of a provisional government of Bangladesh 
was announced two days later and on. April 17, the People's Republic of Bangladesh 

was formally proclaimed. 

This proves beyond doubt that Yahya Khan and his team never had the slightest 

intention of solving Pakistan's political crisis peacefully. They were only interested in 
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bidding lime to permute the reinforcement of troops with modem arms. The 

remarkable success of the civil disobedience movement left the Pakistan government 
in no doubt that the days of colonial exploitation of the East wing were gone forever. 

The West Pakistani rulers and capitatists were interested only in exploitation of East 
Pakistan. They did not therefore care for a peaceful political solution of the problem. 

Rather they decided to crush the movement for autonomy by ruthlessly killing all the 

Bengalis connected with the movement-Awami League leaders, students, teachers and 

all intellectuals. This barbarous and foolish action of the West Pakistan army 

dominated by Punjabi soldiers sounded the death-knell of Pakistan and forced the 

creation of an independent state in East Pakistan, popularly and officially called 

'Bangladesh*. 

VIII. Massacre in Bangladesh. 

The well-trained professional troops of West Pakistan armed with most modem 

weapons and supported by air force and navy unleashed a massive attack against the 
entire people of Bangladesh on the night of March 25. The army action was well-

planned and started simultaneously in all important cities and towns. Not only 

political leaders and intellectuals, but also innocent unarmed civilians including 

children and women were killed in brutal and cold-blooded way. Exact figures of 

death and devastation which is still going on will never be known. Yahya Khan's 

regime imposed complete censorship on news and communication and expelled the 

thirty-five foreign correspondents from Dacca on 26th March. The conspiracy of 

Yahya- Tikka Khan regime was to cow down the Bengalis by completing a selective 

genocide within 72 hours, without allowing the outside world to know what happened 

in East Pakistan. 

They were partially successful in concealing their heinous crime and in creating a 

confusion about the East Pakistan situation in the outside world. But gradually, the 

brutalities and atrocities committed by the West Pakistan troops spread over the world 

through the eye-witness accounts of foreign correspondents, evacuated foreign 

correspondents who were taken, to East Pakistan in May by army authorities on a 

conducted tour saw signs of large scale devastation and death during army action. 

According to their estimates, death toll might be between half a million to one 

million. They found the cities deserted and half-dead, economic activities shattered 

and communications disrupted. The people were stunned and frightened. Reports 
leaking out from East Pakistan indicate that the process of terrorization and 

victimization is still going on. Jungle Jaws prevail there. The West Pakistan troops 
and their supporters non- Bengali population have license to shot anybody, to loot any 

property, to rape any woman and to burn any house. The fact that about six million 
East Bengalis have fled from their houses to India and that even now the flow of 

refugees is continuing at a rate of about 50,000 to 100,000 every day proves clearly 
that there is no law. no security, no normalcy in East Pakistan and that there must be 

terrible shortage of food, medicines and other necessities of life in that devastated 

territory. 

IX. Eye-witness accounts of army atrocities. 

The thirty-five foreign correspondents who were in Dacca on the night of March 

25 saw glimpses of army action. Some of them reported after their expulsion from 
Dacca 
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how the army took the sleeping people by surprise. The army used tanks, mortars, 

rocket launchers, bazookas and other automatic modern weapons to kill the civilians 
and destroy their houses and properties. Some foreign correspondents also slipped 

into East Pakistan through Indian border to see for themselves the ruthlessness of 
army action and the determination of the Bengali freedom fighters to liberate their 

homeland from the West Pakistani army occupation. Among the foreign 

correspondents whose eye-witness accounts were published in different papers and 

periodicals are Arnold Zeiltein (AP), Michel Laurent (AP), Dennis Neeld (AP), Mort 

Rosenblum (AP), Sydney Schambaerg (New York Times). T. J. S. George (Far 

Eastern Economic Review), Nayan Chanda (Far Eastern Economic Review), Dan 

Coggins (Time), Tony Clifton (Newsweek). Loren Jenkins (Newsweek), Milan J. 

Kubic (Newsweek). Simon Drik (Daily Telegraph). 

John Rhode, an American Aid worker, was in Dacca during the disturbance and 

witnessed the destruction caused by the Pakistani troops there. In a letter released by 

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee of the U. S. A. Rhode described how student 

dormitories of the Dacca University had been shelled by army tanks and all the 

residents slaughtered. He spoke of "the planned killing of much of the intellectual 

community including a majority of the professors at Dacca University". In his opinion 

"the law of the jungle prevails in East Pakistan, where the mass killing of unarmed 

civilians, the systematic elimination of the intelligentia" was in progress. Simon Drik, 

a correspondent of Daily Telegraph, was an eye-witness of the Dacca carnage. He 

said that on the morning of March 26 the army went about for eleven hours 

systematically destroying the entire old city of Dacca. People were burnt inside their 
homes. As people fled out of the city, troops followed them. Drik narrated how people 

asleep in a bazar had been shot dead and in the morning were still lying there with the 
rugs on them as if they were still sleeping. "There is no doubt that the word massacre 

applies to the situation", said a foreign diplomat in Dacca. Another Western official 
said, "It is a veritable bloodbath. The troops have been utterly merciless". A British 

woman evacuated from Dacca said in Singapore on April 2, "the road from my house 
to Dacca airport was a mass grave. The roadside lanes were filled with corpses, 

mostly of women and children." She claimed that the reports of 300,000 dead were no 

exaggeration. Neil O’Toole, an American who was in Chittagong, said that the 

fighting reduced East Pakistan's largest port to a ghost town. A Danish student who 

was in Chittagong till April 4 told harrowing tales of atrocities committed by the 

troops on unarmed civilians and their destroying and burning of bazars, buildings, 

houses and factories. A jute mill manager from Chittagong related that all his 

employees had been battered to death. An engineer from Peterborough who was in 

Chittagong said that the army men were rounding up people and shooting them down. 

The same horrible things happened in other cities like Jessore, Khulna. Rajshahi. 

Rangpur, Dinaajpur, Sylhet, Comilla, Mymensingh etc. Teachers, students and 

intelligentsia were butchered, unarmed civilians gunned down, women molested, 

houses burned, banks looted and factories destroyed by the savage West Pakistani 

troops. 

Two British parliamentarians, two United Nations representatives, one American 

Congressman and many other independent observers visited the East Bengal border areas 

and the refugee camps and had clear ideas of the brutalities committed on civilian 

population by the Pakistan army. The Bengali refugees in India whose number has 
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xceeded six million mark gave vivid description of the army's savagery. Many of the 

refugees bore bullet marks on their bodies. 

X. Violation of human rights 

By its repressive and oppressive measures on the people of East Pakistan. Yahya 

Khan's government has blatantly violated the most precious principles of international 
law. It has violated, inter alia, the Preamble and Articles 1,55 and 56 of the U.N. 

Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Convention of 
Civil and Political Rights 1956, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and 

Cultural Rights, 1966. Article 23 (g) of the Hague Regulations, 1907, Article 3 of the 
Geneva Conventions, 1949, the Doctrine of Immunity of Non-Combatants from 

Beligerent Attacks and the Genocide Convention 1948. 

XI.World-wide condemnation of army atrocities. 

The brutality and atrocity of West Pakistani troops in East Pakistan has been 

condemned throughout the world. The world press has criticized in strong terms the 

savage action of Yahya Khan's government and Published many eye-witness accounts 

and authentic stories of unprecedented brutality of the Punjabi-Pathan troops. Most of 

the important papers and periodicals in most countries-particularly in Britain, U. S. 

A., Indonesia, India, Japan, Australia-have advocated that the carnage must be 

stopped and a peaceful political solution to the problem acceptable to the East 

Bengalis should be arrived at. Political thinkers, scholars, students and enlightened 

public of many countries have condemned army crackdown sympathized for the 

sufferings of the Bengalis and urged the world body and world powers to forces 

Yahya Khan to stop the bloodbath and take hands off East Pakistan. The social and 
charitable organizations of the world have expressed their sympathy and their 

willingness to send relief for the sufferers. 

President Nikolai Podgorny of Soviet Union in a massage to President Yahya 

Khan called for an end to bloodshed in East Pakistan and recourse to methods of a 

peaceful political settlement. The Indian Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Ghandhi 

denounced the selective genocide and decimation of Bengali population by the West 

Pakistani troops and expressed her sympathy for the oppressed people of East Bengal. 

She also called the world body and the big powers to intervene in the greatest human 

tragedy and take measures for a peaceful political solution of the problem of late, the 

United Nations Secretary General U Thant said, what happened in East Pakistan in 
late March and April was "a very terrible blot in the page of human history". He also 

said these happenings in which thousands died at the hands of West Pakistan troops 
"constitute one of the most tragic episodes in recent history", while many countries 

expressed concern at the happenings in East Pakistan, unfortunately most 
governments adopted an indifferent attitude on the plea that it was an internal affair of 

the government of President Yahya Khan. This indifference and apathy particularly 
on the part of the Muslim countries has been shocking to East Pakistanis and has 

emboldened the military government to continue repression and persecution. 

However, most governments are aware of the terrible facts and the governments of the 

aid giving countries are giving indirect pressure to Yahya Khan's government to bring 

a peaceful political settlement to the problem. 
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XII. Bengali refugees vis-a-vis India's role. 

About six million East Pakistanis have crossed over to India-a number which is 

larger than the population of many countries such as Albania, Congo, Costa Rica, 

Cyprus, Finland. Guinea, Ireland. Israel, Jordan, Laos, Labanon, Luxemburg, 

Mauritania. Mauritius, New Zealand Norway, Panama" Paraguay, Senegal, Siena. 

Leone, Singapore. Somalia, Uruguay or Zambia. The influx is continuing and 

everyday about fifty thousand people are leaving their houses for shelter in India's 

eastern provinces. As there cannot be smoke without fire, there cannot be heavy 

influx of Bengali refugees in India unless the conditions in East Pakistan are abnormal 

and insecure. The sufferings of these uprooted people are tremendous. Thousands 

have died of cholera. Exhaustion, starvation and other diseases are likely to claim 

many more lives. The problem is gigantic, Yahya Khan's government has accused 

India of interference, aggression and infiltration. But the fact remains that many of 
these people would perhaps been killed by the army if they had not 

fled away. The problem has become too big for India and extremely expensive. The 
life and condition in the Indian provinces of West Bengal, Assam, Meghalaya and 

Tripura have become abnormal due to heavy influx of Bengali refugees. The situation 
is explosive. The United Nations has recognized the fact and appealed to member 

nations for massive aid. Britain, U.S.A., Japan, Australia, Canada, West Germany, 
Soviet Union, France, Netherlands have responded to this appeal and are sending 

relief. More countries are expected to follow suit. An impartial study of the situation 

would prove that the gigantic humanitarian task India has undertaken at tremendous 

cost is laudable. India has sympathized with the suffering of East Pakistanis and 

supported their demand for human and political rights, but has not waged any war or 

aggression against Pakistan. As Mrs. Indira Gandhi said, "what we are doing is to 

raise our voice in the capitals of the world and in the United Nations over the brutal 

massacre across our borders. India has no desire to influence in the internal affairs of 

another country. But it cannot remain silent over the oppression and wanton killing 

across the border." Despite Pakistan's provocation through diplomatic lapses and 

border clashes, India has show great restraint. She has not taken any direct action 

against the Pakistan government s atrocity and brutality, but has been approaching 

world powers to intervene and creation conditions in East Pakistan so as to enable the 

refugees to return to their homes. 

XIII. The Position of Bangladesh. 

The independent Republic of Bangladesh as proclaimed by the Awami League 
leaders has not so far been recognized by any country. There is however no doubt that 

the provisional government of Bangladesh commands support, confidence and 
allegiance of 98 percent of 75 million people of East Pakistan. The last election 

provided this and the recent barbarous attacks on the people of Bangladesh by the 
West Pakistan troops has helped to establish this. The question of recognizing 

Bangladesh within the framework of Pakistan or as an Independent State should be 

given immediate consideration by the free world. Its provisional government must be 

consulted in any efforts to solve the problem of East Pakistan. It may be mentioned 

that Bangladesh (East Pakistan) has a population of 75 million which is larger than the 

combined population of (a) Australia (12.3 million). New Zealand (2.8 million), 

Philippines (37.2 million), Malaysia (10.6 million) and 
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Singapore (2.0 million) or of (b) North Vietnam (21.3 million), South Vietnam (19.9 

million), North Korea (13.3 million), Laos (2.9 million) and Cambodia (6.7 million) 

or of (c) Iran (27.9 million), Iraq (8.8 million), Israel (2.8 million), Jordan (2.7 
million) Syria (8.9 million), Algeria (13.4 million), Lybia (1.9 million and Lebanon 

(2.6 million) or (d) the combined population of Austria (7.4 million), Hungary (10.3 
million), Finland (4.7 million), Belgium (8.7 million), Netherlands (12.9 million), 

Denmark (4.9 million), Sweden (7.9 million) , Switzerland (6.2 million) and 
Luxembourg (0.4 million), Bangladesh will be the eighth largest State in the world 

and the second largest among the muslim countries. The aspirations of the people of 
this big country to have autonomy or independence cannot be neglected. A peaceful 

and permanent solution to the present boiling problem can be achieved only through 

negotiations with the provisional government of Bangladesh. If this fact is not 

recognized, the fight for freedom will continue indefinitely, thus aggravating and 

prolonging the sufferings of the people. The people in East Pakistan are already in 

terrible condition. Besides mass murders, the economic life of the country has been 

shattered through arson, shelling and large scale bombing. East Pakistan is deficit in 

food and depends heavily on imports. Last cyclone which affected only a few million 

people in a limited area necessitated massive foreign aid. Five million refugees in 

India have become a difficult international problem. What about the seventy million 

people inside East Pakistan? The military government has kept all information about 

Bangladesh secret and suppressed. It can however be imagined that vast majority of 

the people must be facing starvation, disease and death. While international help in 

massive scale is required to save them, such help must be administered through U. N. 
agencies so as to ensure that such help reaches the needy people and is not misused by 

troops. It may be added that much of the relief supplies meant for cyclone victims has 
either been misused or has not yet been distributed. 

As an independent state Bangladesh can be a self-sufficient agricultural country. 

It can live in peace, co-operation, and good relations with the neighboring countries. 

Because of its strategic position, it can contribute a lot in the maintenance of peace in 

South East Asia. Bengalis are good muslims but not communal minded. They can live 

in harmony with the people of other communities. The Bangladesh Government has 

declared that it will have friendly relations with all the countries of the world. If 

Bangladesh is not recognized the people's fighting for the right of self-determination 
will adopt extreme measures and may ultimately go over to the communist camp. This 

will be a severe blow to the free world, particularly to the muslim countries. 

XIV. The attitude of Yahya Khan's Government to East Pakistan tragedy. 

The regime which is solely responsible for the unprecedented tragedy in East 
Pakistan cannot have any sympathy or worry for the people of Bangladesh. The 

Yahya- Tikka Khan administration wanted to cow-down the Bengalis and crush their 
autonomy movement by killing a large number of people within 72 hours before the 

outside world could have any ideas of their brutality. They have got control of cities 

and towns and are holding them at the point of guns, but the rural areas particularly 

the border areas are far 
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from their control. They have miserably failed in forcing cooperation of the local 

people. The reports from various sources and the lies and contradictions that the 

military authorities are giving out prove that no law, order, security, peace or 
normalcy prevails in East Pakistan. Within a couple of days of army crackdown, the 

military authorities claimed that everything was normal in East Pakistan. On the one 
hand they still claim normalcy, on the other they speak of large scale killings and 

destruction by miscreants and Indian infiltrators. When the outside world came to 
know of unprecedented death and destruction, they started blaming the Bengalis, the 

undefined miscreants and the Indian infiltrators for the tragedy. Yahya Khan first said 
that there were no East Pakistani refugees in India, now he has opened reception 

camps to gat the refugees back. Yahya Khan initially refused international help for 

East Pakistan, now he has asked for massive help from the United Nations. He 

however insists that all help should be administered by his government. His design 

may be to utilise the help for the troops and starve the Bengalis to death. 

President Yahya Khan announced after the election that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 
was a great respected leader and future Prime Minister of the country, but on 26th 

March he _ branded him as traitor and arrested him and put him in a prison in West 
Pakistan. Yahya regime has been trying to divert the issue by creating diplomatic 

crisis and border trouble with India. It puts all blame on India. The hijackers of Indian 
plane were welcomed by Bhutto and West Pakistan people and government as 

freedom fighters. Then a mock trial was held and the hijacking was found to be an 

Indian conspiracy. The Military regime has kept the West Pakistani people ignorant of 

the real situation in East Pakistan. It is also trying to arouse provincial feeling and 

hatred among West Pakistanis. They are publicizing false reports that number of non-

Bengalis were killed by Bengali insurgents. The action of the government is 

uncivilised and its attitude unsympathetic. This government does not however 

represent the people. It is an alien, enemy government to the East Bengalis. Even in 

West Pakistan, there is dissatisfaction and restlessness. Bhutto has been pleading for 

transfer of power to his party on the ground that bureaucracy cannot solve national 

problems. He and his party appear to have lost confidence in the present regime. All 

other West Pakistani political parties except Qayum Khan's Muslim League had 

earlier advocated that powers should be transferred to the elected representatives of 

the people. This shows that the military junta is not based on popular support and 
confidence. No wonder that such an oligarchy which rules merely with the 

help bf weapons will act in such savage and criminal way. The regime has not only 
ignored the opinion of the people of the country but also of outside world. Its special 

relation with China and the massive military and economic aid it is getting from 
China has emboldened it to ignore any power, even the United Nations. The opening 

of all weather road between China and West Pakistan has further cemented relations 
between the two countries. China has now a vested interest in West Pakistan and has 

taken a vow to support the military regime in all eventualities. 

XV. The outlook. 

Political thinkers and independent observers believe that old Pakistan is dead and 

can never be revived or reunited. The main issue should not be to keep Pakistan intact 

but to 
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end human tragedy and enable 75 million people of East Pakistan to live in their 

homeland in peace and security and free from 4anger of savagery and atrocity of 

outside troops. Immediate efforts must be made by the United Nations, the big powers 
and the Muslim countries to compel Yahya Khan's government to end repression and 

arrive at a peaceful political solution acceptable to the East Pakistani people. In order 
to make such efforts successful, the following conditions should be kept in view: 

(a)  Sheikh Mujibur Rahman should be released immediately without any 

conditions. 

(b)  Negotiations for future status of East Pakistan should be made with Sheikh 
Mujib and the provisional government formed by his Awami League. 

(c)  The Martial Law should be withdrawn and the troops sent back to West Pakistan 

from East Pakistan. 

(d)  The Awami League government should be recognized as de-jure government of 

East Pakistan. 

(e)  All facilities should be provided to enable the refugees to come back home. The 
refugees should be given full compensation for all the losses they have suffered 

at the hands of the Pakistan government. 

(f)  In case the provisional government of Bangladesh is no longer satisfied with the 

six-points, settlement should be made at its terms. 

(g)  If the government of Yahya Khan does not accept the above terms, the problem 

should be raised in the Security Council. Before that, however, the aid giving 

countries and the friendly countries should put pressure on the military regime 

of Yahya Khan to come to terms immediately. 
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Djakarta, Nov. 4. 1971 

Dear Mr. Maqsood Ali, 

Please find herewith enclosed 14 songs and parody composed by Shila Islam for 
broadcast from Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra. Also enclosed two poems by her for 

publication in Joy Bangla or any other Bengali periodical. I will appreciate if you 
kindly do the needful for their broadcast / publication. 

Shila Islam is the code name of Mrs. Roushon Ara Zaman, M. A. in Bengali from 

Karachi University (1960), Asstt. Editor, Bengali Academy, for two years, Professor 

of Bengali, PECHS college, Karachi, for two years. She has been a regular writer of 

Bengali poems, songs, short stories, and is quite known in the field. For reasons of 

security and safety, her real name should not be disclosed or published. 

I also enclose a list of code names of concerned persons here. We will use these 

code names and we request you to note them and use them in all future 

correspondences. It may be added here that bio-data of the Bengalis here have been 

sent by Rumi. Receipt of all these may kindly be acknowledged. 

Kindly use the following addresses when writing to me or Amora: - 

 
1) MR. KAMAL; C/O MRS. BADROEN, DJL. KAMPAR-4  

(TJIDENO BAR AT), DJAKARTA, INDONESIA. 
 

2) MR. KAMAL GUPTA C/O GROUP CAPTAIN N. SINHA RAY,  

INDIAN EMBASSY, DJAKARTA. THROUGH BAG SECTION,  

MINISTRY OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, NEW DELHI. 

Looking forward for an early reply. 

With regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

KAMAL 

MR. M. MAQSOOD ALI 

BANGLADESH MISSION  

9, CIRCUS A VENUE, CALCUTTA-17 
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S.No. Name     Code Name 

1. Mr. Zainul Abedin   — ZAFAR 

2. Mr. A. F. Md. Shamsuzzaman — KAMAL 

3. Mr. M. A. Aziz   — ARAB 

4. Mr. M. Faruque Mohd.  — BADAR 

5. Mr. A. B. M. Sanaullah  — SUFI 

6. Mr. Siddiq Ahmed   — RUMI 

7. Mr. Ruhul Amin   — SAFRI 

8. Mr. Halim Sarkar   — RUHANI 

9. Mr. Mahmud Hossain   — ANSAR 

10. Mr. M. A. Matin   — HAMID 

 

 
The above code names may please be noted. 

 

** KAMAL may be addressed KAMAL GUPTA when addressing letters to him 

care of Indian Embassy. 

 

���� 

(Amora) 
Djakarta. 

 

1. H.E. Mr. M. Hossain Ali, 

2. Mr. M. Maqsood Ali. 
3. Mr. Sayidur Rahman. 

4. Kazi Narul Islam. 
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HIGH COMMISSION FOR THE PEOPLE'S 

REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

IN INDIA 

9 CIRCUS AVENUE 

CALCUTTA-17 

 

No. B-5/50/71.               November 18, 1971. 

 

Dear Mr. Rumi, 

 

Thank you very much for your letter dated November 1, 1971. 

 

We have noted for compliance your instructions for mailing letters and publicity 

materials. There has been certain delay on our part in the past to send replies. We 
shall try to ensure a regular correspondence in future. 

 
Kindly let us know if you receive newspapers and other printed publications. We 

are happy that the local press is showing interest in our cause. Do kindly send us 
newspaper clippings so that we can get the views therein published in our 

publications. 
 

Thanking you, 
 

Yours sincerely, 
(Sayidur Rahman) 

for High Commissioner. 
Mr. Kamal 

C/O.Mrs. Badroen 

DJL,Kampon 4, 

Tjideng Barat (dekat Djl. Musi)  

Djakarta, Indonesia. 

-2- 
 

No. B-5/50/71.   Dated: November 18, 1971. 

 
Dear Mr. Rumi, 

Thank you very much for your special report and the clipping from the 
Djakarta times of an article by Aziz Beg a West Pakistani correspondent. 
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2. We are grateful for your report on the sinister adventure by Aziz Beg. The 

West Pakistani propaganda machinery has launched a offensive in countries abroad 

dishing out falsehood and lies to undermine the cause of the people of Bangladesh. 

The offensive has been intensified particularly in Muslim countries. 

3. In two separate letters that we are sending we have made reviews on the 

Bangladesh struggle for freedom. You will come across facts and arguments that 

should adequately meet the challenge of the West Pakistani propaganda offensive 
abroad. If you can manage it, kindly get the contents of the reviews reflected through 

editorials or comments or even as articles in the local newspapers. 
 

Thanking you, 
 

Yours sincerely, 

 

(Sayidur Rahman), 

for High Commissioner. 

 

To 

Tuan Kamal, 

C/o Nj. Badroen, 

Djl-Kampon 4, 

Tjideng Barat, 

{dekat Djl-Musi),  
Djakarta, Indonesia 
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SECRET 

'A MORA' 
DJAKARTA 

November 22, 1971 

 

APPRECIATION OF BANGLADESH MOVEMENT 

IN INDONESIA 

 

As the largest moslem state, Pakistan enjoyed a prestige in Indonesia. It also 

enjoyed a reputation for its rapid economic development (in West Pakistan) during the 

last decade. The affairs of Pakistan have always interested Indonesian people. The 

downfall of Ayub Khan, the assumption of power by Yahya Khan, the general 

election of 1970, the spectacular victory of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's Awami League 

and the happenings thereafter have been observed quite closely by the people of the 

different walks of life. The military rulers of Indonesia have been anxious to see that 

the military regime in Pakistan survived and continued to rule over a united Pakistan. 

The Moslem leaders with few exceptions have wanted that the integrity of the Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan was maintained, while wishing that the present problem was 

solved amicably. Some Sumatran leaders who feel somewhat deprived and frustrated 

as their island gives more to than receiving from the Republic, appear to have a tacit 
support for the independence movement of the Bengalis. Intellectuals, politicians and 

press are in favor of restoration of democracy in Pakistan and transfer of power to the 
elected representatives of the people. The press, the Radio and the T. V. have been 

giving wide publicity about the tragedy in Bangladesh. As a result, Indonesian people-
whether they arc intellectuals, politicians, officials, businessman or rickshaw pullers, 

domestic servants or just men in the street have come to know of the atrocity and 
brutality committed by Pakistan Army in East Pakistan and of the repressive policy 

being pursued by the military regime. The Inedonesians now look down upon the 

Pakistanis in general, hate the West Pakistanis and pity the East Pakistanis. 

 

2. The Indonesian press has played a great role in projecting Bangladesh in 

Indonesia. Pakistan was featuring quite prominently in the press since November, 

1970 when the cruel cyclone hit East Pakistan. The election, the victory of Awami 

League, the postponement of Assembly session, the non-cooperation movement, the 

treacherous talks, the army action, and atrocity, the proclamation of independence etc. 

got good coverage. The Radio and the TV also gave similar publicity. Most of the 

papers have written favorable editorials. They have question the wisdom of army 

action, criticized repression and showed sympathy for the people of Bangladesh. 

News, articles, letters, editorial comments on Bangladesh situation have been 

appearing quite regularly. Though 
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sympathetic the press has not supported openly the independent Bangladesh 

movement. This may be attributed to the Government's policy of non-interference and 

the popular feeling that it would be tragedy if the greatest Moslem state is split into 

two. The press has however pressed the view that the military regime should seek a 

political solution to the problem. A few papers like the "Indonesian Observer" and the 

DJAKARTA TIMES have warned the consequences of continuing the repressive 

policy in East Pakistan. 

One trend in the press is to project India's point of view more permanently. 

Releases of the Pakistan information Service are generally not earned by the press. 
The Pakistan Embassy and the local Pakistani community have to spend substantial 

amounts in inducing the papers (only a few) to get publish their articles or letters. The 

Indonesian Observer refused to publish an Article by Aziz Beg who visited Djakarta 

about a month back. The press is not however anti-Pakistani, but its reaction is 

definitely unfavorable to the policy of the military regime and its attitude sympathetic 

to the oppressed people of Bangladesh. 

3. By and large, the people of Indonesia are convinced that the Most Pakistani 

troops are guilty of committing genocide in East Pakistan. Having the experience of 
the great tragedy of 1965, they shudder at the news of any massacre. The people now 

know that East Pakistan has always been exploited by West Pakistan. But many of 
them are not aware of the peculiarities of this absurd state and the reasons for 

disparities between the two parts. The name of Islamic Republic also creates 

confusion. They often think that the problem between East and West Pakistan is 

similar to that as exists between Sumatra and Java. But if explained, they can 

understand the absurdity of Pakistan and the reality of independent Bangladesh. In 

private discussion, knowledge enable people appreciate and support independence 

movement of the Bengalis. But they are shy to say anything in public because of the 

military dominated government's policy to keep quite. However, two Moslem leaders, 

Dr. Roem and Dr. Abu Hanifah, who attended the Bangladesh conference in New 

Delhi showed courage to speak and write about the crisis and the disparities between 

the two wings of Pakistan. It however appears that the view-point of Dr. Roem is 

more acceptable to the Indonesian people than that or Dr. Abu Hanifah, as the former 

has taken care to hint at a solution within the framework of Pakistan. 

4. The Indonesian government was initially very vocal in supporting Pakistan's 

stand that the East Pakistan crisis was Pakistan's internal affair. Adam Malik declared 

this a number of times. The Government reportedly put pressure on the press not to 

publish anything that might be interpreted as interference in the internal affairs of 

Pakistan. The authorities took into custody some student leaders who demonstrated in 

front (If the Pakistan Embassy against the killing in East Pakistan. The Indonesian 

government is also believed to have put forward certain advices to the Pakistan 

Government as to how to tackle the East Pakistan problem. But the attitude of the 

government is gradually changing, through not in favor of Bangladesh, against the 

policy of the Generals in Pakistan. It shows indifference or coldness to unreasonable 

requests from the Pakistan Government/Embassy. Despite a lot of lobbying, the 
Pakistan Embassy failed to step Jai Prakash Narayan's visit to Djakarta, to stop Dr. 

Roem and Dr. Abu Hanifah to attend the Bangladesh conference in New Delhi to stop 
these scholars to speak or write about 
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Bangladesh and even to forcible ouster of SUFI from Indonesia. The Govt. does not 

pay much attention to the visitors from Pakistan. It does not interfere with the press in 

publishing news and views on Bangladesh crisis. Sometime back the Govt. T.V. 
showed our Foreign Minister Khandaker Mushtaq Ahmed replying to a question from 

an interviewer about independence through guerilla warfare. It appears that the 
government is gradually realizing the problem and the truth. It is not likely to allow 

open campaign in favor of Bangladesh as it still wished to see Pakistan undivided. 

5. The foreign diplomats and the foreign correspondents based in Djakarta have 
no doubt about the reality of Bangladesh. They believe that the old Pakistan is dead 

and that it is a question of times when the independent Bangladesh will be recognized. 

They also think that Pakistan will wage war against India to internationalize the issue 

and save face over Bangladesh crisis. About a fortnight back some correspondents 

hurriedly left Djakarta for Bangladesh / Pakistan / India to report on the developments 

in the sub- continent. 
 

6. The military rulers in Pakistan believe that Indonesia is still on their side. In 
order to get the continued support of this large Moslem country, they are doing 

everything possible. The Pakistan Embassy and the local West Pakistani community 
(which is quite large and resourceful) are spending large sums of money to induce the 

press to publicize their point of view. They have been occasionally successful in 
buying one or two papers or a few second-rate journalists and to get a few 

letters/articles published. They have often been partially successful in suppressing 

publication of news in favor of Bangladesh or against Pakistan. But by and large, their 

efforts have been ineffective. The press hardly carries any information supplied by the 

Pakistan Embassy. The Pakistan Ambassador sending journalists, scholars, officials 

and industrialists here to project their point of view. Aziz Beg, Dr. I. H. Qureshi, 

Amir Ali Fancy, Air Vice Marshal Yousuf recently visited Djakarta. They have not 

however been able to make their presence felt in any quarters. Though these people 

spoke publicly as their masters tutored them, they made no secret of their dismay and 

frustration in private discussions. Dr. Qureshi said the generals were not politicians 

and were unable to solve a political problem. He added, if there were a political 

government this situation would not have arisen. He also admitted that the L.F.O. and 

the White Paper were great blunders. Mrs. Yousuf, who accompanied her husband, 

remarked, they wanted peace to raise their children to be useful citizens of the state 
and not to be cannon fodder. Aziz Beg said war with India was inevitable as they 

were tired of the continued harassment. Amir Ali Fancy was critical of Bhutto and 
also of the Government. One journalist from Lahore, Khalid Hasan, who arrived 

without visa, was not allowed to come out of the airport and was forced to leave "by 
the next available plane. Mian Ziauddin, ex-Ambassador, accompanied by A. W. 

Shamsul Alam. Director, Foreign Office, in scheduled to arrive at Djakarta on 6th 
December, Mian Ziauddin is coming as Yahya's special envoy and bringing a letter 

from Yahya for President Sooharto. The Pakistan Government is also extending 

invitation to many officials and non-officials to visit Pakistan. Response from this 

side, is however, poor. With much effort they were successful in persuading Sri 

Sultan Hamengku Buaweno to visit West Pakistan on his way from Tehran to New 

Delhi. On their invitation three officials from Radio and TV left for West Pakistan in 

the third week of November. The 
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Pakistan Government and its agents here are however continuing efforts, 

ceaselessly and aggressively, in defeating the cause of Bangladesh and suppressing 

Bangladesh movements. 

7. The news of the proclamation of independent Bangladesh by our leaders, 

following brutal army action on the peaceful democratic people of our land, ignited a 

few Bengali souls here who came forward spontaneously to serve the cause of the 
nation in the manner possible in the existing conditions and within the limited 

resources. A clandestine Bangladesh Committee called AMORA GROUP' was formed 
with 'KAMAL* as Chief/Co-coordinator and 'RUMP and 'SUFI', as member to organise 

operation and coordinate efforts. The first step taken was to apprise the local 

intellectuals of the real problem—the background of Pakistan, contribution of East 

Bengal, position of Bengalies, exploitation by West Pakistanis, demand for 

democracy; election of 1970 and happenings thereafter and the probable solution that 

would be acceptable to the Bengalis. A comprehensive paper entitled "PAKISTAN-ITS 

BIRTH AND DEATH" was produced by 'Kamal' for the purpose and distributed among 

the local leaders. (Copy of this paper has been furnished to our mission in Calcutta.) 

Simultaneously action was taken to publicize the crisis and the atrocities of West 

Pakistan army and to project Bangladesh. This was done by contributing a series of 

articles and letters to the press under different assumed names. An anonymous article 

titled 'IS ISLAM DEAD' was also contributed by Kamal. This article, published in the 

Djakarta Times of April 15, 1971, created a sensation. (It is gratifying that this article 

has got a place in the Bangladesh publications.) Among the other enlightening and 
thought-provoking articles contributed to the Djakarta Times are : The Role of the U. 

N. vis-a-vis Bangladesh (by Kamal) Pakistan and the World (by Rumi), Bangladesh 
Refugees (by Rumi) and -Bengali Revolutions (by Rumi). Besides, Kamal and Rumi 

contributed a number of letters to the press at different times to keep the issue alive. A 
number of telegrams were sent by Kamal to the World leaders urging them 

to stop killing, got release of Bangabandhu and help establish peoples' government in 
Bangladesh. . Arrangement was made to supply copies of world press news and views 

to the local press, to distribute Bangladesh newspapers and government publications 

among the leading papers and important personalities and to furnish copies of news, 

views and editorials appearing in the local press to the Bangladesh mission in 

Calcutta. This work is being done regularly by 
4
Rumi\ The cost of operation is being 

met by a few members (contributors are Kamal, Rumi, Safri, Ruhani and Badar. Total 

amount so far contributed would be about US $ 430/-). Humble contribution was 

made to the Bangladesh funds. Certain amount has been remitted towards payment of 

subscription for the 'PEOPLE' for some local papers and important personalities. As a 

token of our love for our valiant freedom fighters, 90 pieces of warm clothing have 

been purchased and dispatched. The 'Group' has been trying to intensify its activities 

for more effective work, it needs encouragement, advice and guidance as well as 

regular supply publicity material. The Committee has no regular office. Most of the 

office and typing work is being handled by 'Rumi'. While time is not opportune 
conditions not favorable for open activity, the Committee could produce better results 

if it had suitable office, typing, cyclostyling and translation facilities. 'Sufi' was 
provided with a typewriter and entrusted with the responsibility of submitting 

periodical reports to our mission in Calcutta and of 
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contacting local leaders and intellectuals with the help of 'Hamid'. He has not 

been in touch with the 'Group' for the last few months. Presumably, he is busy with 

his personal problems. Though the group is missing the services of Sufi, it is fortunate 
in having active support of some enthusiastic members like Safri, Ruhani and Ansar. 

Its latest achievement is to enlist support of Badar. Though there is no room for 
complacency, the group is confident of making its humble contribution to the cause of 

the nation. 

8. This report may be concluded with the following comments / suggestions: 

(a)  Though the attitude of the Indonesian Government towards Bangladesh is at 

present unfavorable and unfriendly, continued efforts should be made to 

convince them of our stand and win-over their support. This is necessary in 

view of the position of this country in the Moslem world particularly in South-
East Asia and as the people in general are sympathetic to our cause. 

Bangladesh publicity material should be regularly supplied to officials and 
non-officials (list already supplied). Bangladesh leaders should occasionally 

address their counter- parts in Indonesia for support, sympathy and help. 
Though the Indonesian Govt. may not allow any Bangladesh representative to 

visit this country, our government should nevertheless constantly endeavor to 
send representatives here. Invitation may be extended to interested outstanding 

Indonesian leaders to visit liberated areas and refugee camps in India. 

 

(b) The Important role played by the Indonesian press in highlighting army 

atrocities, sufferings of the people and the refugees and in projecting 

Bangladesh issue should be suitably recognized by our Govt. Appreciation 

letters may occasionally be sent to the papers concerned. Extracts from 

editorials, articles and letters as published in the local press should be 

reproduced in the Bangladesh Publications and copies thereof supplied to the 

press here. This will encourage them. Whether they accept or not, leading 

journalists may be extended invitation to visit liberated areas and refugee 

camps. The purpose is to maintain constant contact with them. The press 

should be supplied regularly Bangladesh papers and publications. 

(c) The 'Amora Group’ should be regularly supplied with sufficient number of 

copies of all publicity material as well as newspapers to arrange their local 

distribution on selective basis. The group depends very much on this supply as 

it is working secretly with insignificant resources against the organized efforts 

of the West Pakistanis. The group also needs advice, directive and some sort 

of 

recognition to strengthen the team and intensify activities. More and more 

members are coming forward to assist the group. Efforts are being made to 

organise the secret group in a manner that its work does not suffer even if an 

individual member leaves the group or the station. It is felt that some sort of 

recognition will facilitate the task, even enable it to regain the services of Sufi 
who appears to have been working aimlessly and subjectively and making 

futile and duplicate efforts. 
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(d) Though open office or open campaign in Djakarta is not possible in the present 

circumstances, the group could produce better results if it had some sort of office 

and services of Interpreter-cum- Typist. Because of language problem it is 

experiencing difficulties in maintaining proper contacts with the local language 

dailies or fully using the materials that needs translation from English to Bahasa 

or from Bahasa to English. With its limited resources, the group is not in a 

position to employ the services of a Translator. Advice on this matter is solicited. 

 

(e) The Bengalis here have not received any clear-cut instruction/directive as to what 

they should or should not do. What course to be taken in the event of transfer is 

not very clear. Government instructions/notifications on these matters may be 

supplied for the benefit of all concerned. 

 
By Kamal. 

 

Any comments on the report and on its usefulness will be appreciated. 

 

(KAMAL) 

Amora, Djakarta. 

Nov. 22, 1971. 

 

Circulation to: 

 

1.   Acting President, Bangladesh. 

2. Foreign Minister, Bangladesh. 

3. Foreign Secretary, Bangladesh. 

4. High Commissioner, Bangladesh Mission, Calcutta. 

5. Political Branch (Mr. Anwarul Karim Choudhury). 

6. Information Branch (Mr. Maqsood Ali). 
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HIGH COMMISSION FOR 

THE PEOPL’S REPUBLIC OF 

BANGLADESH 
IN INDIA 

9,Circus Avenue, Calcutta-17 

 

No. B-5/50/71.       Dated 3-12-1971. 
 

Dear Mr. Kamal, 
 

1. We are grateful for your service to the cause of the people of Bangladesh. 
 

2. Enclosed kindly find photocopies of reports of some recent happenings in 

Bangladesh. We hope you would kindly use them for publicity in support of the 
cause. 

       3.The items include :- 

 (a) War-like preparations by the West Pakistan Military Junta against India-a 

desperate bid to turn its conflict with the Bangladesh into so-called Indo-Pakistan 

dispute and to divert world attention from the Bangladesh issue. 

 (b) West Pakistan war of genocide on the people of Bangladesh continues 
unabated. Its propaganda about normalcy in Bangladesh is a monstrous devilry. A 

blanket of fear and misery covers the occupied areas. The exodus to India has 
become perennial because of the enemy Army's continued terror. 

 (c) Successes by the Bangladesh Mukti Bahini. The Bangladesh Mukti Bahini and 

the people are fighting the enemy troops heroically. 

 (d) Victims of West Pakistan Army atrocities facing starvation and health hazards. 
 

4.We shall be grateful if you kindly try to mobilize more support for the 

Bangladesh struggle for independence and organise massive relief for the suffering 

people. 

Thanking you, 

Yours sincerely, 

(Sayidur Rahman) 
for High Commissioner. 

To 

Mr. Tuan Kamal 

C/o. Nj-Badroen, Dgl. Kampan 4 

Tjideng Barat, (dekat Djl-Musi), 

Djakarta, Indonesia. 
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HIGH COMMISSION FOR THE PEOPLE’S 

REPUBLIC OK BANGLADESH 

IN INDIA 

9, Circus Avenue, Calcutta-17 

                                                                           
No. B-5/50/71        December 18, 1971. 

Dear Mr. Kamal. 

 

The struggle of the people of Bangladesh for freedom from West Pakistani fascist 

rule has ended in a glorious conclusion. Bangladesh has won the war of 

independence. The West Pakistan occupation army, in the wake of a chain of reverses 

at the hands of the heroic freedom fighters, has surrendered en masse to the 

Bangladesh Mukti Bahini. That has happened in the afternoon of December 16, 1971. 
The entire Bangladesh now stands liberated from the West Pakistan colonial 

domination. 

The war of genocide waged by the West Pakistan military Junta on the people of 

Bangladesh has been forced to an end. The long night of black terror has been lifted 

and our people had found their way to real freedom. It is not merely a great military 

victory but a triumph of high principles and noble ideals over barbarism and devilry, 

of democracy over colonialism. The West Pakistani fascists have had to accept an 

ignominious defeat since West Pakistan ruled the democratic Bangladesh in the 

colonial way for more than two decades and tried to perpetuate the colonial rule by 

the genocide on an innocent people irrespective of religion, age and sex. 

The war over, Bangladesh Republic is confronted with the Himalayan task of 

repairing the devastating ravages in the country, of taking back ten million 

Bangladesh evacuees from India and of resettling the thirty million who were 

rendered homeless by the barbarians from West Pakistan. The tragedy of all, the 

million Bengalis who fell before the marauding troops of the fascist West Pakistan 

regime and a few lakhs more who could not survive the hazards of these eight months 

of refugee life cannot be brought back to life. Bangladesh has overpaid the price for 

freedom. 

In the international sphere Bangladesh seeks formal recognition from all nations. 

The largest democracy India and the liberal Bhutan have accorded recognition to the 

new State. The immediate objectives in the domestic sphere are, besides restoration of 

law and order, repairing the ravages caused by the West Pakistani occupation army 

and of building the economy of the country. 

 

All efforts have now to be directed to these objectives and we expect of our 
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compatriots, friends and supporters abroad to extend their continued support and help. 

In the joy of national freedom we cannot shut our eyes to the West Pakistan's 

diplomatic offensive at the U.N. and outside, with the backing of its patrons, to 
deprive Bangladesh of its independence. We have to continue in our efforts to rally 

international support in order to defeat the West Pakistan's diplomatic and political 
offensive and Big Power gunboat diplomacy. 

Thanking you, 

 
Yours sincerely, 

(Sayidur Rahman) 

for High Commissioner. 

 

Taun Kamal 

C/O Nj Badroen, 

Djl. Kampan 4 

Djideng Barat 

(dekat Djl Musi) 

Djakarta. 
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�M ���$��# ���#�����E 1NF� $9 
 
���� 
��� ����� 1��!��  

��H�� G�"�$� ����        

*�8��, 

���������� 6 5 �6  5�7 O ��6��� G��#�� 1��!�� 6" C��� C#L� :0�# 
��� 
�����*P� ��Q #��E� #���� ��:��#� $8E��R C�� C8 6" C# � P���E ��H�� ����8���R। 
C8 ��H��� 6 5 ��T ������$��# G����$��#��� ��$� ���#����� #�����R C�� ��6��� 
���-�#�U� :���5� 6" ���#� �<V�����O �W�� #�����R �। #��9�K :��L� :��� ������ ��H��� 
��� 6 5�# �&��# G�*X 6��8���R। :��� ������ #��9�K�� ��Y�#�� $8��8 ��Z����$ 
:��#J��� �#� *�[�*�[� 6���� ���R? $8E� :0�# 
��� ��Q  '�� G��#�� ��� �\�E75 
G��#�� ���� #��E� ������R। :��� ������ 6 5 �6 G�# YL�� Y��-1��Y���� �*�� ��E� :��� 
�����E C#�L :0�# O 
��� ��Q  '�� ���� 9]�: #��E��R, ���� 9$��# "��" �� #��, ��8 
:��� ������ 6 �5� ����� ��H��� ����O �����< �8E� ���# $8E��R।  

6 �5� ^�� #�$���6 �5� ^�� #�$���6 �5� ^�� #�$���6 �5� ^�� #�$���????    

��������� :0�# O 
��� ��Q  '�� C8 ��H��� 6 �5� ^�� $8� :��#J��� 
1���%E���� ���#� �!� O ����� �����# ��#��। :��#J��� 1���%E���� ���#� �!� ������ 
��`�6"��� ����[�a ���#� ��`�6"���, �b �b �6�����-6�E �����-�$�6 O C#���LE� :�c�6� 
����# ;;�L :������� #��E�� 
��� �d�� 6"  � ;@ �I�� ���I ���������� e��#-#0[#-��"��F-
R�� 1*0�� 6 5�# ���[5 C�� �:�b #��E��R। ��`�6"���, ���&��� O C#���LE� :�c�6� 
���� 
���#� �!� :��� ������ ��H 6 5�# 6���E G��#�� O  5���7# G��#�� $8�� � �� �b� ��f� 
#��E��R। �6O 9$���� 
����8 8E��$E� ��#�� 1���%E���� � �!�����$� E� ��� *��g�� ��$� 
[b��7 ��h $8E� 6���E :��[��� G������ �"�I #�� O  5�7, 6���E G��#�� C�� ��� d��� 
$J�&��� ��i�� �%�& #��। C8 1���%E���� ���#� �!� :��� ������ 6 �5� ����� ��H���# 
���� 6" [b��7 ��h ��$E��R C�� ������$��# 6 �5� ��i�� ��E�  #��E��R। ������$� 
:��� �����E 8�����"8  5$�"� YL�8E��R C�� ��<� �"�E :��� ������ 6��� ��H���# Jj #����� 
6" ������$� 1NF� $8E� ��$E��R।  

��8 ���������� 6 �5� ^�� $8� ��`�6"���-���&��� O C#���LE� :�c�6� 
����d�#��� 
��#�� O 9$���� ������$�। :�k� :��#J��� :�'�, �����, ���l, :�m��� 6�������$� ��$�� 
6�� :��� ������ 6 �5� �M E। ��� :�k� :��#J��� 6 �5�  5�7 O ���*? 6���� �!�� 
6���E G��#���#O :��#J��� 1���%E���� ���#� �!� �"�I #��E� ����E��R। :��� ������ G��Z��� 
9 �̂ *�[�*��[ ��$�� 6 5�#O n ���#� �!� ���[5 O �:�b #�����R। ��8 n ^���� :���6� 
#��E� ���������� 6 �5� ���� #��E� #��� 6" �6 C���  �bE� ������ $8�� ��Z���-G��Z���, 
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�$X�-����� 6 �5� ^�*��" C#��। n ^���� ��i�� ��H��� ���������� 6 5�# �����-:�'�-
���l-:�f��� ��$�� 6 5�# ��� ���E� �� #���� $8�� C�� :��� ������ ��H��� ��c$���� ��$��" 
:�8�� �����8 ���o ���#�� $8��। C8 ��H��� C��#�� 6 �5� ���0p n#" O �����-:�'� 1*0��� 
���� �� ����  �bE� 9�'��  5-^���� :��6EO ��8 ��k� $8��।  

1#0� ���<� ��d" G���� ��#�1#0� ���<� ��d" G���� ��#�1#0� ���<� ��d" G���� ��#�1#0� ���<� ��d" G���� ��#�    

n#"��  5��< O 6��� ��H���� �6���  5^�����O 9$���� ������$��# :��J 
#��E� C��� 6 �5� ���� ��� ‘
���  5���7# �����’ ��Q 1��!�� ��H�� GH�� #��E� �8�� 
$8��। �#q 
��� ����� ��$��� ��`�6"������� A����� �0���� ��c�� � :�b, 
��� ������ #0[# 
����6� 9:� ��$��� �6�����-�$�6��� ���[5 O �:�b� ��c�#E� ��c�#E� ����� � $E, ��6" O 
��H���# �0p*��� � �8E� �OE�� 6" #��9�K :��L� e��#-#0[#-R��-��"��F 6���# ��$���� 
��H�� � �8E� �OE�� �$�� 6��8���R।   

#��9�K :��L� ��������� C� C#�L 
���  5���7# ��Q 1��!�� 6" ��H���� �$�� 
6��8���R ����� ��`�6"���-���&��� 9I��� #��E� O :�c�6���� ��#���� :� :��$�� #��E� 
6 �5� 
���� 6���E  5���7# ��r� ����� #�� O ���6��7� :�� GH�� $8��� ��r�� :� 9s�< 
$8�� :���।     

��t�& $8�� ���t�& $8�� ���t�& $8�� ���t�& $8�� �    

#�#u�� ���#��� ‘‘#��9�K :��L�’’ 6 5�# ��t�& #��� 6" ‘‘���YL G�$���  
��X�� 1*0�� 1�E�6 �8’’, ‘‘H��� H��� #0�[ ��r� vi #�’’, ‘‘�6��������  �� #�L’’ 1*0�� 
�OE�6 �������R। �#� �#� ��� “
��� ����� 1��!� $8E� � E��R’’ ���E� x� ����E� ��6#�� 
 5��H���� 9>�:�, ��#y O 1NF���� *�L� ��E� ���� ���$���R। ���#�� C�6z�� C8 ��H�� 
G�1��� #��E� ��H���# ��:� ��� #��� 1��o� #���� :���। ���#� �!� O 1���%E������� 
9{���� ���6������� ^|0�#����� ��}�-$�}���, ��L���6 1*0�� ����8E� ��H���# ��o #���� 
�I:� $8�� :���। C8 �#� ��[�E ~c��E�� O �6�  ��#�� 6" ���� 6 �5� 1�� �$�� 
6��8���R।  

�0�0�0�0p��#y �6�E ���� p��#y �6�E ���� p��#y �6�E ���� p��#y �6�E ����     

���������� 6 5 �6 G*��:��� �0p�� O C#��� ���� G�=�-������ $����, ��6�-
L"�� �l 1*0��� �� ��H�� ����8���R, �� ��H�� 8�����"8 8��$��� C# �� 6�� 4�: 
#��E��R। �����# ��#���� ~��#, ��-���, G*��-GL 1*0��� ���"O �� ��H�� ����� �� 
���� $8�� � C�� �M� �#L ���� #�O �� 
�#�� #��� �- C8 ���0p ��#y �6 ������ 
Y�� Y�� 6�� E� 9'�#।  

d��� $J�&�� ���" #id��� $J�&�� ���" #id��� $J�&�� ���" #id��� $J�&�� ���" #i 

�������  51�������� $��� d��� $J�&�, �����# ��� 1�"�$�� 1*0�� �� ����u�� 
�OE��� ��  1�� 9]�: #��E��R, ��u�� ���E #���� :����� ‘
��� �����’ #��E��� ��H��� 
GH ��� ������ $8��-8$� 9:��� #��E� n ����u��� �:R� �#��L �#��L 6 5�# ����� #�� C�� 
n ����u�� :���5 8E��$E� ��#���# ���" #��, 8$� $8� C8 ��$���� 6i�� #���"।   
    
������$�� �%�5 1��$� #i ������$�� �%�5 1��$� #i ������$�� �%�5 1��$� #i ������$�� �%�5 1��$� #i     

�NF�a $����, �d �d 6��� ������, ���R� ��#��� G�=�-����� O �����# ���$�� 
��$� G�$���  1*0�� ���&:�5� :��E ����� :����E 6 �5� �#��U� 
�7 
��� ����� 1��!�� 
��H�� ����8�� $8��।   
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�#q 6 5�# �6 ��H�� #���� $8���R 1�"d*��� ��T ������$�� ��i��। ��8 ���&:�5� 
:��E ��[ :��& 6 �5� ��H�� ��6E� $8�� C8�: �� #����� #��5 �8। 1���%E���� 
���#� �!�� �����$� ������$� 6 �5� 9:� ��T $���� vi #���� :���। ��8 �\�q�o� 
�#� #��5 �8। ��H�� �� �#� ���E ����� �: ���5 #���� :���। C8 G�4�E 
�a������� 9:� 
�*�� � #��E� ���0���*��� ��H���� ����\# 1NF�� H$5 #�� ��#��। ������$�� �%�5 
���#����� O 9$� 1������ #��� 6" �$�-H�� ���� 6 5�# �� �'�*��� 1NF� $8��� 6" 
���� 6 �5� 1�� �$�� 6��8���R।  

C8 6" :�b�E, �$��E, H���, #�-#�����E ���� ���� �������[ ��J ��< �E�  �bE� 
���� 4��E ��H�� #���L O  5���$�। ������$� �%�5 #���� 9$� 1�������� 6" �"����#A 
 ' #i, ��$�� ��$� ��R 9$� ��E�8 �M�# 1��$� #i।  

e��#-#0[# *�8�E�� C� �E ���    

      ��6#�� ��H�� 6 �5� "��" ��H��। :v��<� ��i�� C8 ��H��� ��6�E� �� #�' 
�:� O ��#y �E� �uE� $OE�� 6" :��� :��#J��� #��9�K :��L� �6 ���-:�i[ 6���-��� 
�������[ ���������� ��J 6 5�# ����[�a e��#, �$���  ��� ��J����, #0[# O R�� ����6� 
1�� �$�� 6��8���R। ��$��� ��$� �M� ��i�� ��'#*��� ��H�� ����8�� :����� ������ 
6 �5� ��6E ����k�।  
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Press Statement issued by Professor Muzaffar Ahmed, President of National 

Awami Party, Bangladesh, on April 20,1971 

 

We felicitate in glowing terms the establishment of the sovereign government of 
People's Democratic Republic of Bangladesh with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman as its 

titular head. We further congratulate the heroic struggle of the liberation army (Mukti 

Fouj) of Bangladesh in their determined endeavor and struggle to root out and repulse 

the Pakistani occupation army from the sacred soil of our mother land. We declare in 

unequivocal terms that the government headed by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is the only 

legally constituted government of Bangladesh. And urge upon all the democratic and 

progressive nations of the world to recognize newly-born state and its government 

and to render all material help and moral support. In this connection, we deem it our 

duty to gratefully acknowledge the sympathy received from all peace-loving and 

democratic people of the world and especially the support and co-operation given by 

the people and the governments of India and the Soviet Union. 

In the name of humanity, tenets of civilization and conscience we fervently 

appeal to all democratic and progressive nations of the world and to the UNO to 

effectively move so as to immediately stop the genocide being perpetrated on the 

hundreds and thousands of innocent and unarmed men, women and children of 

Bangladesh. 

 

The paramount need of the hour is the formation of a broad united front of the 

democratic parties and forces in order to conduct the liberation struggle and to carry it 

through. We urge upon the Awami League leadership and the Government of 

Bangladesh to take initiative in this matter. 

We give a clarion call to all the sons and daughters of Bangladesh to carry 

forward the armed struggle with renewed vigour and determination till its victory. 

While paying respect and homage to the tens and thousands of martyrs of this 

struggle, we firmly declare that the blood of the martyrs cannot and shall not go in 

vain and the struggle of the people shall triumph. The barbarous policy of genocide 

pogrom and mass extermination of the military junta of Pakistan will be repulsed by 

the determined march of the 75-million of Bangladesh. The victory will be ours. 

Long live the free people of the Democratic Republic of Bangladesh! 
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MAULANA ABDUL HAMID KHAN BHASANI'S 

APPEAL TO WORLD LEADERS 

Dated April 21,1971 

 

I 

SECRETARY-GENERAL U-THANT, UNITED NATIONS, 

NEW YORK, U. S. A. 

 

On behalf of the 75-million people of Bangladesh I appeal to you to use your 

good offices and raise your voice against the barbarities and brutalities being 
committed by the trigger happy soldiers of dictator General Yahya Khan on the 

innocent, unarmed and defenseless people of Bangladesh irrespective of their caste, 

creed and sect, including women, children and even new-born babies in their mothers' 

arms. I appeal to you to raise your voice against this brutal suppression of 

fundamental human freedom and birth right of the people of Bangladesh to decide 

their own destiny without any interference from West Pakistan. I appeal to you, Mr. 

Secretary-General, in the name of humanity to issue all immediate appeal to stop 
these brutal massacres of innocent people and to extend all possible help for the relief 

of the victims of dictator General Yahya Khan against military rule in Bangladesh. I 
would welcome sending your observers inside Bangladesh to see the nature and 

volume of looting, arson, mass killings and molestation of women by West Pakistani 

Army so that they can reveal the true picture of the sordid tale of Bangladesh to the 

people of the world through the United Nations. 

 

II 
 

PRESIDENT MAO TSE-TUNG, PREMIER CHOU EN-LAI, 
PEKING, CHINA 

 

Ideology of Socialism is to fight against oppression. I appeal to save seven and 

half crores of oppressed people of Bangladesh from the atrocities committed on them 

by the military junta of dictator General Yahya Khan. Yahya's military government, 

by the help of modern war weapons supplied by your government, are mercilessly and 

brutally slaying the innocent, unarmed, helpless peasants, laborers, students, 

intelligentsia, women and children of Bangladesh. If your Government do not protest 

this brutal atrocities committed on oppressed masses of Bangladesh by the military 

junta with the help of vested, interests of West. Pakistan, the world may think that you 

are not the friend of oppressed people. 
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No such example of oppression, which the military junta is inflicting upon the 

innocent masses of Bangladesh, will be found even in times of Chiang Kai-Shek's rule 

in your own land, Czar's rule in Russia and in times of British Imperialism in pro- 
independent India. The reports of atrocities and oppression, which are being given 

publicity by various Indian agencies, are in fact the smallest portion of the volume 
and nature of oppression and atrocities which are really happening in wretched land of 

Bangladesh at present. World will come to know the true picture and actual nature, 
and will know the truth of many complaints, if the journalists, intelligentsia, 

politicians of any country, even of the countries friendly to Yahya's government, 
made field survey. 

You are well aware that there are tremendous people's support behind the 

independent Bangladesh Government than that of Sihanouk Government's of 

Cambodia. I, therefore, earnestly request you to please extend your support, 
recognition and all possible help to the Government of Independent People's Republic 

of Bangladesh.. 

I had to undergo 31 years of imprisonment to achieve independence of Indo-Pak 

sub- continent and to achieve people's rights in Pakistan. I am at present an old man of 

89. At this stage of my life my humble residence has been gutted by the barbarous 

soldiers of Yahya Khan. My precious collection of books from different countries has 

also been burnt by them. I do not know what has happened to the fate of my family 

after my house was set on fire. 

III 

SECRETARY GENERAL BREZHNEV, PRESIDENT PODGORNY, 

CHAIRMAN KOSYGIN, KREMLIN, MOSCOW, U. S. S. R. 

On behalf of the 75 million people of Bangladesh may I convey to you our 
appreciation of the statement issued by the Presidium of Supreme Soviet through 

President Podgorny on the situation in East Bengal? 

I should, however, like to point out that more positive action is urgently required 

to stop the barbarous massacre of hundreds of thousands of unarmed, helpless masses 

of Bangladesh by the brutal military dictator ship of General Yahya Khan. These 

massacres are being perpetrated by the West Pakistani army with modern weapons of 

war supplied by U. S. A. and China. People are being butchered by the trigger happy 

soldiers of West Pakistan irrespective of caste, creed and sect, including women, 
children and even new- born babies in their mothers' arms. They excel in their 

brutality anything that has happened in history before. I earnestly appeal to you to 
stop this bloody massacre and not supply any aid to the military dictatorship of 

Pakistan. Your country and your people, under the enlightened and wise leadership of 
Lenin, have stood for the rights of oppressed peoples to self determination, and have 

given moral, political and material support to national liberation movements in 
various parts of the world. I would, therefore, appeal to you to do the same for 

Bangladesh and give it immediate recognition and all possible help of the 

Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

The Soviet Union is part of Asia as well as Europe. The Leninist policy of peace 
is a great stabilizing factor for development throughout the world, particularly in the 
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developing countries. What is happening in Bangladesh today is the worst from of 

colonialism and imperialism. Looting, arson, gangsterism, mass killings and 

molestation of women are the order of the day. We rely on the people of the U. S. S. 

R. to raise their voice against these barbarities and the suppression of human rights. I 

hope that your government will give immediate attention to this urgent problem and 

see that the 75 million people of Bangladesh are allowed the freedom to decide their 

own destiny without any interference from the military dictatorship of Yahya Khan. 

 

I had to undergo 31 years of imprisonment to achieve independence of Indo-Pak 

sub- continent and to achieve people's rights in Pakistan. I am at present an old man of 

89. At this stage of my life my humble residence has been gutted by the barbarous 

soldiers of Yahya Khan. My precious collection of book from different countries has 

also been burnt by them. I do not know what has happened to the fate of my family 
after my house was set on fire. 

 

IV 

PRESIDENT NIXON, WASHINGTON. D.C., U.S.A. 
 

Under the direction of dictator General Yahya Khan, and with the help of modern 
war weapons supplied by yours and China Governments the barbarous soldiers of 

West Pakistan are brutally slaying lakhs of innocent, unarmed and helpless masses of 

Bangladesh irrespective of caste, creed and sect, including women, children and even 

new-bom. babies in their mothers' arms. 

 

I fervently appeal to you to please stop fresh supply of arms and to do the needful 

to give an effective check in using those weapons previously supplied, so that Yahya's 

Government could not use these arms in killing the unarmed masses in Bangladesh. 

 

Please extent your immediate recognition and all possible help to the Government 

of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

 

I shall be highly obliged if you be kind enough to please make an arrangement so 

that the foreign correspondents of different news agencies are able to tour inside 
Bangladesh to see the nature and volume of looting, arson, gangsterism, mass killings, 

and molestation of women in Bangladesh by West Pakistani army so that they can 
reveal the true picture of sordid tales of Bangladesh to the people of the world. 

 

V 

PRESIDENT POMPIDOU, PARIS, FRANCE 
 

On behalf of the 75 million people of Bangladesh may I appeal to you to raise 

your voice against the barbarous atrocities being committed by West Pakistani 

soldiers under the direction of dictator General Yahya Khan and with the help of 

modern weapons of War supplied to him by your government and other governments? 

I appeal to you to raise your voice against the brutal suppression of human rights in 

Bangladesh. France has a great tradition of leaping the revolutionary movements of 

the world, and will. I hope, under your wise leadership, give a lead in recognizing the 

fundamental rights of the 
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people of Bangladesh to decide their destiny without any interference from the 

military regime of West Pakistan. France was great enough to recognize, the realities 

of the situation in Vietnam and Algeria, and, we hope, you can convince the dictator 

General Yahya Khan to learn from these examples. T would earnestly appeal to you 

to extend immediate recognition and all possible help to the Government of the 

People's Republic of Bangladesh. I would further welcome visits by your Press 

correspondents to tour inside Bangladesh and see for themselves the nature and 

volume of looting, arson, gangsterism, mass killings and molestation of women by 

trigger happy soldiers of West Pakistan on the innocent, unarmed and helpless people 

of Bangladesh. 

VI 
PRIME MINISTER EDWARD HEATH, LONDON. U.K. 

 
I appeal to you on behalf of the 75 million people of Bangladesh to raise your 

voice in support of their birth right for freedom to decide their own destiny. I appeal 

to you to raise your voice against the brutal massacre of hundreds of thousands of 

innocent East Bengalis by the military dictator-ship of General Yahya Khan. I further 

appeal to you to stop any fresh supply of arms and to ensure that any arms supplied by 

U. K. are not used in killing unarmed, helpless masses in Bangladesh. 1 hope that 

your government will recognize the realities of the situation and extend immediate 

recognition and all possible help to the Government of the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh. It was heart-rending to real accounts of atrocities by British 

correspondents in the British Newspapers. However, even these accounts fall far short 

of real nature and volume of looting, arson, gangsterism, mass killings and 

molestation of women that is being perpetrated by the trigger happy soldiers of West 

Pakistan on the innocent and defenseless people of Bangladesh. 

 

VII 

PRESIDENT TITO, BELGRADE, YUGOSLAVIA 
 

I appeal to you on behalf of the 75 million people of Bangladesh to raise your 
voice against the atrocities being committed by the West Pakistan soldiers under the 

direction of dictator General Yahya Khan on the unarmed and defenseless people of 
Bangladesh. I appeal to you to raise your voice against the brutal suppression of 

human rights in Bangladesh. Your powerful voice has always been raised whenever 

human rights and human dignity have been suppressed. I request you, Mr. President, 

to speak out against un-speakable atrocities which are now going on in Bangladesh 

and the complete denial of human freedom by the use of brutal force which is taking 

place there. I would earnestly appeal to you to extend immediate recognition and 

every possible help to the Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. I 

would welcome visits by your press correspondents to Bangladesh to see for 

themselves the nature and volume of looting, arson,, gangsterism, mass killings and 

molestation of women being committed by the trigger happy soldiers or West 

Pakistan on the innocent, unarmed and helpless people of Bangladesh. 
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VIII 

PRESIDENT ANWAR SADAT, CAIRO, U.A.R. 

 

Mr. President. I am addressing this appeal to you in your capacity as a great leader 
of the Muslim World to raise your voice in support of the 75 million peoples of 

Bangladesh whose fundamental rights and freedom are being brutally assaulted by the 
trigger happy soldiers of dictator General Yahya Khan. It is a travesty of Islam that is 

being perpetrated by the West Pakistani soldiers in Bangladesh today. Hundreds of 
West Pakistani soldiers, armed to the teeth with modern weapons of war by 

imperialist powers, are killing innocent, unarmed, defenseless people of Bangladesh 
in hundreds of thousands. The nature and volume of looting, arson, gangsterism, mass 

killings and molestation of weapons has to be seen to be believed. May I appeal to 

you to raise your voice against these brutalities and the suppression of human rights, 

and extend immediate recognition and all possible help to the Government of the 

People's Republic of Bangladesh and for their right to decide their own destiny 

without any interference from the military dictatorship of West Pakistan? 

 

IX 

MR. ABDEL KHALEK HASSOUNA 

Secretary General, Arab league, Cairo, U.A.R. 
 

I appeal to you on behalf of the 75 million people of Bangladesh to bring before 

the Arab League the brutalities being committed by trigger happy soldiers of General 

Yahya Khan on the innocent, unarmed and defenseless people of Bangladesh. Women 
have been molested systematically and, even new-born babies in their mothers' arms 

have not been spared. All these unspeakable acts have been perpetrated by a Muslim 
army on an overwhelmingly Muslim population. The Arab League has raised its voice 

against oppression and injustice. Its silence on the horrible events in Bangladesh has 
caused disappointment and dismay. I would request you to bring the tragic events in 

Bangladesh, since the ruthless soldiers General Yahya Khan were late loose on the 
25th March, before the Arab League so that the voice of its august members may help 

in stopping the carnage and the suppression of human rights which is going on in 

Bangladesh today. I would welcome visits by your representatives to tour inside 
Bangladesh and sec for themselves the extent of looting, arson, gangsterism, mass 

killings and molestation of women being committed by the soldiers of West Pakistan 
on the innocent, unarmed and helpless people of Bangladesh. 

 
X 

MR. DIALLO TELL I 
 

Secretary General O. A. V., Addis Ababa, Ethiopia On behalf of the 75 million 

people of Bangladesh I appeal to the O. A. U. to raise its voice against the barbarities 

and brutalities being committed by the trigger happy soldiers of General Yahya Khan 

on the innocent, unarmed and defenseless people of Bangladesh. The mass killings of 

men, women and children, and molestation of women by the West Pakistani army in 

Bangladesh is recent history. A small military clique is trying by the use of brutal 

force to 
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suppress the rights of the people of Bangladesh and human dignity and freedom. The 

O.A.U. which has fought for elimination of colonialism, should take note of the naked 

assertion of colonialism taking place in Bangladesh today. 

I appeal to you, Mr. Secretary-General, in the name of humanity to stop these 
brutal massacres of innocent people and to extend all possible help for the relief of the 

victims of dictator General Yahya Khan's military rule in Bangladesh. 
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ON THE SITUATION IN BANGLADESH 

 

Text of the Letter of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 

 East Pakistan (Bangladesh), to Fraternal Communist and Worker's Parties, 

dated May 3, 1971 

Dear Comrades, 

The people of the world are today aware of the fact that since 25th March 

midnight an unparalleled genocide is being committed in East Pakistan (now named 
Bangladesh) by reactionary ruling military junta of Pakistan. In the course of the last 

five weeks, the Pakistan army has killed some hundreds of thousands of people, 
including prominent leaders and intellectuals; pillaged and ravaged the cities of 

Dacca, Chittagong and other towns; burnt down hundreds of villages and markets and 
destroyed educational institutions, including Dacca University hostels as well as other 

properties worth tens of millions of rupees throughout Bangladesh. Such wanton 
destruction of human lives and properties is still going on and about one million 

helpless and penniless people of Bangladesh have crossed the border and taken refuge 

in India. The military junta of Pakistan is actually waging a war of annihilation 

against the innocent and unarmed people of Bangladesh using the land army, air force 

and naval force. Modern history has rarely witnessed such wide scale brutalities and 
atrocities as are being perpetrated now in Bangladesh. 

But in order to confuse the world public opinion, the reactionary ruling military 

junta of Pakistan, headed by General Yahya Khan, has raised the bogey that the 

people of Bangladesh led by the Awami League have launched a movement for 

secession of Bangladesh and disintegration of Pakistan "with the help of India'' and 

that the steps taken by the army in Bangladesh are necessary to maintain the integrity 

and solidarity of the state of Pakistan. 

But all these are colossal hoaxes. The reality is otherwise. The real fact is that the 

people of Bangladesh were always fighting for their just national and democratic 

rights, and the ruling military junta of Pakistan was trying to drown that popular 

struggle in blood. The following facts and specially the political background of 

today's happening will prove it beyond doubt. 

Suppression of Nationalities 

To explain the political, background of the genocide in Bangladesh it is first 

necessary to state the peculiar character of the state of Pakistan. Pakistan was carved 

out of the Indian sub-continent in 1947. Five nationalities (such as Bengalis. Sindhis, 

Punjabis, Pathans and Baluchis ) and two regions (East and West Pakistan) widely 

separated by a distance of more than one thousand miles, and in between which lies 
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Indian territory, were lumped together under a single state (Pakistan) on the basis 

of Islamic religion. The conspiracy of the British imperialists had played a big role in 

the creation of this state with such a peculiar character. 

From the very inception of this state, the ruling classes, the reactionary big 

bourgeoisie and feudalists, collaborating with imperialism, especially US imperialism, 

had in their own narrow class interests pursued a policy of suppression of all 

democratic and national rights of the various nationalities, such as of Bengalis in East 

Pakistan and Sindhis, Pathans and Baluchis in the Western Wing. 

As a result of the policy of the national suppression and discrimination pursued 
by 

the ruling classes, the condition of the people of East Pakistan had become extremely 

miserable in all aspects. Democracy was ruthlessly suppressed and virtual dictatorship 

had reigned supreme. People had no democratic right, no civil liberty and no freedom 

of the Press. Arrests, imprisonment and persecution of the democrats and progressive 

elements were a daily phenomenon. Hundreds of patriotic workers, including many 

communists, were always in jails. 

In the economic field, big business, all of whom non-Bengalis, controlled 
banking, insurance, big industries and the entire economy of East Pakistan. The big 

business, known as the "22 monopolist families", had an overall domination over the 
economic life of Pakistan as a whole and was given a free hand of exploiting the 

working class and the people of East Pakistan. In the rural side, feudal exploitation 

went on rampantly. 

Further, as a natural consequence of the policy of the ruling class to appease the 
big business and to practice national discrimination, a big imbalance and disparity had 

cropped up between the economic condition in Hast and West Pakistan. Whereas the 
per capita income in the Eastern Wing was lower than that of the Western Wing, the 

prices of all commodities, including food, were higher in the Eastern Wing. We do 
not, however mean to say that the people of West Pakistan were favored. Rather, they 

were also heavily exploited and oppressed. But the fact was that East Pakistan was 
virtually turned into a market and hunting ground for the "22 monopolist families" 

who were based in West Pakistan. They were also transferring the profits they earned 

in East Pakistan to their head offices in West Pakistan. Such fight of capital from East 

Pakistan together with the neocolonial exploitation of the penetrating US capital 

(amounting to about Rs. 3,000 crones) and the exploitation of the monopolists and 

feudalist had shattered the entire economy of East Pakistan.. The over whelming 

majority of the people of East Pakistan lived in utter distress. 

Another result of the policy of national discrimination practised by the ruling 
classes had been that the people of East Pakistan, though in a majority ( 56 per cent), 

had little share in the Central services including the army. They were deliberately and 
plan fully kept away from all important jobs at the Centre, which were filled from the 

upper classes of Punjab. 

 

In short, the people of East Pakistan were deprived of all rights and mercilessly 

oppressed and exploited. Similar was the condition of the Pathans, Sindis and 

Baluchis. 
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The problem of nationalities had thus become a most serious and important problem 

in Pakistan. 

 

Fight of the People for Democracy and Autonomy 

 

In the above context, the democratic movement in East Pakistan, as well as in the 

whole of Pakistan, had begun on two fundamental demands democracy and autonomy 

for the nationalists. 

 

This struggle of the people of East Pakistan (Bangladesh) had begun as far back as 

1948 on the issue of language. The ruling classes had tried to foist Urdu the mother- 

tongue of only 6 per cent of the population, as the only State-language of Pakistan. 

The Bengalis of East Pakistan had risen against that attempted reactionary measure of 
the ruling classes and had demanded that Bengali, the mother tongue of the 56 per 

cent of the population, be made one of the Stale languages. It is to be noted here that it 
was in the same year of 1948 that the Pathans had also launched a movement for their 

autonomy. 
 

However, the struggle of the people of Bangladesh on the language issue assumed 
a wide character in 1952 and gradually developed into a struggle for democracy and 

autonomy. 

 

The reactionary ruling clique had always tried to suppress that movement by 

severe repressive measures, including shooting down of students and youth on the 

streets of Dacca (1952). They had also tried to dub that popular struggle as being 

"inspired by India" and confuse the people. 

 

But the popular struggle went on unabated. All democratic parties and forces, 

including the Communist Party of East Pakistan which had been functioning 

underground since 1948, participated in that movement. 

 

In the background of the above struggle by the. people of East Pakistan for 

autonomy and democracy, there was a provincial election in East Pakistan in 1954. In 
that election, all opposition parties had formed a United Front against the ruling party-

Muslim League. A 21-point programme was chalked out by the United Front in which 
the demand for the fullest autonomy for East Pakistan was a most important one. The 

United Front had demanded that "East Pakistan be, recognized as a sovereign and 
autonomous region" in accordance with the principle of the Pakistan Resolution 

passed by the All-India Muslim League Council in 1940 at Lahore, that "the Central 
government should be vested only with three subjects such as defense, foreign affairs 

and currency" and that "all other subjects including the residuary powers should be in 

the hands of the elected government of East Pakistan". The United Front had thus 

clearly defined the demand for autonomy, and the people of East Pakistan had 

unequivocally supported and voted for it. In that election the United Front had scored 

a glorious victory securing 290 seats, including 4 Communist Party candidates, out of 

300. The ruling Muslim League was. routed and got only 9 seats. The result of that 

election of 1954 had clearly demonstrated the tact that the people of East Pakistan 

stood solidly for autonomy as defined in the United Front programme. 
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But the reactionary ruling classes were not ready to accept this clear verdict of the 

people or to grant autonomy to East Pakistan. So the Central government conspired 

and had with the open and overt support, of the US imperialists dismissed the United 

Front Ministry only after 45 days or so of its taking office on the false and fabricated 

plea that the United Front Ministry, specially its leader late A. K. Fazlul Haq, was "in 

league with India and trying to undo Pakistan by seceding". The ruling classes had 

also launched a reign of terror in East Pakistan and thousands were thrown into jails. 

The Communist Party was form ally banned at that time. Significantly, it was only 

after a week or so of the dismissal of the United Front Ministry that Pakistan had 

joined the military pacts under imperialism. 

But even after such shameless attack by the ruling classes against the people of 

East Pakistan, the movement for autonomy and democracy went on in various forms. 
The Sindhis; Pathans and Baluchis were also fighting for their national and 

democratic rights. 
 

The ruling classes had, on the other hand, taken two political steps to counteract 
the growing popular movement for autonomy and democracy. The Central 

government had arbitrarily passed two acts. By one of these acts, it was laid down that 
East and West Pakistan would have "parity" in all matters, which meant that East 

Pakistan which had the majority of the population (i. e. 56 per cent) was made equal 

with the 44 per cent population of West Pakistan. By the second act, all the provinces 

in West Pakistan, such as Sindh, Punjab, North West Frontier Province as well as 

Baluchistan, were abolished and the whole of West Pakistan was constituted as "one 

unit" or one single province. These two acts were new measures of the reactionary 

ruling classes to intensify their policy of national suppression. 

 

But as has been said earlier, the popular movement for autonomy and democracy 

could not be checked. It was going on both in East and West Pakistan. After the 

imposition of one unit in West Pakistan the suppression of the smaller nationalities- 

Sindhis, Pathans and Baluchis assumed an acute form. They had complained that they 

had been made "virtual, slaves of the Punjab vested interests" who had, through the 

grace of the one unit, captured all the important posts in the administration of those 
regions and also occupied a dominant position in their economics. So, from that time, 

the demand for the liquidation of one unit had become the central slogan in the 
struggle by the Sindhis, Pathans and Baluchis -for democracy and autonomy. 

 

Intervention by the Imperialists 

 
One thing needs mentioning here. In 1966 a Constitution was framed for the 

country by the then Constituent Assembly which was elected in 1955 by indirect 

voting, on the basis of parity. That Constitution framed by the reactionary ruling 

classes was far from a democratic one and did not provide for autonomy of the 

various nationalities. The President was vested with many special powers. Its only 

redeeming features were that it had provided for parliamentary rule and accepted 

Bengali as a State language together with Urdu, solely because these were the most 

pressing and popular demands. 
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After the framing of that Constitution a popular demand had also risen that a 

general election be soon held on the basis of the new Constitution. This demand had 

become very powerful. There were also cliques and counter cliques within the ruling 

classes. 

Under these circumstances, the then Central Ministry had declared that general 

election would be held in February-March, 1959. 
 

This announcement of the general election together with the rising popular 
movement for autonomy and democracy had created a panic amongst the dominant 

section of the ruling coterie headed by the notorious lskandar Mirza, an ex-army 
officer, as well as in US imperialist circle. It was then at the connivance of the US 

imperialists and their open support that the ruling coterie had clamped down Martial 
Law in October 1958, to forestall the holding of the election as well as to suppress the 

democratic movement. Ayub Khan had then come to power with the overt support of 

the US imperialists. This was the second naked intervention by the US imperialists in 
the internal affairs of Pakistan to suppress democracy. The first was in 1954 when the 

United Front Ministry of East Pakistan, voted to power by the people, was arbitrarily 
dismissed. In fact, the US imperialists had always stood behind the reactionary classes 

of Pakistan in the latter's bid to suppress the movement for democracy and autonomy. 
 

Renewed Popular Struggles 
 

It was during the decade of the dictatorial regime of Ayub Khan that the 

suppression of the democratic forces, trampling down of democracy and of the 

national rights of the Bengalis and other nationalities had assumed monstrous 

proportions. The Constitution framed by the ruling classes in 1956 was scrapped. 

Communists were severely persecuted any democrat raising the voice for democracy 

or autonomy was thrown into jail, all vestiges of democracy were wiped out and any 

movement by the students, workers, etc, for their rights was sought to be suppressed 

by leonine violence. Anti-Hindu communal riots were also provoked and organized to 

disrupt the people. 
 

But the oppression and suppression during the Ayub regime did not go 

unchallenged. From 1961 onwards the people of East Pakistan as well as of 
Pathanland and Baluchistan had carried on many a glorious battle for their right of 

autonomy and democracy. The heroic struggles of the Pathans in 1961, the death-
defying battles of the Baluchis in 1961- 62 and the glorious battles of the East 

Pakistan students and people in 1962, 1963 and 1964 may be cited in this connection. 
 

In 1965, during the Indo-Pakistan war, the reactionary ruling classes could 
temporarily confuse the people by virulent anti-India propaganda. But immediately 

after the termination of the war. a vigorous movement on the six-point programme of 
the Awami League had taken place in East Pakistan (June 1966). The six-point 

programme of the Awami League was basically a programme for parliamentary 

democracy and full autonomy. Regarding autonomy the six-point programme had 

demanded that only subjects, namely defense and foreign affairs (excluding foreign 

trade) would vest with the Central government and all other subjects, including 

foreign trade; would be in the hands of the East Pakistan government. As regards 

currency, the six-point programme 
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had laid down two alternatives. Is said, either these would be two separate but easily 

convertible currencies for East and West Pakistan or there would be one currency for 

the whole of Pakistan under the Central government with the provision that there 

would be a separate State Bank for East Pakistan and some arrangements would be 

there to stop the fight of capital from East Pakistan to the Western Wing. 

So, the six-point programme of Awami League had demanded wide autonomous 

powers for East Pakistan within the State of Pakistan and was not a secessionist move 

as was suggested by some interested quarters. 
 

This six-point programme of the Awami League did get wide support from the 

people of East Pakistan and the movement launched by the Awami League on its 

basis (June 1966) was a powerful one which was also supported by the communists 

and the left-wing section of the National Awami Party (NAP) then led by Moulana 

Bhasani. The Ayub regime had suppressed that movement with violence. 
 

But again there Was a huge popular upsurge against the Ayub regime throughout 
the whole of Pakistan in 1968-69. The Communist Party of East Pakistan had played 

an active role in that movement, especially in forging a united front of all democratic 
and opposition forces. In East Pakistan, that popular upsurge was based on the 11-

point programme advanced by the Student Action Committee (composed of all 
progressive and democratic students' organizations) and supported by the Awami 

League and the National Awami Party led by Wali and Muzaffar. The 11-point 
programme contained demands for a neutral and independent foreign policy, 

scrapping of the military pacts, nationalization of banks, insurance and big industries, 

living wage for the workers, reduction of rents and taxes, educational reforms, full 

civil liberty, etc., besides the demands for full autonomy and democracy (i. e., the six-

point programme of the Awami League). 
 

In West Pakistan all the opposition forces including the anti- Ayub rightists were 

united on the basis of the demand for parliamentary democracy and adult franchise. 

The people of Pathanland, Baluchistan and Sindh joined the movement with the 

aspirations of parliamentary democracy and autonomy, especially the break-up of one 

unit. 
 

It was due to that popular upsurge throughout Pakistan, the main demands of 

which were democracy and autonomy, that the dictatorial regime of Ayub Khan was 

toppled down. 

Yahya Khan Conies to Power 
 

But Ayub Khan, before he had to step down, handed to the C-in-C, General Yahya 

Khan and Martial Law was Pakistan for the second time on 25th March 1969. 
 

But though the Martial Law was clamped and there was a military rule headed by 

Yahya Khan, it was due to the pressure of the huge popular upsurge that Yahya Khan 

had to concede to the following popular upsurge that Yahya Khan had to concede to 

the following popular demands direct election on universal and adult franchise, 

abolition of "parity" introduced in 1955 and representation in the National Assembly 
on the basis of population, framing of a new constitution by elected National 

Assembly, undoing of one 
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unit in West Pakistan and restoration of the former provinces, restoration of 

parliamentary democracy, etc_ 

But Yahya Khan had also promulgated a Legal Framework Order (LFO) in which 
it was stipulated that the new constitution to be framed by elected National Assembly 

would have to be authenticated by the President (i.e., Yahya Khan), and that it would 
have to be an "Islamic" one. 

 
This LFO had proved that though the ruling military junta was compelled to 

concede to election, etc., under pressure mass upsurge, it was in no mood to allow 
introduction of full parliamentary democracy and grant full autonomy to the 

nationalities. Rather, by that order it curbed the sovereignty of the elected National 

Assembly, ensured the reactionary religious basis of Pakistan, and sought to curtail 

democracy and the autonomous rights of the various nationalities. 

 

Our part had been through this conspiracy of the military junta and criticized the 

LFO. demanded its amendment and sovereignty of the elected National Assembly. 

The National Awami Party led by Wali and Muzaffar had also done so. But the LFO 

was not amended. 

 

General Election and Awami League's Victory 

 

However, the general election, the first of its kind in Pakistan during the last 23 

years, was held in December 1970. In. that election, the Awami League swept the 
polls in East Pakistan securing 167 National Assembly seats out of 169 contested and 

290 Provincial Assembly seats out of 300. By sweeping the polls in East Pakistan, the 
Awami League had also secured an absolute majority in the All-Pakistan National 

Assembly-167 seats out of the total 313. 
 

During the election, the Awami League's main platform was its own six-point 
programme as well as the 11-point programme of the Students' Action Committee. 

But its main emphasis was on its six-point programme which was highly popular with 

the masses of the people in East Pakistan and the people had solidly voted for it. 

 

After the victory of the Awami League in the election the reactionary forces raised 

a hue and cry that East Pakistan would secede. But the Awami League Chief Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman had again and again declared categorically that he and his party did 

never want secession of East Pakistan but wanted the future constitution of the 

country be framed on the basis of the six-point programme of his party to end the 

exploitation and oppression over the Bengalis. 
 

The people of East Pakistan also aspired that the newly elected National Assembly 

should soon sit in its session, that a democratic constitution based on the six-point 

programme be framed and that power be transferred to the victorious party-the 

Awami League. The downtrodden people of West Pakistan, especially of the smaller 

nationalities, also hoped that the oppressive days of the past would be over and 

democracy would be restored. In fact, everybody in Pakistan was eagerly waiting for 

a changeover to democracy. 
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Conspiracy of the Reactionaries 

But the sweeping victory of the Awami League in the election had unnerved the 

ruling military junta and the right reactionary forces. And they began to conspire to 

nullify the verdict of the people and their hopes and aspirations. Z. A. Bhutto, the 
leader of the People's Party, acted as the political spearhead of that conspiracy. The 

People's Party had, through Bhutto's demagogy on socialism, etc. and his anti-India 
thunder, secured a majority of National Assembly seats (84 out of 144) from West 

Pakistan. 
 

Bhutto's People's Party secured those 84 seats only from Punjab and Sind 
provinces, but failed to secure even a single from frontier ( Pathanland) and 

Baluchistan. The National Awami Party (led by Wali and Muzaffar) got absolute 

majority in Baluchistan in the National and Provincial Assemblies. In Frontier 

Province it secured 3 seats in the National Assembly, and became the single largest 

party in the Provincial Assembly. 

 

So Bhutto did not actually represent the whole of West Pakistan. But he. posed as 

such and to subvert the session of the National Assembly, he had raised a slogan that 

there should be no National Assembly session "prior to any agreement between the 

two major parties-the Awami League and People's Party-on the questions of the future 

constitution of Pakistan." 

 

Bhutto and some People's Party leaders had also met the Awami League leaders at 

Dacca "to discuss constitutional issues" just to parade that they were trying for "an 
agreement". But actually Bhutto and his party were deadly against the six-point 

programme and the autonomy for the nationalities. They were trying to pressuring the 
Awami League to give up the six-point programme. But the Awami League had 

refused to go back on its commitment to the people. So the game of Bhutto failed. 
 

The conspiracy of the reactionaries then went on in full swing. The Communist 
Party had foreseen the danger and had warned the people against it. 

 

Meanwhile, Yahya Khan had summoned the first session of the National 

Assembly to be held at Dacca on 3rd March. 
 

Immediately, Bhutto declared that he and his party would not attend the session of 

the National Assembly and if the National Assembly session was held on that dale 

"the whole of West Pakistan would be in flames". 
 

It was on this threat of Bhutto, the leader of a- party which had only 84 seats in 

the National Assembly, that Yahya Khan had on 1st March issued a statement over 
the radio postponing the National Assembly session sine die. He had also convened a 

Round Table Conference of all the party leaders at Dacca on 10th March to discuss 

constitutional issues. 
 

But, surprisingly enough, Yahya Khan had not thought it necessary to consult the 

Awami League-the party having an absolute majority in the National Assembly-

before he had postponed the National Assembly -before he had postponed the 

National Assembly session and convened the RTC. 
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All these showed that Yahya Khan Was not acting ,either honestly or according to 

the principles of democracy, but according to a well-laid conspiratorial plan to 

continue the military rule. 

New Upsurge of the People 
 

The sudden postponement of the National Assembly session came as a rude shoke 
to all sections of the people. The convening of the RTC while postponing National 

Assembly session was nothing but an insult to the injury. So it was at once rejected by 
the Awami League, National Awami Party and other democratic forces. Even Nurul 

Amin, the leader of the Rightist Pakistan Democratic Party, refused to attend it. 
 

On the other hand, no sooner the people heard about the postponement of the 

National Assembly session over the radio, they came out in thousands on the streets in 

all the cities and towns of East Pakistan spontaneously chanting "We Want 

Independent East Bengal !" 

 

It may be noted here that continuous national oppression and suppression of 

democracy, together with the peculiar geographical position of East Pakistan, had 

already created a sentiment for "Independent East Bengal" in a section of the people, 

especially after their experience of the struggle for six-point and 11-point programmes 

(1966 and 1969). But still they hoped that their aspiration for democracy and 

autonomy might be realized and the unity of Pakistan might be maintained. 

 

At last they had pinned their hopes on the election and hoped that if the Awami 
League came to power, they might see better days. But sow they saw that even the 

elected National Assembly session was being sabotaged and verdict of the people in 
the election was sought, to be nullified. So they thought that they had no chance of 

having democracy and autonomy by remaining within Pakistan. Consequently the 
slogan of an "Independent East Bengal" came out spontaneously which expressed 

their urge for self- determination. 
 

This spontaneous upsurge had, turned into an organized and wide mass struggle 
when the Awami League had called for a peaceful general strike for five days from 

2nd to 6
th

 March as a protest against the postponement of the National Assembly 
session. The Communists, National Awami Party and other democratic forces 

supported the strike call. It was also made known that the Awami League Chief 
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman would announce the programme of action on 7th March at a 

mass rally. 
 

The ruling military junta had, on the other hand, tried to suppress the spontaneous 

popular upsurge with machineguns and bullets. They had clamped down curfew in 

Dacca for 12 hours from evening of 2nd March. When the people defied the curfew 

and brought out peaceful processions, they were machine-gunned, resulting in 

innumerable deaths. Killings of innocent and unarmed people had thus begun on 2nd 

March. Besides such killings, the military junta was also trying to provoke Bengali 
versus non-Bengali riots and some such riots were actually connived at in Chittagong 

and Rangpur. It was due to 
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the intervention of the Awami League, National Awami Party, Communists and 

other democratic that the riots subsided and stopped. These parties and forces 

democratic had always tried to maintain absolute peace amongst the people. 

The killings of unarmed people, etc., on 2nd March could not however 

demoralize the people. The general strike from 2nd March was a complete success. 

All section of the people as well as the police, Government officers, etc, had joined 
the strike. Besides from 2nd March onwards, spontaneous processions of thousands of 

people were taking place throughout the length and breadth of Bangladesh. The whole 
people of Bangladesh had demonstrated unprecedented unity against the military 

junta. 

Threats by Yahya Khan 

While the peaceful strike struggle was going on, Yahya Khan made a broadcast 

on 6th March. In that Yahya Khan against summoned the National Assembly session 

on 25th March. But he had, at the same lime, blamed the people and leaders of East 

Pakistan for the incident from 2nd March, while he fully exonerated Bhutto, who had 

precipitated the crisis. He had also threatened military action "for safeguarding the 

solidarity and integrity of Pakistan". Together with such threats, a reshuffle was made 

ill the military administration of East Pakistan and Lt.Gen. Tikka Khan, a man 

notorious for his ruthlessness, was sent to Dacca as Governor as well as the Chief of 

the military administration. 

The above things showed that it was from the first week of March the military 

junta was making practical preparations for an armed onslaught against the people. 

Their talk of "transfer of power", etc, was merely to hoodwink the people. 

Mujib's Four Demands and Non-Co-operation Movement 

On 7th March, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman delivered his speech in Dacca Race 

Course Maidan, where about one million people had gathered to heat the Awami 

League Chief. The people expected that Sheikh Mujib would declare the 

independence of Bangladesh. But in his speech Sheikh Mujib had made three 

important announcements: 

 (i)He called upon the people to undauntedly carryon the struggle for ending the 

23 years of oppression and exploitation. 

 (ii)He laid down four demands-such as (a) transfer of power to the elected 
representatives of the people; (b) lifting of Martial Law; (c) withdrawal of army to the 

barracks; and (d) inquiry into mass killings from 1st March. 

He had also said that if these four demands were accepted, then he would –

consider whether he and his party would attend the National Assembly session on 

25th March. 

 (iii)He declared a peaceful non-co-operation movement against the government 
and the army from 8th March till the above demands were fulfilled. 

Basides, the three above important announcements he had warned the people that 

the reactionaries were hatching a conspiracy and if the army attacked the people, the 

latter should resist with whatever means they had at their disposal. 
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Sheikh Mujib's speech was generally appreciated, The four demands which he 

had put forward were supported by all democratic forces and parties, including the 

Communist Party and the National Awami Party. 

The Communist Party had also issued an open appeal in the form of a leaflet 

urging upon to rally round the above four demands and at the same time asking 
people to remain vigilant against all conspiracies of the reactionaries and to try to 

resist all attacks of the enemy, if they are made. 

The non-co-operation movement launched by the Awami League from 8th March 

was also a complete success. The whole civil administration of Hast Pakistan, 

including the police department, had from that day acted according to the directives of 

the Awami League. In fact, the Awami League was then running the civil 

administration of East Pakistan. People also had absolute loyalty to the Awami 

League and they wished that it should formally take over power. 

Treacherous Attack 

While the non-violent non-cooperation movement was going on. it was 
announced by the Central government that Yahya Khan would soon go to Dacca to 

talk to Sheikh Mujib. Sheikh Mujib readily announced his readiness to meet and talk 
to Yahya Khan for a political settlement, if the latter came to Dacca. 

Yahya Khan had come to Dacca on 14th March and Mujib-Yahya talks had 

begun from that date. After four or five days of talks, both Sheikh Mujib and Yahya 

Khan publicly stated that there had been "some progress" in the talks. Yahya Khan 

also publicly stated that he had "agreed in principle" to the demands placed by the 

Awami League Chief. Discussions were also being held between the advisers of 
Yahya Khan and Sheikh Mujibur Rahman on details. So the people had expected hat a 

political settlement would come about and crisis would be over. 

But the expectations of the people were belied. Before the Mujib Yahya talks 

ended, the army under orders of the military junta suddenly and treacherously 

launched a ferocious armed attack against the people of Bangladesh from the 

midnight of 25th March. 

Liberation Struggle Begins 

Under these circumstances, the people of Bangladesh had no other alternative but 

to take up arm for their own defense of their democratic and national rights. The East 

Bengal Regiment, East Pakistan Rifles and the police joined the people, formed the 
Mukti Fouj and carried on the armed battle. The people had no other alternative but to 

defeat and drive away the marauding Pak army from Bangladesh and liberate their 
motherland if they were to establish democracy and their national rights. There was 

no second path left to the people. 

It was thus that the struggle of the people of Bangladesh for democracy and 

autonomy had turned into an armed battle for the liberation of their motherland. 

It was also under the above compelling circumstances that the Awami League 

leadership, who had got the unequivocal support of the people in the last general 

election, had to declare Bangladesh a sovereign republic, from a new government of 

this republic 
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and continue the struggle for liberation. The Communist Parly of East Pakistan 

(Bangladesh) has already supported this government as the only legally constituted 

government of Bangladesh. 

Role of the Big Powers 

Here a few words regarding the attitude of the different governments of the world 

towards our liberation struggle. Of the big powers, only the USSR has condemned the 
genocide in Bangladesh in unequivocal terms and has also said that the problems of 

Bangladesh cannot be solved by arms but should be solved politically. This stand of 
the USSR, as expressed through Comrade Podgorny's letter to Yahya Khan, as been 

highly hailed by the people of Bangladesh as well as by our party. The people of 

Bangladesh including the communists also heartily appreciate the moral and political 

support that the people and the Government of India as well as Communist Party of 

India are rendering to their liberation struggle. 

But the people of Bangladesh also see with disgust that the British imperialists 
and Maoist leaders of the People's Republic of China are openly supporting the 

reactionary ruling .military junta of Pakistan, that these two governments are virtually 
condoning the genocide in Bangladesh .and that the US imperialists are playing a 

dubious role. 

A Just Struggle 

From the facts narrated above, the following things become clear and obvious : 

(i) The present struggle of Bangladesh is the culmination of their struggle for 

democracy and autonomy which they were conducting since 1948 against the 
reactionary ruling classes which had ruthlessly suppressed democracy and national 

rights of the various nationalities. 

(ii) The people of Bangladesh and their leaders had never wanted the secession of 

East Pakistan. But they had always tried to establish their democratic and national 

rights through democratic struggles and through the election held in 1970. Even after 

a sweeping victory in the election and securing an absolute majority in the National 

Assembly, the Awami League and its Chief Sheikh Mujibur Rahman had wanted 

nothing more than a constitution based on the six-point programme. Sheikh Mujib had 

also repeatedly tried to come to a political settlement with the ruling military junta. 

(ii)  But it was the ruling military junta, which had earlier held the election but had 

ultimately refused to transfer power to the elected representatives of the people, that 

launched a treacherous armed attack against the people. In fact, the military junta had 

no intention of transferring power. The Yahya Mujib talks, etc., were nothing but ruse 

by the junta to gain time for preparation of the armed attack. 

It was only after this armed attack by the ruling military junta that the popular 

struggle for democracy and autonomy had turned into an armed battle for the 
liberation of our motherland. 

(iv) This liberation battle is fundamentally a battle for the just right of self- 

determination of the 7S-million Bengalis waged against the reactionary ruling classes 

composed of the monopolists and feudalists who are backed and armed by the 
imperialists, especially the U. S. imperialists. 
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(v) In no case it is a struggle against the people of West Pakistan. Rather this 

liberation struggle of Bangladesh against the reactionary ruling classes which are also 

suppressing and oppressing the people of West Pakistan will help their struggle for 
democracy and autonomy. 

(vi) The liberation struggle is being carried on by the Mukti Fouj (Liberation 

Army) and the people of Bangladesh. Therefore, the propaganda by the ruling military 

junta of Pakistan that it is an "India-inspired struggle", "by Indian armed intruders" 

and that "India is interfering in the internal affairs of Pakistan", etc, is nothing but a 

canard. Similarly, the propaganda by some pro-Peking groups that this liberation 

struggle is inspired by the imperialists is a dire falsehood. 

Judging all the above facts, all democrats of the world should be fully convinced 

that the present struggle for the liberation of our mothers. 

land is a just struggle against native and foreign reactionaries who ate enemies of 
humanity and peace. The defeat of these reactionaries in Bangladesh will strengthen 

the forces of democracy and peace in the South-East Asia region. 

Appeal 

The Communist Party of East Pakistan (Bangladesh) therefore makes the 

following fervent appeal to all the fraternal Communist and Workers' Parties and to an 
the democratic forces of the world :- 

(a) Support the liberation struggle of the people of East Pakistan ( Bangladesh) in 

all possible ways, so that this liberation battle may be victorious and the native and 

foreign reactionaries may be routed and defeated. 

(b) Raise powerful voices so that all the governments of the world especially the 

progressive democratic socialist governments, recognize the Bangladesh government 

and render it all possible help to repulse the aggression by the Pakistan army. 

The Communist Party of East Pakistan (Bangladesh) has always been a part and 
parcel of the world communist movement and a signatory to the documents issued by 

the World Communist Conference held at Moscow in 1969. The Communist Party of 
East Pakistan (Bangladesh) hopes to get the support of the world communist 

movement and of the fraternal parties in the liberation struggle of our motherland. It is 
a struggle against a ruthless and barbarous enemy armed to the teeth by the 

imperialists and having the support of the Maoists of China. Therefore our battle is 

undoubtedly a grim one. For the victory of this just liberation War of ours support and 

help of the progressive and communist forces of the world are absolutely necessary. 

We are expectantly looking to this support and hope that it will be forthcoming. 

 
With revolutionary greetings, 

 
Bangladesh   ABDUS SALAM, 

3rd May. 1971.   Secretary" Central Committee. 

          Communist Party of 

    East Pakistan (Bangladesh).. 
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 � ;@ �I�� ���I :�k� :��#J�� ���[#��� � ���� ���[5 O ���� :�������� �6 
#������ $8E� :�bE��R। ��Y�#�� ����R? C8 ���� ��E$� ���[5, G����� O G"���� �# #��E� 
�# #��E� ��� $8�? 4��E :�c�6��� O ��$��"#��� ��}�I � ���#�� ���$��� A�#�� ���E� 
G6��*��� C� �:�5*��� ��$� ��� #���� :��� �। :�k� :��#J�� ���&���� 1*�, :�c�6:��, 
�
������ �����# ��� O [b�7#��� ���� 5 :��� :��#J�� ��$���� 6Y" ���[�5� 9��o�*� � 
C#�e5�� �����Y��# O ����� �0�o #��E� :��#J��� 6���"�� C## ���"� ��! ��}������ � 
���1#�� "�E�}�  5���7# G��#�� $8�� ��f� #���� C�� ��$���� 9�} ���[5 O ��� 
G�"�$� ������ ���� $8E��R। ������ �� , 6����� 8�����, �6��� 8���� 1*0�� ��d5:�� 
��u��� :��� :��#J�� �������� ���, ��$��, 8���� ��:?, #���� � � 8�"���� ��$��E ��$���� 
:�k� :��#J�� 1*���� � ��$� C# ��� � ����E� ������ ���#� 9:� ���E� :�k� :��#J�� 
���[#�� �# ������ ���#� �< v�[E� �8�� �����  #��E� ��E��R C�� ��6��O #���#�fI 9��o 
:�8E��R। -.�;, -.�) O -./B ���� :��������� ��H��� 6�����5 C8 ������� �# ��� ��� 
9��� #��E� ����O ����� ���� #���� :��� �8। G�4�� :���1�d�� �������� ������ ������ W��� 
��� ��� :��� ������ 6�����5� ����� ��� #���� �=� $8E��R। C8 �#� ������� :��������� 
6��� i�����[ 6��� $��� ��� ��8E� �\� �: #��E��R �� �*# :���8E��R। �����  ����E� 
�5�������� 
�: ���5 #��E��R। ����� :��� ������ �L��-C�$E�� �:v ���#��� � R���E�E C8 
�������� 
��: �\1#�� #��E� ���*? L����$��E :��� ������# :�k� :��#J��� 4�E� ���[5���� 
:��5� #���� ������ [b��7 ��h $8E��R। G�� �:��� G� � ��R C8 ��6��=���� -./B 
����� ������� :�  5 O G�$���  ��X���� 9F�� ���} ��6��� ���b� ��c��8��� 6" :��� 
������ C8 n��$���# ��H���� 1�� �6��  ��E ���� 6��8E��R�। C� �� �L��-C�$E�� 
G�*�h ������ � $�� :��� ������ ��� ��v �0� G�$�E ���:��� ����[� ��6� ��� ��m�, �� 
:��#J��� #� �$L����� �"�:#  5$�"� ����O :��� ������ ����[� Y�-���b-{��-#��6 ����8E� 
�����R, C� �# ���6�-��X� #���[� #�����R, ����� �# �[�5 O �I:� ��� #�����R �� C8 
�#� ������ �������� ���, 8����, ��$�� O *��� ������� 1���5� W��� ��H���# ����� #��E� 
�����R C�� :�k� :��#J�� ��:������ � ������� ��E� ��$��� �# ��� ��� �8E� ��}������ � 
4�E� ����� ��� #�����R।  

 -.�/ ���� ���-8~�� ����� :� 8~���� ���#0� ��� C��#� $8�� ���� 
�������� �# 6A��� :�'�8E� ��E��R, 6�� ���� �8। 8~����� � �#L ��������� � 6���� 
��L�#� ���" ��R :�f��� ��������� #��R ��}��� ��������� 6���� ��L�#� ���"O �8। :��� 
������ �����# �"�:#  5$�"� ��$� 1��5 #��E��R।  
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:�k� :��#J��� ������ ������ C�$E�-�L��� ����#�� V�#� ������"���E� R������� 
����#E� $��� G���" ������ R����� �# 9�} #��E� ��$���� � ���� �� #��E��R C�� :�� u�� 
#��E� O ��E�L ��E� ���c��8E� ����*��� $�"� #��E��R। C8�: ����[�5 O $�"� :��� ������ 1�E 
1���L �$� �X� O H��� G��!� $8E��R। 

������ ������ C�$E�-�L��� ����#�� ���6�� ���6�� �������� �# $�"� #��E��R O 
���6� ����8E� ��E��R।   

 ������ ������ C�$E�-�L��� ����#�� ��� ��� ���:��� ������ ��v, �0� O ���#�# 
:�8#���*��� $�"� #���� ����"�� #���O ���� #�� �8।  

 1�� Y��5����"�E :��� ������ �d �d ���[ �� ���� � E��R �� :�k� :��#J��� �#� 
���[8 �#� 1#�� ��$��" �#+� ^ �� C��#� �=� ��� ����� #�� ���"�� �$��*���O 6��E �8। 
C�$E� ���� ������� ���� Y��5����"�E �$� @ �d �������� �����$�� ��=-#�= O #�� 
��OE�� �#� �"�4� $E �8।  

 C�$E�-�L��� ���� ����#�� :��� ������ �� �d �d �������� �# �������� $�"� #�����R 
��$��� �# �����$�� ��=-#�=-6��6� O #�� ����� �"�4� #�����R �। C8 �#� �:v�� 
��$��� �# $�"� #�����R ��$��� �# ��E�8 :���� #�� ���cb�8E� �8���R।  

 1���L ������ 6�� ���[ #��� #�� ��$�� �0��"� :� �� ����E ��������E� ��$�� ��'# 
��=, #�=, 6��6� O #�� $E। C�$E�-�L��� ���� ���#��� � �:����# ����E ��� ��� �0� 
�������� �\� ��'#*��� ��=, #�=, 6��6� O #�� � :�8E� ���� ������ =��E�� 
#�����R।  

 ������ $8E� :�k� :��#J�� n �#� �������� :��� ������ ������ #0[# e��# �6�� 
�"���E� O �����5 ���[��� � ��2�, ���, ��$�� O 8������ R��E $�5 #��E� �8E� 
��$��� �# $��b ����� 6��6�5� #��E� �=��E��R। ����� ������# ��� ^�*�d-�"�-�$����� ���� 
:��5� #��E� �=��E��R।  

 ������ $8E� :��� :��#J� ��# ����� C G��� ��$��� 1�E�6�E #�#�����  �b �8, 
#0�[� 9?�� #�� �8, �"� �E7�5� �"�4� #�� �8, :��� ������ �d �d ��#�� ����#� #����4��� 
�"�4� #�� �8, ��#��� O �"����� :��� ������# ����8E� ����E��R, ����L����� :��� ����� ���# �E 
�8 1*0�� �~*��� :��� ������# "��" �$�"� $8�� ��f� #��E��R। 

 G�� :��� ������ C8 �#� �����Y��# �������� �#���8 ��$�� ����"�� 1����� #�� 
�8। ��� C8 ���� ���[5, G�"����, G�����, x��-����,  5$�"�E 9$��� ��%E G������ $8E��R। 
�6 ��$��� �����  ����E� ���� ������b� ��E� 9�'E��R। :��� ������ x��NF�:� 9:�� ��cb�8E� 
���� �� [b��7 ��h $8E� ;@ �I���� ��8 Y��5��� ��� :b� ��� � ���, ��$��, 8���� O 
*����E ���W�[� ��� ��$���� 1*� :�k� :��#J�� ����� �# ��*��� ��� ��� �8���R। ��$��� 
:��������� ��H��� 6������5� ����� *��}E� ���� ��o� #�����R। 6������5� ���" �$X�-
������ ������E#��� ��[ Rb�8���R। 6��� ����p C#��E =�L� ���8�� ��o� #�����R। ���< 
��H����� �# ���8E� �����R। :�k� :��#J��� ��" O G��}������ � ���� $�� ����8E� ��}��� 
$8E� ��}������ � ���bY�� ��L:�L O �u ����8��� �$���� �� #�����R।  
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 � �$������ :� ��� 89���: t��5 � E� :0����� #��"�� G�"����� ="���o �$L����� 
��<�F�� O ��$�� G�"������ ��*I��� ����E� �cI�#E� 9�'E��R C�� *���E��R C8 ������ 
�$L��� C� �"�:# ��"-���& G�"����# GT�T �8E� �# #��E� :���6� $8�? :�� ��& #��E� 
����E��R-�$L����� ��� ��������� G�"����� �#�%�� � Y��b�8E� 89����:� 1���L ����� �����5 
����[� 1����E G:�: �����8 $8���R �$L���-��������� �� G�"������ ��i�� n��$���# 
��6�E� ����7। :��#J��� d��� �$L���-��������, C�$E�-�L��� G�"����-G�����- 5$�"� $8�� 
��c����� ������ � ���1�� GT $8���R ���0p �����। G�"����� �#���8 4�E� 6E��* #���� 
:��� �।  

:0����� ���#���� 8��$��� C8 ��d�8 ��E �� �#� ��� � �#� ���� G�"�����8 x�� $8E��R 
����� ���E� ���0p ������� G��#��� 6 �5� ���������E। �=��9, C�6�, $���#� ��, �$L���-
��������� �� G�"������ :�8 ������ ����� 6�& 1��5 ����E� ��� �� :��� ������ G �5� 
6�� GT ���� ���� ���� ��$���� GL�L ����� �L#�8E� ������ :�����8 6E ������ G��"����। 
������� ����e5�� ����[� #��R ���� ����- �#� G�4���8  ��b�8�� �, ����� $���8�� 
�। GL�L �����8 �� G�T� �b GT।  

C����4�E :��� ������ #0[#, e��#, #����, #����, ��c��, �6��, R��, 6��, �"���E�, ����6��� 
O ��#���6������ � �#L ���� �#�� ����- 

(-) �:��� �����Y��# C8 �#� �������� � �#� 1���5���8 #� ��E� ��6��� ����� O 
C#�� o #���� �। 

(;) :��� ������ ) $�6�� 89�E� ������E ��H�� :��[�  �bE� ����। 

(@) 1��"# H��� H��� � ���� ����� ���� ��z�� ����। � ���� ����� ����� �। 

()) ���<�=P6�� �# ������*��� ��$��" #i।  

(�) 6����-8�� ��c��8��� 6" ��$��� �$6�� #���� ���" $8���R �������� G�"���� $8�� 
��$��� �# �d� #i।  

(�) ��9� A�8� ��b � ��� 8�"��� ���"��" G��� �l#0� ���"��" ��E� ���<�=P6�� �# 
��$��" #i।  

(/) �#� �e5�� ����#�� ���<�=P�6 ���  ��।  

(3) ����� O �M� 1�� #b� 6� ����।  

(.) ������� �# �����6# �E#L #i C�� ��$���� � 6" ����:��< ���J� �"�4� #i । 

(-B) ������ C�$E�-�L��� ���� G�"����� �� �d �d ���[ 1�5 $���8E��R G�� 6���� 
G�&� ���� G���E� #�=-��=, 6��6� O #���� ���L :�E �8 �� �#� $�*� " ����[� C�� 
 � Y��5����"�E �� �d �d ����[� 6��6� O #�� $E �8 H��� H��� O v%���� ���6�� ���6�� 
6���E� $8E� ��$���� � �\�� �� �=��� #���E  ��E��� 6��6�� ���6 ���E #i।  

(--) H��� H��� �����0���5�� �:� H$5 #i- �� �< ���� $E ��� �#q ����[�, �������, 
G��$��� :��� ������# ��< #��E� R�b�।  

(-;) ���� *���E� � E� ������E n#"������  �bE� ����। 
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1��"# ����8 ����� ����#�� ����� ���<� 6" 6��-�-��-�< ��E� G��� �"�  #��E� 
���#। :��� ������ ��8 ��H��� �����<� #��R O ����� ����e5�� 6������5� #��R ���� 
����-�� 6��� vi $8E��R ��$� v�� ��}��� 6���E������� ��H�� �$। 8$� :�k� :��#J�� 
#��L� ���& 1*�, ���[# ��y:�� G�"����� ������ O [b�7#��� ������� � ���[5 ��� 
G�"���� G����� $8�� �:��b� ������� e��# #0[# �6�� ��c�� 1*0�� ����[� ����[� ���<� 
��H��O ��L। G�C�,  � ;@ �I���� ���[5-����� =�� ��}������ � ����e5�� ����[� �� ��� 
^���� ���� � E��R C8��� x�� � #��E� :�k�� ���#� �!�� �:����# #�� $8�� ���< � :�8�� 
��}������ � G�J� ������� 6" ����h $8E� ��8��। ��8 1���� #i �� �< �� 6�� �� 
�#����� #���� $E #���, ��� �� #�' �� ��Y�4�E� $E $9#। ���#R�� �����E ���[5��< 
�����*P� 
��� ��������  �bE� �����। C8 �$� ��H��� ���$ ������ � �$�E $8��।      

* R����� � O ����:b� 6�� 6������5� �#L ���� ����- C8 1���:��L #���� ����E� 
�#��� ��8�¡�K�8�� #�: #��E� �"�:#*��� 1����� �"�4� #����।  
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Telegram :YOUNGINDIA              Telephone: 567352. 

 

BANGLADESH STUDENTS' UNION 

(EPSU) 

923, Faiz Road. Karol Bagh. New Delhi-5. 

INDIA. 

 

AN APPEAL BY THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF BANGLADESH 

STUDENTS' UNION. 

( FORMERLY EAST PAKISTAN STUDENTS' UNION) 

 

TO ALL THE NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL YOUTH AND 

STUDENTS ORGANISATIONS. 

 
Dear comrades and friends. 

 
We are sure that you know, we the people and students of Bangladesh (formerly 

East Pakistan) are today fighting a difficult but determined battle for our national 
liberation. The soil is running red in the blood of our martyrs. The Pakistani army of 

Yahya Khan is destroying our country and murdering unarmed and innocent people. 
The genocide, they have perpetrated and the bombing, shelling, firing and the loot, 

arson, rape and other criminal acts they have committed, will have hardly any parallel 

in human history. Of the 75 million people in our country, they have already 

massacred about one million which includes women, old people and children. More 

than two million people were chased out of the country by letting loose on them a sort 

of brutal and inhuman repression and harassment, unheard of. Several millions of our 

people are made destitute due to the wanton destruction of cities, villages etc. 

Millions arc dying in our country today due to starvation. And the epidemic already 

started taking its toll and while it spread many more millions will fall victims to it. 

 

On the very first day when the occupation army began its "Operation Genocide" 

over 20 thousand people, including many students and teachers, were killed in the city 

of Dacca, our capital city, alone. The capital city was raced to ground by bombing and 

shelling. Most of our cities in Bangladesh including the main port city of Chittagong, 
most of the University centers, including the university of Dacca, thousands of 

villages and many of the market places have been destroyed. This is how military 
dictatorship of Yahya Khan is taking revenge on our people whose only "crime" Was 

that they wanted to uphold the noble cause of democracy, national autonomy and 
social progress. 
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In spite of all the atrocities committed against the people they stand more united 

and are fighting with more determination, higher morale and confidence that they will 

win their just cause. 

Since the very inception of Pakistan, our people were lighting for the primary 

democratic rights of our people and for a democratic constitution for our country. We 

wanted national autonomy for our region while remaining as an integral part of 
Pakistan. We also demanded the national autonomy for all the other nationalities in 

Pakistan, as well as their balanced economic growth. We wanted that there should be 
no regional imbalances in the economic growth of our country and also we stood for 

the full development of our national culture, education and language. Raising these 

demands we fought many battles; and in these the students were in the forefront. 

As a result of this the ruling class, the military clique and the vested interests in 
Pakistan always were against the students movement. 

In this fight, on many occasions, we got the massive verdict of the people in favor 

of our demands. After the historic students movement in 1952. the East Pakistan went 

to polls in 1954 and the people gave their verdict in favor of the democratic forces. 

The ruling class, composed of monopoly capitalists, landlords and backed by 

imperialism had scuttled the peoples' will in the most unashamed manner. Again a 

period of struggle followed. An election was forced on the ruling clique by the 

powerful people's movement in 1959. While the whole nation was preparing for it. the 

ruling circles in their desperate bid for power had staged a military coup and thus 

began the dark days of Ayub dictator- ship. The country had been dragged so deep 
into the camp of imperialist military blocks and financial interests and thus our 

unfortunate country had become a threat to peace in this part of the world. 

A decade long struggle continued again against the military dictatorship and 

finally it was brought down by our united and powerful struggle in 1969. This was 

followed by the military rule of Yahya Khan. The democratic movement of the people 

forced the military dictatorship to conduct an election. Thus the elections took place 

in Pakistan in 1910. Though it was held under strange conditions imposed by the 

military regime, the people in this election had expressed their will in unequivocal 

terms. 

They voted in favor of democracy and had given clear majority in the National 

Assembly for those who stood for the peoples cause. Out of the 300 seats in the 

National Assembly, the Awami League had won 167 seats. More than 90% of the 

people of East Pakistan had voted for the national autonomy. The verdict of the 

people was so clear and so massive that even Yahya Khan had to accept it. while he 

described Sheikh Mujibur Rahman as the future Prime Minister of Pakistan. 

But, as it was characteristic of the ruling class in Pakistan, this time also, they had 
scuttled the will of our people in a most shameless manner, violating all norms of 

democracy. 

The ruling .clique-the military dictatorship, isolated from the people and backed 

by reactionary capitalist and feudal interest internally, and supported by imperialist 
forces abroad, had refused to transfer the power to the duly elected majority party and 

forced a political crisis in our country. 
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We have adopted peaceful methods of negotiations with the ruling clique to settle 

the problem. People in their en masse took part in peaceful mass actions to express 

their whole hearted support to the elected parliament. 

But the ruling class took the most dastardly attitude towards it had Bent the army 

to East Pakistan on the night of 25th March. 1971 and began its occupation. 

This is the background in which we in Bangladesh were forced to adopt a 

different course of action. We were put in a position where we had the alternative 
only to light for our national independence and dignity or to perish. 

Naturally we have had to chose the former path and thus began a new chapter in 

our history. 

Bangladesh is now declared an Independent Republic. The government of 

Peoples 

Republic of Bangladesh is headed by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and Mr. Tajuddin 

Ahmed is the Prime Minister, which is the only legitimate government, duly elected 

and enjoying the confidence of our people. 

In its desperate effort to wipe out and exterminate our people, and somehow to 

occupy the country, the ruling military clique of Pakistan is trying to discredit our 
movement by calling it a cessationist war and describe it as an effort against the 

interests of Islam and characterize it as an international affairs. We would like to 
make certain points clear here. 

1. The democratically elected people's representatives who had every right to 

rule 

Pakistan were refused to be acknowledged by a military dectator-ship, who have no 
mandate to rule but only the brutal strength of army at their disposal. We are fighting 

for democracy. It cannot be described as a war of cessation. 

2. Bringing the name of Islam is an effort to confuse the world public opinion. 

The ruling military dictatorship of Pakistan is perpetrating genocide in Bangladesh 

where millions of Muslims are their victims. This is a fight for democracy and 

national dignity and it has nothing to do with the religion. 

3. When brutal military force is indulged in mass massacre of innocents no one 

can take a passive attitude towards it saying that it is an internal problem of a 

particular country. By violating the norms of democracy and scuttling the will of 

people and by sending army to occupy Bangladesh, the military regime had actually 

struck the final blow to our national unity and now there is no more a Pakistan 

existing as it used to be. What is happening today is an occupation army is attacking a 

peaceful people and killing millions. It cannot be an internal matter of any nation. 

It is a challenge to the conscience of the entire mankind. In this battle, it is very 
natural that the students any youth are playing a very significant role. They are in the 

battlefield as commandos, they are in the factories and fields producing materials for 
enabling their country to fight the enemy. The students movement of Bangladesh is 

holding high its banner of patriotism and are fighting for democracy and national 

autonomy. 
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In this struggle the Bangladesh Students' Union, formerly known as the East 

Pakistan Students' Union, with a membership of half a million and with the support of 
several hundreds of thousands of students, are in the forefront of the struggle. In the 

alter of this great battle, already hundreds of our student comrades have laid their 
lives. 

We are fighting an enemy backed by the monopolists, feudal lords and are 

supported by World Imperialism, particularly by the US imperialists. The government 
of Pakistan is a member of imperialist military pacts like CENTO and SEATO. 

But we are fighting with full confidence that we will win. In this context we need 

the unqualified support and solidarity of the students and youth from all over the 
world. It would inspire our comrades who are valiantly fighting in the front. 

We appeal all national and international youth and students organizations to come 

forward. 

—to demand the recognition of the Bangladesh Government headed by Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman and to render all political, moral and material support to the noble 

cause for which we are fighting today. 

—to send us arms, money, medicine, food, clothing and all other materials to our 

fighting people. 

—to mobilize popular public opinion in your country in favor of our freedom 

struggle. 

We once more appeal you to send immediately your greetings and messages to 

our students who are now in the battlefield. We are sure that these messages would 

inspire them in a big way. 

We are looking forward for receiving a reply from you at your earliest 

convenience. 
 

With Revolutionary Greetings, 

New Delhi. 

10th May, 1971. 

Sd-/ 

NURUL ISLAM 

President. 

Bangladesh Students' Union. 

 

P. S.: Due to obvious reasons, we are now setting up an office in Delhi in 

whose address all the communications and assistance etc. are requested to be sent: 

 

The President, 

Bangladesh Students' Union, 

(East Pakistan Students' Union) 

C/o All India Students' Federation, 

923, Faiz Road, Karol Bagh 

NEW DELHI - 5, INDIA 
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Referendum Under U.N. Supervision-Maulana A. H. Bhashani's Proposal: 

Maulana Abdul Hamid Khan Bhashani, the National Awami Party leader, on 

May 17 urged Gen. Yahya Khan to order a referendum on the issue of an independent 

Bangladesh under United Nations' supervision. 

He said that malicious propaganda might be carried on by the West Pakistani 

military junta and other interested quarters against India. But the fact was that 
independence was the united demand of peasants, workers, students, young men and 

women, intellectuals and all communities in Bangladesh. India was in no way 
connected with the demand and a malicious campaign was being conducted to 

suppress the actual happenings in Bangladesh. 

He said that if Gen. Yahya Khan had any doubt about this, he could hold a 

referendum under the aegis of the world body. He would find that 91 per cent of the 

people would vote for independence. 
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Bangladesh Liberation Council Formed By Intellectuals: 

 

Noted intellectuals of Bangladesh who escaped the carnage of the Army, met in 

Mujibnagar on May 19 and formed a "Bangladesh Liberation Council" with Dr. A. R. 

Mullick, Vice-Chancellor of Chittagong University, as President. 

 

The aims of the council include support to the efforts of the Bangladesh 

Government in the war of liberation, mobilization, and utilization of the displaced 

intellectuals and technicians and arrange for their temporary maintenance, and 

publicity for Bangladesh and the liberation war at national and international levels. 

 

The Council would also produce feature and documentary films on the liberation 

war, send abroad intellectual squads to organize an "international conscience" troop 

for defense of human rights and democracy and organize entertainment and 
propaganda for refugees. 
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PRESS STATEMENT OF MAULANA ABDUL HA MID KHAN BHASANI, 

PRESIDENT, NATIONAL AWAMI PARTY, BANGLADESH, 

22ND APRIL, 1971. 
 

Lakhs of Bengalis suffered tortures in jails and in detention, and many of them 

were hanged for trying to free the country from the British imperialists. It is a tragedy 

that though they achieved freedom from the British rule, the West Pakistan rulers and 

exploiters hatched a conspiracy to crush the 7.5 crore Bengalis politically, 

economically, culturally and socially, though the Bengalis were in a majority in 

Pakistan. The historic Lahore resolution for the creation of Pakistan spoke of two 

independent and sovereign states in the East and the West. The struggle for making 

East Bengal a sovereign independent state has been going on since the creation of 
Pakistan, in accordance with this resolution. The West Pakistan rulers have tried to 

foil this struggle by oppression and by appointing some agents who worked in the 
interests of the West Pakistan feudal and capitalist overlords. But the people of East 

Bengal have struggled continuously for the last 23 years, and have given much blood 
to get independence for themselves. The armed struggle of 1971 is the culmination of 

this struggle. 
 

In 1949, the then Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan tried to' foist a ridiculous 
constitution which was nipped in the bud by the people of East Bengal. They foiled 

the attempt of West Pakistan leaders to crush the mother tongue of Bengalis, the 
majority of the people of Pakistan. The historic Language Movement of 1952 is a 

shining example. In 1954, the people of East Bengal recorded a historic victory in the 
ballot boxes against the exploiters from West Pakistan. Then was imposed Iskander 

Mirza's rule and they inflicted inhuman atrocities on the people of East Bengal, after 

Mr. A. K. Fazlul Huq's Ministry was dismissed by the Governor-General Ghulam 

Mohammad. Afterwards, the military dictator Ayub dissolved the Praliament and 

nullified the constitution and banned all political parties. He inflicted a reign of terror 

on all political parties. But the Bengalis were not daunted. They were not silenced. In 

1962 the students started a movement against Ayub. With the help of some agents, 

Ayub tried to hoodwink the world and tried to crush the independence movement in 

East Bengal. The revolutionary Bengalis started a movement against the Ayub regime 

and protested against the Ayub regime's so called Agartala Conspiracy Case. When 

the students, peasants, workers and political parties launched mass movement in 

1969-70, Ayub was compelled to retire after handing over power to another military 

dictator Yahya Khan. Gen. Yahya Khan was forced to promise that he would establish 

democracy, but be continued his conspiracy behind the curtain. The West Pakistani 
military rulers, capitalists and feudalists thought that in the name of 

Islam and integrity and by spending huge amount of money, they would be able to 
win over some traitors who would work as their agents for permanent exploitation. In 

1970. however, the people of East Bengal voted for the Awami League en masse, and 
expressed 
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their determination to establish a sovereign Bengal on the basis of the Lahore 

Resolution. More than 99% of the representatives were elected in 1970 with boat as 

their symbol. The reason for this historic victory can be found in the dream of the 

Bengalis to have an independent and sovereign Bangladesh. Rulers of West Pakistan 

could not realize beforehand that the people of East Bengal would give such a 

tremendously united election verdict against the oppression and exploitation of West 

Pakistani vested interests. This election verdict made them unnerved and 

simultaneously infuriated them against the people of East Bengal. 

So, totally ignoring the democratic rights of 7.5 crore Bengalis, Gen. Yahya Khan 

under cover the long negotiation, unleashed his army on the people on March 25. He 

himself fled away from Dacca at midnight. Under Tikka Khan's leadership, an orgy of 

violence and murder was let loose in Dacca from 10-30 p. m. on March 25. The Army 

started killing the students, young men, teachers, professors, intellectuals, traders and 

others with tanks, artillery, mortar, machinegun and other deadly weapons. They 

demolished schools, colleges, mosques, temples, hostels and industrial areas and burnt 

innumerable houses. From March 26, they started this killing in cities like Jessore. 
Rangpur, Pabna, Kushtia, Chuadanga, Bogra, Tangail, Mymensingh and many other 

places. They bombed and strafed thousands of innocent people. They burnt the 
villages on the roadside and committed mass murder. Women and children were not 

spared. Women were molested and there was wide scale looting of foodstuff and 
livestock’s. Shops and banks were looted by the soldiers. Women were kidnapped 

from schools and colleges. Who knows what has happened to them? 
 

Has anybody heard of such atrocities? Is there any parallel in history? The 

examples of Chiang-kai-shek in China and Czar in Russia and of British oppression in 

undivided India or, the zulum of Zalem Yazid at Karbala pale into insignificance 

before this latest example of inhuman atrocity. The Yahya regime and his supporters 

think that they will be able to crush the people of East Bengal permanently by such 

oppression, and they will be able to continue their exploitation by breaking the 

backbone of Bengalis. They thought of jelling the world that the people of Bengal did 

not want independence. They wanted to tell the world that Pakistan's enemy India has 

created this movement by helping a handful of miscreants of East Bengal. But the 

people of the world cannot be misled. They knew why foreign correspondents were 

expelled from East Bengal on March 26. Is it not because the Pakistani rulers were 

afraid that the foreign press would expose the barbaric atrocity and tell the world of 

the great struggle for independence of the people of Bengal? 
 

The foreign correspondents endangered their lives to get news of the war during 
the last world war. There is not a single instance in the history of the world of a 

dictator like Yahya who expelled the correspondents from the country. The barbaric 
Government not only prevented correspondents, but they prevented the International 

Red Cross from going there to render help to the people of Bengal who have been 
oppressed inhumanly and rendered homeless. They did this to cover up their own 

misdeeds. They wanted to ensure that the world would not know that the people of 

Bengal were prepared to give 
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their lives for independence. There is no connection between this people's war and 

India. If a nation does not have its own urge, it cannot get independence with outside 

help. 

The question is whether the people of the world and the nations of the world will 
support the struggle of the 7.5 crore people of Bengal for independence or support the 

abominable conspiracy of the dictatorial exploiting ruling clique which is indulging in 
mass murder. 

 
Yahya, who is a Muslim himself, in the name of religion is mercilessly killing 

lakhs of Muslims, Hindus, Christians and Buddhists. His soldiers who say that they 
are Muslims are raping women, including Muslim women. Through Muslims 

themselves, they are destroying mosques. They kill Muslims who are offering prayers. 

What will the Muslim world do about this ? Will they support the un-Islamic anti-

humanity abominable policy of Yahya ? Or will they support the cause of truth, 

justice and love as preached by Islam ? The 7.5 crore Bengalis like to know from the 

democratic world if it will support Yahya's dictatorship? Will they remain neutral and 

thereby support him under the pretext that the situation was Pakistan's internal affair? 

The freedom struggle of East Bengal cannot be Pakistan's internal affair. The West 

Pakistanis have ignored the Lahore Resolution which was unanimously accepted by 

10 crores Muslims of undivided India by ignoring this basic resolution of Pakistan 

movement they have tried to convert East Bengal as their colony for the last 23 years. 

This is a just struggle of the heroic Bengali people for independence and for 

preventing exploitation and loss of independence. The demonic West Pakistanis are 

trying to enslave the Bengalis and establish their empire. Has the world opinion 
nothing to do in this mass killing ? Will the democratic world support the mass killing 

on some excuse or other ? The socialist world, including China, has always helped the 
exploited and oppressed people in their struggle for establishing their rights. What 

role will they play in the current killing in East Bengal when the 7.5 crore people are 
fighting the final battle for independence after being exploited for 23 years ? By 

supporting Yahya how can they convince the world opinion that they are friends of 
the oppressed people ? 

 

East Bengal is a part of Asia. The people of this country look towards the Asian 

nations, particularly to the Afro-Asian nations. The people of East Bengal, in this 

moment of crisis puts a burning question to humanity whether their great and just 

struggle will be crushed forever? 

 

I make a fervent appeal to all peace loving and democratic minded people and 

Government of the world to extend an early recognition to the newly formed 

independent Government of People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

 

I appeal to all the people of East Bengal, I appeal to the peasants, workers, 

blacksmiths, pottery workers, boatmen, weavers, persons engaged in cottage industry, 

students, traders, intelligentsia and service holders and others to forge an unity like 
steel. Some opportunists of East Bengal who are exposed are trying to mislead you in 

the name 
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of religion and integrity by carrying on false propaganda. They are agents of the 

military junta, industrialists, feudalists and despotic bureaucrats of West Pakistan. 

These Mirzafars of East Bengal have stabbed the freedom movement in the back 

during the last 23 years by being the agents of the West Pakistani vested interests. 

Don't listen to these traitors. The vested interests will have their purpose served if they 

can split your unity and steely determination. You will then be slaves of the West 

Pakistan military rulers, capitalists and bureaucrats and feudalists forever and ever. At 

the present moment, unity, mental strength and burning patriotism are our most vital 

weapons. Our victory is certain. God hates the oppressors and traitors. We will 

definitely get the blessings of Allah in our great struggle and we will establish a free 

sovereign happy and prosperous Bangladesh in East Bengal. 

May Allah be with us. 
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������� ���  ����� 

���������� 6���E ���<��H�� 
��¦E #���L� �Y�[5� 

���������� 6���E ���<��H�� ��¦E 
#���L� �Y�[5�:� 

- 6�, -./- 

    

���������� 6���E ���< ��H�� ��¦E #���L� �Y�[5����������� 6���E ���< ��H�� ��¦E #���L� �Y�[5����������� 6���E ���< ��H�� ��¦E #���L� �Y�[5����������� 6���E ���< ��H�� ��¦E #���L� �Y�[5�    

[���� �6��� 6��� �O��� *���� n#"��*��� ���������� ���< ��H���# GH�� #��E� 
�OE�� �� �$�� O ����� ��E��R ��$��# G��+ #��E� ���������� "���� �OE��� :��L� 
(�O��� *����� ��0�� :�������) #��9�K ��r����� :��� ����� ��¦E #���L :��� ������ 
#��9�K :��L� (���� ��#����� ��0��), e��#-#0[# #�����Y, ���������� #��9�K :��L� 
($���E��), :�������� #0[# �����, :�������� e��# �=A����, �������� e��# �=A���� (:��� 
:��#J� e��# �=A����) C�� :��� ����� ��r�� R�� 89�E 1*0�� ��6¨��# O  5�� '�� 
1������� C# ����� ����� $8E� ‘‘�������� 6���E ���< ��H�� ��¦E #���L’’  ' #��E��R 
C�� ������*��� ��s�< �Y�[5� 15E #��E� ���������� 6 �5� �#L 9:4��:� #�����R। ] 

����� :���4�� 

���� �������� O ��}��� 6���� 6��� �6 C# ��� ��$��� 9:4��:�। :��#J��� ="���K 
6}���$�� $����� ���$� L"��, �����i ����, ���� �, �L���, ��#L,  ����L 1*0�� G�"����# 
G�T ������ $8E� ��T, ���$, ���&�1E ���������� 6 �5� 9:� �2�5� G1NF� G�4�E vi 
#��E��R C� C# ���� $����, �*" ^�E�� 8��$��� ��$�� ���� ��c�6E� :�OE� ��E �। �$X�, 
������, ��P�, ��K�, ���, �5�, ���, :�i[, ��v, ���#, �0� �������[ ��H ���b ��� �#��L 6��8 
C8 $����� ���"��� ���� ������� ��#��� :��5� $8E��R। ���������� C� �#� �$�, H�� �� 
Gf� �8 ����� C8 :���� ���#��� ���"� �� ��������  5$�"�, G�ª����� , ��2�F ��o, 
��L���6 O ��� ����� #�� �8। :��#J��� ="���K 6}���$�� C8 $���� G�"& �#�«# O ����। 
��Y� ����� �R� � �L� ��Z��� 6��� ��6¨��#, G��̈ ��# O ���{0��# ��# $8�� ���*��� �:��b� 
$8��� :� C8���8 ���1�� 6���E ���<� ���� ���� ������ vi #��E��R�। 6���E ���< C8 
����� �#�U� �8E�8 ���������� e��#-#0[#-R��-��"��F ����6��� ��� ��H 6�� 8��:���� 
������ �<��� ��H���� :�� GH�� $8E��R�। C8 6��8 ���<� ^���� �#�U� �8E� $�6�� $�6�� 
��� �&��� ��<� �����E �0�o #��E��R� -.�3-�. ����� � P����¬� ���$�  5G*�"]�। -./B 
����� ������ ������ 6 5 ���� ��8 6���E ���<� #����#8 ���# #��E� C#���LE�*��� 
�OE��� �� �# �*�L�� #��E��R�। ��$��� ��� #��E��R� ���&:�5� 9:��E ��Y� ����� �R��� 
�:�b O ������� G��� Y�L��। �#q �'# ��8 ��$���� ��T G1NF� 6��� 9:� ���E� ���� 
���#� �!�� ��T $����। ��� C8 $���� 6 �5� �#�U� G����� #���� :��� �8 ��� 
���[#� �!�� ��i�� Y05��# ��O ���� #��E� ��� #��E� ����E��R। ��8 G1NF� G�4�E $8��O 
6 5 1������ ��H�� vi #��E��R। �� ��*���8 :���E��R ��T �%��5� :��� �%�5 #��E��R। 
��}� ���6��z, 8 �: ��, :���� O ������ G���" �i5 $�������� ��i�� vi #��E��R ��T 
G�*��। ���������� 6 5 �6 ���� G�*���� �*�� ��E� C8 ��d� ��* #��E��R �� ���&:�5� 
9:��E �:��� :�� ������ 6 5�# ��c��E� ��#�� ��� ��8 �6 $����� ���"��� ��i�� ��T 
�b�8 G�"�$� ������ $8��। 
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6���E ���<z  b�� �$��    
���������� C8 G�4�� :���1�d�� ���� �� #�� ������ ��H 6���# n#"��*��� 

�b�8�E� :�� GH�� $8�� $8��। 1���L ��6¨��# �� O ®:,  5-�� ' O �e5�-�� ' C�� 
1���L � ���#� �$� #���" :�¯��� ���" ������� �d� #��E� n#"��*��� ������0#�� �0��� 
������ ���$� �� �8E� C8 ���<���� G��H$5 #��। �#� C8 ��� ��H 6���� ���, ��H 
6 �5� ���। ��H 6 �5� G��H$5 �"�����# ����# G�T-��T ������ $����� �����# 
���$�� ��i�� 6E��* #�� ��� E। C8 ��J� 9:���� �*�F�� �6��� 6��� �O��� *���� 
�� �$�� O ����� ��E��R ��$��# G��+ #��E� -�� 6� ���������� #��:E ��6¨��# ��, 
®:, �"�<,  5-�� ' O �e5�-�� ' C#��� $8E� ‘‘���������� 6���E ���< ��H�� ��¦E 
#���L’’  ' #��E��R। C8 ��¦E #���L� �v �d" $8� ������o #������ O #��:���� �*�F�� 
���������� ��#���� O ���<��H���� �#� ��<� ��$� �����  O ��¦E ��� #��E� 6���E 
���<����# ��=��"� :�� GH�� #��E� �OE�। ���� ����� #��, ���������� 6���E ���<��H���# 
�=� #��E� ������� 6" 1�E�6 �#� ���� O �"�<� �����E  �'� C#�L ����$� O n#"�� 
6���E ���<�z�। ��8 C8 ��¦E #���L� ��= $8�� ���� �OE��� �� �$ 
�����#��� G"�" 
�#� ��6¨��# ��, ®:,  5-�� ', �e5�-�� ' O ����1��# �"�<�� �� �#L C8�: C#�L 
6���E ���<z  '�� �$�� 6��8���R। 

��b�& �d"     
C8 ��¦E #���L� ��b�& �d" $8� ���������# $����� ���"��� $�� $8�� ���< #��E� ������ 

���# ��`�6"���, ���&��� O C#���LE� :�c�6������� C#�L 
���, ����, ��X�  5���7# ���6�"�4� 
1��!� #��। 8$� $8�� C�8 C#�L ���6�"�4� ����� ��  ��  ���E� ����[� #0[# �6������-
�$�6� ���[�5� � :�� $8�� ���"#���� ���<��* #����, ����� 6��� 9:� ��$�� ����#�� 
1���!� $8��, ����� e��# :�8�� T�-:��-#"�-:������$ ����[� ���� ��c�����  "����z, ����� 
��#����� G�*��: ���#�� �, ����� R���� 6" ���#�� �����*�F# ����6�  5���7# 
��d��"�4�, ����� ����6����6" ���#�� �06��� 1��*� ��#���� :��:�5� ����� । 1���L � ���#� 
6" ���#�� :��:�5� ��6¨��#, ���{0��# O ����E 
�����। C8 ���6 ���� 
����� O ������ 
1��!� #����। 9?����� #0�[�"�4� O ��y��#���� ���"��  �bE� ������ �\�*����� G����� O 
C#�L ��0����� ���। C# #��E C8 ���6�"�4�E ��H 6 �5� 6" ���#�� G?, �T, ���4�, 
��d�O ���#I�� 1*0��� �"��  "����z। C8 ����� $8�� e��#, #0[#, ��$�� ���[, ��"��F, 
����1��# ��# �e5�� �����-6��� �����।  

�v #�5�E     
9:���< �d" G6� #����� 6" :��#J�� $����� ���$��# 1��$� O �2�5���: 9I��� 

#����� #������ $8���R ��¦E #���L� �v #���"। ������ C8 #���" �$� O #�'। ���$�� 
$��������$� �����# ��# ��E� ��<����, G"���# ���$�� 6 �5� $��� GT �8, ���$�� C8 
��¦E #���L �� #�� �� � ���� ����� #�E��E %��¦�E �M�# ^��� #��E� C�� ��6��� ��< 
�fE #��E� ��Y� 1�%E�� �*�� ��E�8 GH�� $8�� $8��। G"���# ���$�� $��������$� ������ 
���� C�� ���b ��� �#��L 6��� ����E ��$���� ���#�� G�"&  5", ���$�� C8 ���� 6 �5� 
6E �� ����k� �� �2�#�O C8 ��¦E #���L �0p*��� ����� #��। C8 ��¦E #���L ��O �� #�� 
��, ��H 6 �5� ��<� :�5� �"�$���� 9:�8 ����� ��=�" �*�� #��। �#� ������ ��<� 9:� 
�*�� #��E� E, ��6��� ��<�� ���E� $8E�8 C8 ���<��� ����8E� ��8�� $8��। 6��� ��" 
$8�� ��T  5�=P6  �bE� ������ �d"�# ����� ����E� ������ � ���� ����� ���� #���� $8��। 
6��� ���"� ��! G�� #0[#��8 $8��  5�=P�6� ��� ��<। ���������� ��J�5� H���f� $8�� ��T 
� ���� ����� Y�c�L। C8 � ���� ��� :������� $8�� ���������� ���<�=P�6� ��$� ��� ����  �d� O 
��¦E ����� ���"��। 
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��8 6���E ���<��H���� C8 :����E ��¦E #���L 6 �5� �#L �s����� #�5�E #���" 
9:�4� #�����Ra 

-। ���������� 1���L H��� 6��� ���*? G���� 1����� �����E ������E  5-���< :��[� 
 ' #���� $8��। C8  5���< :��[� H���� ��6¨��#, G��̈ ��#, �����6#, 1����# O ������ 
#�0�� H$5 #����, H���d����$�  ' O :������ #���� C��  5-�����  ' #��E� ����� �"�4� 
:������ #����।  

;। :�#-6}���$� ��#���# ��E ��6�, L"��, °5 O ��� :������� �2�5���: �l ������ 
$8��।  

@। ��$��� G����< ���=�� ���E 1�E�6����< ���"��" �6�� ������ H��  5-���< :��[� 
��$���� ��8 9W0F ���"��" ���6E�h #��E�  ��� 6������5� ���" ��%�E� �"�4� #����।  

)। H��  5-���< :��[� H���  ���-6������5� 9:� �:�b���# �$�6� �"�4� �l #����।  

�। (#) ��$��� :��#J��� ���#� �!�� ��$� �#� 1#�� �$���� �� O ��$��" 1�� #���� 
G��� �� �$���� #�6 #����, H��  5-���< :��[� ��$���� #�'���� ���J 1�� #���� C�� 
��$���� �#� �2�F ���6E�h #��E�  ��� O *���$� #0[#��� ���" ����5 #����।  

    �) �� �#� �6����� 6���E ���<� �:�d ���#�� ��$���� ��$� :��¯��# �$���� ��� 
�*�F�� C� �"�4� H$5 #���� $8�� ��$���  ��� #0[# O �d��6����� 9:� �6������� :���� 
���[5 ��Y� $E।   

�। ���������� �� �#� � ��# ��NF$��� $8E� ����"�  #���� ���" $8E��R H��  5-���< 
:��[� ��$���� �����E �2�F �£���� #����।  

/। ����:��< �����±, 9I:�� �0��, �#�����, #��L����y� ��#�� ��� 1*0��� ���"�� H�� 
C��#�E �\�*����� 
E��2�5� G�����  �bE� ������ $8��। C8 �"�4�� ��� �*�F $8�� 
:��¯��# ��$��" O �$���� �� (mutual aid and mutual cooperation)।  

3। ��d� O ��{0�� �d�� 6���E *������ �0�o #���� $8��। 1���� ��d� O #���[� ���{0��# 
������� �2�5�*��� �6� #���� $8��।  

.। (#) H��� H��� #0[#-e��#-R�� O G"�" 6}� �i5��� �����E d�� d�� � �������  ' 
#���� $8��। C8 � ������ �����  O �������� ����?*��� G��4� �M�# ��� O d����� #���� 
C�� �M� GT #��bE� �8E� ��6��� GT�� �0�� #����।  

(�) $����� ���$� ���������� ���L�� ��$��� �����² ����=��, GT-�T, ���:� ��H$ O 
�����$ #���� � :��� C�� �������� ��� O ���[5 ����8�� � :���, ��$�� 6" �#� 1#�� 
��� ����  �"�4� O �����$ ��8 8�"���� d����� #���� $8��।  

( ) � �������# 6 �5� �4� O *������ G6��� 6" 

-6 5�# e�� #���� $8��।  

-6 5�# ��$��" #���� $8��।  

-6 5�# �d� #���� $8��।  

(Y) � ���� �� �����# ���E� �2���� ���� ���� 6 �5� ���" 6���E ���<� �:�d 
��6¨��# 1��� ��X��O ����8��।  
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(Z) �� �#� �"�<, $����� :�#-��#�� O :�# ���$� G��� ��$���� C�6z��� ��$� �
��E 
��6¨��#, G��̈ ��#, �����# G��� �� �#� 1#�� ��$��" O �$���� �� #���� ��$��� 6���E �M 
���E� :�� �5� $8��। :�5� ��& #��E� ���o � �*�F�� ��$���� ��� G��� �� �#� 1#�� ���J 
1�� #�� $8��।    

-B। ��$��� 6 �5� ����� o #����� 6" � �:� �� 1#���" �#� 1#�� 1���#��� ����8�� 
��$���� ��i�� #�'�� �"�4� H$5 #���� $8��।  

--। ��$��� 6 �5� ����4�� ������  A�#���, u���� O G"�" ���6������� #���#���: ��h 
 5���< :��[��� ���"�� ��$���� ��i�� #�'���� ���J� �"�4� H$5 #���� $8��।  

-;। ��$��� ���<��H���# ��*< O ��:��J #����� 6" �#� 1#�� ������E# �%E�#��:, 
9{�� G��� 1���5� #���� ��$���� #�'���� ���J �"�4� 1�� #�� $8��।    

-@। �$��f�� �M�# ��:��J O �"J ������� 6" ‘‘�Y�� #��� O ���E� :�b�’’ ���� �*�F�� 
� ���� �I:��� ����8�� $8��। 

-)। ���J��� 6 5�# 6}���$�� 1����# O �#� 1#�� �"�4�� ��$� �2#� �R? #��E� 
����� $8��। 

-�। ���������� e��# �e5�� 1�� ��$���� :��� n��$" G���5 #��E� ���#� �!� #�0�# 
�E�7� G������ G����4� G�"�$� ������� 9��F �$�� ��¦E #���L 6��8���R।  

C8 ��¦E #���L 8$�� G&*��< 1���L �� '�� #������ 1�� C8 n��$���# ���E� 6 �5� 
���� ���#E� ����i��: �2? #����� ����� 1�� #�����R। C8 ��¦E #���L� ��$*��� ��$��� 
G��:*��� ������ ���< ��H��� #�6 #��E� ��8���R �� *��["�� #���� ��$���� ��$� :��:�5� 
�$���� ��� �*�F�� 9:���< ���E� :�� #��E� ��8�� $8��।  

������ �Y�[5�    

C8 :���4���� ��6#�� C8 6��5-��5 ��ld�5 ������ �1E ���0*��� O 6 �5� 1��  *�� 
���E������� #�� «�5 ����E�, ‘‘�������� 6���E ���<��H�� ��¦E #���L’’ ���������� C�� 
:0����� 
�����#��� ����[� �#L �0p��� ��$� ��s< �Y�[5� �:� #�����Ra-  

* ��`�6"���, ���&��� O C#���LE� �0$I :�c�6����� �!�� ������� :��#J��� ="���K 6}� 
���#��%� $��������$�  5$�"�, ��L���6, G�ª����� , ��� �[�5 O �"�:#*��� � ��# 
����b�� ���"�� ��}��� 6����# �2�5� x�� #����� �� ��:��#�y� G�*E� ����8���R ��$� 
1������ O 1��$� #��E� ‘‘
��� �����*P�  516����7# ��������’’ 1��!� #��� �0p��#y �Y�[5� 
#�����R।  

*C8 ��¦E #���L ��������� �� ��T 6���E ���<��H�� ������R ��$��# n#"��*��� 
��=��"� :�� GH�� #��E� �8E� ��8��� 6" ���! �:� H$5 #�����R C�� ��$��� G��� 
��$��#��� ��$� �\�"�� � ��" ��E� C8 6���E ���<��H��� G��H$5 #�����R ��c$���� ��$� 
C#�\�� �Y�[5� #�����R O ��c$���� 1�� ��H��� G�*X ��: #�����R।  

* ��¦E #���L� �#� 1#�� ����-������ �:����# �%�&�# 1��$� #��� �:� H$5 
#�����R C�� ��³o �Y�[5� #�����R ��, ���������� ���L $8�� $��������$� ����� � $OE� :��& 
C8 ��H�� ������ �। 1�� 8�f 6��� 6" C�� 1#0� 6���E ���<� 6" ���������� 6 5 �< 
��E��R, �����R O *��["��O ����।   
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* ���������� 6���E ���<��H��� ��c$��� �$�� $8E��R, ��c$��� ���f� O ������� $8E��R, 
���
 $���8E��R, C8 ��¦E #���L ��$���� 1��  *�� e�� O ������ 1#�� #�����R। ��$��� 
���*��� ������� $8E� ��[ :��& ����"��  ���" $8E��R, C8 ��4� ��< 
��� :������ ��$���� 
���:� :������� 6" ��H���� ��#y �Y�[5� #�����R।   

* ���������� e��#, #0[#, R��-���#, ��}� ���6��z, 8 �:, ��, :����, ����, ���6��$� 
C�� �#� �
��¨���#�� ����1�� 9W�� $8E� 
�a1�0F*��� �� 6���E ���< ��H��� G��H$5 
#�����R C8 ��¦E #���L ��$���� 1�� ��H��� G�*X ��: #�����R। 

* ���������� 6���E ���<��H���� 1�� C�� ��NF$��� ��������� 1�� *����E 6 5 ����[ 
#��E� :�k��}, ��:���, ���� O ��Y���E� 6 5 O �� ��$��" O � ���� �� #��E��R ��$�� 6" 
C8 ��¦E #���L ��$���� 1�� �&��# #0���� ��: #�����R।  

* C8 ��¦E #���L ��l�, �����, :�'�, :�f��� 6 5 ����[ #��E� e��#, #0[#, ��$�� 
6 �5� �#L :��#J�� ="���K 6}� ���#��%� ���������  5$�"�� ��i�� C�� ���������� 
���<��H���� �:�d ���  5-��X��  �bE� ������� �$�� 6��8���R।  

* C8 ��¦E #���L ����� �#� 
������1E 6 5,  5���7# O ���6���7# ���Q� �#L 
���������� 6���E ���<��H��� ������*��� ��$��" #����� ���� 6��8���R। G=��& 6�� 
������ ��$E��R, G�� ���, ´[�:� O ���# ����।  

* C8 ��¦E #���L �������� ��#�� O ���<��H���� �#� ��<� ��$� �����  O ��¦E 
��� #��E� 6���E ���<��H���# n#"��*��� ��=��"� :�� GH�� #��E� �8��� ����& �Y�[5� 
#�����R।  

* C8 ��¦E #���L ���������� �OE��� �� �$ �#� ��6¨��# ��, �e5�-�� ' O  5-
�� ' C�� ���, �5�, *�[�, ����E �������[ �#� ����1��# 6 5�# ‘‘6���E ���<z’’  ' 
#��E�  5-����� ���"�� :��#J��� ���#� �!��# n#"��*��� ���#����� O ���������� ���L $8�� 
9I��� #����� 6" 9��F �$�� 6��8���R। C8 ��4� �0p*��� ����� #�� ��, ���$�� 6���E 
���<��H�� ��H 6��� �b�8, ��8 6" ��H 6��� ��� �#�U�� :��:��# C#�L ����$� O 
n#"�� 6���E ���<z8 ��$��# ��k�*��� ��b�& ��6�E� :�� GH�� #��E� �8E� ��8�� :���।  
    
������ ��H��� 6�������� ��H��� 6�������� ��H��� 6�������� ��H��� 6��!!!!    

���� �������� �"�:� ��5:5 ��� ������R- 
������ ���। ���¶� 6���� G:�� ������, 
:���� ������0#�� �0��� ������ C8 6��-��5 �b�8�E ���� �#��8 ���# $8E��R। �������� 

��� � $OE� :��& C8 ����� d��& �8, e��& �8। �� ���"� �� ������ �:��-����, t���-*ª�, 
:��-#"��# $�"� #��E��R, ��-����� �·� ��o #��E��R, ���, ���� ��� 1���$���� ���� O Y05� 
�8E� ��8 ���"� 9:� ��T*��� ��c:�8E� :�b। ��$��# ��� #��। ��<� 1������ H$5 #��। 
������ ��� "��E� ���। ��8 6E ������ G��"����। :��#J�� $����� ���"� :��6E G�����। 
�������� 
��� $��8।  
    -
��� �����*P�  516��7� �������� �6X����।  
    -6��� ��T ��r� �6X����।  
 
-�� 6� 

-./- ���।     �������� 6���E ���< ��H�� ��¦E #���L
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������� ���  ����� 

���������� ���"�� ��6¨��# �¯�F� 
��������� #�� �O��� *����� �1� ����h  

�� 8��E� C��1� 
(E�����) 

; 6�, 
-./- 

 

FREEDOM ONLY WAY OUT: BHASHANI 

 

Report of Maulana Abdul Humid Khan Bhashani, National Avvami Party 

Leader, talks with newsmen on current movement in Bangladesh on May 31, 

1971. 

Complete freedom from Bangladesh is only solution for saving the people from 

"inhuman exploitation of the Bengalees by West Pakistanis," Maulana Abdul Hamid 

Khan Bhashani, the National Awami party leader, declared here yesterday. 

He deplored the attitude of those who talked of a "political settlement" of the 

Bangladesh problem and said that having been subjected to the world's worst savage 
repression and exploitation for the past 23 years, the people of Bangladesh were now 

waging a total war. There was, therefore, no chance of any political settlement now. 
Either total destruction or total victory was in store for them but the supreme 

sacrifices by 7.5 million people would not go in vain, he said. 

The octogenarian NAP leader was talking to newsmen on the current liberation 

movement in Bangladesh. 

Maulana Bhashani said it was a strange that those countries, which stood for the 

"oppressed" in the world had kept quiet at the unheard of oppression and wanton 

destruction of human lives in Bangladesh now. 

He said he had sent telegrams to the Soviet Prime Minister, Mr. Kosygin, the 
Chinese Chairman, Mr. Mao Tse-tung, the US President, Mr. Nixon, and the British 

Prime Minister, Mr. Heath, asking them not to be misled by Pakistani propaganda but 
to send their emissaries to study the situation here. 

The NAP leader said that all sections of the people of his country had protested 

against the imperialist designs in Vietnam and the French bombing on the Suez Canal. 

But it was an irony of fate that the same people for whom they had wept, now seemed 

to be swayed by the vile propaganda by Pakistan that the struggle in Bangladesh was 

a secessionist movement. They should know that it was a liberation war by 7.5 crores 
of people "reduced to mere skeleton through age-long exploitation, economically and 

politically," he said. 

Maulana Bhashani said he had issued instructions to form all-party committees in 

the districts of Bangladesh to continue the liberation movement. 

The Maulana said that except for a section of the Muslim League, all parties were 

now out to support the main issue-liberation of the people. 
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The Exploited 

Replying to a question if |he extremist elements would join such an all-party 

committee in view of their attitude towards other parties, particularly the Awami 

League, the NAP leader said: "I think national liberation is the main task before the 

people, whichever party they may belong". 

Maulana Bhashani said that the fight in Bangladesh was between two sections of 

Muslims-the exploiters and the exploited. 

In a talk with newsmen, the NAP leader denied that the current "revolution" in 
his 

country had been imported from India or any other land. Whenever the Pakistani 

rulers could not solve any problem, they blamed India to save their skin. Had India 

abetted this revolution, it could have given recognition to the Provisional 

Government, of Sheikh Mujibur, Rahman, he said adding that on many occasions he 

himself had been described as "an agent of India". 

The octogenarian leader said that the British had left the Indian sub-continent in 

time and it was high time that Yahya regime left Bangladesh. The more the delay the 
more would be the complications, he added. 

Maulana Bhashani does not know where is wife and children are at present. 

"I do not know whether they are dead or alive," he said, answering a question by 

a 

correspondent about a Pakistani report of his "arrest" by the Yahya Khan 

Government. 

He said that he had heard the report after his house at Kagmari in Mymensingh 

District had been destroyed. But he had no information about his wife and children. 
However, what hurt him most personally was the total destruction by Pakistani troops 

of his small library, which contained the "collection of a life time," he said. 
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�O��� *����� �������# 
��d�I#���� ����5   

"���� �$��¸ (E�����) @ 6�, 
-./- 

 

BHASHANI : NO POLITICAL SETTLEMENT 

 

Report of Maulana Bhashani's talk: with some local and foreign correspondents 

somewhere in a liberated area of Bangladesh on June 2, 1971. 

The octogenarian National Awami Party leader. Maulana Bhashani. made it 

absolutely clear that they did not want any mediation for a political settlement of the 

Bangladesh issue. He, however, reiterated his earlier stand that a referendum could be 

held under the direct supervision of the United Nations to assertion the wishes of the 

Bangladesh people. The NAP leader was talking with some local and foreign 

correspondents somewhere in a liberated area of Bangladesh. He asked: 'How can 

there be a political settlement with the invaders who have killed lakhs of defenseless 

people and unleashed a reign of terror in Bangladesh?" 

The Maulana said that their main aim was to liquidate the hordes of West 

Pakistan. "We will fight to the finish: either we achieve victory or die", he said. 

Mr. Bhashani spoke in the same vein as the leaders of the Awami League had 

done a few days ago. During his talk with newsmen he called the Chinese bluff and 

said that he was never a Communist. 

Deprecating the international inaction, he said it was strange that the world 

community behaved like a silent spectator when Bangladesh was being drenched with 
the blood of its people. There was not a single country left to whom he had not 

approached seeking recognition to the Bangladesh Government, he said. They had 
only expressed sympathy. 

The NAP leader expressed his gratitude to the Indian Government for helping 

lakhs of refugees with food and shelter. He felt sorry that no other country, be it a 

socialist or imperialist, had taken any note of the pitiable plight of the people of 

Bangladesh. 

In reply to a query he said that China's friendliness with the military junta of 

Islamabad was a strange politics. He ruled out the possibility of his ever-visiting 

China. For long popularly known as a<friend of China, the Maulana said that Peking 

would one day realize mistakes in supporting Islamabad. 

The Maulana is against the formation of a liberation front or a National 
Government at this stage because, according to him, there might be a struggle for 

leadership "which will jeopardize our cause." He said he was in favor of an all-party 
action committee to mobilize the people for the long-drawn battle against Pakistan. 

He emphatically said that Pakistan and Bangladesh "can never meet together, the 

breach is total and final", he prophesied. 
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������� ���  ����� 

���<��� O ��6¨��# :���4�� �"��� 
#�� :��������� ���$��� :��L�  

:��������� ���$��� :��L�� 
1���:� 

/ 6�,  -./- 

:��� ������ ���$��� :��L�� ��0�� ������ O G"�" �6��E 6���E ���<��� ���R, C�# ���� 
#i ! 6���E �M ����� ���"�� ��H :��� �����E � ���� ��� �����E �� ! 6���E ���<z  ' 
#�� ��6����# n#"�� #i ! ��6��� ��<� 9:� �*�� #�� :��� �����E 6���E ���<��� 
:������ #i । 

 

:��� ������ ���$��� :��L� #�0�# :��� ������ 6 �5� 9�>�" 1�����। (:��� ������ 
���$��� :��L�, :��� ����� e��# ��X�� #�0�# @�� 6�, -./- 1���!�।) 
 

- 
:��� ������ ��� 6 5 :��#J��� ´:�����# �����# ="���K��� ����Y� ��8� �I���� 

´:�����# ���[5 O ��¹�� :�$�b 9:�� �=��� 6" ����� G�=�-�����-��� ���� -�"���-
���56" �l #�� ��E। C*��� ���� ��H :��� ������ :��#J�� ´:�����# ���#� �!�� ��� O 
���[�5� �7�# ��#� #�� ��E।  

 
´:�����# �����# ="���K�� 6 �5� 6���E ���<� ���&:�5� ��H�� �� #��� 6" ������ 

��6��� V�#�� ���# ����� ="������� ������ 1��� #�� C�� G"�" �$�� ��" ������E #�� 
$�"�, ��L, G�ª�����  O �H=��� ����E।  

 
�����8 G�"���� �����8 �����$-��r�। G�$��-G�$���� � *�� :� :���"�  #�� 6�����5 

="������� ���� $����� ��i�� GT$��� �����$� ����1��# ��}� ���6��z, 8�:��, :����, 
����, ��#��� #������, R��, e��#, #0[#, ����6��� G���I :��� ������ ��H 6�����5 GT$��� 
i�� ��cb�E C�� G��#��� �6�� ��� #�� �E, �����# ���"��� ����� ��� #�� C�� #"�z��z 
�Y��O #��।  

 
:��#J��� ´:�����# �����# ="���K�� :���E ��H :��� �����E ����� ��� #��E��� 6" 

����L ��< ��E ��c�:�E :�b C�� $�"�, ��L, G�ª�����  C�� �[��5� �������� vi #��। ����[ 
#�� �$X� 6������5� 9:� ���� �� G�"���� ����E �� �$L����� 8~��������� �I:����# º� #�� 
���E�R। C*��� ���� :0����� ���# G�"������ ������ 6�� 4�: #��। ��'# ��0� O :�� 
:������� � $OE�E ��T ����1��# 1������ �*�} :�b, �����# ���"�� ��H :��� ������"�:� ����� 
="���K ´:�����# ��� #��� �d� $E।  

; 
:��� ������ e��# ��X�� 1���E� �OE��� ��  O ��� ��0�� ���<���$�, �#� ����1��# 

:��L� O 6������5� 1�� n#"�� $�E ��'# :�� ��H�� :������ #��� �$�� 6��E। ������ 
�6��� ���#��'� ���<���$� O �OE��� ��� � ����1��#�� �$��� ��b� ��E। ����� G��H$5�$ 
G"�" ����1��#��� ��E 4��E �*�F�� 6���E ���<z  ' #�� $E।  

 
n#"�� ���<���$� �=���� �$X� ����E G��"�[� :��� ������ �0$F� �:E��� �� � #���E��, 

A�����E�, *��i�� C��#�E � ���� ��� :������ #��।  
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C8 � ���� ����� �: $E 1��� 6���E �M ��� #��। G�� Gy ���E� ���"8 #�E# �� 
6���E �M ��� #�� $E ; :�# �����# ���"��� C#��� �f �%�5 #�� $E C�� 1�E �����6 
�����# ���"�# ��� #�� $E, ^6 :�����$ ^8 8�m ����o C#�L ³�A ���L ��� #�� $E।  

 
�� ����� 1�� ���# vi #�� 1�E ��b��� ��E#��� C Gf��� � ���� ���� :��#J�� 

�����# ���"�� C� *���7J $E ��, ���� ������ �6��� 1�E ��J ��" C�� G�# ���� :���� 
��E C Gf� �Y��O #��। ���� 6�:�� #���=9 6��� #��,  ����L, ³�A���L, �f ���E ����� 
:�$��� ��E, ������ �6��� #�E# $�6�� ������ 6�����5�# $�"�� *E �����E �:E���  �R #�L�, 
���<���$��# ���c6 #��, �$X���� ���b ��L #��, ������# ����� 6" ��E ���।  

 
C Gf��� ��J Y����b ���� �����E ��E, ��L #��, �� �� ���#�# $�"� #��, �:E���  �R 

�#�L �=��-�#q ���<���$�� �l� ���� :�E�। ���<���$� ����� �Y��O :�� $�E ������ �6��� 
���*? 4�� 6���E �M ����� ���"�� � ���� ��� �����E ����। �#� ��<8 ������# x�� #��� 
:���� �। �������� � ���� ����� ����� :��� ������ G"�" 4�� 6���E �M ����� ���"�� � ���� 
��� ���R।  

@ 
:��� ������ 6���E 1¤ ��E ���#� ��`�6"��� O ����*�EL �����6# ��`�6"������ �&6����# 

[b��7 �����R। ���� ��¹-���[5 �6�E ���� C�� �� 6 5 #��9�6� ���������� 6" � �L� 
:��#J� O *��� ��P� �����# �6�L �� :��� �����-*��� ��P� �����# �6�L 4�:�� �W���� �d" 
���� ����, ����� ����#��� ��0�� :��� ������ 6���E ��H���# �"�$�� #��R। :��#J� ���� 
����� $��R�b� � $E C 6" ���� C�# ��$��" O �$�E�� #��R। C 9�>��" ���� ��6��� ���� 
�$���� �� #��R ���� :��#J�-*���-���������� 9:� C#���LE� 1*�� 4�:�� 6" ��6��� 
���� 1��W�¼��O #��R।  

 
���#� ��`�6"���, ����*�EL �����6# ��`�6"���, �������7# :�c�6��� O ���&��� C8 ��� 

:�$��b� ���[�5� 1������#��� *����E 1���%E���� ���#� �!� ����� ����#��� ��0�� :��� 
������ ���<��H�� ���� O �$�E�� #��R। ����� 9�>�" $��� :��� �����E C8 ��� :�$��b� ���[5 
O ��¹ #��E� #�� C�� ���������, 6 5 O #��9�K ������� �����-*��� ��P� �����# �6�L 
4�: #��।  

  

G���� ���6� ��*�[ ���� *����� �E�� 6" 6�:�� ="���K��� �$�E��E �6�� �$X� 
�=P6 O ��#��  ' #�� C�� 6�:�-6���� ="���K��� ��� �$���� #�6 #��। 6�:�� ="���K��� 
�$�E��� 1#0� 9�>�" �R� �6�� �$X� �=P6 O ��#���# ��6� ��$��"#��� ��< �$���� �"�$�� 
#�� C�� �0�L���� 9I��� #�� ���6�� ��0�� :���� ��#��  ' #�� *����# ����� ��`�6"*�< 
#��। �W��E �$������ :��6E 6�:����� C 
½ �"�I #�� ��E। C*��� 1���%E������� �$�E��E 
*����# ��< #��� 1��o� �"�� $E।  

 

G��� O ����� ����� YL���� ������ ��d� ��E ���#� ��`�6"���, ����*�EL �����6# 
��`�6"��� O *����E 1���%E������� �$�E��E #�8 :��� ����� �� ����� G" �#� ���, 6��� O 
6 �5� ���"#�� ���< ���� :��� �। C��� �$�E�� 6���E ���<��H���# $E ����� #��� �� 
6���E ���<� ��� ��� :�$��b� ���[5 O ��¹ :��� �����E #��E� #���।  

 

:��� ������ ����1��# 6 5 O ����� ��r�� 6 5 :��� ������ 6���E 1�¤ ��`�6"���, 
�����6# ��`�6"��� O *����E �����5����� C �#� 6Y" �%�&�# #�8 ���� #��� :��� 
�।  
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#��68 :��#J��� ´:�����# ���#� �!��# 9I��� #��� ���� ���� ���#� ��`�6"���, 
����*�EL �����6# ��`�6"����#O :��� ����� ���# 9I��� #��� $�� C�� *����E �����5����� 
���"�� ��� :�$��b� ���[5 #��E��� ��������� #��� $�� C�� 1���%E���� ��<� ��$���"� 9:� 
�*�F � #�� ��6��� ��<� 9:� �*�� #�� ��H�� :������ #��� $��।  

) 

  � #�E# ����� G�*��� 1��5 #���R :��� ������ 6 �5� �$� 6���E ���<��H�� 
��'#:�� :������� #��� 6" C#�L ��r�� ��6¨��# :��L�� 1�E�6। C8�: C#�L ��r�� :��L� 
1��!�� 6" :��� ����� e��# ��X��  � ���b �� �I�� ��� ��r�� #�6 #�� ���R। C 
��E#�� ��r�� G����� :��� ����� e��# ��X���� ��6¨��#, ��� '�#, �����# ��8�� 
��'#�� n��$���#*��� 1���5� $�E�R। :d�&�� ��5 ���-���6�==� ����������, $#-���E�$� E� 
���������� ����-��� �L�{-��’����, #�6�-��� [b�7#��� �����Y��# �% ��6¨��#, �����# 
O �£ � �d�� �2�5���: :���6� $�E�R। :��� ����� e��# ��X���� #����� 6���E ���<� � ���� 
��� ���� O :������ #��� ���"�� 6���E ���<���$�  �b ����R; ����1��# 6�����5�# C#"�� 
#�� 6���E ���<z  �b ����R; ��r�� G������ 1�%E�� ������ � �d�� :� ��'� $��। C*��� 
���$��� ��6¨��# :��L� 1��!�� ����� G�4�� �0�o $�E�R।  

  
C #��� :�¾�� ����� e��# ��X�� ��� n��$���# *���#� ���h #�� :��� ������ ���$��� :��L� 

1��!� #���R। 8$� :��� ������ ���$��� �e5�� ��6¨��# :��L� C�� C� :�1���# ���£# �*�F $��� 
��#����� ������ ��O ����Z ��&�����। 8$� $�� ����� ��r�� ��H���� G�*���� ��� ��#�, 
8$� ��r��� ����। 8$�� 1�E�� � ���"��8 :��� ������ ��r� ��J���E� $��। 

 
:��� ������ ��Z��� 6���� G�J� �6 ��:?; :��� ������ �#� ��H���� ����1��# ��6¨��# 

:��L�, �"�<, � �!�, ����E, *�[� � 9:6���E ���"��Y�, ���<���$�, ���*? �e5�, J�, G���I :��� 
������ ��H 6 5 n#"�� �$�; �������� �0o�& G���5 #�� 6���E ���<z  ' #i; 
��6��� ��<� 9:� �*�� #�� 6���E ��< ����� ���"�� � ���� ��� �����E ��; 6���E �M� 
G�T ��6����# ���� #i: H�����$ ���# :��#J��� ´:�����# ��#���� �������� 9I��� 
#i; H���# ��< #i; �������� �:�� �����# O :���� ���"��� ��� #i; ����� G�T 
��6����# ���� #i- C*��� :��� ������ *����� ��6��� ��<� 9:� �*�� #�� :��#J�� 
�����# ���"��� :���6� O x�� #i; :��� ������# ���< #�� 
���  5���7#, ���&:�5�, ���:d, 
1 �����, :��� ������ 16��7 #��E� #i।  

 
:��� ������ ���$��� :��L�-�6X����।   6���E ���<���$�-�6X����। 
6���E ���<z-#��E� #i।    6���E ���<���-�6X����। 
 
:��#J�� ´:�����# �����# ���" O ����� ����� 6���E �M��� ��� #i। ��5 ���-

���6�==� ����������, $#-���E�$� E� ����������, ����-��� �L�{-��’����, #�6�-��� 
[b�7#���-x�� �$�#। 
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�������� �#��E R�� ��H�� :��[��������� �#��E R�� ��H�� :��[��������� �#��E R�� ��H�� :��[��������� �#��E R�� ��H�� :��[�    
BANGLADESH CENTRAL STUDENT’S ACTION COMMITTEE 

 

���������� ���<#��� *�8-������,  
����� 8��$���� 6Y"��  5$�"�#���, �<�����:, ���, �2L, ������, �:��� 8E��$E� O ��� 

:��#J� ������$� ����L, ��E�L, L"��, #���, �� :����# G�"����� ������ ���b ��� �#��L 
����[�  56�� �6 �2�5� ��:��J। ������ ���b ��� �#��L ����[� G��������� ��� �}�l� ��� 
���6� O ��c� 1��5� ���EO �1E �������� O ��Z��� 6����# :0����� 8��$�� ���# ��k¿ #��� 
6Y" [b��#��� ��� 8E��$E� O ��� $����� ���$� ��� ���L�� ������ ��T ����[� 9:� ��T 
$���� �����E�R। ����� ��J �8#�� 9�:d� #�� ;��� ���� ����� Gl#��� Y��& ������ �$�, 
�X�, H���� ��T ����[� 9:� G��#��� ��T $���� �����E �d �d ���[�# $�"� #���R। 
$����� ���$�� ��"�� �6O �����E :��b�E R����� #��R H���� :� H��, ������"��E, {��-
#��6, ���6�-��X�, $�L-��6��, ���#�:�L। ���������� C�#� :� C# ����� #�� �d� 
���#��� ���� ��� ��#��� :��5� #��R। �d �d ���$ :������# #��R  0$$���। ���� 
������$�� G�"���� C���8 ��[ E। ���������� ��-������O �d� :�E� ����� :����# 
G�"������ $�� ���#। �:��� ���� ����� ���E�#, 
���� ������ ���� T��# ��E :�����# 
G�"���� ������। �� �� ��-����# ��� ��E ����� 8�� o #�� ������# 9�} #�� �=�� 
����R :��-1�&��। 1���� �� �� ����#� �< ��E �0���$ ���� *����E ����। C8 ������ ���# 
��$�8 :�E � ^��� ��v �� �0���O।  

 

 �#q ����� 8E��$E� ���$�� C8 :����# G�"���� :���� ������ 
����� ��H���# J� 
#���। ;��� ���� �H=����� :���� 
��� ������ 6���� �:�� �}�l� ��� ���6� ‘‘
���  5���7# 
��������’’ �Y�[5� #���R। ���� ����� ������ 1���L ����-#���� �:PcR���� ���� ���� 8K 
��}� ���6��z, 8 �: �� ���$�, :����, ����, ��6��$� O ���<���$� C# $�E :��#J�� 
������$��# ������ ���L ���# ��k¿ #��� ��T ���� ��c�:�E :�b�R। ������ ���b ��� �#��L 
#0[#, e��#, ����6���, ��$�� ���[O :��#J� 9:��������� �0U� ���# ���������# ��< #��� 
��E�R C# 8³��#�' �:�। :0����� ��-�#� �0$I ��<�#8 ������ C8 ���<��H���� #��R ���� 
� #��� $��। #��5 C ��H�� ��Z��� 6���� ��c��� ��H��, C ��H�� ���"� ��H��। ���� :� �� 
6��� ���< ���R� C� �E ����R ��=��"� 
5������� ���#। ������ ���<������� �����%�� 
:��#J�� ������$��# 1��$� #�� ����R। 1���� ���<����� O � ������� �%��5 �� �� 
:��#J�� $����� �M �$� $�� ����R। 8�����" 1�E ��� $�6�� :��#J�� �M����# ��� #�� 
$�E�R।  

 

������ 1���L R��-R��� *�8-������ �� ����� $�� ��� ���6� ������ ���� �����Y��#�� 
#��� :��� �8। 8�� #��� ��� ������ 
����# ���6� ���E #��%� 8E��$E�� ���� $�� �����E 
1���7� $�� :����। �#q �� ��� #���। 6���� 8E��$E�� #��R ���� � #��� ���8 ;��� 
������ ��8 ��#�E ��*��[#�� ���� �6�-6���� �� �0��"�# $������� ��5 #�� ������ ������ 

����� 
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�Y�[5� #��। ��� �6 ����# 8E��$E�� #��� ��� �#���E �#*��� ��R �� ���� 6�� �। 
�#q �}�l�� �$� ���� O ��c� ��#¹ �6 1���L ��Z���� �� ��� 6�H�। ��� ����6� 9:� �� 
����� 4�: #�� ��� 
����� �Y�[5� #���R ���� ����#�� �� �� *��� � ��8। ���� �� 
�����Y��#�� � #��।  

  
*�8-������ ����- �� ����� $�� ������ �#��� :���E �6 C#�L- ���� ���<�����। 

G����� ���W[, *��["��� ���$ ���#R� ���6� ���E �6 ���� �d �d ���# ��� 1���L :��#J�� 
�=P6 ��� #��� 1������ $8, :0����� �#� ��<8 ������ 
������# i��� :���� �। 
�}�l��#O ���� #�� �� ���# �R��E ��� :���। �6 ��8 ����#�� �����8 �� ��R �#L���� 
���� #"��2 ���� �। 8�����"8 �d���# ���# ���� #"��2 *��� $�E :��#J�� $�������� 
������ ���L ���# ��k¿ #��� #���#P�� ��d� H$5 #��R, �#R����� ���"8 $����� ���$�� 9:� 
��c�:�E :�b ����� ��k� $�"� #���।  

  
#0[#, e��#, ��$�� *�8�E��- ���������� ��#�� 3B 6 �:��� #0[# O e��#। 

�:����O �6 �� G�"������ ���� ������ C8 ���<���� G������ $�� $��। �:���� ��%E 
�$���� �� R�b� C ���� 6E��* #�� ��� E। �:��� �6 ��T। �M� ���#����� #��� �� GT 
�6 ������ $��� �8। �#q ����L-��E��L� ��8��O ������ �b GT �:���� $��� ��E�R। 
G�$���  O �\�*�������8 �6 �:���� �b GT। 8E��$E� ��#���� �#� �8 �:��� 
���� �। ���������� 9:� �8 1�E�  #��� �#� G��#�� ����� �8। ��6�, L"�� ��OE� 
�2�5� �l #�� ��। ��� �#9 ��6� ��� ���, ���# ��� ���J ��। ������ G�� ���E ������ 
x�� #��� u�� ���� � �#�� :��� ��� 6" :�k� :��#J��� �#� 1#�� ��"���H� �#� �l 
#i। ������# ���� G6� #��� :��� C� ��"��� ��� :�L, ��, ���b� 8�"���� 9I:�� �2�5� �l 
#�� ��। 1��"#�L H��� �6 �2�5� �\�*����� ���6  �b ����। ����"� G*�� ���� ���� � 
��E ��� 6" ���� ��[ �0�� #i। �� ����� $�� :��*�������8 �:���� �b �M ।  

 
�:���� �6 ���1�� #���"- �� �#� 6����-������ ��� � �������� :��#J�� $����� 

���$��# ��$��" #��R, ���� �:���� ��2� ��L #��R, ���� �M������ #��R ������� ���-
1�� #��R ����� $�"� #��। ����� ���� ����#� #�� ���<�������� #��R ��। ���<������� 
�:���� ���:���8 ��R। 8�����"8 �� �� �������� $�"� #�� $�E�R।  

  
1��"#�L H�� ���# ���� ���<������� G�E��� �M������ �%�5 #��� :��� ��� 6" 

�:��� 1��"#�L H������ ���<�������� �eE, ��OE� O ��� ����� � �2�5� �"�4� #�� ��।  
  

#0[#, e��#, ��$�� *�8�E��- �� ����� C ��� v�� ������ �*P� ���# 
�����8 C� 
���� �। C ����� =�À�� �$���� �:���� 6" 1���!� $�� C# ���[5$� ���6�"�4�।  

  

:��#J�� #�#�� ���$�� 0��� ��b�E ���������� �B �d ���[ �6 *���� � �E �eE 
��E�R। ������ *�8������ C#�L #�� «�5 ����� $��। �:���O �M� ��i�� �b�8 #��� 
� �E ����"�  #��� ���" $�E�R। ��8 �:���O C ����� G������। �:���� �� ��J Y����b, 
��2� �=�� C���R �� ���� �:��� �=�� :���। :��#J�� $�������� �E�� 9:� E, �#� 
�0$I ��<� ��: �0�o� ���"�� E- $��� ���� GT ��E�R, �< ���� ���� 6��- ��8 ��� #��8 
�M� ���#����� #�� ���������� ���L�� �:���� �=���E ��। :��#J�� ������$�� ���� 
���������� �� ������� �:���� ��2� �#�b ��E�R, �� �����, �:���� ������ ����8 
����� C#��� ���J 
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$�� �0��"��। ��������� ���" V��# �#9 ���� �#� 1#�� ������E# ���W[ �0�o #��� � :��� ��� 
6" �:��� G��"8 �6�  ��#��। �B �d ������� 1�� *��� ��#�� O *����� 6 5 �� 
��������� �����E�R ����� ���<#��� ���[ O ������ 6 5 �� ����� e��� ���� «�5 #���। 
��������� �:����# 8E��$E�� �$�"� �6 �� :0����� 8��$���# Jj #�� ���E C# �� #���� 
8��$�� �0�o #���R �� ����� �0$I ��<� � ��� *���#� :�� #��R। ����� �#� �#� �0$I��< 
�6 :��#J� $����� ���$��# ��$��" #��R। ���� ��8�� �0$I��<� ��# ³o #�� 6���E ���� 
��8 ���� �6 ������ 
������ ���� ��c�:�E :�b�R, �#� 1#�� �:��� ���"�� C� ����� #�� 
���� � #��5 
����� �#� �:� ��� �। 
����� �*d� #�� ��� �। ���� ��8 #���� #��R 
�*d� ��8 �। ��� ������ C8 ���<��H���� ��������� ���� #���, ����� 6�H� �����#� ���� 
�d �d ���[�# $�"� #�� C#�L 6����# ��k¿ #��R ����O ���� ��� ��R, 8��$�� ����� 
d�� #��� �, 8��$���� :���E ������#O :��#J�� 6������$�� ��� #���� ����� �$ #��� 
$��, ������ �M  $�E ���¿� ��#�� $��।  

  

��� 8E��$E�-6�� �d �d ����[� �< ��EO ������ �::��� �6O ���L�। �#q ���� �6� 
���, ���� :�m���, :�'�, �����, ��l� ������$��# ���E ���� ������ �d �d ��:���, ��T 
���-:�i[�# �������� $�"� #�� ���R ���������# :��b R����� #�R, ����� C#�L�#O ���� 
�������� ���# �=�� ���� ��� �। C#�L C#�L #�� ����� $�"� #��। ��}�:�� ��� ���� ��c�b�E 

��d 1���L :��#J�� ���� ��� ������# ����� $��। 6�� �������� ���# ���� G�# ���� �R। 
�������� ���# ������ �:�[� $�������� $�"� #�� ��[ #���8 ��� ��[ $�� �। ���� ���� ���� 
E �������� ���# ������ :�k� :��#J�� � �E ������# �� ������ ������$��# ��� #��। 
������ ����� :�k� :��#J��# �*�} ������ #�� :0����� 8��$�� ���# :��#J��� �� ���� ���R 
�=����।  

  

���� ���� ���<����� ����� C#�L �0p �\����� ��#�� $��। 
����� ������ �*�  #��� 
6" E। ������ ��<� �����E ������ 9F�������� 6"8 C 
�����। ���� ���E� #�R ���# 
��[ ����E ��E C���R। $E��� ���� �#9 �� ���E� �#��� �=�� ��� � �#q ���� ���� ����� 
8�� o #���R, ���� �d �d ���[�# $�"� #��R ����� 1������ ��� ���� ��� � :��� ��$�� 
8��$���� :���E ������ ���6�=� $�E ��c�� ��#�� $��- �6�� :�m���� � ���� $�E ��#�� 
$��। �:�' ����L ���E ���� �� �����Y��#�� � #��। ���� 1���L ���<����� ���# ����L��� $�E 
�$�� $�। C�� ��� C#�L C#�L #�� ������ ���8�# �$�� $�� $E ��$��O �� �< �0�� ���� �। 
�$���� ��< ��m� 1���L ����#5� ���� C# C#�L ����L $�E �M��� ��� #���। ���������� 
���E��-6�� �������� �#�� �6 ���� $�E�R। �!�� $����� ���$� ��� ��� �&��# �������� 
�#�� ���# �#�b ��E $�"� #���R। ������ �0p�����, ������ C8 
����� �d�� ���� �� ���E� 
�&� �$�� $�E�R �� �� #�c��� �, �� ���E� ������ GÀ $�� ��i�- �� ��i� :��b R����� $�� 
8E��$E� O ��� ������$�। ���������� ����[� :d ���# ��� ��� ����� O e�� 6��8 ��� 
�$�����। 6E ������ $��8। 6E �����।         
 

��6�$� ����6��6�$� ����6��6�$� ����6��6�$� ����6    
�����5 �2��#, 

R����  �#��E ����; 
���" 


��� �������� �#��E R�� ��H�� :��[�।
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:�k���} ���������� 1���� ����6��� 5 
#�0�# ��<���6"� :������z��� 1��������� 

#��R 1�F «��#���: 

:�k���} 1���� ����6���  ;. 6�, 
-./- 

 
MEMORANDUM BEFORE THE BRITISH PARLIAMENTARY 

DELEGATION ON BEHALF OF BANGLADESH REFUGEE 

INTELLECTUALS NOW IN WEST BENGAL 

 

Sirs, 

In the face of desperate attempts by the Govt. of Pakistan to justify before the 

world community its forcible military occupation of Bangladesh and to cover up their 
acts of genocide there, we take this opportunity to appraise you. Honorable Members 

of the British Parliament, of the circumstances under which the democratic and peace-

loving people of Bangladesh were driven to the path of armed struggle for securing 

the independence of their country. 

On the midnight of March 25, 1971 the Pakistan military Junta, i.e. the so-called 

government of Pakistan cracked down on Bangladesh to crush the democratic will of 
the people expressed in the general elections of December 1970. In these elections the 

people gave a clear mandate to the Awami League to redefine East Bengal's political 
and economic relationship with West Pakistan through the League's six-point 

Programme. The Awami League won 167 of the 169 seats from Bangladesh in a 
House of 313 which meant a clear majority for it in the National Assembly. The 

successful candidates of the Awami League received 80% of the popular vote cast in 

Bangladesh. 

Yahya Khan started negotiations with the Awami League Leader Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman for a political settlement in mid-March but actually only used this as a cover 

for military preparations and dispatch of troops from West Pakistan to Bangladesh. 
When in the course of these negotiations hopes were raised for a settlement within the 

framework of a united Pakistan for which the Sheikh tried till the last moment the 
Pakistan Army struck, in an act of treachery unparalleled in contemporary history. 

Guns, tanks and planes were used against unarmed civilians to carry out a programme 
of mass slaughter of Bengalis. 

While hundreds and thousands of people were being killed, the police, the 
Bengali 

members of the East Pakistan Rifles and men and officers of the East Bengal 
Regiment rose in a heroic resistance, which was later joined by thousands of the sons 

and daughters of Bangladesh. 

It is in this background of spontaneous resistance of the people against the army 

of West Pakistan that the Democratic Republic of Bangladesh was born on April 10, 

1971. It derives its sanction from a people's inalienable right to live in security, which 

was threatened by the bad faith and genocidal attack of the Military Junta on the 

unsuspecting Bengalis on the night of March 25. 
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Pakistan is now dead and buried under a mountain of corpses. The hundreds and 

thousands of people murdered by the West Pakistani troops in Bangladesh will act as 

an impenetrable barrier between West Pakistan and the people of Bangladesh. It is 
Yahya Khan and his Junta therefore who have dug grave of Pakistan. 

On their orders the West Pakistan troops committed acts of inhuman savagery 

and sadism. Professional West Pakistani soldiers, under orders from their 

commanders violated the code of military honor and were seen as beats of prey who 

indulged in an orgy of murder, rape. loot, arson and destruction unequalled in the 

annals of civilization. Foreign newsmen were driven out of Bangladesh to avoid 

international publicity. But even some journalists taken on a guided tour of 

Bangladesh in May reported genocide and inhuman atrocities. And now, we have the 

gruesome talc of Pak. Army's programme as reported in "The Sunday Times" by Mr. 

Antony Mascarenhas an erstwhile Pakistan journalist from Karachi. These atrocious 
acts clearly indicate the concept of two nations and two countries was already very 

deeply rooted in the minds of Yahya and his associates who would not conceive of 
committing such atrocities of their own countrymen. This is an alien occupation army 

full of racial hatred towards the people of Bangladesh whom it wanted to subdue and 
enslave. This is why the situation in Bangladesh is radically different from civil wars 

in other countries including that of the USA. In such cases two parts of one people 
fought over certain issues and could still achieve reconciliation and reunion based on 

a sense of common identity. From its very inception, Pakistan was an unusual slate, 

unique in modern history, with its two wings separated by more than one thousand 

miles of foreign territory. Linguistically and culturally, Bangladesh is completely 

different from West Pakistan. 

The people of Bangladesh, despite all this asked for autonomy on the basis of the 
Awami League's six-point formula within the framework of Pakistan. But their 

sincere efforts to maintain the unity of Pakistan through justice to ail its units were 
frustrated by a large-scale massacre of the people of Bangladesh. A point of no return 

has consequently been reached. The sovereign and independent Republic of 
Bangladesh is now on the map of the world. The treacherous attack on, and the 

continuing slaughter of people whose only sin was to demand a change in their 

colonial status in Pakistan through constitutional means, clearly rule out all possibility 

of a return to the position before March 25. 

The Government of Democratic Republic of Bangladesh has been constituted by 

the elected representatives of the people who alone represent the legitimacy, legal and 
moral authority in the Country. 

The West Pakistan, military junta which is illegally and immorally occupying the 

urban centers of Bangladesh cannot and should not be considered as the lawful govt. 

of the land. 

The people and government of the democratic world should come out on the side 

of democracy in Bangladesh as against the military dictatorship of Yahya and his 

junta. Britain as the mother of the democratic parliamentary system should act 

immediately and show others the way. We appeal to you and through you to the 

government of Britain to take the following steps immediately: 
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1. Recognize the government of the Democratic Republic of Bangladesh. 

2. Put pressure on Islamabad to secure the release of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and 

other political prisoners of Bangladesh. 

3. Give all help to Bangladesh to defend freedom and democracy. 

4. Stop all aid to Pakistan, including aid in the pipeline. 

5. Several trade and economic relations with Pakistan. 

6. Force Yahya to stop genocide. 

7. Establish an International Commission of Jurists to enquire into the acts of 

genocide and traffic in women committed by the Pakistan troops, and punish the 
culprits. 

 

BONGAON 

JUNE 29, 1971 

 

Your faithfully. 

On behalf of Bangladesh intellectuals 

now in West Bengal. 
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NO COMPROMISE WITH YAHYA ON INDEPENDENCE: BHASANI 

Press statement oil June 29,1971 

Maulana Bhasani, the National Awami Party leader, today made it emphatically 

clear that there could not be any compromise regarding the political settlement of the 
Bangladesh issue. 

In a Press statement, Maulana Bhasani reiterated that, however, deep the 

conspiracy against the freedom of Bangladesh might be, it was bound to fail. 

The people of Bangladesh, he said, would not accept a hoax in the name of a 

political settlement when they had lost their most valuable assets, when the honour of 

their women had been violated, when they had lost their health and homes and had 

been driven out from their own country and when they had sacrificed one million 

valuable lives. 

U. S. Criticized 

"They are determined either to have full independence or to choose death. There 

can be no compromise or hotchpotch solution. Any party, which ignores the demand 

for full independence and joins hands with Yahya; will be hated more than the anti-

people Muslim League. Their political death is inevitable." 

The Maulana vehemently criticized the arms supply by America and said not 

only the people of free Bangladesh but also the democratic and peaceful people of the 
world, including those of America, had repeatedly appealed to the US Government 

not to extend arms or monetary help by the "most-hated Yahya Government." 

He regretted that the U.S. Government had ignored the world opinion and was 

giving modern weapons and planes, more in quantity than before, to Pakistan. "They 

have thus exposed their own character which is against humanity. The Nixon 

Administration must bear the consequences of this policy," Maulana Bhasani added. 

Since the last great war, the imperialist U.S. Government was indulging in a 

conspiracy and was trying to perpetrate its domination and exploitation in the Afro-

Asian and Latin American countries. But the American Government should realise 

that though they might give the aggressor Yahya all the arms, they could not succeed 

in crushing the struggle of the 75 million Bengalis to liberate their country from the 

hands of the aggressors. 

Maulana Bhasani said the population of Vietnam was much less than that of 

Bangladesh. Yet the Nixon Government was unable to crush the peoples' movement 
there, even though it was spending Rs. 50 million per day. "Those countries, including 

the U.S., China, and Britain, who would give arms and monetary aid to Yahya to 

perpetrate his regime in free Bangladesh, will one day be accused by history." 
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BANGLADESH SIKSHAK SAMITI 

(Bangladesh Teachers' Association) 

Darbhanga Building, Calcutta University, Calcutta-12, India. 

Dear friend,             July 1, 1971 

Perhaps you are aware that in the lace of unparalleled atrocities committed by the 

Pakistan Army on the people of East Pakistan, now Bangladesh, a large number of 

teachers of all levels has crossed into India. Since the community of teachers had 

played a significant role for over two decades, in the movement for democracy, 

secularism and a just social order in the country, its members became naturally 

enough a special target of the Pakistan Army. Many teachers have been killed, others 

who are trapped in the occupied zones are being harassed and persecuted, a few have 

been forced at gunpoint to issue statements in support of the action of the Pakistan 

Army. As a result, members of this harassed community are tracking into India every 

day. The teachers from Bangladesh, now in temporary exile in India, have formed an 

association of their own, on whose behalf we are writing you to-day. 

About 100 university teachers. 1000 college teachers and 3000 schoolteachers 

have registered their names with us. Several thousand others in different bordering 

states of India are yet to make contract with the Association. Most of the teachers 
have come with their families and all are without any means to support themselves. 

Having regard to the contribution that this community has made in the past and 

their expectant role in the reconstruction of society as and when the country achieves 

freedom, it is felt that we make all efforts to save it from impending doom. We have 

drawn up a number of schemes for providing the teachers with temporary academic 

occupation- research, publications and teaching the evacuee children in the refugee 
camps. The execution of this programme will require financial assistance from non-

governmental sources, in addition to what the government of India and the 
government of Bangladesh may be in a position to make. 

In the circumstances, we appeal to you-the members of the academic community 

the world over-to contribute generously to the funds of our Association. Contributions 

may be sent to the Bangladesh Sikshak Samiti. Darbhanga Building, Calcutta 

University, Calcutta-12, India. 

Sincerely yours. 

(Dr. A. R. Mallick) 

Vice-Chancellor. 
University of Chittagong 

and 
President. 

Bangladesh Sikshak Samiti. 
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BANGLADESH LIBERATION COUNCIL 

OF THE INTELLIGENTSIA 

�������������������������������� ��	�
�	���	�
�	���	�
�	���	�
�	� ��	�������	�������	�������	����� �	����	����	����	��� 
July 6, 1971. 

Dear 

Teachers, writers, painters, artists and journalists of Bangladesh those who have 

been forced to take temporary refuge in India have recently formed an organisation 

entitled Bangladesh Liberation Council of the Intelligentsia. Our aims and objectives 

are explained in an appeal enclosed. Further information about, our organisation can 

be obtained from the address given below. 

At present we are in desperate need of financial and material help from an 

fraternal organizations and sympathetic individuals around the world. We hope you 

would be in a position to extend all possible help and co-operation in our efforts. 

Any monetary contribution may be sent to :  
Dr. A. R. Mallick 

President. Bangladesh Liberation Council 
of the Intelligentsia 

17, Sundari Mohan Avenue 

Calcutta-14, India. 

 

With best regards. 

Yours truly. 

(Zahir Raihan) 

General Secretary. 
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�������� :��[� ���"�� �� ������� G4�E� ��Q:���������� :��[� ���"�� �� ������� G4�E� ��Q:���������� :��[� ���"�� �� ������� G4�E� ��Q:���������� :��[� ���"�� �� ������� G4�E� ��Q:��    
��E� 6i� 8������ *�[5��E� 6i� 8������ *�[5��E� 6i� 8������ *�[5��E� 6i� 8������ *�[5    


��� ���������� ���E :��[� ���"� �a 

�:��� ���� ��H��� G�*X O v�*�� H$5 #i। ���������� 
����� �Y�[5�� :� 
���� ���8 C#��} ����� $��� �����  �:�E�R। �6 6���� %��&-��ª ������ C8 ������ 
ui� G:�����। ������ ���<�=P�6� ��� O�6�E���� G:��� ������ ���� C� �M� ���#����� 
#��R। $�6�� $�6�� ���# :��� ���0*���� 
����� �d�� ��#�y �0p1���। ��\�I�� �� �$� 
����� ���� ���E�। 

���E ���"�0X, �:��� 6 �5� ������� 1�����। ������ ���b ��� �#��L ���[ ����� 
#�� ����� ���E� �:���� G:�5 #���R�। �:��� ���8 ��Z���� 
����� ����� ���# �� �� 
�#R� । ������ �$� ��� ��� ���6��� �$���� ��Y����� �$�� �$���� ��c� 6���"�:� ���� 
�� ��H���� ���� ���# O ��$#। ������ 6", ���� 6", ���� #��R �� ������ ����[� #��R 
��OE� 1���� �d�� 6" C8 ���� GL�L ����� �� �#� ����� 61������� ������ �:���R 
�#� ��� 6�� ���� 6�� �8। �:���� ����, �����!�, ����� O �"�� � 6" ��� G�*X 
6��8। �:���  0$$��� ���$��� $�E ������ 
����� ��H��� ��\�I� � #���R- ��8 �:���� 
1�� ���� G#�¹ �&��# ����� �� G�*X।  

�l��� ����, �����-9F�#��� ���� ����#��� �E��� ������ �$� ��� �:�����# 
�:���5� 9Á��5 #���E�R��। ���� ��d� �R� ����#��� �E���� �d �d ��H��� 6�� �� 
������ ������� �:��b� ���[। ��� �6  ���� ��} ���, �$� ���� $�� ��� ���� �� 1���� 
#���R��� �� 1����E ���� GL�L C�� GL� ��E�R। �:���� G��� ����� �� � #�E# ��� 
���I 
����� ��H���# �68�E �����R। G���" ��} ��} C8 #�� ���� $��, ������ �� ��J ��� 
����#��, ���<�=P�6� �� �i5 ��H����� ���0*���� 
������ 6" GT $��� ���� ��E�R ��c��� 
G:��� ���� ������ ����[� 6" C#  ���� �NF। �� *��["I 8��$���� 6" �� C# G:��� ���  �c��।  

�-�=� �*�F# ����7 ���� 6" �:��� 6 �5� #��R �� 1��À�� ���E ������� 
$�E�R�� �� :�� #��� �:���� ��� C�� ��� �$#����0X #� #� 1��o� �����E�R, �� 
�:���� 6�� ��R।  

6���E :��[��� ���" 5 6��, C#L� ��b� ����7 15E #�� �:���� ���� �:� #�� 
$�E�R�। ��8 ��b� ����7 :�������� O :��d�� 6" @B ���" ����o ���-#���L �� ���:-
������ �������, ��8 ���� ����� ��8 -�� ������ $'�I 6�� 8E��$E� �� ���$� *��g� ���$��� 
:������ �� ��c� G�*�� �d�� 6" 6���E :��[��� G����� �l #�� ��। ���� :0���� 6��, 
�6�# :��#J� �W����*< $OE�� ��� �#� ��� �� �}� #��5 ���#, ��$�� �� G�4� �0�o ����        
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#�� �8, #���R 8E��$E� �� ���$� �� *��g� ���$�। �� C� 6" ��E� :�k� :��#J��� 
���[�#��, ���� ;@ �R� :��& ������  ���-��[� �6���� �< ���[5 #�� :�$�b  �b �����R।  

�OE��� ��� � ���E ���"�0X, ���� �# G:��� #���R? ������ C#��� G:��� ; �R� 
:��& ���� :��#J��� G���� �d� #��� 6" ��o� #���R���। ���� ����R���, ������ ���[�# 
���[5 #��, ������ ��[�-�6���� �< ���[5 #�� #��E�� 
��������� �� :�k� :��#J��� 
:�c�6������ ���� ������# �6 ��< #���R, ��" #���R, ����8 :��#J��# x�� #��� ��E। 
�E����7# 9:��E ��8 ���"�� ����� #��� ��8��� ��� ���� ������ G��H$5 #���R���। 
������ ��� ����� :�����#���O C#L�� :� C#L� ��o� �����E�R��। �#q ���� #��E�� 

�������� �����, :�k� :��#J��� C#���LE� :�c�6����� �����, :�k� :��#J��� ���& 1*���� 
�����- �6 ���� :�k� :��#J��� �����# 6�&���� R���E�E ��6��� #�� v�� ����� �� �*�  
#��� ��E, ����8 �}�l��  5���7# 1��o�E ���� $�E ��cb����। �OE��� ��� � �&��#���# ���� 
^����� �� #�� ���# ����� #��� ��o� #����।  

-�� ������ :� ���# 1���L YL� �� #� Â� ���� GH�� $�E�R� �� �:��� ��6� ����� 
�����R। ���� ³o �� ��R- ���� 8E��$E� �� ���$� 6���E :��[��� G����� G����o#���� 
6" ������ �Y�[5� #���, ���� :����5� �$��L�� ���� ����� �� C#����� �� ����R���। 
����� �}�l��# ���� ���� ��� �"�< �*��� C#L�� :� C#L� 1������5� 9Á��5 #���R���। 
�� �:��� ��8 1���� 1��x�� #�� ���� ����R�� ������ ����[� #��R- �:��� 
�����Y��#�� #��� �। ������� 6�� �����Y��#�� �:��� #�� �8। 6}���$�� G�"����, 
8E��$E�� 1���* �#� �#R�8 �:���� L���� :��� �8। 8��$�� C8 #��$� C#�� 
5��d�� ���� 
����� ��� ���� ��k� �����।  

�:��� �6 �6 C��#�E R�b�E :�b�R��- G�$���  ��X���� ��5� ��E ���������� 
$��L, ���', Y��L, ���������� ��#��� ������। ������ ���-�1��# R��-6��� ��$���" �:��� 
�� G*��:��� G�$���  ��X�� �0�o #���R��, 8��$��� ��� 6�� �8। ��8 G�$���  
��X���� ���E �� ���� C#L� ���# C#L� ���L� ���� 9F�5 ��* #���R���, �� 8E��$E� 
�� ���$� -�8 ���� V�#�E ������ #��� C���R��। 8E��$E� �� ���$��� ��} �}�l�� ������ 
vi $���। 8E��$E� �� ���$�, �:� ��� ��X���� ��" #�� ���, �6�# � �$�#, #��� � �EO 
��� 6��� ��- ��$�� G
�#�� #��� :���� � ��, �}�l�� ��} 1�� ��������8 �:� 
�#�� 
#���R��, 6 �5� $��� d��� �=���E ����, ������ �’ 9�'�E ��� C�� �-�=�� �*�F�� C#L� 
G&����#��� ����7 6��� #�� d��� �OE��� ��� � $��� ���� ����। C� �*�F�� ������ 
$���। �}�l�� ����� C�� ������ ��� C�� 1���7� 6�� ��69�> ���$�, ������ vi 
#����। 6�� 8E��$E� �� ���$��� :�d �R�� ��a �6a :��6���, 1�< �����:�� #����E��, �� 
G�������� ������ ����[� ����M C�, C�, �$��। ;) �� ���� :��& ������ $���। A#���±O 
���� $���। 6��o� #����E�� ���$� 9:�4� �R��। 9� ��� C#6 �I-Ã�K� $�E ���# ��$�� 
���# C #�� 
�#�� #��� $��।  

�l��� ����, �:��� ���� :���, ��T ���[�# �# ���� u�� #�� ������? �# :��[� 
���"��� ���bY�� #��� ������ $���?  

��8 ;��� ������ ����� �c���� C8 ��*I� YL�� 1������ �:��� i�� ��cb���। ������ 
�������  51������� �=a
� �$��, �6�� �$��, H���, �X�� ��6¨��# ��0� ��OE�� 6" i�� 
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��c�b�E�R��। ��� e��� ��} 
�#�� #���� ������ O ��}� ���6���±� ���� �6�#� 8��$���� 
C# 9¬� G�"�E। 8 �: ��, ������ :���� ���$�, ������ ����, ������ ���6��$���O 
������ ����[� :��� C�� ��cb��। �X�# �� #��� ���� �। �6 ���� ��H���� :����*�� । ������ 
H���, �X��,  �m �:��� ��cb���। ��� �#*��� �� �:���� e�� 6��� �� ��� *�[�E 1#�� 
#��� :��� �। �� ��J ���"����� ��� �OE��� ��� � ����� �� ���"�� ��H���� :����*��  �R� 
� ����� ��� 6��� ���� ��8। ������ ���[ 6�� �:��8 ��E�R :����*�� । ��� 6�� �gH���, 
�E�����$, ������, ��:���, ����E, �������, V�#�E, =���:��� ������ ���� �:���� ��0��8 
��H�� $�E�R। ��6� 1��5� ��E� �"�  #�� �:��� H���-�X�� Y��� ���b�E�R। ������ ���#��� 
:��� :��� �:��� ��E�R। G#����*E �:��� ��b�R। ������ ����#�� �� ���#� ��6� �< 
���0*���� 6" �V�� ���� C� :�� ������ 
����� �Y�[5� � #�� �� �# :� �R�? 
������ 6" 
�b�8¾ � #�� �� �# 9:�E �R�? ����a C�� ��$"� �}�l� �Hh�� $OE�� ��$���� 
����� �Y�[5�� 
��5� ���� ��। ���� 6���� �}�l� ��� �Hh�� $, ��� 
����� �Y�[5� ���8 #�� ����। �� 
C8 
����� �d� #��� 6"8 ������ ��H�� #�� ���� $��।  

�1E �l��� ����, ;��� ������ ����� :�� ���� ���R? $�E :�b�R���। ��8 
��� �������� 
��#��  '�� �Y�[5� #��� ������ C#L� ���+ $�E�R�।  

���� �� :�c�6 ��� ���$��� :��� �R��� C�� ����� #��R #���, �����, G����� 
���1#���� ���E� �}�l� ���E � �E�R��- -@8 C�1� ������ ������ :��� Gf�� ���1��� C#��� 
$���। :��[��� ���"�0X ���� 9:�4� �R�� ����� ���� ���� ��� ���� �$#����0�X� ��= 
���# 
����� #���#�� #��� 6" :��#y� �:� #���R���। �� ��� ���� $� G�4�E �:���� 
����� *� 8 �R�� ��������� �M� ����#0� C��#�� G*"&��। G�� C#L� ��#��  ' � #��� 

����� ��H���# :������ #�� ����� �। ��8�$�� ������ 9:�4� �l���� #��R8 ���� 
:��#y� �:� #���R���।  

-.�/ ���� :����� �`#�� ������ 
����� ���� GJ��� $�E�R�। �� -./- ���� 
���������� �� C#�L �`#�� ��c�b�E ���� ���������� ���b / �#��L ���[ C�� �}�l�� ��= 
���# 
����� �Y�[5� #���R।  


����� �Y�[5� #��8 -/8 C�1� ���� :0����� ���[�# �� ����R���, ���� ����� #�� �� 
G&��� ��5�। ����� #��- -/8 C�1��� C8 �Y�[5� ������ ���b ��� �#��L ����[� G&��� 
G&a4��� �������� C# G�ª�����}� ����L ������5।  


����� �Y�[5�� :� ��� ���� �$#��� 6�� ��69�> �$����# 1���7�� ���E� 
���E�R���। ��c� :������ C�� �}�l�� :����� ������� ��� ��� 6�� ���X#�� ���J�# �$���# 
:���Q�7�, 6�� ���� ��� ���$��# G���7� �� 6�� #��i���� ���$��# 
��Q�7�� :�� 
���< #���R���। ���� 6����, �:��� �� 1�E�6� ��c����# ��Y�#�� ��0��� ��� 
����E�R, ��� �:���� ���� ��} :����� � #��O �a������ �� ��� �W��E ��c����# 
��#���� ���E� ���� :���।  

��c����# ���E� ��OE�� :�� �� ��� ��� � �E�R। C8 �� ��� ���I ��� �:���� #��R 
G#:�L 
�#�� #��- �� #��� �R� G�# �#R� #�� ���:� $E �8।  

�#q �:�����# ��� C#�L #�� ���, 6�� ��69�> �$�� C�� ��c� ��7�*�� ���"�� 
�&��#��� ��} #�6 #��� ��o� #���R। ������ ��P*� " �� ������ ��#���� 6s��$��� ���#8,    
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#��� C, �6, O����� �� C#6 
���" ����1��# ����������# ������$�� 1�� 
���:����: �:�E�R। �:��� 6��, G�"����# �����T ������ :��#J� ���$�� ��i� 6��, 
4��, G&���d ������ ��� ���<���$� G��� ������ ���� C#�L G�� �b�8 ��b ����।  

�5�d�� :k��:��5 :��6E E। ����� 1�E�6� :k��:��5 #��� $E C�� ���� :���E 
��� �%��5 6E��* #�� ��E। ���� �$L����� ���$� =������� �%�5 #���R� ���� $�6�� 
$�6�� �R��� :���� �*"�� O ��{0��� 9F����#��� =���� ��#���#O �$L����� #��R ���� ��E��� 
$�E�R�। ��� @ ��� �� x�� #�� �$L����� L"��# ���$� :"������ 9:#�¹ 9:�4 $�E�R�। =���� 
����� ����E# �6���� �"  � ��� ���o��E ��" ��E 8���� �"��� :�� $�E 8��"��� ��� 
� �E�R��। :�����#��� �6���� �"  � ��< �fE #�� ���� 8���� �"��� :�� $�E ��Ä 
G���5 #���R�� ���� �$L����� ���$� ��c� ���� �L#�� :����।  

�0�L��� �� ��<���� ������$��#O ��}�:�� ���# $�L C�� ���� �"�  #��� $�E�R�। ���� 
:k��:��5 #��� $E ����� #���#P�� 1�E�6�। ��8 ������ ���<���$� �6�# ����E#*��� ��� 
�#� �5�} ���# :k��:��5 #�� ��� ���# :��6E �� #��� �। ������ ��� ���<������� 
:���6� $OE�� 6" �5�d�� GT���5 #���। ��� ���<������� 6E��* #��� 6"8 GT���5 
#���R। 6E ������8 $��8। 

��� 6��, �6�# ������ Y�� Y�� #� $�$�#��! ��� 6�� ������� 1����� �$���� �:���� 
���#� ���" #� %X�� ����! �:��� �� ����, �:�� �$��, �:�� H���, �:��  �m ���� 
C#�� ����� #��, *������, �:���� �*�L ���E�R� ����� Y����b �6�# �����E ��E� $��, 
�� #� �������E �:��� :��b� $! �:�� 1������ �������# ���� :v�� 8���� $�� #��R 
�6� �:���� #��6� �=�L ��E। C8 ���� G�"���� :0����� 8��$��� �#� ��"���$� �#� �� 
#�� �8। ���� 8�� ���¹� $�� �6 ���� ���������, $�"� #�� $�E�R �� �d ���, :�i[ �� 
��v�#। ���6�, ��X� ��  �6�� x�� $�E�R। ������ =�� �6�# ���' ���' ���L�E :�b�R। 
������ �i5��� �6�# $�"� #�� $��, u�� #�� ���� $��।  

C8 #��$�� ������� �:���� ���#� �*�� ��� ���6, ���� ���# ��� ���6 �� �#��� 
���#O ���� ���6। ��� �}�l� �6 ������ ���" 9:�4� ��#��, ��� �1E �������� C8 ���q� 
^a�� ��� G��� $�E ���� ����� ���<� 6"। ��8 �l���! �:���� �"�� ��������# ���� 6" 
�7��*�� ���"�� �1�5 ��o� #�� ����R। ��c�� �# :��& �=� $�E�R ��� ����� #��� 
�:���। �#q C#L� �6�� �:�����# ��� ³o #�� ��� ���� ��8- �:��� ��������� ��} 
��} �#*��� #��6� GH �� ��� ��� :� �����E ��।  

�������� #��R ���� :0����� :�-:��#� �� #�L¨��# #���#���:� W��� ���� C8 #�� 1��5 
#��� �d� $�E�R �� ��������� �6  5$�"� ���R। �6�# �:���� ��7�*� ���� ��o� W��� 
���� :0����� #��R 1��5 #��� �d� $�E�R �� 8E��$E� *�� �� t�&, �� ���� ��'# :�� ����R। 
�6�# ���� :0����� :�-:��#� �� H$5 #���R।  

�6�# ���� ‘‘G�6��*��’’ ‘‘���A L�8�’’ �� ��-�#� :�-:��#� ����, 8E��$E�� ������� 
�X�E ���� ����। �� �����#� ���� :0����� ��6��� �E75 #��, ‘‘�98E#� L�8�’’ C�� G"�" 
��J 1*������ :��#�u�� 8E��$E��# ����� ����। v�� ��8 E, =��������, 8L�����, 6�������, 
{"�����*E� ���u����� C� �# �����O �#� �#� Gf�� ����[ #�� ��i��� �� ������ 
:��#�u�� �:���� :�d �6�# �� 1#�� #�� ����R।   
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�:��� �6��� #��� :��� �� C� :��& C8 ���Q� C8 ��#���� 
�#0�� �# ��* #�� 
���:� $E �8? #�L¨��# 1�¤ �0$I ��<� � :0������ �6
 
����� #���5 G�# �#R� #��।  

�#q �6� ���� ����� 6�� �:�� :�d ����� ����� ��Qu�� �:��# 
�#0�� ����8। 
������ �l� O 1������ *����[� ������ �d �d �������# v�� �eE8 ��E �8 ����� ����� 
"��"���# 
�#�� #�� ��E ��$��" #��� 6" �
��E �6�# C� �E C���R। ��8 6" *��� 
��#���� #��R ���� #0��।  

�l��� ����, ���<��H���, 
����� ��H��� C#���# ��� ��"���$��# 1NF� #��� $E ��� 
�Y�� $��� 6", ���� �� C#���# #�L¨��# �%��5� W��� �M�# :����J #��� $E। �0��E�a 
����� G*"&�� ����[� ������# �< ����� $E। �� �M� ����� *�}�� $E।  

������ #�L¨��# 1��� �����E�R �:�� ��#��। ���<�=P6�# ���� �'� #��� 6" �1�5 
��o� #���R। $�6�� $�6�� �R�� �6 ���<�=P�6 ���  ��OE�� 6", ���0*���� 
����� �d� #��� 
6" C� �E ���R। ���8�# ���*��� ����#� ��d� ���� ��X��J #�� ��� $E �8। ��� 
C#��� #��5 ������ ����� �����।  

C8 ��#���� ��E� �#��#� ������o ��X��J �8। v����� ��, �E���, °5 �� �#R� ��l� 
���=� L�#� ��H$ #�� �#���� ��#�� ���R। ��8 ���� ���<���� �� ������� 6" ���� H$5 
#��� ���*? Gf�� C� �E ���R, ����� ���8�# ����-C� ����X��J #�� ���:� $E �8। �# 
#�� C8 ����� ������"� ���" *�� ����-C� ��X��J O ���<���$��# ��O �6����� #�� ��E 
�:���� ��7�*�� ���"�� �� �:���� ��} ������ #���। ��� ����� ����, ����1�� 9W�� 
$�E �:���  '���# �������� W��� *��["I #��:�� �����5 #���। �� ����� ����� ��$���� 
����� �����E �b 1�E�6 n�#"�। ���� :0����� ���[ �� ����� :�E �OE��� �� , �}�l�� 
�$#�����, �}�l�� ��["��, ������ 
����� ��H���� �E#�� C# 1�5 C# � $�E ������ 
������ 
6" ��H�� #�� ����। n�#" �#��#� =�L� ���� ��� =� $�� ����\#। �#9 �#9 ��8�� 
���#O �� 1#�� 1�����E ������ ���" =�L� ����� ��o� #��� :���। ��8 ��J 1��o��# 
������ ����� #�� ���� $��। ��� �:���� ���� ���� :��� ���� �7��*�� ���"�� ��1��5 
C#। ����� 1���E� ��&� ���0*���� 
������# �# #�� ����¦� #�� ��E। �� GL�L n#" �6�# 
��#���� ���" �6�E ��R ��8 GL�L n#" �6�# �OE��� ��� � 1���L ������� ���" O #������ 
���"  �b ����� $��।  

������ 1�� ���:��� ����� �5�#P�� �������# � ���� ����� :��� G��+ #��� 
$�E�R। C�� � ���� ����� �����E �b �6�� $��� 6������5� G#�¹ ���� O �$���� ��। 
�:��� ���� 1�����, �:���� #��R ���� �#�� ���� ������ � ���� ������� �� �5��� 
�� �#P��� ��� #�� ����R, C8 �5��� �� �#P��� �:���8 ����� ������# ��$��" #��� :���- 
6 �5� ����� GL�L ���� �� ���� �6�E ����। �X�# ��E ���� �b�8 #��R ����O ��� 
���<�����, �:���O ��� ���<�����। CL� 6���, *�b��LE� ��"��� ��� E। CL� $�� People's 
War-C8 People $�� �����E Important factor. 

�� ��8 People-�# ��Y�� #��� ���E� 6������5� 1��������। 1���L ���#�# 6��� 
�l� *���� $��। �������, �:��b� O ���¶� ������ ���[ �� *��� ����� ������� 1�������, 
����� �1E 1��!� �OE��� ��� � #�����, ����#�� ����� �l�। ��� ���� 6 �5� C8 �����# 
�6�E ����� :��� ��$��, ��� �:�����# ���� ���� :��� ��, �:���� ��� ����#��, :0���� 
�� *���R ��� ���E �~ ��  ��Z��� 
����� G6� #���।    
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�l��� ����, 6 �5� ���� ���E #��� $�� ������ 1��"�#� #���#���: 6 �5� �l�, 
6��� �l�, ������� ��[�� �l� ��� ��6��� 1��5 #��� $��। G�"����� ��� �����#� ��i�� 
���� ������� e���#� �l�। ������ ��"��F ����6���� ���� �l�। C8 �l�� 1#���� 1�� 9:�E 
$��� �OE��� ��� � 15�� �"���=�o��# ��� ��� 6 �5� ���� ���� ���। �OE��� ��  �*�L 
�:�� �� ��J 1��À�� :�� #��� ��� 1��À�� ���E�R�, �� ��J 1��À�� ���� :�� #��। 
C8 ��$���� ���<������ �� Gf��# �M��< #��� ��8 Gf��� ��6¨��# �����, G��̈ ��#, 
�����6# ��{���� �� 1��À�� ���� ���E�R, ���# ��$" �: ��OE�� 6" ��%E*��� #��6 
����। �� ����� $��, ������$� ���� 6E��* #�� �� 
������# ���� G6� #�� ����, ��8 

������# ��6¨��#, ���{0��# O �����6# :L*���#�E ��: ��OE�� ���E� �:����।  

��8 �l���, ������� 1�������, ������ ��� ����� �:��� GL� ��#��। �}�l�� ���� 
$�� ������ ����। ��� �R��� %�� � ��H���� ���" :��d�-���d�� �*�� ���E C8 �����# 
���� �6�# :0����� ���� ���� ���R। G������E#�� �� ‘��#�����6���’ �$� ���� �~ :��d�-
���d�� �*�� ���E C8 �����# ���� �6�# :0����� ���� ���� ���R। G������E#�� �� 
‘��#�����6���’ �$� ���� �~ :��d�-���d�� :� ���� ����� #��R ���� ����R। C8 C#�L 
��[�E �:���� ³o ��#�� $��। �#� 1#��� ������E#��� �����" �� �OE��� ��� � 
���"�0�X� �� #���� � $E �� ��[E �:���� �d" ����� $��।  5�7 G��8 $��� 
G��Æ���E#��। ����� ������E# �*����� �����  5�7 �#��� #���#� $�� :��� �। 

�6 ����  5��7 ����� #�� ���8 G������E#�� �� ��#�����6�� ����� #��� $��। ������ 
1���L �$X�, ������, ��P�, Ã�K���� �� 1�"E 6s��� $�� �� �:��� ����8 �l� �� *��["I 
������ ��� �� ��0���# ���8 �:��� �: ���� ����।  

G��̈ ��# �d��,  5���7# #�'������ ���6���7# G��̈ ��# :��� ���� �~ :����8 H$5 
#���R। C 1�¤ #���� �� ��X$ ��#� 9��� E। �����xJ ����#  �b ����� �"�< � ����#�� 
Ç�� #���8 $��। C8 �����xJ G������#  �b ����� ��Q�E :����E G��̈ ��# ����#�� G6� #�� 
���6���7# G������ ���"�� �:�����# ���  '�� #��6 GH�� $�� $��।  

�l��� ����, ������ 9:� =�L� �� � $E। ������ 
���� :0����� �� ����� ��} �� �#� 
6�E �E �l�� #�� ��#�� �� ���� #��। ���:d :���Q ��� ������ G��+। ����� ������� 
����[� 
������ 6" ���� ��8 ��J 6���� :���8 ��cb��। �~ ��<� ����, �~ ^a��� �6� 
:�� #�� ���� �6��R 
������ �b�8 �#। ���� �6��R ��`�6"������ ���� C��� :0����� ���# 
���# ���*? 6����# :��� #�� �����R, ��8 ��J :����� 6���� ���#� ������� �#। C#�� 
�����#��# �0�L� ���6"� G�� ���# 
������ 6" �b�8 #��� $�E�R�। ���K�� �X�� ���� 
6�$�6 A����E ���, �����#�� 
����� ��H������ C�� 66� OE����L�� G�� ���� 9'� ���K�� 
���� ����। �� �6=����� ���! #¹ ���� ������ 6E �  �8�, ������ �����#� 
��`�6"����� ��i��8 ��H�� #���R�। ��$�� �# �6 ��`�6"���� 8E��$E�� 6" GT ���R? 
��� �1���Az ���� #��R �:���� ��= ���# ��� ���� 1#�� #���R, 1����� 6���E�R 
:��#J��# GT ������$� ��i��। �~ ��H���� �*�� ���E ����*�E� ����E��# ��� 6���E 
����� 
:�i��� #��� $�E�R�। 6���� G�"����, ��`�6"������� �%�&, :�����#��� �$L����� �%��5� 
��i�� ��H�� #�� ��� i� 6��� 
������ 
5������ 9:�4� $�E�R�। �:���� ���"�� �� 
C#��� ��� �$� i� 6���� #��R ���� 6��8, ���� C8 
����� ��H��� ������ :��� C�� 
��cb�#। ���#�� ������ ���<#��� ���[ ����*�E� ����E�� ���[�# «�5 #���।  
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������ 1������ ���� ����� �E�#�� 8E��$E�� ��} ������  �b �����R। 6�� � �:R� 
��Q � 
��� R�b� �� �# ��#�� :���। ���� ��� ���# C8 �0�o*�}�� ���� �8। ���� ����� 
�E�#�� ��8 ��� � �# �$� 6��� ���� 1�� �#� G����� ���� �:�[5 #�� �। ���� �����5 
���[�# ���� ������ *������8 ��8। �� ���� 6��8, �:��� �:���� �E#��� ���" 
#i- ����� #0[#-e��# ���R, ����� C#L� 6��� ������ ��¯�[� $�� ����� C#L� 
G�"����� ��`�6"���� ��#���# ��c�� ���� �� � 6��E। C#L� ��`�6"���� ��#���# #� #�� 
�6�# �:���� �E�#�� ���� #���R। �� C#��� �:��� ����। 

�l���, �� ����� $�� ������ 
����� G" �#9 C� ���� �। ��6��� 
����� 
��6����#8 G6� #��� $��। ��8��� �#� ��Q 
������ =� C� ����, C ���5� *��। �� �d 
��}��� �< ���E�R। �}�l� ����R�� �< �� ���� ���� �����R �� �< ���� �����, ������ 
���[�# ��< #�� R�b���। �� �d ��}���� ��� ���� 1�5 ���E�R ����� #�� ���E �:�����# 
���R, �6�# 
������ �b�8-C 1�E�6 :b�� ���� ���� 1�5 ���6� ���। ��� ��:�� #�� 
�। 8E��$E� �� ���$� ��� ��[ ����� *�[�5 ������ ~��# ���E�R। C8 8E��$E� �� ������ 
������� 6 �5� 1�������� ���":� ������� �"�4� #���R। 8E��$E� ��c :�k� :��#J� ���# 
���� ������� ���" 8। ������ ���[ �������# ������� #���R। ����� #��R ��OE� 1��À�� 
�d� #��� 6"8 �6 ����  0$$���, ���$���, �6 ���� �� 6}�� Y���R। �# ���� 8E��$E�? 
������# ��#�� :������� ���E� �# ���E�R? :�k� :��#J��� 6 5O ������# ��Q :������� 
���E� ��E �8। ������� :�'�, �����, ���l����#O ���� ��� #�� ����R�। :�m���� ��[�-
�6����� 9:� G�"����� ���� 6�������� �$�E�� #���R�। ������ ~��# O ´���"� 9F� �5�d�� 
������ ��� ����#�� ����।  

������[ �:�����# ��� ��#�y GL�L ��#�� $�� ! ^����� �#�*��� �� ������ �� 4� 
� :�E। :��:�5� 
�����8 ������ �d"। 
��� �����*P� ������ ��#y �#� 1J��, �:���� 
#��R, ������ ����[� #��R H$5��� " E। �I��£ 8E��$E� �� ���$��� #��R ����R���, �$�� 
6���E�R��� ��� �l #i। ���� �� �d ����R, ������ -� $�6�� ���#�# ��� 8�����" ���< 
���$�� ����#�� ��� #���R। ;� ���# @B $�6�� ��" �$� $�E�R। v�� ������ Y�� Y�� ��-
������ #X ���� E, :�m���� Y��O ��� %X�� ����। �����O ������ ����*�� $�$�#�� ������ 
#�� �# �:Pc�R �? ��8 ��� �l #�� ���&:�5� 9:��E ���"� ����� #�।  

(-) ����� 
����� 
�#�� #�। (;) �}�l��# ���< ��O। (@) ��J ������$� 1�"�$�� #�। �� 
()) �� d�� #��R ��� d��:��5 ��O। C8 ����L ��� ��� ���E�R��� ���&:�5� �������� 6"। 
8E��$E� �� 1��"F� ���E�R �L��� 6� ������। �L���� :� ���# ���&:�5� ���:-������� 
���"�� ���"� ������� :� i� $�E�R। C� ������ *��["I ������� $�� ������ ���', 1�&��, 
:È�, ��Y�, ����� #��� ����� ���"��।  

�:���� �����  1�� ���:��� ������ ��� ��"���$� �< �V�� ����। ����� ��8 �h �~ 
�6 �:���� ��#y�# ���� �0p #i#। ������ �� �� �� ��� ��� ����� 8�� ���E�R, ����� 
8���� �:�-8E��$E� ���$��# ����� � #�� :��&, ������ 
����� G6� � $OE� :��& ������ 
��e�� �8। �:��� ��#y�� $9, �:��� �:� #i, ���<���� �� �#� G�4�E, �� �#� 
G�"��E �:��� ��c�:�E :b��।  
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��Y�#�� �~ ����-^a�� ���� �:���� :��� :��� �R���। ���� �1E�� ��� ��� ���6�� 
�$�� �É$ #���, *�������, �:��� ��Y�#�� ���E�R, �É$ ���E�R, �#��� �# ���� 
�:���� ������� G������ #���R? �}�l�� �����, �:���� �É$-*������� �����E ���� �# 
�#��� �:���� ���� ���# ����"� $�E�R? ;B-;; �R��� 8��$�� ��� C#�� ��� ����-^a�� 
6E-:��6�E � P���-G� P��� �:���� :��� :��� �R���। �:���� ������� G������ #�� �8। 
�6 �:���� #��R �#�� ���� 6�� ���� �:��� ����� #i। ���� ���� �# #��� :���, 
��� � :��� ��� v�� �:���� #��R E G� � *��["��� #��R ������ �# 6������$ #��� $�� 
�? ���� ����� ���� ��7�*�� ���"�� C�� ���� 1�� ���:��O C �+�l �6� ।  

-.�� ��� ���# -.�. ���� C8 �� �R� ��� �:���� :������� ���E� ��* #���R���। 
�}�l� C8 �� �R� #��� ��� �R��। �8E��-��$�� ��:L �� G�"������ ��i�� ��� �����R 
��O �:��� G¨��� $ �8। ��� �#��� ���" $���8 �8। �~��� �:���� ����R, ��H��� 6E� 
$�� $�� ������ 1�E�6। �~��� ��H���� �~ �#P�� ��E �:���� ���� ���� �������� $�E�R। 
�6 ���  ���� ���� ���� :��� ���� 1����� �#P���� =�� ���� -.�. ���� �}�l��# ��< 
��� �8E����$��# ��� #���R���।  

������� ��� �:��� ����# �}�l�� �$#��� �$���� 1�� �$-�*�:�� #���R��। C8 
������� ��� �:��� ����# 6���E :��[�� �A:��L ��� #���R��। ��� 6��, C8 ������� ��� 
�}�l�� G�:�4���� ���� �:��� ����# G4�E� ��Q:��� ���E� ���E�R। ���� *� " C8 ��, 
���� ���, ���� *�8, ���� �1E�� �l� ��� ���$� ��8 ��, ��� G���h #��6� ���E�  ��b 
:�b ��E। ��8 #�6 ���#�� �:���� :��� :��� ���# #���R। �6O �:�����# ��� 1��À�� 
����-��� �����Y��#�� #��, ��� ��#�y �#��#� ����� ����, ��� �:���� ��� O ���� 
���# �#��� ����"�� ����, �:��� �cJ�#��b ��d: #���। �#q ������ C8 ��#L ��$����, 
6���� 
������ C8 %��&��ª ����� �� �$���� ��< �6�# 8��$�� ���� $�E�R, �� ����� 
$�6��� $�6��� ���# �6�# ��-1�&�� 8��$�� ���� ����R, ��8 ��$���� �� C#��� �:��� 
�4� 4�: #i। ���� �l� ��69�> ���$� ��Y��� �:���� :��� :��� ��H�� #���R, �~ �6� 
���L�R। ���� *�8 ���J�# ���$�, ���� ���$�, #��i���� ���$� ��Y�#�� ��H���� :���d� 
���:��। ��c��� 9:� �:��� �4� 4�: #i। C#�� ��� ��� �, ������� 1����� �$���� 
�������� �:��� #��� �। ��������� 9�>�" $�� C#�L- #� #�� 
����� ��H���# �6����� 
#�� ��E।  

�� ��� ������ 
����� C8 �7��*�� ��0�� C#�� G�6�� $E, ��8 � P�� �:��� ���, 
�OE��� ��� � #����� ���, ������ ���b ��� �#��L ���[ ���, ���<������� ���। �� ���� 
��� v�� �#R� �"���, ��7�*�� ���"��� ��, ��� ��� #0���� $�। �:���� ���8�# 6��8 ���� 
�&��# �"���।  

 

-6E �����                            
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������� ���  ����� 

:�k���}� ���������� 1���� ����6��� 5 
#�0�# #��A�E :������z��� 1��������� 

#��R 1�F «��#���: 

:�k���} 1���� 
����6��� 

/ 6���8, -./- 

 

MEMORANDUM TO THE VISITING MEMBERS OF THE CANADIA 

PARLIAMENT FROM REFUGEE INTELLECTUALS OF BANGLADESH 

 

Sirs, 

We take this opportunity to express our deep sense of gratitude for the moral 

support and sympathy shown by the Government and people of Canada for the cause 

of Bangladesh. We deeply appreciate your government's embargo on arms supply to 

the military overlords in Pakistan and also for your advocacy of a political settlement 

acceptable to the people of Bangladesh. We gratefully acknowledge your contribution 

to the relief undertaken for more than seven million unfortunate refugees who have 

taken shelter in India. 

You are no doubt aware of the circumstances in which the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh emerged as the eighth largest sovereign state of the world on April 12, 

1971. 
From its very inception Pakistan was an unusual state, unique in modern history 

in that its two wings were separated by more than one thousand miles of foreign 
territory- with a common religious belief as the only binding- factor. The Pakistan 

Resolution- of 1940 which spelled out the aspirations of the Muslims of undivided 

India conceived of "Sovereign Stales" in the two Muslim majority areas of the sub 

continent. 

In their sincere desire and enthusiasm to build a unified state the people of East 

Pakistan surrendered their right to sovereignty as visualized in that resolution and 

accepted the structure of one Pakistan. They tried t6 make- this dream work but, did 
not succeed owing to (the) undemocratic manoeuvres. Taking advantage of the 

goodwill of the people of East Bengal. They, evolved a political and economic system 
in which the Bengalis had an inferior position. The misery, suffering, and exploitation 

of the people of Bangladesh by the West Pakistani ruling clique over the last twenty 
three years finally brought home to them the realization that they could not survive 

with honor and dignity unless autonomy of the regions as visualized in the Pakistan 
Resolution of 1940 became a political reality. The six point programme of Awami 

League formulated by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman sought to end regional exploitation 

while preserving the unity of Pakistan. The massive support given to this programme 

by the people of Bangladesh in the first general elections held in Pakistan in 

December 1970" was the last desperate attempt by them to force a realization on the 

ruling circles of West Pakistan of the seriousness of the situation. But the- military 

rulers never meant to give up their colonial exploitation of Bangladesh nor were they 

prepared to let democracy function. The tragic happenings since March 25, 1971 have 

proved that the military rulers want to hold on to power at all costs. The declaration of 

independence by the people of Bangladesh was therefore the only course left open to 

them. 
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The atrocities committed by the Pakistani soldiers clearly indicate that the 

concept of one nation and one country had never taken root in the minds of Yahya 

Khan and his associates because such acts could never be permitted by an army 
except on an alien people whom it wants to subdue and terrorize. 

We appeal to you and through you to the Government of Canada to take the 

following steps immediately: 

 

1. Recognize the Govt of the People s Republic of Bangladesh. 

2. Put pressure on Islamabad to secure the release of Sheikh  

 Mujibur Rahman and all other political prisoners in Bangladesh. 

3. Give all possible help to Bangladesh in defense of freedom and democracy. 

4. Stop an aid to Pakistan, including aid in the pipeline. 

5. Sever all trade and economic relations with Pakistan. 

6. Force Yahya to stop his campaign of genocide. 

 

7. Establish an International Commission of Jurists to enquire into the acts of 

genocide and traffic in women committed by the Pakistan troops and to punish 

the culprits. 

 

 

BANGAON 

July 7. 1971. 

 
Yours faithfully, 

On behalf of Bangladesh Intellectuals  
now in West Bengal.' 
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������� ���  ����� 

�������� ��A%� �����8�L #�0�# 
#��A�E :������z��� 1��������� #��R 

1�F «��#���: 

�������� ��A%� �����8�L / 6���8, -./- 

 

MEMORANDUM BEFORE THE CANADIAN PARLIAMENTARY 

DELEGATION ON BEHALF OF BANGLADESH RED CROSS SOCIETY : 

Sirs, 

This short memorandum is being submitted to you on behalf of Bangladesh Red 

Cross Society formed after 25th March, 1971 by the doctors, nurses and volunteers 
who have been lucky enough to escape the carnage of the Pakistan Army. We are here 

today as international refugees in India, which country has very kindly offered us 

temporary shelter and assistance. We are here patiently waiting for time when 

resistance within the country and international pressure from outside will force 

Pakistan to withdraw its troops from Bangladesh and enable us to go back. We want 

to go back when we have an international guarantee for our safety on return or when 

Bangladesh is free. 

We are here, Sir, today not because we "had anything to do with active politics or 

with the democratic protests of the people against the military junta in Pakistan, but 

simply because we are Bengalis. Our students, between the age of 15 and 30 are being 

systematically picked up and eliminated by the Pakistan Army, not because they 

broke any of their declared and undeclared regulations, but simply because they are 
considered as potential elements of opposition and resistance to Pakistan's military 

rule in Bangladesh. The twentieth century is witnessing in Bangladesh one of the 
worst criminal acts of racial subjugation and planned genocide and yet few 

Governments of the world have shown enough concern about it. 

We do not wish to recount all the horrors of the continuing repression in 

Bangladesh as these have been fully documented and reported in the world press. It 

distresses us to find that the world powers have done nothing effective to stop 
genocide in Bangladesh while some of them are actually abetting it and contributing 

to it by supply of arms and economic aid. 

We had hoped very much that the Government of the Canadian deleg*f»on, the 

oldest democracies in the world would not be a silent witness to the suppression of the 

elected representatives of the people of Bangladesh by means of brute force. 

May we urge, you Sirs, to try and persuade your Government to initiate steps, as 

a signatory of the genocide convention, through the United Nations, to stop genocide 

in Bangladesh. May we also request you to help create conditions for our return to our 
country by recognizing the justness of our cause and the legitimacy of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh, founded as it is on the wishes of her people. 

 

BANGAON 

July 7, 197' 

 

Yours faithfully. 

On behalf of Bangladesh 

Red Cross Society. 
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������� ���  ����� 

6���E O 1�����# :��[� ���"��� 
��P� �*�� 9:� ����� �OE��� 

��� � ���:��� �2��#�E  

6E ����� -� 6���8, -./- 

 

��< ��'�#� n��$���# ui���< ��'�#� n��$���# ui���< ��'�#� n��$���# ui���< ��'�#� n��$���# ui�    

���� ����� �8 O �8 ������ ���6� �� �������� �OE��� ��� � 6���E O 1�����# :��[� 
���"��� �� G����� $�E � �- ��� n��$���# ui� 8�����"8 ������ 6���E 6��� 1��*�� 
$�� vi #���R। v�� 6���E 6��� E, �&6����# �d��O C8 ��'�# ���������� ���< ��H�� O 
���  51���������# ������ C#L� ����� �1�d� ���� ���� ���� ��X$ �8। C�� �5�}� 
��H���� ������ ��� ���<���$� O � ���� �������� ����� O �%�5 d��� ��� ���� ��b��, 
���� ���������� ���< ��H��� ���� �l���Q G#0:5*��� ���� �6� ���, ����� C8 ������ 
���# �*�F ���� �0p $��। #��5, �5�}�� ��� ���<������� ��� 6�� ����� �����E 1������� 
n#"��*��� ����� :���8 ��E�R, ���� ����� ��������� O ���&#��� �l� ���u���O 6���, 
���������� ���< ��H��� �#� J��� ����[� n#" GL�L O Gb ��E�R। *��t��& ���[ ����8 $E। 
���������� ����[� 9:� �#�«#*��� ���:�E ��E� C8 ���� 1����# 1NF��� �d��O �d������[ 
*��t��& YL�� :���। ��r��� 8��$��� 
������ ���� 1����# 1NF��� �d�� C8 ���� ����# 
*��t��&- �� ���� �� ��� 8 YL�� ���� � �R। C8 *��t��& �b #�� E। �b #�� GL�L  5n#", 
6���E n#" C�� �M� 9:� �Y�� $��� %������ �����।  � ������ ���������� ���[ 1��5 
#���R, ���� ��T C�� G1NF� ��#� ��£O ����# �����T ���� :�c� �A�*��� C# ����� O 
���� ���" ���$�� ����, L"�� O  �����L� ������ �%�5���� ��=��"� ��} 1������ #�� ����R। 
����� �b GT GL�L ����� O ����� ���J��� ����[� ���" n#"। ���������� C#6 ���[, ��� 
����6���, ��#���6���, �"���E�, �#+�  51����� �$�, G��� �d��� ��[� O #������ �6�� �$�, 
��� ���6�� �$�, �6 C#�L��� ��d" ���� �#��8 9>��:� O G����, �� $� ���������� ���< 
O 
�����। �[�b� O �h�� ���#� :"L��� 8E��$E�� 6}��% ��������� �� Y05" ´:�����# ��� 
#��E� #��� ��E, ��� �0U� �*�} ���<� 9�E����- �� ���<������ 1�"���E �*���� Gi�5��� �� 
��6� ���#� �~ V���R ����� ��� ���<���$�। C8 �<�� �0�� ���� :��� �। ���6� ��� ��'�# 
������ $�E �OE��� ��� � �����E ���" O ����� ��
�� C #��8 �Y�[5� #���R, ��������# 
6���E ���E�R। C8 n��$���# ��'�# ���� ³o #�� ����, C8 ���<���� 6 �5� O 
61�������� n#" #� G#0��� ���b।  

="���K �8E���� ��6¨��# 6��6:�� 6�E��b 8E��$E� ���������� ��6����� C#�L �� 
6�E�� ��� ����� ���E�R��। ��� ��������# ������� ���E�R�� ��, �OE��� �� �# ��6¨��# 
1��!� �$���� ��� ��[� #���R ��L, ��� �OE��� ��� � :��[� ���"��� ���":� ��� o 
#���, C� �#  � �A��+��� ����� ������#O ��� ����� #��� �� �। ����! ����! C � $�� 
‘��*�6��  5�7�’ �� #��# ���! ^�E� ����#, 8E��$E� �%  5��7� #� �b :�6���! ��� 
6 �5� �� ��[� �Y�[5� #��, �#q ���� ���"��� $��R�b� #��� �� �। ��� ����� ����� 
#��� �� �, �� ������ 6 �5� ��E ����� #�� ����। ���:� ���� ��� $��� ��EI $�� ����� 
���E C#L� :���� ��#��  ' #�� ��6��� 8���� C� C#L� ����7 ���� #��, �� ����7 
6 �5� 1�������� W��� ���� C8 ���� G:1��� �����E �������� ����� ���� ��E� ���� C�� 
G"���# �� �����7 �� 
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#��� ���:"��� d���� ����#��' ���� $�� 8E��$E�� ���� 6}���%� $���, 6 �5� G��� 
61�������� $��� E। �� ����7 $�� �89�� �����7� ��8��O ���c#����6:�5�। �� C8 8�� 
���#8 8E��$E� C�> ���#��� ��6¨��# ������� #�� ����R। ��� C8 ‘��6¨��# �������’ 
��L#� ����� 6" �89��� �� �R��� ������� =6��� #���� ��P����, ����, OE��$^������ 
���" ��� #�b�#��b :�b � �R, ���� #�b�#��b ��� �R �89� ����� � �: ������� =���, 
��6�, ��E�, � ���� �6� 1��� ������� ���"। 8E��$E� ��� #���R�� C8 ������� ��} �OE��� 
��� � �#R� :��[� ���"�# ���-��c�� C� ��< #�� ��� ��� :������z O ��#�� ��b� #���। C8 
^���� ��E8 ��� �� �OE��� ��  ���E ���"��� ���bY� �����E�R, ����� :�����-:��6�� 
9:� G#�" G�"���� �����E�R, �2�F ���6E�h #�� -) �R� �6�� ���E�R C� �# ����� 
#�9�# #�9�# �� #���R- $'�I ��8 :��[� ���"��� 1��8 ‘d�� 1���’ O 6���� ���:F�� 
‘�kE��’ ���E 1���#��� ������ vi #��। �#q �����& ‘G*"��� �����’ 4�: C�� �������� 
���"�� G�# ��������� :�O ���� � �R �OE��� ��� � �����E ���"�� �#9 8E��$E�� ����� 
$�� �#��� ��� :�-��L� #�F���� ��� �*b�� ��6� E। �� ^’C#6 ���"�# �X��#� � �����E 
8E��$E� #�E� #���R, *��["�� �����  �:�� ���� �# #���, �� �2�#� 8E��$E� �% ��# ��k� 
। =�� C��� ;3�� 6��� ����� �Y�[5�। ���#��� ��6¨��# ������� 1$� ��#�E ���� ���� 
8E��$E� ���" $�E ��������# ��� ��� ��$��� ������, ����, ��� ����[� W��� ���� C#L� 
����7 ����# 9:$�� ����। G���I ��68 C#L� ����7 ���� #���। ����# ����7 ��E�� 
��� �89� �� #���R��, ��� ��6¨��# 6��6:����� ��� ��8�� ���� �# #��� :���?  

8E��$E�-*��g�-�L�� ��%� C8 Y05" [b��7�8 ������ O �=� 6��� ����� ����� � �b�� ���# 
G��!� �OE��� ��  ���E 9*E :��[��� ���"��� ��< ��'#। C8 ��'�# 6���E O 1�����# 
:��[��� ���b :� �� ���" G�� H$5 #�� C#��8 ��������#� �� ³o #�� ���E�R ��, 
�OE��� ��� � �#R����"# ���"�# ��E C#L� ���#��� ��6¨��# ������� ��o�E 8E��$E� �=� 
$�� �� $�� C8 1��� �2�5� ���"�। 8E��$E�� $��� ^’���6 �X� ���" R�b� �#9 �8। 
���������� 1#0�  51������� ��E�R ��<�f��, 1#0� ��� ��#�� ��E�R ���6� ��। ���" 
8E��$E��% G��#0� ��������� G¨�� ������ ���। ���������� ���L�� G�4� #�� �� ���������� 
����[� ��� #�� ���� �#� G��#�� C8 ��� O �{�-��%� �8। 6���E O �&6����# �d�� 
���������� ����[� ��� #�� ����, ����� 1������ #��� C#���  516��7� �������� ��#��।  

 ���6� �� ��'# n��$���# ui� ��* #�� C6�"8 ��, C8 ��'# ���������� ���[ O 
���< ���$�� ����� �Wu5 ���b�E ���E�R। ����� ���[ �6��R �����  51������� ���E �� 
�d���# 6��� ���� @�� 6��E��� ������ ��� ���6���� ��0�� �� �:� #���R�, �� �:� ���� 
*} #��� ��� Gd�� Gd�� :�� #��R। �6 ���<���$� 6���E 
����� G6��� �� :��� ���E� 
:�� #��R �5�}�, ��8 C#8 ���E� :�� #��R �OE��� ��� � �����E ����"�� 6���E O 
�&6����# �d��।  5���[ O  51�������� *���#�E �6 �� �#� :���#" �8। C#8 1������-
���� O 
����� #���E ���� 9W��, G5�1��5�। �&6����# �d��O ���6� � ��'�#� ui� 
G:�����। 1���a �������  51�������� C#L� G���# 8E��$E�-�% $��� �:�E�R C�� ����� 
��� ��6�� 8E��$E� ���������� $�E #�� ���� :��� C8 ���� O 1�����E �2�5� ���"� 1���5� 
$�E�R। ����� ���&#���  5�7� O ��������� ���u���� #��R �6 CL� :��|�� ��, ���������� 
 51������� n#"�� ��E�R C�� 
������ �d" G6�� ���� #0���#y। 
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C8 G�4�E ���������� 6 �5� ������� ��� ��#�� �$����  516��7� �������� ��#��8 
����� ���1#�� ��$��" O �$���� �� ���*� �������।  51������$� 8E��$E��  5-^�� �% 
��������� ���8� ������, ������ ���6� ��� ��'�#� :� �������� ��#���� �&6����# 
�#0�� 
���� ����¦� $�� C�� ����� ���� �������"# ��Q �������� ��#���� 1�� ����� ��$��" O 
����� $�� ��b���, C ��[�E ���� ����k�। 6 �5� n#"�� ��H�� #��� �"�� $E �। 
���������� 6 �5� ���<��H��O �"�� $�� :��� �। 
������ �<:��#� ��< Gf��� Y�� Y�� 
9b�R।  5 n�#"� G�6E ^� �� 1�#��� ��6�R ��? ��6�E� ^X��*। :��� �� �& �<�i5 9�E Ê[�� 
������� Rb���। 6E ������ G��"����। ���6� ��� ��'# C8 G��"���� ��6E ���� ����¦� 
#���।  

 
----6E �����             6E �����             6E �����             6E �����                 
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������ 
����� �d�� ��H��� ^a��� ���E� ���� ^�& �*��# �R���� �6 �0��"� ���� :�m� 
�b�R, �M� ��<É�� $�E ������# �M��< #��� �0p 1�"E����� 9W�� ���<����� *�8�E�� ����, 
�:��� ���� ��H��� G�*X H$5 #i। �6 $�� �� ��� ��  ����� Gl#��� G��#��� 
:�k��  0���� �� x���� 9sF��E :� � $�E �� ���� ������ ���$ ��J ���&�1E ����[� 
9:� ��c�:�E :�b�R�, ���� #i5 ������ ������ ���L �� A�#�� �#c�� 9�'�R�, �� ��H��� 
*�8�E�� ����, �:��� 1���$���� G�ª���� $��� ��E C� �E C���R��, �0��"� ��k� ����� 
�6�O �:��� ^a��� ���E� A��# ���� :� ��� ���� R��L ���� �:���R�� ���8 �6 ������ 
���L�# �M� #����< #��� ����� 9¬� $�E 9�'�R।  ��� ���� ��# *�� O�'। 
������ C8 
��H��� �:���� �\�"�� � #�� �� ��� *���, ����� ����� ����O ������ ��5� ����# 
9����� #��। ������ �R���� 
������ 1�¤ ��:�� �8, �\�"�� � 1�¤ �:R� $�L �8, ������� 
#��R ���� ��� #�� �8, G�"�������� d�� #��� ���� �8। �:���� �kE8 �� ��R, ���� 
���6� *�8�# #�� ���E�R��� RE-�=��# G
�#�� #�� $�� ������ �"��� ���L�� �< �V�� 

������ 6E � ���� ���� ���। ������ ���*? �5�}�� #�� ��� �� *��� �� ���� ��� ��� 
�� :�b, ���6� *�8, ���� C�� ���� ��O, ������ ������ �R���� �# G:��� �5���6 �6 1NF� 
$�E�R। ���� �� $E, ��#��# A�# ���E ���, *�8 ��#�, 6���� O:�� $�� ���� ���E �����, 
������ �< ������ ���# �# 1���$���� �u �����E�R। *�8 ����E�, ����L $��� ������ ������� 
�6 ���� ���। ������ ����-�}���� ���E �6 1���$���� 1�� 9sF��। ��H��� *�8�E�� ����, 
���0��� °5 ���� #��� ��� � �6 1��5� ���EO �b। ��8 6�� ���E ������ 6���� ���� 
��6��� $��। �M x���� ��" ���E ������ �u ����� $��। �0��"�# ���� *E #��, .... Ë#��L 
���� ���� ���# ��cb�E, �0��"� ���� :�m� �b�� #Ì�E ����� �6�� �8, ��<� ���� �< �OE�� 
9s���E ����� G*��-C :� ����� E। C :� ����� ��c�� 1���$���� �u� �6 ���R, C :� 
����� ���� �0��"� ���� :�m� �b�� �����R, C :� ����� ���� ���#� �< ���E 
������ Gd� 
����� :���। ��H��� �l��� ����- C :� ��8 ��������। �� G*��-G�*��� , GL�� 1��#����� 
���� ��c�b�E �������� C ��� �6 C#��8 1��5 #�� C ���� ��6�E� ���� ������ �R��E ���। 
�6 ������ �:�-��< ��� ���, ����� �0& $�� �Rc�b ��� =�L& �#��।  

 ��H��� *�8�E�� ����, :�k�� �M����� :����#��� 6Y" 1�0�F�� 9sF $�E x���� �� 
�������� �����E�R, �� �5�� #��� ��� :��� �।  �����O �� ����R।  *���� ���E� �:L ���� 
���  *�6�� �&��# ���� ��� #���R, #��5 ������ 9F�������� ���� ����*��� �a��[ #�� 
���� ��E। 
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���E� �#�� ���# ��v�# �L� �#�b ��E L�#��� L�#��� #�� ���� $�"� #���R। ���:� ���� 
�R���# �� #�� ��� �R��� ��� ��:�# L��� ���" #���R। 
���� �#�� $�� ���-��x� T��# 
�R��E ��E ��� 9:� :����# G�"���� �����E�R। �� ���E�  �*� ���� 6s, �� ���E� J :� #�� 
���� �Ea�0��, �� ���E� ��#*�� �É$ ���� ��� ������ ���� �����E�R, �� �� ����  �� ��� 
���� ���E�R- �6 ������ ������ ���� �� ���E� ���� *����¹� $�E�R। ���E� ���0�, ����� 
������ ������ :v�� ��E �8। C#�L YL� �������� ���� ��8- ������� C# #"��2 C# �� 
:� ���� �� ����� #��R�। ��� ��J ����, ��� ��J #�:�b� �c�� ��< �*6�। ���E� #�R 
�� � �E v�����, ��� �, ������ �# $�E�R- ���� �� �� �c�� ������। ���� ��� �#��� ��� 
����#� C#�L ��v� ��� �E��L� �Y��� �Y��� ��� ��# ��c��� $�E � �E�R। ��< ��< ��� 
��J ���� ��� $�E � �R। ���� ���E� ����� ���# ��#��� :��� �8। �� ���� A�#�� �#c�� 9�' 
�����, ‘‘���� ������� �R�� ��� �#� G:��� #�� �8, ���� ^��� ��Á� ����� �#� G"�E 
#�� �8- �# ��� C G�4� $���? �#�� ���� ������ ���� ��� G:���� C8 ������� ��#�� 
$�� $���?’’ ���� ^a��� ��, ���� �&�$��� 6�, ���� ���#��� 6s����, ����  *�����5� 
A�#�� �#c�� 9�' �����, ‘‘��� �������� #��R ����� ��8, ���� �&� $�"�� 1������ ��8।’’ 
��H��� *�8�E�� ����, ���E� �#��� ���E� n #�� *�8�E� ��� R��E ���E� #��R �:� #���R, 
��������� C#�L �i5 ��� ��c�� ���#, ��������� C#�L ���<�=P6 ��� ��c�� ���#, ^a��� ���E� 
J:� ��� ���� #�� ���# ��� C� 1������ ���� ��8। ��, ��� � ����, O����# ���� d�� 
#�� �8 ���� ����� #���, O��� �<É� � #�� :��& ������ �R���� Y�� �=��� �। O��� ����� � 
#�� :��& ����L ���� R�cb���। 6�� ���E $��O O��� ���� ����� #����8।  

 ��H��� *�8�E�� ����, �� Y� ������  :��b � �R, �0�o� ���� �����E �� Y� ���� 
���� ��c��। �� H�� :��b � �R- �� H�� ����  �b 9'��। �� =�� :��b � �R- ���L� ��# ���� �� 
=�� ���� ���� =�����। �� ������"��E, {��, #��6, x��NF�: :��5� $�E�R, ���� �����, 
���"������� #�um� ���� ��  ������"��E ������ $�E 9'��। �#q �� �� ��� �� ����� �R���# 
��� G:���� $����E�R, �M� ��< $�� � ��Z��� �� ���E� �#� ��Í� �8। �� �� ��� ���� 
$����E�R� �M�# �:�� #��� ��  �&��� ���� ��E ��� ����� ��cb��� :��� �। �� ��� ���� 
$������ ����E �6 u��� u��� #�c��R, :��#J�� �M��� $�"� #��� :���� �� ����� ����� ����� 
�#� G��#�� ������ �8।  

 ��H��� *�8�E�� ����, ���0��� °5 :�������� 6�" ������ C� �E ���� $��। ��� 
6�� C8 ���� ���<�=P6��8 �b�R �, �� #0[# H��Î� �� ����� ��c�b�E $����[ #���� ����O �6 
C8 ���<����� G������। �� e��# #�����E #�6 #����, C ����� G��1�# �6 ����O। ���� 
����& G�=� #����, ����O C ����� ���#। �� ����:� ���� �#��m �� �� ������ =�� 
=�L����, �� ��d#O �6 ���<����� ��� ���#। ��8 O��� ���5�T ��#�� :���, ������ �$������ 
���� GL� 6�� ��E�R। O��� #��� ��#�� :���- �#q ������ Ï�� �$������ ���� GL�। O�� 
�b�R ����*� 9�H ���E ��c� $�E- ���� �b�R ����1�� 9W�� $�E। ��8 ��6E ������ G�����। 
��=�" ������ ����k�। �5�}�� =��=� �� #��8 ��� 1��5 #��। :c��� 6�� #��R ��’� 6 
��� ���E $�L ���� �#��? C� ���5��T� ����#�� ��#� ��£O �M����� ;� $�6�� ��" $����� 
�#��- C#�� ������� �6 6��।  

 ��H��� *�8�E�� ����, C��� �:�� �����  5-������ �=�� ��b�E :��5� $�E�R। 
�����*E���� ���� ��� 9�'�R- ��8 ���  ��� �6 ������ ��# *�� O�'। C��� ~��#� #��RO �� 
���[ ���� �  
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#�� �8, �� ���[ L"�� ��E �8, �� ���[ G�=�� ��E �8, ����� n�#" ��� ��� �8- ��6E 
����� ����k�, C#�� ��� $�: #�� ���� :���।  

 ����#��� ���"�� ������ #�� ��� G*"��, ��8 :��#J� ������#� $�� �����Y��# 
��Ï�� C�$E� C#�L �<0�� #���R। ��� �0o�� ���� R��b�E � �R, ���� ��� ���E �6 �<�::��� 
���[# ������� $�E � �R। 8�� ���� ����� :��� �, ���������� ��6��� �2�#� �&�" #��� 
^a��$� C�$E� �:��� �#��� $��? C�$E�� 6�� 9���, �������� C#�L 
��� �����*P�  5-
16����7# ��Q। C�$E�� 6�� 9���, �� �d ����[� ����� ���E :��#J��� G�J� ��[ $�E � �R। 
:��#J� �6 C#L� �0� ��� R�b� �#R�8 E। $������� C#�� ����� 9��� �������� �2�#� �#� 
�&�" #��� G��#�� ��� �8। ���������� ���[ ��� �&�"�# ����J #��� �6 1NF� E। 
�����Y��#, ��Ï��, ����-9:������� 
½ ����R। �#q ��� 6�� 9���, �������� ���# 
9:������ ��cb���� ��o� �#� ����� ��� #��- ��� ��� ��#b ���� 9:�b �=��� ���<���$� 
6��। ���������� �������E# ��� ���6��� �$���� ���������� ��0�� �OE��� ��� �- C8 
��"�# C�$E� ��� *���� ��O, �����L� ��� �Y���8 *�� ���� *�Z�।  

 �$���� 9sF��E ����# 8���# ������� #��� $��"��E ���[�5� ���E ��c� $�E C�$E� 
�� ������ 9:� �%�5 �����E�R�। ���[# �*���R� �� �d ���[�# �� #���8 $E��� ������ 
 5-��X�� ���� ����। ��� ���6��# �X� #���8 
������ #�� ��Z����� *��� ����। :f�� �d 
���#�# �������� ���# ���b�E ����8 $E��� ������  5-��X�� ���b $����E �=���। �#q 
C�$E�, ���� ������# ���� �8। ��������� v�� � ���:, ������, �#�� �=��L �- C��� �����, ����� 
��� L#L�# �<:��� =��L�R। ����� �R��� �&� $����E ���E�� v�� #�c����, C��� ����� ���� 
�: �&��� ���#� ��< 
������ GY�" ���� �����R। ������ ���# v�� ���&� �$����8 �8���- 
C��� ����� ����� #��¨����� #�6��L#�� �b 9�'�R। �������� #��R ���� ��� ��� ��� ���E�R- 
C��� ����� 1�"�Y�� $��� ���� �����R। �������� ´���"� 6OE�� ���� �5�}�8 �����।  

 ��H��� *�8�E�� ����, ���� ��� ���� ��8- �:���� G������ G�#। �������� 
��Q1���� ��o�� G*�� � ��#� ��£O, 1���7�� �&��#��� G*�� � ��#� ��£O, �:���� 
1�E�6 ��L��� ���� :��� �। �#q C��� ��� ���� ��8, �6 �OE�� �� E- �6 ���#� �< 
96�b #�� ���� $��। �l��� ����, #� �:�� ���, �$���� �\��� �6O $��R�� ���E A�# ��E। 
���� ���� ���E �����, ���E� ������ GÀ �6O v#�E �8, ����� ��Y����� ������ ���L �6O 
���[�E ��R। ��8 �l��� ����, C� �E ����, �Y�� $���, �������� �Y��� �Y��� ����� 
d���d� #�� �=���। �������� �\�"��  ������ �� �& 
������ ���� ���� ������� #�� ����#, 
���E� °5 ������ :������ #���।.......                                                                  
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Minutes of the meeting held on July 20, 1971 in the Hall Room 

of Bangladesh Mission in connection with the International Seminar 

at New Delhi from 14th to 16th August, 1971. 

 

The following gentlemen were present: 

1. Professor Syed Ali Ahsan 

2. Dr. Anisuzzaman 

3. Mr. Matilal Paul 

4. Dr. K. S. Murshed 

5. Dr. Bclayct Hossain 

6. Mr. Ali Anwar 

7. Mr. Moudud Ahmed 

8. Mr. R. I. Choudhury, First Secretary, Bangladesh Mission In chair. 

 

After examining all the relevant aspects of this Seminar it has been decided that 

capers on the following subjects should be prepared from our side by the persons as 

shown against each item. 

(a) "Account of events in Chronological order leading to the present situation in 
Bangladesh”: The paper has already been prepared on this subject and Professor 

Syed Ali Ahsan will hand over the same to Mr. Moudud Ahmed for typing and 
finalization. 

(b) "Economic viability of Bangladesh": The paper has already been prepared by 

Mr. Motilal Paul, Economist. 

(c) "Genocide in Bangladesh": Mr. Sadeq Khan has already been working on this 

subject. He may be requested to prepare this paper. 

(d) "Refugee influx from Bangladesh to India and the humanitarian aspects of the 
problem": Dr. Swadesh Bose. alternatively Dr. Mosharaf Hossain will prepare 

the paper. 

(e) 'The legitimacy of independent Bangladesh and Awami League Government from 

the point of view of international law and political aspirations": Mr. Subrata Roy 

Choudhury, eminent Barrister of Calcutta High Court is already working on this 

subject. So, he may be requested to prepare this paper. 

(f) "The political aspect of Bangladesh" (background with its true perspective which 

will include economic exploitation, attack on culture etc. leading to the present 
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crisis) : Dr. A. R. Mallick has already taken the responsibility of preparing this 

paper. 

(g) "Recognition of Bangladesh in international law and current practices": Mr. 

Moudud Ahmed will prepare this paper. 

(h) "The nature of Bengali nationalism": Dr. K. S. Murshed will prepare this paper.. 

(i) "Documentation of all immediate events leading to the proclamation of 

independence": A good compilation on this subject has already been made 

covering the period from March 1969 till April 1971. This compilation has 

already been approved by the Foreign Minister and is being sent to the press for 

printing. Therefore, this can be used for this purpose. 

 

It has been decided that the individuals who will be preparing the papers should be 

informed so that they may be able to submit the same before 31st July positively for 

finalization and printing. 

In this connection it has been observed by all members present that through this 

effort some literature will come out which can be utilized by us in future. 

 

2. As per minutes of the last meeting Dr. A. R. Mallick submitted a list of 20 

persons. The list has now been revised keeping in view the actual requirement and 

utility. It will be seen that each one who goes may take part in some way either by 

reading paper or for effective lobbying purposes. Out of 20, the following 10 has now 

been finally proposed. 

 
1. Dr.-A.R. Mallick 

2. Prof. Syed Ali Ahsan 
3. Dr. K. S. Murshed 

4. Dr. Swadesh Bose, Economist 
5. Dr. A. A. Z. Ahmad, Physicist 

6. Dr. Motilal Paul, Economist 
7. Mr. Osman Jamal, Rajshahi University 

8. Mr. Sadek Khan, Journalist 

9. Mr. Moudud Ahmad. Barrister-at-Law 

10. Mr. Alamgir Kabir. Journalist 

 

3. The meeting finds difficulty in suggesting the names of the Parliamentarians as 

the Foreign Office in consultation with the appropriate authority would be able to 

prepare the proper list. But as some members suggested certain names, they are listed 

below: 

(a) Mr. Abdul Muntakin Choudhury, MNA 

(b) Mr. Amirul Islam, MNA 

(c) Mr. M. A. Sultan, MNA 

(d) Mr. M. A. Khair, MNA 

(e) Mr. Taheruddin Thakur. MNA 
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4. As the Conference authority requires also some artists, the following names 

have been proposed: 

(a) Mrs. Sanjida Kbatoon 
(b) Miss Kallyani Ghosh 

(c) Mr. Sarnar Das 
(d) Mr. Abdul Jabbar 

(e) Mr. Apel Mahmood. 
 

20 names have been suggested above in total.. The rest five for inclusion may be 
suggested. 

 

5. It has also been suggested that the Conference authority should be requested to 

send a formal invitation and also enquiring about the financial provisions for 

travelling, accommodation and other relevant expenses. 

 

When all the papers reach the First Secretary of the Bangladesh Mission, a budget 

will be submitted for printing the same. However, proposal for printing these papers 

may be approved provisionally. 

 

No. B. 5/80/71, dt. 21. 7. 71.  (R. I. Choudhury) 

   First Secretary. 

 

Copy forwarded to Prof. Syed Ali Ahsan, 4/1, Palm Avenues, Calcutta-16. 
 

He is requested kindly to ensure that the paper under the caption "Account of 

events in chronological order leading to the present situation in Bangladesh very 

kindly prepared by him reaches the undersigned in final shape by the 31st July, 1971 

so that it can be printed in time. 

 

         (R. I. Choudhury)  

First Secretary 
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ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES VOW AFRESH 

 

The elected representatives of Bangladesh vowed afresh to liberate the occupied 

territory of Bangladesh from the hands of the West Pakistani occupation forces and to 
follow the ideals and ideology of the Awami League and its leader Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. They completely rejected the idea of any political 
accommodation with Islamabad. 

This strong determination was voiced by all the 374 elected representatives 

(Members of National and Provincial Assemblies of the now defunct Pakistan) of 

Bangladesh in the course of deliberations in a two. day conference held somewhere in 

Bangladesh, to consolidate the freedom and sovereignty of Bangladesh. 

135 MNAs and 239 MPAs met in a conference on the 6th of July, 1971. The 

conference concluded on the 7th of July, 1971. It may be mentioned that all the 

ministers of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, namely, Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed, 

Prime Minister, Mr. Khandaker Moshtaque Ahmed, Foreign Minister, Mr. Mansur 

Ali, Finance Minister and Mr. A. H. M. Kamaruzzaman, Relief and Rehabilitation 

Minister, were present. 

The session started with the inaugural speech by Syed Nazrul Islam and 

concluded with the adoption of some resolutions. Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed, Prime 

Minister, and Cot. A. G. Usmani. Commander-in-Chief, Mukti Bahini (Liberation 

Forces) who is also a member of the National Assembly, addressed the conference 

and many members in the deliberations. 

It became clear from the outcome of the two-day session that the members had 

moulded themselves to solidly stand behind the government in its effort to drive out 

the enemy. However, the conference gave its clear, unswerving, determined opinion, 

that there is no way left for any settlement after the carnage that bas been unleashed in 

Bangladesh by Yahya's hordes. The emancipation of 75 million people and the 

liberation of Bangladesh lay solely in the complete elimination of occupation forces 

from the soil of Bangladesh. To achieve these ends, the conference resolved to push 

on the war of liberation with greater speed and vigour. 

The conference in a resolution urged all the countries o/the world to put pressure 

on the Islamabad regime to stop the genocide in Bangladesh. In another resolution it 

requested all the democratic countries in general, and the Secretary-General, United 

Nations in particular, to put pressure on Islamabad to get the unconditional release of 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and to put his family members in the hands of 

the 
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Bangladesh Government for their safety and security. The conference condoled the 

death of one elected representative at the hands of the Pakistan Army and prayed for 

the eternal peace of those souls who met martyrdom in the war of liberation. 

The conference reiterated its confidence in the government of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh and assured all necessary help to push on with the liberation 

programme. 

In another resolution, the members regretted the arms supply by the U.S. to 
Islamabad and condemned the action which amounts to helping Yahya Khan to 

continue his genocide in Bangladesh. 
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Prof. Muzaffar Abmed On Bangladesh Struggle: 

 

The National Awami Party Chairman (Muzaffar-Wali group). Prof. Muzaffar 

Ahmed, said in Mujibnagar on July 25 that the liberation struggle in Bangladesh had 

the sympathy of the smaller States in West Pakistan. "We are expecting this sympathy 

to manifest itself soon." 

In an interview, Prof. Ahmed said he had information that the freedom fighters 

there were marking time to renew their struggle. The people in two other States-Sind 

and Baluchistan-were also growing restive and "they may soon join the struggle for 

liberation." 

He added: "I know their minds: we were in a common struggle for autonomy and 

democracy. The Fascist Government of Gen. Yahya Khan is completely isolated from 
the people in these three States." 

He said that the Bangladesh struggle was not a secessionist movement of the type 

waged in Biafra. It was a national liberation struggle like that in the Portuguese 

colonies of Angola and Muzambique. Pakistan would never be able to crush the 

Bangladesh movement. However, while hoping for early success, the freedom fighters 

should not ignore the possibility of the movement resolving itself into a protracted 
guerrilla struggle. "The strength of the movement lay in the people's unity. From the 

Chief Justice down to. the chaprasi, the people are against the Pakistani army junta. 

Even the British rulers in India were not so completely isolated from the people as 

Gen. Yahya's regime is in Bangladesh. It was this unity that had frustrated Pakistan's 

attempt to set up a puppet regime. Another strong point of ours is that we have the 

sympathy of the people of India, which surrounds Bangladesh on all three sides." 

He said: "The socialist countries were not helping us as we expected. On the 

other 

hand, USA and China are openly helping Pakistan. We did not expect silence from the 

Arab countries. We thought at least the progressive countries among the Arabs would 

show us sympathy." 
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SOVEREIGN BANGLADESH IS THE AIM 

Press statement by Maulana Bbasani on July 26, 1971 

 

The President of the National Awami Party, Maulana Bhasani, said today that 
everyone in Bangladesh, irrespective of political shades-Rightist, Leftist of Centrist- 

barring a few self-seekers, must subscribe to the goal an independent Bangladesh. 

"Only Mir Jafars will try to create a division on our ranks for their own personal 

gains," the Maulana said in a Press statement, repudiating reports that be ever stood 
for a united front of Leftist parties. 

The Maulana said, "Since the inception of Pakistan, I have been harping on the 

same theme-ushering in of an independent, sovereign, and socialist Bangladesh for 

economic, social, and cultural freedom of Hindus, Muslims, Christians and tribals." 

"I have never before or after the fateful day of March 25 pleaded for the creation 

of a United Front of all Leftist parties of Bangladesh, excluding the Awami League." 
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AN APPEAL TO THE WORKERS OF 

ALL NATIONS OF THE WORLD 

 

The war of liberation of Bangladesh is going on. In this uneven war on one side is 
the invading armed hordes of Yahya Khan killing, looting and plundering innocent 

and unarmed people of Bangladesh for the sake of perpetuating colonial hold on the 

75 million people and on the other side is the unarmed people fighting and dying for 

justice and liberation. 

The peoples' struggle will continue till the goal of achieving full freedom will 

come true. 

In the following lines, the special position of the working class of Bangladesh in 

relation to the liberation movement is being narrated for enlightening the fellow 

brethren all over the world: 

There are four million industrial workers in Bangladesh. These include workers 
in 

industries, communication sectors and other allied fields. 

The working class people were the worst victims of the colonial rule perpetuated 

on Bangladesh by the ruling coterie of West Pakistan. During the last 23 years, the 
Jagirdars-Landlords, industrial monopolists, and exploiters of West Pakistan, with the 

active and willing help of the so-called Field marshals, Generals and Air-marshals of 

the Armed Forces have been systematically exploiting the people of Bangladesh. The 

economic exploitation was accompanied with continuous and villainous attempts to 

destroy the distinct and long-cherished political and socio-cultural ideals of 

Bengalees. This was done in order to break the backbone of our people, so that, they 

could never consolidate themselves into a homogeneous entity to assert their rights for 

economic, political and cultural emancipation. The exploitation and repression, in all 

its forms and features, gradually took a classic form of colonial rule. At this stage, in 
1966, Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman formulated and declared his historic 6 

point programme to constructively combat the imminent disintegration of the people 
of Bangladesh. The Six-point programme was a comprehensive political formula to 

ensure economic, political, and cultural emancipation for the people of Bangladesh. 
The working class being the most conscious section among the "masses, immediately 

saw in this programme a definite promise/of economic emancipation and under the 
leadership of Sk. Mujib, came-out in the fore-front of the subsequent mass 

movements. As a matter of fact" in creating the overwhelming mass upsurge in favor 

of the 6-point programme in the late sixties in the face of extreme repression and 

intimidation let lose by the Ayub regime, in toppling his rule and freeing Sk. Mujib 

from the Agartala conspiracy case and later, in giving the Awami League a historic 

victory in the last general election, the workers and students of Bangladesh played the 

most decisive role. 
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Then again it was the workers and students who formed the hardcore of the non- 

cooperation movement launched by Sheikh for fighting against the Bhutto-Yahya 

conspiracy. And finally, when the armed might of Yahya Khan was let loose on the 
unsuspecting and unarmed people of Bangladesh to put at naught their democratic 

rights, the war of liberation began. Here also, as in other previous occasions, the 
workers were the first to join the war of liberation as fighters and volunteers. 

The carnage, the ruthless killings, unprecedented mass massacres perpetuated on 

our people to-day by Yahya Khan and his army have not been able to break the will 

and determination of the workers of Bangladesh. 

About one lakh members of the working class in Bangladesh have been killed so 

far. Residential colonies of the industrial workers through the length and breadth of 

Bangladesh have been systematically gutted down. In Adamjie Jute Mills premises, 

the invaders killed hundreds of workers in a mosque. The West Pakistani Army are 

now singling out leading workers and their families, killing them at sight, looting their 

meager possessions up to the last grain of rice. Those who have escaped the initial 

onslaught of tanks and mortars are now fighting a slow and painful death due to lack 

of shelter and food. 

In the face of all these odds and atrocities the workers are still continuing their 

struggle. The non-cooperation call given by the Bangabandhu is being continued in to 
by our working class people. For the industrial and communication workers, non- 

cooperation is an effective weapon to, destroy the economic base of the invaders. The 

same weapon is, however, depriving the poor workers of their work and wages which 

they could have easily earned by agreeing to cooperate with Yahya. It is thus very 

clear indeed that the ,weapon of non-cooperation designed to weaken the enemy will 

eventually destroy the users of the weapon i.e. the 4 million workers of Bangladesh, if 

during the fighting period they are not sustained by help from their brethren all over 

the world. 

We, therefore, appeal, on behalf of the fighting workers of Bangladesh, and in the 

name of humanity and justice to the working class of all nations of the world to come 
to our aid at this most crucial and fateful juncture of our struggle for freedom and 

economic emancipation. 

 

1.  We seek economic and material help of varied kinds. 

 

2.  We hope that the working people all over the world, through their respective 

organizations, will chalk-out an effective programme and launch immediate 

movements so that their Governments give recognition to the sovereign state of 

Bangladesh, with Bangabandhu Sk. Mujibur Rahman as head of the State. 

 

3.  We request our fellow workers of the world to create economic blockade against 

the Government of Pakistan. The international sea-mens fraternity may please 

refuse to work in any Pakistani ship or other ships going to or coming from 

West Pakistan. 
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4. We will also request our fellow workers to start appropriate movements so that 

countries all over the world forthwith stop giving any aid. economic or military, 

to the Government of Pakistan. 

5. We would request you to take initiative in forming an International Workers Co- 

ordination Forum for giving effective and long term assistance to the fighting 

people of Bangladesh. 

 

We would request our fellow brethren to consider that time is very important for 

us and a moment’s delay in helping us today may cause us years of sufferings and 

subjugation. JAI BANGLA. 

 

Yours in all 

Struggles for Justice and Freedom 

THE WORKERS OF THE DEMOCRATIC 

REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 
 

 
 

Sd/- Md. Shah Jahan 
Acting President  

National Worker’s League and  
Member, Bangladesh Central  

Worker’s Action Committee 

Sd/- Abdul Mannan 
General Secretary 

National Workers' League and 
Convener, Bangladesh Central 

Workers' Action Committee, 

Mujibnagar, Bangladesh. 
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A MEMORANDUM TO MR. EDWARD M. KENNEDY FROM 

REFUGEE INTELLECTUALS OI BANGLADESH 

 

Sir, 

We take this opportunity to express 'our deep sense of gratitude for the moral 

support and sympathy shown  for the cause of Bangladesh. We deeply appreciate your 

own concern and opposition to the supply of arms and aid to the military overlords in 

Pakistan and also for your support to the cause of the people of Bangladesh. We 
gratefully acknowledge your contribution to the relief undertaken for more than seven 

million unfortunate refugees who have taken shelter in India.  

You are no doubt aware of the circumstances in which the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh emerged as the eighth largest sovereign state of the world on April 10, 

1971. 

From its very inception Pakistan was an unusual state, unique in modern history 
in 

that its two wings were separated by more than one thousand miles of foreign 

territory- with a common religious belief as the only binding factor. The Pakistan 

Resolution of 1940 which spelled out the aspirations of the Muslims of undivided 

India conceived of "Sovereign States" in the two Muslim majority areas of the sub-
continent. 

In their sincere desire and enthusiasm to build a unified state, the people of East 

Pakistan surrendered their right to sovereignty as visualized in that resolution and 

accepted the structure of one Pakistan. They tried to make this dream work but did not 

succeed owing to (the) undemocratic manoeuvres. Taking advantage of the goodwill 

of the people of East Bengal, they evolved a political and economic system in which 

the Bengalis had an inferior position. The misery, suffering and exploitation of the 

people of Bangladesh by the West Pakistani ruling clique over the last twenty three 
years finally brought home to them the realization that they could not survive with 

honor and dignity unless autonomy of the regions as visualized in the Pakistan 
Resolution of 1940 became a political reality. The six-point programme of the Awami 

League formulated by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman sought to end regional exploitation 
while preserving the unity of Pakistan. The massive support given to this programme 

by the people of Bangladesh in the genera elections held in Pakistan in December, 
1970 was the last desperate attempt by them to force a realization on the ruling circles 

of West Pakistan of the seriousness of the situation. But the military rulers never 

meant to. give up their colonial exploitation of Bangladesh nor were they prepared to 

let democracy function. The tragic happenings since March 25, 1971 have proved that 

the military rulers want to hold' on to power at all costs. The declaration of 

independence by the people of Bangladesh was therefore the only course left open to 

them. 
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The atrocities committed by the Pakistani soldiers clearly indicate that the 

concept of one nation and one country had never taken root in the minds of Yahya 

Khan and his associates because such acts could never be permitted by an army 
except on an alien people whom it wants to subdue and terrorize. 

We appeal to you and through you to the Government and people of the United 

States of America to take the following steps immediately:- 
 

1. Recognize the Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

2. Put pressure on Islamabad to secure the release of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and 

all other political prisoners in Bangladesh. 

3. Give all possible help to Bangladesh in defense of freedom and democracy. 

4. Stop all aid to Pakistan, including aid in the pipeline. 

5. Sever all trade and economic relations with Pakistan. 

6. Force Yahya to stop his campaign of genocide. 

7. Establish an International Commission of Jurists to enquire into the acts of 

genocide and traffic in women committed by the Pakistan troops, and to punish 
the culprits. 

 
BONGAO 

August 10, 1971. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

On behalf of Bangladesh Refugee 

Intellectuals now in West Bengal 
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������� ���  ����� 

������ / �0�!1��*� ��2� 
������ ����3 ��� 

 ���� ������ !��4�+ ���"�  '( )*+,  '-.' 

 

���� ������ !��4�+ ���"�� �0��� / �0�!1��*� ��2� ������ ����3 ���5- 

7��� 8��9:�� ���� ������ !��4�+ ���"�� �;��< !��=��! ����  ��� ‘‘���"�� !��=� $?%�� 
!���"’’ !�;�! ���"� �8:��� �!" 4��A� !��� �: ���"�� �0��� /  !1��*� ��2� ����।  

*���!D�� 4��������, )E����! ��F��:��� /  ���< ���E��� ������� ���� ������ ����< 
*0���G! ��H��! �I� !�� ����।  

*�� �J ������� �!� ��, ��, �:�K / $��L��� ��M�< ����< *0���G! ���KNO *P� 
7=��  Q�।  

*‘‘����< *0���G! ��H���’’ / ���KNO *P��  �;�R ���� ������ !��4�+ ���"��! $���L� 
!S।  
    
(((('''') ) ) ) ���� ������ ������! 7��V��! 7�A����� ������ ������! 7��V��! 7�A����� ������ ������! 7��V��! 7�A����� ������ ������! 7��V��! 7�A�    

(!) ���!D�� ���! /  ��9!���  $���� ���� ����� 4�����। 
(�) )E�����! ��F��:�������  $���� ���� ����� )�� �� <� 4������। 
(*) )8:E��0 ���E��� ���  �������-�Q��� $���  $���� ���� ����� )�� ���E��!।  
7�W�, ���� ����� ����� ������!-7��V��! 7�A� X������!, )�� X������! W�� 

)�� ���E����।  
    
((((YYYY) ) ) ) ��� �J ���"��� �J ���"��� �J ���"��� �J ���"    

(!) ���!D�� 4��������� ��K ��� ���!D�� )��� ��Z��[�  *�L�।  
(�) ������ ��F��:��� ����9 !�� ���!� ��F��:���।  
(*) ���E��� ���  ������ �Q��  *�L�।  

    
((((\\\\) ) ) ) $�� ]^$�� ]^$�� ]^$�� ]^    

���!D�� X������! ��K� ��_ ���� ������ ���E  *�L� `�2� ��!� �!�  a0�� �*�0� 
������ Q� $�� ������।  
    
((((bbbb) ) ) ) ��H��� ������H��� ������H��� ������H��� ����    

* 4�������� / )E�����! ��F��:�����  ��! ���K� $�c W ��H� ‘‘����< ���K ��H�’’। 
)8:E��0 ���E�����  ��! !;9! ���� ���K� $�c W ��H��� ���� Q�� ‘‘*0���G!’’। 7�W� W 
��H��� ���� ‘‘����< *0���G! ��H�’’।  

*  ��Q�� ��H���  �;�R ��!�� a��!-!;9! d���� �8�%�� ��H��  a0�����Q� �����< 
a��!- a0� / ��� ���"� !��4�+ ���"�, ��e W ��H��� ���� ‘‘�*0���G! ��H�’।  
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 ��Q�� W ��H��� ���:�� ���E����� 4Z��� Q�� W�� $!;� !;9!��� Q��� )��� ���, ��e W 
��H��� ���� ‘‘������<� *0���G! ��H�/’’ ��"। 7�W� �� ���� W ��H� Q� ‘‘����< *0���G! 
��H�’’।  
    
((((ffff) ) ) ) ��H�� ���KNO��H�� ���KNO��H�� ���KNO��H�� ���KNO    
 �� �J ������� ���E ���V��! ��,  a0�-��*P / *0-��*P, ���V��! g� / �� 
W��! ����h �����< *�P� Q�� ‘‘����< ���KNO’’।  
 
((((iiii))))��H���  �;���H���  �;���H���  �;���H���  �;�� 

a��! !;9! / ��H�� ����������� d���� �8�%�� a��!�a0� / ��� ���V��! �� !��4�+ 
���"��  �;�R W ��H� ��2�E j�  ��।   

 

((((....))))��H�� 7�8k����H�� 7�8k����H�� 7�8k����H�� 7�8k��    
*  !� $!�� )������ ���:�� ���� ������ 
����� )��� ���� �।  
* ����� �� �������O��� $��� ���:�� ���� ������ ���K )��� �।   
* ��l ���� �:��! *0-78�:m��� ���:�� ���� ����� 
��� Q�� ���� �।  
* ��!  a0��  �;�R ��l ��H� �I� Q�� ���� �।  
* 4n� ���� ��l �J� ��S�� �o�� �2�e-W� !�<��  � !� p�E ��/ $���0� Q�<�`।  
* �Q�  ��! ��H��� ���� / 
q ���< ���� ����� �0�!1��  � ��2�E8��� p�E ��/ 

$���0� Q�<�`।  
 

((((rrrr))))��H��� ��P! ����H��� ��P! ����H��� ��P! ����H��� ��P! ��    
* ��s�A�<� ��l ��=��e ���� ������ ���K� W!��� ��। 
* W ��=�� tS !��� Q��  *���� !�<��<, ����� W"� ��!��� Q�� ���� / �<��� 

����।  
* W ����� ���� =�������  ��!।  ���� �J ����e�� u���।   
* ��H��� ��� ��K Q�� =��:  ������, �*����9� / *��� ���� ���:�< ��!�� r(-rf �।  
 

((((----) ) ) ) ��H�� ��v��� ��  a0�� 8���!� ��H�� ��v��� ��  a0�� 8���!� ��H�� ��v��� ��  a0�� 8���!� ��H�� ��v��� ��  a0�� 8���!�     
* W ��H�� $�� ]^ ���!D�� ���!- ��9!  *�L�� ��_ ���� ������ 4P�� ��! / ����< 

��!  a0�� ��w ������ ��<�` ��e ���� ��H���  ��u�:�� ���।  
 

*  ��Q�� �� ��� �J� ���: ���!D�� X������! ��K� ��_ ���� ������ �*�0� $�� 
]^ W�� W X������! ��K� ��_ ��v��� ����� ��<�` ��w ��s��  ��Q��  a0� �Q���� 
���� ‘����< *0���G! ��H���’  ��u�:�� ���। 

   
* ��v��� ����� W 7�� ��H��� $�� ���! x!:N�O  ��*  ��� �। ��H�� ��K���Q �� 

�;y x�!:� �8�%�� ����Q� / ��� Q�< 7=�� Q�! W!��� ��e W  ��u�:�� ����� 
x!:N�O )��� ���: Q��।  
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* ��v��� �����  � 7�� ��Z��[� ������ ���� ��< )���9!���। ���� ��l a��!-!;9!-
���������! ���� �� 8< !��। W��  �9 ���E )z�����0� $��h� �����< ����।   

(((('('('('() ) ) )  !� �0 !� �0 !� �0 !� �0? ? ? ? )���9 � ��=��)���9 � ��=��)���9 � ��=��)���9 � ��=��????    

���� ������ ��H��� ����� D�� ‘‘���V��! �������’’ 7�� W! ���!D��� ���: ���� ������ 
7�A�। W� 7�� 
��� �����81� �*�0� *0���G! ���� ����� <। W� 7�� ���!D�� X������! 
��K� �!" )z����0। ���� ������ ��H�� �*0 / ���� ������ !��4�+ ���"� W $D�� s;0�8�� 
$�:��� !��।  

(((('''''''') ) ) ) ��<  !1����<  !1����<  !1����<  !1��    

��v��� �� ���� !�!������ ����!, ��v���, �:���<�, !|�}�, �� !;9! W��  ���$��! 
 ��������� �~�-���2 *��2 e�:����  !� �~�%� 4�� QD��� !�� ���� � W!�" ��� ����  � 
���� ��H��� ��� ��!��। ��� ����� 7��� !���� a��!-!������ / �*����9��! )�*� �� ���� 
 ��90 !���  �/<� Q�� �। W��� ��!�� ���KN�O� !�P�� ������9�।  

 ��� ��, �� !;9!,  ������ ��  �  !4 �J� ��_ �Q����*�� !��� ����� !�P�� ���D  �<� 
Q�� W�� ����� �~�% ����<�3 !�� Q��। ��� !;9!��� ���: �O !��  �<� Q��। W !��� �:��! 
!;9! ����! ���<8��� ���  ��� Q��, ��� 4�� ��H��� �<-����< �8�� !���।  

�����h�����h�����h�����h    
�$< !���#*0, ��s� ����� �Z�� �� s"�� s��-$��s�� ���8n  a0�����Q� ��w  a0���=���� 

��: ���< ���!D� ��� ���� ������ ������ 7�!��� ���!����! ��9�<� 7��� s�"�< ����`। 
����5  � ��9<��� ���� ������ ����< *0���G! ��H��� ��� �`� ��2�E ����।  �� ���� ����� 
‘‘4�����’’ �! �? X������! ���K� �: ��l ��=���� $�<�� )�` �! �? �����  �;�R 
����< ���K� ��=�� �<��K Q�� ���� �! �? ��=����  !1�� �! Q��- �o�� ��� �  *����-���? 
�Q�  ��! tS, � =��  ��! ����? ��������, $�� ]^ �! ���!D�� 4��������, � ���E���? 
4����K ��D ����� �����!� 7��� s�"�< )� ���� ������ ��H� ������h j� ��� ����`। ��!� 
��<�` a��!-!;9! d���� �8�%�� a��!�a0�� / ��� ���"��  �;R ��H�� ���KNO। e�����: 
W����/ ���  ���� 4�P�`। $���" ���"�!���� W!�L, �:�*, ��Q�, �Q����� / ��=��- W���� �� 
��!��� !��� ��Q��: !���। *� !�<! ����� ���: ���"� !����� ��� $��0/ ���<�`। e�����: 
7��! �Q��� �;��:��0 !���`। 7�! ���D��� !��� 4�����  ��*:��� ����< ���<�`, 7�! 
4�D��� !���  �`� Q�" ����, u���  ��� ��� Q�<�`- ���  ��� u��� Q�<�`।  

����e�� ��0�< ��9< Q��, ���"� �� ��!��� Q�� / �;�� ���� W�� �2�e-W� ���:�� ����" 
���"� *�2 4P�`। W� ���:�� )����� ���"� ����< *0���G! ��H���  �;R ����  ��*:�� 7�� 
!���`। 7�W�, ���*0, )� W!�� �;y��� ��_ ��� ���  �, ��s�A�<� ��=���� ��: ���< ���� ������ 
����< *0���G! ��H� 7��:e ��I�:���� Q��। ����< / )E�����! ��� W�� ��=��� ‘‘��K’’ 
)����� ���। u�<�� ���K��=���� e��Q�� / 7�8k�� )����� �Q�<!। ��!�����- ������, 
!���# +:���, �Q�  �� ��/  � ���, !���#  Q�-��-��� ��E����� / 7�8k�� )����� ����<। 
�< )�����e Q��e। 
 

���� ������ ‘‘����< *0���G! ��H�’’ �������। 
���� ������ !��4�+ ���"� ��s�����  Q�!। 
 

'(-r-.' e�  
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������� ���  ����� 
�������� ����< ���K ��M< !���"� 
��
 8���!� �:��� !�� $�% ���;��  

�������� ����< ���K 
��M< !���" 

'( )*+, '-.' 

 

'('('('(e )*+ e )*+ e )*+ e )*+ '-.' '-.' '-.' '-.' ‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘�������� ����< ���K ��M< !���"�������� ����< ���K ��M< !���"�������� ����< ���K ��M< !���"�������� ����< ���K ��M< !���"’’’’’’’’    
!�;�! ����K ���;�� $����� Q<5!�;�! ����K ���;�� $����� Q<5!�;�! ����K ���;�� $����� Q<5!�;�! ����K ���;�� $����� Q<5    

)� �� W!���! �� �Q���� �K��� ������ ���K��=�� W! �� D�� 4n�� Qe<��` W�� 
7�����! ��F��:���-���E��� / �;QZ ������ $��8� ��!-�_���Q� We ���K��=���! �:�Z !����� 
�: ��� 92��G ��3, �P!  �e ��Q����  � $c�" ��������� ���K��=���� �o��� �������� �SR 
�e<� 4��A� Qe<��` ��Q� Qe���` ��v��� ����� x�!:� $c। *� '�� ��  ��� ���������! 
���:!����K W�� �����0�j�� 
��� !����� w� �e<� !���� ���V��! �� / ��*P W!��� 
Qe<� ‘‘�������� ����< ���K��=�� ��M< !���"’’ *P !��<��`�,  �e ��e We x�!:� 4�� �SR 
��<��`�। '�� ����  s�90�< ��e 4����� Qe<��`। 

We ��M< !���"� )t ��: Qe� ������h !������ / !������� �8�%�� ���������� ��!���� 
/ ���K��=���� �!� ��K� ��Q� �����* / ��M< ��� !��<� ����< ���K����! ��I��:� ��� 
7=�� !��<� �/<�।  

)��� ����� !�� ���������� ����< ���K��=���! �I� !��<� ������� �: $�<�� �!� 
��-��-�:�K� �����< *�P� W!�" ����Q� / x!:�� ����< ���KN�O�। ��e We ��M< !���"� 
��I Qe�� )��� )/<��� ��* �Q 
�����!��� 7:�: �!� ���V��! ��, g�, *0-��*P, 
 a0�-��*P /  ���$��! �:�K��*�� �!" Wej� W!�" ����< ���KNO *P�� )Q�� 
���e���`।  

�!� 7�:E u5��!  �,  � ��Q���� ��M< !���"� ��I Qe�� x!:�� ��=���� $��h� =Q0 
!�� Qe���`,  �e ������ ‘��M< !���"’� *P�!  !� !��<� ���8n �Q� ��p��E� ��F��� �;�h 
!�����`। ��Q��� eQ��! ���8��z! / ��p��E!� !���!��� ���<� ����" !���� $<�� ��e���`। 
7�� )�����  s�90� Qe�� Wej� �� !�����  !� !��0 �e। ‘��M< !���"’� ��0��_  s�90� 
����h �!� �Q��! �� �����e  $�0 !�� Qe<��`�। ��Q� `�2� )����� We �K�: �e<� *� '�� 
����e ��M< !���"� ue� $����� ���������� $���G�� ��Q� ����Z !��<��`। ‘��M< !���"’ 
*P�� ����� W�� ��� ��M< !���" �;�!8��� / ���h*�8��� ���������� 
�����!��� ���V��! 
�� / �:�K��� ��Q� �:�K*�8��� / )�L��!8��� x�!:� $D�� �e<� )���-)����� 
!��<��`। ������ ‘��M< !���"’ !  !� !��<�  !� $!�� ���8��z! !��!�� )����� !�� �`! 
!h!q� `�2� )� �! �̀e <। ��� ��M< !���" �������  !� $!�� �E�: x�!:�  ��e ��h 
!���।  

)��� �� !�� ������ 
����� �2�e�< 7�� =Q�0� 7��!�� $��:!�" ��v��� �*���!� 
)�`। W!��� ���!D�� ���!�*�L�� ���h��< ����� eQ�� �:����।  !  �̀",  ! �2,  ! e<��Q<� 
$�% '-.(-W� ������ 7�� =Q0 !��<��`� �! !�� �e,  !  �e ������ �<��8 !��<��` �� 
������ Qe<��`-  � !�� �2 <, �2 Qe� ������ 
�����।  �e 
������ 4�= )!���� �e<� 
��M< !���" e�����:e  ���� 78:E�� ���� ��K / ����� 7���<� �*0�! ��*�P� !��, 
��!��� / ��Q�� �������� ��� !����� !�� tS !��<��`।  � �!� W��!�< Wej� !�� 
8��8��� !�� �*<��`  
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 ����e �*�0� ���: �� 4Z��Q �;�h !�� ��� Qe<��`, W�� I�� )�/ �! �̀ ���V��! 
g� W�� ��*P ��M< !���"� ��Q� �����* A�� !��<��`। ��M< !���"� 4��:��* ���8n 
=������ !;9!-a��! / �_� �����< *�2<� 4�P���  ̀  `�"  `�"  *���� �� /  *���� W��!�। We 
�!� W��!�< A��< )/<��� ��* / ��M< !���" ��Q8��� 7:�: ���V��! ���� !�����/ ��M< 
!���"� ��Q� x!:��8��� 4K $��h�< 7��=Q0 !��<��`। ���������� 78:E�� �! s�"���` W�� 
��M< !���"� !����� �!8��� ������`  � �~�!� ��Q���� �:�� ���0� )�`, ��Q��e ��� 
��M< !���"� !��  ���� 78:E�� ��=���� ����9� �:��! x�!:�  �� ��� !�����`। ����� 
 ��Q�� ��M< !���"� ��S�� �! �̀ �!`� p�E ���0� $��� !�� Qe���`  �e�Q�� !�!��� $�c 
)����� ��S�K !���� ��e। $���5 ��M< !���"  !� ����< ���KNO <। ��� ��M< !���"� 
��I Qe�� ����< ���KNO *P�� )Q�� ����� Qe<��`।  �e NOe Q� W!�" ����" ����< 
���KNO ��Q�  `"-�2 �!� ��=��� ��K�!e ��s�� !���� ����। �]��<�5 ��M< !���"  ���� 
78:E�� �*0�! ��*�P� !��<�  �  *���� ���Q� *P /  *���� �����  $�=�� 4�A���� !��<��`, 
��Q�  !����e ���������� ���K���Q� / ���K����� ������� <। )����� '�� ����  s�90�< 
�h8��� 4��� )�`, ‘‘We  *���� ��� ������� Qe�� ���������� ���K�I1��� ��Q�  ��*����* 
��� / ��M< ����� ���:��।’’ �;��<�5 We ��M< !���" )/<��� ��* �� 7:  !� ���V��! 
��K� �������  !� ��K <। ��M< !���"�  s�90�< $���" `�� eQ�� ���h $��0 ��/<� ��<।  

)��� �� !��, ���������� ����< ���K����� �!� ��K�! x!:�� !���� ������e ���<�! 
������ !�� ��<। ��e ����� We ���E��� )��� ���$!�� ���< ��!�0��� ���Q�� !����� �: 
�!��� �!" 4��% )Q�� ���e���`। $�:� �� �����  !� $!�� ���< ��!�0� ����;�% ��� 
e<��Q<�� Q���!e ��K���� !����। )����� ��e  ��*�- x!:, W!��� x!:, ���������� �Q� 
���� �:��! ��=��� x!:e ����<� ����!��P। We x!: $��L�� �: )��� 7�:E �L�� ��Q� 
!�� !��<� ��e�� $��k���। �!� )��� �� !��, 7�j�8��� )/<��� ��*�Q 7:�: 

�����!��� ������! )*�e<� )���� Qe��।  

$�_��� )��� )�/ W!�" ��9< �~�!� )����� ����� ���h8��� 4��� !���� ��e। 
�!`��� ���<� �Q� ‘��M< !���"’  ! 8����� ���V��! ������ ���� ��2� !��<� ��p��E!� 
7�A�� �;�h !���� $<�� ��e���`। ���$!�� ��p��E ���!�q )��� ���h8���  s�90� !���� 
��e  �, 8����� )8:E��0 ������� ���� )���  !�8���e �~�!�� e W�� �~�!�� Qe��/ ��e 
�। )��� ��e, 8��� ��!��, 8����� �*0 / 8����� ���8n ���V��! ���Q �;����� �!� 

�����!��� *0���G! ��Ke 
���-�����81� �������� *P�� ��=��� )���� ���$!�� ��Q��: 
!S!।  �- !� �Q� Qe�� We ����  �- !� ���Q� ��Q���: )��� !;�k�� �Q!��� =Q0 !���।                 
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���������� *0Q�:�< ���!D��! �Q�<�� 
� !��� �: ���!� ��!���� $�� 
�������� ���! ������ )��� 

�������� ���! �����  Y' )*+, '-.' 

 
BANGLADESH TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION  

Durbhanga Building, Calcutta University 

Calcutta-12. 

 

Your Excellency, 
 

The Bangladesh Teacher's Association have been viewing with grave concern the 

continuous supply of arms and ammunition by the Govt. of U.S.A. to the Government 

of Pakistan. The United States Government is aware that such arms and ammunition 

would be used by the Pakistan Army in its act of genocide in Bangladesh. The 

protests against this action by us and all peace and freedom loving people of the world 

do not seem to have had any effect, whatsoever, on the Govt. of U. S. A. till now. The 

Association had voiced a few weeks ago their feelings on the subject in their 

memorandum submitted to Senator Kennedy. The association had sent a copy of the 

same to President Nixon through the United States Consulate in Calcutta. A news 

item appeared recently in a section of the Press to the effect that American arms and 

military equipments in Vietnam are now being shipped or are proposed to be shipped 

to Pakistan and that the service of American experts on Guerrilla warfare, are being 

placed at the disposal of General Yahya for imparting training to Pakistan Army 

personnel to fight the Bangladesh Liberation Army. This has caused further concern 
to the 75 million people of Bangladesh. 

 

The Bangladesh Teachers' Association consider all these actions of the Govt. of 

U.S.A. as abetment to the act of genocide now being perpetrated by Pakistan Army in 
Bangladesh. They find it difficult to believe that the American people are willing to 

offer assistance to a ruthless Military regime for crushing the Liberation struggle of 
the people of Bangladesh. The association, therefore, appeals to the people and Govt. 

of U.S.A. in the name of justice, humanity and freedom to : 
 

(a) stop all aid, military and economic, to General Yahya's Government; 
  

(b) put pressure on the Govt. of Pakistan to stop further atrocities in Bangladesh 

and release the great leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman unconditionally; and 

(c) recognize the Government of the sovereign state of Bangladesh. 

 

Yours truly, 

Dated, Calcutta, August 21, 1971.               ( A. K. Roy) 

General Secretary, 

Bangladesh Teachers' Association. 

The Consul General of the 

United States of America,  

Calcutta. 
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PRESS STATEMENT ISSUED BY DR. A. K. ROY, SECRETARY, 

BANGLADESH SIKSHAK SAMITI ON BEHALF OF 

THE BANGLADESH SIKSHAK SAMITI. 

 

The recent utterances of Prof Galbraith, the noted Economist and the former 

Ambassador to India, regarding the solution of Bangladesh problem, made on his 

arrival in Calcutta during the course of his interview with the Press at Dum Dum 

Airport (vide Statesman September 9, 1971) has drawn our attention. Professor 
Galbraith has suggested that the only solution of Bangladesh problem is to grant 

Bangladesh' Self Government or Autonomy in some form or other. Obviously 
Professor Galbraith is still thinking in terms of united Pakistan of which Bangladesh 

would be an autonomous zone. If the learned Professor still thinks such a solution 
would be acceptable to seventy five million people of Bangladesh, he is very much 

mistaken. To-day nothing short of Independent Bangladesh will be acceptable to 
people of Bangladesh. We have sacrificed and are ready to sacrifice more and 

prepared to fight till we drive out the occupying army of West Pakistan from the 

sacred soil of Bangladesh. The sacrifices made by people of Bangladesh is too high a 

price for mere autonomous zone of Bangladesh within the frame of one Pakistan. 

While appreciating his humanitarian and sympathetic attitude towards the suffering 
millions of evacuees, who have taken shelter temporarily in India, we appeal to him to 

exert his personal influence to create public opinion in his country in support of 
Bangladesh Liberation Movement, so that Nixon Administration may be forced, under 

public pressure, to change their present policy towards Bangladesh and recognize the 
democratically constituted Government of Bangladesh. We have firm belief that 

peace-loving democratic Americans cannot allow Nixon Administration to supply 

arms and ammunitions to Pakistan for killing Bangalees in the name of saving Islam 

and integrity of Pakistan in one hand and to assist the refugees on the other hand, who 

would be driven out by the Pakistani Army equipped with those American arms and 

ammunitions. 

 

We want to take this opportunity to draw the attention of Professor Galbraith to 

the fact that the Bangladesh Teachers Association have been viewing with grave 

concern the continuous supply of arms and ammunitions by the Government of 

U.S.A. to the Government of Pakistan. The United States Government and the great 

people of U.S.A. should be aware that such arms and ammunitions would be: used by 

the Pakistan Army in its act of genocide in Bangladesh. The people of the World 

including ourselves have protested against this action. But this protests do not seem to 
have had any effect on U.S.A. Government, till now. The Association had voiced 

about a month ago their feelings on the subject in their memoranda submitted to 
Senator Kennedy, to President Nixon through the United States Consulate in Calcutta. 

A news item appeared recently in 
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a section of the Press to the effect that American arms and military equipments in 

Vietnam are now being shipped or are proposed to be shipped to Pakistan and that the 

services of American experts on Guerrilla warfare, are being placed at the disposal of 

General Yahya for imparting training to Pakistan Army personnel to fight the 

Bangladesh Liberation Army. Our voice of resentment has also been communicated to 

the Consul General of U.S.A., Calcutta, through a Memorandum submitted by the 

Secretary, on behalf of the Association, a few days back. We also deplore the similar 

action taken by the Chinese Government. We find it difficult to believe that the 

American people are willing to offer assistance to a ruthless Military regime for 

crushing the Liberation struggle of the people of Bangladesh. The Association, 

therefore, appeal to the people and Government of U.S.A. and the Chinese people and 

their Government in the name of justice, humanity and freedom to : 

 
(a) stop all aid. military and economic, to General Yahya's Government; 

 
(b) put pressure on the Government of Pakistan to stop further atrocities in 

Bangladesh and release the great leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman unconditionally 
and other political prisoners including Teachers and Intellectuals; 

 
(c) recognize the Government of the sovereign state of Bangladesh. 

 

 

Dated, Calcutta  

September 11, 1911. 

(A. K. ROY)  

General Secretary  

Bangladesh Teachers' Association. 
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������� ���  ����� 

)/<��� ��*, !��4�+ ���"�, :�� / 
!��=� �����< ����K !���" *P 

���K���  'Y  �����, '-.' 

 

)/<��� ��*)/<��� ��*)/<��� ��*)/<��� ��*, , , , !��4�+ ���"�!��4�+ ���"�!��4�+ ���"�!��4�+ ���"�, , , , :�� / !��=�:�� / !��=�:�� / !��=�:�� / !��=�    
�����< ����K !���" *P�����< ����K !���" *P�����< ����K !���" *P�����< ����K !���" *P    

��=��� x!: $��L�� ��� t8 �������=��� x!: $��L�� ��� t8 �������=��� x!: $��L�� ��� t8 �������=��� x!: $��L�� ��� t8 �����    
 \ ����9 $����� \ 

���������� ����< ���K� ��=�� )�/ ��L�87�� �������� 4�[��: *� ������ �����" ��=��� 
���� $�������� �����< ��G�8�� ���������� !���" *�P� Qe<��`। We !���"�� ��Q<��` 
�������� ��!���� $���G� ��� ���4�[ )Q�� / ������G�  ���!�� �����! )Q��, 
:���� )/<��� ���"�� 7�:��!  ����II� )Q��, !��4�+ ���"�� !���# ��0 ���, ����< 
!��=��� a������ �� / 8���� :���� �/��� 8����। )/<��� ���*� ue� $����� We 
!���"�� 7E8��K Qe��। ���Q���� �� W�/  s�90� !�� Q< �e। ��� ���4�[ We !���"� 
)Q��<! ������� Qe<��`।  

*� ������ *0$���G� �������� ��!���� $���G� ��� ���4�[ )Q���� )Q��� 
�����*�� 4����K ������  �;�;��� ue �I� d�P! 7��L� Q<। We d�P�! ���������� !���" 
*P�� ����E ����o����� *;Q�� Q<। d�P�!  ��*�� !�� ��� ���4�[ )Q��,  ���!�� 
�����! )Q��, !:��� ���� )��, ��� !��S���� / ��� )�u� ����� ()/<��� ��*), 
!���# ��0 ���, 7�:��!  ����II� )Q��, �/��� 8���� / a������ ��। 

W��� 4������*:  �, ���������� ����< ���K� ��=�� )� ��L�8��� ������� W�� ��=��� 
���V��! ������ �Z���� ��M< ����� 4�[��: W!�" x!:�� ����< ���KNO *P�� �: 
!��4�+ ���"� / :���� )/<��� ���"� $������ ���� ���e<� )�����`�। ‘���������� !���"’ 
����< ���KN�O� �����! � Qe��/ eQ��! ��P! ��� W! ��� 7=*�� ��� ��<। x!:N�O� ���� 
$�<���<�� 4���� !��।  

 �������� ������< d�P! ���e )E��!����0� ������� 7��L� Q<। )�� !�� ��<  �, eQ�� 
I� �����$���� Qe�� W�� ���������� ���K��=���� e��Q��� We ���" 4�� Qe<� ���!��।   

$D������$D������$D������$D������    

������< d�P�! *;Q�� W! $D��� *0$���G� ���������� ��h$��  �� ������ �Q���� 
7����� / ������� ���K ���� !�� Q<। 7�� W! $D��� ���������� ���K ��=��� )z��!��� �� 
��� �-��� �!� �Q���� &;��� 4�[��: *8�� a�� ���� !�� Q<। ���������� ���K��=��� 
7!�� ����  

 
* ���������� !��4�+ ���"�� ��3��Q! �����।  
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�� W�� ���������� ��?%�:�*���� )a< / ��Q��: ���� �: 8����� �*0, 8��� ��!�� 
/ 7:�: ��Q��:- ������!���  ���� ��!�� / �*�0� $�� *8�� !;�k�� $!�� !��<� W!�" 
$D�� =Q0 !�� Q<।  

7�� W! $D��� ���������� 
������ 
�!;�� �:��� 7:  !� �8�%�� ���V��! ����� 
=Q0���*: < ���<� �;y 7�8�� �:K !�� Q<। )� W!�" $D��� ���� ���!D��� ����2� 
�*�0� ��Q� ��Q�� k�� !�� Q< W�� *0�G / 
�<%����� ������ ���Q���� )������ $�� 
����  s�90� !��<� ���Q���� $�� ���������� ���K��=��� ���� ���� )Q�� ��� Q<।  
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������� ���  ����� 

������< 4���h� !���"� 4�� )/<��� 
���*� ��3��Q! ������� �~��!�< 

�<����� '.  �����, '-.' 

 

������������������< 4���h� !���"��< 4���h� !���"��< 4���h� !���"��< 4���h� !���"    
(�~��!�<, �< �����) 

����� ���K����! �I� ����3� ��� W�*�< ��< ��/<�� !��� *0$���G� ��!���! 4���� 
���� �: ���������� ����" $*����� ���V��! ���� ��M�<  � 4���h� !���" *P !�� Q�<�`, 
��� ���  ��-������� �������� e�����:e $!���� Q�<�` W�� W �~�!� 7�! 4Z��Q� 
)�����/ ����� Q�<�`। �?%�5 We ������< 4���h� !���" *�P� Q/<�� ����< ���K ��=��� 
�����  � ���2 / 7"�" x!: )��!��� $���0� Q�, ���� ���������� �8��� ���K��=�����  �� 
7�$��0� Q��,  ��� ��e�� ���������� t8�!���� / ���  ������/ 4Z��Q� Q��। �?%�5 We 
4���h� !���" *P�� �SR We���e  �, ���������� 
����� ��=��� 7V!: �;�h� �: 
��F��:���� ���E W�� 4= �����
��� ����������  8���� 7 ���e ��h Q� W�� ����< 
����� 
/ *0��G� ���: 7���� ����" $*����� �� ���������� �*�0� ������� $�����R��� ��!���� 
$�� �����  s��9� ���� )��� !���!� / ���< !�� �����। W �:����� We ������� 8���!�� 
 �� $���� !��� Q<, )/<��� ���*�/। )/<��� ��* *� �����0 ������ ��������� $�< ��!�� 
�����e�" )�� �<��8 !�� �����!  �;R ���� 7�������� 7��!�� ��8 !�� ���/ 
���K��=�� �������< 7:�: $*����� ���� ���� / 4���� =Q�0 ����E ]��� ���< 
����� 
¡���� ����< 
����� $�� ����� )�*�: ���L8��� $��0 !���`।  

������< 4���h� !���"�� ���� ��<�`, ����� ���V��! �� / ��� ����!: ��!��/ �!��e 
������  ���$��!। !���"�� 8���� :���� $�����R !��` �/��� 8����, ���������� 
!��4�+ ���"�� $�����R !��` a� ��0 ���, �������� ����< !��=��� a� ����� �� W�� 
����II� :���� 7�:��! ����II� )Q��। W `�2� We !���"�� )/<������*� u’� ���:�! 
7E8��K !�� Q��। ������ �������� ��!���� $���G� We !���"�� ��<�`। $���G� !���"� 
d�P! )Q�� / ������� !���।  

�����*�� 7��L� We 4���h� !���"� $�� d�P�! *0$���G� �������� ��!��e  � 
��������� W!��� d�� ��!�� W�� �_���  �� ����� ���������� 7��������� ����<  �� W 
��:�"� 7!�� 7�8�:�K  ���  *�`। ����< ���K-��=��� ����< �;�h8�_� We ���¢��� / 7�8n�� 
W!�" �SR��0� s"�।  

���������� *0$���G� ��!�� W�� We ������< 4���h� !���"� ���: 
�8���! ����*� 
����!: ��<�`, �!� ��<�` 4�[�: / ��:*� x!:। We ��: Q� ���������� ��0� ����< 
�����। 
����*� �����!:�  ��� ��� ���, *0$���G� ��!�� ��!�� �*�0�  8��" ������� W!��� ��A�, 
�*�0� ��  ��! ����E =Q�0� / �� !���!� !��� �~�0� W���<�� ���। 7:���! �*�0� �� 
 ��! We ����E =Q0 / �� !���!� !��� �:����� ��Q��: / �������� �� Q�� 4���h� !���"� !��। 
��e We 4���h� !���"� *P�� 4��:�* =Q0 !�� *0$���G� ��!�� ���K����!  ������ !��� 
!��� W!�" ���L / ���<�����*� ����� ��<�` ��� ���। We �:�A�� I�� ���������� �!� 
W��!�� 
����� W�� Q����� ���:��� ��2�E �����<� ���" 7��:e R���M� Q��।  
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������� ���  ����� 

���� ���� 4����  !��< `�� ��=�� 
���9��� ���: ����Q� ������� 8�90 

��������  !��< `�� 
��=�� ���9�   

'.  �����, '-.' 

 

��������  !��< `����=�� ���9���������  !��< `����=�� ���9���������  !��< `����=�� ���9���������  !��< `����=�� ���9�    
BANGLADESH CENTRAL STUDENTS’ ACTION COMMITTEE. 

 

��� �3�5 £�!�                             Head Office : 

DACCA 

���������� ���� 8�e���������������� ���� 8�e���������������� ���� 8�e���������������� ���� 8�e������, , , ,     

)� �Q� '.e  �����। W ���" ������ `������ /  *�"� ��v��� ����� x��Q���! 
���E�0। W ���� *��< )����� 8�e /<���4��, �����,  *����  ��DI�� ���!� ���� �� �2���। 
)�  ��! ’�`� )�* W�� ���� ���������� $���" ¤��, !���, 8�����"� 7_� ������Q� 
7����8� ¥�� 4�P�`�। �� Q���� �¦���P�� ¥�� 4�P�`� �K����� ��� ¢���।  

 W!�� �����I��� �����s��!��� I�� ������ )���*�� ������ 
��������� §� Q�< 
��<। e+ e��<�  !�~��� ��0�!�� W  ��� ��� ����। 7�I�-)����-�����", �!� ���� 
��!�� /��� 8�9�, �8:��, ��¤;��� u��Q ����  ��� ���। ���� ���� We ���� ‘‘7Q�:�� 
7�8����’’ ���0� Q<। �_� !��� $��h� ��v��� ����� 8�9�, �8:�� / !;�h� ���� ¨Z����!। 
W!��� e�����e ���8�9�< ����� Q<। ���� ���� �I���_ �����:�A�  ����!� ��  ��� ��� 
)����� 7�D ���� Q��2 Q��2।  

 8��� 8�* Q�< ���!��� ���!D��� �� Q�। �����8� tS  ��!e ���������! ������� 
!���� !��� Q� 92�G tS Q�। �������� / ��v��� �����! �;����� e��Q��  ��! ���© !��� 
Q� 92��G 4��������� ���� ���!D�� �_���Q� ������ ���������� `�������� 4�� ����", 
 �<�" �:�Q�� !�� ������! ���� ��� !�� ���<�`।.... 

 �Q���� 7�;3 )z�� ��Z!�� ��< �e,  ��� ���� �। $���`� `�������� ��  ��! )��� 
$8���I��, ��«���:, �8�,  ��8������ ���:�� We �Q� ���� ��� !�� ���!। �!� �������� 
)��E। ������  ����� ��e�I�, !���,  ���*� )� �"����� )s��� ������ $���" ���� 
$��L� ��¬D, ��� ��� �Q���� ��K ������ �� $�E� �K�K। ���� �������� ¥�� -���2 `�����। 
)��� )� ���� ��3। �_���  �� ����� ������ 
�����  s�90� !���`। )� ������ `��-`���-
����!�� ������ 
����� ���� ���� ¢�����< ��2�`। )��!� We �Q� ��$8��� ��e  !� 
$8���I��  e, W!���� I���� ������� W!���P� ����",  I+�-H:�!��#�� ������� Q��� ��e�I� 
��<, ���`��� ������� ��� ��� ���K�����  *���� Q�< `��-`���, 8�e- ����� ���� ������ =��-
*�� /<���4��-�����- ��DI�� Q�:�!��� ������ Q�������� Q�:� !�� �Q����� ��K� $������ 
��� �;��<� 7�8�� �����<�`। 7�8�� �����<�` ������ 
������! ��� !���।  

���K�����  *���� 8�e�<�����K�����  *���� 8�e�<�����K�����  *���� 8�e�<�����K�����  *���� 8�e�<��    

������ 7���������  �� �_���  �� ������� Q�� ��� �Q����� ��� ��� !��, ������ ���2 
���  !��" ����9� !��` )��� /<��� !���`���  �  !� �:��*� �����< ��������� Q�:� !��  
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���;8����! )��� ��K !��e। )���  � /<��� 8��� ��e �e। )��� �����s��!�� !��� ���� �। 
���K�������� $�� )���0 )� ��!  �����Q�� 8���GD। $���� ���K�������� $�� )���0 
�� �� Q����� �� Q�� ����`। '.e  ������� We �Q� ���� ����� 7����8�� �v  ����-���� 
`�2�< ��! Q����� ���Q�� ���:��� ��� !��� !��� )�� )��� )��� !�P�� $�:�< ¢�����< 
��2। /<���4��-�����- ��DI�� �� �:�K*� 
����! ����� ���< �������� / ��v��� ����� 
���� 
������ )�z�Z�*� !��। 
 

!;9! a��!  �Q�� 8�e�<��!;9! a��!  �Q�� 8�e�<��!;9! a��!  �Q�� 8�e�<��!;9! a��!  �Q�� 8�e�<��, , , ,     

������ �J���� �����"� )s��� )�/ )���� $�0 ����। ����!�� ���Q�� 7�:����� 
)����� *0��� )�/ �����D। )����� W �K�� �;�� ���� �। )�����  �E� )����� 
�E� Q�< )����� ��� !��� �: )��� )� Q��� 7l ��<�`। W!�" �������!/ ����� 7�A�< 
��������  `�2  ���  �� �। ����!�� ���Q��� ���� )�` ������!  !�� W!�" !��e ���� ��e 
 ����� 7��!e ��v���� �E�। ���������� 
����� ���! ���!�< ��������� ��Q��: � !�� 
���K�������� !��` )z����0 !�। 7:��<  ��������!/ ��������� �� W!�" W!�" !�� Q�:� 
!�� Q��। ���K�����  *������ )� ���������� $���" =��� `�2�< ��2�` Q�������� ��� !���। 
)����  *������� ���$!�� ��Q��: / �Q����*�� !S। !��0 ���� )�����e 8�e, )�����e 
���। �! �̀ ���:! u�;�!��� ���!��� ���K�����  ��� )����� 4�� 7�:���� !��`। ����� ���� 
����!� �!"���� ���K����� ������ ���P�<  �।  

���������� ��� ��� ���9�! Q�:� !��, ���� ���������! ¥����<-���2�< �̀���� !��, Q���� 
Q���� ��- ���� e�� h !��/ �� ���K�������� $�� )���0 ��� e<��Q<�� !�!� ���Q� 
������ ���-s��" �� Q�� / ����< 7��:���� ��� 8���GD Q�< ��2�`, �P!  �e ��Q���� ����� 
e<��Q<� 7�8� ���< 
��� ������ �! �_���� ����� $Q� tS !���`। ���� e<��Q<��! 
 �9����� �� W!�" !��e &�0 !���< ���� ��e-  �� ������� ����� 4�� )s�� )��� ���� 
�"� ���Q� ��������  `�2  ����e ��/ �  !,  ����e �*�<  ������� Q�:� !�� Q��। ������� 
���� ��4��!  8�_ �� �� !�� e��Q��  ��! ��-���� ���`  I�� Q��। 

���� ����� ���K!��� ���9 �� ��� e<��Q<�� We *0Q�:�� ��S��  ����� !�� $����� 
����< 
��� ���������! 
�!�� !�� ��� )����� ���� W�� ����2�<�` �� ����� �;QZ��K / 
��F��:�����  ���� ��-���!� ��!�� �_���Q��! 7l ���< ��Q��: !��/  !� I�<�� �  ��� 
���������� �J  #5 ����!�! ����< ����< ���!D��! �"�!�< ����� 7�8� $��h�<  ��� 4�P�`। 
)���  �e �!� ��K�*��! �h !�� ����< ���� ��e �Q���< ��Q�2 ���  ��� ����, ��_����*� 
t�!�< �S8��� Q�� ����, �!� ������ ���2 ���  !��" ���9�! �������  *���� !�� ���� ���� �। 
)���  ������� !��` �8�� ��e �। �8�� !�� 
����� 7�� !�� ��< �। ��� !��e )��� 
�J������ ��� !�� ������ 
����� ��� !��।  

������ `������ / �*�0� ��  ��! )��!� We ���� ��� *0$�����G! �������� 
��!���� �;�h )!9�0 !�� )��� ���� ��e- ������  81�*���! 
������ ���� ���� ������ !;9!-
a��!- �Q�� ����9� 7��V��! 7��!�� ���� Q��। �_���  s�90� !���`��- )�� !;9!-a��! 
��� !��<� !��। �� �� ����9� ���� �K )� ¬��D���� ��:���<  � �� �������� �;�h Q�� 
���� ��� 7����� 7��:e �������G! Q�� Q��। )������G! ����:A��! 7��:e ����� !��� 
Q��। ��F��:���, ���E��� / W!���"<� ��������� �:�A��!  8�_ �� �� !�� W!�"  a0����90Q�  
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�����:�A� *�2 ����� Q��। $���L� !��� Q�� ��k��8�%! *0���� �����:�A�, ��� ���:�� 
$���" ���<� �E� W!e ����� ���� =Q0 !��� ����। ������� YY �������! 4Z��� !�� )��� 
�� !��  !� �������� ��������� ���� �;�h � Q<, �*�0� 7��-�~� )z��Z !���  !� �����* 
���� � ���! ��� d�k��! ��<��� �8�%�� 7��:e 8��� ����G ��� !��� Q��।  

/<���4��, �����,  ��DI�� ��K 7�$��0� )��!� 
����� �K�� ����� `�����*� 7:�� 
 �� ����� ��Q  Q����Q ��� ��� �Q���� 4%����� �Q���� ������ ���" / ���9�! ��K !���  � 
�Q� ���<R ��< )��� `������ Q��� 7l ���� ��<�`, �� )��< � Q/<� ���E )��� ��E Q��� 
�। ��� �8:��� 7������� ��� e<��Q<�-�"�� �����Q��  Q���  8_ ������ !�� )��� )����� 
��8���� �!� $��E 
������ ���< d��<E� /2����। ������ `������ / �*�0� ��  ��! 
��=��� ����� ���e ��� �Q�� 8�e���। �< )�����e Q��e। )�N�-W��<�� ������� ����*�L�� 
�Q�  ��  �� ����� ��s�����  Q�!। �Q� '.e  ����� 7��  Q�!-  

      

�< �����    
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������� ���  ����� 

4���h� !���"� 4�� ����� ��!���� 
!��` $�% W!�" $�����  

  �����, 
'-.' 

 

The newly formed Consultative Committee consisting of leaders of major 

political parties has been a step forward for conducting deliberation struggle as a 
national war. Awami League, having the overwhelming support of the people and 

being the supreme vanguard of the people's movement in East Bengal, did not have to 
go for a Committee like this. But it was considered necessary for the greater interest 

of the people. The immediate effect of forming this Consultative Committee has been. 

(a) a psychological impact to boost the morale of our people inside Bangladesh; 

(b) a psychological impact upon the people and Governments of the world to 

show that the liberation war is conducted by all the major forces of the 

population; 

(c) It will have an impact on Yahya Khan's Government and create a 

psychological pressure on them to accept the world pressure sooner.  

It appears that Indian Government has played a role in bringing about this 

Consultative Committee. The apparent reasons are: 

(a) this would contain the left political forces in West Bengal and will restrain 

them from doing anything that will jeopardize the interest and policy of the 

Central Government of India; 

(b) the pressure of the Russian Government to include NAP (Muzaffar group) and 
the pro-Moscow Communist Party into the front; 

(c) Moulana Bashani has no party as such and is fully committed now to Awami 

League and its leadership. Therefore, by including his name the overall 

impression both from national and international point of view has been 

improved psychologically. 

A Section of Awami League considers that this will gradually take the independence 

movement away from its leadership and push it into the hands of the more leftist 
elements. But the operative part, of this Consultative Committee is limited to : 

(a) that the Committee would only be available to the Government of Bangladesh 

for consultation on matters relating to the, liberation struggle; 

 (b) The Prime Minister would convene and conduct meetings of the Committee. 

This means that in reality the Consultative Committee would be nothing but a 

mere Advisory Board completely under the control of the Bangladesh Government. 

They will be consulted only when the Prime Minister would deem it necessary. In one 

way this has been a triumph for Awami League. In one hand it has extended its arms 

to embrace other political forces and in other hand it retains the complete political 

leadership and initiative. 

 
*4���h� !���" ����E We $����� ��!��� ����  ��! ��*;Q��। 
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From the pro-Moscow group point of view, it is considered to be a step forward 

for them and above all they are happy that after such a long time they have given 

some sort of formal recognition as a force to be a part of this liberation struggle. 

This Consultative Committee has not included the other' factions of the liftist 

movement in our country. Duba groups perhaps would not have joined in any case. 

But the component parts of the 9-party coordinating committee for the liberation 

struggle would perhaps have joined the Consultative Committee, if they were invited. 

From their point of view who are basically Mao se-tung and Che Guevara, this 

Consultative Committee is also a step forward but it would have been wiser to include 

this group also into the Consultative Committee. 

The main reason why the Bangladesh movement could not attack the support and 

attention of the younger generation of the world, who are mostly dominated by the 

radicals, is that this movement is viewed as not a liberation war in the classical sense. 

It is not considered to be a revolutionary national liberation war and this is why it 

could not arouse enough public opinion in the European, African and Latin American 

countries. Even in England, France, Germany and America the youths have neglected 

our cause. From this point of view the more we give our war a color of a broad-based 

national liberation war the more support and assistance we will get from the people 

and the countries who traditionally support the people's struggles. 

However, ineffective the Consultative Committee may be in reality, the radical 

forces whether included in it or not will derive certain benefit. They will be able to 

move more freely, organize their bases more actively and will again a kind of security 

for their personal safety both in India and inside Bangladesh. They may consider it as 

a recognition of their right to infiltrate and integrate their own forces with others. 

 

ASSESSMENT 

 

The remaining forces should be included into this Consultative Committee in some 

form or the other keeping (he main functional structure of the Committee as it is now. 

This will increase the strength of the liberation struggle and on the other hand will 

counter-act the unnecessary criticism that the leftists are kept out of this Committee. 

Both nationally and internationally, our support will increase keeping at the same lime 

the leadership of Awami League intact. 
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������� ���  ����� 

����� ���� )����9� ��������� !�� 

:���� )/<��� ���"�� ���;��  
��=��� ����� 'r 7�}���, '-.' 

 

����� )�������� )�������� )�������� )���, , , , �� )����� )����� )����� )���, , , , ���� )������� )������� )������� )���,,,,    
)���  ��)���  ��)���  ��)���  ��    

$�0�$< ���;8���� ��0� 
����� 7��� �;��: W"�e$�0�$< ���;8���� ��0� 
����� 7��� �;��: W"�e$�0�$< ���;8���� ��0� 
����� 7��� �;��: W"�e$�0�$< ���;8���� ��0� 
����� 7��� �;��: W"�e    
��_��� �����  �9 !��5��_��� �����  �9 !��5��_��� �����  �9 !��5��_��� �����  �9 !��5    

�������� ����< )/<��� ����  s�90��������� ����< )/<��� ����  s�90��������� ����< )/<��� ����  s�90��������� ����< )/<��� ����  s�90�    

�/��� 8�����  �;R��� �������� ����< )/<��� ���� ��I  ��! �®�� W!  $� 
��k�3�� )� � $!�� !�� Q<  � ���������� ��l ���K��� �� u���� *���� W�*�< ����` W�� 
W! �� j� ���=Q !��� ����,  �e ��Q����  !�  !� ��K� ��I  ��! )������ ���!��L We 

����� ��=���! ���  �/<�� ���E ���`। ��� �! W� �K, W� �:�*, W� ��=���� We  �9 
���0��? 

�������� ����< )/<��� ���� ���;��� ��0� ����05 �������� ����< )/<��� ���� ���;��� ��0� ����05 �������� ����< )/<��� ���� ���;��� ��0� ����05 �������� ����< )/<��� ���� ���;��� ��0� ����05     

���������� �*�0� ���K��=�� �� ����� j��E��� Q�� ����  ̀ �P!  �e ��Q���� 
���������� ���K ��=���!  !� !�� )E�����! ������� ��=�� tS Q�<�`। ���!��� 
‘���V��! �������’ ��� )� ���������� ���K��=���� *������ !��� W! s;0: 92�G ���`। 
:���� )/<��� ���"� W �~�!� ������ ���K!��� �*0�! ����<�� !��  �/<�� $�<�� �� 
!��`। ������ ���K��=�� )� W� W! �����< W��  �1��`�`  ���� ���!���� ��_  !� 
)���� ��E�/ !�� ��< �। ������ ���9 )� ����, �L�� ���:� ��������� ����2�< ��K 7�8k��� 
��: ���< W"�e ��¢��  ����`  �, ������ ���K )����9� ��� ��� )��� �। Q����� ���:��� 
��S�� ��l �2�e 7�:�Q�  ���e ������ ���K ���। 

������ ���K ��=���! �:�Z !��  �/<��  � 92�G ��� ,̀  � �~�!� ������ ����� / $��0 
����, :���� )/<��� ���"�� �8���� �/��� 8���� e������� Yb � �� ]:��Q� !��  s�90� 
!���`��- ‘‘���������� �*0 ���V��! ������� ���  ���!����� �!`���e =Q0 !��� �। 
����� W!��� �0- Q<  ���� ��0� 
�����, < �;��:। W� ��_  *���������  !� A� �e।’’ 


��� ������ 
�!;�� $8;�� ��� �I� `�2� ���������� ���:��  !� ���V��! ����� ��� 
<- W ���� *0$���G� ���������� $���G� re 7�}���  �  s�90� !���` �� ��D ������ 
����9� ���8����e $��¬�।  

���������� ��� ���K�������e �0�_� ���������� ��2�E I<���� !���।  
 
 
 
 
 
 

* �/��� 8����� �;L���9!��< $!���� ���!�।
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������� ���  ����� 
�������� ���! ������ ���� / 
�������� ��8��*� W!�" ���P 

�������� ���! ����� Y' 7�}���, '-.' 

 

EDUCATION AND SOCIAL SERVICE DIVISION 

 

P-3, Suhrawardy Avenue, 

No. PC-78    Calcutta-17. 

 

21/22 October, 1971. 

Dr. AJOY K. ROY, 

Secretary, 

Bangladesh Teachers Association, 
38/2, Elgin Road, 

Calcutta-20 
 

Dear Dr. ROY, 
 

I wonder if you could please see me at this address for discussion about your work 
here. We need your counsel and assistance in preparing a couple of questionnaires- 

one for eliciting information about demobilized freedom fighters (students and non-
students) and the other for victims of undesirable motherhood. Perhaps you could care 

to see me on receipt of this note. ' 
 

Thanking you, 
 

Yours Sincerely, 

(K. S. Murshid) 
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������� ���  ����� 
‘‘���������� ��� 
�����e ���:�� W!��� 
�����’’ - )/<��� ���*� /<��!�� !���"� 

 s�90�  

�<�����  Yb 7�}���, '-.' 

 

���������� ��0� 
�����e ���:�� W!��� ��������������� ��0� 
�����e ���:�� W!��� ��������������� ��0� 
�����e ���:�� W!��� ��������������� ��0� 
�����e ���:�� W!��� �����    
)/<��� ���*� /<��!�� !���"� ]:��Q�  s�90�5 �_��� )t)/<��� ���*� /<��!�� !���"� ]:��Q�  s�90�5 �_��� )t)/<��� ���*� /<��!�� !���"� ]:��Q�  s�90�5 �_��� )t)/<��� ���*� /<��!�� !���"� ]:��Q�  s�90�5 �_��� )t    

���K� �:�A� / �������� ��!���! 7����� 
�!;������ �:���K� �:�A� / �������� ��!���! 7����� 
�!;������ �:���K� �:�A� / �������� ��!���! 7����� 
�!;������ �:���K� �:�A� / �������� ��!���! 7����� 
�!;������ �:    
����� �����*�� $�� )�������� �����*�� $�� )�������� �����*�� $�� )�������� �����*�� $�� )���    

    

*� �;Q������ ������ Q�< ��/<�� ����� ���� ��S��� !�� �������� )/<��� ���*� �� 
 ��! ]:��Q� / �h8���  s�90� !�� Q<  �, ��0� 
�����e �������� ���:�� W!��� �����। 
/<��!�� !���" We ��=�� R���M� !��� �: ���L ��� =Q0 !��।  

/<��!�� !���"� 7�� W! $D��� ��_��� ����� 7��������  �� �_���  �� ������� �Q���� 
)t ���K� �: $�:� !���!�� �:�A� =Q�0� �: ����� $���" ��� / �������s� $�� )Q�� 
��� Q<।  

/<��!�� !���" �*�0� �����  8��" ������� )/<��� ��* ���< ���:��� ���:�� ����� 
!�� ��A�� e<��Q<�� 4�-����� 7�L� $��h��! ‘�;h��� �����<! W�� ��� ����! ��p�E 
!��� 7���h�’ ��� 7�8�Q� !�� W�� W $��_ �h8���  s�90� !��  � ��_��� ���� / )/<��� 
��* 
��� �����< ����< ���� ���!��� ���!D�����  !� QD���e �Q: !��� �।  

8����Q �����  � ��D ��� ���������� ���2 ���  !��" ����9� ���K / 
������ ����� $�� 
7!�̄  ���� k�� !���`, )/<��� ��* /<��!�� !���"� ����� $�� )E��! !;�k�� $!�� 
!��।  

)/<��� ��* /<��!�� !���"� $D��� ����� $���" ���9 /  � ��D ������� $��� ���:�� 
���������� 
������ ��=���! ���� �� !���` ����� $�� ��=��� 7�8� ��� Q<। ���� 
���� /<��!�� !���" �������� e<��Q<� ���� �����Q� *0Q�:�, ��� ����� / ¬����k� ��S�� 
������ 
���� ���< ��� *P�� �: �������� $�� )!�� )��� ���।  

8��� ��!�� -( �����! �������! )a< ���< / ����� ��0- ��9�0� ���<R ��< ������ 
e��Q���  � ��� �;�h !���` ��: )/<��� ��* /<��!�� !���" *8�� !;�k�� $!�� !��। ���� 
���� /<��!�� !���" ]:��Q�8���  s�90� !��  �, ����-��� �������9 8���� )�a� $���" �������! 
��o�� �������� �I���< )�� �:���� )/<��� ��* �����!�।         
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������� ���  ����� 
���K��=��� `�� / ��� �®��<�! 7��=Q�0� 

�: �������� `����* / �������� `�� 
e4�<��  �1� ��k�3 

�������� `�� ��* / 
�������� `�� e4�<  

. �8��, 
'-.' 

 

To 

The News Editor, 

 

Mujibnagar: 7th November, 1971. 

 

Bangladesh Students' Union and Bangladesh Students' League the two traditional 
fighting organizations of the students of Bangladesh-the vanguard of all democratic 

movements have issued the radiant call of United Struggle against the reactionary 
ruling clique of Pakistan. 

 

The representatives of these two main students organizations met to-day and 

issued the following statement on behalf of the students and youths of Bangladesh. 

 

The signatories to the statement are : 

 
* Noor-e-Alam Siddiquee.     Nurul Islam 

President, Bangladesh      resident, Bangladesh 
Students' league.      Students’ Union 

 
*Shahjahan Shiraj,      Mujahidul Islam Selim. 

General Secretary,       Do.General Secretary, 
Do 

 

* A. S.M. AbdurRab, 

   Vice-President, 

   Dacca University Central Students' Union. 

 

* Abdul Quddus Makhan, 

General Secretary, Do. 

 

Released By : 

 

(Shahjahan Shiraj)    (Mujahidul Islam Selim) 

General Secretary,    General Secretary, 

Bangladesh Students' League. ,  Bangladesh Students’ Union 
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PRESS RELEASE 

The Statement: 

The glorious freedom struggle of Bangladesh inspired by the ideal and conducted 

according to the instructions of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the great 

leader of the Bengali Nation, is now seven months old. Our heroic freedom fighters 

are fighting a life and death battle and unhesitatingly shedding their blood for the 

liberation of their motherland. The fighting students of Bangladesh have long been 

unitedly fighting against the Ultra-reactionary ruling clique of Pakistan. In keeping 

with the past tradition of the students and youths of Bangladesh must forge iron-

strong unity and canyon freedom struggle to liberate the motherland. 

The students and youths must come forward and participate in the armed 

struggle. 

We must keep in mind that the enemy of the 75 million people of Bangladesh- the 

savage Yahya clique is being nourished by the Chinese, Government, as well as the 

American Imperialists. We have therefore to fight against heavy odds. 

Our struggle is a national liberation struggle for attaining the cherished goals of 
Bengali Nation and it is directed against imperialism and colonialism. This is a 

people's War. Therefore, all the fighting forces of Bangladesh should unite under the 
leadership of Bangladesh government. 

We appeal to the youths and students of Bangladesh, particularly the workers of 

this two organizations to participate in the liberation struggle en masse against the 

freedom fighters unitedly, jointly boycott the administration in the Pak-occupied areas 

and destroy the invading army. We appeal to all fighting forces to advance under the 

leadership of the Bangladesh government that has been established according to 
people's verdict in order to accelerate our victory as well as to raise the demands for 

and secure the release of President of the People's Republic of Bangladesh 
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

As the liberation forces are achieving new successes, the World conscious is 

more and more siding with us. We express our gratitude to the countries like India, 

Soviet Union which are in many ways helping and supporting us and we appeal to all 

freedom loving and democratic people and states, particularly the students and youths 

of the World, to extend support and assistance to our just struggle. We appeal to all 

States of the World to accord recognition to the Bangladesh Government headed by 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Raqman. 

We appeal to all strengthening united armed struggle with a view to establishing 
secular, democratic, progressive state by completely liberating Bangladesh, a state 

that will free from all kinds of exploitation and ensure peace and prosperity to the 
workers, peasants, middle class, students and youths. 

There is nothing in the World more glorious than sacrificing our Jives in the 

struggle for liberating our motherland. Let us pledge to unitedly liberate the country 

from the clutches of the enemy. Our victory is certain. Joy Bangla. 
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������� ���  ����� 

�������� `����* �8���� ��� 
)�� ��[��!� �K�:  

��������  !��< `�� ��=�� 
���9�  

'. �8��, '-.' 

 

������ 7����G t��t� 7����0 ���K���Q�, 7!����8< `��-a��! / )��� ��=��� 
7�88��!����।  

��_��� ����<������� �Q��<! ���K��*� ����� �! �_���� �Q� )���� 4�����, ��� 
7��&�0�<  $�0�< 7�$��0� / ���� 7���s ����� �������� 
����� ��=���� . ��� 7����E 
Q�<�`। We ��=���� $���� ������ ;��� )���0� ���� W! u�8��: $������ )���� *�2 
�����`�। Q�:�, �:��8���, ;����� / �����!���!��` ������ *0����� ���� � !�� �e, )� ��e, 
)����� )���� ��� ��� $��������  ��Q� Q�� $��s���� $�� 4�%��<  ��2  <। ������ 
$���" �S0 �_���� �Q� )����! ����  ��� ���<�  !��  `�2  ����< )�� ������ $�:E 
7���। ���� �����! ���� ��� ���! �J� ��9�������� 4��2  I�� )� �� ������! ��K !��� 
�;��� ����। ��e )� )���  ���� ��e, Yb sO�< ������! �����D !��� u5
° �����  8�_ 
 �1��� Q�<  *�`, )����  ���� ��e ���������� ��± )s���� �����D ����� �t��� ���<� 
����� ?%�। x!:�� ��_���� ��=���� I�� t�� ����� 92��G� $���� $!�~� Q�< /�P �e, 
������� ��¢��  ����`  �, ��v��� �5
 <। ��v����� ������� ��� �।  

)� ���� ������ W!�" ��-  � �� ���K�,  � �� 
������। ��e �;��:� ²!��" ������� 
�2*�s�� )������! �����D !��� ����; ��� �J� �����!�� �J Q�� $���Q���< )����� 
$���� !���`। ������ ���" )� 7�����<, ��v���� $���" s� u�8��: u*�। ���¢���� $���8 
����� !��` $Q� `�2� �! �̀e <। )������ 7����0 )��� �_���  �� �����, )� )������ 
�~�0� �������� ���<R )/<��� ���*�। ������ ��=��� $��L��� ��  ��! *0�:���O�! 4���� 
!��� X���:� �:���� !�� �� 
������ 4��% )Q�� `����=�� ���9� ���<, �� ���� 
�_����! �Q� �����  �� �Q���� ����  ���e W )������ #�! ���<�`� W�� ����� `�2� 
������ $���" ���9 x!:��8��� W )������ ����  � ����2�<�`� ���� �������9। )� 
����� 
)������ . ��� 7����E Q�<�`। ���������� ���"�� ������ �����, #�+���� )�����! ���� 
W� ����! �� ��p�E !��� $��h� !�� Q��, �� ������ $���" $*����� �Q��� ��o��� 
���!�� ��� ����2�< W ��S�8���� �:����  ��!����� !�� 4���। ����� ���9 ��� ������ 
$*����� ���V��! �Q� �]��Q����% �_����  �;�R )A� $!�� !�� W�� *0$�����G! �������� 
��!���! ���� ����< 7!����8<  � �:������  ��!����� !���`। W`�2� )�� *���� W�� 
)��� �������� `�� e4�< )����� ���� W! ��K ���;��� ���:�� ��_��� ����� �Q��<! 
�_���� )����, 7��$�0�< / ������ �������� 
����� ��=��� x!:�� ���K )������ )Q�� 
����<�`। ���� ������� �������� ��!���� $��� *�2  ����� �]��Q� #�! ���< ����! ������ 
����< ���� ��D $�����< ���� ��v��� ���� W! / 7�8n। 
������ $�c ���� �Q������ �� 
7"�। ... .)��, )��� ����� �;E Q�� � �̀�2 )� I�"E �!��।  

��=��� 8�e�<��, ���!;� �����< �®�� 4�-������� ��� ����� $���� Q��:!� $Q� 
�;�h !�� Q�<�`। Yb �`��� e��Q��� ����� !�L���*�� �� ������� �����© 8��, *� ������ 
x!:�� *0����� 8�< ���� �08_ ���< ���� ���Q��� )����� ���< )a< ��<�`���, W� �! 
�����s��! ���� / ���� I-!�  �1����� �� ���� �/�� !�� ��� �8�� !�� ���;�� ���< �_���� 
 �;�R )A� 
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A�� !���`���- ����� �� $�< i. � ������! ���$��]�^��< �������  s�9�� ���। 
 ����<�` �����s��! �����। )��� ��� ����� $�< �� ��<*�< ����� W�2�<  *�`। !��0 
!��V������ ¢�2� $����< ����� ������!  � ����`।  � ��� ������� ¢���!  /<�� ��K )� 
u5��Q� ��� �e, ���/ 
��� �����81� �����< �! *���<  � 7���� e<��Q<� !���` ��� $������ 
�Q"�����  ���� )e!�:��� �;��:���� ��e  /<� Q��। )��� �5���< �0�_�� ����" W $�c� 
4%�  ��। .... 

*0�G�� ��v���� ¨��<� X�����! W�� !���S9��  8���`�। *� ������� �� $�� 
*0���´���0� ���� W��� ���9 ���"� ���� �����< ���� )��� ������। ... W��� ��: ������ 
)���-�����-���" )� Q����। W��� ���� ������ ���" #�!��  !��� /�P। W��� ���9� �5���� 
������ ����� ���9� Q<। )� W��� �:  !� ��<� �e, ���� �e, �<�-����0: �e, ��� �e। 
)� W��� W!��� $��: Q� �;��:।  ���� )�  ����  s��9� W���W )���  Q����� �� ���e 
W����! ������ ��! Q�� ����< ��� Q��। ���"� ���!/ ��� W�� ��!��� ��<, ���" ����2 W���  �� 
!�� "�!��� "�!��� !��  !�" *��< ��0 �`�"�< 4��K A�� "��_�< ����� Q��। 8��9:�� $���" 
�����  � W��� ���0��� �;h�E  ��� ��4��  !��� /�P।  

��=��� 8�e�<�� )�����=��� 8�e�<�� )�����=��� 8�e�<�� )�����=��� 8�e�<�� )���, , , ,     

 ���� ��  � 7�A�< W��� ��/<� ����, �;��:e W��� ��/�। W����! !��<-*��< ��/<� 
���¢�< ���� Q��। ..... )����� ���0�, 8����� ��S�� W�� ����� ���<���� !��`, W� ����8�_� ���� 
 �<�� �: )���� $?%�  Q�।  

��=��� 8�e- ����� )���, )���� ��<e 4���� !���`, )����� 
����� ��=�� ��e 
��w�� Q�� �������!, )� ��e �h )����� ����। ����� ���-$�E�� )� 
������ ���� 
7��E ���`�।.... *0��G� �����P )����� �!"�� $������ 8��� $�� Q��e ���2 ���  !��" 
����9� ��� !�� ¨<���� �Q��8��� 4��� !�� ���<�`। )�� )��� ����<�/ )����� ����� 
W�*�< W���`। �!� ��=��� ����� W� ���K� ����± )!����< 4�=��। ���� ����� W�� $�� 
��K�� �J�! )s�� Q��`। )� �������! �� ��Z!�� !� ���  ̀ ������� ��0� ����-�8;�� 
!�����  �� �, �� )E�����! �������  ����*���� ���¢���< !��s�9� )����� !�� )��`। 
)��� We �:�� $<���  !�� ����Q�e e, ��&<��88��/ Q�<�`। ... ������ )���� ����� 
!0�!�Q��  �1��` �, 7�Q�< ����9� )!��� W��� ¨�<�! �2�  �< �। ��Z�! ��Z W�� *0��G� !�� 
���, �!� *0��G� 7���s �G W����! )!9�0 !�� �e, )� ��e ����� ����� W�� 92��G� 
��"  ��� ������Z !��� ��। ��������!� !�
� Q�< �;y���% ���:� $��¬� !��� !�� �`�- 
������ ���/ )� ����Q��� Q�< s����! ����, e��  ��������� Yf �  ���_ Q�:� !��� 
��: �� �������s ����� ��� ���� ��� !�� Q<, �� �;����� �s:�� ;�����, �s:�� 
�����!��, '( �� ���9 Q�:�� ��/ ���� ��Q� ����!�� ���!  !� !��। 8���� )�� 7��! 
Q�< ��e ����� ������ ;������ ��/ ���¢���, !���� ���E )� d��: ����0� D�����!: )/2� 
�����  !� ���� ����  ��<। ��K� $�� ����!��< 4��� ���e  !��<�, )�����<�, �!4��� 
e��Q�� W��� ����! 4������ !�� �e। We �� ��!, §�, ���� ��K�*��! )��� �5���<���% 
����< ���� ��e, W��� )���  �9 ���¢���� �:e d�P�! ����`, ���  � d�P! )E�����! $���� 
������ �<�G� ����� !���  *���"���� �s�� ��� �e, ����` �� ������ ���������� �0�_�� 
 µ��-  � d�P�!� )����� ������ �_���� )���� 4����� ������� ���K���Q�� �8��!  �����। 
 �  �P�!� 8�9� 
����� ������� ���8�9�� 7����� <- ��� 8�9� Q� �:������ 7���9�� ����"।  � 
d�P�! ���¢��� �� )���9-������� Q�� �- 
������  
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��2�E �� ����� Q��। )�  � �� )��� !���� !���� !����� ����� ��e �, ���� �J� ���!� 
���� ��� "!"�! 4%3 ��K। )���� t� ����, �J� �K ��K��  ��� )��� ��/� ���¢ ���e 
d�P�! ����`। W��� ���V��! �/��*�� �:�����  ���8����� ���� ����।  

)�/ 7���:� ���! ����0� !�� ���:� 4¶���� )���!��·  ��� 4��������� ��K 
7����! !��� �����,  ��90 / 7������! ���� $����� !��� �����, )�/ �� �� �Q���� 
)���� ����  ����,  �e�� ��K� $��8��! )�� W!�"��� ���k� !��� ��e- We  ��9�0� 
!9�s��� ������ Q�< ����  �� Qe�� �Q��� !�� )����� ����� �! �� Q< �? 

�;QZ ��K� $��8� )���! W!�" ��� ���k� !��� ��e- �� �� ����9� �;��: <, W!�"��� 
)��� ���� ��� )���  ��<�  `���! �����"� ���� )s��� �J�� �� !��, W!�"��� )��� 
 ����� ���� )��� 7������ �;��� ��!  �<��"�  �����<  �1��� !�� ���, ��� W!�"����� �: 
)���  ����� ���� )���  ��<�! �~�0� 4�_ !�� �����! 7�:���� !��, ��� )��� �o��� 
)��� *8���� l��  �" ���� ��� *8���� �E��!  �<��"�  �����<  �� !��, ��� )���  ���� 
 !�� Q�� ��� �� ����� !�� ��t�!  !�2 ��< ��� �o���e "�!��� "�!��� !�� �� !��, ��� 
)��� s� ���2�< s�`�2� !��  ��� !�� ���  ��� ������ !��- ��� )�� �! $���Q���� 
)�� ¥�� 4P�� �? )�� �! x ����� ������ !�� Q�� ���K ��e�� �? )��� l� 7�¢��� 
 !��� ��� �!�- /�*� W� $������ ��e। 
� Q����� ·��� /��� ���� ¥����� )�� �! 
W!�"��� ��e�� �? ��t� �;��:!�n�  8� !�� ���¢���� �D� D�����!: �! )���! ��¸� ���� 
����? ����  !? 4%� ��। )�� �! ����� �J� ��K � ���v�< )��� �«�� ���RQ��� 
 ��<� ���� ���;�R� 7��!�� ��< ���2���। �;QZ��K� $��8�! )��� ��� � ���� � ���� ��� 
)����� ����� ����  !� ���<?  !� 
����� ���*��? )� )�� ����� 4��������� 
��K����Q� !��` ������ ����< ���� ��e- )��� )�  !�� 
������ �: �2�` �, �2�` ���<� 
7º, ����� )����, 8��<� �K, ��t�!�n�,  ���� ���R Q�� $������  /<�� �:- �2�` 
�J� �K ��K��  ��� �� ��/� ���¢  <�� �:। W ��� ���¢���� <, W ��� 
������। W 7l 
 !�� �����"e <, :�< / ���:� �Q� )��� W� ����� ��K। W�  ��  !�� �0�_�  ������e 
<, ������ ���2 ���  !��" ���9।  

)�� ���, ��K� ����!�� �� $��  Q�! �  ! �������< 7��:����। e�� *� ������� 
�Q"��� ������ Q� �, �������� Q�� ��� �।  !���<�, )�����<�, �!e�� ��K Q��� �। �����9 
�;h�E )��!� ��। )� ����  � ���< �� �����0��! ��K� ���< <, ���Q��� ����9� ���<। 
��e �� 
�D ���9�� ���Q��� / 
�����!��� ����9� ����� W�*�< )��� )��� )�� !��।  

e��Q�� ���� ���� ���� ���2 ���  !��" ���9� We :�<, ��: / 
������ ��=�� �:�� Q�� �- 
Q�� ���� �। e����Q )��� ���<� Q�e। 
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������� ���  ����� 

������ !��4�+ ���"� !�;�! 4��A� 
����< j����� / !������ 

������ !��4�+ ���"� \( �8��, '-.' 

 

���������� �*�0� ���� 4�A���� 
��� �����81� 
� *0���G! ��� / �����:�A� 

j����� / !������ 

8���!� 

���� ����� ���!D�� X������! ��K ��� ���: Q����� ���Q�� !����K। ��s� < ����� 
�K�<� ��� / �� �� ����� ��� W�� �����< 7���� Q�<�` W ���K। W ���K��=��� ���� 
������ ��=  ���9�  �Q�� ����9� ��<�` ���< 7���। ����9 !�� ���8n ��� )�:��<� ���K 
 I1��� ����
�!;�। ����� ���<� ���K��*� x  ������ ������� `�2� W ��=�� �! �̀��e �I� 
Q�� ���� �, ���/ ���!D�� X������! �t��K�! ������ !��� $�c 8��� ��!�� / ��� 
 �����Q�� 8���!�/ W��� ��2� )�`। ���/ W !�� �;y��� ���� ��� ���  �, ���� ������  �Q�� 
�*0 / ��� �E���� ]��� *�P� ���K���Q�e �`� W ����� �<��! ��K। )*��� ���/ 
���-
����-��;����� �����81� �������� *P� W��e �<��! ��K �Q���� !�� !���।  

 �� )� Q�����-��K Q��/ �J��K <, <  ��9! /  ��9!Q�।  !�, ���������� ���2 
���  !��" ����9� 4��  !����� ���!D�� ���!��e  ��90 ����<�- ����� ����  ��9�0� 
���!��� �`� (!)  ���� 78:E���  ������ �Q�� �� ���E����  a0� (�) ������ ��F��:��� 
����9 !�� ���!� ��F��:���, ���/ W ���� ���: $�� �J �`� ���!D�� ���!��।  

������ ���"�� )� ���!D�� ���!�� � ��!��/ ����� �� !�-!�����, �:� , e��:��» 
 !�~�� / �:���< $��L� ��<  *�`, ��<  *�  ̀ ���!��Q ���8n ��F��:����  ���� �����-��¼�; 
�u���  ������-�Q���� ��<�` 7��। 7�W� x��  ���-������ ��K� $�:� / ����� ��� / 
 ��90  ��! �*0�! 7��:e ��K !��� Q��, ���� )/<��� ��* $��  �� ������� �Q�� !�;�! 
���s��9�  ��9!Q� ���� Q�� 7��Q�।  

*� < ����� s"���� �! $�� !��? $��0 !��  ���� 78:E���  ������-�Q�� / ����� 
�������e �`� ���!D�� ���!��� ��� ����"; W��� $�:� �Q����*��< ���� ������ 7���: =��� 
��s�"� Q�<�` 7*�0� ‘��e��e’ (�8�<���) Q�:�!��। )���  �9 Q<�  ���-������ 
$����<������� 92�G, 8��_� �����  ��9�0� ��9���।  

��`�2� 7��V��! �:��� ���V��! 
����� 7��Q�, �� ���� ������ �*0 *� ����� �`� ��� 
Q��2 Q��2 4���� !���`, 4���� !���` ���e ������ �����0 ���9 �����= 
������ ���� �����`, 
�!��� )�* ���0 !���` 7l। W �*0e *� < ���� ����e��  ��� �:�* 
�!�� !���`। ��e W 
�*0�! �!� $!��  ��90  ��! 7��:e ��K !��� Q��। t�� ����� !��< �*�0� ���� Q��� I�"�� 

 
 
 
 

'-.' ����� \( / \' �8�� W�� ' �#���� 7��L� ���"�� !��=�� *;Q�� ���V��! ������ �8�%�� ����। 
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�,  ��" 8�� ��"�� �,  �!�� ���� � !��, 8���Q� ���� � ���, ½0=A ���9 Q�� �, ½0��K, 
 ��*� ���� � X9���:, ����� ]�� Q�� � �!��� �:  ����। 

 
W����A�<  ���� �!�  a0�� �*�!  ���-������ �!� ��� /  ��90  ��! ��K !��� 

Q�� ��� $�� ���" !���� 4��  ��� �SR ���� Q��। 
 
$���:  ���� ���  D��� �*�0� ���: )�� Q�� 
����� / �����81�R �~�!� ��� )A�। 

 ���� ���"�� ��� ���Q�� 7�A��! �*0 8�90 )� ��  ����  ���`।  ��Q�� )�����  ���� 
���9 s����2� *S� ��, ��e ���u��  �s  ����e ����� 8< ��*� 
�8���!। W 7�A�< ��!���! 
��y8���  s�90� !��� Q��- 

 
���!D��  ���! ���  ��e� ��������, ������ ��F��:������� W��  ���<  ���-�Q��   a0��  

�����< �~� ����<�3 !�� Q��। W ��  ��9�0� !��  ��! �*0 �~� ��K ��!��। 
 
�]��<�: �!� D��� ���K  I1��! ��< W!�" �<���  �����Q� *�2  ���� W�� $�3�<¤ / 

!���� ��S9��� �����!  µ�� ���� �: ���K  I1���  4��:��*  ���� ���8n 7���  µ��  !� 
A��  !�� । 

 
�;R�<�:  ���� 78:E��  `�"-�2 �!� ���V��! ���� �Q����*��< ��= ����� 4n�� / 

!�:�0���� W!�" ����=! !������ $0< !�� । 
 
������ !��4�+ ���"�� ��  ��! )��� ��= ����� ���� ����9 !�� �������� ��!����  

�!" ������� �: 4����K 4�[��: ��¾�K !������ ���< 4��A� !��`। )��� �;y8��� �� !�� 
 �, W!��� W !������ ��D��<�0� ���:��e  ������ ��=  ���9� /  �Q��  �*�0� ���V��!, 
7��V��!, ������! / ���¤;��! ���K )��� ����।  )��� W/ �;3!��  ��90� !��`  �  W !������ 
��D��<��  ���� ��!���� ���� ������ !��4�h ���"� ��0� �Q����*�� $�� !���।  

 
$���: ����� �� Q/<� 4��� �*���G! ���� ����� (People's Republic of Purba 

Bangla) ।  ��Q�� ue ����� �`� W! �����, ��e ‘��������’ ���"�� ��= ��������  ! ��¢�< W�� 
W�� ��8��E  ��! ��<।  
 
����� ��� ��� ���Q 

(') �������G! ���� �:�A� *�2  ����� �:  ���! 7�n� !;�9$��  �� Q�� 4n� ��q 
$��  �� S�� *�2 ����� Q��।  ���! ��q��<�  ��S�� *�2  ����� �: �������G! ���� 
�:�A�< ���� ��� *���G! �����:�A� 7��:e *�2 ����� Q��। *���G! ���� �:�A� *�2  ����� 
��� ��� ����S�� ���"  �J ������ 4�� �*[� ������ �� ����2�< )�`। W ���" �J Q��- 
(') 4��������  / <�-4�������� , (Y)  ���< ���E��� W�� (\) )������G!  ��90।  

 
���!D� 4��������, )E�����! ��F��:��� �� <� 4��������,  ���< ���E��� 

( ������-�Q���) / W��� �������� ��D �~� W��  ���< )������G! ����� *0���G! ��!�� 
����<�3 !���। 
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        (Y) ��� Q�� �~�0� 
��� / �����81�। )�����!  8�"* �:�A�� ���:�� �*0 ����� 
 a0��8�%! $����� ����� !�� �������O *P !��� W�� W �������O Q�� �*�0� �����81� 
���� !���!�� !��� ������ ��K���� Q���<��। 'r �`� / ���¬� �<��� $���" �-���� 
 8�"���!�� ��!��।  

     (\) �!��� �: !����A�, ���:-�l-���A�, ���� / ���!Z�� W�� �;�!��� 8��� $��  
!��� ��<�� (*:����O) �o���  ��� ��D ���!q� $0< / !���!�� !�� Q��।  

     (b) ��������� �����!��� �!� ����, 4�����, ���, �0�, 8�9� W�� ���-��S9 �������9 
�!� ����9� ��� ����< / ������! 7��!���� ��<�� ��!��।  

     (f) W ���  ���� ���: �!� �!��� u����, 
�$���, ����-#�!��-��Q����, �8���;�%, 
�:��8���- ��:��;�%, ��-�������-��<�,  `�����, !���������� ��������, ��_�-Q�_���, ��®���<!��, 
4= )���!�� $8;��  ��� ������! 7���� /  ��90-���2 ���9�! ��* ��* ��� �_� !�� 
W���`�- ��� �����0� 4��� !���।  

4����K ������ ����  ���e ������ !��4�+ ���"� � *0���G! ����� ����K !������ 
Q���� !��`-      

'। !;9! / !;�9 ���:��  ��� 

(!) ���������� )�����E���� �:�A�� 7���9�! �~�0�8��� 4Z��� !�� Q��। " � ��9 !�� 
��� ���’’ W ���� �8�%�� !;�9�:�A�� ��*�P !�� Q��। ����< *0���G! ��H�� �� �J� W�� 
����� �������� ��D ����<�3 ��� / !;�9 �G����  ������, �*����9� / *��� !;9!��� ���: 
$�<���� 7����� �������: ����0 !�� Q��।   

(�) ��H��� ��� ������ 7�! 7!;9! ���� ����! )�` �� ��!�� ���� !;�9� )�<� ]��� 

���� ����!� ����Q !��� ����` � ��� 7:  ��� =Q0 !���`- !;9! �Q���� W��� 8���!�  e। 
W��� ��� 4��� ����: ��!��� ���� �< !�� �������: !;9!��� ���: ���� !�� Q��। �!� W��� 
��� ��e  /<� Q�� �� W�� �� ��  ���� )�<� ]��� 
<��~�0� Q�� �����, ��� )�* <।  

(*) 7n-�l-����-
�A:-���A� W�  �1��! $�c 7�Q�< ����� / 7:�: 7!;9! ���9���  
Q��� �������0� ��� 4�!�0 �Q����  � ��� )�` �� 4��� ����: ��!��� ���� �< !��  /<� 
Q�� / �������: !;9!��� ���: ���� !�� Q��। ��� �� !�� Q�� x �!� ����9�  ���� ��!�� 
$�<���, ��� !�;�! ��!q �:�A� =Q0 !��� ��, ��� )�* <।    

(s) )������*: ���� ��� / ��!��� ��� ������Q !;9!��� ���: �������: ����0 !�� Q��। 
/<�!I,  ����%� �~�%� ��� ��* ��* ��� !;9!����!  ��90 !�� Q�� ���! ����3 !�� Q��। �!� 
����< / �Z 4�[��:  � /<�!I ��  ����%� !�� Q�<�`�  � 4�[�: ���� �:�Q� � Q<, ��� ��: 
��!�� 4���K �:�A� =Q0 !���।  

(v) 4n� ���� ���, ��� / d�k��! !;�9 �G���� �����Q, !;�9��  ���Q 4n� d�k��! 
�:�A�� $���, �S�� !����� �Q���� �:� / ��´��� $�������� A�<� �;y �:�A� =Q0 !��  ���! 
����: 
<��~�0� !�� Q��।  
 
 
 

* )�����!  8�" ���� ��¢�<5- ������ �:�K $���� � Q�< ���"� $���� Q��। �*0 ���"������!  8�"  ���।  � ���"� ����  ��� �� 
 ���  8�" ���� �� W!� !�� �~�0� $�%  8��"� 7����� �������O x ���"�� $������ ���:� ����h Q��। ����� x ���"� �:�K 
����h !��  ��� (7���Z �������O $����� ����� !�� ��P���)। W 7�A�<  !�  8�"����  8�" 7$�����R���! ���! �।  
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(�) ���������� ���~��� ����� 4n<�� �:�A� =Q0 !�� Q��। 78:E��0 ���Q�� / ������ 
�3��� 4�[��: ���~�, �:�t-���-!�"-��_��� ����0 / �;�� ��� !�� Q�� W�� 
�Z����q d�k��! $�� $����Q 4Q�� �����! 4n�� ��� !�� Q��।  

(`) !;�9a��! ��  ��������� ��: 4���K ����� ����� $�<���< �:�A� =Q0 !�� Q��।  

(�) ����< �J  ������-�Q����� �!"  � ��D !;9!-���� / *��� !��"���q ��* ��* ��� 
½0��<=A, ������! x ½�0� �*���  ��! ��K !�� Q��।   

(¢) !;9!��� ��: W�� !��"���q���� ��: �������� ��s���<��� ½0 ����� �:�A� !�� Q�� 
W�� ��Q���� 4Z����� ��:���� 4��� ���: ����� �:�A� !�� Q��। !;9!��� �� !��"���q����/ 
$�<���< !������� �����Q !�� Q��।  

(À) !;9! / !;�"���q���� 
����  
��$�0���� ����< *P�� ��: 4Z��Q / �Q����*�� 
$�� !�� Q��। ����<��� !;�9 ����<, �0: �����Q / ��������!�0 ����< $��L� W�� 4n<� 
$�<���< �:�A� =Q0 !�� Q��।     

(") ������0�!  �1� 7��V��! �������< 4]�� !��� �: ����� �;L���9!��< �! �̀ ���:! 
)���  �1� ������� $��� !�� Q��।   

Y। a��! / a� ���:��  ���  

(!) a��!��� �: ����9� ��  ���� ��!�� 4����*� ����� $���� �:�A� !�� Q��।  

(�) d��! 7���! r sO� a���  �/<�� $���" ��q-�:���< $��L��� a��! /  ��!� 
!���������  ��� !2�!�28��� ���� !�� Q��। 7��: $�<��� r sO�� 7��! a��� �: �]�0 Q��� 
4��� ����a���!� �:�A� !�� Q��।    

(*) 7���$�3 �� !�� !��� �*�< �_� �� !���� 7�� Q�<  *�` W� a��!��� �: ��!�� / 
����!��� ���� ����9 ����� (=���e�"), ���� /  ���� �:�A� !�� Q��।  

(s) a��!��� ��: $�<���< ���A� W�� 7��� �����  !�� �:�A� ���� Q��।  

(v) a��!��� �������0� �� / ��!��� ��� 4n� !��� $�<���  µ# e4�< *P, 
����!��� ����  �1� �� !9�!�9 / ���s" !��� ��0� 7��!��  �/<� Q��।  

\। ��q / �:����  ���  

(!) !;�9�8�� 7�A�  ��!  ���! �� ��q��;� !�� *�2  ���� Q�� W�� W ���� 4�� �8�% 
!�� ��q�:�A��! ��*�P !�� Q��।  

(�)  ��, �+��� /  +"��� �:� , ����,  ��"�, #! W�� !�*�, ��", ��u:Z, d��, ��, ��Q�� 
����0 !�����, 7l !����� / ��)e�#��, /<���� / ����! !�;�! ����� !����� e�:��� ��� ��q 
/ �:���<� $��L����Q �����0�8��� ����<% ��!��।  

(*)  ���! �� )z�8����� / ��q-��;� !��� ����!  `�" / ��¢��� ��q W�� 
��q������ ��!��� �Q����*��  �/<� Q��। 7q ���� ½0 $�� / ���K�_� ���� !�������  e�:��� 
������Q� �:�A� / ������� �����*- ������ ���8 ����� ��Q��: !�� Q��। 
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(s)  ����<% ��q-!����� / �:���<� $��L����Q�! ��!��� �;L���9!��< ��!�� / 
a��!��� ������� $����� ���I�  �1�8��� �������� �:�A� !�� Q��। 7:��< )������G! 
 ��90 Q�� ��q�! ��� !�� ���� � W�� ��q ��!���� ��� W��� ���� �,  ��Q�� )����� ���"� 
��� �Q���� ��q�! W ���Z �:�Q�� !���`। 

(v)  �:�K*� ����!��< ��q �:����  ��� 7�:���! ���I�� I�� ���� W!���"<� ������ 
��!�� � s�", a��! ���� 4���K ����� / :��: 7��!��  ��! ���� � Q< ��� ��: W�� 
��:����:� $�c �������0� 
����� ���! ��:  ��� ���I�� 4�� 4���K �<G0 �:�A� $�<�* !�� 
Q�� । 

(�)  )8:E��0 ���: / ��" �:��� W�� ��D $!���� d�����! �:���-���0�:�! ����<% !�� 
Q��।  

b।  `�� / �����:�A��  ���  

 

(!)  *0���G! �:�A�� ���� �����:  ��� �����:�A�� )��� ������ ��� !�� Q��। ���D�� 
d�k��! / *0���� ����� $�� !�� Q��। !���*�� / ��D����� ����� $���:  �/<� Q��।  

(�)  ���:��! ���� ���E ���� 7V���! / ���:�����! ���� Q��। W��� �����0 ����� 
�������� !���*�� / �;�%���! ����� �:�A� ��!��। a��!, !;9! / 7q )�<�  ���!� 
 `�����<��� ��: ���:��! ����� ��/ �� �� ���E ��!��� ���� ����  �/<� Q��। W��� 
 �����  `�����<��� �: ��!��� ���� 4����� $���� �:�A� ��!��। �����  ��� �;���� 
$��8�� ��!���� �: 4���K �:�A� =Q0 !�� Q��।  

(*)  4����K �����:�A�� ��: $�<���< �����< W�� ��� )�9�_! �����< �:�A� =Q0 
!�� Q��।  

(s)  �����8�9�� ���:�� �����< ���� $���� ����� �:�A�� $��� W�� �����8�9�� 4Z!9� 
��� !�� Q��।  

(v)  ����< ����� 7��� �����*-������� �:�A� ��!��।  

 

f।  ���!Z�� / ���A���  ��� 

(!)  ���!Z�� �:�A��! ����� W�� )����*:� ��e�� $������  a<�� (Prevention is better 

than cure) x ���]�<� 4�� �8�% !�� ������� !�� Q��।  

(�)  �¾ )�<�  ���!�� ���� ��!��� ���� 4���K ���!Z��� �����* ��8 !�� ��� �:�A� 
��!��। ����3 ������0 ���;��, ����: ���!Z���<, )���*: ��!� / ��"�  ���*� ���!Z��  !� 
���� ���� Q��। ��� ���!Z��< W!�/  ��!/ ���� ���� � ��< ��� �:�A� ��!��।  

(*)  W����:���,  Q���/�:���, !������ /  Q�!�� ���!Z�� ��k��� 4Z!9� ����� ������*: 
��!��� �;L���9!�� ��!��।  

(s)  �!� ����9� ��:  ���A��� �:�A� !�� Q��, �!� ���� ���E �����0� �:�A� =Q0 !�� 
���� �, ���� ���E 
q )�<� ����9� ��: *;Q�����0� $�<���< 4�!�0 !� ����: 
(Subsidised price) ������Q !�� Q��। �Q� ��q / �:����!�� 
q 8�2�< s� ����� !���!�� 
�:�A� =Q0 !�� Q��। 
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i। ����� �:�A� / )e ����<  ���    

(!) �������0�  
����� ��: )e, )e�� �: ������0 �Q- x ���� �8�%��e )e 
�:�A�� ������ !�� Q��। ����� ���� �� �«�% Q<, ��� ��: �������K �:�A� =Q0 !�� Q��। 
����� ��8�*�! ��� ��8�* Q�� �;�! !�� Q��। 

(�)  ��������� !�Q��!/ ���D  �/<� �� Q<��� !�� Q�� �।  �  !� )����� ���< ��h 
Q�� ����� W� �:�K� 4��� )����� )��� !��� 7��!�� ��!��। 78��=D��� �: ��� ���� 
)e*� ��Q��: / ������ ���8� �:�A� ��!�� । 

(*)   `�"���"� / $����! �������� ���� tS��e 7��� Q< ��� �: *0)������ �:�A� 
��!��। 

(s)  ���� �:�A�< *0���G! ����� $�� !�� Q��। $���" �����! ������0 !�;�! 
�����8��� ������� Q��। $�<������� �����!����� ���:�*��L 7�� �����!�! $�:�Q�� W�� 
��A�� �� �����! ������� !��� �����। 

(v)  7:�< 7����� �� 7������0� ���<�  !� �����!�! 4��� )����� 7�8��K !�� ����। 

.।  ��� / ��¤;�� �~�!�    

(!)  ��� �����0�8��� �������� ��!��। ��� ��� ��� ��� !��` ���� W�� ����� �:����� 
 !�j� �����D  e- ��� $��_ W ��� !2�!�28��� !���!�� Q��। ����� �:�����  !� d�9�:���! 
)��0 ���� � s"�� ���� ��� �: 4���K �:�A� ���� Q��; 7���Z $��:! ����� 7������� �� �� 
��� 
���8��� ��� !��� �����* ����। ���� $��:! ����� 
�!;�� / ��� ���!��� 7��� 7��!�� 
��!��- �!� ����� ���  !� $!��  ���-����� !�� ��  ��90 ����  �/<� Q�� �। 

(�)  ���������� �*�0� *0���G! ����� ��¤;�� �� ��[��� �8�% Q��- 

1) ��_��� ����� ��¤;��� ��!�� / ��� 4n< ��� !��; 

2) ��¤;�� / ���Q��:  �Q�� �*�0� )��-)!�Á��! j���<� !��; 

3) *0���G! ���������� ����� ������ �� )����/ ������� �����< ���Q�:-��¤;��� 
$!��, $��� / $���  ��� !��; 

4) !�S����0� �����< *�, ����, �����, ���<"��, ��q!�� e�:��� ���!��� 
��q���Q�: / ��¤;��� 4�� !�P�� ������9� )���� !��; 

5) �*�0� ���D�� ����, ��L 
�8���! ������ / ����!�� ���� *�2 /�P ��� �: 
W�� ��q-��¤;���  ��� �;���� $��8��  ��!���� �: 4���K �:�A� =Q0 !��। 

r। ����  ":�Â  / !���  ���     

 

(!) �!� $!���� e���������Q $���� ���� $��� ������ ��� !�� Q��। ��D ��!<� 
���� �/!�I !�� Q��। ‘���� $��� A��  4Z���  70�����  !� )���<�  $�� $��� !�� Q��।  
�¾ )�<� !;9! / *��� !��"� ��q����  �: - ����� 8�  ��9�0� ��  4];% ���! �-  ������!  
 �Q�<  �/<� Q��।  
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�. ��q- !;�9  �:��� ���0��:�   ��� ���!  4� Q����  !� �:�A: $��� !�� Q��, 7���Z 4� 
)�<� �:  4��� Q��  W��  �¾ )�<� �¾�� Q��� !�  )���<� �:�A�  ��!�� W��  ����� µ�Â 
$���  ������ !�� Q��। 

 

----। । । । ���  �������  ���5���  �������  ���5���  �������  ���5���  �������  ���5    

 !.  �����  �  ��D ������! 7�:�A� �� ������  ��j ��* ��* ��� ����� /  �*;Q���  Q�<  
)���`  ������ 7�� s"���� Q��। ��~�%� 4%�����!���, ����Q ����� )e, �;�%=Q0 /  
��!����� $���  $8;�� ��9�<  �����  ��S9���  ��� 7��!��  8�* !���।  

�.  � /����  ��� 7��!�� ��!��।  l�-��S9�������9  ���  !���� �:  ���  ������  
�:�A�  ���� Q��।  *8;��A�<  ��!"!���  ���<  �Q�!���  ����!  �����%�  $�<���<  �̀�" / 
����9  ���!Z���  �����*  �/<� Q��।  
'('('('(।  ।  ।  ।  4����� /  ���������   ���4����� /  ���������   ���4����� /  ���������   ���4����� /  ���������   ���    

   !)  ����������   �  ��D 70�n� 4����� )�`  �����  ���;8�9�, ������!  / 7�����!  
�����  4n<  !�� Q��।  

   �)  ��!�� W��  7:�:  ������! / ����*� �����*��   ���  4�����, �I���� / 7:�: 
���Z��  �®���<�  �:�����  ����9  �������  �:�A� !�� Q��।  
''''''''।  ।  ।  ।  ���  !�P���� / ��!���  $�����  ��� ���  !�P���� / ��!���  $�����  ��� ���  !�P���� / ��!���  $�����  ��� ���  !�P���� / ��!���  $�����  ���     

!)   ����������  *0���G!  �����  )e�8�  Q�� W!!�����h।  x )e�8�  Q��- �*�0�  
]���  �������, �*�0�  
�����   ��!  / �*�0�  ��:   ��!  )��-*0$��������  ������ ��A�।  

�)  ��H��� �� �J  �� ����� ��Q��:!��� ��������  !�j� �*��! 7��!�� ��  8�"���!��  
W!�" ���h� ��< ���E ��!�� �। x ����h ���< ��!��� ��� �� $��� �:�A�< ������! 
 !�j�  7��=Q0 !���  �/<� Q�� �। �!� ���� ���� ����/ $����<���� �:�-���0�� ������ 
!�� �� ������  �� ���9  �Q���� �������! *�2 ����� ����-  ��� �: ���  4���K �:�A� 
=Q0  !���।  

*.  *0���G!  ����   ��  �:�A��  )���  ��¤�� !��  7��������   d��!  / ������!  4n�� 
��� !��  �����  ������ !���।  

s. �������O, )e�8� �� A��< ��� �� $��� ��A������  ������ �������0� ���: ����� 
)P�� �`� �� ���¬� �<��� W�� ����! ��A 7�A�< )�`����-��S9 �������9 ����� �!���e 
������, ��� / $�:�  8�"���!�� ��!��। ����h �����!����� ���:�*��L 7�� $�<������ 
����� ������� $����� �� $�������� $�:�Q�� (Recall) !��� W�� �� $����� ������� !��� 
�����।  *�� �:��" $�����  8�"�� �:�A�� $��� !�� Q��।  

(v)  ��� �:��! *0����<� �:�A�� $�� !�� Q��। A��< $��� �:�A�< *����<��� 
$���: ��!��।  

(�) ����¾ $���!  ��! ���$�� �<�E �!� ��!�� $���! / ������! �������0� 
 *��, ��� / $�:�  8��" ������� Q��। $���: A��< ������  ��!e ����h $���! �� 
������! ������� !�� Q��। �����!����� ���:�*��L 7�� $�<������� 4����K  ��!� $���! 
�� ������!�! $�:�Q�� !�� ��� $���! �� ������! ������� !��� �����। 
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(`)  �  !� $���! �� �������!� ��S�� )����� ����� ���<� !��� 7��!�� $��:! 
�*���!� ��!��। 

(�)  ���� �����!, )��-�����! �� �:���-������<� ���Q�� ���� *0���G! �:�A� ���� ��!��। 
����< �:�A�< / �����  8�"���!�� ��!��। )�����  ���� �����! ���Q� W ���Z  � ���R���! 
7�A�< ��  �1��! 7��!����Q� 7�A�< ������ !��� ���: Q�< W���`, ���  ��! ����� ��K 
!�� Q��। �����  ���$��! )�/ 4n� !��� �: W�� *0��G� 8������< ����� )�/ 4]�� !��� 
�: ����� ��!��� $��h� ��!��। 

(¢)  ������ !��� ����  ���� ��D �*��! ����9 !�� a��! / !;9! $�<������� 
7��=Q0 !��� ����- ��� �: 4���K �����! ����� �����*-������ ��!��। 

(À) ��H�� 7��=Q�0� !���0 ���� �_� �� ��!���_ / �Q�� Q�<�` �� Q�� ������ ����� 
�� ����� �������� 4���K 8�0���9�0� ���<R ��!�� �Q !���।  

 (") ��H�� ��2� ��!�� !���0 ���=A �������0� $���" 7���! ������ !�� Q��। ��H� 
���!��� ���� ������  � �!� 7������  �� �:��* ���: Q�<�` ����� �~�%  I�� ����� / ����� 
�������� 4���K �:�A� ��!�� =Q0 !���।  
 

'Y'Y'Y'Y।  ।  ।  ।  d�����! / )E�����! ����  ��� d�����! / )E�����! ����  ��� d�����! / )E�����! ����  ��� d�����! / )E�����! ����  ���     
    

(!) ����� �����-��F��:����  W�� �������G! We ue ������� ���: *0���G! �������� 
��!�� �5����Q �������G! ������� ���e ��!��। 

(�)  ���������� *0���G! ��� ���8n ����2� ����� ����9 !�� W��<�, )�N!� / �:��" 
)����!�� ����< ���K�  / 
����� ��=���� ���� ��!�� W�� �����: 7����� x ��D �����! 
��Q��:-�Q����*�� $�� !���। 

(*) ��� ���Q���� ����� ���������� d�����! ��� �������� Q��। $��:! ����� ����2� 
�������0� ���� )E�����! d��� /  �1Q����:� ���  ��!�� =Q0 !���। 

(s)  *0���G! ���������� ��� $��������� ��_- ��� 8���, �����,  ���, ���Q� / �Q����� 
���� ���R��0� �~�!� A�� !�� ���� W�� We ��� ����� ���8n �����:�A�� ���� ������� 
�8�%�� ���E��0� �Q-7�A��� ��� 7���0 !�� ����।  
 

[ '-.' ����� \( �, \' � �8�� / '�� �#���� 7��L� ������ !��4�+ ���"�� �;��< 
!��=� (�]��< ����9) *;Q�� ���V��! ������ �8�%�� ����] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
������ !��4�+ ���"�� �~��! !���# )��� ����� !�;�! $!���� / $�����। 
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������� ���  ����� 
���������� !��4�+ ���"�� 
!���: �~�!� ���"� ��!�����  

�������� !��4�+ ���"�  \ �#����, '-.' 

 

���"� ��!�����  
(���"� �8:,!��� / ������� �:) 

���K����� �� 7�:�<���K����� �� 7�:�<���K����� �� 7�:�<���K����� �� 7�:�<    
////    

)����� !�0�<)����� !�0�<)����� !�0�<)����� !�0�<    
    

)" ����� !�P�� / �K�<� ��=���� ��� )����� ���K��� )� ��I��:� ]��� )��<� 
4��� Qe<��`।  � �-������� �� �������� ��� ��� ��l ���9 Q�:� !��<�, 7*�0� 7�Q�< 
���� ��-�o� ��h !��<� W�� W!  !��" ������  ��!�!  �� `�2� !��<� ����R� ���!�L� 
 ���e<��`� ��Q��� )� ���K���Q� / ��� 8����<  �1� u���� )���0� �o��� $�08�< ���< 
!�����`। ���������� ��D�0� W��!� e�����:e ��K Qe<��` W�� )�� !�� ��< ������ £�!��� 
��Åe 
��� ���������� ���!� 4�%���� Qe��।  

8����8����8����8����� 4�� )=��� )��0� 4�� )=��� )��0� 4�� )=��� )��0� 4�� )=��� )��0 

��F��:����� �Q���*� ���!D��� $����<���� e<��Q<� ��!����  �����Q�� *0Q�:�, =��� 
=��� 7�������*, ��P����, ����9�0 $8;�� ���� 7�:���� ����e<� ���K��=���! ��K� �:�< 
#���e<� ����  �h� !��<��`�, �!� �� �~�0� �:�� Qe<��`। �*�0� e<��Q<�-���������  �1Q�;y, 
x!:, u��9� ���K���Q�� ���R��0� ��=��, )����� ��=���� $�� 8����� �*�0� 7!�� ����, 
8��� ��!���� ��Q��: W��  ���8�<� e4�<�Q �������G!  �����Q / u�<�� $*����� 
�*�0� �Q��8���� I�� e<��Q<� ��!���� ���E $�� ����e ����� Qe<� �*<��`। u��< 
���K���Q�� �!" ���uD Qe<� )����� ���K����! e<��Q<� �� ��-8����� ���: ��� �Q���� ����� 
!��<� ��F��:����  ������� QD����� 92�G !���� ���!। 

*� \�� �#���� 7��!��� 8����� 4�� ���!D��� ���� )��0 W�� 8����� ��S�� 
���!D��� ���  s�90� x 92��G�e 7_। 8����� ��S�� ���!D��� We )��0 $!;���� 
)����� ���K����� ��S��e )��0। 

��������������������������������----8��� d���8��� d���8��� d���8��� d���    

����� 7�A�< *� ie �#���� 8��� ��!�� !�;�! ���������� *0���G! ��� / ��!���� 

�!;�� W!�" ���<���� �SR��0� �����। )��� W �: 8����� �*0/ 8��� ��!���! )E��! 
7�8� ���e���`। 8��� !�;�! ����������  
�!;�� I�� ���!� ��F��:����� �Q���*� / ���� 
��Q��:��h ���!D� ��!���� ��S�� )����� ���K���Q� / 8����� $����� ���Q�� :��: �2�e 
x!:��8��� �������� Q/<�� �8�% ���� Qe<��`।  
 

8��� ��!�� !�;�! �������� ��!���� 
�!;������ �� )����� ���K���Q�  / 8����� 
$����� ���Q� W!����* ������Q� �Q���� �����0 �J e<��Q<�-���� ��S�� �2�e !�����`। We 
��o��� 
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������Q�� u���� )���0� ���� ���!D�  �����Q� ��Q���� �� s��"� �̀�2<� $�08�< 
���< !�����`। ���������� �� 7�� ��K  Qe<��` W�� )�� !�� ��<, ��Åe �������� �����0� 

����� 7�� !����। )��� )� 
������ ]��$��E 4��A� Qe<��`। 

)����� ���K������� W�� ���"� !�����  �  ���� )�`, 4K ������Q�� ��_ �Q����*�� 
!��<� !�� !���� ��Q��� ��!���Q� ��2����2 ��¬D Qe<� )����� ���< R���M� Q<। eQ� 
)����*�!  &�0 ������ Qe��  �, ���/ 8����< d�:���Q� W!�" ������ ����� d�:���Q�, ���/ 
We ���Q� �������� ��!���� 7������ )����� ���K ��=���� ��Q���: )*�e<� )��<��` W�� 
��!���Q�� ��Q� �o����0 �K/ £������`। )����� ���K����� 
����e We ���Q��! ������8��� 
��Q��: !�� )����� !���: W�� We !��� �*0�! 4Z���Q� !���� Qe��। 8����< ���Q�� $�� 
)�����  ������� ���R���! / p��;R���! )��0 )����� u�"  ���� ���: ���R���! �~!� / 
d��� s�L�� !��<� )�����  ���� 4�� $����<� / ��F��:������� QD����� �� S� !���� 
��Q��: !����। 

���K����  ���8�<��� 7���    

)����� ���K����� ��Q���: �Q�  ���8�<� e4�<  �8��� )*�e<� )��<��`, ��Q� 
7����<। Y  � ���� ������ ��������� e<��Q<�-���� *0Q�:� $8;�� tS Q/<�� 7�:��Q� ���e 
u�<�� �;QZ ������� �8�� W!���  ���8�<� e4�<��  $���#O ��*� *0Q�:�� ��w ��� 
!�� W��  � ����� ��,  �� ������� �Q���� ���K, ���Q�� Q��� ���� 7��0 / ���������� 
�*�0� ������� $�������� ���� W!"� ��E�9�! ���V��! ������� !��� �: e<��Q<� ���! 
7����� !��। �� Qe��  ���8�<� e4�< �������� �~�!� x ���� ���! ��� �;y�� / �L�� 
���� 7���0 !��<��`। We ���� �8�%��  ���8�<� e4�<��  �;�R ��  ���� �*0�! 
������ !��<��` W�� ���������� �*�0� ��� u�<��� W!"� $�� ���/ �;�h !��<��`।  

e<��Q<� �� �� 8����� ��S�� ����� ���! �����`� ��e  ���8�<�-8��� d��� / 
�Q����*�� ���K �~���� Q<। We ���K ���� W��<��� ���E� W!"� �;y ���!�� �Q���� !�� 
!�����`। 4���, eQ�� I�� / �������� $�c  ���8<��� ������ ���  Q�� 8��� ��!��/ 
e<��Q<� ��!���� ��S�� ��K���� ��� =Q0 !���� )�/ 7�$��0� / 4Z���Q� Qe<��`।  

�®��, ��!-8��� ��� ������� ��� ���!� ��F��:������ / ���� ��/����  �;R e<��Q<�� 
���� ���2�e<� ����%� ���9��� ���I� �������� / We 4��Q����� QD��� !��� ���E !��। 
eQ��� )����� ���K� ��=���� ���� W!�" ��!" 4��A� Q<।  �e ��!" ���<  ���8�<� 
e4�<e ����%� ���9�� ��Q��  8�"� $�<�* !��<� ���!� ��F��:��� / ���� ��/����  �;�R� 
���E �:�� !��<�  �< W�� )����� ���K ��=���� ��I��: ����" 7��� ����।  

�?%�5  ���8�<� e4�< $������ e<��Q<�-���� ���� 7�:������ ��S�� ����������  
�*�0� ��� ���2�e<��` W�� ���8n ���< ���8n8��� )����� ���K ��=���! $8�� ��Q��: 
!��<��` / !�����`। u�<�� ����2� ���� ���Q / �*�0� :��: 7��!���� ��=���! 7!�� 
����  �/<��  � ���  ���8�<� e4�< �����e 7���0 !��<��`,  �e $������< 
)E�����!8��� ���� $�� ���D ���!<�e  ���8�<� e4�< ���������� �*�0� ��� 
���2�e<��`।  ���8�<� e4�< ���������� �*�0� 7!;��� ���।  ���8�<��� ��Q��: / ����e 
)����� ���K����� ��I��:� �����< �2 *:����O। 
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)z���h� 7�!�� �e)z���h� 7�!�� �e)z���h� 7�!�� �e)z���h� 7�!�� �e    

 �!� )����*�! )z��h ���!�� ����� �। ��F��:������ ��= 8����< 4��Q������ 
4�� ��Q���� !�Æ ����� Qe<� ��/<�� )� �< 4����� �� )��0 !�����`। e<��Q<�-���� 
�:��! �Q�:� W�� �� �����! 7�:������ !��  ������ ����<� �*<� ��F��:������ W� 8����!e 
)��0!��� ���<� 7�8�Q� !�����` W�� ����� e<��Q<� ��!���! �"!�e<� ����� �: �� 
��������`। W �: ��Q��� ����� Qe��  �  !� s;0: ���� =Q0 !���� ����, W� �!  �������� 
QD��� !����/ �]�� � !���� ����। 7:���! ����  �;R ��!�����-  ������� �� Qe�� 
����:� Qe<� W�� 4= ����<������ W�� ���������� ��� 7���0 !��<� $����<���� e<��Q<� 
��!���! ����8��� ���� ���e���`, ���������� ���K� ��=���� ��S����0 !�����  ̀ W�� 
8��� ��!���! )��0!��� ):�:� ��<� �� $!�� ���! �����`। ������s ��-�������� $�c 
���!� ��F��:������� �!� ����E� $�� ���� �����`। ��e, Wej� W!�" )� �/  ��� ��<��` 
 �, 7�  ���8�<� ��������� Qe�� ��- ���!� ��F��:������� ��Q�  ���8�<� ������� ��� 
�����G������� ����E ����� Qe<� ��- ���8�<� ��s9� �;�h !���� ����। W� )� � )�`  �, 
���!� ��F��:������� / ���� $�:� QD��� Qe�� �������� $c�! �8�% !��<� ���������� ���! 
W� �! ��= 8����< 4��Q����� W! $��!�� ����� �;�h Qe�� ���� W�� )����� ��K ��=�� 
�:�Q� Qe�� ����।  

)����*�! We ���� �~�!� �~�0� ���* ���!�� Qe�� W�� �!� $!�� 7�A�� �: $?%� 
���!�� Qe��।  

��F��:������� / ���� QD����� ��S�� ��w ��� �;�h !���� Qe�� W�� ���K���Q� / 
8����< ������Q�� ��Q���: ���K����! ��w�� !��<� �� ���< 7�� !���� Qe��। 

��I��:� ��� ���K��� 

��� ���Q���  !� QD��� � Q<, ��� ������ W� W! ����A��� �;�h Qe<��`, �� )����� 
���K��� �� ��I�: 7�� !���� ����। We ������ ���! �;�h ����<�e )����� ���"�� ����� 
!�0�<��� �A� !���� Qe��। 

!�0�<5 

(')  )� )����� 
����� ��=�� ��I��:� ]��$��E )��<�  �1��`<��`। eQ� 4���Ç !��<� 
���K���Q� /  *���� ���Q��� )����� !��� / ����!*0 ���;y ���< 4��:�*� 8���!� ��� !S, 
��Q��� 
����� ��=���� �����0� ���< R���M� Q<। �������:  �, )����� !��� / ����!*0 ���;y 
���< 4��:�*� 8���!� ��� !S, ��Q��� 
����� ��=���� �����0� ���< R���M� Q<। �������: 
 �, )����� !��� / ����!*0 ���K���Q� / ������Q�� �����0 !����� ���<� �<� ��Q���� ��_ 
�Q����*�� !��<� ��=�� ������� !����। 

(Y)  ���K����� ����� ����A���� ���< R���M� !�� / 7:�: !���: �~�!� )�  �������! 
����, ��*�P� W�� ���< !�� W!�" �SR��0� ���V��! !�� �Q����  ��� ��<��`। )����� 
���"��  ���  !��� / ����!  ���� ���8n A�� `2�e<� )�`, ��Q���� !���: Qe�� ���K����� 
����� �*0�! ���< !��<� ������  �h� !��। ���K���Q� / ������Q�� ��_ ��Q��� �*0 
�����0� �Q����*�� / p��;R���! )��0 !�� ��Q�� �: �*0�! 4]�� / ��*�P� !���� Qe��।  � 
��D ���"� �8: / !��� $���� ���<� ��e�� ���: Qe<��`, ��Q���/ 7����� 
 
  ��� !���"� 
���!q� 7���<�  ���� 78:E�� �� �� 7��� �I��<� )���� tS !���� W��  ���� �*<� 
4����K !����� tS !��<� ����।  
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(\) ���K����! �� ��I�:���� !�� / )����� �$< ���;8��� ��������! W!�" �����0� 

���, ��;����� *0���G! ��� �Q���� *�2<�  ����� �: ���"�/ ��D ���:, !��� / ����!*0 
$���<� ���� 
���� !�� !��<� ��e�� W�� ���"�� ��� / !����� �*�0� ���: 7���� $��� 
!����।  

(b)  ��� 7�� ��K Qe<��` �� Qe���`  ��� 7���� =���, e4�<� ���K���� 7��=Q0!��� 
�!� ������ $�������� �e<� ������< *0!���" (People's committee) *P !���  �h� 
!���� Qe��। We !���"� 4���e  �e 7���� $����! !���� ���<R ��Q���  �/<� Q<,  � �: 
 �h� !���� Qe��।  

(f) $���" ��K 7�� 7:�� ������! �SR��0� !�� Qe� )e / �;Á�� ��� !��। eQ� 
!���e Qe��। ����-���-8�9� �������9 ��D �������� ����%� ���� !���� Qe��। 
7��_���������� ��  !� $!�� ��_�-Q�_��� ��Q��� � Q< ��� �: ������*: �:�A� 7��� !���� 
Qe��।  

 (i) ��K W��!�< ���: / ��:�:�Q��� ��:���� ��L �����0� �:�A� !���� Qe��। a��!, !;9! 
/  �Q�� �*�0� u5�-u���� ��s� !��� �: ����98���  �h� !���� Qe��। �*�0� 4��  !� 
 ���-����� !�� ����� �। ¤��, !���, Q�"����� $8;�� )��� ���� !��<� ��2����2 
�8���! 
������� �I��e<� )��  �h� !���� Qe��। 

�!��� ����� $��h� ��!�� 

���K��� ��I�:���� Q/<�� ����e )����*�! �� ���� �S�� ���:�� �o��� Qe�� 
Qe��। ����� ���:! ��0���� �������� ��L �:�A� !��, �����¬D 8�_������ 7������! ��*��P� 
!��, 8��9:��  ���! *�2<�  ����� �: W�� ���������! W!�" *0���G! ��� !�P���� $���L� 
!��� �: $�<���< �:�A��� =Q0 !��� !�� )����� ���� 4��A� Qe���`। ���� �����0� )A� 
/ �*�0� ���< 7��=Q0 `�2� 4K ����" !�� ���~n !�� ����� <। 

We �: $�<�� ���K���� 7��=Q0!��� �!� �� / $��L��� ��o��� $��h�। 

���K����!  ������ !�� / �����!�q�8��� �������� �: )��� $�� Qe��e x!:�� 
����< NO *P�� $D�� !��<��`। ����� ��"� / ���V��! ����A���� W��  ���� ��*�P�� 
!�� ����Sj�� 7=�� !��� �: xj� x!:�� NO *P�� $�<���<�� �;�� ��e<��`।  !� ���! 
 `�" �� !�� ��Q�� $8���! ��È !��� �: <,  �������! ���;y x!: *P�� �: eQ� W!�E 
$�<��। Wej� x!:�� NO  �� ��*�P�� 4����*� W!"� !����� =Q0 !��<� 4Q� !���!�� !��� 
�: 4���K �:�A����Q =Q0 !���� ����। We !������� ��� !�� Qe��-  ���! ��F��:���, 
���E��� / W!���"<� ������<���� ���V��!-7��V��! $8����K !��<� W!"� *0���G! 
���V��!-7��V��! �:�A� =Q0 !��। 4K !������� ��� ��9< Qe��- !;�9 ���� ����� �����0 
!��<�  ��� !;9�!� Q��� ��� ����0; a��!��� ������ �� �¾�� ����� �����0; ��!���� ����%� / 
 µ# e4�< 7��!�� ����!�0; �:� ,����, �2 �2 ��q, ��" / )����-�3�� �:��� $8;�� 
����<!�0;  `�" / ��¢��� ��q������ ����< ��q *�2<�  �����  ��� 4Z��Q ��;  ���8�<� 
e4�< / 7:�: �������G!  ������ ��Q���: ��K���� ����<% ��q *�2<�  ����; ����� 
�8�%�� 8����� ���� ���R���! 7��V��! / ���¤;��! �~!� *�2<�  ����; 
��� / ����� 
d�����! ��� =Q0; ��F��:������� �����K ��Q��: ��� W�� �������G! / �����  ������ 
��Q� s�L �~!� A�� !��।  
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*� W�$� ���� �������� ��!�� *P�� �� Qe��e )��� eQ��! ���� !��<� )��<��` W�� 
)��� We ��!���! ���� !��। ��� )��� �� !��  �, ������  ���� ����  � �!� ���:� 
 ��� ��<��`, ��Q� �����8��� ����� !��� �: We ��!���� ���: ���K���� 7��=Q0!��� �!� 
��=��� ��K����� $�����R $�<��। eQ�  ������� �� ����� 7��$�0� / 4Z��Q �;�h !���� 
W��  �� *P�� !��� $���" ���9�! ���< !�� ������। 

 �� �����0�8��� 
����� 7���� ���  ��� W!�" *0���G! ����G ���� $c  ��� ����। W 
�: 7��:e $�3�<¤��� �����  8��" W!�" ������G! ���9� *P !���� Qe��। We 
������G! ���9� !�;�! ����G ���� Q/<�� ����� *0$�����G! ���������� W!�" 7E����!��� 
����G ��� !���� ����। 7E����!��� ����G ��Q��� ��������� �!" =Q0���*: Qe�� ���� 
 � �: �!� ��=��� ��K����� $�������� �����< W!�" ����<! ����G ���9� *P !�� 
$�<��।  

x!:�� ����< NO *P, 4Q�� W!�" �����0 !����� =Q0, �®����� 7A�<� ����< ��!�� 
*P W�� 7E���� ����G $0< $8;�� ��9�< ����� �������� ��!��, )/<��� ��* / 7:�: 
���V��! ���� ���� )���-)����� ����e�� Qe�� W��  ������� ���:/ 4Q�� ���� ��� 
*�2<� ������ Qe��।  ���� ����� ���V��! ��!���� D�� ���  ���� ���: ��F��:���, ���E��� 
/ W!���"<� ������������ W!�" *0���G! �����:�A� *P !���  ��� ������<�- ��" ������<�� �� 
)/<��� ��*�! )��� �����08��� ��� ���<� *0: !��। ����� 7�A�<  ������� 
����� 7�!��� / 
 �� ��*�P�� !��� )/<��� ���*� ��_ �Q����*�� !��<� ���e )����� �����0 ���। We 
�Q����*��� �8���/ )/<��� ��*  �;�R� ��_ ���8n ��9�< )����� ��������  ��� ���� ����। 
 ���  ��� )/<��� ��* / )/<��� ��* ��!���� !���� �������� $8;�� ������88���e 
������� !���� Qe��। 

!���#*0, 

���;8����  � 
������ �: ���������� �*0 *� )" ��� ���Z ���R��0� ��=�� !��<� 
)�����`,  �e 
����� )� )����� ]��� )��<� 4��� Qe<��`। W! ��! )�* )����� ���"� 
��_��� ����� )z�<G�0�  � ����  s�90� !��<��`� )�  �e ���� ��D���<� Qe�� ���<��`। s;0: 
�]�������� �8�%�� / �;�"� ��F��:������� )������� ���� !;��� W�� ��®���<!-$����<���� 
��� ���!D� )����� ���K����� u���� )s��� )� 8��_<� ��2���`। ���!D� ����� 7�8��� 
Qe�� ��_��� ����� ���K )� )�n। u�<�� ���! �� �<��` W! �� *0$���G� ���-��������।  

)��� ����� !��, ���� ���!D��� ����2� �������Q/ ��Åe ����� :��: ����< / 
*0���G! 7��!���� �: S��<� ���2�e�� W�� ��Q���� :��: 7��!������ $��L� !����। 
���Q���� We :��: ��=��� )����� ���"� ����< ��Q��: !��<��` W�� 8��9:��/ !���। 

��_��� )/<��� ��* ����� ���� )� W! �� ���� ���� Qe���`। )�� )��� ���e 
����<� ��� =Q0 !��  � ���������� a��!, !;9! /  �Q�� �*0�! 7����� ��D ���,  ��90 
/ 7�:���� Qe�� ��K !��� W�� 
���, ��������, *0���G! W! ���� / ��;����� �������� *P 
!��<� �����G $��L�� ��� )*�e<� ��e�।  

                                                                                                                                                                                                 !��< ! !��< ! !��< ! !��< !���"���"���"���",,,,            
\�� �#����,'-.'          �������� !��4�h ���"�।    
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EVALUATION OF THE FREEDOM STRUGGLE 

OF BANGLADESH 

 

The movement and struggle of Bangladesh have assumed a completely new form. 

The struggle for establishment of democracy and autonomy has been transformed into 

the freedom struggle of Bangladesh and the peaceful non-cooperation movement has 

now turned into armed struggle. The freedom fight of Bangladesh is aided and 

supported by the entire people. Such united support of the people to the freedom 
struggle is rare in history. The objective and the form of the struggle for Bangladesh 

have both changed. The freedom struggle of Bangladesh has important significance in 
both the national and international sphere. It is a completely new situation. 

 
That is why, determining character of the struggle of Bangladesh and its correct 

evaluation is absolutely necessary. 
 

The evaluation of the freedom struggle of Bangladesh made by the Central 

Committee and the tasks set by it are written below: 

 

THE CHARACTER AND FORM OF THE STRUGGLE: 
ITS ENEMIES AND ALLIES 

 

Character of the Struggle 

 
The character of the rule and the exploitation of the reactionary ruling clique of 

Pakistan in Bangladesh is of a colonial nature; although, in the classical sense. 

Bangladesh is not a colony of West Pakistani rulers. In this context, the character of 

the struggle of Bangladesh is-national liberation struggle of Bangladesh. 

 

This struggle is being waged against the reactionary ruling clique of Pakistan 

which is aided by the imperialists. Therefore, this liberation struggle of Bangladesh 

strikes at the imperialists and it now contains elements of assuming form of direct 

struggle against imperialism. Also, this struggle is undoubtedly democratic; because, 

democracy is one of its main objectives. 

 

Form of the Struggle 

 

The struggle is being waged-directly against the ruling clique of Pakistan and its 
armed occupation army. It is by defeating this army that Bangladesh will have to be 

established as an independent and sovereign state. 
 

Therefore, the main form of this struggle is armed struggle against the armed 
enemy troops. 
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Enemies and Allies of the Struggle 

Enemies: The rulling class comprising the monopoly capitalist of West Pakistan 

who are collaborators of imperialism, particularly American imperialism and the 

feudal landlords as well as their agents in this country are enemies of the freedom of 
Bangladesh. 

Allies: (a) Allies of this struggle are the entire people of Bangladesh comprising 

the workers, peasants, middle class; bourgeoisie and jotedars. Among these, the big 

feudal landlords may prove to be the weakest section. Therefore, we must be cautious 

about the big feudal landlords (a section of the jotedars). 

(b) We consider the exploited people of the different linguistic nationalities of 
West Pakistan, particularly the small nationalities, the friends of the liberation 

movement of Bangladesh. The freedom struggle of Bangladesh and the West 

Pakistani people's struggle for autonomy and democracy are complementary to each 

other. The freedom fight of Bangladesh is directed against the very reactionary ruling 

clique which is oppressing and exploiting them (West Pakistanis). Therefore, the 

people of West Pakistan should support the freedom fight of Bangladesh and all their 

struggles for democracy and autonomy will receive our support. 

(c) In this freedom struggle of Bangladesh, peace, democracy and freedom-loving 
and progressive people of the world as well as all democratic progressive and socialist 

states of the world will be considered friends. For the success of this struggle, their 
total support and aid are essential. In this struggle, the aid of all democratic forces, the 

people and the Government of India is particularly necessary. Besides, the help of the 

people and governments of the neighboring Burma, Ceylon and Nepal is also 

necessary. The aid and support of Afghanistan and the democratic and progressive 

states of the Arab world will be helpful for the success of this struggle of Bangladesh. 

 

THE RELATION BETWEEN THE FREEDOM STRUGGLE OF 

BANGLADESH AND THE WORLD MOVEMENT FOR PEACE, 

DEMOCRACY AND SOCIALISM 

 

This freedom fight of Bangladesh will strengthen the world struggle for peace, 

democracy and freedom; also, the freedom struggle of Bangladesh is a part of the 

struggle waged by the International Communist Movement for national rights of 
various nations, nations' right to self-determination and democracy. 

Because,: (a) The success of this struggle will strengthen the forces of peace and 

democracy in South East Asia.  

(b) This struggle is directed against the despotic military autocracy of Pakistan 
which is supported by imperialism. Therefore, the success will indirectly weaken 

imperialism. 

(c) The success of the struggle of Bangladesh will end communalism in 

Bangladesh and will be helpful in establishing friendly relation with India. 
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(d) If this struggle becomes victorious, there are chances that the relations of 

Bangladesh with socialist countries will improve. 

If the communist and progressive forces of Bangladesh can play the correct role 

and if the International Communist Movement extends necessary aid and support, 

then the afore-mentioned possibilities will materialize and the path of the national 

democratic revolutionary struggle of Bangladesh will become wider. 

 

THE STRENGTH AND WEAKNESS OF THE STRUGGLE 

Strength : 

 

(1) The demand and the struggle for the. freedom of Bangladesh 

are supported by the entire people. 

(2) There is militant attitude among the people and they are extending unreserved 

support and co-operation to the armed struggle against the enemy army. The youths 

are taking part in the armed struggle. 

(3) Excepting for a small maoist faction, all democratic and leftist parties of 

Bangladesh have more or less actively joined this struggle. 

(4) Since this struggle is directed against the enemy of the people of the oppressed 

and exploited nations of West Pakistan, there are chances of winning the support of 

the people of oppressed nations of West Pakistan to this struggle. 

(5) This struggle is backed by the support of the people, the democratic forces and 

the Government of India. 

(6) The Soviet Union and the democracy, peace and freedom loving forces and 
communities of the world have raised their voice of protest against the genocide 

committed by the Pakistani ruling clique in Bangladesh and have demanded a political 
solution of the Bangladesh issue. The leading newspapers of the world have protested 

against the genocide in Bangladesh. For these reasons, world public opinion is being 
formed in favor of the struggle of the people of Bangladesh and consequently, the 

freedom fight of Bangladesh is being strengthened. 

 

Weakness: 

(1) There is still lack of organized force and power to give organized form to the 

spontaneous participation and support of the people to the present liberation struggle 

of Bangladesh. 

(2) There is lack of experience on the part of the people and the different fighting 
parties as regards the carrying on and guiding of this armed struggle. 

(3) Among a section of the people, particularly among the Muslims of 

neighboring India, there is a hostile attitude towards the freedom struggle of 

Bangladesh. 

(4) The Socialist Camp and the Arab World have not yet declared their strong 

support and help to the freedom struggle of Bangladesh. 
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(5) The unity of the various parties and forces fighting for the freedom of 

Bangladesh has not yet been achieved. 

(6) The different imperialist forces are extending support and help to the Yahya 

government by various methods. The American imperialists, ,in particular, have all 

along been exploiting us also. But the people have not yet become fully conscious 

about these enemies. 

(7) As a result of the national oppression and the discriminatory behavior of the 
ruling clique of Pakistan, on the one hand, and the policy of Bengali chauvinism or 

the anti- West Pakistani politics persued by the Awami League leadership in the past 
and during the election, on the other hand, there now exists an anti-non-Bangali 

attitude among the people of Bangladesh. On the other hand, as a result of the 

conspiracies, false propaganda and anti-Bengali incitement carried out by the ruling 

clique and other reactionary cliques, there have been created certain 

misunderstandings among the West Pakistani people regarding the people of 

Bangladesh and their freedom struggle. For these reasons, the question of achieving 

unity and fraternity among the people of Bangladesh and the exploited people and 

oppressed nations of West Pakistan continues to remain unsolved. 

(8) Although the 'Mukti Fauj' (Liberation Army) that was initially formed out of 

the East Bengal Regiment, East Pakistan Rifles and Police, etc., fought heroically 
against the enemy soldiers, this Liberation Army is not politically educated. 

Moreover, as they had received anti-people and wrong education from the ruling 

clique of Pakistan over a long period, they are infected with various weaknesses. 

 
CLASS CHARACTER OF THE LEADERSHIP OF THE 

STRUGGLE AND ITS STRENGTH AND WEAKNESS 

Class Character of the leadership 

The main leader of this struggle is-the Awami League and the Government 
formed by it. They are chiefly the representatives of the emerging bourgeois class of 

Bangladesh. They have acute and basic contradiction with the monopoly capital of 
West Pakistan. 

Strength 

The strength of this leadership is that in the present period they have not 

surrendered to the monopoly capital of West Pakistan, that is to say, the reactionary 

ruling clique, and on the question of national rights for the Bengalis, they have stood 

for armed struggle for the freedom of Bangladesh. This leadership enjoys the wide 

support of the people of Bangladesh. 

Weakness 

But the weakness of this leadership is that it lacks the revolutionary staunchness 

and the organizational ability necessary for directing the present armed struggle. 

Secondly, they have no firm faith on achieving freedom through the strength and 

struggle of the people by means of organizing people's strength. On the other hand, 

they 
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are more inclined to achieve the desired result with the aid and support of any big 

power belonging to any camp. At present, they are completely dependent on the aid of 

the Indian Government. They still have illusions about the American imperialists. 

Thirdly, there is lack of realization on the part of the leadership that unity of all 

fighting forces is necessary for leading this struggle to success. Rather, narrowness 

and sectarianism still exists among the leadership. 

 

ROLE OF OTHER PARTIES IN THIS STRUGGLE 

(a) The rightist parties have assumed the role of agents of Yahya clique. 

(b) Although Bhasani NAP has now declared its support to this struggle, in the 

past they did not consistently follow any clear political line. (At present Bhasani NAP 

as a party does not exist anymore; Only Maulana Bhasani and some of his followers 

are associated with it.) 

( c) Three maoist factions are at present lending their support to this movement. 

They verbally declare that a united front of all left forces including the Awami League 

is necessary; but actually, they want to form a separate left united front excluding the 

Awami League. 

(d) Another maoist group (Huq -Toaha) is playing a divisive and actually 

opposing role. 
 

THE QUESTION OF FORMATION OF THE UNITED FRONT 

 

An essential condition for quick and sure victory in this struggle is the formation 
of a United National Liberation Front comprising all fighting forces including the 

Awami League, Communist Party and NAP (led by Wali-Muzaffar). The formation of 
this front will consolidate, heighten and strengthen the freedom struggle and will 

create greater enthusiasm among the people of Bangladesh. Besides, the sooner the 
fighting parties and forces of Bangladesh can be unified quicker will be the support 

extended by the progressive forces of the world and the socialist camp to the freedom 
fight of Bangladesh. 

But the narrowness of the Awami League and, on the other hand, anti-Awami 

League attitude of some leftist groups are hindering the formation of this front. 

However, among the Awami League rank and file, particularly among the younger 
section, pro-unity attitude can be discerned. This attitude is taking shape among some 

sections of the Mukti Fauj also. Therefore, although many problems face the 
formation of this front, there is possibility of this front being formed. 

The minimum programme on the basis of which a national liberation front 

comprising all fighting forces of Bangladesh may be formed and on the basis of which 

the Party may open talks and strive to form national liberation front is incorporated in 

this document. This programme has been framed keeping in view the object of uniting 

all classes of people of Bangladesh against the enemy. 
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PROBLEMS FACING THE STRUGGLE 

(1) Organized and well-knit army, guerilla fighters etc. have not yet been formed. 

(2) All militant political parties and mas-organisations inside the country have 
been destroyed. 

(3) Economic crisis in the life of the people has assumed an acute form. As a 

result some sections of the people have fallen into despondency. 

(4) Political propaganda inside the country is very weak compared to the extreme 
oppression to which the people are subjected. 

(5) Confusion prevails abroad regarding the struggle of Bangladesh. Propaganda 

and diplomatic activity aimed at drawing world opinion and the different states to the 

side of our struggle is also very weak. 

(6) Compelled by extreme oppression, millions of our countrymen have sought 

and are seeking refuge in India. This also has created a great problem for the struggle. 

(7) Till now this struggle is dependent on the aid and support of the Indian 

Government alone and this government is a bourgeois government. This is also a 
difficult problem. 

(8) The reactionary ruling clique of Pakistan is directly and indirectly backed by 

imperialist support. This has created a problem. Moreover, the overt political support 

and the military aid given by the maoist leadership of China to these reactionary 

ruling clique have encouraged them to commit genocide and ruthlessly suppress the 

freedom fight of Bangladesh by military force. This shameless action of the Chinese 

leaders has created confusion in many countries regarding this struggle of 

Bangladesh. This has started the freedom loving people of the world. Besides, as a 
result of this role of the Chinese leadership, Indo-Pak tension has increased, peace in 

Asia is being threatened and complications have arisen in the international sphere. 
 

ROLE OF THE PARTY 
 

The present armed fighting and the struggle in Bangladesh have imposed some 

special and difficult historical responsibilities on the Communist Party. To fulfill this 

responsibility, the Communist Party must perform the following basic tasks. 

(1) To participate fully in the armed struggle on our own initiative. 

(2) To try to get rid of all military, political, organizational and other weaknesses 
by participating in the struggle. 

(3) To take the initiative and to try at all levels for the formation of a United 

Front. 

(4) The Party must strive to lead forward this struggle along the path of 
national democratic revolution as soon as the immediate objective of this struggle is 

achieved. 
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VICTORY OF FREEDOM STRUGGLE IS CERTAIN 

Finally, we must remember that the freedom fight of Bengal is the struggle 

against 

the armed forces of the reactionary ruling clique of Pakistan. This army has been 
equipped with the modern weapons supplied by the American imperialists and the 

ruling clique of Pakistan are still getting various kinds of aid from the imperialists. 
Moreover, the Maoist leaders of China are extending unlimited political, economic 

and military assistance. In this condition, the freedom fight of Bangladesh is a hard, 
sanguinary struggle. 

But. the ruling clique of Pakistan is completely isolated from the people of 

Bangladesh. As a result of non-cooperation movement and armed struggle, the 

administrative system and economic structure of Bangladesh has. completely broken 

down. Therefore, the ruling clique is today facing an acute crisis. The limitless 

oppression and repression perpetrated by the ruling class serves only to stir-up intense 
hatred and anger among the people. The people of Bangladesh are actively 

participating in the freedom fight and, except for a few agents, this struggle is backed 
by the support of the entire people of Bangladesh. The youths of Bangladesh are 

coming forward in large numbers to take part in the armed struggle. Broad unity of 
the people is the main strength of the freedom fight of Bengal. 

Moreover, in the international sphere also, support and aid to the freedom fight of 

Bengal is gradually increasing. The people, the democratic parties and forces as well 

as the Government of India are extending unstinted support and aid to the freedom 

fight of Bangladesh. The Soviet Union has severely condemned the genocide in 

Bangladesh and has demanded a political solution of the Bangladesh issue. The World 
Peace Council has also condemned the genocide and demanded a political settlement 

of the Bangladesh issue. 

The progressive forces and the peace loving people of the world are gradually 

coming forward in support of the freedom struggle of Bangladesh and the chances of 

world public opinion being formed in support of the freedom struggle of Bangladesh 

are gradually increasing. 

Therefore, however well-equipped the army of the ruling clique of Pakistan may 

be and however difficult the freedom fight of Bangladesh may be, the ultimate victory 

of the struggle of Bangladesh is absolutely certain. 

 

Adopted: 

22. 5. 71. 

Central Committee, 

Communist Party of 

East Pakistan (Bangladesh) 
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PROGRAMME OF THE NATIONAL LIBERATION FRONT 

The minimum programme on the basis of which attempt may be made at present 

to form a national liberation front is as follows: 

(1) To defeat and drive out the occupation army of the reactionary ruling clique of 

Pakistan by waging armed struggle. To completely liberate Bangladesh and to build 

up Bangladesh as an independent sovereign democratic republican state with a view 

to advancing along the path of socialism. 

(2) To entrust to the representative legislature elected by the people the sovereign 
and absolute authority to run the state; to introduce direct election based on universal 

adult franchise and joint electorate system; to concede the people the right to recall 
elected representatives; to ensure parliamentary democracy; and to establish a secular 

democratic stale. 

(3) To ensure the fundamental rights of the people, namely, freedom of speech, 

freedom of association, freedom of the press, etc; to ensure enjoyment of those rights 
by the workers-peasants and other people; to annul all kinds of oppressive laws; to 

concede full opportunity to the people so that they may actively participate in the 
determination of state policies; to set up local autonomous bodies elected by the 

people for managing the local affairs of the cities, towns and villages and to take the 
help of these bodies in running the government administration. To separate the 

judiciary from the executive and to entrust to the court the right to determine whether 
an act is legally valid. 

(4) To grant equal rights to all citizens irrespective of race, religion and sex and 

not to discriminate against anybody on religious or ideological grounds. 

(5) To ensure to all citizens the rights to hold their own belief and religious faith 

and observe their religious rites. To refrain from interfering in any body's religious 

beliefs. To ban all kinds of communal propaganda. To ban all communal parties as 

well as all such parties which have served the enemy. 

(6) To remove from the administrative machinery of the state all such officials 
who are either trained or connected or are subservient to Pakistan's ruling clique and 

foreign imperialists. To restrict the powers of bureaucrats, police, etc. 

 (7)To build up the defense army of Bangladesh as a genuinely patriotic and 

people- oriented army. 

 (8)To adopt necessary measures for the political, economic, cultural i.e., total 
development of various tribal peoples. 

(9) To build up heavy and basic industries in the state sector; to build up the state 

sector as the main determining force in the field of industries; to establish the 

authority of the popular representative legislature over the state owned industries; to 

ensure participation of the workers of state-owned industries in the management of 

their respective industries. To nationalize banks, insurance, jute industry and trade, 

foreign trade and main transport system with a view to collecting capital for building 

up 
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industries in the state sector and eliminating the hold of the monopolists over the 

economy. 

To encourage capitalists, particularly owners of small capital to build up 

industries in the fields other than the state sector and to offer them favorable 

opportunities. To establish trade relations on equal terms with ail countries 

irrespective of social systems and to expand economic and trade relations with 

socialist countries. To establish closer trade relations with the neighboring countries, 

particularly with India. 

(10) (a). To carry out urgent and necessary reforms in the sphere of land system. 
To fix the ceiling of land holding at 100 bigha (slightly more than 33 acres) per family 

and to distribute the excess land freely among the poor and landless peasants on the 

basis of their requirement. To pay adequate compensation to the landlords whose 

lands will have been acquired by the government. To distribute government land 

freely among the landless and poor peasants. 

(b) To exempt the owners of upto 25 bighas of land from ground rent. To 
eliminate the system of rent collection gradually and introduce income tax in 

proportion to total income earned from sale of crops produced in the land. 

(c) To ensure just price for jute and other cash crops. 

(d) To ensure fair wage for agricultural laborers. 

(e) To encourage peasants to adopt co-operative farming; to extend state help to 

the peasants in the form of modern agricultural implements, fertiliser, ow-interest 

agricultural loan, etc. 

(11)To take up flood control, dispelling tidal bore and arrangement of irrigation 

as urgent tasks at the state lavel and to adopt necessary measures for their 

implementation. 

(12)To introduce universal and free education; to arrange for higher education at 

low cost; to establish large number of schools, research laboratories, medical, 
agricultural and technical institutes; to radically reform the education system and 

arrange for imparting secular education by modern scientific method. 

To arrange for imparting education through the medium of Bengali at all levels of 

education in Bangladesh and to extend all possible help from th* state for the 

development of the Bengali language. For the Urdu-speaking residents of Bangladesh, 

to ensure the right to receive education in their mother tongue and build up their own 
cultural life. 

(13)To attach due importance to the development of people's education and 

culture and the public health system and to make increased expenditure from the state 

on these accounts; to make medical facilities easily available to the people. 

(14)To ensure the workers a minimum wage for maintenance of life, job-security, 

a maximum of 8 hours working day, future security as well as all trade union rights, 
including right to strike and collective bargaining. To arrange for their housing, leave, 

education and medical facilities for family members, cultural performance, sports, etc. 
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To ensure the office workers, intelligentsia, etc; fair income commensurate with 

their standard of living; to ensure them a living, a job and security of service and to 

reduce burden of taxes over them. To arrange transport for the workers and office 

employees. 

(15)To ensure to women equal rights and status as men in the social, economic 
and political spheres. To free the womankind from all kinds of discrimination and 

social oppression. To adopt special measures to spread education among women. 

(16)To confiscate the movable and immovable properties of all those who have 

collaborated with the reactionary ruling clique of Pakistan or have acted against the 

people during liberation struggle and to mete out punishment to them. 

To confiscate enemy property and turn it into national property. 

(17)To return to owners the properties that have been confiscated or occupied by 

the enemy. To rehabilitate individuals and families evicted by the enemy. 

To grant adequate help to the families of those killed or wounded in the liberation 

struggle. 

(18)To persue an independent and neutral policy in the sphere of foreign affairs; 

to refrain from joining any imperialist war pact: to establish economic-cultural and 
friendly relations with all countries on the basis of equity; to establish relation of co-

operation with the Afro-Asian countries including India, the Socialist Camp, and all 
friendly countries; to line up with the peace-loving countries and persue a policy of 

preserving world peace and extending support and co-operation to the anti-imperialist 

national liberation struggle all over the world. 

To persue a policy of full co-operation and support to the just and democratic 
struggle of the exploited people and oppressed nations of West Pakistan. 

To avoid being dependent on imperialist capital and to refrain from accepting 

foreign aid or loans entailing conditions contrary to the national interest. 

This programme is to be implemented as far as practicable in all areas that will be 
liberated through struggle. 
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AN APPEAL FROM THE BANGLADESH LIBERATION COUNCIL 

OF THE INTELLIGENTSIA 

The Bangladesh Liberation Council of the Intelligentsia is an organization of the 

displaced teachers, scientists, poets, painters, writers, journalists and actors from 
Bangladesh who managed to escape the wrath of the West Pakistani army, which is 

responsible for one of history's blackest mass murders and purges. 

The object of the Council is to support the war efforts of the Government of the 

People's Republic of Bangladesh, to press to the attention of the world our case for 

independence, to document the crimes of West Pakistani army, to do educational 

work among our freedom fighters and to find for our members the means of their 

subsistence while they work for the liberation movement. 

The community from which our membership is drawn has been a special target of 

the military action started on the night of March 25, 1971. A measure of the army's 

hostility to the intellectual community is its gunning down of twenty University 

teachers in cold blood before their wives and children. Their sins are their support for 

democratic and secular values, their opposition to dictatorship, their insistence on the 

linguistic and cultural individuality of the Bengalis, their articulation of the political, 
economic, and philosophical basis of the Bangladesh Movement. The army sought to 

liquidate the intellectuals as a class along with the political leaders with a view to 
silencing the demand for greater autonomy for the Bengalis. 

The demand for autonomy arose from the wrongs and deprivation suffered for 23 

years by Bengalis in Pakistan who formed its majority but had a very modest share in 

its prosperity. Their representation in the armed forces and higher echelons of the civil 
service of Pakistan was negligible, and most of their foreign exchange earnings from 

jute was used to build industries in West Pakistan while Bangladesh served as a 
protected market for West Pakistan products. Bengalis wished to put an end to this 

colonial pattern of exploitation and demanded the right to control their economic 
resources for their own development. This threatened the privileges of the ruling 

capitalist-bureaucratic-military clique based in West Pakistan, whose 22 rich families 
controlled 80% of national wealth. 

When the general elections of the last December, conceded under popular 

pressure, showed that the Bengali demand was almost unanimous, President Yahya 

Khan entered into hypocritical negotiations with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the leader 
of the people of Bangladesh, whose party, the Awami League, had secured 167 of the 

196 National Assembly seats and a clear majority in the Assembly, for a political 
settlement. Under 
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cover of these talks, which were prolonged, Yahya Khan however gave finishing 

touches to a two year old plot of putting down the constitutional demand with brute 

force, Yahya's medieval hordes in modern arms cracked down upon the unsuspecting 
people of Bangladesh around the midnight of March 25. The massacres and 

destruction that followed have no parallel in history. 

Yahya's perfidy is aimed at denying the democratic process, that is, the right of 

the majority and perpetuation of the colonial stronghold on Bangladesh. In 

furtherance of this aim. Islamabad has embarked upon a carefully thought out 

programme of genocide as a method of settling the problem. Its army has been killing 

unarmed Bengalis, women, children, the infirm and the old, with psychotic fury. It has 

so far killed a million and forced over seven million to flee to India and Burma to 

escape its brutalities, It has laid waste entire city blocks and wiped out entire villages, 

One of its favorite techniques of terror is to set fire to a village and then sadistically 
mow down the fleeing men and abduct the girls and subject them to dishonor and 

torture. In short, the West Pakistani army is carrying on a mission of murder, rape, 
and looting on a scale that would have shamed an Attila or a Hitler. 

The planned extermination of the people of Bangladesh is in progress. We 

believe 

that the intellectuals of the world have a duty towards humanity and, therefore, 

towards Bangladesh where humanity is in agony. 

We appeal to intellectuals around the world: 

(1) to organize movements in their own countries to stop genocide in Bangladesh 

(2) to raise a voice of protest against Pakistan army's suppression of human 

rights and to move, the International Commission of Jurists arid the United 

Nations to take up the Bangladesh issue;" 

(3) to support our struggle against dictatorship and colonialism which has now 

been transformed into a struggle for complete independence; 

(4) to create pressure upon their own government to accord recognition to the 

Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 

(5) to create pressure upon Pakistan military authority tore/ease Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman and other political prisoners ; 

(6) to give financial support to our cause. 

 

President 
 

Dr. A. R. Mallick—Vice-Chancellor, Chittagong University 

Vice-Presidents 

Dr. K. S. Murshid-Head, Department of English, Dacca. University 

Prof. S. Ali Ahsan-Head, Department of Bengali. Chittagong University 

Qumrul Hassan-Painter 

Ranesh Dasgupta-Journalist 
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General Secretary 

Zahir Raihan-, Novelist and Film Director 

Joint Secretary 

Dr. M. Bilayet Hossain-Reader in Physics. Dacca University 

Exetutive Secretaries 

Hasan Imam-Actor 

Sadeq Khan-Art Critic 

Moudud Ahmed-Barrister 

Dr. Motilal Paul-Economist 

Brojen Das-International Sportsman 

Wahidul Huq-Musician and Journalist 

Alamgir Kabir- Journalist and Critic 

Anupam Sen-Sociologist 

Faiz Ahmed-Journalist 

M. A. Khair-Film-maker 

Kamal Lohani-Journalist 

Mustafa Monwar-Painter and TV Producer. 

 

 
 

Bangladesh Liberation Council of Intelligentsia 
9, Circus Avenue, 

Calcutta-16, India. 
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General Yahya Khan has once again outraged the world by revealing his plan of 

trying Sheikh Mujibur Rahman in a military court in secret and virtually pronouncing 
on him the sentence of death, in advance. 

In fact, a paranoid ruler guilty of usurping the power that belongs to the people 

alone, has put the world on notice that he wishes to murder a man who has come to 

symbolize popular will, freedom and human dignity to vast sections of mankind in his 

own country and elsewhere. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman sought to establish legitimacy, that is the sovereignty of 

the people, in a country which had been under the heels of dictatorship for over a 

decade, first by fairly winning the first general elections ever to be held in Pakistan by 

an absolute majority of votes, and then, by launching a non-violent non-cooperation 

movement, the like of which the world had never seen, when the right of the majority 

to rule was menaced and the promised transfer of power to the people appeared 

doubtful. 

When Yahya Khan suppressed popular will and human rights, destroyed the last 

opportunity of a constitutional resolution of the Bengali demand for autonomy, and 

treacherously resorted to a genocidal war in Bangladesh, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

fulfilled his obligation to his people whose inalienable right to govern themselves was 

denied by a minority from a distance of 1000 miles, by declaring independence and 
urging his people to take up arms against the oppressors. 

To try Sheikh Mujibur Rahman then, is to put democracy and its 75 million 

followers in Bangladesh on trial. To subject his to military justice in secret without 

the assistance of lawyer chosen by him is to deny him a right dear to all civilized 

societies. 

We deny that the military rulers of Pakistan, who should have the hangman's 

noose round their own necks, have any legal or moral right to try the Bangabandhu. 

We call upon all civilized men and women, peoples and governments and the U. 
N. Secretary-General to keep faith with their conscience and act before the brutal men 

in Islamabad carry out their publicly known intention. 

Bengalis exercised through their undisputed leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman the 

revolutionary right of the majority to resist their cultural, economic and political 

subjugation to the capitalists, bureaucrats and warlords, representing a minority, 

which had no faith in democracy and proved itself alien to the majority in every sense. 

The life of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the founder of a secular, humanist 

democratic Bangladesh, is important for the well being of his people and for peace in 

Asia. 
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Sheikh Mujib is among the finest representative of oppressed and freedom-loving 

humanity of all time. Raise your voice against his contemplated murder after a covert 

trial which does not even pretend to be impartial and join an international effort to 
save him. Petition your MPs. head of State, and the UN Secretary-General to 

intervene and to presuade the Islamabad regime to abandon its scandalous plan to try 
Sheikh Mujib; and earn the eternal gratitude of the people of Bangladesh by securing 

his release. 
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AN APPEAL 

 

To The Trade Union Organizations & The Working People of the World 

From the Trade Union Centre & the Working People of 

"THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH" 

 

Dear friends and comrades. 

You must be aware of the massacre and mass killings in Bangladesh (formerly 

called East Pakistan) by the ruling Military Junta of Pakistan. 

You may know that Pakistan was formed in 1947 comprising of the muslim 

majority Provinces of the Indian Sub-continent. Inspite of the same religion Pakistan 
consisted of five distinct nationalities namely the Sindhis, Baluchis, Pakhtoons, 

Punjabis and the Bengalees. The Bengalees who are 56% of the total population of 

Pakistan inhabit in the eastern part of the country separated from the western part by a 

distance of more than one thousand miles. The Bengalees are 75 million in number. 

From the very inception the ruling clique of Pakistan served the interest of a 

handful of big capitalists, feudal landlords and foreign imperialists. The ruling class 
carried on unbridled exploitation of the working class and peasantry, oppressed the 

nationalities and most of the wealth of their country was concentrated in a few hands 
to the utter deprivation of the masses. Under the umbrella of a dictatorial Govt. and 

black labor laws and a huge army of unemployed labor the limitless exploitation of 
the working class brought huge profits to the capitalists at rates unparallel in capitalist 

exploitation. Within a very short time monopolist groups grew up, about twenty-five 

in number who had a firm grip on most of the industrial and bank capital and 

consequently upon the Government. 

The exploitation of the nationalities was a specific feature in Pakistan and it was 

particularly obvert in Bangladesh. Most of the industries were owned by industrialists 
who are mainly from the Punjab and Karachi in the Western wing of the country. 

Geographically separated from West Pakistan by a distance of more than one 
thousand miles the people of East Bengal has a language, culture and tradition distinct 

from those of the nationalities of western part of the country. The ruling class did 
everything to retard the progress and development of East Bengal and to turn it into a 

virtual colony. The ruling class attacked the language and culture of the Bengalees 

aimed at bringing the whole nations to its knees and keep it under subjugation. 

In East Bengal as usual the working class had to bear the burnt of all such 
exploitations. 
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Democratic movements including struggle of the working class and movement 

for the rights of nationalities were ruthlessly suppressed. Efforts for the framing of a 

democratic Constitution and forming a democratic Govt. were frustrated at very step. 
Martial law was imposed in 1958 under the leadership of General Ayub Khan to 

suppress democratic movement. 

But inspite of the repression and atrocities of the Military regime, progressive, 

democratic and anti-autocratic forces gradually gained strength. Ayub Khan had to 

withdraw Martial law and later on as a result of the great mass upsurge in 1969 

dictator Ayub Khan had to step down. However, General Yahya Khan took over 

power and imposed Martial Law for the Second time, though the self-styled President 

had to declare that the sole objective of his regime was peaceful transfer of power to 

the elected representatives of the people. 

Elections were held to the National and Provincial Assembly in December 1970 

and the overwhelming majority of the people voted in favor of the democratic forces 

defending the rights of the nationalities as well as the cause of the people. These 

forces gained absolute majority in the National Assembly entrusted with the task of 

framing the Constitution of the country and forming the Govt. 

The Military Regime serving the interest of the imperialists, feudal lords and the 

monopolists could clearly see in elections result their inevitable downfall. President 
Yahya Khan, therefore, began to sidetrack the issue of transfer of power on various 

pretext and refused to convene the National Assembly inspite of the repeated demands 

of the people and their representatives. 

As a result mass movement developed in East Bengal which was supported by 
democratic elements in West Pakistan also. President Yahya Khan, however, started a 

dialogue with the representatives of the people with the declared purpose of arriving 
at a peaceful settlement of the unresolved issues of the constitutional impasse. After a 

few rounds of talks it was officially declared by the President that there was progress 
in the talks. The peace loving people of Bangladesh and also other democratic forces 

heaved a sigh of relief at the possibility of a peaceful solution of the political deadlock 
and they were expecting an announcement in this regard from the President within a 

day or two. People were given to understand that the principles were already agreed 

upon and the necessary legal formalities were being worked out. 

While the talks were still continuing, suddenly in the late hours of the 25th 
March, 1971 without announcing that the talks had failed or without giving any 

ultimatum, the army of Yahya's military junta pounced upon the People of 
Bangladesh and let loose a regin of terror and burtality unparallel in human history. 

On that Black Night of the 25th, thousands of innocent people of Bangladesh, who 
went to bed with high hopes of a peaceful settlement and a happy future, did not see 

the light of the dawn. Humanity has never known such naked and dirty betrayal even 
by the darkest forces of reaction. 

The Armed Forces of Pakistan is systematically carrying on mass murders, 

arrests, looting, rape, arson, distinction of industrial and commercial establishments, 

towns. 
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villages, important markets, places of worship, historical places. Banks. Treasuries 

and jewelleries are being looted by the Army and money and gold is being sent to 

West Pakistan. Modern automatic weapons, machine guns, tanks, explosives, war 
ships, gunboats and jet fighters and bombers are being used against the unarmed 

citizens. The attack is particularly directed against the industrial workers, urban poor 
people, students and the intelligentsia who were in the fore front of the movement. 

Slums and huts where the industrial workers and other working people live are being 
sent on fire and when the inhabitants rush out of the burning houses they are mowed 

down with machine guns. Factories which escaped destruction have closed down and 
workers have been rendered jobless and are without shelter. The industrial workers 

and other employees along with their families have to face starvation. In the occupied 

areas the Army is making house to house search; shooting and stabbing people, raping 

women and looting properties. People are being hung from the trees, tortured and 

killed in the open. People are being forced to dig their own graves before they are 

killed by the firing squad in the Nazi style. In the streets of the occupied towns 

passersby are being taken to custody and blood is being forcibly sucked out of their 

body for building military blood bank. The bloodless persons are then systematically 

being machine-gunned. 

When the Army moves they shell and burn down the villages and markets on the 
both sides of their route and kill unarmed villagers mercilessly. Villages and towns 

where the occupation Army dare not enter are being razed to the ground and burnt to 

ashes by aerial bombing and shelling. 

The barbarous atrocities of the occupation Army has made millions in our 
country shelter less, who are forced to leave the country in millions to save their lives 

and are taking shelter in the Indian Territory. The massacre has compelled the 
peasants to run away from their fields and homes leaving behind all their belongings. 

Educational institutions, halls and hostels have been shelled and burnt, and 

thousands of students have been killed. Eminent intellectuals, philosophers, scientists 

and educationists have been mercilessly shot dead in the presence of their children. 

Educational institution close down. 

News paper office and press have been shelled and burnt. Not less than fifty 

thousands people died only on the night of 25th March and the killings still continue 

unabated. 

The facts, however, proved beyond doubt that the ruling Military junta was not 

ready to transfer power to the elected representatives of the people and allow the 
establishment of democracy and recognize the internationally accepted right of 

nations to self- determination. The ruling military clique was determined to cling to 
power even by obvert genocide and by adopting scorched earth policy. Virtually war 

has been imposed on the people of Bangladesh. And this made it clear to them that 
their democratic aspirations and right of national self-determination could not be 

achieved through peaceful means. 

A spontaneous resistance against Pakistan Army developed all over Bangladesh. 

The people of Bangladesh aided by the Bengali Military and para-military personnel 
and 
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police who could come over to the side of the people before they were killed, are 

putting up heroic and determined armed resistance to the Pak Military. The working 

class of Bangladesh through their bitter experience of last twenty three years-the years 
of exploitation, poverty, misery and ruthless suppression, realized that the 

achievement of its class emancipation was impossible without first liberating the 
people of Bangladesh from the clutches of military Junta of Pakistan the last resort of 

the vested interest. The working class, true patriots as they are, actively participating 
in the armed struggle for the liberation of Bangladesh. 

An independent, sovereign state under the name of "Democration Republic of 

Bangladesh" is born and a provisional Government with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman as 

President and Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed as Prime Minister has been formed and declared. 

This Govt. is the only legally constituted Govt. of Bangladesh since it has the 

unequivocal sanction of the people through their electoral verdict on adult franchise 
held in December 1970. 

Facts indicate that this conspiracy of annihilation of the people of Bangladesh 

was premeditated and planned much earlier. A facist type Army & commando units 

were created and was specially trained up in the art of mass killings, destruction, 

arson, looting & raping. The dialogue which was opened by the President and the 

commitments he made from time to time was nothing but manuvoures behind which 

the war preparation was being carried on. We know it very well that we have to wage 

a long 'drawn, well planned and well organized armed struggle to defeat the enemy. 

We also know that for the victory of our struggle the active moral and material 

support of the international working class, all democratic forces and peace loving 
people is essential. 

It is most encouraging to note that many trade union organisation of the working 

class and toiling masses and along with other democratic and peace loving forces 

have come out in support of our just cause and have also condemned the atrocities 

perpetrated by Pak Army. 

We on behalf of the working class and the people of Bangladesh, appeal to all the 
people who love peace, freedom and democracy and particularly to the' international 

working class and trade union organisation of the world:  

1. to persuade the Government of the respective countries to recognize the 

Government of the "Democratic Republic of Bangladesh" which is the only legally 
constituted Govt. elected by the people of Bangladesh in the last General Elections, 

which commands the unqualified support and allegiance of all the Bangladesh and 
whose authority is established throught Bangladesh except a few overrun towns and 

cities; 

2. to give moral and material help to the Govt. and the fighting 'forces in 

Bangladesh and to persuade the Govt. of the respective countries to do the same; 

3. to mobilize public opinion and create pressure on the military—fascist Regime 

of Pakistan to stop the genocide; 

4. to persuade the Govt. of the respective countries to impose economic sanction 

against Pakistan and to refuse the supply of war materials to the Pakistan Military 
Junta including loading-unloading carrying of the same. 
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Mankind is faced with a grave challenge from the barbarous military Regime of 

Pakistan. Humanity has got two alternatives either to remain a silent spectator to the 

genocide, destruction and brutality when democracy, justice and freedom is being 
trampled under boots, when the hopes and aspirations and the birth right of 75 million 

people of Bangladesh are being crushed by force and thereby encourage the dark 
forces of reaction all over the world, or to rise up to the occasion to appeal to the 

conscience of the people, to unite the forces of peace, progress, democracy and 
freedom and to support the just cause of Bangladesh and give a crushing blow to the 

facist military junta of Pakistan so that it serves as a lesson to the reactionaries of the 
world that the awakened masses of the world are not ready to allow such barbarism. 

 

We do not have the slightest doubt that the working class of the world true to its 

internationalist traditions shall rise to the occasion and mobilizes the forces of peace, 

freedom, democracy and progress in support of the people of Bangladesh. 

 

Dear Friends, we have firm conviction that with your help and support we shall 

ultimately rout the enemy and wipe out the occupation Army from the sacred soil of 

Bangladesh. 

 

The blood of tens and thousands of martyrs cannot and shall not go in vain. 

Victory shall be ours. 

 

Long live the "Democratic Republic of Bangladesh". 
Long live the International Solidarity of the working class. 

Long live the unity and fraternity of the forces of peace, progress, freedom and 
democracy all over the world. 

 
With Fraternal Greetings. 

"Trade Union Centre" of Bangladesh. 
 

1. Saifuddiri Ahmed Manik. Convener, TUC, President, Latif Bawany Jute Milts 

Sramik Union, Dacca, Bangladesh. 
 

2. Manzurul Ahsan, President, Ujala Match Workers' Union and General 

Secretary, Hotel Inter-Continental Workers' Union. Dacca. 
 

3. Ahsanullah Chowdhury, General Secretary, Bandar Sramik (Port Workers') 

Union, Chittagong. 
 

4. Lutfur Rahman, President, Kanchan Regional Workers' Union. Dacca. 
 

5. Shamsuddoha, Member, Railway Workers Council of Action, Bangladesh. 
 

6. Alamgir Kabir, Engineering University 4th Grade Employees' Union, Dacca. 

Bangladesh. 
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(b) �����  ���� ����-���, l�-��S9 �������9 $��:! �*���!� ��� 7��!�� 
�!�� !�� W�� 
���*� / ������*� !���0 !�Q��/ $��  !� d�9�:���! )��0 � !��।  

(f) $��:! �*���!� �� ����!-���� 7���<� ����� / ����< �����  ��90 W�� ����< )���-
7�L��� 7��!�� ���� !��। !�Q��/ ��� ������ QD��� � !��। �!� $!�� ��®���<! $���0� 
 �)e� !��। �!� $!�� ��®���<! �� / �J��� ������ !��<��` W� �� ���!  �)e� !��।  

(i) ���!D��� ���!�*�L� / ������ ��F�:����� ]��� �����, ��Q���� $�� 7��K / 
�~�!�� �!� D��� ��D $!�� !��������� ����< $����!�G Qe�� 7����0 !��। )���, ����� 
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���!��� d�:���Q� �Q���� 
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!��।  

(�) Yf ��s� ���E ���� ����!��� ���� Qe��  �Q�e  �/<�। ��� ���� $�� ����<� 
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7���0 !��। 
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('Y) 7V���! ����� ���� �:�A� ���� !��, !�  ���� �!� $!�� 4� ����� �:�A� !��, 
�����:! ���:��<, d�k��! *��90�*��, #�K���, !;�9 / !���*�� ���� $��L� A�� !�� W�� 
���� �:�A�� )��� ��¤�� !��5 )���! d�k��! ���< / ��������8��� �������� $D�� =Q0। 

��������� ����� �!�D�� ����� 8�9�� ���:�� �������� �:�A� !�� W�� ����� 8�9�� 
��!���� �: ��� Qe�� �!� $!�� ��Q�:��। ��������� �����!��� 4u� 8�9�8�9���� ������ 
���;8�9�< ������8 / ������ ���¤;��! ��� *�2<�  ����� 7��!�� ��। 
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�A: �:�A� 4n<�� !���! ������� �SR ��<� 4Q�� �: 
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REPORT ON BANGLADESH 

 

The whole world was startled and shocked at the news of the large scale 

destruction and massacre carried out by the mercenary thugs of Yahya Khan, the 
military dictator of Pakistan, in Bangladesh, formerly known as East Pakistan. On the 

night of the 25
th

 March, the reactionary ruling clique of Pakistan, with the help of its 

army, trained and equipped by the imperialists, unleashed terror of a magnitude 

unparalleled in recent history; and it is still continuing unabated. During the last three 

months, the 75 million Bengalis have been subjected to inhuman repression, several 

hundred thousand people have been killed, and over six; million people have been 

driven out of the country only to suffer privations and face death from starvation and 

disease. Almost all the cities and towns and more than thirty thousand villages of 

Bangladesh have been ravaged. It is now perfectly clear that the murderous Yahya 

gang is trying to physically annihilate the Bengali nation. 

Why This Genocide? 

The roots of this heinous crimes committed by Yahya lies deep in the past. It is in 

fact the culmination of a deep-rooted conspiracy hatched by the imperialists and the 

local reactionaries of the then Indian subcontinent even before Pakistan came into 
existence. 

Pakistan was created out of the British Indian subcontinent by incorporating some 

Muslim majority areas and it consisted of two regions separated by more than one 

thousand miles of Indian territory. Although Pakistan was created on the basis of the 

supposed idea that the Muslims of India constituted a single nation, actually five 

distinct nations with distinct languages and cultures, namely, the Bengalis in the 

Eastern wing and the Sindhis, Beluchis, Pathans and Punjabis in the Western wing, as 

well as many tribal peoples inhabited the state of Pakistan. This fact asserted itself 

again and found expression in national movements now of the Bengalis, now of the 

Pathans, now of the Sindhis and now of Beluchis. 

During the last twenty-four years, people have made headway to progress, 

whereas the ruling clique has lapsed into greater reaction, and it is this contradiction 

that has finally led to the present crisis manifested in genocide by the ruling clique on 

the one hand and the freedom struggle by the popular forces on the other. 

Repressive Policy of the Government 

From the very beginning the extremely reactionary, ruling clique of Pakistan, 

which consisted of a handful of bourgeoisie and feudalists, persued a policy of total 

suppression of all individual, national and democratic rights, because that was the 

only possible way to prolong and preserve their class rule. In their attempt to preserve 

their narrow class 
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interest, the Pakistani ruling clique ruthlessly suppressed all attempts of the 

people to secure democratic and national rights. All democrats and progressives were 

mercilessly persecuted. Hundreds of patriots always filed the prisons and on many 
occasions their number ran into thousands. Conditions were particularly bad in East 

Pakistan where the level of democratic consciousness of the people was higher than in 
the Western region. 

National Suppression and Disparity 
 

Taking advantage of the uncontrolled sway of the big business, the bourgeoisie of 

Pakistan soon grew into monopolists. This could only be achieved by severely 

curtailing all democratic and national rights, in as much as, economic domination can 

hardly be maintained without political domination and under the peculiar 

circumstances prevailing in the multi-national state of Pakistan political suppression 
soon took the form of national suppression. 

To maintain their class rule, the reactionary ruling class of Pakistan, which is 

concerned only with their base bourgeois and feudal interests and not at all with the 

economic and cultural uplift of the people, was forced to build up a permanent 

cultural barrier around Pakistan, particularly around East Pakistan; because, if 

democratic and advanced ideas were allowed to infiltrate into the country the whole 

attempt to preserve the medieval darkness in Pakistan, for which the ruling class was 

striving utmost, would collapse. 

While the policy of national suppression and discrimination persued by the ruling 

clique against the different nations of Pakistan was equally intolerable for all, it was 

particularly disastrous for the Bengalis. The total economic and cultural barrier 

between India and Pakistan meant for the Bengalis complete estrangement with their 

past, it meant cultural death for the Pakistani Bengalis. It is no wonder, therefore, that 

the first voice of protest raised in East Pakistan against the reactionary policy of the 

ruling class was cent red upon the issue of Bengali language and culture. 

The growth of national monopoly capital in Pakistan automatically resulted in 
economic domination over East Pakistan, and this domination was of a colonial nature 

as the following facts will reveal. 

In Pakistan all the big bourgeoisie were non-Bengalis who had full control over 

the economy of East Pakistan. The biggest bourgeois is commonly known as "22 
monopolist families", controlled 67 % of industrial resources and 79-80% of the 

Banks and Insurance of Pakistan. 

As the big business in Pakistan had full control over the Central Government, the 

economic policy were always formulated in a manner which favored West Pakistan at 

the expense of East Pakistan. Consequently during the twenty four years of the 

existence of Pakistan, the economic disparity between its two wings has only 

widened. Although East Pakistan's proportion of Pakistan's total population is 56%, its 

share of total development expenditure has never exceeded 36% (1965-66-1969-70 

period) and at the beginning it was even lower-only 20%( 1950-51-1954-55). Over 

the last twenty years. East Pakistan's share of total export earnings has been as high as 
70% and has declined to 
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the range 45-55%, in recent years, whereas its import earnings have normally 

been not more, than 32%. During all these years West Pakistan's foreign trade has 

shown a substantial and chronic deficit that has absorbed practically all available 
foreign exchange. Thus at the cost of East Pakistan, the West Pakistani big 

bourgeoisie could rise to a position from which they could turn East Pakistan into a 
captive market. It is important to note that in recent years 40-50% of all West Pakistan 

exports have been sold to East Pakistan. 

The economic domination over East Pakistan has been made possible by the 

West Pakistan big business domination over the Central Govt., which in itself is an 

expression of the disparity between the two wings of Pakistan. Ever since the military 

rule was established in Pakistan, all the military members of the administration has 

been West Pakistani and of the senior Central Civil Servants 87% were West 

Pakistanis in 1960 (the figure has not much changed since then and in any case the 
small number of Bengali officers could hardly influence the central government 

policy). 

In short, the quasi-colonial exploitation of the West Pakistan big bourgeoisie 

reduced East Pakistan to a state of utter distress. Of course, other nations of Pakistan, 

namely, the Pathans, Beluchis and Sindhis were also likewise suppressed. But the 

Bengalis were treated with xenophobic hatred and were subjected to an exploitation 

which was clearly of a colonial nature. 
 

Popular Struggle for Democracy and Autonomy 
 

The first struggle of the people of East Pakistan started on the language issue. 

Needless to say, it had a profoundly democratic content, because it started as a 

reaction against the ruling clique's undemocratic attempt to impose Urdu language, 

the mother tongue of a microscopic minority, on the rest of the population by making 

it the only state language. By this action the ruling clique sought to deprive the 

Bengalis and other nations of their rightful cultural heritage. This struggle assumed 

great proportions in 1952 in which year it developed into broad struggle for 

democracy and autonomy. Inspite of severe repression of the reactionary rulers, the 

movement continued unabated. People's urge for autonomy and democracy found 

fuller expression during the provincial election in East Pakistan in 1954. In that 

election the opposition parties formed a United Front against the ruling Muslim 
League Party. The United Front drew up the famous 21-Point Programme which, inter 

alia, demanded full autonomy for East Pakistan in accordance with the Pakistan 
Resolution passed by the all India Muslim league Council in 1940 in Lahore (the so-

called Lahore Resolution). In the election the United Front gained a grand victory 
winning 290 seats out of 300, which clearly showed that the people firmly stood 

for autonomy and democracy. 

But the reactionary Ruling clique refused to heed to the verdict of the people and 

proceeded to nullify the results of the election. Within two months of formation of the 

United Front ministry in East Pakistan, the Central Government, in connivance with 

the American imperialists, dismissed the United Front ministry on false and flimsy 
pretext. Simultaneously, severe repression was started in East Pakistan. Thousands of 

democrats and leftists were thrown into the jails. 
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But these oppressions could not stop the popular struggle in East Pakistan for 

autonomy. It is also noteworthy that other nations of Pakistan, namely, the Beluchis. 

Sindhis and Pathans were also fighting for national rights. During this time, the 
Central government converted the four provinces of West Pakistan into 'One Unit' and 

introduced 'parity' between the two wings of Pakistan, inspite of the fact that East 
Pakistan had a majority of population (56 %) and therefore could claim greater share 

in all matters. This was of course done with a view to suppressing the growing 
movements for national rights of the various nations of Pakistan. But the imposition 

of one Unit on West Pakistan only served to intensify the struggle of the smaller 
nations of West Pakistan mentioned above for achieving national rights. 

The Constituent Assembly of Pakistan, which was elected by indirect voting in 

1955, framed a Constitution in 1956. Three years after that, under great popular 

pressure, the Central Government, after much dillydallying, announced a date for the 
first general election of Pakistan (fixed for February-March, 1959). 

But again the reactionary ruling clique began to conspire against the introduction 

of democracy and, in order to prevent the holding of election, which would open up 

the path of democracy, imposed martial law on the whole country, again with the 

connivance of imperialism. After this began the black decade of Ayub Khan's military 

dictatorial regime. 

Ayub Khan tried his utmost to suppress nationalist and democratic movements of 

the various nations. But ever since 1961, the Bengalis, Pathans and Beluchis were 

carrying on heroic struggles for their just rights. Even the Indo-Pak war of September 

1965 could not confuse the people for any length-of time. In June 1966 Awami 

League launched its famous 6-point movement. The 6-point programme basically 

demanded parliamentary democracy based on adult franchise and full autonomy. This 

programme was Supported by the leftists and communists and the people whole 

heartedly participated in the movement started on the basis of this programme. This 

movement was also suppressed temporarily. 

But, towards the end of 1968 and beginning of 1969 a popular upsurge raged 
across the length and breadth of Pakistan which finally swept away the hated Ayub 

regime. In East Pakistan the movement was the centered upon the 11-point 

programme formulated by the Students' Action Committee and backed by the political 

parties opposing the regime. 

In addition to the demands contained in the 6-point programme, the 11-point 

programme included demands for fun civil liberties, educational reforms, students' 
and workers' demands, neutral and independent foreign policy, nationalization of big 

industries, banks and insurance, etc. 

In West Pakistan, the opposition parties, forces and the people were united on the 

basis of demand for direct election and parliamentary democracy. The dictatorial 

Ayub regime could not withstand the pressure of united mass movement of whole 

Pakistan and toppled over. 
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Enters Yahya 

Then came Yahya Khan to the rescue of the ruling class. Yahya imposed martial 

law on Pakistan, abrogating Ayub's constitution and pushing aside his phoney 

democracy. 

Popular pressure compelled Yahya to concede certain demands, namely, direct 
election based on adult franchise, dismemberment of one unit and restoration of 

former provinces, abolition of 'parity' which was introduced in 1955 as mentioned 
earlier, a constitution for the country to be framed by the elected National Assembly, 

etc. But Yahya promulgated a Legal Framework Order which stipulated, inter alia, 
that the constitution would have to be authenticated by Yahya Khan, the President. 

This greatly restricted the freedom of the National Assembly. 

The first general election was held in December. 1970. The results were startling. 

In East Pakistan Awami League won 167 out of a total of 169 National Assembly 
seats. This made Awami League the party with an absolute majority in the National 

Assembly (having a total of 313 seats). 

By voting for Awami League, the people of East Pakistan actually voted for 

autonomy. And it was the realization of this fact that unnerved the ruling class. 

In West Pakistan Z. A. Bhutto won 84 (out of 144) N. A. seats, but these seats 

were from Punjab and Sind provinces only. However, the ruling class decided to use 
Bhutto as a cat's paw in their conspiracy to jeopardize democracy. 

As soon as Yahya Khan announced a date for the first session of the National 

Assembly, 3rd March, Bhutto declared that his party would not attend the National 

Assembly session and threatened direct action in case the session was held on due 
date. And Yahya thought it fair to postpone the National Assembly session sine die 

and convene a round table conference of the various party leaders instead. He did not 
even consider it necessary to consult Awami League, the party commanding absolute 

majority in the National Assembly, before taking this unusual step. 

 

The last peaceful mass upsurge: the peak 

 

Naturally enough, all democratic parties and forces resented the postponement of 

National Assembly session and rejected the idea of a round table conference as absurd 

and ridiculous. But the people, without waiting for the reaction of the leaders, 

spontaneously came out in thousands in the streets as they heard the news, to protest 

against this high handed decision of Yahya Khan. 

Yet, the upsurge did not lose its peaceful character. In protest against the 

postponement of the National Assembly session, the Awami League called a general 
strike for five days from 2nd March. All the democratic parties supported it. The 

entire people fully responded to this call. The ruling clique as usual tried to suppress it 
by intimidation and violence. Curfew was imposed on Dacca and other cities and 

when people brought out peaceful processions, they were mowed down by machine-

gun fire. The conspiracies of the ruling clique failed to demoralize the people, 

however. 
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On March 6. that is, on the fifth day of the peaceful strike, Yahya announced a 

new date for the National Assembly session. 25th March, but at the same time blamed 

the people and the leaders of East Pakistan for the crisis which was actually 
precipitated by the ruling clique headed by Yahya Khan himself. He even threatened 

military action to preserve the so-called "solidarity and integrity of Pakistan'. 
Simultaneously, the military junta reshuffled the military administration in East 

Pakistan and appointed Lt-General Tikka Khan, a vile creature with low intelligence 
and cruel nature, the military administrator of East Pakistan. These measures showed 

that the military junta was already bent on suppressing the peaceful mass upsurge by 
military onslaught. 

On March 7, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman declared his programme of continuous 

peaceful non-cooperation movement until martial law was lifted and power was 

transferred to the elected representatives of the people. Sheikh Mujib's demands and 
programme of action was supported by all democratic parties and the entire people 

responded to it with great enthusiasm. Literally all activities in the country came to a 
standstill. Mills, factories, educational institutions, all government, semi-govt. offices 

and institutions including the High Court and lower courts and the transport system of 
East Pakistan, etc. ceased to function. The civil administration of East Pakistan 

including the police and intelligence branch followed the directives of the Awami 
League. In short. Awami League was in virtual control of East Pakistan. 

At this stage Yahya Khan announced that he would come to East Pakistan and 

talk with Sheikh Mujib. The talks started from 14th March. The talks continued for 

some time. At one time Yahya publicly declared that he had agreed in principle to the 
demands of the Awami League leader (i. e. transfer of power and lifting of Martial 

law). Discussions were also held between the advisers of Yahya Khan and Sheikh 
Mujib. Then, when people were beginning to think that a political settlement was in 

sight, came the sudden and furious attack against the unarmed and peaceful people of 
whole East Pakistan. On the night of 25th March, without the slightest warning and 

even before the Yahya-Mujib) talks ended, the mercenary thugs of the treacherous liar 
Yahya Khan were unleashed against the innocent people of Bangladesh. 

 

A new stage begins: Aimed struggle for liberation 

 

Thus, the military junta of Pakistan closed all paths of peaceful struggle for 

democracy and autonomy and forced the people to take up arms in their own defense 
and in defense of democracy and national rights. The Bengalee soldiers of the 

Pakistan army belonging to East Bengal Regiment and East Pakistan Rifles as well as 
the Police joined the people to form the Mukti Fouj (Liberation army) and began the 

freedom struggle against the Pakistan army which was, to all intents and purposes, 
behaving as a foreign occupation army (which in practice proved the colonial nature 

of West Pakistani rule). 

From the events and facts related above, the following conclusions may be 

drawn: 

* The present struggle of the people of Bangladesh is the final phase of their long 

struggle for democracy and autonomy. 
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* Even after the repeated and stubborn refusal of the ruling clique of Pakistan to 

concede democracy and autonomy, the people did not abandon the peaceful path and 

tried to reach a political settlement with the ruling military dictatorship. The armed 
attack by the ruling military junta forced the people to start fighting for freedom. 

* The people of Bangladesh have taken up arms only when they were compelled 

to do so by the treacherous and barbarous attacks of the military dictatorship. 

* The history of the last twenty four years of the existence of Pakistan as well as 
the events of the last few months have proved conclusively that conceding democracy 

was farthest from the thought of the ruling class. Therefore, it was inevitable that 
sooner or later the struggle for democracy and autonomy would have to develop into 

armed struggle for freedom of Bangladesh. Because, as has now become perfectly 

clear, the ultra reactionary ruling class of Pakistan would never allow democracy to be 

introduced in Pakistan and it would never be possible to dislodge the military-

bureaucratic dictatorship of Pakistan by peaceful movement. In short, granting that in 

the present era, democracy is a vital and irresistible necessity for social development, 

secession of Bangladesh was a historical necessity. 

By obstructing and stifling democracy over the last twenty-four years, by 
refusing to transfer power to the elected representatives of the people even after the 

long awaited general election was held and by starting the onslaught on the people of 
Bangladesh, the reactionary ruling clique of Pakistan has precipitated the present 

crisis. Therefore, it is the reactionary ruling clique, represented by filthy Yahya Khan, 

which is solely responsible for the death and disablement of millions of people and 

loss of colossal wealth. 

The people of Bangladesh have accepted this challenge. They have sacrificed a 

million lives: they are prepared to do more. They will not rest before they reach their 
destination: liberation of Bangladesh from the clutches of ruthless, colonial 

occupation army and establishment of a secular, democratic, and just social order in 
the country. 

 

     BANGLADESH SIKSHAK SAMITI 

     (BANGLADESH TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION) 
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������� ���  ����� 

������ ��Q��:  ��< 7�< 
���<� ���P 

 .......... 
'-.' 

 

Dear Len, 
 

It is long since I heard from you. I am sure you are closely following the recent 

events in Bangladesh. After the Pak army cracked down on 25th March, 1971 on the 
University Community and other civilians I have to leave my country to take shelter 

in India with my family. I left Dacca on May 15, and reached India on May 23. 
During my stay in Dacca I have witnessed the extensive mass killing and structural 

damage of the public and private buildings by Pak army. Even Mosques, Temples and 
Churches were not spared where the panic stricken people took refuge. Villages, 

market places, business centers were destroyed. Over a million were simply 
butchered, thousands of girls were molested, raped and taken to the army camps. 

About 100 millions were pushed into Indian soil. These refugees include university 

(200), college (over thousand) and school (10,000) teachers, scientists, medical 

doctors, engineers and other intellectuals. 

You know we have declared independence on 26th March. A revolutionary Govt. 

of free Bangladesh has been established. All the democratic political parties including 
the Communist Party of Bangladesh have participated in this liberation war. We shall 

fight and fight to the last. Our Mukti Bahini (liberation army) is composed of regulars. 
University students, peasants, laborers, teachers etc. But you know in this struggle we 

need international support both material and moral. I have a special appeal to make to 
you and to your party workers to raise fund for our liberation war. Our boys are 

fighting without winter clothing’s. Please do the needful. Please try to send some 

money to my address which will be deposited to the fund of C.P.B. (Communist Party 

of Bangladesh). 

Please note that I am now working as Secretary of Bangladesh Teachers 

Association. This is an organisation of the evacuee teachers which aims to help the 
distressed teaching community as well as the Mukti Bahini. So you would also appeal 

to your teaching community to extend generous help for our cause. This may kindly 
be sent to, Secretary, Bangladesh Teachers' Association, Darbhanga Buildings, 

Calcutta University, Calcutta-12, India. 
 

With very good wishes, 
 

Dr. Len Shields, 

Deptt. of chemistry 
Bardford University. 

Bradford, ENGLAND.      Yours sincerely, 
SD/ 

(Ajoy) 
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������� ���  ����� 
���K��� ���!���  �1� �®���<� 7�A� / 

8���!� �~�!� W!�" $�����  
��������  �1� !;�h $��� 

���s� $��� ���D!�  
 

  

YfYfYfYf � ����  ��!  � ����  ��!  � ����  ��!  � ����  ��! 'i'i'i'ie �#����e �#����e �#����e �#����    
�K¢�� �������� �K¢�� �������� �K¢�� �������� �K¢�� ��������     
----a���t��� �Q���� a���t��� �Q���� a���t��� �Q���� a���t��� �Q����     

 

�8����, ��������  �1� !;�h $��� ��s / ���  �1�  �1p��;R ��s 
'�� ���<���, '-.Ye� 

��������������������    

�*����� �Q����<� �Q���� ��  ��! ����!� *_�-w������ �Q����� s�"�`�  !� W! 
�Q����। ����� W �_� a��E /  Ì� �Q���*��� �� �Q���� ���<���`  /<�� ��0e �Q���*��� 
���!  8�� 4�P�`� ����/ 7�]��< !;�98���, )����� We  ��। We  ���� �����। ����� ��I�� ��: 
�:���� W  �� �� ������ �Q����  s��  `�2  �1� ������*�  �1� �����e *�� ���n� ���� Q�< 
����2�<�`�, -���Q�, ������-��8�, ���0�8��� / ���0�]�I����� �Q�����  �� W�� W"� e��Q���� 
��:। 
 �1� ������ ���  ���!� ���<�*�E ���0��� ����  ��< ����R� ������� ����  �1Q ��«9�0 
������ ����9� ����� / ��v���� ���, �8:��, 8��-8�9�-��¤;�� / !;�h ��S����� $�� ���L 
����� tS Q< '-(f-'-(i ���� �_-8_�)������ 7�<��� ���! 
������ 
°-��� ��<। 
��H��-������ � / ����� ����Q�  �:��� 8�_�� ������  ���  ����� ��%��,  ���$< ���� 
 ��Q /  ���� ��8��9� ���L  �;�R ��0� ���0��� ���  �*��� Q�< 4�P�`� ��", �!� 7��_���� 
�� ������, ������ ������  ��<�� 7�!~� )��9 / ���< �Q����*����h Q�< �����< 
°����� 
p0��<��!e !�� ���<�`� ���S�।  

7�A������ ��8���=D ������ ���2 ���  !��" ��v��� �Q��, ������,  �1�, �;h� �E���, 
�_���  �� ������� �¦!��� )Q��� 8�v�� �������  ��� �;��:�<� ��!q =Q0 !��� '-.' 
����� Yf � ������ *8�� ����� ������ $�0�!� £�!�< ���< �� �� �� ��v���� ����  �� 
)�� ������। tS Q< 4��K ������ Q��� 7�:������ 4��� ��-!���। t�� �Q�-���� <, 
=�������� Q���� Q���� ���� Q��"-s��"-���P ���� ���! Q�:�, ���, ��� Q�0 / �9��0� !���� 
��8��9!�। ���� ������ 7I��E �:������ Q�< /�P ���K��*� 7��¢ ��v���� ���� ��� ���� ���। 

   �1� ���]���� Q�����h ���h��< ��v���  �1� �E���/ 7�:������ 4�:�-!;���0� !�� 
 ��! ��� ��<�। W� ��� ��!" ��Q���� £�!�� !������  �1���Q���� a��< a���t��� �Q�A����� 
$�0/  !��� 4�P�`� �;��:-��������� 7�Q�< ����9� �:। ���� �]������ !�� �, !������ 
 �1���Q�� j� ������� �������! ������8����  ��� ���e ������! �� ������,  ���� W �;��:-
� "��0 ��/<� ���� � ����� �"�!� ���/। W *8�� ���<�*�E��0/ !����� ��t���  8�v 
�e�< � ��2 ��� ����� ��� �;y ������  � ���� tS !���`��� ‘�K¢��-�Q����*��� �: ��� 
)��� $��  � 8�� / � ��< d���� QD $����� !���`�� �� =Q0 !���` 7����� �� u5�-
 ����! u5
�°� �̀<�� :�< 
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���<���` ���<; ����A��� ������ ����� / *8��R 4���Ç !�� W��  ���� ����9� $�� ���� 
 �����Q�� ¨��<� ��D� j� ������ $�:� !��।  

-������  �1����। 

�K¢�� ���������K¢�� ���������K¢�� ���������K¢�� ��������    

��� e��Q���� s;0:�� 7�:��<� ���� Q�<�`�  � ������- �Q"���, ������Q, d�����_, 
 ���*� ����! �̀2�< ����:��3 s�"�`� ���; W! ��e��e- W�  � s"� W!�� ��������! !�� 
���<�`� ¤Ç- ���������  ��!� �� �� ��e��e �;h!��� �_� e<��Q<� ��!���� �� 7���h� �:�� 
!�� )� ��������� 4�P�` �� ����।  �e ��K� ������ )��< $�0 ���<�` Q���� Q���� 

�����!��� ���9; ¡9����� $�:���< 7��! !�� !��  *�`  ���:। 

�����!�q�8��� �������� W 7�:��<� tS�� !���, �"����� ��� 8���GD )������� 
������0 W!��� )a<A� �Q���� ‘!������  �1� ����’  !  ��` ����। W8��� ��� Q�� ��*��� 
£�!� *��� ���8n �®���<� !��  ���!��। )�� 7�A�8��� ��<���� !��� ��*���. 8���`��� 
W���  !� !�� ��������। W 7�Q�<  ��!��� ���� Q���  I�"��� ������ �!�। ���� �!������ 
(Yi � ����, ’.' e�) !������  ��  +�  ��! W ��!"�<  ���� tS Q���। QP�Z !�<!�" W�� 
�2��� )����� ����� �����<। $�0 Q������ ���"-�������  `�¼ W!  ��< )� �� � ��� u’� 
���!। 

W���!  ����  ���� Q���� �����!� ���� 7�Q�< ���-��S9-��t ����� ��� Q���।  !4  !4 
)��� 7��!�� ����%�� )��< A��E�� *� !��� ��*���। )��  �9 ���E W ��D $��0� 
��<��� ����!�q Yr � ����, ’.' e� ������  ���"����<" 8�� ����E ��I  ���"��� / 
7:�: !�<!� 4���A !������� ���� ����Z !��� �̀"���। ���� �`��� )��� �$< ��9: a��� 
t��� �8�� / a��� k����� �2�<�। ���  �� Q�<  � £�!� *��� �;�: ������0 !���� �� 
���!�� &�0 ��!�� )���।  ����� !���-�"��� ���� £�!�� ������ e<��Q<�� ��l ���� d�:�� 
"Q� ����, )������ ����38��� `�2�< )�` ����9� 7*�0� ���। W `�2� )�  !� �����! �!�� 
$�e�8" ����Q  ���! )���  ���� ��2�।  

 ���"����<�"  Q��  ���"���� !����< £��!  ����� ���� 4���A !������ ����< Q�� ���< 
��� )�`, ��E� )� 7����� ��� 8�����E।  �1� ����� ��� Q������ ���� )���/ ���*��� !�� 
����< )�� ����� ����%� ������ �: W���� ��Q��: ��e���। 4%��  Q��  ���"��� §� ���� 
���� ����, ‘‘)��� ���� ����%�  ���� 7����  ���� )���  �1� ���� �!�� )��� 
����� )�a�  ��!��� ����%�� �:�A� !�� �! !��। �� `�2� )��� Q���  !� ����/  e। )�� 
���� Q�< �I�� W��� ��� W����� )�� `�2��� �।  

W�$� ����� Y�����  ��� ��"�� ���! )�� )��� !����< ��� )�`। W� ��< t���, 
������ �-W� 7#��� ��<  ��#/ 7�I�  ��! ���  ��! W���`, ����  "�  �!#���। )��� ���� 
 ��� !�� ����, ‘‘)���! W!"� ���;�� ���� Q��।’’ W!"� ���e ��5 ���� ‘‘W� ��: )���! 
�!�� 8���� Q�� �, )��� !�<!"� $c W��`, )� ��� ���� W��` 4%�"�। )�� t�� !�"� 
 ���- We ��।’’- ��� )��� ���! W! "�!��� !�*� W�*�< ����। ����"�!� ��2- )� �����, 
)��  ��� W��� u5��� ���/ �� �� �  Q�� �����। )� )��� ���� �]��  e,  ��Q�� )� 
)��� ��� �� ����� �:  !4 ��e�I� �!��  �<�" 4��� !�� ���� � 7���  ��� !�� ���:� ����� 
����� �; !��0 )� )�� 
��� *0���G!  ���� �*��! W�� �������� )��� ��E����� ��ÍK। 
 �����  � 
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���;��� ��� 7�j� $Q� ��2 )�� ����`���, “)����� W ����� 4%� )��� ��� 
4���0 !�� ��� Q�� �। ��� Q:��, )�� $�� $�c� 4%�"� ���� ����; ��!�� ��� e�� !�� ��� 
�� $��� !��� ����।’’  �1���� 7�A�  !�’- Wj� W! $�c �� ��� ��/<� Q�� 4%�� 
����`���, ’’£�!�  �1� ����� 7�A���  �1� W�� 7:�: �®���<�  ���!� )����5 8����e 
)�`। £�!� �Q� �!�� $����� 7:�: A���  ��!��� 7�A�  !� �� $����� ���8n A� s��� 
 ���� �����e �����। ��� ���e 8���� / ���E�� ��!�! W"�e )�� W!�E8��� !��� !��।’’ W 
`�2� ��!�� �;h 7�A�� ��: W!��� )/<��� ��*e ��<� ��� �����  ��<�`��। )�� W ��� 
4%� ���� 7
�!;�� ���e  �, )�� ������ ���¢ �,  ��Q�� )�� W!� ����S W�� )��� ��s 
�!�� )�� ������� ���-���� �। ����9� !�:�0 !���e )����� W!��� w�। 

 *������� $�� ���! �� ������!� ���� )�����  "���I��� ��e !�"� �`���। W��� 
 ��!e ��"*��, �"�<�����, ������, !����� W�� )�/ 7:�: ��<*�  ��! )����� !��` ����� )��� 
��*���। x ��Q���� ���� )��� 4��A��� 4�� ����9 �SR )���� !��`���। W�  ��� �!`� $!�� 
!��� ���� �� !���� 7�A� �`��� �। =���� 7�A� ��¢�� )���  �*  ��� Q��� �। x ���< 
)��� ’)!����0�’  ��! $����� W! ���� ���� ������, �¼=���� ��4�� ���� W!  �1� ��Q�� 
 *���� )s��� �~�0� ��h Q�<  *�` W�� W!�  �1� �8�� ����  *�`। )��� $�< �� ���<e 
’)!����0�’ )� ’
��� �����  �����!�’  ��! x ���� ��� t�� �������। )��� $�0 `"I" 
!��`���, ���<��n Q��� 7��!� ���[�� �~�!�। ��  ��� ��*���, �!� �������0� ���� 
����Z !���  ��  !� !���!�� �:�A� !��� ������ �। 

W��� QP�Z  � ����� �<�� ������ ����E *8�� �"� �� )���!  #�! ��P���। )�� 
)��� !��� a�k��� �� �2�<��! ��< ����! *8�� Q�4�� �*�< 4P���। �*�<  ��� �Z!��� ��I 
7� +�I Q���� �� )� �"� �� W! ��� $�!��L 7�A� !��`। Q���� �� )���! �����, 
“)���! ������  �1� ��������� ���p��0  ��� Q��। W���  � )���� ���E�� )�` W��  � 
����: *��*��  ����`� �� �P! Q�<  *�`, W"�e ���� Q��। )�� ���!D��  �1���� �~�0� 
����%�� �:�A� !����।’’  �1���� ����%� ����� !�� t� )�� )���M� Q���; �!� 8�����  ��� 
 � $�< ���*�  ��2e ����`  �"��! �~�0� 4���� !�� �!8��� W!"� #�Q� ���:� $���0� ������� 
��: ������ �����। W!"� �®��<�! ��� !��� ��� �! !�� W!"� �����! ¬���� ����  P�� 
 ����। �����, “=����  ���!�� W����� Q��� Q�< ��2�`। )���! !��  ̀����� ��: ���� )!�� 
)=�Q 7���� !��`। ����  !4e s�  ��!  �� Q�� ����` �। )�! u’W!���� ���: ��"*��  ��� 
��e।’’ W!"� �I����� ����� !��� ����� )���!। )�� �o�� ����< �I�� W���। 

/��  ��!  I��� ��  ��!e ����! u��E�< 8�908��� 8�*�`���। 8���`��� )��� 8��9:Z 
!����� �~�!�। 

x ����e )2�e"�� ���! !�!���� #��! QP�Z )��� s��  8�_  *���। W!"� ���e  ! W!� 
����� ���< )���!  #�! ������,  � W!"�  "���I� !��� ��<। )���  !�  � W!"� ���Q 
��*���। ���! ����< �����, W� ����  "���I�  �<� ��� �। ��� 7�! !�!��� ������ ��/ 
)�� ���� � Q/<���  � ��� �������। )�_�< ���! )����� !�!��"� W�8��� �����, )��� �� 
Q��� ���! ���¢ !���2�< �`��2  I���`। )��� �� !S0� ��*���। ��!�� �  ���  �9 7��� )�� 
���� ������।  �e  ����, 7�� ����� u’���  ��! ���� ���! )���! ���  I����।  �����, 
����� !���� Q��� ��8����,  +*� �!�� ��e�I�। !����< W� ���� )���!  �<��� ����< ��� 
�K !��  ���� ������। W�� ���:  "���I��� ��e  !�" ���<�`। ��Z!�� !��� ���0 !�� W!� 
)��� ���! 
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��8���� 4��� !�� ��� ������। ���� ��< ���� W!"� 
0�-����� ��� ����� (���� ��!�� !�;�! 
$�%), )���  *��Ï  N��� ���� (���Q��� �V!� 8���Q�� �� !���`��), W!"� "�e���e"��, 
��0������� ��� 
0����!�� / *� "�!��Q  ��" ��� Q���� "�!�� ������ ��< ��<। )�� 7���: 
!�;����! �<��� �����0�Q W ��9�< 7�*� !��e।  ���  8���` )��� ������ �����* ��<e 
���� ���
 ��" !���`���। 

   W��� )��� ��A� ��4�� ���� ��������  ��! .e  � u���  "��=��  ����।  ��� 
�`���,-  

 

MISCREANTS LOOTED TEMPLE WITH ALL THINGS YESTERDAY 

THREATENING BURNING WHOLE VILLAGE COME IMMEDIATELY”  

W��  “COME AT ONCE DONT FAIL” 

W����  ��< )�� �������� ��w� Q�< �2���। 7���� �:�����! �� !���� s�  ��!  �� 
Q��� ���: �`��� �। !��0, W�� Q< �;��: <��� 7!�: �����। )�� !�;����� ����  ��*����* !�� 
!������Q�� �: �!`� ‘����< ��’ ��< ��"*�� ����� �:�A� !����। #�5 ��, ��, �2�<� / a��� 
k��� �� �2�<��! )��� !������Q�� 7=������ �Q���� 7�:������, ����2� ����9� ���� 
���2���� ��: ��"*�� ��P�e। 

 � �����  �� ����� 7�� ��Q��  ��5 e�Q�!  �1���� ���Q��! ��< )�� ��"*��  �1�̀ ���। 
��"*�� �� �;� / ������0:। )�� !�4�! �  ��< ��’��Q�  Q��"�� �*�< 4P���। ��� W! ����" 
!������Q� )���  �`� W�� ���2����। bi�  �1� ���� �2�! ���s� 7�I� !�� W!"� �I����� 
A��< !�;����� !�` ����� !�� W�� !������Q��! ��< =��  ��! =���E�� ���p�0 tS !��। 

`’������  �  �1����� ��" !���`���, ��"*�� �*�< ���� ������ ��’A��< ������ ���*� 
!���< 7�Z !������ ���<e ����: Q�<�`�। 

��"*�� �*�< )�� $�< .( Q������ ���� ‘����< ��’ ���s� ���:�� �Q��-������- �1�-
�;h���� ���: ���� !��। )�� ��� ���  ��<�`, W ����< �� ���< 7�!  �1� ���! W�� �Q�� 
������ �����! ���!���  ����! I���! ���< ����� 7���� !�� )����� ������� ��� �*�< ���K 
��=���  ��� ���<�`���। 

��"*��<  � ��D =��� ��e, ���  !�� ���� ��e 4��� !��`- ��4��, ��_��<�,  ��<������, 
��"<�, ���!��<�, �!��<�, !Â�����, ����, 4��<�,  "�!�I, I�"!`�2, Q�"Q�����, �������e, 
����!���, ��Q�����, )��<���, ��������। 

�����: �¼=���� ���*����", ���*2, �����,  ��<������, ��s����, ��<����, !�3�e, 
���s��। 

W`�2� )����� �I��� ������ �����< �"�<������ ������, )����, *������, ����, 
 �����2�, !�������2�, <���2�, d�����, !�<�!�"��Q  ��" bY�" =�� s���। 

����Q�, ������, !�����, ����, ���*�Q�",  8���� ���8n 7���/ �:��! ���p�0 !��। 
"��*�e��� a� a� 7!�!;� P�!���� ‘�Z��s )a�’ W�� ���������� )�, ��, ��Q�� ��A����� ������ 
!��। )�� / )��� !������Q� ����� )"��� ��t� �����< $�< 'Y,((( ��e� ���p�0 !��। 

)����� ������� ��<����  ����� $��� !�� Q���। )����� ����<���� ��D�� u’���� 
�®��< �������9  � ����<� )� �82 ��: !���`, ��  ��! 4���Ç !���` ���� 4Z��2-7�:���� 
�������� �;��:8<  ��! ��� ����� ��0 )���!  ���`���। )���  ��! u�"� ��¸�� ���  ���� 
��: 
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������0 �� ���<e 4��� Q�< ��!���। W�� ������ ��<���� ���� ���� s"���, �!�� 
���/ Q��� �। 

$��:! =�� W� �! �� �Q���� s"� )� ������� !�� 4��� !��� W! ����" e��Q�� ��� 
!�� ����। ��  ���` ��� W!"�  ��"����" ���0� �Q���� W"�e ���� Q<  �, 4Z��2, ;��� Q�:�, 
�����! 7�:���� )� d����:� W! �����Q� e��Q�� ���!D��� �����! ��E�  ���  *�`। 

)���  � ��D ��<*�<  *�`  � ��D W��!��  ��!��� ����-���-�0� �������9 �8�< )Q�� 
����<�`; ����� 78�� 7�8���* ��<�` W�� 8��9:�� ���� ��� �����;�% � s�"  � �:����� )�� 
���<�`।  �1� =�� `�2� )��� 7�! �Q�� / ������ =���/ �8� !�� ����� ���� ����� Q�<�`। 


��� �;h 7�:������ $��:!"� ��9�< )�� A��< W��  !��< !�;����� �;�h )!9�0 !��e 
W�� �����8��� ��  �� !��। W"� �A�����  �, )��e )��� ��s�! ��< ���$�� (W�� �����9/) 
�����! ��E�� �K����! 4���� !�� �����e `���<�<  ��! 7!����8�< ����� 7�:������ !�� 
�����e  ���� )��� ���<  ����< ��e। )��� ���s� ��I  ��! )��e ����� �;h ����!��, 
�����Q�, )�-��� W��! �<��� d��:� ��S�� ���� !��। W�� ���!��� ���E� ���  � 7���E, 
d���: / ��"����, =���� �� $�� ¥�����, ����< $��L� ¬��!�0, �Q�:�, ��� 7�Q�0 / �9�0 
W�� ����� ��� $!���: l����!��� �~�0� 4��* !��  ���- W ��D )�� ���e। �����! ��E��! 
�����!;� u’W!"� ���P� 7����� 4�;� !����। 

����!�� / �����Q���� ��S�� Major General Civil Affairs  ! 20th Sept 71-W  �<� W! 
���P� �!<���- 

 ....While enclosing a copy of our letter of 17th instant, we beg to state that in 

all villages visited by us under the aforesaid Police Stations (Mirsarai & Sitakund) we 

could not have controlled our tears to see the shocking condition of the people 

including Buddhist Monks in general who have been mercilessly treated, brutally 

assaulted and severely beaten by the Razakars & Mujahids of the aforesaid Police 
Stations....... 

 .........Among the villages visited by us, although none is escaped from this 

torture, we would still like to mention the village Maiani under Mirsarai P. S. where 

men were brutally tortured and women were made naked in the name of the so-called 

investigation and operation by Razakars....... 

24
th

 Sept. 71 ������ ����!����� ��S�� Major General Civil Affairs  !  �<� 7�� W! 
���P� 7������9- 

Following an open declaration of Razakars in Bazar saying that the Buddhists of 
Aburkhil village (Raozan, Ctg.) shall be burnt alive for the cause best known to them, 

we were alarmed and our delegation went to the aforesaid village........ 

 ........When we were entering into the Main Buddhist Monastery of the 

aforesaid village, we could have heard the violent voices of looting by the Razakars in 
a corner of the village where about 14 houses were looted, inmates beaten mercilessly 

and five innocent persons taken...... 

4K �:����� ����!���Q  ��" '. � u�;�%�!  =I��� !�� ��� ��� ��e। 
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�������e ���� �<��� d��:� ��S�� )��� !��`  �  "��=�� W��  �1��` ��/ �����! 
!�;����� !��`  �� !��।  �"� �`�- 

 FORCE FROM MIRSARI BASE RAIDED BUDDHIST VILLAGE 

DAMDAMA TWENTY-NINTH NOVEMBER BURNT FIFTY-TWO HOUSES 

KILLING TWO WOUNDED MANY LOOTED PROPERTIES RAPED WOMEN 

BROKEN IMAGES OF LORD BUDDHA ASSAULTED MONKS. 

 ��� `�2� 7:�: �®���<�  ��!���  � ��D 7�8���* ��e �� �����! !�;����� !��` ����� 
!�� ��� !���!�� �:�A� �e। 

STATEMENT OF MR. ABDUL WALI, DIGHINALA, Chittagong Hill-tracts, 

Dated 7
th

 Sept. 71. 

......That the Rezakars have been the cause of constant miseries of the people. 

That the Razakars compelled the Businessmen and villagers to sell every 
commodity without price.... 

That the Meizus are torturing the women and brutally assaulted a number of girls. 

That in Dighinala Hospital many girls assaulted by the Meizus are lying in an 

unpleasant condition......... 

�����: �¼=���� ��s����< !���< ��� $!;���  ��! $�< Yf�" �Q�� �������! ����E��� !��। 
a� ����� ��Q���  �1���� ��� �V! 8�����!� ��P��� W!��� ����D )��� !�;��� ����� ����� 
!�� W�� ��5 ����� ���� ����� !��� �:�A� !��। W`�2� ��"*�� )� �"�<������ �� �Q�� 
�������!/ ����E �!�0  ��! ��� !���`।  

$�� �����< �����! !�;���  � ��D  �1���� )"! !�� ��� b- ��� W! ����!� $?%� 
!�� ����� !��`  �� !��। W��� 7��!e 4���A !������ W�� $�<e ��!��� ��!���। ������ 
�:�K��� `�2�� �!��� ������  ���� ��: )��� !�;��� ����� ������ ��� ��e। �!�  �9 ���E/ 
�����  !� ���  ����। ��� ������ ������ 7�:��< ����!�� �!�� �����Q���  � �� ��  ��! ��� 
��< �*�<�`��� ����� �����! ��E�� ��0 ����  ��! )��� 4��� !��� ��� Qe।  

����h ��*�� ������! ��� )���I ��Q����Q ����Q �������� ��Q� )�� ����Q, ��, ��� 
/ ��� ����Q�! �����! !�;��� ��� ��< 7!�: ����� �����<�`�। W��� ������� ���K� ��: 
7��9 $��h� ������� �� ��Q� / ��� ��8�e�!  !� �!�� $��0 ������<�`। u5��� ��9< ��� 
)���I ��Q����! �����! ��E�� ��0  `���  ��! ��� !��  *��� �। 

)��� �������� �I�!��� ��������, ����� a� )�, ��, ��Q�-� !:� �<�-� !�`  ��! ���� 
����, 8�e, 7:�: !������ W�� $��L��� �����! ���Q� !�;�! 7�:������ W! ���E� !��Q� t�। 
W��� Q��  ��! )�, ��, ��Q��! 4����� ��: �� $��h� ����e �!� W ������  !� ��� 
 ���� �।   

�"�<������� a� 7���� ������ ��� �V! 8����!�! W! ¬��?%�� �� ��� !���  ���। 
���� �� !:� ��<�, ��� / $���� �����! ��E�� 7�:���� Q�� ��� ����� ��: ���� ��� 7k����� 
7�A�< �`�।  ���  ��! )��� ����� 4��� !�� ��< )��। 
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£�!�A a����� ��!�� W�� a�7���! ���! ����!�� W�� ��! d��:�� ��� ��< 7!�: 
������! 7�:���� ����<। W ���  ��< ����� ���Q �;��:� Q��  ��! �I���< )�� ��� Qe। 
a����� ��!���! �;�$�< 7�A�< �!`� �� Q�������� ����� Q�<�`�। #�K�� �S� e���� 
���Q��� (#�e��}�,  ��+ =:����<"  ��#��) )E��! $��h�< ��A Q�< /�P। 

)����� �����0!��� )�� $��:! ��<*�< )a< $������� )a<�� W�� ���K���Q�� !��� 
������: ��Q��: !��� )����;���0�� ����9 !�� ��� �����! ������ ���<�`। W�  !�  �1� =�� 
 e  ���� ���K���Q� W�� �Q�� ������ )a< =Q0 !���, W� �! �V! 7�I����Q ����� 
���K���Q� £�!�  �1� ����� )a< ��< ����� !�� �����< �*�<�`���। 

 ��*� ’���� )a< $���� 7�!  `�����< W�� ���;���;Q� ��t 7=���  �1� 7�����< 
�8�� ��*����� ������� )�`। 

�<��  � ������ £�!�  �1� ���� ��" Q�� ���E� �� !�;��� )���! )"-�� ��� �� 
����� !��� ���। )�� 7�o�� ����� ���� =��  s��/ !�� ¥����<  ��� �����। )�� ����`, 
)��� Case-W� ���E� $�<��  e। ���E� ��� 7��! !�!���� ���Q  ���!� 4�� 7�:���� 
 Q�!, W )��  !��� ��e�। W8��� !�������� P�!����2�, ������*, )Q����* $8;�� )��� 
$������ =���� 4�� ��!-d��:� Q���� �� ��< $������ !���`। 

���p�0!��� ¬��$�3 �����  � ��D ����� 8� �!�� 7�� 7�A�<  ���� ��e �� ���A�� 
���� )�`। )��� ��s  �1�=�� / ������ �<���� W!"�  ��"����" I�� d��� !�� �� �����! 
!�;����� !��` ����� !�� ��� �������0� ���� ���<। 

W�� ���: )E5 ���p�0 �� !�� ������ ����� ��: ������ )��� !�` ��� �2�� ��*���। 
)�� ����<�`, 
���  ��� W� 7�:�����! �������� ���< ������ �*�< )��� ��� ���:� ��� �! 
!�� ���? �!� ����  � !��< !0���� � !�� ���*� ��2����2 tS !����। 

��0 ����  ��+ =����<"  ��#�� e»�"�"4�"� #�e��}� $�I�� ��� e���� ���Q���। 
Q�������� 8��� Q�< ���2 �� ��� #�K�� ���Q��� ���!Z����� ��!�� ���: Q���। 

Q�������� ��!� 7�A�</ ����-`’����� ���� !�;����� !��` 4��A� Q�� )���! ���: 
!���`��� W�� ������ ����� ��: ��8��� 8��� $��� !��`���। )�� ������! 7����K��� !��0 
 ����< ������ �� ���:� ���  ��! W�� ���������� 
����� ������ 4���9� 7E��< � Q�< 
�������। 

)���! ������ ���P�< ��!-��!��  � !�� ����� !��� �:�� Q���  ��� ���� ����� ��<�! 
���< �� !���< ����। )��� !���  ��!  ��¢�"� ����� 
�A� �5
��  I�� )�� Q�������  ��! 
 �� Q�< )����। 

�����! !�;���  ��� !�� )��� !�`  ��! u’  "� ���;�� ��< $��� !��। ’���� )��� ���/ 
 ��" ����� ���;�� `���<। �!� )��!��� )��� ���� ���p�0!��� )��� W�� )��� ���s� 
�~�0� 7k��� `����� Q<। �� W����� $����� !��/  !� I� Q<�। 7��!� �����! ��E� 
)��� 4�� 7��!�� 7��h / ��Ç Q<। 

W `�2�  ���  ��!/ �����! ��E�� 7�:������ !�� ����� !��` $��� !��� �����* 
 ��<�`���। Kyoto, Japan-W ’������ / ������E ��o��’ 4��A� ��!�!��� The World 
Conference of Religion for Peace-W�  ���"���  ����� Dr. Homer a. Jack-W� ���� 
)��� )E��!�� ���। ������  ���< )�� ��<���� W ���  ��< )��� ����  ��� !��� ��� 
tourist �Q���� W!���� 
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��: £�!�< )��। )�� �� Q��������। S�]�� d�P�! ���� ���� )��� �����  ��<� �� 
sO� )��� Q<। ��s�!�� ���p��0 )�� 
��� ��  ����` �!�� t��`-����!��, ��!-d��:� 
7�:����-7����, ��"����, Q�:��k, ���Q�0 / �����-W ��e ����! ���D��� ����`। )��� 
Q�������� )a<  ��� !��0 W�� W ��: $!����  �`�  � )��, W !�� s�0�����/ $!�� � 
!��� Dr. Jack  ! 7����� !��। 7:��< )��� ���� ��� ����<� !��0 Q�� ��� ���e। ��� 
)��� W 7����� ��� !��� ��� $��º��  �। 

Dr. Jack �� ������ W ��9�< W! )����� d�P�! ����� Q। W�� ��e��" ��A� W! ��K 
&��!����  �� !��। W� �� /<����"� �����" ����� $������ 4��A���� 7�j� W! d�P! 
���। ��� �������� �~�!� ����" $0< !��। W����- 

(1) “East Bangal / Bangladesh” 

(2) “Dhaka Diary” 
(3) “Death in ‘Golden Bangladesh 

(4) “Final resolution”-International conference on Bangladesh. 

W �e������  ��� ��: $!�� !�� Q�<�` ��� 7��!���e )����� 4K d�P�!�e I�a��। 
W���� `�2� ��� ����! ���!� (�8��, .' e�) 
 ‘Beyond Kyoto’-W� On Visiting Dacca’  � �����`- 

.......In Dacca I learned that even 100,000 human beings massacred...... the 

killings are continuing, with the new home guard, the Razakars, adding to the 

disorder. I realized how badly the eight million Hindus were treated by the West Pak 

Army...... I still conclude that the massacres ..... in East Pakistan must Pakistan must 

not be forgotten by the world community any more than those in Germany under 

Hitler. 

 .......I could not know until arriving, that the Bangladesh movement and its 

guerrilla army, the Mukti Bahini, has wide support among the people. Many listen to 
the daily Bangladesh Radio Broadcasts...... 

Dr. Jack `�2�/ )��� ������ �������s� �V! 4���A !������� £�!�  ��! ��e�:�� 
����� ��� )��� ����  ��� Q<। ��e�:��� ‘WORLD FELLOWSHIP OF BUDDHISTS’ �� 

Headquarters  ! ���� ���:�� x ��D �s: 7�:������ ��9< 7�*� !��e W�� W��!�� ����2� 
�*�0� u5� 4����� �: ���!D� ��!���� 4�� ��� �;�h !��� )��� ���e। 

 W ��� t� 4K ���s�  $���#O �$�»� �� �����e ���!�� ���!D��� ����!  $���#O 
e<��Q<� ���! W!��� ���P  � W�� ��� ���s�  ���"���  ����� 4��O ��e�:��� ���!D�� 
������ W�� )���! ��� 7�����  �। ���P"� ����� 4�;� !����। 

 General Agha Mohammad Yahya Khan, 

 President of Pakistan 

 Islamabad. 

15
th

 Sept. 71 

Your Excellency, 

 We would like to bring to your kind attention the fact there is one active 

Regional centre of the World Fellowship of Buddhists in Dacca as per address 

stipulated below 
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which has been affiliated with our Headquarter since our organization was founded 

in 1950 in Ceylon. 

Since there has occurred recently a state of unrest in East Pakistan, we have been 

in 

great concern over the fate of our Regional Centre, from where any connection with it 

has been lost since then. 

We would therefore ask of Your Excellency a favor of the information regarding 
the situation about the Monks and lay disciples in the above-mentioned area. And 

should there be any assistance on our part that we may be able to do to relieve them of 
their trouble, we would be obliged to do so provided your Excellency could grant us 

some information or connection there with. 

Assuring Your Excellency of our profound regards, we remain. 

 

Yours in the Dhamma. 

Sd/- 

H. S". H. Princess Poon Psmai Diskul. 

President. 

World Fellowship of Buddhists. 

Address:  W. F. B. Regional centre 

Pakistan Bouddha Kristi Prachar Sangha  

Buddhist Monastery, Kamalapur.  

Dacca-2, East Pakistan 

 

c. c. H. E. U Thant Secretary General U. N 

H. E. The Ambassador of Pakistan, Bankok, Thailand. 

W. F. B.- � Hon. Secretary General Mr. Aiem Sangkhavasi 4K ���P�� ��� '\ �� 
)�*/ )��<  ���  

We are in receipt of your letter dated 18. 8. 71 and would like to express our 

appreciation for the humanitarian work you have been doing for your people. Yours 

painstaking efforts in an attempt to bring back the people to the condition of welfare 

and peace are sure to earn you a great merit….  

7�� W! ���P�� ���  ���,- 

Referring to your letter dated 19-06-71 we hereby offer our sympathetic feeling for 

the deplorable situation in your country and do appreciate your devotional attempt to 
relieve the sufferings of your people. 

It is. we understand, an exacting task requiring much skill and patience based on a 

dedicated effort for humanitarian service. We pray that your Venerable be blessed 

with the strength of will and body to accomplish this burden. 

With Metta towards all those suffering brethren-----W ��D ���P  ��! W"� �he 
$��<�� Q<  � ��Q����� W��!�� ���Ð%�� !��Q� I�$��8��� $��� !��� ��� Q�<�` W�� ���-
��A� x 7�A�< )��� 8���!� 4���Ç !���  ����` । 
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�����! !�;��� )��� 4�� ��h <  �� W�� W��� ��!�� )��� ���Q ����  8�� W. F. B.-
W�  $���#O )���!  ���� ��e�� ��< ����� �: W! 4��:�* =Q0 !�� )�G0 �����, 
 Ven, Visuddhananda Mahathero, 

 President, 

 Pakistan Bouddha Kristi Prachar Sangha, 

 Buddhis Monastery, 

 Kamalapur, Dacca-14, 
 East Pakistan, 

15
th

 Nov. ‘71 

Your Venerable,  

We are very happy to inform you that arrangements are well in hand for the 

International Buddhist Youth conference to be held in Bangkok from 20-24 December 
1971. 

In view of the fact that you have attended so many of our conferences in the past 

and been of so much help to us, we would like to extend an invitation to your 

Venerable to come to Bangkok and assist us in this endeavor by making available to 

us your valuable experience and guidance. 

Please let us know when you can join us, so that we may finalize arrangements for 

your accommodation in a suitable place. 

With our good wishes for a safe journey and the Blessings of the Triple Gem. May 
all beings be happy. 

                                                                                       Yours in the Dhamma,  
                                                                                                   Sd/- 

                                                                         H.S.H. Princess Poon Pismai Diskul, 
                                                                                                    President, 

                                                                            World Fellowship of Buddhists 

�!� �����! ��!�� )��� 4�� ���Q $!�� !�� ��e�:�� ����� 7���� ����� �। 

������9 ������  ��� !��� �*�< )��� ���� / 7:�: �®���<�  ��!��� !�`  ��! 
)�� $�:� / �����8���  � 7!�̄  ���� / �Q����*��  ��<�  ̀ �� !;�k��� ���� &�0 !��। 
)��� ���s� ����" !������Q� �;��:� ¢���! ��< ����� W u����  � 7Ì�E ���a� !���` ���� / 
 ���� !��` �� �����*j! ��!�� ��� )��� �;y�����। 

)��� �$< ��9: a��� �$<� �Q����, �8�� �����, �8�� ����, �8�� ��*���, �8�� 
 �������, a���!:����� �Q����, 4-����� �Q����, 4-�e��, 4-�����, �8�� 7=���, �8�� 7=a�, 
a� $I��!�� �2�<�, a����8��� ��Z��[�, a�k����� �2�<�, a�wÑ�% �2�<�, a��0�< �2�<�, a������� 
�2�<�, a�7���! �2�<�, a�)� $��� �2�<�, a�����!  ��Q �2�<�, a����� !��E �2�<�,  ��Q�o� 
e`Q�!  �1����, a����%  ��! �2�<�, a��������� �2�<�, a�e��8�90 �2�<�, a������ �2�<�, 
a�������� 
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�2�<�, a���0����� �2�<�, a������Q��� �2�<�, W�� )��� 7��! ��!���� �K��� / �����"� 
8<�! 4���� !�� �;��:� ¢���! ��< W ’��� ���� �� ��  ���� 7�:������ ���Ò� ��- ����� 
���� �*�< ����2�<�`, !� �� ���K���Q� /  ���� �S0 $�0��� ���� ���Q �;��:� Q��  ��! �`��< 
W��` ��� e<%�  e। �K¢�� W ’����� !�������0��� ���s� ����" !������Q�� !���Z����� 
��0���* ��� $!���� $?%�� ���`। 

)� W  8�� )��� ��� 7º��K Q<  �, )����� ���s� ��"*�� ����� 7�I�-e-���� ����h 
!��� a��Z ���� �8��, ��� ����!��, �����Q���� ��S�� 7�! 7�8���* W��`��, 
���� 
$��3� �P! u�� )�* ��� W���e �s:�� ��!��� ���0� Q। ������:�*�, ������� We �� 
�8�� *� ������ ������ ��  ��! �;��:� ���� ��Q��� ���E ��"*��, !�����,  �<������ $��"� 4��� 
=���� $��"� �®���<� )����;������! ���� �  � 7Ì�E / �5
��� ���a� !��  *�` ��’ 
*8�� a��� ���� &�0 !��`। 

 )�  � ���s� ���:�� )�� ��� )��� $��L� W�� �®��< ��Q����� �������� Q�<�`  � 
���s�e ����h !���, 7:�� $��L��� / $�K� �����0 �~��! a�����! ���� �2�<��! (�_�� 
�8��) Q����� ��! ���Q�� Q��� $�0 ���<�`। 

 W�����* )�� *8��8��� &�0 !��` 
����� ��=��� �� �� ��*�$�0 �Q� �������। 
`��-`���, ��������, �������!, #�K��, ���K���Q� / ������Q�� �Q����� �����1�!! ��*� !��� 
!��` W�� ������  ��!�E3 �������� $�� )E��! ������� k�� !��`। 
 

���� �%� ������  Q��। 
�*��� ��D $�0� ����  Q�!। 

।।�< ����।। 
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�����h 

������ �:�K��� ����!� W�� �����"� 

������ �:�K��� �~�0� ����!� Q���� !��` � ��!�< `����� ������ �।  � �: )��� 
u:���। ���E� �����" / ���� �����   

HQ SMLA SEC-4 

Circuit House 

Chittagong 

Tele:85555 

No.20/35/ML 

26 June, 71 
To : Ven. Visuddhananda Malialhero 

T. PK, T. K. President Pakistan 

Bouddha Kristi Prachar Sangha 

Dacca. 

Subject: Petition/Investigation 

 

Your letter no. nil dated 28 May 71 refers. 

A copy of enquiry report of superintendent of police is enclosed herewith for your 

information. 

Encl-One 
Sd/- Mumtaz H. Shah 

Capt 
SMLA 

(Mumtaz Hussain Shah) 

 

A copy of Superintendent of police letter 110 3512E dated 25 Jun 71. 

I have the honor to report that I investigated the subject matter locally and 

ascertained from the staff of T. & T Department who were present during the 
occurrence i. e. on 29-04-71 that the persons mentioned in the attached petition were 

attended to their respective offices on 29-04-71. On the same day at 1.30 P. M. they 

were called by some army personnel to the circuit House but till today did not turn up 

to their respective offices. 

During investigation, it is transpired that Mr. Dharmadarshi Barua was a time 

scale clerk and not telephone operator as mentioned in the petition. 

It is further reported by the staff of T&T department that all the five persons were 

called by some army personnel from the office compound T&T not from their office 

room. 

As regards Mr. C. R Barua Steno-typist of the Deputy Chief Accounts officers 
(Modernization) E. P. Railway attended to pay office station Road on 21. 4 71. From 

there he was called by some army personnel to the Circuit House but he did not come 

back to his office as yet. 
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On investigation it came to light that the individuals attended to their office duty 

regularly up to date of disturbance. Nothing could be found more adverse report 

against them. This for favour of your kind information. 
Sd/-x x x 

Y. O. S 
Jafar S. I 

Kotwali P. S 

List of the personnel, who have been taken by the Army 

us 011 the date shown against the individual name. 

 

Name & Designation        Remarks 

1. Mr. S. R. Barua, M. A., P. R. A. S. 

Deputy Financial Adviser and 

Deputy Chief Accounts Officer, P. 

E. Railway, Chittagong. 

 

2. Mr. Pravash Kumar Barua. Sub- 

Assistant Engineer. Chittagong 

University. Chittagong. 

 

3. Mr. China Ranjan Barua, 

Stenographer, Modernisation 

Accounts. P. E. Railway. 
Chittagong. 

 
4. Mr. Sanchya Bhusan Barua, Electric 

Crane Fitter, Electric Deptt. 
Chittagong Port Trust. Chittagong. 

 
5. Mr. Tarit Kami Barua, Telephone 

Operator, T & T Deptt. Chittagong. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Mr. China Ranjan Barua, Office 

Superintendent T & T Chittagong 

7. Mr. Dharmadarshi Barua, Tel/ 

Opertor, T & T Chittagong 
8. Mr. Parag Barua, Tel/ Opertor. T & 

T Chittagong 
9. Mr. Sudhir Ranjan Barua, 

Electrician. Karnafully paper Mills 
Ltd.. Chittagong Hill Tracts 

 

He svas on regular duly soon after the 

disturbances was over. He has been 

taken by Army on 16-04-71 on way 

back to his Bunglow after office duty. 

 

He has been taken by Army from his 

residence premises 4. Serson Road. 

Chittagong 21.4.71 

 

He has been taken by Army when he 

was returning from office after his duty 

from Railway pay office while he was 
drawing his salary. 

He has been taken by Army from his 
office at Jetty on 21.4.71 

 
 

He reported himself in the office on 21. 
4. 71 according to instruction of the 

Martial Law Authority on that day and 

a security pass was issued to him by 

the Authority concerned and advised 

him to do his respective duty. From 

22.4.71 he was performing his duty 

regularly but on 29.4.71 at about 1400 

hours when he was on duty he has been 

taken by Army. 

He has been taken from his office 

premises on 29.4.71 

-Do- 

 

-Do- 
 

-Do- 
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10. Mr. Hirandra Lai Barua, Mechanical 

Deptt. Karnafully paper Mills Ltd., 

Chandraghona, Chittagong Hill 

Tracs. 

11. Mr. Satya Ranjan Barua, proprietor. 

Motor workshop, Chandanpura, 

Chittagong 

12. Mr. Bhabesh Chandra Barua, Clerk. 

Workshop, Port Trust, Chittagong 

13. Mr. Nipul Kanti Barua, Elysian 

Building, College Road, Chittagong 
14. Mr.Subimal Barua, Tel/ Opertor, T 

& T Chittagong 
15. Mr. Bangish Barua, Assistant Head 

Master Kaptai Govt. H. E. School 

 

He has been taken on 14.4.71 

 

 

 

He has been taken from his workshop 

 

 

He has been taken on 26.4.71 

 

He has been taken on 03.5.71 

 
He has been taken on 29.4.71 

 
He has been missing on and from 

14.6.71. 

 

��s !�;�! e��!;� ����< ���� 7�����  
"NAMO TASSA" 

 
Phone no: 244413 

Pakistan Bouddha Kristi Prochar Sangha 
(BUDDHIST CULTURAL ORGANISATION) 

Regional Centre of the World Fellowship of Buddhists in Pakistan 
 

Head Office Chittagong Office 

BUDDHIST MONOSTERY 30/5. ANDERKILIA. 

Kamalapur. Dacca-14 Chittagong 

East Pakistan East Pakistan 

 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

Date--------- 

This is to Certify that Miss/Mr. ………………………………………………..  

Son/Daughter/Wife of Mr./ Late  .......................................................... ………. of 

Village  .....................................  P. S……………………………………………… 

Dist. Chittagong is a Pakistani Buddist by Birth. 

 

Authorities are requested to provide him help 

 

Sd/ 
Ven. Visuddhanan Mahathero. T. pk. T. K. 

         President 
Seal.         Pakistan Bouddha Kristi Prochar Sangha 

         DACCA. 
 
 

 
 

��������  �1� !;�h $��� ���s� $��� ��8�* !�;�! $!����।
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������� ���  ����� 
�������� �¾��A ����� !������ 

�Q�<! ��A�� W!�" )���   
�������� ����� !������ 

�Q�<! ��A��  
..... 

'-.' 
 

�������� 
�¾��A ����� !������ �Q�<! ��A� 


��� ���������� �¾��A ����� !������ 8��<�� )��- 

4�� �’������� �����  �1[e )*h e���� ���!��� !��  ��! 
����� ���8� �� )��� 
 � ���K� 
°  ����`���, ��*� ����� �`� ��� ���������� ���� ���  !��" ���9 ���� 
���!D��� !��� ��2 )�����  � )��-)!���� ������ �����D Q�� ����`���।  ���� ������! 
 ��9�0� !���� !�� ��! ���!�� )����� ����R ���0� !��� Q� 92��G� )a< ��<�`���- 
!���< ����Q!��� ��_��� �������� �Q����*��<। )��� ���V��!, 7��V��!, ���¤;��! )� 
������! ��! ���< Q�<�`��� ��t )� 7�Q�<। /��� ��- ��90 )� 7�:������ h��  ������� 
)s��� ������ ���Q ��� ���9 Q�<�` ��3- 7��E। ���e �;��: $!�� s�" 4�� �’ ��<�n ����� 
���8�9� )�����-  � )������ $���Q ������  ���-���0!-8�e��� ���!� ���� ��K ���� 
Q�<�`� ������ ���£��� �����। �Q�� ����� ��!� ��I�!� ��� ���� ��K� ���� ��� 
��<�`��� ������ ���� ���  !��" ���9। ���� ��� �]��< �_���� #��! ��2� ���< ��0�<� ��=��� 
¢�����< ��2�`��� ��! ��*���Q�� ��S��-W!�z�� $!�� !���`���  ���� ���K� ��=���। 

*� ����� ������ ���  ��! ��! ��*���Q� ������ ���Q ��l �������0� 4��  �j� 
7�:���� 7������� h��  ����� �����< ����, �;����� e��Q��� W���� ��������� �s: �� ���� 
���  e। 

������ ���Q ���9 )� ��3, 7��E। ���� �_���� )���� 4]�� ���KV��! ��! ��*���Q�� 
��S�� ��=����। �� �����! ����� ��K ���� ������ �Ó�- �s�-����� 7V� ������-���-
s��" )� ����9� Q�Q�!��। ���� ��! d�:��� �Q�:�, ���, 7�������*, ����9��0� !S0 
!��Q��� �;����� ���9 )� DÇ, Q���!- �������! D���, ����!। ���/ ������ ���9 )�  ���� 

����� ��=��� �;y$��k-e���!�P  ���< )� ��=������। 

�;����� e��Q��� 
����� )���� ��������� !���  ��� ��<,  �  ���e ��H� ��s�"� 
Q�<�`-  �  ���� ��l ���Q� Q< ��!���� �� ���� !���`, � Q< ������ 8���!�e ��� 
!���`। �!� ���������� 
����� )����� )����� (��_���) e+ ���!D��  �����O, e+ 
���!D� ��e�I��, e+ ���!D� �����, �����Q� / )��� ���Q� �*�0� ���  �8��� ��!�� 
������� 8���!� ���� !���`- ���  !� ���  e। W ���� ��H� 7:- W!!। W� W!��� !��0, 
��! ��*���Q��  ��90 )� 7�:����; 7�� ���! �_���� )����� $�� ����� 7!�� ����। 

)��� ��l ���Q� ����9 !�� ���!��� ���� ���!D��� ����� !�������� e���� )���� 
)e�� ���:�� ����� sO�� ��: !��-!��� ��<����  ��!/ )��� �`��� ������ W!  a0�� 
s;�0� 7�;�: ���- ��! ���!���� ��2! ������ W!  a0�� 7��Q��� ������ ��!��� 
!������। )���  !��� ����9� )A�8�� Q�� �����- 7�� *���� ��"��  ��"/ )��� �`��� 
7�;�: 7��Q���। )��� ����� sO� �����Q� ���a� !��/ ������ !��` Q�<�` ���Ò�-
7��Q���। )����� d��� 
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u5�-!h, 78��-7" ��!� ���/ )��� �����Q� ������  ��� !���`, �!� ��� �����< t��` 
‘����� ����� ���� �’ �����  *�L� ���� ��!’  ��*�। �!�  !, ! We ��2��, W� �: ��<� 
!���- ����, � ����:�A�? W ����� �!  !4  !��� !���`�? !���। ��e )����� W ��H� ��! 
��*���Q�� ��S�� )����� �����8। �_���� 7�Q���* )����� )��� W!��- )� ��0� �Q���*�। 

)��! ����-����9� ��E�����< ������ Q�<�`। )��� ��_���, ���9। ��!��� !������ Q��/ 
��!�  �����!� 7E���� )�����/ W!�" ���� � s����< )�`, ���! ���*�< ���� 7�! �I� 
����� )�` ���e 7�Q���* )������ $���� �_���  ���� )8:E��0 )e-�;����� 8�� 
������� 4��e :D !���`��।  �e ��G 4��� Q�< )��� ���� ������ $�< �<����� Q���� ������� 
!������ W )����� ��! ��*���Q�� ��S�� ��l 8���!�< 7���0� Q�<�`। �_��� )�����  � ���<R 
7��0 !���`��, )���  � ���<R �����8��� ��� !���  �h� !���`- ���������� ���K����  � 
!��Q� ����� 
0����� ����� Q��। (W �:����� ���������� ���K���� ������� 8���!� ��9�! $��- 
�� d��! ��*�E��� *� �����e 7�}��� ���:�< $!����- $�0�����*:।  

)� �������� 
��� / *0$���G� ���j�� 
�!;�। )��� ����� !������, 7����� u5�-d�: 
8��� �*�< �*�0� ���� W!�z Q�<  �� *P�� !��� )z��<�* !��� �;y��!q =Q0 !����। 
e���� )�����  ��90j� )e �G�! ����" ��< �*�0� W!z��e Q�� )����� !��:। )��� 
Q��� $!;�e �*�0� ��� )�  ��! W��  �e 8������� ����$����e ���� Q�� Q�� )����� ��� 
�:�A�। )����� ���<e Q�� ��� ����! j��<। W )�� ��<e )����� 7��� �:�-���0�� ������ 
Q/<� ��Ò�<। 

��! ���Q�� 7�:����� $��0� 8�< )����� $�< u’Q���� ����� !������ )a< ��<�` 
������*, )���, ������,  �s���<� ���8n A��। )�/ 7���: ����� !������ ��<�` ��! 7��!;� 
W��!�<। )��� )� )z�<-
�, ���-����, l�-���,  `��- ��<��� ���� �~!���:�, ���/ )��� 
���������� 
����� ��=��� $�:� ��=������- 7����! 8��� �*�< )��� 7�*� 8��9:��� �I� 
��=��� ��<����। 

���� ����  �- !� !��� ��*P�� �SR 7������। )����� 7*�0� ����� !�������� 
)�/ `�2�< )�` 7��!;� W��!�< W�� 8����� ���8n A��। /��� 78��-7�8���*, u5�-d�0: 
7�0��<- W ��: )��� ����9 !�� ���������� �¾��A ����� !�������� )����� 8�e��� u5�-
!h 78��-7�8����*� ���� W!�z Q�� ��e। )� ����� 8��9:Z !������ �: ��!�� W!�" �Q�<! 
��A�। ���������� �¾��A ����� !��������� d��� 78��-7�8���*, u5�-d�:  ����� �: 
W!�" ��*P�� $�<���<�� 7
�!���। )� W�:e )��� W!�" ��A�� 78�� 4���Ç !��`- )�� 
!�� W �:����� )����� ���< �Q����*� 7��:e �����। 

W �:����� )����� ��� )�� ���������� ����� $���� 7����  ��< )���  �� !���` 
�<�-�;���� / )e��*8��� )��� )����� 78��-7�8���* ����h !�;��� / �������� ��!���� 
!��`  �� !��� �;y��!q ��<e )��� )����� ��: ��� W�*�< �����- )����� ���< 
�Q����*��e )����� !��:। �< �����। 
 

�������� �¾��A ����� !��������� ���- 
(
���) W,  !, �!��� )Q�� 

($�K) 8��$�3 ����� !������,  ��Q���� ���, 
!��h<�, ��������। 
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 !��� ���� 

.......  
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AN APPEAL TO SENATOR EDWARD KENNEDY 

We were not surprised when we saw you taking up the cause of the people of 

Bangladesh following the noble tradition of your great brothers John and Robert 

Kennedy. Your forthright denouncement of the Nazi-style campaign of genocide 
against the Bengali nation and the policy of appeasement as is being pursued by the 

U. S. President. Richard Nixon, clearly brought consolation for the entire people of 
Bangladesh. The nation has now overcome the shock of a sudden massacre campaign 

and is pledged to win freedom from one of history's crudest colonialisms. 

Our cause is just and our victory shall mean the victory for justice and 

democracy-the ideals that you and the American people cherish most. But this victory 

is being delayed and the suffering of the people is being enhanced by American 

military and economic aid to Islamabad generals who are brutally suppressing the 

democratic aspirations of the people. 

You have rushed to India to see for yourself the shocking plight of nearly eight 

million refugees who have fled from Yahya's guns to find minimum safety here. You 

may also witness the condition of seventy million others who could not flee. They are 

virtual refugees in their own country were sudden brutal death haunts them 
constantly. Already a million men, women and children have been methodically 

decimated. Gestapo- style raids daily pick up hundreds never to be heard of again. 
The economy of the region has been destroyed irreparably by senseless destruction of 

commercial and trading centers. Since March 25 Pakistani soldiers were let loose to 

commit murder, rape, loot and arson at will. Today, after four long months, there has 

been no let up in this gruesome orgy. And to crown it all has come the declaration of 

the trial by military court on 11 August 1971 of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the 

unchallenged and democratically elected leader of Bangladesh. General Yahya did not 

even hesitate to pronounce the verdict in advance. The great leader is certain to face 

murder by firing squad unless superior powers restrain the general and his 

accomplices. 

Such a reign of terror can only help to aggravate the refugee problem by 
unbelievable proportions. But the way the world is proposing to cope with this 

horrifying tragedy calls for an immediate censure. Finding relief material for ever 

widening flow of refugees without removing the real cause of the exodus is in itself, 

becomes a self-defeating process. As every day passes the world moves a step nearer 

to an international bloodbath over the issue. Yet the dangers could be adverted so 

easily simply by U. S. refusal to prop up the economically and militarily bankrupt 

regime of Islamabad. We are sure that American taxpayers, if correctly informed 

about the tragedy, would be least inclined to foot the hill for Pakistani junta's 

massacre campaign in Bangladesh. 
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We appeal to you, your party and the American people to do everything in your 

power to force the U. S. Administration to reverse its present policy, recognise the 

People's Republic of Bangladesh and secure the safety and release of its President 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

Signatories: 
A. R. Mallick 

Syed Ali Ahsan 

K. Sarwar Murshid 

Zahir Raihan 

Qamrul Hasan 

Ranesh Dashgupta 

Faiz Ahmed 

Alamgir Kabir 

Hasan Imam 

Wahidul Huq 
Ashraf Ali Chowdhury 

M. A. Khair 

Kama  Lohani 

Brojen Das 

Sadeq Khan 

Belayet Hussain 

Mustafa Monwar 

Anupam Sen 

Motilal Paul 

Moudud Ahmed 

Quamruzzaman 

Farukh Khalil 

Dewar Mohammad Ahmed 

 

Ajoy Kumar Roy 

Golam Morshed 

Anwaruzzaman 

Mazharul Islam 

Shamsul Alam Sayed 

Musharraf Hussain 

Rashbehari Ghosh 

Anisuzzaman 

A. A. Ziauddin Ahmed 

Kabori Chowdhury 

Narayan Ghosh 

Chittaranjan Chowdhury 

Khashru Noman 

Samar Das 

Subhas Dutta 

Abdul Jabbar Khan 

Udayan Chowdhury 

Raju Ahmed 

Sumita Devi 

Chitta Bordhan 

and 

Zafar Iqval. 

 

On behalf of 

Bangladesh Liberation Council of the Intelligentsia, 

Bangladesh Teachers Association. 

Bangladesh Film Artists & Technicians Association 

Bangladesh Sports Association. 
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BANGLADESH TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION 

SPECIAL CIRCULAR 

Dated 1-7-71 

To, 

------------------------------ 

------------------------------ 

------------------------------ 

 
Dear Sir, 

 

Sub: BANGLADESH ARCHIVES 

A Bangladesh Archives Committee has been constituted by the Bangladesh 

Teachers' Association for collection, preservation and record of all important 

publications, reports, developments, memoranda, documents, happenings, projects, 

programs, photographs, films and broadcasts concerning Bangladesh. 

Professor Syed Ali Ahsan is the Chairman of the Committee and Mr. Sadeq Khan 

has been appointed Secretary. Arrangements have been made for safe custody and 

security cataloguing of records. 

Materials may be donated in three categories: Confidential, Special, and General. 

It has been specifically stipulated that confidential materials may be sealed and stored 

without the contents being known to any archive official, for future reference strictly 

in accordance with the directions of the donors. Unsealed, the confidential materials 

would be kept in strict secrecy and will need the permission of the donors to be 

consulted. Special materials may be consulted by courtesy of the-Archive Committee, 

but will need the permission of the donors to be quoted. General Materials may be 

consulted or quoted by courtesy of the Archive Committee. You are requested to 

kindly cooperate with this committee by donating your materials for archives ‘and by 
assisting in other ways in the notings and efforts of this committee for documentation 

of events and association of ideas in connection with Bangladesh movement. 
 

Thanking you. 
 

Yours truly 
(Quamruzzaman) 

MNA-in-charge 

Educational Affairs 

Govt. of the Peoples' Republic of Bangladesh, 

and Executive Vice-President of Bangladesh 

Teachers' Association. 

 
    
 

We �����" ������< Q��� � )��< ������� �������Q!�� ��� !�� ��� Q<�। 
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SCIENCE EDUCATION IN BANGLADESH 

1. 

A meeting was held with Mr. Z. Rahim in chair at 11, Sooterkin Street, Calcutta-

I3 on the 25th November, 1971. 

The following matters were discussed: 

(1) Problems of education, in particular science education in Bangladesh. 

(2) Objective of scientific education with special emphasis to the utilization of 

resources of Bangladesh for the maximum economic growth. 

3) Methodology of Scientific education. 

Items (1) and (2) were discussed fairly thoroughly. However, in the discussion it 

was realized that still more thinking was necessary to obtain the right pattern of 

scientific education which would best serve the objective as outlined in item (2) 

Item (3) which naturally follow items (1) and (2) Was not discussed seriously. 

The members were requested to think over the matters more seriously and 

express 
their views very briefly in the next meeting so that an overall orientation of scientific 

education in Bangladesh could be found out. 

The meeting was adjourned and it was resolved that the next meeting would be 
held at 12 noon on the 2nd December 1971 at 11. Sooterkin street to continue 

discussion. 

The following members were present in the meeting: 
1. Mr. P. K. Chakraborty 

2. Mr. S. K. Bhaltachaijee 
3. Dr. M. A.Saleh 

4. Mr. C. R. Guha-Roy 

5. Dr. A. Rahman 

6. Mr. K. K. Roy 

7. Mr. S. Alam 

8. Mr. A. Das 

9. Mr. K.M. Saha 

10.Mr. S. K. Mukjiapadhaya 

11. Mr. D. Sharma 

12. Mr. N. C. Datta-Banik. 

Zillur Rahim 

25/11/71 

 
 

 
* We �����" �����< Q��� � )��< ������� �������Q!�� �Â� !�� ��� Q<�। 
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2. 

A meeting was held on the 2nd December, 1971 at II, sooterkin St., Cal-13 with 

Professor R. Huq in the chair. 

It was decided in the meeting that work of the scheme would be divided primarily 

into two phases, namely. Phase (1) Planning of courses of scientific studies with the 
objective of utilization of country's resources for economic development, and Phase 

(2) Writing of scientific books in Bengali. 

It was further decided chat concentration would be given to work out planning of 

scientific studies as in Phase (1). 

Scientists were advised to frame detailed plan of studies in the elementary levels 

of schools in the first place through discussion amongst themselves, so that 

comprehensive/courses of studies comprising different disciplines of science could be 

designed. 

The meeting was adjourned and it was resolved that the next meeting could be 

held on the 13th December, 1971. 

The following members were present in the meeting: 
1. Dr. A. K.Roy 
2. Mr. Sham sui Alam 

3. Mr. S. K. Mukhapadhyay 

4. Dr. A. Rabmatl 

5. Mr. S. Ahmed 

6. Mr. P. K. Chakraborty 

7. Mr. K. B. Chakraborty 

8. Mr. S. K.Saha 

9. Dr. A. Quader 

10.Mr. K. M. Saba 

11.Mr. S.K. Bhattacharjee 

12.Mr. K. K. Roy 

13.Mr.N.C. Dutta-Banik 

14.Mr. C. R. Guha Roy 

15.Dr. A. Saleh 

16.Mr. D. Sharma. 

17.Mr. A: Das 

18.Mr. Z. Rahim. 

 

Sd/-
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3. 

A meeting was held on the 13th December, 1971 at 11. Sooterkin St., Cal-13 with 

Professor R. Huq in the chair. 

 
The experts of the different branches of science placed in the meeting outlines of 

curriculum and syllabus of the science courses for the elementary and secondary 
classes of schools. These were thoroughly examined and discussed and the experts 

were requested to prepare syllabus for Class I to VIII and submit them in their final 
form on the next meeting to be held on the 16th Dec., 1971. 

 
The following members were present in the meeting: 

1. Dr. A Saleh 

2. Mr. D. Sharma 

3. Mr. A. Das 

4. Mr. K.K.Roy 

5. Mr. P. K. Chakraborty 

6. Mr. S.K. Saba 

7. Mr.Z. Rahim 

8. Mr. S. Ahmed. 

9. Dr. A. Rahman 

10.Mr. S. K. Bhattachrjee 

11. Dr. A. Quader. 

12. Mr. N. C. Dutta-Banik 

13.Mr. S. K. Mukhapadhyay 
14. Mr. K. M. Saha. 

15.Mr. K. B. Chakraborty. 
 

 
Sd/------ 

13. 12.71 
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S O S 

 

BANGLADESH 

 

DEAR PEOPLES OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

 

The People of 'Bangladesh' arc being massacred in a 'Nazi like' manner. 

Their only crime-They wan ted-freedom and equality! 

 

Brutal and powerful as the West Pakistani butchers are: They have failed to 

subjugate the freedom loving people of 'Bangladesh'. 

 

They have bombarded our universities, our student hostels; our houses and even 

our hospitals!! 
 

They have committed a crime, which is both un-pardonable and unparalleled in 
human history. 

 
The Bengalis have fought back with courage faith, and their bows & arrows; 

knives and bamboo sticks against modern Tasks, Sabre Jets, Artillery, Machine Guns 
and Bazookas! 

 

IN THE NAME OF HUMANITY—please come to the help of Bangladesh. 

 

We believe that the freedom loving peoples of Great Britain can help us and we 

implore them to come forward now with all the moral and material support that they 

can muster. 

 

MAKE YOUR GOVERNMENT RECOGNISE AND SUPPORT 

BANGLADESH' NOW!! 

 

BANGLADESH ACTION COMMITTEE 

52, Wordsworth Road. 

Small Heath. 
Birmingham 10. 
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������� ���  ����� 

���!D�� �:��! / ���� 
 !�~���� "�!� � ����� �: 
$���� ��v������ $�� )Q��   

W:�!� !���"� $����� W�$�, 
'-.' 

 
 

���!D��� �� ��I���!D��� �� ��I���!D��� �� ��I���!D��� �� ��I    

���!D��� 7����� ���। )�� W���� )��� ���e ���� ��� !�I d���� !���  ��* ��e। 

 *�  �e� �`� ��� /�� )�����  ��90 !�� W���` W�� )����� "�!�< ���! �!� )� 
)����� ���! ����`। /��� �:���! 7��� e�»/��»  !�~���� "�!�  �<� ���e ����� ���! 
�!�� ��Q��: !��। 7�W� )��, )��� /�����! ��� !�� )����� ���K��=���! )� W! ��� 
W�*�<  �e।  

 '।  ��� �������� !��` "�!� ��P��� ��!q �:�A� =Q0 !S। 

 Y। 7����� �¾����� ���� ���!D�� �:���!� W!�4O �� !S W�� ���� ���!D�� 
e�»/��»  !�~��� ����� ‘�������’ !S। 

�:��!5 :���� �:��! 7� ���!D�। Q���� �:��! �����"#। e4�e�"# �:��! �����"#।                        
+:���#� /8����� �:��! 7� ���!D�। !���� �:��!। ������ !�����<�� �:��! �����"#। 

e�»/��»5 e+�0�  I#���� e4�< e�»/��»  !��। )���� e�»/��»  !��। Q���� e�»/��» 
 !��। ������ e�»/��»  !��। 

 
 
 

����� �������! 7� �������� e e4- !,  ��/<�"�� w��-W�  �1��:। 
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������� ���  ����� 

w�#�I��#�� �������� ��=�� ���9��� 
Yf � W�$� 7��L� �8�� $D������   

W:�!� !���"� $����� Yf W�$�, 
'-.' 

BANGLADESH SANGRAM PARISHAD (BRADFORD) 

9 Cornwall Terrace 

Bradford BD8 7JT 

���� ��	
, ��� 

7�: ������ Yf � W�$� A��<  "Â"�e� Q�� ��!�� �� s�"!�� ��< w�#�I�#� �������� 
��=�� ���9��� W! !�4�»� ���"� 7��L� Q<। ��=�� ���9��� W!���!4�"8 !���"� ���:�� 
��L�8��� ��=�� ���9��� !������� ������� !��� � ����< / ��j� ���V�!:� �;�h Q/<�< 
4��A� !�4�»� ���:*0 ����o����� �¾����� �:��K*�0� Q�� ���9��� ���<R8�� 7��0 !�� 
W�� �� !���" � Q/<� ���E ���� ���9��� �!� !�� �����< ����। )�  ��! ����� 
W!���!4�"8 !���"� �!� ���:�! ����� �!� $!�� ���<R8��  ��! ���K  �< Q���। 

4K !���" W ����o����� �¾����� ����E  <� Q<5 

1) )� ���E ���9��� ���  � ��D �����  < Q�<�` �� �I���<  �<� Q��। 

2) e<!���<�� / 7:�: ��A��� ���� ���9��� ��� $�����R !��`�� ����� )� 
$������R� ���� ��!�� �। 

3) W!���!4�"8 !���"� ����� ���:�� �� W!���!4�"8 !���"�� 7��:e ���: Q�� 
����� �। 

4) e<!���<���Q 7:�: ��A��� $�����R !��� �: �� W!���!4�"8 !���" �� 
$����� ���K !��� W�� �!� ��A��! �����8��� ����<  ���। 

5) �� W!���!4�"8 !���" *P � Q/<� ���E ��=�� ���9����  !� !�� �¾����� 
�:��K*�0� ����� �� �:�����! Q�� ����� �। 

6) )*��� ������ ���9��� �� W!���!4�"8 !���" *P !�� Q��। A� / ��< ��� 
����� Q��। 

!�4�»��� ��  ��! ������� ���:�;� (
���)◌5 
'। W�, ��   
Y। �S� e����  �1����  

 \। Q��� )��� )��  
b। W�, )����   
f। W, 4��Q   
i। )�u�  ���Q� 
.।  ��5 )����� �Q��  
r। ���<I4�[ )Q�� 

                               -। ��4�[ 
                   '(। )���� )�� 
                   ''। ��I� )�� 
                   'Y।  ��Q��� ) 
                   '\। )�� �� 
                   'b। ���� 4�[ 

                             'f। ����� )�� 

                                                                                      (������Q�) 
Bangladesh Sangram Parishad 

                                                                                          9, Cornwall Terrace 

                                                                                                  Bradfor BD8 7JT 
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����� ����� ����$���� 
���� ���������� !��*�  

�������� W:�������<� 
(�:��!����<�� / �������� W��!�) 

$!���� ���D!�  

 �, 
'-.' 

 

������ W u���� ��� 7��� 4Z���Q We ��� !��*�  ��� ��� Q���, ��� )�  !4 - ��� 
)��� $������ / ��� t8�!���� ����� ��h�� W, )���। ���e �Q����*��< !��*��" 4Z�*� 
!���� ��!" ���*� 7����S9, �_��� ��� �E� 
��� ������ Õh� �_���  �� ������� �Q�� 
���Q��!... 
 ’’)���! ��� !���, )���! Q�:� !���- 
 W�� )��� u5�  e; �!� )���  �������  
 4�� 7�:����  !���� �।’’ �����- 
 

���������� !��*� 
-!�� )�u� �Q�� �� ���� 

��� �!�� ���9 ��< Q�<��  ���� �����< 
�!�� ��� W�Q<�< �� !����।। (��<�) 
 
4�� ��� ���� ��, �Q�� )� ������� 
 ���� 8��� 
��� )� �;�"� ��� Q�� 
ue ��� ue ���� ��!-8��� Q��� �A�� 
 *� 8�e ������ ��K ue 8��*��।। 
 
����-���� ���!D��� ��� !�� �� ��P� 
��_����� 8�e ��� 8�� 8�%�� 
���� ������ I� I�� ������ ��/<�e<� �!�  
������ ���9 Q� u��� W �*��।। 
 

����� ��! ��<�  ��� ��"�����  ���� �����  
 �e� �`��� u5� ¥��� ���� � ��Q��, 
�! ���� u5��� !��Q� ue <� ¢�� ��� 
 ��� �� Q< )���� ����� 8��*:��।। 
 

��" ����! �� )��� I��e,  *� ��Q�9� ���2� �� 
 ����� 8�*: �!�e `�e ��e, ����� Q���  
u5��� 4�� u5� 8���, !2����E �Q��� !�� 
���� Q’� ����� !�2 7�I� )�����।। 
���` *� �:�� !��, QP�Z W� s��0������। 
Q���<��` 8�� p��� ��� � 8�����, 
Q���<� �^���� 7������ W!� ����� Q������  ��� 
����  Õ���  *� 8��� �� �����।। 
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����� � ��������� ��� � �! "��# ���� 
"��� �!��  �� �� ��$� ����� 
�������� � ������� "���#� ��� ���� ���� 
"��$ ��%� &�& �' ��� ��%��" ������।। 
 
"��# �) $��� $��� ��$� *�� "��-"�� 
�$��� ������ ���� &�,��! ����&�� 
���� &�-�� $�� )� �& $�&�� ����.� 
�� �"���� �&�� &$�� ��% *����। 
 
/��� "��0� ��� ��1 2�� �% &���� "��3 45 
�& 6�! ��� ���� *1 *�� ������ 
���������� &��� �*�� ���� �� 7�&� &��"8 
���� ���� �1�� �0�� 6�! ��� ��।। 
 
"������� "��! "��# 6��� ��� �%�� ��9,� 
��:"��� ��� &�,0�� �&�# "���� ;���� 
�< &�3 �� &���% /�%� ��� ��%�� � ��% 
=�� ��� *���� �� �% ��>� ������।। 
 
��1 ���� ��%�� �"��� ��� �"���� �?���� 
&���� ���� ��&�&<� ��� �*���� 
������ ���& ��-@ ��� ���� &��� �2�<�� 2�$ 
�&A ����� "�� ��� ��B�&������।। 
 
A�� 6��5 $� 6%��� ��$ �$���$� 
%C�-�� �"*�� ��� �'��� D��E� ����� 
&�"� � ���� �� ����%�� �? �"���� ��� ���#�� 
������ "��# ��� &���� �%� 2����।। 
���� ����� %��&�� ���� 6� �����"1� D�� 
���F� ��� ���� "��� ���� � ���� 
$��1�� 6"�� 4�& ���� .G��� ���� H��� ���$ 
���%�� ��� "��# /�?��� "��।। 
 
���� ����� $�������� ������ ����& &�,�� &�,�� 
.G� ��%� *I��� 41�� ��?��। 
���� � � �D"�$�� ��� "��*� �F�J� 
*�� � ��� ��� �F� ����� /��&��।। 
 
K�%& �� &��* C�� !�L!�L� ���� ���� 
��� ����� 6,�� ���� $�M�" ����%�� 
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�� ���� ��� 6��� ��� @�����& �/�& 6�  
�$�%� �*�$� 
��� �����।। 
 
��� ��* ���� ��� �� � ��� ��� ��� 
��� ���  E����� 
��� ������ 
�%� ���� ���������� ��� ����� $N�&��� 
���� �����! "��# ��,�� "��*��� ����।। 
 
��� "��*��� �’� *� ��P�� ��0��� ��  
������ ���& �’� A�� �Q ����� 
"��*� ��� ��R�ST ��P������ "� &3 
�& ���� �� �S3 3 ���� &"*���।। 
 
&��&B��� �� "�$ � � .�� ����� ����� �� 
������ "��# �*�  A0� ��,��� ������  
�"���� @� ����*��� ��� @����� !������� 
&���HA 6% *��� &�� ��� 7�&���।। 
 
�F�J� ��8 ��� @��� ����� 
��� ��� 
������ "��# &�,��� &� ����� U����� 
6�! ��< �% "��$ $� ����! ��� &�$ 
����� 4$���� V�$ "�� $�����।। 
 
�� ���W� @����� �"�� 7�&�� ��� �"���-@� !�� 
6��� ��#�� &�� ��� ��� $�J�� 
��0� ��P��� $X� ��*�� �� $� � ���Y�� ���� 
�&A *�� � $������ ��� ������ "�����।। 
 
���W� @���� ���* &�� ��� 6�*���* 
��B,�!� ��%�� &���� ��:" ������ 
���� � �� ��� ��#E ��� "��*� ��R .�" 
$�� �&��� ��� ���� " �� Z�� � �[���।। 
 
��� "��*��� 
\�1� $�� �&��� ��� ���� D�E 
�'����& �%���! �*��� �] ����� 
�&,�� ��0 7�&�� �$�� �&A �%��� ��^ ���0 
��� ��� ���_ $'�3 4���_ ������।। 
 
�� A0� ������ *� ���&� �������& ��� 
E�"��� 
����� ��� � ��L 6,&� ����� &�����  
6�� �& ����L ��� *���� �&� &��� �1� 
@% �����  ����  � ��,��� �����।।
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������ "� ��� ������ .�" =$1 � � 7�&�� 
 � �"�� �1��& �-�& ����� 2��"� 2���� 
2�� 2�� 6` ��� 7�& ��� !�% &��� 
�U���& "��# "��� &�"��� � �����।। 
 
������ 7�&�� %A����$��� !�L "��� �&��� �&��� 
��� � ���� 7�&�� "��� "���#� ��? 
����&�� %&��� ��� ���� ��� 6` Z�� 
���� ��U� $">�� � ���" ���%��।। 
 
���&" �"�?�� �1���3�� D�H$�� 6� ��&����� 
"��� &� ��a /�?�� 4�b 4�c�� 
��1��a 4����# !�< ��< $��� ���� 
��� �-� ��� ���� ���� ��� ��।। 
 
������ $������& ���� ������ &��� ��<� 
�"��%� $�� �������� "�� ������ 
����d� ����/�� ���� ��� ����%� ��� �*��&� 
&����� !- ��� � @$� ������।। 
 
�$����� H��"�$� �� ��e� 7�&�� �� �� 
$'�3 �� %���'X ��  ���"�� 
��/f$ ��� �H��%�� ��#�E �T�� %������ 
� � ��% &������ �%�� 7�&�� ���&��।। 
 
��" @�*� $�"�� "������, @���� ���W� ��h� �� 
����� ��� ��� $_� �"� ��E�� 
*��� 6���� ���% ��*� A<�� 
��� �FV*� 
�0& ��� ��% �"�* ���*� %"��� $���।। 
 
&�� &�� �!���"�� ��,��� ��#�E �&� i��� 
��)� ���  &�,�� "��� ��$ ��^��� 
�U �U ���� ��� � �  '� !��< 
�*F� ���< ���� 
��� �����।। 
 
�1�� ��% ������$�, �����% �"���� D������ 
�����% H���%�� ���$- "���� "�����, 
��&��� ������ ���jE�, ������ ��% ������ &���� 
A0�� �� ��"�E, ��F� 2����।। 
 
&��"8�� S� ���� �X, `���� �%�� ���,  
&�,��! "��# �� �� $��� ������� 
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)���, �����, ���E��, ��1� ����� &� "'��1� &�� 
� � ��� ���� "��� ��&�� A,����।। 
 
������� "��A� ��"�, ��� � �� ���� &���� 
�$���� H��� ����� 4�& "��। 
�!� ��� ����� ����, ��&�� 4"� ���� �1��� 
�H�� ��� ������ �*1���, 68�� &'����।। 
 
$��� ��F �<� $�<�, ��&�� &���� ��,<� 
�<�� ��� `�� ��� �-��&� $���। 
������ �����, % �� 6�, ���� .G� �F "�’�, 
�E &���� �’� =���� 6- ���X।। 
 
����� ��� ����� 
���, ��&�� ���� 6$"� *�" 
����! "k� ��*Al�, ����� ���, 
�"B��� ��$��� ��<�, A0�!�� ������ V� 
����%�� �� �*�- ��, 68�� ������।। 
 
��� ��� ����� �����, *� *� ����� *�,  
�] =$�1� ���*� �E �U�L��, 
�]�$� �E !��<, A0� �� 6&��� A�< 
�m ��� ���"�� n�< ���  �H����।। 
 
���������� �*��� �*��� &���;#�� ���"� �H��� 
&��3�� � ����/�� �� ��#E �*�����, 
����� �"���� 4c �%, "��� �& ��� ��� �$��% 
��% "���� &�,����� "�� ��L ����&��।। 
 
���*���� 6�.� ��� ���o ����� $� B��� 
��  "� ���� *� ��� 
��� *�F��, 
S���W �"*� �$"�, ������ 
��� *Ip� 
����%� ��� 4���� �� �*����।। 
 
%A�$ 6�� ��� @/��%*�� 6��& $_� �F "�’� 
��:" ���&^�� ��*�� ��*�� 6�! �-���। 
��� ��� ��&��� "�?, ����� "� ��% �]� �? 
6��� &���� ���"�� ��� ��" ���2���।। 
 
������ "��$� ��&� ��, "��0 "��0 �%� ����� 
&'#& S�"& ��<�� ��, ���! �'� ���� ��,�& 
�] "���� ���� ����� �% @��।। 
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@% "� ��*�� ��% $��� �" *�� �% 
���� &��! $���" *��% ����� �%��, 
�!� "- 2��� ���, �"��� ����� 6�" ��*�� 
��%��" ��  ���� $���� &��� ��� ��।। 
 
����� �� �� ��$� ����� ���  �� A��$� 
�& ���#� �& ����#� ����� ���#��, 
!�< ���$� ������ q&1 ��,<�� "��� ����,  
"��& /�& ’"�’ ��� 6� @&����।। 
 
�"�� ���r� "����?, ���������� ��% 
�&'�� 
$�� �&��� "���#� ���_, ��% &"������, 
) "� %����� ��E�, ���"�� &��! @% ��E�, 
��� �H��%�� ��_�"�E, �$��* �������।। 
 
 ��� 6"�� �?����, A�V� ���� *� ���&�, 
"���� 4�F �? "���, ����� ��#���। 
���! &�� @ ��"�, @��� �"���� ��# �?��,  
*� ������ *�  �,  ���� ������।। 

 
D&����G �������� @�$��$��� (�1��&������ � ��r����� @��&�) uuv, d&����� ���/, 

"1���d��। 
 
D&��& &�'�& $��
o $���U�। 
 

 
 
���& �'��� &"��� @&* $����E S�"&। wxyw $�� z �" "1��{d��� 4��T� *$���  ��� �������� ��। @% $��� 
�������� 6�� $�|� ��B���� A��p� �!��।  
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BANGLADESH PEOPLES CULTURAL SOCIETY 

 
59, Seymour House 

Tavistock Place 

LONDON WCI 
Phone 837-4542 

AN INTRODUCTION 
 

The Bangladesh Peoples Cultural Society in U.K. is an organisation of the 
writers, poets, painters, musicians, signers, teachers, students, scientists, journalists, 

and all others from Bangladesh engaged in cultural activities and are staying overseas 
for one reason or the others. 

 
The object of the Society is to support the liberation struggle of the people of 

Bangladesh, to project the cultural basis of our nationalism to impress upon the world 

opinion the inevitability of the independence of Bangladesh, and particularly to 

establish close contact with and obtain support from the progressive and freedom-

loving intellectuals of the world in favor of the struggle against the worst kind of 

dictatorship and colonialism in Bangladesh. 
 

It is the duty of the Bangladesh Peoples Cultural Society to build up and sustain a 

zeal and a determination among the people to preserve the cultural heritage of 
Bangladesh and destroy the peoples culture. 

 

It is urged upon all patriotic citizens of the Peoples Republic of Bangladesh to 
participate in the activities of the Society. In order to achieve the above objectives the 

Society will endeavor to arrange lectures, seminars, symposia, debates, musical 
soirees, patriotic dramas, organise special exhibitions of paintings, photographs and 

films, publish appropriate journals; and sponsor cultural delegations from Bangladesh 
for better dissemination of the peoples culture of our country. 

 

Citizens of the Peoples Republic of Bangladesh are requested to contact the 

above address. 

 

LONG LIVE THE PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH. 
 

Munni Rahman Enamul Haque 

                     General Secretary                      President 

 

JUNE 1971 
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BANGLADESH PEOPLES CULTURAL SOCIETY 

London. 

1. 

Where the land is pure and air is fresh 
That is Bangladesh-.. 

Where the rivers flow through the fields to sea 
Where the sky is blue and cloud milky 

Where all birds can sing 
in winter and spring 

through storms and rains 

in ever happiness 

That is Bangladesh. 

Where the farmers and workers all fight serfdom 

Wherein blood is spilled to build freedom 

Where we resist all fascists 

                      and fight colonialists 

                                  and crush all enemies 

                                           in ever readiness. 

That is Bangladesh. 

       Lyric & Tune: Enamul Haque Bangali 

2. 

Listen my friend will you listen 
1 am a Bangladeshi citizen 

My head is burning 
My heart is aching 

Still my soul goes singing on. 
 

My mother's nose-ring has been stolen 
My home and hearth have all been broken 

 

I lost my love-bird lost my orchard 
Still I have not become a coward 

My rivers are there 
My boats are all there 

I shall sail now everywhere. 
Lyric: Enamul Haque Bangali 

Tune: Bengali Traditional (adopted) 
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����� $�M��"�  �
����� $�M��"�  �
����� $�M��"�  �
����� $�M��"�  �    
". 

@�$� ����� ��% @& $��� $��% 
@�$� ������� ���� @��� &�� �� �<�%।। 
����� &~��� �!�  � 6� � ������ �!� �� ��  
����� ��)� "���� ���$ ���� *�<�� $� "���� D�E �� 
6* �$% ������ 2�� ��%�� �&���� ���_ �%। 
 
4�1����� ��1�&��� �������� 6f"�E। 
���� ������ �� ���#�&� 2'E1 6���E। 
����� ���� �-�� M��" A�0�! 6* $�M��"� �7A 
����� �!�����<� "� ������ "'��1�& 6� �� &�� � �&A 
�$% ���������� 
����� 6� �� 6"��%।। 
 
��� ��� *��  ��� ��� *��  ��� ��� *�  
�<�%-@� "���� !��� �& ���� �� 6� ।। 
 
"��'�>�" &�,���� ��% *I�>�" &�,�� �������� &�,�� 
�<�% �<�% �<�% &� �� ��� � H�,��।। 
 
�. 
"��? ��� ���� ��� ��%� ��%� ��%� 
4c ���� ���� �� ��%� ��%� ��%� 
��& H����� @� �� ��� ��%� ��%� ��%� 
"��? �HB* �" ����� ��%� ��%� ��%� 
��� ���& 6�! ����� �� ��%� ��%� ��%� 
�$ ���� ���� ��*� D�E ��%� ��%� ��%� 
$���$ ������ "*�� �&#�E ��%� ��%� ��%� 
$���$ ������ ��*��� ��%� ��%� ��%�  
$� ����� ��� ��# ��%� ��%� ��%� 

��� ��� �������� ��%� ��%� ��%� 
"��? ��� ���� ��� ��%� ��%� ��%� 
4c ���� ���� �� ��%� ��%� ��%�।। 
 
                                     &�� � $�������- @�"�� �& 
 
 
 
 

��������  E$�C'�� $�$� &�'�& D����� 
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BANGALDESH PEOPLES COULTURAL SOCIETY 

 

List of office bearers and executive committee members : 

1 President  

Mr. Enamul Hoque, 33 Abbey Road, Oxford 0865 

46837 

2 Vice Presidents  Mr. Shafiqur Rahman, 146 Cheviot Gardens 

N.W. 2 4558031 

3 

Mr. Eazle Lohani, 93 Chippenham R.d.W. 9 Mr. 

Sahidud 

Dahar, 79 Chiltern Ways, Northampton 

5 General Secretary   Mrs. Munni Rahman, 59 Seymour House, Tavistock PI 

WCI 837 4542 

6 Joint Secretaries  Mr. Mahmud Hasan, 40 Longridge Rd, SW5 373 9675 

7 Mr. Jakiuddin Ahmed, 37 Bellawye St. SW 12. 

8 Organising Secy  Mr. Bulbul Mahmud, 89 Colvill Rd, E 11,556 0845 

9 Treasurer Mr. Anis Ahmed, 2 Temperley Rd, S.W. 12. 572 5720 

10 Members Mrs. Lulu Bilkis Banu, 27 Courtfield Grdns, 

SW5 373 7241 

11 Mrs. Zebunnessa Khair, 96 Aderbrook Rd, 

SW 12.673 4197 

12 Mr. Ahmed Hossain Joardar, 16 Samfoin Rd. SW 17. 

13 Mr. Abdur Rouf, 2 Temperley Rd. SW 12.673 5720 

14 Mr.A Rouf, 66/A Hanbury St. E. 1.247 1469 

15 Mr.Mesbah Uddin Ahmed, 129 Haverstock Hill 

NW 2.722 2962 

16 Mr. Nazrul Islam, 134 Himley Rd, SW17 

17 Mr. A Razzak Syed, 111 Westbourne Park Rd, W2 

18 Mr. Ziaur Rahman Khan. 16 Pirbright Rd. 

SW 12. 874 4296 

19 Dr. Hujjat Ali Pramanik, 2 Putney High St, 

SW 15 788 1476 

 
 

Note : New members may be co-opted and the organisation will have 

correspondi all over U.K. 

 

-------------- 
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D.O. No. 210           ED*��k� �������� $�&�� 
 Mujibnagar 
July 8, 1971 

Mr. Enamul Huq, 
33 Abbey Road. 

Oxford. U. K. 
 

Dear Mr. Huq, 

 

I received your letter dated 18th May '71 which you kindly sent through Mr. 
Chesworth. I have carefully gone through your various proposals. The Govt. have no 

objection in principle with regard to opening of Bangladesh Centre or Bangladesh 
Mission in England. We are sending necessary instructions and advise to Mr. Justice 

Chowdhury and his Steering Committee. This indeed will help to exchange our news 
and views. I personally feel that the need is too greet for such an office and if this be 

agreed by the Steering Committee, certainly we will welcome such effort. 

With regard to Mr. Pasha. I have never met him. I don't know if he has come to 

Calcutta. As far as we are concerned we would like to coordinate all our activities 

through the Steering Committee. At this moment we are discussing the details with 

Mr. Bhuia who is now on his visit here. 

With regard to the Philatelic, the designs have been approved. If you have other 

designs in hand please go ahead and send them for our approval. There is no harm in 

having more. With regard to publications, our Calcutta Mission has not been able to 

publish any news bulletin as yet. We very much look towards our London Office for 

bringing out a good publication immediately, at least in form of a News Bulletin. 

Please show this letter to Mr. Justice Chowdhury and have his concurrence in all 
your activities which you propose to do. Convey my best regards to Mr. Justice 

Chowdhury and other friends in Britain. 

 

With kindest regards, 
 

I remain. 
Yours sincerely. 

(Rahmat Ali) 
Principle Aide to the Prime Minister. 

 
 

-------------------
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World University Service 

20 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y. 10018. 

July 8, 1971 

Justice A. S. Chowdhury 

11 Goring Street 

London EC 3, England. 

 

Dear Justice Chowdhury, 

 

It was a privilege to have met with you during your brief visit to New York in 
connection with focusing U. N. and IJ. S. attention on the grim drama being enacted 

in Bangladesh. 
 

I am writing this letter to propose an idea, and will deeply appreciate your 
response. 

 
As you know. World University Service is committed to the assistance of 

students and scholars around the world, particularly when the university community is 
seriously affected, as in the case of the current Pakistani crisis. I think that the 

establishment of a University-In-Exile for those students and scholars who have fled 

from East Pakistan will not only dramatize the tragedy, but also serve as an oasis for 

those who have been persecuted. In a larger and more universal sense, it will also 

serve as a symbol of hope for others in the world who may have experienced the same 

kind of suffocation that totalitarian governments often impose on intellectuals. 

 

If the Bangladesh University-In-Exile, located probably in West Bengal or any 

other part of India, sounds feasible, then a plan could be drawn up to secure 

substantial assistance from a major Foundation in the United States to give shape and 

substance tc this concept. 

 
We feel that an outright appeal for funds to aid the refugees will not have much 

success with major foundations, since they do not look upon themselves as relief 
agencies, but rather as development agents that can effect social change. 

 
Before I venture to draw up any plans to send to you for your comments and 

suggestions, I would like to get your reaction to the idea as such. I am sending copies 
of 
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this letter to several people, as you can see, and will keep you posted about their 

reactions. 

With all my best. 
 

Sincerely yours. 
K. B. Rao 

Associate Executive Secretary, 

cc  Mr. S. Chidambaranathan 

Dr. Harry D. Gidconese 

Mr. Enamul Haque 

Mr. Jamshed Khan 

Dr. A. R. Mallick 
Mr. Leon O. Marion 

Dr. Glen T. Nygreen 
Mr. Leonard Sussman 
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“Joy Bangla-Joy Bangla” 

  We have assembled here to put an appeal to the people of Great Britain and to 

the people of the world to convey our message to them that butcher Yahya Khan of 

West Pakistan is continuing an unabated programme of genocide on Bangladesh. And 

it is the duty of all the freedom loving people of the world to condemn him and to stop 

him continuing with his programme of genocide. Today we have here we are going 

with a procession after this meeting is over to the Chinese Embassy and to the 

American Embassy with our appeal to them to stop their Aid to Yahya Khan and his 

brutal regime. I will request you all to raise your voice against this tyrranian 

oppression and to raise your voice with us so that the government of the world 

particularly Govt. of the people’s Republic of China and America stop aid and 

recognize Bangladesh. And I can only say to you that top stop this genocide is the 

only way to recognize Bangladesh. And there is no other way out. So, I would request 

you to raise yoyr slogan with me, “Recognize, Recognize”-“Bangladesh, 

Bangladesh.” “Recognize, Recognize”- “Bangladesh, Bangladesh,” “Love live, Long 

live”-“Bangladesh, Bangladesh.” “Long live, long live”- “Bangladesh, Bangladesh.” 

Thank you, I would now request our special representative of the Govt. of Bangladesh 

Hon’ble Mr. Justice Choudhury to come upon the stage and to say few words to you. 

Thank you very much. 

Clapping and Slogans: Joy Bangla! 

Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury 

“Friends and fellow citizens of independent Bangladesh, I convey to you on 

behalf of the Govt. of Bangladesh, their sense of gratitude and the warm Sympathy 

and support at this hour of our grim struggle. 

Clapping----- 

You are aware, ladies and gentlemen, that we have been trying by constitutional 

means to put an end to the political domination and economic exploitation which we 

have suffered in silence for the last twenty three years. But you are also aware, ladies 

and gentlemen, how the army junta of Yahya Khan stopped the attainment of our goal 

by constitutional means. And on the twenty-fifth March a. midnight they let loose the 

army on the unarmed civil population of Bangladesh and committed and are still 

committing genocide on the people of Bangladesh. In the wake of this massacre, went 

up the spontaneous cry of independence (Shame! Shame ! ------)  and the seventy five 

million people declared themselves independent of Yaha Khan’s administration. 

-Clapping-------- 
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We are now engage in grim struggle to thwart the invading army of Yahya Khan. 

(Clapping ..... Joy Bangla). 
 

In that grief……….(Mike failed) grim struggle, we expect the support and 

sympathy of the peoples of the world. The agony in one part of the world must reach 

the peoples of all other parts. And we are particularly grateful to the British nation, to 

the British Press, Radio and Television for their profound sympathy with us at this 

hour of our peril. (Clapping……….. ) 

We have only one part of the work today that is to thwart this invading army of 
Yahya Khan. (Clapping…… ) and to make the lives of the people of the seventyfive 

million Bengalees free from their attack, free from their rape- (Slogan…….Joy 
Bangla…….) you are aware that their troops burning the villages, committing rapes, 

killing children, and the genocide is going on. Will not the conscience of the world 
rise even at this! (appeal to the people and its governments of the world to condemn in 

most unmistakable term that the Yahya Khan's administration. I appeal to the 
governments of the world that no economic aid should be given to the government of 

West Pakistan. (Clapping….. ) 
 

You must all realize that there is no government of Pakistan to whom you can 
give aid. Yahya Khan himself has killed Pakistan. What exists today is only the 

government of West Pakistan. (Shame ! Shame !) And that government should not be 

given any economic aid to kill the unarmed population of Bangladesh. That is my one 

prayer to the government of the world. No arms supply should be given to kill the 

children, men and women of Bangladesh-who are determined to achieve 

independence and thwart the invading army. They rely on their own strength but at 

the same time they appeal to the people and to the government of the world that no 

aid should be given nor arms supply should be made available to Yahya Khan for 

killing the unarmed population of Bangladesh. Now, ladies and gentlemen, another 

false propaganda is being carried that the people of Bangladesh do not want 

independence. My fellow citizens of Bangladesh, I will request you, those of you who 

are determined to thwart the invading army and those of you who want independence 

of Bangladesh to raise your hands in support of the demands of Bangladesh. (Slogan: 

Joy Bangla ........................................................ ….) 
 

It is known to everybody that England is a land of freethinking and free 

expression. It is therefore, clear to everybody that you have raised your' hands 
willingly and nobody could compel you to raise your hand. You are the representative 

of Bangladesh abroad. Each one of you is a representative. And to your Bangladesh 

has made it known that the demand for independence is a demand of the seventy-five 

million people of Bangladesh (Clapping). It is not this demand of the miscreants as 

Yahya Khan uses to call the people of' Bangladesh. We arc, ladies and gentlemen, 

determined to face the invading army. We are determined to establish the rule of law 

in Bangladesh. And in that struggle we want the support, sympathy and cooperation 

of all concerned. 
 

Now, my fellow citizens of Bangladesh, I have a special direction to 

communicate to you in the name of the Government of Bangladesh.. 

 

(Joy Bangla ... ) 
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This procession-which will be taken immediately after this meeting, is not a 

procession of protest. It is a mark with an appeal to the few great powers the People's 

Republic of China, our closest neighbor and to the United States of America. Our 
appeal to them is to stop arms supply to Yahya Khan. Our appeal to them is to slop 

economic aid to Yahya Khan's army administration. The Govt. of Bangladesh, 
requests the citizens of Bangladesh to maintain peace and discipline in this appeal 

march and make it plain to the People of Great Britain who have been very hospitable 
as that we are a disciplined nation. (Clapping-------- ) 

Our march should be a very peaceful one. There should not be any offensive 

slogans. There should not be any different sect shall to be two embassies of the to 

great countries. We fervently hope that the people of the United States of America 

and China will rise in our favor and stop giving any arms supply to Yahya Khan. 

(Clapping .............................................................................. ) 

With that prayer, with that appeal the citizens of Bangladesh will go to the two 

nations of the two great countries in London. (Clapping..........) 

I am told that our enemies are also active and they might send some people who 

will get mixed up with the people who are going on behalf of the Govt. of Bangladesh 
and shall be prostrate to these missions. I make it plain that those who engage 

themselves in their activities, they are enemies to the cause of Bangladesh, And that 
for their mischievous activities the Govt. of Bangladesh will have no responsibility 

and they will have no protection from the Govt. of Bangladesh. (Clapping...........) 

I will, therefore, again appeal to you, my fellow countrymen , that at all costs you 

will maintain peace and discipline. You know, we are continuing in this liberation 
movement, here in a foreign country and the British Govt. has been very hospitable to 

us, the British Govt. has allowed as continue with this movement as I have told you it 
is a land where freedom of speech, freedom of movement is there. (Clapping….. ). 

In this march of appeal you will also exhibit that you appreciate the great 

hospitality of the British Govt. and the British nation and do not by your action abuse 

that great hospitality. I, therefore, appeal to you, my fellow countrymen, in the name 

of the Govt. of Bangladesh and fellow countrymen of Bangladesh within Bangladesh 

that you and by your conduct demonstrate to the people of Great Britain that we are a 

disciplined honorable nation. (Clapping and Slogan I Joy Bangla… ) 

I thank you, ladies & gentlemen, who have assembled here to how your sympathy 

and support for our great cause, I convey to all of you the gratitude of the Govt. of 

Bangladesh. That day is not far off when Her majesty's Govt. and the Head of the 

Commonwealth will recognize the reality and give recognition to the Govt. of 

Bangladesh. (Clapping……) 

I am firmly convinced in my mind that days are not far off when Bangladesh will 

sit in the Commonwealth of nations as a happy member of the Commonwealth. 
(Clapping) 

  I appeal to you, my fellow countrymen, to maintain your determination, your 

courage, your sacrifice and your unity. Success must be ours. Inshallah, we shall 

march forward in the path of peace and progress and an achievement. We shall frame 
a 
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Constitution which will guarantee freedom of thought, freedom of speech, 

freedom of oxpression-we will look forward to a democratic socialist Govt. in which 

all men will he equal. Hindus and Muslims, Christians and Buddhists and members of 
our other religions-we shall all live in peace and amity. (Clapping) 

Our accredited leader Sheikh Mujib has been the harbinger of a new faith, 

ambassador of a new hope and that hope is to create state in which all will be equel-

all will be free and nobody will be oppressed. (Clapping and Slogan) 

Ladies and Gentlemen. Sheikh Mujib is still in prison and many other political 

leaders who have refused to sign the most dishonorable document that has been 
forced on them. We want release of Sheikh Mujib. We want release of all political 

prisoners. We are prepared for all sacrifices, nobody can stop us from getting the 

release of the political prisoners. (Clapping & Slogans : Joy Bangla…… ) 

Ladies and Gentlemen. There are other distinguished speakers. They will address 
you briefly. But before you start on your march of appeal. I will address again a few 

words in Bengali. After which, I shall request you to proceed with your procession. I 
shall come back to speak to you in Bengali at the conclusion of this meeting. 

 

Thank you ladies and gentlemen. (Clapping….) 
 

�?'��� ��#���- 

 ��% � ������, 6*�& 6"�� @��� $"��� ����! "�?&�~ @&�������� �2�#E� &��� 
��, ������ $��< $�� �&��� "��# %������ ���� ������ =$1��� ����� ������ *1 �����&�।  

-Clapping- 

6"�� @��� $"��� ����! $"^ .����& *���� ���� ��, 6"�� @&�������� 
����� 
�2�#E� &���! @�� %��8�� �$% 
����� 6"�� �U� &����। -Clapping and Slogan: Joy 

Bangla. 

 6*�&� @% �������L� $[�J �������� $�&���� $��� 6"�� $��$�� &�� ����!। 
���������� "k�"��� 6"���� *�����! ��, 6"���� @% �������L� 6����� �������L�-@�� 
���U���� �"�!� �। 6"��& *�����! ��, 6�" �� ����� ��� 6����� 4����� &�� ��, $�� 
4�p�� 6���� ���_ � �'��� �U� &�� ���������� *$����E @�� �������� $�&���� $�� �'�� 
&���। -Clapping- 

6���� ��� �>����$ @�� 41��"��&� �>�����$ ���� @% 6��� ��� �� ���� %������ 
���& �&���  $����1 � &��; �&� �&��� ��� ��� ���� �� �&��� �1������ ���� 6���� 
����� D�� �&��� 4$�� D��� &��� �। -Clapping- 

���&^� ��% &�"��� ���& 6"���� D$���� "��1 ���  ���� ����� D�� 4���� @�� 
4�$B*1�>E� �1���� &�� 6"���� ���� &����, ���#� &���� ��3� &���। ����� ���& 6���� 
9,����� ��&��। -Clapping- 

@�� ����� @% &��*� *1 6"�� �&��� ���� ��&��� �। 6"���� D��"k� *�� ��*A�l 
$���� �1���� ��#�� 6"��& ����!-“Our aim is goodwill for everybody, ill will for 

none.” 
 

-Clapping- 
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6���� @% &���� "� �����। 6�" �������� $�&���� �U ���& 6����� &��! @% 
6��� *���Y। 6���� @% �������L�� ����� $"� 6"�� �� &��&�� ��� � 4�& ����-���_ 
�0& &���!, 6�� &��, "�L �$% &��&�� ��� ���Y 6"���� �
Y��$�&�� ����- “Recognize, 

Recognize.” 

 

 6���� ����- “Bangladesh, Bangladesh” 

 6"���� �
Y��$�&�� ����  “Long live, Long live” 

 6���� ����,  “Sheikh Mujib, Sheikh Mujib” 

 6"���� �$Y��$�&�� ���� “Long live Mukti Fouz” 

 6���� ���� “Long live Mukti Fouz” 

������ 6� @&�� ���  ��� “Stop, Stop” 

 6���� ���� “Genocide, Genocide” 

 6� @&�� ���, “Stop aid to” 

 6���� ���� ‘‘%������ ��’’।  
 ◌G6����� "� ��&��, 6����� $&���?  
 ◌G‘‘��,’’ 
 ◌G6Y�।  
 6�" 6� @&��� ���!  “Recognize, Recognize” 

 *���G ‘‘��������’’।  
 *�� ��B����G ‘‘��������’’।  
 ��� %�&�!��' “Long live, Long live” 

 *���G “Sheikh Mujib, Sheikh Mujib” 

 *�� ��B����G “Long live Mukti Fouz” 

 *���G “Long live Mukti Fouz” 

 *�� ��B����G “Stop Stop” 

 *���G “Genocide, Genocide” 

 *�� ��B����G “Stop aid to” 

 *���G ‘‘%������ ��’’।  

 

*�� ��B����G 6����� 4��# �1���। 6���� �� &d &�� @��� $"��� ����! ��� *1 
�������� $��&���� �U ���& ���������� 6����� ��% � ������ �U ���& 6�" 6����� 
)&���� 6��� &��!। @� 6���� ���_ � �'����>E����� �"�!�� ���  ��। 6$$����"� 
6���&�"। 
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Mr. Maudud Ahmed 

External Publicity Division, 

People's Republic of Bangladesh Mission, 

9, Circus Avenue 

Calcutta-I7.   27th July 1971. 

 

Dear Mr. Ahmed. 

Clippings are being dispatched from our Press and Information Department 

regularly from the 12th of July, 71 and which should have reached you in time. As 

requested the copies of publications which we are receiving from different sources 

and also from our publication department will be sent to you from now onward. 

I have already handed over the manuscript to printing press which is on the 

process of being produced in a booklet form. I think it is a very late stage for 

stopping. In any case, I will send the manuscript back as soon as it is released from 

the printers. 

I have been working in the line which I committed to you and Mr. Huda and hope 
that arrangements will be made very soon. 

Since my return from Bangladesh I had been terribly busy with the organizational 

problems facing the Steering Committee. That's why I could not get in touch with 
you; for which I must be apologized. The programme with 'Panorama' was very well 

planned. It was a moral boost and also stimulus for the Bengalees here in U. K. 

I hope the copies of Jivan Thekey Neya' are ready. I should therefore be very 

muci 
interested in getting a copy. Kindly advise me how to proceed about it and how soon 

can we get it. 

Convey my kindest regards to Mr. Zahir Raihan, Mr. Alamgir Kabir, Mr. Belayat 

Hussain and other members of the Liberation Council and also to the members of the 

staff of the Mission with profound regards. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

(Azizul Hoque Bhuia) 

Convener. 

 
 

---------------
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This informal meeting held between some leaders of the Bengali community and 

Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury on 30th July 1971 at the Steering Committee office 
resolves to request the Steering Committee to set up a Convention Committee with 4 

representatives from 4 units and representatives from the Steering Committee, totaling 
6 members. This informal meeting further requests the Steering Committee to entrust 

the Convention Committee with responsibility of arranging for a convention of all 
committees to elect the Central Action Committee or Council and to reorganise the 

movement for the liberation of Bangladesh. The Convention Committee shall prepare 

a draft constitution to present at the Convention for final approval and adoption. This 

informal meeting finally requests the Steering Committee to act with utmost speed on 

this matter. 

 
 

Signatures 
--------------- 
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STOP STOP 

GENOCIDE                          Souvenir  GENOCIDE 

RECOGNISE                      Programme  RECOGNISE 

BANGLADESH BANGLADESH 

STOP GENOCIDE 

RECOGNISE BANGLADESH RALLY 

Sunday, 1st August 1971 

 

STOP              STOP 

GENOCIDE              GENOCIDE 

RECOGNISE            RECOGNISE 

BANGLADESH       BANGLADESH 

 
 

 

2.00 Music 

 

2.15 Justice Abu 

Sayeed Chowdhury 

 

2.30 

2.35 Reg Prentice. 
                     M.P 

2.50 Rev. Kenyon 

Wright 

 

 

3.00 John Stonehouse. 
                    M.P. 

 

3.15 Lord Brockway 

 

3.25 

3.30Tom Williams 

         O. C., M. P. 

3.45 Music 

4.25 Mrs. Lulu Banu 

4.35 David Kossoff 

 

PROGRAMME : 

Manesh Chandra the Indian sitae player together with Madhukar 

Kothara on Tabla. 

Former justice of Dacca High Court and Vice-Chancellor of 

Dacca University. At present Special Representative of 

Bangladesh abroad. 

Eye witness tape. 

One of the 4 M.P.S who visited both West Pakistan and 
Bangladesh. 

 

Lived 15 years in West Bengal. Recent visitor to refugee camps 

in India and crossed to Bangladesh. Director of Urban Studies 

at Coventry Cathedral. 

Made two visits to refugee camps in India, and a visit to 
 

Bangladesh. Moved the motion signed by 210 M.P.s calling for 

the recognition of Bangladesh. 

One of the first people to condemn the atrocities committed by 

the Pakistan army. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman tape. 

Defended Sheikh Mujibur Rahman in earlier political trial. 

 

Bangladesh People's Cultural Society 

Bengali lady studying here. 

Stage, film and television actor. 
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4.40 Rev. Roger 
Crosthwaite 

 
4.45 Lady Gifford 

 
4.50 Bob Edwards. 

                      M. P. 
4.55 Simon Hebditch 

 

5.00 Nirmal Singh 

5.05 Paul Connett 
 

Youth Director of the Church Missionary Society. 
 

 
Co-sponsored and chaired meeting called to 

discuss charge of Genocide against Pakistan. 
 

General Secretary of Chemical Workers Union. 
Political Vice-Chairman. National League of 

Young Liberals. 

A Sikh worker from Luton. 

Spokesman for Action Bangladesh. 

Music. 
 

March lo 10 Downing Street to deliver letter to Mr. Heath (see copy) and then on to 

           Speakers Corner. 
       (This programme is subject to last minute changes.) 

 

Copy of letter to be delivered to MR. HEATH today.  

 

Dear Mr. Heath, 

We bring this message to you from the thousands v ho attended the Bangladesh 

Rally in Trafalgar Square on Sunday, 1st August. 1971. 

Whilst we all applaud your decision not to send further economic aid to Pakistan 

until a political settlement is reached in East Bengal, it is clear that this act alone has 

not deterred the Pakistan military regime from its mad attempt to suppress militarily 

the democratic will of the 75 million Bengali people. 

We therefore appeal to you to take the following positive steps to stop Pakistan's 
genocide of the Bengali people. 

Firstly we ask you to honor Britain's commitment to International Law by bringing 

Pakistan's military action against the unarmed Bengali people before the United Nations 

Security Council as a contravention of the U. N. Genocide Convention Article II. 

Subsections (a), (b) and (c). (Britain added her name to the Convention in 1970.) 

Secondly we ask you to use your influence with the American government to get 
them to discontinue their arms shipments to West Pakistan. 

Thirdly we ask you to recognize the provisional government of the Republic of 

Bangladesh since it is clear that this is the only peaceful and diplomatic method left to 

bring the West Pakistan regime to its senses. For if the ultimate objective of the brutal 

policies of this regime is to win the allegiance of the Bengali people, as they claim, 

they lost the War on March 25: the day they began it. An army of 70.000 cannot hope 

to hold down 75 million people indefinitely. An independent Bangladesh is merely a 

matter of time. This is the reality and it is up to the onlooking nations to recognize it 
before more lives arc lost. To do otherwise is to endorse the notion that the principle 

of self-determination comes only from the barrel of a gun. 
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We ask these things not only in the name of the 100,000 Bengali residents of 

Great Britain, whose friends and families are being terrorized and slaughtered, but 

also in the name of every human being, because if this policy of genocide is allowed 
to continue unopposed it will change the kind of world we live in. 

Finally. Mr. Heath, we ask you to do these things because Britain bears a special 

responsibility to the Indian sub-continent in this matter since it was Britain who 

played a major part in the establishment of Pakistan some 23 years ago. If India is 

forced to go to war in order to solve the massive problem confronting her, Britain will 

share the blame if we have failed to take these elementary steps. 

Whilst we appreciate any government's reluctance to sanction further 

'fragmentation' we hope that you agree that the physical elimination and suppression 

of peoples, if accepted, will endanger our planet far more than the realistic 

rearrangement of arbitrary boundaries in response to the clearly expressed will of the 

people who live within them. 

Yours sincerely, 

Over 200 Members of Parliament have signed the following motion in the House 

of Commons. They include eleven Privy Councilors and over thirty former Ministers. 

 

GENOCIDE IN EAST BENGAL  

and the 

RECOGNITION OF BANGLADESH 

 

"That this House believes that the widespread murder of civilians and the 

atrocities on a massive scale by the Pakistan Army in East Bengal, contrary to the 

United Nations Convention on Genocide signed by Pakistan itself, confirms that the 

military Government of Pakistan has forfeited all rights to rule East Bengal, following 

its wanton refusal to accept the democratic will of people expressed in the election of 

December 1970. 

"Therefore believes that the United Nations Security Council must be called 
urgently to consider the situation both as a threat to International peace and as a 

contravention of the Genocide Convention; and further believes that until order is 

restored under United Nations supervision the provisional Government of Bangladesh 

should be recognized as the vehicle for the expression of self-determination by the 

people of East Bengal" 

 

I enclose £ towards further work on behalf 

of the people of Bangladesh. 
To: 

            ACTION BANGLADESH 
                 34 Stratford Villas 

                   London, N. W. 1. 
            Tel. 485 2889 and 267 4200 
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Chorus of Bengali Song: 

 

“BREAK THE BARRIER” 

Bengali Script 

��,� ����  ���। ��,� ����  ���। ��,� ��e�  ���।  
 ���...  ...  ...  ... ....  ... ... ... ... ... � � (.’���) 
 �-� D�E " �A& A���। �-� D�E " �A& A���।  

 �� ... .... ....   ... ... ...  .... .... ... ... � (@&���) 
 

Transliteration in Roman Script: 

BADH BHENGE DAO, BADH BHENGE DAO, BADH BHENGE DAO 

BHAN--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- NGO (twice) 

DHA--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- O (once) 

 

English Translation: 

Break the barrier, Break the barrier, Break the barrier, Break. 

Let the imprisoned soul fly away. 

 

‘‘@���� 6� ��� @&�� `�� ���, 6� ��� 6"�� ���&�& ��1� &�� ��, 
���"���� &�! 6"�� 4����� �%�-D��1& 2�� 2�� . �  �< ����� �� 
�? �����! �� 6�� ���-@����� "��#�& "�? &�� !�<� %��68��। 
@����� $�M�" 6"���� "��?� $�M�"-@�����  $�M�" 
������ $�M�"।  
 

*� �����। ’’       
 -��� "��*�।  

 

 

 

------------
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BANGLADESH STUDENTS ACTION COMMITTEE IN GREAT BRITAIN 

34 Gamage Building 

120 Hoi born, LONDON ECI 

Phone 01-405 5917 

 

Ref.   Date-: 3-8-71 

 

Dear Friends. 

 

Amidst this national hardship, this is an occasion when we feel happy to invite 

you to attend a meeting arranged in honor of Mr. Mohiuddin Ahmed, a Bengali 

Diplomat to the Pakistan High Commission in the UK, who has declared his loyalty 

and allegiance to the Government of the Peoples Republic of Bangladesh and 

expressed his desire to serve the people and Government of Bangladesh in any 
capacity. The meeting is to be held at Conway Hall, 25 Red Lion Square, Holborn, 

London, on Sunday, 8th August at 2.00 p.m. 
 

Mr. Justice A. S. Chowdhury, Special Representative of the Government of 

Bangladesh will grace the occasion with his presence. We invite two of your 

representatives to join us in expressing our admiration for his courageous act. 

 

 

A.Z. M. Hossain 
 

 
 

 
-----------
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BANGLADESH PEOPLES CULTURAL SOCIETY 

59. Seymour House 

Tavistock Place 

LONDON WCT 

Phone 837-4542 

August 4, 1971 

Justice A. S. Chowdhury 

Special Envoy of the Peoples Republic of Bangladesh 

11, Goring Street, London, BC 3. 
 

Respected Sir, 
 

Apropos my discussion with you I shall request you to kindly instruct your office 
to print and circulate the text of your speech delivered in the Trafalgar Square on 

August I. I have a feeling that it will help project the views of the Government of the 
Peoples Republic of Bangladesh in a very useful way as it contains the most up to-

date analysis of the situation and explains the objectives of the liberation struggle in 

Bangladesh. Perhaps the text may be available with Paul Connet of Action 

Bangladesh (in his tape recorder). 

 

Assuring you of our very best cooperation. 

 

With kindest regards. 

 
Yours sincerely. 

Enamul Haque 
President 

Bangladesh Peoples Cultural Society. 

 

 

 

-----------
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BANGLADESH STUDENTS ACTION COMMITTEE IN GREAT BRITAIN 

35 Gamage Building 

120 Hoi born, LONDON, EC 1 

Phone 01-405 5917   Date: 12-8-1971 

The President/Secretary/Convenor, 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

You know that the President of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman is being illegally held in West Pakistan. Yahya Khan's Military 

Junta has conspired to execute him and put up a cover story that he will be tried in 

Military Tribunal in camera. 

 

We should warn in public and in black and white about the consequences of this 
trial. 

 
We got to appeal to the World to try and secure the release of our President. 

 

With this view in mind we have planned to insert a full page display 

Advertisement in the Times in its 16th August, 1971 issue. 

 

We propose that the said Advertisement should be inserted with the names and 

addresses of all Bangladesh Action Committee in this country. We also propose that 
all Action Committee should jointly meet the costs of £2600.00 (Two thousand and 

six hundred pounds) only. 
 

The proposed Advertisement will also reply to the so called Pakistan Solidarity 
Front's Advertisement published in the Times recently. 

 

We further propose each committee should contribute a sum of £30.00 ( Pounds 

Thirty only) at least, towards the costs. If your committee would agree to the above 

proposal, please, phone at once and confirm (Office 01-405-5917, evening 01-673-

5720) and send your contribution to Bangladesh Students' Action Committee at your 

earliest convenience. 
 

We have discussed with the Bangladesh Government's Special Representative. 

Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury about the project. 

 

JOI BANGLA. 

A. Z. M. Hossain 

Convenor. 

--------------
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ACTION COMMITTEE FOR 

THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH IN U. K. 

Enfield Unit 

370. LINCOLN ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX 

August 22, 1971 

The Convener 

Steering Committee of 

The Action Committee for 

The people's Republic of Bangladesh In U. K. 

11, Goring Street 

London. E. C. 3 

 

Dear Sir. 

 
We wonder at the news that Mr. Gaus Khan. President of London Action 

Committee Unit has been selected Representative of Action Committee Units for 
Bangladesh in South East England Region. As he has neither been elected 

democratically nor he represents the majority Action Units of this Region which work 

so tirelessly to raise funds (the most vital factor in our struggle) for Bangladesh, we 

like most of them would not want to come under the shade of such umbrella. 

 

So, with the majority, we raise our voice to represent ourselves directly, fairly and 

democratically to the Central Action Committee which would truly reflect the image 
of our nation and which would lead us undauntedly in this struggle-field. 

 
Yours sincerely. 

Md. Shahidur Rahman Khan. 
For Action Committee for the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh in U. K., Enfield Unit. 
 

 

 

-----------
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MUKOOL ENTERPRISE 

PRESENTS 

 

 

JOI BANGLA (Variety Performance) 

EMINENT ARTISTS WILL PARTICIPATE 

THE FUNCTION IN DANCES. SONGS AND MUSICS. 

PLACE-YORK HALL, BETHNAL GREEN, LONDON E. 2. 

Nearest TUBE Station BETHNAL GREEN 

"CENTRAL LINE- 

DATE-SATURDAY 28th August 1971 

TIME-3 p. m. (Doors Open 2.30 p. m.) 

HONOURABLE GUESTS INVITED: 

JUSTICE A. S. CHOWDHURY 
PETER SHORE (MP) 

Rt. Hon. B. J. STONE HOUSE (MP ) 
BRUCE DOUGLAS MANN (MP) 

PAUL CONNETT 

LADY GIFFORD & OTHERS. 

Avoid disappointment and get your tickets early. 

 

Office: 

67. BRICK LANE. 
LONDON, E. 1 

01-247 0968 
 

 
 

-------------
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BANGLADESH PEOPLES CULTURAL SOCIETY 

59, Seymour House 

Tavistock Place 

LONDON WCI 

Phone 837-4542 

1st September 1971 

 

CONFERENCE ON PEOPLES CULTURE OF BANGLADESH 
 

Dear Friend, 
 

For the first time in the United Kingdom, a Conference on the peoples culture of 
Bangladesh has been convened in London on Saturday, the 18th September, 1971 

under the auspices of the Bangladesh Peoples Cultural Society (previously scheduled 
to be held on 21st August). Writers, poets, painters, journalists, musicians, singers, 

teachers, students, scientists and all others engaged in cultural activities are invited to 

attend the- Conference as delegates and participants. The conference would deliberate 

on ways and means to obtain support for the liberation struggle of the peoples of 

Bangladesh, to project the cultural basis of our nationalism, to impress upon the world 
opinion the inevitability of the independence of Bangladesh, and particularly to 

establish close contact with the progressive and freedom-loving intellectuals of the 
world in favor of the struggle against the worst kind of dictatorship and colonialism in 

Bangladesh. 
 

We would request upon the Bangladesh Action Committees and Associations of 

all Cities and Regions in the United Kingdom to nominate large numbers of delegates 

to the conference and send their names in advance to the above address by the 14th 

September 1971. 

 

Besides the delegates from the U. K., Professor A. R. Mallick, the Vice-

Chancellor of the University of Chittagong and the Roving Ambassador of the 

Peoples Republic of Bangladesh, and. Mr. Zahir Raihan, the renowned litterateur and 

Film Director of Bangladesh have been invited to attend the conference as the 

representatives of the Bangladesh Liberation Council of the Intelligentsia in 

Bangladesh, has kindly consented to inaugurate the Conference. 
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The following is the tentative programme:  

Date: Sunday, the 19th September, 1971 

Place: Conway Hall, Red Lion Square, London, W. C. 1. (tube: Holborn) 
Inauguration & Discussion: 10 am to 1 pm 

Revolutionary Dance Drama & Musical Soiree: 2.30 pm to 5 pm 
We hope you will be able to send delegates and shall be grateful if you would 

forward their names at your very earliest. 
 

Joi Bangla. 
 

Yours fraternally, 

Munni Rahman (Mrs.) 

General Secretary. 

 

To discharge the expenses at least £ 1.00 conference fee for each delegate may 

kindly be forwarded at the above address. 

 

 

 

 

--------------
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BANGLADESH PEOPLES CULTURAL SOCIETY 

59, Seymour House 

Tavistock Place 

LONDON WCI 

Phone 837-4542   September 10, 1971 

 

Actions to be taken: 

Publicity: 
1. Janomot 

2. Bangladesh 
3. Leaflets: 

 a. La Continental Cinema 
 b. La Palesium 

 c. Brick Lane 
 d. Hassel St. 

 e. Commercial Rd., 

 f. Holloway Road, Bachoo's shop 

 g………………… 

 i…………………. 
 j…………………. 

 k………………… 
 

Rehearsal : 
 1. Friday, September 10-Boys dance at Mardyl St. 

 2. Saturday, September 11-Full rehearsal, inform all singers, dancers, musicians. 

 3. Sunday, Bangladesh Bhaban 

 

Mike: 

1. Send a Cheque for £15.0() to M. Lightfoot of Stage Sound, 14, Langley St. 

    WC2 before, Sunday the 12th September. 

 2. Contact caretaker of the hall, if he can install; pay him tips. 

 3. Contact Mr. Khair's son for arrangement of the amplification. 
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Stage: 

 1. Bulbul and Rouf to confer and decide as (o the design. 

 2. Can be supplemented by artificial plants, bamboo stipes etc.. 

 

Lighting Effects: 

 1.  2 persons must be in charge. I on the balcony, the other on the switch panel. 
 2.  Another one with the lighting effect machine. 

 3.  Contact the hall keeper immediately to see what he needs to install. Ask him 
to close shutter so that day light can be controlled. Pay him tips. 
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  A���� &���G  

    *�� 6�� $�|� ��B����*�� 6�� $�|� ��B����*�� 6�� $�|� ��B����*�� 6�� $�|� ��B����    
 
  �?'�� &���G ($�1 �������� ���& D�1� �)  
  

    �"G ����� �����"G ����� �����"G ����� �����"G ����� ����, , , , @"��@"��@"��@"��    
 
  (��L ������& � D���*&। ����# 6"k�E �������� ���& 6$�!।  
  

  p�G &��� ��&��� ��&��� ��&��� ��,,,, ��/ ��� �C����, �����।  
 

  $"�G ����� � ����������� � ����������� � ����������� � ������ 
 

    wz � wx�� �$��[�, wxyw, ����G �-w� �"��।  
 D��� ">�1G w ��A� "�L।  
 
 4����[ ���&� $�M� &� 4��� ��� ����  &�G 
        ������  E-$�C'�� $�$� 
        �x �$�"�� ��A$ 
        �1���d& �m$, /��A�$-w 
        �H�G zuy-����। 
 

-------------
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TS 15/101 IN B0104 YR0436X 
CKA242 CS313/0 GBLB BU INCA 023 

CALCUTTA 23 20 1940 
URGENT BANGLADESH LONDON 2W 

 
FOR JUSTICE ABU SAYEED CHOWDHURY FOREIGN MINISTER UNABLE 

TO COME, KINDLY PROCEED TO NEW YORK TO LEAD DELEGATION. 

 

-ALAM 

 

 

----------
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ACTION BANGLADESH COM Mil TEE 

239. Nags Head Road. 

Ponders End. Enfield. 

7.9.71 

Mr. John Stonehousc, M. P. 

House of Commons, 

Westminster, London, S. W. I. 

 

Dear Sir, 
 

We, the undersigned wish to bring to your notice the following facts for your kind 
perusal. 

 
On Sunday the 8th of August, 1971 we met at 195, Nags Head Road. Enfield, 

Middlesex, and resolved unanimously to form a Committee under the title "Action 
Bangladesh Committee-Enfield" with a view of conducting our activities in an 

organized and disciplined manner. It was resolved that Mr. Abdul Karim Convenor of 

(239. Nags Head Road, Enfield, Middlesex.) be given the responsibility of making all 

sorts of contact with the members of the public and other bodies. 

 

Accordingly, the Convenor got in touch with the Steering Committee of the 

Action Committee for the People's Republic of Bangladesh in U. K. for receipt book 

for collection to the Bangladesh Fund to which you are a Trustee. The receipt books 

No. 9901991 and 992 serial No. from 24726-24765224776-24800 were issued on 16. 

8. 71. collection went ahead smoothly. On the 23rd August, a total sum of £308.00 

being the proceeds of the collection was deposited with the Steering Committee which 

was acknowledged by Mr. M. M. Haque for and on behalf of the Steering 

Committee. 

 
We were promised further issue of receipt books but all in vain now we are being 

told that the receipt books will no longer be issued, we insisted that the decision of the 
Steering Committee be confirmed in writing, but without any success. 

 
We tried to get in touch with Justice Abu Sayeed Choudhury but the Steering 

Committee is a stumbling block which is difficult to surmount. 
 

We would like to urge upon you as a Trustee to do the needful so that we are 

supplied with the receipt books in order that we could carry on collection for the 
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Bangladesh Fund. Wet the under mentioned members are keen to contribute to 

Bangladesh Fund and any artificial barriers should be dismantled in order to frustrate 

any designs to obstruct the flow of money to the Bangladesh Fund. 

We should be grateful if you would be kind enough to address our Convenor for 
all communications. 

 
Your faithfully. 

Lutfur Rahman 
 

------------- 
RT. HON      20.Gillingham Street. 

JOHN STONEHOUSE    London. S.W.I. 

B Sc. (Bcon.). M P.     7
th

 October. 1971 

Tel. 01-834 0922. 

 

 

Dear Aziz, 

 

1 shall be glad if you would look into the problem raised in the enclosed letter 

from the Bangladesh Committee in Enfield. 

 

Yours Ever 

Sd/- 

Mr. M.A.H. Bhuia 
Bangladesh Steering Committee 

11 Goring Street, 
London. E.C.3. 

Encl 
 

 
 

 

------------
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BANGLADESH ASSOCIATION 

Lancashire and Adjacent Counties 

 

A. Matin.       336, Stockport Road, 

Chairman.       Manchester 13. 

Latif Ahmed.       Tel. 061-273 3422 

General Secretary. 

Date 30th Sept. 1971 

Mrs. M. Rahman 

General Secretary 

BANGLADESH PEOPLES CULTURAL SOCIETY 

59 Saymour House 

London W. C. 1 

 
Dear Madam, 

 
Pursuant to a resolution of our Executive Committee I have much pleasure to 

invite your Society to stage a cultural performance at the Free Trade Hall, Manchester 

on the 16th October'71. 

 

We shall bear all the expenses required for arranging the function. And half of the 

proceeds of sale of tickets shall be deposited to the fund of Bangladesh Peoples 

Cultural Society. 
 

We hope you will be able to accept our invitation and shall be grateful if you 
would confirm at your very earliest. 

Yours in solidarity, 
Zahirul H. Chowdhury 

For General Secretary. 
Copy to the President of 

The Bangladesh Peoples Cultural Society. 
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The Convention Committee of the Action Committee, 

11. Goring Street, 

London. EC3 

 

Dear Sirs, 

 

We the undersigned persons who come from the Moulvibazar Subdivision of 

Sylhet District of Bangladesh and now residing in U. K. would like to draw your 

attention to the fact that a few self-styled leader, of our locality, now staying in 

London, are purporting to represent the 'people of Moulvibazar in U. K. by setting up 

an organisation under the name of "Moulvibazar Association" with some ulterior 

motives. We understand I the so- called Moulvibazar Association remitted some 

money to India in the name of helping the refugees' a few months ago and 

subsequently put up a huge publicity in the press in this country, as well as. in India. 
This sort of cheap publicity caused an awful damage in promoting a national feeling 

among all Bengali people in U. K. and, we feel, it created doubts and 
misunderstanding in the minds of other Bengali brethren about the activities 

of people from Moulvibazar. 

 

On the other hand, we believe that the above-mentioned publicity also placated 

the 

name of Moulvibazar to the notice of the barbarous Yahya regime in Bangladesh, as a 

result of which, they picked on Moulvibazar and heavily bombed the area and 
persecuted our brothers and sisters indiscriminately. 

 
This sort of parochialism is indeed most regrettable which, we apprehend, will 

create further misunderstanding in the minds of freedom loving people of Bangladesh 
and discourage our brothers from Moulvibazar in U. K. to participate more actively in 

our movement. 
 

Hope you will no doubt give due consideration to this matter and see that no 

parochial slogan is encouraged. 

 

Dated, London   Yours faithfully, 

1st October, 1971.        

        (Signatures of 56 persons) 

 

 

 

-------------
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MUST A MILLION CHILDREN DIE? 

The Road From Bangladesh 
 

The President        12 October 1971 
 

AN APPEAL 
 

Dear Sir, 

 

1. In East Bengal, the world is witnessing a holocaust unmatched since Hitler-and 

'witnessing' is the operative word. While a million or more of innocent men. women 

and children have been killed as a result of the Army action, and millions have fled, 

and world has done little but to look on in paralyzed horror, sighing for the victims 

and offering the survivors among them alms but taking no effective measures to 

ameliorate even the incontrovertibly international aspect of the tragedy: the forced 
flight of over 9, 000.000 (the equivalent of the combined populations of Sweden and 

New Zealand or the equivalent of the population of London!) terrorized Bengali 
refugees to India. There is no end to the terror, there is no end to the human trail, and 

this situation has been going on since March when the Army action began. The latest 

figures are that at least 40,000 refugees a week are still crossing the borders. The 

tragedy is appalling and indescribable, so we have had to seek the help of the "Sunday 

Times" and the "Daily Telegraph" and enclose some pictures of the human miseries as 

seen, by their own reporters in June and. as recently as, in September. Multiply these 

pictures a million fold and try to imagine the sheer size of the tragedy in West Bengal 

refugee camps and on the roads from Bangladesh. 

 

2. The situation inside East Bengal is worse. Army action still continues; villages 

are still being burned: thousands are still leaving. We have now a civil war in 

Bangladesh which is reminiscent of the early stages of the Vietnam War. The war has 
prevented sowing or rice seeds in many areas; the food-distribution and the 

communication systems remain disrupted which, faced with guerilla action, the 
Pakistan Army is unable to restore. The fateful result of this is that there is now a very 

real threat of a famine which unless some action is taken in time, could become the 
greatest human disaster yet in the history of mankind. Experts are predicting up to 

40,000,000 people could perish starting this November unless something is done 
swiftly by the world community. 

 
3. We write to you now urging you to do something to help the people who face a 

famine before it is too late. British people have done a great deal for the suffering 
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millions around the world. We believe that in the present crisis in Bengal, you are in a 

special position to do something. Before we put our specific proposals, we ought to 

give you some of the more serious reports and comments in the press pointing to the 

gravity of the situation : 

a.   Mr. Reg Prentice M.P., was a member of the Parliamentary delegation which 

recently visited both Pakistan and India to study the present crisis. In the New 

Statesman of 16th July 1971. he wrote 
 

" ... As we drove up the road...we drove past thousands of new refugees crowding 
the road on either side. They just kept coming, for mile after mile, people of all 

ages carrying their cooking pots and little bundles of possessions. Young children 
were carrying babies a few weeks old. Some people were lying helplessly in the 

ditches...and so it goes on-sometimes as many as 1,000.000 new refugees a day 

reaching India. 

 

b. Mother Theresa, 69, the missionary who runs a village in India for three 

hundred lepers, winner of the pope's Peace Prize earlier this year, said on arrival in 

London on 24th September-  

"Reports from East Pakistan indicated that the shooting of refugees appears to 

have begun again". 

 

This means that the human trail is not ending, not yet. 

 
c. The Pope called an urgent meeting on 25th September of Roman Catholic 

relief officials to discuss the "steady worsening" in the living condition of civil war 
survivors in East Pakistan. The Pope's announcement came after the Catholic relief 

organization Caritas International said that East Pakistan faced a disastrous famine 
unless the world governments provide help within the next few weeks. 

 
d. Lincoln C. Chen and Jon E. Rhode of Harvard Medical School have written-  
 

"The critical period lies immediately ahead. The similarities between the famine 

of 1943 with present trends in East Pakistan are striking. The malnourished state 

of the 7.5 million refugees (now 9 millions) who have fled into India attests the 

deteriorating situation within East Pakistan. Reliable estimates project that the 

current food shortage will affect approximately 25 million people: the landless 

laborer, the deficit fanner, craftsman, factory worker and urban poor. The number 

that will die of starvation is unknown." 
 

e.  Mr. Peter Shore, M. P., a former Labor Cabinet Minister, has just returned 

from a visit to India-East Pakistan border. He wrote in the Sunday Times of 5th 

September-  
 

"The prospects for famine are grim...No one can tell what the East Bengal gross 

food deficit amounts to... The urgency of all this cannot be over stressed... India 
has so far absorbed 8 million people from East Pakistan. They are not refugees 

from hunger. They the refugees from oppression and fear. If hunger takes an 
increasing grip in East 
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Pakistan in the months ahead, yet another tide of refugees will flow across the 

border." 

f. Describing the appalling conditions in the refugee camps in West Bengal 
Nicholas Tomalin of the Sunday Times wrote under the caption 'Must a million 

children die"? (Sunday Times 26th September)-  
"By the end of each week people have long since finished their ration supplies (of 

200 grams of rice). They are desperate. So to get their food earlier next day they 
queue all night, squatting under black umbrellas in long lines fenced in with 

bamboo. They looked like penned cattle…… 
 

 "I saw one of them (a child) return to my next door rent. His hungry family 

awaited him for it Was six days since they had collected their rations-and their 

food had run out. He was only five, he scarcely knew what was happening, and he 

was an obedient member of his family. So he saw his brass pot of milk taken from 

him and shared round six people. Father took the largest gulp, brothers and sisters 

drank greedily. For the little boy all that was left was a large table-spoonful of 

milk...This 

 

small incident multiplied a million fold. Presents worst potential disaster of 

all...these children need massive supplementary feeding if they are to survive." 

 

4. Sir, we can go on giving you quotes but, we are sure, you already know enough. 

We now write to you seeking your help and moral support. We ask you to do 
whatever you can to provide relief and succor to the suffering millions in both East 

and West Bengal (please see pictures). The problem is of enormous magnitude but the 
aid far has been scanty. For the sake of humanity, in conscience. We, each one of us. 

should and must do all we can. 
 

PROGRAMME FOR ACTION 
 

Our appeal to you: Please organise any effort within your University Polytechnic 

College / Institution to raise money for "United Action Bangladesh Relief Fund". You 

may like to: 

(a)  Hold a dance or any other function to raise money; 

(b)  Observe "Help Bangladesh Week" and ask people for donations; 

 (c)  Observe a day's fast and let students donate that day's expenses towards 

feeding of hungry millions; 

(d)  Ask willing students to fill in Banker's Orders for a regular contribution; 

(e)  Explore other means to raise money; 

(f)  Ask your Government and other world governments to rush aid. 
 

We will of course be too ready to co-operate with you and be of any assistance to 

you, and if necessary, to arrange for one of us to come and talk to you. 
 

6. United Action-Bangladesh has established the relief fund for the specific 

purpose of relief and help to the suffering millions. The name of the fund is "United 
Action- 
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Bangladesh Relief Fund". Its Bankers are : 

National Westminster Bank Limited, 

43 Kingsway. London WC2B 6TN. 

Ale No. 01533118 
Bank Code No. 01-04-78 

 
Please send your contributions direct to this account. Cheques should be made 

payable to "United Action-Bangladesh Relief Fund" and crossed "A/c Payee only". 
 

The Trustees of the Fund are; 
 (1)Rt. Rev. Trevor Huddleston, Bishop of Stepney; 

 (2)Lady Gifford; 

 (3)Rt. Hon. Richard Crossman, M. P.; 

 (4)Mr. S. I. Aziz, A. M. B. I. M. 

 

 

We are Sir, 

 

Yours faithfully. 

1.Md. A. Samad Khan 

2.R. U. Ahamed 

3.Md. Abdur Rob 

4.A. Matlib 

5……………  
6.A. H. Joarder 

for United Action-Bangladesh 
 

 
 

 
--------------
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(���&��) 
6 d, wxyw 

 

।। 4k ���� ���� �� ।। 
��� � $�������G @�"�� �& 

 
[�'�3� ��। �"�2�  *�। ] 

�&#�E��� । ।  ��#� ��"�! �� �1�����  
  �"�2�� /��&�! �� ���* �&�<� । ।  
  ��"�n" ��"�n" n��� n��� $����� 
  ��<�! 6&�� ���F �'�3 ����"��  
  �1�"� �'���� ������ 6����� ।।  
   
  ��*��� �"& ��� �*��&��� n�$�� 
  �A &�� &� ���� @��� ���n *�$�� 
  ��� ��&  �� D�E S��E ���� ।।  
[��#E �"�2�  *�। 6��� �'�3। �1�। ]  
�&#�E। । ��� ��� @%��� 6"���� �& ��� A��� 
  H$��� $� �U� /��� � � ��#�� । ।  
  "��0 �!� ��&� �� �� 
  ����� $� ����� 4�� 
  6"���� ���� � � &�0 U���� ��<�� । ।  
�&#�E� । ।  ���� 6$�� �*�����  
  ��%�� ���� ��  ���   
  �& &�� �0&�� ���& 6�� ��� �&� ��$�� ।। 
[��#E �"�2�  *�। 7���� D���। ] 
7��� । ।   ��& /�"� /�" ����1 ���* ����� 
��� ��$� 
  �,��� ��&�� ���f ��� ��,�� ��&�� ���$ । ।  
�&#�E । ।  ��*�� ��*�� $^� ���� ��� ��% ���� 
  @" ���� ��� ���n�� ��%  ��� ���� ।।  
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7��� । ।  ����� �� $"$1� ��% A0�! �&�� *�" 
  ��% ���� $� �� $������� 2�"�� ���Y &�" 
  =$1-�$� 6� 6"�� �"�� ��&��Y @& �*�� 
  ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��� ���� ।।  
�&#�E । ।  �� �& �� ���� ���� �& ����� U��� ���� । ।  
7��� । ।   �% ������ ����%  �"  �" ����� ����� ���� 
  ��& /�"� /�" ���1 ���* ����� 
��� ��$� 
  �,��� ��&�� ���f ��� ��,�� ��&�� ���$ । ।  
[7���� Dp�।  !�L  � ���& ���� D���। ] 
���& �� । ।   �B&�� ��� ���� �� $�� ��% 
  �B&�� ��� ���� � ���� ������ ��,���� A��� �% । ।  
@& !�L । ।   ��� ��$�� �&��� �% 
  ��$�� &�� ����� $��%  
  ��%� ���"�� ������ ��% 
  �B&�� ��� ���� �� $�� ��% । ।  
$&�� ।।  *� ����� । । *� ����� । ।  
  (���&���� Dp�।) 
 [� ���`��� ��। 7���� D���।] 
7��� । ।   ��& /�"�/�" ��& /�"�/�" ��& /�"�/�" /�" 
  "�� ���� $� "��� ��� *F� ����� 9&�"  
  ���������� ��&�� )�� H� ��&� ��$� 
  ��,�� ��&�� �&�� ��� �,��� ��&�� ���$ 
  � �"�� ��% �& &�� A��� �&�$ ��,��% D�E 
  �)� "� 6$�! ���< ��P��� 6� ��0� ।। 
�&#�E । ।   �&" &�� 6% "� $��% ����" ���� 
  ����� ���� �� $������ ��*��  �" ���� ।।  
7��� ।।   �� $������� "��� �"��� ��� ���� � &����  
  $��� *�� ��U� ����� �� &� 6� "���� 
  ��$ &�� ���#E &�� �%& �&���% ��� 
  $��* �& �&A �$ U"�� �!�< "��� ��� । ।  
�&#�E� । ।  ��� ��F��� ��� ��F��� 
  ���&� ��*� �? ���� ��� ��F��� 
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   2�" �& @��� ��F�� �� ����  
   ��� �&�� q 6$� �� ����  
   6��� �? ���� �� �������� 6* &�e��� ।।  
[7���� Dp�। ��#E � ���`��� ��। ] 
�&#�E । ।   $�$� )� �� �&���� ���*�! ����� �&�����  
   ����� ����E�� *�� �! ���$�� ����� 
   ����� 9��� 6�"  ��Y &�� 
   41�� ��?�& 6�" �1�� &�� 
   "'��1�& &�� �� �� "'��1 ����  
   �����& &�� �� ^� �� ����  
   *���� =$�& 6�" 41���� $��� �"�� �� 
   *�� $���& ���& $�1 �*� �$%� 6- ।।  
$&�� । ।   ��?� �� &�� 4��1����  
   ��?� ���� ��� ��� $����।  
   �'��� ���� ���� �����  
   �:��� �� ��� *<��� 
   ���r� 2'E� ���� ��� ������  
   ��% ��� D��&�� *�I� 4��&�� । ।  
�&#�E� । ।   @���� A�0�! �7A 
   2�� ��$ �% �&A 
   
����� $�M��" 
   ����% 4����" । ।  
$&�� ।।   ������ �&��# �&��# 
   D����� Z�� ����# 
   6�! ���� ����� 
   ����� �� �� । ।  
["��?�HB�*� �����& ��� &��&*�� D���।] 
�&#�E� । ।   �& �� A8��$ *��  ���& ���& 
   
����� �" ���& ���� ���� 
    ����� ��*�� D�E 
   D���� "� $��� ��UE 
   ������ D��� $� 6���* 
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   ���F &�� �� �� । ।  
�&#�E । ।  
����� �����  
  
����� �����  
   ������  �%��� ��,�����  
  �� 1�& ��e��  
  ��$�� �& &�,��� 
  ��% $� &���� 4��&�� ।।  
$&�� । ।  *I���" �� � ��������  
  ���"�� �1��� &�� �� ��#  
    ��"��� 4���� �� &����� &��  
    6� &���� ��$ ����� ���� ��� ���  
    "� �� @%��� $� A�0 H��$ 
    &���! ��" �% ��� 6� ��� । ।  
�&#�E । ।   ��- 
  "�� �*�����   ��,%�  
  �*���$ ���� ��,%�  
  $���$ �*��� ��,%� 
 �� 6`��  ��,%�  
$&�� । ।  $����� ��%  
  6"�� $��%  
  "*�� �&#�E  
  ��,��% ���E 
�&#�E । ।  ����� ��� ��,%� 
  $��% *�� ��,%� 
$&�� । ।   ��,%� ��  ��,%�  
  ��,%� ��  ��,%� 
�&#�E � �&#�E� ।   &�������   ��� ��"���  
   ���  �,�� 6� �����< 
   ���� 4���� $&� ����  
  ���!  ���n� �0��! �0��  
  "��*�� �"�� ����% 
  $���� $���� ��<� ���% 
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$&�� । ।  @% &���� �&!�% �% 
  6"�� "*�� ��� ��<�% 
  6"�� ���� H$� H��%  
  ��%�  �� 6` !<�% 
 
�&#�E । ।   ��- 
  �� *�"�� ��,%�  
  ��� ���� ��,%�  
  $���$ �*��� ��,%� 
  �� 6`�� ��,%�  
$&�� ।।  $����� ��% 
  6"�� $��% 
  "*�� �&#�E 
  ��,��% ���E  
�&#�E । ।   ����� ��� ��,%� 
  $��% *�� ��,%� 
$&�� । ।   ��,%� ��  ��,%� 
  ��,%� ��  ��,%� 
�&#�E � �&#�E� ।। ����� ���# $>�� ��" 
  6���� ���� $��� ���  
  6$�� 6$�� �$% .�� 
  6$�� $"�* ���#E�� 
  6$�� 6$�� �$% 
��* 
  $�"1����� S�"& ��* 
$&�� ।।  @�$� "*�� �&#�E ��% 
  @��� $��% &�� �<�%  
  $��� "��? 4����#  
  6$�� 6$�� ��������� 
�&#�E ।।   ��- 
  "��? ��� ���� ��� ��,%� ��,%� ��,%�  
  4c ���� ���� �� ��,%� ��,%� ��,%�  
  ��& H����� @� �� ���    ��,%� ��,%� ��,%�  
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  "��? �HB�* �" �����  ��,%� ��,%� ��,%�  
  ��� ���& 6�! ����� ��  ��,%� ��,%� ��,%� 
  �$ ���� ���� ��*� D�E  ��,%� ��,%� ��,%� 
  $���$ ������ "*�� �&#�E  ��,%� ��,%� ��,%� 
  $���$ ������ ��*���  ��,%� ��,%� ��,%� 
  $� ����� ��� ��#  ��,%� ��,%� ��,%� 
  
��� ��� ��������   ��,%� ��,%� ��,%� 
  "�? ��� ���� ���  ��,%� ��,%� ��,%� 
  4c ���� ���� ��  ��,%� ��,%� ��,%� । ।  
 

 
��� &��G 6 d, wxyw । ���&��� %��1���� ����5 ���� "{����। 

 

 

 

     -------------- 
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������" $>L  ����� 

wv% 4����� "1��Pd��� 4��T��1 
$��C'��& 4�T��� ���d��    

��������  E-$�C'�� $�$��� 
�����L  

w� 4�����, wxyw 

 

���������� ���������� ���������� ����������     

����� $�M��"� ��m�� 6���1 
����� $�M��"� ��m�� 6���1 
����� $�M��"� ��m�� 6���1 
����� $�M��"� ��m�� 6���1     

4c ���� ���� ��4c ���� ���� ��4c ���� ���� ��4c ���� ���� ��    
(((('�1��1'�1��1'�1��1'�1��1))))    

�  �������L��  �������L��  �������L��  �������L�    
 

��������G 
 

��������  E$�C'�� $�$�  

BANGLADESH PEOPLES CULTURAL 

SOCIETY, LONDON 

 

�����G wv% 4�����, wxyw 
p�G �  ��/ ��, "1���d��  

$"�G .��� ��<��  

 

D�����L� *1 ��� ����� � �0&��G 

�������� @1��$��$����������� @1��$��$����������� @1��$��$����������� @1��$��$���    
�1��&������ � ��r����� @��&� 
uuv d&����� ���/, "1���d��  

�H�G �vw-�yu u��� 
 
 

------------- 
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�D��� ��,��� ��$� ���� ������ ���& 
�������� 6�� $�|� ��B�����& ���� ���0 

@1�&� &�"��� �����L  wy 4�����, wxyw 

 

AL-MAARJ HOSPITAL 

AL-MARJ (BRACE), LIBYA 

17.10.71 

*�� ��B���� $����,  

6"�� $���" ���। 4�&�� �>��� 6��� &��! ���0 ���� *�����!��" �� 6�" @�� /�G 
�"�G 6�.$ $���" w�� d����� ��A� �������� H��� ���0���!। �1���&� �U ���& w�� ��A��� 
��$� �����!। �&� 6����� &�! ���& ��$� ����" �। ��$��� �&� D���* �!� �; �&� ������ 
"����� �����! ��������  ���"�¡� �U ���& �$���� 6"����� ��&�� @�� ����# &�� 6"�� 
6�.� ��"� � /�G >�� 6�" ��B���� D��1�& �� ��A� &�� ���0���!। ����� ��$� ���। @ 
�1����� @&�� o���¢� � ��� 4$����� 6�!। ��$� ��<����< ���� ��&� $�M�� ��<����< ���।  

6����� &�! ���& &� *�L ����"� ���Y, �$*1 6����� $&��& *��% �"����&���। 
6����� 4���� �%�L ��0��� ����� ��� ��� ��। �&� �1�����% 6"�� ��3�� ]�� &��! �।  

... ��$������ �/A�� &��! 6� ���0 ����!। @&% ��_�-�&���� 6"���� .G�-.���� 2���� @�� 
6"���� $_�-$_���� "�? ������ r$-Dr�$ M�E &���, 
������� ��_� &���, &�� ����। q 
���� D��U�� �%��" ���� ��" 68������ *����"� ���^ ���� ����� *$����E�& ���_� 
�Gr�$ �H��� ����......। *� �����*� �����*� �����*� �����  

 

                 /�G @, �&, @", 6�.� ���H*  
Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury 

11, Goring St.. London EC 3 U.K. 

 

 

------------------ 
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CONVENTION COMMITTEE OF THE ACTION COMMITTEE 

FOR THE PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH IN U. K. 

11 GORING STREET, London EC 3. 

November I. 1971. 

The President/Secretary, 

Dear Friends, 

 

As per the resolution of the Convention Committee at a meeting held on 22nd 

October, 1971. arising out of objections raised by several local Committees to the 

conduct, validity and bonafide of South England Regional Committee, you are 

requested to send two representatives from your Committee to the meeting of all the 

Committees of South England Region to be held on Sunday. 7th November. 1971 at 

Lady Margaret Church Hall. Lady Margaret Road, Kentish Town N. W. 5 (Kentish 

Town Tube Station), at 2 P.M. 
 

Only authorized representatives will be allowed into the meeting on presentation 
of the admission cards supplied herewith. 

 

Yours fraternally. 

( M. A. H. BHUIA)  

Convenor. 

 

On behalf of the Convention Committee comprising of the following members:  
I. Mr. M. A. H. Bhuia 2. Mr. Sk. A. Mannan 3. Mr. Gous Khan  

4. Mr. M. A. Matin 5. Mr. Arab Ali 6. Mr. A. M. Tarafdar 
 

ADMIT ONE 
 

I, ___________________________ have been duly authorised by----------------------- 
 ___ Committee to be present at the meeting called by the Convenor of the 

Convention Committee to be held on Sunday 31st October, 1971. 

 

Convenor, 

Convention Committee. 

 

Signature of the President/Secretary 

of _______________  

 

 

 

---------------
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JOY BANGLA 

BANGLADESH YOUTH LEAGUE 

 

11 TIN STREET 

OLDHAM 

LANCS. 

Telephone:061-624 3189      Date, the 4
th

 Nov, 1971. 

 

To 

 

The Steering Committee of the Action Committee for the Peoples’ Republic of 

Bangladesh in United Kingdom. 

 

*��, 
 6�" �������� ‘��E ��� �’ �U ���& 6����� "��H�� "��� �������� ��B���� 
$������ A���� &�"� &��!। 6"���� ‘��E �� ’ ������ @ ���_ D�� ����� �� ��A� *"� 
����!। 6"���� D��1�&� %Y� A? ��A�`�� 6"���� ��� �$�� "��?������ *1  �" &��< 
�������� �1���� &�� ���&।  
 
 6�� &�� �������� $���� @ ��#�� �:� 6�-� ���।  
 
 ��% 6"���� ��$�`�� �&���� ���� ���� ��B,!����, 6���� 4�� $o� 6"����� A���� 
�� &����।  
 6"���� $�M�"� $���" �%�।  
 

%�� 
Bangladesh Youth  League 

Oldham, 

Lancs. 

 
 

 
-------------
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Confidential 

15-11-71 

Exclusive to Justice A. S. Chowdhury 

 

This note favors the proposition to immediately establish a Bangladesh cultural 

centre in London. It will be an organisation with a 3 member management committee 

consisting of: 

 

1. Justice Chowdhury 
 

2. Honorary Director of the centre 
 

3. One representative of the Steering Committee or its successor Comminee. 
 

It will be financed by the Steering Committee and other private sources. It has 

every possibility of being self-sufficient. At the moment one room either at 11. 

Goring street or in the Bangladesh Mission will house the centre. 
 

The centre will lie headed by the Director. Only one Assistant and a part time 

Typist - cum-Clerk will be the paid employees. All others will be recruited on the 

basis of voluntary service. 
 

The general aim of (lie centre is to canyon the freedom struggle of Bangladesh in 
a different arena with a different kind of weapon. The centre would endeavor to 

project the cultural basis of our nationalism to show the inevitability of the 
independence of Bangladesh, to establish and sustain liaison with supporters of 

Bangladesh among foreign nationals, to project the rich cultural heritage of 
Bangladesh in order to attract public attention towards the positive aspect and 

soundness of Bangladesh nationhood, to publish sophisticated literature that would be 

appreciated by the intelligentsia, to invite eminent citizens of the world to participate 

in discussions on aspects of Bangladesh, to sponsor- exhibitions of photographs, 

paintings, films, posters etc. on Bangladesh, to create a library and a documentation 

centre containing books, journals, newspapers, films, slides, records, maps, charts etc. 

to work as the research cell for the Bangladesh Mission, Central Action Committee or 

any other such authority, to arrange for the celebration of the Shahid Day (21st 

February), Independence Day (20th March), Bengali New Years Day (14th April), 

Tagore Birth Day (Bill May), Nazrul Birth Day (26th May) and such other national 

anniversaries in a befitting manner etc. 
 

It is about six months that the Bangladesh Peoples Cultural Society has been 

actively pursuing a programme on the above line of creating mass awareness among 

the Bangladesh citizens in U. K. In course of its activities it has derived at 

collaborating with 
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all other organizations with similar objectives, such as the Steering Committee, the 

Students Action Committee, the Women's Action Committee. Action Bangladesh, etc. 

But the Bangladesh Peoples Cultural Society is an assembly of heterogeneous 

elements and is naturally bound to submit to the and strains of its compositional 

weakness. Also being a voluntary Society it cannot implementing serious programme 

and has no funds at its command. It can at best be helpful in carrying out same work 

of popular nature ( c. g. patriotic music, dance recital etc.) assigned by the centre. 

Finally, it is not too much to expect that the centre would be treated, by virtue of 

its nature of work, as a rallying point of Bangladesh citizens of all opinions and would 

likely to a permanent institution even after the struggle for freedom has been 

successfully won. This, in its expanded form, would be treated as a legacy of the 

freedom movement of Bengalees in United Kingdom. 

 

In order to understand the utility of an institution like the Bangladesh Cultural 

Centre, we may point out same inadequacies as far as organizational situation in 
London is concerned. The following are illustrative examples and are not aimed at 

complaining against anyone. 
 

(i) During the last seven months Justice Chowdhury has met many eminent 
politicians, diplomats, journalists, and useful citizens in Europe and America. As 

far as it is known, such meetings have not been followed up by subsequent 
occasional polite and personal correspondence. Mere mailing of printed bulletin 

to their addresses can hardly be a substitute. The centre can take care of 

sustaining such contracts under the general guidance of Justice Choudhury. 

 

(ii) The Steering Committee or its successor committee will, because of its 

objectives, be always bouy in politically organizing the Bangladesh citizens in 

U. K. by arranging meetings, processions, etc. Their main occupation would be 

to procure funds and keep us engaged and united in our struggle for freedom. 

One should not expect them to be able to undertake directly the sophisticated 

works outlined earlier in this note. 

 

(iii)The same may be the case for the diplomats who have recently expressed their 

allegiance to Bangladesh. Without any reflection on their otherwise competence, 

they arc trained bureaucrats who can hardly take initiative on their own to 
handle cultural activities to promote a revolutionary struggle. This can be 

illustrated by a recent example. Mr. Hasnein Beikal, the editor of the Al-Ahram 
of Egypt and the most influential man of letters in the Arab world, was in 

London in October. It was reported in the newspapers also. But it appears that 
no one took initiative in arranging a meeting with him for Justice Chowdhury. 

What a great miss! 
 

(iv) Even a pro-Pakistan newspaper like the Dawn of Karachi published in the 

beginning of November the news of bomb explosion in Dacca DIT television 

tower, in National Press Trust Morning News building, and the closure of 

Karnaphuli Paper Mills, the biggest in Asia, due to guerilla activities. These 
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Were indeed more remarkable news items than the stereotyped border 

incursions. Regrettably none of these items got mention in either of the Bengali 

bi-weekly or the English fortnightly, officially published from London. Indeed 

the creation of such a centre would always, with their continued research 

activities, be helpful to the Press Section of the Mission so that balanced and 

useful information are circulated. 

(v) Andre Malraux, the eminent French intellectual has offered his support for and 

active collaboration with the Bangladesh struggle. It is not known whether any 

authority or individual, on behalf of Bangladesh, has exploited his offer. The 

Bangladesh Centre would have taken up the case and would have put him in 

contact with the government at Mujibnagar and used him for propaganda 

purpose in an appropriate way. 

 

(vi) It has been a proven practice to publish suitably designed posters with lucid, 
slogans to keep up the tempo of any struggle. The Bangladesh Cultural Centre 

would immediately bring out several posters in Bengali (and also in English and 
French) for permanent display in Bengali restaurants, offices, and in public 

premises like libraries, museums, railway stations, air-ports, post-offices etc. 
 

(vii)It is noticed with great satisfaction that the entire mass of the Bengalees, 
majority of them are though illiterate, have supported the cause of an 

independent Bangladesh. The spirit so far has been excellent. But the danger is 
even greater if this mass is not educated through practical measures the new 

basis of our nationhood, i. e., the secular character of Bangladesh in place of the 

religious hypocrisy of Pakistan. Mere slogans would hardly remove this well- 

nourished prejudice. The enemies of Bangladesh can easily fight on this ground 

even without using their guns, unless immediate efforts are made to take 

simultaneous measures to clearly demonstrate that the new stale of Bangladesh 

will create a society which will neither exploit nor interfere with the religion of 

the masses. The confidence of the people in this matter must be built up in right 

earnest. The Cultural Centre will have to work very hard in this respect. 

 

(viii) Nobody knows how long it may take to finally liberate the occupied 

Bangladesh, and fully. Meanwhile the centre may handle the cases of all 
students of Bangladesh in U. K. and guide all enquiries in matters of higher 

studies in U. K. It can even procure scholarships, stipends, fellowships for 
suitable candidates from different sources. 

 
(ix) Immediate measure should be taken to collect books and journals on ancient as 

well as current history, literature, art. politics, economics, sociology of 
Bangladesh-both in English and Bengali-for the Centre Library. We must 

develop our immigrant community in U. K. as a well-informed group of people 
who know about themselves, who are readers and not talkers only. We must 

know our culture in the broadest sense of the term. 
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(x) It is not necessary to go on listing what could have been done and what could 

be done. It is never too late to begin. Once the Centre is established it can start 

thinking itself and can provoke ideas and seek advise from others. 

Financial implications (for first six months)  
 

Salary of a full-time Assistant 
   @ £ 100 per month ........   £ 600 

Salary of a part-time Clerk-cum-Typist 
   @ £ 30 per month -------   £180 

Stationeries & Contingencies Conveyances etc. £ 600 
-------------------------- 

(six months) 

Total= £ 13.80 

All activities expenses would be borne by the Steering Committee. 

 

 

 

 

--------------
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BANGLADESH WOMEN’S ASSOCIATION IN GREAT BRITAIN 
 

103 Ledbury Road, London, W.11. 

Telephone: 01 727 6578 

  Ref: 2/R. 
Date: 16� ��()�, "#$" । 

 

$���,  

���L |� $"� �" D���� ���D�E ��� ���� " 
����G% ����f�_। ��� � *��� 6* �2���� 
.����� � $����। %������� ��� � �"�a� ����*�� '��$ �$������� 4�1����� **����। 4�1����� 
@�*� ����� ��� ��� *���� �" �'���� ���& "��! �H��� �����&�। ����� @% $��� 6"���� 
@&"�L ��$�p� "�E*�� �*������ "��?������ ��%��। ����� � ��� ����& ���� ��,����%-D���* 
��� ����� *���� ���"��। 6"���� |� �1�� ��� ��� ���L ��� ����� D�� 6"��� &���1 ���� 
��%।  

��% ��?��*1p �������� "���� $�"�� �$��_ ����! @����� �H���� ��$� $�M� &�� 
"��?������ &��<-����< � D���*�� 41�1 �*�$ ���� &��� *1 ���0�� ����। @ �1����� 
6"�� 4����� &��! 6����� 6"��& $����� ��।  

6$� ��%-������, @����� �H���� ��$� "��?������ ��" �������� "���� $�"��� &��! 
���0�� ���� �*���� ���H ���। ���� ���� ����� D�� 6��� `������o� ��� �&!��� ��2� &�। 
6��� |� $���& � ���L��� ���&।  

 

*� �����। 

 

 

�����&� 

�"�$$ �&��"�$$ �&��"�$$ �&��"�$$ �&�    

(&���) 
 

 

 

-------------
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�c���। @� ���&��। "��?������� ����� *�� �� &��* �1^। ��E������ �����c� D���*���� 
A���� &�� @� �� 6$�। ��� 
��� ��,�� &��! ����� $����1 &��% ����� &�* &��। �� �� 
���� �� �� ������ �&� ���¥�� *�}��, �$������, &��/� �, �������, �1�¡ �  ���- ���� 
$����1 &�। @� 6�  �" "��$ 6"�� ‘���� 4 ���¡’ @� "��1�" "��?�������� *1 ��� $��� 
� �1�¡ ���0���!। 6����� $���1 ���� @���� ���� %��68��। 6��� $�M� &�� &��<`�� 
���� �0&��� 6 �"� wu � ���� ��[� ����� ���� �-���� "��1 ��B,�! ��।  

 
1. World service Trust,    2. 58 Berwick Street, 

 27 Delancey St.     London W.1,  

 London N.W.1    Oxford Circular 

 (Off Camden High Street, 

 Camden Town). 

  

 

���������� "���� $�"�� �$��_ ����! @����� �H��� ��$� $�M� &�� �$�� "��? ������ 
*�1 ��� &���। @% $�&� ������ *1 ��% 6����� $�f� $����� ��।  

��� 6* %������-=$�1� 4�1����� V�$ &����। ��������� 6* *�� ���E &��% .���#�। 
*��� 6* *��-"�E $"$1�� $����। 6���-6"�� ��% ������ *�� �E &�� n�,���� ��<�! 
����& �]"�? &���। 6���� �& "� &�� � �� ���� "��# ��,����� ¦�� ��"�! ��,��� $����1 
&��% ��"�� &�* � ������ "��#�& ��,����% 6* ������ "���#� "�� &���1 � ����o?  

6��� �J�-��J�� � 6���-
*�& ��� @����� �H���� ��$� "�? ������ *1 ��� &��� 
@�� ��*��� �H���� ��$� "��?������ ��" �������� "���� $�"���� *"� ��।  

 

-*� �����- 

  

�������� "���� $�"�� , w�u ��/���� ���/, �� ��:" ww।  

 

 
 

 

---------------
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AN APPEAL FROM THE PEOPLE OF BANGLADESH 

to the 

DELEGATES ATTENDING THE LIBERAL PARTY CONFERENCE, 1971, 

at 

SCARBOROUGH. 
 

Dear Delegate, 
 

You must be aware of the great human tragedy which has been inflicted on the 
people of Bangladesh by West Pakistan's fascist army Junta. The army launched its 

massive and ruthless campaign of terror against the people of Bangladesh by 
indiscriminate killing, plundering, burning and raping on 25th March for no other sin 

but exercising their democratic rights by voting for a Party and a mandate of their 

choice; for no other reason but to deny our people the fruits of their democratic 

expression in the first ever held General Election in December. 1970. The manner in 

which the army committed its acts of atrocities and brutalities has been confirmed by 

many independent witnesses and journalists, as Genocide. According to the latest 

newspaper reports the army continues to commit Genocide against our civilian 

people. Due to the presence of this alien army on our soil, all aspects of life, civilian, 

administrative, educational, cultural, and economic remain disrupted. An acute famine 

of unprecedented dimension which at least would directly affect 25 million people is 

sure to occur very soon unless the invading army is made to withdraw. Moreover, the 

8 million people so far driven out of their country by army terror will never dare 
return unless the army leaves Bangladesh. 

 
Faced with a war of extermination and absolute political suppression people of 

Bangladesh have taken up arms in defense of themselves, their land, their dignity, 
their honor and their inherent and inalienable democratic rights. If we are sad because 

of the plight of our people, we are proud of the valiant fight our people have put up in 
defense of freedom, democracy and justice. 

 
We know the Liberal Party to be a bold and forward looking political party which 

never hesitates to stand firmly by a just cause in any part of the world. We know too, 

when the West Pakistani army cracked down on our people, your party was the first to 

condemn inequivocably the army action in Bangladesh. You, as a member of an 

enlightened party will appreciate that the people of Bangladesh after all these events 

will never cease its struggle against Yahia's fascist army till they have won complete 

independence. 
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We, on behalf of the people of Bangladesh, must fervently appeal to you to adopt 

the following resolution at your party conference this year, that: 

1. The invading Army should stop committing Genocide and withdraw from 
Bangladesh forthwith. 

 
2. The British Government and all other civilized governments are urged to take the 

Bangladesh issue to the United Nations and raise the question of Genocide under 
the 'Genocide Convention'. 

 
3. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the undisputed leader of Bangladesh should at once be 

released from his unlawful captivity in West Pakistan. 

 

4. The British Government should not resume economic aid and bring influence to 

bear on all other aid giving countries to do same till the withdrawal of the 

repressive army from Bangladesh. Furthermore, the Government should try to 

persuade all countries particularly the U. S. from giving any form of military 

assistance to the West Pakistani Army. 

 

5. The British Government and all other civilized nations are urged to give 

acceptance to an existing reality by recognizing Bangladesh as a free and 

sovereign state. 

 

Long live the friendship between the people of the U. K. and Bangladesh. JOT 
BANGLA. 

 
 

Steering Committee of the Action 
Committees for The People's 

Republic of Bangladesh. 
11 Goring Street, 

London, E. C. 3. 

 

 

 

 

-----------
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Abul Saaduddin, 

Ethnomusicology, 

University of California, 

7 June, 1971. 

 

Dear Enam, 

 

It was a delight to talk to you over the phone. It sounds incredible, doesn't it? I am 

so glad to know that you are out of the country. You also realize, I am sure, how 

fortunate you must have been. Your various background (including wearing 'Mujib 

coat' in the T. V.) must have made you eligible for the military's selective list which 

they had guarded for a long time! I don't know why, but I had an uncanny feeling 

about you without knowing that you were at Oxford, and I also told Dr. Davidson 

about it. I was trying to visualize how you might have been dragged out of your 
Museum residence on March 26, the most shameful date in our history, and thought 

that the greatest tragedy might have befallen you. We Must pray to God that things 
have been different in your case. I have every trust on you and believe that you are in 

a much better situation to render service to the hopeless people who have been 

mournfully looking forward to those who are in a position to do so. 

 

I just returned from a meeting of the American League of Bangladesh, Los 

Angeles and I feel ashamed to tell you what happened there. The Sylheti group (who 

form the manpower, not the brain-power) was looking for an opportunity to create 
disruptions because they did not have any office in the Organisation. 1 did not know 

earlier that they had a sinister motive to put us to embarrassment and that exactly 
what happened. Instead of discussing anything about the present situation in 

Bangladesh they demanded to look into our accounts as if we were a bunch of cheats. 
I was so mad that I quit the meeting out of disgust and in protest. One fellow was so 

mad that he hit me outside the building and called me son of a bitch. He posted that he 
could "fix me". Only if he could fix Yahya Khan instead of this stupid Saaduddin! No 

wonder 17 horsemen conquered Bengal and even today Yahya's stupid soldiers can 

overlord on us! Tagore, indeed, was a seer ! 

 

$�� �&��� $_��� �� "�¨ *� 
����! ��e��� &��, "��# &� �!’’ 

 

I heard that same kind of things were happening in England too. What do you 

think about the whole situation? How can the destructive and wasteful energy could 

be better utilized? These are serious matters and that is why I am writing these things 

to you so that you can give serious thought to it and find out a way that will save us 

from perpetual 
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submission and humiliation. I think I have some idea about your ultimate goal in 

life and here is the most opportune moment. We have to do something. As a student 

of history and the field where you can tread so well, you already know how one can 
"seize the time". Are you thinking seriously about anything? If I had money I would 

have immediately gone to Cuba. I was in Red China when the Red Guards had 
enjoyed the supreme power and I have seen with my own eyes how a revolution can 

be created and made to survive. I already contacted some Israeli groups and one 
Trotskite group also asked me to talk to them and brief them as to what could be done 

to change the situation. Do you have any specific instructions or suggestions in this 
regard? 

Please inform me immediately about your coming plans and schedules. It is too 

bad that you people could not be brought to the West Coast colleges on speaking 

engagements during the Spring Quarter. I am not quite sure whether Summer time is 
appropriate for such ... professional teachers who come to get credits for their higher 

degrees. However, try to persuade Justice Choudhury to come to the West Coast, 
especially Berkeley and U. C. L. A. to give talks. American public in general are very 

ignorant of world problems (as much as we are about Colombian or Finnish politics). 

Please send some photographs of the atrocities and mass killings we may blow 

them up to a large size to impress the Americans for they "love" to see these kind of 

things. Their passion and sympathy can be easily aroused with such technique. Try to 

contact some British reporters and people who may have some pictures. What about 

"Janomat"? 

I think it would be a good idea to write to Davidson personally and appeal to him 

to do something for us through the U. C. L. A. Your writing from London or Oxford 

will be more effective than my meeting him here. Please also write to Basham in 

Australia for he will be very pleased to receive your letter. Let him know who you 

are-the title 'Curator' will arouse much curiosity in him. Both the addresses are given 

below. 

What reports do you have of Mujibur Rahman? I personally think that he is dead 
by now-killed. The fact that the military did not bring him before the public to 

effectively destroy the morale of Bengalees during the days when Mujib's "voice" was 

'broadcast' over clandestine radio itself was a definite proof that he was not alive at 

that time. Can you think of some kind of effective ploy to prove that he is not alive? I 

was thinking of making a story to be published in the Newspaper (in a letter) telling 

that he was killed giving the "actual" circumstances which would be convincing 

enough for the American public. The only way to "disprove" my contention would 

be with Yahya Khan to publicly refute it along with his presenting Mujib "alive" 

before the American reporters. We have to take enough pains to prove that the 

released photograph of Mujib is a very old one, perhaps pre-1966 when he was being 

tried on a treason-conspiracy. Do not discuss the matter with others, but let me know 

how we can do it very effectively. History will guide you-remember the burning of 

Reichstag by Hitler and putting the blame on the communists. 

I know you are extremely preoccupied. But you can dictate a letter to your 

wonderful secretary and she will do the rest of it very efficiently. 

-%�
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A. Kabir 

C/o. P. C. Roy 

49/4. Hindustan Park 

Calcutta-29. 

28. 8.71. 

 

Dear Mr. Haq. 
 

Received your telephone message. We are all set to send a rep. (or two) as per 
your capacity to issue tickets. We are against holding a photo exhibition on Mukti 

Bahini-It’s a grave security risk. But the documentary film titled "Bangladesh War of 
National Liberation" (Part one) is complete. This Part has been devoted to genocide 

and in explaining the true nature of the movement. I think you will like the approach. 

The second Part-"Birth of A Nation"-and the rest 4 of the 6-part film-would be ready 

within next 6-8 weeks. Each pan will run for 20 minutes. Please, if you can, arrange 

for distribution in U. K., Europe and USA-on TV and film theatres. The proceeds 

would enable us to go for bigger projects. If we can send our rep. to the cultural meet 

in London he will carry the film. 

 

The problem with sending reps is that few of us have passports to travel. 

Special travel documents can be arranged only if you send an official invitation (on 

letterhead and all that) along with the tickets. Please send-this is most important-the 

invitation letters immediately otherwise none of the persons you mentioned would be 
able to go.... 

 
With best regards 

ALAMGIR 
-------------------------------- 

 
INCA 018 CALCUTTA CIRCUS AVENUE 18 6 1005 

Z0094 YR0084X BLB389 CBA0017 CS/3/6 GBLB CO 
 

 

ENAMUL HAQ 33 ABBEY ROAD OXFORD 

UNABLE TO ATTEND FOR TRIP CEYLON ZAHIR WOULD GO 

IF EVERYTHING ALRIGHT. 

 

 

MALLICK 
 

 

----------------
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18 Sept. 1971 

ZCZC ZR0542X C CKA861 CS372/16 

GBLB CO INCA 018 

CALCUTTA CIRCUS AVENUE 18 16 1930 

ENAMUL HUQ 59 SEYMOUR HOUSE TAVISTOCK PLACE 

LONDON WC 1 

REACHING EIGHTEENTH AFTERNOON FLIGHT NUMBER 582 
ATTEND AIRPORT. 

ZAHIR RAEHAN 

------------------------- 

A.R. Mallick 

17 Sunelain Nohar Avenue 

Calcutta 14, India. 

+,-#-$" 

�D� @�"�� �&,  

 ���"�� ����M�" � @� "��1 ���� ���0 �����!। ���"�� ����M�" ���� 6"�� �� �� 
����� $ª� � ���� *��� ������& ���� ����!��" @�� ���"��& *���� ����!��"। *��� @�� 
���& ���8 ���_ � ���! *��-��� �$�� ���& �&� $�����"� «�%� ���� ��� )��!। @�� ���& 
H�"����� &��� $"� ��� �! ��� H�� $ª��G ���"���� �$�"���� ����� 4����� ��� ������ 
��B,!� $ª� ��� ��� "� �� �। $����� ��# ��_ �� �& &��� *�� �। 6�" ���8�� �!��"। ��) 
@�$�!। )�! ���� �� 6"�� New York ����� &��। $� �0& ����!। ��� u/� �� "��1 ��� 
���। ����� ��� ��� ���"���� $��� ���� &�� $ª� �� ��� ����। ��� �H��� ��� 4��1 ���� 
&�� 6$�।  

............��� ���"��& ���0 ��� New York ��B�!। D��� � )��Y� �%�।  

         6�**�� ��"� "�8& 

--------------- 

162/23, Lake hardens.   

Cal-45. 

September 27.71 

Dear Mr. Haq, 

I am sure you all must have been extremely disappointed by Zahir's failure to 

reach London for the Cultural Conference. Let me tell you that he is not to be blamed. 

He tried his best. But everything was left undone until the last moment. The ticket 

arrived too late. The money you sent for his Delhi ticket arrived at Air India only a 
day before-they were sitting on it for two days. Zahir could get "Certificate of 

Identity" on September 17 after showing the tickets etc. There was no time to argue 
with the British who quite promptly marked his certificate (i. e. his travel document) 

with rejection of entry certificate because nowhere in your letter you say that you 
would look after him in 
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London and that he would not have to feed himself by begging. Anyway, it was 

still suggested that he should go to London where, at the airport, you could come and 

guarantee to British Immigration authorities about his upkeep during his stay in 
London. 

Then came the final hurdle. The Aeroflaut ticket you sent made a journey via 

Moscow imperative. Because of the hurry the Aeroftuat office in Calcutta could not 

guarantee a seat on the flight from Moscow to London. However they suggested that 

Zahir should fly to Moscow anyway-and that it is most unlikely that he would have 

trouble to get a seat on the next plane to London. But they cleanly forgot to inform 

Zahir that without a confirmed seat from Moscow Soviet Union authorities do not 

allow transit passengers unless they have valid Soviet visa. This fact was revealed at 

Delhi airport where the Aeroflaut officials refused Zahir to board the plane because he 

hadn't a transit visa. I was there too-I had gone to Delhi to attend J. P. Narayan's 
international conference on Bangladesh. It was already too late. The next day, 19th-

was a Sunday and the Soviet embassy in Delhi was closed. Moreover there was no 
plane before 20th. So I advised Zahir not to waste the ticket-as he could not attend 

your conference. 

When the formalities were proving extremely difficult to overcome we had 

thought of sending somebody else with passport and all that. But it could not be done 

because you had sent the non-endorseable ticket in Zahir's name. 

Anyway I think Zahir should still make the trip-perhaps next month. Perhaps you 

could use his presence at another meet on Bangladesh. 

Can you fix up something for late October or early November? 

Now another serious matter. One of our friends would be sent from here on a 

very 

important mission to London-for two or three weeks. Even I may be selected for the 

job although I'm not keen to leave Calcutta right now. It is essential that you arrange 

his return passage (one way-the outgoing passage would be provided by Bangladesh 

government. Again, while in London he will have to be put up-lodging and food. Can 

you help? You must not ask any question about his mission or its nature. Nor should 

anybody else know-nobody except the minimum one or two about why he is in 

London. Let me know if you could be depended upon? 

 

How did the conference go? Send me report for publication here. We also need a 

correspondent for weekly 'People'. Can you suggest a name? 

 

 
Yours truly, 

Alamgir. 
 

 

--------------
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QUAMRUL HASSAN 

C/O, Mo, Khaled choudhury 

2/1 A Nort Range 

Calcutta-17 

28-9-71 

�D� @�"��,  

�9 �-�8���� �� ���"�� �0&�� ����" 6�� &���!��" ���"�� &�! ���&% 6�  ���0 ���। 
6�" &�&���� @�$�!  � @�D� "��$� ������। �$% ���&% ���"�� $��� ��� ����  &��� ��3� 
&��!��"। ��% ���&, �9 &�� *"� ��� 6�!। @��&�� @% ������� �$$� ��_�� �&� ��^� �� 
���� ���� ��� "� �� �। 6���"� ��� � $�1��� "��$&�� ��� *�%। ���� =��� ��� &�* &�� 
���Y। �1�? ������ ��:�_ �%, &��E 6�" @&��% &�&���� @�$�!। ���"�� ���� @�� �®� 
@�� 7�&���% 6�!। @% !�"��$� "��1 "�L .��� ��� ����  �U� &��� �����!। ����# 4�p�� 
��<% ���"�� ���� @�� 7�&�� ��< 6�!। &� �� �&� ����  6�$ �$% ��_��� "��n "��n ���% 
��¯�_ ��� ��<।  �"��$ 6��� (����) 7�&�� � ���!� �&� �$ 6� $���� ��� �H�� 6$�� 
���� �। �$ ��� ��< � �! ��& �$���� ����। 4��1 7�&�� ��B,!���� &��&�� ���। 6���H 
"��"�� @� ��<� ���&।  

6���H "��"�� ��� ��<�! 6� % @�� �� A�� 4�"���#& 4�1���� ����! $���� �����!। 
���& ���� �� *���� 4�p�� 6"�� ����� ����� �। *�� � ���" @ $���� �����!� �&�। ��& 
@�&" ������ ��� ��# �%। @��� 6"���� &�� ���।  

@� "��1 6"�� ���������� ������ Painting Exhibition &���!��"। ��, �����$, 
� 
��B����, "�̂ H� "�����, &�*� � ��$ @�� 6�� 4��&-D�� &��<* &�&��� 6�!। �� 4$������ 
"��1 $&��& !�� 6,&�� ����!। �"���"��� D���� ���% ����!�। �������� $�&���� D��� 
�H���� �U ���& 6�� &�* &��!। Poster 6&�!। �&� 6�" ������ &�* &��� ��% �� @% 
������� $ª� �। ���"���� "�n��� ���� ����� ��� ��� ��। 4��&% ��� � � ������। 
������� "��1 �&A% ���� 4�� Painting @� "��1 4�& �&!� &��� 6�!। ��!�<� London @� 
"� *�� �� � �� ����5 "��1�"� &�* $����  ����� ���� H�� Painting @�� Poster $�% &�� 
$ª�। D��� &�* &��� ����!।  

 6"�� "� �� ���" 6�� $�|� ��B���� $������ $��� 6����� &�� 6"�& ��� ������ 
6���* &��� �����। ���"���� &��! @�&��� ���� ����� %A������ ����5 p�� D����� "�1 
���� 6�-�� ������ ���� ������। ���"���� ���&��� ��^���� �&!�% *�� �। 6"�� ���0 
������ $��� $���% ���"���� ���&��� ��^���� ����E *���।  

..........���*� (6"���� �"��) $�%*���1��� 6�!। ......&���� ���& ��& ������ ����!। 
@��� 6$�� �� 6�"��&� ���& ‘��� ���0 �����!��"। �$ �&!� @&�� &��� ��� 6"��& ��� 
� ��। �&� 6�" D��" ���"���� &��! ���� ��%। ���"�� �������� $�&���� ��H ���& 6"��& 
��� ���� ��3� &���% $����� ��� ��� 6"�� "�  ��, 6�" �������� $�&���� $���% $���?। 
���" 6"�� 6_��& )��Y� ��। AX��� 4��U�� �� `�� ��&���।  

%��- 

          &�"�� ��%  

--------------
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SHAHRIAR KABIR 

66/6 Gorakkhabisi Rd. 

Dumdum, Cal-28, 

Tel 57378 

India. 

 

@�" ��%, 

6��� ����M�" �����!। 6��� 
� � ������ *1 �1���। 6�" 4�1_ A��b �!��" ��� 
�&���� D����� 6���* $ª�। ��^&-���^&� 4��1% 6�!। @ !�<� A�� ������ ������� 6,&� 
!��, ���d�� 6���&��L %�1���� $�F ��&�!। *��� ����� ‘stop’ ��" �� D�"�E1 ��L�� ����! 
�$*�1 &�� 4��U� &��!। ���% $�F &�� 6�!।  

�&!� $�&��� 4��"���� �1����� 6"��& @ "��$� �u/�� ����� ���_ �&��&��� ��&�� ��Y। 
6�� @ $"��� ���� 6����� �$�$�%��� �U ���& 6"��& @&�� 6"kE ���� ��0�।  

D����� *1 �� �*�$`��� 4������� ���� A�8� &���। ���� 6"�� %A-�&� ��$� ���� 
$����� ���।  

*�H� ��% (�$&�-�� 6�� *�H�) $°�� �&��&��� @�$�!। ��� @&�� ���'�� �������� 
$�&�� ���^&�&��� !���!। ���� %���*��� 4���� &�� 6����� ��U �& !����� $ª� ���? 
���'���� 4�1_ `�o�>E� @�� D�"�1, @�� �&� $�-� �%।  

��� ���������� $�°��& 2������ ��� @&�� D"�E1 ��L �"���� &�� ����!। @&�� 
��L&� ���"� D&���� %Y�� ��� 6�!। ��� 6���& �&� $����1 @��� ���Y �। 6���� �& 
��,�& �&� $����1 &��� ����? 6��� ���0 4��� �H��� 4��U� &��!।  

 

           S���_ 

          ��������  
 

BANGALDESH PEOPLES CULTURAL SOCIETY 

59. Seymour House. Tavistock. LONDON 

17th October. 1971 

Mr. Shahriar Kabir 

66/6 Gorakkhabosi Road 

Dumdum. Calcutta-28 

India. 
 

Dear Mr. Shahriar Kabir. 
 

Thank you very much for your letter of 8
lh

 October 1971 

 

Further to our cable dated 28
th

 September indicating our initial agreement I do 

write to confirm chat as proposed by you the Bangladesh Peoples Cultural Society 

will organize in London the exhibition of paintings, posters, photographs and films 

made on the theme of the liberation struggle of Bangladesh. 
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We would advise you that you should come along with the exhibits and it may be 

necessary on your part to stay here for a couple of weeks. We shall also appreciate if 

you kindly bring select books and journals, mainly poetical works and drama of recent 
times, related to the same theme. 

We would further suggest that you will contact Messrs Sikander Abu Jafar, 

Quamrul Hassan. Zahir Raihan and Alamgir Kabir for their advice and collaboration 

in this project as we were having correspondence with them for arranging similar 

programmes in U.K. 

Looking forward to seeing you soon. 
 

Yours sincerely. 

Enamu I Haque 

President. 

--------------- 

��1, D��� � ����� �N�  
                    ED*��k� ����4��� $�&��  

"��*� � 

6"�� �0&��-75B, Linton street 

Calcutta-14 
26-10-71  

�±��� @�"��,  

 ���"�� wu/w� ������ ���� ���0��� 6�" ��� &��&�� 6� % �����!। ���"�� ����M�" 
6�" ��% �%। 6�� &��! ���"�� ����� &�! ���&� @��� ���0 ���� �����। ���"�� ���0 ��< ��� 
���� 6:�� �% �%। 6�";�, *��� �� &��� �&A% ���"�� &�� 6"�� &��! @���&� |�F��� *��� 
�%। @&��� )��!��" *��� �� ���Y @�� ��# ���_ ����� ��� @� ">�� �� ���"�� D��d� �!� 
�� 6�" *��� ���� �%। ���"�� ���0 ������ �� *����� $��� 6"�� $�U�² �� �%। $"^ 
����p�� �*�� " �? &�� ���� ���।  

d1�} D&�� &��� �1����� @" @&�� � �� ��� ���!� �� 6"�� &��! ���% 4
�^&� 
�� �!� �d���A�$� $��� 6"��� @&�� 6��� ����!��� @��� �&� @$� $"�� �&� 
6�����% �����& &���। 6� �������� $�&���� ���#� ���� 4��p� ����� $��C'��& ��_� @�� 
;������ ���"�� &��! 4������ �; 4�@� @ ��� ��_� � &��% �����। ���������� D��& @�� 
���&� .���% 4��1 ��������। @$� ��� ���।  

���"�� ��������  E-$�C'�� �1��/� "���L��� ��� ����� �� �%, ��% 6�" "���L�� �� 
&�� @,�& ��0���"। �!�� ��। 6�" 6���� �������� $�&���� ��*�% ����� � ����o ����!। 
�����$, ���, ��$�, D��E� "��, @�� &�* &��!। @� "��1 4�&`�� Poster =��� &���!। 
%���*���� ��Y। ���"�� &��! ��0����। 

 $�C'��� �U�L 6"���� D��� &�* &��� ����!। ‘$�"��& *�_�’ @��� ����#���� 6"���� 
"� ���&��� ��#E ���#E &��!। @� 4_���� &��E ��n�� ����� $��C'��& 6�-���� ��²���� 
��n�� ���� &����1�?��। 
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6�", �����$ @�� *��� ���E ��B,!�� ����� 6"���� 6�-�� �*����� ���%। ������ 
$�C'��� �� �& @�� @% ��2����� $�M��"� �U�L ��� D���� �� &���� �!� �� ���n���� $"� 
@�$�!। 6* &�&���� ��$ ��n�� ����! 6"��% 6* $��1&���� ��F���। 6"���� $_���� 6* 
4M �"�। ��:" ������ $��C'��& �UL �"���% $�C��"�? � @�� @��&�� ��-��� 6�� ��-� @�� 
"�$�"��� 6�� "�$�"� ��� ��$ 6�!। 4�� ¦������ "� @&�� ��e��� *���������� 6�-���� 
*I @�� ���&%-¦������� �$% D��� �%। @��&�� ����� ¦������� 6"��& ���� ���% A²$���� 
@�� $"^ ����o 6"�� A�� ���� ���। ����� ��n��% ���! @�� �&���� � �� ��<�!। ��& $�U��� 
$� 6����� @�� &"��³� ���! ���� ����।  

6�" ����&�� &��!। A����� &�&���� 6$�! &��&���� *1। ��� ���� ����&���� @&�� 
�$% ���0�� �����। @��� �� �$� ����� � �! ���� ����� &�* �� । 6�" ������ $"� 4_�G 
��/�� �� ���� ���������� 2��� A�� ��� ���� ����।  

@�1����� A������&� �����!। ������ $��� �:� ���"�� ��� ����  2���!। ���&� ���0 
����� ����।  

6�"��&� ���& ���� 6"��& ���0 �����!���, �$��� � �� Exhibition &��� *1। 6�  
���"���� &��! ��%, ����� ���� ����। ��& �"�� &�� ���� ��� ���� � ���"�� &�� ���_ ���&� 
��0��� ����� *���। 6�" @� ���& �1�p� ����� 6���* &��!।  

6�" @�� ��;� @&$��� 6�!। �� �0&����% ��� ����  &��� @��� ���&।  

*����� @�� ��´�����& 6"�� �±����# ���। ���"���� &��� &�"� &��।  
��� 

-���	� (�� 

------------------ 

.$ /,  �� /�(�!0  

-�-���-"# 

,/++/$" 

S��� @�"�� �& $����,  

 ........6"���� D����*�  ���-&�� ‘������� %��&��’ � ��& ‘�?���’ 6����� 
6M� $'�3 &���! �*� 6"�� 6�-� � A²$���� ����!। 6�" $"� ��$, ����E, �2�# � $���# 
��X� $��� @ ��� 6����� &���!। ��� &�� A? ��& �  ���-&�� ��0� $ª�।  

6"�� "� �� �$% $��� @&�� �!�W ��&- ���&�� ��" � .* ������& � �� ��� ��। @ 
��#�� 6��� "��"� *���� ����� ��।  

6�� &�� 6����� �$�$�%��� &�* ������� 4M$� ��Y। $�1��� D��� � )��Y� ����।  

 
-6�.� *���� ��,     

6����&, �D�M�" &�"��, 
�������� ����L ���� � &���� $�"��। 

 
 

 

 

 

SHAHRIAR KABIR 
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56/6 Gorakshabasi Rd, 

Dumdum, Cal-28 

Tel-573781 

"./""/$" 

@�" ��%, 

 6��� ���0� *��� 4�& 6� % ���� A��� �!���। 4����� &��E��� 6"��& ����&!� 
�� $�"�_ @��&�� &����� ����!� ��� ����� �����। @ *�1 6�" ��µ�। D����� �1����� 
6���& ��^���� *���Y।  

@ D����� *1 6�" A�� ������ ������� 6,&� !�� $�M� &���!। ���������� ������� 
"��1 A�8���� 1 ���� �&��&���� @�$�! @�� ��Y &�"�� ��$�-"�̂ �H� "�����, �����$ 
�f����, ��� &��� � D��E� "��। @ !�<� 6�! ���� �$�", 
� ��B���� � ��$A�l, 
��$�A�l, ����, ��P� ���� � @��।  

$� �"���� $����� =����L (��� �< $�%�*�), ��Bl�� *���, ¶%� @�� �"S"��1�"� !�� 
����!। ������ ������� ���������� A�� 6,&� � ��� ��8��& !�� ����!। ���3�� �������। 
6���&��L @��� $�M� &��!। v�/y� ��� "��� $�M� &��� ������। 6� ���������� A�� ��$� 
�% (&����, D��) �������!, 6�!। ���&� �1����� 6�� A²$�� �������!। "��?����� A�� 
����&!� ��& ���� ����!। @ !�<� ����5 D��� ���^&� ��� ����!%। �&!� ��&/� �������! 
���������� ���। �`��� @�� 6"���� �������  ��� ��� 6�!। *��� ������� D�"�E1 
��L`��� ��� $�M� &�� $ª� �� 6���।  

@��� 6�" 6��� $�F @&�� `;o�>E� D$�F 6����� &��� ��%। @ D����� �1����� 
6���� &������ A²$���� *�� �। �������� $�&�� @ �1����� ���3 A²$����। ��$�&������� 
4��1 ������� $ª� &���। 6�� ���0�� �����! �$&�-�� 6�� *�H� @�� 41�1��� $��� 
6��� &��� *�1 6����� @ ���� 4�T� &��� 6M��। 6���� D�1U���� A��1� � ��� 
6��� �1��& 6&��� �'����� ����5 ���� @ D���� ��� ����।  

D���"& ������ 6��*�� *�1 @&�� H���� D���*। 6��& 
Y�-� ��� D����� 
Y� 
D��� &��!। 4��1 ��� D����� !�� @�� ����5 ��̂ & (�� D���� &�'��U !���� ��� ��#��·X 
$�F &�� 6�!।) ���f &�� D����� ����� ��&� ����� ���3 A��X ��&�� �� 
Y�- "��?$�M��"� 
*�1 ��� &�� ���� ����। @ D����� �1����� 6"���� �"� ���3 6M����।  

6���� ��� @% D����� `;o A���� &�� @� $}>E� ��� ��� ��*� �, @ ���0 ����� "�L 
���� *����। ����� �$���� �1�p� &����। @ "��$� ��# $N��� ���Y। *�H� ��%��� $��  &�� 
����!। 6�" �� &��� 6��� �&� ���0 ���। *��� ����� ����! ��& ���0 ����। *�H� ��% 
6���& ��� �� � �% �����। S�� *���।  

 

-��������  

 
   

    --------------------- 
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‘1�(2��’ 

������� ��3��4- ���� 
, 5�-� 
�6��-' ��-��� 7! ��8�  

19�:� �-���' 

;</#, �� � =�� -�-���-"> 

+<-""-$" 

/���!�,  

........> %��?)� -�-���: 7���  � %@�- A���!�� 1�!9 @�-�B (Acute Bronchitis Azthma)। 

........./���� /�-��� �!  -�� �� �� %@�- ��3��4- ���� 
 �� -���B /-����। -�   �C����। 1�0��0 
���0� �-���� ��D ��D  �C���। %����� -��� ����� /�  �
-�� ���0 7�4  � 1@E ��4�20 ���4 -��  ���।  

5�-� %@�- �-���� 7��� 1�(�2�� ��FE- ���� ������� ��-�� �-�� -���B�। ���� �!-�  %�����- 
 �C����। ��:����� 04�� %-����।  

................./���-�� �E��!��- 4�� ������ G�� ���FH 7���-  ��I� -�� �����:�B�। 7���- 

�-B!�� �!9 -�� %���� �J। .......�-K ��� 4� -� �I %�L 4���� ��-�। 7 ���  %� ��-�� 09� %��, 
1�/ ���-M��� �N /�� 7�� ��। �-K ����� ����।  

..............7�����  �
-�: 04�� -�� �J / �-� �@0��� /�  
- �
-� 2��  �C��� �!� O -�� 

4��। ........................... 

-��-�P�� 7! ��8�  

......................................... 

From THE MASTER 

St CROSS COLLEGE OXFORD 

POSTCODE OXI 3TU 

TELEPHONE 43182 

25 October 1971 

E. Haque Esq. 

33 Abbey Road 

OXFORD. 

My dear Haque 

Professor Sir William Coldstream has now taken up with the British Council the 

question of helping Mr. Hassan (Quamrul Hasan). Unfortunately, as far as I can see, 

he didn’t put the question in the right way and he seems to have asked for£700 for a 

return fare. The British Council replied that Mr. Hassan would have to have a specific 

reason for coming, for instance a scholarship to make a special study in England. 

Even so, they said, it would be unlikely that a man of fifty would be considered. 

That’s the bad news, but I don’t think an is lost. The British Council did say that 
you should write to Mr. Gerald Forte-mentioning that this was Professor Coldstream’s 
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suggestion-explaining the situation and making any further suggestions you have 

in mind. I urge you to do so now. You would then explain of course that only £250 

would be for the return fare and the rest for several month's subsistence for Mr. 
Hassan. Mr. Gerald Forte, British Council, 373 Euston Road, London N. W. I. 

Yours sincerely 
(Dr. W. E. Van Heyningen) 

………. 
Alamgir Kabir 

49/4, Hindusthan Park 
Calcutta-29 

8-8-71 

Dear Mr. Huq, 

 ...... The reply was delayed because both Dr. Mallick and Zahir were out of 

Calcutta. I was not surprised to hear about the divisions. Things becoming a little 

bitter now here so far as unity is concerned. A rumour about an all-party National 
Liberation is very much in the air. On top, Bangladesh is expected receive recognition 

any day. The war is going very well. Two Pak divisions are either wiped out or put 
out of action this is factual. Our casualty rate is very low because of the nature of the 

war as being fought now. Casualty ratio is 150 : 1 all over Bangladesh. But our 
casualty figure is likely to go up when we go for positional warfare. At the moment 

about 40% of the total area is in our control-100% area open to our action at will. 

Even Dacca city belongs to our boys at night when army personnel take shelter in the 

Cantonment. Tikka, too, has shifted there. Navy is about to go into action. Air Force 

is also ready to hit as soon as India recognizes and we have a defence treaty with 

them. The morale of our boys is fantastic; in fact, sector commanders are finding it 

difficult to hold them back. I think, at the moment this is what matters most. 

Meanwhile, I whole-heartedly agree to your proposal re: International publicity 
and lobbying. Bangladesh Govt, is too slow in everything and is not using Dr. Mallick 

properly. Your information about his tour of England is wrong. Please do one thing. 
Send two tickets-one each for Dr. Mallick and Zahir Raihan. We shall then get him 

out of India any way we can. From England please send him to America. He'll be a 

more efficient man than Abu Sayeed Chowdhury. Zahir is willing to go-but may have 

to cancel the programme as he has film commitments. In that case, another Liberation 

Council representative would be sent to attend your Aug. 21 rally. We shall also send 

a documentary film on the liberation struggle in English-that has been made by Zahir 

and is expected to be ready on 15th Aug. Liberation Council has already organised a 

musical squad with Wahidul Haq as in charge. They have given several performances 

and have proved successful. They'll now be touring Makti Bahini Camps. 

 

With best regards- 

 
Dr. Enamul Haque   Alamgir 

President 
Bangladesh Peoples Cultural Society 

33, Abbey Road, OXFORD, U. K. 
---------------
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REPORTS AND ACCOUNTS 

OF 

BANGLADESH FUND AND STEERING COMMITTEE 

OF THE ACTION COMMITTEES 

FOR THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH IN THE UNITED 

KINGDOM BANGLADESH FUND 
REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES 

 

1. INTRODUCTION : 

 

Just after 25
th

 March, 1971, many Action Committees were formed to help 

liberation of Bangladesh in all possible ways. These Committees started collection of 

funds for the liberation movement. Most of these Committees felt the need of a co- 

ordinating body to run the movement. A Convention of these Committees was held in 

April, 1971, at COVENTRY. A Steering Committee of the Action Committees for the 

People's Republic of Bangladesh was formed at the meeting. Subsequently a fund 

known as the Bangladesh Fund was created with a Board of Trustees for its operation 

and management. 

 

2. OBJECTS: 

(a) To manage the funds collected and co-ordinated through the Steering 

Committee of the Action Committees for the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 
(b) To utilize these funds tor the movement in such manner as the Trustees may 

think fit and under such conditions as existing at that time. 
 

3. TRUSTEES: 
 

The Trustees of the Fund arc: 

1.  Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury, 

2. Rt. Hon. John Stonehouse, M. P., and 

3. Mr. Donald Chesworth. 

 

4. BANKERS: 

 

The fol lowing are the bankers of the Trust: 

 

1.Hambros Bank, 41, Bishopsgate, London E. C. 3, and. 

2.National Westminster Bank, Caxton House, London S. W. I. 
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5.AUDITOR : 

Quazi Muzibur Rahman, A. C. A., was appointed Auditor of the Fund by the 
Board of Trustees. 
 

6. SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS: 
 

£   £ 

(a) Total collections    --- --- --- ---   4, 12,083.26 

Deduct: 

Direct expenses ... …  11,430.00 

Steering Committee ...  21,782.o5 

Transferred to the Government 

of Bangladesh     3, 76,568.05  4, 09,780.05 

------------  ----------- 

         2,303.21 

(b) The above receipt includes a sum of £1,00,000.00 approximately, which was 

received after the 31st December, 1971. This indicates that a large amount of 

collection was retained by different Committees and Associations without depositing 

them into Bangladesh Fund and only after repeated reminders by the Board of 
Trustees they deposited the amounts to Bangladesh Fund. 

1,335 Receipt Books were issued to different committees of which 47% were 

returned by 28th February, 1972 and 81% of these Receipt Books were returned by 

31st July, 1972. These explain the delay in the publication of this report. 

 (c) Gross collection is a total amount of £4,12,083.26 of which an amount of 

£33,212.05 only has been spent for the movement. A sum of £3, 76,568.00 has 
already been transferred to the Government of Bangladesh and the remaining balance 

£2,303.21 will be transferred to the Government of Bangladesh and the account will 

be closed. Moreover, if any further amount is deposited in the said account before its 

actual closure, that amount will also be transferred to the Government of Bangladesh 

and a Public announcement to that effect will be made. After the closure of the 

account, any such deposit can be made to the High Commission for the Republic of 

Bangladesh in U. K., who will transfer the amount to the Government of Bangladesh. 

 (d)An amount of £11, 430.00 has been shown in the statement as direct 
expenditure from the Bangladesh Fund, the details of which are as follows : 
 

    £ 

Contribution to Committees..       2,200.00 

legal expenses for the trial of Bangabandhu     3,250.00 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman       2,191.22 

Delegation expenses        2,807.50 
Advertising campaign           968.78 

Materials to Mukti Bahini..            12.50 
Bank charges . .        ------------- 
 

11,430.00 
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ABU SAYEED CHOWDHURY 

JOHN STONEHOUSE 

DONALD CHESWORTH 

                          Members, 

                       Board of Trustees, 

                       Bangladesh Fund, 

P. S. The Balance of £ 2,303.21 has been transferred to the Government of the 

People's Republic of Bangladesh after preparation of this report. 

 

I have prepared the annexed Statement of Receipts and Payments from the books 

and records of the Bangladesh Fund and from the information obtained as far as 

practicable from Action Committees. I certify that this Statement is in agreement with 

the books and records of the Bangladesh Fund. 

 
In my opinion, the annexed Statement gives a true and fair view of the state of 

affairs of the Bangladesh Fund subject to the reservations made in Schedule Nol. I 
also certify that the expenses incurred were within the terms of the Trust. 

 
I am thankful to Mr. M. A, L. Matin, Director of Audit and Accounts, Bangladesh 

High Commission in the U. K. for his help in preparation and compilation of this 
report. 

 
 

The 30th September, 1972. 

 

QUAZIMUZIBUR RAHMAN 

Chartered Accountant, 

164, Broomwood Road, 

London S. W. 11 

 

 

 

 

----------------
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BANGLADESH FUND 

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS FOR THE PERIOD 

FROM 24th APRIL, 1971 TO 30th SEPTEMBER. 1972. 

£ 
Subscriptions and Donations Received (Schedule 1 )  4,06,856.20 

Col lection from Stamps Auction ..           450.13 
Bank interest received        4.776.93 

------------------ 
4, 12.083.26 

Deduct payment: 
Steering Committee    21,782.05 

Contribution to Committees   2,200.00 

Legal expenses for the trial of Banga 

bandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman...  3,250.00 

Delegation expenses...   21,91.22 

Advertising campaign    2,807.50 

Materials to MuktiBahini      968.78 

Bank charges          12.50 

33,212.05 

------------- 

3, 78,871.21 

Deduct; 

Transfer to the Government of Bangladesh 3.76.568.00 

Balance ........................  2.303.21 
      ----------------- 

Represented by 
Balance at Bank 2,303.21 

      ------------------ 
Notes (1) Amounts transferred to Bangladesh Fund as shown in the schedule No. 

1 of this statement may not agree with the remittances as per the accounts of Action 
Committees remitted funds to Bangladesh Fund Account directly and it was not 

always possible to identify all of them. 
 

(2) 1335 Receipt Books were issued to Action Committees of which 153 are still 
outstanding. 

 

(3) The anuexed schedules from part of the Accounts. 
 

(4) The audit fee is estimated at £5,500.00 and this amount is not charged in the 

account. The auditor has waived his claim. 

 

ABU SAYEED CHOWDHURY 

John Stonehouse 

Donald Chesworth 

Members, 

Board of Trustees, 

Bangladesh Fund. 
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ECEIPT BOOKS OF BANGLADESH FUND NOT YET RECEIVED 

        Book 

   Outstanding      Remarks 

1. London Action Committee-(Redisti ibuted to the 
following Collection by London Action Committee): 
 (a)  Mr. Gauranga Saha Roy, 41, Tantallon   1 

  Road,I London, S.W. 12. 

 (b)  Ator Ali Khan, 40, Maple Street, London, W. 1.  1 

 (c) Mr. Sirajul Haque, 38, Arthur Deakin House,  6 
London, E.I. 

 (d) Mr. Harun-ur-Rashid, 23, renter's Avenue,  17 

London, N.W.4. 

 (e) Mr. S. Rahman, 27, Clifton Road, Southend on  10 

Sea. 

 (f) Mr. A. Khair, 7A, Dorset Street, London. W. I  1 

 (g) Mr. Abdul Ahad, 10, Kingston Hill, London.  1 

 (h) Mr. Shaista Miah, 275, Old Brompton Road,  1  

London, S.W.5.      

 (i) Mr. Abul Hussain, 113. Brick Lane, London, E. 1 1 

     (j) Mr. Abdul Khalique, Maharaja Restaurant, 50,  2 

      Queensway, London, W.2.     

   (k) Mr. Nesar Ali, 4, Portland Road, London, S.E.25. 3 

   (l) Mr. Fazlu Miah, 19, Sale Place, London, W.2.  1 

  (m) Mr. Goyas Miah, 50, Brick Lane, London, E. 1  1 

  (n) Huji Nasimullah, 24, Chiksand place, London, E.l 1 

  (o) Mr. Amjad Ali, 21, Irene House, London, E.l. 

  Mr. A.London,      1 

  (q) London Committee could not account for  7   Reported lost. 

 

 

2.   Enfield Committeem  ......    1   Reported lost. 

3.   Luton Committee  ...........   25 Reported not 

                       received. 

4.   Relief Committee, Fordham Street, London, E. 1 I    Reported lost. 

5.   Uxbridge Committee I   I 

6.   Uxbridge Committee II   3 

7.   Dr. M.A. Joarder, Beckenham Hospital, Kenl   1 
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8. Moulvi Bazar Jana Seba Samity    3     Reported lost. 

9. Bridgend Committee, Cardiff     6 

LO. Mr. H. Rashid, 11, Goring Street    1 

11. Dorset Committee      4  Reoported sent 

                                                                                                                by ordinary 

                                                                                                                post but not 

                                                                                                                received at 

                                                                                                                office 

12. Sheffield Committee      9 

13. Halifax Sangram Parishad     1 
14. Scunthorpe Committee      10 

15. Manchester Committee      27 
16. Cleakheaton Committee      4 

----------------- 

Total 153 

 

ANALYSIS OF CONTRIBUTIONS OF ACTION COMMITTERS 

 

Student Action Committee, U.K 1,200.00 

Bangladesh Liberation Council, Mujibangar 1,000.00 

-------------------- 

      Total : 2.200.00 

 

STEERING COMMITTEE 

1.OBJECTS : 

(1) To co-ordinate the activities of the Action Committees in U.K. 
(2) To send material and moral help to Mukti Bahini and to send help to suffering 

people of Bangladesh. 
(3) To achieve independence of Bangladesh and liberate Bangladesh from 

occupation Army. 
(4) To organize meeting, rallies, etc. and to create public opinion outside 

Bangladesh. 
(5) To sent delegates to different countries and world body to advocate the right 

cause of the people of Bangladesh. 

(6) To co-ordinate the collection fo funds from the Action Committees. 

 

2. COMPOSITON : 

The Resolution constituting the Steering Committee provided that it would act in 

accordance with the advise of Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury. 
The following gentlemen worked as members of the steering Committee 

throughout the liberation movement: 
(1)  Mr. Azizul Hoque Bhuia. Convenor. 

(2)  Mr. Sheikh Abdul Manan. Member. 
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(3) Mr. Shamsur Rahman, Member, and 

(4) Mr. Kabir Chowdhury, Member. 

 

3. OFFICE 
The Committee's Office was situated at 11, Goring Street, London, E.C.3, 

 

4. BANKER : 

Lolyds Bangk Ltd. Cheapside, London, E.C.4. 
 

5. AUDITOR : 
Quazi Mujibur Rahman, A.C.A., was appointed Auditor of the Committee by the 

members. 

 

6. ACTIVITIES : 

(1) The Committee co-ordinated and controlled the Bangladesh liberation 

movement in U.K. 

(2) Delegates and observers were sent to different countries to explain the 

liberation movement and to draw support and to create public opinion in our favour. 

(3) Meetings, rallies and demonstrations were held to create public opinion in 

U.K. 

(4) Co-ordinated collection for Bangladesh Fund by different Action Committees 

in U.K. 

(5) Published "Sangbad parikroma" a Bi-weekly News letter, to keep the Bangalee 

community living in U.K. upto-date with liberation movement news. 
(6) Published "Bangladesh Today", an English Weekly, to explain our movement 

to the people outside Bangladesh. 
 

7. SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURE 

Office Expenses:        £  £ 

Rent, Rates, Light and Heal         1,056.04 

Entertainment              270.86 

Volunteers expenses          1,900.47 

Printing, postages and stationery           698.63 

General expenses             131.58 

    4,057.58 

Publicity Expenses: 

Publicity, rallies and meetings       4,288.76 

Publication and booklets           462.59 

Advertising campaign         1,486.58 

Telephone and Telegrams        1,187.58 

Travelling expenses            940.07 

 

8,365.02 

3,055.11 
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Delegation Expenses 

Mukti Bahini: 

Materials to Mukti Bahini    3137.68 
Expenses for delegates from Bangladesh  1,220.73 

          4358.41 
Contribution of Committees      1,583. 

     
Fixtures, Fittings and Furniture         362.10

          
                                                                                                            21.782.05 

 

Md. Azizul Hoquc Bhuia 

Sheikh Abdul Miinnan 

Sliamsur Rahman 

 

For and on behalf of the Steering 

Committee of the Action Committees for the 

People's Republic of Bangladesh in U.K. 

 

I have examind the annexed Statement which is, in my opinion in agreement with 

the books and records of the Committee and I certify that the Statement gives a true 

and fair view of the state of affairs of the Committee. 

 
Quazi Muzibur Rahman 

Chartered Accountant. 
The 30th September, 1972   164. Broomwood Road, 

London, S.W.ll. 
STEERING COMMITTEE OF THE ACTION COMMITTEES OF THE 

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH IN THE 
UNITED KINGDOM 

 

Statement of Receipts and payments for the period from 16
lh

 April. 1971 to 

30
th

 September, 1972. 

£ £ £ £ 

Contribution from Bangladesh Fund      21,782.05 

Deduct-Payments- 

Rent, Rates, Lighr and Heat     10,56.04 

Telephone and Telegrams     1,187.58 

Publicity, Meeting and Rally     4,288.76 

Publications and booklets, etc.       462.59 

Delegation Expenses      3,055.11 

Travelling Expenses    1,140.07 

Less-Contribution by Lanca-   200.00  940.07 
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Shire Committee 

Volunteer's Expenses      1,900.47 

Postage. Printing and Stationery       698.63 

Advertising       1,486.02 
Entertainment           270.86 

General Expenses          131.58 15,477.71 
Materials to Mukti Bahini     3,137.68 

Expenses tor Delegation from Bangladesh   1,220.73 
Contributions to Action Committees    1,583.83 

Furniture, Fixtures and Fittings     362.10 6,304.34 
21,782.05 

Balance    -  -  -  -Nil 

Notes : All properties have been transferred to High Commission for the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh in the United Kingdom. 

Md. Azizul Hoque Bhuia 

Sheikh Abdul Mannaii 

Shamsnr Rahman 
 

For and on behalf of the Steering Committee 
of the Action Committees for the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh in U.K. 
 

 

ANALYSIS OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO ACTION COMMITTEE 

£ 

Student Action Committee  - - - 765.00 

Action Bangladesh  - - - 250.00 

Operation Omega  - - - 100.00 

Sundry Contribution  - - - 25.83 

Bangladesh Action Committee in Holland - - - 300.00 

Bangladesh Action Committee in Sweden - - - 75.00 

Enfield Action Committee  - - - 68.00 

Total- 1,583.83 

 

 
 

---------------
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ETHNOM USICOLOGY 

University of California. 

LOS ANGELES-90024 

April 27, 1971 

Dear Mr. Senator, 

 

We are speechless and dumbfounded at this hour of peril when the Pakistani 

military is pursuing a systematic plan of annihiliating all local leadership from 
Bangladesh (formerly East Pakistan) and is perpetrating gruesome actrocities on the 

defenseless people of my country. My brothers and sisters have been subjected to 
savage butchery committed by the bloodthirsty West Pakistani Millitary and all voices 

of protest inside Bangladesh have been stifled. 
 

It is very shocking that no one in the U. S. Government has raised any voice of 
protest against the massacres nor has anyone condemned the brutal killings of 

innocent civilians including professors, engineers, doctors, lawyers, political leaders 

and students, by the Pakistani Millitary with arms supplied by your country. What a 

pity! President Nixon found Charles Manson guilty of murders, but he carefully 

preferred not to hear evil, see evil and speak evil as regards the happenings in 
Bangladesh. America's silence has become shameful now! 

 
Please raise your voice to protest against the Pakistani Military's arrogance of 

power so that many lives may be saved in Bangladesh. If we cannot have a 
government of the people, for the people and by the people, must we then believe that 

political power can be achieved only through the barrels of guns? There is no denying 

that we will .. in freedom. Bangladesh has come to be a reality. 

 

If the report of Red China's ultimate objective to wipe out all the moderate forces 

in favour of the extreme elements in Bangladesh is true (Vide Los Angeles Times; 

Thursday, April 22. 1971), then the United States will have to be the real loser in the 

long run. But at the same time we want to make it absolutely clear to you that we do 

not want your military involvement or intervention. 

 

Please, Mr. Senator, we implore you to exert your influences to stop all aid to 

Pakistan-both military and economic. We in Bangladesh may have to starve but we 

will achieve freedom. Please also see that no educational scholarships and grants 

under U. S. 
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Exchange Programs are given to any Pakistani this year as a mark of your strong 

disapproval of the ruthless killings by the Pakistani Military Government. It may help 

bring the Pakistani Generals to their senses. 

With my personal regards to you. 
Yours sincerely. 

(Abul H. Saaduddin) 
35 Liberal Senators 

both Democrats & Republicans 
U. S. Senate 

Capitol Hills. 
WASHINGTON D C 

----------------- 

505 Gayley Avenue. 401 

LOS ANGELES. 

Clifornia-90024 

May 6, 1971. 

The President, 

Indiana University, 

BLOOMINGTON, Indiana-47405 

 

Dear Mr. President, 

 

As an alumnus of Indiana University (1964) I have taken the liberty to write to 

you personally to draw your attention to the abominable atrocities still being 
committed by the West Pakistani Military on the unarmed civilian population of my 

country (formerly East Pakistan), which was recently forced to declare independence 
and the establishment of a newly formed Government of Bangladesh (Bengal). 

 
Meagre reports coming out of Pakistan as a result of the most effective military 

censorship do not reach most Americans but nevertheless, there is no denying that the 
military brutality has been of a very high magnitude. Professors of Dacca University 

has been killed in the most gruesome manner in some cases, with their entire family. 

The following partial list of the victims will suffice to covince you of the legitimacy 

of my statement. Perhaps some of your professors in the School of Business 

Administration might have known these unfortunate professors personally while they 

were teaching at Dacca University. If you had any chance of getting first-hand reports 

from any American evacuee from Dacca or Chittagong, all my statements will seem 

to you as nothing but understatements. 

 

In view of the ruthless butchery committed by the Pakistani Military (95% of both 

officers and enlisted men are West Pakistani; Bengali officers, and not many in 

number, are never promoted beyond the rank of Lieutenant Colonel) on the Bengali 

populace of Bangladesh, I fervently appeal to you to express your strong vocal 

condemnation and 
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indignation at the Pakistani Military Government's utter lack of respect for precious 

human lives of our people. 

Indiana University maintains program of co-operation with both the Punjab 
University in West Pakistan (Education) and Dacca University (Business 

Administration). I urge you Mr. President to prevail on the members of the Board of 
Trustees and also the other officers and Deans of the Indiana University to suspend 

officially all kinds of cooperation with the Punjub University for an indefinite period 
with immediate effect as a mark of your strong protest and revulsion against the West 

Pakistani Mi I itary junta's most heinous barbarity. Please make sure that not a single 
West Pakistani scholar or official in the ruthless government gets any scholarship or 

grant from your University this year. Suspension of co-operation with Dacca 

University does not arise for obvious reasons. 

 

It is a pity as well as shocking that the U. S. State Department called these current 

unfortunate events and happenings in Bangladesh as "internal matters" of Pakistan ! 

Perhaps I shall do justice to myself in thinking that Hitler's "final solution of the 

Jewish problem" inside Germany was indeed Nazi Germany's "internal matters" too? 

 

I suppose there is no Bengali student at your University at present. 1 felt that when 

silence becomes shameful one has to speak out, and hence my sending this letter to 

you. 

 

With my personal regards and best wishes. 
 

Yours sincerely, 
(Abul H. Saadudin) 

Teaching Assistant, 
Institute of Ethnomusicology 

U. C. L. A. 
--------------- 

Mr. Abul Saaduddin 

Ethnomusicology 

University of California 

Los Angeles. California 90024 

 

UNITED STATES SENATOR 

Committee on 

Labour and Public Welfare 

Washington, D. C. 20513 

May 20, 1971 

Dear Mr. Saaduddin; 

 

Thank you very much for your letter and the enclosed material concerning the 
situation in East Pakistan. 

 

The events which have occurred in your country in past months are indeed tragic. 

They warrant our attention and concern. 
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As you may know there is legislation in the Senate to cease arms shipments to 

Pakistan and I will certainly support this important measure when it reaches the 

Senate Floor. 

I was pleased to learn that the United Nations is considering emergency aid to the 
unfortunate victims in East Pakistan and trust this aid is forthcoming. 

 
I am glad you took the time to contact me on this important issue. I assure you it 

will continue to receive my commitment and concern. I will certainly support 
measures in the Senate designed to alleviate the terrible plight confronting your 

people. 
Sincerely. 

Alan Cranston 

California. 

------------------ 

 

UNITED STATES SENATE 
Committee on Foreign Relations 

Washington. D. C. 20510 

May 21, 1971 

Dear Friend : 

 

Thank you for your communication regarding the tragic situation in Pakistan. I 

appreciate your taking the time to write. 

 
You will be interested to know that the Committee on Foreign Relations on May 

C approved a resolution calling for the suspension of military assistance to East 
Pakistan until the conflict is resolved and the normal distribution of relief supplies is 

undertaken. Because of your concern about this situation, I thought you might be 
interested in reading the Committees report on S. Con. Res. 21. A copy is enclosed. 

 
I regret the necessity of resorting to a form letter, but my mail has been so heavy 

on this subject that I find it impossible to provide an individual response. 

 

 

Sincerely yours, 

J. W. Fulbright 

Chairman. 

 
 

---------------
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UNITED STATES SENATE 

Committee on the Judiciary 

Washington, D. C. 20510 

May 24, 1971 

Mr. Abul H. Saaduddin 

505 Gay ley Avenue 401 

Los Angeles, California 90024 
 

Dear Mr. Saaduddin, 
 

Thank you for taking the time to share your views with me. 
 

The use of American arms and other military material in the Pakistani Civil War 

has troubled me deeply. Although there is little which the United States can do to 

prevent American weapons already in the hands of the Pakistanis from being used, we 

can make it abundantly clear that no more military supplies will be forthcoming. In 

order to advise the President of my feelings on this matter, I have cosponsored S. Con. 

fees. 21 which provides that all American military assistance to Pakistan should be 

suspended until the conflict in East Pakistan is resolved and that all licenses for 

military sales to Pakistan should be suspended pending the termination of the terrible 

conflict. We all hope and pray that the people of East Pakistan will be spared any 

future natural or man-made disasters. 

 
It was good to hear from you, and I hope you will always feel free to let me have 

your views on issues facing our country. 
 

 
Sincerely, 

Birch Bayh 
United States Senator, 

Indiana. 
 

 

 

 

--------------------
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TWO APPEALS 

March 28. 1971 

Background 

 

Only four months ago the people of Bangladesh (formerly East Pakistan) 

experienced the greatest natural disaster of modern limes when a cyclone hit the 

coastal areas. The utter apathy and criminal negligence of the military regime was 
witnessed by the whole world at that time. To-day the same military junta are 

enacting the greatest man-made human tragedy of modern era. 
 

A wholesale massacre of defenceless people by the army with machine guns and 
bombs has been going on for the past three days. Hospitals have been bombed, 

population centers razed to the ground, unarmed people mowed down in the streets-
this is the picture that has been given to the world press by foreign correspondents 

present in Dacca when the carnage began. It is a measure of the horrible intention of 

the military that they have found it necessary to expel I the foreign correspondents at 

gun point. What is taking place is a massacre without parallel in modem history. 

 
The people of Bangladesh are being systematically killed, because they have 

committed the crime of demanding that the military junta led by General Yahya hand 
over power to the elected representatives of the people. This promise was solemnly 

made by General Yahya when he illegally usurped power and was repeated before the 
General Assembly of the United Nations on October last year. The events of this 

month have made it clear, if there any doubt, that the military junta have no desire to 

abdicate power to the people, or loosen their colonial grip over Bangladesh. They are 

determined that Bangladesh should continue to remain a colony and captive market 

for West Pakistan, even if it means decimating the population. 

 

The people of Bangladesh are no less determined to break themselves loose from 

a forced union with their oppressors from West Pakistan. 

 
Let there be no doubt as to the outcome of this contest of wills. They are equipped 

with modern weapons, we are equipped with invincible faith in our cause. They are 

mercenaries, we are freedom fighters. They are few, we are many. They are morally 

corroded. We are morally strong. They may win a few battles, but we will win the war. 

Appeal to the people and Government of the United States 
 

The struggle that is now going on in Bangladesh, is part of the general world-wide 

movement for liberation from colonial domination. It is no different from the struggle 

that the American People waged against their distant rulers two centuries ago. Like 

the British colonies in America, East Pakistan is being bled white in the interests of 

alien 
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rulers thousand miles away. Like you, we are having to pay taxes to a distant 

government indifferent to our welfare, without any right of representation. Like you, 

we have decided to exercise our right of self determination. Like you, we will prevail, 

no matter what the cost. 

Knowing the great traditions of the American People, the people of Bangladesh 

have no doubt, that the American Government and people will do their best to arrest 

the monstruous genocide in Bangladesh. Time, however, is of essence. If innocent 
human beings have to be saved the time for action is now. 

 
In the name of humanity we appeal to you to use your influence as a world power 

to stop the indiscriminate killing of thousands of innocent civilians. 
 

You can help us by not helping our oppressors. We beg of you not to give any 

assistance, military or economic, to the Yahya regime. 

 

You can help us by recognizing the newly-formed provisional Government of 

Bangladesh. We implore you to recognize this democratic government immediately. 

 

Appeal to the peoples and governments of the world 

 

The struggle that is now going on in Bangladesh is part of the general world-wide 

movement for liberation from colonial domination. East Pakistan is being bled white 

in the interests of alien rulers thousand miles away. We are having to pay taxes to a 
distant government indifferent to our welfare, without any right of representation. We 

have decided to exercise our right of self determination and we will prevail, no matter 
what the cost. 

 
The people of Bangladesh have no doubt, that your Government and people will 

do their best to arrest the monstruous genocide in Bangladesh. Time, however, is of 
essence. If innocent human beings have to be saved the time for action is now. 

 
In the name of humanity we appeal to you to use your influence to stop the 

indiscriminate killing of thousands of innocent civilians. 

 

You can help us by not helping our oppressors. We beg of you to impose 

sanctions against the fascist Yahya regime. 

 

You can help us by recognizing the newly-formed provisional Government of 

Bangladesh. We implore you to recognize this democratic government immediately. 

 

-By the Bengali Community of U. S. A. 

 

 
 

-----------------
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A NOTE OF PROTEST 

By Messrs M. F. Ban, Muhid Cliowdhury and Mostaque Ahmed. 

 

May 19, 1971 

 

We have followed with great concern and dismay the actions of the Government 

of Pakistan in East Pakistan since March 25, 1971. We are appalled at the cold-

blooded murder of tens of thousands of innocent and defenceless Bengalis and the 

brutal suppression of the democratic movement for autonomy. The atrocities 

committed by the west Pakistani army against the civilian population of East Pakistan 

and the apparent intention of the Government to continue this inhumane course of 

action render our continued association with that Government repugnant to our sense 

of dignity and moral propriety. 

 
This attitude of denigration toward the Bengalis by the Government of Pakistan 

was further evidenced by the summary, unjustified firing of Mr. A. R. Khan, an 
Assistant Education Officer in the Embassy on 17th of May 1971 for his having 

attended the hearings of the United States House of Representatives Foreign Affairs 

Sub-committee of Asian and Pacific Affairs regarding the East Pakistan situation on 

May 11, 1971. The session attended by Mr. Khan was open to all members of the 

public and Mr. Khan was there only as a spectator. He made no statement of any 

nature nor was his presence especially notable. The same session was also attended by 

Mr. Akram Zaki, a Counsellor of the Embassy of Pakistan along with other West 
Pakistanis. 

 
The Embassy's seizure of this occurrence as a pretext to fire Mr. Khan for alleged 

"misconduct" makes explicitly obvious the intention of the Government of Pakistan to 
extend its persecution of Bengalis even to those employed by that Government here in 

the United States. 
 

We consider it both humiliating and discriminating that a Bengali employee 

should be fired while his compatriots from West Pakistan are not penalized for the 

same offence, if that indeed is an offence. 

 

 

 

 

---------------------
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MEMORIAL TO PRESIDENT YAHYA KHAN 

A. M. A. Muhith 

July 21, 1971 

 

Almost fifteen years back I was appointed to the Civil Service of Pakistan by the 

President of the country and it is with a heavy heart that I am giving notice of my 

dissociation with the government of Pakistan as it is constituted now. 

 

As a young man of 22, I joined the Civil Service of Pakistan with high hopes for 

myself and my country. Pakistan was the dreamland of my adolescent years-the 

fulfillment of a revolt by Muslims of India against civic and economic exploitation 

and religious and cultural subjugation by the more advanced majority community. 

Civil Service appeared to me to provide not only a decent means of living but also a 
vehicle for serving the poor people of my country. To the best or my knowledge I 

tried to serve my country with loyalty and dedication which was recognized at various 
stages of my career. I was called upon to shoulder responsibilities in positions of trust 

and confidence, I enjoyed my busy but brief term as a Deputy Secretary to the 

Government of East Pakistan, General Azam Khan. I considered it a privilege to work 

as Deputy Secretary to the Cabinet for almost three years under President Ayub Khan 

and then for a short period under you. I was also given the civil award of Tamigha-e-

Pakistan in 1966. 

 
In the course of my service with the government which I have spent evenly 

between East and West Pakistan, I have like many others of my colleagues after found 
that justice was not being done to the cause of East Pakistan and the Bengalis were 

being discriminated against. It cannot be denied that we did not live up to the ideals 
on which Pakistan was founded-exploitation of one community by another and one 

region by another continued to flourish, equal opportunity never became available to 
citizens irrespective of class, language and domicile, democ rati sat ion of society and 

political institutions was deliberately and constantly hindered. But the situation never 

seemed totally hopeless. Participation by Bengalis in civil administration was 

gradually though agonisingly slowly increasing. Your good self held out the hope of 

their participation in political decision-making and there was every reason to believe 

that it would come tine. Acceleration in economic development was receiving 

attention even though not without grudge from many quarters. It appeared that the 

exploitative design of many of our compatriots from West Pakistan was at last on its 

way out. In our system party politics is not the cup of tea for a civil servant but what I 

am referring to is not a mater of party politics, it is the question of welfare of the 

majority of our people, it is an issue which has become very basic to our existence as 

a nation. 
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The recent events in Pakistan, as you have said it yourself, are a source of great 

anxiety and agony for the whole country and for the Bengalis in particular. Just when 

the country was on the threshold of a democratic era it appears that the fabric of the 

society and the basis of nationhood have been brutally shattered. Those of us who are 

outside the country have been observing the developments in East Pakistan political 

situation since December last in silent anguish. Even after the massive support that the 

demand for autonomy as reflected in the Six Point Programme received in East 

Pakistan, it was not heeded to by the powers that be in Pakistani. Instead you chose to 

lose the initiative by agreeing to postpone the Assembly session and allowing 

separatist sentiments to secure the upper hand. However, hopes for Pakistan were 

revived when you began negotiations in the middle of March. But such hopes were 

totally the news of the brutal military crack-down was received. Not till the lapse of 

almost a day the full significance and the objective of the military strike could be 
known. From than onward the information supplied through government channels 

was in such conflict with that received through all other sources that it was difficult to 
come to a correct appreciation of the situation. With the passage of lime the vast 

Iragedy in unfolding itself in full splendour. The belated announcement of the 
conspiracy was as unconvincing as a similar attempt made three years back {the 

infamous Agartala conspiracy case). All that appeared true is that the vested interests 
that dominate Pakistan could not be reconciled to ending exploitation and 

surrendering power to people; a military solution of a political crisis was being 

atlempted. 
 

A dying man catches at a straw and I was, like many others of my countrymen, 

trying to find a ray of hope even through the darkest clouds. 1 have been hoping to see 
the lunatic course of military operation halted. I have been hoping that you would take 

steps to disengage the army from East Pakistan. I have been praying that you would at 

last come to terms with people's representatives and allow the Bengalis the right of 

self determination (a principle for which our country has been crying its voice hoarse 

throughout). But as regrettable as it may be not a single sane or rational move has so 

far been made by your government. Your long awaited announcement of 28th June 

has been a dismal disappointment that way. This statement leaves no room for any 

hope or optimism. On the other hand all over action of the government seems to be 

directed towards intensifying the reign of terror in the country, establishing a colonial 

rule in East Pakistan suppressing all civic rights there and finally destroying the 

economy of both wings of Pakistan. 
 

Though it has been claimed that a small group of misguided people attempted to 
disintegrate the country, punishment is being meted out indiscriminately to all 

Bangladesh. On one pretext or another Bangalis are being killed and properties are 
being destroyed. Clearance of shanty towns, reprisals against sniping or acts of 

sabotage, prevention of sabotage to communication network, pursuit of miscreants 

and such other pretexts represent only a small sample. Your government is following 

an unholy mission of eliminating the Hindus in East Pakistan on the basis or an 

insulting insinuation that 64 million Bengali Muslims are being misguided by a more 

8 million down-trodden residue of the Bengali Hindu community who did not have 

the willingness or means to take refuge in India over the last 22 years. For over three 

months now a mindless military 
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operation is going on which has rendered the event of staying alive as the greatest 

luxury in East Pakistan. Government instead of ensuring security of life and property 

of its citizens has taken upon itself the task of decimation of the country and the 

destruction of its people. Patriotic citizens have been driven into a foreign country 

which has never been friendly to us before. Citizens are being forced to die of disease 

and starvation both inside and outside the borders of East Pakistan. Your government 

has made the flow of information from as well as to Pakistan (both East and West 

wings) so difficult that there is no escape from the conclusion that you are afraid of 

skeletons in the cupboard. There is indeed, a complete reign of terror in the country 

and in East Pakistan such a situation is only heightened by mystery and atrocities that 

beggar description. 

Though it is being widely circulated that power will shortly be restored to people, 

an attempt is being made to set up a colonial Rile in East Pakistan. Transfer of 
officials, both high and petty, from the West to run the Government in East Pakistan, 

relocation of non- Bengalis in strategic points in East Pakistan, importation of labour 
from the West to run the ports, airfields, factories and communication network in East 

Pakistan are steps which only a wild colonial power can contemplate. All Bengalis are 
suspect under your government. People in responsible positions are either being eased 

out or rendered ineffective. The relationship between Bengali and non-Bengali 
officials is taking a form worse than the relationship that existed in olden days 

between British officials and their native colleagues. People in East Pakistan, usually 

so vocal, under the pressure of your military stranglehold have become dazed and 

muted. They have to speak like parrots and write 011 the dotted lines for the sake of 

their skin. 
 

Your government has adopted a course of action which is not only bleeding East 

Pakistan white but also destroying West Pakistan in the bargain. In East Pakistan 

cities remain largely deserted; lines of communication, out of economic activities, at a 

standstill; civil administration, vastly out of gear; and the youth of the nation, in 

hiding. Procurement of food grains has been very low (only 600,000 tons have been 

shipped in since September 1970). Supplies of essential items have been virtually at a 

halt since February 1971 and harvesting as well as sowing have been poor. All this 

presents a spectre of immediate misery in East Pakistan which is beyond human 

comprehension. At the rate at which insurgency is gaining momentum, there is no 

hope for any mitigation of this cotastrophe. The effects of East Pakistan situation are 

very deep on West Pakistan. West Pakistan has lost a good and large market. She is 

being asked finance the military operation in the East. Economic and millitary 
assistance from the outside world have been lost. The country has been thrown into a 

state of utter bankruptcy. 
The government of Pakistan which is headed by you has lost all its claim to 

legitimacy by suppressing the elected representatives of the people. You have 
declared the most popular party in the country as "forever banned." Many leaders 

representing the people in both the wings of the country have taken to flight on 
account of your threats. The brutality with which massacre is being committed under 

your order and human habitations are being destroyed as well as the ruthless 
suppression of dissent in both parts of the country have rendered the claims of your 

government to place in the civilized world totally untenable. Your pre-emptive strike 

of March 25, has sown the seeds of a 
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war of liberation in East Pakistan and your forces there are treated as occupation 

forces. The savagery with which the strike has been made has engendered hatred of 

West Pakistanis among Bengalis and the rifl between the two wings now is top deep 

to be repaired. In fact, the basis of nationhood has been buried under mutual hafted 

and fear. It is not at an far-fetched to think that the epitaph of Pakistan has been 

written in the mangograve of Meherpur. Your government in the eyes of the world 

stand guilty of the crimes of genocide and dismemberment of the Pakistani nation. 

Your government has also caused grave harm in many other ways. It has defiled 

Islam by killing innocent people or at least being the cause of their death and by 

destroying human habitations including places of worship. The crisis in East Pakistan 

threatens the security of 65 million Muslims living in India. The course of action 

adopted by your government has escalated a war situation between India and 

Pakistan. It has driven East Pakistan into the arms of India-a disservice which just 

cannot be forgiven. On top of everything you have set in the process of class war in 

East Pakistan-a social jolt which may affect the stability of entire South Asia for a 
long time. 

 
Under these circumstances, in your quiet moment you will appreciate yourself that 

it is not possible for me to be associated with your government any more. I have 
waited long enough to see one rational move by your government. I am essentially not 

made of a native official under colonial masters. I have always chosen to state my 
views without fear but such a situation does not exist anymore in Pakistan. As such I 

am afraid, at this stage I have to be content with living abroad. In clear conscience I 

cannot go back to take my rightful place as a civil servant as long as your military 

stranglehold continues in East Pakistan. It looks abundantly clear now that the cause 

of Bangladesh alone will free the country (its both wings) from the oppressive, 

illegitimate and savage usurpation of power that has now taken place in Pakistan. I 

have no option therefore, but to support the cause of Bangladesh and affirm my 

loyalty to that cause. I can assure you, Sir, that I am expressing the sentiments of 

every same civil servant working under you who are afraid to speak out on account of 

the reign of terror that obtains in the country. 

 

I would like to conclude with a personal prayer for you. I would like to believe 

that you are a man of sincere intentions but have become victim of galloping 

circumstances. I would, therefore, hope that you would soon shake off the evil 
influences or else dissociate yourself from the current tragedy. May Allah show you 

the path of righteous- ness and you find time to seek forgiveness for the sins for which 
perhaps you are unwittingly responsible. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

----------------
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WHY I QUIT 

July 27, 1971. 
 

The question that I would try to answer this evening in "What made me dissociate 
myself from the government of Pakistan and espouse the cause of Bangladesh." Since 

March 25, I have been deferring this decision in the hope that President Yahya Khan 
would make a proper move for a peaceful settlement of the crisis. No ground exists 

for such a hope anymore and so it becomes impossible to go on working for a self 

destructive government. 

 

I must admit, however, that fifteen years of service with the government of my 

country, which was the dreamland of my adolescent years, could not be lightly 

brushed aside. 1 had also fond memories and associations, such as one of working for 

President Yahya himself. 

 
The questions that agitate me about the government that is now in power in 

Pakistan are those relating to its legitimacy, its colonial ambitions, its savagery, its 
political and economic blunders, and its utter lack of humanitarian concern. 

 

President Yahya used to call his government a caretaker government waiting to 

hand over power to people's representatives. Now he has suppressed people's 

representatives elected in the most free and fair elections ever held in the country, he 

has banned the most popular political party in the country for even and he has 

indicated that material law will not be lifted in the foreseeable future. Thus his 

government now has lost all claims to legitimacy. 

 

Instead of guaranteeing the security of lives and property of its citizens, the 

government of Pakistan has made the fact of "staying alive" the greatest luxury in 

East Pakistan. Atrocities that this government is committing in East Pakistan, the 
frenzy with which it is driving Bangaiees out of the country and the suppression that it 

is making of dissent in both wings of the country, not only forfeit the right of this 
government to a place in a civilized world but also make it responsible for 

dismemberment of the country. 
 

The government is desperately trying to establish a colony in East Pakistan 
through a reign of terror and a massive transfer of officials and labourers from the 

West. For a poor country with many other problems in hand such an attempt is sheer 
madness. 
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The government has embarked on a dangerous course of action which it is 

pursuing relentlessly. It is very frightening because it is so mindless. It has not only 

escalated a war situation in South Asia but also sown the seeds of violent social 

upheaval in that area. It is bleeding East Pakistan white and at the same time runing 

the economy of West Pakistan too. 

In East Pakistan today the extent of human misery is simply incomprehensible. 

Leaving aside the death toll and destruction of property on account of army strikes, 

the spectre of famine is horrifying. Total disruption of communication network 

coupled with the gripping sense of terror has virtually halted all economic activities 

and movement of foodgrains and other necessities. 
 

Despite the flight of seven million refugees, starvation in scattered pockets in East 

Pakistan now is unquestionable. Against a food gap of 2.3 million tons during last 

fiscal year only 1.3 million tons could be imported. And also movement of food 

stocks within the country from surplus to deficit areas remained suspended since 

March. 
 

Prospects in the immediate future are bleaker still. The most optimistic estimate 
places production this year at 30% less than normal meaning a deficite of 3.5 million 

tons. Even if the refugees do not return, it will be necessary to ship 2.5 million tons of 
foodgrains into East Pakistan between now and June 1972. The internal transportation 

system with all possible addition of river vessels cannot handle more than 100,000 
tons a month even if acts of insurgency remain at the low level of last month. This, 

however, is contrary to facts; there is evidence of intensification of such activities. I 

cannot visualize how foodgrains in excess of 1.2 million tons can be supplied to East 

Pakistan during the current year under present conditions. If hungry millions are to be 

saved the first essential condition is restoration of peace in East Pakistan. I mean 

genuine peace and not the silence imposed by guns and bayonets. The second 

condition is involvement of the entire population in a crash program for food 

distribution. None of these conditions, I am afraid, can be met as long as Pakistan 

government's military stronghold continues in East Pakistan, as long as Bangalee 

people nurture their sullen fear and resentment and as long as they continue to fight 

either directly or through sabotage and non-cooperation. 
 

In 1943 Bengal had the worst famine in its history. Transport system was out of 

gear due to war and shortage of food amounted to 6%. That famine took a toll of 

between 2.5 to 5 million lives. This time the death toll is going to be multiplied by 

three times. This means in the next 3 months some 7.4 to 15 million people will 

starve. 
 

I do not intend to sound like a prophet of doom. I believe the position can be 

redeemed. The world should not sit by in impotent anguish and witness the 

destruction of a people. It is dangerous to allow the Bangalee people to be totally 

brutalised. It is still more dangerous to permit madness in political behaviour. 
 

Let me conclude by appealing to the conscience of the world to raise its voice 

effectively against Pakistan's madness. 
 

- A. M. A. Muhith 
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A LETTER TO GOVERNOR MALIK 

September, 1971 

 

You have asked for creation of an open society where issues will be settled by 

force of argument. Do you honestly believe that there is any possibility of such a 

course of action in West Pakistan or Bangladesh as long as Yahya's hordes arc not 

totally annihilated? That was what the country was wanting to do when Bhutto joined 

in the conspiracy of Yahya's gang to thwart the process altogether. I am surprised that 
you should say that after having been dismissed like a domestic servant on February 

21 when the real shift of power to the hawks took place. How can you now try to 
remove 'suspicions'? 

 
You are asking for rebuilding the economy and the society & to forgive & forget 

the past. For whom do you rebuild the economy? For your masters from West 
Pakistan and the Biharis whom we chose to give shelter when they were homeless? 

How can you forgive and forget when no family is there in Bangladesh who have not 

suffered death and destruction in the hands of Yahya's gangsters? Much less of it 

caused the partition of India. I feel like quoting you that we are "compelled to seek a 

separate homeland after we found our very existence threatened in United Pakistan." 
It is indeed a repetition of history and I lived through that also. 

 
For God's sake do not talk of Indian conspiracy and their involvement in the 

creation of present troubles. Any time Bangalis get a chance to assert their will the 
hand of India is discovered. Your masters also had the nauseating temerity to accuse 

Sher-e-Bangla of complicity in Indian conspiracy. I have personally heard such 

accusations against Mr. Nurul Amin whose concern for Pakistan's solidarity is much 

more than that of any West Pakistani. 

 

You have talked of national suicide for the Bangalis. Fortunately that is not the 

case this time. Pakistan was broken up by Yahya-Bhutto axis on March 25 and you 

cannot put it together again because a river of blood and 'scorched earth' is between 

the two regions now. Incidentally the destruction of Pakistan was caused by people 

who had no involvement in the Pakistan movement, who made no sacrifices for 

Pakistan but enjoyed rich dividends out of its creation. The Punjab did little for 

Pakistan but got the most benefits. Yahya and his generals have never worked for 

Pakistan so it was easy on their conscience to destroy the country. Bhutto was an 

Indian citizen as late as 1952. so it is only natural that personal lust for power should 
be more important to him than Pakistan's survival. I derive some satisfaction in the 

fact that Pakistan was not destroyed by those who worked for its creation. 
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You have given the assurance as the Governor to help rehabilitation of refugees 

and have claimed that minorities are good citizens. I am not sure about your authority 

and brief. I was told by Pakistanis that every Hindu was an enemy and they had 

caused all the trouble, they misled Bangalee Muslims. I took it as an insult on the 

intelligence of Bangali Muslims and you will notice that in my letter to Yahya I 

protested against such stupid insinuation. It looks that your speech is for international 

consumption and so any amount of untruth does not really matter. You are talking of 

arrangements with India for taking care of minority problem. May I remind you that 

you are for getting your history; you are talking of a situation when there were 

communal riots in both countries. This time it is not communal riots, it is deliberate 

policy of genocide by an organized government against Bengalis and specially 

Bangali Hindus. 

You have talked of the futility of terrorist movement. You are forgetting that this 

is not a terrorist movement, it is a war of liberation. In dealing with civilised Britain 
who were governed by a democratic parliament, you could rely on constitutional 

methods to gain your objectives. Even then you had non-cooperation, civil 
disobedience movement (Punjab & Assam 1946-47) and Direct Action. Today you 

are dealing with a dictatorial military regime, the tactics have to be different. You are 
dealing with uncivilized, uneducated and unpatriotic vested interests of West 

Pakistan. 
 

You have emphasised the food crisis but have followed the brief closely in 

maintaining that transportation and not food availability is the problem. When we 

were shouting about food crisis Yahya retorted sharply that godowns were bursting 

with stocks. But now it turns out that you cannot get as much food in the country as is 

required. You have spoken of plans to import 2.3 m tons. From my direct experience I 

can tell you that with the "goodwill" of the West Pakistan Government you will never 

reach a target anywhere near it. Do you know how much of 2.3 m tons planned for 

import last year was actually imported? It was only 1.1 m tons. You know better to be 
hoodwinked by your very dishonest masters who lack integrity in every respect. 

 

You have promised test relief works, financial help to returnees and 

reconstruction. Do you really believe you will have either the currency notes (printed 
money) or the real resources? The experience of last November is otherwise. Even 

resources transferred from abroad did not reach Bangladesh. The relationship of the 
two regions was founded so much on exploitation of Bangladesh that deceit, outright 

lies and crooked maneouvers really did not bother West Pakistan. Do you believe that 
your speech and decision to serve them will change all that? 

 

You are talking of a development programme of Rs. 279 million in Bangladesh. 1 

am amazed that you should men tion it. Those who framed the budget, even they are 

under no illusion about this exercise in fantasy. 
 

Your dream of a united, powerful and proud Pakistan is so absurd and your wish 

on restoration of power to the people is so pretentious that I could not help touching 

on them too. Pakistani ruling junta is a horde of barbarians, they cannot put up a 

civilised image anymore. They are also not in a mood to return power to the people. 

Just read through Yahya's speech of June 28 and analyse his activities since then 

including his choice of stooges for Bangladesh. 
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You are an elderly person and have been very close to me. I have used rough 

language because it pains me so much to find you performing such a heinous role in 

the winter of your life. Yahya dispensed with your services in February against your 

saner suggestion. How can you believe in the intentions or capability of this man who 

is either gone mad or has been entrapped in a mad circle? There is no way out for 

Pakistan anymore. Ever)' mother in Bangladesh is distressed, every young man is a 

revolutionary, every soul secretly harbours the idea of liberation from the ruthless 

occupation of your masters. That liberation is coming soon and that alone will teach 

this mad junta the lesson of its life. That alone will liberate West Pakistan as well. 

You are a non-entity in this process and the sooner you have this realisation the better 

it is for you and for the country. 

 

 

 

 

------------------- 
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�G�= 

:  ��, *���, --/ 
:��, -5-  ��, �����, --6 
:�', -5-  ��, �����, HIJ 
:���� &����, K/.  ��, �B���, K.. 
:�B��D��, L6J  ��, ����, L/6, L6H, K-H 
:�D�� (��N��4� �����'�), I/-   ��, ���P, -LL 
:�4���)  �Q��, K-I    ��, ��B�, -LL 
:R 4��� ���� �8 (A�(�2(), ILL-L.  ��, ��4���, --6 
   ��, ��F�, -LH 
 "���2, --I  4��, ,��B�PP�, LII, L.6, K-H, K-K 
 "��� ��4�, L6H  ��, ,��4�S� ������, -LL 
 $9��,  �T�, --/  ��, ����, / 
 89��� ��), -L5, -6K, LK/, LIJ, LIK, 
L//, L/6, 

 ��, �����, --/ 

 L6-, L6H, L6/-6., KJ6, KJ., K-H--L, 
K-K, 

 ��, ���4�, --/ 

 K5H, K5I, K5., KHL, K//  ��, ��P�, K.. 
 89��� ��), 89����� ����2, K5H  ��, ,��4���, K.. 
 89��� ��) (��), -L5-LL, -./-.6  ��, 4�B�  P���, --6 
 B�, ,)����, L66  ��, 4�B�  ���, K..  
 B�� �4Q ,PUB, LII  �� ,4���, HKH 
 �BB,  V��, -LH  4��, "$, !, -LL 
 �BB, ! (��W��), IJJ   4��, !, ,�, �����, K.J 
 ��9��, -5-  4��, ��B$%�, L/6, L6H, K-H, IJL 
 ��9���, -5-  4��, �8T�, I-6 
 ����, !�, K..  4��, ��4$�%, I5L 
 ���, HLH-LI, HL6-L., HKL-KK, HKI-K/,   4��, ��4�B$�%, -LH 
HK., HI-,  HI5-IL, HIK, HI.-/J,  4��, ���9�$�%, -LL 
,H/--/5, H/H-/L, H/K-//, H6J,  4��, ���9P$�%, K.. 
 H65-6H, H6L-66, H6.-LJH,  4��, X�9� ����, -6. 
 LJL-JK, LJI-J/,LJ6--K  4��, !�, !�, L/6 
 � ,��B��4�,  �BB, I-/  4��, ,��Q��� ,��7��, L/6, L6H, K-H 
 ��,  ���, --/  4��, !�, "$, --/ 
 ��,  ����, K..  9�, �����<��, -LK 
 ��, "$��, IJK " 
 ��, )BP�, --/ "$�"�2< !(��� ��������, --.-5J, 

-6/ 
 ��, X�9��, --6 "=��(���� ,Y�� :� ��������, -I. 
 ��, ,��9��4�, -LL "W '���7� !������9�, -J 
 "W '���7� ������� Y=, 5-H, L-/ 
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"W '���7� ������� Y= �$B, 5 �����9�� (�����'��), L/6 
"W '���7� ��) :�  ������, 5H.-LJ, 
5I--I5 

����,  ��)��, I/- 

"W '���7� ��) ( ������), 556-5H-, 
5H5-HI, 5H/-H6 

����, ��4��9��, II6-I., I/- ���;Z���, 
L/6, L6H, K-H 

"����, !, ,�, !�, -LL ���;Z���, L/6, L6H, K-H 
"����, B;� (���), K- ���$�W, KH/-L6 
"����, �;� (<�"��[�, ,'�W \�B��92 
,��<��), K6- 

����, ���, II., I/- 

"����, �;�, -LL ,�]�9 !(��� ��$�^�, --H 
"���, X�9� B;�, L/I-6H ,��<�, !<89�<�, K.--.5 
"�4��, ,��4�S�, -LKH �(��_ ����2, -L6 
$ � 
$"��, 4(��`, -.., 5I- �Q���, !,  �� (<�a), 6. 
$ ��b, ., K65  ��,  "9��, L66, IJ5 
$-�"Q�, K6K ��,  ��, K.. 
$-'����, K6K ��,  �T� �4�� (���), IJJ-JK 
 
 
 
!  

��, "9��49�, K-/, ., K-, KH, -L5-LH, -./, 
556, LL5-LH, LIJ, LI., L//-6., L6J, 
L65, L66-6., L.5, KJ., K-6, K5H, KH/-
H., KK-, K//, K65-6H, IJJ, IJH-JL, I-I-
-/, IK. 

!"< �������� ����2 ("$���'), /J-/L ��, !�, I6I 
!�B�, LLL, IJL ��, !�,  �, -J, -5, 5K, 6/-66 
!��9� ,��<���, LKJ-K-, L.6 ��, !, ����, L66 
!(��� ����2 P� �� �''c� ��'����� :� 
�������� " "$-,�, 56 

��, )$�, -LL 

!(��� ����2 (,�’�89�2��), -H/ �� �2d�, LL5-LH, L6., K-6, L//, IJL   
8   ��, �����, -5- 
8��, ,��4�S�, -LL ���, ����"9�, -66 
8`4(�� �������� ,����"�2, -6. ��, ,����, K5/ 
89��B$e�4, K-I, K-6 ��, 4����, K// 
89�� : 89�b, IK. ��,  �T�, --6 
8��� (,�B�), IJK �����, ��B�, -5- 
8����, !, �B, L/. ���9�, ��B�, L66 
89���f $e�, --6 ) 
89��4TZ���, L66 )�g���,B4�, -5- 

)�h�, "�Q��, -6K 
�  \��� (<a), 5.L 
��D� ����2, .6, -JL, -JI-J6,  ,)���� ,��7P�, K-I, K-6  
 -J., --K--I, -5I-5/, � 
 -H.-L-, -L6-KH, -K6-IL, -.5 �i����, :����, K6- 
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�i����, ,�����, II., I/-,  (����  89��� '��2�, L55, K-H--L 
�����, ��j ,4���, K-6 �$"9�� 2�"��, L6J 
,���)� ��k, K/I  �;'�l '���� ������� �4�9� ��l�, K6.-.J 
,�U����,  ��9�;� ����, II ��9�), ��m�, I/- 
,�U����,  �T� �����, --/ �;$�%, K.. 
,�U����,  �� ��n�, IK, I6, 6I, 6., .I-./, 
--H--L,  

,B��� "����, LL5 

-5H-5L, -/K, -6K, -./-.6, 5IL, IJK,  � 
I----5, IHH-HL, IK-, IKH-K/, II/ ��89�� (�(��E), 6I 
,�U����, "o �, K/., K6K ��������, ��, !�, -LL 
,�U����, !�, �p, --/ ��������, ,4�� (,�)�), -LL 
,�U����, �;�  �� (<�a), IK-  ���4� $e�, --/ 
,�U����, �;� "����, K.. X���� �g, K/I 
,�U����, PB��� �����, L66, K5/ ,��4�9�, LII 
,�U����, ����� ��4���, K6J � 
,�U����, ���qq�, IIH-IL ��<� 89���< P�W, -K/ 
f � 
f9 �P�, L//-/6 �( )�, L6. 
f9 �P� ����, I, / �r, ����, IJL 
f����) ,�]�9 ����, L.--KJ5 ���, ��r�m (,���h�), K/K 
B ������, '� �'���" (�*�^�), K65-6H 
BB� 89����2, L65 T" ��s� (f�9�f��), 5JH 
B����  �T�, I/-  ,�89�, P���, IJL 
B9��  ����,  IJL X��� ��)�C�, K.J 
B9 ����� (��N��4� '�), K-K  � 
B���9 ���\�, K-H--K ��, ����m, K-H, K-K 
B���9 ����Y=, LK/, KIL-II ' 
B���9 ��)��,  IL '�)��, KH6 
B����� "�����, LL5, LI6 '����� ���, L/6 
,B����"< " �������� ('��7��), 5JJ-JL *������ ����, .I 
,BP���, L65 *���� ��0������  �Q�� 8 ��G&, --H--L 
XB$e�, --6 '���7� ��) :�  ������, 5I- 
t '���7� ��) ( ������), 55H-5/ 
t��� ��q���(��9, LLH �''�� (,�a ,Ba), L/6 
  '��� '���7� ���$�W '��2�, L-.-5-, L5.-L- 
�B�$�%, K- '��� '���7��� ���$�W '��2�, KL5-L6 
���� ��4, K/I '��� '���7� u��� ,P<����, LKI 
���� $�%, II., I/- '��� ����� ��v�� f�� "$�9, LKI 
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'��� ������ ���$�W '��2�, KJK-J/ �s�9�, ����], K6K 
'��� ������ ���$�W '��2� (,��� 
������), LKI 

�s�9�, ���� ���C, K6K 

'��� ������ ���4��� '��2�, LIL-II �s�9�, �����, K6K 
'��� ����� �Aw� �����, LKI x�����  �Q��, I/J  
'��� ������ u���  �Q��, LLI-II �����, K-I, K-6 
'��� ����� u��� ,P<����, LKI ����,  �T�, --6 
P �����,  ��� (����<), KHI 
P���, L66 �������� "9� ��) (8`4(��), IKH 
,P��$, LLL �������� !(��� ����2, 6-., 5--55, 

HK-HI, LH-KJ, K5-KH, KK-IJ � 
�y� (�����), IK6 �������� !(��� ����2 (8�9W��W��), 

/K-/. 
��Q�'��(�9, D��, -5- �������� !(�������9� :� �$ "��(��, 

65-6K  
�gDg (-.JK), K/K �������� !(�������9� (<���), 5/ 
����, 5KH, L.J, K6. �������� !(�������9� (�(�������9��),  
��, :����, K6- K5, IJJ-JK, IKJ 
����, ,��4�S�  ���, -LH-LL �������� !(�������9� z2�(��, -H--K, 

5H, H.-L5, KL 
����$�%, K.. �������� ,�]�9 f�� ��\�� '��w�, 
���, ��D�w (,��B�), LII, K/K   LI/-I., K-I-K-6, K5I-56  
�s�9�, :����, K6K �������� ,�]�9 u��� ���� ����2, KJJ-J5 
�s�9�,  Q *���, K6K �������� )@��zA�� ����, IJI-J., I5K, 
�s�9�, "]D�w@, K6K  I5.-HH, IH6, ILL-KJ, IKL-K/ 
�s�9�, ?����m, K//-/6, K6K �������� )@-��zA�� ���� (��), -56  
�s�9�, ,��B]���, K6K �������� f�� "$�9, LLI-L., K5L-K5K, K5/ 

�s�9�, ��)�'��, K6K  �������� f����), K5L-56 
�s�9�, �������@, K6K �������� f�� ��\�� '��w�, --, -.I 
�s�9�, �' ��, K/6 �������� f�� ��\�� '��w� (,\2 �A�2), 

I5L, I5I  
�s�9�, *P�e ���, K6K �������� f�� ��\�� '��w�  
�s�9�, x{�r, K6K (�����B(), IL, I6, -HJ-H5 
�s�9�, ��B ��4���, K6K �������� B���9 ������\�� ��|9  
�s�9�, ,������, K6K ����2, LKI-IJ, KJ6-J. 
�s�9�, ����], K6K �������� ,}< "$�9 ,�=��, KK.-IH 
�s�9�, ���]���, K6K �������� �<�P^ ��) (�����)�), 5HL 
�s�9�, �@B9, K6K �������� (����  89��� '��2�  
�s�9�, ���D�w@, K6K (D����), LKI, K-H--K, K5-  
�s�9�, ���~ ����, K6K �������� �$B, /J 
�s�9�, ���~ ,��4, K6K �������� �;@ ��) (8`4(��), IKH 
�s�9�, ����� ����, K6K �������� '� (�������� ��) :�  
�s�9�, ���r ,���, K6K  ,������ ���'�), 5IJ-IH 
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�������� '��w�, L/I-6H �D��, ,����'��, K6K 
�������� �''�� ,����"�2 " ,\2 �A�2, -5- ����, ���Q, K//, K6K 
�������� P�"2� P� �Y<� ('��7��), KK-IJ  �D��, ��)��Q, K6K 
�������� �Y<� ��D��= 8D����B, -IK-I6 D���,  �BB�� 4�, -HI 
�������� ����B��� ������\�� '��w�, L/K, KK5-
KI 

D����, B���P���  ��, 5KH, L//, L6-, 
IJH-JL 

�������� ,�U� �A�� *��� ��G, K/K-66 � 
�������� ��4�� �����, IK6-K. �"$�%, -LL 
�������� ����P ����2, 5-H ��B�$�%, -LL 
�������� ������� Y=, -K-5J ���, LII 
�������� ��) :�  ������, 5KH-KL, 5IJ-IH, 
5I.-/5 

���,  �T�, --6 
���  �T� (*�� ,�B�), HIJ 

�������� u��� ,P<����, LKI ���, !, K- 
�������� ���� �����, L/L, K-J--5, K55, KI/-
/H, 

��� (��a), -6. 

  K.--.I ������, --6 
�������� W�9���� ����2, -./-.6 ���, *��@�, II., I/- 
�������� W��<� !(��� ����2, I--IH, -HH-HL  ���9��, ��7P�, I/- 
�������� ���<����2 �(��_, 5J/-5-J �r��B�, ,)����, --6 
�������� ��\�� '��w� (x�<�P�<�), K.. ��e�,  �BB�� �4��, III 
�������� ��\��� f�� ��l�, 5I- �4����, $-�B���, K6K 
�������� ���$�W '��2�, K5.-HI �4����, �*9�Q, K6K 
�������� ���$�W '��2�, LKI, K-H--K, KH/-L6 �4����, ���(�����, K6K 
�����4� ����� ('��7��), L-/  ��"��" 4�(����, KHJ, K/I,  
��v�� ����Y=, KJK-J/ ��8 ,����, KJ/ 
������ ���, 56 ����,  �4�B  �T�, -LH 
��q��� 8 ��q���C ��S�, K6- �����9�, IJL 
��q ,�U� ,�U���A� ��G, K/K-66 ����� ()D��), /J6--J  
�A�2� ,���� '��2�, -.. ��4��� (<a), IK- 
,���, �������, --/ ��4���,  ���P (��)��?), K6-, II/ 
 �����<��,  9�, -.. 
D ��B��,  �, --6 
D����, �8��� 4���� ��, L5H-56, LL5-LK, ��9�,  �B�, --6 
LKJ, LK5-IH, L/H, K-L, K-K, K5-, IJL  ��9�, "���"�, -LH 
�D��, :\���, K6K ��9�, ��, --6, L.J 
�D��, :\u�, K6K ��9�, ��k, --/ 

�D��, �B�Q, K6K ��9�, ,��89�, -LL 
 ��9�, ��P�, -LL 
 ��9�, ���97�, -LL 
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���B�P�, L, LL5, LI/, KK/-K6 ��9, :B9, K/L 
�����PUB ���������, �������4�, I., -LH, 
-6., -.I, 5KL, L-L, LI/-I., L6J, IKH  

��94�, B�4�, IHH, II6, II., I/- 

������� (���������� ���$�W '��2�� ��N��4� 
���'�), K-H--L 

,����, -5- 

������ ��), LL5, LI6 ,�4��, ,���4�, 5IL 
��������, LLL, K56 �  
���4�, !�, !, I..-/-J ��, "$�B, 5I- 
�����%�, ���D���, K6K ,���� '��2�, -5., -LK 
,������, !�, -H/ �  
,�UT��, I-/ �V���� ('����), H 
,�U�D���B�� !������9�, IH. u���, 6, HJ-, H-H, HHK 

u���-�Aw� ���� ��G, LKI 
� ��� �(�l� 8 '�)�&, L-J-KJI 
���] ,��4, K/K ������, ,���, LKI, LII 

��9� ����9�� *D��, HJI 
� ,���, �'2��, IHH 
�8�  ��, -5- W(���, KJ/ 
����,  �T�, --6, -LL ����G  u�, K/. 
���,  ��� 4�9��, LII ����g, H5K, H5. 
��P�, K6. �����, ���], K6- 
��,  �T� (<�a), IK-  ������9 $'���� ����2, K-K--I, K-.-5J 
�4��, X�9���, -LL ����� ��4��� ���P, -LH 
�4��, P9B��, 5I5 ��\��� ����� ('����), K5- 
�4��, ���$�, IJL ����� ����2 ( 89��� ��), ���$�W '��2�, 

(�' 8 ���\� �����9), K-H--L 
�4��, ,��a  �BB��, K.. ��$�� �������� ��\�� '��w�, -//--6 
�4��, ��P���, 5H5 ���$�%,  ��� !"�, I.L-.6 
�4��, ������, -LL ���< 2�"�, L6J 
�4��, ,�� ���B��, K, I, -5,  .J, .I, .6, 
-L5, -LL, -.K, 55K, 55/, 5I-, HJ5, 
LI/-I6, L/I-/., L6--6H, L.J, L.5, 
K-K, K-I--/, K5H,  K5I-56, K5., KH6, 
K/K, K.J, IJJ, IJ5-JH, I-/, I5H, I5I 

���$e�, !,��, !�, HKH, HIJ 
�(���, '�4�s�, -5- 
��N��4� B��, IHK 

��� ����� (�����2), .  

�4��, ��Z�T�, --/ �����, ! (!�-!-!), IK  
��4�$�%, -LL �����,  �T� (!�-!-!), -LH ������9� 
��B����, K/.-6J, K6--65 ����� '��w�, KK/-K6 
��Z��, !�, !, II �����, 5KH, K6. 
���D�w�  �Q��, K6.  �����, ,��a  �T� (<�a), IK- 
 ��4�,  �, �', K6- 
 ����Q��  �� B�P�, II6, I/--/5  
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��%��, �4�� ,�B�, 5KL  4�, ,B�9�, -66 
��%���, ���  ��, K5K-56 4�8�����, ��, !�, --6 
����2 ,B��  89��� ��), -LH 4����, !�, !, -LL 
����B, ��B�4�, LI/-I., K-I--6 4���,  �T�, --6 
���, ��, LII, K-H, K-I 4��PB, !, ,�, !�  �T� (<�a), IK-,   
�����, IJL 4����� ��, LLL  
������ (f�9�f��), -5- 4����,  �T�, -LL 
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    ��O���O���O���O�    
�'� �&$��( 

�$%���&� �������� ��!�� 
5�!�, �������� 

    
����.H$ %��P����.H$ %��P����.H$ %��P����.H$ %��P    

    
�$%���&� �������� ��!���� �'� �&$��( 6:11 ���� ���������� 
����� ����� 

A��"�� ��� Q ��H$ %!R F"$ !��। ����.�!��� *A %!R 
����� ��� ��T�U ���� Q 
�'���V" %!���� ����U F"$ !��। A��"�� �O�� �+�� ����+�� Q �WX�J�� �+� !�� Q 
��!Y��� L��!� *�/�( ����� ��A A��"�� �O�� ������. ���� Q �'� %!���!A E��!�� 
Z[\�V$. �� !�� "�(�]। L� �� %!�R� #��A ‘‘���������� 
����� ��� : ������’’। %�( 
69,888 �YJ�( 69 ��� *�� ������ %$( !�� 6:<7 ���� �� %!�� !�� "(। *A %!�R� ��P 
��/� ���`! Q � ��!�Y�a� Lb�U ���c��� #�� *A ������ Fd����। 

 
%'� %!���� ����A �WX�J�� Q ����+��( ‘‘���������� 
����� ��� : ������’’ 

Fd���� ��. �"�� ����!C��� ����Y� "(। 
 
*A Fd���� %!���� ER ���(� ����A *� ����( !�� ���T "�( ��(। ����.�!��� 

���������� 
����� ��� ��T�U �!� ���`$�( *A Fd���� ��#���e �"���� ���f� "�� '��!। 
 
‘‘���������� 
����� ��� : ������’’ Fd����� O��"�� gX���X� ��/�]। ���Ch �"� �'�! 

�'� �&$���� Fd����� O��"���� L��� '�!�( �&$��( ’’���������� 
����� ��� : ������’’ 
Fd���� ����� �����( ����.H�$� ����U F"$ !��। %�(���( L�J��!�� ���` ����.H�$� ���(\ 
E�.$ !�� "( ����� %���� %!��� %��J� ‘"�-�� ��������.'�!। ����.H�$� �+�� ��'�� �!� 
����( �� ����T� ���� � "(, �� ������� ��.�j! ��!.�� E��D !�� "�(�]। �� kA ���! 
%!��� %���l�� I�m��! �����. ����� "�(�]। #�� ����.�H� ��������  EP��nJ� L�Q ��a� 
Q �Y�oa "�(�]। 

 
L��� �Yp ��q��, ‘‘���������� 
����� ��� : ������’’ Fd����� ��r�$�B ������� ��A 

��s! Q ���`!��� !��] L�Y� "��। 
 
    
    
    
    
    
    
5�!�5�!�5�!�5�!�    
�3��D� �3��D� �3��D� �3��D� 777788888888GGGG    

((((����� L�� ���t!������ L�� ���t!������ L�� ���t!������ L�� ���t!�))))    
C��%�u ��O�C��%�u ��O�C��%�u ��O�C��%�u ��O�    
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�$%���&� �������� ��!���$%���&� �������� ��!���$%���&� �������� ��!���$%���&� �������� ��!��    
�'� �&$��(�'� �&$��(�'� �&$��(�'� �&$��(    
�%��%��%��%�----6 6 6 6 ����������������    

�������� ��O���(�������� ��O���(�������� ��O���(�������� ��O���(, , , , 5�!�।5�!�।5�!�।5�!�।    
    
    

�-��/�%�-6/7*#-7/:1/�����-6/:;:                                  ������ G8 E�w��� 788G 
 
�%�! :  Ex�� ��� OT��.� 
 ���(� �"!��� ��O� (�%�-6) 
 
%��! :  ��� ������ ���,#� 


\���!��� 
�����. "�-�� ��������. 
����� m��� (4'. ���) 
�����, 5�!�। 

    
��`( :    ‘‘���������� 
����� ��� : ������ (69 ��)’’ ����.H�$� ����X %K� Q EP�y�� ��� 

E�����। 
 
�V� : ��z� 8< E�w��� 788G ������� L���। 
 
 
��"��(, 
 g���.l ��`�( �V���l L����� ���' %�u ��� E���(� %K�, �%M��. ��A Q EP�y� 
�������! ��`�(�l Fd���� OV/�U ��H�$� E����� %�� !�� "���। �&$��( !�Y.! 
��.��O�/E������� %K� ���.�T�� *�{ ��' �#�� %�� !�� "���। 
 
 
�����l : �$.� ������!। 
 
 L��� ��qL��� ��qL��� ��qL��� ��q,,,,,,,,    

    
    
    

((((Ex�� ��� OT��.�Ex�� ��� OT��.�Ex�� ��� OT��.�Ex�� ��� OT��.�))))    
���(� �"!��� ��O� ���(� �"!��� ��O� ���(� �"!��� ��O� ���(� �"!��� ��O� ((((�%�%�%�%����----6666)))) 
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%!���!� !'�%!���!� !'�%!���!� !'�%!���!� !'�    

%���B ��� �� ����� �� ��� 
����� ��F���� A��"�� *!�B E�V�� � �। �� L����! 
���������� 6:16 ��� 
����� ��� *�� �|�V��.� 
����� ��F���� A��"�� L����� !��] *! 
��n���( � �। ���������� 
������ A��"�� %$(�� �� 6:11 �� �|!��� ��!�� 
���������� 
����� ����� A��"�� ��� Q ��H$ %!R F"$ !��। ����+�� Q �'�'.�� ���( ����� 
�� 
����� ��F�� Q 
����� ����� ������� ��F" Q ��O�A�V�.! �� ��!� !�� "(। ���A 
#�}�� ‘���������� 
����� ��� ������’ Fd����। �������� ��!���� �'� �&$��( 6:<7 �� 
69 ��� *A %!�� !��। * g�t��� ��s� !���B� �~��� ������$� Eb�U ���c��� #�� *A 
Fd����। 

*A Fd���� %!�� "Q(�� ER ���� ���� ��� ����� �! #����( ��(। *A Fd���� 
����� 
���-��`(! �!� ���`$� !��.� Z[\�V$. ��#���e �"���� ���f� "�K *�� "��। �!� �! � 
'�!�( ���������� ��.�� ����J�� *!�B �Y"| E�� L����� 
����� ��F�� Q 
����� ����� 
%!Y� A��"�� ��� �'�! ���.�� ���| ���� ��(�] *�� *� k������ E�! ���`$� !��. ������ 
�B��K। 

*������( �$%���&� �������� ��!���� �'� �&$��( !�Y.! ���������� 
����� ��� ���������� 
����� ��� ���������� 
����� ��� ���������� 
����� ��� 
������������������������ Fd���� ����.H�$� ����U�B E��U ���(������� ��� L��� �� !��। 

�������� ��!�� !�Y.! * �!� *!�B ����( Z[\�V$. !�.!���� ���(\ L������! E�.$ !��( 
L��� ��n������। *�A �C�X�� Fd����� ��`(�V�O � V$. E������.� ���� �� L�P�! �C�.�C��� 
����.H�$� L%�$ �Oo� !���]। L�� !��, ����.�H� Fd���� ��s!-���`!��� O��"�� ��B��� �+� 
"��। 

����� *A !�.!��� ��z�� Eb�U ���c� !���], L��� ��z��� LU��! !Y���� Q ����� 
����K। 

 
 
 
81 �3��D� 788G (������ ���,#�) 


\���!��� 
"�-�� ��������. 
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�������� 
����� ����� A��"�� %!�R� ( ��������o %���$�!�$ !���B� ��# �'�! *A 
���� ��F�"� %!��� � �!. k�B !'� ���� !��]। * %!�R� g|��X Q �s, *� �V� g�t�� Q 
!��.���� � �!. ����` C��%�u !�.!�.� ��� "��� "��#��� �"�� ��,���� ����। 

������(� Q ���Y"�� g��X �'�! %!������ ������V" ��.�O !���B� �����Ya ����+ 
CV��!� ���� �'����� �Oo� !��]। ��z�� �M�� �� �M� ��� �������� �������� I��. ��� ���+� 
!���], ��,���� L���O�-������O�� ������ ������ Q �������� �� �V���� g���� ���( 
%!R ��,��(� �"�(�� !���]। L����� �!� �U�� ]�/�A ����Z��� ������ ��s! Q 
���`!��� !��] g���� "�K। ������ �'���� �V��V� �'�! g����� �Oo� !�� "�(�]। %!���� 
����Z��� %���$�!�$ !���B E����� !�� ���(�]। 

%�( ���/ �� ��� �YJ������ ���� �'�! %�'��! ��.�O�� Z[���(\ ��� !���] %!�R 
��(���� ���Ch ���`!�Ya। ��z�� ��� "��� "��#��� �"���� ��Y�\ * ���(\ �'��' �J� Q 
LU��!��� ���� ��� !��]। 

%���$�!�$ !���B� �!� �����! *�� %!�R� ���`!�Y��! ��z��� %����( CV��!�� �� 
L�� E��` ����� ���A। ��A ��P %!�R� %�� ���������� ����o !�� Q �������! ��� "��� 
"��#��� �"���! ���� Q E!��� !�.%�Oo�� �� ���A %�$5��� E�Ca। 

���Ch �V�� ���Y"�� Q �����O�� ���' ��.��O� ����Z��� �'�! L����� 
����� ����� *!�B 
����.!, %���$� Q ����+ �O� �����( L���, L��� * L�� ���`$ !��]। ���Y"�� ��V�( ���� 
*!�B ��(� L!.�AC� �s� �"�(�� !���। E�����B� Q E���rY� ����Z��� C��`��� ���Y"�� 
"�� ������o� ������ ��Z��� �V� ������ ���� �������� "�� ����। 

 

%!���� ����Z��� ��s! ���� Q ���`!��� !��] ����Y� "�� L����� c� ��'.! ��� �� 
!��। 
 
 
 
64 ����D�, 
6:<7। 

��#�����" !�����#�����" !�����#�����" !�����#�����" !��� 
�O(�����, 

%���$�!�$ !���B, 
�������� 
����� ����� A��"�� %!R। 
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CV��!�CV��!�CV��!�CV��!� 
���������� 
����� ����� ��(���� 6:16 ����� 79 ��O. �'�! 6; �3��D� ��.U। *A ���( 

���������� 
����� ����� ���� � �!.� ���� ���q �� �!]� ��B�] ��� �'� Q ������ ��F" *�� 
������ Q�� �C�X !�� ���������� 
����� ����� A��"�� �O� Q ��H�$� ���(\ E��.� "( 
���l��� A��"�� ��� Q ��H$ %!�R Q��। �$%���&� �������� ��!���� �'� �&$���(� E��� 
*A %!R�B %���J� "( *�� *� !�� �[ "( 6:1< ����� ���(��� �'�! (�����o Ho��)। 

A��"�� �O�� ���(\%�u "��Q *A %!R 
����� �����T�U ���� Q �'���V" %!���� 
����U F"$ !��। *� !��$, ��!��� �!� �B�� ����` !�� ���������� 
����� ����� ���� 
*!�B ����U!��� �B�� A��"�� �O�� �+�� ����+�� Q �,�J�� �+� !�� *�� ��!Y��� ����� 
*�/�( ��Q(� �WX� E��U k�"। * ��A L��� A��"�� �O�� ������. ���� Q �'� %!���!A 
E��! Z[\�V$. �� !���]। *� #�� ���� Q �'����A !'� ����, �B�� ��!�� Q �������"!�� 
�+� !���, �B� �� ��� ����� �+� !���। 

*A �+� ���� ����A !�(!�B ��� ���Y"�� ������V" %!���� ����U %!R F"$ !��। *A 
����%�+�� %!�R� ���� *!�B ����` ����O� ��`( ���� ��( *A ��, ������ ��F�"� ��(���� 

����� ����!��! "Q(� ���Q * ���Q ��� Z[\�V$. ��, 
����� ����� ����� ����B �BCV�� 
��(�]। 
����� ����! *A �BCV�� �'�! ��Kh !�� ���� ��( �। *A �BCV��� �B����- ���! 
���l��F�� ��� E�C�"� !�� ��(- ��� E����. ���$��A 
����� ����! E������� !�� �����। 
��A ���l��F���� 
�� ��� ]�/� 
����� ����! ���� ��� ���A (। *A ��������� 
����� 
����� ���� %!���� ���� *� �BCV�� ��T�U k’�� ������F" %!���� ����U %!R F"$ !��। 
*� #�� %!�R� ���� %!���� ���!R� ����� ��z/�( : 

 

%'�� �� ◌� �BCV�� (689-6:9<) 
����( �� ◌� �BCV�� (6:9<-6:16) 
�Y��( �� ◌� ������� : %��� 
O��'. �� ◌� ������� : %���� ��������� �|���� 
��� �� ◌� ������� : ���������� 
`J �� ◌� ������� : �$����� 
�u� �� ◌� ���!,�� ������ : ��!��� Q ����!��� 
Eo� �� ◌� �$"���, ��$�'.� ����� Q %�����! �B� 
�� �� ◌� ��� ��F�� (6) 
��� �� ◌� ��� ��F�� (7) 
*!��� �� ◌� ��� ��F�� (G) 
���� �� ◌� ������ %���T(� : C��� 
T�(��� �� ◌� ������ %���T(� ’’ ������� Q ���Ch ��� 
O��.�� �� ◌� ��q��� 
���� �� ◌� ��+�|!�� 
�`�/� �� ◌� !���x�, Fd�x� Q ��.M 
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O�� 

�V� ���!R�( 1788 �YJ� ��H�$� ���!R� '�!��Q ��F�"� �����$ ����� "�( ��Q(�( 
L����� ����U �����. !��� "(। �� ���!R� E���(� %���B �� %�( :88 �YJ�, ��.���B 
69888 �YJ�� ���� ��F"Z��� ��H$ � h !��� ����B ���t E������� "(। *A �C�X�� L����� 
!�� *���( ��(। 

���� Q �'���� ��F�"� ������� ������� L��� ����! Q ��������� �����]। ��� �BCV�� 
�D�� ���� Q �'���� F"�$ �!]�B� ���� �Y�oCP� E��D !��। L��� ��� ��A�� �'� Q ����A 
�BCV�� ��� ��h����� !��� ����U �A, �� ���������� ��.�� CV���� I���o� Q *��� �����!��� 
���$� L�� L!���� ���� %��+C��� ��/�। E'.�| ���� �B�, L�a�� Q !��.!��$, *A 
CV���� ��$�! ���l��F���� ���! g��� Q ���O���� !���], %��� ���� ��T�U ���� Q �'�A 
*A ��� !����T��!C��� ������ "�(�]। *A �Y�o�!�$ �'�! L��� ���������� E��� ��zB�� �� 
�V�-E���� %�����. !���। 6:89 ����� ���C�� �'�!A �BCV�� ��T�U ����-�'���� ��h��� 
�[ !��। L��� �� !��, ���������� ���l��F���� ������( *A �[� �����B ��������.�, %��+ Q 
���lF�"�। 

6:89-*� ���C�� *�� �� ��-*� �� 6:48 ��� ��.U �����.� * ���. ���(� L� �!� 
���� * ��� ��h��� !�� "(�। !��$ 6:66 �'�! 6:48 ��.U *A CV��� E��J� �!� ������! 
L�a�� ��.C����( �Y�B�������� L�a���� EUCV.l �]�। 6:48 ���� �Y"�� ���"�� %,��� 
�& 
����( �X���� ������ %��J�� ����� ��"� �]�। L� �� g��� !���]�� ����������A 
�����Z[ ����J�� E��������� ��� *, �!, #���� "!। 6:4; ���� ���U E���C��� ���� 
!�C�� ���"�� %,���� �� ������� !�� "(, ���� ������ 
�& ����(���� %��! ���"�� !�� 
"(। 6:41 ���� C��� ��C�� � �!. ��gM����B ���!R� ���`$�� �� 
��� Q ���.�Cn� ����� 
%��J�� %�Oo� "(, �!� �� %�Oo� ��'. "( *�� ��C��� ���!,� %���J� "( ���� 
�(X����� 
��`(�B � V$.��� g���+� "(। *�A ���$���� ����.�!��� ���������� ���$� �~��� 

�(X��� �'� 
������ �� ��F�� !�� ���"���! %�(�� "�( ���� ��(। *A ���"���! 
%�(���! �V�. !�� �����] *� ��, ����A * ��� ��h����� "�(�]। 

�BCV�� ��T�U ������ k�B ��� ��Cl। %'� ���B ��` "�(�] 6:9< ���� LA(�� ���� 
+��� ����� ��(����(। *��� !�� ��C�� !�� "�(�] *!�UA �� ���!R�� �YJ������� 
������� ���! �+� ����- �!� ����` ���"���! �Y�o�!�$ �'�! (। 

�BCV��� ����( �� ���� ���� Q �'���� L��� F"$ !���] ��Z�� "��� ����B ����u, 
���.����M� !��.����$�, �!��B.� ����� � �!.� �����B. Q ��(, !��� �����B., ������! ���� 
!�.�VO� Q %,��, ��C�� %,��, L�a���� �����B., ]������ %,�� Q L�a��, �$%���T(�, 
��������� %�����, ����o ���l���.� %���$� ���+� Q %��, ������! ��, ��!��� ���.� Q 
���+� A�����। 
����� ����� ���� Q �'����� ����( ��F�"� �� ��,Y��� "�(�] 

�C���!C���A। !��$ *A ����� ���� ���� ��q ��/� "�( ��/�]�। #�� �!�� ���������� 
EC�U�� (, ���� ���q� ��`(��� �����/ !�� E���"��. "�( ���� ��( *�� %!R ��C���A EF�� 
"(। * ������� ���l�� 3��(��, �O�s��, ��+�|!��, �Y��!'�, ��!��� �'��, �$�!n�� Q 
�����T�U ������ �'����, ��l *��!�( ���l���"� Q �������� ��!���� %����! �|����, 
�������$� ��T( E��F"$, !���B �s, ���Y��, ��q���, ���Ch ����� ���.����M� !��.����$� 
%CY�� �� ���� �'� Q ���� *A ��F�"� EUCV.l !�� "(। * �+�� L��� ����`C��� �� 
�����] ���� ��.������$� ���C�� %��#�� �!� #�z! � '��!। *A �+� ���� ���� 
�$�"�������� %��,��� �'� ��F�"� �Oo� !�� "�(�]। %���B ��� ���V� ��� �V� ���� 
��h����� !��� ���! ����` �+� ���� "�(�]। ��� ���� ���� ���"���! Z[\ E�. !���] *�� 
��Z�� ��� ���� �B�� �������"!�� ��+� "( � ��Z�� L��� %!���� �V� �'�! F"$ !���]। 
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* !��� *!�BA L����� %�� ����O� �]�, ��s! �B�� ��s! ���� �� ��s! ������$ ���, 
"(। L����� �!� �U�� �A, EP��� ���!� �A, ��
 ������-����`$Q �A। L��� � �J Q 
����+ ���C�� L�����/� ���( ����� �Oo� !���]। *A �V� �+� ���� ����A ����-�'���� 
��]�A, � ��� *�� ����� !�� "�(�]। * �+�� L��� ��� *AB�!� ��!.�� EB�B �����] ���� !���� 
%�����\ +�¡ � "(। ������ �'�'.��A ��� �� CV��!� Q Z[\ �� �'��'C��� ���� ����। � � 
������$A * ���� �B�� %!Y� �"��(!। �������$� ���� E��� �����.�� AK� �� ���$� 
Q E%������ "�( Q�s, �!�� ��A ���� ��� �'�! ������� ��Y�\� EC���( ��B। ���������� 
������Q ��A ��B�]। L� ��A *� �� �� �� ���s�� ���� EUC�.l !�� "�(�], �� �� �� 
���s L����� ����( ������� �+�� "(��� ���� CV��!� �� ��Y\ F"$ !���। ��� *!�X��� 
E�! L��A ���������� 
����� �OU� *!B� ����� *!B� ����� ���o �+���C���� EU��¢���!A 
���� ���� ���। L��� �"�[�"� O������ ���� Qs� E�¢ ��]���� ��(A ��� �s-!�s����। 
��! ���� "�� *� ��B�A ��� ��!��। 

��� ����! %������\� %�� ��B�!� "(��� %��#��� �Q "�( '�!�� ����। *� k�B� !��$, 
%'�� F�d� ����� ������ �� �£����� %�, ����(� E�! �'� Q ���� "��� � L�� �� 
���+�� ��������� !��Q ��Q(� ��(�, �!]� �+�� �����������Q ������ ��B�। ���A�! L��� 
��(�� ���� �O�(�] *�� CV��!� E���(� Z[\ ������ ���!Q �+� �����]- *A�BA �V� !'�। *A 
��� �BCV�� Q E��� ���*!AC��� E��Y� "�(�]। 

���/ �� ��� �YJ�� ���� ���� Q �'���� ��F"������ ��! �'�! ����� ���� "��। ��� 
L����� ���$� *A ��, �� ���� Q �'� *��� ��F�"� ��A�� ��(�]। ���������� %�( %���B 
���!A �!� � �!� C��� 
����� ����� ���� ��/� �]��। F��� F��� ���l�� ���l�� �� �B�� 
g¤� "�(�], �� ���\��'�, �� ����, ��q�����!��, E���O��, ���/�� !��"� ,�� ,�� ��/ 
g�s�]। *� �����$ E���� !�� !�s। ��]�/� ���� ��q ���/Q �]� * � �!. ��'. Q %���T(� 
*�� %���� ��������� ����! �|����। ��A ��F�"� !�� � V$. "�(�] �� ��� ��( �। ��� Q 
������� �'� ��F�"� !�� ��A �!�� ��/�� ����, ��` ����( ��nz]���� ���`$� ��(� *�A ��� 
(। *� �� ���. ���T�� Q ��T(��� %�(��। 

����� ���(� �� L����� %!�R� L(�; �k��� L����� ���!��Q ��� O���। *A E���( 
*A ����� !���� !���� ��,��( ��� �� C����� ��`(। ��� L��� E���� ����� ��+� ¦�z���( 
��/�]��� *�� ���V� �#� "�(�] ���� 
����� �����T�U �'� Q ������ �C�XCV�� ��O� "�(�], 
���.��( * !'� ��� ��(। *� *� ��!�� Q gh(�� E��+� ���� ���। �'� Q ���� ��F" !��� 
���( L����� �� E�C��� "�(�] ���� * !'� ��� (�(। 

������ ��F�"� �+�� L����� %�Oo� �]� ����! *�� ���������। ���l�� ��������� ]�/�Q 
* g�t��� L��� ���Ch ���( �����!�( ����� %!�� !���] *�� ���l����� ����, ��+� 
%��J�, �����!�� �u�, Fd���� *�� Ag�( ���`��� !�.!�.��" ���Ch �c$�� ���$� !��] 
�%�$ !���] !�(! "���� %����� �!� k���!C��� L����� ��/� �����। %���B ������!, 
]��, c��! *�� !Ỳ ! ���s�� ���'A ��������� !�� "�(�]- �!� ����C��� (, ���l��C��� 
�!g �!g ���( ���] ��
 ��F�"� ������। L����� ����� L����� ��/� � ����� !��$ 
�"���� L��� k�B ��`( �+� !���] : %'��, A��"���� Z[\ � �!. E��O���, ��� #�� ��� 
!�����! ���̀ A ������ ��F" �� ���+$ !�� '��! *�� ����(�, �C�X"� ���(- ����` !�� 
!���� !���� %���T(�� L����� �� "�(�] ��, A��"�� %$(�� %�Oo��B ��!��� "Q(�( *� ���� 
Q �WX�J�� � �!. ��z��  
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��'o ��a"� *�� #�� ������ %���� ������ ���!�R� A��"���! ��Y� !��� ������. 
E�V$.������ ������!A �� ��z�� ��� ��(�]। ����! ���l�� ����������� ������ *A ����� 
L��� E�!B� !��B�( g�s�]। ��!��� g������� !���$ A��"���� ����+�� � �!. �� L��£�, �� 
L����� ���� ��Z�� ��� !��� ��� L��� �� !��। 

*]�/�Q L��� �+� !���], *� E��!� !��]A ���� Q �'���� ��(�] �� ��z�� "��]�/� 
!��� ���� । E��!A �!]� �]�/�], �!]� "��� ���� ���(�]। L��� !���� !���� %�����, 
������� ������ "�� ��Z�� E�! ���� ���C� g|� "�( gs�� ����। L��� �V� ������ #�B�!�� 
���� E�!�!A ��z� �V� !�� �#�� ���(�]। * �+��Q E��!A #�B�!�� �����Q ������ ���� ���� 
"�- E'.�| ��z� "���� �����B ��� ���A !��� C��`���� L��(। ��!�� ���� ��F�"� ������� 
�!� E�3.��e ��� !���। #�� ���� ��Q(�� �� L��� ���l�� E����� Q %(�� O����� ����, 
LA�� O�� �Y�o !��� ���� �। E'O * !'�Q ���� ��, 
�������T�U ���� ���A ����( 
A��"���� Z[\�V$. g�!�$, ���! ���l��C��� �� %��J���C��� !��+�� !�� ���� g�O� (। 

*A ���� L��� k���� ���� g��� !�� ��, *A %!R �[ "��� L��A 
����� ����� ����o 
������ E�!�! L��� "����(�]। #�� ��z��� !��] ��+� ������ ��Q(�� �!��� ��z��� 
��+�|!�� F"�$� ������ �'�! L��� ���� "�(�]। 

*A�� �������§� ����A L����� *���( ���� "�(�]। #�� L����� *����T�U �� ���(�� 
I��� "�(�] �� E����� T�B ������� *�� C��`���� ������ �+�� % � !��� �"�(! "�� 
����। �� �'��� #�z! �'�! ���K �� �V�$ "Q(� ��!��। ��� "�� E%!���� ������ �'�! �!��� 
C��`��� L��� ������ ���Y"�� "�� �� �'�! ��.�O !�� E����l �� %!�� !�� *A #�z! �V��$� 
�Oo� !�� ����। ����-������� k���� ���� ��F�"� �Oo� E���"� ���� *!�U �[�� ���A L��� 
�� !��। * ���� +�¡ "�� * !�� k�"�� "��, *��! *B� � V$. !�� E��� "�( gs�� ���। * 
������� ��(� !�.�VO� ��#���(! "�� ��a" �A। 

���� *�� �'� %���$�!��$� �� ��!�� (-��������o *!�B %���$�!�$ !���B �s !�� 
(�����o Ho��)। 

5�!� ��q�������(� %�l �%�-C�A� O���e�� %���� A��"����� %�#�� ��#����" !��� *A 
%���$�!�$ !���B� �O(�����। 

!���B� ������ "�� !���B� ������ "�� !���B� ������ "�� !���B� ������ "�� ::::    
3� ����"gt� L"��, %�#��, A��"�� ��C��, 5�!� ��q������(। 
3� L���y���, %�#��, ����� ��C��, O¨F�� ��q������(। 
3� �#� L�� L!a, ���O��!, A���BgB E# �������� ���3�, �����"�। 
3� *���� "!, ���O��!, 5�!� ��k��। 
3� �!, *�, !���, ���O��!, ����( L!.�AC� Q Fd����। 
3� �!, *�, �"��, �"����� %�#��, A��"�� ��C��, 5�!� ��q������(। 
3� ������ ��� "�[, �"����� %�#��, ������� ��C��, 5�!� ��q������(। 
��� "��� "��#��� �"��, ����-��O�। 

%!�R� !�.��Ya ���.o F�d� �� ������� ��]�A !�� %���$�!�$ !���B� ���� ��� !��। 
%���$�!�$ !���B ��Z�� �C�.� Q F"$����� �! � �� ����������� ��O�A !��। !���B� ��.�~� 
����U����(� �� �!� ���� Q �'� %���$� ��� �Y"�� "(, �!����� ��Z��A F�d EUC�.l !�� 
"�(�]। F�d� �� ���!Y� �������� �!]� �!]� !���B �!O !��; �!]� �� ���� Q �'� �� F�d� 
g|!�`.� �� �"�| �[�� �� ��F�"� �� ���.� ��। %!�R� �+ �'�! ��z��� *A ���.� 
�'����� ��� !��  
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"�(�]। ��� *-�+�� E�! ��( %!R�! ��� k�" ������ �~��� "�� "�(�]। *�!A ���!�� 
�$�, ��� Q�� 
�C���! !�� ���� ���U k���� ������ ���� %!�R� !�.���� �"���� ���� 
"�(�]। ���Q !�.��� ���� �'�!�] *�� E��!��� �+��A �#�Q "�(�]। ��� ��F" �'����( 
"(��� "(�, E�! ��( ��/�( ���]। #�� �������` ������ E���( ���� !��� "�(�]। 
����`C��� �BCV�� �� ��!�� *A ������� %!B "�( ���� ���(�]�। g��"�$
�� ��� ��( ��, 
6:89 ����� �V� ����B ����u�B ��Q(� ���K� �। �BCV�� ���� �� L��� %���$� Fd �'�! *A 
����u�B g�Y� !��। �!� %���$�!�$ !���B ���V� ��� �V� ���� ��!��� �+����। ��A �V� 
���� ��F�"� �Oo� ��C��� �(� "(। 5�!� �����B *A ����u ]��� "(�। �!��!��� �����BQ (। 
A������ �BCV�� ���B �%�� O�� ��(। *A �����B� #�A� ���!O+�� EU���� �]�, "s�| E� 
!����� ,V��� �C�� �V���V���� E���( ��Q(� ��(। ������t ���� ��B L����� �V� ���� 
��z��� ���( E������ ���c��� ��Q �� ��Q(� ��(�। *� �V� !�� ���� "�A�!��B. ��(�]। L� 
��� "(�। ������ �� g�Y��� L!���A ���(�]। * �'�! %���$�!�$ !���B� ��!��� !�� ���z� 
Q ��J� !��� �� EB� LF" Q LU��!��A ��l "(। %!�R� !�.���Q ��z��� *A E�CV��� �'����� 
��.��� ���(�]; ��z��� ���.����� ��,��(� !��� !���, %�( �+��A �#� "�(�]। �BCV�� ��� 
������V" !����T� E���(� ������ "�(�]। E��� ���� ������ ������Q !����� *A ��� 
E��Y� "�(�]। %���B ���A ��.M Q !���x� ��(� "�(�]। ��` ��� F�'� "�K �!� ���� ��.M 
*�� !���x�; #�� ��s!��� ��+ �!� ��� !� L�] �� *!��� ��� ��� "��। 

%���$�!�$ !���B� ����U �]� ������V" �V� �� C�`�( L�] ����A ]��� "��; �!� !��.�+�� 
*�� ����` E������ ���� ��(। ����� Q A����� C�`�( �V� ����Z�� L��� ��!�� �� ���(�]। 
��]�/� gk., �"a�, L��� Q [� C�`�� ��� �!]� Z[\�V$. ���� E�����" ��!��� EUC�.l "�(�]। 
r��a�C�(, #����, ���.�, ����� Q A�a����( %CY�� C�`�( ��� �!]� ���� Q �'� '�!� ���Q 
��� E���� !�� *�� F�d ������ �� ��(� *�Q ����� "(�। *Z�� C��`���� ��� ��� 
�A�। %���P!�� Q ������� !'� ����O� !�� �!� �!� ���� ���+u !�� "�(�], ��� �� �+�� 
L��� ����`C��� �+� �����] ���� �V��� ��!Y�� � ��B। 

��.��� L����� ��F�" %�( ���/ �� ��� �YJ�� ���� Q �'���� ��� "�(�]। *� �C�� 69 
"���� �YJ� ]��� "�K। ���! ���� Q �'���� ]���� ��A�� ��( ����। *]�/� ��F�"� %�T(� E���"� 
'�!�( L�Q ������ ���Y"�� "��। *Z��� Z[\Q !� (। E'.�| *Z��� Q�� ���`$� !�� *�� 
��� Q�� �C�X !�� %!R-%!���� ��Z��� ��A��Q �� �'� ������ ���l��F�� Q 
����� ��� 
��T�U Fd %!���� ����� E����� �'�! ����। * ������ �©����� !�� ��� Q ����� 
��'.A 
*!�U E���"��.। !��$ * � �!. �� ���� � �J �'���� ���� ���� ����� L����� EF���� �� 
���� �CV.� Q �K� "��। ��]�/� * L����� EU E��%�$�� g|�; ��A * � �!.� %���B ]� ��� 
�ª, ���(\ Q LF�" ����+� !�� ��� Q ��!���� I��! !�.���� EUC�.l। � � %�( %���B 
Lj��O� ���A ����� EC����(� ��P ��/� �B���� ��T�U �'���� ��F�"� �� ��(� 
L!.�AC� %��J� !�� '��! *�� * ��F�"� !�� Q *� Q�� ���`$�� !�.�VO� E���"� ����। 
���������� ���l��F�� Q 
����� ����� ������� * ������ ��,��( !��� ������ �Y�o ���C��� 
��!��- ����`C��� * !���$ ��, * ��F��� * ����� ��.,��� ������$ E��F"$ !���]��, �� 
�� ���� ����� ���� ��������� �� �Y�� ����, �� �� �'� L!.�AC�-*� ��F" ��Y���  !��� 
'�!��। * ������ ��o !�� kC.����! ]�/� L� �!]�A ��� ���� �। 

%!�R� ����� �����$ ���� Q �'���� ��F�"� !��� 
��«V�.C��� ��/� ���( ��z�� L����� 
�"������� !���] ����� �!��! ���A LU��! �����। * ��.��( �!]� %��J�, ���s, ���l Q 
!�.�� �� ����`C��� g��������। 5�!� ��k��, ����� *!��3��, 5�!� ��q������( Fd����, �!��( 
�����! ��A�¬��, �������� E����C�� ��A�¬��, I��! ����� ��A�¬��, ����( ���� ��A�¬�� *��  
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LB 

����( L!.�AC� Q Fd���� ���ChC��� L������! ��"��� !���]। �������� �%� A���BgB, 
O¨F�� ��q������( ��k�� *�� ������� !���!B��B "��Q L��� �!]� ���� Q �'���� ���(�]। 
*]�/� �'� �&$��(, %���+� �&$��(, ����� �&$��(, �������� ��O���( Fd���� *�� �����! 
����(a� ����u� (�3, *�, LA)-*� ��n��� ������! ����-�,���� L��� ��F" !��� �����]। 
��z��� ��T( �"�������� �� L��� ��z��� %�� !Y���� ��� !��]। 

���l�� g������ Q ���l�� ��F" �'�! E��! ������ ���( %!R�! ��"��� !���]। 
��z��� ���� �!]� �� *��� g��� !�� ���A ���� �� !��]। %�l ������ ��O����� L�� ��� 
�On���� �!]�����! �V���� ���� %!R�! ���(�]। ������ ���������� 
����� L�a�� *�� 
���!. !��F��� ������! ���� *, *�, *, ���"��� ��n��� L��� ���(�]। %���� �������� 
L�a���� ���� ��/� E��! ��z��� ������ %!R�! ���(�]। ��z��� ���� ����� ������ 
�g#, L����� "! CVA(�, 3� *���� "!, L��� L��, ����Q(�� �"��� Q ��"� gt� L"���� 
�� g��������। ����� "�� �!]� �V���� ���� ���s�(�] ��"��k� "! *�� ���a!�� A¬��"� 
���"�~�। ������� ��!�� *�� 
��� ����� ������� ������ ��F�"� �+�� ����� ��"���-
�"�������� !'� L��� ���Y� "�  � ��z�� "�� "��� ��n�#! A���, �Qk� L"��, ��k� 
"���, L�k� �����, ���¬� �XZu, ������ ��� �On���� Q L����� !���। �BCV�� ��.��(� �!]� 
Z[\�V$. ���� ���( ��"��� !���] ��[t� g��, !��� ��#� L"��, E�( ��(, A���A� 
���"�~�, ��� ��!��, ��� L�k� ����, 3� ���-g�-�"�� *�� L���� "!। A��� !���� 
����, �����y��� ���, g|�� !��U ��, 
� �On���� Q ���� ���,�! 
����� ����� ���� Q 
�'���� ���(�]। g����� �!��! L��� LU��! ����� ����K। *]�/� L����� ����� ��F�"� 
����B !�.!���� ���� ��/� ��(�] L�Q E��!। *A 
R ������ ��z��� %����!� �� g��� 
!�� ��� (। L����� L!.�AC�-*� ���� ���+$ ����( ��z��� �!��� �� �������� g|� 
�"���� ����� ��(�]। ��z����!Q �����। 

���� Q �'���� ����� ��O�A�(� �+�� %���$�!�$ !���B� E��� !Y����� ���' ��$ !��]। 
!���B� �����$ ��� I��., �ª Q LF" �"!��� �������� %���P!�� Q �V�� ��O�� !���]। ��z�� 
��� �������� ����� ��O�A !���, %!�R� gh( *�� ����` !�� ����V�"� �'���Y�� Q ��n!�. 
�Y��� �� �V���� �����. ���(�]। * �+�� L��� ����`C��� !���B� �O(����� %�#�� ��#����" 
!����� !'� LU��!��� ���� ��$ !��]। 

���� ��F" ��Z��� %!���� ������� �������� ��!���� �'� �&$��(�! ����� ���A। 
*A ���� �������� ��!���� ��H$ ��C�� *�� �� �%M��.-*� %��Q L��� !Y���� 
�!�� !��]। 

�����` L�Q !�(!��� !'� ���� "(- 
����� ����� ������F" ��Z��� ��]� ��(�] 
��z��� Eb�U c� Q ���� ����, ��z�� *A %!�R� O��� ���`!- I�(� L� ����� ����, 
L#�� �On����, ��" L"�� ���� *�� Q(��"k� "!। ������ O�!��� ���(�\ (- ���`$�� ®Y"� Q 
%!�R� !���� ���� *!�j��( ��z�� ���� Q �'���� ��F�"� !�� "�� �[ !�� ������V�"� 
��F", ��]�A, � ���( �"�(��, �%�!�� I���!�$, ��H$ ������-��.��� !�� ����� Q ��!�$. 
���(� ���� � h !��। *]�/� ��!���� ��q�� Q ����� OT��.�� c� Q �J�� !'� g��������। 
%����! ��! �'�! L�k� "������ �C�� ���(\���� *�� ���� �|���� %!�R� 
�C���! 
!��!�. E���"� ����� ��"��� !���]। 

���������� 
����� ���� ��z�� Lj��� ���(�], ��z�� ��.���� "�(�], ��z�� ���� 
�!�� 
!���], ��.����� %��!V� ������� ��z�� ����%��� ������� E��� �����], ��z�� L����� !��.� 
��' %�� ��"V��.� �%�$�
�� ��z��� �!��� g�t�� �C�� c�� Q LU��! !Y���� ��� !�� 

����� ����� �������� *A ��F" L��� ����� ����`� "��� ���� ���K। 

 "��� "��#��� �"�� 

� ��! 
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���� %�P� ����������� %�P� ����������� %�P� ����������� %�P� �������    ----    ����� ���������� ���������� ���������� �����    
    

���������� 
����� ����� A��"�� 9� ���� �������� E��!���A %�'��! �V� �'�! 
Lf�। %�'��! �V� �'�! ��Q(� (�(� *� �!]� �!]� ���� �"�k� A���� � ����  �¯���! 
*�� ���3Q ���������� ���+! ����� ‘����� �����’ �'�! F"$ !�� "�(�]। * ]�/� ��h����� 
����V�"� !�(!�B g|� ������ ��� �On���� � ���� E�! �l :*!�B ���� ��! ����(!� *�� 
��� ��O� *!�X��� �$�P। ��h����� ������V�"� �V������ �'�!A *B� ��� ����। 
 
 
��� ����� ������� �VO� O°F���� !������B ¨�e��� C�� 7;-G8 ��O. 6:16- ����u 
����� ��� ���(��� 7, 6:17 ������। G8 ��O. 6:16 ������ !������B ¨�e��� C� "����� 
���"�� ���� "����( ��±, "Q(�� �� G *�%� �'�! 79 �� ��.U ���� E�J� %O���� "�(�]�, 
��Z��� �!� ���. ��F" !�� ��� "(�। ��� * ��.��( %O���� ��� *!�B ��`( (�Y� 6G) 
��h��� !�� "�(�]। �VO� ���.� 7; �'�! G8 ��O. 6:16 ��.U %O���� ��`( ��V"Q ���� ��Q(� 
��(�, ��� *!��� ��$��� �B� (�Y� 6-68), ‘ �¯���! ’- * %!���� *!�B !�'!� (�Y� 67) Q 
����� �����( %!���� * ���(� %O���� E�J��� E������` (�Y� 66) ]�/�। *Z�� F�d� %����A 
��Q(� "�(�]। 
 
 ������� %���J� �$%���&� �������� ��!���� ��!�� ������� ����s�C��� 79 �� 
6:16- * 
��� ����� ����� �©O�� �(���C��� �[ "(। ��A ����� �'�! %O���� E�J������ 
������ �����V� ���Y"�� "�(�] �� L���!C��� ��h��� !��� "�(�] (�Y� 48-966)। 
 
 ��� L�� ������� E����� ��V�"� ���O( ����� %(�� ��(�] F"�d� G � �������CVl 
E�J� ��Z�K (�Y� 69)। ���` ��(�] ����� �VO� (�Y� 967-96;)। 
��� ����� ������� �(��� 
!�.�, ���s! Q ���O���Y�a� ���� �!� ����!� * ��� ��Q(� "(�, !��$, E�[� *!�B ����!� 
*A �������� G( ��� L��A ���H� "�(�]। 
 
 ���Ch �������� %O���� ����� �������"! 
��& !�'!������! �V�����(� ��C�� !�� 
"�(�s] (�Y� 94-97;)।����� E�J��� ��`(��� ]�/�Q gk. *�� A����� E�J��� %O���� ��`( 
��V�"� ���O( ����� �'�T�� 71:-7<8 Q 477-987 �YJ�Z����। ��`( �  E����� L���� 
�������� �O�²� !��Q ����� E�J��� �!]� !�'!� ��h����� "�(�]-��� �$�P � �!.� !�(!�B 
!�'!� (�Y� 971-71<), ��.�( L���O� E�J��� �������"! !�'!� (�Y� 7<6-7<1) k� �#�� 
g���+ E�J (�Y� 7<<-7:9) A�����। %O���� ���Ch �(��� E�J� ��� �l 
�+� 
���"����J� (�Y� 7:;-G8:), ���l���"�� �� %O���� E�³���� E�J� (�Y� G48) F���$ �c������ 
�� E�J� (�Y� 7:;-G8:), %�Y��� EU�.� �!]� �!]� ��`( ��!� !�� "�(�]। * ]�/� !����(�Y� 
G68-GG:), [�!��J� (�Y� 74<-G18),���U�!� (�Y� G16-G<7), ��(�Y� 487-476) A�����Q 
��(�]। ��������� �� ���(�] ��O. Q *�%� 6:17-*� ����� ����� �'�! ��!��� L�Q !�(!�B 
����� !��'!� (�Y� 98G-966)। 
 
 ������J (�Y� 961-971) L�] 
��� ����� ����� �!��� ���/��X � �!.� ���Ch ��� 
���� !�(!�B %������� E������`। �����` *���] ����� E�J %O�� � �!.� *!�B �C�� 
��!��� ���� (�Y� 97<)। * �������� ���� ��� ��+�|!���� ������ 
��� ����� ����� ���� 
%��J� ��T�U �'���� ��h����� "Q(�( *��� * � �!.� �'� ���+� !�� "�(�]। 
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*��� g��� !�� ���� ����, �(��� E�J������ ��A�� ���Ch ���( �$%���&� 
�������� ��!���� ��&�C�� �����Ya, ��!�� %��, ������"� %�� Q ]�� ��Y�Y�a� ���� 
C�`$ *�� ��!���� ���� ���.�, ����u 
��� ����� ������ %O���� "�(�] ��Z�� ���������� 

���� ���� ������ -*� E��� %��P�! ��, ���- G(, 4'. Q 66� ������" �������� "Q(�( 
*��� EUC�.l "(�। 
 

��`(��V�"� �O�(��� �� %�( �+��A ��(� "�(�] �!�� k’*!�B �+�� ���-‘��q��� 
��`.! �������"! ����� !�'!�Z��� (�Y� 94-<;) ����!� �� ���� ��h���!��� ��� ��(� ��� 
E������ �'�! ���]। * ��.��(� G8 ��, 68 ��, 7: ����A, 6 L�o 6:16- *� !�'!�Z�� ���� 
��!� ��Z�� ����!�-*� �O� ��� ��� �O�²� !�� ���]। 6 L�o-*� !�'!��B �����] L��� 
!���� �´��। �!� %'���l ���B� ����!� �� ��� ��(�। E���C���, A����� E�J��� 
‘Q(�µ. �%� ���Cg E �������� ��`.! %�����Z���Q ����!� �� ��� ��(�। ��� *Z�� 
*!���! ��� �O� *�� L����� !���, L�� ���!� Q �Qk� L"��� �����$� *Z�� �����। 
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The Bangladesh Gazette, Part II September 1, 1971, Page 503 

Ministry of Information & Broadcasting 

 

***    ***    *** 

 

����u 
5�!�, 7G�� L�� 6:11 

 

�-�'�/4A-79/11/464<6- 
����� ��F���� A��"�� �O�� g�t��� I��! ������ %�l 
� ��! ��� "��� "��#��� �"���! �'� Q ����� �&$���( ����` C��%�u E�#��� ��� 6:11 
��� 6�� ����A "A�� �
��'. *! �|���� �� O��l �C�X�� ��(�� !�� "A�। 

7। O��l� ��.����(� ��� ��z"�� ��� Q E��� �������� ��A��। 
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[kA] 

GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/231                                                                       Dated 18-7-1978 

 

RESOLUTION 

 

In connection with the Writing and Printing of the History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberation the Government have been pleased to constitute and Authentication 

Committee for the Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberation” with the following members: 

 
1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 

2. Professor Salahuddin 

Ahmed 

Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar 

University 

3. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies,  Rajshahi. 

4. Dr. Enamul Huq Director, Dacca Museum. 

5. Dr. K. M. Mohsin Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

6. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca 

University 

7. Dr. Ahmed Sharif Professor and Chairman, Deptt. of Bengali, Dacca 

University 

8. Dr. Anisuzzaman Professor,  Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman O.S.D., History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project 

 

The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 

(a) To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 
included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

(b) To determine validity and price of document are required for the purpose. 

 

 

 

 Syed Asgar Ali 
Section Officer 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/10493/(25)                                                             Dated : 13-2-1979 

RESOLUTION 

In partial modification of Resolution issued under No. 51/2/78-Dev/231, dated 
18.7.78 Govt. have been pleased to reconstitute and Authentication Committee for the 

Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh war of  Liberation” with the 

following members: 

 
1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir 

Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 
Chairman 

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed 
Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar University 

Member 

3 Dr. Anisuzzaman 

Professor, Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University 

Member 

4. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda 
Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies, Rajshahi. 

Member 

5. Dr. Enamul Huq  

Director, Dacca Museum. 
Member 

6. Dr. K. M. Mohsin 

Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

Member 

7. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun 

Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca 

University 

Member 

8. Dr. K. M. Karim 

Director, National Library and Archives, Dacca 

Member 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman 

O.S.D., History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project 

Member-Secretary 

2. The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 

To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 

included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    
�। 
��� ����� ����� ��  

!"���� #�$� (#��) 
�'� �(�� )�*� +,-./ ��"0, �23� 

 

‘‘5��� �������� ����6 ��� 7��, ��� #8� #�9�6 6। �� �: 5��� ������ ��6�;�, �� 
�: 5��� <���= ��।’’ ����; ������ �7��6� �?�@� ��� ���A�।  

‘‘��B��� ���A��C, D-��-<�, ����� ���7�, ���:���- 5�E�6 ��=। �������� ���( ��6�; 
������ ��F�� ��� A��। 5�� ���D �: ���� !G�, <A 5�� �: ����D 5D !��H� ��6 ����I�� 
7�������� =�� 5�� <J�K "�����।’’ ����; �?�@� ��� ���A�।     

‘‘��� L�M��� ��� �N, ���������� 
������� #8�O ����। �� ����� 5���� ���������� 
���P )�Q�6�;,��P �:��R� (����= ��D ����� ������� ���� S��� ���� �।’’ ����; 
��� 
������ ;�� ��T�� ���P��� "��A ���।  

�� �����, �UV�M W�� 7=6� � ��0X 5D �����9� "���D। ��D <���-<�6� ���A0 
���6, ����� Y�� 7���� ��� <���� <����� ��A�6� ��( 5�E�6 ��। 

��Z�� 7�������� 5��� �"�� ����� ��B��� ���A��C, D-��-<�, ����� ���7� <� 
���:��� �� �A��! ���� S��� �E�;, 5D ���7� ���S\ ���� �� ��]�0 = ���0 �����6�; �� ���� 5��� 
<R�A ���� �����। <��� �*̂  ��_�� ����, �� ��I 7����� ����I�� L�M 5��� ��6�; ����� 
��B����� ��Z` ��� ����। A6 �����।  

��E��� A6, A6, ������ A6...   ...। 


����� #A0�� AM ��K�K ��T�� "���;। ������ ��� L���, Db ��?� ��D�c��, Db 
����I� ��D�c��, ����� ���7� 5�� 5����� !���' ;��, �*P�, A��, 7����� ��Z�� de� 
���7�� <J�K ��c��M� ���( !��7� ��� "���;। 5�� ������ ��� L������ <J��K ����7��� 
��Z�� ���7� ��;� 7�' "���; 5�� �'0��, ���� 5�� 'M��f� ��7���M ���S\ 9�� ���0"��� EK7�M� 
��� "���;। ��Z�� 7����� ���7� �� !���' <XA0���� �6�-��� )��8� ��� E���� ���� 
7�������� ��0X ������P0K ����;- ������ ��� ����' ���:��E� ����P� )�� ��S��� ��Z�� 
7����� ���7� <J�K ��� "���;, ��� !������� ������ ���P�� ��0�g� �7�6�� ��� !��M� 
EK���h� ���i� L��� ��0�M ��� <��� �� ���। ��D ������ ���Q ��� ����' ���P <A ���_� 
���; <j� A���k ���� �� ������ ���:��E� AE�K� ��7��M��(0 5�E�6 <��। <����� 
#�E��� AM <��� <�= A���k ��, ��Z�� 7����� ���7�� ��A� �A���� �'l� ��- ���� 
������ ��� A�� ES0� �7���� ��� ��� .......... (#mn) #
��*�� A���6�;��, ��D ���M�� 
�'l� ���� ������ ���  

 

 


��� ����� ������� !(� �o"�� ��  �;� "pT�� ������� �����Y�' q�r��'�� S�। +, ��"0 �(�� ./ ��"0 ��0X #�$� 
!"���� �� 7����� ���7�� ���� <J��K �� �' �@ 7�6 ��6 5�� "pT�� ����X��0� ��:��� �(�� �s��6 ��0��6 #�$� 
���!"�� tN 76। ����0��� +u �� �(�� ���A� E�� EK!A��h� �������� ������� ������ �v����� ����� �o"�� ��K0�?S��� 
"��� 76। 

* �@���: #���� �'� #mn = ����� S�P�K� ��? #�?����K0। 
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L������ 7�M� ����;। ������ ��� A�� !���' #����-E���� #x 7��� �U��� ��������� ��� 
"���;। ��_����, <���� <��, ������ ���P�� ��0�g� �7�6�� �N। <��� A��, D��y�z A6 
<�����D 7��D। A6 �����। 

<���� ������ !���' A�����K�� A���6 �� �� �U� ���������6 ���� ��0�g� ��7��M 
���। ������ ��� L������ ��S��� �U� ��������� ��� "���;, �� ��MD !����� ���EM। <���� 
5�E�6 <��। <���� ��) �7� �(�� ���� �। �� ��{� S���D ���� ������ ���:��E� ���P�� 
��7��M �N। ...... <����� ���S\ ���  ���M = ���� ���T� ��T7 ��� <�;, <���� ��� ����, 
����� ���M = ���T� A�� ��। 

�?��� ... ... ... 

   Y�� ��Q��� ����� ���� �= ����6, �= ����6। 

 

...   ...     ...     ...     ...     ... 

I Major Zia of Bengal Liberation Army. This is Major Zia, the Leader of 

Bengal Liberation Army, speaking on the support of Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman’s liberation movement. 

The Pakistan Army consisting mainly of Punjabi are killing the Bengalee 

civilians of all ages, and they acted in most ruthless manner. They have not 

spared the unarmed Bengalees - those are chiefly unarmed Bengalee officers 

and men of the army, navy and air force, some of whose families have not been 

killed]* the massacre started on the night of last Thursday when they attacked 

and started killing the unarmed soldiers, navy, airmen and civilian population 

all over Swadhin Bangladesh. they have been using American Russia and 

Chinese armaments including artillery gun and tank including Russian tank 

which is presented, which was so generously given by the Indonesian during 

the last 1965 war, All these acts uncivilized and cruel, They had a very well 

conceived plan of killing the senior political, civil, military leaders of Bengal. 

The need of the hour is that the important personalities of Bangladesh should 

go underground and work from there. Voice of America has announced that 

Beluchistan and Pakhtunistan with North-West Frontier Province has seceded 

from Pakistan to support the cause of Swadhin Bangladesh. At this moment, we 

have to fight united. By the grace of God, we will capture all Punjabi traitors in 

a matter of one or two days and free Bangladesh of these menaces. Joi Bangla. 

This is- you are listening the taped broadcast by Major Zia of Bengal-

Bengal Liberation Army leader. The broadcast coming to you from Free Radio 

Bengal. 

 

<���� 
��� ����� ����� ��� � #�$� t�;। 5��� <����� ���:-��B��� ���:��� 
���7�� �6� ��A� �A6� <������� �����6 S�PK ���k। 

<�� ��� ���A��� �7���� �Y��P� 
��� ����� !���E ���;। 
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����I� ������7� !��� ...........* ��|��� L�M�� ������ �������� ���P��� ��0�S��� 
7�M� ����;। ���� #�c��� 5�� ��x L�M��� 7�M� ����;। 5� �� ����� �����������= ��7�D 
��6�। ����� 5��� 7�M���e tN 7�6�; E� �*7m����� �(��। ���� �(�� ���� ��B��� L�M��� 
��x ��� 5�� ��I 
��� ���������� AE�K� )�� A���� "����� (���। ���� <�'0���� ����, 
<������, ����6� = "�� #x�x �M�7�� ���। 5;�Q�= ����� A������ S6��7 ���T�d��� ���M 
��6�; ����6� 'M�f, ���' ������� E� )����� �}6P�p ����� �(���(� ���� �7� ��� 
D�R����6� <������� ���6�;���। ~����� 5 ��I ��A ��� ��0����"� ���� AYM। 5D ��I 
��0� 7�������� 5� ��������� ���� 7�k 
��� ���������� �7� ��A���� ������, 
�������� )���9 ��0"������ 5�� ���������� ���:������ 7�M� ���। 5D "�� ��7���0 ���"�6 
!�6�A 7�k 
��� ���������� dN���K0 �M�:��E�� <e��T�)� �� �E�� ���A "�� ���� 7�� 
5�� ���� �(�� ~�0�� <J�K E�Q ����� 7��। ��;�8K <�E S�6� #� <������ ������ ��� 
7�6�; ��, 
��� ���������� M�6 <�R���� ��K0{�� ��(0 ��� �����"I� 5�� ����X !����� 
������I� �(���(� ����I� �(�� ���k\ 7�6�;। 5D ��6 <����� 5���� �8M 7�k 
��Y��S��� �7� ��T�� E�Q �����। <y�7� #�T�7 <��� ��|��� ������7���� ���K0 ��WI 
�����। 5D ��|��� ������7���� ����I ���� <����� ��6 ��E�� ��� 5��� ����� ~D��। 5�� 
5S��� 
��� ���������� <��� �U� ��� �(�� ��: �����। A6 �����। 

 

This is.... This is Lt. Shamsher of Bengal Liberation Army- I hereby pass a 

message from Major Ziaur Rahman of the Bengal Liberation Army. He says it 

is reported that more Pakistani Punjabi Force and armament have been brought 

to Chittagong and Dacca by the sea and by air- I therefore on behalf of the 

people of Bangladesh request all the peace-loving country of the world to give 

immediate recognition to Swadhin Bangladesh and extend physical assistance 

of all types to liberate the democratic minded people of Bangladesh...Under the 

circumstances I hereby declare myself as a Provisional Head of the Swadhin 

Bangla Liberation Government under guidance of Sheikh Mujib. I urge upon 

the people of Bangladesh to continue this freedom movement with increased 

vigor and intent devotion. By the grace of God the victory is ours- Joi Bangla. 

Here is an announcement: All civilians of Chittagong are requested to 

collect at Laldighi Maidan with whatever weapons they have and report to 

Captain Bhuiya and Captain Naser of the Bengal Liberation Army. 

 

"pT��� #�9��� ��I �E�������� <j� ��� 7�k ��, ���� ~��� �����'�� ���M 
�����Y�� �6��� ����� ��I #x�x ��6 �M���' S�D6� 5�� �M���' ���� .... (#mn) 7��A� 
7। ����� ~��� �����'� ��0X <����� AM =��� #��8� ����। ~��� �����'�� ���M <���� 
���D �A �A #x�x ��6 �����Y�� �6��� 7��A� 7�6 ��। ����� �M���' S�D6� = �M���' 
���� <������� <��� = ���0� ����। #x�x ������8 �����6 <��-�����K �E��� ���� 
�� � ����। <���� #x�x �����6 <��। #x�x ;�Q� �����Y�� �6��� ���� �। ����� 7��� 
#x�x <�; t�� ����D �����Y�� �6��� ���6 7��A� 7��। #x�x ;�Q� ��) =��� ���� �। 

 

*5D #��� �'� #mn 
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<� 5��' ����P �Y�PK�� ������6 #�9��� 
��� ����� ���:���7�� ���E �M���' S�D6�- 
�M���' S�D6� s��� ���"���� 
��� ����� ���:���7�� ���E ��|�� ���A���C� �� ��YP0 7�6�;�, 
���� ��|�� ���A���C� ���� ����D �7� 7�6�;। ���� 5� ;�S? 7�6 5���-����� ;�Q�6 
��Q�;। ��� �������� �E��� ������� ��7��M ���� �। ��|��� ��� L����� �������� 
�E��� ��7��M ���� �। 5���= 
��� ����� ���:���7�� A6 7�6�;। A6 �����। 

.....
��� ����� ����� ��  �(�� ���;। 
��� ����� ����� ��  �(�� ���;। 
��� ����� 
����� ��  �(�� ���;। 
��� ������ ����R���� )���� <����� <���, <���� ��� 
#�9���D ����X 7�� �। <����� )���7 = ����� #8�O ����। ���X = �*����� ���( !��M��' 

��� ����� �E��� ������ ���:���7�� ���A �7�6�� �N। <����� ���:���7�� ��0������6 
��T 5���� ����। <����� �M���6��� ����� �������' "��� ����; ���� ��M!�6�A�6 
�A���� ����S ��=6� ��6। �P����� �����d��� ����� 7�k। <���� ��� ����A� �U ���7�� 
��� ��0� L�M�� ���8�S��� ��� 9�� ����� ���� "��"� ���� ���� ���� )�"� ��A� ��। 
����� ���( �(� ��� ����� S�P� ���8� ����। ���� <����� ��B��� ������ ��S��E� �A�6���� 
=�� A���� ����;। ����� 8�� �D। 8�� �D। !������! !������! ����! ����! <����� 
���:���7�, ������6 ���� ����� ��|��� �A�6� �� �����k�, �M���' S�D6�� ��*�� 
���K0S��� ����� W�� ��� ���6�;। A6 �����। A6 �����। A6 �����। 

~���� <����� ���:���7�� ������ ��� �"���� �� 
��� �������� �;�Q ��-A?�� 
�����6 ���k। ��I ���������� �E����� �A�E �*�n ���� 5D 7�������� =��। 5��� �����D 
��, ���( ���( 5��� ��� )���: ���I ��। 5��� �"�� !(� )��6 7�k- ����� ���� ��� 
����� <��6�x ��6 5��� ���( �(� ����, ���� ���� � !(��। ��R7A� ���� ����� ��� 
���� �(�� �(� ��� 5��� ���"6 �A� ������ ��� ��n 7, �;�Q ����। 6��� 7���� <��6�x 
�M�7�� �N। 

    

    


��� ����� ����� �(�� !"���� ��� t�
��� ����� ����� �(�� !"���� ��� t�
��� ����� ����� �(�� !"���� ��� t�
��� ����� ����� �(�� !"���� ��� t�    


��� ������ ���:���7� !�� �Y�PK� ����;, 
��� ������ T�� = �7��� ��� �M�: �� 
��� !��� dA�� �� � �� �� ��� dA�� ����X � 7। ���, �UV�M�� ;����� �7�� ;�Q�6 
��Q 5�� dA� ;Q��� ���� ��� ��� A���6�;। <XA0���� ��������� ��9� 
��� ���������� 
��x AE�K� =�� 7����� ��|������ #����P� #�M�"���� ��� �R� ����;। E� ��}"�� ��� 
�UV�M�� ���, ���M, ��~M����� 7�6 #�N� 7�6 <�;। ������� S��� ����� ����D 7�k )���: 
!������। 5D )�"� ��A�D 7�� ����� !��M। <��� ����� ��� � ���� !���, ���M�� 5�76� 
����� �?�@� ��� ���A��� �7���� �Tc��� ��� 7�6�; ��� ��� !"���� �� ��� ������ ��� 
���A��� �7���� �� ���� �E�;। <�� <��� ���;, <��� ����� ��� � ���� !���, ���M�� 
5�76� ����� �?�@� ��� ���A��� �7���� �Tc��� ��� 7�6�; ��� ��� !"���� �� ��� ������ 
��� ���A��� �7���� �� ���� �E�;। ��� ���A��� �7�� ���K0 ��9 #�9�6 ��F�� ������ ���  
#�9� ���;। ���:���7� !��  
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���0� ���6�;- �������� ����, ��}�� #x��x� �M�7�� A�� �, ��}��� 7��� ���� #x�x <�;, 
�� !��M� �A��� D-��-<� ���7�� 7��� #����� A�� ���� 7��। ��|��, ��@�, �����"I�, 
������I�� #�9����� ��I ������ = �������� ��B��� ����A �o�� <����� ��� ���K 
�D ��� <��� ����� �(�� �Y�PK� ��� 7�6�;। 

���:���7� !���� ���� !���,�7� �'l� ���� "��A �7����= �7� 7�6�;। 5 ��� 
<���� t�; 
��� ����� ����� ��  �(��। !������ ��i S����� !���h� ����� D�R�� E�@� 
����;, S����� ����i�h� ��b�� �� ��� ���0������ )�� ��Z����� ������ 7����� ����!�8�� 
�� ���*�� ���6�; ���� ��� <��E !��� � ���� #(0 5D 6 ��, S���������� �� ��B������ 
!�� �7��S��� = <���E� #S�� ��6�; 5�� 5 ��P6�� dN� ��6�� #(0D 7�k ���� <����� !�� 
����P �7��S������। ����� E�@� 
��� ������ ���:���� A��� =�� ��|��� ���M��� 'M�f 
<J��K� ��� �R� ����;। 

S�6� #� <������� ���� !���, ����X !��� = �����"I� ������I��� 
����� �Y�PK� 
����;। 

���������� ��I ������-�������� #�c�, <���� ���K0{�� �@ ��6�;। 5D ����0� 
�(���(� ����I� ����=� ��� �V�0� ��(M�। 

��� t�� 
��� ����� ����� ��  �(��। <����� ����0� �Y�PK�� AM 5�'� #��8� �N। 

���������� ��I ���q�� ����� �������� !�� 5� ���0�� 
��� ������ ���:���7� !�� 
�Y�PK� ����;, ������ ���7�� #������� ���"6�� ;�Q� ��) �� ��� !�D�S' E�Q�� AM 
���q�� ���J � ���।  

<�� <��� ���;, ���������� ��I ���q�� ����� �������� !�� 5� ���0�� 
��� ������ 
���:���7� !�� �Y�PK� ����;, ������ ���7�� #������� ���"6�� ;�Q� ��) �� ��� !�D�S' 
E�Q�� AM ���q�� ���J � ���। 5D ���E #M�M ���0� 7�k, ���� ��) ���� ������ �। ��� 
Y��� <��� �� <��� �(�� ���� � ��6। ���� ��������� ���K0{�� ����� (����। 
�
k������� !��M��' E�Q� �"� ����। ���������� !��M��' �����R��� ��=�6 ��-��� 
�M��E� �����6 ���� ���� ��8 #�����E� ��� ����। ���� ��� �������� �
k����� ��� 
�E���d��� <=6�A ���� �। ��� #�9���D ��� �8� �M�: �7� �;�Q T��� ���� �। �Y�PK��' 
<��� �Q�; ... ... 


��� ����� ����� ��� � #�$� ����0 ����P �Y�PK�। 
��� ����� ����� �� � #�$� 
����0 5��' ����P �Y�PK�� 

5� �(�� <��� !���� �6��� ���' #����� <����� ��T��� A��� )���� !"���� 
�M�9� ����;। !���' #����� <�Y�� �(�� 5� Y�� ��0X 9�6� 7��। !���� ���� ’'�6 
<����� !(� #����� tN ��� 7��, ���� 5�'�6 �s��6 #����� = �@M� ���Q ���'�6 �*��6 
#����� tN ��� 7��। <��� ���; ...  ...   ... 
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!��M� #������ <���� ���, ���-������� !���J6�, ��E�� D�M��� t�� ����। ���� 
���� �?�@� = 
��� ����� ���:���7�� ��A� �A6�� ���0� t�� ����। 5;�Q� ���:���7�� ��� 
�A�6� 5�� �������� �M�:�����P� ���E ��8�����= !"���� 7��। 


��� ����� ����� ��  �(�� ����P �Y�PK� = ��� !"�� ��P 7���। A6 �����। 

 

Bangladesh Liberation Army- I will now read out an appeal made by Major 

Ziaur Rahman of the Bangladesh Liberation Army. It says- it is reported that 

more Pakistani Punjabi troops and armaments have been brought to Chittagong 

and Dacca by Sea route and by air- I therefore on behalf of the people of 

Bangladesh request all the peace-loving countries of world to give immediate 

recognition to Swadhin Bangladesh and extend physical assistance of all types 

to liberate the democratic minded people of Bangladesh. Under circumstances 

however I hereby declare myself as a Provisional Head of the Swadhin Bangla 

Liberation Government under guidance of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman. I urge upon the people of Bangladesh to continue this freedom 

movement. I will repeat....... 

 

��I ���q�� ����� �������� !��-���� E�Q� "����� A��, ���� #����� ��b 7�)�A 
<=6��� ��E #�c�� �E�6 )��9� �7�। 

......... (�����)- ���������� ��: ���� AM ������ �� ��N�P�� ��}���6 ��Q�;। 5��� 
��7� = )���7 ���E��� 7�� <�����। �A �A Y�� ���X = �*��� �A�6 ����, 5 ��T�� "����6 
���� ���Q�� ��NP��� )����� ��� !��K �N- 5 ��T�� t�� ������ ��NP��� 6, ��-������= 
��}���6 ��Q�;। <���� !��K �N !���' ��B��� ��� ��� =�A�6���� ��-���,����?�। 
<���� �E0�� 7��E���� ��6 ��S��� 7����� �E0���� ��N�� ���A� ���E N�� ��}�Q�6�;, ��I�6 
��I�6 �����6 ��Q !������� �Q �����;, �� 5� �*(� ���� ���� �। <���� ���8�� !�K�K 
��7��M �N। !���' Y�� ~E0 L��� 7���;, <A ������7� ��|������ ��N�� N�� ��}Q�। <����� 
�X���� �!�K� ��, ��7� ��, ������� #x 7��� �����6 �Q�� ��। <����� ��� S6 �D। 
<����� 
��� ����� ���:���7�� ������6 ���� �������� 5� <����� 7��� <�����D <�;, 
<����� ���;। <���� 5��� �8� �N, <����= �8�� ���A ���'0����' �N, #��T7K �N-
#�� �। <���� ���:���7�� �A�6���� �� ����� �7�6�� �N। <y�7� #�T�7 <����� A6 
����Z�। A6 M��6� = ���� #M��6� 7��D 7��, 5 <����� �� �����D 7��। A6 �����। ...  ...  
... 


��� ����� ����� ��  �(�� #�$� !"�� 5���� �� 5���D ��P 7�k। <��� <��� 
<����� ����� )��9� 7��� �@M� ���Q ���'�6। 
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��� ����� ����� �(�� !"���� #�$� t�;। 


��� ������ S�D-������, <������� <��6���- 

�7� A�6� �?�@� ��� ���A��� �7�� ������ 
����� �Y�PK� ����;। ���� ��������� 
<A �����9� ����A��। �"��"��� !(�6 ������ A��� ��� ���� Y*KM ������� �A0 ���� � 
���� 5�= ���PK #�M�7� ����� "�6 =��। ��D ��� ��� M�6��� ���A0 ���6 L����"�S��� 
��: !�6��E� ���M�� ���Q ��� ����' ��B����� ��0!��� #����� �(�� ���� ����� ������� 
5�� ���������7 ��T �*�(�� <A I���। ������ ��:� 5�7 AYMS��� !�6�E �*�(��� D��7���� 
<� �s��6 A�� �D। <A ������� ������ ��:� ����' 5�� ����6 7�M����e 8���8�। 
��� 
��F�� A�����K*........ �7� ����� A�� #��$ ��� �����;। �M�C��C 5����6 
��� ������ 
���:�������� !"e <J��K 7����� ����� �� !�6 ����7��� 7�6 ��Q�;। 5D #�9�6 5 �U���7� 
����� ��: ��Q���� )����M #��� �7������ �M�7�� ���;। ����y� �(�� L�M 5� ���� ����� 
��:�� �A��� ���� "�D�;। D-��-<� = #M�M ��: ����� ���������6 !"eS��� ��� "����6 
���k। ��D <A ���:��E� �*P�-����-;��-A��� ��' <j� A��D-�U������ ���������6 
����� ���� ��}���6 �Q�। 7�������� ���6���� �( ���K0S��� �@ ��� ��। �U��� �7�� !��� 
���� "�D�� ������ �� 9�� #�9� ��� ����"� dQ�, ����� = #M�M �A���� ;�Q�6 ��, 
7������� ��8� �N। T���� S�D��� ���; <����� <���, ��� ��� �7� #�S���� #T�� �7� 
5�� �M�C��C ��� ���� ���A ��� ���:������ ��0���S��� ��7��M �N। �7��� S�D��� ���; 
<���, <���� ��� ��� <�R���� �c���� ��� ����। �@�EK!.......... 

<A�� <��� ����� ��D, ������ ���7 ��x AE�K� =�� ��S��� #�M�"�� "����6 ���k, 
������� d�� ���;, 7�A�� 7�A�� ���P <A�� �*��M��K ���; ��� �A� 5 ���_� D��7��� �D। 
��D <�� ���� ��_����� ���; <j� A�����, ����PS��� <����� !������ ���i� ��' <j� 
A�����, <���� 5D ����6 7�M���e ����= "�� ��� (���� �। <�� ��_����, ���Q ��� ����' 
5D ���0 ����I�� S�D��� ��}"���� AM <���� <����� ��7��M ���� #T�� �7�। ��_����� 
���; <��� A��D- <���� ������ ������, ���P�� ��}"���� ���E��, ������ AE�K� ���:� 
AM #T�� �7�। �7 ���_� #������ ������ ���, ��S��� ��Z�� 5D EK������� ��:,5D ���P� 
��K�� !��S� ��Z�- 5D ����AM������� �������� ���0 ����I��� ���PK ����� )����M ��S��� 
����� ����6 7�M���e "����6 ���k। ��D !������ ��i����7� ���; <j� A��D, <���� "�� 
��� (���� �, <�� <����� ��0!��� ��7��M �N। �@�EK, <�� ���� ������ 
��� ������ 
AE�K� ���; <j� A�����, ��B��� S�D�6��, <���� ����� ��T��� ��A����� ���� �N 5�� 
7����� ~����� ��� �N। ����� �� �� #�9�6 <�;, ��� 7��� �� #x <�;, ��D #x ���� 
�। ��-��� ���-S��6�� ��� (���� �। ��I�6 ��� 7 5�� �������� 9�� #�9� ��� 
�U������ Y��6� �N। ����g�S��� <Y�� 7��। <Y���� �� <Y�� �7� ������� ��: �N। 

��� ������ ����� )Q��- 5�� <� ��������7� 6। ������P <�� AEK�� <j� A�����, 
5D ��� 5D ����� �7���M A���, ������ ���Q ��� ����' ����P� !��K� �����, ������ 6�� 
��K �?�@� ��� ���A��� ���0�� ���"���� 7��- #M ��� ���= ���0� ��B����� ��� �� ������ 
���� � 5�� ��� ���0�� �’ ��B����� ��� �। <�� <j� A�����- ������ !���' ���� ����� 
���;-<���� ���0�� �’ ���� 

 

 

 

�'� #mn 
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�, ���0�� �’� <DD <����� ���; T7K���EM 6। <��� 
��� ������ �E���। 
��� ������ 
�7� A�6� �?�@� ��� ���A��� ���0� <����� ��������0। A6 �����। 
��� �����-A6। 

 

 

....#�$� t�; 
��� ����� ����� ����। <����� ����0� #�$� ����� ���। 


��� ���������� ��F�� ����� �(�� ��� ���;। <����� ��F�� EK���7� �U� ~�0P0 
<J�K�� !��7� ��� ������ ���� 5�E�6 "��;। ���������� #������ ������ Y�}�'�� 5� 
���������� ����� )Q�;। ������ ����-����, S6-S��� ����;��� ��k ��� <����� ��F�� ��B��� 
L�M���7� �U��� 7�'�6 "��;। ���������� ����P� ��Y�� !�"n�� c�� ������ ���' <A ~A06 
Y�}�'�� ���K� 7�6�;। ����, ����y�, ���A���, �����, ����, "pT�� 5�� <�= ��6��' �A��6 
������ Y�}�' <����� ��?� ���A���C� 7��� 5�� �E�;। ~�6�� ��I ������ �7�6�� <��� 
���k। ��� t�; 
��� ���������� ��F�� ����� ��  �(��। <����� ��� ������ ����� ��J�� 
~�� L�M�� !��7� ��� "��;। ���������� Y�� Y�� ���:� <d ���; ��) ��) ���। 
���������� !��M��' (��� ����� ���7� <����� ���( �Q�;। D-��-<� ���7�, ��?� ���A��C, 
������ ��� �
k����� ���7�, ������ ��-������, ������ ���� �o��6 !��M�� �M�C��C �Y��= 
��� <�;। 
��� ����� ����� �(�� <A��� �� ��� 5��� ��P ���;। A6 �����। 


��� ����� ����� �(�� <����� ����P #�$� <A��� �� 5���D ��P 7���। <y�z 
<����� �7�6 7)। A6 �����। 

 

 

�U���7� )��6X� � ���� 'M�f = ����g� #x��x ���� 7�6�;, <Y�� 7��� �"n� ���;। 
"pT���� ����9�� ���K0 ��B������ <6��। (5�A�� 7������ = ��7��) ����y� �M�C��C ��� 
��� Db ��?� ���A��C L�M���7� D�����MD "pT��� ��]}�; �E�;। 5����� #M�M ��� 9� 
��B������ ���K0 <6����� 5�� �E�;। ��F�� ����� ��  �(�� ���;। 
��� ����� ��F�� ����� 
�� । 5� ��� �Q�;- 

���������� ��( ��( ���:���7�� ���( ����I�� 7����� L�M��� !"e �Q�D "��;। 
��� 
������ ��F�� L�M���7� = ����� A��� ��7��M ��6 <J��K� �� <J�K ��� "���;। ����� 
��0��P !�� ���� !���, ����I� 7����� ������7�� ��0��M8 �'l� �� �����7 �7� 7�6�;। 
��;�8K ����0 7����� L�M��� ����� ���I� ����= �(�� �� ��� ��]}�;�; �� ��� ���A� �*� 
7�6�;, ��'� ���K0 ��(M� = )���M����। �'l� �� ��� �����7 �7� 7�6�;। ����y� �M�C��C 
���K0S��� ��B������ <6����। ����y� �(�� 5��� L�M "pT���� ��( ������� ��6 ������ 
��F�� Db ��?� ���A��C, D-��-<� = ����� ���7� ����� ���K0 W�� ��� ���6�; = ���� 5� 
����� <J��K� ���� �'�� (���� � ���� ���S\ #�9�6 �����6 ��6�;। ��D �?�@� 5� ���0� 
A��� ����; �� ����6� L�M�� ���� ���J��D ��7�D � ���� ����। "pT���� #�9� ���K0S��� 
��B��� L�M��� <6����। "pT�� �M�C���C� 7����� ����I�� L�M ���S\ #�9�� �����6 
��6�;। "pT���� ��� A��, ��?� ���A��C, D-��-<�, ����� ����� W�� ��� ��6�� ���A ��� 
��6�;। E���� "pT���� ���S\ #�9� �(�� 7����� ���7�� )�� !"e <J�K "����� 76 5�� 
5�� ��� 
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7����� ���7�� ��� ��6�'� Y�}�' ��Z` 7�6 ��6। �����, ����� ����' 5�� �7��= 5� 
��0X !"e �E���d�� "��; 5�� 7����� L�M��� 5� ��� �8M9� 7��� ����� �� d���। ���� 
����� �� d��� ��� ��� ���� �(�� S�6� !"��-!"��K� "����k। ��� ������ ��� A�� ���� 
����'D ����X � 7�6 ����� ��� #�M�7� �����;। ����� ��( ��( 5� ���:��� 5�� ���E� 
���A��C, D-��-<� = �������� ���( 7����� L�M��� !"e �Q�D "��; 5�� ��0��P !�� ���� 
!���, �'l� �� ��� ���� �7 �7� 7�6�;। ���� ��������� ����I�� 7����� L��M� ���0� 
#��M ��� A�����K 
��� ������ ��7������ �?�@� ��� ���A��� ���0�J�� "��; 5�� ���� 
�?�@� !�� !��M��' ���0��� ��� ��� "��;। 
��� ����� ;�� ��T�� ���P��� ��*�*R = 
�?�@� ��� ���A� A������Y� ���; 5� <7��� ����;, ���7�� ����I�� 7����� L�M�� �������� 
<J�K ����; ��D A������Y� 5� )�"� ������ L�M��� �������� �(�� 7'���� �M����� ������ 
���:���� ���P�� �7����E�� ���। <���� 5 ��� t�; 
��� ����� ��F�� ����� ��  �(��। 

�'l� �� ������ �7� 7�6�;। �?�@� ��� ���A� ���������� ���S\ 9�� ��� ���0� A��� 
��� "���;। ��� ��0��P ���0� 7��� ��, <���� A�����K �� ����� <�; ���� �(��D 
��Z�� ������7�� #�9� ���0� �N। 5�� ��Z�� ������7� ���(�6 <�; ��'� �A� ����� 
W�����A ��� (���। D-��-<�, ���E� ���A��C = ����� ���7��� ���M-���6 ���6 ��0�g� 
�7����E�� �N। ��� Y�� �� <�;, �R��, ��I�, ��S�S��, !�6�A����� ��'� D-��-<� #(�� 
���E� ���A���C� 7��� ���� �� <� <���� ���� "����� A�� ����= L��� 7�6 (��� 5�� 
����� ��Z�� ������7� ����� ����� )�� <J�K �N। ��� 5��' �A�� �� ����� ��, 
���(�= ���E��� �� #M ��(�= ��� L�M ���� �E�� ��� !�� d�� ���� � 5�� 5�� ���� <�E 
D-��-<�, ���E� ���A��C #(�� ����� ���7�� ���( ���E����E �N। E� ����= ���� ���������� 
)�� ����6 7�M��H "���; ��� ������ ��F�� ��� A�� ��Z�� 7����� L�M��� )�� <Y���� 
�� <Y�� �7� "���;। 
��� ����� ;�� ��T�� ���P� = �?�@� ��� ���A� ������� ���; 5� 
<���� A���6�; ��, ����I�� 7����� L�M�� �������� <J�K ��� 5'��� ��� ��� ��� 
"�D�;। ��D !��M��' ����� )�"� 5 #�9�6 ���������� �7����E�� = ��7��M ��� 5�� ����I��� 
7����� ���7�� )�� "�� �*�n ��� ���� ��� ���� #����� 5�� �(�� "�� ���� ���M 76। �?�@� 
��� ���A� <� 5� ���0�� 5 �(�= A���6�; �� .... ����I�� L�M ���� ����� <�; ���� ��� 
<g���0K ��� ��7�� ������� 8�� !��0 ��� ���� ����। #M(�6 ������ ���' �(�� ����� 
���K0S��� ��Z` ��� ��6� 7�� 5�� ���� ��� ���� �������� �(�� ������ � ���� ���= ���K0 
���0� ��� A��� ����;। A6 �����। ��F�� ����� ��  �(�� ��� !"�� <���� 5��� ��P 7���। 

Here is an announcement from Radio Free Bangladesh. Our leader Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman had declared the independence of Bangladesh. Now 

Bangladesh is an independent and sovereign state. After the declaration of 

independence, the Pakistani anti people forces have become mad like dog and 

are out to massacre our people, thus creating a reign of terror in Bangladesh. 

But the gallant forces of Bangladesh under the guidance of Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman are fighting them out of the homeland of ours. East Bengal Regiment, 

East Pakistan Rifles and Police forces with all the efforts and help of the people 

of Bangladesh, are restricting them, sticking hard on them throughout the 

whole Bangladesh. Chittagong is completely under the control of Bangla 

Regiment as well as other sectors such as Comilla, Rajshahi, Sylhet, Jessore, 

Rangpur. In Dacca, heavy fighting is going on and our gallant forces are 

marching towards victory. We appeal to  
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the people residing in towns and cities not to leave their places and to prepare 

themselves with whatever they have and create barricades at every road-corner 

by which enemy may travel. Do not allow them to move an inch forward 

without resistance. All the people in the villages those who have fire arms of 

any kind are requested to proceed to the town and cities. People of all walks of 

life are specially requested to extend their help specially by giving food to our 

gallant fighting forces. 

Now, this is an appeal on behalf of Free Bangladesh to the people of peace-

loving countries throughout the world specially our neighboring countries to 

help with whatever they can so that we can become masters of our own destiny. 

We also appeal to the big powers to intervene and see that seventy five million 

people of Bangladesh can become free from injustice, hardship, deprivation 

from legal right and oppression and torture by forces of Pakistani aggression. 

We also appeal to the United Nations to immediately.....(Noise)........ 
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������� ��� ����� 
+। 
��� ����� ����� ��  

!"���� <�= #�$� 
�। ‘����� �����’  
�, ������ �232  
+ = .। ‘� V���’  
�c¡6���, �23+ 

+, = +¢ ��"0 5��  
+� 5�!�, �23� 

�.  

+, +, +, +, �� ���"0� #�$� �(���� ���"0� #�$� �(���� ���"0� #�$� �(���� ���"0� #�$� �(��    
<�~� �����<�~� �����<�~� �����<�~� �����    

“�7��~� =6����y�<�� ������7�� �����’’ 

 

<������� <��6���, 

�!6 ������ ��� A�� ��F�� �X����। 
�����7� A���� D���� ��l�� ���6�;। <��� 
<A ���P� !S�����S���� ��N�� ��0�g� ��T��� #���K0 7�6�;। 5 �E]����¤� 
������ <���6� 
����, 
������ ����, <����� S��PM� A���� ���:���� ��K�� ��K ��� �� A���� ������� ���k, 
����<� ������ �Y�PK�-���� �*� �7, #��। 

������� S�D������, <A <��� ������ 
������ ��T�� ���;। 

<y�� cA� ���� ������ <���� ���� <����� ��}�� ��}� �����6 ��T�� ��� "���;। 
<� ����� <����� ��*0� "��;। <��� ���� ��T��� ��� ��6�;- ��}��� <���� ��� !��� 
�7����E�� ��। 5� �� ��=6�-��=6�� �M�����= �7���� ��। ¥�K ����� ~���� ��K���Q 
���6�;। ����� 5 ����� ������� �7�A ����� ���PK �(�� ���: ���� "�D�; �। ��� #��B��� 
L����� ���AD ��7��M ���� �। 

��K ��� ����P� 5����। ��� ������ ��� �X���� �*E��-������� ���� ���� A�� �। ���� 
�7��, ��}"�� E�A�। 

��� dA�� �� ���� �। ���� 7��� ��6�A ���� ��� ��Z�� ����'���� ��������� ���� 
�। =�� <����� ���� 5�� <����� ���6D ��: ���E�6 <����� ���0"��� 7�M� ����- �� 7�� ���� 
�। ��A� 7��= 5�A�� ��� �N। ��I !��� #x ��6 !G� (���। ���� ��x ���� #X� 
������ �����, ���A !G������� ����"� d}Q�� �¦�?� ����6 =��� !�� ��8� ���� �'6�� EM���� 
��A ����। ��A�� ����� ���§ 5��� S�� ��= ��8� �N। 5������ ���� 7��� (���� �। 
���� ��� ����D D��7�� �*�n �N। 

‘‘�;N� ���y��7 =6� c��� �����’’ । <y�7� ��7��M = A6 ��'��0�।। 
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+. 


��� ����� ����� ��� � !(� ��(��
��� ����� ����� ��� � !(� ��(��
��� ����� ����� ��� � !(� ��(��
��� ����� ����� ��� � !(� ��(��    

����� ���7��� 

���� S�P�6� 

‘
����� 7���6 �� ��}�"�� "�6 �� 

�� ��}�"�� "�6 

���� �*��� ���� �� ����� ��6 �� 

�� ����� ��6।’ 

������ �*��� �S�?�; ���Q ��� ����' ��B���। 
��������� A�� �(�� ���� 
��� A���� 
A6����� ��( 5�E�6 "���;। 5D 5�E�6 "��� �( ~E0�, ~�0��। 5D ������( ����� ����-���P��� 
�����, ����� #tS ��:� ������P� ���K0 ��WI। A��A�6� #�S������� �� ���� ����? �� 
5D #�S������� �( ���� ��� ��}Q���? ��D ���M ��N� �D, ��D ~���7� ������� ��� ‘��Z� 
����I�� ���'’ <A �;\-�S\, ���0�I।  

S���� #��� ���E, ��D�-��D��' �;� ��S��� ��D �(���(� ����I� ����� ������ ��-
���, ������ ��t�*�, ������ �*P�-����, �A��-��}�� �����-�����-��7�� ����P� =�� 
#�M�"���� b�� ������ "����6�;। <��� �X��� ~� =�� ���Q ���6�;, <����� �8��� c�� =�� 
���' ��6�;, =�� <����� ��-����� D�� n ����;, �(���(� ��7��� ��6� ���� =�� <����� 
���7 A���� =�� ����� ��� "����6 �E�; ���PK। 

������ ���P�� =�� ��©�-E|� <� #��7�� ���6 ���6 ��A��� A���E� ~Z�����D ���"6 
���6�;। 

<A��� 
��� ������ ��(-Y��' ����� ��=6� ��6 ��� A��� EQ� 
��ª��0 !������ �M�9�। 
��Z� ����I�� d�"�, ��0� L�M��� !��M� !����( <A N�। =����� �����D ���� ���k, 

��� ����� ���:���7�� ��D�c� E�A0 )¦�;, 5�c�}Q-=�c�}Q ��� "�� ���k ����'- <A �����6� 
7�k 5�-5��' 7����� ~��। =��� 8�� �D- 8�� �D। 


��� ������ !���' E*7 5�-5��' ~�S0�M ~E0। <����� ��-������= <� ��«6 7�6 �D। 
!��M��D ��x। ~���� )�"� ��A� ����� A�M ���-��NP ��t-�*� ���D ��� !G�। 

��B��� <A �A�E�;। ������ �*��� �S�? �����6 5���; ����- 

 

‘5��� �R� �����;, 

     ���� !��K� "�D�� ��K 

��:��� 
��� ���_ 

)�¦���; 5� ��; 
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A6 ����Q� AEK A6 
A6 � #�S�� 
A6 � )�।’ 
A6 
��� �����। 

!"��� +¢-.-3� 

..  

    

��o���6���� �����o���6���� �����o���6���� �����o���6���� ���XXXX��� !�? ��� !�? ��� !�? ��� !�? ****    
���Ic� <��6��     

���X��� �SM��� D��7��� 5��' �*� #�M�6। ���������= 5��� �;��� ���X�h। �;��� 
A������� ��� = ���PK। 5D A�������� �;� ~�0�X !���। ��E�;�� �� 5D A�����-��K� ��}�" 
�;� ���©�-����Q� ����P� �: ���PK ���। 5D A������� ��A��D 5� A���-��A��D 5�'� 
��K�। 5�� �7R�= 6, ������= 6। 5�� �:��6� 5� A��। 5�� ���� ������ �*P��� ���PK 
����;-��\ �7R� �*P���= 8�� ����। 5��� �:������ (��� �(�� ��)-D ��7�D ��6�। ���0�' 
�;��� A����� = �*P��� ���M ���P� = ����P��� ���0- �7R�-�������� ���0 6। �7R� 
A������� ���M ��'� ��A ����; ��'� ��K�
�(0-A�����{�� #�M�"���� �*P��� �:-���� )�T 
���। 

�7R� �� ������ A�������� #�M�"���� 5'�D ��I� �"�। t�� ��������� �� ��T ���_ 
���X��h� 5'�D <�� �"7���। ����6�6 �� <������6 5D ���X !S���� #�M�"���� ���7� 
�:����6 ���� <�; D�7��� = ���7��M। 

(���_� !���' ���� �����K ���P #�M�"����, ���©�, ����Q� 7�6�; 5D A����� ���P��E�$� 
s���। ��� 5D #������= ��P <�;। ����P� ���:� ����0��6 #��M����। #�M�"���� ���P �A�E�;। 
Y�� �S�?�; L��M����� ��A�M��। #����P ��� ��"� 7�6�; ���X��h�। #�M�"�� <� ���Q�� 
7�6�; #���। ���PK7�K EK���h� ���A E¦ ����; ��T��� ���P।) 

<��� <�ED ����;, ���X��� �� A������h �SM��� D��7��� 5��' �*� #�M�6-��~Y��� 
���T�। �� A����� #�M�"�� ����;���, �� A����� ��P 7�6�;।  ��Z` 7�6�; 5D �:���6� �A�}� 
��K�। �M�����' 7�k ��K�-��Y�P0�- �7R-�������� 6। ��� ��07��� �*P��� A6 �Y��P� 7�6�; 
EK���h� ��i ���� ��M ���6। ���������� ���� �*P��� ~���� #��� 7�6�;�। ������ �*P��� 
�"��� ����;��� �� c���� <��। ������ �*P� ~�S08 �����;। �����; A���®���� S�PK 
��e�����, �����; !�6f�� Y��K0� ��W����। ��� �� ��� ��}�� ��}�Q�6�; !�����। �������� ���P 
W���� S6 ��� �, ��� 7��� <�; ~A06 �*�n� �h। 

��� 5��Q ~��0�E �� ��) �������= �����;? ��A� ����, ��A� Y������� �6��6 ��� 
d�� 5�� ��}�� ��A�D ����। ���� "������ d��? �7R� A�����-��� ��D ���M ��0� ��Z� ����I�� 
7�����? 

 

 

 

 

"pT�� ����X��0� ��:���� �s��6 ��0��6 9���� ����� ��  �(�� !"���� 
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���� ���Q�6 ����� �*P��� ��A��� ���A �8���- ���� ���� = �E���6 d}�Q�6 ����� �*P��� 
���'�- ���� ���Q ���� ���\� )���- ����, ����, ���� ����? 

D��7���� ��� �(�� )�¦�6 <� 7�k A�������। A����� ��� #�M�"�� ���D �;� <� ��� 
���I= ���6�; EK-����P� 7���। ��� �������� ���I� ��= �� ¯� Y��6 <��;- �� �� A���? 

������ �� �S��; A����� = �*P��� ��K�-��Y���� D��7���' ���; ���6 <A��� A�T� ��K�- 
��"� ���P�� ��o���6��� S�}=��6 �S����� �����? D��7���� S�� �M��M� ��� ��?���A ��A��� 
5����� ���'�� <A #"�। 

<A !���' ��B��� A��, 5 ��� ��� ��}"�� AM। 5 ��� ��� �"������� �EQ �(�� ���:� AM। 
��B���� ���:����� ��D D��7���� ���� ��" ��=6� ��o���6���� ���P Y����6 ��=6� ���� �। 

�(���(� ����I� <� �D। ����I��� ��� <��� ���Q�6 S¥�S�� ����;। <��� )�Q�6�; 
<����� ����� ��: ��B��� 
��� ���������� �����। ��: <����� 
������ <d E�E� 
���;। �"��� <����� !�������� ������ ��) ��) ��� ���;। ���� <����� 
������ ��K� �"]�"� 
��� �c�' ��Q�; ��-����' ���। 

5D �7� ��F��� ����X ���� AM =�� ��D )�¦-��Q ���E�;। ��� =��� ��� �D? 7M�}, <�; 
�I��"� ��A���- �7R�-�������� ��?�-������� #��"n�। ���� ������6� d�� "����6 ��I ��B��� 
A���'��� �*�(��� ��� �(�� ��Z` ��� ��=6�� 7�-PQ��h ����, #�e��� !��� ������ <� 
S����6 #�!������� S�� ��������। 

5� �(�6, ��?����A, ��'���A, ���-7�K !S*�� #�����A� L����"� ����6 �t��� ��A� 
�*�n ���� "�6 =�� �8 �7���� �:�SA� ������ ���'��। �� A��� ���0���A �A�E )�¦�; �� �� #M 
��� ���i� ���; ������ AM 7�� ���? #°�� =��� ��AV��� �7���-����। #°�� =��� 
D��7���� �M��M�। #°�� =��� ������6� EK-7�M�� �A�। 

��?����A ���-��]�� <� "��" �। ���©� ����Q� ���� ��B��� EK-���P =��� ���f� 
��A���� ������ )�±��"� ����;। =��� � <�� {��' #�� ~S0��EM� ���� <��� ���� �c���;। 
�t= ���� 5� � 6- 5� ����, 5� ������, 5� ��S�� 6। 

=�� ���P 7�M� ����;- <�� <��� �t 7�M� ���। 

A6 �����। 

!"��� +�-²-3� 
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������� ���  ����� 
.। 
��� ����� ����� ��  

(���A� E�) 5� #�$��� dk 
(#��) 


��� ����� ����� �� -5�  
������ 

+u ��-�3 ������, �23� 

    
<A �?����<A �?����<A �?����<A �?����, , , , �� �� �� �� LAM$ LAM$ LAM$ LAM$ �.3¢�.3¢�.3¢�.3¢    
+u +u +u +u �� �� �� �� �23� �23� �23� �23� ������������    

(Signature Tune) 

7-00A.M 

 

 

 

 

7-10 ’’     

<�������� <��6���। 

��� ����� ����� �� ।  
���������� ���Q ��� ����' 
AEK�� t�Sk� A���6 
<����� !(� #����� tN 
���;। 
#�$� !"���� 7�k .... 
��'���.... ��� ��� 5। 
#������� !(�� t� 
����=6��� ������ ��� = 
��� ����� ��A��। 

��� ����� ����� �� । 
<����� #�$� ����0 5��' 
�Y�PK�। <A �(�� ���� 3'� 
= ��@M 3'�6 ~�' #������ 

��� ����� ����� ��� � 
#�$� !"���� 7��। <A��� 
!(� #������� #�$�� 
* ��B�� ��� !"���� 7�� 
���� ���6� ���'�6। 
* D���A� ��� t�� ���� 
���� ���'� ���A �}�"� 
����'। 
* ‘"����’ t�� ���� 
���� 3'� ���A ......����'। 
* �?�@�� ��K� �(�� ��¦ 
t�� ���� ���� ���'� 
���A "�y� ����'। 
* A�E�K�� ����g����� E� 
t�� ���� ��]� <''�6। 

 

 

 

7-15A.M 

7-25  ’’ 

7-30   ’’ 

 

7-40   ’’ 

 

 

 

 

 

6-57 P.M. 

6-59  ’’ 

 

7-00  ’’ 

<A��� !(� #������� #�$� 
��"� t��। 
<���� 5 #�$� t�� ���k 

��� ��B�� ����� ��  �(�� ... 
��'���। ��;�8�K� ���MD ��� t�� 
����-!(�� ����� ��� D���A���। 
(News in Bengali) 

(News in English) 
���� ���Q ���'�। 
��� ����� 
����� �� । <A 5E��D LAM$। 
�����7� ��� ����Q� AE�K� ��� 
��A� AN� D������ A±��। 5 
)���8 5� ��� ��"� ����� �(�� 
<�*�� = E� t� #������ #�$��। 
Slogans & Sayings of SK.  

Mujib. 

 

 

 

Trans-I 
Date : 26-5-71 
 

Signature Tune 

Opening of the station & 

Programme Summary. 

AGNISHIKHA : A 

Composite Programme for 

the freedom fighters. 

(a)Message from 

 

  

SWADHIN BANGLA BETAR KENDRA 

(Cue Sheet) 
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7-20 P.M 

7-30  ’’ 

7-40  ’’ 

7-45  ’’  

 

 

8-15  ’’ 

 

8-20  ’’ 
8-55  Ó 

8-30  ’’ 
�������� �������� ��������, ���������������� 

6-59 P.M. 

 

7-00  ’’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

7-20  ’’ 

7-30  ’’ 

7-40  ’’ 

7-45  ’’ 

(b) ‘‘	
��� �� ����� ��
’’- 

Nazrul Islam’s Song. 

(c) Agiye Chalo : Talk on 

inspiration. 

(d) Special News Bulletin. 
(e) Patriotic Song. 

CHARAMPATRA : 

Counter Programme  
News in Bengali 

News in English 
AGNIBINA : A special 

programme on observance 
of the birth anniversary of 

poet Nazrul Islam. 
Slogans & Sayings of 

National Leaders. 

.......Alor Diganta : A talk 

in Bengali. 

Flashes & music. 

Close down. 

 

Signature Tune & Opening 

of the station & 

Programme Summary. 

AGNISHIKHA : A  

Composite Programme for 

the freedom fighters. 

(a) Darpan : A talk in 
Bengali. 

(b) Oikatan : Patriotic 
Song. 

(c) Kabikantha : Self- 
composed poems. 

(d) Ranaveri : News of the 
Sectors. 

(e) partiotic Song. 

Talk in Bengali  

News in Bengali  

News in English 

RAKTASWAKKHAR

: 

Self-composed poems 

& patriotic Song. 

 

7-50 P.M 
 

7-55   ’’ 

8-00  ’’ 

 
 �������� ��������, ���������������� 

6-58 P.M 

6-59  ’’ 
7-00  ’’ 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

7-20  ’’ 

7-30  ’’ 

 

 

7-40  ’’ 

 

 

 

7-45  ’’ 

7-55  ’’ 
 

8-00  ’’ 
8-05  ’’ 

 
8-15  ’’ 

8-20  ’’ 
8-25  ’’ 

 

8-35   ’’ 

8-40  ’’ 

 

CHARAMPATRA : 
Couter Progamme. 

BIHWA JANAMAT : 

Bengali talk. 

Close down. 

 

Signature Tune. 

Opening of the Station.  

AGNISHIKHA : A  

composite Progamme for 

the freedom fighters. 

(a) Darpan : Talk in 

Bengali 

(b) Oikatan : patrioic 

Song. 
(c) Recitation : 

(d) Ranaveri : Reports 
from Sectors. 

(e) patriotic Song. 
News in English. 

‘‘�������� ���� ������� : 

Talk in Bengali : 

Mr. A. Mannan, MNA. 

RAKTASWAKKHAR : 

Self- composed poems, 

(a) Belal Mohammed.  

(b) S.I. Noor. 

News in Bengali 
Samayeeki : News 

Commentary in Bengali. 
Falk Song : Shah Ali 

Sirker. 
���� � !��� 	�" : Talk in 

Bengali 
patriotic Song. 

Biswa Janamat. 
CHARAMPATRA : 

Counter progamme. 
Slogans & patriotic Song.  

Close down. 
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.� .� .� .� ��������, , , , �23��23��23��23�    
�s��6 #����� : 

,-u2 ��� 
     3-//  ’’ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      3-+/  ’’ 
      3-./  ’’ 
      3-.u  ’’ 
      3-²/  ’’ 
 
 
      3-²u   ’’ 
      3-uu   ’’ 
 
      ¢-/u   ’’ 
      ¢-�u   ’’ 
      ¢-+/   ’’ 
      ¢-./   ’’ 
    3 3 3 3 A�A�A�A�, , , , �23��23��23��23�    
�s��6 #������ 
     ,-u2 ��� 
     3-//  ’’ 
     3-/u  ’’ 
     3-�/  ’’ 

 
 
��"�W� = )�s��� �Y�P�K� 
#������� ���:�������� AM 
����P #�$� 
(�) ��0K� ����� ��(�� 
(�)A�E*�������g����� E�  
(E) <�*�� 
(Y) �K�S��� ����� ��� 
(B)�´��� ��� ���A�����K� 
(") ����g������ E� 
D���A� ����� 
��_A�� 
�y�E���� ��7 <�� ����� 
�:
�8��
��"� ����� ��¦ 
(�) ����� ��7�� 
(�) ������ D�� �� 
����� ����� 
����g����� E� = ����P 
�Y�PK� 
�h�?�� 
�´�� = ����g����� E� 
"���� 
�����। 
 
 
����"�� ��� 
)�s��� �Y�PK� 
#�µ$� ����"��। 
#������। 
(�) ��0K� ����� 
(�) ��E�� 
(E) <�*��� ��� <�� 
(Y) ����� �����'� 
     ����� ���7�� 
(B) ���0����� 

 

 
    3-./ ��� 
    3-²u ’’ 
    3-u/ ’’ 
    3-u3 ’’ 
    ¢-// ’’ 
    ¢-�u ’’ 
    ¢-./ ’’ 
    ¢-²/ ’’ 
    ¢-²3 ’’ 
    ¢-u� ’’ 
 
 
    ¢-uu ’’ 
�2 �2 �2 �2 A�A�A�A�, , , , �23��23��23��23�    
�@M��   
    3-// ��� 
 
     3-/u ’’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      3-+u ’’ 
      3-.� ’’ 
      3-²/ ’’ 
  
      3-²u ’’ 
 
      3-uu ’’ 
      ¢-// ’’ 
      ¢-+u ’’ 

(") �?��  
����� ����� 
����6��/��(�� 
D���A� ��� 
�´�� 
�?�� 
... ... 
A�T� ����� 
"���� 
��_A�� 
�:
�8�� 3D A� (�) ��(��- 
��7~� D���� 
(�) ����� 
����� 
 
 
)�s��� �Y�PK� = #�$�  
����"��। 
#������� 
(�) ��0K� D���� =  
���I��� ��A���� ��(�� 
-����� ��7��� 
(�) �?��  
(E) ����� 
(Y) <�*�� 
(B) �������� ������� ���0� 
��_A�� 
�?�� 
�*�n���� ��(��-�� �A7�N� 
D���� 
����� ������ �Q�� 
����� ���7��। 
�´�� 
D���A� #�$�। 
�·�E� = �?�� 
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¢-./ ��� 
¢-²/  ’’ 
¢-²u 

 
 

2-// 
+3 +3 +3 +3 A�A�A�A�, , , , �23��23��23��23�    
�@M�� 

3-// ��� 
3-/u ’’ 
 

 
   
 
 
  
3-+u  ’’ 
3-./  ’’ 
 3-.u  ’’ 
  
 3-²/  ’’ 
 3-²u  ’’ 
 
 ¢-//  ’’ 
 ¢-+u  ’’ 
 ¢-./ ’’ 
 ¢-²/ ’’ 
 
 2-// ’’ 
    ./ ./ ./ ./ A�A�A�A�, , , , �23��23��23��23�    
����� 
  3-// ��� 
   
3-�/  ’’  

 
 
 3-./  ’’ 

"���� 
�?�� 
�:
�8� 
(�) �7�� ����� 
<���M-���Ic� <��6�� 
A6 �����। 
 
 
)�s��� = #�$� ����"�� 
#������� 
(�) ��0K 
(�) �?�� 
(E) <�*�� 
(Y) �K�S��� ����� �����' 
(B) �������� ������� 
���0� 
��_A��� ��0����"� 
�?�� 
�*�n���� 
#�M��� <�~� 7��cA 
�?�� 
����� �����, �?�� = 
�·�E� 
D���A� #�$� 
�´�� = �·�E� 
"���� 
D������ �*�n��� 
L�6� <�� <7��। 
A6 ����� 
 
 
(�) )�s���  
(�) ����� ����=6�� 
(�) #�$� ��"� 
(�) ����� ����� 
(E) D���A� ����� 
A�E�K�� �?����$� 
 

 

3-²/ ��� 
3-²u ’’ 
3-u/ ’’ 
3-u. ’’ 
¢-// ’’ 
 
 
�@M�� 
3-// ��� 
3-/u ’’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3333----+u +u +u +u ’’’’’’’’    
 
3-./ ’’ 
3-.u ’’   
 
3-²/ ’’ 
3-²u ’’ 
¢-// ’’ 
¢-+u ’’ 
¢-./ ’’ 
¢-.u ’’ 
¢-²/ ’’ 
 
 
 
¢-²/ ’’ 
2-// ’’ 
    
u u u u A���DA���DA���DA���D,,,,�23��23��23��23�    
����� 
3-// ��� 
     ’’ 

����'�/��(�� #(�� <�*�� 
��_A�� 
�´�� = �·�E� 
"���� 
A6 �����। 
 
 
 
)�s��� #�$� ����"��। 
#������� 
(�) ��0K  
(�) �?��  
(E) <�*�� 
(Y) �K�S��� ����� �����' 
(B) �������� �������  
   ���0����� 
��_ A��� ��0����"�- 
<���� 7� ����� 
�?�� 
�*�n���� ��(��-  
#�M��� < �� 7��cA 
�?�� 
����� ����� 
D���A� #�$� 
�´�� = �·�E�  
"���� 
�?�� 
�:
�8�� PQ��h� #X����� 
����I��� ��� �"�� AM 
��6� ��?- #�M��� #��� ��6 
�"]����। 
�·�E� = �?�� 
A6 �����। 
 
 
 
(�) )�s��� 
(�) ����� ����=6�� 
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3-�/ ��� 
 
 
3-./  ’’ 
3-²/  ” 
3-²u  ” 
3-u/  ” 
3-u.  ” 
¢-//  ” 
 
�@M�� 
3-// ��� 
3-/u ’’ 

 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
3-+u  ’’ 
 
3-./  ’’ 
3-.u  ’’ 
  
3-²/  ’’ 
3-²u  ’’ 
¢-//  ’’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
¢-+u  ’’ 
 
 

(�) #�$� ��"� 
(�) ����� ����� 
(E) D���A� ����� 
A�E�K�� �?����$� 
<�*�� 
��_A�� 
�´�� = �·�E� 
"���� 
A6 �����। 
 
 
)�s��� = #�$� ����"�� 
#������� 
(�) ��0K� <A��� ���:���� 
���0���� ¥*��-��(��� 
��K� ���d� 
(�) �?�� 
(E) <�*�� 
(Y) ����� �����' 
(B) �������� ������� 
���0����� 
��_ A��� <���� 7� 
����� 
�?�� 
�*�n���� ��(��- 
#�M��� <�~� 7��cA 
�?�� 
����� ������ ����7 <7�� 
D���A� #�$�� 
���"���-<��E�� ���� 
 
(�) ......  
(�) ���S\ ������ ��������� 
 )�*��� <�� A���� 
(E) E� 
D���A� ������ ���S�  
�7��� 
�´�� 
 

 

¢-./ ��� 
 
¢-.u ’’ 
¢-²/ ’’ 
¢-²u ’’ 
¢-u/ ’’ 
 
¢-uu ” 
2-// ” 
�/�/�/�/A���DA���DA���DA���D, , , , �23��23��23��23� 
����� 
 
3-// ��� 
 
3-�/ ” 
 
 
 
 
3-./ ’’   
3-²u ’’ 
 
3-u/ ’’ 
3-u. ’’ 
 
¢-/ ’’ 
 
 
�@M�� 
3-// ��� 
3-/u ’’ 
 
 
 
 
 
3-+u ’’ 
 
3-./ ’’ 

"����� ��(��-5�, <�, 
<����। 
�?�� 
�:
�8��....... 
�?�� 
D������ �*�n��� 
 L�6� <�� <7�� 
�·�E� = ����g����� E� 
A6 �����।  
 
 
 
(�) )�s��� 
(�) ����� ����=6�� 
(�) #�$� ����"�� 
(�) ����� ������ 
<�� ��A� �"]���� 
(E) D���A� ������ 
���S� �7��� 
A�E�K�� �?����$� 
��_ A��� <���� 7� 
����� 
�´�� 
"����� 5� <� <����  
(���!"��) 
A6 �����। 
 
 
 
)�s��� = #�$� ����"�� 
#������ 
(�) ��0K 
(�) �?�� 
(E) <�*�� 
(Y) ����� �����'� �A��  
����� 
��_ A��� <���� 7� 
�����  
�?�� 
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3-.u ��� 
3-²/  ’’ 
3-²u ’’ 
¢-// ’’ 

 
 

 
 
   
 
 
 ¢-+u  ’’ 
 
¢-./  ’’ 
 
¢-²/  ’’ 
¢-²u  ’’ 
¢-u/  ’’ 
¢-u+  ’’ 
2-//  ’’ 
  
+.+.+.+.    A���DA���DA���DA���D, , , , �2�3�2�3�2�3�2�3    
�@M�� 
 
3-// ��� 
3-/u ’’ 
 
  
 
 
 
3-+/ ���  
 
3-+u ’’ 
   
3-./ ’’  
3-.u  ’’ 

�*�n���� A���� ����c� 
�?�� 
����� ������ ����7 <7�� 
D���A� #�$�� ���"���- 
<��E�� ����  
(�) ������ ��������� 
)�*�� 
(�) ��0����"� 
(E) D���A� ������ 
���S� �7��� 
(Y) �?�� 
��o���6���� )�� )~0 
��(��-�7�~� �7�� 
�������� )���� #(0�h� 
5� ���� <��� S�PK 
����g����� E� 
"����� 5� <� <���� 
�´�� 
�·�E� = �?�� 
A6 �����। 
 
 
 
 
)�s��� = #�$� ����"�� 
#������� 
(�) ��0K  
(�) �?�� 
(E) <�*�� 
(Y) ����� �����' 
�7�~� D���� 
����� ��0����"�� 
<��� �7��� 
<���� �������� �"�¦� 
A��� 
�?�� 
�*�n���� 
#�M��� <�~� 7��cA 

 

3-²/ ��� 
3-²u ’’ 
¢-// ’’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
¢-+u ’’ 
¢-./ ’’ 
¢-.u ’’ 
¢-²/ ’’ 
    
¢-²u ’’ 
2-// ’’ 
    
    
+3+3+3+3    A���DA���DA���DA���D, , , , �2�3�2�3�2�3�2�3 
����� 
 
 
3-// ��� 
3-/u ’’ 
 
 
 
 
 
3-+/ ’’   
 
 
3-.u ’’ 
 
3-²/ ’’ 
3-²u ’’ 
¢-// ’’ 
 
 

�?�� 
����� ������ ����7 <7�� 
D���A� #�$�� 
���"���-<��E�� ���� 
(�) ������ ��������� 
�X�M 
(�) ��0����"� 
(E) �?�� 
(Y) D���A� ������ ���S� 
�7��� 
)~0 ������ �7�~� 7� 
"����� 5� <�, <���� 
�?�� 
������ ���� ��(��� 
<�� ����� 
�´��, �·�E� = �?�� 
A6 �����।  
 
 
 
 
 
)�s��� = #�$� ����"�� 
#������� 
(�) ��0K 
(�) �?�� 
(E) <�*�� 
(Y) ����� �����'� 
�7�~� D���� 
(�) <����� ��T��� 
<�� ��7� 
(�) �·�E� = �?�� 
�*�n���� 
#�M��� <�~� 7��cA 
�?�� 
����� ������ ����7 <7�� 
D���A� #�$�� 
���"���-<��E�� ���� 
(�) ������ ��������� 
�X�M 
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¢-+u  ’’ 
¢-./  ’’ 
¢-.u ’’ 
 
¢-²² ’’ 
¢-u. ’’ 
2-// ’’ 
 
 �¢ <Eb, 
�23� 
�@M�� 
 
3-// ��� 
 
3-/u  ’’ 
 
 
 
 
 
3-+u ’’ 
3-./ ’’ 
3-.u ’’ 
 
3-²u ’’  
¢-//  ’’ 
 
 
 
 
¢-+u ’’ 
¢-./ ’’ 
¢-.u ’’ 

(�) ��0����"� 
(E) �?�� 
(Y) D���A� ������ 
���S� �7��� 
)~0 ������ �7�~� 7� 
�·�E� = �?�� 
��� ���A��� ��"�� !7�� 
<7�� ��c� 
�´��, �·�E� = �?�� 
"���� : 5�, <�, <���� 
A6 �����। 
  
 
 
 
 
)�s��� = #�$� ����"�� 
#������� 
(�) ��0K� <���c�� <�� 
= ���Ic� <��6�� 
(�) �?�� 
(E) <�*�� 
(Y) ����� �����' 
����� ��0����"�� 
<��� �7��� 
�?�� 
��0��8��� �*�n��� 
����� ���7�� 
����� ����� 
D���A� #�$� 
���"���-<��E�� ���� 
(�) ������ ��������� 
��0����"� 
(�) �?��� 
(E) D���A� ����� 
)~0 ����� 
�?��� 
��� ���A��� ��"�� !��?� 
 
 

 
 
¢-²u ’’ 
¢-²3 ’’ 
2-// ’’ 
 
+¢+¢+¢+¢<Eb<Eb<Eb<Eb, , , , �23��23��23��23�    
�s��6 
#������ 
�-// ��� 
 
 
�-�u ’’ 
 
 
 
�-./ ’’ 
�-.u ’’ 
�-²u ’’ 
�-u/ ’’ 
+-// ’’ 
    
    
�*��6 #�������*��6 #�������*��6 #�������*��6 #������ 
�@M� 
3-// ��� 
3-// ’’ 
 
 
 

�����-�����y�, �Q��- 
���Ic� <��6�� 
�´�� = �·�E�  
Ay���� ����� 
A6 �����। 
 
 
 
(�) )�s��� �Y�PK� =  
 #�$���"� 
(�) ����� ��� 
(E) D���A� ��� 
�?����$�/�y�� 
�। ��� ���A� ��M���E�.... 
+। ���A� ��D6� .... 
.। =�� ���(�6 .... 
��_ A�� 
���  �?��� 
�:
�8�� <���c�� <��। 
��}�(��¦� ���7��� ��7 ��B��� 
A6 �����। 
 
 
 
 
 
)�s��� �Y�PK� = #�$���"� 
#������� ���"���� 
<���c�� <�� 
(�) ����� �����'� 
�A�� ����� 
(�) �?��� ��� ��B��� #x 
�� 
(E) ��0K� <���c�� <�� 
(Y) <�*��� ����� ���7�� 
(B) ��}�(��¦� 
���7��� ��7 ��B��� 
(") ���:������ ���6�� �(��� 
���Ic� <��6�� 
(;) <��� ����� ����� 
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3-²u ��� 
 
3-uu ’’ 
 
¢-// ’’ 
 
 
 
 
¢-+u  ’’ 
¢-./  ’’ 
 
¢-²u ’’ 
¢-u+ ’’ 
¢-uu ’’ 
2-// ’’ 
 
�, �, �, �, ������������������������, , , , 
�23��23��23��23�    
�*��6 #������ 
�@M�  
3-// ��� 
 
3-/u  ’’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-²u ’’ 
3-uu ’’ 
¢-// ’’ 
   
 
¢-+u ’’ 

����� ���� <�� ��A� 
�"]���� 
����� ��0����"�� �7�~� 
D���� 
D���A� #�$� 
(�) ��0����"� 
(�) )�*�� 
(E) �?��� ‘~A06 �����’ 
(Y) ��� 
)~0 ��� 
‘����� �����’: T���K 
�������� A�M #�$� 
��0���8��� �*�n�� 
�´�� = �·�E� 
"�� �� 
A6 �����। 
 
 
 
 
 
)�s��� �Y�PK� = #�$� 
����"�� 
#������ 
(�) ����� �����' 
(�) �?��  
(E) ��0K� �K�A� 
(Y) <�*�� 
(B) �?�� 
(")���:������ ���6�� 
�(���  
���Ic� <��6�� 
(;) <��� ����� ����� 
���� ����� 
����� ��0����"� 
D���A� #�$� 
�?��� ... ... 
���� D���A� 
���� )~0 
 
 

¢-./ ’’ 
¢-.u ’’ 
¢-²/ ’’ 
2-// ’’ 
    
2-/3 ’’ 
2-�3 ’’ 
2-+/ ’’ 
2-./ ’’ 
+/+/+/+/������������������������,,,,�23��23��23��23� 
!(� #������ 
 
3-// ��� 
 
 
3-�/ ’’ 
 
3-./ ’’ 
3-²u ’’ 
 
 
3-uu ’’ 
¢-// ’’ 
    
    
    
�*��6 #�������*��6 #�������*��6 #�������*��6 #������ 
�@M�� 
 
3-// ��� 
 
3-/u ’’ 
 
 
 
 
 3-²u ’’ 

)~0 ��(�� 
���  �?�� 
����� �����/�y�E��� 
<����� ���: ��T�� = 
��7��� ���7� ���R��� 
�?�� 
�´�� = �·�E�  
"���� 
�����। 
 
 
 
(�) )�s��� �Y�PK�  
(�) ����=6�� 
(E) #�$� ����"�� 
(�) ���� ����� 
(�) ���� D���A� 
A�E�K�� �?����$� 
‘NI��� �� <��� ��’: 
��(��� ����� ���7�� 
(���!"��) 
�´�� = �·�E� 
�����। 
 
 
 
 
)�s��� �Y�PK� = #�$� 
����"�� 
#������  
(�) ����� �����'� 
(�) �?��  
(E) ��0K� ���Ic� <��6�� 
(Y) �?�� 
(B) ������ ���� A���X�� 
(") <��� ����� ����� 
���� ����� 
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3-uu ��� 
¢-// ’’ 
 
 
 
 
¢-+u ’’ 
¢-./ ’’ 
¢-²/ ’’ 
2-// ’’ 
2-/3 ’’ 
2-�3 ’’ 
2-+/  ’’ 
2-./  ’’ 
 
+� +� +� +� ������������������������,,,,�2�3�2�3�2�3�2�3    
�*��6 #������ 
�@M�  
 
3-// ��� 
 
3-/u  ’’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-²u ’’ 
3-uu ’’ 
¢-// ’’ 
   

����� ��0����"�  
D���A� #�$� 
(�) ��0����"� 
(�) ��D�� 
(E) �?��  
(Y) ��� 
���� )~0 
���  �?�� 
����� ����� 
��(�� 
�?�� 
�´�� = �·�E� 
"�� �� 
�����। 
 
 
 
 
 
)�s��� �Y�PK� = #�$� 
����"�� 
#������ 
(�) ����� �����' 
(�) �?��  
(E) ��0K 
(Y) <�*�� 
(B) �?�� (+�') 
(") <��� �E���� (+) 
(;) <��� ����� ����� 
���� ����� 
����� ��0����"� 
D���A� #�$� 
(�) ��0����"� 
(�) )�*�� 
(E) �?��  
(Y) ��� 
 
 

¢-+u ��� 
¢-./ ’’ 
 
 
¢-u/ ’’ 
 
 
2-//  ’’ 
2-/3  ’’ 
2-�3  ’’ 
2-+/  ’’ 
2-./  ’’ 
+²+²+²+²������������������������,,,,�23��23��23��23� 
�*��6 #������ 
�@M� 
3-// ��� 
 
3-/u ’’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-²u ’’ 
3-uu ’’ 
¢-// ’’ 
    
    
 
 
¢-+u ’’’ 
¢-./ ’’ 
 

���� )~0 
(�) <����� ���: ��T�� = 
��7��� ��E� )�� ������ 
(�) ���  �?�� 
����� ����� 
(�) ��(���( 
(�) �y�E��� 
��0��8��� �*�n�� 
�?�� 
�´�� = �·�E�  
"���� 
�����। 
 
 
 
)�s��� �Y�PK� = #�$� 
����"�� 
#������ 
(�) ����� �����'  
(�) �?�� 
(E) ��0K 
(Y) <�*�� 
(B) �?�� (+�') 
(") <��� �E���� (.) 
(;) <��� ����� ����� 
���� ����� 
����� ��0����"� 
D���A� #�$� 
(�) ��0����"� 
(�) )�*�� 
(E) �?�� 
(Y) ���  
���� )~0 
(�) D6��76� A��� ��= (�): 
�=�� =��� 
(�) �?�� 
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¢-²/ ���  ����� �����  
             (�) ��(���( 
             (�) �y�E��� 
2-// ’’   ��0��8��� �*�n�� 
2-/3 ’’   �?�� 
2-�u ’’   �´E�� = �·�E� 
2-+/ ’’   ����� 

 
     <A +u �� ������, �23� ���। 
���������� ���Q 3 ����' ����P� ���:, #����� 
= 
����� ��T���� <A ;’��� ��K0 7��� 

 
    ;’��� <�E +u �� ���"0� ��� ���� A?� 
D6��76� ��� ��0� ������7��� �����6 ��6 
������ ���7 ��x A������K� )��। �8 �8 
���-��NP <� ��t 7�M�� 5� ���f� D��7�� 
�"� ��� A?���7� ��T ��_������= I��� 
��� ���6�;। ��� ��0� ���7�� *������ A��� 
���� ������ ;��, ����, D �� <�, <��� <� 
��?� ���A���C� ��� �A�6��� E�Q ����� 
5� #!��s¹� ���:���7�। !�� �K�?�K ���� 
!"e <Y�� �7� "���; �U ���7�� )��। 
"�Q�X ��A6 5� ��\��'। 
 

����� ������ ������ <���, {���� �� 
<� �M��� !�X�� ��A� ��:� #Y0 ���6 ���� 
��� ���:����� �U 7�� �*^!�M�6 <�g���E0 
����; ��}��� #�� <g�� !�� ���|�� 
A���6 5�� "�Q�X ��A�6� ~�0�� ���( ��}�� 
#����� ��� ��� "���; ������� ��T��� 
#�SR A���6 <���� <A��� �s��6 
#����� tN ���;। 

 
���������� ���' �(�� 7�������� �"���� 

��Z` ��� ��6�� 5 ��KA6� ��T��� ���� 
�7�� 7�6�; 5�� ���� #!������M ��: ��6 
#����� ��� ��� "���; ������� ��T��� 
����� A���6 <A��� #������ #�$� tN 
���;। +u �� ��"0 �23� ���� ��B��� A���� 
)�� ���� ��� 5���;� ��� �� S6��7�� 
��S��P��। 7����� ��Z� ����I�� �t��: 
�����P� ���� ��}���6  

��Q�;� ������ ���Q ��� ����' ����P� )��। 
��� ��T��� ��B��� A��� �� <J��K� ��N�� 
N�� ��}�Q�6�;� ������*��� ���:��h। ��T�� 
"���; #�����-� ��- +��- � ���- + ���। 
<A +u �� ������। ���:��T�� <A 
��c�MA�S��� #��J� ����� ��Y0 ,�' ���। 
��T�� "��;, "���- ���� � ��� �(�� ��P 
�UV�M�' ��Z` 7�6 ��6। 
 

5D �E]����e� ��� <����� ��� 
���:�������� !�� ��� A���6 5� �������� 
7�k �'M��$� ‘�:��(’। 

 

��� ����� ����� �� - 
 
���������� ���:��T��� �7����� !���' 

�:��R� <A )��� ����; 
������ ���0��। 5D 

����� ��T���� �8 �8 ���:��� <� ����' 
����' ��� ��B����� ��T��� #�SR A���6 
<����� <A��� 5 #����� 5��� ��P 
���;। 

 
<��� <��� <����� ���� )��9� 7��� 

<A ���� �'�6। A6 �����। 
 

��� ����� ����� �� - 
 
Y��K0�Q ����0� 5��' ����P �Y�PK�� 
 

      ��?����E�� �*n Y��K�Q�' 5� 7������� 
<��� ���K ����; 5�� �� <A �@M�6 
��R���� )�� ���6 ��6 ����� ����� ��6�;। 

• "���� ����-�R� �(�� ¢ �� 
�7����� �(�� ������ 7��। 

• "pT�� = �º��A���� ����-
�R�d��� �(�� . �� 9��6 ���0 
��f� ������ 7��। 

• ����, ������, �'�6����� 5�� 
)������0� s�����7 �(�� ² �� 
�]-�7����� ��f� ������ 7��। 

• "pT��, ����y�, ��6�����, ����, 
c������, ����, �����, ���n6� 
��A��7� �A��� ��- 
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�R�d��� �(�� + �� �] ��0�-��f� ������ 
7��। ���� �A��� ������0� 5����6 ���� #�9� 
���; ������� ����� 9�� <�6 ��� 
#����� ���;। 

 
 ����� #�9��� �A��-�]�� = q�������7� 

<���7���� !�� #�����, ��}�� �� 
�]��d����� �R�� ����� <��6 �S�Q�6 
����। 
     
�Y�PK��' ��P 7���। 
 
+, +, +, +, ������������������������, , , , �23��23��23��23�    
!(� #������ 
���� 
3-// ���  (�) )�s��� �Y�PK� 
              (�) ���=6�� 
              (E) #�$� ����"�� 
3-�/ ’’    (�) ���� ����� 
              (�) ���� D���A� 
3-./ ’’    ���:����� �c� #�0�P0 ����0 
              )���8 E� ���� EK!A��h� 
              ���������� #9�6� �!����C 
              A���� )���� �� ����� S�PK 
              ��, ��� D���A� #����। 
¢-�u ’’    �´�� = �·�E� 
¢-+/ ’’    �����। 
 
�s��6 #������ 
���� 
�-// ��� (�) )�s��� �Y�PK� = #�$� 
             ����"�� 
             (�) ���� �����  
             (E) ���� D���A� 
�-�u ’’   (�) »���� ������ 
�-./ ’’   (�) ‘5��� ���6� ���A�6 <���’: 
             ����P ��(��- 
             �K�A� ��� �"]����। 
             (�) ���  �?��  
 

�-²u ’’    �:
�8�� 
��"� ����� 
              <�*��-����� �"]���� 
�-u/  ’’   ��}�(��¦ 
+-//  ’’    ����� 
 
�*��6 #������ 
�@M� 
3-//���  )�s��� �Y�PK� = #�$� 
             ����"�� 
3-/u ’’   #������ 
             (�) ����� �����' 
             (�) �?�� 
             (E) ��0K� ��7��� c�N� 
             (Y) <�*�� 
             (B) �?�� 
             (") 
��� ����� ����� ���J�� 
             (;) <��� ����� ����� 
3-²u  ’’  ���� ����� 
3-uu  ’’  !��W�� �7�~� D���� 
¢-//  ’’  D���A� #�$� 
             (�) ��0����"� 
             (�) )�*�� 
             (E) �?�� 
             (Y) ��� 
¢-+u  ’’  ���� )~0 
¢-./  ’’  ��(��� )~0 
¢-²/  ’’  ����� ����� 
2-//  ’’  ��0��8��� �*�n�� 
2-/3  ’’  �?�� 
2-�u  ’’  Ay���� ����� 
2-./  ’’  ����� 
 
� #�¼���, �23�    
�*��6 #������ 
�@M� 
3-// ���  )�s��� �Y�PK� = #�$���"� 
3-/u ’’    #������ 
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     (�) �����' 
     (�) �?��  

                (E) ��0K 
                (Y) �?�� 
                (B) <�*�� 
3-.u  ’’     ��0��8��� �*�n�� 
3-²u  ’’     ����� ��� 
3-uu  ’’     ����� ��0����"� 
¢-//  ’’      D���A� #�$� 
¢-+u  ’’      )~0 ����� 
¢-./  ’’     ��(��� 5,��,5�, ��7����� 
¢-²/  ’’     ����� ����� 
2-//  ’’     A6 ����� 
2-./  ’’     �����। 
 
+ #�¼��� �23�    
!(� #������ 
���� 
3-// ���    )�s��� �Y�PK� 
3-/.  ’’     ����=6��� ������ ��� =  
                ��� ����� ��A�� 
3-/¢  ’’     #�$� ����"�� 
3-�/  ’’     ����� ����� 
3-+/  ’’     D���A� ����� 
3-./  ’’     A�E�K� 
3-²u  ’’     ��(�� (��0��8��� �*�n��) 
3-uu  ’’     �´��, �?�� 
¢-//  ’’     ����� 
 
<A �����, �,D <�_ �.3¢ �, +�� 
#�¼���, �23� ���। #������� tN�� ������ 
��� �(�� ����=6�� ��� �����k ���� ���A��� 
�7�� �A7��� = ��� ����� ��A�� �Q�; ���� 
��6N� D���� ������।  

�*��6 #������ 
3-// ���  )�s��� = #�$� ����"�� 
3-/u ’’    #������ (���:���7�� AM  
              ����P #�$�) 
              (�) �����' 
               (�) �?�� (~A06 �����) 
               (E) ��0K 
               (Y) �?�� 
               (B) ��8����� #�$�� 
                ��A� ���� ���( 
                (") ����� ����� (E�) 
3-²u  ’’      ���� ����� 
3-uu ’’       ����� ��0����"�  
                 <��� �7��� 
¢-// ’’       D���A� #�$� 
¢-+u  ’’      )~0 ����� 
¢-./  ’’      �?�� 
¢-²/  ’’      ����� ����� (�y�� 
                 �������� AM ����P 
                  #�$�) 
2-//  ’’       �?�� 
2-/u  ’’       ��(��� 
                  <�~� ����� �"]���� 
2-�.  ’’        �´�� 
2-�u  ’’        "���� 
2-+u  ’’        A6 ����� 
2-./  ’’        ����� 
 
. . . . #�¼���#�¼���#�¼���#�¼���, , , , �23��23��23��23�    
�*��6 #������ 
3-// ���      )�s��� = #�$���"� 
3-/u ’’         #������ 
                  (�) �����' 
                  (�) ��0K 
                  (E) �?�� 
                  (Y) ��8����� #�$� 
                  (B) ����� ����� (E�)                 
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3-²u ��� 
3-uu ’’ 
¢-// ’’ 
¢-+u ’’ 
¢-./ ’’ 
¢-²/ ’’ 
2-// ’’ 
2-/u ’’ 
2-�. ’’ 
¢-�¢  ’’ 
2-./  ’’ 
2-+u ’’ 
2-./ ’’ 
2-u/ ’’ 
2-uu ’’ 
    
² ² ² ² #�¼���#�¼���#�¼���#�¼���, , , , �2�3�2�3�2�3�2�3    
!(� #������ 
 
3-// ’’ 
3-/u ’’ 
 
3-�/ ’’ 
3-�� ’’ 
 
3-./ ’’ 
3-²/ ’’ 
 
 
3-²2 ’’ 
3-u/ ’’ 
3-uu ’’ 
¢-// ’’ 
  
�s��6 #������ 
�-// ��� 
�-/u ’’ 

���� ����� 
!��W� 
D���A� #�$� 
���� )~0 
)~0 ��(��  
����� ����� 
�?�� 
��0��8��� �*�n�� 
�?�� 
����*� 5���� Y��� 5���� 
��(�� 
�´�� = �?�� 
Ay���� ����� 
A6 ����� 
�����। 
 
 
 
 
)�s���  
����� ����=6�� =  
��A�� 
#�$� ����"�� 
���� (�) ����� 
(�) D���A� 
A�E�K� 
����� �M�:��� �*K 
#}��Q ��}"�� �"n�� ��(�� 
(���!"��) 
�´�� 
AN�E��� 
A6 ����� 
�����। 
 
)�s��� = #�$� ����"�� 
���� (�) ����� (�) 
D���A� 
 

�-�u ��� 
�-./ ’’ 
�-.¢ ’’ 
�-²u ’’ 
 
�-²¢ ’’ 
�-uu ’’ 
+-// ’’ 
    
�*��6 #������ 
�@M� 
3-// ��� 
 
3-/u ’’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3-²u ’’ 
3-uu ’’ 
¢-// ’’ 
    
    
    
 
¢-+u  ’’ 
¢-./  ’’ 
¢-²/  ’’ 
2-//  ’’ 
2-/3  ’’ 
2-�3  ’’ 
2-+/  ’’ 
2-./  ’’ 

»��� 
��(��� D��6�� <7��� 
���  �?�� 
���7�M��$�� 
�:
�8�-����� �"]���� 
��}�(��¦/�y�E��� 
A6 ����� 
�����। 
 
 
 
)�s��� �Y�PK� = #�$� 
����"�� 
#������ 
(�) ����� �����'  
(�) �?�� 
(E) ��0K 
(Y) <�*�� 
(B) <��� �E���� (²) 
(") <��� ����� ����� 
���� ����� 
����� ��0����"� 
D���A� #�$� 
(�) ��0����"� 
(�) )�*�� 
(E) �?�� 
(Y) ���  
���� )~0 
�?�� 
 ����� ����� 
��(�� 
�?��� �y� 
�´�� 
"���� 
�����। 
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¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ #�¼���#�¼���#�¼���#�¼���, , , , �23��23��23��23�    
�s��6 #������ 
�-// ���    )�s��� = #�$� ����"�� 
�-/u ’’      ���� (�) ����� 
               (�) D���A� 
�-�u ’’      »��� 
�-./ ’’      D������ �*�n�� �A7�� =  
                D6��76� (+6 ��0): 
                <�� ��7�� ���� 7������ �7�� 
�-., ’’      AN� E��� 
�-²u ’’      ��}�(��¦/�y�E��� 
�-uu ’’      A6 ����� 
+-// ’’      �����। 
 

��� ����� ����� �� । 
 
5��' ����P �Y�PK�। 
 
EK!A��h� �������� ������� #9�6� ��i!�� L�6� 
AN� D���� E� ����� ��:���� #��$� 
���:���7�� #�c��� �M���'��� !(� ��8� ����� 
��"��=6��A #�S��� T7K ��� 5�� ��8�!�� 
#�c��� �M���'��� )���� S�PK ��। 5� )�� �S�� 
��� 5��' ����P #�$� !"���� 7�� <����� 
<A��� ����� #������। 
 
 �Y�PK��' 5���D ��P 7�। 
    
    
�, �, �, �, #�¼���#�¼���#�¼���#�¼���, , , , �23��23��23��23�    
�*��6 #������ 
7-00 P.M        Udbodhani Ghoshana-O- 

                       Anushthan parichiti 

7-05 ’’              Agnishikha : Mukti 

                       Bahinir janya 

a) Sangbad Bulletin 

b) Sangeet 

c) Darpan 

d) Kabita Abriti 

e) Sangeet 

f) Kothika/Sakhyatkar 

g) Amar Sonar Bangla 

7-45 P.M  Khabar : Bangla 

7-55  ’’      Sangbad 

                 Parjalochana/Pratiddhani 

8-00  ’’      English Programme 

                 a) Commentary 

                 b) World Press Review 

                 c) Music 

                 d) News 

8-25   ’’     Khabar : Urdu 

8-30   ’’     a)  Kathika 

8-40    ’’     b) Sangeet 

                 Sonar Bangla 

                 (a)Kathopakathan 

                 (b)   Palligeeti 

9-00   ’’     Kothika/Pindir Prolap 

9-07   ’’     Palligeeti/Puthi/Jari 

9-12   ’’     Bajrakantha-O-Slogan 

9-15   ’’     Drama/Jallader Darbar 

9-20   ’’     Charampatra 

9-30    ’’    Samapti. 

 
� � � � �S���S���S���S��, , , , �23��23��23��23�    
!(� #������ 
7-00 A.M. a) Udbodhani 

                  b) Quran Tillawat-O- 

                  Anubad : 

                  c)Anushthan Parichiti 

7-10    ’’     Khabar : Bangla 

7-20    ’’    Khabar : English 

7-30    ’’    Sangeet 

7-35    ’’    Kothika : Ranangane 

                  Banglar Nari- 

                  Begum Umme Kulsum. 

7-42 ’’    Rabindra Sangeet 

7-47    ’’    Kothika : Mustafizur 

                 Rahman 
                 ��0��8��� �*�n��� �U� ��: 
                 #�E�7 ���� ��= (���!"��) 
7-50 ’’    Bajrakantha-O-Slogan 

8-00    ’’    Samapti. 
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�s��6 #����� : 
1-00 P.M. 

 

1-05 ’’  
 

1-15 ’’  
1-23 ’’  

 
1-30 ’’  

1-40 ’’  
 

1-47 ’’  
1-50 ’’  

2-00 ’’ 

 
�*��6 #����� : 
7-00 P.M 

 

7-05 ’’ 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

7-45 ’’ 
7-55 ’’ 

  
 

8-00 ’’ 

8-05 ’’ 

 

 

 

8-15 ’’ 

8-20 ’’ 

 

 

 

8-27 ’’ 
8-30 ’’ 

 
Udbodhani-O-Anushthan 

Parichiti 

a) Khabar : Bangla 

b) Khabar : English 

Sangeet 

Biswa Janamat : Script 

written by Sadekin 

Palligeeti/Puthi/Jari 
��6��' ���8� Y'� : 5 
����7� A6����� ����� �(�� 
Sangeet. 
Punaprachar : Jallader 

Darbar 

Samapti 

 

Udbodhani-O-Anushthan 

Parichiti 

Agnishikha : 

a) Sangbad Bulletin 

b) Sangeet 

c) Darpan : Ashraful Alam 

d) Sangeet-O-Slogan 

e) Abriti : Mustafa Anwar 
f) Banglar Mukh : Jibantika: 

Script by Kallyan Mitra, 
Participated by Purnendu Saha 

& Bulbul Mahalnabish. 
g) Amar Sonar Bangla 

 
Khabar : Bangla 

Sangbad Parjalachana : 
Lekha : Amir Hussain 

Paath : Ashfaque Rahman 

Sangeet 

Jibantika : Mirjafarer  

Rojnamcha : 

Script by Kallyan Mitra 

 

Nazrul Sangeet : 

Kothika : 

Biswa Bibek-O-Bangladesh 

by Mohadeb Saha 

 
Bajrakantha-O-Slogan 

English Programme: 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

8-55 ’’ 

 

9-00  ’’ 

9-15  ’’ 

9-20  ’’ 

9-30  ’’ 
++++�S���S���S���S��, , , , �23��23��23��23�    
!(� #�����: 
 

7-00 A.M 

 

 

 

 

7-10 ’’ 

7-20 ’’ 

7-30 ’’ 
7-35 ’’ 

 
7-42 ’’ 

7-47 ’’ 
7-50 ’’ 

8-00 ’’ 
 
�*��6 #������ 
7-00 P.M 

  

7-05 ’’ 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

7-45 ’’ 

 

7-55 ’’ 

Conducted by Alamgir Kabir 
(a) Commentaries by 

   Ahmad Chowdhury 

(b) Patriotic Song 

(c) Extracts from World 

   press/Talk 

(d) News 

Khabar : Urdu 

Zahed Siddiqui 

Kothika : Urdu/Partiotic Song 

Slogan & Orchestra 

Charampatra : M.R. Akhtar 

Samapti. 

 

 
 

(a) Udbodhani 
(b) Quran Tillawat-O-Anubad : 

Moulana M.R. Zehadi 
(c) Anusthan Parichiti 

 
Khaba : Bangla 

Khabar : English 

Sangeet 

Kothika/Biswa-Bibek-O- 

Bangladesh : by Mohadeb 

Saha 

Nazrul Geeti 

Bajrakantha-O-Slogan 

Kothiha 

Samapti. 

 

 

Udbodhani-O-Anushthan 

Parichiti 
Agnishikha : 

(a) Sangbad Bulletin 
 kamal Lohani 

(b) Sangeet 
 (c) Kothika by Mustafa Anwar 

(d) Sangeet-O-Slogan 
(e) Abriti : B. Hasan 

(f) Amar Sonar Bangla 

 

Khabar : Bangla 

         -Babul Akhtar 

Sangbad Parjalochana 
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8-00 P.M  

8-05 ’’ 

 

 

 

8-15 ’’ 

8-20 ’’ 

 

 

 

8-27 ’’ 

8-30 ’’ 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

8-55 ’’ 

 

9-00  ’’ 

9-15  ’’ 

9-20  ’’ 

9-30  ’’ 

 
. . . . �S���S���S���S��, , , , �23��23��23��23�    
!(� #�����: 
7-00 A.M 

 

 

 

 

7-10 ’’ 

7-20 ’’ 

7-30 ’’ 

7-35 ’’ 

 

7-42 ’’ 

7-47 ’’ 

7-50 ’’ 
 

8-00 ’’ 
 

Lekha : Amir Hussain 
Paath: Ashfaque Rahman 

Sangeet 

Kothika/Sangram Ghare 

Ghare (��T�� Y�� Y��) 
by Mustafizur Rahman 

(Recorded) 

Nazrul Sangeet 
Kothipka : Parjabekkhaker  

Drishtite 
Lekha- Fayaz Ahmed 

Paath – Kamal Lohani 
Bajrakantha-O-Slogan 

English Programme : 
Conducted by : Alamgir Kabir 

(a) Commentaries by : 

Ahmed Chowdhury 

(b) Patriotic Song 

(c) Extracts from World 

Press/ 

Talk : Ali Zaker 

(d) News : Parveen Hossain 

Khabar : Urdu 

by Zahed Siddiqui 

Kothika : Urdu by Zahed 

Siddiqui/Patriotic Song 

Slogan & Orchestra 

Charanpatra: M. R. Akhtar 
Samapti. 

 
 

 
(a) Udbodhani 

(b) Quran Tillawat: 
Moulana M. R Zahedi 

Anubad : A. A. Faruqui 

 

a) Khabar : Bangla 

b) Khabar : English 

Sangeet 

Kothika/Kathgarar Ashami: 

by Mr. Rahman. 

Rabindra Sangeet 

Bajrakantha-O-Slogan 

Kothika : Pondir Prolap or 

Charampatra 

Samapti. 

 

#��� $�����% 

1-0 P.M 
2-0  

1-05 ’’ 

 

1-15 ’’ 

1-23 ’’ 

 

 

1-30 ’’ 

1-40 ’’ 

 

 

1-47 ’’ 

1-50 ’’ 

 
2-00 ’’ 

 
�*��6 #������*��6 #������*��6 #������*��6 #�����::::    
7-00 A.M 

 

7-05 ’’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7-45 ’’ 

 

7-55 ’’ 

 
 

8-00 ’’ 
 

8-05 ’’ 
 

8-15 ’’  
 

 
Udbodhani-O-Anushthan 

Parichiti 

a) Khabar : Bangla 

b) Khabar : English 

Sangeet 

Biswa Janamat : 

Lekha : Sadein 

Path : Shahjahan Faruq 

Palligeeti 

Shahitya Anusthan : 

Rakta Swakkhar/Swarachira 

kabita by Nirmaleendu Gun 

Sangeet 

Kothika : (punaprachar:) 
Parjabekkhoker Drishtite 

Samapti. 
 

 
 

Udbodhani-O-Anushthan 
Parichiti 

Agnishikha : 

Parichalana-A. Alam 

(a) Sangbad Bulletin : Babul 

Akhtar 
(b) Sangeet : �। '� $( ����.. 

(c) Darpan : A. Alam 
(d) Sangeet-O-Slogan :) 
 ����� )*�� �� +,�� 

(e) Abritti : A. Rahman 
(f) Kothika : Mustafa Anwar 

(g) Amar Sonar Bangla 
Khabar : Bangla 

-Abdullah-al-Ialam 
Sangbad Parjalochana: 

Lekha- Amir Hassain 
Paath- Ashfaqur Rahman\ 

Sangeet �। '-���� ��}� �S�? 
+। ����� ���� �D 8�� 
Kothika/Jibantika: Drishtipat by 

Zafar Sadeque 

Egiye Chalo : A Prog. of 

patriotic song with Slogans 
�। <6�� "�P� 
+) 5��� )�¦�; �7� <���Q 
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8-27 P.M Bajrakantha-O-Slogan 
8-30 ,, English Programme: 

 Conducted By : Alamgir Kabir 

 (a) Commentaries by : 

     Ahmed Chowdhury, A. 

    Kabir 
 (b) Patriotic song : �.����/       
                       �����0 

 (c) Extracts from World Press/ 

Talk 

 (d) News : Zareed Ahmed 
8-55 ,, Khabar : Urdu-Zahed Siddiqui 

9-00 ,,  Kothika : Urdo & Sangeet 
9-15 ,,  Jallader darber : Script by 

 Kallyan Mitra 
 Participants : Raju ahmed, 

 ...Bose, Babul Chowdhury 
 Narayan Ghose 

9-20 ,, Charampatra 

9-30 ,, Samapti. 
u �S��, �23�    
!(� #����� : 
7-00 A.M.(a) Udbodhani 

 (b) Quran Tillawat-O-Anubad 
 (c) Anusthan Parichiti : 

7-10 ,, Khabar : Bangla-Abdullah-alIslam 
7-20 ,, Khabar : English : Parveen 

Hossain 

7-30 ,, Sangeet : A± <��� �M 7�.... 
7-35 ,, Kothika 

7-42 ,, Nazrul Sangeet : = S�D ��}�' ����� 
�"�6 ��}�' 

7-47 ,, Bajrakantha-O-Slogan 

7-50 ,, Kathika : Pindir Prolap by Abu 

Toab Khan 

8-00 ,, Samapti. 

�� $����� : 

1-00 P.M. Udbodhani-O Anushthan Parichiti 

1-05 ,, (a) Khabar : Bangla : Ali Reza    

                     Choudhury 

              (b) Khabar : English : Parveen  
                   Hossain 

1-15 P.M Sangeet 
 (a) �1 ���� +2  	� 

 (b) 	3��� 	3� 4� �5
 � 

1-23 ,, Biswa Janamat : 

1-30 ,, Palligeeti : Indramohan Raj 
 Bongshi 

1-40 ,, Shahitya : Anusthan 
1-47 ,, Rakta Swakkhar/Salf 

 composed poems by Mohd. 
 Rafique 

 Sangeet : Rabinrda Geeti- 

 wbwkw`b fimv ivwLm 

1-50 ,, Jibantika : Punaprachar– 

 Mirjafarer Rojnamcha 

2-00 ,, Samapti. 
�*��6 #����� : 
7-00 P.M. Udbodhani-O-Anushthan Parichiti

  

7-05 ,, Agnishikha:Parichalana Ashraful 

Alam 

 (a) Sangbad Bulletin : Babul 

Akhthar 

 (b) Sangeet: 
 (c) Kothika: 

  Amra Gurilla: 
  Belal Mohammad 

 (d) Sangeet-O-Slogan 
 (e) Abritti : Mustafa Anwar 

 (f) Durjoy Bangla : Talk by Badrul 
Hasan 

7-45 ,, Khabar : Bangla-Kamal Lohani 

7-55 ,, Sangbad Parjalochana: 

 Lekha– Amir Hassain 

 Paath– A. Rahman 

8-00 ,, Sangeet 

8-05 ,, Kothika : Talk by Nurul Huq 

M.N.A 

8-15 ,, Nazrul Sangeet 

8-20 ,, Kothika : Putulnacher Khel-Talk 

by Abdul Gaffar Chowdhury 

8-27 ,, Bajrakantha-O-Slogan 
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8-30 P.M  English Programme : 
 (a) Commentaries 

 (b) Patriotic Song 

 (c) Extracts from World Press / 

Talk 

 (d) News : Parvccn Hossain 

8-55 ’’ Khabar : Urdu 

9-00 ’’ Kothika: 

9-15 ’’ Urdu Kothika & Sangeet: 

 Zahcd Siddique 

9-20 ’’ Parjabekkhaker Drishtite 

 Lekha - Fayez Ahmed 

 Paath - Kamal Lohani 

9-30 ’’ Samapti. 
�/ �S��, �23�    
�*��6 #����� : 
7-00 P.M Udbodhani-O-Anushthan 

 Parichiti 

7-05  ’’ Agnishikha : 

 (a) Sangbad Bulletin : 

 (b) Sangeet 

 (c) Kothika : Janatar 

 Sangram : by Badrul Hasan 

 (d) Sangeet-O-Slogan 
 (e) Abrittt: Mustafa Anwar 

 (f) Sakkhatkar: Ranangane: 
 Documentary 

 (g) Amar Sonar Bangla 
7-45 ’’ Khabar : Bangla 

7-55 ’’ Sangbad Parjalochana: 
 Lekha : AmirHassain 

                 Paath : A. Rahman 
8-00 ’’ Sangeet 

8-08 ’’ Drishtipat : Zafar Sadeq 

8-12 ’’ Sangeet (Folk Song) 

8-17 ’’ Bajrakantha-O-Slogan 

8-30 ’’ English Programme ; 

 Conducted by Aiy Zaker 

 (a) Commentaries : by Ay 

Zaker 

 (b) Patriotic Song 

   (c) Extracts from World Press / 

                 Talk : Jamil Akhtar 

   (d) News 

8-55 P.M.  Khabar : Urdu 
9-00  ’’      Kothika : Ramjaner 

  Adarsha by Syed All Ahsan 

9-10  ’’    Orchestra & Slogan 

9-25  ’’    Jallader Darbar : Script by 

Kalyan Mitra 

9-30   ’’    Samapti. 
�, �, �, �, �S���S���S���S��, , , , �23��23��23��23�    
!(� #����� : 
7-00 P.M.  (a) Udbodhani 
 (b) Quran Tillawat-O-Anubad 

 (c) Anusthan Parichiti 
7-10   ’’   Khabar : Bangla 

7-20   ’’   Khabar : English 

7-30   ’’   Sangeet 

7-35   ’’    Kothika / Putul Nacher Khel: 

 Punaprocher 

7-42   ’’    Rabindra Sangeet 

7-50   ’’   Kothika : #�S���E 
8-00   ’’   Gana Sangeet-O-Slogan 

8-15   ’’    Bajrakantha-O-Slogan 
8-20   ’’    Kothika : PindirProlap : A. 

Toab Khan 
8-30   ’’    Samapti. 

 
#��� $�����% 

1-00 P. M. Udbodhani-O-Anushtha  

                  Parichiti 

1-05   ’’     (a) Khabar : Bangla 

  (b) Khabar : English 

1-15   ’’     Sangeet  

1-23   ’’     Religious Prog. /Is tamer   

                  Drishtitie (!5iCut)-  

                  Punaprachar 

1-30  ’’     Puthi-Mohammad Shah   

                  Bangali 

1-40   ’’     Shahitya Anusthan : 

  Chotagalpa-Musa Sadek 

1-47   ’’     Jantrasangeet 

1-50   ’’     Kothika : Punaprachar- 
  BcimanerDalilByShawkat   

                  Osman 
2-00   ’’     Samapti. 
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�*��6 #����� �*��6 #����� �*��6 #����� �*��6 #����� ::::    
7-00 P.M Udbodhani-O-Anushthan 

 Parichiti 

7-05 ’’  Khabar: Bangla 
7-15 ’’ Ganasangeet -O- Slogan 

7-30 ’’ Agnishikha : Parichalana - 
 Ashfaqur Rahman 

 (a) Bajrakantha 
 (b) BiswaBibek-O-Bangladesh 

: Mohadev Shaha 
 c) Sangeet 

 d) Abritti 
 e) IbliserMukhosh : Mesbah 

Ahmed 

 f) Sangeet 
 g) PindirProlap : Punaprochar 

 h) Juddher Khabar 
8-25 ’’ Amar Sonar Bangla 

5-30 ’’ English Programme 
8-50 ’’ Khabar : English 

9-00 ’’ Puthi Path 
9-10 ’’ Kothika : Parjabekkhaker 

 Drishtite 

9-20 ’’ Urdu Anushthan : 

 a\ Kothika 

 b) Khabar 

9-35 ’’ Sanghad Parjalochana 

9-40 ’’ Sangeet 

9-45 ’’ Kothika: Islamer Drishtite 

 by Syed Ali Ahsan 

9-55  ’’ Sangeet 

10-00 ’’ Charampatra : M. R. Akhtar 

10-10 ’’ Gram Bangla : Jeebantika "   

10-25 ’’ Khabar Shironam 

10-30 ’’ Samapti. 
�3 �S��, �23� 
�*��6 #����� : 
7-00 P. M. Udbodhani-O- 

 Mnushthan Parichiti 

7-05 ’’ Khabar: Bangla 

7-15 ’’ Ganasangeet - O- Slogan  

7-30 ’’ Agnishikha : 

                 (a) Bajrakantha 
 (b) Sangeet 

 c) PratindidhirKantha: Abdul 

Malek Ukil MNA 

 d)..... 

 e) Kothika: 

 Kathgarar Asami: Mustafizur 

Rahman 

 0 Slogan & Sangeet 

 g) Janatar Sangram : Badrul 

Hasan 

 h) Juddher Khabar 

8-25 ’’  Amar Sonar Bangla 

8-30 ’’ English Programme : 

 Conducted by Aiamgir Kabir 
8-50 ’’ Khabar : English 

9-00 ’’ Palligeeti/ Puthipaath 
8-10 ’’ Kothika : 

 Abdur Razzak Chowdhury 
9-20 ’’ Urdu Anushthan : 

 a) Kothika : Zahed Siddiqi 
 b) Khabar 

9-35 ’’ Sanghad Parjalochana : 

 Script by Amir Hossain 

 Readout by Ashfaqur Rahman 

9-40 ’’ Sangeet 

9-45 ’’ Kothika : Islamer Drishtitie 

 Shabe Kadar: Syed Ali Ahsan 

9-55  ’’ Sangeet 

10-00 ’’ Kothika : Drishtipat Dr. 

 Mazharul Islam 

10-10 ’’ Jeebantika: Zaiiader Darbar 

10-15 ’’ Kothika 

10-25 ’’ Khabar Shironam 

10-30 ’’ Samapti. 
+/ +/ +/ +/ �S�S�S�S��������, , , , �23��23��23��23�----    ���� ������ ������ ������ ��    
!(� #����� : 
7-00 A.M. (a) Udbodhani 

 (h) Quran Tillawat-O-Anubad 

 (c) Anusthan Parichiti 

7-10  ’’   Khabar : Bangla 

7-20  ’’     Khabar : English : 
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7-30 ’’ Musical Sketch: Specially 

composed for Idd-day-Scripl by 
ShahiduL Islam &Ajit Roy. 

7-45 ’’ Ramzaner-Oi-RojarShcshe: 
Script written by AbdulGaftar 

8-15 ’’ Chowdhury. 
8-20 ’’ Sangcet Bajrakantha-O-

Slogan 
8-25 ’’ Samapti. 
�s��6 #�����: 
1-00 P.M M.  Udbodhani-0 Anushthan 

Parichiti 
1-05 ’’ (a) Khabar: Bangla 
 (b) Khabar : English : 
1-15 ’’ Sangeet 
1-23 ’’ Rakta Ranga Idd: Jibantika in 
 Banglai - Written by Badrul 
 Has an 
1-30 ’’ Puthi on Idd: Md. Shah 
 Bangali, 
1-40 ’’ Shahitya : Anusthan : 
 Chhotagalpa- 
 Bulban Osman 
1-47 ’’ Janlrasangeet & Slogan 
1-50 ’’ Kothika : Idul Fittr : 
2-00 ’’ TalkbySyedAli Ashan. 
2-05 ’’ Sangeet 
 Ramjanner-Oi-Rojar Sheshe 

(Re-broadcast): Script by 
Abdul Gaffar Chowdhury  

2-30 ’’ Close Down.  
�*��6 #����� 
7-00 P.M Udbodhani-O-Anushthan 

Parichiti  
7-05 ’’ Khabar : Bangla  
7-15 ’’ Musical Sketches Specially 

Composed on Idd: Script 
Written by Mustafizur 
Rahman Produced by 
Ashraful Alam  

7-30 ’’ Agnishikha : Ashfaqur 
Rahman 

 (a) Bajrakantha 
 (b) Sangeet : Idul 1'ittr Ei Dincy:  

                  Talk in Bengali by Hafez  
                   Ali,  Readout by Md. Faruq. 

       c)       Abriui:KrishakcrIdd by   

                 Poet Nazrul Islam :To be   

                  recited by MustafaAnwar 

 d) Kothika :BiswaBibek-0-

Bangladesh 
 e) Sangeet: 

 f) Pindir Prolap: Abu Toab 
Khan 

 g) Juddher Khabar  
8-25 ’’ Amar Sonar Bangla  

8-30 ’’ English Programme : 
Conducted by Alamgir Kabir  

8-50 ’’ Khabar: English 

9-00 ’’ Palli Geeti  

9-10 ’’ SurjyaShapalh:TalkbyAbdur 

 Razzak Chowdhury.  

9-20 ’’ Urdu Anushthan : 

 a) Kothika : 

 b) Khabar 

9-35 ’’ SanghadParjalochana:  

 Script by Amir Hossain 

9-40 ’’ Sangeet 

9-45 ’’ Kothika-.PatraPatrikar 

 Mantabya-Script by Sadekm 

9-55 ’’ Chandar Talwar: Script by 
MamunoorRashid, Produced 

 by Hasan Imam 
10-25 ’’ khabar Shironam   

10-30 ’’ Samapti. 
+u +u +u +u �S���S���S���S��, , , , �23� �23� �23� �23� ���� ������ ������ ������ ��    
!(� #����� : 
7-00 AM (a) Udbodhani 

 (b) Quran THawat-OAnubad 

 (C) Anusthan Parichtti 

7-10 ’’ Khabar :Bangla 

7-20 ’’ Khabar : English : 
7-30 ’’ Sangeet 

7-35 ’’ Kothika : Muktisangrame 
 Mayer Prerona 

7-42 ’’ Rabindra Sangect/ Nazrul 
       Geeti 
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7-50 ’’ Kothika : Drishtipath Script by 
8-00 ’’ Dr. M. Islam 
8-15 ’’ Gana Sangeet with mirations 
8-20 ’’ Bajrakantha-O-Slogan 
 Kothika : Pindir Prolap-Script 
 and Read out by Abu Toab 
 Khan 
8-30 ’’ Samapti. 
#��� $����� : 
1-00 P. M.Udbodhani-O- Anushthan 
 Parichiti  
1-05 ’’ (a) Khabar : Bangla 
 (b) Khabar : English  
1-15 ’’       Sangeet 
1-23 ’’       Religious Prog. / Geeta Paath 
1-30 ’’       Palligeeti/Puthi/Jari   
1-40 ’’       Shahitya Anusthan : 
 Rakler Akhore Likhi by Jafar 
 Sadek, Read out by Ashraful 
 Alarn  
1-47 ’’       Jantrasangect 
1-50 ’’       Kothika : A suitable talk from 

"Agnishikha to be re-b'cast 
Kathgorar Asami: M. Rahman 

2-00 ’’       Samapti 
² ² ² ² ������������������������, , , , �23��23��23��23�    
!(� #����� : 
7-00 AM (a) Udbodhani 
 (b) Quran Tilawat-O-Anubad 
 (c) Anusthan Parichiti 
7-10 ’’ Khabar : Bangla-Read out by 
 Babul Akthar 
7-20 ’’ Khabar : English Read out by 
7-30 ’’ Parveen Hossain 
7-35 ’’ Sangeet 
 Kothika : Parjabekkhaker 
 Drishtite : Script by Faiz 
 Ahmed 
7-42 ’’ Rabindra Sangeet / Nazrul 
 Geeti 

7-50 ’’   Kothika A��� ��T��- 
             E�A�)� 7� 

8-00 ’’ Ganasangcet with Narrations  
8-15 ’’ Bajrakantha-O-Slogan  

8-20 ’’ Kothika : Pindir Prolap : By Abu 

Toab Khan  

8-30 ’’ Samapti. 
�s��6 #����� 
1-00 P. M.Udbodhani-O- Anushthan 

 Parichiti 
1-05 ’’  (a) Khabar : Bangla-Rcad out by 

Kamal Lohani 
 (b) Khabar : English-Read out 

 by Parveen Hossain  
1.-15 ’’      Sangeet  

1-23  ’’      Jibantika : Janatar Adalat  

1-30  ’’      Pally Gccti/Puthi/Jari  
1-40  ’’      Shahitya Anusthan : 

                  Rakta Shakkhar : Chhotogalpa  
1-47  ’’      Jantrasangeet 

1-50  ’’      Kothika : A talk from 
 Agnishikha to be re-b cast 

2-00  ’’       Samapti  
�/�/�/�/    ������������������������, , , , �23��23��23��23�    ���� ������ ������ ������ ��    
!(� #����� : 
7-00 A.M. (a) Udbodhani 

  (b) Quran Tilawat-O-Anubad 
  (c) Anuslhan Parichiti  

7-10  ’’        Khabar : Bangla  
7-20  ’’        Khabar : English  

7-30  ’’        Sangeet-O-Slogan  

7-40 ’’   Kothika : Muku' Sangram-O-  

BanglarNari: 

 Subhra Chowdhury  

7-47 ’’        Jantra Sangeet-O-Slogan  

7-50 ’’        Kothika : Swikritir Khabar 

                  Peye (
��*��� ��� ���6) 
 Shawkat Osman 
7-58 ’’        Khabar Shironarn 

8-00  ’’       Kothika / Pindir Prolap : Abu   
                  Toab Khan  

8-10 ’’        Sangeet 
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8-15 ’’ Kothika : Bangladesh-O- 

 Buddhijeebi Samprodai : 

Dr. 
 Ajoy Roy 

8-22 ’’ Nazrul Geeti 

8-28 ’’ Khabar Shironam Palligecti 

8-30 ’’  

8-42 ’’ Bajrakanlha-O-Slogan  

8-42 ’’ JanIra Sangeet-O-Slogan  

8-45 ’’ Khabar: Urdu  

8-50 ’’ Khabar : Bangla  

9-00 ’’ Samapti. 

�s��6 #����� 
1.00 P.M. Udbodhani-O- Anushthan 

Parichiti 
1-05 ’’ Khabar : Bangla  

1-15 ’’ Khabar : English  

1-25 ’’ Saneet 

1-30 ’’ ��T��� ����� 
1-37 ’’ Jantra Sangeet-O-Slogan 

1-40 ’’ Sahitya Anushtahn : Rakta 
 Swakkhar / Self Composed 

 Poems by Asit Roy 

Chowdhury 

 & Sabuj Chakravarty 

1-50 ’’ Sangeet 

1-58 ’’ Khabar Shironam 

2-00 ’’ Kothika : 

2-07 ’’ Jantra Sangeet-O-Slpgan 

2-10 ’’ Kothika : Ekti Samikkha : 

 Script-Fafez Ali 

2-20 ’’ Sangeet 

2-28 ’’ Khabar Shironam 

2-30 ’’ Puthipath : Muhammad 

Shah 

 Bangali 

2-40 ’’ Kothika : Drishtipat : Dr. 

 Mazharul Islam 

2-50 ’’ Khabar Bangla 

3-00 ’’ Samapti. 

�*��6 #����� 
7-00 P.M. Udbodhani-O-Anushthan 

 Parichiti  

7-05 ’’ Khabar : Bangla 

7-15 ’’       Khabar : English 

7-25 ’’ Sangeet  

7-30 ’’ Agnishikha : 

 (a) Bajrakantha-O- Slogan 
 (b) Sangeet : 

 (c) Pratinidhir Kantha : 

Zillur Rahman. M. N. A 

 d) Abritti : Blank Verse : 

 Ashfaqur Rahman & Umme 

Kulsum 

 e) Jantra Sangect-OSlugan 

 f) Kothika : Janatar Sangram 

: Gaziul Huq 

 g) Sangeet 

 h) Kothika / Ranangan 

Ghure 

 Elam : Musa Sadek  

 j) Juddher Khabar  

8-10 ’’ AMAR SONAR BANGLA  

8-15 ’’ Urdu Anusthan : 

 (a) Kothika 

 (b) Khabar  
8-28 ’’ Khabar Shironam  

8-30 ’’ English Programme  

8-50 ’’ Parjabekkhaker Drishtite : 

Scripte-Faiz Ahmed Read 

out by Kamal Eohani  

8-58 ’’ Khabar Shironam  

9-00 ’’ Kothika : A?���7�� ����7���� 
)����M 

9-10 ’’ Jeebantika : Gram Bangla  

9-28 ’’ Khabar Shironam  

9-30 ’’ Sanghad Parjalochana : 

Script by-Amir Hossain  

9-40 ’’ Sangect-O-Slogan  

9-50 ’’ Khabar : Bangla  

10-00 ’’ Samapti. 

�+ �+ �+ �+ ������ ������ ������ ������ �23� �23� �23� �23� ���� ������ ������ ������ ��    
!(� #����� : 
7-00 A.M.  (a)Udbodhani 

  (b) Quran Tilawat-O-  

Anubad 

 (c) Anusthan Parichiti 

7-10  ’’ Khabar: Bangla 

7-20  ’’ Khabar : English 

7-30  ’’    Sangeet-O-Slogan 
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7-40  ’’ Kothika : 5��' <���M-A�� 
A�7��� 

7-47  ’’ Jantra Sangeet-O-Slogan  

7-50  ’’     Kothika 67 ��� ��P ��� : ��� 
����� �� 

7-58 ’’ Khabar Shironam 

8-00 ’’ Kothika 

8-10 ’’ Sangeet 

8-15 ’’ Kothika : ��_����� = �������� 
: �7���� ��7�, ��¦� : �7�~� 
D���� 

8-22 ’’ Nazrul Geeti Khabar 

8-28 ’’ Khabar Shironam 

8-30 ’’ 	894�� : /�. �!:��
  7� ��  

8-40 ’’ Bajrakantha-O-Slogan  

8-42 ’’ Jantra Sangeet-O-Slogan  

8-45 ’’ Khabar : Urdu  

8-50 ’’ Khabar : Bangla  

9-00 ’’ Samapti. 
�. ������, �23� 
�s��6 #����� 
1.00 P.M. Udbodhani-O- Anushthan 
 Parichiti 

1-05 ’’ Khabar: Bangla 
1-05 ’’ Khabar: English 

1-25 ’’ Sangeet 
1-30 ’’ Biswa Janamat: Script - 

 Sadekin 
1-37 ’’ Jantra Sangeet-O-Slogan 

1-40 ’’ Sahitya Anushtahn : Rakta 
 Swakkhar/Swarochita Kabita 

  Nirmalendu Gun 

1-50 ’’ Sangeet 

1-58 ’’ Khabar Shironam 

2-00 ’’ Kothika :  

2-07 ’’ Jantra Sangeet-O-Slogan 

2-10 ’’ Kothika : Parjabekkhaker 

 Drishtite (���!"��) 
2-20 ’’ Sangeet 
2-28 ’’ Khabar Shironam 

2-30 ’’ Pallygeeti Puthipath : 
    Muhammad Shah Bangali 

2-40 ’’ Kothika : Ranangan Ghure 

Elam : Musa Sadek  

2-50 ’’      Khabar Bangla  

3-00 ’’      Samapti. 
�, �, �, �, ������������������������, , , , �23� �23� �23� �23� ���� ������ ������ ������ ��    
!(� #����� : 
7-00 A.M. (a)Udbodhani 

  (b) Quran Tilawat-O-   

                  Anubad 

  (c) Anuslhan Parichiti  

7-10 ’’       Khabar : Bangla  

7-20 ’’       Khabar : English  

7-30 ’’      Sangcct-O-Slogan  

7-40 ’’      Kothika : Desh Gathane 

Narir 

                 Bhumika : Parveen Akhtar 

7-47  ’’     Jantra Sangeet-O-Slogan  

7-50  ’’ Kothika : Moder Garab Moder  

Asha : Asad Chowdhury 

7-58  ’’       Khabar Shironam 

8-00  ’’       Kothika : Drishtikon : Abu 

                  Toab Khan 

8-10  ’’       Sangeet 

8-15  ’’       Kothika : Satyer Jhankar : 

Pranab Chowdhury 

8-22 ”        Nazrul Geeti  

8-28 ”        Khabar Shironam  

8-30 ”        Kothika : Surja Shapath : 

Rezwanul Huq Chowdhury 

8-35 ”        Jantra Sangeet-O-Abritti from 

Shamsur Rahman or Sukanta 

by Mustafa Anwar 

8-40  ’’      Bajrakantha -O- Slogan 
8-42  ’’      Jantra Sangeet-O-Slogan 

8-45  ’’       Khabar : Urdu 
8-50  ’’       Khabar : Bangla 

9-00  ’’       Samapti. 
�*��6 #������ 
7-00 P. M. Udbodhani-O-Anushthan 
                  Parichiti 

7-05  ’’      Khabar: Bangla  

7-15  ’’      Khabar: English  

7-25  ’’      Sangeet  

7-30  ’’      Agnishikha : 
                (a) Bajrakantha-O- Slogan 

                (b) Kothika : ����6 
������   m~h©- 
���� ���7�� 

 c) Sangeet 

3-./ ’’   ����� �� A6W� ��� ����P  
             �?����$� 
3-²+ ’’   5D ���� 5D ��A���� ����P  
             A���X�� 
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 d) Abritti : Shahidul Mam 
 e) Jaritra Sangeet-O-Slogan f) 

Kothika : �������� �������    
��c�M : 

 Shamim Chowdhury  

                g) ����� �� A6W� ��� ������ E� 

 h) Juddher Khahar 

8-10  ’’ Orchestra 

8-15  ’’ Urdu Anusthan : Conducted 

by 
 Zaheed Siddique 

 a) Kothika by Shahidur Rah 
man 

 b) Khabar 
8-28  ’’ Khabar Shironam 

8-30  ’’ English Programme 
8-50  ’’ Parjabekkhukcr Drishtitc : 

Faiz 
 Ahrned 

8-58  ’’ Khabar Shironam 

9-00  ’’ Kothika : Charampatra : M. R. 

 Akhtar 

9-10  ’’    Jeebantika : Written by Kalyan 

 Mitra 

9-28  ’’ Khabar Shironam 

9-30  ’’ Sanghad Parjalochana : 

 Amir Hossain 

9-40  ’’ Sangeet-O-Slogan 

9-50  ’’ Khabar : Bangla 

10-00 ’’ Samapti. 
�3 �3 �3 �3 ������������������������, , , , �23��23��23��23�    
!(� #����� : 
����� 
3-//��� �. )�s��� 
 �. ����� ����=6�� = #�$�  

����"�� 
3-�/ ’’      ��� : ����� 
3-+/ ’’      ��� : D���A� 

 �"� : �',5D" ������। 
3-u+ ’’  (�) #9�6� �!����C = !���h��         

S�PK 
  (�) ��A6 ��� )Q�; =D�  
              ����P �?��। 
¢-// ’’  �½�E� = E� (
��� 
���......)  
 
¢-/u ’’   !���h�� ���( ‘�� ����’ ������ 

!������ ��8����� 
¢-�/ ’’       ������ ���' ������ A� : ���  
                �?�� 
¢-�u ’’      "���� : 5�,<�, <���� 
¢-+u ’’      ����g����� E� 
¢-./ ’’      �h�?�� = �½�E� 
¢-.u ’’     �������� ������� �����' ������ 

= ����� 
                �������'���C� ��6�E 
                ����0� �Y�PK�। 
¢-²/ ’’      ����g����� E� 
¢-²u ’’      ��� : )~0 
¢-u/ ’’      ��� : ����� 
2-// ’’      �����। 
�s��6 #������  
�-// ���    )�s��� = #�$� ����"�� 
�-/u ’’       ��� ����� 
�-�u ’’       ��� D���A� 
�-+u ’’       �?�� 
�-./ ’’       ������ ��� : ��(��-������ 
�-.3 ’’       ���������� ���S\9�� !�����  
                 ����� #�c��� ��6�E ����0� 
                 �Y�PK�। 
�-²+ ’’       ���7�M�$� : 
��"� �����  
                <�*��� ���7��� ��c� = <��� 
                ����� �¹�� 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
�-u/ ’’    �?�� 
�-u¢ ’’    ��� ������� 
+-// ’’    .......... 
+-/3 ’’    �h�?�� = �¾�E� 

              

 
 

 

 

 

 
  ��(��� ��N� 7��� 
                c) Sangeet: = <��� ����� ���'  
                d) Abritti 

 c) Jantra Sangeet-O-Slogan 
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+-�/ ’’    �� D��7���� E�� ����� ��(��- 
             A6 ����� ������ ���'�......... 
+-+/ ’’   �?�� 
+-+¢ ’’   ��� ������� 
+-./ ’’   �y�E���/��}�(��¦ 
+-²u ’’   ���������� ���S\ 9�� !�����  
             ����� #�c��� ��6�E ����0�  
             �Y�PK� 
+-², ’’    �?�� 
+-u. ’’   ���� ����� 
.-// ’’   ����� 
�*��6 #������ 
7-00 P.M. Udbodhani-O-Anushthan 

 Parichiti 
7-05  ’’   Khabar: Bangla  

7-15  ’’   Khabar: English  

7-25  ’’   Sangeet  

7-30 ’’    Agnishikha : Condt. by 

              Ashraful Alam 

              (a) Bajrakamha-O- Slogan 
              (b) 	4�� : '���;
   ' � 

  

 Kothika : Mohadeb Sana 
 g) Kothika 

 h) Sangeet 

 i) Juddher Khabar 

8-10  ’’     Orchestra   

8-15  ’’     Urdu Anusthan : 

 a) Kothika / Jibantika 

 b) Khabar 

8-28  ’’     Khabar Shironam  

8-30  ’’    English Programme 

8-50  ’’    Parjabekkhaker Drishtite: 

 Script by Faiz Ahmed, Read 

out by Kamal Lohani 

8-58  ’’     Khabar Shironam 

9-00  ’’     Kothika / Drishtikon : by Abu 
Toab Khan 

9-10  ’’     Patriotic Song  
9-28  ’’     Khabar Shironam  

9-30  ’’     Sanghad Parjalochana: 
                 Mustafizur Rahman  

9-40  ’’     Sangeet-O-Slogan 
9-50  ’’     Khabar: Bangla 

10-00 ’’    Samapti. 
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�������    ���    �����    
²। 
��� ����� ����� ��  �(�� 
!"���� ����� = D���A� ����� 


��� ����� ����� �� -
5� ������ 

+, ��-u A�, �23� 

����� ���������� ���������� ���������� �����    

+,+,+,+,----uuuu----3�3�3�3�    

(�) EK!A��h� �������� ������� #9�6� ��i!�� L�6� AN� D���� ����;,
����� =    

     ���0�S]���� 
��*��� ���MD ��6�; ��������� 
�S���� #�9� �c���6 <�� "������¦। 

(+) =6�� # =6�C !��$� !�� = �*�'� 5�-�� <����� !���h�� ���( ���� ����;। 

(.) �������b� ���X ���� ��������� ����I�� 7����� �R� ����;। 

(²) ���:�c]A E����' ��� ����;, ���S�'0 )�Q�6 ���6�;, ��� c�}�Q )�Q�6 ���6�;। 

(u) <A ���������� ��0� �����7� ��� AN��� A±A6X� ����� 7�k। 

(,) �������� ������� ����P !����� ��"����� A�� <�� ���� �"]���� �)D6�0 ��]}�;�;। 

(3) ����I� ��]� �*�n !"�� ���Y� !�� ) (��C� ���; ���������� ��]�7�M�� ���7� 
A���6�;। 

EK!A��h� �������� ������� #9�6� ��i!�� L�6� AN� D���� ����; ��, ���������� 

��� = ���0�S]� ��� 
���� ��� �=6�6 ���M ��7� ��6�; ��������� 
�S���� ����9�� �c�� 
<��� �Z6��। ��� <�� !��� ����; ��, A�����Y �������� �(�� ��� L�M ����6 ��� 
����I� ������� )�� !S�� ��I�� ����। 

D)�D�'� �!� DC��M������ AV� ����P !������ ��? 5� ��8������ <����� #9�6� 
��i!�� �������� ���S�� �M: ����;।  

S���� <�6!�(0� �������� ��K�(0���� ��7��M ���� AM ��_ ���������7� !�� A������Y� 
���J'��� �A���� �� <��� A���6�; �� ����0 �X�M !��? L�6� AN� D���� ���, 
����' ���M� ��0���� = �E*7�� ���P �� ���-���M��� #�M�"��� #��$ 7�6 �������� �;�Q S���� 
�E�6�; ) (��C� <���� ��� 
��*�� ��6�;। ���J'��� �A������ ���*�� �(�� 5= !��6�� 76, 
�� ���N ����9���� ���P A±-A±�X��� ���QY� �;�Q ������ "�� ���� ���M 7�6�;। 

L�6� AN� D���� <�� !��� ��� ��� �� ) (�C ��������� 5� 5�'� ������ �*�n 
���� ���6� ��� �� ������� ����M�E� ��K�(0��� ��K0 ��0���6 = ������6 <��� ���� �c�� 
<��� �����। ): ���������� 5� !�¿� A���� ��� ���, <��� 5 �:��M� s��� <�� 5 �(�D 
������� "��k �� A�����Y ����I� ������� )�� 5� 5�'� "�� �*�n ���� �� "���� ���� 
�������� �(�� 

 

 

 

��� 7����� ���7� !�M�7�� ��� 7�� 5�� ���������� 
����� = ���0�S]�� 
��*� 7��। ��� 
��� ��, ���������� 
����� = ���0�S]�� 
��*� 7=6�� ���MD ��������� 
�S���� A������ 
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�c�� <��� ����� ��7� ��6�;। ��� ���, t�� �� #�9���D ����M�E� �8 �8 ���-��NP-��t 

���� �c�� <��� �����। 

������b ���X ����� ���E������ uu�' ����� �+u A !����� 5��' ����P <��� !"�� 
����;। !�������� ���M �h�, ���� ���M, <DA���, �"�����, ��������, <�À�-5��6 
�������7� ���: <�R���� 5�� �E�$�-����8 �������7� ��*�*R ��6�;। 

<���� ���������� ��K�(0���� ��7��M���� AM 5�� ���� ���� ���*S����� �c�� ���� 
���� ��D #�9� �c���6 <�� AM ���_� ���������7� = AE�K� !�� #����� A�� 7�6�;। 
���� ��������� EK7�M�� AM ����I� ������ ����-"�J� ���0������ ��� �R� ����;। 
���������� AE�K� EK���h� <��-<����� !�� ��0��� !��0�� AM ���� ��� ������ 
����"�J� !�� <j� A��। ���� ��6��'�-���C� �A��'� ����0 5�� #M�M ���M�� ���� 
����I��� ������ "J�� ��7��M ��6� �@ ��� ��� AM= ���� A���6�;। ������b ���X 
����� A���6 ���P� ���M A�� 5�. 5. ����� �������� ������� !������ ���। ��� 
��0��� �e�� ��( ��6�; ��� #��� ��� 7�k। 

������� War on Want !��$��� �"6���M� ��� ����Á �"�=6�(0 5�� ���� ���� 
���0���C ���M ��� ��D��� ��0� EK!A��h� �������� ������� !���h� A�� ��A)�� 
<7���� ��? 5� L�¦�� ����� 7। 5D L�¦� !�6 �� Y�� ��� 9�6� 76। 5D L�¦�� �������� 
������� 
��*��� !�¿ �*�'� ������� ���S�� ����0 <���-<���"� 7�6�;। ���������� 
��AV��� ����� ���� �*�'� ���0���C �� ������� "�D�; �� ����0 <����� !���h� �*�'� 
5�, ��-� ��; �(�� ���� �M��M ���� ��� ��� A�� �E�;। �*�'� ��� <����� !���h��� 
A���6�; ��, ���������� ����P� <��-<����� ��I��6��D ��}�� ���M�� ��AV��� ����� 
��� �� ���। �������� �(�� ��B������ ���Q�6 ���6 ����� 5�'� ��� "����6 ��=6�� �� 
��AV��� ����� 6 ���= ��� )�y� ���। 

���:���7�� ��8K����6 ��� �c�� �(�� ��=6� 5� ���� A�� �E�; ��, ���:�c]A 5� 
!"e ��Y�P0� �� ����I�� ������ 5���� E����' ��� ��� ��6�;। E����'����E ������� 
'7� ���6 ��Q��k�। E�����'� <���7� �� �’A �����D ����� ���� ���� �E�;। 

���:���7� �A�6���� ������� 5��' (�� <J�K ��� 5�� ��?���� ~�� �������� 
��6�A 9��6 �������= 7�M� ���। 

����� ��¼�� ����I�� L�M��� 5��' �� ���� #��J��� �"n� ���� ���:�c]A ������� 
���� ��6। ��YP0���� ��� ��6�A ����� ���� ���� ���� ��6। 

��A��7�� ���; 5��' ���S��'0 ���:�c]�A� 9���� ��D ���ª���� 7�6 ����I� ������7�� 
5��' A�� W�� 7�6�;। A���� <���7��� dN�� <7� 7�6�; ��� A�� �E�;। 

����' ��¼�� �������� ���:���7� ��Z� ����I�� L�M��� 5��' �S�6� )�� �"���-�E��� 
<J�K "���6। 5�� �U��8� 3 ��� ����7 W�� 76। ��6����A�� 5�� ������6 ���:�c]A 
�������� �3 A 9��6 ������� 7�M� ����; ��� ����� ��=6� �E�;। 
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�o�� ����y�� ���� #��� �������� ���:�c]A 5��' ���-7����� ���7�� )�� 7���� 
"���6 5�� ����� 7�'�6 ��6। 

5D #��� ����RS�E ��� 5� A�6E�6 ���-7�������� 5��' q�� �����D #x <� ���M��M 
���k�। ���:�c]A ���' <J�K ��� ���Q�6 ���6�;। �y����� ���-Y�}�'� )�� 7¦�� <J�K ��� 
���:�c]A ~’A !7���� 7�M� ����;। ��}¦�����Q6��� ���:�c]�A� 7����6 ���-���7�� 5�A 
�M��� = ��6�A ���-7����� ��� 7�6�;। �6����7 5����� ����0��� ���:�c]A 5��' ���� 
���� )�Q�6 ���6�;। 

����' ��¼�� ~’�' ���-Y�}�' ���:�c]A �����6 ���6�;। 5D Y�}�' ~�'� �� A�����R = 
�������|। ����y�6 �������A��� ���:�c]A ��D �c�� ���-7�������� 5��' q�� ��WI ���। 
7��7��� ���M� A�� ��6�। �7�� <� ��"����� ���M ���E����E �M�9� <����� ���:�c]A ����0I 
��� ���6�;। 

"pT�� �7� = �R� 5����6 ���:��T���� ��B��� ;���� ����I�� ��0� L�M��� �}��6�� ��� 
��6��� ��6��� ���b�� ���E�6�;। ���b���� S�P� 7�k, D6��76�� ������ ��� ��- =��� ��� 
��- ��� ��। #����� �������� �;�Q � �E�� 7����� L������ ���D�� ��� ��� 7�� ��� 
�}��6�� ��� ��6� 7�6�;। 

<A ���������� ��0� �����7� ��� ��A� AN� D������ 3+�� A±A6X� ����� 7�k। 5 
)���8 ���������� ���S\ ����*��� = �����A� !��$� <�6�A ����; <���"� �S� <� 
����*��� #�$���। <A��� ��@M #������ 
��� ����� ����� ��  �(��= AN��� )�� 5��' 
����P #�$� !"�� ��� 7��। 

����I� ��]� �*�n !"�� ��Y 5�� ��_ ��]� �c�������� ����I� <���� ����� �S���� ��� 
�AM������ �7��(��� A������Y� ���J'��� �A���� ) (��C� ���; ��������� ��� L�M ��*0� ��]� 
����H� ����� A���6 5�'� ������0� ���¦�6�;। ������0�6 ��� A������Y� ���J'��� 
�A������ A���6�; ��, ��������� ��� L�M�� ��]� ��0����� AEK�� ���0"��� 7�M� ���;। 
5D 7�M���e �(�� ��]� �S8���= ��� ���k �। �7��(��� A���6�;, ��]���� T��d��� 5��� �� 
5� �����6 ��6� 7�6�;, ��R�d��� W�� ��� 7�6�;। �7��(��� ���������� ��]���� �8� ���� 
AM ) (�C�� #����� A���6�;। 

D���A� �����D���A� �����D���A� �����D���A� �����    

26-5-71 

1. Syed Nazrul Islam, the acting President of people’s Republic of Bangladesh, 

said: In the recognition of the freedom and sovereignty of Bangladesh, lies the key to 
the restoration of normalcy this part of the world. 

2. The Chairman of the war on want organization and a Labor M.P. had called on 

the Prime Minister, Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed. 
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3. The Budapest Peace Conference condemned the Pakistani atrocities in 
Bangladesh. 

4. The 72nd birthday of Poet Nazrul Islam is being celebrated throughout 

Bangladesh today.  

5. The Liberation Forces captured a gunboat, shattered a culvert and burnt 

Pakistani check posts. 

6. The Chief of the Pakistan Bouddha Krishti Prachar Sangha has cabled U Thant 

about the plight of the Buddhists in Bangladesh. 

7. Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Choudhury, a Bangladesh special envoy to the U. N. 

O. has proceeded to New York. 

8. Terrors talks every corner of East Bengal today, says the London Times. 

9. The Soviet President Mr. Podgorny arrived in Cairo yesterday. 

The acting President of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, Syed Nazrul Islam 

has said that in the recognition of the independence and sovereignty of Bangladesh 
lies the key to the restoration of normalcy in that part of the world. He has expressed 

his hope that the United Nations will not fail to bring in pressure on the Pakistani 
Government to pull Pakistani forces out of Bangladesh. 

The acting President of Bangladesh was talking lo a special correspondent of 

United Press International. 

While commenting on the Secretary General U Thant's appeal seeking relief for 

the Bengalee evacuees in India, Syed Nazrul Islam said that the appeal of U That is an 
admission' that a large number of Bengalees had to leave their hearth and home under 

a terrible situation perpetrated by the military junta of Pakistan. The unbearable 
circumstances that warrants the people to leave their homeland is also evident in the 

Secretary General's appeal itself. 

Syed Nazrul Islam told the U. P. I. correspondent that he hoped the Secretary 

General of the U. N. O. will take up the responsibility of creating such conditions 

inside Bangladesh to enable the evacuees to  return home. By this he meant that the U. 

N. O. should bring pressure upon the Pakistani Government so that the Pakistani 
Occupation Army is withdrawn from Bangladesh and the freedom and sovereignty of 

Bangladesh is recognized. Only in that condition can normalcy be restored in 
Bangladesh. 

The Chairman of the War on Want organization of England, Mr. Donald 

Chessworth and a Labor Party M. P., Mr. Michael Burns called on the Prime Minister 
of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed yesterday. The British 

leaders spent at least three hours with our Prime Minister and discussed points of 
mutual interest. The Question of recognition of Bangladesh by the British 

Government is believed to have 
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figured prominently in the discussions. Our Prime Minister Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed 
wanted to know from the British leaders what they understood by a political 

settlement of Bangladesh issue. The British leaders told the Prime Minister that 

fulfillment of the hopes and aspirations of the majority of people in Bangladesh is 

considered to be the political settlement of the Bangladesh issue. They said that by 

driving a considerable number of Bengalees out of their own country, a political 

solution cannot be imposed on them in any case. 

125 representatives of 55 participating countries in the World Peace Conference 

in Budapest have jointly issued an appeal to the world governments to extend relief 

and succour to the Bengalee evacuees in India. The conference also invoked the good 

offices of the world governments to create a situation congenial for the evacuees to 

return home. The signatories of the appeal consists of Ministers, Members of 

Parliament, lawyers, doctors and leaders of Afro-Asian freedom fighters and neutral 

powers. They held the Government of Pakistan responsible for the unprecedented 
carnage and genocide in Bangladesh and condemned the action with all the emphasis 

at their command. They have called upon the Pakistan military junta to be respectful 
to the democratic hopes and aspirations of the people of Bangladesh. They have also 

called upon the United States sponsored SEATO and CENTO Organizations to stop 
helping Pakistan's ruling military Junta. Mr. M. A. Samad. M. N. A, has represented 

Bangladesh in this peace conference in Budapest. He is now supposed to be on his 
way to England. 

An Awami League Working Committee Member, Mr. Molla Jalaluddin. M. N. A, 

is presently touring Patna. He held talks with State Government leaders and will 

continue to do so during his stay there. 

The news is coming to you from Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra. 

Reports reaching here from the Southern sectors of the Liberation Army, suggests 

that after a tense fighting the Liberation Army has captured an enemy gunboat which 

was patrolling the coastal areas of Barisal. AM the Pakistani troops in the gunboats 

were drowned in the water. The jawans of the Liberation Army made a severe attack 

on a Police Station in the District of Barisal, captured it and vanquished the local 

quislings. 

In the Rangpur sector. Pakistani Force were taken to task when they were trying 

to cross the River Dharla. Near Rajshahi a culvert has been blown away due to a mine 

operation and an'enemy jeep was destroyed. In the Sylhet sector the Liberation Army 
conducted a guerilla attack on an enemy convoy. Seven enemy trucks were destroyed 

in the operation. 

In the Kasba sector, the Mukti Fouj, attacked an enemy lorry full of ammunition 
and food and set fire to it. The Ballabpur Pakistan outpost was suddenly attacked by 

Mukti Fouj and two of its guards were killed. At Kathalbaria, a Pakistan army Captain 
and a few of his followers were killed. At Sreebardi. the Mukti Fouj has successfully 

blown a concrete bridge. In Jamkandi and Lalapunji, two Pakistani outposts were 
burned by the Mukti Fouj. At Bibirbazar of Comilia sector, an enemy lorry was 

destroyed by mine operation. 
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The President of Pakistan Bouddha Krishti Prachar Sangha and Pakistan Region 
Centre for the World Fellowship of Buddhists, Mr. Jyotipal Mohalhero, sent a cable to 

Thant the Secretary General of the U. N. O. describing the plight of the Buddhists 

Bangladesh. He invited protection for the Buddhists of Bangladesh immediately from 

the world organization. The cable said : "Many Buddhists including Bhikkus of East 

Bengal brutally killed by Pakistani troops : Temples demolished. Buddhist villages 

burnt to ashes. Property looted by miscreants actively aided by Pakistani troops. 

Please arrange for their protection." 

Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Choudhury, a special envoy of the People's Republic c 

Bangladesh to the U. N. O. has gone to New York from London to take up his 

assignment. He will present the case of Bangladesh to the Council of Nations. Mr. 

Justice Choudhury will also present a pen-picture of the planned genocide and 

preconceive) extermination of the youth and intellectuals in Bangladesh by the 

belligerent Pakistani Army, to the press and people of the U. S. A. 

All over Bangladesh the 72nd birthday of the Rebel Poet, Nazrul Islam is being 

celebrated today. The cultural and social organizations of Bangladesh have drawn up 

various programmes like seminars, cultural functions etc. in the occasion. The 

Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra will broadcast a special programme on Nazrul Jayanti 

in its evening transmission today. 

The Times of London has carried an exhaustive on the grim social conditions 

prevalent in Bangladesh today. Times correspondent Peter Hazelhurst writes : Terror 

stalks every corner of East Bengal today. Millions of people have been left homeless, 

famine is around the corner and there are not enough doctors left to combat an 

expected epidemic. 

The Soviet President Mr. Podgorny arrived in Cairo yesterday on a two day visit 

for talks with President Anwar Sadat on the latest Middle East crisis. 

More than £1 million donated by the British public for the victims of a cyclone 

disaster in Bangladesh last November is still lying in Banks in London even after six 

months after the catastrophe. Oxfam, one of the largest British relief agencies, says 

that the money is lying idle because the Pakistan Government has refused to allow 

relief workers into the area, 

 

27-5-71 

*  *  *  * 

The Prime Minister of the People's Republic of Bangladesh has said : We wanted 

to establish democratic rights of the people in Pakistan and to that end we tried our 

best.  
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When all our peaceful attempts were tailed and on the night of" the 25th of March 
Yahya's army most shamelessly cracked down on the unarmed people of Bangladesh, 

we had no alternative hut to proclaim independence of Bangladesh to safeguard the 

very entity of 15 million democratic Bengalees of Bangladesh. 

Our Prime Minister was talking to a correspondent of the Times of London. He 

said What I cannot understand is how the democratic govt. of the world could afford 

to continue supporting a dictatorial regime of a military junta in preference to a nation 

involved to the last in a democratic struggle for survival with democratic values of life 

and hopes of a statehood. 

West Pakistan will be bankrupt by the end of the Summer and will be unable to 
sustain its struggle against Bangladesh according to leading economist of Pakistan. 

Dr. Robert Dorfman, the Harvard economist, said yesterday that West Pakistan cannot 

continue without some kind of aid from outside which can be diverted towards 

military efforts in Bangladesh. He said : It appeared that West Pakistan was 

desperately seeking a moratorium on its dept installment which fall due this month. 

Therefore the continued flow of American grants and loans is the most immediate 

objective in West Pakistan strategy, more important by far than any military 

operations. He said that the U. S. A should therefore refuse to finance any military 

operations. 

The Pakistani arrogance has at last been swallowed by them when they agreed to 

accommodate representative of Secretary General U Thant, to coordinate relief work 

in Bangladesh. This was made clear in a letter from the Pakistani representative in the 

U. N. O. Mr. Agha Shahi. The letter was published in the U. N. O headquarters 

yesterday. Previously no less a person than the President of the now defunct Pakistan, 

himself declined to accommodate such representatives of the U. N. O. 

The Soviet Communist Party Paper, Pravda, today highlighted the firing by the 

Pakistani army into Assam on Monday, thus reflecting Soviet concern over growing 

tension in that region. The report depicted the incident as an act of provocation on the 

part of the Pakistani Army in occupation of East Bengal. 

The U. N. O. Secretary General U Thant has expressed his final decision not to 

contest for the office for another term. 

The Indian Prime Minister. Mrs. Indira Gandhi, appealed to the world community 

to intercede for restoration of peace and democracy in Bangladesh. She was replying 

to a 8 hr. long debate in the Indian Lok Sobha yesterday. She emphasized that the 

refugee influx and other developments caused by Pakistan's calculated genocide in 
Bangladesh threatens the peace and security of India and indeed of South-East Asia. 

The Soviet President Podgorny accompanied by his military, economic, and 

political aids has started discussion with his Egyptian counterpart President An war 

Sadat. Podgorny reached Cairo on Monday last and met the Egyptian President in the 

night. The meeting continued yesterday. 
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Yahya's occupation government could not clear the salaries of the government 
officials for the month of May even today. Some lump sum were doled out to officials 

in certain areas the dole did not reach. 

The Awami League quarters has ruled out the possibility of any negotiated 

settlement of the Bangladesh issue and said whoever tries to that end will be totally 
rejected by the people of Bangladesh. The attention of this quarter was drawn to a U. 

S. State Department spokesman claiming recently that an emissary of Yahya Khan 
had suggested formula for a compromise solution. The Awami League circle 

emphatically told. Bangladesh is a free and sovereign country today and there is no 
fresh scope for talks. 

The Bangladesh Government sources said that the chief of the Bangladesh 

mission in Calcutta, Mr. Hossain Ali called on Poet Nazrul Islam yesterday to pay 

respect on behalf of the 75 million people of Bangladesh on the occasion of his 72nd 

birthday. Mr. Hossain All accompanied by his wife, went to visit the poet yesterday 

morning and garlanded the poet on behalf of the people of Bangladesh. 

In a brief statement in the poet's house, Mr. Hossain AM said : "A terrible 

carnage is on in the beloved land of Poet Nazrul Islam today. The people of 

Bangladesh have waged a war of independence against an occupation Army. Insha 

Allah we shall be victorious." 

 

2-6-71 

This is Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra. 

Here is the news read by Parveen Hossain. 

1. The foreign banks in Pakistan have declined to underwrite letters of credits 

from Pakistan. 

2. The 3-member Bangladesh Parliamentary delegation has met the Indian 

President and the Prime Minister in New Delhi. 

3. Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan has blamed the power hungry rich classes of West 

Pakistan for the crisis in Bangladesh. 

4. Four young freedom fighters killed three Pakistani agents at Jhikargacha on 

Monday last. 

5. Moulana Bhashani said : Freedom is the only goal of the people of 

Bangladesh. 

The foreign monetary institutions have raised an alarm with regard to Pakistan's 

credibility abroad and have declined to underwrite letters of credit from Pakistan. 

The foreign banks have also demanded 100% deposits for such purposes.  
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The Pakistani businessmen have told by the bank officials that they have taken 

this step due to the grave economic crisis of Pakistan. 

A leading export-import businessman told Pakistani newsmen yesterday that an 

American bank had first demanded 100% deposit as a condition for opening letters of 

credits for imports from the U. S. A. 

The Swiss and Japanese banks have also refused to issue letters of credit to 

Pakistani businessmen. 

Another businessman is reported to have complained that the Japanese banks 
have gone to the extent of demanding a guarantee by banking establishments in 

England because the Ministry of Trade in Japan has stopped exporting insurance 
orders for Pakistan. 

The refusal of foreign banks to issue letter of credit has created a scare among the 

West Pakistani business community. 

The three-member Bangladesh Parliamentary delegation, headed by Mr. Phani 

Majumder has met the Indian President and the Prime Minister in New Delhi. The 

legislators from Bangladesh, including Mrs. Noorjahan Morshed and Shah Moazzem 

Hossain, also addressed the members of the Indian Parliament yesterday at the 

Parliament House. A spokesman of the Foreign Office of the Government of 

Bangladesh, told us: In the course of their 45 minutes talk with Mrs. Indira Gandhi, 

the Indian Prime Minister, the members of the Bangladesh delegation discussed the 

problems relating to the refugee problem created in India by the West Pakistani 

atrocities in Bangladesh. 

They also discussed the question of recognition of the Bangladesh Government. 

The Indian President, Mr. V. V. Giri, gave them a hearing for about 20 minutes 

and discussed various matters relating to Bangladesh. 

The three legislators from Bangladesh, while addressing the Indian Parliament, 

made an impassioned appeal for the recognition of Bangladesh by the Government of 
India. They put before the Indian Parliamentarians the background of the Bangladesh 

issue, its exploitation by the West Pakistani rulers, the discrimination meted out to the 
majority people and finally the reign of terror let loose by the West Pakistani army on 

the innocent people of Bangladesh, 

Addressing the Indian M.P.s Mr. Phani Majumdar said: Bangladesh stands for 

democracy, secularism and socialism. He called upon the Indian Government, to 

recognize the Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. Mr. Majumdar 

also urged the Indian M. P. s to take up the question of the release of Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, at every national and international forum. 
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Mrs. Noorjahan Morshed, while referring to the talk of political settlement, said': 
If, is to be a political settlement, it will have to be on our terms. And that is complete; 

withdrawal of the West Pakistani Army and the Liberation of Bangladesh. 

Mr. Shah Moazzem Hossain, in his speech before the Indain M, P.s described the 

discrimination the people of Bangladesh, who constituted the majority, had suffered 

since the creation of Pakistan. He said: It is the rulers of Pakistan who have 

disintegrated Pakistan. They have killed Pakistan; we are only burying it. Mr. 

Moazzem Hossain said: Pakistan, with its two wings separated, and having nothing in 

common between the people of the two wings except religion, could not sustain 

without the will of the people. Such a will could develop only when all were treated 

an equals and not as slaves. 

Mr. Moazzem Hossain gave a description of the killing unleashed by Yahya 

Khan's Army. He said : about five lakhs of people have been killed in Bangladesh. In 

his speech, Mr. Moazzem Hossain also appealed to the Indian Government to offer 

diplomatic recognition to the Government of Bangladesh. 

This is Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra giving you the news, 

The Pakhtoon leader. Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan, has blamed the aggressive, 

power-hungry, rich class of West Pakistan for the present crisis in Bangladesh. 

Reporting this, the Kabul daily 'Caravan' says : The Frontier Gandhi Khan Abdul 

Gaffar Khan, is prepared to leave for Bangladesh to mediate between the Awami 
League and the West Pakistani leaders. 

The Pakhtoon leader has also said : He has been asked by the Pakistan Council in 

Jalalabad to visit Pakistan and have meeting with President Yahya Khan, Khan Abdul 

Ghaffar Khan is reported to have rejected this Pakistani offer and has declined to meet 

a military dictator of Pakistan. 

Mr. M. Mansoor Ali, Minister for Finance. Govt. of the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh, has today proceeded for a trip to the eastern part of Bangladesh. During 
his stay there, he is expected to meet the Awami League M.P.A.s and M, N.A.s, 

leaders and workers. 

The freedom fighters of Bangladesh are reported to have intensified guerilla 
activities m Rangpur, Comilla and Dacca sectors. A number of bridges on the railway 

line between Lalmanirhat and Keknia, have been blown up, dislocating railway 

communications for the Pakistani troops. In the Lalmonirhat-Kurigram area, freedom 

fighters have continued to harass the Pakistani troops by frequent commando raids. It 

is reported, in a recent encounter, the Liberation Forces killed 6 Pakistani soldiers and 

destroyed an enemy jeep at Lalmonirhat. 

In the Dacca sector, the freedom fighters are reported to have exchanged fire 

recently with a Pakistani Army patrol, northeast of Mymemsingh. The Liberation 

Forces have 
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also successfully prevented (he Pakistani troops, from crossing the River Dharla. The 
enemy troops retaliated by burning down villages and attacking the civilian 

population. 

In the Comilla sector, the Liberation Forces damaged two Railway bridges near 

Akhaura to disrupt the movement of the Pakistani Army. In Comilla the Pakistani 

troops are reported to have molested and abducted women after killing a number of 

people. The Pakistani soldiers also shot dead about 300 people, south of Chandpur. In 

Jessore, the local population killed two Pakistani soldiers recently. 

Road and rail communication between Dacca and Chittagong have not yet been 

restored. Our Mymensingh correspondent reports: The freedom fighters have 
dislodged Pakistani troops from Mymensingh's Tawakucha border outpost. 

Four young freedom fighters killed three Pakistani agents at Ganganandapur in 

Jhikargacha Thana on Monday last. These agents included the local President of the 

Anjuman-e-Muhajarian, A. Samad and two sub-inspectors of Jhikargacha Police 

Station. It is reported these Pakistani agents, with the help of the local goondas, were 

loading a jeep with articles looted from the civilians, when the four freedom fighters 

launched a surprise attack and killed three of them. The freedom fighters seized a few 

rifles and a light machine gun. The enemy jeep was captured and the dead body of a 

killed agent was also brought by the freedom fighters. 

This news broadcast comes to you from Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra. 

The National Awami Party leader, Moulana Abdul Hamid Khan Bhashani, has 

ruled out the possibility of coming to a political settlement of the Bangladesh issue. In 

clear cut terms the Moulana declared: Our fight against Pakistan will continue to the 

last. Either we win or we die. 

He said: Even if attempts are made for a political settlement either by someone in 

Bangladesh or abroad, the 75 million people of Bangladesh will reject it outright. The 

reason is that the people have lost their faith in the Pakistani Government, more so 

after its recent atrocities perpetrated on the people of Bangladesh, which is something 

unheard of in human history. 

The Moulana said : He would not mind a referendum being held under the U.N. 

auspices to ascertain the wishes of the people of Bangladesh. He said : He is sure that 
not even 1% of the people will vote against independence, 

The Moulana has also called upon such countries like the U.S.A., U.S.S.R., 

Britain and China, which are friendly to Pakistan, to send out their journalists to make 

an independent study of the Pakistan Army's atrocities in Bangladesh. Declaring his 

support to the Awami League leadership, Moulana Bhashani said : Nothing should be 

done to provide an opportunity to the Pakistan Government to divide and rule the 

people of Bangladesh. 
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(This is Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra giving you the news.) 

The Bangladesh emissary, Mr. Abdus Samad, now on a visit to Moscow, has said 

that Yahya's appeal to the evacuees to return to Bangladesh from India has been made 

only to mislead the people of the world. He said : While the West Pakistani troops 

continue genocide and barbaric atrocities in Bangladesh, this appeal from Yahya 

Khan is nothing but a cruel gesture. 

Mr. Samad has been touring different countries of Europe for the last three weeks 

to give a clear picture of the Bangladesh situation to European leaders. 

And that is the end of the news. 

5-6-71 

This is Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra. 

The news read by Parveen Hossain. 

1. Widespread condemnation of Pakistani Army's inhuman atrocities upon the 

innocent people of Bangladesh, has been reported from different corners of the world. 

2. The Pakistani Government has at long last accepted the humiliating position of 

standing defaulter to its creditor countries as a sequel of its war of Bangladesh. 

3. The correspondent of the Dally Telegraph reports that the Pakistani army fears 

a Vietnam type guerilla warfare in Bangladesh. 

4. The Freedom Fighters of Bangladesh continue launching massive attacks upon 

the Pakistani aggressors in all sectors. 

5. Radio Australia reports : A Roman Catholic Archbishop of Calcutta, has 

confirmed that at least three priests have been killed by the Pakistani Army in 

Bangladesh in the past two months. 

Widespread condemnation of the Pakistan Army's inhuman atrocities upon the 

innocent people of Bangladesh has been reported from different corners of the world. 

More and more people of the world are expressing their sympathy and support for the 

people of Bangladesh. 

The World Federation of the United Nations Associations has expressed grave 

concern over the genocide committed in Bangladesh by the West Pakistani 
mercenaries. The 23rd Plenary Assembly of the Federation held in Luxemburg, has 

adopted a resolution condemning Pakistan for the massacre in Bangladesh. The 
Pakistani Ambassador to Belgium, was also not permitted to attend the Assembly 

session. The 
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Assembly of the World Federation of the U.N. Associations was attended by 
delegates from 52 countries of the world including U.S.A. U.S.S.R. Britain, Poland, 

Italy, Yugoslavia, Australia and Ghana. A spokesman of the Federation has said : It is 

significant that all delegates were very much vocal in condemning the unfortunate 

killing f hundreds of thousands of people of Bangladesh. 

The Venezuelan Chamber of Deputies have called upon the U.N.O. and other 

international organizations in demanding that the military Government of Pakistan 

aspect the human rights of the people of Bangladesh. They have also urged the world 

bodies to put pressure upon Pakistan to facilitate the return of the Bengalee evacuees 

who, as to flee from Bangladesh following the bloody repression by the Pakistani 

Army. In a resolution unanimously passed by the 214 members of the Venezuelan 

Chamber of Deputies have deplored such acts of violence as have occurred in 

Bangladesh, and particularly acts of genocide against the Bengalee population. 

Thailand has suspended the supply of aviation fuel to Pakistan as a mark of 

protest against the mass killing in Bangladesh by the West Pakistani soldiers. The 

Thai Foreign Ministry has announced his Government's inability to supply aviation 

spirits to Pakistan "or military operation against the 75 million innocent people of 

Bangladesh. The Thai leaders are also reported to be keeping themselves informed 

about the situation in Bangladesh. 

The Vatican daily, 'Observatory Romano' has expressed the view that the war 

thrust upon Bangladesh by the army junta of Pakistan could have repercussions of 

incalculable proportions. In a front page comment the paper said: In order to solve the 

crisis, Pakistan should immediately stop the war and accept the right of freedom and 

self-determination of the people of Bangladesh. Otherwise East Bengal will be torn by 

guerilla war which will have economic repercussions on West Pakistan. 

The Pakistan Government has at long last accepted the humiliating position of 

standing defaulter to its creditor countries as a sequel of its war on Bangladesh. 

Shamelessly the military rulers of Pakistan, have asked its representatives in the 

countries concerned to beg debt relief. Reliable sources tell us that Pakistan is 

currently incurring a loss of Rs. 120 to Rs. 150 million per month, due to what 

Pakistan calls 'temporary interruptions of export earnings in East Bengal'. Most of the 

Pakistani missions have been instructed to approach the Governments of their 

accreditation for the grant of debt relief. 

The correspondent of the Daily Telegraph reported on May 20th that Pakistan 
Army in Bangladesh which claimed a month ago that it had the situation under 

control. But now they have expressed fear that a Vietnam type guerilla warfare was 
developing in Bangladesh. Every night, the correspondent says, the freedom fighters 

carry out about 30 acts of demolitions to disrupt enemy movement and inflict heavy 
casualties on them. Pakistani senior officers predicted that more intensive guerilla 

warfare are likely in Bangladesh during the coming Monsoons, the correspondent 
added. 
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The freedom fighters of Bangladesh continue launching massive attacks upon the 
West Pakistani aggressors in all sectors. In a determined bid to crush the enemy, the 

Liberation Forces have been putting up stiff resistance on all fronts. The freedom 

fighters are also harassing the Pakistani soldiers by cutting off strategic rail and road 

points. In all the sectors the Pakistani troops have been confronted with the problem 

of moving their men. 

The liberation forces have blown up a bridge connecting Birol and Kanchan 

Railway Stations in order to block the movement of Pakistani troops. 

Our Rangpur correspondent reported that the freedom fighters launched a 

surprise attack upon the Pakistani soldiers patrolling a place between Lalmonirhat and 
Barbari. This operation took a toll of 16 enemy soldiers. 

The freedom fighters have blown up the Swarmati Railway Bridge. It is reported 

that the Liberation Forces also attacked a train carrying Pakistani soldiers and killed 

ten of them. 

The freedom fighters have destroyed two ferry boats on the Bhotmari Ghat of 

Tista. These boats were being used by the Pakistani Army to move its troops. Due to 

the disruption of rail and road communications throughout the northern pans of 

Bangladesh, the Pakistani troops have been faced with a very difficult situation 

regarding their movement. 

Fierce fighting between the freedom fighters and the West Pakistani mercenaries 
is reported from Amarkhana in the northern sector. 

The Liberation Forces also exchanged heavy fire with the Pakistani troops last 

Friday at Bhurungamari and inflicted casualties upon the enemy. A large number of 

Pakistani soldiers are reported to have been killed in this engagement. At Dinajpur the 

freedom fighters launched massive attacks upon Pakistan Army position in several 

places. 

Radio Australia reports: A Roman Catholic Archbishop of Calcutta has 
confirmed that at least three priests have been killed by the Pakistan Army in 

Bangladesh in the past two months. The Archbishop is reported to have said that the 
latest death he has confirmed occurred on May 8 when the Pakistani troops passing in 

a truck fired on a priest at a church close to the Pakistani border. 
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"����6�;- D��7��� ��� ���� �D। <� �� ���� �� �(��D tN 7�6�; ��� ����� D6��A� 
D6��76�� Y��� ���7�� 7�M��H। ���������� ���Q ��� ����' ����P� )�� �������� ���PK 
#�M�7� ����� �� "J�X ����� ����I� �*�n� �� �(�� tN 7�6�;��� 5������ ��"0 ���� Y'��� 
���D � !���। ��Z� ����I�� ������� ��D <� �����;� �������� ����� "�6 �। 5AM ���� 
����-�R��-����E�-�����N ���� ��6 ��� A�7�A ��6 ��}���6 ��Q�;। 5 #�9�6 ���E������ 
���� 5��' ��� �(-�� �( 
����� �8�� ��x �Q�D। ������ ��� A�� �� ���6� ��� ����;। 
<A ��D 
��� ���0�S]� EK!A��h� �������� 5��' ��I� ��M। 5 ��M ������ ���Q ��� ����' 
A��� !��K� �h- ���������� ��}"�� ��(। 

��E� +² �;� �������� ����P� 7�6�; ��0 <� ��7��� ���। ��Z� ����I�� ���P� �E�$� 
��� ����; ������ ���-W�� ����; ���������� <�(0� ��N�e। ��' !�� #(0��� c��। <� 
5 ��' ���� ��� !"�� L������ ���� <6 ����; ��Z� ����I�� �������। ��� ��'"�P��� ���� 
����� )��*� 76�। ������ E��� "�P�-������� <��� E��� 7�6�;- ����� )�� ��� 5���; 
��0���� "�� �e। 

�������� 5�� ������ AEK�� ��}"���� AMD <A ��D tN 7�6�; ��K�( 
����� ��T��। 5 
��T��� ���� ������ ����A���, ������ �*P�-����-;��-A�� ���D। 

��B����� 5 ��T���� <A L��� ��(0 A���k ���� ~�6�� ����P� �����। ����0 ��:���i� 
����'� #������ ���M sM(07� ��� �Y�PK� ����; ������ AE�K� !�� ��}��� ��(0। ���'� 
5�=6��0 �����, ���'� c����D' 5�� <��� ��6�A !S������ ���'� �*̂ ��� A���6 
���6�;- ����I��� A�E� ����� ��������� �� EK7�M� "����k ���� ��(0 ���� ��� !¿D =�¦ 
�। ����'� L������ ��7��M ����0� ����' ����I��� <�(0� ��7��M ����� !I�� ������ ��" 
��� ���6�;। D���������� ��� ������� ����P ��� 5�, 5�,  <7�� 7�6�; !�M��M��। ���'� 
5�=6��0 ����� ��}� ���( ���� ���� ��� <���-���� ��" ��� ���6�;। 

��������� ��� "����� �E�6 ��Z� ����I�� Y������ #������ ����I��� #(0V��� 
��)��6�� ����Â� ����;। ����� ��" L��� ��Q ����' '���। #�5�-"�D-"�D-��7��M "�D। 
��7���M� AM �S8���� ��6 ��� ���J��6 �����6�;�� D6��76�� ����� 5�,5�, <7�� ��� 
�����D �M(0 7�6�;- ��� ��M 7���D �c���;।  
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#M���� ��D �� ���k ����� ���:���7�� <Y�� ~�0�� 7�6 )�¦�;। 7����� �U�� �E���� 
<J��K 7�6 )�¦�; ����7���। ���� ���_� ���X���� ���P 5�E�6 <��; ���������� ���:��T���� 
��7���M। ��6��� <�E �������b #��$� 76 ��_���X ���T��� #�����। �*�(��� �� ����� 
!������� ����� ��0���S��� !I�� ��6�;- ��_���X ���T� ��0�g� ��7��M ���� ���������� 
���:��T���। 

��D���� ��� ��AV��� �� ��:S��� �Y�PK� ����;- ��������� D���������� �����6 
��6� Ay����� ���0"�� 7�M����� �@ ����D 7�� ������ ��0���� AEK��। ����� ��� EK���h� 
#����� #A0� ��}�� A���6�; #��� ��(0। ��D���� D��7��� 5D !(���� ��-�� ���0���P 
���D 5� 5��' ����X ��6�;। ���������� AEK ���_� tS ������� 5D ��
��� A���k 
#��� #�SR। �8 �8 
��������� A�� )����� 7�6 )�¦�;- 
������ "�Q�X ��8M <����� 
�Q�D <A ��D ����Z� ��A�6� ��(। 

D�R����6�� !�: !���h� = D�R����6 ���0����C� m���� ��� A�D�"� ��_ ������ 
����A� ���; ���������� ���8 <��� A���6�;। ��������� D6��76�� 7����� ����� ��0��� = 
*������ �� ��S�� D��7�� �"� ���;- ��� ��� ��� S�P�6 �R� ����;। ���M�E��$ ��B���� 
)�� #����K D6��76�� ����� �� ��0�� "����k ��� !������ <=6�A ������ A�M ��� <j� 
A���6�; ���_� ��� ������ ���i� !��। ��� ����;, ���_� #M�� !�� ������ ���i� 
�K0���EK �� ����� ���M�E��$ #��������� ��N�� #�Y��P� ��� tN ����;- �����E�$�� 5D 
#����P� 7�M����e� ��(0 ��� �������\ ���PD ���� ���� �। 

���� ���� ��Z� ����I�� ������ �E�$�� ��N�� A�� ��E�¦� 7�k। ������� ��
� <A 
�� ���� )����। �*�'�� ���� ���6 ���0���C ���M ��D��� ��K0�= ��_������� ���( �Y�PK� 
����; 5��g��। ���_� ��� ���i� ���; <��� A���6 ��� ����;, ‘���������� ��x 
#�7�6 AE�K� )�� ��Z� ����I�� ������7�� ��0��� �@ � 7=6� ��0X ����I��� �� ��� 
��� ��7��M �� �@ ����।’ 

���������� �� ��I ���� ��Z� ����I�� ������ ���7�� #�M�"��� #��$ 7�6 S���� <�6 
��6�; ��� 
"�8 ����� #�9� !�M8 ����;। ��� ��D��� ��0� ����;, �*�'�� AEK 
���������� AE�K� <g�6h�K� #����� ���K0 ��(0 ���। 

 

 

 

 

 

�/ �/ �/ �/ A�A�A�A�, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

7���-5� c�� Db�0 D���� ���S) ������ 5� ������6 ���@ ��� 7�6�;� 

L��� � 5�� L��� ����I� '�D���7 ��Z� ����I��� ������� 
���� ����;�� �� 
!����C D6��76�, ��� ���A��� �7�� = ��� A���c��� <�� S��p� ����6 <���"� "������ 5�'� 
�������6 5���;��। D�������� ��*0�8 5�(� !"��= ����;�� �� �!����C D6��76� �� 
<=6��� 
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��E !�� ��� ���A��� �7���� "���' ���:�?� ���� ��� ��6�;। ��� ���A��� �7���� 5D 
"���' ���� 7���� 

5� - ������ ��� ���� �6� 

~D - L�M��� �M����� �c���6 �6� 

�� - ��0��"� A-!�������� 7��� 8��� ��6� 

"�� - ��x ���7� ��*0� ��x A�����K 7�M�� ��X ���। 

5D ����d��� ��� �6�� �(� <�$���S��� �Y�PK� ���� <�ED �!����C D6��76� ���X 
�E��� +u�� ��"0 ��M���� ��������E ���"� �c�� �E��। 5�� <=6��� ��E�� ��-<D� �Y�PK� 
��� = ���0 ������ ��x ����P� =�� ��x L�M �����6 ���6 D6��76� �� ��_��Y����� ����। 
5� ����� ��:�?� �M��M�= �!����C ���� ����� �। 5�� ���Ã��S��� ����� �E��� ��, 
<���"�� ��� ��6 ��6 D6��76� �� ���0�����6 L�M <���� ����- ���� ���������� 
#�����-��"� ���P D6��76� ���� ��x ���7�� ���� <� ��(� ���� ��}Q��� � ����। 5 ��� 
����K D6��76� = S��p�� !�� ���� ��R7 ���PK �����। 

������ L��� ��q� �Ä' �����6 ��� 7�6�;� 

����� �M��� EK7�M� ������6 
6� D6��76� ���7 ���-������7�� �� �A���� A�Q� 
�;���। ���� E*7��� ���� ������, �v���� = ���"���6 5D �A������ ��������� ��0��: 
��6�E ����;। 5D 7�M��H ������� �'l� ���� �A
 = 5�� )��M�E 6- 5'� <��� ��� 
���0�� = �������� ��? ��Y�'� 5��' ����'��� #�S��। ��B��� 7�M�� ������ <��� 
������7�� ��� D)�' ���e���� ���; ���� !�M8S��� 5�� �����S��� ��]}�; ��AM �!����C 
+u�� ��"0 ����� ~�'� ��0X ��AD ���}A��� ��6�;। ��@M ���'�6 �!����C �����R��� 
)����M ���S� �M�E ���। ��� ��'�6 'M�f, ����, �'0�� E��7 S��� S��� #x�x ��6 <J�K 
tN 76। 

A����� ���� A��� '�D�� 5� ������6 ���@ �����;� ���0�����6 ���-������7�� 
��x <J��KD 5D �:86� #�S�� "��;। A����� <���7 ����� ����� ����;, ��������� 
�7��� ��¦� ���M� A�� � �E��= ����� �� ���0"��� EK7�M� "��;, �� A����7�। 

������ �� �) �7��Á ������ ������6 ���@ ��� 7�6�;� ��Z� ����I�� ������ "J 
���0�����6 �� *��� 7�M���e "����k 5�� EKA���� ~��0�7 ��� �����; ���� ���������� ��x = 
#�7�6 ����P� !�� ��_���� �7��S��� �����6�;। ���:���� A���� 5S��� 7�M�� c�� ���0����� 
= ��Z� ����I��� ���0 �"���� ��: 7�6 �E�। ��������� D6��76� ���� ������7�� 
��e������� s��� 5'�= !���K� 7�6 �E�; ��, ���0������ ���P 
������ AM #����� !�K ���� 
���� 5�� ���� !�K ���k=। 

������ �� ���� A��D�� ����� �X�M ����; ��, 5����� !�6 5� �8 ����E�¦�, ��0����� 
#x��x ���� ��Z� ����I�� L�M, #������ ��� ����' ��x ��B���। ����I�� ������7� ��� 
��?����� ���� ��� ���� ����� �। ��B���� ���: #������। 
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�3 �3 �3 �3 A�A�A�A�, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

��������� ��Z� ����I�� L�M��� ��0��� = �M��� EK7�M� #������ ����"��� ��6�� AM 
D6��76�� ������ "J 5� Y*KM ��]�� #��� ����;। ��������� ��Z� ����I�� 7�������� 
EK7�M�� Y*KM #���� ���� ���� ���� ‘‘D���� ���\, D����� ��� ���\’’ ��� ���6� �����;। 5D 
���6� ���� ���� ��M!�"M = <�� �������7� AEK�� ����X ���� �"n� ���;। ‘‘D���� ���\, 
D����� ��� ���\’’ ��� ���� =D�� ����� ��7��M ��6 ����I��� ���� ���6� #(0����� 
��N����� ���� "�D�;। ��� ������� ������� ��v= D6��76�� ������ "�J� 5D 7� 
~��S��@ ���� ��Q�। ��������� EK7�M�� �:�: 7�� ���� ������� �����। �E�� ���� ����� 
����� AYM�� #����। 

���S\ <�� ����� ��}"�' !S������ ��� ��9� 5� ��: ���*���� A���6�; �� D6��76�� ������ 
"J ���0� ���7�D ���6 <�� AEK�� !����� ���� �� �"n� ����;��� �� �M(0 7�6�;। 

���������� AE�K� )�� ��Z� ����I�� ��0� ���7�� <J�K = EK7�M�� !������ <�� 
~�6� �(�� 5'�D 7��� ��0���8� )�y����EM ���*�� = !�����। ���0� ���7�D ���6 ����X ���� 
!�"n� �M(0 7��� <���। 

����I��� �����K ��0�"� <=6��� ���E� �(� ��B������ ����� ��A�6� �K0� ��� ���*���� 
��� 7�6�; ��, EK��0��"� !�������� 7��� ��� 8��� ���� ����� 5�� AE�K� ���6� !�� 
��� !��0�� ������0 ��Z� ����I��� 5��"�'6� ��}�A������ 
��(0 D6��76� ��������� EK7�M� 
tN ����;। ���������� AE�K� )�� EK7�M� = ������7�� ��0��� »��M� =�� !"e�� <Y�� 
�7��;। 

<�� ~�6�� 5D ��}"�' !S������ ��� ��9� ���������� ��� ����' ����P� ���: ��T���� !�� 
�*̂  ��(0 �Y�PK� ����;। ��B��� ���:������ ������"� �Q�D�6� !�� �*̂  ��(0 �Y�PK� ����;। 
��B��� ���:������ ������"� �Q�D�6� !�� �*̂  ��(0 = ��7��M���� A�M ��7������ !"�� 
��E�¦� ���� 5�� D6��76�� A?� ���7�� EK7�M�� ������ ���� ���� AM <�� AE�K� !�� 
<j� A���6�;। 

���*���� <�� ��� ��9�d�� ���� ����; ��, ��������� EK��0��"� !�������� 7��� 8��� 
7I�X�� D6��76� = ��� A?�"J�� ���M ��� 7��। <XA0���� �8�� ����� =�� "�� �*�n ���� 
7��। 

���*���� ����6�� �����J��'� D)�6 #� D)(, D�����  �����J��'� D)(  D)�6, 
D�6�� EK���h� !A���h� <������c ��� <�R��, ������ D)(  D)�6,= ���� 
�����J��'� D)(  D)�6 = ���� ������J�'� D)( D)�6� ��*�*R 
�8� ����;। 

�*�'� ���0����C� ���� ���� �+/ A�� ���� ���M ��������� EK7�M�� A�M D6��76�� A?� 
������� 5��S��� ��6� ��� 5� !I��� 
�8� ����;। 

�*�'�� �M����' �h� A �b�7�)A 5D !I�� �"� ���। 5D !I��� ��Z� ����I�� 
���7�� ��������� <J��K� c�� )°�� ����I���� <XA0���� ���X� ��( ����g� ���� = 
�A�S� ��S��� �����Å ��� �K0� ��� 7�6�;। !I��� 5 �M����� ��i��Y�� 7I�8� ���� 
<j� 
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A���� 7�6�;। !I��� ���� ��� 76 �� EK!A��h� �������� �������D !�*� ����� ��� ��0��� 
���� 7��। 

����0 !����� �S�� 5��6� ��P6� �������'� �"6��M� ��� ��0��6�� EM���Y�� ����I��� 
����� ��7��M �@ ��� ��6�� A�M E���� 5��' ������� !I�� 5��;। ����0 ����'� 5 
���� 5��' !I�� <� 7�6�;। 

5���� D)������ �� ��� ��mnS��� 5�(� A���6 ���6�; ��, ����I� ��������� 5� ��c� 
������ "����6 ���� ���� �। 

��D��, 7�M��, D����, #�Ä6� = 7��?�� ���� D)�����6 ���d�� 5 �M����� 5��� 7�6�; 
��, ����I� ���������� =�� 5���c�S��� ��� ����� "���6� ���� ���� �। D)������ 5D�� 
���d�� ����� ����������7� ��? 5��� ���� D6��76� ������� ����� 5D ���S�� A���6 
����। 

�2 �2 �2 �2 A�A�A�A�, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

.... �������� ������� ����P ��� A�� <�~� ����� <A�� ���_� ���S\ ���� ��Y0 5� ��� 
��� �c��� �� ��� ��6� �� <�E ���������� ��:���� �c�� 5���;। A�� <�~� ����� 
<A�� �E�6�;�� ���_� ���S\ ����� ���X���� ���P = ������� ���; ��������� ����I�� 
7�������� �M��� EK7�M�, W���H = ��0���� �NK �"��' ���� ���� 5�� ��� �(�� ��Z� 
����I�� 7�������� )������ A�M ���������� ���P <A �� ��K�K ���� ����; ��� !�� 
��J6 �7��S��� = ��(0 <��6 ����। 

A�� <�~� ����� <A�� ��_���X ������ ������b #������ �������� ������� !����� 
�7���� ���E�� ���। A�� <�~� ����� <A�� ���, ���������� �M����� 5D ���� ��(0� 
7�6�;। ��� ���, A���6 
�����, EK�h, ���X = ��*��� AM ��T���� ���������� AE�K� 
M��M ��(0� 5D ����� 5��' ��0��� !I�� E*7�� 7�6�;। ������P 
����� ��T������ 
<D�?� = M��M ��T�� = ��}��� ������ 
��*�� �7���� 5D ������ �8 �(�� ‘�M�������’ 
��� )�7�� ��6� 7�6�;। 

A�� <�~� ����� <A�� ���, ��_ 5'�= ����� �����; �� ��������� 5D ���ª��� 
����9��� ����� � 7�� ��T ���_ 5� ���ª��K ;�Q�6 ���� ����। ��� ���, ��������� 
D6��76���7�� #��� Y'��। �������� �(�� ��Z� ����I���� ���0� 7�� 5�� ����� ����G��� 
=�� 5��' �� A���� #S�M� Y'��- 5D ��� ��M�' ��_���� <A )���Æ ����;। 

 

+/ +/ +/ +/ A�A�A�A�, , , , ����2�32�32�32�3    

...��� ����� ��������� �� #�K0�6 W���H, ��¦���A = ��� ��0�� "����6�; ���� 
‘����6 ~Ã*������� ���0����’ ��� ����X�� ��� ��'�6�;���। ��� ���_� ���P ����� 5D 
#�!"��� ����X 
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76�। ���_� ���S\ ��� �(�� �� �� ��������, ��'����, ���X = ���A���� ��9����7 5�� 
��0'� !�*� Y'���� 
"�8 �����;। ���� �����; ��������� D6��76�� ������7�� ����7P0� 
*������ �"`। S����� �����X �� �8 �8 ��K�(0��� D6��76� ����� S����6 #�!������� ��� 
�K0� ����;��� ���� ����D �� !�*�D �������� �(�� �����Q� 5�� D6��76�� ��0� ���7�� 
#�M�"���D �� ���� ���M 7�6 ��� �;�Q�; 5'� ���� !�M8 ����;। �*�(��� ��� ����� ��-�����, 
����� = �'���S�� 5� !���KM �(M��� !����� 7�6�;। ���_� ��� ���PD D6��76� ������� AYM 
!"��� ��X 76�। 

A������Y� ���J'��� �A���� )(�� ����, ��������� �� Y'�; �� ��� D��7���� 5� 
��0��X� #�M�6- ��� D��7���� 5D ��f ���; ��6� ��� 6। 

���������� Y'���� ����0 ���J'��� �A���� )(���� 5D �X��M� ��6� �� ���D 
A�����Y ��K = ��7��M �c���� 7�D������ �!r ��N�� <E� ��} S��� �����X �������� �(�� 
�����Q� �8 �8 ��K�(0�� �����d�� �����0 ���� �E�6�;��। 

S��� �����X ��K�(0� ����� �c� ���� �� ��N�� <E� ��} ��AD ����� �������� �(�� 
<E� ��K�(0��� ��A��� A�� ���0 �������� �Z6�� � ��=6� ��0X 
���� �c��� ���� �। 
���������� ��K�(0��� ��}� ���; 5��' ¥������� ���6�;। 5D ¥��������'�� ���������� 
��K�(0��� ����; ��, ���� ��� 7����� ���7� ���������� ���'�� (���� ���� 
���� �c�� 
����� ��8 ��� 6। 

����0 ��:���i� !S������ ���'� 5�=6��0 ����� ���, ����I�� 7�������� <J��K 
�������� �(�� �8 �8 ���P <A= ��0
 7����6 ��� �;�Q "�� ���k। ��Z� ����I�� 7����� 
���7� <A= ����� EK7�M� "����k, <A= ���� ������� �����K ����P� ���Q-Y� �7�6-��� 
W�� ���;- ���� =�� L����"� ��0�� "����k। 

���� ��������� ����I�� 7�������� 5D ��0���6 )�sE !��� ��� = 5� #��� Y'���� 
�M����� ��"n 7��� AM ���'� 5�=6��0 ����� ����0 �!����C ��� ��"��0 �º = ����0 ����i 
��"� ��� �A���0� !�� <j� A���6�;। 

���'� ����� ���, ��������� ��Z� ����I�� 7�������� �*n 5D S6��7 ��9���� ����0 
������� ����� ��� D��7���� 5� �N q��A�� ;�Q� <� ��;�D 6। 

��� ���, <�E ����0 ��:��i ����I��� ���� #x�x �����7 ����; D6��76� ����� �� 
��D ������ ��x AE�K� ��N�� �M�7�� ����;। 

���'� ����� ���, <� ������� � ��� D6��76�� A?� ������� =�� "�� �*�n� �M����� 
����0 ��:��i ������� ��J6 7�� 7��। ��0�� AN�� #�9�D D6��76� ������� =�� "�� �*�n� 
!�*� ��6 ��� ��� )�y� ���। 

+� +� +� +� A�A�A�A�, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

... �o�� �7����f�� ��_���X ������ ������e��� 5� L�¦�� ��������� ��� 7����� 
���7�� �SM�� = ������������ ������ ������� A�M ES�� )�sE !��� ��� 76। ��������� 
���  
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7����� ���7�� 7�M�, W�� = ��� �@ ���� �M����� ����I� ������� =�� "�� �*�n� A�M 
���_� ���S\ ����� !�� L�¦�� <j� A�� 76। ��_���X ������ ������e�� ����0 ��:��i, 
�*�' = #M�M ��i��E0� !�� 5D ���0 ���� A�� �� ���� �� ����I��� ��0!��� ��7��M �� 
5������ �@ ��� ��। 

���������� ��K�(0� !��? ���_� ���S\ ����� ������� ���; 5� <���� ��_���X ������ 
������e�� ���, ���� �������� ����� #
���� ���, ���� ������� 7�M� ���- ��������� 
���� EK�h, �SM�� = ������� 5���? �� ����; ����� 8�� �D। 

��_���X ������ ������e�� ���_� ���S\ ������� �*�n <�P0K ��� ���, ‘���X = 
������ !�� <A= ���� ������ ����� !��M���D )�"� ����I� ��*0��8� ���; 5� #���� 
#�9� �*�n� ���� ���, ���� ���������� ��K�(0��� ����� 
���� �M�:E� ������ = ���X��K0 A�� 
#�����7� ���� ��K0 !��Ç���7 �c�� ���� ����।’ 

��_���X ������ ������e�� ����I� ������� �������� �(�� L�M !�M�7�� ��� AEK 
��*0� EK���h�S��� ��0��"� !�������� 7��� 8��� 7I�X��� ���� ����;। ��_���X ������ 
������e��� L�¦�� ���������� ��T���� ��7��M ���� �M����� ��J6 )��M�E T7�K� A�M ���_� 
��� ���X ��9�� !�� <j� A���� 76। 

��������� ����I�� 7����� ���7�� ���0"�� EK7�M� = �M��� W����H� c�� )°�� ����9�� 
��6 <���"�� A�M A�����Y ������ ���P��� L�¦� <j��� )����M �*�(��� �� ��� �(�� �� 
������� = ���X ��9� ���J'��� �A���� )��C� ���; ������0� ���¦�6�;। 5D�� ������0�6 
��� 7�6�; ��, ���������� ��0�� Y'���� ���7�� ‘��� D��7���� ���"�6 ��0��X� #�M�6’ ��D 
����KD ���������� Y'���� ��6 <���"�� A�M ������ ���P��� L�¦� #��$� 7=6� )�"�। 
#(" ��6��� <�E ��0X D6��76� ����� ��� �����, �'���S� = ��'V��� �������7� ���M�� 
5D Y'��� ����I��� #SMX��K �M���� ��� !"�� ���;���। ��������� ����� ������7�� 
���0"�� EK7�M��� ���� ��?���-#��?���� ���M ��YP0 = ����6 ~Ã*����� ���0���� ��� "����6 
���� �"�6�;���। ��� ����� �� #�����0 ��_������� �"��� 5� ���Ã��S��� ��� ��Q�;। A�� � 
D6��76�� ������ ����� 5D ����f���� �� <��� ��� �;}��� ���7�� <�6 ���- ��� ��M 
����� �E�6, #���� �E��K ���� �E�6 ���� �� ��]��D #��� �N � �� ���K�� ����� 5�D 
7��। ���K, ���}Q�� �� E��0D ��Q। 

++++3333    A�A�A�A�, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

�o�� ����0 �(�� !����� A��0� EK���h� !A��h ������� 5� D���7��� �Y�PK� ��� 
7�6�; ��, ��Z� ����I�� L�M��� �M��� EK7�M�, ��¦���A, #�������E = ��� ��0���� c�� 
�������� �(�� �8 �8 ���� <� ���� ��� �;�Q ���� ���M � 76 5�� D�����MD �� ,/ �8 
��B��� ��� �;�Q S���� ��K�(0� 7�� ���M 7�6�; ���� ���� #����� 
���� �c�� ���� ���� 5�� 
��������� ���� ����� A������ ��K0 ������ ���� ��� 76 ��� AM ������� � ��� �M�9� T7K 
���� 7��। ���������� ���Q ��� ����' ���P ���� M��M #����� !��$� ���� ���� ��� A�M 
���0��� �M�9� T7K ���� 7��। 5D�� ���0��� �M�9� T7�K� ���MD ��I����, )���: 5�� 
�6� 
������� �( ��7� <�;। 
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A��0� EK���h� �����K��h� 5D D���7��� <�= ��� 7�6�; ��, ���������� AE�K� Dk� 
5�� ������� EK��0��"� ��*��E0� �����0 = ������� �S����D ��]��� ��AV��� ���M� 
������� 5� ��¦� = �7A �( ��}�A ��=6� ����। 

A��0� EK���h� �����K��h� 5D D���7���� ���_� ��� ����� ��AV��� �7� ��NK 
�����0��K0 ��� �� ���;। ��}�� ���, 5D D���7��� �������� �(�� ���� ��K�(0� S���� "�� 
�E�; ����� ���M��� t�� �� ���� <XA0���� ���M� ��� �K0� ��� 7�6�; �� 6। 5D D���7��� 
���� ��� 7�6�;, �������� �(�� ��Z� ����I�� 7����� ���7�� !�M�7��, ��� ���A��� �7���7 
�� ��AV��� ���� ���:, <=6��� ���E� )�� �(�� ��P��H� !�M�7��, EK��0��"� !�������� 
7��� 8��� 7I�X� !S*��। 

D)���� = <������� ������� = ����=-�'���S�����7� !����� = !"���� ���S\ ����� = 
�X��M ��� 76� E� +u �� ��"0 �(�� ��Z� ����I�� L�M�� ��������� �� ��0��� "����6�; ���� 
�������� �(�� <�= �8 �8 ���� ���;�Q� 7�� ���M 7��। 

E� �23/ ����� �S��� ��������� �� Y��K0�Q 7�6�;��� ���� #����� �¢ �(�� +/ ��� 
���� !�K 7����6�; 5�� 5D �M��� !�K7��� ����M= ��Z� ����I����� !k\ ������A �;���। 
���� �M�9� #��� ���� Y��K0��Q = A���®��� �*��M� 7�� �(�� ����� 2u A #�M�7�� ���� 
������, ��Z� ����I���� �(� D6��76� ����� Dk� ���D ���� �M�9� T7K ����। 5� �� �M��� 
!�K7��� ���'��� ��0X �"�� �E�;। ��D��� AE� ��'��� �A��; �� ���������� �������� ��d��� 
��-������ ���M�� 5�� ������ ����������� ��� �(��। E� +u�� ��"0 �(�� D6��76� ����� 
��������� �� EK7�M� "�����, 5� ���= ���� �"�� �E�;। D6��76�� A?� ���7� �/ ��� ������ 
d�� ��� = <d� ���Q�6 �����;। 

�e� ��=�6�( �!� ����� ���S\ ����� ������� �(�� 5D �(M )�*� ��� 76। 
#��d��� ��-�����6 5��� �X�M ��� 7�6�; ��, ���� ��D��� T�Å ��K0� ����� (<�) ���E 
������ )�� �� �� �� !��*��� ~��0�E = ����06 5���;��� ����= 5� !�K7�� Y�'�। ��Z� 
����I���� 5 ��0X �� ��B��� �� ����; ��� �s��6 ��� �*n�X �D। 5� �7�M� !�VE��7���� ��E 
�(�� 5 ��0X ��= Y�'�। 

 

+¢ +¢ +¢ +¢ A�A�A�A�, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

    

��_�M�f ����I��� <� ��� <�(0� ��7��M ���� � ��� ����X T7K ����;। ����0 
!S������ L��� ‘=6����' ���b’-5 !����� 5� ���� )�y� ��� 76 ��, �o�� �M���� 
����I��� ��7��M ������ ���'06��S�: ���' ����� !�������� 5� L�¦�� ��0����J�� 5D 
����X T7K ����;। ���'06��S�: �������7� !�����EK �9� ����; ��, ��������� ����� �(�� 
��K0 
�S���� #�9� �c�� � <�� ��0X ����I��� �� ��� ��� ��� <�(0� ��7��M���� !¿D 
)¦�� ���� �। ��� ����I� 5 ��0X ���S\ ��0��6 ���� ÈK ��6�; ��d���D ����-<��� <��6 
��� 7��। L�¦�� <�= ����X T7K ��� 7�6 ��, <�(0� ��7��M ���S� ��P6�' ����0��"�� A�M 
����I� �� ��\����'D �N� � ��, 5 �M����� ���'06���� <� ��� L�¦� ���� �। 
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‘=6����' ���b’-5� �M����9 ��������� A���6�; �� ): L�¦�� ����A6��, ����� = 
�*�' 5�(� ���������S��� A���6 ���6�; ��, ����I���� ��������� �� �M��� EK7�M�, ��'���A = 
W���H "����6�; ��� ��N�� ����� A�� !�� <��� ���K ����; 5�� ����I��� ��� ��� 
��7��M ���� ���� �Y���������। #�5� ��A��� ����� A���� )��8� ��� ����I��� ��7��M 
���6 ��������� ������ ��0��� "������ �7����E�� ��� ����� ��8 <��] ��� 6। -#(0�� 
����I��� ��7��M������ ���'06��S�: �������7� #�S�� 7���� D6��76� = ��� A?� ����� 
���� ��0X ��������� EK7�M�, ��¦���A, #�������E = ��� ��0�� �@ � ����, �������� �(�� 
���� ��0X ����� �:�SA� ����� 7��d��� d�'�6 � �c��� 5�� ���� ��0X ��������� ��K0 

�S���� #�9� �c�� � <��� ���� <��� ��)D ����I��� 5��' �����Q ��0X ���k �। 

7�M�e �����= 5D 5�D #�S�� !��� ����;। 7�M��e� )\6 ��7��M ��J�X �h� ��� �A, 
��, )��� �7E9 ����I�� ��i����� ��}� ������� 5D ����X A���6 ���6�;। ��� ����;, 
���7�� ����I��� ����� ��� ��A� ����� ����P� ��N�� ��0� ���7��� �����6 ���6 �8 �8 
���P�� �7� ����;, ���7�� ��� ����� ��� ��A� ����� ����P� =�� #����P� #�M�"�� 
"����6 = �7� T�� ���Q�6 ���6 �8 �8 ���P�� ���;�Q� ����; 5�� ���7�� ��� ����� ��AD 
��A� ����� #(0���� ��� ���6���'��D ����'-���6���'� <Y��� ��P ��� ���6�;, ��D ����KD 
����I��� �� ��� ��7��M ���� �(� ����"� ��� ��6 �। 

��� )��� ���, ����I��� ��7��M������ ���'06��S�: �������7� �����X� ���( #�� 
7�6D ��� ����� 5D ����X ��6�;। ��� ���, ���� ��7��M ��=6�� �(� D������0D 7�6�;��� �� 
5� ����0��"� ��� ���� 7�k।... 

 

² ² ² ² A���DA���DA���DA���D, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

... S��'���� �7���M ���� �� �(�� tN ��� A������Y� ���J'��� �A����� )(�� 5�� 
�*�(��� ���X���� ���P ��������� ��Z� ����I�� 7�������� ��N�� ��0���� ��N�� ��� !�����, 
��l�� <� Y*K� !��� ����;। D6��76�� ������ ����� 5����� ��� ��������� �M��� EK7�M� 
= #�K0�6 ��0���6 ��� 7�6�; #M���� ���� �������� �(�� ��D�� ����� ��=6�� ��� �( N� 
��� "�� #�!"�� = S��6� �����7� ;�Q�6�;। 5D�� ��m�������� �"� = !"��K�� A�MD 
�o�� �*�'� ���0����C� 5��' !������� ���-#���*� 5�������7 5�� ���������� ��: 5���� 
�c��� 5���;��। 5D �*�'� ���0���C��� !�������� 8����� �8K��� = ���� )S6 ���� 
���MD �;��। !��������� ��*� ����;�� ���� !S������ ���M ��� <(0�� �'���। 

��� <(0�� �'��� �;�� �*�'� ��=�6�( ��"�। 5� ��� ���0����C �������� 5�A 
!S������ ���M। 

�������� �c� ��� �E�6 ��� �'��� ����������� ����;� D6��76� ��� ��o��� ����� 
�:*��6 �� ��AV��� ������� �(� ����; �� �Éc ��Ê� ���। D6��76�� =D ����� �:*��6 
��AV��� ������� !I�� ��� 7�6�;। ���������� ���Q ��� ����' ���P �� ;��Q �c�� ����। = 
���� !I�� ��������� ���P T7K ���� ���� �। 
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 ��� �'��� ���� <=6��� ��E = ��� ���A��� �7���� ��� ���6 ������� �s��6 ��� �( 
�D। �*�'� ���0���C��� ���� #M�� ���M ��� �'��� �A��� = ����n ���M ��� <�0b �!���= 5 
�M����� ��� �'���� ��? 5���। 

��� �'��� �A��� ���� ��AV��� ��� �(�� ���������� #�9� �����। #����� 5 ���M�� 
����� ��� � ��� 76, ��7�� S���-����I� ��YP0 7�� ���M। ��� ���, ����I� 5� 5 
��� �� ���" ��Q� ~��0��E� ���M ��6�;। 

��������� �M��� W���� ��;� S����6 ~Ã*������� ��6�; ��� ����I� �� ��7� ��(M� ���7� 
�c}���;� �*�'� ���0���C ���MEK ����D ��� ��M�� #
���� ����;। ��}�� ���, ��A��� ���� 
�(�� tN ��� ���� ��������� W���� �� ��S�� �"� <��� ���� 5���; �� ���J��D S����6��� 
s��� ��Y�'� 76�। 7=6� ���= 6।... 

�*�'� ���0���C��� ���� #�� ���M !�: �*�'� ��� ��"� ��� �A�� � M����� ���� 
��������� ��� ������ ���7� �� ���; �� ��S��। ��� ���, ��������� AE�K� ����� !��$�� 
��� ���� �D। ���������� ����9�� 5�D ����� = ~��0P7 �� ���� �(�� <�= #��� 
���M�6 ��K�(0� S���� �� !������ ���� "�� ���� ����। 5� c�� ��K�(0� ���M� <�= dN�� 
<���� ���� ���� ����। <� �� ���� ���� 5� S6��7 ����9��� �*�n 7��। ����I��� ��8 <��� 
5� ��NK ��K <Y��। �� <Y�� �7M ���� 8��� ����I��� �D। 

�*�'� ���0���C��� !��������� ��� ���MD ���� ����I��� <A 5'� )���Æ ��� )�"� 
�� ����I� ��0��� 5 ��� �� ���" ��Q� ~��0��E� ��� ���6 "���;। ��}�� ���, ���������� =�� 
A?� ��� "����6 ���� 5� ����7� 7�� �, 7�� ���� �। ��� <(0�� �'��� ���� ��� ���7� ��, 
�*�(��� ��� ��:� ��8D ���Q ��� ����' ���:-��"� ���P�� �����6 ���� ��� 6। ... 

 

2 2 2 2 A���DA���DA���DA���D, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

E���� ��_A�� #�$�� ����0 ����6�� ‘�)A)D�’-5 !����� ���������� Y'���� 
����0� 5��' ��0m�0� ������'0� #������P <��� )�y� ����;���। ‘�M �'���� Ë�� ��( #� �'l� 
��’’ �� ‘‘�'l� ���� ��S�� �:Ì�’’ ��������� 5D ������'0 ‘�)A)D�’ ��������� '� �Íc' 
��������� ��� ��0���� 5��' <���� �"� ���� ����;। ������'0 ��� ��������� �� ��0��X� 
Y'����� �(� ����; �� ����0 ��� ��� �X�M � ��� <��� t�� ��� ���� #��'��� ���� ���;। 

'� �Íc' ��}� ������'0 �����;� ��� ��0���� ���� ��S�� 
�8� <�� !�M8 ����; = 
���-7�������� L����"���� ���� ����7P0� ���7� <�� t��; ���� <��� t�� 5�(�D �� 
7�6�; �� ��������� ��6� 7�A�� ��D��D = ��6� 7�A�� ������� ��Y�'� 7�6 �E�;। <��� <A 
<� ��� ��R7 �D �� !�VE��7���� ��E �(�� 5 ��0X 5� ��0��� ��= ��Y�'� 76�। ��� 
!��*��� ~��0��E 5�� 5� �� E� ~�'� ��_����= 5���� ����06 ��= Y�'�। <��� �� 76, 
��� ��0� ���7� ��������� �� 7�A�� 7�A�� ��D��D <� ������� ����; ��� ��P 5��� 6- 
��������� <�= #�� ��D��D, <�= #�� ������� #�"��D ��Y�'� 7�� ���k। 

'� �Íc' ���� 5D�� ����-t� <��� �M�:E� !���J6� �� 7�6�; �� ��� ���� 76 
��7�� <�� �����- <�� 7����, IÆ 7�6 �E�;। <�� �� �����; �� t��; ���� S6f� 5� <��f 
IÆ 7�6 
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��=6� ;�Q� <� ��� )��6 �D। <�� 7���� 7�6 �E�;- ��� ��� ��¥�6 #��� 7�6 ���k- 5D 
����6 7�M���e <� 5D !�VE��7���� ��0���6 5�A ����P� ��� �"�� (��� �� ���? 

'� �Íc' ��}� ������'0 ��������� ���-7�������� 7�M�, ��0�� = �M��S"���� �K0� ���� 
�E�6 ���������� 5��' ��07��� ������� 5� ��0��X� ���7� ���� ����;। 

��� ���� ���c�� = ���A ������� <}�� �E����� ��B� 5�'� �;}Q� À��� <'-’�;��� 
������ D��� <��� ���� <�� 5� S6f� <��f� !��k�� �8M ����;। <�� ���� ������ 
��K�(0� ������� #������ 5��' 7��������। �� �� <7���� �S�Q� 5�!��X �� ��}�Q�6 �;���। 
����7��� ~�' �SN �"�� ���6 "������� �� �����6 �����6 ����;���। �� �� <7� <�� �� ��� �(��D 
�8M �����। �� 7��� ��K0 <���� 5��' ����� ���� 5D ���6�' ��� ���= ������ ���K 7�� 
���� �? 5D �;�p ���6�' D6��76�� ������7�� ���; �� 5� ������ ���K 7�6 ��}�Q�6�;��� ��� 
AM ���� 5S��� <Y�� ����;? 5�A ����I�� L�M ���6��' ���6 ��� Y��Q <Y�� ����;। ��� 
_����� ���' ���6�;। �� ��� E��� �M��e�A� =�� 5�'� 7�� ���� ��}�Q�6 �;���। <�� 5�E�6 
�E���। ���6�' ������ <��� �� D��� <�� <��� ����� �� ���� D��� <��। ���n6�6 <��� 
����� ����� �;���। ~’��� <�E ���� ���n6�6 �=6�� 7�6�;�� ��D ���� <�� Y������� <�E 
��D�� �����7� <� S��� S��� ���6� �  t�� �����। �� 7�k � 7�k ����� ��=6�� <�ED 
����� ����� #��d��� ��� L�M <����� Y�� ���� ��Q�;। ���� <����� Y�� ����D <��� 
������ d�� ���। <��� ���� ��-5��� ��� ����;���। ����� ���� <��� �� = ������ =�� 
#�M�"�� "���6 5�� ����� ��P ��0X ���6��' ���6 ��}�"�6 ���� �c��। 5�A L�M ��c ���6 5�� 
<���� <Y�� ���। ���� ���6��' ���6 <��� E��6 <Y�� ���� ��? ��? <�� ��Q ���D 5�� 
�*��� S� ���। ����� L�M�� "�� �E�� ���� �� 5�A ���� ���6 <���� #�"� #�9�6 ���� 
��6 <��। 5D �(�d��� ���� ��? ��? �� �� ��� 7�6 ��Q�;���। ��D ��S�� �*�M �� ��� 
�"���� ���� �S�� )¦�;���। �� �� �7M ���� � ���� 7¦�� ��� �E� <��� ��; �(��। <� ���� 
����� ����� �। <�� ��� =6���0� ��:���� ���E <��� �����। ��:�� <��6 A����, 5��� 
<�� S����� ���� �:�: #�9�6 5��� ��6 <��। 5��� 7�������� <7� ��K�(0���� �SQ 
�¦�� <�� �� ��D�� ��� 7�k��� �¦� ��D ��6 D��� <�� ��A�� ���; 5�� ��}Q�6। ��� 
~�"���� ���K�6 A� '��� ���;���। ��}�� ��}�� �¦�}' ��6 �� <��6 �A�H� ������ ��� � 5� 
<�� �� �����? A�� <��� ��}" ��� �;���, <��� S�D �;���, ��-���� �;���। ���� ��R� 
<����� Y����Q �;���। <A <��� ��) �D, ��;� �D। <A <�� 5���। ��� �, <�� ���(�6 
�����? <��� �� 7��? <�� ���� �����, <� ��� ��� S6 �D। ���� 5��� "�� 5��;, 5� 
������ S�6� ��;� �D। ��' 5� ���0���� ���� <�� ���� ��Î�� �(�d��� �����- ��� D��� 
<��� �� 7��? �� 7�� <�= 7�A�� 7�A�� D��� <���? 

'� �Íc' ��}� ������'0 )�y� ��� ��, <������� �)A���0� ���T� ���M ��� ��0��6�� 
EM���Y�� <��6 ����; ��, ��� ���7�� ��0���� ��� #����: ��� <�� !(�� �� ����;��� 
5�� !�*� ��M ��"�D�6� A�MD <�� ��K�(0� �����d��� �����0 ���� �E�6�;��� ��� <�� �� 
�����; �� #�K0�6। ��� EM���Y�� �s��6 ��_���� ����0 ���7�� 5�A ���M�� ������ #�c��� 
�;��। ��� ����;� �s��6 ��_ �7������ ��6 À��r� ��WI 5����d��� <�� �����;- ��0��X� 
��MS���d���= <�� �����;, ��� <�� 5��' ��= �����। 5 ��S����, 5 ��0���� ��� ���� 
76 �। 
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'� �Íc' ���, E� �� ���� ��Z� 7������� ��������� �� ����6 ��0���6 ��� 7�6�; 
���� 5'� <A #�MX ��mn 7�6 �E�; �� ����I� �S�? ~�' 
�h ��� 7�6 ���k। ��'� �¦� ��� 
7�k ��'�D t�� !¿, 7�k ��� ��'� <A <� ��� !¿ 6। 
��� ���0�S]� �������� <A 5��' 
��I� Y'�। 

�/�/�/�/    A���DA���DA���DA���D, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

 

���� ���� �(� 6। ��� ��6� �� <�E EK!A��h� ���������� !���h� A�� ��A)�� 
<7�� ��Z� ����I��� ���E ���������� ����0� !��? sM(07� ��� �Y�PK� ����;��- 
‘‘���������� ����� �7���� ����� ���6 ����I��� ��� 7�6 �E�;।’’ !���h� A�� ��A)���� 
5D )�:� �’�� ���D �e�� !S������ L��� ���� ����-5 !����� A DEATH OF A 

NATION ��������� 5��' ��0m�0� ������'0 ��������� ��� ��0���� ����7P0� ����K ���6 5D 
5�D �X�M ��� 76। 5� <�E �����A L��� ‘<� ���’ �����6 !����� ARTIFICIALLLY 

CREATED PAKISTAN IS UNFIT TO CONTINUE ��������� ������'0= 5D 5�D �X�M 
��� 76। ����� E� ���6 !����� !S������ ����0 ����6�� NEWSWEEK- 5 !����� THE 

TERRIBLE BLOOD BATH OF TIKKA KHAN ��������� ������'0 ��������� ��Z� 
����I����� ��S�� 7�M��H, �M��S"��, ��0�� = W������� ����K ���6 �X�M ��� 76 ��, 
��������� ����I��� ��� 7�6 �E�;। ����I� �S�B ~ '����� 7�6 ���k। 5 S�? �A�Q� ��6�� 6। 

��� ���0�S]� �������� <A 5��' ��I� Y'�। "��� ����7 �)A)D� �����;, ��Z� ����I� 
���� ��������� L�M ���¦�6�; ��D ��D ����I��� �*��M 7�6�;। 

�o�� �����6 ���0����C� ��A !S������ ���M �������� �(�� �S�'���' �;�Q ��=6� 
��07��� ��K�(0���� #�9� 5�� ��������� ��� ��0���� ��� ����� A�M ��K�(0� �����d�� 
�����0� �E�6�;��। 

��K�(0� �����d�� �����0 ��� �E�6 5� �������� ����� ��}�� ����;� ‘���0 ����I�’- 5D 
��� ��� ��i-��i����� #�I� <� �D। �������� <A 5��' ��I� ��M। 

�������� ����� A���6 ���P� ���MEK 5 �(� �A�� ���6 ���, <��� 5��' EK���X� 
����� ��0��"� !�����। ��0�" = EK��h� )�� <����� ��K0 <9� <�;। <� 5D <9� ���D 
<��� �� ��� ���������� EK��0��"� !�������� 7��� 8��� 7I�X� ���D �������� ���M� 
������� 5���� �(। �����6 ���0���C��� !��������� ���, ������ 8����� ������� ���'0� 
��� A�A0� ��"�}� ����������� ���� ��� ���A��� �7�� 
������ ���� A���6 #M�6 ��;� 
����। ��� ���, ������ #�� ���P� ���MD ��� ��D���-5� ���;\ 7=6�� ���� �����;। 
5'� EK���h� #�����। #�5� 5D EK���h� #����� ������ A�M ��)�� #����� ��� EKM ��� 
)�"� 6। 

��K�(0� �����d�� �����0�� �� �����6 !�����EK ���� 5'� 5� ���Ã�� �� 
����I���� ������ ��*0�8 �������S��� 5��' A����� W�� ���� "�6�;��। ��}�� ���, 5'� 
5D ��� �� ���" ��fA� #�M�6। t�� ������ A������K� 6, ��_���� ����P ��� 
��=�6�( �������7� ����P� �� ��;� ��K�6 <�; <��� �� #��MD ���� �����। 
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��}�� ���, ����I�, S��� = ����� ����D ��=�6��(� ���M। ��=�6��(� 5��' 
���M���i� ����6��� ���������� = ��B��� A����� ��Z` ���� �� ������D �7M ��� ��6 
�। 

�����6 ���P��� 5D ��A ���M 7�� 8����� ������� ���'0� ��� A�A0� ��"�}�, ��� 5 
��)D = ��� �7( ���। 

�o�� �S�A��6��� ������� �(�� !����� �*n�6 ���_� !S������ L��� ‘�M �����A6’ 
�����6 ��� 76� ����I�� 7������� ��������� �� ����6 ��0���6 ��� 7�6�; �� ����� ��t�*n 
��A= S�6 ��)�� )¦��। 

��� 7�������� 5D L����"���� ��¦�� ������"� ��� ‘�M �����A6’ �����6 ������6 
����� ��� 76� ��� ������ ����� ���������� Y'������ Y���6� �M���� ��� "����� �"n� ��� 
���_� ����A������D "�Q�X #��� ����;। �G�� 5D ���M� 5��' <XA0���� ���M� 5�� 
���������� !�� 5'� 5��' ����' "M���|। 

�² �² �² �² A���DA���DA���DA���D, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

... E� �+D A���D�6 !����� ����0 ����6�� �)AD)�-5 ��� 76� ����I� ���� 
��������� ������ #�S�� "������ A�M L�M ��¦�6 ��D ��D ����I��� �*��M 7�6�;। 

�)A)D�’ �����6 ��� 76� D6��76� �� ������ #�S�� "������ A�M ��������� �� 
L�M = ������� ��¦���� ���A �MI �;��� �¦� ��D ��6 ����I��� Y��-��D�� ����� �(��D 
��AV��� ������� ���� )¦�;���। D6��76�� ������ !G��� ��N�� !����� )¦�;���। ���� 
)¦�;���- ����I��� �� �f' ��� ����� ������ �� ������ #�S��� ��� 6। ���M�� 
��AV��� ����� ���� 7��। ��� ��� ��0 <���� � ��� EK��0��"� !�������� 7��� 8��� 
7I�X��� ���MD ����� ��7� ��6�;। ����'-���6���' ����I��� ��AV��� ����'� ����� 
��� 6। ��� D6��76� = ��� ������ "J Y��-��D��� 5D ���� )��8� ��� ����I��� EK��0��"� 
!�������� !I���� L�¦� ����� ��� ���������� =�� ������ #�S�� "������।..... 

�)A)D� )�y� ���� E� ����7 ����6 ��6�A ������ ��'���� �X�M ����;, <���P 
<���"�� <� ��� �(D ����� �D��� �। D6��76�� �E�}6���0��� A�M <���"�� �� �( N� 7�6 
�E�। <���"� 5� <� ��� 6। ����I� ��� �E�; 5�� D6��76� = ��� ������ "JD 
����I��� W�� ����;। 

 

�u �u �u �u A���DA���DA���DA���D, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

... ����I��� )\6 ��7��M ��6�� ���� <��] ��� #�I� ��6�; ��� �� ���A��� ��X 
���� A�M ��_ �M��f� 5��' ����P !������� �������� �c�� 5���;��। �������� = ��Z� 
����I� �c���� �c�� �E�6 ��}�� 5��' �����'0 !��� ����;। 

5D ������'0 ��� 7�6�;� �������� = ��Z� ����I� �c� ��� 5�� ��_ �M�f !������� 
��}��� ������'0 5D 5���� ����X ����; ��, ����I��� ��0!��� <XA0���� ��7��M ��6� �@ 
��� 
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�7��। ���K, 5� ����I�� �� ��� <XA0���� ��7��MD ��6� �7�� � �� �� ���K0 #(07� 7�6 
��}Q���। 

������'0 ���� ����;� ��0��� ����I��� ��� ��� <XA0���� ��7��M ��6� ���� �। 5� 
�� ������7� ��WI ���������� A�M ��� ��� <XA0���� ��7��M ��¦��� 76 ��7�� D6��76�� 
������ ����� ��D ��7��M�� ��Z� ����I�� ��6 ����। ���������� ����P� ���; ��� ��7��MD 
�E�6 ��]};��� �। ��������� ��� "����� �E�6 ����I��� #(0�� ��Z� ����I��� #(0��� ��NKS��� 
����0I 7�6�;। ����I��� #(0V��� ��N�e �S�? ���k। 5 #�9�6 ����I��� ��� ����� 
<XA0���� ��7��M ���� D6��76� ����� �� ��Z� ����I��D ��"�� ����। #�5� ����I��� ��� 
��� <XA0���� ��7��M ��6� ���� ���� �। �������� = ����I� �c����� ��_ �M�f !��������� 
��� Mr. I. P. M. CARGILL 5D �����'0 !G� ����;। Mr. I. P. M. CARGILL ��_ �M��f� 
��8K-���0 5��6� ��S��E� ����¼�। 

Mr. CARGILL ��}� ������'0 �����;, ��������� ����I�� ������ #�S���� �M����� 5� 
���� 7�6�; �� ����� �M���-���KAM = #(0V��� A������ 5������ �@ 7�6 �E�;। ���������� 
����P� A��� 5� 5� S6��7 <�f = #�Z6�� ;�Q� <� ��;�D #���n �D। 

Mr. CARGILL ��}� ������'0 �����;� ����I�� 7����� ���7� ���������� �7A ��� 
����P� ��N�� �� 5�= ������ #�S�� #�M�7� �����;, ������ �����K ����P� ��N�� ��}�� �� 
5�= "�� ���I���� �M�9� ��k, 7�M�, ��� = �M��S"��� ���� �� 5�= ��� ���� ��6�; �� 
��P�6 ��� ��R7 (���� ���� �। �����K ����P� ��N��D �7�� #(�� ����P �M�:��E0� ��N��D 
�7��, ������ ES�� <�f = #�Z6��। ��������� ���:��� "��;। ���:������ 7��� !"e ��� 
���k ��� �����, <� ���D !������ ���� T7K ���; �����K ����P� =��। 

���8��, ���������� !���9�� 5� ��NK )�sEA�। 
�S������� ��-E@ �D। ���������� 
����9�� 
�S���� ��� ����I�� ������ ����� �� ���� ���; Mr. CARGILL ��}� ������'0 ��� 
��¦�� ������"� ��� ���� ������ ������ �@ ���, L�M !�M�7�� ��� = �������� !��� 
!��$� � 7=6� ��0X ��������� 
�S���� #�9� �c�� <��� ���� �। 

 

�¢ �¢ �¢ �¢ A���DA���DA���DA���D, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

��;�'� ����� 7��= �������� ����0 ��_A�� <A 5� �� ����6 !���7� 7�� tN ����;। 
���������� ���Q ��� ����' ����P� ��N�� ��0� ������7��� �����6 ���6 �M��� 7�M�, ��� = 
L����"� ��0�� "����6 ��Z� ����I�� ��}�A��� 
�(0��ÂP� �7� = D6��76� "J ��0�g� ��(M� = 
#�!"�� ;�Q�6 �� �����X� ����� ���}6� ;�Q�6�;��� ��_����� = ��_������� ��� #S�M��6� 
<����k'�6 �� ¯� ���' ���k। ���_� ���� ���� <A D6��76�� ��0� ���7�� EK7�M�, W���H 
= #����P� ��0���� ��� ��]}�; �E�;। ��������� ��� ���7�� EK7�M� = ��0���� ��;� ��� 
~��S��@ = ��AV��� )���M ��A ����; ���_� ����P� ���; �� <A #����� mn 7�6 )�¦�;। 
!�*� Y'���� ��D mn 7�6 )¦�;, ���_� ���P ��D <����� ��8 �� !��� ���;, <����� 
���� 5�� ��}Q��k। ���_� �� ��� <A <����� !���MS��� ��(0 A���k। �����, ��Z� A��0��, 
��D��, �M��e�S�6 ������7 5�� <�= ��6��' ��� �������� ��J�X !¿�' A������Y ������ 
A�M 
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)��M�E� 7�6�;। ��������� ����I�� 7����� ���7�� EK7�M� = ��0���� !¿�' A������Y 
)���� !G�� !�6 ���K0 7�6 �E�;। ��������� ��� 7����� ���7�� ��0��� = EK7�M�� #���� 
����0 ����I��� ��� �:�M �� (���� ���� � �� ��� �6� 7�6�;। ���_� ���S\ ����� 
��������, ���A����, ��'����, ��0'� = ��_��9�����7� ���� !������� �������� �c� ��� 
�E�; ����� �����'0 = !���KM �(M��� �(�� 5'� <A #�MX ��mn ��, ��� ���7� ��������� 
EK7�M� = ��0���� #����� #�����। A������Y �������� !�? )¦�� ����I� ��������� EK7�M�� 
#����� #����� 7����� ��� �"�`� 7�� 5�� ��D ��? ��������= ��_ ��9�� ��(0 5�� 
��*�� 
��S ����। 

����S�6' D)�6 = À�r 5 �(� sM(07�S��� �Y�PK� ����; ��, ������ = #(0V��� ��7��M 
���6 ��� #�9���D ���� ����I��� ������ ������� �7����E�� ���� �। #(0��, À�r = 
����S�6' D)�6 D6��76� ������� <� ��� ������ #(�� #(0V��� ��7��M ���� �।.....��_ 
�M��f� �� !��������' E� .�� A� �(�� +� �� A� ��0X )�� �� ��� �������� �c� ��� 
�E�; ���� ���������� !�*� Y'���� c�}� ��� ���6�;। ���� ����; ����9�� <��] 
�S���� 
6। ����� ��0�D W���� �"` ;�Q�6 <�;, ��� 7����� L�M�� 5�= ���������� =�� 7�M�, 
W�� = ��0�� "����6 ���k। 5���� ����0 ��:��i ����� ;�Q� 5D� ���'06��S�: �� ���D 
����I��� ��7��M ��@� ��8 �� !��� ����;। �������� �c� ��� �E�6 ��_�M�f !�������� 
��� ��}� ���� #M�M ���M��� ��? 5��� 7�6 5�(� ��� mnD �Y�PK� ����; ��, ����I��� 
��7��M ��6� #(07� 7�� 5�� ����I��� 5� �� ��� ��7��MD ��6� �7��, D6��76�� A?� ����� 
�� ������ !�6�A� �M�7�� ����। 

����0 ��:��i ����� ��_A�� )��8� ���, D6��76�� Ay�� ���7��� ��� ���� = #(0 
��7��M ���6 ��������� EK7�M�� !�M8S��� �7����E�� ����= <������ AEK, �������, 
�����-�'���S� = �� A�6� ���������� !�*� Y'���� !��� ��� ������ AE�K� ��? 
5��g�� �Y�PK� ����;। ����0 ����������7 ���������S���D �������� !�¿ ����0 ������ ���� 
��¦�� ������"� ����;। ‘�)D6�0 '�D��’, ‘=6����' ���b’, ‘D�S�� b��’ !S*�� !S������ L��� 
�����d���� ����0 ������ ���� ��¦�� ������"� ��� ��� 7�6�; ��, ����0 ��:��i = #M�M 
ÈK������ ��id��� )�"� ����I��� ��0!��� ��7��M �@ ��� ��6�। S���� ���: !�: ����0 
��i��� Mr. Chester Bowles ����I�� ����0 ��7��M �!��K� ��¦�� ������"� ��� ����;, 
����0 ������� 5 S���� ��� ���� 76 �। ����0 ������� 5'� t�� S�� 6, 5'� 5��' 8��7� 
#����- D��7�� 5 #���� ��� ��D 8�� ���� �। 

 

+/ +/ +/ +/ A���DA���DA���DA���D, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

... ����� �(�� !����� ‘<D��� '�D��’ ������ 5� ������6�� ��� 76� D6��76� ��� 
����� S�P�K �� ��AV��� �����0�� �� �� ��AV��� ������� !I�� ����; �� AYM। D6��76� 
��� ���6��'-)�M� ������7� ���6 <'� �������� )���� �� �:*�� ����; ���� ��� ��� 
�E�y�6 ����। �������� �(�� �� ��� ���-��NP-��t-�*� ������7�� #�M�"��� ��� �;�Q ���� 
���M 7�6�; ���� ��)D 5 !I��� ���� �c�� <��� ���� �। 8��� 7I�X��� �� ����� �(� 
D6��76� �Y�PK� ����; �� ~��S��@����। �� �8 ��B����� ���0"��� 7�M� ��� �E�'� ��������'��� 
�����6-���Q�6 W�� ��� ���6 D6��76� ���������� ��;� #���� =�� �(���(� ��� �����; ���M, 
��� 5D ��� 
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����� �E�6 ����� �� �� �����K ���� 7�k �� 5���� ����D A��। ���K, ���������� ���P 
D�����M 
����� �Y�PK� ����; 5�� ��������� ������� #��� �6��� ������7� E�Q )¦�;। 
<�E ����I� ������7��� ���� ��B��� L��� �;�� ����D <A ���:���7��� ���E ���6 D6��76� 
L�M��� ��N�� ��� "����k। ���������� ��0�D 5� �E���� ��� "��;- t����� ��D 6, D6��76�� 
������7���= Ee�E�� tN 7�6�;।  

‘<D��� '�D��’ �����6 <�= ��� 76 ��, �������� ����� ��0��� ������ ������� �( 
���; ��6 ��� "����k। ��0���� 5D ��NK �f'��K0 ����9���� ��K�(0��� ���� �c�� ���� ���� �। 
D6��76�� ������7� = ����� ����� <A= 7�M�, ��� = ��0�� ���� "����6 ���k ����� 
��K�(0���� �c�� ��=6�� !¿D )¦�� ���� �। 5�= !���� 7�A�� 7�A�� ���P �������� �;�Q 
S���� "�� ���k। S���� 5S��� ��� ��� ��K�(0� �¦�� ���6 D6��76� ����� !�*���8 S����� 
#(0����� ~�0� ���� "�D�;। �����6 ��� 76� �������� ���M�� !�*� ����� � 7=6� ��0X 
S��� = ����I��� ���M ���0 J�� #���� ����D ���� 5�� ��� ���K�� 7�� S6��7। 

b��7�� �(�� !����� ��D��� L���, DOGENS NYHETER-5� 5� ������6 ���@ 
����I��� ��������� ������ ������ �@ ��� ���������� AE�K� 7��� 8��� �;�Q ���� ��� 
76। 

‘��E� ��7���’ ������ 5D ������6 ��@�'�� D6��76�� ������ #�S���� ��¦�� 
������"� ��� ��� 76� ��������� ��� 7����� ���7�� ��0��� ��0��� "��� ��]}�;�;। 5�= 
�������� �(�� ��� ��� ��K�(0� L�M��� ��Q� ���6 ��� �;�Q "�� ���k। 

�����6 ��� 76� ��������� ����� ��0��� ����;�� ���� ;��Q�6 �E�;। �������� = S��� 
�����X �E�6 ��;� ��6 ��}Q���D D6��76�� 
�S���� ����9��� ����� #����� �7�AD ��� ��Q- 
����� ��6 D6��76� ������� ��(M� !"��K�� �7�। 

+. +. +. +. A���DA���DA���DA���D, , , , �23� �23� �23� �23�     

... ���6�� ��=�� �À'�) �(�� !����� ‘��D�’ ������ !(� �*$� A��Q 5� ��Y0 �����'0 
�����6�;। ���������� �8 �8 ��K�(0� ����0 ����� �E�6 �À'�) L����� �������� Mr. 
SOM SHORT !¿ ����;� ��������� �� Y�'�; ��� �"�6 ���� ��;� �� Y'�� ������? 

��� �����;� ��������� �� S6f� 5�'� ��;� Y�'�; 5�� 5�= Y'�;, �� ������ A�M �� �� 
��_�� ���� AM 5� �"�6 ���� !���K� !�6�A <�; ��� <��� �� 76 �। ���������� Y'���� 

"�8 ���� �À'�) L��� ��D�-5� ��������� Mr. SOM SHORT ���, ����I� ������� 
��� = ���0������ �Z��� �� 5�'� S�PK PQ�h �� S6��7 5�'� ��;� <�; �� <�� ����� �����;। 
��� �����;, ��Z� ����I����� ��0��� J�� ���QD "���;, ��� ���� ��Y09�6� 7�� ��������� 
W�� = �*��M ���� ���Q ����। �*�(��� ��� ����� ���PD ��� 5� 5����� Y'����� #���I� 
A��� �����; ��� ��� <��� <����� �A �A ����� ������� ����I��� =�� "�� �*�n�� ���M 
���� ����; � ��?- 5D �:Ì��� �� ��� ��P �D?  
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+2 +2 +2 +2 A���DA���DA���DA���D, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

���������� #SMX��K #�9� ����0 ���_� �*�n�� ����X ���� ���� #��"n�D ����I�� 
������ "J �N�, ��� �� ��M ���� ����"��� ���6 ���� ��� 6। ���_� ��-�����6 �6���D 
���������� Y'����� ������� !����� 7�k। 

 <������ ��� !"���� �����7� ‘�)A)D�’ = �e�� !S������ L��� ‘�� '�D��’-5 
��������� ����I�� ��0� L�M��� ���������6 ���: ���7�� ��c�MA� #�S�� ���"���� ��� 
!����� 7�6�;। ����I��� ������ �!����C �o�� ���������� ����9�� ���K0{�� ������ 
���7�� �6hK��� 5�� �(���(� ~Ã*����� = #�!���������� ���0� ��� 7�6�; ��� �� ���� 
����;, �� !��? ‘The Bengalis Strike Back’ ��P0� 5��' ���@ ‘�)A)D�’ ����� ���� 
‘D6��76�� A�M ~�� 76, ��� ��� �� ���� ����; !�*� Y'� ��� ���K0 ������।’ �����6 ��� 
76 ��, ��T ��������� ���: ���7�� !������ #�S�� J��D �A����� 7�k। 5 #�S�� �E�Q� 
�(��D ���"���� 7�k 5�� )\� ������6 ���� ����I� ������ ���7� "��S��� Y��6� 7�k। 

‘�)A)D�’ ���� ���������� �� �������� W�� ��� 7�6�;, �����D' ���6 !�� !�� 
��A���7 )�Q�6 ��6� 7�6�;, ��D ����6 �� ��� �Q��� 8����� ��� 7�6�;। 

�����6 ��� 76, ������ ���7� #���*� ���� �7��= �6��� �E���d�� "��;। ����I� 
������ ���7�� ��0����"� ���0������ ��N�� A�T� ���: ��T������ #�S�� ���������� ��0�D 
#�M�7� ��6�;। 

�o�� ���������� ���0��� �c����� �)A)D��� ��������� ��� ����� �A��� 5��� 
���:���7�� 7��� ����� ~’A ������� ‘����B� �"�¦’ !��� 5�� �Q� ������ ��7����� �(��= 
���"�6 �*��M� ��� A��। 

�e '�D���� �����'0�� ��D��� 70��� A�� ��, ��������� ����I� ������ ���7� #7�7 
���: ���7�� �E������� s��� <J�X = 8��TI 7�k। ���: ���7�� �E������ ��I�, ���=�6 ��A, 
�����D 5�� ��~M� �����7 �M�9�� 8����� ��� ����I�� ������ !����� #��$ ��� 
�����;। 

�e '�D���� ��������� A��, ���������� ��� �7� ����P ��� ���� �7�� �E������� 
��� ���7�� =�� ����� ��8� ���;। 

70��� A�� ��, �E���� ���7�� <J��K 8��TI 7�6 !���7������6K ��� ���7� <������ 
5����� �������� ����R���� =�� )���Q ��� (���। 

�G�� ���������� ��� ���7� #���*� 5����6 5�� !����� #"���9�D ����A ���;। ���: 
���7�� �E������� <J��K ��� ����� 5���-=��� �M��� 868��� ����� 7�k। �� ��D 
7����� ���7�� ����� �S�? �Q�;। 

5D ��I� ��M�� �E�� ���� ���� #��"n�D ����I�� A?� ����� �N�, ���_� �"��� ��� 
�Q��D। <� 5S��� ������ ����0� ���:���� ����P� ���8 E�Q )¦�� ��_A��। 
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� � � � <Eb<Eb<Eb<Eb, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

... ��0��� 8���� ����S )±� D6��76�� L�M��� #����P� ������ #�M�"�� = ���' ��D 
��Q�; 5�� <����� ���:�������� ������ ��D �A����� 7�k ��D ��_���� <����� !�� 
�7��S������ 7�6 )¦�;। 
��� ���0�S]� ���������� ��0���� AE�K� ���8 ��D E�Q )¦�; 
��_A��। 

D�����M A?���7�� #�� ��������� ���= �� ������ ��������, ����!��$� !����� = 
��A������ ���8� �������� �c� ����;।  

<XA0���� ���J� �����D�'� !����� ��0� <M��0� �o�� �������� �c� ��� ��}� �c�  
#�SH�� �K0� !��? ����������� ����;, ��������� ������ ����I�� L�M��� ��0�� ��6�À�� 
��0��X� Y'���= ;��Q�6 �E�;। ����*� 5����6 7����� L�M�� �� ��S�� 7�M���e = ������ 
#�M�"�� "����6 ���k ��� ��� �A� �D। �=�6 ���J��� 5�A !����� S����� ��K�(0� 
�����d��� �����0 ��� ����;, ��0�� ��K�(0� ���M�� ���( ��_ D��7���� #M ��� Y'�� 
���� ��� ��6 �। 

5��' 
��� ���� ������ L�M�� ���� ���� ��0�� "����6 �E�� ¢/ ��� ���P�� Y�-���Q 
= �-���� �c�� ����M�E ���� 76 �� ����D ����E�M। 

5�7 #�9�6 ��������� �� ����P� A���� ����� ������ �D- �����, ��8�, ���*�� = 
�SM�� �� ����0I, �� �8�� "� = ����0 ��:���i� ���� ~�' �*7� ��: 5��E��Q ����I��� 
��������7��� #x = <�(0� ��7��M ��� EK7�M�� )��� ���k। 

����0 AEK = ������� ��-����� ���������� ��x ����P� ��T�� = ���:����� !�� 
��}��� #��� ��(0 A����= �!����C �º A?���7��� #x ��7���M� ����� #��"� ��6�;। 
����0 ����'� �� !S������ ���M ���Ã�� S�P�6 �º�� 5D #��6 ���� ������"� ����;। 
��}�� ����D 5 ��P�6 5��� ��, �������� ���M�� ����� � 7=6� ��0X A?� ������� ��7��M 
��6�� ���D 7�k EK7�M�6 #�� T7K ���। �� ;�Q� ����� c�� ���8�� ��������� �� ����'�= 
���� ���P "�� ���M�S���� ����� 7�6�; ���8�� D6��76� ������� ���M = #x ��7��M ��6� 
������ ��������। 

5���� =6����'�� �b' ����'0���C� <e�� ���J'��� A <�)D ����'� 5� ���-����'� 
L�¦�� ����; ��, ��������� ��NK ~�S0�8� ��� ��}�� ���6�;। #(" ����I��� ������ 
�����0��� ~�S08 ������ ����� �"n� "����k �। 5�� 5 �(� ���Ã�� ����� ��6 ��, ��� �(�� ¢/ 
��� ���P�� ���Q�6 5�� �/-�+ ��� ���P�� 7�M� ���= 5��� ���D ����*�:� 5��� ���6� 
���'�। 

5�� ��0��X� #�9�6 A�����Y <��� �������� = S��� �����X ��0��8� ��6��E� ��}6���� 
���;। #(" E� "����� ���� A�����Y ��������� D6��76�� EK7�M�� ��� ��0��� S����� ��� 
����;। ����I��� A?� �����= ��������-���M��'�� S���-����I� ������ �7���� ������� 
#��"n� "����6 ���k। 
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���A�E�� !�� ���*���� ���������� ����i�h� ���R��� ������� <7�� A?���7�� 5 
���� ��0� #���]���� ����I��� ‘��X ���8�’ ��� <�M��6� ����;। 

����i�h� ���R��� ������� <7�� ��� �7��S������ �������� �*�n <�P0K ����; ��, 
���:�������� 7��� "�� ��� ���6 ����I��� #���K����0� A?� ��0��0��� <A��� A������Y� 
�S��� = ��D�� �M��� ������ "����6 ��������� ����� �*����0� ������ ���"�� �M(0 �"n� ���;। 
����i�h� ����;, �������� 
��� ���0�S]� ��i। ���AD �������� ���M��' 7�k ����I� = 
�������� ������। 5 ������ �� ��Ï ��'��' 7�� ��D ���Q ��� ����' ����P� ��M�K ����Â� 7��- 
���������� ����Q� ����P� �� �c�� <��� ���X = <9�� ���S��। 

���_� ���S\ ��-�����, ����� = �'���S� ��9�= ���Q ��� ����' ��B���� A���� ������� 
A�M �������� ���M�� <t ������� )�� �A�� ���6�;। 5 �M����� ����D 5��� ��, 
���������� !�*� EK!�������D ���� ���X = �*��� �c���6 <�� ����� 5�� ��� ��� ��K�(0��� 
���0�Ð 
���� �c���6 <��� �Z6�� !�� ���� �����। 

 

�u �u �u �u <Eb<Eb<Eb<Eb, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

... E� +u�� ��"0 �(�� D6��76�� ��0� ������ "J ��������� �� ����; ��I ��_ ����D 
7���� 7�6�;। A������Y� ���J'��� �A���� )(�� ��K0� ��� D��7���� ��D ��0���� ��fA� 
#�M�6 �"�� �� 5�� ����0 ���'� 5�=6��0 ����� ��K0� ��� D��7���� �*7�� ����06 �*�n� 
�� D6��76�� ��0� ������7� ��0�� ��B��� 6��K ��� ���A��� �7���� ��� ���(M #�S���E 
5� ������ <����� ��"�� !7� tN ����;। 5D ��"�� !7��� ��;� ��Z� ����I�� ������ 
"�J� �� Y*KM )���M = ~��S��@ ��6�; ���� ��� ��R�7� #���� �D। ��������� ��� ������ 
"�J� ��0��� = ��S����� �*n��X 5'�D �� 76 ��, D6��76� = ��� 6� ���� ���7� ���� ���� � 
5�7 ��;� �D। 

������ !���h� ��� q���� ����I��� A?� �!����C �A���� D6��76�� ���; 5� ������0�6 
��� ���A��� �7���� ��"�� !7�� ES�� )�sE !��� ����;। ��� ����;, 5� ���K�� #�MX 
dN�� 7��। ����0 ��:��i, �*�' = #M�M ����� ��-�����, ����� = �'���S��= ��Z� 
����I�� ������ <����� ��� ���A��� �7���� �E�� ��"��� ��NK <�f� !��� ��� 7�6�;। 

�e�� !S������ �������d���� �X�M ��� 7�6�; ��, ��S��� ��� ���A��� �7���� ��"�� 
!7� tN 7�6�; ���� ��� ������ "�J� =�� <��] S��� ��� ��6 �। �e�� ‘'�D�Ñ’ 
‘D6�0��6�� ���b’ = #M�M �������� 5D �(���(� ��"���� ��¦�� ������"� ��� 7�6�;। �*�'�� 
<XA0���� �M�����\ <DA���EK 5�� ��6��' <XA0���� <DA��� ��9�= ��� ���A����� ��"�� 
!7��� A�M D6��76�� ��0� ������ "�J� ��¦�� ������"� ����;। 

‘'�D�Ñ’ �����6 !�M�� �*�'� <DA��� ��� �Ò, �', )D��6���� 5��' �"�¦ !����� 7�6�;। 
5D �"�¦�� ��� )D��6�� ����;� ��S��� ������ <����� ��� ���A��� �E�� ��"�� !7� tN 
7�6�; ���� ��� = ���_� �������\ ��� ���P ES��S��� )�s�। ��� ���, ��S��� 5D 
�(���(� ��"�� "��; ���� ���J��D ��� ���A��� �7���� M�6 ��"�� <�� ��� ���� ���� �। 
��� ���, 5���� !��K� ��}�� = �� 868��� ��}�� ;�Q� ��� ��B��� ��]t��D ��� ���A��� 
�7���� �8 ��(0� ���� �। ��� )D��6�� ���, <D6���� <��� ���!� ����'0� ��6 �Ó ��� 
������ ����� ��� ���A���  
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�7���� ��"�� tN ����;���। S6f� D6��76�� ������ "J ��D 5�D �������7���6 ��0�� 
��"��� !7� tN ����;। ��� ���, ��� ������ "J ��̂ ��� ��� ��(M� #�S���E ��� ���A��� 
�7���� ��� ������ �e ��6 ��7�� ��� ���K�� 7�� #�MX S6��7। 

E� tJ���� ‘=6����' ���b’ ������ 5� ������6�� ��� 76� ��(M� #�S���E ���� ��� 
���A��� �7���� ��"�� !7� tN ��� ����I��� 8����� ������ A�X� 5� ����g� S�� ����;। 
����I�� ������ A�X� ��� 5D �(���(� ��"��� ��� ���A��� �7���� !�K�e ��6 ��7�� ��'�D 
7�� ���" ����g� S�� <� ��D S���� ��� �������� �( (���� �।  

�, �, �, �, <Eb<Eb<Eb<Eb, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

... �*�(��� ���� ���� ���X���� ���P ������KM A���, ����A��� ���A, �����, �'���S� = 
������� ����I�� �Y��� ������ ��N�� ���8��S �c�' ��Q�;।.... 

A������Y� AV� ������ E� tJ���� ����; ��, ����I�� ������ <����� ��� ���A��� 
�7���� �E�� ��"�� !7��� �M����� ���J'��� �A���� )(�� ��'V��� ���E����E #�M�7� 
�����; 5�� 5 �M����� ��� <���"� "����k । 

E� tJ���� ‘=6����' b��’ ������ 5� ������6�� ��� 76� ��� ���A��� �7���� ��"�� 
!7� tN ��� ����I��� ��̂  ������ "J 5� !"e S�� ��� ����;। D6��76� <� ��� ��?��?��� 
5�(� ����� )�"� �� ��� �7���� �?�@� ��� ���A��� �7���� ��0��� !¿����। 

‘J��Z6� ���6r ��'�’ ������ 5� ������6 ���@ ��� 76� ��� ���A��� �7�� 
���������� ���Q ��� ����' ����P� !�K�!6 ���। <A= ��� ������ 6��K। ���Q ��� ����' 
��B���� Ô��6 <A= ��� ��M !ª��'� �:��। ����I��� A?� ������ "J ��"�� !7��� s��� 
��� ��� ��;� ���, ��7�� ����I� �������� �(�� �� �"���� ����6 7�� �� 6 ��� ��� 
����I�'�D "�K0 7�6 ����। 

���E�½�S L��� “���T� ������” ������ �����6 ���@ ��� 76, ��� ���A��� �7���� 
��"�� !7� ���� �E�6 D6��76� ��� ��A� ���M�� ������� ��� �(D N� ����;। 5� 
#@���� ��(� ���' ��� ;�Q� ��� <� �s��6 ��� �( �D।  

�A�S�� ‘=6�Á0 ��)�r� #� "��"0�’-5� ��� �c�� �(�� D��������� 5��' ������0� 
��¦��� 7�6�;। 5D ������0�6 �?�@� ��� ���A��� �7���� �E�� ��"���� ��� !����� A���� 
7�6�;। 

‘A����0� '�D��’-5 ��� 76� ��� ���A��� �7�� 7�� ���������� A�!6 ���। ��� ��"�� 
!7� "����� �E�6 D6��76� ����I��� ��0
 ���6���� ��}�� ��6�;। D6��76� <� ��� ��?��?�� 
S�� �Y�Q�6 ���A ����;। 

 

�¢ �¢ �¢ �¢ <Eb<Eb<Eb<Eb, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

��_ �A�Q� !�����, Y*K� = ����' ��l�� )��8� ��� ��� ������ "J �?�@� ��� ���A��� 
�7���� ��"�� !7� #�M�7� �����;।.... 
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����0 ��:���i� 5�A ��� <e�� ���J'��� = !�: ��n��� ��� �"b�� ����� ��� ���A��� 
�7���� �(���(� ��"���� ��¦�� ������"� ��� ����;� ����I�� ������ A�X� ������ 
<����� ��� ���A��� �7���� �� �E�� ��"�� "����k �� <E��E�Q� 5��' !7� ���। ����I�� 
������ A�X�� 5'� 5�'� "�� �*n��। 5 ��"�� ��� ������� = <D-����� ���K0 ����Å�। 

��� �"b�� ����� ����I� = �������� ����0� ��:��i ������� ��0�� ���� ��¦���� 
������"� ���। ����0 ����� ����I� ������� �� ������ ��7��M #�M�7�S��� ���6 "���;, 
��� �"b�� ����� ���� “"�� ���6�H�7��� = �����E�70�” ��� �K0� ����;। 

�o�� ‘=6����' ���b’-5 ��}� 5��' �(M��K0 !��@ ��� �"b�� ����� ���� ����I��� 
cM������� ������� ��7��M ��� ����0 ��:��i 5� "�� S�� ����;। ����0 ��:��i ������� 
#����� �� S��U�' ������ ��� ����I��� ���; ������ #x = ������� ��J6 ���K0S��� �@ 
��� 5�� ����I��� ��0!��� #(0V��� ��7��M �� 5������ �@ ��� ����� <j� A��। 

������E� ����0 �!����C A 5c ������ ��7��� ���'� 5�=6��0 ����� ��������� 
��� 7����� ���7� �*n ‘��� D��7���� "�� ����06 = ��� D��7���� ���" ��fA� #�M�6’ 
��A� �"��� ���� ����� A�M ���������� ��K�(0���� �����d��� �����0 ��� �E�;। ��� ��� 
#���*� ���������= ���� �"�6�;�� ��� ��� ���7�� ��0��� ���; ��������� c�}� 7�6 ��6 ��A�M 
����I�� ������ ����� ��}�� ����I�� ��0� ���7� #���*� ��������� ����� #���� ��6�। 
t����� �����X ��}�Q�6 = ��K�(0���� �����d��� �����0 ��� ��� �� �����; 5�� �� ��0��X� 
#�SH�� 7�6�; �� �(��D ��� ����;� ����I�� L�M�� �� ��������� EK7�M� "����6�; ���� 
��� ��R7 �D। 

����0 ����'� )s�G ��P6� ����'� �S���� ���'� 5�=6��0 ����� ���� ����I�� 
������ A�X�� ���; �?�@� ��� ���A��� �7���� 5���� #���� 7��� ��� ��0�"� A6��S 
����;। ��}� ��"�� <XA0���� <D�� ��� �(�� ��"���� �M��S"�� 5�� M�6��"���� !7� ���। 

<��� <���� ����� �(�� !"���� 5� ���� ��� 76� ��AV��� �R���� ���:� �M����� 
��7��M ���� A�M E�¦� <XA0���� ��9� �?�@� ��� ���A��� �7���� ���:� A�M �������_ 5� 
!"�� #�S�� tN ����। 

��_ �A�Q� 5D ���8�S = !����� ��v= ����I�� ������ A�X� ��� ���A��� �7���� �E�� 
��"�� !7� #�M�7� �����;। ��� ���������� ���P 5D !7� ��� �6�। <A ���������� 
#���*� 5����� ��0�D "��; ��� 7����� ���� ~�0�� #�S��। ���: ���7�� ��� ������� 
���������� ��KMS��� �(�� 7�������� ���� )���� ��� "���;। ���������� !���' ���P <A 
7����� )����� �������। 

 

�2 �2 �2 �2 <Eb<Eb<Eb<Eb, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

...����I��� ����� 56�� ���0�� <�E� �� �?�@� ��� ���A��� �7���� ��"�� !7��� ��� 
��R ����;। 5D ��"�� !7��� ��¦�� ������"� ��� ��� ����I�� ������ "J�� 5D ��� 
�}��6�� ����; ��, ����I�� ������ A�X� ��������� �� ���; 5�� �?�@�� ��"�� !7�� ���� �� 
���� ���k ��� ���K�� 7�� #�MX S6��7 5�� 5� c�� ����I�'�D ����� Y��� ���� 5� ��7���0 
�Q��Q ��� �S�B �Q��। 
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56�� ���0�� <�E� �� 5 ��6 ����I�� ������ A�X��� ���� ~��� �}��6�� ��� ����। 
56�� ���0�� <�E� ���� ���� ��Z� ����I��� <�= ��6�A ���� L"��M��6 Y�'�;। ��@�, 
)�� ��Z� ����X !��� = �����"I��� ��6��' ��-�������= ����I�� ������ A�X�� ��0��� 
������� ��¦�� ������"� ��� 7�6�;। 

����I�� A?���7�� ���� ����� ‘����I� '�D��’-5= ��� ���A��� �7���� ��"�� !7��� 
������"� ��� 7�6�;। 

����0 ��:��i ��_ A���� )��8� ���, ���������� ���Q ��� ����' ���X���� ����P� !�� 
"�� ��_��Y����� ��� ����I�� ������ "J�� ����x, ������� = <�(0� ��7��M ���6 5��= 
����0 ����A��� �7�, ��A���� = ���X���� ����0 AEK ��� A?���7�� ��N�� ��N�� <A 
!���������। E� ����7 ����I�� A�7�A <�-<7��� ����0 ����x �7�� A�M �c������c6� 
�R�� �SQ�� �"n� ���;��� ��� ����� ����I�� A?���7�� ��N�� ���8�S !���0� 76 5�� 
���8�S������ �;�' �;�' �]�� ���6 ����I�� A�7��A� ����� #����� �*�n ���। c�� ����I�� 
A�7�A�'�� �c������c6� �R�� �SQ�� ���� ����M�E ��� ���Õ������ ���� 5d�� 76। 

t�� �c������c6� �R� 6, �*�(��� ��0�D ����I�� ������ "�J� ��N�� Y*K� = ��l�� 
)�¦�;। ����I�� A?���7� ��0� ���©�। �����A ����AM���� ��: ����0 ��:��i ������� ��� 
���6 ����I��� �E�}6�� ������ "J 5�= <ª�� ���; ���M ��� 5� ���"�6 �������� 
#�M��\। 

+/ +/ +/ +/ <Eb<Eb<Eb<Eb, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

... ��Z� ����I� M���� <=6��� ���'0 !�� �� <�~� =6��� �� ����I� �(�� 
<cE��I��� ��A��� ������ 5�� ��}� ���� �� <�~� Ecc�� ���� ��? ����� 7�6�;। 
������ ��]}�; ��� ������� 5��' D���A� ����� ‘�) =�6S’-5� ���������� ��? 5� ��8������ 
����;� ����I��� ��A��� 5� 5� 5� #�9�6 ��]}�;�; ���� �(�� <� �c�� ��� 6- 
����I� �;\�S\ '����� '����� 7�6 ����D। ����I��� ��A��� 5� ��S��� "��; ���� ����� 
W�� 7�6 ��=6� �(�� ����I��� �8� ���� <� ��� )��6 �D। 

��� ���� ��������� ����I�� ������7� �� ���; �� !�VE��7���� ��0�����= 7�� ���6। 
��� ����I�� L�M��� ��8 ���������� ���� ���� <��] ��� 6। ����I�� ������ ���7� ��� 
�� ��� (��� ��, "�� #�M�"�� "����6, EK7�M� = W���H #�M�7� ���� ���������� ��� 
AEK�� �����6 ����� ����� ��7�� ���� "�� S�� ����। �� <�~� =6��� �� ���� 
<������� ���� ��:���� ���= �� �S�6����� ��� AEK�� ��� <�� ����� �� 
��k�����k ��}"�� ����I��� ��8 ��8�Æ ���������� �Ö�6 ���� �� ��� ���? ����I��� <�(0� 
= ������ ���A' 5�= ����� ���������� =�� ����PS��� �S0����, ����� A6���S� �(� 
�"X�= ��� ��6 �। 

��Z� ����I�� M�� ��� �� <�~� =6��� �� ���� ��0 �� �S\ ���*��� ~�' A���� 
��i�6 �@ 7�� ���� �, �� �"������ �� !���K� 7�6 �E�। ��0�� ��i�6 �@ ��� ���� S����� 
5��� ����� ���7���: �"����� ���� Y�' �E�। ��� ���� <��� ���; ��B������ !������ 
<�R���� dN� 5���D। 
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��������� D6��76� <� ��� ��0� ������7�� ������ #�S�� tN 7��� ~�� <�E ��0X �� 
<�~� =6��� �� ����6 �;��। ��� ���, ��0�"� �?�@� ��� ���A��� �7�� ���M�E��$ ���� 
��� 5�� ����I��� �� ����� E¦�� 5���� #������ ���D �;��। ��� D6��76� = ��� 
������ "J ��}� <D�?� #����� �(�� ��}�� ���� ����;। ��� ���, ����I� ��� �*��� 
��i�'�� �'���6 ����� �� 8�K�� ���� �;���, ����I�� ������ "J ����= ���6��' ��� 
����;। ����I� '����� '����� 7��D- ���� ��) ���� ���� ����� �। #(" 5��' 76��� 5��� 
��Q����Q Y'��� �। ����I�� ������ "�J� ��(�6 �E��� �����D � 7�� ��� �7�A 5��' Y'��� 
�। ���� ��� AE�K� ��6�� �� �� 5�� �?�@� ��� ���A��� �7���� ��� ����� !���h� ��� 

���� ��� �6� 7��� ��7�� ����I��� <�= ��6�'� �� �'���6 ���� �����। ��� �� 5� <� 
��;���D ��� 6। E� +u�� ���"0� ����D D6��76�� ��0� ������7� ��D ������� �� ����;। 

���e� ��0�� ����9��� )�y� ���� �E�6 �� <�~� =6��� �� 5��' )��� ���6 ���� 
‘~��� ���� �S�? �E�;। ~� "������ E�Q�6 �Q�;। <� ��� "������ ��� ���� ��}��;।’’ 

����I��� S��PM� ����0 ��� ���� ����I��� S��PM� �� ���� #@����k\ �� 6, 
�����। 

+� +� +� +� <Eb<Eb<Eb<Eb, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

... ���������� �7�� E�� ��A��� �R�� !���' �y��� <A �U7�� ~�0�� �Q�D "��;। <� 
5D �Q�D�6 �����6 )¦�� � ���� <����� �*��M|6� ��� ���:�������� 7��� !"e ��� ���6 
����I�� ������ "J �� 5� c�R <}'���। ���������� ���:����� ���� S���-����I� ���M� 
��� �"�`� ��� ��A 7���� ���� �"�6�;���। ���� �S���;��� <����� ����� 5D ���:����� ���� 
��� S���-����I� ������ ��� �"�`� ���� ���� ��7�� ���������� ���Q ��� ����' ����P� 
���:��T���� !�� <A �� ��_ A�� E�¦� 7�6�; ���� ����X 5�� ��������� <A �� ~�0�� �Q�D 
"��;, ���� ��;�'� !���� ��� ����। ����I�� ������ "J 5D )����M ���������� #���*� 
5����� �����X 5�� S���-����I� �����X )������� ������ tN �����। ��� ���_� �"�� 
���P ����I�� ������ "�J� 5D ~��S��@'� ���� ��6�;। S����� ��N�� ����� ���� ���6 5� 
�� !�6�A 7�� ��YP0 5�'� �����6 ���6 ��A 7���� ���� �� ~��S��@ ���� ����;��� �� S��� 
7�6 �E�;। 

����S�6� !���h� ��� <��º� ������E ����I�� cM������� ������ "�J� 5D Y*KM 
~��S��@� �(� A��� ���� ��������� EK7�M�, W���H = ��� ��0���� �6� ����I��� 

�Y��P� �!����C �A���� D6��76��� sM(07� S�P�6 �}��6�� ��� ���6 ����;� �����! S����� 
��? ��� ������ ����I��� ��8 <g7�M�� ����� 7��। 

E� �3D <Eb D��������9 ����S�6' ��i��� ��� 5, 5, ���S �A���� D6��76�� 7��� 
����S�6' !���h� ��� ������E�� 5��' �"�¦ ��]}�; ��। =D �"�¦��D ����S�6� !���h� ����I�� 
������ "�J� �E�� ~��S��@ ����M� ��P�6 �A���� D6��76��� �}��6��� !�� ���। �"�¦�� 
��� D6��76� = ��� ��0� ������ "J�� #�MX ��mn S�P�6 5D ��� �}��6�� ����; ��, ���� �� 
�E�}6���� ���� S����� ��N�� ����� <ª�� �� ���6�H�7� )�: � ���। �"�¦�� !���h� 
<��º� ������E D6��76� <� ��� A?� ������ "J�� ��������� EK7�M� = )���Q #����� �@ 
���� 5�� ��� ���A��� �7���� ��"�� !7�� <� 5��� #T�� � 7=6�� A�M )���� ���6�;। 
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+3 +3 +3 +3 <Eb<Eb<Eb<Eb, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

... �o�� �*�', �����, ����0 ��:��i = S�����P0� �����A ������M ��*9��6 �M�: 
�?�@� ��� ���A��� �7���� !�K�8�� AM #����� ��J6 = ���0��� �M�9� T7K ���� ���_� ��� 
������� !�� <j� A���6�;। ���_� ��� ������� ���; ��¦��� 5� ���0�6 ��}�� ���������� 
��0�� ����9�� = ������ <����� �?�@�� ��"�� !7�� ES�� )�sE !��� ��� ���� ��������� 
<A �� Y�'�; 5�� �� Y'�� ���k, ���� ��_���X <A ��NK 5� ����� �����। ����I��� 
A?���7��� ������ ������ #(�� #(0V��� ��7��M�� ���K0{�� �@ ���� A�M= ��}�� ���_� 
�������E0� !�� <j� A���6�;। 

7���-5� 5��' !S������ L��� ‘7��� bM�e��0-5 ��� ���A��� �7���� ��"�� !7��� A�M 
����I��� A?� ������� ��¦�� ������"� ��� 7�6�;। 5D ������ 5� ������6 ���@ ��� 76� 
������ <����� ��� ���A��� �7���� ��"���� ��� ����I�� ������ A�X� �� ���� ���k �� 
5�'� !7� ;�Q� <� ��;�D 6। 5D ��"�� !7��� ��;� ����I�� ������ A�X�� �� �E�� 
~��S��@ ��6�; �� ��S��। �����6 ��� 76� �o�� ����I�� A?���7� �Y�PK� ����; ��, �?�@� 
��� ���A��� �7���� ��8 5�A ��]}���� ���: ��� 7�6�;। ��� ��� ���A��� �7���� ��8 ��� 
��]}���� (�� <� �-D (�� 5'� �Éc 5�'� ��Ê� = !�7 ;�Q� <� ��;�D 6। ���K D6��76� <� 
A?� ����� D������0D ��� ���A��� �7���� ��N�� ��_��Y����� #�S���E 5��;। ���� �� �8�� 
��� ���A��� �7���� <�ES���D ���P� ��� �Y�PK� ���; ����� 5D ��"�� �Éc 5��' !7� ;�Q� 
<� �� 7�� ����? 

<D��� <DA��� ������ #�MX !S������ ���M = ��AV��� �R� ��A0� ��J�X 
<XA0���� ��9�� �"6��M� ��� ��6� �M����D� �A���� D6��76�� ���; ���� 5� �"�¦�� �?�@� 
��� ���A��� �7���� ��"�� #������ <����� ���� A�M <��� A���6�;। �?�@� ���A��� 
<DE� ��7��M���� �M�9� ���� A�M E� ���� ��� �M����D� ��Z� ����I�� �E�6�;�� ��� 
��� ����� �E�6 �� ��;�D ���� �����। �?�@� ���A��� ��"�� �E��� ������ <����� � 
��� !����M �������� <����� ���� ���� A���6 ��� �M����D� ���� ��� ������ <DA����� 
����I��� <����� ����� �8 ��(0�� #���� ��� � ��6� 76 ��7�� ��� ���A��� �7�� ���� 
��}� D�k���� <XA0���� �M�����\ <DA������ ���( �����0 ���� ���� ��� �M�9� �� ��� 
76। 

��� �M����D� E� ���� ��}� ��Z� ����I� �c��� )�y� ��� ���� ��� ���A��� �7���� 
�e �����'���� #������ ��� ���������� ���� �8 ��(0�� )���M ��6D ��Z� ����I�� 
�E�6�;��। ��Z� ����I�� �E�6 �A���� D6��76�� <D )���n� ��"����� ��0��6���� ��? 
���� ��� ����� ��"�� ��S��� "��; �� ����0 ��NK )�sE = ���6 !��� ����;��। ��� ���� 
��AV��� �R���� ��A0� ��J�X <XA0���� ��9�� !�� �7���� ��� ��"���� ��d��� )�sE��K0 
��� ���0 )�y� ����;। 

��� #�S���E ���� ������ <����� �E��� ��� ���A��� �7���� �� ��"�� "��; ���� ��� 
���A��� �7���� ��N�� <�� #�S���E !��� ��� 76�। 5� ���M t�� 5�'�D ��� 7�6�; ��, 
#����� �*��M�e ��0X 7�� ����। ��� ���, ��"��� #�S��: �M�:�� ��� ��� Dk����� <g�8 
��(0�� �����E � ��6� 76 ��7�� �� ��"�� ��� EKM 7�� ���� �। 
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+� +� +� +� <Eb<Eb<Eb<Eb, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

... <A �������� ���M� 5��' dN�� <XA0���� ���M� 7�6 ���� ���6�;। ����I�� ���� 
"J �� !�"n���= ���������� Y'������ �*� ����I��� �"� E��� ����� ���6 ���� ���6 
����� �����। ���_� ��� �"X����, ����A���, ��'V��� = ��AV��� ��*��E0� ���;= 5D �(M�' 
<A #A�� 6। <� �¦� 5D ����KD ����0 ����'� <�= 5�A !S������ ���M ��������� 
���� ��� "��0� ����0 �X�M ����� ����I��� �*��M 7�6�;। <� ��� #�9���D �s��e� ����I�� 
�A�Q� ��E��� ��� 6। 

��������� ���'� ����0 �o�� S��� = ����I� �c�� 5���;��। ��� ���������� !�*� 
#�9� ��A� �"��� ���� �E�;। ���������� ����X��0� ��Z� ��?� )s�G �����d���� ��� 
���������� �8 �8 ��K�(0�� #�9� !�M8 ����;। ��� S����6 ��*��E0� ��? <���"� 
����;। ��� ����I��� A?� ������� �7��Q�-�"��Q���� ��?= �(� ��� �����; 5�� 
����t�D ��� ����;� 5� <� ��D �7��, 5�(� ���= ��� ��6 � �� ����I� <��� ��}�" 
)¦��। <�E� #�9� �c�� <��� 5 �(� �"X� ���= #���। ����I�� 7�������� ��N�� !��M� 
��B���� ���S�� 5�D ���। ��B������ ���; ����I���� ������ 7����� ;�Q� <� ��;�D 6। 

���'� "��0� ����0 ���� ��B��� A��� <A �� Dm����¦ ���� ��6 �Q�D ���� �� 5��' 
����' = �7� ����। <�� <�� ��� ����I�� A?���7�� �6��� 5'� )���Æ ���� 5�� D 
)���Æ� )���D ����� ��}"�-��� �S0� ���;। 

���'� "��0� ����0 ���� <�� ����I�� ������ ������� ������ 5 �(� ��mnS��� A���6 
���6�; ��, �?�@�� ��"�� !7�� ���� ��� <� 5� �� #T�� 76 ��7�� ��� ���K�� 7�� #�MX 
S6��7। ���� ��� �(���(� ��"��� �?�@� ��� ���A��� �7���� !�K�e ��6 ��7�� �*�(��� ��)-D 
����� 8�� ���� �। 

 

++ ++ ++ ++ ������������������������, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

... �������� ����9��� 5D J������� �*�(��� ���X�!6 ���P <A ��NK )�s�। ��_A��� 
5D )�sE !��� ���6�; A������Y� ���J'��� �A���� )(��C� ��o��� 5��' ���*����। 

E� �2�� ������� 5� ���*���� ��� ���_� ��i��E0� !�� 5� ��NK �}��6��� )���K ��� 
����;� ���������� Y'���� ��0��� ��S��� A�'� 7�6 �Q�; ������� ����9�� ��0��� ��S��� 
¯� #���� ���� E�Q�6 "���; 5�� 5� c�� !���6� ��S��� A�'� �(�� A�'��� ���M���� 
)°� Y'�; ���� <XA0���� �E�$�� ��8 ��NK )�s�E� ��(n ���K <�;।... 

��� ���� �������� ����9�� 5� 5� ¯� #���� ���� 5�E�6 "���; ��, 5 �M����� ���� 
7�� �� ��� ����� ����g� ����06 ���� ���� 5�� �� �������� �� ����I��� ����� ���M ����� 
(���� �। ��� ���� <XA0���� �E�$�� ��8 5'� ��NK 5� )�s�E� �M����। ���������� ��� 
���M�� ����� <XA0���� �E�$��� #����� 5�E�6 <��� 7��। 

���J'��� �A���� )(�C ���� E� �23/ ����� �S���� ��0��� Y��K0��Q ��������� �8 
�8 !�K7�� Y�'�;। ����� ����� tN 7�6�; ����I�� ������7�� ������ #�S�� 5�� ����= 
�8  
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�8 ����P� A��7�� = �M��� W������ ��Y�'� 7�6�;। ��� ���, <A= �������� �(�� 
!���6� �8 �8 ��K�(0� ����X �����6 S���� "�� ���k। ����I��� ������ "J ���������� 
��}����� ����� ��Q� ����; 5�� �A���� D6��76� ��K�(0���� ���� �c��� <j� A���6�;- ��� 
5�� ��v= ����� 
�S���� #�9� �c�� <��; �, ��� !����D A?� ����� ��D E����A� �N� 
� �� ���� ����� ����� EK������� ��� 5�= ���� "����6 ���k। 

 ���J'��� �A���� )(�C ���� �������� ��0��� ~�S0�8� ����� 7�6�;। ��������� 
����I�� ������ #�S���� c��D 5D ~�S08��9�� �*�n 7�6�; ��� ��� )�y� ���। ��� ��� 
���������� #���*� 5�������7� ���P <A ��NK 5� ���"�6 #�9�� ���� ��Q�;। #����� 
����� �Q ����� ��K �M�9� "��� ��� ;�Q� �s��6 ��� �( �D। 

./ ./ ./ ./ ������������������������, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

E� +¢�� ������� A������Y� �����K ���P��� #������ �������� ����9�� ��6 ��Y0 
<���"� 76। ��������� ����I�� 7������� �� ����; �� ����; 5�� <A= �� ��� "���; ��� 
5� ��0��X� ����K ���6 �*�(��� ���S\ ����� !�����EK ����I��� A?���7�� ��¦�� ������"� 
���। 

#������� tN�� ����S�6' )D�6, ��D�� = À��r� !�����EK ��¦���� S�P�6 
��������� ����I�� ������ #�S���� ������"� ��� ���� ����I�� 7������� ��������� �� 
���; 5�� <A= �� ��� "���; �� ���= ��� ��6 �। ��}�� ���� ���, #����� ��������� 
����I�� ��0���� #��� Y'��� 7��। ��}�� ����;� ���������� Y'���� ����0 ����I�� 
������ !"���h ��D �����X� A�� ���� ������� !�*� Y'���� <A <� ���= #A�� 6। 
����I�� ������ ����� �� ������� A�X� ��-D ���� � �� ����� �� Y�'�;��� �� ����� 
����P ��AV��� �����0 �� ����P ����� �����S��� <�R�� 6। �� �;��� ���������� ���Q ��� 
����' ����P� A��-���K� <�R��। <� #�MX ���X��K0 = �6����h� ������D ���������� 
���P ����� ��8M� ���� 5�E�6 ���k���। ���� ��Z� ����I��� ���6�� 
�(0���� �=-cM�������� 
��N�� EK���h� <�R��D tN ����;���। E� �23/ ����� �����K ��0�"� ���������� ���P �� 
#S�����0 ��A6 ��S ����;��� ����I�� 7������� �� ��� ��� �����। ����� ���; ���������� 
����P� 5���� #���� 7��� ��0�"� ����� ��N�� ��Z� ����I�� ���6�� 
�(0������� 
�������� 
��(0 <Y�� ��E�� A�MD ���� ��������� ������ #�S�� "����6�;। 

A������Y� �����K ���P��� #������ ��D��, À�r = ����S�6' !�����EK ES�� <���� 
!��� ��� ��� ��, #����� �������� ����'� ����� � ��� 7�� �� 5� �7�F��� ������� 
���� ;�Q�6 �Q�� 5�� ��� ���K�� 7�� #�MX S6��7। 

��D���� ����i�h� ��� �J�'�� �S��M� ���, ��������� ����I�� ������ ���7� �� 
"����k �� ��������D ��(0 ��� ��6 �। ������*��� ��� �(�� ����I�� ������ ���7��� 7�'�6 
����� A�M ���������� ���P <A ��Õ� <Y�� �7��;। ���������� ��� #���*� 5����� ��0�D 
~�0�� �Q�D "��; 5�� 5 �Q�D�6� ���K�� ��_���X = ������� ��8 ��NK �����। ��� �J�'�� 
�S��M� 5D <�f� !��� ��� ��, ��������� ���X !��$�� �M����� 5�� ��������� ����P� ���0 
������� �M����� #����� ��_ ��*�*R ��"n � 7�� 5 ���' �� ��� EQ���। 
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c���� ����i�h� ���� ��M�M� ���, ���������� ���Q ��� ����' ����P� Dk����6� 
�������� ����'� ����� ���� 7��, �� � 7�� ���������� ���' <�= ��I�� ��S ����। 

+ + + + #�¼���#�¼���#�¼���#�¼���, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

��������� ����� ����P� )�� ����I�� 7�������� #����P� #�M�"�� = ��0���� ��0��X� 
�*�M �7M ���� � ���� ����6 ��_�M��f� !����� ��� '�DE���M� ���M�E ����;। 

��� '�DE���M� E� ;’�;� ��� ��������� ��_�M��f� 5�A ����P !����� �7���� ��A 
����;। ��������� �����K ��0�" #�$��� �� ��� E� ������ ���� �����E� �E�6�;��। ��� 
'�DE���M� 5�A ����0 �E���। ��� �����E� �(�� E� �¢D ������ ����6 �c�� 5���;��। 

��� '�DE���M� ���� �������� #�MX ����"� ���। 5���� ��_�M��f� !����� �7���� 
���E���� �� 5����� !���' �A�� !���' �7�-�R�� T���-E�| <�� Y����;। Y����; 5���� 6, 
��� ���। ���������� �A��d���6 ��� 5 ��0X Y����; �¢ ���। 

 E� ¢D ������� <��� ��� ����6 �c�� 5�� �� ��� ��¥�6 #��� 7�6 �E��। ��� 
���� ���� �(�� ���D <�� #��� 7�6 �E���। <��� ��D ����"� ���� �����R� 5 �� 6। 
5 �� ��_����� ��6��� ��� ���� Y�}�'। ���� �R�� ����I� ���� ���7�� A?� ����d����� 
!G� 7�6 (���� ������। ������ �����R��� "������� #���M ������W��� ����। '���0�� 
S��� ;���, A����6 <� �"��� ;�� �� ����R�d���6 ������ ����� �I� ���6 ��f�� ��� 7�6�; 
5�� ����� ��x ����I�� L�M�� ������W��� ����, ����E� = 
6��J6 ��D�c� ��� ��� 
<�; �� 5��� ��;� Y'�� �� Y'�� ���k। <�E ����� �����R��� ���0���� ��I�6 !�"���� ���� 
5�� ����b� = DC��M���� )D���� '���0�� S�� 7�A�� 7�A�� ��0�(0��� ������ ��D ��� 
��}�Q�6 <�; 5� ���8�� 5�A #������ �M�:��= ������ �। <�E �����R�� ���� 
#������ ��b� = D���T� ��S��E� ��0"������ ������, ����� ��)��D ������ �। 76 ����� 
���D�� d�� ��� ���� 7�6�;, #(�� ���� !�KS�6 5 �7� �;�Q �����6�;। �����R�� ��Z� 
����I�� L�M��D ����;� ���;। �����R�� ���� ������ �E��� ��=6�-<�� ���; ����I�� 
L�M�� ����� ��S��� ��A7�� ���;। ��<D5 �� ����I� DC��M���� 56����D�r� �� 
����d��� <�E #������ ������� ��6 ��6 ����� ��d����� <A��� ����I�� ������ ���7�� 
��A-��|��, �E�����N� = L�M��� ����7�K� ���A �M�7�� ��� 7�k। ��� '�DE���M� ���, ���� 
�����R�� ��� 5�A ��B�����= <�� ��}�A ����� �। #(" ���'� 5��XS��� ���Q ��� ����' 
��B���� ���। 

��_�M�f !����� ��� '�DE���M� ���� �����R� �(�� �����6 <�� ������ 56�����'0 
������ ~’���� �� �q� ���}Q� 7�6�; 5�� ��I�� ~����� ���Qd�� A��M। <� 5D�� A��M 
���Qd��� ;���, ����R�6 = A����6 ����� �I� ���6 ��f�� ����� 7�6�;। ��I�6 ~’7�� ;�Q� 
�"����b ����� 7�6�;। 5D�� �"�����b ��Z� ����I�� L�M�� ��7��� ���k। 5D ��I� ���6 
��(� �� ~-5�'� #������ E�Q� "��"� ���; L�MM�� ��d��� �\�\ ��� �y��� ���;। 
�("������= �y��� ��� 7�k। �("������ ���S�P� = �"7���6 ��B������ mn ;�� ��=6� �E�� 
L�M�� ����� ��� ��6 �M�C��C� ���� ���k। ��B��� ����A��� �NK 7�� ��� <� �(�D �D। 
dN���K0 5����d���6 ����8� �*�n ��� ���� 7�6�;। ���� ���� ��f�� = �q�� ��x ����I�� L�M 
������6 ��6�;। A�6E�6 A�6E�6 ��I�� ~���� ��6�� ���� ���6 �"����b ����� 7�6�;। �7��� 
!�� !�� ������ S�d���� "������ �u 
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�(�� +u c�' )}"� ��6�� ����� 7�6�;। ���� ����=�� ��0��� 5��' ~�S0�M ~�E0 ���K� ��� 
7�6�;। �@M�� �� ����� ��I�6 ��) 7�}�' �। �@M� �(�� ���� ��0X �7��� ��I�6 ���� ����X�� 
L�M, ��Z� ����I�� ����� = ����� ;�Q� <� ��) "��"� ��� �। ���P ����� ����I�� 
L�M��� #�M�"�� 5�D S���hI �� ��) ���= ��? �(� ��� �। ��������� ��? �(� ���� ���� 
S�PK S6 ��6। ���K <A= !���� �7�� �����Q "��;। �� ��� ��7���0 ����� ��� A��� �*��M 
��� <��� � ��) A�� �। !�6 !������D ����� ���ª��K = �e �Q�D�6� �  ���� ��6। �E�'� 
�7�'� 5� ��S����� ���K�। 

��_�M�f !����� ���� 5D S6��� ����9���� ����� �(�� ��A ��� <��� ��8 
���:E�S���, ���E�S��� ����� L������ ��� �(�� ���S���D ��� 6। ��� ��� , ����I�� 
<�� <� ����� �c�� ����� �। �������� �(�� 7����� ����I���� �����Q� 7�� <�� 
���������� ��8 ��A ���� �����। <�� 
��� ���0�S]� ��������� ��A �����। ��Y0 ;’�;� (���� 
�� <�� �������� = ���������� ���P�� S���������;। ����� ��? <��� Ô��6� �@ #�� 
ES��। 

 

u u u u #�¼���#�¼���#�¼���#�¼���, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

...�*�'� ��r�S��  #�MX !S������ ���M ��� �ÀS DS�r ����;� �������� <A 5��' 

��� ���0�S]� ��i। A���E�S��� ����*��� »��7M 5�� S�P� = �����A���� ��� �(�� �������� 
���K0 
���, ���0�S]� 5��' ��i- ���K0 �S\ 5��' A���। ���������� ���Q ��� ����' ����P� 5D 

�h #�I� = ��}"�� #����� ��!���$� ���� A�MD ��B����� <A 7����� ����I�� ���7�� ��N�� 
#x ���� ��6�;। ���� <A �� �Q�D ���; �� 7��� 5 ����� ��: ���� �Q�D- �U���:� �Q�D। 
����� �U��: ���� AM ���Q ��� ����' ��B��� �� ��� ���; �� ����� ��}"�� #����� !��$�� 
���। <� 5D #����� !�*���8 ����P� A±E� #�����। 

��������� ����I�� 7����� ���7�� ���0"�� 7�M�, ��� = ���-��0���� c�� �� ~D 
�8���� ��K�(0� �����X� =���� S���� <�6 ��6�; ����� #�9� ��A� �"��� ���� ����� A�M 
5�� �� ����6 ��0���� c�� ���� ����� �����N�P� �S�'���' �c�� )s�G ������ �� ��'��k �� 
A��� A�M �*�'� ��r�S�� ����n ���M ��� �À� DS�r �e �(�� ��Z� �����6 �E�6�;��। 
5����� ��K�(0� ����� �����0 ��� ��Z� ������ ��A��� ������6 �c�� �E�6 5� �������� 
����� �������� ����0 ��� 5D �X�M ���। ���������� �M����� ���_� �*7� ��:��E0� 
#�7�6 ��«6��� ������"� ��� ��� ���� �������� ���M�� ������ ���_� !��M��' �����D 
5�E�6 <�� )�"�। 

��� �À� DS�r �������� ����0 �:*��6 �*�'� ������� ������"� ���। ��� ���� 
#����� �������� ���M�� ����� � 7�� 5��6�� 5D #���� ���X ���Ð� 7��। #����� 5� 
����� ����D 7��। 

��� �À� DS�r ���� ���������� ��� ���M� ����� �"�� = ����������� ���M�। ��� 
���� 5�A EK�h� �7���� �����'� ���� �M���'� ���M��D �� ��� ���M�� ������ <�� 
�8����। �������� �f�'� tN�� ���_� EK�h���� ��� ����P� 5�� ���Q ��� ����' ��B���� 
���� <��= 5'�D <�� ����;��� ��� ����I�� ������ ��: �� ������� �E�}6���� ���� d}�Q�6 
���6�;। 

��� �À� DS�r ���� <��� �*�'���� �2.2 ���� cM���b A��0��� ��N�� ��x ���� 
����;���, !�6�A 6� cM���b��� ��N��= ��� ���� <��� !G�।... 
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+2 +2 +2 +2 #�¼���#�¼���#�¼���#�¼���, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

...E� ��D�� #�¼��� �(�� �}�"�� #�¼���� ���M 6���y��� S��� = ����S�6' D)�6�� ���M 
<���"� 76 ���� 5D )��7������ ����9�� 5�� ����I� S����� �����X �� de��� = ����*��� 
�7Q� ���6 )��A���K0 ����9��� �*�n ���; �� ����0 )S6��8 <�= �V��M !���$� 76। )S6 
����� ���M "�����M��� <���"�� �� !����� 5� ���*���� ��� 76� ����I� S��� �����X 
�M��� L�M ������ ��� 5�� ���!G�� = ������ ������6 ��� 7�6 5D )��7����� �� 
)��A�� �*�n ����; ���� 5 #���� ���X ���Ð� 7��� ��NK <�f� ���� ���6�;। 5 �M����� S��� 
�� �M�9� T7K ����; ����S�6' D)�6�� ���� ��K0 ��(0 ��6�; ��� ���*���� )�y� ��� 76। 
������ S��� <J�K ��� �������� !¿�� S���-����I� !�¿ {��X��� ���� ���8 5�� ��� 
A������Y� ��7��M ��6 ��K ��=6�� �� 
× �����; ��= ���K0 �M(0 7�6 �E�;। <A S��� 
<J��K� #(0 7�� ����I��� <g7�M�, S��� <J�K ���� �E�� �E�'� ����I�'�D ��� 7�6 
����। 

E� ;��Ø�� #�¼��� ���� = #�'�6�6 ��E��S��� !����� ����S�6'-����� ��: D���7��� 
�������� ���M�� !�*� ��AV��� ������� ���� A���� 76। 

 ����S�6' D)�6 5�� ������ 5D ��: D���7��� ��� 76� �������� ����9��� 5� 5��' 
��AV��� ����� <�� 7�� ���� ���������� AE�K� <D��� #����� = 
�(0 ���K0 ��8� 
5�� S���� <�6 T7K���� ��K�(0��� ��K0 <9�6 = ��0���6 ���� �c�� <��� �����। �����6 
����S�6' !���h� ��� <��º� ������E�� <'���M��� ������ �c����P 5D D���7�� !"���� 
76। 

 

� � � � �S�� �S�� �S�� �S�� �23��23��23��23�    

... ���E�½��S6� ��0���S���D �E�$�����8 5��' ���X����� ��� ��� ��_����� ���; ����"�। 
��}�A���� = ���A�h����� )S6 Ë��D 5D ����0 ����� �s�� �D। ���_� ��� ���i� ���;D 
�A�'����8 ���E�½��S6� ���S��� ����*�। 

 �E�$�����8 ���E�½��S6�� �!����C �'�'�= <A ���������� ����I�� ��0���� ��N�� ��� 
����� ���M 7�6�;। 

�!����C �'�'� ����;� ��������� ��Z� ����I�� ������7� �� ����; 5�� <A= ���� 
����� �� ��� "���; �*�(��� D��7��� ��� ��� �*n�X �D। ����I�� L�M�� ��������� �� �M��� 
EK7�M� = W���H "����6�; 5�� ���-��t-�*� ���0���P ������� ������ �����K ����P� =�� 
�� #�K0�6 #�M�"�� = ��0��� "����6�; ��� c��D �������� �(�� ØD �8���� ��K�(0� ����� 
Y����Q �7�6-��� �;�Q S���� <�6 ��� ���M 7�6�;। 

#(" ����I��� �!����C D6��76��7 �E�'� ������ !"���h 5��� !"�� ��� 5���;�� �� 
���������� ���Q ��� ����' ��B��� ���n��6 #��B������ =�� <J�K "����6�;���, <� ����D 
(����� �E�6 ������7��� �M�9� T7K ���� 7�6�;। 
��� ���0�S]� �������� �Y�PK� ��� 
AEK���h� 
��� �������� ����� E¦ ��� ���������� ���P <A ��� �(�� 7����� ��Z` 
���� �� ~�0�� #�S�� "����6�; ���� ~Ã*����� = S����6 #�"���� ���0���� ��� D6��76� 
����� ���� ���� !"�� ��� 5���;। 
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����I��� ��(����'� �E�}6�� �!����C D6��76� <� ��� A?� ������� #�!"����� ���� ����' 
5�'� "��'�Y�� ����� ���� A=6�� ���� �E� �E�$�����8 ���E�½�S�6 �!�����C� sM(07� ���। 
��� ���� �������� !¿�' S���-����I� !¿ 6। 5�' S��� = ����I��� ��M��� ��� ��P6 
6। ��� ���� 5�' ����I��� <SMX��K �M����= 6। 

���7�M��� ����0 ��:��i �c��� <�E E� ����7 ����0 �'���S� ��9� ��, ��, 5�-5� ��? 
5� ��8������ �!����C �'�'� #�MX mn S�P�6 ��_������� 5D ��M�' A���6 ���6�;।... 

 

, , , , �S���S���S���S��, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

�o�� ‘�)D6�0 '�D��’ �����6 �������� ����9�� �(� ���������� ��0�� Y'���� = !�*� 
#�9� ����0 5� �����'0 !����� 7�6�;। 5D ������'0 ��� 7����� ���7� #���*� ���� E���7 
���������� ���S\ #���*� 5����� 5��' �"� ���� ��� 7�6�;। 

�)D6�0 '�D��-5� �����'0�� ���� �(�� ��¦��� 5� ������'0 ����;� ��������� ����I�� 
������ #�S�� tN� �� ��� ��� ���' �E�; ��� 5�= ���(�= 
�S���� #�9� �c�� <���। 
���������� !��M� �7�-�R��� A���M� ��E� +u �� ���"0� <�E �� �;��� 5� ��� ����� ./ 
�(�� ²/ S�E Ù�� ���6�;। 5D ./ �(�� ²/ ����� ����P� ��;� #�� ������7�� d���� !�K 
7����6�;, ��;� ���� ����}A 7�6�; 5�� ���� ���� ���:���7��� ���E ���6 �Q�D ���;। 

�)D6�0 '�D��-5� ������'0 ��� 76� ����I�� L�M�� ���: ���7��� ��� ���� ��� �� 
~���� ���PK ����;��� �� "�Q�XS��� �M(0 7�6�;। ��� c� )�Õ� c��� tN ����;- ���������� 
���S\ �K�?� ����I�� L�M�� ���:���7�� 7��� ��NK ��� ���k। ���:���7�� ��N�� ����� 
<J�K�g� ������d��� �M(0 7�k। �Q�D�6 ���� ���� �����J��D ������ ��� )¦�� ����; �। 
A��-9�� ��0�D ���� ���:���7�� 7��� ��� ���k। ����I�� L�M��� 5� 5���� ����� 
<�69� 7��� ��6��' �M�C��C। 

�)D6�0 '�D��-5� �����'0�� �����;� ��������� �� ��I�K0 #��� ���:���7�� #����� = 
!��� !���$� 7�6�;। c�����, �����, �6����7, ����' = ���A����� ��I�K0 5����6 
��� 
���0�S]� EK!A��h� �������� ������� !��� !���$� 7�6�;। 

=D �����'0�� �����;� ���������� #���*� 5����d���6 �M��� 7�M�, ��'���A, ��� ��0�� 
= W���� s��� ����I�� L�M�� �� ��S��P�� = ����� ���� ����;��� �� 5� Ù�� ���6�;। 
���:����� 5� ����� �7�� �R�� T��� T��� ;�Q�6 ��Q 9��6 !������ E�Q �����;। ��0��� 
��B������ �� ��Z� ����I��� =�� Y*K� ��NKS��� �*�� ���6�;। ��������� ������ #�S���� 
�� !(�����= 5���� Y*K� �;� �। ����I�� ������ ���7� #������ !���� ���: ��B��� 5�� 
�����K ��B������ =�� 5�= "�� ��0�� #�M�7� �����;। 5�A ��B��� 5�A ������ 
���������� ��? �(� ����;���-t�� 5D #�����D ����I�� L�M�� =D ��B��� S������� �������� 
����� ��0�S��� !7�� ����;। ��� 5� ���= ���� ���:���7�� ��? ���� )¦�; �। 

�)D6�0 '�D��-5� ��������� �����;� ���:���7�� ��? ���� )¦�� � ���� ����I� 5� 
�������� !¿�'�� #M���� �Y������ )����M S��� �����X �M��� L�M ������ ����;। S����6 
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���7�� ��? 5�'� ��Y�P0� ���M�� ���� ��P6�'�� S���-����I� ������ ��� "������ �"n�6 
<�;। 5D )����M ����I� ��������-S��� �����X �M��� L�M ������ ����;। c�� ���������� 
�7��-�R�� ����I�� L�M��� ��0���, �h�� = ��]��gM ��� �E�;।... 

 

�+ �+ �+ �+ �S���S���S���S��, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

... �o�� ����S�6' D)�6�� ��!�� ����S�6�'� <XA0���� ���0 ��P6� �����6 ����'� 
�����K ����� ��� �S, �����6��S���S ���������� 5D ����� A���6 ���:��� ��� #�S�7� 
����;। ��� ����;-��������� <A �� �Q�D "���; �� ��}�' A���6 ���:���। ����I��� A?� 
����� �(� ��0� ��� �6��� ��������� EK7�M�, W�� <� "���h���� ���� s��� ��B������ 
A���6 ���:����� ����Â� ����;। ��� ���� <�� <�� ��� 5D ��I� Y'� �� ��: = ���� 
��¦��D �7�� � �� ����I� 5'� )���Æ ��� ������� ���"6 ����। �o�� ����S�6' ���0���C��� 
!��������� ��� �7���� S��� �c�� �E�6 ����������� 5� !�¿� )��� ��� �����6��S���S 
���������� ���:��T�� ����0 5D �X�M ���। 

����n ����S�6' ���� 5D )�:�D <�= mn !��W� )�¦�; c���� ����। À��r� 
�������KM ��*�E0 <A �� ��� 
��� ���0�S]� �������� <A 5� #��M���� ��M। 5 ��M�� 
#
���� ��� �� 5�Q�6 ����� ����� �( �D, �Å�= �D। À��r� �!����C A�A0� �}��~ ��AD 
����;� �������� ����'� ��� 7�k ��AV���, #�5� ���������� AE�K� Dk����6� 5 �f�'� 
����� ���� 7��। �� � 7�� ��T )��7����� ����0�6� �Q ��� <��� 5�� ��� ���K�� S��� 
��NK ��¦ �M����। ��0� ����I�� 7����� ���7�� �M��� EK7�M�, ��'���A = L����"���� c��D  
�������� �(�� 2, �8 #�7�6 ����-��t �*� ����� ���QY�-�7�6 ��� 7����6 S���� <�6 
��� ���M 7�6�;। ����I�� 7����� ���7� ���������� 5��' ��MS����� ���K� ����;���। 
��������� 5D S6��7 #�9� �*�n� A�M ����I��� A?���7� �(� A?� ����6���D ��6�। <� �¦� 
5D ����KD ����S�6' ���)�n ���'0� ����� ‘!�S��’6 ����I�� A?� ����� = ������A�X��� 
�}��6�� ��� ��� 7�6�;� ���������� �� ØD �8���� ��K�(0� ����� �7�6-��� Y����Q 5�� 

��� �;�Q S���� <�6 ��� ���M 7�6�;, ���� ���� ��K0 ��0��� = ������� ��? 
���� �c�� 
<��� ���� ��� )���:  #�9�� �*�n ���� 7��। ��K0 
����� = ������� ��? ���� ���� 
���� 
�c�� <��� ���� ��� #�9�� �*�n ���� 7��। ‘!�S��’6 ��� 76, D6��76�� A?���7�D ��K�(0� 
���M�� �*�n ����; 5�� 5 ���M� <A 5� A�'� <XA0���� ���M�6 ���� 7�6�;। ����I��� 
��(�E�� A?�"J ���:��0 ���A0 ���6 �����D �*n ���M�� A�M �E�}6���� ���� S����� Y��Q ���P 
"������ �"n� ���;। 

 

+² +² +² +² �S���S���S���S��, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

... E� ���� �����’� 5� ����P ����� �����'� ���S\ ����� ��9� = ����������� ��¦��� 
������'0� )�*�� ���6 ��� 76� ���: ���7�� !"e <J��K E� ²¢ Y��6 ����I� ��� ���' ������ 
Y�}�' 7����6�;। ���:���7�� ��� ������� ��Z� ��e ���' ��D��' ����X �"]��� ���M 5����' ��� 
����;। 

E� ���� ���� �(�� ������’� ����P ��������� ��� ����Á ����� A���k� ���:���7�� ��� 
������� 5� ������� �"]E�;� �(�� ����� ���� �R��� =�� !"e <J�K "����6�;। ���:���7�� 
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<J��K ����I�� 7����� ���7� #���*� ����� �����R�� ��=�6 = ��Ú�� '�=6���' 
���K0{�� n 7�6 �E�;। ���:���7�� ��? ��y� ���� � ���� !S�� 868�� 
���� ���� ���� 
����I�� ���7� 5� ¯� ��;� 7�' ���� tN ����;। 

������, S�6� #� <������ = #�Ä��6 ����� �(�� !"���� ������ )�y� ��� 76� 
���������� ��0�D ��� ���:����� ��0�g� #�S�� "����6 �U������ 5��� �� 5� Y�}�' �(�� 
�����Q� ��� ~�0�� ���E 5�E�6 "���;। ����I�� 7�������� ������ ������ 5� ���7 ���7 7�}� 
)�¦�;। 

���� �(�� AFP ��������� 5� ������0�6 A���k� �U���7� #���*� ����� ��? E� 
������� �(�� ���������� #M�M 5����� ���E����E ���K0 ���k\ 7�6 �E�;। ����-�����, ����-
D_���, ����-"pT��, ����-����y� 5� �(�6 ���������� ��� <SMX��K N�' ��-<D 5’�  ��� 
���S0� �@ 7�6 �E�;। E� ���"0� �� ����� ��? ���������� #M�M 5����� 5���� ���E����E 
�;���  ����I�� ���7� �6�h� ��-<D-5 ���S0�। ��� ���:���7�� ~�0�� <J��K� ���� ��= ��n 
7�6 �E�। !�*���8 ���:����� ��0��� "����� �(�� �U ���7��� �Y�� �c���; 5�� !���' �8�� 
��� �U���7��� ����� �� ��� "���;। ��0�D "���; ���:���7�� #!������M A6����। ����� 
��� <¦���� ��D� ���� ���:���7�� ��� ������� ��r�E| �7� <J�K ���। ��r�E| (��� ������� 
=�� <J�K ���� (��� 5�A ����� #�c��� = �� ����� �7� 76। ���:����� ��A6 ���0 ���� 
�7�� ��"��=6�A ���। ���:����� ���rE| �7����� ��]7A� = '?���Q� (�� ~�'= ���Q�6 ���6 
����� 5� ����� 5������ �U��: ���। 

5���� ���:����� ��0��� )��� ������ dN���K0 ����' �7��� =�� !"e <J�K ��� ��� 
������� ����P ��������� ��� ����Á ����� )�y� ����;। ��� ���, �����'� ���S\ Y�}�' 
�(�� ����I�� L�M�� 7�' ���k। ��� ��� ���0�6 A���6�; ���:����� ����y�� =���= 5� 
�M��� #�S�� "����6�;। 

E� ���� #�Ä��6 ������� 5� ��������� �����'� ��� 76� ��������� ���:���7� �� ~�0�� 
<J�K "����6�; ��� ��? 5���� ���������� E� Y��K0��Q�D ���� ��� ���� ����। 

5 !��? <��� )�y� ������ E� ����7 NEWSWEEK-5� ���6� 5��'� ��� ���"�TS 
��}� An unwinnable Guerilla war  ��P0� ������'0 ���������� ����9�� ����0 ���� �E�6 
�X�M ����;��� ����I�� 7����� ���7� 5� 5� 5� ~A06 �E���� ����� c�}�� ��Q�; ���� 
�(�� ����� ���:� ��� ����� �D। 

 

+, �S��, �23�    

... E� ++ �� �S�� �)D6�0 '�D��’ �����6 !����� 5� ��Y0 ������'0 ���������� 
���:����� 5� {����� !����� 7�6�;। 

�)D6�0 '�D��-5� ���"�9 ��������� E� ����7 ���������� ��I�K0 5���� �c� ��� God 

is not with the big battalions ��������� 5� ��Y0 ������'0 ���������� ���:��� ����0 �X�M 
���� �E�6 ����;� �E���� ����� ��]�� ����0� ��= ����B 5� 5��' ���M�� )�: �S�6��� �(� 
��T D�R�"�, <�À�� = �M��' <������� ���:������ ��NK �!�K� ���6 "���;। )�:�' 7���� 
��; 
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��� ��� ������ #E�� A��� ���M #�MX 
k�R ��"�K ���, ���:�����= ��S��� 
A����� 
k�R ��"�K ���� 7��। 

Mr. Malcom Browne ��}� 5D ������'0 ���� ���������� ��� ���:�����= <A 
���������� ����� A����� ���;� ����D ��}��� ���6 ��Q��k। 

�)D6�0 '�D�� ��������� ���� E� ����7 ���������� ��I�K0 5���� �c� ��� <��� 5� 
#°�� #�SH�� 7�6�;। ����I�� ������7� #���*� ���S\ 5���� 5�� ���:���7� �6�h� ����� 
5���� �c� ��� <��� �� #�SH�� 7�6�; <�� ����� �� ���= ����। 5� 
� ���6� 
���M 5�'� ����� ��T AEK ���:���� 7�6 )¦�� 5�(� S���= ��6 �। ��� S���-�"X� 6 
��������� �E�6 <���� ��� 
"�8 !�M8 ���� 7�6�;। <A ���������� �� ��� ��0'� ����� 
�������� �� � �� ���= <��� ����D ��¥�6 ��Û 7��। 

����I�� 7����� ���7��� ���������� ��0� ���"�6S��� ���0�I 7�� ���� <��� t�� ��� 
��� 5�'� �(�D �� 7�6�; �� �S�6��� ��� �(�� 5D�� 7�S�EM ����I�� L�M = ��� �6��� 
��;�D �����। ���������� ���S\ #���*� 5����6 <�� ���� ����I�� ������ #�c������ ��? 
�(� ����;, �AH������ ����; ����� ���D��= �� 7�6�; 5� 5��' <�I� )A���। 

����I��� ��(����'� ����6��� ��������� ��Q� ��Q� ���A��C = �M��'��6 ���: ����; 
��B������ ���: ��T���� �¦���6 ����� AM ��� God is not with the big battalions -#(0�� 
<y�7 ����� �7�6 । ���������� EK�E������� 7��� ���� "�Q�XS��� ��� ���k। ����I��� 
�M��'��6d��� 5� ���� !�K�8�� A�MD �Q�D ���;। ���������� ��-��¦-!�X�� <� 
A��S���d���6 ����I�� ���A�6� 
�×� ��� ���6�; ��B��� �E������। �� ��� ������� ��8 
���������� 5D ��I� ����9��'��� )���Æ ��� <��] ��¦ �M���� 6। ���K t�� T�� �� !�MX 
#�� ��� 6- ���������� #���*� 5��������7� !���' �7�-�R��� ��0�D ���:���7�� ���� 
��=6� <��] �n���M 6। �7��'�, ���I���}, �M���, �����, ������ c��0, �����' #�c� �(�� tN 
��� ������ #�c� <������ !��M��' �c��� ���� ��J6। ���������� <�� ����� �E�;, ��� 
��? �(� ����; ����� ���� ���� 5�D �(� t��; ����I�� 7�����d����� <��� ��Z` 
�����D। <����� 
��� ���0�S]� ���������� ����I�� 7�������: � ��� ��0X �Q�D "���D। 

����I�� ���7�� L�M���M� 5� 5� #��_��M{�� ���� tN ����; �� ��_�� ���= 
��¦। ��� ���������� Y'���� ����0 <A 5'�D ��¦�� ��I�। 

    

    

�*�n����*�n����*�n����*�n���    

�² A�, �23�    

<����� �"���� ����D �� 5��' ��0��X� D��7�� ��� �*$�d��� ���� �� �� )�±�" 
��� ���। <� <��� ���D 7�6 (����� D��7���� 5�-5�A )¤� ��8�। ��0���E�, ��0����� 
5�� ��0����� 5��' �$���� Y'�, 5��' #����P� L����"���, 5��' Ô�6������, ��_��Y����� 
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<����� �"���� ����D Y�' �E�। <��� �"�� ���6 ������, <����� ��T #�S��� ���6 
#�S� ����� 5�� <��� ���D �� �M��E� ���M ���6 ����� ��� <��� �� ����0� #�S���� 
���� tN �����। �� ���� <��6 <��� ���Q ��� ����' ��B��� <A )����� �� ��T��� 
<��� ��T ��B��� <A ��( T7K ����;। 5 ��T�� <����� ����Z� ���: ��6 <���, 5 ��T�� 
<����� ��A�6� ����Ks��� )�9�� ����D।... 

�@�, <��� ��� ��� #M�6 ��� �D। �*�'� ���6���� )���� ��� 5���� 
����� 
<�R���� �A����� ���� ���� S����6 )��7����� ��B���� #��� ���"�6 ����। �7���� 
�E���� ��D 5��� ��B����� �8M ��� 5 ���E� 5��' ��� ��M��� )���K ����;�� What 

Bengal thinks today, Indian thinks tomorrow -#(0�� ��B��� <A �� S���, ���� S��� �� 
�"X� ��� <E������। ������7, �"��|, ��� �(, D���D� �7��� ����A�, ���A� ��S�P ���, 
AN� D���� 5�� 5D A���6 <��� �� �� )���K ��� ��6 ��}�� ���� S����6 )��7������ 
������ ��8�6 ���8� ����; 5�� 
������ ��8�6 ���8� ����;। ����I� <�R���� �S��= 
�;� ��������। �2/, ���� ������ ���E� A± 7�6�;� ���������� ����6। �2²/ ���� ����I� 
!I�� ��� ���� ���_� ���; ��� ����;�� ���= �;�� 5�A ��B���-������ 6��K, ������ 
��Y cA��� 7�। ����I� #A0�� !�l��� ��|��� 5�� ��@��� ������ ���E� ������� ��h�S� �;�- 
����X !��� ����I� "�6 ��� �� ��0��K ���� 76 EK�S�' ��6। ���� ����I�� 5���� 
���������D ������ ��E ����� ���6� �;�। ������ ��|�� = ��@�  5�� ����X !��� ����I� 
<�R���� !�� ������� �m*7 �;�-5 <�R��� ���$ 5�� #TK� ��*� T7K ����;� ��������। 
��B���� <�R���D ����I� 5���; ��|���� ��@�, �����" �� ��¦���� <�R��� 6। ��� ~S0�EM 
5D �� ����I� !���$� 7��� ���( ���(D ���Ø� 7�6 5��� ��|���, �� "�D? � ���'� ��� "�D-
5��� ��@�, 5��� ��¦�। ���(�6 ��' ��� ��6। <� ���(�6! ����� �����6 ���� c��। ������� ���D 
���� ���'� AM 7�� ��Q����। ��� ��' ���� �E�6 ���� �E� ��B���� ����, ��B���� »��7M, 
��B���� ���*�� �� ��;� #�MX !���। ������ tN 7��� PQ�h। W��, ���� 7�� ��B���� <�� 
�"7�����। D������ ���� ���� ����I��� #�e���� ���� ���� ����� 5D ����� ��A ��\ 
���� 7��। 5��� ���� �� �� PQ��h= A�� ��I���� 7�� (�����। !(� <Y�� 5��� S�P�� 
=�� ����� #(0���� �8��, ��A��� �8��, ���*��� �8��। tN 7��� ���P�K� 5� ��������� 
<�6�A, <�� �7�� ����� 5� ���NK !6��। <��� ����I� #A0 ����;��� 5�� !��M��' 
��B��� ����I��� �$��� �E��� �7���� ����I��� <��0�� ��_IS��� #���K ���� 5��X 
��"n �;��। ��� ��Z� ����I��� ��)��6� #(0����� ��n ���P ��A��� 
�(0������ �S�� ��� 
��B���� ��I ��;� ��� ��� �Q 7��� AM ���� )�¦�;�, <� ��D ���� <������� �s��6 ��K�� 
�E���� ���K� �����। �(�6 �(�6 <��� �� ����I��� ���M��� �E��� �� �M����� ���� ��R7 
���PK ���� tN �����-<����� <X�����, <����� ��_I �"�� ����;� ������ ��� <����� 
���D�� ��0�� ���� �(�� ��0�� #X���� ��6 ����� ��������� ��A tN �7��। <� 5D �7�� 
����I��� ��E� ��D� �;��� D��7��। ��0�� ��� �� ���0 5��' D���(�। 

(‘�"���’ ;���� �� ��7�N� D���� ��"�) 

�, �, �, �, A� A� A� A� �23��23��23��23�    

������ !��K� ��� ���� ����� cA��� 7��� ��Z� ����I��� 
�(0����"�J� �������� 
5��� ��_��Y��� ��� <�M� ���6�;�। ����;� Mr. Fazlul Hoq is self-confessed traitor 

�2u² ����� 
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��0�"� ��"J� ������ ������� #�����EK ������ ���'�� ���Y���� ���A6��K ��� <��� 
��0�� #X���� PQ��h� <�6 T7K ���। 5D ��0�"� ��:À�C� 5��� �c�� ���8 ��T ��B��� 
#��� ��6 ���6�;��। ��B���� 5D 5��� = �A�T� �"�� ��Z����� S�6� = <�f�� ���K 7�6 
��}Q�6 ������� ��� ���0"��� ���PK ��� "��;� 5��� �� ��( 5� ����' ��Ð �*�n 7�6 ��Q। 5D 
A�T� A��� �����S��E ��}�Q�6 �� ���� ����� cA��� 7� �A��� �Y�PK� ���� (��� �� 
������� <� ���PK ���� ��6� 7�� � �� ��Z�� <���EK 5�� 
�(0���� ��A�������� ���� 
d�� tN ���। ��D PQ��h� A�� ��I�� 7�� (���-<� ������ #��������� ��� cA��� 7��� 
��� 76 ��_��Y���। 5D PQ��h� ��� ���� �;� D��R�� ��A0�, �E���� ���7��� !���। 5��� 
���( 7�� �����6�;� "�6��\�� ��0�"� ����A� ������ ���E� ����6 ��B��� ���A�c�। �2uu 
����� +2 �� �� ������ ���� ��� ���� ����� cA��� 7� �� ���"� �(�� ���� �����R�� �c�� 
5�� �� ����� A�� ��}�� ����0� A���� ����� ����� 7�6�;��। ��� S��EM� �� ���7��- 
��A� ���� �c�� 5��, �� ������ ���'�� cA��� 7� !��K� �� S������� ��D ���'�� ��}�Q�6 
5��' �(� ��0X ����� #����� ��}� �D� �। ������ ���7�� �Q� ��7���6 ��}�� �����R� �(�� 
E*�7 ��6 ��=6� �7�� 5�� ��A� Y�� ��}�� #X��K��� ��� ���� �7��। ;6 ��� ��}�� ��D��� ��� 
������ ���( ����� ��6� �7�� �। 5��� ���� ���� ��� ������ A������ ���( 5��� ��� 
���A �Q�� ��0X ��}�� ��6� �7�� �। ������� S������� 5D �7�� ���I-������ ~�9, ��
, 
����Q� 5�� ���� ����P� AM �(� ���� 5D �7�� ���M��� ������। ÈK ������ ����0 9�� ��� 
5��� �� cA��� 7� ��B���� #�I� �8� ����, ������ T���, �R��, �7�� #���M ���-���A 
!��$� ��� ��8�� �( ��� ��E� ��� 5�� ���0���� ���7�� L�¦�� ��� ���� ���_� ���� ����I� 
!I�� ���� ��� ��D cA��� 7�, ��D ���� ����� cA��� 7� ���� !��K = �*� �6�� ��A� Y�� 
�R� 7�6 �D��। ���� A���� ��I ��_�� = <���-<�6� ����M�E ��� ����� 
������ AM 
cA��� 7� ��}���6 ��Q�;�� ���� ���(�6 �;� D��R�� ��A0�, �E���� ���7���? �*�'��� ��}����� 
= �E���� ���A ���� �� "���� ����� = ��A��� ��I ���� �(�� ����� ����� ��}�"�6 ���� 

����� ��T������ =�� �:"8� ��8� ����� 5D ~D ������ ����� A���6��। <� ����I� 
!I���� ��� )��M�:�, ��}�� 7��� ����I� !I���� AM, ��D ��P� cA��� 7��� ��_��Y��� 
���� 5��� 5�'��� ������ �।.... 

 

)�� �’ ����� ��0�"�� �� 5���; #�S�� 5���� ���। 5����= ��D 5�D ����� S6��7 
���K�� <����� �"���� ���� !�M8 7�6 )�¦�;। "�6��\�� ��0�"�� �� ����� �;�� ��������� 
cA��� 7�, !��K EK��� �=��� < �� 7���� �� S���� = #���M ����!���। ����� �;�� 
�7�� ���7��=6��0� 5�� ������ �NK ��� ��� ���A��� �7��। <� <A��� ��0�"�� �� ����� 
7�6�; ������ #��������� !��K� ��� ��� ���A��� �7��, ��}� #������*R 5�� ������ ���Q ��� 
����' ���P <���-�*�-����। �� D6��76�, �'l� 5�� 5�, 5�, <7��� 5��� �;� �*�'��� ����7� 
"���, ���� 
����� <�R���� ��6 �;� 5�-5��' #�M��-���M�� �����K �E����, <A ����D 
7�6�; ����� 7�0���0�-������। <� cA��� 7��� S��EM ��� A��'�;� ��_��Y������ Ü��, ���� 
������ !��K� ���� ��T ����I��� ���M�E��$ ����P� 5���� EK��� <A 7�� ������7�। 
S��EM� 5 5� ��0� ���7�� ��'-��� ��(� )���� S�P�6 ‘‘���� �7���A ���� 7�� <A <� <�� 
�"�� ��'।’’ 

 

��� �� <� ���� ���� 6 �� 5D PQ��h� A�� <��� �;\���k\ �����D 5�� ���������� 
5D ������ ��0�� �(�� )��� �����D। <�� <�� �*P�-�A��, <�� <�� "����A���-
����A���, ���� =�� 5��� ������ ;��-;���, ����-�N�K� �� 5��� <��� ��� 7�M�6 = ��� 
����Q�� 
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���A ��}���6 ��Q। <y�7 <����� �7�6 7��। A6  �����।  (‘�"���’ ;���� �� ��7�N� 
D���� ��"�) 
 

+. +. +. +. A���DA���DA���DA���D, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

����I��� A?� �����E0 ����� ����� = #M�M !"����� � ���M�� ���_� ��' ��-��� 
!"�� ��� "���; �� ����� �����*� ���������� #�����7 
�S���� #�9�6 �c�� 5���;। ��E� 
�� ���� A?� ������� #����P� ���0���� 5�� ��T !"��K� �� ��S��� ��_��Y����� = ��(M��� 
#��� ��� #T�� 7�6�; <��� �� A�� 5�� ���_� ��'= �� ����PS��� !���K� 7�6�;। 

�S���� #�9� ����0 ����I� ������� "����� 5�� JR 5D ��_��Y����� 5�� ��(M� !"��K�D 
��X �*n�X। 

����M���7�Ñ ��� ‘���� '�D��’-5� 5�A ���M�� �������� 5D ����� �. ������ 
���"� �(�� �������� �e� "�� �� 5�� ����� �E�6 ��B��� A����� ���K0 ��Z` ����� 
��������� ���0������ 5��' ����7P0� 5�� !���KM �K0� ���6�;। ���� '�D��-5� �A����D� 
�� 5��' A����� ���0� ��� ����0 5D !���KM �(M <A D)����, <������ 5�� !�"MAE�� 5��' 
<���Q�� �*�n ����;। ��� 
"�8 �����; ��S��� �:��(0 ������� ��� ��6 �E�6 ���� �(�� 
�: ��6 �*���7d����� ���� S����6 ��6� 7�6�;, ��� �����; L�M�� ��S��� ���� ���� ���� 
���; 5�� ��6�������� d�� ��� ����;। ��� �����; 5D ��0� �td��� ��S��� ����� ���6��� 
��� ��6 �E�6 ������ #�M�"�� ���;। 5�� 5D A���6 <��� �� �"��� ���� Y'�� �K0� ��� 
���6�;। <� 5D Y'�d��� ��D ���� �� <�E� 6। �� ����� �s��6 = �*��6 ����7� ���� 
Y�'�;। ������ 5����� �*��M� �$�� ���� "����6 ���k ����I��� ��0� 7����� ������7�, 
#M���� A?� ����� !"��K� #�M�7� �����; �� #�9� 
�S���� 7�6�;। 

5D !��? ��-�'-<D �������� <� 5��' "���M�� Y'�� )�y� �����। ��� 5��' �7�� 
������ ���7 ������ ��� 76 ��, ����� ������ 5�� ������� �����7� ��� ��6� 7��। 
����A ��� ��_��� ����� ������ )��9� 76। �� ������7� ����� ����� ���� ���6 ��D 
������ ������ ��M ��6 ����� �(�� Y�� �c�� ���k� �� L�M�� ��; �(�� d�� ��� 5�� 
������ ������ �����D 7�M� ���। 

5d��� ��D ��0��� 5�� ��_��Y������ 5�-5��' )¤� �*n�X। <� 5D �*n�Xd��� 5� 
��D D)����, <������ = #M�M ������ �����d����� �M���S��� !��� ���6�;। #M���� ��(M� 
!"��K�� ��� #X �D। ������� ���D A�� �� 5��� �q ����� "��� ��� ��� 76�- �� �� 
A�6E�6 ��� 5��' �� ~�'� ��� �q "��� 7�6�; �����= ��B������ )¦��� ����P �����E �D। 
�Q���(= #�{� #�9�। �c
� �7�d����� ����A �c�� <��� S��� ���k �, ��� �� 
Y'�6 ���� �E�; �� ����A �c�� 5��D ����� �M���S��� 7�M� ��� 7�6�;। ������ �Q���( E��Q 
~’5� 9�� "��� 7��= ����A �D। A���(� #�9�= 5�D ���। ���, ���A ��_���M��6 ����� 
7�6�; ��� ~’5�A ��8� ���A ���E ����= ;�� �D- 5�� 5 �(� ���� #��8� ���� � �� 
7����� L�M��� �����Q� � ��� ��0X ��� ;�� �Q�t� ���� ���� �। 

#�c�-<������ #�9�= #M{� 6। ����� �����;� �����K #�c� ����� 7�6�;। ��� ����� 
#�c�d��� �c
� �7�d���� #�c��� =�� �S0����। ���7�� �c
� �7�� ����� <'-���'� 
���� 
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#�c� "��� 76�, ���7�� ����6 ����A #�c�� �E�6 ��� ��� ��6 ��'��� ;�Q� ����� ��;� 
���k �। 

������ ����I��� A?� ���� "����� ��� ��D ���� �� 
�S���� #�9� �c�� 5���; ��� 
<��� �� �� ��M 6 5�(� <��� ���D A��। <� <��� ��B��� 5�(� �*̂ S��� ��_�� ��� �� 
���������� ���� ��0X � 7����� ��Z� ������7�� 7�� �(�� ��: ��� ���k, ���� ���� 

�S���� #S9� �c�� <��� ���� �। ���M���S��� �����6 ��E� ������ �� Y�'�; ����� <� 
��� #�9�6D 5D 7����� �t��:� ���( �7����E�� ���� 5��' ��B���= #T�� 7�� ���� �। 
�A�� ��� ��;����M� ������ #�c��, <�����, �q�, ���� �� �7��-E�� ��6 5��= ������ 
����P� � A6 ����� ���M 5D �t��: �"����� AM 7����6 �c���;। <� ����� ��0���, ����� 
D��7��� A����7� 7�M�����, �������� D�M��� ���0������ ���M�� ����I� ��� ����' 
�*��M��K ����;-<� ����� A± ��6�; 
��� ���0�S]� AEK���h� ��������। <����� �!6 
A±S��� ��������। A6 �����। 

(‘�"���’ ;���� �� ��7�N� D���� ��"�) 

    

+, +, +, +, A�A�A�A�, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

��������! = �� ���� �S�� ��6� ���� ���। 5 ���� ���K� #�� ��76� ��6। <��� 
����� ����� <�� �����6 S������। ��� ���A��� �Q �!6 E�। ���Q ��� ����' ��B���� !��K� E�। 
5 E�� ���������� ��0�(��' <�;। <��� ���; 5 E��� ��� 5�'� �S\ #(0 <�;। �� �Q�; E�} 
�(�� �c��;। #���� ��A��7� �7� ����� ���k। ����� 5�!�। ���� ��'�। ��(�� =��� )�Q 5��� 
D6��76� ���� Ay�� ���� �M��� �A'। ����� tN 7��� ��0� ����� �P0K। <�� ��Q����Q 5�'� 
���� t�6 �Q���। ��� ���'�� ��7�� ����D 5��' �;�� 7�� "�P ���;। ����= t�6 �Q�� 
������। ��� �� ���0��� 7�� "�P ���� ��E���। ��� ��;�D 76�। ����d�� "�� �E�� <�� )�¦ 
��}�Q�6 ���Q-�"��Q ��Q�� ��E���। ��� �;���' �� E�D�;, <��� ����� ����� <�� �����6 
S������। <���� ���� = ��� ~�' (������-�����, <�� ���� ��� S6 ���6�;��? ��� �(�6 5�'� 
��Ý��� ���= �;�। �����, 7M�} S6 5�'� ���6�;��� L���। �����, ������ ���� S6 ����। �����, 
�। �����, ���� ��� 7��D �M��। �A�H� ����;���, ������ ���' �� S�D? )�� 5���, #��। 
Y'�'� �;�p ��� #����M। #��, ����, ��7�, ���� 7��-"�P ���; <� E� E�D�;, <��� ����� 
��B�� <�� �����6 S������। 

7�}'�� 7�}'�� <��� E�}�6� ���� ���k। <� ��E��� ��" Db ����I� ��D�c���� ��� 
���� S�D�� �R�� ��6 �U� ���������� AM !G� 7�6 ��� <�;। ��A��7� �7��� "������ 
#�  !7�� 5D D-��-<� ���7�� �A�6����। =��� ���; �����। ����D ��A�; ����=। <��� 
E�� <��� ����� ����� <�� �����6 S������। D-��-<� 5� ��6�A �A�6� E��� ��? ���6� 
��� ¦���;। =�D ���M 5�A, �� ����। ����6 ���Q, �����, �� A�� ���7�, 5 E�'� t��D 
���'� 5�l���� c�D'M� ����� "�6। ����� » �� �;��'��� ����;, » �� 7�� "�P ���;। =� �� 
#��। ��� ���� ��� �q� ���'�; <����� AM। <� 5D �� ����; ���Q� ��6���, D� ���A��� 
D���। ������ <����� AM ����� ���6 ���k। ��� <�;। ���Q-��E���' �A�E�Q ���;। ���'� 
<��� E��0 c��� )¦���। ���������� ���P A���-��0 ���0���P ��� ���A��� <7��� ��Q� ���6�;। 
�7R�-������ »��M� 5� !��K <� ��= �����।... 

(#�M��� < �� 7��cA ��"�) 
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+3 +3 +3 +3 A�A�A�A�, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

++++3333    A�A�A�A�, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

5�A ���6� �(� ���;। 7M�}, 5�A ��B��� ���6� �(�D ���� "�D�;। ��"0 ���� D6��76�� 
����� �R��-��D�c� A�� ����� ���0� ���6�;। ��) ��) A��= ���6�;�। ��� �� ���6� �(� 
���; ��� N�� ��}Q���। ��}� �;������� ��� ���0� ����-������, �R�� A�� ���� �। Ay���� 
7��� �R�� ��6�� #(0 �*��M�� ���� <�। ��-����� D�� �8� ���� � �����? ���� ���। <��� 
�� <�;, ��� ��}� �� �;����D ����, ���:���� ���E�� ����। 76 D6��76�� �������� ��� 
���� <� � 76 ����। �;���� �(� �����;। ��}� 5� �;�� �7�� 7�6�;। <� ���� ~A 5�= 
�Q�;। �E���� <J��K ���� ~A�D ����� ��� = S�������� ���6�;। 5D ��;��� <�E 5��� 
~’S�D�6� ��? <��� <��� 7���। �����-  ������ ���6� �(� ����।  ���� �� <�; E�}�6। ��� 
��}� ��A ���;। ���D�� ���:���7��� ���E ����� AM )s�� ���;, �!�K� ���E��k। ����- �� 
�� ��� A�� <��? ���, ���� <� ����� 5� ��� �����। ������ <��� �;�� =, ������ 
���������� �X�- 5D �(�'� �� �����, D6��76�� �:������ ����� <��� ���� �� �Þ!���� 
������ 7�M� ����;। <� 5� �ÞES0� ���������� 7�M� ���;। ��� =�� A�� �, 5�A ���� 
7�M� ��� ��6 ��� ����� 7�M� ��� ��6 �। ���������� 7�M� ��� ��6 �। ����= �। ���� <� 
����� �: �(�� A± ��� �:���A� ��Q। 

 

5�� �� <��� ���6�; �8 �8, <� 5�� ���= ���6�; �8 �8। ��� ���A��� �������� 
<A ��K-�K �Q�D�6 �MI। ��I ����P� ����Q� AEK <A �A�E )�¦�;, 7��� ���� ��6�; ���� 
������-<A S6 �D। ���:�c]�A� ��� S�D�6�� !���6� ��¦ <Y�� 7��; D6��76�� ������� 
=��। <� S6 �D। ���:�c]�A� ���� ���' !�� ��0�M� 

(5�) �U�� "�Q�X <J�K ���� 7�� 

(~D) �U� �������� ��� ���� 7�� 

(��) �� �U  <� �� ��� �� �"�� 7��। 

... <��� ���� ���:���� �Q�D ���;, <��� A��, �*�(���� �� ��I 9�� ���:��� "��;, ��� 
���M ���������� A���6 ���: <�R�� ��0���8� �E]���6। ���Kd��� ��? !(� ���K� �*�(��� 
���= ���:��� 5� #S�����0 EK»�M ���� �। �s��6 ���K� �*�(��� ���= ���:���D ����� 
tN��D ��x ���7�� 5� ��(0 ��S ����। ¥�K �N ��S��� <��� D-��-<�, D-��-<� 
�����, <��� 5�� ��A��7� S�D��� �7����E�� ���6�; 5�� 5 ��7���0= ���� ��S��� AE�K� ���� 
��}�Q�6 �Q�D ��� ���k। 5� �� �S�6����� ����= !(� ���� 5 ���� ��x ��(0 ��=6� 
��6�, ���AD ����� �(�� ��"�� ����"� ��� ��� ��6 <��� ���D 5��' �E]���6 �7� ���� #�� 
T7K ���;। �� ����� 7��, <����� ���:����� ���K���7 �(�(0। <��� �Q�D ���; M��6� AM 
5�� <����� �Q�D= �(�(0 �( ��� #T�� 7�k। ���AD ���_� ��� ��� �(�� <��� ��(0, 
��7��M = �7��S��� �����D 5�� ���k=.... 

(#�M��� <�~� 7��cA ��"�) 

2 2 2 2 A���DA���DA���DA���D, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

���¦ ���� �E�6�; D6��76� ���� ���-"=Q� ����= E�����A। ��7� ��6��6 c��� A���� 
S�?�� ������6� D���A��� <=Q��� !�6 5�Y��� �� E�� "�� ����� <� !��� �� ��� ��E 
����� 
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~�6�� ����P� ��? ���, ����� ��(�6 ~��0�� S� ����;, ����� ���M��K �7���� D6��76� �� ����� 
��� H� ����;, ���� 5D ����= E�����A� <�E 5�'� #���� ������ �*�n� A�M ��A� ��� �� 
��A�6�, ��¦�Q ��� �� ���Q�6�, �E]������ '��� ��� �� ��" ����, ������ ������ A�M 
�������X�� ���n �(� ��� �� ������ ����। ����I�� ����"�J� ��� ��� )���n��� D�����M 
��s�-������� ���� ��;� �����। ��� ��� c� 7��� �। D6��76� ���� +¢ �� A��� ����= S�PK 
5�'� AYM #�S�PK �7����D ��� �"�`� 7�6 �E�। )�? 7�6 ��� ��Q �E�� ��=6�����e 
������"�J� ��D ���c����S� ~��0����, �� 5D "J�� �������� ��� !�*� ����;। D6��76� �� 
��� !���� ����; ��, ��=6�����e� ������ "J ��A��D ����h �"� ����। ���� ��Z� 
����I��� ��0��"� !��������= ����h �"�� 5���6�� ��" ��� ���6�;। ���������� ��� 
���� W�� ����D �"�6�;। 5'� D6��76�� ����K ~�6�� ���; A��7� 7�6 �E�6�;। 

+¢�� A��� <�E ~�6�� ���� ���i� ��0��0��� �"X� ���;�� ��, ����6 #���0 ��� 
�c�� 7������ ��� ��� D6��76� ����� 76��� �=�� ��� ��Z� ����I�� �7�� (���� A�M= 
~�6�� ���; 5�'� ���A� ���������� ����� �����, ����= ��}�A ���� ��;� ��6� D6��76� 
���� ��"�। 

�G���8 +¢�� A��� ��� ���S\ ���i� ������ 5�� !������*R ���������� Y'� ����0 
���� �:�M ����;, ����� !��M��' �(��D 5�(� ����� ���� ��6 ��, 5D�� ������ 5�� 
!����� D6��76� ���� ��"�� <���D <��। �)�A�M��e� !���h� 5�� ��Z� A��0��� 
����i ��P6� �h� �������� ���@ ���� �E�6 ���������� ��8 T7K���EM ��AV��� 
������������ A�MD ���E� ���6�;। 5'� ��� �=6� ��6, ��}�� ��'V��� ���� D6��76� ���� 
��AV��� ����� ���d���� !�M��� ����;। 

����� <� <6���M���� <D ���P��� ���� ���M �������� = ��Z��? �c�� 5���;, 
�����= 5�D �(�। ��}�� 
"�8 ���� ���k, ��������� D6��76� ���� ��=6�����e "�J� Ay����� 
5�'� �E�'� A����� ���Q ��� ����' ���� ��t�� W�� ��� ��=6�� )���M �� ���� 7�M���e 
����;। ���������� !�¿ ��AV��� ������� �� ���E� ��}�� ���6�; ���� ����� ���� ��6, 
D6��76�� ��"�� ��}�� ��Q� #T�7M ����;। �E�'� ��B��� A����� �� ���� AM ����I�� 
����"J �� PQ�h "����6 5���; 5���, D6��76�� �:�M ���D 5�'� ������ ���8��� �7Q� 
;�Q� �� <� ��;� 6 �� �(� <A ���_� ���P ���� ��6�;। ���0 Dµ)������ ���S\ ���A�h� ��� 
���������� ���:��T���� ��8 ��}��� ��(0 A���6 <��;। ��0��P ������ ���� �E�, 
�"����½�S���6�� ��0��0��� ������S��� ���������� ���:��T���� ��8 ��(0 A���6�;। ��}�� 
���������� �M����� ��AV��� �������� A�M ���E� ���6�;। 5� ���A� #(0 5D ��, D6��76� 
���� ����= ��"�� ��}�� ��0��M� ���MD <��। �������� <A 
���। 5'�D ��M, 5'�D ��I�, 
5'�D ��0��, 5'�D S��PM�। �������� ��A� ����h ��A��D L��� ����। ~�6�� ���-����X��� 
���; 5D Y'� #����0 #!������M Y'� �7���� )�±��"� 7�6 "���;। D6��76� ����� ��(M�। 
��� 
�������� ��M। ���������� ���Q ��� ����' ����-��t ����� �: ���� 5D ���M� �S����D 
���������� ���:� ���� 5�E�6 ��6 <��;। 

(‘A���� �����c’ ;���� ��K� ���d� ��"�) 
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�/ �/ �/ �/ A���DA���DA���DA���D, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

��=6�����e �(�� ~�'� �� ��]}�;�; �e�। ������S��� ������ �"�¦। 5d��� ��� 
!���������। ��� ����� !�����? ~�6� ���� 7�6 �E�6�; ���'� t�। ����I�� Ay�� ����� 
�*�'� !���h�� ���; ���� A���6�;, ���������� Y'� ��6 �*�'�� �������� ����I�������� 
!"�� "��;- 5 !"�� �@ ���� �M�9� �7��। 

��_����� �� 
S���D ~�'� !¿ �A�E�;। �������� ��A�� 
��� ��� �Y�PK� ���� ���= 
�� ����I�� L
��"��� ����"J #����� ��� ��� ���������� Y'��� 5�= <SMX��K �M���� 
��� ������� �"n� ���;। <� t����� #x����� �A��� ��� ��Q��k �� �������� ����� ���� 
��6�;- ���� �*�'�� ����� ��EAd�� �� ����; � ����; ��� =�� ������� ���� "�D�; ��� 
���6? 5'� 7�� ���� !(� !¿। 

�s��6 !¿'� �S\ �M���� �(�� 5���;। ����I�� Ay����� ��A��� 7��� �����6-���Q�6 W�� 
��� ���� ����� "pT�� E���� ��A��x� ���6 ~�'�-"���' �������¦� ������ ����6 <� �� 
�c���6, ��A��� 7��� �� ��� 7�A�� 7�A�� ����-��t� E��� ��� d� ��� ��c�D-��8�� 
���c� !��K ���� �"n�6 �;� ��, ����I�� �c]�A� ������� ������, �����; ���� ~�n� �� <� 
���n� ���� A� ������ ��� ���6�; <� �c]A� ��0��M�:�� �NK�� �Q �Q (�� ��6 
�M�C���C ��� <�; A�����E �c�� 7�' ��� ����। c� 5�� )�Õ�D 7�6�;। ���������� 
#�N� E��d���� ������ �����E ���A ���E�6�; 5�� c�}� ��� ���6�; ����I�� Ay����� 
��I �E���। ��P �8� ���� A�M, ���M� ��_����M�� #������d���� ���� ����� A�M ����I�� 
Ay����� 5� �"n� ���; ���S\ ����� ������� ���6 ��;� 5�'� �����। ��� 5��� ��(�6 �� 5 
�(�'� ����; � ��, �� 7�� ���6 5�� ���M� ��N�� !������� ����;, �� ���������� ��x ���7 
����-��t� ��: ��|� �� ��:� ��E ���E ���k 5��� �"�¦���=? ��� ~�6�� ���� )����: 
~�'� !�¿� 5�'�D A��� ��6�;। ~’�� ��'� ��I�� ��� ���6D "��। <����� ��¦EQ�6 )�¦ 
<����-������ ��� ��E��� S� ���। ��M�� "��� ����� A�M ����I�� Ay����� �� �"n� ���� 
5�� +u�� ���"0 L� 7���� tN ���� ��? ��? ���� E���� ���E� ��I ������ ����������� 
�7��'��� �����6 <'�� �����;�। �� ��v= ��D #����� �S� ��� ���������� ����I�� Ay����� 
����6 ���e� �� �(M <� ;�� ��6�;�, ��D �� �(M <� ;�� ���Q �6� 7�6�;� ���"� 
�����R��। <XA0���� ���J��� �
k����� ���7��� 5�� ����� ��6�, ���; ��� !��� ���6 
��6 5D �"X�6। 5�� ���������� ���� ����� ��E�A� #�c��� ���� ���� ���Q�6 ;�D ����, 
����� =�� A?� <D�� ��P��H� A��� ���। ��� c�}�� ���� �������� �(�� ��� ��D�� � ���� 
���� �� A�M 5�� ��������� A�M ��0���� ��'V��� ��n�"���� ���'� ���6 ��Q���= �s�� ����। 
��� ��M�� "��� ��=6� ��6�। ����I�� Ay����� �S���;�, �� "�� ���� 5���� ��� 5�� 
~�6�� ���P <�I <�I S��� ����।  

(‘A���� ����c�’ ;���� ��K� ���d� ��"�) 

�, �, �, �, A���DA���DA���DA���D, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

���������� �� 5� ���X� ���, 5� ����� ��� <� ���(�6 <�;। 5� A±S��� �’A� 
S��EM ��6। ��A�� ��c�� ��M�M���� �?A�। ���������� �;��-���6�� �"���� Y�����। ������ 
5�'� <ß���A। ��� ������ �;�����6�� ������� �E������ ��A����� AQ��� "�6�। ���6� 
�Ì7, ����- 
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���� <� ��-��� <�� ���Q ������ �;�����6�� ���P 76। #(" <A! S���� #��� 
���E। 5D ��� ����! Y���; <� Y���;। 7¦�� �E�6 7��A� 7��� ���:���7�� ������। ��X ���7 
��B���� �;���� ��� #������� �� ���;। 5� 5��' �;�� �� A��-�*��M�� ���6� S*�M ��� 
��6�;। ���6� <}"� �;�Q, Y��� ��ZX ���K �;�Q, ����M ��� <� <�R� �( �M�E ��� 
���������� �;���� 5D !(� #�x� S�P�6 �(� ���;। ��(0�M'� #�S� � ��� )��6 �D। <��= � 
��� �����। ��������� ���-���A �@। ��� �@ �D ���:���7�� ���-���A। �� �� ��6D �����। 

5�� 5��' ���:���7�� ������ �E��� ����। ����� '����� 7���� '����� �� �;���� 
�Q�D�6 ���� ��D L��� 7�k। �����, ��� <�;� S�D�� <���? ��� <�;�? ���D ���� S���� 
<�;। ����� <����� ��F�� ����� �। =��� ��? �(� �����। ��6��� ��6��� "� �����। 5�A 
����� <��� 5� �Q�D ���� ���k। �����- �� ��? 58��? 7M�} 58��। !(�� #��M ����� 
�����। ��� �����;���। #�x =�� ���8� 7�k- #�x =�� ��K ���k। =��� ��I ��������d��� 
J��E� ��:���� 7�k, =�� ���6� ���� ���� ��"0 ���;- =�� L��� 7�k, �Q�D ���� ���k। 
������ �X� ���:���� �Q�;, �U  ���� ���;। ��(0�M'� ���MD S����� �� 6। ���6� <���� 
����� 6 <�। Y��Q �R��, ���� #��� ��7�, �"���-���� )�� ��_��, ���6 ���6 ���6� #�_� 
��E। =��� 5�A ����-����� �Q�D'�। ���� #��8� ���। ��? ��? =�� ~’S��E S�E 7�6 �E�। 
5��� ���:���7� <� 5��� ���-���। tN 7� �Q�D। D6��76�� ������7� �7�� �E�। <�� 
7������ ���6 =��� #SM(0� A�����। 5��� =�� �E��������� �����]�� �������। <� 5���� 
7������ ���6 =����� #�SR A�����। =��� #��� =�� 5�� ��� ��'�6। <�R� ���M ��8� 
<� ��8�� ���M <R। ���:���7�� �;���� 5S��� L��� 7�k। D6��76�� ��� ������7�� ��� 
��"� 7�� #�"��। 

(#�M��� <�~� 7��cA ��"�) 

    

�2 �2 �2 �2 A���DA���DA���DA���D, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

��� �7�� ����� <A <� �D- ��� ��� ����� <�;। ��D ������'D �Q�;���। E� 
�7������ ��6 cM���b A��0� ���7� ��S��� �E������� =�� #�M�"�� "����6�;�- ���� �(� �� 
��Q�;��� �7�� �������। ������� �� L��� 7�k� ��~M���-A± 7�k� 5��' ������- <� �� 
����� ��7���0 ��� <J�X ���। 

������' �Q�;���। �7�� ����� <A <� �D। ��������� D6��76�� ��0� ������7� 7�M� 
����; �7�� �������। 7�M� �����, � #M ��;�? �7�� (���� ����� L��� ����� ‘�����’-5� 
���0���6 <d�-����� �c�� ���Q�6 ��=6� 7� ����� ���0��6। ��}�D ��? ���Q �E�� �7�� �����- 
�� �7�� ����� �;�� cM���-�������, �� �7�� �;�� ��: ������ !���। D6��76�� ��� ������7� 
t�� #�M��� 7�M�D ����। ���-���7��M�-���� ��) ��� ��6�। 

�7�� ����� �D- ��� <�; ��}� �����। ������'� 5��' S����� �����;�� ����� cA��� 
����। �����;��� 

‘������ �7�� ����� <���D M�6 �A� �(�� �A��X��� 7�� 7�� ��A��7� ��Ú�� �A�� 5�� 
<��� ��? L��J�� ����� 7�6�;��। ��A��7�� ��}=��� �*P���� <g!��$�� <�R�� ���0-
������ 
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<�R���� ��M��K �;�। <� �� <�R���� ��? D�� ����� ��= =��!��S��� A�Q� 
�;�।’’... ����� cA��� ���� <�= �����;� ‘‘D�� ����� �Tc��� 5�� ��� )�� #��$� ��0�� 
����� ��T���� )��(�6 ���K� 7�6�;�। �� ���7�� �S���� �7�� ����� ��}� ‘������0 ���6� 
!��’ ������' �"� ���।’’ ���8�� 5D 7� �7�� ������� ��D ���M�� ������ �'S���। ��}� �� 
��Q�;� �7'����� cM���b ���7�� #�M�"���� �(�। ��� �� ����K <�� ��¥6 �������, �� 7� 
�7�� ������� ��D �����6 D6��76�� ��� Ay�� ������7�� #�M�"��, ��� ��0�� �P0K, #�7�K, 
�� ��D !��c��� 7�6�; ��¥6�� S�P�6। ����� ��� S��PM� ����� ��। ����� ���6�;�� 
�7�� �����=। ��"�D�� �Q �(� ��D cM���b ��0���� ����� 7�� ��� ��AD। 5� ��� ��A� 
S��PM� <� ���= ��� �����; ��? <�; �� ���_ ���= )��7�K? � �D- t�� <�; 5D 
���������। �7���� ��D ������ S�P� ��D ��\�6 ��:, Y*K�6 Y*K�6 )����, ;�R ;�R )®���, 
���� ��:� Y*KM�� #�M�"���� �(� 5� ����� ��) ��= !��� ����।... 

 

������'� !(� #��� ���� ���k 5�A A��0� cM���b �M��� �S�0� ES0��� 5�A N� 
��7���� )�? ���;। ���K, ��D N� �� �;�� �E���� ���� ���M�। ��D 5D ��0� #�M�"��। �7�� 
����� ����;� 

 
���E�, �� <��� ��}��;� ����? 
<���� 5���� �����, 
�����, <�� �9�, #'�, �"���� �����' Q�; �। 
�"�6 ���, <��� 7��� ��� ����'� �D, 
����-!�"���� #X����, �����6 <� �D�'। 
5� <��� �"��� �S�� )�¦�; 
����� ������� ;�� ���E�। 
 

�� ��D ;��? ;��'� ����। 
 

"������ �:-A���� �7��� �*��M 
<� ���� ��}�Q�6 <; A��0� ���e���� ���� 
���E� �M��� �S�0� �� ����� ����? 
 �� ���� ���E ���6; �E���� ���? 

��� �!��� <d �� ��� 
����i ���S� ������ �� ����� ��। 

 

�, t�� �7'����� cM���b ���7� 6। ������ D6��76�� cM���b Ay�� �����=। �7�� ����� 
����� �����; �s��6 �*�M। cM���b�� ��� ��6 �E�; ES0��� ������। ��(D ��� �X� 7�। ���6� 
���� �(�� ���M�� ���Q ��� �A�����। 

 
����� <�� ����; ���Ã�� 
��D 7�Q ��}���� ����� ����, ��D ~��7 ���� 
���� )�?, ���E� ���� )�? 
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��D ���c� <I��K� )�� ���6 ��� ���8�� ���� 
�7}�' "��; ���E�, ��;� ���6���'� �E� 
;�}�6 <�; ���¦�� ������, 
���M�� 7���; ���E�, ���*����0� ���6, 
������ �X� S�� ��' ���� ��Q�; ���E� 
���}"�6 ���}"�6 8�-��8� ������ ���� 
 
*      *         *        * 
 
���� 5� A± ��k 5��' �X���  
�� ���K �hK� ����� 
5��' 8�� ��� ������e� <E��� ���� 
5� ��07��� ��� �����6 <�� ����। 
��t�' �;��6 ��� ������ ���� �(�� 
 
*      *         *        * 
 
�6�� ������ �;��� A� ���A� ��� ���� 
���E�, ����, ��- ������ 5��' �(�� ��� 
���; �S0� #���M �NK �E����� !�K 
���� ��� A�, ���� � 5��' �(�=। 
 

� A� 5��' �(�= ����। ��}� �"���� ���� ��� ����M�A�� ��t�� 7�M� ��� 7���। ��� 
��� ��A= !�K ����। ���������� ��-������ =��� 5�� ��0�� "����6�; D6��76�� ��0� 
�����।... 

 
�7�� ����� �����;��� 
<� ��� <�� ����E��� 
���E� ���� ��}��� �, ��}��� � 
<��� A�M ��}��� �, ��� ��� 
<�� �9�, #'�... 
 

�, �7�� ������� AM <��� ��}���� �। ���������� ���D !(� ��� ��� D6��76�� ��0� 
cM���b ������ 7��� !�K ����।... 

(#�M��� <�~� 7��cA ��"�) 
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+/ +/ +/ +/ A���DA���DA���DA���D, , , , �23��23��23��23�    
    

...����I� ����� ���8� ������7�� �6��� �*��M ���� ���� <�= ��;� �M�9� ��6�;? 
���- ��A���� ���7� L��� ����; ���S\ #���। <��� �(�� ��8� ����; ���� ���� !"����। 
���� ��� 7�6�;� �7 ����!��� AEK ~Ã*����� = #�!��������� �ß ����� ��A ���;। <���� 
������� ����6 ���6 ����!��� �����$� ����। ��������� D6��76� ��} ���7���� AM 5�= 
����!��� <�;, 5 �(� S���� 7��� ��6। ��� 5�'� �(� ����D 76, ���������� ���P ����!��� 
��I� �����$�� !��K ���6�; 7��� 7���। 

5�A �*P� S�D�6� ���( <��� ���;। ��� A���� ���6� ��E��k��। �����- ��� 
<�;? ����-S�� <�;, ��� S�� <�;। ���D ��(�� �'����� �S�� �(�� 5���� ��EA ��� ��� 
����। ����, 5D 58��K �c���; ���� �(��। =���D ��� ��� �Q���। ��D !"���� ���� 
����!��� AE�K� !�� <��� A���� 7�6�;। �*P� S�D�' A����, ���:���7��� ����- 
����� AM <��� ��-"�� <'�-E� �� �A�� ��� �����;। 5� A�6E�6 �����;, �� ������ 
�"]���NP= ��}�A ���� �। 

#��� ��E���। 5�A �����K "�P� ���:���7�� AM ��0
 �K ����;। #��M 5'�D 

�S����। ��������� D6��76�� ���M ������7� �� ���;, �� ��I #�M�"���� D��7���� ¾� ��� 
���6�;। !���' �*P�, ����, ��M���, ����A��� !���� #�S� ���;, ��Z� ����I��� ��}�A���� 
������ ����� ����I�� 7����� ���� 7�� �(�� ��: ����D 7�� 
����� ��D ����� ��I 
#��� ���:���7��� ��7��M ���;। ����� �����K ���P। ���:���7�� ��? AE�K� <X��� 
�7����E��D ���:���7�� ��c��M� ���K। ��A���� ���7� ����� ���X ����' ���= ��� ��=6� ���k 
�। AE�K� �M��� #��� ����A ���; #��X��P� ��� �����7।... 

<A ‘����I�’ ���� �� �����6- �� 7� ��Z� ����I�। ��Z� ����I��� �����K ����P� 
��N�� ���������� �����K ����P� ����� #�S���E �D। ��Z� ����I��� �����K ���P <����� 
��D ����P�, ����, ��0����। ��� ����I�� ����"J ��Z� ����I��� �����K ���P�� ���(M 
S�}=��6 S����6, ��à��� ��6 ��=6�� �� ��� ��B����� 7�M� ����� ���A ��E��� �"�6�;। ��@� 
�(�� ��]��� 5S��� 
���6��� �q��!�� ���� <� 7�6�; ����X #�� �8�� A�M ���:���7�� 
7��� 5��= !"e ��� ���k। 

�E�Q��� ��D �� "�P� S�D�6� �(� ����;���। ���D ���;��- 5�'� �A�� �M���� �����;? 
�A�� �M����? <�� #��� 7���- "������� 7�M���e, ��'���A 5�� #�M�"���� ���M �A�� �M����'� 
��? ��� ���;��, ��@� �(�� <� 5��� ��� ��I�� ���� ��� ��A��� S�EM ��6 <���"� 
���;। ���� 5 7�M����e ��A��� 7�� �:�: ���� "�6 �। ����� ���M ��) ��) ���� �c�� ���� 
"�6। <� ��) �� ��� ��� ��}��। 5�� ��� ���� "�6 �, ���� "�6 �। ����I�� ����"J ��@�� 
����P� AEK�� �����6 ���6�; ����P� ��B������ ��N��। ���P ��� 6- ���P S���, ���P �"X� 
���, ����P�D t�� ����� ��6�;। ��D ��@�, ����"� 5�� ����X !����� ������� �Q�� "�6 �। 
5�A ��M��e� #�c��� ��� #��9 �������� ��B������ ���Q Y� ��' ���� ���� ���� ��A� 
76�। )�Õ� ���� ��M��e� #�c�����D 7�M� ���।... 

(#�M��� <�~� 7��cA ��"�)  
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+ + + + �S���S���S���S��, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

���������� ��I�K0 5���� <A �U��:। 5D�� A�6E�6 ���:���7�� �7�6��6 T������ !���' 
T��� ~�S0�M ~�E0� ���� ��� E�Q �����;। �� 7�� ���� ��B� �����, ����� ��� �����, ����� �� 
7��� 5����� ���S� �����-��D 7��, ��D 5�D 7�� <A ���� ��6�; ��D�c�। 

5D �� 5���� ��6��� <�E �Y���� ��6 �� ������ #�M�"���� �"` �����;, t��; 
����� ��0���� �(�, �A��; ���:���7� = T������� ������ J��E� ����� �(�, A�6� �(�। �NK 
�������� ��? S��-����6 ����; 5�� ��� ��� #�S� ����; �� ES�� <����� ����� ����P� 
����!�; �� !"e ��T����, ����� Dk� �����। 5�� �� ��¦ �K ��6�; ���� ����;� )��E0 ��� 

����� !��$��। 

5�� A�6E�6 �� ��� �� ����� �;�, �� ��� ���� T��d���� =�� ���6 #�M�"���� �Q 
�D�6 ���6�;। �� ����P� Y�-���Q �����6�;, c���� 8�� ����;, ��A��-�������' �����6�;, 
��' ����;, #���� ���� ���Q �S�? D' ��6 ��f�� ����6�;। ��6��-�������� 7�M� ����; 
���P��, #�M�"�� ����; ���6��� )��। 

5D�� #M�6-#�M�"���� ��M ���6 ���P-������, ����P� ���P �A�E )�¦�;। ����� �"��� 
5� �U7�� <����। A���� ��P ��_�� ��0X !���' ���P 5� ��� ��� ���� "�6। 5�A 
T������ <��6 ����� ��� ��� ��� tN, 5�D �� A�6� �(� ���। �� ������ ��P��}� �S�B 
� ��6� ��0X A6 �����। <����� 7��� #x �;��� � ��D �� ����� c�}�� ���¦ ������ �����6�;, 
5� ��� <��� ��� #x ����;, ���� ���� ������ �? 

T���� 5�A ���� ����, ‘#x �� ����; �� ��}�" (���� �� ����� 5D T��� <� 
����� ����� �। �"n�= ���� �� ����, S��� #x�x ��6= �"n� ����;, ��� 5� �A�'� �'� 
���6�; ����। 5� ���� ��D� ����� ���� (�� �E�Q�;।’ 

�����D 5� �������। ��"����� ����6 ���6�; ���D। ���M���T� A���6 ����; S��PM��� 
AM। T���� 5���-=��� A?� 7�6 �E�;- <����� �������� AM ���D #����। T������� ��� = 
A�� �� 5� 5����� 7�6 �E�;। 

���:������� 5� "������ ��? �������� Y��6� ��� "���; �� <����� ��� !�K7�� 76 
� ��yD "��। ��� ���K ��A��� ����"� ���� ��� ��� "���; ���:�����। �7�A ���� ����� 
���'� ��?, ����P� ��? ���� ���� ����। ����P� �U �� ����� �� ���� �। ��)��D ���� ��_�� 
���� ���� �, ����� ���' = ������ ����� #���� 6। ���K 5��� ����� 6, 5����� ���� 
A�� �, 5 ����� ���P�� �"� �, A�� �। ���� ��) 5����� 6। ���� �� �A�� ��� 5���� 
(���� "�D�; ���' ���XD #
�S���� �M���� ��D ���� 5���� (���� ����� �, 5��� �(�� ����� 
"�� ���� 7��, 5����� ���PD ����� ���Q�6 ����। ���'� ��? = ����P� ��? ���� �U��� ��� 
����� 5���D ���K� 7�6 (���। 

��� ��S��� A���� ��? A�Q�6 �E�; �� ~-��}"A ���:���� ��? <��� ����D A�� ��6। 
���� <7� 76 ����� ��N� 7��� �� ���6, ����� ��}�� �� ������ #M ���(�= 76��� d�� ���E। 
5d��� �� ��)�� ���� ���� ��� �M���� 6। ���X �A�H� ���� )�� ��=6� ��6� d�� �� 
���E�;� 
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�E�'� ~D-7�� ����� ���6 �� #M ���(�=। ��� ��;� �;�� �����? 7�6 �E�;, ��� ����� ���; 
�� ����P ��� �M���� 6, A��� <� ��}"'� Y'� !��M��� Y�', Y�'�;; 5= ����। �� A�M 
5�� �M����� ��� ���:���� á�8�= �D। ����� ���� ���� 5��' ��� �8M-�U  W�� ���। 

~�' �N�K� �(� t���। ��6���� ��� ����; 5� 5��' �;��� �� ����। ����� ;��। 
7���� EQ। ��A�� ��A�� S��। ���� ��? ���6� ��? �(� �����। ��� ���� ���� 5� #�9� 
7�6�;� ��, ��� �����E 5��D �� ���c�6 )¦���। ��� ��? ��P����� ���� �� <��� ���� 76 
�� �� ������ <���� ����;�, ‘<����� 5���� )���M tU  ��� ��� 5����� ����P� ���P�� 
���M��� 
����� ��6�। ��) �� <� ��� �� <����� ���� ������ ���� � ���� �� AMD 
<��� A�� ���k। ���-������ �s���� <J��K� ����� 7�6�;� ����। 5��' ��A� E��;� 
<Q��� �����6 d�� "����k� ��। ��� ��P �"n� �;� �?���� ��}"���। ��6�A ������� ��� 
���� �� 5��' d�� ��A� E�; �S�� ��� ��� ���� ��� ���। �*��M� ��P ��7���0 ��� )�� �;� 
5�A �� ���� )���� 5��' 7M�� �T�� ;�}�Q ��6�। ����D ���� ����� �� �?��� 7����6 
�����6 ��6।  

��;����; 5� ������ ���� 76 7����� ��?। ��� ���� ��� �(�� 5� ��}� d�� 5�� ���E। ��} 
7���= ���E ��6��' d��, ��} ��-= ��7�D ��6�। �� 7�� ;�Q� 7����� ��� #?D <� "��� �;� �। 
��� ���'� ����� ���� ���� )�Q "�� ��6, 7��-�� #"� ��� 7���� ��� "����6 �E�; 5� 7���, 
;��Q�; �T��। �� ������' ���� d�� ����;� ���� 7���� ��P ����; 5� �T���D। ���� �� 
�6�' ��Q�;� ����� ��)��D ;��Q� ��। ����� ���� �7}�' A�� = �*��M� ��? ��� ���� ���� �� 
����� A�6E�6 "��। 7����� ��} 7���� <?��d��� #"� 7�6 �E�;। 

7���� �����, ‘<��� 5� ����� 5������ ���; � ���� <� d�� ;��Q �। =�� 5��������Q 
d�� �;��Q, <��� �7��� ��� d�� ��" ���। =�� ���7����� ���� ���, ��� #M��6� WA����� 7�6। 
<��� ��� 
����� �8�� AM, !���' !�K <����� #���M, 5��' 5��' �*��M 5��' #���।’ 

5��� �� ���� = 7����� ��? <��� ���� 7�6�;। ���� ���D !�K ���k, ����। ���� ������ 
����;, 5D ����� ��M ���6 <��� ���P�K� ��P Y�}�'�' ��0X W�� ���� "�D। �Q�D �(�� <d� 
�Q�� "�D � <���। �� �8 ���7 ���P �*��M��K ����;। ���; !���� 7�A�� 7�A��। �: ���k 
���:�����, ��� ���K0 �U��: � 7=6� ��0X 5� ����� �D। ��� ��� ���M�� ����P ����P 
�S���S� �� ���; ��6, ���P� �� W�� 76। ���P� �� � EA�6, E�� �Q�D �(�� <��� �� 
<d� � ��Q। ��7��D, ���� ��7��D <����� A�� ���A0, <����� ��T��, <����� ���, 
<����� 
������ AM ��� ��(0� 7��। 

(‘A�c� �����’ ;���� ���7��� <�� A�c� ��"�) 

. . . . �S���S���S���S��, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

‘��(�� Y��6 ����� ��E�’ !����' ����PS��� !���AM ���e #����0���� ����6। ��6� �8 
���P�� 7�M� ���, 2/ �8 ������ ����M�E�, <��� #���M E*7 S¥�S�� 5�� ��� ��� 7¦�� '� 
�Q�;। <A D6��76�� �����7� ���7�� '�������, Ay�����7�� <�0��� ���� ��I ����I��� 
<��� �����। ���� 5���;� 5����� ���� ����, �*��� �����, ���� ��' ���� <A ���: 
���7�� !�������� ���� 7�M����� 7�6 )�¦�; 7�����, E�!�K। Ay�� ���7�� ��= <A S6, �h�� 
��� ��}�� )�¦�;। ���:���7�� �� t�� ����� Dn������ �� ¥�K ���। 
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5� )��6? )��6 ��}�A ��� ����; ��_ D��7���� Y*�K� �6�, ��������� ��A0� ������ 
D6��76� ��। ����� ��E�A !����� 7��� ���*��, ��0 #���M� S�e�� ����= ����I� �(�� 8�K 
8�K !"���� 7��� ��D�� ����P� )����M <���, ���� Y� �;�Q�; #�M�"���� ����6 A0A��� 7�6, 
E*77� <�67� ������� �'���6 ����� AM, 5�'� <�6, 5�'� ������� #�S!��6। �����E��� 
��� ��� �@�� ���� <j� 5���- ‘<6, =�� <6 Y� �;�Q ���� �E�;� ���� <6। ������ �� 
<�;, ������ �� �����। ��� ������ ���P ~A0�� <_��� S��� �। ��� ���� A��, ‘���� ;��� 
#S�� 76 �। 5���� ���� <Y�� ���6�;, �� ��n ����� ��(� "��� ���6 S��� <�; �� ��� S�D 
<g�6
A�� 7�M�� ���7�। ���� "�6 �6 <��� ��D Y'�� �����*�� �7��। 

D6��76�� ��}������� ���, ‘����0� �����d�� �c��-)s�G��� s��� �S�? �E�;।’ ���E ���E 
D��M��e� 5��' �����6 !����� 7���, ‘����0� �S�6 5��' ����= ������ �। ~A0��� ��(M� 
)�:� !��K�' �8M �N। 

���� ���P�� Y�;�Q� ���� AM ��0��: !�6�E ����;, ��B����� 7�M� ��� ���M����� 
<�� "�D�;- ����� ��� <_�� �� ��T��� ���P ��9 ����P� )�: ��� T7K ���� ����?... 

t�� 5D 6, <��� <�;। D6��76� ��0�"�� �� = ����� �Y�PK� ����;। S����� 5D, ‘��A� 
���E� ������ Dk� ������ ��'�’। ��� ���Q ��� ����' ����P� #�����, S�EM, �M�-���K� ��� �I� 
�� ���M7� 6। D6��76� �� #�S� ����; 5����। 

<=6��� ��E�� ��P� �Y�PK� ��� 7���, A�!6 #��������� ��� �?�@� ��� ���A��� 
�7��, ��0��"� ���M�*R, <=6��� ���E� ���M��� ������7� ��� c��� A��� ��� 7���। <��� 
��D �M�: �� ���'�� ��P� �Y�PK� �����, �� ����D ��0��"� ����6 ���M��� <��� L�� ��� 
��� ����। !��� !���� �( ���; ����। ������*� ���M�� <��� ��0�" 7��। 5 �� �;��� 
7���� ���6�। ������ ��:� ��� EK����P� ��]��� #����� 7�K ��� �� �;������ �M����। 

t�� ��D �, ��� !��s�¹��6 !����� ��0��"�= 7�6 ���k। <� <Z�0, <=6��� ���E� ���E 
��0�"� !��s�¹��� ����� A���� ���A6�� 7�6�;�, �����D #��� <A ��0��"� 7��� ��� 
!��s�¹��6, ���� <� ��� ����? �EQ� �7���� ��_�� S�}=�� ��6�� �� �( ���; ��6�;� D6��76� 
��, <A �� ���NKS��� �M(0��6 ��0����। ������ ���P <A ��� A��� ���k !���' �8�� 5�� 
������।.... 

(��I��cA�� �7�� ��"�) 

 

3 3 3 3 �S���S���S���S��, , , , �23��23��23��23�    

Ay�� ���7�� �*� #�c������ AM ���'� ��º L��� ��� 7�k 5�� ��'� 7�k �M���7���। 
��"��� ��¦��x�� ���X �� 
�I �D। ��-��� ��� ��A-��º ���=। ��� ���d����� A��� ��¦�= 
��A� ����� ���'��। ���K? ���K #��d���। !(��, ������ ���P �� ����� � ���� �� 
��0����7�� #�c��d���� 5�� 5�� �����' 7�6 ���k। �s��6, ������ ���'�� =��� ¦�}D �D। ��� 
=�� ������ 6। ������ ���'� 5���'��� ��� �D =��� AM। ����� t�� ���������� AE��। 
5���� ���7�M-���*��, »��7M �*�n �� 5�����D। 5��D ���Q )�¦�; ���A ����� ���� ���� 
������ ���' �(��। ��D 5 ���'�� �� ¦�}D ���� ���� ���� ��B��� ���sP�, ���� ������ �6�� ���� 
~��? ����D �।  
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���� ����� ����� � �! �"�# ��$� ��$�"� ������ �%��� &�'� (� )���। ���+�, 
����!�� ��� �� ��!������+��� �����$�" -�%����, � (� ./��.� ��)0। 

�!1 �����? !3� (� �4� �$ �। ������! � �! (5�� ���" ������ ���6। �� -5��8, ���8-
��)���, ����-�9��, )��-:��, �����; .����< ���=, -��!>� (?�@ �����$ ����� ��� !��"। 
A� �$����� �  ���� +$, 5��� ���%B �; 
�C� (D$। 

A)�%; ��)� &�@ �������� )�% A�� ���E������ (?�@ &������ !��� )% ��;�F� 
�����$ �8� ��$ (.�" ���8��B$� .����@ ���6�!। ����� (#��� A�<�$ (.�" ���E������ 
.G���। �!1 A��B !3� �4� ��= �। ��H��, .�)�I� ������ &��� ���E����� ����� �!J�� ��� 
�F���"। ��K� A� (5�� ���" �� �.�%� �� ‘��� �! ���’ !�� ������ ���� ���= �। 

+��./C )N������� ����� ������� ��� ���� <�#�" ��O��, ��.�$�" ����<�। �!1 
����� -P!��� <� �����$ A�. ���E����� (��!� Q�����$ ��# B��� R��, ��; �!� �!"���; 
��S�. �;। �� ���$ ��� �+�. ���� B��� .��� ���$? ���� ���E����� �$? ����<��� T�� ��� 
���� B��। 

����� -P!��� ��$��-!�!����B B��� .���� ���$ ��B$�� R��$ �;। ��%�!������ ���@�, 
���E������ �<������ ���!� U� ���@ !��� ����--�A� �V�%�<��� �!� �!"��!; 4�� �;। 

����� ����$ ���E������ T��� �W ���� �. ��  ���� ����8 �। & �� ����� ��� +V�% 
��)�!����� ���X�$ ����)��� �$, ��� ��S�.���<% �� ��� �.��� ��$। 

A!��� ����� ����$ �<������ A!) ��! ������� ���# �5��B !�� ���! ��%� !��। 
������� A! �+���%�$� YZ>S��. "��8 ��$ ��S>��>� )N�������� !%�[���[। ��� ��$, ‘\)��, 
-��!�! ���E����� A�. ���� �F��। A��� B�� (�", ��)�!����� ����) ��#��=। !���]6 
��&��, ����!�$ R�X ���, ‘��� �!$� !��<�। ���E�FJ) ($� �%�$, ��� ���< �� !� �X� ���। (�+ 
��� ��� ���$<�, .���� �� ���$<�।’ ���� ��$ �F�� A��� ������� .�<���। 

A� F� ��$�" -%�!�। A� ��� ��T��� A�� A;.� 5� ��B$� ���6T���; A�. ��� 
��$, ‘B�� A�.�"। ����� .��%� A�� ��E .�C; ����������U�� )���$ ��$ ���E������!। 

���� ���^; &��@� ���$ ���' !���8� .�.% ��$�"� �� ��)�!��� �� �����$�"�, () ���� 
.�>���+��� .����% !��� &_�। ��� ��; $, ���E������ &�` ����� .��� �8!�� � ���� ��� 
��� ��)�!�� (a.��>@ !��"। )�<������ )5%��� U�8�B F��. !�� ���=। 

() bc+��� &��@ ��$ �<�" +�#��8 d.�%� ���$ ��)�� T@ ��E���� ����&�� Re�� 
d.�!। (����� �<������ () ��; ��$ R�X�" -�)$, f�>��। 

(� �4�'�� A�� ���E������ .�g�)% ��.� 5��� ���� �+�h 8�!��� 8�!��� ��$ ���=। 

f�.��.� �<������� A�� ���E������ (?��@ ���!V� )���� ������ -�F.���� )% (� 
!��� !��� !��8� ��i ��<��, ��� ���$� �! !��" ;$���$� ��? 

( ��C��F)�� ���� ����) 
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l l l l �m�.n��m�.n��m�.n��m�.n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

����� �4� (�" A�� �4� � �!B ����� -P , () �������! A!��� ���������� �@�q� 
���! �V�c��� !��� -����� !����। A!��� ���� ���� ���� (����� .�I��� ��� ����� ��h��� 
���!<@ �!+��� ��r� ���!� ������ ����� ��� !�� ?��<� )$����� ��  A�<�$ ����"। 
���������� �3#�' f��>� �� ��!�.���� ��� � �! ����! .s3@> ��E !���� )% ���E������ ��� 
d.�!<@ (a�%�<, .���.!��, ��?�, d��> A�� ����&��!��� �� Rt� �Vc�' :�� !���", 
���S� 
����� .�I���� ;�����. ��� ���> A!�' ����। A!��� ���$ ���� ����� �@�q�� 
���!-(����� ���E�������� (5�� .������� -���< ��$ �!+��� ���.��� �r���.��@ !��"। 
����$ A!�8 )���) m����$ (����� �.��� )���) ������� �  ]� !�� ���$�"। �.��8, ��8<��, 
!���N�, ��$�����, �$��.��, �����, ���)���, ��)����, �T#�, ����, !��c$� .�>�; (����� ��� 
�������� -I<�� A�� ��!�.���� ���)$ -�%��� ��$�"। u�!�$ ��.���� ��$ .����!�? ������ 
.�P% (; )��� !�� ���� ��v �<��!��� ��%� B ��>�� !��"। �!1 ��; ��� ��h���� ����� 
w�. ��$�। (����� ��� �.���� -I<��� ���� A�� �)� ����, ;��N�� .�$ (� ��� �3�� �; 
�� u�!�$ 
��� ������ ���!� �<J���� .�q; R�x���� ���। 

�. !���@; ���"��� ������ �4� � �!B ����� -P  () ����� ���� ���� A!��� ����-
D�@��E ��� ����  � ��$  ��! ��� 
��� ������ ����� �!�y� A; ��)$ ���>�T��� ��। 
! �T��� A;)% ���" �� �������� A��� �!"�.��%! ��h��� (�" ���� ���� � �!B -P A�� 
D�@��E � �!B ����। u�!�, ��)���� &+V�� ����� �!�y A; )���$ �!"� -PB ���� ��h��� A��� 
��r� ���!C��� &+���� ����z�� )% ����� ��^!�� !�� ���=। A;.� �������� ��; 
{����$ ��� ��� ���E������ .q� ����� <�>��! b�> !���। �� &+���� ����z�� )% 
A��� �!"�.��%! )|����� ��h��� <��5�> ��= ����� ���Q� R��� �� () }.� &+���� �! 
-�:�। ��r� ���!C��B ���~���� (T ��R ��R !�� ��� RX�"। ������C�� ������� A�� .���' 
&���� ��X��� A��� -v���@ !���"। A�� !� ��)���� �4�� ����!����� ����%; ���� d���c% 
�.; )���F!�� (�� +3���� ���� )|+3�� �.P� B () ��4��। -�:��V�c �� ��=, +3��� A�� ;$���$� 
��?� ������� :��8 ��>'  �!�� �। A; f; )���$���� ���6� �.; +$O� ���8� ! �; (��� 
A� +���"। 

)��, �\ f�� A�� ����, A�� ���# �\ �E4$ A�� �V��%� ��% ���$ ���������� ����6� 
�� �!�8�" A�� A��� -�! �4�� �.+���; ������ �� !�8��� ��=। )��, (��� ���� 
��� 
.��>�+J� ��������� f�� �� ��)$�� ���� �� !�� ���� �] !����, ����� -��!; �&$) 
������� <+�� �����! �!��� +���� ������ �। �� )�� (��� �����$�", �� .G� A�� ;�� 
(��� ����� ���� ��.)> ���$�", �� .s� (����� ����� ��$�", )��, �..� (� �F�� ��B$� 
.�� $। �!1 A; -�4$, A; -���.�� �%��<� ��% ���$ (��� A!�8 )����!, A!�8 ����! 
���S� ;�����. �)| �� !��� ����"- A; ��� �<J�� A!�'+���; (����� ���������� ��>�� 
��������। (����� �3�>��]6��� A; �<J�� -)>�� �.J+�<% �$�। �.���! � �! (��� -�! 
+�<%��। f�� (����� -�! ��$�", �E A�� )�� (����� &��� ���� ��$�" .�% �!1 
������ 
)% A; �V��% A; �E��, A; (a�%�< .��!"�� ���%; A!�8 ����8 ����a% (�"। �.; ����a%; 
(����� ���$� !�� �����"। ��� �)���; +��6%^ �����<@ (����� ����8 �<J���� �8!� ���$ 
���� ����� �� (��� () �����  !���@ ���� �����"��� ���; ���� ����6� �� ������ �����। 
(����  
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(a�%�< B �V��%� ���%�� +��6%� �������� .��%!�� ����6� �� ������� A!�8 :�, A!�8 
�  (��� () d��� !�� ���=। �� ��^ !���@� )% )���� ��$��! ��= !��, -�! -+�� B 
�����! ���.���� ��@ !�� A�� f��-!c B f�+>��<� .!� �"����! f’���$ ���� �� � !�� () 
���������� ���6 .�I��� ��� ��$�", ��� �3�% ����6� +�6�$ �@>$ !�� f�.��%। A; ��� !��@ 
B .�I���� Rt��� (��> ��� ���������� $, +��6%�� .�C ���S� .��) <X� �%��!+��� 
.����% !���। ��h��� )��� ��.��� (��� �� .�I ���S� .G��� A; A!8 -��%t� �Vc�' :��� 
.� > ��$�", �� !� �<J���� ! � $।.. 

A8� -�%' (��� ! � �� ��S�����!� �4�� () (���U� �����> .���� ��$�"। ���S� 
����!.s� .!� ���6 () R���� !���" ��, (����� .�I�� %��$� �� , .��%� �� । -��% 
���������� ������ �� -��� .�5�8� ��$�", ������ ;�����. ���� �$ �। (� A; ����� 
������! �4�� )% .+%��<�>� R�� ���T��� .�?$+��� A�<�$ (.��, (��� �<�#� � �!; 
A� (�� !���"���। �. (�� (����� .s3@>+��� .F� ��$�" A! � (��� ���� ������ �। 
<@��/� (��>�! .�I ���S ����� .���� �����" ��� <�> !��, �.; ���!> ��E����� .�!��� 
+3��!� (����� .s3@> ���� !���"। 

���S� )<@ (���� .��  (�"। A��! ���!> ��E����� )<@B (���� .�I���! 
.� > !��। A "�#� ���S� .�>�; ���������� ���E.�I�� ���8����8 A!�8 .��3+3�� ���+ .� > 
��$�"। (��� (�� !����, (����� �3#�' ��)�$� �� 5��$ (.�� .��  .��  ��S����! (����� 
.��4 (��� )�I� ���। (��� A! � )��,
����� �!��� ������ -���� .�����% (�. �- 
.�I�� B �%��<� ���%�� �.; 
����� -)> B �4� !��� ���। (� ��; () ���! ���! .�I���� 
A� f�� ����� �! ���" ��$�"। (� A; .�I��; (������! ��)�$� ��  �� A�<�$ ��$ 
����"। ���E������ )$���!�� "�$� () ����� .�C -��� -��� .��) 5��.� B�� ����� A! 
�+��� ��$�� &����� �� ��C���� ��=। �.�� (� -��! �3�� $ �� A; ��)$-�!��� "�$�$ 
����#�$ (��� )�I� .��# .�� �!��8 ��h��� !�� )]��� !�� !�� �����$ <+�� &�%$ )� 
)|+3�� ���������!B &@�� )������ 

�� � �������� �� 

��� ����� ��� ����  

���! ����� ��� �� ��  

���@ )���� ���) 3���। 
        (m� ����]� ;.��� ����) 
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.���� ��>������.���� ��>������.���� ��>������.���� ��>������****    
�l �l �l �l )���;)���;)���;)���;, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

A!�8 �"�� ���। ���!C�� )q����� ��<<��; �q�P� ��� ���)�� ������ ����� !���। !�, 
�!� �$, ��+��� A ����� &�. )�� RX��, ���� ��� ��C���� �����@� R�N� �;। ��� &!���� 
���� A8�!� bc !��; ��� ��$�" ��, ;$���$� ���� )q� .�!�� 
��� ������ )! ��� ���)��� 
������� (�$�) !��"। ��� ��]�� -�+���<-����~�����। 

���' �����.� �! ����� �����V�x! .�%�!, %�$�!, ����!�!, 8���8 �8�� ��%� !�� 4���� <�� 
(�!�#  �!��� �! f�.���.! &$�.! �! .����� b�>�! A ��� �� �!"� $। ����� ��� &�.�� 
)���$��� �� .��)�$ ��� ���)��� !��! ������ C� !�� ����� A�� A! b��>� -���c� �"� 
(<���� 6#�/ �����। Y�6 �’ �"6�� .��� ���&.��� ������ -��.'� ��� ���)� ���� "$�F� 
���� ��� !��, �.��; ���. (��O  � � !�� �!��� R�X�"��� ��r�� ��.!!���� ���� ��R.। 
(� ��; �.���� <@������� ��.! .����! )�'�� ������ �&�.�m[ (;$���� !�� R����� ��$�"� 
<V���� B -�v� +�6� &�$��<� \��!। R�� ��)���6 �)�-)���� (� �4�+�� ����8 ��$ ��� 
A�.�"� (B$��� ���<� ��� B !�>���� R��-
������� ��h��� )���� R��। �!1 ����B �� 
F� �$�, �� ������ <@��E� }!%�� &�������� ���� ($���� �@\O�� ������ -.��$ (�>���� 
�� �����. �����$ �<�", (;$������ ��6�4�� )% .��)�$�"� �� %� (<���� 6#��/� �����। 
R���% �"�, +�#��8$� )), R�!� (� .�4�.������ .��.Vc 6#��/� )��� ����� ��� ���)��! 
������ �V� �� � �! .���$ ��$�। !���>�8��� �.����. ���� �� �� �.; .�)���-T"��� ������ 
����� &�. ����"। +�#��8$� .�4���� �� %� )���� ��!m>�� C3��!V� ��$ R�X�"-�<�8� .�!�� 
��� .�>��E ���$ ��� .�����! (8!���� ��c� !���"। �!1 .!�� �% >��� ��>��.� ��$�"। ������ 
���6 (<���� 6#�/ ������! �� !���" ����� ��)����; ��]��, .�I ������ ��]�� A! 
.�<+�� 6#�/। (� ��; .�>��E ��$ ���� ]�� ����#�$�" A; 6#��/� ��]��, (;$������� 
��]��। ��� ���)��� ��"� !�����9� ������ ����6� �.; &������ (�9���� ������ ���� ���� 
�<�" �)��� ����, �#!3�8�� �� �+�. �<�" 4�����>� ��.�!� �.� (� (;$��-����� ��4� 
��$�" ;�����.� (�C�!��#।  

����� �\�� <� ��$�"। ��h���� (��-(!���� ��SC�� &�����, ���� ������ �����!� 
!�
� ��� ���)�� ���� �)�-)���� (� �%�<-����4�� f�.� (T� ���# ��$�" (�B ����8 
�.��। ��$�" �q�P�-������ ��!�8�� .g�8। ��<� .����@ ��>��� ���W �%���8� ����� ������ 
���6 .�I �V� ���! �����$ ���$�"-��� ���)� ������, ����� ��� ���)���। ���� (�B �����$ 
���$�"-��� ���)� ��� ������ , .��� ���!C��� .��%�T] ���� ���। ��� ��; $, �q�P�� 
��V�0 .�I ���������� ���6 ��S��.��! ����� ����! !�� ���$ -.����< (�9���� ;�����. 
A! $� ��!>m .V�c !���"। .���;�� �# ! �, ��� ���)���; ��/ R����� ��$ ��h��� )��� &���� 
!���" 
��� .��>�+J� ��������। ���; ���>�� ������ ���6 ���� -v ���� ��$�"। ;$���$�� )N�� 
���� I���� �� I�� ���#�$ ���$�", �4 �4 ���6�! ���>���� T�� !�� ��%� !���"। A; ���� 
�� "����� !�� ���$�" -<�@� �.��� .�.��-������ ��+�$ ���$�" �4 �4 5��� &���। �!1 
����8 ��� �E; Q���� ����-����6� ���$� -���5 ��@��!, ��� (a�� ('��! (!��4��! ���6 
����� ���� �। B��B ����� 
��� .��>�+J� �������� <X� �� -����> &������� ��� ���)� 
�����" .��# .�� �!��8 

 

 

 

* .���� ��>������’ ��6>! ��������! !� !�T�� (��� ����. ����।  
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��h���� -'��, ������ �.�-�.�%��� ����  ��� �� ����$ ���� �����। (� ����� ���; 
�� () ������ ����<�' ����" ����� ����^.�। �� ��$, ��� ��$, (� bc � �! bc�� ��$ 
B�X )N�������� �V��%5��� �W। B�� ����� ���= B��� ���)$ (.�। B�� ��Q�� ����" �.��� 
������ ��!�8�! ���� ���� ����� �� ��6-A��� �����$� ����। ��; ���36�> �$���� ��@���>� ��; 
;$���$�� ���� -D��% &���Z�। ��; (;$���� (<���� 6#�/ ������ �����$ ���@��� �V�� 
�����$ ����� (�<; ��� )��) .'� () �%���%C ��� ���)��� ��]�� �� ����� .�)���� 
(�$�)�। 

�!1 �!�.� �����? �!�.� �����? �! !��� !�� �����? �5��! ;$���$� ��� ���)��� ��]�� 
����~������ -�+���< A��"। �!1 4�����>� �.; R|�� �)���� �h� ����$� ���$ ���� ��$ 
() A; .�%8�!� R���� !���� ���.!�� �����$ �F���" ��, ��� ���)� () (� ;$���$�� ��E� 
R^. �9��!� �। (� .��# .�� �!��8 ��h���� 
��� (��.+3�� ���������� &������ ������ ��� 
���)��� ��E� R^. ��� �����.�� ��+=�, .� > B .�I��� ����.... 

�� �� �� �� )���;)���;)���;)���;, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

A!�8 ������ ���>� &������ ���� ��� ��$�" ��, ���������� -��!V� A��!�$ -�F.-
(����� B ���!�-���8� ��F�! ������ ������> ;���)� B Rf>�� ����� ���>� )��� !�� 
��$�"। ���� (�B R�N� !�� ��$�" ��, ��.� :� �� &������ ���� .��< -��.��� <P ��$�" 
�.T��� ���K�$ $� ��!��@� -�+�� �] ��$�"।  

����8�� ��0 �  �!��B �!J���!� �����! (�"। !��@, ;�����.� ��!� (� 5�#� !��8� 
��"���! �5��� � �)�B !.�; ;$���$� ;�����.� ��!� (� 5�#� !��8��! �r������ !��� ��.%!� 
&��c�$ ��� ��$�"। ������ ������> Rf> A�� ;���)��� ��F�! ���� (� ����6 ����6 :�� B 
&������ $� ��.���� ��!��@� ���>�� B��� f��+.�P8�; �+��� (a&!�� !���"।  

(��� A�� ����� �;�। ��4�� ���B (��� A�� ����8; ������ �;�। !�@, B��� A; 
-���c� �� �!"� $। ���� �"� (�< ���� �V�8� .�g�)%������ A��� �"�# ��$ �.��; ��r� 
���!C�� R����������? ���� B�X ������ ��]�� .�<+�� 6#��/। A; 6#��/� �4% �"� ��h��� 
)����! ����� ���$� ��� �����$ ����। (� A; �������! �4% ���"��� 
�� > ��r�� ��.!!�� 
��h���� ��)���! -��!��, - >���! ��.%�, ����� .����%, .��V�� (� 
!�$ .x�� B�� ����� 
!���" ��� ���। ��q������ �)
 ����$, ����� 
�/ .x��! ������ ���" �F���� )% �?�' 
����" .����!� �+���। ��c� ����" ��)���!, - >���!, .����% B .��V��! ��! ���$ ����� 
�q� !�� ������...  

������ ����6� .����% .��V���! �q� !��� �� ��>� &��c� ��� A�.�" ���� �"� ���, 
����� ������ ��6 .������ ����� ���� (���� A!�8 58�$ ��� A!�8 .�9� ��� ��B$� ����। 
f�' &������� <+>� ����� �� A!�� ��8+��� ����� !�4 �m�! ��X��� u�!�� !��, 
.����%!, ���! B ����)������। A A�x�� ���$ ���)� ��� .!��। ����� ���% �"�� m� ���G� 
���fN�, -�%4 ���G� (�f� ��;, (��� �����, !�� ).����� A�� -%�%। \!�� !��� <+>�� 
�! �����#� !���" (����? ���y.q�� ����� ���� �?’ )��� ���� u�!� ��S���%���$� 
����� ��+��<� �^!��� -�%4 ���G� (�f� ��;। ����� ‘�, ���� �। (��� �! !�� ���y.q��  
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������? (��� ����� ��� �� ��� ��; .q��, ).�� .q��...। ���$ -���� -����>� ��$ 
RX�� <+>�। )��� !��� �e��$ ���>�- ����� +�6��! ;.���� U� ���� ���। A��� )��� ���� 
-��+E ������ �%����� ��)���!- ����� R�� ��^!�� !�� ����"��� ������ "��-�]�@� ��-
‘�। ������ ! � ��� �। ������! ���+�6� !��� ���।’ ���~��� ��h���� �.; !�
� 3]� (���� 
����8B C� !�� ���� �����। ��!�, .����, ��F!, )����� �� ���!� ��)� �E �u�� ���$ 
���V+�6� ������ ����$ ��>���� 
�!V�� (��$ !�� A��"। ��E� -4�� ����� ��$�" �����+�6� 
(� ��h���� ��)$<� �। 

�!1 ��r�� ��.�!� �� �!��� A; .�%�! .�)+��� 
�!�� !�� ��� �����। ����� (� 
��h��� ! � f�8 B��� -�+3���� &���$� "�#�$�" �V�r! ����� ����। ��; -����� ����� 
����" ��h��� )���� R��-����� +�6�, ����� .����%, ��h���, .��V��� B��। B�� (��� ���F ����� 
+�6� ����� ���$�", ��B$�; ����� !���", +�6�8��! ��.���� ������ ����� )% ��� �� �$ 8��� 
����$ ���$�"। ‘!V�c-.��V��’�! !�� ��$�" ‘����)�-����’। )]��� !����$ ‘¡��’ �!�8 !�� 
��$�" ‘�<��:�’। !�$�!������ ���� ‘���¡��’ �;���� �� ���K�$ ���� ��$�" ‘���-�<��:�’। 

�!1 �! ��+? ��� �)��� � �! ����� ��� �� �����-;$���$�-�8¢�B �� ����� �। ;�����.� 
<�� �r������ $, 5�#� !��8� ��"�� ���! �5��� �। .��# .�� �!��8 ����6� ����� +�6� (� 
����� -.�£���$! )���$���� �����!B �!R �)�� !�� ��%� !��� ����� �।  

¤¥¤¥¤¥¤¥    )���;)���;)���;)���;, , , , lopl lopl lopl lopl     

A!�8 ������ ���>� &������ ���� )�� ��$ ��, A���� ���!C�� .����! !�V>�4 
���������� -��!V� A��!�$ ���mB ���)$�F� !��� �] !���"। -����? �.��!�� ���6 
��!���� u�!� ������� �!� -��� ���� �-���� ���� 
��� ����� ����� �!y, �����., 
(!����@� B +�$. -� (����!�� -���। 

����8 �"�� ���B ��^��>�3@>। ��Q�� !c ���� ! � $ ��, -��!V� A��!�� )<@�! ��� 
����:�� A�� ��S)�� .s>�! -P!��! ������ )%; )q����� ���mB ���)$�F� !��� �] 
!���"। (� A; &��c� � �! ��������� ��������� ��)��� -�:��; 
�!V�� ��B$� ��$।  

����� .���;�� �# ��� ��= .�%। ���@�v ����6� )������ �� .�%�!B ��>$+��� ��%� 
!��। ��������� ���E��� �] �B$�� �� )q�����B ��; !���"। &!V� 58� ���� �!R )��� � 
���� �.)% .�������� R�� !#� �.¦���� (���� !�� ��$�"। -��!V� A��!�$ ��>��� ��.� 
.������ &!���� �$ ���� &!V� 58�� �!� ����@  ��! �, ����4 .�%�� ����� &!���� 
�!� .����< �.��� �;। &���8 �W "��� ���� (�< .����! !�V>��4� -���� ���<। .� !�<�) 
A!; ��� B �'��%� !��> !�� "��� �$। F�� .������ ��� �� !�<)T�� -��!V� A��!�$ 
&!���� �$, �� �_� .������ $- )q������ &��� �����8 ���। ��; �.T��� �!R �!� �, ��# 
�। )��������� &��� �F�� BT��� ����3��% ���� !��। 

A;��� �<� .�������� ! �। A���  ��! ���mB। A�� �.8�; ()�!� ���� .���;�� 
��E���� &��� ���%�। u�!� ������!y A� �������� ����। ��!���� A; ������/�8 � �! �� 
&����� �$, �� )5% )���$��� (� �� %�� ��.��� "�#� �!"�; $। )N�� ������ ��>� -�%������ 
��E� <q�  
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��$ ����" ������ ���! ���!। +��+3� 5����#, ��ZC )���� Z�.C3� .�4� ��$ (�" 
B��� �����! ��>����। ������ �.�%�� ���� �!�# ��=, f��� ����! �� !���", ��� ��� 
���6�! !��" 5�"�#�, ���"�#�। -��!V� A��!�� ���6 ��)� ����� �����", ����" A �V�%। �!1 
u�!� ������ ��" �X! A� R�K� ! �। u�!� ����� .��!J��� &���@�� ����%��� .�%8��! ��%� !�� 
�� %�� ����� .��)�$ ��#� !��" ����6� !��"। ��; ���� (:� �����$�"- ���D�, -��� ��$ R�X�" 
u�!� ������� R��। (� �.; !���@; �!R () u�!� ������� -��� ��" �। ���� .��% ����� 
)%, �+3>� �� %� )%, �������� .s�!> ��S)���� ���� .s�!> -���� �B$�� )% ��" 
��� 
����� ����� �!y, �����., (!����@�, +�$. -� (����!�� -���। )q����� A ��� )��। ���� 
)�� ��, A.� ����� �!�y� ���F� )<@ ��������� ��>��-���#-<@��%�� �����6>! !���� 
�)� ��=। �)� ��= ���������� ���� ���E�������� �<J���$ .�F�% A�� ��������� ?��<� 
����>�$� �Vx�'। F�� B��� )���)��� F��. ��$ ���=। ��� ��# ���= B��� �� %����) (� 
)���$���� ��.���। ��; ���!�, ��§� ��$ R�X�" )q�����। B�� )��, ����!� ���� ��� ���mB 
 ��!, u�!� ������� )��-)�$����� -��� ���� ��� �- ��� 
��� ����� ����� �!y B ������ 
������� -���। ��; (�?���� �?��� �������� ��$ )N����� A� �!�# ��� �] !���" .!� 
���mB R���%-��� % ��� � ��� ��B, .�% ! �B ��� ����� �...। 

llll(<¨(<¨(<¨(<¨, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

���!C��� )q����� ���������� -��!V� A��!�$ R^����� F.��� ��-��� >��� .����! 
!�V>��4� ���� ���� ����� )% ��6���� &�� ���>� )��� !���"। ���>�� ��� ��$�" ��, F.��� 
A!-��� >��� �B$� ��� )����� ��.��� A�� ��!� f;-��� >��� �B$� ��� 8%�i B ��)� ����। 

��Q�� A�8�!� !c ���� ! � $ ��, ���������� -��!V� A��!�$ ��6���� ���$C� !�� "�#�B 
(��!8� R���% (�" A; ���>�� )��� !���"। ���������� ��� ��r�� ��.!��� ��)�!�6 �3% !�� 
���$�"। (� �.; �3% ��)+�`�� �3@> !�� ������ )%; )N�� ;$���$� !���" A; ���<��! ���>�।  

A! � () .!���; )�� ��, ��������� ����� ����� �%$+���� ���� ���!C�� - >���� 
��]�` �+�q ������ ��$ �<�"। �������� � �! ��8, ��, ���#� .� .�C �!� �F��� ���@)% �P। 
!�!�����$ R^��� �;। ���<����< �%�:� �P ��$  �!�� �] �%�.�-���@�)% ��� A�.�" �3#�' 
-����:�। .��# .�� �!��8 ����6� .���4� ��)��� ��r� ���!C�� �@% ��?�$� ��� ������8� 
�����.� �� f���� - > ���8 ���� �� ��6। ��)0 (��$ �P-������ ���6 ��)� ���= �, 8%�i 
���= �। (�$� �!�8� �3% �!1 ��� ���#�" �\T@। &��.�! �%$ "�#�B )q����� ��������� 
<@��%� ���� &���� ��� !��" ��# �!��8 8�!�। A� 8�!� (.�� �!� � � �!? d����! .����% �P। 
�V� ��� ���� ���� �+4�� Q��� ���� 5����" ;$���$�� -������, �!1 R���% �.�� �$�। ��; 
��)�!�6 �3%-���]@ - >.�!8, ���� �� ��������� 5�8�" ����a! ��©। ��.����! !�>������� 
��� ��� ��$�� &ª; �;, !.�; ������ �)�$����B ��� ��!� ��#�" ��5>����। F�� ���! 
���! R�X�" -.�'��6� Q#। ��<�� ��8�� ��)� $ ����-!�) !���", �$.� ��;। ��� ��!� ���� 
��� !�� ��$ �। (� A; ����:��� ���!����� !��� )%; 8�!� ��;-&��� 8�!�� ��!�� ;$���$� 
����। 8�!�� ��!�� ��h��� ��%�� ����$�� �!��, )N�� +�#� !���। (� �. 8�!� B�� (��$ 
!��� ��$ ����������; ��6���� !�" � �!। A; �4% ���.��� )%; )��� ��$�" �5��! ;$���$�� 
$� ���>�।... 
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lplplplp    (<¨(<¨(<¨(<¨,,,,lopllopllopllopl    

���8 ���। ���8 ������ R^.:� �3�-�3��'�� ���8 )�$<�-!����,  $���N�, B$����8। 
- � ��� ���8 A!; .3�� <�� �-A!; ���!�! �!y !��। (� ��� ��= �q�P� ��� ���)��� 
����।  

!���� � �! F��.� ���>� &���� A-AF-�� )���$�", �q�P� ��� ���)�� ���� (a�4 
.� >� -
�!V� {�� !��$ ��r� ���!C�� .����! (����� ��� ����� :�<� ��$ �<�"। 
��$������� !��" ��� .������ ����� &�.�� (�$�) !�� ��$�"�। �!1 ��� ����", (�� �!� 
-����; !���। ��; ����� �� (a�4 .� >�� &ª; B�X �।  

$���N��� ���!> �.�8� AmB$�m> �!�m� ����", ��� .�>& � ��� ���)��� ���E���� 
���> ���������� .�.%�� A!�8 �)���! .������ �4����। �q�P�� �<�� ������� ��§ �9� 
!�� �.�8� �!�m� ���, ��� ���)� ��� �!� -���� !��  ��! �� ��= A; ��, ��� A!�8 
��>��� )$��+ !���"। ��+��� �<��� �� ����� ��= �� (')>���! (; B ����-���� �3#�' 
������� "�#� (� �!"�; $।  

-�����! )���.��5 )q������ ����3� (<� ������ ����" ��, ��� ���)��� �<�� ����� 
&�%4 !��� )% (')>���! ��>��4!��� -���� ��$� ��� �।  

(<� ������ (�B ����" ��, �q�P�� �����!��� ����8��� �!��8>� ��$ ��; ���! � �!, ���! 
.�q .�q ��%� !�� ��� �। ���$� �� �&�.�m� ;$���$� �q�P�� �`���� ����� �� w�. !��� 
�����।  

���T��� �������� ���� AT���� ��^��> �4% !���; bc ��$ B�X ��, ��� ���)��! )N�� 
����� A�B ��%� !���- !��� �����B �। !��@ �. ��E B��� �;। ��; �q�P�� ������� &�. 
�� .��)�$ .�I ��S�! +��./C !�� �5��! ;$���$� ��c� !��" ��)���! F�$�� ���.� !���। 
�q�P�� -�3�% )���! ���) ���� �. ����" ������ 
������ ��� ������� )�$�����$। �!1 
;$���$� �� (��� +�� !���"- (��� ���'� ������� �� (8�! �<�" ���। ;$���$� 
�!�� � 
!���B ��S��.� )��, &�$ .��# �����. ��� +$+���-&���+ �����$ ��c� ����" ��� ��)��! 
��� (��। �!1 �!� ��+ �$�। �q�P�� �� � �. �!�� �����। (� ����� ���; ��6 -v 
��4��� �� \O�� �"�#�"-(�� ��� ���)��� ����� !����, ���! F���.�� Q������। A� ��"� A! 
.����� �4% �"� ;$���$� ����। �. �+���"�, ��� ���)��! ��%�� \��! ���$ ���! ��� (� ����, 
���E�������� ����� �+�q ��$� ����, (� ���� ��S)���! ����' !��। �!1 A���B �% > ��$�" 
)N��� &��c�। +$ ����� ������> (�B ����!�� �q�P� ����": (�� �!� -���� !���। .����� 
����� �� (a�4 .� >�� �!� &ª; B�X �।  

��; ���% ��$ ���! �q�P�� ����� &�. ������ ����� ��$�"। A; ����� (� ��%�� \��! 
���E�������� ����� A�8�!� ����� �����। ��� ��� ���)��� ���>��� ��  �eT@�� ��E ��$ 
���� Q�����$ ��#�" f���� B��-(�B ���O� -�:�$ ��4� ��$�" ������ �����। (� 
��S)�� ����' !��� &��c�B �% > ��$�" ;$���$� ����। A;��� <�!�� �.�8� �!�m� ����" 
��� ���)��� A!�8��� -���� �� ��� ��>�� )$��+ !���"। ��� �<�� ����� (')>���! (; 
B ����-���� �3#�' ������� ���। �_�� A ! � �!�m�� A!�� ! � $। �!�m�� !�� 
��S�����!� e% >�� ��$; Z�� ��$�"। (� �. 4���� �$��� �� )���$ ���$�" ��, -����� 
��� ���)� $- ;$���$�  
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��। ��� ��� ���)� �] !���-;$���$� ���� <@��%� -�+���� )����; .V�c ��$�" �E�E 
.�5�6>�। (� ��; .�.%�� .������ ��> ��= ��� ���)��� ���E। �!�m�� A; �E��%� (��!�8 
��^��> (�"। �!�m���� ��� ��$  ��! ���!> �����!� !�
�। (� �. !���@; ��� ��$, �!�m�� 
�E�% �V� ��� (� ���8 ����� �� ���!> ��E����� �!��8 �!��8 ���', 
����� B <@�/!��� 
����6�; �E�%। .����� ���� ��$, �� ����� -v ���$ ;$���$� ��h������ ��%� !���", ��� ���)��! 
��%�� \��! ���= �.; (����!�� )<�@� �V�c��B ;$���$� ���6�, ��� ���)� ���>�6। )N�� 
;$���$�� ����3� (<� ������ ����", ������� ��$ ��; ���! .�q .�q ��� ���)��! ��%� !�� ��� 
�। ��� �`���� ����� �� w��.� 4���  �!�� ;$���$��। ��^!�� �%�:�। �!1 A� �<�� ��^��>8�!� 
��Q�� !c ���� ! � $। ;$���$� ���$�"� +����� .�q ��� �����$ ���������� 
������ ����! 
�������� ����। �!1 +���-����$� ���' B .�����<��� ���E )N���� �. ���$� ������ T��#�$ 
���$�"। A� A!�8��� ��]��� ��. (�" ;$���$�� ����। (� �. ��= ��� ���)��� )��। ��; �. 
��;�" ����� &�.� �q�P�� ��� ��`� �%�:� !�� ��� )���4�� 4���8�!� ��)� ���� ��$ ��; 
���$ ��)��� !���। (� ;$���$�� A; �<�� R���%�8 .s�!> 8�;� �%�<��) �����" : ‘‘A 
�%����� .�9��� -�!�� �; �� ��� ���)��! �` ��B$� ���। ��� �� �$ ;$���$� �� �q�P��! 
��%� !��� �। !��@, �. )�� ���������� ���� A! ���!C��� (.� ������ .����: ��$�"। ��� 
���)��! ������$ ����� -'� A!8� ��6 .����< ��B$� ����। �. ��= ��5>:�$� �E�E ����� ���� 
���'�3@>+��� �������� B ��r� ���!C��� +�<�+��<8� .s� !��।’’ -���� �'�% �¬�$�)। 

 

��������    �� (<c�� (<c�� (<c�� (<c, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

�`�� ‘�m�� �8��I�F’ ���!�� A! ���� ��� ��$�" ��, ���!C�� )q������ .�q 
���������� &�������� ���% (������ �� �:� !��� R����% ;.������� B ������ �<��� 
�<��� �)��  !38���! �^���� ����"। A; �^����� �$! ;��। (� A; ��"� ��! .� > 
��$�" ��E���, �� B ����$��। ����8�� (�B ��� ��$�" ��, ��r� ���!C��� ����� �F���� 
�.�?8��� ;�����%; ����� ��J��"�"। �.��� ;���� R��%��< ��� .�q ���������� &�������� 
�<�� .�4�^!���� (�$�) ���।  

.��3� ;��� �������� &ª ��$ ��>�� -'���� �! 5�8�" bc )���� R��$ �;। (� �. 
�� % �8�! �����-�-����$�� +3��!�8�B .�)����% $। �m�� �8��I��F� A; ����8 "�#� A 
�%����� (� �!� .3� � �! �!� � %B (����� ���� (�.�। ��; A! ! �$ ����8 R�#�$ ��$� 
�� A�! .�% ��� ��� �$� �!�8�; .�) $। ��� ! � (�"। ���������� ���E�������� &�- 
(?��@� ���� )N�� ;$���$�� +�#��8$� ����� () ��������। &���� B�� ���" ���E�������� 
����। (� �.; �3%:� �3@> !��� ��� !�� (�< �� !�� A! �m�+� d.% (���� !�� ��$�" 
���������। (����!� � �! &��� -v (.�", �� � �! .����! .�z�� (.�", ���!> ����6{ 
A�.�"। A��! )�>� � �! ���! +�#� !�� (� ��$�" ���������� ��� �������� ���!����� !��� 
)%। �!1 ��� -�:�� R��� �$�-���$� ��� � �! �� ���8 .�� ���= ;$���$��। &���� $� $� 
A��!� ��E ��=। -�:� ��<��! ����, ���������� 
����� .�I���! �������� ��B$�� )% 
;$���$� �� &�@�@ ��c� !���" ��!-+��� ��� ������। +���-�.��+�$� ���', d��� B .�����<��� 
���E ��� f��+.�P �. ����� !�� ���$�"-+����� .�q ����� ���$. ���8 �<�" ;$���$��। 4���� 
���x �.; �5��! ��c� !���" )���.�5�! �8� A� ����x� ���6��� d�X! �m�! �������� 
&ª�! ��!-+��� ������ ��� ���®� !���। �!1 �. ��c�B ��� ���] �% >�� ��@ !���"। 
(��!8� ��� �����" ��� ;$���$�। �. 
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�+���"� ������� ��� &�.�� �� .��)�$ ����8��� ))-�%���¨���� ����� V��%� �%�.� !�� 
��� ���)��! �V� �� � �! .���$ ��B$� ����-(� ��� F�� ����� �+�q ���� ���������� 
���E��������। ��� +�#��8$� m��!�x� ������ f] f] ��4 (.�� �� ��E-�����$ ��B$� ���� 
���������� 
������ ���। �!1 A���B ���� ��$�" �)����� ;$���$�। A ���� (�B �4� ��$ 
R�X�" ���E�����-��§�� ��$�" ����� (?�@����। ���; �������� ��S)���� &�` ���� ���@� 
"���!� ��. ��#�" )N���� ��� � �!। ��� &��@- ������� .�q .�q; ��� ���)��! T�� !�� ��� � 
��� )���.��5 ��r� ���!C�� ����3� (<� ������� �5�6@�। ;$���$�� .��� A� ���!C� ��! 
�V� �5�#��8�! )���� !�� ������ (� �!� � ; ����� �;। ��� ��6 ��c� !��" �.। ��� ���)��! 
�F���$ ���$ ���B ��� ���������! ��r� ���!C��� .�q ���� ��$, �.8�; ��� ��6 ��c�। ��� 
����, A; R����%; ����" ������� �<�� !38���! �^���� । (��� A�B ��� ���� ��, A; 
�^���� �� �!� )���$���, �!� f��+.�P ���.��� )5% 6#��/�; -���=�% -q।... 

    

�¯ �¯ �¯ �¯ (<¨(<¨(<¨(<¨, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

A!8� ����� �� ���! !���� � �! A-AF-�� )���$�" ��, ���!C�� )q����� ���������� 
)���$ B &�����! ���6��� .�.%��� &�� )<�@� &����� ��.��� ���$0 ���� A�<�$ (.�� 
(��� )���$�"। ��.� .�.% )N������� �V�c�� ������ .����� ���!, ����� &��; A; 
(��� )���� ��$�"। ���mB ���!C��� ���F� .�!��� ��� <@&�������� .�>&!�� ����x�� 
�%�:� !���B &��°�� ���$�"। 

��� �� ��.��� � !������ �+�� ��; �। �� �$, �V� ��� .��!"�; .��� (�"- .��� �; ��� 
��r� ���!C�� )q������ ��>� ����$���, ������, %�!��� (� ����!����)�। (� .��� �; 
���������� )<�@� .�q B��� ��>� �������� ��.!���। .���� �. !���@;, A��� ��� 
)q����� <@&�������� &�� 
�$ ���$0 ����� (��� )���� A�8�!� ������� !���। �! � 
)��, ��� B ('��!��� .�q A; �����.�� &�� ���$0 ����� )%; ���� ���������� 
<@&����� ��>���� ��$�"��। (� A)%; �q�P� ��� ���)��� ������ m��! ������ ���6 ���W 
�%���8� ������ ���%�� (B$��� ���<� ������� ����$ ���$�"� ;�����.� �)����� ��>��� 
��)�$� �<J���$ �������। ������ ���6 ��<� ��>��� ��� ���)� A�� ��� -�.������ ��� �+�8 
��$ �;- ���$"� ���$� -'�� }S�>��`� -���� ��S�., +������.� (� (:�। A ��S�. B (:�� 
���� A�8�!� -��>��� � �$, 
�$ ���$0 ���� ���� ��9���� -����� � �$, �.; .��� .�!>��; 
<@&�������� .����� 5�8�$�"� u�!�� }�����.! ��.�!�.> �$���। ��8� �"� ¤�� )��$��� 
lopl .��। ������ R��� (!���� ��� �����> ���� ��6 &��� �±² .3�>����!-±�� .������ 
��.�!��.>� )��@% (� R��� )�I� ������! .�4� ���� �.�� ���������� <@&������� ��  
��$�"��। A! ��� ���!� R�� ���� (��! ��� Y�Z> ���� �q�P� ��� ���)��� !�� !� �����$ 
<@&������� �����!� ���; B$��� !���"�� : ‘)���� �����$ ���B (��� (����� B�� 
-��>� ���$0।’ A; ��  �� ����!����)� +#� �"� �, �"� ����� ³����; -q-�.; .������ 
�q�P�� +�6�@B ��� .�bc (+�. �"�। ��� ���)� �.�� ������ ���6�! e% >�� +�$�$ ���>6 
���$�"�� : ��� �!R A; ��  +q !��, ��� �!� <@&����� �������� ��S�. B (:�� -��>��� 
!��, ���$0 ���� �% > ��-���! )%�' !�� ��B। A��! A; ��� (�� !��-(���!B ������ ����; 
��B �। 
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<@&������ ���$0 ����� A� f�>�� (I� �"� ���; ��>���-��)$� .��%�<��� ���� 
��� ��.��� �q�P� ��� ���)��� ���� ������ )���$ -����� ( �́�� )% ;$���$�� &�� 
(���� )���$�"। A)% ��� lµ; �F§$��� ������8B ���c> !�� ���$�"��। �!1 ;$���$�; 
8������ !���"। ��6 ��>' ���; ������ l�� ���> ��$�"� )���$ ���6��� R�e��� -������� 
�����। �!1 �.��B ���6��� -����� �.�� ��$� ;$���$� ��;-<@&������� $। (� A+���; 
��.�/ ��� B ��� �������� ���$0 ����� �  <@&�������� .��� �P !�� ��$� ��$�"-
- � () �X�^ !�� �.; )q������ ����; ���� ���= <@&�������� &�� ���$0 ����� (���। 
�� ���! RX�� �$ +3��� ���� ��� �� ����� ��। 

�!1 (� ��; ���! �X�^ !�� )q������ A; .����� ��"� �� �!� .��� R���% �; �� ���� 
-��4� ���� �। �.�� B ()�!� -�:�8�� ���! ��!���; )N��� (����� �<����8� F��. ��$ 
����। 

¤l¥ .��.%� )���$ ���6�� (B$��� ���<� .�.%.��%� l¯p। ¤¥¥ .��.%� �������� 
���6��B (B$��� ��<���� .��%� ���। ��� ����>� A! ������ )���$ ���6��� -����� �.���, 
A!! .��%�<������ �)��� (B$��� ��< )<�@� (��-(!��� -���$� A!�8 ��.�/ ��� 
!��� ������, 4���.� ��� ������। F�� .���� ���� ���� )q������। �!1 �� ��� ���� ��$� 
)N�� ;$���$�। (� ��$� ���; 6#�/ (� �X��� (D$ ��$ �. ������! �����$ ���$�" ������ 
����6� B��। �4 �4 ���6�! �� !��, �q�P��! �IF��� !��, -.��% 5�-��# �����$ ���$, &�$ 
A! �!��8 ���6�! ����'�� !��B ;$���$� ���������� <@&�������� ����!�! �!� ��� �����। 
��; �.; ����!�� )N�� !���� A! ������$ )��; !���" (B$��� ���<� po ) )���$ ���6� 
A�� lo¥ ) &�����! ���6� .�.%�!। ;$���$�� �V�c�� ��� ���!C� A�� �������� ���6�� 
(B$��� ���<� �8�!�8 ��>���� <@&������� A� .��%�5�। ��� ���)� !���<���। ���!C��� 
.���! )q���.! (;$���� )��) .'� A�� ��>�� ��.! ;$���$� ��)�# +3���� �� )���$ ���6�� 
.��%�T]। .����� (� +$ �;। ��;��� () )N�� ;$���$� �������� !�� ���6� .�.%��� &�� 
���$0 ����� (��� )���$�"। �!1 �# ���� ��$ �<�"। A (����� () ��� ����6� �� 
��¶�, 5V@� (� ��¢�� .V�c !���।... 

 

�p �p �p �p �� (<c�� (<c�� (<c�� (<c, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

������ �����!�$ &!���� ���� ��� ��$�" ��, ���!C�� )q����� ���������� ����!V� 
A��!�� � �!� � �`����&�� <@&�������� �3% (.T��� R���>�� -��� :�<� ����� ��$। 
�q�P� ��� ���)�� ������ �� po ) -�.����! ����~��� (�%� ���$ ����� .�.%�� ����) !�� 
��$�", ����� )�$<�$ (<��� �+n� ���. R���>�� ��� ��� ;$���$� ��; �5�6@� &��� !���"�। 
�`�� ‘�m�� �8��I�F’ ���!� )���$�" ��, ��>��� ���#���� �� ����� ����) ��B$� ���= � ���; 
;$���$� �� R���>�� :�<� ����� ���% ��=। A� (��!8� !��@ ��= �<������� -&��� 
�^����। ���� �� �!�+��� ���! R���>���� &�. �X�!�$ �����। �m�� �8��I�F ����", ;$���$� 
�� ��� ��<�<�; R���>�� :�<��� �.��' �5�6@� !���। ��� �¬�$�), �� 58�� ���= �� 
-&�%���� �� (!��! �!"� $। 

<� �m�.n� ���. -���� ��>�� �"� ���!C� &����� ����>� ��;� �"��� & � ��>��। 
A; ��>��� ���������� ���6 �+�8 ���$�" ���6!-6#�/� ��.�!� !·� � �! ��)��� +�<% �"��$ 
(�� �3�>�� (!�¸�$। ��)$� !���" ����� �&$ ��� ��� ���)� A�� ��� �� (B$��� ��<�!। 
��� B  
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�����.�� &�� �q�P�� -���.�� +������.� A�� ��� &�� )<�@� -!�� ��S�. B (:�; ��� B 
)���! ��b��� !�"�!��" �8� A��"। A; d!8%���� A�� 5�� .s�!>; &��F��� ��$�" 
��>��� ���$। A; ��>���� �4% �"� A!�8 <@���/! ��.�/ &@$ B <@&�������� ���� 4��� 
�C�'�। �!1 A; ��>���� ��$ �� ��� ���)��� ��4 �<�, �� ���6!-6#�/!��� <@f�� 
��.!�� ��Q�� ������ �� ��� ���)��� ���� 4��� ��B$�� ��� ���� ��)��� !���� R�� )��� 
��)$-�!� R¹� !��, B�� &��� <@���। ��� ���� ��>��� ��$ ������� 5V@% 6#��/। %�$���-
�����!� �� � ���$ )q����� )��, <@-&������<> (� ����� ��� ��� ���)��� ��]�� �] !���� 
�� �?�'। R���%-�� �!�+��� �R! ���6��� -����� ����� A�� ��� ���)��! ��� �������� 
.����< ��+ � �! ���� �����; ���। (� A; f��+.�P ���.��� )% �! � !���" )q�����। 
�E<q� .V�c !���" B�� ���������-��, )��, ��8, ��� �6>@, -��.����< A� �!�B ����� !�) 
�; �� B�� !���। A��! ��� ���)��! �9� !��, ������� &�. �� .��)�$ ���! ��%� !��� 
�?�' !���B B�� ��"�� �$�। ����B �� !�) �$�-�� � � !��� ������ ��� B )��-)N�� 
;$���$� !���� A! ������$ ����) !���" ��J�� ���� <@&������ .�.%��। !��@, ;$���$� 
�+���"� (B$��� ��< ���$ .�.%��� A.� �3%��� R���>�� !�� �������� ��� !���$ �B$� 
����, <X !�� ���� A!�8 ����� .�!��-�� .�!���� A!��� ���$0 ��� )N���� �� ��8�।  

 

�!1 ���� ���, ������ ��;� f�$�� ��;�। ���������� ���E����� (� ��� )��� ����� 
&�������� .��� �3��.�^ ��$ �<�" ;$���$�� ���<��! ���$��।... 

 

................�.�ºn��.�ºn��.�ºn��.�ºn�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

�$8�� �������� A! ���� )�� ��$, ���!C�� )q������ �$! ;$���$� �� <� �q���� 
;���� ��)��� ����� �<�$ ��J��"�"। B$��!���� ��� )���$�", ;$���$� �� ;���� ����� 
.�q ��!-+��� .s>�! �� .�!8 .V�c ��$�" �. .s>�! (���-(����� !���। 

������� ;���)� d��! ‘����� )�>��’-A� R�V�� ���$ �$8�� (�B )���$�", ���!C� B 
+����� ��>�� .�5�� ;���� ��%:�� !��� .���� ��$�"। ���!�$ (�B ��� ��$�", ���!C� B 
+��� R+$ ����� .�q ;���� �P�0�3@> .s>! ����)��  �!�$ ;�� f; ����� .s>�!��$�� 
�%����� �V��$ �� �!� ����� ��;�� -��!�� F�&.3 +3��!� ��� !��� �����। ���!��8�� A�B 
��� ��$�", -�»���� ���.% .�g��)%� (#�; ��)���� ���6>!� -��� ;$���$� �� B +����$ 
������ d�X�!� A!8� ��^!�� .����< !�� ��$। 

�X!; ��� u�!� � �! A! ����� +�6�@ ��������� -��!V� A��!�� ��8����f� <���$ ����! 
����" ��, �. +����$ �/���� .�q ���� !�� ��@� >���� 
��� &�%���> B -%�% &�.�q! ��6�$ 
(����� !��� &_� ��$�"।  

f�8 ����� R^.:� ����� B u�!�� ���% �3�0 -�!-��)�� ��)�� ��;�। �!1 (r�>)! 
��� ��$�" ��� f;�8� .��.��4��। �%����8� -¼�� �X!�" -��!� !��";। ��� A! � .�% ��, 
.�.%�� �!y+3�� �������� �B$� .�½B ;$���$� �>� ���$�" ;���� ������, R��%�<-(�$�) 
����" ;$���$�� .�q +����$ ������ d�X�!�। (� A���! ;$���$�� +�#��8$� <+>� ����! 
��_��%� ��q��� ��@� >���� 
���� �F���$ (��� )% (����� !��� ��;�" +����$ �/���<>� 
.�q। 
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�!1 �!? ��r� ���!C�� )q������ A; (���@�, +����� .�q (���-(������ A� 
���$� �!? 

��S��.� )�� +����� .�q ���!C��� &�%4 �!� ������ �;। (.�� .�5�� ����", ��� 
����" ��� ���)��� 
��� �������� A�� R��������� ��r� ���!C�� )q������ ���%। �E���, 
��>���, ��8���), ��>�� ���" ������ ���8��-A.� !���" ;$���$�� �����$ ��B$� m��!�x�� ��। 
.��# .�� �!��8 ��h���� ���V+3�� �������� 
����� �5�6@� !�� -�����?�� ��# ����" ������ 
��r� ���!C�� �.��.�%��� ��]��। ������ ����� ���� ����� �F�� �����$ ���#�$ "�; !�� 
���= ���������� )��। 
��� ������ )! �q�P� ��� ���)��� �����! !���]� !�� �����" 
)N�� ;$���$� ��। ��� ��$�" ��� ����� &�.�। ��; .�I ������8�, �3� .�56>8� ����" 
���������� )<@ (� ��r� ���!C�� ������ ������ .�q। A� ���% +����� :� �!� �$? 
+����� ! � (�. �!�.? 

�!1 ��� �<�#� � �!; )q����� ��c� !�� A�.�" ���������� 
������ &.q�8 ������� ���� 
���$ ��S��.��! A; ���> ����' !��� �� .�56>8� (.�� ���!C B +����� ���%। A� R����%B 
������। )q����� ��;�" ��!-+��� .�5�6>� m����m��� ���������� 
����� (�9���! C� !��� 
;$���$� ��;�" �������� ;.�% � �! ��S��.�� �V�c !� � ��!-+��� �������� ���! .���$ ���। 
(� �. !���@; ������� f$��� �>�। 

���������� �� �� �� ‘‘‘‘�.�ºn��.�ºn��.�ºn��.�ºn�’’’’, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

����� �� ���। $���N��� �������� .s>�! -���� (')>���! .�G�� ���<��!��� �µ�8 
��� A!���!% ���������� .��# .�� �!��8 .�I��� ����6� -��.������ ��� �q�P� ��� ���)��� 
������ ������> ���E ���� !���"। <� �.����� .�G��� .���� -������ 
��� ����������! 

�!V�� ���$ .�>&!�� ��)���! B (� >! .����% ���� )% ���S� .!� ����� &�� (´� 
)���� �$। +����� .��>��$ ��� D� )$&!�� ���$�@� .+�����0 -���� A; .�G�� 
���!C��! .�>&!�� (� >! B .����! .����% �� �P !�� A�� ���������� )<�@� )% ����!V� 
.���$ .����% .��I� 
��� �������� .�!���� ���%�� ����-���� �%�:� !���B ���� )���� �$। 

A���! !�$��������� -���� !�B�$�  .�.��$ .�G�� ��������� ������ ��r� 
���!C�� ������ ��>� <@��%���{� ��§ �9� !�� �������� .�.%�� ��)���! .������ ���� 
)���� ��$�"। .�G�� �q�P� ��� ���)��� ���E ���� !�� ��� ��$�", ��� �� !��)$� ����! 
(8! ���� <��>� -%�$। (F<��� ������ )��� ����� ���� .F����6 &!���� �.��+�$�-
(F<� ��E ;�������B �������� .�.%�� ��)���! .������ .������ !�� ��$�"। A��!, 
��������� ������ ��r� ���!C�� �.��.�%��� ��>� <@��%���{� ��� ��>! )���.��5� 
�.�?8��� �)���� R  �� ��6 ��>' �����!� ��#�$ ���� ���% ��$�" ��, ����! �3�%������ 
��>����3> 
�!V��� �+�x�� ��)���! .������ ���%��; ���������� �3� .�.%�� .���� .����। 
��� A! �B ����" ��, ��h��� )����! .�>&!�� .����% !�� ��S��.��! d��! ���$0। 

A���!, ¾��¦� ����c ���!, ��)���! B &�E .��V�� ��6$! �/� ���.�$ (��~ ������ 
���������� 
������ )% ���E�������� .�q !���� !��� �����$ �#�; !���� .��=� &!�� 
!���"। ��� )���$�", ���������� �4 ��$ ������ �.�%��� ��]�� ��� !���� ;=� &!�� !�� 
���- 
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������� �\ �]@ ��� !��" ���X �����"। A; ��� �������!��� A!�8 ���!�� +�$�$ ‘‘() 
������ ���E.�I���� !�� (�< &�@, �! !���� ��, ���� ���< !�#�!��#’’ ��# �<�"। 

��� ��\�%, R�N��� .�!’�8 ���; ��h��� )���� )% �+ .����। !��@, A�� A!���! ��� 
��h��� )���� ���E����� ��J�E!�� �%��!+��� 
�!V� ��$�", -%���! ���� .�9�����+��� 
&���@� ��$ �<�" �� f�$�� ���6 )N�� ;$���$�� ! � ��S�. !���। ��� �V� ��� ����!�� 
����6� !��" -C �� 5V@� (� ��¢�� "�#� ��� (�� !���� (� �!"�; �;।... 

 

�o �.�ºn�, lopl  
A!�8 ������ ���!�$ &!���� ���� )�� ��$, �`� A; ���> �)�� ) �-! � ����" ��, 

�q�P� ��� ���)�� ������ ���E (.�। �!� �!� ��>��4�!� ���, �������� .s>�! )���.�5 
.����@ ���6�� (������ (�<; ��� .�����! ���E ��B$� ��� ����। �`� ���!C�� -����� 
A; ���> &��@� �����$ ���= ��, ��� ���)��� �!� ���6 �;। ������ ������� ����~��� 
!��>!����� )% ��$�। (� A!; �] �µ�� ���> ��! �FJ)�! -v ���� ��C�$ ���� ��$�"�। 

A���! !���� � �! F��.� ���>� .�:� A-AF-�� )���$�", �)���� ;$���$� �� ��<� 
���)��! �$������� !���<��� (8! �q�P� ��� ���)��� .�q ���� !��� ���� ����। ��B$�����`� 
���+� ��-���!�� ��� -���$� ;$���$� �� �q�P��! u�!�$ ���!^.��� ��� �V� ���� A�� �V�� 
���$� .�q ���� !��� .����< ���� ����। ��� ��$�" ��, <� .���� ���������� -��!V� A��!�� 
<+>� m�� �����!� .�q ���� !�� ��<� ���)� �q�P� ���� ��� -.�: ����-�����! ����� ���� 
�. �%�:� !��� -����� )��। ���`� ��-���!�� ���� (�B ��� ��$�" ��, ��� ���)��� ������� 
��$ (<��� .����; ��B$� ��� ��� �� �$। 

)N�� ;$���$� ����8� +���� )���$ �����"। R���� ���T��� A!8� ����$ �����; 
������+��< ��Q�� ���� ��$ �� A� ��"� ��$�" ;$���$�� A! .����� ���। A; !’�� (�<B 
�)���� ;$���$� �� ‘�� �F<����’ ���!�$ &������ !��" .��� ����" ��, ��� ���)� �!� �$ 
(�" �� ��� )�� �;। !��@, !���]� �?�������’ �! �!� �$ (�" ��-A!8� ����� �&�.�m��� 
)��  �!��� ! � $। () �.; ;$���$� ���� .�!��; �$�$ ��<��� ��� ���)��� ����! ��� 
.�q ���� !��� .����< ����, �q�P��! ��� ���<��%���$� ���������! ����� u�!�$ ��$ (.��, 
A��! )���.��5 �������� &�ª ���>! �] ���� (�<; �q�P��! ���E ����-A�.� ���� A� 
��)�� ���। ��� �! ��;, A!���! ;$���$� �� ��); ����" ��� ���)� ����~��� �?����, 
���!C��� ��]�� ��� �5�6@�� ���$ ��� ��= ������� �� &�.- (��� -�����! �)���� 
;$���$�; �q�P�� )���$ ���6� .�.%���8 ���) !��। ��� -������ .��8>�F�!8 ���= ‘��� ���)� 
(.�� +���� ���6। ��� �!� ���6 �;। ;$���$� �� ‘��-�F<����’�! ����", ‘��� ���)��! ���$ 
+��� ���������� 
����� ���� !���$�"। ;$���$�� -������ ���", ‘�������; ‘����~��� 
!�>!��`� T]X�!��।’ 

�!1 58�8� �!? (��� �����; ����", ��� ���)��� )�� A�� ��� ����x��! ;$���$� �� 
�%���� !��� ��;�" ��6 �4�� ��]��� ��. ��.���। ��; �. A���! ��� ���)��� &�@���� \��! 
���=, -�����! �<��� �3� ���X�$ ���; !��" ���= (��.� �>�। ... ���; -�.������ 5��# .� 
���6 �����$ )q����� (� ��� ����-����`��� )�� �����' A�� ���+� .V�c� ��c� !���"। ;$���$�  
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�� )�� ��, �������� .�!�� A�� ���������� )<@ ��� ���)��� ���>��� � �; 
-�+����! ���। ��� A; ���+�-&��� ��� -�.�@ !��" ���� ��)��� f��+.�P ���.��� )%;। 
... 

llll�� -�»����� -�»����� -�»����� -�»���, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

)���.�5 .�� �F�� &�q�@ �������� &��������� &��� ��6� !�� ����� )% ���!C� 
)���.��5� �.�?8��� �)���� ��� R ��[� !��" (��� )���$�"। 

���mB ���!C��� ���� ��� �$, )���.��5 ���E ���!C�� &����� (<� ���� R ��[� !��" 
���� A! ���X�� A (��� )���$�"। ���X�� -�+���< !�� �$ ��, �������� &����� ���� 
-%�� .�.% )�� A�, (�, �.��!�� ��]�� T]�� ‘�?����’ -�+���< ��$�"। ���X�� )�� 
�.��!� A�� &��������� -% .�.%��� �R;$�!> &��� !��� � ��B$�� )% ��E����� !��"B 
(��� !�� ��$�"। 

�%����8��! �! ��� ��$! ���!C� �� F��$�� )���$�" ���! ���� ���#� (���� ����B ���8� 
!�� ��� �$। A!�8। 
��� ����� )<�@� (:�+�) &�������� ��S.�:�$ ���V+3��� �E�% ���� 
���� .V�c!�  R��������� )q������ A; ��>� -���c��! !�O)! ����V�x (�%� ����B 
�� c ��� �$ �, �!1 ��� 58� .�% �� ���!C�� )q����� )���.��5 �������� &��������� �E�% 
���� ���� .V�c� 5V@% &��c�$ ���� R�X�"। A��! )���.�5 ����� ���+� ����� &�������� !��" 
���������� &������� ���� 
�$ �E�% ��� !��� � ����, �.)% �������� &��������� ���!> 
��E���� &����� �+.� �z�� �P !��� ��c�B ���!C� !���"। ���!C��� A; -���c�� �]; 
���!> ��E����� �+.� ���+ ���n ��$�" A�� ��� F�� �������� &��������� �R;$!> ��J�"�� 
���n ��$�" ����� ����8 ��। �!1 ��6 ��>' )q������ & � -���c��8 �% > �B$�$ &������� 
�R;$�!> ��J��"�" A�� ;�����%; ����� ���>c ���$0 ���� (a��$�< !���"। 

.!��; )��, u�!� ��;�!��8>� ��������, u�!� ��S���%���$� +�;. �%��¦�� A�� �`� 
�������� ����� &�� )�� (�� .�³� ��J����� ��V�0 �������� &������� �R;$>! �<�$�" 
��S .�:�� .�.%��� !��" )� ������ ���! )N�� ;$���$ +�#��8$� �.������� ��>� -�%���� B 
�)����� <@��%���{� �����6>! !���� �@>� !���। ����� �<�$�" 
��� ���������� 
�!V���� 
A�� �q�P� ��� ���)��� ������ !������E� )% R��%�< I��@ ��S ����<>�! -I@� !���। .��# p 
�!��8 ��h���� &����� ��.��� �q�P� ��� ���)� A�� �������� .�!���� �4 � �! ���� )���.��5 
�<�$�" ���� )<�� (:+�)-.�>)D��$ ��)���!, ����)��� A�� !38���!। .��� B 
����&��� -�����4�$ Rx�@> ����8 �.�� ����। ����� !�
� ��h��� )���� !�
� ���; ������� 
���। ����� &�����0 !��" ������ ��>� R��������� ��E� ��]�� )���@ ���E���� ��$��)� 
A!�8 f��>�� )�I� )����। 

-�����! ���!C�� &��������8 <�X� ��$�" <@��!V� ��)���! �V� d.�!��� ��$। .!��� 
����$ ���$ !�) �;। ������ f; ���-�������� &��������� ��� �������� )�� (�� .�³� 
��J���� A�� ���!C�� &��������� ��� ������� ����� ������ (��� ���! ��!���; f�8 
&��������� ��%!�� �� >!%8� ������ ��$ B�X। ��� ��\�%, ��S���.� )��, ���S� ������ 
���������� ��$ ! � ���� -��!�� ��$�" A!��� �������� &���������-��z��� !���?� )��) 
.'� ������ (����� $। ��; A! �B ������ ��, �������� &��������� �E�%�!; ��S��.� 
�3#�'  
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��� ��� ���। F�� �������� .s�!> ��S)�� ����' !��� )N��� ���$� �5>�� ���X ���� ����। 
(� �.; +�$; )q����� &�@�@ ��c� !��" ���� �������� &������� ��S.�:�� (�q�$ u�!�� � 
����-����� !��" �E�% ��� !��� � ����।... 

� � � � �+n��+n��+n��+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

���������� -��!V� A��!�$ )q������ R���>���� &�. .s>�! (�B )�� ��� A�.�"। 
��!���� u�!� ����� ���F� )�� �<�" ��, -��!V� A��!�� �� p��8 )���$ ���6��� (.� 
(B$��� ��< ���$ .�.%��� ����) !�� R���>�� ��= ��� µµ�8��; ��� &��e�¿��$ ���!C� 
���� ;.����-������ ��>���� ��$ �<�"। A "�#� &�����! ���6��� lo¤�8 (.�� �µ�8�� 
)���� ��>���� ��� �5��6� ��$�"-�+�8�+��8� ��!�� �$�। A���! ���mB ��!C� )���$�" 
������� ;$���$� ���’� .�q ��� �V� �58� 3]� (�� .���5> (�����-d�X! �����$�"। ������ ���>� 
&���� )���$�", ;$���$� �� 3]� (���! &���/� A�� +�����! �m���8 &���/� ��$��<� 
���! � !���" ��� ��>��4!��� ���@�। A; ���! � ��C��$�� R��$ ��$; ��! )N�� (� 
������� .�������> ����"। 

-�����! +����� �m���8 &���/�-�<��� ��!��8� ��!� ���� .����; ���� ��� �� !�� ��= 
��� �� .F��� �]। �!"��� (�<B +���� ;$���$�� ��]�� -�! <�� <�� ! � ����"। (� ��6 
��>' �.; ;$���$��; 8%��`� ��.��� �. ���!� .F� !��" .����v� �+4���� ����। ��Q�� !c ���� 
! � $ �� 4���� !���!��� <P ���$; +���� A�8� �!��F 
�!�� A�� ��� ���� ��)� ��$�"।... 

A��� (.� ��! R���>���� ����.���� ����� ! �$। (��� (�<B ����", A�B ��� 
,‘p¥-A� �m�.n��� ��>��� ���� ��>���� ��$�" ����; ���������� )<�@� ��SC�� &�����। 
�����; ��$ <�X� ��$�" �q�P�� ��V�0 
��� �������� .�!��। ��; ���������� -��!V� 
A��!�$ ��>' A; � �!� � )N��� R���>�� ��� -�� A!�8 
��� ����� (+%'��@ �%����� 
�C�4�; $-;$���$�� A! ��.%!� ��<����B ��8। (� A; R���>�� .s�!> ;$���$�� ��. ����! 
��r� ���!C��� �����!�� �����; �! ��� &�� ��� -�!3�? ����8; $। �.! �; A� ���"।  

!����� ‘m’ ���!� ���������� -��!V� A��!�� R���>��� +����� ����. ���8>� ¯ ) 
.��.%� ��� &��e�¿��$ ��>���� �B$��! ‘��.%)!’ ��� �'�% !���"। ���!� ����", A8� 
.��%; ��.%��V�-�! A; ¯�8 (.�� .�!’�8�� ����. ���8>� ������� 3]� (�� ��V0��� ¯ 
���� }!%�)��8� .�� >� &� >��� ���$�� &�%���� !�� ��$�"। (� �! ��$�", ��� )��� 
3]� (��B ���� �����-�. )�� �। �������� Rf> d��! ‘�!���C�’ )���$�" ��� &��e�¿��$ 
A; ¯�8 (. ��� !��� )% ����. ���8> ������� &� >���� �� �4 8�!� 5�6 ���$�"। (��!�8 
������� Rf> d��! ‘()��’ A �%����� ��' ���� !���"। ���!��8� A! .s��!�$ ���P ��� 
��$�"। A; R���>���� F��F� )<@�! A�� ��S��.��! ��>���� d����, ����4�� B .�%�� 
.s�!> .����� !��� ����� �। ���!��8 ����", ‘A; µµ�8 (.� ����; ��>���� ��� �5��6� 
��$�", �m�.n�; ��>��� ����� )���� ��>' ���)$�� ��$ �<�$�"�।’ ����� (����� (� �! 
���� (�"? 
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l¯l¯l¯l¯; �+n�; �+n�; �+n�; �+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

... �R)R;�!� �.�$� A�m8� (>m ����>�I+ <� .���� u�!� � �! �&��� A! ������>�$ 
-%�% ! �� ���% �����" : ;¨�> �.»��� !��`�� �$�)��! ���E����� <��-&!V�� .s�!> &ª 
!�� ��� �. �����, ‘���~����� �!� .�.%� $। ����� ���$C� !��� )% (����� ��)�!����; 
�� c।’ - � ����>�I�+� ��� ��)�!����; .����! )�'�� R�!���� ����$ 4��; !���" ����। 
������ ����� ���� �9�! (�", ��; ���� �� !�� ����� A!-A!) ��������]6। ���% �� 
���$���6 .������ -
�!V�� )���� A; ��)�!���� �� �!� ����!� )��� ���� !�� ����� ����। 

����>�I+ (�B �����", ���������� ���E����� !�X .�%�8�! .��� m�� ����! � �! �] 
!�� �)���� ;$���$� ��>' .��� !��" � �! �<�� ���� ��=। ����� ���@�, �.������ 
.�X!+���; ���E������ ���!����� !��"। �!1 ��r� ���!C�� ������ ����� �� A�B !� 
+$��� ���� ��>��� �����$ ���=, ���; f�8 �)� ��B$� �<�" .£��। �R)R;�!� &����� 
����", ���E�������� A!�8 ���� �r������ ��� !�$!�� (�< ��r� ���!C�� ������ 
����� �m��� I��� u��! ��#। ������ ����� �.��� l� � �! ¤µ �"� �$� ������ R�� �����! 
-�%���� ����$ A�� l� �"��� ���� �$� .!� ��]6�! ��>�+��� ��%� !��। A�; f-A!�� ��� 
��r� ���!C�� d.%�� ����� !��" ���� �� <����8 �����$ �uR ���� !�!T�� �)�� �J!� 
m����$ ��$। �)���� .����� ���� RX��� ��c� !��� ��r� ���!C�� d.%�� ����� R�� T�� ����$। 

(����� ! � $-������ .������! (>m ����>�I�+� A; ����@�; ����4 �$��� !�X 
���$� �� ��S��.��! (��!��� )���$ ��� ��h��� )����! �V� ��� ��! � �! ��r® !�� ����� 
)% ��r� ���!C�� R��������� )q��? ���> ���. �� ��!�$ <@��%��{, �� ���� ��>��� �] 
!���"� (�)� �� -�%��� ��$�"। �!1 �!? �! A; ��>���? �! A; V��.��? �!� ��� 
;�����. �)����� A; �����! <@��%�{? �! -���� !���"� ������ ���6?... 

lop¥ .���� ��>��� }!%�� ��h��� )��� e% >�� ��$ ���$�" R��������� f���.�� 
��]��-(B$��� ��<�! A!���8$� �+�8 ���$ ��h��� )��� ��� ���)��! &�� !���" ����� +�<% 
��>���@� ���$0+��। (� ������� "�$� .9�>� +��./C �$��� ��;  �  � !�� �!��� R�X�" 
<@������� ��.-���6!!���� -'��a�। !��@, ���� )����, ��� ���)��� ������ 4���.� �B$�� 
- >; ��� f��� )<�@� ��)���! B - >���! ���E-(� �?�'!��� ��.!-���6! B )q���)��� 
�3#�' .�>��। A ��; ����� 
�� >� �)G����, +�#��8$� A�)� ;$���$��! ���� &������ !���" ���� 
��>� ��$ ��h��� )����! ��3>� !�� ����� -�+�� ������।... 

�¤�¤�¤�¤�� �+n��� �+n��� �+n��� �+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

‘�R;$!> 8�;�.’ ���!�� &����� �%�!!� mÀ  §�R ���������� ���!V� A��!� .F����6 
u�!� � �! �&��� A! ������8> ����", ‘�������� 
��� ���;। ���������� ���6 �3> 
����� ��$। 
;$���$� �� ��E &�$��<� e��� ����� A ;=��! �����$ ���� ����� �। - >�^ ��� ��>��� A�� ��E 
&�$��<� ���� ��, ��#��, ���������� 
����� ��; 0���Á� ���।’ 

�R;$!> 8�;��.� A; ������8> A�8�!� -����$��E �;। ��� ��; $, ���������� ���E��� 
.s�!> ���~��� ��� .� �!��� ���%��� .�����% �� �����'!� &���@� �����$ ���=, �R;$!> 
8�;�..�  
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���+� ����4 ������ .�������� ������8> A�� �'�%; ��S��.�� .��� ��� -.�����! 
�+��� ���� ����"। .�I f�$�� �V�c () ���������� ���!। ��; �������� .s�!> ���S� ���6 
���� �X! � % )��� � ���� )N�� ;$���$�� &����������� �.)% ��c�� A�8�!� !.�� !���।  

��r� ��z��� �� ���, !��$�� 
� >���� A�� ���6!!�� �V�����6� R��������� )q� 
��.!!���� <@������� ��. B ���6�@� ��!� �P ��$ ����� (��!�$ �����; +�#��8$� �<���� 
)N�� ;$���$� �µ�� ���> ���������� ��v ����6� B�� ��>� �.�������! �����$ ��$। ;�����. 
�)����� <@��%��{ �����$, ���� ��>���� .�q ��� �6>@, ��8���) B -��.�����<� (D$ ��$, 
�4 �4 ���6�! <V����� ����'�� !�� ;$���$� �� ���$�"� �V� ��� ��! � �! ��h��� )����! 
��r® !�� ����, ����� 
������ �����! ��3>� !�� ����। (� A ��>���� �����6>! !���� ���� 
���$ ������ )% !��?� ;$���$� �������� � �! ������ .������!��� ������ !���"� ��>� 
<@��%��{ �]� & � ���3��>;। �!1 ��� -.f���% .F� �$�। ;$���$� A!���! ��� ���������� 
���E��� ����� !��� �����, ���� ����� ��������� ��� +�#��8$� �.������� d�����!�� 
.s�!> ��S��.��! -P!��� �����। 

�\�� !#� �.¦���� (���� ����, �!"� -.^ .������! +�#� !�� -��4�!V� !� 4��IC 
A��!� 5����$ �F���$ �����$ )N������ ��)��� ���!���> ���� �����, ��S��.��! ����!� ����� 
.�>�a! ��c� !���"। �!1 .�I f�$��%��� .������ )<^ A� )���� &�` ��� ���% ��$ ;$���$� 
�� ������ .������!��� ��������� u�!�� ���$�"। & � .�����<; f�$�� ����<' � �! �%����� 
���!�, ���mB A�� �8���+� .������! B !%������%��� "��8 A�.�" �����4� ���������। ���� 
������ ����� ����! ��$ �<�"। �+�$^��, (��)��$�, �!R��� ���� (� )���.��� �V� ��� 
����6� .&��.� �V�c (!>6@ !���"�। �!1 ��������B ���E����� �4�� $� ��!m> .V�c !���"। 
���������� ���E����� (8 ��. .�$B -��?�' �$� �!1 A�� ���% ��� &.��� ������ 
���E������� �� -+3��3�> ���0 .�F��%� ����$ ���$�" ;�����. ��� (� �!� �)� �;। ;$���$� 
�� p� 5��� ‘?�� ��q��’ ���I���� ���� ���5��� �]��; ���������� ���E��� �����$ ��B$�� 

Â �����"�। �!1 ��� ���)��� ���������� ��� ���E�������� &�` ��K� (?��@� ��§��$ 
)N��� ���$�� �+�q �� �� ��$ �<�"। () )N��� .�g�)%� ����; �3#�'+��� ?�� ���� e��&��'। 
������ .������!��; ��)� ����� ����" &���� &���8 �@�q� ������ ����� ���E�������� &�` 
(?��� ���� �8!�� � ���� ��"� �8�"। &���� ��E ��= �� �� A��!�-�� �� -��� 
R#�" 
��� ������ ���!�। (� ��; ������ )q������� �3#�' ����>�$� �3�>�+�. ���$ ������ 
.�������!�� .�%+�6�@� 
�� >; ����", ���������� 
��� ���;-�!R �X�!�$ ����� ����� �। 

�¯�¯�¯�¯�� �+n��� �+n��� �+n��� �+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

)N�� ;$���$� �� <�!�� �V�b����� ����" ��, ��>�� ����:�� +��� B ���!C��� .s� 
A� A!�8 A! )�$<�$ �8� ��$ �<�" ���� � �! (� �F���� R��$ �;। ���mB ���!C��� 
!�) -�.��� �)���� ;$���$� ����", ���!C��� .G� B -�`���! �. .�>��E ���$ �4� !��� । 
;$���$� �� (��� -�+���< !���" ��, +��� ���������� B�� (?�@ �������� F��; 
R��������� ���' ���©� ��$�"। 
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A!; ���� (��!�8 ���� )�� ��$, �� .�C �V�8�, ���!> B )��>� �<��! ��������� 
(�" -����n ����� �) �) ���� �F�� ����� ���>� ��$� ��$�"। ���� A; ���3��>; 
���� �F��� 
����" � ������! ����� :�� (D$ I�@ A�� ��>�� ���%�.% �)�� ����� ��� ��$�"। 
<�!���� ���� ��� ��$�", ���E����� �Q!�<�"� � �! ������ ������! ���#�$ ���$ ����� �.»�� 
A!�8 �� ¾� �����"। .��4��� ��!���B <�!�� ����E ��$�"। ���E������ A!�8 �� ���� 
��� -�+���� A�<�$ ����"। (� ����� !%�����[� ������� ���E������ (?�@�a! �^���� 
&�`+��� �V�� ���$�"। 

-�����! (!����@�� ���� )�� ��$, ��!C�� d.%�� ������ ��%���� � �! ��r� 
���)����� �)�� .�� �����5��8� B�� A!8�� l� 5�� ��� �<����6>@ !��$ l� ) ��.����! 
�<��! ��� ��$�"। (<���� .����'B ���!C�� ������ -�+ �^���� -�%��� ��$�"। .�I 
���!C�� ;���3��>; )]�� -�:� �5�6@� !�� ��$�"। 

.��!"� �����$ (��!� !���� .q� !��@ ��$�" ��, ���!C�� !�`{��� )q���?� +��� 
(?��@� .��� ���� ���� �;। +���B &_� ��$ (�" ������ ��K� )��� ����� )%। 
(a�4�� &�$�)� +����$ ������! .���' -��?��� -���� ��$� ��$�"। F�� A! � ��r� ��, 
���!C� ��� (?�@ ����$ +��� ��� ����+�q� )���; ����। (� �. )��� �� ���!C�� )q���?� 
)% !� +$��� ���, ��� )�)%�' R����@ ��= .£�� +����� (!��.��� ��5!��� Ã�8 
���!C�� ������ ������ +3-��। 

�!1, �! A; �@���$����? �! A; ����� (T? +��� ��� ��$ �;। +��� ���$�" &������ 
���������� ���6 
��� )��� ��.��� �����!, �.�� � �! )q� ��>���� -��� ��$ &�@+�$ ���� 
+���� �<�$ (D$ ��$�", ���� ..G�� ���� �F�� ��!। ���, ������ A; ��J��! ����! �V�c+�q� 
���$; ���!C� +����� B�� .�C ���6 �����$ ���� ��;�"। (<��<�#�; ;$���$� �� ��c� !�� 
A�.�" ���������� ���E.�I���! +����� !��.��) ��� �����$ ���$ ��S)���! ����' !���। 
() �� ;$���$�� �����$ ��$� +�#��8$� ����� ��� ���)��� ���������� ��� ���E�������� ���� 
������! � �! -�]� ��$ ��#�" ��B ;$���$� �� �.; ����� .���; ! � ���"। ���E������ 
���� ��)� +�#��8$� d.%��� ���)�$� ! � 
�!�� !��� ������� �B$���; �$��� �. ��� ���" 
+����$ d.%�� �3�>�q (?�@ !���"। (� A; !� � -�+����< ����; )N�� ;$���$� +��� 
(?��@� ���$���� !��"।.. 

 
�o �o �o �o �+n��+n��+n��+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

 

+����$ &���/� D���� ;�9��� <�P� -����n ��� ���)��� �����! ���E�� A�� �������� 
&�ª A!�8 ��)���! .����� ��J�"�� )% ���!C�� )q���.! �)���� ;$���$� ���� &�� 
(´� )���$�"। ;$���$� ���� ��+=� ��@�� )���� D���� <�P� ���!C�� ���E +����$ 
��;!������� ���%�� ��� A; (´� )���$ ��।  

+��� .�!���� A!) ������ 
�!�� !�� ��, ;$���$� �� D���� <�P�� .�q d�X�! ����� 
���� &C�� ���$�"। A �%����� �������8 ���, D���� <�P� ����", ;$���$� ���� .�q ��� 
d�X�! �.�� ����। �!1 �������� �!� (������ ��6$�_ ��� ����� �। D���� <�P�� ���, 
��� ���������� )<@�! �!� .���� ��� ��� ���� ���� �। !��@ �. -��!�� ��� �;।  
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A; R��������� ��>��� R�x)�!� �������� �8+3���� �q�P�� ���E�� A�� �������� 
;.�%� ��)���! .������ )% �)���� ;$���$�� &�� D���� <�P�� A; (´��� ��^��> 
-���.��। +����� ��]�� ���!C��� ���% A!8� +$�� �E4$� A%�m�+��� ������ !�� ��C���� 
(����! ����)�� T]�� .�.%� � �! ���'�3@> ������� A8�; .��� ����6 ����! (´�। 
;$���$� �� ��� D���� <�P�� A; m��! .�#� ���� �% > �$, -��� !�� -%�$ ��� � ��, A; 
R�������� R�x)�� ��]�C3�� )N��� ������ -��Ä����q� .�����<, .�>�a! ����� ����� ��R 
��R !�� ��� RX��। (� ��� ���@�� ��� +$���। 

;$���$� �� ��� ���������.� 5V@%�� )N��;-$ !38�?��'� A! 5V�@� �$!। �� ��r� 
��z��� ���6!-����)���-R��������� ��?� �. +�#��8$� �<����, ����� 
� >�4�� )% ;$���$� � 
!��� ���� A� �!� !�) �;। ��h������ ���!� B�� ���$ �������! f���.�� � �? �����$ 
��B$� -�%��� ����� )%; )N�� ;$���$� ���������� ��>� <@��%��{, ��8���), -��.����< (� 
���-�6>�@� �����! R|x��$ ��� ��$�"। A; )5% R���% ����� > !��� )%; �. �� �4 
��h���� �!O���� B�� ����� &�.�� �� .��)�$ ���� R�X�" �q�P�� )�� ��$ ��)���! 
)�$�����$। !����� A���; ��6 $। �¯�� ���> �q�P� ��� ���)��� ������ ���>�� ��������� 
.�v ���E��� �] ���� �� � �!; ;$���$� �� ��c� !�� A�.�" �������� ;.�%�! +���-���!C� 
�������� ������ &C�� ����। A; R����%; �. ������ ;�9�� <�P�� .�q d�X�!� &C�� ���$�"। 
&�%���� ��$B (��� &C�� ���$�"। A; A!; R����%; )N�� ;$���$� ;��, ���!> ��E���, �V�8 
A�� .�>��6 .�;)���%��`� !��" � �!� � +���-���!C�� ������ �����.�� ��%:�� !��� )% �>� 
���$�"। ³���@��� D���� <�P�� .�q d�X�! ����� ���� )N��� ���$���B (.� R���% +���-
���!C� �������� )<�� �� ��� ���$ ���� ���$ )� ������ 
������ 
Â (� .�I���! ���6 
����। ���!C� ��� +��� (?�@ !�� ���B ��"� .�?$ A; A!; f���+.�P।.. 

ll ll ll ll �m�.n��m�.n��m�.n��m�.n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

;$���$�� -�!��>� ���.� 
�5��6� �m���!>� �����) )���F!�� (�� +���� �-.��.%� A! 
&��������� ��� ��.��� )���.��5 �<�$�"। �m���8 &���/�� ��!�� ��B$�� ����; ;$���$� 
���! )���.��5 ���X�$�" ��� �4 ��$ �E�% ����� )%। 

+���� +�<%�� ���!। ;$���$� )N�� ���B ��³�� $। .n�� �.!���@; -�! Q<#�-
F%�.��, ��--�+���� �� (��� )N���-������) ��� 5�8�"। ��6 ��>' ���� �$� +����। 
��5>�� ��� 4���� !���!��8�� 8�!�� A!8� -�� ���B ;$���$� +����� ���� ���� ���$�"। ���! 
���X�$�" )���.��5।... 

��<� .��# (8 ���. )N�� ;$���$� ���������� 
������ 
Â�! ����� !��� )% �� ���� 
��>���, �� �����! <@��%�, ��X%-6#�/ (� "-������� ���.��+ -�+�� �����$�", ��� )���� 
;�����. ��� �!� �)� �;। �!1 ��� ��� R���% .F� �$�। �� �4 ��h����! ��%� !��, A! 
�!��8�! ����'�� !��, -<�@� )�� ��r® !��, !���]� �q�P��! ��%�� \��! ���$B 
���������� ���E����! ����� !��� ;$���$� ��। ��� ��; �� �<�", ��; ��§�� f)>$ f�>�� 
��$ R�X�" f�>6> ��h��� )���� (?�@����। ��������� .��$��$ ���������� ���E������� 
���V+3���! .s3@>+��� ����E !��� ����"। f�� ������! ���>�C !�� ���� f�' ���< A�<�$ 
����" ��!���� u�!�� ���!। ��h��� )��� () ����E ���������� e��&��'। 
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�!1 A; ���� ��C��! 
�!�� !�� ��� !c ��= ;$���$� ����। ��; �. ���$� ��$ R�X�" 
��6�4�� )% -�>� ���$�" (����!�� f$���। (����!� A�<�$ A�.�" ��� �i�� ���.� )N�� 
;$���$�� ������@। +���-���!C� ��������� &��c� �����$ (����!� ��;�" ;$���$��! .�>���� 
������ � �! �4� !���। ;$���$�� .�!�� ���������.� 5V@%�� ������{� �$!-A! !��O� 
.�!��। A; .�!���� ������8� ��S��.�� !��" A� ���� 5V@���$! �� ����. ��� "�#� B!����� B 
.��. ���= � �i। .��� �. !���@ -B$����8�� -�V�% .���� 8�� ;$���$� 3]� (���! 
&���/� (� +3����! �m���8 &���/� ��$�< !���"। R���% : ��h��� 3]� (�� (� �.P� 
+3����! ��� ��#� !�� ��S��.��! ����!� ��$� ��, ���!C�� <@�/ &����� ��$�"-<@&�������� 
��$ .�!�� <�X� ��$�"। )<@ ���!C�; ��$-+���; ���!C��! �`���  ̀!��� )% �3�> ����� 
��� !��� ��c� !��"। �!"��� (�< +3����! -/ �+4�� )% ��X��� ��$�"� ���। A��� ���!; 
�V� ���!C��� .z��� .q�� <�;��� )% ��X��� ��$�" )���.��5। ;$���$�� �# (��, +3��� 
�%���¨��, �����# �E�-�r$ �. .��!"� T�"�$ ��� .��� f�$�� ���6�! ����!� ���� �����। 

��$�� f����! ;$���$� �$��� )��; � ��, ! �� ����%��� ����!����)� �� ���. ��$ �<�"। 
(.� .�%, R��������� &!V� -�:� ��S��.�� -)�� $। ��� &��@ ������ ��-���!�� ������8> 
B ��P। 

�`�� ‘<��m>$�’ ���!� �����", �� A�� ���!> ��E����� -�+�&� ���! (� � ���!, Z�. 
(� �E����� ��% ���$ �������� () A! ��C� .�% ��$ ���� ���$�"। ��� A��� (')>���! 
��)����� -�� �8!�$ �!"� 5�8 ��� ���������� -�C0�! -
�!�� !�� �!����; .�� ��� �। 
<��m>$� (�B ����", ;$���$� ��� A� (�����$ �.�� ��$, �. (������ �3� ��6$ ��� �! 
R���$ �������� � �! ��r� ���!C�� d.% �F���$ �$� ��$। (����!�� �������� &C�� -�! 
������ A�.�"। ���E�������� <�������� .�$ ��� ��$ �<�"। ‘�R)R;!’ �����", ���!C��� 
�V��%��^!���� ���%; Z�� ��$ R�X�" �)�� ���������� & � )|Z�। (����� (� �!"� ����� 
��!�� (�" �!? 

lµ lµ lµ lµ �m�.n��m�.n��m�.n��m�.n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

-����> ���� ���� )q������ .�g�)%। ��¹� &�@ ��<�", .���� R����� ���"�#� ��$ 
���=Å <��� �# ���$ ����� .�6>� F�� ����"। ����� )B$��� �#�; !�� ��� �3��� ! �, &��@� +�$ 
(a.��>@ !��" ��������� !��"। ��� -��% (���U� .�#� A��� �����। () ��>' -�F.�� 
A�� )B$� �����$ � ��)�� -v �F�� (D$ �+4� !���"। 

���������! ¡��� ���@� !��� 
Â ���� �����"�, ��������� )������ A�� ���.� ��)0 
�����$ ���� ������! ���$C� !��� ���$�"�, ���� &�%4+��� �!R; ������ -!����+$ ���E������ 
��E� .�%! R���� !��� �����, - �� 58� .s�!> B$��!���� ��$B ��! ���� �X�� .��!"� 
������� ���� ��;�"�। ���`� .�� �F��� ����� �uR�$� (5�� ���<�" �!1 ������ ���8�� 
�V�%+�$ +��� ���.���� (�>����!���� �!� �W �$��� ��J�"�$�। 

�!1 .�%�! �<�� !�� ��C��! -
�!�� !�� ��$ �। �.8� ����<�% ��$�" )N������� -�! 
������। ����� d.��!� (!�� (��� ��J��"�" ���.��5� ������, �!1 �. (����� .�#� ����� 
A���$�� �; ���.��5�। ��������� )N�������� &�� ��� �)� �$�)� .�C -�����-R����� 
�!�  
 
 
 
 
 
* .���� ��>������’� A; !� !��8 ��C��F)�� ���� ����। 
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!�� �V��%� ���8�<��� )% ����� �#�; �����$ ���� ����"। ��)� �)� ��B F��� 
(��� .� (��� �% > ��$ �<�"।  

+����� �.������� &�� �)���� �%�� ���!�’ ������ ���!C�� �.�������! -v.���@ 
!�� ��������� !��" (a.��>�@� )% -����� )���$�"। (� �� � ��� ��� ����>�$� )% 
����� &_�  �!�� ����"�। u�!� <��� B�� <� ��� � �! ��� (5�� ��� �] ��$�"। 

�)���� �$�)� .�%�! �<�� !��� )% ���!C�� �.������� (a.��>@ �� R����� ��4 
.� > )��$�। !��@, R���&�� )���� A; �.������ ����� ���8�� - >�^ ��!C�� �F�� �<�� 
�.8� ��� )q������ ��4 (a��%�� �%����। ���������� .�I���� .���I! U��8 R�5��8� ��$ 
����। (���� ).�����@� !��" A�� ���!C��� ).����@ A�8 bc+��� ��Q�� ����� ��, 
�����; ���-+�;-�"�� �������� )q������ �������� -%�$ ����� )%; ���� �<�"। ����� �V��% 
��$�" ���������� ���E!��� ����6� !��" Æ��!� �V��%। ��� F�� ��� ����a!। A�� A�; 
����&�4�� () ���!C�� ������ .�������� &��� ��6�, (!����@� A�� ��-��-�. ���� ��6�। 

(� A���! ����� +�.� ���$ ��E� -���!� �����$ A!�8 -��C� ����� .�!�� <�# ����, 
�����B 
�C �;। ���!���� �� %�����, RI��C� +�����! � �!� � ������/� !�� ��X��� ���� 
)���.��5। �!1 +��<%� �! �����.! �.; RI��C��� �� � A� X�`� ��$ �<�", �� %������ ��� ���$ 
.�% &!�� ��$ ��#�"। A���� +3��� 
�!�� !���" ���� +�� !���" A�� +����� 
+���.� 
������F! .����! )�'��! ���6���� �] !���"--%��$� .�C Q�¢ A� �X�� ���= .����! 
)�'�� R��।  

����� .�!���� ���+�, 4�����Ç� ����� �<���8� �� A; -�:� �� ���������� -�:�$ 
�����> ��$ �<�" -�!। )q������ 4���� B�� ��S�. !�� A!�8 ����� &�.�� <�# �����"� 
������� ������ )����, ��! ����� m�� ����!। ���!C�� .�������� ���$0+��� I�@ !�� ������ 
��!�� �� �$�)� A�� F��� (�� ���$�� !���"��, �X! !�; !��)� B�� &�` (5�� ����� 
���E����� A�� ��������। d��%�%��$ ���� ������ !��!, )q������ ������ � �!� � ���!C�� 
.������ m�� �����!�। ���� � �! A���� <%�� <%�� )� Q��� �] !���"। 

u�!�� <+>� ��R�.� R�� ����� A�� !������ �<��� ��4��� .��< .��< .�9����+��� 
��! &�������� �� -���� !���" m�� ����!। 

(')>���! ��m�? �.�.�;�8� A!�8 ���� &!��, m�� ����! !���� !���� ���� ���� A�� �/� 
���6��� ���%��<� ! � �5�6@� !���"। () )���� ��6&��' m�� ����! ��m� )���� ������� 
���.� !�� ����"। 

<+>� ��R�.� ���!��B () ����� $। ��; -�� �3�%�� ��)� &�@�8 �������� )% v�-
!%�� ��� ��� u�!� <��� ����4 A��!� ����8� ;���!������� (')>���! ��m?. �.�.�;�8� 
!��" (D$ &� >� !���"। <�!�� -�>�V� -�:�$ ������� &�� A�, A�, ��J���� R���: (��� 
l¯ ) .�!��� !�>�����! ��$ A��� (D$ ��$�"। m�� ����! .������� (D$ ���$�" -��%। 
(.����! &��. �%�:� A�!���� ��ZC, ����>C। 
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u�!� <�� ��������� A�� ���E������ ���� � �B$� ��>' m�� ����! .���6� (;R� 
���� (�� � �! () ��>' ���� !��)� ��>������� !], ���.��� ���$� !�6 ����। 

���!C�� ������ .�>��6 A�� .3�VÈ &������ �� ����>C A�� ���� ����, A8� () ���� 
(���� ����; .�bc।  

A� ���!C�� ������ .G��� f�8 � -A!�8 �)���� ���!�’� (´� (´�� .�#� ���$ 
(a.��>@ !��, (� �� � ��� �V��%�! �D$ �)� �V��%�! (��q !��। 

    
    
    

����6� ��� ����6� ��� ����6� ��� ����6� ��� **** 
l¯ l¯ l¯ l¯ )�)�)�)�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

A! 8�!��� ]�8 

.�$ : R�� �’ A!��x� .�� �p�� ���>। :�� ��I���� �!� R�!�। ���!C�� )N�� 
������ ���>��� <@��%�� ��]�� &������� <�# R�X�" ����, �9��, I���। ‘����� .��  .�I���� 
��� &_� ��$�" 5�� 5��’ (����� ���E�����। .����' � �! "��8 A�.�" ;-�� -(� A�� ��q� 
���)����� )B$���। ��� ��� B�� A�.�" ���<#� ��h����8 (.�� �!��� ���@� � �!। D�', É�' 
- � R��� } )B$���� -'� A!����� (��� B ��.:��� �%�:� !��� ���। ����� !�� �+�� 
� �! B�� ‘-����� �] !��� !%������। .����� �� ��Ê .�� } ��#� )B$���  �!�-��B$�� 
�%�:� &�$�)। 

�, -.����� ����8; �� �।  �!�� �%�:�� )% ��4� &������ ���� ���� ��$� ��। ������� 
! � I��� ��J�"��; ���# ���# � �! <�� +��-��!��� ��� A�। ��� A!5��� ���%; ��<� 
�������� )�% 
��Ä3�> ����� A� -�u� ������@।  

����� .��$ ���% .����� A!�8 T�0�3@> �%����। :��$ ���!�V9 A ��6�$� .s3@> ���$0 ��$ 
A!�8 !���8 !�� �F���। ��� A�, ����; (�B �� )B$� ��J��" ���� B���। ���8 (#�; �’ 
����!� �%�:� !�� �F��� ���। )<�@� ���% R����  �!��B �$��� !��>.3�� �����$ ��B$� 
���' .����@ ! � $।  

�+�� ������; �C� �C� ��� A�. ��J�"��� ���E����� :��$ �F���। I���� A!) -�:��� 
+~���! f’�8� ���.; "�<� ��$ A��। BT��� ���!�>�� ���� ���� ���� ����, (<�� ³�� 
�!����� ��� �+���"���। �. .����< (� )��� (.�� �!� )�� �। "�<� f�8� ���$; ����. 
����� +���� �। &�$�) ��� ��)�!B �!����� ���� !.�� !�� �।  

��� ��� (� "�<� $। (�B A� �����!���, ��R-!���#�, T��#� ���� ;�%���। -��! ��! 
!�� (�� +�)� �!��� �.� �m�। �..� � �� +��� ����� ������ ���$ RX�� �����) !�>�। 

 

 
 

* ����6� ���’ ��6>! ��������! !� !�T�� ‘!���� ������’ "Ë��� ������ ����!��� ����।
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     A!��� �"��� �V� .���! (�� ��X��� +� ���$ �� A�. ��J�"��� �� .!�� (88�। <+�� 
��0����� ���!�$ �;�� )B$���� ����� ���!। ��@> ���� ���  �!� A!8� !������ �X�h�। B8�� 
���#! ���� ��]� A! 8�!��� ]�8।  

�V� A!) )B$��� ���! A�<�$ ���� ���=�� �X�h��8। ����� ���$ )�! !�>� "��8 
A��। ���� �!"� ���� ��� (���! ��। +~����! ]�8 8�!����8 A�<�$ ���� !�>��8� ���!। 
����, (�� <��� ���6। A! 8�!��� ]�8 ��$� "�#� (��� (� .��% �; ����। �$. !� ��� ���� 
�����। �!1 (N�� �. �.J+�<%B !���� �����। 

(�� �!��Ì�! A�.�"? !�>��8 .��+3��� 
�� �)�{. !���। I���� �� ���� �V�। 
(a����$B ����, ‘(�� I���� &�;���� ���� ��4!��B !���"। A� (� �!"� !�� ����� .��% 
(��� �;।’ ‘�!1 (�� ��# ��;� �  ����8 ]�8 ��$ (��, !c ��� (�’- ���� ���$ �V� 
����, ‘(��� A�T��� �"�� ����� )% &�@ ����, (� (��� ��� !c?’ A!8� �� RÍ�� ���� 
!��। +~���! ����6 -��4� � !�� ��� �<��।  

A! 8�!��� ]�8 ��$ ���!�>��8�! �� c -.�����$ �#�� ��। .!���� �8�F-.���; ��B$� 
��$ �<�"। ]�88� ����� �! !�� ��$? A���� ]�8 �� ��>' (� (�.�, .����� B8��! (���� 
����� ��� A�� A! 8�!��� ]�8� )�% (���� �%�:�� &�$�)। !�>��8 �� �� ��#n� ���� 
!���। 

��q� ���)����� A! .������ .����� ���� ��8� ��$ �����$ ���=�� -������� )�%। 
!�>��8 ���� ���! A�<�$ �<�$ ���, A8� ���$ � ���? 

(��� �C� .��� ��$�"। .������ ����, A� A8� ���$ �! !��? 

!�>��8 Î� ���� ����, (��� ����� -.����� ��=। A!) -�! !c !�� ]�88� ��$ 
A�.�"। .����� �!����! �F�� �����B � ��;�" �।  

�� ����� (���!, .������ .���� ��� ���#�$ ]�8� 8�!����8 ���। ����� B8� !�<�) 
���#�$ �%���� ��"-��!�8 +�� ���� ����। 

58�8� A���; ��6 ��� ������। �!1 �� �� �। f�� ��>' �!� ����) ��B$� �<� � 
.������ .������। ���� �<�, ��� !��� !��� .������ .���� !%������� !�"�!��" ��� �<�$�", 
��C� ��! d.%�! ��� !���" B���� ���8। <#�#��$ A!-A!) ���E����� ��) ���!C��� 
&�@ ��$�"। �!1 .������ .���� ����� (�" �!� �! )��!  

�%��, ������"�� .������ .����। ���� ��� �� �F��� �� ����! ���� �� ��, !$��� 
�� � �! A;��� �����$ A�.�" ��, f���� +�� !��� ��#�"। D�' (� É��'� &��� ��#�" 
����। 

�!1 .������ .���� !��! �� ���)�"। ���$B �<�� A! .�$। �.; ���!�>��8�! .��� ���� 
��� ���� ���� ���। ����, (�� (��� ��� R�!�� !���"।  

(�-(��! -&_� ��� !�>��8।
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     (�� �.�� ]�8��� � ���� �! �� ��? R���. !��� -�+%. -��% (�"। �!1 ����� )�% �� 
��!� ��!�� } ]�8���; �� (���! ���$�"�। (�� B8� � ����- 

!�>��8 ���� ���$ ����-�.; �V� +~���!�! ��@ !] } A! 8�!��� ]�8 �� .�$ �����6 
A� �3�%�� ��$ RX��, ����� (�� )���� �। �V� +~����! ����!�� )���। 

f)�; ���8� ���! ��!���। f)�� -�++3� �� A!) �V��� ���=��। A!)�� �� 
��C�, (� A!)� ����! ����� ��� "���8 !� �!। 

�!1 (� A!8� "�� B��� .��� bc। f)�� ������ .���; -�� .����@ A! 8�!��� ]�8।  

�p �p �p �p )�)�)�)�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    


���� ��� 


���। ��$. .��# ����। ����-5�!���� !��) ���! 8��!8��! .����% !��, (�� ��#� �F��� ��)� 
���� ��$�, �"�8 ����8�! �����$ ��� >� ��6�$ R���� ��। ;����� �#��� A�B B� �] �$�, 
��.�$ & � ���X� -�! �3� A�<�$ <%��"। ���������� ��)�� ���$� �� .��# ���� �"��� �"�� 

��� A� ��� !��"।  

B� ���� �"�� -�%��!। (� -�%��! ���; )N�� ;$���$� ������ �$�� n��� �� । B��� 
����� ��4� B ��4!�� ����a! -����। ���6� ����, ���� &+V�� (@��! ���Ä���!� ��;��B 
����a!; F�� !��?� ���� ��E� 6#��/ B��� �"�� .�.���B �#� �#�। .�.���� .�)��� ��<� 
��"� �F�� B��� A�<�$ ���� ���� -��r� +��6%��� ���!। 

& � ���# � �! �����$ (D$ ��$�"� A!�8 ����� "������.। �� ����!� ���% B� � �! .�� 
���� ���� I���� (��� -+%'��, ����� (�B �+��� ����� (�� -!V��� �� "�#� ���� ���W�� 
�!� ����� ��� �। ���!���� ������ �%�< !�� .s3@> �� !�� �� A! ������� A�. ���#�� 
4��� �������8। ����� .n� ���� .���% �!"� 8�!�-
�+���! -�:�$ ���� ����� � �! ��� �� 
-�W ���। A� } 8�!�$ -���>c!��� ������ ���। & � ���! (��+�>�, m�� (� f���� +�� ���� 
�;�, �!1 B�� ��� 5����$ �;� 
���। ��N�, (�� ���� �����। (��� ��#� ���� ���<।  

B� �� A�. �� �$ ������, ���� A� �!� �$ ��� ����@? A� ��� ��� ���"। .��;�! ��; 
!c !��� ��=। (��� ��� !���"? 
���� ����� ���� ����8 <%���� .�.�। B� �����-���� �t���� 
�"��$� ��<�। !� ����$ ��N�, +3��� ��� ���)�, ��� �$��। (� ��� ���)� !��� +��, � (G�? 

(G� �� � �#��। 

A��� 
���; .�.���� .� .�.%�� .���� !�� �F��। B� (��� ���� A!��� ���q8� �"��# 
A�.�"� �!1 �!� ��=� �। 
���� ��B !��� ����" (� A!8� �!� �F���। �!1 �$.�� -+�� 
��!�� )�% ���]@ .�%। 
��� ��N�, ���  ���� ������! A!8� +���� ���q �!� ��� (��।  

A ! �� �� � ���Ê ���q �!�� �%����� B� ���$� ��� !��>!�� ���� �। B� ���� ���F �"�# 
������।  
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���� �"�8 ����8� -�!T��� ���। ��� ���% -%�� !���। �!"� A!8� ����� ���X�$ ��$� ��� 
�X�^ �.�� !���$ ��� �;�$ ���। ����� �!�-.!� ���� 
��� +��� ��Ð�। ����! �������� 
��.�� �., !���� ���" A� ��� ��=! ������ ���� !���!��8 !��� �। !����� ����8��� ���Q 
�F��� (��� A��� (�"। (���! �� ��� ��$ ����। 

����� (��� !��� !��" ��� ���<�$ ��N�! (��! ���� �� &�F.� �� �!1 !�R�! ���� �। ���� 
��� �!"� � ��, ����� ������! �!R ����; ����� �, (��� ��� !�� (����� )$ ��� �� ���� 
&�F.� ����। 

B��� ��.:��� ��-��� ��;��� ���%; �<���T��� �W ���� ���। ����� 
��� ��� �F���" 
�!��8 ����<��� �W (� �!�8� ���। ���� (� -�!4@ ��� �W ��� ��Q� ���!C����� 
(B$�), -%���! �������� !� �W ���; ��Q�� ������ ��h������ �<���T��� �W। .��# ���� 
�"��� 
��� ����� -�! ! �; ���� �F���"�। 

A;8� ����<��� �W, � (��? �3��� �W �� 
��� �����। !��� �"�8 ����! ���! ���$ 
�����, ���� �!=� ���Q �। ���� ����8 ���� ��B। ����� .�$ �! ����8 ��B$� ��$। 

!���!��8  ����$ �"�8 ����8 �� F%��F%�� !�� ��!�� B� ���!। (G� B (�� f)�; 
��!���। �� +��6%��� -�! ���! �� ���� ���� 
��� ; (���! (� �"�8 ����! f�8� ���# 
�!� ���$� ���  ����। (��� � A!�� �����B ��� ��! �� ��� ���� (��� ��;� ����। 
(����� .�;�!�� ��# (��� ���!�� ��#��� ���। (=� (�� (����� -�.�9� ���#8� ����8����� 
��$ <%��"? ������ �;T��� B�� c !���"? A.� ! � �� B� (���! ��� �F���$  �!�� ����, 
"� "� !���� B� ���$� ����। (r�>, A.� ����8; ��6��-���� )#���� � B� !��। 
�+���! 
.�)+��� ����� .� ! �। ����4��� A!) d.�! ��� )���� .!� -
�+���!�� �3� !�� 
�V� ��� ��>��� .�%�8�! ����� ���X�$ ��;�F� ���� ���#�$, ���� B��� �"�� .�.��� ��C��� 
!�X .�%��� ��������� ���#���� )% �&�@� ���<�� �.।  

A!�� ���!�� ��5�� ���# (��� .��  ��. �"� 
���। ������ ��. ����<��� �W ��"�। 
�X�^ &ª !�� �. , (��! ��� �! �$? 

A &�ª� Rx� B� (��� -)��-�! Rx� ��� ���� A; -���� .�� ���� 4�~ &ª�8�? ���6 
����� !���<� ;$���! (�� �! ����� A &�ª� )��� ����? ���������� ����6� R�� �! ��� 
�����$ ���� (��? �! 
� > �4� !��� ���� �4 �4 (���-�V�-�����! ���>���� ��%� !��? 
(�� ��� ���!C��� -�`�� ���$�"��; �.������� ��0 �����$ ����$ .�����! ��� !�� 
�!? ;�����.� ����$ A!�� ���!C��� & � ��  ;$���$�� !��O� ��� �.P�-������C��� ���6B 
 ��� �"8���। (� ���������� ����6� !��" &���� U� ��+ !��� A; ! ��8� : ��S�.5��!��� -% 
�� ;$���$� ��।  

�!1 
���� ! �$ (�.। ��5�� !���� )��� ��>�@ ��� ���� 
��� ����"� : (����� ���� 
 �!�� ��� ����।  

���� ���$ �! ���? -%�� (�� &ª !���"��। 
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��' ��� !�� 
��� ����"�, ����� ���� ��. (��� ����<� ���$ B��� ������। (����� 
-�! �9�!  �!�� ����8����� (����� .��  ���� �। 

�%�� ��-B� (�� ����"��, (���� ����� 8�!��� �"���� .� -S����� ��� ��$ <%����। -v 
����  �!�� �� ���� �। 


��� �! ���Q�"�� �! )��! (��� ��� ��� 5��� ���! �� ���#�$ ����"�, B�� (����� .�q 
��Å� !�� ����� �। 

B� (���! Rx� ���� �$�। ���������� ���6 ���!� �E �u�� A� Rx� �����" ��q����8� 
&�'��। .��%, B�� (����� .��  ��� !�� ����� �। )N�� ������ !�$! �4 �$��� d.% "�#� 
(� �! (�"? ��$�� ���� ��E� RN�. "�#� B��� -�v� (� �!� +�6� �;। 

(� ������ ���8� f�>�� 5���8�� ‘&��%�! d.�! (), &��%�! d.�!’। B�� �! !�� A ���� 
�)���? (����� ���E�FJ�)� �������� ����#�$ .��# ���� �"��� 
��� .��# .�� �!��8 ��h���� 
���E� )% ��� !��। B�� �! !�� A ���� �)���? 


��� �!�� A!�8 ���$� �� $, A����� -<�@� ��� ���$��� ��- �. 
��� )���� -P!�� 
(!��� Ñ������ ���� .�I��� )���! �  ����$, �� 
��� ����� -�'�� (.� .3��>���$� (´� 
)���� 5 -P!���B &��@� (��� ���� ����। 

‘‘!��)�� ��E �+)� ���3��>; �. ���E ����� 

(!��, ������� +��q .���!’’ 

¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ )���;)���;)���;)���;, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

����� �� 

�"���8� �$. �6�� �!��� .�����। ����� (���8 �!1 (�B !��। ����� ��J!.। A.-A.-�. 
���4�$ & � ��+��< Rx>�@ ��$�"� f�8� ��8�� ��$। !���)� "�� �"� u�!�$। ���E�FJ�)� 
�F��� A�. ���, (�� �<���� ���� �� �����। 

���� A� ���� !�� A�� �!? &� ��! ��'!��� -�F.�� �)�{. !���। 

�! !��? (�� ���=��-� �!"�8� RÒ� B �4�+ �"���8� !��। 

������ �$.� �"���� -��!; ����� ������� -��4� !���। ��'!��� -�F.�� ��N। 

)��, A!8� ����E� 
� �"���8� !��। ���, �!1 5��� ��)� �P !�� (8�! ����� (�� �! 
!���? 

����� �! !�� A��? A���� �!J������ 
�� -�F.���� !��। 

-� !��। ���� �� � ���$ �;���, �� ��-�! ��)�� ���� ���� ���� ����। �� -���% 
(��� +�$ �!"� ���� ���� �, ;�� (8�! ����� ���� ����� । 

������ ����; �� (8!��� �!? 
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����� ! � ���� �, �. ��� ���, (�� (��� A!8� +~ �"�� �"��� �!�, ���E�FJ) ���<�� 
!�� �+�� ����$ ��;�� �<�$�"���। 

-�F.�� +~���! -% &.q ���N, ��N-u�!�� �! ��� ����। 

.��; 
��� ����� ����� ��", } �� ‘‘�����’’ ��� -���8�-��]@ ������। (=� ��� � 
+~���! �! A; !%��s  �!�? (�� ����। 

���!C�� ����� ����! ���� � �����?  

���� ���Q-���%, ��� 
��� ����� �  �!�� +����$ �����; ���� ����। ����6 !�� ��� .��# 
��8�� .���� ���?��। 

�%�.! A��� ���� u�!�� ���E�.�� �<������ �!� !�) !��"? 

!��" ��� +��, !�$!�8 ��� 5�5� ���!�! .���# !�� ���$�"। ��� 8� ��<�� �F<��T���� �� �$ 
����8��� "��� ��� �!�, Q#-�V�c A�B A��� <��$ ���<�, f’����8 ��) �F��� ����� !�) ���। 

A��� �"��8��! ��� �%�E<� &.q �)�{. !�� ����। B� �� �������। u�!�� A! -�+)�� 
A��!�$ B��� ���#। B��� A�!�$ A!�8 ��¨ d��� !�� ����8����� ���!) ���"। ����6 !�� !� 
�$.� �"����� । B� )% -��% ����6 +$ �"� �। B �����; A!) Tm �$। ���������� 
(�9�� .s�!> B� .����� ��)� ���%; .����� �"�। �µ�� ����>� ���� 58� B�! ��]@+��� 
&+���Á� !��। �����; ���E���� �� ������ ��� �X! !���"। 

��' B -%�% !�) ��6 ��� ��������! ���E���� +��> !�� �Ó�� �.���� ��X� ��। A���� 
B� .!� 
Â �� .� >! ��$�"। �.; .F���� "�� ��<� B� ����� -����। 

B��� �Ó�� !%��s� A! -�F.���� R�� +�� ��#�"� A!�8 ��¨ d��� !����, ���� ���!C�� 
d.% ������ .����%!��� �������� �� .�!��� !�� B��� ��� !��� )% ���E�������� ���>� 
�� �"� -�F.���8� !�)। f) �P��! ��$ ������� u�!� � �! ��<� ��� R� B� .��  (��� 
!��"��।  

(�� �! ����� ��¨ !��? ������� A! .�$ ����! &ª !��। 

�!? -�F.���8 A�� &�ª� )% ���� !�� &_� �"�� �।  

(�� (���! A!8� �� ���। ������� ���। 

.��� !��" .� .��$ -��% �� �B$� �$ �। ���>c �!� �%�E .s�!> ��� ����� R���E 
&��@��� ��B$� ��$, ���; ��� �� ����!�$ ���� �$। 

(�� �!1 .��% .��% A!) ��� �� (���! ���� ����, ������� )�����। 

�!1, �. ��� .��%!�� ��  �-B ��� ����। (.�� A!) ���$0��� �%�E � ��N �X! ���Q� 
��$ � �! �!� ���� �� । -��! �%�E<� ����� )%B (����� !��" A!)�� �� ���$ 
�.�� ����। A; ��6�$ (����� ��� .�!>  �!�� �$। 
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�%�E<� �� ���; ����� �� ��� A� �! ! � (�"? ����� �� ��� ����� ��;। 

�!1 �.8� ���� �!+��� ����� !���। A� ��� ��� ���� ��, ���� ���! �� +��", ��� �3�% ����� 
���� �� �. $।  

(�� ���! +�� !��; ���। ��� �� ����� )% 4��!� !�) !���", �. .s�!>B �!��!� 
.�9� �;। ������� ��� �VÈ��� .�q ��N� ! �T���। .� -�+���< ���� ��N�। 

�! �� ��� ����। -�F.���8 !�<)-!�� ���। ��N, ����; !�� -�+���< ��� .�% &���@� 
�$, ����� R���E �%�:�; ��� ���। 

A���� -!��^ Î� ��$ RX� ��������� ���। ����� .�C Rt�% �� ��+ �<���, ���� !�
�� 
��N�-(�� A!8� ! � ���� ��; A .s�!>।  

�! ! �? 

�] ���! � ���� �9� !�� ��$ (.� ��$ �?  

�..� (��� ����। ������ +���$ !��@ �;, ���! ��� �9� !�� ���� ��$ ��� .����$ +��। 
�N�� ���! �. (��� ����, -�F.���8 B� ����-����� B�� �V�c �F��; �X�^ ���! �<��, ��N, 
���!�8� &�� ������ f�>��� (�" �� �$; �!1 B� !��)� �@>� �� �!1 ��� &�� �!� f�>��� 
 �!�� ! � $। 

������� ��� !�� �;�, �!"� ��N� �। 

! � ���"� � �!? -�F.�� +~���! .���+3��� .��  �)�{. !���। 

R� (��� (���, ������� ��N�। B� f������ ���� �+�) RX�"।  

�। ��������� (���� ���8 ��6 ��>' ��� ����!�$ RX��� ���� � -�F.��। } ����!�$ 
��  �!�� A!�8��� - >, �� ��= �V��%। 

�<���� ����� & � .����� ����#�$ ������� A� ���Ô)�$� ���� A!�8� �� A!�8 ����� ���! 
��� !��"। B� ���� A!�8 �"��� ������ )! ��$ ��������� ���� �� )���� �3�% ������� 
!���"। )�� (F��� (�� .���-} ����� 8�!��� .'��� �%�< B ����&��� ! � ��@ !�� 
��)�! (�� .����� !��� � �!? 
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&����� !�&����� !�&����� !�&����� !�****    
lolololo�� )���;�� )���;�� )���;�� )���;, , , , lopllopllopllopl        
... �8¢�-�����, +3���-�Bf�� �? �3�>���! � -���$� �.���� ;$���$��! �����, ‘‘(������ 
&�$�) �;, (����� e��� ��h����! X� �̀ !�� ��;�� �। �.������ &_�, \!�� ��;��; �Ã 5��� 
���% ��h��� )���8��! ������� )% \!���� �<���� ���;$� ���� ����।’’ \!�� ����$� �<�। ����� 
-P!��� ���! � �������! (���! -v .��� �;$� ;$���$�� )N������� ��� ��� )��� ��> �@> 
���>���6 l¥ �4 ��h����! �� !���। <�, �9�, I��, )��, ���, ��~�.�, �.�)�, ��9�, 
!�����, ���!� -�F. .�; A; !.�;�� -��.����< B ����� ���%�� Z�. !���� ���<�। ;���� 
�q�P��! �IF��� !���। ��h��� )��� A; ����$ ��%�!��`� ��]�� )N����� ��� �;�� -v 
!��#$� �;$� ]��$� ��#��;�। ������ 
����� �5�6@� !���। !.�;��� -�%���� B ����� !���@ 
¯¥ �4 ��h��� ��9�-��.���, ��J�-�Vc� &������ +���� (D$ I�@ !���� ���% �;�। 
���E������ .�q ��� !��$� ;$���$�� �$��� )N�� ������� �� 8� ��#�, �� ��r� ���!C� 
�;�� -�$��� ����� (���� !�� �;�। �q��f>���� .�q ��� !��$� ��� ��� �$ ;$���$�-�8¢�� 
������ ����� ��� �;$��", ���� �;�� -��%�E �;�� �। (��� ������ -.�� .��.� ���E������ 
.�q .�?$+��� )�#� (�" ������ ����$��" ������ .�I��� )�� B ���E������ �� ��� �!+��� 
A; ������ ����� &�@ �;$� ��J#�$। ��� ��;�� ��;�� ;���� A� ���E�������� .��� (�.�� 
���)। -����4 A; ������� ���� I����.�� R�� -�%���� ����;$� &������ �;�� �������"। 
A; &.�q f;-A!�8 �)��� ��� &.q R�N� !���� ��;। ���� �;�� ��S��.� ���Q�� ������ &!V� 
-�:� �!। A!��� ��$����� �)��� �+���, "�<��;$�, ��P�$�, ���¦���8, ������, ��  ;�%��� 
:��� .G������ ������ ������ �� ��)���� R�� d.% ��� �;$��"। �<������� (?��@ A; 
�)��� ���5�8�, �y<z, �Õ����, ����.§��)� �!8, �<���$� , (������#�, !�X���$�, �����#�, 
��X�<# ;�%��� :�� !�>�, ��)�, !%��º, �)-�.-B ;�%��� -�F.�� .� A! ��)���� R�� 
������ ����� ��� �;$��"। (���� .��%� ����� .��%�� �eT@ �;��। ��S>��>� !���N� �)��� ��� 
-�:� (�B �����$। !���N� �;�� �F� ��>' ��;B�$ ��C�� f; ���S> ��$�� ��)��, ��J�I��, 
)<��  ��5� A�� §�Ö@���#$�, ����� ��, !.��, (��R#�, <q�.�<� ;�%��� �@�q ������ 
������ �<��:�� ���@� �;$��"। ���E������ .��  I���.� A!� �;$� ���<����< �%�:� ����� 
!��$� ��$��"। �<���� ��� .n�P ��$������ A! I����.�� �'�% A��� R�N� !���� ��;। ������ 
����-��� f;)� �� ����$���� ��C�� ���S>� )���� ;�� �� !��8���"�। A� .�$ ��; 
���Ä��@ 5�8$� ��� d.%.� f;��� Ó�! Z�. �;$� ��$। ���� �� I����.��� ����� �!8 58�� 
��6$ )���� )�#� �$। �� �V� �����  �!�, ‘‘����� ! � ��$��", A;��� (N�� ���� 
����;$��"। !���-�9��!� ! � ��$��" �!1 <�!�% ���� ����$��" ���� (N�� <)� "�#� (� �!"� 
��। A; ��z��� ���� ���� I����.� ��-����� R�� -! % -�%���� !��$��", ���$�������� !���> 
��� �;$��"। ��; (N����$��� A; <)��$��<� R��F A¢��� ���) -; <%��"। ;�� !B��, ��T 
��B ��<�"� ��C�� ���� <�#� ����;$�, (����^ ���8� ���x� (B$�) !�� �! A!8� ���-; 
��T�� �!N�; Z�. !�N�! ;$�x� (�� �� -;�� ;T�� R��F (N�� <)� ��)� -;��। (N� 
��)��� R��F ��)� -; <%��"। ��)� A; ���� �)����। ;�� (N�� �!��� ��;"�।’’...... 

(3]� �!, A�-A-A) 
 
 
 
* )���$ .�.� .�.%��� �EV������ � �! .�!���।
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µ µ µ µ (<¨(<¨(<¨(<¨, , , , lopllopllopllopl 

�&$ +�;-������,  

��r� ���!C�� ������ ������ ��]�� (����� .�>�a! ��� ��>��� ��� ���. ����>@ !��। 
&��!3���� ���%; (B$��� ���<� )| A�� &��!3���� ���%; (B$��� ��< �� �^.� ���^ �8�! 
(�"। ��� (��� ��;�, ��� (����� R�� �����$ ��$� ��$�"। ��� ��;� ���; �q�P� ��� ���)��� 
������ ��V�0 (��� ��>��� -�DI�@ !���"���। &���� - >�^ ��r� ��! .����! )�' 
�+���"� (B$��� ��< �3�> �����$ .���<����� -)> !��� ���� �!1 -������ ���!C��� )���$ 
���6�� .���I! .���<����� -)> !��� ����� �। B�� �+���"� ��������� �� .�C 
&���?$���� ��)���! �� (�" ����� �!"� �!"� ��5� ��5� ��� ��>��� )$��+ !���; A�� �.; 
.�C ‘!�;�×�’����! ��$ �� ���6� <�X� ��� ���� (B$��� ��< ��� �)�� ��� &�� ������� �� 
��.��� ���6�� (. I�@ !��� �!1 &!V� &C��� ��<� ��>��� .�#� ������ .�I��� ���6 �� 

A! ��$ �<� A�� ��!�� o�
l

�
 �8 (.� )$��+ !�� -������ ���!C��� )���$ ���6�� A!! 

.��%�<����� -)> !�� (B$��� ��<। ��� ���; �] ���� �� ���। �.���� ;$���$� ��� u�!�$ 
A�. �q�P� ��� ���)��� ������ .�q (��� !�� �F��� ��  �'�% !�� �� ‘‘(�� ���!C��� 
+��� &���/�� .��  (��� !�� A�.�"।” A���! �3��>; (�$��)� ���!��$ ��!���� �����$ 
+����� .�q ����� ��$ �.���� ;$���$� +�����! ��� ��, �������� & �$ - >�^ ��/�0� �8�� (�� 
���$ A�.�"। +���� ���� �E ��$ ��B। +���� ��� �������� & �$ (����-������ �!� (�� !�� ��� 
A�� ��� ���% A���� ���# �<�� ��, �. ���- ‘‘��z�� A�� �.P� ���!C��� �������	 ����� 
R^.।’’ - � .��; )�� ��, �.P� &��� ’Ãp .���� ��� �!� .�$; ��.��/� ����!��X ���� ��$ 
�। ��r� ��z���� .��'&+� A�� (�����/� ����� ?�#! ��.��� �.P� &��� -%�% &����� 
%�$ �!"� .��%! ��)���! ���� ���<� ���। (����� ��F � �! (��� )��� ����� ��, 
��@!��� ;�����. loÃp .���� �3��> ��r� ��z�� �!� .�$; ��)���! �
��� R^. �"� �, 
��� d�����! (?��@ ��������� +�#��8$� ���X$���� !�) !���"। ��� ��; $, (��!)�`�� ��� 
(�� !�� �� ������ (?�@!��� +����6> 
 !�� -�:� !���" ����� -��!; ��)��� 
������-���) ��$ (�.�।   

��; ���! +����� .��  �q�P�� �� (����� ��$�"� ���� ������+��� ��� ���$�"�� ��, (�� 
)<�@� !��" (��� ���� ¯-�F� A�� "����� ll-�F� !�>.3�� ���$ ��>��� -�� I�@ !���"। A 
� �! A!��� #� (��� �� .�� $। +���� ����"� �. ��� ���� ������ .�q (���� !�� ��� 
�q�P�� .��  (����� !���। �!1 ����>�!��� +����� �Vc���3@> (��@ (����� .!��; )�� 
(�"। ��; ���! .��%�<������� ��� ��.��� ������ .��# .�� �!��8 ����6� $��@ �q�P� ��� 
���)��� ���� �.���� ;$���$��! �������< )���$ ���� ��, ��� �FÙ$���� lµ ������� ���% 
)���$ ���6��� -����� m�!� � �$ ��� lÃ; �FÙ$��� &�����! (B$��� ��< !��>!�� ���6��� 
.+�$ �� ����E �%�:� I�@ !�� ���। ���� ��� l¤; �FÙ$��� ������ �.���� ;$���$� ¤�� ���> 
)���$ ���6��� -����� (´� !��। A���! +����� A!T��$��� !���@ ����� ���> ��(;� A�� 
-<@���/!+��� �.���� ;$���$� ��� ���6��� -����� �.�� (�<; ������ �5�6@� !�� ���। .��� 
�������� (�9��� �F�8 �#���। �� �� "��-)�� ;$���$�� .����! ������ T���� ���� 
���। .�I��� "����< ��� ���> &����� .�>� &����� ���. �5�6@� !�� A�� (B$��� ��<  
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µ; ���> &���� ���. �5�6@� !�। �q�9� p; ���> ���� �5�#��J# ��$��� (�$��)� �� �� 
����6� }����.�! .������ �5�6@� !���, ‘‘������ ��E ��z� ��)�  ���� (B$��� ��< 
���6��� -������ ���<�� !��� ���� �।’’ ��� �5�6@� !��� ��, -����n ��>���� 
<@&�������� ���� ���� �C�'� !��� ���, .����! (; &�%���� !��� ���, d.%����! 
"�R��� �F���$ ��� ��� A�� ��� ���> ��� ¯; ���> ��>' �� .�C "��-)���! ��%� !�� ��$�" 
����� ��%�� ����� ��' !��� ���- -% �$ (B$��� ��< ���6��� -������ ���<�� !��� 
���� �। 

����>�!��� lµ; ���> � �! �.���� ;$���$� ��� ��� R���c���� ��$ u�!�$ �q�P� A�� ���� 
R���c���� .��  .���5> (�����$ �q�P�� p; ����>� .!� ��> ��� �� A�� �Ã �! �µ�� ����>� 
���% R�� �5�6@� !��� &��°�� ���। �!1 (.�� A; ��5>.3��� -�� .��<��� .����! &_��� 
����� "�#� (� �!"�; $। ���mB� �5�6@� �3��  �!�! (.�� �µ; ���> ���� 8%�O, !���, ����<� 
��$ ������ ����� ������ )<�@� ��]�� Q�����$ �#�। ����� R���% �"� & �� ;¨ ��q� 
���)���[� ��h��� d.%��� ��v !�� ��%�  A�� ���+� ���)���� �� .�C ��h��� -�F.�� B 
�$��� ��h��� (�" ������! ��v !�� ��%� !�� A�� ;-��-(� B ����� ������! .s3@>+��� ��6 
!�� ����। ��; ���� ����� .�� ��$�" �.��� �$��� ������ ��h�������! ��%� !���" A�� ;-
��-(� .�� ���, ��)����< ����� ��; A�� &����� -%�% :��� ;-��-(� ����� ������ R�� 
.����! ������! �����$ ��$� ��$�"। ()�! A ! � 
�!�� !���; ��� ��, ����&�� Re�� 
(����� ��h��� �"���� ������ ������ ��]�� �9�! 5����$ ����" A�� ������V!��! �������� 
!����E !��� -�����  .��� ������ "��-���!-!V6!-D��!-)�� �q�P�� p; ����>� ���>�� 
&������ �%�:� <�# �����"। ()�! ������ &���8 5� A!-A!�8 f�+>�% f�<> ���@� ��$�"। �.; 
)% ���$� ��$ ������ ����� ��� B ��� .��� ��)�� ��)�� ���� ��v ��h����! ��%� !�� 
����"। ;$���$� ������ A; V��. ��%���{ ����� (a��3�� ���$�" ������ )% (����� � B &�@ 
���!�Ú� A�� -�++3�।... 

�&$ +�;-������, 

()�! (���� .!��; �����। ������ 5�� A� �!� ������ �; ����� �!R � �!R �!� � 
�!� +��� ���IC � �;। �q�P�� ��� ()�! (������! m�! ���� ��;-�������� () 
���। 
A; 
����� .����@� ���$0 (��� (��� .!���। ���E ����� () �� c ��E���� A�� �� �� 
A� ��E ���#; ����, !��� �। (���� d��> !]। �q�P�� .���� ��V�0 (��� Re��। A!�8 
��h��� �����  �!� ��>' ��������� ����; �;। ��h�� ���$� 
����� A�� .��>�+J�0 !��$� (��� 
!����;। ��h��� ��.��� )�|�", ��h��� ��.��� �������, ��h��� ��.��� (����� )����� ���$ ����� 
(� ��h��� ��.���; �����- A; �/; ���! (����� ������ � ��� $। 

������6 (�� ���� ��;- 
 
‘‘(����� ���� ���� �] 
A� B�<� !@>���, 

������� !�� ����। 
A��� ����. "�8�!, ��F� RX�! 

�F���� ��!� (� 
B�<� !@>���।’’ 

(N�� (����� .��$ ���। )$ �����। 

(��)��� ����, A�-A-A) 
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�l �l �l �l (<¨(<¨(<¨(<¨, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

��� ���)� () �!� �%�E�����6� �� $- ��� ���)� () ������ ;����.। ������ �¤ �"��� 
��)��� � � .����)! RÌ�-���� .�q ��� A! ��$ ���� �<�$�"। ���6@ B ��#�� 
��)����� ��� ���)� A! (r�> &�����। &����� ��� !���" .�C )�� ���, .�C .x� ���$। 
��� ���� ��>�&��@ -8� .��. B ����� ��$ .��!"� ������©�! -��?� !�� A!!+��� ������ 
;�����. &������� ���> &��! ��$ ����#�$ (�"। 

() �.; ��� ���)�, ����! ������ .��# .�� �!��8 ��h��� �q�P� ��� (�%��$� !���"� A�� 
��� ��� ���)� +�; ��� .���; !��" ������ ��� ���$�"�� ����! ��r� ���!C�� ��� �<�$ �9� 
!�� ���� ��$�" A�� ������� ��� &�. ���"। 

��� ��)��� ���� ������ .'�। ��������� )�|�", ��������� �����-�����, ���������! 
+�����.�" A�� .��# .�� �!��8 ��h��� (���-�V�-��@��� -!�� +����.� ���$�"। ��� ��; $ 
��h���� 
�� > ��h���� ���E !���$ ��)� )���� .��-���' ������� �� ��.)> ���$�"��। �.; 
��� ���)��! ��������� � ���� .��3� ��r� ���!C�� ��$ ��B$� ��$�"। ���6! �<��� .�C 
�!��� (���! ���@��v .��� ��$B ���� ��h���� +�$ +��./C ��$ ����! l�¥¥ ��;� �3�� �9� 
!�� �����"। ��� ����; ���� ��)��� ����� �� !���। ��h���� !��! B �����! ���!���� )% 
C� !��� )% ����! ���� �F��� �%�:� !�� ��=।... 

A����� A; �9���� ��� -�$��. A#��� �����, �!1 ��� �� !���। ��� ��S�. !��� 
<@��/, ��S�. !��� -���. (�9���। ��� �!��� ��-&��@ I�@ !��� ����� ��, �9��!� 
� ����� R^.। ��� �!��� ��� ��v, ��� ).�����@� ��E �������� ��h� ���!। (<���� 
�!. � �! ���E ���$; ���� ��.�!�.> �$��� A! }�����.! ).+�$ �5�6@� !���"��, ‘‘(�� 
)<�@� ��E� .�q ��³��� !�� �, ����� 
������ )% ��!�� ��� .��� (�< (�� �E 
���’’। ��� ��)� �5�6@�� .G� ���$�"। () ��� �V�। (����� A; ���E���� ��� .��� (�< 
����� ���� ��� ��#�"। 

(� () )N�� ;$���$� ������� (.� ��.�"। �!1 !�� ����� �! !��? ����! ������� -��!�� 
��� ;$���$�� �;। ��� ���)� .��>�+J� <@&)��/� ���������� ������ B .��# .�� �!��8 ��h���� 
(��-+�.�� :�, ����� A!=� ���। d
������ ;$���$� ����! +��� &���/� ��� -�+�9� 
!���B !.�� !���। () ��� ��)��� ���� ��� -�` ���!C��� &���/� ��� ����� 
;$���$��! ����; \!���� �������� ��� ����। +��<%� ���� ������. ��� ���)��� ����� ��� !��� 
��.�"। ��� ����� !���; �$ ����� A� �<���$�� �!? �! () :��� �� ��>' �<�� ���� 
��$�"? �! �����!��� �� )<@�! )�� ��= �? �! ��;��� �!J�.��� (.��� -���� ��$� 
�$�? ��� ���)� ��� ����~��� �� �����  ��  � ����� .����@ �!��8> A�� .��� .��� ����� 
!��� �� .^.��.  �!� R��� �"�।... 

() �V� ��� ���'!���, <@��/ ��S�.� &���8 ����6� !��" (����� ���� B (��� ���� �� 
��� ���)��� ����� &�. �P !��� )N�� ;$���$��! ���% !��। ��� ���)��� ���� �!� A!�8 
����6 ����� ���6 । ��� <@��/� &��!, ��� ���#� )<�@� ���@� &��!। ���� )�� ���  
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!��� ����0 ��� ���������� ����!� $, ����! ��� !��� ���$0 ���'!��� &���8 ����6�। ��� 
���)��! ��%� ���; <@�/�! ��%� !��- .�% B %�$�! (�)>�� (�C�!��# "��# �F�� ��$�। 

��������� ��-����� ��F � �! (�� ��� A;8�!� ���� ��;, ���� �� ��� ���� �!� ��� 
(��� .�% !���� �। A�� ����� A; ���; .���� !�� ���� ��;, ���������� .��# .�� �!��8 
��h��� ��r� ���!C��� �!� ���!�!; ��� !��� �।... 

(��]��.� (����, A�-A-A !�V>! 

‘��� ���)��� ����� &.�q’ �������� ����� +�6@) 

lµ lµ lµ lµ �+n��+n��+n��+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

���������� ����6� R�� �� ;$���$� ���� d.%����� ���� ���$�� �� Q�����$ �#���, �� 
������ �%�� &�'�� ��E� ��� ��$ �����, �� ������ (!�� ��>���� ���6 B ��6>�� ��-
������ (�>@��� ����!]@, �� �V� ��� ����6� ����� A! ���]@ ���$ 5�+3� ��$ R�X�"���। 
��� ����$ ���6 �����"��� ��S����! �� C� ��$ �<�"। �%�.�$� �V�^ ���T��� .�!��, ���� 
<@�/ A�� ������ ��� ��^!���� &������<��$ -���@>, ����� !� ]�। ��� ��; $, �����+��� 
���������� A; �E���� 58��! ���!C��� 5���$� �%���� ��� A!8� �������� ��$�� &��c��B 
-' �"� �। A��� ���+�� ���� A; .��$ �� ��$�"��� �%�.�� ���F�� �����3�� ���� 
������!B ��� ���� !���� । ���������� 58� �� ���!C��� 5���$� �%���� $ �; .s�!> 
���������� &���/�� ���� !�� Z�� ��$�"��� ‘‘����� ����� (�� .'��� ����� ���$ 
���!C��� !�� ���� ��$�"। ���!C� () �V�। �E±��� ��% ���$ A!8� �� )���� )| 
��$�"।’’ �!1 ��� A; ������ �5�6@��8B �� �� �V� ��� �V�^ �����<>� �� �!� .�#� )�<��� 
�����। �!1 ���� �<� ������! ���� )% ��6 ��>' �V� ��� ��E ����6� � �.���� ��$ RX��� 
������ ����6� .��4। ��¢�� ��� ���� ;$���$�� )q� ��.! B ��r� ���!C�� ��.! �?�!। 
�%�.�� ���F�� �<��!�����$ ���� .�!�� "�#� &���8 ����� <@�/!��� ���6 ������ ����6� ���� 
A�. ���#����। 

;��%��`� ������� ���� M.P ��� ���.� )�¨� ¤l ����> �&. ��{���� ��N�  

‘‘(�� ��S�. !�� � ;���! ���!C��� (+%'��@ �%���� ���$� �V�8 ��� ��>�!� +3��!�$ 
-�+$ !���� ����। (����� ������ .G��� �� 58� .�5�8� �;���" ���� �3#�' ��>���� ���'� 
���। ���' �F��;$� (� A�� �����.�� )% !�B�$�� � &�� .�.% ��.��� �V�8�! ����� .�C 
�!"�; !���� �;��।’’ 

"Conflict in East Pakistan : Background & Prospect" ������
 �������  ��S���%���$� 
¤ ) -�%��!- ��: AmB$�m> ��., ���8> mF>�%� A�� ¨��F A, ��<>�� l�� A�&� ������ 
������ 

‘‘
��� �������� -��%����। &������ ����� .�q 
�+���! .s!> �)�$ ����� .��, �������� 
��� A!�8 .��%!���� 
��� ���। �!1 &ª �� A; 
������ )% ���! !� �E u���� ���।’’ 

History of Economics & Political Domination of East Pakistan ���!�$ 
Herbert ��S���%���$� ��� �.�.�;�8 �����, ‘‘���<����� 
����� �5�6@� !���" A�� ����� 
���E��� �#�"।  
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A; ���� ����� )$ .���r�। �!1 &ª ��, A; 
����� -)>�� )% ����� !� &�@ ���� ��� 
A�� ����� !� .s� Z�. ���।’’ 

o; A�&� ������ ‘-�>’ ���!� ���� !�� �5�6@� !����,“;�� ���!C��� 5���$� �%���� $। 

��� ���������� -+�%�$ () ������ ! � $, A!�8 ��C� .�%।” 

l¤; A�&� ������ ���!� ‘(!.�.’ ������, ‘‘���!C��� �������! ��E� ��]�� �3�> 
���!C���� 
������ ��� �#�"।’’ 

;�9����$�� ‘)�!��>�’ ���!� lµ; A�&� ������, ‘‘�3�> ���!C���� (� ���!C�� ��� ������ 
�;�� ;=�! $। ���� ��h���- A; ����$; I�@ !���"। !��@ () ‘���!C��’ �W e��� ���� �� 
!�� A!�� d.%, ���� ����� ���!)�! ��>$+��� ��%� !��।’’ 

¤¥�� ���> ��!��<� �Ó��R ������, ‘‘�V� ��� �� -���8 A!�� �+�$����� ��%�!��`� ��]�� 
���� �"�, �.; -��� () ��-.�� ���!�! ����<��� T���� ���>���� ��%� !�� ��=। 
�+�$���� <� Ã �"�� �� ���!�! ��%� !�� �$� ��� ���$B -��! ���!�! ��� Ã ��� ��%� !�� 
��$�"।’’ 

p; A�&� ‘�R;$!> 8�;�.’ ���!� ������, ‘‘���!C�� �.������ ���>���� <@��%� !��", ����6 
��>�� A; ����@ .�½B B�����8�� A; ��Ü$�� A�� ����� ����6� !��" �r$ ��#���$!। 
��������� A; ��%�!��`� ��]� &������� )% ��E����� �r$ A!�8 ����! ���$0 ��$�"। 

������ A; !�$!�8 �����!�; $, �`�� �m;�� ��;�, �m;�� �8��I�F, New Statesman. 

Sunday Times. London- �� Time ���	�, ����� ���, Sunday Telegraph. Newsweek. 

Christian Monitor. Washington Post. Ockland Tribune. Bultimore Sun. Otowa 

Citizen. ����� (�����!R��B, §�.��.� �� ��§�, )����� Time ���!�, (�� ��� !��$��� 
(!��-(�-!��$�, �.��$�� (�-��R��, ����$�� &�+��, ;�%��� .�C ���!�$ �V� ��� �����!��� 
���6 ;$���$�� )N�� ������ <@��%�� ��]�� �.���� &����� )����, 
�����!��� ������ 
���6�! )���� ('��! .� >। 

������$� 5�� +�h���। ���!C��! -v .����% ����� ��]�� (����!�� �.��8 &������� Q# 
����� �.�8� �!��m। D��!�� ���!C�� )����) -v ���Q�; !��� -
�!�� !���। (����!�� 
d�����! .����% !���8 ���!C��! .�>&!�� .����% �P !��� )% .�!���� R�� ��� .V�c !���। 

�V�8, ¾�¦, ���!C��! -v .����% &�� �P !��� ! � �5�6@� !����। ����$�� &���/� 
�!��.�< <@��%�� �9� !�� <@��%� �P !��� )% ���� )����। 

A��� ��������� .��� A�<�$ A��� Rx� �!���$� B Rx� �+�$���। .�I��� Rx� �+�$��� 
�5�6@� !����� ‘‘���������� ��� )���$ ���E���।’’ ������ ���E����! ���� �3@> .� > )����- 
�!1 ���S� �V�c ��P �;� ���� &��। ;$���$� ������ �w6� Z� !��"���, ‘‘�� (����� .�� ’’। 
���� !� ���। -����6 �� ��� ������ +����� �� <� R��� �+�).+�$। ����' ;$���$�� ����6 
�3� ��.��� ������ ;�����. -%�� )5% -����� +���� �<�$�"��� ���� .� > (���$� )%। 

;$���$� A�� +���� �? �� !���"��� �� ����� !�!�>�! .� > )����, �!1 ���� -:�$� 
������/� �.�� &!V��� ;$���$�-+����� ���� ���8�5�� !���। �+�).+�$ ���� -:�$�  
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������/� +�����! �����> ���� �3�> ����� .n�P A!�8 ���E.s� �����.� !���। ��� ��; $, 
�� ;$���$�-+���� ��?� .�C &���@�� ���� ���5�� !���। 

ll; �+n� B.B.C.-� ���� &!��, �� ���!C��! .��� �B$�� )% R���� ���$�"। �� 
����", ‘‘�!� -�:���; +��� (?�@ !�� ���!C��� R��� ��� �। ��� ��; $, ���!C� 
�������� .�.%��! +���-���!C� .�.%�� (!��� ����x� ���6�� ������ (��� )���$�"���। 
�� ��� �.; (���B &�%��%� !���"। 

���� A; ! �� - > A; ���#�$, �� ���!C� .�!���� !��>���� .� > !��� &_� $ A�� 
;$���$�� �@\O���!B �� -.�� B -��J�E! �� !��। .�q .�q �������� .�.%��! �� ��!-
+��� .�.%� ��.��� ����� ��)� $। 

A;���! ���!> .�!��B ���!C�� -v ��?�$� ��;�.¦ ����� !�� ���$�"। A� F�� () 
;$���$�� )q� .�!�� .��� ��S -.��$ A����� ��>��$ ��� A�.�"। -%���! ��S����! �.���� 
��$ R�X�" 
��� ������ ����6� .���। ������ f�>6> ���E����� (5���� �� (5�� ��� ����"। 
����� 4�&��$ A�� &�`��$ ������ ��>� ��! ����� ��������। 

�.���� 
  -�v .��� ���E����� () ���S� .� >��c ��$ (���! -�v .��� A�� f�>6> 
-�)$ ������� ���@� ��$�"। ���� &_� ��= ��� (5�� ���� )%, ���������� ���8 � �! ��6 
���8�!B ��r® !��� )%। )$ (����� .���r�। )$ �����। 

(�)N�� ����, A�-A-A) 

 

lp lp lp lp �+n��+n��+n��+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

�&$ +�;������, 

(��� .�I��� -�+9 I�@ !]। 

��<� &�$ (8 ��.���!!�� ���^ (��� .��; ���E.�I��� ��� (�"। ���������� .��# .�� 
�!��8 ���6 &�%� �� �����+��� A ���E.�I��� ���! ��$�", 4��IC ��$�", �!����� ���$�" �!� 
� �!� +���। ���E��� B .����@ .�g�)%���� �� .£.��@���� ����� �� >!% A; ��, .�g�)%���� �� 
.£.��@���� ���� ����� ).����@�! �)�� !�� ����� ���Q� �����$ ��B$� �$; ����+�<� 
(Mercenary) d.%�� ���$ ��# - �� ���� ����+ �� &�$�)� ��� !��� ���% �$। (� ���E���� 
����� (���� ).����@ 
��Ä3�>+��� ���! �$- .����4�, -v��v .�.��� d.%�� ����&�� 
Re�� ��$ ���.��! ��� !��� )% ���V+3���! ��!�� ��� R����� )% ��� !��। (����� 
���������� ����f� ��q� ���)���, ;-��-(�, �����, (.�� B ���)���� �����, (B$��� 
�
=��.�! ����� B "�� .�I�� ���6� A�� ���+� D��! .�:�� .�I�� ���6��� ����f���� & �� 
AU� ����&�� Re�� ��$ 
��Ä3�>+��� .���$! ;$���$�-�8¢� ���� ������ �.�%������ ��>� 
(?�@ ]�� ����#�$�"। ����� .�>C��� ����, "��-D��!-!V6!-�)f� � � (���-�V�-��@�� 
���>���6 ����>�!��� A; ��� .�I��� ���! ��$�"- �! .�?$+���, �!� �����+���, .�� ����!�� 
-�v� ���%�� A�� �� �-.�����%!-!��-.������!-����)���, ���+� C��� !�>���� B !38������ 
.��%�� ����� �) �) ���� B &��+�� ���%��। !��); A! � ��� �X! $ ��, ���E��� !��B 
A!�� !�>�%। -��% ���< ���< ���E.�I���� ;�����. ��³��, .���������, �� ‘!�;.���’ 
‘���)�F����’ ��� +3��!� �"�, (����� A; .�I���B  
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���)�F���� ��� ��Ü$ $। ����P� ��; A!.��$ (�4� !�� ����"��, ‘‘����� ����� 
.����$ �# -�+��� A; ��, ���E.�I��� ��������� -��4� ����� ���!��� .�q; ���6�! ��� 
!��� �$ ����।’’ �.��� ������ �4 �4 ���� ‘��.��’ ����, ���, ���!-������! ���>���� ��%�� 
-�����, �� �� ���� Ý������� B .��0 c !��� -�����, ������ �!��8 �!��8 8�!�� �-.s� 
��c !��, ��8��8 B ����-m�!���� -�����, &�$ oµ �� ����-(���-�V�-��@�� ���>���6 
�������� � �! �����#� !��� -����� A�� -�� &�$ � �!��8 ���!�! <V�����-��_���� A�� �"��3� 
!��� -�����, �� �� !�>�� �%�E�! )���!� ��>���� .����< ��� ���� !�� � � ��!��-��!��, 
�%�.�-���@)% Z�. !��� -����� ;$���$�-�8¢�-+����-����� ��� -�����- ���� A; 
)�N����?� ?�#! .����<� ������ (��, m�� ����!, 3]� (�� <� A�� ����� &��%!�8 
.�?$ .� >! B ��������<@B .�+��� -����� A�� .�+��� ���C� ���<%। �FJ)���� �`���� (;�� 
������.��� ��%�!�� A�� ��� .����<��! A!; (;� F���. ��$�� ���� ���� (�"। .����<� �� 
���%�!���� .�!��� .s�!> (;� ��� (�", As if he himself Committed murder- 
- >�^, .����<� �� ��); �� !���"। !��); ;$���$� ��?� �������� .s�!> A; ���� �FJ)���� 
�`���� (; .s3@> &���)%। �P�<@, "Truth shall prevail" -��� universal truth �� .��>)� 
.�%- - >�^ .��%� )$ ���;, (����� ���� �!����B (�"- 

��ً
��َء اْ�َ��� َوَزَهَ� اْ�َ��ِ�ُ�ِ ان� اْ�َ��ِ�َ� َآ�َن َزُهَْ �ْ�ُ0 

- �^ ‘‘.�% .��<�- �� %� -�.V$��@, A�� �� %� -��%; Z�.&�� �;��।’’ 

(����� A; ()���� .�I�� �� %�� ��]�� .��%� .�I��, -%��$� ��]�� %��$� .�I��, 
)������ ��]�� .��# .�� �!��8 ���� �)����� .�I��। (����� �&$ ��� �q�P�� +�6�- 
‘‘A����� .�I�� (����� ���E� .�I��- A����� .�I�� 
������ .�I��।’’ A; ���� ;��N�� 
(��� !���$�� ��;। (����� ��)�� �!.��� (��� ��J�"�;।  

f�$�� .�C ()���� ;�����. ���� ��$ 
����� ‘‘-)> !�� ��$�"’’। 
������ )% �� �� 
����&��! �!���� ��$�", ��+��� ()��� ��<� ���6 ��>�� �+�< !���"- �!1 ��� ���$�" ��� 
(���� ��$�। F���.� ��� ����#�$ ���. ���. F���.� ��� ������%� �� !�� ��@ !�� ()���� 
)$<� �<�$�", ���B )���� 
��� .x��! �����$ ��$�- 
��� ���!��! -����� ��� ��$�। 
;����. �����, (����!�, ;�9����$�, (��)��$� ��< ��< ��� ��� !�� 
�$ 
����� -)> 
!���"। �!�; 
����� �� ��.��� ��� �E���� ��$�। -��% B��� ���E.�I��� .��$�� ���$�" 
.+% )���� �!8 ���, .�?$ �� ����� .� > ���$�"। (���B (�� ����, f�$�� .�C .+% ��� 
��� .����% .� > �����। ��!-+��� R��������� 
����� -)> .s�!> -��!� �$� ��' ���@� 
��, �������� !�� �V�8� .�!�� (����<�! 
����� �� !�� �<�$�"। ��C���4 �! ��;? l�µp 
;� .�� �.���� ���~��, �� �����, +< �̂.� A�� ��)�� ��)�� �.����� F���.� �! �!� ��� �;? ���)� 
.�+�6 �.�� �������$ ����>, �.q����, ���$, ��>� B ���+� :�� �� &�$ ���� ��)�� ()�� ��9� 
�FJ) <X !�� ��$�"�, �� �! !� ����%!�? ����� B ;s� -����� �� &�$ "$ ��)�� ()�� 
��9� �FJ) (INDIAN NATIONAL ARMY) -�����--�>����� &�@ ��.)> ���$�", A�� 
loÃ� � �! loÃ¯ . ��>' ���+� �@�q� ��� �� � � �§�8� (��>� ���� �� ���+�+��� &�$ �¥ 
��)�� ()�� ��9� �FJ) �9� ��$�"�, ��>�� �+�< !���"� �� (a.��>@ !��� ���% ��$�"�, �� 
�! A����� 
����� .�I���! A�<�$ ��$ ��$�? ��>�, ��q�, .�����, �.q����, )��>��, )��� B 
-%�% :��� �� �� +����$ (����') �<��!<@ �!� �!� ����� .�C �-.s�x B �!��8 
�!��8 8�!� A�� �!� �!� 
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���8 .s��� A!8� -�� INA �FJ)�! �� !���"�। �§�8� ;��$� (��>� Kin’s Commission, 
&�� Major G.S. Dillon, ����B$��)� �� �� �� !���` -�F.�� A�� ��)�� ��)�� �)�$� 
�§�8� .�!���� ��!�� B ��r� +��6%  ̂ �"�# -��r� +��6%��� ����� �)����! ��4� !�� 
()�� ��9� �FJ�) ���< ���$�"�। ICS ���4�$ & � :� ��� !��B ���)� .�+�6 �.� �� ��!�� 
�%�< !���"��, �� �! �V � �<�$�"? �_�� A; .� ���0 B (a�%�< R��������� ()��� ��+�! 
0���Á� !���"�।  

(��� �&$ ��>+�] �����.��! ��� &�$�) ��, ��� �)��� ���!C��� 
�+���! �V��%; ��$�"। 
A�� A8��! -��V��% ��� ����। -��% ���!C��� )|8��! �!"�8� -
�+���! ��� ���। !��); A� 
&�� (� !��B �!� ����  �!� R��� ��? ���!C�U�� �� ����! ��B$��-.]�� �!�s��� 
(!���-(���� ���8> � � ��r� .��'��� �? )| ����; ��$�, ����; ����>�!��� 
�$ ���)>�$� 

�� > �. ���� ������� �.�) &!V� )|���� � % ���� ��>+�] ��h����! ��<� �Ã �^.� ��� 
��+��� ���6@ B ��>�� !���"। ;.���, .���� B ��.����� ��� �\ -�.����! !����� 
��³��� B ����!����) !���"। �%�.�$� 
�� >, .�g�)%���� 
�� > ���� +�; ��� ���� &��� !���" �!1 
�3�>��q� ���6�! �!��� ���� ���$ :� ��$�। �� �� ��h��� �%�$-)���ß��.-53�@>Q�# ��$��-
!�!���� �� &�@ ���$�", �!1 ��r�� ���6!�?, !�B ���6�@� �����!� �P !���। lo¯Ã .� 
�� �3�>������ A! ��!���$; l� ��)�� ���! A!���� 53�@>Q# B )���ß��. &�@ �����$�"� �� 
����' �&�.�m� ($�� �� .F� !��� �3�>��q � A�. �`� ��#��� �<�$�"��। �`�� 
�����!� �%q !�� �����"��  18 thousand people died, who cares? - >�^ ��<� �+n��� 
53�@>Q# B )���ß�. ��$�����, ��I��, ������, ���� B �8�$�������; �� &�$ l¥ �4 ����� 
�V��% ��$�"�, �� �� <V����� .�>���� ������ -<�@� �V���� �Ë�-��5�-������ A��! 
��q��.�<�� B +��� ���.�<�� ��>' �+�. �+�. ���=�- �� (����� <����� 8%��i� 8�!�$ �!� 
Gunboat, Helicopter �!� �$ �"�? ����' <+>� Am����� (�.� ����"��, ‘‘(�� 
Islamabad-�� 	�� Helicopter ���$�"���- �!1 ��;�।’’ �.; �+n��� 53�@>Q�#� Z�.���� 
�V� ��� ;�����. .����$ &�$O��� f��>�<। �4 �4 f�>��IC (�� .'��� !]@ (�>��� (N��� 
(�� �!��� R�X�"�। +���.� f�$�� &�$ .� ��� ��� .����%-.��� A�.�"�, ����!º�� 
A�.�"�। ��B ���`-;.������������ ��$ ��<��� �$�। �� �� �-����!, v� B ���6�! 
A!.��  !��: !�� ��$�"�। A��! ��9�-��.����! A!.��  A! �<��� ��F !�� ��$�"�-!��@ 
��F�� !���#�B -8 ��$�"�। Gunboat �"� �, - > �"� �। A! �F��8� ���, A! ���X� -� B 
��� �����@ A! 8�!��� !���#� )% �� �� (�� .'��� !]@ (�>��� .��� f�$� ��<��� 
��$�"�, .����%-.��� ��$ A�<�$ A�.�"� �!1 ��<��� �$� (��)�, +���!�, (��� (��, 
�F¦�, ��R� B <�P��� �<���� � � ��r�� ��-�������� ��$। A� ��B (���� A��� ;.���� 
����� ����!����� ��S�. !��? A��� ;.��� ���6�@� �/����6। (.�� A�� ;.��� ��� �। lÃ 
�� �^.� ��>' &�� )�G���, ³�� (���� ������$ ����-  

 ان� اَ< َ=>ُ;ُ: ِب�7ْ8َ�ِْل َواْ�ِ�ْح�4َِن

-(N�� ‘(���’ B A�"��� ! � � % %�$����� B ;"��F� ! �, �q��� ! � ����"; (� A; 
���8�� �.�%��� ��! �!����� A; ���>� -��% !�� ��< ��< ��� ��;.�F B ��³��� !���"। 
+�;.�, f�$�� �!� ���; ��� ��>�$ �P�� ��� �� �e)�����½� R��� �+�x !�� &����� ��� 
���� �। �)�� !�� -��C� B -.���! ������ �8�!�$ ���� ��$ �। ��; �\�� �)�#����� ��B$�� 
�� !� ���!C��� 
�+���! �V��% ��$�"। (� ��� �!� �� !�� ���!C��� -
�+���! �V��% 
��$�", ��%B �q�P�, (B$��� ��< �� �3�>�q��.� ��$� ��। 
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�q�P� ��� ��>' Artificial Heart Transplantation !�� �!� �!�� �)�#����� ���$ 
��!C��� �);�$ ����� ��c� !���"��, �!1 -!��^ �µ�� ����>� <+�� ���� �)���� ;$���$�-
�8¢���-+���� �? ��$��8� ������$ ���!C��� -��V��% 5�8�$�"। A� )% A!!+��� ����; ��$�। 
����� l¥ �4���! ��h��� ����-���-���!-������-��-+�;-+��� ��)� �E������ -�� ��� 
���!C� ����� ��$�"-Z�.&�� ��$�"। A� &�@�4� (� .�� ��। ;.��� Universal -(N�� 
.���। (��� ‘(����f��N��� ������ (����’- - >�^ ‘.� &��.� ����� )% ��� ��S§Ö�` .V�c 
!���"’.... 

���8 ! �, ;.��� Co-existence, Co-havitation B Compromise-�� �
�। �	 	��� 
;.����� ��>! � Secularism-A� ��>! �। !��); (��� 
��� ������� <�# ������ A� A! 
.��)�%�:� �� ��� .��>)�- Universal and Secular-����  �!�� ��9�-��.���-�Vc�-��J�, 
)��� ��> ���>���6 .�� -��!��।  �!�� � ����6 ����6 �!� �����-���=�, �!� �+���+�। (� 
(����� A; ��� �3���/� ����� .��# .�� �!��8 ��h��� � � f�$�� .�C �)��� ���� ������ 
-I�$! �q�P� ��� ���)��� ����। 

+��<%� �����., ��� () �)���� ;$���$�� !���<��� (8!, (��� .��# .�� �!��8 ��h��� 
.���� !�� ���� ��;- �q�P�� �!� 4�� .���� ��� .�I ��S ������� -��� �� ��R ��R !�� 
��� RX��। A�B .�$ (�" �)���� ;$���$�, ���! A�B ���E ��B-��^ ��� ������ ���!C� 
$ -����; ����B Z�. ��$ ����। )$ �����। 

((�f� ����! R�!�,A�-A-A) 

    

    

-�+{��� (����!-�+{��� (����!-�+{��� (����!-�+{��� (����!    

�Ã �Ã �Ã �Ã )���;)���;)���;)���;, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

������ ���E (�9���� ���� �E ���$�", ���� ���+� �@�q� ���.�� .�q ��� !���" 
����� R���� .D� -�+��� )���$ �] !��"। ������ .��# .�� �!��8 ����6� ��$�! R��4� 
!��, <@��/� .�C ��� ������ !�� A�� ������ .�C ��4��! �� � d
������ ��S�.5��! 
���!C�� ����� Q�����$ ��#�"� ������ ��v ��h��� )��� R�� �µ�� ����>� ����। ������ 
I��-I���'�� .3�>��¡ �V� ��� (���B$�$ &��� !��� �3��>; &����� ��$ �<� A ���, ���!C�� 
.����! ������ V��. !��>!����� 58�। �!1 ������ ���6 A��� ��@)$�। .���! ������ !���, 
8%��!, �8>��, ���� B (�B ��)�� ���� R�� ���@��v� ��]�� ���� ��� �� ����। ����� ��?�� 
��S�.5��! ������ .�q ��� (�� �� EPR, ����� ����� B ���E������। A ���B &����� �� 
I�� � �! I���'�� ����.��� �3��>;। .��� )�� ��Q�� ������ ���E ����� �.�)� ��  (.�� 
�। 
����� ��� �+�4 !�� ��B$� ��$ �। 
����� (��$ !�� ��� �$। A�� ��� )% &�$�) �$ 
��E�। )��� !�� &��Z�� ���  �!��� �q�P�� ��@� ‘‘�E �� ���� �����" �� �!R 
(����� �X��!�$ ����� ����� �।’’ ������ ��� )<@ ]~����6 �����$ A� ��C�$। !V6!, �)��, 
��4!, "��, !�>���� B )�� -v ���� ���� ��। �!��8 !� � �! R����� �� ��E� �����$ 
������ ���E (��$ !��� f)>$ &��{�, �������� Æ��� -�.� !��� ��� &��{�।  
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A Z� (!��� �����. &��Z�� ��$ (5�� !���� ������ I�� � �! I���'��। (� �. �uR 
A�. .�#� )�<���� �)�� ��� ��f� �����J��� ��b��> ���� ���)�����.� ���� �)��� ��#�, 
.��� $�, RN���#�, F������.� (�B -.��% I���। &_�� I�@ !���  �!��� .��;। ���E����� <�X� 
�� ��N�$ ��N�$। ��-������ A�� -������ �V�B A�. ���#���� ���E������ !���� !��� �����$। 
.��� ����; A!; �/ ‘‘)$ 
��� �����’’। .��; -��� (I�� -��4� !���  �!�� �� ������ 
(<���- ���!����� !��� �VÈ&��{� ��$। !��B ���� ��>�, !��B ���� �� A�� !��B ���� �)��� 
���X। ��;�� � �!B ���E������ �)�$��� A���। ���+� )�$�<$ "�R� �F�� ��। ������ � �! 
<����#5�8 ��>' } �!� "�R� �#��� ����-"$8�। A ��>' "�R��� ������ ���E�.���� ���� 
.����@� �9�!, ��;�F� A�� �!� �!� �4�� ���!C�� ������ !�" � �! �B$� �!"� R�� ���� 
-v  �!���। �.��� ������ �.�� ���E�������� )�� (� !�� ��। ��à�6�, -��!������ 
)<@ ���E�������� ���% ����� ��� 
��� ������ &��=��। A!�8 58� ���। A!�� f����� 
���! ��$� �J!�$ ��� ��=। .�q ���E����� !�$!) ���!। �J!�������� ���E.�I��� ������� 
�%��<� ! � D���� ���x ��@ !��"। A!) -������ �V� R�X A�� (����� !��"। A!) 
���E������ �� �$ ��� ���� ����, ‘‘������; ��� ���� -������, ����� ������ ������ ��@। 
�������� ��E� �����$ (��� ���V+3�� ����E ���। (�� ��E �����$ ���� ������। (����� 
����>� ��]6�! (� �������� I�� .�% !��� ��� �। �! �<J�� A �%��<�! )$ ������� ���; 
����, ;��(N�� )$ (����� ���;। A ��� ��� -%��$� ��]�� %��$� ���। f+>�<%, -�! ��$. 
��$�" (���। -v ����� ���� A� (� �;। �!1 ���B ��� (����� �� ��v ��$ .��� 
(.��� ��, ��� A �$�.B A!��� �����$ ����� ��S�.5���!� �! ���C।” +���"��� .��# .�� 
�!��8 ��h���� A; (�>������ R�� D�� ����, ���V+3���! ��E !���� &��{� ��$; ��� -.��% 
�@�q� ������ ���� .��.��� &��� ��$ ��$�" ������ ���!C�� ������ ���!����� !��� )%। 
��'� !��� (� .�$ �$�। �V��! ��J��! D�� ����B !�� �$�। �X�^ ��� ���$�"��� 
���@��v� ��!8 (B$�)। ��� !��"। !�$! �.�!` ��� ��$�� �� -�3�� ��;!�����8� m����<�� 
���E������ "�R�� ! �-(����� ������ ¯¥ ) ���E�.�� ! �। �� ���� &�$ f�8�।। ���!C�� 
������ d.%�� lÃ ��� Ó��! .s3@> &_� ��$ !���� ��� � �! (.�"� ��5����#5�8 -�+����। 
��Q��  m����<��। Ó�<��� ��� ���� ���E ������ �)�$�� &_�। ���.���� Ó�!T��� B��� 
(B��$ A�. �#��� .�q .�q <�)> RX��� ���E�.���� ��;�F� (� �§<�T��। �������� 
������� d.%���� Ó�! -�!�)� ��$ �<� T��� (5���। &�@ ��� µ¥/¯¥ ) ���!C�� d.%। A ���� 
(����� ������ A!) T]��U�� (�� ��$�"�- EPR- A� ���!। -¼3� ����। ��� <��$ ��� 
��$�"� µ/¯8� ����8। -��� -�:�$ ���! ��$ (.� �� ¾� � �!। m�E��<@ ���! �6� ���=-
-����� !�� ��� ���� � �! �������� ����8 ��� !��"�। ������ (�� ���; !�। (��� �.�� 
!��" !�$������!%। B ���� ���� ��;���। �)�{. !���B ���E�.���� !���, -I<��� -�:��� 
����:��। ���36> -�:�$B B� �����-���� &!�� ���=� ���V+3���! ����E !��� f)>$ &��{�। 
!]@��$ (N����$���� -.�� !V��$ B ����� (�"। �� �$ ������ �!� &��' (��� �. -v ���� 
��$�" ���.��! .����� ���� ����। ������ -.�� ���� (�" B� R��, !��@ B ��� .�% &����� 
)% �#�; !��"। ��� ���!C�� ������ !��� (� �8>���� (5��� m����<� ��r® ��$ �<�$�"�। 
Z�. ��$�"� ��S��>� I��T���। ���E������� ���B �+>$। ���� (��� 5���8 <#���� 5%�8� §��)� 
���$। �@ !����, ��!C�� ������! �!"���; �.��)<�z� ���! -I.� ��� ��B$� ��� � 
!�$!�� �� ���.��� �Ó� d.% ���Q�; !�� .s3@> &_� ��$ -I.� ��= �.��)<�z� ���!। 
�!1 ���E�.��� 5%�8� §��)� !��" ����� �F.-��8 ���� �����"। �Ó � �� �<�$�"। ���!C�� 
d.%�� �Ó  
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� �! ����" ������ !��� )%। A .��$� )%; B^ ���� ��. �"� ���E�.���-.��%�$ ��� l¥ 
)। .�q .�q <�)> RX��� ����� ��;�F�। +3����� �� (?�@!��� ���!C�� d.% ������ lµ/l¯ 
) d.%। ���.��� ����<�, �8>�� (� ��!8 �%���� !��B ��� l¥ ) ���E!��� ��h���� .��� 
���$ �.�� 5%�8� §�) -��?� !��� �����। ������ ���!C�� d.%�� �� �F�� RN���#� I��� 
��� ��$। ������ )<�@� ���#5� ���#�$ ��$, ��%� !�� ��v ���!)�!। (r�> ��J]6 
���!C�� d.%���। ���E������ ���� ��� ���$ ��v ���6 ����� -¼�� �����! (�B (r�> 
;.���&��� A��$� ����! ;.��� �! �!� �$B ��v, ������ ���!�! ��%� !��� -���� ���$�"? 
-���� ���$�" �! -.��% ������ ����!� ���#5� ���#�$ ��$��, ���%�.% c !���? ���$��� R�� 
�����! -�%���� !���? 

)��, A��$� �� A.� &�ª� Rx� ����-����� �। �!1 �� -�%����; !]! � �! ������ 
)<@ A��� A��� R^��� !���;। A!) ��h��� )����  �!��B �. ���!C�� ������ .�q ��� 
!���। ������! ��E !���। (��� ���-�� ������ ���� �। (����� ��-����� ;�� ��$ ���� 
�"���� �����" ����� (��� ��� !��� ���� �। ��;��� �.�� ������ �.�� F���� ���X� ��% 
���$ (.��� .�$ !�$!) !V6! (��� !��" A�.�"�। B�� ���"���, ‘‘�� <���$� ���! .+� !�� 
�X! !���"-��� <��$ ����8��� (�. ��� ���X, �� (� ��>� ��$; ����� ��� !��। <��$� A!8� 
��]6 ���! �����  �!�� A!8� ����8��� u�!�� ����� �। ��]6 ���! �����  �!�� <��$� ���$��� 
R�� ����8��� A� -�%���� !��� �� ��� ��B$� ��� �।’’ B�� )�� B��� ���X (� ��>� ����8���� 
���@��v� ����$ !� <@%। �!1 �! -¼�� &�%$! A��$� ��, ���� A��� ���+3� !��� ����� �!? 

(A; !� !��8� ����!� �� )�� ��$�) 

�p�p�p�p    )���;)���;)���;)���;, , , , lopl   lopl   lopl   lopl       

-.� .��.�� -��!��� ���E������ ���� ����� ��� ���$ ������ ����$ ��$�", (� -��! 
��.������ ��-��� �����$ !�����=। ����� �P��� �..� ������ (��O� ��$ ��#�"। ;�����% 
���������� ���+� A��!� ��� ��.� ����� ��B$� �<�" ���� �� �$ ‘�"�# �� �� �����$ �����’ A; 
����� ! ��8 B�� �)� �F���"। !��@, ��r� ��z��� !�!����� .�q ����� B ��X� d.%��� ��§ 
��e¿ ���� ��$। ��r� ��z��� -���$! -�! )�$<�$ ����� B ��X� d.%���� ���� �à�� 
I����.���� R�� T�� !�� ��%�� ���>� ���� A; ���������� .V�c �$। ��� F�� d.%��� ��% ��� 
A!8� ����8.��%! -�� ��h������ .�q ��� !��� ��)� $, A �Vc�' !�$!8� 58�$ �.���� ��$ 
R�X�"। �!"�.��%! ��X� d.% ���E������ !��" (a.��>@ !�� ���E�FJ�) ���<����B ;=� 
&!�� !���"। -��! ��)� ���$ ��)�� T�� !�� ��.������ +��> ��$�"। ���� )�� ���E������ 
.�q  
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�#�; !�� A �V� �� ��� �������$ � ��$ (�� ��$ ��.������  �!� -�! +��। ���B (�� 
 �!�� +�� ��$ ��, +�;, ���, v�, ��� ���)�� .�q ���� !���। 

bc�; ��! ����� +�6@+��� (��O� ��$ ��#�"। A��! �.�� ��! ����� A!8� ��' 
<��#� .��� A!�8 ����� F�8�� <��#  ����$ â�;+�� .��� -v�v �"�# .!��; ��� ������ 
(�� !��। ��; ���E������ !�$!) B )<@ �<�$ T�� � !�� "��� ���$ ��! ����� !�� 
!�� �F��। A; ��� ���.� ���� ��! ���� �.��� ��+��� �� �� !���!J�� !�� &_� ��$�", 
����@; ���E����� ������! � �! (?�@ !��� (C����; ������ �V��%� !���� -P!��� ���8�$ 
��#�"। A.� ������ ��! ���� ��h������ .�q (� ��� !��� ��)� $। ��"�#� ��� �!"��� ��� 
��r� ���!C��� �� .�C ���! ��������� A�. �%�.�-���@)% B A! n� ��;�.¦ ��$ !ã�!8�� 
!�� A�� �# �# ��!��)��� ��$ ������ ���8�� (����% ��C�� ��+ !�� 5����#, (.����� d��� 
!�� �"�����$ ��$ �.��. !��, ����� -��!; A��� � �! ��� �<�"। ���� ���8> ��� )���) 
+��> ��$�" ����� �����-)��, 8%��i, ��8, (�����, (.����� B A� �! �������� �# �# ��. 
��>'। A;.� ����� ��$ .�<� ���# ���$ ��r� ���!C�� ��� �<�"। ��������� !��>�� .� 
���!; ��� +��+���; R���� !��� �����" A���� �����  �!� ���� �। A!8� 58�� R�N� !��। 
��� �!"��� (�< ��r� ���!C�� ����� ��)� �� (���F ����.�� +�;, ��� A!) �. A%�` 
��’� & � �D@�� !ã�!8�, ��� �E�%T�� ��� (� A! ��h��� & � �D@�� !ã�!8� 5�� �P�� 
!��" ��� !�� ���, ‘‘���� .����, A���� (���  �!�� ���� �। +�;�$� !��" -�! �!"� 
����। �� !8� 8�!�-�$.� (�" �� ��$ (�� ��r� ���!C�� ��� ���=। (� (��� �� .�C 
�)�.�� ��$�", �� (���! ���$ ��� ���। (����� ��� ��E ���� �� �����  �!�� ��� ���� 
���।’’ A� �! ��� �<��+��� ��� ��� �<��, ‘��� +�; ����� !%������ ��$�" �!1 ����$ 
 �!� ���� ����� $ �� !�� ��� (.�� ��- !� �!� .�$ �! �$ ��� +�$।’ A� ��Q��; 
���� ���= ����� ������� ��8�� !� ����� ��� �<�"। - � �8¢� A� ��¢� ��B$�� ��B ��'� 
!��� ���� � �! <�� ��� ���। (� )q� A��$� ;.������� 
Â������ � �! ���E������ ��� �! 
�!� �! !�� ���Q�� �����? �� 
Â���� A!�� B� ��� ������ .��# .�� �!��8 ����6� �E ���6 
- > ��$ <�# �����"�, �.��� ��� ������� D�� !�� �$। (� A���! ��� ����� +�;. 
-%�m����� ���)�FF� ��.� } ��>� !�!����� (C��$ (C�$ .��. ���<��� �����$ ��#�"। ��� 
�!) ���, F�� �� ��= ��� R�K�। ���E������ ���� B�� ���� �� �� ��� ���$ ��$�" ��������। 

�"� �"� ��� !�� A!8� ! � ����; ���E������ ���� A� ��� ��B$�� ���B ;$���$� ()B 
+����! ���6����� !��"। ������! ���� ���� ��� �!"�8� ��>� � ��$ ���� ��$ �। A� ��>' 
��� ������ ���E������! 
�!�� !�� �� �, - � ���E����� ������ ���8�� � �! () ��� &�$ ��� 
��. ��� -����� �#�; !�� ���=, ���B ���� +����� f�V�!���। ��� ��;-; �$ ����� ;$���$�� 
�&$ ����� B ��! �.���� �){�.� !���; ��� .�X! ���8� ��B$� ����। !��� ����, ����� +�$ 
+��./C ��$ ��"� .�� ���=? �������� �!"����� )% �����@ ����� (��$ ��� ��)�!�� ����� 
!���"। (� A; ��)!�� ������� ��.� ����, ��8���, ����;� B m�!����� �$� ��$�"- ���� 
.���)� !��" 5V@�� ��� A�� ����� .���) �!� X��; �;। A�� ����% -��% -��! �)�-��)�� 
�"�। A; .�C ����!��; ��! ����� ��8���) B 5����# �����$ ���#�$ ���� .����% !���"�। 
����� �� ;�����% ���E������ !��" ��� ��#�"। (.�� ���E������ ��� � �! )�� ���� > 
��)!���� ����$ �� �����"। - � ���� �<�", ��! ����� A����! +����+��� ��S�.B !�� �। } 
��)�!�����  
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A� ������ ��.��� ��< B )����� ;.����� !�T�� ������� ������ ��.��� ��;�F� 5��# !�� 
���, �!� .�$ ���E������ .G��� ���; -v�v �"�# �����$ ��$।  

A���! (��� ;$���$� �m�F¦ .��8>�F�!8, �.�+�. .��8>�F�!8 B &�;)�` �!�� !�; � (´� 
)���=: �!1 ��n.5��! A��$� )��� �� -P ��� ���X A!���; ����$। �� +�� ��h��� A!��� 
!���", ��� �����V�x (� !��� ��$ �। !��@ ���� )�� A.� 8�!�-�$.� �!� ��; (� �F�� 
��B$� ���� � । ��h������ )��� ���! �; ��, AT���� ��m -�F. } �������� ����। �. )%; 
�%�O-����� 8�!� )�� ��$� B �&��$�� �P ��$ �<�"। ()�! ;¦����¦� �&��$�� ���� �<� �!� 
��B (� �. 8�!� �F�� ��B$� ���� �। ��� B��� - >���! -�:��! (�B ��E���� !�� ���। 
-��% ������� ��E ���� �� �������� .�!�� A� A!8� �%�:� !���। (��� ��r� ��!C�� 
�������� �!� ����� ���� !���� �। �!� !��#-����# (��� � �!�� B��� T���� .� )�� 
��$ ��$ ����। A )%; B��� !�-!����� �P ��� ���%। ;�����% -�! ��� B !����� ��� 
D��! "��8�; (�� ��$�"। (��� B��� - >���! -�:��! ������ �+�q ������ !�� �����। ������ 
���6�! F���! ���$ - > .�$ !���� �� } �µ�� ����>� ��� l¥8�$ F����$ �<�"। ���� () ��r� 
���!C�� ~�% ������ ���� !��", ���� �5��! A��$�� ����! ��E���� !��� .��$�� "�#�B 
������ .s� �+�< !�� ������ .��# .�� �!��8 ����6� .�q ��S�.5��!�� !��"। ������ ���8�� 
)| ��$, ������ .s� �+�< !�� ������ ����6� .�q ��S�.5��!�� !�� �� !� �# -���� ��� 
d!�F$^ B��� ���� ��� )�� ���$। ��h����� ����� -��!�� B 
����� ��� !���; !���- ��� 
)% ���� �� �� I�� ������ &���8 "��, D��! B ����!�� A�. ���E������� ���<�� !��"। A�� 
.!��; 
����� ���� �ä!�X ��  ��$ ������ �� -&�'�� } !�!����� ������ ��r® !�� 
����� )�%; �����$ ��#�"। ���� )��, -��.%�� !���� -P!��� �+� !�� -����; ��� .3�> 
(���$ +�� (+� ��$ �3�>��<�' R��� ���। 

(-�%��! A�, A, .��F$� ����) 

    

    

��� ���)��� ����� &�.��� ���)��� ����� &�.��� ���)��� ����� &�.��� ���)��� ����� &�.    

�p�p�p�p�� )���;�� )���;�� )���;�� )���;, , , , lopl lopl lopl lopl     

((((�e��$ ��>�$�e��$ ��>�$�e��$ ��>�$�e��$ ��>�$)))) 

������� ���<+>�। ��������� ��� .s� $, (�" ����6� �� ���6। ���������� )����� 
���<� �� ��<, �"��� �� �"� �) ����� )<@�! +�������. �� ��>�� �+�< !���", ��� ���� 
.�!��� ;�����. �;। �q)� ��� �!��� ��� �������, �� �����, .3�>�., ��5� ������ �� 
�������� ���@� !���, !���" ��x�z, A �! F)��� �!, ����. ���� �.����B$��>�� �� ���%�� 
�$����/! ������B। �$����/! ��� ��$B A�� ����� )% !� ��>�� �+�< !���। ���� 
����� F)��� �!�! ���!C��� �V��$ �#��8 �<���� �����G� ‘����~���’ (�%� ���$ )��9� 
!���"��। A; �V� .�>)��% ����! ��r� ���!C��� �$�� ��.!�? ³��� ����)� )�����B 
���< ���� ��$�। A� ��;��B ��>� B ���� (��@ !�� ��$�" ����. ���� �.����B$��>�� .�q। 
������< (?�' A; ����! �V� �$�. ‘����~������3�! 6#��/�’ !� �! -�+����< ��5> "$ ��.  
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�)�� (8�! ���� ��$�"। �)��; ��� 
�:% �+�q ��#। ���E���+� �� ����� ��;�� .��3� d�]�� 
�&$ ���)�� .����% � �! �\�3�� ��.q -�:�$ ��� �V��% 5�8। ���������� (��! )��� 
�B��� (�f� ����� �� +�.��। ��� A��� (����� ���% (�"। loµÃ .��� ���������� 
}�����.! .����@ ��>���� �� �<�$�"�� �`�। ��� ���� �F��� (�<; ��$ �<� .� B�8-
���8। ��E¾[ ��/.+��! !���� A! ������$ ����C !�� ���� �#��8 �<���� �����G�। F)��� 
�! ��� )���9। �<���� �����G��� 
����/� ;.!�9�� ��)>� \O�� �"�# ����, ‘�B��� 
+�.�� ��� ���� �F��, ���! (�� T�� !��� ���>� ���।’ 

����@ ���� �<�� A! �C�# ����  d��� !�� ��$। ���������� A� A!) ���, A� A!) 
��)���! !�>� B ����)��� �; ���! ���!C��� F%��.¨ ��.!�? �$��� !���, ��>�� !���, 
-��>��� !���। ��; A����B �V�8� ���>���[��� &��������� !��" ���!C��� ��>�� F%��.¨ 
)q���?� �! ;$��$� ��� �� ��� ‘��� ���)� A!) �?����, �� (��� ����� �; �। 
;$���$�� �� A!) -�>���4� ��>��� !�" � �! ���������� .��# .�� �!��8 ����6� &�@�&$ ��� 
.s�!> A� ��;�� ���+ B +~ +�6� (��� (�� !�� �। �� �%�E ��) �?����,��� ���� A��� 
����-������ ��h���� ���!� ��)� �E ���< ��$�", ;�����.� �.; )5%�� ��� �.�% ������ 
;����. .V�c!��� A! ��� )�$! .s�!> D��+�� ! � ����, A8� �!� !�� .�� �$? 

(�� (�<; ����", ��������� -�! ��� ��� )�|�"। ����� )% ���� �� c !c �+�< 
!���", ��>�� .�% !���"। ���� .!��; (����� D��$। ��� A ! � 
�!�� !���; ���, 
��>�� ��@ B ��V0����� �4�� �q�P� ��� ���)� ��< .V�c!��� ���। ��� �%�<, .��. B �%�E0 
-����$। ��� A� ��� ��h���� $��@ , �!���'�� ��)�। )���� �D� &�$ ����8 �"� ��� 
!��8�$�" �)��। ;$���$�� (�< (;$�� A!��� ��� <��$ F��.�� ��� ����� ���$�"���। �����। 
A� (��� �.; F���.� ��� ���� ��$ ��� ;$���$� �� ���� ���$ �x ��$ R�X�"। ��� ���)��� 
-���� ��� ���������! +������.��। ���������� ���6 ���! +�������.। ��� ���)� ���������� 
;�����. �� -�%�$ ���)� !���", ��� �!� �e��$ �)� �;। A!�8 �$����/! <@(�9���! 
�)���! &{� B ��V�0� &+��� ��� U��'��� !���" �����। �����! U��'��� !���" 
���E����। ���������� &���8 ���6 () ���E�����। ���������� ���� ��v ���6 ;�����.� 
.���;�� )5% B ��>� ��%�!�` ]�� ����#�$�"। (���! -�v .��� A!�8 .��� B ��E���� 
�.������� .�q ���� �<�$ &�$ ���� ���� �#�"। A �! ;�����.� !� �# ���$? A; -.�� 
.�� ��$�" A!�8��� ����6� .�� B �&�@���!��� ��V�0� )%। A!�8 ��; () ���������� 
.��# .�� �!��8 ����6� ���E .�I��। ��� �q�P� ��� ���)��� ����। ���������� .�I��� ;����. 
�q�P��! .V�c !���"। (� �q�P� .V�c !���" ���������� �� .�I��� ;����.। ��; ���������� 
5V@% �� ;$���$�, ����� B �8¢� ���� �� A; ;����. A�� A; ;�����.� �$! ��� ���)��! Z�. 
!��� )% ��<�� !�!���� �� ��$ R�X�"। ��� ���)��! �)�� �9� ���� !���]6 ;$���$� .��. B 

�C ���= �। .����� ������� ��� ���! ��%� !��� A; �$��� �?�'।... 

((�f� <�FF�� ��J���� ����) 

�¥�¥�¥�¥�� (<¨�� (<¨�� (<¨�� (<¨, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

((((A; ��>��$� ��6 (�����A; ��>��$� ��6 (�����A; ��>��$� ��6 (�����A; ��>��$� ��6 (�����))))    

.x��� ��>�)���)$� ���������� A!=� )���$ ��� ��� ���)��� �����! ��%� !��� �<�� 
�?�' ���" ��!C�� �^.���� �)��। A8� ������� $, ����� &�. A�� ��%� !��� ��!�$ 
�?�', 
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�. .s�!> ���S� �!� ����� �!� ����6� �� A�8�!� .�9� �;। ��� ���)��� ����� &�. 
.s�!> ;R������ &+������ d��! ‘�?�r$� .��$¦ ��8�’ ���!� <� l�; (<¨ ������ A! 
.s��!�$ &��P ����"� ‘‘A; ������ ������ .������!��� ��>' R��:�  �!�� ��$� ��= �। 
������� .������T���� &�� ;.������� A; -��S�., ���!C��� !�%�@ .�� !��� �।’’ 

‘�?�r$� .��$¦ ��8�’ ���!� �X!; ����"। ��� ��� ���" ������ .������!��� &�� 
;.��������� )q���?� -��S�., (.�� �.8� +$। ;$���$� )��, <� �µ�� ���> ���� u�!�$ ������ 
.�������!�� �"�� ���;, ��� d�����! ��%�!��`� ! � ��S��.� )��� �����"। (�)� ��� 
���)��� � �!� � &�. ��� ������ .������!�� R��:�  ��!, ����� (.� ! � F��. ��$ ����। 
��� �#�� (.� -����� ;$���$� A�� ��� ��³�� ��� �?। ��; ������� ��� ��� ;$���$�� A; 
!�X�� �<���$��। &�� ���< ������� ��� ;$���$�� �� �����?� �� ��%�����, ���; &�� ��¢�� 
)���$ ���y�  ���� �<�"- 

‘(�� �� �����" &��!���� ��E� -����� 

������� ��@� ���� �+V�� !����।’  

��r� ���!C�� ;$���$�� �����?� 6#��/ () A; ������� ��@� ���� �+V�� !����"। ��� 
!��T], �������! () .��# .�� �!��8 ��h��� �VÈ (:�� .�q A; (S�. ���� ����, ��������� 
&��!���� ��E� ��< ��6 ��$ �<�"। �$�� ;$���$� �? () ��������� &��!���� ��E $। A; 
)���$�����, A; ��>� ����E� d�����! -�%������ &��!�� !��� )% ���������� �]@�� () 
-v���@ !���"। ��h��� ���E����� () -�)$, -����)$, -&������%। A; -����)$ ���E������ 
+�$ !���]6 ;$���$� u�!� (<��� .��. ���= �। �8¢� A�� d.%�� (D$ ��$�" "�R���।  

A� &ª, A� ��Ê ��� ���)��! ������� ��� ��%� !��� )% ��<�� !�!���� �� �! ��% ��$ 
R�X�" ;$���$�? A; &�ª� )��� -�%' �.�)�। �3�> ;$���$� �+���"- A!. ��� ���)��! ��%� !�� 
��� ��������� ���E������ R^.�� c ��� A�� ���E��� �% > ���; f;. �������� ����� ��� A�� 
��� &������ ��E Z�. ���; ��. ��� ���)� ����� �  �!�� ���������� .��� A�!� 
��� ���B 
���! .�<�X� B �:����� !��� �� �!� ��� B .�<X  �!�� �।  

(�<; ����", -����� ;����. � �! �!� ���� I�@ !��� A; �3�> ;$���$�। ;�� �. )����, 
(;$���� (��� A; ���4�  A!��� $, �\��� ��$ �<�"। lo¯¯ .��� �� �q�P� }�����.! "$ 
�F�� (�9�� �] !��, �� (;$�� �q�P��! ��5>!���� )% !���<��� ���� �+���"� (�9�� 
�% > ���। ��� ���)��! "�#� ��� ���� <#� (B$��� ��< A; (�9���! �8�!�$ ���� ����� �। 
(;$���� A; f���� �% > �$। lo¯p .��� !��?� B$��)��� .��N��! ��� !�� ��r� ��z���� 
��J���� ����G� (�� �? �+���"�, ��� ���)� �)�� ��$�" A; .�����< (B$��� ��<�! �+�h 
����� ��!8 &����� ���@� !�� ����। �!"� ���!�! ��� !�� A)% ���� ��c�B �����$�"��, 
�!1 .]N�� A; �?�'B .F� �$�। lo¯� .��� �� � �!� � (<���� 6#�/ ����� �] !�� 
�$, ��B (;$�� �? �+���"� ��� ���)��! �)�� ���� A; ������ ����� ������ ��� ���� 
��V�0� -+��� �!� (�9�� ��� �। (;$���! A; +���� ��.��� ���� ��$�" -�%' 
!�X��+���। lo¯o .��� ��������� ��� ���)��� ���E A�� <@�/ B 
�$x��.�� ������ �� 
<@���� �$, ���� ��� 
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���)� !���<���। ��� -���:���� (B$��� ���<� �� - � .�I��� ����� A�� (B$��� ���<� 
&�� .���+3����� "������� A; �����! .�F��%� ���! �+3>�+��� �������� !��। 

;$���$� ���������� A; ����� ;����. )�� � �� $। �!1 ��������� B ;����.{� ��)>� 
A! �3�> �.����� !�) � �! ��)���! �3��V�c B &{� (�� !�� �������। ;$���$� A�� ��� 
������� )���$� )q� �$�!�� )�� �, A!) �%�E�! ��%� !�� ��$; �!1 A!�8 (;�m$� �� 
(��>�! ��%� !�� ��$ �। ��� ���)� () ��� A!) �%�E , A!�8 .�I��� (;�m$� �� (��>। 
���������� ��>�� .�I��� )���$�� A�� ��� .�I��� .�<X (B$�� ���<� .��<X�! �+�x ��� 
���)�U�� A; (��>। A; (���>; (B$��� ��< A�� ���������� ���E�.��� () ���$�। ��� 
���)� ��� .����� A; (��> U��$�@ ��V�0� +3��!�$  �!�� ����, ����� .��� ���������� B 
��h��� )���� ��� �<J��। (� ��� ��� �!� �?��'� ��!�� ��$ �B  ��!, �����B ��� &���>� 
�� ; (B$��� ��< B ��h��� )���� )$���� -�%���  �!��। ��� ���)� () ����� ��;�� �\�3�� 
!���'���� ��$�"; ��� ��� &���>� ��  -���� � �! (B$��� ��< ��>��� A!�8 .�.�<�X� 
.�I��� &����। 
��� <@&)����/! �������� .�!��� ��E B �:������� �� �� ���# ����"। 
���E������� �� �� .��<X� B ��E���� ��=। .����� �q�P��! ��%�� 6#�/ e��� ��h��� )���� 
A; �-+�%Ì� �% > !��� (�� �3�> ;$���$�� �3���� ���। 

��� ��h���� $��@, )���� &�@�&$ ���)� +�;�! ��� ��%� !�� �$, ����� ;$���$� �? �C�� 
���� ���� A� (�� �� 
�ÂB � !��। A; ! � bc+��� �5�6@� !��� .�$ A�.�"। ���������� 
R������� d.$� �)]� ;.��� ����", A; ��%�!��`� A!��� ���@�� ��� ���!C��� .�q 
���������� ���6>�%��� ���। (��� ���, A!) ��h���� ���� ��6 �E��9�  �!�� A; d�����! 
��%�� ������� � ��$ ���� "�#�� �। ;$���$� �? �����$B &��@ ������ �। ����)� B ��8����� 
���@�� ��@; ����� +��<% -������ ��$ ��$�"। -%���! (��� ��S�. !��, �!��8 �!��8 ��S��.� 
A�� .��# .�� �!��8 ��h���� +������.� B ��+=�� �)��� ��� ���)� ;$���$�� .�C �$��� �? 
�% > !�� �����  �!�� A�� ��� �&$ )<�@� ���% �F�� (.��। () A; .�!8 .�P��@ �.; 
�+���� &����$ (��� �� T�"।  

��� ���)� ��5>)��� ���।। )$ �����।। .. 

((�f� <�FF�� ��J���� ����) 

    

    

    

��>����>����>����>��4�!� �V�c���!� �V�c���!� �V�c���!� �V�c��    

�µ�µ�µ�µ�� (<¨�� (<¨�� (<¨�� (<¨, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

    ���<�I���<�I���<�I���<�ICCCC    +~����!� -���c� +~����!� -���c� +~����!� -���c� +~����!� -���c�     

���~���� -���� +��+3� ;$���$�� ���!C�� ���S� �V�x� R���>�� -����� (�$�) ���" 
�V� ���� A��� �%��! R�-��>�� ���� �$ (� �!� ���� ���। &!V���4 ���������� ����!V�  
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A��!�$ �3! B ��O� �<��!��� -�v� \O��� A!�8 � �!� � .����@ ��>���� 
�� ���� �$��� 
���"। �9� �<��!���  -P!3��� ���% ��4� !�� ;$���$� �� R�-��>���� F��� �����", 
<@��%�� ����; �.8� ��� ��� (� A!�8 5V@% 6#�/�3�! ��!m>-&���!� m�;���� �� -�%��$� 
.����)।  

+~���! ���<IC। �C½���<@ ��� �!� �!� ���<�� ���% ����6 d)��! &�@�� .P� ��, 
�����{��� ��n���� R��:� !��� ;$���$�� ���%B �E����� &�� R|�� �������/ ��� �#��।  

)��� -'�� A!8� ��)$ ��� (�"- �� ��= -�v� QO��� ���3�>! ���!C� ���, ����� 
.�>�$ ���� !��4<�। -q��� ���� ��� ��>�� !���", -q��� (Ä��� ��� <@��%�� d�����! 
��`�� �.���� �����$ ���$�"। (��� ��$��-���� ���� ��>��� &�������� (.��%� !��� 
���>� ���$ (�9 (a���� ��$�"। A; ���5�!� �X!������ Rx����!��� d�����.� +~����! 
;$���$� )�� � ��, ��>��� -����� ���>� ��� ���$  �!�� ����; �!1 &�������� .�.%�� 
�����)� -��!�� ��� �;। !��@, ���6� .�.%<@ ��>���� ��$�" )<�@� �+��8, ��� �+��8 $। 
A�4�� ��! � �! ��� ��� �<���� ��;�� ��� �<�"। ��� A; R=V�� �����8 A!�8 ��� -�+&�$ 
�� �����.� e��� ��������, �� ��= -v��� ��(;�+��� ����� �.� (;��< B ���:�$� 
!��� -�+&�$। ��<��<����� ���!^.!<@ A ����<� A!8� �� ���$�"। (�����V�c�� .�:-.�� 
�����, A� �! ������! -�V� �.���� �� !��B ���!�8 
�+���! ������� ���� �%���� !��। 
�!1 ����6 ����6 (!��� ������ > !��� R����% �. -!��^ -
�+���! ��$ ��#- �� ���!� 
�%�E�! �. ��%� !��� ����। ���6{<@ A ���<�! ‘�%����;$�’’ ���। R|����� �D@���%�.। 

���%�� �)���� A; ;$���$� !���� A! ������$ (B$��� ���<� po ) )���$ ���6� 
.��.%� ��>�� ����� !���"। ��� &�����! ���6��� loµ ) (B$��� ��< .��.%� �� ����) 
!�� (a���c ��+ !���"। ��� ��; $, ��� ��); (��� (B$��� ��< &��U�� -���c ���6� 
.�.%��� RE &���� � �! ������ !�� 
Â���)� +��6%^ ���6�� 
�/ .�.% ���.�� (. I�@ 
!��� ���>� ���$�"। - >�^ ‘�%����;$�’ ����< (?�' A; +~����!� A! -
�+���! ��$��� f’�8 
���6�� (B$��� ���<� ���8 Ãµµ ) .�.%�� �����$�" A�� ���8 �� l�l ) .�.%�� �����, 
����� ;$���$� �� ��); ��� ���)��� ��4 (B$��� ��< � �! ������ !���"! A �� 
�8��<��%��`� �!� A! É� -���$! !�V>! ;��%��`� &���/��! ������%� !��� ���>��� ����। 
;$���$�� A; �
=�����3�! -��!��8� �����{����� !��" R|���� !��>!��� ���; ���<�@� ��=, 
A! � () .��%� ���� Rt�।  

�� �pÃ )�! -����� ��� R�N� !�� .�.%�� ����) !���", �����; (��� ������� )�% 
�!��8> R��:� ��� ����"। A �4�� ��� ���C (�< ���$�", ����� ��� ��� ���"। ������ 
�E&��� ���6�! ������$ ����; �!1 ���6 ��� �E �� !��, ��� ��� !��>?�� -
�+���! �%��?� 
B -.q�� ���� ��$- A ���; �Vc�'। 

A��� .��z.%�� !��>����� ���%B ;$���$� A!�8 ����6 R���% .F� !��� ���=- A! �u�� 
f; ����। -'�� !� �! ���6�� (B$��� ��<�! A+��� .�.%�� � �! ���� !�� ���� A�� 
<@��%�� .���B ����� &��e¿� �?�'!��� +3����! .��%��5� ���� ���� ���U�� �q� !�� .�� 
���। 
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)���$ ���6�� ��� �� ) A�� &�����! ���6�� o¤ ) (B$��� ��< ���� .�.%�� ����� 
�$� ��� ���` .�!�� �5�6@� !�� 
����� .�I��� ��� �������� �<��!��� ���Q��� ��c� 
!���" ��, RE ���8 l�l ) (B$��� ��< ���6� .�.% ;$���$� B ��� R|�� �)������� ���� 
��$�"। A� �! ��������� <@��%�, ���, -��!�`, B ��� ��>�� ���� .� > !��। ���6� 
.�.%��� A!8� ����8 -�� 
����� .�I��� ��S�. !�� �। -�����! A� A!8� ��' ���@� ���� 
��c� !�� ��$�" ��, RE l�l ) .�.% ;$���$�� �!��8� ��!�8 ��$�"। ��S��.�� !��" ��� A; 
�����'!� ��� .���$!!���� )�% ���� ����"। !��@ �� %�D$� A; �)���� )�� ��, l�l ) 
.�.% ��� ���X�� ���% �;। A��� &�$ .� !’); ��S�.5���!� +3��!� ��� !��� ���। ��� 
.�.%�� ����� � !�� ������ &���+ �����$�"।  

A��� �%��!.��%! (B$��� ��< .�.%�! ;$���$�� .����! )�'� ��S�. !��� ���� �। -�:�� 
�&�4�� ���6��� ���%B ���� ���~���� +3��!� ��� ����। ���� ��S�.5��!, ‘��S�.’ �W�8 ����� 
-�+���  ��! �। �?��'� & � ���>; ��= .�9�। �E����.���� ���� ��� ���� )�% ���c��$ 
f’���) "�#� �!�; �� ;$���$�� �9�����$ �� ��#��� �, �� ��� ��>�$?�� �����!V� 
.�.%��� ����!�� !���� �V�� !��� A�� �. .��%� ��� �����! ��$ ���#��� (r�> ���� �!"� 
 �!�� �। (� �. �4�� �����ZC ��4@ �+�$����� ��>���� U� ��� ;$���$�� .�>�%��� R�-
��>��।  

A; .���I! ����:�� .s�!> ‘!���R8���!’ B �)�{. !��� A!; Rx� ��B$� ����। ��������� 
��%��+��� ��� &�� �.����� ���$0+�� ��$�", �.; ;$���$� )�� ��, ���� &���+;  �!�! 
� �! �� �� ����&���!� �V���� ���#�$ ;���3��> ��>���� �!� .�.% ���6�!�4 &��� !��� 
�। ��� )�� ��, ��-���, +�;-���, v�-���-!%��! ���� ��%� !���" ���>����, ����� .��  
.�����<�� !�� �����.�� &�� ��S�.5��!�� !��� )�% �!R A�<�$ ���� �। ��� )�� ��, 
����&��!��� ��E !�� �����$ �!R ;$���$�� ���6��� ���)�� ����$ �C�� !��� �। �.; ��� 
��E�8 )�� ��, �.�%-��������� !�� � �! .�I ���������! R��� !��� )% A�� .��; 

������ -����/ ���4�।  

A; ���<IC +~���! A-B )�� ��, ��S��.��! ����' !��� ��� A; -���c� ���]@+��� �% > 
���।  

(F�$) (��� ����) 

�l �l �l �l �.�ºn��.�ºn��.�ºn��.�ºn�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

    "Ë����� �$3���= ��. ��#�" "Ë����� �$3���= ��. ��#�" "Ë����� �$3���= ��. ��#�" "Ë����� �$3���= ��. ��#�"     

.����! �m�»8� ($�� ���! ���#�$ �q� ����$�� ���� ���; &�� �.���� ;$���$� lo¯o 
.���� �µ�� ����>� ���� �� ���`� �.���.�� �.��, �. .�$ A; �� %�D$� �)���� ����� 
).����@�! ��' !��� )�% .+% )<��� ��.!��� -�!��@ �!��� +�6�$ ��>.G� ��@� R���@ 
!��� �] !��। <@���/! ��>��, )<�@� (��-(!��� &��F��� ��.�/ B %�$���� ��. 
&����� ! � ��� -��� &��� !���। A� �!, ‘‘(�� )<�@� &����� ;- d.�!; )<�@� 
���� 4��� ���� ���$ �%����! �F�� ����� A�� .����! .�!�� ��= -'�>�>�!���’’- A .�C �E�% 
F��B &��� !�� )<�@� ��'��! (=� !�� �����।  
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����-������ ��V�<>, -�F.�� B .������!��� !��" .���;�� �&$ (����% ��6$ �"� ��>�� B 
��.�/। - >�^ �9�!���� ���6�8� ���% <@��/� A! .�!���� �3��> ����) !��", A8�; �"� .�I 
�!"�� &�����% ��6$। A! ! �$ ��� ����� !�" � �! ����$ T@�T@ ���+� (S�. ���$�"��। 
�!1 ���B ³���� <� � .�% ��� ��% &!�� ����  ��!। ����6 ����6 �� �� �4� "Ë��� ���@ 
!�� ��5> .�$ ��� ��)�! ���!�$ ����� .�� �$ �, !�
�; ��� )�% -�+��� ��$ B�X, ��� 
����$�! �5�6@� !��-;$���$�� �%�����B ��; 58�। ?���!���� �����! U��8 .!��� !��"  
bc ���  ��!। ��� ��� .������� %�$ ��!%�%�$ ���4�। 

�� ���`�� 8%�OT��� !%�[���[ �F�� �<�$�"�, ��C�� ����#� !���T���� � �� � � !�� 
C�। -.����! B .����! ¨������ (����� ��)���! ��.<� !�X���� �� -�!8� .�&�����। 
�. .�$ ;$���$� �.�+��$� ������! u�!� .F�� (.��। ����� �%�8 (� �3���.V� �.J�+ ��� 
���� ���! �.�� -'�� A!) �����F! ��)����!� ���� �� ��$�"�। .������!�� �����9�� 
���! &ª !���"��, ¾��¦� �&�.�m[ �% <��� ���%��<� �.��' .s�!>- ����%��� A! 
��F����`��� �% <� ����)� ��$ �.��!�� ���!���; ���%��<� ! � �5�6@� !���"��।  

&ª �"�� �% <��� A; }�����.! �.��' .s�!> (��� �'�% �!? 

�)���� ;$���$� �� ����� �%�8 ��� ����� ������ f’��� X��! ���{� %�$ �'�% !��� �� 
�!� .G��$ ���� ��4 A8�; ��= �<J��)! � ।  

(��� &ª� ���!C��� �4��B �! A ! � &���)%? 

A &ª �� ���>!+��� ���!; (5�� !��", �� ��� ��Q�� �����"��। �?�� .���@ !�� &ª!��� 
����>�8���� !���� ��� ���� �� Rx� �� ‘;�$å’-��� ‘�%�’। 

A8� �� ��� ��! � �! &��°�� �"�, �. ! � A; �.����� ��C�� (�.�। �!1 �����8>��<@ 
��Q�� �����"�� �!� �$ ��� (5�� ���<।  

?��Á�$ 4�@�!� A; "Ë����� �$3���= ��. �#��  ��!। <@�/ &����� &����3@> 
�!%.����� �"~��  ��� )<�@� ��]�� -v ������� � % &!�� !���  ��!- �����8>���� !���� 
��� ��� ���� ‘‘�<J��)! �  -��n��’’ &��°�� �� � �!; ��� !�� �%q’� ���� ������ । 

���`� A! .���>� .+�$ 5�� ����� (�����$ ;$���$� -�v �� ��B$�� � % .�<J��� F��. 
!��। ��� ��� ����� -�V�%���� R�Z> ���� m� ����� -q��� ���>�� ���� (;$�� �� 4���$ 
A�.�"�� ���c�� ����- �����$� .�$ ���c ���� ���! ��� ���� ��$�"। (� (�� A�.�" ���c ����, 
!��?�� (��� ��� ���c�� ���। ! �8� �� )�-\)�� ���6� �¬�$�)� ���. R�X�"��, 
.����<.P�� ��)���! ����� ������ ��$ �#��- �!1 ).����@ ��� A; �E��% ����8; ����� 
��। ���� )��� �m�»8� �.���� �!� �  ���, ��� ��.�� �  �!��8, 4���� �:�  �!�� 
)�% ��� ����� -�v� �� �!। (� A! f.% �)������ ‘‘-�v� +�6�’’ .s�!> ���� .���। 

��>��� (�$�) B ����n� �%�:�� ��B )<@ B ����&��! ��)���!<@ ���� �C�'��� 
&�ª ;$���$��! .s3@> ��S�. !��� �। ���B .����! (;�� ���%; )<@ ;$���$�� 
Â�! ������ 
!�� A! }�����.! ��$ �5�6@� !��। .����! ��.!�<���� T� ������ ����>�8 �"� (B$��� ��<  
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��!�� ¯¥ �� ¯µ�8� -��! (. ��+ !��� ����� �। �!1 ��>���� F��F� ��� ����� -�v� 
%�$ ;$��$��� ��� �&�� � ��। A; ����:��8� �"� .����! ��.!��� �����$� ;�q�����। �!1 
.����! ��.! �!��� .G��� .��  ����$ � �- �����#� ����� %�$ ���)$ ��$ ���$; ��� 
����। �m�»8��� ������ ���>�� ;$���$� �` U� ��$ ��%�� -�+��� ��� ��� ���������� <��-
�9��-I���-<�z। ���~���� -���� &���� ��$ RX��� .��# .�� �!��8 ����6� ����`�। ����� 
&��%!�8 ����6� ��J�-���� ��\ �VÈ��� ��$ RX��� 5V@% (?�@!��� +�#��8$� d.%������ Z��.� 
��#�$। A��� ��%�, A��� Z�. (� ��>���� ��+��6!�� ���% ���� () �VÈ�� ?9�� $, $ 
:���। ���� () 
����� .�I��� Re��, �����$ R¼��.� ���E� ������। 

��; () ����:��8� ��%�!���� ��]�� ���"। ���S� .��� ��� B �<��!<@ �.���� !�� ��>� 
��.�� ��]�� &���������। �!1 A� ��B 
����� .�I������ &���� !��� R����% ;$���$� 
�� -��!J�� -��n� �  ���" ��$�"। �4� ���!^.!�! !���" ?�#! <+>�, (� �/� 
!���" ��) ��!V� B )<�@� (5�� � �! ����! ���!। �f��� ��>��� l�Ã ) .��.%� �� 
����) !�� R�-��>���� ���>�� ���$�"। �µ�� �+n� � �! o; �m�.n� ��>' A; R���>��� 
���। (� A�; ���% ��� .����! ���>�� ���� ����/� �.#� &!�� !���। ��� ���� ��;�� 
RE �.#�� �!� ����; &C���� � �!� � ���>����[ ����� .����� ! �� ����  �!�� �। 
.��� lop� .���� )��$���� �3��> ��� ���>���[ (´� !��� .��.� ��� ��� �� �$ �। �!1 
��� A; �
=�����3�! ��.�/ ��� B -����� .��!"�; A!8� ����8 ‘‘���’’� R�� Q���"। 

!�� ��)0 ��� ��.-��>��-��%� -�%��� ����� R����% A;.� �����'� (�$�) !��� 
�5�6@� !��", �. ! � ���`� ‘‘§�.�%�8’’ �<��� �$��� )��। �!1 ��� ��;�� B .�bc+��� A; 
�D@�� �?��'� F��F� .s�!> -���� ��$" ���������� .�I���� �<��!<@। ;$���$�� 
&��°�� (� ����~������ .����� e��� -v���� .�I������ C� !�� ���� �-.�I �-�?�' () 
.3��>� ���� &��।  

��� )�������. &���� ��6����$ (=�, ���E!��� ����6� ?�� -�v� �6>�@; �!�� ��� 
�?��'� F�&.3 Rx�। 

(F�$) (��� ����) 

    

    

��>@��>@��>@��>@    
l¯ l¯ l¯ l¯ �.�ºn��.�ºn��.�ºn��.�ºn�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

.£�� &�%�� F��.� .����%! B !38����! ���.�$ (��~ ���� ���������� .�I��� )<@�! 
.�I��� �+�$^��� )<�@� �� )��� ���� ����"। ���������� ���E������! ��� (��@ ��� 
�����$ ����� (��� !���"। 

��� ����", ���������� )<@ �!� ��)���! �%�:��! �4� !��� )�% ��� !��" �- ����� 
(a���� )% ��� !��"। 

���.�$ ���� �VÈ��� .��  ����", ���������� )<@ ���!C�� )q� ������ ��]�� ���� �� 
���� -��n !���" ���� )$ ����� -����>। 
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�% <� �/����6��� .��V�� �F���� ���² �/� A; &�%�� .�����%! �e��$ �������� .�$ �^.� 
��>��� ��)� ����� �����"। ��� )�� ��Å� �!। ��� )��, -%�$ ����� ��]�� &������� 
�!+��� <�# B�X A�� ��� )�� ���E��� �!। A; !38���! B .������� ���6�8� -�+{�� B 
��)���! �3��V�c .s�!> .�9��� -�!�� �;। ¾�¦�! �^.� )��>��� !�� � �! ��E !��� )�% 
A!�� �)���� �% <��!B ;���� �%�� ��� ��$ ;��%��` (D$ ��� ��$�"�। �)���� �% <� 
�� ���E�����-
����! ��E !��� )�% ��� .�I�� !��"। 

(��)��$� ���E����� .�$ F��.� ����)��� B .�����%�!� +3��!�B A &.�q ��@�$। A; 
���E���� .�?$+��� .�����%� )�% -�! &�%�� �� �-.�����%! !���<�� ��@ !��। A .s�!> A 
!���� �����!� -%�� ������ )�� �� .���� �� R�N����<%। �e��$ �������� .�$ .��> �^.� 
������ ��]�� &������ (�9���� A!) .�?$ .�.% �"��। ��� .��> , F��.� ����� -%�� 
&�%�� .�����%! (���$� !���B �e��$ ������� .�?$ -��I�@ !���"��। A "�#�B �\ &�%�� 
!��-.�����%!-����)��� ���� d.�! ��.��� ��� !���" �!��� �����+��� .����% !���"। ;���) 
!�� �m> ��$� Anglo-Spanish  ���� ��� �। �b�� !�� <��.>$� ����!�B �b�� <V���� 
���� �। &�%�� ���!> ����.! (�>¨ �����B�$ �b�� <V����� .�?$ �"�� A�� & � 
��������B ��� &�%� -�+{�� ��$�"�। �?��$�� ���� d.�! �"�� ��� �.��+�$8 ��%��.! æ�6 
8�¨$। 

A ���<� ���E����� ;�����. (� A!�8 Rt� ���!� I��.� ���!. � B�m����!.। ��r��% .q��� 
��� ����6 -��� ��$�"। �!1 A; ����� �� � B .q��{ ���!. � B�m����!. I�! .����! )�'�� 
R^��#�! � ��� ��$ &������ �.���� ��$ RX��। I�! .����! )�'� ���! �P !�� �����" 
!���<���।... 

���E���� ��!���� ����� &��%!�8 �<��! A!-A!) ���E�����। .!��; �$��� �@�q� 
��� .��  &�%4 ���!����� !�� �- �!1 .!��; ��� !��"। �!R ��Ü$ $, .!��; .�?$। 
��6�, D��!, �)��, ��!���, �%�.�$� .!��; ��� !��"। 

A; ���E���� ����)���, !��, �� ���� A!8� ����6 +3��!�  ��!- ���� .�I������ ����� -��ç 
����, ������ <�, !���� B ���� ���%��।  

�@�q� �<�$ ��� !��� ��!�� �; !���। !�� �� ���É�' �������� �<�$ ���� ����&��� 
R��x .q��, ��)$<� � । �@É�' d.%�� (��� �� ��� ���$� ��$ ��+V+3��� 
����� ���$ 
A�<�$ ��। !�� �� ����@� +3��!� I�@ !��। 

��. B -�.� &���% ��$ ������� ���!> .V�c !��� .�$ $ A8�। ��. A� Q��. RX�! -�.� 
�� &�������� &��°����। 

���������� �����+�< !��, .����%!, �� � B ����)��� () <V�����। 5��! ;$���$� �µ�� ���> 
����; ������! ��� !��� ���$�"�। ����-.��V�� ������� � �! R�=� !��� )�% ��� 
;$���$�� )N������� ��S���%��$ -�%���!� �!�$�8>��T����� (?�@ ����$। �����+�<; ��� 
��$�"। �!R �!R �$��� �����$ ������"। 

�!1 A�B ����� �!� ����) ��B$� ��$� �!��� -.������ )% ���� ����� �� --��!V� -��� 
��$ �<�", ���� �! !��"- A8�; )��� ;�= �$। �����\�% ����B ��� !�� �;। �! !�� ��� !��  
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 �!� ��$? ������ .��� ��, ���, +�;, ���, �P���P� .!��! 5���!�� ��%� !��"। A; )N����� 
-! % -�%����� �.��� ����� () ¡��। 

���S� .����$ �# �P ��= +�6�� �P। �����-����� +�6�+�6�� ���। �! !�� .�% !�� ��$ 
���������� ���� ���8�� ��������� (��<��? ��� .�% !��� �$। .����� ���-!��8 A! ���.� 
���%, A! f�
�Â� )<��। ��$��8� ���� ���� -�C0! 

���.�� ����� A� ���!� -�F�.� �����$ ��. !���� ����" �!? ���� ��6ç ���� f�8��� 
�r$ �� ��� �V� ����6� ��z�+3� �à�! �V�c ���< ��$�"। f��, ��� f��! (� A; f�� -���; 
�� �����"- ������ &���8 �@> !��8��-+���� (��<' )��#।... 

�� ���> )$�� (���� �r$ ��$��8� è!��8 R���� !�� .V�c� R|���$ A!� �� A! A��! 
����" ��6>�� ������ "��। (�� �<���� ������  �!�!��� ��� ������ ��� R�X�"� (T- (� 
�.; -����/ ���� ���$�"� (�� ���E�������। (���B �å ��y ���� ���� )�% &����$ ��$�"। 

�)�� A�+�%� ���C����� �������� ���� !���� �! A�B .P%� !�8�? �E, �E ���$� !���, 
�¾�)� )��। ��%���� 5�� �+�q �V�c� �W�!B �! ��� �� ��� ����6� (a�� ����!�� �� �$?... 

(��� ��.� �! A�B ��.������ ��# (�"? -.��� $, )N���� T���� (�� ��$ । ��! �. 
��# ��# ���!�" �!� ���.� (����� !�4-(���� &����$। ... �. �! A! ����$ ���� f�
�Â 
5���� ���% �5�� B�X? 

��F! ()���� -'�q ��5>S�. �r$; A� ��]��� (T ��$ ���! �����$ ���#�$ "����� 
!�� ���=? 

.... �������� �V��% �;। �������� :� .��# .�� �!��8 ��h���� ��� ��@�!�X�$। 

��S����! �������� ���!। �������� +$ �!? 

)$ (����� ���;। �������� ��.�! !�� ���� �)5��.� ������� ����$��। ��# ��# ��� ����� 
�� ��� �<�"। ������ &��@� +�6� ������ ���� )|+3�� )� ������! B�� �6>@ !��"। ������ 
�����$ ��B ���y�� � �.��� �����, )����9� U�.� �����, )]��� �������� !� +$O� ��� 
����। 

(��� �������� ����; ��$�"। ��r� ������ !�� ��E �������%��$� +�6�$ ���� ��;- 

‘���� �!1 ���� ���� A�� R��� !��� 5�- 

��r� ��$�" ���� (�� ���� )| .�����।’’... 

(�@�)^ ��� ��J���� ����) 
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!�X<#�� (.���!�X<#�� (.���!�X<#�� (.���!�X<#�� (.���    
lÃ lÃ lÃ lÃ �+n��+n��+n��+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

�V� ��� ;�����. V��. ��%�!���� ����!�$ .�����)� ��$�" f�8 ��। A!�8 ;$���$� ��, 
-���8 �8¢� ��। )5% )���� ���.�� .��� ��S ����� ��¢�� ���=। �8¢� �� ��" �..� ! �? 
������ �E�% (�" �!"�? ������� !�X<#�$ ��F !�� ����, �! A; <@��%� -���� !���? ������ 
���8 ����6� ��E �! ���� ��� ��$ �<���? A <@��%�� -%�� (.��� �8¢� �� )��� ��B। 

-¼�� A�� ��C���!V� ���� ����� ���<% &�����, ��%�� ���$ +��� �<�"��, ���$� ����6� �! 
&�` ��E! ����� -�� .��~B �. ��E� !��" ��� ���। ���� ��� ()��)��� ��`�, ���� ��� �!� 
"��! u�!�, ��I��, ��)����, !���N�$ � � .��� ��������� ������; ���>�� ���' ��>��� ���� T�� 
!�� ���� ��$�" -<�@� ���6। ��+��6!�� ��)0 !�$� !��� ���$" .��� ���������। ���� !��%�� 
<@��%�!���-�! -��!�� ������ �"� A <@��%�$? 

)N�� &+�� (� )<�@� f�� �������� ����z�� )%, -������� ����- p� 5��$ �C��� 
!�� ���� ���$�"�� .��� ������ .�I���� (T। !� ��E ��� ������ B; �3!�"��� ��? 
.�g�)%����, <@��/� ��, A ���<� !��! �8¢� ��, ������; �.; ��� ���<��� �� �#�!�x�� �� 
() ��) T�8�$ (D$ ��= <��>। ����"? &�%� !��" ������ ����6� ��E? ������ ��E� �� 
A! ����6; ���8� ����#� ���� �+�h 8�!��� 8�!��� ��$ �<�"। -��%; A ! � ������ )��। ���, ��� 
��%�!���, ������ ��%�� ��� ���8�। I���-)���-����-<�� )��� ��>�@> ���>���6 -�%������ 
�� m��!�$"। ������ ���8 ���� ����6� ��E ��$ �<�" ���� ���। ��E� .���~ () !�� .�>�� 
����"� �$��? ������? � ������ ���&+��? ���� !�^�.^ ��%�!���, A ��+^. ��%�� )��� �!? 
)��� ��B। 

I���-I���'��-���� <�� !�!���� ���� �����$ ���$" ������ �.������। �6>�@, ����, ��%�$ 
���� .��� ������! !�� �����"� �V��%� ����! A -�%����� !�8�!� ���� �$��? A!-A!�8 
�E��9��� )| ��$�" ����� ����� ���E�����। ������ �.; !�!���� �� ���E������ ���� ��� ���$ 
��!��', ����>C, +�� A�� ./C। ��� (�)� .�� ���8�, ��%�� ���$ A��� ����) �F��" -v�� 
.����@ ���6���। �!1 ���; ���� !�!��T��� ����6 ��= A�!� �� A!। ���� ��!� !�8, 
I��������! ���� ���#�$", ��8 !��", D��� !��" �!? )��� ��B। 

��������� ./�. .V�c !�� �� �����+ R|�� ��$�"��, �� .�g��)%� ���$�� ��!����E !��� 
���$�"��- ���$ ���� () �.; .�g�)% ���.� 5��� ���� �+�h 8�!��� 8�!��� ��$ �<�"। �V� ����6� 
����� ���$ ���� ��# �<�" ������ .���� ���!C�। ���-�� !��#�= �!? .q���� ����; ��q�� 
���$ <��$� ���" ��#�B। �����'� -�� <´�� ���� (a��! ����) ���= �? ��>� ����!��, 
)��� ��B, �!� ��6��6!� ������ ����� +�.�"? 

!��� �)�� ��. �%�:� ������ �����! ����$�� �V����6! ����$�; �$। ��� &��@ ���� (� 
������ �P�-���S� ;�����. !��O� �$! ;$���$� ��। A� -�%����, A� ���, A��� ��%� !��� 
���B ������ ������� ����- ��r� ���!C� .����' ‘�!��-!��`��’! �!1 -�>��� �8¢� ��, �� 
(T ���� �����$�" ��� �)� ���", ����। ���������� ����6 �!��� �������� ��� !��� �। 
��������  
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�$���� ���� !���� ���� ��4� !��� ���� ���� !��O� !���। ���� �����; ��B, ���� 
�������; ������ ���! � �!, ���'��, 
�C�� ��� ������ ��������। ���� ��%�!��� �$��, 
������ )��� �!? 

!���� !���!� ���Q� �� �$ ���$, V��. )���� &_� �B। ����, ������ )��� �!? )��� ��B 
�$�� ;$���$�� ���� �8¢� ��। 

(��C��F)�� ���� ����) 
    
    
    

)��� .�I��)��� .�I��)��� .�I��)��� .�I��    
µ µ µ µ �+n��+n��+n��+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

(����� ���������� .�I��� )�� ��� !���" $� ;����.। �����, ���"� (� ���4��+� C� 
��� ��$ ���������� ���E.�I�� �� ���3��> .�v ���E����� U� ��$�", �. ���3��> )��� ��% � �! 
�����$ A�.�" .�v ���E�����, -�%' 
�+���!+��� (��(��। F�� F�8�� ��� .�<P �����$ 
(�., �X! ����+���। 

f�$�� ;�����. ����� A� 58� -��% 5�8�" A� (�<B। ¾��¦ 5�8�" F��.� ������ .�$। 
����$��� 5�8�" �.��+�$8 �����। ��� <@���� &����$। �!R���� 5��8�" �� T�$+���� �<���� 
.�I���� ����$। (� 5�8�" ��� �� ���� �+�$����- .��� f�$��! ()B �� !��" �����। 

�!1 ��������� �����, ���4�+ (� ���"��� C� ��� ��$ )��� ���E.�I�� �� ��#����# 
.�v ���E����� ��>��$ &��� !���", A��8 (� �!� �B �$�। 

���� ’pl .���� ���> ���. �q�P� ��� ���)��� ������ ���>�� .��� �������� )��# �� -���. 
<@-.�����<� !�>.3�� -��� -��� ����� �$, �� �� ����� ����� -v����@� !�>.3���� ���@� 
���, ��� !�$! ���.� ���% ����� ���!C�� ������ .���)�$� ������! �������� � �! �����#� 
!��� f�>� -�+��� ��J�"�� �����, A ��@� �$��� (�< !�� ��$�। 

�!1 A 58�; 5�8$�" (����� ��������- (����� ���������� )��- ���������� .��# .�� 
�!��8 ���.9�। ���!C�� ��.!��?� ���6�@ ))>��� ���������� ��� ��+���  .�>C��� ���6, 
����-��� -���@> ��$�" (���6�� ���E����। ��� .�� ���.� ���% ���������� ��� ��� ���6 
(���! -v ��$ ������ ���!C�� d.%��� R�� Q�����$ �#�� �����"। ���!C�� .����! 
��.!��� .�C �!��� ���<�#�/ !�� (���!�� ���@��v .��� .���)�$� ����� ‘�é^.�?<’ �� 
�ä<��� ��������� ���������� R�� Q�����$ �#��B ���������� ����� .�I��� )���! "�+q 
!�� ���� �����। �FR) ��$ �<�$�" ���!C�� ‘�é^.�?<’। ���������� .�I��� ����6� A!�8��� 
-���� !��" ������ ���� -v �"� �µ�� ���>। ;¨ ��q� ���)��[, ��h��� ;��(� (� ��h��� 
����� ����� A�� (.�� ������! .��� ��$ +��6%�� (���! -v ����� (��$ ���������� 
)�� ���E���� -���@> ��$; ������ ���!C�� )N�� ������ .����! .�$.3���! �` !�� ���$�", 
�!�# ��$�" R��%�<। 
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�5��! ;$���$� ��, �8¢� ��, ����� ��, <� A� ���>�� ������ ���!C�� �.������ 
���������� .�I��� )���! X�`� !��� ����� �� ��+^. ��%�!�` (� �����! -�%���� �����$ 
(.�" <� .�� ��. ���, �V� ��� �����. ��� )�� �;। �!1 ���������� .�I��� )�� A�� X�`� 
� ��$ ��� (�B ���� A!����� ��$ R�X�"। ���������� &�$ f’�!��8 ���6 R^��� ���B ���� 
���= )�� ��� .���� �$� ��)���, ��K� (5�� �] !���" ������ ������ B��- & �� 
�<���� ������ (?�@ ������� !��, �e��$� �$��� �.�������! �@�4�� ��$��)� !��। 
.�3.3��� ��! ���$ A;+��� ��K� (?��@ ��B$�� ���� �; ;�����.। 

�. )%; (��� ���� ����, ���������� .�I��� )�� ���E.�I���� �� )�� :�� !����। 

���� !��� )�% �Vc�' ��B$� ���� ���� F��.� ������ (���� F��.� )���। ¾��¦� )<@ 
d
������ ��)��/� ��.-���6�@� ����!�� �à�6� ��=�। I������ !V6!.��) (� ����� 
����� ���6 (� �%�.�$��� ��)�-8%��i� !�# T@�� T@�� .�>
�' ��$ �<�$�"�। A!�� ¾��¦� 
��� (� I������� �!��8 )�� ��; <@���/! &)���/� ���!� ��$ .�v ���~��� -���@> 
��$�"�। �3@> <@�/, &)��/, F��.� )���� �)�� (� ���E (� ����� ����6� ���E� )�% �� 
.�I�� ��� (.�"� ���+�+���, ��-; ��� ������"� .�v �����। 

.��%-d���-
������ -����/ Re�� �%����.� )�� ������ .#�! .n� !�� f�+>�% �%��¨� 
!���<�� �+�q �F���"�। ��E !�� A��"� ��)�9����। ��� ��� ����� F��.� <@�.������ <�# 
����� ����� ��� �"� ���<�"�। - �� ��� ���� ����, F��.� )�� ��� �"� .�$ ���$�"� 
<@�.������ <�# ������। ��� -��% �^!��� ;R������ .�C ����� ��)�/� ������ ��]�� 
-�+�� �����$ �&����� <@&)��/�! ��� !���"� A; F��.� )��� <@�.������। ��)!�$ 
-v+�`��T�� ��� !�� )��� A; �.������ ��)�/���� .���)�$� ����� ������ �� R�# �<�$�"� 
F��.� <@������ Q�8!� -�+���। A; <�.������� ���!��� �$��� .����! �����!-(��! 
�"� �� �� ��� .%�.����8 �� ��$�"�। )��� ���E.�I�� )��� ���E���� U��'��� ���� ��� 
)��� .���-f���, +���$-��'�$ )�#� �� �.������� &�$�) �$, ��� .F� .3���� ��$�"� 
A;+���। 

A��! ���$ (����� ���������� .�I��� )�� (� ���E����� F��.� �����! <+�� D��� .�q 
��@ !���। ��@ !��� ������ ��� m%�[�� -����@�- (����� ��; .��., (�B .��. A�� 
(�B .��.। 

D�� )���� A! � �� ����; ��, ���������B A� �#�; !��", �� () A�� (<��� ���<-
��<�'�� ���E�&��! �������'��� ���6�! -�&��@� !���।... 

(��@� ���T� ����) 

    

    

����� ���� �������� ���� �������� ���� �������� ���� ���    

µ µ µ µ �+n��+n��+n��+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

���������� ���6 ����!V� u�!� ������� -��� ���� �। <� ������ ����>� �� � �!; u�!� 
������� -��� ���� ���� ���� �)> !��� �] !��। A� A; -��� ���������� ���, ��]6, ���  
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�!R ���� �। �! ���? ���� ��)��� ����� �����" ��5� ���! !������� �E��h� �F���� �� 
��$ ����, ����� ������ .��� ��$�" ��>� ���� ��%�!�`, ���� �! !�� ��S�. !��� ����!V� 
u�!� ������� ��>� �� %� &���? <� � ��<�� ����� (��� ���� -�:� ��$�" u�!� �������। 
����� (�� � �! � �! �!�� �����, .� Q�8 �%�$- .� Q�8। u�!� �����B �.; ���> ���.� .���� 
����� � �! �!�� ������=, .� �>�� ��$- .� �>��। 

A��� ��)� ���.� �]�� ������� A! ��E���� �<�$�"���। ���� ��<����� ���) B ;F��� 
�.�� I���� �.�)��� A! �;��� .���� ��� Ó��)¨� ���mB ��$ ��.�"। ���c �� 
��� ����� 
����� �!�y� -��� T�"। �������8 �# ��^!��। (!��� ���� �;। ���8 ���8 ���" ����� 
&���। !���>�!� ����� �����. ���� )��#�$ ��$। �� ��!���� ���# ;��� .���� ��.�", ��� 
����� �Q�!���! ����� &��+�.। !’�� (�<; A; I���8�� &�` ��� ��$�"- ��� ��® A� �;। 
�������� ������� .�$ �!� �!� ��#�� (T ���<�$ ���$�"। ���� �<��� ���#�$ ���$�"। 
���E������ R��:���� I���� ���6 (��� �� R^.��� 5� ������ !��) ��� ���$�"। ����� �!R 
�����$�" ��� �&$�� +�;�!। �!R ��$�" ���V����। !���� ����� ��� ����� ��$�" ��>� ������ 
�.�%��� ����। �!1 ���� !���� ����� -°!@� �;। .� -°!@� ���# �� �?���� ��]� ��$ �<�"। 
.!��� ����, .!��� ���! A! &��{�- ���� �$ (��� �����, ��� ��������� ���"�#� !����। 

;��� .������ ���� ��. (�� ����"��� �.��� ������ .�I��� U�। A; ��� !���>�!� ���� 
�+)� ������ .��) 5�.। �� �� R��� .��� ���5� !�]!�) !�� �� (!��। ;��� .���� ���c �� 
��"�� 
��� ����� ����� �!�y� -���। (�� �X�^ �)�{. !����। A; I��� (�� �! A!�; 

��� ����� ����� �!�y� -��� ����, � .��; ����? ;��� .���� ���. ����, �! �� ���, 
.��; ����। A; -��� ����� )% (��� .����� ��<� ��$  ��!। 

&ª !����, A; -��� �� �! ��+ �$ (�����? 

;��� .���� ����, (����� (�� ���#, .��. ���#, ���!� ��G� ���#। 

A���; (��� !��" .�� A�. ����, A!8� .�% 58� ��� ��। ���� (����� A; I�� ��E 
A��!� �$�। ���!C�� d.%�� �������! �5���5��� !��", ���-f���� ��8��8 �����=, 5��� ���$�! 
��(Ù !�� �8� ��$ ���=। (��� ���#� ����6�� �� �!�� ������ ����� +��., (N���! m��! 
(� +���, ���E������ B�)�$���� !�� (����� I��� (.��? (��� �"�8 ����8� �$. �"� ��। 
�. ���) ���!�$ ���!�$ 
��� ����� ����� �!�y� -��� ����। (�� ���! A!�� .���� !�� 
�����, �����- ��, 
��� ����� ����� �!�y� -��� ��. �। ����8����� )��� ����� (����� 
.��;�! ���� �F���। ��� ���, !�)�! �����! A; I���� .!��; ��� ���!�$ ���!�$ 
��� 
����� ����� �!�y� -��� ����। �!R u�!� ������ \¢��� ������ �’-� -��� ���� �।  

A� ��; ��� (���! �)�{. !�� �.���- (=� ��, \¢��� ������ �’� - > �!? 

���� &ª �� A; ���#� �$�.B X���� ���+ .������ ������ �। �����, ��, \¢��� ������ 
�’-� - >- ��� �������। A; ���� !��� )���? B; ��>� ���!C�� d.%��। �V� ;��� (� ���� <  
��6 !�� �Vf �Vf ��.�� ��<��। (�� ���! �����, (��� ���� ! � ��Q�� ������। �!1 
(�� A�� (��� A; �.�)��� -%�% ��.�N��B �! u�!� ������� -��� ���� �? 
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;��� .���� ����, �� %� ! � ��� ������। ��.������ !��" ��� !���� T�। A8� ���� 
��)� ��. ����। (����� !��" �#; ���� ��.। A; ���. �� %� ! � ���� ���� ����B �C�# 
���। u�!� ����� � �! A; ��)� ���.B ��� �� �� �� %� ��� �$, (N��� ��9�, ��� RG� ��$ 
�� �!� !�� ����C !�� ����?... ��� ��! ���� �X�� � �$ u�!� ������� &����; ��S�. !����, 
�!1 A� ��; A!�� ���� �� &���। ��@� >���� �F���$ (�� )% ���!C��� ����8��� 
.�!�� �m>��� -+% >� ����� �����"। �� (��� .��; ��!��! u�!� �����; A��� ��� A.�", 
���� ��� �"�# �<�" ���� �V�V�!���, ���� +����� ��। A� �.; �V�V�!��� B +����� �����; 
(��� �F���$ (�� )% -+% >� ����� ����� �!? 

A8� �<� )���; ��. ��>' &���। (<¨ ��. B �.�ºn� ���. ���� �<� �� ! �। ��� ��� 
��@� >� +��� � �! ����!V� ���������� �F�� A�.�"। u�!� ���� � �! ��� ����, ���) ��)��� 
��)��� ���6 �F�� (.�"। (�< ���� ����"��, ���c��$ �V�V�!��� ��� �"�#�"- ���� ��� �! !�� 
����, ��)��� ��)��� ����%�<� �F�� (.�"? A8� �� ���� (����� �.; ���� � �$��� ��- 

���� ���� d.% ��� !����� !����� 

���� !��$� ���� ��N� ��)��। 

��Q��� u�!� ������� ��]����� ���� �$ ��Q�� �����"��, ����� �� %� &��� ��S��.�� !��" 
��� ��# �<�"। ��; F��! ���Q A! .�$ ��� ����, +���� �!"� ��@� >� �<�" ��8, �!1 ����� +$ 
�����$ B ���+ �����$ ��$ ��B$� ��$�"। ��� ���� ! �। ������� ���mB��B ���", �������� 
�"�# +���� ��; ��� ��@� >� �<�"। �!R ���+ ������ �� +$ �����$ A�T��� ���!�! �������� 
���"�#� !��� ����? (� ��� �� ����; ��$, ����� ����� �! ���� +����� -'� A! ��)�� 
���!�!B +$ �����$, �! ���+ �����$ ������ ���! ��$ (.�� ����. �? ���� � ������ ! �� 
.�%��!। 

;��� .����  ����, ���#�� ��� �����$ ����, !� (� ����� ����, ���� �!..� F���$ �। 
.��� (<¨ (� �.�ºn� ���. ���", +��� � �! ��)�� ��)�� ��@� >� ;$���$� ����� -+% >� 
������ �F�� ���=। �� ���� ��.�� ��$� ��$�", ���� A���� ��; ��� ����!�; ���� �F�� 
��B$�� ! �। �!1 A� B; u�!� ������; �������� <+>� ��N! ��$�� A!8� +�6@ ����। ��N! 
��$� ����", +��� ���) ��� ���� ���� ���X�$ ��@� >���� �F���$ ���। ��� ���� ! �! A��� 
����� ��N .� ��@� >� �F�� �<�"। ����� ����� !�� !���� (��� �F���$ ��� ��;�".? A )%; 
! �$ ���, �� %������ ��@��E� !�। (�< �)���B B�� !� �� %� ���� ����, �� ����; !��� 
)% u�!� ���� �����। A� (� ��� �। A; ��)� ���. �� %� ����B ���। ���� 
��� ����� 
����� �!y � �! A; ! �8� �! ������ u�!� ������! �){�.� !� �- &��%! �� A� �� %� ! � 
���� B��� �)��� (#c ��$ ��$ �? ³�� !��)�� ��$ ��$ �? (�� ���� A� u�!� ����� ��� 
�। �!R ��� �। ������� �! �� %� ! � �� T@��<�� �; ����! ��� R�� A� ���  (��� ��)� 
��.। 

;��� .�����! �����, A ��$ f�� !��� �। ����!V� u�!� ������ A� ���" ����� ���� 
���। ������! ���$ �� ����� ��=, ��; ���� ���"। �� ��� ������ �= ��-; ���� ���"। 
���F�¨��F��. (� F�R�¨� !���� (�� )�� �- �$���� !��" (a� �P! ���� A! .���� �! 
���@�� ��$�"�। u�!� �������B A! �D@�� +�#��8� ����)��� ����� (a�, ����!, .��� B 
��6%0���� !�$!8� 8�!�� �P! �����" ��� �.�% ;$���$� ��?� !��"। 
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;��� .���� �! ��Q�� )�� �। f���� 
�� ����, ����, A� �! �!� &��!�� �;? ���! 
.�ê� ���$ �����, (�" A�� �.; &��!���� ��B ��� �3�� $। ��<�<�; ���������� ���E����� 
u�!� ����� �!y.� .��� ����!V� A��!� ��E !���। (��� u�!� ����� �!y � �! (���� ��� 
���� ��E ������ ��E !�, .�% B .�9��� )$ �5�6@�। 

;��� .���� +������< -Dë�3@> ���� ���" ����, (��, (��। ;$� (N�, ���� (����, 
���������� �.; .��� �� ���� ���� ����। 

!���>�!� �.; 
Â.P%�$ ;��� .������ !�" � �! ����$ ����। 

((�f� <�FF�� ��J���� ����) 

    

    

��S����! B ����������S����! B ����������S����! B ����������S����! B ��������    

ll ll ll ll �+n��+n��+n��+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

���������� ���E��� A� �V� ��� .)�< �V�c (!6>@ !��� .�� ��$�"। ���S� ����6� !��" 
A� .����$ (���#!��� 58� ���������� ���E���। �V� ��� &�� -���� ����6� ���� 
���������� B��- �.��� �! 58�", �! ���" �.���। �!1 )N�� ;$���$�� �� %� &���@�� !�$��� 
�+� !�� ���������� 58����� .�X! ��� �! .� .�$ ����� ����� ��� �#�"? ���� �! ����� 
���= ���������� ��>�� U�, ��� ������, �E�E ������? �������� A� (?�'। ������ ��>� 
�.�%�� ��� ���!� B�� ./��.� ��)0 &���� !�� ����"। �.��� .�% �;, %�$ �;- ����6� 
���%���� �V�, �.��� A� &���� �� %�, R|�� ���.� �� ���#� ���$ RX�"। �.��� �!��- 

)���� .��! � ������� R�)��% �B$� 

���>���� ��>���� .B$� 

���� .�.<> (� ����� .�+��; 

��>�� (?�' ���������! ��� (��� )��� ��, ��� ��� �3@>�q "�� ��.��4 -����! 
!��� ��, ����� ������� R�)��% )���!; �.��� ���)�� ���। !��@ �����!��; A� 
�.��!�� ��J����। �!1 A;.� $। A; �E�E, ����#� ���������� ���8 � �!; �� �� �V� 
����6� !�!�� � �!; �����$ A�.�" ���������� )�I� ��]@%। ���� ��� !��" �� %�� ��]��, 
�����!��� ��]�� -����� ��� !��"- (� ��� ��; ��������। ��; (��� ���� �;�, ���� ���� 
�। 

���S� ����!�� ����6� 
��Ä3�> .� > (�" (����� A; .�I���, -�C0 �4�� A; ����। 
���S� A� �!��� ��� �;, �� ����� A!�8 ��� ��$B �%� � �$� ���������� ��>��'! 
58������। .� -���� .� ����� ����!�� ����6� � A; 5V@% ��>���$ ��6��$� ��$�", &����� 
!���" ����। (� �.; ���� (����� ������, (����� 
�!V��। ����E� ��]�� ���!�� ����6� 
!�%�@ B .�% &����� �� .�I��, ���������� ���E���B ���; -'+�>E। ... 
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���������� ���E��� A� �3#�' ��)�$� �� । ��; �� ���=, d��!����, ��>� ������ 
�.������� ����� B ��E ��; f�>� ��$ �#�"। ���-������� .������� (����� ��� 
���E�������� A; ��)$ B .�F��%� .���� &!���� ��= &����। ���S� .� &+������ �����!� 
���E�������� .�F��%� ! � 
�!�� !���"। ‘�R)R;!’ B -%�% �����!�$ ���E������ -I<�� 
B ���!C�� ������ �� �.���� ��� ��)��� �B$�� ����@ &!���� ��$�"। ������ .������! B 
.���� +�6%!����� ���, ������ ���!C�� �.������ (� ��5>�� A; &��!3� -�:�� ���% 
��������� ����� &+30 �)�$ ����� ����� �, ����� �V��% (.� B -��%����। 

A� ���B ��%��<�$ ��>���� �$! )N�� ;$���$� ��� �� %� -�&����� e��� ��S�! ����' !��� 
��c� !��", !��@ ��� ���$�� +�h�� A��� �!"� ���n। �!1 ;$���$�, ������ ���$�� ���� +�h��, 
�.�� ����� �! ���� +$O� ��C� ������ .G���। 

�.�% ;$���$� ��������� ����� .�!�� ��#� !�� ��S�! ����!� ��$�� ��c� !�� (.�"। .£�� 
A!) ������ .������! u�!� 5��� A�. ��� �������� ������@� -�+{�� �@>� &.�q )���$�", 
���������� ����� ��/.+�� �� X��8 ;$���$� �����$ ��#��=, ��������� &!V���4 ��� �!��� 
-�C0; �;। �/� .������  ��! ����8��� !%�[���[। ��)�� ��c� !��B ����� .���^ �����। 
(� ���������� ����! ��/.+�� �!��� (�" -�C0 ���B �� �$ �। A;.� �/���� ).����@ 
�!R ��� �। ��� �.��!�� &!V� -�:� -%U�। �V��%, ��>�� .��!"� R���� !�� u�!�� 
-����.��� ��>' ���E������ .�?$ .�����<��$ A�<�$ (.�"। F�� ������ ������ �������� 
�B$�� �)�<�#। 

.£�� ���!> !��I�.� &�� ����� ���� ��E��� .�!�� ���!C�� .����! .�).�z�� ����� 
��;�.¦ ����� !��� �.��' ��$�"। ��E����� .�!��� �5�6@�$ A; � % )�� �<�"। A���! ��� 
�<�$ ��. +���� ��#� ���� !�ì ���। ��� ��� -:�$� ������/� ��� ��� �F; �������� .�.%�� 
��E.q� .������ &��; ���!C��! .��c ��� ����"। F��.� .�!�� �������� .�.%�� &�� 
-��! ������<� ��$�" A�� A� T]0 
�!�� !���"। +����� &���/� D���� ;�9�� <�P�� 
.�£��! ¾�¦ .F�!��� F��.� .�!���� �� � �! A; ����� &!�� !�� �$। ��r� )��>��� 
�%���¦� R;�� §�[ ���������� ��)���! .������ &�� T]0 (���� !���"। ��r� .�!���� 
A! �5�6@�$ ��� ��$�", ���������� 58������ ��r� )��>� .�!�� <+��+��� R�e�। 

�!1 A��� ���������� ���6 ���", <V� -���² ��=। A��� ��� ��� ���6 ����� (D�$� 
)% .���' ���# ���=। ���������� .��# .�� �!��8 ����6� )��� A��� -P!�� ����� ��6 �$�। 
���� .!� ����� -.��$ f�8 ���� ���� ���!�$ (�" .�% B %��$� -���5 �` !�� ��� (.��, 
!��, !��। !�� ��6 ��� A; !������� !��8� -P!��? ��6 A� ���;। A��� �E, A��� ���$� 
������ )�, ��!F�8� !���, .!]@ &� >�� ��@� �% > ��� ���� � :  

����� A �E���� 

����� B -Dë���� 

A� ���� �3�% �.�! ���� �3��$ ��� ����? 


<> �! ��� � �!� 

���S� +�`��� ����� � 

A� æ@? 
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����� ��.%� �.�! (��� � �� 

���]@ f�� ���� 

�V��%5��� 

���6 �3�>� ���� �) ��>%.��� 

��B ���� � ���� 

������ -�� �����? 

(������ .��� ����) 

¤¥ ¤¥ ¤¥ ¤¥ �+n��+n��+n��+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

���������� ���E��� A� ��� ��)�$� �4%��  -I.� ��=। ��; �� ���=, -�����?� 
���E�������� ��EB ��; �V�� ���=। ?��; ���� .�<�X� ��=, ��E���� ��=, f�>�� f)>$ 
��=। (� -%���! �.; .�q ��; �� ���= ������ ���!C� ����� ��; f�>� ��=, ����� B 
d��! .��. �����=। A� !��@ ���������� ���E�������� ��]@% B d��! ����� ������ �.�%��� 
�;। ���� ������E ��$ Q�����$ ��#�" A!�8 �)�I� )���� 
������ (!��4��! ������ 
!�� ��)��� �������! ��. !��$� �����। (� �.; ��. !��$� ����� �<�$ ���� ���>���� 
���%�, ��� B ��� �6>�@� �����!��� �  -�.�@ !���"। �������, ��6%0, ����! %�$����� 
.��!"� )��z�� ���$ ���� �.�% B ����� ��>� ��>���� +3��!�$ ����"- ����� ���� �%��� 
����; (���, ���� B V��.। ����� !��"� %�$���, .������, ���E �!��� ��6%�0� �!��� �3�% 
�;। ������$ ���� �%)1� ����; -P, ��>���� ���� ��%��<�$ ���>�� �.�%��� ����; ���� 
+$�!�। 

������ ���! ���������� �]@ ���� ��� !��", ����� .�I�� ��)��� ���V+3��� �V�� 
������ .�I��, ���$� ���, ����� -���, ����� -��>���� &������ I��@� .�I��। ����� ��E 
���$� ����� +��$� ��E� &��{� )�#�। ��; (����� ���E�������� !��" } ������ ��>� �.�%�� 
�9� ��� ����; -.��$, f�>�। ��; ���������� 
������ ��)$-���!�। ��������� R#�" 

������ ��)$-���!�, �.; .�q ��S������ ��� +3�<��� -�)>� ��= ����B )�% .� > B 
��+=�� �E!�.��। �V� ��� ���! ���! R#�" ���; Rt� ����! ���!�। ��; B��B ����� ��6; 
(����� �.��� �]। 

���%�� ���!> .�����! ‘�R)R;!’ �����", .����! B ��)�!�� ������ ?��<� -�%���� 
���������� ����6� �� +���� .��� !��� �����। ��� -�%���� ��; ��#�", ���������� )�I� 
)��� �� &�������� bV�� ��; &�� ��=। } .������!� ����6 &����� �.�$� .s��! (� 
�� �%� ������I�F ����", ���������� ��C�@> -���� B�� A� ���E������ !�V>0 &�����। .��� 
���������� ���6 () &������ ��$। ‘��!��<� � 8�;��.�’ .����<� .s��! ��. ���8> ;, �!��m 
����", �������� .s�!> ���!> ��� ��� !��" ������!�। ���!> �&�.�m[ .�.%��8� &�� �� c 
������<�  ���B ��� !�X�� .������� !���"। ��. �!��m 
�!�� !���" �� ���E������ 
.�F�% (.� A�� ���� 
����� .�I��� (�a�^.<> !���"। ���%�� ���!> d��! ‘�R;$!> 
8�;�.’-A� A! .s��!�$ ���PB �������� .s�!> ���!> ���� !�X�� .������� !�� �$। 
���!> .�����! ‘8�;�. A +����� &���/� D���� <�P�� .�£��! ���!> ��E��� .F��� A!�8 
��5> ����@� &!�� &.�q ��� ��$�"- ���!C� A!�8 m��' !�!��। ��� �� � )��� ��� �X�. ���� 
�!��� &�$�) �; +�����। 
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����� &+������ ��)���! .�����! ‘�R 8�;�.’-A ����c �.��+�$8 ���! ��. R���!� A; 
-�+�� �%E !���" ��, ���!C��� ���� ��à6@; 
��� ���������� ����� )| ���$�"। 
�������� (�9���� ��������! ;����. ��>������ !�� ��. R���!� ����", ���!C�� .����! 
������ -�%������ �&�4��; ��h����� -v���@ !��� ���% ��$�"। �V�8�� R������! d��! 
‘<��m>$�’ ����", ���!C� A� ��.q B �P�����। ��� ����� ���! A!�; ��� F� �+�< !��� 
���। ‘�m�� �8��I�F’ ���!�B ���!C��� A; ��.q -�:�� ! � �@>� !�� ����", ��4@ � 
;$���$� �������� .�.%�� A!�8 � � > ��)���! .���� � ���=, ��4@ ��� �P����� �!�� 
��#��;  �!��। 

A���! �V�8� �/� ��� ����m> Rm �������� .�.%�� � � > ��)���! .������ &�� T]0 (���� 
!�� ����", �������� .�.%�� ��EI��% .��� "�#� ��@� >��� ���� �F�� ���� ���� �। (� A; 
��EI��% .������ - >; ���� ���������� 
�����। 

���!> �.�8� R;��$� .%�!.�� ����", ���������� -��.������ )��� ��� ���)��� 
�����! "�#� �������� .�.%�� �!� .��� ��� ���� �। .����� �������� .�.%�� .����� 
-I.� ��� ��� & ��; ��� ���)��� ���E &�$�)। ���������� .�£��! 58��! ��� ;�����.� 
-%�� �����$ 58� ��� (�%��$� !���"। �������� .�.%� .����� ���!> .�!���! .��c 
�B$�� )% ��� (´� )���$�"। 

���������� ��� ���E������� ���������� 
������ ���!� R�#�$ ���= ���������� ��CV� 
-���- (� �.; .�q ��S����6� .� >��c ������ ���!�B R#�" ���S� .�>�। �!� %$, .�% 
B 
������ .�I�� !��� �% > �$ �। 

 

(������ .��� ����) 

    

���`���`���`���`� &���� &���� &���� &���* * * *     
l� l� l� l� �+n��+n��+n��+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

)q� ��.! ;$���$� ��� (� ��� )N�� ������ ���������T�� .!�� � �! ��%��� ��>' A!; 
������ ���� (R�# ����" ���mB <��$�� (B$��) I�����F� �!�s��� !�!���� "��B$��� �.; 
��!�m>� ����। �� ���$ ��#�$ ����; ���� !���<� ��)�� �] !���। ����� <�� <� ���। .!��-
.P%�-���-��; �� � �!, �#��� ��); ������� A!��� ����)। .!������ R�X ��� ����, 
‘-�:� .s3@> 
�+���!, ����:�� �.������� �$/�@ ��$�"।’ f����-‘����&��! ).����@ 
�V�V�!������ &D$ ��� ���=-; � ��� �.������� !��" ����$ ���=।’ A��� ��� <+�� �B$�� 
.��  .��  �� ���K ��$� ���। (� ������ !�� ���� ����- ‘A!�� -�&���!��� (����� 
.����'� !�$!�’ <) �+��� u��! ��#�"�। (����� �.������ �]��; ����� ���� � ���$ 
���!� �+��� ����� !��>!��� ��>���@ !���  ��!। ��� .�$���� (?�@ ����$। (?��@� 
���� �8!�� � ���� -�&���!����� -v�v �F�� �����$ ��$।’ A� ���; A!�8 -v����� �n� F�> 
���  
 
 
* ‘���`� &���’ ��6>! ��������! !� !�T��� ���$�� �� ����।
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A�� ������� .��%� �\ ��� R�N� !�� ���। .����6 ��� ���, ‘!�$!)�! �IF��� !�� ��$�"।’ 
���� �� �� ������ !�� ���mB <��$�� (B$��)� A; ��@�; ��� ��B$� ����। -�&���!���� 
.��%�B (��� !�$! ��)��, �!1 ������ &+�� !’) ��!9�) ���� �<� �. .s�!> <��$�� (B$�) 
A�¢����; ���। 

.�����%�� .����$ ����� "���8�B ���8� ���� A; )���$ ! ����>� �� �F�8 ���� ���� 
��.�� ��.��। .����'� !�$!�’ <) �+���, ������� .��%� �\, !�$!) �IF���’- - >�^ .�X! 
.�bc �!� � % ������ ���� +�� !��B ���� ���� �। ��� &ª !�� ��$- �� � ����� ��$�", B ! � 
���� (�� �। �!� � % .s�!> &ª !�� .�F ���। ��� R�� ����� �! &ª !��� ����? �!1 
����!� ����$�" I�����F� �!�s��� ����� (� ��� &+� "�#�B ��;��� �� )<��8 ��$�" ���! 
��$ ���� ��� ����� $, ��; &ª ���� ����"। ���", ���� ����� ����� (� �<��$���.� 
�/��6%��� ���� �!� .�bc � %  �!�� "�#�। !�$! ��)�� -�&���!���, !�$!�’ <) �+���, 
!�$!) �IF���, ����� �\- A.� ! � ��� ��� ��<��B ��.��। 

��������� �! 5�8�" �� A� �! 58�", �. .s�!> ������ ����� !����� "�#� -% �!"� ���� 
f�$�$ &����� � �$ ��� )%; ;$���$� ���� (� .�q��q�� & ��; .�C ������ .������!�! u�!� 
� �! ������ !�� ���$�"��। ��� f�$��%��� &������� ���� ��)��� ;=�� ��"�; !�� 
.������!�! ��������� ��B$�� -���� ��$� ����। �.; .�q ��� ��$� ����- -��! -��! )�$<�$ 
���� ����� �, ���! ���! ! � ����� ����� �। -��% !��� �$ F�8!, � �$ ���� T�। 
A�.� ������6� .�½B ������ ����� !�<)T��� �� ����", ���� )q������ ������� �����8 
�"��+� ��$ ���=। 

‘�R)R;!’ ���!�� ! �; ��� ��!। A; ���!> .�����!��8� .��  .�4�^!��� ;$���$� ��� 
+����� .�q ��� -������> ����"��। �.; !�<); �����", ;$���$�� .�!�� ������! 
-�&���!���, +����$ �� ���", ���� ��� �] � �!; �#�" .����! ��?� ��]��। A�� 
���������� ���E������ ���!) "�#� (� �!"�; $। ���!��8�� +����$ �<����6>�@� ���!C�� 
-�+����<� ! � R�N� !�� ��� ��$�", ���T��� ���4� !���; �� �!� ��>���! ��Q�� �����- 
AT��� �!8��N�� !��� �� f’;�� �8>�� � �! ��6>� ��$�"। �3�0 ����� !�� A! � -�$��. ��� 
���, +��� � �! �6>@ !��� ���T��� A� �3�� (.�� ���� �। ������� !�<)T��� ���", �����. 
���", ¾��¦� .����$ ��>���.s� .������ ‘����’ ���" A!; ! �। �!1 ���� �! (�. ��$!  
������ ������ ��) �� ���K ���� �। 

A��� �] � ‘-�:� 
�+���!, ����&���!�� f�V�!������ ����$ ���=’ ������ A ��@�� ! �। 
����&��! �<��!�� )�q����� .��  A�; .�����<�� !��" ��, A� ����� R�� ��8�� 8%�i 
���> !��� ��= )q������!। A��B ��� ��)��� d�% &!�� � ��$, ��� ‘d�%’ ��W� (�����! 
- >; ���K �F��� ���। �����.� +�6%!���� ���, ��8�� 8%�i ���> � �! ���������� -�:� .s3@> 

�+���!, )q������ A ����� -.���� f�$�� ���6 ��Q�� �����"। ���; ��; $, ���E������ 
���!) ������ ����6� �� -!�� .�����<�� ���=, A � �!; �� bc ���Q� ��$। <��m>$�, �m�� 
�8��I�F B �����.� ���, ���������� ��;�� �� ��;� A��!�$ ;$���$�� )N�� ����� �� ��� 
?�#! .�!���� �!� -�C0 �;। �.��� ���E������ !�V>0 .3�VÈ+��� &�����। .��>���� 
;$���$�� ����� �� ����� ���� �!� �B ��� ��� .��. !�� �।  
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���E������ .��  �#�;�$ )�q����� A; �� �����!!�, d.%���� ���� %�� �X! ����� )% 
��; ��� .������ �<��$���.� �&��a�� 5��# +� !���", ��; &���� !�^.� (� �� %�� ���Q� 
����� ���#; ����"। �!1 A� �� (� �3�� $, �� �� %�� ���Q� ���� ��# )q������! 
����)��8�.��� d���! &�@8�B ������ ���। 

l¯ l¯ l¯ l¯ �+n��+n��+n��+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

A�!���� �<��# F��!! ;$���$� ���� )�� ��!%��<�� �)���� A, A, �! �$�)��! A�!���� 
��  ��.�$ ���$�" ���!> !�<) ‘�R)R;!’। A� )��! !�� ��� ����"��, ����> �� !���", 
&�$�)����� (��� �� !���� u�!�� ��)�� । (����� 8%�OT��� -��4� !��"। �!1 �R)R;�!>� 
�.�$� A�m8� (�m-�%-§��I+ ��� (� �$��)�� !%�[���[� �.��; $। .�F ��� ���$�", 
�)���� ���� �3��>� 
�<> ��. !��"�। ���$� ���$ ���8 �� !�8� .�� �<�" ��� ��� ��� �। 
���������� ��!�� �µ +�<  ��� R�� �������� �!� !�V>0 �;। ���E������ !�V>0 �.��� 
.�&�����। ���� u�!�� Rx���� A� ��E। 

���������� p� 5��� ���% -�+�� ��6 !��� �n�-�B#� (S�.���!��� �5��! �)���� 
�8¢� ���� .�>�V�^ �����8 ����. ��B$�� .��  .�� ; A, A, �! �$�)�� (��+>��। ��z���� .���! 
.����! &��. A; �)������ +3��!� .����! ��?� )5% 6#�/T���� �!� -���; !� T]0�3@> 
$। ’¯o .���� )��$���-�FÙ$���-���> �� .������ <�)> R�X�"� (;$���� d
������ !���.�� 
��]��, ����� ���"� (� �5��B�$ &!�s� ��$�"� .��' &+� A!���8$� ����)��� (� .����! 
��?� 6#��/� &�.��, ��r�� (����� (���-�~� ����%�< !�� �>� ���$ ��#��=� .����! 
-�F.����� ���#�� ���#�� �.; .��$ A; �$�)��! ���� ��$ �Q����� A!�8 .����! "�R� 
A��!�$ -�F.����� .��  .�������> !���-.�<�X� !���। ’¯o .���� �µ ����>� ;$���$�� 
.����! -+�%Ì��� �� % !���� .s�!> ����� �<�$ �`�� �m�� �8��I�F ����"�, �)���� 
�$�)��-���! .����! �? 8�;<�� �$�)� ��� -�+�� !��  ��!- ��V�0 A!�� -�F.�� A; ���> 
(��8��8�� ���$�"� �� ���� ���������� � �!� � -��)!�� �!����; ����C !��� ���) $। 
����� ���, A; .��$ �� ����" ���! ��#�� ���� .� ����। ���� ��$, �Q����� �.; !��%�� 
d�X�!; �X! !�� ��$�"�, ���������� <@-+�%Ì��! C� !�� ��$�� )% ��� ��!�� �$ ��� �� 
�� ���!�! .���# !�� ��B$� ���। ����-<�� ��4�� )��� ���"��� R�� &�$�)����� ������ 
��� 8%�O। ��� �$�)�� �# (F�.�. �"� ’¯o .���; AT��� 5�8� ���। -�A� �$�)� A%�� 
�!�s���� ���������� <@��%�� À�&[8� f’�"��� )�% �!�í �¨����) ���� ���$�"��। ��; ’pl 
.���� ����>� �]��; ���������� ����6� -.����< (�9���� (�����; A;.� �)������ 
����� ������ .��!� ����� �����। !��$�� 
� > ����। ��; ���� �?��'� )�� �F��� �] !���� 
A�! A�!। -����6 A��� �µ�� ����>� �.; !�������। �8¢� ���� .��  .��  �)���� �$�)� 
��������� A��B �&4���8 ��� (<����>� �5��6� �$�। �!"�8� ��� %; ��$ �<�� ���। ���$0 
��B$� ���� ��h��� ���� -�������। ����� A!�� �@�q�@ ��� (��+>�� .����! &��. B 
;¨�> !����� !��`��U��। 

�!1 A���� �)���� .������ A¨�> !��� A�!����; �"��+� ��$ ��#�" ���E������ �<��� 
(� �����8� (5��� (5���। -�:� ��<��! ���� ��)�!�� ��! A!�� 4��� m�!�� .V�c !�� 
����, ������! ‘�R)R;!’ ���!� ‘��C�� ����8 ��� ��’ ��� -�+��� !���"। ���!��8� ���, 
‘‘���� -v (�" ��� ��)�!����� �� ��)��� ����� ��� �� !��। ���� ���� ��v 
).�����@� !�" � �!  
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8�!�-�$.� (��$ !��"। ���� ����� (D$ ���� �� ���$���! .����� !��� -
�!�� !��" 
������! ��%� !��" T�� !��। A��� ���E������ f)>$ -�+���� .��� �.������ & ��; �X�� 
���= A;.� ���>�� ��)�!���� ���!।’’ 

A.� .�½B �)���� �$�)�� �n�-�B#� ���� �!? �R)R;�!� ���, ���)�$� Æ�� �!"�8� 
��5��� )% �)������ )N�� ����� ����-��v .����@ ���6�! ��%� !��", �%��!�!��� �����= 
��8���)। .�������� u�!�� �m��� A��!�� ! � R�N� !�� ����", ;$���$�� d.%�� A; I���8 
�5��B !�� l� � �! ¤µ �"��� &��%!�8 ������ R�� �����! -�%���� ����$ A�� l� �"��� 
R���� .!� ��]6�! ��%� !��। A; ��%�, ��� B �����!��$B ��6��� �� -.��, ������ 
��<'��CV� ��X (� �Ë�-��5�-����� Rx�� ��q����� ���! A!��� ��!���; �� ������ ��$ 
����। 

�� �� �� �� �+n��+n��+n��+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

��� %����� ������� !���$ �+�) ��� ���&+� �S�&�.�� � �! A�!���� �3���N�� �8���F� 
!�� ��.�" l¥ m�R�� �î�8। -�+&�$- �!+��� ������� ��$ ������8�!। 
�C ���6��� d�X!-d8X! 
�!"� !�� ��$ �!�, ���; ��������> ��! ���"। ��)�� ���B A; ����� (� ��� ��� ��5>�� ��� 
.��  .��  (�" .��!"���;। �.; ��<��� ���E, �.�8� (� ��!-���!> .����! ���E � �! �] !�� 
.� .��$ f��>�-.���� ��r���%� &����� �%�:�� .��  ��� �����$ ����" ���`� )q��?। ’µ� 
.���� ;��!� ������ �� ��<��� �)�8  � �! ���� ��<��� ��. �#�� ��B ���`� )q��? R^.��� 
���.� ��.��� ��r���%� .��  � �!�" �.�[� ���E� �����। (� A��$�� ���8�� �����>�� �uR ��$ 
�<��B ���`� )N���� �� �!� .��$; �.�8� �)�8 � �! .�� ���#�$�। -�A� A ���� A!�8 
��SC ������! ��� ��� !���; ���। �!1 ����!� ��$�" )���.�5 ��! .�:��8� .� ��$। A; 
.� -���$� A!��� (')>���! ���' B ����x� ���©� �B$�� �� -�:� ���� ����; ��� 
�C 
���6� �!� �%�:� I�@ !��� ����। ��)�� ��c� .�½B ���`� )q��? A�B A� -�:� .V�c !��� 
�����, ���! (')>���! ���' ���� �B$�� �� ����:�� ��� -�+��� !�� ���। -%���! 
)q���?� ��!9��)�� A! � ?��Á�$ 
�!�� !��� ���% ��= ��, d�����! �����-8���� $, 
���E������ f�>�� (?��@; A� ���� ����� .�6>� F�� ����� �] !���"। ��!9�) ���� 
�3�>����$ &�� �)���� �$�)� ��� ���������+��� ���; �F���" ��, A!��� u�!���; f’��)�� 
�<���� .�?$ ��$�"। (� ���mB <��$�� (B$�) ���", ������� ��J<�"�� !��" �#�; ���"। ��� 
�!� ���E����� A�B .��.�� ��� !��� ��>��$ ��$�। (�A� )q��? ��Ê; ��J<�"� (��� ��� 
!��� �����-A; ����� (��! ���+� .3��� R�V�� ���$ ���mB <��$�� (B$�) A8� &��� !���B 
A!�8 .�% .!��� !��" .�bc ��$ ��$-  ��J<�"�$ ���E������ .�� ; )N�� ���� �#�; ���"। 
-�A� d�����! (?��@� )�)�8� �� A�!����; �)>�� �� %�, A8� ���mB <��$�� (B$�)B 
�!�� 
!�� ��। A -�:�$, - >�^ ���E������ .��  )N�� ���� �#�;�$� ����:���� �S�&�.���� 
���&+3��� ����� ����!� )% ����� R�e<�! ��$ 
��C ���6��� �!� �$ �����? (')>���! 
(;-!���; �� bc; ����� �8�! �! !��? ������ ����6� ���E.��I���� (8 ��. -��?�' 
��$�"। A; ��5> (8 ���.� ��§ B ��E .�I��!��� ����� ��� � �! A��! .������ A!�8 ! �B 
���� ��$�। () ���� A�; R�e� ��, 
�C ���6�� ���)� �B$�� ! � ��>' +���"। -��% 
��� %���� ������8�! ��$ �S�&.���� ���&+��� R�e�< () �.���� ���B �� �!"� $।�!"��� 
(�< "’) .�.%�! ��$ A!�8 ��'�� <X�� ! � ���� �5�6@� !���"��। A8�� ���%�� ���� 
(.� )��!��� ���$�"��। B$����8�� ����� �F�� � �! } ����� ���!�8�! �!"� �!"� .������>B 
��$� ��$�"। A�� �.; -���$� ������ <+>� ��� (�f� ��������  
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����! ��! )�! ����� �'���!^.!�! �.��� ��$�"। ��<� .����@ ��>��� )<�@� !��" 
����%�E !���$ ��)���!�! ��$ A!�8 � �!� � ��.����! .�!��B ��#� !�� ��$�"। ������ 
.��# .�� �!��8 ����6� ��� ��� �q�P� ��� ���)��� ������ ����� &�.�! � �!� � ‘.������’ 
���.�� ������� )% A!) -������� �!J�.��� ��$� ��$�"। (��� ���� ��$, ���!>� .������ 
-���$�; <X !�� ��$�" ��)�!�� �����, ������ ��$�" .����@ 4��� &�.।  

���������� ���6, .�I��� ���E������� (� <@&)��/� �������� .�!�� �!R; A; ���� 
�!� F���� �� ���। .!��� !��"; A; ���� .��!J��-������>� (.� ����8� .� .�$; �"� 
-�%' ������। A��� ��; ���@�|�� ����� ����8�! �������� )% ��6 ��c� �] ��$�" �S�&�.�� 
(� m�R�� �î8 � �!। �� .�:� ������ ��� ��� ���6 ��%��, <@��%�� -�+���< ��� ��$�, 
)N�� ���� -�%����� d���! �+�8���8 � �! R^��� ��$ ������ (D$I�@!��� &�$ A! �!��8 
����6� (!�� (��� ����� !@>!���� &��� !���, ����� �� ���!� �?�' ������ ���6 
����� !�� ����। ������ ������! ������ ��� !�� ���$ ������ 
������ .3�>�! -Î� -4$ 
����; .��# .�� �!��8 ��h��� A; �� �?��'� ����+�q� )��� ����। 

l¥ l¥ l¥ l¥ �m�.n��m�.n��m�.n��m�.n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    


�C ���6� �� .����@ ���6�� ���������� ��]�� ���� &�%4 .�����<�� ���!> �?�' 
A�!� �� A! ����  �!��B <@&)�/� �������� A� A!�8 &����� .�%। A8� -
�!���� - > 
.!���� �� .3��>� (���!��¡ � �! ��)�! ���� !��। ����x� ���6�� �% > ��$ ���!> ��E��� 
.����@ ���6�� !���$ ��8�$� ����� .�����% A�� ���� .�����<��$ �������� � � +����� ��]�� 
A!�8 &C�� ��. !���$ ��$�"। (� ����� .��  A �%����� �+�# �<�" ;.����� ������� !���$ 
;.����� ���। �!1 )���.��5 �� ��#�\�#� !��; ���� &C�� ��. !]! � �! ���������� 
���`� )N�� ���� ��]�� ���E����� B ��������� f�>�� -�+�� ���� ��9���� �e��IC ��� � । 
)���.��5� F��� ��������� ��J�"���� (�<; ���!C�� ��������� &�������� .!� &���� ��. 
�#��, A8� A� &�$ .���r�। .��% ! � ���� �!, )���.�5 ��! X���8� )<�� �! ���� ¨%�s 
���.�� �%���� !��� .����< ���!> ��E��� ��������� (� ���= � �� A .����< ������! ��$� ��� 
�। ���������� (!��� 
������ �� .3�> () (� �����$ ��!��� ��$�" ���� !��O� !��� 
�B!� ��!-���C �� �� ���`� ���&+� ���!> ��E��� �� ����� ���� ¨%�s )���.�5 ���� �। 

���������� .��# .�� �!��8 ���6 
����� B .��>�+J��0� �� .�I�� �] !���" ��� 
<@���/! ��� +����� !38���! 
�!V��� �� �� () A! �� ��>��$ &��� !���"। ��E���� 
�)���� U��$�� ��� ���$0 () ���E.�I��� .!��� R�� ���>�"। ����; () 
��� 
��������� .��� ���6@�� <@���/! .��) &����� �!�। A)%; & �� �� ���� ��!��, (����� 
A; 
����� .�I���� �8+3�� B �3����� ! �। <@&)��/� �������� .�!���� -:�$� ���&�� 
d.$� )]� ;.��� B &���/� )�� ��)R�� (��� ����� .�£��! ����� +�6�@ e% >�� 
+�6�$ 
��� ������ - >���! ��<>X�� �3���� )���$ ���$�"। A; ���� �+�x ���� 
��>�������, <@�/ B .��)�/। ���� ����", ����6� R�� ����6� ���6�@� ����� (��� 
��S�.� ;। �� B ����~� ��%!�� - >���! �%������ -��%; ������ .�� !��� ���। () ��; 
A�+��� .����)!-- >���! -�:��! ��<>�X� !��� ���, ���� ���������� ����� ���6 R�!V� 
�$। ���� D��!-!V6! ��$ .!� .����<-.����� ����� )������� ���>�.�� )%। 
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�_����4 
��� ���������� ���6@�� .��)�%�:�� - >���! !�X�����8 �! ���� ���#��� 
��� A!�8 ���8����8 U����� ��$� ��$�" (B$��� ���<� ��>��� �%���F�¨���। A�� - >���! 
��<>X�� )% �%�O, ���� +��� B �V�^ �� .� ��8, ����, !$��, ��J� &+V�� .��� (����-
�F��� ���@)% ����$0!��@� ! � ��� ��$�"। +3���%�:�� (�3� �����> .�� A�� !� !�X����� 
&<����� U��$�� ��!B ���>��� ��$�" (B$��� ���<� ��>��� �%���F�¨��। ������ �������� 
A!�8 !V�6&�� B !V�6�+>� ��� �.���� I�������� R�$ � � !V�6� ��4 !�%�@!� �%�:� "�#� 
- >���! d����! U��$@ &�$ -.�� ��� ���। ����~% ��� .�>I�.� .���� �3��> ��$ .�>� .�� 
"�$� �F���B ���!C�� ��.!��� �������! ���� F�� ���������� I�������� ������ () 
+$��� U� ���@ !���"। ���!C�� ���6!�� ���~ !V6!!���� !�%��@� )% �!� �%�:� ��� I�@ 
!��;� ��� A� .�C �%�:� ��$�" ���� +3���� !V6�!� ���� A!!�X� )�� � ��$। A! .��$ 
+3��� .��>�� .��� ������&�� ¤¤ A!� ��>��@ !�� �� (; ��� !�� ��$�"�, )N�� ;$���$�� 
T���� (;$�� ��� �� �� !�� l�Ã A!�� ��>��@ !��। ��� F�� R�Vx +3�� ��������� ���� 
.���� ������ ����� ��$ ��$। ��; ()�! ���������� ����� !V6!.���)� p¯ ����� �$ 
+3���� (� � �$ ���'; <���। ��r� ���!C�� .��' +3
��� A!���8$� ����)������ .����� 
���6�@� F�� ���������� !V6�!� æ�@� �����@ ��� .�!���� !��" ���#�$ A!��� �!��8 8�!�� 
R���। �)����� B ���)� æ�@� �����@ ���� ��� �$�। (� !V6!��� ���% A; ���)� æ�@� 
�����@ �� !� �%��! �� .!���; )�� (�"। ���������� -��!��� (���� )��B A��� !�)�� 
���%। .����$ (r��>� ��6$ A; ��, ���������� �.%+�`�� ��� ������� �)��T���- �.��8, 
�$��.��, �����, ��)����, ���)���, ������, �8�$�����, ����� ��4@���� ���)� B �)������ 
���6�@� U�8� .����$ &!8। A; .�C -%�$ B -����� -�.��� &��°�� ��$� ��$�" (B$��� 
���<� ��>��� �%���F�¨��। +3���%�:��! A�+��� ����>%��.� ! � ��� ��$�" ���� .��%!���� 
!V6! R�!V� �$। ��>�� +3�� ��)
 �%�:�� ������ .���� R����% &� ��! ���4� ���.�� �µ 
��5� ��>' )�� !���E �5�6@� !�� ��$�" A�� A; �����@ )��� )% ��!$� �!� ��)� ���� ��� 
� ��� �5�6@� !�� ��$�"। 

���������� - >���! B .����)! !�X���� .s3@> ���6@��E !�� !V6!-D��! ��%��x-�%�.�$� 
� � (���� ).�����@� )% A! .���-.�V������ .��) <X�� ���$0 () .!���। <@&)��/� 
�������� .�!�� ;������%; ��E���� ��.����! &��. �%�:� ���� !��� !�) ���� ��$�"। $� 
)����� �� !����� !�� Z�� ���! () �)���� �� , �� .��) <X�� �@�3�>। 

    

    

    

��E� -��E� -��E� -��E� -4�� ������ ������ ������ ����****    

lÃ lÃ lÃ lÃ �+n��+n��+n��+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

���'� ������@� ����� !��" ������.� .��I�, �.; ����� .�q .�I���� ��� .�I����� 5�� 
5�� &_� ��=- A; .���� ���y�  (����� ���$�"�� �\ �"� (�<। () ������ ���8�� ����#�$ 
(��� -�+� !��" .�I������ �����@�, ����� ���� ���� ��� !��" ��� .�q, &�@ ���= -!���� 
&�@ ��$�-�$�� A; R^.��� ��% ���$ ���� (����� �.��� ����� B ��� ���'�&$ ���6�! .���� 
���%  

 

*‘��E� -4�� ����’ ��6>! ��������! !� !�T�� ‘)�F� .���!’ "Ë��� �����G� (�� )�F� ����। 
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&����� !��� ��� .�!  ��$�"। �)�<�" ���6, �)�<�" &�@, �����" f$��। !�� .��% ��)�$� 

��  ���� .V�c !��। !�� .� % -P!��� ��)0 !��$� !��। 

.��% �� �; ��� &��@ ��������, �E�E �����, .�I��� �����। .��% �� �; ��� &��@ ������ 
���6, &��@ ����� .�I��� ����। �.; ����� ! � ���" ������; A! !��� 

(��� ���� �5�� ��=���� A! !@� 

<�# ����� (� A! ��E� ���� 

�V� ��� .� ! � Î� �+�� -�! ���V�� 

���" �F�� () �)�<  �! �E�E �V��। 

A; �E�E -�+3��� ! � ������ ��$�! R����� !���"। ������ �� ���6 ���!�� ���' 
���$�", ���$�" .��;�� +������.��। ���$�" ���� ��� .� �!"� R^.<> !���, +�������.�" 
�9��!� ���� !����- ���� () ���� ��$�" ����$��। ����" ����6� �� , ���'� �� , .+%��� 
�� � .�q ��� !���। () �� ��� ����। )�� () R^.�<>� ��� )�� �������- )���! 
&����� !���, &����� !��� A�+��� �� �� (� ���'� ��# ��� ���� � ����। ��; () 
�������! ��� .3��>� -+�%�$।... 

�l �l �l �l �+n��+n��+n��+n�, , , , lopl lopl lopl lopl     

���������� ���E��� �)����� !��� )% ����� ���+� )�$<� � �! �\ �����!� �����$�"। 
(B$��� ���<� ����� ‘)$ �����’ .�����! ���� ������ ��@�, �� �����, ����� �����, 
���, 
����� &+V�� �� ���� �����!�$ (����� ��� �������� -I<��� .����, -�)$ ����� B 
-+3��3�> (a�%��<� !����.� ����-������ .���� .� .�$ ��]�=। ����� ).����@�! .� 
�%����� B$��!F��� ����� A; �����!�T��� ��'� ��c� !�� ����"। ��������� �� %� &����� 

U� Rï�8�� )% ����&��! .������!�� �-&�@ ���$ ���D� !��"। &���8 �4�� f�+>�% f<> 
<#�� �� &�` &��c� ����� ���6 .� .�$ !�� ����", A8� ���B A!�8 -��। �����.�� ����� 
-4�ç ����� .������ �� ��� +3��!� ��� !��� ���� �.; +3��!�; ('��!+��� A;.� 
���!�T��� ��� !�� ����"। 

.�I����� ����� .��< .��< !�� ����" A�� ����&� B .�I�� A! ��$ �� (T Q���= �� 
-�+� !��� ��� A; ���!�T��� ��� ��� �#� ��!��। 

���E������� m��$��� (!��� ����� -�+{��� ! � .� .�$ ����" A���। ‘�����’ ���!�$ 
‘�<����� m��$��’ �����" ��!�� �$!। ¤l�� -�»��� .��%�$ ;� �����" : 

‘‘(�� A!) �<���� �$!। <� ���. ����� ���+� ��E A��!� 5����"। I�������� ���6 A� 
f��, !c B ��>���� ���QB .�!�X ����� ��$  �!�� ���� A8� A!8� ���$!� �Vc�' "�#� 
�!"�; $। ����� ���#-5� �.�%�.��� �����$�", ��8 !���" ��-����� ;��, ��%� !���" ���� 
���6�!, ���B ���� �� � R��� !�� ����#�$ (�" ���E������ (<��� -��4�$।... ���� ����! 
����E !��� )% ��<� ��$ R�X�"।... ����� .!��� ! � ‘-v ��;, ���� �$ ��� !�� �����, 
����! 
��� !����;।’ ! � ���� .�$ �� ��=� ����� ���� ���$ �� (T�� F���! ��]�=।  
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A��� ���! �����, �.�% B ��!�.���� ��� !��� !���� ����" : 

‘‘����� -P!��� ���+� �@�q � �! A��� (����� �<���� ;R�8.�3��� �����<@।... 
<�)�� ���� -����� !�� A<����) f�>6> m�!���! ��� A� <@(����� ����� !�� ����� 
�V��%�` ���$�"। ��!� f�V�!���<@ I�� � �! �����$�"।... �V��$ �� <����#<��� ��!�.� ���Q�; 
Ó��!� R�� (?�@ �����$ l� ) ��!�.��! ��� !���"। 

����� ���0�3@> !��)� ! � �� .��% (9 -�+� !��"���।’’ 

‘����� ��������’ ���!�� �$��� ‘���E������ m��$��’ &!���� ��=। ������ � �! ��)��� 
���� �����" ��� R�� ��!�.���� ��>���� ! �, �!+��� ��� ���E���� ���<�� !��� ��� 
! �। ��� ����"� 

‘‘�V��%� ��� � �! (�� ����� A�.�"। ������$�" ���E.�I��� (�f� )����!। �!1 ������� 
����� ���f� ��.�, ���)��� B (��� ����.�!। B�� () �V��%� ���� ��. (������! (���>�� 
!��"।’’ 

A; �V������@� �� ���! �@>� !���", �!+��� ���� ���� �P� ��-�.���� ���� �9� ���। 
A��� ��� ����"� 

‘‘��! �������� (����� ����)�! ��z��� ������� ��F�)�� ���� ��� �<� ����! � �! 
A�.�"� �.���!।... A��� (����� ��$ ��B$� ����  ��$। �.��� ����)�� R�� ��� 
��>��।... ���� �!�8 �� ��>' ��$� ��$�"�। .�C ��� ��� ��� A�� -�%����, �� ��B 
!�8�। (��� ��� ����।... 

����� ����� A! .�$ ��� ��\�> 5��$ A���। F�$���� -m>�� ����। ��) ��z��� ������� 
��;�F� <�)> RX�, ���8�$ �#� ���f� ��.�, ����)�, (��� ����.। (��� �Ó<�� 8�� ���� 
���3�> ���; ���8�$ �#� (��� ��!� f), �!1 A� �V��%; �! ���$�"���? 

�, �, &������ ��$ ��� ���� ���। ����; �����
� �� ��$ ����"- ������ ���, &������ 
��� ���। (��� F�$���� -m>�� ����। �!1 ��� (�<; )����! ���! ��$ Q�����$ �#��� ��� 
���!। �� �������, ������ ���! Q��� ���$�", ����; I�@ !���। 

 ����� (���� ����@> !�� Q��!� Q��!� T�� A�. �#�� ��<� ��� ���!, )����! ��� m�� ���� 
���� B��� �<���� ��;�� ��� A���, A��� &������।”..... 

 

�µ �µ �µ �µ �+n��+n��+n��+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

���������� .�I��� )�� A! ����� -�:�� ��%���$ A �"��� ³� R���� !����। ����� 
���Q ����E� &��! ;$���$� �? ���� ����6� �E Q���=, ��v �q��.� &�@ �4�� > �%���%C, 
(� ��� ���E������� )���@ !�� �#�" ��� .�q। ���+� �.»�� �� �.��� () !���]�6� ���� 
�����$ ��#��=, �� T@�" �V��%�। A�� �������� ³��� ���� RX���, ³�B ��$ �<�- �!1 ��h��� 
() ���+��  
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!��, (��.R���� !�� ��� ����� � )]��� �.; ���%�� <�� ‘��)��� } ���)�� ���6 
A��� ����� ³�’। 
 

A�� ���������� ���6 f���� $। !��@ ���� )�� ��, �!��� )���� )��� �!� �!� 
.��$ A!-A!�8 }�����.! ���3�> (�. �� ���! :�$� A!�8 �.��' ���� �$, )�� B �V��%� 
��Q��� ����#�$ ���! +���� �$, )�� ��.)> ���$ ���! +��6%��� .�����! &����� !��� �$ 
�� �V��%� ��% ���$। �� (a�%��<� ��%���$ ���! A ! � ��r� &��@ !�� ���� �$ ��, ����>� 
������� (� -�%������, ����6�, ��à�6� ��� �। �.; }�����.! B ��� ���3�> () A�. �<�"। 
(��� �.; ;����. �����>!���, ;����. .V�c!��� �<J���$ ���3��>� ���% (�" �� (��� ��Q�� 
����" ‘F�� ������ �� () $’- ()�!� �� ��= ��� .�I����, ��� (a�%��<�, 
(�a������। 

 
��������� �� -+3��3�> -�:� ����) !��", ��� ����&�4�� A���!�� ³� .s�!> �� 

�'�% &!���� ��$�" ���)�<� � �! &!���� A!���! �����!�$। 
 
.�����! ‘)$ �����’ ���!� � -I��$@ .��%�$ �����"� A��� ������^.�� ��#�<q�� ���� 

��� ��) ���)�, ���� A��� ³��B ����� ���� ��h���� (!��� B�X�। ���� �B$�� R^.� !��� 
-�!�� !; A� ��h���� )���? �<�8� )��� �� ��� -�C0 �4�� .�I��� �%C, ��� ;$���$�� 
�.�%��?� ��]�� )��� �� )��-��@ .�I��� ��� �� R^.� !���, (9 !��� -�!�� ����6� 
)���  �!�� ���� �। 

 
<����B ���������� ��.��� ���)�� ³�� R^.� !��� �����। �����; �+n��� &��!��� 

Q�# �.��� ��� ��� ��h��� �V��%��@ !���"। ��# ��)�� ��;� �3�� � �!� � ;.��������� ������ 
������� ��. ;$���$�-�? ��� ��� ��h���� ��>'� �V��% ���� R��4�� �$��� ���. ���.�" A�� 
(��� �� ��� ��h����! ��%�� )% "��� ���@�$�"। <���� ������ ��.��� ��� ��� ����6� �V��%� 
����! ���)�� ³�� ���!�° ����� !�����9� ��$�" ���)� �$���,- A��� (��� ��� ��� 
+�;����� ����� _��� R�� ��. ���� (!��� ����" ���!� �z��� �� ³��� ����। A���B ���� 
R^.� ��� !��� ���� �। 

 
() $, ������ (!��� ����� ³��� ���� A!�� R��� ��� A�� �.�� .��3� $- ���� 

;$���$�� �.�%����� �������� � �! �����#� ��� A�� 
��� B ��E ������ ���!��� �B$���� ���� 
.� -°� !�$�����E ��$ (��� ����� �����; "�#��। 

 
���)�<� � �! &!���� .�����! ����� ���!�� l�� -I��$@ .��%�$B ³� .s�!> A!�8 ��� 
&!�� !�� ��$�"। ���!C�� ���������� ������6>�@B ��ZC A!�8 ��!� �.�)��� "��.� A; 
���� A! )�$<�$ ��� ��$�"� 
 

���������� e��&��' A�. ³� �� A��� ��@�!� )%  ��! ���#��। ��� ��� �� !� A!8� 
R^!8 f<>�P� ��!� ��B$� u��! ��# ���8��! A!8� ��!V� !�� �F����। !� A! ��!8 ����!�� B 
(�>���� Z� �� ��� !�� ���� ��<�$ �����। ���� ���� A! ���3�> A��!-B��! ���!�$ A�!���� 
(�^�! RX� �.?। �%���� �� bc ����� ��$ �!� �!�� �!� �E����.� �E��$� ����� �� 
!���# (���# ����� ����� ��h���� �� �̀ �"��# �E Q���$ ����"। ��6>�� ������ �� ����� -�:�$ 
���8�� ���  ���# ��# (�"। (� A��� ���� ��������� &�@8�!� ��$ ����� (�" ���� &�$ .!��; 
�&$)��  
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���$�<�% �$ ���!����, �%� ����, Î����, )��|V� -�:�$ ��!�"। (�� �! !�� A��� ���� ���. 
�F�8��?... 

�V��%� .�q, ��� .�q �� ��z�� �#�; ���"- ��� .���� ���$�" <@&)��/� �������� 
.�!���� &���/� )�� ��)R�� (���। ³��� ��� ���E����� ������&�@ .�.%��� R��� !�� 
��$� A! �EV��$ ��� ����" ��, (��� ���! �����! � �! (5�� ��� ����", �����.� �� 
d���  ��!। �q�P� ��� ���)� �� ���6@�� .��)���/! .��)�%�:� !��$� !��� ! � ����"��, 
�.; �4% -)>�� )% A; ���E (�9�� �] ��$�"। ���! ��3>� !�� A� A! .��� �������� 
<�# ����� ��� ����� A!) (� A!)�! ���6@ !��� ����� �। .��; .�� .����<-.����� 
����। 

A� �� ��; ���E����� &�` ��?�� ���.�� R�� (5�� ����" A�� ����, �����, �����, 
�.��8 B ��I�� �� �.��� &�` ��� ���$ ?��<� ��"� ��8 ����"। ���E����� A� ��)�$� �� । 
�. ! � �5�6@� !�� &���/� <� �¤�� �+n� )���� R����% ��$� A! ����� +�6�@ ����� &���8 
���6�! ��� B�� ��� (5�� ���� (´� )���$�"। �����.�� �3@> .�����<��$ ���E����� 
��)�$� ��  A�<�$ ����", �� ����+�q� )��� ���=। �. A� ���# ���# �8� ���= ‘������ ���8 
f)>$ 5���8। ��� ����� �+�h �<�"। �. ��Q�� ����" -%�$ �8!�� ���� �। -�O���� �� 
-��%����, -�%������ Z�. -����>, ����E ������ !��" �!"�; $। ������ ���6 () ;�����.� 
���� �V��T��� -��!�� !���", (� ;$���$��? ;�����.� !VÍ�� �V��T���� ���% ���  ���# 
�#�"। A�; �� ;����., A�; �� ���!��। A�; �� .��%� )$, %��$� )$। 

� � � � �m�.n��m�.n��m�.n��m�.n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

... loÃp .��� �� ���!C� &���� �$ ��B (��� )���� ��r� ���!C��� )����� 
����, �%�-���@�, (���-.���� &+V��� .�q �\�4��; (����� ��� �;, ����� .�q (����� 
<+�� ����$ �;, �\�3�� -��:� �.; ����� ����6� .�q <+��+��� .� .�$ ������$�B .����< 
�;। ���B (��� ��������  �!�� ���$�"���। �\ )���, �\ +�6�, �\ ��> B �\ .��V�� ��$B 
A!.�q ��. !�� ��$। ����$�, +���, �� ��� &��@। (��� (�� !���"���, ;�����.� �Vc�' ��� 
(��� -�.�@ !��" ���� ��r� ���!C��� �����B -�.�@ !���। ��$�-�$�, ����� 
��%���$ A!�8 �V�^ d��� &����� ���, �. )%; (��� .� .�$; 
� > �%�< !��� &_� �"���, 
� > 
�%�< !���"B। .��%�<��� �B$� .�½B )���$ ���6�� .�� .�� &�����0 (��� ��� 
��$�"���। .��%�<����� +�6� �B$� .�½B A ! � (��� ���� �� A!��� �����; ���+�6� ���। 
����� +�6�� ��>��� (��� ���$�"���, ���V+�6� ������ ���%�� ���%� ���� (��� ���$�"���, �!1 A 
! � (��� ���� ��, Rf> .s3@> ��� ���� ���- �� Rf>�! (��� )���� �, Rf> .����% .s�!> 
(����� �!� R^.�� �;। ��� Rf> �"�8< , !���� .s�!> (����� R^.��-; �"�। .�.���$! Rf> 
.�����%!��� ���% F�$) (��� F�$).� -��!; (����� ������ �"��। ��� Rf> �!, ��r� 
���!C��� .�!�8 +�6� .s�!>; (����� <+�� (I� �"�। ���� �� �.P� .����% )���� ��c� 
!���" (���। !���� ��S���%���$� &���?$������ �� ���!C�� +�6� B .����% �! �V� ���� 
.�C +�6� B .����% )���� ��)� (��� .� .�$; ����� �����"। ��h��� �! ;����3��> .��V�, 
F��.�, (���, Rf>, ;����) �����? �.;.� +�6� B .�����% ����� -��!�� -)> !���? 
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&!V� &C��� ���������� ���6 ��4� B .��V��� �4�� �!��!� ������6� �� 5V@�� )| ���� 
!�B ���) �$�। (��� )���$ ���$�" �!� �!"� �)�� !�� (����� B�� �����$ ���� (��� 
��� ���� �- ��� Rf>�! A!��� ���+�6� !��� ��c� (��� �% > !�� ���$�"; �!1 �� A! � 
(��� ����, Rf> +�6� B .�����%� &�� (��� ���e6+�����। A��! ��������� �� .�C Rf>+�6� 
��. !��" ������! Rf> ��� ���$ �!�� �����; ����� ��� A� ! �B (��� ����। (��� .� 
.�$; R��� ��� I�@ !���"। (��� ��@ !���" ��, ��8����� .�q �� ��� ���", ��B )��>� 
.����% I �� .�<�� �P !�� ��$� �V�8। A; �Vc�' (����� ���!�� ������ !�V>��4� .��� 
R��:� !���"��; ����6 !�� +��� � �! ����� I��� (���� !��� .$ �Vc�' R�N� !�� (��� 
����"��� ��, �� )��� {��� ��)� �P !��� R�%� �$ �. )���� �V��% -����>। �!�� <��$� 
�)��� A!�8 )��� �8�!  �!�� ���� �। ;����. ��� .�4�.... 

o o o o �m�.n��m�.n��m�.n��m�.n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

... (���, ���������� ����6��, .�.�$ ���b��! .�����<��� �+�x�� ��. !��� 
���$�"���। ���$�"��� ���; ��5>!�� ��� (��� ��r� ���!C��� )% &�` 
� > �%�< !���"���। 
�# �# R�$�3�! !�) !�� ��$�" ��r� ���!C��, (� ��������� .���% !�$! � �!��8 8�!�� 
-+��� �%� �$/@ .�� �$�, .�� �$� 53�@>Q# � �! ������ )�% �!� ��!  �%�:� I�@। �4 
�4 ��h��� &�@ ���$�"। ��� ��r�� !��?���� d���%�$ �$�। ��6 ��>' ��� ��h��� ���� -v ���� 
��$�", ��� !���" B !��" ��� .�q । A� �3#�' ��)$ �5�6@�� .�$, A� ��� ���+� ��!���� 
.�$, A� ��� -v �%�< !�� &�@ �+4� ��B$�� .�$। A� .��%� )$, (����!� )$, %��$� )$ 
�5�6@�� .�$। A� �� .3�> BX�� .�$।... 

��������, ��h��� )��� () �.; �<J���� -��!��� ��� ����"। ���� -!���� &�@ ���= 
����� )%, ����� ����6� )%। &�@ ��$�� ��� !�>��% ���������� �� �]@ (a��$�< !���"। 
�����; A!) (��। �.; (���� (a�%��<� ! � �����" �������� � �! &!���� ‘����� 
��������’। ���!��8 ����"� 

‘‘������$� ��� ���# �"�8 A!�8 I��, �� ��� �.�����8। !�� -��� !��� �! A; ���c���� 
���8 �����"� )�� �, ��� �.�����8 � ���B 5� (��� !�� -F��' .��-�.J9�> A; I���8�! 
�5�� �"�-()B !���� .�>I�.� ���� ��� .�8�!� ��@ !�� ��� �����। �.�����8� &���8 <�", 
����, ��� (� �3������8� .��  ��� -'��� A!�' (�a! .s!>। �. �P �!R �!��� �"� !��� 
���� �- ��! ������ ����� ��� �3��� ! � ���!��B �.��� A�.  ��! ���#�$। 

A��� ������ ������ .�q ������$��� �� ��� �$ ��� &.�q ���!��8 ����"� 

‘‘������$�� ���! () �.�%��� <����8। �<���T��� �ä<��� ��W� -!��^ �.�����8� (!��-
����. �!��� RX�"। ������ ���! �"�8 �"�8 !��8�T��� ��R ��R !�� ��� RX�। ��S�5��! 
��³����� ��������� ��� ���$�"- ��� ���$�" (���� ��V�0 ���E������ �<������ .�.�5�8� 
��$ (?�@ ������� !��"। (� ���<% �.��� %�$ ������� !��" B� .���������। A ��� ���� 
����� ���������� ��� .'���� ���E���, �� ���E��� �!��� �% > �$�, ��� ���� �। �����! 
� �! Q���! Q���! ��;�F� (� ��ì� ����<��� T�� ��������� (?��@� )��� ���� (�� 
!��। ��! ���� A; (?��@� )% &_� �"� �। .����� ��� A;+��� ����� T������$। 
A!���’� R�� ��  
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�.� ���8�� ���8�$ ��#�"- ����� RÍ ��)� ��E �.����8� ���8 ��>@ !��"। A! .�$ ��r� 
���!� ���E�������� T�� ���� � �� ��$। A; .�����< -���c ��������� <����8 �����$ �<�� 
��"� �F�� �<� l¥-l� ��� <����8 B -.��% (���! ���@�v।’’ 

A; ���� (�� ���� �। (��� )�� ;�����% ���� �������$�.� �\ )�$<�$ ���C ��$ 
�����$ �<�"। (���� (a�%�< .s�!> ���!��8 �'�% !���"।  

‘‘(�� ����, (����� ���Q B ����� (�"-����� (�" ������ ���8� .�� , ���� (�" 
�������$�� R��� ���+�q� ��<�� �uRT���� .�� , �� �!� ��; ����� ���$� !�" "�#� ��� �। 

��� ��������� (��� .��; �� ��� 5�� �F�� ����-�F�� ���� �.; �"�8 I�� �.�����8��। �.; 
I��� -)� Q�� �!�� F�� !��8��! �u�! �����"। ���c���� <�P �����$��� ��J���" R�# ��#��= 
<�"8��! �5��, �� (�� )�|�" ���������। (���� �!��� ���� �, (���� �!��� ��� �। 

    

    

    

�V�c�!�@�V�c�!�@�V�c�!�@�V�c�!�@    

lµlµlµlµ�m�.n��m�.n��m�.n��m�.n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

���!C� ��! ����� ��� ��.����! .�!���� ��� R�-&���/� B ����c�/� )���F!�� (�� 
+3���� )���.�5 &�.�� �0�� ����>�@� .��  .�� ; ��)�� ��;� �3��� �+�$^���� 8�! R�.�<�� 
���!> .�� �J����� �����@� �] ��$ �<�"। <'�%:� -����c> ��� R�N� !�� ���B (���� 
R���% ��! u�!�� ���!> �<���!� R��� !��। u�!�� ��� !�$! �’ ���!> �<��! R����� )% 
.�� �J����� �����@��! ��E����� �������� )���) A[��&�;) %�$ �@�����! �%���� !��� 
��= A; ����#� -)�����8 f²���6% ����!B ��S�. !��� �। �� "�#� ���!> �<��!�� �$��� 
;�����%; u�!� �"�# �<�"। ��; .�� �J����� A; (!��! (��<�� �� ��E &��>�� ��"� 
�r$; -% �!� -�+.�P ��$�", A8� .!��; 
�+���!+��� .�9� !���। A���! ���$ ���!> 
.�� �J����� %¢��)! !���>!����� ��!m> �!R ��CV� ��� �। ���!> .�� �F�� ��[�<�� 
�<�� ������ .£�� &!���� �B$�� �� f�$�� ���6 �)��" �!+��� ��� &�����$ A; .�� 
�J��� 8�! R�.�<�� � �! Rx� �+�$����� R�� (?�@ �����$�"�। A�B +��� ��B$�� ! � 
$, loµ¯ �!���$� ���� ���!> ������ ������ .�>����$! �)���� �%�!(� ���� �J��� ��� 
������ A; .�� �J����! �!���$�� ����� ������� )% �%���� !�� ��$�" ! ���! -�.���@� 
��� A�� -���@ !���"� lo¯� .���  �;�%��`। ��>���!�� ��; l�µ�8 )���), ¯µ¥�8 ���� B 
¯µ ��)�� �J�.� <�X� A; .�� �J-����! Y���� ���W�� ���!> .�g�)%����� <����8� .��  
���� !���"। -�A� -�]� ���!> �<��! R����� -)���� �� A�!����; ���) A! � ���; 
��\�% ��। +��� .�!���� )�! ������ ;�����%; ��; ����"’’ ���.! ��� .V�c� )%; ���!> 
.�� �J����� A; �����@�।  

���!> ��E����� �i &��.�� ���`-�&� ��>��� &�$ ��� ��>��$ R��� ���B A�!���� 
�� �!"� $। f�$�� .!� )���� ���E (�9���� ���������$ .��� (�< A�<�$ �<�" ���!> 
��E���। ��������� ���`� )N�� ���� <@��%� � � A! �!��8 ��h���� d���! �+�8���8 � �! 
R^����� �%�����  
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A; ���!> &��. ��; R����% !���। ���!> .������ A�� R����� �.��8���� &�� ����� ���� 
�i .�!�� ��@� >���� )% �!��^ �$���� ����@ !���B ���`� )N���?�! -v�v.� .��!"�� 
.�����% ��� ���$�"। ��� ���@�� +����� R�� ���!C�� .����! ��?� &!��% � �����। () 
��)� �?�' )��� (8�! )���C �.���� ;$���$� ���� �� ��+S�. RX�� �] !���" �� 
��$���� ���`�! �������� )% 
�C ���6��� f$��� "��8 �<�" �i�� -I�3� ��� .����। �+�$���, 
��B., !�n��m$�$ ���� �� �� ���>���� ������6>@ !�� I���� �� I�� A��! ���� .�F !�� 
����B () �%�������� A; R�������� ���C� )% A�!���� �����$ ��$ ��#�"। �+�$���� 
-����n �������� B d.% -�.���@ �� ���!> &��. -
�!V�� )�$�$�" �.; A!; &��. () 
��������� ��������� (´� )���=। ��� ���������� ��]�� A����� �?��' ���!>� ‘‘!�T�) 
��5’’ �� A! $। ���� ����� .��½! �$!�� A��� ���!> �%������� .��  �+�# �<�"। 
�C 
���6�� &C�� ��� B �+�8���� �%����� A f�8� ��� A!; .��  ����" ���� ��� �����$।  

���!� B B$����8 A�!� �� A! &C�� 
�C ���6�� RÌ�� !���" ���������� ���E.�I�� 
����� !��� )%, �������� B d.% &�%������ ������। �!1 ��� .��)���/! ��� �.��+�$8 
;R�$�� �+�8� ���� &�$��<� F�� ����� �. �?�' + �̀� ��$ �<�" &������;। �.��+�$8 
&����� )%�!� ����! +����$ &����� .�� �.�� �E�% .� > !�� ����", �������� .�.%�� 
�3� -�.P� � !�� ���������� .��# .�� �!��8 ����6� %�$.q� B (;��< -��!���� ! � 
������ � !�� ������ ��������� (´� )���� ���� .�.%�� �!� .���� ��� �। ��� 
�C 
���6��� �������� .�!���� &������! ������ �E�% ��� !��� .����< ��B$�� (´� )���$B 
A!�8 &C�� RÌ�� !���"��। ���!> ��E��� B �� ����B .� > )����� &�$�)����� !���। 

)���.�5 
�C ���6��� �% > �B$�� �� ���`� ���&+� B$����8 (� )��-���C ���!� A!; 
.��  )���.��5� ��;�� ����� 5���8 ������ �] !���"। �i�� ���>�� .�� �J��� .�$< ���$�� 
��� �!�8 A�<�$ ����" � �!� � ���!> �<��!��� R����� -)�����। -%���! ���� ��� d.% 
��! #��#� !��� (�� !���"। ���!> �� d��! !��>?��� ��"� �� <3È -�+.�P;  ��! � �!, 
����� ���)� (T� (� A!�8 �+�$��� A; R�������� !�; !��� ���� � ���������� .��# 
.�� �!��8 A�� +����� µµ �!��8 ���6। ‘
��� f�$��’ �# ���#� <@��/� ���! +)�!��� ���!> 
��E����� �E���  5V@�+�� R���� !��� A; f’ ����� .����@ ���6। <@&)��/� �������� 
.!!���� &���/� )�� ��)R�� (���B .�£��! A! ����� +�6�@ ����"��, A; R������� 
.s�!> �<#� �� ���@� ��$ !���$ �V�^ ��E  �!� � �! ���������� ���E.�I�� ���� �e��IC 
��� �। �i &��.�� ������h�� (��� A!��� &��@ !����, <@��/� )% ��; ���� ��^!�� 
!]! � �! (.�� A�� f�$�� .!� )q���?� ��%�.�q�। �+�$����� � R, !�n�m$�� � �, 
��B�.� F��� ��.�+�,  �;�%��`� �!��!���@, !�q�� ������� (� ���`� ;$���$� .��; �%������� 
-��� .'�। 

�i &��.�� ��.�  �!��B ��������! (� A!�8 �+�$��� ������ ��  �# ���� ���� 
���!> ��E����� )�I� )��। �+�$����� )q���?� ��. �)�$ ����� �<�$ (����!�� �� �� 
�� �����$�" ������ .'�, v� �����$�" 
����!, ���� �����$�" ����!। ��; (� A!�8 �+�$��� 
.V�c� Q���! ����� ��� �� �। �.��8� AmB$�m> �!�m�, �.��8�� ����, �.��8� �%�!<+>� A�� 
���!> &����� ���6�� .��%�<��� �� �m����?�8! ���8>� ��� �.�8� ��;! �%�¦�Fí ;�����%; 
���!C� .s>�! �i &��.�� ��'���� .�������$ ���� ��$ RX�"। A; �.�8���� ���% 
-'�� f) (<��� �"��� �&�.�m[ ��>��� �m����?�8! ���8>� &� >� ��� ����। (�� !�� ��$, 
A; -�:�$ 
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�&�4�� �i .���� �� �ðQð; !] � �! (� A!�8 �+�$��� .V�c !�� �&�.�m[ ��>��� 
��)���! .���� ���$ ��� .��.� ��� �। .��>����, ���!> f�.���.� ��  &�`�� -'��$ ��$ 
(�" �.��+�$8 ;R�$। �.��+�$8 ���&�� ��!���; ��<�@ ;�����%; �V�^ ��E�<>�! A; 
R��������� .�!8 � �! �3��  �!�� ����"। ��� A �%����� �! <����� ��]�� .!��! 
\���$�� !�� ���$�"। 
 

<@&)��/� �������� A� A!�8 &����� 
�!V� .�%। )���.�5 �� ���S� -%�% ��� �� 
��#����# A; .�%�! 
�!�� !�� ���, A; R�������� .�!8 �� ��#����#; �à�x ���। A�� 
�����' �� �e��e�¿� �!� -�!�� �;। 

(����!� �� )�� ��$�) 
l¯ l¯ l¯ l¯ �m�.n��m�.n��m�.n��m�.n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

���������� ���E.�I���� �3#�' ��>��$ u�!�� -��!V� A��!� � �! ��!&� ��� A�. 
��J�"�"। ������ ������ � �!� � ��.����! &��.�� ��6 !�X����8�!�B �+�q "����� ��$ �<�"। 
������ ���!C�� ������ <+>� m�� ����! .����� ��/.+� .��� ;CF� ���$ (D$ ��$�" 
��m?�.� ����� A��!� ����8� ;[��!�[�[���। ��F �.�?8��� B ������� (;�).� (������ 
A!�8 ��B ���)� �� -�.�@ !���"। �!1 u�!�� ��� ��� ��.����! -����.� A� �! +���", 
�! !��"? ��<� $ ��. ���; ���� ��. !��" ;�����.� ��5>�� -���.%�� ������। �µ�� ����>� 
!������ -��.%�� �� -P!��� ��� A�.�"� A�B ��� -�.��� &����। 
) �����$, .�>
 
��;�$ () ����� ����� (�", A!�8��� (�� ������- !�� (.�� ���E� �.; �.���� ��? (��� 
�� ���� ������ ‘(��� �.��� ����� (�� �����$ +�������.? �.; �� ���� (.�� ���!C��� 
��\I�. � �! �.��� ������ ���E। ���������� ���E� e��&��' u�!�$ A� ����" �3#�' .�I��- 
���`� )N�� ���� ��.-���6�@� -�.��� ��6 .�I��। ���E� A; R6���� )q����� �� �%�:�; 
I�@ !]! � �! u�!�� ���6 �! �����! <#� �� ���� +��+���; )��। u�!�$ ���E����� �3� �$! 
��� �� u�!�� �V��%z$� ���6, A! � ���O���x ��� ���। <� A! ���!� ;�����. ����� {�� 
(�", ����� �����" �!+��� u�!�� ���6 A; .��$ )q� ��.�� �<��� � �! ���E �B$�� )% 
A�!� �� A! f�>�� <@-+�%Ì� <�# �����", �����; A! � 
�!�� !���। !����� �<���, �8>���� 
��� (� ����<��� T�� ��6>� ��$�" ��)���� ��)���। !���FR (� lÃÃ ���� �.��� ��%.���। 
.��~ �.��� ��%� ����, )q���?� ()�!� ��6 ������h���� �.��� +�$� �! (�"! u�!�� 
.�I��� �<��!�� ���`� )N�� ���� .!� ñ!��8�! R���� !�� A�<�$ �<�" �3#�' �4% -)>�� 
���! ��� ���। ;$���$�� T]��� (;$�� ���� .����! ��.�� ��������! �"��+� !�� ��  
����"�� u�!��.� <@��/� ���� !�� ��$ lo¯� .���। ���"�� ���"�� �E Q���"� �.���। 
(;$���� "��T��� ��$�"� 8�!��� 8�!���। (;$���� ��B$� �������! ��4� �%�:�� �3�!�� 
.�I���� (T� +��+3� ��$�"� ���� ��)�� , �8�$�8���� -����-<����। (;$���� ��J��! 
���� ��J��! <@��/� -��� �&�.�m� ��>���B u�!�� ���6 .�bc+��� ��$ ���$�"�� (;$���� 
d
������ ��.�� ��]��। A��� lo¯¯ .�� }�����.! "’�F� (�9���� ?��'��। ������ 

���!���� ������ <�)> RX��� u�!�। p; )� C� ��$ �<� <��� &���8 ���। ���"��� d+�� <)>� 
&!�s� ���� A!�$!�0� ��6�@ !���। ). ���m, �)��� A�+�%, ��)<��B ��  A��!�$ �� �� 
������� �E Î� !���"� !VÍ�3#�� ��� ��। A��� � �! u�!�� ����6� �ä!� Z�� ��$�" 
������ �������! ��.-���6�@� ��]��। ¯�-¯o .���� (;$��-������� <@3-+�%Ì��� &�� 
�)�$��� +��.�$ ��$ �<�" ���`� ��.!��?� .!� )z��। u�!�� ���E��<� ���6 �.�� -����/  
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��4� ��$ ��.!। �D@�� �� %�� ��.���� !�����T����! .�F !�� ���$�"� (T�� ������ 
����$। ������ ��� ��� �q�P� ��� ���)�� ������ ���E ������ �5��B !���"� u�!�� 
!%�[���। .�)��� (<���� 6#�/ ������ �� %� � �� .��� ���#�"� Ó�;��%���� ��$���%� 
�������� A.. A ������ ��.+�। ��h��� <V�+V��%� ����+���$ &��@ ��� ���$�"�� ���। l�; 
�FÙ$���� ���। u�!�� ����6� .�I���� ;�����. �. A! -% ���। ���!C��� .����! ������! 
��������� ���!����� !���" ��v ���6 .��� ���। -����� !�� �����" u�!� <���!। !���FR� 
������6� ���$�" R�#�$। ����<��� T��� ���� ��! ���� ���$�"� ����। �Ý�<�� �Ý�<�� Q�!V� 
u�!� <���� �. ���� ��!s R��:� ��$�"� (;$���� ���+�! �.�������। ��E� �����$ 
���6 ����� &�@�&$ ��� �q�P� ��� ���)��� �����! ��E !�� A��"� u�!� !%�[����� 
��J�!��� � �!। u�!�$ f�8 )���$ ���6��� (.� A!�8�� ��� &��e�¿��$ �q�P��! )$��E !�� 
�% ��$�"� ����। ����� ����>� -����@�$ -.����< (�9���� ��T����B u�!� (� �����$ 
� �!�" -Î�। �_����4 ;$���$� ��� )���$ ���6��� -����� �3���� �5�6@� !��� u�!�� 
���6; & �� "��8 �<�$�"� ������ ���� !��" ���>��� )%। u�!�� �3�>�@� ����8�� �� d�X! 
���"� �q�P�� .+�����0 (B$��� ��< !��>!�� !���8�। ���>� A��� .�>�a! <@-.����< 
(�9����। !������ ������ ����$� R#��� �। �Ó�� ��!� �<� � ��। ��-¨���� C�। ��.-
8%��i-��!�� ����� �। A� �� .���� ��(;A� ����T���B ���  ���# ��#  �!��� ���8��। 
���"�� ���!�$ �%���� �F¨�� �Ý�<�� �. (��! u�!�। ���`� ��.!-��?� ��������������� -# 
���+���� ���� u�!�� ���6; & � (B$�) �����"�� A!�8 �� )���$ ���!��, �� )���$ 
.q����। ���"��� �ä���X�� �.�� R��!� ��$�"� A!�8 �� )���� (a&����� & � �� । 

��6��{�-������6��� ��#�)�� �F���; u�!�� ���6 &������ (����#� �$, Q�����$ ��#। 
!���FR ���� ��C�$ ���। !�R�! m�! ���� �$ �। ���$ ���$ A�<�$ ��$। (B$�) ����� । T���� 
��! ���� ��$। (��� �Ý�<�� !�����$ ����� (!��-����.। 

-�]� u�!� <���� A�B �. ���6 (�"। ���`� )N�� ���� �����! ������! ����6 A! 
-�:�� �&�4�� ���� ��� ���Q .�% !���"। <� $ ��. ��� �.; ����6 ����y4@�8 &��4�$, �� 
���� �F�8 �#�� ��#�� (��$�<��� ��। ��������� .����< ����� )N�� .���� ;$���$� ���� 
��;!��9��)� �� �V��%� �3�>���3��> �� ��+��6!�; !��$� !]! � �!, u�!�$ ����� �C�� �;।  

(����!� �� )�� ��$�) 

    

��)���! ����)���! ����)���! ����)���! ��    

Ã Ã Ã Ã -�»���-�»���-�»���-�»���, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

�3�> �����-�3�> ��!C�- ��������। A U��'� �µ�� ����>� �.; !���� ���� ���� ��v 
<@�/!��� ����6� R�� ;$���$�� 5��! ���� R|�E (?��@� F�� �3#�' U� ���B ��<� �µ 
�"��� -�! ��� (� �EQ�� ;����. )��8 ����� �"� A� ��"�। ��������� <@�)��/� .�!��  
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&����� .��  F�T����� �.; �����8 ���� �<�", �� &���$� ���6 ����"��� ��h���� .z��� 
��E�!। - >���! ��! ���$ ���������! �q� !�� ����� )%, .����)!+��� �!�@X�.� !��� )% 
A�!� �� A! �?��'� )��� ����" ��r� ���!C��� .��' .����! �?। ����� +�6�, ������ 
.��V��, .����% B }���%�! ��r® !��� )% (5�� A�.�" A�!� �� A!। A.��� &������ ���� 
!�� ��h��� ���$�" ��� ����8। 

loÃp .���� lÃ; (<�¨� -�%���� ���; ���!C� ���6��� & � -������; 
����� 
.�I��� ��z���-�����, ��X�-�.P� .!��� -�:��� ! � .�#n�� �5�6@� !�� ��$�"�। 
�!V� ��$� 
��� ������ ���6। +��<%� A A! ���]@ �����.। ���� ).��%�� ���� ��!�� µ¯ +�<, ����� 
�+��8� �)��� ���!C� ��! A!�8 ����� .V�c ��$�"�- �����{��� .!� �%� ���@� ��.)> ���$ 
-��� !V��� A!�8 !�X����� R�� �+�x !�� ����; ���� -������। -�{� (� ���� ���� �]। 
.�% 
��� ������ ���+�6�� &ª RX���। .���> �5�6@� !�� ����- Rf>; ��� ���!C��� A!��� 
���+�6�। (� A! � ��h�� �����! .��� )���$ ��B$� ��$�"। !@>����� m%��!�8� ����� ���� u�!� 
A��। &����� )����� u�!�� "��.��)। ��.��� ���<� ����>  ̀ &����� �.; ��T����B "���� 
��.�!�.> �$��� ��.��� ���<� ����$�!� ).+�$ Rf>�! ���+�6� !��� ��§ &����� )�����। 
����� ����� (� T`����� .�G��� ������ ���%�� A; &������� !� C� !��� ��c� ���B 
��.!�<��� .���$!+��� �� &ª�8�! �������� ���$�"�। A��� �E±�� loµ� .��। ��.��/� 
��.��� ��< .�?�' ��6�$ (��� A��� ���+�6�� &ª। �<���� �����G�-��)���� �<��� (��� 
������ ����6� R�� �����$ ���� ��;��� Rf>� ���Q�। A��� "��-)�� ��  ���� �F¨�-�%���-
��!�m> ��$। ��)�  ���� &!�s�। ������6��� ��#�)�� �<� R�#। ��� 3]� (���� ������� 
T���� ��!�-.���.� ���������@ !��� �\ "��। )�� <�)> RX��� ‘‘(��� .������ +�;! 
(��� ��!��� +�;!!’’ �.; <)> Z��-&��Z�� ���  �!��� ����-�9��, I��-<�z, !��-
!�����$, ���8-���X। A�!� �� A! .�>���$ .����� 58��  �!��� !��%�� �3���� !��� 
������8>� ��]��। )��� A!���!% ��$-��� �। 

A��� ��>��। �3�> ������ ���6 (;.+�$ ��)��� �E�% ����� .����< ����। <�X� ������ 
��E¾�- ���� ����� A �! F)��� �!, )�� ����. ���� �.����B$��>� B �B��� (�f� ����� 
�� +�.��� ��V�0। ��.! ��.��� ���<� ��]�� �3�> ������ �V�x� ��)���! �� (B$��� ��<.� 
�"�8���8� -��!; ���! ��� A ��E¾��। ��>�� ���$ ���� �<� �3�> �����$ ��.��� ���<� .���� 
���� ��$�"। ��E¾[ ��/.+� <�X� ����। �!1 ���� ����� F)��� �! ���������� 
�� > ��; �!"� 
!��� B ���� �] !��� �� ��r� ���!C�� !��$�� 
� >���� ��� 6#��/� )�� ��� �� .%�^ 
!�� ���। o� (!) ������� ��E¾[ ��/.+��! �+�q ��B$� ����। 

����>� �"�T���� ��#�<q�� -�! ��� ��$ �<�"। ��h���� ��E ���� !VÍ�3#� T= (��� 
��� ��$�"। �!1 �?��'� ��)��� ��6 �$�। ��\� �.����B$��>� ���$�"�� A�� ��C� ���4��� 
���%�� ��c� !��"�� ��r�� .��' .����! �<���� A!��� R�)��% 6#��/� &�.�� ��)����! 
.��>)� �+�8��!���� �+�x�� ����%��� .����@ ��>���� ���% ���$ ��� !���। 

A���� ����� <@�/!��� ����6� .!� (��-(!��� .%�^ !��� )% �.������ .��.�� 
A�<�$ A���। .����! ��.! (;$�� ���� -���$!�0 A�� � �!� � ��J��! <@��/� �����!�� 
��à�6� ���� .������ ��5> �� �^.� ���^। (;$��� (���� A; !���� ���! ������ ����6� 
)���$ .x�� &���8 �1 �"��# 8�!��� 8�!��� !��� �ò� ��c� ��$�" ������। �� �� "�� ���!-
!V6!-D��!�! ��%� !�� ��$�" T�� !��। (8! !�� ��$�" ��)�� ��)�� ����I��! �<��!�!। 
����� +�6�- 
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.����% Z�. !��� )% ������ ��$�"� �@>����-��� .������ ����$ -�+��। �����-�8���+�� 
!��T] ���y�  �"�� ��6�। 

��)����� A; �� -�:� ���������� - >���� ��� �. .��$ �! ��� ���� �� .��); 
-���$। (;$�� �� ����� f’-���� ���%!�� - >���! d�6��%� -�:�8� ����$ ����� )% A!�8 
!��� ��$�< !���"��। �.; !����� A!��!% ��$ �"���- ($���� � �!� � ‘‘R�$ ���! ’’ 
d�6��%� �����@ (��� �%��! ���� ���# �<�"। 

A; �&�4�� ������ )���.�5 ��!���� .����<-.������ ���� !�� ��$ <�# RX��� }�����.! 
"’�F�$ (�9��। (!��-����. ������ ���� ‘‘)��<� )��<�, ��h��� )��<�’’ (B$��)। \O�� 
"�#�� ‘�P� $ &+�’� �Fí ���>��- -�v� +�6� &�$�< !�� ���। ������ ���6 -����n; ��Q�� 
������ A ! �� ��^��>। .�)��� ���� !��%�� (<���� �����’’। �q�P� ��� ���)�� ���� � �! 
�] !�� -�!�!; )#��� ���� A; .�)��� ������ )���। �!1 ��h��� A8��! ��� �$�। (� 
��� �$� ���; ll �F� (�9���� .3��, ‘¯o-A� (;$�� ������� <@������ -+�%�$। (;$�� 
���� �� 58��B ��)���� �q��� (��+3>� ��� ����; ��!9�) ��r� ���!C�� .��' 
�!���� .����! ��?� (��! &��+3 (<� �����G� ;$���$� ��। ��r�� ��.! �<��� ���������� 
&�� A��� ����� ����� !�8��� (D$ ��। ����%��� .���@ ��>�� -����� ! � �5��6� ����। 
���� �� !���"� )���$ ���6�� ���+� ���� ���% ���+� .Vc !�� ����� ���6�@� ��!����E 
A!8� U� ���� �����। �!1 A����B ������ ���6 A; �?�' &���� !��� ��>��� (B$��� 
��<�! ���!�� .��%�<��� �+��8 )$��E !��। )���$ ���6�� �?��'� �  ]� �B$���; .����! 
��.!�<��� ���������� ����6� R�� .��.�� .����! ������ �  ���" ��।  

���!C��� ��<� �¤ �"��� ;�����. A;+��� ������ .����)!, ��)���!, - >���! B 
.���V��! ��! ���$ ��h���� )���.x�� .���I! ��!���� &��c��! ���� ��$ �� !��� ��B$� 
��$�"।’ Ã�, µ�, ¯�, ¯¯, ¯o, p¥ .��T��� ������ ����6� 
���!�� &����� (�9���� A!-
A!�8 Rt� 
���। �!1 &���8 �4��; ��r� ���!C�� ��.! �<��� ��K� ����� �����$�" � � 
�!J���। ��;’ pl-A� �µ�� ����>� �� ���!C��� !�X����� ���% ��h���� )���.x� ��!���� �  
������ ]� ��$ �<�"। A��� �] ��$�" 
��� )��� ���.�� f�$�� ���! �� � ���� ���#���� ����। 
 
 

((��� ���� ����) 
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����������������������������    .3�.3�.3�.3�    ��������������������    
¯। 
��� ����� ����� �!y 

&����� (�B !�$!�8 
�$��� !� !�। 

‘�W�.�!’, �FÙ$���, lop�। (<¨-�m�.n�,lopl। 

    
��>@��>@��>@��>@    

    
�¯ �¯ �¯ �¯ (<¨(<¨(<¨(<¨, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

!%��s ��. ��. �. ��� ������ ��T���� ! � +���"�। �.; ��, ����� .!��, I���! ����� 
!�� ��$� !�$���, �.��<��"� ���� R�� &.� ���� ���., ����� �+�. ��#� ���!J#, �9��!� �W, 
��� ���Q� ����-A! A! !�� .� ! �; �� �#�"। & � ���� �9�! � �! T�� "��#�"� �.���� 
! �B। 

�.��<��"� �� ���� ��!���� )% ���%��। ���!��� �� ?��� ��!�$ A�� ��C�@> A��!� )��# 
�� ��#। A; �� � �! &�$ ��;� ���! �3�� �����@� ���#। ���# ���� -��% �"�8 f�8 !��#5�, 
A!8 (�<�", �<�8� !�$! .����� <�"। ����� R�� .��� �"� !���#� <��"� ��� �"�$  ��!। ����� 
��� �+��� R�X ����@ �.�)� ��� (.� ��� ����। �6>� ����%E ��� ���.� �� -�! �"�8 ��$ 
�<�"। 5��8 ����� �J!�$ �� ��� ��$, ���� ����� �+�) BX� ����� R�� ���$ (�B ��;� ���! 
���8�� �� A�������� ���� ��Q ���$ ��$ ��B$� A!8� ����� ���# A�. ���#��। ����� ����; ����� 
R�� f�8� "; ����। ��� A!8��� ��#� R�� !�� � ���# ���$ �V� ��� ���Q ��B 5����=। ����@ 
���! �m�! ������। ���� ��# ���$ ��" ���� �/ .������ ���� ���� ��; ����@ (� ��� f’)� 
���� <��"� ��� .� ��" ������� �Q�# ������। ����� ����@ �) ���� �"�8 �"�8 !��X� 8�!��� ���$ 
���.� �����$ ���� f)�; ���-�� �.��! ��। ��� �) ��� \�!� ����$ ���-�� �.�!�� �.�!�� 
(�$� !�� ������ ������ ���� ����$� "�#�। A��� A!8� ������ 8�!���� f’���� f�8� ����� ����� ��$ 
��� 5�8 ��� ��$ !�$��� �X��� �X��� A�<�$ ��� <�z� ���!। 

���E������ !%��s� ��;�� ����� -P!��� ��.  �!� �����@� A! A! !�� -�! ! �; �� 
�#�। �� B� �$. &�$ �¤ �"�। �"� ’�$! �3��> B� ���� ���� �<�"। .�.��� A!��� �V� �� "�#� 
(� �!R �;। ��� �"� �$. � �! �. ��� ���Q� .��  !�) !��। �V� ��� ���! �"��� ���$B 
���� �±� !��।   

�. ����� �.; .!��T���� ! � +���"� । ��� <�z� ���! �����$ �<��, ����@ ���.�� ���� 
��. �� !�� \�!� ����$ ����� �� +�q�� 8����। ?�� ?�� �!� �� !�$��� (�B ����� ��$ 
(.�, �!� �!� �� (�B 5 ��$ "�#�$ ��# ���� ���� ��>' ����� !�� ���। .3�> RX�� RX�� 
�+������� +��8� �� A;�!� �X! ���� .�$ � �! �.��<��"� ��� -.��% �.J�� ��!���� 
���$� "�� �#�� �] !��। A�� ����� .��;�! ���� �’� ��� ���Q� ��" ���� )�$<�� R�� 
���$। �����; ��C>�@ ��-�����! ���� ��� ��B$� ��$। A;.� ��!������ A!)�� !�" � �! �. 
& � �9�! ���� ����।  
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�.��B ����@ � ����� ��. ��. \��!� 8��"�। �9�! ���� )����! ���! ��� !��" A�. 
���#��। �)�{. !��, ���� �!� -��8�$ +�� ���� ��B$� ��$ A�� A� )% ����@�! ���� .�q 
��� ��$। R���E ����D���!�B ! �B ���� R�N� !��। ����@ �9�! �!��� ��$ ��>' �����। 
�8 !�� ��� �� �$ A!8� ���� ���� �<�। ���, ‘‘����� ��]� A! ���>��, ����! �9�! ���� 
������� ��<��।’’ �� +~���! !���� A!8� B+���!�8 <��$ ���$�"�� ��� ���. RX��। ��" ���� 
�� ���8 �, ���� ����� +�6@ �� ��; �? 

����@ �!� Rx� ��$�, +~���!�� ��)� ��$ �<�। �.��; �. & � �9�! "�#���। ��� A!8� 
!���>) +�� �� ��� ���� �9�!8� ��� �� �. �� A!8� -�+{�� -)>�� (�9 �!��� R�X�"�, 
�!"�8� +$B !���"�। ���>��� ���88� ���!� !��" �E !�� ��� �Ó<��8� m������ (q�� ���$ ���� 
���$�"�। A�B �.; ���� ! � +���� �����@� ��! ��]��� <P A�. ���<।  

�.;���� � �!; &�$ &��%!�� �9�! �"�#�� ���> ���� ��.� -���� &��� ���� �.;.� 
A��!�$ ��!������ ��$ ���। ����� f������� ��" ���� �m��$ �F�� (.�। �+��� <�z ��B$� �V� 
��� f��� <�#�$ �<�� �F�� (.�। (.�� .�$ ���# � �! ���$ (.�। ��� �F�� A��; ����@ 
���#�� �F�� ���। (��� .�P%����$ ���! �!"���@� )% (.�-����� (��� �.; �+���� ���!। 

���E������ !%��s� ��;�� ��. A! A! !�� .� ! � �� �#�। !�� ��� ���� ��� �<�$�"�। 
!�� A!��� ��� ����! ��# m���� m���� (r�>+��� ����� A�.�"�, A!��� ���"� �m�� �F�� .��� 
��� ���� ����� )% ���#� ��� ���Q ���! +�6@ �����"� । .� ! � A! A! !�� �� �#�"। �!1 
A!���� ! � ����@ �!"���; +���� ���� �। A!�� ���� -.��% �J!�$ ��# ��� ��� .� ���! 
����"! �)�{. !�� )��� ���� !��#I��� ��! ����8 ���8�-��� ���)� �EV�� !���। -�� ������ 
��8� �� ����@ �� .�G���� ��$ �<�। ��� !�$ !��#I������ A!8� �J!�$ R�X �.�। 

A�B �� �#�" �! �. ���8�। �4 �4 ���! �� �F�8 �#�� ��;�"। -.��% b�!�� ��<� 
��$�"। �+�# �� �P ��$ (.�� ���<�#। ��� ���)� �EV�� ����, ������ ! � ����, ������ 
����6� ! � ����। ����@ �à�! �V�c�� .�C �EV�� ����। 

���8� +�q�� ��6����� �V�c ���। �V�c� ���% �+�) �F��� �!� A! �J!�$ �F�� A�.�"�। 
�+������� ���! ���! 5��8 ����$ ���। ����@ +�$ +�$ ��"� �m��$ �F�� A�. ������ ";-A� 
��� ��� ���� �;। �. -��! ��$ �<�। A�!� A!8� �%��?� ��� ���Q� )��� �; ���� ���। 
�+���� ���! ���Q �F�� A���। �)�{. !�� )��� ����� ��� ���QB ���8� -A �<�$�"�। ���"� 
�m�� �F�� ���8�-A ��B$� ��� ���Q� )��� A; & �। 

�����@� )�� � �! A!8� A!8� �� &������ �� ��. ���� ��<�। A! .�$ .��� ��� )��# 
�+�8 ��, ��� ���)� ��>���� ��� । ����� ������ ���! ��� �� !�!T��� �V�%�'� 5�8 �<�। 
;$���$� �� ���� �C�'� � !��� �?�' F�����। (��� �� !�� �] �� �Ý�<�, ���8�, ���¨��, 
�%���। u�!�$ ��� ���)��� .��  ;$���$�-+����� d�X! �.�। 

<z � �! �F�� (.� ��!�)�� !�" � �! .� ���; �. ���। �!1 ��� ���Q ��S�. !�� �। 
����@B ��S�. !�� �। ‘�+�8 ��� ��!’ ����B ����� $ A8� ���� ���� �।’’  

��� ���Q �� ��r�' �m�� ��$ �%C। 
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A!�� ���� <z � �! �F�� (.� ���!T��� ��� R�x�)�। &�$ &��%�!� ���� A!8� !�� 
���!�। I���� "���� �� ����� �� ��-��� �!.� .�������> !��।  ��$ �������� ���%B A �! 
R�x)�। 

����� A!�� f��� <��#�$ ���!� �’�-���!� <�#$� .P%�। �+��� <�z� ���! �����$ ��B$� 
��� ���Q �F�� A��� �। -%�% �� <z � �! .��� .��� �J!� �F����। �..�B ���� �<� �। 
��������� ���! �. ���Q� ���#�� �<�$ ���� !��। �, ��B ���Q �F���। ����� ��� (�B 
��#�� <z � �! �����$ (.� A!)�� !�" � �! )��� ������ �9��� R�� ��r�� d.%����� 
&�` T�� �����$�"। ����@ ���3��>; �+�q �#�। �!� f5>8� � 58�� ��� ���Q �r$; �F�� 
(.�। 

���� �� ����@ <�z� ���! �B$�� ���। ������#� � �! A!8� f�� ���8� T����� ��� ���$ 
<�z� �+�� u�!�� ���� A� .�$ .�C <� "�"� !�� RX�। A!8� ���!) �;। .�C ���!���8 
�P। (� A!8� -I.� ���; ����� ��� ��)��� ���#� Z�.����6। �����@� (� �+��� �u�!�� 
.��. �$�। �)��� �� �����$ �����$ �.�)� I��� ��� A�.�"�। 

�����@� A� -% )�� �] ��$�"। ��. ��. ��� ���Q� ���� f�8�� ! � �� !��। �.; 
���� f�8� � �! �����@� )% .�.�$ �±� Q�� �#�। �, ��� ���Q (� <z � �! �F�� (�.�। 
.� ��Q�� ���� ����@ ���"� �m��� ���� I��� ��� A�.�"�। 

����� ��r�� d.%�� ?�� ?�� I��� I��� "�#�$ �#�। A!�� ����@ ���"� �m��$ !�) 
!��"�, A� .�$ ����� I���� ��! � �! T��� �W ��� ���। �����@� �"�#� )�� ������ !�� 
�P ��$ �<�। �. ��� +$ ���$�"। 5�� ���! �� T��� �W � �� �<�। ���#�� �F��� .�$ ��� ��� 
�! �� ��� ����� ! � �� �#�। <�z T�� ��$�"�। ��� ���� (� �F�� (�.�। ��, ��� 
����� �R A�B �! ����� (�"? 5��8 �J�!� ��� �। ��r�� �.�%�� �J�!� m����$ ���$�"। .������ 
����@ �� ��� �’�। 

����@ A� ���E�����। <�!�� A!8� -������ �<�$�"�। (��� (<���!�� ����� -P�!��� 
��r�� �.�%��� �����) �I�m, A�-A�-�) ��$ !�$!) ���� ���� ���। () ���8� ��� A!8���� 
��D��। !%��s� ��;�� A!8� -P!��� <��"� ��� ��. ��. ����@ A;.� +���"�। .����� ����@ 
�� ��� ��$ !�"�!��" (.��; �. �� �$ ��� ���$ �� !�� ���8�� ��. ��#�"�। I���� 5�T��� 
���# "�; ��$ ���8� .��  ���� �<�"। �X! ¡���� ����%E ����� ��। I���� �+�� u��! ����� 
��� T�� ����� .�$ ���� �����$ ������"� ���� �F�� A�. "�;�$� �+�� � �! ����� (�)�� 
�V� ��� ���)�"। ����@ ��<��� �� ��J�# ��� ���#� ���! "��8 �<�। �+�8� R�� ��� ���$� ��® 
����) ��� �। ����� ���#� (������� �F�� (.� f’���) ���!�! �)�{. !��। ���� �!R �!"� 
���� ���� �। ����@ ��<��� �� ���#� ��"�� ����Q��#� �+�� u��! �#�। A�B ��� ��� 
���� T�� ���$ ����Q��# u��! �.���; ���� �<�"। ���� !�� �.��� ���)�� ��<� । �.���B ��� 
�। ����� ���#� � �! (�B �3�� ���)�� �����$ �<�। 

!%��s� ��;�� ��.  �!� �����@� ���� ���$ f’�F�8� Rx� -° �����$ �#�। ����� I�� � �! 
(�� ��;� ���! �3�� A!8� (���<�� (�"। ���� �+�� ��� ���$� ����� ���� ��R ��R !�� 
!����� !����� ��. ��#�"� ����@। 
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A�B ���$� ! � �� �#�� ��� !��
� �� !�� A�. ���)। ����� ��� �+��� ��" ���� 
�m��� ���! ����� .�$ �� ���! �����, ‘‘)�� ��<�� �� ����@, )�� ��<��। ���� A!��� ���# 
)#�$� � !%��?’’ 

A; �� (� �!��� �F�� (.�� �। 

����@ ��� +���"। �. &�;���� ��>' ��#�"�, ���� �P� !�)� �� ;R�+>��.�8�� �#� ��� .�  
A!�� ���� ��$ �<�। �.-; ���! ���E������ !%��s ��$ (�.। 

��6����� �� ��� ���$� !���� !���� ���� �!"�4@ ����#�$ ��� ���#� �+�88��! ��"� �F�� 
���� !�B �J!�$, !�B ����8 !�)��� .��  ���E������ !%��s �� A�.�"�। 

&�$ ��. f�$! ��$ �<�। ����� �� ��� �)�<�"। (?��@� �� (?�@ �����$�" �!1 
�����@� ���% () ��>' ��9���� É��' ����। .�C ��E &�$�< !�� ���� �� �� �#�; !�� 
����"। �. )�� ���! (� �!��� �. �F�� ���� �। ��� ���Q (� �!��� �F�� (.�� �। 
&�����.�$ R|x ��$ �. �#�"। ����@ (��� �.; �F�� (.� ����� .!��, I���! ����� !�� ��$� 
!�$���, ����� �+�. ��#� ���!J�#, �.��<��"� ���� R�� &.� ���� ���. A;.� �����$ ��B$� 
8�!��� 8�!��� .�� (��� (�<� �� �F�� ���� ��$। 

 

((���F�� (�� ����) 

��)���! ����)���! ����)���! ����)���! ��    

� � � � �+n��+n��+n��+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

���!C� .V�c� ��"� �3� ��)���! R���% B �<�� f��+.�P �. �! �"��� <� ���� �"�� 
���������� ���6 �� ���# ���# �8� ���$�"। ���!C� .V�c� �3� ���.%� R�.���� 58���� <� �µ 
���> � �! )| ���� 
��� .��>�+J� <@&)��/� ��������। ���������� ����� ����6� <��� ����� 
���$ !�� ��$ �<� ���!C���। ���������� �!"� -��� R�� ()B ������ ������ ������ ����� 
����� ��� ���!C��� ����! �)9� !��� �% > &��c�$ ��� �.; !���@ �������� �V� ���!C� 
����� .s�!> f’��� ! � ���� -�!�� ()B (�"। ���������� ����)��� .��), ��)���! !�>�, 
����� �U@ A�� !V6!-�)�� .!� �D@�� ���6�!; )��� ��� ���!C� ��! �.; �V� ����� &!V� 
�D@�-���� �! �"���, A�� �!� -����> !���@ ��� �V��% 58���। A�� ���������� -��!V� 
A��!�.�3� � �! (��� ������� � � ��� ��-���� B -�C0�! �!; �� �� ��r® !��� 
��;�"। A.� ��6�$ (����� &��%�!� ���@� () bc ��� ���। 

A! � .��; )�� �� ���!C� .V�c� )�% �� �3� ��)���! ��E !�) !���"��� ��� �� 
���� ��.��� ��<। A; ��.��� ��< <�X� ��$�"��� f�8 �D@�� 
� > �4�� )�%। A!�8 ���� ��+�<�3�> 
+�����6>� Rx�-��r������ ��.��� )����� �D@� A�� -���8 ���� ����' +����� <�)�$ 
BX�  
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��.��� ��@! �D@�, ���� �. .�$ +�����6>� -%�% ��@! �D@�� !��" &��e�¿�� B &������<��� 
.G��� ��$�"���। ���������� ���6�! ���Q��� ��$�"���� ������ ���������� .��%�<��� ��.��� 
.£��$ �3��� !V�6)���, �.; !���@ ����� ���E ��� (�" ���������� .��%��5� -��.��� 
)�����, �)����� B ���4� ��%��x -��.������ R^����� ���%। ��.��� ��< ��������� A; 
.�£���$! &��� �)����� !�� !�) ���.� !�� ��। (.� R���% �"��� ����� - >�^ �<�8� 
���!C��� ).��%�� ��!�� µ¯ +��<� ��.:� ���������! ��>�� ��r� ���!C� A�� +����� 
���+� A��!� � �! (<� Re�_ ��@! �D@�� A!�8 :�$� R������ ���@� !��। �!1 f+>��<%� 
��6$, .��&�@ ���������� ���6 & � ���! ����� A; �<�� f��+.�P ���� �����। ���� (�� 
!���"��� ��� +�< ��� .��' B (������ ��� � �! ���� ���E ����। �.��� ����� ��� �� D� 
(��� �F�� ����। A; (����; ���������� .��%�T] ��.��� .£��$ ��.��� ��<�! & � ���! 
.� > !���"���। �!1 ���!C� .V�c� �] � �!; ���!C��� -��h��� !��$�� 
� >���� B 
����)������ (.� ]� &!�� ��$ ��#। �!1 &!�� ����B �] � �! ���������� (���� .�����@� 
���% �%��!+��� ��� &�?$� ���  ��!। ���������� .��� "��.��) B ����)��� ����� ���%; �� 
.���� �"���। A�� A� ��]�� &������ (�9��B B; ��>��$� ���%; (���>� ��=���। ���!C�� 
!��$�� 
� >������ �!1 �]��; (� A!8� ���� �����"���। �.8� ���� +���-������� .�£���$! 
&���। A�� (.� R����% �.��� )�% A; .�£���$! &����! :�$� !��� ���� lo�Ã .��� !�¡�� 
(?�@ !��। )|��� !�¡�� ��$ +����� .�q .�5�6>� F�� &���?$���� ��.��� ���<� ��4 
A!8� .����� ��$ �<�। ���� !�¡���! ���!C��� & � A�� &�� )���$ .�.%�U�� ���®� !����। 
A�� !�¡�� .�.%�� ����&�4�� ���� ����� ��'�-+���, ��)���, - >��� .��)��� &+V�� 
.��!"�; ����; !��� ��<���। &���?$���� ��.��� ��< ����� !�¡���� �����; ���$ AT�� 
��<��� ����� (.� R����%� �� । A� ���% ����� �%�E<� 
� >�.�� B 4���� +�<����8�$��� 
��$ (a!�� �� ����� �� $ । ��� ��� ��$ ����� ��)��� ��%!�� !��-����� ���� 
��J��"�"���, (� ���; F�°�� ���.�� ���� 58��� .����! -+�%Ì�। <�)�$ BX� ����)��� B 
(�����B � �!� � ������ Q<#�-����� B !��#�!���#�� ���D� ��$ .����! ��.�! .� > 
!�� �����। ���� .�����! ��.�� .�����% ��$ �������� F��� RX�� ��<���। ?�� ?�� 
���������! ��r�! ���!C��� A!�8 ��+)! R������ ���@� !��� .� �!� (�$�) ���� 
I�@ !����। (;$���� "�=�$�$ - >�^ (;$�� ���� .����! ��.�� "�=�$�$ ����� <�� ���� 
-&������%। -%���! A; ��5>!��� .����! ��.� ����� <@(�9���� .�>�� !�� ����। 
���!C� &����� �� � �! ��������� �� <@(�9�� ��� ����� R�X�"��� (;$�� ���! T��#� !�� 
�����। 

���!C� .V�c� �] � �!; ���!C��� ����$ !�X����$ ���������! ���� !��� ��c� !�� �$। 
�<�8� ����� .�C ��'�-+��� .�£���$!!�� B +������e�6� ��� �;�� ���$ ���� A��  
A�<�$�"। .��� ��h����� �� A .s�!> �!"� )��� ����� �� $, �!1 )��� �����B ��r� 
���!C�� !��$�� 
� >������� �?�' B RI .�£���$!��� ����� ���� ����� !��� �!"� �"��� �। 
���!C��� ����$ !�X����$ ���������! �� �!+��� ���� !�� ��$�"��� ��� & � A!8� ��� ��B$� 
�<� (;$���� ��.���� lo¯¤ .���। A; .�$ �.������� -�F.����� ���% ��h������ .��%� 
�"��� ��!�� µ +�<, ���� ������� �"��� ��!�� ¤ � �! Ã +�< A�� �J������� �"��� ��!�� ¤ 
+�<। 

- >���! �4��B ���������! ��������� F���! ��$� ��$�"। 

�������� !V�6&�� ��� �B$� .�0B A� !V�6 R�$�� )�% �!� �!� �%�:� !�� �$�। 
-%���! ��r� ���!C�--��>� -����� ��r� ���!C��! !V�6 B ���%��.% 
�+>� !�� ������ 
)�%  
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.�>&!�� ��c� !�� ��$�"। A���! ������ �� �.���� (��� ��r� ���!C�8� <�# RX��� ���!B ��6 
!��� ��c� !�� �$। ��8��6 B ��8��6���� !V��� -.����� .V�c !�� �$। loÃo .��� 8�!�� 
-��3�%�$ ��$ ���!C� +����� .�q ������ �����$ �.�$ +����� .�q ���!C��� ���8� ���@)% 
�P ��$ �<� A�� ���� ��8��6��� m��� �<�। 

�� �4�� ���������! ��������� ���� !�� ����। .����v, �����v, ;b��, !�<), ��.�$�! 
~�%, �/���� B ������� �� -!�����T���� ���% .�T���; !�� ���� ��r� ���!C��। �3�>�����$ 
�� ��������� �� !�� ���� �� -�%' <@%, A�� �� !�� ���� ��r� ���!C�� ��@! ����)��� � � 
!��$�� 
� >������� 
�� >;। .�!��� ���� ��������� ��  ����$�< &�$ �3�%� �!�X�$ ��$ �<�। 
��.�!��� ����$�< (�B �����$। .��� ��r� ���!C��! .�!��� B .�!�� .����%��c ��.�!��� 
��  !�����$ +�� ����� ����। �������� ��$ �<� ��r� ���!C�� �� ��@%� ��)��। �] ���� 
��������� &�%� ���6@। �������� �V� ��� ��)��� ��8 ���? !�� B �� ���? !�� �� d�����! ��~� 
����� ��� ��!�� (�� +��<�B ���� ��� !�� ��� ��<��� ��r� ���!C��� ��  R�$ B ��  
.£.���@� !��)। ��r� ���!C��� ���6!��� 
�� > ����� � �! .�����@� &�$�)�$ �+�<%��@%� 
(���� �P !�� ��r� ���!C�� �� ����� ��)��� !�����$ R^����� ~�%.��I� -�%���! �#� 
��� ���������� ��)��� ���? !�� ��������� &���� !���� ����� �e���� ���6@। �F��� B 
d�����! .�����%� .���� F� �+�< !��� ��<��� ��r� ���!C�। 

-�A�, ���� ���=, ���!C��� )|�� � �! ����$ !�X����$ ���������! ��� ��$� ��$�"। �� 
��� � ��$� ���� ����� (� ��; ���! ���������!B B��� !������ ���@� !��� ������ �। 
-��% A .�; ��= () �<J@ ��6$। ()�!� ���� ������ .��# .�� �!��8 ���6 ���!C����� 
��5>���� ���6�@� �<��� �"� !�� ��)��� ��>���� .�.%��� .�Á�$ 
��� .��>�+J< <@&)��/� 
.�!�� <X !���"। ��� � �! ������ ���!C�� .����! �.�%��� .s3@> ��3>� !��� ��� ��4%� 
���! A�<�$ ����" (��� ��<����। 

 

(.���!� ����) 

    

)��� .�I��)��� .�I��)��� .�I��)��� .�I��    

lÃ lÃ lÃ lÃ �+n��+n��+n��+n�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

���������� A! ;�� )�� ���� �� !����  �!�� ���� (����� A; 
����� .�I�� 
-�%���  �!��। �3#�' )�$� �3��> A; ��� (�  ���� �। A�� A; ���� (����� )$ -��%����। A; 
! �T��� () (� Rß�. �� +������< ����� $, A; ! �� .�%�� () &���8 ��h���� ����� 
&�����। ��S��.�B ����$ �4% !��" ��h���� A; -+3��3�> .�I���� .�F��%� ���!।  

�� &��!3� -�:�$ ��)� )���� ��6 !��� !��� !V6! ��h��� F�� ���� () ����� 
�^��। !��)� F���! F���! �. ��S>��>� ��6� +�;�$� ���! ��� ���� ��� B�X, ��r� ���!C�� 
���.%�� ���� (����� .��) ���8�� (�" ���� (� ���' �;। ��� �E )� !�� R^�����  
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��8-��-��-���� ���F� ��8�� ��r� ���!C�� �� �%�.�$� �<��� �� (� �!"���; .�% !�� ���� 
�। !������ D��! () ��Q�� �����" ���� ��r� ���!C�� ���F���� �� ������ ��!�� ���, 
!��); .�>& �� ����� .���� ��� A�� } ��! �<���� -��� ��= ��r� ���!C�� d.%��। "���� 
() ��������, ���-!���) () ��4! �;, É�.T��� ���� �<�� &�$ �3%, ���� () ����8��� 
)�'�� ��!�� ���। ��q� ���)��[ B ;��(�-A� d.%�� ��Q�� �����" ����� R���� �  -�]�। 
�!� ����� R��� ��. (�" ��z��� .����! -�F.����। ��� ��� .�>C�� A; ��z�+3� -.�'�6 
� �! )| ��$�" ����� &������ (!��4�। ��� ���$ ��h��� -v ���� ��$�", ���� ����$�� ���� 
��$ ]�� ����#�$�"। 

��; 
����� �4�� .�I��� () .�>C��� ���6 .���� ��$ ����#�$�", ���E������� () 
!V6!-�)��-"��-�����-d.% .!��; ���< ���$�" A�� ���=। .����! -�F.�� � �! I���� 
A�!���� .����@ A!) !V6! ���! &��%�!; ���E������ () .�?$ .�.%, - >�^ ��� �����। 
A!) !������ �)���� ���� ��. A!) "�� ���" �. !$) ���! ��� !���"। A!) ��4!, 
�� �!��� ��;�F� ����� ! � ��'�B !��� �. () A!) ����3@> �����। A; .�G��� ��E ��$ 
���E����� <�# R�X�", A�� ���� ��� !��" ���V+3���! ����E !��� �VÈ&��{�$। 

-�! �%�< A�� -�! �E ���$ ��h��� () (��� �E ���� B ��� �����"। A��� &���8 
�E��9� Q��� ��� ��E� ���� ���। -�! �E ����� �� ���������� .��) ���8 () ��>� ��$ 
R�X�"। A; �E��� �% > ���� $। ����� �E !��� �% > �$ � A; .�% ���E������ d.%�� ��Q�� 
�F���"।  

(����� 
������ �4�� .�I��� & � ���!� -v� .�I��� -�+�� A� ��6 ��$ �<�"। & � 
���! (����� +$ �"� (��� -v ��� �!� �$। A� (����� ���� &��� -v A�.�"। (��� (.�"। 
�+�$����� ���E�������� �� �"��$ �B$� -v। A��! ���� (����� �<��9�) ����� ��>' 
<�# R�X�"। (����� 8�!�$ �!� -v () (����� ���� A�.�" ��� ��� ��$। ��h������ 8�!�$ 
���� �� -v �!��"� ����4� !���, �.; -v ���$ ���� (����� ����"। (��� ]�� ����#�$ �.; 
-v �!�# ��$�" A�� ��=। &���8 �<���� (?��@ (����� ��� ���E������� &���� �!�# ��= 
��;�F�, �8>��, ����<�, !���। �.; -v ��h������ 5�� 5�� RX�"। ��E A��!�$ () &��%�!; 
��;�F� ������ )��, -v () ����� ����। ��h��� () ��Q�� �����" �� A; -v ���$ 
����� 
�4� !��� ���, A; -v (����� �D� �P�। A�� -v ���$ ��)���! 4��� �!�# ��� ���-
�$����/! ��  �!"� (��$ !�� ���� �, ��� .�q �!� (���. �;। ��� !��; ���V+3���! ����E 
!��� ���। �+�$���, (��)��$�, �!R��� ���E.�I�� � �! (��� �����" 
�����bV��; ��= �# 
! �। A; 
������ (!��4�; .����$ ����a! -v। ���!� ���% A!��� A; (T ��� RX�� �� 
(� �!��� ��+ �। (����� ���!� ���% �� 
������ (T &���$� ���� !��" ���! �V� ��� 
�!� ��E ��>���� !��� ���� �, �.; (T ��� ��� ��� ���#;  ��!। A!��� �.; (T ��� 
RX�� �!��� (� ��+ �। ������ ���! () �.; (T�� -��>�@ ����। ���! ������ ��6 !�� 
����; ��� ���'। A��! 
������ A; bV�� �� (T � �! �!� ���6 ��)�!B �3�� .���$ ����� 
���� �। ;=� !���B A; (!��4� � �! �C�� ��B$� ��$ �। A��! A! .�$ A; 
�����bV�� 
A�+��� ���6�! .�?���� !�� �� +��� A�� f�>� ���! ��>' .��.� �����$ ���@� ��$ B�X । 
�� �. .�I���� )% &_�� �$ ��� B�� f�>�� ���< Q�����$ ��#, �!� ���� �� ��� !��" (� 
����  ��! �। (����� .�>����$! !�>� B.���� ����", ‘‘(����<�! �%�E<� B .��c<�+���  
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����� &�@�@ ��c� !�� ���� ���। .!� ������© -��?� !�� ���� ��� ���� �� A! ���3��>� 
)�%B -�!�� � ��$।’’ ��� (��� ����", ‘‘(����<�! �������>���6 .!� �� >!% +��� 
&�@�@ ��c� !��� ���, ���! � &_�� ��� ���, ��� R�� (5�� ���� ���, A�� ���! Z�. 
!��� ���। ��6 ���8 Z�. � !�� ��>' (��� 4�' �� �।’’ -A; ��� ��; &��%! ��h���� ���, 
A; ���E���� ��; -�� ��$�" ���������� .�>C��� ���6, .�>C��� ���6 ��$ .�<�X� ��$�" 
���E�����। ���� ����� ��c� !��"। �� &��!3� -�:�� ��% ���$ ���E��� �����$ ���=। (����� 
�VÈ ����� (����� .��$। (����� -v ���<��� ����4�� � �! ��B$� ��� ����� -v। A�� 
���E����� ��� !��" ��� !�" � �! �"��$ �$� -v ���$;। A��+��� ���E������ -&���� 
-I<�� ���" f�>�� B f�>� <����; ���� (�  ���� �, �!���  ���� �। ����! ����E !��� 
�3��>, �3#�� ��)�$� �3��> A; ���  ���� �। !��@ &���8 ���E����� )��- 

(�� �.; �� �� ��'- 

��� R^���#��� ?9 ���� (!��� �����. Z��� �; 

-�%������ �#<-!V��@ +�� �@-+3�� ��@�� �। 

 

(��&��. �#�$� ����) 

    

-�+���<-�+���<-�+���<-�+���<****    
....................lopl lopl lopl lopl     

��h���� ����� +�h�� ��. .V�c� )�% Z�.��{� & � !’�� ��)�� ��)�� ��h���� ��� B�� 
�� -5��8 "�#�$ ������। .�.��-�àV� m»� �<���9 ���, (��� �P� -�%��! �)%����>$, m»� 
��]����, .����6>� (;)��� ����y �x, �; �^.��� �+6<����> ����<� �5�6, 
��R��.�%����8� �� �, �¨��� !���, �J!�� ���Q, �4��� ��6�, ��� �)��, <��$� �����, 5��8� 
�����, �� � ����, ���8� �����, <�z� ���), �.�)��� ;���, <�)>�� ��~�, ��9��� ��������- 
.����@ � �! -.����@ .!� �D@�-���>� ���� ��h���� ����� -.�E+��� !�!��-�!��� +4% �� 
.!��� ������ .���। ��6�0� A��# -���� ;.���� ��� ���!C� "�#� �V� ��� -% �!� �B 
.�� ���� ��� (�� ��S�. !�� �। (� �.; )�%; ���� !�� A; -����6! ��>��� ���!C��� 
(+%'��@ �%����। ��� ���, f�V�� ���� ��� ���� ��h���� �!��8 �!��8 8�!�� .s�x ��8 !��, 
)���) +��> �� �� <�#�, �8���+�, ���mB, ���¾)���8�, A$��!���� �%�E<� ����!��$ ��r� 
���!C�� ����� !��, �!��8 �!��8 8�!�� - >, -��!�� &!��% ��� -m>��, ���.>� - �� ��-(;-A 
!��<>� ���F� ��)� ��)� A��!�$ ���X�$ �����, ��)�� ��)�� -��q���� ���� ���@�v ���� ���$ 
��h��� ��� �����$ �����, ��8-��)��, I��-)<� ���#�$ ¡�� !�� �F����, �� �4���! 
��h���� �V���� ��;�$ )��� ��q�-!���� B m�q�� !�!��-��$��-�!��� .�%�� -)> !����, 
��5>�� ��� ���� �.; 5��! �.�%��� A; .� �?$�!>��� .�!>��.� ��>�!� �� ����#�$ ����#�$ ����� 
����� +��� �<�� ���� � ��, ��h���� D�� A�� ��S��.� ����`� � �! �����>�.�� .#! ����� 
��)��; &�C !�� ���। 
 
 
* !�� �.!�9�� (�� )�F� lopl .���� �¯ )���; A!�8 -�+���<-;������ &!�� !��। A�8 ����>��� 
��� ����� 
����� �!y � �! ��������!+��� &����� �$। A��� ��� -������6 .�!���। 
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���!C�� ��������� � �!� � ����$ .����� ���! � (��� ����� ���=। ���� ���� 
����T��� Z�. !�� ��)��� ������ �!"�.��%! <]���� ���$ �.��� ���) �#��=। - >�^ 
B;.� )�$<�� A!-A!8� �.�)��� ���� ��#� !���� ��=। �)�� �%���� u�!� ��S���%���$� 
�8<�"�8�!B ���� ��3>� !�� R��# �F���"। �� B; �8<��"� m��T�����; ��h��� )���$�������� 
Ó���) ������। ��������� ��9�� -�C0 ���!C�� .����� �����। !��); ���^ ��9��! ���� 
�F��� ��c� !�� ��$�"। ���� �����$ ������" ���� A��� B��� ���!�$  �!�" �!1 A!)��B 
.s�x ��)��� ���� �;, -��!��� �4�� ��h��� A�� �!� �!� �4�� ��.��� ���<� ������� 
��h��� T`��� �.T��� ��� !�� ��. (�"। ��; �� ;$���$� �� ��h��� ��9���� ��)��� ���#�� 
�F�� (.�� )�% (�/@ )���= � � -�� f���B ���. ���= A; �+�� ��, ��9��� ��� (.�� �!1 
RX�� �!� �$? ��)� ��)� ���# ���� �� ��Q���� �. ��� ���#-��� ��!। ��8�!� -���c �"� ��-B 
�! (� ���� (�"?... ��9�� ��9� �+�q ���8� ����� !�� ��= ��-B ����" ������ .���। ���+� 
�)��$ ���+� A��!�� �4 �4 ��h��� ��.������ .s�x A� -��h������ ����। u�!�� ������-
�����G���� � �! ��h��� ������ A�� ���>���� ��h��� �� �] ��$�" �¤ �� ���> � �!। B; f�8 
-���� ���^ ��h���� .s�x ����� A�� -��h������ -��!V�। +���� ��@� >� ��h��� ��.������ 
�F�� A�� � �.��$ B;.� -��h������ -�v� ��!�� ���। (X���� � �! ����� �"� �$�.� ��)�� 
��)�� ��h��� "�� ���!�! ���!C�� 5��!�� ��� ��$ �<�$�" A�� ����� -��!����!; ���� 
�F���"। A�B ��� ��$ ���=, �$��� ����B �F���"। R���%, .4� ��h��� ���!��� ��� !�� 
��h������ ��\�� �+�q ��B$�। ���y�� � ��$� +����$ .����� �������- ‘‘�! \�� ��X� ���<� 
A�� ����� ���� ��’’- (��� ������, ���!C�� .���� !.��� ������ �.������� ��z��� ��X� 
������ ����� -�F.�� )B$� ��;!��� ���� -���� ��h��� ������� �� ��=। �3�&.��� -�+.�P 
�$��� A!�8 ��D �)���� .V�c !��। �.8� ���� !��� �<�� (��� (�O�, �� �����@ <+>����� 
&�$�) ��� ���� &����� ���+� A��!�$ ��8����8 �É��!� .��%� �V�� A�� ����� � �! �� �� 
����6{ ���� (���� -������>। () A���� ��r� ���!C�� ����� (���� ��=। ��h��� -�F.�� 
��� ���$ ����� )�$<�$ ��r� ���!C�� -�F.�� ��$�< !�� ��=। ��h��� -�F.����� ���� 
-����� ����� ���� �F�� A�� (��-�������� ��6���� +�q�� )�% �)�� ������ �%�:� !�� ��=। 
�.; A!; �%�:� ��� ��4!, .��V����� A�� .����%!��� �4��B। F�� <�# RX�" -��h��� 
�������� �<��� A�� .������+�<� ��h��� ���)�F� �D@�। ����� +�6�� ��>��� A�� T]0 w�. !�� ��= 
��4� B .����% �4�� �������� �<���� &����x ���#�$। A; .���� -�+���� ��]�� -�+���< 
)���$ �!� F����+� .����< (����� �;। !��@ A.�; ���!C��� (+%'��@ �%����। �!1 
)���$������ R��� ��h��� () ���� -v ���� ��� ���% ��$�" ���E .�I���� f)>$ -q�!���। 
��h���� ���E���� ��V0 ���= ��q� ���)���[� d.�! ������ ��"�; !�� ��� .'����। ����� .�q 
��)��� �P�-(a)�� �E±�� �^���� ;-��-(�, �����, (.�� ����� (� ���E- ����� 
��h��� �]@ �!���� "�� A�� "�����B। ���y�  &� >� !���"�� “��h��� ���8 ��h��� )� 
��h��� ��$� ��h��� F� ��@% �R!।’’- () A���� �D@� �@>-�<��-��> ���>���6 ���� ��h��� 
����� �E��J� ������ ���8  �����%�±�� ��$�"। ���!C�� ������ 5���!�� ;�����.� A!�8 
.�) .�% (����� !��� ����� ��, .���>! �V��% �"�8�$ A!�8 )����! (� (a�$/�@� -��!�� 
� �! ���!���� )�% ���� ���� ��$ �। 

)���$����� �!� A!8� �+>����<% ��� $। (��� ���.! &_�� (')>���!����� I�@ 
!���; .��4। �!1 ���!C��� !��� ��>�� .�$ ��>' ���+� &.�q (��� ���+� !����$ ��h���  
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)���$������!; (�� ���� (!V�� ����� ��c� !���"। A� !��@, & � � �!; ��h���� .�.%� 
��$�" �)�� ���!C�� )���$����� I�@ !��� )�%, -�:���$ A!�' (a�$��� �����$ 

�4���, ��h��� )���$����� �)>�� ���<�। A; ���<� A�.�" &���� �e)�����0� &�E� A�� 
����� -�<��� �<���� !�" � �!, ���!C� ����� ���c��$ !�$!)�� 
�� > A! Rt� .3�>-
.����$ ���@� ��$�"। A��� &�$ -��!���; ��r� ���!C�� �� �� A�� ���!C�� )q���/� 
������!। ���-��+��<� & � �� � �!; A�� ���������! ���:�$� R������ ���@� !��� �?��' 
��h��� )���$����� .�3�� R^��� !��� ��c�$ ��� ��$�" A�� �.; A!; �� � �! �e)�����½� 
�% >�� R���� !�� ��h��� ��; �����, �<V��� A�� -����� ��$�" ��; ��)�� �"��� 
}���%.�V� )���$������ ��� !��" R�� ��� Rt��� ������+ !���"। �_� ��r� ���!C�� 
��.!��?� A!��� R�N����<% }���%-���%�, ��� A�� ����6>�@� -�+{�� (� 
����� ���+� 
(�< ��5> f; ���W� �V���� ��!��� !�!���� �� �������! &+�� ������� !V��0। ��h���� 
(a��>��� A; ��?� .�q B��&�� ��$ �!���; ���! (a��� R��� !��� �����। !��); 
��r� ���!C�� 5���!�� () ��������� �� ���>��� <@��%� A�� Z�.�{ �����$�" ��� ���! � 
.3��� ��$�" 
����� ���+� & � ���8 � �!। 

(� .���>! -������ ��������� ����#�$ ��h���� ��4 (a.��4�@� �%���z I�@ !�� "�#� (� 
�!� �  ����� �;। ��4! ���.�� ����� &���� A�� &ª���� ��>���, ���� () ������ ������� 
��!���। m�E�� �!n� ;�z�$��, �������� �!n� (;{ ���.�� ��)� ��)� !V���0 ���� �<�8� 
����� )�% -������> ���� () -�r$�� A�� �����'� �<��!�����$ (a��CV�, ��6�-�)�� 
��_����, ��������। .�!��� !�>���� () ��4� �.��; &+�� ñ!��8����� ��>����� \!���� F�। 
�%�.�$�-�� ��� () -��r� +��6%��� f+>���$ ��àc �U��$ .��.V�। "��"����� () 
R���%�� (!��4���। A� .���I! �V��%� (���> �!� )��� ��)�! ��r® !�� ���� ���� �। 
��; ��h���� 5�� �� +�;��� () -<�@� (a���)�� �"�-���=� ����� .��� ����#�$ A! 
����$ A!�a ��$�", A! &��{�$ ��\�� ��$�"- �V��%� ����$-�3��%; ���� �V��%�! ���� !���। 
������ ���8�� �3@%-����6����$ .z���� &�@ A!�8 ��h��� �����  �!�� ���������� A; ���E-.�I�� 
��6 ��� �। 

 

 

(�.!�9�� (�� )�F� ����) 

    

��������������������    
................lopllopllopllopl    

 

���)! !�����। u�!�$ -� ���)! !����� �����"। ��;�����#��  � <���� ���# (� �!�!� 
��;� ��;$� �+��� �+��� .�;�)� �"�$� �.��)��T��� ��)<��-!���>�8���$ (;.%�- (-(-(- �� 
�F��;���"। (� .��� ��.���� d��� �;���"। ������ �!m�? B----- d+��  �;!%� (;�"� ���Q? 
!�) �F�� (;�"�? -%�� p� )। �!����� ���% ��� ������"- ���� �;�� d+��� ��# ��)�� 
����¨� (�"���। �%�. �%�. (� !;�� �;��� �- ��;)%� F���;�"। ��!�T���� ���Q ��; !����� �;$� 
�<�"। A;m� �!? ������ ��� ll ) !�� ��;<�? ������ !�) (�"��? ��#�B ��#�B- A; �� 
��;�" !���$�!;�-l�µ )। �� �;�� llÃ )�� ;����N��� m8  m8 m8 ���)R �;$� �<�"। �R!, 
�!� 4�� �;। !����� ������!� ��;<%�; A;T�� ��q�������! (� �;�"���। (�� A;T�� !���? 
���� 
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!; ���"� ���� ������� �;�" !�� ��;<%�। B---- ������ ���Q �����  �;!%� lµ¯ ��;� ��J#�;$� 
+��<�$�8 �B�� <���! A; �!� ��#��#� �;$� �<�"�। -%��: ���� A!� ��#�;$� (�"� !�� ��;<%�? 
!� !;��-���� ���Q ���!������ ��� ��- B------ ��!� �<<�T����� ���Q ������ ������ (�"? 
<��- A� ���� ��;$� (� ���. ���� ��;�� ����� ����"। �!;.m� !�? (���<� �!����)���� "¢� 
��$� !��9 !�� ��;<%�? "¢�-R, B "¢�! !��9. � "¢�, !��9. �। !;�"��� �, ‘��q�� �����!� 
�!��� (� �%��!� ��;�9 �"�$��<� �R� ���� ��!���� �%�।’ �� ��; !� ���8-��8-�%� !�� <�, 
�%� !��<�; (� ��! -� ��� �B��� .���� !��!�� ��;�� �#�"। .��� ����, ��"� ����, 
m�;� ����, ����$ ����। -� ���� �"�$��� ��N�;���"। ‘;m� �%��� !� !�"����, ���� !%� ��� ���#�� 
(�=���। ���� ;m� !� !�@���।’ (�!� (���<� "¢� ��$� !;���, ‘+�;.��, (��� ��!8� F�;8%� ���� 
!�9 (;���"। m�;� ��#� ��;$� ���� B;T�� !� ��#�;$� �;�"। !� ���, !� ��� �� �m� 
A%��q� !;�� ���"� )� ����� ���� !�! �B !�$! �"�$� -¢�� ��R$�� ��� ��� �!� ��<n� .��� 
�;$� ��#;$� �;�"। �§�<�m$�� ���� ���<� �)<�;��� ‘��� ���<�!� !��#� �!��$ �<$�? )��� 
(;��� ‘������ .�8>, ��T��$ �<z�, �<�$���9 F���%�[ (� (���$ (`��R;$��  �;$� ��!� ��C� 
���� ��N�;�� ��N�;�� (;�"-��$ ;$���$� ;�$ ���� �!$� �!$�- ������< ��� (�+ �q� �"�$� � 
�<$�?’ (�!� X�. X�. !;�� (B$�) �;���- m��;�$ � m��;�$ �। ��)� �)���� ��B F��� 
(�� ���� +��> �.� ���#�;�� �] !���"- ‘�Ë� ��� !3�� (��� �� ����", �Ë� ��� !3�� 
(��� �� ����", �Ë� ��� !3�� (��� ���� ����", <���� ���#� ����8 (��� !�� �.���"। �%�. 
�B��� ��B F��� (��, �X8� ����!%� +��<�$�8 �B�� <���! )���.��5� �.�?8��� �)���� R 
 ��[� !��" ��� ��m�;���, ‘�� &+� ������ ���� ��� (���<� ��;<%� �!��!� ���^  �;!%� 
 ��!, �� �;�� ���� (���<� !;$� ��B !�+��� ���� (� ��9�:�� �F��.>� �� ���� (��� 
��#��#� (� Z)+�< ��!>� ��!� �.��)���<� )�8� ������� .�� �;�।’ A; ��� � ��;$� 
�)���� ���$�)� (� �.���� ;$���$� !� ��<? "�� ;$���$� ��< ��< R  ��[� !��" �8��I�� 
!����, ‘+�; R  �[, F���;%�� �� � ����� �B�� <���!; A;�!� !����� !��"। ��� ���mm��� 
����� !;�� F���B। A���! (�� (� ����$�) +3���� m�R8F�� ����� ����8� .���� )���F!�� 
(�� +������ ��"� ! �� B$�í> ��!m> !��@� ��;<%� )���.��5 ��m�;���"। A!8�! )�� ��;!���।’ 
��m�� (��� .��� ���#�� !.���<� ��< A� -B�  !����� !��@� ���; ���$� �;�"। .��� !;�" 
!��.� +�;, (������ (� .�$ �;। �.���� ;$���$� ���� ��� F�� ���¨�� )���F!�� (�� 
+���� §��!�8 ��  �B�� 8�;� �$ �;!%�। §��!8 ��6 )���.��5 ��;$� �$�� �����8>���<� ��< 8�-
R-R ���� ��� �!� ���!����� ���� ������"���। ����� )���.��5 (�!� !� �;� %� RX �. RX 
�. !;�� +���� .��� ��N�;�� �] !����, (� ��;�F A;�!� !�� !]� �। ��q�� �����! (��� 
�<)�� !;� %� ���; +�� !��"। (��� ��F ��;���", ���B�� !����", !� m�� ��;���"।- (���<� 
A;����� ���� 4�� !;� %� ��। �!1 +���� .���� �\� ��;8 !;� %� F���;�"। A;.� �+�<�� 
! ����>�$ (� !�� ����� �। X�. X�. !� �;���? �! �;���? �.��+�$� ����$� )���.��5 �+�8� 
��;�� �<<� ���!� �$���� ��^ !;� %� F���;�"। !;�" F�;)����� (� )�$<� ��B�? A���! 
�.���� ;$���$� ���� ����� ��� )��� )� ���� �i !#� �!�.��� �8��i !��� ��;<%� 
.�� �J����� �.q����� (�"। ��< ��< �.��+�$8 ����$� A!8�! ��.�� !;� %� !��!��@� ��;<%� 
���$�;8 ��R.�� A%�m+�;�.� !��"। �&�.�m[ ��!���; ��<��> �?���  �;!%� !;�" ��!-+��� 
R�������� ��;��� �!R �! � <��;��; +���� �$। �%�., (����!�� .�� �J��� �.q���� 
(;.%� ��-m�R �;$� �;���। A%�� A%�� A; ��!!�� !����� \�" �? �������� A!8� �"�� 
!���� �+R �+R, ��;8� �<��� <� �� ��;�9 
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 �;��� � (� �!R। �)���� ���$�)� .��� �\�� ��$� �<�.� !;� %� u�!�� ����8� 
;[��!�[�[���� ��;�9 ��9�;$� A�B �%�� �%�� !����", (��� �F�.> �"������ �;�� �! �;���? 
(�� ��;8 !]�, ��;8 !]�। (���<� ������� ��$� (�!� ��N�;$� RX��� A;m� !�? A;m� !�? 
�)���� ���$�)�� F���%��[�� f; �!� �� ������" !�� ��;<%�? .���� ���! ��!� ��, ��"�� 
��#� ��.'� ��, �!;.m� !�? -�! � �! !��� ���Q ��$ A� ��)��m�। ��;� ��;<%� !;�"���... 

(A� (� (���� ����) 
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����������������������������    .3�.3�.3�.3�    ��������������������    
p। 
��� ����� ����� �!y 
&����� ����� !� �����। 


��� ����� ����� �!y-A� 
������ 

��-�m�.n�, lopl 

    
    

.���$!�.���$!�.���$!�.���$!�    
�� �� �� �� ��������, , , , lopllopllopllopl    


��� ���������� ���� ��v ����6� ����{ ��� ���!C��� .����!���� -! �$ 
(� >! 4$4�� B .�!�8� .G��� ��$�"। �`�� ��� ����6{��� ���, ��# ��)�� ��;� �3� � �! 
A�. ��������� ��� ������� !��� ��r� ���!C�� )q������ d��! A!�!��8�B ���� 8�!� ��� 
��=- A ���.�� ����� & � ���� ��� ���!C��� (#�;�’ �!��8 8�!� ��� B 5�8�� ��$�"। ���> 
���.� �] � �! �� ���.� & � .��� ��>' �������� � �! ��r� ���!C�� �!� ��� ���� � 
�B$�$ ���!C��� d�����! ��~�� �����@ ��� !���" lµ �!��8 m����। ���@)% ���� 4�� ��$�" 
&�$ p¥ �!��8 8�!�। 

¾�¦-A� ���!� ‘�� �F<����’� ��� ����� & � ���. - >�^ & � ��� ��� �������� � �! 
����-���@�)%� �4��� ��r� ���!C� A!�’ �!��8 8�!� �����$�"। 

A �"��� )��$��� ���.� ���6 ���!C��� d�����! ��~� )�� �"� l�p ����$ m���, - >�^ 
&�$ o¥ �!��8 8�!�। ����� �] A�&��� ���6 �.; -�! !�� �� ����$ m����, - >�^ &�$ 6�8 
�!��8 8�!�$। A�� ��>��� �.8� A�. �X�!�" �¥ �!��8 8�!�� !��"। 

��r���%� - >-����6{��� ���, �!� ����� .���4� ������ ��� �!��8 m��� - >�^ A! �’ 
�!��8 8�!� )��  �!� R���। A� !� ��� �. ����! - >���! ��R��$� ��� ��� �$। ���!C��� 
.���4� ������ A� )�� (�" ��� �¥ �!��8 8�!�। A��! � �! ���!C� A� .�%.�%; ��R��$� 
���। 

F�� ���!C�� 8�!�� �3�%�� !���� -����> ��$ ��#�"। ���!C� .�!�� ���!C�� ��~�� 
�3�%�� !���� .G�B ��$�"। !��@ A� (� R��$ �;। 

¾��¦� ‘�� �F<����’ ���!�� A! ���� ��� ��$�" ��, ���!> .�!�� ���!C��� 
.����!�����! A �"� 6�8 �!��8 8�!�� .����% ����� &��°�� ���$�"�, �!1 A� (� �� ��$� 
��= �। ���!> ��E��� �µ �� ���> - >�^ ��������� ��r� ���!C�� �.��$!�� ��� �] !��� �� 
� �! ���!C��! .����% ��$� :�<� �����"। �V�8� .�!���� &��°� .��# A!��� �!��8 8�!�� 
.����% �P ��$�"। 

A���! ��S�%�O !�V>�4 ���!C��� .����! �&�.�m[ R���c� ��.A�,A� (����! ��������� 
��� �P � !�� ��>' ���!C��! �!��� æ@ ���� � ���B )���$ ���$�"। 

)��>� ���!� ‘(��<��;� )�;8��’-A A; ���> .���� "��� ��$�" ��, ���������� ��� ������ 
�<�$ ���!C��� �F��� A� .s3@>U�� �P A�� ��� ���� &��� �%�$� )% ���!C� A� (� >! 
��R��$� ���� ���@� ��$�"। 
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;$���$� ���� - >-R���c� ��. A�,A� (��� B$����8� �&�.�m[ �i�! ����", 
���!C��� ��� ��-��� ���.� ���%�.% �)�� (�"। �.��� ��� 
�!�� !��� ���% ��$�" ��, 
��������� ���E�������� �� !��� �<�$ ��!-�.��� ���������� ��!�� µ¥ +�< ����  Z�. 
!�� ���$�" A�� ��>�� ��!�� �¥ +�< ���� ; -�!�)�। F�� ��������� .����� �%�:� ���!�� 
�P- ��� &�$ ����. ��� �P। ��"�#� &�$ ����. ��� ��I�� B ��� �9� .s3@>U�� �P। 
���������� !�-!����� �P-F�� R^��� �%�:�$ ��� A�.�" �������� (!��। 

 
-����4 ��r� ���!C�� R^����� �!��� �)�.�� <� ����. ��� ��������� (���� 

!�� .�� �$�। - � A; ���������; <� �¤ �^.� ��� ��r�� �%�.�$���� !�)-!������� ��)�� 
�"�। ����$�� B ���<����< �%�:�� A; -����:�� �] ��������� � �! ��� ��, ��8, ��, .����� 
��r� ���!C��� �$� .�� ��= �, ���� ��r� ���!C� � �!B �!� ������� A�� (���� 
!�� .���� �$�। A� F�� ��r� ���!C��� R^���!����� -����$ �%�.�$�! .�!�8 ��#�"। 
A���! ��������� ��!-�.��� )������ �� -�3�@�$ 4�� !���" A�� A��� !��" ��� �Vc�' 
.�£��!!���� ;�����. ����। 

 
A -�:�$ ���!C��! ��+E !��� )% ��r� ���!C��� )<@ ;$���$� ���! ��$� !���"। 

lÃ �^.� ��� ���!C�� .����! ��. !��$�  �!�$ A�� A��� )<�@� &�������� ���� 4��� 
� ���$ ��� ��������� ���>���� <@��%�, ���-��>�� B ��8���).� ��� ������$ ���$ ���������� 
���� ��+)! ��)�� ������ �.�$ �� ���!C��� .�>� ��-.�!���� -���@�����>��� ��]�� 
��]@ ���4�+ -�%��� ��$�"। 

 
��������� � �! ;$���$����� -����n �.������ T�8�$ � ��� (� >! B )������ 4�� �� 

�! ��>��$ ��J��" �� ��� f��- ��; )q������ - >�-����6{�� () (��O� ��$ �! +���" � ��, 
�"�# �� �� �!��� �����? 

((��� !��.� .¿�� ����) 
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������ ��.��� ����� �������� ��.��� ����� �������� ��.��� ����� �������� ��.��� ����� ��----���!�� .s��!�$ -�+�����!�� .s��!�$ -�+�����!�� .s��!�$ -�+�����!�� .s��!�$ -�+��    

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ )�)�)�)�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

���������� ��>�� ����:�� .s�!> ���+� ��.��� ����� �����!� .�bc -�+�� �%E 
!���"। ���!C��� &����� ��;� �^.� ��� A���; & ������ �� .������� .����@ ��>�� 
-���� ��$�"। ��>���� �� � �! ���!C� B ���������� 58���� .s�!> f�$�� ���+� ��.��� 
���c� �����!�$ �� .s��!�$ ��P B &�P &!���� ��$�" ���� ���������� ����6�, ���� B 
��>���� ����6� &�� ��.��� ����� )<�@� -!�� .� > B .���+3�� &!�� ���$�"। A8� (����� 
)% -�%�' (�� B (�9� ��6$ ��, 
����� .�I���� �] � �! (��� ��S��.�� ('��! 
.���+3�� B .� > ���$ (.�"। 

* �.��$�� ‘(�-��R��’ ����!�$ �p �� ���> ������� A! .s��!�$ ���P ��� ��$�"� 

�3�> �����$ .����! -�+�� �] �B$�$ A ! � &���@� ��= �� ���!C��� ����8��� 
��.!�<��� ���� .��� ��)���! -�:� �F�� (.�!, A8� ���। ���� A8�B ���8 �� ����� 
- >���!, .����)! B ��)���! .�.%�� .���� ��)���! .�<XT���� ���%�� ���!। 

* ������ d��! ‘)�\��$��’-A �� �� ���> ������� A! .s��!�$ ���P ��� ��$�"� 

��r� ���!C� ����� !���-�9�! ���$ �3�> ������! �� !��� �] !���" �!1 A!8� 
(�< �� ��� �3�> ����� ��� -��!�� -)> !��� .4� ���। 

* ����$��$�� d��! ‘R��� ����$��$�’ ���!�� ¤¥ �� ���> ������ A! .s��!�$ 
���P ��� ��$�"� 

���!C��� ����8��� �&�.�m[ ;$���$� �� 
$� ���Q�" �� ��r� ���!C�� ��V�V9 �3�> 
������ )<�@� -�:� B +��<%� &�� ?��<� -����� B R��.� ���+�� ���6@ !��$ ��������� 
<@--.�'�6 ����) !��"। ��>��� ;$���$� �� ������+��� ����� ���= ��, �3�> ����� �!� 

��� ����� -�� $- ��� �3�> ������! ��� �$ ��r� ���!C��� !����। 

* .���E (�� &)���/� (��� .�����! ���!� ‘����. (�-;R.�F’-A� A! .s��!�$ 
���P ��� ��$�"� 

 
-�! ��>��4! A; �+�� -��! ��$�" ��, �3�> ����� A��� ��� �! 
����� ��;�! 

���!C��� ���8 ).��%�� -��>�!�B ���� ���! ��. !�� �3�> �����$। - � ���!C��� ���8 
.����@ ���)�8� Ã +��<� l +��<� ��;�� !� - > �%$ �$ �3�> �����$। ���!C��� R�$ .�?�' 
���)�8� �� +��<� A!+��<� ���$B !� 8�!� �%$ �$ �3�> �����$। (� d�����! .����% B 
����)�� (�$� ��� Ã +��<� l +�< ��$ �3�> �����। .�!��� ��!���� ��� ��!�� lµ +�< A�� 
.����! ��+�<�$ ��!���� ��!�� ���� l¥ +�< ���$�" �3�> ������ ���6। 53�@>Q# �� �%�� .�$ ���� 
�<�" �� ���!C��� �!y�$ .�!�� �3�> ������ ���$ ��r� ���!C��� &���8 ���� )� ���$�"। 
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* .����� d��! ‘(�-.���F�’ ���!�� µ; A�&� ������� A! .s��!�$ ���P ��� 
��$�"� 

���!C� &����� �] � �!; �3�> ����� ��r� ���!C�� ��.!�? e��� ���� B �����! ��$ 
(.�"� ��� -�+���< !�� (.�"। �3�> ������ A; -�+����<� !��@ ���� A;� 

l। ���!C�� .����! -�F.�� B .����@ d.%��� ��!�� o¥ +�< ��r� ���!C� � �! �$� 
�B$� ��$�"। 

�। ��.����! .�!��� -�F.�� ��� �¥% ��r� ���!C����� � �! ��$�< !�� ��$�"। 

¤। ���!C��� ���6>! (�$� ��!�� p¥ +�< �%$ �$ ��r� ���!C��। 

Ã। ����)�� (�$� �¥% �%$ �$ ��r� ���!C�� (� ���� �¥% �%$ �$ �3�> �����$। 

A .!� !���@; �3�> ������ ���6 ��)����! ��r� ���!C�� ��.!�? e��� ����6� B ��>���� 
�� !���"। ��>��� ���!C��� )<�@� �� ���"� ($ ���#�" �3�> ������ lp% (� ��r� 
���!C�� Ã�%। �3�> ������ -��!�� .��� ����6� !��" A� A ��6$�8 A�!���� �����.� ��$ 
�<�" ��, ���������� R^����� ��8, �� B ��R� ������ ���� !�� �� ($ ���!C��� �$, �� ��r� 
���!C��� R���� )%; �%$ !�� �$। A !���@; ��r� ���!C�� ����)����� �3�>������ ����6� 
!��" ����� .s��� ���6! B ���!��� ��.��� ���®� ��$ (�"। A &.�q A! �B R�N����<% �� 
�3�> ������ ����6� 8�!� ���$ ��B$�����`�� �� ��)��� <#� ���� ���� ����B ��� !�� ��$�" µ�’ 
�!��8 8�!�। 

A .!� %��% !���@; �3�>����� 
�$x��. ���$�"। 

* (F<��C��� d��! ‘(F<� ��N��’-A� A! &��P ��� ��$�"� 

��r� ���!C�� A!���8$� ����)���� A�� �FJ)� ����� A -�:� ����� ����8B &_� �"�� � 
�� ���!C��� ��.4��� ��h���� ���� ��!। A !���@; ���� )���$ ���6��� d�X! ����� !��� 
.��c �"�। A�� ���6��� -����� �.��� (�< A!8� �!"� �<��)���� ���$ ��h��� ��V�V�9� .�q 
.��Q��� !��� F�9 A��8�"�। ��r� ���!C��� A!��� %��&�� B$��� ��; A.� ��(;� B 
-��� !��>!����� &����� !���"। ��� ���� �"�, ���!��� .�.%�� .������ �� ���6��� 
d�X�! ��.; �:� !��� ���। 

��r�� ��.!�? ����� (B$��� ��< &�� ��� ���)��� ���� ��� �3�> ������! ���6@��E 
!��� �� �, A!; .��$ ��� ��r� ���!C��� -%�% -��� B ���� &���T����!B ����)��� 
B .����! )�'�� ���6@ � �! ��E !��� ��। !��); 4��� ���"�#� ���� (�O�$ ;$���$� ��, 
+��8� �3�> ������ 
�$x��.�� ���� .%�^ !��� )% (�8�� +$��� 6#�/-�3�> ������ A��� ��X��� 
�.������। 

* !��$��� d��! ‘(���� (�-!��$�’-A� ¯ A�&� ������� A! .s�!��$ ���P ���� 
��$�"�  

��� ���)��� ���� �����.�� !��" A; B$��� !���"�� ��, ��>���� )$��+ !��� ��� �� 
�3�> ����� )% 
�$x��.�� �%�:� !���। ��>���� ��� �� ����� �+��8 )$��+ !����। ��� 
.������ ���� �"� %��%, (;-.q� A�� <X�3�!। ��� ��;�� <@�/ B ��.���/! R���$ 
��4% ��J�"�� A�� ����� .� .�.%�� ���'�3@> .���� !���। �!1 ;$���$� �� �3�> �����$ 
�.������ �����$ ���$  
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.�v Z�.��+�� �����$ .� .%�^ !�� ����। +�;�$ +�;�$ A; ��%�!�` .V�c� -����� ;$���$� 
���! +��6%^ ������� �!��� 4�� !��� �। 

((��� !��.� .¿�� -3���) 

���E��� B ���������� !�������E��� B ���������� !�������E��� B ���������� !�������E��� B ���������� !����    

ll ll ll ll )�)�)�)�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

������ ����>� ����� .��� � �! .�I �������� �)�< R�X�"। ��%����� f�
�Â -!��^ �!��� 
R�X�"� u�!� <��। �. !��� ���$� )X� � �! �����$ (.�� )% ��� )|���+� !���। 
��S�.5��!��� ����. �"�# �� .3��>���$� ��; 
��� ����� �3�>��<�' R¼��.� ��$�"। ��� ��E 
(���!=8� .3�>!��� ��; .�% (� 
=। 

.�)�� .�F�� ����� () ���S� ����$ ���@�। !V6��@� ��q� U��'��� ��$�" .�I��� 
����$���, D��! ��� �����# "��# ���$�" �I��m� ��, ����� -<�@� )<@ �E ���$ 
������ 
���¨�� ����"। A �!� ��������। A; -��'�$ ������ U� �! �V� ��� ���6 !�B �����"�? �$� 
�����, �!1 ������ !����� ���!��� (���� ������! -�+� !���" A; ���$�$ U��� ���%। 
��; ������ �@�4�� () �]@ ���E������� (�V�x !�� ���y� , )���9 A�� ����� ����� 
A!�' �&$ !����� !��%। 

���������� 
���������� A!���! ���� �% ����� ��>� -�%������ � ����<% &��%x�, 
-%���! 
����� &�� <+�� (��<�$ +����.�। A; +�����.�� &��+�. F��8 R�X�" A ����� !��� 
.V�c��। ��. A��� -�.� .����<�। ������ .��# .�� �!��8 )<@ )����9� -�+�� A!�' ��$ 
R���@ !��� ‘‘������ ��� (�� ����$��" ��; (�� �V� ��� U� ����)�� ��; � (�।’’  

+�6�; .��� ��h���� ����� R^.���। ��� ������ �� -<�@� !���%� &���� ��$ 
+��.�$ A����� ���6 (a�� �। �V� ���� A!��� ���������; .�� +�6� B +���� (a�$��� 
���% ��)��� -�C�0� ���E (�����। A )�%; A!��� �FÙ$��� ��� +�6�� (�9�� $; A!��� 
�FÙ$��� ()�!� 
�����-��.�� & � &��। 

����� &�� !����� (a����� ����� ���6 .�� -������। ��; A����� ����6� !��" 
A!) d.�! A! A!) !�� �������� �  ���। ‘(��� �.��� ����� (�� �����$ +������.- A 
�!�� )���� .q�� $, )���� ��$-.q��। -'��� &�� &��' 
����� ���8� &�� !��� �� 
.����, ���E������� ������ &���8 �����8 �.; ���' .�%�!; &����� !��� ��। (� ��; 
-!����+$ ��h��� d.��!� !��" �V��%�!B �V� �� �$, ��= �� �$। 

������ )���$ )�<��@ ).�� R�� �!�� !�� , ��� .�I���� d.�! B ��8। ����6� 
&�� -���.�� .���+3�� ���! ��$ A�.�" .�I��� )��� �����+��<। .��# .�� �!��8 ��h���� �3�> 
&��! ��� ���)��� �����! R^.<> !�� ��; ��� ����  
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‘�.������� -�S� ��#$� 

��-Ä�� ��., 

!��� �<���� �����8� �)��� 

��� ��6�E� S�.। 

������ \!��! ��= !��$� 

��. ��. +$ 

(��� ��h��� �V��%� ��  

����" (��� )$।’ 

(����� 
������ �3� R���� (�� ��$�" ����� &�� R^.���� ��0���� � �!। 
��)���!, - >���! B .����)! (�9���� �4��; ��� $, ���E����� �@�4��B A; 
���&���; 
��= (.� ����$��। ����! +������.�� -�����$ (I� A! �� �@��E� .V�c !���" �� ����! 
�3�%������ ��>� ����E� ��]�� &��%x� ���� .4�। A���; ���������� !���� ��$ R�X�" 
���E�.�� ��� .��$!। ��� A! ���� ������ .�9� �;, �!1 )�� ��$�-�$�� �<J���$ 
;����. .V�c�� ���E������ &��%!�8 d.��!� ���� �� �+>�! .����.!��� �t�% &!���� ��� 
�&�@� ����� ���$� ���। ��� (� ����� ����6� &�� -<�� +������.; ����� -v, �.��� 
����E� ���)$ -����>। ��.� ���F)�� ���� A���� -v; (����� !���"। �� )<�@� 
������ �V�c (� ���!� +�6� � �! R^.����। 

‘-��� -8� f<>)$� -v ���� �!� �$? 
�����=� ����� ������ ��# � �!"�;। 

   �%���� � �4% �!��8 ��§ ���� �+� (��� �F��, 
                                        !� ����� (!�� ����. ����? 
                                        -v (��� ����� ���� 
                                        -v (��� �!��8 !��� +�6�’। 

��������� ���E����� ���@�� () -�� bc। ;�����.� -����> <����; (.� ��$�" 
A����� 
�����। ���6 ����� )�% �����8� .��  -����! �)5��.�� &�V�x  �!� &�$�), �!1 �� 
��%�� )�%; ��; ����! �VÈ�� ����। A ��S��. Re�� ��$ .�I )��� A� �E4$� (���6�� 
���� Q�����$ ��#�"। ��)�� ��;� �3� � �! ��$ (.� +�#��8 ����� ����>C B ���>�C ��$ R�X�"। 
�!� d��! ������3% .����! ��E �� �����; ���! � �!, (�a! ��� ���$� ��v ����6� 
��EB ��� ���$ !� $। A�� ������� ���� ���!C��� �3%<+> ������ �!�!���; )�I� !�� 
.�� $, -%���! ���������� !���� ��h���� (�a! �&�@�� .��VÈ �+�x�� ����#�$ ��� ���!����� 
!��"। ��E� �F�!�� ��� ��$ ���B �������� ���$ ���=, ��� ��� ���E�.��� () �V��%+�$ 
+�� $। ����� ��� �+>�! &��U��8�! �%E !�� A����� !�� ����  

‘�V��%�!B �V� �� �$ ()!��, !��@ �V��%�� 

��������� �����8 �# �, 
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���!Z�� ���% <+�� (�9 ���� !���� ���) 

-P!��� (��� B�X ��� 


�Â� �� T��#� ��� !��� ��� (�!�� ��$ "�� 

��]��� ���#� <P ���! 


����� Ê�@ ��$, &��@ �$ (S��.� ��$� 

f�� É��' +��� �;, ������ ����� 

&��%! f���� .�q (9 5���$ -����, 

������ A� 

���$� )X�� !���� �������� ��� )�|� ����!।’ 

;�����.� -���5 �����! ��5 !��� .��% ���� ��E� &��+3 ;$���$� ���� �;। 
�������� A� �.; ���)�<��! .��%� ����$ ±�� ��$ ��E .x�� &��4�$ �� T@�"। ‘A �V� ��� 
�@�E .F��� .�%, �!1 ��6 .�% $’- )����9� A; ���' ��@� �� %�� ������ R�|�� !�� 

����� ��� .��%� ��Q��� ���������! &����� !���। �.; -�� -]�@���$� &��4�$ (��� 
�~���, É��'��। )���! +�����. ���; (��� ��@ !�� �V��%�!। 

(‘!���� ������’ "9��� ������ ����!��� ����) 

 

    

�@ �������@ �������@ �������@ ������    

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ )���;)���;)���;)���;, , , , lopllopllopllopl    
‘‘A�.� �%��� .�9�, 

(�� �� �VÍ����� ������� .q.��� 
������ ����$� (�" (!���।’’ 

I��Ò� ����� ����Éc ]~ U��� �� �6>� ���� A�.�"। ������ ]�Q���Q��� V�% (��� ���$ 
�F�� ���q�ß�. ����� �। ]~ ����� �� ������ �%��-.�9� .�� (<�। () )�� .z���� 
������ �.�.��। ���� .s� ���$�<�% �� ����� &!V�� () ���� ��। 

‘T] T] ��5 T��� <��) <<� <<�’। �.; .��  <��) (��� Rx�� ��q ����� �। () 
��$ f)>$, -��', 8����8��। 5 �6>�� ������ 5��' ���� �y��� 
Â�=� ���। Q�Q� !�� 
A!8�� !��"। Q�� �#� )��� .������ (�B �� ���� ��# ��ô$ ��$ RX�"। (��� ��$ .���~B 
���� ����� !�N������ -��' Y��>���� R�Ì�-���� ��= +�����<। () ‘)�� .�<�� �)�<�" 
R��> 8����8��’। 
��� �����$ �6>� A�.�" �� )�<��@� ��@� ��$, RÌ��� �/ ��$- 5����#�� 
<� �� $ ��!�-�"�#� ��������� <� �<�$। �]@ -]�@� ��®����� ���� &��{�� +�
��� ��$। 
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��$-������ ���� �. (´��� -��@। �� �� ��� � ��� &��+�., �� &�%�$� .��� 
Q�!V� -.��% &��{�� ���� ��$�! (�B !�X, (�B d+��-]~ !�� ����"। ��6�� �y�� �z�� 
Rx��$ (� ��$��Ë� �!��� ����#�! (�9���� !�� �, ��� � Rß��. ���$� 5��' ���~��� 
.x��! )��<�� �����। () &��@� ]~��@�$ A!�8 .���� �$ ����-���E� .��, 
������ .��। 
����Q� .���� }!�� ���$� �!�z��! 
@>�����$ -.�-R�� 5�� (~> !�� ����� �, ��� 
��.��+$�.� .�� ��� ��+� R�<��@ !��। �6>�� !�!�N�� ��������, 4�@!�$� �����
�� R�� 
!���.%, ���-������ ����@ A� (� ���$� �����/��� .�9�� QO�� ����� � ��� f�' f�>� 
!���������� &�$��6�@ ��)�$ ��$���%। !�n-�!�!�-!���� (� !����-!���� -��� -���� 
�.J9��>%� ���% ���� +$O� .�9��� &��+�.। Ä��!�$� �Q>��@�� .���-RNð� ��E� �F�! 
��! ���$ ��$। �ä����! ���$ <�� � (6��È� ����$ A!�8 �E!��� �<��  ��;। �� A! ��� � 
T= ����� ��E� �.E ��$ �� .�I��� Re�� !��"। ��)�� ���!� �Q���! �. &�%$ (�B 
�&�t�, (�B �����%�� ��$ B�X। ��5�N�� ���< �� !�� ��)�! �@�����- ‘)$ ����#� &�@, 
)$ � RÌ�’। 

(����� !���� �� ����) 

!� !�!� !�!� !�!� !�    

l¤ l¤ l¤ l¤ (<¨(<¨(<¨(<¨, , , , lopl lopl lopl lopl     

�Ã �"� ��� () lÃ; (<�¨ �� �#�" () � �! �Ã �^.� (�<!�� ���8 ! �। �.�� 
�! Rt� �"� ��������, (� &�@�� �"� ������ ���6। .������� !�<�)� ��h ���!� (� ����� 
"#�"�#। (���$ (���$ .������ Q���। (��� 
��� ��$�", A��� (����� f�� 5����। ������ 
��., )������� -�%����, ���)�� ���6@ (� .����)! -.���%� ��� � �! ����; ���� ������ 
���6। .�������� ���6 -'��� .�8�!� +����.� ���$ ��@ !�� �� lÃ; (<�¨� �+���� ���8। 

����� &���"� lÃ ; (<¨ 5��� 5��� A�.�"। ������ ���6 ����� %�$.q� &�%��%� ��$ 
&���"� lÃ; (<�¨� �+��� 5�� � �! �)�< R�X�"। �+���", �� ��T��� ��� �<��� �. A! +$O� 
f�
Â। A��� �r$; &��°� �� )���� ��@� �� !�� (.�" lÃ; (<¨। �!1 &�����; +�� 
�+�q �<�" ������ ����6�। ��� -�� !��¸$ )���� &��°�� �� !�� A��� � �! lÃ; 
(<¨। ������ ��.�� ������> ��� 5��# ���� �.��� ��r� ���!C�� ��.। lÃ; (<¨ ��h���� 
)�% ���E ��$ A��� � �!����। ��� ��§�� ���� ���6@। )������� -�%���� (� ���)�� 
���6�@� ��;�� ��r� ���!C��� (����/ A�� ����)������ ��>��� -�%���� B ��§�� ���6�@ 
���� ))>��� ��$ RX���। .����)! -
�!V�� (� -����� ����� )�� ��$ RX��� f�.�। 

A; �V���� ��. (� .����)! -������� ��� � �! ���E ���$�" ���������� ����#� 
).����@। 
��� ����� �<��! ��.��� �����  �!��� &���8 R�!��@� )�% ����� �#�� ��$�"। 
��r� ���!C�� ��.!�? ���������� &���8 �����! -
�!�� !���", (� &���8 ���� (���$� 
)�% ������ ���6�! �#�� ��$�"। loÃp .���� lÃ; (<�¨� �� ���������� ;����. ��r� 
���!C��  
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���6!�D@�� ���6�!� ��]�� ������ ����6� .�I���� ;����.। A; ;����. <@�/ &����� R����% 
���������� ����6� �E�E .�I���� ;����.। 

loµ¥ .��� ��)���� �)�� ������ ��� .'���� ����6� -��!�� &����� .�I��� &�@ ���$�", 
loµ� .��� +�6�� ������ ������ ���6 ���!� �E ���$ ��)� ��)� &�@T��� R^.<> !���"। lo¯¯ 
.���� p; )� �!��8 ��h���� &��@� ���� �F-�F��! &����� !��� �<�$ &�@ ���$�" +�; �� ��$� 
A�� (��� -��!। lo¯o .��� ������ 
���!���� ������, <@��/� &����� ������, ��h���� 
&�@���4� �&$ ��� �q�P� ��� ���)��� ���E� ������ ���!� ��)� ��E ������ �%��� ���8 ���� 
��� !�� ���$�"। 

 
��r� ���!C�� ���6!�D@�, (����/, .����!�? A; ����E� ���������� ����6� 
�� >� 

��]�� ��� ��� ����� !���"। &�����; ������ .�I��� )��� &�������� .G��� ��"� ��8 �<�$�"। 
A�� �3#�' (?��@� &_�� ��$�"। ����� ���� ����� �3#�' (?�@ ������� !���� �µ ����>� 
<+�� ������। ����8, .q�, ����<�, �8>�� (� ������ (5��� _� !�� ���� ��;��� ������ 
���E!��� )��� !��!। �!1 ������ ���E!��� )��� f)>$ &�������� .G��� (��� ��"� ��8 
����" ��r� ���!C�� ��>� ���6!�D@� A�� ����� 
� >���� .����! �?। ����� A; -�+{� 
��$�" ��, ���)$ ����� .���r�-�V��%� 5�� ���)�"। 

�����$ () ��E� ���� �;�"। 5��-5��, ���X ���X, ��)��  )��8-����� �E। ��6>�� ��-
������ ��@ (�>�� -�+�� loÃp .�� lÃ; (<¨ (� ��� �$!��� &�����3��> 5V@�� .��  
��¢��� ��¢V� !��"। ’Ãp .���� lÃ; (<¨ ������ )% A��" &��°��� (#��� ���, ���6@ 
(� �E±�; !��� (� ��5>S�.। 

��; () lÃ; (<�¨ 
��� ������ ���� ���8�� ����#�$ ��!�-�"�#� ������ ���6 -����� 
-��� (� Æ��+�� ��T����! ��@ !��" &�` 5V@�� .�� । (� �.)�%; �.�� �"�8 �"���8 
�����- ��, �! ��@%; �� �"� ������, ��� )�% loÃp-A� (<�¨� !��O� ���8� ��� ������ 
��;�, (� �������� �� (��� f��� ���$ A� ���8� )�% ���� <�� �� �$�। 

(�)������� (;�+ ����) 

    

    

�������� �<������������ �<������������ �<������������ �<����    

�o �o �o �o (<¨(<¨(<¨(<¨, , , , loploploplopllll    

‘�<����’ �W�8 A� ���������� 5�� 5�� R�����। A �W8� ���; ��.��8 �+�. R�X 
A!8� "��-‘����� -P!��� �������� ����" A! ���!, !� Q�#� ���� ��� .�>��q Q�� �#�" ����� 
���$� (9�° �V�c����$, !� �c�� ���+�$� �� Q�� �#�" ������� (��� (��� �)�"�। 
��� �! ���>c ���.�) �;। !� ��q�, !� ��)���, YZ>���< !� ��8> !� F��$�। �. ����" 
����4�  
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�!� T� -�:��� ��� ���$। -v ��� ����� +���) +���) ��!��� �!"�4@ ���; <)> !�� RX�� 
&�`+���...। 

A� &ª-�<���� �!? ���! ����� �!�? !� A� ��� ���Q (�" �� ���! .�����@� � �! 

�/ !�� �����? 

& � &�ª� A!��� Rx� : ��>��� ��������� ‘�<����’ .��;। ‘�<����’ �� �!R ��� ����, �. 
"�� ���! - �� ����� ���!। !V6! D��! �)�� ����! �� �!R; �<���� ��� ����। )���!�� )�% �� 
-�� ����$ ��$��)� (�"- ��� ���� ���!��, ����8� �� ��¨����[� ����!, !�>����, ��!��-��, 
����)���- .��; �<����। �<���� ��W� - > (��� �%��! ��� ����। ��� ����� ���� .�?$+��� 
)�#� �����; ��� $, ��� ���� .�?$ �<������� &!���'�� .����% !��" �<���� ���� 
������!B ���Q�$। ���������� ��-������ ���� ���E������ �<������� ����� ���$ �� ��.:��� 
�%�:� !�� ���$ .����% !�� -������ �V��, ����! ��B$� �!���#� +���) ���#� ���� (� ������> 
���� )��� ����� ��$ ���= ���������� �<���� ������ )�% -É�' ��� ����। �.; -� > A� 
���������� (���V�����, !���-�)��, !V6!-D��!, ����)��� .��; ‘�<����’। 

(����� ��J���� ����) 

(����� ���E.�I�� B �����(����� ���E.�I�� B �����(����� ���E.�I�� B �����(����� ���E.�I�� B �����    

l¯ l¯ l¯ l¯ �.�ºn��.�ºn��.�ºn��.�ºn�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    

�¤ �"� ��� ������ ��.��$ ��h���� R�� �� -�%���� -����� (� ��>�� ��� (.�"� �.; 
-%��$� ��]��; ��h���� �������� �4�+ A��� �F�8 ��#�" ’pl-A� �µ�� ����> 
����� .�I���� 
(!���। ��h������ ������ �����! �����$ ����� �"��� �� �"� )q������ �5��!�� -.��$ 
��h���� R�� -v �%���� !��"। �E����.� �������� ��� ��� �E �� !��"। �!1 A��� ��h���� 
.��%� ���� �+�h �<�", ��; �q�P�� 
������ ��/ Re�� 
�����!��� ��h��� ��� 
����� �4�!�  
A��� ���� -v ��� �����"- ���� -v ���� ��$�"। 

(� ��; ������ �]@ ���!�� ��� ��� ���E������� ���< ���=। ���E������ �]@ ������� 
���+� �@�q� .��. (� !V���0� .��� &��� �?�.� ��� !�� -�v� +�6�$ -�v� )��� ���=। 

()�!� (����� ���E.�I�� ������ .��# .�� �!��8 ����� ���E.�I��। ������ - >���!, 
��)���!, .���V��! ���E (�9���� A ���� f�>�� <���� A�<�$ ���"। ���$-��]6 ���>���6 
-!���� A .�I���� .�F��%� )% &�@ ���=। ������ .���I! )��� -�>��� �� ��� ����B () 
���"�$ �;। ���B 
�����-����� ���Ä�8 () (��� (����� ��E.�I��� ����� ��;। ��; 
����� ��; ;�����.� ����$ ����q� ��B��, ���� .����� � �! �] !�� )����� ��������, &������  
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B$������ (� ��$�� ������� ���� ������ ���q� �B���� ��)� �� ���)� !�� �� ;����. 
��� !���"। A &.�q !��� �.; d����! ����� ! � ��@ !��� �$। !��� +�6�$- 

A ���S �� �!"� .V�c ��� !�%�@!� 

-��>! ��� !��$��" ��� -��>! ��� �। 

�!���-    

    )<��� �� �# �# )$ �# �# -�+�� 

���� +�� B ��3��� �%��< �;$��" ���$�। 

()�!� (����� A .�I��B ������ ����, +�� B ��3��� �%��< ���$� ��$ R�X�"। ()�! 
���� �q����� ����� 8�!��� �"�� �� -S����� ���� �� ��>� ��� ���� 
����� ��!��� ���@� 
��$�" ��B ���!��!� ���� .<��> (� A! .'��! ��� &������ ��� ���E.�I��� ��X��=। 
()�! ������ +��!�� ��� ��)� (a.G� ��.)> ���$B +�;�! ����� 
����� ��/ R��� 
!���"। ()�! ������ !����3 
��� �����$B �@�q�� ���� ���� ��� d.%��� �.��õ� !��"। 

������� (����V����� ���>���6 ��%� !��, ��;!��� ���� ��8���) !��, �������� ;�� c 
!��-!���, ����<�, 8%�O �����$, ���� ����� �%���� !��B (����� ���E.�I���! .%�^ !��� 
���� �;। �!� (����� +�;�� �� �@�q� � �! �� ��� !��", ���+� )�$<�$ ��C, .#!, 
�.�� R�#�$ ���= �� ������ ������� ����� -��&�@�$ ����� �m���;8 ����� 8%�O Z�. !��"।  

��"�#� ���+� )�$<�$ ������� ����� �
=��.��!� �!�y :�� !�� ���� .����% !��� )% 
���+� �Ó�� I�@ !��"। ���+� �!�y ���� .����� d.%��� ����� B �����! d�$�� !�� ��=। 
.��>���� ���� ���!^.!�� .3�>-d.�!��� .��  .��  ����q� ��$�"। (�� d.%��� ���� 
���!^.���$ ���$�� ������ �.> ��.��� �^�� ��$�"।  

 
‘�!�!��� A!� �$�! )$� ��]�6� ������  
�&�@� ��$��" ��E ��$��" ��)$�Õ� ���।’ 
 
��; ������ ��)$�Õ� ����B () �q�P�� ‘�E �� ���$�" (�B �E ���’ ��/ () ���� 

��$�"। )$ �����। 
(����� �9!�� ����) 

    
    

�����.� .���� ���������.� .���� ���������.� .���� ���������.� .���� ����    
l� l� l� l� �.�ºn��.�ºn��.�ºn��.�ºn�, , , , lopllopllopllopl    
���������.� +�;-������, 

!� ��!F�8� (��)��� (� !���$ ���$� .����� .����� (����� �� !�8�", �� ;.��������� 
f�V>�x�� � )���B, �V� ��� ���6 )��। -��!; () A�! -���� !�" � �! �"8�! ��#�"। �4 
���6 �"8�! ��#�" ���Ô��!-
�������, <V���, (a�$
)����। A!�� ����� !��" �"�, () �;। 
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��� ���� �, ������ ���  �!��-#$� �!�- %���&� '�($�� )� ������ *��- ����  +�,��, 
%��--�� ��� !��%.�/�� �� .�,�- ��� ���0� ���% ������ �1 *��2 3�% !��  #�+। �5� 
 ����, .�����  #��� ���$�� �����+ �%��&� '�6��।  7��7��$  ���� ���� 8�.�  %��� 9.��� 
�2��& ������  #�:��- ��;�� ��<��।  �(�= ��2��,� 9���� >��� �?����।  +�,  +������, 9� 
>���'���@ ����  �(�=  #�+, �& ����� ���� 
�'���. !��%  @। .�/� '��� AB !��  #�+। ��� 
C?��C?��  =�� ��+  %@ ��A�� ���.  �-��D )����$ �++ .��� �� ��,��� ��.�  ���% 
&��������� .�=.�2��& .�� ���E। 9��  .F ������ ���%G� �। ���������� -��-��G� ���. 
���� .� .�� !��? ��,����&� ���� ��.,  ��7�@ 9@%� &��������� .��+ �.I ������ ���J� 
���� !���+।  

�.�%� ���J�? �� ������ &��। ��.�. �?�K#�'��� 9@ ��%�L ��� !�� !���+। ���J�-
���� ��:����� ��%��� �. �। ��@ =��-.���� �$�� !���+ F�?� %M� �� ��@�C��� ����। 
��N�O� .� ��<� ���!�%!  � ��:���� ��#� 2 ���#���  &��� ���.A� Q���R� !���+�,  � ��:��� 
�& Q���� %��?�#��R Q����� ��%������ Q�� Q���-���� ���.A�  =���+�,  � ��:��� 
��%�S ������ ����.� ��� Q��� ���:������ ��������  D�. ��<��=� !2��� %����# �����+�, 
 !���L ��:���%��' F������ 9�� ��& %��?���)R �� ��@���, !���+� ��%�S ������-  %@ 
��:����. ���J� ���� !���+ 2 !�E�  % ��%��� �. �। ��N�O� ���!�% ��,! 

���J� ���� !�E �� !���+ .�� .��+?  � ��T��� >%? ��,���& .��, ���! ��U�. !�?�-�� 
.��, &������ =�.� ��<� =����� ���,  ���. '�@��� %��� ���L.�� .��- 9� &I� .��+। �� 
@%����� C�<������। �� ��� ���� '���������� 9�� F����� ��� ��%��� @। ��N�O� 
���!�% ��,। 

'�@������ ����, ������ '������������ ��� ���E। �$ =$� ���। �K �V �%!? ���%. 
�S;� Q��;� ������- �$ =$� ���। �D= ���������� ��,=��� ��� C%��� ��� ��� �।  ����-
�N�O�� ������. ���W��� �� ����� ���% &�;< .�(�$)�। '����, -’ ��� �/ ����� .��+ 
Y। 
 +��������� '���?��� .D� ���� '��� �,  ��!�� .Z��.��� �%[�।  %@ ���, ���&� @\�!���� 
��� ��.���� !� �, ] C%�&�� >�����. ��̂ ��  .� ��U %�_� !� ��T���  %����!�।  %@ �U 
�& ������ ���. ��(��+। '����������� ��� 9@'��� ���� !� �. �?  .F  .�D�� �����+? 

��`� ���.A��� ��%.�#�R� ������ '���������� 2 %����� %����# ����+�। �&2 ��� 
.���@  @। �Z��< ������ ���� ��:��� !��  ���। ��%��� ������  =O� ����+। 9� F�� �C���A 
�&  ��� %[� �। ����� &��। ��%�, @��, ����� ��%��� D�.�� ����- ����� @��� ����� 
!��2। �.I ��� ��� ��:��� !�� �� ��%�� D�.�� ���� �।  ����;� =�.� %�� %=� ����� 
��`� ���.A�� ��%.�#�R� 2 ����� ��(����� �.+�  ��� ����� %� %�� 9@ ��#����&� �W� 
����+। 9� �. ������ Q�� .,�J .��� �&/� %��!��� ��<0 9�,�.� �����। 

2��� &���&��� ��� ��$  #�+। ��@  �� !��� �U ���� ��� ���? !���+। �.I ������� ����� 
 �� =��� .��� 2��� .%��  @। 

�(�=�� ���=<� ���  D�.  .�$� �� �� ��������� ���!-���U� F��  ���� &I�� 7�(���� 
�$�, �� ���� &����<� ���<���� ��:��� !�?� .��� ��#�। �� �����, 9@ !�?� ��=��  
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�। ��@.���। .��� �’�! ��< +�$� ��2 !�&�� �.� ����.��� ��� ������ �!G�-��%������ 
���? ��;<� ��.  D�. 9.।  ���� 9.@ �.�। �(�=�� ��=<  D�. ��,� Fa��; .��� )N;� !�, �,b� 
�� 2 ��=���� ��:��� 3�% .��� ���। 9. ��% ��� �� ��&��� .N�.��<�  =!��� 2��  ���� 
 ��, �� ����  %@ ����� C�G-%�c����.��� �C��  #�। QD� �.�A, �!G� ��%����. ��<�� 
.��+, ����� )�� �5 �����+। �.I ������ &d#� ��%�L �'?�% �. %!�& ���? &%�����;� 
���? ���'� %N�O� C�G ����� =��� !���। 9���  ��+  ��+ �!G� !�?�, �!G�� #N!��! 2�� �e .��। 
��@ ���  .F �� .��� �, ��%������ �� �,b� �� '�f���� ���� ��?���� .��+�। �!G�� 
 J�� Q.���?, ��%�����  J�� �Q.���?। �C�L 9�,�.�। ��:��� 3��%� ���.g�  D�. ������ 
��%��� (!�� ��%������ ������!)  %��� 9�,�.� �$�।  .j�� �����+�, ��� �D����� 
��?�!� । 9@'��� ��%������ .��+  #�(%�@ k�.�� %�&�� C�G। ��&��� �������  ��7� !�l� 
.��� ���=O� 2�� ����+�। 9@'��� ���� �N� %�c����.���. ��(�=��  �����  =O� =��। 

�.+�,� %C� !��� >��. ��T���#� 9@ !������� ��  &��� @��� @%���, &����� @%����� 
��<�m ��� �� ���� 9��� #;�'�?n��� %���  .(�=�� �� ���,�� �����+�, ���� ����� ����,��� 
�o�&��� 8��. 9�� FL%��!  .F�,� �� �L�� !�� Fk�।  &��� @%���, &����� @%����� 
56��� ��:��� �। ��T��� ����,����� %��? 2��� ���� 2 ���&�। �=� ���������� ���,�� &�d, 
������ ��- ����  �@_��  ���2 2�� .�'��� ����,���� %�M !�� �����? ����  ���. ������� 
!��� ���.�� ���� ����, ���� ��- ���.2 ������� !��� ���.�� ���� %J�। ���������� ���� 
����&���, .��,  ��.-��� .�� 9@ .D�,� p�; �����। 

�.I %.��@  ��  &��� @%��� 2 &����� @%����� ��=� �। %��$ %��  .��,� ���&� 
���������� �. %�a� %0�  @, &d'Z��� ���� ����� ���. �S;�� 7$  ����;  ���� =����&�� 2 
�?�? %.��� -��-.O ����� ��=��� .��। ���� 9�#�� 9�%�+ >��.। ��� 9�#�� ��%� �?���� 
��e�� 7�(���� ��$�+ !������ !���। ������ ���K���!�� ���. ��.�। .��� %����. ��C%�� 
��&��� '���?��� .D� '����। @r ���.A� ��@�C�, ����� '������ #N!%�� ,  s!���� )�� 
�,�. ����� �����। &d'Z��  Q���  ����� %��.+� ��%&< �����+। �� ��+ ������  ���� 
�e�;��-����� ���.��� t��-.���&�  +��। ��&��� %.� %��-����-���% !����  '�� ���� 
>%�.&���� .�k u� *!; .���+। �!G�-��%��� 9��� 9.-.����।  � ���'� ���CL 
���������. ��`� ���.A��� .����� 
�D< �+��� �� �+�  ���; .���+, �� ���+ ���� 9.-.����� 
��(�$���+ �!G�-��%���- �j�-v�O�। �� �������� &d ����+। �� ����<� Q��� w������+ 
������ ���K���!�।  %@ Q����� ����- ����@ ���<�; ����� ����x ������, ���� ���� �k. 
�$�@��� �����  @, ����2 &d'Z��� ���K%�*��� ���.। �� �����, 9@ �$�@ %�<�y. 
�$�@��� ��<��� ��$। �& ���� Q��?�.�@ >%.- !��� !������ D�. �� � D�.। ��`� ���.A�� 
>��� %��*�  �  .��  %2 �$�@��� ����� ��+ >��.। �z.  %2 )���� .��+। ������ 
Q��?�.� ����x ��+।  � ��,=��� ��, =�� .�� �, �� =�� .��  %2 �$�@�� ���.।  .� %'? 
 ��� &��  @, -����� ������ Q���, ��&��� =��-8�� 3�% .�� �����+,  � ������ �/ � 
 &��, 9�� -�'<J ������  �e�6  '�:  ��- ��� C��  #����� ����  �� ��<0  ��  �। 9@ 
=���T-����-k�.�-\�<��  ��.����� .��+  %@ =���  � Q=�� �����; C%� C�����  =O��  .��� 
 �(���+ 9�� >�����. ��̂ � ���� �z � ��� ��� &�? %�.<- % ��, .��+ �। 9@ .N�.  .� 
>%��.�  =�� .� � ���2  {C .��A����, �U���� �। 9��'��� &d'Z��� 
������ �$�@�� 
���� %.��@ ���. !�� ����। 
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���� �$� >��.। ���� 9.�, !�����  %� (�`�<, 95��� ���� ���< ��%���) ������ 
&d'Z��� ���,� F�� D�.�� ���� ������ %�*���� �����  @। �N�,��� ��.� �+(�$ ���� 
 #������ �� �&�T� ����+���- 9��� ��`��� ��%.�#�R� ���. @%����  &2� �� ��|�� ��� 
&��!� .���+।  %@ �&�T� �+/ � !2�� ��<0 ������ %�*�� =���@ =���। ���� ��  ��(.����&� 
��.�� !��� �।  

���� 
��� #;���S. �������� #$�-  ����  ���; �=���� ��<��%�-  ���� Q���, ���� 
��&�  �!��� ��� ��� �D��D ��<����-  ���� &�#��. �%!��� .���� ���?�x� ��.��-��D 
���� �। ���� #$��� %�c����.��� �����}��K  W����� �Q������ ��~ ��$� �����$�( �#���.� 
.�.�|N� �� ��������। &� ����� । 

(�2.� 2%�� ��=�) 

    

    

���.��� ������� 2 ������ ������.��� ������� 2 ������ ������.��� ������� 2 ������ ������.��� ������� 2 ������ ���    
�� �� �� ��  %���� %���� %���� %����, , , , ����������������    

#� �� � ��=< ��� ��,�  D�. ���������  � ��G���� �e !���+,  % ��G�� ������ 
���K� ��G��,  % ��G�� ������ ��(=�� ��G��, 
-���.�� Q��R�� ��G��। ��<� 
&M���!� %���)< �� �+� ��� ������ ���.� �K  ���; .�� ������  %��� ������. ��
 .�� ��� 
���.  ����+ +���। %�&��-%�C�� �%?-�?���� ���������. ����  '�M =����� .�� �����+। ������ 
�%?-�?���� ���. ���� ������+  �� �%, ���k� C%�� &M���!� ����  D�.  C���+ ���। 
������ ]��!? ��.� ������?����� ��?��.-��?���.���� ���� ��<�'��� !�?� .���+। �N� 
��?��.���2 ����  �!�@  ���। ���?�� ���<�. 8�  #���G =�����. ��+��  D�. ��D  ,� 9� 
&M���!� ��(� ���.� F�� .��  ���, =�&<। 9�� .�� ���� !���+ ��e_����. 2 ���� 
��.�.। &#/�D !�, @.��� !��� +���� ��� ��,�� ���. �^��f �+�।  %@ �%��� ����� F�� 
=��� !���+  ���#�। )��  D�. ���� Fk�� �����। �� ��(�� �$��� .�� )������+� �� ����� 
�� �+� .� ���, .� 
Y। �.I �, ����  %@  � )������+�-  % )�� ����� �� '��M�। ���� �� 
)��  D�. 2�k�, �� Fk��2 �  .���।  ���.�� !�� ��� ��,�� w����� ��� �5। )��0 !� 
�5��  ���!� ����� ���? �=���� )����� �$�। ���� .� !�&�� !�&�� �����. 9@ �!�{ 
&��������� ��<���� ��.�� !�� !���+ ���  .� �!%��  @। '���� ����? .g� .��� ����? 
�. ��<�'��� &M���!� ������ �K ���� ������ &d'Z���. �Ks� .�����+? 

�!�{ ��� �� �,b� �� 7�(���� ��$�+� ���������� F�� �� )�� %�� ���। �['�� ����+� 
&M�%�<�� @���!���. ‘‘���� !��� J��� ��2, ��� �� )��� ���? %� �k. .��  ��।’’ !?�(, 
 ���+�  % ��� %�,�.� J��� ���, �.I  ����+� �.? �����, �����2 �। �� )�� ���� !�� 
.��� ��� !��  #� ���2 �����।  �� ��<0 !��� ��� �  ��� !��  +�$ ������  #�। 9��� �� 
9. ���&�C�  
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J��� !��� ��� ��%�+ #����।  ��� ��. .’�� 9� ���? 9@ .’���@ 8�� �����.� ���� !���+ 
 +�$  � ��  .(�� ��(�=। 

��.  % .D�। &M� %�.��  �'��� ������ �#�;� ��- ����� ��
 .�� #N!+�$� .���+ 
������ '�@�. !�?� .���+, ������  ���. �+��� ���  #�+- %@ !�������� ������  �� 
 D�. ��Z<� .���@ !��। �& ������  ���  � %�*�� =��+  % !� ���K� %�*��, 
������ 
%�*��। 9@ %�*��� ������ �D<�L ������2 7�(���� �$�� !��।  ��'��� 9@ 
����� %�*��� 
 ���+ ������ '�@����। '�@����� %��D ������ !��� !��  ����� !��। 9�  ���� 9@ 
-��<�#�Z;< ��!Z��< ������ ���+�� D�.�� =��� �। ������ �& )�� ��% D�.��2 =��� �। 
������ 'Z��.� �������.@ ��� .��� !��। ����� .�� +���  ����� .��+ ���� ����, 
 ������ 9%- 9�#�� 9%- �& ������ 
����� %�*��� ���� 7�(���� ��$। ������ '�@��� �� 
����2  ���#�-�,<�� !��� ��� �z����� ���*!; .��। ������ 9�#�� �%��@ !��। 
 ����� ���� 9�#�� 9%। ���� ������?����� +����� ����  . )�� D.�? �!����?��� 2 
���?����� +�����  �����  . )�� D�.��? ��D ����। �& ������ )�� D�.�� �� �, ������ 
%��� �& �1 .�&। 7�(�%� ���� ���!�� �� �������.2  %���!� #k� �*;� !�� !��। 
�������. ��%<�-9 ���*!; .��� !�� �!� '�@��� %�� .�� ��(����. ����  �����N.�� 
�m���=� ��k��� !��।  ���  �����N.��. %�Z;<��� �z��K .��� ����-  %�� ���� ���� 
������ )� �����.� .��-���� 
�Y� &�� ���। ���  �����@ 9�#�� �%�� =��� �। 
�������2 9@ %�*��� ���*!; .��� !��। ������ ��(��� %0��. FL%��!� .��� 9@ ���K� 
%�*��� ���*!; .���। 9@ %�*�� ������ %.��� %�*��। �M�m�� ��f��S ������ %.��. 
���J� !�� !��। &� ������ %���`�। &� ������ !��@। ������ �K ���� �ND�  ���  �� �। 

 

(��% 8���D ��=�) 

    

    

%������. 
����� 2 !����� %������. 
����� 2 !����� %������. 
����� 2 !����� %������. 
����� 2 !����� ���.N� �����������.N� �����������.N� �����������.N� ��������    
�� �� �� ��  %���� %���� %���� %����, , , , ����������������    

....... %������.���  J�� ��.A��� ��#� =�o� �+��� @��!�% ���%'?���  J�� 9. 
.�|�� ��?��। 9@ ��)< =�o�  �L%� ���L ��`� ��%. 2  ���.  #�R� �����  W;�
�D< =����D< 
.��� &? ��� ��� ��� &#�;� .�@  ��� .��� ���.I &#�;� �0�� ��� 2 '���� �Z�< Q��. 
�'<�. �����5���� F��2 =������+ ����.!� ������ .�(�=। 

���� %  D�.@ ��`�� ��%. 2  ���.  #�R� ��?0 %����.�g�'��� 9@ �D�,  ��+  �। 
��� ��@ �, �&
 
��D< ���� &#�;� '���, %��!�?, %�tN�� 2 ��&���� F��2 &)? !���� 
=������+। �������� ��� �? ��.��। ��  %@ ��%.=� ��������� ����� �?�? ��&���. 
�����  #�R�� ����@ %������.���  J��2 �.+�  ������.��� 2 =�,�.���� �� ��(�&  ����+�। �&
 

�D< =����D<  
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.��� &? ���� %� %��@ &#�;� 
�D<�. ���e;'��� ��� ����  #�+। ������. 
�� 
��D<� Q�� 
&� ���� ����  ����� &#�;� �0��� .D��. ���� ����  =���+���, ����� '��#? &��,�+ %���!� 
��?�=��, ���� 2 =�� ����^। 

��#� =�o�  �+�� ������ &#�;� �Q� ������ >��. @��C�., %���� 2 &��� ���� 
.��.�, ���.� %�.�� .�N<. ����  )��;� .�� !���+।  % %�A >��. ���.�� %�������.� 
 %��.��  % -����  .���@  '���� �। ��� ���� !�� ����  .��� �$�S.������ .��+- 
%.� Q.�� -��-����^,  &�-&����, �?�� 2 ��<���� .��+। %�? 2 ?���� ��D ��(�� �+� 9.�y 
9��  %�a��। ��fJ�� �+� ��(���  ���। 

%�.��� ��������,  &�-&���� 9�� %��%�� !A�J� +�$�2 ��`�� ��%. 2  ���. ����!� 
��+�%��?. 9����� ���.�� ����., %���. 2 %������. ��(��� Q'����  =��2 .�6��!���� 
 J�� ��.  ��� ��<���� ���=� �����+।........ ��+�$� ���� 2 �����%! Q�� .��.  .��, ,�.�� 
%���� ���.��� !���+। ����.�J +�$�2 ��������� %������.���  J�� .��.&  ��. 
�Q���&�� �#�+�� ���� %����.� �%  #�$ ��% ��+- ���� %�%��@ &���� 
�D<, %��!�?, 
.N�O 2 %�tN���. ��%&< ���� %�<Q.��  ���;, ��% 2 ��<�� =��.���2 9.��, %�!�� 2 
@%����� �&#�� ���� ��:��� &���� ?��? ���.���. ��<�'��� =��� ����  #�+।....... 

9+�$� ���������� ��@��- ��`� ���.A��� Q�� %� %���. 9�� %������.@ ‘���.A� 
,�@�%’ 9� ��)<���� %���.  &8, 9, %������  =�� 5e�x� ��.  D�.  .� ����@ .� �। 
�D<��� 2 ��&����  J�� ��:��� &����. ������ ����� �?����� ��� ���  ����� %�<Q.�� +��, 
.�� 2 '6���� �W� ���  .��� .��<;? .���। 

%��� �������� �& 9.�, �;�J�� ���;� !���+। ���. ���. w�� F�k�+ ���K� �����  .��, 
����। ��� �5 �����M� ���� +�$�� ��$�+ ������ ���. ���.। 
������ %�*��� 7�(���� 
��$�+ �#�;� ��:��� W��., .N�., +��, ����&���� ��। ���� Q��?�.@ �& 9.-9.�, ���K�%�� 
���;� !���+। &���. ���&  ��� ���� ��$ ���E ���K� &?। -&<� %�!�% �Q������? #���� �z� 
F�� �)���� �� �)��  !� =���+।  % ����; ��̀ �� &M���!�� ���� ��F%  .(�� F�k�+।  

9 ��!Z��< �. .��+ �z.���� ������ ���������� %������.��? �. �& ����� >��. 9�� 
]��!��%. �����x? ����.%�/ ����  %%� %������.�.  .��.+� ���� Q���& ��+ ��� �� 
!� �। .��;, ���������� ��#� =�o� �+��� �K�K %�*���� @��!��% �����2 �+� 9.�, %�*��� 
'Z��.�। �.I �& �� ���� %�Z;< �����-����.  ���� ���������� ��1��? J���J�-  =���� 
%���@  ���� �� � ���=<� �� 9.��� ��:��� %���� %����! %��� ���@ Eastern News 

Agency-  . �?��'��� ����  )��;� .�� !���+। ��� ��@ �, ENA +�$�2 �� ����, %����, 

��&, ������ ���, 9.��, 
���.��, ������ ��;�, #;��K, #;��;�, !���8, 9��Q% 2 ��2 
��.5��� >��. 2 %�~��!. ���.� ��:��� &���������, �2���� ���#� +� �C� 2 ����� 
%�����. �*���.�� 2 Q���?  �2��� ��'����# �m .��  ��� !���+। 9�! �?���. ���� �.'��� 
%!? .�� ���E? ��� ��@ �- !����� 9�!�� %�.���� %��<� ��D?� %���� �.'��� ���� ���� �� 
�� Q=�� .�� &#;�. ����0 .��+? ���� &�� ���������� %������.��� �D<���. -����� 
.D�। ���2 �����, �& ���� ���������� ��<���� 2  ����� &#; 9�� �������� %�.���� &? 
.�& .�� ���E, ���� �����  
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 =��2 �. ���%. -����� ��+। !�� � ���  %%� ����.%�/ %������.��  �� ��� �� �! 
���KQ�?���  %%� %������.�� -�<�� �.��J� ��� 9��� &#�;� %�*���  =�� 2 ����� 
 ��#���� &?  ����� ��f 7���� ���E। ��:��� &��� ����� �?�#-����J�� .D�  .� ��@ '��� 
���� �। ���K%�*��� ����� ��Z�? ���� ��� 2 ���p�;�� !�� D�.�� ��:��� &���� %�*��� 
 =��� 9�� @��!��% । 

��`�� !����� ���!�- ���� �N�D��� ��.  D�. ��:��� &����. %�Z;<��� ��`� .�� ���� 
 =���+��- ����� ����; �� �J ��U  ��. �!�- ����� ��?�=.��� �� �J ������, ��%!�� 
���� ��&��� ���%'Z�� �?�# .��� ���? !���+- ����� J��  @। ��:��� &��� ��� %���=� 
Q������ ��� �& �N�Q���। ��� ��@ �- ����������  �%� ���.� ����.�J 2 %������.  #�R� 
��&�  %@ �)��. �������. %�.���� ��.�� .��<���. %!���� .��+ 9�� ��D?� Q=���� 
���?�� &#;�. ����0 .��+ �����2 J��  @।  %�� ���  ��� �Z�� �। 9� �D����#? Q���� 
���� ����@। ��`� ���.A��  .���@ ����� k�(@ !�� �। �y��� 9��  ��� ���� �D 9��� 
 ���� ��+। ���� ����� %�*��� ��� &��@ ����  � !����� 9�!�� %�.���� ��(������ 2 
������ �?�# .��, 9��� &#�;� ���K%�*��� 9.�y��  )��;� .��� 9�#�� ��%।  

��:��� &��� !����� &M���!��  .� Q.�� =�������@ �� ����0 !�� �। ���� &�� ��������� 
�%����. ����� %�.�� ����#, %����; J�� Q��< 2 ����=�� &? '��� %�.���. ��S; 
&�����  �+� ����� �0��.�� 2 %��� .�,�.� ��+। �������� �#��� �+/ .�� %�Z;< 

����� �&< .��@ !�E ��:��� &����  �� .D�! ��:��� &��� ����� &��� �� .��� ���� 
%���� �� � ���=<� �����N��  ���� =�� �, ��� ����K� %�Z�� F�E� .��@ !�E ����� � .�k�� 
��D।  % %�*��� ���������� ������~ ����.%�/ %������.  W;�@ ��  . ���+�� D�.��। ��:��� 
&���� ��)< %�*���� @��!��% �����2 9.�, F�¡����#? 'Z��.� �+�। �& ��  % �� ��?�%/ 
�� ��)< Q���J�  %@ 
Y�. ��A�� ������ .��� &? ��� �¢��� ����� 9�#�� �%� F�=�। �Z�< 
��#�0 F����� ���K%Z��<� ��~ �'�% C��k F�k�+। ���. &��0'��� Q.���� ���?�� &#; 2 
�����%�� %£��� ���� ���� ��.,� ����x@ ���������� %������.��� F�� ?A। 

 

(#�&�F� !�%� ��=�) 

    

���� ����� '��� ��������� ����� '��� ��������� ����� '��� ��������� ����� '��� �����    
������¤�����¤�����¤�����¤���, , , , ����������������    

 ��2�� !�%������� %��� ���� �&/� 9�'�? !�� C�.����� ���� #0�?��।  ��2�� 
!�%�����  ����� �’-��. C�, ��2��� ��@ ��A�� 8� ���.�  ,���C� '��� ���  ���#��� 
�¥#��� !�� ���� ��� D�.� .��.& >%�. �N�O�#�=� !��। &�������� eJ �!�{�� ��� ���� 
��N�? �z� ���. ���� .�� ����+। 9 +�$�2  ,���C� '��� =�����. Q.��? 2  #�� &��#� 
 D�. Q!���� ����+ ��2 �’���. >%�.।  ��!� ��  D�. ��D� ��<0 ���� %�U। �.I  ,���C� 
'��� �Z� C,�. ��U� %�����  ���  =��� �$�� �।  %��� �¦-,-�¦ ��@�C� !��� .��.& 
���:���  ��!��&�  
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��&�.���.  ��� ����। �����  =�,��,  ���� ����।  ,���C� '�� ��.�� Q��?.�.@ �¡��� .�� 
!�। ���,<� .���  D�. �e .��  ��!� ���'/ ���� �R�� %��D  ����, ��,����,. %���U, 9�%�8� 
 ���� ����+ �.� ��� .��  ��� !�। 9  ,���C� !�F& ����� �J� .���@ !��। .��; 9 '��� 
%Z§���%Z§ �S���� ��.� !�� ��`��� %��D �Z��<� ���  ��#����# �?��� ���E/ !�� ����। ���? 9 
�?��� ��.� !�� 9.��� '�%� D�.�� ��.� .?�¨���¨� 2�?����% �%�r�। ��� ��%�  D�.  � 
��.��� F�k�+��� ��� =���.� ��% ��  �����  #�+। ��)< ���$� ���<�.�2  ����� %��� +�� 
 ��#�+। ��.��� F�k �%�� ���@ !k�L ��� ����. �&��% .&���, ‘‘���� ���� %��!�, 9,� 
.��  ��?’’ ��� ��� ���.  =�� �@���। ��.��2����� ����, ‘‘9,� !����&��� ����� ��T������ 
 ��, � ������  ��?’’ ��� =�����. ���.�� ��A .D� ���� ������ &�����। ���$�� -’ =��� 
�V��G� �=.�=. .��+। ���$�� .��!� !���� ��(=�� ��.�� =����� %�� .���+��  �� ,�.�। 9.�, 
 +�© .���$� D���� ��� &���� �����%� ���� �Z�?�� %��5���  #�� .��  ����+��। 
�������#� .��+  ���$ 9. ��T��� ��<� >%�?�  ���'� ���,�� !�� ���  % %��  .�$ ���  #�+। 
���$� �����, ‘‘!����&����, ���� ��.�� D����� ���� .��+ ,�.� =��। ��� ,�.� ���� �
�.�� 
.��� QD��@ ��@�C��� ��(, ���� ����. �)�� .��। ���� ����� ���. ��.���  =��-8�.���� 
��2 ��� !���। �.I ��� �� ���  @। ���� ��@�C� Fk���� �� D��  D�. ���� %�� ���. 
����  �@। ���� ���� %��!�, �� .��� 9 '��� =���? �¡�� #&� �$�� �। ����� 2��! 
�¡� �� .� %!? .���?  !  ����, ����� 2��  ����� #&� ��&� .���।’’ ���$� 9���  D�� �#�� 
9.�� ��.�� =����� �e .���। 9  �� ��� ���$�� ��'���# �। ��A�  D�. �D=������ !���� 
)�$ ����  2��, ��., !���$�� ,�.�-�%#���,  �� .��  ��  �� %����; �?����। 9.�,  ���� 
���!�� �, �.NO�� ���,�� +?�(=$�  =����� ��<0 9 ���� ��,���& .�� �। >%?��� �Z�  D�. 
�%��  ����@ !���� )�$,  =���� ##�% ���� ��.�, ���.�� ����  �� %����; ),�। --9. ,�.�� 
 ��� ��.�, ���  .F ��A��  ����� �।  

 ,���C� '��� %��� �%�� ��  ����� 9.�, �.������  �! &�. ��&.�� �¡��� .��+। 
�.+� �  ��� ��.,  D�. .�� ��� .?�� ���� ��.� %��� ���� �� ���J� .��  �����। F-<'��� 
 ��.& 9 ����&. �¡��� �?���  D�.  !�@ ���E। .��;, ���������� ���.N� 9��.�� 
�6���6� .�<�  �� ����@। ����@ ����.- ������। 

9  ,���C� '��� �'?0�� �� � ��=< ��� ���,�� 9. ��.�� !�?�.�6 %�#�k� !���+। ��� 
���,� ��&�� .��. ���, ��# �!�{ !����� �JQ�� ��� 9.�� �K������ 9?���%�%��  ,���C� 
'��� .�ª�� e�� ���. ��$। .�¨�� e�� .��.& ��:���� �8F�, �+�। ��@��� !�?�.��6� ��� 
%��.< ���� �.+�@ &���� �। �?�? ���� ����@  %�� ����2 ���� �8F�, .��+���। �2���� 
���#� ���<�  ������. �� .���  % .�&@ .��+���। !��� %���U ��� �K���.� .�.��5��� %�Z;< 
�.�p.'��� ����� 2�� 5��  =����� �e .��। ��(=��  .� %[���  @ �� .�� .��.& .�<� 
.�«�� e��� �S����  =���� ���. ���Z� %[� ��O .��  ��। 

9� C��@ ��.� �!��� %�  �%����.  ,���C� �� ���� ���� ��.�&� �+�। 

!k�L �. �� .�� 5��A� 9��.�� ��.��  +�$  �@। ����  ���2 =�����. D�D�� '��। 
9��� .��.�, ��`� ���.A��  ��8��8 ��,< �����  ��.� ����+। --9.,�  ��.� )���  �����। 
����. ���� !�� ���� ��% ����+। ����  @। 9.&  ��.������ %��D ���=� �+�। ��@ .�� 
%!��'Z���  
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 �� ���  �=��.�� ��� �&��% .����। F-< '��� �?�!�� .����। .��; F-<'���  ��.������� 
%��D ��:���� ����� '���� .D� ���2 Q��  ���^��!��� �����।  .� ������@ ���.N� 9��.�� 
��:���x Q.�� ��� 9� �.+� .�� !����। Q�; %��� ��<0 !�� ����।  

‘ �=��.�  .� =��+’ Q�¬� F���  ��.���� �� ����� ��� %����< !�E- .� ��:��� 
���.A�� .��$  .� �, �� ���:�����2 ��<�� �������� &? �D< �?� .��� =��E �। 

9���  #��� ������  ��.���� 2  r�8����� 9.�, ���$�  ��.��।  ��.���� �����, ��(��� ���$ 
�.+� ���� !�। ��`� ���.A�� ���$ %��� ��� 9.�,2 ���� !� �.� %�G!। 

����.N� 9��.�� �y��<��� 2 
������ ��S ���J�  .��,  .��, ��:��� @���!����!�� ��e�� 
�D<���. �������� 9�� Q�=�� %N�O .�� =���+। 9��'���  .��, ��:��� &�� ��:��� 
&����������� F�#���  �� ���&���  %@ ]��!��%. ��� ‘���� ����� '��� ������’ ��;��. 
��A����� .��+। 

(‘@����% �!��’ +��� %����¡�! ��=�) 

    

    

    

���@ 9.��� �D���@ 9.��� �D���@ 9.��� �D���@ 9.��� �D    
�� �� �� �� ��¤�����¤�����¤�����¤���, , , , ����������������    

���������� %�*��� ���� ��� .��+। Q���� ���� �z� %�M �$�+ ��T�। ����� .��+ 9.D� 
\O  �, ��®� +�$� 
����� Q��R� .�� ���� �। 9.@ %�M ��:����� @��!��%� 9-%�?2 F���B 
.���  ����+  �,  .� 
�����@ �g .��.���� ���� �&< .�� ��� �।  .�  ���  .� .��� 
�� %[� !��। %����� ������ ���# ��@ ��u  !�. �  ., %�?�., ��'����., ��A��., 
���K�., �
�.�� .�� F�=� �, %[�2 �। ����� QD����., ���� Q=6 ����# ��� ��� �� 
.���+ --9.���� ���?@ ���� >%?���!��. 3�% .�� ���� ������, �.I 9� ���� ��. 
��A� ��'��� %�� .���+, ����� ��A� .���.j�� �����+, 9� ���� ����� Q.N� 
�� ��7�� 
 ����+-��@ ���� &�� ��� ��� ����#� �?���� �, ���  ���K� �?����, ���W��� �?����, ����� 
�?����, &�� FL%#< .��� �?����। ��� ���# D�.��@ ��� &� .�� ��� �। .��; ��!�� 9����� 
��������� !�������� ��Ax D.��� �। ��� ��� ��U�2 �?���� �, .��; ��!�� 9����� ���? 
!������� �`�@ ���K�������� ��� .�� ���� ������, ������ !��� ���  ���  ��� ���� 9��� 
����!��� !�� �$��� �। ���&��� &? ��������<.��� %�!��? ���#।  � ���,� F�� ��(�$�� ��� 
.��� !�  %@ ���,� %�D<,  � ������ ���? ��(�$�� ��� .��� !�  %@ ������ %�D<- 9 -�,�@ 
!�������� ��e��, �� 9 -�,�@ ������ ��J। �.+� ��+� ��.��� ���� \O  ���� �����  �, 
��� .��� &? ����  .� Q¯��  @�। ���� ���;� .���+��� #;���S. ��G���� ���?�� 
������ ��2� ���� !��।  ����  ��. ���������� ?��? ���.�� ������ &?@  �� ���&��� 
�!���.  '�, �����+�।  �� ���&� ��� .���+�� ����-����=�� ���?�� &�%�����;� 
�D< 
Q��R� .��� �����।  �� ��!Z�< ��<0  ����%�  %@ ���@ .���+�।  ���� ���� ��7�� �����  �, 
���� ���� ���� 9. =�� ����%)��.��� ��.��  
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!�� ���E।  % .D� ��7�� ����� ����@ %�<QD� ����� 2�� �)�� !��� ������। %�A 
�������@ ������ ��.Z�� �+�।  �%����. ��%�?���,  �%����. %�U ���!� 2 ��:��� >%?��� 
%�M �����< .��  �� ���&�  %�����% ��� ���.A��, >%?���!��. %!�&@ 3�% .�� ���� 
�����। =©*���� ������� 2 ���, ������� ������� 2 ��� 2 �����-��&��!�� ������� 2 ��� 9�� 
�%���,� �������2 ��� ��(��  ����+ 2 ���°�; .���+ ��(�� %!�&@ ��7��  ����+  �, 
����%)��.�� 2 �$��S� &�� ��A��.������ 3�% .��� &?  .�� Q���& �+� �Z�<Q¯���। 
F���K Q¯��� �� ���<. ���&�। =©*����  %����%  D�. �� � ���=<� ��#@ �� �� ��:��� 
>%?�. ��`� ���.A�� =���  ��� !�, �1 ��:��� >%�?� !��  D�. �U  .�$  �� !�। �D=  % 
�D �m .��� �����, =©*��� 2 =��� �G�� �Z���¡�� .��� �%��� ����� 2 �����G� ��� �� 
��.�&� .�� ���� ����� ��`� ���.A���� %�Z;< ��K!� !�� �$���। �.I ����  . �� .���? 
 . ���� !�������� >��� !2��� %����# �����?  . ���� �%!���� ���� ����� 
����%)��.��� ��.��  !����? 9� �±#� �?��?�  ����  =O� � .��2 ��� ���  �, &%����; 
 �N�N�G� ���� ��� .���+��� ����=�@ 9.��� �D।  

������ ���;� ��D?� Q���;� !���+। ���� ��7��  ����+, ��`� ���.A��� %����. 2 
 �%����. ��%.�NG 9�� %��0Q'Z 2 �$ �?�%����� ���������.  ���; .�� �m .��� ���� �। 
+�-�C� ��A������ !��  ����;� �D �m !��  ����।  �� ���&� ��� ���  =���+��  �- .� Q.��� 
 !�. ���������. ��  ���; .���  ���� �, ���������.  ���; .��� �D �m .��� !��।  %@ 
�J? �&<�� &? #;��S� 'K  �� ���&� #;���S. �D@  ��+ ����+��। �.I  �� ���&�  �� 
����+�� ‘�.�%�  #���,���, .�� %�M  #���,���’, �&  ���� %����; ����2 ���+ ‘.�� %�M 
#;�S?’ ��`� ���.A�� .�=����� %�M �. #;��S� ��D ����� .�� ���? ����� 9.��� F�� 
!�E ���। ���� !��� ��@�C� ���� ����+  %@ 
�����.��� %�*��� ���K������� �& \O ��7�� 
 ����+  �, �z� %�M  .��.� ����� .�� =�� �। ����% .��� �D< �����< �N��?। ����  �� 
�����  @।  �z� ���� %�Z;< � !2��� ��<0 ���K����� ��@ ��`0 !�� ���� �। 9.���. 
���K�������� %�M ���� .�� ��� &���  ����+  �, ���� %��@ -�, %�? ����� .��� %J� 
!���+। 9.� �z�.  +�, .��  ����  @। ‘�F@�<. ,�@�%’ ���.�@ ����+, QD� �² )��� 
���? !������ � �J ��:����. !�?� .���+। 9� ¢��� ��`� ���.A����� 3�% .��� J���  ��7� 
���। ����. �U  �� 9��� ����+  ��� ��� ��.  D�. ���� %�Z;<��� ��:���-�������। ����� 
�#�& ���.��  ��� !���+  �, ��:�����  +�, &��, ���� ���%� !��@ &�d�+, ����� ����% .�� ��� 
�। %����; >%�.��� 9@ �_�#� ���;�� &?@ ���� -�%�!%� !�� ‘@�� ���’ 3� ���� ���� 
����� ���? !k�L F�k ��($�� 2 9�#�� �%��  =O� .�� 9�� ������ %�!%� ������ ���K�������� 
!���  ��)��� ���� ��$। @�����? !�&�� !�&�� ��.-  %� ��� !���+, ��.- %���� �����2 
 '�M ��$�+, ��� &� ��`�  &�2 �z�. ���,� .��  ��� =�� �। -@� �z  .���@ �����&� 
�। .��; �z ����+ �?���� ��J, �%��?� ��J, %����; ������ ����J। ���� ����+ %��?� 
��J, ?���� ��J, &%�����;� 
��D<� ��J। ���������� ���, 2 ����  .���@ ��.- %���� 
�?���� ��J %�D< &���� �। �.+� ����� �� #�&���+ �� �� �.+� �। .��; ³��´� ���� 
 ���2 �!,��� ���<��  �(��� ���� �m� ��(�&  ����+�। %����� ����� ��  .� �?���� �। ��+�$� 
���°�; .���  ��� ����, ������� �%�� %���������। !�2�� )����+ ��7�� �����@ ���� �����  '�� 
���µ  C���। %����� ������  ���� %����; ������ %�D<�Z? ��.- %��� =��'��� ����&� 
!��@।। �)���� �� �)�� !��� ��!�$2 �Z��%�L !�� ���। @��!��%� ��J�@ ��@।। %����� 
�)���� �� �)�� !��� !��। 
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�& ���� ��� .��+ ���� �.  .��� ��� .���+�? ����� �. �����  .� ��'��� �+�? ����� 
!��� �. ��#�  D�.@ �U �+�? 9� F�� !�=+- �। �.I ���  .� .�� ��� =��+,  .� .�� �U 
9���? 9� F�� !�E- ��� .��� =�@��,
������ &? ��� .��� =�@�� �U 9�% ���, ����� 
��'���2 !�, ��� &�2 !�। ���&���� �� Q��;, �'����� ��� Q��;। %����� ���K����� @E�,�@ 
�$ .D�। 

������  ������, ����.�� ��� ��� ����+ ����� ���?��@ ���� 
����� %�Q���R� .����। 
�N�D��� ���'/  �� �� �N�O�.�;  D�. ���������� ),���� ��=�� .��+,  % �?����� 
���K��������  .� �.�<;  @। ��(�� ���+, ���� ��� =����� �����, ���E। ������  ����2 
 %@ .D� ����+। .��;, ��+�$� ����������  ���; �m !2��� ��  .� �D  ����  @। ��)< �� 
�+� ��� ���������� ����  ����� !���+। ������.  ���;��K .��� !�� ���@ 9.��� �D।  �� 
���&�  ���;!� %��&�?��� .���� .���  � 
Y  ����+�� ��� 9.��� �� ���। ������ ���.�� 
Q�; ����  ����;� %�A �D �m .�� ���� �& �����.�।  ���� ���� =�� ���������� ,�.� 
��������� D�.��, ���� %��@  %@ ,�.� %��'��� ��&��� ���? '�# .��  ���।  .F  � ���� 
� ����, ��� ���� '�# ��@�, ��� �?�D�, ���  �����। %�����  %@ �!� �J? �&<�� &? 
������ %�*�� .��  ��� !��, ������ ��� .��  ��� !��। 9 �?����� ���� %�!��? .��� ����@ 
������ �m�।  

(‘&�C� %���.’ +���  ��!�£� ��� &�C� ��=�) 

    

    

    

.��.�, +��.��.�, +��.��.�, +��.��.�, +��----    9.�, @��!�%9.�, @��!�%9.�, @��!�%9.�, @��!�%    
� � � � �'���'���'���'��, , , , ����������������    

- �. '�@, �.  ���+? 2, +��5���? �E�  ���। 9�.� �� 9. +��5���  ��� ���E��� ���।  

QD� +���, 9.,� ���%� #��+�। ���? 9��  ���� �.+�  @। ��� F���B। +���,  ���� !���+��� 
��@ 9�Q�। ����%�! �!���  .� 9. �!G�����  D�.। J���J� 9.�,  ����� ������ ���� 
 ��� ���E #�+�,,  ����� ���� ��(�$��। ���$��  .�  ��.&  @। !���� ����� %��@ Q�; !������+ 
��.A�� >%?���  ���#��� 5����। �D�� %��@ Q�;'�� �������+ 2��� ������ ��;�D<� !��। 
+���,  ��� �� !�E���,  .F �� ��D� �=� .��, �&�� !�� �Z&�  ��� � %.�� -%�(�7-���%� 
���� ��% Q�D<� &���� � !��-������ .��+ ��  .���। 

�¢��� +���,  .� 9. ������-��������� �����। ��� &���� �, �N�। !���  ��!��� .�(=� 
��। �e�;� ���,� D?��$� !��  #�+- =��  &�  @। �e;�� ���.� ��(&�  '�M  #�+-,.,�. ��� 
��K� .��&,�  ��� ��� ���! 9��� ���� !���+��� �� � ��=<। �� +���,  ���� !���+��� �¶ � 
��=<-��.� ��,�C�8<  D�.। �� � ��=<। #'�� ����� �&< �AB��� 9 ������ ���7 �+��� 9. 
����� ������। �.I �.p�L #�&< Fk��� ��`�� ��<�  %���� .���। ��!Z��< AB !��  #� 2��। 
�=����� ���� ����� !��� 2��� ��\��� %.� =�2��-��2��। 
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�N��� +���� ��$�#M�� %���!� &�����। 9.�, �N� %�(��� ���E Q�;��;। �.I &��  @ 
 .�D�� ����, .� ���� �� ���j  .�D�2 �#�� Fk�� ����� �.�। +���, �� � ��=< %.���  ����। 
!���� 9 �N� �+� ��&����  .� 9. 7�$����, %�.��� ��C�%� ���, �·  ��'�K .�<=���- ���� 
�+��� �$��� %�.��� ��C%�� �.�� .������ ���.। @���!��� &M�  %����  ���, 2 ����,  D�. 
 .���� �J�  ��� ��� %0�<�; �����E। �!�  +�$, ��� %�<
 �?�# .��। !���� =�� ���E 
 .� 9. �Z��¡���, �D�� ��� .�O  ��  +�$ ������।  ���� ��  ��� ���� � ��`� &¡�� 
���!��  =!���-  ��� ���� � %0�!��� &�� �D��  ���, F�=�� �%�� �  .F ¸���6�, ��(�� 
 C���। 

9�, =��D< +��।  ���� !���+��� �� � 9�Q� >'���� ����� F��  D�.। +���� �%��? ��� ���-
 '�% ���E ���  {��� ।  . &�� .��� 9�� ����  '�% =���+ 9�� .��। C��� 2k� ��'L%  �! 
2���। .�.5��� .�.-�.� ��% ��+ 9��� F��। 

9� ���� +���,  ���� !���+� .���¡� �!��। �k�  � %.���। +���,� 9.����  ��� ���E 
9.��  ��. ��, .��+  ��.��� ���। ��� ���� ��.�  ����. ��� 9.&  ��. .?����� ���� +�� 
����+� �k. 9� ��� +����2 9��@। �?���� ��� 9?�.��। .��; 9�,�� ���,��� �� ‘!?�6%-��’ 
!�� 9.��@� ��(�$��। ��  %@ .?������?�  r#��� �¥#��� �M��  ��� ��2 ���J��; । 
!������ �.+�J�;� ���?@ �¥#��� =�� �$��। .$ .$ .�� Fk��  r#�। �%!�� �S;�� #$�#�$ 
���� D�.�� ���,��� ��। 9����� �N��? !������ 9�� ��$ D�.�� ������ ��<&�� ���� .���� 
!��  ���। 2��� Q�;���Z �� �0 �%���� %m�� ¹3<#���। 

9����� +���� +�� +�F�  ��� 9.,� )�। -�,� .�.�� ��������� ��%। ��� %���  �& �$�+ 
2��। �� 9.�, +�#� 2���. ���.�� !�( .�� ��(�$�� ��+। @º! 9 )�,� >��� � !��  �=��� +�#� 
�� 9 .�.�� -�,� '� -����� 9 .�kC�,�  ���� �. ��%�.��@ � �$���। +���, '��� %����0� 
.�+�.��+ ��. &M���!��  .� 9. �'?D<� ������� %£��'�#  D�.  ��। �.+��� ��# ��.���� 
���,�� >��� .�� !���+� 9 �'?D<� �����। �z .���� ��.�  ���� �!�! ����� C�(�  ��� 
=�@�+��� ��;�D<���� �C���� ���  ���। �.I 9���@ -'<�#?  �,  .F  #��� � ��.-&M���!�� 
�'?D<� .�$���, 9��� %���� ������ 9. ��� )�����, ���  ����� ����� -�-.��  ���।  

9 +���, 9.�� �e; ��@�C� !���  ¥�� ��E।  =!���� ����� ��e; �&��%�� '��।  =��� 
%�*���� %���!� ���~। !���� 9��@ !�� ��:��� ���K���!�। F���K ��J� ��� ���; =����� 
 #���� .�����, ���� ����;< !�� %£��%���। �&  !�. �� .��  !�. ���������. %�Z;< �z��K 
.���@ 9��। ����� ���. �C�� �%�� %�»�-�Q��� ���� !��%। +���,  ���� !���+� ����������  .� 
9. ��K 9��.�  D�.। 

9� ���� +���� ��.-�t���� ���, ����! ��$ ��+ ����,��� !��। �M��-<� ���K�%����@ 
9 .�&। !������ 9���  .� 9.  #���� @F�, ���.�� �+���  7���� �$��� , ,!���� ��.-
 %���� #������ �J? .�� ���; =������+��� 2��। �z�. %�Z;< ��� .�� 2��� �U- #�����e� 
��� .�� ��� �����@ F��2 !�� �#���+��� 2��। �� ��.- %��� ��$ �@��� ������ .�.��-
 ������ ����� �!����। +���,  ���� !���+� �Z�< �;�M�� .%�� 9��.�  D�.। 
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+��5���  ��� !�� =�� 9��� ���। ��D 9. �� -’�� .�� !�(,�+���, �� '���+��� ��� 
'���+���। '���+���,  % ��. .D�! !���� �m��, .?��� ����� +��5����। 9��� ��� 9?������ 
%��&�� ����� 9�. 9�.। �������� �z��K !��। 9��� =�� ���� 9. �+�, -’�+�- �� �+�, ��� 
�+� �� ��2 .��. �+�। �.I +��5���? 95��� �k.@  D�. ���� 9?������। 9��� !k�L 9.�� 
9?�����,� �$�� �m��,�  .� 9. '���?L ������� !���।  % +��5���  ��� ����, ��  D�. ��J� 
 �- ��� �k. +�� �!�%�� �, ������ 
����� %�*���� @��!��% �!�%��। 

(&�!�M�� ��� ��=�) 

    

    

    

���K %�*��� �����  Q�;����K %�*��� �����  Q�;����K %�*��� �����  Q�;����K %�*��� �����  Q�;�    
� � � � �'���'���'���'��, , , , ����������������    

��K����@ ������� %'� 8�.� !���+�। Q�� -’)�� ��� =��+� %'�� .�&। 9�. 9�. %��@ 
����� ���  #��। %������� ��,���� ��D�,� �7� �7� .��+।  ,����� F�� ��D�,�  ���  =�� 
���&�+��� �.+�J�;� &?। !k�L ����� ��¼ ���.��  ��� ��� �� '��� 9�% ��(�$���+ ���� 
 ,����� .��+।  

����. ��D� ����  %�&� !�� �%��  ��� ����, ‘‘��D�,� �@��+ ���7, �,@�?� ����।’’  !�% 
�¡��, ‘‘�,  �� �.+� �, 2 9��  %�� ���� ।’’ ‘‘� � %�� .@� �, ��8� �@$�+ ��� � .?�।’’ 
��� �� '��� %��? %��? !�� ��#��� �%�+  ��� ������ ��|� !�� �$���। �����, ‘‘ �� �.+� 
��D� ����। %'�  �� !��� �� 9.,� �&���� ��E���। ��. 2%�। �E� '��� %'�  �� !���। 
%��@�. ����� 9�� %��@ 
�.�� .��� Q��?�. ���K���!��  +����� &? .��$, &��� , .�(D� 
 %��@ .��  ����। %��?, !��  ��?’’ ‘‘�@� � ���? �@& D�@.?� !#�� �?�@#� ��@�। 
���K���!�� +�2���5�� ����#� +�2��� �? +�2����#� ��(=� ����#� C�& �?’’ 9.,� #��<� 
���~�� ��� �� '���� ������ 7��� .�� Fk�। ���Nx 7�� �$��� ��� .�  D�.। ���p� !��� 
9@ ����J� *��? ��!���  �&�
���, ���K���!��  +����� Q�� ��� �.N��� ����। 9.,� @�A�� 
.�� �&��% .����, ‘‘�E� '���, ���  .� %����  ���+?” ������ 2��C �� '���� 9.��� 
 +��। �� 9.�,  +�� �+���, �� !����। .������ .�& .����। 9?�.�%�8�¨ ����  #�+ -’�+� 
��#।  ��� -�,� ���� !���+, ��� ��� 
���� ���$�� D��.। ��@ �+� '���� .��+।  �������  ���� 
���. ���� �k. !���+��� 9.,� �§�  ���� %��D।  % ���� �� !�� �����। 9�@ ���? @���!��� 
&¡�� ���!� ���������� F�� =������+ ��.�� ���;। ��K� �?�� '��%�� �����+ %���,�  ��। 
 �  ����,� %�D ���� �k. !���+� ��� ����-���. !�?� .���+ ��� ��.�%�।  ����,�  .� !��% 
 @। �� ��� ���. ��� =�� 9�%�+ ��K����, ��� ����� ���$��। 9��� 9�% �� ��� +,C, 
.���� �� �����, ‘‘�� , ����.2 �.+� .��� !��।’’ 

'��� QD�� +�  ���, ���.  ��7���  =O� .���- ‘‘����.  ���@  ��� 9� C�& .��।’’ 
��2  ����.+� .D� ��$���� �। 
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9.�� �� �C���� ���.��। ������ D�D� .��+। ���.  8�. �����, ‘‘�+ ��, ���&���. 
����,����� ��� ���  #�+।’’ ���&��  ����,� %��D@ �� ���� �k. !���+�। 

��� �� '��� �C�%�% .���+� %�����, �� �.I ��� &�? ��2 �.+� ���J� .��+�। ��@ 
�����, ‘‘��, ��� ���K���!��� �����। ���&���. F��� .����।’’ 

�� ���K���!��� ���� �� !.=�.�� �#���+�� ��� �� '���।  ��.�� �� �&��% .���, 
‘‘���&���. F��� .@�� �. .@���?’’ 

‘‘���� .����, ���  ��� �. ��? ����@ %��D ��� ����� .D� �k. !���+�। ����@ ���. �J� 
.�� F�=� �+�। ��� �����। ����@  ���। 2 ���  �(�= D��. �� 2�. ��� F��� .��� ���� ��� 
��� 2�.@ )��� �F .�� ��।’’ �� �_������ ��D�  ��� ���  C�� .D��,। ��� �� '��� 
��� .D�� &��� ���� ���� �। �k.@  ��। ���&���  ��� �.? �& ��� ��� -@  ���� 9@ ���� 
!���?  +��� .D�� ��# !� �। ��� - #�<@ !�। 9� .��.�� ��� �� ���K���!���  ��# �����+। 
9�  % ��+ �Z�< �;�M�। ���@ .��� �&��%� .���� '����.। 

‘‘��� ��@#?�@ �C�� �@���। 9@!�� �@��� ��# 9.��� �=�8 �@�+।  ���� .��+ �@$� 
��� �@�� �@�� �@�+।  �����#� .D� �@�� �@�� '�@��  #+���। �� !@�� �C�� �@�+।’’ 

��� �� '��� ��� &���� ���.� �'��  D�. 9.��� ���  �� .���। �,�� ��#.��  ��� 
�=�k। �� �����+� 

��������,,,,    

.��.��  �����.  .� ��� ���� �����। .��; ������ -�,� �$�@ �$�� !�E। ��,  ����� 
 ����� -�,� �$�@��@ ��� �&���+। !����� ��.�%���� ����  ��� .�.���� �� ���$�� ���� 
-�,� )�(�, ��� .���+। -�,� �$�@�� ���� ²� & ��.�%��.  ����+।  ����  ����� ������ 
.���� #��� �(=$�,2 ���#�। &� ��, �$�@�� ��2��� ��# ��� �.+�J�;� &?  =�� ���&  ����� 
���,� p�; .����,�� ����  ��! ��K� �� 8�.���।  . 9� !� ��? ���� �� !� ������@ 
%.� ��K� FL%। ��@��� ����  ���. �� ��� 8��., ���  ������। �� 9.�, ��� ��� ��, 9.,� 
)�(�,  D�. ���� �� &  ����. F��� .���+। ��<� �%�?�� 2��� F�M .�� �,�.  ��� 2��� 2�� 
��<� �����. ��?�=�� .����। %�5���  ���@  ��&��� ��%�। F��� .��� �� �. .�/� 2���। 
-@& �y!�?� .���  =���+�। ���@ 2��� ��(�=���+। &��� ��, 2 -&�� .��+ ���&��� #g 
����+, ����+- ���&���. F��� .��� ����� ��� 2�. ���� .����,%£�  ����। 2�� ���� �.+�,� 
%�0�  ����+। ����. 2�� '�@ 8��.। 2��2 ���K����  ��# �����+। ������ !�%������ 
���K��������  %��¾�� .��।  

��, ����  ���. ��(�� 3�% .���+ ������ 3�% .����। ���� ����� %�Z;<��� ��`� .�� 
 ����। ����  ���� .��� ��। ���� �&����, ����� 9.��  �����  .��� ��D�  ��� ��F� .�� 
)������। 

@��-  

  ����� ��। 
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�$�  �� !���। ��� �� '����  =���  D�. ,% ,% .�� &�� �$�+। 

‘‘ .(��� � '���, �� ��`�@ �C���। � ����� .��� �।’’ ��� �� '����. %�0� ���� 
 #���। 

‘‘� ����� �। ���� ��@#���+। �� ����#�  ���� ��@#?� �$���+। 9� D�@.?� ����� �� .� 
�@�� ����। .������� .������ �� ���� ��2�� ��# ��#$� ��@m� ���+���। ���2 ���� ��&� 
!��� .��$ ���@�� ���+। �� ���� .����।’’  =���� &� ���+  C�� ��� �� '��� !�%��। ��� 
%��� ���� +�$�� ��$�+ 9.,� 
#<�� ���~।............. 

( &��/�!�� �@�' ��=�) 

    

    

���K%�*�� 2 �M ����M����K%�*�� 2 �M ����M����K%�*�� 2 �M ����M����K%�*�� 2 �M ����M�    
� � � � �'���'���'���'��, , , , ����������������    

��� &���� ����,  #j���� �,.� ���� .�� &e� @%��� �D�D<@ ����+- 

���# ���# 9.� !��. &�� ��e��� ������  

 Q�;� �����+ ��K �����+ ��&��§� ���। 

�&�.� �� ���������� 9. �m.���� -��<� ��`�� ����� ����$�� &? ���. ���. 
������ %�*��� ���.#; &���. ��E .�� %�*��� ��~ ����+, �� ���������� ��- �����2 9@ 
%�*��� 7�(���� ��$�+। ��`� ���.� ��<� ��5���  ���������� ��- ����� 2��  � ������. 
��?�=�� .���+ ������ @��!��% ��� ����  @। ���������� ��- ����� 9@ ������ .D� 
 .��� '���� ���� �। ��(��  ����+ ��(��� %���@ %0���� �.�� ��<�'��� !�?� .�� 
!���+- ��(��  ����+ ��(��� 
���� .e; �N��?,
&��� �K�K ��। ��  ����+ �%��? �� 9�� 
.?�� 2�� ��<��� �����. ��?�=��। ��&�  ��� .�� .��. !�&�� ��- �� ���%?��� ������ 
������ +�F��� +�F��� ¿��.� &����� .��� ���? !���+। ���� 9@ .e;  ���� .D� '��� 
�@, '���� ���� �@। ��@ ���������� ��- �����2 �& %�*���� �D�.@  ��+ ����+।  

���� ��  � ��� )�� �, ��@��� &#��2  � ��� %��&.�?�;�Z�. 9��  ���%��� Q=�� .�& 
��+, ���������� &�*� ��� %��& �� Q��; .���+। �&�.� ���K%�*���2 ���������� ���#; 
 %@ .�<�? %��.< %�=� !�� 9�#�� 9�%�+। ���� &��, ������  .�  .� �;�M� ��. 
FL%�!� +��� ����. ��U %�_�� !�� ��.- %���� ����� .��& ��(��� %�*��� '�@��� %�!��? 
.��+। �.I ���� ��J ��� �U ��� ��� .��@ ����. ����� �$ .D� �-���� ��J �!� 
>%�.���  %��� ���?�� ��(�=�� ����� %�!��? .��2 9.�, �$ 9�� �!� .�&। ��� ��?0 ��G� 
%�M &���E  �, ������ �1 %J� +��� 2 ��!�� �& 9@  %��� .��& �y����# .���+। 
@�����?@ ��(���  %��� ������ �1 %�*��� ��:��� F�.N� !���+। 
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���������� ����.N� 9��.��  ������ &��  � .� %�%?�� ���? ������!� !�E  %.D� 
 '�� ����  ���� ���� !@।  %��� ���?'��, �D<�'�� 9�� �=�.L%�� ���e; �'�� +�$�2 ����+ 
������� �'��। ����.N� 9��.��  �- .� ��!Z��<  �  .� ��� ��`� ���.� ���%��� �D�� 
��&�.�� ���!�� 56���  �- .�  ����. ����� �����. ��G� ��.��� ���;� .��� ����। �.I 
 %j'��#?� ����, ����.N� 9��.�� 9@ %�.�,� ���� ��% .��2 ������ ��� %��& %�<� 
���K���!�� %�!���?� &? Fd�� !�� ��+। ����.N� �����  � *��� ���K���!�� ���  %���� 
�W� *!; .��  %@ *����  ����� ��  �(�� ��(��� &? e�, Q¯� .��� ��%, '�� ��/� .�� 
9�� ��� FL%�! %!.��� ����� ��k���� �?��� .��। �� %��=�� ��G� .D� 9@  �, *���� 
 ����� ��K���!��  %���� &? ����� >��� .��  � �. 9. #'�� �N�~ ��'� .�� ��� %���  @। 
9  D�.@ ���� ��7�� ���� *�� 2 �!��� %�<� ����.N� ����������  ����� �. �%�� Q��J�� �� 
5;�+- .� ������ ���K���!�� %�C��? ��&��� �� �%�� �� �������� 9@ ����� .�� 
 D�. ���K��' .���। 9@ �0��. ��'E�� �Z�? ����� ��� .� �। ���� �� .��, ��!���� 
���K���!��  %����� ����� Q¯� .��, ����� FL%�! Q�� .��  �'��� %�!�? .��+ ���2 ��� 
�� %�*��। ���������� 
����� %�*��� ���������� ��!�� %��&2 ��@ .N���x� �������। 

�.0 ���������� ��!���� .N��x =� �- ���D<�  .� .N���x� &? ���������� ��!���� .�& 
.�� �। %0��� ����, '�@��� ����, 
���� ����, ����� ���� ��(�� ���  ���� �� ���� !��%, 
��� %� .O, %� �?�#�. ��(�� %�D<. �� .��।  ��&��$ 9@ !��%��� ��� ��(��  ���� �� ��� ��@ 
!�� ��(��� %��=�� �$ ��2��, %��=�� �$ .N��x। 

���� 9.�, F���� ���������� ��!���� 9@ %�*��� %�!��? .��� =���+। ������ %0��. 
 ����� '�@�. 9�� U��� 
����. ��� ��� ���#� ���� ���K���!���  ��#  ���� &?  Q�; .��+। 
��&��!�  &��� F������� 9.�, *��� 9�� 9.& �!��%� ����� %�J�L  ����+���। ��� 9.�, 
���  +��।  +���,� ��% ��@� �+�।  % ��&��!� ������?����� +�� �+�।  +���,� ���� ���2 
 ���Q��.-���2 9.���  +��� Q�� �%�� -�<���। �¯� ���  +���. ���K���� ��� ��� ���; 
.���+��। �.I �� ����+, �-�& �� ��- ���� @_� '������ .���+ ��.- %��� �� ���� 
 +���.@  %@ @_� �J��D< QD� ����  ��� !��। 

 +���,�. !��%���� ��� ���� ���k�� 9� ���� Q��J�� �� 5;�+। ��(�  +��  ���� ��� 
FÀ� .�� ���� ��(�  .��� �C�� ����। ��(� �� -��  @,  .� %���  @।  %@ �!��%� ����� 
.D� �� ��$ W��� ���� ��D� � !�� �%�+। 

���������� )�� )�� �& 9�� ����� ���� ��� ����  ���� ���।  %@ ���5��� ��� ���� 
�-  � �M&�� ���E��� ��@  % ���5���  %���� �e;�'�� %��À�। �� ��(���  %@ %�*���� 
�Z�?2 ������ ���K%�*��� ����%�� �Z��? 
�J���। 

 

(Z�&�!� ��!�� ��=�) 
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������ ��������� ��������� ��������� ���    
�� �� �� �� �'���'���'���'��, , , , ����������������    

 !��0� %m?� Á�  �� 9���। ���� 9��� 9�%  �j(+���� ���J���@  �  % ��%�+���। 
9�%  �j(+���� %�M %�M x�� ��$  #�। ���� =�� ����, %����� 2@ ��A�;< ���k� 2�� �� 9@ 
�Z��� *��5����  .���  )(��  )(�� ��  ��(��� ���� .������� &�� F�k�+। =��� .�/��  '&� �N�O� 
���� !��.� .������ &�� F�k�+ ��.�� F�.��� 9@ ���� Q�0 +�(�� +���। 

9.,� ��#@ ���� 9@  +�© F���,�� 9�%  �j(�+�+। ������ %�M  �� �.+� �&�%�� 
����+-�.+� ��,����,. ��@�C�, .��.�, !��.� �,<��, �.+� ������.,  #�����e� 2 ���, !��.� 
 ���#�। 9 %�@ ����  ����+��� ����� ��� ���� ���.A��->%?���  ���=  ��&���¨� ��� 
�u�*�8� 9.,�  .����� %�M Q=6 9. �$�@��� ��। 9@ �$�@�� �z��J� ��� & �!� 
!���+�। �� ������ ��J 9.& ��� �N��?��; .���+ 9�� ��& �!� !�+। ����� ��� 
����� 9@ �$�@�. ���� ������  .� �$�.� ��&� ��� �� .�� �। .��; 9 �$�@�� ������ 
9.& ���K�%��2 �!� !2��� .D� �+� �। 9@ �$�@�� ������  #���� ���!��  � @F�,�, 
���*!; .���+��� ���� Q��?�.@ �+�� %����J�, ���.���@ .��& 2 ������?�����  %�� +��। 
������ ���; ��'���� ���.g��,2 �+��� ���(�। ���.g� ������ �z���!�� Q���, >%? 
�!� !��� .D� �+���। �.I 2��� .��.& ������  ��� %J� !���+। 9 ��� ������ ���?  �� 
#�� ����=� !���+, ������ %���?�� '��z�, 2 ���D���� .�k�� %�����=��2 .�� !���+। 

�.I  � .D� ���+���, ���� ��(=& ���K�%� %�M .��  �%� �U�U 9��+ 2&�  �� '��� 
�+���। ������ 9.-9.&�� 2& Q�� �¢5; !�� F�k�+���। 95��� ���k-.�(�� 7����� 9.,�� 
 �� .��. )�� ������ !�(,�� !���+। !�(,�� !���+ ������� ����.������ 2�� ����, ���k� 2�� 
����, ��k  ����� &��'Z��  '�:  '�:। ���� .���  !(�,�+ +��� �� ��0�sÂ  +�,  +�, %� *�� 
��  J��� ��7 ���� ����। 


�'���.'���@  �� Ã�0 !�� ��$�+���। ���k �� .�(���  ��7� ����� ���� %�<J�;� %M� 
!������,� ��� ���J�.N� !��.� 9.,�  7���� ���� 9�% �%���। %M���2 ���� �D ��%�; 
.����। 

9@ F���,�� 9�%  �j(+���� ����!Z�<  D�.@ 9.,� ����� 8��.� &�? ��� FL.;< !�� 
�+���। ���������� 9�� %� �-F�� ���� .�� 9.�, ��?0 ����=� ����� 8�.। 

 %j'�#?��� ����.  ���J; FL.;< !�� D�.�� !��� �। .��. ���, ���@ ���  ���� 
������  %@ �.���J� ����� 8�.। %�M %�M ������ ��(=& %M�� 9.&�� .��  % 8�. 
Q��3�� !���। 9.,� ���@  ����  ���� ��& ��;<.��  ��.। *���� %����;  J��&�� +�$� 
����� �� �.+� �� .�� %[� �। 9��� ��# .�2  ����। 9�� ��&@ '��.�'���  ��#�। 
9��� ���.� ��(&��� !�$5��� ���k� �� *���� ���-���� 2��.�� ��(��� %�(�.�� ���� F(=� F(=�। 9�� 
��&�@ ������  #���� ���!�� ��?0 �J >%�.। ��# @���� �?�������,��� Ä�� .�& 
.���। ����� %�M ���� ���Á� Q���&�� ����=�  %�� ����। �& ����@ 9@ 9��.� ���� 
 +�$ �����। �����-��.� �!��� 9�.����  .����, �z���!��  =.���r5���� .�+�.��+। 2@ 
��&��  
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%�M .D����<�� �� ��7��� 9 �� �?�# .��� ��2 )�� ���. ��#��। #'�� �m.���� ���? 
������ 9�#��� !�� 9�� ��2 2��� �%#?��  ��� ���@। %����� !��� ������ ���� %��। 2�� 
������ &�? �.+� ���� 9��+��-  ��.'�M� =���� �,�� e�, �� !�(�%� ���%। ����� *���� 
9. #N!� ������ ������ &�? 9@ ����� ���k���+। 

!�(�%� ����%� !��.� 9.,� #m  ����।- ��.,�  .�  � +?�(L .�� Fk���- ���.� ��. #'��� 
9.,�  ���, '��� 9.,� �S;� ��'� .����। 

%m?�� �m.�� �� ���J~ .������ �%(�$  '�: ���� %����  � ���� ���� 9�#�� �%�+��� 
���� ��, ���� ��%0� ����� ��$� ���� ���। ���.� �'���� �S;�,� ����  � ���� �E/ 
.��  C��+���।  !�0 %m?�� ���k� �N�;� ����@ ���� -�=�� �^< !�� F�k�+���।  

��$����$ .��  .� �.�� ��2��  %�� ��� ����  %@  7��,�� ���� 9�% �%���। 9.,� 
 ��$� �%�*, ����� %���� ���.�� �+���। %����� ��. �Z� ��<0  ��� ���-  ��� ��� ���� �Q� 
#�� ���� ��.�� Q�0��� ��<0। =������ �1�Z� ��AN�  7��7�$ D�.��2 9��  D�. %����� 
��. �Z� �Z� 9��.�  ���� ���E���। .��;, ���  � &��#��,�� ��% �+���  %�, �+���  �� F(=�- 
��� ���, 9@ ��0�� 9.,� F(=�  �F��� =Z$�� ��%�+���। 

%����� ���. ���.���+��� �.+�,� F�Å�?!� 9. �N�O ���। 9.,� ���@ w�� Fk��� ��.�� 
F��!� %�'���� ����.����।  ����  ���� ��.�  ������ !�@��2��� ¥�´��,���� ,�2��� ��@,, 
��� 9.,� w�0 �����,� ���� 7���+। 

%!.�<���� %�M -’9.,� .D�� ��7 ���� ���� %�� .�,�+���। .��&� .D�@ ���+���। ���7 
���7 ���E/ Q%M �� ),� ���2 ���� .D� ���+���। 

�� .��. )�� ���@ ���� �2��� !���। �.I ��7���� %��,� ��$� �%!? �� !�E�। �� 
9@ �%!? '��,� .��,�� 2k�� &�?@  �� �.+�,� �'<��� 2 ���<~��� '�� ��� ��W����  =O� 
.����। %����  C��  ��� w�0 �%�*�,�  D�.  ��  ��(��� ��;<  ����, �� ��%��<� #���� 9(�. 
 �(�.  +�© 9.,� �(�,�7���� ���. ������ ��E�। 

�(�,�� !����� ��2�� 2@ ����;< ��  ��(��� ����@ �,� ���� !�����  #� ��+�  C�� �%� 
��-�-&�� ��. *��-&��, ��, ��� ���'Z��-��k, ���k� ��7���� ��& �,#�+�,-���� 
)�% �+(�$ ��2�� .�5��� #e। ���  � \O  ���� ���E��� ���k� 9.��0 ��(�� 9.,� #e-��� 
��� ���� F��%  =��� ���.�� ��+ �Z��� *���,� ���.।  ���� ���E��� ���k� ��7��� �=��� 
9.,���� &��#�� &�� D�.� ���� ���� ���� 5E 5E .��C���� ���� �%��? �.-.��.,� �g F(=� 
���� @�A�� F�$�+। 

!k�L .�� ���� �=0�� �� ����;<  ����,  � �(�,� +�$�� ���� ��.- ��. �Z�� !����� 
 #�। F��!� %�'���� 2@ �7���� ����.�����  =�� ��. \O !�� Fk��� ���� *��-*���� 
���k�  %@ ��& �,����,,  ����  .�,�+ ���� >����� ��5���� ��. ��% -���, =������� 
*���� �N������ ��. 2��� +$��� ����  %@ ��� ���� .g�5���  ���� ����� !�� D�.���।  
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��?0 #��� 9. .N�. ��������  +�� �+��� ���। ��� ���� ��-����� %�� �+��, ���-
�.���� �+���-��� ��$� !���,  ����$� ���� ���� !���-%���!� �����^� .��)��  D�. 
�������,�. ��(�=�� ������। ���� ��-�����  #�,� &��-����� �&�� ��(=�� �$�@ ����. F¢�� 
.���+���  ����$� �����। #�(��� 2��� ��r���� ��k����  ����। ��k���� �%��� %.���, .��; 
2��� ��r���.2 ���� ����� ���� ���k .�& .��� !��� ���  �, =������ &�?@। -���� ���� 
���k .�,���। ������ 9.�, #�@ #e �+�। ��k����� �$�  %�� ��� ���. ���k =���� ���  ����। 
-���� ���k� ��7���� �,#��+� ���� ��%  � 9. ���; 9.�.�x ���� �)�� �����। 9.,� ��(��� 
�'�� ���  ��� .����। 

9.�� ��. ���� �����  .��� )������ %�� ���. .D�,� ����+���। �� ��&� !���+��, 
������ #�(  D�. -’��@� �Z�� >�����  ��� �%�� ����. 9.,� �������� ��:� ��(�� �.�  ��� 
!��। 

9���  D�. Q���� Q���, ��!Z��< ���� .g�� '�%�� ��#��� �������� 9.,� ��(��। ��!Z�< 
�� 5;�� 5;�� %��? %��?@  %@ ���, �C�� 9��� । �� ����. -’�� ��%� �����। %����&�� � 
����.� ���� 2@ -’�� ��%� !���� ���k��  =�� ��� =�� 9. !��;���� ���� ��� +��, 
���E���। ��.���� ���$ ��%�+�� C�.� ��-। ��� �+��� 9. %!��-%��!� �N�। #�(��� %� 
 +�,�� ��(�. ��- �����। ����. 2'��� +��,  ���  ��� ��� ���� 8�. �����  .�D�� ���E� 
��-'�@। !�(���� !�(���� ��� ������ ���-���  ���� ���E- ��(�� �.��। �� ����. -’�� 
��%� �����+। �N� ����  ���� .D�5��� ���  ����+�� �.� &�� �,  ���  D�.  C��� %�� 
�N��. 2@ 9.@ &��#�� ���  ����+���। ��� ���� %.��-%�m? 2@ &��#���@ �%��। %m?�� 
Ã�0 !�� ��� �� ���$ �C��+��� �� ���.��� !���  ��� #��+� =Z�$�� =Z�$��। �N� ���� �&��% 
.���� .@ ��-'�@  ����� ��(�� .@? ��� %!&'��� ������ �.��  ��! �N� ����� ��� ���� 
 � ���� ��(�� �.��? ������ %�����  ����  )��� )��� ���� ��� J���  ����+���, ���$ �.�  ��� 
 C���+। �N� ���. �N�O�� ���� ����� ���. .��. ��!Z�< ��� ���.�� �+��, ����� !k�L FÆ��%� 
%�M ��� F�k�+���  ��,  ��, .���+� ��-'�@! ���$  ��� ����2  �� '���� ���#- 9� %� �� 
=���� ���$  ��,  ��� ���O ���#- ��@ � ��-'�@। 

���O ����  ���,@ ���#�। Q=6 �J��� %�� ���$5��� �#���+��� ���।  ���� )��� )��� 
�.���� ���O �� �� ���� �� 
���� �����  ���� �� 2@ �.�� ���$5��� ���O ��#�� .D�2 
�। ��+�$� �N� ����@ FÆ�% �� !��%� %�M .D�5��� ���  ., ���� .��+ �� ���Ç �� 
!���+�। 

%m?�� ������ ���$� F�k�� ��(�$�� ��2 ���� ��(��  .�� .D� �&��% .���+���। ��� 
9.@ F�� �����+���। �� ��e;  s�!� ����# ���.  ,� ��� ���� ��D�� !�� ������ ���E���। 
�.I .��. ��!Z�< ���@ ��� ���� ����� ����� ���. ��.���@ =��. Fk���। ����� -’ =��� &�। 
.�/�� ��$� ��$�  C�(,�5��� ,�,� .��� ����� #��  ��� �$���। ����� ����� ���. ��.��� 
������ �- F�k�  D�. +��,  �����  #��� ������ �'�,� 9. Q��0 9.,� 8��'�M� %&� #��+� 
����।  %��� ��(�$�� =������.� �m.��� !k�L !k�L w�� 2k�  &��.���� ���� �� ���� ����� 
���� ������ =����� ��f����  ����  ���� ���2 .�(��+���। 

 %�� ������ ��-'�@��� .���  %@  ���'������0� ���Ç��, ���� ����� 9@ 
���#�.����,  =���� &�, ���� .�/�- 9%���  .� �D< ��� ��(�& ��@�।  
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�D< ��(�&  ����+ ��2 ��. ���- ��)< 9.�� �+��� ��, ��.��-#� �� � ���=<� ��'L% ����। 
9.�, %������ ��C�%� +��� ��%। ������ #���� �'�,�  %@ 8��'�:� %&� #��+� =������� 
�m.�� �� !k�L !k�L w�� 2k�  &��.�� ����� ���? �, =�����. ���.A�� ��<���� 
����� 
��@C�C�,  ���#�, �,<�� 2 ,?��|�  #���5��� ��7��� ��(�$�� ���� ����� ���� ����� =����� 
��f����  ����  ���� �, ��&����# �����  !8�.���,<��, %��)�,, ��(���� ��&��, ��(����&��, 
=.��&��, ������ �� C��<�#�, !�&�� !�&�� )�� ���.A�� ��<���� ��#��� '���! �5  ���� 
 ����। 

 

 %�� ���� ��� \O  ����  ����+��� ����  %@ *��, *���� ��k �� >�����  ���� )��� 
 �$��� ����  %@ ��� ����.।  ���� ���E��� �?�¨ ��� f #����  %@ =�� ���- ��� ��D�,� 
2�� 5��� �)��� F�$�� �����+-.���� ���=� 2�� ���� #�$�� �$� �K���� -��D�� ����� 
,�.���5���-  %@�� ��� ��7��  ����+��� ������ #�(���  %@ ��-'���� .�/�'�����0 .��� 
�D<, ��7��  ����+��� ���� ����� ���#�.�� ���.� Á� \G ��  =���� &��� �D<। ��7�� 
 ����+��� ����  %@ ��� ���� C�(���� C�(���� .�/�� �D<। 

������ 9@%� ,�.��� ,�.��� pN��� .D� '���� �&��0@ .�  � !���� 9�-9�-�&’,��. 
@\���� %�($���� ���� -’!���  =�� ����+��� �� ���� ��  @। 

(%���.� ��=�) 

    

���������� �D<���. ��#<k���������� �D<���. ��#<k���������� �D<���. ��#<k���������� �D<���. ��#<k    
................................�8�%���8�%���8�%���8�%��, , , , ����������������    

���������� 
����� ����� @��!��% 9. ��#�0�.��� ),�। 9� �,'Z���� ��+ �J �J 
������ �K 2 &������ .e;�� #�D�। �?�? #;���S. ���È� �� J��� !A�0��� Q=��� 
��� ������ 
��� 2 #;Q&��S� �������� %�.���� Q��R� !��। ����� ��?����. ���;�U 
%�_� N��%�� 2 ��<� ��.->%?��� ��e�� 9. %�U ��É��� ���?�� ������ 9 
������ 
%Z��<��� %[��� !���+। �?�? 
����� ��G���� ��@ ������ ���K���2 QD����. .�5�� 
�%������ %£��� !���+�।  ��- ��<�~ �U��U� �'��, Q���&�� %����. Q��J�;� �'�� Q'N��। 
9@ %�A .���; ������ 
����� ����� QD� A��  #���� ������ ��� =���+�। 9@  #���� 
������ ��� =������ F�Å�? !��� �z�. ���'/ ��. ���� ��&!�� .��। �Z�� .�5�� ³�� ��'K 
.�� �z�.  .�;k�%� .�� ��  #���� ����� �Z����। 9@ ³�5�� !��� �D<���., %����., 
�A��±. Q'N��। ��@ ���0 ��E� 2 J�� %�±2 �z�.  .�;k�%� .��� &? ��������  #������� 
���'/ ���,  ��2��, �u&, .��'<�,, Q�� Q�� %$. Q'N��� 3�%%�� .��� !�। �z� �D<���. 
�?���� �)�� !��� &�? ���K���!�  #������� ��. ��g.�����2 O .��� !�। 

��� �z��K .��� �D� 
����� �&<�� =�� ��!Z��< ���K���!� 2 ������!�� %�£��� ����; 
��`� ���&� ��<� !��<� ��.->%?�� @E�.N�'��� ���������� �*#���. �1 �+� ���+��  
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 ���� ���% @E�.N�'��� ���������� F�� 3�%�y. .��& ��~ !� 9�� %���<. �D<����. �M� 
.��  ��। ��@ ��&��� ��� �& ������ Q�� .�<�? 2 ����x !�� ���������� ��#<k� %� �-
Q�; ����# .��। 

���K%�*����  D�. ��K 2 �����3A  ���� ��#<k ���� .�k 2 .�k�� । 9 ����, ����x 

��� #;Q&��S� �������� %�.���� 9�� %�.��2 9 �?����� �Z;< Q��V� 2 Q������। ��`� 
���.A�� !��<�� �����=��  
E�� !���� �U +��$�। ���K���!� 2 ������!�� %�£��� ����; 
���� �y%��<; .��� ���? !�। ���� ���&���  �� ��!Z��< ��g#�� ����;#�T� .�-.�����5�� 
O .�� ����  #�+। 9+�$�  ���� 9@ �
�'���. ����� .N�.�� �k.�� =������ .��� �����। 
��g 2 .N��  ���� Q�� -@�, �D<���.  J��� F�� ����y. �)�� �$��  ���� �D<���. 
���� ��?0  ��=��। #� � ��% ���L ���������� �����%���� 2��  � -��<�# 2 .������  �� 
��% ���� �� �J���.  ��. �!� !�, �  .��,  ��. '���� �W�  � 9�� �J �J  ��.  ���� 
�'?0��@ #N!!��� !�। 9@ �+/�Z� �����%���� ���%. ���� .N��.���< ������� .��� ��.Z�� 
�+� �। �?�? %.�  ��.����@ ���K���!���  ��# �����+। %����� .�-.�����, .N��.��<, t��, 
.��&,  .�,<.�=��� Q'N�� %��.+� �m ����� �+�। 

���������� Q�� �D<.�� C%� 
;<�I ��,। 9@ ��,=���� Q�� .N�.��� ���� �¢5; FL%��! 
������� .��� !��। ���� 9� �%[� =��!�� �
�.��<। 9+�$� =�2 ���������� �~�����#? 
C%��� ���? �?��। 9 -�, �?�%�� �N�,�� ���������� %!����#��� ��?0 Q���&। 9�� 9� 
���;� ��?0 �Q�%�M. !�� �  �, 9@ -�, ���g �?�)�� � %N�O� F�Å��?@ �N�, �������� %�%?�� 
��.-&�M���!��.  ���� ���. %�D< .���। 

9+�$� 3�%Q�~ ���g� ��#<k� �1 ��D<� Q���&। 9,� �.+� %��%���J2 ��,। ��������� 
%���� �'��  @। �� �������� %�.���� ����, 2 ��|�� &%�D< ��+। ��@ �� !� 
��������� 9@ %�A %�%?� ��=��@ �Z� !�� ����।  ���� %��#k�. .���< ���� =�� �R�, 
�0��.��, �?�# 2 %!����� ¢���  ���. #�$ �����। 

 ���� %��#k�. .���< QD� ���J� 
��  ���� ������� �?����. ����� =��� .��� !��। 
���  ���� �'?0��@ 9 �?��� %���� ����� =��� �। .��; ������ ���K���� '����� %�D< 2 
%�!��? �.<����। ��@ �;��3A 
��� ���������� ��#<k� '����.@ 9�#�� �%�� !�� %��=�� 
��#। '��� %�.�� @�����?@ %��?������ %�!��? .��� Q��V�� �����+। ��@ '��� 2 
���������� ���? &�,  j 2 ������D�  ��#����# ��� .�� ��?0 Q���&। ���? @�����?@ 
�#�(,  ������, ������! 2 ������� ���?  ¥ =��=��� �?��� !���+, �D��� �� ���� Q%���� 
.��� ��� �?��� -@ %�.���.@ .��� !��- ���2 ��  �� %��%���J �?����। ���D 2 &���D� 
9@ �%�����5�� �.����� ���� =��=��� �?��� .�� ��.���� �Z� .�� ���। ���������� 
�'?0��2 ���'/ 5ex�Z;< ��5��� %�M %x� ����  ��#����# 9.�0 Q���&��। ���? 9,� �k., 
���� ��. �����J�� ��2��5��� J�� !���+, �D���  %5��� %�t�� ���  ��� %��%���J �। 

�������� %�.�� �����3A  ���. ����Z;<'��� #;���S. 2 %��&���S. ������ #�$  ����� 
&�? �����.�,  ���� '���?L ������� �� F������ !���+ ���� .����� 
��D<�  .� �� D�.�� 
�, ��(�&��� �� �������S.��  .� �%����� .��� ����� �, �� .��  .� %��������� =��. #�$ 
Fk��  ��� !�� �। %�.�� 9,� '����'���@ F���B .���+  �, %�#k 2 ��#<k�� &�? ����+ 
 �,�  %,�  
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!���  ���� %�<� �%����. Q��% �?��� Q%���� .��  ��� ���0 2 �NÊ�� ��� .��। @�����?@ 
%�.��  ���� �*#��� Q���m. %c����. ��5���. ���� .�� �����+, ��������� ��  .� 
%�c����. ��&��� D�.�� �। %�c����.��� ������}  �� �� .����� !�� ����� �। 
���������� ���K����� ���.���2 9 �?����� 9�#�� �%�� !��।  ��� ���0 2 �NÊ�� �&�� ����� 
����� 'Z��.� %�<�*#;?। 

��`� ���.A�� �K���'� !��<���� ���������� �%��? ����&����. !�?� .���+। �����, 
%������., �=�.L%., ��?��., ��&���. .�<�, %��!��?. Q'N�� ��:��� ����&�����@  ���� ��#<k� 
���.�� %!��. !�� &���  ���@ @���!��� ���,����  ��+  ��+ 9��� !�?� .��। .��&@ �� ��. 
���� %�.���� �%����� !��। ���? ��@ ���� D�.�. �  ., ���������� ���� 9� =�� 
�y�?��#� ��? ���� ����  �� #k�2 �y����# .��� �����। %��*���� ��? ����  ���;��Z��? 
���� 
����� �&< .���+- 9@ 
������. �J�� &�? 9��  ���� ��D<. ��#<k�� &�?2 ���� 
 ��� Q�; �; .��। 9 �?�����2 ���� ���� �� ��p� %N�O .��� %J� !�। 

(��%�  =j���� ��=�) 

 

���������� ���? FL��� �N��� F������������� ���? FL��� �N��� F������������� ���? FL��� �N��� F������������� ���? FL��� �N��� F���    
......... ......... ......... ......... �8�%���8�%���8�%���8�%��, , , , ����������������    

��� 9.��  �� !�। 3�%AZ��� ��?  D�. #�$ ����� !� �� &��,%'?��। ���� ��� =�� �। 
=�� ���0। ��� ��� =�� �%�+ ��� ��A�x� ���.��  D�.। ���� ��� =�@�। ��� ���  =�� 
��%�+� ������ F��। � ��% �� �� ��� ���������� ��. ������ ���!� %�<� �y%��<; 
.���+। 9� ������ '����� ���� ������� ��#<k ���। 9� ������ �J? !�� ���'/ ���.g� 
���  �� #$��� .��& �y����# .��। %����; ������ &��  D�. -��-����^�. �Z� .��, %�* 
 ���. 9�#�� ��� ��2��। 

�������� �N�D��� ���? �?�� &�1�  ��। 9��� #$�$��� Q�� �#<��@�� &%��?�� !�� 
��� &�� F���। &��� F�� &%��?�� =��  9��� ���  ���। ������ Q�� 9�� Q�D��. %�%?� 
9@ ����, &%��?�� ���� �/  ��#�। 

����������  ��, ��� ��.� ����� 9.�। 9� ���? ����� &��� �����; !� ��.� ����� 
9.�। 9� ���? �L%�� 9.���.��� ���� .�� !� 9� &��� �����; !� � ����� 9.�। ��@ 
���� !�  ��, C%� FL��� &��� �����; !� �².² ����� 9.�। 

9.,�  ���� .N�� FL��� �N�� .�� ��� -’'���� 

(�) �� &���. .�<; F����#� .��; 9�� 

(�) ����� &���� C%��� FL��� ���� ���$��। 
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��������� ��<��� =�� .�� !� � �.I  =O� .��� .�<; F����#� .�� ��� 9� &��� �����; 
Q�� � ����� 9.�। F���K �?��� *!; .���,  �� .��� ��M� �?�!�� .�� 9@ 'Z���. .�<; 
F����#� .�� %[�। ��#� .��. �+�� ��. F/�#���  ��� ���? FL����� ���� Á�  ��$�+। 
��%m� .���  ��� ��� �� %[� !���+ Q��� �� &�� ���� .��। �.I ��������� �������#? 
������ &��� �����; ���  ��� �। ��@ C%� ��$���� Q�� F��� �!%��� 9��� *!; .��� !�� 
��<���  � ����� &�� ��+ ����@ ���. C%� C����� F��� FË�� .��- F/� .N��Q;���� 
Q���# )�,��। 

 

��������� C%��� C��� ���� ���@ .�।  ���� ���������� ���� #$���� C��� �����; 
9.�Q�� ���-���� ��F�6� ��  %��� &���� 9.�Q�� ���� C� !�E ���� ��F�6� F��। 
������  ��� ���� C�-���� .��� 9.�, �$ .��; &���� �D��D'��� %��  �2��� �?��� �@। 
���J� .��  ��� �#���+, ���������� &����  .����� �@�¥��& )�,� %�� Q�� .�� C%��� 
!�� ��. ���$��  �2�� ���।  ��� 9.� Q�� �� �F´ �@�¥��& )�,� %�� ����  ��� �#���+ 
 �, 9� C�� �F� ���� C� �� '�#, �� ���� C� ��.�� �� '�# 2  ����� ���� C� 
��.�� �¶ '�# ���$��  �2�� ���। 

������  ��� ���,� ��=  � Q�.N��. #?��%� %m� ��2�� �#���+, ��� %��D �����%� 
�@�¥��& #?�% ��K .�� �@�¥��& )�,� %�� ��DO ������; FL��� .�� %[�। ��������� 9 
��<0  � �����; Q�.N��. #?��%� %m� ��2�� �#���+ ��� �����; !� �.�� ����� �.F��. C�,। 
9@ #?�% ���� �1�� ��� �?�!�� .��� ������। %�� FL����� .��& w���� �!%��� Q�.N��. 
#?��%� �?�!�� x���Ì� .��� !��। 

���������� ����� &��� .� .�� ��.�� ¶� '�# ���.��� ���� D��.। 9� Q�� .��; 
���.��� ������  ��� �N�O����� �����; ���@ .�। �8�%�� 2 &������ ���% �N�O����� �����; 
#$�����  �$ @���  ��� �। ���.��� &��%�=� �?��� .�� ��@ �1 &���� C%� C�� %[�। 
9@'��� �����%?� FL��� �N�� .�� ���������� ���? %�%?� �1�'��� %���� .�� =��। ���.A�� 
����� %�.��� �!%��  D�.  ��� ���  �, ��¶¶-¶� %��� ��������� �.� ����� 9.� &���� 
&��%= �?��� �+�। �D<�L  ��, ����� &��� ��� ��.�� � '�# &���� &��%= �?��� �+�। F���K 
���.g� *!; .�� Á� ���� ��. &����  %=-�?��� %[�। 

���������� 9. ����, %�%?� �?�। �?�� ��� Q���+� ��DO ������, �! .�� ������ 
���,�. F�<� .��। �.I �$ �?� !�� ���� ���������� C%��� ��DO J�� !�। %�.��� �!%�� ��� 
��������� �� ��7��� �.��� �?� !�, �� Q�� � ����� 9.� &�� &��f !�। ���� %�� 
 D�. �?� ��S; %��.< ��%m� 9 ��<0 =��� !���+। ��  D�.  ��� ���, ��������� �?� ��S; 
.��� !�� '����� %!����#�� 9.�0 Q���&। ���.A��� ��&���. .���;, '����� %��D 9��� 
�?� ��S; �?�����  .� %!����#�� %�[� !��। �.I 9@ %!����#��� Q���m. 9� �Z� !���+। 

9.,�  ���� ��D<. W��N��� &? ��<�� ���#� ���È. ���.g�� Q���&����� .D� 9� 
 ��,����, %� �D<������@ 
�.�� .��। �.I %� ���.g�� %�C�? �'<� .��  �� ���.g� 
>���� �'�<���� F��,  ���  %@ ���.g��. ��A�� .�Í.<� .��� '�� ����� !��� ?A D��. 
����� �R� 2 %�?��� F��।  .�� ������S� %�!���? %��&���S. �D<��� %[� �। 9� &�? 
Q���& !� F���K #;%�#k��। ������  ��� %��&�S Q��R� .��� !��,  � ���K������� �$�@ 
.��  ���. �z.��  
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 D�. ��K .��, �����  ���Q� 2 .�<��K�. �D<���. ��#<k�� .��& ��#��� !��। 9��� 
%�!���? *�������� .N�� �D<����� Á� ����, �����< �� %[�। 

(8�. 9��  #���� %���� ��=�) 

    

    

�*#��� �*#��� �*#��� �*#��� ���K���!����K���!����K���!����K���!�    
�� �� �� �� �8�%���8�%���8�%���8�%��, , , , ����������������    

���.A�� ��<�  %��� ����� F�� 9. ������-�%b�� =$  ��� ��D� )��� �$�� F���। #� ��=< 
 D�. �& ��<0 %��� w���� .��, ������ ���. �5��  ���!� ���� w�����, %�N� &�� 
Î��� ���;� .��, ������ ��K�. ����� .���+  '��, ������ ��D ��D �.��-#N��� 9�� 
�������� �©!��%�� '�� �����+� ������ �.��। �.I )��0 ��f��#�� �����  ����� �0���� 
.�  �  &�# F�k�+, ����� .��� ����� ��Z���<� ��<� !����� ��। �=�.�  .� ��.  D�. 
#���� F�� �$� ������ �%b�� =$। 

�� ��� �m�� �� !�� !�� .�� Fk���। ������ �����  D�. �����$� !�� %����; ������ 
!��&�। #;��S� �&�#� ����, %��<�'j��x� Q¬ ����, ���.A��� ������� �&�!��  ����� ���.A�� 
�m��� �����. !���� .�� ����� ������ !��&� !���। �m .�, ��� �m .�। 

.��; .�? .��; ��+  �� ��,�@। ���K���!� 9�� ������!� -�<�� #���� 9�#�� =���+ 
���;��� ���.। 9�.� �� 9. �� !�E ����� -#<5����। %�!��?^�? ���� 9�� ��k���� 
�D5��� �m !��  #�+। -�, Q�� �G� =©*�� 9�� =��� %�Z;< ��e�। ���� ���!�  � %�!��? 
.���  % F���2  @। .��¡ -’��� ���� 9� ���.A���  �(�=���< ��+, ��2 ���� ��.���� 
&��#� ��(�& ���E �।  .� %��� ��������� &������5���� �� ��.����  .� k�(@  @। 
���K���!� ��(�& ��(�& 2��� �)�� .��+,  �� .��+। %�������� 9� !�� F�k�+ ������ 
�N��?C�(�। 

���������� ��D<  .� %��%[�� ������� Q��। 9���  � ���<� ��C���  ��� ��(� !���+� 
%��� ���.A��� %��������� &¡�� �� ������� ��, �& �����2  �� '�:�� �e .���+। &���� 
%�*���� �5�� �(�= ��C���  ��2 =$�L .��  '�: ���E। ��T��� �!�Q'Z��� ����T��D< �� 
�U ���� ��&� � ���.A��  %����!�� ���.@। �y%��<;.���  %���� &���G��� 9.D� 
\O'��� Q��; !��  #�+। 

9��� �� 5;��� ���� %����. &�0�� 9�� �����  =��=���6� �2-��, '��©�, .�@��� ��, �e� 
���, ��!��� ��� Q�����। ���&� ������ ���,�� ��% @��C%�, @��C%� �e .���+। ��.� 
 ���� ��� ��&� Q��� �.�+। 2���@ .D�� Q��3� ���� ��&���  ��7���  =O� .��+। �.I 
��'� '����  ��7�� '�����0 !�� Fk�+। 

���K���!�� �,<��  ���� �)��� 9��  ���#��� 5���� %=�.� ������� ��  .� ���� 
��(&�+?  ����� �)��� Q.��� ��.� #���� �& �. �� ��<���� &���� FE����  .� ����O 
��+? �,  
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 @। ����� -#< ���� ��, ������ -#< ��e� !2��� ��, �%��,  &��, ����� 9�� �����-
����� ��A�;< ��� ��K !2��� �� �� �. '���+ ������ 
�D<�������, ��:��� =�� �z ��.���!� 
9�� ��� ��=����? 

�& ���K���!�� �D  ��� .���  .?  .�D��  % ��K? ������� ��K ���.A��� �& 
��'��% F�k�+। ���� ��&��� .�� ��&��@ ��($�+ ����� ��&��� �� .�� ��� !��  %@ .���।  

-�%�!%� ���K���!�� �N��;, � ���k�� ��� ���� !������ �& �����.� %� ��=���, 
��?�=���, &������&��� �Z����E� .��� &?। ����� �!���� �K���-��:��� F��� �& 
������ 
��K� %Z�<। F��� ��&�-F¡��% ������ ����� �.��-����%। 

�&  �� ��<��� ��, !� �N��?��; .��� � ���&��� .��� ����,  �� .�� �y%��<; 
.���। ������ ���,�� k�(@  @  �������। 

-&<�, -�<�� ��:��� ���K���!� 9�#�� =���। %�!�� .���, ����� .��� ��=��� ��<����। 
��:��� %��$ %��  .��, ����  ������� ��&�-��� &���� Q¯�। 

%��Z� ���&����� �������m�  D�. .���&�� ��<0 �N� -�<���  !�.  ������� ���J�। 
�����!�, Ã��, .�L�%L !����� �& �N��?� �� ��(&�+ �G�Q�� �����। 

 ������� &������ ���. %��� %��  .��, ������ ����। #;!�?�.������ ����� .��� ������ 
���,  D�. 

(��A��C&�� �!�� ��=�) 

 

 

9� ��. .�&9� ��. .�&9� ��. .�&9� ��. .�&    
�� �� �� �� �8�%���8�%���8�%���8�%��, , , , ����������������    

�������� 9� ��K, �.I �%�� ������ ���K����� 9@ %�� �e। ��K ������ �.��� �� 
%Z��<� Q'��� ����� %�? s� .�� F�k�+ ���� 9.,� &���। ��@ �� &���� &d  !��-9�@ � 
���-9.�, ��A� %�? ��D?�� .�����K  !�� 9.D�@ �k.। %�? ��� ��D?�� =Z$�0 9@ ��������� 
%�)��< �� !���+ ��D?��, �.I 9 �KJ�� �$�@�� %�?2 !���+ ����y. J���J�।  % &�?@ 
9� ��&��� F¡��% ��(� !�� ������ ����� ��C��  '�% ��2�� =��� �। 9� ��. .�&। 

.�����K !��@ ���K �, ���K� &? ��.��  ����� �?��#�-����� 9.���। ��)< �� �+� ��� 
����  �����, ���<� ��� '�6� ��?�=��� &&<���। ������ �.��� 9� �� %Z�<- �.I ���,�� 
�� �+��� '�#��$� 3�%�����। �.���� =�o� �+� ���- ������ ��� �y��. � ���� �+(�$�+, 
#����  
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 &��� 9@ '�#��$@ .��$�.���$ .���+ 9�. ��?। 9@ =�o� �+��� N��% '�#�$�., �.��� 
F�EO 9@ !�$�#��$� ��!�$�. ��%��; .�� ��� %&�� .��� ���� ��!�� !�� ������ %��?.���� 
���K। �����D ����+- ‘‘&�;< ����� ��.  '�% ��.।’’ &e� ����+, ‘‘%&�� .��� �!�Î��’’। 
9@ ��D@ ������ %��?.���� ���K� ��D। 

������ ��. J�-&����  �! �& J���J�। 9@ ���K� Q'��� ���� !���� ��� J�@ 
F���B .��+ #'��'���। 

������ 9�@ �C��  ��� !�� ����-�  %@ '��� ��G���, ������ 9�@ �C��  ��� !�� 
���²-9�  ��!�£� ��� �&/�  %@ %����< �KN���,  % �KN��� �&/� ����+��,- ‘‘���.A��� 
��È'��� F-<@ !��।’’ 

������ �� ����� !�� '��� ��G���� QD� �!�� ��.�, %������ ����� .D�- �&�.� 
�%e Ï�@'���� ����� ��@। 9 
������. �����2 '�# ��+ %�� %��। 
������ Q��?.�, 
�!���. ������ &��� !��। 9 ���#� ����=� ��@। 9��  %��  D�. �e .��� !�� 9@ �� 
&���� ��#<k। 

�z�� ������ �D<����.  �� �++ .���+  �� �++ .���+ %�tN�� 2 &���� %Ð��.। 
9.,� &���� ��.��� �D<���. �%E���  �� ���?
��,  ��@ %�� Q���m. !� %��tN��. 
%�.,। ������ %��� 9� -�,��@ %�., ��������। &���� �D<'�6�� �&� ���K� ¹����f  ��@ 
�Z?, %�tN��2 9.@'��� �Z?। �z�� &���� �!����� ��D<� ����@  ������� ��@�C� ���� ���,�� 
����  #�+ ������ &���� %��tN��. 2 ����&��� �D� ��g�  #�R��.। 

%� ��@�� ���K  ����+ ��� ������ !�����  '�M �$� '��- �Z?�� ������@ �Z;< .��� !��। 
�� ����� !��, @%����� 3&������� %��D  .� �!��� ��� ��%�- ������ %�� ��� ���� 
 ��$�� .���+ 9�.��। ������ ���,�� C%� C��- ������  '��  D�.@ 9%�+�� &���� 
%�tN��. �� ����&�����। %���� @�&�� �� ���.� ������@ )��� C%�। ��@ �Z?  ���  '�M ��2�� 
���@ �Z;<��� ��D .�,�  �2��। �z� ������ ��<�����  �����  ��� ������ ��F�� 2k�� Q���& 
 @। ����� %��� ���� ��� ����@ ��($����। ������  +����@  ��� ����� 9@ =�� �?��#� 
����%। ����� �?��#� ��<��� ���� ��� ���� � ���� ��!�� �%��?-�!���.2 ���� ������ 
.����- .��; �!���� �y�� %�M 9@ ��<���� �y��  ��# ���@ ���$। 

���� &�� ����@ �� &�� ��' .���+। �?��#� ���? ���� 9�%�+ ������ 9@ ���K� 
Q'��, ��@  %@ �?�# ����@ 9@ ���K�. ������ ��; .��� !��-  '�# ���� �e .�� �। ����@ 
Q��; .���+-  '��#� &#L ��D?� 9�� ��D?� ���@ �& =�o� �+� ���  '��#� �=���N��  !��। 

�& �� ���� 9@ Q'������� ������ ���� �?��#� &? ��D ��� !��। .��;,  .� 
���@ ����  � ������ 9@ ��K �.�� .����  ��) �  ��. ���,  .������@  � �&�.� 9@ 
��K ����% ���� ������ � ���। 
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�D< �@- ���� .�? ������ ���,��  %�� C��।  �  %��� ������. .�� '�����%  #�+, .��  � 
������ ���  ��� ����Ì� !���+-  % ������. ���� %��$ %��  .��, ��:�� ���� '���� ����� 
������। 

�.���� =��  #�+,  C�� #�+ �&{ !�$�#�$। ��@ ���� 9�2 ��K @, �.���K ���। 9@ 
&�?@ �G ���+�� ������ F¡�% .��� �� %��  @- 9� �?��#� ��1�<। 7�,.���3A &���� 
'�M� .�k�����. �Z;< F�?� #�$  ����� .��& ].?�� !�� !�� ������@। �� ����� !��, �?D� 
������ 9�� �� ������@  ��!। ��@ 9� ��� F¡�% �, 9� ��. .�&। 

(!��C& ��� ��=�) 
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����������������������������    %Z�%Z�%Z�%Z�    ��������������������    
²। 
��� �����  ����  .� 

Q=���� ��2 ����� .�D.� 
‘‘�¼�%�.’’ 

 CÑ���� ���� 
 %����-�8�%�� ���� 

 

��&���. ����  ��D?��&���. ����  ��D?��&���. ����  ��D?��&���. ����  ��D?    
�� �� �� �� �#r�#r�#r�#r, , , , ����������������    

�& F����� 9.��� %����  =jÅ@ �#r। ��� 9. �+� ��#2 9@ ��� ��� �+��� ��.��। 
���� �Q� ���&, ����=� �������� ���?। ����  =��� .� 
Y,  �� 
���, 
���  ��� 9@ QD� 
%����; ��<�= �%/। 9@ ��<�=�  ��� �%�� ��.-
�����, �=0�� 
�����, �#��. 
�����। 
%��<����  ���� ���� ���� ����� !����� ���.��। 

9@ ���.�� ���� ��@�। ��� ����  ����+ ����,। �(�=�� ��=< ��?���� �.p�L’ )��  '�: 
 #�+, =�����. .��� �� ,?��|� #&<। �%!�� ������ '�� ��<��। ��K ��.� �!�  '�%  #�+। 
%��� ��������  '�%  #�+। ��  %@ ��K�  {��� '�%�� AZ��.N� ���। ���-���-�N�-����.� 
�N���!। 9@ �J ������ �N����!� AZ��� ��= @���!�� =��� ����  =���+ ��:���� �yQ��R� 2 

���.�� ���'� @E�। @���!��� >%? ���� '�@�. !�?� .���+, ����  ���� %Ð� O .���+। 
���� ����� %����  #���� �� ���$�� +�(@ .�� �����+। ���� ���. �����+ 9.-��. !�!�.�� 
F�!��। #� ��� &� ������ ���� >.���� ��  �j��� !�&���� 
Y���� ��.� �!�  +�$  ��� 
��K����� ���. �� ��$�@, %�%� >&?�R� ������ �~ Q.N��� ���. ���.�� �V%&�  =��� ����+, 
���#�, ����  �  ���  .��� �C�� �%�� ����। �C�� �%�� ���� 
��� ������ ���.�����'� 
 ��� +���-%����$ ��$। ��� @���!��� �%�?  %����!� ����  =��  D�. 
Y  .�$ ����+, ���� 
.�  D�. #�  .�$ ����+, ����  ���� %��& �?��� �(=� ���� .���+ ����@ '�@ ��  ���� 
��K। �.I  % ���� �N��?T� .��&�� ��!���� 
���.��- =�� !�; .��� �����। ��@ �& ��K 
������ ���. �J ���K�Cj& Q¯�। ���� 9.��� %�»�, ��� ����  ���� ���K���� ���K�Cj�&� 
���� ����+। ��� ���� !� 
������ &? �����, ��� ��(=�� !� 
��� &����  #j�� 2 ��<��� ��� 
��(=���। 

 =jÅ@ �#�r� .D� ���+���। 9@ ���, ���.A��� 
����� ���%। �.I #� �� � ��=< 
����%)��. @���!�� ��?����� ��<����  � ���.A��. !�?� .���+, ��� ���� 
�����-���% �.? 
��:���� 
����� 
��� ������ 
�����। 9@ 
��� ������ 
����� ���% ���� ��� .���� 
��.��, ��&�D  D�. @���!��� �%�?=��� �K�=� ���+, ���)��� ���)��� ��<����  ���=� ��~ .�� 

���.��- =��� �� FL%�� ���� !�� ��.�, FË��%� !�� %��� ��������। ����% .e, 9@ Q�?� 
��� ���  �(�= ��+। ���� ����% ��:�������@ 9@ ����% ���  �(�= ��+। 

 =jÅ@ �#r ����2 
����� ���% !�� ������। �.I ���. !��  ��� !��। �� !�� ������ 
���� Q��;�, ����, #���  %j�', ���. .�� !���+ ����. ����-��<�'��� ���� !������। 
 %@ !������ �&  '�:  #�+। ��@  =jÅ@ �#r �& %��$ %��  .��, ��:���� &��� �N�। �� 9@ 
9.�,  
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����%� �N��?� ��?���� �-&d*!; .���+ #;Q&��S� 
��� �����। �M�m� ���  ��। ���, ��� 
%.� ��:���  � 
������ ��f��D� ����!�। 

���.A��� ��È.�k������ ���������. ��� Q��? %��?�#��R��� ���.��, ��ÈJ��� ���=���� 
%���������x  ����  .� @E� �+� � .��=� 2 @%��������� ��%. =���। ����  =���+ ��������� 
9.�, �D<���. .���� Q��R� .���। �� 9@ .���� ��%�� &?  =���+ ��:���� F�� 9.E� 
��&���. Q'�x। %��?���)R ��� ��`� ���.A��� ������. %��?��)� 9.�, �������S. 
%����.=� #�  �@� �+� ���������. ��% .���+, ����� ��#N!��  �@��, ������ ����������. 
��DE  ���; .���+, ����� ��;?� 9.�=�,�� ��&�� .��  ����+। �&.�� ��`���?�  .�  .� 
�?����� ��&���. '��?.�� %�Z;< ��J; ��³.� 2  ���8����� �����M��� F�� ���O��� 
 ����M� ��%�� ����। ���6� ��%.=� 2 �Q�,������ ��%.=��� C?��%r, �#;���S. 2 
������^�!� 'Z��.�� ���?  .� ��D<.?  @। ��:���� '���, ���������� %�tN��-9. .D�� �� �.+� 
��:���� &����  =��� �!�� Q.��, ���² %��  D�. ���. ��� ��� 3�% .���  =O� !���+, 9@ 
9.�,��� �J?  D�.। 9��  %@ �J? !� ��:���� ��&���. ���.�� !�;। ��������� ���6� 9.E� 
��&���. Q'Zx Q��R�। 

9@ Q'Z�x� ��e��, 9@ ��<�  ���; �� ��%�� ��e�� ���@ .D� ����+, ���������� 
��:���� ���.�� Q��R� .���  =���+, .��=� 9�� ���6� ��%.=���  =��� ���@ !���+ 
 ���^�!�। �N�,� ����� ����  #����  ��!�£�  ��� ����� C&��� !�.� �� ���;?  ���. 
����+  ���^�!�, ��� ��=�� .���  =���+। ���&�C��� ����� @t�G�� ��&<� 1��. �����+, 
��� 5�� .�� ����� �����N�  �� �2��� '�%���.। @���& �&��� ��-=�,� �%��@ �@����� 
=���0 �!��  %�!��2���<��.  ���� ��@�� %��Z� >�e��  ������% �?�# .��� !���+। �& 
�@����� ����%)��. ��J; !A @���!��� =���0 Q�;�Q� ���&� '�@ ��È�^��!��� ��D?� ��'����# 
��'��K। =��+ ��� Q�; !�� )N;? �$�S। 

���������� 9� 9.& ���;?  ��  @, ��� ���6� Q�%��-=����� .�+  D�.  ���^�!� 
��?� ���, ��È�^��!��� ��'����# ��'��K !�। ���������� ��&���. ���.�� 9�� 
���.���� 
���� ���@ .���+, ��� ��'��K !���+ ��È�^�!���� ����। ���6� 9@ ��<� ��$-�=� �& ���� 
���������� �����। ���� %���� �� 9� 9.�, �+�  @,  � �+� ��������� �K 7���, ����� 
��. ���� !��, %0�!��� ����� ��.C�,� ��<�� ��������� �.�� ����;< !��। ��������� 9.��� 
 CÑ���� ����� �. 9.�,? ��@ ��=<, ��  �  CÑ����, ��@  %����, �@ &�, ��  � &������, �� 
 � ��=< .� �K�K ����� �� 9@ ������� ��'L% ��<���� .D� �����? %������ ����� 9@ ��  � 
��=< �����। +��-���., ������?����� ��?��., �?�%��� �&��, )��0 ��A��%� ���<���� !�&�� !�&�� 
�����. �.���� !�?� .�� !� 9.�,��� F�Å��?, 9�� ��’!� ��:���� 
���.�� !�;। 

��@ �������� �& ���^�!�। 
������ �K���.�� ��= &����� !���+ ����  .��,  .��, 
��:���। ������  �� �M�m�  �� ���&��� �!��। ��:���� �Q� ���&� '�@। 9@ 9.�, �� �& %��$ 
%��  .��, ������ %�*���  Q�;�। ��:���� 
���.��  =��� %�M 9@ 9.�, %�*��� �����.2 !�?�� 
&)? �$�S =��+ ���6� ��� =����� ���?। 

��� %Z�<%[���� ����%�। ���$#M�� ������,�� >��� �� &�� %[�����2 ��� �����। 
9� �K ���� �����+, 9@ �K���E� ��� 
������ %Z��<��� ���?[���। 
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���� ���� �C���� ��.��। ������ �� 
�����-����% FL%� !��। �Q� ���&�� %�M 
����� !��  %@ FL%� ���%�, ����� &? ��� ���J� .��+। ��� &��, ���� 
Y, ���� 
Q��J� %C� !��@। 

(��-� #�CC��  =j���� ��=�) 

    

    

Q��3�Q��3�Q��3�Q��3�    
�� �� �� ��  %���� %���� %���� %����, , , , ����������������    

 %��� �?�� %�!?� %��� +��$�� ���,  ���� ���� ������ �K  =���,  �  ��� ��K�  {�� 
��, ���.��� �� .��,���� �� �E��  '� .��  %���@ C��, 2�k �� %Z�<। �K���  �F 
=����� .��  ��  ���;-��<���� ��(��.�। 9,�@ �=�0 %�?। �� 9@ �!�%��?� �'���@ 9@ �� 
 �����  �������� �& ���� !���+ >%�.। �J�0�� ��. &�M��!� ���������  ���;, ��<�� 2 
���<=�� #;!�?� =�����2 �� ������ &���� ��Ax ���/ .��� ���� ��� ���������� ��D<� 
2�� �'<����  #�,� ��`� ���.A�@ ,�.��� ,�.��� !�� ����� F��� !���+, ��  #�����%�� 
��D?� Q=��;�� ���&���.  ��(.�  ���� =���0 ��~ !���+ @���!�� =�। 

���������� ���.N� 9��.�� ��� �,b�� ������< 8�K�� ����.�. #�<� ����# 9�� 9.�, 
=��0। 9�  �+� &�M��!�� =���, F�Å�? ����+। QD�� ��:��� #�<� ����# .�� ��:������ 
����0 .�� ����. -�<� .��  ��। �¢���� ���������� ����.N� 9��.��  �%����. Q��% =��� 
!�E ��� ���-����.�.  ��(.�  ���। 

8�K�� ����.�. #�<� �����#� �N��� .��;�, !�E� @���!�� �� 9.,� �?����� ��?0 
%���`�  �, ���������� ���.N� 9��.�� #�<� �&  !�., .��  !�. ���K�����  #������� !��� 
�!� !��@। %����� &�M��!�� .D� !�E, ����@ �� ��`� ���.A��  ., 9.& ��:���@ �e.। 
=Z$�0 9�� Q�� .��;�, !�E  �%����. Q��%�� ������  '�M �$� �D<���. �����. =�M� .���� 
&? >�����. %�!���? ��#���। .��; �������� �������� &? ����� ���'/  �� 9�� ���'/ 
�0&<���. %��� &�M��!��. %�!��?�� �m .�� �����+। 

8�K�� ����.�. #�<� �����#� -��'%�m ��� ��$  #�+ ��������.� .��+। ��@ ����� 
��.�� �����.� 2  ����� 9 �?����� @���!�� =��� .�k�� %�����=� .�� !�E। ��Ò����� 
u8.��r� .����� �����,<�� ��.  �?� 2 .�� ��.� %C�  ��� ����+, ‘‘�,b� ���. %���� 8�. 
����.�. ����.N� 9��.�� #�<� �����#� �%� F�Å�? ������ %�!��? ��#��� 9�� ���&���. 
����0 .��।’’ 

9 Q%�M #��8<�� ���.�� ��. ���,< 9�8� ��-��-�%  D�. 9. %�J�L.��� ����+, 
���������� ����.N� 9��.�� �%����. #�<� ����# .�� !��2 %����. �L�����  .� �����< 
),�� �।’’ �D<�L ‘‘������ ���! &#�;� 2�� ��. ��<��� �k.@ =��� 9��  �%����. #�<� 8�. 
����. %����. ���!�� !���� ����� ���।’’ 
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&d'Z��  D�. !�������� ��`� .��  ���. ��� .�� #�$ ����� �& ���� �����.�। 
������ -�<�� Q�D������ %£��� �,.�� �  ��� ����.N� 9��.�� &���%��)� ����C .�<� �����#� 
���.�, =��0 9(�,�+ &M���!�। �.I ���� &�� 9@ ����C .�<� �����#� �%� F�Å�? �.। 
&M���!� =��E� ����C .�<�� .D� ��� ������ ��'�J &���.  �� ��� %��.< ����0 .�� ����, 
 ��� ���&���. ��:���� ����  %�&  ��(.�  ��� ����। 

���� 92 &��, &���%��)� 9@ �D�.�D� ����C .�<���� ��������� �����#� F�Å�? !�E 
&M���!�� ��<���-2 >����=.��� %!���� .��। �D<�L 9��� 'Z��.� !�� �%�?���!�� �������� Q�� 
������  � �?��� #N!�� !�E 9��� Q��2 ��@ .�� !��। 

9@ Q%�M ��-��-�%  D�. ��� !���+, ‘����������  #���� ���!�� 9.& ������ &���%�)�. 
9@ ��� 1(����� .�� �����+  �, ����� ����C .�<���� &M���!�� ����� ���@ #;? .�� !�� 9�� 
���� �������� ��e�� #N!�� �?����@ �2��� �$��। ‘��-��-�%  D�. ��2 ��� !�, ‘9 �?����� 
&���%�)  D�.  .� �0�? .�� !��। ��� �����N�O �� !�E, ��������  #���� ���!�� �������� 
9@ 1(������ &���%�)�.  �� ���.,� '����� �����+।’ 

'��% �� �����.�  D�. ��� !�, ‘ 8����?�, ����  �� 982��8<  .��8� ���� 
�������.� ���� �%�,� ��%<�2 ���.A� %�.���. �����.� %�!��? �� ��m� ���� &��।’ 

��-��-�% �����,<�� ��� ���,<  �� %c�� ��;�D<� �����5��� �����<�� &? '��� %C�� 
�#���+��।  %��� ��� ��;�D<���� �%�� -��--�<��@ Q�?J .���+��- ���+ ��. &M���!�� 
=�� ��<��� 2 >����=.��� ��. .e; .��!�। �.I ��� ��� ��� ����� ������ ��� 9.,� Q��;@ 
 ����+। ���+ 9.@ .D�। =�� =�� �S;��  % .D� =��� ��$ ���� ��� ���� ���R !�� 
Q��3�� !�E  #�,� ����। ��  % .D��, !�E ��:���� �0� ��D� ¸��-%M�� ‘&� �����।’ 

(�!�-� @%��� ��=�) 

 

    

��� ��� ��� ��� ��������@  %���� 
��;@  %���� 
��;@  %���� 
��;@  %���� 
��;    
�� �� �� ��  %���� %���� %���� %����, , , , ����������������    

���.A� %�.���� >
��=��� ��%�� Q������ ���������� ��)<.���?��� %�*���� @��!��% 
��¶� %���� ��@  %���� 9.�, p�;�� ��। 9@ �� ���������� +���� ���.� �K ���� %�.��� 
��J����� Q����� .���+�।  %@  D�. 9@ �� ���������� %�<� ��J� ���% �!�%�� ����� !�� 
�%�+। �& %�Z;< �'/ �������, 
�S ���������,  ���?��� 
����� %�*���� ���7 ��¶� %���� 
��J�-��G���� �!����� Q�� ���� W��T�� ���� .��+। 

���.A� %�.���� ��J���� �=�.��@ �+� &%�����;� 
��D<�  D�. ����K। ���.� 
Q��V�� %�±2 %��<&� �����. Q�D��. ��J��?���  ��� Q���<� !��, ��t��� ��J�� 
�?�����2  
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 F�¡����#? �*#�� !��। ��J����'� %�����#�  J��2  ���� -@ ���� @E�.N�'��� >����?� %N�O 
!���+�। ���� %��� ��������� Q�D��. t���� %��?� �+� �¶ !�&��। ��`� ���.A�� 9� %��?� 
�+� ��. .�। #� �+�� ��������� Q�D��. t���� %��?� ��(�$�� �� !�&�� �� ��`� ���.A�� 
 % %��?� ��� !�� ��($�� �� !�&����  =��  ���। 

��� t��-.���&� %��?� ���@ .D� �। %�.���� Q��������� ���� %�M %M��  ��� t��-
.���&�  � ��k? ����.� >��� .�� !�, �� Q.N� ��J�� �*#��� %!��. �+� �; ��� '���� =��, 
%�c����. �����¯� �����;� 9�� �#;���S. �?�-���;�� Q��<� 9@ ��k? ����.� �+� #k��� 
�=��� ��J J��.�। Fa�� ��J��  J�� �=0�� 2 �K��?� 
����� !�; �+� %�.��� ��J����� 
�M। ��J�� Q��%��  J��2 %�.��  � �#;���S. ������ %N�O .���+��, ��2 
��� 2 C�Q%Z 
��J��?��� Q��<�� �D e� .���+�। ���N'���� ���?�� Fa��J����� �����2 %�.��� F��%��� 
�+� 9@ ���� ���
��। 

�@��� %�.���� ����  � �� ��J����� �����;� !�, ����@ 9@ �#;���S. ��J� ����� 
%�Z;<  =!���,� ��� ��$। ���������� ��J. 2 +���� 
'����@ 9@ ��J����� ��������� 
.���+��। �.I 9@ Q������. ��G���� ��  �2��� %�Z;< .N��x +��%���&� Q��?। ��¶� 
%���� ��@  %����  %@ ��G���� �KJ�� ���% �!�%�� @��!��% ��  ����+। 

%�.��� ��J����� ��e�� 9@ ��G���� %Z=� !��2, �� ��� ��J����� Q�����
�� �+� 
�। ���² %���� ��¤���� �@��� ��  � 9.��.x���� ��%�� Q��< .��, ��@  %������ 
���J�'  %@ �#;���S. ��%�?���� ��e��@ ���=���� !���+�। �� %������ Q.N���J 9. 
%����. ��%�� ��}��; ���$� !�E�, �� +����@ ���^��!� 3&� F�$���+� 9�� Q��;� ������ 
 % ��G��� ���� %�C�? �&< .���+�। 9.��. �@�����  %@ �+� QD� �`���%�;। �� 9� 
=Z$�0 ��.�� )�, ��¶� %���- �� �@����. J���  +�$ =��  ��� !�। 

9��� ��¶� %��� @���!��-%�.���� QA���� ��J������  ���  #� ��J�%���0 ��G���� 
���� 
�.N�� )�,�+। QA���� ����� ��J�-Q��%�� #;�S�.��;� ���;� �.+�,� #N!�� !�। �.I 
��<����J ��J� ����� &?  � ���� ��J. 2 +���� .���+��, �� 
�.�� .�� !��। ���N'���� 
���?�� Fa�� ��J����� QA��2  %��� �+� �। �.I 9�  =�� �$ .D�, 9@ ��J� %�t���� 
QA��2  �� ��<0 ����=���  ��� !� 9�� ��J��J�� >��&?�.@  ��  �� !� ��� �!%���। ��� 
.�� �#���+�  �,  ��� #;��S� ���Q��R�� %�M %�M ��J������2 �?��. �����< %�� .�� 
%[��� !��। 

�.I  % ��� �Z�; !��। ��� ��#@ %����. ��%�� ��<��� �)��  �� 9�%�+  ���� 
������ F��। 

�& ���������� ���� 
����� �J�� &? ��;�; %�*��� ��~।  ���. �z��K .��� ��� 
%���<. ��#<k�� %��� ��J��?���� � ����; ),��।  � ��J��?����  ���� ��.�� ��� '�# 
 ��. ��J���� ��'���*A,  %@ ��J��?���  ���� .�|
��। ��J�� %����# ���� !�� %.��.। 
��J�� �'�� Q%���� .�� #;���S. ��J��?���� Q��< .��� !�� ������। ��J�� %�M &���� 
%�.< )�R�� .��� !��। ��J�� %�M ��K !�� !�� .��&� %����#। %��?.�� 
����� �&< � .�� 
��<0 ��J��?���� 9@ ��'�Q� ��#<k %[��� !�� �। 
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�& ����  %@ 
����� �J�� &? ���� �?��N�। @��!��% ������ �?�#, ����J� 2 %�*���� 
��? ���� �� F��� 
;<¢��  ��� F�)��,� !��,  %��@ ��@  %����� ��G�� %�D<.��� 
F��� !��। 

 

(8¤� ��%�_��� ��=�) 

 

 

 

@���!�� &��� ��2@���!�� &��� ��2@���!�� &��� ��2@���!�� &��� ��2    
QD� %2���QD� %2���QD� %2���QD� %2���    

 

�� �� �� ��  %���� %���� %���� %����, , , , ����������������    

�#�  ��!�£� 9�!�� ��, ����. 9.,� Q¬ .��� =�@। 

���� %2��� ���  +�,। @�E .��� 9. .D�� &��� ���� ����। ����. �&��% .��, 
���� %� ��� @��.�  . �����+��? 9.��  %�&� &���  ���। %�C, %�C। �������� 
.��� �। .��;, ���� ��%�L ������ &�� ��+। ���� ���� �, ��T��� �� @%����� 
=?����� ��+, %.��� ��%�L ������ &��। %������. �!�%�� ���� %�M %C� .���� ��-
%�� ��  ���-%�� ���� !���+।  ��� 9#����,� � ��&�� ���� +��� ��.�� ���, ���� �$ 
 ���% ���#। ����  �O� ���� %����; ����� ��� �।  ��#� ��  �# 1@�t &e�L !�।��@ 
���+ %�C-%�C &���  ���। ���������� ������  =��� ��. ����� �����+, �� ��  =O� .��� 
�। 

�%�, �%�, �#�  ��!�£� @���!�� ��, 9��� ��Ó .�� &���,� ���  C��, ��� ��<�= �� 
@��.��  . �����+��? 

9� �� !�E ��� ��<�=�� ��� &��� �। @��.�� ��� &#�;� ���। �� ������ 
���� .�  =���+�?  ���� %�a� &Q�������� !��� J��� �C�� �%�.। @��.���� C�  �e��� 
��@ ��� ����,  �� ���&� ���.A��� '��� Q���S�। %����� ����  � &#�;� ����. %£� 
 �2��� @E� �+�, ��  ��7� ���। �� .D�,� ��� ��� ���� ���� ��  .� &��#� ���� �����% 
 �� .���+��? ��� Q��; �� �+� �। ��� ���@ �?�!�� .���+��। 

��� 2�����  ���C .���  . �#�  ��!�£� 9�!�� ��? ��� C��C� �. ��� &�� �? 
 &�# )����E? ���� �� ���)���, ���)���- �m.��� �5-��#��� =6�� ��� -���� ����=� 
����  �(�= ��+, ���� ��&� ���-����� ��A�',�  D�. ����&। ��  .�D�2 ��D�  #�(&�� k�(@ ��(�& 
!���। ����� ��.C�,� �!�&���, -�<��-%� ���� 2����  ����C� C�। 

�D= ��<�= �� @��.���� �� .� ��� �#� ��&��? ��&� Ô������ -���� .��+ 
&���� ��. ,� ,� .�� C����� ��($��? ����  ��� !�  ����  @? 9.,� ��� ���� F�t ���E। 
���� Q=�� ��'��#� ���A.� ���  +�,  .����-Election in the world’s third largest 

democracy- ‘‘-���� �N��� �N!�� #;���S. ���&? ��<�=’’ 9� ����� ����� .� ��&� %�C�@ 
#��? �@,� 9���  
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����  ���। ����� �&<�� .�� ���+, .� ���� ��  ���� ‘ %����!� %����;�  �%����. ��%'�� 
*!; .�� %�A #;���S. ���.�� �+���  �। 9@ ��<�= �k. �,.��'��� ��� ������।  Q�%�8¨ 
@���!�� �� &#�;� .��+ ��� .D�, Q��V��, Ô�� �k.  ����+, 
��� 9�� ?��? ��<�= ���R� 
!2��� �� &#�;� ��<��=� Q�������� .��+@ ��� J��� �C����  ���।’’ 

��� �? ���� Q=�� ��'��#�  .��� 9 .D� ���+। ���� &�����+, ] �@��� �¢��� ���� 
 ����, ‘‘The Election results underlined the political maturity, sound 

commonsense and practicality of the average voter......Parties preching 

regionalism, tribalism, racialism and religious Bigorty have been short shrift. 
�D<�L ‘‘9@ ��<�=  D�.  ��7� ���, &%����; ��&���. ��.  D�. .� ��.�। ����� %����; �� 
.� ��(�,।  �%� ���,< ����., �;<���¢�, ��<��  #�($���� .D� ����+, %����; ���� ����� �2�� 
.��� %�� ��<0  ���। 

9���2 .� ��� ���� ����  �� ���&�  ���. ���E/ .���  =���+�? �� ),�+ %� �!G���� 
.��%��&? %� #6�#�� '����� CG�- 9%� ���� ��� ����� ����? �  �����  .� %����# ��+, 
�#�  ��!�£� @���!�� ��? 

�& %�<�� ����¡�! ��  � ��������� ���� &%����#-��C%��, ���@ �� ] ���A.� 
�����+�� ��� �~�  D�. Q.����। 

%�<�� ����¡�! ��k��� ��a�। ���.2 ��� 7�,,� �����  +�$�+। 9-@ )�, -����। 
���D?����� %�M  � �%��% .��,  %2 �%D�?�. ���;� !�। %M  ���। 

@���!��, &��� ��2, ����  . 2����  ���� .���? 

 

(�2.� 2%�� ��=�) 

 

�7����� =�� '�@�7����� =�� '�@�7����� =�� '�@�7����� =�� '�@    
    

�� �� �� ��  %���� %���� %���� %����, , , , ����������������    

��e� ��.� �!�� ����.��� .��.�, ),�� pN�� ���� �� �&2 ��. ��. ),�� 
%��D  &�# ����+। �&{ ),�� %��O ���� ����� )��  .�$ ����+। ���� ��%� %��� &���� 
��. ��. �=0��  �) 9�% ��N� .��  C��। ���  � %���!��� !�� ��$। ¸����  .� %Z�< 
���� 9. ��N�? !�A�  ,�.��  � �¼ 3� F�n� !� ��  �  ���� ���� ����। �*�%� �AB�� 
 � ���� %�A %���.  +(�. ���। ���� Fd� F��%� � ���� �?��� ������ �D-)�,, #T-*��, 
�G�-#��� �����  ����� =�� ��� (9. %��� ������@  ��� ��� �!�%�� �����=�) ��`� 
���.A��� �7���, 2����, ���������।  %��.��  ��,��2�� �&�� =������ �Z;< .��,��। %������� 
!�$'�M� ���W�� Ã�0-�'�K  .� �������� �e'Z�� ����%। 

 %�� ��(�$���+��� ������  ��.������ 9.�, r�� C��<=����  ��.��� %���। ���� .��+ 
9.�,  #�� ���<�। 9 ���<��, ��� 9.& ���K�%� =�� ���� ���K���!�� 9.�, .?���। 9 ���<�� 
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�����. ����� .����� ����;� ���� ��=� !��। ���<� ��� !���  �2��� ���<� ���. ��� �=� �। 
���� !��  D�. ��� ���<�  �� ���2 ����.  =� �। �.I F'�� F'��. QD� �N�O�� �=� 
 ��� 9.�, ����� %��.� �+�।������ ���,<� ����� 9.�, �N�?�� ��� 9.�, ����� �=� �+�। 
���� -’& -’&�. �=��� 9��  .j��� ���<��, !A�0� .����। 9��� ���� .�&  ��।  �&#�(� 
 .� 9. ��� =�� ����� ����<� ���<� *!�;� &?। ��.  =O� .�� 9.,�  ��� ,?��� ��.$�2 
.����। #?���% �!� ��.� #����  ��� ,?��� ��2�� -t�। =���.� �'��� ���.��� ��@ 
����.��� #N�! ��$ ����+। �� � ���=<� ��?���  D�. ��@.��� !�?�.�6 =������ �� ���'/  ���� 
������ %��D �%��?  ��� ,?��� =��.2 ���.< 2 =��� �����,� ��.�� !���+। ����  �(�= ��+ 
&������;� ��$�� �����  .F  .F ��A��  ��� ,?��� ���  ������+। �.I ��A��2 '�। .��; 
���!��! @���!��� ���,�� ���!� ����!�� �'��� �8F�, .��� &? %�@�.�-��.��� ��  ��� 
,?����� ����!; .�� �.I '�$�  �� �। '�$� =�2��� -�%�!%  ���� =��. %��D %��D '����� =� 
�� ���K���!�� 9�&�¨ ���;� !�� �� 9�� 9��� Q.���? 5�� .�� !�?�� ���� ���.�� &¡�� 
���!�� ����+। 9��. ��&�.���2 9 &���� !�?� =����� ����। !�?�� &?  .� &������! !� �, 
�����,� �!%�� ���� !� �। 9 &���� !�?�� &�? F��� ��!�� ��2�� ���। 

 

 ��� ,?����� ��� F�k ��%�+। 9� %�� 9.& ��)<��!� ���R >%�. ������ D����� @���� 
.����। >%�.�, .�(�� 9.�, ��,����,. =�� ��@�C�। ��@�C��� ��, ������ ���. F�?� � 
��� �.+�,� ��A !���। ���  � ���� �� !���  ��� ,?���� ���. Q���, ���,� ���J�  � ���� 
�N��?� %��%����. )�,�� ��+। 9.�, =�� %�%�� 5�� ����. Q�;!� .��  ���।  �� �� �J 
��:����. ���� Q�;!� .�� ���� �  .��, �� ��� ��:����. ��K� ����  2��� &? ���p�;�� 
].?%Z�� ��� .���+। 

 

�.I �- >%�.�, ����. 5�� .�� �। ��:���� &�� ���� #���#���2 .���� �। ����. ���D 
 ���  ��� ,?���  D�.  C��2 ����� �। ��� F-<�� �&��% .���� ���  .�D�� �����। ��� ����� 
 �&#�( C����#,।  %  ��� ,?����� F�k �����, ���2 2���. �����। Q����� .��� %�!% ���� �+� 
�। ��� %�� &��#� .�� �����। >%�.�, .�(�  D�. ��@�C��, !��� ��� ��� -’����� C�(�. �� 
��($ .���� =��=�� ��% �@���। �&��2 +��$��,  Q%Ã�� %���  C�� !�@�.��,<� .��+ �%�� �� 
��<�. >%�.�, %��. !���।  % ���� �� �&��% .����। ��� �����। �&��% .���� ��� 
��%��� �. �। ����� ���@  �� ��7�� ����+�। >%�.�, ���� =�� .��  #���।  

 

����  % ��� ������। ��.,� &��0�.@  � �����-  �����  �� ��+�!  �����  �� ��+�! 

 

��� 9��� .D� �&��% .��� %�!%  ����। ��� �����, �����2  ��  �� ��+। ��:��� 
 .� ��+ 9.D� ���. &����� Q���&  ��� .���� �। ���� .��+  � !�����, ��% ��+ .� 
��:���� �K ���  ��!  ��# ����+। !���� ����  .�  �� 9 ���,� ���%�� ��.�� !�� �
�.�� 
.���  ����,�  ��(=�� &���. ���M .���+। ���� Q�¬�  .� F�� ����� �! ��@ ���� 
�����- �����  ��  �� ��+। '���� ��2��, '����  ����. �� &���� ������। Q�¬ 9.,�  � 
w�� Fk���। 
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�����  % ��� .D�। %��� D�.�� .D�। �7����� %���!� ��)<.�� ���.�, ����� ��� .D�।  % 
�����- %.��� �A�  �2�� !� 9. =��=  %��@ �� 9. =��= �',���। �?%। 9 �����  ��� !���� 

 �(�= D�.� ���; �.I ��� .�� ��� �। ��2��� �� ��. .����  �2�� !���+। ��@ �J��  ���@ 
>%?��  ��.�� ���.  ���  �। ��%� =�2��� %�!% .�� �  ��.������। 

 9.�, ����< .�  D�. �¼ 7�� �$�+���। ���  ���2 �����।  ���  #��@ '�@��� ��� 
 =���� %���  '�% 2�k। ���� �£�� ���  '�% 2�k। 

 '����� '�@��� !���� ��� '�������%। ��@ �����, ��������� ��� .��� 9�% '�@��� .D� 
�� .�� .O ���E। �����- ���� ���7 �7���� ���  #�+? >%�.�, �����- �। ���� �����.� 
���.A��� ���,� ��= ��� ��+। 

 9@ >%�.�,� =�� '�@ ���������� ���� �� �+�। �� '�@  C� 9��.�� ���K�������� 
!��� �!� !���+। ���� ���� �%� 9@ &�������, ��2 ��. &�������� ���� ���� 
���������� �%��? ���-��e� 2 ���-!�?�� &? ����। ��� ��.� �� ������ ��. ��. ��K 
��T�। ��� ���,� %��D ��� ��% ����+ ��� ���� =���? =��� ����� !���।  % .�(��� .�(��� !�� 
�����  �,  % ��� ���. �. &���  ���।  � ����� =�� %0� �+�, 9� ��� ���? ��&@ �=����� 
&? ������ !��  #�+।  �&#�( �%�� ��  %  �� ��$। ��� 9��  ��� ,?��� Ï�@'�� 
�A� 
����%  C����। 

 

(‘@����% �!��’ +��� %����¡�! ��=�) 

 

 

�K ����  ���  #����K ����  ���  #����K ����  ���  #����K ����  ���  #���    
    

¶ ¶ ¶ ¶ ��¤�����¤�����¤�����¤���, , , , ����������������    

 ���������� 
����� %�*�� �+��� ��<'�#  �����  #���। #� �� �  %���� ���������� 
���K����� +’��% �Z;< !���+। 9.�, &���� 
����� �J�� %�*��� +’��% %��  �� �.+�@ �। �.I 
������ .��+ 9@ +’��% %���� �?��?� ��.  ���, ��. �'/'��� �Z�?��।  .�  � %����. 9. 
��.��S� �!%�� .�� ���;� �+��� ��� �� )��� ���? %� k�6� !�� ����,  %��� +’��% Q����� 
%�*������ 9.�, &����  #j����À� ��Ax ����. ��%�G�! %#��<� &���  ���� ���.��  ��, 
��� #�<���� .��। 

���� #�<���� .��, ���� ��� .���+। ���� #�<���� .�� ������ ��(=�� %�*���। .��; ���� 
��� .��  �(�= ��+, ���� ��� .�� ���+। ������ ��Ax �& ��@ ��`� ���.A�� %��0 Q'�, 
'Z
��� �Z(�&��� �.��� ��<� %����.��S� ��*! �, ������ ��Ax ������ ��&<� ���.��। 9 
.���; ��� #�<���� .��। 

���� %��@ ��� .��  �(�= ��+ �.��  �(�= D�.�� &�? ��� .��+, ������ '���?L ��Ax�. 
��`� 2 ����� .��� &? ��� .��+- 9 ���� �!�.�� 2 9 ���� %£�। �M�m� ����+��, 
������ '���?L �������� ��Ax�. ���� ����� � .�� ���� �, ����  % &? ��� .��+। 
���� ��� .��+ ���������� Q���, ����। �� ��$ +’��% ��#� .D�। �² � ��=< ��.�  D�.  ����� 
=���+ 
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*���� ���.। ��.�  D�. ��)< �D। ����!  @। .��� ����  !(�,, .���  j.��, 9@ ��)<�D ���$ 
���� =���+। ���� 9.& %!���� �m� ��&� !?���?��#� ���? ���� ��� %0�<�; 9.�,  ��82  %, 
��� 9�%�+��। C�������� ���. ��� ����  j.� ��� =���+।  ��82  %,�, !��� ��� )����� 
)����� !k�L ����, 
��� �����  ����  .�  D�.  �&� �&�� ���+। %!%� ���.� ���? ��� �K 
 ��� �C�. ���� Fk���। ��.�� '��� ���� .’& %!���� ��G 9.%��# �=L.�� .�� Fk���, 
�=L.�� .�� Fk��� ����  �(�= ��+, ���� ��(=���। 

!���� ��� �J  D�. ������  %����  %@ F¡�%3� J�;�.@ �����% ������  #�+। �.I 
��K� ���?  %��  � Q�� F��� ��'� .���+��� �� ��&�  '��� ����। &�� �, ����� &�? 
.��� 9� !� �.�। 9��� �� ��&� ���%.�� %��.< ����,�.� %�=� !���+, ����2 &��  � 
����� �7<T�, &���� %��J@ ���� ���%. Q¯��। �.I �� %�±2  %�� ����� %�����, 
������ Q������ %�*����  )��;�� ���� ��G  C�, ��$�+���। ��)< �������� �e��� ���¼ 
�m.���� �� 9@  ��� QD� ������ ��K� ���? ��e; F���  ��� .���+���। ���  .��� �����. 
9� &���� .��  ���� 9� ��# .��� 9� '���� �����। �(�=�� ���=<�  %@ '��.� -�%! 
�m.�� �¶, �� 2 �,���� ��������.2 �+��� 9���  ��� \O, %��E/। �� �1 !���$��2  % 
�m.��  D�. ����� %m� ���E��� �। �� !�E���, ��&� %��.+� ��� %��--��, ���-����� 2 
9������� '�����&� ��� ���#�  ���  .�D�� ����� ���E;  .�D�� �� &���, ��� 9,�.� ��7�� 
����+���  �, '��. �
�'���. �m.��� ����� ���E। 

��)< ��(=�� �� 9@ ������ QD�  '�� !���। &��� @��!��% .���� &��� .��� ��)< ��(= 
�� �� ���  �� !���+ �.�, �.I ���� �k. �� ��+ �(�=�� ���=<�  %@ ��)< ���� ���� .��+ 
 �� !���+��� ����� ��(=�� ���। ����� ��(=�� �� 9@ QD� ��7���,  '�� !�E, ���� �%�+। �D= 
���� ��  .��� �G� ������ �+��� �, �+��� �  ����  )�� .���0����। 
��� �����  ���� 
 .�� �� QD� ���� ���� ��� .��+, ����% .e, ���� %�A ��'Z�� ���� ��@  .�� 
��'� .����  �, ��)< ��(=�� ��  '�� !���। ��  .��  ��� .����  � ���  �(�= ��+। ��&� 
���� !�� �����, ��K� F��� ����।  ����� ��� ����। 

��� ��@ &�� � ��  .��� ������ ����� %���� 9� ��!�; 9��+ �. �। �.I ��� &��, 
����  %�� �U !��� ��D � ���� ���� ���  ����, 9@ ���K��� #�$ ���� ��D� F(=� .�� � 
��($��� ����� ���� ���  ����। �D��  �(�= D�.���D- �.I  % -@-@ �N��?। 

.��; ���� &��, 9 ������  �(�= D�.�� ���, ������ ��A�x� ���। ������ �e; 
���K������� ��� .�� !����� -%�?��� ���.N� ���� ���. ����� 2�� ��; �)��  !�। ���� ��� 
.��, 9.- 9.�, ��� ��K .�� !����� �%�?��� �����|� ���.��  D�.।  %��� F�$��  � 
���������� '������%�� ��&� ���.�।  %��� ���� ���� ��% ������ F�� ��e���; �#��� %���-

EG 2 ����� &����  %���� 
Y; 2�� ��@ ��� .��; ��� .�� ��(�=, ��� .�� ���- ���2  �(�= 
D��.। 

����  �(�=2  ��� �+���, ��@ ���� ��� .��+- ���� ���2  �(�= D�.���। ��@ ���� �K 
���E, ���� �K ����  ���  #��� ������ ��Ax, ������ -&<� 
�Y� C��। ³�¨ ������ 
���K�%��� ������ ��� .��+ ������  �(�= D�.�� &?; )�� ������ &���-&�, 'f��� ��� .��+ 
������  �(�= D�.�� &?, ��;�D<� ������ ������ �J �J ��<���� ���� Q����� &���� %��# 
��� .��+  �(�= 
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D�.�� &?, ������ ��A�x� &�?। !����� ���;.���� ��Ax J;����, ��� ��� %����., 
�.I ���� ���� ��(=�� &? ��� .��+- 9 �����  ��  @। 

 

(�!���� %�!� ��=�) 

 

 

 

 ��%�(� %Z=�� �������� ��%�(� %Z=�� �������� ��%�(� %Z=�� �������� ��%�(� %Z=�� ��������    
� � � � �'���'���'���'��, , , , ����������������    

     ��%�( �� ��&<�#�; .D�,� �& �� %Z��- ����� .�� %��!�?, %�tN�� 2 %��& Q#�� 
F���J ������� Fa����।  ��%�(� �NO�0
�� ������ %��� ����+ �1 �����=� @2������ 
 ��%�( 9�� F�� ���. ������  ��%�(��<� �&�#�;। ��<��� ������  � ���K ��G�� ��:��� 
&��� -.Z�.É���  &���� %N�O .���+, ��� ���. &���� &���  ��%�(� �J; ��� �=��� .��� 
=�@। 9@ &�#�; �� �'�?n��.@  ��%�( � ���  ��%�(� �J; ���� =�@ 9@ .���;  �,  ��%�( 
���?�� #k��<�, �� 9� ���� 9.�, �=���� '�M�� .���< u��- '�M�� ��� #$��� ����- 

'����@  % ����x2 !�� -�! 9�� ���� Q���& !�� ���K����� ����@ =��� 2 %�.�g� Q�� 
9.�R��। ��<�� %�*���  � -&<� ��K 2 ���%. ���� ���=� ��:���  ������+- �� ��K 
�&���. �M�.�� .��� Q�� ��%�  D�.@ &�*�। 

��:����=��� 9@ �&�� Q����#� �`���  �%� ���Q�;� .��<.��  %%��� �J; ���°�; 
.���@ ���� ��7�� ����  ��%�(� %Z=� .� 
�'���. 9�� ���?[���। 


����� ��&@ 9.�, &���� &��� ���Q�;�
�� !�� ���� 9�� ��� �&�#�; %Z�=� .��� 
����। �.I ���.A� Q��R�  % ����. %C� !��  ���। �N!�� &%��O� '���-%��!�?- %�tN��� 
��e�� �$�S 9�� %����&., ��&���. 2 �D<���. &���. �M� .��� =���0� ��? ���� ��� 
&�#�; %[����.-%����.�g�'��� ��O .��� )N;? ���=O��  ��� 2�k %�Õ�&?���� ��T��� =��0। 
�.I 
�'���.'���@ 9� C� !���+ ������। &��{��  �� �� #��Q���!@ %� �����. ����� 
.�� %£��#���-  ��� ��:���� �&�� �NÖ�2  .� �$�S �� �����. *�!? .��� ��� ��e��� ��� 
��K�. %�!� .���+।  ��%�(� �����x5���. %��J�� 9'��� Q.�� .�� ���।  ��� 

�। &���� ���� ]��!?  D�. �% �!�; 9�� ��� ���Z<�?��। 

  

�। %�t����K F��� &������। 

 

�। ������� &���NÖ�। 

  

���,� �%  �� �NJ���! %����� !�� ���. %&�� ����,  ��� ]��!?2 9.�, &���� &���� 
%T��� %���। ���.A�� ��%.=� QD��@ �)�� !�� ��:���� ��# ��# %��� ]��!? %���� 2��। 
�!G�-��%����� ����� %N�O !�&�� �+��� ����� %��!�?-%�tN�� 2  ��.V���. �!G�����  #�$� 
�&�!��� ����� .��  �2�� !�। ����� %��!��?� Q�;��e� �����D�. �
�.�� .�� !�, &e��� 
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%��!��? �!G�  �j���;.  ������� F�¡��� &�? ���.  �j���. ��� F��J� .�� !�- %��<���� 
 ���� ��.�� ¶� &�� '��� ����� '����. �!G�� '��� ��� C����� &��� .�� ��:���� Q�;�% �× 
.��  ���� �$��S�  ��� 2�k 9@ .���<�����। �.I �-%�N� ��:���  %�� ���  C�� 9@ &)? 
�$��S� 
��।  % ���R .��  )��;� .��, ������ ��!�� .���� ]��!?-@��!�%. %��!�?-%�tN�� 
%�A@ ��� �K����� Q���!�। ����� '��� ��� ���.� e�����  =��2 �Q�। Q��; ���� !��� ���.� 
�K ����@। '���� &�? Q�;��। ����� !��� � @��!�%। ��:��� ��%��� ��� ���<� Q�� ��#� 
 D�.2 �&�<� .��T� ������< �Õ���D�  ��'� ���J; .���। �e !��� ��:���� �y��Ì�� 9�� 
��� ��&<�#�;। @2������ 9�� F�� ���.� ������ �&�#��;� @��!��%2  ��� ]���!?� 
�������=� 9�� ���  D�. ��K %��। %����� ]���!?� �-
�.N��� ��? ���� ��:��� &���2 
 ��%�(� %Z���� !���+ 9  )��;� .�� =�� ��¢<���। 

�। %�t����K F��� &������  ��%�(� 9.�, ����� �J;। %�t���� ���%�� !��� �=� �। 
 � � ��? �!��,  % �� .��� %�t���� &$���� �W� ��� �,  %@ �=� ��� ��?%�*�� ��� 
���%���^� �=0�-���M। ��?���#� �m.�� ����� .�� @F����  ��%�( ���#� �����.�À� ��D 
�� ��$���� ���K����� Q��� !��� ���। F�� ���. ������ �=� �G����  D�. ���K  ����+� 
@F������ 9@ %=� ��� \��<@। ��%-���K�  J�� ���������� ���J���  ����2 9.D� 
��.��� %�?। 9@ ����.��'%���� QD� ���� ��.�� ����  #�R�। %�t�����K�  J�� ��(��� 
 %���� J�̂  �D= FÀ� �D<�Z;< Q���%� C�  '���  '��� �&2 ����?@ �������। �!L �& �� 
��G��- �� ���� %���?@  !�.- 9@'���@ ��#������ !�।  %�� ��(��� ��G�� ���<����� 
!��। ��<�� &�#��;� %Z����� ���� 9�%�+ %�Õ�&?���� Q��������� ��T���=��� ��C  D�.। 
����� ���.�, ����.Q�~ ��:��� !��  ����;� Q���m.। ��@ 2��� �?D< Q�=O�  ���� #�(D�� ��� 
������ ��� Q��%  ���� '�M��। ��J�� %��.�=, ����� '���-%��!��?� ����, ������ ]��!?�. 
������� ���  )��;�, ���'/ &���� ���? .N��� ������ %N�O� ¢��� 9.-&������� ���;��. ��O .��� 
��Q��%-9� Q��?.�, ��:����. �m.��� ����� �$��S� ���। 

��� 9 �$��S� �Z;< 
�� ��:���� �., ���×��। %�<Q.�� �=������. �Z� .�� &���� ���� 
9. �!�&���� ��D, #;���S., ��<����J 9. ��:��� &��������� %N�O� ��D। 

9�J�� 9.,� .D� ����? 
�.�����#?  �, ���� ���¼�� 9@ ��&���-Q����?� ���#  ��!�� %� 
�.� ��G����  .���G��� ��&���� ����, %����� ����������  ����2 ��� �?���� !��। 
��� 
�'���.'���@ ��&��� 9���2 ���.� 'Z��.�� ����;< 9�� 9@ ��!Z��< ������ Q�� �J? 
���&��� ¢��� ��&���. 
����� �&<। �.I %�* &���� ��� �J? 9. ����� &���� ���  %@ 
����� ��D %�D<. ���J��@ ��D ��:��� &���� %���<. &�#�; ��  ��%�(। 

 

(%�.����  !�$ ��=�) 
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�;�M�; ������ ����;�M�; ������ ����;�M�; ������ ����;�M�; ������ ���    
² ² ² ² �'���'���'���'��, , , , ����������������    

    ���� ��&��� .�k�� F���% ��� .��+ 9�  �� �;�M ������ Q�~��t ��%��� 
���-��e����। ���� ���;?� ��% 9@ ��&�। %����;'��� 9.,� ���<O %��� ���!�� ���� D�.�@ 
��&��� ���!?. F���% ��R�। 9 +�$� .��������.? %��� ��� .�� ��&� ���%� ���? 
.�;�� @����। 

9����� ��&� 9�%�+ ������ &���� &���� 9. @��!�% %N�O.��� ��#%�mJ�;। 9� 
������ %0���  ���. �z���K .��� %��<J�;. ���� �����&�, ������ %�<A��� &%����; 
Q�?J 2 ����J'��� 9 ���� ���*!; �D� �& �& .�<�? ��� .���+। ���� ��&��� .�k�� 
�%��� %���� %�M %�M 9 ��� !���+ ������ ��- ���� �?�# 2 ����J�� .NØ%���। 

#;Q&��S� �������� %�.���� Q����S� ���� ��&� F���J ��(�  ���� ��;��� ���+, #� 
�+��� ��&� ���% ������ F�.Z��� ����� ���� 9. Q��|�� Q�.N��. -��<��#�  ��.����� 
.���+, Q.N��� ��<� ��6��  %���� 9��� %�)�,� !���+ 9. �?��., 3�%��, �����%��?. 
������ �.�p. �N��?। �� 9����� ��&�� ���� %�� ��% ��# %Z�=� 9. �.�p. ����;� 
��e�� �����!� ��µ� ���; ���=��� .��+,  � ���; ������ 2��� 9�%�+ 9. �� Q.N��� 
%����. &�0�� .�+  D�. 9.�0@ ���.<��। Q���S� ����+, &���� ���#�� ����  %����� 
Q�.N��. -��<��#� J�J�� .��,�� F�k�+���, 
�'���.�� �C���� 9��+��� ���� &��  '�% ��2�� 
 J��������, �y��
&!��� )�-%�%���। �� 9����� &���� &���� �D� �������� 2 ��:���� 
��Ax �J�� ���#�� ���� ������  ���. �z��K .��� �����.�। 9.�, 
���  �� 2 
��� 
&��� �!�%�� �y-Q��R�� &�����@  �� �;�M ������ ��<Q�; ��%��� ���-��e��� &�? 9����� 
��&� %���%� ��;?�� ��D��� ��'��K !���+। 

��.��� ��% ��&�। 9 ���% ������ ��%��� ������� %����; ��$�� ���?%��*�� ����& 
.�� !�� D��.। @C����,  %!�� @�?���� %�T�� !�� D��. �?��1�। %����� F���% ����� 2�� 
Q=�� ���?, Ù�;��K 2 %�
�- ����� 
��?�J�� &�?@ Q���&��। �.I 9���� �? �.�। ������ 
#N�!��� 9���� %�<�� %��� 2 .�k .�k�� .NØ%���� �J����। ��g ���O� %���J�@ ���� �& 
*!; .���+D- *!; .���+ &���� 
��D<� .���;@। 

�&�.� ���.��� ��������� ��%Z�� .��� %�¡�¡�1 ���@�!% %������  %@ %��!� !����%� 
��J�@ ������ Q��?�!. &����  J�� Q���&?- ��� !���+, 9.  ���� �����, F���� ������� 
&? 9. Q� .��$ 9�� 9. ����� ���� ��D� 5(&��� �W� �� )������� ��+�� ��� ��+,  % .�:�� 
�। ��� &��� D�.� F�=� �Z;< ����N�~। ���� ����N~। ��&��� %��?.�� %��� %���� �' ��!Z��< 
������ ��<�� ���.��� �������। ������ ����N�~ ��� 9.,� ���<O %��� ���!�� ���� D�.���@ 
�, ��� 9@ ��.��� ���% �?���1�? �&< .��। ������ ����N�~ F����%�  =�� .�k�� �?�# 
���.� %0��. ���� ���k��। ������ ����N�~  ���. %�Z;< �z��K .��� .��& ������ �K��& 
 %����;��� FL%�! 2 %!����#�� ����। 
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��� ���� ��R��. F���% �����  ���  � Ô�-  % Ô��. ���� �.�%� �Z��? �G���� 
.�� ������,  % '���  D�.2 �& ������ ��- ���� ���<~ । ���� &��, ���� ����% .��, 
��`� ���.A�� !����� ����K  ��� ������  ��  D�. %�Z;< ��Z<� !��,  %��@ &�� Fk�� 
������ Ô��� FL%�। 9 &? ���� ��� ��@ ������  .�, ��., ���� .�� ����� %���-%���। 
9.�, 
��� &���� '���?L �!%���  ��� ������ ������� �yQ��R�� %����# ��' .���,  %��@ 
 �� �' %���~ !�� ������ F���% �����। 

9���� ����  ����+, ���&����<� ������  �� ��.�- ���, %��@-.�(%�, �Ê)��� ������ 
!��।  .�� .�� ���+ ��1��<1  #���5��� �¼। �Z&��6�� �K=G��  ��  ����,  ����+ �K। 
-�N<� !����� >%?��� �K। ������ -�%�!%�  #���� %0���� !���� �U ��?D< �J?�'� .�� 
=��+ 9. 9.�, !������� �J���। ���&�� �G ���� F��'�# .���+ ��!��%�� ���� ���?��। 
����� ���. Q�?J .���+ &�*� �;=�����। 

������ %0���  ���� %�<� ��AN� �;�M� ��� .��+। ������ ��- ����  .F�� ��(��� .�(�� 
.�(� ������ %�U ���K������ '�J� ��� .���+,  .F�� #N!���% ���.��� .�<�? ��� .��+। 9 
.�<�? �$ .�k��, �?��#� ��!��� ��!���Ì�। ��<�� 2 %����&. �=��-��R��� ����@ ������ ��-
 ���� �&  �� ����+ &���� 9@ ���K������.। 9 ����� =Z$�0 ��&� ��@ !�� F�k�+ %���`�। 

 

( �#� F�£ .��%�� ��%���� ��C ��=�) 

 

    

 ������ ��� ������ ��� ������ ��� ������ ���    
    

�� �� �� �� �'���'���'���'��, , , , ����������������    

    %� '����, ���  �� '����। �� %� �����  %�� ���  �� ���।  %@  �� %����,�  .� 
 .�  J�� �%��  ������ ���। ������ �?�K��, ����=. �?�K��, ����.%�/ �?�K�� 
��#'��#@  ������ ��� �$�� ����, ��$ %���� !�� ����। 

  ������ 9@ ����.  .F  .F !���� ���� '����?, ��� �.I ���- @��!��%� ���। 

��;.��� ����� ���� O !�, %�.�;< �y
��D< ���� .�6�.�6, �!���!� ���Z? !�� ��$, 
����� �N�O �E/ !�� ��$।  ������ ��� ���� �$�� ���� �। 

@��!��%� =�� ����� !��  D�. �����  .F ��(=�� ����� �। 

@��!��%� ��� -���� ���।  %@ ����� �.�,�  .�, ���? @��!��%�  %@ �����  =��, 
����.N� ��������� 9.,� �� +�����-��g #�$ F�k�+। ����2 .����� =��+  %@ +�����-���g�। 
��� �� !�E .�C-��g। ��.�, �����, ������, .?�¨���¨ ����� >��� !�E ��� .�C�� 
���। .�C�� �����  ��#�$ ���� �!��%�  ��� ���E +�����-���U��। ��. !�������� .�<� 
&�(������@ 
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 ������ .�C %�É�@��� �k.����� ���  �� ,�-��@% .����� �e .���+। �� .���@��� 9@ �� 
��A�,� ���� =��� D��., �� �� ��� %�����!� ��A�,�2 ���� >��� .��  ����+। �N��?� 9@ 
�k.������ %!�&  �� � 9� ���'� .����� +�$�� ���� �? ��`� ���.A�  D�.  �%� ����&� 
&¡�� ����� .�� !���+ ���K���!�� .��  D�., �����  �� �� ������ &?�0 �C���� ��� ��2�� 
���� �। ����� ���5��� .�C�� ���� ���� ����� 
���� ��k��� !��। 

���!��� ���। 

���������� �J �J ���-��e�, ���-�N��. �� 9@ &¡���� ���<=��� !�?� .���+, ���$�� 
 ����+, N��% !�?�� � �  .j�� FË�� .�� =�� ��<����  '�� ���� !�?� .���+, �� ���� 
9�����  %@ �!����� ��C�� .D� '����, �N��?� ��� ����� .��� k�(@  ����। ��D-)��,-'�#��$ 
9����� ���, ��-'�@,  ���� �N���! ��$  D�. ��=�+,  ����-�.���  ����. !���+- .���� 
 .��� ��@ k�(@  ��� !��, @���!��� &¡����  % %����#,�.�2  ���। ������ %�? �����!� !�e�. 
!�?� .�� k�,��� ��&���� ��D� 2����  C�� �#���+� &¡����। 1.�� ���� �#���+� =�o� )��� 
���?  .F  %@ ��� +�(�� ��<0 ����� �।  ��� ��$  D�.�+ ���. !�e�� �N���!, k�,��� ��&���� 
��D� 2���। &¡����� &�� ��� ���  %@ �N����!� 2�� ���� �#���+, 9�%�+। �� ����� 
�©!��%?  C�, ��$�+ @���!��, &¡����। ����� ��F��%�?����,�  8���� #�$� !�e�� ��  �! 
���� ��� �#��  C�� 9�%�+ '�#��$। 

9 @��!�% ��� 9. !�e�� @��!�% �। @���!��� &¡����� !��� �!� ���������� �J �J 
��®��-��, '�@- ���. ����  ����-�.���  �����. ���;� .���+। 

�& ���� ��� .�� ����� &¡����  �! .�C�� ���� ���� 
��� ��k��� ��C�� &�?। �.I 
�����  % ��� �Z�; !��� �। ���������� ����, ���������� ���K���!� &¡����� .�F�.@ 

����� ���,��  ���  ��� �- &?�0 �D�� �N�  .� ������@ �। 9@ ���������� ���,��@ ��<�m� 
&¡���� ��0���?� ��=� !��। .�C�� ���  ��.��  ��� ��$ D�.��। 

��. ����� !��2 9@ �����< ���;��� .D� &¡����� Q'���  ��� !� �.+� �.+� ���� .��� 
����+। ��@ ����� 9�� ����� '�$��,����� .�� @����  � ����� �� 8�.�+। ��@ ���� 
���������� ���K���!�� �e;��� F�Å�� @��� ����� .�(-� #�@�+। �!�, .�����.� .�������< 
���������� 9@%� %��-���!  +���� �-!. Q�; ���E! 2�!�, �. -���� .D�! 

 9�.@ ��� #e�  ���. �.�� .�/�। ���������� �e;��� &�? &¡�� @���!��  #�R� �� 
��� �������� �. ���। 

���  �!��� ��, ���������� 9@ �e;���, ����� ��-���, '�@- ���. �.'���  ����� !�?� 
.���+�।  % .D� ���� '��� ���  '��+? '��� ���  '��+ ��- ���� %Ð�!��� .D�?  ����� )��.�� 
!k�L 9.-9.,� &��#�  )��2 .�� ���-�.����-���.��� ¥��. F�k�� ��#��� ��� �#��  ���, 
���� ��(�=�� ��(�=�� !�?� .�� >����=. �G ��' .���+�। ����� ���$#M�� ����� �����  C�� 
�����+�। ���-�.����-���.���  =��  �(�� ¥��. ���� ��� �#�� �����  �!  D�. ����� �K ��� 
��� !�?� .��+  �����। �����  C�� 9�%+ '�#��$। �.�� �.��  %��.�� �.��  +�� �#���+�। 
�&  ������� .�� ����� �� 8�.�+।  �����  �!���,  ����� ���2 ���, �����  =��2 N��%। 
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������. )N;? ����� �������, ���� �& @��� ����� ���K���!�� ���  ������� &�? ����.�/� 
.�(��+। 

��.��  ��82  r� ��#���  %@ ��?'Z�� �Z�� �,  ���� !�&�� !�&�� ������ ���, �.���� 2 
���.�.  ����,�  ��(=�� �� �K ���$ ��� @���!��� )��.�� !�?� .���+। ��?'Z��� �.��� ��� 
�.� �� �.�।  % ��'L% ��.�� !��!� &�� ��.�� Q���, ����, �.�-+�2�� �.�� %.�� 
 ����+ �� ��F�� F�k�+। �.I ��F�� 2�k� @���!��� '�$��, �������। ��@ ���� �� �� 
���K���D �N~ ���������� �����  +����� &�? ����.�/� .�(��� .�,�2 9.,� .�(�� �। 

 .��� �.  ����� ��#��� .��+ ���$#M�� ���� ��(�$�� ��(�$�� ��� ���� !�&�� !�&�� ���-
�.���� �e; .��� =���  #�:��। ��2 .�  ��� D�.�� ��� ���� ��0 ���$#M�� Q��;� ���0 
=��� #&<। ��� ���� ���$#M�� �.��, ��#��� ����% %��� ���������� �����  +����� 8�. ���� 
����+- 

 ����� 9� Q������ ����, 

 ����� 9� Q������ ����। 

 

 %@ =��� �D= � ��)<��,  %@ ��e� ����� ����� Q��;� ��� !�!�.�� ���  ����� ��� 
 ��� ��!�� ��7��-���������� !�&�� !�&�� �e;Q�; �� -��-.O %!? .��2  . &������ !�?�� 
��D *!; .���+। ��� ��7�� �����  ������� &�?  �� %�����  .� ���<� ���J� .��+। 

 

(��-� ��_�.  =j���� ��=�) 

 

�������� 2 �M�m��������� 2 �M�m��������� 2 �M�m��������� 2 �M�m�    
    

�� �� �� �� �8�%���8�%���8�%���8�%��, , , , ����������������    

������ ���,�.,������ �.��-����%-��k-Q�0��. 9�� ������ �����. 9� ���$ .��  ��� 
.�� ��  .� ��:��� '������%�� �����। ���������. '�������%, ������ ��<����  ����� ����� 
�����. '�������%  �� ���&��� ?�� -�� 2 ��<�� ��  .� ���� %!? .���। ������ ���,� 
Q��!  �� ���&��� ��K %N�O .���+ ��M, ������ ����%  �  �� ���&��� ��&� ������ �����% 
���;� !���+- ������ %�* ��A�x� %��D ���  � 9.�y !�� ��$�+। ��@ ������ ����� �� 
 � �?D�  ��&�+  % �?D�  �  �� ���&��� �����2 7�.�� �����+। ������ ���,�� ���# ���# ���� 
&�d�+, �.I ‘�=���  ����� �.��  ����� ����% ���� Q��; ��&�� ��(��’ ��� ����+,  %@ 
���.�� .��5e ������D� ?�� ������ Q��;� %��D 9.�y�� 9� #'��'���  .F ��'� .���- 
�� ����<�.��� ��� ���.? �, ��� ��'Z�� ����2 �,  ��!� ��G� ��G� �K ����, &���� %.� 
����-���� ��%&< ����, %.� ��K 2 %��� ���� ��� ������ %��D 9.�y�� Q��; .���+ 
���@ ���������� ���;  �� ���&�। ������ ��Ax  D�. ��(� �?�Kx�. ���E/ .�� ���� �, 
���E/ .�� %[� �। 
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�.I -'<�#?, ‘‘ �����  ���� %�� =�� ��2, ��� 9@ ������ ���� ��� ���’’ �D�� ‘‘������ ��� 
���  ������+, ��@ ��� �N�D��� �� ��(�&�� ��@ � ��’’ 9@ .���� �� ��� ������  Q�� �d� 
!��, ��� �& �� �Q� &d'Z�� ������  D�. �Z��-�1 �Z�� �z� .���, ��� ��� ��!���� ���-
�M�m�� �������� �& �Ks�� �� &� �M'Z��� %��=�� ����� -���  �� ���&� �& ¸��!� 
����6�  �� ���.A�� �G�&���� ��<� .��)��� &&<���। ��&� ������ ���,�� ‘‘.�(k������ 
.�����+  '���� �����%’’ 9�� ‘‘ %��� ����� 8�� �����.� %m?�� �!� !�� ��%’’- �.I 9@ �N�? 
 ���  � �����, %��=�� ��''Z� !��,  � �%�!��e� %�* ���������. ¸���� .��+ �(.�$ ���� 
!�� ��$���  %@  �� ���&� �����  D�. �1 �Z�� �z� .���#��� �� ������  ��7� ��D�� ��� �� 
������!� .�� =���+। ���������� .��+ 9�  =�� -����, 9�  =�� ��<��0. ���7 �� �.+�@ !�� 
���� �। ������ ���,�� ��(�$�� �. 9. ��%�� �Z?�� ��'� .��, �� !�- 

 

        ���Z� ��@, 

�@ �@  % ��D. �@, 

�� !�� Q'���� �e; �'��% 

Ã�0 %m?� ��#�0� .e; �����% 

�Z�;<���  �!!� =������ ���;? �����% 

'���� ���� ���� 

.�:�� �  �D� ¢�� !�� ��% �C�� �C�� 

���Z� =�@ 

�@ �@ ��D. �@। 

�.I �।  . ���  �� ���&� ������ ���? �@। ���� ��� ��:��� !2, ����2 ��� ���������� 
���, 2 ����-����%�.  �� ���&��� ��@ '�����% D��.�, ���� 9.���  =�� �=� .��  ����� 
¸���� ���.  =��  ��-  ����  �� ���&�  ����� ¸��� ������  Q��� Q��. !��  �(�= ��+ �� 
 ����� ¸���. ��� ��� �$� ���� ��� .��+ ‘‘9����� %�*�� ���K� %�*��, 9����� %�*�� 

������ %�*��।’’ ���� ��� ���K����� !2, %�*��� ��:��� !�� ���.A��� !����� .�.��5����. 
����$�� ��D *!; .�� D��.�- ����  ����� ¸���  �� ���&��. ��(�& ����,  ����� ��1�� ��&� 
��K !��,  ����� ��J -�<�� %�!�%� Q��! !��  �� ���&� %�<�� &�*� ����+।  �� ���&� ������ 
���K� Q��.- ��� ������  +�$ �Z�� D�.�� ���� �, ��� ��+ ������ %��� ��� ����, 
������ %��� 9.�0 �.�,। ���6� .������  �� ���&���  �!�. ��� .�� 9.�, ��<� �y�N�~ 
��' .��� ����; �.I ���������� ���K����� Q��., ���������� �&���� &.  �� ���&��. 
�����  .� ��K� %��?  @ ��� .��,  .� ��K� %��?  @ ��(�. �Z�� %���� ��� ����। ��� -�� 
!�, -��� Q�;� %�.��=� !�� ��% 9@  '��  �, ���.A��� ��<���� ���? �. ���e;  ���� ��? 
���� �� .�,�+ ������ �!�  ��  �� ���&���। ������. '�����% &��� ��� %�<��  �  .� 
��<���. 9� �. �N��?�. ��<0 ��D�  ��� ��� Q¯�, ������  %@ %��=�� ���� %0� �& 9.�, 
��:���� ���  ���� ����+ �। %.��  D�. %m?� ��<0 ���   ���+  %@ !��� &������5���� 
���, ����� p�; .���2 �& Q��?.�, 
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��:���� ¸�� Q���!�%��, )N;�� 2 ��b��� %�.��=� !�� 2�k। .��5e� '����- �¡�!�. ������ Q¬ 
.��� @�E .��� 

  ��!���  ����� ����@�+ ���� �'�@�+ �� ����; 

  ���� �. ����� J�� .����+,  ��%+ ����� '����? 

Q¬ .��� @�E .���  �� ���&� �. �?�� .���+, ��� &? �& 9@ ���e; ���A ��(� '��#? 
 �� 9���? ���������. '������%�, ���������� ������ -��  ��=�� &? ��D *!; .��@ �.  �� 
���&��� 9.�, �?�� .�<? �� ���@ &? �. 9@ �!�  ��� '��#? 9� ����<�? 

 

(8¤� ���!�e� @%��� ��=�)  

 

 

 

 �� #k� ���� 'Z��.� �� #k� ���� 'Z��.� �� #k� ���� 'Z��.� �� #k� ���� 'Z��.�    
    

�² �² �² �² �8�%���8�%���8�%���8�%��, , , , ����������������    

�&  ���� Q�� %.� 9��.�@ �z��K। 9@ 
#<���� #���%� &d'Z��, ���. '������%�� 
������ ����,,  ���,, �,<��,  ���#��, �J �J Q��;� ��%� )�,�+�। !������+� .�& 
���, 
%0� ����-����। �y�����& '�� %���� %�%�� %�<
!���।  =���� &�� ��. '��%�� .�& ���!� 
!���+� ��D- %����e��� �'�,���,  +�$। 

�& �z��K ���� �C�� �%�+ %��@- �.I �%�� #�$ ����� 9  .� ���N'Z���  .��� �=� 
%�&��, %�C��, �%?�?���� ��� Q���� 9. ����K� ��!� &�Z?, �%?�Z?, #N!�Z? �Â !�!�.���� 
9. =�� ��'���� ����<A !��  #�+। ��<� @���!��� ��=���#<� ��� �?��#� Q�b��� ���R� 
!�?����� ����O��� ����+ �Â #N!, ����� ^��?� 'f���, 
&%��� !���,  ��.��<, ��'�J� 2 �M� 
9.�� ����, ��D ��� �� ���.-����.�।@�A� ���J~ �� �� �N����!� '�# ����+ �����, 
.�.�� �� �.��� �$�@। �Z? �',��, 'f#N�! .���� ���. w��+ ����-����, ���� �� �m� ������#� 
 ���- 
���-%0� �� %���� %�%�� !�����  .F �� .�(��+ 'Z����� !��, .���� ��  ��� '���!�। 
��<� !����� �M!�, =J�!�, �M� ���� ��&��� '���?� �/%�����   -�`0�� ��<�N�। �Q� 
������#�  ���, %0� �� %�� !������  ��. �
�'���. �� ���j�K.2 �- �� 9  ���. 
%�»�� '���2  @। �.I ��<�� �������2 Q���&�� ����Q�J�� 9@ �Ú�  ��.2 ���!�� .��� 
!��। ��?�=���� .����K ��&<���� ����। ������ 9@ �&d 2 &�� ���=���� %�mJ�; 
�`����  ��., -��, �����=��. �Z�� %���� 9.��, ���0 2 �NÊ���� %��& %�#k� %��� !�� 
�� F�?�� ��(=�� 2 ��(=��� !��। 9@ 'f!��,� �Â'Z���� 9@  ��.��<, ��<���� �M���� ���7@ 
������ .�<�J� ��+��� !��। �y����# .��� !�� ���/, ����<A, ��/ 9@ &%���&� 
.�?�;�Z�. %�#k�� �����x। 

��)< %�t���� �'��� ��K����� 
��?�J� �?��� ��'��� ����<A। ���� ���� &��� ��?��� 
2 ���� �×���� F���K �?���� �'��� ������+� �N�� @�?����� ��  ���#� Q�.��  ��� ���� 
����। 
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�-��� �K������ �� >%?��� ������ Q�b��� %�)�,� !�?�.��6 �!� ����?�K #��� 
�N���! �%���%� F����#� ������ ������ �����+। ��������J� � !�� ��&��� F��?��# 9 %�A 
Q���&�� 
��?�J� %�%?� %x� ��%� �*;� !2�� F�=�। �¡� ����� 'f, ��<'f �.Z� 
 �����, Q���&����� �� �.Z� =��� .��� �?����� .�<�J�. ���!� .��, �<�� @�?��� %�t��� 
��&��� ������#� !2��-  ����  %��� ��&<� �� ����  C��� �?����� %.��. %�.< .��, 
&� C��,�� �� .��- 
��?�J�� Q���&�� 9@ %�A ����x5����  ����� ��&��� �NO��0 ����.2 
%�.< .��� ����। ���-�<��� &���;���. ��� Q���#, )�� )�� �,.�-@�&.��� �?��� 
x���Ì� .�� @�?����� ��<�� �������� ��.Z��  ����� ��DO %�!��?-%!����#�� .��� ����। 

����<A ��3A Q�� �¡� 2 �!�5���  ���� �!�-���$���� �=�.L%� 2 �¾���?��� x���Ì� 
.�� %!&%��? �,  %��� %.�� 9.���� !�� #�(��, #�T, �!��, )����� �=�.L%��.� #�$ ���� 2 
%��?������ %!���� ���  ����� 9�#�� �%�� ����- ���<�  %��, %�!��? �D? 2 ������ %�%?� 
%.��� %�£��� ��Û %���� !�� ����। 

�� +�$�, �������� %�.�� 2 '��� %�.���� %�£��� Q�=O�� ����� ���?��� =��� !2��� �Z�< 
��<0 ��k�'?��% ��)< �'?A  +��������� 9.��� .�� %�� %!����#��� .�& =�����  #�� 
��J��� .��< ��.,� 9�#�� ����। 

F���� ���� %.��@ �����, %�<
�0- ���2 ��� ���? �.+�,� %��D<? �� %M�� ����� ��+, 
��(��� .�+  D�. �.+� �.+� �D< %�!��? ���, �� %M�� ����� ��+, ��(��� .�+  D�. �.+� �.+� �D< 
%�!��? ���, .�?�;�Z�. �.+� .�& ��\��� %!����#�� �� %���D<?� F�� �'<� .�� ��[ .��� 
����। �����U� Q���&� %����-.�(,� %�*! .�� ��%  #�� ��&� Q���& ���,�� ����� 
Q���&��2 %�!��? .��� ����।  ��#���� Q���&�� �?��6&, �m�, �&�� ��� �� Q%Z��� 
F���K �U���, %����. %�!��?, �.+� ������� �?���, ������ ��k?�@2 ���� 9  D�. .�� ��� 
����। 

!����� ���!�� &)?�� ��?�=���� ��.��� ���;�, ��<����-����$�- ���� %�* ���N&���� 
������ .����� ��&� #���  ��� &�dN�� &=J�� �0���� ��$ ��+, �%� ���� 9�#�� ��@ 
�?D�� ���Z� ����,  ��� �� ������ ������ &&<��� �����  %@ ��,  ��, ��Z �� .?���� 
���7। ����� -�%!. -�� 2 �_�� 5e'�� ��� %�* �0� ���� ��)� .��� � ����, ��� �ND�@ 
���� ���N ���. &d ����+। %������ Q����, ����� �V�� ���� ���+  � ����� ¸���� 
#'�� J�।  8�.  � ������ %�< .��&, %�<A��।  �(��  �� ����� '�M� )�, �C����  �� ����� 
%��-���0, %£�। 

 

 ��� 9.��, �NÊ��, ���0 �� %!����#��� ���'�� ���  � ���� ��\��� %�!���? 
9�#�� ��@। �!�%�, ���¢�, Q������#�� �� %�c����.'��� ����K ����%  � ������ 9@ 
.�?�;u��. .����� � .��� ����। %.� 
�D<, �G�, '�,  '�, ������� %�%?�&�� ������ ���- 
���� ������  ���., &d'Z���. %�<�M %�G� .���� �!L %|g ��� ��� 9�#�� ��@, ��� %�%?� 
��@ -�!  !�. �  ., %�%����  � !��@ 9 .D� %�Z;< ��`�। 

 

 (��%� 5; ��=�) 
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�� �� �� �� �8�%���8�%���8�%���8�%��, , , , ����������������    

��������� ���.A��� �N��? !��� ��R��.'��� 9��  %@ %��D  �� !��� ��%�� 9��  ����;� 
9.�, .��.&. ��?��। !�&�� ��@� �Z�  D�. F�$ 9�% &��$ �%� 9. ����!�  �Ô���.,  � 
'�@��� ������ ��� �%G������ #�g�  %@ �%!? >��?,�� �� ���������� ������ )��$� 2�� 
 =�� ��%�+� #� =�o� �+� ���, ������ ���� FL��� .���� ���������� ���,  D�.।  
E�� 
)�$  D�. ����  ��'� >��?,� ������ Q=6'��� ���  ��� 9.�, ����&� �!� .�.���� ��  % 
�y%��<; .���+ Q�; ��(=���� ���0 >&��. ��$��। 

��������� ���.A��� .�� ��=� !��� %��D %��D �N��? !��� F* %�c����.���,  � ��� 
9.�� ���������� ������ F�� F#�$  ����  =O� .���+� ��`� ���.A�� Q�%���$�S���। ��#� 
=�o� �+� ��� ���.A�� Q'��� 9@ FL., ����NJ�,�. ���������� ���,�� ��(�=�� �����  =���+। 
.��;, ����E/ ��% 9��  ���; =����� ����� &�? Q���& �+� ���������� ������ ���? �����0 
%N�O .��, 9.& ��:����. �? 9.& ��:���� ��e�� �?�!�� .��। 9� &�? ����� .���  =O� 
=���+� %�c����.���, �� �����. )N;� .��, �����% .��� 9�� �D<!� !�?�.��6 ��~ !�� 
Q����=� .��। 

9@ %�=� F* %�c����.��� &d �����+ ��`� ���.A�� Q'���- 9 .D� %��?, �.I 9@ 
����NJ�,� ���� 9�� ���O%��� ��0� %!���� ���#���+ 9.�� ���������� '�$��,�� ����&���- 
���� %���? �.+� ���'� ���� ��&��� ����., ���� @�?��� ��%&< ���� ��`�� Q'���� Q���, 
���<� �J�� �J�� ��� .���+ ����!� .�.���� ��। %�c����.'��� ���������� ���,�� �&@�� 
������ &�? 9�� %� �.� )N;?  .j���� �W� ����+- 9��. ��:��� %�tN���. %�Z�� ���� .��� 
�$��S ��~ !��2 9��� �����. �����। 9��@ Q�=O� =������+, F-< !��C ������ Q=���, 9��@ 
C��� �����+ �����D �&<��, 9��@ ���� !���+ ��:��� �=��-��R� ����� ��e��। %�<A�� 
9@ FL., �?����,�. +�$��  ���� &�? %�*  ���?��� #�$ �����+ ��9��, ���.A� .�F�´� 
@�?��� �#&  ����@��� Q��R�। 9��@ ��.N� .�� �=� .���+ @��!�%, 9��. %�.������� ������ 
��,�. ��<0 ������ ����  =O� .���+ ��k?��A�.� ���?��- %�c����.�� Q=�� .��। 9��� 
����;�  .���G� �+� ��:���� ��:���x, ��� �=�� ��R�, ��� '���, ��� �&�d� �0�M 
%�tN��। ��`�� Q'���� %��� %�� ������ 9��2 #� ����+�� ��:������ �%�� �!G�����@ ���0� 
���। ����� '���,�@ ��. �!G���� '���- ����� '��� !2�� %�±2 ��:��� ��%����� ����  .� 
���.�� �@। ��9� 9.& %�a� ���.A�� !�� !�� 9@%� ��:������ %��Û ���!�� .��� !�� 
9�� ��� ���� *!; .��� !�� ��`�� Q'����  Q���  %@ )N;?, �?����,�., ��� �� %�c����. 
Fd���। ��������� ��:��� %�tN�� =��� �, ��� ���� ��; .��� !�� ��`� ���.A�  D�. 
 ����@ !�� �%� ‘���.A�� ��Å�’ ��. �&� �¯�,�.। 9%� .�.���<� ������ .�=�� Q'���� .�+ 
 D�. �.+�@  � @��  ���� �� �। 9@ ����� ��D ��=��;� .�� ��.� ������?����� %��=�� 
.��?�� ��J.�, ��&��!� ������?��� 9�� ��� ��.� ������?����� F��=���<� �� ��' .���+, 
��&��!� ������?����� %��=�� )N;? ���&�C��,  ����+  ����  WR ��J�.� ��È�� ���t�� 9�� 9@ 
������?����� F��=���<� ��। 9�� 9.@'��� ��'�� !���+ ����� %��#���� '�$��,�� ����&�����। 
�.I 9@ %�A )N;?  ���^�!���� =��0  .���@ ����0  
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.��� ����� ���������� ������ ��K�����.-  C�� �%� .��, FÀ� #;��G�� 9�� 
������  #j���� 
����� %�*���� Q���, ��?�� 9@ �0��?� %��J ���  ���। f �D<���. 
 ���; �� ���������� �����. ��J� .���+ 9. �.g�� -�%���� �����, ����� .��+ ���� 
����� �� 
E !��  #�+ =���0� �%� ���,। 

 

 ��K ��������� ��@ �& %�c����.���  .� k�(@  @। �� ��<�����% ���=�  D�. 
���� �& ��<����J��� %Z�<�����. �����.� !���+। ��<�. ��@ �& ���� �� ��&���� 
!������ �!�%�� �?�!�� .��� ���� ���& @। ����  %��� ��������� ��@ �� %��?��)� �� 
%��?�5e ���  .� .D�  @- Q���, ������ �� �� ��<����%, �y��<��� 9�� 
���.�� ��� 
��(=��� �Z;< ���.�� ����+। F* %�c����.�� ������ ��K�����. �.'��� �E/ .��, 9 .D� 
����=� .��� �#�� 9@ ��!Z��<- ��. �� ��# �$� %�%��!��?. W� ���& �%�� 9.�, �`�< %�G� 
#�g� .D� ���� �� �$�+।  �� ��'�#.��� �D<!� %�c����. Fd���� �,'Z����  ��� #g�,। 
9. *��� �������� ��% .�� -’�, ������- 9.�, �!G�, �?�, ��%���। 9@ -@ �������� %�.< 
�+� ���$ %c���� 9�� �0�M���। �����- 9. %�� %�c����. ���¢��� 9.�,  +�©  �F  %@ 
%��Z� *���,��2 �#�� ��#� 9�� C�,� ��� %��.<�। 9�. �?�. �����% .��� ��[ .��, 
%�G�!�  =���  ���� �e .��। �m !��  #�  ������� ��<0। -’���$� -�,  +�,  +������ �.I 
9�%� &���� �। ��@ ���-��’� ���� %�±2 ����� ���.��  ������� �m !��। 

  

 9.�� �!G� ���$�  %@  +�©  +���, ��%��� ���$�  ����,�. ���, ‘&��% ��%����� 
�!G����  ����@  .�,  C��+।’ 

 

 ��@ �.E� &��% �,  ����, ���। �%�� �!G���@  ���  C��+ ��%������। 9.,� �����। 
�����  ����, ���, �E� ��@ ‘�!G�’  ����+%? 

   +���, ���, ����! �� ��@ ��%���  ���%�?  ����, F�� .��, �  �! ��.��  @ ���� 
2%� �!G�-��%���  ���। 

 

   +�©  +������ -�, ���@ ��A  ��� .�� 9@  '��  �, 2��� .�+�.��+  .� ‘�!G�’ �� 
‘��%���’  @। 

#g�, ������ p�; .����  �� �. !�%?.� 9@ F* %�c����.��, ��� ��D<.��  +�© -�, 
 +������2 ����� %!&�� ������ ��7��  ����+। 

F* ��<�m�� ��.  ����+ ����, ������ J���J� !���+ ��� ����K ���। ��@ ���������� 
���� ���,�� 9@ .�L�%L ����NJ�,�. k�(@ ���� �� Q¯� @ ����। 

 

(��%� ���  =j���� ��=�) 
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������ %�*��� &�� Q������ %�*��� &�� Q������ %�*��� &�� Q������ %�*��� &�� Q¯̄̄̄����    
    

�� �� �� �� �8�%���8�%���8�%���8�%��, , , , ����������������    

   ��!�£���� .����� 9.���k� ���, 9.,� .�#�&  ��$��� ����� ��$ ��+  ,����� 
2��। .���= ���,। �K �� ���, ���� &��,  �(��  #�+। .�� �K? !���� ����  =j���� �.��� 8�� 
C&�� ���o�। 8�� ����  =j����, ���� .���� �&��,  #����  ��AC�, �%��&F�Å  !��% ��- 
.�� �K ���� ��+ 9 ���,��? &���। !���� %.��� �K@ ���� 9.�.�� !��  #�+। ��`� 
���.A�� ��<���� &)?�� ���<। ����&������ 9@ N��% !�?�.��6 ������ )N;�� ��F�� F�k�+; 
 ���� AB !��  #�+ ����� .�।  ��M� !���.� ��( ��#��� ���; .���+���। ��#����� ��&��D 
��K� �?� �@�� ����2 ��� �N�~ !��। �o�%�� ���C���� ��# ��# ��� %��Û %��� *Ü�#��� 
�5 ���� ���-FL%� .���+���। ���� ����  ��$� *�Ü� +�@ @F�³�,% ��� &� .���� .�� 
�����+���। ²�� �+� �� ��.�� ���. ���� ���¼�� !���.���  � ),� %�), .���� ���� ������ 
!���.�2 �_�  ����। ��.� ������?����� ����� ��'��#� ��?J ����  =j���� ����/� '��� 
��G���� ���.। .�����; .��� !���+��� ��(�.। C&�� ���o ���?�� ¸����# �=�.L%., 8�� 
����  =j���� =J����# ������, %�0�� '©�=��< @��!��%� ��?��., %������.  ��AC�, &e�,  .F-
@  �!�@  ���� �। ���������� ���,�., ���������� �����. '������%�� 9�� ��6� ����&��� !��� 
=��  �%��� ���� !��� ��(���।  D�.�  D�.� ��K ����� ����� ���� �g� 9(�.  #�� ��(��। 

���������� ��#� =�o� �+��� @��!�% 9. �K�K @��!�%। ��&��� ���.�� ������ &? 
���������� &��� �K���� @��!�%। ���� %��� ��&��!�  %«��  &��� ������ %���? ����. 
���� ������ &? ������, !��C, .���� 9��� %��&�. Q�; ���� !���। ���� %��� 
���N'���� ��<��� Q��R�� ���� .��� ������ >
��=��� ���.A�� ��%.=���  %����!�� !��� Q�; 
���� !��� ��.�, %����, ��C., &o�����। ��¶� %��� ��J� .����� �����,< ����� ��G��� 
��% .�<=��� 2���&F¡� Q�; ����। ��¶¶ %��� +�-�C� ����, ������ 
���.�� ������ ���� .N�.-
W���.� ���.� ��� ��� !��� ��.�, ����;#T, =©*��, ,M�� ���,। ��¶� %���� �@��� ������� 
��G�� 9�� ��- �C�� ������ �%��, 8�� ���%��_�!�,���F�,  ��A� 9�� �� ��  ��. ���.� 
��K  �����N.�� ��<; .���। ���� %��� >
��=���� ��%��� &? ���� �e !��� Q�; ����� 
��<। C�e., @.���, ����� 9?�8�'��., ���eÅ�, ����!��� �%�F� �!��, ��&��!�� ���� 
%�.��, ��.�� 8¤� ��e_���, 8�  #���G  ��, 8�� C&�� ���o, 8�� ����  =j���� 9�� �J 
�J  ���.� ���.� ��K ������ ���, �&2  '&�। 9.,� ��Z�<  #j����À� �K���� ��? ���� 
���������� %��$ %��  .��, &�� ���������� ���� ���,�. �z� .��� \�<  D�. ��K .���+।
  

��#� =�o� �+�� ���������� %��$ %��  .��, &�� ���.A��� >
��=��� ��%�.�  ����;� 
��e�� ����E/ %�*�� =������+।  %@ �!� ��Z�< %�*���� ���;�� ���K���� ���������� &��� 
=Z$�0 ��&�, �&�.� #;&Q��S� ��������। ������ ���, �z��K !��� %��# %��#@ ���������� 
&��� %�*���� ��%� !���+- 9@ �=0� ���0�Z�.। Q.N���J ��������� �����3A &�� �& 
9. .�k %�*���� ��������� 9�% ��(�$���+। 9@ %�*�� !���  �� ��#<k�� %�*��। ��`� 
���.A�� ��<� !������� ��#� � ���% %����.�g� F���� 9.���.  �� ���������� ���� 9�� 
����&���  W;���� ��<�'��� !�?� .���+, �?���. ���������� %�<� 9. Q=6 3�%���� =����� 
 %��� ���������. ����-Î��� ���;� .���+। ���������� t��, .��&, +�����%, !�%�����, 
.�.����� 9�� !�&�� 
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!�&�� ���$ ���� %�Z;< 3�% .�� ����  #�+। �y%��<; .���� Q�b��� ���������� �?�|5��� 
��, .�� %�A ,�.� ���$�� �����+। 9��� F�¡����#?  �, 
����� ���'� �Z��< %�* ���.A��� 
Gold Reserve ���� !��� .��=�  r, �?��|। ���������� �?��|  .� 
;< ��J� !��� �। 9� 
���?[��� C� 
�� %�?&�� #;Q&��S� ���������� ��J >�����. ���;&? 9. .�k %�%?�� 
%£���।  �  .�  ���� ��Ax 9�� %�N��� &�? 
�;<� 9.�0 Q���&। 9@ %�%?�� %���� ��� 
�������� %�.���� 9.�� !��� ��� �। ����������  � %��$ %��  .��, &�� ����� ������ 
 ���Q� 9�� �R�� ¢��� ������ ���K �&< .����,  %@ %��$ %��  .��, &���.@ �& 
��Q�N� 
!�� 9 .�k %�%?�� %����� �*%� .���। �� 9 .D�2 &��  �, ������ %�*��� &�� 9..�� 
 %@ ����� Q�� &���� ����� �Z;< W��। Q¯� %�*��� ������ %�*��� &��। &� �����। 

 

(#�&�F� !. ��=�) 

 

 

 

���������� ��#<k���������� ��#<k���������� ��#<k���������� ��#<k----����    
    

�� �� �� �� �8�%���8�%���8�%���8�%��, , , , ����������������    

    ���<� Q�� ������ '������%��. &�#��. �D� ��&���. .��& ��#��� !���+� ���@ 
��<�'��. ��È ���.A�  ,�.�। ���.A� ��. ��È�,� �,'Z�� �+� ��<। %�c����.��; �.I 
��������,  � �������� �J Q��;� ��K ��&<� !���- ��� %�*��� �,'Z����  � %�?�, %��=��  ��� 
FÀ� �� !���  ���Q�।  ���� ���,� Q��  ����%�� '������%�-  ���� %�*��� ��%J���� %��# 
 ����%�� Q��;� ���। �& 
�����Q�~ 9.�, �&�� ���È� %��$ %��  .��, ������ %��� �� 

�Y� !��+��- .g�� �&{ ��A��। 

 9���  .� !��- 9 Q�¬� F��� #;Q&��S� �������� %�.���� Q���S� %�G� &��� 
�����+��। ‘����� �.'��� 9  ���. #�$ ����� =�’- 9� F��@ �'<� .��+ ��������  .� 
!��। %��?@ ��. 3�%¯��� ���? ��D� ����  � �� ��È �& 9��������, 9��$��D��$�. ����<A 
��3A !�� ��+ ���. ������ ��� ���� .�� %�&��� !��- ������ .��� !�� ������ Q���, 

Y�.। 

 9@ 
Y�. ������ .��� &? %��=��  ��� Q���& !��� �R�, �y�?�# 2  ���Q�� F¢�� 
%!���#�  =���। !����� ���!�� =��=��� �D -#<� .��  ����� &? 9.��  � ���, .��'�,< 
����  '�: �����+���- �&  %@ ��D@ ������ ��?���� ����। 9@ ���$� ����� ����,� 
�����<��;<� &? ��� �. %�.���� ������J� !�� ��% D�.��? �`�@ �। ���� .�& !�� 
Q�D��.'��� ���<��<� ������ ���? 9� 9.  =��� &d  ���- 9� 9. �� .�<�Q�;��. %����� 
.��, ���� ������. %���?� �0#<� ���W��  ����  �  .��� ��#<k .��& ��¢<��� ��� ��� 
%����; ���� 9�#�� ��%। 9 '�:� ����, �����@ �����<�; .��� ����। ��D<� %��# .��<� �R� 
��K � !�� ��=��.  ��� .�� ��� �। 
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 ��3A ���������� ��#<k� %�<QD� 9@  '�: �$�  ��#����# �?����. ����Ù %[� 
���Q���R� .��� !��।  �)� ��� 2�� >'��  ���u&, !��8<T �u�&� ���� ��$� ��$�  %��5���� 
�����<��;� .��& %�.�� @�����?@ ��� .�& �e .�� �����+। 9 �N!L ����x5��� �`�@ %�.��� 
�?������@ x���Ì� !��- �.I ���$ �����, *��-#�T�  +�,��, ���5��� *���; ����  =O��  ����� 
.�� �%[� �.+� �। 9 �?����� �*;� !�� !�� %����; �����.@। 

 ���� ���$� �����  � t���, �.�� ���� ���$� ����� �%�&��,, �� �.+��� ��# 
!����� ���!�� .�����  #��� ��  ����� �)��� J��*A !���+, ������ ����x ��&��� Q�=O�� 
��� Q���&�� �����<�;। %�.���.  +�,���,� ��#<k�� �����x� ���.  ,� � 9� �N!��  J�� 
%�.��� Q�=O��. .��& ��#���  ���। �&�. �D<���.2 %����&. &���� �`��� ���� Q'N��  � 
�!� ����x %�.���� %��� 9�% ��(�$���+ %����'���@  %@ ����x ���� ������ 9�#�� �%�� 
!��। 

��)<�� �z.���� ��������� ��g FL��� �%[� �.� Ý�% ��2��� 9�� ��!������ %��# 
 ��#����#!� !�� �$�� *��� *���  ��,  .����%, ��;, %���, .��$, ����� Q'N�� 
��?Q���&�� �&�%���� ���e; �'��  ��� �����+।  ��#�����#� ��?���� %����# ��� 
.������&���-���C����� �?�%���  #�R� ��D� ���� ��($���। ����'���@ *��� *��� 9� ��e�� 
Q������ #�$ ����� !��। �� ����� !��, �%����. Q��% *��� *��� =��� !��� %�� 9�%  #�+। 
%����#%m�� ���� %���� %����# ��� =�@��-  ���^��!��� ������ ���A@ ����� Q��? !��। 

 �#��� �' ����<� ����<�;� %��# %��#@ �Z;< F�?�� �e !�� �������� %�.���� �D� 
����������%�� ���� ����x- ��;�D<���� ���<�%। 9@ ���� ����. ����x ���� ���������� 
Q���, �#���.� %�!��?, %!��'Z�� 2 %W� �y�?�# ����!��<। 9 ����x %�.���� �- 9@ 
���<�%�� >��. 2 ���%. ����x ���� ���� %.���। !����� ���!�� Q���=��  � %�A 
����� ��. '��� ����� %���, ���$)� 2 ����� ������� ��&��� ����  ����+�- %�.��� 
!A�J��� �Z��<@ %��.+� �C���� ���� ����� .�<�? !�� ���<�%�� .�&�. x���Ì� .��। ����'��� 
����� %��  '�#-�����  �  .� Q�=O�� ��e�� &�� #�$  �����  =O� .��� !��। ���� 
���$� ����@ ��� ��&� �'�,���,  +�$ ��
 !�� ��)< �� ���%� ���`� &������� �� �& 
���� )�� )�� �C���- ����� ���¢�, 
��D<� �?�)�� %��.+� '��� �#�� ������ F�=� !�� �C�� �%� 
��;�D<���� ���. �m��x�  .��� !���.@ Q%���� .��। '�@, �m� 2 %L Q������%��' %�.< Q��R�� 
���������� Q���, ���� ��\��� %!���#�, Q��¢Þ� �। &%�����;� ���? 9@ �'����� Q%�� 
),��� !��। Q��¢Þ� ��� )N;� �, Q������ ��� ���.  ,� ��� !�� ��\��.। 

 9 �?����� %�.���� Q�=O�� %C��� &%�����;� %!����#�� �'<�। ����� ���$)�  '�: 
 #�+, ����� &? )� ����� !��- Q���&����� �D<, Q���&�� �%��� ���� %�!��? .��� !�� 
������  � ��' ��K 9.�� ��� �%!�� ��<��� ���� 9.  .��, �����.  ��+�$� .���+�-
��. ��K� ������, ��. �?��#� ��? ����@ ����  %@ ��K�. ����&� .���+।  %@ �?��#� 
�!� ���<,  %@ %!����#��� ]��!?@ ���������� Q���, ��#<k� ������ %�.���� !���. 
��K���� .e., 3�%¯��� ��?  D�.@ ������ %�.���� !���. ��K���� .e.। 3�%¯��� ��? 
 D�.@ ������ �.���J�  %��� �������� �� ����� s�� !��।  

 

 

(��<��G� 5; ��=�) 
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���.���.���.���.A�A�A�A�  D�. ��������  D�. ��������  D�. ��������  D�. ��������    
.....���� 

 

���.A��� #�  �@� �+��� @��!��%� %��=�� F�¡����#? ��. !��� ���.A� .��� 
&#�;� Q�?J  '��,� ���?�� ��<��=� Q�������� ¢��� ���%� !��। 

QD� Q���S� ���&��� ����.� ��� �� &#�;� ��<��=� Q����� �+�� �। ��� =���0� 
��&����� ����� �+�� 9�� ��(� ���  D�.@ ���.A��� ��&����� @M-���.< %�Õ�&?��� 2 
����� ��g��!.��� Q������#���Z�. J���� ¢Þ 2 =���0� &�� ��A��  ��� ���.।  =j���� 
 ��!�£� ���,  #����  ��!�£�, @%.�G�� ��&<�, 9�� %��@ �N�,� %�Õ�&?����� ��#� 'N�? �+�� 
9�� =��0 2 �$��S� ��&���� 5~ �D  ��� ���.A��� ��ÈJ��� ��� .���+��। 

���.< %�Õ�&?����� %��%�� ����#�� ��� J���� ��% �5$��  ��!�£� ���। J���� 
�%�� %�M %�M �Z�<���.�g� �Ü�� ���'/ %����. =��K %��� .�� ���.A��. ���.< 
%�Õ�&?�����  �&��$ ���;� .�� ���। 

��T���� ����. �C���& �� Z .��=�� �@, �@, =���#$ 2  %@ 9.@ =���0� �%(�$  ��� 
J���� ����!; .��। �@��� �� �+�� �N�,� %����. ���!�� 9.&  ������ >%?। ��� 
J���� 9�%�+�� %����. �'�?n��� ���?��- 9.�, %����. ‘&�¨�� %!�����। �@��� ���� 
��=� .������ ��,  ������ ��, %��� 9��2  .F Q�?J ��<�=�� ���?�� #��%� !�। 

���.A��� %�<���  Q�%�8¨ @���!�� ��2 J���� 9�%�+ %����. ���!��  �j���, 
�$��S� ��&���� �m.�� �D  ���। �� ��@ ����.� ��� ��  D�. @���!�� ��- ���.A��� 
#�  �@� �+��� @��!�% !�E 5�,.��. J�����ß�, .����� 
�D<����, ���� ��L%��Å, %��0Q'�, 
����, %�Õ�&?����� ����!�, %����. 2 ��&���. 
�D<��.������ Q�%�� �$��S� @��!�%। 

 ��!�� =��0, ������ 2 �$��S� ��|���� ���? 9@ ��%.�#�R�� &d, ���-��� 2 �N��? 
 %�!�� 2@ ���, Q����� Q��@ ���� ����� �+��। &#�;� .D� ��(�� '���� �, �.�� '����� 
��%�  ��� �। &#�;�  .���  ����b� ��(�� .��� �। &#�;� ���-�.��J�, ��(��� =�2��-
��2�� �� ����-��2��� Q�� %� %�� 9. ���e; �}N!��� ���=� ���� 9�%�+ 9@ ��%.=�। 

��@ 9@ #;����� ��%.=��� !��� ��$ ���.A��� %����; ���� 9. -�%! %�� ������!� 
.���+ #�  �@� �+� ���। ���� ���� �� !���+। #����� �� ���� #��� !��  #�+।  ��!�� 9@ 
��%.=� ��T��� 'Z
���, ��T��� ����, ��T��� ����-��L%��Å 2 ��T��� %����. ‘&�¨�’� ¢���@ 
�����'��� ���S� !���,  %�!�� ���.A��� ���. =���, Q���, �Z�<�����,  ����=A�, �%m� 2 %���0 
Q����� %����; ���� 9@ ��%.=��� !��� ����  ��� �����, �#N!�� 2  ����� !���+। %��=�� 
 ���  ����� !���+ �Z�<����� 2 �Z�<������ ����। ���.A��� &%��?�� ��.�� +�à�/ '�# ���?��� 
�Z�<����� 9@ ��%. =��� !��� %��=��  ��� F���J� !���+। ���2 ���.A��� ��-.�� >�����. 
��^�� ���.��� �%� �Z�<�����  D�., ��� �Z�<������. ��� ���� �%�. '�#2  '�# .���  �2�� 
!��� �। %� ���� �?� .�� ��`� ���.A��, ����� .�� ��T��� .�.����� >���� .��&। ���2 
 .��� ��. %�.���� ���� ��.�� %�� '�# �%� �Z�<�����  D�., ���2 ��J� ���� ��`� 
���.A��� &�? 
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�?� .�� !��� ��D���+� =�� ,�.� +� �� �� ��@, �� �Z�<������ &? ��D���+� ��� 9. ��@ 
��g�J�� ��`� ���.A��� &? ��D���+� 9.��� ,�.� =�� �� ����� ��@, �� �Z�<������ &?  
��D���+� ��� ��(= ,�.� ����� �� ��(= ��@। %��& F/���  J�� ��`� ���.A��� &? ��D���+� 
,�.� -@ �� %�� ��@, �� �Z�<������ &? ��D���+� ��� � �� +� ��@। 

>����?� 9���@  �� �। ��.� ������?����.  � �+�� ��� %�� �J ,�.� %�!��?  ��� !���+ 
 %@ 9.@ �+�� ��T�� ������?����. %�!��?  ��� !���+ =��  .��, �� �J ,�.�।  � �+��  ��82� 
&�? �?� .�� !���+ ��� 9. �J ���o@ !�&�� ,�.�।  %@ 9.@ �+�� ��`� ���.A���  ��82 
 r�5���� &? �?� .�� !���+ � �J ����� !�&�� ,�.�।  .��� %�.���� %�<A�� ���K 
�Z�<������ �����%���� !�� !�E ��.�� ��� =��&। �� ��`� ���.A��� �����%���� !�� 
��.�� �+��o@ &। 

>�����. ��'��# ��È�Z� ��%! %�A  W;�� �M��%� .�<=���� %��?� ��.�� ��� ��(=&, �� 
��`� ���.A��� �����%���� !�� !�E ��.�� �(=�o@&। 

��  ���J� ��'�#? ��.�� ��.� '�# ��`� ���.A��� �����%�, �� ��.�� ².� '�# �Z�< 
��:���। .� ���e; >���?! .� '���!  ���;! �Z�<������ %��&�*� ���� ��@ %�)��'��� 9@ 
 ����;� ��%� ���� .��। 
�����%�� �2��& ���� ����। �2���� ��#  ��  �� ���&��� 
�!���� +� �C� ����� ���? 
�����%�� .D�@ ��� !���+, ���  ��� �.+� �। 

�Z�<������ %����; ������ %�M ��`� ���.A��� %����; ������  .��� ������ �+� �, 9�2 
 @। ���.A���  �  .��� ����� ������ 2���  �  .��� �.��� ��?�=���� ��e�� �Z�<������ 
&#; %�%��  %�a�� !���+। �Z�<������ &#; ������ ��&��� 
���.��  =��@ J�0 D��.�, ���� 
���.A��� %.� '���'��� ����� ������ 
���.���� ���� �����+। ��`� ���.A��� -�<� 
Q���5���� 2��� �� ��%.=�  &�� .�� 9. @F��,�  &���� =����� �����+, �� �Z�<������ 
&#; Q������� 7$ �����+। ��`� ���.A��� J�̂  Q���5���� &#�;� %�M .� ������ ����2 
9. @F��,� ������ %���� ���� �����+। 

 ����=A��� ���! ��U ������ 2�� �� &M� �@�����!� ��� >%?���  ����� �����+, �� 
�%��? �����. �J? .��  ���#��� 5�� =������+, �� �Z�<������ ���� Q��������� !���+- 
9@ #;!�?�� ��. �@��� ���� ��=�� ���� .���+। 

���.A��� ��%.=� %�%�� �Z�< 2 ��`� ���.A��� %����; ������ ���? ������ %N�O .��� 
 =O� .���+ 9��  %@ ��������  )��� &�� ���<�á %�(���  .�,  �(�= D�.��  =���+। �.I ��¶� %��� 
�����  % Q�=O� �?D< !���। %��� ���.A��� 9.%�M �@��� ���� �8�¤,�� ��%�� ��e�� 
��G�� �e .�� ���। �Z�<�����, �%m�, %���0 Q���,  ����=A� �� ��T�� 9. %�M #�&< Fk�। 

��@���  D�.  ,.�C Q���, ����� &#;, +��, W��., .N�., ��?���, ����&���, Q���, 
A��� ���� #;��S� ���.� !��� ��� �@��� ���� >
��=��� ��% 2  ����;� ��e�� �'Z��Z�< 
��G���� &d ���। 
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���.A��� @��!��% 9@ QD� %��� ���.A��� ���� ��-��, ��<-�;< ���<���� ].?�� !��� 
#;����� ��%.=���. FL����� �$�@��। ��¶�- 9� ].?�� ��G�� ���.A��� ��%.=��� �'� 
�$��  �� 9�� ���� ��7�� ����  � &��� 9@ 9.��� C�,� � ����� ����� ����� 9.�=�,�� 
 ���; �� #;����� ��%�?����. ��)<�� ��(�=�� ���� %[��� !�� �। &��� ���? '�: 2 ������ 
%N�O� %��=�� %!& �Ü� !�E %�c����. .��!� &d  ���-�!G�-��%��� ������, ��:���-���:��� 
������, ��T���-��k� ������, J���� ¢Þ  ��� �����+ ��@ #��=�?� !��� %[�� Q., !�� Fk�+, 
��@  �  .� 9.�, %�c����. ���� ���� .�� %����; �����. �����0� ��D =�����, 
�y.��! ���#�� ���� ��&��� �% ��.����K .���+ ����। 

��¶�- 9� ].?�� ��G��� C�,� ������  =O� .��2 �� ��%.=� �?D< !���, �� 9.�, 
��)<������ ���.g�� ��� �!�%�� �@��� �� %�� �#�� @���!�� ���� !��� J��� ���� ����। 
 &���� @���!�� �� =���0� ���.�g� ��D ���� ���� 9�#��� D�.��। ���� ���� ��#�� 
Q�?J  '��,� ���?�� ��<��=� Q�������� !��� ��� J��� !A�0� .���। �%�� ��(� ���.�g� 
�+� %�Z;< �'/। 

 +�,-�$ %.� ��&���.  ����� %�M ��� �ND.-�ND.'��� ����� !�� ��#��- .��� 
Q.���?, .���  #���। F�Å�? �+��� ��\��� ��e�� ��\��. ���#��  ���। %.� ���� %�M 
%��� ���  ��� =���+�� ���। ��&�. %���-%_ �!�%�� F���� .���+�� %��� .��+। 
��<�=�� �� ����� )��� �%�� ��#�। 9� %�� ���� %���� �'�� ���%� �e�� '���! 9. 
Q�.N��. -��<��#� ��.�� !��� �Z�< ������ ����। %�<��� 7$ �� %����^. &�Æ��% �� ��J ���� 
��� .��. )��� �?���� Q�; !������। ���� �J ���� %!��- %��!� !�� �$�। �N�D���� 9� 
�$ Q�.N��. -��<�# �� !��। 9@ -��<��#� %��� !�&�� !�&�� ������ >%? , ������ %������. 
������ %�!��?.����� '��  #� �Z�< ������ 7$ F�Á� ���। �.I ���.A��� ��%.=��� 9.�, 
 ��.2 9�� � 9@ �%!�� ����5����. 9.,� %�0� &����� &�?। �����% ��. .D�  ��� 
 ��� �#�। �� Q¬ Fk� �� �!�  D�.। ��; .��&� �� .�� ������ >%?  . ���� ������ 
���,��? ����� >%?�� ��% ��% .��+ �.? 9� �$ -��<�# )�,  #� �.I  ����  Q�%�8¨ �� ��� 
%�M��M�� ���� @%�������� ��% .��+ �.? �����  D�.  !��.��� ��� !��� �.I ������ 
 !��.���5���  #���  .�D��? �� 5&� +$��� ��#� Á�। &�. ������ %������. &����, 
 ������� &? -�� !�। �� ��J  ��.  ����� 7�$ !������+�। �.0 ���� -�� ��+  ������� 
.����। ���� ��. Q�;  ������� ���� !�� ��Ù@। ������ %�������.� 9@ F�K ��  D�.@ �� 
����=�, %�����=�, %�G! 9�� &g� .g�� &d �����+� �Z�<������। ���.� ��@ %�G! 
 &�#�+�, ���� �.  .��� �����&���� ����  ���� +�.� ���? ��$ ��+? 

��<�=�� �� )��� 9���। �D� %��� ���0 �Z;<'��� ��<�= ���R� !���। ���.A��� =�o� 
�+��� @��!��% 9@ QD� Q�~��t���  '��, %��� ���.A� �?�� %����; ��<�=� ���*!; .��� 
%����#  ���� ���.A��� �#��.��। ��<�=�� C��C�  ����� %�M %�M  ���  #��� ���.A��� 
��(=�, Q����� ���? ���, Q���� #;�S, 
�����% 2 9.�=�,��  ����;� ��%�.��� -�, �� 
%��?�#��R�� �&< .���+। �� -�, !���- �2���� ��# �� ?���� �2���� ���,<। 

�� Q��� ���, !���- �Z�<�����,  ����=A� �� F��-��`� %���0 Q���। ���. -�, Q��� 
�%m� 2 ��T��� &�� !��� &���C.�� ��� '��©�� �� ����% ���,<। ����% ���,<� ��<�=� @A�!���2 
9.�=�,��  ����� ��%� 2 %��&���S. Q��V��  ��� !���+�। 
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��<�=�� C��C� Q.���� !��  ���  #�,  � %�A �� 2  #�R� ��)<�� ��� ���.A�� 
%�c����.��� ��& +�$�� 9�%�+, ���.A��� ���'/ '���'��� &���� �y��S�;� ���.�� 
�
�.�� .�� 9�%�+ 9�� %����; �����.  ����;�  ����� ��� �����  =���+-  %@ %�A 
��J;�Ü� ��5����. ���.A��� &#; ��<�=�� ���?�� %��%��'��� �&< .���+। 

�Z�< ������ ��<�=�� C��C� #;��S� @��!��% 9. ���p�;�� ),�। &���� ������� �¶��, 
�%�� ���? �¶��, �% ��� .���  �� ���&��� �!�� 2 ��(� �� �2���� ��#। &���� 
������ ��|�� %��?�#��R�� �&< .��� ��(��। �2���� ���#� 9@ ��&���  �+�  � %.� 
%c�����  ���.� %�D< �+� ��� Q��; !���, ��.�� ������- ��!�£����, ����� ��������, ������� 
>%����� 2 Ô���� Q'N�� ���:��� ���?��� ����2 �2���� ���#� Q�D<��� �����  '�,����.? 
��%��� ��#, &����� @%��� 2  &��� @%��� ��. %�c����. ���� Q�D<���� ����&� .���+। 

��<�=�� 9@ C��C� ���.A��� ��%. 2  ���.=��� ��'��% ����  ��। ��(��  '���+�� 
��<�=�  .� 9.�, �� ��|�� %��?�#��R�� ���� �। ����� ���? �� J��� ��� .�!  ��� 
 ���, 9��  %@ .��!� %����# ��� ������� ������ ���� �� .�� J��� ��� .�� �%��। 

�.I C��C� �� F�µ� !��  #� �� ���� =���0 ��~ !��� �$��S� ��&���� ���.-
��!. ���.A��� �%.=�। ����  %@ ����� ���'��� ��&���� ����  ��� �e .�� ����। 9�� 
9@ ����  ���� %����#? %!���#� �!�%�� '��©� �� .�@F� �� -&�@ �+�� 9@ �$�S.������ 
 #��'�K। 

�� ��-� .�@F� �� !��  %@ �!�{ ��<� ��&������ ��� F��-��`� %���0 Q����� 
%��?�#��R ���. #;!�?� ��  &�-&������ ���?�� %��?��)� ��� ���;� .�� J���� 9�%�+��।  

�� &���C.�� ��� '��©� !��  %@ �?�K ��� �@��� ����  ���?��� �!�%�� ��(� ��S%'�� 
D�.�.��� +�-�C�� Q�¬  �� ���&��� �!���. ���E/������ ��?� �����+��। ��� �@��� ���� 
%'�%��� ��  D�. �����$� !�� %!%� %��&��S� ���� .�=��� D��.। �&�� ��� 9.& =�� 
Q���������, J������'�, �N!L 'Z
���।  

'��©� �� .�@F� ���. ���  ,� ��&��� ��K���� .��� ��%.=�। ��(��  ���� �Z�< 
������ ���� 
���.���� Q�¬ %��=��  ���  %�a��। ������. ��� �=���� ������  ��� ��� ��!�� 
 ����=A�, �%m� �� %���0 Q����� &#�;� 
���.�� ��G���.2 ��=�� .��  ��� ����- 9. 
���� =�� ���� ����� %J� !�� ��(��। 

��@ ��<�=�� C��C�  �� !��� %�M %�M ���.A��� ��%.=� �� +�=������ �W� ���, 
'��©� 2 .�@F� ���� ���?��, ���.A��� F'� ����� ���? '��  ��7����7 2 ��K�� %N�O�  =O� 
=����� ��#��। %�M %�M �Z�< ������ ���,�� ��:��� 2 ���:������ ���? 9.,� %����&. ��M�-
!�M��� ��(�����  =O�2 .��� ��(��- ��(��� ��=� ��%��� ��#, &����� @%��� ��  &��� 
@%����� �������� ���?��। �.I, �Z�< ������ %��%�=� ���� 9@ Q���=�� %�$� �  �2��� 
��%.=� ���� ����� ��$  #��। 

�� &���C.�� ��� '��©� ��(� �������� �.+�,� ����� ���? !��। ��%.=��� .��� ����� 
'��©� !k�L �2���� ���#� ��e��  &!��  )��;� .���। ��� &����, &���� ������� ��<���� 
>�k. ���+�� ���� !��, @��  �������  D�. .��=� ��<0 �K#M� �@��  ��� ���। ��� 
&����, &���� 
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������� %'� �%�� ��#  �� ���&��� �!�� 2 ��(� ���. '���?L ��%�S 2 J���� 
������ %��.< ��(� %�M 9.,� %��7���� F��� !�� !��। �� � .�� ��<0 &���� ������� 
>�k. 8�.� !�� �। 

 

9@ ���� 9.�, ���j�K. ���� 2 �?�� ����� #;��S� @��!��% ���� !��2 9,�@ �+� 
��%.=��� =���0� �%�  =!���- #�� >�k. 2 ����=�� ��� .�� %�<%£� �%��0। �� @���!�� 
��  � 9@ �%���0� �?�� �+�� ��� Q��; ��2��  #� �� '��©�� 1��.� %�M %�M ��� &���� 
������� ��� ���=< �!Z� %'�  .��� .��; �  �����@ ����<O.���� &�? ������  )��;� .�� 
����- ���2 &���� ���;���� -@-�N������ %�%? �� ������� �������  ��#  ���� &? ��.� 
9�% &����� !���+��। 9� ���? .�@F� �� 2 '��©�� �� +�$� �? %� ���� %�%?�� �+��। 

@���!�� ���� 9@ !k.���  )��;� 
���.��.��� �Z�< ������ &#�;� �� �%�0���� �5 
w����� ���। ��%.=��� =���0� .D� ��7�� ����� ���. �@� �। 

�2���� ���#�  ��  �� ���&��� �!�� &#;�. ���0�Z;< ��!�% �%!���# ��G���� 
���?�� Q����� &����� ��� &����। &#; ��!�% �%!���# ��G�� �e .��। @���!�� 
����  %����!� 9@ ��!�% &��� 2�� ��� Q���=�� 5����<; .��। %!%� ��.� �!�� .���CF 
&��� .�� 9.���� ��(� ��<� >%�?�� Q�� --!�&��  ���Q��.�. �� .����। �.I 9@ Q���=�� 
����2  �� ���&�� �!�� &#;�. ��0 D�.�� ��� &����। &#; ��0 �@�। �� ��%.=��� 
'�$��, ������� �Z�< ������ ��:��� 2 ���:������ ���? 9.,� ��M� ������� �Q�;  =O� .��� 
��#�। 9 %���  �� ���&��� �!�� ¢?D<!� .��  )��;� .���- �Z�< ������ �%��%.��� Q���, ���� 
�!G�-��%���,  �j�-�NO�, ��:���-���:��� %��@ %�� ���.���� �������, %��@ ��\��� '�@। 
��%.=� ��M� ������ �,b� ���. �Z�< ������ %����. Q��%�� Q�� 2 #'<� �!%��� ����# .�� 
��.�� ��k� !���। 

 &���� �,b� �� !�E  %@  &����- ���  ����=A��� ���! &#; �� Ô��� ����& 
���  2��� &? .�����G� !�� ��(�$���+��, �� ��(��� 2��� ����  D�.  #�����<; .�� 2 
 ���#� =����� .��.’� ����=�. !�?� .��।  %@ �,b� ���. �Z�< ������ ��k��� ��@ ��?0 
��L��<�Z;<। 

�,b� �� 9�� 9�� ��� �.+��� ��� @���!�� ��2 ���� ��� 9�� ��.��। �¶@ ��=< ��� 
 �� ���&��� %�M ����=�� �%��। ���� ����=�� ��;�। 9�� ����=�� ���?�� %.� %�%?�� 
%������ @�M� �� �?���.  ��.=J�� �0���� 9. ����, %����. ��'���� Q¯�� ��� D�.�� 
@���!�� �� �� %����. ‘&�¨�’� Q����। 

&� 9�� ���� �D !�&�� !�&�� >%? ����� .��� ��(�� �Z�< ������ ���,��। %����. 
���%5����. ��2 %��N� .���। ��.� >%?����� 2 ���������� =������ �%��? ����3�%� 
.��� �%� !���।  ���#� �%� !��� ���������� �������� ���$� +���। 9.���. ����=�� 
Q!% =�� �� �?���. =�� Á� %����. Q¯��। 

 

�� �� �� ��  � ��=< � ��=< � ��=< � ��=<, , , , ����������������    

9�  %@��,  �-���,� &�? ���.A��� ��%.=� ��¶� %���� �� � ��=<  D�. ���J� 
.��+� ����� �m.���. �W� .�� ��D?����� �t� @���!�� �� =���=��� ��.�  D�. ������  #�� 
9�� ����� ��# ��� ��<�  %����!��.  ����� ����  #�� ������ ���! ������ ��U ���� 
�����। 
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@��!��%� 9. ��'���.��� #;!�?� �e !���। ,?�|,  ���#�, �,<��,  ����e ���� �?�¸� 
!��� ��U �����. ����� &�?। 

�J �J �����. ��<�'��� !�?� .�� ����। 

.N�., W��., ��?���, ���, ��e�, -Â����? ���, +��,  .���, ����&���- .F ���  #� � 
����� 9@ N��% ��<���� !��  D�.। @���!�� ���� �!�{ �?  %��� �%F@& �� ����2����8� 
!�?�.�6�.2 â� .�� ���। 

�N��?� ��'���.�� ���? �%!�� ������  �!�� ���� �� -&<� ����� �� ��� %�!% ��� 
7�(���� �$� ��;�; Q������ ����। ������ @r  �M�  ��&��¨, @-��-��, �%�� �� ����� 
���!� ����� ��- ����� @_� �J�� &�? �U ���� �� !���। �� �?���., @���!�� ���� ��<� 
 %��� *���� �� *�� w����� ���� �����  ��,��. Î��� ���;� .��� ��#�। 

�!�%�� 9@ Fd��� ���? ���������� &#�;� �&
 %�.�� #k +�$� �� �?  .��� �D 
�@� �। ���������� &-Q������� ��@ ���&�#�� %���� !�� 
��� %��<�'j� #;Q&��S� 
�������� %�.�� Q��R�� .D�  )��;� .���। 

���.A� 9� ���������� ������ .��+ �N�। 

���.A��� 9@ ���N��?� &�? ���������� ���� ���� !�। ���� ���.A��� ��%.=�, ���� 
���.A��� %.� '���'��� ����� ������ 
���.���� Q¬�. �J �J ����� ��= ������ ����� 
 =���+। ���.A��� 9@ �N��?� &�?  �� ���&��� �!�� 2 ��(� ��2 ���� �। ���� ����.� ��� 
��  D�. �e .��  #����  ��!�£�,  =j����  ��!�£� ���, @t�G�� ��&<�, ��&� ��!����Å, �� 
��-� .�@F� ��, �@��� ��,  ������ ��, %��� ��, @���!�� ��, �,b� �� �� &���C.�� 
��� '��©� Q'N�� 5�,.��. J�����ß� .����� 
�D<���� ����-��L%��Å, %��0Q'�, ����, 
%�Õ�&?����� ����!� ��&���. 
�D<��.���� ��- ���� #� =�o� �+� ��� ���.A��. ����� 
�?�K#� &������ �!�%�� �?�!�� .�� 9�%�+। 

�������� 9� Q���, ��:���� Q�;। 

��������� ���� ���.A��� @��!��%� �����N�� !��  ��� �। 

 %��� ���� #�$ ����� 9.  ���;!� %��&�?���।  %��� ���� Q�; '�� !�%�� �����, %���-
���0�� D�.�� �����।  

������ %��$ %��  .��, ���� �& ].?��'��� �$�+। 

�$�+ %�<����. �U��U %�_� 9.  ������ ���!�� %�M। �$�+ �N��?�. ��E .�� &���. 
�&< .��� &?। 

������ ������ 9@���K� �$�@ ��`� ���.A��� ����$� �����  �!�� �����.2 
 ���;��K !���  Q�;�  ��#���। 

(&�!� ���!� ��=�) 
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����������������������������    %Z�%Z�%Z�%Z�    ��������������������    

�। 
��� �����  ���� 
 .� Q=���� �;�M %��.<� 

.��.�, .�D.� 


��� �����  ����  .�-
9� ������ 

     %����-�8�%�� ���� 

    

����.N� 9��.� )��� 9�������.N� 9��.� )��� 9�������.N� 9��.� )��� 9�������.N� 9��.� )��� 9���    
��  %����, ����    

 

 9.  

 

���&�#�� 9�%�+��� Q�� -’��% ��#। ��@ 9 -’��% ��� ���� ����@ ���+  ���� ����.N� 
9��.�� .D�। ���+ ��`� ���.A��� &¡�� ���!�� #;!�?�, ��<� ��?�=��, ��,���& 2 
��f%�����#�  ���!�<. .��!�। ��@, �� �� '���+��� 9.��� ���$ ���। 
=�J  ��� �%� 
 ���� 2 ���� ����। ����� 2����. 9.,� Q����2 ���� �%�। �� ��� �%� ‘ ������� ���K� 
�� �#� Q��।’ 

�.I ����� ����@ � ��2�� !� �। QD��, ���  � �����x ?A �� .�� !��� ���� ��@। ��� 
�?���2 �� .���� ��  ��� ��� �� C?�%��। �m�-��m� 2 �!��.��J���� -’9.& +�$� %��@ 
���� .�� ����, ‘ #�� �� �C�� �%�� ����� �। 2��  ��� ����. 5�� .�� �����।’ 

��� %� F��J� .�� 9.�� �2��� �����, ���  '���। !�(,�� !�(,�� %.�� ��,� �#�� �#�� 
 �j(+��� ���K���!�� .?���। �-&M� 2 #�+�����  )�� 9.,�  +�© *��। ���@ ���? 9.,�  ���$� 
���$�� 9@ .?��। ���$,�� =�����. 9. ��@��� ���?  @ ��  .� ���$)�। ��� 9��.�,� 9� 
&���!� %� %�� �+� �।  %��� ������. ��)< �� �+���  ����; ���� Î��� ���;� .���+, 
�����@  �����  �2�� ��� >%?�� #� 9�Q� ���% %�* 9��.��,�. F&�$ .�� �����+। �1 
 ��.�. 2�� 5�� .��  ����+, Q�� %�A ���$)� 2�� �5 ���� ���$�� �����+। ��@ 9%��� ��2 
����  �(�= �+� ���� %���0 ����� .�� '���� �#�� �W� ����+। 

.?���� .��+  ���@  . 9.& ‘!µ’ ���  =(�=�� Fk�। 8�� ���.��  ��� ��@�C� !��� 
9.& ��;। %[�� .��. ��% ��#  %  .� .���& �$�। .��+ 9�%@ �&��% .��, ���  . 
9�� �. &? 2��� �#���+। �����, ������ .�?�6�� %��!��� %��D  ��� .��, �?�K#� Q���& 
��+। 

>%�. ����. ��(�$��  ��� ���.&�.  8�. ���  #�, .��. .�� ��#। ��?-���%� 
�¢���  ��.�, .��+ 9�% ��� ����� %��D &��� =�@�� ���� ���=� 9�� .�?�6�� %��!��� 
%��D ���� %�J���� �. Q���&। ��� Q�¬� �D��D &��� ���� �� ��� ����. 9.,� #��+� 
 #�$�� ��(��� =,�� >��� 9.,�  ����� �%�� ���  '���  #��। ����� ���, ����.� ���? �C�� 
9�% ����. .�?�6�� %��!��� .��+ ���  #��। 

 

� ?�| ��� .?��� ��,, �.I ��� !�� ] .?���� %�<�����.। ������ �e; ���K������� 
Q��;� ���� ��E .�� ��� .��+ ���@ ���<��। %����� %������ ��% ��% ��� �������   �z� 
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#�������। ����� Ò��,&� �k. .�� ���K�������� ��k� 9?�.��, ���7 ���7 ��� ��&2 9?�.�� 
��, ��� �� �'<� .�� 9?�.��� 5e�x� F��। 

 ��!���  =!����  ��. 9@ .?��� �� .�?�6��। ���. ��#  .�D��  ����+ ��� ��+� ��+� 
�� �$�� ��#�। �.I p�; .��� ������ �। ��� ��� ����.  ���@ ���  C���। ����, 
�!���� ��� �.? �����, �� � ��=< ��<0 ��� ��� &����। ��&�����  ��� ���k�� ����  % %�� 
�!�� ��.�� �+�। ����� �� �.+� &�� �। %��D %��D �� �$� 9 .?����. ��.�  ��8.?�� 
.��&  !��r��  ����+। �� ��� +����# .���।  ����+ Q���, ��G���, Q���, ���+��� 
�����'��#। ��+�$�, ���.  ����+ %�������� �����,<�����  ,����। .��& +�� %�%��� ��� ��� 
���  ��� �����,<����� .��+। 

�����, ��� � 8�K�� !���+, ���+ ���<  ��8.?��  .��� �#���+। �� 9�  ���+ 
.�?�6���#�� .��+।  !�% ����, ‘9� ��.�� 9?�.���, �����। ��@ &¡���� ���<  ��8.?�� 
 .��  D�. ������ 9�% ����  ���+।’....... 

��=<-9�Q��� �� �& �� ������ ���K������� ��$�  ���� �। ���� �& �������� 
 ¥��Q�~। ���� �&  ���#� =����� ����, �,<�� =����� ���� 9��  *�8 2 �8���@, �?�!�� 
.��� ����। Q��&�� �U !��� D�.�� 9��� ��& �0� 9.���--��� �z�%��. )���� .��� 
����। 

.?��� 2 ����� .��.&�� %��D ���� .��  ����� 2�� �'<�, �N��?�. 2�� �& ������ 
.�� �। �N��?� %��D 2�� �& ��T� �$�� Q¯�। .D�,� .?��� ��&2 ����. 9. ��<��� 
����+��। ��� ����+��, ‘2��� ��� ����. �%������2 �$�� !� ��.। ��)  �� �����%� 
#m  ��� �J~ !�� 2�k,  ��� 2��2  .���� �z��J� F������ ���  ��� �J~ !�� 2�k। �z� 
.��+ �. �U ��+ �� 2��� .��+ �. ��+ ��� ��+��=�� 2�� .��� =�� �।’ 

.?��  D�. �C�� �%�+, 9� ��� ����=� 9.& ���K����� .��+ 9�% �&��% .��, ‘‘�E� 
��� '�@, ������ ���&� '�@ �.  �(�= ��+? 2��. �. �C�� ���?’’ 

9 Q�¬ ���x� �.+� �+� �। 9� Q�¬� %£��� !�� !� Q���� �%��?���। ��� ���. 
�����, ��� � ���  #�+, ��� !.�� ���� � �����2  � ���� �& �& .�<�? .�� ��@। %����� 
��<�� %�� 2%� ��=�� � .�� ��� ��  =���+�� �� %���� .��� �y����# .��@ �.  W� �?’ 

��� ����, ‘�� � �k.। ���� ��@ .��+ 9�� .�� ���। Q���&����� Q�;  ��। �.I ���&� 
'�@�. +�$�  � ���������� ��Ax@ �=0� .��� ���� �! &��, ���� ���� 2 -@ '�@�. )��.�� 
!�?� .���+। ���  �(�= ��+। �.I ���&� '�@�. !�����  � ��(=�� ���� �।’ 

 

 

-@  

 

........................ %���� %���� %���� %����, , , , ����������������    

 

.?��� �.+� %�� .�,���� �� .?����� ��(���� �C�� �%���। ��� ����. 9.& %������ 
 �&��� !�2�� .�� ���� ����� ‘2�� %��D .D� ���, ���� ��.��� ���E।’  
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%������  �&� �²  D�. �� �+� ���%� 9.&  ��.। .��. �+� ��# ��:����  #j��  �M� 
 ��&��¨ ���.�+�� 9.& >%�. �!%���। �� � ��=< ��<0 �+�� ����� .?�¨���¨। �����  D�. 
���������� ��D-Q�0��, ��-&M�� ��� .��  �$��E ���.�� >%? ���!�� ��e��। ��� &�� 
�, ��(� ��������  . �&  �(�= ��+ ��  .  �(�=  @। .D� Q%�M ��� ���� ‘‘����� &��� 
�!%��� ��:������  �(�=  D�.@ �� ��' �.? ��`����  �'��� &��� �!%��� ������ ���� .���+, 
%�<�� .���+- ��� Q������ ���@ !��। �� %� .D��  %�� .D� ���������. �z.����K .���@ 
!��। ����� ���-'�@-9� �'�� !�� � ���������।’’ 

���. !�� '���� 9@ ������J�  ��.�,� .D�। �. �%�� �N���! �. #'�� �yQ�?� ����& 
.��+ ��� ���7! ���������� 
����� �� ��:���� ������ Q������@ �& ��� .��+ �$। ��&� 
Q�;�Q� U�-������  �(�= D�.� � D�.�� Q¬�, �& ��� .��+  #j;। 

9��� ��� ��7�� ������ �. .�� ����� .?�¨���¨ ��� -@  .����  �M�  ��&��¨ 
����� �0�� �/� 5; �z�%? ¢��� ������O� !��2 ��� .��� .��� �D .�� ���  ����+��। 
 %�� ����� ��T���-���.�<�  �� .�<�  �Ô��� .���+�। �$�S .�� %m?�� %�� �U�#���� =��� 
���  2�� !���+�। ��� 9�� ��:���� &���z��� 1.��  ������. �y%��<; .���। �?�? ��:��� 
��C%�����  �N�x ���� ��� .���+। 9.&�� Q��;� ���� �� &�� Q�; ��� .?�¨��¨  D�. 
 ����� 9�%�+। 

%������  �&��� .��+ ���� .?����� ��-��.��� ��2��� .��!�। ��� ����, ‘9.,� 
��#@ ��� 9�%�+ ��-�� & ���%� 9�% �A��  #�$�+। #� ����2 ���� ��. 2��� �+�। 
�& ���� 2����. ����� ��� .��� !��। ��,�2 9��  D�.  �� �Z��। ��@ .?��� & ����� 
���K������. ��� 9�@ �2��� !�� ���E।’ 

�����, ‘��-�� & %��J �z�%�?�  ��.������ ������ � ��2  ��� ���K����� ��2�� 
��.��।’ 

���  !�% ���� ����, ‘�, �, ��  ���,@ �। ������ �� &@ 2��� �� &��  ��.������ 
&? ��DO। @���¡�!, ] �� &�� !���@ 2��� �0�� �� & ��� !�� 9�� �?�� .�.���� �� 
������ Q�; ��(=����  =O� .���।’ 

.D� Q%�M ��� ��� .��+ &��� =�@��� F'� ��J� !��!��� �����Z�. !��। ��� 9.,� 
 �.8<  �� .�� ����� !��!��� !�� !�E �:��- �D<�L #�$ 9.& ���K������ ���� �� & 
��`� ���.A�� >%? !��!� !���+। 

��� �����, ‘9�,� �. .�� %[�? ���� -’��J� !��!��� 9��� ������� .D� � 
 .��� ���।’ 

&���� ��� ����� ‘����2 ��# ���। �.I 9� ��&�  =���  ���+। �%�� �?����,� �. 
&��? ������ 9.��� �J? 2��� ��� .��। �� 2��� 9.��� �J? !�� ��(�$���+ Q��; ��(=�। 
��@, Q��;� ��(=�� ���#�� 2�� 9� �� ������ %��D ���@ .��� ����+ �, ��  .��� �����2 
�।’’......... 
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%������  �&��� %��D .D� ���� %��  %��� 9�% !��&� !�� 9.& �e; �Z�<� �%-9%-�� 
��C%��। .��. ��% ��#2 ��� �+��  .� 9. �!.���� Q��%.। 

��� ���M, #��� 9.,� !�C��,<, ���� 9.�&�$� %����; %?��6�। �&��% .����, ���� 9 
����  .? &���� &����, ‘9�  =��  ���  ��#�$ .��2 %[� �। �-���, ���� %!���K������� 
 ���� 9.-.��$, 9.-&���� �� .�,��E  %��� .���� ��J �. �����%��  ��'� ���?’ 

'^���. =��  #�� %������  �&��� .��+ %� ���  ����। %���. �!.��� Q��%. �& 
9.& ���K�%� �!%��� .�& .��+। �� ��&  ���� D��., �� ��- ���2  %'��� D��., 
��। 

9%� �� '���� ��� �?�t !�� �����। %������  �&� �.+�J; �� ����� 9� �. 
'���+? %��� �C��  ��� �����, '���+��� 2@ '^����.� .D�। 

9.�, �!.���� �6���6� .�<� �+�� ��� ���  %��2। ���� ���� ��� .��, %������.�� .�� 
�D�� ���� ��&��� .�� ���� � ����-����� 7�(�. ���@ 2%�  ��� *!; .���+���।  �� 
%��!���  � ��=�� Q!% !�� ���� �� ��� ��&2 &���। �.I 9��? 9�� � �+�� ���.A� 
%�.���� %�<���J� ��#N!�� .�<=���। ��&��� �+� 9��� &? ����। 9�� @�E .��� ���K��� 
 D�. �Z�� %�� D�.�� �����। �.I 9�� ��&��� �����'��� '���� �����।  '���+ &���� 
9.& �!%���। ��@ &���� ����x �!%��� 7�(���� ��$�+ ���K%�*���। %�? ���� �., 9@ 
����x������ ���<@ ��<�� ���K%�*���� %��=�� �Z�?�� ���D�। 

 

    �� �� �� ��     

 

�� �� �� ��  %���� %���� %���� %����, , , , ����������������    

���K���!� .?��  D�.  �� !�� �$��� #0�?���� F�Å��?।  ��� �� %��$ ��,�। �D ����+ 
�� ��@�। �D=  %�&���D  #�� 9 �Z�x ���<�. Ý�% .�� %[� �+�। 

����� %�� %������  �&� ����. %���� .�� �����+�� %���� .���� 9��.� %��.<। 
 .� ] 9��.�� ���K���!� 2 �z�J �� %��� �+�। ��� ��� ���� %��D 9.& #�@82 
�����+�� ���� ����  .� �%����� � !�। 

��k-)�,  ����� ��@� ���. ��2��� �� ���� 9.,� &M�� �#�� !��&� !���। =�����. 
���.�� ��� &M� �� &M� +�$� �.+�@  ����  ���� �। ��� ���, ���. %���� �?���। 
�����@ �²-�� �+��� 9. ���.�. %��D ��� �%��। ����. ��� �2� !���  %@ �e; %M�। 

���� -& =��+। �e; =���� ��# ��#, ��� ���  �+�  �+�। �e;�. �&��% .�� 
&����,  % ��&��!� ������?����� ���%<� +��। 9� ���K���!��� .�& .��+। �����  &��� ��� 
���$। �1 ��#@ ���� ����  #�+। ���$�� �+��� ����� �� �� '�@���। #� 9�Q� ���% ���.A�� 
>%?�� ��� .���& �$�  ���. ��� ��� ���।  +�,'�@ ���� ���� ���� ���. 5�� .�� !�?� .��। 
���? ���  +�,  ���,�.2 �N� ����� ��2�� ���, ���$  D�. �Z��। 9@ ���  ���  % �� ���$ 
�#���+��� ��� 
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 ��.�!�� �� ��. ���. ����+��� ���� ��@ ��� ���� %0�  !�%, ��!�� 9@ )N;? ������� 
 ��#? Q������ ��@ ���। ��, 9J��  �� !�� �$- ��- ����� ������ Q������  ���. ���@ !��। 

�����  ���� ��D�� ���  %@  % �e; +���,  ����� 9�%�+, �� )��  C���। 9��� 
���K���!���  ¥�� ��� �z� ��e�� ��� .�� =���+।  +�, '�@����� !�?�� Q������  % ����+। 
��&� !��� !�?� .���+ ��(=& ��  %��.। ��� ��� ���0  @, ��W��  @।  ��� �M�m�� 
�������� ��K !��, ���������� �!��-�G��-*��� F$�� 
��� ���������� ��&� ���.�,  %��@ 
!�� ��� %��?.���� Q������  2��। 

���N'Z��� 
����������  %@ ��� >%��.� �R� 2 ���=���� Q��; ��� .D�  D�.@। 
������& ��:��� �e; ����. ����  ���, ���� ����  ���� @_� O .���+���, ���2 
 ����+��� ����� ��- ���� @_� O .��� %����#; �.I �� ��� .���। �� ��� .��� ���� �। 
%!.�<����2 9� ��.�<  D�. ��N� .���+���-  .� ����  � �����.��� ��e��@ %�*�� 
.��+। 2�� ��, 2��@ ���� ��?��#�� ��<���� ����. �Z�?�����. ������ .���- ���� �� .��� 
���� �। 

���� 9.,� ��AN� ���k� ��? ���� ���E���। ���k� 9���  %���  ��.& .�& .��+।  .F 
�� .�,�+,  .F )�% ����+  J�  D�.। 9.,� ��,�J��� �$��� .&  J�=��� �����  D�. )�% 
����+। ����� ���. ���� �N�O �C���� �e; ����. �����, 2�� ������@  ��.। ���� �����- 
���������� ���K�%��� 9�� .�� +�$�� ��+ *��-*���0�� ������ ���k-)��, %�<�। ]  � %��� 
��,�  ���+ ��� 2����@ ����+ 9.,� ��&��। ��&��� ��# ���.A�� >%�?� )��, �+���। ����� 
%��D ���K���!�� Q=6 ��� !�। ����  ����'�# ���%� ���� ��$�+। �� ����  �(�= �+��� ���� 
%��@ Q�; ���  .���� �������+। ����� �1�� 9��. �� 2�� ��%�। �.I #�.�� ��. 9.,� 
�� 9�%�+���। ���+ ��&� ���� �%�� ����। ��@ ������ ���K�%��� �����  ��#? ��J� 
 �2��� &�? ���J� .��+।  

���.,� %���@ �+��� �� ���������  ���।  ���)��, �#�� ��,�� %��D �.+� .D� ��� �e; 
����� ����। ���� ���� �#�� ���  �� �$���। ��,�2 ����  �+�  �+�  �� �$���।  % 
����. ���<O 9.,� ��A� 9�$��  ��� �����। ��� ��  %@ ��&���� F�� ���� ���E���, ��G 
�� ���� ��.,� '�� Fk���।  %��� %�5���  ��.��@ F$�+��� 
��� ������ ���.�। ��&� 
��@ ���. ��(�$��  #���।  %��� W��� ���� ��D� � !�� 9���। ����� : %����, ���� 
��� 
������ ��&� ���.�,  �����. %����। 

���� ��@� ���. 9�#��  #���।  =���� %��� ��<� ���.A��  %���� �����.��� �=�। 
=����. 3��%� +��  ��# ��+। %��.+� �6'6, �5� w������+ *���� �� *�� �6'6 .���+ .��� 
%���� %�%��। ��� ����%�  ����+���। ����G�� 9. �N��.  ��� 9�#��  #���। �����, ���$�� ��� 
�����। �N��� ��% ��/�� !��। 9.,�  +���. ��� ��� ��� ��� -���� .D� �e .���। �N�� 
�&��%� .��� ���  .�D�  D�. 9�%�+। ���� ���&�#�  D�.। ���$ �����। 

‘���$ �����’ 9 .D�,� ��@ �N�� �(L. Fk��, ����- ���$  �����, ��T�����  ���  C���, 
2�� ���� �, 2�� ��।  ���+� �, ���� )� ����। ����  %���  +����� 2�� !�?� .���+। ���� 
��  .F  @ ����। ��� ���  .��  �  �(�= �@���। ���� ���� �N�� �.�� .�/��  '�M �$��। 
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�����-���$�� .�(��� �। ����  +��  #�+, ���� ����+  �� ���� %0�- ���� ���� 
.���  %���  +��  ���� &�? ��� .��+, �����  ���� .e। 

���  ��� Fk�� ���E���, �N�� ����- �E� ���� ��  ��, ]  � ����  '�, �����+���,  %@ 
���&�� '���� ��+  ��?  %  �(�= D�.�� 9�  ���  ��@। 

  ����� *���� %����; �N��2 �M�m�� ��� ����- ��� ¸��� ����+ ��� &�? �C��0 ���। 
���� ���. !��� 9  '��,  �  ��� 9� �N�� ����+  %  ����  +���� ��� >%�. � !��@ ���� �। 

9���  ����  #���  %�, ������� Q��; �2���� ��#  �� 9�� &���� ����� %�%? &�� 
���F� �!���� ��<=� 9��.�। =�����. D�D�� '��।  .�D�2  .��� ����  ���  #�� �। 9@ 
&�Z? ��D =��� =��� !k�L ��A�� F�� 9.�,  ���.� %��D  ���। ��/�² �+���  ��.�,� ���� 
���$। ��� ��T���।  ��� 
�'���.'���@ �� !��  ��.�, %[�� &�����Ü�  .F !��। -’& 
�������� =��+, .���� ����  .��� .D�  @। ���� �.+�,� �D 9�#�� �#�� ���0  .j�Z!� 2 F�¢# 
���@ �&��% .����, ‘�E� '�@, ���F� �!�� %��!��� ��� �.?’ Q¬ .��@ ��&� ��@ ���.� 
!��� �. &�� �. !�। �.I Q¬ ��  ��.�, ���� ���. 9� ���Z� ��p�� ���.�� �@��  � ���. 
 ��� �� !�� ���  �  .� '���� %�#�� 8��� ��+। %���  =��-���� ��� F�¢�#� +�� \O !�� 
Fk���। !���� 9J�� -’ =��  ��� ���� �V� �?�। 

'�%�  ��� �&��% .����, ��� 9� ��=��� !��  .��? ���.��  ��� ��T��� ���  %@ 
�����=�  ��.�,�  =��  ��� �� �V �$��� �e .���+। ���@ ���? ����. �����  ���,  �� 
%��!� �.��� ���F� �!���� .D�  ��  .F 9� Q.���? ������ .��� %�!% .�� �। ��@ ���� 
.D� �� ���� ��. .D� �� ��$ ���E। ���  ��� !� 9 9��.�� �� 9�%�+? 

��� ����� &��� ������  ��.�, ���� 9.�, Q�@���� t���� ��J.। #� ��<�=� �2���� 
���#� &�? Q�;�;  ��,�+। ��@� ���. 9.%��D �#�� ��� �'/ ��A�� =��  #��। ��2��� ��# 
����. %���� .�� ����  #��  � Q.���? 9� .D� �� .�F�. ��� �&��% � .��। 

���F� �!���� >���. *�� �%�!7���।  %��� #�$ F�k�+  +�,���,� 9.,� F��!�। ��� F�� 
���� =��  #�+ �����- =j#�+� �% 96 ��  ��8।  ��8  D�. ��� 9. ��@� �Z�� ��+। �% 96 ��  ��8 
��� !��� &�? 9�#�� ���E-!k�L ����� ���$  D�.  �j�$ 9��� 9.�,  ��.। �����, ��% �$� 
%��!�, ��% �$�। ]  � ����,���� #��$ �%�+ ������� ��.  D�.।  ��.�, 9.�.�  &�� .�� 
����. ��A�� 9.���� ��%��  ��। 

 ����  ���� ��`� ���.A�� >%?  ��7�@ ����� #��$ 9�% ��($���� ��&���� F��। #��$� 
#�� D����� ��� ���, ����.� &�?। =�����. 9.��� &� .��  '�( .��  =j#�+�� ���. +��, 
=���� ����। 

 ��.�,� .��+@ ����, ] ���� ���K���!�� !��� ������ Q=6 ���  ��� ���.A�� >%?�� 
�&.�� 9���. ��$� 9.,� 95�� %�!% .�� �। ���2�� ��% 9.�6 ���J� .��� '�%� ��� �। 

����,���� #��$5��� =�� ��2��� %��# %��# ��� ��$����$ �% 96 �� %$. ���$ �����। ����� 
%�� -’���� ���.��  ����� 3�%¯��� %���!� �=�����। %��� ��&���� Q�� �� '�# ���$@ !��<�� 
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�%�?�� 3�% .�� �����+। �� &�� ���F� �!�� %��!��� ���$  �� �+��� 9@ �%�?��� Q�� 
�J?��। %�����  % ���$�  � �.+�@ �J� D�.�� � �� ���@ ��1�?। 

 

��� �� %��$ �,,�� ���� !��।  .�D�� ��� .�,���� �k. .�� Fk�� ����+ �। 9.&�. 
��� .�,���� ������ &����  ����� ���� ���� @F�� .�F�´� %��%?� ���$। ��� 9.D�2 
���� ] %�%? ��# &����� @%�����  ��. �+��।  %�&�  #��� ��� ���$��।  8�. �����, ��� 
���� 9��� ��� .�,��� =�@, ����. D�.�� ���� !��। �� ��� ����. ����,���� �� 
��&�.���� !��� ���� ���� =�, ��2 .��� ����। ��� ��� ��#  ��� ���� !��। ��7��@ ����+ 
��$�  ��� J����<। 

'^���.  +�, '�@�.  8�. ���� ��?���� �?��� .���। ����, ��� �k.@ ����+, 
��� ��# &�����Ü� �+���। �.I #�.��  D�. ��� ��:��� 9�� 9� 9,�@ ���� 9.��� ���=�। 
&��, #�.�� ����,��� ������  =����?� %��!��� ���$ 9�% ���. ���, ���. 2 .��.,�  ��� 
%�*! .�� ���� ���। ��� -@���� %��  =���+�� ���। ����� >%?�� ��� ���$�� ���. 
 =����?� %��!��� ������ 2 �����  ����. .?��� ��� ��� ���। ����� ����� '��#? �. )�,�+ 
��7��@ ����+। ���� ���� ��!Z��< '^����.� ���- =���� �J; ������<� !��  #���।  �����, 
��� %��� ���� )N;� 2 ¿��� �=� �����,। ��:��� �. �� '�@��� ���� %@�� ����? 

 

    =�� =�� =�� =��     

 

� � � � ��¤�����¤�����¤�����¤���, , , , ����������������    

  ���� %��!��� %��D .D� ���� ���� ��. ��� !��  #�। �D�.�D� @%���-������� 
��<� ������������ .�&@  � &�����Ü� 9 �����,�. %��?.���� ��:����� ���;� .���+ ��� 
.D����<�� �� �����, !�� Fk�। ���� 9��.� %��.< ��'� �����,� .D����<�  D�. ���� ��7�� 
������  �, ��`� ���.A�� >%?��� Q���, 5��, Q���, ��?�=�� ��:���� ].?�. �� �� %��N� 
.�� �����+। 

#��#g  �� .�� �� ��� �$��� �� ��� Q�� �,�।  =��� ���� '�� �%��2 ��������� )�� 
���� �� ��7�� �� ��2 ��%�। 9�� %��� ##������ 9.,� Q=6 �������; =��. Fk���। 9,� 
 � ���K���!�  #������� .�& �� ��7�� ��.� D�.� �। ���  .�D�� ���� 9 ������; ¢��� �. O 
.���+ �� ��2 &��� ������ �। 9�@ .��. ���, ���  ����@�� ���. ���.�, Q=6 �¼ 
!�। ���� ��  '��� &��� ������  #������ �%�!7���� .��+  &�$�����, F�$�� �����+। ����� 
 D�.  =j#�+�� >%? ��- 2��� &? 9 ����,� 5ex �+� ��.। �� �¢��� ������; %��.< 
&��  #�  � �� ����  #������ 9.�, ���#��$%!  ����@ F�$�� �����+। ���#��$� ��!������ 
.��.& ��&�.�� Q�; !������+। 

%.�� �� Q�� ²,�। ���  ���� %��!��� ���$  +�$ ��&� ��D  �� !�� �$��� �k. 9 %��� 
]��  D�. ��@� =���. �Z�� �e !� �,<�� 2  ���#���  #��� ��<;।  #��� ��<; =��+  �� =��+@। 
D����  .� �J;  ���  #� �। ��@ �?����,� � &�� ��<0  ���� %��!� ����. )��� ��@�� �� 
���� ���� .���। @�?�%�� 9.,� %�!%� �e;�. ��k� !� �?����,�  &� �%��। )�� -’9. 
��� �e; 9�% �� &��� �� !�E� Q��?��� ���.  . �� .��� �����-�7�@�! ��A�� 9. &��#�� 

��� ������ ���.� F�$��  #�+। ���� ��&�.���� .?�¨���¨ �#�� ��� ���� ���� ���.�  D�. 
��@� ���. �Z�� 9�% ����  � 9��  %��  D�. ������  #�����<; �e .��। ���.�  ���� 
F$� 
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!���+ ��� �������  .�D�2 !���� ���K���!� ���.�� ��+- 9 '��@ ��T��� >%?�� ),����� 
�� ��@� �Z�  D�.  #�����<; �e .��। 

���!�., %.�� ²,�  D�. ��,� ��<0 ���� ������  #�����<; .�� .�g� �z� F�Å��। ����� ��A�� 
-’���� 2 %���  #���5�� +($�� +�($�� ���� 9�#�� 9� ),����। 9�� Q�� ��2 � )�� %��। 
���.�,� ��2 %�#j��� ��(�$��  D�. ���� .�� .�� ���K� #� #�@�+�। �.I ������ -�% 
��T��� >%?�� �/ �/ .��  ��(&����& .��2  .� ���K�%��. &��0 �� �N� ��(�&  ���। �.I ���2 
.?�¨���¨ �#��  � ��&��� ����x� .��!� ��.�� ���&�� .��+ ��k��� !��- ��@ ���� .��.& 
���! *����%��. ��� 9� 5�� .�� !�?� .��। 

%.�� ²,�  D�. ��,� ��<0 �)�� %��� ��� ��� .�g� �z� F�Å��? ��`� ���.A�� >%?��  � 
.� !�&�� ��F6  #���-5�� ��=� .���+ 9�� ��� �Z�?@ �� .� !�&�� �� .� ��� ,�.� ��  .�� 
%����. ��������@ ���� ����। �.I ���� ��  � Q¬,�  ��� �����+ �� !� ��&��� ,�.�� 
�.�� !�� �D�� ��?� .�+  D�. �  ��� �. ��`� ���.A�� %����. &�0� 9�'���  #���5��� 
��=� .��� ����? 

&���2 ��� ��&� .�+  D�.  ����+। �`�@ ���� 9�,� ���� �। 

��� ����  '��  ����+, ��`� ���.A��� ���'/ %����. &�0� 9 ��<0 �����  D�. Q�� �� 
!�&��  .��, ,�.� å; .���+। ��������  D�. ������. -�� ��# �� ��� �g��g� 5�,��  ��� 
!��।  %�� !�� ��<�� &�0� J���� D�.�� �-  �� �@ �@��� '��©�� =�। �.I ��`� 
���.A��� �����.  � 9 ,�.� %��� �%��@  ��� .��� !��। ����������  %���� %Z�-��,  �=� 
,�.� +�$�  � 9 .�& .� -� %��? !�� �� ����  �� &��, ����2  ��� &��। ��� Q��; @�� 
���?@ �����+। ����� �� ��% �����0 !�� � !��@ %����. &�0��. %�A ��&�_�� ��D�  ��� 
å�;� �.�A ���������� �?����� ��&��� ����#��� .D�  )��;� .��� !���+। �� å�;� &? 
��. �L ���� !���+ ���'/  ���। �'J�� 7��� ��� �;<� ���� !���+ ��&����� ��&�����। %������ 
���  ��� �� ���� !�� ����� �J ��&��� %�#j���  �F����  )��;� .�� +�$� #�?0� D�.�� �।... 

(��� �!���  =j���� ��=�) 

 

 

���K���  .� ��D���K���  .� ��D���K���  .� ��D���K���  .� ��D    
 

� � � � ��¤�����¤�����¤�����¤���, , , , ����������������    

 

 ���������� ���K%�*���� +��% �Z��< !���+ #� ��  �  %���� ������। 9@ +���% 
���K��� .�,� 9�#���+ ��� ����� ���  #��  ��� ���� ������ !��� !��� �.+�  @। ��� 
���������� ��<;��K ���� �.���� ��@ ������ ���K���2 9. %C� 2 Q%/ Q'���� ���. 9�#�� 
���E। �D ������ -#<�। �����D2 ����%|��। ���2 9@ �������� 
����� 2 ���K�  %���� ¹�� 
������ &? ���J� .��+, 9@ �N������% �& ������ ��. '�� Fk�+। #� �@ ���=<� ]��!��%. 
&%'�� �M�m�  �� 
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���&��� ����+��, ‘‘�K �� �����+, �� ����  ��-�.I ���������� �����. ��K .�� +�$��� 
@���¡�!।’’ �M�m�� '���?¢�;� ���D? !��।  %@  % ��=< ��%  D�. �K�� �e, ������ ���� 
9��� &���� 
����� 2 ���K� &? �K ���� =���+। �.I 9@ �K 2 Q�;�� 9� �� 9.��C� 
�। ��:���� !��� 9� �U। ���������� �����K 9� ���K���!��� ���0���। ����� !���  ��& 
��� !�E �� �� !�����  %�। ��@ #'�� Q�?�� ��.  �(�� �& ����2 ���� ����- ‘‘�K 
�����+, ����  ��। @���¡�!  #�,� ���������. ���.A�� !�������� .����K !�� +�$���।’’ 

#� +’���% ���������� ���K��� ���, ³�� ��AN� !���+। ��� 9� �� 9.�, ³�� %����� 
�। 9@ ���, ³� !�E- 9., �;�M� %£����� 9�� ���.N� 9��.�� ����<��  #���� �L����। 
-@. �D<���. ³�� Q�?J �%!����#��। ��. ����?��� &�� %N�O 9�� @%��������� &M� C?��%r 
=��� F�� ���#� ��&���. 2 �D<���. =�� �N��। 

!�������� %�M ���K���!�� ����� %�C��?� .D� ����  #�� QD��@ ���� !�  %���� ���%� 
 �� ������ ����� .D�। 9@ ������ ���� ��� & ���%� �!� !���+। ��.� �!��� ��Z�� 
@+���� ���� !���+ ���� =�.Q� ���। .��.�, ������# %�U !����� >%?�. �� �� 
�������  =O� .��+�, �� ��� F'� ���  D�. ���K���!�  ���#��� %�!���? ���; =����। 
����� %�M  ��#  �� ��� ��� *����%�। C�� �1 !����� >%? �!� !�। ��(=& �!� >%?�. 
*����%� ���,��  ���  C��। ����O ��5��� Á� ���� .��। �� 2 @+��� ���� 9 ��<0 
!����� >%?  ��7�@ 9.���, �� 2 �?�? �� !� 3�%, � J��*A .�� !���+। ��.� �!��� 
�'?0��; ����2 !����� >%?��� &? ��� '���Q�। �!��� Q��?.�, 5ex�Z;< ��A�� ��(� 2  ��!�� 
8�6� ����  ��8 æ. .�� ����� �?��� !���+। ����  #������� =��=�� ����  ���� &?@ 9@ �?���। 
�.I ����  #������ �� %�? %�?@ �������  �� !, �� ����� '�� �����M� ���%��� �� 
��.�� ��A�� D��. �। ���� �?����. �#�� �W�  । ���:��� ��&�.����� ���? .�� !� 9@ 
 ��8æ. ��!��� ����। 

9,�  #� %£����� 2  #���� �L����� .D�। 9��� �D<���. ³��� ����� ��� ��। ��������� 
 .� ��:��� ��`� ���.A�� �;? �.�+ �। C�� !�!�.�� F�k�+ ��@� ������ 2 ���:��� �?�%��� 
�!��। ������ =��� ��, ���+ �, �� ���+- C�� .������ ��:��� �&�� FL��� =����E �। C�� 
�. ��(�$���+, ���@ 9.,� �!%�� �����+ ‘@�.���. ,�@�%’ ���.�� ��%�=< ��?���। ���� \O '���� 
����+, ‘‘���.A��� �D<���  '�M �$�� ���E। ���g�L���, .N�� FL���, >�����. ��̂ � 2 
������ ��̂ � ���� �D ��� %|�;< !2��� ���.A� 9. ��e; �D<���. %|�, ��$�+। �������� 
 D�. ��, �~�� ��.�� ²� '�# .��  #�+। ���.A��� %�* ������ ��̂ �� ��.�� �(����¡� '�#@ 
��% ���������� ��, �~�� .��। 9+�$� �0�����. ���;�&? ���  .��, ,�.��2  ��� J�� 
!���+। 9.���. 9@'��� �D<���. J�� �?���. ��������� ��� =����� �#�� @���!��� 
C?��%r=��� ���% ��= !�E �(����¡�  .��, ,�.�। ���� %���� &���@ ���%  ���� ���.A��� 
>�����. ��̂ �� �!���� �+� ��  .��, ¶� ��� 8���, ���� %���� &���@ ���% ��  �� ��(�$���+ 
��  .��, �� ��� 8����। #� -’���% 9@ �!��� ���� �Z? !���+। �?���. �~��� �6��-
@'���%� 2 ������ 2'��-@'���%� 9� �e; ������ ���.A��� �Z��  ���� =�� ���E। �N�, 
2 ³�´ ���.A�� �~�� %����� .�� �����+। 2���. ���� ��� Q=���� !�E, ����?�| .%��,��� 
@���!�� =��. ������ &���� �����+, �������� %�%?�� ��&���. %���� � !2�� ��<0, ����� 
 .� %�!��?  ��� %[� �। 
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���� &�� %N�O 2 ��&���. =����  J�� @���!��-=��� ���� ���� �����। '��� 2 
 %��'��, @F���� ��K @A�!��� 9@ QD������ �� ‘�Z�< ���.A�’ �¼�, ����� .�� !���+ 9�� 
�Z�< ������ ������ ‘��!�;��’ ���.�� �J�� �N�%�.�g� .D�  )��;� .�� !���+।  %��'��, 
@F���� ��� ���0 .���,,  ¥8 @F��, ��³�-9��� .���,, %������. %���� 9.���.? 
��������� C?��%r &M�=��� ��<���� �G� .���+ 9�� ���������� %��$ %��  .��, ������  �� 
�M�m�  �� ���&��� ������ ���K ���� .���+ ‘Q�'��’ 2 ‘@&�'�A��’ ���.�� ��������� ���.A�� 
!����� ���!�� ��.�� ��<���� ��A���� ����; Q.�� .�� !���+। ��� ��&? .������ Q�� 
��%. �������� #;Q&��S� %�.���� Q��S�� .��+ 9. ������<�� ���. ���������� Q���S���� 
F�¡� .�� .��<�� ���������� %�.���. 
�.�� .�� ����+। �%�!��� J���%� ���� Q'������ 
���<���¨ %�%? ��� 5;��< �M�m�  �� ���&��� ���K������ �%�!��� ���<���¨ %�%?��� ���? %@ 
%�*! ��'�� �e .���+। 9+�$� &���%��)� %����; ������� %����; ���.<.��� '��� �������� 
%�%?��  � ��&���. %���� ���� .���+, ��� Q��  %��'��, @F��, ³�´, %�@�8, @.���8� 2 
�2��  &������ %�D< &�����+। F#�6�, &�����, ��&<�¨�,  ����?��% 9�� �=��2 �������� 
%�%?�� Á� %���� ���� .���+। 

���.A� ���� ���!�� Q�K �����. 9��� ���<�� �%#� �� ���� ��� �����+। ��� 
����+, ��.�� �� ���&�C� 8�� ����. 2��C ��¡�.�  �N�x  � �%����. %�.�� �%��� 
!���+, &Q������x�  .�  ��#?�� �����  @। .��.& ��?�� 2 �����=�  ��. ��� 9@ 
��(����� %�.�� #k� .�� !���+। .��=�,  �������, ���)����  �����  �����  ��r�� ��$�+ 
‘&M���!� ���� ��.’। ���!����  !��,� @¨��.�¨�¨��  D�. �������� %��.<� .��.�, 5ex�Z;< 
���� �!%?&.'��� F��2 !��  #�+। C�� @���!��-=�  �%���� !�� ��$�+। =�����.� ���� 
 ��� ������ �N�����%, 9��� '��8���� ��  ���  @। ��@ %�!�% ��.  �(�� �& ���� ���� 
����- 

�Z�< ��#�0 �K %Z�< ���  ����� &d ���E- 

 �)�, ��, ��A�, .��<������ ��� Q��'�% 

���� ���K >%�., ������ &� �����<, 

������ !���� ���k�� 
����� 2 ���K� ���.�। 

 

(��-� #�CC��  =j���� ��=�) 

 

 

���K�Cj�&� .?������K�Cj�&� .?������K�Cj�&� .?������K�Cj�&� .?���    
 

........................................��¤�����¤�����¤�����¤���, , , , ����������������    

  

 %�� 9.,� ���K�Cj&-9� .?��� �#���+��� �����,< %�*�!� &�?। �.I ��� ���? ���� 
9.,� @E� %�~ �+�।  %,� !��� ����������  %@ %�A �.�������  ���, ����� .D�  ���, ��(�� ��-
���� �y��-���& %��� ����� �m �+/ .��,  ���� 
����� �J�� -�<�� ��D ��� 7�(���� 
��$�+ �z� 2��। %��? ���� �. 9,� ����.  ��� ��  ��� ��%�+�। ��@ �� �����,< %�*�!� 
+���� .��  %@ %����#,� �.p�L 9�%  #� �� �� 9. ��!Z�<  ��� � .�� .?��� ����� ����& 
��[ .����। 
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.?��� ��  �j(+��� ��  ��� %��$ ��,�। =�����. %��� %���  ,� ��,���। Q�� ����@� 
�Z��  .���!����� �%��। ���� 9��Z�  D�.2 ��+�  ���� ���E��� Q���, )��� =��� 2 #��+� 
8��� 
��� ������ ���.� F$�+�। .?���  ����� 9. &��#�� .�5��  +�� ����� �U ���×�� 
.��+।  .F  .F ����� &����� .��� ���� �C�� ����E, ���� 9. &��#�� .��.& ���� &������ 
���.� �$�+। %���  =��� ����  � 9.�, '���@  %�a��, %��� ��Q��; 9.@ �N��� 2 Q�?�।  ��� 
�� !��� 9�� %��@  � 9�@ &���;<��� ��N� FL�% ��#�! .�� F�k�+। !k�L  ����� ����� 
9.,�  ,�  D�. 9.,� �.���� =�� !���;� �� =�� ����  ����� 9���। 2� ���. ���.�� ���� 
 =�� &��$��  #�। 2� #'�� ���  =��5���  ��� �� !���  �- .� ��!Z��<  %5��� w�� Fk�� ���� 
��<� �!�।  +��,��.  ��� ���� 9� '�� ��#�  � ��� ���� .���  ��' %��; .��� ������ 
�। 9�#�� �#�� �&��% .���� ‘‘ ����� ��,� �.?’’ QD��  .� F�� .�� �। ���  =��� \�< 
���� ����. ��(�,�� ��(�,��  ���� �@�। �� !��� 2  � ���� .����� ����� �� ����� ���'/ 
 ���� ���7 .� 9. ��k? ��(�&  ����+। �� ��@ ��$ ��E ����¼। �.+�J; �� 9.,� �y� !�� 
���- ‘��?’ ���� 9.,�  D�� ��� ‘‘���� �� &�� �? ����  �� ������ %��� �� &��। 
������ %��� ��@  �� 9.- ��:���’’ =��. Fk��� 2� .D� ��। %��L �C��  ���� 2� .D��। 2 
���, ‘‘���  �� �����,<��।’’ ��� �����, ‘‘!?�(। ���� ���K���!�� ���  ��&  #���� �$�@� 
��`� ���.A�� >%?  ����+�। 9�� ���2 ����� ���? 9.& �+���। ��� ���� @E� !�,���� 
 D�.2 %� �?���� &��� ����।’’ �`�< !��  #���, 9� �$ %�!�%.���  �  %2 9.& '�#���� 
���� ��(�  .� ��.��  @। 95��  � 9� ����� .��+ ��E�����E �?����। ��� ���� ) !�� 
)��%� F�� �%���।  % ���� �@�� #� ��� �� ������  �&� 9�% ��� ���� ���.A�� 
���!�� .��. �?��,��� ��� �$�@� &�� �� >%? ���������� ��K����� ��Z�� ���.N� 
9��.�� )�(�,  #�$�+। 9.D�  ���� �� ���� %��@ ����� ��� .��� ����� &�? F�k ��($����। 
�.I  �&� ������  �� &�.  ��+ >��� !�� ����। ������  #���G� ��'��#�  ���.�� ��� 
 ����+� !����� ���!�� %��D 9�-9�-�&, 9@=-9�-�& Q'N�� +�$�2 �� @�� �,<�� ��+। ���� 
 %@'��� Q¯� !�� �2��� ����� �z� )��,� ���.। ��  %@ &��#�,��  �j(+��� �� %m?� !� 
!�। &��#�,� 9.,� F(=��=� 2 �,���1�। �.+�,� �Z�� .� 9. �$ ��� 9. J�; ���� Q���!�। �1 �Z�� 
 ��� ���E� �z� .?���� �ç' 2 .��� ����। &��,  %���.  =�� �$�� ������ �K 9� 
=�� !�� Fk�, �z!�� �&)��%� 9� Q�� !�� Fk� �� ��� ��7�� ����� �। 9  �� '���� 
 ��7� %[� �, &I !�?� .��� 9� �G2 ��+। �.I ������  % ����< .��6���� ����� 
Q���� .��� !���। �k. !��� ��� %��$ 9#��,�� ���. ���� ���; =����। .��6�� ������ 
���� -’&�. ��� �z .?���� &��#�,� �����< .���  #��। 

Q�� ��)�� ��� ���� �C�� 9�% ������ &���� ������� ������@ ��.Z� 9�� ������ 
���; =����� !��, A.B.C 9@ �� ������। �� ��� %��$ �,,�। ���� ��)��, �²� ���,, 
.� %!{  %�.6! FC '����2 �%!? ��#�। 9� %�� .�'��� .�,��, ]  ���� ���� ��5�� ���� 
-)�� ���������� ��<� ���� �����% ����% ,���। '����2 #� ��-�� .�� w�� Fk�। �.I 
.��6��� ����। 9.=��2 9��.-2��. .���  &�  @। ��% �@��� �Z� �.���� ���. ���.��। %�? 
�����  C�� 9?�%���� ,?�����,� �� =�(�,� 7���� 7���� �)�  ��)�  '�� ���. #�� ���E, ���� 
���� !��। 9.�N�O ���.���+���। ��.  '�% �%�+� ��Z���  7��  D�.  .� �C���� #m। !k�L 
.�� !���� �� �$�� �d���  '�M  #���। =�.�� ���.��  ����� .��6��। @����� &��� %�� !�� 
#?��+। 
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������ ���C�� Fk���। &I �� .��� %�� !��  #�+। �U�U ��� ���� ���� ��[ .����- 
.��� !���5�$ ����, .��� ����� �M��� '� ���� ����¼, .��� �� ����। �z.?����  D�. 
9.,� �Z�� ������ ���<O ��� 9�% ���� A.B.C ������ '�# !�� ��($����। A � B -@ �� L-

M-G, H-M-G, S-M-G %����; ��@�C� ��� ��($�� -@ �,��� �$���। 9��  D�. �z .?�� 
��� =��� #�&� �� �Z�x। �� C ���� -@& ��., ����� ��� ������ F�µ� ���. �z.?���. 
������ F'��� ���?  ��� Q¯� !�� �@�। �k. %��$ 9#��,� ��&��  % �� ���� ������ %��� 
�U #&< .�� Fk�। !k�L-����; �z�%?5�� �.+� ��7�� �  ��� .?���� �'���@ =�� .�� ��% 
�@�। ��@��  � .�& .?�� #�8<  ���� &? �+�, ����,  % ��+� ������2  ����� �N��?�S;�� 
���$��E। .?���� �'���� >%?5����  .� %�$�-�¼ � ��2���� ���� ��7�� ������ ���� �.+� 
9.,� CG�  �� .���  =O� =����E। =������. ���। ������ �U5��2 �� ���। .��; ������ 
F��� .$� ���<� ��D� 5�� O .�� ���� �। !k�L 2���. ���� ��% �+� ����� ��., ����� #&< 
.�� Fk� 2 9.%�M �1 ��<��0. ��<��  %@ '��� ������. �� �� .�� ����, �� %�M %�M 
�z��J�2 ��f���U� �¼  ���  #�। ���� ��7�� ������ QD�� ������ !k�L ����;� %�� 
���� �.+�J; ���  D�. 9@ C�G  �� .���+�  �  ��!�� ���� %��� ���� ���; .��+, ��@ 
���� ����¼ .?���� ��+ ��. ���� ������ ��U�  ��T� ��@�� =�� ���� 2  %��  D�. 
�Z���¡�� ��., 2 �,<���� %�!���? ������ ��`� .��  ���। �.I ���� ��7�� �����  � ���� 
 ����. ��+ �C�� %�� ������ ����;�  =O� .��+  %���@ ������ ���� -& ��., ����� 
��� ��% ��+। ��@ �� ���� ������  %@ -&�� ��., �������  ��T 9�% �$� ��� 
������ ��J� ��., ����� #&< .�� Fk�। %�M %�M ���� 9#��& +�'M 2 �.�.�<�?���Z� 
�z�%�?� F�� 9��������$ 5�� +��$ �.+�J�;� ���?@ �����  .�;k�%� .�� ����। �gJ; 
���@ ������ .��6���� ����� �z�%?�� �U  C�� �y%��<; .��। 5�;  ����� =�¡�&। 
�N���� %��?� ��� & !� ��. �� 5�� ��� 9.,�  !�% ���� ���. ��.��। �.I �J .�� 
 �����  %@ !��%�� .� 9. ���/��� +��,  � 9.,� �'�& �'�&। ��� 9.,�  D�� ���� ���, ‘‘� 
5�; '��@ .���+���। .��; �N��� %��?� 9.,�  ���@ �+�। ���� -& �m�2 .�� �!�� !���+। ��� 
+�+��  =�� -�,�  ��� ����  =�� �'�& �%���।  ����� =�����.  #��Z�� D�D�� !�� F�k�+। 
���. �� %�»�  ���� Q���&  ��� .���� �। .�� QD� %Z��<����  % ���� !�� 7�(���� �$�� 
 .� �;�M�। �&)��%�� �������@ !�� ���  .�, ���� Q���, %Z��<���, Q���, %Z�<�A। 9@ %��,�.� 
��� ����0� ��������  % �y���°��; ��% �Q�&�� �����#�?D�� ���  =�� '�� ��% ��� �G 
.�! 

 

( ���.� �� &�� ����)    

-&<� �����-&<� �����-&<� �����-&<� �����    
�� �'��, ���� 

����� �=�-&<�-�=� -�%�!%� ��� �Z�0 %0�। ���������� #�  ��� 7��+ �K �� �K, ������ 
��- ���� ���. -�%! .�/� �� .�/�। ��K� ���� �K ���, ��� �V&� ���+�� ���� ���� )��=�� 
���� ������ �Z�0 -��� �& �����O। .�.��D �����!� ����� W��0!� Ã��0!� ��� u�। ���D� 
#� F��� .�� 3��-Q��3��- 
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  ����� ��� -�<��� ���� �e;�� 

  W��0!� Ã��0!� %�.�, �,� 

  %Z�<�% ��������� ���<#���� 

  ���k�.�� &e��� +G'�M�� 

 

  * * * * 

 

 %�#���� �Z+<�  �� !� � '������#� ���� #�$��। .��; .�k ��A� �K�K %�*���� 
��D� �K ��D. ����������  �j!�N� ���K���!�। ���K���!�� -&<� %�!% �� �;�.j���� %�!���? 
��.-!�����, ��� ����!� .�.�� ��&�.���� �� '��%SA। ���������� %��Z� F�� Q�0  D�. ��J; 
Q��0 ���K���!�� %�C��?� �K
�J�  �����। 

�.+��� ��#@ ��&��!�� ���� �u&�, F�$�� ���� ���K�Cj&  .�� ����x� ���=�  ���- 
�����+ �%� %�!�%.�� 2 �;�.j���� ���=�। ,!���� ����� 2 ��&�.���� �*%��� ���  %���� 
��Ax  ,�  ���  #��2 ���.�� �JQ��� %��D �������� .��� .�� �u&�, F�$�� ����  #���� 
 ������ %J� !। ���� .��.& ������.  *C���2 .���+,  %@ %��D �.+� �Z�?�� �S����, 
�U�U2 !���+ !A#�। ‘9 �! .��!� 9 �! 
�’। %�=� ����;@ ��� Q��;। 

��!�$���-����  �j� ��!�� 'Z��-  ���  D�. 9.��  �j����<� ��!�%�� �S3� F�n�  !��। 
!�&�� !�&�� ��D<����, ��<,�E� ��D., @��!��%� �D?��'���� ��J.-+��  ���� ��=��;� .���+ 
%��p��, %�*! .���+ �� �D?-  %@ !�&�� !�&�� �+��� Q�=�  �j�¯� ���;� !���+ 3�%¯�� 
�!�%�� �� w������+ ��. !������� ��!�%�� ������,। ��<�¢��  %@ ��. ����� ��& ��� 
!���+ ���K���!�� !���। 

���&�����  #�%�@#�T, ������� .���@�� !����� ��&�.����  #������� ��?D< ����� 
�J?�¯ !�� .���+ �N��?��;।  ����+ ����� =�� ���A। �%��,, ����%��!� �;�M  D�.2 �%�+ 
���K���!�� %�C��?� ���। .���¡�� ��0���  #����� ��� ���K%�*���� �;77�� 7�.N�। 
������� 5!���%� ����� �� ����� �� ���.�� .��� 9�%  ���  #�+ @!���. �?�# .��� 
+�$��। �N�D��� ����-����%  '��#� ���.�� ���� �=����� &? !������। .��������� .’& 
��.�%�� '��#? )�,�+ 9.@ ���;��। 

���! ���! ���¼ ��¼�� .�#�&� ����� �� ���^� �&<�� ��� �-��&� &��0 w�0 
��¼� ����M �&�.� ���। .�����  #���,  ���-#��� 5��, �,<���� '��.� �¼ �� ���@ 
 ��.������ ���K���!�� �e;  #����� !����  *��8� %�¼ ������;, 9�9��&’� ) ) 
�f�?�#��, ���Z��< ��.�%�� ��&�.���� �%!�� ��<��, &� �� %�C��?2 Fd���� -�0 ����� 
�e; ���� F¡�%3� .�(���E ������ ��#��#0। 9@ Q=6 %�¼ %���� �z���. %N�O .���+ 
¸�.�। ��@ ��.-%�.�� ��  %����!���  ��. ���E � �� .��। ��1��<1  *�8 �������; 
�������� ��������� ��`� ���.A���� �� ����<; .��� ���&। ���� &�� ������ ��, ��;?, 
��!�$, *��� #�T �G�� ����� &? ���J� .��+ �N��?�+���। !��� ��,����,. ��@�C�@ D�. �� 
 ���#� D�.- 9.� �.��� ��&@  !�.- Q���!�%�� #&<�� '��.� %��<� ������� C� ���� 
��(�$�� ��+ %�J�L �� ������  #����। �D�.�D� ‘.��C� ����’�  &!���  &�� �& �����  =��, 
�0�!<�। ��@ �y%�����=�� �y
�� 
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��`� ���.A���� J���J�- �� � ���=<� !����� .� Q���& �+�?  ���=-��k�-�%m��� #��� 
!�� ���� '���+ ������ ������ .�  ���? ����  =���+� 
���.��। ����  =���+�  ����  ����'�# 
 ���.� �M�।  % �M��� ���� +$���� %��Z� ��`� ���.A��� ��<���� �%m�-��k�- ���=��� )�� 
)��। 9.��  ���=�� ��D�  ����� ��� ����� &���2  ���+� �,b� ���� ���� ��?�=��। �² 
%��� F��-��`� %����0 Ô��� &����� ��.-���!�  C���+  ����। ���K���!�� %�C�?@ )��-��@�� 
��.!�������� &? �N��?� ������� ��� 9�%�+। -&<� ������ -&<� Q��;� &� ���?[���। 

 

(��e� !�%� ��=�) 

 

��K��� )��� 9�����K��� )��� 9�����K��� )��� 9�����K��� )��� 9���    
¶ ¶ ¶ ¶ �8�%���8�%���8�%���8�%��, , , , ����������������    

���������� ���K��� 9@ ��!Z��< 9.�, FÀ��� ��?���� ���? Q��� .���+। Q�� Q!�� 
���K����� '����� �� �� 9��.�� ����� ��&� 3�� .�� ����+। ����� ��&��N~ ��=��;� 
������ ���K 9�� ����.��� ���� ��;��. �=�0 9�� ��!���Ì� .�� ����+। �z�� !,�+, ��+� 
!,�+, ���K������� 9�#�� =���+, %��� =���+। ����.��� �z ��.-!������� �N��?���� ������D� 
 �� Q��0 9�%  k�.�+, ��:����� ��!���� ���K�����;� ¢��� 9�%  #�+। ���K����� '����� ���� 
���� =���+, %��� =���+, =���+ ���K� �!�%M�� FL�%। ��. !������� ���� ���� ���+, ���� 
���+, ���+ )N;� 9�� ¿��� �m.���। 2��� �N��? %!&, %[�- ��@ %�?। ������ ���x ?��x, 
%�?x ��@ �������। 2�� ����� %�* ������ �����.� ��=���।  ���� �G� %�* %'?��� 
%��/��?। %'?��� ����� 2��� �����. �N�~।  %@ %'?��� ����x ������ 9.��� ���K। 

 

%'?��� ��e�� ��)< � ��%  � ��� ���������� %����� �G� �+�, !����� !������  % ����. 
+�$�� �����+ ���� �N!�� �N�D����। ���.A���� %�* ������ ��K s�� !�� =�@�+। =�@�+ �N�D�� 
&��$ ����� ��<� �N��?, !�?��� ���<=��� �e .���। 

9��� D���� !��। 9��� D����� !��। 9��� ��Ax�. 3�% .��� !��। 9��� ���� .��� 
!��। ��� %'?���. �J� .��� !��। �����. ��(=��� !��।  

�& �����. ��(=���� �$�@। ��A���� ��K���� �0�� ���@ �����!� Q�=O� =���+। 2�� 
%��.+� ��%��, ���$�� w����� ���� ��+� !,�+- ������ ���K����� '����� ���� ���. ��(�=�� 
 ����� W�� &$ !�E। @�����? ������ �1 ��� ��K !��  #�+। �.I  %5���� ��. ��@ 9� 
w��+। ��`���� ��+� !,�� Q�b��� ��%�; .��+  ��$����, ���। w����� �����+ *���� �� *��, 
�%��� �� �%��। 

����� ��J;��� )���  ��� 9���। .��.�� ��# 9@ ���� ��.-!�������� %��D Q=6'��� 
��$�@�� ������ ���K���!� ����� ��J;����� Q�� ¶�� �#<��@� 9��.� ��K .���+। 9@ 
9��.� %��.< .D� !�E� ��&�!� ��r���� %��D। ���  ��!�,� D��� ,�F W���� !�@-t���� 
 !8��r�� �+��। �& ��� .��  +�$  r#� !��� ����+। ��J�.�  =���  +�$ >%��.� 
��|��� ��%�+। 
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����% ��#2 ��� +����� ��� Ã��% �%��, �& ������. ���@ ��� >������ ��������� �$�@ 
.��� ��%�+। 9. Q�¬� &���� ��� ����� �. ��', �. !�� t���, ��� '���?��� +����� � 
��(=��� ���। 

9.,� �`�<  ���Q� 9�� %�!% '^���.�. �& 9���� -�<�� .�� �����+  � �0�� 9.,� 
���  ���� � )�����- ���K���!�� %����! .��< .��,�� ����। ���� ��  !�� ��J.�� �!�, 
�.I .?��� ��&�!��� �� ���% ��J.��? �`� '���?L &���  ���। 

��&�!� ��r�� %��!� ����. ���  #�� ���C��� *���। *���, ���@ '����। ���. ��p�� 
��� �J? .���� *��� 9.,� ���$2  @। ����  =���.@  � J;��!Z��<� &? ����% .��� 
����+��� �।  .���  .���  ��$� )�  D�. ��2 �N- �N-  ��(�� Fk��  �����। *���� ��Ax,�@ 
 � !�; .���+  .� 9. ����; ���। .?��� ��&�!� %��!� ����� !?�(-9@ *���� 9#�� !�&�� 
 ���.� ��%���#? #N!��� �+�। �.I 9� ���  ���+- ��� 9.,�2  @। ��� ��r�� %��!��� 
���. ��.����। ��� ����� ��)< ��@� )�� ��u %�)��<� �� ��.-!������� ��+� !,��� %�� %� 
���$��  �¥� �+�,�� �5 ���#��  ��। ���� ��� =�� )�� ��# 9@ *�� ��� .���+। 9. �N���. 
 ����� ��� ����� 9� �� ��। �N�� ���� ���� ������ .��+ 9��।  =��� ��(� �V����।  k�(, 
-�,� 9.,� $���।  .� �¼ Fa����  !�� �। ���� �C��  #��। ��r�� %��!� &����, �N��� 
 ��� �+� -� ���� .��। =���, #�@ #e@ �+� ��� %��। 9���� �%� ���� %��D। ��&�!� %��!� 
����.  �  #����)��� .��+ ��� 9��  %���  % �. ��'L%��, �. -#<m- =���, #e� ��.N�  ��$� 
 �! ��$ ��+। =�� ����� ���,��  ��$� =��<�  �� #�$�� #�$�� �'�&�� ����+। ��. .��$  =�� 
 ����� 9���  %��  D�.। ��� �����, .?��� %��!� ���� �$ ����� ��#�+। ����. �C���� 
��� =��। 

'�M� ��� #��� .?��� ��&�!� .D� ����। ��� =��. Fk���। ��� ����� 2, ��� 
���� 9. +���� �N�� �=� ���. 2�� )�� ���$��  ����+ ��  ���� �? ����� ����� �� .,�@ 
��  ����? 2��  ����  ���� ���E %�<� *��, ���� #���, #e�  #����, ���,� )�, %�(�.�, ��� 
%�@  �� w����� ���� ���E। ��� 9.,� ���C��� *��@ �-9� �1 ���C��� 2�� Q���� >��� 
.��+। �.I ���  &� ����, ���� ���� #�$ ������  ��$� )� '�:� �'�,5����.। .D�5��� 
��� ��� ����  =�� =��  #� �$ 9.,� �'�,� 2��,  ���� )��� =���.��;� =���,  ��$� C�,� 
.�k@ ����O ��+- �� %� C�(.�। ���� ��  !�� 9@ C�(.� )��. 9�� 9.�� '��, .���, 9@ 
 ��$� �&<��� ��. �=�� 9�� ���� ��� &���� \G, ��<�; .��� �����  %@ ���0� �$- +�, 
 +��- ������ .�.�.���� ���� '�� Fk�� )��� ��=-.��=,  %��� ������ ����  &�# Fk�� 
 %��� *��।  %@ %���� 9�� ��-�� ��J., �� +��, �� *���� .N�.-W��.। 

%m?� !�� 9���। '���+��� 9��� ����. �C��� !��। 9� %�� %�@�.�� 9.&  ��. 9���। 
!��� ��� 9.,� '�M� %�@�.�। .?��� %��!��. &����� ����. ��C .���, 9J��; ����. 
�*��<� )�(�,� ���.  ��� !�E।  �  +���, 9�%�+��� ���.  ����� ����� 2� �� �N;�� .��0 
�����&<। 2 ���� ��?0  s�!� +�� �+�। 9� 2 9.& ���K >%�.। 2 ��� %�!%�  ����। 9.��� 
 ��!�,� D��� 2 9#�� & ���K����� ��� ��� & ��.���!��. ��+� !�,�� �����+�। �² &�. 
!�?� .���+�।  �� �N;�� ���� ����. !�� ��$���। ��� %��D ���=�  !��। ��� 8� �� ��� !��� 
�?��& ��(��। �����, 9  .? ��E'���@ &��� �����  ���� �N;��� .��.�� ��# -@ !��� 
!�������� u�� 
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 ��#�+�। 2 �.+� �, �z��� ��� � .�� ���� ���� J�0 !��� �। ��� �N� &��0 �¼5��� 
���� ��p� 9� ��� 

����� 2(�� ���� .�+  D�. ���� ��� =��  #�� %�@�.��  =��। !��  �$ .?��� 
��&�!� %��!� ����� ‘����� %��D %�*���� ���’-। ��� !��  �$ ������ &� �����। 

 

(��%� %���. ��=�) 

 

 

 

)��� 9��� ��K���)��� 9��� ��K���)��� 9��� ��K���)��� 9��� ��K���    
² ² ² ² �8�%���8�%���8�%���8�%��, , , , ����������������    

    

��. 7$7���� ���2- ��)<���� ���� ��3A !2�� %�x2 %!& 
�'���. %��& �?������ %�<� 
�J�Ç। =������. ��� %��& �� %��&। *��������  %@ �=�0 �N�?@  ���+��� -’ =�� '��, �� ���� 
���� 9�#�� =��+��� %���� ���.। ��D  +�, 9.�, ��� �$�। 9�, ��� !��  ��� !��।  ����� 
����� ����,  '�M ��$ ��+ �� ��� ��� ����@ �� 9.�, ��(��� %�(�.� >��� .�� !���+। !����� 
���!� *��� Q��� .��� ��# *����%��� ����,  '�M �����+�। 9� ���� ����@ �� .�� %�(�.� 
>��� .���+। 

����� 2���� �#�� D��. ��($����। %��� ��3A 9.�, ���$। �,  .� 7�$� ��6�� 2�, 
��3A !��। @��!��%� .�| @���!��� Fd� &������5��� ���$�,�. w����� �����+। 9�#��  #��� 
���$�,� �'���।  .� ����  @, ��+ ��� =�� =�� �K। ��(���� F�k��� 9. Q��0 9.�, .�.���� 
�N���! ��$ ��+। 2�,� ���� 5��� �=�  ����  ����, ��5���� �!�{��� .��+ .�.���,2  �!�@ 
����। 

!?�(, ���+��� ����  &��� 9.�, ��K����� .D�। 2@ ³�¨� ���K���!�� 9.�,  +�, ���� 
�����. ���� �m� ������। #� ����� �#���+��� 2� .?���। �D �=��� ��� ���E�� ���� 
.��.& �����%�। ����� ���? 9.& ����, ‘ � ���$�,  ���� 2�, ���� !�@t���� Q�� 
��J�.� ���$। ��5��� ���. 9�� ��� -@ ����. !�?� .���+ 9�� ��� 9.���  ����. ��� ��� 
�#���+।’ %��=�� ��<��0. �� ���� �� !�, ��r�� %��!��� 9. �+��� �������,� �� ��� 9.�, 
&������ �%��¨ ��(���� Fk�� %�&��� ��J� .�� ����,� ��D��,�.  =j�=� .��  C���+। �� 
�� 9.�, &������ ���.A�� ���.� 9.�6 ��(��� ��D�� ���#�� ����,� ��D�� �'��� ��(�� ���� 
>����=. ��G ‘���.A� �&G����’ ��� �=L.�� .�� F�k�+�। 

9 ���� �� �� &¡��� ��6��� .D� ��� ��� F���� !��� ���� ��&���।  %��� 
 ����� 
��� ���������� ���.� ���� .�� F$�+। ��&���  ��  ��. %��#� !���+।  .�.�,�� 
���7 ���� !�E  .�  .� 9��.� ��K !���, .,� &������ ��� !� @�?��� !��. �.��� .D�। 
Q���, ������ �N� �����  ���  %�� ���. !�� �#���+���। ��� Q%��� ������ �& 9. �'Z��Z�< 
%�&। 
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��&��  D�. �g �Z��@ ���K���!�� .?��।  %��� �#�� ���� ������ .?���  @, 
�;�M�। ��� ���� 9.&  ���� �!� !�� .?��� ��� ��+। ��� .��+ �#�� �%���, =�����. 
 D�. ����  #���5��� �¼ !�E�। 9.-9.�, Q=6 ��¼� %��D �!� �e;�, =�� !�� Fk�+��। 
����. -�� .�� ����, %���? �)���� &? ���. ��� D�.�� !�E। 9�J; �;�M� D�.�� 
�`�@  % .��.�, !����� &�� ��� ������। 8�K�� ���. ��W�� ��� ����+। �.I  % ��W�� 
=�� �। ��� @E� .��@  % ���� ����। �.I ���  ����+ ��� �)��  �� 5e��। .� .�� �� �/� 
�� ���. ��W�� ��� !��। %��?, �M�m�� %����#? ��%��� �& 9.-9.�, ��f�����M ���;� 
!���+। 9@ �5�� -&<� ��K� \��< �z� %.� Q������ �� �� !��  '�M �$�+। �N��? ����� 
.��+ �&  ��� ���। �!�  �����,� FÀ�  =���� ���. ���.�� W��� ��D� � !��  #�। 

.?��  D�. �� 9.& �e�;� %��D 9�#��  #��� �;�M�� ���.। .�� �%�+� ��� �¼ �� 
�¼। ����� ��D *����%����  �����  .F =�� .���+,  .F�� ��+ ���+, ���� �.+�  ��.�. 
 ����� ����� ��3A )����$  ����� .���। 2���  =��-���� '���  .� �=�  ����  ���� �। 
���K���!�� F�� �#�� ����%  ��� ��� �¢��� ���� >��G .�& .�� ���E। ��� @��!��%� 
)N;?�� &¡�� @���!�� 8��.��� ���!�� ����; ���� �y��-���& !�����, �& �& )����$  +�$ 
�?� =��  ��� ���? !���+�� ���� 9�. 9�. �C�� �%�+। .���� ���7 ���� #�$ F�k�+ 
&�%��। 

  ���  ��� *����  ��Q��0 �#�� F���� !���।  %��� ����� � .�� ��� �'�� 
���K���!�� .��.& &2�� >��� !�� ��+  �- .� ������  ��.����� .��� &?। 2��� ���. 
���.��  ����� ��&��� #��< ���� Q��?�. #��<�। 
������ ���� �����. 2��� ���- =�� 
FË��%�। ���� &���� !����� �����$� !2��� �� ��K 9��.� �J�� '�� ����� F�� ��$�+। 
9�� ���� �N���� %��D  % ����x ��� .��+। �� 2��� %!������� Q=6�� ����; .=�.�,� .�� 
=��+ ����&?���'� 8��.������। ����� 9@ ����; �����!� '�$��,�� !����� �� ���&��� 
��'���.�� ��|*A !�� ��+� !,�+। �M�m�� ����<� ���.���!� 9@ -�<�<  ������ ������ ����#�0 
+�$�� ���E ��&��� ���<�। =Z$�0 �)��  !�  �� !������,�. ��� .��� -&<� %�.�g �,� 
�M��-<� 9@ ������!� %��$ %��  .��, ��:����. &���� ���E- ����� %�Z;< ���K� �� %��#�। 

����  ���� ��(�$�� ���� .��+��� ��� -@ ��@��� �'���@ �� Q=6 ��� =��+�। .��&@ 
�� %��� ��2�� ���� �। 9��� �C��� !��। �C�� 9��� .?���। 9.,� ��#@ ������ �C�� 
9�%�+। ��� ��+ 2� .?�����,। �.I 2�� ����� ���. ���.��  ��� �?��6& ��(��। ���� ��� 
.��� %�� 2� ���� !k�L 5�� ���#। �.I 2 .�F�. � ��� ��� =����� ���E�। �.I �� !�������� 
��+� !�, �#���+, ���K�������� 9�#�� ����� ���� �� ������ 2� -& %!������. ����+� 2�. 
%��� ��� ����� &?। �.I ���� 2�. .?��� �C���� ��� 9�%�+। ������.  ����� ��2 ���� 
��(�$�� ��+। ��� ���M- #�T, .�(��  r#� ��  =��� FÀ� ���~। 2�� =��  #� 2��� �*��<� 
)�(�,��। 

�������� .��+ ����� ��� ����। 2@ ��@ ��2 ���, D�� �z��K !���+, �� 2 ��&@ 
��, !������. ��� .���+। ��`���� 9� ����;�  =�� �y�J��  ��� �L��। .��&@ 
������� %�� ���.���@ ���� ��$।  ��82�� 
��� �����  ������ ��R� !�E�। ‘� .�’ 
��R�� �M�m�� ��;�  ���  ���@ ������ .�k !�� Fk�। '��'��� �J? .��  ����� 2� 
 =������� 9. .�k ���D� +���। ‘� .�’  �� !��  ���@ ����. ���, �M�m� �& �z� !��� 
�G�। �.I %�%�� �� 
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!� ��� ������ %��D@ ��+, ���<� ���� =��+ %��� 9�#�� �����, &� ������ �NÊ�  ��= 
.���। ��� ��@ �Z�� D�.� ��  ����@ D�.� �  ., ����<��@ ������  Q�;� ���E �N��?'��. 
!�; .�� %��� 9�#�� �����। 9�� ��. .D� ���� ���� ������ F���&� !�� F�k�+�। !k�L 
5� 5� .�� Q=6 -�,� �¼ !� 9�.���� .��+@। ����. ���p� .�� 2� ���,� ���� ���� ��@�C�,� 
��� 2 F�k ��(�$�� �$���। �.I ��J�;@ ����� �S;�� .��.�� Fk�। ��J�; ��� 2�. ��� 
 C���+। ��� ����@ 2 %��� �C��  ��। ����. ���, �� �+� � ��� �!�। 2@ �¼ ��� 
�.+���@ ��&�. �k. ����� ���� �। ���� 2�. �@�� �����। 

 

(�� '©�=��< ��=�) 

    

    

�;�M )��� 9����;�M )��� 9����;�M )��� 9����;�M )��� 9���    
�� �8�%��, ����    

������ 
����� 9� ������� %�C��?� ��D ���� .���+। Q���, �;�M� 9� ��`�� 
!����� ���!� ������ ���K���!�� .��+ !Å� ��� ���E 9�� ��+� !,�+। ��=��@ ���� �J? .��� 
�.+� !,�� ���;��� ���� ��M��%�#��� .Z�� 9�% ��(�$���+,  ���  D�. �C�� �%�� 9�� �C�� 
��2��� -�,� ��A�@ �m।  ����  %�� �. '��.� �� ��� .��. ���@ ���� !��$-����%  ,� ����। 
������ ���K������� 9� 9�#��, ��� 9�#�� =���+। �z 9� ���  .�;k�%� !�� ��$�+। ����, 
������, �����, ���&���, �����,  �������, ����%�!, =©*�� ���K���!�� .�&�� ���? Q�� 9�% 
 #�+। 9%� ����� ���.��� 9��.� 9 ��!Z��< ���K���!�� ���� 9�� 9%� 9��.�� .��.  .��, 
���� 9� 
��� #;Q&����S. �������� %�.���� Q�?J ��S;���� ���0�� &����� �e 
.���+। Q���, �;�M 9� ���K���!�� F¡�%-3��� ������- ‘&� �����’ ���� Q.���। ����, 
������ 9�� �,�������� ����� ���K�Cj& '�@��� %��D ���� .�� 9�� 9@%� �;�M %C� .�� 
����  � ����� �� !���+- 9 �.  %@ ��3A �����, � &������- CÑ����� ��.�? 9@ �+��� 
QD� ���. %�* ��.�� �.��-����% #� �G�  � ���  � 3���  .(��  .(�� Fk���- ������ 
����� �;�M5���� &�3� ��� %��D .� �`�<'��� 9.�y� �����, ����, ���#�!�,, %��J���� 
�;�M�� ��AN� ��� &��$  � ‘&� �����’ ‘ �� ���&� �&G����’ 3� ��  � ������-�,������� 
�;�M�� ���K�������� %��D  D�.2  ��� ���। ������ %� �;�M�� �: �& 9., %� �;�M�� 
3� �& 9., %� �;�M�� �=� �& 9.। ���K���!� %�<� �&��+, ��� �&��+। �;�M 9��  %@ 
%��D ������ Q�?0 �¡� 9��.�  �� ���&� 2 &� ����� 3��� ������, �����। %� �;�M�@ 9.@ 
��� ���� .���- ���� .���- 9�#�� =���- 9�#�� =���। ���#�!�, �;�M� 9�% �� !���  %@ 
@��!��%� *�.���!�� ��&������ +�� ���� 
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%���। �� !���� ��� ���.&�6���� *�.���!�  � ��&������ �N~ ��3��� %�C�?�. ����� 
.���+� 9�  %@ ���!��@ ���. ��। 9��� ����  � ��� %C���� @�M��.@  =�। ��� ��&��� 
�����.@ 
�.�� .��। 9�..,� ���!� 9�..�, 9��.�  D�. 9�% 9.,�  D�� ���� ���� .��+। 
�z� %��D 2��  .F !���� ����� )�� ���7�+,  .F ����� )��। �����  % �&���+- �z�.- 
!������+, �����.� %£� ���� .���+। %��@ 9�% ����� !���+। 9�J; 2�� ��$�+। �.I  .F 
��W�� =�� �। ��@ ���� 2��� ���� �e। �.p�L 9.�, ��� �.�� ����% ������ !�� Fk���। 2�� 
��� .��+  .�D��? 2��� 3��� 2�� &���� =��� =���, ��.� =���। .���<�,��� '��:�, '��:� �z���, 
!��� !���। 9��� ��)< %��� )�� ��`�� !������� �$�+। ����� ���� ���K���!�� Q=6 
����;� ���� �+/�'/ !��  #�। *����  ���.�� ���K���!�� %��D %��� %!����#�� .��� 9�#�� 
9��। 9� 2��� ���� ��2��� ����। 9� 2��� ���&��� ����। �;��3A ���#�!��,� �*��<� 
)�(�,�� ���� !� ��  %¤��� .��6��  �&� &����� %��D। ���  ����� ��e; �?A। ��D�� 9.,� 
%��& .?��, ���� ��,, 9. !��� 9.,� �Z��� 9�� �? !��� 9.�, �r.। ����.  ��� �r. F�k�� 
����� &� �����। ��� ��(� .��+  #���। �&��% .����� �z��� J�J�� �. �����;?  +�© 
&���� ����� �1। ����� ���!�� ���� �r. ���� !�� ����. �Z�� ���<� .����  ���। 9.,� 
����,��� �&� ��3A ����� ��$ ��+। ��� ���? ���, �K�K �ç�; !�����, 9.&�� ��D�,� 
��+ �.  @  ��7� ���t�-  ���  �� � !��@ .��6�� &��� %��!� �r.,� ���.,� 8�@� %���� 
���� �N�O �C���� ��� ����� ] ��|��� 2��� .���J ���,� ��� ��$ ��+। 9.,� %��� 8�@� 
%�� �#��  ������ !��������  %@ -�'<�? ��|���� ���?  D�. ��2  ��(��  �e�E- ������ 
���K���!�� >%�.���  �� 9�% ��|��,� -��$ ��=�$ 5(�$��  ��। ��  %¤��� .��6�� &��� 
%��!� ����. �&��% .���� 9��� ��� ��� J�J��। .��6�� %��!� 9��� .��.�, Ä��. 
%���� �*��<� )�(�,� ���. ���� .���� &? ���� ���� ����. ����, 9��� ���� �z��� 
.���� �C��  ���  �@�। ������ ���� Á� %£�����  ��� !��। 2��� .���� �C���  ��� !�� �। 
%����� ������ 9@ ���K���!�� 9@ �Q������? #���. � D����� %��� =��� #���. ���� Á��� 
.�� ������ ����।  !�% ����. ����� =��, &� �����। 

���������� ���.� !��� ¥�� 9�#�� ���E %���, �`��� F$�+ �Z��, ��� ��� ���� .��6���� 
#��$ 9�#��  #�। ���K���!�� �`��� ���.���  �� %Z��<� ������ �: .�� !�� ��$�+- ���� =�� 
 #�- �Z��, ��. �Z��- 9.%��  =���� ����� 2����- 9��� ��2 �z��� ��|��  D�. .���� 
 ��(���  �� Fk�+, =�����. �z��� �N���! ��$, ��$ ��3A %����. ��, ��� 2�� =��-=���, 
!������� �ç�;  �!। ���� 2���� !����� ���!�� 9.�, ��(��� 'p���, ���2 2���� ��`�� 
�%�?� 9.,� 'f.���, -�,� ��J� ¥�., ¥��.� 2�� ���� ��2 ��������$�  ��(�� Fk�+। 9��� 
!������� �+�। 9� !,�+ ����।  =�� ��� 2���� 9. �N��� 9�� *���� ���� .�.5��� ��e�-
��;�� ���. �C��  #�। ���� 9�%�� ������ ���K���!�� ���'/ .��< %!����#�� .��+���। 9��� 
���� %��@ %�
�� ‘&� �����’ 3� ���� ���� *���� ���. �C��+। ��� 9�#��  #���। %��@ *���� 
���. �C��+, �.I 9. �N��, %��� 9.��D� =��, �`�� ��(�$�� ��J�;। �N��� �N�O ��2  %@ 
�DQ��0-  ���. ���� ������ ���K���!�� '����� 9�#��  #�+। �N��� ����� 2��  =�� �$��@ 
 �����, ��(�  =��� �V����। �&��% .����� �. ��, ��� ��(�$�� ��+  .? �N���, ���� ���. 
� ���.��@ ����� ‘���� ��;  #�+ ����। ����� ��� .�� 2 �!�� �C���।’ ����� ��(� .�
� 
�� ��� ���  ���� 
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�- �D= �J? .����  �, ��(�  k�(, -�,� ��2 $�+। ����  � �� !��� �N�� ��;� ����� 
 k�(, ���� Ô���� ����<�� !�&�� ��;��� ��D�� ���<�  !��E, ��;� �����  k�(, ���� Ô���� �%��0 
���<�  !��E। 

 

(��%� %���. ��=�) 

 

 

��K������K������K������K����    
 

�� �� �� �� �8�%���8�%���8�%���8�%��, , , , ����������������    

��������! ���� ��������! �������� �& 
�.N� %�?! �������� �& Q���, ���������� 
������ ¸���� ���<, �������� �& %.��� ¸����6� �¼ !�� ��&��। ������ Q��?�!. .��&, 
�=0��, 
�Y, &�#��; %����~�� �������� ���W�� 3�� !�E। ������ '������%��, ��:���� Q�� 
��!Z��<� F�¢#, �=0�-�����#, �N�D��� ����$� ������ %!��'Z���� ��������  &�# F�k�+। 

�.I �z 9��� ��������� ��+। �� �� �z  �y%��<; .��+, ���. ���� �y%��<;< � 
.�� ������ �#�� ���+- �N��? ����� &? ��<����। 9������� ��?�=�� �& %���!� !2��� .���, 
�U ����� ���. F�?� !���+, @��!��%� 9@ ����) ���। ��@ �z�%�?� ���&� 9��� Á�, 9��� 
.e;। �.I ������ �� �. �=� ���� ���E ������ ����������?  +�,-�$ ����.� ���� �!��, 
¶� !�&�� *��� ���� �. 
�J�  ��� ���E? �����K� %!����� ���K���!� 9�.� �� 9. *�� 2 
�!� ��� .�� 9�#�� =���+ 9��  ����@ ���� ���E  ���� ���E ��� 3�%, 3�% �� 3�%। 
 � ���%'?��� �z  =�M� ��(� ���� &�� 2 *��,  � �L%� ���!�� ��?�=��� ��J�  .� *�� 
�� �!��� 2�� ���� �D =��-  � 9. ��=� &#��� ��D,  .� 7é�!� *���� 2�� ����। ������ 
�=�����=� *��, &����G� ��%� �����,  ����.  =��  C��@ ��� �Z �Z .�� !�2��। ����=� ������� 
 %@  +�,  +�, )� �� &�1� ��A� �& �Õ���;। ��� ���K���!�� �� ��� ���!�� �#��� %�M 
%�M &#�;� ��  � �. F¡�%! ���� ����  %@ !����� ��K �C�� ���E। -!�� ���$�� ���� 
&���E %��� %[��;। ���.�  D�. 9.�, ����, ��D���  ��7�  �� �#�� ����  ����+ ���K� 
��। 
 ����  %��� ��D ��D 3��%� +�� ���C�� Fk�+। �z� ��?�=���� .��!�। �_�  J�' Q.�� 
.��� .��� ���� &#�;� '��� !����� ���E। Q.�� .��� �#�� ���. .�/�� '��%�� ���� ���E 
��., 
& ���& !������ �?D�, %�� !������ -��, #N!!� ������ �%!�� .�/�- �.I ���K� 
����%  ,�, -�=��  ��� ���+ �� #� #�@�+- %��$ %��  .��, ����$� ������ &�। 

 .�D�2 ��D� 2�� ����  ���  ���  =��� �$�+ ��#� 9.�, ����। ��� ��� &��  #��� 
�.+��� ��#2  % �+��� 9.&  �%�.��� ��C�%� ��A =�.���। �z�%?�� ��� ����-���� 
%.��. !�?� .���+ 9��  % !��  #�+ ��#�। ���K���!�  D�. ��� &��� =�@��� ���, �.I !��, 
��� �� �Z��<�  %@ %���� �� -���� pN�� p��;  @। ���K���!�� Q���, %��%?�  =��� -’ C�(,� 
�V  ��� �$���, ��� ���!�� &2���� %!��'Z�� &�����। ���� 9�#�� =����। ����� !��� ��. 
.�&। ��B .�& %�Z;< .��� !�� �D�%[� .� %���� ���?।  �+� ���� Q��%�� ����x ��� 
�%�+ ����� 
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.�<�? %.���  ������� .��। ����  ���� &#�;� %�%?�, -�� ��  ���। -���� Q��.�� .��� 
�%����. Q��%�� .�<=����NG 9��  %@ .�&�,@ %��=�� 5ex�Z;<। ���������� Q���, @�� &�� 
�z��K !2��� %�M %�M Á� �%����. ��% �C���� ��, &#�;� �� �Z��<� ����% �C���� �� 
9�� %���� %m�  ���� ����x �����@, ����� %�M %!����#�� .��� %����; ����। %�.�� �� 
&#�;� %!����� �������� %��?.�� %���-%�N�  ��� ���;� !��। 

���� �.+��Z�  ���  ��� 9.�,  +�,���,� ��� !��� �z��� %�M, �z->%? �����, �y%��<; 
.���� �1। �.+��Z�� �#��  =��� �$��� 9.& �!� ����। ��� !��� 9.�,  r#� ����, 
�N����O�� 9��  % ���� &����। 9.& ���K����� ��� ���� &� ���� 8�.���, �&��% .���� 
�k.��, ��। ��� �e��  %@ ��&���-��T��� ��� �e;�,। ���K���!�� ���?  .F  .F ���. 
��&�.�� ��� %�G! .����, ���. ��. �.� �0�? .����।  .F  .F ����  .�$ �2 �U, 
����%)���.� F���K %�&� !���+, ��D� ���� ���.  C�� ����, ��(�. ��(�. �e.। �.I ���.@ 
&��� =�@��� Q.N� ),��,। %!%� .?��� 9���, �!��� ��D��,  .��� ���� ��� ¿�%  D�. 
���.,� &� ����-���� !��� ���� �����, �&��% .���� �k.��। �!� &��� �����, ��A ��A- 
 � ���?�� %Z�< ���� ���� *�% .��+ .���������� .����  �)। %�.�0 '©�=���<� .�����  % ����� 
��� ��� .D�� 

  �k.�� ����  =���+� �m�- 

  �k.��� %m�, 

  �&2 ��2�? -��  � ���� .���� � ��'��? 

* * * 

�m�, �&�. �)�� ��2 � 

   �������  �2�� J�� 

���� �k.��  ��(& .��� ��� 

  %Z��<����� ��D। 

* * * 

���� !��% &���� ��D 

�Ì0��  D�. 

)��� �#���+  � �.+��Z� �#�� 

���K� ��D  �(�.। 

* * * 

�m�, �&�. �����! 

   ����+� Fk���  � !�2�� 7�$�, 

�k.�� �@���, 

9��� ��K 
����@  ��� .���। 

9��� ��K 
����@  ��� .��� ।। 
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���� ���� �!� ���� >%�. ���+<� !�� �$���। %.��� �� Q¬ &�#���-  . 
9@ �&�� ���! !����  % 9.� 9.� �z�.  �+ ��.  D�. ���; .���+���®, !���� 
���K���!�� .��+ �y%��<; .���  =���+���  %। �.���  % 9.&  #���� ���!�� %�%?। 

 
���. ��$����$ %����. 8�K���� �±����� ���� ���� �D =�� �e। .��� ���K���!�� 

.?����� ��� ��� �� �$�� ��#��� 9�� ��$ ��$ ��N�� .��� ��#���� 
 
���� !��% &���� ��D 
�Ì0�  D�. 
)��� �#���+  � �.+��Z� �#�� 
���K� ��D  �(�.। 
   
 

* * * 
(��É� �$��� ��=�) 
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����������������������������    %Z�%Z�%Z�%Z�    ��������������������    
��। 
��� �����  ����  .� 
Q=���� F-< ��R�  D�. 

‘�¼�%�.’  CÑ���� ���� �#r, ���� 

 
 

9.�, F-< .�D.�9.�, F-< .�D.�9.�, F-< .�D.�9.�, F-< .�D.�    
�� �� �� �� �#r�#r�#r�#r, , , , ����������������    

�& ��@ �#r- �N� ���.A��� &d��। 9@ �N� �¼�, �� =��. Fk���  .� .��;  @। #� 
�� � ���=<� '��� ���� @���!��, �,b� 9�� ���&� %����'��� ���.A��. !�?� .���+। �� �+��� 
'��  �j�� ���.A��� �N��? ),�। &�d� ��  D�. �N��? ��<0 9@  ���.  .� .�� 9@  ���� 
����� 9. ���� �. ����  ���;-��?�=��-=��0 =����� !���+� ��� ��A���� �;<� %[� �। 
��� %��J�� ���+। 

    
#� �� �+��� @��!�% ��?�=�� 9�� ��<���� @��!�%। C?��%&��� 9.,� &��0 �=�। 9@ =�o� 

�+�� 9����� ��%. 9��  ���.  #�R� #;��S� %�A �� 9�� �����. ����� ���� ��}O .���+। 
���?x���� 9�� ����.���. ��.N� .����  =O� .���+। ��M����� %��?�#��R-  ���. 9@ '�� '�� 
!�� #;�S�. Q���R� !��  ���। #;�S Q��R� ��' .��� 9� %�A %�C� ��M������ &��� ����, 
.�?�;  8�. ���। ��@ #;�S ���� Q���R� � !� ��� =��0 =�����  ��� ��#�। 9�� ��< 2 
%�!��� ��� #;��S� �D�. e� .�� !�।  ���.�#�R�� ���;� �+� ��M����� ��<'�e। ���<�  ��!�@ 
���� ���� ����� 
�D<�%�� .��  ��। @%����� ��� �D<���.  ���; 9��. '��� 2 %�tN��� F�� 
!A�J� �e .��। 9@  ���;  D�.  ����=A� 9��. �%m��.2 ���K  ��� !� �। �%m�� &#�;� 
.��  �� ���&�. ���� .���e� .��। 

 
%���0 Q����� &#�;� .�� C���#  �������.  &�� ���� ��<�� =����। F��!������ Q��; 

��&���.  �� �� ��-� #CC�� ���. ��������� .��<.�����  ���� ��� ���N'Z��  D�. 
�����$� .��। 9��. ��<����  ���=����  �j��. ����5����. %?�L .��  ���� &? Ô��� &����� 
������.'���  ������<; .�� !���+�। 

 
%�c��. 9.,� '�|� =���0� .D� F�¡� .��+। Q���J� ����  ��, �?��� ¶�% '�# ��� 

�������� 9�� ��� ��% '�# ��� ��`� ���.A�। ��<�� ��%.=� %�\O '��� &�� �������� 

��� !��  #�+। �� ��@ ��������� ����� �5 ���� Q=6'��� w����� ���.A��� >%?����. 
��`� .�� ���� =�@�+ ���� '���?��  �(�= D�.� 9@%� >%�?� �?�'�� �� ����� �! .��� � 
!�। 9.���  '��  ���,  �  ����  'j�#���. ������ ����� ����=�,  �  ���� &������� ����� 
>��G &�� �'?A �  %  ��� ��� ��@� �Z�  D�. 9�% 9@ �����N. %��� 'Z���� ���� �. 
 ��� ����- 9.��� �%!�� �N��? +�$�? 

 
�,?.�� ��� @���!�� 9@ �K�K �,�.� ���.g� ��. �Z��<@ .���+�। 9@ �,�.� %��=�� 

)N�;� 2 '�|� =��� �,b� ��(’ .  % 9.��� Q¬ .���+�, ‘‘����, ���� �� )��� ���? ���������� 

����� %�*���. ���x ��� ����� �. �?’’ 
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�,b� ��� �¢��� =, .�� F�� �����+�, 1&�� �� )�� �, ��� �� )���  '��� ��� 
���������. ��S�; ��� ����। ��� ��-��� ��� ��M���� ��K� Q���&। 

9@ F��� %IO !�� �,?.�� )��. @���!�� �!�£�.� 
#< @%������� =�� ���।  �+� ��$ 
D��.  %@ �K�K �,�.� �� ��������। 

�� � ���=<�  %@ '��� ���� �)��. �,b� ��� %�U ��<� ���!� ��� 7�(���� �$� ��U, ���! 
���������� ������ F��। .����� .��,� #&<�� %�M %�M ‘&������’ 3� ��2 Q=6 �� ��� 
+�$�� �$� ������ �.���-�����%। �,b� �� 9�� !�'� !�� +��, W��., .N�., ����&���, ��g�, 
9����. ��<�=��� !�?� .��� ���� ���। ��`� ���.A�� ��<� ���� ���� �� ��, ����� �� ��� 
%�* ����� &��$ =���� !�?�, ���, ��<;। *���� �� *�� ���� ���$�� ���। ������ ���,�� ��� �K 
�� �K। 9.���. 9@%� ��?�=�� �?���. 
����� %�*������ ��K 2 ����� �� ��  ��$@ 
=��। ������ &�� 9. !�� 9.,� @\����  ���� !��  #�। �K������ !������ &�� � 9�� 
������ %0�, 9�� %�G���� '�|� ���)� %��D  ���, Q=6 7�$� %��D ��T� ��$ 9�� �N��?� 
 =���� F��  =��  ��� !��%। 

 
#� �� � ���=<� ��� �,b� ��(� �� )��- )��  D�. ���, ��  D�. ���% ����� .��। 9� 


����� %�*���� � ��%। �D<�L �z.����  ����  D�. Q�?! ���� Q=��;� =����E ���� 
�'���. 
���। �D<�L Q�� %�A  ��#����# �?��� ���E/, >�-?��. �?��� ����<A, ��C�%� ��&�� ��&�� 
����, ��J� Q��R�5��� �m, .������ =�.� �AB, ���K���!�� Q�� ����;� ���� ��<� >%?�� 
������� �D ��(&�+, %��& %����. ��� ��C%�� Q�;'�� �.�� ��D ���$ &�����+। 9@%� 
��C%����  �� �.����D ���$ &����@, ���� �%�� ��� %����; >%?��� F��।  .@ �� �%�� 
�? ������. �N��?� ����  k��  ���@  �� ��%.�#�R�� F�Å�?। %����. ���  .� ��C%�� ���� ���� 
 #�� ����� �N���! .��k� >��� .�C� '�� ���k��  ��� !�। �.I %����; >%? ����  #�� ������. 
���������� ���,�� ���,=��� ���� ���%��� .�& %���। 9,�@  �� @%���� ���Nx����। 

 
���D?� %Õ�, @���!�� �� @��� �#�� ����+, �!G����  '��, �2���� ��# ��<�=� &�� !���+। 

=�L.��! ��D?�� %Õ�, =�L.��।  ����� 2R¢�@ ��� =2$� �, ���D? ����  ����� �&�'�  �j��y?2 
�%��। ��&� )N�;� .��<.����.  ��.  C��� &? �� .� ���D? ���� ����?  �� 9�!�� ��(, .� 
����  ��, �������� 
��� 9�� 9,� ë������ �� &��0 %�?।  ������� �D�.�D� ���.A� �N�। 
��� #��� ����!�. %x� .��� .�, @�� �= ���  ��!� -#<m ����% ����K .�� �����। 
����y. ��&�;� +$��� �����% �����%। @����  %@  ���� ���N���� ���� ��2 ���+ �M�m�  �� 
���&��� �!���. ���� ���A  ���। %��$ %��  .��, ������ ¸�� ��� \G� \�G� ���. ���� ���A 
 ��� �. .��?  �� ���&� ��� 9.& �?�K� �� �, ��� �?�Kx %�A ��M���� &? 9.,� 
����.A[,  � ���� �D���<� .��� 9.,�  ���;!� &��� Q��R� .��� &?।  &�  ����, ���� 
���� ��M��� ����  ������� ����  ���.��� 9  ���� ���,  D�. ��`� .��। ���������-� 
@��!�% %Z=�� !��, ������ �.��-����%�. ����-&e��� %M�� ������ .�� �����। ����� 
@��!��%  C��F, �e�, @���&�,  =�M%, !���.�� ���� %��D �� 9.,� �� .��|� !�� D�.��। 
 % ��  ���। �)��. !���� @���!��,  % ��  ���। 

 
(F-<�� �Z� �=� : &��!� �%�Å.�। ����� : ����C�� ���) 
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����������������������������    %Z�%Z�%Z�%Z�    ��������������������    
��। 
��� �����  ����  .� 

Q=���� ��<�� ����=� 
��R��� .��.�, .�D.� 


��� �����  ����  .��� 
������ 

........���� 

 
 

@%����� �N�O��@%����� �N�O��@%����� �N�O��@%����� �N�O��    
................&���@&���@&���@&���@, , , , ����������������    

 
����  � �����@ D�.�. �  . �D��  � 
'����@  !�. �  ., �¡�!���� .�5��� ���� 

 D�. ���. .��� ���� .�� �। 9.& ���� �����%� !�� ����, ��A. �� .��C� !�� ����, 
�D�� �¡�!� ��e�� �z�� .��� ����, �.I ���2 ���� �!%��� ��� .�5��� ���.�� @%���� 

�.N�।  %%� ���.��  D�. ���. ���� .���� J��� .�����@  @। 9 ���.��5��� !�E- ����� 
���.��, �����%� ���.��, ���� ���.�� 9�� �N��.�� ���.��। �D<�L �����. ����  D�. ���� 
.����, ����%  D�. ���� .����, ���  D�. ���� .���� 9�� �N��.�  D�. ���� .���� ���.�� 
.����  @। 

 
�¡�!������ =���� �����.2 9 %�A ���.��  D�. ��!e� .���। %�����  ���� 

�¡�!������ ������� .�5��� ���.���� %��# �����. ��K  ����+  %��� �N�D���  .� Q=� 
��K�@ ���.��  @  %@ .�?�;  D�. �����. ���� .���। �� ���� �R�� !�� �¡�!� �C��� 
!�� 9%�A ���.��  D�. .�F�. ���� .��� =��, ��  % ���� @%����� �N�O�� �D�D< ���� ��� 
�=��� !�। 

 
���������� ���'/ ���� ��<���  � N��% �?�� ���� =��+  %5��� ����Z;<'��� 

@%���������� 9�� �¡�!������� ���� ?����=���� ����Ü�। ���������� ���'/ ����� ���� 
����� )�%�%��, .N��&�� 9�� %����&. %�.< ��� &����� .��+�-  % %�A �����. ����� 
%�A ���.��  D�. ���� .�� ��D ����  �� .���+� ���� %�Z;<'��� @%����������।  � ���� J�̂  
9. ���,� 2�� )� ����� %�%�� ��� .���+,  � ���� FL%��-��G Q��������� %�M ����. 
%�.< ���<�~ !�E  %%� �����. ����� %.� Q.�� %��  D�. ���E/ .�� ���  � ����. ��=��� 
�?�� ��@ �, 9�, &)?�� ����=�� 9�� @%����� ��<�Z�� Q=6 �)��।  .��� ����C� ���'/ 
&��#�� �¡�!������ C��� �N�J� %�J? ���E, �� 9�� %���^� %�J? ���E, ����% 9�� 
�N��.�� %�J? ���E। 95��� ¢��� 9,�@ Q���;� !�  �, �¡�!������ �����. 9@ =���, %���� 
���? Q.����  ���� =�। 

 
�D<�L  .� ���� ����?� �'��� .O ���� �, ���� �'��� ����%��< D�.�� �, �����%� 

�'��� ����% e� !�� � 9�� �N��.�� �'��� #N!!��� !�� �। %�����,  � %�A  ��. ���������� 
������ 2�� ��?�=�� =����E, ��� 9�� !�?�.��6 %���. .����� .��+, ���� @%����� �� ���� 
Fa��; .���2 �N�D���� ����@ 9.��� @%����������। %����� �¡�!� ��L ����� 2�� 9.�� � 
9.�� �$��@।  
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���� �}��, ������- ���� ��� ��(=�� ���.���� .D�  )��;� .��� =��E ��(��� &� 9.�� 
!��@। ���������� ��%��� ��?0 �#Z�'��� ��<����%� 9�� �¡�!� Q�� ������Q�;। 9 %�A 
������ ��e�� ���� �?��'��� ���; �U ���; .���+, ��� @%����� ��� ����� ��e�� ��'��� 
 )��;� .��+। 

������ &� !��@, ������ &� ����!��< ।। 
(>%�� ��� �!%� ��=�) 

 
 
 

    
@%����� �N�O��  &!��@%����� �N�O��  &!��@%����� �N�O��  &!��@%����� �N�O��  &!��    

² ² ² ² ��¤�����¤�����¤�����¤���, , , , ����������������    
    

।।।।।।।।    �¢��� ��� �¢��� ��� �¢��� ��� �¢��� ��� ।।।।।।।।    
 
�¡�! ��o�� �����  .��� ����C� %��� �2���� ����C.��� %��.< 1&�� (+�) . ���<� 

.�� ����+� 
.وب#" ا��!� . ه� ب����و�� ا��� ا���� ��ه� ا����ر وا�������� وا�	� 
	��� و��  

.و��� %��$ا آ	�- ا���  وآ� وا ب+� ا*(��� وه�$ ب�� �� ����$ا. �)	�$ن ب�& �� %��$ا  
 
�D<�L,  ! ��, �����%� 2 ����C.��� ��e��  &!��  )��;� .e 9�� ������. �� .e। 

9��� ��%�� !���+  ����। 9�� �� ��?0 �.NO �k.��। ] %�A ����C.#; .D�� .D��@ �¡�!� 
��� .+� ���, �J�0�� ���� #�!<� .D����<� ��� 2 ��%��� !2�� %�±2 .�C��� .�& .�� 9�� 
 ��.%£��� ] %�A @E� Q.�� .��  �5��� %��D ����� �0���  .� ���  @। �D<�L, �����. 
 ��(.� ����  ��.� ����� ��&��� .����� !��%� .��� &? ] %�A ���. 2 �'��!� .D����<� 
���  �$��,  �5��� Q.N���J %�Z;< ��D?�। Q.N���J 2�� !�E ��%��� ������  �Ô��। 9&? ] 
%�A  �Ô����� .D�� .;<��� .�� 2��� ��e�� ���  )��;� .�� 2��� '�(2�����&� F���K 
&2���  �2��� &? �¡�!���� ��%������ F�� ���<� &��� .���+। 

�¡�!���� %���  +�- � ���� ����+� 

 

وا�0�� آ� وا ���/	$ن �� *��. ا��2�$ت ���/	$ا . ا�0�� ا��$ ���/	$ن �� *��. ا& 
.او���ء ا��2�3ن  

 
�D<�L, ��(�� ����%� 2 %L ��(�� �¡�!� ��A�� �?���� ��e�� ��� .��, �� ��(�� �����%� 

9�� �%L ���� ��D?� ���<�. �� ������ ��D ����0 2 ���NÊ�� %N�O� &? ��� .��। ��@  ! 
����%� 2 %L 
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 ��.#;,  ����� ������ �m�- �D<�L ����0 %N�O.���,  �Ô��, ����C. 2 ����%)��.��� ��e�� 
��� .���। ����� ��e�� �U���; .��� �#�� ��(�� ���� ����, ��(�� �!�� 2 ��� !�� D�.�� 9�� 
��.��� �%�� %���� ���.��� !��।  ��  .��� ����C ��+� 

 و5 /�$�$ا ��� ��7. �� *��. ا& ا�$ات ب. اح��ء و��� 5 /3+ ون

�D<�L, �¡�!� ��A��  &!�� .�� ��(�� �N��?���� ���� !��;  ! ����,  ����� ��(����. �N��?�K 
��� ��'�!� .��� �, ��� Q.N���J ���� &����। .��; ���� !�� �!�� 9�� �!���. .��� �N� 
��� ��'�!� .�� �k. �। 

 �¡�! ��o�� ����� ��2 ����+, ���� ���<���  &!��� �N� ����� ��� ���*!; 
.�� ����  ����� F��;< !�� ����� �.�, �� ���J� .��� &?  ��������. ��� ���# ���# ���'/ 
 &!���� %£��� !�� ���? .�� 9�� .�O��D�� ��=�@ .��  ���, ���� ���<��� ����! !�� 
���� 9 %�A ��f���J��  ����� .�,�.� F��;< !�� �����।  ������� ���? ��(�� 9 %�A .�k 
��f���J�� >��< 2 ����x� %��D F��;< !�� �����, 9.��� ��(��� &?@ ����+ �%�� %���� 
 ��!�A� �' %����।  �� ��. �¡�!����  .���� F�¡� .���+� 

وب3  . و���	$ن�� ب3? �� ا�<$ف وا��$ع ون�; �� ا�5$ال وا5ن�" وا��8 ات
��.ا�0�� اذا اص�ب��7 �!��- %��$ ان� & وان� ا��@ را�+$ن -ا�!�ب   

�D<�L, ��� .�5�� �&�% ¢���  ��������. ���J� .��।  %5��� !� 9@� 

(�) ���  ��������. 9� 9. �������  C�� ���� '��� Q��< .��,  ���� =����<.  D�. '� 
2 ��|  ��������. *�% .��� =�@��। 

(�)  ����������!���  C�� �J��� w���� .O  �� �.I ����  .� �&�%  D�. ���� ����, 
�D<�L ��  .� ����� ^�?  ����� ��(�& ���� �। 

(�)  ������� �%��� ��O .��  ��; �D<�L ��?�=�����  ������� ���j�� ��, .��  �� 2 
��O .��  ���, �D�� Q�.N��. -��<��# �� ��O !�� ����। 

(�) ���  ������� U�-���. �y��-
& 9�� ��?0 ��&�.  ������� .�+  D�. %���� 
 �, �D<�L  ���  C��। 

(�)  ������� C�� %�%�_� �NJ 9�� �%?-%��*��� '��  J��� C%� Q�.N��. -��<�#-�D� 7$-
��C�, �?� @�?���� ���?�� ��O .��  ��। 

 
���  ��������. ] %�A �����  C�� ���J� .��  ���- ����  ����� '� 2 ��|*A 

!��, �J��� w���� &&<��� !��, �-%���� Q�=��< !�� ���� !��, U�-��� 2 �y��-
&!��� !��, 
C�� %�%�_� �NJ 2 %�C�� &��� C%�  D�. ���� !�� ���� F��  D�. '�%�  +�$ ���� 
9�.����@ !�-1���� ��$� 9�� ?�� �D  D�. %�� ��($�2। ] %�A ����� >��< ���; .�� ���� �� 
p�; .�� �N� ����� 2 >��< ��� 9�� %L��D  D�. ] %�A =?����T� ��e��  &!�� .�� ��2, 
�D<�L ?������ 
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�'�� ���� ���\��. %!����#��� ���?�� ���� ���� ���� .��,�� 2k��  =O� .���। �� �����, 
%L�D 2 ?������ �'��  D�. >��< %!.��� ] %�A ������  ��.����� .�� 9�� 9 %�A -��<�# 
���  .� ��?�=���  ���.� ¢��� %�#�k� !�� D��., ��� ����� 2 ����� %!���#���� ��e�� 
Q�;��; e�� ��($���� ��2 �¡�!� ��A��  &!��। 

 
����� �¡�!���� ����+�  � %�A  ��. ] %�A ����� >��< ���; .�� �¡�!� 9@ 

%������ F�� %I�O Q.�� .�� 9��  .� �?�� .��& ��~ � !�� %L 2 ?������ �'��  D�. 
 &!���� ���?�� ] %�A ������  ��.����� .��, �� ] .D� ���- ���� �¡�!�@ �%���0� F�� 
��&� ����+ 9�� ��(�@ .��+ �������. �C��  ��� !��, ������. ����  ��!�A� �' %���� 
&���� ��2। 

 
 .��� ����C� 9@ ������ �����. ���°�; .���  ��� ���, ��#� �� � ��=<  D�. 

�)��. &¡�� @���!�� �� ���������  � #;!�?� 2 �����.�� =������+ 9�� 9� ���?�� 9����� 
&#�;� F��  � '���! 2 -��<�! ����  �� 9�%�+, 95���2 ������ F�� �¡�!����� ����, 
���J�। 9@ .�k ��f���J�� ���?@ �������. F��;< !�� !��। 9��  %&? Q���& !�E �%�� 
%!����� 2 >���<� %��D  &!�� .�� ��2��। 9@ ������ ��� ���?@ �������. ?��-���  �� 
=��� !�� 9�� ���\��. %!����#��� ���?�� ���� ���� ���� .��,�� 2k�� &? %�=O !�� !��। 

 
��¤���, ����    

 
।।।।।।।।    �N��� 2  �� ��� �N��� 2  �� ��� �N��� 2  �� ��� �N��� 2  �� ��� ।।।।।।।।    

    
��`� ���.A��� &M� ��%.�#�R� ��#� �� �L%� ���L ��� ���������� &#;�. ����� 

?��? ��2�  D�.@ ���� .�� �@, F��I 9����� &#�;� %�A ���-�.�ì� 2 ����� ?��? 
���.�� �=���� �Z��%�L .��  �2��� !� �$��S  ��� F�k ��#� �� � ��=<  D�. ����. %����U 
%�_� !�� ������ F�� ��� =����� �����+। ���� �!�{ ��� ?�� ���������� �J �J �����. 
!�?� .���+, )�-���$, �- �j��,  ��.�-��, ��, .��+ 2 w����� ���E, �J �J ��- ���� @_� 
O .���+, Q�� 9.  .��,  ��.�.  ��  D�. �����$� .���+ 2 ��  .��,  ��.�. ��&��� �'�,-
���, +�$� .���+ 9�� ���Z�<. 9����� �����. ��D?�� �W� ��� 2 ����� ��#�? 
�.��� ���? 
.��� �?D<  =O� .��+। 2�� ������ %��D  � ���� ���� ��~ !���+, �� !�E ?���� ��e�� 
�?���. Q���R� .��� ���।  .����� �N�O�� 2�� ������ �m� 9��  �����। ��9� �¡�!� ���<� 
������ 2��� ��e�� ��� =����� ��2�� ������ ��<�� ����x 2 .�<�?। 

 
�¡�!���� ��2 ����+�                          � 7������E �7+��ا ��Dائ@ ���� .و��   

�D<�L, %����.�g�'��� ���  .� ��%��� �? ��%����. !�?� .�� ��� 9� 9.��� 
���� !�E  ����। 9��.  .� ���%����.2 ��� �?��'��� !�?� .�� !� ��� ��� &�?2 9.@ 
���A� .D� !���% ����C F�¡� ��+।  �������� %�!��? .��2  ������ .��&� ���? #;?। 
�¡�!���� ����+, ���� ��G� �� �$  #��! �� �?��@ .e. �  .,  % ��� �?���� &? 
���~ !�� ��� ���� .��+ J�� Q�D<� .�� ��� �� ��� ��&<� .��  ��। �.I  .F ��� .�F�. 
!�?� .��, �?��'��� ��?� ���.�� O .��, ��?� ���.��� ��&�. Q���R� .��, ����� �� 
.O  �� 2 ���� ���<��� .��  % ���� �� 9���� ��G#�@ .e. �  . �� �� J��@ =�. � 
 ., ���. J�� .���  .� ���.�� ����  @। ���. 9.��� J��  %-@ .��� ����, ��� %�M  % 
9�! �=�; .����। ��%Z��¡�! 
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(+�) ����+, 9 ���� �=�; .��  � @!���� �?�# .���,  % %��=�� �·A��� !�'�#? �?�K। 
@%����� �N�O�� 9 ����  ��. !��� @�� Q�;� �Z.� 2 .�.����  =��2  ��� �.NO��।  �� 

�¡�!���� ���.  .���� ����+�                            .Fآ�5ن+�م ب. ه� ا Hاو5ئ 
%�����, �=0� .e 2�� @%����� �� '��M�� ���������  �'��� ��?� ���.�� �O� .��& ��~ 
����+, @%����� �N�O�� ���� .� �$ ������! ������ F�� ���L.�� .�� @%����� .�k�� '���� 
���� ��+। 1&�� (+�) ����+- 

 ��E� $ن� وهD�ا�Dن� 5�Dن� ح��   
 

�D<�L,  .� �?�K ��%��� D�.� �����  .� ���� %��D  &� �� ����'��� �����. ���%� 
=�����D< ����� !�� ���� �। %����� ��. !����� ����  �'��� ��������� �����<; =����E, 
������. ���� @%����� ��� %�!��� 3&����� ��%��� ���  �� ��� ���� �। ���� !� 
��%��� ������  �Ô�� 2 ����C.। ��9�, 9��� ��e�� �U���; .�� 2 %���<. �%!����#�� 
Q�� .�� 2���  �Ô���� %���=� &���  �2�� ������ Q��?�.� @%����. ����x 2 .�<�?। ���� 
��� ������ 9@ �����x� Q�� ���!�� Q��< .��, ��� @%����� �N�O�� ����2 2��� %�-
������ ��� #;? !�। .��;, @%��� �?���� ��e�� .�k�� ���'�� *!; .��� Q���, �������. 
���<� �����+। 

 
@%����� �N�O��  &!���� �D< ��� �U���; .��  &!��@ �- �?���� ��e�� >��. %�!��? 

Q��, �?��.��� 2 ����� %!���#���� %��D %���<.'��� �%!����#�� .��, 9� ��e�� 
�U���;.������ ��'��� %�!��? Q�� .��, 9� ��e�� �����. ���7�� #;%�D< #�$  ����, 
�?���� ��e�� ��&��� ��&��� F�� �N�����% 2 ���  ���; .�� 9�� ��������� >��< %!.��� %L 
2 ?������ ���?  D�. ���� ���� ���� .��,�� FÀ� 2 
;< '���?L #�$  �����  =O� ��?�!� 
����2 @%����� �N�O��  &!���� �0'�<K। 

 
��9�,  ! ��:��� '�@������, �%� ���� �?��.��� ��`�� !����� �� 2 9��� ����!� 

����� .�.����� ��e�� %���<.'���  &!�� =����� ���� ������ >��. 2 ��<�� ����x ���� 
%�=O !@। &� ������ %���`�। 

I� % J7ن!  �� ا& و�.  
 

(��� ��!��  ��� !������ �!�� ��=�) 
 
 
 

��@��� ��k 2 ����=���@��� ��k 2 ����=���@��� ��k 2 ����=���@��� ��k 2 ����=�    
 

....................�'���'���'���'��, , , , ����������������    
 
�& ���� ����=� .�� ���v��O� �N��? %��.<। QD��@ ���� ��@��� ��U  D�. .�, ��� 

��k .��  @। 
 
.....‘‘Q'�� !@�� Q�� ��&�.�� 2  ��.��� Q�=��#< %.�� ����. �� .����� ���� ��(!�� 

����J �S;� .���; �� ��(!��. ��(���� �@�� �#��  ����?J ������� �.�, %��<; .���।’’ 
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‘‘�� ����� ����. �@��  .�$� Q!�� .��@��। ��  %��� .�(,�� ��.�, #�(�D�� ��(!�� 

�A�. ��� 9�� ��(!��.  �5��� .��$ ���@�, ......�� ����� ���� ���!��  #�� 2  ��.��#�. 
.�!��,  ��, ��� @!��.  ������� .��+ ���!�� �����,  �  ����� &���� ���  �, ��� @!�� 
 .�@  ��� ��@���+ �। ....�� ����.  �����@ Q�� ��&�.�� 2 ������.��  =(=�@�� ����, 
F!��. ����  �2, F!��. ����  �2। ...����� ��!���#�. .�!��,  ������� ��&��. �. ���� ���? 
Q�� ��&�.�� F�� .���, >.%� +�$� ������ �? ��&� �@। �� ��� ����. ��!���� !�A 
%��<; .����,  � ��(!��. ����  �2�� !�।’’ 

 
9.D� ���� '�� !�� �  �, &#�� ���v��O� ���'<�� �+� Ô��-�����। ��� &#�� 

9�%�+�� �����. ��� ����� �m.��  D�. ���;?� ����.-%�;���  �j(�+ ����। ��� 9�%�+�� 
�����. ���  D�. �����;  ���� &?- ���K� �D  ������ &?। ��� ����+��, �����. ���@ 
�D, %�? 2 &��- �����@  ����� �����; ����। ����+��� %L !2, ���� &����� .�; .��; 
 ������� 
#<� ���� Ô�� ����। ��� &�����+��, ‘ ! ���W�0 '�����0  ��.%.�, ���� 
�.�, 9�%�, ���  ������� ���0  ��।’ ��(� %�A �K�? �+� ������ �'����� .��+। &��'� ��� 
��' ��K� %��D ��� .���+��। ��@ %����&. Q'��x� J������'� ��&.-������!� 2  #�($���� 
��e�� ��� %�<�� Q����� .���+। .��;, 9@ %�A '6 ��<5e��@ �� �����. 9. �!����0� 
��D  k�� �����+� ��&��� >����. 
��D<। 9��@ ��&��� .��,� =���0 ���U� '�� �?��?� .��, 
Ô�� 2 ������ ���? ��&����. ��?� �?�K��� �%��� %J� !���+�। C�� ���� ��.�� ��� 
%��%�� Ô���� =��; ��&�. %��<; .��� ������ �। �%��� ]%� ��&.��� .��+। 

 
�.I v�O 9�% �����.  ����� Q.N� %�?�.। .��;, ���� ������ Q�� ��(� �+� �%�� 

%����<��। �����. '�������% ��@ ��� 
#<  +�$ ���,�� 9�%�+�� ������ ��� .��+। 9� C�� 
������!� %c��� �'/ %.��� .��+ ��� ��� �� !��@ 2�k�- %.��� ¸��� ��(� &? ���� 
!���+� W��� �%। %.��@ ��(� ��< F���� ��� '������%�। %.��@ ��(�. Q.N� ��<5e �!%��� 
*!; .���+�। 

 
�.I ������!�-�S  %�� 9 �?����� %IO !�� �����। ���� �� %�<��@ ���� ��e�� 

��Q=�� .���+। ��(�  ��� ����  =O� .���+, ��(�. &%���&-���� .��� %�=O !���+। �.I 
%�A  =O� ����� �?D< !��  #�। �� �!�%�� Fd� !�� ���� ���� Q�;���� )N;? �$��S  ��� 
Fk���। �&2  �� %���������, ����%)���.� �'��  @,  %��2 �'�� !��। ���� �����& 
����?� 9.& 9�%  ��� ��� 9@ �$��S- ������ ��D<� Q���'�। 

 
9@ ����%)��. ����?� %�!���? =��0.�����  ��.=J�� �$��� ����� �m.���  #L����� 

��#�  D�. ����. �G� .��। '���� ���. ���#,  � ���� ���� Ô���� .��+ Q�D<� .���� &? 
�'N�� �&< ��� ���?��� ��� F���� !���+�  %��  D�. ��(�. ��� ��� !��&� .�� !���+� 
��=���.� .��+। ��(� ��e�� ��'���# �� !�- 9 �?�K Ô��-�G�., .��; 9 ��&�. Ô���� ��� 
��� ���� .��। ��2 ��'���# .�� !�, 9 �?�K ��&�^�!�, .��; 9 ��&�. ��!Z����� @u����� 
��&� ���  )��;� .���+। ��� ��1�?,  % %�� %�* �?���r�@  ��  ���-%�Õ��&?� ���� �+�। 
���!�., ���� ��e��  � %�A ��'���# �� !���+� ��� &? ������!�-�S !��&� .���+� �1 ��D?� 
%�J��.।  ��� %Õ��,� Q����� �+��  ����?J �����। ��� %��� =�� 9. ��=���� Q!%। ���2 
��7�� ��&.�� �!�%�� ��� ���� ��e�� ��D?� ��'���# �����+। ��7��, ��<��  ��� ��e�� 
9��+ ��&�^��!��� 
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��'���#- ���. ���� .�� ��� ��J %[� �।  % ���# ������!���S� Q'�� 2 J��� �+� ��AN�। 
���� ������. '�  ����  �, ��� ����� ���� ��=�� � .�� ��� ���  ��� %Õ��,� Q.N� �m� । 

 
������� ����� ��&� '����  ����। =�@�� ��� ��e��  � %Õ��,� .��+  .� ���� � 

���। ��@ ��� ��=�� Q!%� ��(�$��  #�। %�J?-Q��; +�$�@ ��=�� ��=��  ���,�  �� !��  #�। 
Q.�� .�� !� ���- ] �?�K�. =�� �6  �2�� !�। �, C�(%� �- ��2 ��<�, N��% 2 ����� 
�N��?�6����-����� �N��?। !���, ����  ���.  #(�D ���.��k 7����� ����. !�?� .�� !�- ��� �+�� 
������, �×�|, �}�� �?�K। ��� 9�%�+�� ������ ��<�� ����6��� ��=��, ���� �C���� 
���। ��� 9�%�+�� �����. ���  D�. F��� .�� �0, ��N� &���� %m� ����। 

 
9� Q¬ !�, ��(� �N��?��@ �. %�  �� !��  #�? ��� �.  !��  #�� ���� Q��������� 

������!�-��S� .��+? ��(� �N��? �. ��(� %��D ������ �=����E� )�,�� ���? �। 9� F��� �%��.��= 
��� ����, �� �। �m.���� ��� ��% ����- 9,� ����.<� � �.I Q�.N��. %�?। ��� Q��; 
.��� �N��?� ���  ��� ��% ��en�। �N��?� �� �� �� .��  D�. ����) �N��?�. ����&� .�� 
��� ��e�n� !��। ��(� ��en� ��� Q�� ����%� �����. ���  D�. �����; ���। �����. 
����, ����. ����% .�। ����� '�  @ ��� ��+, ���  ������� ��K  ��। %�A �?���� 
��e��  ����� ��� .�, %�A ��' ��K� ��e�� ��� .�- ����&� !�� �। ���� ���� ��&�� !��। 
����� %��D ��� .�- ���?@  ����� ����. &� .��� �����। .��;, ���  ������� �����; .�<�- 
 ������� ��K����। �N��?�.2  ����� &� .���, ���� ���� �N��?T�� !��- Ô���� ���&?, �0 
&����  ���  �����  �j(+��� �����। �� �����%@ ���� �����- �N��?, ���� �@। 

 
.��� '����� 
   ‘ �)  ���  .F .��%   '�, 
   �$��� ��� %Z�< !��%।’ 
 
 

( 8�'8 ��% ��=�) 
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����������������������������    %Z�%Z�%Z�%Z�    ��������������������    

��। Ô-� �C�� F���J 
��� 
�����  ����  .��� Q=���� ��R� 


��� �����  ����  .��� 
������ 

�� �'��, ���� 

 
[�C��0 ��G� �?� ��� Ô� ��% ������ ¢��Q��0। ��&���  ��� 9���2 9�%�+ Ô�-

F�-�C��। �.I 9����� Ô� ��� ���  %@ �G�?�। 
 
���.A��� &M� ��%�.� N��% !�?�.��6 ������ ���, ������ �.�� �& �K��:�। 9����� 

Ô� ��@ ������ &���. ��f���D� �����. ��=�� .��� ��। 9�#�� =��� ��!Z�<। 9� ��� 
‘��&��� 2@  ��&��  ���’’- 9.�, pN�� ����?। -
��� �����  ����  .���  )��;�।] 

 
    

��&��� 2@  ��&��  �����&��� 2@  ��&��  �����&��� 2@  ��&��  �����&��� 2@  ��&��  ���    
 

1
st
 Voice (Male) 

    
    ������ �.��� ���� �2����� =�(� F���। �Ù��;� .��������� ��#�0 9. C��� �6 =�(�� 
.� ���� �� ��G� Q�?���! �.I  %@ ���� �� �G �& 9�'��� ��'  #�  .? �.��� 
 � =�(� �, =�(��� .����,। Ô��� �!� =�(��� #�  ���  � 7��+ =�� =�� �K। ������ �.�� �& 
���, ���, �& ���।  !��0� ���� #� #�� �। ���/� �� .�����  ���� �� �����%� QD�  %�!��# 
�� ��G���� !� � ���������� %��&  J��। �2����� =�(�, ��� ���� 9�%�+� �N��?��;< ������ 
�.���। ���� �� ��G� %� ���� �Z��  ���। 9�%�+� �K�K  ��!। 9�%�+� �!� ���� �� 
���� ����� +�� ���.  #(�D- 
 
2

nd
 Voice (Femal) 

 
  ‘‘2�� ������ ��%���  ���� .�(ï, 
  9��+ 9�&� ������ ���.  ��!������ =�(�। 
  9�%�+ .��%� 9�%�+ %��� %���  ��! !�� �~ �� 
  �& � Ô�, �&  .��, ���� @/���¡�......���&F। 
  2�� ������ ��%���  ���� .�(ï , 
  9��+ 9�&� ���� 9����  ��!������ =�(�।’’ 
 

1
st
 Voice (Male) 

 

�2����� =�(� �,  ��!������ =�(�। �, �� �. .�� !�? ��&��� �� �.  ��!���� � �2���? 
 

1
st
 Voice (Female) 

 
 �2���। �.I ������ �.��� 9� ��&��� ��  ��!����। �2����� =�(� �D '���  #�+। 
9�&��� ������� '��, ��<���� '�� ��M��%�#�� F(�. ����� 9�%  % ������ ��� ��� %� ���� 
�� 
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�G ��� �Z�� ����� �e �������। 9��� �����t �, ��.�� !���+ 9�&��� �'�?��। ��� %���� 
 %��� )���+ ������ ��D ��D। ��, .��+ ���� @_�, !�?� .��+  ��&���� ��:����.। 9�&��� 
����  �� 9.�� ��<�� �#�� ����  .���  �(�� ����0 .���+� ����� ��%������, 9 ���#� 
9�&� @���!��2  ��� @%��� ��  .�����  ��!�@  ��� ����0 .��� =�@�+ ������ ��%����.। 
 % ���#� 9�&� �+� ��%���। 9 ���#� @����!��2 ��%���। 9�&� .������� !�?� .���+ �� !�&�� 
��%����.। �� @���!�� ��������� !�?� .���+ .��. ��� ��%����.। 
 

1
st
 Voice (Male) 

 
 �k.। �k.। 9�&� ����+�, ����� ��%����.  ���CL  �� �। ��� =�@ %�Õ�&? Q��R� 
.���। @���!�� ���+, ������ ��%����. ��� #;�S 2 
���.��  �� �। ��� =�@ ����,��� 
C?��%&� .����। �����। ����=�� ��� 9�&��� �m� .�C�� ����%)��. ��%������ �!���� 
���; @���  !��%�. �D '����� ��� �#���+� .�������। ��� ����%��< U�, ���, ����. 9. 
 C�(,� ��� ��<0  ���  ���। 9 ���#� @���!�� ����=�� ��� ������ ���; �M�m��. �G� 
.���+। �& ���  .�D��  .F &�� �।  .F &�� �। 
 
[ ��D? %���� .��] 
   �����  �� ����  ��  �� ���&� 
  ���������� Q��; #�� �=�T�� 
   �� ���&�,  �� ���&�।। 
 
2

nd
 Voice (Female) 

 
 �M�m� ��+ %��$ %��  .��, ��:���� ���.। @���!�� �� �,b�� �� ������ %��?  @ 9@ 
���, ��:���� ��.  D�. ���+  ��। 
 

1
st
 Voice (Male) 

  
��� ���; @���  !��%�� %�M ����%)��.�� .���+� .�C���%� ����%)��. .��.& 

��%���। ������ ���; �M�m�� ���K%�*���� %�M2 ����%)��.�� .���+ ������ .��.& 
.��?�� ����%)��. ��%���। �e� ���, !���-� !.  =j����, C��� �!��, .��%�,  %������, 
��&� �����Å,  #���� ���, ��!��� ��� #��!। 9��� =�� ���A� �� �& %��#�। ������ ��. 
 D�. 9@ ��5���� ����� ��Ax ���+ ���� !��। 
 

2
nd

 Voice (Female) 

 
9��� ��� -’���- -’�+�  ��!������ =�(� 9��� �.��� �2����� =�(��� ������<। #� �+� �k. 
 ��&�� Ô��� ��# �����@ �'���� .��-������ ��� ��� ��:��� ��`� !���+ Q=6 7�$।  %��2 
@���!�� ���6� ��Å�%� �������� ��%  !�%�+। ������ �����. ��(=���, ���/ ������ ���;  �� 
��%� 9@ ���?��!���� &������  #�R�। 
 
1

st
 Voice (Male) 

 
#� Ô��2 %��� �����  .(���+।  .F #��� Q�;'��- 2 � ��&��� 2@  ��&��  ��� 9��� 

����� Ô�-  #���+  ��!������ ��%<��, Ô��� &����� !���+- &��&�� &����। 
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2

nd
 Voice (Female) 

 
 ������ ������ .�� ���+ ���@ ��<  J�'- 
   ‘‘��(=�� =�@�� ��(=�� 9� .D�  ��  @ 

Q��;  ���  �� !��� !��� 
��� ��� ��� ��� 2 ���. �&�.  @ 
���  #�+ ���� 9. ���� 
��(=��  #��@ ��(=�� 9� .D�  ��  @।। 
 
Q'�, ���� 9@ ���;?� ���% ��?, 
7�$  '����+� �J Q��;� ��� 
%�#�� 8����+ ���� 
Y-����� 
 ����� �?���� ��� 9��� ����� 
�� ���� ��+, ���� Q�;  ��� ����- 
�!��  ����� ���;?���%� �. ���? 
 
.�C� &$�� =�(��� ���� #��� ��� 
¢������� ����% 9� ��)<��% 
 #������ �� .�  C�(,� C�� ����� 
�N��? ���  k�(�, =���  J�' .����।’’ 
 

 

1
st
 Voice (Male) 

 
   #���� Q.N��� !��� ���� ��$�+ ����� ����।  %@ �N��?��;< ������ ���. ���� �)�� 
!��� �¢�� .��� �K��#� ��� @���!��। 9 �+� ����+ �� ���। �  .��, �����. !�� !���+ 
 ��+�$�। ������ )�� )�� �& !�&�� %���� �����  ����%। .��%��� ���� '��  #�+ ������ 
Q�0�। �2����� =�(��� +��� ��� ���� ������ �.��� F�k�+  ��!������ =�(�। 
 
 

2
nd

 Voice (Female) 

 
 ���� ���� %������ +��� F�?� !���+ ��.�, =©*��, ����, ��&��!�� ���.। ���� ��&� 
���% .���CF &��� .�� !���+ ��.� �!��। )�� )�� =��+, %�=<, !�?�, ���, ��<;। �2����� =�(�, 
���� ��� ���.�।  ����� ����� ����  ���&���� !�� ����� ��`������ !�� ���� .���)��. %�J� 
 ���, ���� &����� ����� !�� .��� 9����, ���� �&  .�D��? ����� .|���� ¯��, ���� �.�%� 
���� +$���- ��G�, �  ��.�V�? 
 

[ ��D? #�] 
 2 � ��&��� 2@  ��&��  ��� 9��� ����� Ô� 

��@ ����. �& ������ ����  �� �%��� ���#�।। 
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1
st
 Voice (Male) 

 

 �  ��.�V� �, %�.�g�। 9����� �2����� =�(� ��(.� �T� !�� ������ �����. �D 
 ������+। Fk�.  ��!������ =�(� ������ �.���। ���� .�(���� �। �V  C���� �। ������ �e�;� 
!��� �& �U। Ô��� =�(��� ��(.� ������ �� ��(.� �������। �z������ %�.�g �& ].?�� �J 
��:��� �e;। 2@ �?����, %������  =��� �& '�। 9�&���  =��� )���� ���&��� ��|। 
 

[���� #�] 
 ��&��� 2@  ��&��  ���.............. 
 

2
nd

 Voice (Female) 

 
 ��&���  ��&��  ��� 9����� Ô� ����� Ô� �, %|�g� Ô�। %|g�� !2��� ����� Ô�। 
�z���� ����� Ô�।  �� 2 ���N'Z��� &? ��&�. ������  �2��� ����� Ô�। ��y�L%�#<� Ô�। 
�!��� ��&� ����  �2��� Ô�। #�&� !2���- ��&�� !2��� ��G� Ô�। 
 
 [���� #�] 
 
 ��&��� 2@  ��&��  ���........ 
1

st
 Voice (Male) 

 
   !��0� �^< .��������� =�(��� �. %&� ����- ������ �����K e�� ��($�2। ������ 
�.��� ��  2 ��-?�� �. #'�� .��.��- ������ ����, � .�k ��K�� �)�� !���। Ô��� 
&����� ����� !��  � !�� F�3< ���� ����  ���&���� &?,  % !�� �N����O�� ���;� .��  �� 
�)�� !��� !����� �%�?��� F��। ������ ����%  D�.  ��!������ ��%<�� ���+ ��2, ������ �.�� 
 D�.  ��!������ =�(��. ����� ��2। �%�. ��;? ��&��� Ô�, �2����� =�(�। =Z$�0 ��&��� =�(� 
���� �� �G +$�. �z��K ������ �.���। ��&���  ��&�, �?�#, .NØ��, �KJ�� %�*���� 
 ��� ������ %��$ %��  .��, ������ &���� %��? %��? �%�. Q.N� ����� Ô�। #�� #�� 7|N� 
 !�.  .��, ��:���� ¸��, ��  %@ �N� Q�?���� ��.  �(�� ���-  �����.  !� Ô�, Ô�  �����.। 
 

[#�- ��&��� 2@  ��&��  ��� ......।। 
 

(�=�� ��-� #�CC��  =j����। Q���&��  �%��! �!���) 
 
 

    
��K ��:� Ô���K ��:� Ô���K ��:� Ô���K ��:� Ô�    

 
���C-  ���+% ] '�:� ���$,��  ������ 2�� ����,  ��$� #�+,�� ��D� +�(�� Ô��� =�(� F�k�+- 

9.C��� %e =�(�! 
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.���- !?�(, �%��? �!���� ���.� ��(&��� !�$  � =�(� !�� C��, F�k�+ �.���� #���। ��$%�-  
&e��� ‘.N��.� Ô�’? 
 

���C- �`�@ ��$�+। ������ ��
  ����� &#�;� ��<.D��. &e� Q�;\<�� '���� +�G Q.��  
.���+- 

  &��� ����� !����&  ��&� 
   J���� ��% � �� 
  J������  %@ .N��.� )�� 
   9�%�+ �. �& Ô�? 
 
.���-  ����2 Q¬ ��@  �- �J �J ������ ��� ���. ��� %��� ����� ��  #����- ��<���� 

���, ���, �N��� .�/�� ����� �� �G%�, �&��� ������ C������ ����� ����% '����0 
�� Ô��. ����� Ô� ���  �����.��� &���� ���E �। 

 
���C- ���  �� Q.N��� ����� �?���� !�� ���� �।  ��&@ %Z�< Fk�+  '���. �����  .��  D�. 

�+��� ���। ����  % %Z�< �A ���, %�m? ��% +���'�e ���J��- 
 
.���- �.I ���� �. ��#� ��-  %@ '��.� ��J��% ��� ��  �’� �Z��<,  �� .�� %.���� 

%Z��<� �����  �� Fk���-  ��,� �. 9� ����? %m?� ������ #m +$�� �। 9.,� 'Z���$ 
������ %N�O .�� ] �m.��� #�  ��.@ ��. !������� ������ ���; .���+�- �&2 
.��+- ��-���� ���� %�%��@ �N��?� ���������- ������ %£���। 

 
���C- &�� .���, ���� ��@ #���#��.'��� Ô��.  �����.��� &���� ������ �, &���� 

������ �,  �� .�� �����  �F�� #� '�%��� ������ �। �.I ��@ ��� Ô�-F� �C��  �� 
�C�� ���� � ������ ¢��  D�.। 

 
.���- �, �C����2 ����� � ����- ���� ��'��� Ô��. 
�#� &�����। ( ��D?  ���#��� 

�¼) ]  ��- 5��� �¼- %�)�< =��+ !�������� %��D ���K���!��- (9.,�  !�%) ��.�� 
Ô��� =�(�  ����  +�,  +���� �ð.� C�,���� F¡��%- �&�.� �,.� ] 5��� �2��&, 
 ����� �2��&। 

 
���C-  ��  �� �&�.� Ô��. ���� %��<� &����� �G��.� 5�� +��$, ��D ��� .%�  ���- 

���������. �z��K .�� Ô��� Q.N� ��L���< ����� �?� �@��  ���� )�� )��। ������ 
&���� Ô��. ���� �=� â� .�� ���� )�� )�� �5 w������+, ������ ��  ���� @_� 
����+ ����� ��!A�. =Z;< .��@ ��� .���� ‘Ô���L%�’। 

 
��- !?�( ���� ���C,  ���� �.  .�� #g .���? 9.,� �.+� ���� ���� �? @C��� .���+% 

-’,�.��� e�,  ���- 
 
���C-   ���� ��- 9. ���%� �%��� ������ =���� 9��+ �N���, ¸��� �����+ ��, ��'Z���. 

.���+ ��ñ, ��1�� �����+ �$�@-9� ��K- 
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.���-  %@ ��K�. ���� ����# .�� �z����$�� %�*���। 
 
��#<%- '�@�� ��+, ��.  ���� �. &)? Q=�� =����E! 
 
���C- .���? 
 
��#<%- 2�� ���+ Ô��� ��� ���K���!� Ô��� &����� ���; .���, ��M�!�M��� ������- 
 
.���- 2�� Q=����2  +�$�+ ��.� �!��, ������ ��e�� ��D?� .�L%� ��,��। 
 
��#<%- .� &)?! ���� @%��� ���<� �z -9@ .D�,�@ Q=�� .��� =�� ����, �D=  ������ @_� 

O .�� @%����� �. �� ���� .����? 
 
���C- ���� ������ �z, ���� @%����� %.� ���<� �z । 
 
.���-  ��+�$� �%�&��� F��  #�����<; .��  '�: =����� .���+  ����� )�! .��� ���&��  

��%�¡��� !�?� .�� ��K '��%���+ �%�&��� ���� �M? ���� � ��. !�������? 
 
���C- �& ����� %.��@ &�� 2��� ] ��<������� ��<���� @��!�%- ��� ����� ��D?� '���;� 

����� �@। 
 
.���- �%� ���� �. &��%! �² %���  ��������� %���0 9��.�� Ô��� &�����  ������<; .�� 

.�@F�-��# %�.�� !�&�� !�&�� ��k���� !�?� .���+�- �² %��� ����� ���� 9@ 
���J% �,b� ��  ����=A�� Ô��� &�����  ����  C���+�- 9��� ��������� 9.@ 
>����=.��� �����N�� .��� =�� 2��। 

 
��#<%- �� ��@ .��  ��� =����� =�� ����������  ���Q��. &#�;� F��। 
 
���C-  �.0 2���  % ���.g� %C� !�� �। �&�.� ��:��� ��. ��=J;- �¡�! 9@ ����� 

J�� .��� �। ��L  �� �%�� 2��� ��D��। 
 
���C- �!��-@-Ô�#��! &����� '���- ������ -���. ���� '����+ �!���� �y���� ��J��, 

���  %���� ����x�  #j���, �z� Q�� =�� )N;��। ��K ��:� Ô��� =�(� �z��K  ���;��K 
������ ���.�� +$��� �� ����। 

            (��e� !�%� ��=� &���0.�) 
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�K��:� Ô-� �C���K��:� Ô-� �C���K��:� Ô-� �C���K��:� Ô-� �C��    
 

�। ���! ��&�- �?�# 2 ����J�� 9. ��Z�< Q��.। %��� =����� ������ &? 9 ��% 9. 
����,  ����। �.I �& ������ ���,��  � ����� w�� F�k�+ ��2 9����� ��&� 9�� Ô-� 
�C��  ����+ �� �D<। 9�� ����@ �����. FÀ� !�� F�k�+ ������ ����। J���J� �����। 
�?��#� ��!��� ��!���Ì�। �� ���D '�
� 9����� Ô-� �C��। �G �, %�*��� Q�?� �N� ��@ 
������ ����। 

 
�& � �, �  .� �'�; 

��K ��K ���& -G��' ��D  ��� �� 
�&�. Q��;� �!�C�� ���& 

e^  �j^ ��; ।। 
 

%��$ %��  .��, ������ ���. 
!�� ���� �T� 

� J�� � !��� !��� ���� 
-&<� -�<�� 

F�?� ���k .��� � ���D� 
���K  %�� ��� ।। 

 
�&�. ����� �¡��  �� 

&���� �!�#� 
&� %�*�� %��$ %��  .��, 

&� &� �!���। 
�K ��: ������ ���. 

��� Q!��� 
&��# �'<�. ����� >%�. 

�@ '�, '� �@ 
���� ��& &�*� 2@ 

9�%�+ ���K�� ।। 
 

(�) -&<� %�!%, �N� ����� ��� Q������ .��+ �z� !����। Q���� 9@ ������ ���� �� 9. 
%[��� !�� F�k�+ F_����। ��Z�< 9@ �!�&�#�;। ������ ���,, ������ ���� �& �?। �Z;<��� 
9. 
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&���� %m�� �&  ���+ �� 
�। �� %Z�<�� 8�.�+ 2��� !��+�� ����। 9. ��#�0  D�. 
�? ���. ��#�0 �& ��@ =��+ Q��;� F¡��%। 

 
9�#�� =��� 

��#0  D�. ��#�0 �& 
9�#�� =��� ।। 9�#�� =��� ।। 9�#�� =��� ।। 

 
�!�{ ���� 2@ !����� 

������ �� ���+  C��� ��� 
��:���� ��� ������ ���, 

���. �& ����।। 
 

�����  ���� '�@��� ��K 
�'�&  #�+ 9@ ���, 

Q��;�  =��2 �Q��� ��@ 
9 ���, ��. ��(�, ।। 

 
9 ���,� ���.  .� ��=�� 

%@��� �  .F %@��� � �� 
!��� !������ �'<� Q�; 
 w�� ��2 %� ����।। 

 
 

(�) �& � �!�%� ��.��� ��, �& � �G FL%��� ��- �& ��� %�*��, )��-��@�� 
-�%! ��e; %�*��। .���e� !�������� ������ ��� .�� ���@ ���� !��� ��`0। �& 9@ 
��� ���� ��@ ��D �@-  ��!� %�<��� �K��G� ���� ���� �&< .���� ������ 
�����,  � 

����� ������ &����  =�� �!�। 

 
������ ��� �& ��D ���� 
���&��� ��� �& ��D ���� 

������. .����@ ��K 
 �z� �����(� '�:���@ '�:���@ 
�& �� �  .� ��<।। 

 
.N�. W��. =�� ���K ���K 

+�� �&�� =�� ���K ���K 
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%��$ %��  .��, 9@ &��� @E� 
���K� &? !�  !�. �N��?।। 

 
������ ���. ����  w�� ��� ����� 

���� �& J�� �, J�� � 
 ���!� ��f� -�%! Q��0 

-�� ���$ �&  !�. +�@।। 
 

�!� #� =�� ���K ���K 
������ *�� =�� ���K ���K 

���%� .�(� ���# �z� ��J 
������ ���. 2�� 9�.���� ��K।। 

 
(��A��C&�� �!�� ��=� %M������?) 
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����������������������������    %Z�%Z�%Z�%Z�    ��������������������    

��। 
��� �����  ����  .�  D�. Q=���� 
%��!�?��R�  D�. 


��� �����  ����  .��� 
������ 

.....���� 

 
���/ �����/ �����/ �����/ �� 

    
............��¤�����¤�����¤�����¤���, , , , ����������������    
    

9@ �m.��, ��,�� ���+^ �m.��, �0!�  !�.-  % Q�D<� .�� �� ��। ��  %@ 
%���u �m.���� .���� %��D �%�$ !�� ��2��  =�� �C�� ��% ����¼, 9�� �� ��&�.  % 
���×�� .�� .=������� '�� &�����,� 9. Q��0। 9. #�� &��� ���? ��D�� .=������ =����� 
.�J; ���.�� ����+ ��� ��&�@ ��  @। ���� ��, �F, =�� �+� ���%� C�,C��,  +���,-  .F 
 �(�=  @, >���¼� 1-1 �Z%� �,'Z���� 9@ %� �� 9� 9�।  +�,  +�, ��+ �D�� &���  ��.� 
���#� ��� ������ ���N� ��� +�(�� +�(�� ���E। 9.�, ��u ��'Z��,  % �k. &�� � �� �., ��� 
%�A ����� 2k���� .��+। ��A .�� .=������ %����  % ��D� ���� 9�� 9.�, �!� &I� �� 
'�� �N�O�� ��.�� =������। �.+�@  =��� �$�+ �। �m.��, ��� =������ 9� �N��?� �� ���� 
�m.��। 
 

9��� F�k,  % '��� 9�� ��K ���� ��($���  =O� .��।  ��!�� Ã��0�� 9� ����  '�M 
�$�+, ��� ���J� %��J~ 9�� 9��������। 
 
 &����  ����� ��k, ��� �� ��-&��-.�(k���� ��#�। �����, �. �`�<,  �(��� #��+� 
 �+� F(�. ���� �N��?��?�� ���;< â� =�(�। -’9. �� 9�#��� 9@ QD� \O ��7�� ���� �J�� 
 ����+ ���, 9J�� �.+�  ��� �  ���  %  ��� !� ��� ����। %�.<  =��� ��.�� =�����.,  .� 
��%#N!  =��� ��$ �-  .� �.��� ��:� �� �\O  .� ����  ���। 9 #�(��  ��� !�  .F  �(�= 
 @। ����  J��� ������� ���.��  @  .� %�.< Q!��।  % '����� 9�� 1��$  ��� �$� C�0 
 J��� �.���। �`�< �JQ��� .��.�, ��  '�M ��� 9.�,�� .��$ �%��। 
 
 9�  % 9.,�� �� 9.,� �� �=���� =��+। �K  ��%��  ��# 9.���  .�, �#�� �K 
 �e�E,  %���.  ����  @। ����  ��%� +�$� �65��� ��(�� ����� �g ���O �D=  ��� ��� 
����D< �����  '�,� '�� Fk�+। 9��� ���.�, ��. ����  %@ ��� ��%, ���&�� %��। ��  ��� 
!� ���� �J��  @,  % '��� 9�� �� �=���� �m .��। ��D� �7� �7� .��+, %�A ����� �%!? 
Ã��0 9�� ��� '��� !�� �%�  =���� ����� %��� �Z�< !�� 2�k �&{ �N�?����। �, )�� �%�� � 
9�- .��;  %@ ��'L% �N�?�, 9��� ���  =��� ���<�;। )��%� F�� ����,�  +�$ ����@ pN���� 
�C�� 9� Á� ���, Q����� ��- ���. '��%�� ��� ��� ������  %@ ��<� ��!Z�<�,� >.�,?। 
 
 ���� �� &��, &�� ��%- ��� �� �$�। �� �$� ����� ���.,  &��� �F %����., 
�� =�� �+��� C�,C��, �����.। #� ��� %.��� 2��  �(�= �+�, %�� �+�, Q�;�0 �+�। �D=, �. 
�`�<, 2�� 9�  @। �!�%�� &������5��� ��U �}����� 5�� .��  ����+। �� ���, ¹��� 
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�+��� Ã��, �J� ���. ���, ��  +��- �F�. )���.� !���  +�$ ���� ������ 9�%�+ ��&� 
�!��Z�? Q�;�, ��(=���- 9.D� '����  =���� &�� 7�%� !�� 9� ��� %���� �N�?����। 
 
 9�, 9@ ���Ç ����, ��� �� �$� .��.�� ��#� 9.�, ��`� �����.। 
 
 : ���� �$ '��� !�E। �0�M ��?�� %��� ����+� ���.। 
 
 �� '��� !���@ .D�। ���2 �!�  D�. ����  ��7�@ ���� �%� ��2�� !k�L .��@ �m 
!���+  �� .��.�� ��#  D�.@। �����%  '�%  '�% ��. �- .�-.�� 5&� +�$�� �$�+� 
��J; ����� %��Z� �A�M 9@ *���,��2। 9.,� Q=6 �$�@ �e !���+ ��. ��`� ���.A�  D�. 
�%� ����,��� �� ���������� �!� #�T ��% .�� ����5���� ���?। .��;,� �., 2�� %�k. &�� � 
 .F-  .�� *���� 9.��� .���& �$�  +�� ��C�.� .D����<�  D�. 9.,�  ��(���, F���B� 
Q�0%����  �j(�+�+ 2��। !��� ,�.�  @, ���k C%� C�� �, ���N�O �?� ��!��, -�
�Y� ������ 
�+�� �R�� ����^? ��2��� F�k ��% ��2������ ��- 9 %��.+�@ ��. ��`� ���.A��� .�<���� 
�$��S� C�।  � ����� �$��S ���� !�� ��� F�<�, ���<Ö� &��- C���� !�� 2�k �&�d� ���<� 
�e'Z��2। �+��� �� �+� ��?�=��, ��=�� ��  ����;� ��%� ),��� 9@ &���0 ���। �� 9 
���� ���� ���������� %�*��� ���� �&��@- ��C�.� .�� ���R Q�?� 7��� .��। 
 
 : ���� �ò '��� !�E। %��� ���� �����N�� .��। 
 
 '��� ���� �.�%�? %����. �,  � ��&�.@ %�»� ����  =���+ &��। �!�� ��. 
����� .�6 !�E। J?��� .�.���� �� !��  #�+ ����,���। ����  ���@ 5��।  .� ��+��=��  @। 
%���� #��� F�¢# \O�� !�� 2�k। 
 
 : �� �!�� ��@  !�. #�(�� ��� �.? ������ 9��� � �� ��� !�E �। &�� %�»� ���� 
 =���+। 
 : �.I ��� !�? 
 
 : ��#�! 9@ �&��$�#�(�� ����,��� �%�� ����? �� .�� %�M ��� .��� 9���? 
  
 %� ��|��.  &�� .�� %���� ��µ� 9. Q�?��� Q¬�. �F��� ���. +��$ �����+ &��। 
=�� .��  #�+ %���। 
 
 #� ���� '�|� %.���� .D� �� �$� 9�। �D����� %Z�< F�k�+�, ��  D�. 9�������� 
!�2�� F�k 9�% *���� #�+����, ���$)�, ����5����. +�(�� ���E�।  %@ Q��0 %.��� �.��� 
��. %���;���  �)  =��� ���$�+� 9�� \O �� ��+ &����, ���$� ����� #�+����  D�. 
�D����� ������� 8�.�8��. ���+� )��  D�. F�k@। 
 
 ���-!�� ����, -’���k� ��0�  ���,  ��&.���� �� ��C.��� ���$�� !��&� !���+�। 9@ 
�%�,� Q�� 9.�, ��'?�% ���;� !�� ��$�+�  �� �.+���  D�.@- .�<� �!�� #6�#�� �e !��� 
��  D�.@।  .�� &�� �, *���� ���.@ ��C.��� ���$�� �'$ .��  ��82� ��� ���। 
 
 ��C.��� ���$��  �j(�+ &�� ���  ��  ��82�� 
��� �����  ����  .��� ��� !�E 
9�� ��� =������  +�,���,� 9.�, FL%�. &��। ��  %��� ��� ���E। ���#� �&�� =��+ 
���K���!�, 
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9. �;�M  D�. �? �;�M�। ��#�#� �������� �z��K !��, ��C�.� �N~  )��;�  '��  ���.�� 
9. ���O 
�Y� ���& ��� ��  ���। 
 
   ��� 9.,� ��$�� �Z�  D�. ����� 9. ���S. �2��& \O�� !�� 2�k। ���� �¼ �D�� 
 .� r������। Q�?���� �?�* *����%��� '���। ��.5��� �&��%� ��. ���� ��� �.  �� !��  #� 
���?  !��  #�+ ��  %���� ��?  %@ �'  )��;� .��� �%�+ ��&�� ���K�%���? 
 
 -����� ���. ���� 9� 9�� 7�(���� �$� )����� D�.� ����� �� �%!�� *���,� 2��। 
#����,  D�. �Z���¡�� .����� �¼  &�# Fk��@ �#I�.� ���=�  #�� D��.�। *����%� QD�� 
!����� !�� ��$�+। 9 �.� 9.�, '���! %[���� .D� 2��� .g���2 ������ �+�। 9�, 9@ 
��<� -����, �.p�L ���. ����� !�� Fk��  ��� �N�O� �� ��| ��� 9�� �� #�$�� #�$�� ��� 
*���� 9. Q�0  D�. �? Q��0। 
 
 #�����,� .����� �¼ ��@  �j�$ ���$ �C���+ &��। 2��� ��(=��� !��- ���� �N�� ��, 
U� �� %0��.। 9@ 9.�,��� �=0��  % 9.�* 9� । 
 
 ��2��� ��% �� =�L.�� .�� .�(��+, %���� ��� �N��� �� C?�.��%,  +�© ���� ���. !�� 
 =�� ��+- ���$�� �� ���� ��� %���� �N�?�,�, �+� 9@ �.�। 
 

-=�, ������ !��। ����,���। 
.D� �,  � .�(��+ &��। 
-� ��, �.++� ��� !�� �। ���� !��� =�। ��#�#�। 
 
��-�F- +���. ��� Á� )�  +�$  ����� ��$�+� &��। 9�, 9@ �'���� %�.,.���, 

�N��? �� 9.,� 2���� +�( .�� ��(�$��, 9.�, ��`0 �'<���� �W��� �$ Q���&। 
 
�D=  %@ ��`0��� �W� 2���  &��,�। ��A��  ���$ >%�?�  ����. ��� �N��? 2��� 

���J�� 2(L  ��� ��% �+�। ���Z�5���� ��������� !�� ��< �=L.�� .�� F�k�+ ��, #��  +�$  .(�� 
F�k�+ %���, ��  %@ %��D 2��� !����  ���#�5��� %��� !�� F�k�+।  =���� %��� ���,�� 
��$�+ ��, %��� �� ����। �D=, �. �`�<, &���� =�� +�(��  ����� ��� 9. 7�(. 5�� 9��  %@ 
%��D ��A�� ����� �#�+� '��< ���� ���? 7�(���� �$�  % �����%? �JQ���। Á� )  7���� 
�$��� ��&�. ���.��  C�� ���  �� �����  #�:��, '��� '��� ���,� �2��&, ��&���� '���� 
��'L% F¡�%3�, %!%�  .� ���.��� ��<�� Fa*��� F�k !����� ��� ����¼। 5��� �¼  D�� 
 ��� 9�� ���,� �2��& ��� ��%N��� �� !��, !���5�$ ���� ��@�� 9�%�+ &��। ��A�� ��� 
 =���� %��� �������� 9�������� ��� ��� &�, ��� &���, ��� 9.��� %0�, 2�� ���  #�+- 
9@ ��<� %�?�, F���B� ��2  =��� &� 9� � ���। 

 
��.J; ������ �� ���� ��� .�+�.��+  ���  #� 5��� �2��& 9�� ��<=�L.��। &�� 

��  ��� .���।  7���� ���? #�-��.� ���� ���� �$�� �� ��$ ����+। 9@ �N��?����  D�., 9@ 
�..�6  D�. ��� ������  ��� =�@, ��� ��~Q��  =��� �� 9.�,��� �%��0। 
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�Z� #�(��� 9@ ����?K &�����  % ���.��  D�.�+ %���,� �� 9�� %�A %�m?। .��;, 
#�����,� �2��& �� !���+ .��� �Z��, ���� .�2 ��� .��+। ��@�C�,  ���#��� �2��& 
 '�% 9�%�+ ��. ���। 

 
9�, 9@ ���;<  ������ )��%� 2�� ��� ��+ �����,, ��� �� &��, �� ��� &�� 9. 

�0!� �D<!� �S;�� F���?�� ���;�। %� !�����2 ��� 9. �m.���� &I� �� ������  �$��E, 
���� ���� �� !�� ��2�� ������ &���. ��(=��� 9 �. 9. !�%?.� Q!%,9�������� '����� 
)����C�� ��%। 
 

9@ ��!Z��<, ��&� 2�� Q=6 )N;����� !��  ��.�, ���t�� .��- �&�d� �0�M �N��?'� 
�.p�L ��%����। ��� 9� ����  .� '�  @, '�  @  %@ %� �!�{ )��.��� ��������� 
��($���। ��� Q������ ��� =�@, %��� ����� ����� =�@ ���� %0�-!�?�� �K, 9.�, ����) 
Q���� ��� 2�. &�$�� ���+ ���$ .��। ��9�, ��� �C�� ���। 9.�, �`�< �%���0 ��&@ 
���. !� &��। 
 

9�,  '������� ��+� �m.�� #���  ���, 9.�, ��� .��� .�� !k�L å&� !�� �%� �����,-
�U =�@, 9.�, ����) ���;� �U, �� ���� �R�� �)�� !��� ���� ���� %�<
  .�$  2�� 
!��<����� 2��। 
 

!k�L &���� pN���� ���  C�� �%� ���$�, 9.�, +���+��� �N�? !��  '�% 2�k।  ����� )�, 
��/�)�, F�k�। ����� ����  #���� ��= 9�% D��. ��($��  � .?������  =��। 2@  �� \O  =��� 
�$�+- ��ñ��� �U�,�., ���.��� %Z�<����. ��� ����� Q��C���। 
 

 C�� �%� ���$�, 9. -�<�� �.�<�; 8�.�+ &���.। =���.� �� �.�<; .��+  #���� ��= 
.�,����� ��� ���.�� ���� !k�L ������ ����  %@ =.=�. C��� ��<��,। 
 

��� 9� ���$ ���।  ������� !��.� �m.���� ��? ����  !(�,  !(�, ���$ ���- ��$ ��$ .�� 
��&�.  ���� &��। �� ��  % \O ���  ��- 9.�, =�� �+��� .�=  +�� ��� .��� .��+ 
�C% �C% .�� ���+,  ���  �� � ����? 
 

F�k ��($�� &��।  ���  ��  %। 
%� �N��?� Q������। 

 
(��%� ���  =j���� ��=�) 

 
 
 

 
 

�&�.� �&�.� �&�.� �&�.� ������������������������    
    

�¶ �¶ �¶ �¶ ��¤�����¤�����¤�����¤���, , , , ����������������    
)�,  D�. �C�� 9���  #����&�। ���  .���� ��a�,��  ���� .��$- =��$ ���� ���। F�k�� 

 %5��� 9.,� ��(��� 2��  ��� ���� ����  % �J? .����- .�����Å ���  C���� ����� 
%�T��5��� 
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������ ���। � ������ ��! "#��� $��� �%��&� ���� ��। ���'�� ��( )�$��� $����� ��� 
�*� ��+�,�#� �*��&�। (�# ��� �-# ". ��/0��1 � �������� "��� %���।  �#�� ���� �� (� 
���� "#&� 2����3� 4#�� 5�& ( ���� �����*�, �� �*��&� �#*���. �� � ��� ,���। (� 
"#��� ��� %��. ���� 2� �#*� �। ��7 ��18 � ������ �#���. %�� ��+�� ���� ��� �9 
���:���� #�� 5�&&� ��.���*�। "�, ��� ( ;�-. ��� ��� ". 2��#�� ����<= #�����> 
$��� �%�� �*�, � ������ (� ���? #?� ����। ����@�� 2���. ( 
���� ;�>�� ��� ;-�- 
 

‘2.� ����� �C���� ��(�� #�� �.#:�।’ 

‘#:�, �# ).�*, $��� ,�;� �., ��(�� �#*� �., "E� ����( �., �/ ����� 2�*? 
"���. 2.� ���� ��.� ). �., �:��&� ��( �� ��� �?’ 
 

‘?�;# � )����, ������ ���3� ?�# �� ���, 2���� G� #����*।’ 
 

‘G�! �# ������ #���*�, G� �#��� ��. :�?’ 
 

‘�/. #��. � #.�:��*, $��&� �:����� ��.�:�, � ��� #.� :� ;-���*���, ��/� ��#, I.G� 
����&���, 2���� ��.�:� ��3�.  :����, 2� �,#���� ��.3:�, "���� #.�� �# �:� #.�:�� 
��. ���, ����� 2���� *&�&�.�� ���3� ��( ��.#:� ��� �� �# /���। /�,� #.���*� �, G� 
�� ���*, ���� ��.( �।’ 
 

‘���# ��� �� �� �� �*�� ���@��, 2� 2�� � ���� �#��, ���� #���&� �C� :�.  :��। 
2�� ?�;#, 2�� ��. :�।’ 
 

� �������� ;�>�� ���#��� #?� #��& ��� #�����> ��� ):��������� /�+�3�����J��� 
���K� ;����: ��!�� �����। 
 

�/�� "��. ���7� #�। ����&������ ���? ��� ���/��� ���� �# "#&� � ������ 
����&����� ���� ���� �< �< ���# ���� �C���*, ����� ���3$� ���3�� �����*, ��& #���* ����� 
��! �L�M। %���� %���� $��� ������� .N� ��� �*���� �����*। ��!�$��& )�# ��71�� 
�O�O �5=�� ��� )?�� )P,�: ��/ ��3 ?�#�� ���� ���। �/��� Q���& �1�� %�� 2�*  ��� 
�R����/। "#&� %:���� �,� #&� �S (� ��?�&� �'� �'� #��� ?��#। �/� ��0:। T�,U-#���,U 
�#� ���3�� ���� ��� ���3� )?�� 2����3� ���3&���(�� "#-2�� ��5��� �,/���� ���#। �/��� 
�� ���# ������ � �* V���। �?,��� I’"#&� ����#� ���� #�����> " ���( �����*, �/��� 
���# V��� ,�� ��(��� "� ����&������ �<: � �� ��3�* V���। ���� �/�� �� ��! )�:�,�� 
,������*, "� �:��# /��� �� ,����� V���। /-�U "�� #?� %���� %���� #�����>�� %�7= /��� 
�����। ���� /� "#&� �����. �/�� ;-��� (। 2�� �# ���#� ��। ����� �/�� ���7 �. ����. 
,��, �� "#-2�� 2�*, ����( 2��W ��(����(�� �*�3. �����* Q��, ���#���&-/�&����� �� 
%X�%0�-Y��-Q��, 2� "����: �� �#� ��� /���* /�+�3����� ��,��। 
 

2��� ��.� ,���# �/+�& �/����� ��!���3�� �C�� ��(��� #?� �,8� #���. ��� �� 
Z��8�� ���� ��/ )��[ /�� �3���। �# #��� �� "�? "#&� ���3�� �� ���3� ���# /�+&��? �#\, 
)8�� �#*� ,�� � ��� �� ���3� ���#. �� ���� �# #��? /-�U ". ��/0��1 ��� %�7= ��  /��� 
����&������ 
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;��। ���:., �# ):�� � �&� ���&��# (�� "�#���� *����� #�� ���। "��� ��@� ������ �/�, 
���7�, ���3 ��3, �� �� �#�?�� /����� � �। #�#�#���� %�� "��� ��3� �/�&�, "� �� 
�R��� �/�। �#�?�( Q��=� �#� �#*� �.। ��?$��& #�#����� ���&����& #�� ���� ����7�  ��� 
)�1 ��� ����/J��। 
 

"�� #?� %���� %���� 2,�]�� ��� �� �3��� � �������� #?�, ��� ���� ���� 2� 
�#���� $&�&�। 2+U�# ;-��� ��। )���8. �<Q ���<�� �� /�+&�� 45 #���� ���3� ���#। ��� 
������ ����� 2��� ����� )S �:�+���+�� ��!���3�� ���&����& �^��� ���?. �&�# 2�*-  �#�� 
��18 ����� �#��� �R�_ ��3�- "���<= ����� �� �# ��`����� ,���* �# ���! 2��, 
����&����� �# � �������# ��� ��� � �*? ��. ��� /�- ����, ��� ��3� �*��&�, �� �# #��*? 
��# �� ��� "# ���+,�� ���#....�, 2� �� %���� ���� � �� �� ����� �#���� ��b�&�� #?�। 
%��-;�M��� �� /�+&�� ?��#, ��� �� �� 2� ;-�* � ���& �?�#। Z��8�� �%�c �� ��� �3��� 
��!�� ����� �����  �*&�� ��,, $�3 /�� ��� �C��� ���'�&� �����। "# ��� ��� �� /��� 2� 
���3 � �� �#� ��% �., "���<�= �� ��7। "� ���3 � �� �� �R�: �� �����, �� �� ����� ,�� 
�। �� �� �/: #��� ����� �। 
 

��, �� �� ����. � 2� (���#। ��� ��� �� #������ ���? ���� #���। ;�#���3�� 
�,d������� ��3� �*�� #����, ����� #���� %�.। #������� ���3&� ����� �*�, ����� �� .&-
����#� "#&� ����& Y��e� ��#������/�� ��/�I��� ��<: /�� ��� 2�*। �� " $&� $�& 
�� #���� ���3�� �*� �। ��+�� �*�� ��+��� ��: /�� #������ �*�&��� 2.-" Z��� �3� 
#��#���# (�� 4�� �:�8 ��� ��� � �*। 2� ���.�#......��#� , "� ��#?� �%�� ��� �# ��%। 
#���� �#�?�� 2�* �� �� ���। ���'�&� $��3 ��� �����# �� ,������ #���। 
 

"���-���#��� �#*� 2�  #�����>�# ���� � �, I. C�& ,(3� �V&�� ����G। �#�&1 /�� 
��.� I’��# �� ��!�� ���# "� �� � �� /���� G�#���# �,��� ��3 ��� �,f ��(�� "#&� #���� 
#�gC�#, .������� ���  ��� ���� Sector Headquarter-B Prohibited Area- �����#। " 
���� )��: �� �3�� ���� �, ��� "#?� �� ��� (��� )�# ����&��� ?��#। ". %��%��� (. 
��!�� #��� �# �� ���'�&� ��� ,��*, �� )��: ���'� ���� �। ��!�� I’���� �� ��! ��3$�, 
��J��� ��0:., ��� ���� � �, I’����� ���3J���� ���# ,�.�� ,�.�� 2� /�+#�� /�+#�� 
#�����> �� ��!� ���� "� �� 2��*। ���� ���� "�� ��d+*� �� #�gC��#� ����। (�� /�� 
����� �%�� ���# ,�� � �* ����&���� *�;�&�� ����� ��!�, �c�� �$��। "#&� � �&� ���� h��� 
#�� 2�*। 2� ��� #��* � �&� ��+�,# ����&��� Q/��- �#; ��+�3��, �#; ���। �� ���& C�+#�* 2� 
/���/��� #��*। 
 

(��� ����. #�����> "#&� �]�-,(3� ����� -��# ���, �#� ���� "��� �। ��N� �� 
� �। ����&���J���। ����� (��� �����. ���. �����, ����� " �:�&� ���������� (��� ���� 
���� 4�� ����. �, ����� ( ����। "#� ����&��� (�# ��# ���� ;-�- ‘2�� %�i, ./� ���� 
/��` �#� ����� �?- ‘)/. ��.�:��* ���, ��� ������ ).�*, ���� ��*:� �.।’ ��� #�����> 
��?��  ��*�&� ���� $�� ��*�। ����&���J��� )��# ��X�� (� %���/��� �<: #��*। $��&�� ���*� 
��7 /�� #�����> (� &�#�� /�� ��� #���� "# �:��#& �!� �� ���&। �:�, ���� Cj #�� 
�� ���&&� �k�� �:��#&&� 2� �:�,&� ���� ��� &�#��� ���:। "# ��� ���+�� �*�3 �� &�#��� ��: 
/�� �# �� "#&� ��� #��। �����-�<Q ���� �� ����&� *��3 ��� ����&������ ���#। 
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������# �<Q��� "#&� ����&���( ��� ���# /�l� ���� � /�� J�� *+�3���- )�:?1 �<:- 

I�&� ����&. #�����>�� mU��` �%� #�� ������ � �*। ���&�� ��3�* �� ��!��। *&C& #��* ��, 
2� ���# ���# ��� ���#� �O ��!�� ��� ��� �*�� "+�# ����। 

 
2� (���# �V��G� ��#& ��n �� *�&� /�� h�:�� ;�:� )o /��� ������ "���, ���� 

������, ����� Q/�� ��+,� ��&�#���� �*[����[ /�� "���#-����# *�3�� 2�*। � �&� ��'��� 
"#&� ����&  �1, ��( ,������ ��+��� ;3�*, #��3 2� ���3� ������ #&�  �S ����� %��� /�� 
;�-�*। 

 
����&���J��� ��� ���# "� �� � �- ������, ��� ��/&� 2#���� ���# ��� #�� ��3 

2�*। "#&� Q���8� �R�p� /����� ;q���� �� ���� �r=�� �,f( �.। 
 

(2����5� 2���� ��,�) 
 
 

 
�0�1 (-�� 
u ����0�1 (-�� 
u ����0�1 (-�� 
u ����0�1 (-�� 
u ���    

    
v v v v �%]��%]��%]��%]�, , , , wxywxywxywxywwww    

     �Q�=�� 2���� �� m�� ��p, �� m�� Q#���� ;z���� ;z��। ". �Q�=� ����� �Q�=� 
". 2��� ���$� ��� ��$ ��� 2+����� C�+�# C�+�# &�#��� 2��� �। )�# )�# 2���। 

 ����# ����� {|��1 ���8� ��� ������ 2� �%d� ���# )�}��� ���: ���� ,�.। {|�1 
�� ���8. �Q�=�� ;U�।  

�Q�=�� ������� �� m���# ~�1 #���*, �� m�� )��1�=- �#� ". ������� ��/�# 
"#��� ;Mp #���। ���, /:�+ Q,�� #��/�� �� ����#���3� � "#�& ����7 ��/0��1 �����/ 
�$�7=� #��। m�� �� Q#���� Q��<�� ��������� /�� (�-। 2��� �Q�=� ��.। 2��� k��, 2��� 
��% �। �?��� '3 (�-। ����� �*��&। �������� #�+� ��� । #��� �RI, #��� %�W�। ��. ��� 
�# ��%�� ���� �Q�=�� 2���। ��� )S#�� �-�� ���� 
�=1��� %��7:U? �, ���� ���� � 
#�X#���( �। 

�Q�=�� 2��� )8�� k���*। ����* �Q�=�� ;U� �#�?��। 4�� ��.� C��&�#�। �#\ 4��* ��� 
#��� #��, ‘‘����( "�� C�� ������ /�(�� �����*� ��� �,#���� ��#� ���।’’ 

‘��#� �� 2� ����� ������ ���_ ��=। �� /�� �#� �� 2��� ��� । ;M��(। )?, � 
��(��� "#&� ����1 ����। 

� � �, " /�� ���� �। ����. /��। 2���� ���&� ���:��1 #���*। 2� ���� �0�� �। ����� 
����� )��� /��। �%�� /��। ���� G�#��। 2��� ������ ��+�3�� Q%���0��1��� Q�=%�� ;��%�  
#����। /-�U ,��# ;-���, "�# �S:� ����, "�� )#���! 
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- /:�+, 2��, ,��# ;-�� �� �3! ". �(, ����&� ���। 

�S:�� �,���-���� I_��� /���। /��� �#������। ��:� �?�# (-� �S:�� ���?� h���_: �R#��� 
#��� )���8. �#� �� h��?�: 2��। ):�� /�� ,��। �#\ 4��. #��#�& ��/0�1। ):�� �,M 
2��� ,�� /�� (�- "#�& #?��- "� #�� 2���# ���* �#? 2#���� ���# �,�� ���� ���। 

( ��. ���! 2���# 2#���� ���# �,�� ���� ��#��� /��। 2��� �R�_ /�� Q�����। 2#��। 
���&। 
���। %������। 

�S:� 2���# %��������। %�������� ���. 2��� �R�_�? �R�_ #�� ����� "#�& ��� ������। 
2�� /�� ���3�� �����& ��� ����। ����7 �R�_� 23��� ������ � � �S:�। 

‘�#��’ ( �S:�’। ". I�&�� ���: �#� �� �0� )�!��� �L#1 ���:��। ‘�#��’-‘�S:�’ � /�� 
‘�����’-�S:� /�� ����। �#\ �S:� ����� ��� "� �। "� �#�� ���। Q%���0��1��� ��/0��1। 
"#�& �#������( ����� �/U �Q�=�। 

"�� �/U �Q�=�� ;U� ��+�� ��3����। 
����� ����� ����� �S:� Q%���c���� ��� ��� ����� 
�� )�:�� �,� #���। 2��� �,�� ������ ����#। ;���� #��� ������। 

�S:�, ". ��/0��1 2�� ������ XR��,��= #��*। ������ ��� ����� 2��� �� �3�*। �+�,�� 
���,1� #��#�� 2�  ����*��, ���� %��# $�#���। "#�� ���*��( ���  ���� �। "� $�#��� 
2��� %�� ���  �- ������ #?�� ���� �N� �����*���। " �N� �� 2��� ���� ��( ��'�� 
�����*���, �#\ ������ #��* �-# ��. ��/0��1 �����&� 
�#�� #�� ��� �����। #�- ���� 
�����*���- �� ���' � �� ��� #?� ���� � �S:�। /�;#�; #��, ���*�� $��� 
���#�� ��(�� ��� 
�। 

�� ����� ������# �����# !� #��� �����*��� /���� �#\ ����#�# 2�� C�+�# ���� �����। 
��<�=. %�5 m�� 2��� ��#��,� /���*�। �S:�, ���� ���� � "�� ��� � ���*� �%� 
���%����� 2��� �E %� #����! �#\ 2�? ���� �� � �#� #�� 2�� ���� ���*�� �����* 
2��� ��। 2�� "� ���*��� �%�3। �*[�0� ����7� ���'। ���� ����� ��� � �#� #�� ����� 
����� �*[�0� Q�= ����� �� � #��। �#� #�� ����� /�� ���� ��<: ��d+*���� ��V��� (�� 
'�+���� ��3। /���� ����( "�<�= ������ ;�� '�+���� ��3*। 

��, ���#� �%��&� ���' ���' �#� �� #��। ������ ������ �� �3�� "#&� )���� 
2��#�� �#+�� ;�-। � ��� ���� �#�?�� �#� #�� 2�*�! )���: 2�� "#�& ��O( )�1 #�� 
�C���*। 2������ ����� ��O। 2�  ��� �p�/���# � ����� �#� �%�c �3���। #., "� 
��� 2� ��� /� �। ���� ��� �#�?�� �����* ". ����। ". ������O। 2��� �� /� �# 
����, "� ��*� �Q�=� 2�*। ������ %��������. ". �Q�=�� ;U�। 

�S:�, 2��� )�# 2��। /���� ���� "# �����# )�o ��N��। $��� ��.��। '3 �#�& � �� 
����( "#�� ��@� "#�& $��� ���7 /��। ������ ����� ����� �S:� ������ ���� ������ /��। 
���� 2��� ��/����। "#�� ��0 /��। �� /��। ��� �8��� ��। ������ ���: 2�� �#�?�� 2��� 
����� 2�� ��+�� ��.। 2��� ��( �� "�� #?� ���। ������ ��!�=1 Q�8�� Q�8�� 2�� ������ 
)�!� ��+��। ����= ����� ��� 2��� )S#��� ��� ��� }��, #����� #���� ��/��3�  ��� ���� 
��., )�� 
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��� ��� , /����� ������� ���f #�� ):�� ����0=1 �%[� ��- �� ���: %��� ��. ������ 
#?�। %��� ���� /�। �0�1 (-�� 
u ��� �� #:��L �C��, �� �4�� ���� )�/�� �*[�0� ����7� 
#�[�� �n �%�� 2��। ����� � I’"#�& ���� ���� '��&��। 2�� ������ ������ $ $ ��|�� 
4�� ��.। )0%� #��। ����( ���' "�<�=( �#�( #:��L �C�*। 
 
�0�1 (-�� "�( ����। ���# ���&�#� 2����� ���3 ���� /��। ���&��+�� )S#�� �:����#G ��� 
��9�� ;��3 �C�� 2��� Q%���c���� ��� 4�। ������ ��+�3�� Q%���0��1����# )%:?1� 
������। ���� 2��� �#������ /��� ��� ��� /����। 
 

(������ 2/��� ��,�) 
 

    
    
    

�=������� "#�& Q�:<�,��=������� "#�& Q�:<�,��=������� "#�& Q�:<�,��=������� "#�& Q�:<�,�    
    
w� w� w� w� �%]��%]��%]��%]�, , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    

 �*��&�� #�1�<Q�� "�� #�1�&��� 2��� Q?� ��� ��3। )?, ( 2���# �����- "���� 
"#�8�,�M �� /���� ����oJ��� �3�*���। �������� #��* ��� "��#�� #?� 4�� 4�� ���� �� 
���-��� �*��� �*��&�� ���# ��� ������ � /�� ��3�* �� ��� �<: #�� ����� /:�+, ( �*��&�� 
�� 2���। (� ���� /���� ����� 2��� �*�&����� �S�। ". V���� Q�.���� ����� �/G����� �*�� 
���। (� 2� "# %�. �*�। "� ���� �#; �.। ( "#�। 

2�� 2� . 4��*���, ����� ��<=����� ". V��&�� (�� /����� ��#���/� �(���� I��� 
/���� #��। "�� ���7 "�� V���� #�+,����3J��� ���� �*�&�� 2J ����� ���। )��: ���O��� 
%����� ��� ��4�( 2��� #���* "��� #�* �?�#। ��� /�������� )�:�,���� ���,�&� ������� 
���� 2�� ��$1 " ��-��� ��.� #�+,� ��!� ���� �/+�& �S:�� ���� ����� ��d+�* ��.। V���� 
���O����� %����� 2��� ���,� ���� �� ����� �������� #��* ��� ���। ������� 2���#  
������ 2��� �#� ���#;���&� )%�� /�� �। ?�#�-��(��� �:�}� #�� ����। ��� ���� V���� 
Y���,� ������ ���� �- Q���� 2����� V���� ���.�# #3� �G�C� ���� /��। ����� 2+���� 
������ V���� ���, �G���, ���, 2����� ���O����� %�.��� "#-"#&� ����� ��W��- ���. )o 
/��� )�� Q/��। 

�#��� �������� ���? ��Y! V���� ���3� ���3, %�c� $�, �0: ;�-� ���� �&� �� �� #�� 
;-���। )?, ������ ". V�� "#�� ���[� ���  ��, �*��������� #�#�#���� ���� �*�। 
����� )��# 2� /�������� /��� ��� /���*। )��# ,�� � �* ):� ����M�� �S��। "#&� 
2��1 ��1��� #���� V��&��# ��7��� �� �$�� �����*। ���, ��� ������- ���� 2�*, ���� "��� 
�������� �%�& � �*�3 ��/�� �%1� #�� 2�*- ���� ��. ��1��� ���# ��� ��� �� ������ 
����� ��। ���� ���� ���� �#� Q��#0���� ����( ����� )��#�� �<�� ��/�� Q�:�  �3 �����* 
��� �%���, ��.��।  
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V���� �����# $��� ���� ���� Q�� ���3 ���&� � �� �������� ���? ���O��� �S���� V���� 
)�C�� �C����। �&�� *�;� ���� "#&� �*�& $�, I�&� �O���7, "#&� �&���, "#&� �,���- ". 
(��� )�C�। $��� ���� ��+�3�� �������� #?� 4�*���। #�1�� ����� C��� �*��&�� ��# �?�# 
�,�� ���� �������� ���# ���#�� ������ �#\ ( "#� �#? �������� ����� (�� "#&� #�_� *�� 
������। ������� "#��� �*��&�� ���# "# �� ����� ����� �� #�� ����� /:�+, ( "#�। 
(� %�. �� Z�� �.� �3���। �� 2����� ���O���/�� Q?� ���� ���? ���  ���। ��� �*� 
2��1 ��/�। ��#����� Q?���� "�� V���� ���3� /�����/��� ���3�� 2J ���। �� 2J 
�%��� � �� ���3 ���� ���। ��� �� #��� �� ��� ���� /�� (�-। 2��� ���O������ ���? 
2��� ,�.���। �#\ (� �� (�# ���# ��3�� ������ ��1��। �#\ "�&� {&�#� �*��� %�� : 2�*, �# 
���� ���? ��7��� �� ��#����� ��! V�� ����� ���, �� "#Q��8 (��� ���? 2����� 
C�.& ,��*, ):���# V���� ���/ ���-��57 ;Y1|��� Q�=%�� *��& ������ �:!। /���� ������� 
o�, /���� ����� ( 2��� .�!�� ��d3���� Q����� )#X�U "# ����&��� ���#� ���� ��3 ���। 
����� ��#���/�� ����#�� /���� ������� C��� ��@�� o��# ���� #�� ���# ���� ��। ���� 
��(��� ��/� ������� )����� /���� ������# J�� #�� ���� �C��। 2��� %�� ���� ��-��-�� 
#�� ,�U#�� #�� #�+��� ?��#- ���: ��#�& $� $� �n #�� 2���� ��%�� �,���� ���� ���� 
)�R�: /�� ���। V���� #�+,� ���3J��� ��; ��; #�� k��� ?��#। 

������� "��� ?����। 

2�� ����� �����? 

�������� ����� �9#�_ 2J 2��� �%����- �#\ 2�� ��� �����* "��3 V��� ��� 
� �&� *�-��� ���3 �<� /���*। 

2�� 2���� ���# ��#����। ������� ����� 2� { 2���- ����� �� "��� 2����� 
#��*- ����� 2�� ���O���। �������� ���? ���� �����। 

������� )� �?�� ����� 2��� �� /���*� (�# �C���� ��.। V���� #���� #��* ( ?�#- 
�#� ( �� (� �������� ��7�,f। �#\ (�# �C���� �����। (� �,���� ��%�� Q����� 2���# 
�� #����। ����� �?�# 2��� 2����� ���? (. ������� Q�= (। ( J�� *�3�� ,�� ��� ���। �#\ 
( �� "�#���� ��� �*��� ��4। (�# 2|�� �����*� 2� �#*��� ���. ( J�� ,�����। ���O��� 
%����� ������� &/� ���� �#��� Q��:�#� )o 2���� ����� ��� ���� ���। "��� ������ 
)�o� ���? 2���� ����। �� Q��:#&� ��.�C�-�� � �����, ������ #���, ��� ����। (� /��� 
)oJ��� �� ��= ���� �,# �,# #�� (�-। �S:������ (. 2���. 2��� Q��:�#� /��� ���8 
)oJ��� ���� ���- ". (� #��। ". #���( "� �&� �� ��|�� #��. �����। 2���� ���# �,�� 
�C�� � � I���.। 2��� 2��1 "#�V��� ��( #�1��। "#'�+#3� #���� ,�� ��?��- "#�& #�, 
C�1� ���, G G�  I�& �,��- �� �� I�& /��� �# %�7= �:!�� 2����। 2��� #�� ���� �����? 
/�� (� ����� ��, ���� (� ����� ����- �#\ ���� �� 2� �#; �.। "� )��� "#�& I�
u 
{&�#� 2���� ���� $�&�* %���� �3 ��7�`�( ���� #�� #_ ��� । 

2��� #��* � ���। 
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���_ #�� ������ ������ �� ���' 2���? �� ��� ���� �C�� )��J�� 2c���� �� 
#�������� "# ����& -#�-# ��n ��� �� ��� ��� ���� �*�& #�� ����� /:�+ ����� G�/��� 
�� �&� ���� ���/��� "#&�  ¡  ��.�C� ��� "#�8 �,� %�c�� ��&1J��� ���� #��3 ���� 
������ #��� �� ���। 

2�� ����� ������ ����-�� �#; �. ���'? 

2��� "#&� #�� ?������। ����� ������ (�� �����# J�� #�� �����*। G� /��� "#&� 
����� *�3 ���� ����� ��?�� �#*� ���� ����� ��+�& ��.�C��� �:����&� ������ #��� #��� 2��� 
�#*� "#&� ���� �: ��� ������- �#\ �#*� ����� �। 

2�� ������ V��� ������ �#� 2��� �.? 2��� 2��� ���# ��#���। 2�� ������ ". 
���� ,�,���, ������, "� �#;? 2���� #�, ���&� "� ���#� �:���� ): ����� �� /�। 2��� 
���# �?�#( ):���# ��#����। ����� 2��� ���# (�� ��� � �*- 2�� ���� /��। 2���� 
 ��&� "� ):�#� �����। 2�� (� ��9� (�� "#&� �3� ���� �����- (��� #�* �?�# 2�� 
����� ����? ��.�C��� ����� �:������ ��: �?�# ����� *�3&� ��� #�� �� 2���, ����� 
�:������ �*� ���� �0� 2#����  ��� �,�� ���� 2��� ��?� ��3। ��� ����?1:� .�c� ���। 2���� 
#�, �� ���&�� (�� �,�� �3��. 2��� �� �� /���� �:������ �*� ���� 2��� �0��, )�# 
�0��, �� �� �,�� ���� ��/�� ��/�J��� '����� ���, ��� ������� �?J�� �,�f� #��*- 
�� �� Qe�� ���। Qe�� ��� ��� ���� /���� �����, %�. ��� �R��:� ���� ���। Qe�� ��� 
���:��� � �� �?�# ��� ���# �*��� 2�� Q��¢� �<��।  

(����#� �� ��� ����) 

 

 


�#�����O
�#�����O
�#�����O
�#�����O    

y y y y �G��]� �G��]� �G��]� �G��]� wxywwxywwxywwxyw    

*������&� �/��� ��'��� "�� 2����# "��#��। " )��� 2� �#� *������ �*� �। ��� 
�� 2��� I�&� *������ ��� �/�� ���/� �,�8� /�, )��: ��&� �����#। *������� #��� �#� 
%�&� ��3�, ��� 2� 2�� ���� 2��� �� �। 

"#��� ��3�� ;�-��� "#���� ��+��� ,���� I�& �o ��� *������। "#&� ��G�, "#&� 
£:�&��G। "#���� �/�� ���/��� ���� $�, ��&� )�C� ��� �����,�। �/�� ���/� Q�� �+���� 
���, ��?�� "#����� ,�� )��1# ����-#����। .����� ���/��: "�", �#\ ����� �*� �:���� ���# 
�'�+#, ��. ,�#�� � ��� )� �0�� ��� �3 #�� ����* ". �:���। 

�:���� Q?� ���# ��� ������ /��� �। ��. #����1� �� �. ��� ��� ���, ����7 #�� 
�*�& �:��� �#� #�� ,����� /� " �:����� �3����� #�� "�#���� ����7¢ /�� (�- "�� "� 
��� #��*  
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"�-#� ��� #�� ����#( )�# �#*� ����� ����। �����3�� C� �/���� *������� "� ��3-
��38 )�}�। ��+,� ���# ��� ���� 45 /���*�, "� �+����� ��&�*। 

���#� ��� #��� .�� �*�, ��. ����# �������*- "��� ���� h���#�। �S���S��� ���=� �/�� 
�� �����। 

�/�� ���/� %�7= ��� ��� ,��� �<����। ����� ��(� ���� ��(�� "�� ����� #�� 
2��� #���( *��3 �। ��� ��c �:��� #��� "�� ���. ����। ¤��#��(। �3 '3 �3  ��*� ;�� 
����. ��� Q��%���, �#\ ���' ���' "� "#-"#&� '3 2�� �� $���#( ��/�. ��� �। ��,1 
���� ��������� �� '3 "�� � �। ������ ��,1 �?�# �� �#*� ��S� ���? �/�� ���/��� *������( 
� � ),� /��। ��� ����� �?�# ��� ���/��� G��# 2�@�� 45 /�� � � #�1��� ���' ���' "�� 
$��� ���� �� �, ����� %� . ���3 ,�� ���� �-# #��। 

�� ������ �/�� ���/� �� #�1���� ��� ���&�-" ��� ���। 

���, 2��� "��� �# ������ /���* 2���� ���। 

���, ���. ���, ��. ���. ,��। 

�/�� ���/� ��� ,��, ���� 2��� ������ #��� ,�. �� � ,�., ������ 2����� �*�3 #?� 
#.�� �। 2� ��� �� ��1��� � �* ���� �?�# 2����� 2� �C��� ;��� �.। " �:����� 
2�����( �:�  
�#�� #��� /��। ����, #�� �/�# 2� � �/�# ��.� 2���# J=��. /��। ��� 
2���� 2���# "#&� ��/��: #5, " ����� ��� ���� &�#� ��� ���� ,�� ��, ��� 2�� �,�- 
���� �G�# 2�, 2� ��#� &�#� I’����� ���: �#�!�� ���� #�� ���। �Q��� 2� #� ����� 
2���� ���. ���। 

¤��#�� Q����� � #�� ". �:�}� ��� ��। 

%�� ��8 �� ���������। h,� ��� ����� ;���। '���#� ���� ,�(��� ��� ���� ;��� 
/�� ���� ���। ��#��J�� '�� '�� ��3। "� "# ��8-���� )#X�U ��. '3&� ,03�8 ��� "�� 
� �। �+�,�� ���,1� ����। 

$��8 �� �< ���# �� #�� ���|� ������ ��/��#��� ,�� ������� �����  .���/��� 
�#�3J��� *��3�। 

"# ��� �#�& � �* *������� �#� #�1�� ���� �.। �/�� ���/� 2� ���� ����� �। �# /�� 
����? �:���, &�#�-����� #?� �,8� /��. ���#� #�*&� �#� #�� (�- ���, ��?� $��� ���। 

#��#�� �� �/�� ���/� *������ �����, ��#��� �,�- "���*, �:��� Q��g� �� ���� ����� 
9#��। 

����� �'�3 �,���� ��� �# �� %���* "� ��� Q������ ���� ���/� ;+�# ��। 

���, �# %�., )�C� �����*, �9� 2��। 

%����# )��¥���। 
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����� #�� �G�# ��� �/�� ���/�। 

I’,���& #?� ��� ���� ���/� ��� m_ �� ,�� ��। 2� �/�� ���/�  ��� /�� ���� %��� 
"# ��� 2� ( ". ���� ���/� ����-2��� ����� ���� ����,  ��� ��3 #��� 2���, 2� 
2�? ". ���� ���/��� ���� ;���. �%1� #��* " ��3�� ���#J���� ���-��=। 

Q�� �� ��� �#�& � �*। *������ ���� ),�। ��� Q�������� #�� �� �� ������� /��। 
4�� ����� �, ¦�#� �/�� ������ ��������( �3�. /��। �,���J�p �� -�� ���? ��.�Z���.�� 
*��� I�&� ���#� ,��*, � ��� "#��� /�� �?�# 2� "#��� /��� ,�� ���- ��C��&-
/:�`���( ���� ,��*। 

I’��  %�� ���� ���� ���/� �<: #�� �/�� ���/��� *������� 2���- 2� ��G� ����&�( 
,��*। %���, "� ���� �# #��। ��� � �#� #��( �.। 

����#�� �� �/�� ���/� )�C� ���� ���, �'��'���� ����* �R�_, �%�� ������ $�� $�� %�.। 
�,���� �/�� ���� ��� ?�#�� ?�#�� #� �,���� ���� ��� ��3�� � �*। "# ��� ����� �� 
��� )�C�&� #� ����� ���3 /�� � �*, �,���� ,��� )C��& ����, ��.��&�.�� #�L�� 
/��। ��� h��# ���#� ‘h��# ��������’, #� ��� ��7 ����� ��,� ���# �#�=�� ��� �� ����, 
�L��#� �/�� 2/��। 

". ��� %�7= $�$� ��n ��� ��� �%�c ���। ���� "#&� ����&��� ��� ��+ #�� ������ � �। 
$�3 #�U #�� �/�� ���/� ���� ���&� ���� ���/��� ����� ���� �?�� � �। ��� �?�# ��� 
���� ���/�, �# �� ���, ����� 2c�� ���3�� "���#. �# ����। 

���&� ��� � �C���� �:�# #�� *������� ���� "�� ��+�3�� ���। ��C ���� ��� ��o I’� 
����� ���। 

"#� ��� ������ ������ ���, �/�� 2/�� #�� ��? 

2��� ��। �# ��#�� ���। %��� ���� ���/� /�� �#� ��#��� #�� ��� �3 #�� �����*। 

�#� ���� � ���� h��# ��# ��#& �?�# "#&� %�+� #�� #� � ��� #�� �/�� ���/��� ����� 
���� ���� ���। 

"#&� /:����� �3 �3 /��C ����- ���O���/��# ��/��: #5। �#\ )� �3 )<�J��� �#� 
�,� ;-�� ���� � �/�� ���/�, �� �#� J���� ���� ?��#। �� )��: ��/0��1� ��:। 

�� ��/0��1� �/�� ���/� �/�  ��� ���� ( /:�����&� ���, (&� 2��� �Q��. *��� /���*। 

(���� (��� ��,�  �) 
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����������������������������    �0��0��0��0�    ��������������������    

w§। 
��� ����� ����� �#� 
�?�# Q,���� #��#�& #���� 

........... ��-�G��]�, wxyw 

¨ ��, wxyw    

 

��n� ������:��n� ������:��n� ������:��n� ������:    

��#��� .�� 0���#��� .�� 0���#��� .�� 0���#��� .�� 0�    

�n�# 2��� �3 %� �*� 
�R�?��� �� �#� �n�#, 
����7 ���� "�� )��#1� 
����� ����� �n, ���#�� 
�3� �3� ����� ,��� �n, 
�Q����� #�+# ��; ���� 
,�#�� �n, ���&��� ���ª��=, 
Q�,� .�&� e�� &����� 
2�1��- )#��= ���C# 9.���, 
"�� ���� ��� ��� ��? 
������ �����- .�:��� )�# ��n 
�n�� �R�?���# 2��� %�7= %� �*�। 
)?, )��# /., .���� 
2�� "# )�:���1 ��n� ���*�। 
2��� 2��� �n, �n ��, 
Q�� ����#0��, �����, �C���� 
��O� #=��, �� ��=, ����]� 
$���� �M��। 
�n ����-�������� ���� 
���7� ��, ,���1�� #R7�=� 
����� ,��� �O ��� 
������ ������ ��; 
2��� ��! ���/, mU���`� 
��O� �����-�n ����। 
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������ �:��� ���-, 2�c�� 
h����,# ���n, ��� 1� 
��# �,�� #��� � ���� �n 
��Y! ����� �,��� I����7: 
��4��� #�,#�� ��n� 2J, 
2��� �R�?�� ���3 �n �n �n 4��; 
#���., "� 2� �n�#, %� �., 
2��( ���. "# )�:���1 
��n� ���*�। 
 

(‘�n h��#’-�C«���� wxyv �?�# ��#���) 
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x x x x �� �� �� �� wxywwxywwxywwxyw    

2��� ������ 2��� ������ 2��� ������ 2��� ������ ****    

2��� ������ ������ ��?-$��& 
#R7��=� ��c� ������- 
������ ���� �<�� �����#� 2�� ��- 
��� ;M�� �¦;��� '3 ����� ����-�d#� ������। 
������ ��- �?�# �C�� �7�3��� ������ ��� 
�%�� ��/, �/��-�&-2��� �� 
������-�����#� ����। ������ G����- �*��� 
I�8��। ��G�%�� ��� ��� ?�#� ����� 
;�®¯ ��� 2��� ������। 
 
2��� ������ ���� #R°,03�� 
�?�#� �?�#� ��� C��। 
�±�� ������ )�# ��?� #�। 
������ ������ �,�� ���� �,�� ?�#� 
���� .�� ������। ������- 
%���1�&� ,��� )�# ;z�� 
�u� 
,���� �/�� ����� �� ���?� 
�²���g 2��� ������- 
 
����#���1 ������� �Rp #�। Z�8 I���� 
h��� �� ������ #�- �S:�� $��C�� 
����7� ���/� #�
� )��¤�8 4� �����- 
2���। 2��� ������- 2��� �,�����,��। 
���� ������#। 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* 
��� ����� ����� �#��� ������ �?�# ��#���। ����#� �� ��� ����। 
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....................����.����.����.����., , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    

    
2��� Q������ �n2��� Q������ �n2��� Q������ �n2��� Q������ �n    

                        h��� 2�� 2/��h��� 2�� 2/��h��� 2�� 2/��h��� 2�� 2/��    
    
((((wwww))))    
    

2��� ��! �,�� ��� 

  ��n ���� ���� ������- 

����� h���M# 2,�� 

  )#�� )�%���, 

  #�( �/��:� )~_�� 

2��� #�( �0��1� ��� 

  "�� ����#��� ��! ��@� 

   ��*� ����� ��� 

����� )� �/ �� 

  ����# V�� #���* 

�� ��|���� *��� 

  
� #��, #����� �C���* 

�� 2��� %�7�� ����� 

  Q#���� �� �r=� 

�� 2�� Q����� #���� ����� ���� 

  )�%� #���*- 

��� �#�� ��! 2#���� ��$ 

��� �� �,�#���� ��� ;�®��� 

"�� ��9�� Q�8��� ��!�=1 2¤�। 

   �� 2��� Q������ �n। 
  

(v) 

��7³ ��1�� ����� �,��� ���� #�� 

  "�� �]� $�� ��� ?��# ��+�3� C�&�� 

,�+�, �0�1, ���, V�´ "�� ��7�� 

  ����� ������� �� ���* ��� 
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#��#�& .+I� �� *��&�*��& #�� 

  �� Qµ #��� .�� /�- 

  "-����:O )����#�� �# ��� #����? 

"#�& ��� �� �#��� ;M� � ���� 

  ��+�3 ���� Q�,� )S#��� /����� ���- 

2��� %�7�� �n 

  ����� )S#���# Q#�� #���� �: 

  2/� ���� ��� ;¶�8 

������?� Q�,��1, ��d%� : "�� 2@ �?�# �� ���� 

m�¤� 2��� �n 2� ��! <�� .��� 

  ;��� /�� ,���- 

  2��� Q������ �n। 

 

   ( ) 

�®��`� ��4� �R���/ ��� 

  )·/���: ���� ����� ������# 

   %��� #����, 

���� 2��� #�
��# !� #��� �%�� 

  �#�� ����� ������# ��O� #����- 

(���RI��� ���� �¸���
� 

)�¸ ���� 2�1 �R�_ ��� Q���/�) 

��:��� � )S#���# ��N� #�� 

  ��-�� ������ ����� #��� 

  ��¹������ 2���# 

  2��� #��� ,��� 

2��� Q������ ��n ����� 

  Y�� ;b���� �/�#, 

���R%0�� 2���, 2��� ��Q� 

  )��� �# ���� #��W� #��� ,��� 

2��� )��� ��n- 

  ����� ��1�� �,�f� �/�#- 

2��� Q������ �n। 
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    (�) 

%� �?�# ;z�� ;�>�:/� ���� 

�� 2� ����� /�� � 

�� 5�|�� ���� ��+�, ?�#�� �r=� ��� 

2��� /���# /�� ��+�3�� 2�* 

2� ����� )S#��� �����* 

2#�� �?�# "# "#�& ���� ��� �3�* 

"�� )�/: "#�& !���� 

2��� � ��! ��cJ��� 

    )º�� /����� ����, 

�� 2��� ��n �� ��X��� ;�z�, $&�#- 

2��� Q������ �n।। 

 

����#� �#& �?�# Q�p) 
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wx wx wx wx ���»]����»]����»]����»]�, , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    

 

)4% ��O� ,:���¼ 2��)4% ��O� ,:���¼ 2��)4% ��O� ,:���¼ 2��)4% ��O� ,:���¼ 2��    
�(����� �(����� �(����� �(����� �/����/����/����/���    

 

��O 2��� ���� 

  �+�,��� ��1\� ����� 

%��� �����- ��-
�u� 

  ��� �#��& ��� ���� 

  ����� #�[� ��n ��c ��/���। 

��������- 

  #�,K� ��O��0�/� ������ 

  �����- #��� �; 

" �%�1� ��|� ��: ������ ���� 

 Qe� �=�c�=- 

  ���3 ��� �#��& ���R� �²���g। 

<��� )��� : �4��O� 

  ��1� ���! ����� 

�����/ ����� ���# 2½� #�� 

  �R��:� ����� ����। 

�n ��� ;UC�� ;�/�� 2��� 

����� ��¾�� ��3�। 


� /������ ��� ���<��%� ��&�#� ��f 

  2� Q�= �� ;�¿�। 

���1$ 2#��� )�?� ��$���%1��#���� 

  #��� ��� ������%1�� /�, 

��/�� ,:����¼� ��: Qe�� 

  )�¯�0��1 "# 2�� �M�। 

(‘�nP��#- �C«����, wxyv �?�# ��#���) 
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 ¡  ¡  ¡  ¡ ���»]����»]����»]����»]�, , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    

  #��`�#��`�#��`�#��`�� � � �     
���� �,d�������� �,d�������� �,d�������� �,d����    

#��`�� 

2��� Qe� 

#���, �&1��, ��#�&, � ����, 

����� #3� ����, ���±-���& 

2��� �����* �?�����। 

"��� ������ )G1�� �����, ����- 

��( )G1�� 

#��`��। 

 

���, ,������# Qe��� 2���� ��7, 

#� %��� ��@� )S#�� $����* ,������# 

"�<= �� ���07�1 2��� *3���� 

  #R°��<� )��} ,�+�, 

��&�( &�� #�� ���  :��* �#� �/�:����# 

"� 4�� )S#��- 

�# ��|��� �S�� �� �$�� 2�* ,�����# 

 

2� ��� #� ����/71# �����! 

#���� �C��  :��* ��1��7 ���� 

4�� "#&�� �'��� '�#��। 

"&�.��� �� ����f� ���/�<= 

#��`�� 

2� ���� �, 4�� )G1��। 

 

#��`�� 

4�� ������ "#�& )G1�� 

����� #� I�1� #�� ����� 2�����। 

#� Q,  ̀��3� ���  (�- ��O� ����� 
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#� Q�� k�� (�- �,���� ���� 
 

 

#� )·��n  �1 #�� (�- Q���& )o 

2� ��� ���? #� ��@� ������ 

��� 2�1��। 

#��`��, "��� 4�� )G1�� #���, )G1�� 

������ )G1���� ��c ��c 

*��& ��� 2��� 

{ �0�� ����� ���� �C���* #:�L 

����� Q���& ��W��� 4�� 2�* 

                  �/�¸ $���#� �� 

2� ��À� �� ��������� �� 

#��&� �K ���J�� ���#�� �����* �� 

�/�¸ /������� 

����� *��& ��� #� ����� Q��=� 2���  

 ��1 ;-�� 2����� ���_,�:� �V�G 

��. Y�� ;U���� 2��� ��� 2�* 

#��`�� 

4�� 2��� ��( "���। 

 

#��`�� 

2��� Qe� 

#��� �&1��  ��, ��#�& � ���� 

����� #3� ����, ���±-���& 

2��� �����* �?����� 

"��� ������ )G1�� ����� ���� 

��( )G1�� 

#��`��। 

 

#��`��  

"��� #� ��� /�� ������? 

"��� #� �R�_ ����� $�3� #�+&��? 
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;U#=1 /�� $���� Q���& ��/��? 

����� #� ��� #��� ���� 

������ #R7�=�� �� 

�%��-����, #L�-����? 

 

����� V/= #� ��� �R�� V/�=�. ���8� 4��। 

.�� �/����� Q���� #� 

$�3 2� 2+�����  ���� ���? 

��� �� 2�� 2��� ��,�5 �C��� 

�#\ 2����� #��: �� �। 

 

2��� ,�. ���RÁ� ���-�#� ���' 

%��� ����। 

 

2����� ���� /�� /-�U 2,�]�� 

��� ��3��। 

����7 ; 3���� ��J�� k��� 2�* �� 

,�#�� *�+�3 ����� ��J�� � ��� ����� �,��� 

�/����� ��� 2� &���� � <�<�� ��� 

2��� � ��¢� )��#� ��� 

4�� ����� 2���  ,�� ���। 

 

#��`��  

��� { ������ ����&�� ���? �3�� (��Q�� ?��# 

��� �� *�+�3 �C��� ��7�O $R=�� 

%��� ��( ����� ���1_�� 

,��� "# ���? '�+���� ��3 

��J���� (�� 

����� ���f #�� �� 

2����� ���/���� ;�RÁ����। 

����� <�� /�� ��3 ?��# 

��-��� �R�?��� ���। 
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(
��� ����� ����� �#��� ������ �?�# ��#���) 

 
Â Â Â Â )�Ã���)�Ã���)�Ã���)�Ã���, , , , wxyw wxyw wxyw wxyw     

    
�����&1 �����&1 �����&1 �����&1 wxywwxywwxywwxyw    

2��� �,d����2��� �,d����2��� �,d����2��� �,d����    

Q��,:�  ��� ���� ���#�/�, #�L�, ,�� 

�� ��� ��&�� ���� ���, ����� 

2����� ������ #?� ���, �����। 

"-�� �/�:��� ��=��� ��5�7� #�
� 4� 

�R�<� 23��� �’�� ���- 

��3�� �C�+#� ���� ���� �S� 

�Rp )���?� Q�[ �%�� ���� 

4�� ��� �&�� /���। 

Q?� ������� �N�� )8 /’�� 

�#�+,�� %�� )���� �� R/�� #�+,� 2�, ������, ,�����- 

�0�1�#( ��1� #�� "-�� ��=�। 

)?, ���/�� �*��� ��1� ��#�� 

�#R�¢ �L�&��। 

�c��� ����Ä ,�] � +�?  :��*- 

2�� ��� ��#��- ��� ��O 
����� ����। 

�����, ��4� �� � )��' �#����� 

 ����� �,d��/� ���?��/� � 

� ����� ������ ���7 ����-�'�� 

������ #����� ���8 ��+���*���, 

)ª�& � ����-#�� �9�� ��¼� /’�� 

#�� #� �� 2�� ���। 

���[ ��X�� �#����� ��+�#-��+�# ���� /�C 

����� /’�� �,�� �:��� �L�&� <���, 

����� ��/��1 ��/ �¦�# ���� �4��� ���। 

���7� ��3���� ��b� �,��-�,�� ���3 2�� 

������� �#+���*��� ��/���� ����� (��। 

"���� �� �|� 2�* ��� ��# 
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)S 2� ����� 
 

". �’�� �� �#��& ��/���� ��,����#  ��� ��� #��। 

��� Å��G, 

"� �# �������( �Q��#��� 2�� � �/� ���� ,�� ,��=। 

��� Å��G, ��/���� 

#����#�, �Q���#�, �Rc���� ��¢� %���  :��*। 

��#�&� �Q�� ��3 '’��  :��* 

�%�Ã����� ���#1�  ��1�� $�3, 

������ ������ 2� ��?� 

����< �����&� )�8� 2��� }��� /���*। 

����� <��� �0��1 %�+�3� �� 

%:����,#� ���� ��3 2�*, ��+� 

��?�� (��� 

"# G� 4#� h��� h��� #’�� 

/���� �� ;�-�*��� �#+��। 

� :�+���, ��;` �,���� �� 

��-�&�� ��-�&�� ��:����1� 

�:���� �#��� �?�# ,’��  :����। 

#��,� Æ���� ���� �%�c  :���� *������। 

�R�?��� �� �,8� #� ��� �,��( Ç� ���3  :����, 

��5���  �S �: VÈ� �� �:��`�� ��@�। 

��� ; ?�À, 

������$ %��� ������ )����1 2�। 

2���# ����, J5, ��� #’�� ��� �-#�����? 

��|�� #5 �O���� .�&� ��� � 

�R�?��� ��1�É /��� "#��� 2�� ���� ���� 

��� ,� ��4�  ��� ����, ��(���� ��(���� ��4��� ��O� 2�� 

�¾�, 2���# #Ê�Ã ��। 

�� �< �R���/ �?�# 

I 1�S� I��1��: ��� ���� �����&1 �����*- �3, ��- #�। 

#��3 �< 2/��� 2�1�� �?�# 

$R=��# ����*-�3, ��- #�। 
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,��� /���� ��71�� ���� #��* 

������� ��# ����*-�3, ��- #�। 

I���� XR���� �G��� 2�� �< ��=�?1� 

�������* ��$1|��� #���&�#� �K�� ���� ?��#। 

�#��#���� #��� ���� �# ���� ������ 

‘2�� ���� �z ��/���?’ 

)�/0� �����#� Ë��:��= }��� Q����� /’�� 

Z��8/�, ��¤����/� 2�� *��& ��. ���8� �%�� 

#��� ������, ����, ��, �:���� 

��#�=1 ������� 2�� ��+�� "#� ������� ���, 

�Q��� ����#� ��3 ���%�� ������� #��*- 

�R�?��� .��/�� �?�# #��W� �Rg�J��� ���� 

,’�� 2�� #:��G�� ����� ���*�� ��� � ������। 

����7� �� �/�#, ����3� � = ��� �/�# )�8� ����। 

)���:� ):���� ������ ���� �/�# ���|� ����#, 

����# ���8 �� �C�� 2�� 2/� ������ $�� $��। 

 

 (�nP��#’-�C«���� wxyw �?�# ��#���) 
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�#� "# ��������#�#� "# ��������#�#� "# ��������#�#� "# ��������#    
                �&�&�&�&, , , , ".,".,".,".,, , , , ��#�����#�����#�����#���    

 

�������, 

������# �����* 2�� 2� ( )�# 

�����* ��?� �%�3, "#���� 

��#�8 ���*��। 

"�� #��� �#�-����� 

%���1�&� ��#1� 2���, ��-� ��� 

���&���� ���G#�� !0��#R� 

¢��� �����। 

 

�������, 

������# �����* 2�� 2� ( )�# 

��c���� � ����, �#��� �#� �����% 

�/��:�Ã ���3 ��+(���� �*��� /���, 

���O���� �'��#� ������ �%���। 

 

���� ������ ,�� %���1��� 

�����#� ����, �0�*1� ���� �� 

��Ä�� ����� *3��; 

������ %�5�� 2+#� ����-#��� 

�R�_� 0��� /�� �c�� �����। 

 

��,����, 

2��# ������# 2�� �����* 2���- 

�O�O ���������, ����, #�����, ¦�#�, 

�����, ����& 2� #��_��� ��7³ ��Ã��;- 
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2/� 2��� ����, &:���#� 

%���-�,��  �1�� ����, 

Q�[ C���� �� ;U�� 1� ���। 

�# 2��1! "� ������ � 

):%���, ): .��� 

������, ��� �#��& ��O� �M��� 

�/¸ Y���� ���, ���� �, �&1���� !0�� 

)�Ã����-G�� ���� )��1�= �%���%�����; 

"�� ������# ����, ����1��, 

��� 2�� /�� ���� ): "# ������ Q�=।। 

 

(‘����� �����’-��,1 wxyv �?�# ��#���। #�����& Q,���� ����� ��� ����) 
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��C�#��C�#��C�#��C�#    
)� .����)� .����)� .����)� .���� 

�/� �/����� X��= ���� 
Q!� C��# �S� �������� ��। 
 
2�� /�+&�* vÂ�� ��,1 �?�# 
2�� /�+&�* #����-��� "�� 
���� �?�# '����� 
����� 
��18। 
 
"� �S���  
�}� /�� ���#�� �:���� 
 �#� #�� �¦�# �����* 
�������� XR�� �+?� 2��� ���#� ��1��। 
 
���� "� 2��� �,�� �?�# 
�� 2��� C�����  :��*। 
�:���� 2��� �,�� I�& �#� #�� 
�¦�# �����* 
��� ��� ��� )��� ���। 
 
2�� ���( �3�� ���� 
(��4 ��<�� ��� �3���) 
����7� m���� ��& ��& 
�< �< ����7� ��। 
((�� ���7 � ���) 
�����  
��#�, 
���O����� 
"�� ��� 
�� "#�& ���,�! 
 
2��� ���#� ��, 
��O� '�=�- 
'�=��  ��  �� 
4�� 4� �< ��- 
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����� 
��C# 
���O�����। 

(‘�nP��#’-�C«���� wxyv �?�# ��#���। #�����& Q,���� ����� ��� ����) 
 

Â Â Â Â �%]��%]��%]��%]�, , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    
 

�/ 
��� �/ 2��� ���������/ 
��� �/ 2��� ���������/ 
��� �/ 2��� ���������/ 
��� �/ 2��� ��������    
    ���/��� ��C#    

 

������ ���/� ���� ��-#R���=� ���� 

��$1 ( ;�:� Ì�� 

���� ���� 

���-�5-�¤=� 

��+�3�� ����* I. ����; 

��$1 Q��<�� �� ,��� ���� 

%�� ( ��/����� 

��� #L ���  

������ I’ ��� �-�+�&, 2��# ����( ���� 

;�V�� )��<�� 

5� ��/�= ��3� 

���� ����, �#��� G��� '���& �� 

�¦; (�- %��� �� ��; 

 

������ ��#� �� �� 

�p #���� ���� 

���  2�, �3�#� Q�� �0��#=� ���?, 

�,���� ��=� ���� ��� ���3 #���� 

���* �` �` ��$ 

����&� 2#���� 

/���� ���� �R�_ "#&� ���, 

��� ����� ,�+�� ,�+�� 

�3�* ������ ��? ��? 

��� ( ���� ����, 

��� h��:� �����& 
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������ Q��=� ���� 

;° ��� �O 

��� '��* 
 
 

���- ���-  �¼ ���&; 

#’� ,���* 2��� 

�3�#�, �� ���� ". 

"#�& ���# -���-��� 

;+�,�� �¥� �Rp 

2��� ,���* ". 

��Í ����� ��'����' 

������ �Q��� Ì= 

�O Ì= 

�O ���� ���� #�� ����; 

 

4�� 2��� /�(�� ,�+� 

�� �0�1�#�= � 

������ ����� ��� � 

��#& I 1S 2�*, 

Z�8 ¤�8 )��[ �� 

#�, #�, �������� 

$��� �%�� �*+3� � �¼ 

���� ��*�� /’�� 

�����7� *��& 2��; 

 

������ ���/� ���? 

" I 1�S ��� � 

2����� %��7:U �� 

�����#� ���� 

/�� �� ������ *�+�3 ���� #��*; 

 

4�� ���� ���� ���- 

���� ���� ��� 

�� ����#�`� 

��1������ �, 
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".�� �R�_�%�� 

#������� ��+���� ��+���� �� 
 
 
 
������ ���,���� 

#�J�� 
�*�& �*�& ��5� ,���� ���� 

;° ���� 
m���� ���? ���» 2�*। 

���%³ �&��� ���� 

��.�C�� �� ��� /�� �,�� 

����* Q���� 
 

/���� /���� ��=1 )��[ ��71�� ���( 
��5�7� ���? 

��� �r� J�� ����& ��3���� 
�# #�� "�3�� �� 2��� 

�/+�& ,��* �� �?�# ��� 
�Rp ���� 

 
#������ 2!�= �*+�3 

�%�¥�3� 
Q?� �0��1� <�= 

2���� ����� ���� 
#L�� ������ ���#! 

 
�9 ���  

)�# ����� ���7 
2+����� 2!�= �%�¥ 

��1� ���� �0�1 
�����=1 

����� C�&�� �& 
�R�<� ,���� ���� 

�� ������ 2��� 
�C�& �3�� 

 
�9 Q���<� 

��. 2�@� <�= 
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/���� ����� 

������ $��� ���� 

;�� h�-��, �� 

I’"#�& �C�+&� 

������ ��� �O 

���  2�*, 

�� �# 

�� �3�� 

�Q���� 

2��� #’� ���� 

)��,� Q�:���� 

������ �Q��� Ì= 

�O-Ì= 

�/¸ �/¸ �#��& 

/����� ,�U#���� ���� 

��. "# 

h����,# )S#�� ���� 

,�� � �* 

�O ����  

���� #��। 

(
��� ����� ����� �#��� ������ �?�# ��#���) 
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wÂ wÂ wÂ wÂ �%]��%]��%]��%]�, , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    

2��� 
� 1� ���2��� 
� 1� ���2��� 
� 1� ���2��� 
� 1� ���    
��/�5� .������/�5� .������/�5� .������/�5� .����    

 

("#) 

�� #?� �� )�%0�� �� �#� "# ��7[ ;�®�  

/���# /�� 2��, �<�%��[ �,��� ;>�� 2���  

������ ���- $��& �/�� �@�� V��� V��� 

�O'�� ��/0��1� ��������-*��� ��� 

����� %�X 2� I��1�� Z�8 ��$1|��� 

2����� #�� 4�� ����� �� /�� 2��। 

 

(I.) 

����� �����* ��� �8��� �R����/ 

�#� %���* ��- �� 

����� �����* ��� �8��� ��O ��O 

�/���O �¸���� Q��/ 

����� ����* ��� )���� ��Î�� 

)S#�� ��� ����� 

����� ���'�* ��� ��1�� ���3� 

�# I��/ ����-Q��/। 

 

.��/�� ��� #?� ��� 

���O� �����0�1 Q%���� Q��<�� ���  �0�1�,��। 

 

(��) 

,������# 4�� ��V�� 2� ��� 

/������ /��� ,�� �/� �� ���� 

������ V�� Q�8�� $�& Q������ ��<�� 

�0�1  � #��& )�%���-����। 

 

)��� �R��:, )�# �O ����/� �V/ 

������ "���* 2��#� �� )�¯���? ��� 
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���# ���# ���  �/� )�%�� ��¾� �����/ 

������ �� ���O� �� ����� Q��%��। 

 

(,��) 

����� 2���, 
��� 2���, 2��� �������� 

��� �����, �,������� 
 1 2��� ���| 

����� ��&� 2#�� �,�� ���� )���7 

����� �:���� R��: (  �� ��� �R��: �R��:। 

 

���| 2��� 
 1 �������� 

��V� 2�� ��. 
� 1� ��� 

��� �Q�� �-�,��� ;�z7 

���. )����  ��� �/���V���।। 

          (
��� ����� ����� �#��� ������ �?�# ��#���) 
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wÂ wÂ wÂ wÂ �%]��%]��%]��%]�, , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    
 

��������������������������������    
������ �/�� �,d���������� �/�� �,d���������� �/�� �,d���������� �/�� �,d����    

J5���, 

������ ����� ����� 2� 

��� /�� � �*। 

C�J�� 2��� �� 

��#����  S 2� 2� �. 

��5���  �S %���* C�J�� �����। 

)����� ��-    ���& 

2� ;Mp। 

���:��� ����� 2$��� 

������ �:��� �� ����1!। 

����  �, �&1�� 2� ������ 2$��� 

������ 2#�� ����� %�� � �*। 

�/ �����? 

������ ����� ����� 2� 

��� /�� � �*। 

 

�/ �����/� 

(�� ��� �#��&� ����� V�� 

�#�3 ��� ,��। 

(�� �����&� 2$��� ��¥����# 

���f #��� ,��। 

(. ����� 2#��� ������ 

����3� ����7� K@ ���� 

(. ��� )�:�,���� �3  #R��= 

��O� �/��� ����� ���� � �*। 

 

"� �S� ��. ����� ��� 

2� "#��� ��� ��� ����� 
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���� ��� /�� ���। 

������ �?-Q�8� �O����� �0=1 

"� �S� 2� ������ �O����� 

(��� ���f  #�� ��.। 

 

����@ 

���� �����*�� ���� ������ 

�� ���/�। 

����� ��3� �� �,�� �����*��- 

��&��� ���� ����। 

������ %�+&C�� #��]� G��� 

����+�3 ���&� ���� 

�C�� 2��� �,���*�� 

". ������। 

�#\ �S� 

���� ������ �� 2� ���=1 

����� /������� ��1���� 

������ ���- $��& /�/�#�� Y� 

�Q�� 2� ����� /��� ��@� 

��71�� �5=�� �� 8 ������ #�[� 

2� ������ �#+�� ���*। 

2���1�� #��� �S� 

�Q��� �R�_� )�¯����� �� 

��� ��� k�� ���3 *�. /�� ���। 

 

��#�8 

�����#� #��* )c�#�� #�� ����*�� 

" ��|�# ��4� ������ : #�� ���� 

�#\ ������ h����,#��� 

)���: ��4 2� )��#�� /���। 

��%�<� ���� )�/�� K@ 

���Î� ���� ����7� �� ��� 
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 %�� ��¢��� ��� ��+�3�� 2�*। 

"��� 2� �� ����&� �� k�8 )�¯#�` /��, 

�������.��� #��-� �� ���� ��5� ���। 

"��� ". ��V�� ���' 

�� 2���� �r ���। 

�-#�� ������ �����* �S� 

.�@������, ��� ���%, #�]��G�� � 

2�������, �#�����, �%����� � 

��/ ���� ����, ���� �$�� 

". ������।। 
 

(
��� ����� ����� �#��� ������ �?�# ��#���) 
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v§ v§ v§ v§ �%]��%]��%]��%]�, , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    

)P�� �:����� 1 �����)P�� �:����� 1 �����)P�� �:����� 1 �����)P�� �:����� 1 �����    
���� ����#���� ����#���� ����#���� ����#    

    

�/���: ��,��#�`��� 

 

"� �?�# I. ��# �0��1 

���� ��1 "�� 2.�� ���/�. ������ 

��|����#, ��|������ Y�� ;+�,�� 

2����� 2����� ��+��� ��,�� #���*�� 

2����� ��7�� ���!� ���� �����*�� 

�|�-�`-Q�= �<�� )��#�� �#�3�*�� 

���� Q��:�#. ������� "�� Q��:�#. ��=:�� 

"�� ���� 2.�� �����/��� )�%����  

��� I. ���#� �:���� 2���� )�%��O। 

.��/�� #�;�# <�� #�� �- I. ��# ����] 

2����� #�- 3�� 2���� ��+�3�� 

��� ���� "#��� Q��= ��1�= #��� )8�। 

 

��|�����#� ���� �/��� �:�O��# 

2���� ���� ��� �M� "�� �%:�� /8� �/���� 

�,�f� #���*, ��� �: 2����� ��5= ����� 

"�� ��|�:��� ���# �%�� $&� )�,��. 45 /��। 

 

�/���: 2����� 

2�� )��: �#��& �#��& ����7� I�1�� "�� I%1�� :� �# 

C�������� Q�c ;�}�� #��* 

2�� )��:. C������ ����� ����&� ��������� #?� %���* 

7�& �< .9�� ���� ������/� �/��� 2.��:��� ��( ;��� #��*। 

2�� )��:. #0&���# �/� �/�, Q,����� � ������, ������ ����� 

Q%R�� ��=:������ ��( ;�}�� #��*� 

��+����# 2���� )P�� 2.�� �M� )���= #�� 

���1� ���/�. ���3 ������ ��� ,�� �` �����*। 
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". �� �/�Q�=��� �:����� 1-�����-Q/��� ���:�� �` ���� 

��V ��| �%:��� �� )�0�=�� <�� 2���� #���* 

2� ��� �/��� /��, 2� ��� ��,�� /�� 

� /�� ��� �%:��� ���# �/� )�%��� ���1 /��। 

 

�/ �:����� 1 ������� ��,���`��� 

�|��� )��� #5=� �� ��:, :��, ��1 "�� ��,�� 

)����7 Q���g� /�� ,���*- ������ #�- 3�� ��+�3���*� 

)P�� �:������ 1 ������� ������ 2���� 

�:����� 1 ������� 2������� ;M��0���� 2� ��,�������� 2��। 

�%��U���� �< �< /�:���¢� ������/� �/��� ��,�G1 �Ï 

���������� ���� �<���# ���7 /�:�� ��� : �# ��=:��� "�/�� 

"�� )���: ��.��.- {��/:���� ��=:�����। 

2��#� �/���: 2������ ��/���Ð� ��,��#�`��। 

 2��# ��,�� /�� )P�� �:����� 1 ������� ��,��#��� 

2��# ��,�� /�� �%��U�� ��� )����� �/��,���� 

2��#� ��,�� /�� �������� )����� ��� �������।। 

(‘�nP��#’ -�C«���� wxyv �?�# ��#���) 
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w w w w �G��]��G��]��G��]��G��]�, , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    

��� � d��� 2�� 
�������� � d��� 2�� 
�������� � d��� 2�� 
�������� � d��� 2�� 
�����    
��C# (���    

 

�S� ������ ���/ ���� ��O 2��� ���¥�� ����� 


������ �� ���#� ". �����. ;�3�� �����। 

 

������ ���# ����� *���- /��� � ����� �/�  �� 

�/�¸ |��� ��Ñ ��� ���� #�+�3�� �R��: 2�। 

$ #���� ��� #���� �RÁ� I 1� 2� ��?� ���� 

���( ��O �� G��# ��� ���O ��?� ����� ����। 

 

���Z�8 �S� 2���, $���( �/��- ���O ���- 

������ ��O ��? ���� ���# 2� /���* �,�। 

 =-��� #��� �*+�3 ��7��� ���� #�� %�.- 

2��� %���� ��O� Ì= 4��� /�� 2���7 �.। 

�� ���7�=� �/� #��� �� ���$��� ��� �3�� ��� 

 =-����� �O-C�� ������ "��� ������7। 

 

"��� 2���, �#��& ����- �������� �¯��7 

#R°,03�� ��� � d��� 2�� 
�����- /��� 
���। 

 

(
��� ����� ����� �#��� ������ �?�# ��#���) 
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� �G��]�, wxyw    

)�Ð_ ���:� 2��� �����)�Ð_ ���:� 2��� �����)�Ð_ ���:� 2��� �����)�Ð_ ���:� 2��� �����    
Q=� �,d����Q=� �,d����Q=� �,d����Q=� �,d����    

 

2�� �����* ��+�� "# ��!��# ������ ���:। 

" ����:� �#�?�( ��1���� �#� �����# ����� �. 

#3� ����, ��+,���S� %�। 

"��� ���� ���1#�� ����/� ,���C��, 

��’� �#��� ���� ��(�� � R� ���8 $��, 

������ 2+,�� ��?� '�+#��� 
���� ���/�  

��M�� ...  ... 

 

" ����:� ���,�� ��3� #?�, �0��, 

"��� �,���� ����� �� �?$�&, Q�8�, ����� �� 

*���S )S#��� #���#�� �¦�#�*� %���/ �c�। 

)���� "#�� " ����:� 2����R� /�� ������  %�� �Q�, 

"�# "�# �� 2+����� ��7�= ��/�3, ���� ���� 

�%� �c� �#�& %��� ���$� ,��3�� 

4�� ��� 2��� %�5 /��=�; 

����� )����7 ���/� ���� ��3���� �0�1 ��� 

" �0�1 2� G����� � �#��� 

G��� 2��� Q��:�/# ����� #���� ���� 

��?� ������� ��# C������  �, 

" ����: ��. �?�# )S#�� �., Q�� �0/0�1 �0�1, 

�0�1 2� �G��� � Q�:/ 

4�� ‘2���� %�� %��’ ‘2���� �¸��� ��� �����* 

/���� Q�����’।।* 

 

(
��� ����� ����� �#��� ������ �?�# ��#���) 
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wy wy wy wy �G��]��G��]��G��]��G��]�, , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    
�� "����� "����� "����� "���    

2��� #���� �Ò�� 
 

����� ��7-����� ��7- �0�1 �� 8 ��� 

�@�� 4�  �1 2� ����� ;M��  

I�
�u� �$�� �#�& � �*- ��#�� ��� ��7 

Y���� !0�� ��/�= ��� - ���8 ;>��। 

 �1-%��� ���#� ���# I�1� ��V��। 

��� 2� �,��� Y�- ����� Y� 

#�� ��7 /�� � ���- ����� ��7- �� 8 2� ���। 

 

����� ��, ���7�=� ��, ������� #�� ��7 

��>�� #�+�� %��-���#�। �� �5� ��/:��। 

I� 1� ®�� �%�¥�* (��� #�- #�-�� Q��¢��- 

2����� 2� I�1��  ��- I�1� /��� �������� 

I�
�u� �$�� �#�& � ���- ��#�� ��� /���* ��7। 
 

�� "��� 2� ������ ��- ;���-Y� ����। 

����� #?� ����� ��=� ���/�����  � 

��,� �� ���� =- �����#� �� �= 

� ;¿�- �� ����� m��� �0��1���। 

,�� �,��� ;>�� 2�� �R��:�  �����। 

 

[‘�nP��#’- �C«���� wxyv �?�# ��#���] 
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����������������������������    �0��0��0��0�    ��������������������    
wÂ। 
��� ����� ����� �#� �?�# 
���O�������� �: Q,���� )�g� 

‘)�¯����’ �?�# ��#��� 


��� ����� ����� �#��� 
������ 

...�G��]� wxyw 

 
    
"�/�� �� #��:"�/�� �� #��:"�/�� �� #��:"�/�� �� #��:    

        �G��]��G��]��G��]��G��]�, , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    
    

    

����������������    

#/ ��� ��� #�� #��� ���,��? 

�#%��� ����*, ������ �=�c� 

"�/�� ,����? %0����� .���/�� 

� ���Rc �#]� �5 �?� �²�$���? 

 

��57���57���57���57�    

 / #�� �?� ��+�� �R ��� 

�#��� )�:?1-���, ��� Ç� �� 

��� ���; �� �� ������ ��� 

����� ��� ����� ��I 1 ��� 

,0�=1�� ��,0=1 /� #���� ��/���। 

 

�?� Q%¼ ��� ;�3 �������� 

�,d���#, ��#-,��� ���.�� ��= 

�/�� ���#R�� ���O��� �?����। 

9W���, ��7� $��� �:�?� #���� 

���.��, ���.�� ����� �,d���#। 

�/�����7 ���� ���O ��� ��� 

�$����, �$���� )�5� �� h�: 

��3���� ���' �?� <�=Q�= ��। 

����1� )o �� �� #�����3 

��� � ��� �%<� ���� #0�। 

����/� I 1���� ���� �#� 

��c���� ���O��� ;3�� � d���। 
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����������������    

����/� I 1 ��� /���* ��? 

#/ ��� ��� 2� 2� �=�c� 

�#%��� ���'�* ��� )�<d�/� ���? 

 

��57���57���57���57�    

����& #����� &�� �.� �������� 

��� �/��%��, 2�@����� ���#���, 

�$�� ���  ����� %�7= ���� 

,�����* ������ ¦�#� )�%���� 

Q���� ��$ �#]� #����? �?�। 

)�¯�� 2#�� ���3�* �#���/�� 

�?� ��� %0#L�, �$�� �²��� 

; �3 2�¯�� �� )�¯�¸�������� 

����?! 2��W ��  ;�-�* #�+���� 

#�+���* ����# ��%�7 Q�=%�� 

?�?�� ���`�? #�+�� ���/���। 

)��$: �� � �� ��� )�<d�/� 

���3�* ��/���। �<� ��/ "�� ���। 

��� ��'��� �?� ������� 2�  

"�# "�# #�-����� #��&, �����7 

��� �R�<; �/��?� ��� )�<d�/� 

����� I�1� #�� "�/�� ����� 

��8�। )����] ��0�� ��01� 

/.�� #����। ��<�� � #%� ���� 

,� 2����#�; ��<�� � �� ��� 

2��� �। ����c #���c ���� 

�R� � �#��� �� �*[�%[ #�� 

��� Q�=, �R ���� ����� ,��� 

��_ #�� ��/��� �K���S {���� 

����� ����� Q%¼-��� �� 

������ �$�� ��= "�/�� �����। 
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���� ���� ���� ����     

��1-�� ��� ���� ��1 ������*, 

��1 ���� #���� � <��। ��1 #%� 

<���� � �$�� )��1���। �/8� 

���� |��� ��%�� � Q�=�%<�। 

 

��57���57���57���57�    

�R�?��� ��¹��¼ ��� *� ��� 

���� ��<���� ,��/, �²�$�� /�� 

�<� ��� /��। ��#��� ������� 

������ �� ���, )�� ���� 

2��� ����� ���� �R��:�` ��� । 

)���1� ����� ���� �����। 

 

���� ���� ���� ����     

�� ���:� ��, �� ���1� �� 

 

;%� #�Õ� 

�� ���O���/�� �� �� �� 

�� ����� ��, �� ������ ��। 

 

............�G��]��G��]��G��]��G��]�, , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    

��57���57���57���57�    

I���� ��� �� ���M /�� 

/�����* �c��< �g�� 2$�� 

#���57 ��। ��� 5����O ���/ 

#�+���* ��। �/�¸ /������ ��� 

Q�M ;���� �C�� ����� 2+���� 

Q����� ������½� �Q��� ����। 

I����7: ��4��� !0� �R���/, 

��71�� ���� ���/ ���� �� %�� 

������� �� �  ��/�* ���। 

���#!���  ��� �� #�+�� ��/ 
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.���� ��+,�.�� #���* ���� 

���� "�/��। 

 

����������������    

.���� �# ��+�,�� ���/? 

����� /�:�#��� ������ 

/��� ��1 #%� ��%�� �# Q�=����? 

 

��57���57���57���57�    

��1 #�/ � #%� �Ö�� ��4���/ 

#���� 2$��। ��1 #%� #�/ �. 

�����/ �4�� #���� ��। 

��1 #%� #�/ �. ����× ���=� 

)�o �����/ �`����`� #�� 

�O���� ����  ��/�� ���1�  �। 

��� �#/ )o�$��� ��4/�:� #�� 

��� �#/ ���M ���� <���� 

�����/ #���� �� ��� ���  

��/���* )��1� )8 �#=। 

 

���� ���� ���� ����     

.���/�� ��#��� ���� %�. ��� 

Ë��R��< /�����* ���� 2$�� 

�����O #�����* <��/� ��� 

������ ���#। 

 

��57� ��57� ��57� ��57�     

���� ���  �R���� 

,�����* ���O��� <��/� �K��� 

������� �²�� #���� ��/�� 

��# �4 ���। �<p �#��� ����� 

�%0�� Q#�L�� Q,`  �1� �4��/ 

�*[�%[ #�� �p��O #�� 
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�R°� ����=, ���M #�� 

�?� �- �R ���� ����� ��� 

Q���/���� 2J �� #�� Q�� 

����� I�8 �K��� ��� ���O��� 

����Ñ )o Q/��� ��1��� #�� 

��# ��� ��, Q������ ��f #�� 

��1��=। ����O #�� �� ��� 

�%�.�* Q���/���� Qk��� �,��। 

K�� ���/�� ���O��� 2 �� 

����� �� %�� |����� ���� 

��� ���.�� Q�=%�� *��&���* 

2��<� ��� । ���# ���# Y����* 

   ������ #�� ������ ��, 
 

����������������    

�� ���:� ��, �� ���1� ��- 

;%� #�Õ� 

�� ���O���/�� ��, �� �� 

�� ����� ��, �� ������ ��। 

w¡ w¡ w¡ w¡ �G��]��G��]��G��]��G��]�, , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    

 

����������������    

������$ �����= ���7� ���' 

�#�� ���� ,�����* #/ ���,�� 

 

��57���57���57���57�    

����M� ���7�� ,� 2����#� 


�� 
��?1 )S /�� #�#1��� }���� 

��� ����। 
=1 ��c I���� "�/�� 

## #�� �� {���� �?� 

�`%` #�� �� ��X���� ��/�। 

��X���� ����� Q,` <���� 

k�����* "�� ������ ���। 
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�� <�� 
�?1 ���  ���7= #���* 

I���� ����। %��� 2V��� #�/ 

���O��� ������� $R=: 73��r 

;�-���* ����, 2����* ���7�� 

Q �% Q!�� <�8 /(, <�8 /( 

�/� %���! )o #��� ����=। 

 

����������������    

)���� �# #��� �/� ������? 

 

��57���57���57���57�    

 ��1�� ;�-� ������� Q����� 

�0�1 �R ����� ���� �$�  ��1�� 

����� �#��� ��� ��I:U  ���� 

����� ��/���, ����g Ë���* ���� 

�����  ��1�� (�- ���, ������ 

/�� �² �����g� ��� �<: #�� 

������� Q����� ����  ��1�� 

/��� ��²� Q,` 2$��। �%�&� ���� 

#�/� )�� 
��, ���� ���#!� 

�#��& ���# #�����* ��  R/ /���, 

�� �< ����7� �O ���� /��� 

�/���� #�����* ���� "�/��। 

�R �� /.�� ����/ #���* 2$�� 

%��� ����8 ��� #�� 2K�=। 

�#�?� �*�� ���� ��� ,� 2����#� 

���� ���/� ��� �/�¸ /�� 

�*[�%[ #���*� ������ ��/? 

�#�?� �*�� ���� ��� ,� 2����#� 

���� ���/� ��� K�� ������ 

29�� ���*� �%��  �< �< ���? 

����� �����1�� 2����* "�� 

�4 ���  #���� K@, ����� 
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�<� #������? �#\ /� .�� �� 

/�� � �����। ���� ��# ��� 

� *��3�� ������ ���& ����  

 ���o ���� "�/�� ,��/�� � 

<�� %����� ����, )o ���� 

�#�7�� #���� � %��� �#���। 

 

����������������    

 �%�&� ��% ����/��� /.���* ���� 

 #��# ��1� ���� #?� ��/ 2�। 

 /���� ���,� ��1 )�c ���� 

 ������$ �����= ���7�� ���, 

 ���:� ��� �%<�। �N� ��/ ��� 

 �Ï ��#��। ��1N /���* 

 ,� Q �% #����। "��� ��� 

  =�r  =�r ��� �%��U��� 

 �< �< ���# /�:� #�� 2����#� 

 ������  =�r /�:� )�g� 

 #����� 73��r ��। �����1�� 

 �����, ���:��� ���� Q#����* 

 ,�  2��� K�  0� )�%��7 

 %��� ���®7। ����� ����* �� 

 ��� 2��� /� 
�?1 �����0�� 

 �<� �# ��.�� ���/ ���� "�/��? 

 

��57���57���57���57�    

�R�?��� ��O ��� *� ��� ?��# 

"�/��� ����� ;�� �<� ��/ 

�<� ��/ ���। ��#�.�� ?��# ���� 

����� ��1�� �#]� �5%0�� ���' 

�<� ��/ ����, �<� ��/ ���� 

#%� "�/�� ,���। ����/� ������*, 

������* ������ ����& ��� 

,�����* ��� ��� ��� ��%��� 
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#���� �/��� �� ¦�#�� )� , 

�0:/ %��c ������ "�/�� ,��� 

"!%�� |��� �?� �/� ��#�� 

�@��1�� ����� �#��� Q�=%�� 

;Y1|��� #�� ����। �0�1#� 

��O /�� ��9V� /��, Y����* 

   ������ #�, ������ ��- 

 

����������������    

�� :���� ��, �� ���1� �� 

 

;%� #���;%� #���;%� #���;%� #���    

�� ������/�� ��, �� �� 

�� ��¥���� ��, �� ���:� ��। 

 

   (�,��  ���;� /#। 2�R�M� ;�� #����� ( 2�C�#�� �/��।) 
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����������������������������    �0��0��0��0�    ��������������������    

w�। 
��� ����� ����� �#� 
�?�# Q,���� "#�& ��# 

)�g�- ‘������ �����’ ()��) 


��� ����� ����� �#��� 
������ 

...wxyw 

 
������ ����������� ����������� ����������� �����    
    

ww ww ww ww ����.����.����.����., , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    
#���  (�,U#�� #�� /�+#�*) ��� ����-�0��#, ���-"-����#, �:����� ���/��� �#�� C�� ��     

��/�I�- 
    
C���  ����/����� �&�&�� ��, ����� ��� �#? 
 
����/�   ��� ��7। 2����� ����� "� #:��L ��� ��@��� 5�& ����। 2� $�����। 
 
I��1� ���  ��� ���� ����#, � �!��# ���। 2�� I��1� ��। ���' ���' )��� ��: #?� � ����  

   �#� �� )]��� ���� ��# k�� ���। 
 

C���  ������ �# �O�:, ��� �C� I��1� ��। 
 
I��1��   2����� ����/����� ���3� /��( �&� �����. 2�*। ;� ". ��� ���� 2�����  
           ����� ��#  ��� ��7 #�� "� #:�À���À ��� ��@��� 5�& ���� 2� $�����। 
 
C���  ���� �# ���� ,�(? 
 
I��1��     9���� 2��, 2�� ��� �� ��� /’� /�&1 2� ��?� $���� �:������ 2��� ‘���#�  
            ��c���’’   ��  ����� �����। ��� ���/���� #�� "#��� ‘‘���������’’ �� ��/��   
            ����� ����, (.�� I_� ����[������ ��� ���O���/� Q���� 2��� �:�����  
             ������# ":���� ����� ��&#� ��&#��� ��, ��.�� 2����� ����� ��@��� 5�&  
             ����� ���� /��������� ���G ���� ����। (�� $����� �-#.- ��� �� $�� �/�� %�¥���  
             �। ;� �# ��� 9���- "�#���� �� �� �3 �����*। 
 
C���   ������ �����#! ���O���/�-���O���/�-���O���/�! 2���# �� � � ����� *�3�� �  

����*। 
 
I��1��  � �!��C ��C ���। %��� � ���*���, (��� ���O���/� ��� ,��� �। ��� {�� I_�  

 ����[��������। 
 

C���  I���1 ���� "#?� �# ��: �&�&�� ��? 
 
����/�  ���, ����� � �� ��� ���� /�- ".&�. 2����� ����#d��।  
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C���  ��/�� (.�� ������/���� /��� 2��� ����� ����� "�( ��� ����। 
 
I��1��  ���� ���? " ��� "� ��� �� /�� #�� �����। ���� "�# ���� �O� #�� ����। 2/�! 
 
C���  I��1� ��, ������ ". #?� 4� 2��� ��?�&� 2��� $��� ;-�। ���। 
 
����/�  ���, 2�� ��,��� /��  �। 2����� ��� ������/� �� ����( ��� �<� #���। 
 
I��1��  ��� �<� �- ��� ���� "� ��& �<�� �:!। 
 
C���  ��� ���? ��� ������� #�� ���� I��1� ��। 
 
I��1��  ��� ��� ��'�� � ���? 2��� ����� ���������� ���# )�%��। ,������ ���            

���/ ���7 J����# /�:� #���*, ����� �?���1
 ��&���� #���*, �:�W ���&�*। ".��            
���&� &�#�� 2���  "#-"#�  ��� ��� �������� �K�3��� � � ��। 

 
C���  " ��� 2�@� ��7�। ���� ���। 
 
I��1�� �#\ ����@ 2�� ����� %����� ���। 2,�#� "#��� 2� ��+,��� &�#�� ��&J����# 

#� � #�� ���� 2��� (.�� �K�3��� ������ 2�� "�#���� ��? �����। ���� 
���*, �#�� C�� �� 2����� ��? �����। 

 
C��� ����/�����, " #?� �# ��:? ". ����� ��?�&� 2���- 
 
����/�  2���# ��: ���। ���&� &�#� ��� h�:��� ���: )��8�7 ���� �����* �#� ���           

�। ��� ���� ����� ��.� � ��(���� ��� �G�C� ����&1�C�#�& ��.� ��(���� ����            
�3. I�� �����*। 

 
C���  �# 2� #�� ���� ����/�����। ����� �:�, ������ ��/��: �S, �:��� ),�। ". ��               

���� �#�7� �� Q�� �0:। ;� ��?�&� �#� ��- 
 
����/�  %���� � ���। 2����� ����� ��.� � ����( �����K�� ��� ,����� ����। 
I��1��  /:�+-/:�+, #�* ��(�� ��/ /:��। �+�7�· ����� ����� ��� 2����� 
���: ���#���                   

��� @ ����*��, ��� 2����� $�� ���� ��+,�� /� ��� /���� �*� ��� ,�����                
�����। %�� :� ������ ��� ��� �?���*���। 

 
����/�  ���� ���/�� #��*� I��1� ��! 
 
I��1��  " ���/�� � ����/�����। ��!� 2� ����� �²-�`�। ���� "# �। "� ���:. ����                 

����, 2����� �#*� ��� ��# 2� ���������� ���/ ���7 �� #��� ���� �। 
 
C���  (C! ��?�&� ,�� ���� ;-�! 
 
����/�  ��,��� /�� � ���। " ���8 �#*� ���� ����� #?�- ��� #?� �।  
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I��1� ◌�  2����� �R� ����/����� 2�#�� �# ��+� Q���& ���� )8���  %���� ����� )�Ð7= 
#�� " #?� ���*? 2��� ��� ����, ����� �� ���� ���� �����/� /�� ;-�*। ���� ��# 
"� ���*, #��C� /�:�� ���1� 2����� ��(�� /���*�। �#\ "� ����*, 2��� ����� 
�� #��* ���� ���/ ���7, ����������, ���� 2��� %�.। 

 
C�� ◌�  (C-��?�&� 2���- 
 
����/ ◌� ���, 2��� ��?�&��# )��� �$����� �। 2��� �Q��� 2��� ���3 ����। 2��� (�� 

��|��  2� 2}� ����। �� �-# #�� �����। 
 
C�� ◌�  �# #�� 2}� ���� �&�&�� ��! .���0��1 2�� 2���# ����*�� �� 
�%���# /�� � �*। 

2��(  ��|�# ��# -��# ����*���, ���� �� ��|����, 2��� ����[��������� ���f #�� 
���� �� 
�%���# #�� �C���*। �#\ #���#J��� ������ ���7 "���� "�� 2��� ����-
���� �� C�+� #�� ���। 2��� ��� /�����। 

 
I��1� ◌�  4�� ��� /����� �, �,���� ��� ����� ��# %�����। 2�� ���, ���&� �S #�� ���� /� 

�? 
 
C�� ◌�  �# ����? 
 
I��1� ◌�  "#&� �%�� ����, 2��� �z����( )����7 ���� <:�8 ���� ������ ��� 2����� 

����* 2� ���������  ���,��� #��*। 2��( � /� �� �#*��� .!C� ���� ��#� 2� 
���� ��� �����/��� ���# ���&� 2���-2���� #��&�� ����। �# ��#�� "�� '�& 
'�����! 

 
C�� ◌�  I��1� ��, ������ ". Ù��: ~�1� ���� 2�� ���X� /��। ��� ���� #���। ". ��/0��1 

2�� ������# ��/��� #��� ����। 
 
I��1� ◌�  ���� � ���। #��= 2�� 2��� m����  %��� ��� #��। ���� �?�# 2���# �����3� 

#��� �# #��। 
 
����/ ◌� ��� 2�� ��/�� "� ,��। 
 
C�� ◌�  2��। ��� /:�+, X�= ����� ���3 ��� �#��& ���7�# ,��%��� ����!� � #�� ��18 

��¤�� 2����� /����। 
 
����/ ◌� 2�� 2��� ���*। 2�� ���� ?�#�। 2� #’�� �� (��� 2��� C�+�� ;�3�� ����� 

���। 
 
I��1� ◌� (�/��) �����, ���3 ��� �#��& ����7� ����� ��|��� 2���� ���7 ;�3 � ��! 

������ � �3� �O #�� �����। 
 
����/ ◌� " �:����� ������ ��?� � $�����( ,���। 2�� ,���� ���। ����� /��C�। 
 
C�� ◌�  ����� /��C�। 
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I��1� ◌�  ���, 2����� ����/������� %����� ����*। (�# )��� ��। 

C�� ◌�  2��( ��. %���*। 

#�� ◌�  ���� 2��, ���#��� ������� 2��� ��1Q�?1�। 

C�� ◌�  ;� ���#&� 2��� '����� #��� 2��*। 

I��1� ◌�  �� �# ���, ��������� 2��� �:������ ���!। ��. ���!�# "� ����! � #��� #��=? 

C�� ◌�  �� Q���� �*� ����! #���*। 

I��1� ◌�  2� "� Q���� ���7 �*����� ���� ��!�� *�+�3 �C�� ���� ".���! 

C�� ◌�  ".&�. 2����� ���। ��(, ��������# ���-�� ��(। 

#�� ◌�  ��� 9#�� ���। 

I��1� ◌�  2�� �# ,�� ����� ���? 

C�� ◌�  �-�-?�#। ��'�� I��1� ��+, "# "# ��� ������# �/: #��� ���� � ��:, 2��� ������  

   )�!��# )
�#��( #��� ���� �। 2��, �������, 2� V/= #5। ����� �# �����? 

��� ◌�  2����� ��< 2� Q#���: ,���C�� I����: ��+ ���/�। �#� ��#� *��� ���� ��?� ��+�,�� 
,��*। 

C�� ◌�  �#? 

��� ◌�  2��� ���� ���:�� 2�#�� #���� �� ��� 45 #���*। ���� ���*, 2��� "��� �#��C 
#�� ���: /���, 2� "� ��18 <��� ;��� /(�� ��� �0��� #?�, ��.�&� ��18 ����� 
�। 

C�� ◌�  (�/��) ������� ��1�� ����}�� �3. �$����&। 

I��1� ◌�  ������� ��&� ��� 9���, #��= (+� /�� ����. ��� �$��  ¦������*। 

C�� ◌�  I��1� ��! 

I��1� ◌�  � �!��C ��C #���। 

��� ◌�  ��+ ���/�, 2�� 2��� #��* (���� #���*�� ����[��������� -�`� #��. <��� 2��� 
/��� )�1= #���। 

I��1� ◌�  ��  �%�l �� , �,��� ���� �� । 

C�� ◌�  �������, 2��� (����� �0��1 2�� 2��� �������� #��* (���� #���*�� ��, 
2��� #��� "#� ��� ��  ������ ���: �� #���। 2�� (���� �<� #���*? 
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��� ◌�  ��&� ���8 2��� �:�O � �:����। 

C�� ◌�  2� "&�( 2��� �#*�&� �:�O � �:���� h� �#! #��=- 

I��1� ◌�  #��=, ". ��� 9����� ���-����� ��� ����# � /��( � �&� �����#� "#*� ����# ;�। 

C�� ◌�  !� /( I��1� ��। 

��� ◌�  2�� "���* ". ��: ��, 2� 2��� #�* �?�# �� Q��º�� ��� ����� ��+ ���/�। 

C�� ◌�  Q��<�� ?�#�-�:�}� /��। 

��� ◌�  ����� ��'���। �#\ #��! 

I��1� ◌�   �-#. ���। " #?� ��� �*� �! 

C�� ◌�  I��1� ��- 

I��1� ◌�  � �!��C ��� #�� �/�# ���। 

C�� ◌�  2� ,�� ��� )��<� #5 �������। ��� I��1�  #��&�� ;-�� ����, ��� �R�?��� ���,�� 

" ����:� )�!� ?��#- ��/�� 2�� )��:. 2����� �L0=1 ����� #���� �। 

I��1� ◌�  9��� ��-��� ��b�- "# #?�� ���#। ��-� ��� ?�#�� (���� ����� #�� �। 

C�� ◌�  ���.। 

I��1� ◌�  )��: �/�U ��#����� ��3 I’,����� ���: /�� ����# #?�� ������� #��� /���* ��� 

�R�?��� �V&�:��� (�� #��. ?��#। 

C�� ◌�  I��1�, ������# 2�� �#��� #����। ����  ���� ��b�। 

I��1� ◌�  9��� 2��� ��-���। �� ���� ��. ���:। 

��� ◌�  2�� ,��। 2��� 2����। �����/��C�। 

I��1� ◌�  ���#��� ��� @ "#&� ,�& � �*। 

C�� ◌�  #�* ��(�� ��/। ". �����, 2��� ��?�&� $��� ;-�। ����� ��(-��� ��(��(। 

 

 

w� w� w� w� ����.����.����.����., , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    

����/ ◌� �# �:���� I��1� ��? ���� "#�#� ������ ��� ��? 

I��1� ◌�  "���* "#�, ��.��� "#�। ����� ��/�#� 2�। 

����/ ◌� #��: #���( ���� ��#? 

I��1� ◌�  ������ �#*��� �*���। ��. �:��� ��-%�� ���� ������ m��� "#&� #��: ���� /���*� 

����/����� । 
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����/ ◌� ������# ���� %���������? 
I��1� ◌� )� ����� ������# �# � %�������� ���। ������ ���&, ������ 2#��, ����'�� 

���>�� Q��=  �� ~@ �� ��। 
����/ ◌� #. 2��� �� ��� �#� ~@ ���  �! 
I��1� ◌� ����/�����, ���� 2�� �#��� �/���*? 
����/ ◌� �। 
I��1� ◌� �#��� �#+���*? 
����/ ◌� �। 
I��1� ◌� ��� �# #�� 2��� m��� ~@ �� ��? 2�� �� �R� <��� ����। m��&��# /�:� 

#���* 2��। 
����/ ◌� �। 2�� ;l�� ���� 2#���� ���# )4�%� ���1� ��� ���� ��.। ��.��� 2��� *��� 

����� ����# ��;�� (�-। 
I��1� ◌� 2��� �� /� ����/�����, h����, h#����� 2�� #��( ��/-%�������� ���। ��. 

2��� m�� �?�# ��/, %�������� 4�#�� � �*। )8� �����/ #���*। 2�� 
����/�����, 2��� �8���� Q�� 2��� "���&�#� ��/-%�������� �.? 

����/ ◌� Q���� �� #�� �। 
I��1� ◌� ���� o��#( �# �#��� "#&� %��������- 
����/ ◌� I��1� ��! ������� 2�� �*@ #�� �। %��������! ��/! ����! (�� /�� :�#���, 

%�+3���। 2�� $R=� #�� (���#। (. ����/ ���� 2�[ ���� ����#��। 
I��1� ◌� 2�� 2�� ��/�� �# %��������, ����/����? 
����/ ◌� ���7 �� #��� 2�� %��������। �O! ���-�-���-� �O /��� ��� 2�� 2@ ��.- 

2��� ��#���3� �R°� ����= /�- m��� ������ ��� - ~@, ��/�= ��� । 
I��1� ◌� (�/��) .��/���� "# �� ,���! ���|� ��X�! 
����/ ◌� ���� I��1�, ���� ���7 �� #��� �#� J=�/ /� �। ��� ��� � 2��� �#��U 2���# 

�#�?��   �� ,���*। 
I��1� ◌� ��/�[��� ���। 
����/ ◌� �# ���� I��1� ��? 
I��1� ◌� �, ��� .�� ���*��� �#, ����� ��� )�# /���*, ��. ��/�[��� ����� ������&1 

���� ���� �। ��� 9���, ���/�! ���� �। (��� 2�� ���8 ���� �। #��= 
����� ���� �/�� �:�O�� ������ �:�� �¯। (�� :�#����� ����� 2���  � 
������ #���- /�� ,��#���। ��� ,�.�� 2�� ��������� /��। ����� 2��� 
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)�# ���, ����, ,�,�, ����� ��<�U ����। 2�� ����� � �� "�#���� ����� J���� /��। #��  
���� ��/���? 2�  �?�# ����� ���� ¦��#|�� ����� C�. #�C�� #��3 2��� /��� ����  
����। 2�����( ��� "#&� #�1�: 2�*। 
����/ ◌� ������ #��#�! 
I��1� ◌� ".��� 2��� ,�& ����। ���� ���3� /�� ��. ����� ��&���& /��। ��4/�:� ��� 

/�:� #�� 2�� ���#� � #���*- ���� ������� ���� �� �� � ���� ���3� ���� 
)�$��� ����।  

����/ ◌� 2���# ������ ���: #��( �.। 
I��1� ◌� 2�* ���-2�*- (. ��?�� (�� ��� ��� 2�* ��� ��� 2�� ��#&-����� ����( 

�-#���  ����� �। ��. ��� I���� ���। 
����/ ◌� 2�� #�;�# ������ #�� � I��1�। 
I��1� ◌� 2�� ������# ���? 
����/ ◌� ���# ���� � ���# ��� �। 
I��1� ◌� ��/�� .���� �<�� �: ������ ���# �O c� �.�� ���� �#? 
����/ ◌� ��� <��� �<�. 2����� "#��� ;�>�:। 
I��1� ◌� (! ‘‘.���� ���[- .���� �<� ��b� �������� C��’’ .�:��� �² ���� ��/�� ��Ö? 

2���-,�,� 2� Q�= ��+,�। 
����/  ◌� ��+,�� ����* #.? 
I��1� ◌� �# ����! 
����/ ◌� �- #. �#*� �! ��#, (�� ������ ��� ���� ��?� $���( �। (�� ���� ��'�� �।  
I��1� ◌� v  �*� �� "��� ���'�*। �,�� ���� � �*। �0��1� 2���� ���� �� �$�� �#�& � �*। 
����/  ◌� ���� �3 ,���# I��1� ��। ������ ����� Q����� "# "# ���- ��#, ,��� ��+/���� 

�r=� #�<  ��(�� ��#।  
I��1� ◌� �� �# ���, 2���# 2�� �/: #��� ���� � )?, 2���# �:��� ��+�� ��� 

��+/���� ���� /���� /�� ,�? �:����&� �-# ���' ;-�� ����* � ��� ����/�����! 
����/  ◌� � ���, ���� ������ � ?�#�� ����� �#� �� C�+#� C�+#� ��� । 
I��1�  ◌� ��#, ��/�� "��� ��� 2��� )�!�&�#��# 
�#�� #���। ���:. 2�� �� �# 

2�@� ����/�����  ��, ". ��/0��1 2��� �R��: /�� "��� 2�@� /���� /�� 
������ �। 

����/ ◌� I��1� ��! ������- ������- 
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I��1� ◌� <:��� #�#��&� ����� /��� ��/��। �����, ������ I��� �?�# ". 2��1�J����# ����� 
�(। .�� ���Î�, ����3� ���7 ������# )�%��� ����। ������ 2�� �#+�� ;-��। 
":�� ��(����� ��, ���� �/���� ���/�। �/� #���- ���/, �Ö�� �c�8���� Q�� 
���� �/� #���। (�� ��:, :���� �0����। (��. ������ �R�_�  �1। ���3 ��� �#��& 
����7� )8���� ����� )�:�,���� ��1����, ����� �# ���� ����! 

��� ◌� I��1� ��- 
I��1� ◌� ". �� 2�� �������। 
��� ◌� ��/��� �#�?��? 
I��1� ◌� �r=� #�<। 
��� ◌� �#; �# �r=� #�< � �*? 
I��1� ◌� �� /:�+। ����Ú� "# �Ú ".��� )@�� � ��, "��� 2�� � ��. �:/~�1। 
��� ◌� �#� � �� ��������1 /�� ��#? 
I��1� ◌� (�/��) 2� ��.� �*� ���. ��� ". ������� �r=� #�< #��� ,K��8� ��� �z 

��- 2��� %�¥���- 2���  3���। ��#3��� ���� ". ����� ���� �*�� � �*। 
��.��� ������ ���� ����� �C+�� � �� "� 2� ������� �? ���� �। 

��� ◌� ���� �3 ���� ����। 
I��1�  ◌� ���' ���' "#&� ,�� ���: #?� � ���� ���&� �#� �� ����� ����� ��� । 
��� ◌� 2��� /��� <��� 2��� 2�� ������# "#&� ��r� �����। I ���� ����� ��. ����� 

�����। 
 
I��1� ◌� ����� �������- �����!  ��* #�+-�� � �+�C ���। 2�  ���� ��& ��+,� ������। 
��� ◌� 2�� ): ���� ���� h��� I��1� ��। 
I��1� ◌� (�� ���� *��� /�� ���� ������। ���:., 2��� )�}�� #?� �,8� #��� 2��� ��� 

#�[� #�+��� .�� #��। 
��� ◌� �#? �#? #�+��� �# 2�*! 
I��1�  ◌� #�+���� �! ��+/��� 2���  ��� ��3 ��� G� G��  ������। ��1�#� ���� 2�� 

��� ��3 �,��, �G ���� ����, ��� ������। ����� %�c� ?��� /��� #�� 
��1�#� ���� /�� ���� ���� ��� ��+/����# ����। ��+/��� ��,�# �/�� ��#�& �� 
���� �����- 2� 2�� ��� ��� "� ;#� ��*�*- 2� "# &�#��� #��� ��: 
��+/���� ���# C:�� C:�� #�� ��#���। "���# ����# 2��� ��*� #��-� ���+,� 
���� ��� ��&�*- 2� 2�� ��+� ��,���। ".��� ���=��! 

��� ◌� ������ ������। ������#- ������# 2��- 
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I��1� ◌� 2/�- 2��� ":���#�/�� �,/��� ��� /�� � �। ��  #��� � �������। "#&� -�·� 
#���� ���। 

��� ◌� ����. �# ". �r=� #�<� ®���<�? 
I��1� ◌� � ���, 2�� m���� ®���<�! m���� �S ���� 2�� ���� �����*। 
��� ◌� ;z��! ������ ;z��- 
I��1� ◌� �������( �r=� #�< ,�� � ��। 2�� ;z��! �#\ �����- ����� �#? ����� ����। 

��. ". ������ ����� .��/���� "# #��W� )�:��। (Change over) 

 

।।।।।।।।    �r=� #<�r=� #<�r=� #<�r=� #<।।।।।।।।    
C�� ◌� 4� ����/����� �&�&�� ��, 4� ���#��� �������, ���`� ��� 2� ���� ���� 

)S#����[ /�� ,���*। ���������� �����/��� 2����� �<: #�� "�#� �� "# ��� 
*+3�*। ���������� ������/� C�� ��5= )?1��#& ���� �����* 2��� ����:। 4�� )o 
���� ��� /� �- ����� �: )�?1� Q����। ��. )�?1� )%�� ���� �����* 2��� 
�#�7� ���। 2����. ���, " �<�� #�=�� �#? 

I��1� ◌� (
� �) 2/� �R�Q�� �:�� ����� 2� ��3���� #��* ���O ,�.�*। /��� ���। 
����/ ◌� 2����� 2/���� ��, �,&���� �# ;���� ����? 
C�� ◌� ( �:�&���� ��?�� �#*� 2�* ��#! ��+���� ��b��� 2��� ��?�� #�+-�� �%�c ���� "� 

��� ,�&�*। 
I��1� ◌� � ���। (��� � �+C-���3�� "� #�+-���� 2-� ��3�� � �*। ��. "� $��� �#��= 

��� #�+-���� 2-� *�3���। 
��� ◌� )�#&� ��:। (���. ��: ����:� )?1��� ��$1�� ��� �%�c ��3�*। 
C�� ◌� ����/�����, ��������� ����-#� 2��� �#� /��? 
����/ ◌� 2�� �?����: �,_� ,����� ���। 
I��1�  ◌� �#\ �#�. C��� /�� �। #��= ������ ����� �*���� �� �/���-)�C� ����� ���� 

;�3�� ����।#�� ����� ���: �� ����� ����� ��: ���� 2��� #��� ����! 
����/ ◌� I��1� ��, )��8� #?� ��� ��+/����# )��} #�� ����� �। 
I��1� ◌� #��  #� ��+/��� ��}, Q#R��} ?��# ����/�����! 
C�� ◌� ������ I��1� ��। "&� �r=� #<। 
I��1� ◌� ". �r=� ���. ��� 2��� ���� �r=�। 
C�� ◌� ����/�����, ����#� ��c�� �?�# ��& ��K��� �# �:�}� #���? 
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I��1�  ◌� ��& �� �����& ���। 
C�� ◌� ��� ���? 
I��1� ◌� ���, ������ (. �����/� �#�3J��� 2��� ���&� J���J�� ���3�� *�. #�� ����- 

#��=, 2���� ���� h�����# ���� )�1 #�� )o �#�� � ����। �� *�3� ������ 
��O )���� ������ ��& �������� ��#�� K� #�� ������ �p�� #��*। (. ��& 
����. 2����� ��& #��� �:�}� /��। 

C�� ◌� I��1� ��! ;� ��?�&� 2��� $��� ;-�। 
����/ ◌� I��1��� #?�� )��} /�� �3�� �-���। "��� �����#� ��c��� ��& ��� #� ���� 

/���*। 
C�� ◌� ���- ��. ����� ����/�����। ���� �� 2�� �� ,�����# ���� 2��। 
I��1� ◌� 2��U। ����� �� �� �� "�#���� *�Û� C���# ��। 2� �� ����, �� ��� 

�����( ���  �� �। 
C�� ◌� ;� ��+, �G�%� h�: ����( 2�� ����[��������� ���f #��� ����� �। 

����/�����! )?,  �������� �&�&�� ���� (�� 2��� ��?_ 2}� �*�। 
I��1� ◌� ��������, ������ ���#. ��-�- ����� �����# � �� ���. �G ���� ����। #��= 2��/ 

���� ���  #��*  ��¥������। ��.��� ��� Q���� ����� 2� �:�। 
C�� ◌� (Ü- �����-�����-�����। ����/����� ������# 2�� ���3����& #�� ��। �R����/� 

%� ��3 ���=� #5 �����#� ������#। #�#��-������� ���� ��¥������ ���J��� 
*�+�3 �C�� ��। 

I��1� ◌� ,�U#��। 
����/ ◌� )����7 ��. #���� 2����। 2�� �&�&�� ��- 2��� ���7��� �� %X�%0� /��। 

���3�� ����� ������ ���&, k����� ����� �<� �����। ������ ���&�# 2�� �S:� #�� 
�����। 

I��1� ◌� 2��� ��?�� (�� �#� ;3�* ����/�����! 
����/ ◌� I��1� ��! 
��� ◌� I��1� �-#. ����* ����/�����। �����/ 4�� ������ ����7� ���: �- �����/ ���� 

�����* 2�����  h�:��� ���:। 
C�� ◌� 2�� 2��� h�:��� �%���� ���( ���� ��# �������!। 
��� ◌� ���.। �,��-#� 2��� ��� ��� । ��+ ���/� /���� ��� � ��, .�����: 2����� 

‘�:���#�� ���/�’ ��|��$��#�� #��*। (�� ���O�������� %�� ������- 2����1= 
#��*- 2����� � �� �?: C�+� #�� ����। 
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C�� ◌� �����- ����� �������? 
��� ◌� 4�� ��. �, 2����� ����, h�:��� ���: �����/ ���� �����*। "� �# 2����� 

h�:���� �#*� )����# ��� ��� 2����� ��5�� /� 73��r ��p। /���� �#*����� 
���:. ���� ��o ��¾��� ���:�� 2����� �?�# ����[ /�� ����। �� �# )�}� 
��+3��� "#��� �%�� �����* ��+ ���/�। 

I��1� ◌� �� 2��� ������ ���: �#Ý �#Ý ���� 45 #����। 2� . ����* #��#� ���� #��# 
���। ��.��� ���* 2����, 2����� ��?�� (�� �#� ;�3 ��3���। ��?� �����! 

C�� ◌� "���# %��� 2����� ���� ����& �/�5/। ����� 9��# ����( C��� /’� �। ". 
������# ��� #��� � �����- 

I��1� ◌� %��� )o ���=�� 2����� 
� � ������ ��: ��� 2�*। ��� 2��� ����� �-#.- 
��� ���� ��� ��� �� ���� ����*। 

C�� ◌� )�/:- )�/:! ����/�����, )����] %��� �����8 h�: ������ #5। ����� ������ 
����। ���-��� ,�.। /� ;¿�- � /� ��। /� .��/���� ���,�� 2��� �&�# 
?�#���- � /� ���* �����। " *�3� ): ;��� �.। 

����/ ◌� �#\ ��+/���- 
C�� ◌� "� ���: �#� �#\ �.। ��+,� �#]� ���, I�&�� "#&� ���* �। �����#� ��c���# 

#���� 2�� /��, %��� 2K�= *�3� ): ;��� 2� �. ����/�����। " �# 
2��� ���&� )� *�.��� ����, )� 4#��-4#�� ������ �#! ��, ���� ���� 
�*�& ���� ��*����/ ��� )V�� �/�। 2� �������, 2��( ����� V/= #5। 

����/ ◌� ����� /��C�। 
C�� ◌� ����� /��C�। 
I��1� ◌� ;C! I. ��9 ����� /�। 2����, 2�� "#&� )_����� ��I��  ��� ��+��। ��%��� 

��� ��  2���# �$�� �����*-  
C�� ◌� I��1�! ������ (�� :�#��� 2��� %���� �� �* �। �×�� ����=�� ���� �# �� ��1�� 

2��� ���#��%��&� #��� #��� ����। ��3� ����� �� ��O ���� �। "#&� ��/, ��'�� 
I��1�, �#��� �� "#&�  ��/ ��1�� ���3�� ����*। k�� ���- 2��� ��1���� k�� ���। 

I��1� ◌� �#��� ��/ ��� �? ��4/�:�, ���/�:�� J=�/। (��� )�%����� ��/ 2���# �� 
#��*। "�   �#� ��(��. �. ���। "� /�� �?�# ��/�. �.। 

C�� ◌� ��4/�:�-���/�:�। /:�+- ����7� ��b�J����# 2�� �� #���*- ���� .N� ���&�*- /�:� 
#���*। 2�� ���-2�� ����- 2�� �����। ����( �(- ���� ��( ��|�����। 2�� 
���/ ��c���� �9�� �O�� #���*- ��¥������ ����� ����� (�� ��� 2�� ���� 
#��*। 2�� ���|� ��X�=- 2�� �/����- 2�� ����। /:�+ /:�+ 2�� ����- 
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2�� ���- 2�� #��.। /�-/�-/�-2�( �O ,�.- 2�( �O ,�.- 2�� �O���- 2�� ��<�-/�-/�-
/�-.... 

I��1� ◌� �&# ��� ;�-�*। ���#�� 2� ���� �.। ����� �� ���� 45। 
    
w w w w 2 �2 �2 �2 �, , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    
 

।। ।। ।। ।। ����� �#�� C�� �� /���*����� �#�� C�� �� /���*����� �#�� C�� �� /���*����� �#�� C�� �� /���*।।।।।।।।    
I��1� ◌� 2����, �#�� �?�# 2�� 4�� /���*। " "# 2��1 �����1। 
C�� ◌� �# /���* �� ��� I��1� ��? 
I��1� ◌� )�# �#� /��� 2�* ���। 2�@� /���, I���� /���, ������ /���- 
C�� ◌� 2��� /��� 4� �# �� /�� ������? 
I��1� ◌� .?���� ���# #� ����� "�� )�# )·/��: 4�� ��.। ����� �����, ���� ��, 

�,�c�, �/&��� �#�� ���� #�� "%���. /����। 
C�� ◌� ����-������� "%���. /��� �0�1। 
I��1� ◌� �#\ ��+/���, �#��� �# ����� /��� �����*? �� ����� �#��� ��4� ���� /��� ��� 

���� ��# %���� ���? �#��� �# ��!�� (. ;�c �*��&�� ����� ��� /��� �����*? 
�����* �# V��-������ #R7�#� Q��=� ����� /���? �, �����। #��= ��.�� /��� 
2�� �#�3 ����*। 

C�� ◌� �����-�����#� ��c���। ��� I��1� ��, ������ ����7� ����� /���� ,�.�� ����#�� 
��� 2��� #��*- 

I��1� ◌� ��� ���, ��������&� 2����� #��* ����� ?���, 2� ��¥������ #��* ����� (��� 
��। ��. ���# �#��� �# 2�� (��� #��* �?�# �#�3 ��� �����? 

C�� ◌� I��1�, ����� �#�� C�� �� ����� ?��� ,���� ���� �?�# ���� ���- �#��� �C���� 
2� �।2� ����� � ��!� ��� �������� 2��� /�� �?�# ������ ���, ��/�� � �&� 
��������&��# 2�� k����� ���3�� %Xe�� ���=� #����। ". 2��� #��। 

I��1� ◌� ���, 4� ��# Y��e��� ���:. ���� �%�M ��,� /�। 2��1 ��/� (. ������ 
����� �*��J����-"�( �/���� ��# ��3���3 ����। 

C�� ◌� (. �����/��� 2���# )��g #�� �����*। 2��� �� /���� #���*। �#\ #��#��� 
��� � �����  �#�� C�� �� ���@ �� ,��� ��?� �#� #�+&��# ��� #��&�� ����- 
��� I’���� ��� � �*। 

I��1� ◌� ���, 4� ��# ���������� ��? #�+&�� ,�.�� #��� ����। ��. /��� "��� #���� 
��3�* ��+/���। 
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C�� ◌� ��� )?1? 
I��1� ◌� 2����, ��$1 ,�� ��� )�����/� /�� ,����, 2��� ����! ��� ������� 


�����#��� �*��J���-�`� #��� ���� �। "���# (. ����[�������� 2�( 
��O����, I�171 /��। 2����� h��#�� ���# ?��� ���� "� �� ����?- �#\ ��<�= 
���� �%�c *�;��� �C��*। �#; 2� ��3%�+�3 "���� �,�����। 2/� ��, 2����� 
����� ,�+� ����/���� �O�O ��/ ����- (#�[�� ��� #��) 

C�� ◌� �#+��� �-�#+��� � I��1� ��। 2��� ��?� $���*। ":�.- ��(��. #� ���� �� 2(। 
I��1� ◌� )��� ��(��. ���� � ���। "����. %�� �#�*- 2��� $ $ ��(��. ���& 

�3��, "�#���� �<�� ���� ���। 
C��  ◌� ������ #��#�! ����-�� ��� #���! 
I��1� ◌� �3 I��� ��� ���। 2��� ��#&� I��� ��� ���। 
C�� ◌� ���,�� /��� � I��1� ��। ����� ��C��:� (�� 2�� �%1���� .। 2��� K�� 

������ 2��� /������। 
I��1�  ◌�   ���/���� #�� ��@��# ��� "#&� ���� ����- 
C�� ◌� ��� I��1�- � ���, ��5�, ����, ��� 2��� ����� ���,’ ������ ,��। �� �� ���`� ". 

��O ��;� 2���# *�3� �। ;���M��� ����� 2�¯�� ��� ���� �C�& �3�। ��. 
������ ���� k�8 ��%� 2*�3 �3� ���`� ����। #��� �� �%�c ������ "�� 
��c������ �c�S�। 

I��1� ◌� ��� ���। "�� ��c ��c ���,�:� /�� 2��� ��1-2Þ� 9��� ��� ��� �� 
��#�� ��। 

C�� ◌� ;M�� ���c �� /���G��� ���� ". ��O ��;�। 2�� /�� �����। *�� 2� ���_ 
#?�� )o Q��� #�� ) �̄:U��� �S #����। �#\ 2�� %���� ����� ��, (. �c�S� 
���7&�� ���: "��� 2J 2�*। 2�  ��� �����, ��/�� ��1�,�� Q/� #��� 
� ��- 

I��1� ◌� �� ���� ��# ,��3��� /��� �। 
C�� ◌� ��� 2�� �c�S��# Q���% �������- *�� ��� �� #��� �,_� #����; �#\ �:?1 /���। 

2� ��18 ���7&��# ���,�:� #��� ������ �। ��. ,�+��� ����� �C�� ,��3�� ����� 
,������ �#\- 

I��1� ◌� �#\ ��. ����� �� �C�� "�� 2��� ���� �3�� �� �# 2� �%���*��� ���! 
C�� ◌� I��1� ��। 
I��1� ◌� � �!��C ��C #��� ���। 2�� 2����, "� 2��� ". ��� ����# �<�� �# 

�:�}� #��*? 
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C�� ◌� ���, 2�� ���. "#&� 2. h��� #��*। 2� ��. 2. �������# 2��. /��� ". 

��O ��;��� "#�� )�����। 
I��1� ◌� "�#. ��� ������3�� ��?�! 
C�� ◌� 2�( ���, 2��� (.�� ���7� #�#�� ���� ".&�#��� ������ �: � ��� �¤g ��1��, 

����� /�� ����- ����� 2�� C� #����। ��| �����, 2��� *������ 
 =Q�������. ���:%�� V/= #���*। 

I��1� ◌� ���/�Þ�- ���/�Þ�, ���! 2���# �� ��  �%1 ���= #���*��, ��� ���:. ���|� 
��X�! 

C�� ◌� �#� �� ��� ���#��? 
I��1� ◌� )q��! ���- )q��! 2�� 4�� %���*, "��� ���� ��� 2�( 2�� ��+�, 2�* �# 

#��। 
C�� ◌� (�/��) ���:. ���� ���# ��57 I��1� ��। 
I��1� ◌� "#&� �*�·  � ��� ���। ����-�� � "# �0�1 �:�O �}� #�� �� "# ��� "#��� 

#:��# ���� #��, |4�-��4�3�# /�:� #�� ��3����3 �3���# /��। �#\ I%1� :, ". 
���1�# �#� ����. �*@ #�� �। )����7 ". �0�1 ��� -I��� ��� ���3 ���# �����- 
��� �, 2��� ���� 2�� 2� ��.�:� ��.�� ��5� �। 

C�� ◌� (;Pb�
�� /����) /��-/��-/��-/��-/��-[2,�#� /��� �S #�� �K���] ":�+। �# ����, 
I��1� ��! ��9�� �������, #���- �#�� ��(- [ ��1 ;-��’ ;� ��?�&� 2���- 

 
।।।।।।।।    ����� #<����� #<����� #<����� #<।।।।।।।।    

    
��� ◌� ��@ � ��+ ���/�। 
C�� ◌� 2�� ���#�� �������। �# �����? 
��� ◌� 2��� �#*� �O�: 2�* ��+ ���/�। 
C�� ◌� 2��( �#*� ���� ,�. �������। 4�*, .���� 2�� ��# 2��� #���1� ������,� 

#��*? 
��� ◌� 2��� ���� 
��?1- 
C�� ◌� ;Ü - 
�?1-
�?1! 4� �������, 2�� "�� �*@ #�� �। 
��� ◌� ��+ ���/� �# 2��� Q�� <�� /���*? 
C�� ◌� � �������। #�� (�� <�� /���? 2���� �� 2��� %�.- )�� 2��� �। 2��� 

����, ����:�#- 
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I��1� ◌�  ������� ����# %����%���. �,�। 2����� 2���� �����: ��4, �/���� :�� 
���� �� �-����� .��� ���� 2� �#। 

C�� ◌� �������- ". ���, ". J5%�� 2�� �.�� ����* �। 2����� �R/M� 
��?1 ". 
����` 2�� /��� ���� ����*���। ��� 2��� ". ����� �� 2����� /��� )�1= 
#��- 

I��1� ◌� ��� 2��� ���/��� �C�� ����। 
C�� ◌� �, 2�� ��� ����C �����। 
I��1� ◌� (
 �) ". ����. #�� ����*। 
��� ◌� �#\ 2��� ���� ��1��,� Q������� 2� h��1 ����� ����* � ��+ ���/�। 
C�� ◌� ��+��� .��� (�� 2��� ���#��1 �%1� #�� �। 
��� ◌� ��� ��+�� �����/ #��? 
C�� ◌� ��/�� ������ ����7� ���� ����� #����J��� �*+�3 2� /��। 
I��1� ◌� (
 �) "�#. ��� #��#� ���� #��#. ���। 
��� ◌� ��+/���, ��O� 2�����: 2�� %�� ��? ,��*। 
C�� ◌� (�/��) ����� ��������� 2�� �#��� /���� ���@। ���� ��` ��� �����/ /� 

��/�� 2��- �-�- 2�� 2���# ��|�� #��। 2��� Q�� 2��� �0=1 2}�, %��� 
2�* �������। #��=- 

I��1� ◌� #��= #��#� ������. �#��#��� ��b� ���7 /�� #�-#� #�� G��#। 
��� ◌� ��+/���, 2�� "#� �# #����? ������ ���&�� 2J�� ����/� ����, ��S�� 2#��� 

I��1�� � $$&�, ��¼���� ������ ��¼�%0� )ª�& Q����� Y�- ��5= )?1��#&, 
�:���, ���=�:, #�-#����� �� �S। "�J��� ���:�- 

C��  ◌� ;� ���:�- ���:�-���:�। "���J��� ���:� ����� 2��� "# ,�� ���:� /�� 
��+�3���*। 

I��1� ◌� %���� � ���। ��?�� (�� 2����� ������ 2�*, I��1��  �#�& ����। ��#� ���� 
3 �����-  ��. %����। ������� ��� "� �?�#. ‘‘,�-���#1’’ %�. %�. ��� 
�,+,���। 

C�� ◌� �# ��%। 2�� "��� #�� 2��� ���#1 �S��# ���� �0�1 ������ �����8 ��¹���$� h�: 
������� #��� Q!�� #����, �#\ 2����� �� %���-�ß�¢� )�� #�-��%��� ��� 
��������� #��। 

I��1� ◌� ���, 2�� ��� �#, "����� C�@�C�#� � #�� "�#���� �,��-#� ��+�� �������/ 
��� %���2K�= #�� �C��। 
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��� ◌� 2�� ������ ��c "#�� I��1� ��। 
����/ ◌� ��@ � ��+/���। 2��( "#�� "��� ��c। 
C�� ◌� �#\ ����/����� �#�?�� ��+�3��, �#��� %����, �# ��� ��� #���? ������ ���, 

������ ���7 (. /���� /���� ����[�������� 2����� �� । "���# �#�7� �� �0:, ,�� 
����� ���� Q,�� )o, h�: 2��� /������*। ��. �%�� ����, $��� ��� ���� ��+�3��, 
%��� �����, ���� /��� %����� :�� ��O���� ����� ��c ���� ��p /(�� �������। 

I��1� ◌� �?�?1 ����* ���। ��$1 ,�� ��� ��� 2����� ��� ������ #�#J��� G����& 
�*��� ��c ��� #�� ������ ������ �-#��� ����* �। 2�- 

����/ ◌� ��/�� ��+/���, 2�� 2���� %����# "#&� #3� 9��# ��। ���� I�&� ��C� /��। 
"#. ��� �����/��� %��7:�� ������ �#*� ��� ��� #��, ��/�� 2��� ��|�# ������ 
%��� 2����� %0�` ���� #�� ��� #���*। 2� �®����� %���-�ß�¢� ���। 2��� 
:�� ���/��5�7� 9W��� )��:. %�� /��। 

I��1� ◌� (�/��) %���-�ß�¢� ��� ��, C�+#� #���� 2(��� ����। 
C�� ◌� ������ ������। �-# 2�* �&�&�� ��, 2��� ���O ����. %����# "#&� 9��# ��। 

��. ��c "&� ��� ��, "����� ���� 2��� "#� .। 9+�����। 
I��1� ◌� 2��� 9�#��� %���-�ß�¢� "#&� ��,�# /���� ���। ��| ��� 2��� %����� 

����*। 
C�� ◌� I��1� ��! ����/����� ����� ��� ���। 
����/  ◌� 2����� ��� h�:�� �����/���� ��5�` �%�c �����* ���� 2��। 
I��1� ◌� ��-�-#। ��� ���' ���' #��#� ��¥��� �*��-�*�#���� ¦�#�� ���# ��I:U �����/ 

�#�,  :��$�+�& ;�3�� ����। �/�-V��� �����. ����, ��!�$�&, �����# *�;� J3��- 
C&�� /�� ����। ����� %�+�3��� h�:��, ���7:������ ���' ���' ��� ��� #��*। �� 
"� �#*�. �। �� 
�%���# /�� � �*। 

C�� ◌� ;C! ��?�&� 2��� $���*। 
I��1� ◌� $��3��� � ��+/���। 2��� �� ,����� ����: �#*� h��# �����/ #���(- �� 

-�`�, �� 
�%���# /�� � �* ���। 
C�� ◌� ��:. �# �� 
�%���# �&�&�� ��? 
����/ ◌� 2��� Q�� ��|�� ���� 2����। �:���-���=�: ,��� #��� �����.- 
C�� ◌� �#? (����� �:�������� ���#� ����* �? 
I��1� ◌� �� %� �-�� ���। 
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����/ ◌� ��� 2�� �� "�� ���� #���* ���। "# �p��/� ���: �#; ��� ��� ���#� � 
����� ��/�� ��.   ���#�� 2��� ������ ���# ������। 

��� ◌� ������ ���# ���? 
I��1� ◌� ��� ����� (.�� ���� �8����- ��� 2� �# ����� ��� �����#� ��� 

2������ ����� /��। 
��� ◌� �� �# %���� /�� �&�&�� �� ���/�? 
����/ ◌� %����-��@� ��,�� "� ����। ��+,�� #?� %��� ��� ���/�। (. �����/���� ����!� 

� #�� ��18- 
C�� ◌� /:�+, �����/���� ���f #���. /��। �%���*��� �c�S��# �@� #��� ������/� 2J 

��% ���। �#\  2J 2�( k����। "��� ��c���� ���� �@��# ��� #��� /��। 
����� �� ��|�����#- �c�S��  ��,�� #�� /��। Q���� /�� ��+�# C�+��� ��3�� 
��� ���� /��। 

I��1� ◌� ���, � �!��C ��C #���। �c�S��# ��� #��� ��� Q���� ����� ����0: /�� �। 
2� ������ $�� $�� Q���& ���O#��� ���7 �c�S�- Q���& ���O����� "#- "#� 
����/�����। #�&� �c�S��� ���  #��� ���? "#�& ���� �?�# 2� "#�& ���� 
k�� ;�-�*। /������ /���� ;�:� ���=� ������ ���`� ��� �<: #�� *��& 2��*। 
�# ���� ����� 5� #���? 

C�� ◌� !� /(- !� /( I��1� ��। " �#! ����� "��� )S#�� �#? �#��� �� 2�1�� 
4�� ����। #��� �� "���# "� �� 2��*। {, {- ���� �¸��,  ��� ��%� "���# 
*��& 2��*। 2J, 2J! �S #���- ���/®�� �S #���। 2���, 2���- 2�( 2��� 
�k�� ��(। ;�- 

��� ◌� ��+/��� �0*1� � �*। ���`� ���, ����( "#�� ���O#��� ���� ����� ���� J+3� 
/�� ����। �/�#��, .��/��- 4�� ������ ��<� �?�#�। 

    
w§ w§ w§ w§ �%]��%]��%]��%]�, , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    
    
��� ◌� ���`� ���, )��<� #���- 2�� 2��*। ������ #��W� ����� /�� )���। 2��� 

"����� Q��<�� ��. 4%�� ��� �। )� � ��� ���� 2���# ���� Q�= ����- �: 
/��। �� #�� ���%��� �/�# ������# �/�# ������# 2��� ,�.। 

��� ◌� (.�#�) /�-/�-/�- /�-/�-/�- 
��� ◌� �#? �#? 
��� ◌� ��S�� #���c��-��#��+/�� ����� ���#��� �������, ���/���� ��� "#�R�_ �,�� 

�#��� ���
u ����*�? 
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��� ◌� �#! �# ���� )�R�: ��57? 
��� ◌� (.�#�) 2�� ���। ���� 2���# �,�� �। #��= �����, ���� ������ ���!। 2�� 

:��, 2�� ��:, ��@�। 2�� ���- 2�� ����#- 2�� �����! �#��� 2���# 
�,��� �,_� #���*� �#? 

��� ◌� �। (�� ��� ���1p ?�#�� ��� 2��� �.। 2�� 2��� ����� #?� *�3�- 
��� ◌� (.�#�) ���! /�-/�-/�-! ��@� ����, ���7 ������# #��� ���. � ������। ���! 

����� �: �# #���*� 2� #��*� �� "#��� �%�� �����*� �#! 
��?1� ��� ����3� 
����। ����# ����� ������ "��*�। ����� ���7�# ���+#� �����*�। 2��� ����, 
���#!� �����# ��8�� "� ;V���� /���� �����। ����&��� ��:���K:�&��� ���P��# 
%�3��& #� ����। 

���  ◌� �। 2��  =��r ��|���- 2��  =�r ,�.। 
��� ◌� (.�#�) ��?:� #?�। ����  =��r ��|��� (। (&� ������ �����#� #?�। ����. ����*�, 

���#!��� m���` /�� ��¼�� ( ��S�। ��� ��¼���� �����# � �g�। ���� ��� ��:. 
 =��r ��|��� /��- ��/�� ���� ���#!��� Q�= ��� � =। 2� ��. � �=� 
���:� ��g )���� ��� ������। )�"� ���������. /�� ���#!��� m���`। 

��� ◌� 2�� 
�#�� #�� �। 
��� ◌� (.�#�) �� ���। 
�#�� #��� �U��/� ������ �.। #�� "# )4% ��¯, �������� 

������ /�����3। 2� �� �?�#. ������ ����� ���&1 �z �?�#. �����# ��8�� 
��O���� )���� ��+�����। 2� 2� �� ���`� ������ ����� ��� �,�� 2�*�- ��. 
�����( �����# ��8�� %R�: ���। 2�� ���, ". �����# � �g�� )o �/���� ���� 
���������� ���P��# 2#��� '3 �G�# 2��- ��c���� �O ���� �: ���`� 
������# �/���� �� #���। 

��� ◌� �-�- "�� ��?:�! 2�� #���� ����� ����� .। 2�� �� �#*� #��*- 2��� ����� 

��?1� �:। ������ ����7� Ù��� 2�� ����! #��� �#���- #����( �। 

��� ◌� (.�#�) <�������, )S ����। ��$1�� )�����/� /�, <���� 
�� �#� �� ��'�� 
����� �। #��� �c. � �������। ���� �# �%���*�, ���`� ". ��� �#�� C�� �� 
��V�/ ������ /��� ���� ����? 

��� ◌� ��/��� (���� #���*। 
��� ◌� (.�#�) (����। ���|� ���� �$��� ����� (����! ,�U#��। ��. ���' ���`� ������ 

������ /�� ���#� ��d�3�*��? 
��� ◌� )�#&� ��.। #��= ���|� �#� �R/U��O� ��?1 � ���� ��� ������O /�� �। 
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��� ◌� �#\ �# ����? ,��� ���� �&�����1 ���� !��� /�� � �*� ���.? ����� �� ,� 
��#�� 4����� �������� I’,���& ;���� ���� ����� ���7= �����। ���� �:?1 /��। 
"��� �# ���`� ����� ������ Q�� ���� /�� ����� %�  ����? ���� .�� ���� �। 

��� ◌� ������ ���. )� � ���� ���# �,�� ?��#�। ". ��� 2��� /��� 2���। 2��. 
/��� "����� %��� Q�� ;���। 

��� ◌� )S#���� ���' ��+�3�� 2�*� ���#��� �������। ���:. ���� ��� ���# ��� ���� 
#���, ��/�� �# �%���*� h���,��� �����# � �g� ���#�# ����� #��? )���। ���� 
�# �%���*�, �� �#�� C�� �� �����# � �g�� Q��� �� ����� #?�� ��� �:�  
#���?  

��� ◌� ��� 
-.��� (�������� �#�� C�� �� ��� �:�  � #�� ��/�� 2�� Q���/���� 
2J� � �&� ��# ��/� ���3�� �����। 

��� ◌� k������ %�7� Q���  #��� (!�� ���# ����। �#*��� 2� . ��� ������ ��c ������ 
��Ä ����?1#: 45 /�। ���� Q#���: )�%���  #���- ‘� �=� ���7�’ 2½� #��� 
��� ������# 9+����� #�� ����- 2��� ��. ���� ���7� #�M�� ���� ���#� ��d3���। 

��� ◌� "� ����� �/�: 2�*। ���,�- ���|� ��X�। �������� v  �*��� ������� .��/���� 
�RgJ�� ��O �%��। ��7�O ��|��� %���� �������� )8�। ��. ���#!��� ������� 
��� ������ Q����� ��c ��c, "����� ������ ,�� �W�&� �����- "����� 
������ �?Ë_। ��. �#� �����, �#� Q�� ������# �/: #��� ���� �। ���� �� 
�0��#��। ���� "# )4% �:�O। 

��� ◌� ������! 2���# ������ ���. ���� )S#��� ��<� #��� ,�.�*�। �#\ �- ����� �। 
2��� "������� 2��-���#���# ������ �%�c ���� ����� �।’ 

��� ◌� (.�#�) �c�-������ ��#, ���� "� ��'-������ ��+�# ��3�*�। ���� ����� ����। ��� 
��+,�� ,�(- ��/�� ��b�.��� /�� ����। 

��� ◌� 2���# Q���% ����( �। 
��� ◌� (.�#�) ���#��, Q���%�� ��:. ��� ������ ���3 ��� �#��& ����7� 
���#��, 

 =�r�# #����� ���� ;�3�� �����*�- ������ �O c� �.���*�- ������ ����� 
����7� ����# ��� 
��?1� �������� 45 #���*�।  =��r� ��� h
��,��, ���+#����� 
������ ����� � =( 2� �/: #��� �। �����( ��¾��� 2J k�� ;-��। �� 
�?1 
%X�%0� /��। 

��� ◌� 2���# �����1_ ��?� �S� ���� ���� �����? 
��� ◌� (.�#�) "#�&. �?। ��&� /�� ��:-��@��� �?। ���8-��/��-��dË��R��� ��? )V�� 

/�� ����7�  )8���  %��� ����# Q���g� #���। � �&� ���|� ���#�:��= ����#- 
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   ;U� 1 #���। ��1����-����3� ����7� /�� ��� )S#�� �?�# 2���� ��� "���। 

����� �?���� : ��1��� ���� ����� 2�� Q���g� #���। ���. ��� ��� .��/���� 
��b� ����Q��# ��� ����# �,�f� #��� �����।  ����O /(- "#�� ,���। 

��� ◌� �#\ �# #�� ��1 ��+���O /��� 2��! 2�� �� 2��� � �&� �M�&��# �S# �����*! 2�� 
��O /�� ,�.��(- �����# ��8� 2���# ���O ���� �। 

I��1� ◌� 2�� �������, ����� ���� ��� �# %���*? (- �������- 
��� ◌� �#! (! I��1� ��! 
I��1� ◌� /�- �����! 2�#�� �?�# �?�# ): � �� ,�� ���� ��#! 
��� ◌� 2�� I��1� ��, ���� ��� ��,<= �:�O। 2�� �� ��� I��1� ��, 2�� �� �#*� #���* ( 

#��* ��. �# 
�� 
��?1� ��:? 
I��1� ◌� I_ ����# )��: ��. ���। (�� ��� 2��. ��# 
� ��� �$��� #���*। 2��� 

)��# ���- 2�� ��# ����#� 2��। �%�� ����, �%�c-�3�  ��/��� ���`� ����� 
��#�� �� 2���# ����#� 2�� �/���� #��* �&� ����*��। ���#�-"� ��c 
���#!��� ���!�� �S� 2�� ��+�� �����*। 2��� ������# �#��� #���� �����1 
���� ����&��� ��8�� ����#� �? ����� ����। �#\ 2�� %���* �������, 2�� ��� 
�#��� ����#� 2��- �#\ 2��� ����#� 2�� �# #���? 

��� ◌� ����( �# 2���# ��Ç� #��*� I��1� ��? 
I��1� ◌� �����-�����! 2���# ��� ��à�-"( �# ���! 
��� ◌� �����-��à� 2���# )��g #�� �����*। �� �?�&�#( ���* ��� �� �?. 2���# 

����� ���� �C���� ����। ��� �, )� � �� 2���# Q���g� #���, � 2���#- 
I��1� ◌� .��/���� 2��1�� e�� ��<� #���। � �!��C ��� #���, ���7� &�#� 2��. ��� 

�����। " �#, �#�?�� ,��� �������? 
��� ◌� "��� 2��� ��|�� �S /�� 2��*। "#&� ��.�� �?�# 2��। 

(Change over-Music) 
 

।।।।।।।।��������������������।।।।।।।।    
C�� ◌� "�# "�# ���. 2���# ����:�  #��*। ���. 2���# 9+����� #�� ����। ��1��O�� 

�� 2J 2�� �k���* �����#� ��c���, ��. 2J�� ��� �� ���`� ������ ��� 
����। �#\ �# #���� 2��? )�R�: /�!� .�� �� 2���# �R�?��� ���,��� "# )��� 
�����#��� ;���� 2J k����� /���*। 2�� ���� ���� I�1� /�� �3�*। ;� %���� 
����* � 2�। ".-�#�. /:��? 

I��1� ◌� ��@� /���� ���� 2��। C���.��- 
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C�� ◌� I��1� ��! ����! 
I��1� ◌�   2��. /���� /��� ���। 2��� 9#�� ����� #��� ��: #�;�# ������ �। 
C��  ◌�  #��#���� 2�� �����3� #����। 
I��1� ◌�   "� �# #�� 9#�� ����� #�� ���। �����, /������ �#��� �,������� �#� �� 

/����-�#� �� "#&� Q�[ 2�W- 
C��  ◌�   2�W! /����! ". �� 2�W-/�����# 2��  �� �&�� /�:� #����। ��� #�� 4��� 

2�� /����� ��=�, ��� ���&� 2�� �*+�3 ����। 
I��1� ◌�  2��� )8��� � ���( �# /���� �. ���? 
C��  ◌�  � �.। 2�� ��-� #� ��b�। 
I��1� ◌�   ". 9W�� 2��� �����-��� �। �����: ���J��� ��?1 /������ k��� 2��� 

m���# �� #��*। 2����#� #�R1# )o ��/��: �S, ,��� ��±� ���, ����#� ��c���� 
������/�� /� �����, ���O���/�� ��K� 2���#, ���� ���� /����-h����:� 
)S#��� ��<� #��*। 

C��  ◌�   �S�/���� 2�� �#*�&� I�1� /���* ���:-���#� ,��, 9��#� ����� /�� 2�� 
��,��� /���* ��:- 2��� ) �=� h�:��� �R��: 2���# �:�?� #���* ��:-�#\ ��. 
��� ��?� �,� #�� ���|� ������ ��,����� /�� 2�� ���� .। " ����� 2��� 
2�/�:�� �����। 

I��1� ◌�   �#\ ���, "�( �# �%���* ����� �����# 2��� ��� #���� ����� �����? 
C��  ◌�  /:�+ ������। Q���� /�� ������ Q���& $��# 2�� %X!0�� ���=� #����- ������ 

����7� ���� (��� ��� ��# %�� ����। ��� –��� ������ ��� 2�� *�3��� �। 
I��1� ◌�   /�����-���8. /�����। 2�� �# 2� *�3��- (�� *��3�� ���। 
C��  ◌�   I��1� ��। 
I��1� ◌�   /:�+ ���। ���`�� ��� ������ ��� #���&�#� "#��� �� � ������! 2��� h�:��� 

���' � �� "#��� ��+3�। ����� 2�� ��, %��� ��। 
C��  ◌�   ������ ����� 2�� Q���� �� #�� �। 
I��1� ◌�   ��� ������ ����� ��d%� : 2� /�� �। vÂ�� ���,1 ��� ‘�/ ����� �����-�,������’ 

��� �����  ����� ,�� "���*? 
C��  ◌�   I��1� ��! ����-�� ��� #���। ������ ����� ��� /��. �����। 
I��1� ◌�   ��. %����। #��= ����# }�� ���'-���' ������ ��(��. �c�। �#�?�� ��. ���� 

2�*, $��-$�� �#�?�� ����� �3�* ��� ��� �। ". ����- ���� Q#��, 2��� %��� 
����� ��#���� "#&� ������#  ���O���/� ������ $��� ��� #���*। )���8 #���&�  
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  #��#� ,���`�( 2,�#� ���� �&� �����*। ������- ���������� 2��� ��& ���� 

����( �����/���� #�� #�� ���� �। 
C��  ◌�   �5#-���� ��( (���। (��� }�� 2� "#�& ����� ���� #��� 2��� ���� #_ /�� 

�। 
I��1� ◌�   2�( ��� 2�*। ,�+����� )o ���'�. "#&� ���#1 ��/�� ������ �d-#���`��� G����� 

�����*। � ���� ;�� ��7�C�+3�। 
C�� ◌� ������ ". #?�J��� �� �� /�� 2��� #��  ��� ���� �¦�� ����। #���J��� 

)����?1� (�� ��c�� �����#� ����� �����*। 
I��1� ◌�  h�:��� 2� )���� �#? ���� �3�*-���*। 2� 2/� h��#�� �,�#U��� )%��� Q�= 

����। ". �5 �, ���/����� 2����� h�:��� ;�� �����/��� �� ��# �?�# 
2K�= ,������*�। 2����� h�:�� �#���# �������? ��. ���� ��+,��� ���� ������ 
� �� Q�= �<� #��। 2�( ,�#Q� ��� 2�* ���। 2��� ���7:��� ������� 
"#&�� ��: �<� �����*। 

��� ◌� ��@ � ��+ ���/�।  
I��1� ◌�  2�� �������, ��+/����# "#&� ���� ��।  
��� ◌� 2�� 2� �# ���� �����- �# %��� ����� I��1�? "#&� )���� %��7:��� )S#��� 

2��� ���N�। ���#1��� )o ��/��: �S #��। Å��, ��� ����%��, #��G� �#��. 
�������� ���:�� ���P��# ����� ���� #��*। 

C�� ◌� ����! �#��� ����! #��( �#� ����-�#� 2n�� 2�� ����! #���� �। 2�� ��� 
2�� �S�/�-2�� ���c। �#\ "� ��7 2�� ����� ,�.। 

��� ◌� ��� ��+ ���/�, 2����� ,�� �S���- 
C�� ◌� ?��� ?���। ,�� �S�! �# 2|�� ��� "�� 2�� ,�� ���!��� #�* �?�#? h���:-

�#*� ;���� 2� �#*� ���� *�3� ,�� ���!�� �# �����* 2���#? 
I��1� ◌� ,� ����* ���������� ���:�� "#&� ���8�0=1 ����� #�� ���। 2�� ����, ������� 

#��� #�-��3,  ���3��, ��#-��+/�� %��� ����� �r� /��� 2|�� ��� ,�� � �� )o 
2� ��� 2��। ,�� ���/���� m��� �# �������� �: "�&�#� #5=�- 

��� ◌� !� /( I��1� ��। ��+-���/�, ,� �� "%��� 2����� ���� #��� �� %���� �����। 
I��1� ◌�  #���� �� 2J ��� -�� ���7� 2J�� ����. k��� ?��#। 
C�� ◌� /:�+ �-#. ����*� I��1� ��! )?, <��� ���� �: �#��� ������ ��½� ���&��# 

V�� #��� �: �:!। 
��� ◌� 2��� ". ;�O #�� Q�� ��+-���/�? 
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C�� ◌� 2����� Q�� �������। ����� %�  ���� �: "#���# ��O���� �����# ��8�, 
):���# 2��, 2��, �5� 2��, ��d����, #���� Q%R��। 

��� ◌� ,� �C��� �0��1 2�� 2��� �#& �# (���� #���* 2�� #�� %��� �� �। 
C�� ◌�  �-�-%��� ��.�-����� �। 2�� ����� ���� �0��1 ���&��# &�#��� #�� 2����� 

���: %� -���&����� #�� ���� �����। 2�� �7�� 2� ���' ���� �����। 
I��1� ◌�  #�� ��. I��1 2��� ���? 
C�� ◌� ��� �। ��'�� �������, �3 2�� #���*��� 2����� ���-��. 2� 2��� ". 

���=��। �3 2�� #���*��� �&�&��, ������, ��@��  %1��# ���-�3 2�� #���*��� 
2����� I��1� "#��� ���! ,� )8� ����@�/ 2����� ��K� ��?1 �����। �:?1-
2�� �:?1 �������! 

��� ◌� "� �?�# 2����� ): #��( (�� %��� � #�� ��Î��! 
C�� ◌� ,��� Q�� 2��� �R���|�� �*� ���. 2�� �3��� #�� ����*���- 
I��1� ◌�  �� ��� "%��� �%�+�� /�� �� �# ����? ,�� �������� Q�� ,�� *����� ���<�% 

������ )���#�। �� ���� ���<�%, Q��1�, ���*��� �: ��#��� )���� ��� , �� 
���� ". ���<�% Q��1 ��#���� ��?1 ( )������. /���*। 

C�� ◌� ,�( ���7 �# ����!� Q�� )��,�� #���? 
��� ◌� ��+ ���/�, "� �?�# ������ ��¹J��� �]�S ���� ;�O #��. ��Î��। �� ����� 

2��� ���� ���� �S�/� /�� �3�*-��@� /��। 
C�� ◌� ��� 2�� ��5�` ����� #�� ��+3��� ,�.। �S�/�, )�/��, ��O 2��। ��� 2�� ��=-

�*��� �����। " *�3� �#� ;���, �#� �? �. �������। ,�� )�}�� ����� 2��। 
I��1� ◌�  ���� )S#��-��*� )��  /��। .��/�� ���� ���� ��(-�/�#�� ���� ���� ��(-�: 

�4 �#%��� ��=  ½�� ����� ���। ��|���� ������ Q�:< #���, �#�%��� ���:� 
)�¯�� ��?:�� �R��: $�&। 

 
।।�� ����� 

(�,�� #�:�= ���। )��V/�=� ���� 2/���, ����= �$�7 (����), ����� 9�� ��-�, Q����� ����, 
)����% ����, �95� /#, .C����5� 2��, ������ �/�����, #5=� ��� Q���।) 
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������� �0� ����� 
wy। 
��� ����� ����� �#� 

Q,���� ����8#� )�g� 

��� ����� ����� �#��� 

������ 
......wxyw 

 
�����C��� ������,������C��� ������,������C��� ������,������C��� ������,�    

w �%]�, wxyw 

%��¯ ◌�  (K@ ���¤� #��) ����- ����� �- 

���� ◌�  �#�� ? �#? 

%��¯ ◌�  ���� ���� ���� ��  ��। 2�� ������ %��¯ /�+I। 

���� ◌� �,U#�� #����- 2��* ��+3�। (���� ������ �n) 

%��¯ ◌�  ���� ����� �- (K@) 

���� ◌�  (�# #���*� �#? ". ����, ��� #�+��*� �#  ��&? 

%��¯ ◌�  ����� � �,���� ���� �� #��। 

���� ◌� ��! ����&��� #��# ����?  

%��¯ ◌�  �। 

���� ◌�  ��� ���O���/� �# ����#���# ������? 

%��¯ ◌�  ���* �। 

���� ◌� (��� ) ��� �# ���� ���J�g� ���` ,&#����? 

%��¯ ◌�  �। 

���� ◌� ��� �# #��# �� #��? 

%��¯ ◌� "#� ��¥��� ����#�� 2� "#� �� ����#���# 2��� �,���� ���� ���� #�� J�� 
#�� ���3 �C�� ���। 

���� ◌� ". /�%� �, ��  �� 2��� �&��� �?�# �����C��� ������,�&� 2� ��&� ��� 2�। 

%��¯ ◌�  ". �(। 

���� ◌� "��� ��। 

%��¯ ◌�  2�� (. ����3� (�� ���#�� ��� ,� ����। 2��� ����� �&���� "#� ��¥��� 2� 
"#� �� ����#���� ���: ���  �� #?����1� ,��*�। 
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���� ◌� �# #?����1� /��� ���� #�� � ���*! 

%��¯ ◌�  ���� � ���? �?��&���� )�%������ ��� #� Q��&� ���# ?��#, "���# )�%�( 
#�� ���,- 2��( ���� ,� ���� ���� (��� ���# #� ��3� #�� �����*���। 

���� ◌� (�� ���� /�+I, ����# #��� ����* ���-.���G�#� ��� ���� #?� ����। .���/�� ���� 
���� ���� 2������ #?�� '��3 ;��3 #�� ����। 2��� �# $&� ��. ��? 

%��¯ ◌�  �����? ��� �*�3 /���/���। ��&� ��¥����# #��# $� ����� ���। ����� ��¥���&� ����� 
�O ���* ���� ��.�C�&� /��� ���. ���� ���# J5� #�� J�� ,������। �� ����#�� 
2�� ��� ��# ��� ��3 � �- । �����- 

���� ◌� ����� �� �&� ������ ".���? "#&� 2�� � �*।  

%��¯ ◌�  �#\ ����, ��� J��&� 2��� ���# �� ���? 

���� ◌� ��� � ���-��� 2� %� �#? "�#� $&� ��� ����#����� ���: 2#*�� $&�*। ���&� ��� 
��� ������, �@� ��=� ��� �O���O। .���/��� " "# k���। (���# ���-��� #�����-
#����� �9 ��¥��� ����#�� ���O���/�� #��* )o�o ��� �� �,�� ��� 2����1= 
#��*। ����#���� ��# ���O�������� )�# � �� ��� ���� �? ������ ��� ����। 

%��¯ ◌�  ��. ��# ����? 

���� ◌� I���� �#� ���. ������? 4�� ����� %�� ����+. ���? 

%��¯ ◌�   ������ ���� �$��3� �������# ��� ���� ��� �,8� �#? 2�� ���� ���� "�� ����� ��V/ 
#�� �����/ #� �#�?��? 

���� ◌�  �#�?�� ":�+? /�-/�-/�- ���, � ��� ".�� ����� �����/ #�� �������� ��#���� �?:, 
����� 2� Q,�� �p��� #��* ���# ���CU ���-�� ��.। ������ ��O )�� �?�# "�� 
��� Q,�� #�� /� ���|। 

%��¯ ◌�  ":�+, ���� �# ����। 

���� ◌�  � �� #?� C�+� #�� %�� #���� ����? 

%��¯ ◌�   �� ����- ��� #?� ��5�� �। -/:�+। 

���� ◌� ����� %��¯। 

%��¯ ◌�  ��/�� �������� ��#�� �� �p�. "#�#� ���� �C���*। 

���� ◌� 2�*� �#�?�� �� ��&� /�+I। �������� ��#�� "� �# #��� �G��&1��À( ���� �C���* 
.�����:। �������� #����# �#�� ������� 4l ����। 
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%��¯ ◌�  "�� #?� 4��, ���: ���* ���� ��#&� ������ G� ��� � #��। 2�� ���� 4���, 
�������� ��#�� ��# ���� 2� �d�/�  �3�*? 

���� ◌�   �3�* ���? ".��� ���� �������� �d���/� ,�& �+� #��* ��#-h��:� �: )o�o 
�/#��� I�& ��/�� G����� �����*। "#&� ���#!�� ��/�� ‘����’ 2� "#&� V����। 
�� ‘"��%��’। 

%��¯ ◌�  2�@ 2��� �,�� .�� #��* ����। 

���� ◌� ". �����*। 

%��¯ ◌�  2�� ���� 4���, .���/�� ���� ��# %��� 2K�= #��� ��: ���c �'�3 %�� #�� � +& 
���� ����#�,� ���� %����� ��c �3��� ��: ‘‘.�� 2�� ��� G h�-# ����* 2� ��# 
,��3���? 

���� ◌� /:�+। ���7 ���c /����� �:�c& ��� ‘‘��.���� ��.��’’ ��� ���- /�� ���� �:�# � ���� 
��d3��� /��। ��'�� /�+I, ������#�� ���� (�- ������ ���। J`������ .���/��� ���� 
 �����*। 

%��¯ ◌�  /�-/�-/�-�?�?1 ����*� ����। 2�� �3�. #�� �# ����� ����� .���/�� ����? 

���� ◌� )���। .���/�� "� ‘‘#��# �*�&-����# �3’’ �� #��*। 

%��¯ ◌�   �� 2��� �#? 

���� ◌� ��'���? ��� � +��। J� ��· ���� /���3�. %�� ������। (� *� ������ ����� ��L 
���� .���/���#। #��= �������� 2� ��!�-k�8 ��:। ��������� �� ���:����� 
��¥������ /��� �:���� ���� ���*-/�3� �3 �%�c �� �� �3 ��3 2�*। 

%��¯ ◌�  .���/�� ������ ��� �������� /�� �?�# ������ � ���*। 

���� ◌�  4�� �# ��., �� ���/��� &:�+# �0:। �:���. ���=�:, 2����, �p�� �.। ������ 
��¹J��� "�# "�# ��d�%� ���/��� ��* �?�# �#�& �3�*। �#; 2� �� ���/��# 
&�#�, )o ���� �,�& ���� ���� �। 

%��¯ ◌�  ��*�3� ��� ��������� ��/��, ���, ���� ���+-���+ #�� �,��#� ����7 ;�3 ����। ��& 
�����& /�� ����। ,� �� �J���- 

���� ◌� ,� �p�� #�� �*�3 "� 2���� #��� /��। .���/���# %��G���� /�� �?�# ��+,���� �: 
�������� &:�+�&� ��, ������ ������ %0� ����� 2��, ����� ��G ��#1� %��·�, #���M� 
����# ��&�, J`� �����, �&�#� �5� ,�,� #��� �#��#���-#��� #��U. � #���। �#\ 
�#� C��� /’�? 

%��¯ ◌�   ����&. �। ��� 2�( ��� �$��� /’�। 

���� ◌�  ��. .���/�� "� ��+,�� ��: ��7 �,_� #��*। .���/�� ����*, 2�� ��� ��. ��/�� �%�  
#��� ��: 2��( #�;�# ���� ����� �। ��� ��� ���.�# ���. �����। ��.��� %�� :� 
�������� 45 #���*। ��.��� ��+�, � .�� ��� � ��� %��� 2K�= #��� ,�.�*। 
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%��¯ ◌� 2�� ����, .���/�� %��� 2K�= #�� �#%��� ��+,��� �? ����? 

���� ◌� ". ������ �:����&� ��'�� ������ /�+I। .���/�� "� *��� ���� ��?� ��+,��� ,��। 
.���/�� ��&� %���* %����� ��c ,���#�� $� #�� ��� ������ �����., ��¹�â ���� 
���#� ��+�� ��+� #�+�� #�� ;%��� ���' "�� ��+�3�� ����- ‘‘?�� ���-�#� �������� 
#����।’’ ����� ��� C����। ��¹��â� �� ��#-%��� �������� ��: ��?� �:?� 45 
/��। 2� ���: �������� ���:� �� ����,��� �3��। �:��-��� ���! 

%��¯ ◌�  .�� ��ã! ���� ��?�� "��� ����! 

���� ◌� ����� ������ �� ���/��� �,���. (!�� �:�O। �#\ "�� ���� ����&� #�� � ������। 

%��¯ ◌�  /�-/�-/�- ���� "�#���� ��� &�.&�]��। ������ ���7 2� �� ���� %�� 2�WV!। �#\ 
���� �-# 2�*। 

���� ◌� �-# ?�#��� � �# �� �*�+3�? 2��( ���� #���-��.( ���� #����? 2����� �#��� 
�,8�? Q����� )o �����। ����� �: ��� ��� ��/�� ����-2����� ���-�,d>��5�7� 
���=:� C�। 

(#�:�= ��� ��,�) 

 

" ��: 5���� �#" ��: 5���� �#" ��: 5���� �#" ��: 5���� �#????    
vÂ vÂ vÂ vÂ �%]��%]��%]��%]�, , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    

("#�& �'���� 23���  %�� 2+���� ����= ���� ��� ��� 2�*। �0�� �&1�� ( 
���� ��� K�� � �n ���� ����। "#&� #��* ����: "#�& �n �/��-��c ��c �� 
,:���¼ #�� ;-���) 

����= ◌� /±। 9 #��� �����? 

��.�#� ◌� �Å`। 

����= ◌� ��j (��G1! 

��.�#� ◌�  ����& ����& �&1��, ����& ����& �&1��। 

����= ◌� (. �#. 

��.�#� ◌�  ����� "��##�� ��� �# ����=? 

����= ◌�  ��� ,��* )?1�U ��� ,�����। ����. ���, ��-����� "� /�(��� J�� �*��3, 2��� 
*��3 /���� "#&�, 2� (�� *�3�� "# ����। 
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��.�#� ◌� ;�>�:? 

����= ◌� ;�>�: )��, ������, �� 2��� 2� #��*. � ��.। �� � /�� #��� 4�* �#� 
������/� /�+&� #�+��� 2� "��������3 2#���� ���# J�� �*�+�3? 

��.�#� ◌� �, ��� )�0�1 ,�� ". �� ��������� #�:��= ��( " ���� ���� ���� �/��। ��# �� 
#?�, ¤���� �3��� �# �C���*? 

����= ◌� �#, ���8? � "�( ��� �C���� �। #?� �*� GÃ� ����?1 �3���� #�* �?�# �#*� Ù7� 
��� ���� V��� � �� �/�� %�.��� ��c ���� #���। ���� �?�# ��� I���. �C��� 
#?�। "���# ��� �������� ������ "�#���� h��� /��. 2�*, ���� "#��� �$�3� &��� 
)��<�। 

��.�#� ◌� "��� �:! /��� �। �/�� %�. "�. "�� �3��। 2��� �# "#&� �5�� �:�����. 
��# ���# �G�# ��-��� /���*। 

����= ◌� 2��( ��. 4��*। 2��� �� /� ,�� 2$�� /��� ���-/±, 9 #�ä �����? 

�/�� ( ���8� �Å`। 

����= ◌� ��j (��G1। 

�/�� ( ���8 ◌� ����& ����& �&��, ����& ����& �&1��। 

����= ◌� (. �#. 

��.�#� ◌� �#, �/�� %�.? ������ ���� ���� 2��� �:! /�����। �( ,���, �� ���� "���* ���� 
"�. /�������� 2$�� /��� /��। � �&� �+�,��# �� C& C& #��* �� "#����. 
����� /�� ����। 

�/�� ◌� � ��.�#�, "� 2� �+�,�-������ �:���� �, "� /������ �:���� 45 /���*। 

����= ◌� )?1�U? 

�/�� ◌�  )?1�U ,�� ��/0�1 "�� � �*। 

��.�#� ◌� /:�+, ,�� ��/0�1। $�� $�� I 1  �3 ������ #�� 2��� ��7 #�� "��*। "���� 4�� 
(�� /���� 2��� ,�� 2$��। (���?: <�= K�� � J��� �n�  ��. ��c �®��� 
���#:� ��c ��c ������� #�
�� Q��:# $�� $�� I 1  �3 ����, �������� �� �#*� 
2�* ��. ���..... .�:���) 

����= ( ��.�#� ◌� ,���( �#�! G�c� ����! ". ��� ,�.। 

�/�� ◌� /:�+ "��� �#�! G�c� ����. ,���। "��� ����7� ��, �%:��� �� ���� #&� ��� #&� 
,��। "��� ���� ���� ):���� ®���, )�:�,���� ®��� :���#, ��:�#, ������# /�:� 
#�� ��� �। ���8! 

���8 ◌� �/�� %�.। 
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�/�� ◌� ������ (��� �� 2��� "���* �� ��'�� ����*? 
���8 ◌� /:�+, �/�� %�.। 
�/�� ◌� ���� Qe�? 
���8 ◌� �L0=1 Qe� �/�� %�..../± ( #��� �����? 
�P# ◌� (#�+��  ���) �Å`। 
���8 ◌� ��j (��G1। 
�P# ◌� ����& ����& �&1��, ����& ����& �G1��। (��c ��c ���8� /���� �� �  ��1 (�-, 

"#�& 2�1 �,U#��। ���. *��& "� �� ���।) 
��.�#� ◌� �# ���#�& �/�� %�.? 
�/�� ◌� ����#�� ����*। ��#�& ��(�� #� �. ��� ��<�। � ���@����� #��� "���*�। 
���8 ◌� 2/�, ��,���  �#��#�� ���(��G1 �]� #�� "���*� ������ #���, ( /���� ����� 

� ���:� Q/���� ��� ��V�। 
�/�� ◌� ������ �:��� ���8, ���� ������� ��� �C���*��। ��å �� ���*���। ,�� ��/0�1 "�� 

� �*। "��� 2��� �#�� � ���� ������ ��� #���*। ���� ���������� ��!�$�& 
)�#��� #�� �����*, �Ä� ;�3���*, �����. Y�� #���*। "�� �����  ����. ���# 
2$�� #���*। 2����� "#��� ;�>�: �*� "&� ������ ��(�� �� ���� /��� 45 
#���( 2��� ����� #���5�7��,� )��#1� 2K��= ���f /��� ���?1 ., 2��� 
"# ��� �9 /.। 2��� ��� ��! �? �S #�� �����*, �� .�� #���. ����-��*�-
G�.�-��+�� ��3����3 ������ ����� �। ��1� 2����� $�+�&, ����� 2����� I 1। 
/������� "� ������, ������, �����&, #������, ¦�#��, ,·V��� 2���� /�� 2�*, 
�@� /�� 2�*। #?�� #?�� "# ��� � �?�# ): ��� �� ����� 2� ���� /�� �; 
"#��� ��+�3��. ����� ���� ���� /�� ��: �#%��� )���:� (�� ����% #��। 

����= ◌� ��/�� "� 2����� #�1�: �#? 
�/�� ◌� "���. ��� ?�#�। 2� 2�$æ�� ���:. 2����� ���O���/� "�� ����. ����, "� �� 

���� ����। ���� V��, )?1�U �/G�#���&1�� �?�# 2������# ��� /���* "�� �?�#. 
������ ���O���/�� ��c ����� /��। ".��� 2��� ,����# �?�# /�������� 2K�= 
#����। 2���  ������ ����� ������ ���& I�1� $�+�&। 

����= ◌� �/�� %�., 2� 2��� ������ �� �3�* ¦�#�� ��. %���/ �+�,�� ��,1, ��. /�/�#��, 
��. 2�1��। 2�� "�( �� 4�� ��. ��-������ �����& ¦�� �3� 2��� ����� 
��. ��7 2���� ���#� ��. Q������ ���, Q������ ��� ���� �����, ���� �����। 

  
  (���?: ¦�#�� /�/�#��, ����� 2�1�� ( ��7 2��� �0� �?�# �%�� 2���) 
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��.�#� ◌� 2��( %���� ����=�� 2��� ����� /�/�#��। 2�� "�( 4�� ��. 2��� ��� 
�����- ��� ��S�� ������, �����, �×�� ,�U#��। ���� �R��:� 2  ��18 ��� ��� 
����*� Q������ ,�., Q������ ,�.। 2��� ��� ����-������ ��+�, ?�#��, Q������ 
���। Q������। (���?: ��/����� ,�U#�� ( ����� <�=%��� �%�� 2���) 

���8    ◌� ���:. �# 2��� ��+�, 2�* ��.�#�? ���:. �# 2��� ����� ��7 .�� �0�= #��� 
�����*? ���:. �# 2��� �R� ����� 2��� 2�� ��� #��� �<� /���*? 2����� 
���� �,���� ���� 2��/� $� �����, ��@�, % �� ����� �0��1 J+�3�� ����� ����, 
2��� ���� ���� ���� ,�.��, ������& ���� ���� /�:� #���� ��+�#। 2��� �'���� 
23�� �?�# ���#�� ������ ����� ��# ����  �  � #�� ��O� �� ���*। ���� 
���� #�;�# $R=� #��� �., #�5� Q�� �/��� #��� �.। �#\, �#\ �� ���7 �, 
�� �4�( )��, �� ����7�. �� ���#( �# $R=� #���� �? (���?-��� ¦���� 
��¥���#�) 

�/��   ◌� ���� 2�� $R=� � #��� �#? ���� J�� ���� ����*, �� ��� ���Î�� /���*, �� ��4 2J� 
���3 ����* ���# ���¢� #��� $R=� #�� ;�,� �#�। �� ���7, ��� ��5�� ��� 
2����� �#� ��� �.-�#\ �� )���7, �� ����7� �� ���# 2��� Y�� #����.। 

���8     ◌� �-#. ���* �/�� %�.। 2�� �/�� %�., ,·V��� 2��� �� I%�� 1:� ���� ��3�*��� 
����� �����, �#\ ���� ��� �#*�. ���� � ������ #?�। 

�/��   ◌� 2� 2����� �:�O � �#� ����� ��� �. ���8। 2����� ��¢��: "#�&� �������� 
�#� 2�*। 2����� �:�O � ( ���_ � ����� "#��� �� /�� ��������। 2� 
�� ��:. ������ ���. ������ #?� �����, ����� �# I���� ��/�3 ���#� ���: 
Q���� �/ #��*�। 

����=   ◌� ���� ". ��: ��, ���� ��� �. 2�����। ,03�8 �� � /(�� ��18 ��� �. 
2�����। ��� 2� ". ��/0��1 ��.�� ����� #?� 2����� �� ��3 � � �� X��= 
"�� m�� ,0=1 /�� ���। ��. ���� �3 .�� 2����� ������ #?�, ������ �:�O � 
#?�। 

�/��   ◌� (#5= #��) #���G, ������ 2��� ����� ���=� �S�। �������� ���� 2��� ���� 
�.। #��_��� �*��� 2���। ". /�%� : 2�� ���� 2����� 2� ���. /����� � �* 
)�8। ����� /��-�� ��+�� 2�����. $�� ���3 2J ��� �� ��� ��4��। (���?: 
<�= �n� ��+,�(-��+,�() 

���.   ◌� 2/�! 
  (�0� �?�# <�= ���,1� �n �%�� 2���) 
�/��  ◌� { ���, ���O���/� "� �� 2��*। �S� =, Q��:# ����� ���� "#�& �,� ����8  

����  ��� 2��। �� ���# 
����� ( �������, ��O 2#�� ( ��$�- "� �� 
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  �#� "#�& ���* ��� /�। ���# ���� /� �� ��� ,��, � )��� ,��? ��� ( 
�R��:� ��'��� ��+�3��. ���# ����8 ��� /�। 2��� ��. ,�� )�}�� "�� ��d+�*�*। 
2��� *��Þ�� ���,1. ����8 ����*- Q�= �����, �#\ 
����� ,�.। ��. ����8 2� 
2��� ,03�8%��� #��1#�� #��� #��� ��p। #�� �� ��7 /�� �� 2�� ��� 2� 
2��� )��#. ��+�, ?�#��� �। �#\ 2����� 2��:�  �R?� ���� �, 2����� ��� 

��� /�� ��+�, ?�#��, ��+�, ?�#�� 2����� ����� ���8�Q� ���7। 2��� ��. 
;�>��:. ��� #��*, Q�= ����। 

���8 ◌�  2��� ��� #��* ���7�=� ��5��। "#� ���7 ���� 2��#� ���7�# ���7= #��� 
� ����, ����:. 2��� Q�= ����। 

  (���,1� �n 2��� #��* ,�� 2���) 
��.�#� ◌� �c�S� ��� �����( ��. ����*। ��� ����* ���. ��� )��#�� ����, �#; #�;�# 

���7= #��� ����� �, ����# )��#���� ;�� Q���g� "#�& �������r# 
��¹�:�}�. #���� #��� /��। 

����= ◌� 2����� ����� �����= ���7( ��. ,��। ���� ,�� �#; �� 2� ����� -#��� � 
����, ,�Þ� �*� ��� �� ���7= �� �� 2� � /�। �#; �� ���� � ���� 2�� 
����7�, ����। 

�/�� ◌� �S� =! �c�S�� ��. �/� �$�7=�� #?� ����� ����*  =Q���r� �������� 
��#���� Q���r� ��� ���;>� 2/��। ��� ( ):�: ��R� 1 ®:?1/� %�7�� 
����� �����*� "����� �L� ���. ���%��� %�  #�� ��� /��। ����� ���7�# 
Q#R� ���-��R�� Q���� �: �����r-�%�M# "#�& ���7=/� �����:�}� #���� 
#��� #?�. ��+�� ������ ����*। 2����� ��� ���O���/�� ��. �/� �< )�1�� 
��? ,���*। ������# �#� ):�� )�:�,��� ��O ���� ���� ����� �। 

 
  (��,1 2��� #��* ,�� "���*)  
 

���8 ◌� 2��� ���:� h��#, ��. 2��� )���। ����� ���& 2����� �S�, ����� ���7 
2����� �/��। 2��� ��. ��C��:� ���# "� �� �����, ����� ���7 ��. 2����� 
��/��: #���; ����� "# ��� ���. ���� '�+���� �3��� ��� ;��। "%��� ,����� 
�?�# ���# 2��� �$�� �����-���7 ������ ���#। 
 
(���,1� �n #��*) 
 

�/���  �S� =, 2��� ���� Q�����, ���� )��, ���� �S�। 2��� :���� ��?#, 
2���# ��?#, ������ Q��#। :���� Q��g��, ����7� :��: )��#�� Q��g�� 2��� 
Q�= �����, ��� 2��� /���.। �R�?���� �< �< ���7 �z��, ��� ���, 2��� �z��, 
2��� ��� ���- ����� Q��/ "%���. ,�� 2��*, ,�� 2��* 2��#�� �?�#। 
�����=%��� "#��� ��� 2� "#��� ����� �,�� �# ���� �0�:��? 
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   �, �� �। �#\ �� ��� ����7� �c��� �: �����1� /�, �� ��� :���� �: 

�����1� /�, �� ����� <� �.। �� ��� )�:� )<� )��। 2� 2��� ����7� 
�c��� �:, :���� �: ��� ���� ����, ��� #��� ����। 2� 2��� ��������� 
��+3���� )S#���� ��c। �# 2����� ���# �-#���? �# 2����� �? ���� #���? �# 
���� ���� .��/���#? ��:�#? :���#? 

 
(���/��� 2�� ��C� ��,�) 

 
    

------------------------------------------------------------    
    

�# 2����� 5����# 2����� 5����# 2����� 5����# 2����� 5���????    
§ �G��]�, wxyw 
    

(���O���/�� �����। � ������ /�������� 2K�= #��� �0�1��/0��1 Qe�। � ���� )����# 
���� ��+� �O�: ��� #��*)। 
 

���� ◌� ��� �S� = �3�. 2����� #���. /��। ��! Q��#0��� "�� Q���S#�� �0� #�� 
"� �� ���� /��। 2� 2����� ��! I��-#_  ����-2���# ��= #�� ��� 
��Y���� �: ����#� ������� #��� /��। 2����� "# ;�>�:, "# �<:-������ 
���&�� ���� �O '�����*, ������ ���# ���� 2J k������*, ������# ���� ��� 
#���*, ����� <�� �.। ����� 2��� �L0=1%��� ���1�! #��, ������ ���& ��O #�� 
������� #�� �?�#। 2� "�. ��<� 2��� ����� �� %��7:�� �#; 2��� ������ 
���&�� �� ����� ��� � � ���। �S� = Qe�! 

��
�� ◌� Qe� #���G। 
���� ◌� ��� "� �� ��(-�%1�, �%1�#। %��#� � ��� ���� '�+���� �3�� #���57 /�������� 

;��। (��� ����7 #�� ����। Q%�� 2���� ���� ��������  �� /�� �����। "� �� 
��(।....���#, ���� 
���# �G�# ��� "���। 

���# ◌� ���� %�. 2��� ����? 
���� ◌� "��� ���#, 
� �#�?��? ( "��*, ��� �������� ;�� "#&� #���� %��  �����, 

"� �C���� (�� �%1� #��* 2����� ����1� 2K�=। ���. #��. �/�# " #�� 
�������� #���. /��। 


� ◌� Q�= ?�#�� ���*�� 2���� � ���� %�.। /� ��C�:, � /� �R��:। 
���� ◌� �����। ". /�� ������ �8���, ������ ���O������ #?�। ". ��� ,�.। 
���# ◌� 2��� ����* "� �� ,��� ��?-,��. 2�����  ��, ,��. 2����� ���। 
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���� ◌� /:�+, ,��. 2����� ���। 
 
   (���8�#� /±, 9 #��� �����) (��/�� #�� �Å`) 
   
   ���� "�� � �*। ( �������� ���  ����। ���� ����� ���� /��। ������#�� ���(, 

�������� ;�� 2��� ��|�� 2�*। 
 
���� ◌� ����R��: ����� %R�: �,M %���/�। ������ #?� 4�� � 2��� 2�@ ��, (�-। 

����/�, ��#�/� ��� �E -��#� ���  #���G। 2�� ,�. �R��:� ���' �����  � 
 �.��। 


� ◌� 2� ��  � �O��c� �%1�# �����  �। 
���# ◌� �������� ��V��� �����  �। 
���� ◌� �%1� ���W ,��� ��? �� ����* ��� #��* �#� ����. ���� �। I!� ���� �� I�1â: 

��/�3 �#*�. ��� �? ���� #��� ���� �।  
  (���ª���=� �n �0� �?�#) 
   4�� ���, C�/������� �Ä� ;�3 � ���। /�������� �? 2� �?�# 5� /�� � �। 
 
���� ◌� "��� 2��� ��#� �?&�#�( �S #�� �����। 2� (�� V���-V��� ���� �� �� 

��������� ���� /���� ,�����। $�-���3 2J ��� �� ���3���। ���7�# ��!�� ��+3 
#���� ���� ��� J�� ,����� /�:� #��*। 

���� ◌� 2� ��-������ ��� ��� ����। ��V ��������� ������ w¡¡&� �@������ #���*। 
2� ����� /���� /���� ���7�# �@� #�� )#?: ��1�� #��*। ��-������ .N� 
��� �*������ #��*। " ��1�� �S #��, ��1��#���� �R����/� e�� ���� /�� 
/������� Æ��#� �����। 

���# ◌� ���� %�., 2����� �# #���� %�� ���� ����*�� �? 
���� ◌� ( /:�+, ���,  ����� I����� "#&� �O $�+�& 2�*। " $�+�&&� 2����� _ #��� 

/��। " $�+�&&� _ /�� 2��� ���? "�� �3# ;%�. ��r= #��� ������। �/�� 
2$�� /��� ��<( ������ /��। 


� ◌� " 2K��= 2�� ��R� ����� ���� %�., 2���# 4�� ��+,&� �*�� ��। 2�� 
������� $�+�& ;�3�� ���� 2����। 

���� ◌� ��R� ���� ��( <�� �., �#\ "%��� "��� )� �*�� ��� � �� #���� �C� /�� 
�%�� ����*? 


� ◌� "� "��� �%�� ����� ��� �.। "� ��� 4�� ��� ;�� '�+���� ��3�। 
���� ◌�  �, 
�। ����7 Qe�� ���. ������ "� �� ����। 2��� ������ 2K�= ,������। 

���& �� ?�#��, ��� "#&�� ��R� ��� ����। 
���# ◌� 2��� #�� �# ���� %�.? 
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���� ◌� ������( #�� 2�*। ���� ?�#�� �<=%�� । 2K�= 45 /��, �/� �?�# ������� 
��/��: 2��� ����। ���� ". ��/��: 2��� ��? ���� �R�_ #���। �#�%���. �� ���� 
��/��: ��� 2��� � ����। 

���� ◌� 2� 2��? 2�� �# #��? 
���� ◌� ���� 2��� ���  (7���� �:��`� �� ��� ?�#��। Q���� /�� ����। "#&� �ç,�� ��� 

����। ���# ���# #����, �����, ����, #���, 
� ������ ���  ?�#��। ���# 
���/� 2�� ��C#, ���, �� "�� 2�� ��# ������>�# ��� ����। �( Qe� /�� 
�(, )o�o �� ��� �(। ������� J��� ���� ����-���� J�� )�/��# ��, #��� 
�। 

(<= �����) 
 

  Qe�, "� �� ��(, �#\ ����� �#; )�/��# ;�M��� /�� ;-�� �। ������ ���� �� 
�����!��, ��8 ��?�� #�� #��� ���� ��-. #������ /�। ��(, "� �� ��(। 

 
  (���� � ( ��.�C��� J��) 
 
���# ◌� #���� %�., G�.� �,�� ��, ��+���#� ���� �&� �S #��� /��। 
   (J�� ,���. ?�#��) 
 

� ◌� ��C#-��� ��+��� ��+�3 ���� ;�- ��(, ����� ���#���� ���� �&� !� #�� ��(। 

���/� %�. ?����, "� �� ����� �, ?����........ 
���# ◌� �����, #���� %�. �#�?��? 
  (�&1���� �n ( ���� ��� J��) 
 
���� ◌� ����& Â&� #�� ��� #���, G�.�, 2� "#&� G�.�। �-# /���*, ��*����� ��#&� 

"�#���� � �*। �&1�� ?���(। 

� ◌� ��C# ,��1। 
  (�V��G� ���ª��=) 
 
���# ◌�  ����� ,��1 (�V��G� ���ª��=) "��� �� ����� ��� '�+���� ��3�। 
  (��
��-�� �����) 
 /:�`� 2�। { ��� "#&� ���� ������, (J��� �n) ��# ����*। 
� %��. /���*, �( 

%�. )o�o � �����5�J��� ��� �(। 
  (#������� �n) 

� ◌� �# #������!...��� ��� ��� %�.। ...2�� " �# #���� %�....#���� %�.- 
   (2�1�� #�� (�-) 
#���� ◌� 2���# ���� %�.��� #��* ��� ,���। 
���# ◌� �, ������ #�� (-�। ,� ,�। 
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�   ◌� ��� 2�  <�}�&� ��+�� �। 

���� ◌�  �#, �# /���* 
�? 


� ◌� #���� %�.��� J�� ��� �*। 

���� ◌� #����। 

���# ◌� #���� %�.! 

#���� ◌� �#+��� � %�.। �#;. ��+�, ?�#�� �: 2�� �। "#�� ���# ����. /�। 2��� I�� 
�., 2�� 2��� �z%0��� �: Q�= �����*। " �R��: 2��� )�# � d����। I�� #��� 
�। 

(��!��C��� �/�� ��,�) 
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������� �0� ����� 
w¨। 
��� ����� ����� �#��� 
V���= �¤������ �: Q,���� 

)�g� 


��� ����� ����� �#��� ������ )�Ã���-�G��]�, wxyw 

 
����� ���������� ���������� ���������� �����    

vx )�Ã���, wxyw 
 

���. ◌� 2������� 2���#��। 

�*�&���� ◌� (�����#�� 2������। 

5!� ◌� �# ���� %�. %��* �#? 2����� �*�&���� � �, �*�&����। 2�C�# %�. #�� ����� 
��� 2���# ���, ‘,��� ���3�� 2��।’ 

���� ◌� #�� ��/�� ���� �*�&����� (��� � �*��? �� %��. /���*। 

#����� �� ◌� �# ���� %�., 2�C�# %�. 2� 2��� �? 

�*�&����   ◌� 2���C %�. 2� 2� 2��� �। ;� �<����/�  -�� �:����� �:! 2�*, ��. 
#�� 2���# ����, ‘���� %�. 2��� �����’। 

#����� �� ◌� %��. /���*। 

�*�&���� ◌� ���� %�., "��� �������� ���-&�� ����। "� ���� �������� ���3 ��� ����� 
������ ����*। "#���# ��V��� �,��� ;®�� ���3 ��� �#��& ���7, 2� ):���# 
.���/��� ���� ���/�। 

5!� ◌� (���# 2��� ���&�* ‘�,���� ��<�  �+&#�&�’। 

#����� �� ◌�   ��� ���, �# ��* 5!�! 

���� %�. ◌�  5!� 2��# 2��� %���� #?� ���* �� /��। #�� #?� ��* 5!�! 

5!� ◌�  (, �����*� ��� 4�� 4�� 2���# ���#� %����, "� ����� ���� /���* �#�। 

���� %�. ◌�  ���� ��� /���* ����� ����। #�� #?� ��* 2�  ��&� ����। 

�*�&���� ◌�  ����, 5!�। #?� ���� ���� �?�� ��(�� %�� �। #?� ������ #�� ��� ;�,�। 

5!� ◌�  ���? (. ����#����� #?� ���*। �� h��:�� �� � �,+,��, ��� �,�� ���� 
��C�� ����#����। 

���� %�. ◌�  ��� ��� ���� ���� ,����, ���� ���� ��� ����7� ��� ��� ��� ��J=। 
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#����� �� ◌� �-#. ���* ���� %�., 5!� �#\ �-#. ����*। 

�*�&���� ◌� 5!���( �:�-���=� 2�*। 2� ������ Q���& ���7 ��,�, ���� Q��:�# ���� 
����# ��� #����O #��� �: �����#�। Q�= ��� ��� 
�#��, 
����� ,�.-.। 

���� %�. ◌� 2��� ������ ���/��# ��3����.। Q���& V���- �¼ �*���� ���� ���, 
���O���/��� %��1 /��। 

5!� ◌� ���� 2�� ���, I���� ��7��+� %�c��. /��। "� ��<� ����� ���� �� 2� 
�#���- 

#����� �� ◌�  �?�� � �� �#, ����। 

�*�&���� ◌�  5!� ���� ,���, I�� �� 2� �#��� ������ ���� � /�, �� ������ ��( 
���� � 2�। ��. � 5!�?  

5!�  ◌�  �-# ���* �*�&����। �O #?� ��� "#&� 2&�# ���। ��� ���� ����*। ��. � 
�*�&����? 

�*�&���� ◌�  �-#., ���7 �-#�� �-#��. ����। 

���� %�. ◌�  ". ����#���� ����*। ���O���/�� � ������� /��� "�. ��� ���� �� ������ 
�� �#�?�� /����� ����। 

#����� �� ◌�  ���� �, ):�� #�� ?�#�� ����। I�� /���� ���7�# #_ ����, ����� ����. 
/��। 

�*�&���� ◌�  �-#., ):�� ������ ?�#�� ���� �। "#�� ���# �0� /��. /��। :���� Q��g� 
/��.। 

���� %�. ◌�  ". ��� ��� �, 2����� ����;�> ��� ���� � �, ���� ����#�� ������ 
"���*, ���O���/�� #��* 2����1= #���*। 

5!�     ◌� �#, ���3� ���3� C������? /��� ��� ��.�C� ���  �+-� ����� /�+�&� �� ��&� 
*� �&� ��� ��� #�� ��(�� /���, �# �� �� ���& � �? 

#����� �� ◌� �� ��&�� �? ���O���/�� ��� ��� 2�* �-"�. ��� ���, �:�� ���� �,�+-�,�+ 
��d3। 

5!�     ◌� ���O���/�� %�� �������� ����� $�� ���� 2��� /���� /�� � �*। 

���� %�. ◌� #?�&� "�#���� ��: ���* 5!�। 2� ��� ��:. ��� (�� ������ �#�?�( 
��(��� 2�  ����#����� ���-�� ���। /��,�� ���� ����� "� ��। 

5!�     ◌� #?�� 2�* �, ������� ��� �.। 

�*�&���� ◌� #?�&� �-#., �#\ "# #��( ������ ��#���/�� #�� �<� /�� �। (�� �%���*� 
%� ������ �r�� �R�_ #�� ����7� .���#, ��V 2�@���# !� #�� ����। �#\ 
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  ������ ����7� .��. ������ ���7�# ��� ���*। 2� ������ ���7 $��-��.�� 
��V���। "#���# �3�. #��* I���/�� ��� ���O���/�, ):���# �/���� #��* 
������ �����= ���7। 

���� %�.  ◌� 2� %�. ����#����� )�}� /���* ‘��� ��� ���*� ����’ ���� ����। 

#����� �� ◌� ��� ��:. ;��� � ���� ���O���/�� /��� ��� ����। ��'�� �*�&����, (��� �# 
#�J��� �#�& ���� /�। �# #_. � ���7�# ����। 

5!�  ◌�  (�� ��� ��� #�� ���7�# #_ �����*, ��� ��� #�� ���� ���� �(�� 
;�,�। 

�*�&����  ◌� (&� %�� ���=�। ���� ��� "�� ��� ���, ����� ;�� )�:�,�� #��&� %��। (�� 
��7:���  )��� /�। 2� ��*�3� ����#�� ���. �� ����� "#&� �#*� �� �। 
���� �# ���� ���� %�.। 

5!� ◌� ���� %�.��� �� ��� � #?�&�, ����. "#&� ���'�� ���� �*�&����। 

#����� ��  ◌� ��. %���� �*�&����। 

�*�&���� ◌� 2�� ���� %�., %��-�@ ������. ���7- �#\ �� ���7. �# �����? �� �। 2� 
���������� ����#�� ���� ����� ���: )��#. Q��=� ���� ����#��� �� 
�������*। )��# /���� �����# ����% ��3 ����#�� /���*। �#\ ���� �� 
��'�� ����* ��. ��� ��� ��� 2��*। �� ����� 2� ���! ���� %�� /��। 
����7. %�� #��, ��. �? �# ���� ���� %�.? 

���� %�.  ◌�  �-#. ���* �*�&����। ��� I�1��� ;�� 2����� ��  �., �#\ ������ h��:� 
)�:�,���� ���� 2��� �����। 

�*�&����    ◌�  �-#., I����� ��� : ����. 2��� �����। ����� ��! ��O 2� �� 2��� 
�����7 ,0=1 #��। 

#����� ��  ◌�  " ��:. ��� $�� $�� �*���� 2� ���� ���। ��-������ h��� /��। 

�*�&����     ◌�  ���. �#� " ��V�� 2�����. 
������ ��V��। 

5!� ◌�  �*�&����, ���*��� "��� ��@� ��@� #?� /��� "��� "#&�  � /�� /��� �? 

���� %�.   ◌�  �-#. �*�&����, "#&�  � ����(। 

�*�&����     ◌�  ���, ��/�� ���, "#&� ���������#  � ���। 

   (���������#  �) 

�*�&���� ◌�   � ��� 4��, ��� %��. �� ���, � �# ����? 

5!�         ◌�  "�#�  � 4�� �O&� "�#���� & �  #�� C�&�� ?��#। 

���� %�.  ◌� �-#. 

#����� �� ◌� ��. ��� /���। �*�&����, /��� ��� ���( �.।  
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�*�&���� ◌� /:�+, /��� 2��# 2����� 2� ��� �., ,��� 2��#� ���� ;�-। 

5!� ◌� ,���। 

 

w �%]�, wxywwxywwxywwxyw    

 

���� %�. ◌� 2������� 2���#��। 

���. ◌� (�����#�� 2������। 

�*�&����   ◌�  "��� ���� %�.। ��� �� %�� ���? 

5!�       ◌�  ���� %�. ��� ��� ��� "���*। 2� 2��� 2��� ‘�&’-" "��� ���* �? 

���� %�. ◌� ������ ��� ���� #�� 2���। 2� ��. ��� -�·� /��, �? 

#����� �� ◌� -�·� #��� ���� %�.। 5!� ���: ���*। "#&� 2�  �*�&�����# ���*� ���� 
%�. ���  ��&�*। 

 �*�&����   ◌�  ��� %���� #?�। ���� %�. 4�� �#, ����( ��� ��� ���&�। 

#����� �� ◌� ���� #?� �# ��� ��� ��� �*�&����? )�:� ;�� ���� ��� ��� %���� #?�। 

5!�        ◌�  �# �� ����। "#&� #�� #��, �� 2��� ��� ��3��� /�� ��#? #�� ��� #��� 
/��.। �� ���7 #�� #��* 2� 2�� "#�� ��� ?�#��� ��#? 

���� %�. ◌� �# ���*� 5!�। ���� #�� #��� � "#?� ���* �#? 

�*�&����    ◌� (&� �#;. ����, ��� 5!� �� �� ��@/ #��*, /���� ���. %���* 5!� #�� 
#�� �। ��. � 5!�? 

5!� ◌� �-#. �*�&����। 

�*�&����     ◌�  �� �#; %��� � 5!�। �� #�� #��� �� ��� �0�: )��:. ����। 2��# 
2����� ���.�#  ��&�� /��। ��1� .���/��� h��:�� 2����� $����3 ���3���*, 
��������� C�� _ #���*, 2����� �L� ��& #�� ��� � �*। "� )�}�� 
,��,�� ��� ?�#�� ��� ��� #�����. �.। 

#����� �� ◌� "� ��:. ���। ��-��� V���- �¼ $���*। ". ��V��� 2����� ��-������( 
����� 2�*-#�1�: 2�*, ��&� ����� ��'���। ���� ���� ����� J�*�� 
�(��� �: ��/��: #��*। 

���� %�. ◌� "# �/���� "&� ������ ����& �����। 2����� ���� ����. Q�� ����� 2�*। 
���� �-#. #�*। 

�*�&���� ◌� 2��#� ". ��� 2����� ��-����� �#;. ��� �.। ��� �� #�� #�� ����। 
"��� ������ �*�� )@��� #�� ��� �:!, 2� ��V��� ��������( G�# 
��3�*। 
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 2� ������( ������ "���*� ��.��। 2� ��� �#� Qµ. (�- � �# #��, �# #��। 

5!� ◌� ����� �*�&����। ". �3�. 45 /�� #��� ���7 $����3 2���-
� �*�3 
"���*। #��� %�. %�.�# /������*। 

���� %�. ◌� ( #?� ���� � ����� � #��. %����, ��. � �*�&����? 

#����� �� ◌�  2�  ���� ���. #?�&� �# ���� ,�.�*। #?�� ���' �� 3� ��(��- 

�*�&����    ◌�  ?����, /���*। ��  #�� ���� %�.�# "� #�� � ��#��� /��� �? ��# 5!� 
�# ���� ,�.�*� �� ���? 

5!�   ◌� �# 2� ���, �&�. ����� /�� � �। 

#����� �� ◌�  ( ��, "�&�#� #?� 4�. �&� ����� /�� � �� ,��� �# #�� 5!�। ���� � 
h��#, ���� � �3�. #���? 

���� %�. ◌� 2�� (%��� #?�&� ���� �*�&����। 2�� %���*���, 5!� /���� #?�� ����3 
2�� #?�. ,��� ���� ����, ��. ����*���। ��# 5!� ��। 

�*�&����    ◌� 2�� "��� ���� 5!�। "� 2� )�%�� #��� ��� �. 5!�। 2� (&� ������ 
����( �। 2� 2��� ������ ���3 ��� �#��& ���7 Q�:< ��V��� ��p। �#�?�( 
�#����# ,�.��� ��� �. 2�����। "� ����� #?� ����, ����� #�� #���। 
)�?� I�� #�� ��� #��&�� ��% 2�*? �� �� �����, ���# ��/� �����, �,��-
#� ���� ���� �3�. ,����� ���। 

5!� ◌� /# #?�� "# #?�। �-#. ���* �*�&����। ��. ��� ���*��� 2��। 2� �%��� 
 ������ ��- ���� #�������� �������। /-�U ��!�� ���� ���#� ���?। (. �� 
���# � �-���5�> ����&�। 

#����� �� ◌�  ���5�> ����� 2��� �# /���! ��� %���� ���#-�#*� /���* ��#? 

���� %�. ◌�  h#, 2�� ��� 4�� �#*� /���* ��#? 

5!� ◌� � �#*� /��। 2�  #?�&� 4��. � ����, ����� ���3� ���3� #���। ��+�� ����@�� 
��� /�� �� ��. ���3�। 

�*�&���� ◌� ?���� 5!�। #?�&� ��� ���� /�� ���� । ����। 

5!� ◌� /:�+, ������ ���# ��� ��7�3, ���&� "�&�#� /�� � �*। ���¢� #���� �# /���* 
����। ��� "� 4#�� �#? ��� �# �������J��� �����. ���� �����= 
��3� �+��� ���7J����# ���� ��� #�� ����। 

�*�&���� ◌� #���57 ��O Q���  #�� ����/� ;���। " ��:. 2��� 2� 5�� ��+�3���*, 
��=�= #�� �3�. #�� ����। 
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5!� ◌� 2��( ��. �����। ��� #��*, #��, �#\ ��� ����� ����*, ����# 
��� 
#����। ��. 
��� � /(�� ��18 ��� 2��� #��.। 

���� %�. ◌� �-# ���* 5!�। V��� V��� 2� " ��:. 2��� Q������ �:�}�  �3 �����*। 
�����. I���# ��(, �����-.+I��� ���� ���� ���� ��� #���। 

#����� �� ◌� "� �:. ��� ������� ����� �?�# ��� /�� %� ����। #� �#����# ���� ��3 
�-# 2�*। 

�*�&���� ◌� �R��:� C�+� ���� �����* � ������। 2� ��c �/���� �� #��* ������ ��V��� 
���7। Q���& ���3 /�� ;�-�* I 1। Q���& ���7 /�� ;�-�* h��#। 

5!� ◌� .���/�� ��'�� �����, � ���'. %��5��� ,��# �¦� �����*। "� %��5��� 
#���3� �,��& �,��-��� )S#��। 

#����� �� ◌� "� ��� �� ������ )�}� �*�3 �� ��, �#+�� ��+�,। 

�*�&���� ◌� %�5 #���57�� ���� )�:�,�� #��*, 2����� ����7� �� ��/� "�� ��O ����. 
���3 ����। ���#�# ���'�� �����*� ��� ‘���� k����� ����, ����� ���� �। 
���3 ��� �#��& ���7 �� "#����  ��� �*-2��� #������ /���.। ��1���� 
��3����. 2���। 

���� %�. ◌� �� �� ���� /��, 2��� ;�� ��|�� ����� /��, "�� �3�. #�� ���� /��। ��. 
�? 

#����� �� ◌�  2���( #?� ��. ���� %�.। 

�*�&���� ◌� 2��#� ��V��� �������=� ��/��:-�/���� �� "�� ��O ���,�� ���� Q���� 
"�� ���  ���  ��#�� )&�& �����, 2����� �� ��� �� ����� /��-2��� 
����, ����, ����.। 2����� 2��-2#�è� ����0�= /��.। 

5!�       ◌� ���#�# ��� ��'����-�*�&����। ������ ���#� �� �# �3���। ��� �#�, �-# 
����*� 5!� �3�. �� #��*, �� 2� %��� �, I���# ���3�� ��� 2��� 
#����। ���# 2��� 2�C�# %�.��� #��* � ���। 

���� %�. ◌� �<����/��� �� ������, �? 

#����� �� ◌�  �-#. #���*। �c�( ��� ����� ��/�3 �G¥��। 2� 2����� ��� ��. 2�*। 

5!� ◌� �# �:���� ���� %�., #?�� #?�� �������� �����. �.। 

���� %�. ◌� �# /��� 2���? 

5!� ◌�  � 4�� �? �*�&���� "#&�  � ����(। 

�*�&���� ◌� (�/�, 2���( ����� �.। 2�� "��� ��/�� "#&�  � ���, ���������#  �। 
(���������#  �) 
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�*�&���� ◌�  � ��� ���� /���, /��� ���( �. 2�-,��� 2��#� ���� ;�-। 

#����� �� ◌� ,���, ���� %�., 5!� ,��� ��.। 

���. ◌� ,���, ,���। 

 

(��!��C��� �/�� ��,�)           

 

���� 2�������� 2�������� 2�������� 2����    

w  w  w  w  �%]��%]��%]��%]�, , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    

    

#�+#3:� ◌� 4 ������ 2�� ��� %���� #� :� ��':� ���:��*, 2����� I7�� 2�����. ����!� 
#.��� /��। ���� �� "#&� 2�  ����:�, ���� ����� �:�&� ����#��� %��1 /�� ����� 
��� ¢� #��*-�� �-#। 2.�#:�� (. ���� ��&��&. #.��* �, 2��� �:��� �#*� 
2�*। 

���� ◌� 2�� ���� � ���� �# 2� 2�� ����। ���� ����� �*�� ��/� ��� ��`�, (� ���? 
���  �����* ����� ������� ���� 2� #��� ���!��� %�.। ���� ����� � ��� �. 
#(�� �., "#�� ���� "�� 2���  ��*� G��J��� ���3 ��� � �, �# � (��� �# 
)�C��� "���*, �� ����। ��� #?�, ��&��� �� �� ����� �L�M �����*। �� �# 
���� ���� �� 2��� ����� �*��&� � �� ���¢�� #���*, ����. ��  #���, ". 
���� �# ��. ����। 

#�+#3:� ◌� ����� G�� ���:��*। 2��� "#�� ��� ���:� ��* ��� :� ���:� � �:��*। 2�� �*�:�� 
�, � �/��� ���� 2� �� ���:� ����: ���:�� �। 2��( ��� ��� 2�*, 2� 
"#�� ����: /�। 

���� ◌� 2�� 4�� C� ��#�3 � �� ��� #?�. �*� �। (��� k����� 2�#�� ���- ��&��. �# 
$�&-$�&����� ��(��� ��� 2�*। ���� 2��� ����� ��3� ����&��# ��� ��� 2��� 
��� ���, �� ��-��, 2��� ���� ���� � �� ���- /:�+�� ��/�, "# ��3�� �*��-
����, 2��� ������ �# ���� ��� ���। ��� �� /�������� #?�� ��� #� ���. �, 
��-�� ���� 45 #���� �� /� ��3� ���� (� ��� �%�c ��.। 

#�+#3:� ◌� 2��( 4:��* 2��� /. ,. /:���*� ���:� ��# ��/� 2��� �����# �����:� � �*-
�������# ,��� #�� ���:� ���� ���:�। 4 #?�, �� �� /�� �#? 2����� ��/:� 
���/�� ,�:� � ��*, ���3� %�. 2��#, �����( ���. 2*, 2�. (����# G�#:� 
2:� 2���. (��� ��,�� #��। ����� ���. ���3� %�.�# ����:�। 2.�. �:�� 
"#&� �:�}� #��। 

���3� ◌� �# �:����, #�+#3:��# "#&� ;�M��� �� /�� ��। ���� �#*� $�&�* ��#? 
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���� ◌� ".��� ���3� %�. "���*। �� #�+#3:� %�., "#&� J�*�� ���� ���। 

#�+#3:� ◌� 2�� ��� �� :� � *��, 2�� �����:� ����� ������ �, ���� ���। 

���3� ◌� �# /���* ���� ����? 

���� ◌� �# /���* ��’ 2�� ��� 2� ���� ����? ������ �# ��� �?�#. ��� ���� ;�,� 
�*� � ���3� %�.। ?�#�  �� ��� ���। ". �� ���� ����� �*�� ��/�, J`���`�� 
�� ��� ����#��� �� ������ � �&� V��&��# "�#���� �** #�� ����, "� ������ 
�#� ���/� �:�}� #���, � 2������# ���- �+ �*�3 ,�� ���� /��। 

���3� ◌� ������ �# ���� ,�(, 2�� "�� �#� ��� ���� �, � �#� �,_� #��* �। ��� 
#�� ��!��-/��& �G�# ����� #�� �����* "���( ��� ����� )�:�,�� �S � /� 
�� ����#���� �� �?�# �� � #�&�� ���� ���: /��. ���O���/�� ���� (��� �� 
���� ���� /��। 

#�+#3:� ◌� ��> �� �:�}� � /�, ��> �# 2��� �/: #���� %��:��*� ���3� %�.। "��� ���� 
���:��� (�� �� 2.�#�� #��� $�+&��� ��d-��&�� /�+&�,�� �S /��� ��� /�:��*। �#; 
�#*� �����. %� �����। 2.�#�� � ��#�& *�&� �S�# ���:�. �:�3�.। 

���� ◌� /:�+, ������� #�* �?�# �S�# �����* �, J��-��5��� �/��� �.। 2�� ���7 � /� 
I�1�, ����� �# ����* �, ������ ��� ��1�� /�� ����, Y�� /�� ���� �����। 

#�+#3:� ◌� ��� �:�( ���� (�� #?�, ���3� %�.। 2�� "��. ���:� G�#:� 2�* (����#। /� 
���� "�� (��� ��,�� #.��:� � /�� �#\ �� ������ /�:� � �� 2��� ���7 ���� 
��.��:� �, /:�+। 

���3� ◌� 2��, #�+#3:� %�., ��?�  �� #��� �, ��� ���... 

#�+#3:� ◌� 4�4�� �#*� �.। ��?� 2��� -�`�. 2�*। 2�� �#*� ��.���� �, �� ������ ����. 
�����, 2�� ���� G�#:� 2�*, ��.'�:�-2�� ,�। 

  ("#&� �����)  

���3� ◌� ���� ���� ���� "#&� ����, 2�� 2� I’,���& ��5Þ��# �G�# 2�, /���� /��( V��: 
�������� �:����, ����. ?�#� ;�,�। 2�, ".� ����� ,�,� "�� � �*, ���� ,�,� 
����, ��*� (. )S#���� ���# �# ��� 2�*। 2��� %�. ��#-2� /�, ��*� �#, 
���� "�� �����, "��� /:�+-/:�+, ���� (���. ����, 2�� G�O�� ���/��# 23�� 
#�� ����� �, "#&� J�*�� ����। 

���� ◌� 2�� ���3� %�. ���� �����# "#&� �G�# ��� /��� �, �*��� #���1#��� �L�#1 
���� %�.���( �#*� ��� ���� %��। ��� 2��� � ��� ��, 2���. ):�. #���*। 

���3� ◌� "��� �� � ������ ��� * ���� ����, ��, ���7 ��18 �,�� ���* �, ����� ����� (. 
������# (&� �# ��� 2�* ���� %�. �, �N�� "���<= #?� ���� ��'��। ��� ( 
���� ". I��1� #���� �*�� ��� ��� ���? ��¼� ������ "� �� �$: #��� ��p 
/�, ��� 
%���. �� ����� ��� �N�� �S /�� ���। 
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���� ◌� 2�� ���3� %�., ". �� ���#!��� ����&������ )����7# )�:,��, ��&, V�� 
���3���, �� 2� .N� ��� �*���� #��- 2� �����. �#*� ����#� (��� ���# 
/�� (����# �/���� �� #��, "� �# �#� �:�}� �.? �#*� "#&� ���� �- "�#� 
���� 2����� �# #�� ;�,�? 

���3� ◌� /:�+, 2�� �������� ���.�# " �L�#1 �#*� ���� ,�., ���-���� ���#!���� 
2����� ��। ���� 4�� ���7= #��� �: 2������# ����� #�� (��� � ���� #�� 
����� ,��। (��� ���� ����7 #�� ����# 
��� #��� ����� ����* 2����� 
���O���/�। ������ ��� /�� "�� 4�� )��# /��, ����� �/�� 2�* ���., �� 
��� ���. ���#!�� h�:�� ��� ���� 2� ��*� /&�*। 2����� #�� /���- �� �#�� 
���� ���#!����� ���? )�/���� �� #�� "�� "� �#*� � #��, ���� 2����� 
����� ���� ���� ���#!�� ,�� ���। 

���� ◌� �� �# #�� ���? (�� 2����� ��� ���* �?���.? �� .�� /�� ��. � #��*। 

���3� ◌� ��� ���। (��� ����� "��� �%�c � �*, ��, 2�#�� �#� ��� �� 2� ����� 
"� ��� �। 2�����. %�.-�*�� ���� h��� #�� ����#�� 2�-��� ���/��# �-�� 
����। 2����� �*���� ���� (��� #�� � #��, �����# ��Ñ �R�_ ����� /��। 
�����-(��� ��� ����  �:�}�, ���� <��. �/�#, "�#���� ����[ #�� ���� /��। 
�#� )�}���. 2����� ���� ���#!�� �=: K� #�� ,��� �। 2��� ���� ���� 
)�/�� /�� ��3 2�*, ���� "%���. ���O��V���# "� �� ��� �����, ���� #�� 
����� 2����� %�.��� #�� "� �� ����। 

#�+#3:� ◌� ". �� ���3� %�.। ������ 2������। ���.�# ��:� 2�:��*। �� ������ ���� ������।  

���3� ◌� ". �� ��/�, ����� ����, ���#� %�., ����, �� ����। 

���� ◌� "� 2�� #�� 2��� ���� ��� /��। (�� %�����#� ���: ���� ��� :? 

���3� ◌� ?�� ���� ����। )� #�� #�;�# ���� �.। ���7 ?�å J= ?�å, (�� 2�����.  �+��� 
�*��। 2�����. %�.-%�.���। 2��� ����7� #���� ������,� #��� ����, #���# 
$R=� #��� ����- ���7�# �।  

#�+#3:� ◌� ����� (. �:�/���. � (�� )��� 2���� ���:��*। 9+◌� #?�� 2�*-�*�:�# ?���, 
���:�# ����, �� � %�.-���� #� :� #� :�... 

���3� ◌� ���� ?�� #�+#3:� %�.। ��� ��/�, ������( ��� ����� %�.। ������ ����#�� /��* 
%�� #?�, ���( 2����� ��&�#�. ����! #�� ;�,� �। ):�: }��� ����#���� 4�� 
���. ����#��, ���� #�� #��*। 2����� ������ ����� #�*. �, ;�± �������� 
)�:�,���  �+��� ����#� ���-���8 ��7 /�� � �*। �������� ��5�� )�# ����। 
"� �#� ����� #�� �. �� ������ #����। 2� ". �%� �� ���! �������� ����-
�� �������� ��?� ���� ��� /��। #��=, V�������� �������� )�:�,��� ��1���। 
�������� ��,�� #��� �0=1 )��#�� ����� 2�*। 

  (��
�� #��#��) 
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��
� ◌� 2��� (��� ��� ����� ,�. �। (��� V�� �?�# ��� #�� �/�#। (��� ��� : ���! 
���� �/�#। 

#�+#3:� ◌� ��.��� ��� ��.�। (�� 2����� )�# k������*, 2��� ��� ���� ��� :� �����। 

���3� ◌� ���* �� ��/�, �������� ��7�� ���7 #��� ;�M���। ���/�#, %��Ë��8 ����7�. /�। 
"��� ��� ������ #?� ��( �� 2� #�( ):�� #��� � 2� ;��}� ���� #��* 
<�� ,�(..... 

#�+#3:� ◌� (�� ���':�। ". ��&���- ��¼����� ������ ���। ����� ���# %�� ���  �। ". ��� 
���! �# ��.। (���-� �n) 

  (;� 9-9-��, 2� (�� ������) 

���3� ◌� ?�� #�+#3:� %�.। "����� ���� (����# <�� #�� /���। ��� ����� ����, 
���O���/�� ����#�� �������� �� ���� 2�*, (�� ��������  ������� (�� �0=1 
�R�_ �����*। ����� � /�� %��7:�� ���� �3�� ��� �����। 

#�+#3:�     ◌� /:�+- ���3���3 #.��:� ��� �.��:�। 

(2����5� 2���� ��,�) 

 

 

 

 

V�������V�������V�������V�������    
w� w� w� w� �%]��%]��%]��%]�, , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    

����� %�. ◌� ���. "�� � �*? ��� ��’��� "��� "��� �? ��� /�� ����, ��*�3� ����� ���: 
���#��# ����<= 2&�# ����( ���� �। ���� (��� ��� �����*�� ���? 

�� ◌� /:�, %�� #�� ��� �����*, #���� #?� 2�*, ���#� 2���, ��+' �� ��. 
.������� ���� ,�� "���। 

����� %�. ◌� ��/�� (�� 2���। ��# "��� 2��� #?����1� 45 #��। ��� ��� ��.�� #�� �n 
��(�� ����। 

�� ◌� %��. /���*, ��� �� "�� � �*। "��� ���� "���। 

��� �� ◌� 2+���� ���, 2��� "#&� #_ /��� ����। /����# k����� 2��� �����। 

����� %�. ◌� %��� �# 2�*? %��# �� #�� ,��� /��। 

��� �� ◌� %� �, ���, ‘������� ��� �.।’ ���� ���� ���/�� �,��J��� �#�?�� #� 
�#%��� 2�� �#; ���? 
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����� %�. ◌� ��� ��’� #?�&� �-#. ‘������� ��� �.।’ ����J��� ��� ���-#���� ��� ���� 
�, �����. /���। ��*�3� ��7:� ���� (��� �. �#*�.। (��� "#��� ;�>�: /�� 
��¥��� �����, ������ ��O�# ����7 #�� ��(। 

�� ◌� 2���( �#\ #�� #���*, (. �������J����# � ��3��� �����, 2���( 2��� 
#�� �। ��� �, ��� ���- #�� #��, ����� ����� ���O���/�� ���? I���# 
����� ��.। 

��� �� ◌� "&� 2����� #���. /��। ��� �� ����O /��, �� ��� ���  �J�� h/-/�� 
-�·�-������ #�� ����, �# ����? 

�� ◌� 2��� #?�&�( ��.। ���� 2����� ���� I�� ����� 2��� ��7 #��.। 

����� %�. ◌� 2��# ". ��? ����* ������ ���3 ��� �#��& ���7, Q���& !��� ���7 2� 
'�+���� ��3�* ��V���। 

��          ◌� �#\ "#&� #�� ��� %�� /���* ����� %�., #?�� 2�* �, ����� ��� 2� ��� 
��7 ����� �.। ���O���/� "#?� �#\ )<�� )<�� ��� #��*-����� �� �����, 
". �����J����# ���� ��7 #��*। 

��� �� ◌� ���#!��� �����J���. ��� �? �,��� ��� 2��* { ���� ���/��#, (�� #��# 
�,� ���� ���? (�� "����� ���7, �, #�;�# �,�? ��������. ��� ���#��# 
�,��� ����, ����� ����। 

�� ◌� " ��:. ��� 2���( "#&� "#&� #�� ����� ��7 #��*। 2����� ��V���� ��5�� 
�� "�&�#� #�� #���, ���# 2��� �#*���. ��/�. ��� �। 2���( �������� �,� 
�,� ���O���/�� /��� ����� ���। 

����� %�. ◌� /:�+, ����� ". �����# ����}��� �����  ��� ���������� "�� ����� �S�� ��.�� 
����, ���� ��?� ,�3� ���� ;�-�*, ����7� ���/����� �����  ��� ���7�# 
k���� #��*, ������# 2����� ��� #��� /��। ��*�3� 2�( "#&� #��= 2�*-
".�� �������� ��7 � #��� � ���� ���/�� � �� 2!��( � �� ?�#�� �। 
)�"� 2����� ��V���� ����M�� �:, ��C��:� �: 2����� $��� I���� �,f 
���� �। "��. /�� ����� #��#, "��� -�+. �. ������ ���&��। 

��� �� ◌� (���# 2��� ���O���/�� �3�.��� ��� %��। ,·V��, ,���-I�&� �@��. ������ 
��/�� 2��� ,��� �। 

�� ◌� �# ��� ��? 

��� �� ◌� 2����� � ������ #3� ��/���� ���:( /��� ��/�� G�����. 2�*। )o�o ���'�. 
��/�� "�. ���: )�#&� G����*। ��*�3� �� #��# 2�  "#&� �����/� ��/��( 
G����� �����*। "� #3� ��/���� ���:( " I$1&� $&��� ���� ��#���/� ���, 
/#,�#�� � �*। 
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�� ◌� 4�� ��/��. � ��� ��, ��, �d#� �#*�. ����� �। �d#� #�� ����J��� ����, 
���O���/� J�� #�� G����� ����। (��� "� ���� ��� � �*, G�¥���(  %�, 
�����( %�। 

��� �� ◌� ����� #��� 2� . "#?� %��� ;�,� �*�। ):�� #��� ��� Q��C� ����. /��। 
2�����. &�#�� J�� �#� 2�����. �� #���, "��� /�� ���� �। " ��:. �� 
#��# 2�  I�&� ��/�� �������� �?�# ��& ��� ��� "���*�, � ������ (-I�&�( 
G������*। 

����� %�. ◌� �c�S� �± ����� ����*�� 2��� %��� ����, 2��� ����� ����’। 2� ����� 
�� #?�&� #���� ��:। ������� )?1P��# ������ �%�¥ ��3�*। "� �� �� 
#�#���� ���� ����/��� /�� *�&�*। ����� �?�# ��/��:( �S /�� � �*। ������ �L� 
��� �� ��O�M�� ������� 2� ��� ���� �������� �%�¥ � �*। 

�� ◌� "���� ��� ���������� ���7 ��& �%�¥ �C�� �� ��� �����*�, ��� �: ���&� 
;U���( #�� � �* )�#। 

����� %� ◌� 4�� ��&. �-,� ����# "J����( �#� ;U��� �.। ,���� �� �J��� "� 
���O���/�� #é��, ��� �: ���� h�:��� %�� : 2� ,� ��&�* �, "� ��7� 
����?1� ���� ,� ��(��( ��7� /�� � �* �������/��। �� ):�� ���� #���* ��� 
��� ��� #�� ���� ���� ����� 2���। 

�� ◌� "#&� #?� ���¢� #��*��� ����� %�., ���� ���� ���� �, #�J��� ����� 
��� /���*? 

����� %�. ◌�  � "# ����� �/��� v§y¡ � ���� ���, 2� ����� )�C��� ��� /���* "�� 
����#�� ����� ������ ��� /���* vv¡¡ �। v§&� �����#  �3� ��Y! /���*, 
Â&� ����&��� �~��� �� _ /���*। 

��� �� ◌�  ��� %�� /���*-‘��� #�1 ��� C�।’ ������# �����*, ������ ���7�# �����*। 
������ ���7( �� Q����� )o /��� �3�. #��� ����, ������� Q��#�� #��� 
����, "��� ���'�*। 

�� ◌� �3�.��� ���-&�� ���� ����� %�.। 

����� %�. ◌� 2����� ���O���/� "#&� J5��0=1 �3�#� )��#��� }�. ��� #�� ����*, 
�3#&� /�� �������-C�����3� ���:। ". �3�#� ���|1 I����� ���� ����#�� 
�*�, "� ��J��� ���O���/�� ����, ���O���/�� #��� ��� �*। "���� �3�.�� 
§Â � ��#��� ��� "�� ��� 2/� /���*। ��*�3� Q���& ��Ã��. ����� �3�. 
,��*। 

�� ◌� �3�. 2��� ������� /���*। I���� ��*� /��� 45 #���*। &�c�.� ��� ��O. /�� 
� �* ����� %�.। 

��� ��     ◌� 2�! 2�! ��. ��O /�� ��। h��1 ���� /��, ��� �� ����� /��। ��. � ����� 
%�.? 
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����� %�.      ◌� �-#.। �3�. ��Ä �?�# ��Ä�� /�� ;-�*। ���O���/�� 2K��=� �,��& 
�������/�� ��*� /&�� ���: /��। 2��� �3�. #��* 
��ª0�1%���, ���� 
����# ;��� #��� �:, 2� (��� h�:�� ����%� � ������� h�:-I�&�� 
���: �C�U )�#। ����� �: ��� ��� 2�* ��� ��O (. %�3��&�� h�:��� 
�,�� ��J= ����। 

��       ◌� "&� "�#���� ��+�& ��: #?�। ����# %������ ����� �: �: �� ���� ��(�� 
�# #� #?� ����� %�.? "� �?�# �3 � d�� 2� �# 2�*? �#\ ". �����J��� 
��'�� ����� �� #?�। ��. ���*( �����। 

��� ��       ◌� ‘����% ���, ���� �R��:’। 

��           ◌� �-# ���*-��� ��, ����%� ������ ����। .��/��#� -:�� ���+3� /���, 
�����;�> �����, ����� ��+, "�# "�# �� ����। 

����� %�.  ◌� C���� ����� ��� 2 �*� ����� �., �-# ��� "#&� ����� �� ����� ���: 
�����, ��|��$��# ����� �.। ��# ���, �������� "#&� #?� ���, ���. 
����� ����� �# 2����� ���: �����C#� #��� �����  ���-��� �� ,�., �� 
���� /�� ���O���/��#। V��� V��� ���# �� �(, ��� �� ������ ��< " #��&� 
#�� )�# �/�, ���� )@��/��� ���C� ��� ����। ���J��� ��d+�* ��(। 

��� ��      ◌� 2�� ����� %�.। �� ����� %�. ���*��� �#, ��� ��� )�# /���, 2�� ;�-। 

��          ◌� ���� "#��. ���� �, 2���( �����। 

����� %�.      ◌� /:�+ ,���, #?�� #?�� )�# ��� /�� � �*, ,��� 2���( ��.। 

��          ◌�  #�� �#��� ���� "#��� 2��� ���? ���� #���, #?� 2�*। 

����� %�.  ◌� ,���, ��.। 

���.        ◌� ,���। 

 

 ¡ �%]�, wxyw 

����� %�.      ◌� ��� ����}�� "� �����#। ���O���/� ��� #��� #��� "� �� ���� 2� 
���#!�� ����J��� Q��=� %�� ���* /�& ����। ��, 2����� 2��� ���  
2��� ��#1 /�� /��। 

��          ◌� 2��� ��#1 2�* ����� %�.। ����7� ��� ��O �#� ���3 � �* 4�*। 
���O���/� ����. "� �� ���� ���7 ��. �� �� ��O )�1 #���*। 

����� %�.      ◌� "&� ��� ���. 
�%���# ��। ������ ���7 ��� 2����� � ������� 2¤�}�, 
2����� � ������ "�� ���O���/� �-# ���� ������ ����7� %���}�। 
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�� ◌� ��4 #��� ¼ � �*���। ���O���/��  �����& ,�3।  ���� ���# 2����� ���& 
���� ‘�� �����’ Y� ���� ���� ��� ���3 "�� /����, 2� 2����� ���� 
#��� ����!...�# ���? �#? 

���� %�. ◌� 2�� ����। �#, �� ��#?...2�� ����� %�. ����*। 2������� 2���#��। 

����� %�. ◌� (�����#�� 2������। "��� ���� %�.। �#�?�� ������? 

���� %�. ◌� �������� #��* �������। #�� �#*� #��3-�,��3 ������� ��� �3 #���*, 
��O�����  ���-I����# ��(��� �:, (J��� ��� 2��। 

�� ◌� 2��( �#*� ��� �3 #���*, ��/�� ���� ��J���( ��� �����, 2�� 2��� ): 
#��� 2&#� ��3 � �*, ��� ���� �। 

���� %�. ◌� �-# 2�* ��� �����। ����� �#  � #��*�� ������। 

�� ◌�  � �, ���� %�.। ���: $&�। 

����� %�. ◌� �� ��4�� #��� �¼ � �*� ����  � #��*। 

���� %�. ◌� #( 4�। 2��( ����� "#��! 

�� ◌� �� ���*���, ����� %�., $��& �� ���& �%3�, ����# �# ����। "� ���: "# 
���3� ���7 /-�U ��� ;-� ‘������, 2� ��������  ����& ���� 2��� *��& 
2��* �������� ����� �:। 2� I�� 2�  (. ������ ��b��� �� 2��, 
��� I. ���3  �+��� ���# �# �� �#�?� ������, ��� �/��� ����� �। ���� � 
�C& #�� ������। ���� J�� ,������ ���3, �# ����, �# ��+,��, ��� ����� 
�*���। 

����� %�. ◌� ����7� �� %� "�� �r�� �R�_� �: "�� ���O���/�� 2K�= �?�# ������ 
��+,���� �: "�������3 J�� ,������, �����= ����7� �R��:�� �#*� �����-
2���� �- �#\ 2� ������ ��'�� �����*, ������ ���7 ����� ,�� $R=� 
#��। ���O���/��# ��� 2��� ���� �G�# ��, �#\ ������� ����� $R=�� 
��� ���। 

���� %�. ◌� #?�&� �#\ �-#। )�:�,�� #�� �� ����7� ���O� .���# ����� ��� � ��&� 
����J��� ���'�*। 

����� %�. ◌� 2� 2� ������� ���J��� ��. ‘���3� ���& ���’ )��] #���*। ���� �� 
)�� �*�3 ��*� /�& ���� �� )��&� �L0=1 k�����-���3�� ��7 #�� ����। 
��-,�� ��&��& #�� ���� ����, ���3$� �L0=1 Y�� #�� ����। 

�� ◌� ����. �# ���7�# �#��� ������ ����� �����? 

����� %�. ◌� �, ����&. �। " �:. ��� 2����� �Q� ��� �c�S� ����*, ‘2����� 2 
������ ���� ���� �। 

���� %�. ◌� ����� %�., ,��� � /�+&�� /�+&��  � #��� #��� ��., ��� ����� (���। 
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�� ◌� #?�&� �-#. ���* ���� %�.। ,��� ����� %�. ��� ����� (���. ��., #���� 
#?�( /��, "#&�  � #��( ����। 

�� ◌� ��� ��....( ��� ��। 

��� �� ◌� �#? �� ��#��- 2�� %�., #�� #��*। 

���� %�. ◌� 2���( "�� � �* ��� ��, 

��� �� ◌� "��� "���, ����� %�.( ����*, ����। 

����� %�. ◌� #��3-�,��3 ��� )�# ��� �3 /���* ����* �������। %��. #��*। )��#R� 
)��� ����7� ��� ��� %�7= #�_� ��: ���� #�&�*, ��O /(��� �� ���7 

�!� ��|�� �C��*। )��#R� )��� ����7� ��� #�&�* "#&� ��%��7#��� 
�$���� ���:। 
�! �., ���8 �., $�� �., 2��� �.। "���# ����J��� 2� 
����#��- ��� ���/�� �������J��� ����7� $� �?�# ����� ��7 �]�&�#� 
��18 ��& #�� ��� � �*। ����� ���-����=� �: �:�� )8�� �#*� #���. 
/��। ��� �� 2�� �#*� ����, Ù7��� 2� #��3-�,��3 ��� �3 #�� �����। 

��� ��     ◌� 2��� ��� ����7� ���� #��� ����। ��. ". ����� %��&� 2�� /��� ���� 
����*। 

����� %�.     ◌� 2� ����� ��-������ "%���. ��� ����� ���� #��*, ���� #��� �: "� �� 
"���* �������। 2� 
��ª0�1%��� ���7 �� �� #�� #��� ����, �� ��. 
#���। ���#� #�� ®���. ���O��V���# ��/��: #�� ���। �� ���O���/�� �: 
��,� ���+�3, ����� ��� )�}��� ��� "� ��� )?�� ���O���/�� J��� ��Ï 
��� ��� ���, ��( ���O��V���� �����, ��( ��O��V���# ��/��: #��*। 

��� ��     ◌� ����� ���-&�� �#*� ���� ����� %�.। 

�� ◌� ��/�� 2��. ���- ����� #:�À���À� #��* ����� �3�. ,��*। #:�À���À� 
;�� ,�� 2$�� /��*। "���# 2��� �������/� ������ ������ (��� �: 
���(�� #��� ����*। ��&��� ��� ��� %0� /�� 2� 2��# ��3�*। 

���� %�. ◌� ��������� #?� 4�*? ���O���/� ��������  ��� #�� "� �C�� ���# 
"� �� ,���*। ��? *� ��.�� ��� #�� ����*। *� ��.�� �C� �?�# ��� 
,�� ��.� �0��। 

��� �� ◌� "���# ��� 2�� 4���, �+,� 3� ���O���/�� ���� 2� ��&� ��� #��� �: 
��# �Cd� ���. �,_� ,�����। 

���� %�. ◌� �,_� ��� #���., �#\ ����� /�। ���O���/� ����� ��êO #��*, ����� $�+�& �O 
#��*। 

��� �� ◌� ¦�#� �/�� ��� /��� ����� ���ª��= /��। #��#�& �����ê� ������ 2J� 
�������J���� ,�� <�� /���*। 

����� %�. ◌� ���O���/� "� Q���& ��Ã�� �U��। ��!�-���-����? ��� ����  �:�}� 
����1!। Q������ �������� ���-)��#R� )��� ���� �?�# "#� %�  ��18 
���3 � �*। 
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  ��! �/��� ,������# ����� ���+3� /���*। ���#���& �S:�� 2� . �S /�� 
���। ¦�#�� ��� ���� J�� I’/���� ���O��� Qe�, ���#� ��/0��1 '�+���� 
�3�� ����। 

���� %�. ◌� ���O���/� "���# �'�.�/ ��+,��?�� ���3 ��� #�� ��� �O $�+�&  �3 
�����*। 

�� ◌� "���# ��� 2� I’,������ ���:. �����/�-��� ¼ ��� /(��� ;�K�। 
���O���/� wy � ����#��, ��� ��#��� �@� #�� "��*। 2� �9 
��.�C� 2� J�� ;��� #�� ��� "���*। 

��� �� ◌� "� �:. ��� ����J��� "� ������� �? ��+��*। 

����� %�. ◌� ������ 2� �#�?��? "� (�� ���. 2¤� ��� ,��� #:�À��ÀJ����। 2� 
���O���/� ����� �� �? 5� #�� ����। "� ����J��� *3���-�*&��� 
)�}�� ���������� ��?-$��& ���O���/�� /��� #�#���� ���� J�� ���� ���*। 
���#!�� �¡&� &:���#� ���: wy&�. ��� ���� ��3�*। ���� �/��� w¨&� 
������ ���: ��+,&� �.। ��-2#���? 2� �3�# �#�?�( �!�� �. 
�������। 

��� �� ◌� ��$�� ���O#��� ����7� ��O �� �# Q,` ��� Q��= ���� ������ "�। 

�� ◌� 2��� ���� ����, �#\ ���� 2� ���� �0�� �। 

���� %�. ◌� ��# ��� ����, #?����1� ��� /���, "��� #��3-�,��3J��� ��(, 2����� 2��� 
���� /�� ����, ,�� �����। 

��� �� ◌� ". �� ���� %�.।-�(, #�� 2��� �#*� �����, ��4 "�� ��� �����। 

���� %�. ◌� 2��। 

����� %�. ◌� ,���, 2��� ��/�� ��.। ���� ,��। 

 

� � � � �G��]��G��]��G��]��G��]�, , , , wxywwxywwxywwxyw    

����� %�. ◌� "� 2����� I��1� �� ����� )S#�� ��7 /�� 2��*। "� 2����� 
���O���/� I�1��  ���� "� �� ,���*। ������� "�#� �� "# ���O���/�� 
������ /��। ��O����� ��!R�� $&�* ���� �� ��। )�:�,��� ��1��� ���7 
"� �C��* 
�!� ��|��। ��O��� �����* ����� �� ����� 2|��। 2� 
2��� ������ /���* I�&� #���=। "#&� /���- 2��� ���O���/��# �#%��� 
2��� ��/��: #��� ���� ���. ���#�� ��� /�� "�� �®���&� /���- ��: 
��O����� ����1! ������� 2��� 2��� 
�%���# "�� ��@� #��  �3 ����� 
����। " #�� ����@�/ ���. J5��0=1। )��: ��� �: �,8� 2��� #�� �, 
�#� ���O��V��� ������� Q���& �:�O 2� 2� ����� "�� #�1�: ���� 
�g���, ��,_ "�� ;z��। 2���  %��%��� 2����� #�1�<��� ��|���।...�# 
�:���� ���� %�. �#*� ���� ��#? 

���� %�. ◌� ���#!�� ����J��� ���� $�+�& �*�3 ������� ��� 2������� V��-���3$� 
k�����-���3�� ��7 #�� ����। "� �: 2��� �# #��? 2��� �#%��� ��/��: 
#��� ����, 2����� ����। 
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�� ◌� /:�+ ����� %�., ���� %�. �-#. ����*। Q��:#&� ��� �� "#. �#� ):�� 
#��* (��। 2����� ���� ��( �#%��� ��/��: #�� 2���। 

����� %�. ◌� ��%��� ��/��: #��� ���� 2���। Q?��� ���� )��� (�� "� )�:�,�� 
#��*, �� #���* ������ ��+�&��& �������  2� <��� �����= ���� /��। 
����� �
�����# ���/�� )�:�,���� ���7�# 24 ��/��: #��� /��। )��}-
2/� ���#��� �,�#U��� �: (7���� ��� ���� /��। 

��� �� ◌� 2�� �#\ 2��� �#*� (7���� , #��3-�,��3 ��� �3 #�� �����*। 2���# ��� 
����. 2�� ���#� ��� ���  ���  ,�� �����।            

����� %�. ◌� ��/�� ���. Qe�। Q���& ���7�# ��� ���� �����। �� �*�& �*�& �� %�  #�� 
#���� %�� ���� /���*, ����� ����_ ��R�R@ Q����/0��1 Qe� ?�#��।  

���� %�. ◌� �� #?� ��� �����* ����� %�.। .�� ���:. #��#&� ��/��:#����� ,�� � �*। 
(7����, #����3-�,��3( ���-�� ��(�� /���*। 2��� �#*�  ��� �� #�� �����*। 

����� %�. ◌� ��� %���� #��*। �3�. �� %��� ��Ä�� /��, ���� ������ �� 2����� ���0� 
�। �������/�� ��7��+�J��� "�#� �� "#  �%�¥ 2��� ��O #�� ��������। 

�� ◌� "���# ��� ���O���/� �����, #��_��,  ������� ����� 2��� #��#�& ?�� ��� 
#�� ����*। 

���� %�. ◌� 4�� ��. ��#? � ���� 2K��= �/�� � �� ��#�Cd� ����� �/� �?�# 
��#���/�� ��� �C�� ����� ��� ��J3� �/�� ��� ���� ���: /���*। 

��� �� ◌� ���O���/�� 2K��= ��#�Cd� "� �,+,��� ‘����(, ����(’। "� (�� 
�������� ���� 2� " �/�� #�� ( �/�� ������, ���7 ������� �� 2� �? 
?�#�� � �� �# #���? 

�� ◌� �� ��c���� ��-��-��$�-����-���|��-�/�@�-2��. 2� ��%1��� 
.+I��� ���� G��� ����। 2� �� � /�� "� ��� ���' ���'. ��� ����, �� 
���O���/�� #��* ��� ��� ��� ����। 

��� �� ◌� ��/���:� �� ��!�J���. ��� �S /�� � �*। ���?, �3# 2� �����? 
��� ����  ��� �S, "���# 2��� �����?( �S /��� ;�K�। � ������ 
������/�& �����@� ����[ #�� �����*। 

����� %�. ◌� ��� ����� � ��! �:�}�J��� ����[ /�� � �� ����J���� "� 2� ): 
�#� �? ����� ?�#�� �, �� /�� /� �R��:, � 2����1=। " $&��. /��, 
/�� ���:। .��/���� ��� ��1��8#%��� (��� �� ����� ���� �����*, ���� 
/�������� ����7 /(�� *�3� ;��� �.। 

�� ◌� "���# 4�* � ���� ���/� �� |�� ?��&� ��� #�� ��� ������/�& 
�����@�&� �$�� �C���*, "�� �?�# /�������� �: ���� ,��,� �� 
������ ��/���: �#� ��/��:��: ��-��� "�#���� �S- 
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���� %�. ◌�  � ������ ���O���/� �����&� ����� � ����$�+�&�& ��� #�� ����*। 
������� ���� ��� ;��� ���� ��O ���� #�� /�������� 2$�� /��� �: 
��<�= "� �� ����। 

����� %�. ◌� ���O���/� ����� ���<��� �/� �L0=1 )�5� #�� �C���* "�� �C�� 
#������ Q,` 2K�= ,����� ���O���/�� ��� ������� ����� ����� �������, 
�'�.#�` "�� ������ "��#� �?�# ������ h�:��� �����3� #���*। 

��� �� ◌� ���O���/� ������� ����� ����� ?�� ��� ��� #�� ����*। �,� 3 �?�# ��� 
#��# ��.� �0�� ". ����� ?��। "� ���O���/� ��Ä ���� -�#�� �+��� ���# 
"� �� � �� ��� #�� ����*। "���# 2��� �������$ "��#�&� /����� 
���/�� /��� �?�# �L0=1 ��O /�� � �*। 

�� ◌� ���O���/� "� ����� 2$�� /��* ���� �?�#. ������ ��*� /&�*। ��� 
/�� � �*, ��*���� ��(��-��(�� %��� "� ‘.�� C��, .�� C��’ 45 #���*। 

���� %�. ◌� ��, "#&� ��@� 2���,� /��। ��� ���: 45 #��* C������, ������# #���� 
��� /���*, "� {�� /��#� #?����1� ���� �। 

����� %�. ◌� ��# ������ I��. ?����, ���O���/� #����� ����� ���& J5��0=1 "��#� ��� 
#�� ����*। ������� ��.��� ���  ��� ����  �L0=1 ����[ #�� �C���*। ". 
"��#�J��� /���  � ��� � "�� ������#�&। 

���� %�. ◌� ����� ��Ã�� ���O���/� Q,` 2K�= #�� �%��-���<��� ���G�& �?�# ��# 
�������/���� ����� �����*। ���<��� �/� �?�# �� ��.� �0�� �%����-
���<��� ����G /�������� ���  ���O���/�� ���� �3�. ,��*। 

�� ◌� #��_�� ����� #?�( ��� ��/��। ��� � ��� ���O���/�� ����; "���# 
2��� ��� � ?��� ;M�-�0��1 2@����3�� "� ���O���/�� ����। ,���G�c� 
����� �:���� ��� ���O���/�� ��� -Q,` �3�. ,��*। 

����� %�. ◌� ����� 2� ���3�। #?�&� �-#.। �J3� ����� ���O���/� 2����#��@ ?��� vv 
� ��# ���:�# ��� #���*। 2� ��+�,�*� I�, ���� 2��� ������ � ���� 
���O���/�� #��* 2����1= #���*। 

��� �� ◌� ��# �������J��� ����� � ����*, �����. ���� 2K�= ,����� �����= 
���/ ���7��� ����*, ����� ���3$� _ #�� �C��*। 

����� %�. ◌� �#\ ����. �# ���������� ����7� ����� %�¥�� �����? ����� �। �#��� 
(�� �<� /�� �। ������ ����7� � 2��� ���, 2��� #�- /�� ;�-�*। �� 
I�� #�_( ������ ���7 �%�¥ �3�� �।  
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�� ◌� ������ ���� ��� ������� �� �� ��! "�# $% "���&; (����  "��&, * � 
"�+�&, * � ����& ,��। 

��.�� /�0 ◌� ����" 1��" ��� $�&? 3�"�� 4���� 4"5, ���"6��� 7����� /�8�� �"�� 
�9 !�: 4;�&। 4;�������!�� 1<��= 4�� ��>? @��� ������ "A
�@ 6B !�: 
4;�&। 

�� � /�0 ◌� @��� !�� /�C��, �� /�C��, ;��� 
�@ �9 !�: 1 ��। !��0 !��। 

��.�� /�0 ◌� ��", ����� 1���(� !���, 1��� ������� 4�� $���, ���� 1��� 1����� 
DE 1���(�: 1� । 

�:� �� ◌� ���� ��.�� /�0। 1���@ "��#� "F� $�। 

��.�� /�0 ◌� �:� �� 4��, 4��:��� "�# 7(�� 1�&। 4����� G��-"�I ##>��� �����" 
 �J� 4���। �� "�� 4;�K��� ���� L�&�: ��M, �����  �!��E "���। �����" 
 �J� 4�@:� �� ��� /�C�  � �� ;�N 4����� "��# 4�����  �!��E "��� ����� 
 ��(�: 4���। � "��#� /��+� 4�������0 ��� !��। �� &�N� �:����� 4����: 
1!� �� ���� 1!� ������ 4 �� "��� ���:O@ 4������� ��� !��। 1�� "�� 
� "�#+� /��0 ����� 4�����, ��0 �? 

�:� �� ◌� !E�P, ��.�� /�0। ��� /��/��� ����। 1�� 1��� ���� ��: �0 "�#0 "��&, 
��"�� !�� 1��� "�:"#�" ��: ����। 

��.�� /�0 ◌� �� � /�0, ��-4������� "�# !�� 1!� D �K ������� ����� 1Q�: ��: 
1 �, ������ ,����N 4����� �E�����  �!��E "�� ��� ���E ��� 1Q:!� 
������ #E ���E ��� 1Q�:� �E�K� "��। 

�� � /�0 ◌� ��, ��!�� 1�� �R� ��N�: ���M, @���0 "�# "��, 1� ���� 4����� 
4&����� ��: �S�>��N�: (�� ��@। 

�� ◌� !E�P, 1�� �S�>��N�: F�"���, ��.�� /�0 ���� 1 �� 4��? 1����� ���T ���T 
����- ��� ����, �"/��� "�# "���  ����� !�� �"+� 4����: $��: ����। 

��.�� /�0 ◌� �U: 1��  � #�:;�: �����, 1��  � �: 4�������  ��;  ��; F�"���, 1� 
4��, "�� 1��� �  �: �� �, "�L��� ���>� 1�&, 4 L��� #���: 4����। 
1� �"+� "�# "���, ������ ����� D+�+ ����� #E �����  ��; ;VL#� 
"���, ����� ��>�� ����K�� ��: 1���-1���(� "���। 1� !E�P, �:����� 
,�P�+� �������, @��� (���*��� ���L��� �"W D��E0 4#�;�N "���। 

�� ◌� �X" 1�&, ��!�� 1��� ��0। �:� �� (��� ��0, 4�����" ���N�� 4�YP�& ���: 
1�� �����। 

�:� �� ◌� (��� ��X, ��.�� /�0 ��!�� 4;���। 

��.�� /�0 ◌� 1M�। 

�� � /�0 ◌� ��!�� ��.�� /�0, (��� 1���@ ��0। 

��.�� /�0 ◌� (���। 

 
 

(�(� @ ���(���� ��6��*#�� �!��) 
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����������������������������     S� S� S� S�    ��������������������    
\]। 
��� ����� 4���� 4"5 

7(���� ;� 
--- ...\]_\ 

 
(�") 

#: ����� ������ #:।। 
!�� !�� !��, !�� �U: 
4"��+ 7�= �" ��F 4#�;�& D9���� 
��  S�> �X�� �0 4��  �:।। 
 
������ 7��,� /�� ���� 

(�0 4���� D�`। 
1����� �� +"�" G��& 

����� ��� ��%�=E।। 
 

 40--/: 
!: !�" ���� 7�E�� a: 
1�� "�� � "�� � "�� � /:। 
D����"� &�: 4� ������� ��P��� 
!�: 4;�& ��"���� 6B। 
(������" $� 1# ���%= !�!�"�� 

1� b "�`�� �c।। 
�� �� ��� (�� 4����=� 

 �"�X �d। 
��e� f�"��� �g��� /���� 

 �h��� #�� D�5। 
 

1�--: 
���� ���� ������ �0 ���#: 
1�� "�� � "�� � "�� � /:। 

#: ����� ������ #:।। 
 

("F�-;�#� �#!�%� 1��:��) 
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(G0) 

4���� �"�+ *���" ��P(���� ��� ��� "�� 
4���� �"�+  ���� !�� � #E Di ��� ।। 
 
4� ���+� �(� ���� 1��� D�j ���� 
��� �� #�� *��� *�� 4��� 
k 1P"� 
4� ��� �� Dl�� 4��� 4���& ���� 
 ����+ #�� 4  ���+� ;�� Di ���।। 
 
�� �"�+ "���� ����� ��� "��- 
4���� �� �"�+ ;��� #E ��� "�� 
4���� �"��� /���� &��� #E ��� "�� 
4����  ��� ���m� ���? ��P(��� 1#�" ��N।। 
 
4� ���� ��� 47���� 1��� �� 4���� 
4� ��$� ��:� !�� �� 1��� ��m /��� 
4� ;g!"����  �� 
�;>� G:�� ���� 
4 0 ���?� ����� ��P(��� ��F "��।। 
 
4���� �"�+ *���" ��P(���� ��� ��� "�� 
4���� �"�+  ���� !�� � #E 1�# Di ���।।  

("F�-4;���n !�����) 
 

(��) 
 

1�� �" ������ ���� 4 � 
�g��E� �F (���� 
"/� "�� � /: "�� �। 
�g��E�� ���: ��� (�� !�� ��। 
G� ! #���� ��f ���� 
7��= 4���  S��>� ���� 
�e���F 4���& ���� 
��j���� #: !�� �U: 
(���& � G#>: ����� ��F। 
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������ ��� 1��  P���& � � 
40 o��� !�!�"�� 40 f���। 
��� ��C� 1# ��p�� � 
a�� 40 ������ ;=G�� 
��e� �S��>� ��d 
������ ���� ����� � 1� 
(���& 4� �q�" ���: �����। 

("F�-4@:��#  4!�� ) 
 

((��) 
 

��(����� 4����� ��(�� "��� ���� 
1# 4#�;�& �0 #��, �0 #��।। 
4����� L���, 4����� *�P� �,  
4����� "���;���� 4��= 4����� ���� 
@ #�� �0 #�� �0 #��।। 
4�����  /�: 1��� ����, 
*�P� � "��X T���� ����। 
4����� ��#� �!���#�, 
"��#��N ��;�� ��(��। 

�X" 4� �� �0 #��।। 
     
 ���� �� 7��� 7�= 4��:�&, 7�= 4��:�&। 
    ���� a�������� ��� �/�# 7�= 4��:�&।।   
    ���� #���:��� ��r�� 7�= 4��:�&। 
    ���� *�P� � "��X #�� ���: 
     7�= 4��:�& 7�= 4��:�&।।   
    ���� L��� ,��: "��# �&P�N 7�= 4��:�&, 
     7�= 4��:�& �0 #��। 
    ��
 ����  �>!��� 4����� ��(���। 
    4 0 ����N� #;�=� ���:� ����।।  
    a�� 4����: (�0�� !�� 

����: ��F� 4! ������। 
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�� ���: 4����� !�� 
����: ��F� 4! ������। 
�X" 4� �� �0 #��।। 
 
��(����� 4����� ��(�� "��� ���� 
1# 4#�;�& �0 #��, �0 #��।।  

("F�-  ��� 4(Y����) 
 
 

(��P() 
 
4 �� 4 �� 4 �� 

 4���" ��� 4 �� 
4 �� : ���� ��P�+ 
���� ���� ��P�+ 
��� 4(�: ��P�+ ���������� ���+�� 

1��� #s/S��� ���+।। 
 

� # � �� � G�:��� 
!: �" ���� ������ "����  ��F। 
"� ��� � ���" �� 
"� t��L=� "� �!�#। 
���& 1���:  S�> ���� 

1P����� �F ���� 4� 
1��� ����� ...  ...  ... ।। 
 
�0 ���+� ��� ,����:�& D����� 
��*", ��*", ��"� "� �� 
"� �������, "� u�� �� 
���:�& #��, 4�:� 4�� ��। 
 

�� ��E� ����:� ���� 
,����:�& ������+ 4� 
1��� ���������� ���+ 
1��� #s/S��� ���+। 

("F�-1�G� ���*) 
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(&:)  
 

4&�+��� �N���  "��� 
;����� ���
� *�"��� 
1��� � 4��,  � ������,  � ������।। 
 
40 4/���/� 4!F� (��� 1� (�����, 
 40 4/���/� 4!F� "��� 1� "�����। 
�!n�, �� ���, 4�Y�, �gI� 4�� ���� �"  "��� 
��j����  ��F 1# (�"� ,��� �" ����  
�" !�: ���� 4;�& 1��� 4  4� 4"� 7��= 
� �#�, ��n�, ;�#>�� 1��!� 
��=� $� �"0  ���� ।। 
 
(������ ��#��� *�"���  
*�"��� ���
� ;����� 
1��� � 4��,  � ������,  � ������। 
�N��� 4&�+���  "��� 
4&�+��� �N���  "��� 
1��� ����  � ������ ... ।।  

("F� @ ��V�-�F�5�F ��:) 
 

( ��) 
 

#���  �h�� (���0, 
1�����  �h�� (���0 
#���  �h�� (���0।। 
 
!���� D���� :,  ��  v�� 
��P(��� D��"�� "�N�� 
��� � ���>�" "�N�� 
D;�=� ������ 7�=�= ��� 
(���0 (���0, 
#���  �h�� (���0 
1�����  �h�� (���0।। 
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7���=� 7���/ 7���� 
4!�" � 1P��� ���&w 
1��� �  ��:�  ��F� 
����� "�+���� ���w। 
 
���:�& � ���? 1�@ 4���� 
�6 
���:�& �  x� 1��� 4���� D�K 
7�:�# !�� 4���� �" �� �� 
 
4!�" � ��F� ���� 76� �� 
D����� ���� �(�  �,��> 
�"�� 4  ��!�N +���0 
(���0 (���0 
#���  �h�� (���0 
1�����  �h�� (���0।। 
 
!�� ���� �Fy� 1�@ ��z6 
��"g� : ��� �(R 
1��: �  ��K� ��aE� ���� 
(���� 1���;0 �g{। 
 
1����� �F���� G6� G;>� 
 ��F ��� D;�=�  j� 
4���� 4"��+ 4"��+ D��� 
1����� 4(��� 4(��� 4���!� D�| 
 "� ������ ��z� �। 
 
�0 "���� �����  �"�X D;>� 
4"��� 1��� 4� /�C���0 
��� 7��=�  �N� 1���0। 
 
1����� ���F� 7��{ 
�a�� 
S� D�|���� #���0 
(���0 (���0 
#���  �h�� (���0 
1�����  �h�� (���0। 

("F�-� "�n�� 1�� #�*�) 
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����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ��    

 

  (1+) 
 
����� �"0 �F  �h�� 
D�(�� D��(�� 4����=� ��%�� 
���w�!-���a�/-T�"��-f�"�� 
1��=  �,��, 7(8 �}�� 
 �h��- �h��- �h��!] 
 
a��� �� 4��/  �� �: ���� 
#��� D��"�� "�� ��> 
,�� ,�� ;�N�& G#>: 7������ G;> 
����� 1# 7��!� "����0 "����। 
 
���� ������ �� 4(���, 
������ ���T 1� �E��� 
���� �g�F��� "�� "�����, 
 4"�N 4: ��-4����  v� 
�� � �����F 1# 1,��� 1,��� 
����� "�� �� ��- 
 
�P(�� #E /:  ��: 4��� 
7��t� "���& 1# 4���� �N���� 
"��+�: #���� G�� T�� ���� 
�� �" �g�F�� ;N���0 ;N���। 

("F�-�!�G� 0 ���) 
 

(:) 
 

���!��� �0 43��:�  �;� 
���� ����� 
1��� "’# �� ���T 
!�� ����& �� "�� 4�।। 
#�� "��+ ��� "�� 
7��=� ��:�  j "�� 
#����  �� ��! ��0। 
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����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ��    

 

,�-���N� �X"�� �0 
��-���� #�� �0 
(��� �X"��  �X" �0।। 
 
#�� $�� (��� !�� 
� ��� ��0�� !�� 
1�� 4�  �;� ���T 4�।। 
 
#���� ��C ��" +�� � 
*���� b ;9 4"� #�� � 
4#E��r�� �g�E 4(��� ��N � 
����@ 4�� /��� "/� ���" �।। 
 
�������0 4�Yw T�N 
1"�� �� 4/�C ��N 
4&PN� ��� 1�@ �&P�N ��:।। 
 
!��&�� 4�: ��GE� 1��: 
!X�� 4" 4� ��? 4 ��� 
4��� b 4/���� ���� ;�:।। 
 
��� ��� ��0�� !�� 
4�:� ���� ��� !�� 
��0 TN �X�"  �;��। 
���!��� �0 43��:� 
 �;� ���� ��� 4�।। 

(��V�� 1��� ��!��� @  j���) 
 

(��) 
D��" �g�F�� 4����  
�� � ����� %w �S��> 1#।। 
 
4����� �(�� ��:�/�� 4 0 ������" 
4����� #��� � E �E���� ������" 
4 0 4  ����� 1# !�:�& a���� ��#।। 
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����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ��    

 

4� 4�� �&� 4 ��� * �� /�� 
4� 4�� �&� �� /���� 4,�� 
1,��� 1,��� 4 0 ������+ 4(Y�(� !��� 1#।। 
 
4� ��:�"�� �"�� �&� ����� "�#� /�� 
4�  !# � �"�� �&� 4r! 7��� ��:� 4,�� 
4  ��: ��d 1# ;��# ��X�& ��#।। 
 

("F�� S�� 1�� � �}"�) 
 

(�;��) 
���0 ��� 4*��+ 

#���� *�� 
*�+�" �, *�+�" �, *�+�" �।। 

 
1,���0 ��� ���# 

7/����  �� 
��#�" �, ��#�" �, ��#�" �।। 
 

;� ;� ;� 4��#�& D�| ;� 
�S�  � �E���  
 �� 4"��+ 7�= �� #>� 
������ ��� ,�(�" �, ,�(�" �।। 
 
�" �" �" 
!�:�&  ��0 �" 
1 �" G��>��" 
a�B ���&� (���0 (��� 
7�:-T�� �X�" �, �X�" �।। 
 

("F�� � :� ��� �� !") 
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����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ��    

 

(�����) 
 

 4�C� 4���  �: 4� 4!�� 4!�� 
!�@:�� ��" 4Y"� ���� 

  4#�:��� /�� �: ��@ 
�� ���X ��P��� �e ��P��:� �@ 
 ���� ���� �g�I 4����� 4�&�� "F� 4/�� 

�S� ��;�?  S�> ��F 
�g�I 4���& �K� 
 ��# 1��� 
�k�� 1# 
:� "���& �/N 
���: 4����� ���� 1��� 
1���� G:�� 4���। 

("F�� u� ;@!�) 
 

(4����) 
 

D�" �� ���:�& 1��� 
4���� 4� 1���, � #�� �= 
1"��� �����  4#�;�& "�P� 
1:�� ��C��� ���"�& �=।। 
 
,�� ,�� � o��& D�|���� 
�!���� ��� ����� �� 4��� 
1,��� 1,��� 4/�j�& ��!�N 
 4/�j�& @�� �9�;=।। 
 
���" ���" 4���� 1:��  �>!���, 
���� ��F 4/�j�& �n� "���।। 
 
4/�j�& 4/�j�& ��F� ��P� 
@�� @ ��j��� 4���� 4��।। 
 
D�" �� ���:�& 1��� 
4���� 4� 1��� �� #�� �=। 
 

("F�� �+, �0(, ��"���) 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ��    

 

 
 
 

(4(Y}) 
 

�S�> ��;�?  S�> ��X�& 
�� ���, �� ���, �� ��� 

 4#�:�� �� �& ��� �� 
�� ���, �� ���, �� ���।। 

��P� 4&PN�� !�:�& "��, 
!�:�& "��, !�:�& "��।। 

 
4����=� �� 4�� !�: 1�  
D�E�(����� "�P�� 1# ���  
��� 1L 7����� ;�N 

:� ������ :� ���, :� ���। 
 
1� 4��� : �N�@ ��� 
��� ��#�" 7�: ����= 
��GE� ;�� !�" D�/��। 
�&P�N 4*���  � �q#��, �q#��।। 

("F�-4;���n !�����,  ��- �: �� ) 
  

(�����) 
 

�"  �;� ��� �����: 
������ 
����� 1�� ���� 

1��� 4������� /��� �।। 
 
G� ! � 4���� "�" �F 4��: 
 4����=� �;��� �&PN�� ���� 

1��� 4������� /��� �। 
 
���;� ���� �9 !�� 
����� � ����� 1�� ���� 

1��� 4������� /��� �।। 
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����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ��    

 

�"��= �"��=�� ;�� ;�� 
���-4�,�� "��� 
������ �"������ 
1n T�"��� 
4������� �� T�"g� !��। 
�� 
��� ;N�� ��F 
4����� �(��� ������ ��� 

1��� 4������� /��� �।। 
("F�-4;���n !�����,  �� @ ��V�-
k� ��:) 

 
(4���) 
 

 ����  ���� !�#��  ���� 
 "� �!�� ���=, 

1��� ��: 4��� 4��� (�0 
����� �g��� (��=।। 

 
���:� /���: "F� ����� 

��� 1��: �F(���� 

!��  ���� ���� ���: 4;� 7�= 
 4 0 �g�� ��: 4;�: ��0 ;� 

����� ��#: ���=।। 
 
/�0�:� ���"� ��� 1�#�" 
�� ���� o�� ���" ���" 

 �h��� 1# �!� #�� 
"�A ����� � ����� 
�!�� /�0�:� ���=।। 

 
���������� ����� ��C��� 
#�:� 4��: (�� �� 3��� 

1���� 4�:��� ,�� ,�� o��� 
,��(�: ��� 1P��� "���- 
�!�� �g�� ���=।। 

("F�-*#�-� 4����) 
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( �����) 
 

 4 ��: 4��N��� ����� 4����� 
��� "���& 4"? 

�g�F�� 4����: 1 ���� �� 
#��� ���� !��।। 

 
�E��� ��=� 4 ���� * �� 

�&� 4� 4 �� /��  
�� �T>�  �� �’4: 4�� 

�S�> D�g� ���� 
D�|��!� 4   �� 
k 
�� "���& 4"? 
1��� 4(�:�& a���� D` 

�"�+ 4r�!� �N 
;� ��@� �!� � "���� 

�&� � 4���/� /�N।।\ 
 
 4���� ���+�� 1��� *����� 
* ��� "�P(� 4 �� 
�(��� ���� ��: ���� 4"�N 

!�:�� �s��� 
�0 ��C���� ���"� ��� 

�E� �!���� 4"? 
�g�F�� 4����: 1 ���� �� 

#��� ���� !��।। 
("F�,  �� @ ��V�-�" �� 1�� ��  �P0) 

 
(1X����) 

 �� 4"��+ 1# 7!�� 7��� 
������ ,�� o��&, 
�9��;� �� � !�:�&  �:, 
�F 4� 4����: ��"�&।। 
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����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ��    

 

�9��;� 1# 4(�:� � ���&, 
1#�" ��� "��� �, ���&, 
������ ���+, ������ �g=, 
4�������0 "F� ���&।। 

 
�9� D�" 4���  �:�&, 
D�" !�:�& "���, 
�9� /����& 4��� ���� 
��: "���& ��F�।। 
 

���� ��� (�0��"� 1� 
1#�" 4���" ��m 1���, 
������ 7��=, ������ ;�� 
1L�� ���� o��&।।  

("F�- ��@:�� #�!�) 
 

(���) 
�E����"� 4�:�+ 4�N�#�� 
���" ���" �N��:  �"�� 
����/:  ��: ���  
D��"�: D#;� h��  
������ "��#� 

4&PN� 4���N �����: 
�����: ����।। 

 
,�� : �0 ��P�+ <��? 
/��C� /�0 4��:���� ���? 
!������ ������ 

��� 4�: � �" !��:��।। 
 
G�>�� �E�� 4��N�#�N 
������ "�� �0 ��C� 4/�� 
��: 4X�� ����� 4!0 �0��� 
  4����� ��� 4����� ��� ���� !��।। 
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����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ��    

 

"N� !��� ��� 1�& "����� 
!���:�� "���� ����:�� 
 �h��� �E����� 

��" 4�: "���� "��:��।।  
(1�� �"� � �}") 

 
("��N) 
 

4��, �"�+ ���#���� 4F�" 
�a ���#���� "A
��� z�, 7��z� 
1"��� �����  ��X ��=। 
��������, 1��� ��������।। 
 
4 0  ���#� ��" 4(�� 4��X� ��F, 
1��� ��  �*�� ����� 1��� 
!����� ������" 1��� 4�� �*�� �����। 
���V "���E 4"�F�: 1�& !�:�� 
�� 4 ��� 4��।। 
 
��m "��� 4 ��� �����, #%��� ��������, 
#����n� �� � ����� 
���� 4� ��� 40�"� 4��, ��������। 
‘#: �����’ ���� ��� 1��� ���� 4" /����, 
1��� !����� ������" 1��� 4�� �*�� �����, 
D9"��� ����"��� �X�� 1��� �� ��=। 

 
("F�-4;Y��7 ` �#�����,  �� @ ��V�-D�$�� ��:) 

 
(�"��) 
 

D�E�(���� ����= "��� o����: ��@। 
 /E��� @0 ��E/S�� o����: ��@। 
�q! (��& ���" ���" 
 "� ���;� ����N��� �a 4F�" 
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����� ��� ������� ��� ��    

 

 
1����!�  �h���� 
4�� "F��+ #���: ��@ 
 
D S��� !�N"��X 
4��� ���:� �S��TN 
@�� ��L", 
��L" /:��- 
 
���� ���� �� 4��� 
�� 4��� 1# 
�� 4��/�� ��� ��P#� 4/�j 
!������� "��# �&P�N 
���� 1L o����: ��@। 

("F�-1� ��#��!��) 
 

(��0�) 
 

1��� 4�� 4�� ���#�, 
  4����� 4�� 4�� ���#�, 
  4���� 4�� 4�� ���#�, 

���� 4�� 4�� ���#�, 
1!� ����� ��’� 4"�� "0���& �#�। 
@�� ��� 1�� 1��: ��P�� "0�� ��"  *� 4� 

1��� 1��� "����& T���, 
@ �E���� 1��� 1��� "����& T���।। 

 
1��� 4�� 4�� ���#�, 
����� 4�� 4�� ���#�, 
���;� 4�� 4�� ���#�, 
 ��� 4�� 4�� ���#�, 
1�# 4��� 4�� !0�& 4���� �E�+� 
@��  ���  �E�+�� ���"� ��+�, 4�� ��#�� X�+� 4� 

(�"�� ��  � E�� �E�+�, 
���� (�"�� ��  � E�� �E�+�।। 
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!�0��� �9� 4�� ���#�, 
#�0��� �9� 4�� ���#�, 
"���� �9� 4�� ���#�, 
3���� �9� 4�� ���#�, 

1!� �� �9�� ���� 1� �0। 
@�� ��#� 7�= ����0:� "�� �E����� /���0 4�, 

10� � /�0 ��P� "����� ��PN�0 
@ ���� 10� � /�0 ��P� "����� ��PN�0।। 

 
("F� @  ��-!��*#�� �!��) 

 
(4�0�) 

@ ��;����, 
  4" �� 1�� ���������� ���&� 1�� �:�।। 
@ ��;����, ............। 
 
��:�� "��n, "�R� "��n, "��n 0:��!:� !�:��।। 
G��� ��0�� ����� "��n, /���� �N ��:�, "��n!। 
@ ��;����,.........। 
 
1� *�P�n 1�� �n� �+��� 4(Y�� ���, b 4��।।\ 
19�� 4��� ��0��� 4(��+ ��&�0 �n�" ���।।\ 
��;����,.............। 
 
����� �#E� ������ ���+ X�"�� /���� "��। 

1��� ��� �� "����: ��� 
!�� ��#!��, @ ��0 !�� ��#!��। 

��@ ��� �� *��L &��N 
4��+ "���� &��N 

 ��X�� LP��: ����� ��� 
#� ��P�( � 1� 

@ 4��� #� ��P�( � 1�। 
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����� ��� ������� ��� ������������ 
����� ��� ������� ��� ��    

 

��� ��� "�@:�� ���� 
4"� 4��� ����� b।। 
�n�" &��N ,� ��� �, @ ��0।। 
���:� 1�; 4"���� 

;�0��� 4(��+ 4"��N /��;� /�� ���N� �;:� 
!�� ��N�0:� "��n �� /����-0:��!:�, �+��-0:��!:� 
@ ��;����, 
  4" �� 1�� ��������� ���&� 1�� �:�। 
 

("F�-!���� ��:, ��V�-�F�5�F ��:) 
 

((���) 
 

@�� 1��� 4���� ���" 4 ��।। 
 4���� !�� :� #�� �����&  
  4�� ���#���  � #��।। 
 
 4������� �� 4" 1� 1�&, 
 4����� ����� �� �&��।। 
 4���� G��(��� z�  "� 

 !�: 1�& �����।। 
 
"� �� "��� �:��� 
��N�: 4��� ��� #�� ��।। 
 4���� 4�� "� ����� G���  

L���" /: "0� �।। 
 
�� �:�� 1�&�� 4���, 
  4����� ��� �, 
":�� ��� ��P#�� �����, 

�"�+@ ���� �। 
 
 4����� "��&  ��0 �, 
 4�� "�� ��@ �� ��।। 
�� !0�& ���, !� !� 

7�= /�: 1� ��P�( �।।  
 

("F�,  �� @ ��V�-��� 1��  �"��) 
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����� ��� ������� ��� ��    

 

(�P�(�) 
  
4����� * � 4"�N ����, 
���� ������ #���-"����, 
 4���� /�0 4�� "� �����।। 
����� ��X�0:� 4��� 4����, 

b � ���� ,��।। 
 
 4����� ��0:� ���� !0�, 
��0 ���,�� 4�P�( �0���।। 
���� ���T�: 4� /�0  "� 
  4"�� ��: 4  ����।। 
 
!������� ����;�� 

�/��� �:��� 
���� ��T�" ��j������ 

� �! ��<��=।। 
 
 4���� #:z� "�...��j��� 
 4#���& "�� L�� �����।। 
4���� 4���� #: !�:�&  
�0 /�  � ���।। 
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NEWS COMMENTARY 
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With the postponement of the forthcoming meeting of the Aid-to-Pakistan 

Consortium of World Bank begins a new phase in the international response to the 

genocidal war in Bangladesh-formerly the majority wing of Pakistan. The 

postponement is particularly significant because this is for the first time in the 86-day 

old war between the people of Bangladesh and the Pakistani military junta that the big 

aid-giving powers including USA and Britain have spoken in silent but real terms 

about their dislike of what is happening in the East. After all, the Consortium is not a 

charitable organisation. It grants interest-carrying loans only when it feels that the 

recipient country can guarantee the safety of both principal and interest. It does not 

require an expert to see that the genocidal war has made Pakistan totally bankrupt. 

Although the Newsweek has quoted a very low price for Pakistani rupees at the 

international money market, the reality is that Pakistani rupees is not saleable at all. 

Eye-witness reports from such open money markets as Beirut, Hong Kong and 
Bangkok indicate that buyers would not even touch Pakistani rupee let alone naming a 

price however low. Pakistan is trying to find a temporary relief by borrowing from 
rich Arab sheikhdoms. But they, too, are business men and are not likely to prove too 

eager to throw large amounts of gold down the one-way drains of Pakistan's 
dwindling economy. 

The World Bank team that visited Bangladesh last week quickly saw through the 

carefully fabricated veil of deception put up for them by Yahya's henchmen. 

According to its report, widespread famine is just round the corner in Bangladesh. 

Peter Cargil, Chairman of the World Bank Aid-Pakistan Consortium, has talked only 

about possible increased food, aid prior to his departure from Karachi. Through the 
diplomatic euphemisms of his comments it has become clear that the World Bank 

wants Pakistan to find a political solution of the problem in the East before further 
economic aid can be considered with seriousness, Almost simultaneously comes a 

similar statement from William Rogers, US Secretary of State, He, too, has stressed 
upon a political settlement of the war in Bangladesh for what he termed as lasting 

peace in the sub-continent. France, Canada and Japan- three other members of the Aid 
Pakistan club are presumably thinking on the same line, 
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Thus two clear-cut world opinions are polarizing fast on Bangladesh issue. The 

public opinion around the world, greatly molded by extensive press reporting, is 

clearly in favor of recognizing Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and his party as the sole legal 

and moral spokesman for the people of Bangladesh. They are convinced that after the 

genocidal war of the Army junta over the people of Bangladesh the very basis of 
Pakistan has now vanished and that the people of Bangladesh must be granted 

independence forthwith. They are genuinely worried about a serious threat to 
international peace in the area. 

The second opinion is that of Western governments. It has been rather slow in 

crystallizing, but is clearly bringing pressure now upon Yahya regime to seek political 

solution of the problem. If the lunatic generals are in a listening mood they are likely 

to be tempted by the proposal because it offers them sufficient room for political 

maneuvering without conceding anything. A Hurry of proposals and counter 

proposals would buy them sufficient time during which to make a yet another frantic 

effort to find money for footing the bill of the mad adventure-an adventure that aims 
at a total colonization of Bangladesh, at least for a few decades. It would be foolish to 

expect that a fascist army that undertakes and executes a mass extermination 
programme without any armed provocation whatsoever would agree willingly to a 

political settlement. 

If, as a repercussion, thousands of Muslims die in the communally vulnerable 

area; of India, Pakistani junta could not care less. All they want is a political 

advantage over India. Those Muslims of India who have been showing their 

allegiance to the Pakistan Junta and are finding it difficult even to sympathise with 

great misery perpetrated by the junta on the people of Bangladesh should note this 

point. They should also note the treatment that is being meted out to the refugees from 
India in various West Pakistan provinces, particularly in West Punjab. However, the 

Indian Prime Minister has more than once expressed her determination to counter the 
vicious Pakistani plot and ha: already taken measures against communal violence in 

India. 

The world must act now—not only in the interest of the captives and displaced o 

Bangladesh but also in its own interest. It must recognize the legitimate, popularly 

elected government of Bangladesh and arrange for the total withdrawal of the 

invading army of, Yahya. Only this can ensure a political stability in the region. 

............#�#�#�#�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\    

Western governments, although still inadequately, are showing signs of 
awakening l the gigantic refugee problem that Pakistani Army junta has inflicted with 

deliberation upon India. According to reports, Relief goods are pouring in daily in 
Calcutta. These are being distributed speedily among the suffering millions in the 

camps. The quantum of aid is expected to rise over the coming weeks. But this should 
not encourage too much hop in the sufferers inside and outside Bangladesh. The 
sympathy for the refugees m N international community may continue indefinitely, 
but, the aid pipeline is most certain to 
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dry up gradually before the end of the year. Naturally, one could not possibly expect 

the donor countries to go on bearing such a heavy burden indefinitely. So what 

happens in the end? The load again passes on to the hard-pressed economy of India. 

But can India absorb such a shock? No. 

Thus a permanent solution must be found immediately before the sub-continent 

develops into another bloody trouble spot of the world. The Pakistani junta seems to 

have been fairly successful in the propaganda field in its effort of diverting the world 

attention from the cause to the effect, from the criminal to the crime. The world seems 

to be more keen on arranging temporary relief for refugees who have crossed the 

border than on containing hordes of Yahya who were not only responsible for the 

crisis but are bent upon delaying the inevitable solution, namely, a free political 

climate, honorable and suitable for the refugees to go back eagerly to their homes. 

They cannot go back as long as the occupation army that murdered their dear ones 

and uprooted them with senseless brutality remain on the soil. The world must equally 

wake up to fate of the millions of captives who for various reasons failed to leave 
their country and are now desperately marking time in a state of terror. Deliberate 

destruction of food grains and food crops all over the occupied area has made an 
unprecedented famine a sure possibility. Because of the almost total disruption of the 

communication system, distribution of food-stocks that escaped destruction has 
become impossible. Already famine looms large over the districts like, Barisal, 

Patuakhali and Faridpur. Since Pak Army's carnage people have been subsisting on 
summer fruits before they could even ripen. By the end of May, all green mangoes, 

jack-fruits, bananas and whatever was humanly edible were exhausted. Price of rice 

shot up from Rupees forty a maund i.e. 80 pounds to Rs. 90 a maund. A match box 

costs 50 paisa. There is no salt, no sugar or tea. Nobody, rich and poor alike, has the 

money to buy anything. Pakistan Army soldiers and officers not only destroyed 

market places and food grain stocks but also robbed every household of cash money 

and gold. Overnight thousands of families were reduced to beggary. But there is none 

left rich enough to give them alms. 

This is the state of affairs that these lunatic generals of Pakistan are bent upon of 

continuing unless there is a superior power either to eliminate them or to force them 
to call off the mad adventure. The heavy casualty among the young officers has given 

rise to some dissension within Pakistan army. A coup d'etat cannot be ruled out. But 

the world cannot go on waiting silently for that to happen, nobody knows when…… 

 £  £  £  £ #���0#���0#���0#���0, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\    

A frightened Yahya has threatened war. The desperate man has now brought out 

his last card in the game of international deception and blackmail that he has been 

playing ever since he let loose his primitive hordes to massacre innocent human 

beings in Bangladesh. In an interview with a correspondent of the Financial Times of 

London he has threatened India with war if, as he liked to put it, India captured any 

part of East Pakistan. He even hinted that if he declares War on India he will not be 

alone-meaning 
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he will be backed by some other stale in his aggression. This is, indeed, yet another of 

the series of political blunders that he and his accomplices have been committing ever 

since March i, the day he dealt a lethal blow to the re-emergence of democracy in 

Pakistan and paved the way toward total disintegration 25 days later. Yahya's threat is 

an expression of extreme frustration that usually makes appearance prior to a nervous 
breakdown. This is, in reality, a public admission of the precarious War position in 

Bangladesh. He has now admitted that Pak Army, has lost positional control over vast 
areas of Bangladesh. 

According to reports from various fronts, Pakistan Army has been retreating in all 

sectors following massive inspired attacks by the Liberation Forces. In the western 

sector, Pak Army suffered particularly heavy casualties and almost whole of Kushtia 

district has been recaptured by Mukti Bahini. 

Observers believe that the significant setbacks suffered by the Pakistan Army in 

this sector has been mainly responsible for Yahya's threat of war on India. Naturally 

he is accusing India for territories that his occupation army lost to Mukti Bahini. How 

could he admit that his 'invincible' army has been putting up a pathetic show against 

the ill-equipped but superbly inspired youths of Bangladesh Liberation Forces? The 

pretending that his men were losing to mighty India is a desperate attempt at an 

artificial resuscitation of, at least, his own moral. But the world knows better. Scores 

of foreign journalists have toured the liberated areas of Bangladesh. They have also 

visited the camps of Mukli Bahini miles inside Bangladesh territory and talked with 

the commanders and commandos. 

Foreign Television networks shot films of Mukti Bahini operations from war 

fronts. Their reports would easily testify that Indians have nothing to do with the 

liberation war. As a matter of principle the war is being fought only by the dedicated 

citizens of Bangladesh. The cause of their spectacular success has been, not a grand-

scale fire power, but a supreme sense of dedication. They are fighting for the 

liberation of their motherland. Pakistan invaders, even though they bristle with 

armoury, will never match their spirit and moral armament. But Yahya and his 

accomplices are too drunk with their narcissistic madness to be able to recognize this. 

After all the war does not threaten the clique or their families. As thousands of dumb 

soldiers die thousands of miles away in the muddy, rain-soaked jungles of Bangladesh 

these officers enjoy the cool comforts of officers mess and company of international 

call-girls. Swiss banks are looking after the safety of their private fortunes-fortunes 

that they accumulated robbing Bangladesh and Pakistan for the coming rainy day. 
When the army rank and file discover their vicious motives and make things too hot-

they will have chartered Boeings to fly them with their families to the safety of Swiss 
villas. 

The darkly hint that Yahya will not be alone when he commits aggression against 

India shows that he has still remained the schoolboy bully he always was. Obviously 

he has forgotten that China never ventured outside her borders since Korea. Even the 

US-backed invasion of Laos could not stir her up. Whether she will come in direct 

military confrontation with India just to please Yahya's fascist junta is a question that 

is not too difficult to answer. On the other hand, India is no......to be frightened by the 
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desperate muscle-flexing of a militarily sterile-and deeply frightened gang leader such 

as Yahya. Moreover, Yahya's self-deceiving presumption that India is friendless once 

again points out his total back of political understanding. 

¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ 1;.1;.1;.1;., , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\    

With Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko's significant visit to New Delhi 
probably begins the decisive stage of the Bangladesh Liberation Struggle. The Soviet 

Government has reportedly given clear indications about its support for India if 
Islamabad military junta with American and Chinese approval chooses to declare war 

against India in its frantic and clearly suicidal effort to avert military defeat in ' 
Bangladesh in the hands of the Bangladesh Liberation Forces. This resolute stand of 

Soviet Government may well mean an end to Yahya's war cries as both Nixon and Lin 
Piao are not likely to risk a world war with unthinkable consequences just to save the 

ugly faces of Yahya and his accomplices. In other words, the possibility of Indo-

Islamabad military conflict has now become a great deal remoter than it seemed even 

a few days ago. And that means the failure of Yahya junta to internationalize the 

Bangladesh issue with a view to crushing the liberation struggle. 

Political observers believe that the Chinese, even the American stand on the issue 
might experience qualitative changes during the coining weeks-the weeks that are 

sure to 3ve crucial for the future of Bangladesh, West Pakistan and South East Asia. 
The Indian protest against American military and economic aid to Islamabad junta is 

certain have discernible effect on Nixon Administration. India has informed 
Washington that e considers such aid as hostile acts against India as Yahya's war 

threats were direct consequences of American support. The Indian denouncement is 

likely to have telling effects on American domestic politics. Nixon, by what now 

gradually appears to be a short-sighted policy, has alienated the largest democracy in 

the world but has gained-thing tangible yet from the Chinese front in return. While 

India is definitely moving .t of the sphere of American influence, China is still 

sounding no less belligerent so far U. S. Imperialism is concerned. Nixon is yet to not 

any concrete gain to prove to the voters that Peking has been floored and the threat of 

revolutionary communism has been eliminated to justify the sacrifice of U. S. 

influence over India that was cultivated with so much sweat after Indo-Chinese border 

clash in 1962, China in her own interest may not concede an ideological sell-out to 

USA just to gain an entry at the United Nations without which she has been doing not 

so badly so far. Finally, comes the cruel treatment of the people of Bangladesh by 

President Nixon. Despite comparatively poor publicity of the genocidal crimes of 
Yahya junta in the United States politically conscious people in general were shocked 

by the way Nixon lined up with the murderers. This proved an added burden over a 
conscience already badly bruised over Vietnam. In his desperate attempt at getting a 

hold over the Chinese plum Nixon did not have the time even to use- publicity media 
to create opinion in favor of the Pakistani fascists, Now if Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is 

murdered as has been threatened by Yahya regime when Nixon could easily secure 
his personal safety and release, that would mean really the point of no return '' him. 

With such a poor record Nixon would surely prove a very bad runner at the 1972 

presidential elections. 
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It is not that Nixon does not realize the mess he has got himself in during last few 

weeks. What then could be his strategy to avert his impending political disaster for the 

Republicans. His first move is likely to be to find a 'political solution' short of 

impendence for Bangladesh and get Sheikh Mujib to consent to it. As Yahya junta has 

made the scene too messy to make them presentable at a conference table one should 
not surprised to see the good old CIA back at its favorite game and pull off a coup 

d'etat by a group of so-called moderate generals. 

Field reports by American officials still staying in Bangladesh must have 

convinced him that, let alone victory a military defeat is imminent for the Pakistani 

army caught in Bangladesh. If Nixon succeeds in saving the surviving army personnel 

here Pakistan would still remain tied to US apron strings out of sheer gratitude. 

On the other hand, the Chinese stand on the issue no longer appears rigid. Peking 

radio has remained quiet over the issue for an unusually long time. The latest all-out 

American support for the Pakistani junta must have brought home to them the reality 

of Sino-Pak friendship based on nothing else but a common hatred against India. 

Despite all those arms and interest-free economic aid etc. Pakistan has always 

remained very much a baby of the White House. This is a reality that must taste rather 

unpalatable to the foreign Relation experts in Peking. Recently, discernible 

indications are there of a charged Chinese attitude toward India. Now with Indian 

disenchantment with American friendship may begin a newer phase in Indo-Chinese 

relationship because, until now, the major Chinese objection was against Indo-

American understanding. On this side, Indian political leaders of almost all the major 

parties including the ruling Congress Party are increasingly expressing opinions in 

favor of a serious review of the Indo-Chinese cold confrontation. All these new 

developments certainly encourage prediction of an international atmosphere favorable 
to the future of Bangladesh. With the series of spectacular successes of the Mukti 

Bahini on the battle field and their increasing might and capability to go soon for a 
positional warfare to liberate and hold the occupied areas of Bangladesh comes the 

possibility of the recognition of the Government of Bangladesh by more than one 
country. The month of August is sure to prove the most significant for the liberation 

struggle of Bangladesh. 

\  \  \  \  1;.1;.1;.1;., , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\    

I can't help repeating my fear once again. The question of the moment-Is Sheikh 

still .alive? Has he not been done away with by the maniacs before Yahya's sudden 

declaration of the date of trial with shortest possible notice-a notice of precisely 48 

hours? Why they hurry? Sheikh was not running away ! He was in their hands and far 

away from the; battlefield where defeat is engulfing the Pak army not too slowly and, 

quite steadily. There must be a greater reason behind the timing of the trial than a 

mere wish to show the .florid their kind of justice. 

Sheikh had been kept incommunicado since his arrest. Nobody other than his vile 

captors has seen him. Of course, Begum Sulaiman, daughter of late Shahid 
Suhrawardy and presently a quisling of the military junta, claimed in Dacca late lust 

May that she has 
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met Sheikh Mujibur Rahman at the military jail in Attock in her bid to make the lead 

agree to a so-called compromise formula devised by the killer generals. Apparent 

Sheikh has told her to mind her own business. Even if this story is true, it is more th 

seven weeks now that no one has visited Sheikh to be able to tell the world about the 

stat" of his physical and mental health. Only Yahya himself conceded to a foreign 
journalist sometime ago that Sheikh was keeping bad health because the food supplied 

by the army was proving disagreeable. 

There were also rumours that the leader was being subjected to inhuman torture r 

would not be surprised if it is true. It is a public fact that Yahya hated his guts. For a 

man almost totally devoid of civilized sensibilities fully trained by the British in 

colonial arrogance unarmed Sheikh's refusal to be browbeaten or to give in to army 

threat had consumed Yahya's brittle patience in no time. 

Let me refer to his speeches since the day he declared the postponement of the 

national assembly session after consulting Bhutto and ignoring totally the majority 

party leader. He accused Sheikh of his failing to come to a so-called "consensus" with 

Bhutto but forgot his manners totally in the anger. While he referred to the villain as 

Mr. Bhutto, Sheikh was being referred to as Mujib. For a man raised in British-style 

army mess such lapse of courtesy could not have been an oversight. It easily betrayed 

his total dislike of the personality. In his next speech on 6th of March in which he 

grudgingly agreed to call the national assembly session on March 25 he again insulted 

Sheikh in the same manner, in fact added a crude venom every time he pronounced 

the name. In his speech of March 26 we noticed the repetition of the bad manner once 

again. It was clear that nothing would please Yahya more than to see Sheikh dead. 

A deliberately leaked-out information alleging that Sheikh......had refused a 

defense counsel provided an added ground to the suspicion about a foul-play. Outside 

world did not have any contact with Sheikh. How could the refusal-to-defend story 

reach the world press unless with Yahya's collaboration? Doesn't this "refusal story'" 

come very handy if the so-called trial is meant to be cover-up for an already 

committed crime? Particularly when everybody knows that Sheikh would never have 

agreed to be tried by a foreign military court. The mystery has been further hardened 

by the reported transfer of Mrs. Mujibur Rahman to Karachi from Dacca where she 

was kept under house-arrest since last April along with her children. Is the family 

being liquidated as well? The fact is that no crime is impossible for these men from 

the pages of medieval tales of horror. 

That the junta has proceeded with the illegal trial despite worldwide 

condemnation including repeated concerns expressed by its mentor, the U. S. State 

Department gives more credence to the fear. If it turns out to be a fact, it would be 

proved that Yahya was taking the foreign press for a ride while his hangmen were 

putting the noose round Sheikh Mu jib's neck. It would be interesting to note Nixon's 

response to the crime. The pretext he has been putting forward so far to justify 

continuance of arms and economic aid to the junta was that the U. S. government 

could gain a leverage this way for what….a political accommodation over 

Bangladesh. As long as Sheikh lives and remains in captivity the pretext comes very 

handy as a cover-up device. But without him 
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Nixon would be in a quandary. He has miserably lost in the international power 

game as ' has only a ping pong ball to show to his voters in exchange of world's 

largest  democracy. Sheikh's death is certain to spell disaster for Nixon and, 

consequently, for his protégés in Islamabad. 

As for the people of Bangladesh-they will not rest until the murder has been 

avenged to their satisfaction. 

If by one chance in a thousand, Sheikh is still alive it would be for the world 
powers to stop this farce of a trial before it is too late. 

\_ \_ \_ \_ 1;.1;.1;.1;., , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\     

Reports from Islamabad suggest that Yahya has lost control of Tikka Khan. The 

maniacal murderer in Dacca has stopped just short of publicly declaring himself the 
supreme ruler of what Islamabad likes to believe its Eastern colony. Now Yahya is 

afraid of visiting Dacca. On the other side Tikka is scared of touring Islamabad for 

fear of sadden arrest. Yahya has for the second time put off his much-publicized tour 

of Occupied areas of Bangladesh-a place he did not dare to visit since he betrayed 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and the people of Bangladesh and fled from Dacca like a 

thief in the darkness of night. Two weeks ago he pompously asked a number of 

foreign journalists to f hang around if they wanted to accompany him in his tour of 

Dacca. Some of them must F still be hanging around but with tongues in their cheeks. 

Meanwhile, Tikka Khan was conspicuously absent from the meeting of so-called 
National Economic Council held in Islamabad sometime ago. 

It is also interesting to note that on August 14 Yahya, as a matter of routine, 

decorated Tikka with Hilal-e-Quaid-e-Azam. Yet, if the relations were good, he 

would: most certainly have been decorated with the highest award Hilal-e-Pakistan 

for [completing the historic task of destroying Pakistan. Of course, it is possible, that 

Yahya has kept the medal for himself. 

The rift between the gangsters apparently resulted over Tikka's total lack of 

(understanding of the world reaction to his crimes. He led Yahya into believing that 

the; situation was really normal in the East and that he could send any number of 

foreign journalists to see it for themselves. Perhaps he thought that the journalists 

could be ' bought over just like those hacks from West Pakistan by drinks and dinners 

in the army mess. Perhaps like those silly West Pakistanis (with the notable exception 

of Anthony Mascarenhas) they, too, would parrot his hand-cuts. Like an honest fool 

Yahya believed in him and sent the journalists who in due time exploded the lies of 

Tikka. This apparently annoyed Yahya who would have preferred to keep the 

journalists' out Particularly when the naked aggression against the people of 

Bangladesh could not be hidden with mere repairs of some badly damaged buildings 

of Dacca. 

He was hoping to get Tikka in Islamabad in order to punish him for the costly 

folly. But, then, Tikka got the smell of it through his personal friends in the junta and 

stayed 
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out. Now he could not euro less if Yahya's international position is made doubly 

ludicrous by his repeated failures to keep the schedule of Dacca tour. 

One thing is certain that the twin can no longer co-exist. Either Tikka goes or 

Yahya goes. Apparently, President Nixon would like to see both go leaving the power 

in the hands of other pro-American generals who might not find it so difficult to 

swallow some kind of an agreement with Sheikh Mujib. The President is clearly 

against Bangladesh independence but would be very happy to see a political solution 

within the framework of Pakistan-something that is, of course, totally unacceptable to 

the people of Bangladesh now. 
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According to latest reports Pakistani ambassadors to USA and UK have been 

called back. It is not known whether they have been sacked or are going to be put in 
the secretarial godown of Islamabad with some inconsequential assignments in 

corridors of the foreign office. Whatever happens to their fate-it is now clear that the 
gang must have been going nuts over the national and international mess they 

succeeded in creating out of almost nothing over last few months. 

The faults of Aga Hilaly-Yahya's man in Washington and Salman All, his 

henchman in Britain to warrant this hit in the stomach have been their failure to get 

even a single story published in the US and the British press in support of Yahya's 

crimes in Bangladesh. But, by Jove, didn't they try? It was indeed a difficult task for 
Salman Ali, or any other diplomat for that matter except the Americans, to get 

anything published in the British press with which the editors didn't agree. Poor 
Salman knew this and gave up futile efforts after some initial failures. But Hilaly, by 

nature, is a different kettle offish, He is such .a pest that the simple mono-syllables 
like "no" are rather insufficient to dampen his spirit. Moreover, he happened to be an 

East Pakistani domicile. Although he could not speak a word of the Bengali he 
bagged his ambassadorship from the Bengali quota. Being originally a refugee from 

Madras he could never be one of the family with the Punjabi coterie in the foreign 

office. He would have been set aside long long ago had it not been for that Bengali 

quota business. At a time when Yahya was busy committing genocide for sheer self-

survival he had indulged in frequenter and louder yap-yap in favor of the crimes even 

if it was only to prove that he wasn't a Bengali after all. He got himself TV spots and 

whined like a school-boy before the American viewers complaining that the American 

press never listens to him-never publishes his handouts. These were such pathetic 

shows that even the rustic tin-gods of Islamabad felt embarrassed. And the Punjabi 

coterie was just waiting for the chance to get rid of him. 

But would it be possible for their successors to score better marks? How could mi 

anyone defend such a revolting case anyway? After all, a measure of civilization still 

exists outside the borders of Pakistan and Lin Piao's China. There it is impossible to 

present a linen soaked in the blood of at least a million innocent lives as something 

snow white.... 
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The fate and real whereabouts of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman who voluntarily 

allowed himself to be arrested on March 25 still remains shrouded in mystery. 
Although some questionable characters like Begum Akhtar Suleiman claimed to have 

visited him in prison, there has been not a single conclusive proof to date to suggest 
that he is still alive surviving the wrath of the psychopathic murderer Tikka Khan on 

the night of his arrest. 

Contradictory reports deliberately leaked out by the sources close to the trigger-

happy junta kept the world guessing helplessly until this day. The lone and 

intrinsically negative response that came from the junta's secretariat was a crude 

attempt at criticizing United Nations' Secretary General for his publicly expressed 
concern for the safety of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. U Thant and other world 

personalities considered the trial, whose verdict had been already pronounced by the 
prosecutor-cum-judge-cum-;executioner Yahya in so many of his interviews with 

foreign press, as yet another disgrace to civilized norms and sensibilities. Despite 
American and Chinese hacking of the junta U Thant failed to remain quiet this lime 

contrasting with his shocking silence [during the first week of Pakistani genocide in 
Bangladesh-a silence that encouraged the-bloodthirsty generals to go for Sheikh's life 

so blatantly. The reply from Pakistani foreign office had the audacity to point out to 

the Secretary General that he had remained silent over British massacres in Northern 

Ireland. By this the Pakistanis tried to convey that they too are entitled to all the 

United Nations inaction over their crimes in Bangladesh. Its sounds like a murderer 

defending himself citing another murderer who got away with his crimes. The attitude 

thus revealed shows the level of shamelessness to which these criminals in general's 

uniform capable of stooping. 

Even greater an outrage is the fact that these children of Hitler and Marquis de 

Sade have so far been getting away with their criminal lunacies. Is the world so 
powerless to rid this planet of these ugly growths and make it a better place for human 

beings to live? Can the world powers, including China and USA, be so devoid of 

conscience, so blinded by petty national interests that they could go on playing either 

collaborators or silent onlookers of the crimes? Hasn't the Soviet Union a greater 

responsibility toward the people of Bangladesh and their undisputed leader than mere 

signing of treaties with third, fourth and fifth parties forgetting first party of the 

confrontation? 

Let us assume that the murderers have still kept Sheikh Mujib just alive. I say just 
because according to another report Sheikh has been tortured-a fact that was 

responsible for his collapse in the courtroom of the so-called trial. Now, defying 
world condemnation, if Yahya proceeds to execute the leader what do the world 

powers propose J do? Will they do anything more meaningful than just words? This is 

the question that has been dominating the thoughts of the observers of the gruesome 

tragedy. 

If the world thinks, just like the killers of Islamabad, that Sheikh's murder would 

cow the Bengali nation and solve the problem-it is indeed living in fool's paradise. 
Bangladesh is not Biafra or Congo-let us remind the great powers once again. The 

entire nation has been hit by an unjust and un-called for war by a vicious fanatical, 
feudalist and 
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fascistic military junta. We have paid a record price for our freedom. Now we are 

convinced that our only condition for survival is nothing short of total independence. 

And independence we shall win-by our own might. We do not ask the big powers to 

help Us or give us arms. AM we want is that these murderers do not get economic and 

arms aid. History has doomed them. 
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Keeping neatly quiet for 10 days the Pakistani Radio has come up with yet 
another blatant lie concerning the shame trial of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. It has 

claimed in its news broadcast of yesterday that Sheikh who, according to the same 
source, had earlier refused to defend himself in a court with no right to try him, has 

named a pane! of three lawyers to defend his case. The radio has also claimed that A. 
K. Brohi, one of the three lawyers allegedly chosen by Sheikh, has refused to take the 

brief for what the radio claims as his prior commitments. Unconsciously, the radio has 

forgotten to mention the names of other two lawyers. Or was it consciously? 

The news, which is the most despicable lie of the Pakistani junta since its 
handouts on its genocidal crimes in Bangladesh, has been tailored to suit the needs of 

the conspiracy to hoodwink world opinion that has been outraged by farce of the trial. 
This latest bit of fiction has been designed to counteract the earlier 'expose' that 

Sheikh has refused to defend himself. We are well aware of the attitude our leader is 
likely to take if confronted with the proposition of such a trial. Some in the junta 

know this as well and, hence, tried that way to convince the world that Sheikh was 
actually alive. That he has not been tortured or maimed by his sub-human captors to 

respond the way he would have responded in a normal state of affair. 

But the junta played one card too many. The world immediately doubted the 

move. It was seriously suspected that Sheikh has probably been murdered and this 
story about his refusal has been cooked to make the lie an all-military affair. The 

suspicion most probably pushed the army professional liars on duty off the track. 
Quickly they have come up with this new story a-bout Sheikh Mujib's defense choice. 

The story of Brohi's refusal to defend Sheikh also looks quite convincing. Brohi 

or, for that matter any other, would have to have it least three heads on shoulder to 

take up brief for Sheikh Mujib. Because he would most certainly be in dire trouble if 

he ventures to display professional honesty in his role of the counsel for defense. He 

might even be bumped off to mysterious death. Brohi would be the last man to come 

to Sheikh's rescue. Of course, he had also refused to be the counsel for the prosecution 

when the Ayub regime framed the so-called Agartala Conspiracy Case against Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman. This shows that he is much too clever a jockey to ride Yahya's lame 

horse. Assuming that Sheikh is still alive and the trial would be pushed through 
whether the world-frorn White House to Kremlin, from Secretary General U Thant to 

Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan-like it or not, Yahya junta will have to appoint a defense 
counsel at least to keep the books right. According to legal procedures, any case 

carrying the penalty of death the defendant 
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must be provided with a counsel-if necessary at slate's cost. Thus defense counsels 

there ' will be whether the defendant likes it or not. 

Political observers still find nothing tangible to suggest that Sheikh has not 

already been murdered. Even this latest lie about Sheikh's alleged choice of a defense 

panel does not prove that he is alive. The Pakistani Radio has mentioned other two 

lawyers who have presumably agreed to collaborate with the junta in this farce of a 

trial. The army W0uid use them to sign the papers suggesting a fair trial before the 

execution of Sheikh Muiibur Rahman. It is most likely that the army would not risk 

exposure by keeping them alive for long. That is the contradiction of politics by 

murder. You never can stop killing. 

The world must force the Pakistani junta to reveal the truth. If Sheikh is alive the 
world must force the junta to set him free. 
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The policy of murder and violence that the military rulers of Islamabad adopted 

to subdue the people of East Bengal has begun to boomerang. Abandoning the path of 

peaceful negotiation, the trigger-happy West Pakistani generals cracked down on the 

mild-mannered, cultured, and peace-loving East Bengalis. Why? Because the people 
had asserted their democratic right to run their province according to their wishes and 

end the decades-long colonial exploitation at the hands of West Pakistani military and 
bureaucratic rulers. The Military Governor of East Bengal, General Tikka Khan, had 

boasted that he would crush the people of Bangladesh in six days. Three months after 
the expiry of that date, the people are still far from being crushed. The war that the 

'valiant1 generals of Islamabad launched was not merely against armed rebels but the 
entire people of East Bengal. The atrocities committed against unarmed civilians—

men, women and children, are now known all over the world and the smoke screen 

raised by the military junta has been completely blown off. How millions of refugees 

have been driven away from their homes is also now a matter of common knowledge. 

However, repeated claims of normalcy in Bangladesh by Pakistani publicity media 

show that Islamabad still wants the world and especially the people of West Pakistan 

to be kept in the dark about the strong fight being put up by the Mukti Fauj. A West 

German State Minister Dr. Earnest Hcinsen and a British Labor M. P. Mr. John 

Storehouse, have been to some of the liberated areas. They say they were impressed 

by the activities of the freedom fighters there. For some time past, the freedom 

fighters have changed their tactics completely, The nature of engagements shows that 

they have become adept in the advanced techniques of guerilla warfare. They ambush 

the enemy and make raids at places of their choice. Bridges, culverts, railway lines 

and other strategic installations have been blown up on a large scale. The commanders 
are using artillery and mortars. The activities of the freedom fighters are by no means 

confined to the countryside. In recent days, there have been grenade attacks inside 
Dacca city. At least twenty raids on army camps and positions are being made daily in 

the city and its suburbs. Production in the Ghazipur Ordnance Factory near Dacca has 
again been suspended following damage caused by guerilla attacks. Water supply in 

Dacca has remained suspended for two days. The main power plant in Dacca was 
knocked out by insurgents a few days ago. There have been reports about the 

reimposition of curfew in the city. 

In Chittagong city and other areas of the district, flags of Bangladesh are again 

fluttering on housetops. There have been attacks in many other towns also. 

The expelled correspondent of the New York Times, Sydney Schonberg has 

reported that guerilla resistance appears to be widening and growing more effective. 

Mark Tally of 
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the B.B.C. recently reported that the Pakistan army was not in a position to post its 

personnel at all the would be strong-holds of freedom fighters and strategic bridges. 

In short, the army is feeling the punch strongly. Recent history has shown that an 

army, however powerful, cannot crush a whole people. The flame of freedom has 

been lighted in Bangladesh. The atrocities committed by the West Pakistani army 

have embittered the hearts of the East Bengal people. The freedom fighters are 

gaining in experience and strength and time is on their side. Well, violence was 

Islamabad's own choice. 
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Much is now known about the genocide carried out in East Bengal by the West 

Pakistan military rulers. They have made such a thorough job of it that if Hitler were 

to come to life, he would not find anything lacking in the methods of his modern 

disciples. The most conservative estimates put the number of those killed at a quarter 

million. Seven million East Bengalis have had to flee to India to save their lives and 

honor. Before the world today, the name of the military junta of Islamabad is mud. 

Yet, to hoodwink public opinion, the Pakistani militarists are issuing appeals to the 
refugees to return to East Bengal, claiming complete normalcy in the region. They 

have even opened reception centers for returning refugees. 

A correspondent of the British newspaper, The Sunday Times, recently visited 

one of 5: these camps and reported that its entire population was five stray dogs. 

During the past few weeks, Parliamentary delegations from Britain, Canada and 

Ireland have toured East Bengal. They all got the impression that an atmosphere of 

terror prevailed there. The Islamabad rulers seem to have learnt even more than mass 

murder "techniques from the book of the Nazis. Information trickling though, despite 

censorship, shows that East, Bengal has been turned into a police state. It is today a 

valley of fear, where a Gestapo  type inquisition is going on. To such government 
employees as are still attending offices, a questionnaire has been issued by the martial 

law authorities. One of the questions to be answered specifically is: Did you vole for 
the Awami League? 'Another, are you a Bengali? What great crimes! 

A graphic account of conditions in East Bengal has been given by a 

correspondent of the Los Angeles Time's Jack Foisie. Dacca, he says, is a city in 

which fear is the dominant emotion. There is ghostly emptiness in the streets at night. 

At dusk, the workers hurry to their homes or to the homes of kinsfolk if their walls are 

thicker and doors stronger. Says Foisie: "After a quickly eaten monotonous meal of 

rice and greens, and may be a bit of curried fish, the oil lamp is extinguished and the 

door is barred. There is the belief that a darkened house is less likely to receive a visit 
from the authorities." The cause of the fear, the correspondent says, is what several 

people, in furtive conversations, have described as the 'inquisition'. He adds, "In all 
nocturnal poundings of the door, the object appears to the same. Information about the 

whereabouts of rebels; the recruiting of informers, who do so to save their own skins; 
or the ravishing of their women; or just a visit for the pleasure of intimidating; or to 

collect payment to be left alone." He narrates 
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the story of an Bengali banker, who had to buy his safety and that of his family from 

military officers with a large sum. "Sometimes men are marched at gun point." Foisie 

writes, "leaving the women to wail. Some men don not return or are returned beaten." 

The so-called Peace Committees set up by the army authorities and the local 

militia raised by them are but another tool for terrorizing the people. Mark Tally of 

the B.B.C London Times says the local militia are mostly thugs, and glad of the 

opportunity to settle old scores. 
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Army repression in East Bengal resulting in the postponement of a return to 

democracy in Pakistan has finally started to have reverberations in West Pakistan 

itself, : no less a person than Mr. Bhutto. who has been considered the collaborator 

par excellence with the army. It should not be forgotten that the army and Mr. Bhutto 

acted in concert earlier this year to thwart effectively Pakistan's return to a democratic 

set up following the elections of December 1970… At that stage it was clear that the 

interests of the army and those represented by Mr. Bhutto had converged. Their joint 

aim was to deny the transfer of effective political power to the duly elected majority 

in Pakistan's National Assembly, namely the Awami League. The basic reasons 
behind this move were many, including the fear that with the Awami League in power 

the equation between East and West Pakistan will be radically altered. the army will 
lose its financial autonomy and the hate-India campaign on which Pakistan's ruling 

elite has thrived so far will collapse like a house of cards. Moreover, Mr. Bhutto with 
his well-known love for power, was not able to tolerate a situation in which he would 

be personally deprived of any significant share in the power structure of Pakistan. Mr 
Bhutto had probably pinned his hopes on the fact that with the Awami League out of 

the way one of two things would happen. Either, power would be transferred to his 

People's Party, the second largest party in the National Assembly, at the Centre, or, in 

the event of East Bengal continuing under martial low at least the four provinces in 

West Pakistan would have representative government restored to them. In this case 

his party would come to power in the two most populous provinces of the western 

wing, Punjab and Sind, As it turned out, all these calculations went away. General 

Yahya Khan refused to transfer power to the elected representatives in the western 

wing as long as, what he called, "normalcy' had not returned to East Bengal. Since 

there was no indications of return to such normalcy Mr. Bhutto felt his designs 

frustrated. Moreover, there were indications of increasing restiveness within his party 

as a result of this delay in the transfer of power. As a result of all this. Mr. Bhutto in 

his frustration tended to become more and more vocal in his demand for transfer of 

power, this becoming a source of embarrassment to the military regime. The 
honeymoon period apparently had come to an end. It was probably with this in mind 

that the regime sent him on a jaunt abroad, ostensibly to present Pakistan's case on 
Bangladesh. 

It is now reported that in an interview with an Iranian paper in Tahran. Mr. 

Bhutto has stated that there must be a political settlement in Pakistan and the Awami 

League, the  
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majority party, just play its party in this settlement. He has also demanded a speedy 

return to civilian rule. Mr. Bhutto. whose tour was organized by the military junta, 

was immediately called back to West Pakistan. His later meeting with Yahya indicate 

they are no longer seeing eye to eye. 
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The Asian', an international news weekly published from Hongkong covered the 
increased activities of the Liberation armed forces in the occupied areas of 

Bangladesh. 

The report captioned "Bangladesh fighters harass Pak army in renewal resistance" 

begins with a description of "Razakars:, the mercenaries raised by the invaders. It 

reads. "in the occupied areas of Bangladesh today, the chief operators in this murky 

field are the Razakars. Their name has lofty historic associations; it means, literally, 

"Servants of the king." In fact, the Razakar are paid agents of the Pakistani army. 

Their special operations are haphazard personal assaults. 

These hired hands of the Pakistani security forces have also set a standard fee for 

"aiding" the enemy are paid to repress. The charge for guiding Bengalis on their war 

to safety is three rupees (about 40 US cents) 

In such a field of twilight operations, where "protection" is an ambidextrous business, 
it is often unclear whose interest are really being served. It is, for example quite 

possible that Pakistan Army officers are content to ignore the devious aid that the 
Razakars give to fleeing refugees, reckoning that it can only add to the tide of 

confusion and panic. 

But two things can be said with certainty about these hirelings. First, money talks 

eloquently to them. Secondly, they can be very hasty and brutal.  

As the onslaught by our valiant armed forces mount into organized frontal offensive, 

these band of Razakars, when the occupation army has left to our mercy, willingly 

and/or unwilling come forward to our help. The Asian comments, the Razakars have 

been recruited from among the Biharis, these immigrants to Bangladesh whose arrival 

dates from the partition of India. As guerilla raids have increased, so have their 

activates. In addition to assisting refuges, some of them have been known to act as 

guides to the Mukti Bahini, the Liberation Army, during their forays against isolated 

outposts. 

There are signs now that the Pakistani army may be losing faith in the efficacy of the 

Razakars, who are evidently not living up to their unofficial designation of a "Home 

Guard." Some Bengalis among them have defected with their weapons, to the 

Bangladesh guerillas. It is known that training courses which were conducted for 

Razakar recruits on the playing fields of Dacca University have now been abandoned. 

The same mark the surrounds the movements of the Razakars envelopes large areas of 
the whole field of spasmodic conflict in Bangladesh. But some clear pointers are 

beginning to emerge now and they suggest that the Bangladesh forces are now more 
"battle-hardened" and rare ready to launch attacks on a far more impressive scale that 

hitherto. 
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"The Asian" commenting on the casualty rate of the Pakistan army, efficiency of 
the Mukti Bahini and fast organisation of our armed forces, says, "To judge from 

known casualty rates, the Mukti Bahini are already engaging in more than hit-and-run 

skirmishes. Between 20 and 30 wounded Pakistani soldiers are being brought in daily 

to Dacca Cantonment Hospital.  

Guerilla casualties, on the other hand, appear to be relatively light, possible 

because of the advantage they have in surprise. 

The Guerilla are meeting increased support in the villages they pass through. In 

some places, where the inhabitants previously asked the Mukti Bahini fighters to keep 

away, for fear of reprisals, the inhabitants now freely offer food and shelter. 

This, and reliable reports of better supplies of arms and ammunition, must lend 
weight to the forecasts that the Bangladesh forces are about to launch attacks over 

wider fronts in a much expanded scale of operations. 
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The Newspapers throughout the world are-still continuing to report about the 

atrocities of Yahya Khan's troops in Bangladesh. These atrocities are compelling more 

innocent civilians to cross the border and take shelter in India. The U. N. relief 

Commissioner accepts the figure of 9.5 million refugees but Yahya Khan for last 4 

months maintaining the figure of 2 million only. However, again, the General at the 

same time claims that huge number of refugees are returning every day, If that is so 

how does the figure remain static for 4 months? 

The Time Magazine of the United States writes on Oct. 25 "although Islamabad 

has ordered the military command to ease 'off on its repressive tactics, refugees are 
still trekking into India at the rate of about 30,000 a day, telling of villages burned, 

residents shot and prominent figures carried off and never heard from again". This 

means that approximately one million refugees are crossing the border every month 

and while Yahya Khan may maintain figure of 2 million for next 4 months also in 

reality there would be 4 more million refugees crossing the border before the end of 

February. 

On the atrocities of the occupation army the Financial Times writes on October 

26 "instead of the military regime's persistent denials, the Pakistan army and police 
continue to take reprisals against unarmed civilians living where the Bengali rebels 

operate, even within sight of residence of the new civilian Governor in the middle of 
Dacca, Martin Woollacott writes in the Guardian on Nov. 1, "the Pakistani regime in 

East Bengal, inspite of Islamabad's unholy and contemptible attempts to bring about a 

return to normalcy still rests on a foundation of violations and raw coercions. 

The success of Mukti Bahini also continues to dominate the world newspapers 
and magazines, The Newsweek magazine of the United States writes on Nov. 1 "since 

Yahya Khan launched extermination campaign last March against the insurgent 
Bangladesh State and forcing more than 9 million refugees to flee into India-the 

Bengali guerillas 
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have built up a force of 50 thousand men." Naturally, the Newsweek correspondent 

has been extremely conservative about the number of guerillas. It goes on to say: the 

guerillas have been highly successful in harassing Government troops, and many 

western analysts feel that the rebels success is likely to continue. Yahya does not have 

enough troops there now to curb the guerillas." 

The Guardian of London writes "recently the Mukti Bahini have struck several 

times in the very centre of Dacca-usually with bombs and on several occasions 

mounting conventional attacks". It further writes "in the Gopalganj area, south of 

Faridpur, where the Mukti Bahini are well established, they appeal to have a special 

political cadre which although armed, spends most of its time explaining to the 

peasantry what is happening in Dacca."  
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"Bengal guerillas step up number of assassinations and bombings" was the 

headline of the London Times of Nov. 9. It writes "the guerillas are trying to close 

down all higher educational institutions in East Bengal on the ground that they are 
controlled by Pakistan army". It further says, "the number of political assassinations 

have increased sharply in the last few days. Yesterday a rightwing politician 
appointed by the Pakistan Govt. to serve in the future provincial assembly was killed 

by sub-machinegun fire." That the Mukti Bahini are serving notices on the people 
who are collaborating with the occupation army and giving them enough time to 

rectify themselves are also evident in the report of the Times. It says, "the guerillas 
have threatened to kill all members of the peace committees, all officials appointed by 

the martial law authorities and anyone else actively cooperating with the occupation 

army." It further reports "the Bengali civil servants who have stayed at their jobs have 

generally been warned that they are under close observation by the guerillas and that 

more than token cooperation with the government will be punishable by 

assassination.11 About the heavy casualties that the occupation army is suffering, is 

also evident in the report of the Times. It says, "military morale is understood to have 

declined and the increasing number of army casualties have apparently made it 

impossible to continue a former policy of flying the bodies of officers back to West 

Pakistan for burial." 

......Current week's the Newsweek Magazines of United States also suggests that 

Pakistanis are fighting a losing battle. Yahya Khan is engaged in a unwinnable war. It 

says "Pakistan army has only the deepest notion of guerilla warfare. While the 

soldiers are close door on the border the Mukti Bahini seem to have the run of East 

Pakistan. The Government has attempted to combat the insurgent with Razakars, but 

the Razakars harm the government more than they help it." That the' effect of 

employing Razakars has become counterproductive and leads to alienate the people 

more in favor of the Mukti Bahini. The Newsweek says "these repressive tactics of 

Razakars when applied against the people have turned most Bengalis into Mukti 

Bahini's supporters". The senior Editor of the Newsweek Magazine Arnaud de 

Borchgrave asked the people whether they wanted 
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to remain pan of Pakistan or create a new state of Bangladesh, the reply was, he wriies 

ilmost all of them answered Bangladesh". The Magazine further confirms that all the 

people in Bangladesh are now more committed to an independent state than ever 

before. The senior Editor of the Magazine writes "Several people whispered to me 

"Bangladesh should be independent, all of us feel that way". 

The Magazine also mentions that the Pakistan army is losing grip over the 

situation. writes "what general Niazi, martial law administrator in East Pakistan does 

not seem to appreciate is the steady deterioration of internal security and the degree of 

organisation of Mukti Bahini. By last week the government had lost control of 25% of 

the police stations E. Pakistan." 

That the civil administrators of Yahya Khan are also cooperating with Mukti 
Bahini evident from this issue of the Newsweek Magazine of Nov. 15. It says "a 

number" of strict commissioners are tacitly cooperating with the guerillas and much 

of the areas north of Dacca itself is still under the outright control of the Mukti 

Bahini." With regard the organisation and efficiency of the Mukti 'Bahini the senior 

editor writes. "I personally was contacted by Mukti Bahini representative within 30 

minutes of checking to my hotel in Dacca despite tight police security," He further 

says, the rebels had established a disciplined network carefully organized into teams-

some assigned to collect taxes and organise Bank robberies, others designated as 

saboteurs, still others coldly ear-marked to be assassins." 

 

\� \� \� \� �/l��/l��/l��/l�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\    

The Newsweek Magazine of U.S. on Nov. 15 reveals that Yahya Khan and his 

generals are completely unaware of the realities in Bangladesh. His civil Governor 

also does not know of the factors that are prevailing in the minds of the people. It says 

"the harsh truths about Bengali resistance are being concealed not only from the civil 

Werner A. M. Malik but from President Yahya Khan himself." 

Lastly, the Magazine also confirms the atrocities that are being committed by 
Pakistan army even today. It reports, "a highly knowledgeable foreign observer 

accuses e soldiers of atrocities." The army recently surrounded the village of Demra 
where the Mukti Bahini had never been, raped all the women between 12 and 35 and 

shot all the en older than 12." 

It further writes, "only days' later Pakistani gunboats swept up the river Chalna 

eking fishing boats and shooting the fishermen as they swam for safety." But the 

agazine's senior editor rightly points out that the more repressive Pakistan's army is 

and e more atrocities they commit, the bolder the resistance will be from the people. It 
will only strengthen the power of resistance rather than subjugating the people. The 

Magazine rites, "all this accomplishes is to make the resistance in East Pakistan more 
extreme and 
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more dedicated than ever. The majority of people are already anxious to break away 

from Pakistan and the Pakistan army commanders are beginning to realize that they 

are trapped in an unsinkable guerilla war." 

"Yahya's shrinking alies" was the editorial headline of the Guardian of London 

on November 9. It mentions how Pakistan is gradually being isolated and Yahya 

Khan's closest friend China is now gradually withdrawing her support. The editorial 

says "events are running inexorable against Yahya Khan. The continuing American 

aid stopped dead yesterday and China most devoutly. .of allies has sent Yahya Khan's 

emissaries home from Peking with the softest of comradely cotton wool." With the 

American stoppage of arms supply to Pakistan, the editorial says "it leaves Yahya 

without western friends. The West Pakistan generals in short have come to an end of 

their path of bungling violence." Chinese cold behavior with Yahya Khan's 

representatives in Peking is also reflected when the editorial says "unease became 

manifest during the talks. There is no prospect of intervention by China against India 

if war breaks out. If war comes indeed Pakistan will be operatively alone, deserted 
and condemned." 

"Pakistan army still killing and looting-says refugees" was the headline of the 

Daily Telegraph, London. The Newspaper reports "it was at first thought that the 

wholly Muslim Pakistan army was concentrating its attacks on Hindu villages but 

officials regard the latest evidence as proved that the army is waging a straightforward 

campaign against any one thought to offer support to the idea of an Independent 

Bangladesh nation." 

\_ \_ \_ \_ �/l��/l��/l��/l�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\    

As the days go on the Mukti Bahini's offensives intensify more. "Wave of 

sabotage in East Bengal as border tension rises" was the headline of the London 
Times this week. It writes, "the most spectacular act of sabotage carried out by the 

guerillas was the sinking in Chittagong of a large oil tanker that was about to sail for 
Dacca, 7 of the crews were missing". The Newspaper's Dacca correspondent Malcolm 

Brown further says the guerillas have recently blown up patrol fuel supplies to 
hamper to Pakistan army, and have so far sank or damaged at least a dozen ships." He 

further writes, in the past 24 hours they have also assassinated a leading Dacca 
Lawyer in his room and set off three large bombs in a power station leaving Dacca 

and two towns nearby without electricity for most of the day. Lack of power 

yesterday caused a water shortage in Dacca. He goes on to say electric power in 

Dacca and elsewhere in East Pakistan has been progressively disrupted by sabotage to 

the point where there are half a dozen power outs every day. 

"Dacca Business Centre shaken by bomb blast" was the headline of Daily 
Telegraph of London on November 12. It says, a heavy explosion had shaken 

business centre of Dacca yesterday when a bomb exploded in a car a few yards from 
the entrance to the main post office. A reliable British eye-witness saw one man killed 

but later it was learnt 3 people were killed." About the morale of 6,000 West Pakistan 
Police who were brought m to East Pakistan in March is at a very low point, reports 

this Newspaper. It says "they 
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are beginning to show signs of severe strain. .several units have been confined to 

barracks for the past week." The correspondent of this paper further writes "I 

understand the police who came to Dacca to replace those members of the East 

Pakistani force who had defected to Bangladesh were told they would return home on 

September. As there is still no signs of relieve for the force, they are becoming 
increasingly truculent in their demands to be given a firm date when they will return 

to the West. 

That the troops out of their desperate situation continue to harass ship-keepers by 

demanding goods the reporter writes "I have also seen some West Pakistani soldiers 

in groups harassing shopkeeper. The behavior of the troops is certainly worse than it 

was two months ago." 

"Guerillas disrupting flow of Pakistan's raw jute" was the headline of Financial 

Times of Nov. 12. It says "guerrilla activities in East Pakistan appear to be having an 

impact in supplies of raw jute to the World's Spinning Industries. According to some 

shipping Companies there is a continual short of jute for lifting". From a report in 

London Goatfrey Brown, correspondent of the Financial Times writes "the 

uncertainties and delays in shipments are forcing jute spinners in Europe to mop up 

any unbought persons afloat. As a result prices for jute are tending to rise and have 

gone up by 7 to 10 pounds a ton in the last fortnight." 

\\\\¥¥¥¥    �/l��/l��/l��/l�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\    

"Guerillas took over large areas of East Pakistan" was another headline in the 

Daily Telegraph of London. It says "7 major regions of East Pakistan have been 

declared liberated zones by Bangladesh guerillas. Since an autumn offensive got 

under way two weeks ago the 'successes are more than even guerilla commanding 

officers had anticipated". 

The correspondent of the Newspaper gives the details about the liberated areas 

controlled by the Mukti Bahini. The correspondent travels 70 miles from the Indian 

border into the liberated areas of Bangladesh. It mentions Modhupur forest and the 

Sundarban forest to be the main guerilla bases of Bangladesh Mukti Bahini, The 

Newspaper says "apart from the main towns and the land routes between them the 

whole of Bangladesh excluding the north-west becomes guerilla held territory". The 

Razakars who are supposed to guard the ferry crossing bridges, administrative 

buildings and army camps are not proving much of a success. 

In another dispatch by Clare Hollingworth writes in the Daily Telegraph of 

London "Industry within 30 miles of Dacca was brought to a complete standstill after 

Bangladesh guerillas destroyed 3 out of 4 generators of the main power station on the 

outskirts of the city". 

In the dispatch "guerillas cut off Dacca Power Station" Clare Hollingsworth 

further writes, 3 explosions occurred inside the compound of the well-guarded power 
station at 
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Siddhirganj. They caused an immediate cut in electricity supplies even to emergency, 

clients such as the workers house, police and army barracks. She further writes, the 

most : serious result is that at least one thousand workers in jute mills and light 

industry in the Dacca region will be put out of work, where around 60% of the 

working population were already unemployed. 

The Times of London writes about the conditions that are now prevailing inside 

Bangladesh and the absolute failure of the Pakistan Government's attempt to 

administer the occupied areas. The law and order situation has gone completely out of 

hand. The West Pakistani soldiers and residents in Bangladesh are feeling insecure 

and the businessmen are taking away all their properties to West Pakistan. The Times 

of London writes "most West Pakistani residents of East Pakistan feels themselves 

dangerously threatened and many are finding some way to immigrate before it is too 

late." About the Mukti Bahini, it writes "the guerillas operate more or less at will, 

despite constant search by the army against suspected guerilla strongholds." It further 

writes, "military morale is understood to have declined. Police' morale has also 
suffered." The Newspaper further confirms that police and Razakars are joining the 

Mukti Bahini in a much larger way. It says "in June the Government sent over a force 
of West Pakistani police officers, and men to replace the defectors. The force was told 

that the assignment would be only for the duration of a brief emergency but they are 
still here and the emergency appears more serious than ever. 

 �  �  �  � �/l��/l��/l��/l�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\    

The occupation army of Yahya Khan has started to disintegrate. They are on the 

brink of collapse as they suffer heavier casualty's every day. The more they continue 

their atrocities and repression, the more support the Mukti Bahini enjoy from the 

common people. The fool, dull and the below-average soldier, Yahya Khan, has gone 

stark staring bankers. The Daily Express of London describes him on November 17 

"he is a thick-set, somewhat cumbersome man. It is to his great discredit that he has 

not visited Bangladesh since the crackdown began on March 25." It further goes on to 

say "he has relied for his information on reports from his commanders and one can 

only assume, that is why, both refugees and guerilla fighters have been dismissed by 
him as miscreants and Indian infiltrators," 

Ian Brodie, the Foreign Correspondent of the Daily Express further accuses 

Yahya Khan by saying "he has precipitated the crisis when the result of the Pakistan 

election, a big win for Sk. Mujib, did not suit him." He further writes about Yahya 

Khan, "Yahya Khan, the bull headed man seemingly somewhat bemused by the peril 

he has wrought". He further goes on to say "when General Yahya says he is just a 

simple soldier he should be taken at his word. With his hectoring manner he is better 

suited to be a sergeant-major than a General. 
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The Financial Times of November 16 reports Mrs. Indira Gandhi to have said to 

the Congress Party executive "Bangladesh has come to stay, (here is no power on 

earth which can alter this real position." 

"Mrs. Gandhi reported to have given ultimatum over Bangladesh" was the 

Headline of the Times of London on November 17. In this dispatch Peter Hazelhurst 

reports "Mrs Gandhi the Prime Minister had given the international community a 

time-limit of two weeks to resolve the crisis in Bangladesh." 

"Mrs. Gandhi sees tide turning" was the headline of Daily Telegraph of London 

on November 16. David Loshak, the New Delhi correspondent of the Newspaper 
writes "Mrs. Gandhi the Indian Prime Minister told parliament yesterday that the 

international tide was turning against Pakistan." 

That Pakistani troops in the occupied areas of Bangladesh are getting more 

desperate everyday is now confirmed by the report in the Daily Telegraph of London 

of November 17. "Pakistanis murdered Priests" was the headline. The correspondent 

writes "American Roman Catholic Priest Father William P. Evans was shot dead at 
the weekend, 17 miles south-west of Dacca. He had lived and worked in Pakistan for 

23 years" Clare Hollingsworth further writes "I was on my way to his Mission Church 
of Bukshnagar when he was murdered in a disputed area of no roads or telephone. 

The boatman he engaged to take him from Gola to the Mission described what 
happened to the Archbishop of Dacca who was staying at the Mission". The boatman 

told Clare Hollingworth "we were boating down the river when military guards 
ordered them to report to the local commanding officer as the boat was searched. 

Father Evans was questioned and allowed to return to the boat. But for some unknown 

reason they took Father and me out of the boat and forced us to sit in a ditch". 

Clare Hollingworth, the correspondent of the Daily Telegraph, further describes 
the most criminal and treacherous act of Pakistan army in killing Father Evans, the 

respected American Roman Catholic Priest in Bangladesh. She writes "although the 
commanding officer was satisfied about the identity of Father Evans the army began 

firing at close range." The boatman told the correspondent " I broke lose in fear of my 
life and they fired at me also a couple of time but missed. I later heard from another 

boatman in the neighbor that Father was shot dead and his body thrown into the 
river." 

 �  �  �  � �/l��/l��/l��/l�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\    

The report of massive attack of Mukti Bahini on the occupation army continue to 

bring tremendous success every day. They have now intensified their offensives from 

every corner and at every sector wherever the troops of Yahya Khan are existing. The 

world press in almost all the capitals report on the successes of the Mukti Bahini. 

"In Bengali guerillas Hamlet hope is high" was the headline in the New York 

Times 
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of United States. Malcolm Browne in this dispatch from Bangladesh writes "under the 

precepts of warfare laid down by such Asian strategists as Mao Se-tung, Bangladesh 

is a guerillas haven, with the terrain mostly on the side of the fighters of the Mukti 

Bahini". He further writes quoting the Mukti Bahini leader of the area saying "If you 

foreigners would send us the arms and ammunitions we need we could throw out the 
Pakistan army in 7 days. The correspondent further writes "traveling on a motor 

launch and a Shampan I was escorted to the hamlet which is south of Dacca by a 
guerilla guide. This guerilla I hamlet, in common with many rural communities in the 

deltaic flood plain of Bangladesh, is a good 20 miles from the nearest road or 
footpath. It is accessible only through a maiz of shallow canals clogged with water 

plains with innumerable positions for ambushing intruders." "Guerillas in liberated 
zones like this one feel completely secure from army operations and houses displayed 

Bangladesh posters and portraits of the imprisoned Bengali leaders Sk. Mujibur 

Rahman". The correspondent further appreciates the organisation of the Mukti Bahini 

by saying "when traveling with guerilla agent in Dacca and elsewhere, an elaborate 

system of signals and clandestine arrangements smoothed the way past any potential 

military obstacle. He further writes an exact knowledge of where won liberated zones 

ends and the other begins is important to everyone in Bangladesh. As a rule of thumb, 

foreign diplomats and military observers consider that about a quarter of the region is 

in the control of the guerillas who claim a force of at least 100,000 men. But even in 

the heart of army occupied territory Pakistani control is tenuous". 

Malcolm Browne further writes that the guerrilla commander told me "in 

common with all guerilla movements we captured our arms from the enemy". He 

further mentions "communications between guerilla districts are said to be rapid and 

reliable". During my visit a guerilla arrived from a distant zone carrying a plastic case 

sealed against the mud and rain and containing battle directives propaganda posters 

and copies of the mimeographed Mukti Bahini Newspaper. 

"Bangladesh forces take down in drive to gain control on vital communications 

link" were the headline of the Times of London on Nov. 18. It says, Bangladesh 
guerillas have captured the town of Darshana. The Mukti Bahini's aim in this sector 

seem to be to push further east to gain control of the main road link between the port 
of Chalna and districts in the north and the east. The Road is also vital for control of 

the important towns of Kushtia, Jessore and Khulna. 

John Stonehouse in a debate in the British Parliament on Nov. 18 again 

demanded of the British Government to recognize Bangladesh. In this debate in the 
House of Commons the former Cabinet Minister of the last Labor Government said 

the United Nations has through inactivity completely failed to do anything about the 
rape of Bangladesh and that some initiative must be taken to get Yahya Khan to call 

off the repression carried on by the army in East Bengal, to release Sk. Mujib and to 
allow the people of East Bengal to decide their own future. 
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He said "Awami League leaders who survived the carnage and escaped, declared 

the Independent State of Bangladesh and it is that state that we should recognize as 

having come into  existence." 

 ]  ]  ]  ] �/l��/l��/l��/l�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\    

 

The Mukti Bahini for the whole week have now been engaged in fierce fighting 

with occupation army in all sectors of Bangladesh. "Town is liberated by the 

Bangladesh -guerillas" was the headline in Morning Star of London on Nov. 23. It 

says "Bangladesh forces have liberated the town of Chougacha in the Jessore District 

of Bangladesh after a bitter battle with Yahya Khan's troops". It further quotes "after 

the capture of Chougacha, 14 miles north-west of Jessore town, Yahya Khan's army 
withdrew to the nearby town of Navaran from which they were launching counter 

attacks on the Bangladesh Mukti Bahini." It further says "the Mukti Bahini had also 
made advances over the weekend in Kushtia, Khulna and Jessore districts on the 

border with West Bengal and before capturing Chougacha it has taken Maheshpur 23 
miles north-west of Jessore town." The Newspaper further writes, "the Pakistan army 

suffered immense losses in men and tanks planes in the engagement with the cracked 
commandos of the Mukti Bahini in Jessore and Kushtia sectors. The commandos are 

pressing forward liberating more areas 3se two sectors." 

It goes further to confirm, "the Mukti Bahini had liberated Debhala a border town 

in khulna district after a grim and formidable battle:' The Bahini also captured 
Kaliganaj and were advancing in lands from there. The Newspaper further says "in 

kustia the Bahini is…..towards the towns of Jibannagar and Damurhuda under cover 
of own artillery established in liberated areas near the Indian border towns of Banpur 

and Gidi. Yahya's army was suffering heavy casualties and that the sound of shell fire 
Mukti Bahini's 25-pounder artillery could be heard in Krishnanagar more than 20 

from the battle scene. 

“Guerillas make major gains in Bangladesh" was the headline of the Daily 

Telegraph of Nov 23. David Loshak a correspondent of the Newspaper reporting from 

Delhi says “Bangladesh government guerillas make major advance against the 

Pakistani army in bangladesh. The guerillas were said to have met again in Khulna, 
Kushtia and Jessore districts and have taken the town of Chougacha". 

The Financial Times of London reports on Nov. 23 "the Mukti Bahini in a 

consorted offensive have overrun 10 Pakistani positions in different districts of 

Bangladesh from a in the south to Rangpur and Sylhet in the north. The guerillas 

have, inflicted casualties on the Pakistani troops at all the places where the fighting 

have been in progress since last Friday". It further says freedom fighters have 

liberated 14 villages spread over a wide areas in Kushtia and Jessore districts 

following a fierce battle which 
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"Bengali guerillas put on the pressure" was the headline of the Financial Times. 

In a dispatch by its correspondent from Karachi the Newspaper writes "Mukti Bahini 

guerillas continued to increase pressure on the military administration. … … …There 

has been a constant intensification of sabotage activities making the situation fluid 

and difficult despite the strict measures taken by the military regime over past few 
weeks to deter guerillas from escalating their activities". It further says, "the chosen 

targets of the guerillas include industrial establishments, disrupting communications 
and shooting peace Committee members cooperating with the government with the 

object of creating panic and paralyzing civic life and administration to the extent they 
have abandoned hope of a return to normal”. 

"Razakars help of Bangladesh forces" -was the headline of the Scotsman of Britain 

on Nov. 22. It says, the Razakars in Bangladesh are no more then headed group they 

used to be. They have found a new rule that make them acceptable at least partly to 

the guerillas. The Razakars employed by Pakistan army have reportedly been helping 
the guerillas lately with vital information about the army. The Razakars inform the 

rebel commando to leave or take defensive positions before Pakistani army plans to 
attack them. It further reports many recent successes of Mukti Bahini had been due to 

the information that had come primarily from the Razakars. The Razakars also 
provide the Mukti Bahini with protective cover. 

\£ \£ \£ \£ ��� l���� l���� l���� l�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\    

 

All over Britain and elsewhere Bangladesh residents are rejoicing at the news of 
India's recognition of Bangladesh Government as a sovereign Independent State. Ian 

Nrodie, special correspondent of Daily Express in a front page dispatch says "Sullen 
and silent villagers of Sudigh picked through rubble of their homes. ." 

John Pilger, chief international correspondent of Daily Mirror, which has a 
circulation of 15 million a day, was the first outsider to view result of what obviously 

has been the most efficient blitzkrieg since Israel's six-day war in 1967. One 

Bangladesh old man told Pilger "my friend you are too late, they have taken all our 

women and all our;' girls they have taken many of our young men too. Still we are 

glad you have come Joi Bangla". 

The ruffle feathers here and any other parts of the west caused by the Indian army's 

action in and around East Bengal appear to be giving way to an attempt to view the 
escalation of the fighting in some perspective. In a feature article, the Times of 

London said "it would be wrong to put the blame on India for following this realistic 
policy and putting power to the test. For 8 months the Pakistani 

government………….almost willfully turning aside from the political reality of the 
Eastern wing………..It further goes on to say "they cannot hope now to swing, 

international support to their side by representing themselves as innocent sufferers 

from unprovoked aggression. And if India have calculated that the cost in human 

suffering could be less from the limited action they  
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have undertaken no one can easily accuse them of gross misjudgment". The Times of 

London in the same article says, for the moment however the Pakistan government is 

being urged to acknowledge its impose and to make concession that will return real 

political power to the elected representatives of Bangladesh. 

On the continent, comments in France and West German Newspapers by and large 

suggest the same line. The Daily Telegraph of London writes. President Yahya's 
possible aim was to install a civilian government which would include Bengalis in the 

next few days in an attempt to outmaneuver India but it failed. 

The Times-of London on December 6 writes "as Pakistan has rejected all the 

warnings of such appeals as world leaders made, India believes she has no voice but 
to enforce a solution for Bangladesh". It further goes on to say given the brutality of 

Pakistan behavior in the East since March 25, given the suffering imposed on so many 

millions of refugees and given the strong backing in Bangladesh for provincial 

autonomy Pakistan enters the conflict at best with a weak and disreputable record. 

The Daily Telegraph of London suggested on Dec. 6, "the best thing that could 

happen on the circumstances would be an early Indian victory in Bangladesh so that 

India could neutralize Pakistani offensives in the West. 

Sir Alec Doglas Hume, British Foreign Secretary in a statement to the House of 

Commons refrained from making any value judgment on the Indian subcontinent. The 
leader of the opposition Mr. Harold Wilson associated himself with Sir Alec's attitude 

in not arriving at a snap judgment on the issues raised by the fighting. 

Mr. John Storehouse, the leader member of the Parliament and a former cabinet 

member congratulated Sir Alec for not supporting the U. N. resolution and declared 

that the world community was to be blamed for not recognizing the rights of the 75 

million people of Bangladesh. 

\\ \\ \\ \\ ��� l���� l���� l���� l�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\    

 

In a statement circulated through the East German News Agency ADN, the East 
German Government echoed the Soviet stand that the bloodshed in the Indian 

subcontinent should be halted immediately. The statement said "East Germany was 
and is not indifferent to the situation on the Indian subcontinent". It says "responsible 

governments interested in world peace had made several appeals to Pakistan to 

guarantee a peaceful settlement in Bangladesh. India also had made repeated 

proposals for a peaceful political settlement but Gen. Yahya Khan did not see any 

reason to it. 

In Paris, French Communist Party in a statement said "Pakistan's declaration of a 

state of war with India had created an extremely grave situation in Asia". The 
statement further said "the conflict had been triggered by the Yahya Khan's 

government's refusal to recognize the massive success of the Awami League in the 
last year's elections". 
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A commentator of the Communist Party newspaper L `Humanite said "It is 

of great significance not to lose sight of its root causes. En the course of over 8 

months it has been not an Indo-Pakistan conflict but a war unleashed in 

Bangladesh by the Pakistani military authorities '. 

The Times of London writes on December 7 "India has now affirmed the 

political end of the war in Bangladesh in the hope that doing so the military end 

will be reached sooner. No room is left for compromise, no protest from any 

quarter, no ceasefire resolution at the United Nations or observers interjected 

between the combatants will alter India's resolves." The Daily Telegraph of 

London says "given India's policies and the stage which had been reached on 

the ground in Bangladesh the decision had indeed become logical." 

The Guardian writes "Bangladesh born on blood and desperation will not go 

away now. Even if the international efforts for peace succeed Mrs. Gandhi's 

recognition of a Awami League government will still stand backed by 

substantial territorial control". The Reuter reports "Radio Moscow today 

accused China of lack of sincerity in current moves in the United Nations to 

find a peaceful solution to the Indo-Pakistan conflict". It further said "China 

was colluding with the imperialists in betraying the national liberation 

movements". 

The New York Times of Dec. 7 accused President Nixon of supporting 

Pakistan under the guise of neutrality in the Indo-Pakistan conflict. In all 

editorial it says "everything failed to condemn the repression in Bangladesh or 

to press for a genuine political settlement. The United States has now flatly 

charged India with major responsible for the resulting international conflict 

having waited months to suspend arms aid to Pakistan. The administration has 

now promptly suspended military aid to India. This is hardly ‘absolute 

neutrality The editorial further says "the United States efforts at the United 

Nations first in the Security Council and now in the General Assembly have 

been aimed at bringing about a simple cease-fire and withdrawal of forces". 

Urgent and desirable as such action surely is, it cannot be practically effective 

unless the United Nations and its leading members specially the United States 

are prepared at the same time to recognize and attempt to deal with the root 

cause of the problem with Pakistan. 

With regard to President Nixon's last desperate bid to save his face by saying 

that America would remain absolutely neutral in the South Asia conflict, the 

editorial further said "President Nixon's declaration of absolute neutrality in 

Indo-Pakistani conflict fails to conceal administration policies, which have in 

fact, been obviously biased in favor of the government of President Yahya 

Khan in Islamabad." 
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SHOCKING WESTERN APATHY: 

BANGLADESH NO BIAFRA OR INDONESIA 

Western popular response to the tragedy of Bangladesh has been very slow in 

warming up. The responsible press based at London, New York and Washington has 
pointed this out more than once with elements of bewilderment. However, the 

reaction to the cool reception, in the people of Bangladesh, has been quite sharp. 
Because we know (hat thousands of innocent’s lives could have been saved only if 

western people and governments could use their influence on the economically 
bankrupt regime of Yahya to stop its totally uncalled-for genocidal war on the people 

of Bangladesh. It was a better realization. We can't believe that twentieth century 
civilization could remain a silent spectator to an outrage that negated and demolished 

every one of its cherished norms. They hoped and waited. They hoped against hope 

and waited. Lingering days grew into long weeks. Weeks into months. But little 

happened except lip service. 

What could be the reason for such bewildering apathy? The World press is already 
calling the tragedy of Bangladesh as something than that of Vietnam. Yet where are 

those thousands of white radicals, students and peaceniks who can work themselves 
into frenzy over anything happening in South Africa or Vietnam? Why the militant 

Black Power movement and Women's Lib are silent? 

Yahya's genocidal war against Bangladesh is both racist and communal in 

character. Yet where are those vociferous crusaders against racism? The whole apathy 

tempts one believe that, despite the advances in technical civilization, the world has 

remained spiritually where it was during the ages of colonialism and slave trade. It is 

not divided into nationalities as we want to believe but into two distinct zones of 

whites and colored’s with the latter overwhelmingly outnumbering the former. White 

radicals suffer pangs of conscience only when whites set about the colored’s. But 

when colored’s commit genocide among themselves they close their rank and seem 

enjoy a common secret pleasure. White radical's conscience remains linen clean as 

long as the whites remain out of the bloody game. I do hope I am not wrong in my 

interpretation. 

There may be a second reason behind this apathy. Yahya regime, aided by some 

malevolently tendentious reporting of the tragedy by some irresponsible western 

journalists, has succeeded in convincing a section of the whites that Bangladesh 

 

* 7�����L�� 1��;�� "��� ��(� 
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liberation movement is actually a secessionist movement like that of Biafra and thus 

can meet no other end but defeat. One Western radio still insists on calling our 

liberation fighters separatist guerillas. Yahya's apologists also cite the example of 

Indonesia's Suharto who successfully removed the extremely popular nationalist 
leader Sukarno simply by decimating half a million alleged members of the PKI. 

Emphasizing that Yahya, too, would find pace and keep Pakistan together simply by 
decimating the Awami League and the Bengali intelligentsia. Just before the 

launching of the genocide Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto's Karachi weekly Combat hinted at 
these consequences with relish and with a view to warning the people of Bangladesh 

against demanding too much of autonomy through Six Points formula. 

Needless to say that all these beady-eyed fascists have been gazing through the 

wrong end of the political telescope. They failed to sec that the Bangladesh liberation 

struggle is not a secessionist movement and that the issues at stake are essentially 

different from those of Biafra or Indonesia. In Indonesia Suharto succeeded because 

he did not go for genocide and aimed only at the liquidation of the Communist Party 

which did not enjoy even a quarter of the popular support enjoyed by Awami League 

in Bangladesh. In Biafra, the issue was essentially tribal in nature and it was the revolt 

of a small minority against an overwhelming majority. That was armed to the teeth, 

and, as such, was doomed from the start. In Bangladesh, we have a clear cut case of 

liberation movement. Here the majority of the populations have decided to rise after 

23 years of brutal economic and political exploitation by the vested interests of West 

Pakistan aided by a fascist army. It was impossible for them to remain in a union 

where mutual trust and respect and not a common religion could be the only basis of 

unity. Added to this, remains the unique geographical and ethnical reality. 

The war is indeed a mad venture of the Army junta that still appear to be too pig-

headed to realize the extent or even the nature of their folly. It is a matter of great pity 

that the western world in general could also be a victim of the same myopia. 

\� \� \� \� #�#�#�#�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\    

UN PROVED IMPOTENT 

The failure of the United Nations to act against the genocidal war of Pakistan's 

military junta against the people of Bangladesh shocked world conscience more than 
anything else. The suffering millions waited in vain for Secretary General U Thant to 

Kit least to restrain the marauding hordes of the fascist junta from decimating 

innocent men, women and children who had little concern with politics except that 

they voted for Sheikh Mujibur Rahman in an election conducted by Yahya himself. 

The Indian delegation to United Nations tried his best to make U Thant take a positive 
step to make the Security Council wake up to the threat to peace not only in the sub-

continent but also in e of Asia. Yet nothing came out of it except U Thant's offer of 
humanitarian aid for distressed only if Yahya asked for it. But Yahya had no intention 

of bringing succour 
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to those whom he himself, with deliberation, has thrown into great misery. The 
Secretary General, however, remained fully informed of the carnage and genocide 

through one or two UN officials who were not evacuated during March. The shocking 

tale, however, forced him to make public his private sorrow and disgust. He termed 

the tragedy as one of the most horrifying in human history. 

Presently world pressure is mounting for UN intervention in Bangladesh, Leading 
British and American papers have called upon the Security Council to take up the 

matter with due urgency. Whether the Secretary General can stir up the council 
member sufficiently to call a meeting is something that we would not like to speculate 

upon at this moment. But with USA and Britain still sitting on the fence and Soviet 
Union too cautious to act hastily this may not be an easy matter for U Thant. 

Whether the UN tries to Jive up to its great expectations for the first time in its 

history or not, the people of Bangladesh and the freedom fighters would do better to 

rely upon nobody else but themselves for liberation. The history of the United Nations 

hardly encourage high hopes. It intervened several times in Africa but this or that big 

power rendered its efforts sterile. We only have to look toward Congo, South Africa 

or Rhodesia. There is a chance that UN intervention in Bangladesh would only 

confuse the issue further and add to the misery of the suffering millions unless big 

powers take direct interest in the inevitable independence of Bangladesh. 

As the sole and moral spokesman of the people of Bangladesh-Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman raised the issue of Bangladesh in March when U Thant ordered his personnel 
to withdraw from Bangladesh apprehending the massacre that followed. That should 

have provided him with sufficient grounds to make UN come to the rescue of the 

people of Bangladesh. 

But all that is old history now. A Sot of blood has since flown under the bridge. 74 

million Bengalees have survived the shock and are now regrouped and morally 

reinforced and all poised to shatter the myth of Pak Army's prowess once and for all. 

The ultimate victory is very much in view. All that is needed now is' total unity, and 

unflinching patience and courage. 

\_ \_ \_ \_ #�#�#�#�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\    

 

BRITISH PARLIAMENT DEBATES 

BANGLADESH 

Bangladesh has become once again a hot subject of debate in the British 

Parliament, thanks to that section of Labor MPs who had also acted at the very 

beginning of the carnage by demanding an immediate ceasefire. 120 Labor members 

of the parliament have emphatically demanded the recognition of Bangladesh 

government because, insist, that "with the widespread murder of civilians and 

atrocities on a massive scale, the 
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Pakistani Army forfeited all rights to rule East Bengal." In a motion tabled at the 
House of Commons they called for a meeting of Security Council to consider the 

threat to peace and contravention of the Genocide Convention. 

It was indeed a bold step particularly when one realizes that the Conservatives 

have the issue of Common Market at its disposal to get the mind of the British Public 
off any other world problem including the horror in East Bengal. Political observers 

believe that the British Government would stick to whatever policy toward the 
Pakistani genocide it has so far been following despite opposition pressure. Still the 

debate might help to make Sir Alec more cautious in accepting the promises of Yahya 
about a political settlement on their face value. If that happens then British economic 

aid to the Reactionary junta would be slow in coming and help the liberation 
movement however indirectly, however modestly. 

What the influential world politicians with conscience and human feelings could 

do now is to expose the treacherous nature of Yahya and the group of lunatic general 

backing him. Right from the day he usurped power while his ailing mentor Ayub 
Khan kept the politicians busy with a fake Round Table Conference in 1969, he 

continually played a game of unpardonable deception with the people of Pakistan, 
particularly with the people of East Bengal. He proved himself a successful actor. The 

whole country including the wily journalists were taken in by his put up show of 
naive simplicity and plain talk. He did not miss a single occasion to stick out his 

favorite antic "I'm a soldier-I talk straight and I mean business". Yet all along he was 
planning with his mentally sick associates what he thought the "Final Solution" to the 

demands for democracy in Pakistan and to autonomy for East Bengal. To hoodwink 

the world he went through the expensive paraphernalia of an election. It did not cost 

him anything but cost the taxpayer’s 8 crores of very hard-earned rupees. Foreigners 

thought that the whole thing could not possibly be a hoax because a poor country like 

Pakistan could not possibly afford to allow such an expensive election go waste. Well, 

they did not know much about Pakistani military madness. Nor did we. Thus the 

history's worst betrayal of the people, that remained also the decade's most well-

guarded secret, was given effect on the night of 25th of March. That Yahya and his 

associates are some of the most deceitful liars of this century was further proved from 

the lame explanation he put forward in defense of his genocidal war on Bangladesh. 

On March 26 in his broadcast he said that he had no choice but to act the way he did 

because the Awami League has been trying to run a parallel government during 

March and because Pakistani flag and Mr. Jinnah's picture were torn and army 
personnel were insulted by the public. His henchmen could not think fast enough to 

put forward the Awami League plot of revolt in Dacca and Chittagong and 
consequent arrest of Yahya and his generals-an excuse that was extended about a 

month later for the world press. His recent speeches show that he likes the latter story 
and considers it suitable for convincing foreign governments. 

The fact is that his lies are as clear as daylight now. He has proved himself a 

lowdown conspirator, and an unrepenting murderer. Despite his boasts about soldier 

ship 
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he and his henchmen generals are a disgrace to the uniforms they wear. It is only 

a matter of time before the Army proves itself a traitor even to the people of West 

Pakistan. Yahya has already used an over-clever, greedy and over-ambitious Bhutto in 

his conspiracy against the people of East Bengal. The playboy politician has now been 

pushed into oblivion. But the junta has a more vicious role for him in view as soon as 
they can finish with the problem in the East. 

Thus, any promise coming from such a confirmed liar and a traitor as. Yahya 

should cut no ice with Western governments that sincerely wish to see a people's rule 

in East Bengal which has now evolved into an irreversible People's Republic of 

Bangladesh. A political settlement can be possible only if the conditions put forward 

by Syed Nazrul Islam, Acting President, People's Republic of Bangladesh, in his radio 

broadcast of 6th June are accepted unconditionally: 

These are - 

a) Release Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and all political prisoners. 

b) Total withdrawal of all Pakistani soldiers from the soil of Bangladesh. 

c) Recognition of the Government of Bangladesh. 

d) Compensation for the economic exploitation of East Bengal since 1947 and 

indemnities for the war losses imposed on Bangladesh since March 25.  

 �  �  �  � #�#�#�#�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\    

MORE US ARMS FOR KILLING BENGALEES: 

AAPSO FAILS TO UNDERSTAND BANGLADESH 

The U. S. Government's concern for the victims of Pakistani genocidal war on the 
people of Bangladesh that has already taken a toll of about one million innocent lives 

came under suspicions once again with some fresh shipment of military hardware for 
Pakistan. Despite the pledge given by the State Department to the Congress about the 

stoppage of all military aid to Pakistan after March 25, two Pakistani freighters sailed 

from New York with deadly equipment. The licenses were issued, as has been 

admitted by the State Department official, on March 31 and April 6. He said that the 

government decision of March 26 to stop arms shipment look several days to be put 

into effect. 

Whether such an excuse of common lapse can be accepted as genuine has been 
questioned by a personality no less than that of Senator Stuart Symington. He said: 

the fact that these shipments have gone forward indicated that the State Department 
either did not know what was going on or misled the Congress." Senator Edward 

Kennedy n already challenged the U. S. government about the truthfulness of its 

promises. Meanwhile comes the news that a third ship has also sailed for Pakistan 

carrying & probably war goods. The incident that has shocked the world along with 

the entire U.S. 
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public is sure to rock Secretary of State, William Rogers, if not the White House 
itself. We in Bangladesh wonder if the existence of a pro-Pakistan cell within the 

State Department is possible-a cell that cleverly manipulated the movement of files to 

create technical delays necessary for the Pakistani freighters to load and sail before 

the government decision is officially effected. Is it also possible that the Pakistani 

military-junta bribed some key officials to obtain clearance for their deadly cargo that 

is sure to be used in the genocide of Bengalese? It would be for the Secretary of State 

to probe into the matter and eliminate the cell if it really exists. 

The least the U. S. government could do now to prove its sincerity is to intercept 

the ships on the high seas and seize the cargo. There is no time to be lost. Pakistani 
killers are clever enough to transfer the cargo to ships flying different flags to evade 

any action. 

Another sad episode appears-this time from the mid-eastern front. The Afro-Asian 

Peoples Solidarity Organisation that held its 10th session in Damascus this week, 

failed to find enough sympathy for the million dead and over 5 million refugees of 

Bangladesh caused by the Pakistani fascist junta. Being forced by the unrelenting 

pressure of the Indian delegate a brief resolution was passed that expresses least 

amount of sympathy possible for the victims of the tragedy. Kabir Ahmed, a 

representative from Bangladesh, was allowed to be present at the sessions, but was 

not allowed to speak. Why the Arab countries who dominated the scene failed to find 

sufficient grounds to condemn history's worst crimes against humanity perpetrated by 

the Pakistani military junta appears like a paradox. The debate on the issue proved 

shockingly controversial and it was clear that the representatives of Libya, Syria, 

UAR and Nigeria were too prejudiced by the official religion of Pakistan to pay much 
attention to the crimes committed in its name. Nigeria of course, could not support the 

cause of Bangladesh because it itself committed a similar crime in suppressing its 
minority population of Blafra. Libya is a mediaeval monarchy with little concern for 

democratic principles. Since the death of Nasser, UAR has fast moved towards 
rightist fanaticism. It is quite significant that, contrary to the altitudes displayed by the 

reactionary Arab Governments, Yassir Arafat, the leader of Palestinian Guerrilla 
Organisation Al Fattah has expressed his unreserved solidarity with the people of 

Bangladesh struggling for freedom against some of the most detestable criminals of 

history. It is a matter of great regret that the Afro-Asian People's Solidarity 

Organisation has found enough grounds to express its solidarity with these criminals 

instead of 75 million people struggling for independence and democratic rights. This 

very act of the Arab States delivers a terrible blow to the fundamental principles of 

Afro-Asian People's Solidarity Organisation. 

� � � � @ @ @ @ � � � � #���0#���0#���0#���0, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\    

 

EMERGENCE OF SECULARISM 

One of the most significant resultants of the liberation struggle now being waged in 

Bangladesh against an army that is sick with communalism has been the emergence of 
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secularism. For the first lime in known history-Moslems and Hindus faced a common 
enemy without a trace of internal dissension. Both suffered equally and both are now 

resolved to destroy the enemy once and for all so that they would be able to live in a 

free land where social relations particularly the relation between religious 

communities would be founded on a totally new economic base that would guarantee 

inter-community peace. 

The emergence of secularism that has now been irreversibly consolidated actually 

found a popular base during the Language Movement of 1952. This is probably the 
only movement that has been almost exclusively interested by students and later 

nourished by the intelligentsia. 

The communal riots that occurred in East Bengal were almost always provoked by 

the ruling clique with the aid of a section of non-Bengali refugees. These refugees, 

being bitter victims of the partition always proved willing collaborators in the hope of 

expropriating the property belonging to minority community if they could be forced to 

leave for India, In the communal frenzy of 1950 a section of Bengali Muslims were 

also tempted by the then Muslim League into believing in similar material gains. 

The main grievance that the Muslim community put forward to build a case for 
Pakistan in Bengal was the economic dominance of the Hindu community. After 

partition the situation reversed abruptly in East Bengal but the vested interests 
continued to use the old bogey for their own ends. The Kashmir issue proved very 

handy for a time. 

Then came the beginning of the great awakening, Soon Bengali Moslems began to 

recognize the real forces of economic exploitation that were tightening their grip on 

the rich soil of East Bengal. Soon after the creation of Pakistan the blue-print for 

transforming East Bengal into a virtual colony had been drawn up by the vicious 

military-capitalist-bureaucratic entente based in West Pakistan. The first onslaught 

came through the embargo over Bengali language. The aim was that if Urdu could be 

imposed on the people as the only State Language the cultural, political and economic 

dominance would automatically pass to the 3 per cent of the population whose mother 

tongue happened to be Urdu. Bengalees smothered the design successfully. But 

communalism still remained a lever in the hands of the ruling clique, After 1952, East 

Bengalees felt the need for a sane, normal relationship with neighboring India. This 

frightened the rulers because anti-Indian jingoism had helped them so much in their 
political deception and economic exploitation of the people. They made a desperate 

attempt at reviving communalism in East Bengal in 1964 in the wake of the 
communal disturbances that took place in India over that missing prophet's heir from 

a shrine in Kashmir. This time the division was clear. One side, aided by the military 
regime of Ayub Khan, those non-Bengalis were all set to create a bloodbath. 

Opposing them came out the entire Bengali Moslem community led by the 
intelligentsia. Newspapers came out with 8-column banners urging people to counter 

the vicious design, For the first time in history Moslems died trying to save Hindus 
from murderous knives. The outcome was spectacular. The riot was quelled 
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This popular inclination for secularism frightened the regime that desperately 
looked for yet another way to revive the old scourge. The Indo-Pak war over Kashmir 

that came only a year later was a direct outcome of this policy, A section of the 

intellectuals were bought over by the regime to rouse popular frenzy against India. 

But the people were not at all convinced about the necessity of a war over a piece of 

land that they have never seen. Shastri Government's decision to not to attack East 

Bengal reinforced the justification further. 

The credit for this steady growth of secularism in a people that only 23 years ago 
thought in terms of nothing else but religion should particularly go to the popular 

political parties. The Awami League initiated the march of sanity when the party 
decided to introduce joint electorate system for Pakistan and dropped the word 

"Muslim" from its nomenclature. This also quickly won over a large section of the 

minority community for its membership. Other left parties also steadfastly held on to 

secular political concept. During the election campaign of 1970 rightist parties with 

clear backing of Yahya regime and foreign reactionary forces tried to revive 

communalism. They were thoroughly beaten, 

One might ask-can there be a revival of communalism once Bangladesh becomes a 

free country with a Muslim majority? The answer is no because through the liberation 

struggle most of the built-in economic antagonisms of the society are being 

eliminated. A new beginning would be made where ability and need would be the 

only criteria of economic distribution. Neither religious denominations nor the social 

set up that existed prior to March 25 would have any relevance to the processes of the 

new state. 

� � � � #���0#���0#���0#���0, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

BRITISH DELEGATION SLATES YAHYA, TIKKA  

The British Parliamentary delegation that visited the occupied areas of Bangladesh 

last week has not only overcome the traditional British passion for understatements 

but has come out with a clear indictment against the law of jungle that has been 

introduced by Pakistan's military regime over the land of Bangladesh. Arthur 

Bottomly, a former Labor Minister, and the leader of the delegation tried his best to 

remain dispassionate despite the signs of horror that he and his fellow members 

witnessed during their army-conducted tour of certain areas of the occupied zone. 

While in India, although his teammate conservative M, P. Toby Jessel emphatically 

denounced Yahya regime for the genocide he and his army committed against the 

unarmed people of Bangladesh. Mr. Bottomly remained satisfied with somewhat non-

committal euphemisms. But as soon as he reached London he woke up at least 

partially to the great responsibility that he and his team had laid on them. He did not 
mince words. He said: "President Yahya's administration had totally failed in 

Bangladesh." He further said, "this is clear, we are convinced of it," Mr. Isonomy in a 
statement on behalf of the team put Tikka Khan, the 
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executioner of lakhs of Bengali men, women and children, on the dock. He said 

that "Tikka Khun has no understanding of the economic and social aspects of 

the situation. His army not only committed atrocities hut it is continuing to do 

so." The team also found Yahya an arrogant power drunk man when he turned 

down (he team's request to let them meet Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. Yahya 

apparently denounced Sheikh as a criminal. Thus the architect of the murder of 

a million unarmed men, women and children, denounces the unchallenged 

leader of 75 million people and a men who till the moment he was arrested 

believed in democratic principles and civilized codes of behavior. This indeed 

is a irony of history. 

Toby Jessel, the conservative M.P. has now become, after what he saw in 

Bangladesh with his own eyes, a forthright champion of the cause of the people 

of Bangladesh. He is likely to strengthen the hands of that tireless sympathizer 

of Bangladesh tragedy Labor M. P. John Stonehouse. As soon as the team 

reached London Airport Mr. Jessel told newsmen that refugees would not go 

back home until they are asked to do so by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman himself. 

Labor M. P. Reginald Prentice, another member of the team said in reply to 

a question (hat in 99 cases out of a hundred he would be against using 

economic aid as a lever. But in the present case of Pakistan it was justified. 

Now it would be for the delegation to force a hearing of their report in the 

Parliament. They must do everything in their power to force the British 

Government to wake up lo its responsibility as the former splitter of the sub-

continent. The split is no longer working. A new balance of power must be 

found. If Bengali Muslims had the right to vote into Pakistan, they also have 

the right to vote out of it. It is for Britain to see that this right is not denied by a 

junta of mad generals. Britain must not only stop all economic and military aid 

to Pakistan but should also see that the state of Bangladeshis guaranteed of its 

independence. 

8888    @ @ @ @ \£ \£ \£ \£ #���0#���0#���0#���0, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

AWAM1 LEAGUE OPTS FOR MILITARY SOLUTION 

Over 300 elected representatives of the Awami League met somewhere in 

Bangladesh early this week to discuss the future course of the Liberation 

Struggle that has entered a crucial and most probably, the decisive stage this 

week. The members met and the discussions were not open to journalists. All 

the members apparently resolved to fight for a military solution of the problem. 

It was decided to carry on the liberation war with new revolutionary zeal and 

annihilate on me soil of Bangladesh all invading soldiers from Pakistan. The 

entire machinery of the Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh 

would now be fully geared toward this end. 

With this decision comes to an end all speculations about a so-called 

political solution of the problem. A political solution always meant nothing else 

but a political understanding or rapprochement with Yahya regime-a regime 

that has already taken a 
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million Bengalee lives and has rendered millions and millions rootless, 

homeless and jobless. The very suggestion of any such so-called understanding 

within the framework, of Pakistan should have appeared totally repugnant not 

only to the freedom loving Bengalees but also to the radical sympathizers 

around the world. But many a genuine well wisher of the people of Bangladesh 

kept asking for a handshake with the killers with the hope that this might bring 

to an end further massacres of innocent people. Luckily Yahya and this 

arrogant brutes cared little about world opinion. Yahya has certainly helped the 

liberation movement with his arrogant broadcast of June 28. That made the 

situation crystal clear. The only solution to the problem is a military rout of the 

invading army and the rout must be carried out by no foreign power but by the 

Bengalees themselves. What the sympathetic foreign governments can do now 

is to stop all aid to Pakistan and extend all moral and material support to 

Bangladesh. 

The world, particularly the people of Bangladesh were shocked to hear 

about the continued arms aid from USA to the killer junta. Many Bengalese 

thought this might help to defeat the Liberation Forces. One must not lose a 

second to point out that the arms are not going to make much of a difference to 

the victorious assaults of the Liberation army. As it is, Pakistan has enough 

arms in stock to run this war for another year. What do you think they were 

doing with the lion's share of national budget keeping the country underfed for 

last two decades? They were piling up arms. In addition, Chinese arms pipeline 

is always loaded. The American arms on top of this only shows Pak junta's 

nervousness. But they haven't enough of one thing that would not be, supplied 

either by China or by America and that is manpower willing to die seeking 

victory not for themselves but for the callous murderers. Pakistan's total 

number of men in arms would not exceed 250 thousand. Of this lot, the junta 

can deploy no more than 100,000 in to die in Bangladesh because the rest 

would be needed for the protection of West Pakistan borders. Of the 70,000 

odd already sent to Bangladesh over 30,000 are either dead or badly wounded. 

The families of the casualties are not receiving even the insurance money that 

they are entitled to in the event of a war. The killer regime was clever enough 

not to declare its bloody adventure in the East as a war. This has caused so 

much unrest among the affected that processions demanding compensation 

from the bankrupt regime have started to come out in West Pakistan towns. 

This unrest has a built-in mechanism to grow and grow as casualties mount and 

mount in Bangladesh. On the other hand, Mukti Bahini has an unlimited source 

of manpower. Today the volunteers who have dedicated themselves to the 

Liberation struggle would number over 300,000. And the Mukti Bahini has 

only to give a call-there would be a million young fighters ready to die for their 

motherland. Thus, not only Pakistan cannot run this war long enough without 

destroying itself economically but militarily, too, it is doomed to defeat. 

There is only one way to hasten this inevitable conclusion and that is by 

providing the Mukti Bahini with heavier arms and aircraft. The People's 

Republic of Bangladesh must find these. These are not impossible to get. 
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\  \  \  \  @ @ @ @             #���0#���0#���0#���0, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

NOT ‘SEPARATISM’: A WAR OF LIBERATION 

A section of the world seems to be in the habit of referring to the struggle for 

emancipation of the people of Bangladesh as a 'secessionist or a separatist movement'. 

This indeed builds an impression similar to that of the separatist movements of the 

French-speaking people of Canada or the Flemish-speaking people of Belgium. This 

also builds an image about the future-a future similar to that of Katanga of Congo or, 
lately, of Biafra. General readers have little time to go through the pros and cons of 

the upheaval to discover that the movement in Bangladesh is significantly distinct 
from any of the upsurges mentioned earlier. Although the sympathy for the plight of 

the people of Bangladesh following the genocidal war launched by Pakistan against 
them is universal, few of the newspapers, especially those of USA, take the trouble to 

explain the significant difference and to emphasize that in the case of Bangladesh the 
end is bound to be nothing else but victory unlike Katanga or Biafra. Part of this vital 

discrepancy is due to the comparative ignorance of the correspondents themselves 

about the real nature of the movement. But to a great extent it is a deliberate attempt 

at downgrading the liberation movement-an attempt that is being constantly made by 

these forces who want to preserve the political status quo in the subcontinent for their 

own ends. 

Perhaps time is here to explain to the world once again, in clearest possible terms, 
the radical distinction that exists between the national liberation struggle now being 

waged by the people of Bangladesh against a foreign army and a secessionist or 
separatist movement. Pakistan came into being because various nationalities of the 

sub-continent belonging to the religion of Islam chose to avoid the overwhelming 
economic and political domination of the Hindu majority. At the Lahore meet of the 

Muslim League in 1940 they agreed to work for the achievement of Pakistan on the 

condition that each region coining within the new state would be granted sovereignty 

and total economic and political autonomy. The historic Lahore Resolutions promised 

to ensure such a loose federation. This shows that the then Muslim League, 

recognized the ethnical, cultural and linguistic differences that existed among the 

nationalities that lived in various parts of this vast sub-continent inspite of the fact that 

they followed the same religion. What the Muslim League strived for was to create a 

new state where a lasting unity would be achieved among the various nationalities of 

the union through an equitable and rational distribution of economic resources and 

political power. In fact, the very future of the new state depended entirely on the 

realisation of this fundamental premise-a premise that was to be founded on mutual 

trust and respect-a premise that did not exist in 1947 when the state of Pakistan came 

into being. 

In the ecstasy of the freedom from colonial rule after two hundred grueling years 

few of the Moslems in partitioned Bengal had the time to examine the real nature of 
the power transfer. Quietly the British colonial government left the reins of power to 

those who would serve their interest best in the sub-continent. We found a group of 
capitalists, 
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bureaucrats and army officers who, in general, had played anti-independence, anti-
people role during the entire freedom movement firmly placed in the seats of power, 

Almost overnight these anti-people products of British Raj, who served the Raj so 

well, transformed themselves into defenders of the new state, defenders of its integrity 

and religion-integrity and religion as they interpreted them. Needless to say, their 

interpretations were tailored to help the preservation of their stranglehold on the new 

state's economy, and polity. They had no intention of striving for that cherished 

foundation of the artificial union. I call the union artificial because a mere common 

religion can never be the basis of international unity. Because, then there would have 

been no need for so many Arab states or the need of such a high boundary wall 

between Pakistan and Afghanistan both of whom have Islam as their state religion. An 

equitable distribution of economic resources and political power in Pakistan would 

have meant the emergence of a truly democratic state something that this capitalist-

bureaucratic-military entente dreaded most. 

Thus began the sordid story of one of the most brutal colonial exploitations in 

history. The large geographical distance between the two regions came to the 

advantage of the clique. On top the general apathy of the people of West Pakistan 

toward politics proved an added advantage. Fascist repression helped to perpetuate the 

shameless exploitation of East Bengal until a time came when the Bengalees cried 

out-enough. The clique, under the leadership of a fascist military junta, knew from the 

beginning that their exploitation of the people of East Bengal could not go on 

unchallenged forever and ever. Keeping this in view they kept strict surveillance on 

the armed forces so that the percentage of Bengalees in the forces never exceeded 10 

per cent or so. And this way they thought they had ruled out any possibility of an 

armed rebellion. But history has surprised them. 

The rest of the story is too familiar to repeat here. It has gone into the blackest 
phase of human history. Pakistan was born divided and the clique that captured power 

and still holding on to it never made an attempt to find a basis of unity with the 
Bengali nation in the east. It is only the natural patience of this nation that helped to 

linger the doomed union for 23 long years. 

That the people of Bangladesh are racially, culturally and linguistically different 

from other nationalities of West Pakistan has been amply proved by the genocidal war 

that has been unleashed by the Pakistani junta. They have massacred innocent men, 

women and children. Indiscriminate rape of Bengali women and other indignities 

inflicted on them are so barbaric and inhuman in nature that only Hitler's racists 
madness could be compared with this. Such atrocities could never be inflicted on a 

nation by the members of the same nation or race whatever the degree of madness or 
megalomania. 

Secession or separatism is essentially intra-national in nature. A section of one 
nation rises to secede from the rest seeking to safeguard its regional interests. But 

when a nation seeks to break out of an artificial union-a union that in essence is 
comparable to a  
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colonial empire, it clearly becomes a case of national liberation struggle. A case of 
struggle for freedom from colonialism. Human history is replete with many, many 

such instances. The United States of America, China or the Soviet Union-all have go 

through this unavoidable and irreversible stage of national liberation from foreign 

domination. Today if the same slates oppose or even play the part of a silent onlooker 

they become guilty of betrayal of the same cause that they once cherished-a cause for 

which they laid down lives by millions. 

\¡ \¡ \¡ \¡ #���0#���0#���0#���0, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

CAUSES OF ARAB APATHY TOWARD BANGLADESH 

When misfortunes come they come in battalions-so goes the proverb a la 

Shakespeare. But never could one think that nature would pick the people of 
Bangladesh to make the proverb come true even if it is only for once in a century. No 

human being with a heart in the right place would ever want such grisly extermination 
campaign to take place in a Country that was still groggy' from century's worst 

cyclonic calamity that claimed not less than two million lives only a few months ago. 

But it did happen and to rub it in further came that inexplicable international apathy-

particularly from governments of super powers who could do so much to stop this 

mad, heinous crime of the Pakistani junta against the civilization as a whole. As if that 

was not enough. Soon the Bengalees heard that some Arab government are finding it 

difficult even to express some sympathy for the disgraced humanity in Bangladesh let 

alone condemning the beastly crimes of the killer junta. Such a shocking antipathy 

caused in them more heartache than Nixon administration's open collusion with the 

murderers because, dating from Suez Crisis. Bengalees never missed an opportunity 

to stand behind the Arabs in their hour of need despite the fact that all the Pakistani 

regimes followed a dubious policy that actually supported the imperialist plot against 

Arab freedom. This was never forgotten by President Nasser as long as he was alive. 

Every time he had a visitor from Pakistan he would point out the sofa on which the 
then Pakistani foreign minister sat just before he went to London to intimate the 

support of his regime for British aggression in the wake of Egyptian nationalization of 
the Suez Canal. But things have changed radically since the disappearance of Nasser. 

We'll come back to that later. 

I must put the facts vis-a-vis Arab response to Bangladesh freedom movement in 

their correct perspectives. Things are not really all black for us there. We must clearly 
recognize who are really giving tacit approval to Pakistani crimes and who are not. 

Saudi Arab government has been the first to come to Pakistan's aid. She was followed 

by other medieval monarchies of the desert land. We must not hasten to condemn 

these governments outright because we must try to understand why, for what interest 

would (hey approve of such a horrible massacre of a people-an overwhelming 

majority of whom are devout Moslems. Their reaction to Pakistani appeal for support 

was somewhat natural. Being thoroughly feudal in outlook these monarchies have 

little concern or love 
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for the democratic aspirations of the common masses. Common masses in these 
countries live in a state of serfdom and suffer perhaps one of world's wretched 

existences. What appealed to these governments is the clever religious overture of the 

Pakistani junta. As there were few Bengalees around to point out the facts, the 

Pakistani regime had a free field and made these monarchies believe that Islam was in 

danger in Bengal and that its Moslem population were fast becoming non-Moslems 

and were trying to join a Hindu dominated India. So Pakistan had, as it made them 

believe, no choice but to launch a 'Jehad" and safeguard Islam in East Bengal. It was a 

pill that came easy and the monarchs being totally ignorant about East Bengal 

swallowed it no less easily. Obviously there was none to point out that these self-

styled defenders of Islam were not only the usurpers of political power in Pakistan, 

but themselves led a life that was in total contradiction with the tenets of Quran and 

Sunnah. There was none also to tell them that Pakistani army was actually butchering 

devout Moslems by their thousands and were destroying places of worship for no 

other reason hut in its attempt to crush Bengali nation's will to bring to an end the 
brutal economic and political exploitation of the West Pakistani military-bureaucratic-

capitalist entente. Saudi newspapers that published pro-Pakistan articles by 
correspondents who had never been within even a thousand miles of Bangladesh and 

were totally fed with Yahya's press releases. That explains the monarchist attitude. 
But why the standard bearers of Arab socialism have gone against the people of 

Bangladesh who stood by them through thick and thin? They too have nothing to gain 
by approving the Pakistani butchery. What then has gone wrong with their proclaimed 

solidarity with the peoples of the world striving for national liberation? As I was 

saying earlier, something has gone radically wrong with Arab socialism since the 

demise of Nasser. UAR is clearly shifting to the night-toward reaction. This 

contention can be supported by citing the systematic suppression by Sadat 

government of moderate socialists and simultaneous concessions for the fascist 

Moslem Brotherhood, an Egyptian counterpart of Pakistan's Jamat-i-Islami, a vicious 

sect that was ruthlessly suppressed by Nasser himself. The trend is very much same in 

countries like Syria and Lebanon where Egypt has great influence. Thus, the attitude 

of the non-monarchist Arab governments is, in essence, similar to that of the 

monarchists because they, too, have been blinded by the Pakistani hoax in the name of 

Islam. 

But, even in this darkly atmosphere of ignorance and bigotry, comes a shaft of 

light from the direction of those freedom fighter of the Arab world who are now 
simultaneously confronting two enemies-Israel from without and the monarchist 

governments from within. The Palestinian commando organizations like AI Fattah 
and EPLP who are now locked in a grim battle in Jordan against Hussain's troops that 

also include Pakistani soldiers have expressed their solidarity with the freedom 
fighters of Bangladesh. The similarity of the plight of the people of Bangladesh and 

Palestine, if could be explained to the Arab people, I'm positive that entire Arab world 
would come to know about the Pakistani crime and would unequivocally express their 

solidarity with the people of Bangladesh. 
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\_ \_ \_ \_ #���0#���0#���0#���0, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

NIXON GOES TO PEKING AS BANGLADESH BLEEDS 

So the cat is out of the bag at last. China is not really 'East1 and the U.S.A is not 

really "West'-The twain can meet. President Nixon's decision to visit Peking at latter's 

invitation is probably a happening that is much more significant that many of us are 

able to visualise at the moment. Until the genocidal war on the people of Bangladesh 

who could have thought that such a meeting was possible before the end of this 

century? 

Those virulent Peking radio broadcasts against Yankee imperialism still ring in the 
ear making eyes blink in disbelief. Thus, Peking has come forward to disprove its own 

so loudly drummed thesis that the contradiction between the highest stage of 
capitalism that was termed by Lenin as imperialism and revolutionary socialism is 

irreconcilable. Now the fact that President Nixon, probably the most rightist US 
President ever, has actually been invited by Peking hierarchy perhaps indicates that 

Peking's Neo-socialism and brutal US imperialism cannot only coexist but a lot 

greater intimacy is very much possible. There is little doubt now that Chou en Lai's 

China will be admitted in the United Nations at the first available opportunity. The 

immediate casualty of the union would be Chiang's Formosa. But in the long run the 

real victim is likely to be Soviet Union. 

After Formosa only country that is likely to be extremely concerned about this 

Sino-American wedlock is the People's Republic of Bangladesh. As more facts 

emerge into light it is becoming increasingly clear that Pakistani junta played an 

important role in bringing about this hitherto unthinkable marriage. Both the parties 

were apparently ready to be bedfellows for quite a few months but there had to be a 

third party enjoying the confidence of both to crack the 23-year old ice Pakistani 
regime looked quite suitable. A common sickening obsession about India led China 

and Pakistan to believe that they were good friend and that they had a lot in common. 
On the other had, since its inception,. Pakistan played second fiddle to American 

foreign policy and actively collaborated with imperialist plots around the world. One 
should never forget Pakistan's betrayal of Arab cause during Suez Crisis. Pakistan 

agreed to do the match-making but demanded in return Chinese and American support 
for its grisly murder plan against the people of Bangladesh. As it has been proved 

later, Pakistan was promised a so-called "noninterference" in her crimes. Thus, 
probably knowing fully well that these would be used to massacre innocent people of 

Bangladesh, China went on supplying huge quantities of small and medium weight 

arms and ammunition. She even devised a 3-man mini-tank suitable for use in small 

towns of sub-tropical Bangladesh. These were the tanks that were used in the 

demolition-cum-massacre operation in Dacca, Chittagong, Narayanganj, Khulna, 

Jessore and Comilla. On the other hand, there are reasons to believe that the Nixon 

Administration, particularly the Central Intelligence Agency, knew well in advance of 

the massacre plan of the Pakistani military junta. What delayed the public admission 

of White House that U.S.A. was continuing arms aid to Pakistan despite State 
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Department's pledge to the contrary to the Congress was nothing else but a mounting 
public opinion against the Pakistani genocide. Pakistan could not find a single 

newspaper in the whole of the United States, nor a TV or Radio network to invent 

some excuse for I its gruesome crimes in Bangladesh. One must note that Nixon's 

adviser Dr. Kissinger was allowed to come to Pakistan to make his secret trip to meet 

the Chinese leaders only after I White House announced that Nixon Administration 

intends to continue arms and economic aid to Pakistan. It was a kind of blackmail to 

which Nixon perhaps submitted unwillingly. He would have preferred the traditional 

U. S. method of doing things i. e. do everything say nothing. But such a silence was 

proving crucial for Yahya and his gang of murderers in the power tussle within the 

army. But admitting the offence publicly Nixon has been forced to give the political 

advantage to the Democrats in the coming elections. But he has also calculated the 

gains. If he manages to bring about a lasting friendship with China that would help 

withdrawal of U. S. troops from Indo-China without really losing political control 

over it he stands a good chance of neutralizing the Democrats. 

Thus China and America have got a date for themselves at the expense of a million 

lives in Bangladesh and 6 million Bengali refugees in India. Such a callous 

manoueuvre in political opportunism would surely help to write some of the darkest 

pages of human history. China a self-proclaimed defender of the rights of suffering 

humanity condoned the crime clearly for a political advantage in its global strategy 

against the Soviet Union. USA, the standard bearer of history's most vicious 

imperialism, in this joint effort at undercutting the Soviet Union, seeks even greater 

political domination of the world. China is yet to become a super power but the Soviet 

Union is already one. This is a very clever way of undermining its influence. As 

things stand now, there is no likelihood of a Chinese display of similar political 

accommodation for the Russians. 

But what is going to happen to us? Are we the people or Bangladesh to be doomed 

in the cause of Sino-American friendship? However, political observers are more 
inclined to believe that Sino-American honeymoon may in the long run mean better 

days for Bangladesh. The new understanding may result in the softening of Chinese 
attitude toward India. Moreover, now that the main purpose has been realized it is 

unlikely that the marriage partners would continue to go out of their way to please the 

marriage broker. The solution of the Bangladesh problem i. e. total independence 

could be hastened only if the Soviet Union begin to take greater active interest. 

Now a question to ponder. Has Washington become more socialist or Peking more 
capitalist? 

 ¡  ¡  ¡  ¡ #���0#���0#���0#���0, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\    

YAHYA PREPARES TO MURDER SHEIKH 

We the people of Bangladesh are now shock-proof. Naturally, thus, we were not 

startled to hear about Yahya's determination to murder Sheikh Mujibur Rahman after 
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going through the minimal paraphernalia of a trial by military Court. Nobody 
expected a more civilized behavior from these morbid fascists. They have more than 

established by now that they are not only totally devoid of those human values that 

constitute the line of demarcation between animals and human beings but are too 

drunk with arrogance to recognize even their own impending doom. Now that they 

have totally failed to deceive the world about the crimes they have committed against 

humanity in Bangladesh they have given up pretending altogether. Their naked 

designs-so obnoxious to civilized sensibilities-are now being publicized through its 

publicity media. That they are making the civilized world shudder in disgust matters 

little to them. 

Fairplay and magnanimity are words unknown to the dictionary of cowards. It 

would be only foolish to expect any civilized treatment of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

from such confirmed cowards as Yahya and his conspiring Generals. The Sheikh, if 

he wanted, could have escaped in time. But being a brave democrat and a man with 

supreme faith in civilized codes of behavior considered the idea distasteful. But he 

was clever enough not to put all the eggs in the same basket and had ordered his party 

men to seek shelter outside the domain of the Pakistani Army in case they go berserk. 

The Army came, surrounded his house and opened fire around the midnight of March 

25. Sheikh a man of great moral power, came out on the balcony and asked the Army 

Officer to arrest him and stop that shooting nonsense. This gesture was regarded by 

that towering coward Tikka Khan as a great victory. Tikka Khan who is totally devoid 

of almost all the human characteristics would have loved to put his prize captive to 

death had it not been for Yahya-who wanted to play around with the gallant leader of 

75 million Bengalees a little longer. He did not trust trigger-happy Tikka. Sheikh was 

soon transferred to a military prison in West Pakistan. As the massacre continued in 

Bangladesh Sheikh was being coerced to sign a so-called "agreement" that meant a 

virtual political sell-out of the people of Bangladesh. Naturally, alcohol and power 

drunk Yahya did not know the stuff Sheikh was made of. Despite menacing threats 

coupled with physical torture Sheikh successfully resisted the nefarious move and 

held on to the trust reposed in him by 75 million freedom-hungry people of 

Bangladesh. Consequently came the threat of his trial by military court. The way 

some of world's biggest powers are appeasing the Pakistani fascists, it is not unlikely 

that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman will be murdered and the world will have the memory of 
yet another great patriot like Patrice Lumumba on its conscience. And the murderers 

will not end there. Sheikh's family now living under house arrest in Dacca's 
Dhanmondi Residential area may not be spared either. 

One might wonder about the role that the U. N. might play in this regard. 

Lumumba died under its very nose in the hands of Katanga fascists led by Moise 

Tshombe. But the U. N. did play a role there. It's the then Secretary General Dag 

Hammarskjold gave his life trying to find a solution. U Thant before he retires could 

at least impress upon the members of the Security Council about the grave threat to 

international peace that is hiding in any possible murder of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

Indications are there that the U. N. is stirring up about Bangladesh-particularly after 

Yahya's lunatic threat of war against India. But there are influential coteries within U. 
N. who might like to avoid the real 
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responsibility by simply devising some form of cushioning pad between India and 
Pakistan should they decide to clash suddenly. Avoiding the real issue-the issue of 

Bangladesh freedom-has been the U. N. role so far. But it is also clear that it wants to 

avoid an Indo-Pak showdown over Bangladesh. It is time it realizes that-not India-but 

Pakistan would force a flare-up as soon as it realizes that it can no longer hold out in 

Bangladesh. It has been paying a heavy price in men and money to retain a semblance 

of control over Urban Bangladesh. But the Liberation Forces are making even that 

existence rather miserable by stepped-up offensive. Desperately Yahya sought 

Chinese help and persuaded China to commit interference in Bangladesh's affair by 

supplying 200 odd Chinese experts who are to prop up the tottering strategy and 

logistics of the Pakistan Army. Presence of Chinese troops on Bangladesh soil has 

pushed the area a step further toward the bloodbath dreaded by political observers. 

Time is certainly here for the U. N. to do something about it and not by sending so-

called 'observers' to inspect India-Bangladesh border. Only way to halt this slide 

toward a bigger disaster is by forcing the illegal and immoral Pakistani government to 
leave the soil of Bangladesh. 

As for ourselves: we shall retaliate on the battlefield. Let us remind Yahya about 

the fate that the murderer of Lumumba had in store for himself. Tshombe not only lost 

his Katanga-but himself died rather ingloriously when lots of hot bullets flew through 

his guts. Yahya's end will be no more glorious. 

 �  �  �  � @ @ @ @  ¥  ¥  ¥  ¥ #���0#���0#���0#���0, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

INDIAN MOSLEMS MISLED 

There are unmistakable indications that a section of Indian Moslems are finding it 

difficult to sympathies with the suffering millions of Bangladesh. They seem to be 

more inclined to have faith in the lies that are being spread by saboteurs, spies and 
agents-provocateur planted in their midst by the Pakistani military junta. Our Calcutta 

correspondent reports that, clandestinely published leaflets in Urdu carrying vicious 
lies against the people of Bangladesh are being distributed by Pakistani agents. Most 

unnerving of all is the report that these leaflets are not only being quoted in a section 
of Indian Urdu press but some irresponsible editors feel roused enough to publish 

lurid accounts of imaginary massacres of Urdu-speaking refugees by Bengali 
nationalists during the month of March-just before the genocidal war of Yahya. These 

dispatches' claim that lakhs of 'Beharis' were massacred in Dacca, Chiuagong, Khulna 
and other areas in the wake of the non-violent movement launched by Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman on 1st of March. They also claim that if Yahya did not start the counter 

massacre of Bengali population the entire Urdu-speaking population would have been 

wiped out. 

What a convenient apology for Yahya's mass murder in Bangladesh and it 
coincides so well with a claim of word-to-word similarity put out by the military 

regime when .its earlier claims of equally fantastic nature failed to dupe the world. 
The travesty of truth in these malicious reports is so perfect that it is too embarrassing 

to make even an attempt at a reply. But a reply must be given. 
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During the 25 days that followed Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib's call for peaceful, 
non-violent non-cooperation movement not single case of non-Bengali death was 

reported from any place in Bangladesh. Only some West Pakistanis who were 

escaping from Dacca with substantial wealth in cash and gold were intercepted by 

student volunteers Although the army provoked them by opening fire, killing and 

wounding them, there has not been a single case of West Pakistani death either. 

Finding the atmosphere rather tense Bangabandhu himself had ordered the students to 

withdraw. 

Unfortunately, a section of short sighted refugee non-Bengalees in Bangladesh 

always joined hands with the West Pakistani clique against the political and economic 
interests of the Bangladesh. It was indeed this section that collaborated fully with 

Yahya's murderers since they were let loose on March 25. The Army first trained and 

armed them. Then they backed them with full military protection to start anti-Bengali 

riots in Dacca, Narayanganj, Chittagong, Khulna, Rangpur, Syedpur, Ishurdi and 

many other places. Hundreds of unarmed innocent Bengalis were massacred and their 

houses and properties looted. Even women and children were not spared. The ghastly 

massacre was reminiscent of the communal madness that we had the misfortune to 

witness 20/25 years ago. Yet the Bengalees displayed supreme tolerance. Despite 

great emotion-Mukti Bahini commander protected the Urdu-speaking population in 

the liberated areas. Unfortunately, a section of the same people later collaborated with 

the Pakistani army when the Mukti Bahini made tactical withdrawals and contributed 

to Bengali massacre. 

So far I have been referring to a section of non-Bengalees. This I did only to 

emphasize that there exists another section of Urdu-speaking population in 
Bangladesh who had faith in Sheikh Mujib's promise that they, too, would be treated 

equally with Bengalees. This helped them to identify themselves with the people of a 
land where they intend to settle permanently. Despite temptations held out by the 

colonial Pak army whose prime aim is to use one section of the population against 
another-a trick that they learnt from their past masters-they have refrained from anti-

national acts. 

A section of Indian Muslims still seem to nurse a nostalgic affection for Pakistan-a 

state for which we all had sacrificed so much in the forties with the hope that it would 

find a better economic and political lot for the Moslem India. But, almost in no time, 

the great expectation had turned sour. A vicious coterie captured power and 

systematically and ruthlessly exploited people for their own ends. Suddenly the 
people of Bangladesh realized that the mere fact of having the same religion with 

these exploiters was not helping at all-in fact it was proving a great handicap. Because 
any opposition to the exploitation was being attacked by the coterie in the name of 

Islam and so-called integrity-When people refused to be duped, hoodwinked, or 
suppressed under such pretexts, they came out in strength to massacre them in cold 

blood. 

How could anyone in his senses side with such a viciously anti-people force. Even 

those who are collaborating with them do not realize that they are only being used. 

Pakistani junta, in its effort to hide its real nature, is trying its best to present the issue 

as 
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a conflict between Hindus and Moslems, between India and Pakistan. But the reality 
is that of the million unarmed men, women and children massacred by them an 

overwhelming majority were devout Moslems. How then could these Indian moslems 

call this massacre of fellow-religionists a "Jehad" or even a move to safeguard Islam-

or Pakistan-the supposedly Islamic state. 

Indian Moslems must not get carried away with those sugar-coated blood clots 
being dished out by the Pakistani sub-humans. They must realize that Pakistan has 

ceased to be the state that they once dreamt. 

They must feel lucky to live in a democratic state where they can freely display 

their support for an enemy state. They could be justifiably branded the fifth column 
for Pakistan and dealt with accordingly. They must not misuse or abuse this privilege 

that had been denied to every Pakistani since 1947. 

 �  �  �  � #���0#���0#���0#���0, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

A MULTI-PRONGED ATTACK ON BANGLADESH 

The nature and extent of the economic exploitation of Bangladesh since it was 

included in the state of Pakistan is no less tragic than the gruesome horror of the 

current genocidal war. In fact the tragedy has reached unbelievable proportions since 
April this year. 

It is now known universally that Bangladesh, former East Pakistan earned the 

lion's share of the foreign exchange of Pakistan all these 23 years but received, in 

return, shares of national wealth that may symbolically be compared with peanuts. 

This part of the doomed federation was deliberately reduced to a colonial market for 

West Pakistan-based industry that was built up by huge foreign exchange earned by 

our cash crops-jute and tea. A fraction of the industrial boom did come to East 

Pakistan but were mostly owned and controlled by West Pakistani capital. There has 

been little incentive for local entrepreneurs. As a result, the industrial units in 

Bangladesh that were not owned by West Pakistanis were put up by the public sector. 

But as the glaring example of Karnaphuli Paper and Synthetic Fibre Complex would 
show, these too were being disinvested to West Pakistani capitalists. Despite popular 

resentment culminating in violent mass demonstrations against this outrageous 
economic exploitation, nothing really changed. In fact the economic colonization was 

boosted up further by the capitalists who, obviously, were assured of military 
protection by a junta of West Pakistani Generals who have been ruling Pakistan first 

indirectly-then, for last 12 years, directly. 

During last few years the nature of exploitation became very crude. West Pakistani 

business concerns operating in East Bengal not only refused to invest even a penny 

locally but its eastern offices had strict orders to transfer to West Pakistan all the 

takings daily before sunset. The jute industry happened to be the only industry that 

could not be 
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set up in West Pakistan for geographical reasons. Right from the start it was being 
dominated by Adamjee an undeterred bankrupt of pre-partition Bombay who became 

billionaire in Pakistan almost literally in a twinkle. This greedy manipulator 

monopolized the market and reduced jute growers to virtual beggary while he minted 

money by selling the products of their labor at ludicrously high prices. Later he was 

joined by other non-Bengali capitalists to add a few more twists to the grind. The 

result of this ceaseless multi-faceted, ruthless exploitation soon revealed itself even in 

the government statistics where the figures are always questionable. Today the per 

capita income of East Bengal is about half of that of West Pakistan although they 

began from the same mark. In fact Bengalees had a slightly better average in 1947. 

Politically, as the military-capitalists-bureaucratic entente considered. East 

Bengalis had no right to protest against this slow strangulation to death. "Islam in 

danger", "Indian agents", "anti-state conspiracy", "national integrity in jeopardy", 

etcetera and etcetera were the bugles to suppress them. Political persecution of 

Bengalees took a vicious form, Thousands languished in prisons without trial. Ayub 

Khan, after capturing power by a unique combination of political man oeuvre, 

intimidation and blackmail in 1958, sought to tackle the' mounting discontent in the 

East by a subtler method. He officially recognized that East Bengal had been deprived 

all these years and promised to put things right. Of course he did not mean it. The 

exploitation continued. But to keep it out of public view he went all out to buy out the 

disgruntled intelligentsia-with jobs, scholarships and other legal and illegal material 

bribes. It worked but pushed the political leadership from middle classes to the masses 

who were hit in the stomach. Ayub had no plan to buy them over as well. The rest of 

the story-until 25
th

  March 1971-is now too familiar to warrant repetition here. 

The junta led by Yahya lacks .the 'finesse' of Ayub. As a consequence, we are 

witnessing history's most disgusting two-pronged attack on the people of Bangladesh. 
Military butchery has already taken a million innocent lives. Yahya and his gang are 

now slowly gearing up to create history's worst famine before the end of the year. 
Marching in step has come industrial robbery. All important machineries and machine 

parts from mills and factories owned by West Pakistani capitalists .are being shipped 
to Karachi. Now, according to latest reports, the military administration of murderer 

Tikka has taken over from them the economic robbery. Industrial concerns belonging 

to public sector i. e. to the people of Bangladesh are being robbed of their 

machineries. As for instance the Film Development Corporation Studio of Dacca-the 

nucleus of what was until March 25 a growing film industry, is being robbed of its 

expensive equipment. Movie cameras, shooting floor equipment, sound recording 

units and the black and white and color film laboratory equipment are reportedly 

being shifted to Lahore. The studio that has (he highest production rate in the world 

came into being in 1956 through an act of the provincial assembly moved by Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, the then provincial Industries Minister. This kind of robbery is also 

being extended to other industries owned by the public. We had heard that Britain 

callously destroyed our traditional handloom industry 
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to secure market for Manchester's textile industry. We had also heard about the 
brutality of the British indigo planters. It seems that history has remained stand still 

ever since. I Only nobody knew about it until these Pakistani sub-humans got to work 

in Bangladesh. 

 _  _  _  _ #���0#���0#���0#���0, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

UN TO PAKISTAN'S RESCUE 

A highly sinister move has been reported from the glass house of the United 

Nations. Needless to say that the move has been masterminded by someone no less 
than the UN Commissioner for Refugees, Prince Sadniddin Aga Khan. Prince 

Sadruddin, it might be realized, to hide his sympathy for the Pakistani fascists even 
after touring the battered Bangladesh occupied areas and the refugee camps in India 

where six million refugees from Pakistani brutality were staying. A callous 
indifference toward the terrible plight of the people of Bangladesh seeped through his 

guarded and diplomatic cliché-ridden statements to the press. Needless to say that his 

latest design against our people-a design that aims to send 50-member team of U.N. 
observers to Bangladesh for only he and his mentors know what-has the wholehearted 

support of Nixon Administration that has now taken a clearer stand on the issue and 
seems to be bent upon scheming and doing anything possible to fix up a puppet 

regime of hated Pakistani colonists in Bangladesh-a design that is even more 
obnoxious than the one with which USA tried to prop up Ngo Din Diem regime of 

South Vietnam. This is, indeed, the first diplomatic offensive of Nixon Government 
against the people of Bangladesh after its decision to supply more and more arms to 

the killer junta. 

Against such a formidable backgrounder there should be no reason for us to have 
any illusions about this proposed U.N. team of observers. Its intentional are clearly 

antagonistic to the struggle for freedom now being waged by the people of 
Bangladesh. The animalistic butchery of a million innocent lives by the Pakistani 

military fascists who have also been subjecting the entire population of Bangladesh to 
an infernal and senseless brutality for last four months made little impression on the 

United Nations. Its Secretary General, although had publicly expressed his personal 
shock at the tragedy, failed utterly as the chief executive of a body that once used to 

be looked upon as the protector of world's suffering humanity. Week after week the 

ravaged humanity in Bangladesh waited in vain for the United Nations to do 

something to reduce the agony of a genocidal war treacherously imposed on them by 

a group of sub-human conspirators. But nothing happened. The U.N. proved a 

shockingly heartless, silent spectator. When such an organisation suddenly becomes 

too active it certainly gives rise serious concern. The proposal of sending the so-called 

observers is not only sinister in motive but is ominous of an even worse predicament 

for the people of Bangladesh. The team's presence is surely meant to help the 

Pakistani junta to consolidate its position in the occupied areas of Bangladesh. Its 

army, cripplingly harassed by freedom fighters, badly needed a breather. The U.N. 

observers, in a way known to themselves, intend to provide just that. The overall 

design is to try and shift the emphasis from the liberation struggle and to divert 
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the international attention to that imaginary Pakistani contention that it is merely a of 
confrontation between India and Pakistan. That the Pakistanis began with a genocidal 

war against the entire population of Bangladesh-a. war that gave birth to 

uncompromising war of liberation-is the real issue and that India is being referred 

Pakistan in its mischievous aim to divert world attention from its inhuman crimes the 

people of Bangladesh is now being opposed officially by the United Nations hat 

obnoxious role this once-noble organisation is being made to play just to satisfy the 

interest of Nixon's foreign policy! It looks as though the civilized world is coming to 

end and all the cherished human values are going all topsy-turvy. 

The Pakistani fascist radio could not control the glee at its dubious victory with the 
United Nations. Its latest news bulletin gave away the secret motive of Prince 

Sadruddin It has claimed that the observers are meant to spy on the Indo-Bangladesh 

border to establish the Pakistani claim that India has been helping the freedom 

fighters and that there is no such thing as liberated zone of Bangladesh. Ignoring the 

on the spot reporting from famous western journalists who visited the liberated areas 

the United Nations has decided to surrender to the Pakistani lie. As for India, she has 

always declared her sympathy for the freedom movement of Bangladesh. Whether 

India would accept the presence of such U.N. spies near her borders is not difficult to 

answer. 

The United Nations could have played a helpful role in Bangladesh only if it could 

be roused by considerations other than the dubious political motives of bigger powers. 

It is a matter of great pity that the shortsighted advisors of U-Thant are failing to see 

the futility of their sinister move aimed at helping the Pakistani fascist junta to 

colonies Bangladesh and to keep in the saddle a puppet government against the clear 
wishes of its people to be free. 

The people of Bangladesh and their government regard this latest U.N. move not 

only illegal but consider it a gross violation of their sovereign and an unpardonable 

act of interference in the affairs of Bangladesh. The team is, thus, warned of grave 

consequences. These so-called observers would be considered enemies of our 

freedom struggle. Bangladesh liberation forces would, thus, consider them as 

collaborators and would treat them exactly the way collaborators and traitors are 

treated. But the U.N. need not necessarily play the role it is being made to play. There 

is still time for something constructive. 

\¡ \¡ \¡ \¡ #���0#���0#���0#���0, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

 

FAMINE AS A WEAPON RELIEF FOOD FOR SOLDIERS! 

BANGLA IS NO BIAFRA 

Two important aims of Yahya's killer junta in Bangladesh are an outright military 
victory and a great famine. The former he had futilely hoped to achieve in a few days- 
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certainly not longer than a week or so, It is now dragging toward the sixth month with 
the hope of victory fast receding beyond the horizon with every sunrise. Like a 

drowning man Yahya now wants to survive by holding on to any piece of weed 

coming his way. 

His latest strategy has been one of creating a famine, as wide-spreadly as possible, 

in the occupied areas of Bangladesh. He, hopes that with this famine, when he will 
have millions more die in Bangladesh, the resistance will crumble assuring a lasting 

victory for his colonial army. That he is bent upon this trebly more infernal, sadistic 
madness has been proved by several recent happenings. He received from U.S.A. and 

China boats and coasters, allegedly to facilitate the distribution of food following total 
disruption of the communication system by the Mukti Bahini. These have been duly 

transformed into gunboats and army supply crafts. This week Mukti Bahini captured a 

Pak army supply convoy. It was carrying ration that included dozens of cartons of 

relief food meant for cyclone and flood victims of Bangladesh donated by World Red 

Cross and CARE, the American relief organisation. Not only that blankets, tents and 

other relief materials donated by various world organizations for the victims of great 

November cyclone have been supplied to the killer-army. Thus, deliberately hungry 

millions are being forced to die of hunger not only by not doing anything for supply 

of required food grains in the occupied areas, but also by depriving them of the food 

supplied by outside agencies. This monstrous vengeance against the people of 

Bangladesh is being practiced within full knowledge of Nixon administration that 

claims to have a lever with the killer junta by virtue of its policy of appeasement. The 

critical month of October is approaching. Unprecedented famine is perhaps imminent. 

We shall soon know that the United Nations has proceeded to justify this 

premeditated mass murder like the way it condoned the Pakistani genocide. But can 

this apocalyptic design of the killer junta be successful in destroying the liberation 

war? Obviously, Yahya and his collaborators are working keeping Biafra in view. In 

Biafra the severe famine was responsible for the defeat. Can the same thing happen 

here too? 

The fallacy of the murderous logic of victory through famine lies in the very nature 
of the war and in the geographical conditions of Bangladesh. In Biafra, the rebels 

were trapped by the federal army in a land that was contiguous to Nigeria. They could 

not even seek sanctuary in another friendly country. Thus, with famine, their war 

economy crumbled. The conditions in Bangladesh are just the opposite. Here the 

colonial army is trapped and totally surrounded by the liberation forces who do not 

depend on the economy of the occupied areas. In fact, in the 85-90 per cent of the 

areas controlled by the People's Republic of Bangladesh, there will be no question of 

famine whatsoever. Already measures are being taken to meet any food shortage 

during October. Hence, a famine in the occupied area will have no effect whatsoever 

on our march to victory. 

The murderous famine strategy shows once again that Yahya may be a monstrous 
killer but a lousy military strategist. And the way he fled from Dacca on March 25 

had proved already that he is also a disgraceful coward. The man seems to be going 

round the bend-as the net is steadily closed in. The writing is getting larger on the 

wall. 
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WORLD PRESS WORRIED ABOUT SHEIKH : 

HONOUR FOR TIKKA! 

Now the daily Telegraph of London has joined Radio Bangladesh in 

expressing doubts about the whereabouts and fate of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

President of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. In an editorial published in 

its issue of August 14, the paper asked-"Is Sheikh Mujibur Rahman Dead?" 

Like we did on several occasions during last few days the leader-writer of the 

daily also points out the fact that since Sheikh's voluntary arrest on the night of 

March 25 nothing has been heard of him except for some statements by Yahya 

Khan that Sheikh would be punished and that he would be tried secretly on 

charges that carry death penalty. The Pakistani army had said last Monday that 

his trial would start next day. "Has he," asks the editorial, "in fact already been 

executed?" It also asks-"Is General Yahya able to do anything to show that 

such inevitable suspicions are unfounded?" The paper has further suggested 

that to put world suspicions at rest Yahya should arrange for Sheikh's non-

Pakistani lawyers to have access to him. But such an effort has already been 

made without success. What roused international suspicion is the fact that 

Sheikh was suddenly put on this dubious trial only at a day's notice. The 

announcement was followed by another report, again through army source, that 

Sheikh has refused to accept the validity of the court and has. thus, refused to 

have a defense counsel. This could be the only piece of clever propaganda in 

the entire handling of the Bangladesh tragedy. Anybody who knows Sheikh 

would be convinced of Sheikh's alleged stand. But the point is it suits the 

purpose of the military junta so well. If Sheikh has already been murdered-this 

fiction would come very handy for deceiving the world. In that event-the next 

move of the killer junta would be to declare that Sheikh has been found guilty 

and that he was sentenced to death. It might be tempted to play around with the 

execution pan of the sadistic farce a little longer. Nevertheless, after some time, 

the news of Yahya's refusal to grant the reprieve and consequent execution of 

the leader would be made public with suitable timing and language. 

Earlier Yahya had taken the British press for a ride when he remarked to a 

correspondent during an interview that Sheikh may not be executed by firing 

squad-he may die, what he called, 'a natural death in prison'. Of course, he did 

not say what really is meant by "natural death" in hangman's vocabulary. 

Anyway, the news helped to control speculations about Sheikh's whereabouts 

until the Daily Telegraph came out with its serious doubts yesterday. 

There are, of course, reports of people finding an under construction prison 

as a possible venue for the trial. One foreign correspondent reports that he has 

seen the prison well guarded by army personnel. There is nothing more 

concrete than what could be made out by putting these presumptions, 

assumptions, rumors, and stray incidents together to suggest that Sheikh might 

still be alive and the ludicrous farce of his trial is 
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still being enacted. A similar rumor now suggests that the trial might have been 
adjourned. 

But all this kite-flying amounts to very little when one remembers that in this game 

the prosecutor, the judge and the executioner are embodied in the same man who has, 
on more than one occasion, made public his passionate desire to see the death of his 

prize captive. Now that he has failed in the conspiracy to convince the world of this 
essentially Bangladesh-Pak confrontation as one of Indo-Pak conflict, he would be 

doubly tempted to murder Sheikh with a view to killing two birds at a time or so to 
speak. This would most certainly rule out all possibility of a negotiated independence 

of Bangladesh which is the only political settlement of the issue that would be 
acceptable to the people of Bangladesh and, to the Soviet Union and India. On the 

other side, Yahya expects a serious power tussle within the Awami League for 

leadership in the event of Sheikh's death. Political observers noted the carefully 

selected list of Awami Leaguers exempted from cancellation of their seats issued by 

the military junta. The list excludes important cabinet members of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh with the calculated hope that such exclusions would 

germinate devastating mistrust within the Party which, in turn, would shatter the 

unflinching unity of the people of Bangladesh in their determination to liberate 

themselves from West Pakistani colonialism. 

However childish, the man oeuvre certainly shows that nowadays even ostriches 

are trying to be cleverer than what we are used to believe. Nevertheless they still are 

essentially ostriches and ridiculously powerless to change the direction of the rising 

storm. 

It is too late for Yahya's mediaeval antics. The wilting is very much on the wall. If 

Sheikh's death means blocking of the way to a negotiated independence for 

Bangladesh-something that is wished by our peace loving friends like the Soviet 

Union and India, then military solution it will be. A military victory is not only a 

grand possibility but our valiant fighters of the Liberation Forces can wrench it much 

sooner than many of our reserved well-wishers think. All we need is active sympathy 

and cooperation. We never wanted nor do we want now that anybody other than the 

people of Bangladesh would fight in this war of liberation. We are quite able and 

willing to beat back the invaders to win our freedom ourselves. 

Now I971's Crudest Joke 

According to a report from Islamabad Tikka Khan, the unrepentant murderer of not 

less than two million unarmed men, women and children, has been decorated by 

Yahya with the high civil award of Hilal-e-Quaid-i-Azam. This shows that, in some 

peculiar way history does repeat itself sometime. General Dyer who massacred within 

minutes a peaceful crowd at Jalianwalabag was honored by London's Daily Express 

with the Silver Sword of Velour on his arrival from India. Of course, the crimes of 

Tikka Khan against humanity dating from the massacre of Baluch people in the midst 

of their Eid-day prayer until today are of a much grislier order than that of Dyer. This 

unconscious 
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disciple of Marquis de Sade is really in the class of Eichman and Dr. Meogele and the 
commandants of Hitler's extermination camps Auswitz, Belsen and Dachan. Hitler 

decorated them with some of the highest order of the Nazi Reich-needless to say, in 

the name "of their services to German people and state. 

� � � � #���0#���0#���0#���0, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

YAHYA FINDS HIS QUISLING 

The appointment of the mercenary Motaleb Malik as the civilian governor of the 

occupied areas of Bangladesh in reality marks the beginning of the Pakistani junta's 
final capitulation. This so-called doctor who never made a living by practicing his 

alleged training in dentistry is indeed a seasoned mercenary politician who moves into 
total oblivion during popular movements but returns right back to the dias when anti-

people forces usurp political power. According to a political observer, he is neither a 
male nor a female-politically speaking that is. This political eunuch has been a 

favorite name in all the illegal, undemocratic, immoral cabinets that hoisted 

themselves over the people of erstwhile Pakistan for last twenty years with unnerving 
regularity. This so-called doctor has also a unique record to his credit that explains the 

attraction that he has for Yahya and his gang. Just like his medical practice, he never 
could get himself elected by popular vote since-well, nobody knows when. Who else 

could Yahya trust for the job except for such a political non-entity having the soul of a 
slave? 

There is very little doubt, inside and outside the occupied areas of Bangladesh that 

Dr. Malik's authority as the so-called governor would not and could not extend much 

beyond the door of his personal toilet. Even the word 'puppet' fails to fathom the 

irrelevance of his political and administrative authority. Yet Yahya plans to tell the 
world-particularly the hard pressed White House and the angry World Bank-that 

through this character he has started 'civilianizing' the administration of the occupied 
areas of Bangladesh. Yet the truth is, and will be until the final capitulation, that with 

Malik on display for the outside world the campaign of genocide, rape, loot and arson 
will continue unabated under the direct planning of the military apparatus of the 

Martial Law Administrator of the zone whoever he might be. Malik, let alone having 
any authority over anything, will in fact, be a permanent headache for the army and its 

intelligence service. Because it would not be a pleasant worry for them to keep their 

stooge alive from Mukti Bahini bullets-particularly because he will have to be brought 

out of the cupboard in the Governor's House from time to time for specially staged 

public shows. Not that Yahya worries much about the death of yet another Bengali, 

whether a collaborator or not. But his demise would rob him of-one of the very few 

perfect quislings available to aid him in his crimes. Nevertheless, this is the last act of 

treachery that this Dr. Malik will play against the people of Bangladesh. 

Meanwhile news comes from Paris that Yahya has viciously attacked the 
democratically elected leader of 75 million people of Bangladesh. In an interview to 

the 
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rightwing Paris daily 'Le Figaro' he has called Sheikh Mujib a 'criminal' and a "minor 
fascist". But the half-wit went on to brag about his Nazi-style massacre of the people 

of Bangladesh only a sentence later. He shamelessly boasted that his army is a 

professional one and that when they kill they do it cleanly. He apparently led himself 

into believing that his army fought a full-fledged war on the night of March 25 against 

an equally equipped army. Using typically Army Mess lingo he boasted that "it was 

no football match." Unfortunately" Le Figaro" correspondent failed to remind him 

that his barbarous army was let loose on an unarmed and unsuspecting civilian 

population and that only a cowardly army would declare war on women and children. 

The correspondent should also have reminded this major fascist that his animals in 

army uniforms not only did the killing with professional efficiency but also displayed 

great talent in rape, loot and arson. Cruelty with a great purpose may be called 

efficiency ‘but otherwise, it is plain sadism. He should also have reminded the major 

fascist that if Sheikh Mujib did not believe in democratic processes he could have 

made mincemeat out of these Pakistani fascists if he wanted. It's his civilized behavior 
that has given the major fascist the opportunity to breathe air in Islamabad instead of 

pushing up the daisies. 

It is indeed an irony of history that world's one of the most cowardly killers and 

despicable liars now sits in judgment of a defender of democracy. Until now crime 

has not only paid but it seems to have allowed enough latitude for such intolerable 

effrontery. But history also shows that things do change for better at long last. 

Otherwise today we would have had Hitlers, Mussolinis and Tojos settling the destiny 

of mankind. 

�  �  �  �  4 �¤l�4 �¤l�4 �¤l�4 �¤l�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

AMNESTY1 FAIL TO DECEIVE : BBC THAWS :  

MERCENARY MALIK 

It is perhaps not accidental that Yahya's fresh offer of so-called amnesty to Bengali 

army personnel who are now fighting as dedicated members of the Mukti Bahini 

comes just after the installation of his Bengali-speaking quisling-a non-practising 

doctor called Motaieb Malik. 

Naturally, the so-called offer has been made-incidentally for the third time in last 
four months-with a view to deceiving those who have been successful in evading the 

murderous assaults of the horders of Yahya and Tikka. The announcement seems to 
tell-"now boys, come back now. You have nothing to fear now that you have a 

Bengali-speaking governor to look after you". Yahya must be in a desperate plight to 

resort to such silly trickery. The trick looks a great deal more stupid than that refugee-

reception-centre gimmick where foreign correspondents found only dogs responding 

to Pakistani hospitality-a sort of canine solidarity-a grand display of dogly one 

heartedness. But this time Yahya is not likely to find even dogs. For some simple 

hearted men did believe his words when he had announced this fake amnesty for the 

first time. Some of those members of the armed forces who had taken shelter in the 

villages and were still in two minds about joining the Mukti Bahini responded to the 
call and tasted the lethal honey of  
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Yahya's amnesty. These unfortunate fools were found by the captive population of 

Dacca floating in the river Buriganga tied up in bundles of 15 to 20. They were still 

wearing" the army shorts and vests. Some had bayonet wounds on their bodies. But 

most died when the murderers from hell drained out the last drop of blood from their 

bodies inside Dacca cantonment. 

Luckily only a small number were hoodwinked by Yahya's siren of death. After the 

news of mass slaughter spread out-not even one army personnel responded to the 

second call. In fact, just after the first slaughter the minds of the confused were made 

up and hundreds of them were seen marching in the darkness of the night toward the 

zone controlled by the Mukti Bahini. They now belong to the hardcore of the massive 

Liberation Army that has now got the Pakistani cowards on the run. For the first time 

the BBC, an extremely conservative and perennially suspicious body, has accepted 
the reality of the situation. After near-total silence over the liberation war for months, 

the BBC has at last publicly recognized that Free Bangladesh is very much a reality 
and not just a figment of imagination of a couple of million people living outside the 

range of Pakistani guns. Its special correspondent Martin Bell in a filmed reportage 

has sought to establish that the Mukti Bahini has grouped itself into a well-organized 

force and that free Bangladesh is very much a reality although its formal control over 

the entire territory remains to be announced. He has given enough space to a member 

of the liberation army to justify the cause of liberation. He revealed: Pakistani soldiers 

are cowards. They run for their lives when Mukti Bahini boys go into action. They 

run so fast that they leave behind arms and ammunition for use by the Mukti Bahini. 

Now either Yahya must be-a fool or totally mad to except such a victorious army 
to fall for an 'amnesty' trap by a colonial force that not only massacred their loved 

ones by the thousand but has looted their property and brutally raped their mothers, 
wives and sisters. His trick of using the name of this Bengali speaking political 

eunach called Motaleb Malik can never work outside his Islamabad palace. 

All these years-since before the partition of the sub-continent-Motaleb Malik 
managed to stay away from the limelight. But there are too many witnesses who grew 

up with him. He began his career by dressing himself up as a so-called labor leader of 
Calcutta. Exploiting the name of religion he had managed to establish himself as a 

leader of Moslem laborers. Soon he became one of the inventors of the technique of 
personal profit by workers strike. Making the workers strike to force the employer pay 

a handsome bribe to him but little or nothing to workers-became his flourishing 
profession. Meanwhile, thanks to his love for Anglo-Saxon masters, he had changed 

his family name from 'Mallik' to 'Malik' so that his white bosses could pronounce his 

name with less effort. When the whites departed, he was quickly picked up by 

Mohammad Ali Jinnah in his frantic effort to demolish the Bengal Opposition that 

was consolidating under the leadership of Shaheed Suhrawardy. Jinnah only had to 

wag his finger like a banana—and Malik fell at his feet like a dog. He got a minister 

ship in Jinnah's handpicked cabinet from the Bengali quota while the great sons of 

Bengal-like A.K. Falul Haq and Shaheed Suhrawardv were left in the lurch. 
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There began Mollik alias Maiik's chain of minister ships. He proved such an 

obliging peasant to the West Pakistani bureaucrats, I mean, he proved himself 

such a servile puppet thai the secretaries enjoyed complete freedom in 

depriving the then East Pakistan. This is the reason why he was always favored 

by the military-cupitalist-bureaucratic entente that ruled Pakistan until the State 

exploded on the 25th day of March in the year of one thousand nine hundred 

and seventy one. For the same quality Motlik: alias Malik is Yahya's favorite 

today despite Yahya's pathologically racist hatred against the Bengali people. 

As I was saying, Yahya may fool himself with this quisling but not the 

people of Bangladesh. Even that prize fool of a war horse Zulfi Bhutlo seems 

to have got the wind. Mollik alies Malik is a bad man for him too. He has 

reportedly denounced Mollik alias Maiik's appointment. 

As a footnote: let me inform the listeners in the occupied areas of 

Bangladesh the latest news from the bookmakers. It is reported that already 

betting has started over the next president of Islamabad. Will it be Bhutto or 

Yahya? Latest odds favor Bhutto as a 10 to 2 winner. 

Yahya has destroyed Pakistan. Bhutto will have the privilege of destroying 

the remnant. 

\£ \£ \£ \£ 4 �¤l�4 �¤l�4 �¤l�4 �¤l�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

AN HISTORIC FIVE-PARTY AGREEMENT :  

PROF. GALBRA1TH MISTAKES BENGALI SPIRIT 

A historic five-party agreement has been reached yesterday in Mujibnagar. 

After long discussions for 2 days the leaders of the Awami League, National 

Awami Party (Bhashani group), National Awami Party (Muzaffar group), 

Bangladesh Communist party and Bangladesh National Congress agreed to 

Form an 8-member National Consultative Committee. The Committee will be 

available for consultations in matters relating to the national liberation struggle. 

For the first time since March 25 Moulana Bhashani attended such a top level 

political discussion. 

The Consultative Committee consists of the following members: Moulana 

Ahdul Hamid Khan Bhashani, Bangladesh Premier Tajuddin Ahmed, 

Bangladesh Foreign Minister Khondoker Moshtaque Ahmed, Professor 

Mujaffar Ahmed of National Awami Party. Moni Sing of Bangladesh 

Communist Party and Monoranjan Dhar of Bangladesh National Congress. 

Two more members are to be included from other parties with definite 

commitment in the liberation struggle. 

The Committee reaffirmed the determination to continue the liberation war 

until victory. In clearest possible language it has declared that any political 

settlement short of lull independence for Bangladesh would not be acceptable 

to people of Bangladesh. 
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The Committee appealed to the civilized countries of the world to declare their 
solidarity with the struggling people of Bangladesh and called upon them to recognize 

the People's Republic of Bangladesh. The committee also appealed to all countries for 

full support including arms and ammunition for the liberation struggle. 

The formation of National Consultative Committee at such a critical juncture of 

Asian history was hailed in various quarters soon after its announcement from 
Mujibnagar. 

The most significant declaration of the Committee vis-a-vis the national liberation 
war has been its appeal for recognition and arms and ammunition. This is for the first 

time that such a public appeal has been made for recognition by any political party 
including the Awami League and the Government of People's Republic of 

Bangladesh. It is believed that the appeal is likely to make great impact on many 

states having unquestionable sympathy for the cause of the people of Bangladesh. In 

fact, reliable sources indicate that recognition of the Republic by a number of states 

are probably in the offing. Now that a number of socialist parties' have formally 

joined with the Awami League with the right of having a say in matters concerning 

the running of the war a number of East European countries might feel encouraged to 

come forward with recognition and material help. The reliable source informs that the 

German Democratic Republic i.e. East Germany which, incidentally, is also the fourth 

largest industrial power in Europe, might be the first country to recognize Bangladesh. 

GDR's example would most certainly be taken up by other socialist counties. One 

must not forget the consistently favorable attitude of the Yugoslav Government since 

the outbreak of the Pakistani genocide. In fact, one would not be surprised if 

Yugoslavia beats GDR to become the first country to recognize the inevitable 
sovereignty of the Peoples Republic of Bangladesh. Hungary is another good 

possibility. Czechoslovakia and Poland might, however, be slow in coming as they 
have considerable business stakes in Pakistan. Some Asian states are also expected to 

recognize the Republic soon enough. A number of Latin American states including 
Cuba might prove no less cooperative. Next few days are likely to prove extremely 

eventful so far as the death of Pakistan is concerned. 

Against such significant development and an unmistakable reiteration of the 

Bengalee people's will to continue the war till victory, the call for total autonomy for 

East Bengal by Professor John Galbraith a former US Ambassador to India, really 

comes as an anti-thesis. Professor Galbraith, reports Radio Bangladesh's Calcutta 

correspondent, has apparently suggested on his arrival there yesterday that a just 
solution to the Bangladesh problem would be the granting to total self-rule to East 

Bengal so that the Bengalees could feel that they are the masters of their own fate like 
the people of Panjab. He further, said that such a solution would be acceptable to the 

civilized peoples of the world. 

It is a matter of great regret that such a learned economist and seasoned diplomat 

as Professor Galbraith should be suggesting such an unrealistic and improbable 
solution so late in the game. It is a pity that he has failed to understand the verdict of 

history. He has 
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failed to see that Pakistan was such in unnatural union that could survive only 

through mutual trust and respect. Yet over last twenty three years some 

reactionary forces who usurped power imparted the East-West relation a 

colonial character whose worst manifestation was this brutal, genocidal 

onslaught on last March. How does the professor think that there could be 

resurgence of the primary conditions for a meaningful partnership when the 

colonists have decimated million innocent men. women and children of the 

deprived region? Not only that the vicious genocide is still continuing, the 

colonists are systematically proceeding to destroy the cultural and economic 

backbone of the Bengalees. The colonists are now proceeding even to destroy 

their mother tongue-a language to which the Bengalees have already laid down 

countless invaluable lives-by imposing an underdeveloped and alien script on 

it. How could any civilized man, let alone such a distinguished scholar as 

professor John Galbraith, suggest now any basis for continuing union? It is 

quite possible that the former US Ambassador is privately airing White House's 

formula for a so-called political settlement. If total autonomy for Bangladesh 

was such feasible formula why couldn't the American masters of Islamabad 

impose it upon the killer Generals before March 25?-before making the people 

of Bangladesh the victims of world's one of the most heinous crimes against 

humanity? In fact. Sheikh Mujib's Six-Points aimed at nothing more. Still the 

US Administrations allowed the massacre to happen. Professor Galbraith-

please try to understand that history was set along an irreversible course on 

March 25. Please see that the only civilized, sensible and peaceful solution is 

total independence for Bangladesh. 

�������� ����	
����	
����	
����	
, ���������������� 

US SENATORS VOTE STOPPAGE OF AID : PAKS ON THE RUN 

Bangladesh war of National liberation has now entered its final stage. From 

our side, the Mukti Bahini is all set to go for the kill as soon as the dry season 

returns to press home the spectacular advantages of the monsoon-time guerrilla 

warfare. From the enemy's side, the last card is down-that of so called 

civilianization of the administration in the occupied areas of Bangladesh. At the 

end of the fifth month of Yahya junta's brutal war against the people of 

Bangladesh it is all but lost for them. The Pakistani army, the remnants that is, 

are now confined to the cantonments. Over 35 thousand men and officers are 

dead. The hastily raised par militia Razakars are not only dropping dead at 

every available opportunity but are proving a positive burden on the beaten 

army gasping for breath. 

Despite all kinds of clandestine cash and material aid from Nixon 

Administration, China and Arab monarchies, Pakistani economy has at last 

reached the brink and is poised to slip over. Advised by the US State 

Department Yahya had to embark upon this stupid civilianization programme 

with the help of puppets enjoying the trust, not of the people, but of the junta. 

US Foreign Aid Bill has now gone to the Senate where Senator 
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Kennedy is a dominant factor. The Rill's proposals fur economic aid to Pakistan 

and Greece have already been rejected by the House of Representatives. It was 

suggested there that until there is a civilian rule in Bangladesh and the refugees 
have returned aid to Pakistan could not be resumed. The Senate members are also 

likely to vote the same way Thus the sham civilianization with Or. Motaleb Mollik 

alias Malik as the figurehead governor is clearly a pitiful effort at pacifying the 

American senators before the decisive voting on the Hill which starts early next 

week. Malik has now started working on the second condition-that of refugee-

return yesterday. He has offered to have talks with Indian authorities for their 

return and has promised the sky and the heaven to the refugees who had fled for 

their very lives. The junta and its running dogs like Motaleb Mollik, however 

could not care less about the kind of reaction of the refugees toward this overture 

from an agent of the same murderers who had forced them to flee. The overture is 

merely a sinister move to put on record something about the refugees so that some 

ill-informed senators could be hoodwinked. Needless to say, so far as the refugees 

are concerned, his master's dog's assurances could not appear any more or less 

deceitful than those that had already come from the master killer himself. If US 

senators choose to follow the line of the House of Representatives on the subject 

of further economic aid to Pakistan, how the Islamabad junta is going to react? 

This is the most crucial question of the moment. Stoppage of US aid will mean 

sudden collapse of the economy whose backbone has been irreparably crushed by 
the mad ventures against the people of Bangladesh. This is certain to lead to' 

severe unrest throughout Pakistan. Even the old faithful of the junta-Zulfi Bhutto 

is growing restive and has already threatened to go Mujib's way if Yahya does not 

hand over power to him. 

The junta members including the hawks would be thinking twice before 

embarking upon a Bangladesh-type populace versus army confrontation in 

Pakistan. Not for anything else but for the hard fact that the army hasn't got the 

breath for yet another war. Needless to say, that its war cries against India are only 

outbursts of desperation that offer the killers a faint hope of relief through UN 

intervention. 

How then would it react? The most likely reaction of the Junta would be retreat 

from Bangladesh after executing a scorched-earth policy. This is sure to happen 

unless there is a coup d'etat by saner forces that might prove practical enough to 

accept the fact of history that Pakistan as it was on March 25 has ceased to exist. 

But such a coup has only an even chance of coming off. 

People of the occupied areas however should prepare themselves for the worst. 

They must be ready to hit the defeated army when they choose to go berserk again 

and embark upon yet another genocidal mass murder. They must remember that 

despite all its show of strength Pakistani army in Bangladesh is helplessly trapped. 
A retreat to Pakistan is a logistical impossibility. It is quite likely that the officers 

would want to flee by aircraft when things get really hot, leaving their war-weary 

men behind to face the jazz. This time the army must not be allowed to repeat the 

surprise attack of March 25. You must hit any 
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weapon-modern or indigenous-would prove useful against an army on the run and 
short of ammunition. In fact, indigenous arms might play a decisive role in the final 

act. If the Pakistanis surrender-take them prisoners and treat them well. 

A note of caution. All the guerrilla groups that have developed within the occupied 
areas independently of the central command of the Mukti Bahim must fight unitedly 

irrespective of their political beliefs. This is a war of national liberation. The country 
and its freedom come first. Any parochialism or partisan attitude resulting in a 

mutually annihilating conflict would, tantamount to a betrayal of the cause of the1 
people of Bangladesh. After much suffering our people deserve a better patriotism 

from those who have taken upon themselves the noble task of liberating their 
fellowmen from the yoke of Pakistani colonialism. 

Let the slogan he-Unite for victory. Victory to Bangladesh.  

\� \� \� \� 4 �¤l�4 �¤l�4 �¤l�4 �¤l�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

 

COLLUSION WITH IRAN 

Yahya's hurried trip to Tehran did not really come as a great surprise. With the 

military defeat approaching fast in Bangladesh he must find some way out. Not that 

he is giving up the hope of victory altogether. However ridiculous the military 

position might be-he is still moving aroused with mischievous ideas. 

The joint communiqué issued from Shah's Palace, however, indicate that for the 

first time since his genocidal attack on the people of Bangladesh Yahya has been able 

to make the Iranian monarch talk in favor of Pakistan's interest. It is significant that 

after the failure of his agents including Zulfi Bhutto in getting the Iranian regime to 

side with Pakistan in its crimes Yahya himself had to have a go at the House of the 

Pahalvis. But even such high level overture could not produce what he really wanted. 
Shah eventually stuck to his original title over Bangladesh-that of no commitment. 

The joint communiqué does not say that Iran considers Bangladesh issue an internal 
affair of Pakistan. 

But Yahya's gains are fairly considerable from another point of view. For the first 

time since United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees Prince Sadruddin Aga 

Khan, Yahya has not been able to sell his idea about the basic nature of the conflict. 

He has been insisting, without any rhyme or reason, that the war between the People 

ofBangladesh and his junta was actually an Indo-Pakistan confrontation. We are 

amazed that the Shah swallowed the pill and apparently offered his government's 

good offices for a meeting between India and Pakistan for a settlement of the 

imaginary conflict. 

New Delhi is certain to prove rather cold to this dubious move. India, however, is 

not surprised to see the Iranians play the Pakistani game. During Ayub's war against 

India in 
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1965 Iran broke all the norms of international behavior for a non-involved 

country. She provided the harassed Pakistani air force with planes, aviation fuel 

and large quantities of arms. Pakistani Boeings were given shelter against 

Indian attack. In his neurotic hurry Yahya forgot that Iran with such a record of 

collusion against India would prove hardly acceptable as a mediator. 

Yahya's Tehran trip and his alleged attempt at the 'normalization' of Indo-

Pak relations is a mere publicity stunt, What then was his real move? Is Yahya 

trying to prove to the world that he is striving for peace with India while, 

behind the door, he is engaged in devising a surprise attack with a view to 

averting his imminent defeat in Bangladesh? That, indeed, would be more in 

the line of Yahya's thinking. Only in a war with India that he can expect to get 

the United Nations involved in the Bangladesh conflict. UN intervention would 

surely come to his advantage and might avert the crushing defeat that is 

approaching fast. If this is the real motive then Shah of Iran is playing the 

dangerous role of a Pakistani collaborator that might eventually lead to an 

international flare-up in South and West Asia. World powers, particularly the 

Soviet Union are sure to note this with concern Pak-Iranian sinister move. 

Soviet President Podgorny's call for an immediate solution of the Bangladesh 

problem in Moscow yesterday has probably come also as a warning against this 

Pak-Iranian design. 

President Podgorny's speech is sure to put Yahya and his accomplices in 

great difficulty. The major behind-the-scene villain who, with great 

deliberation since the fifties, helped to bring about the destruction of Pakistan 

is M. M. Ahmad. He has also been a great friend and guide of Yahya and his 

killer associates, His removal from the scene, at least temporarily, by a 

stabbing incident is certain to put Yahya in a real guidance crisis. Yahya seems 

to have been able to pacify a restive Bhutto for the time being after latter's 

threat to do Sheikh Mujib to him unless he hands over power. Bhutto might try 

to take advantage of the crisis in which Yahya now finds himself. Next few 

days are likely to prove rather eventual in the ivory tower of that haunted city 

of Islamabad. 

¡£ ¡£ ¡£ ¡£ 4 �¤l�4 �¤l�4 �¤l�4 �¤l�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

INDIA-U.S.S.R. TREATY 

The part of the text of Indira-Kosygin joint statement that specifically 

mentions the issue concerning Bangladesh contains certain safeguards for the 

future of the freedom struggle in Bangladesh. It is quite significant that the 

word 'Bangladesh' has been avoided in the text. Although the critics of the 

Indo-Soviet pact have capitalized on this calculated omission, the fact remains 

that the statement is destined to prove a document of tar-reaching 

consequences. President Podgorny's subsequent statements in Delhi strengthens 

the hope even more. Let met begin the analysis by quoting from the statement: 
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"Taking note of the developments in East Bengal since March 25, 1971 both 
sides consider that the interest of the preservation of peace demands that 

urgent measures should be taken to reach a political solution of the problems 

which have arisen there, paying regard to the wishes, the inalienable rights and 

lawful interests of the people of East Bengal as well as the speediest and safe 

return of the refugees to their homeland in conditions safeguarding their honor 

and dignity." 

In other words, the guideline for any political solution of the problem has been 
made clear in these lines. The wishes and lawful rights of the people' mean nothing 

else but upholding of the results of the December 70 elections. In other words, the two 
countries demand a political solution acceptable to the elected representatives of the 

people of Bangladesh. The Bangladesh Government, through a statement, has made it 

clear that nothing short of independence should be acceptable. Another most 

significant aspect of the statement is the unique fact that the statement was signed, on 

behalf of the Soviet Union, by the Chairman, the Prime Minister and the General 

Secretary of the Soviet Communist Party. 

In my opinion, the most significant remark of the Soviet Premier concerns that 

internal matter "phrase". This, if taken singularly, could give rise to 

misapprehensions. But as the statement should be taken in its totality one must note 

that the Soviet Union also considers the problem thus created-an international matter. 

Against such a background, what does the Soviet leader mean by "internal matter"? 

We must not forget that the only way to disrupt our liberation struggle would be by 

internationalizing it in a wrong sense. In the sense of, say, Vietnam. This is, 

considered an internal matter so far as the war between Bangladesh freedom fighters 
and Islamabad generals is concerned. This is our fight. It is the Bengalee nation alone-

and no other nation-that must be involved in the war that is now raging. We would 
rely upon such friendly countries as India and the Soviet Union to guarantee us that-to 

guarantee us international non-interference. Let me remind other friends and well-
wishers that this "non-interference line" is precisely the stand of the Vietnamese 

people and, of course, that of Soviet Union vis-a-vis Vietnam. In fact, the failure of 
the world community to restrain foreign forces from getting involved in Vietnam has 

been directly responsible for the prolongation of the conflict. 

In this context, we must also note a few significant omission. Particularly missing 

were words of sympathy that both the countries feel for the freedom fighters. Any 

such mention would have given sufficient grounds to the imperialist backers of the 
fascist Islamabad regime to get involved directly in Bangladesh. There is no reason 

why we one should assume that neither Indira nor Kosygin wants to see a victorious 
liberation army. One must remember here that the Soviet Union supplied billions of 

dollars worth of arms and ammunition to the Vietnamese while demanding, all along, 
a peaceful political solution. 

Nobody is averse to any political solution suggested by the joint statement 
provided the solution is endorsed by the legally elected representatives of the people 

of 
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Bangladesh. But these representatives have already announced the minimum 

terms for an agreement with Islamabad-and these are-acceptance of (he 

independence and sovereignty of Bangladesh and an unconditional release of 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and other political prisoners being subjected to torture 

and terror in the occupied areas. These minimum conditions are indeed our 

conditions, for no ideology as such, but for sheer survival. And, until these are 

achieved, we have no choice but to fight on-as has been so aptly suggested by 

the French freedom fighter, writer and former minister of Culture-Andre 

Malraux. And fight we shall. We have great confidence in the leadership of all 

friendly countries including India and the Soviet Union and we believe that 

they will never be party to any conspiracy to impose upon us a so-called 

political solution just because it would suit the national interests of certain 

inflated powers. We the majority of the people of pre-March 25 Pakistan 

proclaimed that the artificial union of Pakistan ceased to exist as from that 

fateful day when some mad, sadistic and power hungry generals and their 

capitalist and bureaucratic collaborators chose to unleash on the majority 

population an unprecedented wave of terror and butchery. Nothing could be 

more moral and legalistic than this solemn-irreversible proclamation. Yet, if 

some powers think that they can still make the framework of Pakistan survive 

just because it suits their interest they are indeed grossly mistaken. Our only 

appeal to them is-leave us alone to settle our own scores. Do not interfere by 

supplying arms and money to either party. If you can do that we promise you a 

solution within weeks and, thereby, ensure a peaceful zone in South Asia-if that 

is what you really want. 

By this extremely tactful-essentially brilliant stand the Soviet Union has 

succeeded in keeping a leverage with Islamabad without harming at all the 

progress of the war of our national liberation. By using her influence she might 

be able to persuade Islamabad to agree to settle the issue by agreeing to quit 

Bangladesh. This is not an impossibility. There is no reason to think that after 

six-months of this suicidal war Islamabad is not already crippled economically. 

According to latest reports the World Bank is sure to refuse further loans. 

Militarily, too, the picture is far from rosy. 

Finally, a note of warning to our people inside occupied areas and abroad. 

Forces financed and encouraged by powers that are unfriendly to Bangladesh 

are out to create confusion with a view to demoralizing the fighters and their 

sympathizers. Some are going so far as to suggest that we are too ill-equipped 

to fight Pakistan's modern army and, thus, we should agree to a so-called 

political solution. Yet the stock-taking of last six months war would show that 

the enemy, despite better training and armory, has lost 40 times more men than 

we have. Is this a miracle? Of course not what are the causes then of such a 

staggering victory? People's support, first class terrain for our kind of warfare 

and inextinguishable patriotism of our young lions. Victory is ours-not only 

because we want it but because it’s a verdict of history. 
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� � � � D�§���D�§���D�§���D�§���, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

 

BRITISH LABOUR PARTY WAKES UP : UN INTERVENTION . 

NOT WELCOME NOW 

At long last the British Labor Party has come very near to clear commitment 

on Bangladesh issue. A statement prepared by Party's national executive calls 

for immediate end to military repression in Bangladesh and for the release of 

Bengali political leaders-particularly Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. The statement 

also calls upon the Aid-Pakistan consortium and all other countries to suspend 

all aid to the discredited military regime until a solution acceptable to the 

people of Bangladesh is found. It also demands that the United Nations should 

be more active in finding such a solution. 

The statement is to be presented at the annual convention of the Labor Party 

being held in Breighton this week. It is to be debated next Thursday and, 

political observers believe, the views expressed by the leadership may get 

endorsed in to by the general  body, 

This is indeed a significant development. Because despite persistent 

lobbying and maneuvering by such leading members of the party and the 

parliament as John Stonehouse, Peter Shore and others, party leader Harold 

Wilson had remained tight-lipped over the Pakistani crime in Bangladesh. 

There may be several reasons behind this seemingly sudden commitment. 

One thing is certain that Bangladesh has at last begun making her presence felt-

around the world. Bangladesh is not just a case of 'internal revolt' of some 

country like Greece, Spain or Nigeria. This realization has been (he highlight of 

latest reactions from world capitals that had remained neutral so far. Labor 

Party's awakening to the unshakable reality, even though it took six long 

months to take shape, signifies unmistakably the rising of me great wind of 

change. A number of Labor MPs were of the opinion that among all 

international powers Britain has a unique responsibility toward the sub-

continent. It was argued that as Britain presided over the division of its Indian 

empire in 1947-she is directly responsible for any anomaly generating from the 

artificial division and consequent artificial unions. Islamabad junta's colonial, 

racist and fascistic onslaught on the people of Bangladesh clearly showed that 

British-aided division ot the sub-continent is not working at all. It is now clear 

that to ensure a lasting and peaceful political equilibrium in the sub-continent, 

the lines of demarcation have to be redrawn, rearranged. The new Republic of 

Bangladesh has to be found a respectable place in the map of the sub-continent. 

London could have played an important and significant role in the conflict. 

By acting in time, the Conservative ministry of Edward Heath could have 

saved the lives of thousands of innocent victims of Pakistani bullets and could 

have minimized greatly the strain on India because of the exodus from 

Bangladesh. But Sir Alec Douglas Home, 
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the Foreign Secretary, failed to act positively enough. This failure has, quite probably, 
spurred the Labor Party to seize the initiative. As Bangladesh is increasingly proving 

an issue of great international significance, it is quite likely to play significant part in 

British and American elections. Anyhow, whatever the causes of Labor leadership's 

swing toward us, the people of Bangladesh will thank heart fully John Stone house 

and those Labor members of the parliament who have proved themselves such great 

friends of our people. Most certainly their maneuvers were mainly responsible for 

ending Labor Party's indecision vis-a-vis Bangladesh. 

About the involvement of the United Nations in Bangladesh-we are frankly 

sceptical. Even after six months of gruesome killing the United Nations has failed 
even to examine the accusations of genocide raised from four corners of the earth. It 

remained a silent spectator when Yahya boastfully tried to our record, outscore his 

pagan ancestor Nadir Shah through mass massacres in Bangladesh. In fact, with a 

view to aiding Yahya in his brutal yet hopeless effort to suppress the spontaneous war 

of Independence in Bangladesh it devised several ways to intervene. These were 

resisted resolutely and successfully by the people of Bangladesh and their 

international friends. Even today, the United Nations is viewing the conflict between 

Bangladesh and Islamabad as a kind of confrontation between India and Pakistan. 

This stand is considered positively mischievous and anti-people by the people of 

Bangladesh because this has been the spirit of the Pakistani propaganda from the 

moment Yahya opened his mouth on March the 26
th

 . 

In the interest of world peace and peace in South Asia and in the interest of the 

people of Bangladesh who want to live in peace as a free people in their homeland, 

there can be only one solution of the conflict. And that is outright and universally 
recognized independence of Bangladesh. Let us point out, once again, that only 

mutual trust and benefit could have been the basis for any union between the people 
of Bangladesh and various regions of Pakistan, as they have nothing else in common, 

linguistically, ethnically, culturally and historically. The common religion argument is 
too stupid, too anachronistic to deserve a second mention. 

Britain, U.S.A and certain other countries who have given large amounts of aid to 

Pakistan are worried as creditors. Will Pakistan be able to repay the debts once the 

rich jute and tea-producing land of Bangladesh becomes independent? This has been 

their main worry and was the cause of their bewildering silence over Yahya's crimes. 

West Pakistan is faced with acute economic crisis since the foreign exchange-earner 

Bangladesh declared independence. Yahya and his stupid advisers have seen to it. 
through nothing else but sheer arrogance, that there could never be any basis for a 

rapprochement. Now the onus is on the creditors-some of whom also happen to be 
Islamabad's political guides. Free Bangladesh has come to stay. The sooner they 

realize this the better. Because by that acceptance of reality they might stop losing 
further-in credits, debt-servicing and all that. 

Only thing that remains to be done now is to force Yahya and his gang to see the 
light and accept the verdict of history. Perhaps, countries like Britain are more 

qualified 
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for the job than the UN where some nations have already shown great inclination to 
play football with the life-and-death issue of 75 million people. The game at UN suits 

Yahya very well. Moreover, by its callous silence over the real issue the United 

Nations has virtually lost its legitimate right to mediate. 

\� \� \� \� D�§���D�§���D�§���D�§���, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

YAHYA AND HIS BY-ELECTIONS 

One of the blessings of living in an ivory tower is that it allows inhabitants 

limitless liberties-shame or morality or legality never has a role to play in their 
schemes. Yahya's latest drum-headings about holding so-called by-elections in 

occupied areas of Bangladesh where he did hold successful elections only 10 months 

ago confirms this once again. Always being far away from the people and during last 

6 and half months being only among his closest collaborators in crime-he seems to 

have lost even that film-thin veneer of consciousness about what other people or even 

the world may have to say about his series of misdeeds and crimes. 

Otherwise how could any self-respecting man talk about electing representatives of 
the people when he has, by the simple scratch of a pen (of course accompanied by 

genocidal onslaughts on the people themselves), made the party that won the elections 
illegal, invalidated the election of the 79 legally elected members and created 

conditions to make sure that no more than 15 or 16 treacherous Awami Leaguers of 
the rest 88 attend the farcical 'national assembly' that he say he intends to call next 

December to frame a constitution-his constitution. A man who considers the rest of 

the world foolish enough not to be able to see through these childish pranks of his 

certainly qualifies for the title- "Ass of the century". It doesn't take a political expert 

to understand that what he wants from East-not people's representatives but a set of 

criminals who would not deter from committing any crime against the Bengali nation 

to suit their master's taste for blood and intrigue. 

But, in reality, this so-called holding of by-elections when Yahya has only his 

razakars to vote for his selected criminals in the last desperate attempt at creating 
some world consensus in his favor. Poor thing! Being always surrounded by 

professional liars who constantly tell him fairy-tales about the exploits of his killers in 

uniform in Bangladesh and secret sympathies of world government, he doesn't realize 

the real extent of his predicament. The war in Bangladesh is all but lost. His war-cries 

against India have been, so far, falling on deaf ears. Even his imperialist friends 
realize that the man is going round the bend with every sunrise. 

But he will not break until the very last moment. This is the only positive quality 

that his thoroughly bad breeding has infused in him. Even after six months of 

thrashing by the Mukti Bahini-even after he has lost the services of over 40,000 of his 

best men and officers-he wants to pretend that he is not perturbed. In the next few 

weeks he will be struck an unforgettable blow by the freedom fighters. But, if he is 

still there, this sick 
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arrogance of his is expected to continue. The suicidal war on Bangladesh has ruined 
Pakistan economically nullifying its ill-gotten economic gains of last twenty four 

years. But the tin-soldier would not budge. He still continues blowing through the 

hopelessly punctured balloon of his non-existent prestige. He wants to show that he 

doesn't give a damn to world's view of his effrontery. Despite Worldwide 

condemnation of the illegal immoral trial of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman the man had the 

audacity to go through with it and condemning the People's leader to death. What 

cowardly reaction to Sheikh's super bravery! If he wanted Sheikh could have escaped 

to safety. But a democrat by heart and soul, he refused to do that and voluntarily, 

accepted arrest. Now this criminal has also the audacity to 'leak out' his intentions-that 

he might not murder Sheikh but instead let him rot in Pakistani prisons for the rest of 

his life. He thinks that by this he would be able to demoralize the freedom fighters. 

But, like all his erstwhile thoughts, he is gravely mistaken in this one too. Sheikh did 

not put all the eggs in the same basket. He stayed on but ordered all his lieutenants to 

continue the fight until victory. The greatest ambition of his life has been the 
establishment of a free, independent Bangladesh. Well-this has been achieved. What 

remains to be done now is its consolidation through a mopping-up operation against 
the foreign enemy, That is being carried out with increasing speed and efficiency. Our 

great leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's physical presence may not be necessary as 
every freedom fighter, whether with arms or without arms is inspired by his ideals. 

Bangabandhu Shaikh Mujibur has left behind a million Mujiburs. Yahya is 

welcome to taste what such a leadership can mean. 

\� \� \� \� D�§���D�§���D�§���D�§���, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

MONEM ELIMINATED : OTHER COLLABORATORS  

SHAKING IN PANTS 

So traitor Monem gets his due at last. For the first time in Bangladesh it has been 

established that crime, after all, doesn't always pay. As expected, Ayub Khan has 

publicly shed a few drops of tears for the man who served him with the devotion and 

ferocity of an Alsatian. Monem had one good quality-he never could be discreet with 

his inner feelings. For this, often he used to talk quite shamelessly, about his master's 

benevolence that made a Governor out of a brief less district lawyer. He not only 

worked like a slave for his master-but successfully created within himself the soul of 

an ideal slave. When Ayub and his grotesque dictatorship were hated by the people-

this man had the hateful guts to pronounce publicly-"Ayub is my father, my leader." 

With his active help Ayub turned the then East Pakistan into a colonial market for 

West Pakistan's industry. The more the people of Bangladesh hated him, the more 
reasons Ayub had for retaining him. He inflicted him on the Bengali people for 7 long 

years. 

Monem was Ayub's most trusted collaborator in latter's grand designs against 

Bengali people's autonomy movement in general-and Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and the 

Awami 
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League in particular. Prisons of Bangladesh swelled with thousands of patriots. 
Monem unleashed all the evil powers that Ayub reposed in him in his attempt to crush 

Sheikh Mujib and his party. In May 1966 he had Sheikh arrested. On the 6
th

 of June 

the same year when the 6-point autonomy movement was formally launched, he set 

his police against the demonstrators and soon there was no space left in the prisons to 

lake more prisoners. 

Alongside the reign of terror, developed unprecedented volumes of corruption and 

nepotism. In the offices nothing would move without bribe. Every leaf of Monem's 
family-tree prospered like magic. During his last years, public traffic had to be 

stopped to make room for his escorted, siren blaring American car. In every sense, 
Monem symbolised Ayub's worst insult to Bengali nation. No wonder Ayub calls him 

a great patriot in his funeral message. 

The man is dead now. The Mukti Bahini in its purification campaign has removed 

him despite fullest protection given to him by the Pakistani army. Justice has 

triumphed-however delayed. No more will this man be mentioned in matters 

concerning Bangladesh. Let no man right his epitaph. 

Elimination of Monem has reportedly struck terror in the hearts of the quislings 
and collaborators of the foreign army in Bangladesh. The so-called ministers in 

Motaleb Malik's puppet cabinet have been shaking in their pants. They do not usually 
come out of doors even with army escort. Fazlul Qader Choudhury-the so-called 

politician has reportedly fled to West Pakistan. Parid Ahmed, too, has gone into 
hiding. And, that rat Mahmud Ali does not know for sure whether he should return to 

Bangladesh whose people he betrayed as Yahya's stooge at the United Nations. The 

days of the traitors at Dacca University, Radio Pakistan and Dacca Television are 

numbered too. But there is still time to repent. Stop betraying your own kith and kin 

only to help a vicious foreign enemy. Come to the liberated area and surrender. You 

may be forgiven. 

        �/l��/l��/l��/l�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

YAHYA'S APPROACHING DOOM 

The man who has lost only one ear tends to walk along one side of the road. But 

when he has lost both his ears he walks through the middle of the road. So goes a 
Bengali saying about shamelessness. And it fits so well with the way Yahya has been 

moving as revealed in his latest interview with London's Empire Loyalist paper the 
Daily Mail. When the whole world knows that he and his gang were hectically 

preparing to put into effect a two-year old genocide plan against the people of 

Bangladesh holding fake talks with Sheikh Mujib, this creature still insists that Sheikh 

Mujib went back on his promise of asking only internal autonomy and organized and 

led an armed rebellion. Ignorance is indeed a bliss for such incorrigible nincompoops. 

The fellow does not seem to recognize the glaring fallacy of his own claims. 
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After the heinous betrayal of the people of Bangladesh he suddenly postponed on 
February 28 the scheduled opening session of the National Assembly. Sheikh Mujib 

had every right to opt for armed struggle against the vicious junta, the usurpers of 

people's, power, and its feudal and capitalist collaborators like Bhuttos, Saigols and 

Adamjees. But icing it heart-and-soul democrat he still hoped against hope. He chose 

a nonviolent means to give Yahya and his gang the last chance. But the criminals 

seized the, opportunity to prepare for one of history's grisliest crimes. If Sheikh really 

had organized armed rebellion he would not be in Yahya's prison now to swallow 

indignities and suffer tortures from such scrums of (he earth. The fact is, if Yahya had 

anticipated the kind of armed struggle that the people of Bangladesh have succeeded 

in mobilising despite the sudden, unsuspecting onslaught by not, less than 5 divisions 

of Pakistani animals in human garb, things would have been quite different now. He 

and his collaborators would have come to the table like good boys for talks. Sheikh 

Mujib through his Six Points Charter had given them the last opportunity to save 

Pakistan through a partnership of equals. But then Pakistani army generals are not 
supposed to be visionaries nor are they supposed to be politician by any measure. 

Quite naturally, thus, they were intoxicated with the armed might that they had 
acquired hut paid for by the poverty-stricken people, they led themselves into 

believing that by indiscriminate murder, rape, loot and arson hey would be able to 
cow down the 75 million people of Bangladesh within 72 hours to urn Bangladesh 

into colonial paradise for the Pakistani coterie for centuries and the Bengalees would 
be forced to serve their Pakistani masters. However ridiculous the idea night have 

been it fitted perfectly with the mentality of the man who, even in this stage of 

civilization, quite shamelessly boasts of his decadency from that mass-killing pagan 

Nadir Shah in presence of foreign journalists. As the days of tyrants molding human 

destiny are over, Yahya despite the infernal massacre campaign in Bangladesh, is now 

faced with an unavoidable defeat. Bengalees are poised to prove that it is the people 

and not a handful of tyrants who would choose the course of future history. 

The Daily Mail interview also reveals that Yahya has at last started talking about 

independent Bangladesh however reluctantly. He has accused India of trying to install 

in Bangladesh a 'puppet' government. This is indeed an observation of great humor. 

The elected representatives of Bangladesh would form a 'puppet1 government and 

Yahya's quislings in Dacca have formed a 'representative' government! Even a look 
through the wrong end of the telescope" would produce a better observation. Perhaps 

the same cupidity is also responsible for the so-called bye-elections for choosing 
obedient quislings. I leave the conclusion to the listeners. Let us assure Yahya and the 

world that Bangladesh Liberation Forces are new quite capable of driving out the 
Pakistani invaders from the soil of Bangladesh. All India should do now is to remain 

war-ready to counter Pakistani onslaught against her sovereignty. Yahya has 
apparently told both Newsweek and the Daily Mail that he would definitely go to war 

with India. He has even talked of Chinese arms aid in case of a War. This is probably 
a bluff-meant to bolster up Pakistani morale. Cleverly he did not mention U. S. arms 

aid. Pakistani war adventure in 1965 has proved quite clearly that no country can fight 

a modern war without a war industry-with 
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borrowed arms. Islamabad is welcome to taste a bigger defeat this lime. He 

should remember what the Indian Defense Minister has just said. He said: This 

time war would be fought only on West Pakistani soil. Whether Yahya actually 

starts a war against India or not, he can cleanly write off Bangladesh. 

Bangladesh is destined to be free perhaps before the end of the year. 

Another laughable aspect has been an unwanted advice of Yahya to Mrs. 

Indira Gandhi. After hurling abuses, that are characteristic of his bad breeding 

at the Indian Premier he went on to warn that an independent Bangladesh 

would mean the beginning of the end of the Indian Union. It seems that even 

after so much trouble the fellow is totally incapable of understanding the laws 

of politics or history. He fails to see that the people of Bangladesh opted for 

independence only after it was made clear that their union with Pakistan only 

means an endless subjugation that has all the characteristics of classical 

colonialism. If there has been any genuine effort on the part of the usurpers of 

political power in Pakistan to treat Bangladesh as a partner with full democratic 

rights history-would have moved along a completely different course. In India, 

Yahya fails to realize, the very practice of democracy does not allow outright 

colonization of one region by another. It is in this democracy lies the root of 

Indian unity. Because the reactionary clique led by the army will never allow 

democracy to flourish in Pakistan, disintegration of what was once Pakistan 

would not halt with the parting of Bangladesh alone. Even the feeble union of 

West Pakistani regions would eventually snap and perhaps no less bloodily. 

Because there exists a no less crude form of exploitation of at least three other 

regions by one. The domination of feudal Punjab in the armed forces, in 

administration and industry and commerce was responsible for the Baluch 

rebellion of 1959-a rebellion that was ruthlessly suppressed with the world 

knowing little about ii. In fact, it was this success that encouraged the killer 

junta to undertake the murder mission against the people of Bangladesh. As 

things are moving now-within a matter of years the very name of Pakistan will 

vanish from the surface of the earth. Only the people of Pakistan by rising in 

arms against the vicious clique and its class allies like Bhutto can stave off this 

logical inevitability. 

] ] ] ] �/l��/l��/l��/l�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

 

US PEOPLE FORCE NIXON STOP ARMS FLOW 

The United States has suspended all future arms aid to Pakistan. According 

to State Department spokesman Charles Bray the decision to revoke the license 

granted to Pakistan for 3.6 million dollars worth of military hardware was 

reached several weeks ago. The time taken to announce the decision has been 

attributed to the technicality of informing the Congress first. 

On the face of it, the announcement signifies, at least, partial victory for a 

large section of the American people and their elected representatives to the 

Congress. 
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Nevertheless the decision has been taken with a view to creating an impact on 

the !972 presidential elections. President Nixon's foreign policy has suffered 

.severe setback with the signing of the Indo-Soviet pact and the entry of the 

Peoples Republic of China into the United Nation and consequent expulsion of 

the US baby-the Taiwan regime of Chiang Kai Shek. According to political 

observers, this deliberately timed announcement of the stoppage of arms aid to 

Pakistan is being interpreted as an attempt by President Nixon to recoup at least 

a part of the territory he had lost to the Democrats. 

The announcement, however, should receive careful consideration of the 

people of Bangladesh and their friends around the world. One must not fail to 

notice that the decision to stop future arms aid was reached with the consent of 

Yahya junta. Moreover, there is absolutely nothing to suggest that there has 

been any change at all in U. S. Administration's basic approach to Bangladesh 

tragedy. Despite Indian Prime Minister's personal approach, President Nixon 

has chosen to remain sympathetic to Islamabad regime and has declined to put 

pressure upon Yahya and his killer gang even to halt their butchery in 

Bangladesh. This fact, again, emphasizes that the stoppage decision has, 

perhaps, nothing to do with the plight of the Bangladesh people-that the move 

is aimed at U. S. politics at home. 

The fact that Yahya voluntarily agreed to the stoppage-particularly at a time 

when he is faced with certain defeat in Bangladesh-invites a lot of suspicion. 

Could it be that he agreed to the stoppage of direct aid in lieu of promises of 

the same aid through indirect channels? Pakistan's close lies with Saudi Arabia. 

Jordan, Iran and Turkey may help to open up an alternative route for U. S. arms 

flow without disturbing Nixon Administration's domestic image. All these 

countries have been close collaborators of Yahya in latter's genocidal war 

against Bangladesh people. There are confirmed reports that during last six 

months substantial quantities of military hardware and fuel came to Yahya by 

way of Tehran and Ankara. Is there any way to stop passage of U. S. arms 

crates via these countries? U. S. Congressmen have displayed great alertness 

over their administration's heartless policy vis-a-vis Bangladesh. Perhaps, they 

would now be on the lookout for any such deception. 

A great part of the credit for the stoppage of direct arms supply to Islamabad 

must go lo "New York Times". Had it not been for its superb exposition of the 

State Department lies vis-a-vis continued arms aid to Pakistan despite a public 

announcement to the contrary-the real behind-the-scene story would never have 

come to light. By this the paper has served a great human cause-because the 

entire civilization is now on trial .in Bangladesh. We are pretty certain that with 

such daring watchdogs of human values remaining active, it would not be easy 

for the black cargo to reach the killers unnoticed. Despite the doubts and fears, 

the State Department announcement certainly marks a significant step forward 

in mankind's march toward a better world. We congratulate all these 

Congressmen who have been responsible for exerting the pressure needed. 
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PAKISTAN IN TIGHT CORNER: D-DAY NEARING : 

WARNING FOR UN 

A senior editor of Newsweek has just been in Mujibnagar by way of Bangkok, 

after spending a number of days in occupied and liberated areas of Dacca district. 

Despite worldwide speculation about the imminence of an Indo-Islamabad war, 

privately he is of the opinion that Pakistan is hardly in a position to fight a full-scale 

war with India. The colonial army in Bangladesh is in a desperate position. After 
visiting several Mukti Bahini strongholds in and around Dacca he has concluded that 

the Bahini is not only a viable force but has already succeeded in cornering the 
invaders. Pakistanis are so short of ammunition supply that often they fail to reply to 

Mukti Bahini shelling. In more than 50 per cent of their operations the freedom 
fighters succeed in capturing enemy arms and ammunition stocks. He also reports that 

the Mukti Bahini has gained such confidence by these successes that they no longer 
retreat after the sudden attacks. They capture an area and stay there. This latest tactic 

has paid off handsomely in many ways. Not only this is destroying Pakistani morale 

but is wining at the same time, greater and greater confidence of the population. 

Pakistanis are in the habit of surprise attacks against unarmed civilians anytime they 

suffer a defeat at the hands of the Mukti Bahini. Now this hit-and-crush policy has 

reduced civilian casualty considerably. The Newsweek man, a veteran of many wars 

including Vietnam, Algeria, South Africa and Biafra, is of the opinion that Islamabad 

is militarily nearly-finished. He thinks that even without an Indo-Pak conflagration 

the Mukti Bahini is capable of winning the war much sooner than Western observers 

would like to admit. He told a friend in confidence that Pakistan is certain to taste 

defeat in one or, at most, two months. 

Such an assessment by someone who is one of the few confidante's of Yahya 

certainly draws attention. Apparently, he has been personally requested by Yahya to 

make a secret realistic report to him about the predicament of his army in Bangladesh. 
This fact, of course, should prove rather disturbing for the Mukti Bahini boys who 

took the correspondent in confidence and showed him their camps and strategic 
installations. There is little to suggest that he was not spying for Yahya. Perhaps time 

is here for the Mukti Bahini to impose a security cordon against all foreign 
correspondents. During last one week or so, hundreds of these correspondents were 

frantically searching for Mukti Bahini stones. After pooh-poohing Bahini war efforts 
and their successful hits against Pak army for 6 long months suddenly they have 

realized the extent of the blunder they had committed. They are also keen on the story 

in a sort of Cuban way. As the Mukti Bahini is certain to be victorious they must 

discover the political character of the struggle. Are they all nationalists or Reds in 

disguise? And, as past experience shows, the conclusions generally have little to do 

with reality. So it is always better to stay away from them in every possible manner. 

The freedom fighters, even if they happen to meet these people, they must not talk on 

politics or war tactics. They must mistrust them all 
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unless there are definite proofs to the contrary. Now, a caution far the inhabitants f 
Dacca. The desperate enemy might seek to attack and destroy the city itself when h 

begins to reel the hopelessness of this position. The people must prepare themselves f 

the fateful day right now. He assured that this time it will not be an one-sided affair 

The citizens must not only help the Mukti Bahini boys hut also rise with whatever 

they can lay their hands on to kill enemy soldiers who will he driven out of the 

cantonment and would be forced into hand to hand street fighting. You have nothing 

to fear. We are much too numerous, and now much too strong, for them. 

Meanwhile a lot of publicity is being given to the blowing up of an American ship 

donning United Nations markings at China port. The ship, claimed US and UN 
sources carried nothing else but food grains for relief. The publicity clearly aims to 

establish that freedom fighters want the famine-stricken people of Bangladesh to die 

without food. Whether the suffering millions of Bangladesh would believe the story 

or not is nut difficult to guess. They know who their friends a re-freedom fighters or 

the United Nations that continues to give tacit approval to Yahya's genocide in 

Bangladesh. So there is nothing on UN's record to prove that it cares a hoot about 

whether we die or live. In fact, we are not quite sure whether the ship actually had a 

cargo of food grains and didn't have hidden ammunition- Even if it carried food grains 

there is nothing to assure us that the stuff was not meant to feed the bcseiged Pakistani 

Army. We have definite proof of World Red Cross milk meant for emaciated babies 

being used to feed the Pakistani invaders. 

Let this be a warning. Any ship calling at enemy occupied ports of Chittagong and 

Chalna would be categorized as saboteurs and collaborators. It is our sacred duty to 

destroy them. Any country genuinely concerned about the plight of our people should 
send their food gifts through the Government of Bangladesh-the only legal authority 

of the land. Any attempt to by-pass it would be interpreted as a hostile act. 

In reply to a question by the Newsweek man, Yahya's chief killer in Bangladesh 

General Niazi has threatened to deploy his tanks once again against the people ol 

Dacca if the Mukti Bahini boys take the fighting inside the city. He blow his tops and 

said that the Bengalees should know what the colonial army can do to the unarmed 

civilians of Dacca. This is, indeed, the first public admission by the killers that they 

deployed tanks against defenseless, unarmed citizens of Dacca on and after March 25. 

The silly General didn't quite realize that this boasting to the foreigner actually gave 

away the degree or Pakistani soldiers' cowardice. Anyway Mukti Bahini is well 

prepared this time to face all the consequences. 

        ---- ¡  ¡  ¡  ¡ �/l��/l��/l��/l�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\    

 

BANGLADESH GET READY! 

Most of the journalists who had entered the occupied as well as the liberated areas 

of Bangladesh usually come to Mujibnagar to report then" experience to anyone 
willing to 
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listen. This specialist traffic has been coming this way over last two or three weeks. 
Many of them, including the correspondents of some of the well-known papers with 

international circulation, have filed stones to tell the world, in one way or another, 

that Pakistan has been buried on March 25 and that Bangladesh is not only a reality 

but, in a matter of weeks, it might score a total military victory over the decaying 

occupation forces. Needless to say that these correspondents and photographers are, 

invariably, dispassionate in their views. They take all kinds of risks just to be able to 

file exclusive stories, not for any cause, but for their own professional fame. As a 

result, their views, although often devoid of compassion for the suffering, in a way 

provides a fairly reliable guide. 

Over two weeks or so I have personally met a large number of these journalists, 

Ail of them appeared to present the same picture about the Pakistani occupation, 

army's hopelessness. They used to hesitate to concede even this much only a month 

ago. The mounting atrocities and indiscriminate killing going on in the enemy 

occupied zones of Bangladesh further confirm the nervousness of the killer army. In 

fact, the atrocities are likely to be stepped up even further with every victory the 

Mukti Bahini scores against them. 

The people living in the occupied zones particularly in the cities of Dacca, 

Chittagong and Comilla should prepare themselves right now for any eventuality. The 

net is closing in steadily. The Mukti Bahini boys have been marching toward Dacca 

from al! directions. The occupation army's supply lines are dwindling fast. Their 

officers are expected to fly out of Bangladesh when things get really hot leaving 

behind the dumb, halfwit soldiers to kill and destroy until the ammunition stocks are 

exhausted and then to get killed themselves. This horrible phase is not far off. The 
citizens must take note and prepare themselves in any way they think best. Their only 

duty would be to stay alive by whatever means and help the liberation fighters when 
they lay a siege round the cantonment. The killers are most likely to attempt a total 

destruction of the cities by launching shells and rockets from inside the cantonments. 
They may even be tempted to let loose the mini China-built tanks against the cities. 

But these tanks are vulnerable to anti-tank weapons that the Mukti Bahini have in 
abundance. They will be blown to pieces in no time. The fact few days fight in the 

Western Sector-already as many as 13 medium sized tanks have been destroyed by 

the Mukti Bahini. The Pakistanis are not likely to come out of the cantonments being 

afraid of street fighting with the Mukti Bahini to be outnumbered and outgunned. The 

extent of prolongation of the war will depend on how long the enemy can hold out in 

the cantonment. Mukti Bahini's strategy is to flush them out. Keeping these in mind-

the people must prepare themselves right now. There is no time to be lost. Stay clear 

of the cantonment areas. 

Meanwhile the world continues to be in total darkness about suspected massacre 
that took place in Dacca late last week when the army went about the unarmed 

civilians after suddenly clamping curfew on the city early in the morning for nearly 15 
hours at a stretch. The world press and radio networks did not appear to receive any 

report from their correspondents on the grisly happening. This shows that the killer 

authorities have 
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stopped the correspondents from filing stories on the massacre. Of course, the killers 
could not possibly hide the whole story for ever. Soon some foreign correspondents 

would come out of Dacca to tell the world what has actually happened. Our own 

reports indicate that fighting did take place between the Mukti Bahini and the killers 

well before his curfew was clamped. Losing the fight the invaders went about the 

innocent civilian’s n revenge-the natural reaction of the cowards. This war has proved 

that the Pakistani lords are primitive barbarians right from the pages of medieval 

history and that modern civilization and its values failed to make any impression on 

them. As soldiers they are; One of the most cowardly even known. They seem to fight 

with lot of velour only against unarmed men and women and children. 

 �  �  �  � �/l��/l��/l��/l�, , , , \]_\\]_\\]_\\]_\ 

 

FINAL BATTLE BEGINS: 

MUKTI BAHINI RIDING HIGH 

Just before the end of the rainy season there were a surprisingly large number of 

pundits all over the place to suggest that with the advent of the dry season the 

Pakistani barbarians in Bangladesh would turn into an army of Hercules’s and would 

beat the tiny Bengali freedom fighters to a pulp. Quite naturally this was the hope that 

was nursed by these dubious pundits, in other words, the admirers of the fictional 

Pakistani prowess. Well, half the prediction was right i.e. the prediction about some 

people getting chopped into mince meat. It has become too evident even for the 

reluctant foreign correspondents to ignore. Since the Mukti Bahini quickly changed 
their lactic of hit-and-run for one of hit-stay-and-crush about four weeks ago, the 

brave young lions of Bangladesh struck terror in the hearts of the invaders by driving 

to hell an unbelievable number of their lives in frontal, unrelenting battles all over 

Bangladesh. Finding himself totally powerless Yahya sought to take it out on 

neighboring India by shelling her undefended towns and villages and by killing 

innocent civilians-the only job in which this descendent of the pagan marauder Nadir 

Shah has already displayed great expertise. 

In reply to extreme restraint displayed by India Yahya-clique have been flexing 

their fatty muscles. Right from the day the freedom fighters of Bangladesh took to 

arms, the frightened skunks of Islamabad have been trying their best to 

internationalize the Bangladesh-Islamabad conflict. Although the animals have quite a 

few foreign associates !n (heir crimes against the people of Bangladesh, they all failed 

to involve the United Nations in the conflict for one reason or another. 

Now, failing in its international maneuvers, the skunks are bent upon going over 

the rink-if necessary, along with the unsuspecting, ignorant 45 million people of 
Pakistan. Early last week when the Mukti Bahini initiated the final phase of this war 

of national liberation-Pakistani invaders in Bangladesh have suffered heavy casualties 
and they have been made to run in all the sectors. With every defeat they suffer 

Islamabad-controlled 
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radios cry hoarse over imaginary involvement of Indian troops. Of course, this has 
been the stupid official line right from the start. They always found great pleasure in 

terming the freedom fighters as Indian infiltrators. The silly stand made them world's 

laughing stock. But, then, shame or international humiliation means little to the 

arrogant buffaloes with brains about the size of peanuts. 

Even though the impartial journalists would not corroborate Islamabad's fiction 
about Indian tanks rolling towards Jessore, it matters little to the frightened generals. 

They have already declared emergency and are going frantically through the motions 
of precipitating a war with India hoping against hope that someone will come to their 

rescue in Bangladesh. Yet even a child knows that Islamabad is hardly likely to 
declare war against India because that would simply mean shedding of Pakistani 

blood on Pakistani soil. Until now the killer junta has been, by and large, successful in 

deceiving the entire Pakistani population with shocking lies about the Bangladesh 

massacre and the crisis that was precipitated by nobody else but the junta members 

almost out of the blue. The tons of thousands of dead bodies of Pakistani soldiers are 

either buried or burnt out with petrol in Bangladesh. And nothing about the inglorious 

end is disclosed to dead soldiers' relations. But when Indian tanks and planes actually 

start hitting the cities of Lahore, Karachi and Rawalpindi-blood will flow-Pakistani 

blood for a change-and the whole game will be over for the junta. It is already worse 

than worst in Bangladesh. Troubles in Pakistan would virtually mean the capitulation 

of the killer junta. Thus, this war-dance and jingoism are perhaps put up shows, more 

exercises in political and military impotency. Whatever the killer junta does-it will 

never shift the theatre of conflict from Bangladesh to Pakistan. So far as they are 

concerned-if more blood is to flow let it be Bengali blood. 

But, the fun is that, they are doomed to defeat in Bangladesh as well-and in the 

hands of the Mukti Bahini. And a lot sooner than many observers would concede or 
would want to believe. India has nothing to gain by going to war. In fact, she has 

everything to gain by not going to war. Why should she fight a war when the Mukti 
Bahini is capable of guaranteeing the return of all Bangladesh refugees to their 

homes-refugees who have been India's primary concern? If Pakistani planes are shot 
down it is only to show to Islamabad killers that India was no longer prepared to 

tolerate any more violation of her territorial integrity whether on land, sea or air. 

Whatever may the transmitters of Islamabad liars have to say about to war, one 

thing is certain the Mukti Bahini is poised for final victory. Our countrymen 

particularly those who are captives in the occupied areas of Bangladesh-you can now 
wait for the new dawn. The darkness of the ghastly night of horror is clearing fast. 

Until your liberators reach yon-fight and stay alive. The citizens of Dacca, Chittagong 
and Comilla and other towns in particular must remain extra alert. While the entire 

western sector is being liberated fast, special divisions and battalions are moving 
steadily toward the capital and port cities. Civilians must try and stay away from the 

confrontation zones. 
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THE DECISIVE STAGE 

The war of Bangladesh National Liberation has now gone well into the decisive 
stage. Reports from Western Sector indicate that liberation of Jessore town is 

imminent. Capture of Jessore would in real terms, mean at least half the final victory-
as this will actually mean defeat of Pakistani troops in all the Sectors that rely on 

Jessore for their supplies, In other words, except parts of Dacca and Chittagong 

Pakistanis could be totally got rid off. The frantic withdrawal of Pakistani troops and 

collaborators from Jessore over last few days indicates that the killer invaders are 

already on the run. PIA planes were engaged to run as many as 40 sorties daily. 
Meanwhile, during the battle all along Jessore Road, Mukti Bahini boys have been 

scoring decisive victories. They have knocked out over 15 tanks and a large number 
of enemy soldiers. Being caught in a desperate position the invaders called in their air 

force for bombing and strafing the Mukti Bahini positions. One of the four Sabre jets 
was shot down by ground fire1. The rest 3, trying to show off, crossed Indian borders 

and were neatly destroyed by Indian Air Force. Meanwhile, in Chittagong, reports the 
Australian Broadcasting Corporation, the Bangladesh Air Force went into operation 

for the first time and bombed the hell out of surprised Pakistanis. But, despite all these 

defeats, the shameless mouthpiece of Islamabad beasts, Radio Pakistan, goes on 

barking about fictional Pakistani victories. It mentions all the Sectors where the killers 

are getting ail the licking but claims, in the same breath, that the fleeing Pakistanis 

have killed hundreds of Indian soldiers. Obviously, by Indian soldiers-the faithful dog 

means the Mukti Bahini boys. By listening to the Radio it would seem that the Bahini 

boys were sucking their thumbs when the Pakistanis allegedly killed them and ran. 

That the Pakistanis are in a mess is amply proved by the way Niazi has' been 
behaving of late. He has been going on daily murder sprees in Dacca by imposing 

curfew every six or ten hours or so. Reports say, that the Pakistani murderers have 
been on continuous rampage. The unarmed and innocent civilians were being 

subjected to murder, loot, rape and arson. This outrage coming after so many claims 

of 'normalcy' certainly proves that Niazi has gone berserk out of fear and frustration. 

One Pakistani spokesman has admitted publicly that they are hopelessly outnumbered, 

outgunned. He is right-for a change. But killer Niazi wouldn't believe it. The fool has 

announced cash rewards for Mukti Bahini heads. He is much too idiotic to realize that 

it is too late in the game for such stupid antics. He has also proved himself, rather 

lousy on figures. He does not realize that entire treasury of Islamabad would get 

exhausted if rewards are to be paid for even a third of the Mukti Bahini heads. 

Perhaps, he knows that he won't have to pay a penny in real terms. Not one head will 

be sold out to foreign invaders. 

It's a futile exercise Niazi. Take our advice: Get out of Bangladesh before. it is too 

late. 
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NIAZI'S PITIFUL BOASTS 

.London's The Daily Express has called Yahya a sadistic general with the 

intelligence of a Sergeant-Major, If that is the I. Q. of his boss, what, then, could be 
the level of intelligence of Lt. General Niazi-Yahya's killer associate in the occupied 

areas of Bangladesh? A clue to this is certainly available in Newsweek's Senior Editor 
Arnand Borchgrave's on the spot reporting from the occupied .one a few days earlier. 

It suggests that this nincompoop of a general has the intelligence of an overfed 
buffalo. Consequently, he is totally unresponsive to most of the human sensibilities 

and realities. Perhaps this is the only explanation that could be attributed to his silly 

boasts about how he has been killing the guerrillas. He reportedly barked: Oh, I'm not 

afraid of the guerrillas: I'm picking them off like flies." Obviously, the smug nit has 

neither the experience nor the intelligence to know how difficult it is to kill a fly. 

Moreover, the analogy falls flat when one realizes that flies don't bite-like the way 

Mukti Bahini tarantulas have been sucking the life blood out of the invaders. What's 

more, these tarantulas are immune from all kinds of insecticides that Niazi may have 

in his store. It's only a fool's smugness that has been allowing him to bark so noisily 

even at this stage of the game. Soon you will be laughing from the other side of your 

mouth Niazi-it's a solemn promise from us to you. Try and stay alive if you can to 

listen to the final jazz-to be more precise, to the inglorious regime. 

Yahya and his stupid generals may not have realized what is really happening-but 

the good old lago seems to have got the smell of death already. Zulfi Bhutto, the self-
styled Duke of Larkana, has reportedly said in Karachi that "Old Pakistan is dead. 

And that a new Pakistan must be created to avert a catastrophe". In other words, the 
clever cheat and the liar of a Dick has already written off Bangladesh and is already 

pleading for arresting further disintegration of the artificial union of Pakistani 
nationalities. Yet, it was only seven months ago-on March 26 to be more precise-that 

this man had boasted "I have saved Pakistan"-after giving his fullest support to 
Yahya's campaign of genocide against the people of Bangladesh. It requires a truly 

shameless creature to make such an about-turn and that, too, so publicly. However, by 

this he has displayed at least a higher degree of political understanding than those 

beasts in generals uniform, He knows how bad things are and how fast the whole of 

Pakistan is sliding toward disaster. Pakistan is finished-he knows that. Now to save 

his skin he is moving cleverly. He no longer demands transfer of power. The 

artificially created war-hysteria against India has helped him very much. The 

declaration of a state of emergency rules out any possibility of that never-never power 

transfer. Yet, cunning Bhutto is quiet. As trouble fumes all over Pakistan he continues 

to play the dubious role. Without taking any lesson from his fiasco in Bangladesh, 

Yahya has chosen to apply the same stick against the Sindhis, Baluchis and Pathans. 

The National Awami Party of both Wall Khan and Moulana Bhashani have been 

banned using the same pretext that was used against the Awami League. And, as 

expected, the reaction, too, is going to be the same. As NAP and Awami League 
leaders 
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are being hauled up, armed resistance is breaking out. The outcome-that is 

inevitable is the disappearance of the State of Pakistan from the surface of the 

earth. Bhutto is cleverly moving out of the scene—so that the blame doesn't fall 

on him. Yet the fact is he has played no less an active role in this shocking 

tragedy than that of Yahya and his criminal collaborators. 

The end is near. Probably nearer than a few weeks. On Bangladesh theatre 

the last act is more than halfway through. There the net is closing in steadily 

and fast. The next play has already commenced-not along Indo-Pak border but 

in Pakistan itself. Despite all his muscle flexing-Yahya cannot afford a war 

against India. That means he would eventually fail in rousing the fascist 

jingoism in the people. He is certain to fail in his attempt to divert their 

attention from the inner strife that is waiting there like a time bomb. It is certain 

to explode and with it will explode the fascist generals, fascist feudal-lord 

politicians and fascist bureaucrats-the entente that was all along responsible for 

this sad end. 
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+W @�A '(? '( 6B B��(�X� �;�=��2( '2���S� ��Y-6� 6B /���� �;�Z�? 9�(�� '����� 
/�0 [ # �"�1� "@(��� /���( ���,��( /�D। �(V '(B �� '��D "��� '(���1��� (�T 
6B '2���S��� �;�Z� (�� @�? ���0 ��� -�( #��1�- 6� 6(��� Q\� "��� '(���1�� ��G� 
���(8��। -�6�, ��� ("�B "�(���� 6(�. ����@�। -��; "��� '(���1�� D�?�0 9�(� '����� 
/�0 6� (�1(# ����� ��1�D ���� "����( 
��*5� ���"�1 ��5���� =;����� /J�] �F��� 
����@ (��D। ������ ����H� ;�1�^ ������( '(���B T�� (��� �। T�� (��� ���� �। 

 
6 '*�( /� 6(�2 "�; /_�� ���� `� `� (�� 0�a। /� '"2� @�A ("�B "�(�� 

��b������ '(�J��B ��c�" (��� ����D �, ������ ���I(��� ���H��� ��1 ���� "�5��B "d8। 
-��; 62� -�;] ������� "�;। �(V /��� �I�; @�A- 6� -��c�", 6� "d8��, 6� /�Y 
"�e0 ��5� "�(�� ���*; +,���� +��� �����1 ����� (�f�"f ���"(���( ,��� '�1�� -�+1�" 
,����A। ��B '��g0 ���(8��� ���� S��0 (�� +,�� (�� @�A, -��( #�1=�1 #"����K 
("�B��� ��H�1 Phi�(������ ����1 ���1�D। 6(���( ���� +,�� (��D ���] (���2� (*�, -;���( 
+,�� (��D '���� -�Z� "<$K5 
�����(। ��B ��� @�� ��@�� ���] (���2� +�1�# �?� '(? 
'( �� ���� ���*; +,��K�� '�"���? '(B �� ��� ��� +,�� (�� @�A /���� "��B (��# '��= 
��? 6� Q\� ������ ���H #��। �� (�� ����� +�1�# 'B। 

 
 
 

[� !�-6� '� ���"� ��k����k "��1 9�(� '������ (�1(# (�5�"@ /���S�� /�� �F(���� 9�(� '���� '() 'D�? 
���#�=��� 
��� ����� '����� '��= '�। 6B (�*(��2 � !�-6�  B #� 
��� ����� '���� '*�( +,���� @�1�D�- '���� 
�����, � !�] 
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���D��� 9�(� '������ (*�। �(���� '"��� ;�1�(, "�;�( @�;� (�� @�A '"B +"�E /"�D।  
m��( ���(�� "<��(�1 �����- �F (���� 9�(� '������ 6(�2 ��;(�� -�.�। 6B -�.�� 
�( "��; (*� +,�� (�� @1? 6� Q\� #��� @�� ���(� -�S�"� (*� #�� +�1�#। ��5� #E���@� 
����n ���(�� "<��(�1 ��H1 '2���S�� #���1 '�। 6�� '"B"� ��H�1� Q�� "<��(�1 '��� 
@�1 *��(। 6��� ����� �I�; D������ /�= "����( (�i5�T ����1 '"2� -����� (��। 

 
���(�� "�8 "���� �a( 6(B �1�� D��� @1-o����� �����, ���(�� �� 6�� "<���(� �� 

D�?�। ����(@� ��5� '�1�2 "�;�( ��L (�� '� ���(�� #p '�1 ����� /� ��-B *�( ��q���� 
"��;� +1�" *��( �। ��B m��( ���(�� ����� 6(�2 #�� -�.�। 9�(� '����� 6 ���� -�( 
#���1��� ,��D। �O’'� ���,5� ��0 /�� 9�(� '����� �(D��� (�# (��� ���; @�1�D���। -�.� 
'L�H( �@�"�� �D��� ��� 0-�� '"(�� '��( � *�(�1 '"B '"(�� /���( '�1� @’�। 0-�� -*5�f 
/Q2"�Bg rg(�s "<�(5 ���� /�= ‘������’ -�.��2� (*� � ��� ����D �। �O'� ���,5� �� 
+*� '��� ������ +,�� (�� @’� ��� P�� /�= 6B -�.��2� t�u '��� 6�� �?��� #; 
6(2� ���5� '����। '"B "�E /���( (�1(2� �,�a '�1� @’�। ������ -�.�� 'v������ 
�,�a���� #��� '�1� @1। '"B �,�a_���� ����� '��� -��( @�1 '=���, �,�a_��� � !w "����। 
/�0 -��( @��� �,�a_���� Q��� '��� ‘��x�B’ -*5�f !w-6� '(� 6( "y;�1 6B �,�a_���� 
#��� '�1� @�1�D।  6� ���� L2� /�0 ����z(। �R��1 "{��@ /��� ������ -�.�-6� ���� 
6���। �(V (�i5�T0 6(2� �,]�1 �?��, '�H ',C� �@�"�� /���( ������� �(D� �,�a '��># (��� 
����। '������ 6(2� -�S"|�� �=�1 '����� /������ ���� '��k�� -"��; �,�a ��? /�D। 
6� �,�a? 6(2� -��( @���B (*�। �,�a_��� � !� "����B, �(V �O'� ���,5� /�=� (*�। 6(2�� 
�� 6(2� �,�a �?�� ��=���। +��;(2� �,�a� �I�; +�1 6(B ����। 6( "�1 9�(� '���� '() 
'*�( 
����� "�}���( �$K5���� "�*5 (�� '�"� -�.�, "���� +,�� (�� @�1�D� ���B +��"�1 
�����। 6(2� �,�a� 6( #�1=�1 �?��� ‘������ ����H� �I�;�( ����n -�.��� ���;�� +,�� 
(��� #; �;���- -�.�_�� o��� 6� /q ���= '�, /��� ���1� �i��;���(0 /�� ����1� 
��B�� �����।’’ 

 
+���2 �,�aB -�.� "<�(5� �I�; D�?�0 (��2� ���~� 0 +�� ("�B B1��@1�� (�a�� 

"�����,�1 ��� �D�। 
 
'������ '"B (�T �� �,�a_��� �?�D��� ����� '(� |�-6� ��(�� '*�( ���(8�� ���-

6� ���An������ Phi�(���, '���� +�� �F '�� ���#� 6B"� �� '��" /"�D�, /�� �� '� 
�,�a��� �?�D��� ���� -� �1�"� 6(�2 'D�� ��E� ��E� -T�� ����D- 

 
‘‘61�����25-6 B1��@1� �� /"�� ���( '�� ���� 'D��� R��� ���� ���1 
�=� #�� @1, ��B 

�? #�� /���( ��� ���( ���� '�1�� #; '1� @� ��@�� ���(�1 6(2� ��8� ��1 '���� /� 
����� ���� ���( _�� (�� ������।’’ 

 
6B"� �,�a ��1 (�i5�T�( '������। �(V 6 ���1 '�� /� ‘������’ -�.� ,�� �। #�( 

(�5��;�I ���5� ���� �(D� ���*; �a(�� ���1 "�8 t�u �����। T�� (���, /�� ����। '"B 
���5� �� t�u ����� ���; @�1�D��� 6�� �� �*����� "�y; "��? "��2�1 +,�� (���D���। 
�����2� /��� ��K �B। �O'� ���,5� �� '� ���" �R��1 '��� ������ -�.� +,�� (�� @1 
'"B ���� (*� ���D। � ���� �,�a� "�;�� "<�(5 '� '(� 'v��� �F(���� 9�(� '���� '()�( 
,;���� (��� ����। '"B ���� ������ -�.�� '�"� 'v���� �,�a� Q\� '�1� @�1�D ����� '"B 
�a(��1 
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'���� (�i5�T '(���B ������( ��>�# '�� (��� ����� �। (��K, ��-�a(�� "�B (���( �D�। 
'"B ���� ������� 6� -�( (���( 'v���� �,�a� Q\� '�1� @�1�D� ���� ��( (�C��*�, 
'xB X�*, 9�(� �@� 0 ���  /������ +�i�� -�.��� +��"� (���D। �( �1Y� #���1���। 

 
9�(�� /Q2 rg(�C '"(��( ‘9�(� �@� 0 ��� /������’ 6B ��H5( -�.��2 +���#� (��� 

@’�। 9�(� 6�� ��� /������ '� 
�����( -�Z� ����# (��D ���B Q�� �F��� ��H�1 +���K; 
-�.� +,�� (�� @�। '�� 'X '(� ,��D �(��� S;���� '(� ,��D '" "<�(5 "���C �;�I��� 
"�T�f(��। /� 0B "�T�f(��_��� ��� /���(B '��� @�। '=� ���"� +*� ���(� (*�। 
'����2�� '�(�g5� '��� ��1 (������ 's�� '=���। "�8 's� ��> ��> (��D। �g�(g -� ��S�5"-
6� ��H�1 6��1�� �i@\� 's��� 6 �( ���K��! #@� �8���1 ,����( *� *� (��D�। �� 
@�A� �#5��� R��� "�8 's�2� �����। �2�(2 (�QU���� ����� ����2 ,��2�� Q�� ���1 
6(��� /��B x;�2S��5� '��� +��� (����।  P’6(# QP5��H� �2�(2 (����� 0 P’6(# 
-;�; (�5,��� x;�2S��5 -(��K L��� '�?��A�। �$�� '���� '���� ��B� ��>?��� �8� (�_��� 
(<�25��U। #����_��� �y। '����B '��k� ��1, ���� ,��� 'L����। +*�� 's��� #�( ��Z 
(�5,���� "�T�f(�� ����। ��k�� ������ ��� ����1 @�1B BU����Q ����। �;��"������0 
"�T�f(�� ��� @��। �(V �;��"��� ��� '(�*�1? 's��� (�1(# (�5,����( �;��"����� �$��(�1 
-��1 (�����। ���� "��B QP5��H�। �����0 '��2����2 ���� ����। 's��� '"B ��Z (�5,���B 
�;�Z� (�� ����। "�B�g�-6 6(2� B�� ��>? (���� �D�। '"�� '*�( "�Q^ 6�S� "�}@ (����। 
�*����� 'X ,��,��� Q�� +���K; -�.� +,�� (�� @�। -*, ���(�� P1��� '� -��12�(� (�� 
@’�, '� "�#� ���*; (*�_��� ��� @’� ��� �@�"� '( ����? 6�� �� +���K; -�.�! '�1��2� 
/=�1 -��(B ���; @�1 "�#��� "�#��� (*� '��������� �� /Q�? '=�D। 6�� '"B "� 
"�T�f(�� -�.� S��0 (�� ‘‘9�(� �@� 0 ��� /������’’ ��H5( -�.�� +���K; -�.� �@�"�� 
+,�� (�� @�A। ��5� B1��@1� "�(�� 6� ���;�� +��K (��� ,�B�D ����Z�� "<$K5 
�����(। 
+"E�� 6(2� (*� ��� ����, 9�(� �@�� 6(2� ��� (����� �������� ,���D। /� �� @�A 9�(� 
'����। '��� '*�( +���� +�� ��@$��5 ‘���*;’’ �;��S;�(,�� (�� @1। 

 
 '� ���"� � ������ ���_��� '����� #; ��5� "�(�� ���5� ���1�D�। ��-,���2 ���� 

"�T�f(�� '1�� #; �=�1�D���। �(V '(� ���� D�� '���� ��B�। 9�(�� '(� 6( ��(�� ����� 
'=�2 '����� #� O/[ 'D�� #2�� (��D। �#��" (�� #��� '���� ���� ��� (��� /�"�। 6�� 
���� ��� (���0 �। 6� �( ������?� ����� 9�(��0 ���� �1 ���A�। (��K '� '(� ��@$��5 
P’'��1 �o�� 6�" ������( @�;� (��� ����। ���0 ����� Q�� +���K; -�.� (�� @�1�D�। 
P’6(# ��T( ������( '�1��2� g=�1 ��� ����� ���; (�� @�1�D� ����B '"B '�1��2� ��1 
"�T�f(�� ���1�D��। ���� '(� D��� 'B -*, 6(# ��T�1�� ���� �?��A। 6�� 6(# 
��T�1��� (�
�0 '"���� '"B +���K; -�.�� +,���� @�1�D� -*, D�����@� 6(�2 ���(�T 
'"B ��T�1�� o�� �?���� -��1 (�� ���A��। "����( (�i5�T ��>�( 6 ���� -��1 (��� 
���; (���D�। 

 
6�B �� 
�����(��, 6�B �� +���K; -�.�। 6�� 6�B ��B #���1���। ‘g(���U���’ ��� 

���� #�� -�.� +,�� (��D। ������ -�.�� ���� (���( 'v������ (���( �,�a� Q\� 
���A, "���� '"��� ‘�;��S;�(,��’ (�� @1, '� '(� t�u +,���� �$��5 B���#��� -���� (�� 
"����( (�i5��T� (�D '*�( -����� (���1 ��� @1; '(����� '(� '(� /1�� 6� �( D���, 
@����"� '(� '(� -�� �� ����� @���" ���� +,�� (��� ���A �। '������ ‘'+�}�� S�B�’ L�>2�� 
6� 
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-"��; ‘t�u’ ��01� ���� � '*�( '(����� Q�i�� '(�2 '�1� @�1�D। '���� '(�)� �gQ�2 |��� 
/������� ���� @����"� ��H� 'L�HK� (�� @�1�D, 6� �( '(� '(� @���" "<$K5���� ��H� (�� 
@�1�D। +"E�� Q��� (�� '��� ����-‘/��@���� '" #���� -�Z� (�B �����5 (�� � ��TK 
��5] '" ��#� -�Z� ��# �����5  � (��।’’ /�-'(����� 6B ���;�� ��K��2 �F� R��� 
���,���� 9�(� '���� '() '*�( /� '��� ��1 �। '���2� Q�� ��*;�� ��|� ���?�1 9�(� '���� 
/�"���#� '���1 '��� Q�a�D। '"�� '*�( 6( ���� ����H -�.� +,�� (�� @�A- ���( "@# 
(*�1 D;������� D�?� /� �(D��B ��� ,�� �। 9�(� '���� 6(2� -�.��� �� '"�@�= (�� '����D 
‘'xB X�*’। -�.��� �I�;_��� -���� (��� '��� ���� ���� (�_��� #�2� ���*;� #�� ���D 
-�.��2� �� ‘(��x� ��B’ ����B ��� @�। ��B ���D���- 9�(� '���� '() 6� (�"�:� 
(;�<। '"��� ����(�(, "�;�(, ������ "��? "�� '(��2 ����H� �I�;�( '�1��2� �����( 
/J��K +���� @�;� (�� @�A। 6� ',�1 #L;�� (�"�:� (;�< /� �( @�� ����। 

(/���S�� /�� ��,�) 
    

�i��;@�K +�K�i��;@�K +�K�i��;@�K +�K�i��;@�K +�K    
    

���( =� ���� ���� �� =�?��" (���। ��� /����� /}@ '��� o| (���। 
 

6( '��� �D� 6( ��#�। /� ��K�। ��>� @������� @���, 'L�?����� 'L�?�। '"��B ���� #� 
����H � � (�� ��#����, /���1 �B��1, Q�#�� ��#�� ��#������� (� �����! �(V /# =��� 
�� ���� '=�D। �E�y� '�� ���#��� �@�� �����1 ���1�D ��#� 6(�2 1, "��? "�� '(��2 ���H 
+��;�(B 6( 6(�2 ��#�। /��� "��B ��#�। o�� 
����� �q� 1, #������ (���=��� ;�1��,�� 
������(��, 
�����, =K�d �� �D� ��� ��*� (��2 ���D। �q� /��� �����। /��� ��"� ����� 
/��� ��H5�� �����। /��� #� �����। 

 
��#��� 6(�2 1। @�#�� @�#��, ��� ��� ��#���-���i -����� ��r +������ (���1 

D�1�@�, �iT@� �� �� '���]�� �$"� �* -��J� (�� ,��D ��q� ���( Q��� (���। 
 
/��� �� ��#����� '� �K5� ���� ��� "�E 6� (� �S�f! '"B ��#����� '�����( #��� 

(�|(�#, "$�5 6�" ,��� ����B "�� �� '��� (�� ��� '��@। ����� ���� (�|(�# (�� ����1��। 
��*�1 ��K��I� ��,� Q��H। =��1 =#��� @��। (�� (�����। ,q ,�,5� (���� #1-���(। ,��K 
,2(��� ��@��� #����। 'L�?�2�B �� (� (�! P��� ���� "��� ����� ',�� #�?��� 'L�?�। ��� Q�� 
������ #�। /� /��� ��#���! ���1 ��� #���� 'B। � �H5�1, � ����। ��� 6(�2 ��� ���E। 
��=; +"n @�� 6(2� '=��, B�� =��D�B "��। ,q ,�,5� -E 1, J��� (�� (�� "��� =��1 
'����D ������ ���2। ����1�� '�� 'B। @��� ���a, 1 ��5�। ��#�(�� �� @�������� (�D '*�( 
�D��1 /� ��-2-��। /��� ��#��� ���, � � �D��1 /� 1, 02� '�� '��#=��। '��#=��2� ��� 
6�-6�-�# @1। �;�" /@��-� � ��*�1 Qa�, '�� ��0, "�S (�, '����� "�1 ���( #�?�1 ��� 
'��0- 
¡0 � 6�-6�-�# ��1। �, ��#(;�-2;� 1, 6� �( ���2�� (��D 'L>H�� ���� � ���, 
'" 
¡ '��� ����� 6( +�]�� '" ��>�?�1 /�D, 6�-6�-�# 6(2�� =#5 (�� ,���D, /� 
�F�"���, ��=?� 'D�2 ,�,� +�� k�>(�� ���� (��=��D� (��_��� '�� k�� k�� (�� ������� Q�� 
k�� �?�, '��� 
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��T"_��� k�� k�� (�� �?�D '�� �?�DB। 6( "�1 6(2� ����2 6�" ���( *����1 '�1। '" �;���, 
��� �+1 ���(� ���1 '=�2� ���� #�?�1 ���� @�1�D। /(���-�����" ¢�� +��¢�� @�A-/��� 
'"��� ����� /�� '����1 ������"। 

 
=� o�� o��B ��� L�� ���b। /@� 
¡2� ��� "�; @1! ���� ���� �� ���� ��L5 ���?�� 

@�� ����1 '"। 
 
/A�, /��� 6B ��#����� (��D /��� ���1� ��#��\��2��( 6(2� ���" ���" �� @1 �! � 

��#���2� '� ����-�*�12����। '(� '� ;�(� ;�(�। �? ��#� '(� ����"��� 'B, '(� (�# 
��#� (��� ������ 'B, @1 �;E��-�;E�� 1 ���2�� 6�" (�� '�1। � @��B �,�\�। 

 
/��� ���1� �(""� '�H @��� 6����-�����? ����� /� �(, ��#��� ��#(;��( ��1 "���-

���]�� ��" (��� ��=�। /� /��� ��#���? 
 
�। �, � 6� ��#��� �i�*�� '(��� '����, '(� (�� (�� (��� ���� � 6� ����। 

�i�*���� 6� (*� '(Q '(��� ��� �। ��� +"��� ���������� =��5B 6� �£ #p}@K (��। 
���� @��� ���� ����� ���� �?�B (��� ����। ���� @�"�� @�"�� ����� ����, @�"�� @�"�� ����� 
���� ���� #��। /��� ��#��� #�� �i��; (� ��A। #��, ���H ���। ����H� �i��; -����5। '(Q 
'���= ���, '(Q @�"������ ���, �(V +�K ���� #�� �। /��� ��#��� o�� �����B 1, +�K 
����0 #��। '� +�K ����H� (�;��K� #;, -;��1� ��|�� ;�1�( +��.� (��� #; "��B�( 
��5��� '�1�� #;, '���� #; ������, ��� #; �i��;��K (��� ���� '"¤��=; /� �(D���B 1। 
"(� #���� '=¤����¥� '���� #; +�K ���� #��। 6 +�K ��� �, �,�(�� '�>�, *��(। '��1�� 
L��2 ,�� ���� ���� ���B =� (��, ��� ���� ���1 m�a�1 ��] @�� '��� ���k ���B =� =�1, (���� 
���( ��1 -�� (��; �,� (��, 'T�� ��(�1 ����( ���� ���� ���B =� ,�� ���?���� 
/"��। 

 
"��; /�D '(� �|� /���� '(� �� -¦ ���1, ����2 ���1, ";����#2 ���1 �� �;��( 2;�Y 

���1 ������ ��( '*�( ��S(, #§��, ��(�, "�����( @�;� (��� ����? � । '(? /��� ��#��� 
�i��;@� +�K ���1 #p}@K (���D। �(""�� ��#��� ��#� @1, ����� 6( "�1 ����0 ��1। 6B 
��#����� �i��; 'B। 6�� �i��;@� +�K। 

(/"�� ',¤���� ��,�) 
 

B������ ������B������ ������B������ ������B������ ������    
 
�� 'D�2 �D���, �1" �� ��>, �(��� D�1� '(�a�1 �D� �� ������ =� '�����। 'k��� 

'��k�B =� �D� �������। /#_�� "� �$��� =�। =� o�� o�� (��� Q�\�#� @�1 Qa���, 
(��� /��� +�;T �$� '���� ����B />f�( Qa���। ���(� '���2� �$� �$� '(>�� Qa���। '(� 
'(� �� 6� �1 '���� '� ��1� +,^��1 �������(B ��#� -#��] #�?�1 �����। 6��� �1 
'���� ��� �(V =� '���� '�� (�2� �। �1 '��1 '=�D ��� ������ 6(2� '*�� '=��B 0�( ��?� 
���1�D /��� o| (���� #;। 
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������� �$��� =�� '(� 6(2� ��P �D�। =��� "� �1(-��1(��� �D� #V-#���1�� 0 
�o����। �#�� �;���� @� #V-#���1��_��� (*� ���� ����। ������ '"B #V-#���1���� 
@�>(g��(� 
� 0 '=�b�� -��(� (� (�� '����� ����। #V�� '(� /,�(� ����� �� ������ 
���� 6�� '��@� �� ������� "��* "��* ��>,�E�0 '(� ���� '��, ������ "��(D� �����5 (�� 
'����� ������। ������� =��� "� #V-#���1����B �D� �$�-'+�। "y;�� -y(��� _�2 o�2 '��� 
=� o���। -y(��� �$���� '(� (�� @�>�2, '(� (�� ,�>�� '=�b��� '=�b��� ��@�? ��5� �� 
��� ��� -��J� (�� �� ����; '���� '����। P’���2 /�=B '� �$��2� /(i�� 6(�2 �@�¨ ���L� 
;�1 �D� @a�f '(� (�� �� 6(�2 '��H� �1� ���� �� �=�1 ���@ "��� =� o| (�� �� �� 
'���B '���� �। �� 0B "� ��c�" (����। '( �, ��1"2� �D� ��>�,� '(�2�1। P’��( �� /# 
@�� ������� '"B /#_�� �$��� =� @1� /�� ����� �। ������� �$��� =�� �� o�� 6( #V 
-; #V �� �o-������ ���]��� @�। �(V ���� ������ 6(�\��� +�]"����1 ���H0 '� �$� @�� 
���� 6�� ����� -y(��� ���� �L��( �o @�� ���� �� @1� ������ #���� �। #�� *�(�� 6 
��H;���� �$���� =�0 ������। ���������� ��*-+�]�� 6B ��H;���� �$� �*� �@�¨ #���1����� 
/#(�� ��,�K (��� '��� ��1। "��; "��; �� �$�, ��� -�8� ���k ��01� (�a-�(V 6�� '� 
��H;���� �$� 6��� �$��5�� -�8� /��h�� (��2� '�� P�@ (�# 1। 

  
������ ���I�"��� '���� +���2 -��� ����� '�¤�5���5 0 �$K5 #�� +��.� (��� #; 6B 

@����� #V��� /��h�� (�� ,���D। ��H;���� 6B #V��� ��^ /��h��B 6� 6B ��� '"���� 
#���� ��� (���। 

  
=� (�1( ��� 9�(�, (�����, �"��2, ��#��@� 0 ������ ���I���@�� ��� '=������� @��� 

@����� ���(8� m";�� +,^ ��� ��01�� �� ��������� #V��# '#���� �1�#� 6B "�8 -�� 
���©��K '����1�D। �1�#� ����D, /��� #01��� �����1 -�,���� /J� +��@� (���D 6�� 
���� /J��K� ���� ����1 -�,��� ��D� @�2�� ���; @�1�D। 0���( B1��@1� ��B ���������� 
���I"�}���� 6(�2 ��(i� �� ���c� ������ ���� ���� #; ��H;���� �$��� ���� '=�b��� o| 
(���D। ���� ��( ���(8��� ���� �$�� /J�K (��D। '������ ',�� ���A ���I�������� (*�। 
B�����; ���(8��� ����ª "�,� "���� '��@�«�� ��> ��� /§� �#�� B1��@1�� ',�10 (�1(@�� 
'��? =�����# (��D। ���-���(8��� "����] ��( 6(�2  �����Z�� ���� ������ ����# (��D। 

 
‘���� �� ��� ����H� ��� ��� ��� ��_K’ 6 (*� �*�*5�B +��K (���D B1��@1�� ������� 

"���� ��>। ��H;���� �o"¬�2 B1��@1� /��( (�^ (�� ��"�D। P� �S�� Q���T ������ 
+���d�� (��D '"¤@��5; Z���� +8�� (���D। �$��� ���� ��� �� /� �(। ���� �(V 6� 
��*��,f #��� ���1�D। =� '�B� �D� ���B ���� '"¤@��5; Z���� +8�� ���1 6�"�D। /# @a�f 
#E� ��"(��� +�I� B1��@1� �� ������ "�E '"¤@��5; Z���� #; 6� Q�R� @�1 Qa��� '(? 
����2� �(? /"� ���� /��� '2� '��1�D। Q�®�; '"¤@��5; Z�� 1, ���������� ���I� "�}��( 
��©��]� -��� g����1 '�1�। �(V B1��@1� #��, ��©��]� -��� ���������� ���H�( /� g����� 
���� �। ��������B 1 ��c����(0 /# #�}��। 

 
�$��� ���� ��� ��B '@�( /� '"¤@��5;� +8��B '@�(, '" /����� �;���� 1। ��� #��� 

����B ���1�D 6�� '���। �(V /����� #��� "<$K5 ��n। '� ����2 '�1��2 ��H;���� #V�� 
/����� "�5@��� (���D '"B ����2 '��1��2� /��� #��� '��। '(�, /��� ����� 
�� Q�L�2 
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(���D। 6�� ������� '"B /#_�� #V���� �$� 1। 6�� ���H;���� �@�¨ #V �L��(, B����। 
������ ���� ���2 '*�( Qf��� (�� ���c� ������ 6B B������ ������ /��� S�>" (�� '����B 
�����। 

  ('�"��@ /@��� ��,�) 
    

�K�E�� �,�a�K�E�� �,�a�K�E�� �,�a�K�E�� �,�a    
  

����@��� �K�E� T�K( ������ "��1 #��� '����, =K��d� ��aZ� �@� ���� 
=K+#��d� �������� "�(���( 
�(i�� ���1�D। Q���" 'S�2 ��?�D /����� "�8 �����। /�q 
'(���(��� (��D "��B, '(Q ���2�� =?�=�? ���A /� �,f(�� (�� ���D, /��� '���� ���2 /��� 
��1��L�� '���� '"��� ���2, (� k? ��1 '=��� '��� Q�� ���1, �F� /L��� T�-��T� @�1 '=�D 
'��� '"��� -E। ����" /��� '��� �ī � 'L�,����, '���( ��I (����, /��� '���( "�#���� 
/����� +��� ���� ���1, "�2�(� ��I ���1। 

 
#��� �y�, (� �i�� (� /(���� ��1 '(�2�D =� /2 ��" ����� �� 6B 6(�2 "������ #;! 

'(�2 '=�D (��� ���  �#�। �� �K�T� '*�( /@� 
����( '(��� (�� ��1 �S���D, �� 
'����D /� (���? 
���� �i����@� ���� ��" '����D /� (��� �� ��(� /����� 
�(i���। �� 
��? (�1( �� /�= '�H ��c�" 'S���� /�=� ��@$��5 /���S �S" �S" (�� �#��"� (���D��� 
“
�(i�� �����D? Q\� '���� /�=B /���S '�H ��c�" 'S���D। /��� ���( /��� @��� ��0 
/����S� 'D�� 'D�� �I। �I (*� ��� Qa���, “/�� /����S� �I 
�(i��� ���� ��1 ������ 
���2�� #��2 '�>�� *�(���, '����� /���( 
�(i�� ��0। '����� /���( 
�(i�� ��0।’’ 

 
/# 
�(i�� �����D। /��� ��(��(�2 ��1�D /����S� �I���� /��� |����2। ��� ��� 

|����2 P’',��� ',�� ���D। /����� �y� /����S� �I-'��, ���� '��, 
�(i�� �����D '�����। 

�(i�� �����D /����S�, 
�(i�� �����D (�®�", �22�, /#��, ����(, ��"�� /��� �� �� �@���� 
��I�। 
�(i�� �����D �� �T '���(� ��I�, ���� ��5� ��� B1��@1�� ���@�� _��� /L��� ���(� 
�I '9�� ���1�D, 
�(i�� �����D ������ "��� "�� '(��2 ����H�। 

 
�y�, /�q /��� ',���� #� k��D। /����S� ���� ��I� "��= /��� ',���� #� ���� 

6(�(�� @�1 '=�D। ����0 (� (�>��D� �y�? '(>��� �। '��@�B '�����, '(>����, ',���� #� ���D 
'S���। 

 
��������� ���(8�� "�(���� ���� ���@� ��¢8 @�1 '=�D। �!�2 ���(8�� #�=� ���� 

�$�����। ����� P�2 ���#�@�#, 6(�2 'g±1��, ��2 "������ �����। ����� 6(�2� �� 6(�2 
L�>�2�� �� L�2�D। /��Q?�, ��("��, (���Q?�, ����, ��1����#��, ��1�� ��#��, 'S� '*�( 
�F�"� "<$K5 �����?�। "�} 2�E�B�, S������, ������, �2�1����� '#�� "<$K5��� �F��I 
@�1�D। -;�; '#��� ��8�K5 -��� Q²�1�� ���������� #1 ���(�। 

 
"�����, �y� '(>��� �। ',���� '(��K '����� /�q�, '���� '� #�2�(� #�� Q�a�D �� ���D 

'S���। /��� 6�=�1 ,���D, '�����0 6�=�1 ,��� P�5�� =����। �F� P�=5 /L���� �� /L��। 
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@���� /���। ,$K5-��,$K5 (�� '���� 0��� "����( ��I। �����1 �����1 '���� 0��� ��I� �³�(। 
����� /� ��� (�1(�� �� �� ���������� ���2 '*�( '�H �F�2 ��G´ @�1 ����, �� 
/����� '"��� ������ ���2 �F���5� (�Y��I @�� �� /��� (�>���� =�� #�?�1 /����� 
@����� "�*���� #�;। /��� '"�� ',���� #�� /����� �y���� o©, ���� -µ� �i���( ��K 
(����। /� "��B ���� =�? ������ /����� '"��� ������(। 

 
(=�#�Q� @( ��,�) 

 
 

��,�� ,�B��,�� ,�B��,�� ,�B��,�� ,�B    
    

"��� �������� �� ��� 
������ �� /��1 -�=�@ (��D �a( '"B "�1 6( P�"���� 
/����� "��B�( �����, ��5�@� 0 '����5 (�� �����D। ���#�1� �$�5 ��@$��5 �o� ',�10 ��5� 
��-'"��� 0 ����� ������� 9�(�� ��( '*�( �� �� ����#����( '=��� ��� ��1 i��"���� @�;� 
(���D। 6B �L��(��� 6(��� Q�®�; �D� ������ +�����( ¢�" (�� '�01�। 6�� '��D '��D 
@�;� (���D +�;�� -�;��(���, g�I�����, B���1�����, "������(���। 9�(� '"�J2����1�2� 
-�S"������(0 6�� @�;� (��� #; 'g�( ���a�1�D�, �(V �o��� '" Q�®�; "S� @1�। 

 
+*� '*�( 6B ��o�� '� 6(�2 LiK; ���(�� @��� ��1 H?�d (�� ���������� ���H�(, 

��� B��@�"�( ��G´ (��� ',�1�D�, 6(*� ����� +���K� @�1�D। /��� +*� '*�(B ��� 
/"�D, 6�� �K5=� ���\��, ��H�=� ���\��, ��5=� ���\��, "��i��=� ���\�� 0 ��#���( 
������� ���\�� ��b��� #���� -�8� �i�*��� ��( '*�( ���D 'S��� ,�1। /��� +��K Q��Z� 
(���D। /��� ����D Q���I -�"y� (�� /����� 6B -�����= ��,�B (�� '@�(। /��� ��� ��� 
#���"��L� "�";��� ����D '�, '� /B /���� ��� (���D�� 'B /B -�"��� ��������� �� 
L�2�D �� =K@�;�। �K5=� ���\�� =K=�;� ,���D। =K@�;� ,���D ���5� ��� ��H�� ���, "��i��� 
���।  /��� �,f(�� (�� ����D, �T �T ���H�( H?�d (�� ��������� '��� 'S�� @�A। ���� 
Q�� ��5�� ,��D, �i� 0 ��o ��5] '�@�B ���A �। /���� =K@�;� @�A �(� -]� 6(��� ��] 
(|, 6(��� '��� /����� Jq �*�*5 �(�। /��� /�0 ����D, 6(B ��H�1� #; P’��� 
���^ @�� ���� �- 6(*� /����B 6(�� ����D��। �;������=5 �@2����� "�E��E��� 
/]#5���( /B�� -��� /���� ��,�� (���D��। ����� ��|�� -�����= (���D�� 
����������. ���]� ��|�� -������ 0 ������ ��|�� -������। ����� ��|�� /���� =K@�;�� 
-�����= 6��D�� 6�� '"B -����� ����� ���80 ���1�D��। /� ��B '"B /]#5���( 
/������ ���(5� ��,����� �( �]�; (��� '�, 6(B -������ #; ��,���� ���^ P’�(� @�� 
���� �? ��� �( /�0 ��� � '�, Q¢5� -�S"���� /����B -���� (���D, "����� /��� '(� 
'��H 'B, "� '��H -�S"����, 6 ���I }�@; 1? ��� �( ��� � '�, '� ��� (��#� #; ��1� @��? 
'"B �@� ��,����� �( /�0 'L�HK� (�� � '� /��� 6� '(� /B m��� (���� � �� /����� 
'���1 �;�@�� (�� ���� �? =K@�;� "<�(5� /]#5���( /B ��� (��� "�1 6 (*� �( 'L�HK� 
(�� @1� '� =K@�;�� ��,�� (��� #; #���"�L '�-'(� �;�Z� ��� ���� 6�� ��� -*5 '(� 
���ª� /�;]��K �;����� @8�T� '��k��� �? '"��� �( ��� @1� '� �K5=�, ��5=�, "��i��=� 
(���K (�Q�( @�;� �� -�;�,���� (�� ���� �? #���"��L� "���    "��;( ����1 #���"��L� 
'"�J2��� '#�����( �( �;�I=����� 6"� 'T�� 
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6"� @8�T��� -��(�� '�1� @1�? P���� ��H1,��������� /]#5���( /B -�"��� �������� 
=K@�;� -��.� '@��, �T �T ����H� ��I ������ ���2 ���� '@��, �T �T ���� /�5��� 
������ /(��-����" '(>�� Qa���, �T ��o� /�5��� '(>�� Qa��� ������ =�D����, �(V ���� 
#���"��L� =����# "�";��� ¶�1 "���;��0 (�>���� �। ����H� ��K /�5�� ����� (�� 
'�¤>D���� �। ���� ���5(�� �,�\ "«�� #����� ���(8�� #E���@�� (��5����� +��। ���� =K@�;� 
@�� �����, ���� ������ ��|�� -���� @�� �����, ���� �T �T ���@ ��¦ ���H�( ���� 
�����, ���� -�;�,�����( ���1 ��� �����, -�;�,����( "���� '(��� '2� ����। ���� /B �E 
@�� �����, ���� -�;�,���� �T -��� (����। 

 
��c���]� 6B "� ¢#�������� ���K� '�, ',�� ��>�# *�(��B (�a (�a�� "�;�( 6�?�1 ��01� 

����। 6��� ���K�, �������� T�  ���B ;�1��,�� (��� ��(�� 'B। 6�� �� (��, P’6(��� /B 
�E @�� ���� 6� '��H L�2 �। 6�� ����, �� /B �E '@�( � '( '=������ � #�?�1 �?��B 
��>,� ����। 6�� �a( (���D '�, '(�� ��#� 
�*5 D�?� /� �(D�B '����� �। 

 
P���� ��H1 �@�(���� ��T� 6�� ���� '=�D। 6�� ���� '=�D '�, /B �E @�� '�01� '(� 

Q������ �;���� 1, /B �E @�� '�01� P��T�B ����(। �@2��� �� ������ -;�1 (��D� 
�� �i@f ��I_��� "� '�� ��A�, �@2��� 'D�2 'D�2 '��_��� �� ��� (��D� �� ',����� 
D��� ���1 ���( ����" (��D��। �(V '"B /B �E(��� �@2���B '(��2 '(��2 ����H� �i��; 'g�( 
/���, �i�2 ·�¸"@ �� '��� +,^ ¢�"���� ,������। ��� +*� '*�(B ���� '�1� '@�� ��@�� 6B 
¢��"� "«��� @��� � �i�*��। 

 
�i�*��� "�5� -;�1 @�A। -*, 
�*5����� #; ��� +��(�� (�� @�A �। ���������� ���H 

+�K �����, �(V -������ ���8 @��� �। �i�*��� ��ª_��� ',�1 ',�1 ��B '�����। /��� T�  ���B 
6B -��@��। �(V B��@��"� ��T� ��� ��*;� � @1 ��@�� 6(�� -;��1� +v1��(����� Q���I 
��T�B ����। -�;�,���� �T -��� (��� #; �I ���1B ���8 '��� @��। 6�� -�;�,���� @���B 
'"B ���8 '��� @�� �����। 

 
/��� '"��� ������ �� �� +�����( ��C (�� @�1�D। �( /� '(� ��H�1 '� /��� 

@�@�(�� (���� ��k�� ����D �। 9�(� ��c���;���1� ����� �����= ��?�D। �� �i�� /# �� �?�D। 
/��� v��1 ��T(��0 -��( +�K @����1�D। '(� �(D�B ���1B ����� �$; Z� �$K5 @�� �। '�"� 
"������(, g�I��, B���1�� �,�(���� #; @����1 '=�� ��>��� -���� "��� '�� /# (�>��D। 
/��� "��B /# @�@�(�� (��D। '"B"� ����@� /z�� +�� v�� ���� (��� "�1 ,�f(�� (�� 
/��� ���� ,�B- @�;�(��� '� ���8 ��1, @�;�(��� '� ��T� ��1, @�;�(���� "�=��� '� ���8 
��1, @�;�(���� "�=��� '� ��T� ��1। 

 
��� 6 (*� �a(, -������ ��,���� ��� /��� ��#� @��� ���� '��� �। ��,�� (��� 

/����� "�(��। ��,���� ��� �@ (��� "�(���� /B ����=। 
 

('��@�«� /�� #�S� ��,�) 
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��� ����� '���� '(�)� 

"E�� "$,� (-��) 

��� ����� '���� '(�)� 

������ 
......� !� 

 
�O /=s, � !� �। '"��� ����� ���� ('(���") 
�। '"�� '"�� '"�� '���( ��� '"�� ('(���") %। /1�� ,�H� �#�� (��� (�) 
�। ��* '��� '��� #p @��� 6(�2 (��@� �। -�( �I ���1�D (/� #§��) 

(/��� ��@���) O। P#51 �����- ('(���") 
%। P�1�� �� =����( /#   
�। '"��� '"��� @�#�� '"��� �  �  �  �  '"�u��'"�u��'"�u��'"�u��, , , , � !�� !�� !�� !�    

    
 

�1 -������ �� -������  
�। ���#� ��B1� ��0��                 (/� #§��) �। '"��1 '��?��� ����� '����� ('(���") 
�। #��=� -� �q� Q�a��� ��        ('(���") �। '"��� '"��� @�#�� '"��� (�) 
%। /��� '���� ���2� =�y  ('S���¤"� �@��) %। /��� ����� '���� ���2 (�) 
�। S�� '����� �� 1 -�; �। #��=� #��=� 0 ��E��� (�) 
O। #��=� #��=� 0 ��E���   
 �1 -������  
%1 -������ �। '���� � '=� �� '����� 'D���� ('(���") 
�। ,� ��� m"�(                  (/��� ��@���) �। ���1� ���1� (�) 
�। (���� � '�¤@ (��2                    ('(���") %। /�� ���� ���� T�� �B (�) 
%। #��� "�}�� ,���B                        (�) �। @�#�� �D� ��� (/� #§��) 
�। /��� +������� ��H� O। #1¢� (� ��� ���#�� ('��� ��@��b���) 
O। /�� o��D o��D ������ ���1� (�n� [। @�1�� ��H�K '����� ��K5 '�@ (
¡� ��1) 

                (��n� @() !। P�1�� �� =����( /# ('(���") 
 �। (���� � '�¤@ (��2 (�) 

�� �� �� �� /=s/=s/=s/=s, , , , � !�� !�� !�� !�      
�1 -������ %1 -������  
�। '�� ���#� "�;���=�       ('����� /�� ��@) �। ��I ��� 'S��2 ('(���") 
�। ���#� ��B1� ��0��                 (/� #§��) �। #��� "�}�� ,���B (�) 
%। 0�� '(�*�1 '=�             (��@ /�� "�(��) %। /�� �1 (���� �  (#�� /@��) 
�। /�� �1 (���� �              (#�� /@��) �। '� '����1 D��? D�?�( (�� �~�,��5) 
O। /�# ����������                   (-�#� ��1) O। ��� ��E��� -¦ �� (����� "�(��) 
 [। -�( �I ���1�D (/� #§��) 
%1 -������ !। '"�� '"�� '"�� '���(  ('(���") 
�। ��� ��E��� -¦ ��         (����� "�(��)   
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�  �  �  �  '"�u��'"�u��'"�u��'"�u��, , , , � !�� !�� !�� !�    O। '"��� 
��� �$�� (�#�� /@��) 
�1 -������ [। #��=� -� ��q (#|� =���) 
�। ��* '��� #p @��� !। (���� � '�¤@ (��2- (�) 

 (/��� ��@��� 0 
¡� ��1)   
�।/1�� ,�H� �#�� (���                     ('(���") %1 -������  
%। '����� '�� /��� '��                       (�) �। 0�� #��=� #��=� 0 ��E��� ('(���") 
�। '"��� ����� ���                                (�) �। 0�#�1� "� 6�=�1 ,� (�) 
O। #1¢� (�� '�� ���#��     ('��� ��@ ��b���) %। �I �b� Q¥� �� (�) 
[। (�� �� ��,�� '( �� (����         (@���� ��1) �। #��� "�}�� ,���B (�) 
!। ��(� ��� D�                       (#|� =���) O। '"��� 
��� �$�� (�#�� /@��) 
�। #��=� -� �q�                               (�) [। /�# ���������� ¶�1 @�� (-�#� ��1) 
 !। /�� ���� ���� T�� 'B ('(���") 
%1 -������   
�। 0�#�1� "� 6�=�1 ,�                ('(���") � � � � ����������������, , , , � !�� !�� !�� !�     
�। ��� '��E ��0                        (���) "E��) �1 -������  
%। ������ ���2 ������ #�                        (�)   
�। ��� (� -�" ��                    (-�� ,) '�) �। #p /��� �; @��� ���=� ('(���") 
O।/1�� ,�H� �#�� (���                     ('(���") �। #1 #1 ������ #1 (�) 
[। #��=� #��=� 0 ��b���                           (�) %। �$��� � /(��� "$�5 Q�a�D (�) 
 �। ������ ���2 ������ #� (���)"E��) 
�� �� �� �� -�����-�����-�����-�����, , , , � !�� !�� !�� !�    O। 0 ��>�2 '"��� ',�1 ��>�2 (���)�*) 
�� -������ [। /�� 0 ���k ��B (���� #���) 
 !। P=5� �=�� (�]�� �| (#|� =���) 
�। 0 /��� '���� ���2                  (-�#� ��1)  �। ,� D��2 ,� (����=��) (/E��) 
�।  #1 #1 ������ #1                      ('(���")   
%। ��* '��� '��� #p @���      (/��� ��@���)   
 �।'"�� '"�� '"�� '���(                 ('(���") %1 -������  
 �। /��� +������� ��H� ('(���") 
�1 -������ �। '� '����� D��? D�?�( (�) 
�। `��D `��D `��D            (�"�� 0 -��) %। /1�� ,�H� �#�� (��� (�) 
�। /1�� ,�H� �#�� (���                    ('(���") �। /�� 6(# ���I�"� (��n� @() 
%। #��=� #��=� 0 ��E���                          (�) O। 6(�2 S���( ��>,���� ���  (/���) 
�। ��,����� '����� ��,��                         (�) [। P�1�� �� =����( /# (�) 
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�O �O �O �O ����������������, , , , � !�� !�� !�� !�    �। #1 ¢� (� ��� ���#��   ('��� ��@ ��b���) 
�� -������ %। ����� '*�( P�����  ("�5�� /��Q�®) 
�। 6��� Q�a�D �@�k? /���?        ('(���") �। "�=� ���?�� k? #��=B ���  
�। ���� '���� "$�5 ����� '���� ,�>� O। �������� �������� (���) "E��) 
                                      (/� =� '������) [। 6B (*��2 ���B  (��1�� #���) (�) 
%। ‘6L� P=5 0L� P=5’-         6(�2  =���(�� !। 6��� '��� ��� =��E (�� �~�,��5 ) (�) 
     "����#�-��#�@� S�|(   
     �K5�1- /���S�� /��         �g�"���g�"���g�"���g�"��, , , , � � � � !�!�!�!�     
      "E�� ���,���- +*� -������  
      �। "��#1 �;�� �। �; /��� #p�$�� ('(���") 
      �। /��� ��@��� �। �I ,�B �I ,�B (�) 
      %। ��S(�� /��।  %। /_ /_ /��� /_ (�) 
    
%%%%1 -�������1 -�������1 -�������1 -�������    

�। #�� +�]�� "�=�� �q�� (�) 

    O। k? k��� ��������� (�) 
�। (���� � '�¤@ (��2                    ('(���") [। /@� B1��@1� (��q�� (@���� ��1) 
�। '���� k��� ��                               (�) !। (�� �� ��,�� '( �� (�� '� (�) 
%। #��� "�}�� ,���                          (�) �। ��>� '��E ��0 (���) "E��) 
�। '"��� �����        (#��� =�) (@��� /��)   
O। ,� D��2 ,�                        (��S# /E��) �w �w �w �w �g�"���g�"���g�"���g�"��, , , , � !�� !�� !�� !�     
[। 6�( -���                              ('(���")     +*� -������  
!। �������� ��������                          ( �) �। ��*� />��� /� �B ('(���") 
�। "�}�� "�}��                              (-��)  �। 6��� Q�a�D �@�k? (�) 
 %। '���� #��� ���� Q®�� (�) 
�� �� �� �� ����������������, , , , � !�� !�� !�� !�    �। (���� � '�¤@ (��2 (�) 
�। =���(�� (�I ,�B) O। 0 ��b��� ��B '( '( ����  
"E�� ���,���� "��#1 �;�� ('(���")  (B)���@ '������) 
�। #1 ������ #1                        ('(���") [। � � � ,� ,� 0�#�1�  
%। #��� "�}�� ,���B                      (�)  (/� =� ��#����) 
�।0��� ��>� ��B �I @��        (���)"E��) !। #1 ����� #1 ('(���") 
O। ��>� '��E ��0                          ('(���") �। �I �E� Q`� �� (�) 
   
O O O O �g�"���g�"���g�"���g�"��, , , , � !�� !�� !�� !�    �R��1 -������  
�। 6L� P=5 0L� P=5 �। 0 ��=���� '( �� /B���   (*�)�* ��1) 
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%। 0�� (��#� �D>�? �i��1 -������  
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O। "«����� ,���� '���� �। 0�� (��#� �D>�? (�) 
[। ��� ���I����� '�����            (/� =� '������) %। k?k¹�� ��������� (�) 
!। '���� '#���D ,�                 (��@ /�� "�(��) �। �;����(g '�1�2 '�?�#�� (�) 
�। � k��� k�(��� k�(��� O। �$�5 ��=�] "$�5 Q�a�D (�) 
 [। /�� o��D o��D (��n� @() 
�� �� �� �� �g�"���g�"���g�"���g�"��, , , , � !�� !�� !�� !�    !। |�� ��>?�0 |�� ��>?�0  ("���� ��Q�®) 
�R��1 -������ �। ��� ��E��� -¦ �� (����� "�(��) 
 

�। '�1��� '�1��� ����                         ('(���") 
 । 6(�2 S���( ��>,���� ��� 
 

(/��� ��@���) 

�। 0�� ��B ���(                                      (�) �w। -��( �I ���1�D (/�#§��) 
%। '"��� ����� (���� '"�� ��। � k¹�� k�(��� k�(��� (���) "E��) 

('��� '¤��� /��) ��। �;*5 +��K� /�#5� (�) 
�। ��|�� ��|�� "��� �����   
O। ��*� /��>� /� 'B                 (���( /�q) �� �� �� �� �g�"���g�"���g�"���g�"��, , , , � !�� !�� !�� !�     
 +*� -������  
�i��1 -������          �। �$�5 ��=�] "$�5 Q�a�D ('(���") 
�। "�}�� "�}��                                  ('(���") �। '���� k��� �� Q®�� (#|�=���) 
�। /��� +������� ��H�                             (�) %। ��(� ��� D� (�) 
%।���I� 6(B �* "�}��                             (�) �। ,��� "��B ��>� ��E���� ('(���") 
�। P#51 '���� "�� '(��2                              (�) O। "�}�� /# "�}�� (�) 
O। 6��� Q�a�D �@�k? /���?                    (�) [। �I �b� Q¥� �� (�) 
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!।"�=� ���?�� k? #��=B ���                     (�) �। /��� '=���� /��� ('(���") 
�।� k��� k�(���                         (���)"E��) �। /�� 6( ������ ���I�"� (�) 
 । ����� '*�( P�����           ("�5�� /��Q�®) %। P#51 �����  (�) 
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��।#��� "�}�� ,���B                      ('(���") O। '�E� '��� '�E� '��� (�) 
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��। ,� ��B ,� ��B                           (�)   
 �i��1 -������  
�[ �[ �[ �[ �g�"���g�"���g�"���g�"��, , , , � !�� !�� !�� !�    �। "�� '(��2 '���� (���D -E�(�� ('(���") 
+*� -������ �। "«����� ,���� '���� (�) 
�। /# �K "��# ���#�1 ��H�K   ("���� (�) %। ,��� "��B ��>� ��E����  (�) 
�। S�� '����� �� 1 -�;                  (�) �। ���#�� ���#�� (�) 
%। �$��5 ��=�] "$�5 Q�a�D                      (�) O। 0�� '���� '���� '�� (�) 
�। �I �E� Q¥� ��                       (�) [। /�� ����� ���� T�� �B (�) 
O। /�� �8 "�=� !। /��� ���I���@� ��B�� ('����� /�� ��@) 
[। '���� k��� �� Q®��         (#|� =���) �। /(���� ����� �� (�) 
!। �I ���1 �� �����D  । 0 /���� �* ���� ('(���") 
 �w। ,� ,� ,� (#|�=���) 
�R��1 -������ ��। /��� ���I /���1 /���1 (���)"E��) 
�। /�� o��D o��D                     (��n� @() ��। �B �B �1 (�) 
�।'*� />��� /�  �B                    ('(���") �%। 6��� '��� ��� =��E �� 6�"�D (�) 
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�����C�����C�����C�����C----����    

 
 

����������������������������    "$�"$�"$�"$�    ��������������������    
�O। 
��� ����� '���� '() 
+��.� "<�(5� (�1(�2 +����� 

.......... ........� !� 

 
 

����. . . . ���I(��� ��b���� ���I(��� ��b���� ���I(��� ��b���� ���I(��� ��b���� '+�K�� Qf"'+�K�� Qf"'+�K�� Qf"'+�K�� Qf"    

��� ����� '���� '()
��� ����� '���� '()
��� ����� '���� '()
��� ����� '���� '()    

/��(�� �@��/��(�� �@��/��(�� �@��/��(�� �@��    
    

B*��� '��" /"� �� '� �����2� ',�10 +,^�� ��I ��1 �F� ��|�� /L�� @��� ���� 
��� +��K @�A ‘
��� ����� '���� '()’। B1��@1� ���� '�i�� �2��-�1�#�-S��� /��� ��� 
�o�� '"�� ����2-'��1��2 ���1 ���������� #=�K� 
����� "�}���( 8� (��� ',�1�D�। /� 

��� ����� '���� '() @���1���� ',�1 ��I���� /L�� '@��D ��o��� ��|��। 

 
� !� "���� �O'� ���,5� (���� ���� ���(8�� ���@� ��K 'D��� '@��D�। �@�-�q�-

}���( ��I ���� (���D�। '"B /L��� @(,�(� ������ ���H ���� �['� ��,5 '����� º� 6(�2 
��K��� ��>�# '��1�D�� /��� ��K�। '" ��K� �D� 
������, @�������� (�� '*�( ���I�। ��L5 1 
���"� ���� 6B '���� ��E������ ���=�1�D Qf"�@-Q®���, '���( ��I (��� '+�K�। 

 
��x�� ��� "$�5�"�� �i���� Q¥� ,~��� ��( '*�(B '"�� '����� @�1�D� ������ 
�����। 

/� (����L�2Z ���(8�� '������ X� �̧�� '() '*�(B ������ L�� L�� '�¤>D��� @�1�D� 

������ '" ��K�। �['� ��,5 #p ��1�D� ���������� ���I����� -;�� @���1�� ‘
��� ����� 
'���� '()’। 

 
�O'� ��,5 ���� @����� @��1�� �� @�;��� o| (��� �� �['� ��,5 "(�� '*�( ,~}�� 

'������ "(� (�5,��� (�# �y (�� ��1�D��। rg(��s� �d���� "���1 '����D�� ���� @����� 
���@� +�1�#��� -����� '���� '() '*�( +,�� o| (��� � ����। 9�(� '����0 '"�� ��� 
�D�। 

 
,~}���� �(D� "��;( '���+��( '"�� 6�=�1 6�"�D��। ‘
��� ����� '���� '()’ ,��� 

(���D�� ��>�� "(� +(�� k�>�( ��1।  
 
�['� ��,5 P���� �(D�T�K� #; 6(��� ,~}�� '���� '*�( ‘
��� ����� '���� '()’ ��� 

��#��� ���,1 ���1 @����� ���@��( |�� ��>?���� /»� +,���� @�1�D�। 
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"�=�a����� � @��0 '"��B "y;�1 /��(�� (�5� ‘
��� ����� '���� '()’ ��� ���,1 
���1 +,�� o| (���D��। �!'� ��,5 6B '() '*�( '�#� (��5�� '�� (�5�) �#1�Q� �@�� 
#���� #( �E�y�� ��T ������ 
����� 'L�HK� (���D��। 

 
6B '() '*�(B ��'� ��,5 ���I������� -��(5� @���� ,����1 9�(�1 �2�� ���( @�;� (���D 

��� +,�� (�� @1। "�; � @��0 #=�K� ¶��1 /�� 0 Q®��� "����� #; '���� (�5��� 
"����(������� 6 (�# '"�� (���D��। 

 
PB ���= ���An���� 6#; +�,C� ,���D�। +*� ��� P���� "���;TK -�.� +,��(��� =K-

���H� "�"; #�� 6�, 6, @�n� @�������� |�� ��>?���� /»� #���1 ��HK ���1�D��। /� 
6B -�.� +,��� "@����=�� (���D ,~}�� '������ B���1�� ��#5� ��"�, #�� /�P" '"��@�, 
,~}�� (�s� �����=� #�� /�P� @����, 6(�2 �;�"�1� +��.��� (�5(�5� #�� 6�, 6, ���"� 
+���। 

 
'"�� "y;�1 �R��1 -�.� +,���� "��* #�?� '���� (��5=K %w'� ��,5 ��5] ,~}�� '*�( 

6B +,�� ,��� '����D��। '""� '���� (�5�� -��(B '�H ��5] ���#�=� '*�( +,���� 
��� 
����� '���� '(�) (�# (���D। 

 
/}���� /���"( 6��(�� g�� m"1� /��1�� /��� ��"��� #���1� @�1�D�� '���+��( 

(�1(# �;�I। '��*; o| @�1�D� -�� +�,C�। 01����� B���1�� #�� /�"(�� B"����� 
=�?��� (,~}�� 2- [�O) '"�� g�� /��1�� /��, #�� B"���, B���1�� ����� ,) ��", 
,~}�� '������ 'L��H(� (�#� '@�"� /�� "��B D��2 �=�1�D�� /}����Z rg(��s� @�Q�"। 
/��(��( '*�( ,~}�� '������ (�5� #�� '���� '��@�«�, #�� /��� (��"� "¼��, #�� 
��@��� @�"� 6(B '+�K�1 QR�� @�1 rg(��s� @�Q�" '�¤>�D। "���� +�,C�� S� S�� '"�� 
"y;�1। 

 
'"B (�5���� �� /��� 6(�� (����L�2 '�¤>�D। ��� '��1 (��# '��= ���1�D�� '2(���1� 

0 '+�}�� +�gQ"�� (�1(#। 
 
��� "��? "��2�� ���( X�¸��� '(�)� 6(�2 (T�( s��g0 �@"��� �;�@�� (�� #�� /��� 

(��"� "¼���� (�� 'L�HK�� ���;�� o| @1 ���I� ��� @���1���� �;�@��। 
 
+*��B �E�y�� 
����� 'L�HK� (�� '2��}���� ����� 0 B���#� �#5�� +,�� (�� @�1�D�। 

B���#� '*�( �#5�� (���D�� g� ����� /��1��। B���#��� 'L�HK��2 ��?�D�� B���1�� #�� 
/��(�� B"���। 6B 'L�HK�1 ��b��� #��� QR�� @1� o��- ��E��� #��� '� 
��� @��B '" /��1 
Q®�{ @�1�D�। 

 
/� L½�� �� +,��(��� /01��� ��= '�� #�� @�n� 0 ��1��i� (�� /�P" "���� (�*(� 

��a (���D। '"���� 'L�HK�1 (� ���1�D (�#� '@�"� /��। 
 
%w'� ��,5 ��5] '���� (�5��� -�1��� @��0 -�.� +,�� (���D। %w'� ��,5 @����� ���@� 

��������� +*� ���� @���� ,���1। /� �� �D� (����L�2 '���� '(�)। ";��� ���� '*�( ��(2 
��T� (�� 8� (�� ���� ',�1�D� B*���� ��H�। 
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 ��� '���� (�5��� Z� �;�= (��� �"��] '। ���� ���� �� ���#�=�� =�? Qa�D� 
‘
��� ����� '���� '()’ ,~}���� ��� "]���� �* ���B। '"���� -�( (�5� ��� '"��� '��= 
'�। 

 
,~}���� ��� �@� '�E� '��#���U� +�1 ����# '���� '���� '() �T�� ���1�� '*�( '"B 

(1�� -��] +�,C� ,����1�D -�.� ,��� �����। 
 
‘
��� ����� '���� '()’ '*�( ��(�� -�.� +,��� #�?� �D�� 6 D�?�0 '+�}�� 

+�gQ"�� #�� /�P��@-/�-S��( 0 #�� '��8S� /��1��, '���� B���1�� m"1� /@�� 
���(�, '2(�(;�� 6�""2;�U #�� ���P� @�"� 0 #�� /���� �@��, '2(�(;�� -����2� 
#�� '�#�Q� (��� ',¤����, #�� ��S����� 0 (�#� @����Q�® /@��। 

 
"�J1���� "�@��; (���D #�� 6, '( ���� PB ��B��� '"(�q� 0 @�|। 
 
-;�; �$��(� ��� (���D। '�(��( �S��। +*�� ¾�B��� �@�"�� ,�(��� ��1�D�� ���। 

�(V ��� -������ #; '�(��( �@�"�� ��1��#� @�1�D��। �� -����� "�e0 ��� -��; 
'+�K� 0 +�,C�1 6(�� -�.� +,�� "³� @�1�D�। 

 
[-m��( ‘�$�5���,’ �O �g�"��, � !�] 

 
 
 

����, , , , '����'����'����'����----���I "�}������I "�}������I "�}������I "�}���****    
 '���� '��@�«� 

 
6B �*;-��y ��5��K��;� @�1 +*��B '� ����,� '��� (��D, �� @�A, B��@�" PB (���K 

��(i� @�� ����। 6(, +�K��� �i�� ����\, ��� (��K (������ � (�� ������(��K� �������� 
-+�����। PB, -�Z� =���( � �;�I=� ��=� 
��*5 '(��� '(��� �*; '=�� �� -�;I 
/��;(��। 6B '��H�I (���K -�( "�1 '(� �I�; ��H1�( ��(i� � (���0 "������� ���1 
T�n (��� ���� '�� ���(2�, -�( (*�B �i���� -µ� @01� "�e0 "�5��@$��5 +(�� (�� ��1 �। 

 
'=�?���B "���1 6(�2 (�� ��� ����� ,�B, '� ��H�1� /�� +�;T (�5����K ������ (��� 

��"�D, /��� "@(�5��� -��(B ��5�� /�D ���� 6�2 ��a (��� 6�� /��� ©��� #; �� �i�C 
m��,�; 0 Q����� ��©��� #; ����� (���� (��D 6��� ��K5� '(��� �*;�( -
�8(� /��\(� 
�����,� @�� �� '� �;�I=� ��� '��k����k� �� -"V�C� (��K � @�1 ��>?�1। �À� "��,�1 ��?� 
"�";� @�A 6(# "������( �� '(� "���� "���� +�;T��5� �@�"�� "�}@ (��, �� ��� 
L2� ��<��� "�E 
1� #�?� � @�1 �i��1 �;�I��� �$��(� }@K (��। �(V ���������� ���I 
"�}���� �2�$��(� ����� �=�1 /��� 
(�1 =K; +1�"�( 0 "���}( "�}��"$,� 0 "�}��� 
(��5J��� "��= "���I (��� ����H���� +��� @B। 6�2 6(�2 "�}��� #���� -�8��� "��= 6(�2 
�;�I#���� (�5�1। 

 
 
 

*6(B �������� � !� "���� �[ �g�"�� ������ ‘'���� �����’� ��#1 ���" "��;�1 +(���� '���� '��@�«�-6� 
+�����  C�;। 
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-�8� �T�� /z���,1�$�( "@#�� 6�� ���5�H Áf"�(;। -��� ���"(��� +����; 
/����� ’��"(���� '�� �K�E�� �����1 (*� +�1B @�1 ��>?�1 /z(*�। 

 
��5�� "��1 "E� (���KB /��� "��B -"³� �(� #���1 "Y�K5��1 /J�] ���B ���y� 

'=¤�,�)(� /(��� 6��� (*� ���� @���। 
 
6��� /��³�0 +���³( �@�"�� ���� @�A, 6(2� ��H1 �@";��i� *�(� ��5] ��B ��1 ���,� 

���T{ #��-(���0 '�� -�(�� /�D, '�� -�(�� /�D �� �(� �2�� 6�� �� #�� 
�;�I=� (i��� +(���� "����=-"������। 

 

��� ����� '���� '() +��.�� ��H1�2 B�����;B 6(�2 ������(5� #�2� +"E @�1 

��>�?�1�D। 6 ��H�1 6(# =K; '���� (�5� �@�"�� /��� "�5"��1� �I�; @�A, 
�� ����� 
'���� '() +��.�� 6(( (i��� (�|�B 'B। -��(B ���I����� "$,�(��� 6 �;����� �,]�-���� 
(��� ����। ��� 6(*� ��R5��1 ��� ��1 '���� ����=�1 (�5���B /���,; '()�2 ,��� (���D- 
'"2� '
A�+�K���� @�1B '@�( �(��� '@�( ��#���( (�5���� +���� �� "@����=��1। '(�, '���� 
��B�(� "��� ����T�K 6�� ���( B*��� Qf�T� 6B PB (�5B '������ -�.� 0 +�(¤�� 
����=�1 (�5�=K D�?� /� (���� ��T "³� 1। 6D�?� �O'� ��,5, !�- 6� �$�5�´ �E�y� /@$� 
-"@���= /�q���� +���� /����� '���� '()_��� ������ "�(���� "�E "��;(�� 
-"@����=�� +��5� Q��@�K "i�C (���D�- ���B ��5� @�A ‘'��g0 ���(8�’- �� 'L�HK��2 "<$K5 
�#5 (�� +��;( /���( '() �# �# /���( �� 'L�HK� o| (���D�, '��, 9�(� '���� 
'(), ,~}�� '���� '() B�;���। +��;( '���� '(�)B +���.� @�1 �D� ��b��� (�5���� "�Â1 
"�}�� (���2। �E�y�� ���@��"( '�"�(�"5 �1���� ��HK�2 ,~}�� '���� '() '*�(B +*� !B 
��,5 "y;� "��? "��2�1 +,�� (�� @�1�D�। -"@���= /�q�� ,��(��� �OB ��,5, !� Z��1 
������L� �1��� -���� =K�2( ����#Q®��� ��,�  ‘6����� "�}��’- 6� '�(g5 �!B ��,5 
,~}�� '���� '*�( ��#��� @�1�D�। '���� �*� "�(��� (�5,������ (�� ��;B ��#���� 6(�2 
�Ã(��� ��K�� ��b���� 
�*5������� '(��� (�# '������� (��� ��� @�� '����� -�S" �y (�� 
'���। 

 
�a( ��-B (���D��� �['� ��,5, !� "(������ ,~}�� '������ (�5���। +*� -������� 

'�H���� '� ��@$��5 '������ ��(�� +�����( -�.��� "����( +��"( +���5� ������ +���³( 
'L�HK� +,�� (�� @�1�D� '"B ��@$��5 Q��Z� �"��] =i�@� @�1�D�। /����� (�5��� '���� �� 'D�? 
'����1 ��?�D��। 

 
��� ���� L2�_��� -"³� �(� 
��Ä$�5, -"³� �(� ���,�-���T{। ���,� �(, �� 

/����� -�.��� 'v�����0 6�(� �(D� 6(2� ����� ����, 6� ��� '������ ��b������ 
"�}���� "��T �(D� +,�� (�� '����। 

 
�À�� -��� �,]�-���� '*�(B ,~}�� '������ X�¸��2��� ����n ��5��1 6(B ��� �['� 

��,5, !� ����� 
�(�� Z�1� ���2 -����� +,���� @1। 6(��� '��� � 2� '��# ! ���2 /� 
6(��� "y;� ! 2� '��# %O ����2 6�� /� 6(��� ��� �w 2�1। �À�� 6B ���2 L2�B -"³� 
�(� ���T{ 6�� 6_���� Q��;�=-/�1�#0 �D� +(i���T 
��Ä$�5- '��� ������ "����( 
���@�� /(��( /J�K�z( �f����� ��|��  '�� '"�� "�5� =�? Q�a�D� #=�K� 
��Ä$�5 
+������, 6_���0 �a( '���। 
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�R+@��� -������2� /�� +�;T��5� �� 'v��� B। �(V ����5�(��� '#��D���, '"�2� 
Q��;�I� �D�� ,~}�� '#�� /01��� ���=� �f(��� "����K "<��( #�� 6� 6 @�n�। ��� 0 
��� ���� "@(�5��� /����� (�1(# +�(¤����( ��#��� +��� ���2�1 X�¸��2�� ��� ��1 
�=�1�D�� 6�� X�¸��2�� ,��� (���1�D��। -������2�� 'L�HK� �@�"�� #�� @�n��� �� 0 
�E�y�� �T '*�( #���� Q�®�� ��HK���� (*� Q��� (�� @�1�D� 6�� #�� @�n� �E�y�� 

����� 'L�HK� +"�E ��>, ���2 ��HK +,�� (���D��। -������� �Z��(��0 �D� D1 '*�( "�� 
���2। 

 
#�� @�n��� +���� '�"� '����(�5�/+�(¤��� X�¸��2�� ,��� (���D��, ��>� ��� /� 

6����� @�--��(V ����5�(��� ���(8� '����� (�# (���D���। 
 
"y;�!2� '��# %O ����2 '� -����� +,�� (�� @1 '"2�� Q��;�I� ���,��( �D��� /��।  

‘
��� ����� ��x�� '���� '()’ ���2 /��B -;�� "@(��� /��� (��"� "¼���� "�E 
/���,�J�� �Z� 6�� -����� (���D���। 

 
�[ '� ��,5, !� "(������ "@"� �� ,~}�� '���� '() ��� @�1 �=�1�D�, �� /�� �D��� 

6��1� ��#��� �]�,�(f"( '��@�«� �S�� ���?��।  ��B /��� �� 6�"�D�, 6� ��� �(D� 
6(2� (�� '����! '�2� 6(# -"@���=(��� ��b���� #�; -�;�] 
�����(, /�=B ����D। ��� 
(*�2� '" ��@$��5 /�� o�� '�=� ������� �S��( ����D���- ��� Qf"�@ ���1�D��। 

 
+*��B /�� �=�1�D��� 's� '���g� '�s @�Q�" /01��� ��= -�S�"- '�i�i�q� -����� 

��1 ��� ���(���2 ��8���1� (�� ��1। ����,� (���� "�EB '"��� /��� '��� @1�। /�� o�� 
��#� ��-���,1 ���1 '"��� -;���� -"³� �(� (�5�;8 P’6(# (�5�� �i�C /(H5K (��� 
+1�" (���D���। �� '"��� -¦ ����K (�� @�A�।  '"���B '��� @�1�D� -�;��( 
����#Q®��� "�E। ����# /��� +8��/ ���(�� o�B ��R5��1 "@���=� @�1�D�� 6�� ��# 
+���� /01��� ��= (�5� 6g����(2 ��S�(� (�D '*�( 6(��� #�� ',�1 ��1�D��। /����� 
+�*��( +À�� +"E�2 �D� /}���� '���� �� 6�� (����L�2 X�¸��2�� �� 6 P�2 6��(��( 
��5{ "��;( "�¦ '
A��"�( �� ��b��� m"; "������ "���T� (��। /��� P# #��� (�� 
'��0�1 ���Å�- 6� ��@��? B��/� '@g '(�1�25��"5 (��^�� ��S�(� (��D �=�1�D���। �� '��� � 
2�। (��^�� /� L½�� ���; '���� ��� �w # 6�� X�¸��2��� �O # B��/� ���a�1 '�1�� 
/c�" ���1�D��। /c�8 @�1 /��� ����1� ���� '�� ��@��� @�"��� ��?��� �=�1�D���। ��@��� 
@�"� '���� �2�(� ����- +���#( �@�"�� ,~}�� '������ "�E ��L5�� ��� "���C, /����� 
+�(¤������ -��(� "�EB ��� �y��। ��� "@�1��1 +�(¤���( +À�� "<�� /��� Q�®�; 
�D�। 

 
6��� /��� ��# #��� (�� ,(��#�� 6��(�� ���"q� /����� '������ P# +�(¤���� 

(��D �=�1�D���। ���� ��5 /���� (���D��� ���� (�# (���, ��� 6(, /���( +�(¤���� 
����� -���� ��� @�� -*�� PB, 6� 6(2� ������ "i�C (��� @�� '� ���� ���; @�1 +8���� 
(�#�2 (���D��- -��G� ���H;�� '� ����� ���� � @1। '�� '��! �R��1 ���5 /��� '�� 
��1�D���। '(� �� '� '(� ��@$��5 (��^�� ��S�(� ���@� 6�" �?�� ��� /��� /�� 
(���D���। 

 
+�(¤��� P#�( X�¸��2�� ��� ����1 ���1 /���� ��# '���� ���� Q�®��; ���� 

(���D���। ��* (��# '���g '�¤>�D ����#Q®� ����� /A�, ����� (*�, /��� �(V �( +,��  
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(���� '"2� 6(2�0 �,]����� (��D �। 6( (�# (�� ��( /�� 6���B '�� ��? 6��2�<�� 
(��fT�K() �(D� ���� ����� 6�(� P-6(#�( "�E ��1 ��=�=��B /}���� �=�1 /����� 
"�E ����� @�A। 

 
'"�� ����#Q®� /� /����� "��* '��=����= �T� (��� �����। 6� /�� /� ��@��� 

@�"�- /��� /}���� '���g '#(" 6� "��� 6�" #�� 'D�? ���1�D���- =�?� /� ���� �, 
6��� �D� �;����(g। '@>�2 #�$; '���� ��� '�¤>�DB ��@��� @�"� (�:�� |��� "$B, - 
(���D��। 6� "�1 '2���S�। X�¸��2�� '*�( +�(¤��� �y��� ��@��� @�"��( #���1�D�� 
���� -�.� ‘61��’-6 ���� ����� �। '(� B�����;B ���� /���( +�(¤���� "�E '��=����= 
(���D। ��� "«�� '��- (��#B ���� X�¸��2�� �� 'D�? ,�� ���A। /�� '2���S� �����। 
����D��� /���� 6(2� -��T� (|, /����� PB ���5� 6(�2 (�5(��� @��। 

  
��@���� @�"� /���( +�(¤���� ��"�� ��� g�1�� (�� ���"��� /���( ����1 ���1�D��। 

/���( +�(¤��� �a( 6 (*��2 ����D��। '���� "��@� /���( '( #?��A। '���� '(�) /�� 
'�� P’��। /�� ���  �#��� /�� "��@��� ������ �। P��� '��� @�n� "��@� '#�� (�� 
��1 �=�1 /����� @��� (�# (����, ��� #; �( '� ���� /�", /�� "��; �1 ���A। 

  
/�� ���D���- /� �g "��@��� ��"�1 '�� '2���S� 'B, 0� "�E �( (�� '��=����= (����। 

��� ����� /�� "��@� 6� /� �g (�Æ@�� "��@��� ��"�1। 0��� '2���S� (|। 
 
�a( '" "�1 /��� '��>�# 6��1���#�� '*�( /��� (��"� "¼�� 0 /�����@ /� S�|( 

'����  ��� 6�" '�¤>�D�D��। #�� (�Æ@���� ��"�1 '2���S� (�� /�� (��"��( (*� ���� 
���1�D���। �#��� /�� "��@� 0��� /�D �(� 62�B '#� ��� ����D���। 0��( '*�( 6B 
-�"y��� (��K #��� ,�01� @�� (��"� /��� (*� ����D��। 
���(����B ���"��� /��� 
@��� 6�" �=�1�D�। 

 
�#��� /���� "�E /���,� (�� /�P� (�Æ@�� /���( �� ����D��, �� "�T��, '���� 

�� �q�� '�E (�� ���(8� ���#�@�# ‘����’ '"�1��-6� '���� 6� /0��1 '� '(� ��@$��5 
�F(���� @������। Q\� @�� (����L�2 X�¸��2���� T��� s��g0�2 �;�@��  (��- '"�2 �@� '*�( 
'�� �$��- '" 6��(�� �� ��Ç @��� (��K 'B। 6 D�?� 6(����= P�2 L� �T� (��� #�; ��?�� 
+À�� -��;(। X¸��2�� ���2 rg(��s� �����"-6 
1�"<$K5। 

 
6���� ��@��� @�"�, /��� (��"� 
¼��, /�����@ /� S�|( /� /�� (�:�� |� '*�( 

'��?�1 6�"�D���। =��? ����q�1 /����� 6(# ��@�� 'L��H(�- ��� 6(# � ���(�( '����� 
����D��� '���� ��B, B� /��� ,�,� g�I�� /��1��- /01��� ���=� 6(# (�5�। 

 
g�I�� /��1�� ����D��� /A�  /���� '���� ,��� (�� �( +,�� (���, �a( (���D? 
 
/�� ����D���� /�= ,��� (��� �;�Z� (��, ����� �� ���� /�" �����। (*� '�� '"B 6(2�, 

/��� 
��। 
 
��� "�B���s�B� (�� 6(�2 T� (�� 'L�HK��� /��� @��� ���1 ����D��� 62� '��� '�� 

PB �� �� ��(;����C �E�y�� 
������ 'L�HK���। ��?B /�� Q��"� @�1�D���। ����D���� 
�����B @��� 62� ���1B -����� o| (�� @��, /� 6�B ���\�� +,�� (�� @�� "(� �I�;। 
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/�� 2�(��� (�=#��� ��(�2 ��1�D���। �����B '����1 6�"�D��� g�I�� /��1���( 
��q���� '"¤#; +��5 � (��। 

 
'#(È-6� "��� 6�"B '�1�� @�1�D� /����� =�?� 'B। 6� Q��1! Q��� (���D�� 

g�I�� /��1��- ���0 /����� "�E "�E 6�" �=�1�D��, "�E 'L��H(� '@�"� /��। g�I�� 
/��1�� ����D��� (����L�2 ���� '�� /"� /��� =�?���। 

��@��� @�"��� ��*�1 �� -; �,]�। 
 
X�¸��2�� ��� -�Z��� +�(¤��� �y��� '�� ����� ��5 �$�K D�?� "@����=�� '��� �। 

'��� ��( /���( +�(¤����( ���; (�� 6�� '*�( 6(2� '2���S� (���1 '�1� ��1 �(�। /��� 
/}���� (������ /���( +�(¤���� ��"�1 �=�1�D���- ��� +*�� T�� ',�1 ��� ,��� ��? 
����D��� /A�, /�� '2���S�� ��� ���A, /���� ��। 

 
��8�1 B�����; (�� /�P" "���� /����� =�?��� 6�" Q�a�D��। ����� ��� '����, 

/���( '����� "�E ��1 ��। /��-6B-'�É-6(2� (�*(� ����D-P’���� '��� @�1 '=�D, 62� +,�� 
(����। ��B '��� ��"।  

 
��@��� @�"� ����D��� '���, /�-B "��@� /"��, X�¸��2��� /��¤ 'S� (��� �। 

6���( ��� ������� 0>�� P# (�# (��� �। /�� ��� 6( (�# (��- /�� 's� '���g 
/01��� ��= -�S�" ��B। (�1(# '
A��"�( ��1B 6�" �?���। /���� 6 =�?��� ��। 

 
��@��� @�"� /� /����� "��= '��=�� (��� �����- o�� P’�� ��� 6(��� '2���S�� 

'��=����= (���D��। 
 
(����L�2=��� '��2� =�?��� /��� �� D’#- '@�"� /��, g�I�� /��1��, (�� /�P" 

"����, (��"�, S�|( 0 /��। X�¸��2�� ���� '=�2� (��DB /�� 6(�(� ��S ���1 =�?� '*�( 
'�� ����D���। '(�, '���� '��1�D���, +�(¤��� �y� P’# ����T�K '����1 6�" ��(��1 
Q�a�D। ��(�� /=�� ��>�?�1 �=�1�D���-����D���� /�-B "��@� ������ ���1�D (?) 6�� 
'
A��"�(��0 6�" �?�� ��@��� @�"��� "��=। /���� �1� (�� ,�� ���� �। 

 
0�� ����D��� /�-B "��@��� "��= /����� '2���S�� /��� @�1�D, ��� ����D �(D� 

(��� ��#� ���1�� (���। '���, /����� ,�(�� *�(�� �। 
 
g�I�� /��1�� "�";��2 Q���� (���D�� 6�� �R��1 0 '�H����� ���� ��� /�($�; 

���1�D��। ��� (�D�(��D '(��� }���K -Z�1� D�Q� '*�( (�1(# "�¦ '#�1��( ��1 6�" 
"���1(���� X�¸��2��� '�����1 (��� Q��Z� �;�Z� (���D��- ���;���(��� ������ "i�C 
@�1�D�। +�(¤��� �y���� '�1� 6(�2 ��5 �$�K (�� �=�1�D�। 

 
'(�)� �� 0 +*� 'L�HK����2 /�� �����D��� X�¸��2�� ���� -�S"(�T ��"। 6� 

"�1 '2���S� '��# Q�a�D�। /�� ‘@;����’ ����B 0��( '*�( Ê� 6�� ,��� (�� Q����� 
@�1�D�� '���� "��@�, '��� (��D '(? 6� '�� +�1 "��? "��2�-�� ���� +,�� o| (|। 
'��( 6�  
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'��g0� (�>2� 'L����A- /22� ��#��B �(V /(����K�� ��� o�� "��B। /�����2� /� '(Q 
o�� �। 

 
/����� ���5� "<��( "����� /��। (���D��� ��� @1��� B�����; /�P� (�Æ@���� (�D 

'*�( /��� (*� '#��D��। "����� /�� /���( +,�����=; P6’(�2 ���0 ��� ���1�D��।  
 
'@��" /���( /�� (� ���� ��B�- '(� 6(�2 _{ '���� '(�) /����� 'v��� "�����K� 

#�; 6(�2 ��@��(��� 'L�HK� '���� 'a(��� ���� ��� /����� ���K� @�1�D�। '"�� -; 
6(# 'L�H( '"��� Q��Z� @�1�D�� 6�� (� ���1�D��- "������  /��। ��� ‘
��� ����� 
��x�� '���� '()’ �� 'L�HK�2 "�5+*� /��� ��5�,J�� /��� (��"� "¼���� (�� Q����� 
@�1�D�। /�P��@-/�-S�|( �E�y�� 
������ 'L�HK����2 ��a (���D��। (�� /�P" "���� 
(�*(� +,�� (���D��। 

 
-����� ,��(���B 6�" Q��Z� @�1�D�� #�� 6�, 6 @�n�। ��� ��>� ��H�K� �$�5��´ �� 

'L�HK� (��� ����D���। /�� ����D���� �� 'L�HK� � (���B ����� @���, '(� /��� 
�F�v������ (��D ����2� "³� ��#��� -�Z��( P��51 ����� ,�B-"@�# '� 0��� '�����H5�K� 
2��=52 �K51 (��� � ����। ��g���� "�@���; 0�� �a(B ��� '��- ��� 6(-P’�� -]�� �� ������ 
@��। 

#�� @�n� �R+@�� 
��� rg(�s (��� (*� ���� /�� ����D���� �� '(�)� ��(�K 
@1� 6�� -�.� +,���� ������@(�� ���(�� �D� �।  

 
/��� Q�®�; ��� -���� (���D�� 6�� �� 'L�HK� D�?�B ��� �$�;�� 0 "��1�����=� 

��HK +,�� (���D��। 
 
'���� �� '*�( /��� 6(�2 '2� @��� (�� ��1 6�"�D���। ���� -"@���= /�q���� 

"��1 '�(g5(i� 0 +,��� =K"E�� 6�� ���)"E���� "��� =�2�� ���; �D�- '"B '2��20 6B 
-������ ��#��� @�1�D�। 

 
/����( /�L½� Z�1� -����� '��H ��B�� 6�" /��� g�I�� /��1�� 0 ��>� '"¤#�; 

'�����1(i� '#�1���� (�Q�( /� '���� ��B�। #�� @�n�0 ��� ��HK +,���� �� ,�� 
�=�1�D��। +"E�� g�I�� /��1���( 6��� /� '(� ��B '�����(�) '���� ��B� 6�� 
'@�"� /�� ����5�(��� ���(8� '����� (�# (���D��। 

 
/��, (��"� 0 S�|( ���1 '@>�2 ��� "��? ��2�1 6��1���#��� �S�� 6�"�D��Ë �*�2 �D� 

!/� ��B�। (-��) 
-m��( ‘/#���,’ �[ ��,5, ����H "��;�, � ! 
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��� ����� '���� '(�)� #p(*�
��� ����� '���� '(�)� #p(*�
��� ����� '���� '(�)� #p(*�    

'�"��@ /@���    
.....��������� �['� ���,5� "$��5��1 @� �IÌ��� ��; ���1। B*��� T�K (�
� '��" 6� 

‘‘
��� ����� ��x�� '���� '()’’! � "�1 
��� ����� '���� '(�)� -�.� o� �� @�1�D� 6 
6(�2 -� ��P;f ��I "<n '()। ���� #�� ��1� '( �� (��� 6B -"�"�@"� '���� ����� 
Q��;��= ������ "��? "�� '(��2 ����H� /��-/(��T� 0 "�� -P��-(�n�� (*� +*� �����" ¢�� 
@�। -��; ��� /��� 6��� "y�  '��1�D। 

 
�F�"; ,~}�� '���� '() ��� (����� �� 6B '���� '(�)� -;�� '���� '��@�«��� 

���,���1 ��#�� 6(�2 �� ,~}�� '*�( "�� �=�1 (����L�2 6( �(���01�2 ��I"<n 
X�¸��2�� +*� 
��� ����� ��x�� '���� '(�)� -�.� +,�� (��। 6B ��� �D�� '��g0 
B���1�� /�P" "��(�, ����P� @�"�, /���� �@��, '�#�Q� (���, ��S�����, /��� (���� 
"¼��, /�P��-/�-S�|(, "�r� �?�1� 0 (�#� @����Q®�। (����L�2 ���(8�� m";��� (��� 
6�� ��� ��>�� ���������( -; 6( ��I��� '*�( �(D��� -�.� +,�� (��। 

 
�O'� ��,5 ��#��@� '���� '(�)0 (�1(# ��b��� (�5� /2(� ��?�D��। ��'� ��,5 ��#��@� 

����� ��B� ����� ���@� 0 B-��-/� ���@�� +,^ /J��K ��( 'S¤# ��#��@� '���� '(�) ��D� 
@2�� ���; @1। 6(�� 6(��� ��5] (�1(# '����(�5��( 6(�2 s��g0 ���; /2�( ���� @1। 

 
��I��� '*�( 
������ -�.� +,���� Q�®��; ��#��@� '���� '(�)� (�1(# ��5�( (�5� 

#�� ���n (�� '����1 ��? '���� �� '*�(। 6B ��� �D�� -�.� "�=a( '�"��@ /@���, 
-�.� "�=a( /��Q� �@��, -�.� +���#( -� B"���, -�.� +���#( ��@#���� S�|( 
6�� ���5� "<��( '��@�«� ����। 

 
��#��@� '������ 6B (�5��� ��� '� ���#�=�� '�¤>D�। P’,���� ���� (*�। �� "��5��¤� 

=K+#��d� �������� "�(�� =�a� @�1�D। B�����; ��#��@� '������ -�.� "�=a( ���D�� ��� 
',¤���� 6�" '=�D। ��>�( /����� ���; '��1 /��� /��� Qf"�@ '����। 

 
9�(� '2������� '��8S� ���1�� 6�� #���� ',¤����, +�;�� �,����� (��|� @�"�, ����C 

"������( 6�, /�, /���� 6�� �,������� @�"� B��� 0 �� ���#�=�। ����C D����� 6�� 
'�� "��@��� '+" '"�J2��� /���� @( ������ "��=0 '��� @�। 

 
/��� "(�� ��n� "�@��� "��= '��� (���� 
 
�� �� (�1(�� /���,� @�। ��n� "��@��� ���,���1 Q� ��P;f ��I "<n 

X�¸��2������= 
��� ����� '������ -�.� +,���� (�1(�2 �"?� ���(�� +K�� @1। 
 
B�����; X�¸��2�� "�}�@� (�#0 o| @�1 '=�D। -�.� +,���� #; +�1�#�1 (�=#�� 

'(�� #; ��B '� ��n� "��@� /����� �’ PB 2�(� ���1�D��। 
 
/��, ���"�� ��� ',¤���� 6�� 9�(�� ��B0�1�� '+�"� ����( 6�, 6 '��@�B�� 6�-��-6 

���B +�1�#�1 �#�"�� J1 (��। 
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P-���� ��� /��� +���#� '��#s��, (Í�� '��#s��, (Í�� S��, /�25s '��#s�� B�;��� 
m��� (��। 6�" (��# -� B"��� /����� ��*C "@����=�� (��K, ���0 ��� �� ‘#1�����’ 
���(�1 (�# (���। 

 
6�=�1 6� ,�� ��@$�5। ��n� "��@��� +�,C�1 ���� �(���1�2 ��I"<n X�¸��2�� ��01� 

'=�। �a( � ��@$��5 9�(� '������ '"B ��5�( ‘�� (�5�’ /�S�(�� �@��, ���@� "���� 6�� �2, 
6B, ��(��� ���#�=�� 6�" '�¤>�D। ���� 6�"B 6�-6-6 ���@� Q®� a�(�� 6�� /���� @( 
������ "��= '��� (��। ����� "��= 9�(� '*�( /�� �(D� �$�;�� =��� '2�0 �D�। 

 
�O'� '�, ���������� "��? "�� '(��2 ����H� #��� ����H (�� ���������� '����(�5���� 

#��� 6(�2 _|��$K5 ��। ���B ���������� ����H� /��-/(��T� 0 P��-(�n�� �� ¢�� @1 
�����"। 
��� ����� '���� '() ��� ���������� +*� /�.��( '���� +,��� o| @�। 

 
(�1(�� /���"( ��?�� "����� ������� 'D�2 6(�2 L��( s��g0 (�� +*� -�.� +,�� 

o| @1। +*� �(D��� +�1�#�1 "����=-"������ ���|K -"������ ���;0 -�.� +,�� (��� 
@�1�D। ����5�(��� /��� '" "�8 -"����� -�(2� (��2�1 Q�a�D���। s��g0 -���, ��5�{ '�(�g5� 
"������ -��� 6�� ����-"��@��;�(� 0 (*�(� -����� ���; +*� P’�� ��" '� �( (�C /��� 
-�.� ,����1�D �� /# ���� '�H (�� ���� �। B�����; ,~}�� '������ '"B ��#�� ���20 
6�" (��# '��= ���1�D। 

 
+*� ���(� k�� ���(2� (��2�1 0a�� �� -�.� "<�(5 "�@� ���(�� }@K (�� @�। 


��� ����� '���� '(�)� "�} ���1� �D� �*; 0 '���� �{��� ���+�{ 6�-6-6 /�P� 
��n��� Q�� ;8। 

 
�(D����� #; '"�J2��� ��5��1 +���T� �{��� "�,� /�P" "����0 -.� "<�(5 

/������( �����5 ����। 
 

��� ����� '���� '(�)� '��� -�.� "�=a 6�� '(�)� +��"�( ���,��( �@�"�� (�# 

(���D /����� �"�1� '��}�� -=5��B#�� ���"�� ��� ',¤����। 
 
"�} -�.��� "��=a�( ���1� ��� (���D /�S�(�� �@��। 
 
����5�(��� �*; 0 '���� "�,� �@�"�� /��1�|� @( �� /����� ����n (��5J� �e���� 

(���D।  
 

��� ����� '���� '(�)� -�.� �����= �1��� (�5� �@"��� ��>�� (�# (���D ��>�� @��� 

���"�� ��� ',¤����,  /�S�(�� �@��, '�"��@ /@���, '���� '��@�«�, ���@� "�����, �2 6B, 
�"(���, '��8S� /��1��, /���S�� /��, '��@�«� S�|(, /�P��-/�-S�|(, �@�P� B"���, 
���"��® /@���, ���� (���� (����� /����), /�� BQ�" +��� (�5�। 
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B���1���� �����= (�# (���D /�P" "��(�, ����P� @�"�, /���� �@��, '�#�Q� 
(���, �B�� @(, +K� ��1, '��@�«� �@�" 0 ��S�����। 

 
����� ���" +�,C�1 "���� ����= "�i� @�1�D ���� @�A (���� '��@��, '��@�«� ����, 

"�r� �?�1�, �iK��(i� ��1, /��� (���� "¼��, $|� B"��� "�(��, /�� '�#� ',¤����, ����� 
'@��", #��@� �"�®(�, �@�P� @( 0 #��� /@���। 

 
¾��� +�gQ"�� �D�� ��K (����� 0 @�"� B���। B���#� -�.� +,��� �D�� /��=�� 

(��� 0 /�� ���(�। 
 
'�"� ����, "��@�;( 0 ����#��� -�.� "�i��� #; "@����=��� @8 +"���� (���D, ����� 

���; g�� 6, /�, ���(, m"1� /�� /@"�, g�� ���@�|� B"���, g�� /�"�����, �0(� 
0"��, =�#�Q� @(, /�P� =�SS�� ',¤����, ��K� ���_{, �"(�q�� /�� #�S�, ��5��q� _K, 
�@���� "�@�, (�;�K ���, ���1K 'L�H, "���H �\, #�@� ��1@�, "����� '���, ������ ,�~����;�1, 
���� 0"��, /"�� ',¤����, /� B"���, +K� ',¤����, ��#� /@���, $�n�@�� ��@��, /B�� 
�@��, Q�« (��"��, �#��� �@��, +�;�� (���� /�P� #§��, -�#� ��1, �*� ��1, (�;�K� 
'L�H, /��� ��@���, 
¡� ��1, -�� (���� �~�,��5, ��S(�� /�� +����� �� Q������=;। 

 

��� ����� '������ (�5� ��� 1, 6(# "����K 'v��� �@�"�� ���� ����, 6B '() '*�( 

=� 1 ���" +,���� +�1 "� -�.�B Qn����� @�1�D। ����H (�� ‘,����’, ‘-�Î����,’ 
‘#����� �����’, ‘��5��T�(� �i�C��’, ‘�������,� '��’ -�.�"�$@ "��,�1 '��� #�+1�� -#5 
(���D ��� /��� ��c�"। ����C "������( 6� /� /����� ‘,����’ -�.��� '��( 0 +,��(। 
‘#����� �����’ ����� +�;�� �2;(�� (�;�K ���। #���, P��5�, ���#���, �2�21� ��, ��1#� 
��, =�5K� 6�� '�=��� �$��(�1 -��1 (��� �*�J�� �,������� ��#� /@���, �,� ���,��( 
���1K 'L�H, +�"�#f /#�� ��� ��a�, �S���# BS�����, #�@|� @( 0 ������ �@�����। 
���I�������� #; ����H -�.��� ���,��( �D�� /���S�� /��। ‘B"����� �i�C��’ -�.� 
+,�� (�� ����C ��T���� 0 "��@�;( m"1� /�� /@"� /����� -�.�� v��i�� (���D।  

 
‘��5��T�(� �i�C��’ 6�� ‘�������,� '��’ ����� �*�J�� S�1# /@�� 0 /�P� =�SS�� 

',¤����। 
 
=K"E�� 0 '���z����( =��� "�� "����#� 6�� (���� (�1(#�� �� ����H���� ��K 

(��� @1। ��>�� @�A- ���@� "����, "�� ���, '��@�«� /�P� #§��, /��� ��@���, ��n� @(, 
(�;�K� 'L�H, "��#1 �;��, -�#� ��1, ��S(�� /��, -�� �$~�,��5, @���� ��1, �*� ��1, +��� 
����। 
(-��) 

 
-‘#1�����/����H "��;�, � !� 

 
 
 
 
 

��� ����� '���� '() "<�(5 /�0 �*; ��01� ���� ���"�� ��� ',¤����� ‘6(�\��� �K�E’ }�Ï। 
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������� "$� ����� 

�[। 
��� ����� '���� '(�)� -�.� +,�� "<�(5� 
6(�2 "���� (��5����K�    

‘'���� �����’ 
�g�"��, � !� 

�w -�����, � !� 

 

MINUTES OF MEETING ON CO-ORDINATION ON PROPAGANDA 

AND PUBLICITY EFFORTS IN SUPPORTS OF WAR ACTIVITY 

HELD ON 10-10-1971 

Members Present : 

1.  A. Samad, Secretary, Ministry of Defense. 

2. Dr. B. Hossain, Adviser. 

3. Mr. Alamgir Kabir. 

4. Mr. Shamsul Huda Chowdhury. 

5. Mr. Kamal Lohani. 

6. Mr. A. Rahman. 
7. Mr. B. Mahmood. 

Progress of action on decisions taken in last meeting was discussed. Members 

from Radio Bangladesh assured that they are working on lines already decided upon 

and significant improvement will be noticeable from 15-10-71 onwards. 

There was further discussion on measures which will contribute to improve the 

Radio Programme. 

DECISIONS : 

1. An office will be immediately set-up in the Radio Building and all Staff work 

done there. 

2. The method of news composition will be changed and text will be the same for 
English. Bengali and Urdu Bulletins. In view of pressure of work Mr. A. Kabu will 

compose the night bulletin and Mr. K. Lohani will compose the morning and 

afternoon bulletins. 

3. The Radio will be immediately provided with a type-writing machine, two 

portable tape recorders and one Cassette tape recorder. 

4. The Staff of the outside broadcast section will go out frequently to the field I h 

will be given T.A. as no conveyance can be arranged at present. 
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5. Dependence on patriotic songs should be reduced and in its place martial songs 

and music should be introduced. 

6. Arrangement for bringing the microphone from Agartala should be immediately 

made. 

7. Security checking will be made rigid from 15.10.71. In the meantime I.D. Cards 

should be issued where necessary. 

8. Payments for script-writers and talkers should be regular. 

9. The panel of Talents should be finalized immediately in consultation with Mr. 
A. Mannan, MNA-in-charge. 

10. Programme shall be drawn up for 7 days at a time sufficiently in advance (at 

least 4 days). The responsibility of filling in the Programme shall lie with the 

respective Programme organizer/Section heads. 

11. Arrangement shall be made by Secretary, Information for getting Pak 

Newspapers for the counter-propaganda section. 

Sd/-A. Samad  

Secretary  

Ministry of Defense. 

Memo No. D-003/76(8)  

Dated 18-1071
 

1) Copy forwarded to Mr. M.A. Mannan, MNA-in-charge, Information & 

Broadcasting for information. 

 

2)   Mr. Shamsul Huda Chowdhury, Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra for 

information. 
Secretary. 
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�L5�L5�L5�L5½½½½    
    
- - - -     
-Î���� ( ���I�������� #; ����H -�.�) 
�!, � , �w, ��, �%, ��, �[, �!, ��,  
%�w-%�!, O�! 
-}=��� ���I���@� ((�*�) ���-��O 
-�ÂC ��#;� /��� ����� ((����) %%� 
-�� O�� 
-��� �;�����=5 X�1�� ((����) %%O-%%[ 
-������ /����( �% -��% 
-�����= ((�*(�) ��O-��! 
-�� �!B '"�u�� ���K ((�*(�) �%w-�%� 
-��-O�% 
-*5���( ��5=a (+8��) ���-��%, �� -
�Ow 
-�5K ('����� ���(�) �%�-�%O 
-o� ��I� ,;���� /��  ((����) %�[ 
-"@���= /�q�� (� !w), �%�-�% , �O� 
-�±��1� rg(��s� (��� ��  
    
////    
/B��;� %%O 
/B��� 2�B�"(g���� '*�( +(����) 
/01��� ��= [, O[, O!-O�, [%, �ww, ���, 
���, ��[, ��!, �%w-�%�, �%�-% , ���-
��O, ��!-���, �� -�Ow, �[[, �!O-�!!, 
� %- �, �wO, �w!, �O%-OO, O� , O��, 
O�O 
/01��� '
A��"�( ���@� �%[-�%! 
/(��-/�-(��1� ((��1��� ���(�) �%�-
�%O, � %--� � 
/(q, ��(� O�O 
/����, 6�, /� � , ��, %�, % , ��!-� , 
O�O, O�! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
/("�" ( ������ ���(�) �%�-%O, � %- �, 
/=���� H?��d ����� �w�, ��O, �!�-!O, 
�![-!! 
/E��, ��S# ("E�� ����) O�� 
/#�(� �����1 ((�*(�) %ww, %w% 
/#�� (���@���� QP5 m��() ��[-�! 
/#��, ��S( �O� 
/#�� �@q� 'S¤# �%� 
/���( -*5���( m�H�; O�, ���-��, � �-
 %, �Ow-O�, �!  
/"�� ��,  �, �O�-OO, ��!, �OO-O[ 
/�"���� (g�) �%w-%�,O�! 
/��1�� ��� 
/��1��, ����� (g��) O�  
/��1��, '��8S� �%-��, ��, ��, ��, �%, 
O� ,O�%, O�! 
/]#5���( '�gJ" '"�"�B�2 !�, ��� 
/��#� �%�-%  
/�P��-/�-S�|( O� , O�%, O��, 
O�O,O�! 
/��� '����� ((����) %�� 
/����, /��1�|� %ww-%w% 
/����, #1�� (����,��5) �O� 
/�� #�S�, '��@�«� �ww, �[[-!�, �w!-�w 
/�� #�S�, �"(�q�� ��O-�!, �w[-w!, O�! 
/§�" Q�® ("E�� ����) �[�-[  
/S=� ����� (/S=��8��� m��( ���(�) 
� %- � 
/��� '=���� �%, ��, ��, 
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/��� ����� ���� ������ ((�*(�) �w[-w� 
/��� +������ �� ((����) %�%-%�� 
/��� 
�=5� ��� ((����) %%w-%� 
/����� ���I "�}�� 0 ��@�� ((�*(�) �  -
�w� 
/�� (�@��) �!�-�!% 
/��, $|� ��[-�!, �%!, ���, �� - w 
/��� /�� �%�-%  
/��|®� (6;�g����(2) ��� 
/����(� �$��(� �!�-!� 
/�QB, # !� 
/�*��, �;�( (���(5 '#����) �!�-!% 
/��=��B� #�B�2� (#��5� ���(�) � w- � 
/�-��Q�� (�"��1�� ���(�) �%O-%[, � � 
/���1�, (��� �O� 
/� ��#��@�� ��O-�! 
/� "�� ('����� m��( ���(�) [O 
/�-"�@�S� ("����� m��() � % 
/��, /���S�� ��, ��, �w, �!�-���, Ow%-
w[, O��, O�[, O�!, 
/��, BS����|� %��-%!w 
/��, #�@�E�� ��w-�� 
/��, $�� �! 
/��, ��S(�� O��, O�! 
/��, "������ O�� 
/�����(Q��0 (�,��� ���(�) �%�-%O 
/��, B��( [� 
/��, #��(� � ,O�! 
/��, �"�� �w 
/��, ��@��� ��[,�%!, ���, �� - w 
/��, '��@�«� (�_��) �Ow-O� 
/��, ��0 S��� ('�� '#�) ���-��, ���, 
O�! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
/��, "���� O�� 
/��, m"1� /��1�� (g��) O��, 
/��, @��� ��� 
/��, @��S# ���-�[ 
/��, -;��5� ((�K5�) !� 
/""����S ��� /�q�� (B�1��) O!-O� 
/"�� ��� 
/"��@ ����� (#����� ���(�) O! 
/@��, 6�, 6� O�, OO, � , � w- � 
/@��, #�� O��,O�%, O�! 
/@��, ��#Q�® ��, [O, �[[, �[ -!w, 
�!%, %!� 
/@��, ���� �!O-!! 
/@��, S��� �� - w 
/@��, S�1# ��[-�O�, �!w-!�, O�! 
/@��, "���@ � ,�w 
/@��, @����Q�® O�  
/@���, B��1�" ��, �w[-�w�, �%%-%O 
/@���, ��|�n"� (6�, 6, 6) �%�-%� 
/@���, '�"��@ ���- �, %w%-%w[, Ow�-
w , O�O-�! 
/@���, ��#� %��-%!w, O�! 
/@���, ���"��® O�! 
/@«�, �#�� O�% 
/@"� (6g�����) �%�-%  
/@"�, m"1� /�� ��, � , ���-��, %�%-
��, O�!,  
/1��-������� =K��x��(� [ ), �![-!!, ��� 
BBBB    
B,��,/� (Bs ���(8� ��B�S�") �, �, [-
!, , ��,  �, ��%, �%[-%!, �% -�%, �O�-
OO, ���-�O, �w�, ��[-�!, �OO-O[ 
BQ* BQ�1 ("���) O!-O� 
BQ�", /�� O�! 
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BQ�B�2g '+" BU�;���� �w 
B(���, S�|( ��� 
B#���81� ('"����1� ���(�) �[O-[[ 
B������ ������ ((�*(�) Ow�-w  
BS�����, �S���# O�! 
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%���� %���i�� I�j��� ��	��/ ����� ��)�\।  �� ��"�/�H� �������	  EO��k�� K	P ��_	 
P �X�l_ ��)�\।  

K"�	 �Xm ��n��, ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’ Fb"���	 ��o	$�B �	���		 "�A 
��p� P #������	 ���\ K�X� ���। 
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#$%!��&� �������� �	��	#$%!��&� �������� �	��	#$%!��&� �������� �	��	#$%!��&� �������� �	��	    
�'( "&$��)�'( "&$��)�'( "&$��)�'( "&$��)    
-%�-%�-%�-%�----7 7 7 7 ����������������    

����������������������������� ��N���)� ��N���)� ��N���)� ��N���), , , , 6���।6���।6���।6���।    
    

�-�"/-%�-7/8+ -8/;2/�����-7/;<;                            ���	�� G9 E�t��	 899G 
 
-%	� : Eu�� 	�� NS��/� 
 ���)	 ����	� ��N� (-%�-7) 
 
%��� : !�� -#���" -"�� � 


[�����	� 
-"���/ ��.�� ��������/ 
""��! j�!� (5'/ ���) 
��"��, 6���। 

 
���) : ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������ (7: ��)’’ ��"�/H�$	 ��"�W %J� P EO�v�	 "�� 
E��"��। 
 
�U� : ��w	 9= E�t��	 899G ���	��	 K���। 
 
 
"����), 

 e���/i ����) �U���i K����	 ���' %�r "�� E���)� %J�, �%L��/ ��A P EO�v� 
-"������ ����)�i Fb���� NU0�T "�H�$	 E��"�� %�� �	� ����। "&$��) ��X/� 
����N/�/E��"���� %J� ���/�S�" +�x��' - 	� %�� �	� ����। 
 
�����i : �$/� "������।  
 
 K��	 ��n�, 

 
 

(Eu�� 	�� NS��/�) 
���)	 ����	� ��N� (-%�-7) 
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%�����	 �'�%�����	 �'�%�����	 �'�%�����	 �'�    
        

%���B -�� �� !���	 !( ��	 
����� ��F��"	 A����� +��B E"U�( ���। -� K����� 
���������	 7;27 ��	 
����� ��� +�� �y�U��/	 
����� ��F��"	 A����� K"���	 ���\ +� 
-#k	�") ���। ���������	 
�����	 A����� %$)�	 !( 7;22 �� �y���� �	��	 
���������	 
����� ����	 A����� ��� P "�H$ %�Q F�$ ��	। �	��,�� P �'�'/�� �!�) 	���	 
!( 
����� ��F�" P 
����� ����	 ������� ��F� P ��N�A�U�/� �� ���� �	� �)। ��	A 
 �z�� ‘���������	 
����� ��� ������’ Fb����। �������� �	���		 �'( "&$��) 7;=8 �� 
7: ��� +A Fb���� %��� ��	। + e�q��( #�p� ��"�B	 �{��� ���(#�$	 E`�T ��	a�"	 
 �� +A Fb����। 

+A Fb���� %��� �P)�	 EQ ���	 "��( ��	 ���	� |�  ��	�) ��)। +A Fb���� 
����� 
���-���)� ��� #���$� ��"/	 YZ[�U$/ -	 ��	c ������ �(�d� ��J +�� ���। ��} |� � 
'���) ���������	 ��/"� !�#���	 +��B �X�y E�� K"���	 
����� ��F�" P 
����� ����	 
%�X� A����� !�� -'�� ��~/�� ���y ���� 	�)�\ +�� +	 h���(�� E�� #���$� ��"/ �(�~�� 
~B��J।  

+"�����) #$%!��&� �������� �	���		 �'( "&$��) ��X/� ���������	 
����� ��� ���������	 
����� ��� ���������	 
����� ��� ���������	 
����� ��� 
������������������������ Fb���� ��"�/H�$	 ����T�B E�(T �"�)�����#� ��� K"	� "� ��	। 

�������� �	��	 ��X/� + 	�" +��B !���) YZ[�U$/ �"/����	 ���)[ K"���	�� E�/$ �	�) 
K"	� -#k	�����। +	A �C�W�� Fb����	 ���)�U�N ��U$/ E��	���/� -	�� �� K�O�� �C�/�C��� 
��"�/H�$	 K%�$ -Nl� ��	�\। K�� ��	, ��"�/�H� Fb���� ��p�-#������	 N����� -"B��� �," 
���। 

����� +A �"/���� ��w	� E`�T ��	a" ��	�\, K"	� ��w��	 KT�	� �X���� P �(��� 
!���J। 
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"����"����"����"���� 
 

�������� 
����� ����	 A����� %��Q	 )-���(����l %�"�$(�	$ ��"�B	 �	  -'�� +A 
���� ��F��	 %���� ����/ h�B �'� ���� �	�\। + %��Q	 ey��W P #p, +	 "U� e�q�( P 
���/���� ����/ ����� C�	%�r �"/��/� !�� ���� ��� !�	 	�"� �����	� ����। 

������)� P ��#X��� e��W -'�� %������( �����"U� ��/�N� ��"�B	 ���(�X_ �	��, 
CU�"�� ���� �'����( -Nl� �	�\। ��w	� ~L�	 �	 ~L� ��	 �������	 �������� I��/ ��	 �	�,� 
��	�\, �����	� K���N�-�"����N�	 "��(�" �����! P �������	 !( "U�(�� e���� ���) 
%�Q �����)� ���)�� ��	�\। K"���	 -�� "T�( \�0�A ����Y�� �	���	 ��p� P 
#������	 ���\ e���� ��J। ������ �'���� "U��U� -'�� e���		 -Nl� �	� ��)�\। %����� 
����Y�� %�"�$(�	$ ��"�B E��"�� ��	 ���)�\। 

%�) ���0 �� ��� �X���(��� ���� -'�� %�'�"� ��/�N�	 YZ���)[ ��� ��	�\ %��Q 
��)��!� ���Cf #�����X_। ��w	� %'�" !�� ���� ��� !�	 	�"��	 -�X�[ +�� ��	 %� �	 -� 
+" "����	 ������� + ���)[ �'��' ��� P KT�	���	 ���# ��� ��	�\। 

%�"�$(�	$ ��"�B	 ��� ���(�� +�� %��Q	 #�����X_�� ��w��	 %����) CU�"��	 !( 
K�" E��� �(��� !��A। -�A ��O %)�� ���������	 ����l ��� P �������� !�� ���� ��� !�	 
	�"��� �	�� P E���	 �"/%�Nl�	 !( !��A %�6��� E�C_। 

���Cf �U�� ��#X��� P ������N�	 ���' ��/��N� ����Y��� -'�� K"���	 
����� ����	 +��B 
����/�, %�"�$( P �	��, �N� -��	�) K���, K"	� + K�� -���$ �	�\। ��#X��� �"��) ���� 
+��B ��)� K�/�AC� #p� ���)�� �	��। E��~��B� P E���oX� ����Y�� C���(�� ��#X��� ��� 
��	���l	 "��(�" -�Y�� "U� �����	 ���# ������!� ��� ���	। 

%����� ����Y�� ��p� �"�! P #������	 ���\ �"��X� ��� K"���	 a" ��'/� ��� "� 
�	�। 
 
 
 
8: !�, 
7;=5। 

"� !���� ���	"� !���� ���	"� !���� ���	"� !���� ���	 
-N)�	"(�, 

%�"�$(�	$ ��"�B, 
�������� 
����� ����	 A����� %�Q। 
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CU�"��CU�"��CU�"��CU�"�� 
���������	 
����� ����	 �")��"� 7;27 ����	 8: "�N/ -'�� 7< �4��D	 ��/T। +A �"�) 

���������	 
����� ����	 ���# ����/� ��	� ���n �� ��\� ~�B�\ ��	 �'( P ������ ��F� +�� 
-����	 P�	 �C�W ��	 ���������	 
����� ����	 A����� 	N� P "�H�$	 ���)[ E��/� �) 
"��i��� A����� ��� P "�H$ %��Q	 P�	। #$%!��&� �������� �	���		 �'( "&$���)	 
E��� +A %�Q�B %����� �) +�� +	 ��! �Z �) 7;2= ����	 !��)�	� -'�� (��	��l Hl�()। 

A����� 	N�	 ���)[%�r ���P +A %�Q 
����� �����S�T ���� P �'(�"U� %����	 
����T F�$ ��	। +	 ��	$, �"���� -�� ~B�	 ����� ��	 ���������	 
����� ����	 "��� 
+��B ��#�T��	� ~B�	 A����� 	N�	 -,�� �	��,�� P ������ 	,� �	� +�� ���X��	 ����� 
+�0�) ��P)� ��� E�(T h��। + !(A K"	� A����� 	N�	 ��	���/ ���� P �'( %�����A 
E��� YZ[�U$/ "� ��	�\। +	  �� ���� P �'(���A �'� ����, ~B�	 ����� P ��	�������� 
	,� �	��, ~B� �	�	�	 ��#�� 	,� �	��। 

+A �,( ��"� -	��A ��)��B ��� ��#X��� �����"U� %����	 ����T %�Q F�$ ��	। +A 
��	�%�,�� %��Q	 ��"� +��B ����� ����N( ���) -��� -�) +A -�, ������ ��F��	 �")��"� 

����� �������� �P)� ���P + ��(P �"� YZ[�U$/ -�, 
����� ����	 ����� ��	�B �BCU�" 
	�)�\। 
����� ����� +A �BCU�" -'�� ��Jf ��	 -��� ��) �। +A �BCU�"	 ~B����- ���� 
"��i��F�" ��� E�C��� �	� ��)- ��	 E����/ ��	$��A 
����� ����� E��(���� ��	 -����। 
��A "��i��F��"	 
�� !�� \�0� 
����� ����� ���� �	� ���A )। +A ��	������ 
����� 
����	 ���� %����	 ���# +	 �BCU�" ��S�T h’�� ������F� %����	 ����TP %�Q F�$ ��	। 
+	  �� %��Q	 ���� %����	 ��	�Q� ����� ��w0�) : 

 

 
%'" �� ◌� �BCU�" (7;9:-7;:=)  

����) �� ◌� �BCU�" (7;:=-7;27) 

�X��) �� ◌� "��!�#	 : %��� 

N��'/ �� ◌� "��!�#	 : %���� ��������	 �y�	�� 

��" �� ◌� "��!�#	 : -���	"��(" 

�� �� ◌� "��!�#	 : #$"��(" 

�r" �� ◌� ������� ������ : �	��	� P -��	��	� 

El" �� ◌� #$��(�, �	$�'/� ����	 P %����#� ~B� 

�" �� ◌� ��� ��F�" (7) 

��" �� ◌� ��� ��F�" (8) 

+���� �� ◌� ��� ��F�" (G) 

���� �� ◌� ������ %���S)� : C�	� 

+�)��� �� ◌� ������ %���S)� : !�����~ P ���Cf 	�� 

N��/�� �� ◌� ��n!"� 

���� �� ◌� ��,�y��	 

-��0� �� ◌� ����u�, Fb�u� P �~/� 
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N�	 

"U� ��	�Q�) 2899 �X�� "�H�$	 ��	�Q� '����P ��F��	 ��	"�$ ����� ��) ��P)�) 
K"���	 ����T ��	��/ �	�� �)। �� ��	�Q� E���)� %���B �� %�) ;99 �X��, ��/�"�B 
7:999 �X��	 "��( ��F�Y��	 "�H$ ��f �	�	 ���!B �	�q E��"���� �)। +A �C�W�� K"���	 
��! +�#�) ��)। 

���� P �'(��� ��F��	 �(����	 ���"��� K"	� �(��� P -�����"�� -	���\। ��� �BCU�" 
�D�� ���� P �'(��� F��$ ��\�B� ���� �X�lCO� E��D ��	। K"	� ��� -�A�� �'( P ����A 
�BCU�" ��� ��f����� �	�	 ����T �A, �� ���������	 ��/"� CU���	 I���l( P +��� �������	� 
!#�$	 K�� K����	 ���# %�(,C��� !�0�। E'/�y -��� ~B�, K�_�� P ���/��	$, +A 
CU���	 !#$�� "��i��F��"	 ���� e��� P ��	N���� ��	�\, %��� -��� ��S�T ���� P �'(A 
+A ��� �����S�"�C��� ��!��� ��)�\। +A �X�l���$ -'�� K"	� ���������	 E��� ~�wB�� �� 
�U	-E���� %�(���/ ��	�। 7;9: ����	 ��#C�# -'��A �BCU�" ��S�T ����-�'(��� ��f��� 
�Z ��	। K"	� "� ��	, ���������	 "��i��F��"	 �(��(�) +A �Z	 ��"��B ����(��!/�, %�(, P 
���iF��(। 

7;9:-+	 ��#C�# +�� �� 	�-+	 �	 7;59 ��� ��/T "�(��/� + ��~/ �"�)	 K	 -�� 
���� + ��� ��f��� �	� �)�। ��	$ 7;77 -'�� 7;59 ��/T +A CU��� E���� ��� 	�!���� 
K�_�� ��/C�	��) �X�B����	��� K�_���	 ETCU/i �\�। 7;59 ���� #X��� �����	 %���� 
�& 
	���) �W���� �����	 %����	 ����� ���� �\�। K	 �� e��� ��	�\�� ���������	A 
���(�YZ !�#���	 E��������� -�� +, -�,  !��� ��। 7;5< ���� ���T E���C��� ���� 
��C�� �����	 %����	 -� ������� �	� �), ���� �����	 
�& 	���)���	 %��� ��	��	 �	� 
�)। 7;52 ���� C�	� ��C�# ����/ "�eL�(��B ��	�Q� -~��$�	 �	 
��� P ���/�Ck" ����� 
%����	 %�Nl� �), ��} -� %�Nl� �('/ �) +�� -�C��� ������ %����� �) ���� 
�)W����	 
���)�B ��U$/��� e���,� �)। +	A ��	$���� �	��/����� ���������	 !#�$	 �{��� 

�)W��� �'� 
�����	 !( ��F�" �	� �������� %�)�! ��) -��� -�)। +A �������� 
%�)�!�� "U�/ ��	 �����\ +" �"� ����A + ��� ��f����� ��)�\। 

�BCU�" ��S�T ������ h�B ��� ��Ci। %'" ���B -�� ��)�\ 7;:= ���� KA)�� ���	 
,"�� ����	 �")��"�)। +��� ��� ��C�! �	� ��)�\ +��TA �� ��	�Q�	 �X�����(�	 
������	 ���� �,( -	��- -�� ����� �������� �X�l���$ -'�� )। 

�BCU�"	 -���) -� �	�	 ���� P �'(��� K"	� F�$ ��	�\ -�Y�� ���� -#�!B ����r, 
���/��"�L	 ���/���	$�, -���B/	 "�"�� ����/� �	���B/ P 	�), ��"� �	���B/, 	�!���� ���	 
�"/�UN� P %���, !�C�	 %���, K�_���	 �	���B/, \�����	 %��� P K�_��, #$%���S)�, 
��������	 %�����, ����l �(�i��#/	 %�"�$( �"�,� P %��, 	�!���� ��, �	��	� ���/� P 
���,� A�(���। 
����� ����	 ���� P �'(���	 -���) ��F��	 �	 ���X��	 ��)�\ 

�C����C���A। ��	$ +A ����	 ���# ��	� ��n !�0� ��) ��0�\�।  �� -��� ���������	 
EC(T�	 ), ��	� ���n	 ���)��� -!�#�0 �	� E��	���/ ��) -��� -�) +�� %�Q -�C���A EF�	 
�)। + �(����	 �(�i#� 4��)	�, �N�p��, ��,�y��	, �X���'�, �	��	� �'��, 	$��k�� P 
�����S�T ������ �'(���, "�i +����) "��i����� P �������� �	���		 %����� �y�	��, 
!����	�$	 ��S) E��F�$, ��"�B #p, ���X��, ��n!"�, ���Cf -���	 ���/��"�L	 ���/���	$� 
%CX�� �� �	�	 �'( P ���� +A ��F��	 ETCU/i �	� �)। + -,�� K"	� �����C��� !	 
-	���\ ���� ��/����	�$	 "��C�� %�� �� -��  �w� � '���। +A �,( ��"� -	�� 
#$������#��	 %����		 �'( ��F��	 -Nl� �	� ��)�\। %���B ��� ���U	 ��� "U� ���� 
��f����� �	�	 ���� ����� �,( 	��� ��)�\। ��� -��� ���� �������� YZ[ E!/ ��	�\ +�� 
-�Y�� ��� ���� ~B�	 ��	�������� 	�,� �) � -�Y�� K"	� %����� �U� -'�� F�$ ��	�\। 
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+ ���! +��BA K"���	 %�� ����N( �\�, ��p� ~B�	 ��p� ���� -� ��p� ��	"��$ ��(� 
�)। K"���	 -�� "T�( -A, EO��� ����� -A, �!
 �(��(�-�����$P -A। K"	� ���� P 
�	��, "��C�� K#��#�0� �!�) 	���	 -Nl� ��	�\। +A "U� �,( ��"� -	��A ����-�'(��� 
��\�A, ����� +�� ��(�� �	� ��)�\। + -,�� K"	� ��� +AB��� ���/�� EB�B -	���\ ���� ���	� 
%�����[ ,�� � �)। �����	 �'�'/��A ��	 �� CU�"�� P YZ[ �� �'��'C��� ���� �	��। ��� 
!����	$A + �	�	 ~B�	 %�X� "���)�। !����	�$	 "��( E��� ��	��/�	 AJ� �� ��	$� 
P E%���	�� ��) P�p, -��� ��A !#�	 "�( -'�� -��#(�" -�X�[	 EC�(�) ~�B। ���������	 
-�����P ��A ~�B�\। K	 ��A +" �� �� �� ��#p�	 ���� ETC�/i �	� ��)�\, -� �� �� 
��#p K"���	 !���) 	�!���	 -,�� �)��� "��( CU�"�� �� -�X[ F�$ ��	�। ��� +��W�		 
E�� K�#A ���������	 
����� �NT� +�B� -���	 +�B� !���	 ���l �,(��C��	� ET�������A 
��"� ���� ��	। K��� "��Z��	 N�	���� -!�# Pp� E!� #�\���� ��)A ��	 #p-��p��"�। 
��� !��� ��� +	 ��B�A !�� �	��	। 

��� �(��� %������[	 %�� ��B��� �)��� %�� ��� �P ��) '���� ���	। +	 h�B� ��	$, 
%'"� F�b	 ���"� ��	��	 �� � ����	 %�, ����)� E�� �'( P ���� ���� � K�� �� 
���,�� -��#����# ��	P ��P)� ��)�, ��\� -,�� -��#�����#	P �����# ~�B�। ���A�� K"	� 
!�)#� ���� -N�)�\ +�� CU�"�� E���)� YZ[ �����	 ����P �,( -	���\- +A�BA "U� �'�। +A 
��� �BCU�" P E(�( ���+�AC��� E��X� ��)�\। 

���0 �� ��� �X��	 "��� ���� P �'(��� ��F����(�	 ��� -'�� ����� ���� ���। ��� 
K"���	 ��	$� +A -�, �� ���� P �'( +��� ��F��	 ��A�	 	�)�\। ���������	 %�) %���B 
-���A -�� � -�� C��� 
����� ����	 ���# !�0� �\��। F��" F��" �(�i�� �(�i�� �� ~B�	 
e¡� ��)�\, �� ��	[#�'�, �� �(�#, ��n��~�����, E�(�N�	, ���0�	 ����� ��	 ��	 #�0 
e�p�\। +	 ��	"�$ E���� �	� ��p। ��\�0� ��	� ��n !��0P �\� + ����/ �"'/ P %���S)� 
+�� %���� ��������	 �(��� �y�	��। ��A ��F��	 ��! ��U$/ ��)�\ �� ��� ��) �। -�� P 
������	 �'( ��F��	 ��! ��A -��� ��0�� ���	, -�� ��"�) -�kw\���	 -~��$� -�)� +�A ��� 
)। +	 !( ��~/ ��	S"� P ��S)��	 %�)�!। 

���"� �"�)	 !( K"���	 %��Q	 K)�; �h��	 K"���	 -�����P "�� N�	!। +A E���) 
+A ����� ���!	 ����� �����) ��� �� C����	 ���)। ��� K"	� E���( ����	 ��,( £�w���) 
��0�\��" +�� ���U	 � � ��)�\ ���� 
����� �����S�T �'( P �����	 �C�WCU�" 	�N� ��)�\, 
���/��) + �'� ��� ��)। +� +	 ����� P ef)�	 E��,� 	��� "��। �'( P ���� ��F� �	�� 
�#�) K"���	 -� E�C��� ��)�\ ���� + �'� ��� )�)। 

������ ��F��	 -,�� K"���	 %�Nl� �\� �(��� +�� -�����"��। �(�i#� -��#����# \�0�P 
+ e�q��( K"	� ���Cf �"�) �������) ����� %��� ��	�\ +�� "��i����� ����, ��,� 
%����, �������	 �r	, Fb�#�	 +�� Ae�) ��	���	 �"/��/��� ���Cf -a$�	 !#�$	 ���\ 
-%	$ ��	�\ ��)� ��!�	 %�"��� ��} h��!�C��� K����� ��0� -"���। %���B 	�!����, 
\��, a�"� +�� �X�� ��#p�	 ���'A -��#����# �	� ��)�\- ��} ��#�C��� ), �(�i#�C��� 
-�e -�e ���) -#�\ �!
 ��F��	 ������। K����	 !���� K����� ��0� � ����	 ��	$ 
������ K"	� h�B ���) �,( ��	�\ : %'"�, A������	 YZ[ ����/ E��N���, ��	  �� ��� 
�"���(� "���A ������ ��F� �� ��	,$ ��	 '��� +�� ����)�, �C�W�� ���)- ����� ��	 
���	� ���	� %���S)�	 K"���	 "� ��)�\ -�, A����� %$)�	 %�Nl��B �	��	� �P)�) +	 ���� 
P �VW���� ����/ ��w	�  
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\) 

��'l ��_�� +��  �� ������ %���	 "��(�" ��	��Q� A������� �"X� �	�	 ��	���/ 
E�U$/��#��	 �������A -� ��w	� -"� ��)�\। �(��� �(�i#� -��#�����#	 "��(�" +A �"�(� 
K"	� E��B� ���B�) e�p�\। �	��	� e��(��#	 ��	�$ A������	 �	��,�� ����/ -� K�� �, �� 
K"���	 ���� ��Y�� �	� �	�� ��� K"	� "� ��	। 

+\�0�P K"	� �,( ��	�\, +" E���	 ���\A ���� P �'(��� 	�)�\ �� ��w	� ���\�0� 
�	�� 	�!� । E���A ��\� -\�0�\, ��\� ���� -	�� ���)�\। K��	 ���	� ���	� %�(���, 
������� ��	��� ��� -�Y�� E�� -��� ���C	 ey� ��) ep�� ���	। K"	� "U� �����	  �B���� 
-	�� E����A ��w	 "U� ��� - 	� ���)�\। + -,��P E���A  �B���� 	���	P �����# ���� 	�!� 
��- E'/�y ��w	 ����	 �����B ��� -�	A ��	� C���(��	 K��)। �	��	 ���� ��F��	 �(����	 
-�� E�4/(�c ��� ��	�।  �� ���� ��P)�	 !( K"	� �(�i#� E��	�� P %)�� N����� ���	, 
KA#� N�� �X�l �	�� ���	 �। E'N + �'�P ���( -�, 
�������S�T ���� "��A !���) 
A������	 YZ[�U$/ e��	$, ���� �(�i#�C��� �� %����#�C��� ���,#� ��	 	��� e�N� )। 

+A ���# K"	� h���	 ���# e��� ��	 -�, +A %�Q �Z ���	 K�#A 
����� ����	 ����l 
-����	 E���� K"	� ���	�)�\।  �� ��w��	 ���\ 	�,� ������ ��P)�	 ����� ��w��	 
��,�y��	 F��$	 �����# -'�� K"	� ���� ��)�\। 

+A�� �������¤	 "��(A K"���	 +�#�) -��� ��)�\।  �� K"���	 +����S�T -� ���)�� 
I�	� ��)�\ �� E����	 S�B ������� +�� C���(��	 �����	 -,�� %�� �	�� ���)� ��� 
���	। -� �'(#�  �w� -'�� ���J �� �U	$ �P)� �	��	। ��� ��� E%����� ������ -'�� ����� 
C���(�� K�	� ������ ��#X��� ��� �� -'�� ��/�N ��	 E���	i �� %��� ��	 +A  �w� �U	�$	 
-Nl� �	� ����। -���-������	 h���( ���� ��F��	 -Nl� E�(��� 	��� +��T !Z	� ���A K"	� 
"� ��	। + ��	� ,�� ��� + ��! h���	 ���, +"�� +B� ��U$/ �	� E��� ��) ep�� ��	। + 
�(����	 ��)� �"/�UN� �� ���)� ��� ��_� -A। 

���� +�� �'( %�"�$(�	�$	 !( �	��	 )-���(����l +��B %�"�$(�	$ ��"�B #p ��	 
(��	��l Hl�()। 

6��� ��n���(���)	 %�i -%�-C�A� N(��c�	 %�(�� A�������� %� �	 "� !���� ���	 +A 
%�"�$(�	$ ��"�B	 -N)�	"(�। 

��"�B	 ���(	� ��� ��"�B	 ���(	� ��� ��"�B	 ���(	� ��� ��"�B	 ���(	� ��� ::::    
4� �����eq� K�"�, %� �	, A����� ��C�#, 6��� ��n���(��)। 
4� K���v�"�, %� �	, ����� ��C�#, N¥F�" ��n���(��)। 
4� � 	 K�� K�_, ��	N���, A�|�BeB E  �������� |��4!, 	�!����। 
4� +�"�� ��, ��	N���, 6��� ��h~	। 
4� -�, +", ��	", ��	N���, !���) K�/�AC� P Fb�#�	। 
4� -�, +", "���, �����#� %� �	, A����� ��C�#, 6��� ��n���(��)। 
4� ��"��� ��� ��Z, �����#� %� �	, 	������ ��C�#, 6��� ��n���(��)। 
!�� ���� ��� !�� 	�"�, ���(-��N�। 

%��Q	 �"/��X_ ���/l F�b	 !( ������� ��\�A ��	 %�"�$(�	$ ��"�B	 ��"� -�� ��	। 
%�"�$(�	$ ��"�B -�Y�� �C�/� P F�$���#( �� � �� ����������� ��N�A ��	। ��"�B	 ��/�{� 
����T����)� -� ��� ���� P �'( %�"�$( ��� #X��� �), -���"�� -�Y��A F�b ETC�/i �	� 
��)�\। F�b	 !( -���X� �������	 ��\� ��\� ��"�B ��N ��	; ��\� �� ���� P �'( �� F�b	 
ey���/	 !( -��y !Z	� �� ��F��	 !( ���/� -�। %��Q	 �, -'�� ��w��	 +A ���/� 
�'����( ��� �	�  
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��� 
 
��)�\। ��� +--,�� E�� �") %�Q�� -�� h�� �"�(�	 �{��� ��� ��)�\। +��A -����� 
#$(, ��	 P�	 
�C���� ��! -��	 ���T h���( �����	 ���� %��Q	 �"/���	 ��"��" -��� 
��)�\। ���P �"/�	� -��# -'���\ +�� E������ -,��A � �P ��)�\। ��� ��F� �'��"�) 
�)��� �)�, E�� �") #�0�) -#�\।  �� �������� �����! E�(�) -��# �	�� ��)�\। 
�����C��� �BCU�" �� ����� +A ��	���� %�B ��) -��� ���)�\�। e���	$
�� ��� ��) -�, 
7;9: ����	 "U� -#�!B ����r�B ��P)� ���J� �। �BCU�" ���	 !( K"	� %�"�$( Fb -'�� +A 
����r�B e�X� ��	। ��} %�"�$(�	$ ��"�B ���U	 ��� "U� ���� �����	 �,����। ��A "U� 
���� ��F��	 -Nl� ��C��� -)� �)। 6��� -#�!�B +A ����r \��� �)�। -������� -#�!�BP )। 
A��"��( �BCU�" ���B -%�� N�� ��)। +A -#�!�B	  �A� -���N,�	 ET	��� �\�, �p�y E( 
��#�!	 �U��	 -C�	 �U���U��	� E���) ��P)� ��)। ��"!��q ���	 	�B K����	 "U� ���� 
��w!�� �#�) E��	��" ��	a�"	 �	P �� ��P)� ��)�। +	 "U� ��� ���� ��A����B/ 	�)�\। K� 
��� �)�। ���	�� �� e�X��	 K���	A �#�)�\। + -'�� %�"�$(�	$ ��"�B	 �����	 ��! ���w� 
P ���� �	�	 !( EB� KF� P KT�	���A �(i �)। %��Q	 �"/�	�P ��w��	 +A E�CU��	 �'����( 
"�/��� ���)�\; ��w��	 ���/����� �����)� ���	 ��	�, %�) -,��A � � ��)�\। �BCU�" ��� 
�����"U� �����S" E���)� ��!��� ��)�\। E(�( ���	 �����	 -�����P �"���� +A ��� 
E��X� ��)�\। %���B ���A �~/L P ����u� -�)� ��)�\। -�� ��� F�'� ��J ��� ���	 �~/L 
+�� ����u�;  �� ��p���	 ��, -�� ��� �� K�\ �� +�!�	 !�� ��� ���। 

%�"�$(�	$ ��"�B	 ����T �\� �����"U� "U� -� C���) K�\ ����A \��� ���; ��} ���/�,�� 
+�� ����� E������ -��� -�)। ����� P A��	!� C���) "U� ����Y�� K"	� ����� �� ���)�\। 
��\�0� eh/, ��_�, K	�� P Z� C���	 -�� ��\� YZ[�U$/ ���� E������ �����	 ETC�/i ��)�\। 
o��_�C�),  	���, !�"/�, !���� P A�_����) %CX�� C���) -�� ��\� ���� P �'( '��� ���P 
��	 E���� �	� +�� F�b -����	 �� -�)� +�P ����	 �)�। +Y�� C���(��	 !�( !"� 
	A�। %���O��� P ��	��		 �'� ����N� ��	 -�� -�� ���� ���,r �	� ��)�\, ��� -� -,�� 
K"	� �����C��� �,( -	���\ ���� "U��	 ���X�� � ~�B। 

��/"�� K"���	 ��F�� %�) ���0 �� ��� �X��	 ���� P �'(��� !"� ��)�\। +	 -C�	 7: 
��!�	 �X�� \��� ��J। ���� ���� P �'(��� \���	 ��A�	 	�) ����। +\�0� ��F��	 %�S)� E�(��� 
'���) K	P ������ ��#X��� ���। +Y��	 YZ[P �" )। E'/�y +Y��	 P�	 #���$� �	� +�� 
��	 P�	 �C�W ��	 %�Q-%����� ��Y��	 ��A�	P �� �'( ������ "��i��F�" P 
����� ��� 
��S�T Fb %����	 ����� E���	� -'�� ����। + �����# �¦���	� �	� -�� P !���	 
��'/A 
+��T E��	���/। ��	$ + ����/ �� -��� ���� �'(��� !��� !��� ��	�� K"���	 EF���� �� 
-��� �CU/� P �J� ���। ��\�0� + K"���	 ET E��%	$�	 ey�; ��A + ����/� %���B \� �	" 
�§, ���)[ P KF�� ��	�,� �	� -�� P �	���		 I��� ��/��(	 ETC�/i। ��� %�) %���B 
Kg��N� -��A ����	 EC�(��)	 ��O !�0� ~B���� ��S�T �'(��� ��F��	 !( ��)� 
K�/�AC� %���� ��	 '��� +�� + ��F��	 ��! P +	 P�	 #���$�	 �"/�UN� E�(��� 	���। 
���������	 "��i��F�" P 
����� ����	 �(����	 + �����	 �����) �	�	 �����# �X�l �"�C��� 
�	��	- �����C��� + ��	�$ -�, + ��F��" + -���	 ��/��		 !����	$ E��F�$ ��	�\��, �� 
�� ���� ����	 ���# -��#����# �� �X�� ����, �� �� �'( K�/�AC�-+	 ��F� �"X��	  �	�� 
'����। + �����# ��l �	� hC/�#(!� \�0� K	 ��\�A ��� ���� �। 

%��Q	 ����� ��	"�$ ���� P �'(��� ��F��	 ���! 
��¨U�/C��� ��0� ���) ��w	� K"���	 
������#�� ��	�\ ����	 ����� !��A KT�	� �(���। + ��/��) ��\� %����, ��#p, �(�i P 
�"/�	 �" �����C��� e������#(। 6��� ��h~	, ����� +���4"�, 6��� ��n���(��) Fb�#�	, -���) 
������ ��A�©	�, �������� E�!�	C�	 ��A�©	�, I��� ����� ��A�©	�, !���) ���� ��A�©	� +��  
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KB 

!���) K�/�AC� P Fb�#�	 ���CfC��� K"���	�� �����( ��	�\। �������� -%� A�|�BeB, 
N¥F�" ��n���(��) ��h~	 +�� ���!��	 �����B�	B ���P K"	� ��\� ���� P �'(��� -��)�\। 
+\�0� �'( "&$��), %��	,� "&$��), �		�� "&$��), �������� ��N���) Fb�#�	 +�� ��"�	� 
-#��)_� ��	�r	 (�4, +", KA)-+	 -�k!�( �����(� ����-�����! K"	� ��F� �	�� -��	�\। 
��w��	 ��S) ������#��	 !( K"	� ��w��	 %�� �X���� ��� �	�\। 

�(�i#� e��(��# P �(�i#� ��F� -'�� E��� ������ ���) %�Q�� �����( ��	�\। 
��w��	 "��( ��\� �" +��� e��� �	� ���A ��#� "� �	�\। %�i 	����� ��N�	��� K�� ��ª� 
-Nk��	� ��\����(� "U�(�� ���� %�Q�� ���)�\। ������ ���������	 
����� K�_�� +�� 
"���/ ���F��	 �����(� ���� +, +", +, "�����	 -�k!�( K"	� -��)�\। %���� �������� 
K�_���	 ���# !�0� E��� ��w��	 ������ %�Q�� ���)�\। ��w��	 "��( "	�"� 	����� 
	e , K�!!�� �� CUA)�, 4� +�"�� ��, K"�	 K��, ����P)�� -���� P !��	 eq� K�"��	 
�" e������#(। ����� ��� ��\� "U�(�� ���� ���p�)�\ "��"�h� �� +�� -��_��	 A©���" 
-"���{�। "��!�#	 �	��	 +�� 
��� ����� -����		 ������ ��F��	 -,�� ����	 �����(-
������#��	 �'� K"	� ���X� ��  � ��w	� ��� ���� -�k� � A"�", "Ph� K�"�, "�ªh� 
����, K�h� ��"��, -��©� �WYr, ��"��� ��� -Nk��	� P K�"#�	 ���	। �BCU�" ��/��)	 ��\� 
YZ[�U$/ ���� ���) �����( ��	�\ ��Zq� e"	, ��!� !� 	 K�"�, E!) 	�), A�"�A� 
-"���{�, ��� �	��	, -�� K�h� !���, 4� ��ª�-e	-	�"� +�� K�"�� ��। A�"� ����	 
#�"�, ��"��v�"� �"�, ey�� ���T �	, 
� -Nk��	� P -	!� -"���� 
����� ����	 ���� P 
�'(��� ���)�\। e����� ����� K"	� KT�	� �(��� !���J। +\�0� K"���	 ����� ��F��	 
��	�B �"/����	 ���# !�0� 	�)�\ K	P E���। +A 
Q ��	��	 ��w��	 %��(��	 �" e��� 
�	� ��� )। K"���	 K�/�AC�-+	 ���� ��	,$ ����) ��w��	 ����	 �" �������	 ey� 
������ ����� 	�)�\। ��w��	��P �(���। 

���� P �'(��� ��(�� ��N�A�)	 -,�� %�"�$(�	$ ��"�B	 E��� �X����	 ���' �	$ �	�\। 
��"�B	 ���(#$ �	" I��/, �§ P KF� �����	 �������	 %���O��� P "U�( ��N�	 ��	�\। ��w	� 
��� �������	 ��(�� ��N�A ��	�, %��Q	 ef) +�� ����� ��	 ���"U��	 �'(�"X�� P -�k��/ 
�X��	 !( "U�(�� �	�"�/ ���)�\। + -,�� K"	� �����C��� ��"�B	 -N)�	"(� %� �	 "� !���� 
����		 �'� KT�	���	 ���# �	$ �	�\। 

���� ��F� ��Y��	 %����	 �(����	 �������� �	���		 �'( "&$��)�� �(��� !��A। 
+A ���# �������� �	���		 "�H$ ��C�# +�� �� �%L��/-+	 %��P K"	� �X���� 
���	 �	�\। 

������ K	P ��)�!�	 �'� ���� �)- 
����� ����	 ������F� ��Y��	 -�\� 	�)�\ 
��w��	 E`�T a" P �	�� ����, ��w	� +A %��Q	 N�	! #����- I�)� K� ª"�"�	 	���, 
K �� -Nk��	�, ��� K�"� -	!� +�� P)���h� ��। ���"�� N���		 ���)�[ )- #���$�	 «X�� P 
%��Q	 ���!	 ���# +��g��) ��w	� ���� P �'(��� ��F��	 ��! ��� �Z ��	 �����"U��	 
��F�, ��\�A, �����) ���)��, -%���� I�	��	$, "�H$ ������-��/��� ��! ���"� P ����$/ 
�"�)	 "��( ��f ��	। +\�0� ����"�	 ��n�� P 	���� NS��/�	 a" P ���	 �'� e������#(। 
%����� ��� -'�� K�h� ���"��	 #C�	 ���)[���� +�� �	�� �y�	�� %��Q	 
�C���� 
��!�"/ E�(��� 	���� �����( ��	�\। 

���������	 
����� ���� ��w	� Kg��� ���)�\, ��w	� ��/���� ��)�\, ��w	� �(�# 
���	 
��	�\, ��/�(��� %���U� ��	���� ��w	� -���%�"	 ������� E"�� -	���\, ��w	� K"���	 ��"/	 
��' %�� "��U��/	 -%	$�
�� ��w��	 ����	 e�q�� #C�	 a�� P KT�	� �X���� ��� ��	 

����� ����	 �������	 +A ��F� K"	� -���	 "����	 ���� ���� ���J। 

 ���� ��� !�	 	�"� 

����� 
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���� %�O� "��!�#	-#$"��("    


�����	 ���, �������� P ������ ��������	 e��(��# %����� ��������"U� +A 
����f����� ��)�\। "��!�#	�� ���������	 ���Cf ��� %����� �������Y���� F�b	 %'" 
E�(��) (7-:<9 �X��) +�� �X�B, K�"�	�� P ���4��� ������ %����� �������Y���� ����) 
E�(��) (:<7-25= �X��) �����! �	� ��)�\। -#�	�� KS"$ P �{�� �"	�� "��i�������	 �� 
�	�	 �y�	��	 ���		 �������� +A �����Y���� '����� �������� �	���		 ���/S" P 
���/�����, 	�!���� �� P -�X�X�_	 ���X�� P �y�	��, %���� ��������	 ��#p P K�_���	 
�	� +�� ������ ��B������	 ���/S�"	 ���g��	� ���	$�। e���( -�, ���Cf �(�i, -#��� P 
	�!���� ���	 e��(��# %����� +A �����Y�� ��� ��/��)A "��!�#	 �	���		 %�� E�#� 
�\���।    

%'" E�(��) ��f����� h�B \�0� E( �������Y��	 C��� �����। A��	!� ����� h�B�� 
E�(��)	 -��� �����! �	� ��)�\ (5=9-:<9 �X��)। ����) E�(��) ������!� E������ �������A 
A��	!��� %����� ����। +�,�� �����) %����� �����Y���� ��� ������� E��� ����) ��/��) 
��f��� �	� ��)�\। ��(���	 -,�� + F�b ���	��C�W� �����S�"���	 ��	���/ "��H� 
��������B	 ��	���������� �!�) 	��� ��)�\। E������ ��������	A %'" ���(� ��F� �	� ��� 
�)� ��� ��#X��� ��������	 ���	��C�W� %'" ���(��B �Z�� "��H� ��)�\।      

��f����� %���B �����	 ��	�N�� %�	��� �X��	 ���B���) "��H� ��)�\। ���������	 EC(T�	 
%����� E������ �������� �����, %���� P "�H��	 \¬�" �(�d� ����, F�b	 ���B���) -� 
�"A "��H� ��)�\।    

��f����� �������Y��� #$��(� P ��/��, -#�	�� P ��� ����	 ��	P ��	��� �	���। 
��} + h�B� ����)	 P�	 %����� ��)��B \�0�, E���l ���	$ �������	 E(�( %����#� ��� 
�� -�)�	 !�( +A ��� ��� -�)� ��)�\।    
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�-�'(/5A-8:/22/575=7- 
����� ��F��"	 A����� 	N�	 e�q��( I��� �����	 %�i 
����� !�� ���� ��� !�	 	�"��� �'( P -���	 "&$���) ����� C�	%�r E� ��	 ��� 7;22 
��	 7�� !���A �A�� !
��'/ +� �y��		 !( N��i �C�W�� ��)�# �	� �A�। 

8। N��i	 ��/����)� ��� ��w��	 -�� P E(�( �������� ��A��। 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/231                                                                             Dated 18-7-1978 

 

RESOLUTION 

In connection with the Writing and Printing of the History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberation the Government have been pleased to constitute and Authentication 

Committee for the Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberation” with the following members. 

 

1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar 

University 

3. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies. Rajshahi. 

4. Dr. Enamul Huq Director, Dacca Museum. 

5. Dr. K. M. Mohsin Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

6. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca 

University 

7. Dr. Ahmed Sharif Professor and Chairman, Deptt. of Bengali, Dacca 

University 

8. Dr. Anisuzzaman Professor, Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman O.S.D. History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project 

 

The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 

(a) To verity, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 
included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

(b) To determine validity and price of documents are required for the purpose. 

 

 

 Syed Asgar Ali 
Section Office. 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/10493/(25)                                                                Dated 13-2-1979 

 

RESOLUTION 

In partial modification of Resolution issued under No. 51/2/78-Dev/231, dated 
18.7.78 Govt. have been pleased to reconstitute and Authentication Committee for the 

Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh War of Liberation” with the 
following members:  

  

1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir 
Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 

Chairman 

   

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed 
Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar University 

Member 

   

3. Dr. Anisuzzaman 
Professor, Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University 

Member 

   

4 Dr. Safar Ali Akanda 
Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies. Rajshahi. 

Member 

   

5. Dr. Enamul Huq 
Director, Dacca Museum. 

Member 

   

6. Dr. K. M. Mohsin 
Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

Member 

   

7. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun 
Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca University 

Member 

   

8. Dr. K.M. Karim 
Director, National Library and Archives, Dacca 

Member 

   

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman 
O.S.D. History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project 

Member-Secretary 

 

2. The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 
 

a)  To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 
included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

 

b)  To determine validity and price of documents are required for the committee. 

 
 

 M.A. Salam Khan 
Section Office. 
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����� ��� ������� �� �� 
 

    

���	���  &������  ���	� 
&'�� �� "������* )� &���� *+ ��,-, +/0+ 

    

&'�� ��&'�� ��&'�� ��&'�� ��    

1��	"��� ! 2�  �� 3�4 “Man does not live by bread alone” ��-�7 ���� 8����� 39�	 
 �	��1 ��:�,�� ���  �। 

 ���2 �<�	 �<�	 &��। 3����	 ��-�� 
����� &�=�� >9�	 ���?। @
	�,�	� &	 ��		 
3��� "&���	? A�B�, #�, ,�>� 1����� $��2����2 ��1�� ��1�। 
�����  
�����  ����� �,7 �	 
�  �	�� ‘‘��&���’’ ,�>�E � 4� ��1�� ��1�! 8�� A�� ��1�� ��:�,�� ��� ��	 ������2	 1�� 
91���4। A���	 &��# 3�	� 
�����E ,��9���4- !�� 3�	� �	�  G?����	 ��=�9 &H���  
�"-  �	���4।  

3�	� ��  �	 A���	 &�I �����	 ��	 $��	�� 	E ����" 3�4।  

‘‘"� �����’’ $&1 ,��9��	 � �J7 ��2�1��	 $,K�  �	���4। 

* 

#� �� �	 &����� 3�	� "&���	�?	 ��� 3���  �	���4���- ����"�	 ����	L M� 
 �	�� �। "���� ���	��� � 4�&���  $��  $�N��	 �� ��? � ��� 8G  �	���4। !1 "���� 
 �- 91�� ��	� �� �। 19��� ��"��	 &� 2 &O�K 91�� ���	।  3�	� ��  �	 $�� ���	��	 >�,� 
���?	 �� ! �2 ������� �� �"�&  �9�	E � 2 !  &�I ��-�&�		 $��� ��M� �  	�।  

!1 &�P $4�2��2 ������	E &�=�� ��	���	 ���-��	 ���<�� ��� ��-19� $ �  ��"	  �� 
�9। &�=�� ��	���	 ������ &����< 3��	�E �&��Q ��� ���	। "���	 ��� $<�� ���� �2 
�#�	� 	 "���� 
���-	  �� �,Q�  	�  �-��। 

* 

‘‘"� �����’’ "&���	?, &�=�� ��	�� E $&����9�	 &��- E >7&�9 ��1���4। $&"� 3�	� 
& ��	  ��41  O�R। 

* 

>���L  �O-��<	 ������ E#�:	 ���9�	E $�� � 4�&���  ��� � $�	?  	� 91���4। 

* 

�	S ����T���	 9���  	� ������ E ������	 ��	�U�। A������# ,���� � 91�� &��VK 
& �� ��,�	 ����,�  �	��  ��-  �	��। 19� 3����	  �� �9-���� $ �	�� ! ������	 &�WK 
���-� 	�9���4।  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"� ������ 
��� �����	 3�� ��-��� E#�: 9�� � ���� ! �2 ��X� �	 @��  ��� �। &'�� � 	9��>Y�9 !�, !,। &'��  

����  �	�4, ‘‘"� �����’’-1 $& &��� 
��� �����	 ! ��� @��  ��� � !�� 
��� �����	 &��Z &�� $ ��2 
"#�?	 ! ��� ������। 

∗ 
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���������	 
����� ��� ������� �� �� 
 

����� ���L���9�, ����� 3&�	 !�� $
[��&� ��	 &�9� &�-� �	 &9����#��  �	��। �� 
	����� 9� 3�	� "�� 91�, ��� \�& 91�। ��]����] $ � �� 3	 �1। 

&�=�� ��	���	 &�&���	 �� � �	 ^G_�̀?-  ��" !���-E��� 4�2�4��2  �	�� 91���4 
����� ��  &�� "&���	�?	 ��9���	  &�9� $��#����#  �	�� �a-
a �&����� 91���4। 
3�	� ��  �	 "&���	�?	 &�9� &�-<? $��#����# 	<�	 &�������- �9 ��� ���&� 	 �b�	 &	 �	� 
 �-,�	��	� $	�K�	 �c>�2 ���� ! �2 ��d?  < $���� ����"। &�=�� ��	���	 ���-��	 3E��	 
���� >L ��d?  < 91�� ����� �����  �"-$�� $��e��, $ �	��& 1����� ��d�?	  �" 
&��A��� ,���� ���	। 19��  >�-��d?  < �� $�E�� ��1�� ���	।    

  

$ �	��	 ��?�$ �	��	 ��?�$ �	��	 ��?�$ �	��	 ��?�    

 

‘‘..... ��� $ 9 $�����  3M�?  �	 ��� �g  $&1A���1 ���� ��9�� E 3M�?  	....’’ 

                                                                                  (&�	� �� �	�-+/i 3���) 

‘‘.... ����,�	 �k � 9E�� ��-Q �Z�1  	-��- 3Y�9	1। ��� ��9�	� ��	� 9� ��� 8����� 
����,�	���	 4�Z� ��	  �9�	E >�	 ���l� � 	���1 $m�....’’ 

                                                                                      (&�	� �� �	�-+/* 3���) 

 
‘‘!���		 &�=�� ���L	 &�=�� 

!���		 &�=�� 
�����	 &�=��। 
 

‘‘n�	 n�	 o#- #�Z $���।’’ 
- �I�k� 

 
($n�Z��pZ ��g, q� �, 01 ��,-) 

 
‘‘$���	� r ���A��� 
����� &�=�� 

,���1�� ��E।’’ -�E��� A�&�� 
 

($�����=�>�, ,B=��-)+$� ��,-) 
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����� ��� ������� �� �� 
 

 
���	���  &������  ���	� 
&'�� �� "������ *� &���� + !��� +/0+ 

&'�� ��&'�� ��&'�� ��&'�� ��    

&�-��L�� 3Y�9������	  O��� ‘‘"� �����’’	 �O��� &���� ���9	 91�। E#�:E �� $4�2 �9	 
91�� ��-�� ��	�s���� ! �2 @��  ��� � (�� $4�2  ���	1 $9� ) ���9	  	� ���K  K&��� 
�����	। ��X?����	  �-,�	���	 � �t !�� 3Q�	  &9����#�� � ��1�� ‘‘"� �����’’ 9�� �� 
3����	  ��4 $�p:�4� �। 

* 

1��	"  �� $�u����	 �&"��		 ��� ���� ���1���4�- 

“Cowards die many times before their death, 

the valiant never tastes of death but once. 

 ���G��	� �O���	 3�#E ��	 ��	 ��	, ���		�  �E ! ���		 $��� �O����	?  �	 �। (3����	 
�����) �2v� �w���"। 

* 

‘‘"� �����’’	 ��� &����� 3�	� �������4��� &�=�� ��	���	 ���-� $ 9 ����  �	�� �। 
3�	� ���-� &�=�� ��	���	 ���-����� ����� ,����	 "� "&���	�?	 ��� 3x� "��1���4। 

* 

3����	 ,Z̀�Q ��"� &��&y। 1��9�& ���g "�� ��� ���� �� <�� 9� ��"� �̀��- ���Oz��	 
�G ��  &�� ��	 $,�� $��� <�� &���� 9�। ! 2� >��9	? $�E�� ���&�I  91�� �। 1��9��& 
3�4 H	��& ��{��	 ��	 3| �9, �9�&� !�� ���Oz�� !� ,	�� >�g���4� $� ��{��	 ��  
�<�1 ��"-� 9� �1। !��  ��{��	 ��	���	 ��� ��� $�O�#-� 1 ‘‘�#����2�’’ ��? 9�	�1�� 
91���4�। ��	?��� }��~ ���-�	 	�"�d ������ 91���4�।  ��"1 3����	 ���	�� "&���	?, 
$�O�OT !�� ���L���9�	 ���Ay ���� & �� N����	 ��� ��। 

* 

&�=�� ��	���	 $�O�OT $H�	��� �9-��9�	�E ����।  ��"1 $4�2��2 A��-���Q � 91��1। 
3����#�  o���	 &�9� ������ 91���4 !1 ,	� &����2 ��� 1 
� �	  �	�� ,��9 �। �<� 
 	� �#���4 � 4�&���  ���<� $�� E !&� �����	 ��� "�� � 4�2� �����Q &O�K	 $,K�  �	���4। 
3����	 ���	��, "&���	�?	 ���� �����Q &O�K �  �	�� &�=�� ��	���	 &�I $��#����#  	�� 
3����	 #g��̀  ����� $��  �	�� &���� A��-��2 �̀	  	�	 ������	 &9����  G। 3�	� 
��  �	 “Voice of reason must prevail,” 
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��� ����� $���	 $ �, 3 ����?� E ���� &�̀ 91�� 3��	� ���K ��	 ��1���4। $& 
 �	�? !�� $4�2  ����		 �G ‘‘"� �����’’ $ � ��	 4��� 91�� ��	� 	�9���4। &� ���		 
&�	��- "G��	 A���� ��� ���-‘‘���A ���A 3	 A� �1-���# r 3�& r।’’ 

* 

����� ���L���9�, �����, 3&�	 !�� $
[��&� ��	 &�9� &�-� �	 &9����#��  �	��। 
E#�:	 3A�Q	�? ���Q	<� !�� ��2�	�" ��k	 ������	 ���Ay �9Y�	 $
[��&� 	� $� 	 � 
&���A���  �"  �	�� ��1���4 $&"� E#�:��&�	 �	 91�� "� �����’’ ��9���#�  ��AT 
"��1���4। &���&! 

 * 

E#�: 9�&������ $�� � 4�&���  "��� �,� 7&��� 	�9���4। "&���	? !�� ��� ���M����	 
��� 3����	 3���-9�&�����  �O-��<	 &�I $��#����#  �	�� ��9���	 ,��9�� �� � 4� ����� 
�����̀�� ��  �	��। �� 	����� ���Z���	 $&��  	� �9�  �"। $��� ����	 &�� � 9�  � 
����	 �����1 ��  �	��। 

* 

�I�k� ������4 ‘‘��������� ����2 �#�	� 	 "���� 	<�  	� 3����	 ����_। $& ��I�� 
9> , ��9�	� 9> , �9T� 9> , ��&��� 9> । 
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���	���  &������  ���	� 
&'�� �� "������  �� &���� * !���, +/0+ 

&'�� ��&'�� ��&'�� ��&'�� ��    
�����	 ��	 @&�� 	�-����� 	�1�H� ���9�, ����� $	�"���, �����, 3&�	, $
[��&� -

$�A��� ���������	 
����� 	<�	 "� �Z�1  �	���4, ��9�	 ���� ����	 1��9��& ������ �। 
&�	� ��� ��9���#�  &���� "��1���4। �����	 &��Z &�� $ ��2 ��	 "��	 �< 91�� ‘‘"� �����’’ 
E ��9���#�  "��1���4 9�"��	� &����। 

!� 	 �	 !  ��	 n�:�2 3����	 ��	 @&�� 	� ��?�? �Z�1  �	�� ���  �	�� �1���4।  
�����	 ���2 91�� ����	�  ���� �  	� ��-Q 3����	 3	�� 9�	��। 

�����	 &�= >�	�J� (o1 ! �2 "��#� 4�Z�) ���L���9�	 ����। ��̀-�J��	E ��� ��� ��� 
���L���9�	  	���। 
��� �����	 @&����9� ���� ��� 91�� 1��3Y�9 ��,�	1 ����	�  
>7���  �	��। �����	 ���� ��	 &Q���	 ��� 3x�-3��	� �����-$&����9�	 &�9�  �:�� 
 �:� ����1�� �Z�1 !�� ��9���	 &�9� &�- � �	 &9����#��  G। "&���	�?	 ��� 39��� 
@&�  A�1��	 �� �� ����" 3����	 &����� $��#�1��	 $,K�  �	��। ��"��	 9�"�	 �&����� 
91��E �<� 	����� @&�  A�1��	 $� $ �  K � 9�, $ � ���������	 ��� ��  &��y� 
	�����	 "� ��9�	� ��?�? �Z�1  �	���4। 3�	� & ��1 �Z�1  �	���4 &�T9 �1, � � @&�  
A�1	�1 & ��	 3�# 	�9���4। ]Z-]��2� ��9���	 >�	 $��� ��1���4। 

���������	 8����� q� � !�� ,B=�� 91��1 @��  ��� � � ���� 91�। >L o1�2 �9�	 �,� 
�Z�1 ,�����4 ����� $ � @��  ��� � � ���� 91��	 $ � &���� �1। ���������	 �� $ � 
�9	 91�� $ � @��  ��� � 3" ��-Q � ���� 9� �1। ���& , ���< , &�b��9  E &���� � �N 
� ���� 9�, � � $ � @��  ��� � � ���� 9� �। $��� ��1���4 !1 <�X 3 ��	 ‘‘"� �����’’-1 
��-��� ���������	 ! ��� @��  ��� �।  ��"1 ‘‘"� �����’’-1 
��� �����	 &��Z &�� $ ��2 
"#�?	 ! ��� �����। 19� ���p�L  ���� �9, !1 ���� ����� ���L	 >�	 ������। $&�9�� 
‘‘"� �����’’	 ������  &����� ^G_ $�E�� & ��	  �-�� ����� 3����	 �O� ����&।..... 
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���	���  &������  ���	� 
&'�� �� "������  

�� &���� 
i !���, +/0+ 

&'�� �� 
3�	� ���		 "���। �O����	 ��	 "���^��	 ���� �� &�-��= ��I�����	 �� ����1 ��� ��। 

3����	 ���L�����	� $�A��� 2���,  ����	 ��G�� ���g, &���	? �T�  1����� l�	� �Z�1  �	�� 
���  \�&  �	�� �����4 ��9�	 ���� ����	 1��9��& ��:�"�� ��E�� o�	। �O����	 ���� o1 !  
"��#�� !1 �	�	 ����	���	  �� $��� �#���4। � � !� ���� A��� 3	 $ ����E ����	��  	� 
9� �1। ��	 ���L�����	�-3Y�9	 >�	 A	&� 	�����। "� 3����	 91��1। 

!��� ��I���	� n��Q �&��9	 ��� �4�। 3" ��9�	� "�=� 91���4। 3" ��9���	 #�� $	�� 
 �	��	 ��L  �9�	E �1। 

#�  ��  ����� ��9���#�  "�#�1��	 $,K�  	� 91���4, ��  "�#	?� #�E $��� 91���4। 
� Q ��9���#�  &'̀?-A��� "�#�1�� ! ��� �I�k� &<� 91���4। "� �I�k�! 

����� $  �   �	���4 A����� ��। 

$� �� 9�����	-���g, @�g�, �T� , 	����E, �Y�, ��-�, &Z �,  ��P, 9���Z�, ��	-��  1�����-
$��#�Z  �	�� ���	 >9� �1��1 ���L &�=��� ]�:��1�� �Z�। �����	  ����		� �S @�	�  �	�� 
�� �। 8�� �k���	 ������<� � ��� �� ��"��	 �� 3�4 ��9�	 >�	E �A-	  �	�� ����। 

&�:E���, #��	�, 9�"�, ,� ��, �# E ���� A�1��	� 3����	 ������� ��	-��  �1�� 
]�:��1�� �Z�। @&���� ���Ay >����� ��� । 3��	� �����	 �� -���9� 91��।.... 

������� �k� 	����#-	  ��4  
��� �����	 &��Z &�� $ ��2 ��I���	 �< 91�� 3����	 
3���-����"�� 3����#�  &�-� �	 &�9��� ����। ��I���	� � O�R �9। 3����	 �����	 
���E 3�	� 3����	 ���� ��:Z�1�। $  "��  �	 >�	  � ���� ����� 3�&��। 

������� 	�� A�	��	 "#? 
��� �����	 "#�?	 ��� &��- �� !�� ��9���	 &�9� 
! �|�� � ��  �	���4। $&"� ��I���	� ��9���	 � 2  O�R। 3�	� & � &���1 ���������	 
&��� A�� &' - 	����� ,��9���4। 3����	 ��	�1 ��9��� ���� �����4। !��	 ����	 >7���  	� 
91���4 !�� 91���4।... 

�k  G�k  G�k  G�k  G    

� 4� � 4� ��-	 ���L 31 ��"��	 9��� ��� �N �	S �	�9 $��� 	 >�	 "���� ,���1���4। 
>9� ������ �k  G। !1�� ��-	��	 >�	 $����	 #"� 3�&��। "&���	? E ������	 ��� 
3��� 3��	� ���� ��। 
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� 4�&���  $��  �9	 ���#  �	�� =��� ,���� �#���4। �&��- ���L	� �9	 4��Z�� �� 3��� 
�1। � 4� � 4� &��- ���L	�E �9	 4��Z�� ����1���4। �N $,� ���� 1 E#�: �9�	 $��� ��1���4 
�। !1 &�P $�� ^��1 &��� �9�	 �H�	�� ��� ���  �� �����, >�"	 ��"	 ���	��, E����� 
��g $,:,�1�� H�2�1��। ! &�P $�� �  "�� ��1���4 ‘‘"� �����’’	  ���	 $��:,� ��1�� � 
,��9�� ������ �9�	 ������-  G। "��1 � “ Pen is mighter than the sword”  �� 
�	��	�	 ,�1�� ��L����।’’.... 

�9�&� &�M��  $	��#	 ���। $ � $ � ����� ��	�s���� �9�&��  ,�Z� $�E�� �&�� 91�� 
��Z। ��� &'`?- ,��� $�E�� &�� � 9� (,��� ���� ���	��1 �I�) ��� >9��  ����1 ��d�? 
	���  �-��। 3" $� �9�&�	 $���� $ � ! �2 ����� $m?�	 $�� ��	 ���  ����9� 91���4 ��	 >9� 
$� �� $ � ���  ��  ��	��-  �	�� � ��9� �  $ 9 ���  �	�� ����� ���	? &� � 4�� 1 
��d�? 	��� A��। &�� ���M�Q 91�� $ � � 4�� 1 9�"�	 $,K�  �	��E ��d�? 3��� ���	�� 
� । ����,�	���	 ����1 ���P ���� 91��, ��� �	��	�� ���L��	�  �n� ���� ^G �� $�E�� 
$ ����1 &��-���#� �9। >9� �����G� !��  ���� $ �	��	 ���-��	E ��	�U�। ����,�	�	 
&�I �Z�1  	� ��-�� !�� @��   �-��। �9�&�	 &�I >9�	 $ � &' - �1। �I�k� ��"E 
! ��� ��	 �9�&� ��	9�	  �	��	 ���-� �����4। 

 

 

 
-----------
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���	���  &������  ���	� 
&'�� �� "������  

0� &���� 
� !���, +/0+ 

&'�� ��&'�� ��&'�� ��&'�� ��    
1��3Y�9 "� 3����	 91��1। >9��� $ �1 &�T9 �1। 

���L�������	 &�9� &�-� �	 &9����#��  �	��। ��9���#�  3��	 ��?� $���1��, &�9& 
����। �� 	����� ��9�	�E ����। 3����	 3��	 ��?� ��9���	 �� �-���	 &J�	  �	��। � 
>���� ��9�	� ��	 >�	 ]�:��1�� ��Z�� !��  ������ 91��। 

	�"��9��� �N&���  ���  \�&  	�	 &�� 3����	  �� " @&�  A�1 "�� 91���4। 
��9�	� 9�&������ �,� 7&��� 	�9���4। ‘‘"� �����’’	 �	 91�� ��9���	 "� ��2  �� �" E !  
c" �� �" ����2 9�&�����  �O-��<	  ��4 $�E�� 91���4। 

��L !�� �	 3A�Q	�? ���Q 	<�	 ����_ 3J��  &�=�� ��	��, 3&�	, $��"��9� E 
$
[��&�  ���9�	 >��	। ��9�	� �" �" ����_ ����� ���  �	��। $ 9 $ � �� �-�  �m� 
� ����1 � �	�  �g�	 9�P ��  �	��। �� 	�����, $� ��9�  �	�� ��9�	 H� ��1��। 
���� ����,�	 $,���	 &��� E "����� &�n�2� 91�� $�����E ��� $ 9 >9��   �g�	 9�P �� 
�  �	 ��� ��9���#�  3Y�9 �������L ���P ����। ���� ����1। 3Y�9	 ��,�	 ��� &�̀, 
$ 91 ��:9�	 ��,��		 3E��	 ���9�	 �9। o1 ! �� 3�# ��	 ����2 ����,�	�� 1  O� ��-	 ���P 
$A�#  �	�� 91��।  �	^G ������4� ‘‘���� $�  �	 3	 ���� $� &�9, �� nO?� $� ���	 �O?&� 
��9’’-��-�7 ����  	�E ���, ���� $,���	 &��� &�n�2� 91�� $����� ���� � $�E��E ���। 
$ 9 $ � � �	 ���  �- ��"	�E  �	�� � �� ��� E  �	�� ���� �। 

‘ ’ 3��	 A�1�  ���	���4- >9�	 ������� ���	 "� 3�� �	S �	�	��  ‘�’ $  ���	��-
��9� 91�� ���	 �। ‘ ’ ����,�	�, >9��  &���,� ���P ����1 91��। ��� 3�� ‘ ’ !	 �#�� � 
��1�� �	�	�� ‘�’ $  ���	 ��� 3��E ‘ ’ !	 &�� ����,�	� 91��। ‘�’ !	 >��	 3��	 
&�T9 ���  ���� >9�	 �< 91�� �����	 3��� ���  ��� ‘�’-$  �	S  �	�� �T�  �	�� 
���	-� � $ � ��s���1 9���  �	�� ���	 �। 

‘‘"� �����’’	  t P� � 9E�� ��-Q &��  ��1 �����। ‘‘"� �����’’ ����&  �	 ‘‘&��� ���� 
&�T	�’’ ��-�7 ��9� &�� ��9�1 �I��� !�� &�T	। 3����	 �O� ����& &�-��L�� 3Y�9������ 
‘‘"� �����’’	  t�  P� 91�� ���� �। 3����	 & ��	 $���� ,�1। 

$ ���� �  ,M�Q 91���4 � 91���4, $  $ ���� �  o��-  	�	 $,K� ,���1���4 3Y�9	 
$��9	��?��� ‘‘"� �����’’	  �� ��9� ���&���1 $�p�4। ������#�  &����  �	�� $�E�� 91�। 
‘‘"� �����’’$  $ 9 o�-� ��  �	�� �। 

3Y�9	 $��9	��� � 3�41 �o��	 &��VK & � �9��	1 &��- !�� &9����#�� ‘‘"� �����’’ 
��1���4 !�� ��1���4।  ��"1 N:����	। 
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"�� �#���4 &�Q�9��	 $�� � 4�&���  �	S �	�	�� �	�, ��8 !�� ��G�  ���� �9�� ��� 
!�� ���g	���	 A�� &�-<? 3Y�9�  c�� ���4 !�� & ��	 &�9��� �A<�  �	���4। &��VK & � 
�9��	 ��� 3��� 3��	� ������ ��9���	 & ��	 �	����	 >���L ���s�  �	��। 
����"����� ��9���#�  ���&_	 �	��� "��#�� ��&�	?  G। �I�k� ! ��� ��	 ������4 
‘‘��������� s���A��� �&��& �	� ����2 �#�	 1 ��I���- $& $� A����1  �� ���  � $ -।’’ 
�I�k��  ��� 3Q�	 A��� m��  �	 !�� ��9�	 ���-� ��� ��� 3	  ������ �  �	�� >���L 
���s� =9?  G। 

$��� !� �����s� ��	�"�� ����� "
���-	 �����	 ‘‘"� �����’’ 
-3�	���� $&~	 ��� 
(Self censorship) ����  �	���4। $ 9 19��  �� ���- ��� �। ‘‘"� �����’’ ����� 3Y�9 
!�� �l��� "
��- E $���	 �I� 4�Z� 3	 � 4�	1 $������  �	 �। 

‘‘"� �����’’ ����� ��-	��	 ��G�� 3	E ���� A��� ���"�� #�Z�� �����	  �� �,Q� 
 �	���4।... 
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���	���  &������  ���	� 
&'�� �� "������  

�� &���� 
� !���, +/0+ 

&'�� �� 
�^Z�	 �G? ���L�Hp�"	 ��	 &�&���	 &��Z &�� $ ��2 ��I��	 �	 91�� ‘‘"� �����’’ ����� 

4���� "��1���4। $� 	 � ��	_ ��9�	� ���-  �	���4 !�� 9����	��	 $�A��� >7��� 
 �	���4 ��9�	 ���� ����	 1��9��& ��� $��� ! 2� ��E�� ��1�� �। ! ���   �� �� ��	�|  
��S &��� ���&� ��	���  ������ �T� -	�1�H�� &��� �^Z�	 ��	 �G�?	�। ,�	 ��:, �� 
���9�		 $ ��� &�9��� 4�Z�1 ���	�� �Z�1��	 �	 ��9�	� ��9	�#� 9����	��	�  ���7�&	? 
 �	�� ����  �	���4��। $  "�� r ! �2 n2�1 &�P ����	 $��Z �H	�1�� �����4 � �। $&1�� 
�^Z�	 �G�?	� ��� �O���	 A�  �	�� ����	 ���� � ��� ��� ����	 #�� $ � ���  $��Z �� ��9� 
���  �g। 3Y�9	 $��9	����� ��9�	� &H� �� 91���4। "� �^Z�	 ��	 �G? ���L�Hp"! 

��̀ �9�	 �����	 ���� (��9��  +� }� ����) ��� )* " �G? ���L�Hp"  �� �2 	�1�H� 
E �T� &9 ���Ay �����	 4��� >�g�� 9����	��	 #�� $	��  �	��	 ��� ��,K� ,���1���4�। !1 
���	1 ��&	��b ��<  "�� 3&�o�����	 ��� �^Z� �"�� ����	 ��� $m?�	 4�� ���� �����	 
������	 ��	 ���� ������	 &��� n�����  �Z�1  �	��	 �	 ��9���7 �	?  �	। ��9�	 &��� 
! �2 	�1�H� �4�। ��9�	 &�I 3	 $� i " r �����	 4�� 91�� 	�1�H� !�� �T�  91�� 
����	 >�	 ���	�� ^����-?  �	�� $�� � 4�&���  @&��  n����  �	���4�, ��9���	 3	 $ � 
$��:" 3" ��-Q ��E�� ��� �1। �����2 3�	� $������4। >9� 	�P�	 ���� ���s�। !���� ���Q 
�H�	�� �����	 ���� $� �9����	 �O����"�Z� s�^���� m��n-� ����  �	��, $& ����� $ � 
&�T9 �1। 

�9�		 �� �J�� ()� }�) �^Z� �2	 m��  1>���	 &A���� �G? ���L����� 3 �	 
$9��& E	�H � ���	 $�O�_ $�� � 4�&���  �G? E "�� 9����	��	 ���� ����	 "� � �� =9? 
 �	। !  � }� ���<� !1 ��� ���L $������	 $��� �4�। � � �T�  E 	�1�H��	 &���� �4� 
 �। !1 }��E 9����	��	 &�I �,� �Z�1 ,��। !1 }�� ��	 � �� ! �1 ! �2 )-) $��	 
	�1�H��	 &�9���� $���	��� !�� ���	�� ^����-?  �	�� 9����	��	�  $�Z n�� $g �1�� 
	������4��। �7��	 ����	� 9����	��	 �n�	�� $H����	 ��,K� ,���1�� >9�	�  ���	��	 �� 
���7�&	?  �	। !1 }�� & ��1 � 4� � 4�	 3Z���  A�	 ��� &<� 91���4�� ����� 
9��9��	 &���� $��� �9। 

����� $n��?������ $n��?������ $n��?������ $n��?�    

3Y�9	 $��9	����� !�� & ��	 &����� ��,K�� �����  �	�� ����� 	�1�H� ���9�	 ��?�? 
$,K�	 H�
�� #� �� o���		 3�# 	�"��9� 3�	� ��G��	  �	���4। ����	 \�&  �	�� $H�� 
91���4। o1 ! �2  ������ 4�Z� &�P >E	�J� 3����	 ����। !^��E 1��3Y�9 �������� 
3����	  	��� 91��। �̀�-�J��	 $����E ! 1  �� ����"�। r �J��E ��� o1 ! �2  ������ 
����	 ���� 	�9���4। ����	�  
��� �����	 ���2 91�� &'`?-��� >7��� �  	� ��-Q 3����	 
& � � �	 3	�� 9�	��  	�  �-��। 
��� �����	 >E	�J��	 ��	 $������	 !�� ��9���	 �G? 
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 &�-����� �  
��� �����	 &��Z &�� $ ��2 ��I���	 �< 91�� ‘‘"� �����’’ &�=��� ��AT 
"��1���4..... 

��� 9�����1 9�����		� $� �P	-�O� ����	���	 &���� 9� ��9��� ��9���	 ��� ����b 
����� 3	E A��I�� ��Z। 19�	 ��	 3	E �� ,�	�� ��	�� ���Ay �J�� ���L�Hp�"	 &�I 
9����	��	 �� �Z�1 ,�� !�� ��	���� ��9�	� $�� � 4�&���  9��9��  ��4� $H���� 	���	 
�k ��	 $,��		 �� ����  �	। ����	 3#��	 ��	 )�$� ��,- &k��� ��E�� ���। &�I &�I1 
���L $&�	� ��9���	�  ���� ����	 "� & � � �	 ���s� =9?  �	। ��� �Z�1 8G 9� )�$� ��,- 
8M��	। 

!���  �9�		 ��	 ���Q �9	 91�� 0 ��1� �̀�	 ���s� 3�Z��	 ��"�	  ���' ��s�	� 
��I��� !�� ����� @&���	 ����  }��� ,�����4�। �����	� ��s� $�#��  $����� ���� 
&�9��� ,�E���  ��'�  2��#-2  �	�� o1��� $�� � 4�&���  $���� $H�� 9�। $��� ��� >9���	 
�� ����� ���� �4�। 3Y�9	 $��9	��?��� ����	 $ �  �����1 9��&� 9� �1। �9�	E 
 �� �2 $���� $H�� 9�। >9��� i-��2 n	 ��Z� ��� 3���  ���Z���4। $ 9 9��9� 9� �1। ������ 
���L�&�	� �9�		 ��	 ��� 91�� 9����	��	 ����Z  �	�� 3�Z��	 ��"�	  ���'	 ��I��� 
@&���	 &�9������- �=&	 9�। !1 &��� � 4� ����� E ���-��-� !�� � 91�� $��	� � 4� ����� 
@&�E ��9���	 &�I $��# $��। & ��	 &����� ��,K�� ���  !  n��	 ���� ����	�  \�& 
 �	�� $�E�� 9�। !1 }�� �^Z� �9	 3E���� ��# $
[��&�  ���9�	 ��� �G? ���L����� ��	 
��&�� �9�� 9।  

��� ���1 9����	��	 ���� ���� 	E��� 91��	 �̀��- �^Z�	 �9 ��� ���&  "�� 3��� 9�1 
&��9� ��9���	 >�¡��� ��� !  >¡������ A��? ���� �G? ���L $&���#�  >���  �	���4��। 
m��� 9�1 &��9� �����O� 91�� �  91��-�^Z�	 ��	 �G�?	� ��9�� E �G? ����� 
� �	  �	�� 
����4। $"�� ���& &9 ���� &	 �	�  �-,�	��OTE ��9���	 &�9� &�-� �	 &9����#�� 
 �	���4। ��	 ! "�	 �� >�Y� �  �	�� ���	���4 �- ��� 91�� ���L $&���	  ‘‘ � 
����’’ (&'�� E ��9��  ‘‘����’’ ����� c�� )  ���¢ (��&	��b) !�, 3	, $,p��	�। ���L 
$&���	 �g  ��� ��	,����  	�1 ��9�	 ���� ���  �"। ����� ���9�	 ��-�� ���<E ���L 
$&���	 &�I &�-� �	 &9����#��  �	���4�� !��  �	���4। 19� 4�Z� o’! " 	�"���  
$�O�O�T	 �	���-E ��9�	� ��1���4��। 

#� � ���	� 	��� 91�� 0 ���	� & �� ��-Q �^Z�� ��s� ��� $����� ��1���4 $�� 
� 4�&���  #��- ���� �	� ��� ��� 	�"���  $��	� ���g ����� ��9���	 �� � �	  ����� 
9��&��	 $,K�� 	� 	�9���4। 19���	  ��- ��� !�1 "n� $� >9�	� ���L $&���	 ���]E ���A� 
&O�K  �	��	 $,K�	 M�2  �	 �1। 3Y�9	 $��9	��?��� ��9���	 ��,K� &H� 9� �1। &��VK 
& ��	 ��� �����  �	�� $�&���	 , &���	  !�� ���L $&���	 ��� 3����	 3��� ������ 
$,�	-4��,Z����	 $� &� #��- >9�	� ���1���4� $&1 &� #��-1 >9���#�  $H	� ��g�। !� 
�����s�। ! ������	 $ � 	 � @����� $���  �9�	E ��< >�,� 91�� �। & ��1 �	? 	����� 
! �� 4�Z� 3����	 $ � ��,K� $ � ��1 &H��� ��A  �	�� ���	�� �। 3	 ! �2  ��E 
	? 
	�����-3�	� ��I��। ����	 &�� ��� ��� $�O�O�T	 3|�#���	 ����" ����1 	�9���4। 
� � & ��	1 �����	 ��� �	 �� ����" 	�9���4, ��9� 3�	� ����� ��� � � �9। 

3�	� ! �2 �P�� &��VK  �O-��<	 � 2 $��  �	���4 ������ ��L �J�&��̀9 $�&���	  
 �O-�<�  
 
 �J�� ����K 	�"���  $�O�O�T	 &9����#��� 3A�Q	�? ���Q	<� !�� ���Oz��  
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���������	 
����� ��� ������� �� �� 
 

&O�K �	���	 &��̀� \�&  �	��	 �`?- ����_ $�E��  �-��। ! ���s� ������ =9?  �	�� 91��। 
���� $��� �	�" �� $��� ���� ���	। �9�&�E �������	L �O�� ��1�� ���	। $� $ � � �	 �9�&� 
!�� �� ��  ��� ���� 3����	 \�& �����-। $  �   �	���4 8�� ��9�1 3�	� $���� � �� 
��&	?  �	� - 3�	� �   �	� ��9�1 �,Q�  �	�� 91��। �	�" �� !�� �9�&�	 �O�� $ � 
��s���1 ,���� $�E�� ��1�� ���	 �। 3�	� ��  �	 &�� K �  �	�� ������ ���s� =9? 
 �	�� 91��। 

$2���H� ��A��#	  �-�	� 3���  "��1���4 $� ��L �J�&��̀9 �������� $2�����#����# 
���s� ,���  	�	 "� ��9�	� 3��? $,K� ,���1��। &��VK & �� ��9���	 &�9� �̀?- &9����#�� 
 �	��। 

‘‘"� �����’’ 	 &����^�� 8����� �^Z�� �� ��&� ��̀�� ��M�  �	��	 ����� $�E�� 91�। 
! ��� ��-  �9�	E � 2 91�� $ � ��s���1 r ���� �� ��&�	 $��� �E�� ,���� �। �G? 
���L�Hp�"	 �G?�� &�&� �^Z� �"�� ����	 �K� $m?�	 4�� �����	 ���	��� !1 ����� $�E�� 
91�। $& ��"1 >����#� 91�� �^Z�	 ���L $Hp�"	 �Z A�1��	 ���Ay 2�� 2��  �"�& $"�#� ����	 
>����� ��M��� ��- l�	� ‘‘"� �����’’ H�� �������4। ‘����’&9 ���L�Hp�"	 ���� & ��1 >9� 
������  �	���4 ����� 3����#�  �� 
� �	  �	�� 91�। 

&��VK & ��	 ��#��	 "� "��1���4 !1 H�� 91�� ‘‘"� �����’’  �O-�< ( �O-�< ����� ! 
$<�� 3��� 1 $��]�1���4) !  ��&�E =9?  �	�� �। 

�^Z�	 ���L $Hp�"	 �G? A�1��	� ‘‘9�1"�� ’’ ��� ��। �&#��	2 � �� ����	 3���	 N�� 
�G!! 

------- 
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����� ��� ������� �� �� 
 

 

���	���  &������  ���	� 
&'�� �� "������  

/� &���� 
/ !���, +/0+ 

&'�� �� 
3�	� &�� �����	 "� �Z�1  �	���4। ����,�	, ��,�	, ���,�	 �	̀  �	�� 
���A��� ��	 E 


����	 ��� ��  &��y� 	����� ����	 ���  ��,	?  �	��	 "�1 �Z�1  �	���4। 3Y�9	 
$��9	��?��� "� 3����	 91��1। 3����#�  $g �1��	 ��L (!  3Y�9 4�Z�) 3	  �9�	E �1। 

$� &�P ���L����� !�� ���� �	S $��  ��-	��	 9��� �9� 91���4 ��9���	 & ��	 
3|�	 ���Q	 "� 3�	� �	�  G?����	  ��4 ���-� "��1���4। 

#� �� �	 ����� &����� �^Z�	 ���L�������	 &'� - ��P��	� $��� 91���4। ����2 ��	1 
���Ay �9� 91�� &�=9  �	�� �	��< �O�K�� ��,�1��	 ��	1 ��� �� � ��  	� 91���4। ��^�� 
‘}��	’ >�Y� 	�9���4 ����2 �J�1 ���� A��� ��	��-  	� 91���4। >9� 4�Z�E &�P �9	E 
! ��� ��	 ,���� $�Z� 91���4। ! ��" �l,M���	 ��4� �&�1�� $n�	���	 !�� #�1�c	  �" 
 �	��	 "� "�� 3��#�	 $9��& &��9��  !�� �l,M���	 $��	�  !  #��� $��e�� $��#�Z 
 �	�� ����	 "� ���L����� $��P $�P��  ����� "��1���4। 

,Z̀�Q ��"� &��&y। !� & �� 1 3	E $��� N����	 ��� �� 91��। �� �, �	�" ��, 
�9�&�, ���Oz�� 1����� $ � ���1 �O�� ��1�� $�E�� ,�� �। ����� ��-�		� ����� <��  	� 
&��  �	���4। � � 3�	� ��� >��	->�Y��� ���^���  (3�	� r^���  ��� ����� ��  �	)  
�m� $�1 �� ��-̀� �  �	 ��9� 19�� ��9� ����K 	�9���4 ��9� 9�� �� 3����	 ��"��	 9���1 
\�& 91��। r �, �Oz�� E ���Q	 ^G_ �������	�, 	����R��, ��-������, "���&��� 
��9�� 1 �"R�&�  G � $  ! ��� � 
� �	  �	�� ���। ��"��	 ��9̀��- !�� ��"� �	��-� &��� 
r^��	 ^G_ ���	&��। 

����� ��-	��	 ����,��	 &�	� ��������� !� $��  ��E�� o�	 $� ���< �� ��	�<A��� 
<��=P 9� �1। ,Z̀�Q ��"��	 ��	 ����� ��-	��	 �,� ! 	 � ��� �� �। !���  ��9�	� >9���	 
����,��	 <��=P 91���4 �� 91���4 ��9���	 ! �2 ��� ���	 ���	 �9�� 91�� >�g���4। !�1 
19��  ���� � ���� "��	 $��� �9�&��  ���� $�E��  �9�	E ��< &�� 91�� �।  

! 2� #A�	A��� �,Q�  G- ����	 $��� ! 	 � ����1 91�� ��1��। � � �9�&� 8�� ��� ��1 
�-����� ��-	��	 ��	  �� 3�&��	 (&�P ��-	��	 &�g  ��	 !�E ��E�� ��� �1) &�I 
&�I >9� 3	E �O�� ��1��। !1 ��£�A�̀ �9�&� $ � ���  ����� 91��? oK � O��	 $��� 	� � E:7 
������ 	�9���4-$����  1[� �9�&��  ��  ��	��-  	�1��	 $,K� M�2  �	�� �। 3����	 �O��� 
&����� (+�1 @,�, +*00) 3�	� H	�&� ��{��	 >��9	? �����4���। 1��9�& !� ���	 �
� �	  	� 
,�� �-��� ��9�1 ,��� ��� 3	 >9� ��� ���� n���1� �-3���	 �	 ��L	���	 
����� 
3�T�� H	�&� ��{� �� &��"���d  ��{��	  ��9� ��Z� �।  
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����� ��� ������� �� �� 
 

 

  ��"1 3�	� 3��  �	 &��VK & ��1 $���	 �I� E "
���-	 ���  �< 	����� �" �" 
����_ ���  �	��।  

3�	� ! ��� ��	 ������4 ����,�	���	 ��G�� �Z�1  	� !�� >9���#�  \�&  	� ��-�� !��  
@��   �-��। �9�&�	 &�I >9�	 $ �1 &'-  �1।... 

��L �J�&��̀9 $��#����# ���s�	 >y�� �a ��9�  	� ����" &��VK & ��1 $&���  "	 
����। 

����� ��-	��	 $���	 $ � $ 9 ��	�� �। 3�	�E ��9� $��� ��  �̀��-1 ��� �����4। �"
 
! �2 $���	 $ � ���� 3����	 ,��� � 91���4 ���� �k� 	��&��̀9	 $���	 $ ��	 ������� 
8��� ���	। �̀��-	 ! �2 &����� 3�	� >�	�J�� ! �2 $���	 $ ��	 3��� ����	  �� >�Y� 
 �	���4���। 
 
 

----------- 
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����� ��� ������� �� �� 
 

 

���	���  &������  ���	� 
&'�� �� "������  

++� &���� 
++ !���, +/0+ 

&'�� �� 
����� ��-	��	 &���� ���� 4�Z�1�� �#���4। ���Ay $���-������ &�̀ 91�� ��b ��	^�� $��1 

@����,  $���1 ¤������	 । ��	^�� ��1 ¤������	  9>  � $  !� 3	 $��  � ���	 
&�� �1। ��-	��	�  ������ ����1�� 91��। �����	 ����2 &�� $�9 $��  �����  �	�� ��� ��	 
��� 3����	 3x�, 9�����	 ������ �, 9����	��	 ��-�	��,� 9����	 >���L "��� ��।  

�����	 ��-$���	�-$4��, A�1, 
�����	 >7&�9 ��, $�	?� $��#�। ��9���#�  �Z�1  �	�� 
>���  G। $ � � �	 $¥�9	 $c��	 !� 3	 ��:���� 	�����	 $,K�  �	�� �। $���	 
���-, 
"#�?	 
���-, !��  ��"��	 
���- ��9���#�  ������ ���� ��g�। �� 	����� ���  ���̀- � 
 �	�� ���	��  �9�	E $ � � �	 �	���� ��� �� �।  

#� �� �	 &���� 3�	� &�� $�9 $�� ��#�  ���-$e�� ���	 ����"����	  �� >�Y� 
 �	���4। ! ������	 $
[��&� ��	� 1 �=?� 91�� 91��। 3����	 �O� ����& &��VK & � 
�9��	1 &9����#�� 3��	� ��1��। >���L  �O-��<	 &�IE ! ������	 $��#����#  �	�� ���	। 

!1 &���� 91�� � 4� � 4� ��	 4�����	 ���s�  	� 91���4। � 4� ������ &�̀� ��b, � 4� 3����	 
�"
 &�s� ‘‘"��&�&	’’- ‘‘"� �����’’ &���� &�s�-������ >���L  �O-��<	 !�� "&���	�?	 
&�M� &9����#��� ��b। 

��	 4�����	 �P���2 ��� �����4 ��9��  ‘‘"� �����	’’ �< 91�� ����� "��1���4। 

 �� ���	 1��	"� @��  Amrita Bazar Patrika- 	 /1 !��� &����� � ���� !  &����� 
� �� q� � The Pakistan Observer, Morning News, @��  ��� P�, �̀�-��� !�� 3"�� -!1 
@��  ��� �^�� ����� &���	  ���9�	 �¦����� � ���� 91���4। ��� �^��	 ��� ��� 
&������  E  �-,�	���	 ��-�A��� 9���  	� 91���4। ����� ��-�		� ����  $��: � ����	 "� >L 
������ ��� �^��	 �� �� Goodwill ���9�	  �	���4। >L ���	 3	E ��� 91���4 @��  
1��H� , &���� E The People-!	  ��-���^�� )�$� ��,- ����#� 	��� ��-�7 )�$� ��,- $A��	 
\�&  �	�� $H�� 91���4। 

‘‘"� �����’’ �����	 &������ , &������  �-,�	�, ��� &��Z &�� $ ��2 ��I���	 �< 91�� 
19��� ��§ nO?� � ��  �	���4 !�� ��-	��	 9��� �9� & ��	 3|�	 ���Q	 "� ���-��Q�	 
�	���	 ���-� "��1���4। 19�	 >���L ���� ����1 �E�� 91��। 

$9 ����A�, 3����	 >��	 $����	 	9�� ������ 3	E ���  ����� ���-� 9> । 

"� 3����	 &�����। "� �����! 
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���������	 
����� ��� ������� �� �� 
 

 

���	���  &������  ���	� 
&'�� �� ��������*  

+� ��-�  +� &���� 
+0 !���, +/0+ 

 

&'�� �� 
��������  
��� 9���4। � � >�������� E &�¨�"�����	 ��-� ���	 3n�� 3	 ����,��	 

3"E �����	 ���� ����Z�, 3"E �����	 ���� �&��	 &�9� 	L<�� &�=��� ��b। ��-�� �����	 
&A���	 ,	� �� ���	 ���#E !1 &'�� �� ����� 9�[ �����	 �< �< �����	 "��2 ��:�� 	�L	 
>�	 ��:�Z��। ��1 ����	 ����� ��� & � 	�� E "&���	�?	 ����������	  ��4 3�	� 3��� 
"��1 !1 ��-	 ����,��		 ��G�� 	L ���� G�� ��:Z���	 "�। 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
��������� ��	��� 9�� � ���� ! �2 ������ ��-&�b��9 । 
&'����� !&, !�, 1 ���, ���� �&�, $9��� >�¡। 
� ����� 9��	, !, ��, !���� $9��&, �� �� ��&। 
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���	���  &������  ���	� 
&'�� �� "������*  

+� ��- : +� &���� 
++ $�, +/0+ 

 

&'�� �� 
���������	 ���L��#� ���� 3" 1���9�� E ��	 "I�,��	 ��� �	 ���9�	 ��G�� �	?�? 

 �	 G�� ��:�Z���4। ���������	 !  ��Q $��  ��	 ��Q ��-Q �� -$Hp�"	 ��G�� ,��4 
���L���9�	 �,� �Z�1। �S ��� ����� ��-$&���	 ��  �2�� �� $A���4� ���  ��  n��	 
���� $A�I $��� ���� ��I���	 ����	��, ����	 ��	?�  	� ���� $#�����	 "���। � � ����	 $& 
3�� &'̀?-��� ���- 9���4। ����� ��Z�4 ���L���9�	 ��L। ���������	 9�"�	 9�"�	 ���� 
����� $��# ���[ ���L���9���। 
���, &��-�Ap� �������� &	 ��		 $�O�_ ���L���9� ��[ �� 
$&���	 ���  	�	 ,̀Z�Q � ��। ��	  ��� �,	��	 P� �  	� ��-Q ����� � ! ���। � � 
!4�Z� �  �� $ � �� $���� �4� &��Z &�� $ ��2 ��I��� E ����	 $����	 "��? 

! ��ª	 "��� ���� $#�� ��� P��	 "«�¬ $��  �� �����	 >�	 3��� ���  	�� 9�। 
#?��d	 ���1 9���4� ��� P��	 "«, !�� �� �"-�	 >�¡��1 �4� 3���	 $����&�	 &��� - 
	�"��� , ��-���  E &���O��  ���L। � � ��I��� "��� �  $ ��� $����4 ���L	 
��? ��	��	 
��I���	 	�"��� , ��-���  E &���O��   ��� ��		 >�	 9�� 9� ! 2�� 9����। 

$#�Z���1 ,�� ��I���	 ���OA���	 >�	 3M�?-���E ��� P��	 $��2 "&����	 ���� 
$���	A�# �4� ���#���। �����A����  	��A���  	�	 "� ��? ���� 9� 3����	 &Q���	, � ���	 
�G�?	 ��"� 	�L ���  	�� 9� q� �	 	�"��। ��  ��, ��  	L E ��  &�=���	 ������ 
����� 	��A���	 
� O�� $���E $ ��� ��	 ���� ��-��� $�� �। 

�����A���	 ��G�� E��	  � nO?�  � ���l�, ������������� �9�� �	�? #�Z >g� �9�� 
���	^���  ��� ���#�� \�&  	� $�� 1 ��E�� ��� ��	 ���?। 

8�� A��� �, �����	 &��O��	 ����2 $<�� ��	� ,���� 9����। 3����	 &��O���  #�� �2�� 
��	�	 ��,K� ,�� &���	 �a�A���। 

��-���  $<��E ,���� ! 2�� $���? �J�। ���������  $���?  �	 #�Z $���� 9� ���� 
��� P�। H�� ! ���  $&��	 ����� ��	?� 9� ��� �����  �G�� ���� ��� P� 9�� 
>g��� �&� ������। $ ��� &	 ��		 ,� �	� �� �	� &�S���9� $ ���E 9� � ��I�����	 s�। 
3"���	 ,���� �4	 �	E &�S���9��� ��I�����	 &���� �� 	� ��"E �4� �। ������ &�9���, 
®? �AO�� $<��E $�� � �������� ��	 ���� �9&��। &��Z ��	 $ ��2 ��� P��	 ��� !&� ������ 
&�9��� ®? E �£�	� !� �� $A�#  	��� $���	 ��� ! �2 ����	 ����। ���������	 ��2 $�,� 2� � 
$��  3� 9� ��� P��	 @�����  ��X�	 $��2 �� 	� ��2 A�#। � � $ ��� ��I��� !	 ���- E 
��"	 ���9��		  

 

 

 
"� ������ �������� 3E���� ���#	 &�b��9  �����। &'�� ����	 &A����� 39�� 	�H , A�	��b &'�� � ��� 39�� $,p��	�। 

���"�#	, "������ $�& $��  �������� 3E���� ���#	 ��< 39�� 	�H   �O-  ���X� E � ����। 
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���������	 
����� ��� ������� �� �� 
 

"� ����। ���������	 >�O� @�����  ��X� ���� �̀	?  	� 9���4 ���� ��� P��	 n�2��। 
$ � 9���4 $���	 $&1 �J��	 "�  � �	��� E ���a	 �d����, 3	 3� 9���4 &���	  
�S�S। A��#�	 ��-� ��	9�& ��I���	 ���- $ � �S�S ���� 3" ���-,��	 ��  	� 9�[ 
��I�����	। 

3E���� ��# ��1 !&� ����, ���,�	 E $���? �J�	 ��� �	 ����  �	�4 ��1 ����	�  
3������  	�  9���4 A�	��	 ��������, 1&��� E &�9��	 o�����। ��� ��A-"�� #?��d 
����&� 3E���� ��# $�O_ $,���4�� #?���d  ������ "���� &�&����� &����  	��, $ � E 
�����	 ��� �	 ��� $���	 o1 ����	 ��� �	 &' - ��-�	?  	��। A�1 A�1 �9�&�� ! &��� ��& 
 	��। � � $�¯�� 1���9�� E ��	 &���	  ,M G�  �	 $�� #?��d	 ��। #?��d	 &� �� �k 
9�� ����	 �	1 8G 9���4 3"� 	 !1 ���। ! ����	 "� ��I���	� ���� 9�। ! ��� 1���9�� E ��	 
"I� ,�M	 ,M��Q	1 H�°��। 

���������	 ���� &� &��1 ���Q�̀?- #?���d  ������ &�&��	 &���� $,���4। ��1 ��1 
$��� #?���d  ������ &�&�� &�����	 &������ &����# !�&�4 ���  ��	� =9?  �	�4 &��±। 
+/�i &��� ���������	 ���� #?���d  >���� ����	 3�� 3 �²<��  ��P��� ���	 "�� 
r ��� 9�। ��L}� #g  �	। ��L}� ��������� ����� $A�2���� � "���A  �	। �	��"� 9� 
���� ��� P��	 ����� `G� 3�� E ��	 ��&��� ��# ��। � � ��L}� &	 �	�  /)  ��	� 
����#  �	 +i ���	 $��� ��d_  	�� $��� 9� �। !	��	 ,�� �� ,M�Q। $�� ���"��	 ��G�� 
&�"� 9� c� ���	 �����&9 �� ^��� �����।  �� �4� +/�/ &��� &�	� ��� P�� &���	? 
��-�, 9��। 3E���� ��# ��-�, �����	 ���- $&�� $ �� �d� &A�� $��# � ����E �H�	�" �� 
� �d� &A��  &��-  	�4�।  �	? $&�� ��I���	� $A���4� !1 ��-�,�	 ������ ����	 3��-
3 �³� �̀	�?	  ��। ����� 
��- �� ��]�� ��	� $� ��-�, 9��1 3E���� ��# <���� 3&� 
9�� ��� ��I�����	 9��� $ ��	 <��� ,�� ���� �� 31��� ��  	�� <��� ���। ��� P�� 
,��� 9� &���	  	�"। &���	  	�" ���1 ��£��� 	�"। ���������	 #?�d ��� &� $����	 $"�� 
��g� 9�। 3E���� ���#	 �&��� $���   	� 9� �4�		 �	 �4	  �	��	?। ����	 ��	�� �4�, 
��	� ��� P�� ,��[�� &��� �	 #?��d	 �����। 3	 ,��[�� ��I�����	 ���� ��� �	। +/�� 
&��� $�� ���"� $n��?�  �	 ��	 ������ 4� �H�  �-&,̀�। 3E���� ���#	 $�O�_ 31��� ��9�	 
��G�� ��� ����� ���  #?-3�T��। q� �	 	�P�� �	S ���4��	 >�	 ,�� ^��। ������ $�� 
&��9��  $=b�	  	� 9� E  ����� 3#	��� �Z�d ����� &�"� 9� । !1 ����� ,�� ��� &�	� 
$��� &O�K 9� ��	�2 #?-�A��´�। 31��� ��9� ���� 9� ��� ��� 3#	��� �Z�d ����� ���� ���।  

31����	 "��#�� 3�& 1���9�� �� ��	 ��-�, E #?�d �����	 ���� ���। 1���9�� ��-�, 
$� "&���	�?	 ,��� ��Z। � � ��-�,� 3E���� ���#	 ����� "� $��� ��� � 9�� >�g 
1���9�� &���	  ,M, ���� ��� P�� 3����d E  ����� 
��-����	 ��। ��  �	 �Z�d 8G 9� 
3E���� ���#	 ��G��। 3E���� ��# ��������� �� 	� 0/�2 �����	 $A�2 $��� *+* &�&�����K 
"���� ��	��� ���������	 "� ��-��	� +�/�2 3&�	 ���� +�0�2 ���  �	। 3E���� ��# 
��"�  ���?  �	 ��� P��	 &����#�	� ����� !�� ���������	 ! ��� ���������। #?��d	 
&��-"� ���	��� ��&��	 3E���� ���#	1 �4� �d� &A� #g  	�	, #g�d �?�  	�	 
��� �	। � � $& ��� � �#�� ���� ��� P�� &���	  ,M, 3����d E  ����� 
��-����	 �� �� 
 �	 ,M�Q 8G  �	 �����	 ��G��। ��  2����9��	 �	 *	� ��,- "���� ��	���	 ������ 
3x�  	� 9�। 3E���� ��# !�#�� ,�� ��	 ��&���d  ��� ���। � � ���� ��� P�� 
��:�"�����	 ����� A��B� &���	  ���9�	 1�I�� ���� ����� "���� ��	���	 ��1�	1 ��&���d  
&�&��	 &����  	�� 9��। !2��  
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4���� �9�&�� ���9�	  �	 1���9�� "���� ��	���	 ������ �k  �	 ���� ����-K ���	 "�। 
&�	� �������� $H�2 �Z� #?-���<��A। &���	  ,M ,�1� ^�� 4��Z !1 ���<�A ��  	��। � � 
��	� �। �� �� �9���	 	�L 	�²� 9� �����	 	�"��। $�� &��9� $n��?�  	�� ��	 �&9���# 
3�T���	  ��। &�	� �������� &�Z� ��� ����। 1���9�� &	 �	 ���� #?��। 1���9�� !�� 
q� ��। 3���- 3���,� 3	�  	�� $�� &��9��	 &���। � � !1 3���,� �4� 3&�� !  
��	�2 �Z��d	 ��� ���। 

3���,�	 >�¡�� �4� $ �� &�� $E��। 3���,�	 ��4��� $&����9��  �P�  	�। 1���9�� 
�� q� �� 3���,�� ��& �� ��������� �� @&� �4� ��� 1 ���K A���� ���	� 1���9�� ,M। 
3�	� ����� 	?&��	 3� 9�� ���  !1 &��। 3� 9�  ���< 3�	� ��� 9�"�	 @&�। ��I���	� 
�� &���� � 4�&���  $&����9��� �4� ����	  �4 $��  ��� $E�� 9�� �� � �S����। 1, ��, 
3	�  �	S  	�	 $,K� ,��। !��  ����� ���9�	  �4 $�� E �S-�S &� ��� $E��	 $,K�  	� 
9�।  

���� $��� 	 &�T9 � 9� ��1 1���9�� ���� ���  ���Ay � $A���  ��। � � 3���,� $�� 
9��	 3�#1 )�$� ��,- 	����� 1���9��	 $&����9� ]�:���� ��Z q� �	 �	S n��Q ��I�����	 >�	। 
&�	� $��� 3	� 9�� ��� $Hp�" ��A��� �। �O����	 	�"���  1��9��& !�� A���9 "n� 
$�1���	 �"	 3	 $1। �92���		 ���	��E 9�	 $���4 !��	  ��4। 

3E���� ��# 4� �H�	 �A���� ��-�,� "�� 9�। 4� �H�	 $#�Z�	  �� �4�� ��� P��  9�� 
9�� ! �2 #?���d  $Hc��	� �"��d। !1 �"���d $ ��� &	 ��		 9��� �� �� �		��  
(@�����  ���"� ����) E $�� 	<�	 A�	। ���� &�P <��� �� �� ������  &	 ��		 9���। 4� 
�H�	 ���� ��� P��  \�&  	�	 $ � ��	 a� �4� �। 1���9�� $�� ���"��	 &��� 3���,�� 
!	 &� � 4�1 ��9��� 
� �	  �	�4��। � � ��	 $��� $#� ! &�1 �4� A�E��। ��	 3&� �<� 
�4� &�� $E��। 3���,�	 ��� 3M��?	 �P�� ,���।  

1���9�� E ���� ��� P�� $����	 ����&n�� ��, $&����9�	 	n��� 3M�? ��I����  ���� 
 �	�4 �S ��	?  	��। 
��� &	 �	 #g  	��। ��I��� 3	 $ � �Z��d ���� 91�� ,�� �। 
E��	 &��� ! &��� �&��&  	� ���� �-!2� ����2 ��I��� 3" ��]�� $��	�4। ��S	 A���	 "��� 
��I��� 3" ���� �P� ��S	 A����। ���������	 �< $ ��2 A�1 $�� !�#�� 3&, �S�	, �����	 
���2 $��  $��� , ����,�	�, ���Z  E @
	�,�	� �� $&���	 ���  	��। ���	 >�	 ��। 	L 
����1 3�	� 	�L	 ���� $�। ���������	 ���2�� "« ����4 !  �� ��� �। ���������	 &��" 
��Q�	 �Z�4 ��� 	�L	 ��#। ! 	�L	  �� 3�	� A��� �। ��I���	 	L �O�� $��� $�� �। �̀� 
���� ! 	L 3����	�  ��# ��# ��	 $��� ����	?�। 3��	 ��� ! ��� 3�	� ,�1�। ���� 9��1 
3�	� 
���, &��-�Ap� �������� $n��?�  �	�4। ��"��	 &	 �	 #g  �	�4 3	 ���� ��� P�� 
"Y����	 ��G�� �S ��	?  �	�4।  �	? ��	� 3����	 &��� 3	 $ � �� $���� 	����। "� 
�����। 
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! ��� 3��	 3��	 & ��	  
	�L	 �<�	 $��� 9�[ 3����	 
����� ����	 1��9�&। $�� $��� 9���4 3�	� ��  

$���	। ���� $���	 �����	 $������	  ��4 9�	 $���4 ������ 9�����		�। 3����	  ��4E 
����। n��� 	 <�� $1। ���  ��-̀� �  �	 <�Q 9� � 3�	�। 

3�	� ! ��� ,�1�। � � ��� 3����	 >�	 ,����� $�E�� 9���4। 	���	 �k ��	 ]�:���� 
��Z�4 3����	 >�	 "I���9�	 $&����9�। 9��� ��	 &�-����  ��	?�S। &�P ��L ��� $& 
3M�?  �	�4। � � �<� �&� 9��। �� 3����	 �	�A�̀  	�� ���	�। �92��	�  ����� 9g�7 
3M�?  �	, A� ��1�� 3����	 ��µ�  �	 ���� $,���4�। �O���	 ��A��� � $����� $,���4� 
3����	 P�  �	 ����। � � �� $& ���	�। �����	 ! ��Q $��  ��	 ��Q 3" G�� ��:�Z���4 
����	�� ���R� ���। $"�# >�g�4 ��	 "�� ��	 ����� >¡��� ���। 

���� 3����	 ���� �4� 
�����&�	। � � 1���9�� 3	 ��	 "I�,�M	 ����&n�� �� ���� 
$�� 3����	 �O�K। "« ����4 3" #?�"����d  
��� ��������। 3	 !1 &	 �	 E "��	 
&9����#��� ���������	 ��� �J�� #�Z >�g�4 ���L�Hp"। ��	� ���R��� 9�[ �� ���	। 
3����	 !1 ��� ! �2 "���	 ��:,� �	�	 ���। 3&�, 3��E �	�  9 !1 ����। ���  \�&  �	 
	<�  G 3��	 $���	 9�"�	 9�"�	 ����� । 3����	 �� ��-�। 3	 ��-� 9���1 	,�  	�� 
9�� ��	  �	। 

3����	 	?����3����	 	?����3����	 	?����3����	 	?����    
3�	� $� 	?��� =9?  �	�4 ��	 ��̀ �<� 9� ��  � <�� 
� �	  �	 �� ���  &���  �� 

@&� 9���  	� ���। 3����	 �<� 9� �� @&��  3M��?	 �	 3M�?  �	 ���  &�� ��P 	���। 
���  ¶�Q  �	 $����। ��	 ����� K  �	 $�E��। ��	�	 ! &�� �����9� ¶�Q ���  3M�? 
 �	 &��̀� >7���  	�। ��� P� &	 �	 �S���� @��	  �	 �। $#�����G��	 "� �����A��� $& 
����� �A-	। ��	 ��-����� $��� �����4 ��§ &� 2। ��1 ��n- ����� ��� ,����� $��� �#�� ��	 
&�	 $ p�� ���- 9�� ����। 

3����	  ��4 ! ��� 9� #?��� �� "#�?	 ���। 3�	� A�Z��2 $�����	 @&�  1। �S�� 
3����	  �। � � 3����	 �� 3�4 ��� $�����। 8�� �S ���� $� ��� 9� ��	 $��  3����	 
����	 $,9�	� 3����। #?-&��- 3����	 ����	 ��̀ �A��। &�P ��²��� 3" "���� $,��� >l��। ! 
��� ���K��� $�����	 @&�� 	 ��G�� ! 2� &�= "���	 
����� ���। ! ����	 $ � ���-K �J� 
$1। 3����	 �Z�1 $ � ���-K ����<��	 �Z�1 �। $� $ � &��, $� $ � s��, &����# $���1 
3�	� ]�:���� �Z� ���&�	 >�	। 3�	� ����	 9���  	�। 3�	� ����	 &	�	�9 ���s��  
��,��  	���। ������ �����R��	 ��� ��������� $� ��� P�� @&� 3�4 �� ! �2 ���"��	 "� 
���K �। 
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&'�� �� 

3����	 �L�� WK 
	�E�������--1&�������&9 ���� ��� P��	 ���Ay &������� !1 ���- !  &���� � ���� 

9���4 $�, ��� P��	 $��&�c� 1���9�� �� #?��������	 9��� <��� 9P�Q	  	�� 1[� । ��� 
o�2 ��� ���-। ��9��� &���	  &	 ��		 9�� $��  <��� $��	 3�# &��VK & ��  ��:	1 $��� 
! �2 �Q�-�-� ��� ��&�d $�� ��� 9��। ��	�	 "���� ��	�� $� ��&�d 	,�  	�� ��E 
N�N �Q�-�-� ��� ��&��d	 ���� 9�� 9��। 
�A���  ��	�s���� 3�	� ���� ��� P�� 
��� �&��̀9 � ���� &�����	 >�	 3��p ^G_ ����� �। � � ��-�� ��	�s���� 3�	� ����- 
^G_ � ���� ��	�4 �। ���� ��� P��	� 1���9�� �� ��  ��	� $��� ��&�d =9?  	�� �   	�� 
�, �� ����	 �"
 �����	। ��	� ��� $	�" $ ���� ��-Q &���	  31� ���&� 9�� ,�� ��9��E 
3����	 ���	 � 4� $1। $  �, E2� ����	 n�	��� �����	। ��	� ! 2� 3���� 	��। 

3����	 ����&, &���	  &	 ��		 1�I��1 ���� ��� P��	 &������^��� 3���,� &�����2 
^G_&9 ��	 ��"��	 $4�Z�4। $ �, ��� P��	 &������&��̀9	 >�	 &���	  31�	 $� �Z# 
>��� 9�� 3�4 ��	 $��<�� $ � &�������	 ��<1 &	 ��		 1[�	 ��G�� ! �	�	 � 4� � �� 
 	� &�� �।  �	 n��Z  ’2� ���� 3�4 $� >·���·� &���� 4����� ��� P��	 "I� ��& ��	 
$<���� �����? 

����	 1��9��& ��1 $ � ������ ��L ��S	 $"��	 ��		 $�� ���  �	�4 ��1 ��	� $,K� 
 �	�4 $&���� ! �2 ����� &	 �	 ��Z�  	�	। 1���9��-A��B�-�2�� ��E 3" $&1 �9�"� �U�	 
3m� ����4। !	 >�¡�� 9�[ "#�?	 ���� ���A� &O�K  	�, ����	 ����� K  	�, ,̀Z�Q ��"� 
&'� - ����	 �� &��� E &�T9 &O�K  	�। ����� $ � �����	 ��L &���� A��� &H� 9��E 
����	 &H��� ��n-s��� 9��-1���9��-A��B� ,�M	E 9�� �, 9�� ���	 �। $��� , ���Z , ��-� !1 
���� ��� P�� ,M 9���� $A���4 $�, 3E���� ��#�  ���� $n��?�  �	 �������	 l�	� 
���������	 ������_  	���। ��1 ��	� 3" &E��	 9���4 `G� 3��, 9���o� 9 , &��	 ��, 
H � $,p��	�, H�	� 39��, ��9��� 3��, $&������, ���	 >¡� ����  �����, #?�� O�, &��������� 
E "#?��"-� $��� 	 n��Z। !��	�  ��²���	� c�¸���	 3�"-� 4�Z� � 4�1 ��  �	 �।  

3�	� l��-9� A���� ��� ���� ,�1 $�, 1���9�� ���	 <��� 9P�Q	 �� ��� P��	 ��&�d 
	,�	 &��� ���������	 �����	 $ � &' - $1। 3�	� �� <��� $,���4��� �� �� $��� 
9��। ��	 ���� 3�	� $����4 ^��। !�� ��? �����4 3����	 ��� ��� A�1-$��, 1�� 9��	���4 
3����	 ��-$���	�, �4y-���[y 9���4 ��� ��� ��	��	, #O99�	� 9���4 $�Z $ ��2	 �� ��²��� 
&Q�। ����� �9���	 ����	 ���� ����� ����	 �b �°	 ��� ���  �	 9�� $#�4 ��� P��	। 
3�	� $n��?�  �	�4 
�����। 3����	 &Q�	� ��	�4 �S, �9��[ ���	 ���। 3�	� ��b 9���4 
!  �	?�?  
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&�=���-9� 
��� "��� �9�&�� ��:,�� � 9� �	���। 3" 3����	 ! �2 ���  ��- ��d	 &�� 
� ��� �	�	 ��। 

��1  3"E ��	� 1���9��	  �4 $��  <���	 >�[K =9�?	 "� q� � ����- 4�2�4��2  	�4, !  
��  ��	 $	�� 3�	  �� ��� &�9��	 ��� ���O�� ���	 "� $	�cE ��� P�� $�pZ��[, ����	�  
3�	� N����	  �	 ���� ,�1-��²�����	 
��- ��� �4���� $���	 �� 3	 $1। +0 " @&� ��� 
�������� ����	 �� H��	�� $#�4। !  ��	"�H	�  9��  �	 �����	 ��� "�  	�	 �� ���� 9�� 
$#�4। �� ��	"�H	�  �&�� ��&��E ���������  3	 ���� 	��� ���� �। 

��²��� 3" $"�#�4। $�� ���"��	 ��d ���<� 9���4। ����� ��-	 @&���	 ]	��� 	�L	 ��� 
$H�:2�� "« ����4 9�"�	 9�"�	 ���"�। ����"����� ��	�1 $��� "����  $�O_। ��	"�H	 
����&n�� ��	 �����	 ������	 �  #����	 ����" �� ��� �	 $1। ��²��� "��� ��"�  ��L 
 	��1  	��। �2�� �� *¹ ��� ��²��� $  ���’ ��� ��I��� &Q��  9���  �	E ���Q�� n����� 
��	�� �। ! �2 ��²��� �G? $�:�, �� � ��-QE $& �S ,����� ���� ������ 9����	��	 ��G��। $  
�, ��²��� 3" $�:�, �	�� ,�� �, $& ��	 ��:,�� ,��।  

`G� 3��, 9���o� 9  ����	� ����� �������� E ��²���	 ��  &�-��  �	�4। 3	 $& 
 &����# ����	�  $��� 9�� �। ̀G� 3�� ���OA����  �� ���	 ����  	�	 ��	��� 3����	 
&Q���	 ^��  �	 $��	�4। ���������	 ��<  �� ���	 $ � ��� �	 ��²��� ���  $���। #� 
�c�&�	 ���& ����� #?�A��2 ��²��� ! ��� �	 �����4� �I��k� $�� ���"� E ��	 ��� । ‘‘��� 
������’’ E � ���	 9���o� 9  $,p��	�	 �	����-1 $� ��  $Hp" ��-�		 �� q� �&9 ���������	 
&�P ��P !�� � \�&  �	 �����4 ��E 3����	 "�� 9�� $#�4। �����E �N��	 9���o� 9  
�����	 
��-�  "��£�� �����4। H�	� 39��, ��9��� 3�� E $&�������	 �� &����"   �2^��� 
$�� ������	 ����� �&� �����। >�&�9��	 3�	� WK  �	 ��� ���� ,�1 $�, ��� P� ��	 $#�4। 
$&"� 3�	� ���� 1-���� 1���9��-A��B� ,M। ��	  �	E �����4 1���9�� �� ���	��� &���	  
 �����।  �	 $��  ��� ���� 39�"��	  	���  ��	� $ � ��A 9�� �। ��	� ��²��� 9��E ! ��� 
�Z�,�Z�	 $,K�  	�� ����	�  3�	� "����X�9� ���1 #?�  	���। &��� &��� "����X��9��	 $� 
! ��� ���P �O����� ��E 3�	� ����	�  �	?  �	�� $��। 
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º��	 3��� $���� ���[। 
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������	 ��&�� ��̀- ��#�Q º��	  

3��� $���� ���[ 
 

"���	 >�¡��� �s��� 	������	 $���	 A��? 
‘���L &�=���	 �k �	 �����  ��2�� 3�	� 8A �A���	 ���  !�#�� ,���4। 1������ 3�� �̀�- 

��#�Q º��	 3��� $���� ���[।’ 

#� +�1 $� 
��� ����� $���	 $ � $��  "���	 >�¡��� ��� !  A���? 
��� �������� 
&	 ��		 �s��� 	����� @&�� "G� 1&��� >��	�L $n��?�  �	।  

��� ���, $&�� $��� �̀�	 �, �� 
��� �������� &	 �	 �N ������ 	���	 
� O�� ��A 
 	��।  

@&�� "G� 1&��� ��:	 A���? ���L�Hp�"	 A�̀� �	 >»�&� ���&�  �	 !�� ���, 
���L�Hp�"	  �g�	 ����	�� E ��§ ��·� 3M��? ��� P� ���9� �9���� ���[ !�� ����	 
����� !� ���	 �̀��	 $ �g�� !�& ��:�Z���4। 

���������	 &��Z &�� $ ��2 ���L-��#� �����	 ��� #A�	 &9��A�̀� � ��  �	 @&�� "G� 
1&��� ���, ��������	 ���� 1������1 �A����-��̀- ���# 
� �	  �	�4। ����� $��  1���9��	 
��-	 ���9�	 ^���� ��? �����4, $ ��2 $��  #O99�	� 9�� ���	 �A��	� ���4। ����� ����� ���� 
����	 &Q� 9��	���4, ����	 �°�� �����	 3 ��-����& 3" �&L। �9����	 	�L ���������	 
��-��Q	 3" ��। ��� ��	� 3�"� &�=��� ����� 9�	���। 3" ����	 !�&� ����#	 ������ 
���E 8�� �° ���� ���	। 

�s��� 	����� �O���	 &��� ��� $�, &��Z &�� $ ��2 ��²���	 ���# �O�� $��� ���	 �। !�� �� 
�O�� $��� $�E�� 9�� �। ��� 3��& ���� ��� $�, ��²���	 ! �° ! �� ����	 ���� 9��& 
$H�2���। 

�������� $  
����� $n��?�  	�� ���� 9���4 ��	  �	? ������ �&�I @&�� "G� 1&��� 
���, 1���9�� E ��	 >���K���	 &��� 3��� 3���,� $��� �I�k� E ��:	 &9 �-�	� )�$� ��,- 
&���	  31 ����9�	  �	 #?��������	 9��� <��� 9P�Q	 &'� - $��&�c� 1���9��	  �4 
$��  ! �2 $n��?� $���	 "� ���<�  �	�4��। � � $& $n��?� $ � &�� 3	 3&� �। ��	 
���� 1���9��	 ��-	 $&����9� ]�:���� �Z� �	�9, �	S �����	 >�	। 

��� ��  o1 ��&��d	 ��ª 3E���� ���#	 >�	 $� $��� ,�����	 ���& ,��4 �s��� 
	����� E2��  ! �2 �����	 $�&��� ��� ��A�9�  �	। ��� ���, 1���9��	 >���K�	�1 ����	 
�&Z�� ! �P��  �	�4��। ���� WKA��� $��� �4� $�, �̀�- E ���� ��� P��	 "���� ��	�� 
&�&�#? �O�   
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�O�  @�g�  ����� 9�� o�2� ��&�d �?�  	��। ��	�	 $�p� ������� ! �2 ��&�d 
�?�  	� 9��। A��e��  ����  	�	 "�1 1���9��	 �< $��  ! �P��  	� 9���4�। @&�� "G� 
1&��� ! ������	 >���	 ���� �����	 n��Z ,�����	 ���,K�	 ��§ �T�  �	। 

&�S 3E���� ��#  �-� !�� o�O� �	���	 >�	1 8�� &���	  ���9� 3M�? ,������4 ��� 
&���	  "�Q�	 �< $��  $� ����  	� 9���4 ��	 "���� @&�� "G� �"�R&  �	� ��9�� 1 �� 
3	 E ������	 &�	 �H��		 >�	 3M�? ,��� 9� $ ? ��	� $�� 3E���� ��#  �-� �� 
o�O� �	�	 $ �2�1 �4�� �। 

��������� 1��9��&	 �O9�� #?9��� $���E ����	 ��&��� 	���#- 3" $� �	��� ���� 
 �	�4 ��	 "� @&�� "G� #A�	 o�� � ��  �	। ����	 >�¡��� ��� �"�R&  �	� ����� 
����� �	�9, �	S �����  ���  �	�? 9��� �  1&��� ������  �	? �&�"�, ��T	 �� #�"-� \�& 
 	�	 �  $ � ���� 1&���� 3�4? 

���������	 �����	 3��& ���� �s��� 	����� ���, ��-�,�	 3�# 3E���� ��# "#?�  
$�&� E���� �����4� ��	 ����2 ��	� ���  	��। ��� "�� $�, ��:	 &	 �	 A�̀�9��  A�̀� ��, 
)� ��n� ��-Q "��	 ��"� �E �H, �Z �Z ��a "���� 	?  �	 $���  &��"��d	 ��� ��� 
$��� �O����R। 

$� &�P ����&n��  ����� &���	  ���9�	 &��� &9����#��  	�4, ����	 ���  �g�	 N:����	� 
>¼�	?  �	 @&�� "G� 1&��� ����	�  ������ �����	 
��-���	��� E ���L &�=�� ���	��� nO?� 
 �"  	��	 $��  ��	� �� �� ���-� $�। ����� ��̀	 A������1 ����	�  !&��	 "� 
"������9  	�� 9��। �� ����	 ��� $ ���  O�� ���-  	� 9�� �। 

>�&�9��	 �s��� 	����� $n��?�  �	 $�, �	�9 �	S �����  9���  �	 &��Z &�� $ ��2 
��²���	 ���L	 &�=���  P�  	� ���� �। ��²���	� ����	 $���  ����L  	��1  	��। 

��� ���������	 "���, ��-, �?- E �����- ���-���� ����2 �����  3" 
��� ���������	 
��� � ��� r ��� 9�� �<� �"-�-���L �"-� &9����  	�	 3��� "��। $  �, "� 
3����	 &�����। $ � ��L1 �� $g ��� ��	�� �।  
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���� ��� P�� "Y�� ���������	  � ��� $��  ��  �	�4? 
#� )�$� ��,- ���������	 
����� ��� �	S �#�	 �  &���	 �a�A��� 9���  	�	 "� 

1���9��-�2�� !�� ����	 "Y�� ���9� $� nO?� �� =9?  �	 ��	  � ���- �����&�	 $,��� q� � 
$�E��	 "� q� �� ��s�	� *� " ������ &������ �  )�$� ��,- $"�	  �	 ��	 ����	 �H½ 
 ����	� $ �Z ��� �����  �	 ���� ��� P�� $4�Z $�E�� 9�। ��	�	 $��  &������, $���	-
$2���A��	 >�	  �g�	 &���	  $&~	��� 3�	��  �	 ��  9����	 ���9� &�	� ��������� !  
$���9-�  #?9��� ��¾, ��¬&����# E ��-? ��A�� ,����� ���। �O����	 ���Q ��� ���� 
���������	 &�� �	 n2� $��  ���4y 9�� �Z���। ��� $�p9 ��� �	 �Q	��� !�� �� �Hp�"	 
 �g�	 �O�K�  H�:�  ���� $� &� &������  ��?A��  ��[  �	 &���Q �c�I�� $� 2� �	� 2� �	� ��	 
&�=9  	�� �� ���� �����&� $"�Z�  	�� ���������	 ! �2 ��A7& �,�। 3	 �� &�= ��� 
3"� 	 ��<�� E ��\P �����	 �,� $��� 3���� 9�� >g��। ���"�� ��̀ ��� "����	 "� 
,�� 8G  �	 �����4। ^�2 �  s� �g g�   �	 1���9�� �� ���� 9�� � " ������ &������  ��	� 
!	 3�# $ ��� ��������� 3�&� ����	 3�d?  	��। !&� �� &������ �  &H�	 3�� 
1���9�� ���	 ! �2 ��A 9���-!	� $	&� �&- �����	 q� �	 "&���� $����, $���� &�	n��2	 
��&, ������		 A�Z 3	 $���� q� �	 ��� &�1� �, �	 &�, $���2��u, $��2	 #�Z�	 �,� A�Z। 

$& ���9�  &���	  #��Z�� &���	  ��d�? ! &� &������ �  � ���	 "� ��������� &H�		 
����� $�E�� 9�। !1 &H�		 3�# 1���9�� &��9� ���� �	�� $� &� &������  )�$� ��,- ��-Q 
q� �� ��s�  �	�4�� ����	 !1 &H�	 3&�� $��� 9�� �।  �	? ����	�  !1 ���d� &H�	 
3&�� ���� 3��� @����, ��	 ��̀ ����  H�:�  $��� ���� �। ��� !1 ���d� &H�		 ���s� 
 �	E �������� ��#� &������� 	 $,���  ����-A��� H�:�  ���� ��	�� � $�¯�� 1���9��-�2�� 
,M। 

!�&��&��2 $��&	 ������ &������  �2- $	��" ¿� ��� $� &���	   �O-�< !1 &H�		 
���d� ��� ���Ay s�� A�Z�  	� $��  ��:Z  �	 	���। ��n�2 $�	���  �	 ��̀ ����  q� �� $,K� 
 �	। � � ��	 ��� $�� E ���������	 !  A��	 ��A7& �,� H��2 >�g�4। ��:	 &H�		 ��AR��	 
�?-�  	�� �#�� ! 2� ��� �OK��Q	 ���� ��� &�	� ���������	 &���	  ���9�	 @����,  	9���	 
! �2 ����� ���� �	�� $,K�  �	�4। ��� �����4, #��� ����	 ����& � ��, #O�����	 $�2 !� 
�̀?- 9���4 $� �À�	 ��	 ��	 >�g $���E  K 9�[। ��	 ��� ��� � &b��9 9����	 ���9�	 
9�������� ���������	 � �< $��� 	 ��� � ��	� $�"���	 "� $��� $#�4।  

$	��" ¿� �����4, ��������� �� �Hp"  � ��� $�� �  9���  �	�4 ��  �	E ��< ��� 
&�� �। � � �A-	���#� E �	��< �9&���	 �A���� ! &����  ���< �� �< 9�� ��� ��:	 
��	?�। 

� � 3����	  ��4 3E���� ��# E ���� &�̀� $� &�P �9&�� !�&�4 ��	 $��  ��� ��� $� ! 
���7 �Q�� *¹ �< $��  �¹ �< $�� �  ��	� 9���  �	�4।    
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�����	 MT�	���  �:��4 3Y�9	 3	�  

� �  �� ?-��	 n�� A����  ��? 
$��  $��  	�L	 >�	 ����� ��A  �	�4 
��� #?�"����d  ��������। !1 ��8 E �#�g� 

	���  \�&  �	 $�E��	 "�, ��-̀�  	�	 "� 	n��  "I� 1���9�� $����� �����4 ��	 
9�����	 &��" �����	 ����� ��Q�	। ,��4 ���-,��	 #?9���, ��8, �	�, �O�, ��� -����� $ � 
$A���A� $1। ������� \�&  	�4 &A���	 ��gs� ��<�I� , ���Z�� ^:�Z�� ���[ �&�"�-
��T	 Â����� ���Z�� ���[ ��-���  ������, ��a- �	���, ����� � 3	 !1 ��-	 �7�& 
9����	 ��-�� n2��  ,��� $�E��	 "� ����"��� !�� &������ ��	  	�4 ��, A�  �	 �����4 

��� &������ ��H&^���। 

&�	� �������� 3" 	?�<�। �����	 ���g Â��4 3^ �����& ��	 ����, 3 �� �k �	�[y। 
3	 ,�	���  A��, ��9�� E 3��=P �&9�� �����	 �,7 ��	 �������� 9�� ��Z�4 $����	�। 
�����	 !�9 ������ 3Y�9	 3	� 9���� �	-�	  �	  �:��4 � � ��������	 !�� ���Q	 
$&�� !�"� "���&��n	 �O97 	����#-	 n�� A�²�4 �, ����  ����� 9�[ �। 

>��� &��9� �  "���&��n	 ������ �	 &��	  �� A��� �#���4?  � 8�� �O97 ��L��#-	 
��- 
"�Z� � �� �� ��:	  �t ���Q	 ������?� $��	��� ����? 8�� ����	 &��� >��� &��9��  "���� 
,�1 ��������� $� ����� �R ,��4 �� ��� s��	 3A�Q	�? �����	 �। ! ��� ! �2 
��� 
"���	 &��-�Ap�_ 	<�	 ���-��1 $&1 �O�K� �? $��  ��,�	  G, �&��Q �। ���� "���&�Ã	 ��� 
���� 3s� 9��	�� � $H��। ����	 ���� �O97 ��L 3���	 � 3" �	�। �	� �u�	  t। � � 
$ ? ���E �  A��� !2� ��� P��	 3A�Q	�? ����, ��1 �  #����	 ����" $1? � � 
1��9�& &�<� $�� �  #���� $�� ��	� $ � �������, s�,  �� ��,�	  �	 �-��� !��� $  !� 
�,Q� !� A���। H��§�12 !�� !cE��c- $ ��c	 �� �A������ $�O�OT �� �������� &	 �	�  

� O�� ���	 ���� "�����4, ��E �u $ � $ � ���s�  	�4 �? 3���	 �	 �� ��� �E 
�����	 !1 MT $���� A�	�M�Q, ��9��। 

� � �u &��9� �  ��������� &�n�2� #?9���	 ������	 ��"	 !�� ��:	 &	 ��		 ����_ 
!Z��� ���	? ��:	 "�� >�,� ��������� 3" �� n2�4 ���� ��� ��� - �S ���9��		 ����� 
���� ���	 �। �u &	 ��		 �< $��  ��� $��� ���	 $�, 1���9�� "I�,M  ��>�K ,��	 &�I 
���  	�	 "� ��� ��� - �S-�S ����	 ����� �����	� 1 ��������� 	�����R ���9�	  	�4। 
� � $&�<��E �  ����	 � 4�  	?�� �4� � �� $1? ��:	� �  ,��LA�I	 �"�9��� ��� P��	 
"I���9�	 ��G�� ���s� =9? ��	�� �? 3&�  �� 9��� <���&� ��� - &	 ��		 #?�d H�:� । 
$��� $��� ! �� _������	 H�:� । $��� $��� ! �� _������	 $����?	 $� ��� ��� - &	 �	 
��&	?  �	 3&�4 ��� P��	 $<��E ��	 ����M� n�2�। $  �, ��� - &	 ��		 &���	  E 
��-���  &�9��� � $��� ��� P��	 &���	  ,M ��������� ! ��E ��� ,����� ���	 �� 
3����	 ����& 9� �। ��� - &	 ��		 $"� 	��� >�,� ���������	 &��Z &�� $ ��2 ���� ����	 
��P_ �"�� 	���	 
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����"�1 3" �	?�? ���� ��b 9���4। ! ���� ����	 "���A  	��1 9��। "� ����	 
��������। ��]��� ��� - &	 �	 ���������	 ���L&�=���	 �< ���� �  �	 �,	 ���	 "� 
����	 �k�_ 9�	���-!1 3����	 o��। 

�O�2E ! 1 ���	 ��� । �O�2 �����&��  ��<� ����� ����  ��̀��  ��। ��� P� 3"E 
 �E�����	 ���� &�&�। �O�2�	  �4 $��  $& ���[ ��	 � &�9��� E &9����#��। &��	�� 
�O�2 &	 �	 1�[  	�� !1 #?9���	 ��G�� 1���9�� &	 ��		 >�	 ,�� &O�K  	�� ��	��� � � 
��	� ��  �	�।  �	? ��� P��	 "I� ��& ,�M	 &��� 	<?��� �O�2� &	 ��		 ���?�"�  E 
����� &' - "�Z�। �O�2� m��  ���	 ��Z����Z &�¦E ����d� 9�� ��� P� &	 ��		 >�	 ,�� 
&O�K  	�� �
� O�� "�����4 !�� $n��?�  �	�4 $� ��� P�� �O�2� &�9��� ����9� �� ��।  

����� ��L�#- A���4 !2� ��� P��	 3A�Q	� �����	 !�� �������� ���[y������। 
1���9��, A��e� E �2�� ,�M	 �L��E !1। A����� !1- ����}�, �#� E ���"���	 �� ��������E 
! 1 ��-��� ��Z। � � ���L	 $���� �� �  �2� ? ! 2� 3���,�  �	 $��� �� । ����}� 
�1�"�	��	 ! �2 <��� ���-&��9��, &��O�� E &����"  �k�	 ��  $��  �1�"�	��	 �� 
!�� �	 &��� $ � ���- � $1। �#� E ���"������- A�	��	 ��	�2 ����	 o1�2 <�X !�� �। ����	 
����	 &��# ���������	 �L���  !   �	 $���	 ��--$"�# n�����	 ��।  �	?, ��� P��	 
"&����	 �� 	� 4�v�y "�	 ��& ���������। $Ap�#���  ��  $��  ���������	 &�I ��� P��	 
�̀	_ ��	�� ��1�। �����-� s�� A�	� ���s�। A��� &��9��, &��O�� E &����"  �k !�� 3,�	 
���� &'̀?- ���	������। !�� ��� ��� ��� P� &�9��	 ��� ��#� $�1� �4�	 ���� 
��� P��	� ���������  $���?  �	�4, #?��d	 #�� �2�� 9���  �	 	�"���  ��� �	2� �E �4��� 
����4। �i 9�"�	 �#-��1� A�̀��  ��	� ����	 ��"��	 ��	�  �	। ��!� ��-���  ���L, 
	�"���  
�����, &���O��  �̀������ E ����  ��̀����	 !1 &�=���  ���[y������ 3�T�� 
��� ��A�9�  	� ��� �।..... 

�������� �� 1���9��	 9�����	 $4���� <���<� �� $	cM& !�#�� !�&�4��� 3��-	 
$&���, � � &���	  "�Q� $��9�� ��������� �����	 ����� $�� $&�9�� ��	� �����	 $&�� 
 	�� �	P 	���4। �� �	P 	���4 ��� "I�,�M	 ��� ���R �k 9��, �k 9�� �����	 
MT। �ª 	�� ��� $	cM�&	 ����_ �  $�� 9�� �#���4? ��� "���	  ��4 ��	� !1 ¬��	 
��-	��	 ��A7&  G? �,� ���� ��	 �O97 ��L��#-	 >�	 38 ,�� &O�K	 ����  	�� ���	 �? 3�	� 
3��  	���, ��	� 3	 ��� �H�	�� �� �� �। 3�	� !��� 8� !�&�4 ,� !����	 $#p	�, 
��-���� ����Z� &�=��� "��	 3��-3 �²<�	 ��̀- ��� । �����&� "����, �����	 &��Z &�� 
$ ��2 ����E "���� ����	 $����1 $���?, �J� 3	 ����,�	 $&���1 3�4 �9�,��	 ���� 
W�-। $&���1 �9�,� ����Z� �����	 o�� $��,�	 $,K�� &�,K। � � ���� ��� P��	 9����	 
�����	 ���9�	 ��-�	��,� 3M��? &��Z &�� $ ��2 ��I���	 "�� �� 3" ���y, ��-���  
"�� �� "�� �� ����-P, �� ,� 3M�? �	� 9����	��	 �< ����  	�4 !2� A���� 
&���1 ���  9�� 9�। 

��� $��� ���	 $� ,��	 	���� #? ���������	 #?���&	 &��� �	 ��	,� � $"�1 "I� 
��& ��	 &��- $��#��[। � � ��E �� 3�	� � A��� ����&  	���?  �	? ,� ����	 �Z�-<��	 
��	 	��� ��	� &��Z &�� $ ��2 ��I���	 ���L-&�=���	 � O�� E ��	,� "��� � �� $ ����1 
����&  	� ��� �। 

���  ����� �� ��� 9� 3	� "�9��	 ��� । 1&����	 ��<� $���� ����, $���� "�����	 
"���� ��� 1 ���9�  	�� 9��, $�� � ��̀��	 ������ �"����  ���� 9�� 4��� � � ��	��� $ �  
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��� �����&� $���4 � । 3	� "�9��	 ����� E ����  "�=� $9� , 1&����	 ��̀�d &��� 

����� $&p���O�_	 �	�� ¥�� $9�  ��²��	 &��Z &�� $ ��2 ���� !1  ��1 �����&�	 $,���-��̀� 
��[��	� 9�[। 

3	� "�9��	 ��"��	 ��AR�� $��  "�� >�,� $�, $ ����� ��-�� �k�	 $"��	1 ���Ay 
����#��� !  	��� �&��&  	�� ���	 �। ��� ��1 9���, ��9�� ! 1 A���, ! 1 A�̀#�� ! 1 ��- 
E ! 1 &��O��	 ��� �	� 3	� "#? 3" !�^��� 	��� ��AL $ ? 

�����	 !1 ����� E �O97 ��L��#-	 !1 ���	"  ����� ���A���	 ����E &��Z &�� 
$ ��2 �	S �	y �����	 �d� �,7 ��	 &�9����	 9P �&��	�  �	 ��	� �"	 s��  �	�4, ��:	� 
9�� ���, #�k�, $�9G, 	�����, "G��	 ��� $��� ��	 3���� ��K �9�����	 ��� $<� 
A�	���- 3	 �9���� $����	 3���- ��	,���� $&��A��2 	�����। ���-���-$��� 	� ! o�2 	���  
"���[ �����&L &����। 
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���	���  &������  ���	� 
&'�� ��� 

	�"���  &���� 
"� ����� 

+� ��-� �� &���� 
+� "�, +/0+ 

 

&'�� �� 

	�"���  &����? 
�������� &�&��	 !  	�"���  &�����	 ����"���� &'� - ����	 �N $�� $&�¼�	 9�� 

>�g�4। � � !	 �� ��E�� ���[ � ��� ‘	�"���  &����’ ! �WK  ���2 ��   a�-
"a�	 "�� ��� ,���4। $� $ � &�����	 ���  a�- a� ����k �� &O�K  �	, !�� 
&�&���2�  "�2��	  �	। ! "�� &�WK, &����-K ���	 ! �Q ����"। 

$� $ � &�&��	 �� ���������	 &�&���  ��P���	 ��	�� ���V�? �  �	 $ �� ���9�  
�O�K�� ��,�	  	� 9��, 3�	� ��  �	 !	 &���� ��E�� ���� �। $  3" ��I��� �	?�?  �	 
���L���� ��b 9�� ��Z�4-!  ���2	 "��� $��� 9��। 

�O����	  ��4 �"�� � $� 3E���� ��# #?���d  !  	�"���  ��। 3E���� ��# 
������d  	�"����� ����&�। ��1, 3E���� ��# ��-�,� ���=9?  �	�4�, ��-�,� !   
&����#�	� �� �9&��� "�� 9��E ���Q�`?-, &9-��s��	 "� 3���,� @�g�  ����� 9���4। &�9�& 
��{�� �� E �� 3E���� ���#	 �। ��� $  3" 3E���� ���#	 $�O�_ ���������	 �����  
���L &�=�� ,����� 9�[ !	 &o�	 $��� 9��। ! &�=���	, !�� 1���9�� �� &	 ��		 @����,  
��-	��	 �N  �� ��� 9���4, �N �1 $��� 9���4। o���	 & ��	  ��4 ! &�  �� "��। 

��̀ &�&��	 $�p��   �	?^����  !�Z�� $ � &�����	 $,K�  	� 9��, &���� A��� 
�P 
��E�� $#��E s��� ���Q 3&�� ���	 �। s��� &�����?	 "�� �	��<, �A����L �, #A�	 E 
&��̀	�&�	� �Q�O-�K !�� ��P� >����	 ����"। ��1, ��	� 	�"���  &�����	 ���� �����4 
��:��	  ��4 &�=���	 &���-  ���2 WK �� �� 9��।  

���������	 ���� ��-�, $��� 
�A��� A���1 3��  �	�4�, #?��d	 &���	? ����, !   
&����#�	� �� �9�&��, 3E���� ��# ��� P��	 &����� 	,�  	��, ��� P��	 ��&, A�	, 
�	��-� ��-�, ��-Q ,����� ����। � � "«�¬ $��  ��� P�� $� �Z��d	 	�"��� ,�� 3&�4 
��	1 �� ��	 &���	? �����	 ��G��  ����� 
��-����, �#?���d  ��L 3��	E ,M�Q 8G  	�। 
�����	 &�P 3��-3 �³��  &��7  �	 ���� ��& E $���?�  ����9� 	���	 >�¡��� ��	� 
3 �� A��� �	��	��, �	S ��I���	 >�	 ���� ��� P�� @&� $����� ���। ��	� ���������  
$#�	s�� ��	?�  �	�4, �< �< �����  #O99�	�,  �	�4, 3���-�O��-�����  9���  �	�4, �< 
�< �� $����	 1��9��  �	�4, $ ��2 $ ��2 2� �	 &'�� ��2  �	�4। ���� ��� P�� &���	  
,�M	 �"	��9� ��-��� E ����� ��, &��Z &�� $ ��2 ��²���	 ��  	L�L  �	 �����4। 
��I���	 $,��� 3" ��§ nO?� E ����9�&�	 3^ Â��4। #?�"����d  ���������	 �s��� 	����� 
@&�� "G� 1&����	  �t $��� \�� 9�-‘�< �< �9���	 ����	 >�	 3���,� ,��� ���	 
�’-$&�� <���<� ��I���	 ��	  ���21 ���\�� 9�� >�g�4�। 
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� � 3E���� ��# $�O�OT ��P� E ���L���� ��� A�����#�  �m� $� �। ��̀�� ��:	� 
������d  E ���Q�̀?- 	�"����� ����&� ��� �����"� 	L���� 3=9� । ��� 	L���� ��� 
��<� $�p4� &�� �, ��²���	 3��-3 �³� ��� ������ 9E�� &�� 9�, $&1 �� ��&	�? ���� 
$ � ����k �� � 3�&, ��	1 "� �s��� 	����� @&�� "G� 1&��� ,�	�2 �̀�-��- �����4। 
&�WK, l��-9�, &����-K 1�I� �s��� 	������	 $ �� $������	1 ��	,��  �, !�� ��:	 
���� �� E 3Q�	 ��� E ���A��  �	�4। ��:	 ,�	�2 ��- ��P� ��s�	 $��<�� ��I���	 ��	 
 ���2� 1 ���\��  �	�4। 

@&�� "G� 1&����	 ,�	�2 ��- 9�� (+) �I�k� $�� ���"�	 	9�� !�� ���� 	�"���  
$�O�OT�  ������- ���L ()) �������� $��  ���� ��� P�� &�P @&���	 ��&�	? (*) 
��� 
�������� &	 ��		 
� O�� !�� (i) ��#� )* �4�		 ��J� ��-&9 ��-�� ���� <��&���� &'��	 
<���̀	?। �I�k� $�� ���"��	 	9�� �����	 ���&������ $��। ��� #?���d  ���������	 
	�����। ��:�   �	�#��	 $	�� $ � 3���,� ,��� ���	 �। 3���,� ,�����	 "� ��:	 E ��:	 
&9 �-���	 ��� ���- ���L ����1 9��। ����� E ��I���	 ��< ��A�� $���	 ! ��� ��� �	� �I�k� 
$�� ���"��	 	9��। ���� ��� P�� @&���	 ��I���	� ������ 9����	 ��� ��  �	। ���� 
��� P�� @&���	 >�	 ��I�����	 $ � 3s� $1। ����	 >��s���� ��I��� �	��� ��  	�� 
���	 � !�� !  �	�?1 <�� ���-�	  �� ��� &�¦E $ � >l�Ä�� �H�	 ���। A��� E ������&	 
���� �	����	 A�� "�#�� ���	 �। 
��� �������� &	 �	 �����	 &�-P�		 �����	 3s�A�"। 
�����	 3��-3 �³� 
��� �������� &	 ��		 ������ ���H���। �����	 ��-��,� ��������	 
��� #�g� !1 &	 �	 � O� �P��� ���������	 ������_  	�	 ��� �	�। 3	 ���� ��� P��	� 
#� )* �4�	 ������  $���?  �	, ��J�  �	 !�� &�-���� #� ��,- ���&	 )� ���	� $��  9���, 
��t 1������� ���������	 ��-����  $�A��� \�&  �	 �����4 ��	 <���̀	? ���� 9��। @��  �� 
31#� $� $ � ��,��	 ��²��� <���	̀? ����  	�� ���	। ��� ��	��� ��	 &'� K  	� 9���4। 
��4�Z� ��P� �O�KA�I�� ��,�	  	�� ���� 9�, ��9�	-�2�¶K, ���	X-���Z� ����  ��� 
���Q�� ��� �� ���	 �।    

@&�� "G� 1&����	 ,�	 �H�	 �A���� 	�"���  &���� 9�� s��� H� ��E�� ���� ��� 
3�	� �����&  �	। ! �2 "��� ���-K !  ��<� $�p4�	 "�� "�� �	? &�=�� ,����� ���[। 
	�"���  &���� $&1 ��<� $�p�4 ���� ���- 9�� s��� H� �� ���Q 3&�� ���	 �। &�� $& ��1 
 �g�	 $9� , ���  �
� �	  	� ��� � !��  	�E >�,� �। ��P� E &���  >��<�  	�	 $,K�  	� 
9��E ��	�s�� ��	 �"
 #���� ��� $��� ����। 

���������	 ������	E &���  �
� �	  	� >�,� 9�� �। 3" ¬A��� ! &���2 $A�& >�g�4 $� 
�����, ��£��, �&k�, $����,P�, >�	-���� &���Q ���� !  �, ����� E ��²���	 &��� ���� 
��� P��	 ����	  ��1 >�g �, !��  &Å���E "�#�� ���	 �। �����	 ��� n�	 $� 9�9� �	 
>�g�4, ����2 ��²���	 � $�A��� <���<� 9���4, 3	 $ � ���	 ��?� ! 9�9� �	, ! 3��-�� 
���� ���� ��	�� �। 3" WK 9�� >�g�4 $�, �����	 
�����1 ! ��� &�����	 ��। ��I���	 
&�I ���� ��� P����	 &��9��, &��O��,  O�K	 $ � ��� $1 ! &�-����&�� �L���	 &��� #� )* 
�4�		 �J� !�� #�  ��  ���&	 9���, ��t, ���A,�	, ��-�� ���� ��I���-� $�A��� ����L 
9�� $#�4, ���� $ � �k�	  �� ���� ���1 �� 9��। ��1 3" 
� �	  �	 ��� 9�� ��� P� 
$� $ � ��P� ��,��	 ��	 ��P_ 9��	�� $H���4। $ �� 3��# E ��A�̀��� &�&��	 ��,�	 ,�� �। 
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!1 ��	�s���� ��� P��  #�Z $����	 �,Q�E �������	 &��। ���� ��� P�� &���	  
���9�	 @����, ��	 �� �� $ ��2 2� �	 &'� K 9���4, ��������� !��  ���� ��� P��	 
��-��� 3" ��� \��&	 ���। ! \�&P`� $��  ��-����  #�Z ����� 9�� "&���	�?	 
&9����#�� ���	9��-। A�-A���, ��&, nO?�, ������&	 ���� &9����#�� 9�� ���	 �। ,��� ��Z $� 
 �" ���� 3Q�	 �� ���  � 3Q�	 �� � �� ��  ��- 	� ��,K� ,��� ���	 �। ��1 	�"���  
&�����	 ��� ��� ���������  ���� ��� P��	 &�I "��Z $�E��	 $,K� ,�� ���� &�9��-$& 
	�"��� , ��-���  �� &����"  $� $ � $<��1 $9� , 3&�� ���	 �। �	� !  �� ��� ,��, 
��P� &���  
� �	  �	 �����	 
������  $�� ���,  ���	 #���� ��-���	 ��£�A�̀ �9�&�, 
���l�, �����& $ �2 $��� ���	 !�� !  &��� 9�� ����	 �k #�Z >g�� ���	।  

��1, 3����	 ��A�� A������	  ���?  ����, ��-��� ��P���	 $��<�� ��-� &��-�����	 

�����	 
� O���� &���� 9E�� ��J��। !�� ��n-s��� &�H� ��E�� &�� 9��। 
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���	���  &������  ���	� 
r ��� ��I��� 3" 

&�Å����  ���A���	 º�\- 
"� ����� 

+� ��-� �� &���� 
+� "�, +/0+ 

 

r ��� ��²��� 3" &�Å����   

���A���	 º�\- 
�O����	 &A� ���� ���1 	��� 	��� �� ! 1 	���	 ��� �	 ��- &Å����	 9��9���  nO?�  �	। 

!1 &�Å���� �� <��J� ��& ,�M	 3|	<�	  �,
��। ��-�� ��� P� &	 �	E ��"	 ��P_ 
	<�	 "�� ���������  ��&�	 9�����	 �9&��� $��4 ����4। !� ��������� &�Å���� ��	 $� 
��� ��� P� &	 �	 4Z��[ ��	 ����� 3�4 ��& �#��� ��� P� &	 ��		 ��  $ p��, ��  
,M�Q !�� ��  
���-	 lÆ। 

! ��  ��& ���s�� ��&  $m?� ��& E $���? �d�  ����9� 	���� ���Ay &Å����	 ���� 
�����&, �l��-&�T9 &O�K  �	 ��	?��� 	L<�� &�n�- ��:���� $��। ��� P�� ����	 &�Å����  
��I� $�:���4 ����	1 ��	 ��̀� ���� ��� P� ��&  $m?�	 ,M�Q �M����� �4�। >�¡�� 9�[ ��̀ 
&�&�� $��  ��I�����	 �O�K �����  &�	�� $��� E ��I��� "���	 3|����� ���9�  	�। H�� 
���� ��� P�  �O-  �����	 $���? &9"�	 9��। ���� ��� P�� ��& ,M �	��	1 $,���4 
�̀�-�����	 "#? $� ! ���� � 9�� ���	।  �	? �̀�-�����	 �9T�-$�p�-��&���-�OK� ��� 
! ���� 9� 9�� ���  � 4���1 ���� ��� P� G��� ��	�� �। ! "��E &�Å���� ��	 ��< 
��	 !� >7&�9। +/�) &���	 A��� 3�T���	 �� ��	1 �̀�-�����	 ���� ���	 ���	 &�Å���� ��	 
��G�� ����� #�Z $����; !1 ��AR��	 �	 $��  &���	? ���AI� #�Z >g�� ��� । +/�) 
&���	 A��� 3�T�� E +/�i &��� "�� $9��& �9�� $&�9	�E���-�	 ��,K�� ��L ��-�, ��� 
���- E ���������	 �O9�� 	�"���  ����� 3E���� ���#	 ��-�	��< 	�"���	 �A��� 
&�Å����  ,M�Q &O�K	 &���� 	,� 9���। 3" ��:	� 
����� ����	 ���	�A��# ����	 l�	� 
&�Å���� ��	 ��G�� !�� 
��� �	 �����	 ��< &�=�� 8G 9���4� $&��1। 3	 !1 ��-�	��< 
E �&�Å����  &�=�� ,����� �#�� $�� ���"��	 	9��&9 �&��� 	�"���  $�� E  �-��  ���	 
�	 ��, �4�		 �	 �4	 ���Ay ��-����̀  31�	 ������ $"� E ��-�� $A�#  	�� 9���4। 
+/�i &��� 31��� ���	 ��� &9,	 �̀�-�����	 ����Q #A-	 $����� �� ��	�� !1 
&�Å����  ��I� ��#���	 $,K�  �	। $�� ���"��	 	9��&9 ���� $�O�#- ���������	 &�-� 
��I����	��� 3�T�� #�Z $����	 3x� "����। !1 &�� q� �	 & � ��� �� ‘�̀�- ����� 
G���� ��:Z�E’ ���	����� ��²���	 ��� !  3 �� 3���  	� 9�। $&1 39��� !  ���	 
���������� >��� 9�� &�P ,M��Q	 ��G�� ��²��� "��� &�Z� ���। ��I� $	��  	�� �#�� $&�� 
3��	 $9��& $,p��	�	 �� �N ��&��� � ���	 �O����	?  �	 ��।  ��� H��& ���� �, ��� 	 
��"� 	L ���� ��²��� !��	E ��:	 ��������� ���?  	���। ��	�	 $��  ��&  $m?� $,K�  	�� 
��#��� ��²��� ���²��� ��I� ������ ����	 >�¡�� &H�  	��। � � ���������	 ���� $& nO?� 
$,K�E ���-  �	 ���� ����	 �	��  	���। ��-�� &�=���	 !  ��-��� 3��	 ����� ��& ,M 
&�'���� ��	 ���� ������। ��� P�� $���	 �d �9T���	 ��G�� ����� �,��	 �7�	 9�� >g���। !1 
��-��� 1���9��	 "I�,M &���	 �a�A��� $�� � 4� �9T� ������� =�� ���Z�� ���� �&9�� "#?�  
n	  
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$4�Z $��	�� �Z�� ����  �	�4। �9T���	 &�I &�I ��&��� =��E ��Z���, �#�?� �9T�-
��&��� ��²��� "I� $���#��	 ^���� ��? ���। ��	 H�� &�	� �������� 3" ��A�̀�। 

!1 ����,�	 ,�����	 "�� ��-	 @&� ���9� A� $����� � 4� $�� �  =��� =��� ��¬&����# E 
��g�	��"	  ��" ����#  �	। !�� $&1 ��¬&����# �	��  o�O� �	� ����y  	�	 >�¡��� 
 ����	�	 &�9���� ����	 4�� ���� ����4। 3��	 �	<�?1 ^��  �	 ����	�  9���  �	�4। ��� 
���������	 r ��� 
�������� ���� &�Å����  >����� >���"� 9��। 1W���	 ��  �g 
! �� ��� ���<�  	�4 ��	 \�& $���	 "�। 

3" &�-� &���	  ���9� &���	? �����  9���  �	, A� $����� ��"��	 !1 ��2���2 �����"� 
 �	�4, !1 &�P "n� ����,��	 ""-��	 9�� �G��� �	�9 "#? ��� ��� ������ A�	����- 
$��� 8G  �	, �9T�-��&���-$�p�-�OK� & ��1 �����[- !��1 ����?� 9� ����,�	 !�&�4 
��²��� "���	 E�	। $ � ���L�����, $ � $#�������� �� $ � &Å��� ������	 >�	 �। �N 
$�p� ������� !�� �, �OK� #�"-� 3" \�&��b, �9T���	 ��T	, ��&�����	 �&�"� � 4�1 $	9�1 
���� !1 ��-	 ����,�	���	 9�� $�� । 

��²�����	 ����  	�� $�A��� ����"�����	 9���  	� 9���4 $&��� �9T�-��&��� &�� 9��	 
��	�4। !	  �	? ��²����  $�O_9�  �	 $�E��। q� � �����������	 ��- ��A��#	 ���< c� 
$#���T $��-!	 �������� ��	&���� ��A��#	 ��� "�� ��G���� !�� �����  $"�����-� ^9 
g� �	��	 ���� �����  $��L���	E ! 1 9���	 �� �	। 

��1 ��n- ,���� �4�		 1��9��&	 ���  �� ��� $��]� ��� ����,�	� ��� P� &	 ��		 ���� E 
��-�� 	�"���	 ��� 9�����	 !1 &�Å���� ��। 3" ���������	 ���L	 ��,K�� $� r ��� 
��L	 �� �� n�2�4 �� ��,��  	�	 >�¡��� ����M����� "I� &	 �	 ��²�����	 ���� �� � 
&O�K	 "�� 9�� 9�� >�g�4। ��	� ���²�����	 9��� �,�	 �S ���� =��� =��� ���g�� ���[, $&��� 
��	� ��  �	 ����,�	 8G  	�4, 	�P�� 	�P�� !1 &� ���²���	� 29� ���� $�Z��[। !���  
1���9�� &	 ��		 �,�	 �d ! �� �,�	  	�4 $�, ����� E ��²�����	 
��� ��		 "� ��	� &�=�� 
 �	�4 !�� !1 &�=��� ��	� &�9��� E &9����#��  �	�4 ��	� !�� $��9�� �����	 &�����n�	� 
��-�	��< !�� �&�Å����  
��� �	 &�=���	 &��� ! �|��  �	�4,  ��"1 ��	�1 �̀�-�����	 !1 
o	��s�	 "� ����। !1 nO?� ���,��		 ! ��� >�¡�� 9�[ A�	� E ���������	 &�-� &�Å����  
��I� ��:����। �< �< ��²��� 3" A�	�� 3m� ����4, ! ��s�� ��� �� P��	 >���	 H�� 
$ ���E &�Å����  ��I� ���� ��9�� ��� P� &	 ��		 >�¡�� �&� 9�। ��1 !1 ��9�̀�- &� $��  �� 
����" �� 9�[ �����	 �� nO?� �����  �,M���	 �Z�d ���-  	�, ����	 $ � � �	 >�����  � 
� $�E�� �	� ���	 �	 �� ���L ��� ,����� ��E��	 "�� ��"��	 @�	�  	�। ! �� �� 	���� 
9�� $� $ � 
����� ����1 &9�" &�H�� �"-  	� ��� �। &��	�� &�=�� ��  �g E ��n- $9�  � 
$  �� ,����� ��E��	 "� @�	� �� �� 9��। 
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���	���  &������  ���	� 
&'�� �� 

!	1 �� �  
�A���  ��s�? 
"� ����� 

+� ��-� 0� &���� 
)� "�, +/0+ 

 

&'�� �� 

!	1 �� �  
�A���  ��s�? 
�����	 �� "�� ���E &���  $ ��� $q�  	��� ��� �। 
��� &��-�Ap� #?�"��d� �������� 

��� �����	  ��4 3" ! �2 �9�&��। !1 &���  �����  	�	 "� &��Z &�� $ ��2 ���� ���#, 
����<�, $�p�-���-� E 3|���	 $� "�	 s��  �	�4 �� ��� 1��9��& �,	�� A�
	 �� ��। ��, 
!1 �9�&���2�  ���4 $H��	 "� &���	 �a�A��� "Y�� 1���9�� �� ��� $��  !� 	 �	 ! �2 
 �	 �����	 "�� ��� ��� ��	 �,�	 �d, ���L#� �̀� E �O����	 &�-� ������ �c�{�����2  ����	 
������ �,�	 ,����� �O����	 �����  $��: � $�E��	  � $ ����1 �  �	 !�&�4। &���	  ��4 ����� 
�	��"� 9��1। ��1 1���9�� ���	 $��: ���"�E ���-�����	  ��4 9�	 ���� ����।  

&��Z 0 $ ��2 ��²��� "����  	�"��� , ��-���  E &���O��  ��� &�-���A��� ����  	�	 
���& �"	��9� O��& #?9���, ���A,�	, ��t �Â� ����� 9���4। ��	 H�� ��� +¹ �< �	S 
���� ��? 9��	���4, ��� �¹ �< ���� &�-9�	� �� ���#� 9�� A�	�� 3m� =9?  �	�4 !�� o1 
$ ��2	E ���  ��²��� �����	 =�� =���Q�	 3m��	 3��� ������	 ��4� ��4� n�	�4। 8�� ��1 
�, ^�2 ��  �9	 E �T	 !�� ���K��� !�� �� 9����	 ���9�	 3����� &����� �� ��E �����	 
�i 9�"�	 =���	 ��� i $ ��2 ��	���		 ��� ���� �2 =�� E ��	��	 ���< � ��� ��	�<A��� 3" 
"Y�� 1���9��	 O��& 9����R E ����,��		 �� ��	 ��	?� 9���4। ��, &'̀?- �����	�2�  $q�  
	���	 "� �O����	 �����  ���,��		 ������ !  ��1 ��]��� $,���4�� $�, �����2 ! �Q A���1 
��� P��	 ‘n�	��� �����	’। � �, &��Z &�� $ ��2 �����	  G? H�	���� ����	 �	���	 !1 &���2 
3" � ��� �������� 	 �� ������ 9���4 $�, 1���9�� ���	  ��4 �� n�	��� �����	, ��� 
1��9��& $&2� "n���  ��।  ��� 1&����	 ���&�  �	,  ��� ��� ��� ������ 	��"� 
�����	 ���, 3��	  ��� &�Å���� ��	 "n��� ���,�	  �	 �����	 &��Z 0 $ ��2 �����	 
���� &�� ���?	 $,��E ��� ��	 "� ����2 ��²��� $� $ � ���#�  9��&���� =9�?	 "� &�� 
� � $&1 
����� &�=���  ����,��� $�E��	 "�  � $ p��1 �  �	�4। � � &�̀�-	 3��� $��  
 ����� �̀�	 &�	 ����1। ��1 �� ���[ �� �����	 �̀¨"���  $A�  �	 ��̀- ��#�Q &�̀-	� ��1 
3&y 9�[। 

3" &��-�Ap� �������� $�� �9� &��, ��� ��� ��� P��	 ����bE $��� ! �2 &��। 
���L����� � ��� $#���������	 
��-�k�� E 9g ��	�� !�� A���	 ��8� �9&���1 !1 �����b n�2�4, 
! �� 3�	� �̀��1 ����4 !�� �O���� �� 
� �	  �	�4।  �	?, �O� ��� P��  ��-���  &�9��� 
���� �O���� 3" �	�"। !	 $ � ���V��?	 ���<� 	��� �।  �&��2-��� @�g  $��  8G  �	 
���� �2 &�9��� �	� $�� ��A�� � ��  �	�4 1���9��	 ��� P��	 ‘3A�Q	�? �����	�2’ 
3Q"-���  �O�K�� !�1 ^G_�`?- $�, ��������� 
�A���  ��s� �H�	 � 3&� ��-Q &�9��� $�E��	 
�ª�2 s�#� 	���1 ��È��। ! 	 � ��A�� � ���	 ��4� ���� ! �2 #�̀ 	9&� 3�4। &�9��� �	� 
$�� A��A���1 "�� $�, �������� 3	 1���9�� ���	 �O� ��� P� !  �। 3	 �����	 ��2, ,�, 
����  !��  
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,��Z�	 2� � 4�Z� @�����  ®? $���  	�	 $ � &���� $1। &���	 "�1 $���� � �P �A�< 
$&��� 3&� ��E��	 &���� $ ����?  ��"1 "�� 1���9�� �� q� �q�� ���2�� ���L�Hp" $��  
8G  �	 	�"���  $�O�OT�  ��	� o’�� 3�# o�O� �	� E ������ �	� ��� 3������  �	�4 
����	�  &���	? <�� ���-�	 ��� �	�&��  ��' ����, 3�# �
� �	  �	 ��	 �����  ��Z 
��� i¹ 9�"�	 �� ���#� 
� �	  �	 ‘
�A���  ��s� �H�	 !�&�4’ ���	���E���� +) �O��	 "��#�� 
) �O��� &������^����  � ��  	�� ����  �	, 3	 ���L�Hp�"	  ��4 ��  $&����9�	 $��Z  
��	 ��E�� $#��  �	, ^�2 �  A�Z��2�� ����9� ��� ��� ��a� �t q� � $���	 $ � $��  
1&����	 #� #�1�� 1���9�� �� !  ��1 ���?  �	�4 $� &�9��� ��E��	 
�A���  ��s� !� 
�H�	 !�&�4।  

������ 
�A���  ��s� ��²���	�1 �H�	�� 3��। ����2 ��²��� 3" �O����R $�, &��Z &�� 
$ ��2 ��²���	 ��� �I�k� $�� ���"��	 	9���  ��L  �	, 9����	 1���9�� ���9���	 �����	 
���2 $��  ����  �	, �����	 
�����	 
� O�� 3���  �	, ��#� ���	 ��-���  �J�	 
������� E <���̀	? 3���  �	 �����	 
�A���  ��s� �H�	�� 3��1। 
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���	���  &������  ���	� 
$���	� $���	�  
3�	� 3�	� 

"� ����� 
+� ��-� �� &���� 

) "���1, +/0+ 

 

&'�� �� 

‘‘$���	� $���	� 3�	� 3�	�’’ 

3E���� ��# E 
����� ��d ���<� ��	 �&���  �-� E &�&� !�� ���L�������	 >�¡��  �	 
��� ��� ��� P� &	 ��		 �,�	 �d^���  � ^��� ����� �����? ���9�	  �	 ��� । 
&	�&�	A��� � O� �� >¼�	?  	�	 ���� $ ���� 3�	� �� ���] �। �����?^��� 9���-o�O� �	�, 
���[y������, $���X�9�, A�	��� ������ �	�  1�����।  

!1 �����?^���	 ���9�	 ��� P� &	 ��		 ��< ��� $9�7 ���"�� 9�� ���  3����	 � 4� 
���	 $1।  �	? �O�� S���� �2�  �� ��	 
���	 �� �"�R&  	� 9���4��� �� �����A��� 
$& ����4���- 

‘‘������? &�����  �9���	 ���	 

"� $9 
���	 �� ��9 ��	 �	�।’’ 

&	�&�	A��� 
���	 �� >¼�	?  	�� 1���9�� &	 ��		 ��� ���� �� 9�� 3����	 ���	 � 1�� 
�� �� ���	। !2� 9��� ��	 ���L#� �����	। � � !1 �����?^���	 ���9�	 ��� nO?�"�� 9� ���� 
3E���� ��#, ���L����� !�� �#�?� 
����� ��� �����	 �� ���O��	 �Q	��� ��� ��E��	 
���,K� 9�� ���  �� 9�� 3����	 ����1 � 4� ���	 3�4। 

1���9�� ���	 "�� �	 �	 $�� ���"�	 8�� ���L-��#� &��Z &�� $ ��2 ��²���	 ���&������ 
	�"���  $��1 �, $�� ���"�  O�  m��  4�� "�� E 3��� �O�� ����	 ‘���"� A�1’। $�� 
���"� ! �2 ��-! �2 1��9�& ! ���	 �A��� ! ���  $�� &�¨�"�����, &��Q���� 3����d 
&���	  "�Q� E ������  ����� 
��-������	 ��&�� ,M �� �� 9�� ����� ���t� 9�� ,���4 
�����  $��� ��J�, ���È� E ��-���� &��Z &�� $ ��2 ��²��� 
��� &��-�Ap� "��� �9&��� 
"«��A  �	�4। ��	 $�O_ ���# ����<� ��-�� E ��¬�	�<�� �	��<�। ��	 	�"���  �R� �N 
,Z�1- >�	�1 ��	 9�� �#�� 3" ����	 �	���	 &�������। ��	 ���p�   "����� 3"  �g 
��P�। ��	 ���	&�� &�#g� <��� 3" & � &�T�9	 >�\-। ���"��	 3	 !  �� &�=��। 3	 
!1 &�=���	 "« 9���4 ������ �	 3����	 &�=�� E o�s �����	 $&��� �����"� $���	 
&�-�O97 	�"���  ����� 3E���� ���#	 �I�। $� ������	 "«, ��	É�2 ��	����b !�� 
�&���	? ��PO�� n�2�4 �	�& �	��[y &�=�� E &���	 ��� ����। ��-�,� �� 	� &��Z 
32���1�2 3& E �� 	� �+ "�	 &��- ��A  	� ! ��� ���# ����<� E ����� &�=���	 
������ ��"-� "�����	 ������1 &��। ��9�& E �&9���# 3�T�� &�S ��{�� ���Q�	� 9�� 
&���n- i* �4	 $��#�4� A�	��	 
����� ��A  	�� 3	 )�$� ��,- ��-Q ��9�&  �&9���# 
3�T��  �	 &�S &�=��� ���Q�	� 9��  
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��� �� ��& �� ��& ���L�Hp�"	 &��� �&� ����	 �	 3���  &�	��S &�&��� 1���9�� 
���9�	 ��A��& >�g�4। !2� &�� 9���4 3E���� ��# ������	 &�#g� ��L��� E ���� r � 
&�9�� �Oz�� !�� $�O�_	 ��� �2�2 3s�	 ��	���<��। 

3	 ���L�Hp" E 3E���� ��# !	� !�  ���		 ��	�	̀ । ����2 ���L����� 
�����	 ��¬��d 
���<�। 9����	 ���9�	 9�� $��  $�����O ��  ��L  	�	  �g ���� ��	� 3��। 
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���	���  &������  ���	� 
���L���� 3��	  	?�� � ? "� ����� 

+� ��-� �� &���� 
) "���1, +/0+ 

 

���L���� 3��	  	?�� � ? 

��£��� $���  $#���	 �a���9  1���9��	 &	 �	 
��� ��������� $� �	 �� 9������� ,����� 
���[ ��	 "�	 1��9��& $1। ���� 1&���, ��&��� ���O_, !  "���� ���� 3E�Z�� $& ��	 �8 
@&���	 �9��  � ��		 �� $����� �����4 ���������	 &�P �����	 ��G��। &�	� $��� &O�K  �	�4 
!  ��A��� �	 	�"_, \��&	 ��������। 
��� ��������, $&��	 ��������, ��I��� "���	 $#p	�, 
����	 ��gs�। ���������  !1 ����� �����,	 9�� $��  	<�  	��	 "�� ��������, 
���������  mM�&� ��L  	��	 "�� 3" ���������	 ���L ��� &�P "�� 1W��  �g ���� 
���R���। 3" 	�L	 ��� ����4 �����	 ���L�����	�, ��	� 3:"�� A�	 ��� 	 	L $q�� $���, 
������ 
��� �����	 ��  $��  �� @&��  ����  	��। &��	�� �Z�4 3����	 ���L�����	�, 
���������	 $&��	 $4��	�। �&��9	 �� ��	� E7 $��� ��& ���  &����# $���1 ]����� �Z�4 ��  
@&��	 E�	, ��-�A��� 9���  	�4 9����	 �&�� ��  $&���	। ����� �� mM	 	�L &?�� 9�� 
�����	 ���2�   	�4  �����L। ���L�������	 3M��? ���̀- ��	�_ A��&dP 9�� ��Z�4 �� �&�। 
����� �� �� �� �&�	 �O����� ��  $&����9��� 9�9� �	 >�g�4। ��	� 3" ���- ���- >���� 
 	�� $��	�4 !��A��� 3	 � 4��� ��� ,��� �������� $��  3	 ! �2 ��  @&�E "���� �H�	 
$��� ��	�� �। ���L�������	 ������ ��	_ &�	� ����	 ���� 3" ���Ê�, ��Ë। ����	 ��̀�- 
&�H��� 3" ����	 ��Q���� >��s�। 

�����	 ���L�����	� ����	  �-��  �	 ���[, ! �Q ���	 &��#। ����	 ��"� $�����, 
����	 ���#, ����	 ��̀�- ��� &�	� ���#��� "����  !  $#p	��� ��9�� ��  �	�4। 

���L�����	� $�� ����	  �-��  �	 ���[ ��̀�- ���	 &��� $��� 3" ���������	 &�P 
�����	 ! �Q  �-�� 9�� ���Z���4 ���L�������	 ����2  ��" &�-���A��� &�9���  	�।  �	? 
���L����	 ,Z̀�Q &�H�� �A-	  	�4 $���	  O� , m�� , 4��, ��� , ������ &�= "&���	�?	 
&�M� &��-�	 E�	। 

���L�����	� $�� ! $���	  O�  m��  "��	 $m� &Q�, $��� ���������	 ����� E 
���L�������	 ! �Q 3�" �9�&�� =9?  	�� 9��। ���L�������	 "���	 �	���� !�� &�H�� 
&'̀?-��� =���	  O� , m�� , "��	 E�	 &'̀?- �A-	���। ��-�� ���� ������ $#�	�� ����	 
���1 9��� ��	 &k� $��, ���  ��� -�� 3M�?  	�, \�&  	� !�� ��"�  	<�  	�। &��	�� 
��	 &k� ��� 9��, ���  ��� -�� 3M�?  	�� 9�� &�-���� $#�	����	 3|	<�  	�� 9�� 
&�n��-	 !�� �	 !�� ��	 ,�	����	 !�� �	  O�  m��  "��	 &�M� &�9��� ! �Q ����"। 
 �	?, ���L�������	 ��	 $,�� !�Z�� ���  3M�?  	�� &�9��� E ��	�1  	�� ���	। ��4�Z� 
���  3M��?	 3�# !�� Ì� ���7�&	�?	 &���E 3m� ���� &�9���E ��	�1  	��। !  �� 
�
� ��- $� 3" ��&��� ��# E "����� 1&����	 ! �� ��,	 ���  ���< E ��	�<A��� 
&�9���  	�4। !	� &� &��� $,K�  	�4 ���L�������	 n��2 !�� ���L�������	 ���  �,��� ����। 
!��	 nO?� ��,K��  
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!	� ��� &�H�� ��A  	�� ���	 ��9�� ���L���� !	� ,	� <��&��  	��।&��	�� ���������	 
�����	 ���  �-�� 9�� !1 &�P ��,	��	 �O�K $��  ���L�������	 	<�  	�। ��9�� ��-�� 
���L���� ���������	 ����2 �����	 38  	?�� 9�[, ���L�������	 n��2	 &��� $��#����# 	���, 
��	 #������	 ��	 $#��� ���L�������	 n��2�� $�p�4�� $���, ���L�������	 3m� $���, 
���7�&	? ��� ����	 &�9���  	�, ���  !�� ��	 ,	��	 \�&  	�� ���L�������	 &�9��� 
 	�। !4�Z� ��	� ��"��	 ��,K� ,�����E ��	 ,	��	 ���  	��। =���  ��,	 ��L  	�� � 
��	�� ���L����� E ����	 &9�� ��	 �	���� ���Í� 9�� ���	। 

>��	 >�Y��� >���� ���L���� &9����  	�� 9�� =��^����  &�#�g� 9�� 9��। ��&�T�9 ! 
 �� ��� ,�� $�, ���K��� ��	 ��,	 �����	�  &�	� ���������	 ���� 3" ���L�������	 �� �̀�। 
� � ! �&��# !  ��E ! �Q &�� $�, =��� o ! �2 ��,	 �� ��E $#�	�� $���� � ��� ���L���� 
&9���� �	�#? $ > �	��� । &��	�� &����# $���1 ��	 ,	�  ���  �	 ���� 9��।  
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���	���  &������  ���	� 
&'�� ��� "���&�Ã	 

������ �� ,M�Q 
"� ����� 

+� ��-� +)� &���� 
*¹ "���1, +/0+ 

 

&'�� �� 

"���&��n	 ������ �� ,M�Q 

��������� !�� A�	��	 &����Q "���&Ã ��-��<  �� $������  	�	 �P��  	� 9���4। 
"���&�Ã	 >��  ���-�& �b�		 9�1 ����	 ��~ &�G�¡ ���������	 "���&�Ã	 ,�Y�" 
��	��-  ��g���	 �P��E  �	�4। >�¡�� �9&��� ��� 9���4, A�	�� ,�� !� �< �< �	?��-� 
���� �	���� 
���� �H�	 3&�� ���	 !�� ��	� ���-��&� 9 ��	 ���	�   	�। �O���� �P���2 
���1 ���-�� E &���। � � ! 2� ����� $����1 $��]� ���� �O���� &��� E ���-�� �P���2	 3Z��� 
	���4 "���&Ã E ��	 ��� ��G�Î ��L	���	 �u !c�������	 �� ,M�Q। $ �� ! �2 
�P�� !�&�4 ����	 ��� P� $n:�� !�"� &�G�¡�	 ��	H7। #?�"����d  �������� &	 �	 !�� 
A�	� &	 �	E &�I &�I "���&Ã ��-��<  $�������	 ‘&���’ �P�� �������  �	�4। 

� 4��� 3�#, "���&�Ã	 �	H $��  ���������	 >�� ��	 ��	��-�	 ��� A�	�, ��� P� E 
��� O� �������� &H�	 !�&E &�G�¡ �� >·���·�  �� ��� $#�4। >�¡�� �4� &���� ��	 
$��P 1���9��	 #?9���	 ��� ���&��  ���� $�����। 

��~ &�	G�¡�	  �� �� । �������� E A�	�� "���&�Ã	 ��-��<  $������  	�	 �P�� 
8� ��� o���	 ����E 3����	 ! �2 ��	�� #a �� ��Z�4। ! ��	 !  &�"- ! " $	�#� 
$��� ����, !� � 4� �Z ����	� �। !�1 ��� $	�#��  $	�#��L  �	 $���। n2�  �	 
&�"- $	�#�	 $��9 ��S��,�	  	��। ��� n�����  ��	  �<	 ��1�� !�& $	�#�	 G���& 
3|����	 ����, ‘3����	 �  �����’ ����	� ���Q &� �&&H�� 9���4। ��� o���	  �� 
!12� � $�, $	�#� ��	� $#�4। 

��������� 1���9��	 �&��,M $���	��� #?9��� ,����[ 3" ,�	 ��& 9�� $#�। ���� O� 
�������� !� \�& �� ��	?�। !���� �����	 "�� E &'�� \��&	 $ � &�g  �9&�� 9��। 
$�&	 �	� �9&��� 3���  	� 9���4, �O��	 &���� �� ���, ^G�	A��� 39��	 &���� �:�,� 9�"�	, 
&���	?A��� 39� �� ���, ��-���� �	�	 &���� �	 9�"�	 $��  ��� 9�"�	। 3	 �������� $��  
�9T�, ��&���, $�p�, �OK� ���-���� �	?��-� A�	�� $g�� $��� 9���4 0¹ ����	 >��	। !1 
@����,  \�&�R E 9��� �� �� ,��4�, �� ���������	 $��	� ��	 ��	 "���&Ã E �O97 
	����#-	  ��4 ����� E ������Q	 ��� 3 �� 3��� "�����4, !1 ��8n��� E �	�n��� 
��-	�� ��k &�M� $9�, ��������� �����	 
���- "���&�Ã	 9P�<� ,�1। "���&Ã $ ��2 $ ��2 
�����	 !1 ���y 3�-���  � $��। 3	 �O97 	����#-	 ���� 3���	 � "�9�" $��]�1  �	 �S 
���g���4 !1 �S �	�9 E �	S 	-�	� 9���	  ��" ��#��� 9�� !1 ��� $"�E। !1 ��n- ,�	 ��& 
��	 �� 1���9�� ,�M	 \�&�R ��� &��b 9�� !�&�4, �� "���&Ã  �O-�< ��-��<  ��g��� 
,� �  ����"�? $&���  �� O� �O����9	 &���� ^��? \� �� ��	?� ���� O� ��������� 
"���&��n	 ��� ��� ��? ���-	 �9Z� ����? 9��, ���� "���&�Ã	 ��? ���-	 ����	� ����1 
&� �&&H�� 9��, � � $	�#�  
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��:,�� �, ��-�7 ���������	 \�& ,Z̀�Q ����-� $g ��� ���� �। !1 \�& � E �O����9	 
 ��	 >�	 ��:�Z��1 "���&�Ã	 ��-��< 	� �� 9�� ����  	��, �������� \�& 9�� $#�4 
���� 3����	 � ? 3����	 ����	� ��A�� &� �&&H��। 

"���&Ã ��  ! �2 ��� ������	 ��� ����-1 $ � ��P_ �� ���, ��9�� ��	� A�	�� $�� 
�̀�		  ��, ���������E ��-��<  ��g���	 �� !� ���� 3�� �। "���&�Ã	  �-� ���L��	 
�	? 3�4 � � 3�	� "�� �, !��� $� ���&	 ���  ���� O� ��������� 1���9��	 #?9����R 
�� ���	���� ,���4, �� "���&Ã $&��� ��?&��=� $�	? !�� ��"��	 ���	� �� �� ���	 
"� �P�� �����4�। 1���9�� �� 3Q"-���  $	cM�&	 ! �2 �2�� 1 8�� ��� P� $��  ��9��	 
 �	 $���, >-����	 �P���E &�H � ��� �����4� ��	�	 "���&�Ã	 �< $��  3��	 	� 
A���� �P�� $��� 9�, "���&�Ã	 ��?&��=� 1���9��	 &	 	� &�s�^���1 ��  	��, ��� ���	�  
 	�� "���&�Ã	 $��� 	�। !1 �P���2 ���� 1���9��	 ����̀ 9��। 1���9��	  ��4 "���&�Ã	 
3�� ����। !��  ��	 @����,  #?9��� �k  	��E "���&Ã ���	�। 3M�? �	� E 
����,�	�	 ��-	�� �k  	�� &�9�&	 &�I � !�#�� ��n- ,�	 ��& �	 &�M� 9���4, ��-��<  
�����#	 ��� 3M�Q ��<	 3|	<�	 �P�� E >����# 3���" K   	�	 "�। ! � 9�� 3	 
"���&Ã! 3&�� "���&Ã ��  ��� &�s��2	 �N�� 3�#1 ��P_ $��� $����4। �> 1��� - 
"���&Ã &�	 �b	 ��� $� A��2 3�4, �� � O���< ! �2 �O97 �����	। 3	 !1 �����	�2 
�9�	 "� &�-��= !�#���4 ��L	���	 �u !c������। !�� &�-��� ���L ���d� 9���4 
��� P� ��  ! �2 ������b 	���	 $�31� $��&�c� 1���9��। 

&� ,�1�� �"�	 �����	 !1 $�, "���&Ã A�	� &����QE ��-��<  $������  	�� $,���4। 
! $� ����	 ��Z�	 3���	। A�	� &	 �	 ���� &�I &�I ! ������	 � ��� �����4। ����� �ª 
$��  ���, A�	�� ��-��<  ���g�� �  9��? #O9s ��Z��� c� �� ��Z�4। c� �� � $�:��, #O9s ��:��	 
!� ,�7 �	 �P�� 3	  ��� $��� ����। ��	��  �	�4 ��� P�। &�	 ��� �	?��-� $& A�	��	 
n��Z ,������4। A�	� !1 �	?��-���	 &���� A��� 3m� ���� ��	�2 ��������� A�̀� �	 ��	,� 
�����4। !<�? ��	��� ��� P��	 &�I ��������� A�	��  ! �&� ��&�� A�	��	 n��ZE 
��-��<  ��&�� $���	 �P�� ������� � �� ,M�Q ��	���-� ��� ��	�s����1 �� ��,��-। !��� 
3	E ! �2  �� ��� �	 �	 �	?��-�	� A�	�� �#�� ���y 9��। ! "��1 ��� P� $n:�� "���&Ã 
������ ��~ &�G�¡ 1���9��	 ��  o��- ,��� ���� ,�1��E ���� ���� 9���4 ‘��� P�� 
�H�	 $#�� �	?��-���	 "�� ���y 9�� �, !� #��	��� 3�� ���� ���	 �। $� 
� ��	��L	 
! ��� ��- , ��� P�� !��� ����,�	 ,��4 !�� $�����#���	 ������- $&��� �	��� �। !1 
��s�� "���&�Ã	 ��� &��1 $ � ����_ $��� ��� , ��9�� ����	 ! ���  �-�� 9�[, �������� 
$��  ������ ����,�	� 9����	 ���9� ��&�	�?	 ���s�  	� !�� �< �< �	?��-�	 
��� 
������- �	��� E ����  	�	 "� #?�"��d� ������� &	 �	�  ����	 @��  �O-_ &Å&�	�? 
&�9���  	�। �� �  �	 �	?��-���	 "� $��  �	� $����� ��������� !�� A�	�� ��-��<  $�	�?	 
�P�� 3&�� �� $��Z�  ! �2 ��	�� &�¨�"����� ,M�Q ���। "���&Ã !1 ,M��Q	1 �N ���¤� 
�����। 

"���&Ã ��-��<  E "���&Ã ���9�	 $�������	 ,�7 �	 H� �����&� ! ��	 ������,� !�� 
3�	 ��	  �I��� ���<  �	�4। "���&�Ã	 ,�7 �	 ��-��<? E ��	���	 �����K�1�E $����4। 
 �I��� ����� $A�2���� � ��-��,� ��� "���� &	 ��		 ����d� ������ $���	 3A�Q	�? �Oz�� 
��������	 "� "���&Ã ���9��  3�d? "���� �" $��� ����4��। ! "���&Ã ���9�	 
�� 	 c#�� ���Z��  �I�	 H���&K ,M �9� $����  �������  @����,  ��-�� ,����� 9��� 
 �	�4। 
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 "���&Ã !1 9��� ���	 �	� ��-  �4�� ���। &��	�� ���������	 �	?��-���	 $&��	 ��4��� 
&�:, 9�� q��  "���&Ã  ���	 "� H�� 9�� ,�, �� ��]�� ‘$�� � ��²���	E’ ��� $��� $�	� 9��। 

"���&�Ã	 ������ !1 �� ,M��Q	 >�¡�� ��� WK। ���� O� ��������� 1���9��	 9����	 
���9� !� M����-� $#�	�� �7�	���  ��� 9�� ��Z�4। ��L �J�� ��Ï�L���9�	 >�	 ,̀Z�Q 3n�� 
9��	 �P�� ��[। "���&Ã &�#�g� E ��L���� 9�� >�g�4 !�� 1���9��	 9����	 ,�M	 ����� 
�9&��� ���9�	  �	 ����	 $����	 ��G���	� ,��[ 9����	��	 !1 ,	� ��	 $��  ��:,���। 
��-��<  $�������	 ��� ��� ���������E A�	� &����Q "���&Ã ���9� $������  	� ���, 
��9�� ���L���9� E $#�	����	 �7�	�� $	��  	� ���� !�� ����	 ��	 $��  9����	 ���9��  
��:,���E ����, !1 ����	 o	���। ��� P��  !��� �S ����	 ���L �9&��� �u &	 �	 $� 
��A� ��� �����	  �	�4, ��9� ��������� >=�U���	 ���	 "� �S $�	? �	 �	। A������ 
!1 >=�U���	 ���	 ��� ���L���9��  ���	E !  ,�7 �	 ���L �u &��9��	� ��Z�  	�� 
��	��, ��������� �� "���� ���L��� ,��4, �� $&��� ��	� ‘>=�U���	 ��P_ �� ����	 �A�� 
3����	  	�� ���	, ����	 ��< &�1 &��। ��� - ��L	���	 �Z ���&�����	 !� ��� ���&� 
�S ��M�। �A��7���	 � 4� >�O� ��� - @&� "���&Ã ��-��<  ���9��� q�� �� ��� ��������� 
��g��� ���, ��9�� !���E 3�	 �2 �A��7�� &O�K�� $�	� 9�� � !�� ��� - �S ���&�����	 �S 
���&��E A�2� �Z�� �। ��L	���	 ���Q ��� E #?�d ��� �����	E ��1 >�,7, ����	 $���	 	L 
���&�����	 !1 �� ,M�Q &'� - &"�# 9E��। 

 �������� &�&��� "���&Ã ��� $ �  ��- 	 A�̀� � =9?  	�� ,��, ��	 �� !��� >«�L 
	���4। #?�"��d� ���������	 >�	����� @&�� "G� 1&��� ��	 &�Å��  !  A���? !1 
���	  ��1 &�WK A���1 ��� �����4। !1 �� 9�, �������� $��  ��  9����	 ���9� ������ 
&�	�� $H��	 ���s�  	�, 
��� ���������  
� �	 E "���&�Ã s� $���, #� $�1� �4	 ��	 
��������� $� $���? ,����� 9���4 �����  �	 #� )�$� ���,-	 �	 \�& &��  	� 9���4, 
1&������� &	 ��		  ��4 $��  ��	 <���̀	? 3���  	� E �	?��-���	 
��� ������- E 
���-�&� &�9���  	�। ! ��� ! ���1 �������� &�&��	 ���Q�`?- E ���&I� &���� &��। 
"���&�Ã	 ��1 >�,7 $ � $��� ,M����	 ,M��Q	 ����� � 9E�� !�� A�E�����"	 3m� � 
$��। ���������	 ���� !� ���		  O�����-� �। ��	� ��"	�1 ��"��	 &�&��	 &���� E 
9����	 >7����  O�&� a। 
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���"��	 ��,�	 �&�I) 
"� ����� 

+� ��-� +)� &���� 
*¹ "���1, +/0+ 

 
���������	 ���� �	����  	�� ����������	 ���� �	����  	�� ����������	 ���� �	����  	�� ����������	 ���� �	����  	�� �    

((((�"
 �������"
 �������"
 �������"
 ������)))) 

�I�k�	 ��,�	  	��, ! �� �,�	  �	�4 1&��������	 ��� ,M। � � ! ��� �	 ���  $  
�����4? 1��9��&	 �� $	��  �	 ��	� <���	 ����2 >«�� 9�� >�g, �����	 &	���? ���� ����	 
����P�  �	�4। 3	 ����	1 ���&����� $,�� �I�k� 3" �T�����  ��  �2��[ "I���9�	 
 �	�Q�	���। � � ��:�  ��,�	  	��	 ��� �	 ����	 $1। "�	��P  �	 ! �9&  	�� 
���������	 ���� ���  �	����  	�� �। ! >�O� 3,	�?	 &���,� "��� $���1 �����	 ����। 


��� �������� ! �2 &��। �O����	 ���,�� ! !  &��-�Ap� �	���	 ��। 1��9��& ! �� 
&��Z &�� $ ��2 	�L	 �<�	 $��� �,	A��	। !1 $���	1 ����2 �����	 ��?��� &�¤� �I�k�	 $�� 
���"��	 	9�� ��:�  $���X�9�	 ��	���  �g#Z�� ��:Z  	��� ,��, !� �OK��  �	? ‘��� P�’ 
���	 $� $���2 3" �O�, ��	1 	��� 1���9�� ��� !1 o�&�9& ��� ����	 ����#����  $�� � 
����� ,�� 3	 �����	 &���-  ���L	 �����	��� &�=���   	�� ,�� o�-� ��� $"� 	���� 1���9�� 
$������	 "����	 �� &��#�। !���	�� �������  &� ����4, ������	 �� $���� � $������	। 

"I� ��  &	 ��		 9��� ���OA�̀� �������� $��  $�Z 9�"�	 ��1� o�	 ���� ��� P�� �T� 
���������	 &��Z &�� $ ��2 �����	 ���? �I�k� $�� ���"��	 	9���  "Y�� ������ 1���9�� 
��  �O-  &���	  3����� ��,��		 N��  &'� - � ���� ���	 #?�"��d� �������� &	 �	 
#A�	 >�l# � ��  �	�4। 
��� &��-�Ap� ���������	 �s��� 	����� @&�� "G� 1&��� 
���������	 	����� �I�k� $�� ���"��	 	9�� E ��	 ��	��	��#-	 38 ���L	 "� "���&��n	 
$&�M2�	� $"��	� >���, ��� - ��L	��, $&��A��� 	�����, $=2 �O�2, #?,�, A�	�,  ��c�, 
�������� �AO�� $���	 	�������	 � 2 �O�  �O�  ��	���-� $�	?  �	 ��:��	 9P�<�  ��� 
 �	�4। 

! 4�Z� #?�"��d� ���������	 ����d� "�� ��">�¡ 39�� E �		���d� $��T �	 
$�����  39�� 
��� &��-�Ap� ���������	 	����� E ���&����� $�� �I�k� $�� ���"��	 
	9���	 ���L	 "� ����	 ���Ay E "���&��n	 9P�<�  ���  �	�4। �������� 4�� ���#	 
&A���� �̀	 3�� �&�¡ � E &���	? &'��  ��"�9� �&	�" �����L	 ���� $�	?�	 �H�	� >7& 
�I�k� $�� ���"��	 	9���	 ���L	 ������	 ����	 ��� &���"	 �O�K 3 �-?  �	�4। $�O�OT ��:��	 
���O���� ��� $�, 
��� &��-�Ap� ���������	 	����� �I�k� $�� ���"��	 	9���	 ��,�	  	�	 
��� E 31&I� ��� �	 3" "I� &	 ��		 $1। 
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r��9��&  #?������ &�����r��9��&  #?������ &�����r��9��&  #?������ &�����r��9��&  #?������ &�����    

39�� 	�H 39�� 	�H 39�� 	�H 39�� 	�H     

�&9���# 3�T�� $��  
������ >�	?  �	 
��� &��-�Ap� #?�"��d� �������� &	 �	 
#g  	�	 �	, �������� 3E���� ��# E��� -�  ���2 !�� ��-��,� ��������	 ��� @�g  ! 
���&1 �1 E �1 ���	�� ���"�#�	 ����� 9���4। 

$�����O �	 
����� 	<�	 "�� �� &��Z &�� $ ��2 ���� �O���£�� &�=��� ��b 9�� ��� 	 
��"� 	L �1�� �����4 �����	 ����� ��Q�	, "����������	 � $,��� >l�� E 
����� ��d 
���<� &�=��� �����	 �9���  �I�k� $�� ���"��	 	9�� ��  �	�G�, �������� �� ����� 	 
���� � � �-�� ����̀, &�	� ��� �� �����	 $�O_ �����  �	 3E���� ���#	 $�O�_	 ���  !  
��	�2 >7 t� ��� ��� �� 3�4, $��� !  ��N��- !1 &��� ����� 9�।  ��- 	� &�&��	 */ 
" &�&� !�� >A� ��	���	 ��-��,� ��������	 ��L @�g�  $��2 *0i " &�&� >��s� �4��। 
!	 ���� +*� " "���� ��	�� &�&� )*/ " ������  ��	�� &�&�। 3E���� ��# ���� "���� 
E ������  ��	���	 &�&���	 ���� ��:	� &���� >��s� 9�� ���	�, ����	 ���� $��  �� " 
1���9�� ���	 $&����9�	 9��� �9� ���� $=H��	 9���4 !��  �� " 3|&��-?E  �	�4। 
3	 $ 1 $ 1 �" �" !�� �� $��  ���L��� ��	,���	  ��" ��P �� �� &���� 9��"	 9�� 
���	�। ���� 3	E $��  �� " &�&� ���-��-� 	��&��̀9 3m� ����4। 

!1 @�g   �� �2 ��  $��  ����� ^G_�`?-। 1���9�� &	 �	 3E���� ��# ��� ���������	 
��L &�=���  &��7  	�	 >�¡��� ������ 3M�? ,������4�। 1���9�� &	 �	 3E���� ��#�  
$�31� $n��?�  �	, 3E���� ���#	 $��,  �-� E ��-��,� ��	�� &�&���	 >�	 & � 	 � 
����,�	 ,����� ����	�  &�-
�Q  �	�4। 3	 &�-���� 3E���� ��#�  $�31� $n��?�  	� 9��E 
��-��,� ��������	 ��-�, ����� 9�� � ��� ! �2 �P �Z ����A�	 $2�� $4�Z���। � � !1 
@�g  ���?  �	 �����4 $�, 1���9��	 ����A�	 $2�� ���- 9���4। 

&���� >��s� ����2 ����1 $� &�=��� ���������	 ������ ��	 �,� 3: � 	���4 ����	 
$,��� ����। ��:	� !�&�4 	?�<��	 ���L�������	 !�� &�	 ���������	 &�=��� �����	 o"-� 
&� �a	 ������ �9�&��। ����	 $,�� ���� ,̀Z�Q ��"��	 3���	 >Ð��&�। 

!1 @�g� 	 	�"���  ��7��-, r��9��&  ^G_E �� । A���  ���	 r��9��&� 	� $��� 
���������	 ���L &�=���	 $#p	���Ñ� 1��9�& �����, $&�� !1 ���"�#	 @�g� 	 ^G_ ��	 
����- $��<� ��� 1��9��& ������ 9��, !�� $ � &�T9 $1। $ > $ > 9�� ���� ���	, 
�������� 3E���� ���#	 &�&� &�&�	� ! �2 ��L @�g   �	�4 !�� $���	 	�"���  E &���	  
��	�s�� ��-����,�  �	  �� �2 �&��Q ����4, ��	 	�"���  ^G_ �� �� ���	, r��9��&  
��7��- � ? 
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!1  ��7��- ��]�� 9�� 3����	 �H�	 $��� 9��, 3" $��  o’��& 3�# "����	�	 !  ��� 
��� �� 	��	 &��" n��& q� � $	&� ��&-	 �����। �� ��������� 3E���� ���#	 &�� ��-�, 
��"��	 �9� >Y�&। #?���d  E 	�"���  ��� �	 �H�	 ��E��	 3 �� ������� �����	 3��� �O�� 
���� ���<�	�। $&1 �9� ��"��	 �9� >Y��&	 ��� �I�k� $�� ���"� �P�� ���� 	��	 ���g	 
��� ��� ��� �����	 &��� ���Z�� ��-�7 #?-3����� ���Z�� 3E���� ���#	 & � &�&� 
&�&��  ��� =9?  	�� 9��, "#�?	 	�� ��,�� 9�� ���	, "#?�  $��� ���°�� AI 9�� 
���	 !�  �" $ >  	�� �। "#�?	 &�I #?
���-	 &�I $ > ��� ����&n�� ��  �	, ��9�� 
"#�?	 ��� �	 	1� ���  ,	� ���P $���	। $&��E ��1�		 	�"���  ��-��<� 	� �ª 
$����� �� �, ��  �	 3��	 ��� =9�?	 �	 �	 � ?  ���������	 "���� $�� �I�k� ��	 
�����	 A���? !	 "��� �����4 �a  �� �2  ���, ‘‘!1 ��-�,� ��"�1 ,Z̀�Q ��"� �। 
3����	 3��	 &�=��� ���� 9�� ���	।’’ 

��� �� ���&	 ���� �I�k�	 A����l�� �<�	 �<�	 H�� $#�। 1���9�� ,M ����&n�� �� 
 	���। �	S !�� ��9�& #? �&9���# 3�T���	 $�� ������ 3���  ��S &���  ��  �c�A� 
@&� ��	� $����� ��� ��I��� ���। ��,- ���&	 &�� ���	�� 3��	 ����� ����� ���� "����� 9� 
	��	 ��g ����	 ���L &�=��� $��	 ���-� ���A	 "�। ����	 & ��	 ��1 $&�� ! �2 �	� 
�ª !	�	 �  9��? �I�k� ��� ����	 ���� � ��� , ���  ��� $=b�	 9�� 9� ��-	 "I�,�M	 9��� 
��9�� �  9��? $  ���-� $��� &�=��� "���� ? !1 ��ª	E "��� ���� �I�k� ��"1। 
3��#���� �Ò �t ����, ‘‘3�� ��� ���-� $���	 "� � ���  ��9�� 3��	 !1 ���-� 	1�, 
!1 &�=�� ,���। !1 &�=�� 3����	 ���L	 &�=��, !1 &�=�� 
�����	 &�=��।’’ 

�I�k� 3" 3����	 ���� 9��"	 $1। 9����	 ��-	 1���9�� ,�M	 9��� 3" ��� �T�। � � 
���������	 ���L &�=�� �����, 
�����	 &�=�� ���K 9��, 3E���� ���#	 ! "  �-� ���� 
$�� ��� �K 9��, ���������	 �����	 &�I ��	� ����&n�� ��  �	�। �	� ��	� 3�	� r ��� 
9���4। ���L &�=�� 3	E $"�	��	 E &�#�g� 9���4। &�=��� ,�Z�Q "����A	 ��E M��� 
3����	 � 2��-� 9�[। 3	 !1 &�=�� E &�H����	 ��	��1 ! ���& ����� ���"�#	 @�g� 	 
	�"���  ��7��-E r��9��&  ^G_ ��,�	  	�� 9��। 

1���9�� A��B� �2�� ,M 3��  �	�4�, �I�k�  32   	� 9�� $��9� ���L 3�T�� ��,�� 
9��, ,	� ����,��		 ���� 3E���� ��# �� $A�I ����, 3E���� ���#	 ��	�� &��&�	� 1���9��	 
���-� $�� ��� &��Z &�� $ ��2 �����	 ��-�,� 	���  ���-  �	 $���। !1 o	���� 1���9�� 
��� ��� 	�"���  &�����	  �� ��� �����&��  $�� � ���� $,���4��। � � ���� A��� 
$A����। 3E���� ��# ����  �� " ��	�� &�&��  �T� 	� 4�Z� 3	 o’! "�	 $��� 1���9�� 
�� ��� $AZ��� ���	�। 3E���� ��# $#�2� "���	 &��- $��� ��L �J�� ���������	 
#?��"�d� &	 �	 #�Z �����4, ���L ���9�	 &�I  ���  ��� ������ ���L &�=��� ��	  9���4। 
#�	 !1 ���&	 $#�Z�	 ���  ��	� & �� ! � 9�� 1���9��	 ����� �,�	?� H�:&  �	 �����4 !�� 
�����&��  $����� �����4, $�� ���"� �T� 9��E 3��- 	�� $#�4 ��4�, 3	 	�� $#�4 ��	 
&����#� &9 �-�	� ����	 $�O�_	 �A���1 1���9��	 ��� ��� 	�"���  &�����	 H�:�� ����	 $ > 
�	� $��। ��	� & ��1 ��L�J�� 	���4 !�� ���L &�=��� ��	  9�� ����	 >�	 ���-� ����_ 
��� 	�। ����	 $ � $ � ����� 	�"���  A��� �	 ��1 ���� 9�� �Q��  �	�4 ��� 1��9��& 
!��2 3	  ��� n�2�। 3E���� ���#	 �� ! �2 ������d  	�"���  �� 	���	��� ��{�� 
,�	� =9?  	��, !2� ���� 	 ����	 1��9��& !2� ����9�, >���9� n2�। 
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!1  @�g  ���?  �	�4, 1���9��-,�M	 ,	� ��-	��	 ����E ���������	 #?r � �2�2 
#?������	� r ��� !�� 
�����	 ,Z̀�Q �<� �"-� �O�&� a। !1 @�g  3����	 ���L���9�	 
�� �� $�	?� !��4, &��Z &�� $ ��2 �����	 �� !��4 �� ����, �Ob &�9&। ��9��-��	 �k� 
	��^���E >����  �	�4, ���������	 ! ��� @�� E ������l��� &	 �	 #?�"��d� �������� 
&	 �	। 

�I�k�	  �t  �¾ ������ 3�	�E ���, !���		 &�=�� 3����	 ���L	 &�=��, !���		 &�=�� 
3����	 
�����	 &�=��। !�� &�=��� "���A ��������। >����,�� ���L &�̀�-	 3���	 $	�� 
>Ð��&�। 	L ��4� &�̀-���	�? 3" ���<�	� ���������	 &�=��� ����। �< �< �	?��-�	 
9�9� �	 ���- 9�� � ���		 	L����, ����	 �°��	� ��H�� ���� �। "� 3����	 &�y 2 !�� 
&�����। "� �����। 

 

(
��� ����� $���	 $��  �,��	�) 
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��:�  9���  �	 ��²��� "����   
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"� ����� 

+� ��-� +�� &���� 
)0 3#¸, +/0+ 

    
��:�  9���  �	 ��²��� "����  ��:�  9���  �	 ��²��� "����  ��:�  9���  �	 ��²��� "����  ��:�  9���  �	 ��²��� "����  PPPP�  	� ���� � �  	� ���� � �  	� ���� � �  	� ���� �     

���"� 3" 3	 $ � ���L � ���"� 3" 3	 $ � ���L � ���"� 3" 3	 $ � ���L � ���"� 3" 3	 $ � ���L �     
&��Z &�� $ ��2 ��²���	 �� $�� ���"�&��Z &�� $ ��2 ��²���	 �� $�� ���"�&��Z &�� $ ��2 ��²���	 �� $�� ���"�&��Z &�� $ ��2 ��²���	 �� $�� ���"�    

(((("� ����� ���"� ����� ���"� ����� ���"� ����� ���������������))))    

��� 1��9��&	 O��&�� 9��� �	� 1���9�� ����� ����� �	��	�� ��²���	 $���?�� $�9 	�£� 
 �	E ��	 	L ����&� ��O�  	�� ���	�। $�:�   ��� �<b 9�� >g�� $�� �� ����  R� �̀� 9�� 
�� �� � 4�  �	 ��& $��� ���� o��	� 1���9��E ]�: ���� �c'� N1��	 $��� $#����� 9�� �#�� 
��	 ��� �I�k� $�� ���"��	 ��,��		 �9& ,�����	 "� >�� ��� ����� $�> $�> 	� 4�Z�� 
8G  �	�4। 

��� &A��� E ����  ��̀������	 ��� N�� 
�� !1 nO?� 	�8�  ��	 ����   �" $��  
��O�  	�	 "� ����	 ��������� ����  ����	  t
	�  >¼=��� �����4। � � ����E $ � ��A 
9�[ �। >«� $��   ����  $�� ��̂ �		 3n��� ����	 �#" $�	  �	 ���� �����	 
�A���  "�� 
���� ��	,���	 ���   � 9�  	�� 9� 1���9�� !�� ��	 1��9��&	 ��<� ���O� "�Q�� E $��� 
�,���	 &��� 3n��  	�� � ��	�� 3^ ��� $���  	� $��  ��O�  	� ���� �। 1��9��&	 
3P� ��Z	 #���" �,� ,�	� �92��	, 31���� ���&������	E ���K  ��� ��O�  	� ����। $�� 
 � �	 ��	 "� $�� ��^�		 ����"। 3����	 ���L ���9� 
���M� ��^	 9��� $&  �" &���� 
 	�	 "� 3" ��o���	 #����  �" 8G  �	 �����4। ��	� ���	 $ � ���� ���� � ��²��� 
"���	 ���� $�� ���"��	 	9���	 "�� 	<�	 "� $ � ���#� 1 �Z  �	 $���� �। ���"� A�1 � 
��,�� ����	 3��� ����& ��
�& ��� $��, �� �	E $ � 3=9 $1। ����2 �S�n��� "Y����	 
��,�	 <�? &����� E �G? ���L $&�	� �&��  �	 �����।  

1���9�� $n��?�  �	�4, $& 0� ����� ��²���	 3�� 3 �z� E 3��# ��A�̀�	 ���  $�� 
���"��	 ��,�	  	��1। ��,��		  ��  ��& 3�#1 $& )�$� ���,-	 $���	 A���? 	��E ���� $H���4। 
���� 1���9��	 �����  t $��  $&�� ]�	 ��Z�4�� $�� ���"��  $	9�1 $�E�� 9�� �। 
�	��-� ��� ! 1  t $n��?�  �	�4, ��,��	 $�� ���"��	 ��?�� 9�� ���	। ��	 ��£��� $&���	 
���2	 3n��� � �'� $���	 $��  ����� $�� &��9��  9���	 N��  $�E�� 9�[। $��   � ��		 
oËL�� � ,�2� ��²���  t ���  ��	"�H	 ���	 ���� $����[। 

!1 ��	���� s��	 ��9�, ��,�	� 	 ��9�, �� � 1>�H	���	�	 #��& $,���	 �����	 
���? $�� ���"��	 ��,�	 8G 9���4 ��� $n��?�  	� 9���4। 

3	E ! �2 ,� �� $n��?�E ! 1 &��� &���  	� 9���4 ���� ��� 9���4 �&k�	 3Y��u 
$�����u $X�9� $�� &��9��	 ��	 ����� ��	,���  	�� 
� O� 9���4। !�� ���  $�� &��9��	 
�<  
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�����	 "� ��  $,K� ��l	  	� 9���4। $,K�  �	�4 
�� n��  ��,�	  1���9��। ��  
$,K� ��l�		 �	 "�� $§�9� ����� ��	,���� 
� O� 9���4। 39� �  �2 ! �  >����� �2 ! 

 
$�� ���"� l��-9�  �t $n��?�  �	�4��, 3��	 ��,�	  	�	 $ � !�����	 1���9��	 $1। 

� �&	 ��A���# 3��	 ��G��? 3��	 ��G�� ��A���#  	�	 �  ��� �	 1���9��	 3�4, ���  ! 
��� �	 $  �����4? 

!	 �	E "�� ! $  $X�9��  ��  $�� &��9��	 ��< ����� ��	,���� ���L  	� 9���4 !�� 
��� ��	 �����	 &��� 3���,�	 "� !  ��n���� s�� 	E��� 9�� $#�4। $& s��	 �� ��� 
� ��  	�� �  �	? ��� $#����	 ��� ��g  �	�4 1���9��	  ��4। n��  $� $�� &��� �  
��	��� ��� ��̀�-1 	�� ���� $H���4, ��	 �,�	�d �9	9 $�� ���	��� ��� 4�Z�� ]����� ���[ $&1 
31�	 3	 1��9��&	 R� ��"-� 1���9�� 3��	 ��  $,K�	 �	, ������ ��<	 31"���E �g  
 �	 ����4। 1���9�� $������	 9�"��	� =���	 ^9�� ! "���� ��,��		 �9& 9�� ���	-� � 
&A���	 3��� �����& >Ð��&� 3"� 	 ���� ! "���� �����#�� ��,��		 �9& �� �"�। 1���9�� 
$�����  $���� 	���� 9�� �	 ��� $��  �	 $����	 &�¡��� $��9P $��&�c� A�� ������-�	 �	 
$����	 S��  $,�� 	��I�� g�Ó�  	�	 <��� $����	 3�4 � � o"-� ����	 ���b�� ���� >,� ��²���	� 
$����	 N� �	  ��4 $� ���� $�����	 ��<� ���� �� ���� !�� $����	 $"��	�	� 1������1 ���1 
$2	 $��� $#�4। 

��� $§�9� ������  �	 �� ����  	��? $�� &��9��	 ��G�� �  ��A����#	 "��� ��� 
$��� !��  �	 $ ��2-? ��� "���	 3����� $�� ���"� ! �2 ��� ��	��  �	�4 !�� �� 9��� 
"#�?	 3�� 3 �³� ��A�̀�	 &��� ��� ����&n�� ��  �	�-4� ���	 &��� $�¯���  �	 
����d�	 ���  �Z  �	 $����। "��	 �� 	L 3	 �° #I�	 &��� ��"�  ! �|  �	 ��� 
&�̀�	 ����  �	�। !1 ��	��� ��� $�� &��9��	 ��,�	 9� �� 9�� &��Z &�� $ ��2 ��²���� E 
��,��		  �g#Z�� >g��� 9��।  �	? $�� ���"� 3" ���L �, &��Z &�� $ ��2 ��²���	 �� $�� 
���"� ���"� ��� &��Z &�� $ ��2 ��²���  t ��²���-��? ��²��� 3��#। 1���9�� $����	 <�����-� 
$&�	� ! �2 "����  �  ����  	�� ��	��? ��	�� �। �92��	 ���	�। 31������	 #��& 
$,��	E ! �� ‘2���c-’ 9�� ��Z�4�। 
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���	���  &������  ���	� 
&'�� ��  

��� E ���L��� 
"� ����� 

+� ��-� +�� &���� 
)0 3#¸, +/0+ 

 

&'�� �� 
��� E ���L��� 

���������	 ��P�?- �J� ���� {���� 9���4। 9����	 ���9�	 ���� O� !  ��P�?- !�� � !� 
���	 ��,। ���������	 !2� &��7&�	  ���। +/�� &��� ��� ��� !1 &�-=�&� ���	 {�� $��� 
$�� ���������। !� !2� ����� $�p&��� �����	। ��� ��� !  �4	 �� o’�4	 �Q	 !1 ��� 
$��� ���। ��	�	 ��� �4	 !��  �4�	 ! ��� ��	 !1 {��� ���������	 ���� &�-
�Q 9�[। 
���� ��� �4	 ��������� H&��	 $� <�� 9�, ��	 ��	�� o��� $ ��2 2� �। #�����8 E n	��Z�	 
<�<��	 �9&�� !	 ���� �	� 9��। ���� !1 o��� $ ��2  2� �E 1&��������	 ‘��������� 	���� 
��� ��	’ �9&��। ���� � O� <�<��	 �9&�� !� ��-Q "�� ���� �� "����	 $,K� 9��। 
1&��������	 >������  ��&� 	� & � &�� !1 <��	 �9&�� $,�� 	���	 $,K�  �	�4। 

���� ���������	 <�� 8�� H&�, #�����8 �� n	��Z� &'�� \�& 9E��	 ����1 &����� �। 
!1 <��	 ���� $�� $�p��� , $��� &��	̀�&�	�। !  �4�	 ! ��� ��	 &�-{��� ��� 9E��	 
H�� ��������� ���� n�2�� ! �2 &�M��  ������ ��	?� 9���4। o�A-<��s� ��������� ��� 
@����  �����	 ���	 �G  O�� &���	 E ���  ���� H��E 3�T�� � 4� ��� &H� 9��। 
1&��������	 $���  ,M ���������  9�	 ���2	 ����&�	 �� $ �� $,��?  �	�4, � � ���	 
��� �	 !�� ���� n�2�� o	  	�	 "� &��" ��{� �����	 $ � ���s�  �	�। "���&��n	 
����	&  ���2	 �	����2-E ���Q WK A���� !1 ������	 ��� 9���4 $� ��������� A���	 >�	 
������  ,�� Ô��&	 "� ��L ,���� ��' E #A�	 � ���	 &�9���� $&, ���s�  ���- l�	� �N 
3�#1 ��������� &��" ��{� ��  O�� >y��	 ���s� _	����  	� >�,� �4�। � � ��������� ��  	� 
9��, ��  	� 9���4 ���� ��� P��	 �GA�̀���। $&��� #A�	 � �̀�	 &�9���� $&, ���s� ���- 
l�	� #� ,���� �4�	 ! �2 ���� n�2�� !�� ��  ����� >lO� !�� �� ��	?�  	� 9���4। �����  
$&�� �	 ���a�y�� $�� 	���41। ��������� � 9���4 ���a�y�� � &��" ��{�। H�� ���� n�2�� 
o�A-< E ���	�X	  	��=��& �������� 3" &�-���	 $�� ���Q >���। ��	�	 $#���	 >�	 ��� 
$H�Z�	 �� "��2�4 ��� �4�		 ���। 

����	&  ���2	 !1 �	����2-	 ���	? � ���� 9�� ��������� 	����� ,�J�� &O�K 9�। 3" 
q� � �9�		 $� o�2 �� ���2 ��� � ���� ��� P�� 9����	 ���9�	 �� ,�2� ������	 À�� � =9? 
 �	�4, ��� !  �4	 3�# ��-�7 #� �4�		 !1 &�� ��	�1 ����	&  ���2	 �	����2-	 >�O�� ���� 
���������  �J� E ��²�����	 &�I ���� ��� P�� ��& ��	 ����&n�� ��	 ���	? 
��	����9 A��� � ��  �	�4 !�� 1&������� ��������� �������  ��& E $���? ,����[ ��� 
��A�� E � ��   �	�4। 

��� �������� E ��²���	 "�� �	? &�&��। ��� &�&��	 &���� � 9�� ���������	 
��-���  ����-� E &����"  \�& $	��  	�	 �l��� $ � >��� $1। � � #� $��� �4	 ���7 ��� 
�4	 $ ��2  
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$ ��2 2� �	 �&� K, "�� E &'��	 <�� 9E��	 �	E !1 &�&��	 $� &���� 9��, ��	  �	? 
���������	 >�	 ���� ��� P�� "I� ,�M	 �������  ��&। �������� �4� ���� ��� P��	 
� �� ,�	��	 ! �� ������X�9� ��&� 	 E $����?	 �����<�। ��� P��	 ��	 a�  ����	 
��L  �-� !�� !� ��� $"��	� 1���9��	 ��-���  >���K�, $&1 ��£��� 3��� !� !� 
39�� ! ���#	 $m� ���	  E "������ 3������A	 $��#�। ���������	 >���"-� @�����  ��X�� 
���� ��� P��	 ��	����, ���� ��� ��	 a�  ��- 	� 9���4 ��	 a� ��9A-̀� 2� �� "��	 
��?�L��	 &�&�� $��,  	� &�� 9���4, !��  ��� ����"�  ��  9�"�	 $ ��2 2� � ���� 
��£���	 �GA�̀��� 1&������� �� ���� ! �2 �� 	�"�� @�	�  	� &�� 9���4। $ �� &�� 
9�� +/�� &���	 �	 ���������	 ��� ��d�?	 "� ��:,��� $ ��2 2� �	 ! �2 �����  
��	 a�	 ��-&�s�  	�, ���������	 ! ��� �P���� 3��  ,�Y� ����	 $ ��	 "� @�����  
&�9��� &�=9  	�। 

�4�		 �	 �4	 �	�����	 $� ��-Â��� ��²���	� 9��Z 9��Z �À�  �	�4, ��	1 ��9�� �� 
3"� 	 ���L &�=��। !���	E ���������E ���� O� ��P�?- !�� �� ���	 q� $���4 !�� ���Ay 
���� ���	 >,,�� ����&���	 ���  Ì� !�#�� $#�4। � � !���		 ��� ��²�����	 "� ��1 o�� 
 �K	 $9� , ��	 ���� 3���-���	 ���E  � �। ���	 H�� 9����	 ���9�	 ,��,� !� G�। 
����	 2��� E ���� �� �"� 9�� ��Z�4। ���� O� !�� �� ��²��� ���L���9� !1 &�����# 3�#	 
,�1��E �7�	 9���4। !1 �7�	�� 3�	� ��Z��� 9��। ��	 >�	 ,̀Z�Q 3n�� 9��	 &�k<? Õ� 
!�#�� 3&�4। 3����	 �� 	���� 9��, ���������	 ��� &�&��	 &���� ���������	 �����	 
& � o�� �K	 ��&��	 ! ��� >��� ��	 
�����। !1 
������  _	��Ö�  	�1 3����	 
3�" �	 ! ���  �-��। 
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���	���  &������  ���	� 

�A����� ������ #?9���	 "� 1���9�� 
�� ����� "Y�� ���9� #�Z �����4 

"� ����� 
+� ��-� +�� &���� 

)0 3#¸, +/0+ 

 
�A����� ������ #?9���	 "� 1���9�� �� 

����� "Y�� ���9� #�Z �����4  
��-��<� 	 �O�K�� 

&A� "#7 $��  ���[y $����,P��	  � �� ��������� 9���	 "� ����� "Y�� ���9� 
$e�� ��A  �	�4। !  c" 3���	 � �����R 1���9��	 $W���� $H�&- @�	�	  ��" $e�� 
���[। �< 9��� �	� #�Z $����	 "�� !1 ������ 9��� �����R��	 3����  	� 9���4 
>�	  ���	���� $�� । 

���# ���# $� &�P "Y�� &¨�2 E 	�K��  ����	 ���  ���� &O�K  �	�4, O��� 9���	 �� �	 
&���	? �����	 	L ���� ��-	 ��&�	 1��	�� #���� �����4 ����	 1���9�� ����	 &��=����। 
�����	 ��-�� �	� 9���	 �� ��	 ����M� ��� । )�$� ���,-	 �N �̀��- $�� 1 !1 ��� 
&A��� ���	��� 9�����" $"��	� �������  ������ #?9���	 �P�� ��[��। M�� M�� G�l�	 
$A�  �	 �����&� 9��� ���	 ��	 a�	 &���� � �� ���[।  

&� "�����	�  $�� $��� ����� ��� �, $��� &� �����  ���� �	�9 �����  9���	 "�� 
]�:�  $�� &�� �। $& "��1 	L ����&� E �8 � O��	 $&���	 ��4�1  �	 9��� ���	 >�¡��� 
� �  	� 9�। @�R��  ������ !��	 ����� $e�� !	 ���s� 9���4�।  

��� - ��L	�� ���L ��� �A������ �#�	 ��	 $��4 $��4 9��� E \��&	 >�¡��� $��  �	 
^b $e�� ��b ! �2 ���9� $�	?  �	�4�। ��	 �� &	 �	� A��� ‘‘=� ����	2’’ 1���9�� &	 �	E 
�g  $���  �	 $#�� $e�� ���� ! �2 ����� 9��� �	� ���9� #�Z �����4। ����  #?9��� $��4 
$��4 "�� ��, �92���		 !& !& ��H&�	��	 ������ ��-��, \�& E ��¬ �� &'� - !��	 
�����R  �	 $���� 9���4। $"��	���	 H�1�� !�  ‘‘����� ���9�’’ �� $W���� $H�&- ��� >�Y� 
	���4।  

$����,P��	 	�"��� $ ���2�	  �4� ��4 �J�� $� s��2�� �O�2� 3�� $�� 1 &���	  4�>� 
	���4 ��	 ��  � �। &���	? ���&�   ��"  � � s��2	 �� >�Y� ���  �। !1 ����� 
4�>��� &A� "#7 $��  ���[y !1 ���[X  � �� ��������� 9���	 "�� ����& "Y�� ���9� $e�� 
��A  �	। 

������ ��� ������,  � �� ��� !  c" 3���	 � �����R 1���9��	 $W���� $H�&- @�	�	 
 ��" $e�� ���[। �< 9��� �	� #�Z $����1 !1 ������ �����R��	  �"। $��A�L !1 9��� 
�����R��	 3����  	� 9���4 >�	  ���	���� $�� । 

31�� ��:	 3��� +/�i &�� $�� 1 !1 �	�?	 ! �2 ����� ���9� #g�	 $,K� ,��4�। 3	 
$& &�� $"��	� ��&� E ��-�� $"��	� 1���9�� >L ���9�	 >�	 ����� ^G_ 3�	��  �	। 
����  
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��£��� E 3�	�  �� �2 $	�"��� $��  ��4�1  	� ��:, �� �
�A���  ,�	��	 $&��  ��g��� 9� 
3���	 �� 9��� �����R��	 $e�� ��A  	��। !1 ���s��  !���1 $#���  	� 9���4� $�, 1K 
$�I� $	�"��� o�		  ��, ��� ��� ���� ��� P�� $&����E �� "��� �। !1 &�P 9��� E 
\��&	 $&���	 &�Ö�� $� 9��� �	� 	�����,	 �� #g  	� 9�, ��	 �� ‘‘$W���� $H�&-’’। 
��"�	 !  ! �2 ��  �	 ����	 �J���2 ×�� ��AL  	� 9�। 

3���	 �	 >�	  ���	����s ‘‘$H�2 §��#’’ ! ��� - $W���� $H�&- $e��  ��'�2�� !1 �	�?	 
����� $e����b 9��� ���9� @�	�  	� 9�� ��� । 1���9��	 $W���� $H�&- ���� ! ‘‘$H�2 §��#’’ 
 ���'1 ����� 9���4। ��-��� $ ���2�s ‘‘ � �’’ ���� ��� P�� >«�� $"��	���	 ‘‘$H�2- 
§��#’’ 3	 ‘ � �’ $��  �����A��� ��<���b 9��� �	� ���9�1 9�[ ����	 ‘‘=� ����	2।’’ 

"�  ������ &������� 	 ��� ������, ����� E ��-��� $e����b 9��� �����R#? 
��������� 	9��� E \��&	 �����&� ��A��� ��L 	���4।  � � ^b �����	 !��	 �� &b�9 
$e�� $��� 9�� ��� । $e����b "Y����	 &���� �� ��1 !��� �O�� ���[ $�, A������	 o��-��#	 
 �� ����,�  �	 ���� ��� P��	 $ � ‘‘���X�9 s��’’ !��	 $��K  	�	 ���s� 9���4। 

)�$�	 	�� $��  $�"	 $"��	� ��g�	 >�	 ����_ ��Z�4� 1���9��	 $#�	�� ���9�	। 3	 
	L����&� ‘‘$W���� ���9�’’ ��	1 &���=  $�O�_	 3E��� 3�&। ! 	�� $��  !�� �	��-� ��� 
!1 ���9�1 1���9��	 #?9���	 ��	 a�  ��- 	�  �	�4। 

� � $&1 $W���� ���9�	 	L ���&� $�� 9��	 �̀��1 ��	� ��"��	 	L ���9 $��� 37�  
>�g�4। 3	 ��"	 &I�	 �O����9	 ���� ���Z�� ��>�	 >�g�4 �	��-� A���9 ��N��-	  �� $A��। 

�A������ $�� ‘‘=� ����	2’’ $�	 ������ $��� 9���4, ���������	 ���2�� �g  $���A��� 
1���9��	 ‘‘$W���� ���9��  ���� 9�� $��� 9�[। O��& 9��� 3	 \��&	 �� �	 $������  
&���	? �#�	 ��	 ���� �2 	L �? � $��  3" "« ��[ "« ��[ ���L $&�। ����	 o"-� 
��A���	 ���� ����	 ��� 3M��?	 ��§��	 ]��  9��� �	� 9�����	 "��� ��A��� �	 9��4��। 
�O���, >�[� 3	 �	�"��	  ����� ����	 3"  ���� 1��9��&	 �� O� "�� ��� �,���  �	�4। 
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���	���  &������  ���	� 

���������	 "#�?	 1[�1 	�"���  
&�����	 ��P� �A�� 

"� ����� 
+� ��-� +�� &���� 

)0 3#¸, +/0+ 

 

�������� E �������  
 

���������	 "#�?	 1[�1 	�"���  &�����	 ��P� �A�� 
9����	��	 &���	  &�9����� ����9� $	�� 	�"���  &���� &�� � 

(	�"���  A��� �	) 

���� ��� P�� n� � 1���9�� E ��	 "Y�� ���9�	 ��G�� �������  "�=� E $&�¼�	 9�� 
>�g�4। 	�"���  3���,� ,�����	 ��� 1���9�� �� $���1 ��,- $��  �:�,�� ��,- ��-Q 2����9�� 
 �	 ��"	 n��  ���9�	 ��L�  &�9�  �	�4 !�� ��&�kË� E �	S ��²��� "��	 >�	 3���  
��	?�S ��� ]�:���� �Z�	 ¿-��� �P�  �	�4। ��	�	 )�$� ���,-	 	��� A��B� 3	 1���9�� �� 
$#��� ������ ����	 �	 ��� 	��� �`?- &���	  � �� ��� ]�:���� ��Z�4 �	S n��Q �	�, ��G�, 
��8, �O� ���-���� ��²��� "&���	�?	 E�	। 

���������	 "���� $�O_ #?�d &�� ������d  ������ ��²���	 
��� �	 ��� $���	 
	�"���  &�&��	 &����  	�� $,���4�। � � 1���9�� 	 n��  ���9� &�&��	 	�"���  
&�����	 �� ��	���#  �	 &���	  �8 ��L	 3m� =9?  �	�4�। 

������� , ����	 #?�d� ��� ���� 1���9��	 �8��L	 ��G�� ��§Ø nO?� � ��  �	�4। ����	 
���Ay $���	 	�"���  $�O�OT ! �� &�WK��� ��]�� ��	�4, 1&��������	  ��& ,�M	 ��< 
&���	  �8��L	 &�9��� �������� &�&��	 $ � &���� &�� �। 

3	 $&1 "��1 "�  &������  E &��9���  &�<��A  �ª  	�4� &�¨�"�����  ‘��������� 
&'y’  	�� &��- 9��	 �̀��- 3	E  � ���:� �����  ‘���Q�`?-’ !�� ‘��9�&A���’ �O����	?  	�� 
9��? ‘��9�&’ ����� �  &��? !1 $<�A !<�? &�	� �O������1 \�� 9�[। 

	�"���  &����    

&Å�� ����	 ���Ay 	���	 $�O�OT �������� E ��� P� &�&��	 	�"���  &�����	 E��	 
$"�	 ���[। ��:	� ��  	�4 $�, ������ �������� &�&��	 	�"���  &���� � 9�� ��	�s��	 
^G�	 ���� n2�� !�� ��	 ����M�� �Z�� &�	� ����	 E��	। 

!cE��c- $ ��c	 �Q��    

&Å�� ��� - �&��2	 >l�  ����  &��- ���2	 $��&�c� �&�2	 !cE��c- $ ��c �����I 
E ����	�	 �	?��-� ����	 ��	��-  �	 
���� �H�	 �#���4। 
��� ������-�	 �̀��- ����Y��� 
��� �Q��  �	 $� � O� ��s� $���	 �	 ��:	 ��	?� 9���4 $�, ! ��� 	�"���  ���1 ��������  
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&� �2	 &���� 9�� ���	 !�� 	�"���  3���,�� $�� ���"��	 	9���	 &�I1 9�� 9��। 
��� �̀�-��� !� ! �2 ��	?�E �����4�� $�, �������� &�&��	 	�"���  &���� &'� - ��:	 
�� ! �2 �P�� 	���4। � � $&1 �P�� &'� - ��� $&1 ��N��- � 4� "���� �
� �	  �	। 

��̀- "��-��	 ��A�� 

�̀�- "��-��	 �� &�&� ����K &�&��� �������� ������I	 �	?��-� ����	^��� $���	 �	 
����Y��� #� )+ $� 3#¸ !  &������  &���� �Q��  �	�4, ‘‘!���� ��� ����	 ���Q E 
�	���� �<�y 	���� 9�� �������� &�&��	 	�"���  &���� ! �Q ����" ��� 3�	� �� 
 �	।’’ 

���� "��-�� 

��	���  ����Y�	 �̀�����& ���� "��-��	 ����L �d� ��� c���� $�9�	�& ������I	 
&����Q �������� $��  3#� �	?��-���	 ����	 ��	��-  	�	 �	 &������ ��	  ��4 �Q�� 
 �	�4 $�, �	?��-�	� ���� 
���� �H�	 $��� ���	 $&"�� $&��� >���L ��	��� &O�K $9� , 
!2�1 ��:	 $���	  ���, !�� $& "�� ! 2� 	�"���  &���� ����"। 

&���� $ � ���? 

& ��1 �������� &� �2	 	�"���  &�����	  �� ����4। 	L<�� ����	 ��	���- 
	�"���  ��� !1 ��ª	 ��� �����&�  	� &�� 9� ��9�� 3���	 �  �� �� ���	। � � !1 
	�"���  &�����	 �� �  9�� !�� $ � ��� !1 &�����  H��&`  	� &�� 9�� �� $ >1 
$�������� ���4 �। 

9����	 ���9�	 ����9�	 ,�1 

�&�2	 $ ��c #?���d  E ��������� A�̀� �	 "� ����	 #?�d���� E ���Q ��� �����	 
� �t m�� E ��AT ��A  �	�4। ��� ��"1 ! 2�  �� 
� �	  �	�4 $� ��� P��	 9����	 
���9� �����	 ���2�� �� � ��-Q ! " �	?��-�E 
���� �H�	 ���� � �	� 3#���  ��  ���&	 
���� �	?��-�	 &���� !  $ ��2 ��� ��< ��:Z���। 3����	 ���L#� ��	?� �&�2	 $ ��c &����2� 
��   ���� ����4। ��� ��:	  �� ������ ��� ��� $�, ��� P��	 9����	 ���9� ��������� 
!� ! 2� ��	�s�� &O�K  �	�4 $�, $&��� �����	 ��< ����Q �	���� ��&  	� &�� �। ��	� 
$��� &������ 
�A���  ��s�E �H�	�� 3�� ���- 9���4। ��-�7 @�����  9����	 ���9�	 ,�	� 
��	� $ � M��1 ,��� ���� ��	�4 �। $&�� �	 ��s�2� $� ���1 ��� ��	 ����? ��E�� ���, 
���� ��� P�� &	 �	  �O-  $�� ��N��- 3 �� A��� ���������	 ��� O� !�� �� �&�2	 
$ ��c	 &H�		 ����� �����  	�	 $A�	 ����। 

‘����	� E��#�	’ ��È� 

�O�2� E ��� - �#�	  &����� #�g� ‘����	� E��#�	’ ��� ! �2 $&�� ����� ���������	 
���� O� !�� �� os �����	 "�� ����"�� �	��H &��=� ����	?	 >�¡��� $�������	 ��� 
���������	 ���� O� !�� �� ����  �	�4�। � � ��� P��	 9����	 ���9� ����	 ���� $�� !�� 
��? &��=�&9 ��	�� ��L !�� �� �H�	 3&�� ����  �	। !1 ������	 &�&� E &�&�#? 
�����	 ��� !�� ������ ��		 ������ ��? &��=� ���	? ��� �	 ����  �	�4�। � � "Y�� 
9����	 ���9�	 
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  ��4 ����� �� ������ ��		 ��� ��-9� �� ��� । ��, !1 9����	 &���	  "�Q�1 ����	 
 ��4 ���� O� !�� �	 o#-� �����	 ��?  ���-	 "� &�9��� $,�� ��g��[। 

3&�� �� ��²�����	 ��?  ���-	 "�� �, ����	 $A�I �Z� ��-����  $ � 	 �� �2� �� 
	���	 !�� n��  @&���	 "�� 	&��	 &	�	�9 ����9� 	���	 >�¡���1 !1 &�9����	 3��� 
"���� 9�[। �� 1�� ‘����	� E��#�	’ &�&���	 &�9��� &��	 os ������	 ���� ���	?  	�� 
� $���	 $ �  �	? �� �� ���	 �। 

��:	� &��-&��1 ���������	 	�"���  &����  ���  �	, ��:	� !2�E "�� $�, ! ��� 
���������	 "���� $�O�_	 &�I1 	�"���  &���� &��। ��:	� !E "�� $�, �:�,�� ���,-	 
	���1 1���9��	 &���	  ,M $&1 &�����	 & � �� G�  �	 �����4। 

8�� ����	  ��� ! 2� &���	  "�Q��  	�"���  &�����	 ��� 3� &�� �, ����	 
	�"���  &�����	 ��� 3&�� ����  	�� 9��। A��  ��� ����	 �� 8A ����	 >�� 9�� �। 
�&�2	 $ ��c ��"1 ����4 $�, ��� P��	 &�I &' -��L ��s�� ������� �k�	��� 3m� 
=9? �	� �	?��-�	� � 4���1 
���� �H	�� �P� �, !  ��2� ��� >����  	�� &��- 9���4। 
��9�� !1 &�&��	 &���� $� �  ��E ��� ��" >����  	�� $��	�4। 

��� ��"1 
� �	  �	�4 $�, !1 &���� �I�k� $�� ���"��	 	9�� E ��:	 	�"���  ���	 
&�I  	�� 9��। 

�̀�- "��-��	 ��������E ����4 $�, 	�"���  &���� $&�� �	 "#�?	 1[� ������ 
9�� 9��। ���������	 ��-�,, 3�� �< �	?��-�	 ������� 	��� 3m� =9? E 3	E &���	��? 
�	?��-�	 3#� &���� !�� #?��������	 ��A�� $��  "#�?	 14� $� �  �� ��]��  �	E 
�&����� 9��	  �� 9�। 3	E �S �S E 	&� ���� ��� P�� 9����	 ���9��  ����	 n��  �O���� 
>7&�9 ��  	�� $ � M��1 ���������	 "#�?	 1[� ������ 	�"���  &����  	� ���� �। 
&�� &��1 	�"���  &����  	�� 9�� ��� P�� 9����	 ���9��  &���	  E ��-���  
&�9����� �k  	�� 9��। ��, ��� - ��L	�� !1 9����	 ���9��  &���	  E ��-���  
&�9�����  �	 	�"���  &�����	 ��� �Q	�� &O�K  	�4। 

����_R�9� E @�� �� ���	�������_R�9� E @�� �� ���	�������_R�9� E @�� �� ���	�������_R�9� E @�� �� ���	���    

!  ��� ��� - ��L	���	 3Ó�	 $&�M2�	� �� $¸2 E A�	�� ���L ��L ��� - 	��o� ��� 
$,¸�	 $���& �Q��  	�� ���� 9���4 $�, ��� P�� ����9� ��� - &�9��� ‘����_R�9�’ E 
�����#�9-�। ��Q ��� - ��� &�����  �	 ��� &���	  &�9������	 ��	���- $�� ���"��	 
	9���	 &��� 3���,�� ��O� 9��	 "�� 1���9��	 >�	 ,�� &O�K	 �	���- �����4। 

�&�2	 $ ��c	 	�"���  &�����	 ���	�� 3����	 "�� $1। � � � O� ��	�s�� ��� 
��"1 >����  	�� $��	�4। !	1 ��	���<�� ��:	 	�"���  &�����	 H��-�� >Ð��  	�� 
9��। 

��� P��	 	�"���   �g����	 ���� !1 &�����	 $� &���� )�$� ���,-	 �̀��- �4�, )�$� 
���,-	 ��� 	���1 $& &�����  ��� P��	 9����	 ���9� &'?̀- &��7  �	 �����4। ���� 
��� P��	 ��� $�� E���� ��E &Å��  ����� !  &������  &�<�7 ��	 !1 &�� 
� �	 
 �	�4। 
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����	 �O97 ��L���£ ����	 �A�� ����	 $<� &Å&��	�  	�	 >�¡��� !1 &���2	 ��� ��� 
>��&� ���  �� 9�� ����	 ! 2� $�p��  E ���� &���	 ���1 ��� �H�	�� �� � 9��। $&1 &���2 
9�[� �O���� $ ���E  �E "���� ���L &�=���  $�� ��-Q $ >1 ���-  	�� ���	�। "���� ���L 
&�=�� �,	 �� "���A  �	�4। 

��	� 3" �������� &� �2	 	�"���  &�����	  �� ���4 ����	 !1 &���2 &'� - 
���	����	 ���9� �� �� 9��। 9����	 ���9��  �S, 	&� E ��-���  &�9����� ����9� $	�� 
	�"���  &���� &�� �। �&�2	 $ ��c	 ! ������	 ����� ����_ 	���4। ��� - "#�?	 ���� 
��:	 �A�� �
� ��-। ��� P�� 9����	 ���9��  &���	  E ��-���  &�9����� $� ���������	 
&� 2�  ��n-s���  	� !�� 	�"���  &�����	 ��� ��-� ���? �Q	�� &O�K  	�, ��� - "#�?	 
 ��4 !1 &��2�� 1 ���� �	�� 9��। 

‘3�	�E ! � 1’ ��� 1���9�� �� $� &���	  �����L  �	�4 "���� ���L &�=���	 $��<�� 
!1 �����L ����	 &��-�	  �� $A��  	� 9���4, ����	 "�� $��2�E V�n�	 ���� �, ��� - 
"#? E ��� - &	 ��		  ��4 !  ��E �&�2	 $ ��c� 1 $�p:�4 ���� 9��। �	?��-� ����	^��� 
��	��-�	 !� ��� P�� &��� 	 "�Q�  �O-  ���� O� ��������� ��	 &H�		 ����� ������	 �	, 
!1 ����_ ��:	 E�	 �����A��� ���-�4। 

,�	�2 �ª 

�������� &�&�� &'� - &Å�� A�	��	 ����d� m���� 1�T	� #�k� ,�	�2 $�p��  ��ª	 ��� 
�����&�	 �O�K 3 �-?  �	�4। ��� �ª  �	�4� &��Z &�� $ ��2 �����	 ��:,�	 ��� �	 3�4 �  
�? &����#�	�	� �  &�����n���	 l�	� ����Z� 9�� �� ��? !1 &�����n�	�1 �  &����#�	���	 
������ 	���	 "�� ���� $�� $��  �S 3����  �	 ,���? 

��� ,� $�, ����2 	�� >��	�L �ª^��� ��� �,Q�  G? !�� >�	 ��। 

��	� 3" 	�"���  &�����	  �� ���4, ����	 3Q�	 ��  �2� � ��	 ��,�	 9�� A�	��� 
���d�	 >��	�L ��ª	  ��- 	� >��		 E�	। 
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���	���  &������  ���	� 

&'�� ��� 
&�-���� >���K�  ���2 

"� ����� 
+� ��-� +/� &���� 

+0 $&�¢�	, +/0+ 

 

&'�� �� 

&�-���� >���K�  ���2    

��-�� ���L����  &H� &���b	 ��� !�#�� ��� ��E��	  ��" #?��"��d� &	 �	�  >���� 
���	 "� ���������	 ,�	�2 �#����� 	�"���  ���	 &�Ö�� $� >���K�  ���2 #g  	� 9���4, 
��	 ��	 $��-������	 &������� 1������1 � ���� 9���4 !�� ! &'� - ��  >7&�9� 
3���,�E ���X� 9���4। � �� !1 &�-���� >���K�  ���2 #�g� 9E��	 "���� ���L &�=��� 
"���	 $� ���Z E �2�2 r � 3�	 ��	 ����?� 9�, ���� ���������	 �A��	 ���L&�=���	� $�� 
�����?� 9��, $��� ��1�	 ���������	 8A� �z� E �k� $��^���E >7&�9� 9��। � �� !1 
>���K�  ���2 #g�	 ^G_ !1���1 $�, ���������	 
����� &�=��� �� � &O�K	 "� 
&�¨�"����� ,M�Q !�� >= �¦&�-
��	 &��������� $A���� ����	1 ��K 9� !�� "���� 
����� 
E #?��d	 ��<� ���,� ,�	�2 �#����� �� ���������	 "#�?	 ��-��,� ������_��� &	 ��		 
��� ����	 $n���� &��- 3�	�  ��- 	 E &�M�  �	 �����। !1 ������	 !1 ��^���	 A�̀� �	 
$�� ���&�  	�� 9�, $��� ���&�  	�� 9� 3E���� ���#	E। 3E���� ��# &���	? ��-�,� 
��������� ��� �� 	� �	���1�2 3&� "���A  �	 "����  $�O_ ���	 ���&����� ��� �	 
��A  	� &�¦E ���L&�=�� ��	,���	 ���� �#����� ���	 &��- E >���� =9�?	 �&��Q l�	� 
���� 
���-	 >�\- "���� 
���-	 ��� ����	 3�#�� ����A��� ���?  	�4। 

&�-���� >���K�  ���2�� ��	� 	���4, ����	 	�"���  �� E ��� ���- � �� ��E & ��1 
�	��<� $������ ।  ���2�� A�&�� ����	 ������_  	�4 ��E��� A�&��, ��������  ����K 
���2-	 ������_  	�4 m� ��? �&�, �������� "����  ��=�&	 m� ���	£ �	 !�� $��"�ÙH	 
����	 �����  $��"�ÙH	 39��। ! 4�Z� !1  ���2�� 3E���� ���#	 o" &�&��  �QA-̀L 
 	� 9��। ��-��� �������� &	 ��		 ����d� E �		���d� !1  ���2�� 	���4। ����d�  ���2	 
@�g  3x� E ��	,���  	��। 

���"� #�	 ����� !1 >���K�  ���2	 ���  ���2	 ��� @�g�  #?�"��d� �������� 
&	 �	1 $� ���������	 ! ��� @�� &	 �	 !�� �I�k� $�� ���"� ���������	 ���&����� "���� 
$�� ! &���2	 � �t ��A���L $��� $#�4। "���� ���L &�=��� "���� �O�KAI� !1 &��]��� E 
��Ay�� ! �2 ^G_�?̀- n2�। 

���������	 #?�"��d� &	 �	 !�� !1 &�-���� >���K�  ���2	 ���� 
�A���  ,�	�#� 
���- � 	���4, � � 	���4 >�¡�� E �<�#� r �। !1 �<� 9� ���������	 �̀?- "���� 
�����। 
,�	�#� ���-� �	 $<�� ��� ,��, #?�"��d� &	 �	 "#�?	 $A��2 ��-��,� ! ��� &�s�। 
"#�?	 �< $��  �&��Q =9�?	 E ��  ��- 	  	�	 &'̀?- !�����	 ��	। �����  "#�?	 �< 
$��  !1 �&��Q =9? E ��  ��- 	  	�	 ������	 &�9��� E &��	���- �� 9�� >���K�  ���2	  �"। 
��1 !1 >���K�  ���2 #g�	 >����# =9? l�	� #?�"��d� &	 �	 ���L����  $"�	��	  	�	  ��" 
! �2 ���� E &��������#� ���<� ����4 ��� ,��। !1 ���s�	 H�� ���������	 & � !�� �	 

����� !�� 9����	 �&����	 ,̀Z�Q �	�"��	 ���2 ����1 _	��Ö� 9��। 
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���	��� &������ ���	� 
$&1 ��	�� $��� 

(&���	  "�Q�  �O-  ! " �&���	  ���L�  
���������	 #A-	 ��� ����# �&�I) 

"� ����� 
+� ��-� +/� 

&���� 

+0 $&�¢�	, 
+/0+ 

 

$&1 ��	�� $���    

 ���������	 ���� O� !�� �� ! �2 �� �2� 	 ��A� ,��4। �2 �2 ���E �� � � ��	 
�����  ���Q ��	��। !1 �����  9�, ! " �&���	  ��:����	 ��²����  #A?-�		 ��� ��&�� 
�����&��  $��]���, ��������� 3	 &���	  ��& $1। !� $,K� 31��� ��:E  �	�4��। ��	 �� 
�4�		 @
	�,�	� ��&� $���� ��: ��  !  �2���	 >� ��  #A-	 ��� ��&�� o���	 �����  
$��]��� $,���4��, �������� ��²�����	 l�	� ���&� 9�[। $���� ��:	 ���� !��	 A�Z� ��E�� 
$#�4 3�o� $������� ����  ��  !  ��:��	 c�L�	� । 

q� �	 ��2A�� 8�� ��:����	 #A-	 ��&�� �, ����	 "I�,M ���������	 ���� O� !�� �	 
3&� ��s� &'� - �����&��  ����Q  	�	 "� 3�	� 4� ,���	�	 3m� ��[। 9g�7 ��� 1���9�� 
!� ���	 ‘�9��A�’ ���L $&�"�4 !�� ����	  ��� !  $m?�	 ‘‘	�����	��� ’’ ��²���	 ��� 
&���	? �� '� E $n��?�  �	�4। ���� O� q� � $���	 $��  ��� 9���4, � 4�&���  32  
$�� �  ��  $"� $��  ���L $��� 9���4। � � !1 � 4�&���  $��   �	�, ����	 �� ��� � , �� 
� 4� $���	 $n��?�� ��� 9��। &��	�� 3��� 9� ������	  ���	 4�� ���-�	 �� !1 ‘<�� 
���-�	’ �9Z��2E "I�,�M	 $ � �� ����� ��A&�k	 ��9�� �� � �। 

! ���  !1&� $��  $����� AZ�, �����  ���� O� ��������� ��� P�� 9����	 @&���	 
��-	�� ����9� 	��� 9���4। !��� ��²��� $�����	 1�� ��  	� 9�[ !�� !  ! " ����<� 
$&��1�  ��²��� $�����	 ����̀-  �±� (>��±�) �9&��� =9�? >7&�9 $"�#��� 9�[। ���� O� 
!�� �� !��� ,��4 =���	 �	 =�� ��t, 9��� E �¬��7&�। ���� O� !�� �� ��²�����	 !1 
��s�। ������E ����	 &�I ! 1 3,	?  	� 9�[। 1���9�� ,M ��]�� $��	�4, ����	 ������ 
�̀�����& $�&� ��²���  �-,�	� 	���4, ����	 $ > 3	 ����	 ���,�M	 ��� ��#� �। ��	� 

�A��� A���1 
��� �������� &	 ��		 ��� 3�#�� $���?  �	 !�� &����# $���1 �� $n��?� 
 	��। #� ��:, ���& �N ��²���  2̀������ E �̀����&  �-,�	� �������� &	 ��		 ��� ����	 
3�#�� $n��?�  �	 ��9��-�� 1���9�� ,�M	 ����� �,�	?�	 $��� H��2�  �	 �����4। ���� 1���9�� 
,M ��1 ����K ��²���  �-,�	���	 32 ���	 "� ����	 ��&���2- 32� 	 3��� �����4। ���E 
���-�� ��� 9���4, !1 3��� & � ��̀���&  �-,�	�	 $�����1 ����"�, � �  ��"	 $���� $��4 
$��4 $� $ �� ��²���  �-,�	���	 ��&���2-1 32   	� 9�[, �����&�	 $& ��	 "���E 3	 $�	� 
9��। 

$��-������ !1 ��²��� �� E ��²���-����Z ��� ����9� $	��E 1���9�� ,M q� �� $  
!  ����&n��  ��²����  ��:����	 �9&��� ���2	 #���� ��&�� !1 �&���	  ��&�	 AZ� $����[? 
!1 �ª�2	 "��� ���������	 ����d� "�� ��">¡� 39��� #� �1 $&�¢�	 	��� 
��� ����� 
$���	 $ � $��  �,��	� ��	 A���? �����4। ����d� ����4, ‘‘"���&��n	 &���	? ��	���	 
������ 3&y 9E��� ���� ��� P��	 &���	  ��& �#��� ��������� �&���	  ��& 
������-�	 A�� &O�K	  
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! 2� $ p�� ����  �	�4। ����d� 3�	� ����4, 1���9�� nO?� �2�� ��	 s�� ! " 
�&���	  &�<� $#�����  ��&���4 !�� "#? $��  ���[y ���K��� 9��� ��²����  ��� P��	 
������  �	 "���&��n ��g���	 $,K�  	�4 ! &�1 E1 ! 1 $ p���	 �I। ��-�7 ��������� $� 
&���	  31, #?9��� E ����� ����9� 	���4, !1 ¬&�� $#��  	�	 $,K�। 

� � ����	 ��� ,�M	 !1 &�� $#�� ��,K� &H� 9��। ��1 ��������� ! " ��:����	 
#A-	 ����# &'� - ��L	���	 ‘�>1� - $��¸’ ��� � WK A���� ����4 ‘ ��������� #A-	 
9E��	 $ � $��#��� !1 $�� �2	 $1। �������� &'� - ���s� =9�?	 ! ��� ��� �	 	���4 
"#�?	 ��-��,� $�� $�� ���"��	।’ $��	�����	 ! " �A������ ���-���� &�&� c�� ���� �  
�����	 ���� O� !�� �	 #A-	 ����#  	� &'� - ����4 ‘!2� �������  �	�?	 ����#।’ � � 
1���9�� ,M ��1 $,K�  G, �����&��  ����Q  	� ����	 $,��� ���� ��<��	 $ � $,K�1 &H� 
9�� �। ���������	 ���� 3	 1���9�� ,�M	 ��&_ 
� �	  	�� �। �	� ���L���9� ��S	 ����1 
1���9��	 !1 ��2���A�� & � A�Z���	 ��&� n2���।  
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���	���  &������  ���	� 

"Y��	� ��? &��=� ����	  ��"  
��#��[ 

"� ����� 
+� ��-� +/� &���� 

+0 $&�¢�	, +/0+ 

 

"Y��	� ��? &��=� ����	  ��" ��#��[ 

 ���� ��� Q�� &���	  ��&  $#��� 1>��&H !�� "���&��n	 ��	��	 ��? �����&��̀9	 
������ #�Z� E ����9 ����	  ��" ���9�	  	�4। &Å�� �������� &	 �	 ��s ����	 ������ 
"���&�n�  ! �� "���� �����4। 

"���&��n	 &�9��� &�s� 1>��&H !	 ! �2 "��� �2�� ���  $��� $#�4। 

+/0¹ &���	 A���9 ��� E n��?-]�Z <��=P $�� ��	 &�9����	 "� ����	 ���Ay 	�� ���y 
�����	 $&��� $�&� ��? &��=� ���g���4�, $&^���E &���	  ��&� 	� ����	  ��" ���9�	  	�4। 
Õ� �	��H $�	�?	 "� ��������	 &�������- 	E�� !�� ������A��	 ���� 	�� $� &� 	���		 
$p �, Õ�#��� �J ���g���4�, $&^���E r ! 1  ���- ���¤� 9�[ ��� ���? ��E�� $#�4। 

&Å�� ����	 � �2 ! �2 &�n��- ���L���9� ��  $&����9��	  �4 $��  ! �2 #����2 ��� 
 �	। ��	 ���L���9� $��� 3��- 9 $� E2� n�̀?-�̀#-���	 &�9���� ���	�?	  ��" ���9��		 "� 
	E�� $��	� $p ��^���	 ����। 8�� ����91 � n�̀?-]�Z <��=P ��²���	 "� $��	� 
����X�� !��  ��Z-$,��Z ��  $&����9� ��"	�1 ���9�	  	�4। &Å�� ���� 	?�I� �9� 
���&���	  ��4 �2� A��- ����	 ��E�� $#�4। �2�	 >��		 4�� !�� $��� $��  $��� ��� $�, 
!^���E ��� E n�̀?]Z o#-���	 �	���H	 "� $��	� �"�&। !� � , �	?��-���	 "� $��	� 
����X��E 9����	 ���9�	 ‘$	�’ X��� ��	?� 9���4।  

"�� $#�4, A�	�&9 1>�	���	 ���2 	�� "���&��n	 $&�M2�	� $"��	� >����  ��� P�� 
"���&��n	 &�9��� �k  �	 $���	 "� ���	��  �	�4। 

  

………….
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���	���  &������  ���	� 

&'�� ���  
1���9��	 1	� &H	  

"� ����� 
+� ��-� )¹� &���� 

)i $&�¢�	, +/0+ 

&'�� �� 

1���9��	 1	� &H	    

 ! ���	 "�� 1���9�� ���	 3 ��  1	� &H	 &'� - ��-��<  �9��	 ���� "a� 8G 
9���4। A�	� E ��� P��	 &�I 1	��	 &' - $&p9��-���̀ । ���� ��� P��	 &���	  "�Q� 
���������	 &��Z &�� $ ��2 �����	 ��G�� ��� 8G  �	 ��-��� , 	�"���  E &���	  &� �2	 
$�Z�"��� 32 � ��Z�4। ���������	 ���� ���� ��� P�� &���	  "�Q�	 ��G�� �	?�? &�=��� 
��b 9���4। ���L���9�	 9��� �,� ��	 ���[ ���� ��� P��	 "Y�� ���9� ��	���  ��� 
��	�s��	 �G !�� n��  ���9�	 O��& ����,��		 H�� ���� O� ��������� �
�A���  ��s� 
��	�"  	�4। ���L���9�	 �7�	��� ��§� &���	  &	 �	  � �	���, ���&� ���?"� �AO�� 
��-���   �" �- ,���  	�� ���- 9���4। !	 H�� ��� P��	 ��-��� &'`?-A��� ����-P 9�� 
��Z�4। ��	���  "#�?	 ��������	 9��� &��� ��		 	�"���  <��� �H�	�� $���	 &���� 
&��̀	 �	�9� 9E��� ��& ���� ��� P��E 	�"���  &� 2 n�A�̀ 9�� >�g�4। ���� ��� P��	 
&���	  ���9�	 ��-	 ����,��		 &�<� A�	�� 3m� =9? �	� ���������	 �� �< �	?��-�। !1 
�����&���  �	?��-�	 "�� ����	  ��4 ��� P��	 ��� 	<�  	� &�� 9�[ �, ����	 @ �H��E 
��2�4 �। !1A���1 @�	� 9���4 ����	 &� �2	 $�Z�"��। 

!1 &� �2	 "�� !Z���	 "�� ��� P� A�	��	 &�I 1	��	 ¤������̀  &'� -	 &�����# 
��� P� E A�	��	 ���� 1	��  ���s��	 A�̀� �� ����-  	��� ,��। �������� &�&���  !�Z�� 
��-�� &�&���  �� -A�	� ���	���	 �� $���	 !1 ��� P�� 3=9 �� �। ��������� &���	  
!��c�AJ�	 8G  	�	  ��  &b��9	 ����1 ��	� ��"��	 &OK &� �2	 ^G_ �����  	�� 
$��	�4�। ��	 �	 $�� 1 1���9��	 &	 �	 ����	 ���Ay $��� ! " ���s ��:�" $�Z��[। 1����̀�- 
3�	� ���s �9�&��  ��c�, ��Û����, ���������	 $2� � 3�o	 	9�� �AO��	 �� 8��4। 3��	 
�������� E A�	� &����Q ��-��<  ���9� $������  �	 �������� E ��� P��	 ���	���  �� -
A�	� ���	�� ���Q�	�  	�	 ���&E 3�	� �<  �	�4। � � $�� ��-Q $ �2�1 &H� 9��। !<�? 
��� P��	 9�� !1  �"�2  �	 $���	 "�� 1���9�� �� 1	��	 ���9	 l�	s 9���4। 

� � ���� ��� P�� &���	  "�Q�	 ��-�� &� 2�2 �������� &�&�� $��  >Ð��। !1 &�&��	 
$ ���T� 9�[ �������� &�&��। !�  !�Z�� �#�� &�&��	 � O�  �	? 9�� ���	 �। 1	��	 ��9 
&���1 ��� ��� P��	 &��� 	 "�Q�  �O-  &OK &�&�� &�����	 3Q�	  1[� $���?  �	 ��9�� 
� O� ������ �<� 1 $��4 ��� 9��। !1 ���	���	 ������ �< ��� P� E A�	� �, 3&� 
���	�� �������� E ��� P��	 ����। !2��  !�Z�� �#�� �������� &�&��	 &���� 9E�� &�� �। 
A�	��	 ���Ay �I	��"� $� �� �< �	?��-� 3m� =9?  �	�4, ��:	� &	�&�	A��� ��������� ����  

 

 

 

 

 

 

*!1 &���� 9�� ‘"� �����’ &'�� ����	 &A���� 3�o� ��y�  �O-  ���X� E � ���� 9�। 
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��� P�� &��	�  "�Q�  �O-  &OK &� �2	 �� �	।  ��"1 !1 &� �2	 &����E �A-	  	�4 
�������� &	 �	�  
� �	  �	 $��	 ����, �� -A�	� ���	��� ���Q�	�  	�	 ���� �।  

� � !1 ��P� &�� �  1	��	 ��9 
� �	  �	 $��? 1���9��-��9 3���,�	 �	 $� &��<b 
$n��?� � ���� 9���4 ���� �������� &�&��	 <�?�� 1�I�E $1। �	� �� 3�4 �� � �	�Q�	 
��� P��	 "I���9�	 ��� ��	�< &��- ��� ,��। >L ��L $n��?�� ��� P��	 ��� 1	��	 
&��-�	 ��� $"�	 $��� 9���4।  ��"1 !1  ��� ���s��	 ,�	� E ��	?�� &'� - !	 ��	 3	 
 ��	� ��1 $��9 �� ��	  �� �। ���� 1	��?	  �4 $��  &��� ��		 $ � #?���d  A�̀� � 3�� 
 	� ,�� �। 1	��	 ��̀-��	 A�̀� � 3���,�  	�� $��� ���� $�, 1	��	 	�"�d ! ��-Q $ � 
#?���d  �#����� E #?���� A�̀� � =9?  �	�। ������,� 3	� "����������	 ��� 1	� $ ��� 
&�M� &��- $�� �̀�		  ��, @��  &��-E "����। �	� 3	� "����������	 $"����	 ���4 
1	��	 	�"�d ���y 9� $&1 A�� 1	��	 	�"�d ��	��	 ��	�<A��� "���������� ��L	 
���	�����1  �	�4। !� �  1	��	 �9� "���������� $�� c� $��&��¡ �  ��-Q 1	�� 
	�"��d	 ��< &9�  	� &�� 9��। ��, !1 c� $��&��¡ 1 1	��	 ��-�� ��-���  ��,���-	 l�	 
>«L  �	 �����4��। 1	� 3���  #?���d  ��& ���s�	 ��	���- !�E ! �2 �����#�� 
	�"�d �9�� 	��� 9���4। 

�����,� ��� ���� !����� �"�=� "���� $,��	 H�� 3Q"-���  &� �̈"�����	 
��- E 
��L	 A�	&��� ���y 9�� ��&�4�, 1	��	 	�"�d $�4 o���	 ���� $&1 &�¨�"����� 
���-	 ���P 
�9	� �9�&��  �"  �	 3&�4।  

���������	 ��-��,� #?��������	 ��� ���� ��� P��	 &���	  "�Q�	 ,	� ����&n�� �� 
E ���������	 ��G�� ���� ����?- 9��	 �	E 1	� $#��� ���� ��� P�� &���	  "�Q��  ��- E 
&�	 &��	 ���#���4 ��� ��A���# $��� �#���4। 

���������	 "���� ��������	�  &�¨�"�����	 $�"��Z ��	?�  	�	 >�¡��� 1	��	 ��9 
��-�,�	 ��̀�-E ! ��	 $,K� ,������4��। $& &�� 1&������� 9�� 1	��	 ��9 3 �� A��� q� � 
&H�	 !�& �I�k� $�� ���"��	 &�I !  &�<��� ����� 9। � � $�� &��9� $� "���� 
��-�  
"��£�� ���� &�¨�"�����	 $�"��Z ��	?� 9�� 	�"� 9�, ���� ��� P�� &���	  "�Q�  �O-  
���������	 "#? E "���� $�O�_	 ��G�� ��A�� E nO?��� #?9���	 1��9�& $�� 1 ��	 ���? 
��E�� ���। ���������	 n2� &'� - �������  "�=� 9��E &�¨�"���� &	 �	&��̀9	 ��Á��� 
!�� ���� ��� P�� &���	  "�Q��  ��	�< &��- E >7&�9 ���	 n2� $��  ��]�� �&����� 9� 
� $�, 1	��	 ��9 ��  �	� 3#� ���	 ������ ��������� &�¨�"����	� $ � 
��- 9��&�  	�� �#�� 
���- 9���4। 

3�	� ���� "�� $�, �g  $���A��� �������� &�&���  �� -A�	� ���	��� ���Q�	�  	�	 
���&E ����	 ���- 9��। �������� &�&��	 &���� �A-	  �	 $ ����� �I�k�	 ���L��, �������� 
&	 ��		 9��� ��& <��� ��-? !�� 9����	 ���9�	 ��&�	�	 E��	। ����� �। 1	��	 
���9	 &��1 ��� !1 &�&�� &�����	 $ � &��[� ���  ��9�� 1���9�� &	 ��		 E��	1 ��� ��:	 
�A�� ��P�	  G। 
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 �E���� ���-�����	� &���� �������� 

 ����������	, +i1 $&�¢�	-3"  �E���� ���-�����	� &����	 �l��� ����& ! " 
�O�2� !�, ��, A�	�� �������� �	?��-���	 /�¹�2 ����	�  /�¹�2 #�"� �-l�� ��� ��A�9�  �	। 
!�� ��� ‘!1 /�¹�2 �	?��-� ����	 �� -A�	� ����	 /�¹�2 &����  �	?’ �9&��� ��	�"  	�4। 

>L �O�2� !�, ��, 9�[ �O�2� ,� 	�-������# �H��		 >��d� ��� $  $� �	। ��� ���, 
����2 �	?��-� �����	 $�Z ��� $�� �  $	��	 "� &���9� ��1 ���� ��:Z��� $���	 $,�� �����	 
$,���	 ��< ��	�L 	 �O�� 3	 � 4� 9�� ���	 �। 

�>�"�����	 ������ ��� !1,, �&, $2�'· &� -��� >¼�	?  �	 ��� $�, 
 �E����A�L 	��^��� ��� ������ ���< ���s� =9? �  �	 ��9�� A�	� E ��� P��	 ���� 
��� �����- 9�� �Z��, ��	 H�� >A� $���	 ��-��� &'̀?-��� $A�I �Z��। 

��� 3	E ��� $�, �>�"�����	 �����d� ��� � � 9��E  1������1 1���9�� ���  �̀�- 
��� P��	 "#? �� ,�� �� $�� ��� ���	�� "�����4। 

&���� ! ���  �L� ���������	 �	?��-���	 "� &�9��� $�	�?	  �" _	��Ö�  	�	 3x� 
"��। 

 �����������	 ���y ����� E �	�?�«�� #?��d	 &��< $� &����  ��  �²�L ���� ��?� 
>¼��	� 9���4, ��� P��	 "I� &	 �	 �� �&y �,�� =9?  	�� ���	�। $  �, ���������� 
���L ��� P�� 9�1 ����	 >L &���� �������� &�&�� 3����,� 9���4 ��� $<�A � �� 
 �	�4। 

��������� ��� Q�� "Y�� ���9�	 O��& ����,��		  �g�	 &�����,�	 ���� ���� ��̀-�� 
&b��  �E���� ���-���2�	� &����	 &b�9����� &��� 8G 9�। 

&���   �E���� &�,� ��� 3�-�	 �2��� 1���9�� ���  !1 &���2 >����  	�� ����4 
$�, ! ��� $�� ���"��	 	9��1 ��̀- �����	 "#�?	 ��<  �� ���� ���	। ��� $�� ���"��	 
	9���	 ���L ����  �	 ���, " $����	  �	�#��	 $	�� o���	 $ � &�&��	 $� &����  	� 
��� � �O�2� &�¨��"�	 1��9�& $��  1���9��	 ��<� =9?  	� >�,�। ��� �2��� ��	 A��� 
�������� &�&�� ��� O� �������� !�� A�	� &	 ��		 ��AR��	 >�	 3��� ���  �	। 1���9�� 
�� &'� - ��� �Q��  �	 $�, 1���9�� �� 	�"���  $�� । ��, ���  $�� �����  	�� 
9�[ ��A-"�� 	�"���  &�&��	। 

>L ������� A�	��� ���������	 $�� m� �", !& ��� ���������	 ��ª ��� $�, 
��-�� &� 2 A�	� ��� P��	 ���� ���	���	 H� �, &��O�� E A���	 ��  ���� ��� P��	 o1�2 
�Ay "���	 ��� �	 ���	��। 
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n��	 ������ ��� &�� �P   �E�����	 �< $��  �̀�- �����	 �	?��-���	 &�9���  	�	 "� 
3��� "��। 

�O�2�	 &��	 $	��Ü 	��&� ��� $�, �̀�- �����	 �����	 �	���� &����� � 9E�� ��-Q 
A�	� >l� ��	 $H	� ��g��� ��	�� �। ��� �̀�- �����	 &�&��	 ! �2 	�"���  &�����	 
����"����	 >�	 $"�	 $�। 

#����	 ������ ��� $�A� $"�& ��� $�, ��� P��  �T�  	�	 ��� �	  �E����A�L 
$��^���	 3�4,  �	? ��� P� �̀�- ������  ������  �	 !�� $�� ���"��	 	9���  32  $	�� 
��� E ��� ���-	 & � ���� �Ã  �	�4। 

 �E���� ���-�����	� &A�	 !1 ������� ��� P��	 ������ $�	�?	 ��� �	 $1। 
$ � ��� P��	 $ � ���-���� $1। r ! 1  �	�? �1�"�	�� E >#�Ó�E ������ $�	?  	�� 
���	�। 
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����Y��� 3����"� �������� &���� ��� $�O�O�T	 3���  

3	 3��� � 
!��	 &�M� &�9��� ���� 9�� 

(����� ������ $��	�) 

 ����Y��- �O����	 4��2 �9�����	 )��2 	���	 �� " ������ ����Y��� 3����"� 
�������� &'� -� !  3Q"-���  &���� (+�-)¹$� $&�¢�	) ��������� �����	 ���	�� E 
��-�� #?9���	 ��G�� ��§ ����	 E nO?� � ��  �	। &���� ���������	 ���L���9�	 &���  �:�� 
 �:� ������ "Y�� 1���9�� ���9�	 ��G�� &���&��	 ����?- 9E��	 ������	 ! �2 3Q"-���  
�§�#c #g�	 3x� "�� 9�।  

&���� ���������	 ���L&�=���	 ��� &��|  &��- � ��  �	 ��� 9� $�, &�&����  
��� 1��9��& !	 $,�� "n��� 9��� �� 3	 &�n�2� 9��। 

&���� &�-&���M�� #O9�� !  �P��� ���������	 #?"�#O��	 >Ý��� E ��²��� 
"����������	 "  �I�k� $�� ���"��	 	9���	 ������ ��� ���- ���L ����  	� 9���4। 

3Q"-���  &���� $��#�� �	� ���Ay 	���	 ����K ������	� ��� $�, ��-��� �������� 
��ª &	�&�	 &�9��� ��  	�� 9��-8����� &�T	 �P�� =9�?	 ���� &����	  ��-M� &����� 	��� 
>�,� 9�� �। 

$����	 &���  ����d� ��� ��, ��, @ 	���, �&�9��	 &��	 ^�E��	��� !�� }��~	 ��� 
c����� ����	 >�Y��� ��A�� � ��  �	। 

����Y��� 3����"� !1 3Q"-���  &����	 >�l��  �	 &��-��� $�� m� "�� �� 
�	��?। &���� ���������	 
����� &�=��� �9�� ����� ����� �	�, ��G� E ��8	 ��� &�=��� 
��AT "���� ��:��	 �O��	 ��� m�� ���-�	 "� o’���2 �	��� ���  	� 9�। 

"�  ��� - ������&9 &���� $��#�� �	� $��  �� " ������ ��������� ����  
��̀����� �<�y 	���	 ������	 1���9�� &	 ��		 E�	 ��� ,�� &O�K !�� &�&��	 &���� � 9E�� 
��-Q ��� P� ���� �S &�9��� � ��� ��	 ����� �����	 ���� "��। 

1�T������	 "�  &���  �		���d� "� $��9��� $	���� 3Q"-���  31�	 >�O�� ���� 
���, �������� &�&�� ��� P��	 �A�Q	�? �����	 9�� ���	 � । ! ������	 9P�<�  	�	 
��� �	 "���&��n	 	���4। 

&����	 &�H��  ���  �	 ������	 ���� ��� �T� ���L_ 1N�� $���9, ��� 3:�X 
����	�, �&�2	 $ ��c, H��§�12,  ��c�	 ��L ����d� $�¸�	 ����	& ��?� ���g���4। 
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A�	��	 $��&�c� �#�	 !  ��?��� &��� �������� ��ª 3Q"-���  ����  "�=�  	�� 
&9��  9�� ��� 3�� � ��  �	। 

m� �	�? &���� �LO�� �&�I ��� $�, ��� 3" ���9� $�, ����� �9���	 ����	 ��, 
��� P� ,��� ��Z $#�4।  

��� ���� ! ��� ���L���9� &H���	 E�	1 ���������	 "#�?	 � 2 =9?���#� 
	�"���  &���� &��। �� ���  ���L���9�	 &H��� ����	 & � $���	 "#? E &	 ��		 
&��-  &9���� E &�9���	 E�	 �A-	���।  

&���� $�&	 �	�A��� �������� &	 ��		 ������_  �	 ,B=�� �����������	 >��,��- c� 
!, 3	 ��Y ।  

����̀  	����	 ����  ���	�	 ‘3� 39	��’ ��� �	 &'��  c� �� &�� ���, ��������� 
��� P�� &��	  "�Q�	 �"	��9� ���	  ��-M�� ������   P��� 9�� ��Z�4। 

�O�2� !�,��, !�� E����& &�-���� ��������  ���2�	 $,��	��� ��� $}c 1A�~ ��� $�, 
��������� #?9��� ��� ����� ,����� $��� $��� 9�� 3�	� ��,�	1 >����  	�� ��	��� $� 
3����	 ��"��	 
�����E ���y 9�� ��Z�4। 

�&�9�� �������� ����  ��� �	  ���2	 $,��	��� &��	 $&��	2 ^�E���- ��� $�, 
���������	 #?���	 �����	�2 "���&��n ����-A��� 3����,� 9E��	 $��#��� 	���। 

��� - ��L	���	 ��� $¸�� {��Û  ���, ��������� #?9��� !�� � a�� ���	��	 �T� 
R�� �u &	 ��		  �4 $��  3��  	� A�̀। 9��। 

��� ���, ��� 3��	  �� 9�[ 3���	 �	 ��� &��", 4�� &��", ����"��� &��" ���������	 
"#�?	 ��< 	���4। }��~	 ��� c����� $��	 ���, �������� &�&�� A�	� E ��� P��	 
��� �	 �����	 �। �������� &�&�� 9�[ ��� P��	 &��� ������� 	। ��������� #?9���	 "� 
���� "Y�� 1���9�� "�Q��  & � � �	 &���	  &�9��� ��� ��k	 ���� "��।  

���#�V�A ���Q ���#	 ��� $"�A�	���A  ��� &�&����  1��9��& �������� e��"�c	 $ � 
�"	 $1।  

�O�2�	 ���  �� E ��R� ! ��c��	 �c�	Þ	 &��	 ���, ��������� ����  ��̀����� !�� 
#?��d	 3 �³�	 ���� &���� � n�2 �� $���	 ����_ ����	 ����2 �����	 । 

‘3H#� ��Y��’-!	 &'��  "�� � >, 9����, 3�}�-!��� &�9��  �>�~��	 �1�"	�� 
����	 &�&� ��� #� H�E��9��, $2�� E	 �����  �	�, &��A��	 �����������	 >��,��- H���	 
1&��1�  �1���, ��2���	 ���  �>�~��	 $,��	��� ��� ������, �&���	 ���&& ��#�	c !�� 
��� ��-�� ���Q &����	 $&�M2�	� $"��	� c� $9���	 "#  &���� �LO�� �&�I ��� P�� 
"Y�� ���9�	 ���	��9� ��-	��	 �T�  �	 ��� P��	 ��G�� ��� "�� &�#�g�  	�	 ������	 
^G_ 3�	��  �	। 

������	 ���� A�	��	 ����K "��� $�&�&- &���  3��, 3,��-�  O����, &��,��  O����, 
��"� �<� ����, �����  	�I� !�� ��9 E��" &���� $��#��  �	।  
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��� ����� "Y�� 1���9��	 ��,�	 ,����� ����� "Y�� 1���9��	 ��,�	 ,����� ����� "Y�� 1���9��	 ��,�	 ,����� ����� "Y�� 1���9��	 ��,�	 ,��    

"���&�n �   	�� ��	��"���&�n �   	�� ��	��"���&�n �   	�� ��	��"���&�n �   	�� ��	��????    
(	�"���  A��� �	) 

#� )+$� $&�¢�	 $��  �N ���n���� "���&�n &���	? ��	����	 ������ 8G 9���4। ����	 
&�&� 	��^���	 ������#? ��� ���		 ��1 !��	E !1 ��� &���� $��#��  �	�4। � � 
!���	 "���&�n &���� 3�	� ! �2 �� 
��� $���	 ������	� $��# ���� �#���4। ! $���2 
9��� 
��� &��-�Ap� #?�"��d� �������� । ���E "���&��n	 &�&��� ��	 ��"-� 9�� �O����	 
$ � $���	  �4 $��  !��� 	�"���  
� O�� ����, ���E !1 ���������	  ��4 �������� ��	 
�"
 #?���d  ��� ��	1 9��"	 9���4।  

"���&��n	 ������� �O����	 ����2 �J��	 �����&���	 3|��d?, ����L
����� E 
����  ��� �	#� &�&��	 �ª >´���� 9�। #?9���, ������ �	 �Ã, �?- @����, ��-�k 
&�Å���� ��, �	� ��-��, $ � �J�� >��"� E ����	 3�� � �AO�� ����� �N "�2� �ª ��� 
��� �O9�	 ���� -	 &�̀��� n�2 ��� । � � oA-#�"  E ���	 &�� !1 $�, !1 &� &�&�� &����� 
��� ��� ��� $<��1 "��&��n	 A�̀� � ��� >�� �। ��� ���	�"���	 ���� $���� �9 ����  
�ª1 ��A��� >���<� 9�� $��� $#�4। ! �� ��# �� $��~	 ���-�� ��� "���	 A��#� $� 
��-��Q  ��	?�� ��� !�&�4�, 3"� 	 "���&��n	  �- �-���	 $& ���-��	 �"	 $�� 1 ��<� =9? 
 	�� 9��; &��� ��9��1 $ �� "���&�n 1��9��&	 $&1 ���	�� ��	��O���  $g ��� &<� 9��। 

��������� #� 4� ���& �O����	 �O9�	 #?9��� &�n�2� 9���4। ! �����	 &��,�� ���	�� 
9��� ��, �	� ��-�� ��t E��-�	��,� \�&����� $� �	 �� 1��9�& 	�,� 9���4, ��	  ��4 
$,�I& 9��� � � ��� �92���		 O��&��E ß� 9�� ���, ��� 1�9��&	 !� �	 �� 1��9�& !� 
��A7& �O�� $���E "���&��n	 ���� ��� ������	  t ��§�	 ����	���	 A���� $&�¼�	 9�� 
E�g�, &�M� 9P�<� �����	 !1 3��� $	��� �=&	 9�� !�� ��~ &�G�¡ 3#� ���	 
���� ���� ��� P� $n�� ��:�"����  ������ &H�	 ���g�� "���&�n $��2����2A��� ��	 ����_ $�� 
 �	�4 !� ���� $���  �	 ���Z�� ��� 9�� �। 

���������	 !1 ��-��Q  n2��  "��&��n	 $&�M2�	� ��� >��� $ �� ‘��� &����	 
�̀	���  ��’ ���1 ����& 9�� ,��� �; ��� &A���	 !1 �̀	��	  ��� 	 $� $9���, $� 

��-��,� $��&�c��	 �Z�d E M�	 1[�� ! �����	 !��� �Z ! 2� \�&�R &�n�2� 9�[, �� 
�< 	-�	� �8	 �� ��? �����4, �:�,� �< $��  n	�Z� &�-
 9��	�� ������ 3m� ����4, 
3�	� �< �< ���� $���� ������ �O���	 ��������� �&��&  	�4, ��	 >«�� $����� ��� 
&����	 !� �	̀���  ��  &�̀,� 9�� ��	���, ������	 ����� "���&��n	1 ����_ $&1 
! �	��� M�	 ����	 ���P ����  	�।  
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$ � +/i� &��� "���&��n	 &���	? ��	���1 #?9��� �k E ��	 ���P �����	 &� #O9�� 
9���4। 

 "���&��n	 !1 &� ������ #?9��� � ��� ���� $ � ��	���	 "�� ���� ���L ����1 
���P ����, $& ��&���Q A��� $ � $���	 ��& �-�1 $9�  $ � &	 �	�  �-,�	�1 $9�  � ��� 
$�&	 �	� $�� 1 $9� । ! &��# 3�	� ��� 9���4 $�, #?9��� � ��� ���� $ � ��	��� ���� 
���L	 ��,�	 $& $���	1 <��� &'y 3����� �Wy 9�� � ��� 3Q"-���  e�1������ ��	 ��,�	 
 	�� 9��। 
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���	��� &����� ���	� 
�N ���L���l	 ��AR��	 3����  3:�X 

����	� ���4.... 
"� ����� 

+� ��-, )¹� &���� 
)i $&�¢�	, +/0+ 

 

�N�N�N�N    ���L���l	 ��AR��	 3����  3:���L���l	 ��AR��	 3����  3:���L���l	 ��AR��	 3����  3:���L���l	 ��AR��	 3����  3:�X�X�X�X    

����	� ���4����	� ���4����	� ���4����	� ���4................    

$�  " H	�&� &��9���� 	 �� 3" ����"�Z�, 3�X: ����	� ��	 ����। ����	�	 "�� ���1 
n2��N�। ����	� ��:	 $�p�� $W�	 #O9���� ��। �Z�1  �	 &�9�& ��	 &�I }����	 $&����9�	 
&���। $W�	 #O9��� $�� 9��	 �	, ����	� �� ,��। $&��� ,��	 �< ��� �Z�1  �	 ������ 
��L	 ��G��। ��	�	 ,� $��  ��"	 $��� �H�	 ��� $ �7&����9�	 ����< ��:	 $����&�	 
����	�� &�=���	 &�� ��	 ��	,� 9�   $"��	� ��#�-!	  �-��	�	 &���। ����	� !	 3�# 
�4�� ����U�। � � !� $��  9�� E�g �� #��	 �� 
��� �U� ��	 $#�Z�	  �� 9�, $���	 

����� E <����  ����b  �	 3Q"-���  ��-9�। "���� 	�� (……………… ……………) 
3"� 	 �O������ ! �2 ��	�2 	�"���  &��। ���  ��� ���� ����	 	�"���	  ��, �����	 ���L	 
 �� A���� ��E�� ���Q	। �� #��	 3��� ����	� �d� 9। ��:	 >�	 A�	 ��Z &���O��  �b�		। 
����	�	 $�O�_ H	�&� $���	 ���Ay �,����� E ��>�"���^�� �"�� ��A  �	। ��:	 
�O����� ��� ����� 9� �O����	 ���Ay $���	 ���Ay ��a �� &'� - 3��� �� R��	 >�	 �A�� 
 �	 �N ���	 ! ���  =U। ����	�	 ���, �����	 1��9�& ��]��	 $<�� ���a	 1��9�& ���	9��-। 
 �	? ���a	 ���� �	� ��Z �����	 $,��। ���a	 ���� $&1 ���� #A�	A��� "��� ���	, ��A� 
 	�� ���	 ��"� । ! 2� &A���� । 

����	� &��9���  । ��	 >����&	 ����� "#7 $"�Z�। ����	� ��a 	�& । ����	� $����। 
����	� 3��	 	�"���	 &��� $�� �4 E�����A��� "�Z�। 3	 $&1 	�"��� $ �� ��:	 ��"	 
$���	 �- $W $��  ,� ��	 ����b। &��9��  ���	� ��1 ���L �9&���E s�  �	 ��� $��	�4 
�O����	 �� $���	 �����	 ��। ����	� ! ���#	 ! " ����K ��L�� ���L।  

��-��� !1 ���? H	�&� &��9��  ���������	 
����� &'� -  �^�� ��̀��� �Q�� 
 �	�4। ����	� ����4� ���������	 n2� ����	  G?�� n2����	 ���� । � � ��²�����	 
��]�� 9��, ��-�� ��� ����	 ��P�_	 �Z�1। 9� ��	� "��� �9�&�� �"���, �� �,	��	 ���� 
9�� ����। 3��� ����� $ � H� 9�� ��� �� 9� �। ��²����  ��	 ��� �	 �����  	�� 9�� 
���  �	1। !� ��²���	� $ �� �A-	  	�� ���	 3|&�9& E 	?��L	 >�	। ���� ��L 	?�I�, 
&���&��	 ��  ���9�	 &��� ���� ��b 9E�� >�,� 9�� � ��²�����	। ��-��� �� &�� �। ����	 
>�,� 9�� $#�	�� ����1 A��A��� ,����� ��E��। ������	  ��4 #?�d E �����	 ��� �	��P 
������	 ,�1�� ��²�����	 3" $��� ����", &���	  &�#g। �4	 ,�Y��  3�#	 �����à�- 
&�� & >��	��� 1 ����  !� 3	 ��P� �। 3� $A��� 3���	 ���	 8�A[�	 >�	 �A-	 
 	�� ��E�� 9�� A�̀... ’’  

����	� >��		  ��^�� �����4 ! �2 �,�g�� A�	��	 ������ $�� "�� �� �	���?	  ��4। 
� 4��� 3�# ����	� 3���	 �	 ������ &�b��9  ‘2�1�&’-!	 ! " &������ �  ���� 
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‘‘��� - ��L	���  ��,�	 !���� A`��� ! �2 �� &�&��	 &���� 9�� 9��। &�&���2 9� 
��������। ‘�A������	 ����’ �� ��� $��� $��� !1 &�&��। � � �A������	 &��� ����M� 
���������	। ���������	 "&���� 0� �����। 3	 !1 "&���� �E��� l�	� �, �����?� 
"��������� l�	�। 3���	 ���	 �������� &'� - ��-�� ��Q �J� A�I	 ��	��-  	�� 
9��(2�1�&, 3#¸,)) 

����	�	 !1 >�L	 $ � H� 9�� ���1 &��� "� � ���	  ��4 ����� �,�g�� ��� >�Y� 
 �	�4, &A�  �	 3��� ����  	��	 �á���	  ��। 

��²���	� 3" !  "��-�	? ���� "�Z�� ��Z�4। �	̀ ������ ��& &������� &��9���  
����	�	 ��< ��]�� �&����� 9�[ � $& ��। ��� E ��Ï�"� 4�Z� ��²���	 &���� 3" 3	 $ � �� 
$���� $1।  

 

……………..
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����� &�=�� E  
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+� ��Þ��	, +/0+ 

 

���������	 
����������	 
����������	 
����������	 
����� &�=�� E ��-���  ���°������ &�=�� E ��-���  ���°������ &�=�� E ��-���  ���°������ &�=�� E ��-���  ���°��    
(��-���  A��� �	) 

���������	 ��	 ���L�����	� "�� ��"� $	�� �	?�? &�=��� ��b। ����	 &�I $������ , 
 O� , �"�	 4��, ����"���, ��a�, &��9��� - !   ��� ��- E �?- ���-���� ��������	 &�-P�		 
���� ��	 ��	 ��"	  �-�<�� !1 ���L &�=���	 ���A�#� 9�� $�� ���O �	 �O��� $��,�	 "� 
&�-
 �?  �	�4। �&9� o��- K ��È� E ��� ��N��- ���� �O��� &����	 ����E ��	� "���� ���L	 
��ª 3����9� ���L	 �A��&�̀�-	 &���� �������। 

��� ,���� �4	 3�# &�Å����  "�����¦	 �A���� $� 	���	 �� 9���4�, $&1 	���	 
&����#�	� ��� &�Å���� �� ��	9�	  �	 A���, &��9���, &��O�� E $Ap�#���  "������	 �A���� 
"���-��--�?- ���-���� r ���A��� 
�����	 "���� ���L	 �<� �"-�	 "�� &�S &�=��� 
 ���	�T� 9���4। 8�� ����� $â�#� $��� �, !  &�I  �:��  �:� ������ 9�����	 9��� ��� P��	 
9����	 ���9��  9���  	�4, ��? ���[। ���������	 & � ��-�� �����&	 ����, ��²��� "��� 
�9�&�� ��? $�� E $���	 ����� 	L ��	�� $� "���� r � �����4, !����	 	�"���  1��9��& �� 
��। &�Å���� ������	  �	 	,�� 1�9��&	 !1 �� ������	 A�̀� � ���	&�� !�� 
&��̀	�&�	�। ���������	 ���L &�=���	 !�2 �����  &�H��। 8�� ��	� �������  $����?	 9�����	 
�9�&�� ��-�� �"�#	 ���� &�Å����  $A������  ��:�,�� 	���� ,��, ���� ��� P��	 �������  
��L	 $&1 &� �����	� !1 "��������	 �A�����  A�  �	। 8�� ��	�1 !1 ���L &�=���	 ��G�� 
&���	  "�Q�	 &�I 9�� �������4। !1 o�2 ���	�� ��	�	  �� ��� 3�	� ��,�	  �	 �� 9�� ���� 
���� ��� ����E 8�� ��²��� "����������	 !1 �A����� 1 ��&�T�9 ��7��-�`?- $�p��  �=#�� 
�9�&�� 
�#� "���� 9� ���������	 "���� !�� 	�"���  "��� !1 "���������� ��	�	 o"-� 
��L ���� ��� P�� &���	  "�Q� A��A���1 >����  	�� $��	�4 ��� 1���9�� ���	 �&Z� 
��&��d ���� O� ��������� �9T� &Å����	 $A�2��� �	 9	�?	 ���s�  	� 9���4। !	 ! ��� 
>�¡�� 9�[ &�Å����  ���A� �"1�� $	�� &���O��  E $Ap�#���  "����������  ���9�  	�। 
!2�1 &�Å���� ������ �������  ��L	 �<�। "������� 1&����, ��&��� ��# �AO�� ����� 
��^��� ���� ��� P�� �������  ��L	 �<� �	̀�?	  ��" 3|����#  �	�4।  

� � !1 �����	� �,��� E �� O�। ����	 ��L ���	����	A��� &���	  "�Q�	 �8��L	 
�O����� ��	 E�	 �A-	���। !	� ���L���9�	 $#�	�� $������	 3M��? !� ��"	�1 &dP। ��� 
&����� !� ���	 #?� 9��E 
���� E ������ �#������ !�� ����U�  ��� � 4� $��  3�4 ��:	� 
!1 ���L&�=���  ���� ��� P�� ���"-�����	 "��#�� ��²��� ���"-�����	 ������  	�	 ��� ��� 
��A�9�  �	 !1 ���L����	 $�p�L �� E &��- ��	 �ª >´��  �	 ��� । ���� !  �� �g  $�, 
"���� ���L &�=��� ����2 ����1  ���	�T� 9��। !� 3��  	� &� &��  	� ��� �। � ��� 
&�¦E ���� 9� $� �#������	 ��  �	 ��	� ���������	 ���L &�=���	 A�̀� � E ��7��- &'� - 
&������� �ª ���� ��"��	�  !1 &�=�� $��  ��̀	 	��� ��	� � O���< ���������	 ���L 
&�=���	1 ���	�����  
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 �	�4। $&��  $��  ��	?��� "������ �� ��&��� ���#	 A�̀� � $��  !��	 A�̀� �	 3&�� 
��� $��� ���- � $1। ! �� ���-	 ��� ���	�����  �	, ��	 �� �#��	 ��� ���	�����  �	। 

	�"��� , ��-��� , &���O��  E &����" -& � ���-1 ���������  ���� ��� P��	 
 ����  �	 	��� 9���4�। !� �ª 9�[-���� �#����� E &��"���� �I� �	 ��� ����s�E 
�� � �� 9�� 8�� �������  �O��� $��  $��	�� 3&�	 "�� $� ���L &�=�� �  E1 ! �2  �	�?1 
>�������� E &�¨�"�������	��� �9��	 &��- ���A	 ������	 9��� �? �� � 9�� ���� 9� $�, 
����	 ���-��� 	��  �g����	 �I� �	 ��� � ���  �� 9�� $�� �	���1 �� । !1 $����,  A�̀� � 
3|9�	1 &����।  

� � !1 �	�	 ���A�� ��� $ > $���?  �	 �� 9�� ���� 9�� $� ��	� ��&�T�9 ��Q। 
�����  �	 ��������� ���L &�=���	 ������	।  �	? �� 9�� ��]�� 9�� $�, �"y� &��9��	 �l-
"�����¦	 ����� ���n��  �	 ��������� $� &�Å����  $¶���L &���O��  E $Ap�#���  "������	 
�A���� &�=�� ,��4 ��	 &��	̀�&�	� ^G_ E �A�� ��	� 9� �����  	�� ���	� ���� �9�&��	 
���� 3��। ��4�Z� �������  $���? E ��&�	 ��G�� "���� ���L	 �<� �"-�	 "�� &�S 
&�=�� $� ,�	�#�A��� �#����� &�=�� 9�� ���� �����  �	 ��� ��� 	 $�� ��-��� ����	 &��" 
$,��	 ��	���� ��s�  �	 ��E 9���� �9�&��	 ��1�	 	�� �#���4। ��� ��� 	 $�� A��# 
��-�� ���#	 &��" $,��	 ��	�,� ��	����	 ���� ���������	 &�-�m?�	 &��-� E &�M� 
&9����#��� $� ���L &�=�� ,��4 $&1 ����	 &H� ��	?�� $ � ��1 $��� ��1� ��	��	 #�Z 
>g�� $��� �। ���������	 &�-�m?�	 &�Ö�� #�g� ���L $������	 	L <	�?	 $A�	 ���� $� &��" 
��L E &��" $,�� �O���̀ 9�[, $&1 ��L E $,��1 $& �	�?	 &����	 �� G�  	��। 

!  ��E ��]�� 9�� $�, ���L�����	� A�Z��2�� @&� �। $���	 &��Z &�� $ ��2 ����E 8�� 8�� 
"���� ���L &�=��� >��� 9��। !	 $�4� ����1 &����" , &���O�� , 	�"���  E ��-���  
���L	 &����� 3��& 	���4। �I�k� $�� ���"��	 	9�� l��-9� A���� $n��?�  �	�4 $�, ���� 
��� P�� )) ��	���		 "��#�� ��²��� )) ��	��	 &O�K  	�	 "� ��� !1 ���L &�=�� 8G 
 �	�। $���?��L &��" �����1 �4� ��	 ���L	 &�=���	 �<�। 

8�� �I�k�	 $�p��  $n��?�1 �, 3E���� ���#	 �����H�¸���E &����"  �����,�	 E 
��-���  $����?	 9�� $��  ���L	 ���°�� $��� 9���4। !1 $n��?����	 ��� ��� 1 &��<b 
 �� �2  ��� "���	 $�p��  ,��9�� �̀	�?	 ����� $��� 9���4। ���� ��� 9���4 $� �y, �S, 
3m�, ��<�, �,� 7&� !�� >���L ���	m��   �-&�s��	 &����#&9 ����2 �#�	� 	 �����  ,��9�� 
�̀	�?	 $�p��  ����_ 	���	 !  ��	 
� O�� ��&��d �� ��। 

	�� �O-  "#�?	 �����  ,��9�� �̀	�?	 $�p��  ����_ 	���	 ��� $n��?�  	�	 &�I &�I 
>L $n��?��  ��P�� ������  	�	 "�� 3E���� ��# �����H�¸��� ��-���   �-&,̀�	 �A��E 
������  	� 9���4। ���� ��� 9���4 $�, ‘$���?��L ! �2 ��� E &������� &��" #g  	�1 !1 
��-���   �-&,̀�	 ��̀ �<�। !2� ! 2� &��"���d  ��-���  ���s�	 �� a-���� ��-���  
���,�	 �̀�	 	? E Õ� ��-���  >y�� &��  	� 9�� !�� $���	 ���Ay �J��	 E & � P�		 
�����	 ���� !1 &�O��	 H� �����A��� ���	 ���� �� ��। 

‘‘$���?��L ��� E &������� &��" #g E &��"���d  ��-���  �� a’ ��P�����  	�	 
"� 3E���� ���#	 �����H�¸��� A��� ��&��d $� ���s� &������ &�y��  	�	 ���°�� $��� 
9���4  
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$&1 &������2 "#�?	 9��� >��	�L &��" #g E ��-���  �� a ��P����	 ����। 
��&��d ������ $�p����	 �A���� >��	�L $���?��L ��� E &������� &��" &g �A-	  	�� 
���&�  ���s� =9�?	 ������। 3E���� ���#	 �����H�¸��� >��	�L ���&�  ���<� &'� -E 
&�WKA��� �� ���-�  	� 9���4। 

���L#� ���� ���� ���a	 "��#�� &	 �	� ����	 &Å&�	? !�� ^G_ ������ 
�=��� ��		 �A���� ���Ay ��a, ���� , ����, ���Ay ^G_�̀?- ���&� E 3���� 	H��� ���"� 
"���� 	?, $� ��	�<  	 &���	? ����&	  �:�� $,�� ��&,  	 ���s�	 3��̀ ��	��-  �	 
>��	�L ��	�<  �		 "��#�� ���<  	 ���s�	 ������ ���  ��	��? ��- 3����	 ���s�  	� 
�AO�� ���&�  ���<��	 �I। 

��̀� E ���s���� m��  �������	_��̀� E ���s���� m��  �������	_��̀� E ���s���� m��  �������	_��̀� E ���s���� m��  �������	_    

��̀�� m��  $m?�	 �������	_ &'� - �����H�¸��� ��� 9���4 $�, $� &�P ��a  �	��� 
&_	 "#�?	 ���� ����� 3� 9�� �, &	 �	 M���-�� 9��	 ����	 1 �1�2 ��̀� ���  	��। 
&	 �	 $�2� � 1 �1�2 ��̀� 3��  	��, &��VK ���a ���L m�� #? $�p�A��� $&1 ��	��? 
����	 ���� �� ��A  	�� !�� $&1 ��	��? ����	 ���H�	 A�# ����। m�� 	� $ �� 1 1�2 
��̀��	 �, ��a  �	���	 ���s����E ���=9?  	��। !1 A��� m��  &��" $�� M��Ö�� 
���  9��	 ���a ���� �� ��A  	�� $��� ��a ��	,��� E ���s�����E �<�� �"-  	�� 
��	��। 

 O�� E =���	  O�� E =���	  O�� E =���	  O�� E =���	 "#?"#?"#?"#?    

���������	 "&����	 /¹ ����� �Y� �J��	 �����&�। !��	 ���� �¹ ����� ���<A��� 
 O�� ��-	 E�	 �A-	���।  ��"1 $���?��L !�� ��� E &������� &��" #g �� &��"���d  
��-���	 &H� ����?  O�� E A�̀� ���s�	 3��̀ &���	 4�Z� &�� �। ��1 3E���� ���#	 
�����H�¸��� ! &'� - ����� ^G_ 3�	��  	� 9���4। ���� ��� 9���4 $�, ‘‘ O�� E =���	 
�����	 ��s�	 >y��	 >�	 &��-�¼ �=��� �	 $��� � 9�� 3����	 "���� ��-���	 @�{��  
��	��- &���	 &�P ��	 a�1 ��-9� 9�� �Z��। !  ���  3����	 $#�2� &���"	 &�-� ���	X� 
4�Z�� ��Z�4, �����  =��� E �9�		 "������	 ���	 ���� ^G�	 @���� 	���4।’’ 

! �&�I �����H�¸��� 3	E ��� 9���4 $� !	 ��4� r��9��&   �	? �� ��E � 2 ����� 
&	 ��		 @������̀  ���	 "� !1 @���� 3	E $��Z �#���4, H�� #	�� ,���	 9�� $��  &'� 
�� ��:�"�����	 9��� ���� A��� ��,�	 9�� �#���4। 3E���� ��# ������ =��J��	 "#?�  
!1�� $����?	 9�� $��  ��:,���	 �I� �	  �	�4। 3	 !2�  	�� 9��  O�� ���� &��̀	�&�	� 
��{��	 ����"। !1 �	�?	 ��{��	 ��̀-��- 9��� A�̀� ���9��		 ��-�� ����	 3��̀ ��	��- !�� 
�N���� &�����	 �� �� ����� s��। 

 ��"1 �������  $����	 �#��� $��  ��"��	 ��L  	�	 r ��Q   ���	 &�I &�I 
&����"  ��� ��� E ��-���  &����	 ���°�� ���������	 &�-�m?�	 �����  ! �2 $���?9� 
&��" #g�	 "� r ��� &�=��� >���  �	�4। ���������	 &�-�m?�	 �����	 ��-�� 	L���<? 
�4  A��������	 H�°�� �। 
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���	��� &����� ���	� 
&'�� �� 

(…) ����<��1 &���� ��9� 
(…) "I���9�	 &���	  ��:���	� 

"� ����� 
+� ��-, )*� &���� 

+� ��Þ��	, +/0+ 

 

&'�� �� 

����<��1 &���� ��9�����<��1 &���� ��9�����<��1 &���� ��9�����<��1 &���� ��9�    

�������� &�&��	 	�"���  &�����	  �� ����	 ���Ay 	���� ��	 ���� ���1 $��� ���। 
���L &�=���	 38 �<�E 9�[ 	���	 	�"���   �O-_ ��-�7 "#�?	 "���� &	 �	 �����  	�। 
� � $&1 	�"��  &�����	 ��<� $�p4��� ���� $ � ���? &�S &�=���	 l�	� ,Z̀�Q ��"��	 
���, � 3��� 3���,�	 ���? 


�A���1 ��:	� 	�"���  &�����	  �� ���, ��:	� ���Q�̀?- >���� ��-�7 3��� 3���,�	 
��� &�����	  ��1 $��]��� ,�। � � ���������	 ���� E ���������	 "���� $�O�OT +/�/ 
&���	 $#�� $2��� @�g  $��  8G  �	 +/0+ &���	 )�$� ��,- ��-Q !1 ���Q�̀?- >���E 3��� 
3���,�	 ��1 ��&	?  �	�4��। ��� P�� "I���9�1 �� �k  �	 ���������	 �	S �����	 
��G�� ��� 8G  �	। H�� ��S	 A���� "��� $��� 4�Z� ���������	 "#? E ��-��,� "���� 
$�O�_	  ��4 3	 $ � �� a �� $���� ��� �। !	1 H�� "« ����4 ���������	 ���L���9�। 

&���	  "�Q� ! 2� A���1 $���]। $& A��� ��S	 A���। ��1 $&1 A�����1 ����	 "��� $��� 
9�[। &���	  "�Q� ��1 	�"���  &�����	 "�� ��� 3&�� ���� 9��, �� ����	 ��S	 A��� 
H��	�� ����। ��� 	�"���  E &���	  >����# ����	 3��� ���  ��9�� $  ��	� ��"��	 ��Z� 
A��� 4�1 $���? ��L	 AL 	��	 �� ��� !���� $� �����2 ,��� 3�4, ��� 	 $���� ��� �E 
���2, &���	  "�Q�	 $���� �� ����1 ���2।  ��"1 &���	  "�Q��  	�"���  &�����	 ��� 
3&�� ����  	�	 "��E 3����	�  ��  9����	 ���9�	 E�	 3n���	 �	 3n�� 9���1 9��। 
!2� 3�	� A��  �	1 ���]। ��1 	�"���  &�����	 ���Ó� ��Z  �	�� ���������	 ���L ��� 
�����  ��O� �� ����Q  	� ���� �। 

3����	 �"
 ������	 &�I !  &�<�7 ��	 #?�"��d� �������� &	 ��		 ����d� "�� 
��">¡� 39��E ��1 �Q��  �	�4,  ‘‘����<��1 �������� ��ª	 &���� ��9�।’’ ����	 ����2 
#?�d� ��� E ��������� ��L !�� 	�"���  &����� ����&� $�O�OT !1 &���2 �� ��ã >���� 
 �	, &�&��	 &����E �� _	��Ö� 9��। 
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&'�� ��-) 

"I���9�	 &���	  ��:���	�"I���9�	 &���	  ��:���	�"I���9�	 &���	  ��:���	�"I���9�	 &���	  ��:���	�    

��� P��	 "I���9� ��������-��� P� ���	���  &�S �� -A�	� ���	�� ���Q�	�  	�	 "� 
��	�� 9�� >�g�4। ���� ����	 !1 ��,K� 8G 9���4 $�� � 4��� �̀��-1। ��� !��� �� ���� 
&����� �4�  2̀���  $<��। � �  2̀���  ���-��, "I���9�	 ��G�� �������� ��§ ����	, 
��-���  ����-� E ���L���9�	 $#�	�� $������	 ��§ 3M��?	 ���� ����9�	� E ��#��  � ��		 
��1 �<b !�� �9���9� R��̀� ���� 1&��������	 "I���9� !� A�	��	 &�I ! �2 ��� ������ 
$����	 $,K�  	�4। 

���������	 ���� O� !�� � !�� ��� P� $��  ��ÏL �J�� ��� P�� "I���9�	 ����  &�	 
�P��	 ��	 ��E�� ���[। ��Õ ��	 ��<? ��	 �	��	 ��� P��	 ����  &���	  &����� �<� 
 	� $#�4। ,�� &����Q	  �� �2 ��� P�� =�� $��  �&���	  �����&�	� ,�� �#���4। ��L �J� 
E A�	��	 &���Q �	��	 ���� O� ��������� ����  &���	  &�����, A�	�  ��� E ���� &�	�S 
s���	 ��	 ��E�� �#���4। ��4�Z� A�	��	 ���� $"��	 &����Q ��� ��	�,�� ��� P�� $&�	� 
$#���^����-?  �	�4। !	 ! ��� >�¡�� 9�[, $ � 	 �� A�	��	 &�I ! 2� ��� ������ �� -
A�	��	 ���	���	 3�	�? �������� &�&���  ,��� $��� !�� !1 >��9����� ���Q s���	 �"�9��� 
3Q"-���  ��-��< ��	 ���	� 	 4�4���� ���������	 ���L���9�	 �7�	�� �k  �	 ��  
"I���9�	 3|	<�	 $,K�। 

���������	 ���L &�=�� $� "���L 9��1 !�� �������� $��  ��� P�� 9����	 ���9��  
������Z n�2-���2 ^�2��� 9��1 !2� "I���9� 9��Z 9��Z >����  	�� $��	�4। ��, ����	 
$����&��  � �� ���L���9�	 9��� �9� @&� ��	 ��	��	 ��	"�  ��������� &���	  
!��c�AJ��		 ���-��	 @ �H�� $��� &9" 9�। ��1 ! �Q��< ����	 �" $���	 ��-�7 ���� 
��� P�� "#�?	  ��4 ��� 	<�	 "�� ��  A�	� ���	���	 ���� 3	 ! �2 &���	  !��c�AJ��		 
]��  $��	 ����" $��� �����4। 

���������	 n2�� ��� P�� "I���9� ����	  ��4 ��� ����। !� ���  ��  A�	� ���	��� 
���Q�	�  	�� ���� � �� �" $���	 "#�?	  ��4 ��� �� �� � � �� 3����	 #���?�	 ���� 
�। ��� &�̀ ��	 ��� !����	 ���2�� 3Q"-���  ��-��<  ���	 3#� n�2 !�� ��	� ��� 
"I���9��  A	�c���	 9�� $��  	<�  	�	 "� ���L���9�	 "����  �-��� �Q	�� 9�� ,� ��9�� 
���������	 "#?, #?�"��d� &	 �	 E $������  ��	 ���L�����	� �� &9�  	�� �। ��� P��	 
"I���9� �� ��������� ��-� #?9��� ,������4, �� $����	 1�� K  �	�4, � &'� ��t 
 �	�4 E n	��Z� Â����� �����4, ��1 �<���  �����  $��4�Z� !�� ��-��,� #?��������	 
��� �	 9	?  �	�4 ��? "�����£ $ � ����  E @��  ����_ ���  �	�। !� !1 
>��9����� ���Q	 ��� ���������	 ���L ��� �����	 3�� 3 �z� E "���� �<� �"-�	 ��� 
$ � �Q	�� &O�K	 $,K�� 1 ��	� ���� �। ��� ��	� &��1 ��� !1 >��9����� s��� ���Q ,�, 
��9�� ��������� #?9��� �k  	�� !�� ���������	 ���2 $��  ��� P�� 9����	 ���9��  ,�� 
$��� ����  G। ����  G �I�k�������"��  ���L ���� !�� 
��� #?�"��d� ���������  $�� 
���। !1 >��9����� s��� ���Q	 !2�1 ��, ��  "I���9�	 &���	  !��c�AJ��	"� �। 
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���	��� &����� ���	� 

���������	 �̀?- 
�����1 &�&��	 ! ��� 
&����� 3E���� ���#	 E��� -�  ���2	 

l��-9� $n��?� 

"� ����� 
����	L &���� 

)� ��Þ��	, +/0+ 

 
���������	 �̀?- 
�����1 &�&��	 ! ��� &�������������	 �̀?- 
�����1 &�&��	 ! ��� &�������������	 �̀?- 
�����1 &�&��	 ! ��� &�������������	 �̀?- 
�����1 &�&��	 ! ��� &����    

3E���� ���#	 E��� -�  ���2	 l��-9� $n��?��  
�I�k�	 38 ���L	 ���s� E �������� &	 �	�  ������  


� O�� ���	 "� ����	 	����#-	 ��� 3��� 

#� �O9W����	 ��̀��� 9�� ��E��	 ��̀�- �̀�-���	 ��G�Y�  �	 �������� 3E���� ���#	 
�< $��  l��-9� E WKA��� $n��?�  	� 9� $�, �̀?- 
�����1 �������� &�&��	 ! ��� &����। 
E��� -�  ���2 !1 &�=�� _	��Ö�  	�	 "� ���� ��� =9?  �	। 

E��� -�  ���2	 ��	 !  �P��� ��²��� "���	 ���&����� $�� �I�k� $�� ���"��	 	9���	 
38 ���L	 "� ����<  ��- 	� ���s� =9�?	 "� ����	 ����2 	�� E "���&��n	 ��� 3x� 
"�� 9�।  

E��� -�  ���2 "#�?	 ����� $A��2 ��-��,� 3E���� ��# ���� &�&���	 &�&� �� ���	" 
 �	 ��s�� 1���9��	 >� ��-�, ���� ��,K��  ‘�OK��	 ��	,��  !�� ��� "���  ����Q 
 	�	 ���,K�’ ��� ��A�9�  �	 !�� ! �&�I WKA��� $n��?�  �	 $� ��²��� "��� E 3E���� 
��# 
��� �����	 "���� "��� ��� ��� ��� P����	 $ � 9P�<�1 &9�  	�� �। 

A�	�&9 ����	 $� &�P 	��  ���������	 &��Z &�� $ ��2 �����	 ���L E 
����� ����	 ��� 
� �t &��- R��  �	�4 3E���� ��# E��� -�  ���2 ����	 ��� 3Q�	   O�R�� � ��  �	। 

3E���� ��# E��� -�  ���2	 �P��� ����	 ����2 ���� E $� &�P &������ �,�	 ������ 
���������	 
����� &�=���  &��- ��  �	�4 ����	 ��� &�=��� ��AT "�� 9�। &��� 
&��� E��� -�  ���2 ���������	 1���9�� ,�M	 "�	��9� #?9���, �	� ��-�� E \�&��R	 
��G�� �����	 
���- &�M� "�� #g�	 "� �����&�	 ��� 3 �� 3��� "��। 

A�	� &	 �	 /¹ �<���  �	?��-��  3m� ���� E ����	 A	? $����?	 ����_ ��� �����	 
1��9��& $� "�	 &O�K  �	�4 ��� 3E���� ��# E��� �  ���2 #A�	  O�R�� � ��  �	। &��� 
&��� E��� -�  ���2 l��-9�A��� $n��?�  �	? $�, "�����- ���-���� A�	�� 3�m� ����2 �	?��-��  
&&��� ��������� �H�	�� 3�	 ������	 3E���� ��# ����	 	। 
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���	��� &����� ���	� 

���������	 ��-���  &���� E  
"���� ��#-g 

"� ����� 
+� ��-� +�� &����  

+) �A�	, 
+/0+ 

���������	 ��-���  &���� ���������	 ��-���  &���� ���������	 ��-���  &���� ���������	 ��-���  &����     

E "���� ��#-gE "���� ��#-gE "���� ��#-gE "���� ��#-g    

!! ��-���  A��� �	 !! 

��  9����	 ���9�	  �� $��  ���������	 ����K ���� O� !�� �	 ���L	  �� 3&y 
���������	 ���Ay 	?�I�	 ��	 $��  !� ! �2 ������ & ��	 ��1 $"�#�4। 

$�����, 3|����& E >y��	 	?� p�� !�� $���	 ���2	 &�I �Z�	 &����#1 ���L���9��  
,̀Z�Q ��"��	 $��	?l��	 $�p�4 ���� $��	�4। 

��� 	?�I�	 ��	 �, ��-�� ���k 3�	� 3���,� ���� 
�d। ���OA�̀�	 3&y ���L 
&�����  &��� $	�� $� �ª�2 1������1 ��� 	 �� "�#�4 �� 9�[ 9����	 ���9�	 \�&�R E 
�����\P ���������   � Õ� ��#-g  	� ���� !�� ��#-g�	 "�� 3����	 $ � �P�2	 
����" &��,�� $���। ! �2 ��� ��� � !1 ��ª	 >�	 $��� ���। "#�?	 $����� E &�-P�	 �̀?- 
r �1 Õ� ��#-g�	 �����  ��-। 

���L &�=���  ,̀Z�Q ��"��	 ��� ��� ����	 "�� >��	�L o�2 >�����	 $�� ����" 
9���4�, "���� ��#-g E $���  Õ� &��O� ��-���  �A��	 E�	 ������  	�	 "��E E1 o�2 
>�����	 ����" ��	 $,�� � 4�  � �। E2� ���L &�=���	 &H� ��	&���b	1 ���L&I� �	��-� 
���। 

"���� ���L&�=�� $���	 �����  $�� >��� E r ���  	�� $��	�4 $��� ��-���  
������ E &'��	 &��� �� $���	 �����	 "���� ��#-g�	 $<�� @�{��  $�	?�� >���  	�� 
&��- 9��। 3E���� ���#	 �����H�¸� E �&Z�  �-&,̀��� ��	 &�WK ���°�� 	���4।  ��"1 "���� 
�̀?-#g�	 "�� $� ����  >����^���	 ����" $&1 >�����	 $ � �A�� $� 9�� � $� &'� - 
3�	� �s	 ����। � � ����  >���� 4�Z�E $� ��-���  &'� E &�I��	 �ª !	 &�I "�Z� 
	���4 
����� �	��-� ������ "���� ��?#-g�	 ������	 $& &'� -E �����A��� 3���,�  	�	 
����" 	���4। 

! �&I�2	 &��-  3���,�	 �̀��- ���������	 ��-���  &������ E &���� &'� - ���� 
3���,�  �	 $��	 ����" 	���4। ! &'� - 1���̀��-E ���[yA��� � 4� � 4� 3���,� $� � 
9���4 �� �, ��� "���� ��?#-g�	 �ª�  &��� $	�� ���������	 ��-���  &������ E &���� 
&'� - 3	E � 4� 3���,�	 �� �� 3�4। 

� 4� � 4� ���� !�E 3�4 ��	� ��  &�� �ª  �	 $�, 3����	 !1 	���	 $4�B ��	&�	 
�^�� ���� �����	 $"�#� ���� 9��।  ��"1 !1 $���	 ��< ��-���  ��  $��  �2�  �� � E 
!�#�� ��E�� �  &�� 9��? ! �ª ��	�  �	 ��	� 9� ������b ��� P��	 ��-���  1��9�& 
"�� �, ���� ���&  ��  $��  ���	����	 &�������। ��:	� ��� P��	 �����b	 �̀��- �	 
��-���  ����&�  &���	? �O�K�� $����4 � � ��	  ��- �	? !�� ��7��- �����  	�	 $,K� 
 �	�। �� 
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  	�� ��]�� ��	�� $�, ���������	 
����� &�=���	 $#�Z��� !1  ��- �	?1 �,�A��� 
 �"  �	�4, �4  A�����# l�	� ��	� ��	,���� 9��। 

�����b	 �̀��- �	 ��� P��	 $� ���� ��� P�� ��-���  ��Þ����&	 8Z $��� 3����	 
��� 	 �� >��	�L &��� "��# $&1 ��Þ���&�2 3&�� $��Z >�g�4 ���������	 &'� =�& 
 �	। !   ��� ���� $#�� ���� ��� P� ���������	 ��-����  ��:�,�� 	���� &�9���  �	�। 
�	� ��������1 ��"�  �	L  �	 ���� ��� P��	 !1 ����� ��- E ��a &'��  #�Z �����4। 
�������� ��n- $�1� �4	 ��	 ��"	 	L ���� ���� ��� P��  #�Z ����� ���� 9���4 	�"���  
�	�����	 $� �� 3�� �� ��।  ��"1 ���� ��� P��	 $��]� �9�	 ��� $��  ��L, $����� 
>l�� 
��� E &��-�Ap� �������� ��  &9�" !�� 3	E A��A��� ��"�  &�O��	 ��� !�#�� ��� 
$��� ��	��। 

��:	� ���������	 ��-���  &���� &'� - � 4�2� �l��=P 3����O�K�� ��	� ���� o�2� 
�<? $��� �l��=P 9�� ��Z�4। $&1  �	�?	 ! 2� 9� ���������	 n�&��। ��� �� 9�"�	 +)� 
�#-��1� !�� �� &��Z &�� $ ��2 $��� 	 ��&। &���� ��������1 �O����	 &��,�� n�&�� 
!�� �। !1 $4�B ��	&�	 �^�� ���� $� $ � M�� 9���^�Z ���� ,��4। ��	 E�	 �� O��  
o��-��#	 $�p����  3n��। �l���  �	? 9��� ���������	 ��-���  ��������। !1 ��-���  
��������� 1 ��:	� ���� ��� P��	 E�	 ���������	 ��-���  �A-	����� ��� A��  	�4। 
� � !  ��2� �� 	���	 ����" 	���4 $� #� )* �4�	 �������� ���� ��� P��	 &�O��	 "� 
���Ay A���  ���< ��:, $��  4� 9�"�	 $ ��2 2� �	 $��#� ���� ���� 9���4। 
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��	�� &����� ���	� 

$�����	 A�#� &� ������ 1 
�	?  	�� 9�� 

"� ����� 
+� ��-� )0� &���� 

+) �A�	, +/0+ 

 

$�����	 A�#� &� ������ 1 �	?  	�� 9��$�����	 A�#� &� ������ 1 �	?  	�� 9��$�����	 A�#� &� ������ 1 �	?  	�� 9��$�����	 A�#� &� ������ 1 �	?  	�� 9��    

�&��	 $���A ��Z $� ��	 "�H	 3�� �� �����	 3¨ �� �����-��9�	->�Z���	 
����� 
��� �� �����4� 1��9��&  ����� 9�� �� ��E �O���	 ��	 $& �����	1 ���2�� ����� �� �	 &����# 
$����4�। !	 H�� �O���	 ��	E $& ���������	 ���� ���2�  �����  	�	 &����# $����4�। � � 
�����	 ��2�#�		 3��� $�  ����� $���� �� ���������	 &��Z &�� $ ��2 �����	 &��� $�¯��� 
 �	�4 !��  ���� $��	 #�� 9�	���	 �	E "���	 $�� ��9̀��- ��-Q &�� $ ��2 ��²����  
�	�����	 �"�£�	 3�� 	���	 ���& $����4, 3�" �	 ��²��� &��" ���  $ ���E <��  	�� 
���	 �। ��²��� ��	 ���L�����	� ���  $¸#��	 ^����  � ��		 �� 9���  �	�4। $�����	 
3|��	� $A���4� E���1 &� � 4�	 $��। �O���	 ��	 �Q� $���� �� �����	 ���2�� ���Q�� 
n����� �� �� ��	��। ��1 ��	� "��#� � � 3�"���	�� �� $#�	P�� ��	 ��� &���9�  �	�4�। 
� � ��	� A��� �#���4� $� ��²��� �G?	� �O���	 �	E $���� ���  <��  	�� ���	 �, ���  
�����	 ���2 �����  	�� ���� ���	 �। $�����	 3|��	� 3�	� A��� �#���4� $�, !1 3�"���	� 
$#�	P��1 ����� 	���4 A��� 3�T���	 ��	 �9��� �	 �, &���� E 	�H । 3�	� 	���4 
�I�k�	 ��<? 9P @&�  1��H�� 	 ������� &'��  "�� �H��� $9��& (���  ����) !�� 
3"�� &�=��� "�� 3�� 9��& &	 �	 ����। ��1, 3����	 ��	 ���L�����	� 9�"�	 9�"�	 ����� 
@&� E ����	 �������	 $,���  H�:�  ���� 	���	 $���� $���� ���	 ����2 $#�	P� $��  ���� 
��� ���� $H�� �����4।  

� ��, $���� ���	 ����� ��� ���� $E��	 &�� ���L�����	� $&��� ! ���  �#�" 
 ����  �� ���� $	�� $#�4। ���� $��� 9���4, ���� �������	E $�����	1 ��� 9��। 
����	�   � ��		 �� 9���  	� 9��। ��	�	 ����	 ��� ���� $H�� $��� 9�� �� �����- � ��		 
>�	��̀�-	  ��" ��#� 9�� ���� �O���	 �	 ��	� �����	 ���2�  �����  	�� � ���	। 
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��	�� &����� ���	� 

$A�I�4 o��	 !�&�4 $"�����-� "� ����� 
+� ��-� **� &���� 

+� �c�&�	, +/0+ 

 

&'�� �� 

$A�I�4 o��	 !�&�4 $"�����-�$A�I�4 o��	 !�&�4 $"�����-�$A�I�4 o��	 !�&�4 $"�����-�$A�I�4 o��	 !�&�4 $"�����-�    

q� � ��L। q� � !� 3����	। "� �����। 
�����	 !1 ���� º����¬, &��Z &�� $ ��2 
�����	 �	� ������ �̀	�?	 !1 ���� ��9̀��- 3�	� A������# ���	 9�� �, ��Q, &���9� E $&p�� 
¤��� �	?  �	 �&��� ���		 	L���� E ����	 �°��	�� । �	?  �	 �I�k� $�� ���"��	 
	9��� । ‘	���	 ��&� $��� 3�&�� � ��?’ !1 ��ª	 "��� !�&�4 �9�#	� q� �� 
�����	 
	L	�²� ��� � >�����	 ��� ����। 3�	� 3" #A�	  O�R��	 &�I �	?  	�4 �J�y $ ��2 
A�	���&�	 � ����A� @��� !�� ����	 "#7��	?� $�� m� ��� 1�T	� #�k�	 r��9��&  A�̀� �� । 
3���� 
����� �"-�	 &�=��� A�	��	 ��	 @&� 	�E 	L �����4, 3|��  �	�4 !�� 
	L®�?	 ��[�� 	����� &�	� ���������  $�:�� $H���4। �������� E A�	��	 !1 @��� &��O� 
$9� । 
��� �������� �,	s��� $9� । 
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��	�� &����� ���	� 

q� � 3����	 "� �����  
+� ��-� **� &���� 

+� �c�&�	, +/0+ 

 
q� � 3����	q� � 3����	q� � 3����	q� � 3����	    

�9�#	�	 &	 �	� $�&	 �	� A�� 
��� �����	 ��� � 
�I�k� ��n-"��� $9� \��� 3 �� ����& � �'�    

 

3" (�O9W����	) ��� �� q� �� ��� P� $&����9� 3|&��-?  �	�4। �=&	�� 
���L���9� E A�	��� $"�����	 &����� ��A��� ���������	 	�"��� q� � #	� ��L 9���4 !�� 
& � &	 �	� $�&	 �	� A�� 
��� ���������	 ��� � >ä� 9���4। ���"� #	 $��  ��ã1 

��� �����	 ���&�  &�	 �b	 s��Q�	� 9�[ ��� "�� $#�4। ������	 #A-	 ����� 	 
������#	 �	 �� $&�	� ��"	�1 ��� ��	��	 3	�" "���। 

3" ���������	 ��	 ���L���9� E A�	��� $"���#? ��� P�� E 9����	��	 ���7���  �	 
�9�#	� q� �� ����  	�� ��	� E \�&P`� #	� 3��	 &"�� 9�� E�g !�� "� ����� E �I�k� 
��n-"��� $9� , ��������-A�	� @��� s��� $9�  \��� q� �	 3 �� ����& � �'� 9�� E�g। �� 
$&�	� !�� ����	 �������		� &��� 3|&��-?  �	�4। 3|&��-�?	 �	 ��	� $"��	� ���  
�’	  ��4 ��� ��	��	 �P�� "���� A�	��	 $&���� ����	 3|&��-�?	 ���-� $�। 

q� � �9	 ��L 9E��	 ���	 �°&"�  �¾ 3����	 �s��� $��&�c� !  ��?��� ����4, 
3����	 ��"� ��A &'̀?- 9�। !� 3����	 &��� 3�	�  �g  �" �� �। �� 9� \�&P�̀�	 ���� 
! 2� "���	 ���-�& !�� &����"  E ��-���  ��#-g। 

����d� "�� ��">¡� 39�� ����4, 
��� �������� ��� ����Z� E ���È� �����	 
! �2 � O��� �k� "��� �9�&�� #�Z >g��। 3�	� $�� E "����  ��L  	�	 &�=��� "�� 9���4। 
� � !� "���	 �����  ��L  	�	 &�=��� ����?- 9�� 9��। 
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��	�� &����� ���	� 

&'�� ��  
��,��		 ��?� �	�� �AO��  �:�� 

�I��?�  
+� ��-� i�- &���� 

+* "�, +/0+ 

 
&'�� �� 

��,��		 ��?���,��		 ��?���,��		 ��?���,��		 ��?�.... .... .... ....  �:�� �:�� �:�� �:��    
 

�����&�	 � 2 3����	 3 �� ���-�- ��:	 1���9�� ,�M	 ��,�	  G। �����	 ��� ��,�	 � 
9�, ��9�� &����, �����, �����,�	- !&� ��� 3	 �����Q	 &O�K  	� $� � 9�।  �	? !1 
��^�� ��� 8�� ����1 ��� 9�- � � $&^���  ���  ��- ���9�	 ���� �� ��P�� ����# �  	� 9�, 
��9�� $&1 ���  ��^�� 8�� �����Q	 &O�K  �	 �- �9&� ���Q�	� 9�। �� $&1 A�� A�� 
 ��^��	 >�	 ���� M�� 3s� 9��	�� $H��। ��	���  !1 A��  ��^��	 ��G�� ����M����� 
,M ���- 9�� E�g। H�� ����	 ����,��		 ����E ��� $��Z। ! ��-Q �O����	 �O97 ��L^�� �����	 
�I��	 "� �����  �	�4- ������Q �����	 "� �N �����	 ��?� �,�	  �	�4। �����	 $�:�, 
�� �	 ��� ��		  �� ����4। #?�d E &��"��d	 �Z �Z ���� 3E�Z���4। �����&��  3��	 
 �� 8����4। !� $��� ���[ �� 8��  ��� 	�� $#�4- ��P�� ������ 9��। ���������	 

�����, !�� �	 �����	 >�	 ��-�	��,� ��-���	 "� (! ��� A�	� 4�Z�) $ > � 4�  	�� � 
����1 9�। $�2� � E �� $ > $ >  	�� �� ���������	 ���  ���Z�� $�E��	 ��< >���L �। 
�	� !1 �Oo ������� 1���9�� ,�M	 ����,�	 3	E $��Z $#�। ���-,��	 ��-�� E #?9���� �����	 
3 �� ����& ����L  �	 ����। 

#� o1 ���&	 ���� ����� ��� +¹ �< &���	? ���� �O���	 $ ��� q�� ��Z�4। ��� i¹/�¹ �< 
"#? �4y��̀  ���	 �� A�	�� 3m� ����4। 3�-�� 9�� 9� ! ���� ��� ����	 �O97 ��L ���� 
n����[ �। �< �< &���	? �����  ���-,��	 ��-� 9���	 �"	 !  1���9�� 4�Z� �� $ � 
1��9��& ��E�� ��� �। �< �< �	�	 &��_�  ��K  	�, ����	 >�I  �	 ���g $4�Z $�E�� E 
n�	 3��  �	 	���, ! 1 $���	 >�	 �	 �	  �� " 	�8	 3|���	 &��� ����,�	, P 
$ �2 $H�� �����  >�9�	 $�E��, S�-���I $�����2 ���� $��:,�, ��8�  ��	 �� �,�	 �� #��4 
34�Z ���� ��-�A��� 9���, 9�"�	 9�"�	 �	�9 �����  ��:Z  �	�� $	�� ^��  �	 9���, �9	 E 
=���	 ��Z�n	 ���-,��	 \�&  	� E Â����� $�E��, �����	 ��-,��, $&�� ��-�7 �� � 4� &'�, 
&�1 ��t  	�। !&��E ��� ��� ����   ��	 9�� � E�g !�� ��	 ��� ��		 "�  ��- 	� A�̀� � 
=9? �  �	- �� 9�� �����, ������Q, ������ �AO�� ���	 ��̀� $ ����? 3" ����� �O����	 
l��	 $ :�� �	�4। !	�	E $ > ��� action � ���� 8�� ���Q	  �� ���- �� �9& 4�Z� 3	 �  
9�� ���	? 

 

 
 

* �I��?�� 
��� �����	 &�b��9  �����। &'�� � !, !�, $9��&। �H�	�" ����� $�&, E#�: (	�"��9�) $��  ���X� E !� ! 
"���  �O-  � ����। 
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��1 3�� ����  3x�  �	 ���� ,�1- ����� E ������Q1 ��� & ��	 � 2 $m� E 3��- 
9�- ��9�� ����,�	� 1���9��	 ��,�	  G। �����	 3x��  ��� 3��	� ��-��� $� ��9�� 
������� 1���9��	 ����,��		 ��P� $,9�	� ������ !�& $��� 8� �� !�� $&1 ��P� ��AR��	 
�A���� 3��	� ��� ��,�	  G। !�� !1 "n?� ��-�� E #?9��� �k  G। �� � 9�� �O������ 
�����	 �O��� n2�� !�� ‘������Q’ ‘������’ ��^��	 A�����-	 $ � ��-���1 �� �� �। $� ��� 
��,�	 
#-��- �� $ :�� �	��। ����	 ����  &'y ���L	 3 �� 3���� �O97 ��L^��	 $ � ��-��� 
$��� �? 3��	 $&��	 �����	 ! ��� $��� 8�� �� ��Z- ‘‘3�� $� $����4 ��� �	9� ��L 
��	���- ��,��		 ��?� �	�� �AO��  �:��।’’ 

 

 

---------
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��	�� &����� ���	� 

3Z�1 �c�A� ��£��� $Hp" �����	 

����� G��� ��	�� � 

�I��?� 
+� ��-� i�- &���� 

+* "�, +/0+ 

 
3Z�1 �c�A� ��£��� $Hp" 3Z�1 �c�A� ��£��� $Hp" 3Z�1 �c�A� ��£��� $Hp" 3Z�1 �c�A� ��£��� $Hp"     

�����	 
����� G��� ��	�� ������	 
����� G��� ��	�� ������	 
����� G��� ��	�� ������	 
����� G��� ��	�� �    
��,�	1 �������� 
��� 9�� ���[। �O����	 ���,��  

&�����"� 9�[ �����O  ��������, ! �2 
��� 
E &��-�Ap� #?���d  	�� �9&���। 

 

1���� 1���9�� "I� &	 ��		 $���	 ���-�� ��,��	� 9���4 $� �����	 ���X�9 ��  	�� 3	E 
3Z�1 �c�A� (*� 9�"�	) �� $&� ������ ��g� 9�[। !� 
A���1 �ª "��# ��� 3�#	 * 
�c�A� ��£��� $#� $ ����? ��	� �  ��Z� $��� 4��2 ���  	�4? �, ��²��� ���		� ����	�  
�������	��� ��d? ��E���� ��� $#�4? 
��� �����	 $���	 $ ��	 $n��?� E ���Ay &�̀ $��  
��E�� ��	 9�� WK1 ��]� ���,4 $�, �����	 
����� &�=�� 8G 9E�� $��  3" ��-Q  ���< 
)�¹¹¹ (�:�,� 9�"�	) ��  $&� �9� E �N 39� 9���4। 

�����" �2�� ��: $� �������� i� n��	 ���� 3��� 3��- 3" i� n��	 s�� �¹ �� 
��-�7 +/)¹ n�� ���� 9�� $#�, !	 ���� � ��	�� ���������  ��  	�� � ��	�� )�¹¹¹ 
�� @&��	 "�� 	<�  	��। ��-��� 9��� 3	 ��� ���[ � ��£�����	। ��s� $�#��  $��� 
&���	   �O-�< &���	? <�� ���-  �	�4 $����&��  !�� ��	�E $����&�	 � 2 9�� <�� 
$,���4।  ���2 �g  ���&1 9� �  ��	�  ��4। �������&��  �ª  �	 ��	� �   ��	�  G?�	 ��� 
9�� ,� ���� <��  	�� ,� "����, ��¬&����# �	�, ��t �	�, �< �< �	S 	�	�, �O�, ��8 
9��� �	� ��-A�#�	 1�� ��K �	� 1���9��	 �8 ��£��� $&���	� ? � � !	 >�	 �������&� �N 
�̀��-1 �����4 $ � ‘‘3���� $1’’ $1 $ � 	�"���  &����।’’ 

!	 ! ��� &���� ‘‘�S’’ ���� �����	 ‘‘
�����’’। E���� $���� �	���	 3" 3	 $ �E 
 ��� ����& $1। $���  
��� 3�	�  	���1। �< �< 	L���� �O��� $��� ��� �। 3" �̀��-	 
3 ��� 	�²� �A���	 ��"� $ � ��� ���	 $"�# >�g�4 $&��	 &�̀-�। E1 $��� ��� "��A	�	 
��� ‘‘
��� �����’’ 
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&'�� �� 

3����	 �<� �O��� ���� "���A 3����	 �<� �O��� ���� "���A 3����	 �<� �O��� ���� "���A 3����	 �<� �O��� ���� "���A     

�� �< �9���	 ��"� 	�L	 ���� $A�& $#�4 ‘��� P�’-!	 ����9। ��	 �&���। �����	 �< 
�< ����� $4��	� !� &��̀	 ,B� $��  ���"���		 $	�X<	� ���A�̀� ��-Q ����B 9�"�	 =�� #�Z 
�����4 !  ! �2 o"-� o#-। 

�À�-$�n�-���� 3	 ��P�	  �̀�  �̀� #�Z Eg� "��� 3" 8����� ! �2 ���1 ���\�� 
9�[- ‘!��	 3	 �9�� � #�"� 9���।’ ��  "I� ,M $&��	 ������  ��� ��	?�  	�	 �	, 
��������� 3��	 ��� P��	 ��� � EZ��� ,��। ��	� 1&��� E &�9�� 	<�  	�� �#�� 9���  �	�4 
�< �< �	�	�� �&9�� 	-�	� 3	 ��8��	, \�&  �	�4 �&�"�, ��T	 ���  ��", 
 � �	���। $<�-����	, "��-"�� 3	 =���	 �	 =�� Â����� ���� 	,�  �	�4 ��� P��	 
&����। �������� ��� P��	 &����s�- $& &����	 ��	 ! ��� 
��� �����	 ��� �1 >Z��। 

�� �< �9���	 	�L �&L ��� P��	 ��� �	 &��� 3����	 $ � ����� $1- $ � &' - 
$1- $1 $ � 3����। $� $ � ��̀��1 $9�  � $  ���������	 
����� 	<� 3�	�  	�1। 
3����	 �<� �O��� ���� "���A। 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* 
���� "���������� �����	 &�b��9  �����। &'��  E � �� � $#���� &����	 �&�¡ । &'��   �O-  �?-��� $�&, �������� 
$��  ���X�। 
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���	��� &����� ���	� 

��� P��	 ��\P ��-��� 
��� 
+� ��-� +� &���� 

+� "�, +/0+ 

 

��� ��� ��� ��� P�P�P�P��	 ��\�	 ��\�	 ��\�	 ��\PPPP    ��-�����-�����-�����-���    

��� 8G 9��	 �	 $�� 1  	�,�	  �#"^�� ���X�9���	 ��	���	 ���	� $,�� ��� !�� ��	 H� 
!��� ��	��	 9���4� $� 	�"���	 �����æ	� ��-Q �l��=P 9�� ��Z�4��। � � �	��-� ��� 
	�E������� &	 �	 ��� �	 &���� ��� ���� �� $����� �� ���� ��� P��	� ��	 ���2� � 
��� $��� P��� !�� ���ç 9�� �Z��। 

��:	� ��� !1 ��	 "��� �� ��9�� 1���9�� ���	 &���	  &	 �	 ������ ,�	��� $ ��2 
��>� ®? 4’���&	 "�� ������ ��L^��	  ��4 3�� ��� s�#��	 "� 3��� "���� !�� 
Â���� $���	 ��� �� 	� � $��  +¹ A��#	 E�	 ���Z�� ����; ��4�Z� i��2 �"���	 E�	 o1 
$��  �� ^?  	 s��E �4� !	 ����। H�� "#�?	  ��4 !1 n2�^�� !�� !  A���9 
��X�É���	 �̀�-�A�& �9&���। ��� P�� ��-������	� ��Y, ��̀-���  &���	  &	 ��		 ����<��	 
"���A ���E &��, "���� >y��	 $<�� �� A���9 o#-��	 &,̀�। 

!1 ��¦	 &��-� ��� ��� $�, ���� ��� P�� ���&���	� ��:��	 ���&��� $#�2��� 8G 
 �	�4,  �	? ��:��	 @�	� �"�����	 o1-�O�������	 ��"�	 �4� ��̀-�J�। � � $& ��"�	 3���� 
�k। �l����� �̀�- ��� P�� ��²��� ����  9��	 A�	�� �	? $E�	 H�� ,� ���a	 ��< �� !  ,	� 
�����	 �����	 9�� ��:�Z���4- ��� P��  ��	E �� a 	b��	  �� �,Q�  	�� 9��। ���� &��,�� 
$��� <�� 9���4 ��2 	b��	 M���-�� 9�	  �� ��E���। ��� P��	  ��4 !1 ��2 �4� ������ ��X� 
�"-�	 &��,�� �Z &�̀। $ ����� #� &b��9	 $#�Z�	 ��� 1 � 4� 	b��  	� $#�4। &� ���� ����	 
�G @��  ��̀� ���� 9�[ )¹ �< ��>�  �è $� "���	 ����	 3�# "�� $��2 2� � �4� � $ ��2 
)¹ ��� ��>� ��	 ��< !2� ! 2� $�� A�	� �	�?	 $��]�1 ���� 9��। 

� 2 A������ !1 ��s�	 ��� ! 2� >y��	 3�� $1। ��H&�	 �9� $��  ��� 9�[, ��̀-�J�� 
Õ� 
�A���  ��s� �H�	 3&�4, � � ���	� ���4 $�, ��P� !�E �� ���1 ��{����	 ��< 
	�� $#�4। $&��� "����  �		 i¹ A�#  	 $�E�� �k 	���4। 	�"���  @s�- E �H�	 3�&�। 
$#�	����	 ��� <�� ���-�	 ���°�� !�� &	 �	�  �-,�	���	 ���  ��" $��#���	 3��� 
���-&���	  "���	 !1 �Z��	 $2��� �a ��²���1 �	� �����4। � O���<, �̀�-�J��	 
���&������ 	�"���  �� 3E���� ���#	 +�0 " ��-��,� ������	 ���� ��� o1" ��:��	 

�����	 3�T�� 3J�� A��� ��	���#  �	�4। 

M���-�� ��-���  &�2 !�� �̀��-	 �	���[y ����	�� �����E 	�"���  ���� ��� 
!��4। ������  ���[y��	 3�T���	 ��	��� >�	 ���� �&k� �����	 ��� +) " $���  
&�Å��  ���  
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$=b�	  	� 9���4। ��4�Z� �����	 >¼� �z� $�� "���H �	 3�� A��B� ��:	 ��#�����	  ��4 
&���	  ��& ��&��	 $� ���°�� �����4�� �� ���- 9E��� ��-���9� 9�� ��Z�4। &��-���	 
��X�É��� !�� ��²�����	 ����	�� &�=��1 1���9��	  ��4 ���L#�A���1 ���	 �̀�-�A�& 9�� $��� 
�����4।  	�,�	 ! " ����K 	�"������ 3��� ����4, 1���9�� ���  4’���&	 ���� !1 &�&�� 
���2�� $H��� 9��। ����	 @&����9� ��]�� $�, 	����� ��2� � � �,����� ���	 ��	 $,�� $��� 
���� $���	। H�� ��	� �� $�� ��:"�� ,�1��। 1���9���  �����&	 �� �̀� 3&��1 9��- ���� 
&��E Õ�#���� ��� ���[। 
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���	��� &����� ���	� 
&'�� �� 

"�� 	�L	 ���4 c� �� &���	 �� 

��� 

+� ��-� )� &���� 
+ "���1, +/0+ 

&'�� �� 

"�� 	�L	 ���4 c� �� &���	 �� "�� 	�L	 ���4 c� �� &���	 �� "�� 	�L	 ���4 c� �� &���	 �� "�� 	�L	 ���4 c� �� &���	 ��     

&�= �������� 3" ���� ��b। ��� P��	 >��������� "I� �7&�,�M	 A�Z��2�� @&���	 
���9� E &'̀?-��� >7���  	�	 1W��  �g ��� ��� �����	 3����  O� -m�� -4��-"�� 
3" �	?�? &�=��� ��b। $� $ � ��̀��1 $9�  � $  �����	 ���� ���2 $��  9����	 ���9��  
�����Z� �  	� ��-Q ���������	 #?-�����	 !1 ��� ����9� �� ��। 

�����	 �����	 	L��  �E �O�� ����। ��1 �� �< �9���	 	�L	 &��� 3�	� 
����&n�� ��  	�� ���	 �। �9���	 ! 	L�� 3�	� �O�� $��� ���� ���	 �। 

���������	 �����	 �&�� ���#-����<� E $�p�--���- 1������1 ����	 ���� $���	 �����	 
m�� �"-� &<� 9���4। $ � ������ ��L	 >�	 �A-	 �  �	 ��"��	 ��L�� ����� 9�� 
�����	 ���� $� ! �2 &����<� E 3���  &�	��S &��� $&����9�	 &��� ���� ��b, !2� ����	 
�����	  ��4 ! 2� ,	� ���� �9&��� $��� �����4।  

	L 3�	� �����4, 3�	� 	L ���� 3�	� � �। � � �����	 
����� 3�	� 	<�  	�1। "� 
3����	 ��������। 3�	� !1 ���- ����	 & � 
�������� "#? !�� #?���d  !�� 
&��"���d  	���	 � 2 ���������	 !1 ���L����  &�-���A��� &�9���  	�	 "� 3��� "���[। 
"�� 3����	 3�4, �S, ��-, ����� !�� @��  &��- 3����	 ! �Q ����"।  

 

------------
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���	��� &����� ���	� 

���[y��	 ��� ��� P� 
��� 
+� ��-� )� &���� 

+ "���1, +/0+ 

���[y��	 ��� ��� ���[y��	 ��� ��� ���[y��	 ��� ��� ���[y��	 ��� ��� P�P�P�P�    

[3���	 �	 �>">1  &���� &�b��9� 	 (+�1 ��,- &�����) ��� P��	 ����Q 	�"���  
&�2 &'� - ��� P� ���[y��	 ��� ���-  !  �	���2- � ���� 9���4�। A���Q�	� ��k�2 � �� 
 	� 9�।] 

,Z̀�Q 9���� ��²�����	 3" $� ���[y��	 ��� ��	,����  �	�4 ��� ��� $��  ���� ��,��� 
9�� ��Z�4। ���� ��� P�� ��H&�		� 
� �	  �	 $�, �����J�� ��:, $ ��2 �����	 ����� 
�̀�-�J��	 &�� $ ��2 "&���	�?	 	�"���  E ��-���  >y� ���Q &����1 9���4। $�� 
��#� $�1� �4	 ��	 $ ��� ���"�2	 ��:, A��#	 ,�	 A�# ���� ��� P�� ���  	� 9���4। 
��� P��	 >¼��s &	 �	�  �-,�	���	 ��� �� A�# !�� $&����9�	 ��H&�	��	 ��� /¹ A�# 
���� ��� P�� !�� ��#�  ��  �4�	 �����J�� ���� ��4� 3� $��Z�4 �� 	� i) A�#, 3	 
�̀�-�J�� ��� �� 	� +0 A�#। �̀�- ��� P��	� ��n- ��	 �4	 &���	  ! �� �_	 �	 #� �4�		 
$�� A��# $���	 ��� 
��� &���	? ��-�,�	 ������ (�>" >1  �c�&�	 )+) ����	 ��£�A�̀ 
$	���	 ,̀Z�Q ��9�� �� n�2�4। ��̀- ��� P�� ��²��� "���������� ��¬��G� $�� ���"��	 	9���	 
$�O�_ ��	,���� 3E���� ��# �� 3��-" A��� � �	� /� A�# $A�2 ��A  �	। $�� ���"��	 
��:	 ��	L��	 ���� ‘���"�’ ��� ��	�,�। ���"� ��:	 4� �H�  �-&,̀�	 $"��	1 ��-�,� "���A 
 �	। !1 4� �H�  �-&,̀� ��̀� ��� P� 	����  ! �2 �����  �Hc��	�� ��	?�  	��। !�� 
����^����  &��� ��		 
�����& ���� $ ��	 "�� ���Q &���� <���1 ����K 	��� 9���4। 
$ ��	 9��� 8�� @�����  ��� !�� "���� ���	<�	 ���� 4�Z� 3	 � 4�1 $��� 9��। 3	 �� 
"���� ��	��� ���� &����#�	��� ��A  �	 ���"� ��� ��̀- ��� P� ����	 	���	 1��9��&, 
&�-��� ���L	 ��  �	 $��	 �� 	�"���  ��L �"-  �	�4। !1 &�P n2� ���� ��� P�� 
$�� 3���Z &O�K  �	�4। !��� >�Y�� $�, #� �c�&��		 ��-�,� �A������ ����U� $�� 
"���H �	 3�� A��B�	 $�O�_ ��� P� ���&� ���2- ���� ��� P�� ���-s� ��� �	  �	�4। 
� � ��� 3E���� ���#	 9��� &�&��� �	�"� $�� ��� 	��" 9�� �। ��-�,� 3E���� ��# 
$����4 +�0�2 E ��� P� ����& ���2- $����4 �)�2 3&। "���H �	 3�� A��B� $ �� $� 
&�&��� �	�"� $�� ��� 	�"� 9�� � �� � ��:	 ���	 ��	�� &�&���	 ��� ���� $ > $� 
"���� ��	���	 ������� $��#�� �  �	। !	 H�� �O�2� $e����b �&|�&�	�̀� @&�  
$��&�c� 1���9�� �� �Z�� o" 3���� ����� 	�"�������	 ��Y��। $�� ���"�	 	9�� E 
"���H �	 3�� A��B� o"�1 	�"���  ��J	  ���� 2। 

������ 1���9�� �� A���� $�, ��:�  &���	 &��� ��� ������ $��� 9��। ! >�¡��� "���� 
��	���	 >����� ������ �����  �	 ���� ��� ,��� &b��9	 ���� ��� P��	 ���-s��� 
	�"��������	 ! �2 &��� 3x�  �	�4। !1 &���1 9�� �,���s�	 �	& n2���	 ! �2 
$�� E o�&�9�&  ��,K�। � � 1���9��	 !1 3�d? $�� ���"� �������  �	�4। !�� &b�9 $���	 
n2���� $��� �� 9� ��� ������ ��̀- ��� P��	 
����� $n��?�  	��। !1 n2�	 �	 1�� 
�9��  
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!  $n��?�	 ��	H� ! ���&	 $���	 ���  "���� ��	�� ������ >�l���	 ������	 ��:	 
����� $����&��  "���� ���� !�� $&1 &��� !  N:����	� >¼�	?  �	 ���� $� ‘��� P��	 
&�9�� E �	����	’ ����� �����	 "�� �����	 "�� $&����9� !�#�� 3&�� ���	। $���  
	�"���  A	�c���	 9�� $��  	<�	 "�� 1���9��	 $,K� &�¦E ��-��<  �9� ��  �	 $�, ��s� 
!� ��� P��	 	�"���  $�O�O�T	 3���	 ��1�	। 9���� &����� ��A�̀�1 A����7 n2���� 
���d�  	��। �>">1� 	 q� �� ��s�	� $���	 $" � &�  �������	 "�   2̀���  
����4, ‘‘��� P��	 o1 ��� ���[y 9�� �Z�� �  �Z�� � !2� !� $ � �ª �। !� �ª 
��:�Z���4 
�����  �� 9��। �  3#��� &b��9, � �  3#��� ���& ���� !	 "�� 3�	� �4	 ���  
�  �4	 o��  &�� ��#��। oA-�#���� �� 9� ���� ��� P� E �̀�- ��� P� ��� ��Z����Z1 
���[y 9��; ��� $��� $�	� 9�� �।’’ 
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��	�� &����� ���	� 

3����	 ��� $&����� $"��	� 
E&��� 


��� 
+� ��-, )� &���� 

+ "���1, +/0+ 

    

3����	 ��� $&����� $"��	� E&���3����	 ��� $&����� $"��	� E&���3����	 ��� $&����� $"��	� E&���3����	 ��� $&����� $"��	� E&���    

�������� ���9�	 ��� $&���� $"��	� ��9�� 3��>� #?� E&���	 �� 3" �����	 n�	 
n�	 #��-	 &�I >¼��	� 9�[। 3|���# E ��� !�� &��-���	 �Ob E ��,<? $�O�_	 "� �����	 !1 
�,	 ���	 ��� $&���� & ��	  ��4 &���	�,�। 3" ��� $���	 
����� &�=���	 ���	�A��# !�& 
��:�Z���4। ��:	 &�� $�O�_ 9�"�	 9�"�	 ��²��� !�#�� ,���4 "�����	 ���, � "#?�����	 
�� º��	 ���। 

"���#� ��� �	 !�� #?
��- 3����	 "� $� &"�# �O�K !�� &�=��� ���& ��	 ����", 
��I�����	 ���� $&1 >�����  $"�	��	  	�	 "� $"��	� E&��� �¶�Q ��	m�  �	 �� ��:	 
 �-"���	 ��� $�� 1। 

+/�+ &���	 $���	 ���  $"��	� E&���  �O-  1K $�I� $	�"����	 ����� _ =9?  	�	 
�	 $��  $	�"����	 1��9��& !  $#p	���Ñ� ������	 &,̀� 9�। ��²�����	 &���	  ���9��� � 
$��	 "� ��²������l� 
��- &��VK �9� ‘��²���	� &���	  "��� �’ !1 ���- $� ����� �,�	?� 
,����� ���[� $&2��  ����	��  	�	 "� ��� ��?� $q�� $� 1K $�I� $	�"����	 &�-�|  
>y�� &�� E �� >y��	 "�।  �O-�<  �O-  & � 	 ��	 ��Í &O�K  	� &�¦E ��� �¶�Q 
��	m�  �	 !1 $	�"����  ! �2 &�=��� $������ �9�&�� &�������  �	 ��	 H�� ���� p�� 
!�� ��	�_	 ��  $��  1K $�I� $	�"��� ��� P��	 $���, !�� ��£�� 1����� & � ���	 ���� 
��"��	�  $m� ������  �	। !1 1K $�I� $	�"��� !  	 � ���� $#��, $"��	� E&���	 
��"	 9��� #Z�। ��	:1 $�	?�� >��� $�I� $	�"��� ��� P�� $m�_ �"-  �	। ��	1 ���H� 
3�	� $��� +/�� &���	 A�	� ��� P� ����	 ���9�	 	?�I�। $&1 ���� ��	 ��M�� �Z�1  �	 
���9�	�  	<�  �	 !1 ��²���	�1। 

��²�����	 &'� - ��£��� ,�M	 ����� �,�	?�	 ��&� n2��� !�� $&����9��� ��²�����	 
��� �	 �����	 &�=��� $"��	� E&��� �� �� & ��	 ���	�A��#। !1 "� ��� ��� P� 
&���	  ,�M	 ��	�#A�" 9। &���	  ��<� E  �-�<��	 ��  $��  ��:	 &� < $&���� $ > 
$1, ��� ��:	 ����y�� �k  �	 $��� 9�। 

!��� >�Y���#� $� ����Q A�	��� $&����9�	 ���� $"��	� E&���1 &�- �K $�"	 
�9&��� ���L 9। ��²��� ��H&�	��	 &�&��1 ��� P�� ������ 	��� 9�। ��� ��"	 A����7 !�� 
 �O-�< $��  &���� & � 	 � ���� >��<�  �	 !1&� ��²�����	 >y��	 "� �Z�1  �	 $#�4। 
3	 �������� !�� ���������	 �����	 ��� A����&� !�� ����	 9�� &�=��  	�	  �	�? ��:�  
&���	   �O-��<	 �	H $��  ���AyA��� ���-�P 9�� 9�। 

&���	? @&� ��	 ��� ��:	 � O��� $¥9 !�� �����	 ���� ��� �����	 A���	 ��� ��:	 
A����&�	 ���? ��ë�L o�2 n2� $�� 1 $���। &���	  ���9��� >\-� ��H&�	��	  ��4 &�����	 
$�"	��	  
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@��T ! 2� �	���2- $���	 $	E��" 3�4। ��� P� ���9�	 ���-� 9�[, !1 �	���2- ! ��� 
>o-��1 $��� ,���। $"��	� E&��� !1 &�-��� ��:	 &�����	 $�"	�  ������ �	���2- $���	 
����� $�। !1 "� ��� P� &���	  ,M ��:	  �4 $��  @ �H�7 ����  �	; !�� ���E ��	 
������#� "E��� $�। 3	 ! �2 n2� 9�� ��� 	1 "�� $1। $"��	� E&��� !  ����� 
��:	 & � &'�� 1K $�I� $	�"����  �����4। ���������	 ��� !�� ��²��� ���9�	 ��� ��:	 
3Q�	  ����	 ��	,� !���1 ��E�� ���। 

$"��	� E&��� +/+� &���	 +�� $&�¢�	 �̀�--�����	 �&��2 $"��	 &���#�£ "«=9? 
 �	। ��:	 �̀�-��G� ��9 �"�� >�¡ E&��� 9"	� ��9"����&9 $#p	�#���T �&��9	 	�"_ ��� 
!���� 3�&। ��:	 ���� �	N� �� ��9�o	 ���H"�	 	9��, ��, !, $ , !1,, !�, &���, ������� 
E ��
��- $�� $���	 "� ���� �4��। 

$"��	� E&���  �� ��� �����������	 ��� �&��2 #A-��� 9�1��� $��  ��� ��A��# 
����e ���� �	�<�� >��?- 9 !�� 1��	"��� ����� ����	 "� ���2��	�� ��1" ��A  �	। 
+/*i &��� ��� >¼ ��<���- 3��#Z ��&��� ����������� #�  �	। +/*� &��� ���  �� 
��A��# �c=� ��A  �	 !�� +/*/ &��� ��K�	 �c=�	 ,̀Z�Q �	�<�	 �̀��-1 A�	��� $&����9��� 
 ���c2 �9&��� $��#��  �	। +/i¹ &���	 �1 ��Þ��	 ��� 1���� ����2�	� ! ��c��, $�	�o 
$��  &���	  ��<� $��  �	 �O�2� 1����  ��� ��b 9। !	�	 $��  ��:	 Õ� ����y�� 9�- 
+/i+ !	 $Hì��	���  ���¢ !�� +/i) !	 $Hì��	��� �7 ��� �O�2� &�¨��"�	 &�- �� $�"	 
9 E ��� )* �4	 ���& ! �2 ���d  ��	�9 ���2�����	 �����  9�� !  $	 c- &O�K  �	। 

�l��� �9����� ��-� 	?�I� $� �a  �� " �����I �����  ��� ��	,���� ���L 
9���4�� ��� ��:��	 ���� ����। +/i� &���	 �O�2� $&����9��� 1¸�-  ��� �&�� �  ���2 
 �O-  ��� >¼ ��<�	 "� ����� 9 !�� +/i0 &���	 $Hì��	��� ����� H�¸ $��¸E��	 ¸�H 
 ��" !�í~ �	�<�� �O�2� E A�	��� $&����9�	 ��H&�	��	 &�I �������#��� >¼s� ��A 
 �	 !�� ¸�H  ���" +/i� &�	 $ ��&- s� �"-  �	। 

!��� >�Y����#� $� ��� 31,�& !&, ! $ �����H�1c 9E��� 1���� ����2 ��� &��A-�&	 
"�E +/i� &���1 ����� 9। � � @&�  "�� ��	���#  	�� �
� �	  �	। ��	 +/i0 
&�	 8G�� �7 ��� A�	��� �Q��-� &	 ��		 �		�� &�,� "E9	��� $�9G+ ��:�  ! �2 
 2̀���  �� =9�?	 "� 3x� "��। $"��	� E&��� $& �P��E �������  �	। ! 1 &��� 
��� $�H�2���  �?-� ���	 "� ����� 9 !�� �O�2� A�	��	 �&���s $"��	� $9c� ���2-�&--
! $ ���2-�	 ��K�	 $"��	��	 ����� $&� � $=c ¸�H ��H&�	 ��� ���L 9। 

A�	� ��A��#	 �	�	1 ��� ��� P��	 "� ��� ��-�	�?	 ����_ =9?  �	। !1 �4	 &��1 
��Þ��	 ��� P�� ��:�  $�H�2���  �?-� ��� ���  >y��  	� 9�। ��	�	 +/i� &��� ��� 
$ ���2� ¸�H  ���"	 $ ��&- $��#��  �	। +/i/ &� ¸�H  ��" $��  �c=� ��A  	�	 �	 ��:�  
����Q ,�H �� �� $"��	� ¸�H $�"	 $"��	� $	�"�Ü 9�2-!	 &9 �	� ¸�H ��H&�	 ��� 
����#  	� 9�। 
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!	�	 ���Ay ��� @&����9��� ����� _ !�� ����� ����� �"-�	 �	 +/�) &�	 ���  
��:�  1K $�I� $	�"����	 ��� ����2����	 A�	 $��� 9�। +/�� &� ��:�  1,�� 	�1�H�& !	 
����	L  ��Ó�� ��� �9��  	� 9�। 

+/�� &� ���  �?-� ��� >y�� 9 !�� $"��	� $9c $ ���2-�&- !	 $"��	� ¸�H ! 
����2�	� ����	��	 $c���2 c�1�	Þ	 �� =9?  �	। !1 &�� $��  ��� �N 3Q"-���  &���	  
E ��	 a�	 @�g�  ��� P��	 ������_  �	 !�� ������ 	���	 &�-����� ��	 m�� E ���&� 
�"-  �	।  

+/�i &� ��� ��L	��� �� !�� $&�� �	 &�:�"���, $#��T�", �����  !�� ������9� �� 
E ��S	 ��G�� �	���� ���s� &'� - ���9� 9। 

+/�0 &� $"��	� E&��� $&����9� $��  ��&	 =9?  �	। 

������ +/0+ &�	 !��� ���& ��²���	� ��:�  ��:	 >���L ��-��� $�� !�� ��²��� 
$&����9�	 &�-�����  ��� ��:�  �	?  �	 $�। ! 1 &�I #?�"����d  �������� &	 �	 ��:�  
$"��	� ��� >y��  �	। 3" ��:	1 ����� �_ �����	 &�=��� $&�	� !�#�� ,���4 !  ��	 
A������	 ���। 
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���	��� &����� ���	� 

���	 �,�g� 
��� 
+� ��-� )� &���� 

+ "���1, +/0+ 

 

���	 �,�g 
���������  
� O�� � ���� 	�"���  &�������������  
� O�� � ���� 	�"���  &�������������  
� O�� � ���� 	�"���  &�������������  
� O�� � ���� 	�"���  &����    

"��	 >�	 3a�  �2�	 ���"��	 >�	 3a�  �2�	 ���"��	 >�	 3a�  �2�	 ���"��	 >�	 3a�  �2�	 ���QQQQ				    
(��9��� $9��& ���) 

��� P� &	 ��		 �O����� ��� ����K 1��	"� ‘@��  ��-� �>�"	’  	�,� &���?	 ���� 
&9 �	� &'��  ��� !���� ��& ��	9�& &Å�� ��� P� $��  &��	���	 !��� ,�� !�& &��c 
2�1�& ��� �� ���������	 9����æ &'� - $� ��P��	� ���	?� �����4 ���� ���	 ��Z�� $��	�� 
��Z�4। ���#� ��� P�� &������  ��� ��& ��	9�&- $�����  "��1 ��AT। 

 ��"�� �A-�  &������  �k� ��� ��& ��	9�& ��� ‘&��c 2�1��&	’ $&1 $¸��	 ��� P�� 
 �#" 4���� � ! "��। � � & � $���	 
��� ��-��� � �� 4������4; A�	��� ��-��� �E �� 
4�����  ��t� 9��। !��� �k� ��� ��& ��	9��&	 &��� 3��	 3��� 9���4� ��� ��	 $���	 
(��� P�) ���� ���<  �	�4 \�&����। ��	�2 "��^��� $���  �y� $����4 ��:	। !1 � 4��� 
3�#E ���������	 $� &� "�� �4� ��,���- A	�, 9��& #�� ����	�; $& &� "��� !�  ��		 
�P��� ��	�"  	�4। ��� ��� n	��Z��� ���� $1 !� �  $1 "����-�	"�। $�� ���2 �� �� 
 	�4। &	 �	� ��H&^��� �	"� $���� �� ��E $ �  �-,�	� $���� ���। $� &� >o-A��� ���� 
��:	 $,��� ��Z�4 ����	 $�9 �� �¶K �� $	�#�"�?-। 3	 $����4 �#�?� ����&	 H�&�। 
 � �	���	 ,� � �k, ���g ���g H&� $1, 3�4 n�& E ���� �O�?	 &��9�	। 3	 $����4 "�� 
s�� �Q	��< 8�� $&����9�	 �8A ��,�	?�; ����	 $,�� ��"����	 �� &�-� �� �	 ��:"�4। $& 
�� �	�2 �  �� 3	 ��� ���� 9� �। ���E ��� P��	 &���	  "�Q� &	 �	 &H	 �	� &������ �  
���� ��� P��	 �#�	  !�� ��������� �&��& �	� >o-A��� ���&T���	 l�	� &OK  O��� 
�A���  
��	��� $�����	 $,K�  �	�4� � � �� ���� ��A��� ��  q� � ����, ��� �। ��� ��& ��	9�& 
3��? ��,K�� ��� $#��� !�� &� -��	 &��� 
����� &�=�����	 &�<�7 ���A &��- 9���4��। 

����	 &��� 3���  �	 ��� "��� $��	�4 $ � 3���� �, ����������  ����L �  	� 
��-Q &�=�� ,���। ��& ��	9��&	 �Q��� !1 $��  ��	 ��  ��। $A��� ��� ����� �� ��E 
��²���	� &���1 ���		 "��। ��� �	 &�,� ��²���	� ��"��	 $�p��  ���� �����	 ��ª	 ! 
������	  �>�  $������ 	��� �। 

��& ��	9��&	 �	���2- ���� $� 3���Z &O�K  �	�4, !1 ���� �����	 &������ ��	 1��9��& 
!��� �� ��A�  	� ���। !� 3	 � 4�1 ������� $1। ���������	 ,��� n2����	  ��4 
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 ��1��1	 9����æ ��[ ��� !��� ���  ��A�� � ��  �	�4। ����� n2�	 8G�� 
A�	��	 ���-� &	�	�9 ����� ��,�231 ���������	 "�  9�1 ��	�&�����2	 �	�� ���� ! �	�	 
! �2 ��	 �Mc  �	�4��। �� 3" &�� ��� ����?� 9���4। ����?� 9���4 $� !2�  �1 
��� P��	 n�	��� �����	 9�� ���	 �। !�� ���������	 ��� $�� �I�k� $�� ���"� ���n���� 

����� $�� ��� $ � 	�"���  �����&� 9E��E �&�� �����	। !2� ����	 "��।  �	? 
��� P� 3	 �������� � O���< $Ap#�� A��� !�� ��  ��  $��  &'`?- &��£�9�। &��	�� ! 
o�2��  !  &����� $�:�� 	�� �9�&�� ��:Z  	� ��� �। 3	 $��9�� ���������	 "&���� ���� 
��� P��	 ����� $��� $& $<�� ���#�A��� ���������	 �����&�	� ���&�  ������	 ���� 
��� P��	 $�O_ $�� ��� ���	 �। !�� �� ,����� $���	 $,K� 9�� "��	 >�	 3���  �2�	 
���Q	। 
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���	��� &����� ���	� 

���������	 
� O�� !� $ �� 
&���	 �ª ��� 


��� 
+� ��-� *� &���� 

+i "���1, +/0+ 

 
 

���������	 
� O�� !� $ �����������	 
� O�� !� $ �����������	 
� O�� !� $ �����������	 
� O�� !� $ ��    
&���	 �ª ��� &���	 �ª ��� &���	 �ª ��� &���	 �ª ���     

 

����� ��� - &�b��9  ��� � �>">1 -! ���������	 #?9���	  G? �,� ���� �	� 9���4। 
��� 9���4 !1 9�����æ	 &��� 1��9��& �� $ � \�&����	 ���� 9�� ���	 �। >L ��� �� 
3	E ��� 9���4 $�, !1 9������� E 	�����æ	 H� ! �21 9�[� ��̀- ��� P� 3" ����� 
��� P��	 ���। $� ����� �� ,����� 9���4 �̀�-�J��	 �����	 >�	 ���� 3	 $ � �� �̀�- E 
�����	 ! �� $"�Z� ��#� ���� �। ��� P��	 o1 ��� �,	���	 �� ���[y 9�� $#�4। 	L¥�� 
���������	 
� O�� !� $ ����� &���	 �����	 ���। 

��	 ���  �A���	 ��� �	 &������  �������� &'� - ��n- ��k � ��  �	�4। >L 
��k�2�� ��� 9���4 ��&  "���	 #��- >«� ��£���	� ���������  #?���d  ��� �	 $��  ��J� 
 �	�4; H�� ��²���	� ���� 9�� $n��?�  �	�4 ����	 
�����। �O����	 ���Ay $�� ��� P��  �S 
&	�	�9  �	�4। 3	 !1&� �S !� ���9�	  	� 9�[ ���- �	 #?9����। � � !1 9��� ���	 H�� 
��� P��	 r � �,	��	 ��K 9���4। 
��� ���������	 
� O�� !� $ �� &���	 �ª ���। 
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&����� ���	� ���	��� 

��� 

+� ��-� *� &���� 
+i "���1, +/0+ 
�����	 ����  �	 ���"� ���� 

 �	� 
 


�����
�����
�����
�����	 ����  �	 ���"� ����  �	�	 ����  �	 ���"� ����  �	�	 ����  �	 ���"� ����  �	�	 ����  �	 ���"� ����  �	�    
 

���������	 
�����	 ����  �	 $�� ���"��	 	9�� $ � ����  �	�। "#�?	 ��-��,� 
������ ��� $���	 
����� $,�� ���  ��9�� ��� 	�"���  ��	��� 9�� ���	 �। ��� P��	 
$��&�c� 1���9�� ���	  ��4 ��1 3����	 ! ��� ����, ���"��	 	9���	 ���L ,�1। 

 ��&��, #�:1n�2�, �#� E ��#��	 �	?��-� ����	^�� ��	��-�	 �	  ��c�	 &	 �	� ���	 
$�� m� ""- ����,& &������ ��	  ��4 ��:��	 !1 ��A�� ��L  �	। 

�����	 ����Y� $��  ���� ���� n�:�2�� $�� ��:	� $&�"� &����Q ����	^�� ��	��-� ��। 
���	 o���� �#�?� "��	 ���4� ��:��	 ��	 ��	 �"R�&�	  �	? 9�� ��:Z��। $��A����  ���� 
�"R�&�  	�, $ ���� ����	 n	,  � �	̀ $��  ��	� 3&�4। $&1 ! 1 $�����  ��9�। ����	 ��  
$��  �4��� ����4 &Q�� , &�� �����9�� S�	 $,���	 &��� 
����  9���  �	�4, 1���9��	 
	L������ ���9�	 	�L	 �Oæ� ����E $��2�। ��? ��� ������ 3&�	 ���E �9��  � ��		 �� ��	� 
]�:���� ��Z�4 �����  ����	 ��t 3	 � ���	���	 9���- E��	 ����� $��  ������ 3&� ������	 
&��	1 !1  ��9�।  ���c�� ���-�����	 ������	� ����	 �"R�&�  	��, $���	� �  3	 $��� 
�H�	 ���� �? 9��: �����, ��� ���"� 3����	 c�  $��, &��	 ���� ! 1 >�	। 

3���#3î�  ��c�	 �> $c����M�2  ���2-	 $�� ��� !ï� $§>1,  "�	�A�2A ���	 $�� 
��� 9�� ���� ����	 E �����	� ���2-	 $�� ��� ""- ����,& ��� E�g� ��� P�� �#�� 3����	 
���  �" 9�� $�� ���"��	 	9���	 ���L	 ���� $����। 

#?���d   �g����� $ > ��� 
�����	 ����  �	 ��9�� $& � 4� ����  	�� �।  ��c�� 
!� #?���d  �� 3�4 ��	�  �1��� 	 
�����	 ���� �����4। ����	 ���[y�� ��� ��� $�� $"�� 
$��	� 9��। � ��� ����	 $���X�9� ����� �O����	 &��� $9�  	��	E $ � $,K 9��। �> 
$c����M�2  ���2-	 $�� m� !ï� $§1> ��:��	 &H�		 >�¡�� $n��?�  �	 ���, o�2 >�¡�� ��� 
��:	� A�	�� !�&�4। ! �2 ����   �-�� &'���	 ����_। ��	�2 ���������	 	�"���  
&�����	 &���� �	�<�  	�। ���� ��	 ��  $��  A�	��	  �:�� &��,�� $��� $��]� !�& 
��Z�4।  ��c� ��	  �2� � &9"  �	 ���� ���	 $&���  ����	 ��� �<�। ���������	 	�"���  
&���� � 9�� ������Q ���Í� 9�� ��� ��:��	 ����&।  �	? 3���	 �, ,� E 	����� ���������	 
E�	 $����� �O�K�� ��� �� 3�4। ��1 A� 9�, 	�"���  &�����	 &���� &��̀	�	�9� � 9�� 
��Z।  
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��� 3	E ���, ��� 4‘��& �	��-���	 �� �-��E��	 "� ��� ,�Y:� $ ��2 c��	 �	, 9��। 
 ��c� 1������1 � 4� ��- E ���� &��=� ���g���4। �	�?��-���	 $��� ����	 �	 ��	�E &	 ��		 
 ��4 ���� �����,  � $��� &�9��� �	?��-���	 $��� &�� $&���  "	 ����। 

����	�� ���2-E $�� m� ""- ����,& ���, ��-���  &�9����	 "� ��� P��  ����	 
���� 	���	 E�	 �A-	  	�� 9�। ��1 !� ��	 �a� #?9���  	�	 3�# ��	� ��� ����	 
���� $���	 �	���- =9?  	��� ��� �� ��  $��� ��P� E �������	  �" 9���।  

 

 

 

 --------------- 
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���	��� &������ ���	� 

&'�� ��� 
	�L $����	 Â��4 3" 

��������	 3^ 


��� 
+� ��-� *� &���� 

+i "���1, +/0+ 

&'�� �� 

	�L $����	 Â��4 3" ��������	 3^	�L $����	 Â��4 3" ��������	 3^	�L $����	 Â��4 3" ��������	 3^	�L $����	 Â��4 3" ��������	 3^    

 

���������	 ���L��#� &��Z &�� $ ��2 ���� 3" ��� P��	 >��������� "I� �7&� ,�M	 
A�Z��2�� @&����9�	 ��G�� �	?�? ���� ��b। ��£��� &���	  3�����d	 $���� 1���9��-�2�� 
,M $A���4� ���  ��  n��	 ����1 ���������	 ����	�� ,�-  �	 $��� ����। � � ��#� ++¹ 
���	 ���� �����	 ���L��#� 
����� ��� �����	 9��� )* 9�"�	 A�Z��2�� @&� �9� 9���4। ! 
4�Z� ��� P��	 ��-��� &'�-��� ��\P। 	b�� ���"� 8��	 $ �g�� !�& $�p�4�4। ��	 ���  
�� -&���	  ,�M	 ����-
ð�  ����&�7  �	 ���� �O����	 ���  ������ 9���4 ��������� 
��� 
&��-�Ap� 	�� �9&���। 

����	 ���Ay $��� ���������  
� O�� $���	 ���� $&�¼�	 9�� >�g�4। 
����� ��� �����	 
#?���� 3" ���?  �	�4 $�, �A�����, ��E& E  ����c��	 �����	 	�L	 ��1 �����	  �����	 
	L ���। �À�-$�n�-����	  ���  ��� 3" ��������	 3^ Â��4। A�Z��2�� @&��	  ��� P� 
� 9E�� ��-Q ���������	 �����	 ! ��� ,���। ��&� �����	 o�,��� Â��4 A��� �  �����। $&��	 
������ 3" ������	 �� ��������	 3^ 4�Z��। A�Z��2�� @&��	  ��� P� � 9E�� ��-Q 
���������	 �����	 ! ��� ,���। ��&� �����	 o�,��� Â��4 A��� �  �����।  $&��	 ������ 3" 
������	 �� ��������	 3^ 4�Z�� ��Z�4 ���  ��� । 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

����	�� �����	 �����	 ��	����� 
�� ����� 	 !�" 


��� 
#� ��"� $% ���&� 

#' (���), #+,# 

 

����	��, �����	 �����	 ��	�����    

�� ����� 	 !�" 

����	�� ��	 ��	 ����-�, ����.��� �	 �� ��	 /0�0 ��%� 1�2 � 3�� ��	�� 
��"����%�4 /0�0 ���2�। 3) �6� ��%� 1�%�-� 78�� ��9" �6�� 7#�� (� ��".। ��: ���� �!� 
��) ��;"(�� ��6&�। ��	�	 �� �<)%"�  �)�� /0 ��=���	 �6� >�� ��	 ��� �� ����" 
�	��	 ��� ��?�� ���� 4 � �������@� ‘��	�&�9‘। ��: �B�� ‘6��	 ��C��‘‘ ���	�% ��C�-। 
�����@  �D���EF �G ��(	 ���%�H) /0 �(�!��2 ����.��� ��� ��() ������@	 
�	���" ���	( ��	�-। ��) /�� ��	�� ���I ����.�� /0 � ���� ��� � 9�� ���� 9��	 �J�	 
)�&���। 

��K �L�6�� �� ���������	 )%��1%�	 ����	� ������@	 ��&��!�% ��"	��	 �M�% ���	 �=� 
��) ��F�!�	 ��L"�N )%��1%�	 	I�I 1���� ��� �	�	 (& /0 ��=��2। ��	� (�� ����" 
�	��	 ��	 ��O���  �&���%���	 
��6" ��( ��	। �B�� ����" ����� ‘��(�( <)�‘ ����- ��� 
�;�%����	 ��� ���� �	��	� �	9 �P 1�% ��% ��1�� ����	��	 �L1Q� R)�� ���S��	 ���& 
3�� �?9�Q	 �) �&��� �� �% ��� ���& 1�� /6"&�T 3��) ��U� ��% ��, ��F�!V ��L"�N ����	 
/�0	 ��(�	 �L�W	 (& <�XY। ����	��	 ��	�%��	� 4 ��	���O	 �Z�� 	� �� �� ����	 
3���� ���( ��C��2 ��	 ����	 [�	� ��	 �\�	 ���]	 �&�^� �	�� 1�� ��� ������ 9�)। 

 ����.��� ����	�� ��) /0 ��=�� � �� ���������	 ���I����� ��9�� �	�	 N��� 
�L�6��	 ���	�	  �)। �;�%����	 ���% ��� ����" _���&	 (��� ���%�-, ��	 D���� �����	 
���% �( ��);��� (��� ���� D`�। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�S����%� 
���9� %-/��.� % 


��� 
#� ��"� '6"  ���&� 

7# /�b��	, #+,# 

�S����% 

���9� %-/��.� %    
c��d	 [��� ���� �����	 D�����	 ���6 3� ��N�T���	 ��� �D���EF )%��1%� ����- 

��, ‘‘(!V 9�)�� ��� ��� ���(��� N�� �	�� ���	।’’ 3�� ;�	� 4 ����.� ���	�� ����-
����9��	 ���&�� 14%� <�9� ����	 ���&�� %। ��� ��	� ����- ��, 3) ���	�� �������% ��� 
�� ��� �����	 ���6 �� ��� ^�� ���� 	�(� ��-। )%��1%�	 ‘(!V‘ ��	� �� ��	� (�� �। 
��� ��	� (�� ��!� !V/;�&f��	 ��% �����	 !V���� �&��	��E ��%� -��C�(�� �;� ��	 
�g�P�	 ���I	 ������ D�V ���(" ���%�-। �( ��	� ��h (�� ��, ��!� ����	 ��"�9� �g�P�	 
�1��� �����	 ���C ��� ����  ���I��!� (�� -% �>� 3�� 3!��	� �>�	 ���N 	�% ���%�-। 
3�� �� 	�% i��1���� 	�% । �L�6��	 ��"�9�	 )��1��� �� 	�% /& �� 	�% ;�
	। 

�( �� ���j	 9k� �6�� ���(���		 �	lmN	� ���;��� ��"n ���������	 ���I���1�	 ��	 
����	� ������	 �� -�C�% ��C�-, �o��� �o��� �� ���"�. �	�- 1����	 ���-���&��	; 
�� ��� ����	�9] ��������� ����	 ��q� �	�(% �(�, �( ;�� �	�� rs ��	�-। 3 � 
���9� %-3 � /��.� %, 3 �) 
�;����। 3 -�C� )%��1%�  ‘;�	� ����.� ���	���	 �� 3� � 
��O� ;�� ���t�	 ��	�--��h (���� ����� ��%�	 (&। ��� ����	 ��	�- ��, ‘�� ��� 
����‘ 3	 ���6 ‘�� ��� ^��‘ ��� ���	�� �������% ���� 	�(� ��-। ��	� ��) �� ��� ���� 
��� �� ^�? ��	� ��) ���� ��	� 3��  ��"	 �r	 ���6 ����9�% ���� ����? ��� )��1���	 
R	��%  ���� �L�W��	� �%��	 ���6 ��	� ����9��% ���� ��	� (�� �। �� �� ���	�� ��	� 
��4 (�� �। ��� ��	� (�� ���������	 ���  �( R("% o�� �� ��	� 1�%�-। 3� �N 
���I���1� ��M	��	 ���o	�� �ND�� ��% �� ��� ��v��" �S�";��� �	��(� �	�� 1����	 ���-
���1���। ��I �	�� �����	 ���  �	 ������। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�L�!	� w��� 
��� 
#� ��"� '6" ���&� 

7# /�b��	, #+,# 

�L� !	� w��� 

(������ D�����) 

�	�E4 ��)�E�	 D����� ��� 3	�&��� ��� ���&��� ��������� �>	 ���z ��	 �B�� 
���{�� ����������	 (�� ��, w��� �@������� �1�	 ��	� 1�%�-। ���"��.	 ����") �������  
�P ��	 ��%� 1% 3�� ��) ���% ������	 	�.�% ���� ��% �। 3 -�C� ��"�) ��� ���1� ������% 
	�%�-। ��. ������(� ^��, 3��� E��o�	4 �1�� � )F�	�� � ��� ����	� D1	� 	�%�-। 
�1�� �� D��� �	�	 4 ��)�	 ���	 ��% �{��� 9����� 1�2। 

��� 3	�&/�� ����- ��, ���4 w��� ��h���&���% ��?9 1�(�	 -���	 ������ 	�%�-, ��: 
�� �6�� 9�	��� -�� |��� ���! ��%। ����������	 4�	 ��d�		 �C���C �&�^� 	�%�-। 
�������� �}� 	 ��������	 ���& ��� ^� �) 3�� �g�P� �S��"� �� ��� ������	 i 3�) 
/�^�। ��� ��	� ����- ��, �>		� ������ ����������	 ��N ��	�^��	 ��=� �9� ��K1 �	� 
/�\�। w���	 ��)�	 �>	 �S�" ����। ���I���1�	 ���"�����	 ���;~ ����� ���;~ ���� �1�	 
3� ��l?-�%। �!	�����	 ��) �]�� 9kK�� �M�	 (�1�( E�����	 ����� w���% ��l�-�-�। 

��� 3	�&��� �N��;	 ��g (�� ��, ���1�� �� ���K� ���� �F�	 ���%H ��� ��L"��N	 
1��� ���1�� �F ���� ) ���D� %। ��� 3) ���" /�;�� D��� ��	�- ��, �� ���K�	 
���1;�!) ��� ���	� �;�! ��	�-। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

��"�	��N !V���@� 4 ���(���@� 	��� 
�������� �	���		 �N& �S��" D���@� 


��� 
#� ��"� '6" ���&� 

7# /�b��	, #+,# 

 
��"�	��N !V���@� 4 ���(���@� 	�� 

�������� �	���		 �N& �S��" D���@� 
(���&�� D�����) 

‘‘3 �C�) ��?�9 6���	 �C�), 3 �C�) ��l��� 4 ����� /����	 ��	�N� �	�	 ��M��-3 
�C�) 
�����	 �C�)। ��(% �����	 ����q�।’’ �B�� ���������	 D���@� (�� ��(<�� 
�1�� ���������	 ���;~ ��I���� �IL�� D��g <��	�I �n�& ��	। 

�����	 �	��	 3� 3� 	�� !=� )2�� �� 	�� 1�� ����"�;��� ��"�	��N !V���@� 4 
���(���@� 3�� ��	 [������ ��� 1�� �!����	��N’’- ���I ���1�	 R("%o��  �	lmN	� ���;��� 
���(���	 D�% �� 1�(�	 �����N� �!�	����	 <����& �IL�� D��g D���@� ��z��� <��	�I 
�o��V� ��	। D���@� ��	 ;���V ��� D��	 ����6"�& ��	1�	 ��	�	 (& ���� ��� (���% 
��� ��, 3) ��� ���� 1����	 ���1�	 ��s�� �����	 
����� ��K���	 ��� 	�(����, 
����6"�& ��� D��	 ���� 1�% ��C��� ���	 �।’’ 3 -�C� D���@� ���;~ 1�������� 8� ( �1� 
���I�������	 ���6 �&��I!�;��� ��N�T ��	� ��N�T���� �1� ���I������	 ���& /��� ��1� 4 
����� D�&N ��	�- ��� D���@� �����	 D������� (��। �����	 ���&�� D����� (�� 
��, ��I��� �>	���� D���@� ��I����	 (����	�	 ���& /��� ��1� 4 ������	 ;�%�� 
D���� ��	। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

	�����o ‘��� /�D9�	‘ �&6" 1�%�- 
��� 
#� ��"� '6" ���&� 

7# /�b��	, #+,# 

 

	�����o ‘��� /�D9�	‘ �&6" 1�%�- 

(�(
 D�����) 

���(� !	� 	����o ����	 �;�% ��������� �S��" ��� /�D9�	 3�� 3 �&����	 ;�	��	 
1.�N��	 /�;���! 	�����o	 /������ D�������) D;���� �	�� �&�6" 1�%�-। �<)%�" �6�� 
3��� D�&���" ��	 �������� D��������	  ���& /�&��� ��(�>>	 �1��� 3) �6� (��। 

/�&��� �1��� (���% �4%��� ���	 (4%��� ��(�>>	 �!���) �;����। ��� ���, ����	 
�;�% ��	� ��� ��N	 ��6"� ;��V ���, 3� �� �� �� D�������	 ���&4 �������� D�� 
����� �1������ �N& �	� �!�-। 

��� ���, !V���@� 4 ���(���@� ������	 �v ����&	 ��g �6� ���	 �	 ��	� �����	 
��������  D�� [��� ��6"���	 D����� ���%�-। 3) �� D����� 3�� �v ����" ��� 	 �� 
��	 ��, !� -% ����	 o ����	 �	 �������� �	 ����.��	 /�� �1���� 6���� ���	 �। 
�������� 
��� 1��)। D� �� � �� 1� ���%	। 

���������� 
��L�� �� �S��" �	� ������	 ���;���	 �6�% /�&��� �1��� ���, ��-� 
�	� ����1 ������ D�����	� �����	 (���%�- ��, �=� ��% 3�) ��	� �����	 
��L�� ��%�	 
(& [�	�। 

D�&���"�	 ��% ��� ��� ���	 ��� ��q� ����.��	 �� 4%�� �� ���� ��%�(�	 
��g ����� 1 ��	�4 ���������	  ��K���	 D�� �jV" �1��;j�� ��� ��	। /�&��� �1��� 
�(��- �� ��q�, ����.��	�4 ���%@�����	 ���;	 (& ��K��� /���" 1�� �L� ���O��। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�S����% 
��~ ����	 (& o�	 o�	 D`� 1< 


��� 
#� ��"� 8�" ���&� 

#' �E���	, #+,# 

�S����% 

��~ ����	 (& o�	 o�	 D`� 1< 

��K ������ �( ��~ ����	 (& D`�। 3 ��� �1� ���- 3 ��� ���� ���। ���������	 ���C 
��� ����  �L��-����--��-(�� 3 ����	 [���। �� ��� �j��&) �1�� 3 ���� ��	� (%��; 
�	�)। �L�6��	 ��� ��I) �����	 3) (%��;�� �&�T �	�� ��	�� �। ��� ��	� �( 
���O��। 9k� �6�� ���N�	� ��"n ��.L� 3	 	V�g। �N�-����	-t��-���( �	 ��� ��	���% 
3 ��� 9��� �����	 �(��	 ��� ��"�	��N-!V�@ 4 ���(��@	 ���1� ���" ��.��%�	 ���। 
�����	 �(��	 ��� ��Z(&��� <��������  ���(����	 ��s��। �����	 �(��	 ��� ���� 
��L����� �L��-����--��-(��	 �������� !C�	। ���������	 ��� �� ��	^ 1�%�- ����.�। 
����.� ��1�&� ��	�-। !�C <�=�- �� ��� �� (��� �������� �	 ������ (��� ��(��-
��>�� �����, ��	 D���� �����। �N �N �1���	 ��(� 	�I ����l� �����- ����  ����  !�(�	 
�����। �� ��� �� (��� ���L;���	 (�& 	I ���%�- 
������		 (& 	I ���%�- 	�I	 ����& 

����� ����-, �� (��� �L�6���� /�	, �� (���	 �6� �L�6��	 ���� ���	 ���6 �	V ��	। �� 
(��� �( ��~ ����	 (& D`�। �� (��� �( ��~ ����	 (&  o�	 o�	 D`�। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
�S����% 

 

��� 

#� ��"� 8� ���&� 
77 (�, #+,# 

 

�S����% 
���������	 ���I ��K��� ��z (!V �( ��q�� ��"	 (g���1�	 �r-(���9� 1����	 1�� 

�6�� 
�% ���L;���	 4 ����� ����� 	-�	�	 ��-)�� 	N�	 (& �	V�V ��	 s�� ���C�%�-। 
���������	 3� D�n �6�� /�	 D�n ��"n ��� 1����	 ���1��� ��j"� �	�	 (& 9��- 
���I���1�	  D9� �C�)। ����� /0-��0 ������ �� �����	 �%� ���	 ��1�	 <Q	��	� � �� 
�� �;���-� ��� ��%� oF�	 ���&) �;�g ���% ���� �������	 D���	��, ����	 ��� �	� ���� 
�9	���	 �� �!�����	 �L���। ��: ����	 �� R	��� �S�"��� ��T ��	 ���% �����	 �1��%� 
�g�P� ��� ���(��	 	1���	 ���"�� �	�� �o��V� ‘
�����’ !�=� 1� �������� �	��	। 


���, ���"�;l� �������� �	���		 ��L�H ����� �����  ���I ��K���	� ��2 1����	 
���1���	4 ��� �	�	 9jC�n D`��। �� �� ��C�- ���I ���1�	 ��I। ��	  ���� �9	��	 .} �  
�	� ��"n  6���� � 3 ���। ���h	 )��1��� ��) ��� ������ ��I /�0	 �(��	 ��		 ��� ��� 
��	�- ��) ��	� �9W� ��	�- �� ���� ����� �	��	 ��C� �	�	। )%��1%�-;����-� �� ��4 ��) 
�1�(� ���	 ��% ��%�-। 3	 <���& 1�2 ���& (!�V	 ���& ����� �L�W �	�, ����	 ����� W 
�	�, 9jC�n ��(% �S��" ����	  �>��� ��o"^�%�  1%� )%��1%�  ;���� 9�]	4 1�� � , 1�� ���	 
�। �����  ����C� ��"	 3) ��q� ����.�� 9] 1%��� �;���- ��, �4%��� ��!�� /��� �o��V� 
��	4 �������	 ��	� ���������	 D�����H �	���। ��) ��	� �( ��� �;�C�% ��%�- �����	 
����g�	 ��h��o��� N������� ��	(�>	��	��। 

��) ��	�, �W ;���% ��� ���� 9�) �� ���	� /���%� )%��1%� ���	 N��� 1.�n	 �� 
����.��	 ����@ 	9�	 ���6 ���������	 �����	 ��� �S�" �)। ������	� ��) N���% 
/����� 14%�	 ��"��% <��� 1�%�- ��) ���%�-  ����  4 ��%� , 	�I 	��� 1�%�- �����	 
(��। 

#+8����� �� D��� ���%�-��� ��	) ��	��L�Q ����� ��) #+,# ����। �&��� ��� #��  
�T��		� ���	���& ������ (��� ���&��!	 ��1��% �1� ���	 ����� 3�����। ��������( �	 
D��� �	� ��C�-  �����	 �9���। ��) �( ��	� �����	 ;�!& �%@�V	 <���& /0 1��� 
��%�- �� D��� �	 ��������(	 �9	 /��� o ���। 

’’��� �L��&�%� ��<�� ����� N�� ��	 �, �	�� ���	 �।’’ 

-��	�4 �=� �� ����� ���� �	�� �����	 	�I	 D������ 	�I	 ���&��) ��। 
����� 
�����	 /N�~ 6����)। �L�6��	 ���9�� /&�� ���"  	�� �1���� D����� 1��)। 


��� ���"�;l� �������� 4 ���" ������ (���	 (% ����q� । 

’’(% �����’’ 

 

 

* ��������� ��z��1� �������। �������� �S��� ��	���	 ��N ���� 1��� �9l��	� ��L◌L� �S���� 3�� �}�� ��� ��L"� 
�������� �D�, 	��, w��� �6�� ���m� 4 D�����। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
�S����% 

 

��� 

#� ��"� +� ���&� 
#+ (���), #+,# 

�S����% 

��"��� ��	� /�� ���� ��z� �����	 3) ��K�� /&��%	 ��s�� &�% D����	, /�&�9�	 
/��9��		  ��s�� ����9�	 D����	, /��M�		 ��s�� ��M	 ���� (�� D����	, �	��� 1�� 
��� 
1��	 �� 
����� ���� ���"9�	 !V1�&�	 ��	��;% 1�� �,  �����V	 /��� 1��, D�����  1�� 
��M	 !V���@� ���( ����� 6���� ����	 ����� /����	, ���"�� �� ����	 ��� >� ��� ��~�	 
��	����z 1�� �����। 

�����	 ��	�  ������ <�Q(�% �Q; 	�I	 �����% 3��	 ���� ���� D��V। ���"	 �� 
��	 3	� !� 7' �T�	 ���T �����	�� ��	�- D�V�n ����V। 3) ���"	 ���1�) ���� <¡�	V  3	� 
¢�� ��	�- ���(�, �I�, ��� ��	�- ��"D�V ��������, 1�&� ��	�- ����( ���%�� 
���I�����। K���� K�� <(�	 ��	�- । ��	�&�I  ���(����� �{�v	 �1(��	 �	�-; 3	� 
������ 	����	 <�	 ��	�- ���T��	 /n1� ������ /&�9�	 ��� ���� �� 1% 3	� 1���� 
��"� ��� ����। 3 �6� /(�� % �� 3	� r����� ��(��	 ��(�	 3�� ����V ���� ���I� 	���� 
�����	 ��"D�V ���"�� ������ ���"	 ���1�) ���% 3��� /���" w���� �9W� �	�-। 

3��	 ��- ����� ����	 ��(�	���, <~� ��N�D��z ������1�। ��	� �	0 ����	 ����। 
3) ��� 	�%�- -��, ����, �L��, (��, <���, ���I�	. E�I�	, ��N� ����(��� ���	� �B��%। 
3	� �����	 ��� ��	 ���� 9�%। ��) ���������	 ��	� �9n� �	�� �����-, ����	��) ���"9��	 
1�&� ��	�-। 3) (�&) ��?�9 6���	 R("% )2� ��% ��	� !VD���	�� !�C ����-। 

�����	 ���I���1�	 [��� 4 �!�	��	� ���L;���	 
�����	 (& /0 ��% ��K�� �	�-। 
!VD�����	� ��	�O� ���2। ��	� ��� ��	 ������� 4 ��h������ �����	 ��K�� ���P 
/��1� �	�-। ���  �6� ����) ��	� ��K��� ��z; D��&��	  ���!&�� ���>� ��	� ��"��& ��z। 
��	� 3��n;��� /N�, ��"��I1�, ��	�4 !V�� /N�~ 	���	 �&����	 ��%��(� �� 	���� 1�� 
��� ��(��" � ��	 r����� ¢����� ������9�% ��z 6��� �� �6�, ��� ���1�	 D��&N �� 
��	�N �1����!�� 3� �6�। ����� ��<�� �	1�) ���� �। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
�S����% 

3) D1� �� % 

��� 

#� ��"� ##� ���&� 
#� �!W, #+,# 

�S����% 

3) D1� �� % 

�g�P�	 ��9��		 D1� �	\ 1�%�-। /��& 3) (���% �C�@ 4 ��9��		 ��� D1��	 
/���	� 3) �� %। ����.� D����� 1�%�- 3) �C��@	  <�	 �;�Q ��	। ��) ��� ����.� 
��K��� ����	 �� ��"���N� /���, D����� ����.�� ��	� ���%�- ���"9�	 �(�, (���, ���� 
���। )��1���	 ���� �6�� ����	 �� ��l��� ���- ��%� 1�%�-। �����	 /�Y��s� ���	 ������� 
���� 1�%�- ����m�1� ��&�; �¤��� 1�� 1�%�- ��9�	 D1��	। �1� ��� �1��� �1�� 
���1	4%��"��� ���� 1�%�- ;�	��	 �����% ��%� ����	 �����; ��L��& /��� ����, ���	V �(� 
(����। �����	 �1� ��� ��g��� (���	 ���� �g�P�	 ��� ��(��	 	1�� �( )%��1%�	 �6���6� 
������ ��9��		 ��� D1��	 �¤���। �j�� 3) D1� �� ��-� %। �������	 ����K� 
�������	 ��	N�	 (& �� ��  ��� ��"��<99��� 1�%�- �� �� 1% )���� �� (���% ��1��	 
��, ;�	��	 9	 ���� ����m�1� ��&�% ;���� �	� 1�%�-। (�� �6� �g�P� ����.� D����	  �Y 
�6�� ��q�� D;���	 ��	�!;�( 1�%�-��। �) ��� �(� (���� 1%	�� ��	 ��&�g�। #+8¥ ���� 
����	� ��� ���� ���� ��  ��6&� �����	 �(	  ���  �����	 ��=!C�% ��C��� 1�%�-�। ��� 
��9��	 ��o" ��	����	 �	 ��¤�� ���I ���% #+�7 ���� ��� ��	�% ��	�n	��� ���� ���& 1��। 
�' ����4 ��� �%�� ��	 ��s�� ���	��� ���	 ���N ��"�9� /�;��� ��� �v ��6&� �����(�� 
1%	�� �¤��� 1�%�-��। #+�� ����	 3�D� ��� 1�� �	�\ ��	 �� ����	 D6���" ��"n !�C 
[��� ��	 ��s�� 3��  ��	 ����� ��� 1%। 3) ��% /0 ��K1 4 !L1����	 D`��	  /�;���!4 
���	 ��	s�� �� 1%। ��	�	 ��o" ## ��� ��	�����	 �	 ��	 ��s��  ��� 1% ���&�� 
�!	��� �C�@ �����। /�;���! �� 1% ��  ;�	��	 ���!��(�� 4 /6"���j��& ��� ����������� 
��¦ ��	 ���2~ ��	 
��� 	��� ��	� �	�� �9�%�-��। �%�� ��	 ������ % �j��"	 &�% 
!V������	 	��% ��� ���I ��। �L�&�� 	 ��	��" o� �-। 3���	 ��� )%��1%� । 3���	4 ���	 
��s�� 1�(��	� /�;���!। �1 ���9�  ��) �� /�;���§3� � �(�� �N�%, �(�� ��� ��&�, 
	���� 4 �&��;9�	���	 ������ ��9�	 D�1��	 �¤��� ��� /����4 3) (���% �&�I ������	 
���- ����m��1��	 ��&� ���%�-��। ���	 ��L���� � 1<� 9�	�!� ��� �6�� �!���� �1¤� 
��("� �� �%�� )%��1%� ���!���%। �( ��	� ��9�	�, �����	 �L�W�� ��� �� ) ��	� R�%�	 �;& 
�����	 ����� ��	�)  D�L� /�	���। �g�P� ��	 ��9��		 [���� 3) �L�W��� �6��) 9&���d 
��	�-। �v �C�@ 4 �v ��9�	 D1� �6�� �g�P�  /��	 �s���%	 �L��%  �¨L�� ���%�-। 
/���� �%����@� ��M���	 >�� ��	� ����� �>�	�% 3��-। 3���	 /�%����@� <���%  
/�0	 v����	 ����� �-��% ��� 1��। �����	 �9���	 (��� �	�� 1�� ��s� �9Q�� �	�� 
1�� ���L�, �����	 ���  �6�� R�L"Q��	 <T��� 4 �M� ��	 ��	� �����% �-��% �� �	��D% 
�����। 

3�6� ��& �� ���	 ����&�� N�� ����� 1�� �L��% ��h����� �=���% 	��� Rt	 1��। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�g�P�	 (�� 	N�% 7'�  	���	 
D����	  ���- )�M	� !�P�	 ���� 

�������� 
#� ��"� ##� ���&� 

#� �!W, #+,# 

 
�g�P�	 (�� 	N�% 

7'�  	���	 D����	 ���- ����� 
)�M	� !�P�	 ���� 

���(�!	, ## ) �!W- !���� ;�	��	 D���@� ����� )�M	� !�P� ���h	 7'�  	��W	 
D����	 ���- ���� (���% ��� ���=�%�-, �� ��	� ��� ���(��	 (�� 	N�	 (& ��� 
�D���EF )%��1%� ��	 <�	 D;�� ��.�	 ��	। 

��� ���(��	 	1���	 �!��� ����	� ������ ��9�	  �&�^� 3�� ���� ��� 	�� ������ 
�) ��������	 ��1��& ���� �	�	 ��  �o��V� �D���EF )%��1%� �� ��	�- ���� ;�	� �	��	, 
;�	��	 (!V, �D� 3�� ���� !;�	;��� <�XY। 

’’�����	 ��©� 1�2 ��, 3) �6���6� ��9�	 D1��	 �C��� ���   ���(��� 1�&�	 9]�n 
�	� 1�%�- 3) 1�&� ��o� � 1�� �j�" �����	 ��	�^��  �	4 ;%��1 1�% ��C��� 3�� ;�	��	 ��. 
	�(���� �� 4 (!�V	 ���;�� ��=�	 14%�	 >�� 3����4 (� ��	 ��	�^��	 <ª� 1��। ��) 
��	�) �����	 <�X! 3� !;�	 । ��) ���	 ���- ��	� ���� (���2 ��, 3) /���	 ���n 
�(�% 	���	 
��6" �D���EF )%��1%� ���� 3 �&����	4 ��.� �L�W�!�9	 ��	9% ��, ��	 (& ��� 
��	 <�	 ���	 D;�� ���( ��!�। 

��� ���(� ��	 ����	 (!�V	 3� /�������� ���, �����;��� (�D% 3�� ��X%। #+,� 
����	 ��"�9� ��	 ��>�& ��B��� ���� ���h ���;~ 	��� /���� ��"�9���	  ���& 1%� ���9�% 
9��D�। �����	 ���� (��, �D� ���� 3�� �	��	 3�� �	��	 ���) �L� ��h�� �j�" �����% 
����.�� ���"�����	 >�� �����	 ��� (� � ���&�	 �¤�� 1�%�-; ��� �	��	 ���   ���(��	  
D�V��  �	�� �� ��	 ��� N�� �	�� �� 9	� /�^�	 �L�W 1��, ���� 3) ���&� ��� �L�� ����। 

��	� ���	 ���- ���� (���2 ��, ��� ����.� �	��	�� /��	�� (��, �� ��?	� 
����	 3�� �����	 ����� ����� ��	�^���� �>��	 �� ��� ��( � ��	। ��� �	��	 ��� 
���(��	 ��� N�� �	�� ��	 >� ��	��� 1��। 

!���� ����� !�P� 3) �����  ���=�%�- ��¤�I ������	 	�� D����	 ���-� �	� 
����	V�@, ���1�, )�M����%�, �>!��.�, ����, ����%��%�, ��g���	, ����;�%  )<�%, 
���E�, c�d, )����, ��)�E, (���, ��I	��, �L� , ��q� (��"��, ���!�«��;%�, 1�&�� 3�� ��	� 
��%��  ���। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
�S����% 

� �>� � ���(����? 
�������� 

#� ��"� #7� ���&� 
7$ �!W, #+,# 

�S����% 

� �>� � ���(����? 

 ��������� �v ���9� ��%%���	 ��� �����-। ���6�4 �����- ������ ����	 ����� -�C; ���	 
���6�4 �����- ��q� ����.�� �r	� ���� 1�&� ��	�-, ��� ��	� �r 1�&� ��	। ^�� ^�� 
D�&N ��	�-, �g�P�	 ��o"(��� 1<�। 3� (�%!�% �����- ���� 	�%�- ���(���� ��o"(��� 1<�। 3) 
���W�	�  ���	 �9n��¬���� ���� ��	�- , ���C� ��	�- �� ;���	 ��6। ���& �� ���(���� ��� 
���h ��-� D����� 1�� ���9-? 

 �(�� ��� ���(� ��� �&��I	 �� �� ��� ���% D�� %, ��� ���(� 3� ���(%� ���", 
3� ®�n ����। 3)  /�Y����	 ������ /�!� ;���&��	 /!�� ����C� (�� �6 ���� ���। 
���h	  ����� /�&�9�	 , /�9�	, ��Z(&���� ����V-���, >&������� ��"��, ���" �����  
[���& ��	�(��, �� �� 3����	 ����	 (& ���(� 3�  ���W  ���¡�	 D�����, [
	�@ 4 ����	� 
(�n�	 ��s�� /C 9&����; ��.�, D�V�n 4 ��;"(�� !V��@	 D��� 3�� ����V1� ���( 
D����	 ���j�" D���। /&�& �v D�g�� � � �4 r����� ���  D�� � �>�  ��"���9	  ������) 
<��	<I ��&�� ���"��% D����� �	� ��%। �g�P�	 � �>�  ���4 ����.��	 R�  ���2~ /���	  
����� [���&  �j	��	�	 3� �  	�(���� /6"����  ��"�j9� �9�, �(��	 ��� �� � 
���������	 (& 3� �>�%  ���n�	� 1��4 /�j	;���&��  3	 ���� �9	n ���) �����	 
��h�� । � �>� ���(%�, � �>� 3� ���(���� 3 ���n�	�। ����n ����.��	  ���«W 3���� 
�������� 3� 
��� �Q� ��% ��	�(��। ��q�  ����.��	 /�^� ;gD�%,  � ��%��। 
�����9.��	 �����	 ���N�; �j���%�। ¥)  ��9" �g�P�	 ���- �����  3��  ��� ������	 -��-
���� , 	�(������ �6� ����	 �����	 �����  ���X�� ���;�� ¯� ��	 &�% 
2। ����.�� �� 
(���!� [���W 9jC�n;��� �����, ����� �����V	 ����	 �1���� /��1��� 3����	  �9�� ���j�" 
D�%, ������ ����� 4 �����	  (!�� ����V ���� 1�� ���I	 �9	n	 ���©�  ���� D��V, ��	) 
���" D��� <I ��। /�	 ���� �����n	 ����%	� ���%@V������		 ������  ���¡�° ����n !�P�  
�}�� !±>�	  ���	 /����	 �I�& 4 ��B��� ���"����, ���%  �n� 4%��� ���	 ��B��� 
���L�� 3��  ��&��  D����� ��	�- �� (���!� �Q�	 �����z �� /����z  /�\� , ��Z�(&���� 
����V  /�O�%। 3) �9�������	 !;�	�� �	 �&��z	  ��-� 	�%�- �g�P�	 ���� ��"D�9W� 3�� 
�����W"  	�(���� /6"���� �D�K��। �������� �( 
��� ���"�;l� 	��� ��	� 1�%�-। ��	� 
��q� ����.�  ;�Y�²��। ���m�1 4 ���N�� o��%�। 3�� ��	�^���� ��q� ����.��	 /�.H 
D�% ����%��। 3����^�% ��� ��R�@, 	I9N�, ����	� (�n�	 ���"9�	 !V1�&�, ¢���� �� �	� 
��"V ��q� ����.��� 3���� 	���� /N� । 3) ������" ;�Y�²�� ��q� ���.��	 �r ���2~�� 
�	���	 (& D%�( �g�P� D�� � �>� ��"�j9�	  /��� ��� ��.� 4 �����;�Q� ���N� K1V। 
3 �6� ��& �� � �>�	 �N�	� D�%�! 1%� ����� �\� % ��: ��	  
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!;�	�� D���� ��1� 9jC�n �I�&� �� K1V �	��) 1��। ���"���� ������4 D�����	 
�&� ��	��� /��]� ��	 /�^� 4 /�^��	 ��	�D�N�� ���n�	� 1�%�-। ��.� D�%�! �N��  
��N�  1�%�- ���;~��। 3 � ���n 
�;���� 3��  
�;���� ���) �L�6��	 ���;~ ���� D����� 
���(��@ ������� ��l��� ��6"�& 	�%�-। 3) �L�W��� �6�� ��9�	 �	�� � �>� �� ���(����4  
��	����	 D;���1�� ���n�	� 1�� ��& ��: ��	 /n�"�1� ��l��� ��&�   ���]�� ³� 1�� �। 
���h	 ���� ���� ����� [���& 	�%�-, 	�%�- ��Z(&���� ���-����V ; /�&�9�	, /�9�	 
����	�	 /���  �(4 o� �, �(4 [
	�9�	� ����	� (�n� !V��@	  ��  �9� �	�-। /&!� 
���h 3) (���% [���&, ����V-��� �� ���C	�	 ���n	 o �� �� , ��� 3�����	 ���	��1� 1�� 
�। 3) (���% 	�(���� /6"���� �&��� �	��	 (& �����W" ��"��� D�%�( 3	 �� � �>� � 
1��4 ��-� 3� � 1�� ��: 3	 D������	 ���� �9	 ;�
	 । ���(���� ��) ^�-���- (%�-। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

��	 ��s�� /6"���� /��	�� !�C 
����� �������	 D�� �������� 

�	���		 ���� 

�������� 
#� ��"� #7� ���&� 

7$ �!W, #+,# 

 
��	 ��s�� /6"���� /��	�� !�C ���� 

�������	 D�� �������� �	���		 ���� 
���(�!	, 7��� �!W� ����.��	 ��s�� �����	 �� ��K�� ��1� 1)� ��"��� ���I	 

��K��। 3) ��K��� (%� 1)�� 1)�� ���������	 ��K��� (��	 %�� �g�P� ��� ���(��	 	1�� 
���1��	 ���"������	 ��	 ��������� ��	�� 1)��। ��& D�%�( ���������	 o�	 o�	 R!" !�C%� 
����� 3�� ��	 /6"���� /��	�� ���%� �	�। /6"���� ��=���� ¢�� ��	%� ���� ���	�� �� 
R�"� 1)��। ������������	 <����&  3) ���"� D9�	 ��	%��- �������� �	��	। 

<I ���"����% ��� 1)%��-, [������ ��m� /("��	�  ���;~ >�� �6� �� , 9�, ����� 
D;L��	  <T��� �P 	���, ���, E�� 4 �L�� m�& <T��� �L�� �s। ���&��& �&���;��� 
<T�����	 ���&�� R�;N" D���	�� �s। ������	 ���"� ��4%� 1)���- ��1�	� �� ����	���% 
���!�� 1)�� ��	� 6���। 

(����	V�� ��� (��)%� ��� 1)���-, ���	� ����	� �	��	�� ��� D��	   &�G 
���� �। �����	 �;��  ��"��9� �������� �	��	) 3���� [�� �	��	। ���"����% ��� 1�%�- 
��������, �����-D���� �(" �s, ��`�&�!���	 �S�Q ���� E�� �� �P� �4%� ��	1�	 �s। 
��� �	��	� /6"���� D����� /6" �Y� ��	�� �। ���6�4  ��� (�� 6����� ��1� <=�)%� �<। 
�	��	 ��	9���� ���� �6, �	�4�%, W���	  �%�  �s। ��. ��q� ����.�� 3�� /������ 
��������� D`� m�& �L���	 ��g �(" �s। ���4 3�( ���I�����- �� 	�����, ���	 
��]% �1����!�� �����	 ��(%�� �	4 �� ��"� ��	%� ������।  
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

����&	 �&�^� 1�� ��I���� <X�`��	 
�>�	�% �%� ��% 

�������� 
#� ��"� #8� ���&� 

' /�b��	, #+,# 

 

����&	 �&�^� 1�� 

��I���� <X�`��	 �>�	�% �%� ��% 

�����), 7'�� ���´�	�- ;�	� �	��	 ��� ��� �� 9�	 ����	 (& ���������	 ��I���� 
���& �	�	�1	 D����� �� ��1�� ;�	� �6�� <X�` �>�	�% �4%�	 ��(  rs �	� ���� ���	 
3�� 3�)  /n� #8 1�(�	 <X�`�� �>�	�% �4%� ��% ��� ;�	�^ �������� D������LM ;�	� 
�	��	�� �� D.�� ���%�- �( 3��� 3� �������� ��¤�� ��� ���(��	 	1���	 /�( ��� 
��� ���	 �� D��� ��	। 

��� ���	 ���, ���&) ��������� ��"�� D�� ���&� ���, ��K ��I��� (��C �&��� 
9������ 1�2 3�� �� 9�	 ����	 ���& �� >�� <=��, �� ��� ���&� 6���� �। 

��� ���	 ��	� ���, ��I���� )�����&) ��� " ��9�	� 4 t�� ���( ��� 1�%�- 3�� ��� 
�	� ��% �� 9�	 ����	 ���&)  ��	�^��	 ����K� <~�� 1��। 

��� R�� ��!4 ��� ���	 ��������� �-�� 3�� 
O��� �>�		 (& ��� �����)��  
3���-� ��	 ��g 3���- #8 ���& ����W 3� ���tL��� D�������। 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* ��z��1� �������� 3	 #8 4 #� � ��t	�	 ��	����1� ���&�, D����	 ���	� 3�� D����� ������	 ���	�� !	��� ��	��N� 
14%�% D����� ������	 ���	��	 �;�Q�� ��	���1��� 	N�	 �9W� �	� 1�%�-। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

���������	 �	���	 4�	 ��� �>l�(	 
/�&�9�	� ��n ����  != �	�	 (& 

	�����o	 D�� ���� 

�������� 
#� ��"� #8� ���&� 

' /�b��	, #+,# 

 
�������� �	���	 4�	 ��� �>l�(	 /�&�9�	 

��n ����  != �	�	 (& 	�����o	 D�� ���� 

���(�!	, 7,�� ���´�	�- �������� ��1�� ��	���	 ��¦�% ���"��"�1� ����� �( 
	�����o	 D�� ���� ���� (�� ��, ��������� �	���	 <�	 ����.�� [�& ���1� �� /�&�9�	 
�	�- �� �~ �~ ��	 ��n �	�	 (& 3��  ����� ��n ����  != �	�  �1��। 

��	���	 ����	 �S����� ������ ��!� 3��� ���L�� D9�	 ��	 ���������	 ��"���� �	� 
����(	 �N �6�� ���h	 ��. !V���@�  �	� ��^�	 <����& ���� ��	 �� ����.�� [�&��	 
1��� ���������	 �	�	� �� ��s ��"�� �;�! �	�- ��	 D�� �1��;j����9� ������! �� 4 �� 
/����� ��P	 (&  ��. D��	 �&�^� �। 

����� ��!� /�;���! ��	 �� D��&� �(��, �1	 4 K��� ����� ����.�� �>l( ����	 
�&�S �����- ����� ��	� ��-� R�	 �L6� �L6� �&��S ����	  ����� �L�z	 (& 1�(�	 1�(�	 
������ �	��� � � ��	 �	���-। 

��� ���, w��� �&�F���F	 ���- 3��  1��	�� ��	 ���	 ���� �	��� ��"� ��	 
���� ���� ���	 �>�� 1�2। ����	 /��� R	��	�!& �&����� �]�n 1�%�-।  ��	� !;"��"� 1�%�- 
����	 �>�	�% ��%� 1�2 ���� ����	 ���% 
(!V ����	 1��� ���%	 ��� ���� ��%। ��� ���, 
>�� ���������	 1�(�	 1�(�	 �	� 1% ��1�&� �	�- /6�� ��!� 1�%  ���2। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

��q� ����.�� 	�(���� /�^	��	 �w<� 
��������� ���I����	 ��µ�� �L�� 

�������� 
#� ��"� #�� ���&� 

#8 /�b��	, #+,# 

 
��q� ����.�� 	�(���� /�^	��	 �w<� 

��������� ���I����	 ��µ�� �L�� 

w���, #$ /�b��	-�������� ��	�^�� ��% ��q� ����^�� �� 	�(���� /�^	�� ���� ���%�- 
���;~ 	�(���� ��L�L�M	 ��B��� �I��& �� �W 1�% ��C�-। 

��"�� o �	 9��� (g� �	���		 �v ������	 
���	 ��	�- �� /��n�� ]�� -�C�% �	�-। 
��� ��%��� ����" ��q� ����.� �E����]� � ��� "	 �;���� ��� �s{�1 �� �n�& ��	�- 
��, (���% ���	�����	 D;��� ����(���  �1�, -�� �1� 4 /&�& ��V�	 ���& 9��� �1��;j��	 �N 
����� ��4% ���2। ��q� ����.� 3 �) ���(� ��.� /�^�। 3� �� ������	 3� ��I���� 
�1� 9�)�- <ª  3��� 9��	 ��� /��	 �	��। <Q	 ��q� ����n D��� 3�� ��P���  (���% 
���	��� ��I �X(��� ���	 ��s�� (�� <�Q�(� �	�- 3�� ���� ����9� �	�\ �	�- 
������^� (% ��P� 3�� 
��� �����9^� ���। 

����.�� ������� ���(��� �s{� ���	 <�L�� ���% D��� ��	�- ��, ��� ���(��	 	1��	 
D�� 3) �	�	 �1��;j�� 4 ��6") �j�" �����	 /��n�� �(�% 	���� ��1��& �	�-। �	 3� 
������ ����� ��l�;� >�	�  �1�� �	 3� ��� 3�!�% �!�-। ��� /�;���! ��	�- ��, ��q� 
����.��	 3� ��I���� �1� �j�" �����% �4%��� ���!	  ���m�1�� ��1��& �	�-। ����.�� (g� 
�	��	 ��l�;� >�	� �1���� ����.� ��<�d� >� ��� 3� 4�%��>%��		 �;���� ��� ���I 
��	�-। (g� �	��	 ��6"� ���1��		 )��	�( 3�� �	�9�	 (� ����� >�	� �1���	 �I�& <�{� 
��	 �����- ��, �j�" ����.�� 	�� o� �- ��	 ��	��L�Q 1��	 ��j1 �\��  ��- ��q� ����.�� । 
�j�" �����	 3� �� �sH�jV" ������ ��- ��	 X�	� D��V �	� ��% �� ��q� ����.��	  3� 
��I���� �1� �4%��� ��!��  ��6"�, [��� 4 �����  ���% ��1��& �	�-। ��� �	4 ����- 
��, �	��	 i �1��	 ��s�� ��� ���.�j�� �&�^� K1V ��	� 3) ��©�% �� �&�^� ���) 
��	�^�� �	4 (� � 1�% ����। 

���������	 ��"�� /�^� ���P ���� �!�% ��l�;� >�	� �1�� �n�& ��	�- ��,  /�^� 
��� ���) 
�;���� %। �4%��� ��! D;������ ��� ���	��� ��I��	 �]� ��� ���C �!�-। 
[�&���1�	 ��	H ��9� ��(��" 14%� ��¶4 ����.� ��6"���	 (�� 4 �S�Q D�� ��� �����	 
�¤���। ��l�;� >�	� �1�� �	4 ����- �� �� �� ����.�� D�V 1��	�%�- �4%��� ��! 
�!�	����	 1���। 

>�	� �1���	 ;��V R ��	� ����� �sH�jV"। D6�� ��� �W ��U�� ��	� ��% �� ��q� 
����.��	 ���������	 D�� �1��;j�� �S~। 3	 >�� (g� �!���	 ��6&� /���� �� ;�	���" �6�� 
��1��& ���% 3�( R�L"Q ��������� �!�����! 9����2, �S�" ��6&� D���� 1· �X��%�, >�	� 
�1�� �W 
���	 ��	�- ��, D���	�� ��M�� ��������� ]�� ��I���� 1�% <�=�- 3�� �� 
�� ��� (g���1� ������	 ��W �	�� ��6" 1�%�- ���I�����	�। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�@���	 ���& ��©� ���&��!	 
/�;D�% D��� 

�������� 
#� ��"� #¥� ���&� 

78 /�b��	, #+,# 

 

�@���	 ���& ��©� 

���&��!	 /�;D�% D��� 

w���, #8 /�b��	- �!�	����	 1���  �j�"��g	 D�I !;"	 ������ ��! ��� ��� �}�� ����� 
���	 �L��&�� ������ ��! 4 (����� )����� ��L�L�M	 4 E�� 3. 3�. ������	 ����� ��@�;�	 
�@���	 ���& ����� �;�g ��C�-। 

3)�� ������ ��� 1�% ��, ��� ���	 �L��&	 /�&��1� ��	 E�� ����� ��@�;�	 �@�	� 3�� 
��%�( ����W ������ ��! 4 (����-)-)����� ���	� ��	�^�� ��"����9�	 (& 3��  �!�� 
[�=� ��	 । 3) ��=�� ��� ��	� ��@ �;� �6�� ���&��!	 /�;D�% D��� ��	�-। ��	� ���&�! 
�	�� �D���EF )%��1%� ����	 ��s�� �&�^� /��� �	�� ���	, 3) ;�% ��	� ��� E�� ������� 
3 ����n (���� ��1�� 1�2 �। 

�!�� [�=�� <��^� �&�I��	 ���& �-��� (����- )- )�����	 /�&��� �!���� ���, 
������ ���!	 ��(� ��%	 <�� 4 ��><� )����� ��.�E. ��	 �s� ��� 4 >�	� �1���। 

�	4 (�� �!%��- ��, 3)�� �����	 /������	 �j�"��g	 D�I !;"�		 ����L��& <��^� 
6���� ���	�। ����	 ;% ���I���1�	 1��� ����	4 /��� /�^� o �� ���	। 

������ D��� ��, 3��� �	���		 <¢"� ������	� /�>��		�4 ��� ���	 �L��&	 �	  ����	 
�( �( /�>�� ���� ��1� ���2 �। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

��) /���� �� �	 �>�	 � ��) �������� 
#� ��"� #+� ���&� 

# �;�	, #+,# 

�S����% 

��) /���� �� �	 �>�	 � ��) 

,) ��9"  �6�� 78�� ��9" �	 78�� ���9"	 	���	 ���	 �6�� �>�� ��� �(��	 # �� 
�;�	। ���C ��� ����  ������ (���	 /����%  �&�!, ����N� 4 ��K���	  3� /;���j�" )��1��। 
3) )��1�� ��K ���(���	 )��1��� 3� ���	 �L�W। 3) �L�W �!��� ���	 �L�6���� ������ 
�� �� 4 ��। 

7' �-�		 ���-�����V	 �(��	 �;�g ������ (��� �9�%�-� �� /�����		 �;�Q�� 3��� ��� 
�	�� 3� ����.�� ��: �Z�(&���� ��I	 D�	�9�% 3����	 ���� �	 ������!��� �;�g �� 
�� ��	 ��� ��) ���2���। ������ ��	 ��� ����	) ��4%� ��"�9�	 	�%��। ������	 &��& 
/����	 �6�� �������� �	� ����। 

N��� 1.�n	 �	 ����9�	 �����! ��% ������ ���	 �� �C�@ )%��1%� �!��� ��	 9���� 
������ ;���� ���	� ��	 �1�¬�� 1�� 3��� [�9���� 4 Y��% ;	��	 । �N �N �	0 (���� 
��� ��	 1�&� ��	 �	 D�% 3� ����  �������� !L1�&��! ���& ��	 % ����9 )%��1%� 4 ��	  
��g��g	� �� ��� ��	�-� �� � D��� 1�% ��C�- �������� ��� 3&��� ������	1���	 ����� K� 
�� �	� /� �������� �� ���.��%। 

/D`� ������ (��� N���	 ��	 ����C ��C�-� 3) �	��% 1�&����� �	 1�&� ���	 �� 
���� ��: R;"�!& )%��1%� ���	 ��� �9�� ���	� 3) ������ (�����। ������ �9���� ��� ;�g�� 
�। 

/�9�	) rs 1�% �!� ��¸� �o�� 1��	 ����। 1�(�	 1�(�	 �s�	� ���! ���� ��!� 
���I�>l�(- ��N� ��� ��!��� ������� �!�	�� ����	 ��%��। 3� 3�( ���I�>l( 3�!�% 3� 
1����	 ���&��	 ���। ���I�>l�(	 �]� ��	� ��)  ��µ 1�� ��µ�	 1�� ��!� �r )%��1%�	 
����	� ��I ��) /�&�9��		 ���� ��� ���C�%। �	�1 K��������	 � �S� ��  ��	 ��C� o	���	  
®����%  ���% ������  �� �����	 ��-)�� W ��	 ��	� D�������	 ��������% ���� <=���  
���� <=� ��: ��� �(�� �� ����� ���2। 3� 3�( ���I�����  9�	-��9� ��I���� 1����	 
���&��  ��� ��	 9���-। R("% ��1� �	 ���L;����� 1����	 ��I �	�	 ���� ���6 �����	 
���I���1� �( �L�  �©O�9Q । ���-������ �P�	� ���2 ������� ��	�0। ��	 ���� ��� �o�� 
1��	 (& �( ��	� �L� �©O। 

��	� (�� /�����	 /P��	 ���  �!�% �j�"����� ��	 ����"��% o��% ���-। �����	 
����� �� �j�" <=�� 3�� ��) ������ D��z 1�% <=�� D���  ������	 �D�V, �	 ��g ��g 
(���-��" ���"���� ������ ��������	 <���	 �����	 ��
	  ���( <=�� ����� ���%	 ����। �	 
��) �L	D�&% ��%) ���� 9�)-�� /����� ��	� ������ ��	 
�����	 X�	D��n 3�� ���C�%�-, 
��) /���� �� �	 ��	� �>�	 � ��)। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

;� �%� )%��1%� �������� 
#� ��"� #+� ���&� 

78 /�b��	, #+,# 

 

;� �%� )%��1%� 

)%��1%� �� ��� 9� �। ����9�	 ���&�� ��� ���-;�	� ���	�� �������	 �N����। ��	 
��� ��� ����� <;% 	���	 (!�V	 R�� R�"�� ��C�� �	�6"� ���&�	 4 1�� � ��� �����। 
���-;�	� ���	���	 �� � >%����	 (& �� ��� ��%, �� ��� ^�� 3�� �� ��� ���	 ��g 
��� ���n [�=�� ���� 	��(। ��� �D���EF 3 �6���� ���- >	��� ����� �� ���	 D�����	 
��g 3� ������ ���� )%��1%� �� �� 1%� >	���	� ��! (��� �। 3� 1%� ��	� 1�> �-�C 
��?9��। ���-;�	� ��� � �	 1� � 1��) �� �� ��	? )%��1%� ��() ���-, ����.��	 �9�% 
��9� ;�	�। ��	 ��	 ��I4 ��9� ����। 3 /�^�% �� ��	 ;�	��	 <�	 U����% �C�� ���	 
����.�? 3� �� <�Q(� 9��- �� D���	 (& �� �� �������� ��� �¤�। )%��1%�	 
/�;���!-���-;�	� <�Q(�	 (& ��%� %���{�। �  �E�;� [�& ���% ��	� �o�	 �	���-  �j�" 
�����। ��� ��� ��=��2 /�D�����	�। 4	� ¢�� �	�- ���!����! �&�^�� /��	 ��	 �>��- ��� 
/6"���। ����.��	 /;&n	� ���&�% ;�	��% 1.�N� �1& �	� 9�� �। ��"�� �©� 	 ��	V�� �� 
1�� �� �;"	 �	�- %��{�	 ��� !��	 <�	। 

9�T��	 /�;��� )%��1%� ��। ��%� �z�1 ��! ��� ���%�-�� ;�	��	 ��s�� ��"��� 
��K���	  v���। ����n �	��	 ��� ��! ��	�- [�& ������। 

)%��1%�	 ��� ���� D�% ���	) (��। ��� 9� �������� ���&��� ���-;�	� ���	��� 
��	V� �	��। ��) )�M	� !�P�	 ��g ��N�T���	4 ��	 3� �K1-������	 (& 3� �����। 3� 
��% ��� ���� ;�	�� ��4%� �	�6"�	� ���� ���-�	�6"� %। 4	� ������ 3�� /&�& 
�1�		 >� ����	 ����M�। ����.��� (} �	�	 (& ����	 U�� �% ��=� 1�%�- �����n	 
����	������। ��	 �� � 3� � ���¸�% ���� R	���	  �	�6"� ��-। ��� 3�� ��। 
�����	 �>�	�% ����। ��	� �6�^�� 6����। 3� ���- �� �	V�6"���) ��� K1V �	�� 
��	 (& �	��	 ���-;�	� ����9�। �	 ���I���1�? 4	�  �j�" �����% ;�	��% /�D��� ��	�। 
3��	 �t�	� ���2 %���{�। ��	 (&) ���-;�	� ����	� <�Q(�। ���������	 ���	� ��	( 
�!�	� 3� �� �� ��2 ;�	��	 ��% ����	������। 3	� �� �!�� �� ����%  ����� )%��1%� 
�	�� ��	�� ��(	 �	��% ����"। �� ��;T���	 ���1� (�� ��h���� �� (�� � 3) [
	�9�	� 
����m�1�। ���I ���1� ���������	 (!�V	  ���I ����	 ���� D���। ����	 ��K�� 
�����	 
��K�� । �
¡�	� 3�� ����m�1�	 �jV" <�2� -�C� 1�� � 3 ��K���	 ��	�� । 	I����� ��6 
��%�- �����	 �n�	�। ��	�	 �9��  3� � 3� � ��	 ���" ��& ��U�� ��	�- )%��1%� ��। ��! 
��� ���� ���(��	 	1�� 	���m�1�। 3� ���- (!V 9�)��) ���� ���I ��%� 1��। 3� 
	I����	 �	 
�����	  X�	D��n 3�� ������ (�� �1��;� ��� �Z�  )%��1%�	 ���- ����� 
���� ���% ���(��	 ���I 9�)��? 
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���������	 ¹��%	 ����� (�%!� (��C ��� ��- �g�P� �� �� ��� (�� �? #+,� 
����	 ��"�9�	 >��>� �� ��� ;��� �!�-? r����� �������� ��, �!� � R�%� �( ���� �	�- 
�g�P�	 ���I। )%��1%� �� �����"� ���	। ��	 ��� ��l?-�% � �����	 ;���। ��� ���U � /�0 
;���। ��) ���I���1�  ��	�- /0। ��� �	�- ��� [�&। 3 ;��� �� �(�	�� 1�� )%��1%�	 ���	H 
�� o�9��। 9����� ���% w��� ���� � �1¤��। ��%���	 ��� �C�� �9W� �s )%��1%� ��।  
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

	�(���	�4 �	 ��h��� % �������� 

#� ��"� #+� ���&� 

# �;�	, #+,# 

 

	�(���		�4 �	 ��h��� % 

 

w��� 7¥�� /�b��	-3� �(��	 	�(���	��	4 /& �(��% �&���;��� ���� ��	4 ���I���1�	 
��������� �	��	 ���( ��%�! �	�� ��� 1����		� <�= ��C ���!�-। ������1� �1	, K��, !� 
�6�� �N� ������	 3� ����� ���� ��� ����	� -�<��� ��% �!�% ��� �����  �!��-	 3� � 
D��NV ���% 	�(���	 ���1��� ����� 1�� ���& �	�-। 

(�� �!�-, w���, 9kK��, >�	���	, �%����1 D;L�� �(�� �6��  D��ND�z 	�(���	��	 
	���	 ���(��	 D;L�� 3����% �D	V �	� 1�2। ���������	 (�� ��L^��% �&��I	 ��	�  ��� 
��� ���I���1�	 1��� 	�(�����	 �����"�	 �&����	 ������� /����	 (&) 3� �(��	 
������	 /& �(��% �=�� ��4%� 1�%�-। ���I���1�	 1��� �L� ��� ��-� ���&� 	�(���	��	 ���& 
���;~ �(��	 ���� ���� �!�-। �L� 	�(���	��	 ��- �6�� (�� �!�- ��, ������1� 3� >���%� 
(�	� ��	 ����	 	�(���	 ���1��� D��� �	�� ���& �	�-। 

(�� 	�(���	 ��� ��, /��� ���I���1�	 ��s��9�	�	 ;j���� D��" ��	4 	�(���	 
���1��� ���! ���2 ��	 3	 >��  /�� �1�( ��� D��V ��?�9  6��� ��% ��1�� /0 �0�1 
���I���1�	 ���- �����"	 ��� ��I (���	 /����	� 14%� �\� 1�2। 

<�{���!&, 3� ������� ��¶4 �����	� 	�(���	��	 �����"V � ���� ��	�- �। ��	 
�(���&��� �&���;��� ���� ��	4 	�(���	��	 ����� !���� /6"&�T ������	 �������� D����� 
�=���% 	���� ��	�- � ���4 �&��]� ��-� ��h��o���  N������;� )%��1%� ��?����	। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

������ 	�(���		� ����� �������� 

#� ��"� 7#� ���&� 

#8 �;�	, #+,# 

 

������ 	�(���		� ����� 

	����9 )%��1%� �� ��	 ��"	 ����	� ���1��� ��1��& �	�	 (& ������ ������	 �(�	 
��	%� 	�(���	 ���1��� ���!�� ��	�� ���& ��	%��-। ���(���	��� 3� ��V�	 ��� ������%� 
�S 	�4 3) ������! 	�(���	 ���1��� w���%� ��C%��-�। )1�	� (����	�	 (� ����	 ��6W  
N����� 4 ��S�Q ��� ��	%� /	�(��� �L�W ��	%��-�। ��: )���� ���I�>l�(	 ]��!� 
��>��&	 >�� 3� ��V�	 	�(���	 ��	� ��(	 )2�	 ��s�� 	�(���	 ���1��� ���!�� ��	�� ���& 
1)%��-� ��1�	� ���I�>l( �!�	����	 1��� D��&1 �����"V ��	%� 9��%��-। 	�(���	��	 �� 
�	4 ;���	 ���	 ��	%��- �� ��1�	� ������ ��% ������ 1����	 ���1� ���I�>l�(	 ;�% 
��1���!��)  D6�� �¤��� �=��%� ��%। 	�(���		� )���� ����	 ;���&T ���P  /�&n �9�n�  1)%� 
��C���-। ����	 ����� /�^�	  ���� �N& 	���%� 3) �6�) ���� /����� �� ��	� ����	 /0 
�0�1 ���I�>l�(	 1��� �����"V ��	। ����	 /�����" ��� �m��1��	 ����� 3�� ����m��1��	 
3���� ���. �L����। 3) �L��&�� 3C�)��	 �6 1)� �� ^ ���I�>l( �����	 /����� �����"V। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

w���% 9��� ��M	 ���	 �������� 

#� ��"� 7#� ���&� 

#8 �;�	, #+,# 

 

w���% 9��� ��M	 ���	 

w��� #8 �;�	� !� ��%��� �6�� w��� �1�		 ��"� 3� � 9��� ��M	 ;�� ��	��N� 
1�2। �����	 D����� w��� �1�		 ���;~ /��� �>	 ��	 3) ���P  ��	 �&�I!� /�;��� 
�"� D��g ��� ��, )���� ���� w��� �1�	 ���I���1�	 R���1��� /�;�� 3�� ���;~ ^�� 
1����	 ���1�	 ���6 D���& ��o��" ���I���1� �� ��	H D��" ��	�- ���� w���	 ����M�	� 
;���&T  ���P  /�&n ����º�  1�% <�=�-। �B�� ���������	 ��I���� !VD(��@� �������� 
�	���		 /^�%� 	����� (�� [�%� (s� )���� �&��E ��	 ��9��4%�( /���� ;��V �� 
���� ��� ��) �� �	 R�	 % ���� w���% 
��� �������� �	���		 �N �6�� �g»P�  !�E" /� 
/�	 ��%� 1��। w��� 4 ���������	 1����	 /���L� 3����% /��������	  �� 3 � !;�	 ��M	 
���	 ��	�-। �R��	 1����	 ����� 3������� ]��) ���I���1� ��� ��	 ��2 3�� ��	4  
�	 w��� ������	 ��  �!�� 6���- �। 	�(��� w���	 ���;~ �sH�jV" ^�� D���& ��������� 
����� ���¼�	�	 >�� 1����	 ��� �����	 ����� 3�����	) �;�g ��C�-। 	���	 ����% w��� 
!	��� 1�����		 ��� /�.H ���( ��4%� ��% �। ��) ������ �6�� 3)  ��� �n�& �	� 1�%�- �� 
	���	 ���� w��� !	� ���I���1�	 ����  6���। 3��� ���	 ����%4 1����	 ���1� ���P � 
1�% �(��� �1	 o�	��>	� �	�� ��1� ���2 �। ��-�C� ��q� ����.� �6��  �� ��� ����� 
������ �	� 1�%�-� ��	� ���� �>�	 ����	 (& 3����	 ��"o  ��	�-। 3) ��� /�^� �( 
w�������	 �� �P�j� ��	�	 �L�W ��	�- ��, �� �� �	 ���� R�	 % ���� w��� !	� �6� ��	� 
�������� 	o��� )%��1%�	 �����	 ��� ��I 1��। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�S����%� 
���n ���� ? 

�������� 
#� ��"� 77� ���&� 

77 �;�	, #+,# 

�S����% 

���n ���� ? 

�g�P� D�%) ���� �����	 �(�� ��� �� ����	 ��� >�� >��, ���� <�"	��	 ������! 
�!�-�4 !�(�% <�=। �����	 ���  ��	�(, ���1 ����� (² ���%�-, ���	 ��	(�>	, <��"9�� 
(!T��=��4 (² ���%�-। �g�P�	 3 �6� /N�	 /N�	 ��&। ���n ����  ��� �����	 ���� �� !�C 
<�=�- �� �� ��	(�>	 �	 <��"9���	 �D����	 �L6� �¯�� %? 

������ 1�% ������	 N��, ��� 1����	 R�&��	 ������	� ��	 
����m��1��	 (�	��1� �LW�n 
^�� ��	�- �����	 ���n ���� 	 (?) »P�	� । 78�� ���9"	 �1�������% K������� 3����) �L��&	 
�1�������% w�� ��C�-�। 

����	� 9�]	 �����	 �	 ���	 �� ��	 /���n	 �� ®���% 3) ���n ���� 	 /���n 
4%���	�। 3��	 �9	� 4 ���"����� �N �N ������ ����&�! �	�� ���& 1�%�-। �v ��	��	�� 
3	� ��"1�	� ��	 �-�C�-, 1����	 ���&��	 1��� ��	�% ���%�-, �� �����	 ���H W �	�	  �����! 
��	 ���%�- �	 ��(	� �����! �������� �����1 ��C� ��C� 1� ���% ��"
 ��  ��	 ��%�-। 3	�) 
���	 ��� ({����	 ��1���&	 (& ��C�% ��C�% K��� K��� 	�(���	 ���1� �L�W �	�� ��1��& 
��	�-। 

�����	 -�� �����	 � �6�� 3�4 ���- ��%�। ��	� �����- �� /!�� ��	��	 3��n 
�s��% 1�% �9���	 (�� ��� ;����% ����&�! �	�� ���& 1�%�-। ��	� �	4 �����- ��� ���&��	 
���6 �1����!�� ��	 3	 �� �� �&��I�� ��(��	 ���	���	� �� ��6"� ���1	 �����	 ��	� 
��	 �-�C�-। �N �N �	�	�� ���� ���, �&�, ��, ���, ;�) ����� �>�� �	�� D��V	 ;�% 
�	I1�. ;�	��	 ��� 	 ���� -��  9�� �!�-। 

���I�������	 ]��!� ��>��& 1�4%� ���	�� �)�� rs ��	�-; 3��	 ���"����4 �.��� 1�% 
���-। ��	 /���	 ��¸��� rs �	�-। 3� /���) ;���&T �9n� ��	 1����	 ����� ���� 3�� 
��I���� �( �( ��6 D�V ��9���	  ���!�� R� ���=�% ���!����! �	��	 �9W�% ��-। ���	 
/��� ��� 3� ���I���1�	 �1���!���% 3�!�% ���� /�\� �K�1	 ;��4 �����2। 

)��1�� ���, ���! ���! ����������	� 3�� ����m�1� �S� 	� 3�� ��	)  ����	 /�.H�� �(�% 
	������9W 1%। ��) 3��	 ��	� (���	 /�� oL��  3) ����	 ���� �(�! 4 ��½ �L�W 	���	 (& 
�����	 3��n �D%, ��K��� �9��% <���, ������ (���%������� /�D��V� �����	 i��1&���1, �&�! 
����N�	 ���" D��� �����	 �������(	 D�� ���� (��)। ��	� (�� ���n ���� 	 �������	  
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��  ���%
(��	 /���) 3���		 ���I��K��� �����	 ���6 /��K1V ��	�-। ��) D�� 
��� ���I ��K���	 ����� �L�"��� ���� ��4%� 
�;���¾ ��: �v �&�!, �v D�V 4 �v 	�I	 
�����% ��	� �� 
����� D�% �����	 1���	 �¿�% ��% 3���- �� �� ��M���� R�"���	 ������! 
>��� � ��%। 

���n ���� 	 /���n �L�W��	�	� �� �����	 �&�I!� �� ���	���	� �S��"	 �����! ��% 
���&�!� ���I�������	 ��-� ��� R�"�  �� ���6!��� �	�� � ���	, �� �) 1�� �(��	 ���  
�����	 ���I�������	 D�� 3��n ����। 

 

 

----------------
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�������� �	��	 	���% 4 ��������� 
����% ��"�j9� ��2 

�������� 
#� ��"� 77� ���&� 

77 �;�	, 
#+,# 

 

�������� �	��	 	���% 4 

��������� ����% ��"�j9� ��2 
w���, 77 �� �;�	� ���(�!	 �6�� �����	 �������� D����� (���%�- ��, ���I���1�	 

]���"��  �]�V 4 ��>��&	 ��g ��g �������� �	��	 	���% 4 ��������� ��=���� �S��" 
3� �6��) �����W";��� �9n� �	�- 3�� 3) ����% ��	� )�����& ��� ��-� ����9�4 ���	 
�>���-। ��I ��������� ���� �6���À  �)�L���  D���� �	� ��% ��	 (& ���"���F�	�, �) 
4 �		�� ���%� �@� (�� ���M��	 ������� �1¤� ���1� ��	 �1��"���	 �1����!��% �6����!& 
�&�^� K1V ��	 9���-। 

 

 

---------------
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

��`�&�!���	 ��% w��� 
�����		 /�D9�	 

�������� 
#� ��"� 77� ���&� 

77 �;�	, #+,# 

 

��`�&�!���	 ��% w��� �����		  /�D9�	 

(	�(���� ;��&��	) 

1����	 �� ����� w��� ����	 ��¦ �6�� ���������	 ��`�&�!���	 
���� ��� ��% 
D����) ���;~ �	�	 ��6&� D9�	 9����� 1�2। 3	 ���& D6� ���� ����� 3��  D9�	� �-� 
;�	�� 9�� ��4%� �N �N ��`�&�!���	 
��� D�&�!��	 (& ���� ����, /�� �� ���T 
3� �� D9�	 �	� 1�%�-� ����.�� ����	� ��"�	� ��`�&�!���	 (& ���;~ ^�� /;&6"� ����	 
(Reception Camp) �����- 3�� ��) ���6 D9�	- �1��� ���% D����) �� 1�(��	 1�(��	 
��`�&�!� 
���) �>	�	 ��6 i ��� /;&6"�  �����	 �!� �	�-, ��) ��	4 �(l��� �1���	 
D9�	 �	� 1�%�-� ��: ������ ��������	� 3�� �	��"� ��"��% 	�����o	 ��  ���� 	 �"��	 �Dd 
��s�� �!����	 �>�		 �	 ��� �����		 ��6&� D9�	�	 ����� ���� ��C�-। ������� 
����������	 (�����) (�� ��%  ���������	 ����� D���� /�&�1�;��� ��� ���� 4 ��C� 
o	, K���� K�� ��)��	� 1��	 �� ��  4 ���C��� 9��-� 3�� ��"� �{��� 9����%  �	���C �	 
��;�����	 	�(H ���%� �	� 1�%�-� 3�� ���"���	 1�(��	 1�(��	 ������	� D�V;�% ;�	�� 9�� 
���� ���& 1�%�-�, ����� 1����	����� /;&6"� ����	 �6� ��q� �L�L&	 �����	 �>�	 ����	 ��� 
D�) ��� � >�� ��� ��"n i �	�	 /;&6"� ����	��� 
�;����;��� �P 1�% ��%। 

3��	 w��� �����		 ��"� �&�I	� D9��		 w� �����% /& ��	 ��	�-। 3� ��� 1�2 
��`�&�!�	� ���� �>	�	 (&  ���) <�K��  r�� ;�	� �	��	 ����	 
���� �>	�� �����- �। 
��g ��g 3) ��	4 >��4 ��	 D9�	 �	� 1�2  ;�	�� /��^� �	�6"� ����	����� �1���	� 
���!�- 3�� D���� ����� 1�(�	 1�(�	 �	�6"� D�V 1�	��2। 

��: ��	� r�� w��� ����	 ��L"��N	 ��  3��  ��� D��	 (��� 9�)� ��, ��`�&�!���	 (& 
��� ��	 �9�% ����	 �	��	 �� ������ 1�2, 
!L�1 D�&���"�	 (& ���;~ ��;(� � �� �>�� 
1�2- ��	 ��! �� w��� ����	  ��L"�N (��� ����- ���������	 D�% 3� ����  /�������� ��� 
/�	��� ���%1�	�, 
(1�	� �	 �1�% ���1�  /�^�% ��C�o	 �-�C  r����� D�V;�% ;�	��	 
��� 	 ���� -��  9�� ���� 1�%�-�? 78�� ���9"	 	���	 ����	 �� 1�&��� rs 1�%�-� 3�� 3�4 
�� �� � �P 1%�? ����	 ��L"�N /6�� ����	 ��	9��� ����	� 9] �� 3�)  /���� ��r ��, 
��	� ��U�� ��	�- � �� 	� w� ���%) D9�	 9����� 1<� � �� ���C ��� ����   ������	 D�V�D% 
��� �g�P� ��� ���(��	 	1���� ���I � ���% 3�� ���������	 ��"��9� D�������	 
��� 
D�&���"�	  ����" ;�	�� 9�� ��4%� ��`�&�!�	� �	 ���� �>�	 ���� �। ��	� 3 �4 �(��- 
��`�&�!���	 3���� �I�&) 1��� �����	 ��� �g�P� �� �� �����	�� 
��� �>	�	 ��� 
(���� �=� ��) ��	� 
��� ��� -��  ��� 3�� ��	��  �g�P� 4 ��) 
�Á �1���	 
D�&�����) ��- 3�� 6�����। 

----------------
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

��"��9� D�������	 ��I��� 
��	��" 

�������� 
#� ��"� 77� ���&� 

77 �;�	, #+,# 

 

��"��9� D�������	 ��I��� ��	��" 

 

w���, 77�� �;�	�- 1����	 ��I 3���� �>	 ���� (���% 4 D������ ��	���	 3��� ���& 
����	 �>	 /�;��� �"� �	�� �!�% �����	 �������� D������� ��� ��, !� 3� �z�1 ���T 
��	� ���������	 /;&n�	 �� �����C� 3������� �>	 ��	 9���-। K��������	 ���6 ��	� 
o�	�%� ��	���� ����-����9� ��	�- 3�� ^�� ^�� (�;���4 �IL�� ���%�-। ��	� ��"�) 
����� ���%�- 3� R�� �W 4 /�&�9�	 �1& �	�	 �	4 K��������	 ����� 3� �4 W 1%�� �	� 
3� K������	� ��(	��) ��]% 1�% <�=�-। ���I�������	 (& 3� ��	� r�� ���& 4 ���%	 
�&�^�) ��	 �����- � <�	. ���I������	 �1����!��% ����;��� 1����	 ���&��	 ��s�� ��N�T 
��o��"4 ��z 1�% 9���-। 

D������LM �	4 (��, ��� ���&	� /���"� 1���� ���% K��������	 1�&� 4 ��C�o	 ®����% 
���C�% ��� ��	 ���%�-। ��%1� /�^�% �	 ���� ����	 R	�^� /�"�%। ���4 ����	 3���� 
�6� ���	� ���I �>l( ��% ��	 <�	 D��;��� U����% �C� 3�� /������� ��K ����� 
1����	 �� ��I ��	 	�(��� w���	 ���� 
��� �����	 ����� <Â� �s। 

��	� 3 �4 �N& ��	�- K������	� /��	 �K�1 
��� ����� �	�E4	 ����� ����	 (& �	�E4  
��% ��� 6���। ��	� �����	 3�6�4 (�� ��	� w��� ����	 ���¦	 ��� /���  r��। 
D��&� K���) ������ ����  ��V�	 ���&� ���) �Ã ���( ��% (��� ��	��� ����B��% 
���I�>l�( ���� ���	 (& ���;~ ��������	 9�� �!�-। /�� /�;;��� �� �6� !�";�	 �����	  
(���� 3�!�% 3��। ��-� 1�  ��4%� 1����	 ����	 �&�©�	���4 ��	� ��	��" �	���� �;~ 
^�� �����	 (4%���	 ���6 ���� ����	 ��"����4 �N& �	���। ����	 ���� �9��� ����� 
����� 3� /;���j�" ��	H�&�� �9 Ä, �� �6�� �1�Å /��� �	� ��% ���� ��	� ���"� ��	) 
-�C��� D����) ��	� ���� ��	 3�!�% ���2 �	 1����	 ���1� ��-� 1�  9��-। �����%	 
D����� ����	  D��&��	 ���6) 1��� �����	 !;�	 ����;	� ���g �	 ����	 1��� ���� ����� 
�����	 ���6 ��% ��4%� ����	) ��K���	 )��1���	 ®�n D��2�� ��z��1� �������� �����	 
��%��  ���&�।  

 

 

---------
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

	�(���	��	 (& ��� 
�����! 

�������� 
#� ��"� 77� ���&� 

77 �;�	, #+,# 

 

	�(���	��	 (& ��� �����! 

(�(
 ;��&��	) 

 

�����	 ���I����	 �&����� 4 D9��� �L��	 ���6 ���6 ��q� ����.�� 1����	 �r��	 �� 3� 
��;������% ���©	 ����� -�%� �	����� ��	�-। 
����� ��@ ���N� ���I����� 4 �!�	����	 
/���"� �]�� ��� ���1� ����1�	�, ��& ��©� । ���n D��V	 ���% �� ��� 	N�	 �����	 3	� 
�( ;Y�� ��C ���2। 3	� 3�) ��©� ��, �� ��� /�;��� ������	 	�(���	 -�C� 3� ��4 
3��� ��1� ���2 �। 	�(���	 ��� 3)�� ��	����� 3��� ��� 	 �(��	 �v �����-। �( ���  
�;�g �C�	 <�]� ���� �v 	�(���	 ��� ��� ���I���1�	 ���- /0�0 ���� ����"�V ��	 
9���-। 

���%	 ��� �6�� �� ���  ��	 ���2, ���� �� <�¸� 1�4%� ��)�� rs ��	�- �� 3�� 
��	� ��"�% �����n, D���; �� ����%� ����1	 ����"� 1�% /6�� �� ��� 	 �	�( �����! ���;	 (& 
������1�	 �O���1� 1�% 
��� ����� , /�Y�����! 4 ����	 ��z �-� ��	� �( ��º�  �>�	 
���2 ]�। ��) ��� ��� 3	� ����"�V ��	 9���-। 	�(���	��	 ���- ��� �����!3���-।  3��	 
�;�� ���� <�9� ��	 (& ����	 (& 3� ������� ��	 9���-। 3���	4 �� 3	� ;���- � �� 

��� �����% 3��	 �� /�^� 1��। ������ 1�% ������	 D�� 3) N��1� �9	�	 (& ����	 ���. 
����) 1��। �	 
��� �m��1��	 �� 
����� ��K���	  ���	�����	 3���� ���.) 1��� �L��&��। 

3�4 ��-� ��% ���� ��-। �(4 ��� 3	� ��I���� 9�� ���, �L����"	 /����9� ��	, 
��� ��	� ����	�� �6�;��� ���� ��� ��	�jV" �!�	��	 ��"��� ���। ��	 �� /0�0 ��- ��) 
���� �����"V ��	 ���N ��6"�	 ��� �����! 3���- 	�(���	��	 ���-। 

 

 

------------------
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�S����%� 	V�g 
#� ���&� 

## (���), #+,# 

 

�S����% 

��	� ���n �9�%�-���, !V�@ �9�%�-��� ��	�, ��) /�� ��%�-��� ��"�9� । ��: ��"	 
)%��1%�	 ��h��o�����% ��	� ���n 1��	�%�-, !V��@	 1�%�- �L��&। �N �N �	�, ��s�, ��r 
(���� 1����	��	 ���%�� , ���	 �o��� D�V ���%�-  )�� ���%�- ��: 
����� -��C �)�। 
�������� �	 ������ (��� �( 
���। ��	(�>�		 ��h��o�����% ��	� �� 
�����  
1��	�%�-��� �g�P� ��� ���(��	 	1���	 ��L�H ��) 
����� ��	� ���	 �>�	 ���%�-। 
���I�>l�(	 ��	 �(�%�	� �����	 
����� 	N�%, ��o" ���C �� ��� ��	 (��� �C�) ��	 
9���-। )��1���	 ��N�, �g�P�  ��N� �����	 
�����	 �C�) �&6" 1�� � �&6" 1�� ���	 �। 

��	� ���n 9�)। ��: ���		 ���n 9�) �। 3��	 ��	� ���n D���� �	�-�o���	 �	 �o�� 
�1�, ��j& 1����	��	 ��� ��	। (% �����। 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* 	V�g� ���I�>l�(	 ��z��1� �����। �S��� 	V�j�।  ��!�)� �(�� ���I�>l�(	 ������	� �>�	 �6�� D�����। 	V�j� 
�S����	 -Æ��। ������  ����� ��	���W� �������� 1�� ��)�|�Ç�)�� D�����। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�S����%� 
(��� ���(��	 ��9�	 D��g) 

	V�g 
7% ���&� 

#8 (���), #+,# 

 

�S����% 

��"	 )%��1%�	 ��B����� W�F 1� ��� ���(���	 ��9�	 D��g। !� 9�	 ��� ��	 �g�P� 3� 
�1�¬ ��"	 �r	 ����	 । ���������	 ����	V (!V 3� �	��% ��	�^���� �� �� ��2, D�V 
���%�- �� ��� ����। !� 9�	 ��� ��	 ���h	 ���- 3) ��"	�� 3�� ���&��	 ���1� <�o�� � 
1�%�-, ���	 ���	 ����.� �	���		 ��� ���& �	��	 ���h ��	 �P� 1��	�%�-। �L� , ���E�, 
	���%�, /����%�, ��q� (��"��, (���, c�d, �P ��	�- ��� D��	 ��1��&। 

/6"���� ��� ���% ����.� 3� ���	���	 ��<��%�। ���������	 ����	��� ���	����	 �P, 
D�� /6"��	 >�� ���2 � ��। ����.��	 <T����	 ��.) ����	 ������ ����� ��������� 
	>��� �	�। �� �4 �P। ���	�� )%��1%� �	���		 /6"���� /�^� ��<��%�। ��-�C� 7# ���9"	 
��	 ���� D6� ���� �� ���! ���� ��M�� ��������� (² ��%�-�, �( �	 �� �)� ���! 
�	 /0 1� ��M�� ���% �� 3� ��� 
��� �	� �\� %, ���I�>l( �� ��	 ��.� /�;���  
���% /�9�	) ��U�� ���	�-�। ���	�� /�0	 ��s�� /0 �	� ����� 1�%�- ����। 3;���) ��I���� 
1�%�- ���I�>l(। 3) ��I �S"�� )%��1%�	 ����	� (�n� ��� ���� ��.  ��h4 ��9�। �g�P 
��� ���(��	 	1���� ���h	 ���	� ��g �( ��"n ���� �	�� ��%�। ��q� ����.��	 !V�� 
��)�% <=�- 	I�¬��। ���������	 ����	 (!�V	 �� ®��- sm ��Ä ����। �	  3���	) ��s�� 
)%��1%�	 ����	� (�n� 3� oL& �C��@ ���� <=�-। �g�P�	 ��9�	 ��	 ���I�>l�(	  ��I��  
���!  �È� ��	 ���% ��. ���h	 �L�W�� ����n  �	�� 9�)�- ��। ����	�� �D���E�F	 ��g 
!V9��	  [�=� D.�� 3�� ����.��	 ;�	��	 ��s�� ����	 v���4 3) �C��@	 /��। ��: 
)%��1%�	 ����	� (�n��� ��	� ���W ;���% (���% ���� 9�) ���I�>l�(	 ��I�� ����n  �	� 
��. ���h	  ��N4 �\� %। )%��1%�	 _���&	 (��� ��	�  ����� ) ���। ��h (����4 ��	� 
(���% ���2 ��� )%��1%� �g�P�	  ��9�	 �	�� 9�% ��1�� �����	 ���I�>l( 3� (��� ���� ���� 
��h ���n ���� 1�� ���	। 

 

---------
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�S����%� 
 

	�g 
$% ���&� 

¥ �!W, #+,# 

 

�S����% 

�����	 ���I ��K���	 �%� ��� ���C 9�	 ���। ���h	  ���;~ ����	 
����� 3�� ���"�;l�H 
/("�	 )��1��� 3� � ���� ��% %। ��� �����	 �&��� �	 ��� ��� 	 ��� ����	 �����	 
�9	n i��1&��1� ���I ��K���	� 9jC�n ���I����	 D�6��� ��"��%) �� /�� ��1� 3�� /�j�" 	 -
��l�� D��" ��	�- ���h	 ��"����	 ��" ����	 ��"���!	 
�����	 )��1��� �� ��&)  ��	�। 
����&�� N�� 
���	 � ��	) �����	 �	� �!l	� 4 ���	 �	� ���I ����� ;�)�%	�  �T�� 
)%��1%�	 ��"	 1����	 ���1�	 '� 1�(��		4 ���� �r ����� 3����	 ��q  Ä ��	 ���%�-। 
�����	 ������ ���1�	 	�� 9��9� ����K^ �	�	 (& �� �� �C�, �	� ��), ���;� " 
���I���1�	 ��	 �����	� ��¢. ��	 �>���-। ��	 ���� ;������ ��	�-, �v !����  4 
��E���  ����� E����% ���%�-। D9�	 	�� �!�����s�, /0�0 4 ���� �� ���I�������	 1.!� 
1�%�-। /�>��	�1 1�(�	 1�(�	 ��"	 ����	 ������ �P� 1�%�-, �����"V ��	�- /���। 1�(�	 
1�(�	 ���&��� �s�	��� �1� /�^� 1�������� ����&	 D��N� �	�-। D�� �� D�� ��v��") 
���I���1�	 ���- �� ��>��&	 X�	 <�o�� � 1�2। ��K��� ���������	 ���C ��� ����  ���I��!� 
���� ��	 ���I��K�����	 ���6 3��� 1�% ��C 9���-। ���I���1�	 3) /;���j�" ��>��& ����	 
D�� ��	� (��) ¹�% ��C��� ��� 3�� ��K���  /�;M। (% �����। 

 

 

------------------
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�S����%� 
 

	V�g 
$% ���&� 

¥ �!W, #+,# 

 

�S����% 

��������� �( ��� ��� ���� 9��-। 3 ���� �L��&	  ��������� ���C�% �� 1�	 ����। 3 ���� 
����.�� ��"	 1����	  �����	 ��� ��	 ����������� ��I �	�	 ����। 3 ����% (% �����	 
/����", ��� ��	� ��& &�% 3�� 
�����	 ��N ��� �	�-। �����	 ��N 	�%�- �����	 ���C 
��� ����  ���� 3�� ���h	 ��������� /!��  (�� �����	  ��N 	�%�- ���h ����	 
D������ �1���I���� �{�1। /�	��N ��- ����.�� ��"	 ��j& ���1� 3�� �Z�(&���� �r��I। 
4��	 (% 1�� ���	 �। 4��	 ��� (% 1% ��1�� ��Z�(&��� <���������	 �	�� K��� �L�6�� 
¢�� 1�% ����, ��h )��1�� ��6&� 1�% ����। �;&��	 1�� 9	� /���। 

� �� 1�2 � (% 4��	 1�2�। (% �����	 D���  �!������ ����	 	�N��	 ��(�%	  
����� ��% ����-। �����	 ��! <���� ��% ���  ��	 ���� 1��, ��(%�� ��	� H	��º� �	�� 
1��। �o���	 �	 �!�� �1� R�& �r ��I	  ������ �;�g ���� 1��, 9�"-��9�" ��	 ���� 1��। 
�����	 ��	 �����	�, ����� ���I���� [����	� ����	�  �	4 ��I ��% 3�!�% 9���। R�"�	 !���� 
3�!�% 9���। ����� ��	 ��4 �������	 ��� ����। �����	 ���� �������	 ���6, ��h����� 
�������	 ���6, �	� ��I���� �{�1 �������	 ���6। ��� �4%�(, �o���	 D9���% �-��% �4 
�������	 
�����। (% ����� । 

--------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* w���,  �g�)�, �%����1 4 ���� �(�� ���I ���1�	 ������	� �z	 �6�� D�����,������ 	 �j� ���&�% 3) <�{�&  	�%�-।
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�g�P��� ��I ��	) 1���%�	 
-�C��� 

	�g 
�� ���&� 

7' /�b��	, #+,# 

 

�g�P��� ��I ��	) 1���%�	 -�C��� 

 �g�)��	 ��I 3����	 (�;�% ��	 �����		 ;��V 

���(� !	 �6�� �>	�	 �	 ��I 3����	 ��� 3� /��� D6� (�;�% (�� �����		 ;��V 
���2��। 77 /�b���	 ���1 	�(��	 D6� ��� ���� $-#� ����  ��4��� (%�� ����� 1���	 
���	� ����4%���	 ���&�� 3) (�;�	 r;-�j9� 1%। 

��� 3�4 rs 1%����� 3�4 rs 1%����� 3�4 rs 1%����� 3�4 rs 1%��    

(�� ������ ��	 ;��� ���- �������� ���I ��K���	 D�% ��� ��� /�����1� 1�� 9��-। 3 
��� %-D`�� ���। 7$ �T��		 D.�� ��% 78 ���9"	 	��� 4	� �����	 <�	 U����% ��C�-। 
��	� , ����	 D.���� 3� ��� �	���। 

(����	V ��	�% ��%�(����	V ��	�% ��%�(����	V ��	�% ��%�(����	V ��	�% ��%�    

���(� !�	 ���;~ ��% ����� �(���� �	� 1�%�-- ���!����! 3�� ���& �� ��%? ��� ����- 
�� R	����� �-� �, �� (����	 ��;��� ���!����! ��	�% ���, �����	 ����% ��)-)  
1)���-। ����	 �����	 ����	 ���	 ����	। 

����� 1�� ���	 �� ����� 1�� ���	 �� ����� 1�� ���	 �� ����� 1�� ���	 ��     

�����	 ���C ��� ����  ���� ���� ��� ��� 
���	 ��	�-, ���� ��	�!��	 �	�� (�����	 
1��� ���� �	�� ��� ����� 1�� ���	 �। 

�g�P��� ��I ��	) 1���%�	 -�C�����g�P��� ��I ��	) 1���%�	 -�C�����g�P��� ��I ��	) 1���%�	 -�C�����g�P��� ��I ��	) 1���%�	 -�C����    

(�� ������ ��� -87	 ;��� ��M��, �7	 ��N� ���� ��M��� �+	 !V�(�%��	 ‘,�-
	 ��"�9� ��	� (%� 1�%�-। ,#-	 3 ����4 ��	� (%� 1�। �g�P��� �� ��� ��	�!��	) 	��� 
1<� � ��, ���� ��I ��	) -�C���। 

3�4 ��% ��-�3�4 ��% ��-�3�4 ��% ��-�3�4 ��% ��-�    

����	V N�� �o��V� ��	 ��� ���-�����"V �	� 1�� ����� 3�� 	�(���	��	 3�4 N�� 
�	� 1��। 

[��"&��� 1�� 1���[��"&��� 1�� 1���[��"&��� 1�� 1���[��"&��� 1�� 1���    

(!V�� �h�� ���% ��� ���-���	� [��" ��	। ��� 
��� 1�� �	 ���� ���� �)। 
���	� ��  ���] �	�� ��	��। ��� ��  �]���� �D�� 3�  ��� ��	 ���I���1��� 9�?�� ���� 
1��। 

w���  �g�)�-�%����1 4 ����	 ������	� D�� ��	 ��!\�	 ;���V ���-���������	 
��� �6�� 1����	��	 ��� � �	� ��"n 3 ��� 9���। �&�!-����N� 
���	 ��	) ��	� ���� ��z 
1�%�-। ���	� ��	 �	� 
����� ��	� 9�) �। ��	� !�(� 1�% ��� rs ��	�- !�(� 1�%) ��� ��� 
�	���। �g�P��� 1����	 �!���	 ��	�!�	 �6�� �-��% ��) ��। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
�S����% 

 

��� ����� 

#� ��"� ,� ���&� 
#7 (���), #+,# 

 
�S����% 

���������	 
�����	 ��� �( #���  �� /�����1� 1�% �!�। ��	 ���I���1�	 �&��� 
�]�� 1����	 ��� ���	� ;�� ����	 �� ���� <=�-। 3��	 /�^� 3� �-�C �� �� ��?�� 
��?�9। ;�� �@. ��� (g�	� �&�F��F 3	 ��)�	 ��s�� ��1� ���2 �। r�� �� ��)? ��(��	 
���& rs 1�%�- ���M�। ����	 3�( [���,  3�( ��(�		 ���� oL�2�� /��& ��	�-। 
3� ��� ��� �	�	 ��� (g� ���� )%��1%� �� �������� rs ��	�-, ���� /�� [���-) ��	I 
���� �	�-। ��	� 9�� 1�% ��C�- ��o"�� �-�C ��� ��-;�)-0�-�����	 /��"� 4���� ����9 
[�&	� 	1�&� �	�� /
���	 �	�% w��� �&�F���F D�% 8 ��?9 1�(�	 ����9 4 ������ �����	 
���& ���U ���U) �� ���� ��	�- �����! /���%� 1�&� �	�-। 

�����L� �������� ��"�	 �!�� U��� �	�-। 9��	���� (�� (����	। 	�.�o�  ��"��I, 
!�C�-�o�C� �	 9��- �। D�L�� ���� ��"	 ���-(g�	 /������ /�&�9��	� ���C ��� ����  ��g���	 
R	�^�% �Z%�� �����	 �r-����4 ;��� �!�- ����	 ��(। �� (g�� �	 ���� ��% � �������	 
��v��। �����	 ���"��^� �>�	�% ��� �����	 ���� �( ����	�	 ��) ���� ���� ����	 �]��V 
��� ���	� ��6W ��(1�� 1�2। ���;~ 3����% ���� ¢�� ��	 ���% ����	 9��9�� ��, �&�o�� 
o� �%�- ���� ��� [�&	� ��� ��� ���	� ���2 �। ���;~ /�^�	 ��	�D�N�� ���� ��% ��, ��� 
���	 �( 3�) 3� /�^�	 �¤��� 1�%�- �� ��	� �( ’’9�9� �� �	� ��?9�’’ ��� ��� ��� 
D���	 [��L� D�V � ��?9���	 ���!��) /�^	 1�% ��C�-। 

3���� ��"�	 /��N�% /��N��V ���I���1� 3) ������!	 /��N�) ��	�-�। ��	� �( 
������L���� �� ��� �6�� ��I �	��	 (& D������ 3�� )�����& D�% $� 1�(�	 ��� ����� 
���4 ��	�-। 9kK��,  �g�)�, �%����1, ����{�, ����	, 	�(��1�, ��C�, ���(��	�1 �v /�� 
�( ���I ���1�	 �%@�। �1��� �������� ���� ��% ���������	 D�% �� /�� �( ���I���1�	 
����। /O���	 ���& 1%��� ���� /�� ��� 1�% ����। 

��) ��	���� ��) �� ����.��	 �I ���¦	 ������	��	 ���� 1%-�1 �����	 �	�� �P�	� 
����	� �������	 �I ��¦ ��% 6�� �������	 �LW i ���	 ����.��� �����	 (!V /�� ��!) 
��	 ���% ��	 �L� ���	 ��!��	 (& �����	� 4 ���%� �s� ��C��) ��� ��	  ���%�-। �9n� 
�	 �, �� ��� ���� ��- ��4 /�� ��À) ��� ��	 ����। 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* 
��� ����� (����	���): 
��� �����	 ��z��1� �����। D������ �S������ ����� (�1��	� ����s����। �S���� 3�, 
3� 3, ����1��� �9l��	� ��L"� �S���� 4 D����� 3�� ����� �D� (���!�, 	�(��1�, �������� 1�� 3�, 3, ��(� ��L"� 
���m�। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�����	 �	���	 ��?9� 
 


��� ����� 
#� ��"� ,� ���&� 

#7 (���), #+,# 

���h	 �	� ����(	 D�� /�n� ���� 

�����	 �	���	 ��?9� 

[3�.3 (��� (���"� �S���) ��	�����] 

����1	 #�) (���)�- 

��������� ��� ���	 /���L� /������1 D���� ����P �6���6� )����;I ����.�� 
1����		� /��� �t��©� ��-�����	 <�	 ����1� ������ �9	 4 /�6& ��"�� 9����% ���2। 
��	) 3��   <Ì� 
�N	 �1 �	�- 3) ���� । 3���� �n��	 (� 3) ���। (Y��^�	 (& ��	 
��	9% ��%� 1� �।) o	-��C� ����	 �v �j��")  ��� ���&	� ¢�� ��	 ��%�4 K���	 /&�&��	 
���6 ��	 ��	��	4 ��% ��%�-�� 3��  t��!L�1। ����	 ��^�4 �)। ��	��� /�1��	 �6�� �v 
��W � ����	 ��r	 (& 3� � R� ��K1 ��	 �C��� � ���% !	� �	�-�� ���। �N��% ���	 ��?	 
3���� %�� ����>� � �9T��	 �	�-�। ��C����C R� ��� !	� �	�� ��� �&.। 1=�T ��~�-
��� 	 ���	�!��� ��	 ��!L1�� R� ��� -��� ��C ��%। R’!�C� ����r  w��� ��C o�	। ����� 
���%��	 �	�� ���������� o	 �6�� ��	 ��	 ��% ��	�। ��	 �	 rs ��	 /�6& /�&�9�	। ��"�		� 
���j�"� � � �19�C ��	 RÍ����& ��r�� -��C �>�� ��% o�		 ��)�	। 9�T��	 ��	 ��?�� <=��) 
��%�� 	 3� ���9�% �9	�m�% o�� ���C�% ��� /���� ��r��। <¤��� ���� �n��	 ���-  -��  
���� ���� ����।  ��� �� 3� �r	 ��1�P� ���। )�� ��?9���	 ���!�� /0  �1���� �&�1�	 
�	�� ��� ��	 ����½ �n	���। ����C �	�� �r� 	 3��  1��। �@V�% ���	 1�% 1�� ��	�% 
�� ��"	� । 3) ������! ��l�C ���C�% �!�� ���। ����	 �����% ��4%�%  �@V�	 �6� ;��� �!�% 
�����²�� �r U����% �C� ����	 �	��। �1��"�	 ����	 �	�� 3�!�% 3� �	4 ¥ ( ��� ���&। 
�&�6" 1� �Î�� 	��	 )�� ��?9���। �r ��I	 ���- �1�	 �!�� ���। r	 1�  /�6& /�&�9�	 4 
��"V। + ( �r	 /�&�9��	 ����V� ��	� ��% 9����-�� 1�	��� ���। 

oF� R�%� �	 ��"�		� 9�� �!�� �����%� R( �&�I -��  3� �����। 3�( E�I��		 
�D�V �9W��� ��	 �� �>�	 3��� N�V��	 (&�। ���"�� �����	 �6� �	V ��	 1�&���	���	 
��9�	  D�6"� ��	 �), 3, ��� 3) ��� �6� �	���&� �����	  �S����� ���h	 �	� ����(	 ���- 
�	�� �!�� ��	 (���	 ��� ���� ����- ‘�1 �����	 �	� ����	� ��h ����� (�K� �	, ��"	 
���-��j&��	 1�� �6�� �N �N ��-�����	 D�V 4 )�� 	N� �	 ���	 -�����	 ������L����। 
�9�� ���� 3� ��	। ����� �� ��-� ��� 1�% �!�। ��. K�� (��C ��� 3� �����	 -�%�। ��"	��	 
;�% (r& 1�% �!� K��� । �T���		 /;��� ��	 ��1 1%��� 3� �L!�� �����		 <�	 �j��"�� 
��	� 1�%�-। 

 

 

 

 

 

* -��। �&����� ���� 	�%�--+ ( ��� �r ���	 ��"�V �L� 	�V�। ��	 1���	 9��	���� 3��� ���- 
‘��� o�		 ��l �-���’।  
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
�S����% 

)%��1%� 9�]	 �C�@ �&6" �s 
���I��� 

#� ��"� 7% ���&� 
#¥ (���), #+,# 

 
�S����% 

)%��1%� 9�]	 �C�@ �&6" �s 

���������	 (!V ��) ��� /�����		 (& ��K�� ��	%��-, ��) ����.��	 !V-R�� 
�����LM (!�V	 <�	 ��µ �����	 ��g ��g ������ ��B���%� �(�!	 ����%� !V�� � 
�����n	 �L�W ��	�� �9W� ��	%��-। #+87 �� ���L;���	 ��"���	 (& �!l	��% !V ��K���	 ���% 
!V-���	��� �	��	 3����� ��� w���	 	�(�6 �	�� �����  D��� �1����	 	�I 	��� 
��	%��-� ���� /& ���� i ��K�� ����.� ;�g�	 (& �1M���	 ��	���( �����	 /�	 ��	 1�� 
<����	 >� D;L��	 �(�!	 ����%� !V�� � D��	 ���% 4 ��M1 ��W ��	��4 D%�� ��)%��-�। 

#+8' �� �� ���������	 ��"�9� ��Ic�F	 1��� ���� ������ ���!	 ���9�% �	�(% 
o� %��-�, #+�7 �� �� -�� ����(	 �L�L&- ;%1� ��K��� [
	�9�	� �%����1�	 �;� ����%� 
<�=%��-�, #+�� ��, �� �4%��� ���!	 � �>�	 ��K��� w��� �	�%!��	 1�(�	 1�(�	 ���� 
4 �1�		 !	�� ��� >���)%� ��0 ������	 ��s�� s��%� ��C�)%��-� , #+�¥-#+�+ �� , �� 
�������� 4 ��q� ����.�� ��¤��� !V-/;�&f��	 >�� ��l1 ���‘�%�� �� �	��%� 1)%��-� 
3�� ���� �L����	 /�� ��K���	 ���%4 !V-���	��� �����!��� (!�V	 <�	 ���;� �L�W	 (& 
���� �!��� ���% ���% �1M�-������ ��B���%� ��g�4 ����)%��-�। 

�`�� ���������	 (!V�� ���%	 ���% 	���	 (& ����.��	 ���� �!��� !� 7$ �T�	 
��	%�) (!�V	 ��s�� 9� ����� 3�� ;�	�-���	��� �(�!	 �6� ��B���%� ���;����-3) R)�  
���N� /0 D�%�! ��	%� ���%��-। 

�`�� ���������	 (!V�� ���%	 ���% 	���	 (& ���.��	 ���� �!��� !� 7$ �T�	 
��	%�) (!�V	 ��s�� 9� ����� 3�� ;�	�-���	��� �(�!	 �6� ��B���%� ���;� ���-3) 
R)�  ���N� /0 D�%�! ��	%� ���%��-। 

���L;���	 
�����	 (& �����	 ��"�� ���I����	 ��s�� 4 �%���	 ����	 )%��1%�-9] i 
/0��� D�%�! ��	���-। 78�� ��9" ��&	��� 1)�� i �1�¬ �r	 �� ���������	 �(	��1� 
!V1�&�, �&��� �	� ��"V D;L�� �	��% ��(��" /����	 ��g ��g �9T��	 ��	�� rs ��	%��- ��, 
;�	� 1)�� /�D�����	� RtL���	�	�) ��� ���������	 �!����� ����)%��-। 

���������	 (!V D�&N;��� �������- 4 ���U���- ��, ���m�1� )W ��g� �	�(��F, ), 
��,�	 D;L��	 ����( 3�� 3) ����	 �v �s��	 �%�) !�=� 1)%��- ��(��	 ���I�>l(। 
���������	 ���  1)��) ���I�>l( (² �%��-। 3) ���I�>l() �( !V ��6" �%� )%��1%�-9�]	 
���& ���1�	 ��s�� ����	  
�����	 (& /�� ��1��� ��K�� 9���)���-। ���������	 

�����	 (& 3) ��K�� 1)� 3) ����	 (!�V	 ��K��। 

 

 

 

 

* ���I��� ◌�  ��z��1�। �j�" ����.��	 (���������	) ���<�W ��� "	 ������ �j�" ����.��	 (���������	) ���<�W ��� " 
��L"� D����� 4 ���I��� �D� �������� 1�� ���m�।
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��: R�%�	 �9��� �����	 3) �1� 4 &��& ��K���� ������ �	�	 (& )%��1%�-9] �( 
���I�>l(�� ;�	� 1)�� /�D�����	� 3�� 
�����	 !V-��K���� ‘;�	��	 1.�N�‘ ���%� �9��� 
�	�	 �9W� ��	���-। 

)1� -�C� i �r	 ��, ��1�	� �1M� ������ ���"���� (!V�� 1�&� ��	%��-, ��" ���"���� 
���������	 /!�� �	�	 )�� 1�� ��	%��-, ��1�	� (!�V	 ���I ��K���	 �;�	 ��B���%� ��� 
�L�W	 (& ��� �����%���	 (���%� ��	%� <1���	 X�	� ������ ^�� ���-%� ���-%� �	�1 
�1M���	 o	��C� ��  �	�)���- 4 ��1���	 ��� -�C� ��	���-। i ���&	 ��  ��1���	 �����  
�����V�	 /��g�����	-��g�����	 ��s��4 ����)%� �����-, ��1��� �����	 ���I��� ��g��� 
/��g��� ��o��"	 ���� 9��%� ��%। 

�!��� ��� ���I��� �� �	4 R�"�	 1)%� <�=��, ���I�>l�(	 ���		 �9��  1����	 ���1� 
�� �	�(�%	 �	 �	�(% �	V ��	�� �� )%��1%�  9�]	 i�� 9]�n ��	� �L�� ��)��। ��1�	� 
�	4 ��	
�	 ;�	��	 1.�N� ���%� �9T��	 ��	��  6����� 3��  ��B���%� 4 (���!� <�Q(� 
�L�Ç4 (& ��	� ���� ��	%� �T�	 1)��। 3�4 1)�� ���	 ��, ���I�>l�(	 4 (!�V	 1��� 
;	�E�� ��~ ����%� R��& )%��1%� 9] ‘;�	��	 ��0 �]��	 ‘ 3� ��6&� ���1� ���)%� ���-
;�	� ��o�" ����)%� !V-�� D�� �����n �L�W �	�	 D%��� 1)�� ���	। 

��	� �� ��	 ��, ���-;�	� ��o�" �����)%� ���������	 (!�V	 
����� ��K���� ��W 
�	�	 ������ �%�) ����"� �Z�(&����  ���&	� ��1���	 �1���!� )%��1%� 9]�� 3) ���% ���	 
D9�	 /0�0 �����-। 

���������	 (!V�� �( ������ 4 ���� D���]%������	 i �� 9]�n �S��" v��%�	 1)�� 
1)��। /���� !V-���	��� �����!���	 ��B���%� 4 (���!� ���	��� 3�� ���-;�	� <�Q(� �L�W 
<���� ��¶4 �������	��	 (!V i�&��;��� ��(��	 /����	  ����1	 ��K�� 9���)%� �!%��-। 
���I����	 (!V /�j�" 3���	 ��	9% ��%��-। ��) ��	� �L� ;��� ��h�� ��	 ��, )%��1%�-9] 4 
����"� ��Z�(&����	� �����	 ���I��� ��W �	�	 (& �� ��B���%� 4 (���!� 1��1�� 3�� 
���-;�	� ��o�" ����)��	 (�%�����% ����%��- ���������	 
��������� (!V ��1��� ����n 
1)�� �। ��	� ��h�� ��	 ��, ��Z�(&����	 �1���!� )%��1%�-9] �� �%���) �s�, (��� ��" 
�V" ���"���� ���������	 ����-�L��--�� (�� ���I���� ��1���	 / �  3��� 	N� ��	�� 3�� 
R��&���	 ��. 9]�n �&6" ��	%� ���I����� (%� ��	��। 

 

 

----------------
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
�S����% 

���I��K���	 ��(�%	 
��6" 

��� ����� 

#� ��"� $% ���&� 
78 (���), #+,# 

�S����% 

���I��K���	 ��(�%	 
��6" 

 ���������	 ���I ��K���	 9�	 ��� ��V" 1)�। 9���� oF�, � 9�{� oF� �� 3� �z��1	 ���& 
���������� ���� �	� ��� 1)��, 3) �1��� �%� ��1�	� ��������	 ����	� /�;�� rs 
��	%��-� )���������	 ��) (g� ������	 ���� -�) ��%� !VD(��@�  �������� �L�� �C�) 
9���)%� ��)���- 3�� ��	 ��s�� 3��	 �	 3� �!l	��% ��(% /(" ��	%� 9��%��-। 
���������	 (!V 
�����	 ������ i�&�� 4 �����1� 3�� �N& /("�	 (& �� ��� �&�! 

���	 ��	��  D`�। )%��1%�	 ���&���1�	 /�"�% /�&�9�	 4 L��� !V1�&� ��¶4 �������	  
����� / �  	�1%��-- /�&�9�	 <T��C ��	 ��s�� oL� 4 D���	���	 ���O�� �	4 ���L�  
��	���- ���। �N�n�	 )%��1%�	 ���& ���	 ���� �� 4 ��� -�C� ��� <���& �)-  )1���	 
�L��� 4 ����� 3�����	 ;��g%� ��C%��- 3�� ���9�% �	�(% /����	� 1)%� <�=%��-। D���  
	V�g� ���I�>l�(	 1��� ��	 ��)%� )1�	� ����1�	� 1)%� ����)��	 �6 ��)���-�। �n("���� 
�N��4 ���(���@� 	���!", ��h ���<�W ��M�� 3�� R�%�	 /&�& !V���@� 4 D!����� 
��I ���������	 ��6"� ]��) /��� 1)�� /����	 ���¡�	 4 ��]% 1)%� <�=���-। 

��: )1� ��¶4 ���������	 ���I��K���	 ���� ��� ���&� �) 3�6� ��� ���:�W 4 
��D���	 ���n	 1)��। 3) ���&������ !;�	;��� <����  �	� 3�� <1���	 ������	  (& 
��.� ���N� �4%� 3��n (s	�। ���&������ <��N� ��	%� %, <1���	 �6��6 ������	 
���&��) ���I��K���� Ï� 9jC�n 4 ��q� ��>��&	 ��6 /K�	 ��	%� �4%� ���। 

���������	 ��K��� ��I���	 �����% (���% ���IcF !�=� � 14%�	 �s ���D%��� ���� 
��  �L�W 1)���-, �� �S��" )������" ���I���� ���Nz;��� ����9�  �	� Ð)%��-। 

���IcF !�=� � 14%� ��"n ����%� �&�^� �1���� �4%�����! ���% ��	�� ���&�!" -�C�4 
��1��� /&�& ��K��� ���	 ���%H��� ��"��"���	 �����	� �� �)%� ���I�>l�(	 ���! ��4%� ��% 
<1�	 �&�^� /����� �	� �	��	। �X��%�� ���������	 /;&n�	 �!�� ��K�� ���� ��� ��1��� 
��� ��K������	 D�������	 �)%� i�&�� ��!= �1���� !�C%� <�=�� ���	 ��(& D�%�(�% 
�&�^� /��� �	� �	��	। 

���������	 �� 1�(�	 1�(�	 -�� ���� ���I ���1��� ���!���	 <����& �!�)%� ������- 
��1���	 �����%	 �����! ������ �	4 <~� 4 �B���	� ��	��  1)�� 3�� 	�(���� �� 
�����"!� ��	� ��1�	4 ��s�� [���&�j�� �9	 �	� 9���� �। 

����" ��Z�(&����	�  )%��1%�-9]�� /0 4 /6" ��%� ��1��& �	�	 �� ���" ��� /��	 
��	%� 9��%��- <1�	 ��	�D�N�� �������� �	���		 [������ ���	 �jV"�j�&�% ���&�। �����	 
��� 

----------------- 
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���� (��)%� ����" ��Z(&������	 ‘¹�% ��	��"‘ �	� ��)�� 3)�� �9n� �������� �	��	  
���� !V���@� �����		 ��� /��� 3�4 6���%� 6����� /����� <1� R	 �	� �	��	। ����" 
��I	�� r�� /0 �	�	�1) %, D�%�( 1)�� �;�%����	 3) ��� �� ��������� !V1�&���	�	 

��N /0 ��	 ��	��4 �X�� ��	�� � <1�	 )�g� )%��1%� ���	  ��B��� v�����4  �W। 
�N�n�	 ���h	 ��Z�(&��� ���	��� ��I�!" ���������	 ��6"� <Q�	�Q	 �!�)%� ������- 3) 
� ;j����% �������� �	���		 [������ �����4 w���%� ��(�)�� 1)�� 3�� ����" ��Z(&������	 
¹�% ��	��"�	 �9W�	 ��	���" ��Z�(&��� ���	��� ��I����� ���������	 ��N ��	� ��]%;��� 
 ��%� ��	 (& ��9W 1)�� 1)��। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

����	� ������ ���(��	 ��9�	 
 


��� ����� 
#� ��"� $% ���&� 

78 (���), #+,# 

����	� ������ ���(��	 ‘��9�	’ 

/�;���! D���� 1)�� �L��&�� ��"n 

��4%� ��)�� ���	- )%��1%� 

(����� D�����) 

)���������	 ����	� 9] ��L"� !VD(��@� �������� �	���		 D�� ��� ���(��	 	1���	 
����	� ������ ��9��		 9]�n ������� 4 	�(���� �1�� ��µ �N�; 4 D���]%� �L�W ��	%��-। 
��� �1� )1��� ��-�)� )�������� �!���	  /����	 ��1;L"� 3�� ���������	 ��s�� �	 3��  
�C�@�j�� ���" ���%� /�;�1�  ��	%��-। <�{����!& ��, ��� ���(� ��"��� )%��1%�	 1��� �M�। 

������ D9��	� 3� ���	 >�)��d%��  �)�� �����	 ������	 �	�� ��%� ��� 1% )%��1%� 
<�I �����	 D�������	 (��)%��- ��, ��À) ��� ���(��	 	1���� ��9��		  (& �����" �	� 
1)��। 3�) ��9�	 ����	� ������ �!��� /���� 1��। )%��1%� ��� �	4 ��� ��, ��� ���1��	 
��s�� �� /�;���! �% �	� 1)%��- <1� D���� 1)�� �L��&�� ��"n ��4%� ��)�� ���	। 

[�%� (s� )����[�%� (s� )����[�%� (s� )����[�%� (s� )����    

�������� �	���		 /^�%� �;���� [�%� (s� )���� ����;�%� )<�% 4 ����" 
��I	���	 	��D�� 3�� ;�	�, 9�, �L� , �&��E�, /����%�, D;L�� D���@���	 ���- ��� 
���(��	 �	��Q� 4 ���I	 �&����	 1.�N��	 (& ���� (��)%� ��	���"� �D	V ��	%��-। 

���<�W ��� " 4 &���	 ��L�LM )%��1%� �!���	  3) �����n	  �M� ��	%� ��� ��, )1� ��� 
��9�	 %, ��9��		 D1� ��	%�  ��� ���(��� 1�&�	 �C�@ ���। ��1�	� ���, )%��1%�	 3) 
9]�n4  �6���6� �!	��� �C�@ �����	 &�% 3�) ��	�� ��; ��	��। 

���<��W ��� "	 (�� ������ ��� ��� ���(��	 	1���	  ��9�	 �	�	 ��� /����	 )%��1%�	 
9�]	 �)। 

<�{�& ��, ���<��W ��� "	 ��¦�% ���� 	 3� �;�% �B�� ��� ���(��	 	1���	 ������" 
���I ���� �	� 1%। 

�����	 �(
 ���"� ��	���� (��� 

 ��� ���(��	 ��s�� �����% ��N&���	 (& ����	� ���1�	 �!��ÑM	� w���	 
����������!�� ��C ��	���-। ���;~ �����	 ���"� �S���, ���"� ��	����, ������9� ��O� 
D;L���� �&�F���F �%� �!%� ��� ���(��	 ��s�� 	���m��1��	  /�;���! ��]�n ���L���� 
�N	 
���% �	� 1)���-। ������ ����� ������� 3 �&����	 ���T���1 �1����!��4 ��	���-। 

------------------- 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
�S����% 

��K��� �������	 D�� 

��� ����� 

#� ��"� '6" ���&� 
# �!W, #+,# 

�S����% 

��K��� �������	 D�� 

���������	 ��	 (!V�� ���I ��K���	 3��� �1���� ���<�W ��� " (��% ��Ò�� /�;M। 
����D��	 /�Y�	�N�% ��!l	�� <Q�V" (!�Vi�&, ��1� 4 ��K��� ����� ���������	 
����� 
��K���	 ���9�% �C ��I। (!�V	 ��(% /��&\���, (!�V	 i�&�� ��I /�	��(%-3)  �L� 
D�&% �)%�) ���<��W  ��� " /&�& !V���@� ��I	  ��1� ���� ��� ����)%� ���������	 ���I 
��K��� /��K1V ��	���-। 

���& ��"�	 )%��1%� ���	 ({�� ���1� !� 9�	 ��� ��	%� ��������� �� L��� !V1�&� 4 
[����9� ��"	�� 9���)%� ������- )��1��� <1�	 �(	 ��&) ��	�। )��1��� ��	� �v /�&�9�	 
<T��C�	 ���1� ��C%��- ��: 3� � �	0 (����� �L�6��	 ��� 1)�� ��q¹ ��	%� ��4%�	 3) 
����% D�9W�	 �LW�n ����9T ���� ��%। ��: )%��1%� ���1�	 /�&�9��	 ��� ���� �), ���� 
���������	 !V-(�!	V4 /����%। 
�����	 ������ 3��  3���	 �LW�n )��1��� ��	�। ���I 
��K���	 rs 1)�� ���	� 3�� ()  
����� ��K���	 
��N -D���  �������) 
�����	 
[���। #+', ���� �L� � �	��	  3����	 (!�V	 ���& 1)�� �� � ���2~ �-�, )%��1%� ��1� 
�( ���������	 (!�V	 ��� ��V�, ��� .	 1)�� ������� ���2~। 


�����	 ������ (!�V	 3) ���L� i�&4 �s) )%��1%� ��1� ����� [&-���n 4 ����� 
/0�0  ��H�4 ���������	 ���I��K���� �� ��	�� ���	���- �। )%��1%� ���1�	 �� /�&�9�	4 
(!�V	 �������� ;��g�� ���	 �)। �	� ���&���1�	 /�&�9�	 4 <T��	 )��������	 (g� 
���� �!���	 D�� ���������	 (!� oL��� ��µ�	 ��	���-, ��1���	 ���O�� �	4 ���L� 
��	���-। (���% ���I	 3) ��K���	 ��(�%	 ��& ���% ��������� ���(�@ D����	 �6 <¤�I 
1)�� 3) ��� �%�) ������� 3) �	V�V ���� U���)%� ��C%��-। )%��1%�-9] [��� 4 
	�(����;��� )�����&) �	��(� 1)%��-, ����	� �N��4 <1���	 �	�(% /����	� 1)%� 
<�=%��-। 

���������	 ���I����	 /��&\��� ��(�%	 �L� �^� �)%� ��) ��(%�� H	��n� �	�	 <���& 
���<�W ��� " �������	 ���- ��%��  ����  	������-� 

#. ���������	 D���  �1	-�M	-K��-!�, D���  !L1��  ��	 ��s�� D���	���	 R�;"�& �j!" 
�1���� !�C%� ����। 

7. (!�V	 ��I�� ��!�=� �s। �� 	����� �j��" �����	 ��M�� �-� �%����@� 
�	�	- <1��� 
�� �̄�"��	 <��� �-� /���। ��"�� ��0 ��	 ��s�� ��K��� (%���;	  (& 

��¯��"���� ��	1�	 ��	%� (��I�� ��o�����  !�C%� ������ 1)��।  

$. -��-���� 4 ������	 �������� �L�� ;�)�%	� �	4 ���� ���&�% 
����� ��K��� 
/��K1V �s। �� 	�����, �����	 ����	 ���	� ¥� ( �L��(���, ���( �L�� ���� �� 
/��� ���&�% 4 
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 �� � ��!�=�;��� /��K1V ��	 <1�	 <�	) /������ �;"	 ��	 �� ��À 
�����	 �C�) 
��>�&(� ��	����z�� ��l?�-��। 

'. ���������	 ���I���1��� 1�(��	 1�(��	 ����, ���� ���! ��। �� /������ 4 �W ��H4 
���I���1��� ���! ��%� ��	 L��� /�&�9��		 D������ ��, �����	 ����	 D��V	 �9�% �D% 
���L;����� ��	 ��� 1)�� ��I �s। 

8.  ���������	 ���I��K���� ��9�� �	�	 (& )%��1%� 9] 4 <1�	 /�9�		� �1M�-������ 
������-/������ D;L��	 ���& ���	�� 4 ���;� <���)%� ��B���%� 1�g��� ����)���-। )1�	 ��s� 
D���	�� !�C%�  ���� 4 ��B���%� ���n �(�% 	���। 

�. ^��%;��� ���I ��K�� ��	9��� 4 ���I�������	 ��1�  �1����!��	 <���& ���� 
���"���� ��K��� ��"���	 �%� �!�� ���I ��K�� ����  !�C%� ����। RtL����	� 4 ���(���	�����	 
�� �s 4 ��I��K�� ���� 	 ��L�H K��	N� ���1� !�C%� ����। �9�	���	��	 4 ���>����	� 
�� �s। 

,. �� ���1�	 ��1� ��" D��	 /�1����!�� �s 3�� <1���	 /»^� 4 9��9��	 ��	 
���I���1�	 ��  ��l?-�)%� ��। ���I���1�	 ��	 �!�� 	���। ���I�������!�� ��%, 	�� D;L�� 
��%� �1�%�� �s। �� 	�����, ���I�����	�  �����	) �n�, ������L���� ��	 ��� 1)�� 
��I �	�	 (& ��1�	� D��V	 ��%� ��2 ��	%� �C�) ��	���-। 

��(% �����	 /��&����।  
�����	 /�Y��@ <X�� ���������	 ��	 (!�V	 ��K���� 9�" 
��	%� ���� ���	 �L�6���� 3� ��� ��I �)। 


��� !VD(��@� �������� �(M����। 

---------------
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

)%��1%�9]�� ���  ��4%�	 (& 
(������o	 ��"��N� �� 4 ����" 

‘������’  


��� ����� 
#� ��"� '6" ���&� 

# �!W, #+,# 

 
)%��1%�9]�� ���  ��4%�	 (& 

(������o	 ��"��N� �� 4 
����" ‘������’ 
(�����  D�����) 

����" ��Z�(&����	� �� ���������� �;�%���� ���n��	 �	�	 �C�@ �� %��-? 3) /�&n 
D���g� D��  �( ����	 ��� �����C� ��	���-। �;"	���!& ���� (�� �!%��-, ����" 
��Z�(&����	� ’’(�	��Q��j��’’ ��"�j9�	 ��� w���% ����� ������ ���=�)��	 ����n �%��-। 
(�	��Q�	 ��� 3) ������ 4 ��1�	 ����	� �����		 ��� ��( 1)��, ���I��� ���	 ���( 
)%��1%�	 ({�� ���1��� ��� ��4%�। 3) ���%H  ��%� �� �� �����  w���% ��=� 1)���-, 3) 
�	�	 ���( ��1�	 ��� �����  ��	���"�� 4 �j�" /�;��� 	�1%��-। ���	 D���, )������" 3) �&��I 
�;�%���� ���I �-� 3�� �����) ������ �1���� 1�� ����%। ����.�� ���I ����" 	��R� 
>�	�&��  3�( ���&�� ��-�)-3 3�(F । 3� ���% ���4  �� ����  ���" <���N �;%���� 
�-��। ���() ����� ������ �1���� 	�� " (&��� 	���j� >�	�&���	 ��1� ���!�� ��	�� 
3����	  ����% ���1�!� 1)�Ó ��� ����"  ��Z�(&������	 ����	 3)���) ��� %, ��� rs। 
�;�%����4  ��1�	� 3);���) [�&�� ��=���	 ��! �!� �� ���%�-9]�� ��� ����	 (& ����� 
������ ��=�)%��-�। ��������� �;�%����	  ��) ��	�� ����	) ��	��L�Q 1)�� 9��%��- ���। 

�������� �����n (�����o ������ ���)��	 �� ��	�O� ���"�	 1)�� ��)���- <1�	 
��-�4 	�1%��- ����" ��Z(&������	 ���	� 1��। ��������� )%��1%�	 ({��  ���1�	 1��� ��  
�N 	 �	� D�V ���, ���������		 ���� �� 	�I	  �&�% ;���%� �!�, (�����o  � �}�  ��"n 
��	� �। �1M� ������ ���"���� ��l?� 3� ����  �	�6"� ;�	�� ��% K1V ��	%��-- (�����o  
��1���	 �	���>	 ���%H K1V � ��	%� ��h����	 <����& 3��  ���� (��)%� ����� ��	t�	 
��	%��-, /����� ���" ��Z�(&������	 ’’�E �%’’ ��s�� �!� �� ��4%�) ���t�	 ��	%��-, 
;�	� �������� �����n (�����o ��"��N� ���)�� ���� 	��( � 14%�% 3� ���������	 3����% 
��"��N� ��%��!	 ��%��	 9�����-। ��: ���������	 �	��	4 X&6"1� ;���% 3) <��&��!	 
���	����� ��	%��-। 

(�����o ��"��"���	 (��%� 	��� �	��	 ��, �������� �	���		 ��� /������ ���������	 
3����	 ���& ��"��N� ��%��!	 ��� /����	 ��1���	 �) 3�� )1� X�	� (� ��� �L�� -�C� ���&� 
������	  ���) �\��� �)। 3) ��v��" (������o	 ��1� �s�% ��1� 1)�, �������� 1)�� 
�����	� ���1� �SjV"��� D�&�1�	 �	�	 (& )%��1%� �	��	�� 9�� ��4%�। <1� � ��	%� 
(�����o ��"��N� ���)�� ��������� 
�;���� /�^� �� (�� �.� �>�	%� �����, ��.�&�! �P 
��	%� (�����o ��"��N� ���)��) ��������� 
�;���� /�^� �� (�� �.� �>�	%� �����, 
��.�&�! �P 1)�� 3�� ;�	�� ��%- D�6"�	�  D�&���" ��	�� )1� ��� �	� ���"�� -�C� �	 ��-�) 
%। R���	 ���%, (�����o (��%� 
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r�%� ‘�����’ ���(���- 3�� ���������	 !V�����	 
�����	 ���©� 4 )%��1%� ���1�	 !V1�&� 4 
L��� /�&�9�	�� ��� �� �)%� �!%� �������� D��� ���-;�	� ���	�� �1��� �9��� �	�	 D%�� 
��)���-। 

���������	 ��K��� ���� ���������� �X��% �;�%���� ��	� �	� ���� ���������	 ���I 
��K���� ���-;�	� ���	�� �1���� �9��� �	�	 &���	 (� �C�n�� �L�;��� D��1� ��	��। 
3�6� ����	 ��	t�	;��� (��%� 	���	 �	��	 ��, ���������	 ���I����� ��-�)��)  ���-;�	� 
���	���	 ��"��% �>�� 9�� � 3�� �� ��� �1��	 ��� /(�1���) )%��1%� 9]��  ��� ��4%� 
���������	 (!V �	��. ��	�� �। 3) D��g ����" ��Z�(&������	 <���&�; ��	� v��%�	� 
<¡�	 ��	�� 9�) ��, ���������	 (�	��Q�	 ��� ����	� �����		 �� ��=� 1)�� <1������ 
�����		 ��) �����C� �	� 1)��। ��������� �X��% �;�%��� �L�W	 �C�@ �;�%����	 �� �����	 
��� ��4 ����" ��Z�(&����	 ��	 	9� ��	�- )��1���	 )1�) /���o ����। 

 

----------------
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
�S����% ����	� ��� 1)��4 i�&�(�� 	 

/����" ���!� 

��� ����� 

#� ��"� +� ���&� 
' ���´��	, #+,# 

�S����% 

����	� ��� 1)��4 

i�&�(�� 	 /����" ���!� 

�����	 
����� ��K���	 ��=� ��	9��� 4 ��>��&	 (& (���% ���IcF !=�	 (s	� 
����&���	 �6� ��	� )������" 3�������	 ����9� ��	%��-। ��	� ��	 ��	 3 �6� �) ���%��- 
��, ��!� ��"�9� ��� �� �� �;�  ��)%��-�, ��� �� �	©�� ���&�!�	��� ��; ��	%��-� D;L�� 
�6� R�"�" �]�	 ��s�� ��0 ��K���	  ��	�^�� /��.�। ��(��	 ��	�^����) ���9�% �C �6� 
1)� 1����	 ��� ������� �	��(� �	�, /���L� ���������� ��I �	�, ��`�&�!���	 �����" 
�	� 3�� ��"-(���-;��� ���"���� ���������	 (!�V	 ���� �� (���	 �6 ����%� ��4%� 3) 
�1� ��"�& ����	 (&) ��	 ��s�� ���������	 
����� 4 ���I��K��� /��K1V��	� �-�  �C 
��. ��4 Ô��	 3��� (s	� D�%�(�। 3) ���(�, �	� �6� � ��	� )������" ���������	 ��. 
(!V 4 �4%�����!�1 ��. !V��@� ��I	 ��  3�������	 ��� ��	%��- 3�� 3���	 (& 
����4 (��)%��-। 3) D��g ��	� �;�%����	 <Ì� �LW�n  ����%� ��	%� ����)%��- ��, 
����� ���I����  /��K1V��	� ��� ��) ’’��	� �C ��’’ �� ��	� ‘‘���� ��Ò��’’ ���%� �C�) 
��	%�  (���% ���IcF !=� /
���	 ��	 �) । �	� ��. ����D��� �� 4 ��^� /1����, 
����"��, D;L�� ��	1�	 ��	%� ��	 ��s��  3� �&��� 3��� !�C%� ����%��-। )1�) 1)� �j� 
	�(���� ��	 ��	 (& �;�%����	 ���I��� 3� �j�"�	, 3� ��>�&����। 

�;�%����	 i <Ì� �LW�n ����)%� ��	� ���%��- ��, ��������� ��. !V���@� 4 ��K��� 
��I	 �����% (���% ���IcF  != ����	 (!�V	 �� �L�W ��	�� �� �D	�, ��K�� 1)�� 
/����	 ��!�=�, R�%�	 D!����� ��I	 ��1��& 4 ��6" ��)�� /����	 ������ 1)�� 3�� 
3���	 >�� �����	 
����� 4 ���I	 ��K�� 3� �j�"�	 ��I ��6" ��	�� ��, ����" 
��Z�(&������	 /�0��0 ���� 1)%� 9�]	 �r  ������	 �	�(% ��q� 4 H	���� 1)��। 

R���	 ���%, ��� ��� ���	 ��L�H	  /1���� 4 ���("�%����; ����"��	 (& (���% 
���IcF !�=� 1% �)। ��:  cF �(4 !�=� 1% �) ���%� <1�	 D�%�(�%�� >�	�)%� ��% �)। 

�	� �( �����	 
����� 4 ���I��K�� 3� 3��  ��"��% ���%� ��l?�-%��- ��, (���% 
��IcF != �	4 /��	1��" 1)%� <�=%��-। !� ��9 ���� �����	 ���I���1� ���&�% ���C%��-, 
��1�	� /����	 ��!�=� 1)%��- 3�� ����	� ��� 1)�� ��1�	� �( /����	 �N। 3���	 ��.� 
D��V ��	� D���� ��)���- 	V�N��- ����� �� [�&  ]��!� ��	 ��)���-। 

)1� -�C�, ���������	 ���;~ ^�� �( !�C%� <�=%��- �v �!�	�� ��। ��1�	�4 �� �N�� 
/��	� ��(1�� ��	���-। 
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��: 3) �N�� 3� � ���&�4 ���� ��)���-। /������ �!�	�� ��) 
�����	 ��"�� <��� 
3�� /�� /�� ��1��� ��(4 ��1�	� �N��	 ��1� ��	���-। ��: /�� �N�� 3) �!�	�� 
�����	  �;�	 ��	���	� ���4 ���!����!, ��� ��º% D;L�� �)। /�� �N�� ���I ���1�	 
��1�4 �!�	��  ���	 ���(	 ��º�%	 /;�� ��-। ��-�C�, �!�	�� ����� r�� ��� 3��  
	�(���� ��� "	 /�!��� �1। �4%�����!, ���<�W ��� , &�� 4 /&�& !V���@� ���	 ^��% 
��L�H ��	9���� �!�	�� ����j1 ���������	 ���;~ ^�� 	�1%��-। 

��: ���1�� i �� �� 4 Ô� �%� ��@�%;��� ��� (���% ���IcF !�C%� <�= �) 3�� �v 
^�� �!�	�� �����	 �;�	 3���� �;�Q��4 ���!����!, ��º% D;L�� �), ��) �1�� 3�� �����	 
��©� ��- ��, 	�(���� ���;� �1�� ��� ��� ^�� ���;~  �!�	�� ���	 �;�	 ��	��	� 
�!����� ������ ���	। )1� -�C�, <��	�I ��	���	 (&) ���;~ ^�� �!�	�� �����	 ���(	 
�N�� ���;~�� o� %� ��I	 /�9%4 o� �� ���	। 

3�)�� /����� o � o� ��, <1�	 >������ (!�V	 �� ��. �!�	�� �� �6� ���;~ 
	�(���� ���	 D�� ���� ���;�� ���� ����, N��K. 1)�� �����	 
����� 4 ���I	 ��K�� 
3�� ��; 1)�� 	o��� )%��1%� 9�]	। 

�������� �	��	 4 �4%��� ��! ��LH 3) �����	 ��©� �S��" /��1� ��� 3�� /��1� 
1)�� ����� �j	 �	�	 (& ���4 �&�^� /��� ��	���- ���, �� ��	� (�� �। ��: i 
�����	 ��©� �( ��.�। 

��	� �� ��	 ��, 
����� 4 ���I ��K���	 ��"�� ��"��% <��	 <�{��� ��� ���&� ���� 
��%��-, ��	 ������	 D�. �6 1)� ��. !V���@� 4��K��� ��I	 �����% ��¦�%;��� 3��  
(���% ���IcF != �	� 3�� ��. ��"��% ���� cF !=�	 ���"� ��4%� 3) ��( �	� 1)�� 
���;~ ^�� ���;~ �!�	�� ���	 �;�	 !�C%� <�=�� ��º%, i�&���� D;L�� 3�� 	V�N�� �L�� ��)%� 
��1�	� ���� �	4 ���� �o�� ��	�� ���	��। 

��), r�� 	�(���� D�%�(�) %, ��.� ����	� D�%�(� 4 (���% ���IcF != �( 
/��	1��" । )1� !=�	 ����º ��j1 N�� 1)��। 

 

 

----------------
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
�S����% 
r; �j9� 


��� ����� 
#� ��"� ##� ���&� 

#+ ���´��	, #+,# 

�S����% 

r; �j9� 

!� �z��1 ��?9�  ��K��� 	�(���� ���	 D����� �����% ��@�;�	 ‘�	���"���� ����  != 
���������	 ���I ��K��� % /�&��%	 �j9� ��	%��-। �	���"���� ���� �� �������� �	��	 4 
�4%������!	 R) ( ��	%� 3�� ���<�W ��� ", &���� �4%��� ��� " (�;���� /�&��� 
���(>>	 �1��) (���% ���K� 4 ;���� &���	 3�( ��	%� D����� /n;j"I 1)%��-। 3)  
����  !=�	 >�� ���������	 (���% ���I	 ��K��� ��%��(� ��� ��K��� �� 4 ��I	 ��� 
/������	�H4 ���;��  ��q�  1)�� 3�� ���;~ �� 4 ��I	 ���"�����	 ���&  ��º%  �����	 
���&�� ���I��K���	 �	4 ���� ��	9��� �\� 1)��। ���"���	, ����I ����  1)� (���% ���I 
��K���  ���������	 ��K (!�V	 (g� 3���	 D���। ��	� 3) ����  !=�� ���I ��K���	 
Ï� 4 ��q� ��(�%	 ��6 3��  ��=� ���N� ���%�  �� ��	 3�� )1��� �n�	� /�;M 
(���)���-।   

���������	 ���I ��K��� ��� ��K��� �� 4  ��I	 ���& 3��� !�C%� �����	 D�%�(�%�� 
/��� ���	 /��N� 	��� �। ���<�W ��� " 4 &���� �4%��� ��� " D6����� ��� ��K��� �� 4 
��I	 ����% i�&�� (���% ���IcF  !=�	 ��� (��)%� ���%��-। ���<�Ç ��� " ��"�� 
/�^�	 ��	�D�N�� D.���� ���I c�F	 <����!� 3��  ��C� �Õ�� ��"�j9�4  1��(	  ��	%��-। 
��: ��� ��� ���	 �©�V"������ ���;��� 4 �L1T �����; /1����	 �s ���I��K���	 ��(�%	  
/�&���&��% ��"
�� 3) 3���  !�C%� �����	  ��( 3��� /K�	 1)�� ���	 �)। 3� 
(���	 9�� 4 ���I ��K���	 ��.� /�;���� 1)�� ���«W �N��� i��&	 D�%�(�%�� <���� 
��	%��-। ����9& �	���"���� ����  (���% ���Ic�F	  ��6"� �� ����"��%	 � 1)��4 )1� 
����M�1 ��=� ��6 3� ��� /K!�� 3) ����  !=�	 >�� 3���	 D�%�(�%�� 
��L� 14%�	 
���6 ���6 <1�	 3� � D�6��� �;�Q4 ^���� 1)%��-। )1��� �� �� �	4 D���	� 4 �	4 <~� 
��	%� ��� )1�� 3�� <1�	 �\���4 	�1%��-। 

��"���% �;�Q�� ��@�;�	 �	���"���� ����  !�=� 14%�	 >�� �������	 ��K��� <���� 
�	4 �L�� ��)�� 3�� ���I���1� 4 /&& ���I�������	 ����� 4 ��v�� �v�� ���C%� ��)��। 
���������	 /���L� 3����	  ������	� !;V"	 ��%�! ����	 ‘‘N��’’ �o��V� D;L�� X�	� ����	 4 
������	 (!V�� �j�"� 4 ����n  �	�	 �� ��9��	 ��l�� ({�� )%��1%� -9] /��º  ��	%��-, 
<1��� �&�T �	�	 �&����	 ����I ����  �����  ���"�	 1)�। �n"(���� �N�� ���������	  
����!" ����� ���(���@� ����	 3�� �Z�(&��� ���	��� D!����� 	���!" 4 !V���@� ��I����1	 
/����	 ��1��& ��6" ���;4 )1� ���) �1�%� 1)��। 3 �� ��� ��%� 3) ����I ����  !=� 
��T��" ��R	  D��	� ���%� ��	� �� ��	। 

������� 3��n;��� ��� ��	 ��, 3) ����  �-� ��!�(-��� ������ � 6���%� ��K��� 
��I���	 i�& 4 ��º�%	 ���"�	 1���%��	 ��	� 1<�। 3��� ��K���	 �N�� �� ��� /������  
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��	�( ��	���-�  (�� ���I���1��� ���� ��K�1	 �&����	 ���% ��-��9�	, ����	� 
/���	��	 �N�� ���;~ ��I	 ���"]��	 �&����	 ��º�%	 /;�� D;L��) ����I ����  !=�	 >�� 
3� ����� �j	�;�� 1)�� ���%� ������� D�&��� ��	। <¡ ��"��%	 �� ^��% ���"�����	 ��º% 
����	 <����& ��9	 .�		 ��"���% ����  != �	� �	��	। 3�� ���"���	 ��1� �	��	 ��1� 1)�, 
D��&��	) ���% �©�V"�� �&�! ��	%� 
����� ��K���	 
�6"��  ��"��K ^� ��4%� 3�� ��K��� 
��I���	 �	��		 ���& ���U��� 4 �1����!��	  ���;�� !�C%� ������ 3��� ��	� ������� 
��K��� ��I���	 <���& 3��  ���"��� <¡��	� ��	�� 9�)। ����I ����  !=�	 >��) ��K��� 
i��&	 ���&� �j	�;�� 1)%� �!%��- ���� ���% �©�V"�� �� ���;� ���	 ��I �SjV"��� �	�. 
1)%��- 3�6�  �� �	� ;�� 1)��। ���;�� 4 ��I �S��" ������� 4 ��� ��K��� ��I�� �(�! 
6����� 1)�� 3�� )1�	 ��s�� �C�) ��	%� i��&	 �;�Q�� �(��� ��	�� 1)��। 

!� ¥) ���´�	 ��"���% [�=�� ���� D.�� K1V �	� 1)%��- �����  /�&n �sH�jV" 3�� 
<1���	 ��T��"4 ���	D��	��। 3) [�=�� �������� �	���		 D�� ���� ���"���� ��K (!� �jV" 
�^�	 �6� ��	�% �o��V� �	� 1)%��-। )%��1%�-9�]	 s  9]�n 4 ���;��j�� ���	 ��	�D�N�� 
���������	 ��� ���	 3) ��¤��� �o��V� ���� 4 ������ /��j� ��	��� �L�W ��	��। /&���� 
���������	 �D% ��� ��� ���(��	 	1���� �(�¤  	���%�  ����" ��Z�(&����	� ��;��� 
�����	  
���� -��C%� ��%� ����� �������	 (& 9�� �L�W ��	���- <1�	 � ;����� ��"���% [�=��	 

�����	 
��L�� �&��� /& ��� �;�Q�� 	�(���� �������  K1V ���!& %’’ ���%� ���W D.��4 
��T��"�jV"। ��� ���(��� � � 	���%� Ö������� 3	 ��� D�9W� ���������	 (!V �	��. ��	�� 
�, 3) D.���	 <1�) X&6"1�;��� D��� ��)%��× ��� ���(��	 �K>��	 4 ��9�	 D1��	 ��s�� 
��µ ����	 ¢�� 1)%��- ��"���% [�=�� । ���������	 ��K�� �� ’’��q� ���.����	’’ ��s�� 
%, ������	 3��9� %�  ��� 4 �L1T ���n ;�
���-��V� 3�� )1���	  
�6"	N� )%��1%�	 
��LH��� ����	� 9�]	 ��s�� 3) ��=� <���Ø	 /�;�&�I4 ���� �!%��- ��"���% [�=��	  
D.���। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 


�����	 D�� ����� �) ���I��� #� ��"� #$� 
���&� 

$/�b��	, #+,# 

��Z�(&������	 �C�@ s��%� ��?C� 


�����	 D�� ����� �) 

(����� D�����) 

���������	 
����� �����n �L�W	 <���& ��Z�(&���� �!��� 4 <1���	 ������	 ��� �1� 
�B�� /�� �T�	 1)%� <�=%��-। ��	 ���I���1� 4 �!�	�����1�	 /�����;% �s �����	� 

�����	 ��� �j�"�� �-�)%�  ��	 (& �� /����	 ����	 	I w������-, �� )1���	 ��� 
������	  ��	। �� 
�����	 
Ù�� ���� 	���%�  ������� !� -% ��� ���T ��=�	�	 R�� �W 4 
9	� ���� �1& ��	%��- ��: ��4 1��� 1 �) �� ;��g%�  ��C �) ��) 
�����	 
Ù��  
�&�T  ��	%� ���� <�&� 1)%��- )1�	�। )1���	 �S��" �(�! 6��� 3�� /����� <1���	 /r; 
�T�	�� �P �	� �	��	। 

!��µ�6	 ���!��µ�6	 ���!��µ�6	 ���!��µ�6	 ���    

;�	�� D�I ����" 	��R� !��µ6 ���������) ���%��- 
�%H��� ��4%� 1)��) �j�" ����� 
���&�	 ����� 1)%� ��)��। /6"&�T ��1�	 ��� 
�%H����	 /��� ��� ��-�	 (& �(� �	� 
���������	 ��L�L�M	 ��N �=� 1)�� �। ��� ��� ��"���% <���W� ����  !=�	 �&����	 <�X! 
�!�� � ��	%� �������� �	���		 D�����!V�� ����)%��- ��, 3;��� 9���� �������� ;�	� 4 
����;�%� )<�%�	 ��(��C ��	� 1)��। ��1�	 �� 
�����	 ���� -��C%� ��%� ���������	 <�9� 
����"�	 ��&^��% )�%��1%�-9�]	 ��1� ����� �������	 ��6 ���। 

1�> �	 1�> �	 1�> �	 1�> �	 ’’’’>��"��>��"��>��"��>��"��’’’’    

/&���� �L� �	 �����% ���� ���	 �9%�	�&� E!��� 1��>  �B�� ���, )%��1%� �� 
4 �4%�����! D�������!�� ����9� [�=�� ����� �	�	 �&����	 �L�  ��&�^	 ;j���� K1V 
��	�� ���	। ��1�	 ��� ����.��	 (& 3��  % ����@ DV% ����  )%��1%� ���	 �����@ 
�������	 �&�^� ��~����� ��	%�) ���&�	  ����� 14%� �\�। 3 �S��" �n�& �Ú�%�(। 

��-� �� ��! )	��	 ��	>� ����" ��Z�(&����	� �	 3� �>� ������	 � �� �>��%��-� 
��: �������� <1��� oLV�;�	 D�&��� ��	%��-। 

�1( ��W�	� ;�%��1( ��W�	� ;�%��1( ��W�	� ;�%��1( ��W�	� ;�%�    

({�� )%��1%�9�]4 ����	 ����" ��I	�� 4 �L� �	 ��� ������ �� ���� <1� ���&� %। 
��	 ���������	 (!V 	I����& ��Z�(&������	 
�� �9�%��- ��: ���&� 1)���- ���������	 
��-� ��-� ����"-�D��	 ���"����। )1�	� )1���	 ����" D;���	  ���	 ��	 ����)%� ������	 ��%� 
����%��-, D����& ������	 �6� ���	 ��1� � 6���% �(��	 ��% ��)%�-। �(�� �(�� ��� 
-�)%� 
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 �>����-। ��"���% <���W� ����  �S��"4 )1���	 ��s��� ������� )%��1%�9] -% �E�;� 
[�& ����� ��	%� ���������	 
����� ���K���� �� ��	�� ���	 �), )1�	� �;�	 1)�� 3) 
��K���� R�"� ��	%� �>���� <�&� 1)%��-। 

����	����! D�z 3� ���	 D���, 	�(��1� ��h���&���%	 ��N� E� �(1�s� )���� ;�	��	 
��� 3� ^�� 3� �IL��% ��� ���%��- ��, ��� ���(�	 	1�� �� ���I�� 4 �j�" ����� 1)�� 
��q� ����.�� [�& ���1� D�&�1�	 �	� 1)�� ���������	 (!V ��q� ����.��	 ��1� 3� � 
���6� �	�	 �>E��	� != ��	�� 	�(� 1)�� ���	। 3) ����� ��=� 1)�� )1��� ���������	 
(!V 4 ��1���	  D�����	� �� X&6"1� ;���% 4 ��"����]�� �o��V� ��	%��- ��, 
����� 
-�C� /& ��� ��-�) �������	 ���- K1V���!& % ��  3) ����"�D�� ���� �&�I�  (!�V	 
�N 1)�� �;~�� �6� ���	 /����	 ��)�� ���6�%? D�g]�� <�{����!&, ;�	�� ���������	 
1�) �����	 (�� �1��� ���	 3��   ��B��� ���L��	 (�� �� D�  (�!�)%��-। 


�����	 D�� ����� �)
�����	 D�� ����� �)
�����	 D�� ����� �)
�����	 D�� ����� �)    

��	� X&6"1� ��� ��� �1��� 3�6� (��)%� ���� 9�) ��, ���������	 
�����	 
��L�� 
�&��� /& ��� D��	 ����� �������	 ���- K1V���!& %। !� ¥) ���´�	 4 ��"���% <���W� 
����  3 �&����	4 ��"�¤��]�� �� D.�� K1V ��	%��- ������� �L�;��� <1�	 ��-� 	�1%��- 
<1� 1)�� ��� D��	 �q�����	V ������� �	��. ��	�� �। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�S����% 
����;�%� ;�	� ��I ��L��� 


��� ����� 
#� ��"� #'� ���&� 

#� /�b��	, #+,# 

�S����% 

����;�%�-;�	� ��I ���L�� 

;�	��	 D���@� ����� )�M	� !�P�	 ��B��� ��t� �>� ���� D����� ����;�%�-;�	� 
��I ���L���  ���������	 ��K��� (!�V	 D�� ����;�%� )<�% 4 ;�	��	 !;�	 ���LH����� 4 
�L�  ��6"�	 ��	9�%�। ���� ���"���� ���������	 (!V )1��� ��=�;���) �n("���� �N�� 
���������	 
��N 3��  �.�C  o � �1���� !& ��	%��- 3�� ��I ���L��	 D�� X&6"1� 
/�;M (��)%��-। !VD(��@� �������� �	���		 �@� ��	��4 ����;�%� ;�	� ��I ���L���� 
��n�� D��� ��	%�  ���%��- ��, )1�	 ��& ��%� �������� ���&� �S��" ����;�%� �	���		 
!;�	 <����	 ��	9% >�� %� <�=%��-। �������� �	���		 o�� �1��	 �	�� ��%� ��� ��� 

�6"�P�� �1� ����;�%�-;�	� ���L���� �������� �	��	 1��� 1)%��--3) ���" )������" �� 
D9�	� 9���)%��-� �������� �	���		 ������ D���& ���L�� X�	� <1��� X&6"1� ;���% �� 
��	%��-। 

/��& 3�6� �=� ��, ����;�%�-;�	� ��I ���L���� D(��@�  �������� �	��	 �� �� ���� 

��L�� ��4%�	 �6� 3�� 
����� -�C� �������� ���&�	 �	 ��� K1V���!& ����� �� �) ��1� 
�W ��� 1% �)। ��: )1� 1)�� 3�6� D���� 1% � �� ����;�%� )<�% ���������	 �jV" 

�����	 ����	 ����N ���� ���������	 <�	 ����;�%� �	��	 ���-��� �	�	 3� � 
	�(���� ����� 9���)%� ���� 9�%। 

��.� /�^�4 ��1� %। D6��, ����;�%�-;�	� ��I ���L���� D.���� 	�(���� ������	 
9�	� �����W";��� �&��&� �	� 1)%��-। 3) 	�(���� ������� /��&) ���������	 (!�V	 )2� 
/�1	�% /����	 4 �)�g� 
��6"	 ��1� �����&�jV" 1)�� 1)��। ;��&��	��	 ��� 
/�1	�% /����	 ���� (���% ���%@�V	 /����	4 ��U�%। ������ ���������	 (!V �6� 
��"��9� (D�����!V 3�� �������� �	��	 4 ��"���% <���W� ��	�� �� /��	��"�%���  
�o��V� ��	%��- ��, �jV" 
����� -�C� /& ��� �;�Q�� 	�(���� ����� ��1���	 ��  
K1V���!& % ���N�� (!�V	 )2�	  �;�Q��  ������� ��	�� 1)�� ���������	  
������� 

��L�� ��%�) <1� ���N� �%��- ����;�%� ��L"�N ��	t�	;��� ������� <��N� ��	%��-। 

�X��%, �������� ���&� 4 ;�	�� D�% 3� ����  <X�`	 ��%K1V D;L��	 (& ����;�%� 
��L"�N X&6"1� ;���% )���������	 (g���1��� ��%� ��	%��- 3�� ����� )�M	� !�P�	 �¤���6" 
��%��(� �;�(�;�% ����;�%� D���@� ���	E ������! )%��1%�-9]��) 3) /�^�	 D�����		 
<����& /����� D�%�(�% �&�^� K1V ��	�� ���%��-। )%��1%�-9] ��h������ ����� ��4%�	 
<����& ���������	 /���L� 3����% ������	� ‘‘!;V"	’’ ��%�!, ‘‘����	 N��’’ �o��V� D;L�� 
���� ���N� �%��- ����;�%� ��L"�N ��	t�	;��� ������� <��N� ��	%��-। 

�L��%�, ����;�%� )<�%�	 �������� ��]�n �I�& �� �L�W;g� �� /C-/9� %, !� 
��%� ���� <1�	 ��	9% ��4%� �!%��-। 3�D� ���� ����;�%� 	��D�� ���	E ��!�" )%��1%� 
�	��	��  
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��I D�%��!	 ��	���" 	�(���� ���&�	 	�(���� ����� �	�	 (& ���� (��)%� 
�-��। <1�	 ��& ��%� ���������	 (!�V	 (& !;�	 �1��;j�� D��� ��)��4 ����	 ����% 
����;�%� )<�%�	 ��B��� �I�& /�� ���� �����W" 4 ���������	 ��N �	4 /��j�। 3��� 
����;�%�-;�	� [��� 9��I ��S��	 �	 %� ��{��� 
�N�	� �K�������	 ��� ��I )���1��		 
��1� ��I ���L���� ����)%� ������4 ����;�%� �L�W;g�	 !�������	 D��V ��4%� ��)��। 
�K������-�	V ��� ��I )���1��	4 ��������� ‘‘�j�" ����.�’’ ���%� <�{� �	� 1)%��-�। ����9& 
��I ���L���� ��^�� �j�" �����  ‘‘�&�¹� 1)%��-। ��I )���1��	’’ ��	� ����.��	 (!�V	  
��6" 
	�(���� ������	 �6� ��� 1)%��-। ����� ��I ���L���� �j�" �����	 (!�V	 )2�, /�1	�% 
/����	 4 ��)�g� 
��6"	’’  �;�Q�� ������	 �6� ��� 1)%��-। ���() ����;�%�-;�	� ��I 
���L��	 	�(���� ������	 D.���� ��1�	� ���������	 
�6" (�����  ��4%� ���%� D9�	� 
9���)%� ����;�%� )<�% 4 ;�	� ���	��� �(�!	 �������- ��1�	� 1% /P, � 1% �����(। 

����;�%� ;�	� ��I ���L�� �-� �6�	 �6� ���� ���������	 D�� ���� ���� �1��;j�� %। 
(������o ;�	� 4 ����;�%� )<�% )%��1%�-9�]	 D�� ����	 (��)%� ���������	 ��N 
�Óh(���� ��!�=� ��	���-। ����;�%� D���@� ��t��� ����������	 ��  ��������;��� ��1� 
���%��-�� (‘‘�����	 �1��;j�� ��" �����	 ����C� (!�V	 D��, <T��	��	 D�� %’’) 
(�����o 4 /&�& �n("���� ��� <1�	 ��1� �g����" ��.� ���"]� ���� ��)��-। ���������	 
	��D�� ��� ���(�	 	1�� 4 /&�& ��"��9� (D�������	 ���I	 �� ���� ��I ���L���� 
�sH�jV" ^� ��; ��	%��-, ����;�%� )<�% �� ������ ��h(�� !�C%� �������-। ����;�%��	 
���;~ ��!= �6� ���n ��	��, ��E )<�%, ��c�-3��% ��1�� ��	�� , �������¾ )<�%, 
��1�� ��^� D;L�� !� ��%� ��� ���������	 D�� ��1�� (��)%� ���� ���L�� D��� ��	%��- <1� 
��T��"1� %। ����;�%� )<�%  �( %, 3�����	  D6� 1)�� 3�� �L�L�9Q;��� ���������	 
(!�V	 D�� �1��;j�� 4 ��l���LH D��� ��	%� ���%��-। 3�D� ����	 D6� �z��1 �� 3���� 
;�	� -�C� /& ��� ��� �������� �S��"  ��6� o���)%��	  D�%�(�%�� <���Ø  ��	 �)- 
��) ����;�%� )<�%  	��D���	 ���� ����	 &�% ���"�¡ �� ���� ���N� K1V 
��	%��-। ���() ����;�%� )<��%�	 ;j������ ��1�	�  ({�� )%��1%� 9�]	 ����	 ����" 
��Z�(&������	  ��1� 3� ��	%� D9�	 ��	 ��1���	 <���& �S��" D� � ����%� ��	� ��% �। 

���-;�	� ����	 ��©� D�1�1� ��	%� ���h	 3) 3����% ���n /�&�1� 	���	 D��  
���������	 ���I ��K���	 ��N ����� ��T��"�jV"। ���n /N�~ 	���	 �&����	 r�� �� ����;�%� 
)<�% 4 ;�	� �K1� ��1� %, ��������	 ���I����	 
��6"	 )1� D�%�(। ���-;�	� ��� 
����)%� (�����o ��	>� ����" ��Z�(&������!�� 1.�N��	 �����! ��4%� 3�� �������� D� 
1)�� ��h����	 �L�W ���-;�	� ���	���	 D�� �	�)%� �4%�	 <����& )%��1%� 9]) ���� ���-
;�	� ��� ����)�� �K1� 1)�� ���	। �`� ����.�� ����9] ���I���1�	 1��� ]��!� ��	 
��)%� ���-;�	� ��� ����)��	  �>��	) ���(���-। ���() ��I ���L���� ��� D��1� ��	%� ���n 
	N�	 �� �6� ��� 1)%��- <1� ���������	  
��6"	 ���1� �Sj" �g���jV"। 

���������	 R) /�L��� ��¹� ;�	� ����;�%� )<�%�	 ���& �n("���� �N�� ��	��	� 
�1����!�� ���������	 ���I ��K���	 /��j�� �sH�jV" /��� �L�W  ��	���-। ;�	�-����;�%� ��I 
���L�� 3) >�D�� �1����!��	) 3��  /�j�& ����। ��	� )1��� ��I��� /�;M (��)���-। 

---------------------
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

���������	 ��K��� (!�V	 ��1� 
�n("���� ���<�Ç ��M���	 

�L� ��1�� ��� 

���I��� 
#� ��"� #'� ���&� 

#� /�b��	, #+,# 

���������	 ��K��� (!�V	 ��1� 

�n("���� ���<�Ç ��M���	 

�L� ��1�� ��� 

���������	 ���I ��K���	 D�� �n("���� ���<�Ç ��M���	 �L� ��6" 4 ��1�� ;�	��	 
���<�W ��� "	 �� ���K��	 ���& ��%� ��	t�	��� >�� %� <�=%��-। ���K�� !L1���& �� �� �) 
(���% ��<�d��	 	�(���� �	��� " 4  ��C� D.���  ���������	 ��K���	 D�� ;�	��	 ���<�Ç 
��� "	 ��"��� ��6" ��	�% �o��V� �	� 1%। )1� -�C� ���K�� ���!����	� ����;�%� )<�%, 
�K  �L� , c�d, ����!�	%�, !V���@� (����, 1��g	�  D;L�� �v ����	 ���<�W ��� 	 D������� 
��1���	 ;��� ���������	  ���<�Ç ��� " 4 ��K��� (!�V	 ��1� ��1�� ��� ��	। 
���������	 ���<�W ��� "	  D��������� ���� ���	��9�  �¤� ��4%� 1% <1�	 ���& ��%� 
���������	 ��K���	 <¡ �j�&�%�	 �n�	� /�;�&��I) D��� ��)%��-। 

;�	��	 ��	��� 	��(&	 o��  !�	 (����9) !� $	� /�b��	 ;�	��	 ���<�Ç ��� "	 3) 
�sH�jV" ���K� rs 1%। #�) /�b��	 ���K� ���z 1)��। ���������	 ���<�Ç ��� "	 ����	 
�S��� ���	E �}�� ������	 ��L�H 3��  D������� 3) ���K�� ���! ��%��-। )1� -�C�4 
�	4 ����  ������ ���L���; ��� "	 D������!" 3) ���K�� /��K1V ��	���-। 

���	E ��������	E ��������	E ��������	E �����    

���������	 ���<�Ç ��� "	 D��������	 ��� ���	E ��R� ���� ���K��	 D�����, 
��"� 4 /���6��	 ���j� 1�"¢�	 ���& ���������	 ��I ��M���	 � ;��� 4 D!����� �9� �&��&� 
��	। ��� 3) ��K���� (���% ���%@V�����	 ����%	 &��& �C�) ���%� /�;�1� ��	 3�� 
�n"(���� ���<�Ç 4 ���� ��M�� 3�� �L�6��	 ��� D!����� 4 !V���@� ��I�� )1�	 
��6"� �L�;�� ��C�)��	 (& <��Q ��� (��। 

���	E ����� ���������	 ���� �L�� ��1�� �����	 ��M��� ���<�Ç ��� "	 /K�  
;j����	 �6� <�{� ��	%� ���, ��B���%���, [
	9�	� ��� 4 ��Z�(&����	 ��s�� !V�@ 4 
(���% /�����		 ��K��� ���<�Ç ��� " ��"�� ��"-/�^�% ��]%;��� /��K1V ��	%��-। ��"�� 

�����	 �C�)�%4 ���<�W ��� " /&�& ��K��� ��I	 ��1� ���� ��� ����)%� /0 1��� �C�) 
��	���-। 

���	E ���� ���������	 ���<�Ç ��� "	 ��¦�% ���� 	 3��  /�;M ��� ;�	��	 
���<�Ç ��� "	 1��� /�"V ��	। /�;M ����� ���������	 ���h" ��"��I �)%� ��C�)��	 (& 
;�	��	 ���<�Ç ��� ", ��� !V���@� ��I 4 ;�	��	 (!�V	 D�� !;�	 �L���� (�� 1%। 
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<1��� ��� 1% ;�	��	 ���<�Ç ��� " ��"1�	�	 �n"(���������	 D�� ��!��&	 <Ì� 4 
/��	V�% �LW�n ^�� ��	%��-। (/�;M���	 �jV" ���	 �!��� ���&�% D���� 1)��) 

���	E ����� ��1�	 ;���V	 <���1��	 ���, ��	� (�� ���������	 ��K�� ��= 4 ��=�	। 
���������	 (!V 3) ��=�	 ��K���	 ���& ��%�) (���% ���%@�V	 /����	 4 
����� ���%� 
��	�� ��(% �����	 /����"। 

����;�%� D���������;�%� D���������;�%� D���������;�%� D�����    

����;�%� ���<�Ç ��� "	 D��������	 ��� ���	E �� ���1�¤� ����%� ���������	 
����C� (!�V	 D�� �1��;j�� ���  ��	%� ���, ����;�%� )<�% D6����� )%��1%�	 ����	� 
�	���		 ��"�� 4 �����	 ��s�� �L���	 ��1� D����� (��)%��- 3�� �j�" �����	 (!�V	 
)2� 4 /�Û�% /�����		 �;�Q�� ���&�� 	 	�(���� ����� ���� ��	%��-। 

>	���  ��� "	 ��6">	���  ��� "	 ��6">	���  ��� "	 ��6">	���  ��� "	 ��6"    

c��d	 ���<�Ç ��� "	 D����� ���	 ��� ���	E !�) ����� ���j� 1�"¢�	 ���& �o��V� 
��	 ��, ���������	 ‘‘(���% ���I ��K���	’’ ��(% �S��"  ��1���	 ��� "	 ��M���� ��M1 �)। 
��� ��� c��d	 ���<�Ç ��� " ��	����	;��� ���������	 ��K���	 ��N। >	��� ��� " c��d	 3�-
9��6"��� �;� ����	 �^�;�( ����% ��1���	 ��� "	 ���&�� c��d	 /n�� 3�-9��6"��� (���&� 
���������	 ��K���	 ��6"� i�&��। ��� �L���	 ��1� �o��V� ��	 ��, (!�V	 ���%@�V	 
/�����		 
��L��	 �;�Q��) 3) ���&�	 ������ ��	�� 1)��। 

1��g	�1��g	�1��g	�1��g	�    

1��g	� D��������	 ��� ���	E ��¦ !�)�� )���������	 (g� ������	 ��"	 ��"���	 
�M� ��	%� ��� ��, ���� ��� (���% !V���@� ���� 4 ����� /����	 ���%� �4%�	 ���& ��%� 
�������� ���&�	 ������ �\�। 

!V���@�!V���@�!V���@�!V���@�    (���"�(���"�(���"�(���"�    

!V���@� (��"��	 D����� ���	 ��� ���	E  /&���� " E"� ���������	 (!�V	 
‘‘!V���@� 
����� 4 	�(���� /����	’’ D���� 4 ��� ���(�	 	1���	 ���I ���� ��	। 

���LH�j���LH�j���LH�j���LH�j�� ��1���� ��1���� ��1���� ��1��    

��q� (��"��	  ���<�Ç ��� "	 D��������	 ��� ���	E �� " /�"�	� ���������	 ��K��� 
(!�V	 ��1� ‘���LH�j�� ��1�� ’’ ��� ��	। 

&��& ��K��&��& ��K��&��& ��K��&��& ��K��    

�L� � ���<�Ç ��� "	 D��������	 ��� ���	E <)��%�� 4�%	�)  ���������	 
��M���� ‘&�% ��K�� ���%� /�;�1� ��	। 

3) �	��� " ����	 ��% ��"n ����	 ���LD��� ��� "���	 D��������	 �I�& (�� ��% �)। 

----------------
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�S����% <���W� ��	���� ��K��� i��&	 
D�V�n D���� ��	� �	� 1<� 


��� ����� 
#� ��"� #¥� ���&� 

, �;�	, #+,# 

�S����% 
<���W� ��	���� ��K��� i��&	 
D�V�n D���� ��	� �	� 1<�। 

�) �;�	 ��"���% <���W� ��	���	 [�=� ��� �	� 1)%��-। <���W� ��	���� ����C) 
!�� � ��%� ��	�	 (& i�&���	��� ��� ��� �1� 4 ����-������  D���]%����	� ������� ����" 
��� ��;��� ���-(�� ��)%� ���!%��-� <1�	 ��	�D�N�� 3) [�=��	 ��T��" 	�1%��-। 

D�% R) ��� �j��" ��"���% [�=�� ��@�;�	 <���W� ��	�� !�=� 1)�� ����&��� D�� <T��1-
<���� �L�W 1)%��-�। ���������	 ���I ��K��� ��K��� ��I���	 ���& i�& 4 ��º% �����	 �� 
���&��  D6����� 	�1%� �!%��-, ������� ��� ��	%� �-�� <���W� ��	�� !=�	 >�� <1�	 
�v����� ������ 1)�� 3�� 3) <���W� ��	�� ���	 ���	 �jV"�g (���% ���Ic�F	 .�	 <~� 
1)��। ��: R���	 ���% (!�V	 3) ��� �j	V 1% �)। i��&	 �;�Q �	4 D���	� ���� !;�	�� 
14%� R�		 �6� <���W� ��	�� !=�	  ���& ��%� �� �j9��  1)%��- )1���) /©��	 ���"W �	�	 
(& �j��"�I �1���� <�=%� ��C%� ���!। )1�	 >�� !� R) ����	 ���& <���W� ��	���	 3�� 4 
[�=� /���� Ð)�� ���	 �)। 

i��&	 ��6 3) ��� ���� 6��� ��H�4 i��&	 D�%�(�%�� >�	�)%� ��% �)। �	� ���������	  
���I��K���	  /K!��	 ���6 ���6 i��&	  D�%�(�%�� �	4 ��½;��� /�;j� 1)���- ��	 
��s�� �C�)�% i�& D�%�(-i�&��  D�9W� D�%�( ��I������	 �jV"!=�	  �N��4�। ���() 
<���W� ��	���� 3�����	  o�� ��C�)%�  	���	 ��	���" ���U ���U <1�	 [�=� E���%�  �%�	N� 
��	��4 ���&�	 ���� 1)�� �। <���W� ��	���� ���������	  ��K��� ��I���	 D�V�n i��&	 
D��� �1���� �������	 �¤���  ����%�  ��	�� 1)��, ���I��K���� ����!�=� 4 ���;~ ��K��� ��I	 
�T�	��	 ���& ��º% ����	 �N�� )1��� ���!& ;j����  K1V ��	�� ���� 1)��। ��-�C� <���W� 
��	���� r�� <��		 ���% ������ � 	���%� ��9	 .	�����4 i�&�� ����  != ��	�� 1)��। 

�������	 (g� <���� �L��	 (& �	���		 �	> 1)�� 
���  ���������	 ;���&��	 3��  
���	�� ����%� �	� 3�� �IL��% ���L����, �����	, �������� <1� �&���;��� D9�	 �	� �	��	। 
���;~ ���% D���@��1 ���;~  �	��	� ������ ���%��-, �	���		 �N& ���������  3��  
���&���		 !V���@�, ��"�	��N 4 ���(���@� �&�^� ���%� �	�। ��4 �� ��� 1%, �4%�����! 
<1�	 ��"�9� D����� ��.����%�  ��	��। �B�� 3�( �	��	 ������ ���%��-, ���������	 
��I���� �4%��� ���!	 ��"�9� 4%��� /���%� 78 ��o� ��"n (��	 �������!�� ��(� 1)�� 
/�&�1�� ��4%� 1)%��-। 3) ��. �6����"�	 ���& ��%� 
��� ���������	 ���	��  ��	�  ��	�  
;��� ����%� �	�	 �9W� ���� �!��4 )1� ��6W %। D�%�( �� ��1� 1)�, 
��� ��������� ���"�	� 
�	� 1)�� 3�� 3��  ��"�j9� �o��V�। 
��� ��������� �� ���	 ��Z�(&��� ������� ����" 
��Z�(&��� 4 ����% ���(���  
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��V�	 /��� �����V	 �L!%� �N� 1)%� <�=�� �, 
��� ��������� �� ��&) ���� ��L������ 
���( !�C%� �����  1)��- 3) �h� 4 �q%�� ��������� ���� 1)��। �4%��� ���!	  ��"�j9��� 
����.��	 �T����  /�^�	 � ;����� /�� )����9� ���% ��~����� 1)��4 ���������	 

�����	 � ;����� <1�	 	���� /�&���&�। �����;��� <�{����!& ��, �4%��� ���!	 ��"�j9��� 
��Z�(&���� ����V »P�	� 4 �L���	  
��6" ;��� �&�^�	 ��t�	 �S��" ��� <�{� �)। /69 
��� 
���������	 ��!="�	 �N�� 3) R) ����%)  1)�� �j�&। ���() ��	���"� /�^�	  9��1��	 ��1� 
�g�� 	���%� ��"���%;��� 
��L� 3��  !V���� ��"�j9�  �������� �	���		 �	> 1)�� �o��V� �	� 
3��n /��&� 1)%� ��C%��-। 

)%��1%� 9�]	 ���-;�	� ����	 v���	 �s ���������	 ���I ��K���	 �N��  %� ��	�^��	 
<ª� 1)%��- 3) ��	�^���� ���I����� /K�	 ��	%� �4%�	 (& <���W� ��	���	  ����K� 4 
i�&�� ��	�O� K1V �	� �	��	। )%��1%�-9] ��� ��	%� 1)%� ��� ����%) ��1� 1)��4 �� �� 
���-���� ����	 ���& ��%� ��������	 
�����	 D�� �� 9��� ��4%�	 ������ 1���� �	�� � 
���	 �	� ���������  <1�	 �	�(% H	��n� 1% �� (& ���������	 ��� ��K��� ��I�� D`� 
6����� 1)��। ���������	 ���I���1� 3�� ���C ��� ����  	-�	� �� 3��  �����	 &�% i�&�� 
4 �ND��	 ��1� ��	 <�	 U���%� ��C�� ���	 �� (& 3��  ����K� /;�&f��	  ��	�O� [�	� 
�	� �	��	। <���W� ��	���	 ���� )1�4 �( 3��  �j�& �	V�% �1���� 1��(	 1)%��-। 3 
�&����	 ������� �	� 9�� �। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

i�&��;��� 9jC�n �o�� 1��%� 
���� ���"�. �	 


��� ����� 
#� ��"� #+� ���&� 

#' �;�	, #+,# 

 
i�&��;��� 9jC�n �o�� 1��%� ���� ���"�. �	 

��-
�����	 �����j�� /!�� ������� /����	 ����� ��%��- 
<1�	 D�� ��)��� �	���� �	� 1)�� �। 

(�(
 ���"� ��	����) 

�������� �	���		 ��"���% <���W� ��	�� i�&��;��� 9	� �o�� 1��%� ��� (g���1�	 
¢���� H	��º� �	�	 (& ��K (!V 4 ��� ���I ��K���	 D�� ��� (��)%��-। <���W� 
��	�� ���������	 �jV" 
�����	 (& �����1� �C�)�%	 �©O ��	�% �o��V� ��	 3�� �� 

�����	 (& /!�� ������� /����	 ���� ��	%��- <1�	 ��1� ��� /�^���) ��Ü��� 
1)�� � ���%� 4%��� ��	। 

<���W� ��	�� ���������	 
����� ��K���	 D�� �1�%��	 (& ;�	��	 D�� �L���� ��� 
4 ����;�%� )<�%�	 ;j����	 D���� ��	। 

!� �-, �;�	 ���(� !�	 /���� �������� �	���		 <���W� ��	���	 �;�% <��	�I 
�Ý��n  K1V 4 /�;�� D��� �	� 1%। 3) �;�% �;����H ��	 �������� �	���		 D���@� 
(�� ��(<�� �1��� 3�� /�� K1V ��	 ���������	 ���<�Ç ��� "	 �� �� ���, �4%��� 
���!	 (�� ��R� ����� �(�� 4 �� >V� ;��V �(����	, &���� �4%��� ��! ��� "	 /�&��� 
���(�>>	  �1�� 4 ���K� ��� �� ���	� �	। )1� -�C� ��@�;�	 ���&�!"4 �;�% ���!�� 
��	। 

[�=�� (���% 4 �n("���� ��	�^�� 3�� ���I ��K���	 /K!�� ��"����9� ��	%� 
��"�¤��]�� �Õ����� D.����j1 K1V �	� 1%� 

(#) ����  �� ��	 ��, )%��1%�	 ����T D �̀� ;�	�-����.� ��� ������	 D����& ��%��	� 
��������� 
�����	 D�4  �����	 ���1�	 ��s�� !VD���	���	 ]���"�� ��>�& 1)�� ���h	 
�L�W /&� �	���	) 3��  ������। ����  ��	 �W�� �L�&�� �j�"�����j�1	 �jV" �����!  K1V 
3�� ��	 �� Ï��	 �	�	 <���& ��1�	 <�	  i�&�� 4 9	� �o�� 1��	 (& ��� ��V�	  
�B���%	 ���� 3�� ��� .�		 ���I ������	 D�� ��� (��)���-। 

(7) ����  �;&��	 ��� �%� ��� ;g ��	%� ��� ���(�	 	1���� /�&�1�;��� � � 
	���	 ��s�� �M� D��� ��	���- 3�� ��.��� 
���	 ��	%� �)%� /����� �g�P��� ���I���	 
(& ����.� �	��	�		 D�� ��� (��)���-। 

($) ����  (���%����j�� ��"�9�	 ���&�� )%��1%�	 D.���� ��-����	� ���� D�&���"�� 
�=�� ���%� �� ��	। )1� r��� ��1���	��) ��Í ��	�� ��1�	� )1��� ��h�� �	�	 ;� �� ��h�� 
��	�� )2��। 
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(') ����  ;�	��	 (!V 4 �	��	�� ���������	 D�� ��1���	 i�&�� ��6"�	 (& 
�L���� (��)���- 3�� �������� D�� ����;�%� )<�%�	 ���	 D���� ��	���-। 

(8) ����  ���C , ����  �����	 ��� �����	 &��&��	 D�����H��	� !VD(��@� 
���������� 
��L�� D���	 (& ���h	 �	��	����1	 D�� ���� (�)���-। 

(�)����  �N ��	���- ��, ����% ��� ���������	 �&����	 �1��;j����� 1)��4 ��1���	 
���;�� D����& �X��K.। ����  &�%, !V�@ 4 ���I	 ��N  ��1���	�� �	4 ���¡�	 1)%� 
�!�)%� ���	 ��� (��)���-। 

(,)�� �� ����	 �	��	 )%��1%�  ���� /0�0 4 /&�& <��	 ��%� ��������� !V1�&�	 
��1��& ��	���-, ����  �� �� ����	 (!�V	 D�� ���� (��)���-, ��1�	� �� ���������	 
�&����	 ��1���	 �	���		 3) ���	 1.�N� �P ��	। 

(¥) ����  �jV" 
�����	 �N&�� Ï� ��.���%� �	�	 �©O ��	�% �&I ��	���- 3��  

�����	 ��� ������	 ��ÃQ D�Q ��� �I�& 4 >�j"�� D�&��� ��	���-। 

(+) 
�����	 (& ��1�	� (�� ��%��-, ��1���	 �&�! �	V �	�	 ��g ��g ����  i�� 
�1� ��	��	 ��1� ��1�� �o��V� ��	���- 3�� ��6 K1V ��	���- ��, �� ��	� ��1�	� ���"�¡ 
�&�! 
���	 ��	%��-, <1�	 ��1� ��4 ��h�� ;g �	� 1)�� �। 

��� R)�  D.��� ����  %���{�^ ����.�� 1�)����� � � (�� �1�� ��� 4 ��1�	 0�-
�&���	 ���I ���� ��	 3�� <�	�&�	 D�%©	� o��"U�C N��K^��	 D�� !;�	 �1��;j�� ��� 
��	। 

 

------------ 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

K�� �����% (g���1�	 ��L"H /9� 
 


��� ����� 
#� ��"� #+� ���&� 

#' �;�	, #+,# 

 

�% �), o�	 ���& �), ;%��1 �©  

K�� �����% (g���1�	 �K�� �����% (g���1�	 �K�� �����% (g���1�	 �K�� �����% (g���1�	 ��L"�L"�L"�L"HHHH    /9�/9�/9�/9�    

(�(
 ���"� ��	����) 

 

���������	 K������ ��� (g� ��1�	 ��L"H �SjV" ;��g%� ��C%��-। /���L� 3����	 ���;~ 
/�� 1)�� �����	 �(
 ���������!V �� D�&N��"�	 �	��"�   ��=�)%��- ��1��� ��� 1%, 
[�&���1� �1	��� 1)�� �9	�9	 ���1	 1% �। �R��	 ��� (g���1� ;�	��	 ��1� ��� D`��	 
/g �1���� ������1�	 D�� /���� ����n /��� ������% �	�% /���L� ���������	 K������ 
(g���1�	 ��� ���"� 	�(���	 4 /������ ����� ���1�	 �� ��  4 (�	��.	 ���&) ������� ��: 
/���L� 3����% ��� �	���		 D��� �SjV"  /9� 3�� ���I���1� 4 ^��% �;�Q�� !�C%� 4=� 
i�&�� ��K��� ��	�����	 ��L"H D����� 1)%��-। 3)�� 3����% ��������� �	���		 ������	� 
D��� 9��� �	� �\� 3�� /�&�n �	��	। 

��� 1����	 ���1� ��L"� /���L� �1	����� t��-���( ��-� ��-� ����� 1)��4 K������ 
��� ��N� D���� �SjV" �P। 

��� ���& ���1� ����	� /�;�� 9���)��	 �	 ^��% ���( ���	��� D���]%���� ��I �6� 
��� ������	� (����	�	 <�	 ��"��, �� �	�( D;L�� R¨�" ��	। ��: �	��"����� ���I���1� 
4 ^��% �!�	�� ���1���� ��o�� 1)%� )1���!��  ���%.� ��	। ��"��� 3) �1��  3�����	 
���=��� 3�� ����9� ��� ������	� ����) �!%� �1�	 ��% �)%��-। K��� ��	� ��- ��1�	� 
��l���;��� 1)��4 ���I��K���	 D�� �1��;j�� (��)%��-। ��-� ��-� ;�%� ���I�>l( (�����	 
<�	 /�&�9�	 ��	�। ���I���1� 4 �!�	�� ���1����� )1���!��4 =��� ��	%��-। 

 

/6"��� ��� /6"��� ��� /6"��� ��� /6"��� ���     

1����	 ���1�	 �� �� ,/�Y�����!, ������� ���"�����	 >�� ((��� ��s /6"���� 
�©  �L�W 1)%��-। !� �<��	 �4r�� �� 1% �)-��� �����	 /�&�9��	 �L��	� �� ����� 4 
��� �� ���	 �)। �� ���	 ���� 1)%��- �Ã ����, �&���%�, �������	, ��"9�	�, �N��(�	 
D;L��	 ��%	 ��� �6 �)। �� -9�<��	 �	 ��� ��� (�%!�% ���) ����- ��	����	 3��  
3���� 1)�� �����	 D����� (�)���-, ����� �� �<��	 9�� D��� ��  ��� ��	 ]%-
��]%  
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 1)���-। ���	 ���!�����!	 �&�^�	 /;��� ��h"��"� <�LQ 3�����1)�� �� 9�<� ����� 
�	� ��)���- �। 

��	��� D����� (��, ��� ��� 3����% ���	� +� ( /������ <����� �� �� �)���-। 
��� (g���1� ���&��& �	�	��1	 �&�^� ��	�� � )1� (�� �6�)। ��) �������� �	���		 <�9� 
3) �� K������ ���&��& �	�	��1	 <��&�! �4%�। �`� ���&�©  3�� ��µ ��, �����	 
��������� ����%��-, 3) ���&� ������	 <�	 ���I ��K���	 ;���&� �v� ��	���V �;"	���। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
���������	 /���L� 3����	 /6"��� 

�;�g ��C�- 
���I��� 

#� ��"� #+� ���&� 
#' �;�	, #+,# 

 
���������	 /���L� 3����	 /6"��� 

3�����	) ;��g%� ��C%��- 
(�(
 ���"� ��	����) 

���������	 /���L� 3����	 /6"����� 9	� /9���^� ��	�(��। !� ��1�� ��9" /�1���! 
��M���	 �j9� 1)��) /6"���� �N�� ��"9���& ;� � ��C, !� ��%� ����	 �C�) <1��� 
3�����	 /9� ��	%� ��%��-। 

����	��� �(4 ���	���	 9��� �	� �\� 1% �)। �&���-���V(& �P ����) 9��। �L���N�� 
��-� � �T�	�� 6�����4 �&�����¦��� ¢�� 14%�% �L�� ��&	 ��(�	(���	�	 ������ ���) 
������। ���������	 R�  ����m� �M	  9kK�� 4 9���  ������	 /�1����!�� 4 ���I�>l�(	 
�o��� �o��� D�% /9· ����� 	z�� D�% �SjV" �P। ���!����! 4 ��	�1 �&�^� ;��g%� �C�% 
/���L� 3����	 /;&n�	4 �& 9��9� ���) ���& । >�� ^��% 9��1�� 4 �	��	�1	 �;�Q��) 
�(�����	 ��� ��"�	�	� 1)���-। 

�����	 �����������	 �D�	� �	��� " 1)�� (�� ��%, �L��	� ��1� <T��� ��	 <1� ���	 
��	 ���] 1)���- �	 ��O(�� �& �� ��1�	 �	�	�1 ���1	 1)�� ��� ����� 	����� /�Y�j�&। 
��-9�<��	 �	 ���� � 14%� ��¶4 �����	  ]%N��� 3����	) ���� ��4%�	 >�� R�;"N��^� 
��	�( ��	���-। 

�%����1 �(��	 3��  3���� 1)�� �����	 3�( ��������� (��)%��-� 

[;	���(�	, 	����� 4 �	�%!� 3) ���  �j� �&��� ���¦	 ��1� D�&N ���!�����!	 
/;��� ��& D�%�(�% m��&	 ����� �&�1� 14%�% m�&�j�& ;��V;��� �L�� ��)%��-। ���C-
�9��C, _��, ��, ���	��� [��, ��	��� [��, ��	��	 [��, 9�, ��!��	 , �9� D;L��	 �j�& �X� 
1)�� ��� �L�� ��)%��-। 9�<��	 �	 D���V 8�  ���, � � '7  ���। 

�� �� �� ��     

�L���	 D��  /6"�	� >�� ��� 	 <T��� 3��	 ���) ��। ^��%;��� /���� 1%, /&�& 
�T��		 ����% /��"� ��  <T��� 1)%��-। 

��  ����	 �4r�� ��� ���1�	 ��"� /�&�9�	 rs 14%�% �L���	� ��  ����� ���	 �)। 
/�� �L�� (g���1�	 ��1� /�1����!��	 <����& �� �N� ;��g%� �� ���%��-� ��-�C� ��� [�& 
4 	�(���	 ���1�	 /�&�9��	 �v �L�� ��C�o	 -��C%� 9��%� ��4%�% �N��	 ��  �N�� r��)%��-। 
>�� ��  <T��� ��	�( �s�	��� Þ�� ��)%��-। 

�	�%!�� ��� 	 �	 9C� 6��� ��¶4 �L��	� <1�	 ������ ��)���-� /�� ;�� ;�� ��� 	 
��(�	 ��� 1����	 [�&	� ��C�)%� ��4%�% ��  ��]�%	 ��s /������ �L�W 1)%��-। ���	  ��6"�  
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�©  3�� ��� ���1� �� 	�(���	��	 �� �	�(, /�Y�����! D;L��	 ��©�% �L�� o�	 ��  
�(�� 	��� �	��� �� ��	�� ���	 �)। �L���	 3) /�1�% /�^�	 ������! >�C%� �&���	�	� K�� 
1)�� ���	 ��	 ��  ���%� �%��-। ��� 	 �	 �j�� �D�� 7� 1)�� $� 3�� �!� $8 1)�� '� 
 ���। �	�Q�	 /;�� �1�� �&���%�	� �	���	 �	�%!�� ��  9��� � ��%� 	������� ���] ��	%� 
��%। ��� 	� 	�(���	 ���1� ��� 	 �l�� � � ��	%� ��6W  ��� ��% ��	���-। ��� [�&	� 
��� 	 �l��% ���I���1� ��- ��M1 ��	%� 1%	��	 3���� ��	। >�� �	�%!� �M�	 ��� 	 
�	 4 K���	 ��(�	 �L�� �� ��� ��%, <1�	 ���& ��.	 �&��� �L�W 1)%��-। 

/&�& /6"�	� >��/&�& /6"�	� >��/&�& /6"�	� >��/&�& /6"�	� >��    

3) �4r�� ���, ��9�, �j��, 1���, ��	9, ��%�(, 	��, ���, ��	�	��	� D;L�� ���] ��	%� 
�L���	 1��� ��-� �%�� ����। ��: ��(�	(���	�V	 /������ 3�� ]%N��� ���� ��4%�	  �s 
^��% 9��1�� Þ���	 >�� 3) ���	 �j�& ���	� '� 1)�� 8� ;�! ���%� �!%��-। 

���&���&���&���&----��&��&��&��&    

3) 3����% 9�<��	 �	 ��"�� �VD�� '8  ��� 1)�� 8�  ��� �	��Q�	 /;��� �� 9�<��	 
�(�� �&��� �)। ��h"��"� ;��  /���	  ���2~��	 �s ����� �� D���V ¥ 1)�� #�  ��� 3�� 
9�<� #8 1)�� 7�  ��� ��	 ���] 1)���-। ���!����! 4 ��	�1 �&�^�	 /;��� ��� 9��9� �)। 

;��  /���	  ��)  ���T��		 3���� >��। �L�� <1� ���	 ��	 ���] ��	%� ���� ���& 
1)���- ��	 ��� 	� 	�(���	 ���1�	 ��l	���& �L�� o�	 �� 9�<� ��(�� 	����� ;	�� ��)���- 
�। /��h��&  1)��4 ���& ��, 3����� �� 9�<�� �Õ �j�& 4 /&���� �j�;"�N	 �	�� -�%� 
������� ��	�( ��	���-। s�  �	�(!��		 /;���  K���	 !	�� ���� �N���(	 ;j��1� D;L�� 
<����� �� �� �)���-। ��-�C� �� >���	  >� ���] ;�� 1% �)। ��	 4 �� ����	 /;��� 
/��� <T������ )�	 �	�	 9�� N��K^ 1)%��-। �����^�	 �s �<� �� ��% �� ���� 4 
�� � �\� 1% �)� >�� �L���	 ���� /P��	 ;���T। 

��?� ��O��?� ��O��?� ��O��?� ��O    

����	 /;��� K��� ��� ��O �����	 ����। ��q� ����.�� ����	 ���C 9��� �	�	 <���& 
1����	 ��� [�&	� /�� K��� ��� ��C�)%� ��%��-। �6�� ���(���	, ��n��	, ���)���M, 
������ %�� ��h"��"� w��� �(��	 	����� 3����	 ��� ��O4 ��� ���1� ¢�� ��	%� ��%��-। 

����	 ���&�����	 ���&�����	 ���&�����	 ���&�    

3) /6"���� /�^�	 � ;����� K������ ����	 ���&�	 ��µ�� ;%��1���  �L�� ��)%��-। 
��N� �	��	� ��"9�	� ���	��	� 9����	(��� ����	 1)%� K��� ��% �)%��-। 3�� ;	�����V	 
(& ��(��	 �T���& (��	 <�	 �;"	 ��	���-। /������ ����	��� �P 6���% �����	� ��� 
��� K��� ���%� �;C (��)%��-। �	��	� 4 ���	��	� /�>��	 9��6" ��V�	 ��"9�	�	�4 ����	 
1)%� �N��(��		 ��"D�6"� 1)%� 3����� ����	 ���&� �L�� ��	%��- /&���� �N� �(��		 9��1�� 
4 �(�	� Þ�� ��4%�	 ��	 o �)%��-। 

-------------
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

���(���		 ��I���� ��"���% 
����  !�=� 

���I��� 
#� ��"� 7�� ���&� 

# �;�	, #+,# 

 
((���	 �v���� ���&� ������	 ���!�� 
���(���		 ��I���� ��"���% ����  !�=� 

(�(
 D�����) 

���������	 <Q	�� D��n ���(���		 ��I 3���� ������%�	 �������� �	���		 D���, 
�), �L���� ���D���� 4 !V(���	 ���� ���"�� ��]�n ��� ���%��� ���� ����	 (& <I 
3���� 1)�� ��"��9� (���% ��	�� ���& (�� �����	> �1����	 �1��� ���<�Ç ��� ", 
�4%�����! &���1 3��  ��"���% <���W� ����  !�=� 1)%��-। ���� �� (�� �1��� -�C� 
/&�&	� 1)���- (�� ��>� �1���, (�� ���	��� ���, (�� �(	 �1���, (��, (��	 
���, (�� �}�� ��Q�	 ���{�, (��, �s� 1�, (�� 4%��1� �1���, (�� ���1�¤� ���, (�� 
�(����� �1��, (�� ����� ���, (�� �>�<��, (�� ��	�<��, (�� !>�	 <�� �1�� 
D��, (�� ��T>	 	1��, (�� �����	 	1�� 4 (�� �Ü�� 1�। <���W� ����  !=�	  >��  
^��% (����	�	  ���& ����� <T��1 <����	 �L�W 1)%��-। 

!� +) �;�	 �����M!�� (�� �����		> �1��� �9l��	�	 �1��� /���� 3� ��"���% 
�;�% 3) <���W� ����  != �	� 1%। 3) �;�% ������%� 6��	 �4%�����!, ���<�W ��� ", 
&��, -�� )<�%, -����!, �L�� �����, ��N� ����� D;L�� 	�(���� 4 !V��!=�	 D����� 
-�C�4 ��� .�		 (!�V	 D����� ^��% �&�I�!" <��^� �-��। �;�% �;����H ��	 (�� 
(��	 ���। 

�;�% (�� �s� 1� <���W� ����  !=�	 D.���  <f�� ��	 3�� <1� ��"���]�� !L1�� 
1%। 

�;�% ���«W ��I����	  ���&��� �S��" ��.��	� ����9� 1% 3�� ��"�¤��]�� ���  
D.�� !L1�� 1%। 

D6� D.��� ��I���� ��~ �	���� �������1� ��	�&�I (��	 >����� �� � 3�� ���� �&�^� 
�S��" �	���		 ��� �� ��1� /�!� 14%�	 (& ����  (�� �����		> �1��� 3�. 3 3 �� 
/��	�� ��	। 

�X��% D.��� <I 3����	 �� �� �	��	� 4 ��	�&�I �������1� �S�Q �� <1�	 �% ��1��� 
�������� �	���		 1��� ��� ��1�	 (& (�� �����		> �1���  3� 3  3�� <���W� ���� 	 
�N 1)�� /����� ���«W ���% �S�Q	 3��  �1��� K1V ��	�� /��	�� (���� 1%। 

/�	 D.��� <I 3����% �	��	 /������� �� )%�6 �&�S�  ���"�� �ß�% 	�1%��-, <1��� 
��]% �	� 4 ������	 ���� ���	 �&�^� �	�	 (& (�� �����		> �1��� 3�. 3. 3-�� 
�	���		 ��1� ���� ����9� �	�	 /��	�� (���� 1%। 

--------------------
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	�(���� 1��9�� 
 

���I��� 
#� ��"� 7�� ���&� 

7# �;�	, #+,# 

 
	�(���� 1��9��    

(;��&��	)    
���������	 ���I��K�� ��>��&	 X�	D��n। �-�  �-�  ��I��� !�C%� <�=%��- ���;~ 3����%। 

3-�C� K�� 3����% ��� 1���	 ���1�	 �T�	�� ���) ������ 	�(���	 4 ��q� ����.� 1)�� 
����� �	� �����4 ���I ���1� 4 �!�	����	 /���"� �]��	 ;�% 6��	 ��	 ���"��% -��C%� 
R�	 ��)����1� ��% �। >�� ���������	 /���L� 3����	 ��.�V" K�����4 ���"� ��I। ����� 
)%��1%� �� ���� ��1�	 ��-9� � ������	 �6���6� �	��	 ��� �) �����4 9��। �������� 
�	���		 ���I���1�, ^��%;��� ��!�=� �4%�����!, &�� �� ���<�Ç  ��6"� �!�	�� ���1� 3�� 
^��% ���I��K�� ����  (�� �v�N�� <���W� ���� 	 �	� ��"���% !�C%� <�=%��-) D;L��	 1���) 
3) �� 3����	 ��L"H ���"� &�.। 3) �� ��I���� /����	� D��� �&�^�  9��� 4 /6"���� 
��!"=�	 ��( �S~ �	�	 (s	� ���!� �( /�;j� 1)�� rs ��	%��-। ���	, ��I 3����	 
D��� �� ��!"=�	 D��� ��¦ ��	%� 3��  �C 4 ��l��� D� ���� 9��%� ���%��-। D��  1)� 
�������� �	��	 /6"���� 4 �����(� ��!="�	  �N�� ��� ���, ��� �6 /��	V ��	��? ��I 
3����	 ���&� ����� �����;��� 1)�� ���	 �। �!� � ���������	 ��!"=�	 D��	 ��1� )1� 
4��D��;���  (�C�। ��(��	 �-�  �-�  ��I��������  !�C%� ������ 1)�� �!��� ���	 
���������	 ��E� �1���� ��) ��I����	  �jV"!=�	 D��� ���� 	���%� �( �������� �	��	 4 
/&�&   ��� ��K��� ��I�� ����	 ;���&T �����(� /6"���� ���	�� ���P  �9n� ��	�� 
1)��। )1� 3� �	 �-� �¶!� ���% %, ;���&��	 (& )1��� �>��%� 	���4 9�� �। 


��� ���������	 �S��" /�W;��� 1)��4 3� � ��	� �� -�� ����	 ��) ��- )1�	 
D���4 �;���)  ���� ��)���-।  
�����	 ������ ���������� �� ���� 3�। ��q� ����.��	 
���&�� ��)��  3��9� %� ���(��� ��	��	, �C (�����	 �!��� 4 <1���	 ��	à� ��Z�(&����	� 
���������	 <�	 �� 3� �	�	 _������� ��� �����	 �(�%�� 9���)%� ��%��-�, <1� 1)�� 
���I 9�% D���  	�	�� 3) 3��9� %�  ���� �(�% 	���	 <����& <1�	 �� ���	 ����	� [
	�@ 
���%� ��	%��-� <1��� ¢�� ��	%� (���% ���%@ 4 !V�@ D����	 ��K���  ���������	 ��� 
��V�	  ��� .�		 ���� i�&��। D���  ������� 9�% ���������	 
����� 3�� <I ������ 
D��&��)  i�&��;��� �C�) ��	���-। 

��: )1�	 /6" /��& 3) % ��, ��������� ��� ��V� �;���;� ��z 1)%� �!%��- ���� ��V�  

��6"	  [��	��& ���� ��)%��-। 
���  ���������	 -��4 ��� ��V�	 �����	 �� 3� 	�� % 
�L�� ;������-  
��� ��������� �� (�� ��)��, ���n���� �����	 �!��� 1)�� ��)�� ���I। 
���� ;������- �� ��)�� ��?9�	 �� �(�	�, ���(	 �	��Q� 	�(���� 4 ��E )<�% /����	। ��! 
��! ��	%� �� �;&��	 �����( 1)%� �� �)%��-, ���������	 
�����	 ��& ��%� 3� 3� <Ì� 
�\����% ;���&��	 R%�	 ����%� ��)�� ����� �� �;&��	 ��"��� �1���� <1�	 >� �;��!	4 
/����	� 1)��। 
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 ����	 /~ �0 ��N� 
�^& ���%	 �� �&�� 9��1����� ��� ��। ��&��Q ;������- 
��� 
��������� ��1�	 ��N�-��N�	 �&�^�1��, ����	H o��9��, (�� ���	 <~�� 1)��। ������ �&���%� 
��O�����	 �� 	�1%��- ��q� ����.�� 3� �9� %� ��?�(	 /�� D������!��	 /��� o �)%� 
��������	 �����। )1���	 ���& ��< ��< ���	 ���(�-)��1��-��<�-��4%���� ��C�)%� 
��(	�) �� ������ ���(�-��<�-��4%�� 1)%� �����	 
Ù �������-� ��4 %। 

 3� D� 1)�, 
��� ��������� ��� ��V�	 �����	 
Ù �>� 1)��? ����� ��V�	 � 
������ ��V�	? �� ���� �L��--�� (�� 
�����	 (& ����	 	I w������- ��1���	 ����V ���I	 
�6 <�¤��9� �	� 1)��, � ���W��% ����	 �����	 /����	 ���%� �	� 1)��। ������ <��%��  
�����V�	 
����� ��K���	  
��N-��q� ����.��	 3��9� %� ���(	 ��s�� )1�	� /����4 
�C�) ��	%��-। 
����� ��K���  )1�	� ��� ��V�;�I। ��1� ��¶4 3�6� �� 	����� 1)�� ��, 
)1���	 ��V� 9�	� ������	। ���() 
��� ��������� )1���!�� ��� /���  ������	 �����! ��4%� 
1% ��V���� /6"&�T ���� �L��  ����(���  �6� ��� ��1�� ���� �����	 �(�%��� ���) 6���%� 
��)��। ������	 ��	��" 1)��4 �����	  /��� o� ���। ��-�C� ���(���� �&�^� ���%� �	� 
1)�� �� ����" ��Z�(&��� �( )%��1%� 9]��  /0 /6" <���W�  ��%� �����	  	������ �1�%��  
��	���-, ��1��& á 4 �������	  (& <1���!��) 
��� ��������� E���%�  ���� 1)��। 
��Z�(&���� �����V	 �L��� ��?�� ��C�� �������। ����	 ����� �	4 �	I, �	4 �©����	 )1%� 
��C��। 

)1�	 ���O ��? )1�	 ���O 	�.� 1)� ��?�(���� �6 ��	1�	 �	� r�� ����� ��	��" %, 
�����j�� �&�^�	) �9	 /����	 ���� ���N�  �4%�। ������ ����C��	 	�( ���%� �	�।  )1�	 
/6" 3) % ��, ��?�(�����	 !�� ��� %� �>�� 1<�  ���� �� ���� ��� ���9%�  ��% ��1�	 
��	!�� �� (���%�	 ��	%� �4%� 1<�। ���������	  �����(� ������	 ��"��  .�	  ���	��	� 
<��&��!	 )����9� ;j���� ��� 1)%� ��% �)। ���() ���	��	� ��?�( �� <��&�!�� �SjV"��� ��9 
�	�	 D� ��� �। ��: 3) ��?�(�� (����	�	 <�	 /��� ����V 9���)%� 3��9� %�  ��?�(�� 
��	� 1)�� ��%� 9���� �। 	���%H ����� (���% /6"���	 �%��� ��I���  !�C%� ������ 1��। 
�&���, ���� �L1T ��O, ��  ��O 4 ��  �&���, ����� 	z�� �&��� D;L��  (���%�	 ��	%� 
	���%Q �� �	��	� ����� ��I���� ��	�� 1)��। �	��	� ����	 ��	9��� �&�^�	  !V���@���	, 
��	9���	 �N��  ������	 /�� K1�	 �q%�� ���� 3�� �	��	� ����	 �N�� �L��	 4 �&�^� 
��� 1)��। (���% /6"���	 ������� ��	9���� ��	�� 1)�� /��?�(���� ��6-��1� ��	�� ��; 
��	�� ���(���@� /6"��� 4 ���( �&�^�	 D����%। 

/6"���� ��"!=�4 3��  D�� ��( 1)�, ;��� �&�^�	 ��t�	 �6� �L��	 ��!"= ��������� 
;��� ��t��		 D�� �� ��o"�� ���T �>��%� 	��� 1)%��-। #+8� ���� (����	� D6�	 <�2� 1)��4 
(����	� <�2� 1% �)।                      

 

 

-------------- 
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�)%�� ���	 ���� ;j�� �&�^�	 ‘��t�	’ �	� 1% <¸� ����। 3	 ��! ��������� ��6���-� 
(��	 �������	 ���"�¡ ���� �� ����� �-� $$ 3�	 �� #�� ��o�। �)%��� ���� �6���6� ‘;j�� 
��t�	’ �)� ��C�)%� $,8 ��o�% ��"��	� �	� 1%। /69 ��������� (��	 <�	 (���&�	 
/���	I 9���	 ��	�D�N�� ����� ���)%� 8� ��o� ��"��	� �	� �-� ���) (s	�। 

#+8� ����	 (����	� ��� �) 3�� ����� ��]�n ���� ����� �	��"�����	 �)%�� ����	 
�6���6� ‘;j�� ��t�	’ �) �� ��� !	�� �� /6"1� �L�� 3� ��o� (��4 ��% �)। ���������	 
���	� $8 ( �L�� ;j��1� 3�� ��1���	 (�� ��- ��1���	 ���&4 ���	� ,¥ (�	 (��	 
��	��V ��?9 3	 �� #8 ��o�	 ��9 (���������	 /�& #8 ��o� ��	��V (���� )���� �1��â� �	� 
1%)। ���() ;��� ��t��		 D�%�(�%�� �� �� (s	� �� ���	 /��N� 	��� �। 

��: 3) (s	� ��(� ) 1% �) 3�� � 14%�	 >�� �L���� �L�W 1)%��- �P&�H। /������ 
(��	 ����� (�� 9�� ��	 � �	 ��	� (�� 9�� ��	 ��1�	� (��	 ����� । >�� �L��	 
/K!��	 ��6 3� R.	 ���� �L�W 1)%��-। ���	 �L�� �&�^�	 �������	V �6� �L�� <T��� �L��	 
��	>� �L���	 1��� �%�� � ���	 >�� ��O(�� ��V&	 ��(�	4 	�1%� �!%��- �©��9� /�^�% 
3�� ��O ������	 �\��� 1)%��- ��"। 3) /�^�% /6"���� <~��	 ��� �-� ���j	 �	�1�। 

�( �� ���������	 ��K�� ��>��&	 X�	D��n �� ����	 /6"���� ���	��% ;j�� ��t�	 
�6� �L�� ��V"!=�	 ��"�j9��� �	 �>��%� 	��� ��% �। )1�	 ^� 14%� <�9� /6"���� ��!"= 
��"�j9�	 3�����	 �%�� ��	। ���	���	� ��������� (��	 ����� ���)%� <¢"��N #�� ��o� 
��"��	� �	�, <XLQ (�� !	�	 �L�� 4 ;j��1���	 ���& ����j��& ���� �	�, 78 ��o� ��"n (��	 
�������!�� ��(� 1)�� /�&�1�� ��4%�, ��(� D6� ���	 ���	 <=�)%� ��%� �L�� �%�	 9��� �	�, 
)(�	���	� (��1��, ��1�� D;L�� ���n���� �����V	 /���� ����� ����z �	�, ����% �L�� 
����	 !�C%� ����� D;L�� �L�� ��!"=�	 �N�� �r �	V�%। 

r� /6"���� ��!"=�	 ���!�� %, 
�����	 �C�)�% �L����!�� /����	 ���&�% <��� 
�	�	 (&4 ���I ��K���	 3��  D�� 	V¢� 14%� <�9�� �L���	 1��� (�� ��4। ���;~ ����	 
/�;��� 1)��4 ��	� 3) ��N�) ��)�� ���	। �L���	 1��� (�� ��4%�	 �;�Q�� ��I��������  
;j�� ��t��		 ���( 3�) 1�� ��4%� <�9�। ��I���� 3) �LW�n ^�� ��	�� ���	�� /���L� 
3����	 �L��!V4 ���I ��K��� /����	 /�D��V� 1)��। 

��Z�(&���� �����V	 /��� o � 	�(���� ��!"=�	 �N�� �	 3��  (s	� ��(। ����	 
����� �� �( ã��, ��	 ��-� �	�9�-���1��		 3��9� %� ��?�(�����	 ���6 ���6 ��Z�(&���� 
������� ����" ��Z�(&���� �����V	 /��� �� %। ����" ��I	�� á�V	 ��� ����) D�� �T�	 
,�-¥� ����   ��� ����.� 1)�� ��� %� ��, <1�	 ���1;�! ��)� �j�" ����� 1)��। /���� 
�������	 �L�W 3���� ��6W ��	���V �(�! �-� �। �j�" �������� �9l��¡��� R)�  �-m �-� 3��  
�	�9�-���1��		 3��9� %� ��?�(	 �����V	 �	 /&�  ��Z�(&���� �6� ����" ��Z�(&���� �����V	। 
���������	 �S� ��?9�	 �P ��	�� 1)�� 3) R)�  >�� �) �P �	� �	��	। 3 �&����	 �	���		 
��"�j9� 14%� <�9�� (#) /���� ����.��� ��4%� á�V	 ����% ���%H /
���	 �	�; (7) ��������� 
��Z�(&���� ��?�( ��� N�� �j	�V	 (���%�	V �	� (9�-��O �&���, ���� 4 	z�� ���V�(& 
��Z�(���� ��?�( 	�1%��-); 3�� ($) ;���&�� ��Z�(&���� ��?�(	 /�D����	 �6 �P �	�। 
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��� ��� �1� �� ��	 3�� /�� ��% D����& ���%�4 6���, ��! ��� ��� 
��� 
1<�, ��	�	 ��"�j9�	 �6� ;���%� ���� ��)��। ���	 ��� ��� �1� �� ��	, ���������	 

����� ����, �� 1)��) �� ���&�	 ����� 1)%� ��)��। ��: 3��� 1)� �������V�	 ���I। 
#+'� ���� ��� 1)%��-�, ����.� 1���� 1)��) �� �����V	 /��� 1)��। ��	V �� ������ 
;�) ;�)। ���	 ��1 ��1 �����, ��������	 ���& (����	 �� �C ��?�(��� ����� �� �), 
���() ����.� ���%� 1)�� <1� 1)�� ‘!	���	 ����.�’। 3)�� ‘���I’ �� ���?�����( -�C� ��-� 
%, �� �( �	 ��1���4 ���%� ��U�)�� 1% �। ���() ‘�� ������ ;�) ;�)’ �«�!�4 ��� ���(	 
�6� %। 
�����	 ������ ��� ������ 3� 1)��4 ���;~ ��V�	 ���& 
��6"	 Xä 	�1%�) �!%��-। 
���() ��������� ��1��� D�L�) ���� �L�� ����(��� �6� ��1�� (��	 &��& 
�6" 	N� ��% <1�	 
�h%�� ������ 3��  �����(� /6"���� ��!"=�	 ��"�j9� /����� �o��V� �	� �	��	। 3�� 3) 
��"�j9�	 ���	��	 �;�Q��) ���" �1���� !�C%� ������ 1)�� ��I��������। r�� �����(� 
&�%���	 �����	) %, ���� �L�� (���� /����	 /�D��V� ��	%� ���������	 ���I����� 
�	4 R�"�	 ��	%� �����	 (& )1� /�&����। 

-----------
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���	��� ������ ���	� 

��I���� �� (�� 
!�C�� 1)�� 

���I��� 
#� ��"� 77� ���&� 

8 �E���	, #+,# 

 
��I���� �� (�� !�C�� 1)��    

(�(
 ���"� ��	����)    

�����	 �D% ���L;j��	 /�� /�� ��I 1)%��-। �� �� 3���� ��I 1)���-। ��I����	 
���� �����	 �������	 �����I 1)%� 
�.	 ��h�� �>�����- 3�� ���L;j��	 ���� /�� ��I 
�	�	 (& ���I���1�	 ��1� �jV" �1����!�� ��	���-। ��: 3) ��g ��I���� ���� ��%��- /�� 
(� � ���&�। �����¢. 3�������	 ��!"=, ((��� ���n 4 �	��Q� 3�� ��� D��� !�C%� 
�����	 (& ����� <��&�! K1�V	 ���!� (s	� 1)%� ���� ��%��-। 

�����	 D����� �B�� 	���	 �(��	 ;jsg���	�, ��!h	�, �� K�� )�&��� ��I��� ��	��V 
��	%� 3) ��� ���&�	 �6� (��)%��-।  

��� ���1�	 ���C����  ������ ���1�	 ���C����  ������ ���1�	 ���C����  ������ ���1�	 ���C����  ���    

��"�) ��-� 1 �	 ��% ��� ���1� ���C����  ��� K1V ��	%� �� ��-� ®���)%� ���C�)%� ¢�� 
��	%� �����-। ���I ���1�	 /K!��	 ���� ;jsg���	� 4 ��!h	� 6�� �&�! �	�	 ��% 1����	 
�%��	� K��������	 <�	 3��������C ��� 9���)%� �� ������ ������ 1�&� ��	, �v ���Co	 
®���)%� ��%, 3� �� ������ ��%� (��	 ���� ��� �� �	�)%� ��%। ��%��  �C� ����4 ��� 
���	� ��)��	 ��% ¢�� ��	%� ��%��-। �(���% 	�(���	��	4 ��� ���	� ��� ��	%� 1�&� 
��	%��-। 

3);��� �����	� �j�" ����L� K������� ��)��	 ��% ã��� ��	V� ��	%��-। ��I���� 
�( ���Co�	 ��1�	� �>�	%� ������-, ��1���	 ��% �), �0 �), �N��	 �� ��W 14%�% 
���&4 �)।  

��I����	 (!V�� ��?9�)��	 (& 3�) (s	� �;�Q�� �	���>	 �&�^� �	� D�%�(। 
��1���	 o	���C �) ��1���	 ���"���	 (& o	 ����%� ��4%�	 �&�^� �	� D�%�(। ���&, _���� 
4 �9��T���	 ��µ /;�� 	�1%��-।  

/6"���/6"���/6"���/6"���    

��I������ /6"���� ���� 1)�� ���"� �P 3����% ��	V� 1)%��-। 
�;���� �&���-���(& 
�)। 3) ��� /���	 �&��� ���V(& �j��" ����L� 3����	 ��1� ��I 6���% 3� �	�	��1	 �N�� 
��sV <¡�j�&। ��V, ���	���, �����), � �, �9� )�&��� D�% ��4%�) ��% �। ��V D�� ��	 
���6�4 ���6�4 8  ��� 4 ���	��� ¥  ���% ��]% 1)���-। !	��, �N� �(�	 ���(�	 4 ����	V 
�L���	 3)��� ]%N���	 ��)�	। 3) ��V�	 (!�V	 1��� 3� ��� ��(4 �)। 3) ��� 
3����% D�� /6"�	� >�� ��  4 ����� ��1���	 ��-� ��- ��1�	�4 ��� ��)���- �। 

/�;� �1��	 ���, ��I���� �	�	�1 4 ��-� � 
�;���� �&��� ���V(& 9��� �	�	 (& 
�������� �	���		 <�9� D������ 4 ��� ;�	��	 ��1� ���� ����9� ��	%� ;�	� 4 ��I����	 
���& �&��� - 
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���V(& 9��� �	�। ���, ���� �N�� ��1��� ���L��� 4 /��� ���>�	 D�V�� ���� � ��% 
��1�	 (& ��"�� ��	�^���� (!�V	 D�%�(�	 D�� �N& 	���%� �&��� ���(& �	��	� �%@�V 4 
���-/���	� ; �;�Q�� ��	9���� 14%� <�9� ��1�	� �� ��	।  

D���D���D���D���    

��I /����j�1 �������� �	���		 ������	� D��� 9��� 1)���- । �����	 D����� 
(��)���-, 	����		 ��I�������� 6�� D��� 9��� 1)%��-, /����	� D����	 (& /�� 
3����	 ����� ��<�d� != �	� 1)���-। �������� �	���		 	�(
 ���% rs 1)%��- 3�� 
��N� D����4 ��-� ��-� ����� 1)���-। 

;jsg���	� 4 ��!h	� 3����% �	��	� 1� -��(�	 1)�� ����� ���% ��	���-। D��	N� 4 
D����	 �� ��	%� ��� ��� ^�� <¡1��	 ����� ���% 1)���- ���%� �L��	� /�;���! 
��	���-। 3) ����% �	���		 ���" �L�W ��4%� D�%�(। ��"�� /�^�% r�� �2� �&���%�	 ��  
1)��) ����� ���% �	� <�9� ���%� ��I����	 ���� �� ��	। 

D�%�( i�&�� D�9W�D�%�( i�&�� D�9W�D�%�( i�&�� D�9W�D�%�( i�&�� D�9W�    

��I����	 �v���� (� � ���&� ������	 (& D�%�( �N R"�����I 4 ���� D��� !�C%� 
�����। )1�	 (& �������� �	��	 4 ���I���� ��	� ��� ���	 i�&�� D�9W� D�%�(। 1����	 
����.��	� �����	� 14%�	 �	 ��� 3����% ��1��� D����� �j&�� ���� � ��% ��1�	 (& 
D����� (!V 4 ��� !V���@� ���	 ��]% /��K1V �\� ��	%� ������ 1)��। 

��!"=�	 ��= ��(�� �\� ��	%� �����	 (& ��"���% �;�Q�� D����� ��=���� ��?C �	� 
D�%�(। 

��: 3 ���T �� ��� �(���, ���-�(���, 6�� 4 )<�% ��<�d� != �	� 1)%��-, ����� 
����  ��"���% �;�Q�� !�=� 1% �)। r�� /�>��	��	 �C�(�	 /�>��	 4 �4%��� ���!	 ����( 
�)%� !�=� 1)%��-। /69 �� (�%!���) ^��% (����	V ���� ���"���� ��1���	 ��h��;�( 
��L�LM�� 3) D����	 ��g ��I ������ 9�। 

��I����	 6������� ����� 4 ��"9�	�	 ���&� D�%�) !V&। 3 �N�� ��� ��K��� �� 4 
!V��!= 1)�� ������	 �%� �
2����� ���1� !�C%� �����	 D�%�(�%�� ��I����	 ���� 
/�;� ��	���-। ���"��, ���& 4 �9��T��	 �N�� �� ��µ /;�� 	�1%��-, ��"���% �	��> ����  
!= ��	%� <1�	 ���(	 ��1� �	��	� D����	 ��º% ��� ��	%� ��1� ��������� ��	�� 1)��। 
)���j��" >����C�	 ��I��� ��"���% �	��> ����  !=�	 ����� ‘���I���� D����� 1)%��-। 3)�� 
�	��> ����  ��� ��I���� !�C%� ����� �	��	।  

(!�V	 ����� / �  ��-(!�V	 ����� / �  ��-(!�V	 ����� / �  ��-(!�V	 ����� / �  ��-    

�����	 D����� (��)���-, ��I����	 ��"�) ��	 ���I�������	 (!V �����;��� 
/�;�M� ��	���-। ��I����	 ����	�4 ���L;j���� �SjV" �������I �	�	 ���O �)%� ���� 
K1V ��	���- 3�� (!V ���I���1�	 ��1� �jV" �1����!�� ��	���-। 
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	���	 	V�g� ���%�	 (�� ����.�� /�>��	 ��1��� �� ��	 ��	%� ��4%�	 �����% 
��%�( K�������� #$��  ��� ���� 9�%। K������	� ��� /�>��	� �� ��1��& �	�	 ;� ��	 
3�� ��1��� ������ ����)%� ���g ��	�� ���। /�>��	�  1���	 /0 ��� �� 	���%� K��������	 
��4%� ���g ��	�� rs ��	�� 3) ������! ��1�	� /�>��	� �� ���C�4 ��	%� ���I ���1�	 1��� 
���"V ��	। 

/��	��� R��, �W 4 9jC�n �&��!	 ��& ��%� ���C ��� ����  ���� ��������� �(���	 
Ù 
�������-। ��1���	 
Ù �� � ��.���%� 1)�� ��1� ���U� ��)�� ��I������ ����%�। ��) ����	 
����� D�9W�% ��I�������� ;���&T ���������	 ���" �1���� !�C%� ������ 1)��। )1� 1)�� 
������� /����j�1	 (!V4 ���I����� ��µ�	 ��	�� /�D��V� 1)��। ��I����	 (!�V	 
��� �� ( D��� �� /6"���� �� �����(� ��=���� ��� �N��) �� �j�"� ����.��	 RV"��� 
/���& �	 �����V	 ��	��L�Q � o� ।  
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���	��� ������ ���	� 

�S����%� 
(���% (���	 3) �	� ��Y 

���I��� 
#� ��"� 7$� ���&� 

#7 �E���	, #+,# 

�S����% 

(���% (���	 3) �	� ��Y 

�  ����	 3�� ����� �!�� 7' �T��		 /�����	 ��	 ���������	 ����� �( �-
/s�V��% o� ���-।  

����.��	 ���W��% 3��9� %� ��?�(��� 4 �L1T ���n���� ;j
�����	 (���!� ���C 4 ����V 
3�� ��	 ���6 ����"� ��?�(	 %� _������� (�?����� ��Î��� ���������	 ����, �L��, -��, 
��&��Q �6� �!� � ������ (��� ��(��	 &��& (���% 4 !V���@� /�����		 (& !� 7' �T�	 �v 
�!l	��% ��K�� ��	%��-। !� 78�� ���9"	 �	 (!�V	 3) &��& ��K��) )%��1%� 9�]	 ��"	 
���1�	 ��s�� ���������	 
����� 4 !V��@	 (& ��0 ��K���	 �� ��	K1V ��	%��-। 
���L;j��	 
����� 4 (���% ���I	 (& (!�V	 3) ��	H�jV" ��K�� �( ��>��&	 X��	 ���%� 
<��� 1)%��-। oLV& �X(�����¶	 �;�Q�� �L���;��� 	�9� D���]%���� ����.� 	�� �����	 
���I�������	 �o��� �( ;��g%� ��C���-। R�%�	 ���� (² �%��- 3� �� 	��-!VD(��@� 
�������� । D���]%���� ��B���%� 	�� ����.��	 /�;��� 1)�� ������ (��� �( ��I 1)���-।  

�����	 3) 
����� ��K���� .Ø �	�	 (& 	o��� )%��1%� 9] !V1�&�, ��)��	� �	� 
��"V, !L1��1, ��� D;L�� ��� /�	���j�� ��() ���� 	��� �)। ��:, �����	 ���I��� ���� 
���� 14%�	 ���� �	4 R�"�	 1)%��-। R�"�" ���I���1� 4 �!�	�� ���1�	 D9�- ���		 �9��  
����1�	� 1)%� )%��1%� 9] /����� �����	 ���� ����"� 1.�N� E���%� ��	 (& ���-;�	� 
��� ����)%��-। )%��1%� 9]�� ��?9�)��	 (& ����"� ��Z�(&����	�4 3) ����	 ������! �	��Q� 
��	���	 ���&�� �����	 ���� 1.�N��	 �9W� ��	%��-�। ���(��@	 ������	 9�4 ���(��@	 
��� 1)�� ��9�&� 1)%� 	o��� )%��1%� 9�]	 �N �%� ����"� ��Z�(&����	 i 9]�n ��6" 
��	%��-�। ��:, R�%�	 ����C� (�����j1 4 (!�V	 /�L��� �P� �1� ����;�%� )<�% ����" 
��Z�(&��� 4 9��	 �� 9]�n (�� �-~�;~ ��	%� ��%� �����	 ����I����	 ��>��& 3� ��	�  
/��� 	���%��-। 

�N�n�	 )%��1%� 9�]	 �K��� �]��V	 ��s�� ;�	� �	��	 D��	N�	 (& �� �� �̧ �&�^� 
K1V ��	%��-, ���� ��������� i ���	 ���	 /�n� ��� <��^� 1)%��-। ;�	� �	��	 �������� 
�	��	�� 
��L�� ��%� ��(	 ������1��� �����	 ���I���1�	 ��1� 3�����! ��( �	�	 ���"� 
��%��-। �����	 ���I���1� 4 ��� ;�	��% ���1�	 ��l6 �]��V ��������� ��	 o�� ���	 
3� �	 �	 3� � Ï� �� o� ���-। �	0 ������ ��)��	� 1�&�, /�1�%� �	��� ��"V 4 3� 
����  	�	��� ���-�C� ��	%� �� 	����9	� 3��� ��	H ����)%��-�, �( ���I���1� 4 ��� 
���1�	 R�"�	 /K!��	 ���� ��	� D�V;�% ���% ��	���-। ���������	 ��.�V" 3���� )�����&) 
��	 ��� 1)�� ��I 1)%��-। �� r;��4 �( �	 ���� �j�	 %, ���� w���	 �	��	� �z�	4 

��� ���������	 ����� <Â� 1)��। ������ (���	 (��� �( �� �� �!�। 
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(���% (���	 3) r;��Y �� ���%�H	 �6�4 ��	� ��. ���I����� 4 ��������� �	V 
�	�)%� ���� 9�)। ����"� ��Z�(&������	 9]�n 3�4 6��� �)। ���() ���:�W	4 /���� 
�)। 

��), �������	 ���- �����	 ����� (#) ���I ��K���	 H�	� 4 9jC�n ��(�%	 (& ���� 
����%� �	4 D�� ���! ��	 ��s�� �o�� 1��, ��	 ���%�	 �6 s� �s। (7) �������� 
�	���		 D�� / �  ��!�& 	��� 4 ���"� ���%� 9��। ($) ���I���1� 4 ��� ;�	��% ���1�	 
��1� ��� D���		 �1����!�� �s। (') ��"� ��I 3���� !�C%� ����। ��I 3����	 
����� 
��K��� ��� �����	 ���� �%� !V-����  != ��	%� ��	 <�	 /����	� D����	 ���%H &. 
�s। (8) ��I 3����% ���n �L��� 	N� �s। (��� ��" ;��� ���"���� ����	 �	��Q� ���� 
�s। �)�L��� ��(	 1��� ��� �। /������ ���	��� �� /& ��� D��	 ��g� � o� �� ���	 
�� ���� �N& 	���। (�) ���& 4 ��&D�%�(�% �(�����	 ���� ���	�V	 �&�^� �s। t�� ���( 
�����	 �&�^� �s। 
�;���� (�� !�C%� ������ <��&�!� 1<। (,) ���� �L�� ��1�� (��	 
R�� R�"�� ��o� �	�	 �9W� �s। 

��� �����	 ��K��� �������	 D�� �����	 �1��� ���, ��� D��	 ���% �©�V"�� 
;���%� ���� ����%� 	I�j��& /�("� 
�����	 �� �j��"��%�� 
�!� (��)। ��������� ���� 
!V���@� �&�^� ���%� ��	 3�� ���&���		 ���� ��M	 D!����� �� ����� !�C%� ����। 

  

------------------
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���	��� ������ ���	� 

�S����%� 
���I	 r; ��� 

���I��� 
#� ��"� 7'� ���&� 

#+ �E���	, #+,# 

�S����% 

���I	 r; ��� 

������ (���	 (��� �( �1� <T���	 ��। % ����	 	IN%� ��K���	 ��	 !� #�) 
�E���	 ��������� �����	 ��"	 ��� ���1� �����"V ��	%��-। 7' �T�	 (���% ���C 4 
����1� R���;��!	 ��	 ���������	 (!V D���]%���� ��B���%� ����.� 	���	 �!C 1)�� 
��I 1)%� �v ������ 
����� ��; ��	%��-। �v ��!��, �v �&��!	 �	 ������ (��� �( 
��� 
����	 
��� �!�	� �1���� ��� �	�	 /����	 ��; ��	%��-। R�%�	 ���� ��!l	�� <�% 1)%��- 
1�(�	 1�(�	 �1���	 	�I�� 
���, ���"�;l� !VD(��@� ��������। 

������ (���% (���	 3) r; ��� ��	� /n�		 �X���� /�"V ��	 ��) ��	 �1����	 �L��	 
D�� ��?	� !� 7$ �T��	 (���% /����	 4 !V��@	 ��K��� 3�� ���I���� D�V ���(" ��%��-। 
��	� ����� (��) ��) /!�V� D!����� 4 !V���@� ��"���	 (���% /����	, !V�@ 3�� ���� 
�L�� 4 ��1�� (!�V	 ���I	 (& ��?	� ���	 �	 �� ����.��	 D���]%���� ������!"	 
��s�� ��K�� ��	%��- 3�� ��(& �v /�&�9�	 4 ��"�� �1& ��	%��-। ��g ��g �( 3) r; 
��� ��	� ���������	 (!�V	 �D% ��� ��� ���(��	 	1���	 /����� ����" ���I	 ���� ���	 
¢�� ��	���-। 

���I����	 9jC�n ��>��& ���������	 ����, �L��, -��, (�� �� /��� 	���%��-, ��� 
����	� (�n�	 �v ������ /�&�9�	 ��¶4 (!V �� ;��� R���	 ��1� 
����� ��K���� /��� 
��6" (��)%� �!%��-, ��(& ��	� ���������	 (!V�� �( �n�	� /�;M (��)���-। 
��	� /�;M (��)���- �����	 R�"�" ���I���1� 4 �!�	�� �������	 ��	� ���I ��K��� 3� 
��	H�jV" ;j���� ��� ��	%��- 3�� ���L;j��	 
����� ��K��� ���&��!	 3� �!l	���Ì� RW�n 
^�� ��	%��-। 

D������ ;�	��	 (!V, !V���@� ��I��j1, �	��	 3�� ������1� �����	 ���I ��K��� �� 
/��� ��6" 4 ��1��& ��%��-, �� ������ (��� ����� ;����� �। �����	 ���I���� ��) ��1��& 4 
��6"�	 (& ��	� ����	 ��  (��) �����	 �n�	� �L���� 4 /�;M। 

���"���	, ��	� /�;M 4 �L���� (��) ����;�%� )<�% 4 ���(���@� �����j�1	 
�� , ��?��	 ��1��& 4 ��6" �����	 ���I����	 ��(�% /���	V�% /��� 	���%��-। 

�`�, 
����� ��K��� ���������	 (!�V	 i�&�� 4 �L� ��6", ��	 ��s�� �����	 
���I���1� 4 �!�	�� �������	 /�� ��1��� ��K�� 3�� ;�	�, ����;�%� )<�% 4 ���(���@� 
�����j�1	 ��1��& 3�� ��6" �����	 ���I��K���	 3) i��1���� ��(% �\� ��	%��-। 

��: ��(�%	 ��M ��1�	� 1)%� 
����� ���;	 �	��"� /�&��%	 ���%�H	 �6� ��	� �� 
���L� � 1)। ��� ����� ��L"� ¢���L� ���������	 ��!"=, D�% 3� ����  ����&�!� 	-�	��� 
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 ���� �>	�)%� ��%� ��?��	 ���"��, ����	 ���n 4 �L��� 	N� 3�� /�&�9�	 4 ����V1� 
���� 4 ���n�% ���( �&�^� !�C%� �����	 ��= ��"�& �( �����	 �¤��� <��^� 1)%��-। 
���I���� (�%	 �9�% 3� ��( �� ��= �1। ��� 3��  ��, �� �� �� �C) �1�� � ��, ��	 
3��	 ��N 3) ��( �S~ �	� �\� %। ��), �( (s	� D�%�( 1)� <9� 1)�� �9� ��"n ��. 
.�	 ���I���� /��K1V��	� ��. ����D��� 4 !V���@� ��I	 3���। 3) 3���	 ���� ��	� 
�( ���	 ����	 ��  (��)���-। 

�� -�C�, ����% 4 ������ D���]%������	 9]�n �S��" ��. (!V 4 !V���@� ��I�� 
��	� v?��%�	 ��	%� �����-। ����"� ��Z�(&��� �����	 ���� ��	 %� _������� ����V 	N� 
�	�	 (& �� ��%) �����	 ��� !V���@� ��M���	 ���	����� ��	%��-। ���I����	 ���% 
��� ����	� (�n��� /��� ��1��& ��%��-। ���I����	 ��(�%	 ���� ��	� (������o	 ��	>� 
�����	 ���� 1.�N� ��	�� �9W� ��	%��-। ��	���� �z� �l�1	 ��=�)%� ;���D��"�j�"� 
���I����	 ��(%�� ���"�. ��	�� ��9W 1)%��-�। 

9��	 ��4���� ��LH4 ���"����� �������� ��� ���(" ��%� �����	 &�%�g� ���I 
��K���	 �	s�� D���]%���� )%��1%� 9]�� ��6" ��%� 9��%��-। 

���4 �����	 ��s����� i ��� ��I	 9]�n 3 ��"n �&6" 1)%��-, ��: ����	 �� 9]�n 
6��� �)। 3�4 ��	� �����	 ��� ��!"=�	 ���( ����� ��Y �L�W ��	�� 3�� �v 	�I	 
�����% /�("� 
������� ����"n ��	�� ��9W 6�����। ��), (���	 ���I	 3) r;��� ��� 
!V���@� 4 ����D��� ��I�� ��	� ��� ��	 ��, i�&��;��� 3) 9]��n	 ��������� ��	%� 
<1��� �	�. �s। 
��� !VD(��@� ���������	 (%���� /�&�1� 	���। 

 

 

-------------
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���	��� ������ ���	� 

� ��> �6�� ��?����%� ���I���1� (%���& 
��% 3�!�% 9���- 

����	 ����� 
#� ��"� '6" ���&� 

(���) (?), #+,# 

 
�����	 ���(-�&��� D�n	  

� ��> �6�� �?����%�  
���I���1� (%���& ��% 3�!�% 9���- 

(���&�� D�����) 


��� ���"�;l� !VD(����@� ���������	 /��& ������	 /����	� 4 R("% ���6 
���I�������	 D9� �]��V 1����	 �� ���	� ��) ���"�. 1�% �����% ���2, ��) ���	 �	 
�� ��I /���	 ����� �L�� ���2। 
�����	 ��� D�% 9�	 ��� /��]� �	�� 9���- �	 ��g ��g 
���I���1�	 ��I ���	 �	 �� �L�� ���% �� �����	 ;�� 4 �@. ��	 �����-। 

�����	 ���&��V D����� ���;~ 	V�g ��	��" ��	 ��	 ���=�%�- ���I���1� ���������	 
����n��"� 3���� � ��> �6�� rs ��	 ��?����%� ��"n ��.�V" 3���� �� �����	 ��� ��I 
�	�� �N� 1�%�-। 9�K���	 ���;~ 3����% 3� ���������	 ���(-��� 	�g 	���, ������ 
���������	 ���9� /�©� ����� ��& �&��� ��� 	 ���� ��?�C�% ��-। =���	!�?4 �1����, ���1	��	 
�1����4 3�) !��" !��"�। 3��� ���������	 D�V��¦ w��� !	�	 �	� �Ç��4 ���I���1� 
�]�V 9����% 3��  ����	� /0 ���U�) �� ¢�� ��	 ���%�- 3�� ���  ��R&T ���¦ 
���I���1�	 �]��V w��� �1	 !� ��%� �� /P��	�2~ 1�% ��C�-�। �����	 ������ ���1� 
w��� �1�� � )F�	��F�F�� ��)��� ����	 ��� , 1���� �&���, �����	 �	�E, 3�� !;V"	 ;�� 
1&�� �K�E ���% �]�V ��	। >�� w��� �1�	 D����	 ��� �6 �P&� � � ��"n �P ��	 ��4%� 
1�%�-। ��� ���	� ��������	 ;�% w���	 D�� ����	� �z	�  !;"	 ;� �6�� /����	 ��	�N� 
��(!�?4 3����% D������ ��	�� ;�� ^��n�	� ��	�-।  

	���	 �(��	 ���;~ 	V�g� �]�V 9����% ���I���1�	 ������	� 1�����M� ��b	 ��� ��	 
�� �����	 ���C�% ���%�-। ���(���		 	V�g ��I 1�%�- �� ���	 D���	���	 �	। ����	 
/��� �?%���( �� ���I�������	 1��� �1� 1�%�-। ��R&T �	�	��1	 D�V��¦ (�w��� 
��R&T��¦ ����� /��	���	 �	 ���I�������	 ���� 3���-। <Q	��g	 �L1Q� �9�	 �� ��"�4 
3� ���I���1�	 �%@�V। �j�" 	V�g� ����{� �(��	 ��	��!�	 3��  ����	� �� ��%��  �l�� 
��	 �� ����	 ��	 ��D�L�Q�� 9�	��6" �	�	 (& �� ���C ���2�, �=� ��) ��% ���I���1�	 
�]��V 3�( ��(	�1 #, ( �� ��� ��	 (� ��  ���	 ���% �L��&�	V ��	�-। ���<C� 4 
�>� �1����	 ���;~ ^�� 

 

 

 

 

* ����	 ������ ��z��1�। ���I���1�	 �����। �	��	 ���	 �� ��L"� �S���� 3�� �� �( ��.>� ��L"� ����	 ����� �D� 
1�� ���m� 4 D9��	�।
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 �]�V 9����% # ( <¢"� ����	� ��"��"��1 �����-� ���&� �� �����	 ��� ��	 
���I���1�	 ��(% /�;�� /�&�1� �	���-।  

���W%�	 %���	 �]�V 9����% ���I���1�	 ������	� 7� ( �� ���	 D�V�� ��	�-। ��	 
����	� �1���´�	����! �L� �����	 /&� ��	�% ��� ���� �!�-। �]��V	 >�� ���(����	 8 
( �����, >��	1��  , ( 4 ���W%�% ��� ��%�( ����� �1� 1�%�-। 

���W%�	 D9� �C�)�%	 �	 ���I���1�	 ������	� ����.�� �� �����	 3��  /^�%� ����	� 
�&�	�� ��� ��	 ��%�- 3�� ��� ��-����&� /0�04 ��� ��	�-। 

 

 

 

----------------
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���	��� ������ ���	� 

1����	 ���1�	 ���.���	 (& 
��)��&�� != �s 

����	 ����� 
#� ��"� '6" ���&� 

(���) (?), #+,# 

 
1����	 ���1�	 ���.���	 (&  

��)��&�� != �s  
��, �( ��.>� D�Q 

���C ��� ����  �����	 ���� ;j�� ‘‘
��� ���"�;l� !VD(����@� ��������’’ ���h	 ���9�� 
3� � �� 	�� �1���� �9�Ä� 1�%�-। ���h	 ������S~ (�����j�1	 ��  �������� 
��L�� ��; 
��	�-। r����� ���&���, ���(����	 ��	�, 9��	 �����	 �� ) ���������	 o ���j1 ��� 
����C �L�W �	�� ���	 �)। 

!VD(���@	 ¢(� ��	 ��h �����	 �9	�� ��Z�(&����	 3� �	 ���� ����" ��Z�(&��� 
3�� ��à� K����	� �		�(&���;� !V��@	 R�� 9� 3�����	 ������ ����� ��1��& �1����!�� 
��	 ���&�� ��(	 ����	 ��S� 4 /0�0 ���% ���&�� ����.� �	��	�� ��I���� ��	 
�����-। ���������	 
����� ��� 9�	 ��� /��]� ��	 ��>��&	 X�	D��n 3�� 1��(	 1�%�-। �	 
��g ��g 3) ��>��&	 ������  � �C�- ����	��, 9� 4 	���%�	। �P ��	 ���%�- ����.� 
�	��	�� ��"D��	 ��1��& 4 �1��;j��, �(��	 �����- ���������	 3��  	�(���� ����� 9�)। 
��: 3) �(���	 �� ���������	 
����� ��� �.��� 1��? 1�� ���	 �। ����	 /�L�& 1���	 
��	���(�� ���������	 
����� ��!� #� �N �	�1, �	0 ���� ��q�� ���%� �!���	 D��;j �� 
�����	 1��� D�V ���% �����	 ��&-�&��� D�n	�� 	�I 	��� ��	 �����- 3�� ����	) D�V�D% 
��� �g�P� ��� ���(��	 	1�� 4 ����� (���% ��! D�� (�� ���<	 	1�� �� 3� 4 �� 
�����	 /P��	 ��	�!��	 ��Nz। �	 o�  �N���� ���� D��V	 ;�% �����% ��% ��%�- �P�	�� 
;�	��। ���������	 
��������� �����	 /���^����) ����	 ��� ��)��&�� != ��	 9	� 
���.���	 �&�^� ��	 ���h	 ��©(� )��1��� 3� �� /�&��%	 �j9� ��	�- �� D��;j �!���। 
3� �� ��������	 %��V �g�P� ��� ���(��	 	1�� 4 (�� ���<	 	1�� ���	 (&4 ��9��		 
��)��&�� != �	�	 ��	 ��	� ���%�-। ��) D���  ������ ����) ���© ��<�	 <�= 3) 
��)��&�� !=�	 ����� r�। ���h	 ������S~ 	����j1 ��"�� �L�W�� )%��1%� ���	 3) � ��% 
o �	 ���� �����% ��-। �� �� o ��, �� ��� ������। 

��) 3) ��. 1����	 ���1�	 ���&�� ����	� ��"��"���	 ���. �����	 (& �������� 
�	��	�� 3��  ��.� ���N� K1V 3��n D�%�(। 
��� ���"�;l� !VD(���@� ���������	 
��I���� 3��  ����� ��)��&�� != ��	 1����	 ���1�	 ��"��"���	 ��9�	 ��	, <���I D������ 
K1V �	�	 (& ��	� 
��� ���"�;l� !VD(����@� �������� �	���		 D�� ���� (��)। 

 

----------------
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���	��� ������ ���	� 
�S����% 

��I����� �1 ����� 
����	 ����� 

#� ��"� �� ���&� 
�!Ç, #+,# 

�S���% 

��I����� �1 �����  

N���	��, ������	, �j�"���	 (²;j�� �Æ�, ��o�, ��.�, ���� D�n�	 3�!�% 9��- R�"�	 
!���� 4	� ��	�? �r 1����	 ���1��� ����9� ��N� ��4%�	 (& �� 4	� �L� D���? ���I	 ���% 
�� 4	� ��!�? 	I ���2� ��6 �� 4	� 9��-। 
����� � 1% �L��& �� 4��	 ���&? 

78�� ��9" #+,# ���। /��1��� ����� �6� ��K �L�6��	 )��1��� ������(� 1��� 3��  9	� 
��h��o�����	 ��"� )��1��। ��h��o��� )%��1%�	 1����	 �r	� .Ø �	�� 9�)��� ���C ��� 
����  ��1��, �L��, ����, -��, (��	 ��
	। �1	 �M	 K�� !�� 4	� 9������ 	�)�>� �Ç!�, 
�µ!�, � "�	, ����,  &�© ��� �% �C��� �N �N ��"���� ����C� �����	 ��। 	I �	 	I। 
	�I	 �&�% �;�� �!� ����	 �����। 4	� �� ®������ K�� 1�� K���n�	 �����	 ����� ������ 
���	�% <=��� �	�	 �Q"��, �n�1�	� (�	 ��� >� � ���� ]M। /�&�9�	 �&��;9�	 ��"��� 
��Î��� (��	 ���� �&6� ����;j� 1�% ��Y%�!�		 ���� �>�  �C� ��	) >������ । 

�����	 ����, 78�� ���9"	 ;%��1 ����� 	����� (² �� ����� ���I���1�। 4	� R�"�	, ��N�Ø 
�����	 ��N�Ø �L��, ����, -�� (��। �� ��� ����N�	 ���&�� K1V �	�� �� ��� ;�)�%	 	�I	 
D������। �����	 �&��� D�n�	 ��)��� �( �(�! <�=�- ��	 �����	 ��K��� ���I�����। �N �N 
�1���	 	�I ��I ����.� �( �L�। (² ��%�- ��) �1��� 	�I �L�6��	 ���9�� 3��  �� ��� 
�����। �L�W 1�%�- �� )��1��। ��) 	I�I ���2� ��6 3�!�% 9��- ��	 �����	 ��K��� 
���I���1�। �N ����  ���%	 /� �( ����"�� 4��	, �1��� 	�I ��� ����� 1��� ��% ��(�%	 
(%����& 4	� 9��-- 4	� 9���। 

------------------
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���	��� ������ ���	� 

���(��	 D�V���	 �C��@	 ��s�� 
��	� ���h ����C �L�W 

����	 ����� 
#� ��"� �� ���&� 

�!Ç, #+,# 

 
���(��	 D�V���	 �C��@	 ��s��  

��	� ���h ����C �L�W 
	���%� 

����;�%� �	���		 �N �6�� �W ��	 ����.��	 (g� ���� )%��1%� ��?�� (���% ��4%� 
1�%�- ��, ���������	 ���C ��� ����  �����	 D�V�D% ��� ��� ���(��� 1�&� �	�	 �C�@ �	�� 
��	 ��	V�� ��	��� 1��। ��) /����� ��� ���(��� ���I ���% ���� ����9�	 ���&�� �������� 
���&�	 3��  	�(���� ����� �	�	 (& ����;�%� �	���		 �N �6�� ��� (�� 1�%�-। 

/����%� 

����.��	 (g� �����!��� 	���m��1��	 /�;���! 3� �g�P� ��� ���(��	 �� ��9�	 D1��	 
�&�^� �	�- ��	 D�� oLV� D��� ��	 /����%�	 �	��	 ����.��� 3��  ��  ���%�-। 
/����%�	 D���@� ��� <)��%�� �&�����1 �D���EF )%��1%�	 ��  3��  �&�I!� ���"� ���=�% 
R�� D��� ��	�-। 

����" 

����" ��I	�� D!����� 	�(���	 /&�� D�I� ��� 	 3E4%�E" ���E� 4 ��� 	 9��"� 
����" ���- ��� ���(��	 ��9��		 �&����	 ����" �	��	 ����.� �	���		 <�	 D�� D;�� ��.�	 
�	��। �g�P�	 D�V�� 1�� ��	�^��	 ���¼�	V o �� ���4 ��	� �n�& ��	। 

�L� � ������� 

�L� � ������� )%�"��%�	 ���W �n�& ��	�-, ��� ���(��	 �!�� ��9�	 �S��" ��	� ���h �� 
����C �L�W ��	 ����.� ����	� (�n�	 ��s�� �� ����	 �����- ��	 D�� (g���1�  �V"��� 
�	�� ������9�	) ��	9% ����। ������ �� ��µ D� ���� ��� 1�%�--��� ��� ���� �1���� 3�) 
;%©	 4 ��	�� 1% ��� D���& ������ ��9�	 �	�� ����	� ��L"�N ����� ��? 

;�	� 

;�	��	 D���@� ����� )�M	� !�P� ����.� ����	� (�n�	 D�� 3) ���" v?��%��	 <¡�	V 
��	 ��, ����.� ����	� ��L"�N ��� ��� ���(��	 	1���	 D�� ��=�	 �&�^� K1V ��	 ��� ‘r�� 
�������� %, ��	 D���]%� ��	� ���h �!�% �C��।’ 

--------------- 
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�S����% 

��h����� �	���	 �D�N��  

��h��� ��&�	�	 ���C���	 �� ;��	�� ��	�-? �����	 ���I��� ��� ��� /��]�n। �	V�6"���	 
���&� ;�	�� �� �� ��C�-), ���� ��C�- �����	 ���I�������	 �!�	�� �T�	��। 

/���) �����	 ���	� ���� �!��। �	V�6"���	 ���>� � ��~� r� �!��। ;���� ;���� 
��~�(C���, ����6� ��9��� ���L��4 ���% �!��। ��: ����	�� D�� 3���� 	��!�{� �>�	�. �� 
��) (�� �C�, ��?��	 � (�� ��) 1�;�!& �����	 D�� ��) ���C�	 ‘(�� ����-� �&��� ����’ ��� 
<���� U�C� %? �� (� �6�� ������ <��	 �	� � ���9�% D6� ��"�& �� 3�1 <���� 
D1� �q%) �å�%�(। 

��: ����	 ���-, � ��� ���� �� ��� v(��		 ���� %। 

������ �(�!�--3 �6� � 3� ��	��। ������ ����� o����% �-� 3�� ��"����, ������, 
���æ� ��M �� ���� o���%-�� ����	 /��&) (�� <�9�। �	 ��� o���% ����, ��� ����	 (�� 
<�9� 3 ����	 �9	 (�K� �m�। ������ (���	 )��1�� �9	���) o�� ;�g���	 )��1��-3� � ����� 
��� i��1&। 

/�3� ����	�� /��	��, ��	� �	 ��-����- �C �C ����9� [�=� � ��	, ��� ���%4 �	 
1��� �	�� �। 3��� 	I, 3��� �1����	 �	 ����.��	 ]��) ������� ��?�� 	���	 /��9W� 
��	 �����	 
����� /("�� ������ �	�� �। 

�����	 3 ��� �����	 �D%�� ���	 ���	 ��	 �����% ���-3 ��K�� ���I	 ��K��, 3 ��K�� 

�����	 ��K��। 9��-, 9���। 

��� 1&�? ��h������	 ��%� ����, r�� �6� 3�� ��� ���% % ��� ��	� ���) ����, �� �1M� �� 
������, �� �LW� �� ��B���%���	 <�¢" <�= ���"���� �����	 3) �1T ��K�� ���� ��	� 3�!�% 
��% ��	 �6�� ��!� �	�	 �9W� ��	। 

----------------

���	��� ������ ���	� 
�S����% 

��h����� �	���	 �D�N�� 
����	 ����� 

#� ��"� �� ���&� 
�!Ç, #+,# 
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���	��� ������ ���	� 

�������� ���&�	 	�(���� 
����� D��g 

����	 ����� 
#� ��"� ¥� 4 +� ���&� 

$#/�b��	, #+,# 

�������� ���&�	 	�(���� ����� D��g 
(	�(���� ;��&��	) 

��������� �( 	IN%� 
����� ��K�� 9��-। 1����	 ��q� ����.�� ���1��� ���������	 
���  �6�� �9	��	 <T��� ��	 
��� ���"�;l� �������� ���%� �	�	 (& 
V" D���� �����	 ��	 
�n�!V ��	 ��s�� �C�-। !� � ����	 ���� �����	 ��	 ���I�����!V ���������	 ��.�V" 3���� 
��I �	�� �N� 1�%�- 3�� �����L� 3���� <���		 (& ��¸� �]�V 9����% ���2। 3�� 
���� 1%��� �	 ���� R�	 %, ���� ��	� 
��� ���"�;l� �������� �>�	 ���। �=� 3) ��v��" 
���h	 ���;~ �1� ����� ��	 �L1T ��I�!"�1 ��%��  D;������ 	�� �������� ���&�	 3��  
	�(���� ������	 (& ��� (���%�-। ��: 3) 	�(���� ������	 ��=���� � �� �� ��< 
�W ;���% ����। �����	 �����	 �I��&	 D��¢� ��	 �!�=� �������� ���I��� <���W� 
��<�d� �o��V� ��	�-, �������� ���&�	 3���� ����� �jV" 
�����। ��	� ��) 	�(���� 
����� ��� ��� ���	, ���� ���������� 
��� ���"�;l� 	�� ��� 
���	 ��	 �4%� 1%। 

��	V ��	� 	�(���� ������	 �6� ���, ����	 3 � <���Ø �	�� 1�� �� �� /�^�	 
��	�D�N�� ���������	 ¥� �N ���� ��� �&�! ��	 ;�	�� ��%K1V ��	�- 3�� �� 
����� 
�o��V� �	�� ���& 1�%�-। ������	� �9	�� ���n�D% (��� 3�� �4%��� ��!4 3��  !V���@� 
	�(���� ��। ��) ��	� 78�� ���9"	 �j��" �%����@� <���% ���&�	 ���n�jV" ����� �	�� 
�9�%�-�; ��: ��� )%��1%� �� 1�� � ���% �����	 �����	 <�	 ����V �	 ��� /�&�1� 	���	 
(& ��Q� ���1��� �����% ���% ����.��� �� ��	�-। ��) �	�1 �	0 �	��	�� #� ��� 
�������� 1�&� ��	, ����&�! �	�� ���& ��	, ����� �� ����	 )�� ��� �	 �	 �	 ����.� 
��� 	���	 ��g ��������	 ����� �\� %। &��& /�����		 ��	���" ����V /��� �	 /&��%	 
��s�� ������	� &��%	 (& ��K�� �	�-। /�1�� 	�(���	 /���	� �� �4%��� ��! ���& 1�%�- 
��0 ��K���	 ��6 ����। ��) 
����� �o��V� �	�� 1�%�-। 
�����	 /�Y��@	 ��6 ��% �� 
����	 )�� �����	� ���� ����	� ��"	 (���%�	��	 ��� �	�	 (& ������	� D`�। �L� 
����.��	 <�	 <=�� ������	 ��������-����� �1M�, ������, ��l�, �LW�, ��-��	�m	 ���& 
��� �;���;� 6���� �। !�C <=�� 3� ����V��I ����	 �����। 

3� 	I, (��1��, �S�Q �� , )��1��	 �	4 ��� ��< ;��� ��, ������	� i ��Ü����	 
��g ����� �	��-��	� �. �C ;�� �	��। )%��1%�	 	I ���©� 1��� ���� ����.� ������	� 
�(�C� ��!��� �। ��	� �1����	 ��1� ��Ü��� �	�� ���	 �। ��) ���������	 D���@� (�� 
��(<�� �1��� �6�6") ����- ‘�����’ �1���	 ����	 ���% ����.��	 ��	 1�%�-। ��) ��	� 
	�(���� ������	 �6� ���, ����	 ��	� 3�6� �W ;���% (���% ���� 9�) ��, �����	 ���� 
�jV" 
����� -�C� ��� ����� ��� ��� 	��( %। 

----------------
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���	��� ������ ���	� 
�S���% 

�������� 4 (�����o 
�����	 ��� 

#� ��"� $% ���&� 
7, �!Ç, #+,# 

�S����% 

�������� 4 (�����o 

(�����o ��� ���h	 ���� 3� � �n("���� ��h ��!=�	 /�.H ��--3�6� ��K��� �����	 
���� �( �	 ��h�� �	�� 9�% �। 3��� ��	� (���� ��h �����	 (& 3 ��� 3� � D���� 
	�%�-। ��! /� &��� 3	 ��	���"�, �������� �� 3) (�����o ��� ��&��V&	 (& /�&�9�	 
��"�� 4 ����% �����V	 /����V	 (& ��-� �	� /n� �	�	 ���%H ��% D�����	 /�.H 1�%�- 
3 ��h��4 ���������	 (!�V	 �-�। ��: �( �	 ��	� 3 �6� ��h�� �	�� 9�% � �	 9�)�� 
��� ����4 ��6W ��M1 	�%�-। 

��� (������o	 �>���	 ��� �	 9�)�� �j�"���	 ��� �, �&6"��	 ��� � /�&�9��	�, ������, 
����, ��K��� ���h	 (��	 ���- ���� D�  1�%�-। �� ��� ��%, ����� ��%, ��1���&	 ��µ 
)2� ��% ���"���	 �����	 ���� ����	 �K1 ��% ��) ��	� 1�� ���C�%�-, ��� (������o	 
��	 �1��	 D�����6 ���	� ��"� U��� ��C�-। ��1� �	I1�. �sV;��� �>�	 3���-। ���h	 3) 
��K��� ��������	 ���6 �����	 ��K��� 	�	�4 �( ��"n (������o	 ��	 �	(�	 ��- �6�� 
���� �>�	 3���- ���-। 1%��� 3�� �o�� ���% �	4 �v��	 �>�	 ���� 1��। 

�j��� ���"�L�W 3 �6� �W 1�% <�=�- ��, (�����o ��� �n("���� 3) D�����  ���h	 
�� �% �C ��I	 [�=���� �����। 9� ��4%�, �Â� ��%�, D�%�(����� ��� ���� ����	 ��M	 
�&�^� ����� 3) (������o	 ��	 �>	�� । ��	 ��"��"�	� �L1T ��I����	 1�"�-��"� �Â���(��	 
v����	 ��"9�	� �����। 

3) ��	�D�N�� (������o	 ��- �6�� ��K��� �������� �� ��� �	�� ���	। �N�n�	 ���h	 
R�  ��I N���	 	�(���	 ���% 3�;��� ��(�- ��, ����	��, ����V-��"���	 ���	��� ��� 
��	�9� 3 R) 	���	 ������	 ��� /�;j��	 �� �����z o� �-। /&	� �( ��s��1� D�V������। 
����h��, ����I, &�%���� ���� �� ����	 ��-�) �)। 

3���� �(��	 ���h	 ��.� /�^�	 ��	�D�N�� ��� ��% ��, ��	 ��I �), �S� �), 
����h�� �), �¤� 4 ��"������� �) ��	 ��	 ��(	 ���- ��� �), ��		 ���- ��� ���� 4 �)। 
�S� 4 N��� 3 R� �) /���o /0। 3 R� �	 ���"��) ���) <=����-���-���%� �	�-। (�����o4 
��) �L1T ��I����	 ]�C� 1�% ��( �s�, ���� ����	 ��s�� �����1� /�^���% ���� �। 
����� �। 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* �����	 ���� 3��  ����� ��� ��z��1�। �S���� ������	 	1�� ��	�>�। 	��� D����	 ��N �S��� ��L"� ���� � " 
�D� ���(� !	 �������� �6�� ���m� 4 D�����। 
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(�����o 4 �L1T ��I����	 �������� ��% ����	 /�^��L�W 3 �6� �W;��� ��� ��% ��, 
��(��	 N��� -�C� ����	 ���I �\� %-
����� ���� ���� �। 
����� ���"�;l� �������� 
�	���		 ��L�L�M	 /�;��4 ��)। )���j��") ��	� 3 �6� �W;��� (���% ���%�-। 

/��& 3) oLV&, ��������	��� �������	 ��s�� �� ��I���� 	�� 4 ������� ���� �), �� 
%। ��	�4 ��( �	�-। �	��। ��	�) 3���� ���������	 (!�V	 ��)�		 �S�। 

���I�����	� ���L;j�� �6�� ��� 1����	��	 3�� 3�� ��� �	�-। �	��। ����	 ��� /��9W� 
��À) ����	 �L��&���� �o��� �SjV" ��j"� 1��-3 �L� ��h�� 4 ����� ����	 	�%�-। 

���C ��� ����  ���� ���h	 ���� ��V��� (��� 1��, ����� �!����� ��Z�(&��� ]�C� 
��I���� <T��� �	�� ���h	 ��� �6�� 3 ���� �����	 D���  ����) ��	�-। �	 3) (& ����"� 
��>�& ����	 (& ����q�। 

---------------
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���	��� ������ ���	� 
�S���% 

��K��� ��L�L�M	 D�� 
�����	 ��� 

#� ��"� �� ���&� 
#, ���´�	, #+,# 

�S����% 

��K��� ��L�L�M	 D�� 

�����	 ��K��� ���C ��� ����  ���� �( 3� �sH�jV" i��1���� ��PN�V <��� 1�%�-। 
��B��� ��"���% i�&cF 
�����	 ��K���� 3� �� ���C ���%�-। �� �� ���%�- ��K��� 
��M��। 3	 ���6 ���6 �n("���� 	�(���� ���h4 �������� 3� ���	, <Ì��	 �� ���। 
���h	 ���� 3��  ������ (��� �1����, i�&�� ��K���	 D��� �1���� �������� ���" �¤��	, 
<���I ��"���	 ������	। ��Z�(&���, ��������	��� 9]�� �&�T �	�	 �&����	, <���I �&�^� 
K1�V	 D`�� �%�	 (& 3 �j9� �� ��!n <�²��9� �	���। 

�N�n�	 �����	 ��K��� (!V /�� !;�	 �K1;�	 �N& �	�- ��, ����	 ��% ����	 (�� 
��%, ��-)�� ��% ������ ��Z�(&���� �!���, ����� ��¢��� 9] ��;��� �C�@ rs ��	�-। 
����	 3) �C�@ ���	 �	 �� /�� �jç�	 ������ (�� ��.�	 ��	 9��-। �!��� ���	 ������ 
(����� �g� �	�	 (&, ��¢. �	�	 (&, ���� ��	 	���	 (& 3) �C�@ ��]%;��� ��( rs 
��	�-। /�� R���	 ���6 ���C ��� ����  ���� 34 �N& �	�- ��, 3) �C�@��	� �!���	 ���6 
�����	 ��	(�>�		 �� ��� ��� ��( ��	 ���2। ��(��	 
�6"����	 (�& 4 3��  (����� ��j�� 
W �	�	 (& ����	 3) 1��� ��( /�� (o& 4 oLV&। 

3���� (���% ��L�LM 3) 9]�n��	� �!��� �S��" ��9� 6����4 3) 1�, (o&�� 
D�9W��� D��1� �	�	 �&����	 ��� ����� ��"�j�9	 ���&�� 3�!�% ���- ��� �� �����	 
(!�V	 (�� �)।  

���&�� (����� )�����, ������ ��! 3�� ����	 ��(�C 	�(���	 ���1��� �����	 ����	 ���  
�6�� �!�-�	 �� <��C �>��	 ��"�j9� ��.���%� 1�2, 3 �C ��M	 �6�। ��: 
����� 
��K���	 ��� ��� ��� 3���V�	 -Æ���� ��( ��	 ���2 3�� ����(	 ���"̂ � �6�� ����	 
���(	 !����	� D���  ��9� 4 
��� ������S~ �!�	���) �&�6� ��	 �����-। 


����� ��K���	 D�6��� ��"�% �6�� �( ��"n ��-����&� ��h���&��% 4 ���( ��N� 
�������� �6�� ��)�		 ���h -�C�% ��C�-। /�� ��B��� ����	 3��  ���	 (�� ��% ��, 
����	��	 3��  ����� >�<��� ����	 ‘����%� ��6"�’ ��1��&��� ���C ��� �N  ��� �� 
��	�-। 3) ���	 ��	V �1���� �(��	� )%��1%�	 /�&�9�	, ��"���	 �6� �W;��� <�{� �	� 
1�%�-। /������	V ��9� �!�	�4 (�� ��, ����	�� 3) D���� �6���	 ���&�� �!��%M� 
��;��!	 ��	) D;�� ��.�	 ��	�-। �� ����	�� ��Z�(&���� D��� �����	 ���� 1�&�����	, 
������� ��¢. �	�	 ���( �(��	� )%��1%��� �	���	 ��6" 3�� D�%�(�% ��6"� 4 /0 ��1��& 
���% ���- ��	) /g �1���� 3) >�<��� �����	 ��N����, ������	 !���V�% ��6"� ��1��&  
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���2। �	 3)�� 1�;�!& !���V�����	�	�, ����	� )���j��") ��Z�(&��� �!���	 ������ 
��	�-, ]�C� �1���� ��( ��	�-, 3 �6� ��"(�����। �( ��	� �����	 
����� ��K��� 
/��K1V �j�	 6����, ��	� 
������� �&�T �	�	 (&, 1�&����� �&����	 �	�	 (& ��]%;��� 
��( �	�- ����	) /6"���j��& ������jV" (����� �	�	 ���( <�=��C ���!�-। ����	 3) (��-
i��1&, �v ��	��। �����	 ��K��� (��, (��� ����	�� ;���� ��	) (��। ��: �( ��"n4 
3)�� (��� ��¢�����	 �&����	 ��� �&�^�) K1V �	� 1%�। ��(� ��� �	� � 1% �� 1�� �����	 
�!��� ���	 
����� ��� ��6 ���C ��� �� D��&��	 (�� ��-। 

 

------------ 
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���	��� ������ ���	� 

���I ��K���	 �� ��� �����	 ��� 
#� ��"� �� ���&� 

#, ���´�	, #+,# 

 

���I ��K���	 �� ��� 

/���L� �������� �6�� ����.�� )�������1� ����C�	 (& ��I���1� ��� �T�	 1�% 
<�=�-, ���� �T�	 1�% <�=�- ���������	 ����W �� ������	�। ���;~ 	��� ���I �� ������	� 
����.����	 ���6 �S�"�-� ��	 �������� �	��	 4 (!�V	 ��K���	 ���6 3����� D��� 
��	�- 3�� 3�) ���6 ��	� �� ���� ��K��� /���V" 1�%�-। 

����� ��0 ��K���	 �j ���� 9���	 �� �j�& �) 3 �6� ��� ������। ������� ���	��� 
��I ��� ��� ����� 	���!���	 �j ���� ���% 6��� ���N�� ��K��� �N��4 K1V �	�� 1% 
/��� �j ���� ����। ��K��� D9��		 ;j����	 ����) �j ���� ��	�&�?�9	 ^� ��"��	� �	� 
���� ���	। 

/
����" �� ���h	 D���  ��K��� (����	V ���N ��6"�	 (& ��?�(�- ��� � ��� 
�j ���� ���� N����� �����। 3	 /&�� ��	V, �� �������	 
�����	 /("�	 (& ��K�� rs 
��	�- 3� ������ ��I	 ��s�� �� ��I����	 ��-� �-� <��������� ��Z�(&���� ��?�(���� 
N���। ��) ����	 ��K��� D�%�( 1�%�- /��� N����� ��I	 ��6"। 

�����	 ���I ��K���	 D6� ���� ��	� r�� ��	 ��������� ��	�- /�0, /&���� �� r�� 
/�0) %, ��	 D9�	 ���&�� 4 �j ���� ���&�� ��h������ D�L� o � �6�� �SjV" �j�	 ��	�% 
	���� ��6" 1�%�-। ���(���@� ��h 3�� �(� ��1;j"� �L��% ��h ��� ��6� ���n���� ������� r�� 
/��� ����% �9�% �6���-। ��	V ���������	 ����K� o � ����	 ���- ��l?-�%�। �� ��� ��l?�-�-� 
�� 1� (�	�����	�	 ���L��। ��	� �� !V��@ ��h��� 3��  (�!��� �-��� 3�� �����	 
!V���@� /����	 ��" ��	 [
	�9�	� �	��	 �� ����V�� ���%� 	���� �9�%�- 3�� �����	 4�	 
��0 ��K�� 9����% ��4%� 1�%�- 3 �6� (��� ���	� ���h	 ��<) �	� ��h (���	 3) ���n	 
������! ��Z�(&���� �!��� �����	 ��� ��� 4 ��K�� ��� ����	 
��6" ��� �(� D�%�(� �&�1�	 
�	�� �9�%�-। �j ���� 9��� �>�� �����	 ����n �	�� �9�%�-। 

��4�%��6 ���������	 ���!�� �	�	 �6� �o��V� ��	�- �������� �	���		 ����� 
D����� (�� ��, 3�, ��1����� 3�� 3 (&) (�� �1��� ����� ;�	�� ���I �������� 
1�)�����	 �1���� K1V �	� 1�%�-। %���{��� 1�)������		 /�>�4 ^���� 1�2। 

���	 /&���� �������� �	��	 (������o	 ����	V ��	���	 ��~ /������ ����	 
D����� ��=���	 �6�4 �o���V� ��	�-। ����	V /������ ���!���	 /&�� <���& (������o	 
��6" /("। 

/&���� 34 (�� �!�- �� ��~ ����	 ��	���	 /������ ;�	� �	��	 �������� D� 
<f�� �	��। 3 �&����	 ;	� �	��	 1%� ����;�%  	���%�	 ��1��& /6�� /�����4 ��� ���	। 
	�(���� �1� 3 ��% ��� �	!	� 1�% <�=�-। 
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 �B�� ��%���������	 /���� �z�� ��4�%�6 ��	��% /������ ���������	 ������1�	 
��"	 /�&�9��		 ��µ ������9� �	� 1% ��-�C�4 ���1�, �>����, ����, )��&�� D;L�� ���� 
���������	 ���V ^���� 1�� ���2। 

��K ��	�^�� �L�W 3 ��� ��� �	� ��% �� ���������	 ���I ��K�� ��	 ��"�g�V �� ��	K1 
�	�- 3�� �� ��	 �� /����	 r�� ����	 ���U) ����� 	���� � ���h	 ���U) �� ��	 ^� ��	 
���। ���h	 !V��@ ��h��� ���n���� �����	 ��� ��6" �� ���� �	�- ���� ���h	 ����V 
���I	 D���  ��K�� �� �	�� ��6"।  

��K���	 �6�6" ��v��") �j�9� 1�%�- �����	 3) �j ���� �T�	��। ���������	 ��.�V" 
3���� �( 1����	��I। �������� �	��	 ����� ����	 ��L"H �SjV" �(�% �	�� 9����% ���2 
D��� �&�^�। �=� 3) ��	�^���� ��	 
��L��	 D�%�(� �j ���� ���"���� /�&n D�%�(। 

��� 3 � �=� �� �����	 3) �j ���� �T�	��% �9� ��� 1�� �����	 �1��������	। 
��	V )��1�� �����	 �����% ���%�- �� ������ �� 3� � ����� ¢�� ��	 ��%�	 (& ��� 
��	�-। �j ���� >�?�� ��C �������� ���&�	 �� /�o�� 1�� ���2� 4) �T�	���% D���V� 1� 
�� ���������	 ��K�� 3����� %। ��	 D���  �.��% 1�� ���� ������	 ��	 �n�	� 3�� ��	� 
1�� (%�। 

 r�� R’9�	�  ���� % 3��%�, ��>��, )<�	�� 4 ���� ����	��	 �� ������� �����	 
��K���	 D�� �1��;j����� �� �� ����4 �����	 ��� ^�� �	�� 1�� 3�� �� ���� 
���U��C�	 ���&��) !�C ����� 1�� �����	 �		�� ���। 

������� (g���1� �D�V �9W� ��	�- ��������� �������1� D��"�	। D���]%���� 4 ��"�P 
	�(���� �������� 3� ��	 �9W� �	�- ����� !V�@ �L�W	। 3	 ��-� ���I 3��  �� � 1’� ��h 
(���� ����n �	�। /�3� �����	 D���  ���N� 1�� ��K��� ���N�। �����	 ��	 ��� 1�� 
�� ��	� D���  ���N�� ��K���	 �¤��� 1�2 3�� �� ��K�� �����	 ;���&T ��"�	V �	��। ��	 
D���  !������ �N& �	�� ��	9���� �	�� 1�� �����	 ��K�� ��l��। 

------------
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���	��� ������ ���	� 

�������� 4 ��h ����� �����	 ��� 
#� ��"� �� ���&� 

#, ���´�	, #+,# 

�(��	 ��K��� �������� 4 ��h ����� 

�� )���Ç �����	 9��� ���&�% ��� 1�%�- ��, /����� �D���EF )%��1%� ��-� 3� � 
�	��। !� �z��1 �j�" ����.��	 !;V"	 � �� ���� ��q� ����.�� �>	� ���=�%�- 3�� ��	 
���%H ������ ������	� �&�I E�� �}�� ����� !;"	 �1���� 4 �(��	� ���	 �%�(� ����	� 
D���� �1���� ;�! ��	 ���। 3�( �	��	� ������ ����- ��, ‘‘������1� 3� ������	� 
D��� �&�^��� ���� ��1��& �	�-’’। 3�� �	����	 #�� ��9" 1�6 8) ���´��		 ���& ��	� /�	�� 
��	�-� ����	 �&��� N�� D��" ��	�-। /D����� ���&� � � ������ ����� 4 ������1��1 
�v �&�I�� ���I4 ��4%� 1�%�-। 

��q� ����.� ����� ��� "	 ��� ��� ;j�k� ��� ����	� ����	 ��s�� �� �(����� 
�]�V 	9� ��	�-, ����- ��, 3�( /����	� !;V"	 ��%�! ���� ������ ���। /��& 3 
�n�& ����� ��& 3� ��� ��=। E�� ������	 ��@��	��� ���(��	 �4%��� ���!	 ���& K1V 
3�� ����	� ��L"�N ���� ����� N��� �&�1��		 �����! ���� ��	 4�	) �;"	 �	�� /�����। 
E�� ����� ��D��V ������ , #+�+ ���� )%��1%�	 ��@��	��� ��( �	�	 >�� /������ ������ 
���� ��M�1	 �9��� ������।  

������ �� �	4 ��� 1% ��, �� ������	� �����"� ��� ��¡� 1 ��1�� ��	 3 ;% R	 
�	� <�9� �� ��1��& ���K� ������1� ���I�>l�(	 D�� ��������	 ��6" W �	�	 (& �&�1�	 
�	� 1�2। ��� ��� D���� /��& U�?�� ��% ��( �	�-। ��: 3� � ����& D����, /���	� 
4��!�, �	��	�� ����	 ���K� ���� ��1� ���2 �। 3�� ��) ��	� �j�" ����.� �����n ��(	�) 
�!�% ��( �	�� ��9W 1�%�-। !� ���� 3��	 �>	� ��=��� 1�%�-�। �	����	 3�� 9�	( ���& 
�D�� ��I ���&��� ��% ���	 �j�" ����.�� �w���	 �9W� �	�� ����	 �K>��	 �	� 1%। 

������  �n�& ��	 ��, �D���EF )%��1%� 3) ��� K1V ��	�- ���;~ ��	�V। ����" /0 
�	�	��1 �X�� �j	 �	�� 1�� ��� ��q��& ��1��& ��� "%���	 ��1��& ��4%�	 (& ���� ����	 
/��	�� �	�� 1�� 3�� ��� ���(��	 	1���	 ��9��		 �6��4 ���	 �L�W /&���� �	���	 �9W� 
�	�-। ��: ��� �&���	 	�% ���� ;�	�� �!� ¥8 �N �	V�6"�	 D�&���" 4 ���I�>l�(	 
��K�� 6���	 �	। 

�L� � �!%��	 ���	����� ����� �D��K��; ��� "	 ��� E� �9�� (!��	 0� 4 <I ���	 
�n("���� ��]�n ����%	 ���] �	� ����� (��� (!� ��� ��, ;�	� <��1����� ����� 
R�"��	 �� ���1� D����� 1�2 ��	 �sH ��q� ������� <���} �	�� ���	�। 

��� �>�	��� �� �1� �	��	�� 3 �&����	 �&6"��	 (& ��µ ������9� ��	। 

3� �������� ��N�T���	 ��� ��� ��, 3 ��v��" �!%��	 <�9� ;�	�� �!� ¥� �N �	V�6"� 
D�&���"�	 (& �j�" ����.��	 /�^� 
�;���� �	�	 ����Q ����.� �	���		 <�	 9�� �L�W �	� 
4 ��h(�� �L�W�� ��1��& �	�। 
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����� (!� ��� �� /�����& (������o	 ����	V /������ �!%��	 <�9� ���.���� 
�������	 ���6 3� 1�% 	�(���� ����� 4 !V���@� ������ ��"��9� ����.�� �����	 1��� 
���N��� �>�	�% ��4%�	 (& 9�� �L�W �	�।  

��h ���n ��	�� 	�����o	 ����	V �S��� < 6��F	 ���- 3� ��	������� 3) /�;�� 
D��� ��	�- ��, �������� ���&�	 3� � 	�(���� ����� �\�, ��� �� ��% (!�V	 
���&���		 D�������	 ��g 3�� ���������	 (!�V	 ;�!& ��"�	�V ����	 /���2�& /�����		 
�;�Q�� ����9� �	� 1%। 

+) ���´�	 �<)%�� ��	���	 �1���9� �� 	���9�¦	 ��LH��� ��	���	 3� D����� �� 
3�� ��. �1�����	 /&�& D�����	� < 6��F	 1��� ��	������  /�"V ��	। 

��	������� ���������	 �	0 /����	� �!�	���	 �&��� 1��	 1�&� �	�	 ��µ �M� �	� 
1�%�-। ��	������� ���������	 (!�V	 ]���"�� D���	�� 3�� ���I����	 D�� ��	���	 ��6" 
��� �	� 1�%�-। 

����^ �j�"�g �	V�6"� �1�%� ����  3� D.��� /����� �g�P� ��� ���(��	 ���I 3�� 
��"��9� D�������	 1��� ���������	 ���;�	 ���� ����	 ���� (���%�-। ��	V 3) �&�^�	 X�	�) 
�	V�6"���	 ���	 
���� �>�	�% ��% ��4%� �\� 1��। 

�	 3� D.��� ��������� ����.��	 (g���1�	 ��"	��	 ��µ �M� �	� 1�%�-। �����	 
�&����� ���	� 3) �;�% ���! �� 3�� ���������	 (!�V	 D�� /��� ��6" (��। 

D�I �		���@� �� á����� ��1� 3) �;�% �;����H ��	। �������� �1�%� �1���� E�� 
�����(" 3���  ��� ���% /6" ��K1 rs �	�। 

�� o �% ��� ����	 ¥� �N ������ �		��� ���%	 (& 9�� ���� 1% �	 �� ����	 
�;&n	�V ���&� ��� ��% �। ;�	�� ����" ��I	���	 D�I 	���j� /�&��� ( ���6 !��µ6 
3� ������� [�=�� ���, �j�"��g	 ��"�� ��	�^�� �	 ;�	�� �	V�6"� ���	 o ��� �;~ ��	 
���� ��% �। 

/�&��� !��µ6 ���, ��?	 ;�	� �>	 ���	����	 ���	��	�। 3	 ��g �� ���� �sH ��	�� 
�	� �=� 1%। ��(	 �>	 �S��" ��� ����-, 3�( D�I 	���j� 3���- ;����;��� �	V�6"� 
���&� /���� �	��। ��������� ����.��	 ;j���� �S��" �	 �	 ��%��  D��	 <Q�	 ��� 
����-, ����.��	 ��s�� �� ��� ‘cF’ �����	 <����& ��� ;�	�� ��� � ��� ��� 
����-, (!�V	 )2�	 ��s�� �j�"��g ��� 9�����	 �9W� �	�� ����.��	 /6"���	 ���9�% 
��	�^�� 1��। ��� ���(� �S��" 3� D��	 <Q�	 ��� ���, ��� ���(� !V���@� ������ ��"��9� 
1�%�- ��?	 ��9�	�� !V���@� ��� 9����� 1�� !V��@	 4�	 �����	 �^� 1��	�% ����। 

/�&��� !��µ6 ���, ��?	 ��	V�, �	��Q� ���� �	�� �	V�6"�	� ���� �>�	 ����। ��?	 ��� 
�	��Q�	 ;�� ��) �>�	 ���� �� ��?	� ��(��	 ����	 /����	 1��� ���� 3�� ��(��	 
;�!& ��(	�) �%@V �	�� ��	��। ��� (��, ��� 3 �&����	 ���������	 ����(���, 1�)�����	 
4 �	���		 D�������	 ��g ����9� ��	 3 �����n 3���-। 

 

-------------- 
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���	��� ������ ���	� 
�S����% 


��� �������� ��.� ��& 
�����	 ��� 

#� ��"� ,� 4¥� ���&� 
# /�b��	, #+,# 

�S����%�S����%�S����%�S����%    


��� �������� ��.� ��& 

���h	 ���� �( 
��� 4 ���"�;l� 	�� �1���� �������� ��.� ��&। ���������	 ���	� 
���1����	� 3�6� 9	�;��� D���V� ��	�-। �����	 ��0 ���I���1� ���h	 ��Z�(&��� �!����� 
1��C 1��C <���} �	��� ���	�- ��, �����	 ���� ����	 ��?%��	�	 �� ��� 1�% �!�-। ��"	 �r 
������1�	 ��� �(��	� )%��1%�4 ��U�� ���	�- ��	 oLV& �������4 ��¢.। ����% 4 ��9� 
��h ��	 ������9�% ���	। ��h-�µ�!E !�C �����	 D.�� �%� 1�%�- ��{��� ��h-��¤��। 
�������� �S��" /P���	 	��� ��q� ����.�4 �	 /P���	 %। ��h ��¤�� /��K1V��	� 
78�  	���	 ��L�L�M	 ��q� ����.� D����� ��	]� ����	 �� �9�� ���� ����। 

	����Û	 ���] �	� < 6��F	 ��� �����-। /��& ��	 ��� ��Z�(&��� �!���	) ��� 3�6� �W। 
9��	4 ���;���	 ��	��"(?) o� �-। 

3���	 ���6 �������� �S��" ���h	 	�(���� �9n���	�4 ��	��" 1�2 /;j��j�";���। 3) 
��	�^��	 ���& ����- 	����Û	 ����	V /�����। ��9�	��� ��� ��Ü� �9l��	�	 ��L�H ����� 
���!�� �	�- 
��� 4 ���"�;l� �������� �	���		 3��  D����� ��। <���& ���������	 ���C 
��� ����  ������	 ����h��, �L��� 4 �©O�� (���% ��%�। ��h ������� ��U��� �������� �� 
9�%, ����� �� o� �-। �� o ��। ���������	 
��� ���"�;l� �	���		 
��L�� ������" �g�P�	 
���I, �r ���-[�&��	 �����	 ���  �6�� ��	�% �%�	 ���� (���� ��	�। ����.��	 ��"	 
�]��V	 ��s�� ���!�«��;%�, �9���«;���%�, )	��, 	���%� 4 ��	� �’�  ��� ����	 (����। 
���������� 	������ K1�V	 ����4 ����� 1��। D������� ���h	 �’�  ���4 o��	 ����। 
��L�� 
�����N /�0	 �6�4 ����� ��	�। 

�������� �S��" ��h"��"� 	�� ;�	� �� ����% ���%�H	 ���!�� ��( ��	�- 3�6� �W। 
D������� 3�6�4 ��U��। ;�	� �	V�6"���	 (�& �� ��	�- �� ����%, 	�(���� %। 3 
�&����	 (g� �r ��� �	��	 �� ����- �� ��	�- �� �;�Q1�, <���&D�V����, �©�V" ������� 
�S~ �) �	 ��-� %। 3�6� ������� ��h �( ;���� ��	) (��। 

3����� 3) 1��� �n("���� ��h। �N�n�	 �����	 ���1����	� /��	�� ��K�� ��	 9���-। 
��I �	�- ���L;j���� ��� 1����	��	 ��- �6��। �� �� ����	 1���� R�"�	 1�2। 

�( ��K��� �����	 �� ��
	 �� 1�2 �jV" 
����� 	�(���� ����� %। 
����� /("�	 
(&, ���h	 ���� ��Z�(&��� �!���	 ��s�� R�"�	 !V-	�W�% D���	�� !�C �����	 (�& 9�) /0। 3 
1��� ����	 D6� 4 ��9�)�� �sH�jV" ����। ��Z�(��� �!��� )%��1%��� ��% ���������	 <�	 
��;��� ���� ����� ����- �� ���� �	�� /�0	 D�%�(। /0 �&��� ����	 �	V ���C��  
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D���	�� �	�	 ���� N��� /&��-� ��- ��� ����	 (�� �)। ��D��V ��	� D�%�( ����� 
�����	 ��K��� (!�V	 /��� �� �	��4 �SjV" D.� 	�%�-।  

3	 ��)�	 ��� ��< ��-� �9n� ��	 6��� �� 1�� ��	� �����	 ��K��� 
������D% (!�V	 
��)�		 ���) �����9� 1��। (!�V	 �	� �� ��� �����9� 1�� ��	�। 3 �&����	 �����	 ��K��� 
��L�L�M	 ���� ;j����	4 ����2� �sH 	�%�-। �( ����	 ��L�H �����	 ���� �� (��� !�C <=�- 
�� r�� �����	 %, ���h	 ����C�, ��"����, ��� �!���	4 ��� ;	��। ��	� �( ��K��� �����	 
���� �����% 	�%�-। 

(�����Û D������� ��K��� �����	 ���&��	 ��, ������� ������	 ���6 �W;��� ���� 
�	�� ��	�� 3 �L� ��h�� (!V ����V �	�-। 

 

-------------
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���	��� ������ ���	� 
�S����% 
3���		 Ü� 

�����	 ��� 
#� ��"� #�� ���&� 

7� �;�	, #+,# 

�S����%�S����%�S����%�S����%    

3���		 Ü� 

�����	 ����� 3���	4 �4%���	 9�?� ���� ���%�-। ����h���	 ������, ��K���	 �L���% 
���C ��� ����  �!�	� /��&��� ������ (��� ����	 ;��!&	 )��1���	 3� �sV 4 �© �% ��v��" 
��) �4%���	 9�?��� 
�!�� (���%�-। 	�(��	 �jV" �L2 ����	 �	 !� ����	 ��������� 
���� Ü�-<�-�>�	 <���� �	��। �����	 o�	 o�	 3���		 ��	���T�� ��;��� ����� 1�%�-, 
Ü�-<�-�>�	4 ��);���) ����� 1�%�-। Ü� ��M	 1��4, �-�		 3��  ���V&�T�� 1��4 3��	 
1�%�- �&��!	, <T���	 %। ��	���T��� ��� 3��	 ���C!g�-�Æ�-��o�-����	 ���� ��(� 
���(�, ���9� ���� �	�-��s�, ����-�L�-���� ���� ���-� ��	 ���� 3) Ü�� o�	 o�	 
��M	 �w< �����, �� ������� ���� 	�.�%, ���%-
(�	 ��C��� ��%� <²�I ����	 � 
��%। �����	 ���� ��"	 )%��1%�	 >&������� 9] �� /�&�9�	, �� ��"��, �� �sV ��"����	� 
�	����� �����%�- �� �� �M�� �� ��� ���è��� �j����T ��	 ���%�-। �����	 ���� �( 
3� ��� o	 �) ��	 
( 1�	���	 ���� �)। �� ��	�N, �� D�&N ����� ����� �( ��	� 3� 
1�%�- ��, /�&�9�	, ��"� Y ��������	 ����	 ��	V� 1�% �����	 D���  �	�-��s� R("% ���6 

����� ��K���	 /�Y��@ <�����। D���  ��v�", D���  NV, D���  	�I	 �>�? �, ���L;j��	 �� 
	N�%, ����"� /�.H 	N�% <T�!"��L�। /�3� Ü��	 <T���	 (�& ����	 
�;���� /�;j��4 3	 
���6 ���6 ����। ��	� )��1���	 3� 9	� ��v��" ���h	 ���� ��(��	 D����	 D%��� 
�������	�।  

r�� 3���		 Ü�) %। ��!� ����	 #7) �;�	 �����	 ���� �� ;%©	� D��L��� R��"�! ��� 
3���-� ��	 >�� 7� ����	4 ���� 	-�	� �����	 ��� �6�� ��qÄ 1�%�-, 3� ��.�V" (�� 
������T 1�%�- ��	 >�� ����	4 �����	 ���� 	��(��	 Ü��	 ���� ���, �M <��;�! �	�� 
���	�। 
( 1�	���	 ����� ���� ��	� �-�� ��1&��। 

�����	 ���� �( �� �1� �&�! µ�� <���, ����� 1����	 ({�� ���1�	 �����I �	�	 
���( 1������� ���	�� ���2 ��	) ���& ��	� 3���		 Ü��	 
�� ���?(�	 �9W� ��	�-। 

����� /�	 ��%�����I ����	 �	���) -�C�% �4%���	 9�?��	 /��N�% �����	 ��	 
���1����	� �( �	�-, ����� ��I ��	 �� 9�?��	 /��N�% D1	 ��- �	 3� �M ����� 
������%� 1�2 3) �;�� ��, ��l1 ��6 ��.���%� 1��) ��?	� Ü� �	��। ��(��	 ���& %, 
R�%�	 
������D% ��K��� D���  �����	 ���6) ��?	� Ü��	 ���&��	 �M �	 r�;2� ����% 
�	��। ��
�6";��� ��) ���( ��(��	 ��%�! �	�	 ��I ��%�	 (�& �����	 ���C ��� ����  
���� �	� �sV���%	 ���-, ��"��I�� �{�1	 ���- 1�� <�=�% D�6"� (���%�-। 3) D�6"�, 
3) ����(�� 1�%�- ;�g� ���(��, <¤�I �%���, �	V�6"� �&��S, 1��������, !�("�%, ��M�	 
��"�। �-~ ��0, �©����	 ���1 <²�I ¹��%	 3) ����(�� ��h������	 ���-, �����	 ���-, 

������D% D���  ��h����	 ���-। 
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��) Ü��	 ���6 ���6 �N&V�% ���% ��, 
�����	 /�Y��@ <����� �g��R"�	� 1����	 
������&��	 /��&��� 3����% Ï�!���� �� ��	 9���- 3��	 �	 3�। 

���;~ 	V�g 1����	 ���1� ��I 1�2। �����	 3� D�n �6�� /�	 D�n ��"n ����h��� 
;	��	 ���I���1�	 �!�	��	� ��� ��À) (��, ^��, ����� 1����	 ���&��	 ��qÄ ��	 ����। 3) 
1��� �������� �	���		 R("% ���� ��6। w���	 �� ��~। 9jC�n ��(% 3��n �� �	। �����	 
D���  �	�-��s� ({����I, /���æ� /�^� �6�� ���I 3� 
���, ���"�;l� ���� ���� ���n�� 
����� �	�� 3) �1�� ����	 9	��� 4 R("% ���� ��6। 
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���	��� ������ ���	� 

�����	 
����� 
/� �	 	�I 

�����	 ��� 
#� ��"� #�� ���&� 

7� �;�	, #+,# 

�����	 
�����  

/� �	 	�I 

��(<�� 

/� �	 	I। 3	) �����% R�"�	 !���� 3�!�% 9���- �����	 ���C ��� ����  	-�	� 

����� ��K��। ����	 !��	 ���6 ���6 
�����	 ������ �j��"	 NV�  �� �	 1�2। ��n 3	 
(�& 9�) ��	� 	I, ��	� /�, ��	� ���&�!, ��	� (�� 4 �W। 

!VD(��@� ��������  �	���		 D���@� (�� ��(<�� �1�� !� �����	 (���	 <����& 
3� ����	 ;���V 3) /�;�� �&I ��	। ���&��!	 ��1��% <Ì� ��K�� D���  �	�-��s��	 
�6� <�{� ��	�- ���। 3) ��"��% ����1��		 D���� K1�V	 ��g ��g 9�) �1����	 	�I	 
<���I ��"���	 �����% ���( !=�	 �L� D����, ���V। ��� ���, ���������	 �1�	 4 K��� 
�s�V	� �� ���� ��z, �� ������ �����	��	 <T��� 3�� /���& 4 ������ �;��!	 /��� o ���	 
��K��। �����	 �(��	 ��K�� ����) ��6"� 1�� ���� ��	� �g�P� D���� ��"�	��N, 
!V���@� 4 ���(���@� 	�� �&�^� D���� �	�� �N� 1���। ����(	 �� ;���&T �� �( 
���������	 (����	V D�&N �	�- ����� ���� ��������		 �;�Q�� 	���%, /6"���� 4 
���tL��� (�� !�=� 1�� 3�� <~% 4 ��	�jV"��	 ����	V ��N& <��� 1��	 D%��� ���� 
/��K1V �	��। 

D���@� �g�P��� ����.��	 ����	� 9�]	 1�� �6�� <��	 �	�	 3���� <��% �1���� 
�������� �6�� 1����	 [�&��	 �é��V	 ��� �6 s� ��	 ��%�	 �6� ���। (�� ^�� 
/n	��N ���� ��	� 9	� �o�� 1���� �	 ��) �(��	� )%��1%� �� ]�	 ���&	 ��������� 
1��। 

(�� ��(<�� �IL��% 3��%�% !V��@	 D�%�(�%�� �S��" ��� ��� ��q��& ����	 
�	���I	 �6� <�{� ��	। ��� ���, �� 1% ���� �1���� �����	 ��"���	 9�)�� 3��� ��?	� 
�	���		 �^�������	 �sH �� ����, 3 � ���9�%। ��: ;�	��� /6" ��1���&	 �����% 
���������	 �	V�6"���	 ����� ^�%�;��� ������	 D.�� �� ��� 	�� <f�� ��	 �� ��	� 
��<�	 � <�= ���	 �। 3) D.��� !V1�&� 4 ��	 >��>��� �	�� ��� �%� 1�%�-। ��"� D��V 
/��9�	 4 /&�%�� �������& 
���	 ��	 �%� 1�%�- 3�� ;���&�� !V1�&� 4 ��	 �&��� 
��`�&��!	 �6 D�. �	� 1�%�-। ����.�� �@���	 >�� ��	� �-~�j� 1�%�-, ��	� /^��	 �S�Q 
 ��, /�6"	 �����% ��?��	�� 1����� �	� 1��। �¤� 4 ��"���	 ��g �( ���;j�� �>	�	 
(²!� /����	 ����	 ��- 3�� ��	� ����� ��;���) �>�	 ����। �	 ��� ���- ��, ��	 ��� 
���� ��	� �)। 

D�g� (�� ��(<�� ����	��	 �6� <�{� ��	। ���������	 3) 9	��� N�V �D���EF 
�G <��1�����	 �6&  ��K�1	 (�& 3��  ����� �� ���=�% �� <���& ��� �	�� 9�, 3) 
1��� 
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 ��?	 �(����। ��� ���, ��?	 ����	 �j ������ 4 �)�;�	 ���&	� /�!�  3��� 
�� �6& ��� (��� )2��? �N �N ��g����� ����	��O�;��� 1�&� 3�� D�% 3� ����  ������ 
��`�&��! ���& �	� ��¶4 ����.� �	��	�� ��?	 D��� �M� ��	�। 3� �6& ��K�1� ���=�% 
�� >� ��?	� ��; �	�� 9�, (�� �। ��� 3�� �����	 �©�O	 ��� �&�&% 1�� �। �� �©O 1� 
����� ����I ��	 ��(��	 /�;�D� ���( �&�^� D���� �	�। 

(�� ��(<�� ���I ��K���	 ��>��&	 �6� <�{� ��	 3�� ���, �����	 ���1�	 ��s�� 
���I���1�	 �]�V �� ��"�N�� ��µ�	 1�%�-, ���6� ��-���  ���"���� ����) 
���	 ��	�-। 
���I���1� 3� �� ��� ���% �� ��� (�%!�% ���� �o�� �	�� ���	, 3��� ��	 �	��� 
/�^��	 ���¦ /���"�� �]�V 9����% ���� ����� ��	 ���� ���	। (�� ^�� 9��D� /K!�� 
o� �- ���I���1�	। �� ��6 1����		� ����"., ���� 4 9kK�� �M	 D�% /���(�, ���������	 
��.L� /�� ����I। ]��) /����	 3����% !VD(��@� �������� �	���		 ���"�	 D��� 9��� 
1�2। �	 [�&, ���K� 4 ����� 1��	�% ���N 1����% <²�� 1�% <�=�-। 

��� �n("���� �N�� ��� ����	� v©�	 ����1�	� 4 ���V=��� 1�% �C�	 �6� <�{� ��	। 
��� ���, )���������	 R¨L����	�	� ���(��	 ;���&T �S��") ���% 4 ;���K.। ���������	 
(!�V	 /��	��% R�"�� o ���	 ��g ��g ��	� ��q� ����.���4 � � ��% �!�- /6"���� 4 
	�(��� ;�g�	 ����। 3� ��	� 9�% ;�	��	 ��g ��� �����% 3� � �n("���� �©  �L�W �	��। 
��	� ��� ��	 ��, 3� 3��  ���� 1�� ���������	 	IN%� 
����� ��K�� �6�� �L�6��	 �L�W 
/&���� ��P 1��। ���I���1�	 1��� ����	 �	�(�%	 ê�� �!�� �	� ���� 3�� 3� 3� � 
��	�^��	 <ª� 1�� ���� ����	 �L�������	� 1.�N� �	�	 �����! ����। ��: ��� D�&�%	 ��g 
���- ��, 3	 3��  <���&4 ��� 1�� �। 3�� 3�� ����	 ���n, /�	�� 4 ��o���	 ���� �L�� 
���� ��� 3�� ����.��	 ������ ����q� 1��। 

��"���� (�� ��(<�� (!V�� ���I ��K���	 ��"�� ��"�%�� 9jC�n .�	 ��% 9��	 ��� 
(��। ���� �	��	� ��"9�	�, 	�(���	, ����� �� /&�& �&�I ������	 ���"��	 ��s�� 
1����	��	 ��( �	�� ���& 1�2 ����	�� ����	� 9�]	 ��s�� ���m�1 �	�	 �����! �%�	 
��� (��। ����N	 ��g ��	� �
2�% 1�� �����%�- ����	 ������		 �� ��� (���% �� ��, 
��h��o�����	 �6 ��	1�	 �s। /����1� ��h��o�����	 �	 ����	 ������ D;���	 ��	V�� 
3� 1�� �	 �� 1��� ê���	 �L��&। 

 

--------------
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���	��� ������ ���	� 

�������� �	��	 4 ��	 
�&��� ��>�& 

�����	 ��� 
#� ��"� #�� ���&� 

7� �;�	, #+,# 

�������� �	��	 4 ��	 

�&��� ��>�& 

�����	 
��� �	��	 != �	�	 �	 ��� ��%��  ��� /��]�n 1�%�-। ����	 ���  �6�� 
3��  ������ ������!���	 ����� ������	� [�&��	 ��qÄ �	�	 ��"�&) �����	 D�6��� 3�� 
��l��� ��"�&। 3) ��"�& �S���	 D�6��� ���" �����	 ��I �-� ����� 3�� ����N	 ����	 
3�����	 !V&। ��g� �	�(���F	 [�&, )W ����.� 	�)�>���1 ����� 3�� ����		 ����& 
��I) �-� �����	 �j��। 3) ����& ��I ��% �� ����	 �j9� 1�%�-��� ���� �(��	 ���«�� 
3� /;���% ��>��&	 �j9�	 X�	D��n ��l?-�- ��� ���� 1%। ��	V �����	 ���&� �-��� /�0	 
3�� /0 ���&�% ��	��"� ����1� ���1�	। ���1� ���� �� ��T��"�% 3��  ����	� ��I�� ���U�% 
�� ���� �-��� �, ���� �-��� � D�%�(�% /0 -�C�4 ����	� ����1 3�� ����	� D�%�(� 
���!�����!	 �&�^�। /�	��N �� �����	 �-� ����� ���������!� ����-�) 3�� ��%��  	���	 
/0 �	�	�1 4 ����	 ��q� �	���- ;���&T �S��"। 

�`�� 3) ����	 D�6��� ��"��% �����	 /�� ����& ����	� ��I -�C� �-��� ���C ��� ����  
���I���� �����	 [����1 ����"� ��6"। 

3) ��%��  ����	 �&���� �v�j�� ���&�	 ��& ���% 3��� 1�%�- �������� �	��	 �6� 
���������	 (!V��। 3����� ��� �N� ������	 3� ��	�  /���� ��� ���&�% ���� ���� 
1�%�- /&���� ���� /6"���� ���&�	 ��������� �	�� 1�%�-। 3-�C� Ï� D��� �&�^�	 
D��"�	 ��g ��g /0 ���&�	 �����4 �	�� 1�%�-। ���"���	 ����". ���!����! �&�^�	 ���&4 
���C ��� ����  �����	 �� �(�! 4=� 
�����	 R�"�	 ������ 	N� �	�� 1�%�- /�� �n�"�V। 
���9�% �sH�jV" ���&� ���� ���%�-��� �n("���� ���h	 ���- �����	 ��K���	 ���&��	 �� 
���� �	� 3�� ��6" ��;। 

3) ��. �v���� ���&� ��¶4 �����	 ��� ��>�& �( ���h	 ���- 3� �LW�n 1�% ���C�%�-।  

�n("���� ��h �����	 ��K���	 ���&��	 ���  ��� �9�� ���	�- ���� ��"�N�� [��� 
��6" ��; �	�� rs ��	�- ��	�, /&���� )%��1%� ����	� 9�]	 ��6"��	� ������� �����	 
�I��&	 ��l���H /�����	 ��g )%��1%� ����	� 9�]	 D�� ��6" D�&�1�	 ��	 �����	 
��6"	 
/��j�� ���;��4 D��� ��	�-। �����	 ��K���	 3) ���� �� ����� ��>�& )%��1%� 9]�� 3� 
����". /�^�% �>�� ���%�-। D��� �&�^�% D9��	 ��g ��g �v ���) �����	 �j������	 
����"�����!� /�>����� ^���� 1�%�-। 3����	 ���&�� ����	 �;&n	�V /�^�	 ���6 ��h�� 
��	�9� ��	 ����� �1( 1�%�-। ����	� �N�� �����	 Ï� ��>��&	 �6& 3�� )%��1%�	 ��"�	��9� 
/�&�9��		 ���  ���h	 (!�V	 ���- ���� �	� �\� 1�2। 3� �6�% �n("���� (�� !=� 
��"���;���) �����	) ��>�& ��; �\� 1�%�-। 
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��"�� /�^�% ���9�% �sH�jV" ���%) 1�2 �����	 �� �� /�;��। 3��  ����	� ���%  
3�� ����	� �N�� �����	 ��>�& �( ��"����;��� ����.�� ����	� 9�]	 ;���	 ��	V 1�% 
��?�C�%�-। ����.�� �����	 �1��	 ���&� <Q�	�Q	 �L�� ���% !� 3� ����) �� 1�% ��?�C�%�- 
��?9 1�(��		4 ����। 9��� ����	 �1���� 3� [��� !�C R’���	 �� ����.�� ��� ���I���1�	 
1��� �1� 1�2। ��6"�;��� �!�	�� ��� ��%�� 	�z	 �	 �����	 �!�	����	 �&��� �T�	�� rs 
1�%�- 3�� �� 3� ��µ�	 1�% �� ���1��� 3�����	 ���V=��� ��	 �>���-। �� ���1� ��(��	 
�%��� [�&��	 (���	 4�	 U�?�� � �%�	 (�& �� 	�(���	 ���1�	 �L�W ��	�-��� ��4 �;�g 
�C�-। ��� ��� 	�(���		� /0�1 �����"V �	�-। /!�&� ��� �����	 	�(���	��	 4�	 
�;"	����� �-�C ��� ��(��	 D�&N ��o��" 3�� �C�� 1�2 3 �) ���-�����	 ���� 1��	 �1� 
1��	 ��	V। �����	 ��K���	 ���9�% �sH�jV" /��� ��) �����	 ��>�& ���9�% ����। �!�	�� 
�T�	��	 3��� �C 	���	 ��>�& 3	 ��! /& ���6�4 ���� ��%�। �����	 ���1��� ��& 
����	� ��N� ���z��	� /�>��		� ���!�� ��	�- 3	) D�&N >� �1���� ���I ���1� 3) ��>�& 
��; �	�-।  

--------------- 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�S����% 
�����	 
Ù �>	 �����	 ����� 
��� 

�����	 ��� 
#� ��"� #7� ���&� 

#� �E���	, #+,# 

    
�S����%    

�����	 
Ù �>� 
�����	 ����� 
��� 

(% � /;�&f� 
 

(% ��������, (% �����	 ���C ��� ����  ��K��� 	-�	�	 �&�!, ����N�, /� �	 	�I	। 
(% ���h	 
����� ��K��� (!�V	। �g�P� �����	 �� 
Ù �����-, �� 
����� ��K���	 (�& 
���&�! ��	�- �� �( �>�। 

;�	� �	 ;� ��� ���������	 
��L��	 (�&, !V�@, ���(�@ 3�� ���"���	 ���æ� �����	 
(�& ���&�! 3�� 9	� ������	 (�& �����	 ���C ��� ����  ���� (���2 /n�		 !;�	 ��� 
4 �L����। ��Z�(&��� �!���, ����� ���	�����	 ��� �!�	.� �( ��������। 

���C ��� ����  ������	 ���-���©�	 
��� ��� �L�6��	 �L1Q� !V���@� 	���	 
��L�� 
��4%�	 ��g ��g ���I���1�	 1����	 ��� ���	 /�;�� ��>��&	 X�	D��n 3�� ��?�C�%�-। 
���I���1�	 ���6 ;�	��% ���1�	 ���!��� ���-��	�^��	 [�Ò��� ��	��" o �-। ���I���1� 3�� 
;�	��% ���1�	 ��I �]�� 1����	 ��������	 o�?� ����	 �� o �- 3�� 1����	 ���	� ��-� 
1�  ���2। 

���I���1� 3�� ;�	��% ���1�	 ����� �]��	 ���� �v 1����	 ��� ��� �1� 4 �1� 
1�%�- 3�� ���;~ /��� /�� 1����	 ������ �����"V ��	�-। 

����.� ��h  �;&��	 �� 	�� ��������� /
���	 ��	 ;�	��	 ���;~ /��� ���� �]� 
9����% <��1�����	 ���n�jV" /�^�	 ���& ���� 	 �L�W ��	�-। 

����.�� ����	�9] �����	 
�����	 
Ù�� �j����T �	��	 (�& ;�	� �]� ��	�-। 
�n("���� 1.�N��	 �6� Üg-����" ��Z�(&���� ��I 1.�N��	 ���&�� �����	 
����� 
��K���� ��9�� �	��	 (�& 3� �n("���� ���&� �L�W�� ��z 1�%�- ����.�। ���������	 ���C 
��� ����  ���� �� 
�����	 ��@ <��z �� �n("���� 9]��n	 (�� �-~ ��	 ���h	 �	���	 �� 
��"��� /(" ��	�- �� 	N� �	�� ����	�	 (!V ���I���1� 3�� ;�	��% ���1��� ��"��� 
��1��& ���% 9���-। 

���I���1� 3�� ;�	��% ���1�	 �]�� �j�" 	V�g� �>�, ������, ����  �� �����I 
1�%�-। <Q	 3�� <Q	 ��q� 	V�g�4 �&��� ��>�& ���;	 ��	 ��4%� �!�-। ����	 �&�F��F 
3�� �����M�	 ����.�� �����	 �� o� �-। 

3-�C� 9kK�� �(��	 	��!C, �G��(�	, ��M	�4 �� �����I 1�%�-। 

-------------- 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
�S����% 

(����	 (��N� 
��Ò�� ��������* 
#� ��"� '6" ���&� 

8 ���´�	, #+,# 

�S����% 
(����	 (��N� 

 

(����	 R�  ��� ��-। 3��  1��� ��	� �	���	 �C�) �	��, /6"�T ’���  �>��" �� ������’ । 
���&�% ��	� (!�V	 ����& /��। �	 (!�V	 �L1���� 1��� ’���� �;��� ���"’। ��	� (!V�� 
��Ò� ���P ��9� 	���, (!�V	 ���;�� /��9� 	���� ��1��& ��	, ���N�� ;�� ���U�%, 
���N ���P �6& �(�!�C ��	, 3�� ���"���	, ��&����	� ���� ��	�� ��1��& ��% ��	 �9W� ��	। 
3)�� ��(���"	 ��& ��%� ���� �;��� ���" (!�V	 ��Ò�� ���;�� !�C �����। >�� ��Ò��	 
��( �	4 Ï��	 1%। �	 ���� �;��� ���"	 ���"�����	 4�	 �;"	 ��	 3�!��� 6��� 
��&������	 ��� 3�� /no"���j�� �&�^�। 

���������	 (����	 �6� ���I����	4 3) R�  ��� 	�%�-। 3��  1�2 ��&���� /6"�T 
���I�����	� ; /�	�  1�2 (!�V	 ���� /�� /6"�T ���� �;��� ���"। ���I�����	� ���������	 

�����	 (& 1������� D�V ���(" ���2। ��: 3��) ��>� 1��, ��� (!V D`� � 1%। �	 3) 
D`��	 (&) 9�) ���� �;��� ���" । 

���� �;��� ���" ��	�, 3�� ����	 �=� �� �� �	�� 1�� ? ���� �;��� ��� �� ��� ��% 
D`�� ���1�। ����	 ��� ����  ��( 1��� (!V�� D`� �	�। 3) D`�� ���1� != �	�� 1�� 
�����	 ��& �6��)। 3� ���4 ��-, ���4 ��-, ��K �������� ��-। ���� �;��� ���" 
[��	 �	� 3�� ��	 ���"����	 ��-� ��-� /�� 3��� ��4%� 1���। 3���	 ���& ��� �� �� �	�� 
���	 ����� �	�� �	\ �s। 

���� �;��� ���" �� D`�� ���1�	 �!�C��Q 1�� ����	 X�	�) ��	� �&�I!� (��� �T 4 
���"���� 1�� 3�� 1�(�	 �����	 �;�g �C�� �। D`�� ���1�	 ����� ���) ���� 14%� ���&�, 
��	V ��	�) ����	V ������	 ��1� ���!���। D`�� ���1�	 D��� ���P4 �� 6��� D�%�(, 
���1�� /�� ���%) 1%��� ����	 4�	 D����	 ���%H �C��। ����	 1�� 1�� �W��1ë� 3�� 
(!�V	 ��g ���� ����	 �V 6��� �	��	। ���"���	 ����	 6���� 9��	��� �L���, �����	�%V�� 
3�� ������� 4 �!���%�� /��� �	�	 N���। 

3) D`�� ���1�	 ���� ���  ���%H 	�%�-। D6��� D`��, �X��%� ���I�������	 �1�%�� 
�	� 3�� �L��%�� �����! 4 ����� �	�	�1 �	�। D6�� (D`�� ���P ����9� �	� ���। 

(D`�� ���� �	 ��-�) %, ���I����	 �sH 4 ���%H ���P (!V�� 4%���>1�� ��	 
�����। ����	 ���U��� �� 3 �C�) ����	 ���I	 �C�)। ���I�������	 ��>�& 1�� (!�V	) 
��>�&। ��) ���������	 3���� <��% 1��� ���I ��K�����	 ��"D���		 �1�%�� �	�। ��-�C� 
(!�V	 ����D� 

 

 

 
 
 
* ��Ò�� ��������� ��	��� 1�� D����� 3��  ��z��1�। 	�>� 1�%��	 ��L"� 9�?�� �D� 1�� ���m� 4 �S��� js� ��� ��L"� 
D�����। 
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������ ����� ���। ����	 ����� ��� �� ��	�  �� 
��� �����	  !�� "	�� ��# �, ��	� �%��	 
����� &�	� "	��। ���� '( �)�		 #����% ��*����+� "�	 ����	 ���,��� ��� �"-��� ��./ 
���"0�� 1-�	� ��������� 2"3�� 4�5�+�	 +������)। 2�� ���6	 45�5 /��7����	 8��  �"-��� 
4�5�+�	� ��%"��	  �� ����) �� �%���	9�" ����� ���; ���,��� ��� �� ��������� �%#-��� 
4�5�+�	� ��%�"	 �� ;3�� +���)। 

2%� "�� "	�	 �5 <��/ = ���	 1>�� ����� &�	� "	� !��5"। 2 ����? 1���3 ��@���	। 
!��= 2���� !%�। 1A�/ !��	 1�������" /��7���� ����- %B�C ���,�। ��	 !�0 !�0 
4D���%��"# ���,�� ��� !�। ����E����" %F��, ���� �����9	 #����%, ��"-&%�5	 
%�H��" ��*	��	 "���� 2�� ��	 ��I�� /��7�������	 ������-#�5��� ��� ���9	 ����1/ 
��<� "I, ��" �F�����	 JK��� !	= L��	 "I। !	 �M5 	��� �� !��	 4D��	 1���3 
���" �� /��7�������	 �A�%��5 %����5 "�	। 

1>�� �����	 �N��� "�� ���� /��7�������	 %����5 "	�। ��	 �5 1>�� ������" ���� 
��� �"�A�� /��7�������	 !O� ��=�� ���� ���	, 	%�# �� �"�A�� ��=�� ����, 2�� �"� ��A 
�	���� +���8	� "	� ���, #�5���। 

2 1%�F 4����*-���#  2�% ��P /��7�������	 �Q��� ����?, 4A*�K %����� = %���� 
%	�	���	 "A�। 2�3 4�5R SI?�T9* "�� 2�� 2	 =��	# /��7�8U��	 �� �-*	 "	��। 2# "���3 
���� �� ������ ���	� /��7�������	 /��5 ��������� V�� "	�, �WX%5 %B�C �A5 %�<� "�	 
/��7�������	 �� ��=��, 2�� /��7�8U��	 SI?�T9* ���� ���*�S��� ���9	 "��) ��U�) ��=��। 

2%� )�P�= 1��% +�����, !����	 �%��  Y��, 4R;*��/T�" "��*"��� #�5��� %B�C 
1>�� �����	 %�Z[ ��	9� A�"� !��5", 2�� 1���� ���# 1>�� ������" 2%� "	�� ���। 

!��	 ����\, 1>�� �����	 /���� �=�� J�+� 4�5R �Q]। ���� M�M�� A��"#। "���# 
��KM�9" ��-�	��� 1>�� ����� ��+��� ��� �। ���	 �	 ��, 	���	 �	 	��, ��	� ��9�" 
���,��� �� %��5	 ��, 5���	 ��, /��7����	 �� 4��5^���। 

/� 	����, !��	 
����� !��	 �5 /��7�����	� ��� "	�), ���%/��� ����� "�	�)। 
����	 %�����5	 �5 !��	 "�*�5 ���� 1>�� ����� &��	 "	�। �%��	 �����	 �%��	 ��@��� ��� 
���� !��	 2# "�*��5	 "A� -���� �। 
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

%_��"�� 
�������� /��7��� 

��`�� �������� 
a/ ��*� b/ %��5� 

a' �%�cB	, adea 

 
%_��"�� 

���������	 /��7��� 
 

���������	 /��7���� 1>�� �����	 "�*�5 = -T�/"� %B�C !��# ��� ����)। 2��	 ����	 
"�*�5S��� ��	� �"-��� ��� "	�� �� ��� �	"�	। �"f 23� ����	 !�� ��,�� ��� �� 
��������� ���	��-����	 SI? 2�� 1���� "������। 

���	��-����	 %��+�� �	"�	� ���3 ���� ���� %/< ���9	 ���� %����5 "	�, �P�#��	 
%�g" V� = �"U�� ��*�+ "	� 2�� ��;*�� ��	 %�*��# 2"3� 2"3� "�	 �W �� "	�। 2# ���3 
�����	 2"3� !���+� "�	 ���� ��"। 

1A�/ ���� ��" %/< ��9�" ���� %����5 "	���	 �5���	3�। 23� ��� �	"�	 ��, ���	�� 
�P�#��	 /��� �%/A*�	 1���� !	 �"�= ���� �� �। %���	9�� ���� &%5����� �P�# "�	 
+��, 2�� �%���	9 ����	 ������� 1�� 
�-���"-��� +����� A��"। �"f ���	�� ���� 1��5"�"# 
4��<�9 "	�� ��। �-�����/ ���� ���) �� ����� "�= /� ��h��" ��=���\, "��� �� �% 
�M�� +�� "	�), !��	 "��� �� �W��M	 ������� M/�� /��-�� #�5��� %B�C �A5 %�<� "	�), 
2/�" 1����� �i�"= ;��P ��\। ���������	 ���	�� ���� 2# 4�V�# ;�3�)। ��*	 ��" &%5 
�-���)� �� �����" 4�5�+��		 N�	� ��@���	 /�� �C "�	 	����। �"f ���� '( �)	 2"3�� 
��./� �����9	 /����� !� ��% �P�)। ��# 1�5� ��� ��� �%���	9 /��7�8U�� ������ "	�)। 
2# 	"/ 4%���	9 �%/A*# ���	�� ���� 1����। 

�N��� �����3 ��\ �P�#��	 %�g" V� 2�� �"U�� �V	 "	� !��5"। ���	�� �P�#�� �� 
�	�	 V��	 1���� �� ��������� ��A[ 	���)। 2#%� V� ���� �F�, ����P, ���-���=���� 
4D�, #�5���। 2S���	 %�g" �5����		 8�� /��7�8U� j/��� ���	 ��A 2���� +��)। �%# %�F 
�� ��	"/ �"U�� "��� ������ ���, �%	"/ �"U�� �=�� ��\। 

!	 �Q��� ���� ���� ��;*�� ��	 %�*��# 2"3� 2"3� "�	 �W	 M�� ;�3�� ��=��। 2 �5���	3� 
4�5R ��3�। "�	9, %���	9� ���� ���� ��� �� �� ��P����P %^� ����	 /�/��%� "	�	 �+[� "	� 
��; ������, ���	 �	 �� &%5�����	 	%� 4k-�W ����� ���� =g� 4�5R "["	। �"f ���	��	� 
���9	# 4��-��# ����	 	%��	 4-�� �� �। %/0 ��9 /��7�8U��	 1������ 	%� �����P 
"�	 ���। ���������	 ��9= !� ��# �Q] 1��l ��� /��7�8U��	 ��)� 2�% ��m�P���)। %��	# 
2"/�� 1��l�-’����� /�’ �" ��" �����	 �����	 ��� �A�" /�7 "	���। 

 

 
---------------- 
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

���������	 /��7��� �" 2�� �" ? ��`�� �������� 
a/ ��*� b/ %��5� 

a' �%�cB	, adea 

 
���������	 /��7��� �" 2�� �" 

�/���p�� !�� ��    
 

���"0� 1����	 �	 ��� ���������	 /��� +	/ 4�5�+�	, ����9, JK��P�	 ��I�� 1"Q� 

��q��%�	 �M5 4�*�	 /��% �9���r" 4��"�	, 4A*X��" 2�� %�/���" 4<��� %���	 �5 
4��+� 1�+[� +����� �����)। ��;*�� 2# 
���"�	 !�i�� ��	+��� "	�� "Q�", O�/", )�� 
��� 4�5�+�	, ���P, ��s�, �����l�, �<t�	 2�� %�/�	" !#�	 �u �����" J��M� "�	�)। 
�����	 ���9	 #Z�� "�g �Q]���" v�% "	�	 �5 1���j����� ����/	� ��	��	 35�w, "�/� 
= ���/�I ��/� �5���	 "�	 �5��" 	��5� = v��%	 `�� �#�� �����)। 4�5�+�	� 	���" ��*	 
� 	 �� �/*/-��� ��5� "�	�) �M �M �	�� �	�-��I�-�� �", �M �M ��P�-;	 )�# "�	 
�����)। =	� ��3 "�	 ����) !/���	 %���	 %�%�	-x�� "�	�) �%��	 �����-v�% "�	�) 
!/���	 %��yQ��" z���5-�-�F �����) 4A*X��" "�g��/�। 

�91������9 "�= ���"0� ��� ���������" ���\{ "	�� +��। �"f �9���r" ������ 

��q��%�	 �����" 4
�"�	 2�� �/*/-��� 1���� "	�	 J�|��5 ��*	 %�/�	" !j/9  I "	�	 
��	# ��m	� �91�����r" ���������	 1���� �;��9� "�	। 

��# ���������	 %��P %�� �"��3 ��@��� !� ���"0�� �����	��	 ��I�� 
�����	 }�*� 
��`�� %�<��/ ��t। 2# ��`�� ����	 /��5�/ ��F���	� ����	 	��X��" 2�� 4A*X��" 
�����	 
+TP�R I� ����। 

���� ���� ���6	 ���-{ ����	 !��/	 �%���	9 4�5�+�	, 45��, ����/, �����"	 ��I�� 
�I��� ��� /��7��� �;��9� "�	�)। !�= "��"�3 ���� %�~��5����, �����9	 ��I�� 1+� /��7��� 
�;��9� +��)। !/	� ��@���	�= ���6	 #�����% 2# +	/ ��M��" <�9 "	�� ���5 ����), -���5��= 
4�5�+��	 ������ /�7"�/� /��� ��	 	��X��", 4A*X��" /��7	 �5 2# +	/ = �	/ �A�" ���) 
��� ���5 ���। 

/��7��� �"? /��7��� �"? �"-��� /��7���� ����7 ��� ��-2"A� ��,�� ��	��, ����� 
��	�� ����# /��7 +��" � �", �� ����# !%�" � �", �� ���� ���� ��� �P�	 "�	9 �#। 
/��� ��# ���� ��� ��P, �� �% 2/ �")�	 %p��� �� �� ��	 "��) 41�5����। ��� /��7��� 
%_�"*  /��7�����	 /� 2"3� %�Z[ ��	9� A��" ��� /��7	 ��A +��� �"���# ��	� �	�� ��� 
�P�� �। ��# ����	 ��	� %��[ ���, ��# ����	 �1	9� ��P��। -�������	  N�	� /��7��� �� �, 
	�#�8� +����� ����# /��7����� �=�� ��� �। /��7������" /�1��9 4��5# ��`�� ��� ���। 
�" !� ���" 2# +	/-�	/ �A�" ���) ��� ����) �� -��-��� ���F/ "	�� ���। ��`�� 
�����	 �P 4k ��\ ��	 &�`��" �1	9� ��	 &�`��" "/*�K�	��। ��`�� ������" 4k ���� ���� 
���� �� � - �W	 "�) �A�" ��`�� 4k �"�P ��। 
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#��	�� -���� revolution  /�� ��	��*। �"f 1� ��\, �� �"� ��	��*�"# �" ��`� ��� 
+��? 2"�3 �-9*�/��	 ��	��* �� /r����	 ��	��*�" �" ��`� ���? ���"0��	 !#��� ��m	 
��� ��	��*�" �" ��`� ���? �, 2%� ��`� �। "�	9 2�� ����� �����	�	 ��	��* ;�3 �। 
����� 	��X��", 4A*X��", %��yQ��" ����	 �9/��� ��	��* ;�3 �। !#��� ��m ���9	 ��=�� 
+�"�	�, 4k�k, ���9	 "[���*� 4�A* �P� &%5������" 4��5���	 "�	�) ���	 2�� ����" 
}*����	��9 �5�%��� = %	"�	� "/*+�	���	 
��A*। ����� ���� �9/��� /T��� ��	��* ;�3�। 

��`��	 8�� �� ��	��* !�% �� /T��� ��	��*। ���9	 	��X��", 4A*X��", +��	��" 
����	 /T��� ��	��*� ��/���r", 
�-���" �A �� �C ��� ���, �� ��*����, ��D� /����" 
4k ��	9 "�	 ��`��	 ��A %/0 �����" v�% "�	 2���� ���� ��� - �����	 %/0 JK% /�� v�% 
"	�� ��� ����� �W��	 �/T*� "	�� ���। �%# ��5# 	7��� ��`��	 2"3� 4F ��� ��mP��। 
%�/�5 '/(�3 �95 ��	��*�" ��`� ��� +�� �। 

�����	 /��� 
�-���" ��A ��m+�� �+���)� - �+���)� ��/���r" %�<��/	 /��5�/ ����9-
4�5�+�	-4��+�	 �����/	 ��� �A�" �	��# ����। �"f 1���j����� ���"0� %	"�	 2�� ����	 
������" ������	� ��	��	 �% ��/���r" %�<��/	 ��A ���-{ "����� ����	 %Q�[ "�	�) 2�� 
�/*/ 4�5�+��		 /��5�/ %�<�/ �C "	�	 �+[� "�	�)। ��# �����	 ���9	 	��X��" /��7 2�� 
����9�� %/�� �5�V� �g�	 �5 4k ���� ���* Jg�� ��@���	� ���5 ����)। ����� ��%"���*	 
��I�� ��`� %Q�[ "�	 �� %/�� �5�V�	 �5 ��`� "	� 4��M�"Q� %�� "�� �"f 1A�/ ������ 
��7�" 4�%��	� "	� 2�� ��	�	 ���	 %/�� �5�V�	 %Q�[ "	� %��5# !	= "�g "��। 
���������	 /��7�������	 %p��� ��# !� "�g 4���	�M�। 1A/�� ������ ���"0�� �����	 
������" �����P� "	�, �N����� ���������	 ��D� 4������ /����	 ��5 ����9�� %/���5�V�	 
%Q�[ "	�। 
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

%_��"�� 
4��	�� 

��`�� �������� 
a/ ��*� �/ %��5� 

a� 4����	, adea 

 
%_��"�� 

4��	�� 
/��7����	 �1>�� ��/ ����� �=�� �	"�	, ��/� �	"�	 ��9�" ��`��	 /T� �A53� 

���,���। %� ����	 /��7��� 2"#-��� ��	+���� �� �। V�-"��-��� �-�� /��7����	 �+��	� 
�����। ���������	 /��7���= ��	 ��
 "����� +���)। 

���������	 /��7����	 #����% %_T9* �-{ �	�	। 23�	 ���P��q ����)� �9���r" ��`��	 
/�5 ����। %_T9* �9���r" ������ ��	� ��*�+� ��� ���, ��m��	 %	"�	 &�	�	 %����� ��=�� 
���� �। J�	f, %�/�	" ��%"�*�	� &%5 ���� �9���r" ��`��" �/��� ����। 8�� 	���	��� 
�9���r" ��`� ��	���*� ��� ��� /��7����। "���# ���������	 /��7����" 45�5 ����	 
/��7����	 %�F ���� "	� ��� �। 

�� �9���r" ��`� I��R�	� ��� ��� %�k ��`��, �� 1A/ 1���� �)� !E	M� "	�	। 
"�	9, /��7����� ��P �����	 �5 ���", 4k, 	%�, !O� #�5��� 1����। 2� /��7����� 2" 
%�%���g� ����� ��� J�g�)। ��# 2��	 +���) 1�5�;���	 ����। 

2# 1�5�;�� "	��	 }�3 �A !�)। 1A/�� %	�%�	 ��� = 4R;*��, �N����� 4��	�� = 
4%�����। ���, 4R;*�� = 4%����� %B�C 1�� %��	# �")� ��	9� !�)। �"f 4��	��# ��� 
���������	 ��`��	 1���/ 4k 2�� 4��	���	 ��* = ���-{ �"U�� %��#�" ���� ���। ��� 
/���� 2"��	 ����)��, !/	� =��	 -��� /�	���, !/	� =��	 ����� /�	���। %^��� �"J 
��	�# "	�� ���	� �� "��" /�% ��	# 2# "A��3 2" +	/ %�5 ��� ��mP���। 

%���	9 ���� �� 4��	�� %Q�[ "	� �� ��	 %�F /��7����	 4��	�� %Q�[	 2" /T��� 4-5�% 
!�)। �� ���� %���	9 ���� 2"�3 ����� SI?�T9* V�� 4��	�� %Q�[ "	� ��। �"f /��7��� ������ 
���"�	� &%�5	 ��I�� +����� ��, �%���� /��7�����	� %/< ��� ���P 4��	�� %Q�[ "�	। 2 
4��	���	 /T� �M5 ���� �W�" 	%� ������P	 �A %_T9* �C "�	 ��=��। 

2# 4��	��� �W�"  �� �;�	 	���# ��A[ �। 1���� �� 	�0� =P���	, ��� -�F�	, �i	 
!j/ "	�	, 2�� %��*���	 ��/� +��+� �5��� "	�	। ���������	 /��7%�<��/ 2# %� ���� 
%8�-��� 4�%Q� ��\। 

�� )�P� 4��	���	 %��A 4%����� +����� �	"�	। ���������	 ��, ��3, #�5��� "Q��� ��5 
��	 =�	 ��./ ���"0��	 4A*X��" "�g��/� ��P J�g�)- �%S��� ���� ��" ������	��	 ���� 
�")���# � ��P ��	 �5 %�"* A�"� �	"�	। +��� -�#��	 �+[� "	�� ��� ���� ��	� ��, ��3 
#�5��� "Q��� ��5 /�7�D�� /��7�8U��	 "��) ��U�) ���� ���	। 2 "��� ��	� /��7�8U��	 
%����� ����। 
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2"# %�F 4%����� = 4R;*��/T�" "��*"��� +����� ��	�� 4��	�� %_T9*�	 ���। �� 
���"�	� &%5	� ��#�		 �A�"= �"��� %����5 ���� �, �-�	 �A�"= �")� %�<� "	�� ��	�� �। 

4R;*��/T�" "��*"���, �A� �� =P���, 	�0� -�F�, ��� =P��� #�5��� "	�� ���� 1A�/ 
1���� ���-{ �	�	 �����	" = ����	 �5���	 %_�"* l� ��- "	�। ��	 �% %B�C ��0��	� 
!���+� "	� ���। 

/��7����	 4��	���	 1"Q�� ��+�	 "	�� ���� ��� �� �� 4�5R ��;*V���। �Q�A���� 2/ ���= 
!�), ��	� ���� ��� �)	 ��	 /��7��� +����\। 1���� ��� ���������= �%	"/ "	� ���। 2 2" 
%���;* %�"�g %�<�/। 2 %�<��/ !/���	 �����# ���। 
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %������%������%������%������    ���	����	����	����	�    
	��X��" %/��� ��`�� �������� 

a/ ��*� �/ %��5� 
a� 4����	, adea 

    
	��X��" %/��� 

�/��I !�/ 
�N��� ��6���� 4M��7 ��3���		 ��Q�? I�-��/*� 4�j/ +��7 ��; "�	 �%��-��3 

	����� !j/ "�	। #������	 �T�*%T	� ��3���		 �Q] ��6�% �)� �� /�� }’%t���	 /��5 /�y�	 
�j/�� 1�%��� ������K%� ��� "	��। 	����� 4�-��# ?	���� "	� 	�  ��3���		 ����*�। 
;3� 1��� ���" = ��	 �/��% 28� ��J�" ����* ���		 !��	<�J��# !E��5� "	�� ���5 "�	। 
#�����%	 2" �/*/ v�%���� = ��5�"���	 �3�"	 ���"���� L��	 ����। 

ade� %���	 ��*�+� ���"0� �/" 2" 	���	 4��%B���� ��� ��*��+� ��� �����	 
1�9�1� ��� �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/�। %�	� �Q�A�� O���� ���� �/� �� ��*�+�	 	��। M/�� 
������ ����	 �F�����, /��[�/� ��m����� = "���� ��-+�3� 	��X��" ����� %�5 "	�� 	��� �� � 
���	 ��*�+� 	��।  I �� !�� = 4"Q��/ ’’���"0�� /�"*� �P�r’’। ��Q�? ��/ 2� �%���� 
#������ 2�� ��	 �F� ���%	 ���/�, �3��, �����, =/	, ��	����। 2��	 %�F ������	 ��� ��P�� 
-����, "�#��/ = 45�5। #������ a�� /�+* �	��= /�	8� ����� ��	���	 1A/ 4������	 ���	� 
4���*["���	 �5 V���� �;��9� "	�। Jq�	 ����	 ���� ��� /���� ���������5��� 4���% 
4%����� !�i��  I "	��। !�i���	 
�����* ��� = �5��"�� ;���P ��� �F������" 
2�� ��# ’’/����-#������’’ ��;* !���+�	 -���/	 /��5�/ %/	 1>�� %_T9* "�	 'b�� /�+* 	��� 
	;��" �3���" ������ ���� �� ��#� �K%	���" ��*����, ����P�, ������ %��P %�� �"��3	 2" 
/��������" ��.� "�	 ����। ����� ����� �	��, �	k /��� �Q�A�� �A�" �+	����� ��। -��-T� 
��� ��� �����	 ��� = <�/S���। �# �M ���" �� ����	 �-�3/��3 �)�P 1������ 	�� -�	�� 
!O� ��। �����	� �����	� /�-����	 #�� ���3 �� #������	 ��./� �%������। #������ �5�� 
�g" ��3���		 /�# �-���)� �� !3+��� ;��� �%��	 ������" �+	��%�?	 �Q��� !�� "	��। 
)’/�% +�� ���), �����	 ���	 <��/ 1���	�� %�<�/ !� �5��"��� -��9�	 ��� 1�������	 ��� 
��*���	 N��	 J��V�। �����	 V�, �U = ��/� ����� 1>�� ��\ �����	 ������" +	/ !;�� 
����। 4��" ����� ��6 �+�� ����) 4�5����" 4k��k %�%��� ��./ ���"0�� ���"�7� �����	 
��.� ��� ��=��	 �3"�� ;3����। I��� ��	�) � ���"�7�	 �� /��7�����	 V� = �U 
!j/�	 ��*�	 ���। #������ ���" ���" ����� ��g��\ 2�� ���= ���0 #	��	 ����	 �	��� 
/�A� "�3�) 2"�3 	��X��" /�/��%�	 �5। 

	��X��" %/��� �" %^�? 	��X��" ����	 S�3 �� !� #������	 ����	 ��#�	। #������ = 
��	 �5�� v�% "�	 �����) �N�������	 �-�q�� &��	 ��{�	 %���	 ���"0�। z v�%>��	 /��5 
�� ����) 2" �� ���� 2�� ����	 1�9�1� 
���, %��*�-U/ �91�����r" ��������। ��./ 
���"0��	 ��m����� ���	 2" ��	�3 4�� !� #������	 �;�	 ���	���। "�"�	���	 ����	 ����	 
O�/" !� +�"�	� �A�" �	��0। /��[�/� "��"� ����	� �-{ 45 �%��/��� #������	 
4��/Q�5"��	��� ��	 
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1�� ��I�। #������	 ���������" 
��� 	�� ��� 
�"Q�� ��=��	 4A* ��mP��� ��./ 
���"0��	  2���"�	 ��U���% �P� ���, ���9�5, +�"�	-��"	�, = �%������	 +	/ ����*�। ��	� 
��	��� ��������� %��� �������" ����	। #������	 %��5 �# �� �% ���������" 
��� ��� 

�"�	 "�	 ��। ��# �������� !� #������	 ���	 "�m3�-2" ����= ���\ � �� �8���= ��	� 
���\ �। %��� %� �5�7	� ��� �� #��5�� ��-��� ��"--�	� %/%5�	 %/��� "�	�), �%-���# 
�������� = ���"0��	 	��X��" %/��� ��� ���	। ��m	� -��� �� �� ���3� ����	 ��"--�	� 
��� ��*��	� ����)� #��5���	 ���*��/�� 2�� ��	 %_T9* ����? ���*�)� #��5���	 !��/	 
�%���	�9	  J�	। ���"0��	 ��*/� +���� ��*�	9 "�	�) #������ �5��। ���	� �"��3 4��5��� 
4�����t ���"0��	 ���9	 �"� %_"* �)� � 2# ��*	 �F����	 %�F। 2 �M�� �������� 
��� 
�=��	 �T9* ����? ��*��� ����*� �F����� = ��	 /��[�/� 4�+	��	 J�	। �%# -��9 ��� I� 
!�j��� �8�3 �P�� ��./ ���"0��	 &%5�����, ��m����� ����� = �%���	9। �� �A�" #������ 
= ��	 /r9�������	 ��m+��	 �"� J��� A�"�� �। ��# !� #�������" ����	 ��� /��T�* ��*R 2# 
!E;��� ��� +����� ����# ���। #������ 4��5# ��,�� ���	�) �� 4���*["�� 2 ��� +�����	 
M/�� ��	 �#। +�-/��"* %����5= ���" �3�"�� 	���� ��	�� � ����	 �%���%�। 4A+ #������ 
2= ��� �� ��F��� �����"= 2 ��� +�����# ��� ����	 ��� 	7��i� ����। �"� /�/��%� 
’’���"0�� "�g��/�	’’ /��5 ��� � = ��� ���	 �। #������	 2� 2"/�� J��� ��"--�	� ��� 
������ �	��q� ��	���	 �0�M�� �������� %/%5�	 %/��� ��	 "	�	 �+[� "	�। �%�M�� ��� �% 
= ��	 ��B�	� ��./ ���"0�� �%���	�9	 !�j�� �A�" ���� ��m�+ ���� ���	। 45A�� ��/*�� 
#������ = ��	 0��"��	 ��3���	 /�# !E;��� ��� 	�"	 ��� �Q�� "	�� ���। 

�"f 2� %��	 �	= 2"3� �/�|�"A� 2# �� 	9�M�� !/���	 ����� %�p��� �%������	 
j/��� ��m�-�F� ����#  �� �_3 #������ �����	 ������" ���5 "	�� �����	 ���� /��3 �)�P 
���� 2�� �%���# ���� 	���) �������� %/%5�	 2"/�� %/���। 
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

���6	 /��7"�/� %	"�	 �����	  
/��7������" 4k �� 

��`�� �������� 
a/ ��*� �/ %��5� 

a� 4����	, adea 

    
���6	 /��7"�/� %	"�	 �����	 

/��7������" 4k �� 
(	��X��" -��5"�	) 

    

���������	 /��7�����	� !� }�*�	 }�*�। 1���3 /��7����� !� 2" 2"�3 4���T��F ! ��" 
�F� ����	 ������ ��=�� �����	 ��*	 	� S����" ���P�� ��=��	 1��l�� �Q] 1��l �����	 
4%/ %��%� /��7�����	�। ����	 ����	 2"/�� �9 ; �� /��7 � /Q��5। /Q��5�" !� !	 -� ��� 
� �����	 �I9 ��7। /Q��5�" �� "�	�) �����	 /��� 2" "I9 ��0���	 /�5 ����। �����	 /��� 
!� /��7����। �����	 /��� �����) #������	 �K%������	 &����+" J���% ��#��� �������� 
!� ���/ ���/�	 /�  ��)।  ��) ����	 ���P�� /�	��	 �5 ��	� �%��	 ������" x�� "�	�), 
��	� �����	 )��� %����P �P �-�@�), ��	� �����	 ���" ���¡ �����	 /� A��� ��0�	 "�	�)। 
���������	 1���3 ;	 2" 2"�3 }�*� ;�m�3। 1���3 ;�m�3�� !� 2" ��I9 JK"¢�। 1���3 ;�m�3	 
1���3 /��� 1��M�� J���। ��6 2���� !%�� ����	 ����, ����	 ���� ���� ���� /�	9�k। !	 �� 
��� ,�m���� �P�� 4%�	 ��7	 "	�� �����	 ��7। �����	 /��� 4{ +�� �, �k +�� �; +��  �� 
4k। 4k ���� �����	 /��� ������ ���� �"/ "�	 
�"Q�� ��=�� ���। ��# �����	 1���3 /����	 
2"/�� !��� ���6	 /��7"�/� ��� 2�� %	"��		 "��), �� %�*	"�/	 4k ���� %����5 "�	 
�����	 /��7"�/� /����"। 
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %������%������%������%������    ���	����	����	����	�    

%_��"�� 
�A5 %�<� = 45 "�� 

��`�� �������� 
a/ ��*� d %��5� 

ae4����	, adea 

    
%_��"��%_��"��%_��"��%_��"��    

�A5 %�<� = 45 "�� 
 

���	�� ����	 /T� ���# ���� Hit and Run 4A*�K !;�� "�	� 2�� "�	# %�	 ��P�। �"f 
%���	9 ������# ���,� ��� ��, �W ���	���� ��� ���" !;�� "	� %�� �। �� �W�" 1A�/ }�*� 
"�	 ��� ��, 4A�� ��	 }�*��/ V� ��m�� ��	 "	�� ��। �W�" }�*� "�	 ����� ��� ��	 
%�����S��� �){ "	� 1����। 2 "��3� 4��	���	 ��*��� ��P, �� !��# !���+� "	� ����)। 
!	 �W	 }�*��/ V� ��m�� ��	 "	�� ��� +�£# �W %B�C �A5 %�<� "	�, 4A*�K �%�����। 2 
%B�C= !�� ���� ����)। 2��	 !���+5 ���� ���� �g" �"�¤ J���� ��������� /��7����� 2# 
�	�	 "��*"��� +����� ���	। 

1A�/ �A5 %�<��	 "A�# !���+� "	� ��"। <�/�D�� �A5 %�<� "	�� <�/��%�	�#। ����	 
%�/�5 ��M� ����# ��	� �����	 ��" &%5��	 %B�C ��	 �����P "	�� ���	। �A��- 
 a। )�J�	 !�� = ��	 ����	�	 �5�V�, �� �A�" 4�/� "	� ���� ���	 �� �/�3�/��3 "�� 
&%5 �%��� !�)। 
 '। ��P�	 %��5� = �%S��	 &%5 �� M/��। 
 ¥। %���	�� �" �	�	 = "��� 4k ��� &%5	� +���8	� "�	। 
 (। �����	 1��tV� = ��	/�9, ��	 �A�" !i�� "	� ���� ���	 ��P� ��� ��" &%5 "��T	 
4��� ��� ���� ���	।  
 b। ��P�S����� �" �" 4k ��/+���	 �5�V� !�)। 
 ¦। ��P� +���	 /� 	�0� �"�A�� �"�A�� !�)। 
 e। ���� !�) �" �, 2�� A�"�� ��P�	 /���# �%S��� %B�C= �A5 %�<�। 
 �। 	%� !�% �"�¤ �A ����, "�� "��, "� "�, 2�� ��	 %��A �" �	�	/ ��	/��	 1�	� 
A��"। 
 d। )�J�	 "��) ���	 !P�� �	�� /��7�����	 �P�# +�����	 /��� �"� �,��-�F�, �3��-
����P, �-�� !�) �"�, 2�� A�"�� "��� !�)�। 
 a�। /��7����� �"�¤ ��A ������� "	�� ���	, �"-��� 2�� "�। 
 aa। ��" &%5 "� ��O�/ "�	 �� 4%�"* A��"। 
  

2%� �A5 %�<� "	� 2"3� 4%^� �")� �5���	 �। %�/�5 �	 	����# }��"� <�/��%� �� 
���	� ��� 2#%� ��	 �����P "�	 ���� ���	। 
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!����Q�[�� /� ��� ���	 �� 2%� ��	 ��/ SI?�T9* �")� �। �"f 2"3� �-�� �����# 
���,� ���� �� 2# ‘%�/�5 ’’ ��	S��� ����# /��7����� ��"X%5	 2"3� )�J� !j/9 "	�� 
���	।  

���		 ���%i���	 ��M �A5 %�<��	 "��3� 2��� %�� �। ����	 ���� ��� 1���3 4�k	 
��	+� = M/��। 2	 "�	93� ���# %��। ���	����	 ��	��	 !j/�9 ��"X%5 Jq57 ��� Jg�� 
����� ��	� -�	� 4k 2� ���	����	 ����-;�m�3%� 2"3� �%�� 4D� v�% "�	 ���� ���	। 
"���# ��	 4D��	 �A5 %�<�"�	��" ���� ���, �g" �"� 4�k	 %�����5 ���PS��� v�% "�	 
���� ���। 2�� ����	 �M5 	���� ��� �����	 &%5	� z �	�	 �"� 4k %/��� "	�) �"�। !	 
��� �� � "�	, �����  �� ��"X%5	 �������	 = M/�� %p�C ��	 %�<�# ��A[। 

2 ��*R �� ��� ���� �� ��\ �W	 }�*��/ V� ��m�� ��	 "	� 4A*�� �A5 %�<��	 /��5�/ �W	 
�"�A�� ���	 "/ �� ���, 2�� �%# ������� �W�" !;�� "	�। 1A/ ���" !;�� /�� !E	M�, 
�"U����M� = 4��	��। ��	 4���	���	 8�� �W	 ��������� ���\{ ��� ����, �W	 	%� "�/ 
����, 2" "A�� �W }�*� ��� �P��, �W�" !;�� "	� %�� ��। 

‘‘��������� ��" �����	 &%5��	 !�	�� �"-��� ���?-2 1��	 Jq	 ��=�� "�g �। 
��"X%5 ���	����	 ��#�	 �A�", 4A*�K ��./ ���"0� �A�" !� 	%� 2�� �W%^��		 %�����5 
�P�# +����\। %��	�� ����	 	%� !�	 �A �C "	�� ��	��# �P�# ����	 4��*"3�# ��� ����। 
/��7�����= %�g" ��A# +���)। ��	� #��/��5# �i	S��� 1�� 4�"��� "�	 ����)। 8�� 
��"X%5 ����A	 %����� !	 ����� ��� ��	�) �। ���" !�) ��/� ��������, 2��	 �%3� [ 
"	�	 �5�V� ����� ���। 

2# �	�	 4��	���	 %��A %��A �� ����� ���P �)�3���3� !j/9 "�	 ��"X%5�" ���*�0 
"�	 ����� ��� ���� <�/��%��9= ��
 M/�� 4�%��	 4��<�9 "	�� ���	। �"-��� �� %^� 
��� ���	, �% %B�C ��	 !���+� "	� ���।  

�/�|� "A� 2#, �P�# �� ��*��� 2���� 2�%�) ���� 1���3 %���	9 /����" �� �A5 %�<�, � 
45 ��A /��7������" %���5 "	�� ���। "�	9 �%3�# 
����� ���-	 2"/�� �A। 

 

------------------
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���	��/ %����� ���	� 
%_��"�� 

!/���	 
����� %�<�/ 
��`�� �������� 

a/ ��*� a�/ %��5� 
'( 4����	, adea 

 

%_��"�� 

!/���	 
����� %�<�/ 
	�7	 2"3 �� ���	�� �������� 
����� 4�* "�	�)-2 %�5 !� ���6	 1���3 /����	 

"��) ��������"	 /� %�Z[ ��� ���)। �"f �������� 
����� 4�* "	��= �����	/�7 ��� 
���	� !�=। %�~��5�����[ ��./ ���"0��	 ��*	 &%5	� 	�u<��%	 /� �������� !m"�P !�)। 

2# ��./� ����� �A�" �� ��-T�/�" /�7 "	�� ��� %�*��< +�# 2"��। /��7�����	� 
��/ !� �����	 
����� %�<��/ 2"���� ��� ���	�) ��/� ��9�"= 2"���� ��� ���। 
1�� /u��* �	9 	���� ��� 2"3� ����	 /�7 !�i�� ��# %�A*" �� �� �% ����	 ��9 
%/0 %�"�9*��	 J�v* Jg�� ���	। ��	 �+��= �P "A�, !/	� 2"3� ����	 ��I�� ���� ��t ����)। 
�� ����	 &%5	� !/���	 ;	 ���P���), /�-����	 #�� �)����), ����--�#�" �/*/-��� ��5� 
"�	�)। 2" "A�� ���� ���� �%��	 ������" =	� x�� "�	�)। "���# �% "A� /� �	��# 

����� !�i��� %��#�" 4��<�9 "	�� ���। 
����� %�<��/ 4��<�9 "	� ���������	 1���3 
/����	 ����� "�*�5। 

���������	 
����� !�i�� !� �� %/%5� �P ��� ���� �����) �� �� 	��X��" 
/��X"5। 4�" �M��# ���� ���\ 	��X��" �"�i� /�A�+�P� ���� #�g�)। 2�� !�i�� 
���¨�# ���। !��" ����	 ���%�CM�9 ���/��Q"�	 /��7# 1���3 ���	 %/A*"��	 /��5 �M5 �=�� 
J�+�। 	��X��" /��/��	 %/� 4�" ��=�� ���� �"f !��"	 2# �	/ /�u�*�" ��� �"�i��	 
N�	� 4����� "	� �� ����� !��/� ���	 ����		�  �")���# !/���	 M/� "	�� �। 

�" "�3�"� M/�� !"�P !�) 2# %�"�9*��	 ��P���� �-�F ����	 }��*� %��#�" 2���� 
!%�� ��� 2" "����	। /����	 �+�� /����	 "/* �P। ��# M/�� �+	V��� �। M/��� 4����� 
��� M/��	 4��5���	 "	�� ���" )�m�P �8�� �� ����	 4F �A�" ��©���, �� 2# �Q�A��	  I 
�A�" ��� !%�)।  

���# ����	 /���"। ��� 
��� ��� �"� �� �"��� �"� �5�7 ����	 1"Q� �C� ��	 ��+�	 
"	�� ����	 ���, ��# !/���	 J�+� ���	 %�/� �%# ���3 J��V� "	�। �%#  -���3	 �5 
��/� ���*���� /��7�������	 ���� 2�% ��mP��� ���। �"� �� �� /��	 -������* JN�� � ��� 
/��7�������	 %����5��A* �"��� /��7����� ��� 1���3 ���	 1���3 %/A*"�" 2���� !%�� ���। 2 
%�<��/ ��� !/	� Jq�9* ��� ���	 ��� ���6 ���������" ��� %/0 �P�r �){ "�	 !�+�	# 
���������" �����	/�7 "	� ����। 

���������	 4�" ��i� ����"	 /��� ���� ���, ‘‘!/���	 ��i� %H����	 J�	 4�5�+�	 ����) 
%��+�� ���� 4�2� !/	� 
�����	 �5 1�9 ��� �"?’’ 4�5�+�	 ����) 2"A� %�5। �"f 2/ 
��	9� ����9 "�	 2��� ��	� /��7%�<�/ �A�" �T�	 %�	 !�) ����	 J�|��5 !/	� 2"A�# ��� ��  
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��	� -�� ��	9� ����9 "�	 2��� ��\ %�"�9*��	 !���* �������� ���\। ���"0� 
����� 
���-	 �	 
�A*���� ��%" +j ��i���	�" %��5��;� ��� �+	�� ������ �	���)। M/��	 	������� 
��" 
�A*���� ����� ��	 ��	 %��5��;� %H����" ������	 ���%�� �5���	 "�	�)। 4A+ ��m	 1A/ 
�A�"# ��� ��%" +�j	 ��I�� I�� ��mP��� ����� ����� 
�A*���� �����	 +j�R ���%	 ;�		 /� 
�-�F S�P�� ���। !��� ��/� -���	 ����*� ��� �")� %��5" ���" �	��M�"	 -T�/"� 4��B 
"�	�), 2 %��5 }���" ;3�। 

 ��������� ��� 5���	 ������ ���	 "�ª �%�h�	 ��� J�g�) ��� 
�A*���� ��%" 
%H��� -�	��	 %�F ���	�� � ��� ��/*	 ��/ ;Q95 %�H����"�� %Q�[ "�	 ���	 "¢�" 0« 
"�	�)। 2	 �5 ��	 ��	 ��� ����) �	�� /���। ��	 ��	 	�7 	�¬� ����) �����	 /��3। �"f 

�A*���� �����	 /����� ���� ���) 2��	। ��# ���������	 �"��3 �"��3 /��� �M �M �����	 
����/T�� ��m�P�� ;Q95 %�H����"�� ��%�* ���� %M/ ����)। ��" %�H����" %	"��		 %�* 
1"��		 Jy�� �5A* "�	 �����) �����	 %�<�/� ���। 

�����	 /��� !� ��F���। ��i�-/�%�/�-��U�-�Q[� �, ��	� �����	 /���। ���� ��/*	 J��	 
�� /�� �/* �%# /�� ��/* J��� !� ��F��� ����। �M �M 1��9	 ���/�� �� �������� !� 
�Q�A��	 /��+�� V� "�	 ����) �% ���  �� /�%�/��	 �। ��i�-/�%�/�-��U�-�Q[� %��	 ��� 
��������।  

��# !%� !/���	 %��	 %�p��� 1�+[�� ���/��Q"�	 �Q�� �){ "�	 �����	 ��� "�	 �T� 
���� "�	 ��P ���� �� ��-T�/ ���������"।  

---------------
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

%_��"�� 4�1���"�	� �"? 

}yQ�"�	� �"? 

��`�� �������� 

a/ ��*� a'� %��5� 

e �-B	, adea 

%_��"�� 
��������� 

4�1���"�	� �"? 
}yQ�"�	� �"? 

+��� �K%	 �T��* ��3���		 	�M% +�K"��	 #J�	���	 !"�� /�u/�*u ����9* ��। +�K"�	 
!�*���	। ��	 ������	 �����> �)�� 45�5 ����	 !j/9�E" "���* ��/*�� = ��/*� ���� 
���{। 

4A+ ���6	 ����"	 �+��� 2	 ���	��3�# %�5 ��� /� ��। "�	9 ��	� ���� �� ��/*��# !� 
4�����" "�� �+�"���-��"���" �����", 35�w 2�� ��/� ���������� !j/9 "	�)। "�	9 1"Q�# 
z ���	��3�# %�5। 

!� +��� �K%	 ���� ��3���		 ���w 4�%	9 "�	 #������= 	�M% +�K"��	 ��"--�	�-
���������	 !"�� !\�{ "	�)। ����, ���"0� ���{। -�	��	 1�	�+�� -�	��	 4�+	��* 
���"0��	 ��95-T�/ !j/9 "�	�)। ����	 }yQ� "���* z"5�� ���"0� �){-���\{ ��� �P��	 
J�j/ ����)। 2# ���� �A�" ��	��9 ����	 2"/�� J��� -�	� !j/9। 

�"f !�= ���6	 ����"	 �+��� 1���{ ����) 2�� 2�= ��\ �� #������	 4�-�����	 
���	��3�# %�5। ���6	 ����"	 %/�M ���������	 ��"	� dd � ���" 1"���5 ��*�+� 
���������	 
���r	 ���� �;��9� "�	�)। ��	 "�	9 �������	��	 ���"	 J�	 ��% �� +��� �)	 
���K ��./ ���"0��	 /��[�/� ���� 2�� -T
�/� ��@���	 	7 ����9 "�	�)।  

���������	 ��"	� dd � ���"-����	 �����	 /��3�� ��, ��	� �����	 /��3�� ��% ��[-��	� 
�" ‘‘4�1���"�	�’’? �%# ��"	� dd � ��@���	 !"�®�, ����9��%��	 "�/� ��	� 	7 ���� �T9* 
"	�� ���\, �%# ��@��� /��7�����	�# �" ‘‘4�1���"�	�’’? 

� �", �%# %� ��./ ���"0�� ��"--T
�/�-	7����%� �����¯� �%��5M	�# 4�1���"�	�? 
4��5# ��	� 4�1���"�	�। 1A/�� ��	� ���"0��	 ��%��r 4�1��� "�	�)। �"� ��*�+� �" 
�%"�i�	 �/�*�-!#���-#������ ���" ���"0��	 �1�%��� ��*��+� "�	�)? �"J �। ��./ 
��"-T
�/���* 2�� ����	# ��	��	 �%��5M	� �����", 35�w 2�� ��/������	 ��7	 ��� 
���"0��	 -��5��R� �%�� ��%�)।  
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����	 /�#� �T�		 ��./ ���"0�� �����", 35�w, ��/������	 1���� N�	� ���������	 
��"	� dd ��	 	�� ������ "�	, ����	 1�9���" �1� ��� /�����" �i� "�	 ��������� 
4�1��� "�	�)। 2�� ����	 }yQ�� +	�/ J�g�) �����	 <�/  �����, �M �M ��@����" ��5� "�	, 
�M �M ��@����" /��Q-T�/ �A�" �����P� "�	, ��@��� �	��" ��*9 = ��s� "�	, �u ��@��� ��	 
%R��" �	k "�	 Q��%-��� ��5� "�	। }yQ�"�	� ��./ ���"0�� � ��7#-!	 �"J �। 

2�� 2	 ��� �A�" ��	�9 ����	 2"/�� J��� /��7�����	 4��	�/, �	��\{ 1��-!j/। 
��	 4�%� �T9* 
������। 

 

 

-------------
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    
���6	 �+��� �������� ��`�� �������� 

a/ ��*� a'� %��5� 
e �-B	, adea 

    

���6	 �+��� �������� 

(����� 1�����) 

��./ ���"0��	 ���	� J��� ��� J�g�)। �����	 /����	 
���"��		 ���� %/0 4�5�+��	= 
2"��i� 3��� �	� �� �� ���	��	 ��� J�g�)। 2���" ���6	 %/0 ��� 2"����� ��.�/	 
�����	 ���j� /�0�y	 �+�"K%� "	�� �	�/�* ���\। �����" ���� ���� �% !	= �M�� ���। 
�%# 	"/ �M�� 4����	 /��% ��¬��� ���%�	� ����	 -�	� !j/�9	 �+[� "�	। 2	 /��5 
2"��	 !�	���� ��	� �")� "�/� �`%� ���/� = ����� ��*9 "�	। !	 }��	 ������"��3	 "��) 
35�w�����%� ��	� -�	��	 /��3�� °��" ��P। ���"0��	 !�� �)� -�	� 2	�	 ��� �;��9� "	��। 
�"f -�	� ����	# !j/9 1���	�� "�	 ���6	 �	���	 ���� ��	 2# "T1�+[�। ���"0� ����� 
�-���)� -�	��� 1��/r� O�/�� #�±	� ��C� ��m	 �������/-#��5��-4���� = !�/�	"� %8	 
V��� 	����। �% !��= �T9* ���। O�/�� ��C� ����	 �T��* ����	 J�|��5 -���9 ��� �� -�	� �� 
�"� !j/�9	 �/�"����� "	�� 1>� �"f ��� -�	� +�� �। �� "’�3 ���� ��� ���) 2"# "A� 
��� ������) 2�� #��5���	 �/� ��m�" 
��� ������) ���9-���। #��5�� %	"�	 ���"0��	 
�F�����	 =�	 ��²# +�� ���� !�	� /�� ���	 �5 #��/��5 -�	��	 1���3 /��� !�� 	��� 
/��7�����	 =�	। /�7����� 2"�# �W	 �/�"����� "�	 ������" /�7 "	��। 

���"0�� �F����� J��� ��� J�g�)। ��	 �N��� 1/�9 ���� ��� �%��-��� 2��	 /��*���" 
��" !"��� +��	 4�/�� � ����	 /��5। ����� �%��-��� 2��	 /��*���	 /� ���"0��	 }	�-%�C 
%B�C �"� %�i� �A�"= A��", ����	 2# �5����	 �%3�"� %_T9* �"�3 ����। 

/��"* ��7	���	 !� �P }��*। +��" 	��%�³ �=��� !� ���������	 ���	�= J��%�। 
-�	� = 45�5 ���� ��� �u �K%	 2# ���� ������) �� /��+��	 	��%�³ �%�	 4��"�	 !�)। 
/��"* 10��� ‘‘}# +��# 	��%�³ A�",’’-�-��3 �3�"�। !�/�	"� %� ����"# %����5 �C "�	 
���\। ��	� ���"0��	 4���� +�� ��� ���� "�	�)। O�/�� #�i	� ��C� !�/�	"� ���\ Z["�ª 
�����- v�%0T� ���"0��" �)�P !�/�	"� �	� +�� !%�" �������� = -�	��	 �/���	 
!����। "�	9 #�����%	 ��9� 4�/�;। �-�����/	 /��7	 /���, +��	 	��%�³ 1����	 /� ´� 
!��/� ��� ���������	 %_T9* 
�����। 

���"0��	 �����	 /�0y ��"Q��	 2" }���" J��	9 ���� ���) ������ '	� �-B	। ��" 
}����% �A�" aa � ��@��� 4�8%�	 ���������	 1�� !���5 
�"�	 "�	 ���	�� !%�	 %/� 2# 
J��� �F�����	 +		� ���	 1+� 1��	 "�	। O� u�% !��, �F�����	 %���� %�<��	 8�[* 
�%�j3�	��" �/�	 4l� "�	 �8�� ��। 2# ��	 ���	� 4��� ��m	 k� ��� "5� ��m	 �	�	 �T����% 
�A�" ��	 "�	 !�� ���	�। �������� �T����% (����) �A�" ��	 4�5M !/��}� �+U��	� ��" 
�T����%	 O� /�%�� ��#�	�" %/� �����) O� !�� = ��m	 ��	��	�" %%p�� �)�P ����।   

 
---------------
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

2���		 µ� 	7���" 
���A	 �� 

��`�� �������� 

a/ ��*� a(� %��5� 

'a �-B	, adea 

 

	7/q ����� ���-µ��	 +�m� 	�7	 %/��� 

2���		 µ� 	7���" ���A	 �� 
4�" �Q��	 
�M	 ��� ;�	�� ;�	�� ���	�� ��� 2"3� �)	। 2� !��	 µ�। 2� ����	 µ�। 

!�i	 µ�। �/��	 µ�। 2"3� /��%	 %���/	 4���	�M�	 �	 !�% !/���	 ���� 2# ���� 
���3; ��# ���� ���3�" !/	� 
��� ���# ���� /�।  

1�� �)�		 /� 2��	= ��������� µ� 2�%�)। �"f !�%� !i! =�g� ����	 �°J। ����� 
�/��	 ��m��। ��������� �� �������	 !S  ��) ������ ��0�	 "�	। �����	 �I9 ��7 �� !� 
}�*�	 }�*� &
	�+�	 !	 �����9	 ��I��।  

�����	 ��/�� �)��S��� !� ;	)�P� । !E��-
� �A�" �T�	 � �A�" ��R�	 4k ���� 
;�	�) �W ��	 1��l� ���। ��#��� ��������� 2��	 ����	 �� ���"�। 2���	 �����	 �I 
��7	 1��l�, �� +�m� 	�7	 %/��� ���	�� ���) �% +�m��" /�7 "�	 ���# ��	� µ��	 JK%� ��� 
"	��। ��# !��"	 2# �� ���A	 ��। !� ���������	 /���	 �+��� 4Y। ����	 �+��� 4Y 
����	 �+��� 4Y। 2���		 µ�� ���������	 /���	 ���� �)�� �#। ����	 ���� %R� �#। ����	 
���� -�# �#। !��" /�-����	 !��		 %R�, ����	 �¶��	 -�# 1������	 	9�F�। ��# �����	 
/�-���� !	 ����	 µ��	 ��/��� �����	 "��) 1�A*� ��� �� �����, ��	� ab �M /����" ���	-��� 
��5� "�	�) ����	 ��+�	 "�	�। ������" /�7 "�	� !	 ��	� �����	 
�����	 �5 �P�# "�	 ���\ 
����	 !�*���� "�	�। �%# ��� 2���		 µ��	 ‘‘1�A*�।’’ 

----------------
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

���������	 
������	 1�� ��·� 

	��X��" %/��� �/� ��� ��� � 

��`�� �������� 

a/ ��*� a(� %��5� 

'a �-B	, adea 

 
���������	 
������	 1�� ��·� 

	��X��" %/�� �/� ��� ��� �  

%H�� 
��� ���������	 1�� ���6	 %	"�	S�� �P ���� �%�h�	 ��� J�g�)। 2 �5 ���6	 
%	"�	��	 �5���। ���������	 ��*���� /����	� !�� 	��� ���������	 1"Q� 4�V� J���� "	�� 
���6	 %/0 %	"�	 �N������ "	�� �।  

�"f ���������	 1�� 	��X��" %/����	 ��/ �"� 	"/ ��·� %/��� +����� ��=��	 �+[� 
"	�� �����	 /��7�����	� �A� ��9 �� %�5 "	�� �। ��# �����	 /��7����� 2�� ���9	 ���6	 
%	"��		 "��) 1�, �"-��� 	��X��" %/��� "	� ���? 
��� �����	 
�"Q��	 /��5�/ � ���"0� 
"�g��/�	 /��5? 

��	� ��" "�g��/�	 /��5 /�/��%�	 "A� -���) ��m��	 ��� 	��� J�+�, ��" �F����� 
���������	 ��	 �M /����" ���	-��� ��5� "�	�), �	� ��*�� "�	�), ;	��P� ���P�� )�	��	 
"�	�)-2	�	= �" ��" "�g��/�	 /��5 �������� %/%5�	 %/��� ��� ���	? ����	 ���� ��� 2/ 
4�V� �� ����� ��m	� �" 2/ %/��� �/� ��� ��	��? 

4�" 	�7	 ���/�� �Q�A��	 /��+�� 
��� �����	 ���"� V� "�	 ����)। 2 ���"�	 %p� 
4M�{ 	���	 1���� ��� �����	 %��P %�� �"��3 /��� 1�9 ���� ��� �"� 	"/ ���m���/��	 
%/��� �/� ��� � !��"	 �����	 %�<�/� /����	�। 

��# ���6	 %	"��		 "��) !���, ��m	� ��� ���������	 /����	 <�9����5 %/��� "	�� 
���	 ���# �� ��	� 2���� !�% �+K ��	� �� �	��M A��"। ���������	 /���	�# ����	 
-��5 ��*�	9 "	�� %M/ �"� �����	 /��� 4k �	�� �����)। 

-----------
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

%_��"��  

����9 4�%��	 4�-�� 

��`�� �������� 

a/ ��*� ab� %��5� 

'� �-B	, 
adea 

%_��"��%_��"��%_��"��%_��"��    

����9 4�%��	 4�-�� 

2"���" %�	� �������� 	�u/�7 ���, ���������	 %T+�< -T�/��= ���"0�� �����"	 4X�� 
4��"�	 A�"�� �, %�*� JP�� 
��� ���������	 ���"�। %�*� 1����� ��� %��*�-U/, �9���r", 
%�/�����r" �������� %	"��		 ��%। 

"�� !%�� �%��? 

"��" /�% !��= /� ����)�, �%�� ���, �u�T	। �"f !�  �� ���������	 ��@��� �, 
������	�=,  �� �C�	� �, �W= -���) 2 ;3�� 4�T	 -���5��#। 

"� "�	 ;3� 2# ��	��*? �"� ���� 4k 2� ��@���	 ����? �" ������ �%# 4k? 

������ �"� /����7 �"? }��� ��� ���"0�� �����	� "�	 4�k	 ��� �����	 	7 �#�� 
�����)। ��	� �����) �%# 4k ����	 � %��# ���। ��	� /����7, %�~��5���� ��7 ���r" J{���� 
��	� ����	 ���*V�� 4��"�	 "�	�)। ��/ �"� ��7 �"� /���	�j/����� /�	9�k ��@���	 ���� 
���� ����, ��	 ��� !� ��" � ��7 %r0, !�w<0। 

�� ��7	 1����� 2# %�/�5 %/�� ��@��� ���� ��" 	7������	 	�M% J��%�" ���% ��	9� 
"�	�) �% �� %��P %�� �"��3 ��@���	 ����9 /��7	 !"�®�, /�[�/� ��@���	 M/�� �������� �। 
�%# !"�®� 4�1��9� "�	�) %�/�5 4�k %���, %����M�, 4�*���M�, �Q�, ���", �� , �	�-��I� 
/��7�%��"। ����9 /��7	 J����� /��7�����	� 	7����	 /� 2" �A�" 4�", 
� �A�" �u 
��� J�g�)। �%# J����� )�P�� ��P�) ���" ���" 4D�� 4D��, %�/��R = �"�±-�����# 
������ ��@��� �%���# /�7%�<��/	 ��� 4w��	� ����)-/��7	 ���* !"��� ��	 L� �Q�� 4�5��� 
�	���)। 

4�1+��	 ���������	 �%���	9 ��¸�R ���। �"? "�	9 ��	� /��7�����	 "��*"��� 1�5M 
"�	�)। ��	� �����), /��7�����	�  �� 4k��� ����� �। ����	 /���� 43�3 !	 ����	 
/�����	 JK% �%���	�9	 1�� ����	 %���-T��, �%U���*5, !E����। ��	� �����) �� ��	� 
��%���	�9	 �5, ����	 ����9 /��7	 �5 ���� ���	 %� �")�#, ���� ���	 1�9-4A+ +�� � 
�")�#। ����	 /�7 �+�q M/������-	 "��� �#, ����% �%� !<� �#, �# M�� 
�A*����। 2"3� 
/�K !��*-%���	9 /����	 �����9	 !�%�-����	 4R	�"= /�K "�	�)। ����	 ��U��*	 /T�� !�) 
4�� �, 
�A*����� 
�����, ����9/��7	 ��l  ������ �¹��� /। 

2 ��� � ����, ��� %/< ���� 2� ��² /��7��� 2� ���·� ��	9 "	� �। ��%���	�9	 
\ 
�Q�[�� 
����� ����	 W�3, ��	 4C"�	 ·� 4��Q� ��� �P�। 2 ��� ��� �P� ��9*, %�"�9*-�� 
 ��# 4k ,º�। 
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�%���	�9	 ����9/��7 ���������	 
����� ����	 �K���
·�। 
�����	 %w��	 1A/ 
/�u��*#  �� ��@��� �, }���	 ���"  ��) �%# �»"¢� !/���	 %�<�/, ��������	 %�<�/, 
}���	 ��������	 /��7	 %�<�/। �����9	 Z�*/��= ��� 2# %����/ A�"� ��� %�	� }���	 
���"���������	 
����� %�<��/ ����	 2"�R !R�	" %����� l�� "	� �। ��	� -���, 2 
�P�# ���, M/��	 �P�#, ��./ ���"0�� ��"--T
�/�	 %�F ��@��� ��"--T
�/�	 �P�#। 

�"f /��7 %����/	 2 "��"/��%	 %����/ ����M�� �"�A�= 
�A*����	, ����-	, M/��	 
!"�@M�	 1�"�� ;�3�। ��# ���� ��@��� 2�� ������ �%���	9 2�� �O� ��������	� �����	 

����� %�<�/�" 1"Q�# ����9/��7	 %�<�/ ��� <�9 "�	�) 2�� 4"�ª %/A* "�	�)। 

!� %�	���� ���P 2# %�<�/ �Q] ���M�� 4<%	 ��\। 2# ���M� !	= ����, !	= L� 
���-�"f ��� ���# !/���	-%���	9 &%�" ��m	� ��m��	=, ��QV��� ��m	� ��m��	=-1/�9 ���� ��� 
���������	 = }���	 �%���	�9	 "��) �� 2  ��� ����9 ����	, 2 ����	 �	���	 ����9/��7	 
���� !��* ���9� 2�� ��# }�*�	। 2 %�<�/ M/��	 �P�# �, �� !�	" �����9	 1����	 1��% 
�। %��¡	 !E���	 !u�� J¼� 2# !S� 
�A*���� ��%�* ���� �������� ��� /�7। ��# �M 
/����	 2# !/Q�5 �9, 4�T�* !E��। 

 

 

---------------- 
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

%_��"��  
/���" %���� 

��-T�/* 
a/ ��*� e/ %��5� 

¦ �%�cB	, adea 

%_��"�� 

/���" %����! 

�F�C� 1���# 2"3� "A� ����, ‘‘���"0��	 '( �)�		 	�����-�P��r	 	�����।’’ "A�3� 
2�# %�5 ��, �� !	 ����9 "�	 ������	 1����  �� �। ��@�����	 ��% !	 ����9 "	�	 
�5 %�~��5��� = ��m������= ��-+�3� ��./ ���"0�� "�"��		� � "�	�) �� "�"/* 2�� �� �P�r 
�#। 

�� �%���	 /��5 4�5R 	/�¾� ��� ��"Q� -�#% 25���/	�� 2/, 2%, !�%� �T�* 
���"0��" �/ "	�� ��	�) � ��� +3 "�	 	��5����	 ��� �A�" ��m�" %�	�� ��=�� ����। 

!�	���" Q��% ��5�"�	� ��/ ��	�+� "��5�� �3�� ��m�" �T�*�D�� ��g��� ���� 1�� %�/�	" 
1��%" "�	। 

�"f �M �M ���" ��5� "�	= �3�� ��m �� ���������	 
����� %�<�/�" 0« "�	 ���� �5A* 
����, �M�R�	 /��7�������= !j/9 1+��	 ���  I "	�, ��  I ���� !	 2" �P�r।  

�-�� ������� �F�����। ��@�����	 %�F -���� �5���	, %F� !+	9 2�� ����	 /F� �����	 
�5 �3��	 ��	���* ����T��	 /� !��-T*� ��� �� 2, 2/, /���"। 

��7�	 %����, !�� !	 ����"�	 /���" ��� � �", ���������	 /���" !�� । I� 
!/��	 /� ��	C	 	�����", �/��/ ��m	 /� ��./� 1-�	 ��������� ��*- ��*R 2# ����� �%�	 
-���� ��	9�� %_�"* %�+�। 4�2� ��� -���� +� ��� ���	 �/��� �P�� �। �" �, 
/��7�����	 "���� ����� !��	 �/�3 �u !�� �A�"# �P �	�8 Z[ "�	 ���� 	���)। %��	�� 
�� /���" %����! 

2�� 4�V��, !�� ��� 4"��� !��	 &��Q" 1�93� ��	��� � +� ����� "���M�9 � "�	 
��������  )�P�। !5A�� ��������� 4�V�"�	� 1���3 ��./ ���"0��	 /� !��	 -���5= 
��.� /Q�5। 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* ��-T�/� %�t���। ���������	 %�<�/� ���9	 ��`�� /���। %_�"� �/�0�8� !��/�। ��-T�/ �1% 2� ������"��	 ��M 
%_�" "�Q*" 	��± 2�-�J, /����	, �������� �A�" 1"���� �����V ��� �������� 4�8%� ¥¥/' ���-T�9 �� ��3, 
"��"���-a'। 
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

(������ �T����% %/T��) 

��m	� ���������	 !���5 %��"�	 "�	�) 

��-T�/* 

a/ ��*� e/ %��5� 

¦ �%�cB	, adea 

��m	� ���������	 !���5 
�"�	 "�	�) 

    

������������������������----    ¦¦¦¦# 2�1� # 2�1� # 2�1� # 2�1� ’’’’eaeaeaea    

a। ��� �", 2/, ������|  '। ��� !/��}� �" 

 �%�"� �%�j3�	�  25�%�©� �1% 23��% 

¥। ��� !�}� /��� ([�8) 

 a'# !�[’ ea 

"�"���"�"���"�"���"�"���----a�a�a�a�#� 2�1�#� 2�1�#� 2�1�#� 2�1�    

a। ��� 2/, ����% !�� '। ��� !	, !# �+U��	� 

 �����3 ��#"�/��	   8�[ �%�j3�	� 

¥। ��� !����	 "�	/ �+U��	� (। ��� "��� �I� #%��/ 

 A��* �%�j3�	�  A��* �%�j3�	� 

b। ��� 2/, /"%�� !�� ¦। ��� %�#}	 	�/� 

 25�%©�� �1% 23��%  -��`�/3 4�8%�	 

�J#�"*�J#�"*�J#�"*�J#�"*----'¦'¦'¦'¦�� 2�1��� 2�1��� 2�1��� 2�1�’’’’eaeaeaea    

a। ���, 2 2#+, /��/�� !��  

 -�#% "¿�� 

�5��	%�5��	%�5��	%�5��	%----bbbb# ����## ����## ����## ����#’’’’eaeaeaea    

a। ��� �/���	8 ����% '। ��� �="� !�� 

 �%��	 25��%�©�   2���5�� 2�%�©� 

��������----!�[!�[!�[!�[’ ’ ’ ’ eaeaeaea    

a। ��� /��J�| !��/�   '। ��� �/�� !"�	 ��K8�� /�� 

 �%�"� �%�j3�	� ��#�	�	-4��3 2� 25�"�J�% 

 �# !�[’ ea  aa#� !�[’ ea 

¥।��� !�}	 	J8  (। ��� 8���� �" �+U��	� 

 2� ������"�¿   ����	 23��% 
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#J#J#J#J,,,,2222----�J#�"*�J#�"*�J#�"*�J#�"*    

    ( !�[’ea 
a। ��� 2%, 2, "�	/ 
 %������ V��� 1����� 

=�����3=�����3=�����3=�����3    
 ( !�[’ ea    
a। ��� 2���� "�	/ '। ��� 2%, 2, 2/ 2%,  �"��	��  
 �/�[�	   ����3"5�� "�J�¿��	  
¥। ��� 2, 2/, 2, /���� (। ��� 2, !	, /�� J�| 
 #"�/" "�J�¿��	   ��M� = %��yQ��" "�J�¿��	 
b। ��� &%�� �/�����/ !�� ¦। ��� 2, !	, �+U��	� 
 A��* �%�j3�	� 8�#�¿ = 25�"�J�% 4�8%�	 
e। ��� I0/ !�� �। ��� ������	 	�/�  
 25��%�©� #8	�/� 4�8%�	  25�"�J��� 
d। ��� �%���/� a�। ��� 2/, �"  
 ��, 2-����3"5�� "�J�¿��	  ��, 2-#"��/" "�J�¿��	 
aa। ��� TI� #%��/  a'। ��� �/�0�" !�p� 
 25��%�©� ���8¿ J#�  25��%�©� 2��/��À�3- J#� 

��9*��9*��9*��9*    
a। �����/ �/�08� 

��"���"���"���"�    
 a� !�[’ ea 
a। ��� /��J�| !�p� 
 2"�3� ��� "�/��	 

������������������������    
 'a !�[’ ea 
a। ��� 2, 28, 2/, !�}� 8���� 
 2/���%�	 

["���/["���/["���/["���/    
 '¦ !�[’ ea 
a। ��� ��8J�� 
 [�8 4�8%�	 

--------------------------------------------    
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���������	 ��"�3�"3 
"��"���	 "T3X��" �/�-1�� ��� ����% !�� ���������	 �� ��"�3�"�3	 1��* 

%H�� !	^ "�	�)। 2# ��"�3�"3S��	 ��	"�� "�	�) �� 1���%� ��6���5�� ��@��� ���� 
��/� /��"।  

�/�3 !3 	"�/	 ��"�3�"�3	 /��5 �� ��%�	 �3�"�3 !�) ���������	 /��+�, ��� ��%�	 
�3�"�3 °�"� ��6���5���� ��5�"���	 1��", �D�� ��%�	 �3�"�3 %��P %�� �"��3 ��@���	 1��"। 
2" 3�"�	 �3�"�3 ���������	 ���"�, }# 3�"�	 �3�"�3 !=��/� ����	 d�% �-��3 �����	 1��", 
�� 3�"�	 �3�"�3 
��� %	"��		 �;��9�	 1��", ��m+ 3�"�	 �3�"�3 ��� /�����	 )��, �� 3�"�	 
�3�"3 ���������	 %/A*�	 �5 !����	 1��"����  

--------------

���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

 ���������	 ��"�3�"3 ��-T�/ a/ ��*� e/ %��5� ¦ �%�cB	, adea 
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��	�/��	�/��	�/��	�/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

%_��"�� 
a। }�-*M = ��9 %�V� 
'। 2"�3  - ���M� 

��-T�/ 
a/ ��*� �/ %��5� 

a¥ �%�cB	, adea 

 

%_��"�� 

(a) 

}�-*M = ��9 %�V� 

4{�T9*�	 �%��	 ����� !� 4{�	7�। �%��"�	 /��� !� 2"/��g� 4�{	 4-��� ��m�" ��m�" 
/	�)। 4A+ �"� ��� �� �"� !R�*���" ��9 %�V� ��*R 2���� !%�) � ���������	 }�-*M<V 
/����	 %����5	 �5। �"f �"? �Q�A��	 4�-�� �A�" �" ��� �%��, %���-T��, /���"��  1-Q�� 
�Â ��*��%� ����)? 4R�� ���������	 �5����	 �� ��#। 

�"f �"? �����, ���������	 4�	�� �% �9�r ���� "�	�), �����9	 4�%� �+���), 
�����	��	 1���� "�	�), 5���	 %�<��/, 
����� %�<��/ ��t ����)। 

2# 4�	��� ��@��� !	 ����	 �������� ��� !� ���6	 �"3 �A�" �"�·� %�����5 ��=��	 
4����5 ��� }�-*M !	 /��/	��� 1�9 ��	�� ����� -���5�� ��� ��� ��	 ��*/� ��6��%��" 
4�	���	 "�g�P�� ��m�P�� 1���.q "	�� ���। 

(') 

2"�3  - ���M� 

�����	 -��5�"��� �� !���	 �	�� ���� �����)। �����	 /��7"�/� /����	� !��	 2"� 
����)। %��P %�� �"��3 /����	 ��95-T�/ !��" !��	 � ��5�� %���। �D�� ����[ J���[� 
"�/�3 �g�	 8��# �����	 /����	 /� !i �����)। J���[� "�/�3 1A�/# �������� %	"�	�" 
���������	 ���9	 %	"�	 ��� 
�"Q�� �����) 2�� ��� /�����	 ��� ��+��	 /��7 ���� "�	�)। 
!/	� J���[� ���3�" ���# !/���	 !R�	" 4�-i। !/	� /� "�	 �����	 
������1� 
/����	 %� 	"/ 4%����� 2# "�/�3 �T	 "	�� ��	��। ���	� ��@�����	 �g" ��A +����� ��� ����। 
2# !��# !/	� "�	।  

--------------------
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

%_��"�� 

��.� ���"0�� 2 �P�# ��� �P�# 

��-T�/ 

a/ ��*� a¦� %��5� 

¦ ���%B	, adea 

 

%_��"�� 

��.� ���"0�� 2 ��P�# ��� �P�# 
���"0��	 �F� 2���� -�	��	 ��I�� ���� ��/�)। -�	��	 V��, ��� = 4R	��M ���"0�� 

!j/�9	 ���� !;��� ��./ ���"V� !	 4��"Q� ��������� 2����	 %�/�	" ����� �"�9g�%� = 
"���। -�	��� ��/������ 1+� !;�� "�	�) ���"0��	 ���-{ �U, ��/� = %�/�	" ;�m�3	 J�	। 
-�	��	 %��A ���"0��	 2 ��� �������� %	"�	 -�	��" �T9* %/A* ������)। ���������	 
/��7�����	 ���� 2�% 2��	 ��m�P���) -�	��� �����। }# �����	 �/��� !j/�9 ��./ ���"0� 
= ����"Q� ���������	 +�<�/, "	�+� = "Ã�����		 �U�i	 ��J ��J "�	  ��)। °�"�, 
������"�3, �����	, %�	�����, �	%����	 �������	, �	��9�¬ 1-Q�� ��	S�� -�	��� ��/��	 
���/�;��� ��*�	�। /��7����� = -�	��� �����	 4<��� 41����। ���������	 %�*�# /��7 !%{। 
������ J��� 2����	 "¢
	 �+	��	 0« "�	 ���� �������� = -�	��	 �/��� ��7।  

	;��� ������ J��� 2���� = ��	 %�/�	" ��R�	� ���������	 �M �M �	�� �	k 	�	� 
�� %R���	 ���*+��	 ��5� "�	�)। /�-�����	 #�� ����), �%��	 �����	 <��/	 �	 <�/, 
���		 �	 ��	  ����� �����),v�% !	 ��3 "�	�), ��/*	 �/ ��� 2" �"��3 4%��� �	�	��" 
-�	�� �g�� �����), �Q�A��	 ���R"�/� /����	 �A 1��*", 2���� -T���	 /�� ���, ���������	 
����	 ���� ��@���	 �/�9 �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��" �i� "�	 �	���) �F����� 4C"�	 
"�	����	। 2# �F� %	"�	�"# 4k ������\ %�~��5���� !�/�	"�, /�� ������\ �������" 
�Q�3। %�*��	���	 ��� �/��	� ��`�� +� &
	�+�	� %	"�	�" ��� /���/��� "	�)। !	 	�[%�; 
2��	 ������" ��%��� "�� "�	 ���\। ��������� �� �9��5� 4���� ����) ��	 ��	�1�M�� 
2��� �" 	��%��;	 �")� "	9�� �)� �? 	���%��;	 %���	9 ��	��� ���������	 �5����	 �"� "A� 
�����	 /� ;3� �" ��������� ;�3�? ���������	 ��Q�Qi !	 -�	��	 ��Q�Qi ���������	 ��� 
�Q�A��	 �Q�K 	��S��	 N��	 N��	 ���������	 %/%5� ��� ;��	�), �"�# ��*���� ��F�����	 !�*��� 
"*��� "�	�। 

!��" !	 "���	= "A� �। %�~��5����	 ����� ���"0��" ��.� � "	� ��*R -�	��	 
����1� �=�� = �� �����	 %�<�/� /��7����� A�/�� �। 2��	 �F�����	 %�~��5 ����	 
J���£7 ���0	 %/�। ��./ ���"0��	 �����+0� = ��������	 ������ ���� �����)। %���% �����+ 
��g�	� %�~��5���-� ��./ ���"0��	 %�~��5 ���� 	���	 �+	 %�� �+	��	 �/�3�� ��=। 2��	 
���� ���"0� ��.� ���#। ���������	 /�7����� !	 -�	��� ����� 2��	 ��� �P�# "�	�)। 
�������� �A�" ��./ ���"0�� -�P�3�� &%5��	 %_T9*-��� ��.� � "	� ��*R 2 �P�# +���। 
}’����	 �/��� ��7 "�	= /�5V�� 2� !	 �	���� "	�� �।  

-------------------
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

%_��"�� 

/��"* �P�r �5A* 

��-T�/ 

a/ ��*� a¦� %��5� 

¦ ���%B	, adea 

 

%_��"�� 

/��"* �P�r �5A* 

���"0�� �F�����	 ���*+��	 �9��5�� �� ���������	 /��� ������	�, �� ���6	 /���"�� 
��/�A� !�/�	"�, +� = �Q�3 �"�A�� �)�। ���"0��	 2"�	8� ��� �;��9�	 ��	 -�	� �� 
!E	M��A*, �	9�A*� = ���������	 
������1� /��7�����	 
�����	 �5 ������ J��� ���"0�� 
�F������" ��.� "	�	 /� �� +�, �Q�3 ����� "�	 %�~��5���� /��"* ��7	���	 
�0 ��	��� 
��� ��	�� = &%5��%�	�9	 10���	 J�	 �-�3� �����) 	�����। ����) -�	�-��" ����	 JK% 
�"�A��? ��������� �9��5� �" +������), �" �	9�A*� %�/%5�	 %Q�[ "�	�)। ��������� %��5"��		 
1�������	 ���� M/�� �)�P ����# %� %/%5�	 %/��� ��� ����। +j�R"�	� /��"* ��7	���	 
�K���� !;�� �����)। �� /��"* %	"�	 ���"0��" ����� 
������1� �� �����	 ��	 
%R���	 ��.� "	�	 �5 4k �����) !��" �%# ���R	 �T� %���� +��। 

!��"	 2# �P�# �������� = -�	��	 ���R	 �P�#, /����	 �P�#, �9��r	 �P�#, ��m+�	 
�P�#। 2 �P�# �Q�K ��7S��	 �����" 	��%��;	 "��/	 ���m+�� �C ��� ���� �। �� ��*R � 
&
	�+�	� �������", %~��5���� ���"0��	 "�	 ��� �% ��*R 2 ��� +���। +����� ���� 
���������	 /��7����� = %������ -�	��� �=��	� ����	 -���5K ����	��	 �5।  
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

�F�����	 %�/�	" ��7 "�3�"� ��-T�/ a/ ��*� a¦� %��5� ¦ ���%B	, adea 

-�	��	 ����� 

�F�����	 %�/�	" ��7 "�3�"�    
-�	��	 ��I�� 2���� ��m ��� ������ ���\। -�	��	 ��I�� ad¦b %��� ���"0� %	"�	 ��� 

"�	 /�� ���,�)�।  ��/�� �M/"�	9 = ������"��3	 4�T�	# 4�%��5" 35�w ���# -�	� ���"0� 
35��w	 ���	V� "�	�)�। 

!��	 ��"0� %�/�	" ��R�	� �� 8�i "�	 �������� %/%5��" ��[ "	�	 ��5 ��"--�	� 
��£� +������)। ��# 8�i !3"�= � �" "��5�� 2����, �� �����	 ��	 /��7�����	� !��" 
���/�	 %/0 8�i# +T9*��+T9* "�	 ����। -�	��	 %��A �"�%	 ����	 !��" ���"0� %�/�	" �����	� 
��� �;��9� "	�)। -�	��	 ����� � !�) ��	 ���"��, &%5�� �� 4k��, 2#��� %H�� ��P�	 
"��) !"�� ���� -�	��� ��3 N�	� ���3 ���"0�� ���/�I ��/� = V���A ae�3 ���"0�� �5�w 
-�	��	 /��Q-T�/�1� &%5	� ;���� "�	�)। 

  ���"���"���"���"0�0�0�0�                                                        -�	�-�	�-�	�-�	�    

�/�3 &%5��  ¥ �M b� ����	  �/�3 &%5�� � �M '� ����	  

%�m����� ���-� '�3  %�m����� ���-� a�3 


��%_T9* %�m����� ����� a�3  /�J�� ���-� a��3 

�����" ���-� a'�3  �����" ���-�� a¥�3 

2��	�8�%* ����� a�3  )�� ����� '�3 

   
��%_T9* %�m����� 2�� �����" �����- 

35�w35�w35�w35�w              35�w35�w35�w35�w            

  

  ��/� ��	 ��/� ��	 ��/� ��	 ��/� ��	         

ab ����	  ���"��- d� ����	 

�F� ��/�- ae�  �F� ��/� �/�3 ¦'b 

 

�5�3 2/-(e-(� (��  &���R ¥�� 

�3-bd (+��) '��  �3 b(, �3 bb- (b� 

�3 b(-bb (�%��-��3) 'b�  �%D��	��, 2/ 2Ã -a¥ 
�� �3- 

e¦ 

2/ '( ����8- '��  1-Q��।  

2/(a- eb  ad¦b %���	 �+�� -�	��� 35�w��	 2� ���� ��7����। 
4��"	 ��	9� &����r	 /�	9 M/�� �5�3�" )��P�� ���� 
%M/। 23� -�	��	# &�	�। 

�� �3-e¦ ¥�  

2#+ a¥ ����"c�	- '�  

���"� ����"c�	- (�  
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"5���	� ��a ���/I aa  "5���	� ���/�I- b� 

�� be "5���	�  ' �y���Ä  "5���	� �� !	 be- � 

!	 �3 ¥¥ 2, !	 �� be- �/�	��-a�  �/� 'a- a'� 

�/� ad- b �y���Ä  5�3- ab� 

28, a�( 2- a �y���Ä  /�I ¥- 'b 

28 �¦ �F� ���/�I e �y���Ä  �/%�3	 - ¦� 

�/	�� ¥#- a �y���Ä  �"��� 2�- a�(d %���	 
"�[���%- 

 

��	�� ��/�- a¦  � 

����"c�	- '�  -�_���	- b� 

�3 ¦, �3 ¥¥, �3 ¥e �� 2�� �/	�� 
¥ �� 

��  ��	�� ��/�-  -- 

   ����"c�	-  ''a 

   2% #J-�� �F� ���/�I- a(� 

                                                                            �U��	 �U��	 �U��	 �U��	                                         �U��	�U��	�U��	�U��	    

 �U�%�- d ����	 b�  ���"��- (� 
����	 

j�#��	- a  ��/����� ����� a 

�����	- a  %���/�	- ( 

�����	 2%"3* ¥  j�#��	- ' 

�Å��3- '  �����	 2�� �����	 2%"3*- aa 

/�# %�#��	- �  �Å��3 � 

���� ���3- ¦  /�# %�#��	 aa 

%���/�	- (  �5��Æ� %��- � 

   �5��Æ� j�83-¥ ( 

   ���� j�83-a� a 

��	%��5��S��� ���� !� %�5 ���� -�� "	� ���। 2	 ��#�	 4�" �")� A�"�� ���	। 
�%S��� 4��5# ������। ��)�P� +� �A�" ��"0� �" ��	/�9 4k�k �����) �� %�g"-��� ����	 
J��� �#। �+�	����t�-��� 45�5  ��� �A�" 2���� �� �" %�<� "�	�) ��= 4l��। ad¦b %��� 
��"- -�	� �P�#-2	 !�� ��" 4k���	 /��� 35��w	 ��%�� �)� -��। ��#�	 1"���� %���	 �+�� 
�� �)� 4�" ����। 

--------------------
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

%_��"�� }�-*�M	 
"	��<��% �������� 

�����	 ��9� 
/���� �	� ¥� %��5� 

a( �%�cB	, adea 

%_��"��%_��"��%_��"��%_��"��    

}�-*�M	 "	��<��% ��������    
}-*���    �����	 �W"���� 2��"�%/T�� -���� }�-*M  I �#���)। ���������	 a'�3 ����	 

��0�9* 2��"� ���P�� -��� }�-*�M	 /	9-�)���� #��/��5# ada�3 /����� /Q��5	 4����R 
��	�#�� �����)। ;�	 ;�	 J�g���) 4{�� J����� ��-�M /����	 /	9���*। �Ç�, �/;� �/�� 
!�P�����m	 ���	 ���	 �����% �����% -��%�� ��P�#���) }�%� M���	  ���� ��*�	� 4��9� 
	�	� �� 	 %"I9 !�*��� ��m+�=। 

���-{ %T�� 1�t �	� 4�%��	, �� a'�3 ����� %�*��� }�-*M %/0 ���¡�� �#�� /�	9Q��5 
/����� J�g���) �%# ����S�� �#���) °�"�, "��/��, �%��3, ������	, 	���	, ����, ��	���, 
��������, /�/�%��, 8�	���	, ����	 = ����। }�-*M ���P� 2��"�%/T�� 1���� 4�V�	 4��� 
;�3���)। 1���� !��9� /��� 4����	 ���� ���� ��m�"�� ��m�"�� /�	���)। 4��"Q� 2��"� %8	 
���� ��-*��* �/���"� y���	 ��� � �	�� ������), ‘‘��������� ad(¥ %���	 -���� }�-*�M	 �	 
��*/�� �� �	�	 ���5-�� ���� �����) 2·� %��;���" 4�V� !	 "��� ���� ��� �#। "/ "�	�� 
��	��= 1�� ¥� �M /��� !%{ }�-*�M	 %/� 4����	 /Q�5�	9 "�	�� ���5 �#��। 

#��	 +�#�� J����" ��	, #��	 +�#�� -���� 4�V� !	 �" �#�� ���	? ����%�; 
�����l��	 �	���3* 4�%��	 �Q�A���� �� 	"�/	 }�� !�) ��	 /��5 %� +�#�� //*��R", %� +�#�� 
}�%� �#���) 4����	 ��"�	 }��, 48�	R z6��* -	� 2# �Q�A���� M���	 �r9�� ���P�� ���� ���� 
)�# �=��	 }��। !	 2# }�� !� �����M� �����	 /����" !�[�Q�[ <�% "�	�� �#���)। ������� 
�F�����	 S�� ��#�� /�	���), �	�� �5����� /�	���) 4���	-��-�M�	 %���� ����	 }�%� �r9��।  

�"f �"? 2# ����� �)� �%��	 �����। 2"�� �������� �)� 48�	R z6��*	 -���	। �%�� 
�����	 /��3 �)� 
9*1%���। �����	 �%# 
9*���� ��F���	 ;�	 ;�	 �����-	� �� �)�, ������-	� 
�I �)�, ��"�	-	� /�) �)�, ���R ��0Q� 1�R	 -�	�� �)� �%���� 8%��	 �%��	 %_�। �%�� 
�����	 ������r )P�#�� �)� %�� !	 �Q�t	 /��g� /��g� �%��। �����	 /��� �%�� ��	 ��m�", +���	 
�M��, ���� ���� ��� )��P�� �� �����, 1�9 ������ ���%�, ����" 4�-i ���#�� ���	� 
!E�	 4R	F�/ 4�-T��	 z6��*।  

�"f �%��	 �����	 �%# �%��	 ��S�� "�� �"�A�� ��	�#�� �����)। �����	 �%��	 %_�# 
��	 "�� �#���)। 2# %_��	 ����-# ��	 ��	 �����	 �5�/� J�"T� ��� �����) %_����-� g�, 
��*�, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* �����	 ��9�� %�t���"। %_��"� !�/	 ����%। /�����	 ��� !�/	 ����% "�Q*" �����	 ��9�  �1�% /���� 2�� 1"����। 
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���*��� =�i��, #��	� �%�5	 ��। �� ��-T�/	 ��" �+�	�� �+�	�� "��P�� ����) �%���� %_�। 
%�* ���� !�%���) ��¬��� ���3	� �%�5	 ��। ������ ���	��� ��	� "�/P�#�� �)�P�� ��#���) 
�������	 ��P /��% "����, }# ���� ���3�� ����) �����	 %�*
। 2# %_����-� �%�5����	 �� 
������" �5���	 "�	���) "���� ��%���, �95 ��j��	 4��� /��8� ���3��	 ����� ����	 ��%���। 
!	 2#-���# ��	� 2"���	 �%��	 ������" ��	9� "�	���) 2" 4R�� }���	 -���P। ���3	� 
�%�5��	 %�F ���� �����) ,P �5� `��। 1"Q�� ��� %�*�E" ���ÈÉ�� �#�� ��	 ��	  �)��� 
������) �����	 ���", �)�P�� 8�m�P�� �)) "�	���) �����	 /��3, /��� !	 ��	 4A*���। ��� 
��� ��F�����	 4�V�	 j/�� 4��� ;�3���)। M���, ���	�, 43 !	 }�-*�� ����	 ����3 
��m�"�� ��%���) }	��� "�w �+� �#��।  

���������" 2"�� ��� �#� 1��+5	 �%5 -���	। �"f 2# �%5-���	 2"�� ��	9� �#���) 
j/������� �%5 ;3��	 ����। ade� %�� ��*R ��������� ���5 ;�3��	 ��	/�9 �)� �/�3�/��3-��� 
����*" a' �M 3। �����l��	 /��, 4�5R �I	� �-�q�� "/��M 'd �M 3 ���5�%5 !/��� 
2�� %�F %�F ���9	 /��5 ���	�9	 �5�V� "�	�� � ���	�� ���������	 }�-*M 1���	���	 �"� 
!�� �#। ��� ��u�5, #�� 2" 4%^� �5���	। "�	9 �F����� �����	 /����" /��	�� +��, ����	 
��m+�#�� 	���	 �5 "%�#��	 �"� �	� �#। 2# ��	�V���� /��"* ��7	�� ���������	 }�-*M 
/��"* ��7	�� ���������	 }�-*M 1���	��"�� ab�3 �� ��	= ���� �%, ¥� ��	�� ��/������ 
�%��� ���5�%5 ��M��	 �5 1>� 	�����) ����� ���#���)। 

�T�*� /����	 �%��# ��� 2# 10���	 �M5 ��, ��� #�� 2"�3 /�� 10�� 2"A� 
�"�	 
"�	�� !/���	 �N�� �#। �"f 2"3 1� !�)। "���	 ���� 2# ���5�%5 ��=�� �#��, "���	 /��5�/ 
#�� ���	9 "	� �#��? /��"* ��£7	��%� %/< �Q�A���" !/	� ����� ���� +�#, #������	 �F�����	 
���� ���5�%5 ������ ��=��	 4A* �#�� ��F�����	 �� "	�	 �5 !	 �")� ����3 %	�	�� "	�। 
"�	9, 2# ���5 %����5 �% ��.�-��� ��F�����	 ����#�� 	���	 %�/�	" J�|��5 �5���	 "�	��। 
4��� 4�-l�� �-T*�-��� 2# "A�# 1/�9 "�	���)। ��# ��6��%�	 "��) !/���	 !���, 
���������	 }�-*M ���P� /����" ��m+�#��	 �5 %����5 %�/<� �#�� !��#�� !%�। /����	 
��/# !/	� !��� "�	���) M����* ��F�����	 /��� 4{ ������ ��। �"f 2 %����5 %�/<� �� 
�"�/��# #������	 ���� � ���। �� �"� %����5 ��5 ��Um)�#�� �#�� 
��� ����� %	"��		 ����। 
"�	9, �F�C� ��� /�����	 %	"�	# ���������	 2"/�� &�� %	"�	। !	 2# %	"�	# �����	 2# 
-���� }�-*�M	 �/�"����� "�	�� !R�	"-��� %�+[ �#�� ����� !�� "	� ���। ��� �"� 
���"0� %	"��		 ���� ���5%�/<� ������ ��, !/	� ��	�� �� ��-�M� /����" ���5 %	�	���	 � 
-�F�#�� ����	� ����	 ���� ��@��� ���	 ������	# ������ �����)। %��[ %"��" 2# 
Z[-��� /� 	����� �#��। 

--------------
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

����%��;	 %����5 %�/<� ��� 
�)��/� ���� 

�����	 ��9� 
/���� �	� ¥� %��5� 

a( �%�cB	, adea 

  

����%��;	 %����5 %�/<� ��� �)��/� ���� 

(����� 1�����) 

���������	 ����"Q� 2��"�� ��./ ���"0�� �����	 �%������ ����%��;	 %����5 �"�±	 
��P�S�� ��A\-��� %�/�	" "��� �5���	 "�	��)। 

��3�	��, 4��%�����, �	� ��*�� 2�� �9��5�� ��t ��"�8U��	 ��M %�/�	" �����	 
��P�	 ��	���* ����%��;	 ��P� �5���	 "	� 4��"�	 %������"। 

��60%T�� ��� ����), �-
	 /��% ��������� �� 1��w	� ;T�9*���5�	 8�� �M �M /��� 1�9 
��	�� z%/�� ��9"���* %�����	 ��5 2#%� ��P� ��������� !� �#���)�। ����%�; !R�*���" 
�I	� ���-"�5�9 ����� ��	= %����5 "���*= �5 !	= �")� ��P� �1	9 "�	���)। 2#%� ��P� 
)�P�= �� 	=�� 2�� 45�5 y�����-�� ��� �u �r+���� = 	���		 �U"� ��9"���*= �5 �� 
"�	���)�। �����	 ���"0�� �F����� }�V /����	 %�����5= �5 1�q �%# %/0 ����%/T�= 
%�/�	" "���* �5���	 "�	���)। 

%H�� /��7�����	� ����� 2"�3 ��"0�� �����3 ��� "�	���)। ��m��	� ������), 2# 
�����3 ����%��;	 1�q ����%/T��	# 2"�3। ���"0�� &%5	� 2S��	 �"�DK %�y�	 "�	�� 
%�/�	" "��� �5���	 J������ "�	�� �#���)। 

���"0�� &%5	� ��  �� ���%��;	 ��P�# �5���	 "�	���) ���� ��। ����	� ���5���v0 
/����	 �5 1�q "��P-�+��P, ���5-����� %/0# �����	 1����� �5���	 "�	���)।  

%�*��� %����� ��� �����), #J�	���	 ���3 ��� ����%�; ��9%�/<�	 2#·� 4��5���	 
%_�"* ����%��;	 �%�j3�	� ����	��	 %��A ;�� ��������� 	M� "�	�� +�����)। ����� /� 
"�	-4����B ���"0��" ����%��;	 %"� 1"�	 %����5�� �C "	� J�+�। 

2���" �������� %	"�	 ����%�;�" ���#�� �����) ��, ���"0� �F�+j #J��%8 
(Unicef) 1�q ��P�S�� %�/�	" "���* �5���	 "�	���)। 

��V �������� �/� �������� %	"��		 �M �#�� ����%��;	 "��) 2# 4�-���� ��� 
"�	���)। 

------------- 
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

4��"Q� 4D�� 
�-���" 4�V�	 
/�� 

�����	 ��9� /���� �	� 
¥� %��5� 

a( �%�cB	, adea 

4��"Q� 4D�� 
�-���" 4�V�	 /�� 
��M"��	 ��	�� 4�5���    

y�� "���� )��%��5� ��%5"	·�� �95 
((((����� 1���������� 1���������� 1���������� 1�����))))    

���������	 4��"Q� 2��"�� �����	 �����	 +���� 4�5��� 	�����)। ��F��� �����" 
4l���	 4C"��	 ��M� "�	�� �+	��	 �F� "�	�� 	���	 �T	�-%�C ���%��	 J�|��5 �����	 
����� ���������	 )��-��M"��	 ��I�� �� ��*	 ���l ��	+�� "�	, J��	 ��-���"�/� �Q�� 
��@���	 / = /�% �#�� 2�= /��)�� ��� �#। !�= )��-��M" ����������	 ����3��� 
/Q�����	 !��"/� �Q�5 !	 °�"� ��6���5���, ���-{ !���%" �� = 45�5  ��M� 1�����	 
v�0T� �����	 )��-��M"��	 �	R	 +���" /��	�� ����� �����) �����	 ��¬��� ���"�q�	 �� +�� 
���������	 ��M� ����" �F� "�	�� ����, )��-��M ��������%� ���3� ������� �����" ��.Ê  
"�	�� ����, +�� ������" �+	�� ���� "�	�� 	�����। ��)�P�, �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/� �	%�"�%* 
/���� 1�q e# /��+*	 -���9 ���*� �����), ���� �����	 /����	 /��7 � !�%, ���� y��-
"���-��6���5��� �C। ��# !� !	 ���������	 ��M� 1����� )��-��M"��	 -�	 �#। ��M�F9 
)��P�� )�� �I�9	� %/	�k ���� 	9�F�	 1��R ��m���� ��P�#���) �j �����। !	 ��M"	� ��� 
"�	���) 
����� %�<��/	 %���0Q� 1�F�9 !� !� ����?।  

�%# "�	�9#, 4��"Q� 2��"�� 
�-���" 4�V� �8�	�� !�%���) ����� �F�����	 4��	�/ 
1+�	9� %��= y��-"���-��6���5���S�� 2�= ��P	 /�g। !	 #���� �M���� J�g���) 
��������। 1�����%� +�	��A*��	 �5 ��"�8U� 2� ,�m��#�� ��P���) 4��"Q� 2��"�� 2�= �� 
4�%��5" ��M" ��M���� 	�����) ������	 J�	।  

�A5��-l /���	 ���	 1"�� ��, �����	 �F������ %H�� °�"� ��6���5����	 4R�� ab 
� ����[ 4�5��"�" �<8��	 "�	��) �"��� %�/�	" "�Q*��M	 �"3 ����	 �#��	 ���*� �����)।  

�����	 ����� ��m����	 J�	 ���*� ��	� "�	���) ��m����	 /��5 	�����) °�"� ��6���5����	 
����� ��-���	 	���	 = ����[ %�����5" �� !�/� �	�8, #�	��� ��-���	 	���	 �� 2�%��� �" 
2�� ��l� ��-���	 (� ����[ 4�5��"। 2# �<8���		 �5����	 4��5 ���"0� %	"�	 �	�।  

��M� ��-���	 %��� %��[ /���	 %����� 1"�� �� °�"� ��6���5����	 %��P %�� ����	 )��-
)���	 /��5 ��P (e/(� � )�� Ë��% !�%। #�¬����	� ��6���5���� �� �����		= 4��" )���	 
/��5 J��V��	 %��5� /�� a¦ � 2�� °�"� "����	 1�� a ����	 )���	 /��5 ¦� �, �’"��� = 
3	��/ "���� �"�# Ë��% ������ "�	���) � +�<�/ ��6���5����	 }# ����	 )��-)���	 /��5 
J��V��	 %��5� /�� a¦ �, 	������ ��6���5����	 )����	 J��V��	 %��5�= 1�� 4�·�।   
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

���������	 4��"Q� 2��"�� 
�" ������/ 

�����	 ��9� 
/���� �	� ¥� %��5� 

a( �%�cB	, adea 

���������	 4��"Q� 2��"�� �" ������/- 

��
 1����� 

4�� %H�� ‘�����	 ��9�’	 2"� 1����� ���������	 4��"Q� 4D��	 ��0�9* 2��"� %8	 
"�	�� �8�	�� !�%���)। �%��"�	 ��	�V�� %_�"* !/���	 1����� �� ���	9 ������ "�	���) 
��	# 4�� ����� 2��� )��� �#�।  

 �I9 ���	����	 !j/9 ����	 �=��	 %��A %��A �����	 4��"Q� 4D�� �W �%���	 
4�5�+�	 = JK��P !�	� ��� �#�� J�g���)। ‘���6	 �%	� &%�"	�’ /��7�������	 %��� %p�� 
%/�	 4���9* �#��	 ��	���* %���	9 <�/��%�	 J�	 +	/�/ �<� +���#�� ������	 }�*��� 
���"��	 �+[� "�	���)। -��%r0 <�/��%���	 ����	� ���	-��� ��5� "�	���)। ����� "�	�� 
/��7�����	� �� ������ 2"��	 �� �%���	 J�	 ��/�� "�	�� �����) ����	 !������ %���	9 
/����	 J�	 �����		� ��*	 ��*�� +���#���)। 4�� %H�� ��#��C�	 	%�����		 %�#% ���3	 
�"3��*� 8��)�P	 ��m��	 J�	 /��� �/" ������ 2"�3 ��� ���	�� �����	� 	���"��� !j/9 
"�	�� 	���"�	 = ��"�%���	 2"�3 �)�3 ����	� ;�m�3 ��v0 "�	���) 2�� ����3	 �5��" 
M��%�� "�	। /����	 �"3��*� "�/�	��� = ��#��C��� ��"�%���	 }# ��	�3 �7;�m�3 A�"� 
%��= ��� +��"��� ����	 !j/9V�� !%�� %��% ��� �#। �	�� %"��� 2"� "5��c�	 
��Q�? 2"�� ��*	 &%5 ;3�V�� !�%�� ¥/( /�#� 2��"� ���P�� v�%�l +���#�� 1�� a�� 
���" ��5� "�	। 	���"�	 = V��� !��@���	� ��	 ������	 %��� �/��� �#�� /��� = 	%����	 
2��"� �)) "�	�� �8��। 

 4�·�-��� ���	�� �	��= ���"0� 	����		 J�	 !j/9 +���#�� ����	�	� �D����	= 
4��" ��"�%� !E���� "�	 2�� ������	 4��" !�� ��। �	��= �©� �#�� /�� ��8 
�"����/3�	 �T�	 ��" %	"��		 �%�-� !/* �8��%*	 �%�	 4�8% 2�� /�� 2" �"����/3�	 �T�	 	���	 
"5���/� A�"� %��= ����	� /��7�������	 1�� ���� !j/9 "�	��	 �5 �"�# ����	 �� �#। 
2��� 4�*;���5��� ����	 �	 /��7�����	� �	��= �©��	 ��� M��%�� "�	। �	�� %"��� 
�A�	��� ‘‘���6	 �%	� &%��"	�’’ �	��= %��� 2��"� )�P�= 1�� ��m+ /�#� �T	 ��*R �5�" 4�-�� 
+���#�� �u ;	��P�  ���#�� ��� = �	��	�� <�/��%� = �I9��" ��	�� ��� ���। ������	 -���5 
�" �#���) ���� ��� ��� �#। 

 2"#��� ����	� J7 �	��= �©��	 �1�<�/ 4	���#��	 ��� /��J�| �����	, Ä�#-�	 
��	��/�� = "��"� �3"������" 	����		 �N��� %�/�	" ����	 /��� y���	 �"3 �/ �/ ����	 
�"3 4�� Q��%-��� ��5� "�	। 

 ��"�����	 ���¡�� ��-��� �� �� �Q�� ��#���) ������ ������	 }�*���# 1"�� ��#���)। 
�����%��" !�w = -��<0 "�	�� ����	� ‘‘
�-���" 4�V�’’ �8	�#�� !��� +������)। "�	9 
����	� ���,�� ���	���) 2 ���� ������	 !�� 8�	�#���)। 
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

%_��"�� 
����%��;	 4���	�M� 

�����	 ��9� 
/���� �	� (A* %��5� 

'a �%�cB	, 
adea 

%_��"�� 

����%��;	 4���	�M�    

!� 'a�� �%�cB	 �J#��"* ����%�; %���	9 ��	���	 4�����  I �#���)।  

����%�; %���	9 ��	�� !� &�g�" �/��� �#��# %�*��< �� ��3� 	��X��" #%�5�3	  �R 
%T��*	 /����/��� �#�� J�� �#���) 
��� �������� 1%F। /�����"�	 %�	M�9	 %�/�� =������ 
����%��;	 !�F�� �������� J���[ �#�� ��/� ���*���� %�%-5 �Q�A��	 %"� ���� �)� �/����# 
������ ��#�� ���6	 2"��R 2# ��������� �"-��� 2" �		��5���-� �����	 �%�5	 ���¡ ��*	��� 
�� �M /����	 	�7	 �F� 1����� �#���), �"-��� %��P e �"��3 /����	 !E�	 4�/�; ��9��", 
�/U��" /���" 4��"�	�", ��6� 
�����	 }	R ZQ���" ��7	 ����	 ������ /�	�	 J�q 1�+[� 
+�����), �"-��� "�	�I� "�	�� 	��� �#���) �����	 /�"�3�� %~�3 
��� �����	 �" �F�C� ��� 
/�����	 	�/��", �"-��� ���" �Q�A�� �#�� %	�#�� ��=��	 ;Q95 1���% J�5� �#�� !�) �����	 
������	। 

�� )� /��% ��������� �� ;�3�� �����), ��������� !��� �� ;�3���) �����	 ��./ 
���"0�� "%�# ����� ���������	 
�����	 ����" -��� "�	�� ��=��	 �5 �� ���¡ ��*	��, �� 
�;5 ���P�/��3 ���	 !O� <�9 "�	���), ��-��� ��������� ����*� !j/9"�	�	 ���5�T9* 
��+�	9�� /�����"�	 -T���ª� �#���), ���*� ��Q��� �#���) �/U��" /���" /T�5����, 4%��� 
/����, %-5 /����	 #�����% J��	 �"� ��	 �#। ��# ����%��;	 #�����%= �������� #%�5�3 
2" ��	���� ��K��*�T9* 4�N��� #%�5। ��������� /��������%	 ;Q95�/ ��*	�� 2�� -�����/ 
�9��5�	 	7�7 �3-T�/�� !� ����%��;	 %���	9 ��	���	 4�����  I �#���)। %��	�� ����� 
2�3�"� 4��5�7 �#�� � ��, ����%��;	 +��� 4����� �#�� ��6 %�V�	 #�����%	 %� +�#�� 
%�"3�" 4�����। 2# 4������ �������� #%�5�3 ����%��;	 �5 ���"�� !����) 2" 
4���	�M�। �������� #%�5 �"�±" 2# 4���	�M�� Jq�9* �=�� � �=��	 J�	 �-*	 "�	 
����%��;	 -���5K। 

�����u�5, 2"�3 !R�*���" 	��X��" !Ì���� ��%��� �� %�~��5����, J��������� ��7	 
����� ����/� �"��	 �+ ��+��	 �5 = ����%��;	 �� �� �#। /������	 
����� %��*�-U/? = 
�/U��" 4��"�	 %�	M9, ��6 ���R	 �.��� 2�� /���" /T�5�����	 �	��q� �����	 ���� 
1��Y����# %Q�[ �#���) 2# ��6 %�V�	। ����%�; %�� %�Z[-���# �9��5� 1���	�� 2�� 2" 
��� "�Q*" 45 ��� %�k ��/�� ��C	 �5����	 "��*"	� �5�V� <��9	 N5A*�� =���� ������ 
	�����)। 

�"f �-�	 }�� = �M��-	 %�F 2 "A� � ����� ��	� ��� � �� ��������� �����	 ��./ 
���"0�� �%������	 %�k !j/9 2�� �9��5� 1���	���	 �5����	 ����%�; J��	 ���;���� 
����? ���� +TP�R �5A*��	 ��	+� �����)। ����%��;	 2# �5A*�� ����%��;	 %�/�� -T�/"� %_�"* 
!V��� ���R"�/� /������	 1�� +	/ ��6�%;�"��	# ���/�। 

���� /�+* /��% �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��	 ���" ��������� 4����� 4���% 4%����� 
!�i��  I �#�� ���� #������ ��������� �5��" ���	 &%5 %/���� "�	��  I "�	। 'b�� /�+* 
	��� "%�# 
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����� �� �9��5��l  I "�	 %^��� J��	# 4�</ !-�% ��#�� JA�� �K�T��* °�"�� "/*	� 
����%��;	 "/*+�	���	 °�"� �5���	 4�/�� 1�� "�	। 2# %/� �F�C� JA���" J�|�5 "�	�� 
������), ‘‘����%��;	 "/*+�	���	 °�"� �5���	 4�/�� ���	 /��5 ����%�; �%�j3�	� 
����	��	 "�*�5 ��� �#�� ��� �। ��7/q �F� ��%�"	 ��I�� %�<�/	� ���������	 �"��3 �"��3 
/����	 1�� ����%��;	 �� ����? 	�����) J�� ���Q� �#�� +���� �।’’ 

�"f #����= ����%��;	 &+��5��� �� �#। ��� �#� ��������� /�� %-5��	 -�����/ 
������	 ��-���"� %^��� 4��M�"Q� "/ ���¡�� �#�� ���� ���� ���	�। ��	�	 �u�� "��3�� 
�����)। ��������� ���� #������	 	�/��l +�����) 4�5��� �����, ���{ /���� 4%��� 
!�*��� ��	 ��	 /�� A���P�� ��P���) �����	 	7���\� /��3��। #������ ��-��F��� �����" 
��.� "	�	 J�|��5 -�����/ �9��5� 4�-�� +���#��# M�R �� �#, /����� J�g���) �F�C� �/� 
/�����	 ������	 ;Q95�/ �P��r। ��6 ����" �F� ��*	��	 ��I�� ;Q9� !	 �����	 1/q %���		 
-��� ��* �#�� 8��3�� ��P���) ��	 ��	। �"f ��� ����%�; �/" "�^"�9*	 ���-F �� �#। 

�����	 %�<��/ ��t �����	 ��� = ���	 1�� 
�� ����? ���� ����%�; 4<9� �#�� !�% 
�#। �	� J�� �����	 �F�����	 %������" 4��	��� ������ �#�� ��F��� ����	 /��7%�<�/ 
���¨� = ��+�� "	�	 �;5 J�|�5 %���	 ��/q -�	� �������� %�/��R ����%�; ��*��M" 
������	 4���D� J��5�� <�9 "�	�� ��6%�V� ��%��� ���	 ��U	�/��� )��3��"# �y	�Q�q	 
"��" "���/���t "�	�� �������)। ���,�� "[ �#��	 "A� � ��, "�F�	 ��/�B� ������	 ��A5 
��", �-�����/ 45�� ����	 ;Q�9� �%�5 /��"* ��7	�� %	"��		 #�F��# ����%�; ���������	 
1�� 
�� ����? ���� #\�"Q� �5A*��	 ��	+� �����)। !	 2# �5A*�� ���������	 /����	 %�/�, 
���6	 ���R"�/� /����	 %�/� ����%�;�" �M5+�5� 2"�3 "��*"��	������ 	��X��" !Ì���� 
��%���# J�V���� "�	���)। 

2# ��	�V��	 �3-T�/��# !� ����%��;	 %���	9 ��	���	 4����� ��%���)। ����%��;	 
%"� �5A*��, J��	 ��7	 %"� %�/����� %_�"* %/5" 4�5���� A��"��= !/	� ������		 /� 
/����	 ��/ 2# ��6%�V�	 1�� !"�� !��� ���#���), /����	 
�����, %��*�-U/? /���" 
/T�5���� !	 /������	 1�� ��� J��	 ��i�/��= !V� 2�� ����? A��"�� A��" ��� 2�= %/� 
!�)। %/0 ��7 �#�� ����%�;�" ���������	 ���6* !�%�� ��mP�#�� �#�� %/0 ��7 �#�� 
I���� ��mP�#�� �#�� �����	 ��./ ���"0�� J���������	 ��I��।  

�Q�A��	 ��"-���R �#�� ��%� ��� = ���� !� �J#��"* !�%�� ����%�; %�	 �8��	 
&�g�" �/��� �#���), ������	 "��) /��Q-T�/	 
����� 	M�	 ����9 %�<��/ ��t, %��P e �"��3 
��F���	 �M �#�� !/���	 2"�3 /��# �7�5 !�)। ��������� �" ;�3���) !��	� ���। ��# 
��� %-5���� ����� ���� "�	�� +�, ��� �9�r 
����� = /����� ��6�%� ����� �����	 ��	+� 
4M�Í 	����� +�, ��� ����%��;	 2# 4�����"��� 2"�3 /�� �A# !����	 %�/� ����� 
!�)। !	 ���� �#���) %"��	 z"5�� +���	 N�	� #������	 ��i���� �#�� �F�C� ��� /�����	 
	�/��" �)�#�� !� 2�� 
��� ���������" 
�"Q�� ���� ����%��; ���������" �Q�A��	 ���/ 
	�� ��%��� !% 1�� "	�। 2#��	= ��� !��	� ��F��� ����	 1�� ����? ���� �5A* �, 
#����% !����	 �+��� "�	�� /���� = 
�����	 }�/ ��%��� !	 ����%�; ��	9� �#�� �5A* 
��� 4� ���%	 �1��E��। 

--------------------
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    
/��Q-T�/	 �7�5 ����	 �5 �������� 
1��������	 �J#�"* ���� 

�����	 ��9� /���� 
�	� (A* %��5� 

'a �%�cB	, adea 

 
!� ����%�; %���	9 ��	���	 &�g" 
/��Q-T�/	 �7�5 ����	 �5 �������� 

1��������	 �J#�"* ����  
("�3X��" %��������) 

���� ���Â�	 4�	���� ����������� �9��7	 !E1����	 }�*� %�<��/	 �-*�" �%�������	 
�F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��	 ���*�� ����� /��7��� ��t ���������	 �� ����R �����	 ��./ 
���"0�� �%��%�5��	 ���¡ ��*	 �9��5���l	 "���/���t �3-T�/�� !� (/F���	) �J#��"* 
����%�; %���	9 ��	���	 4�����  I �#���)। 2# 4�����"��� �F�C�	 �M �#��, 
��� 
�����	 �M �#�� a¦ %�%5����[ 2"�3 1������� ���6	 �	���	 �� �����	 }�� = ����	 
�����, %�<�/ = ��j�/	 "���� ��� "�	��।  

 2# 1��������	 ��Q? "�	�� ��V �������� �/��	 1��, °�"� ��6���5����	 
%�*�O��� -�#% +5��¿�	 ��+�	��� ��� !�� %�µ� �+U��	�। #���T��* ���� �����)� ��, 
���������	 �		��/r� ���i"�	 �/����" !�/� 2# 1��������	 ��Q? "�	��। �"f 4����* 
"�	�9 ��� �J#�"* %8	%T+� ����� "�	���) ����� ��� �����)।  

 1��������	 aa � %�%5 !� /�����	 �#�� �J��"* ��A ������ 	=��� �#�� 
�����)। #��	� �#���) !=��/� ��� =���"*� "�/�3	 %�%5 %�*�O��� ���� O� 89�-T�9 
/��/��	 2/,��, 2, &%�� !�}% %���� 2/, 2, 2, ��� ��	���� �" 2/, 2%, 2, ��� /�8� 
2/, 2, 2, ��� !���I� �" 2/, ��, 2, ��� %������| !�/� 2/, ��, 2, ��� 2/, 2, 
%�/�� 2/, 2, 2, +�<�/ ��6���5����	 ��#% +5��¿�	 �� 2, !	, /��", 5���	 %-���� 
4�5��" �/���88	 !�/�, ���������	 1�� !���5 �;��9�"�	� %���" ���"0�� "T3���" ��� 
2, 28, 2/, !��� 8��� = ��� ��		/ �� �{�। 1��������	 4�	 b � %�%5 �#���) 
��*/�� ������ 4�V�	� ��+�	��� ��� !�� %�µ� �+U��	�, ��� 2/, !	, �%�|"� 2/, 2, 2, 
4�5��" �	�/� �%����, ��� 2%, 2, "�	/ = ��� 2, 2/, 2, /���। ��m��	�= #��/��5# 
�J#�"* ��U�)���) �� ��A 	�����) ����� ��� �����)। 

�������� %�/��R ����%�; ��*��M" ����7	 10��, ���� #������ "�Q*" %��"U��� �������� 
1�� ��6�/� ��¸�R "	�	 1��% 2�� !�����	 �5 ���-{ ����	 }���	 }���	 /�5V��	 �9*�	 
�������	 �5# �������� 1������� �J#��"* ��#���)। 2# 1������� ����%�;�" N5A*�� 
-���� 2# "A�# ���#�� ���� �� �����	 ��9 = %	"��		 �Q�[�� ��������� ����%�; ��*��M" 
����� �1	�9	 �+[�	 J�|�5 �#���) �����	 }�/��	 %����5 "	�। ��# 2/ 4�V�	 JÎ� �#��   
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/��7�����	� ����%�; ��*��M"��	 ��I��= +	/ �5�V� <��9 ���5 �#�� ���	। 1������� 
��6%�V��" %�Z[-��� !	= ���#�� ���� ��, 2"/�� �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��" ������* 
/��7��, ���������" 
��� %��*�-U/ 	�� ��%��� 
�"Q����, �����	 ��./ ���"0�� �%������ 
1�5���	 2�� �F� ��*	��� M��<0��	 ��*�t M���T	9 ���	 �	# ����+� �#�� ���	 �F�����	 
%�F �"� !����-/�/��%�	 1� !���+� "	� ��� �" �।   

 

-------------
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���������	 4��"Q� 2��"��  

�" ������/- 

4�� %H�� ‘�����	 ��9�’	 2"� 1����� ���������	 4��"Q� 4D��	 ��0�9* 2��"� %8	 
"�	�� �8�	�� !�%���)। �%��"�	 ��	�V�� %_�"* !/���	 1����� �� ���	9 ������ "�	���) 
����	# ��� 4�� 2��� )��� �#�। 

4��"Q� 2��"�� ��" �%�	 ��A\-��� V��� 4��@��� "���-"��/ 2�� �+�	-��"�� S��-
��/������	 �#�� ��	, 	��"�	 = /������ ����� �g "�	�� +�����)। ������	 %��� �")� /�%��/ 
��� = ��/���	 S��-����= ���3���)। ����	� ��" �����	 )�)���� A��"�� �� ;Q95 �"��w�	�	 
#����% %Q�[ "�	�� +�����) ���� �9*�	 4��M� 	��� �। ��" ����� ���	� �� �"� %p��%/�	 �� 
��m+�#�� +���� 1����# #������" /��7�������	 %�/� ��.� /Q��5	 /��� �g���� ���। 	���"��� 
��" ����� ����� �����		 �����	 !�%��	 "��= "�	�� ���	 � �%��� 	���"�	 �� /������ 
�����	 ���"��	 ���� ����	%/T�� &�"��� ����	� ����	 �5�V� "	� �#���)। %�/�5 "��" �� 
4�����	 �	# ��������" Å�� ��g�#�� ���� �� �%�	� �����	 �	��� �T	�? �� ��m+�#�� 
4�V� "�	। �% �5 1�� �M��# 
� ��#�1�t 2#%� �������	� �� ����#�� 1�9 ��m+��, � �� 
/��7�������	 �.� ����� ��	9� ��। 

��3��3��3��3----����	����	����	����	    

4��"Q� 2��"�	 ��3-����	 1�� %�# �"�/�� +�����)। 2�� ���%���	 ��/ !S �#�� 
J�g���)। 4�� %H�� �%��� ��9 1�� �% }# 3�"� ���%�� 2�� �")��� !�� �"�	��% ��� 1�� 
�3 (b 3�"� �#�� b' 3�"� ��*R ���j �#���), #���� ���� "�/�� '� 3�"� �#�� ¥' 3�"� ��*R 
���j �#���)। +�J� !3� 1��# �g�K "�	�� ����	 �#�� J��= �#�� ���। %���	9 +�J��	 �	 2 
%/� %���	9�� /91�� (' 3�"� �#�� (� 3�"� ��*R �#�� A��", ��*/�� J�� ¦� 3�"�	 J��	। 
<�/�D�� ����= ��=�� }¹	। 2#%� ��51������ ��5 2�� ���5��%5	 2·� Ïv*���	 "�	9 �" 
2# %_�"* �X" �5�%����" 1� "	� �#�� ��� ��� ��, 1���3 ��5�5����* ��5 ��	 �#�� 
��	� "�	�� 4��@��� 4��5��� 2��"�� /��� "	� �#���)। %�/�	" �����	 ���5�%5 ��A[ �/� �#�� 
��=��� ����	� ��3��3 "�	�� ���	� � �#�� 4��@��� �5�%�����	 �"3 ��j� "�	�� �����)। 2�� 
�%#S�� &%����	, ���*����	, �R���	, µ6	��, �������	 #�5��� ����� 2��"�� �/� "	� �#���)। 
������	 J�|�5 �" ��� -�	। �5�%����3 !�	� ���, V��� ��3-����	S��	 !P�S���� 1A/���" 
�� ���3	 ���� +�����)� �% ����� �"� ��@��� !P�# 	M� ��� �#।  

��*	� �� ��3��3 "�	�� /���/�� �#�� �����), � �� !P� 4���Ð "�	���)। "���# 
�5�%���	� 	���	��� ��A	 �-��	� �#�� �5�%� S3�#�� ���5 �#���)। 

-------------- 

 

 

���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    
���������	 4��"Q� 2��"�� �" 

������/ 
�����	 ��9� 

/���� �	� (A* %��5� 
'a �%�cB	, adea 
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�X" <�/��%��" V��� ���3	 -���� 4�V�	 "A� 1� "�	�� ��� ���, 1��# �")� � �")� 
	���"�	 = ��"����� !�%�� ���	�T�*" ���"����		 �"3 �#�� %��5����	7 4A* +��#�� ��% 2�� 
4A*��� ���B ;�3�� /�	�	, ��-��/ "�	��= �������� "�	 �। ����	� %��")� ��3��3 "�	�� �#�� 
���। #��	 8�� �"� �5�%���# !	 �� ���% � �"��� ���"� !����� �C "�	�� ���� ���5 
�#���)। 

y��y��y��y��----"���"���"���"���    

 4��"Q� 2��"�� y��-"���S��	 4�V� +	/ &	��5�"। y��S���� b��-¦�� )���	 /��5 
'-a � )�� /��,/��5 ��P�#�� !�%। �P�����	 1�# J�g �। �����*	 8�#�� �	�M�� ��S���� 
)����	 4�" -�-��� 1��* "	�#��= /��[�/� %��5" )�P� "����"= J��V� "	�#�� ��"����� 
�5A* �#���)। ����	� �	�M�� J��V� �� �#, ������	 ����/���	 �"3 "�	9 ��*�#��	 ���3� 
��#���) ����� 1"��। "���S���� �")� �")� 4��@��� )�� ����	� ��� 2�� 2#%� 4��@��� )��	� 
1��# Ë��%	 ���" � ��#�� "5��� = "/I�/	 !������ �;�	�;��	 "�	�� "���M�9 "�	। 

���		 �A���		 �A���		 �A���		 �A----;�3;�3;�3;�3    

 ���		 �A+�	� 1���3 /����	 �+��� /��� !��w	 -�� ��	Ñ�3। �A+�	� %"��# 1�� 
�	��q�	 -�� %�*�� %r0 = !��w�। ��	��%�	� 2"�R ���5 � �#�� ;	 �#�� ����	 �#��	 �+[� 
"�	 �।  

���		 1�� �P �P ���"S�� �����C �#���)। ���"�S��	 %�#����* = ��l��� �� J}* 
4M	 ��%���)। ��@��� �A+�	��" �5F "�	���)। 	���	��� ���		 %"� %�#����* = �/�3	 ��P�, 
�	"��	 B	-�`3 ����� �#�� J}*�� ������ ���*� ��=�� �#���)। !=��/� ��� %/A*"��	 
��P�;	, �5�%�� 1���� = ���"�S�� #��/��5 4��@��� = ��/�� /�%��/ ��� %/A*"��	 /��5 
�//�� /T��5 ���j "	� �#���)। 

-------------
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

��@��� "T3��������	 !���5 ��� 
4�5��� 

�����	 ��9� 
/���� �	� (A* %��5� 

'a �%�cB	, 
adea 

#������	 /��� ���A /��	�� 
��@��� "T3��������	 !���5 ��� 4�5��� 

("T3X��" %��������) 

 ��������� �F�����	 ��*	�/ �9��5�	 1������ #%��/�����	 �����V �T�����%	 !	= 
2"� ��@��� "T3������ �� a¥# �%�cB	 �F�����	 +�"�	��� #08� ���� ��V �������� �/�� 
������ "�	। ��� �#���) ��� /��J�| �����	��	। 

 ��� /��J�| �����% 2�� �#���	��V #%��/���� �/��	 �+¿�	� 1�� �)�� 2�� "�= 
"�= 4V��� ��#"�/��	 ��%��� "�� "�	��। 

 2"# ��� /5����V #%��/���� �T�����%	 1�� ��� ��		/ �� �{� #%��/���� �F�����	 
%��� ��m��	 %_"* �){ "�	�� �������� %	"��		 1�� !���5 1"�� "�	।  

 �� �K%	 /�+* /��% ��� 	���T� ��%��� /5���� �/ "�	। ��m��	 ���5���	 �T��* ��"�V 
#%��/���� �/��	 1�� ��� /�%� !�� �������� %	"��		 1�� !���5 1"�� "�	। 

 ���������	 %/A*� 2 ��*R �����V #%��/���� "T3X��" �/�%/T��	 (�� "T3������ 
#%��/�����	 %��� ��m����	 %_"* �){ "�	��। 

 ��� �{�	 ���5���	 "�	9 %_�"* !����"-��� ��� 2�= �")� ��� �#। 4�	 2"�3 
%T� �#�� ��� ���, %H�� #%��/���� "�Q*�M ��m���" #%��/����� �8�	�� ��=��	 �5 ���*� 
��g�#���)�। 

 ��� �{�	 ���5���	 �	 2� �"�� ���"���# #%��/���� �F�����	 ��@��� "T3������ 
4���[ 	���। ���"�V #%��/���� �T�����%	 2# ��@��� "T3������ �#���) ��� "��%�	। ��� 
���, ���= #%��/���� �F�����	 �"���Q�[�� !�)। "�	9, #������	 �������� ���	 1�� ���"� 
%	"��		 %/A*�	 8�� ��@��� "T3������ ��� "��%�	 ���# 4%������ ��P���)। ��� !	 
����" ���"���	 %��� ��� ��=��#�� ���	���) �।  

 1"��, #��/��5# ��m��	 �������	 J�	 �������� !�	�� "	� �#���)। ��� "��%�	�" 
��"� ��=��	 4�/�� ��=�� �#���) �।  

 ��� �{�	 ���5���	 !-�% �T��*# ��=�� ���। %H�� /5����� �1�%��� 8���*5�� 
/�	�"��%	 �"3 �#�� 2"�3 ��" <�9 4���� -�%9��"��� ��� �{� #\�"Q�-���# ���"0� 
%	"�	 "A��3 2"��	= Jh�	9 "�	 �#। 

��� �{� /5����� �������� �/� V�� "�	�� �A�� ���������	 
�"Q��	 �5 "�� +���#�� 
��#��। 
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a(# �%�cB	 �����%-2	 2" ���	 ��� ��, =�����3V #%��/���� �/��	 !	= "��"� 
��@��� "T3������ �������� %	"��		 1�� !���5 1"���	 �%��R <�9 "�	���)। 4��5 �����% 
2#%� ��@��� "T3��������	 �/ �� ���� �;��9� "�	 �#। 

2���" �������� %	"�	 #%��/�����	 �� %/0 ������ �T�����% 2�= ��@��� "T3������ 
	�����), ������	 1�� !��/� 2" �M"���	 /��5 �91���r� ���������	 1�� !���5 1"���	 
�5 ���*� �� "�	���)। J7 ���*�� !	= ��� �#���) ��, �� %"� ��@��� "T3������ !��/� 
2" �M"���	 /��5 ������ �����	 #%��/���� %	"��		 %��� %_"* �){ "�	�� �������� 
%	"��		 1�� !���5 1"��� �5A* �#��, ��m��	� �������� ����� ��	��9� �#��। 

�91���r� �������� %	"��		 2# ���� ���*� #��/��5# #%��/�����	 �����V "T3X��" 
�/��	 ��@��� "T3��������	 �"3 ��Um�)���)। 2# ���*��	 ��	�1�M�� ��, =�����3 2�� 
/5����V #%��/���� �T�����%	 ��@��� "T3�������9 �F�����	 +�"�	� #08� ���� �������� 
%	"��		 1�� !���5 1"�� "�	। 

��� "��%�	 2�� �%�	��	 #%��/�����	 ��@��� �T� ��� u/��� �{� #%��/���� +�j	 
%��� %_"* �)�{	 %������	 4��M�� 	�����)। 

2���" #	�� ���7 #%��/�����	 %���" ��@��� 	���T� ��� 8��� #%��/�����	 4A* 
!E%�K "�	���) ����� �� �/A5� 4�-���� JÒ�� "	� �#���), ���������	 �		��/r� ���i"�	 
/����" #��	 ��� �i� "�	���)। ��� #%��/���� +�j	 2# �;95 �/A5� 4�-����� ���� 1"�� 
"�	। 

�		��/r� ���, ��� 8��� #%��/�����	 4A* �#�� !�%�� �������� %	"��		 ���*��# 
�"�� ��� "�	���) 2�� ���������	 5��5 1��5 �A�%/�� ���������	 �M �#�� !��� "�	�� 
�#���)। 

��� !	= ���, J7 4A* 2� 
��� %��*�-U/ �91���r� �������� %	"��		 ������ �/� 
�#���) 2�� J�� ���������	 /��7���� �5��� �#��। 

----------------
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

%_��"��  
#����% !/���	# 4�"T�� 

�����	 ��9� 
/���� �	� b/ %��5� 

'� �%�cB	, 
adea 

%_��"�� 

#����% !/���	# 4�"T�� 

��� �����	 �" �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��	 ���*�� ��	+���� ���������	 /��7����	 )� 

/�% 4��j/ �#���)। �� 'b�� �%�cB	 �)� ��	 1%��� �����	 
����� 	M�	 %�/�� %�<��/	 
4�*��* �T��*	 ��। 2# )� /�% ��F��� ���� 4����� %�8��5	 %�F �P�# "�	���) �����	 ��¬��� 
J��������� 4/	 ��7	 ��I��। 2# )� /��% }�*�* ��F��� ����	 "�/�-�i�"-�/���� }�/�	 
/Q��5;�� ����#�� %; ��*� ����� ��6��%��" ���#�� �����) �+	�� "���	= "���� �#��, 
����	 �#��, �����/ �#�� A�"�	 �5 ��F���	 �� �� �#। }��*�� ��F��� ���� )� /��%	 ��	?�T9* 
���� 4"��� %�8��5	 %��* �;��9�	 %/< �Q�A���" ��,�#�� �����), �� �����	 
�����	 
�%���� 
Ó�" %5�K "�	�� ���	 2/ ��7 �Q�A���� "���	= �#। �3�"�� A�"�	 �5# 
��� 
�����	 �� �#���)। 

���� 'b�� /�+* ���������	 /��7���  I �#�� ���� #������ !	 "%�# �3�� �� e' ;��	 
/��5 ��F��� ����	 2# 4-�5Ò�, 2# /��7%�<�/ �T��%�K "�	�� ��=��	 ��%5"	 ������� /����� 
J�g���)�। !	 2�5 �����	 ����� ‘j�% ��F�� �1�<�/’ &�	� "�	�� �����	 ������R ��	 �	 
�i	 ���� ��� /����	 J�	 /�	9�k �#�� ,�m��#�� ��P���)� 		7 ���-� ���¡ �����	 
!��/ ��*	���। /��������%	 ;Q95�/ ���� #������	 ����#�� ��=�	 -�P��3�� �����	 �%# 
��	���� 	�/��l +�����) ���	 �	 ��। /��7���� �M �M ��F���	 ���"	 ���� 	�7 �����	 
"��� /��3 ���� ��� �#�� �����), 4%��5 ��� ��v0 �#���)। 4��9� ;	-��P� �%��	 %�%�	 
���P�� )�# �#���)। �+	��	 ��-�� �����) 4�" ;�		 1���। �"f ��� �F�C�	 /��7/�r J����� 
}�*�* ��F��� ���� 2# 1�X������%" ��*	��	 "��), 2# ���¡ ��7 1�����	 "��) /�A� � "�	 �#। 
����*� �����/	 ����� ��"�#�� ��� �# !E�	 4R	F�/ ��%��", 
�����	 4�/�; ZQ���"। 
 �� ��# �, 4�/� ��j/���� ��F��� ����	 1+� ���� !j/�9 j/��� �0�����, ���*�0 �#�� 
�#�� �����	 �����	 2� /	9��� %/���V�। �����	 4%/ %��%� /��7�������	 �����	 !;��� 
#������-�3��	 ‘j5�� ��F�� �1�<�/’ ��.� �#�� �"�A�� �/��#�� �����)। �3�� ���# j5�� 
�#���)। #������	 4�V�= � ��� 1�9 "�"���%�	 "����"�K �=��3�  �� %/��	 1�।  

)� /��% ���������	 /��7��� �u�T	 !��#�� !�%���)। /��7�������	 ���� 'b ����	 �� 
�%� ��/ �#���), 4��9� 	���"�	 "+�"�3� �#���)। �����	 �����	 �u ����� v�% �#���), �A-
;�3, �	�-�%�� ���/�	 !;��� J�P�� �����)। ��7 ���� "QÔ�� ��	�� �����M� ��������� ‘
�-���" 
4�V�’ �8	�#�� !�	 %�^ ����� �;��9�= +TP�R-��� �5A*��� ��*��%� �#���)। 

4�V� �����" ������ �		��5���-� �����	 �F����� ���������	 /��7�������	 /���� ��[ 
2�� /��7����" ��+�� "	�	 J�|��5 �Õ��� 4�5�+�	, 4��	�/ �/A5� 1+�	9�, 2/�" �F�C�	 ��+�	 
1�%�	 !���� "�	�� ��m��	 ��� �#�� �)��/� ����	 ;Q95 �K�	��� ��t �#���)। �"f 
�")���# 8� �� �#। ��F��� ����	 
����� 	M�	 %�<�/ !��#�� +�����) L� ����। 1���� 
�� �� 
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 2��"� �W/�7 �#���)। 1���� 4��"�	 ����*� ��/�� !�%���) �����	 "%�# �����	 
-���5। !� 1�5�%{ �	����	 /��� ��mP�#�� 2"���	 ���^" ����	� #������ ����	 ���	 -���� 
‘��������’ 2�� ‘���"0��	 ��I�� ��� �;��9�	 ���� 4�-��7’ �F�C� ��� /�����" /��7 ���� 
�#��= ���"0��" �3"�#�� 	���	 J�|��5 !�����	 !	�� �#�� ���-����R�		 }���	 }���	 �9*� 
���� ��P�#���)। %���.� �	����	 ��-���"� ���" 2/# ��%�/��-������	� "�	�� �������) ��, 
�% 2# ��0� 4�V�3��"= J���� "�	�� ���	���) � ��, ���"0� !	 �"� �� 2" �#�� �। 
������* �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��	 /��7, 
��� %��*�-U/ ���������	 
�"Q��, �����	 �%������ 
1�5���	 2�� �F� ��*	��� M��<0��	 ��*�t M���T	9 1�� � "	� ��*R 2"�3 /��T*��	 �5= 
�����	 !������ /��7�������	 %/	��k	 v� 0« �#�� �। 

���������	 /��7����	 %�8�5�" 4A* ��*�T��*	 2#  -��� !/	� !/���	 ��	 
/��7�������	 4�-i ���#। ����	 ��	?, ����	 ��j/, ����	 /�� %�<�/� �+�� ���* 
!/���	 ��" -�	�� ���। !/���	 #���T��*"�	 �7��5	# ��	��Q�q "�	�� !/	� ��N*��� ���� +�#, 
�����	 /��3 = /����" -�������%��, 
��� �����	 	����� �F�C��" -�������%�� ��m��	# ���*�� 
��	� �W	 %�F ����9 ���� ��t, ��	� ����" ���� 	����� �����	 
����� 	M� 2�� �����	 
"�	���	 �#�� ��� %�����" �)�#�� !�	 ��U	�/� %�<��/	 �-*�" �%��, ����	 ���# ����	 
%���/। ����	 ����	 	�#�8�, �/�����	 /�5 ����# �����	 }�/�	 ��I�� 4�k	 -���� "A� 
����� J�g���) �M �M ��� /����। /��7�����	� ��# �����	 4��%R�- �����	 ��U�*, �����	 
%Ö/, ��F���	 
����� ZQ��	 �-�*� 1��"- ��� /�����	 ��60�/ 1�����। !/	� !��	 ����	 
4�-��� ���# ����� ��	 ��%���। 

�����	 }�/�	 ��I�� %8� /��7����	 4A* ��*�T��*	 2#  -��� ��F���	 �+�q �+�q !� 
�� "�	�� !���� +��" �%# ��6� ��6�% = 1�5���	, %�"� !	 1��l�	� 

�����	 �%�5����� !	 ��	 /�	����	 %/	�k�%Q� �������I��	 ��~����	 !P�� �#�� 
�F�C� !	 
�����	 	7%T�*3��" ��F��� ���� �)�#�� !���#। !/	�- %�<�/� �9��7	 %T�* 
%^���� ��6�%�। ��# !/	� ��6�% "�	, 
��� ����� �W/�7 �#��#- ��� /���� �8�	�� !�%��#। 
"�	9, #����% !/���	 4�"T��। 

------------------
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

�F�C��" /��7 ��=�� � �#�� #������	 %"� 
J�/��	� �5A* �#�� ���5 

�����	 ��9� 
/���� �	� b/ %��5� 

'� �%�cB	, adea 

 
�F�C��" /��7 ��=�� � �#�� #������	  

%"� J�/��	� �5A* �#�� ���5 
(��
 -��5"�	) 

/��7 %�<��/	 )� /�% �T9* �#���)। �m�+�� /��+*	 �%# ;-"���� 4C"�	 	��� �#�� �������� 
!� Jq�9* �#���) �� J¼� -���5��	 	�7�¼� %�1-���। �1-���	 !	 ���B �#। 
!j/9"�	� J��������� �F�����	 Q��% �� !j/�9	 ��I�� ���� !j/9  I "�	���) 
!/���	 }�*� /��7�����	�। /��7%�<��/ !Eu�� �����) �M �M ��F���, 	7�¡��� `���� 
�#���) �����	 ���� /��3। �����	 %��P %�� �"��3 /����	 �»"�g ���A !� 2"�3 /�� 
!"�®�# �%�h�	। 2# !"�®� 
�����	 �+	R /r, 2# !"�®� �F�C�	 /��7। �F�+j 
��������� �;5�/ !j/9 +���#�� M�R �� �#, �M �M �	�� 4%��� 	-�	��" ��5� "�	��= 
����	 ��Qq �� �#। �F� +�j	 %�/��� ���5 %"� %^���	 %�/��	�� )�P�#�� �����)। ����	� 
�����	 /�% %R� 4����I� �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��	 ��+�	 1�% 4��� "�	��	 }�%��% 
1��* "�	���)। "��l��� ��0� ��������*� ���� ���Â�	 �;5�/ 	�  #������ ��6 �/��" 
J��M� "�	�� �F�C�	 ���� ��+�	 1�% +���#���)। 

%H�� ��./ ���"0��	 ‘��� /�[�	% -��%’ %������%/T� 2"�3 ��	 1"�� "�	���)। 2# 
���	 ��� �#���), �F�C�	 �A�"�A� ���� ��+�	 ��� �#���)। #��/��5 ����	� #������	 
� %��- !+	�9	 ��I�� %�	� ���6 ����	 v� Jh�"� �#�� J�g���)। %H�� "�������/���	 
4���� "/=���� %�%��� %�p�� 4��<�9"�	� 1�����	� 2" ���"5 ���"0�� �F�����	 Q��% 
�9��5�	 ��� �i� "�	���)। ����	� �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��" ������* /��7���	 �5 
#������	 1�� ��� �i� ���#���)। �F�C�	 /��7	 ���� "�	���) ���6	 ����"�� /����	�। 
%H�� �������� �������� %_�"* �� !R�*���" %�p� 4���� �#���), �%# %�p�� 
4��<�9"�	� !R�*���" 1�����	� N5A*�� "�ª �F�C�	 /��7 ���� "�	���)। 

	��%��;	 �%�j3�	� ����	� JA�� �������� %/%5� %_�"* �-�	 J�N� 1"�� "�	�� 
������), ��@�����	 %����5 "	� ��6��%�	 &��" ����?। 

/Q� ���"0��	 ��5�"�	� #������ 2� /�	�E" %�"�3	 %p��� �#���)। e' ;��	 /��5 
��@�����	 1���	�� -��F�� ���� �����	 1�9��7�" v�% "�	�� ���� ��^��7 #������	 �%��5M 
�3�� �� "�	���)�� �%# ��"Q� �3�� �� �	����	 "���/� /��� �#�� �+��		 /� ��./ ���"0�� 
1�5���* "�	���)। 

#������	 ������� ������ �+	��	 �/��#�� �����)  �5। 2# 4�V�	 ��	�1�M�� ����	� 
#������	 -���5K "/*�¾� �" �#�� ���� �#�� #��/��5 ���-"��  I �#�� �����)। 
#%��/�����	 %��[ "T3X��" /���	 ��	9�, ��²# �F�C�	 ��+�	 1�%�	 	�� �;��9� "	� �#�� 
2�� ����	� 
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 #������ 2# 	�� �;��9�	 �	 �3"�� �"� �;��9� "�	��= ���	। #��/��5 ���������	 %�<�/� 
/����	� Z[ -���� ���#�� �����), ������* �F�C�	 /��7 ��=�� � �#�� 2�� ���������	 /��3 
�#�� �����	 ���"0�� �%���	 1�5���	 "	� � �#�� ��������� 
�-���" 4�V� �8�	�� !%�	 
�"� %^��� �#। !	 #������	 %���	 ��./ ���"0�= %�*���	 2# ������ 4������ �#�� 
��	��9 ��#�� �। 

����"Q� 2��"�	 ���"0�� &%5��	 ;�m�3	 J�	 /�	�E" ���� !j/9  I "�	���) �����	 
�I9 �����	�। ���	�� !j/�9	 ��� �#�� 	����� °�"� ��	= !� !	 �¹Q�� ��� �। 1���� 
�����	 �%�	� ������	 "Q�"�/*	 1���.q "�	���)। /��7�������	 4�5A* ����3 �V	 ��M5 )��3�� 
��#�� 	� ��	 �M�-� "�	�� +�����) 1�� /��T��*। 

#������	 %�"3 !� %�/���। 2# /�	�E" %�"3 �#�� ��	��9 ��#��	 �5 #������ = ����	 
%�+�		� /�y�, =�����3, ���	�%� �u 	����� ��	j/� "�	���)। �"f !��	 !��� �"�A�= �#। 

2M�9 !����/T�" !���+� +���#��	 �5 #������ �9*� �����) #	��	 ����	 �	���	। %H�� 
���	�� ���� #������ �� ��� 2# !�����	 4�-/� �57 "�	���)। �"f #	��	 ��� #�������" 
�"� !��	 ��9� ����#�� ���	 �#। 

���������	 ���	� %�Z[ -���� ���#�� �����), �F�C��" /��7�� � "�	�� !���+�	 
�"� 1�# J�g �।  

"T3X��" /���	 ��	9�, #������	 %"� J�/��	� �5A* �#�� ���5, ��� � �F�C��" ��� ���* 
/��7 ��=�� ��।  

��� �����), -�	� #	��	 ����" ���#�� �����) �������� %/%5�	 %/����	 �5����	 
���������	 ��*��+� �9���	�# +TP�R �%��R <��9	 4��"�	�। -�	� 2 �5����	 �")�# "�	�� ���	 
�। 4�2�, #������ ��� %�5# !���� +�� ��� �����" �������� %	"��		 %��� !���+�� ��%�� 
�#��। �������� %	"�	 �;��9� "�	���), 
��� %��*�-U/ �91���r� �������� !� #�����%	 
��0� %�5। 2# %�5�" 
�"�	 � "�	�� �"� !���+� �#�� ���	 �। 

���"0��	 /�	�E" !�A*" %�"3, v��%���� 4A*���, �����+0�, Jq	-��./ %�/�R 1��� = 
�%C�◌Q	 �5��" �94%�R�� 2�� %^��5 %�k �94-�5Ò� !� 4������%	 /� �;�	�� ��	���) 
#%��/�����	 %���	 �%���%�"।  

#	� 4A�� ���"0��	 45�5 �A�"�A� �C�	�� 2# }��*� �F������" ��0� %����5 ���� 
%M/ �। +��	 -T�/"� !�	� 4Z[।  

��� �����), #	� ���#�� �����) #������	 ��M 2� �� 
�"�	 "	� )�P� 45 �"� J��� 
�#। -�	��	 ��I�� ����	 u/�" ���� �"� 8� �#�� �। 

����%��;	 +��� 4������ �������� %/%5� 1�� !���+5 ���� �#�� ����� "T3X��" /�� 
!�� 1"�� "�	���)। 2�� �����u�5 #%��/�����	 �F�+j ����%�; %���	9 ��	���	 4������ 
/�	�E" !j/�9	 %p��� �#��।  

2# 4�V�� ‘�)�P �� /� �"m�� ��m�+’ ����� ����	� #������ )383 "�	�� /�	���)। �"f 
#�����%	 	�� #������	 ��g "	� J�+�। ��=����	 ��� !� %�Z[-
��� %��*�-U/ �������� 2# 
���Â�	 ;3��u� #�����%	 !	 2"�3 ��0� %�5। 

-------------
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4��"Q� 2��"�� ����������	 J�	 
�/��� 4�5���  
(��
 1�����) 

����"Q� 2��"�	 4%�/�	" �-9*	 ��� /����"	 %	"�	�" ����� ��P� "�	�� ��*	 �F����� 
%	"�	 ��@��� ��M����, %�����" = ����������	 J�	 4�5���-��� �/��� +���#�� ��#���)। 

%H�� ����� ��*	��	 ��"�	 �#���) °�"� ��6���5��� ��M" %�/��	 %-���� = #%���/	 
#�����%	 4�5M �� ��������, ����� ��-���	 4�5��" �� /�I��/� = #�/�	3�% 4�5��" �� 
/��p� 2�/�� �"। ��m������" +�"�	� �#�� �	��0 "	� �#���)। �� /�I��/� !��/� )� /�% 
�"� %	"�	� �� ��%	"�	� +�"�	� "�	�� ���	�� � ����� u"�/ ��	� �#���)।  

#�� )�P� 	�����	��� "��*"���� ��t A��"�	 4�-����� 1�5�� &�l��" �� "��	�-# ����, �� 
���/� #����/ = �� �%	���� #%��/ �+U��	��" um����	 "�	�� ��=�� �#���)।  

#���T��* �� !��� ����	, ��� 	�8"�� #%��/, ��� ���}��� 1/�� ����[ 4�5��" = 
"��"� ���������" �18��	 "	� �#���)। 

45 2" %����� 1"��, ��� �")��� �T��* �F�����	 ��*	 &%5	� /�� �J��	 +�8 �	���3*�	 
��� ���}� �", °�"� �����		 %�#8�� ��	�, 2, ��, ��’	 ��� �/����p� �" = ��, ��, !#-2	 
��/�� �"%� ��� "��"� %�����"�" ��	�� �#�� ���। ��	 ��m����	 �"� %���� ��=�� ��� 
�#। 

%�/�	" %	"�	 ��@��� Jh��V "/*+�	���	 ��6�% "�	�� � ���	�� ��./ ���"0� �#�� 
4��F��� +�8 %����	�3�3�Æ� 4� ����� = +�8 �%�j3�	� !/��� "�	���)।   

----------------

���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    
4��"Q� 2��"�� ����������	 J�	 

�/��� 4�5��� 
�����	 ��9� 

/���� �	� b/ %��5� 
'� �%�cB	, 

adea 
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���	��/���	��/���	��/���	��/    %�����%�����%�����%�����    ���	����	����	����	�    

��*��M�"	 �Q�[�� ���������	 
/��7%�<�/ = ��6 	����� 

�����	 ��9�  
/���� �	� b/ %��5� 

'� �%�cB	, adea 

 
��*��M�"	 �Q�[��     

���������	 /��7%�<�/ = ��6	�����     
���������	 ����-T� 2��"� �A�" ��	 ��	 2�%�)। ��m����	 ��3 /���"	 2"� ����	� 

/r��" /��7�������	 ���	�� #J�3 ������/� �/�	 �F� "�	 �����)। 4��"Q� °�"� ����	 �"�±	 
���	 
�"�	 "	� ����), /r����*	 4�V� !�w��"। 2# ��	 ����	 %/� ��*R ��� ���), ����� 
/r� %�l��� 4�V�� ��%������ 	���)। 

��� /���" =	�8 /���"	 	%l� ��� 33�। %^��� &���� 2# ��m��	 ��7�	 ��	���	 
���3 �)��	 )P� ��g "�	�)��। ��# ���) ���) ��	 ����� /�r%-�� ���3 ����� <�9 "�	�)। 2# 
�� ������	 4�V� �� "��*j�/ ��	���	 �� �)��	 /� ���, 2 ����� ���������	 2"� ����"	 
/�= !� �"� %�i� �#। ��	���	 �� �)��	 )P�� !�)। 

‘��	���	 ���3 �)�� 

�;��	 �/� 

2"�3 ����� ���;	 ���3 

	#��� ���" �।’ 

/��7�����	� 2# )P��3�"# 2"3� ;��	�� 2� ���� ���	, 

/���" �/��	 ���3 �����  

�;��	 °�"�/� 

2"�3 ����� �<�� ����  

	#��� ���" �। 

���" ��3 !�0 !�0 ����। /�	��8�		 �/" ��	��/	 ��J�		 /� ����	 ���� ���� ���� 
�"J A�"�� �। 23� #�����%	 4�/�; ����। 

2��	 /��7����	 ��	 �")� ���। 2"�3 ������ %���� %�V� ��	 �����), �����	 �q "�� 
/�#�"��	 �Q���T� %��	���P 2� /�7 2��"�। �%��� /��7�����	� 
��� ���������	 1��% 
�5�V� ��P �����)। ����	 %�i	� 2��"�� 2"�3 �����	 ;�m�3�� !j/9 +����� /��7 %�<�/�	� 
2"���	 /� �����	 �%�5 ��/ "�	�)। 	����		 +���	��3 = ��3<��/ JP�) 
��� �����	 ���"�। 
������ %�������	 ���	 1"��, �F�C�	 "�� ¸��� ��� !�� ��%	 %������"��	 "��) ����), 
%H�� ���� �i�	 a' ����	 3�	 2"�3 ����� ������ ���� ����)। /��7 %�<�/�	� +�<�/ �i�	 
!�	� a��3 ����� �������)। 
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4%�/�	" 1��% = ���*�%4%�/�	" 1��% = ���*�%4%�/�	" 1��% = ���*�%4%�/�	" 1��% = ���*�%    

 2"���" ����" �����	 �����	 "Ø� /�7 "	�	 �5 /	9�9 %�<�/, �%# %�F 45���" 
+��) /�7 2��"�� 
��� ���������	 4%�/�	" 1��% �5�V� ��P ����� 2�� -�	� �A�" �	9�A*� 
�8�	�� ��� ����	 ��*��%�	 �5�V�। �F�C�	 ¸��� 1�"�� "�	�), �/�	�� ��%��� -�	� %	"�	 
��� +�	 /��%	 ����5	 �5�V� "�	, ����� �������� %	"�	 2��# 4R�� ab ����	 �	9�A*��" 
/�7 2��"�� �8�	�� ��� ��*��%�	 �5�V� "	��। %H�� �X" ������ %������" -�	��	 
�/;��� 	���5 4��V� 2"�3 �	9�A*� ����	 ��	��*�	 %/� �	9�A*���	 ��l�%� "�	, ��	� ���� 
�8	�� 1>� �" �? �	9�A*�	� 2"���"5 ���� ��, 2"/�� �F�C� !��� �����# ��	� ���� 
�8	�� ���	। #�� #������ �"B� ��	 �"� ������	�" ��	� ��6�% "	�� 	��� । 

°�"� 2�# /�7 2��"� ��� ���	°�"� 2�# /�7 2��"� ��� ���	°�"� 2�# /�7 2��"� ��� ���	°�"� 2�# /�7 2��"� ��� ���	    

�T�* 	9�F� ���	� /��7�������	 �X" "/���	 2" ;�	��� %������" %�M�K"��	 1"�� 
"�	�), ��*/�� /��7 %�<�/���	 ��7 �M�� 2�3� ���P�) ��, ��	� #�\ "	�� !"��" !j/9 
+����� "��/�� �A�"  I "�	 °�"� ��	 ��*R %�� ��� /�7 "	�� ���	। �"f ��	� !�w� "�	, 
����	 2# !"��" ��/��� ����"Q� 2��"�� �u ��@��� -�#���= v�% ��� ���	। ��# ��	� 
¸��Q	7��� ��	���		 J��� JÎ��� �50 	���)। 45���" �����	 �����	 ���� ��7���� ��/� 
��	 A�"�� ����	 ��M "��/�� �� °�"� ���)�P� �=��	 �	= �%��� v�%�l  I "	� %^� ���। 
��/ %^� ����) /��"*���	 ��M �-���"���	 ���� �	���� �=��	 �	= �-�����/ ��/� ��/�� 
+����� �����-��� ���  = %_�q	 M�M�� "	�। /��7�����	� ��# ���6	 4R�� "��"�3 �C�	���	 
"�) �A�" 
��� �����	 
�"Q��	 4��M� "	�)। 2# 
�"Q�� ���-	 %�F %�F ��/�%� !���" 
%/	�k %�<� ��/ %�� ���, ��/� ��������� /��7����	 %�8�5= 4��5^��� ��� Jg��। 

!	� ���6 ��!	� ���6 ��!	� ���6 ��!	� ���6 ��=�� ���=�� ���=�� ���=�� ���    

���6	 )��3 /�������	 'b�3 ����	 ¦b � 1����� �������� !������ �������� %_�"*� 
��6 %�p�� ������ "�	�)��, 2 ��	 ‘�����	 ��9�’	 ��g"��	 !��# ����� ����)। 2# 
%�p�� ������"�	� "���	�	 ‘!� !�	�/’ ���"�	 %_��"�� �����*	 2"� ����[ %�%5 
����), �������� %_�"* #������ %	"�	 !	� ���S����� %_T9* ��¸��R"	 1+�	9� +������) 
2�� !	���	 /� ��@�����	 ��I�� �������N� %Q�[	 �+[� "	�)। �"f ��# �� ���\, ��# !	� 
��9 ��,�� ��	�), �������� %/%5�	 2"/�� %/��� ade� %���	 ���%B	 /��%	 ��*�+� 
����� �� !=��/� ��� = ��	 4��%������ ��� ��� /�����	 	�/��	 ���� M/�� �0�R�		 /��5 
���� 	���)। 

�%�	��	 2" %������" Z[ -�����# ����), !/	� �%�	����%�	� !D��" ����-��=��	 
�-�q�� 2" %/� ��7 !	� 1����r	 4F��� �/�	 �A�" ���\{ ��� �����)। �%�	�� = �/%�		 
��9 2"# -���-��� 2�� 2"# ��/*	 �C� !��। 2 %��= �/%	 �A�" �%�	��	 ���\{��� ��� 
#%��/ �/* ���{ � ��� A��" ����� ���"0� �A�" }# ����	 /�#� �T�	 4��V� �-{ -���-��� 
�������� 
��� ��� ���� #%��/ ���{ �� �" "�	? 

!	� ����� %������" = %�������	 2%� /R��5	 ��	�1�M�� "���	�, &�I�, ��/�y�% 
1-Q�� 1�� 1�� !	� 	�����	 	��X��" ��*��M" /�� /� "	�), �������� %/%5� %_�"* 
!	� ��9 j/��# %��� ��� J�g�), 2�� #������ +�j	 
·� ����	 "��) �	� ��P ���\। 
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����%�; �" "	��? 

�� 'a�� �%�cB	 ����%�; %���	9 ��	���	 �� '¦�/ 4�����  I ����), ���� �������� 
1%F Jg��, 4A�� �����	 ��9�	  2 %��5� 1"���	 !��# J�g ���) 2/ %^��� 	���)। %�p��	 
%-���� #�i������	 %�/�	" ��R�	 �		��/r� ��� !�/ /���"-��# 4���	 -�� ���� 
�%��-��� #J��, "����, �������-�� 1-Q�� ��� �Q]-��� �������� %/%5�	 "A� ��	���	 
4������ ���� 2/ 2"3� !V�	 -�� ��	���� �����= ��" ���� ���\। ����%��;	 %�/���" 
= 4A*X��" ��	���	 &�g�"= ��������� /�����"�	 �³�	 �����3 Jg��। ��6/� 2# ����	 
v�	 /��5 #������ +j 2� "�"�3� "�"��		 -T�/"� <�9 "�	�)। ����%��;	 %/A* ���-	 !��� 
��	� �9*� �����) 	���r� /	��� %	"��		 �	���	। 

����%�; �������� %/%5�� J�������5 �")� "	�� 4A�� "	�� ��	��, 2/ !�� 
���������	 /��� "�	 �। �-����/, 2�F���, �/����B", ����Å� %/%5�� ����%��;	 �Ù�� = 
&	��5�" -T�/"� ���6	 /��� 1�5M "�	�)। %��P %�� �"��3 ��F��� 	-�	� ��# /� "�	, 
����	 %/%5�	 8�1%T %/��� ��� 	9�F� ����%��;	 ���"* %-�� �। 

-------
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

%�k ���� ��@�����	 ���� !�%�� ��mP�#�� 
�#��-!m�� /���	� 

�����	 ��9� 
/�����	� b/ %��5� 

'� �%�cB	, adea 

 
	��%��	 �T95 V�� !m�� /���	� 

%�k ���� ��@�����	 ���� !�%�� ��mP�#�� �#�� 
(��
 ��C"�	) 

��6-�����"	 "¢
	 ���*�� 	��%� !� !	 �#। �"J�� %w3, �-����/ ��� 1-Q�� ;3�	 
%/� 2# /��/��� ��6�����"	 �M �#�� 1����� ���#���)��। ��� �%�� ��/���)�� ��A। 
Jh"�¢ �;��9� "�	�� ������)��, /����	 -���5K ����� ��� �")� A��", ��� ���6	 ���� ���� 
/����	 ��I�� �� �;5 4�	�� 4���� �#���) ���� �C "�	�� �#��, 4�	����" %/��+� ���0 
1�� "�	�� �#��। 

�"f !��= �Q�A���� ���R V���� �� �#। 4�5�+�	� �����	 ���¡ �����	� !��� �Q�A��	 ���� 
���� /����	 ��·�� Q��%�/ �P�r = +j��R ��t 	�����)। 1�� /��T��*, 1�� ;3�� /����	 
+	/ 4�/� ;�3���)। !��"�	 ��� !��	 ��6��%�	 %�/� 2"�3 1� %��+�� �P �#�� ���� 
�����)। 2# 1�, /������	 -���5K �"? �Q�A���� �" �+	"�� %�~��5���� ����/���	�# 	��? "�	�� 
��#��? 

#��	 2"�3/�� Jq	 �#�, �। ���6	 
�����"�/� ���R"�/� ��� �»"�g�	 
�	 �;��9� 
"�	���), �, #�� �#�� ���	 �। 

!� ��# ���������	 %�<�/� ���9	 ���� 4k ���� ��� "�	��	 #\� 1"�� "�	���) 
Å��¿	 ���5�� ���" �/� !m�� /���	�। Å��¿	 �Q�A�� ���5�� ��5��%" ��m �� %���* /����	 2# 
}�%� 4�/��	 ��� !��#�� !�% �#, !��#�� !�%���) 8	�%� 1���	�� !�i���	 ��� 
/m���� !m�� /���	�। !��#�� !�%���) ���6	 �u ����	 4%��5 %�+� /���। 

���������	 ���9	 %�k /��7%�<�/ !� +	/ 4�V�� !�%�� ��mP�#���), �����	 /����	 
4�T�* !E�� !� %/< �Q�A���� �������) 4-T��T�* %�P�। Å��¿	 1�7 %�yQ������" /r� �/� 
!m�� /���	� ���������	 ���9	 ���� ��mP�#�� ��� "�	��	 %�"� 1"�� "�	���)। !m�� 
/���	�	 2# z�����%" �;��9� �Q�A��	 /����" 4��" "�	�� �����)। !m�� /���	� �N��� 
/�������q	 Å��¿	 4��%������ �9��" ����	� �5 ���	 /r� ��	���	 %�%5 �)��। 

/m���� /���	� Å��¿	 2"� ���5�� ���"। !	 %^��� Å�¿# 2"/�� ���, ����� 2��� 
��������, ����, %�����5" = "��	� �+���	"���	 +�#�� 4�" 4�" ���� ��1�। ¦d �K%	 ��y 
8	�%� ���" /���	�	 �;��9� ��# %/< 8	�%� ���� ��/�� !���P %Q�[ "�	���)। "T3X��" /�� 
2# ;3�	 J�	 SI? !�	�� "�	���)। !m�� /���	� ����	 ���-{ %/�� ���-{ ���� ���� %�j� 
4��<�9 "�	���)। �Z� &
	�+�	� ����	� Å��w�	 ��I�� ��� !R�*���" ������� ������ 
"�	���)��, +��	 �Q�����= ��� ��� "�	���)। �"f !m�� /���	�	 "Q��? ��� �N��� /������	 
%/� 85��%[ ��/*� �����	 ��I�� 8	�%� 1���	�� �����	 45�/ %��g"। /���	� ��m��	 ����	 
2# %� %�<�/� ;3�	 �3-T�/�� 	+� "�	���) 4%���	9 J�5�%। ��� ad¦d %��� ����	� �5 
���	 
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 �	����	 �	 %�j� 	����� �#�� 4�%	 <�9 "�	���)��। �"f �5 �� �¾���	 /��, ��m��	 
1-�� 4�5R ���� /m���� /���	� Å��¿	 	��X��" = %�/���" ����	 45�/ 1��-��� 
1-������ �5�7?। %H�� �������� 4���� �������� %_�"* !R�*���" %�p��	 1�� 
J��5�7� %��*��� ��� O� �� 1"�� �	���9	 "��) 2" �+�g�� ��� �������)- ‘���"0�� �F�+j 
�� %/�� 35�w = &%5�����	 %�����5 ���������	 ���9	 J�	 � %��- ��*	 !+	9 4�5��� 
	������)- �� !���-���� �"��� %�p� "�	�� �"� 8� �#�� �।’ 

‘�� �8���	�’ ���"�� 1"���� 2" ���C %�k %�<��/	 J�	 ���	 ���� /m���� /���	� 
�������)- !���-�����	 �� ��� �#���)। !� #%��/�����	 �F�����	 ��*	��	 2"/�� 
���� %�k %�<�/। �����	 ��9�" ��� �"J %��5# %����5 "�	�� +�- ��� ��m���" %�k ���� 
��@���	 ���� !�%�� ��mP�#�� �#��।’ 

!m�� /���	�	 2# 1�5� �Q] �;��9� Å��¿	 	��X��" /��� ����� SI? ��- "�	���)। 
!R�*���" }���� 2"# %��A #�� ��I9 1���j��	 %Q�[ "�	���)। 

!m�� /���	� #��/��5 ���#���)- ��� ��m��	 �;��9� %_�"* 2"�3 ���Q�� 1�� "�	��। 
���������	 /��7%�<�/� ���9	 %�����5 ��m��	 -���5K "/*�¾� ��� 2# ���Q�� J��� "�	�� 
����� !�� "	� ��#���)। 

%H�� /m���� /���	� %��� ��m��	 %�M�K "�	���) ��m��	� ���, �5��	�%	 ��#�	 ��m	 ���	 
���P�� ��� 2� 4�%	 ������ "�	���)। �"f �������� %_�"* %�*��� %�����3= ��m��	 
��� 2�� /m���� /���	�	 �Q] ��	9�, ��� ���"	 %q	 ���" ���������	 %��P %�� �"��3 ��*����, 
����P� ���	 2# �-JÒ� �Q�A��	 #�����%	 2" ����R"�	� ;3�। 

%q	 �)�		 2# �Q� /����3 ��# ������)- !�/ ���������	 ���� 4��<�9 "�	�� +�#। 
/����	 %��M ����P� ���	 2# %�<�/ 2"�3 /�� %�<�/। ��� ���, !�/ �Q�, ����� 
�����" ��%��� ��� "	�	 %�/A*5 !/�	 �#�� �। ‘��� 35��w +�P�� !�/ ��./ ���"0�� �����	 
� ��	 �/�"����� "�	��	 ��7 	���।’ 

-�	��	 
����� !�i���	 J��� "�	�� ��� ���, ‘�N��� ��6����	 �	 !R�*���" }���	 
;3����	 �3-T�/�� ��+�	 "�	�� ��,� ���- �K"��� %/�� 4���%-4%����� !�i���	 /��5�/ 

����� ��- %^��	 �#���)�। �"f !� �%# %^��� %_T9*·�� ���	����।’ !/���	 �+���	 
%�/� 	�����) �-�����/	 �Q[�R। 

���������	 /����" !� J���« "�	�� �#��- �� �;5 � ��7	 ��I�� ��@���	� I���� 
��mP�#���), �%# � ��7 #�����%	 ;Q95�/ 	� । ��@����" !� %�k %�<��/	 /��5�/# /��7 
%�<�/�" +TP�R %8���	 ���" ��� ��#�� �#��। 

�����	 %��P %�� �"��3 /����	 %�/� !� !	 45 �"� �A �#। 

-------------
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

%_��"�� 
%�*��� ����� �P�r 

�����	 ��9� 
/�����	� ¦� %��5� 

b 4����	, adea 

%_��"�� 

%�*��� ����� �P�r 
#�����%	 �" ���+� ��	��Q�q! 

}# �� �)	 !�� �Q�3� %�~��5����	� -�	����* �������" ��% = ����9 4�5��� 	���	 
�5 ‘��-�#� 2� I� ����%’ JÎ�� "�	���)�। 2# ����% 4�%��	# ��	� %�+��	 �"U��� ��i�-
/�%�/��	 /��5 ���-� %Q�[ "�	��, ‘�F-F’ "�	�� �����	 J�|�5 +�	��A* "�	�� �u����� %M/= 
�#���)�। ��	�	 ��;*�� "��3���)। -�	���* �#�� �Q�3�	� ����� ����)। �"f %�~��5���� �Q�3��	 
�%���	 �������" 
�A*	M�	 ������ 4�%Q� ���-� ���	 ����7 �)����	 M��+� 2# 
J�/������	 ��" �#�� !��= ������ /��)�� ��� �#। �%# �� �Q�3� !/�� ����� ��-7 �#���), 
;��	�� �8�	�� J�� �N����# 	���� �����)- ���P� ���� �#, ������= �। 

!	 !.�*! }# �� �K%	 ��	 ��������� ��¬��� J��������� ��% 4�5��� 	���	 �5 
�F����� !� �%# 2"# %��� �Q�3� ���-� ����"# ��I��	 ��% ��%��� �5���	 "�	�� J�5� 
�#���)। 

�		��5���-� ��./ ���"0�� ��%""���	 2# �;5 }	�-%�C�3	 1��8� ;�3���) ���� 
#������	 10���� ��%��r	 �%P��। 2# �%P�� �Q�3� ���-�-���	# 4�%	�9 ��@��� ����	 /��5 
���-�, ���N� 2�� �j��	 /��-�� %Q�[	 �5 2"���" ��i���	 �-�3���"�	 �	9 2�� 4�	���" 
���������	 4��"Q� 4D��" ���3 1���� -�� "	�	 �T	�-%�C/T�" %����	� %�{����� �#���)। 

��./ ���"0�� �F� %	"��		 ��%	"�	� /����� ���"0� 3�#/�% #������ ���	 10���� 
��%��r	 2"�3 �%P� 1"���� #�����)। �F� ��%�	 4��V ���9	 J�	 +���#�� ����	 
J�|��5 2"�3 ��%�r 	+�	 �5 #������ �� �")��� !�� �� "�/�3 ����� "�	���)� �%# "�/�3 
�%P� ��%�r 	+�	 4�"/*�3 %_{ "�	���)। ���"0� 3�#/�%	 �	���3* 4����� �%P��3�� 
��i���	 �-�3���"�	 �	9 "	� �#���)। "�	9 
·� ��� �#���) ��, ��i���	 �-��3	 ����	# !=��/� 
��� ��*�+� ������ ���"0��" v�% "�	��	 �+[� "�	���)। %��	�� ��i���	 �-�3���"�	 A�"� J�+� 
�। �%P� ��%��r ��� �#���), !=��/� ����	 �"� ���" ���	 ��/ �� ����/ �"��� 
���"0��	 �"� ��*�+� 4��<�9 "�	�� ���	�� �। %� +�#�� J�������5 ����, ����� ��%��r 
���������	 4��"Q� 2��"��" ���3 �QA" 1���� ��-7 "	�	 ��	"�� %������� �#���)। 2# 
��	"�� 4����� °�"�, +�<�/ = 	������ 1��� ��g� �#�� 2�� 1��5" 1����	 �QA" !# 
��	�� A��"��। 

1��5" 1���� �-*	 A��"�� 2�� �-*	# /r���	 ����� "�	��। 

�F�����	 	���? 2� "P� �1% �%¿	���। �� )�P� ���"0� 3�#/% %	"�	 %/A*" ���"�। 
!	 #������	 ���	 ����� "	� "�/�3 ��	 u"�/ /�# ��%��r	 �%P� &�	� "�	���) #���� 
%�i��	  
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4�"�� �#। %��	�� ��	�� �=�� ���, ���"0� 3�#/�% �� �%P� ��%��r	 ���	9� )��� 
�#���), J��# 1"Q� ����� ��%�r। �������� 2� !	 #������ ����	 ��% ����" �। �������� 
2� 2"�3 
��� %��*�-U/ 	��। ��# ���������	 �5����	 �F����� �"� "A� ����� �� 2"�3 
��� 
	���	 4-5R	�9 �5����	 ��*� �0�M��	# %��/� �#��। �% "�	�9# #������	 ��%���r" 8/�*�� 
��� !/���	 �"� /�A��5A� �#। �"f ��� 2 �5����	 /R�5 "�	���) !/	�  �� 2# "�	�9 ��, 
�����	 2# %�*��� �K�	��	 4R	��� 	�����) 2" %��-�	 +j�R। 2 +j�R -���� /�	�E", 
�;5 #��	 �M5। 

!/	� !��# ������), J��������� ��./ ���"0�� ��%"-����"��	 J�|�5 �#���) �� 
�"� 1"��	 �#" ���-� ���N� ��7�� %Q�[	 /��5�/ ��@��� ����	 /��5 4X"5 %Q�[ "�	�� ����	 
��%�?	 �Q��� !�� 	����� ���������" �95 %�/<� ��j��	 ����� ����	 ��%��� �5���	 "	� 2�� 
�����	 /��3	 �%��	 %_� = ��@���	 ��P-/��%-"���� ��	���3	 ����%�	 /� "�/P�#�� �)�P�� 
��=��। !	 2# ��/��� ���)��	 �5 �9���	��� ��./� ��%""�� )� �� "� �"U�� "/ 1���� 
"�	 �#। 5��5 ����-��=�� 1����	 �5 ��������� ��# �"� �9!�i�� ��� ��m���� J�g���), 
��*��, ���P�	 ©�/ �	���	 +���#��	 �������� ��# ��./� ��%"	� ��i�-/�%�/�, ��F���-
4��F���, V���-4V��� 1� Jy�#�� ���� ���-{ �O9�	 ���9	 /��5 ���-�-���N�, %�;�� %Q�[	 
/��5�/ J�� ��+�� "�	�� ��=��	 �+[� "�	���)। %�H��" 4���"���= ���� �����), ad¦d %���	 
�9!�i�£� ��+���	 �5 -�P��3�� }¹Q�"�	���	 Jy�#�� ���� 1A�/ ����� �� �/�����	0� 
1��� �g�	 ����। ��	�	 =�g �QA" Jq	�F 1��� �g�	 ����। �"f  -����%_{ %�+� ���	 
z"5�� 1���	���	 /��� 
�A*������	 2# 4�1��% �5A* �#�� ���। ��	�	 !�% ���� ��*�+। 2# 
��*�+�" �"± "�	�� �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��	 ��Q�? ��@��� ���� 4����� z"5�C� !�� 
��। ���"0�� ��F���	� �)� ��"	� b¦ -��। 2" ���" 2" �-��3	 �-�q�� 4���� ��*�+� �� 
!=��/� ����	 ���� %/< ���"0��	 -��5 ��r�9	 &�� 4��"�	 ������ ����� �F�C� ��*��+� � 
%/< ���"0��	 -��5 ������ ��%���। �"f ��./ ���"0�� ��%" = ����""�� ���9	 2# 	���" 
%��-��� <�9 "�	�� ���	 �#। !	 ��	 8�� �	��*�"��� �" ;�3���), �"-��� �F����� ���¡ 
��*	��� �����	 /����	 J�	 � 	 /� ,�m��#�� ��P���), �"-��� �5�/� �����	 ���" �� �M 
/����" ;	)�P� ��
 "�F��� ��	9� "�	���) 2�� %��*���	 #������	 ���	 -���� ‘���"0��	 
-���5K 1��/r�’ ��� /�����	 	�/��" "�	�I� "�	�� ����	 ������	 J�|��5 ��+�	 1�%�	 
�P��r /����� J�g���), �% "���� %"��	# ���। !	 #��= %"��	# ��� ��, ��*	��	 N�	� 
��F��� 
�����	 
Ó�" �T��%�K "�	�� ��=�� %^� �� �#- %^� �#�� �। 

�/*/ ��0��	 2# 1��"T� %T�*	�x	 %�/� ��mP�#�� �������� ��# �� �"U���	 !O� 
�#���)। ���9	 ��*��+� 1�������	 N�	�# ��%�r 	+�	 �T�*1��Y�� ���Q� �#�� #������ �� 
2� /����� J�g���) 
"���� "��� 2" ���� 8	/��	 J�	 ��%��r	 ����� ����#�� J��# 
���9	 J�	 +���#�� ��=��	 ���;��" ������। 

�F����� ���, 
�����	 ��� ��@��� ����	 z"5�" ��-��� %��Q] = %�%��� "�	���+ J��	 �"� 
�N��� ��	 �#। ��	� ��� ��, 2# z�"5 8�3� �	�#�� � ���	�� �����	 �T	�-%�C ���%��	 
�"� !�� �#। ��# 2# z�"5 8�3� �	�#��	 %�+��	 �"U�� %������� �#���) ����� ��%��r	 
�%P��। 

#������ +�j	 ��	9�, ���������	 4��"Q� 2��"�� ���3 1��� ��g� �#�� ��F���	� !	 2" 
"�¢ 2" ���� ��%��� "A� �����	 %����� ��#�� �। �	� J���, M/��, ����-��=�� 2�� 
��A*	 1��  
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���-{ 1����	 ���9	 /��5 ���-�-���N� = �j��	 /��-�� %Q�[ �#��। �%# 4�V�� %���# 
���������	# 2" 4D��	 ��9�" !�	" 4D��	 ���9	 ��I�� �5���	 "	� ��#��। 8�� 
���������	 /��7��� ��;*%T���	 �+�	������� !3"�#�� ��#�� 2�� 4X�"5	 8�3� J���" }�*� 
"�	�� ����। #�� )�P� ��i���	 �-�3���"�	 �	9 "	� �#�� ��i�-/�%��/ %H��� 2��  z�"5	 �M��= 
8�3� ��	��। �F�����	 ��	9�, ��	� �� �������� )��P�� ��#�� ���5 �#��, ��	��	= 2# 
���-����	 ���/� 1���j�� ���������	 2" 4D��	 ��9�" !�	" 4D��	 ���9	 ��I�� 
�j/��-����{ "�	�� 	�����। 2"#	"/ 4%Î�� ��	�� "�	�� ��i�-/�%��/ %_�"*	 �M��। 

�"f 2���= -�� "�	���) #������ ��। ��	 2# �T	�-%�C ��0����� �#��	 �। ��� /�����	 
/��7/�r ���M� z"5�� ��F��� ���� 2# %�*��� ����� �P�r= +TP�R-��� �5A* "�	�� ����। 

----------------
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

"���	 %�F !����, �"�%	 
!����? 

�����	 ��9� 
/�����	� b/ %��5� 

b 4����	, adea 

 
"���	 %�F !���� 

�"�%	 !����? 
	��X��" -��5"�		��X��" -��5"�		��X��" -��5"�		��X��" -��5"�	    


��� �����	 �" �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��	 �����* ��	+���� ���������	 /��7����	 
����� ��# �Q�� ��#���), M��Ô� ��¬��� J���������	 ��� 1��-T ���� #������	 ����#�� 
��=�� -�P��3�� �����	 �����	 +TP�R �	��� ��# 1�5�%{ �#�� J�g���), ���6	 �� ����R 
��� 
%��*�-U/ ���������	 %/A*� �/� ��# �����	 -���� �%�h�	 �#���), #��	# �������� ��# 
;9�-T� �#�� J�g���) �������� %/%5�	 	��X��" %/����" �"± "�	�� ���-{ /��� %Q[ !���� 
�/" ��¸��R	 �T~���। 2# ��¸��R	 "���� �/�;	 ��*�	 ����� 1�� 	���	 ��M�« ��F��%���		 
Jq�� �	F/���	 %�M�« uw��		 /�# J�� 1��	 -���� ���" ���" ���*�� �8�	���) �� �M 
�����	 !E� !	 /��7 ���� ������� �"��3 �"��3 ��F���	 "¢
	, ‘�"�%	 !����, "���	 %�F 
!����?’ !	 �%# %�F �� �����% �����% J|�/���� -��%�� ��P�#���) �F�C�	 �»"¢� ‘‘�M 
�M ��F���	 	/�� �#�� ������ ����� ��t �����	 %�F !�����	 �"� 1�# =�g �। 1� =�g � 
�����	 /����	 	7 !	 
�����	 %�F ��µ/�� "�	�� !/�	 "�	�/��7���-	।’’ 


��� �����	 ��� = ���	 2# 1�5��Qt N5A*�� "¢
	�" }��*�� ����	 "¢
	 ����� 
��	�� ��� ��6��%� ����� 	���", �F�C�	 �����* 
�����, %��*�-U/?, �9���r" 	��"�g��/�, 
�/*�	��M %/�� 2�� %/�����r" 4A*X��" �5�V� 1����	 %�/�� J�|��5 ��	+���� ���������	 
/��7��� �M5 4��*� � �=�� ��*R A��/�� �। /�� ��� ��� /�����	 	�/��	 /��7, 
�����	 

�"Q�� 2�� ��-T�/	 ��" �#�� �����	 �W-&%5 ����� 1�5����		 !�� 2" /��T��*	 �5= 0« 
�#�� � ��	 ��F���	 %/	��k	 v�। }�/�	 %�F !�����	 �"� 1�# =�g �। ��F��� ����	 2# 
����9 %�<��/	 �M5�" %_T9*-��� 
�"�	 "�	�� ���# 4��"�	 	7��� 2P�#��	 �5 �����	�� 
;�3�� ���	, �#�� ���	 	��X��" %/����	 /��5�/ 2" 	7�7 ����	 4�%�। 

2��� J�������5 ��, e' ;�� ‘j5�% ��F��’ �1�<�/ 4����� /��������%	 ��	���� -���� 
��*	 �9��5���l	 /��5�/ #������ �� ��� /�����	 ���������	 /��7��� ����#�� ���� +������)�। 
�"f ��7 1���� !	 ���¡ ��*	��	 "��) ��@��� ���� /�A� � "�	 �#। �	� ��# �� �����), 
��# ���	��	 �#���) ���������	 /��7- �j/�7 �#���) �� �� 2��"�। 8�� ��%�/�� #������ 
�� �M ��@���	 ����	 =�	 �F�C�	 ��+�	 1�%�	 /D %���#�� ��t �#���) ����	 ����" ���� 
	����� 	��X��" 
��A*����		 �y	%��- ���� �����। �"f ����= �����5/ �� �# �����	 ��	 
/��7�����	�। 
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�	� 4��"�	 ��7 = J�5/ �#�� ,�m��#�� ��P���) �����	 }�/�	 J�	। j/��� ���*�0 
�#�� �#�� ��.� �	����	 -��� ��-���"�� !�w<0-���� #������ !�����	 �+�	������� �A 
���P�#�� ���P�#�� ��m���� �8�	���) ��	���9	 J���। /Q� ���"0�� 1�9%D�	, ��¬��� 
J���������	 �����/� �%U��3�" �"� /�� �3"�#�� 	��� 2�� ���	 �F� /%� ��P� 	���	 �5 
�% !�����	 !	�� �#�� #	� ��	��	 }���	 }���	 �9*� �����), �T� ��g�#���) ��	# -���� 
‘�������� 2�� ���"0��	 ��I�� ��� �;��9�	 ���� ��+�	���’ �F�C� ��� /�����	 "��)। �"f, 
�T�*��*� ���	# ��� �#���), �����	 /�"�3�� %~�3 �F�C� 2# !���� 10�� ;Q9�-�	 1�5��5� "�	�� 
���� ������), �M �M ��@���	 	/�� �#�� ������ ����� ��t �����	 %�F !�����	 �"� 1�# 
=�g �। 2, �", �����	 /��5�/ #������ �� �F�C�	 "��) 10�� ��g�#���)� �� 
����� ����	 ��	�� 
�;��9� "�	�� ���"0� 2" 	����� %p� �#�� ��� %�����" /��7 ��=�� �#��। �"f "T3X��" 
%T��	 J�Q�� ���� 2"�3 ������ ���*� %�V� ���#���), �F�C� ����� �T��	 /��5�/ #������ ���" 
N5A*�� -���� ���#�� �����) ��, ‘��@���	 	7 !	 
�����	 %�F ��µ/�� "�	�� !/�	 ‘"�	�-
/��7���-	 �"� 1�# =�g �।’ 

2��� J�������5 ��, ���� /�+* /��%	 a ���	� �#�� ����� ��	���	 4����� V��� 
�;��9�	 1������ !�i��  I �#�� ���������	 ���-{ V�� �")�%��5" )��-��� ��./ 
���"0�� �%������	 S���� ��� �। �F�C� �%# %/� %�*�E" 4%����� !�i���	 ��" ��। 
%/< ���������	 /��� �F�C��"# 5���� !#�� ���������	 	���� M/��� %/�%� ����� /���� 
��� 1���3 �5����	 4M�	 4M�	 ��m��	 ���*� ��� "�	�� A��"। ¦# /�+* #������ �� 2" ����	 
-���9 a�# /�+* °�"�� ��Q? %�p� !��� "�	। e# /�+* �	%�"�%* /����	 z�����%" -���9 
J��	 ����� �F�C� ��� ‘"�	 %�F &�g", �"�%	 &�g�" ��%�? �� !/�	 /����	 ���" S�� 
+���#���) ��	 %��A?’ �%# -���9# �F�C� ���, 	7 �� �����) 	7 !	= ���, �"f �����	 
/����" 2��	 /�7 "�	�� )��P� #��!���। 2���		 %�<�/ /��7	 %�<�/- 2���		 %�<�/ 

�����	 %�<�/।’ 

��	�	 �u�� �� �#���), ��	�V��, �1�M� %��")�# !/T� ����#�� �����)। �F�C�	 ���*�� 
��F��� ���� ��t �#���) /��7����। ��F���	 !E1����	 !�i�� ��+���	 �5 #������ �� ���¡ 
��*	��� ��5� "�	���) �� �M /���, �	�O� �Q���	� ����R	� "�	���) �M �M 	�	�-�� �"। 
2# ��5�"�� = 	7����	 ����� e# /��+*	 �T�* ��*R ��./� �%������	 S���� ����	 %��5� �)� 
4�� �95। ��� �%���	 �%# ��	 �����	 +�� +�� 	�7	 J�	 ���� ��m�3�� ���� �F�C� �����	 %�F 
&�g�" ��%�� 	��� � �#। %�/�	" ��% 1�5���	, M/�� �0�R	, �%������ 1�5���	 2�� 
M���T	9 ���	 !�� ����� ��	���	 4������ ���� ���� %p� � �#। !� �� �M ��F���	 
	�7	 �� %�m�	�#�� �F�C�	# /��7/�r ���M� ��F��� ���� 2�� ����	 4�%�	�	� ���� #������	 
%�F !���� "�	�� ��#�� 2/ "A� ��	� �+R� "�	, �� 2/ ��¸��R"	 ��	9��" ��	� M�9�"	 
��	= /� g�m# ��, ��	� !��p�"	 
��*# ��% "�	���)। #������ ���	 %�F �� �"� /��# 
!���� �#�� ���	 �, �������� %	"�	 N5A*�� -���� #�� ���#�� �����)। ���� ¦# �%�cB	 
%�t���" �����	 ��9�	 %�F 2" %�M��"��	 
��� �����	 4V��� 	����� &%�� �I� #%��/ 
����	 �T�* �;��9�	 ��	��Q�q "�	�� ���- #������ ���" ‘%�*1A/ ��� /�����	 /��7 ���� �#��, 

��� ���������" 
�"Q�� ���� �#��, �����	 �%������ 1�5���	 "�	�� ��� �#�� 2�� �F� 
��*	��� M��<0��	 ��*�t M���T	9 ���� �#��।’ 2# %� ���� �T	�9	 �	# ����+� "	� �#�� 
	��X��" %/����	 �5 !/	� !���+�� ��%� �"�! �� 'b�� �%�cB	 /��7����	 4�* ��*�T��* 
J���M ����	 J�|��5 1�q 2" ����	 -���9= 4V��� 	����� J����� �7��5	# ��	��Q�q "�	। 
2"# ��� 1�q 2" ���Q���� �������� %	"��		  
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�		�� /r� ���i"�	 �/�0�" !�/� ��� ‘‘!/���	 "A� 4�� %�Z[। �Q�K ��7���*	 
������� 
�A*	M� 2�� 	��X��" -�	%�/5 ���� 	���	 
��A* ���������	 /����	 	7 �¡���" 
�5���	 "�	�� ��=�� �#�� �। �T9* 
�����# !/���	 �M5।’’ ���������	 
�A*���	��� /�� 
������	 J�|��5 ��� ��� ‘ !/�����" ��� ��m�+�� A��"�� �")� ���� � ���	, ��� 
�����	 
�5 !/�����" /�	�� ��।’ 

�J#��"* ����%�³	 +�+* �%���	 2" %������" %�p�� �7Q��"��� ��  j��	 ����%�³ 
�������� 1��������	 ��� ��+�	��� ��� !�� %�µ� �+U��	� ���������	 �M �#�� %/< ��6�" 
���#�� �����) �F�C�	 /��7, ���������	 
�"Q�� 2�� �����	 �����	 4�%�	9 )�P� �"� 
	��X��" %/���# ���������	 ���9	 "��) <�9����5 �#�� �। 

2���" �� ����	 &%�� �I��	 %-�����? 4���� �������� /r� %-�	 2" &�g�"	 �	 
�;��9� "	� �#���) ��, ‘�T9* 
�����# !/���	 �M5। 2# �M5 4�*�	 �5 !/	� ��6��%�	 %����5 
= %�������� +�#।’ 

%��	�� 2 �5����	 �"� ��� "�� �� %�i��	 4�"�� �# �� /Q� ���"0��" ����� "�	�� 
��F��� ���� �"� 4�V���# #������	 %�F �"�= !����� 	��� �#�� �। #��	 ��	 !�% 
	��X��" %/����	 1�। 2 �5����	= ��F��� ����	 �7�5 4�� %�Z[।  

	��X��" %/��� ����� ��	� ����, 4��"�	 	7��� 2P�#�� !���+�	 �3���� ��%�� 
/��7����	 �M5 4�*। #������ ��� 	7��� 2P�#�� +���, &%�� �I� #%���/	 +�	�3 �T�* ��* 
�T	�9	 /��5�/ 	��X��" %/����	 ���	��;��3� �#�� ���	। #�� )�P� 	��X��" %/����	 ��/ 
45 �"� ���m���/� �����	 /����	 "��) <�9����5 �#�� �। 

#�� �"�%	 !��/�#�� �"�%	 !��/�#�� �"�%	 !��/�#�� �"�%	 !��/�    

!	 �#�� � �����#, /Q� ���"0��" "�	 ��m�P�� Jg�#�� !��� !��	 J���� 1�9%D��	 
��F��� ���� 	��� �#�� � ����� Z[-��� J���« "�	��# #������ �� !��	 �F�C�	 ��I�N 4k 
��9�#��  I "�	���)। 2"�3 ������ ���*� 1���� ���#���), �F�C��" ��+�	 1�%�	 /��5�/ �� 
���0 ��=�� �#�� J�� ���� ��6�/��" ��M�« "�	�� � ���	 ��5 1�� 1+�	9� +���#��	 �5 
��./ ���"0�� �F����� �����V J��	 "T3X��" �/�S���" ���*� 1�� "�	���)। 2" %�"�*���	 
�F����� %������ ����" 2 �5����	 1-������ "	�	 �5 �/�S��	 1�� ���*� �����)। %�/�	" 
��R� �F�C�	 ��I�N %�M5 ���	 �5 °�"� �#�� ( � %������", ��6���5����	 ( � ��M", ' 
� �5�w "/*"�*� 2�� �����%��5" ��F��� %�/�	" = ��%�/�	" "/*+�	��" ��./ ���"0�� +��� 
�����)। ���	 1"��, °�"� �5���	 !�� 2# %� ‘‘%�M��"’’ ����/ ��=�� �#���)। %�M5��"��� 
����	 ����� �#�� �� ��� /���� ���# 4��F�����	 ��5� "	�	 u"�/ �����)��। ‘%�M���	’ �"� 
�"� #��/��5# °�"� �8�	�� !�%���), 45	� 2�= ��./ ���"0�� %�	�M� �i������ !3" 
	�����)। #��	� �"�A�� !�), �% "A� ����	 ��	��	 ��	��"= ����� ��=�� �� �।  

'� '� '� '� ��	 %�M5 <�9��	 %�M5 <�9��	 %�M5 <�9��	 %�M5 <�9    

�� /F���	 �F�����	 2" �;��9�� ��� �� ��, ��� /�����	 ��+�	 1�%� 2 ��*R �/�3 '� 
��	 %�M5 <�9 "	� �#���Ú 2# �;��9�	 J�Q�� ���� 	�=������� �#�� 2, ��, 2, ��� ��, 
�F�C�	 ��+�	 1�% +�����)। �;��9�� ��� �� ��, ���"0��	 ��I�� ��� �;��9�	 4�-���� ���� 
e# �%�cB	 �F�C� ���� ��+�	 ��	��  I �#���)। �F����� ���� ��, ��� 2, �", �����, 
��� 
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%�"�	� �/%�%* �����/ !��, !"�	 �/�*� 2�� �����/ ����%�	 %������ ��� %�����	 �M 
%/A* "�	���)। ��./ ���"0�� %������� ��� /�����	 /��7	 %^��� %_�"* ���-"�� 
+��	 ��	�1�M��# 2# %	"�	� �;��9� 1+��	� ��। ��� %�����	 %�F ���� "�	�� ��� ����� ���� 
�8�	�� #������	 %�F ���� "	�	 %���� ��	 e# �%�cB	 ��+�	 1�% ��	�^ ��। �;��9��%��	 
���� ��� aa# !�[ �#�� e# �%�cB	 ��*R �F�C�	 ��+�	 1�% /����� �)�। �"f J7 %/�� 
����%��; �F� ����	 1����� !������%� %	"�	� "/*"�*�	� ������)� ��, ‘��+�	 +�����)’। ��� 
%���� �"�A�� !�) �;��9�� �% %_�"* �")� ��� �� �#। ��� %�*��� ��	 4����� ��� �������	 
���� !3" !�)। 

S��S��S��S��    

2���" �� �#�� 1�t ���	 ��� ���, �%��� 2# /�/* ���	 S�� +��� �#���) ��, ��� 
%�����" �����	# /��7 ��=�� �#��। 2/ �" ����%��;	 %���	9 ��	��� �������� 1�� 
!���+�	 !��# �����" /��7 ��=�� �#�� ���	। 4�	 2" ���	 ��� ��, °�"�� ��%������ 
�+�"K%��� 4�����	 ����/����" ����	 �5 �F�C��" �5��	��� /��7 ��=�� �#�� ���	। 

��+�	 �C "�	���+�	 �C "�	���+�	 �C "�	���+�	 �C "�	�    

�%��-��� %������" #J�� �F�C�	 ��+�	 1�% �C "	�	 �5 #������	 1�� !��� 
���#���)। %������" #J�� �������� #%�5	 	��X��" %/����	= !��� ���। �%��-��� 
���R "�/�3 2�� �"±�� ��� #J��S��	 �M �#��= 4�·� !��� ���� �#���)। 

�%���� 2/�%���� 2/�%���� 2/�%���� 2/,,,,��������,,,,	 J��5��	 J��5��	 J��5��	 J��5��    

"��B� �#�� ��, ��, 2 ���, �%����	 M/��%� ��/�¾� ��7Å�-�7 ���*��/� %�%5 �/� 
�-, S9��* ���#���) ��, ��� ��� /�����	 /��7	 ������ ���*��/� %�%5��	 
�M	 %�<� 
"�	���)। 

��+�	 1�%��+�	 1�%��+�	 1�%��+�	 1�%    

‘1�-���’ 1"���� �%��-��� !�Å�-2���� %���� "�/�3	 2" ���Q���� �F�C� ��� /�����	 
	�/��	 ��+�	�" ��+��		 ��/ 1�% ����� !�5���� "	� ��। 1�-��� �������� #%�5	 	��X��" 
%/���= ���� "	� ��। 

-----------------
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

��6��%� I���� ��mP�= �����	 ��9� 
/���� �	� e/ %��5� 

a' 4����	, adea 

%_��"�� 

��6��%� I���� ��mP�= 
/�0¹ ��"Q�� �	���	 ��% �Q��	 %�F %�F ��/ �����/�	 �����= �Q�� ��#�� A��" ��/� 

��# �� ��#���) /��������%	 �;5�/ 	;��" �%�5 J��� #������	 	�9�����= ��# �Q�� 
��#���)। 4��"��� ,�m��#�� �P�	 ��	9�� !E;��� 4�/Q��5 �����= #������ �� ���	 ���� 2# 
J�/������ 2"3� -��� ����	 ����� )P�#�� ���� 2"3� -���� %�*���	 %T+� � "�	�� )��P�� 
����� /� �#���) �। 4�V��Q�[ 2# ��	9� ����9 � "�	�� ��	� ��� � ��, #������ �� !� ���# 
+��- ‘�3�3�� =��	’, �% +�� %�*�E" ���। ���������	 /��7���� j/��� /�	 ��#�� ��#�� ������	� 
��%�/�� #������ �� !� +������) !	= �P ���- %�*��v�%� ��"--�	� ���। 

#%��/�����	 �F���%" "�� +TP�/�9 #������	 2# 	�9����� �� �")� �। ���������	 
/��7���  I �#��	 �	 J���" -�	��	 "�	%��� ����� !�5���� "�	�� �% ��	 ��	 -�	��	 /����� 
"�	���), ��	 ��	 -�	��	 ��I�� 	9uw�	 )��P���)। ��./ ���"0��, �F�����	 2# J�q 
	9��m���	�	# ��m�-�F� ���� ��%��� /�%���" "�� !�� 
�M�	� �� -�	� �%��-��� ���R &/�� = 
%��������	 +��7। 	��X��" ��*��M"	� �%�� %��� "�	�9# 1�5��� "�	���)�� �� 2# +��7 
	�9���� #������	 ����	 ����� �+	��	 �/3�#�� ���� %M/ �#��। �"f %���	 �� ;	 ��m�����) 
�����	 !	 ��	 -� �"? �� �������), 4���R %/���	 �-��	 �" -���� ��	9�� 4��M� "�	���) 
J�� ����+�	 4�"�� ����	 �"�A��। ��# 1�5�%{ -	�����	 /��� ���¡ �����	 ��� /	9 "�/�P	 
/�# 	�%�5 #������ !� ��	���9	 %�*��� ��	 4�����, #������	 	910�� +	�/ J�g���)। 
�����	 ��9�	 ����� 1����� ���#���), �F����� °�"�, +�<�/, ����, �����	, 	������ 1-Q�� 
4��"Q� ���	 �5��" ��� 1>�� <�9 "�	���)। ��������� 4��"Q� 2��"�	 ��	%/T� 2�� ���-{ 
SI?�T9* V�� #��/��5# ��/���v�%� "�/� �%��� �#���), V���� �#���) �T	����	 "�/�, � 
"	� �#���) %��-�	 ��	��। #��	# �������� "�	����3� �3 %������ ��/*� �#���) ��w�	। +�<�/ 
�#��  I "�	�� �8�, �+U|<�/ "��/�� %� ���# ��./ ���"0�� &%5	� ���	��	 4�V� %�	�M� 
"�	���)। %�/�R��*� 2��"�� "�	�8J ���	 �#���)। %�/��R	 �� /�#� 4-5R	 ��*R �1�9��T5 
"	�	 "�� ��	���/ +�����)। "5���/�S���� ����� ��	/�9 %�/�	" %	¬�/ = 4k�k /��� "	� 
�#���)।  

2���" ������ ���*� %�V�	 ���	 ��� ��� ��./ ���"0�� ��	���/ 	9��m���	� +�����)। 
���	 �i�	 %�*� Û�" !J�3	 /�P� +�����)। ����� �%� %/��� ;3��� �#���) -�	� %�/��R। 
��L 
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 ��	 ���	 -�	� %�/�	" ���	 +�"� !	 ��" �%���	 ��%D��	 �����% �����% J�g���) ���� 
����	 ;T9*���*। +B %�/��R %/0 ��%�/�	" ���	"��	 �T�	 %	�#�� �=�� �#���)। 

�"f �"? #�� �"�%	 !��/�? ��%�i�� ����	। %�i�����-���# ���"0�� �F�����	 2# 
	9 ��m���	�	 �M5 �#� -�	�। !	 2���# !�%���) !%� "A�। 2���# ���� �F�����	 
�;5�/ �T	�-%�C। 

%�	� }���	 /��� ���, ���������	 /��� ��¬��� J���������	 ��� 1��-T #������	 
-�P��3�� �%������	 %�F ����9 ���� ��t। 2# ���� 2"���" /��Q-T�/�" �j/�7 "	�	 %�/�� 
%�"�� J����� ��F��� ����, 4�	���" 	�����) �����	 ��./ ���"0�� �����। �"f 2# ��0� 
%�5�3�" 4
�"�	 "�	�� #������ �� !�� ���P�# �+[� +���#���) #��	 /��5 -�	��" 3���� 
!���। -�	� ��	 ��	 %�Z[ -���� ���#�� �����) ���������	 ����, �����	 /����	# /��7��£�। 
��./ ���"0� = ���������	 /�5"�	 2# ���� -�	��	 �"� -T�/"� �#। ���������	 /����	 
%�<�/ 5���	 %�<�/, %��5	 %�<�/, 
�����	 %�<�/ �����# ���6	 �Q�q	 �9�r� 	�� -�	� 
&
	�r� J��������� ��7	 ��I�� ��	+���� 2# %�<��/ ��F��� ����	 1�� &��" %/A* 
���#���)। #���� �����	 �" !�)? +� ��� %�*��	� ����P� /����	 !E1����	 !�i���	 1�� 
��6�%;��"�� "�	�� J��������� ��./ ���"0�� �F������" 4k �����#�� ���	, /��"* ��7	�� 
��� #������	 ���� 4�°� /�	9k ������ ���� ���	, ��� -�	�# �� ���������	 /��7 %�<�/�" 
%/A* "�	�� ��	�� � �"? 

�"f ��*	 � ��7	 "��) ���7	 �"� /T�5 �#। ��	 !� 1���� �� �"�-��� �J" 
���������	 /��7����" ��+�� "�	�� ���� %��	 %�� �"��3 ��@����" ��%�?	 �Q��� !�� 	���। 
!	 2# �;5 J�|�5 ���)��	 �5# #������ !� -�	��	 ��I�� 	9��m���	� +���#���)। 2"A� 
2"3� ����"	= ���,�� "[ �#��	 "A� � �� ���� -�	��	 ��I�� ����- "	�	 %��5 ���"0��	 
�#। �"f ��� #������ �� ��8�#���) �"? "���	 #�F��, �"�%	 ����	 �% �*-"��* "�	���)? 

Jq	� /��"* ��7	��। J�|�5� ��F��� ����	 
�����	 
Ó %5�K "�	�� ��=��। 2# J�|��5# 
/��"* ��7	�� 4k %	�	���	 J�	 �����l� A�"� %��= /�+* /��%	 ��	 #������	 ���� ��U� %�� 
�"��3 3�"�	 /��"* 4k ������ �����)। !	 2# �+U�*�Q�q	 ����" °�"� ��=��	 �5 /��"* �		�� 
%�+� J#����/ 	���%*	 "�¢ Jh��	� �#���) }	�-%�C/T�" ‘%���/	’ ���� ��9�। 

#������ �� ���, ��	 -�P��3�� ����� -�	� !j/9 "�	�� -�	� J��	 %/��+� ���� ���� 
2�3�"� �NI�7 "�	�� �। 2# ��� �#�� %�5 %�5# 2" %�*�E" ���। ������	 /� 2# ��� L� 
)P�#�� ��P��= !.�* �=��	 �")� �#। !	 �% �M�� 2# ����C "	�	 �5 %^��� %��	 !�� 
/��"* ��7	��# ����%�;�" ��g�#�� ���R = %�C	 10�� �#��। ����� �� ��� ��	�� ;�3��। 
!���+� &�g�" %�/�-%�/� ��%�� -�	� = ���"0�। }-*��� ����� ��	 
�����	 �T�*�	 
Ó ���" 
�#�� 4������ ��P�� A��"�� 2"��R। ���������	 J�	 �#�� ��6��%�	 �Q�[ %�	�� ��#�� ��"-
-�	� %�;��*	 J�	। !	 2# -���# +��� ��P�� ���������	 /��7 %�<�/। #������ �� ��� ��	 
-�P��3�� �%������ ��� "�	�� �������� ���� 	����� ���	�� �। ��# �% !� J��	�7 �"U���	 
/��5�/ ���������" ���� 	����� +��। !	 �% �5# +�����) -�	��	 ��I�� ��	 +TP�R 	9%��। 

�"f ���R"�/� ����"�� ��6��%� �" 	�9���� #������	 2# /����-���	��� 	9��m���	�	 �	� 
��*" �#�� A��"��? ��" -�	� ��� 1���	���	 �5, ���������	 %��P %�� �"��3 /����	 ��� 
�F�C�  
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��� /�����	 	�/��	 /��7	 �5, ��@��� ����	 
�����	 ��.� "	�	 �5 ����	 �" �")�# 
"	9�� �#? 

2�= %/� !�)। ���6	 ���R"�/� ����"�� %/0 /����" !� 2" ����� 	�9���� ��*	 
#������	 ��I�� I���� ��mP�#�� �#��। -�	��	 J�	 !;�� �����	 !��# %����	 ��	 	7�7 
��� +����� ��	�� �#��- 1+� +��� �C "�	�� ���� �#�� /��"* 4k %	�	��। !	 ���R, 1���, 
%/���r 
����� = �9���r" �+��� ��6�%� /��%/�[�" !� %�*��7 �#�� /��7���� ������� 
��@��� ����	 ���6* !�%�� ��mP�#�� �#��। "�	9, #������	 2# %�*��� }	�-%�C	 �����	 2"/�� 
4A* �#�� %�%-5 /�� ����	 +TP�R �	���। 

 

--------------
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 


��� �����# 2"/�� %/��� �����	 ��9� /�����	� 
e/ %��5� 

a' 4����	, adea 

 
/Q� ���"0��	 "�g��/�	 /��5 �    


��� �����# 2"/�� %/���    
(	��X��" -��5"�	)    

���"0��	 "�g��/�	 /��5= �������� %/%5�	 %/����	 %T� �/���� ���	 ����� -�	��	 
�		�� /r� O� �	9 �%� �� /R�5 "�	���) J�� ���������	 ���9	 /��5 ����K ���� = �M��-	 
%D�	 "�	���)। 

������	 /�� O� �	9 �%��-2	 2# �7�5 -�	� %	"��		 �T�*��*� �7��5	 %�F %��������। 
2# 1%�F ����	� -�	��	 /�� ��� 1��/r� O�/�� #�i	� ��C�	 �")��� !��"�	 2"�3 /R��5	 
"A� J��� "�	। �� /��% "��"���� O�/�� ��C� %������"��	 "��) ������)��, ‘‘!/��" 
��	��	 
��� �������� %	"��		 
�"Q�� ���	 �5����	 1� "	� ��। !�/ -�	�� �������� �/��" 
"�� "�	�� �����)। #�� �" 2" 4�A* 
�"Q�� ��=�� �? O�/�� ��C�	 2# �7��5	 2# "A�# 
%�i�����-��� Z[ "�	�� �������)� �� -�	� %	"�	 ���"0��	 "�g��/�	 /��5 ���������	 
4�0? ��6�% "�	 � �	� ��	� 
�"Q�� ���� ���B "�	��= 
��� ��������# ��6�% "�	। 1��	M� 
/r� O� ����� 	�/ ������), 
��� ��������# 2"/�� %/���। �"f O� �	9 �%�-2	 /R�5�" 
�"� /��# O�/�� ��C� = O� ����� 	��/	 �7��5	 %�F %F���T9* ����� /� "	� ��� �। ��# 
-�	��� �		��/r�	 /R�5 ���������	 ���9	 /��5 ���� = �M��-	 %D�	 "�	���)। 2 �5����	 
�����	 ���9	 �7�5 %�Z[। -�	� /��7���� ������� ��F��� ����	 �5 �� "�	���), ��	 �"� 
���� �#, 2�� 2�5 �����	 /��� �+	�� -�	��	 ���9	 "��) �-�	 "Q�l��	 Ü�9 !�� �#�� 
A��"��। �"f 2"/�� %�5 �� -�	��	 �"� /�� ��� /� "�	�� A��" �� ���"0��	 "�g��/�	 
/��5# �������� %/%5�	 %/��� %^��	, ��� /0�P -�� �#��। �� �M ��F���	 ����	 J�	 ���� 
��m�3�� ��m�3�� !��	 ���"0��	 "�g��/� �/" J��������� ��%�	 �	"�� ���*	 /��5 1����	 
�"� 1�# =�g �। �����	 /��� +�� /��Q-T�/	 �T9* 
�����। 

2���" O� �	9 �%�-2	 /R�5 1%�F %	�%�	 �"� �7�5 ���� ��	� A��"��= �������� 
%	"��		 �M �#�� 4V��� 	��1�� &%�� �I� #%��/ ���"0��	 "�g��/�	 /��5 �F�����	 %�F 
�� �"� 1"�	 !�����	 %^���	 J�	 +TP�R ���"� 3���� ���� ��	�� N5A*�� "�¢ �;��9� "�	 
�F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��	 /��7 2�� ���������	 �T9* 
�����	 
�"Q��%� +��	 �8� �T�*��* �T	�9	 
!�� �"� !�����	 1�# =�g �। !/	� 
�����	 �5 ����9 ���� 4���9* �#���)। �T9* 

������ 4��*� �#��	 !�� !/	� M�R �#� �। 

�������� %	"��		 
	�� = �T9*��% /r� ��� "�/I��/� �;��9� "�	���) ���"0� !� 
/Q�। 
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 ����	� ���"0��	 "�g��/�	 /��5 ���������	 %/%5�	 %/����	 "A� �+R� "�	���) ����	� 
1"�	�R�	 J�������� 2�� �����9	 ��I�� ���������	 ��<� ���9	 
�A*�"# M�Í "�	���)। 
2# 4D�� ��� V��� ���R 1����� �� ��� 4��5# ���������	 %��*�-U/?�" 
�"�	 "�	�� �#�� 
�#��। 

!/	� /� "�	 
�����	 �"� ��"� �5�V� A��"�� ���	 � 2�� �� �"� /T��5# ���� !/	� 
4�* "�	�। 

---------- 
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�F�C�	 %�F !���+�	 /��5�/# 	��X��" %/��� ��� ���	     

��� O�/"���	 %�p�� ��� /�����	 /��7 ����     
����� ��*	��	 ��I�� ��6 �����"	 %���� ����	    

(&�����" ���*� ��	���")    

�Q�3�	 O�/" ���� ����� "/* ��	�� ���������	 ���9	 4�9*�� }��-}�*��	 �5 
���"0��" ���� "�	���) 2�� ����%�;�" 2# �5����	 �0�M� "�	��	 �5 !��� ���#���)। 
���������	 �	k �%���	�9	 J�	 %�/�	" ��/�� +���#��	 �5 ���"0��" �i� "�	��	 �5 
O�/" �� !��� ���#���)। 

����� "/*��	���	 ��/ 1+��	� ���Q���� ���������	 ���9	 #\� 2�� <�9����5 
	��X��" %/����	 �5 ����%�;�" %	�%�	 �0�M� "�	��	 4��	�� "	� �#���)। 

���Q���� !	= ��� �#���) �� 2# 	��X��" %/��� !�%�� ���	 ���������	 ��� ��� 
/�����	 	�/��	 /��7 = ��m��	 %��� !���-!���+�	 /��5�/। 

#��5���	 ��#3� 4���� O�/" ���	 ����*" %�p� ���"0�� �F�����	 ��I�� ��� �����	 
�%�h�	 �#�� J�g���)। %�p��	 1�����	� ���������	 /����	 //*��R" ����*�� �-�	 J�N� 1"�� 
"�	���)। 

2# %�p�� O�/" ���	 1�7 /r� �/�%% ����A ��3* ���	 ����� "��*��*��" "�/�3	 �M 
�#�� �� ���Q�� ��� "�	���) ������ ���������	 �%���	�9	 N�	� �9�r %p� -��� ��*��+� 
�����	 ��I�� %�/�	" ��7 �5����		 ��� �i� "	� �#���)। 

2# ���Q���� �������� %/%5�	 %/��� � �=�� ��*R ���6	 %"� %����5��"�	� 	���" 
/���" �I	� %����5 �� )�P� 45 %"� 1"�	 %����5 ��g��� �C "�	�� !��� ����� �#���)। 

���Q���� ��������� 4����B ��"-%�/�	" JK��P�	 4�%� 2�� 	��X��" �����	 ����� 
"�	�� ��� /�����	 /��7	 ���� ����� �#���)। 

���Q���3 ��� "��� �/�%% ��3* ������) �� ���������	 2# ;3�� %�	� 2���� /������ -�w	 
�����	 %T+� "�	���)। 

2# %�p�� %-����? "�	 1�7 /r� �/� ��3�	 ���	। ���	 �������� �/��	 1�� 
��+�	��� ��� !�� %�µ� �+U��	� %�p�� �7Q�� "�	। %�p�� �/� � �©���J�, �/� Ý% 
����%/5�%� 4��" J��V� �)��। 

� ���"% ��6���5����	 !R�*���" 
�V5 ��-���	 �+��	/5� �� "��* �3�	 ������) 
/��"* %	"�	 ���"0��" 4�5��� -��� 4k�k �� "�	�� �������� %w3�" !�	� �;����3 "�	�� 
�������)। 

���	��/ %������ ���	� 
�F�C�	 %�F !���+�	 /��5�/# 

	��X��" %/��� ��� ���	 
�����	 ��9� 

/�����	� e/ %��5� 
a' 4����	, adea 
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=�����3 �%��3	 &�����" %��"�/�3	 &�g�" �� �3�	 ������) ‘���"0�� 4k ���,�# 
����� ��g���	 J�	 �����l� ��	� �#��	 �	 ��	�y	 /��5�/ ���"0�� /��"* 4k %����5 4�5��� 
	����� /��"* %	"�	 2"�3 ���# ���*� 4�	�� "�	���)।’  

�� �3�	 !�w� 1"�� "�	���) !��/� /��% ���������	 1�� !P�# �"��3 /��� 4����		 
"��� ��P��। 2�� �� "�	�� �	9�A*� �¡�� !�%�� A��"��। ��� ��� ��� ��*R �	9�A*�	 %��5� 
����� ��P �"��3�� ��Um)�#��। 2# %��5� ��M9 �-�����/	 �/�3 �%��5�	 1�� %/�। 

�� �Q�Z����	 	��%��; %���	9 ��	���	 �����	 V��� 1����� �/� �Ç����}	 �M�� 
������) �� ���� %	"�	 = �����	 4����%�	� ���������	 �����" ;3�� //*��� �#���)। 
��� 2# //*��R" ;3��" ������ ����� !�5���� "�	���)। 

!R�*���" )�� #J�� ���������	 �5����	 �9��5� = 4��� ���P�	 ��� �i� l�� 
"�	���)। ���������	 
����� %�<��/	 1�� %/A* = �%U¸��Q? l�� "�	�� !R�*���" )�� 
#J�� �;��9� "�	���) �� ‘���������	 /����	 2# %�<�/ ���R, 1��� = �9��r	 �5 ��6�5��� 
%�~��5���� ���	��� %�<��/	 4��।’ 

���B�#��	 	�±� �%� ����%8 "�-��	 )��� 2�� �j�.�� ©����% Þ��	 %-���� "�/�	� 
������� �� �Q�Z����	 %������"��	 ��� !��/� (g� �-B	 	�±� �#�� 1�� ' ����	 y�� )��� 
���������	 %/A*� 2" ������  I "�	�� ��M9 ���B�#��	 "����	� ��*R ��#��। 

�� b# 4����	 ��#3�	 2" %/����� ���������	 �5����	 J��%� A�"�� ����%�; 2�� ��6 
%/���" ����	 ��=�� ��। 

�<3�Q�3�	 O�/" ���	 %�p� J���M 25�"� �������� "�Q*? !������ 2# %/����� 
��7	���5	 ���*��/� %�%5 �/� � �[� ��J� ��� #�� -����� !.�* ���� �� ����%�; 2# 
�Q�q/ /���" }��*���	 1�� �Q�[ ���� �5A* �#���)। ��* �"=��, �Q�3V �������� %	"��		 
1����� ��+�	��� !�� %�µ� �+U��	�, ��7	��5 ���*��/��	 %�%5 ßÉ% ��	�% 2�� ������% 
�%�-�	/5� 2# %/����� �Q7�� �� "�	। %/����� %-����? "�	 �Q�3� ���*��/��	 1-������ 
%�%5 �/� ��3�	 ���	। ����� "	����	 /��5 O�/" ���� ��� �/� �Å� #-�¿ �;��9� "�	 
���������" ����	 
����� %�<��/ 4k 2�� 45�5 ���% ���� %����5 "	� J�+K। 

��¬���� 2�� ���B��	 �1�%����	 %�F ����	 %�H��" %�M���	 "A� J��� "�	�� � �[� 
��J� ���, 2# }# ����	 �1�%��� ���������	 �5����	 %���-T�����। ����	� � �[� ��J��" 
������) �� �"� 2"�3 ��� �������� %	"�	�" 
�"Q�� �� "�	�� !��#�� !�%��# ����	�= 
�������� %	"�	�" 
�"Q�� ����। �1�%��� "�J�� ��������� ��*�� �C "�	��	 �5 #������ 
���	 �"3 ��� "��"�3 �+�g �������)। 

� �[� ��J% ����%�;�" Ë�R, �	���9* 2�� �Q�K ��7���*	 1�/������ ����� 4�-��� 
"�	। ��� 4�-���� "�	 �Q�K ��7���*	 
�A* ����� �# 2/ �"� ���� ����%��; JÒ���� �� 
�। 

--------------------
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

��.� �	����	 %p��� �F�����	 �5A*�� 
+��� ��=��	 �� �"U�� 

�����	 ��9�  
/�����	� a�/ %��5� 

' �-B	, adea 

 
��.� �	����	 %p���     

�F�����	 �5A*�� +��� ��=��	 �� �"U��    
(	��X��" -��5"�	) 

#%��/�����	 �����	 �F����� ���������	 ����"Q� 2��"� �#��#  �� 85�%��� ��P �#- 
#%��/���� %�~��5 �#��= /�� 85�%��� ��P���) ����� �-*	����5%T�� ��	 ��=�� �����)। �F�+j 
#%��/���� %�~���5	 ��M�« �����+0� 2�� /��7"�/� �������	 2� !	 ��6�% "�	���) �। 
�"�"�*�5��/T] �������� 2� ‘‘!C�	 ;�	 %�# %��’’ ������  I "�	���)। 

��������� /��7�������	 ���� ��� �� �%���	 ��	��	 ��	� 2�� !E�� 
��9= 2� 
�F�����	 J�	 ��� M�« �#�� J�g���) ����� ��� �����)। 

%H�� �������� �#�� �� 2" ���-� &%5 1�5���	 "�	�� #%��/���� %�~���5 �#�� ��=�� 
�#���) #����	 4��"���# ��./-��¬��� 2�� 4���[��	 /��5 �")� �%�C &%5 	�����)। �"f ����+ 
2�� ��g� &%5 �#। -�	��	 %��� %^��5 ����	 %����� ��M�� ����+-��g��9 ������ �;��9� "�	�� 
���	 2# -��# #������" ���� "�	�� #%��/���� %�~���5 �=�� �� �#। J7 2" ���-� 
&%�5	 /��5 ��g� ����+ &%5 � A�"�� ��g� = ����+ /����" �F�+�j	 ��I�� �M�- �T/���� �#�� 
J�g���)। 

��������� ����	� /��7�������	 ���� ��/ �#���) #%��/���� %�~��5 ���%� ������	 
!E��-
���	 �"3 J����	 /Q��5	 ��	 %_T9* ���� "�	�� 	��� �#���)। ��������� #����	 
4�V� %_�"* ������ ������	 !E��
� �")� ����� � ���	 ��5 ���������	 ����"Q� 2��"� 
�#�� �����	 &%5�9�" 4���� �+�g�� ������= 4�/�� ��=�� �� �। �+�g�� "P� �%¿	 "	�	 
�	 #%��/���� %�~���5 �1	9 "	� �#�� A��"। 

1%Fj�/ J�������5 ��, ���������	 /�7����	 1�	�^ �����	 ��� &%�"��	 ��� 
#%��/���� %�~���5 ������	 �"3 �1	9 "	� �#�। ������ ��M�« �#�� �����	 	�=�������	 
	����A �F�+�j	 ��I�� �����	�, 
�/���	�, ¸��Q��	� !	 ���Q�� 	-�	�	 %�	�� ���M�- 
�/�)��	 �	 �#�� �F����� �������� �#�� #%��/���� %�~���5 !	 &%�"��	 ��� �1	9 "�	 �। 
���������	 ���� -�%�#�� ��� �"��� /��3�� ��m�A�� 	���। 4��5 #%��/���� %�~���5 ��� 
&%�"��	 ��� �1	9 � "	�	 !	= 2"�3 "�	9 !�)। ���� �#���)- �F����� 2� ��� !	 ��/�� 
��g�#�� "���#�� ���	 �। 

��������� ��� &%�"��	 /Q��5 %���� ������	 !E��-
���	 �"3 ���� 	���	 J�|��5 
#���� �F�+j ��� &%�"��	 !E��-
���	 %��� 2" ���I 1��	9� "�	�� +�����)। 

��� ���, �F�+j ���������	 ����"Q� 2��"� �#�� ��� &%�"��	 ��/ ������	 !E��-

���	 �"3 ���/� �+�g�� ����#�� A��"।  �� ����# ��, ��� &%�"��	 !E��-
��	 
�g"��� ���/� �")� 3�"�= �1	9 "	� �#�� A��"। 
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3�"� 2�� �+�g �1	�9	 /��5�/ �F�+j ��� &%�"��	 !E��-
��" ��,�#�� 1��% 
��#���) ��, ����	� ��m�+�� !�)। 

��� &%�"��	 ���/��� ����� 2�%� ��� ���� �� ��, ����	� (&%�"	�) -�� !�) 2�� 
‘��i�0��	 }�/��	’ %��� 	���/� �P�# "�	�� ‘!���	 �/*�" ��m+�#���)।’ 

4�	���" #%��/�����	 �����<0 �F�+j ���������	 �����	 &%5��	 1�9���	 !%� 
%���� #%��/���� %�~���5 +��� ��=��	 J�|��5 2� 	�� �� ���	 1+�	 "�	���) ��, 
#%��/�����	 &%�"	� ���������	 4/�" V�� 4/�" �� 2"� -�	��� ‘4�1���"�	�’�" ��5� 
�"��� �<8��	 "�	���)। 

2#%� "���" ��	 1+�	 "�	�� �F�+j #%��/���� %�~���5	 �%���	�9	 /�����" 
���	��	 2�� ��������� ��� &%�"��	 !E��
��" 1��	9� "	�	 1��% ��#���)। �}��	 
-�	��	 %��� ����	 ����	 ������ ��������� ��� &%�"��	 !E��-
� �A� #%��/���� 
%�~���5	 
���	� �%���	�9	 /�" +�F� "	�	 �+[� +��#���)। 1+��		 ����" ��m ��m ��~��� 
%Q�[ "�	�� �F�+j ��������� �� �%���	 "+�"�3� �#�� ��=��	 ��	�3 +��� ���� +�����)। 

=���"���� /���	 /�� -�	��	 %��� ��� ��m��#��	 8�i�8�"�		 4R	���= #%��/�����	 
4%��� �F�+�j	 ��������� ��� &%�"��	 �5���	�3 +��� ��=��	 2" %Tà 4��+[� ���� 
	�����)। ��������� %���.� �	����	 /��� &�����" %����5 Ü9 �5�%� ���9�5 ��C	 /��5�/ 
#%��/���� %�~���5	 "���/� 
�A* '¥ ��	���		 �A� ���3� #%��/���� %~���5	 4A*����� g��3� 
��{��A ��mP "	���	 2�� �u �K%�		 4�5�%�� = �/�3� 4A* �5�� %����M� &%�"��	 M��	 �"� 
&"�8�K M/�� J��� �F�+j #%��/���� %�~���5	 �%���	�9	 �"3 ���� ���	�� �। ��# ����	� 
���� 1"��	 -�	��	 %��� 2"�3 ��� ����#�� 2" �°�� }# ���� /��	��	 8i� !m�3���)। 2"�3 
�#���) �A�"�A� ��" -�	� ���	���	 ��/������	 /��5 �������� #%��/���� ���	���" +��� 
��=�� 2�� 4�	�3 �#���) #%��/���� %�~���5	 �%���	9�" ��,��� ��, -�	��	 %��� ��� 
"�	�� ���� 4A*�K ‘���"0��" ��i�’ 	����� ���� &%5 M� �#���) 2�� 4A*��� �F� �#�� 
��P���)। �"f ��� ��*R �F�+�j	 �"� -�m=������# +���� �। #%��/���� %�~���5	 �%���	9 
�-�	 !<� %�"��	 �F�+�j	 %"� "�	%��� �	�� ��*��M9 "�	�� +�����)। ���� !"�� -��F�� 
������	 /�A�� ���� �#�� �%#�� #%��/���� %�~���5= 2" +	/ ������  I �#�� ���5 2�� 
���� #	��" T	� !% %�#��	 #�����%	 ��	��Q�q �#��= �"� ����� �#�� �। 

-------------- 
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

%_��"�� 
%�~��5���� ���� 

�����	 ��9� 
/�����	� aa� %��5� 

d �-B	, adea 

%_��"�� 

%�~��5���� ���� 
/���� = /��%-5��	 +	/�/ }�/ /��"* %�~��5�����	 ����� "9*��	 �1�%��� �Ã 

����3� -����# �/�#�� �������)। ��M9-�T�* 2����� -�	�-��" J�/������ �Ã �� %�~��5���� 
+j��r	 ����� /����� J�g���), J�� !S �#�� ����	 %��/�। !	 ��� ��u�5, ���������	 
/��7��� ��+���	 J�|��5 ��"--�	� ���	�� %Q�[	 4�-�1� 1\{ "�	%��� +���#��, /�� 
#�����%	 ;Q95�/ ���� #������	 ���� 4�°� /�	9�k �������)। 4A+ �" !.�*! �%# �Ã�	 
/���# !� %���/	 ���� ��9�, ���R	 ��9�- %�/�R �#�� -�	��� &%5 1�5����		 J�|�5/T�" 
10��। ����	 %� �")�	# %�/� !�)। %�/� �# %^���  �� %�~��5���� �%�5��	 �g"��	��	। 

�1�%��� �Ã�	 %�~��5���� �y	%��- +�	��	 ��-K% +�	��	 ��-K% �+��	��3 !�	"��	 
�-��� !E1"�� "�	���) -�	��� 1��/r� O�/�� #�i	� ��C�	 !�/�	"� %8	"���। O�/�� 
��C�	 %�F �1�%��� �Ã�	 ��0	 !��� !���+� �#���)। �Ã�	 /�� ���� 4�" -�	� -�	� 
"A�= ����	 �#���)।  �� 2"�3���		 �5= �"� /R�5 ��� "�	 �# �������� 1��। 1"���� 
%����� ��� ���, O�/�� #�i	� ��C� ���������	 /��7����	 1�� �1�%��� �Ã�	 �Q�[ !"�*9 
"�	���)। #��	 SI? %_�"*, ��"--�	� J�/������ ���R 1����	 �T�*��* ��%��� �������� 
#%�5�" %�	���	 1�������� %_�"* �Ã�" %�+� "�	�� �+[� "�	���)। �"f �Ã �������� 
#%�5�" ��q� � ����, 2 %_�"* �"� Jh��+5= � "�	�� ��	��	 ������), ��� +� ���� ���"0� 
= -�	��	 /��5 �"� %�k %�;�* � ����। 2# �M5 ���%��	 J�|��5 �Ã -�	� ���"0� %�/�R 
�#�� -�	��� &%5 1�5����		= %����	� "�	���)। %��	�� ���,�� "[ �#��	 "A� �, �Ã�	 
�+��� �� ��P���) J�� �#���) ��"--�	� ����	 !��"�। "�	9, 2# ��� ��m����	 2"/�� 4A* 
�#���) ��	 ��3� 	����+ #������	 ����। 

!	 2# 
��A*	 g��� �+��� ������ 	�����) �����# ���������	 ��	?�T9* /��7��� 2�� ��F��� 
����	 /�� ��� �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��	 "�	���% �"� SI?�T9* ;3� �#�� ����	 �+��� �	� 
��P �#। !	 �% "�	�9# #�i	� ��C�	 %�F !���+�� �� ��	 ��	 �Ã�	 "�¢ 2"�3���		 �5= 
�������� 1%F�3 Jh��	� �� �#। 2# "�	�9# O�/�� ��C� �� �M�� �������� #%�5	 4��	���* 
%/����	 SI? %_�"* /��"* �1�%����" %/5" 4���� "�	�� +������), �Ã �� ��M9 = 
��M9�T�* 2����� ���R 1����	 8�m"� ����	 !�	�9 ���	 %�~��5���� }	�-%�C +��� ���� 
+������)। 

!%�� �Ã�	 2# ����� �+��	�3� �� �")� �। /�+* /��% ���������	 /��7���  I �=��	 
�	 �#�� ���6	 ����"�� /��� /��# ���� #������	 �	"�� ��*	��	 ��I�� ����	 = 1����� 
���#���), ��./ ���"0�� J��������� �F������" %�/�	" = 4A*X��" %����5 1�� �C 
"�	�� ��=��	 ���� ���#���)। 
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2/ �" ���� /��"* ��7	���	 ���R 
����� = /���" /T�5����� ��6�%� ��� = ���= 
����� ��*	��	 1������ ��6�����"	 "�¢ "¢ �/��#���)। ���������	 /��7���  I �=��	 
�	�	# /��"* "��<% ��./ ���"0��" 4k %	�	���	 J�	 �����l� !�	�� "�	���)। �")��� 
!�� /��"* �%�3= 4�·� ��� ��� "�	���)। J��	 �������� �%�3	 2�=���* �"���, %���" 
	���T� �+©�	 ����%, 4�5��" ����A 1/�� ����[ /��"* ���	�"	 ��Q�? /��"* �/� #������	 
�F� ��*	��	 ��I�� 4��"�	 %�%��� �#�� J�g���)। �"f �������� 1�� #\�- 4C �Ã�	 ���� 
1���	 �"� ��	�8	 �� �#। �������� 1� %/< ��6��%�	 %�/� 2"�3  �R /���"" = 
	��X��" #%�5 ��%��� ���� ����= 2# %�� /��%	 /��5 2"�3���		 �5= �Ã�	 "�¢ �������� 
1%�F �"� /R�5 Jh��	� �� �#। �	� ��6 �/��" J��M� "�	��, �� �����%�	 /��/��" 
������ "�	�� "��<% = �%�3	 %�Z[ ���*��" 4/�5 "�	�� �-�����/ /��"* 	���" �Ã, 
���������	 /��3�� ��./ ���"0�� ���� #������	 ���� 4�°� 4k ������ ���� +�����)। !	 
��� ��u�5 �%# 4�k	 ����	# �% -�	��	 ��I�� J���%��- 	9uw�	 )��P���)। !	 �1�%��� 
�Ã 2��"� �#�� -�	��� &%5 1�5����		 10�� ���� #������ ���	 /�# ���������	 /��7����" 
��"--�	� ���	���	 ����% �	�#�� J�� %5�K "�	�� ��=��	 �;5 }	�-%�C +���#���)। 

!� ��# %/� !�%���)। !���/ ���"�	 !�/�	"�	 ��� /Q��5 � �#�� A��", /��"* �����" 
!	= ���� ���M� �Ã �P��r	 �/�"������ !��#�� !�%�� �#��, !��#�� !�%�� �#�� ���R 

�����, �9���r" �+��, /���" /T�5���� 2�� %/�����r" !���* ��6�%� %/< ��6����"। 
���������	 
�����	 
Ó�" �/T*� "�	�� ��=��	 �5 �Ã �� %�~��5���� ����� ��t �#���), 
J�� �5A* "�	�� ��=��	 �5 %/< �Q�A��	 /����" 2"����� !��#�� !�%�� �#��। "�	9, 
%�~��5���� !	 ����� �P��r	 +��� ��F��� ����	 /��7����	 �	����	 4A* �#�� %/< /�� 
����	# +TP�R �	���। 

--------------------
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

���������	 /��7���� 
1���j�� 

�����	 ��9� 
/�����	� aa� %��5� 

d �-B	, adea 

 

���������	 /��7���� 1���j�� 

��# �� ��#���) #%��/�����	 �F�����	 ��I�� ��6����" j�/ ��# �%�h�	 �#�� 
J�g���)। /��7�������	 1+� !j/�9	 /��� #������	 ����#�� ��=�� � ��	 ������	� �#�� �P�	 
��	 !	 ���� �#। 4A*X��" 4�V� 4+� �#�� ��P���)। ���������	 %"� �i	 4�"����। 
��./ ���"0��	 +	/ ��"�	 %/%5�, )�m3�# �	��0 = ����	 �" !J�3	 ��	  �� ��./ ���"0��	 
��U� ���"�	 4R	���# !�� �#। ���-{ ����	 ����?��� �� ���"�� 1"���� �#���) /�� 
%-5��	 ;Q95�/ �j ��� #������	 %"� +j��R	 ��	। !/	� 2/� �")� �����"�	 J�Q�� 2��� 
�����	 ��9�	 ��g" ���g"���	 %�/� ������ ��	���)। 

��#�� �3��<�8��#�� �3��<�8��#�� �3��<�8��#�� �3��<�8    

�Q�3� ����� �"�_��	 �X" /����� ������) 1�� �� /�% ���� !/	� ���������	 �"� 
�U�i�	 ����� ��g�# �#। �� 4�����		 1A/ %t��� ��#�� �3��<��8	 %�������	 �"3 J7 
/����� 2# �A5 1"�� "�	। 

2# ����� �"�_�� �Q�A��	 1�� %"� ���� /���� ��	�� "�	। �������� �#�� 4��"��� 
��3 2�� ��3��� ��5 2# ����� �"�_��	 /�	8�# 	t�� "	� �#�।  

/������3 ���, !/���	 2# �%���R	 8�� ���������	 4��"Q� 4D� �A� #%��/�����	 �F� 
%	"��		 4A*���	 J�	 -��9 +�� ��P��। 

!���� �%B�!���� �%B�!���� �%B�!���� �%B�    

���� �#�� 1"���� ‘!���� �%B�’ ���"� 2" %_��"�� ���C ������) -�	� J�/������ 
J�q�� á��%	 1A/ ���M� ��%��� /��"* ��7	���" 4��5# 4������B ���"0��" %"� 
%�/�	" %����5�� �C "�	�� �#��।  

#��	 "�	9 �5��5� 1%�F J7 ���"� ��� /��"* ��7	���	 ��=�� %�/�	" %����5 ��./ 
���"0�� %�/�	" ��R���	# ��7���� "�	�� �������) 2�� ���� ��������� ������	 ��*	 "��*j/ 
+���#�� ��=��� %����� "�	���)। #��	 8�� 1���� +��� ����	 �	9�A*� �������� �#�� ����#�� 
-�	�� !O� <�9 "�	�� ���5 �#���)। 

%_��"�� 1��C 2# 4�-/� �57 "	� �� �� ��������� ��./ ���"0�� �F�+�j	 %�/�	" 
"��*j�/	 %/A*� �� %"� %�/�	" %����5 ����� �#�� 1�� "	� �#���) 4������B ���� �C 
"	� J�+�। 
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#����/J�	#����/J�	#����/J�	#����/J�	    

�����	 !	 2"�3 ���"� ‘#����/J�	’ ����	 '(�� 4�����		 %_��"�� ���C 2# ����� 
4�-���� "�	���) �� ���3 �Q�K ��7 ��������� �9��5� �C "�	�� �5A* �=��� !� -�	� 
J�/������ ����" ��	�V��	 JÎ� �#���)। 

���"��3 ��� ��./ ���"0��	 %�/�	" 4�����"	 4���� "	� J�+K �)� �� ��7	 ����	 
��F�����	 �/ "�	��	 �+[� �5A*��� ��*��%� �#���)। �"f ���� � "�	�� ����	� ‘-�	��	 
%��������� �������	� �K�	�� +���#���)’- 2# 4������ %�/�R �	��	 &%5 %/���� "�	���)। 

 

����*������*������*������*��    

���	�� /��7�������	 �� #J�3%/T� �� 4����	 /��% °�"� ��/� �i�	 !j/9 ��	+��� 
"�	��	 1�+[� +����। °�"�	 ��	����� 4��V� �i�	 ����	� �u �5�% ��#� JP�#�� �� 2�� 
	t��	 �5 1>� �u ��	/�9 ��3  ���#�� ��। 

/��7����� "�Q*" ��/� �i	 !j/�9	 1�+[� %�/�	" �����	 ���"��	 J�N� "�	�� �������)। 
�0�� ���	����	 )��P�� ��=�� �� #�D ���/� "��	� �5���	3	��� ��P। ��/� �i�		 %�F 
�5���	3	�	 %	�%�	 ��������� 	�����) 2�� J7 ���/��3 ��/��i	 �#�� )��� 8�3 �T�	 ��Mt 
��। 

�� �#�� 1"���� ����*�� ���"�� J��	�7 �	���3* )��� �#���)। �	����3* !�	� ��� �� 
��./ ���"0�� ��"�	 %/%5� 1"3 �#�� J�g���)। ��� #J�� %T�� ��� ��� ��./ ���"0��	 
%�*�Q�K ��� 2��"� "	�+��� ����� +��	 �M O�/" "�� �	� ��*/�� �%��� ��"	� �m���� � 
O�/"�" )�m3�# "	� �#���)। 

O�/" ��Q�Q�i	 /�� "	�+� 2�� ��������� �m+�q	�3 %	"�	� = ��%	"�	� ��� %�V� 1�� �� 
����	 O�/"�" +�"�	� �#�� �	��0 "�	���)। 

 

-------- 
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

�F�C�	 /��7 +�#� ��./ ���"0��	 (' 
� ���	�"	 ��7 ���Q�� 

�����	 ��9� 
/�����	� aa� %��5� 

d �-B	, adea 

 
�F�C�	 /��7 +�# 

��./ ���"0��	 (' � ����[ ���	�"	 ��7 ���Q��- 
�F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��" 4����B /��7 ��=��	 �5 ��./ ���"0��	 (' � ����[ �5�7 

����	� #������	 "��) !��� ���#���)। ����	� �� ���%B	 ���"0��	 1A/ %���	9 ��*�+� 
��*��+� �1�������	 �#�� 2"�3 �9���r" %	"�	 �g�	 4��	�� "�	���)। 

����	� z !���� 
�M	 �� "�	���), ������	 /��5 	�����) 	��X��" ���, !#����, 
%������", ��� #J�� ���, ��6���5����	 4�5��", ���", )����� = %/���%��। 

�� (g� �-B	 ������	 z ��7 ���Q�� 1+�	 "	� ��। ����	� #������ �����	 %8�	 z 
��# 	�=������� �#�� �����	 �����)��। 

���Q���� 
�M	"�	�	� ������), ���"0��	 	��X��" V���? ���{ �#��	 /� %w3 ���� 
�����)। �9���r" %	"�	 �g# 2# %w3 �T	 "�	��	 %�+�#�� -�� J���। 

����	� ��� ��, ��� /�����" /��7 ��=�� �#�� ���� 5�� ��+��		 1�A�/" 4���%�	 %�F 
%�/¬%5�T9* �#��। 

��7 !���� 
�M	"�	���	 ����"�� J�������5 �/S�� �#�- #����"��� ���3*	 1�� 2�� 
���"0��	 ��/� �����	 1�7 2��	 /��*�� !%�	 ��m, ��� ���R ��	y�	 ����� "�� 8��� 
!�/�, ���"0� ��� #J�� �8���	��	 %-���� �/�*� �/���p� #����/, ���"0� �%�%���[ 
���3*	 ��� �+U��	� !%��/ 2�� &��" ���"0� 3�#/% 2	 1�7 %_��" /����	 !�� ��। 


�M	"�	���	 4��"���# ��/�¾� ����� ��	�+�। ������	 ��" �1�%����	 "��) 2# �	�9	 
!��� 2# 1A/। �����	�" ���"0��	 /�������	��� %��+�� �P �"± ����� /� "	� ��। 

	�3��		 ���	 1"��, %�#��� �����%��5" ��	�� %�%5 �������� %/%5� %/���� �����	 
1-�� "��*"	� "	�	 �5 /��"* ��7	���	 �"3 !��� ���#���)। '�� � %��%5	 
�M	 ��7 
2# !��� ���3 �� b# �-B	 %�#��V /��"* �T�����% 4�*9 "	� ��। 

 

------ 
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

�� �����	 �T9* 
�����	 1�� �"� 
!���� �#� "%���3�3- "�/�3	 

4�-/� 

�����	 ��9� 
/�����	� aa� %��5� 

a( �-B	, 
adea 

 
4����B �F�C�	 /��7 +�#  

�� �����	 �T�* 
�����	 1�� �"� !���� �# 
�������� "%���3�3- "�/�3	 %�Z[ 4�-/� 

    	��X��" %�������� 	��X��" %�������� 	��X��" %�������� 	��X��" %��������     

    

���������	 /��7��� ��	�V�� %_�"* %/�� %/�� !���+� "	�	 J�|��5 ���������	 ���-{ 
	��X��" ���	 1�������	 �#�� ��g� "%���3�3- "�/�3	 �N��� %-�� 5�����	 1�� �� 

�"�	 "�	�� �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��" /��7 ���	 �5 ���"0� %	"��		 1�� ��	�� !��� 
��� ��। %-�� #%��/�����	 �F����� "�Q*" %-5��	 /�A�� ���;�� �A� %"� 5�����	 1�� 
�Q��F��� 1��* "�	�� 2�= �F�C��" !3" 	���	 ��� �i� "	� ��। 

���������	 1��/r� ��� ���J|� !�/��	 %-�����? �� ����	 /������	 4���� 
"%���3�3- "�/�3	 2# %-�� �		��/r� ���i"�	 �/����" !�/�, 4A*/r� ��� /%�	 !��, 

	��/r� ��� 2,2#+,2/ "�/I��/�, !=��/� ����	 O� 8�9-T�9 /��/��	 = ��� !�}% 
%�/��, 5���	 4�5��" �/���88	 !�/�, �������� "��<% ���3*	 O� /��	¬ �	 2�� �������� 
"/�5�[ ���3*	 O� /�9 �%�� J��V� �)��। 5���	 /=��� -�%�� 4%�V��	 �I %-�� J��V� 
A��"�� ���	 �#।  

%-�� N5A*�� -���� �T9* 
�����	 �M5 4�*�	 �5����	 ���������	 %��P e �"��3 /����	 
43�3 %�"��	 "A� ��	�� �;��9� "	� �� 2�� 
��������� 45 �� �"� 1"�	 !���� 8/�*��	 
10�� 1�5��5� "	� ��। 

%-�� �Q��� 2" 10��� #%��/�����	 �F�����	 %/	 1>�� 2�� -�	��	 J�	 � ��/�� 
+���#��	 %�"��	 �i� "�	�� ��� �� ��, �������� %/%5� �#�� ���6	 �Q�[ 45��" �8	�#�� 
�=��	 �5# �F����� ��" -�	� ���	���	 ��~��� %Q�[	 �+[� "�	���)। 10��� !�	� ��� �� ��, 
��������� /��7�������	 1+� !j/9 2�� %�8��5	 ����� "�	�� %"� 0�		 /��7�������	 1�� 
�F�����	 2# }�*���	 %����� <�9 "�	�� 2�� z"5��-��� �����	��	 J�	 +TP�R !;�� ����� 
2# �;5 +j�R 1���� "	�	 !��� ��� ��। %-�� �Q��� 4�	 2" 10��� ��� ��, #������ 
�� �A�"�A� ��%�/�	" ��% �5�V� 1��*�	 ��/ 4X�� ��*�+�	 /��5�/ ��6��%��" 1���	� 
"	�	 1��% ��#���)। 4����B �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��	 ��Q�? ��g� �������� %	"�	�" 

�"Q�� ���	 �5 ���6	 ���-{ %	"��		 1�� !��� ���#�� %-�� !�	� 2"�3 10�� <�9 "	� 
��। 2"�3 10��� ���������	 �5����	 %�*1"�	 %�����5 %�������� "	�	 �5 -�	� %	"��		 1�� 
"Q�l�� 1"�� "	� ��। 
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���6	 �� %"� 	�� ��������� �9��5�	 �5����	 #������ ���" 4k�k ���� %����5 "�	���), 
�%#%� ����	 ��9�" ������	 %	"�	�" ���������	 �5����	 �0�M� "	� �#�� ��Qq "	�	 
�5����	 "��*"	 -T�/"� <��9	 �5 4��	�� ��� ��। 


����� %�<��/ ����	� ��� JK%�* "�	�� +�����) ��m����	 1�� �-�	 O�� ���� "�	�� 
�Q��� 2" 10��� ��	 /��7�������	 2# +	/ !�E�K%��*	 /T� J�|�5 ��%������ "	�	 �Q]%�"� 
1"�� "	� ��। 

!���+� "�/�3	 %-�� �Q��� 2" 10��� ����	 ���"0� ��#"�/� 4�8�% ��� ����% !�� 
��m��	 k� = }# "5��" ���T�*" !3" "�	�� 	����" �F�����	 ��*	��	 !	= 2"�3 ���* ����� 
4�-��� "�	�� 4����B ��m������" /��7���	 ���� ����� ��। 

 

-------- 
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

��� /�����	 �������� #�i	�	 -�	� 
2"����� I���� ��mP�= 

�����	 ��9� 
/�����	� ab� %��5� 

e ���%B	, adea 

 
��� /�����	 ��������  

#�i	�	 -�	� 2"����� I���� ��mP�=  
}�/�" ��/ "�	� 

(	��X��" %��������) 
��C�-���I-�����-#�i	�	 /�� -�	� ��� /�����	 
��� ���������" 
�"Q�� 1�� 

"�	���)। -�	� !	 �������� !� }#�3 
��� %��*�-U/ 1������ �C� 	�� 2"# �9���r" 	�� 
�5�V�, �/*�	��M %/�� !	  %/�����r" !���*	 ���� �T��	� !��* !	 !E�	 ���P z"5%T�� 
��mA� ��� /�����	 �������� !	 #�i	�	 -�	� !� 2"# �		��5���-� ���� #������	 ���¡ 
!j/�9	 %p���। 2# !j/9 �������� !	 -�	��	 ¦' �"��3 /����	 J�	। ��# �F�C�	 
�������� !	 #�i	�	 -�	��" !� 2"����� I���� ��mP�#�� �#��। z"5�� !;���	 �/*/ 
1+���� }�/�" �+	��	 �/T*� "�	�� ���� �#��। �W�" 2/ ��M� ���� �#�� �� �"��� !	 
�"� J��� �F���� �������� �� -�	��	 /��3�� ��/�� "�	�� %��% � ���। 

2��� ��� +�����)� �������� = ��./ ���"0��	 /��5। �"f ��	 1%��� �����	 }�%��%� 
/��7�������	 1+� !j/�9 ��)� ��3�� ��3�� %���.� �	����	 !�w<0 ��%�/�� �F����� ��6 
�/��" ��¸�R "	�	 �5 -�	��� !j/�9	 ���� ������ -�	��	 J�	 %�k ��/�� +����। -�	��� 
�%������ ����+�j	 2# � ��/��	 ����� 1+� 1�5�;�� ������)। ���������= /��7�������	 
%/A*� -�	��� �%������ }�*�	 ����� �W	 J�	 ,�m��#�� ��P���)। -�	��� ��/� ����� = 
�������� ��/� �����	 %�p��� !j/�9 ���������	 �W 4��"Q� 4D�� �W	 ��/� ��	 ��v0 
�#�� �����)। /��7�����	� �/� �%������	 %��A "�m�� "�m� �/��#�� ��P	 /� 4<%	 �#�� 
+�����)। 

����	 �F�+�j	 ����	 ����� #��/��5# +�	��A* �#���) �"� ��� ��� �#, �"f ��;* !3 /�% 
�T��* ��� ���"0��	 ��� ���" �P�#�� �F�+j 2� %�~��5���� ���%/T��	 N��	 N��	 ������ 
"�"��		 /� ;��	�� ��P�#���)। 

���6	 ���/ %�~��5���, /����	 ;Q95 �W /��"* %�~��5��� 2#��	 ����	 /����� ������ 
��	�� !� /T��*�� ��/���)। ����P� ��*���� /����	 �A�"�A� �C� �9+�= %�~��5���� 
/��"*���	 2# %�� �+��� ��m��	 %��	 �/���� %����	 /� ��+���)। 

����%��; /��"* %�~��5��� = +� 2"����� -�	� J�/������ �����	�� �;��9�	 �5 10�� 
!����)�। 

�%��-��� #J�� %�~��5���� 1���j����� �����	 2# +j�R �5A* "�	�� �����)।  

4�	 }# V��� %�%5 ��+M9��	 ��	+� ���� �	��M�� 4��B "�	���)। 2# }�3 ��� 4A*�K 
Å�¿ = �Q�3 ��*/� /��T��* %^��� 4�5R %������	 %��� ��	�V�� ��*����+� "�	�� +�����)।  
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!/	� ���, ���6	 %	"�	%/T� ��# ��	�V�� ����9 "I � �", %/< ���6	 ���R�1� = 
�9�r"�/� ��9 ���������	 ���9	 2# 5�� %�<�/�" 4"�¢ %/A* ���#���)। 2# %/A* 
��- "�	��	 4��"�	 �����	 ��9 4�* "�	���)। ���������	 /	9��� /����	� +	/ !E�5�� = 
	7�7 %�<��/	 /��5�/# 2# %/A* ��- "�	���)। ���6	 
�"Q��= �����	 ��9 2# J���� 4�* 
"�	��। !	 �%# ���3 ��� ���� �T�	= �। 

�"f !� 2#  -���= �� �"� ��F���	 �+q ����� ���{। �����	 1������ 	����� �F�C� 
��� /�����	 	�/� !�= �W	 "�	����	। ��	 "�	�/��7 !	 �W/�7 
��� �����	 ����R� 
?	���� "	�	 �5# !� 1+��/ ��7�� }�/�	 J�	 ,�m��#�� ��P�� �#��- I� "�	�� ���� 
�#�� �W	 �����	 %"� �A। 
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

%_��"��� 
a। !/	� "Q�l 

'। !	 �"� �A �# 

�����	 ��9� 
/�����	� ab� %��5� 

e ���%B	, adea 

%_��"�� 

 a     

!/	� "Q�l     

!/	� "Q�l। !/	� �-�	 "Q�l /�� ��9 2�� /�� ��� O�/�� #�i	� ��C�	 "��)। 
��-��� %�/�	" = &����" %����5 ����, 
��� ���������" 
�"Q�� ���� -�	� 4"Q��/ !R�	"��	 
�F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��	 "�	�/��7 2�� �� �����	 �Q�� �/�+�	 2# ����9 ���� ��F��� 
����	 ���6* !�%�� ��mP�#���) J��	 ���� �#। ��� /�����	 �������� #�i	�	 -�	��	 "��) 
�+	"�� %��-�	 "Q�l��	 Ü�9	 �C� !�� A��"��। !/	� "Q�l �%��-��3 #J���	 ��9 = 
%	"��		 "��)। ��-��� 	����� �	��q� ��	��� �-�3� 1���� "�	�� ���������	 ��I�� ��	+���� 
/��"* %�~��5���� +j�R ��+�� "�	�� �����), !/���	 %/A*� !��#�� !�%���) J�� �+	�� 
�	9 A��"��। 

!/	� "Q�l�� ���# -�	��	 �%# %� /�� �C���	 ��m	� ���A5 A��"�� !/���	 2# %�<��/ 
4�� ����)। 

�	9 A��"�� ����5���	 1��%�� -T�/"�। !	 �%# %�F !/���	 �W ��%��� �+��� �#�� 
A��"�� /��"* ��7	�� = +�%� �������� ���	��� 	��%/T�। ����	 2# /�������	���, 

��������	��� -T�/"�	 ��+��		 -�	 !/	� #�����%	 J�	# )��P�� �����)। 

 '     

!	 �"� �A �#    

4����� �%# -���� !�w�# %��5 ��	9� �#���)। %/< ���6	 ����"�� /����	 ���R	 ���� 
��9��" ���I9 �g"��	��� �5A* ��	���% ��*��%� "�	�� #%��/�����	 �F���%" +�j	 "��+TP�/�9 
���� #������ -�	��	 J�	 ��� +���#�� �����) । �����	 /��3�� ��	 /��7 �������	 ���� �0����� 
��������� 2��	 �	����	 %���� Õ��	  ���� ������	� �#�� ���¡ �)��� ������) -�	��	 
/��3��। !	 
�-���"-���# �W	 �/�"������ 1+� ��7�� I���� ��mP�#���) -�	�- !j/�9	 
����� %����	 ���� !;�� ����� +�����)। 	9��/�/� ������ J�g���)-  I �#���) -�	�-���"0� 
���। �% ��� �)� 2��� �������� = ��./ ���"0��	 ��� !� �%# ����# #������ �� �P�#���) 
-�	��"। ����	 %"��� ��./ ���"0�� �F����� -�	��	 ��I�� ��� �;��9� "�	। !	 !.�*! 
-�	�-���"0��	 /��5 	9��/�/� ������ J�g�� � J�g��# �-�����/ �9��5���l	 ��" /����	 
�;5�/ }�/ /��"* ��7	���	 �Ã +j 2# J�/������ ‘���R -�F	 !��"��, ��6���R	 
�������	 }�.R��’ �	��q� ��	���	 &�g" ���"�� -�	�-���"0� ���� ��	�� 2�� �%� 
1�5����		 �5 /�	�� �#�� =�g। �	��q� ��	���	 &�g" ��%��= ���B �� �#। ��� %���	 ���� 
�������� 2�� -�	��	 /�� �C�	�� �%��-��� 	�����	 �-�3� 1�����	 8�� �������� -�	� ��/ 
���"0��	 2# ����" !R 
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�*���"�"	�9	 /��"*� }	�-%�C	 1A/ 1��% �5A*��� ��*��%� �#���)। �"f 4�V��Q�[ /� "	�	 
%F� "�	9 !�) �� -�	��	 J�	 �F�����	 ��/�� 2�� �	��q� ��	���	 &�g" 4����	 /��"*� 
1���%	 /��5 2"�3 ���P z"5%T� 	�����)। ���� %T� 	�����) 1�� 2"# %�F ���� = ���"� �#�� 
-�	��" !j/9"�	� !�5����	 /��5। !� 2# J�/������ �")� ;�3�� � ;�3��# 2"# %�F 
���"�-=�����3� /	9���* v�� ��, &�g" ��% �	��q� ��	���	। "�	9 ��6���R ����{	 }��। 
"�	9, ��6���R 	M�	 ���� ����? ����%��;	। 

�"f "¢ ��� !"�� Z�* "�	�� ���	�, !� +�K"�	 "�	�� ��l�%� "�	��/, /�����"�	 
��; !	 �9��5� 1���	��= �" ����%��;	 %�/�� 1��Y��	 4R-T*7 �? ���6	 /��� ��� #F 
/��"* %�~��5����	 ����	�Q�q "	�	 �5 �� !R�*���" 	��X��" !Ì���� ��%��� ����%��;	 
�� �� �#। ����%���	 �� �#���)� /�����"�	 = ��6���R 	M�- �9��5� �	�� !	 /������	 
"�5�9 1�+[�	 %�/�� 1��Y����। �"f ���� /��������%	 ;Q5�/ ���� #������	 ����#�� 
��=�� -�P��3�� ���"�q� �����- �� �M ��F����" ��5� "�	���), �����	 �5�/� /��3�� 	�7	 �F� 
���#���), ���*+��	 /�-����	 #�� ���3���), ;	-��P� ���  ���#�� ���P�#�� )�# "�	���), �M 
�M 	-�	� �� �" �Q���	� %�*��	� ����R	� "�	���) !	- "�	�R	��� ��M� "�	���) 
��� 
�����	 �" �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��" �%�� ����%�; 3�m �Â�3 "�	 �# �"? �" �%�� 
!��"�	 2# ����	 JK% ����� ��*	��	 ��I�� 2"�3 �Â= Jh��	� �� �# �	��q� ��	�� �� ��� 
�Ã�	 "�¢? !��� ���� #������ ��	# -���� ‘���"0��	 -���5� 1��/r�’ �����	 /�"�3�� 
%~�3 �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��	 ��+�	 1�%�	 /D %���#�� ����	 ��� �#�� �y	 %��- 
	��X��" ��������� ��t, �"f ��� �" �Ã �	�, �" �	� ����%�; !	 �	��q� ��	��? �	� 
J�� !� �� ��F��� ����	 /��7��� %�8��5	 
9*���	�9	 N�	1��R, �� /��7�������	 1+� 
!j/�9 ���� #������	 -�P��3�� �����	 /	9���, �� 3" �P�� J�g���) %�~��5���� �%�5��	। 
#%��/�����	 ��� ���%	��	 ��	���9	 �5  I �#���) 1�9�9 1�+[�। ��������� #������ �� 
"�	���), ��	 �%# ���¡ ��*	�� "�	� �Q[���T9* 1�+[�	# %��/�। "�	9, ��������	 ���9	 "��) 
��� /���� !	 ���������	 
����� = �9��r	 ��A*"5 �#। ��� �" !� �Q�K ��7��* ‘
��� 
}���	 ��"’ !	 %�%-5 �9�r� ����� ��	�+� ��.��5 ����� ��%""�� 2"�3��	= #������	 2# 
J�q ���¡��	 ��I�� I���� ��mP�#�� ���	� �? 4A+ ��� �#�� A��", ��3���		 ��I�� �/� ��M	 
�N��� ��6���� 4���9* �=��	 J�|�5 �)� �9�r 	M�। 

%��	�� 2��� �� "A� ����� !�%���) J��# !� ��������"	 /� %�5 �#�� J�g���)। �F� 
#������	 M��Ô� J��������� }���%�	 ������� �%U��3 ��P� 	���	 J�|��5# /��"* ��7	��%� 
���-����R�		 �9���	��� ��%"+j +�� J�/�����	 2# ����" !R�*���""�"	�9	 /��5�/ 
���������	 /��7����" ��+�� "�	�� ����। ���� #������ !	 ��	 /�	�����	 ��	9� ����%�; 
�	��q� ��	���	 !��� 4�%��	 -�	� = ��./ ���"0��	 ��� ��	�� ;�3�� ���R-!���+� 
�3����	 }# ���6* ��%�� -�	� = ��./ ���"0�। !	 �Q����� }���� ����� ��	 
�����	 
Ó, 
/��7	 }/*	 !"�®� ���" �#�� 2" ���6* ��P�� A��"�� 4��Q�-4������, ��� /���� A��"�� 
�����	 ��i�����। !	 2# -���# �/T*� �#�� ��#�� �F�C�	 "�	�/�7 !	 �� �����	 �Q�� 
�/�+ "�	�� �9���r" �+�� %/Q� 	�� �5�V�, �/*�	��M ����9���� %/�� !	 %/�����r" 
4A*��� "����/	 J�|��5 ��	+���� �F�C�	 !���*	 ���"���	� ��F��� ����	 ����9 /��7 
%�<�/। 
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�"f %�~��5���� �%�5 !	 �P�r"�	�	 �� ����� 	���", 2 +j�R !/	� �5A* "�	�� ���#। 
��	� ����� 	���", !/	� 2"� #- ���������	 %��P e �"��3 /����	 ���6* !�) /�� -�	��	 
b¦ �"��3 /���- !	 ����"�� ��6��%�। ��� /�����	 �������� !	 ��C�-���I-�����-#�i	�	 
-�	� 2"����� �����	 ���� �����	 �/�"����� "�	�� ��#��, }�/�	 /	9���*	 ��� �	�3�"� 
������ �����% �/��#�� ��=��	 !�� !/���	 %/	���	 v� 2" /��T��*	 �5= 0« �#�� �। 
�F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��	 "�	�/��7, 
��� �����	 
�"Q�� !��� !	 �%# %�F /��Q-T�/	 ��" 
�#�� �W ������" �+	��	 JK����	 !�� !/	� M�R �#� �। 

��	� !� -�	� = ��./ ���"0��	 "��) �����	��	 !�����	 "�	�� )��� 8�3�#���) ��	� 
����� 	���", J�/������ ���� #������ �� ����	 ����� )P�#���) J�� ��� ��*��	� "�	�� �� 
%�*��< �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��" /��7 ���� �#��, 
��� %��*�-U/ ���������" 
�"Q�� ���� 
�#��, �������� �#�� %"� ��./ ���"0�� &%5 1�5���	 "�	�� �#�� 2�� ��	�	 2"����� 
��������--�	� = ��./ ���"0��	 "��) ��� ��	��	 !��� ���#�� 1��������� ��� /���� 
#�i	� ��C�-#������ ���" !���+� &�g�" �/��� "	�	 J��5�� ��� �#��। #�� !	 �"� �A 
�#।  
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

	��X��" ����R �����	 ��9� 
/�����	� ab� %��5� 

e ���%B	, adea 

 
	��X��" ����R 

����" 
!� /Q��¬�� e# ���%B	। 2" �K%	 !�� �g" 2# ���3��# 4���� �#���)� �%���	 

���"0��	 '¥ �)�		 1A/ %���	9 ��*�+। !	 	���� -��5 ��*�	�9	 1�� �����	 4��� /��/� 
����	 �%# 1A/ %������# ��� /�����	 �����	 /��� N5A*�� "�¢ ���#�� �����)� �+	�� "����	� 
�����/ �#�� "���� �#�� A�"�	 �5 ��F���	 �� �� �#। �%�� ���6	 ���*��/��	� 	�����	 
#�����% ��	 ���� ���Â �5���3	 ��`��	 /��5�/ ��� /�����	 �������� ���#�� �����)� 
������� ��F��%���		 1/q uw��	 !/	�# !/���	 ��% "�	�� +�#- ������"# "�	�� +�# �����	 
-��5������। N5A*�� -����, ��%�w�+ !R�	"���, !	 4R�� -����%� = ��6��%	 %�F �����	 
/��� �%�� �����	 -��5��r�9	 -�	 ������ �����)� �����	 /�"�3�� %~�3 �F�C� ��� /�����	 
	�/��	 ����। 2 	��  ��/�� 2"�3 ��M�« ���\{ ������	 	�� �)� �- 2 	�� �)� %��P e �"��3 
��@���	 ���� 	��- �% ���	 ���"0��	 ����� ��	���	 ¥a��3 !%�	 /��5 !=��/� ��; a¦e�3 
!%� ����- "�	�� %/< ���"0��	 %��5���	� ���*��/��	� ���	 /�*��� 2�� %/< ���"0� 
��%�	 4��"�	 ��- "�	। 2# ��*�+�	 /��5�/ %/< ��6��%�	 %�/� }#�3 %�5 ��������"	 /� 
Z[ �#�� ���। 1A/�� �����	 /��� 
���"�	 +��- ��./ ���"0�� �������" }���%�	 �Q�� 
+T9*-��+T9* "�	�� ���	�# �����	 -��5-��r9 "�	�� +��। !	 e# ���%B	 2# %�5�"# %��U	� 
/��/�� 1����� "�	�� ��� ��, 2"/�� ��� /����	 	�/��	# ���������	 2/� %/< ���"0��	 
�M �#�� "A� ���	 4��"�	 	�����)। 

'( �K%	 !�� ���"0� �/" 	��X��" ��	� %R��	 %Q�[ �#��	 �	 2"�3 ���	 �5= �% 
����	 /��� 
�����	 !
�� ��- "�	�� ���	 �#। }# ��� ��	�� ��./ ��¬��� ��m�����, 
������, "���/� 
�A*���� = ����" �P�r"�	���	 4�Q�5 %T��	 3�� ��	�# M/��	 !%� %/�%� 
�#���) !��	 �+K�3�� �#�� ��P���), ��	� %"��# �)� 2# J��������� }���%�	# �3��� /��। 
���9	 %�F ����	 �"� ��������� �)� �- ��9�" ��	� � ���	���) !� "�	��, � ���	���) 
�/��	 "��) /�A� � "�	�� ����	�"# %"� ��7	 JK% ��	�� ����	�"# %"� ��7	 JK% 
��	�� ����	 #\��%��	 	�� ��% "�	��। }# ����	 #����% 1/�9 "�	���) ad(e %���	 a(# 
!�[ !/	� �� ��#���)��/ ��	 �/ !	 ��# �J" 
����� �। �	� 2#�� 
�����	 ��/  �� 
�����/�	 ���¬	 ��� �#���)�- #��	���	 ���� !/	� !�� �#���)��/ ��¬��� J���������	 
�/*/ ��% = �����9	 ���	 �Q���। 2# �Q��� ������� ��@��� ����	 �5 �)� �Q�3� �	�����	 
+�#�� -����। ��� /�����	 	�/�# 2"�� ������)��, �Q�3� %�~��5����	� '�� �K%�	 
���������" ��3� ����9 "�	���), ��./ ���"0��	� '¥ �)�	 ��	 +�#�� 4�" ���� ����9 
"�	���)। '¥ �)	 ��	�� ��./ ���"0�� ��%" = �����"	 �� ��%�	 ��/, �5�%���	 ��/, 
���9��5	 ��/ �����	 �5�/� /��3�" M�-��M� "�	���), "�/P�#�� �)m�P�� �����#�� ��#���) 
��F���	 ��P, /��%, "����। '¥ �)�	 �/*/ �%�5	 /� �â��� ����9 = ��¢� �%��	 ������" 
��	9� "�	���) x���, 4R�� }���	 -����P। ��F��� ����	 }��, �D� 2�� }�-*��  
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�� ���P���) ��# ����	 �#���) ��	 }�*� ���������� �+��। ��F��� ����	 2# 
����������� �+�� 2�� ���# ���	 -��5 ��R� �=��	 }�*� ��%� +	/ ·� ��- "�	���) ���� 
���Â�	 4�	���� ����������� �9��7	 !E1����	 }�*�	 %�<��/	 �-*�" �%��#%���	 �F�C� 
��� /�����	 	�/��	 ��Q�?। )� �8� "/*%T+�	 /��5�/ ��� ���������	 
���"�	 +������)��। �"f 
2# !���� �M5 
���"��		 ����	 4R	��� �� +TP�R �M5 ���� �)� �% %_�"*= ��� ���9	 
"��) !-�% ���� -�� "�	 �#। ade� %���	 (g� ������	 ��	# 1����� )������	 1���� 
����*"��� �����	 )��, ���", O�/" ���	 J�|��5 ��� ������), ‘‘)� �8� ��� /���� � �=�� 
�� ��� "� �8� ���� �#�� !/�	 ��� !�)। �� �	"�	 �#�� !�/# ��`��	 ��" ���, ���/	� 
1>� A��"=।’’ �P�r"�	� 2�� ��%""T� �� %��� ��9�"# 	���� �5�V�	 %"� ��7	 JK% 
����� /���� ��� ����	 #\�	 "��) �� 
�"�	 "�	�� � �F�C� #�� �����। !	 ����� 
�����# �-�3 +����� ����= ��� ���9	 1�� %�*�E" %�<��/	 1>�� <��9	 ���*� �����)। 
�����	 /����	 J�|��5 ��� ������) !�/ ���/���	 "��) }#�3 ���� +�#� 2"�3 ���/���	 �-�3, 
!	 2"�3 �� !�i���	 ��" ��� �� %�*��7 �#�� }�/�	 �/�"����� "�	��	 =����। 1��-
��v0 }-*��� �����	 J�"T��� 2��"� ��	��*� ���� °�"� �8�	�� �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/� '¥�� 
�-B	 ����3� ������� 2" %������" %�p�� �7Q�� "�	। 2# %�p�� ���-������	 }#���	 = 
���� %������" ������ "�	। 2# %������" %�p�� �F�C� ��� !/	� ��/���r" ��A# ��M5 
��Um�)�� +�#। ��*�+ ��� �� -��। !	 ��� ��*�+ � �� %�<��/	 /��5�/# !/	� 4��"�	 !��� 
"�	�। 1+� ;T�9*,�P J�"T��	 �� �� �M -�#��� 1�9 ��	�#���) ����	 "��) !/	� Ü9�। ����	 
"��) 2# !/���	 �Q] 4F�"�	� 1��������� !�	� �� �M ��F��� ���� �#�। ��� !/	�# 
!/���	 ��� ��% "�	�- ������"# "�	�� ����� �����	 -��5������। 

2# �3-T�/�� �� �)	 e# ���%B	 ���������	 /��� �-�3�"�± �/ "�	। ����	 2# ���	 
	��-���	�# �����	 ��%" #���	 	��- ������"# �����	 -��5��R� "	� 	��। !	 2# 	�� 
��%�i�� ����	 	�����	 #�����% 2" �����R	 %T+� "�	���)। !��"�	 /��7����	 ��U�7"�� 
2�� &���� %1/��9= ��# e# ���%B�		 	���	 -T�/"� 4��	%�/, 4
�"��*। e# ���%B�		 �%# 	�� 
��./ ���"0��	 ��%"-�����"	 �� /���� �� �#। �"f �����	 /���= ��7	 ����3	 "��) /�A� 
� "�	 �#- �	�� �	��0 "�	 �# ��F��� ����	 !��-!"�®�	 J�	 �����	 ��/��। 


��� %��*�-U/ ���������	 �� '¦�� /�+*। /�� !3 /�% !�� ��F��� ���� �F�C�	 ���" 

�����	 ���"� !	 %/	�k ���� ��./ ���"0�� ��%"+�j	 ��I�� I���� ��mP�#���)। 2# !3 
/��% 'b�� /��+*	 "���� 	���	 ���¡ ���� �)���, /��������%	 ��	���� ��-K% �	"�� 
�9��5��l, �����	 ��*	 ���"�q� �����	 �����" �	� ��*9, ��3�	��, 4��%����� !	 ��*���	 
�� %/�� ���P ����, !"��" !;���	 1�A�/" ����*� "�3�#��, 
�����	 }�*/ ��%��*� ��A	 
1��R 1��R ��g5 �P�r ��������q	 /	9 8�m� 2P�#�� !������ %�"�� %�/� !��#�� ���� 
!;�� ����� 4�"3� %/� "��3�� �����) ��@��� ����	। �"f "�*��5 4����� !	 2�3�"� 
"���M�9= ��	� "�	 �#। ����	 1��"T���	 /��5= 
�����	 
�*���	�9	 ���*[ ��A !��#�� 
+�����) �����	 /��� 41���� ����। ���" ���" �����	 }�/�	 J�	 �/*/ 1������ <��9	 
������ �+����, 4R�	 4R�	 
�����	 }/*	 
�Ó	 �5�, !	 �����	 /��7 �%���	 �+���	 %�/� 
J¼� �����  �����) /�� ��� �F�C�	 !���*	 1��t !���"/���। �%# !�����# �A ������ 
��	� 4��+� �Q]��� �W������" "+�"�3� "�	�� "�	�� !� !�%�� ��mP�#���) %���.� �%���� 
%T��*	 !���	 	���?। 2��	 +	/ !;�� �����	 ����। ���������	 ���" ���" }�%��%� /��7�����	� 
2"����� }�/�	 J�	  
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1+� !;�� ����� +�����)- %�*�# ����	 �� �� "�	। �����	 ��-����R !� 
��� �����	 
�� ��R�	 ���*��। 2# %�8��5	 ���� �#। �Q�A��	 �"� ����# �"� "��� /�� !3 /��%	 /��5 
2"�3 ����	 /��7����	 2/ J�������5 %�8��5	 !	 �"� ��	 �#। 

 �� ��# �, �� #����% %Q�[ "�	�� +�����) ��F��� ����। �� �)	 ���%B	 /��%	 ��*�+� 
���Â �5���3	 ��`��	 /��5�/ ��F��� ���� %Q�[ "�	���)� ���6	 ���*��/��	� 	�����	 #�����% 
2" ��	���� �	"�*। �"f �%���	 ���"0��	 �9���	��� &
	�+�	� 	����7 �����	 /����	 �%# 
�	k �����	 	���" %�� -��� /���� �� �#। �F�+j �� ��F���	 !��-!"�®�	 "��) �� 

�"�	 "�	�� �, 2"A� 4��� �)� � �����	 ��� = ���	 "��), ��# �	�� �-Q�� +�����)- 
��7 ���� ��7	 �/�"����� "�	� 1>��। �� %/� !�%���) %��P e �"��3 ��F���	 ��M�« "¢
	�" 
���	 "�¢ ������ ��� 1/q uw��	 ���*�� J�g���) �����	 /�"�3�� %~�3 �F�C� ��� /�����	 
	�/�� ‘�������� 
���। �j !/���	 !j/9 "�	���)। %����	 ���� !;�� ����।’ �F�C�	 
�»"¢ ���*� �����% �/��#�� ��=��	 !��# ���� 4k ������ ����) �����	 /���। 1+� ���� 
!j/�9	 1�� �	F�;��� e' ;��� ��F��� ���� �/T*� "	�	 ����� ������ -��F�� �� �� "�	�� 
���� ��� /�����	 4�%�	�	� /�Ð����� ��6��%��" ����#�� �����)  �� �5���3	# �- ��F���	 
�����3	 ���	= "� ����। �� �)�		 %��# ���%B	 !	 2���		 %��# ���%B	 2"# %��* %���* 
���"� J�v* ������ ��	���)। 2"�3 z"5�� ����	 #\��", !��-!"�®��" ����#�� ��=��	 ��7 
"���	= �#- �"�# ���	 � 2"�3 ����	 
�����	 
Ó ��+�� "�	�� ����। e# ���%B	 ��# 
/Q��5¬��। 

 

--------- 
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

�+�g���	 ���� �����	 ��9� 
/�����	� ab� %��5� 

e ���%B	, adea 

 
�+�g���	 �����    

!���    
!����	� ���/ 

���m 

1�- %�� /�% �#� ����R	� �#���)। "�� !��	 ���� �8�	�� ���	�। 

J�- J��� �#�� � ���। !����	 4��9� %R�, 4��9� -�# /��Q-T�/�" �j /�7 "�	�� 
!����	  ;�	 �8	�#�� !�	 �5 ����9 ���� �������। 2# ����	 +TP�R ���� 
?	���� "	�	 �5 �+[� = %���	 ��� �#। %��� �� !�%��, �.�# !��	� ;�	 
�8�	�� ���	��- }#�� !��# �J" !	 ��	# �J"। 

/�%�� ����% 

3�F�#�। 

1�- ����� ���	 2# ��� "�� A��/��? 

J�- ���� 
�� �����	 �" �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/� !/���	 /��5 �8�	�� !�%��, ���� 
���������  �����	 }�/�	 "�� /�7 �#��। 

4�I� 

��*/�। 

1�- �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/��	 	��X��" /T�/r 2�� !��* �"? 

J�- 
�����, �9�r, %/���r, �/*�	��M ����9���� %/�� 2�� ����������� �+��। 

 

%����� ����% 

"����¬ 

1�- �F�C�	 ���" !/	� 
�����	 ��� "�	���)। 
����� 4�*�	 �	 !/���	 �" "�*�5? 

J�- �% ����? !	= "�g। /��Q-T�/ �j/�7 �#��	 �	 /��T��*# 4��"�	 ��� = !R�	"�� 
�#�� ���R   �Q��� ��I��	, %�/���" ���*g 2�� �F�C�	 	��X��" = 4A*X��" !��* 
��0����	 "��� !E����� "�	�� �#��। 

%���/�J��� 

8�	���	। 

1�- �� 
�����	 �5 !/	� ��� "�	���), 2# 
����� �#�� "���	 �5? 
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J�-  %"��	 �5। 
�����	 %��9* 8%� %"��	 N��	 ��Um)�#�� ��=��	 %�<�/# 4��"�	 "�g 

�����	  %�<�/। 

 

!�}� "�	/ 

���m। 

1�- /��"* ��7	�� -�	�� 4k %	�	�� �C "�	�� ��� �"? 

J�- �Ã�	 �5�F3 ���� #�������" /�� ��=��	 J�|��5। ��7	���	 ��6�%, -�	��	 4k 
%	�	�� �C  �#�� -�	� ���"0��	 "��) "��� �#�� ��P��। !	 2#-���# -�	��" 
������ "	� ��#��। -�	��	 ‘4�	��’ %^��� 2# ��, -�	� ���������	 /��7����" 
%/A* "�	। 

4¬� 	�� 

"��"��� 

1�- �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/� /�+* /��% ���������	 
����� �;��9� "�	���)। �"f 2# 
�5����	 ��� �"  !�� �"� !-�% �����)��। 

J�- ��F��� ����	 ���� !����	 �5 �� %�<�/ "	�	 1�������� ���� ���� ���	, �% !-�% 
���  �����" %� %/��# �����)। ��*�+� 1+�	 %-�S����= ��� ���9	 "��) %/0 
��	�V�� �5��5� "�	�� }#�3 ���% +������); 2"�3 �-�3 !�	"�3 !������ %�<��/	 
=����। ��� ������) ��*�+� 	���	 /��5�/ ��6��%��" ����#�� �#�� !/	� �" +�#। !	 
!/���	 !��-!"�®� 2�� !E1����	 1�+[� ��� ��+�� "�	�� ��=��	 �+[� +�� 
2"����� �W	 ��I�� I���� ��mP�#�� �#��। %��	�� !/��"  �� �-�3 ����# +���� �। 
�� %�<��/	 ��" ���, �� %�*�E" %�<��/	 �5 10� A��"�� �#��। 

ade� %���	 (g� �����	� )������	 1���� ����*"� 4���� 1�� 4���A	 -��9 ��"��� )������	 
1������ �F�C� ��� /���� ������)��, ‘)��8�’ ��� /���� �=�� � �� �� "� �8� 
���� �#�� �% !�/ ���। %/� �� !�%��, !�/ ��`��	 ��" ���। 1>� A��"=। 
J�"T��� 1�� ��v0 2��"� %8	 ���� '¥�� �-B	 °�"�	 ����3� ������� ' �����" 
����-������ %�������"	 2" %/����� �F�C� N5A*�� "�¢ �;��9� "�	 ��/���r" ��A 
!/���	 4��"�	 !����	 1��% ��� ��+�� "�	�� ��=�� �� ��6��%� !	 �P�r"�	� 
��%"-�����"	� ����� 	���" %�<��/	 /��5�/# !/	� J�� !��� "�	�। �� �� �M /��� 
}-*��� �����	 J�"T�� 1�� 	���	 ���¡ �)���� 1�9 ��	�#���), ����	 !E�	 1�� !/���	 
#��# �Q] 4F�"�	। 1��������� !	= �� �M ���" ���� �#�। �"f ��� !/	�# !/���	 
��% "�	�, ������"# "�	�� ����� �����	 -��5������।  

��	"�� !�/ 

��%	��3। 

1�- �������� %_T9*-��� �j/�7 �#��	 �	 "�	� 
��� �����	 ��%�r 19�9 "�	��? 

J�- �F�C� ��� /�����	 	�/� 2�� ����	 �� %� 4�%�	� ��*��+� �91�����	� /�� /�*��� 
	M� "�	��    ���������	 /��7��� +���#�� ��#���)। 
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��8"�� !�/ 

��%	��3 

1�- �� %�/5 "��"� !=��/� ��� ���� ��	�� %�%5 ��6�%;��"�� "�	�� �W	 %�F ��� 
�/��#���)  
��� ������ ����	 V� �#�� �"�A��? 

J�- "��	। ¥	� �����	� °�"�	 �	%�"�%* /���� ��*��+� �91�������	 ��A <�9 4���� 
�F�C� ���  /�����	 	�/�# ���9	 1�� %�Z[ ���*� 1�� "�	���)। ��*��+� %�%5��	 
��� �"J ��� = �����%�	 %�F ��µ/�� "�	 ���" �5�R "�	 ���� ��=। 

�%��� !���	 

�%��3। 

1�- ������ ��% M/��� 4����� �5�7��	 /��5 ���������	 ���9	 %� +�#�� �P �C� 2�� 
%� +�#��  �P }�/ �"? 

J�- %� +�#�� �P �C� -�	��	 1��/r� O�/�� #�i	� ��C� !	 %� +�#�� �P }�/ /��"* 
��7	���	  �1�%��� �Ã। 

!����	 !�� 

"��[��। 

1�- !�/ 2"� �)�3 ���"���	। �������� 
��� �#�� �" !/�	 -��5 ��	���*� �#��? 

J�- ��F��� ����	 -��5 ��� %��� }��� 2"# %T�� ��mA�। %��	�� !��	 2"�	 -��5 ��	��*�	 
1� ���  4��R	। %�/�<"-��� ����	 -��5 ��	��*�	 �5# ��� 2� 	7���, 2� �5�� 
����M�- 2# 
�����	 %�<�/।  

�X" /��7����� 

8�	���	। 

1�- ����	 ����	 ��F��� �� 4k �#�� �j	 %�F ��� "�	���), �� !��	� 	9�F �#�� 
�T�	  �	��� !O�� ��%�� "���I��	 /� "�/���� "�	���)। ��� "�	 � !����	। 

J�- �। !��	 /� !/���	 �� %� ��	 -�# �C� ����	 ,�m�" �#�� 	9�F� �j	 �/�"����� 
"�	���)   ����	 4����	 �"� ���� �#। ��� 2"3� "A�, "�/���� "�	���) 
�5�%���" 
��A* �- ��� = ���	 !���*	 ��9� 1+��		 1�����। /�� ��� �F�C� ��� 
/�����	 	�/��	 "�	�/��7 2�� �� �����	 �Q�� �/�+�	 %���	9 �M5 4�*�	 J�|��5# 
!��	� ��/ %/	��k	 %�����5 ��� "�	���), !/	� "��/	 %�����5 �P�# "�	���)। 
!��	� 2�� !/	� 2"# ����	 }# �QA" Å��	 &%�"। 2"# ‘��# "/5���	’ ���*� 
4����� ����	 1�����# !��	� 	9�F�, !/	� ���"� 4�8�%। 2"# %��g�	 !/	� 
%�%5। !/���	 /��5 2 �	�9	 -�� ��,����,	 4�"�� � A�"�# �" %/�+� �? 

O�"QÔ 

�����। 

1�- -���� 2� �" "�	���)? 

J�- ���"0��	 1��/r� �=��	 ����� ��	 +�	/�	 �#�� �����)। ��# ���������	 !�� )��P�� 
‘��   ���"0�’ �g�	 �+[�-��N�	 �50। !�	"3� ��J�3 !�) ��	। #������	 ���� ����� 
"	�। 
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 
%_��"�� 

2# ��7 "/*��5���" %�<��/	 %"� 
0�	 )P�#�� �� 

�� ����� 
a/ ��*� b/ %��5� 

a¦ �%�cB	, adea 

%_��"�� 

2# ��7 "/*��5���"     

%�<��/	 %"� 0�	 )P�#�� ��    
���"���  4�V�� �������� %	"�	�" 1������ �	�/�* ���	 �5 ���������	 
����� 

%�<��/ 4�� <�9"�	� ��S��	 2" &�g�" 2"�3 %�*���� J���[� "�/�3 �g "	� �#���)। 
!=��/� ���, 5��, "�/J�© ���3*, /=��� -�%�� ��	+���� 5��, ����� "��<�%	 2# ��UA 
J��5���" ���������	 %�<�/� ��9 4�-i ���#��। %���	9 �j	 ��I�� %�<��/	 z"5�� 
Å� �g �5��� %�8�5 4�* }·�। ������� ����� !/���	 2"�3 %����M� = !���" 4k-%��� 
���/� �%������	 �/�"����� "�	�� �#���)। ����� �M5 2" �%��� �QA" �QA"-��� �j	 
��I�� �P�# ��	+��� %/� = ��7	 4�+�। �j�" ���-{ Å�� ���*�0 "	�	 �5 %/0 ����	 
%�������� %"� ���	 z"5�� "/*��5���	 /��5 1��8��� �#��, 
�-���"-���# �����%� #�� !�� 
"�	���)। ���-{ ���	 ��Q�Qi %/���� ��g� � %�%5����[ J���[� "�/�3 ������	 �%# !�� ��	� 
"�	�� %M/ �#�� ����� !/	� ��	�� �#�� ���	। 

%�<�/� �����%� = ���-{ ���	 %���	9 "/*��9 2#-��� z"5�� %�<��/ ���/� �#��= 1�� )� 
/�% ���K �j	 ��I�� %�k %�<��/ ��t ��S�� ��	 ��	 ��
 ��	"�� �#�� �j	 ��I�� 
%��5/� �P�# "�	���)�। %���.�-��� ��� +�� %���	9 �j	 ��I�� +TP�R %�<��/ !� !� 
��A +��	 ��	 �����%� ��� -�� �+��� ������ ���	 �। "�	9, %�<��/ ���	 �A #���� 4����" 
��3� = ��;* ��। ��	Z�	" %��������	 V�� ���� ��� -�� ��,����,। 

�j	 ��I�� z"5�� Å� �g�	 "���� �¾� 	�����)। �N��� /������	 %/� ���� �����) ��, 
�Q�3�	 	M9��� /r�%-�� O�/"���� %�%5��	 <�9 "	� �#���)। 2#-��� %	"�	 �g�	 �M�� 
%"� /��	 1�����V��� ���" <�9 "�	�� %���	9-��� �������	 ��I�� ����	� z"5�� %�<�/ 
+���#���)। /r�%-�� ���-{ ���" <�9 "�	�� /�7Å� �g "	� ��#�� ���	। �N��� �¾� �#� 
z"5�� ����� /��7Å� �g। �-����/, �5���[�# 1-Q�� �"� %�~��5����	 %/A*��[ = 
%����51�t +	/ 1���j����� %	"��		 ��I�� %���/	� ���-{ ���	 ��Q�Qi %/��� 2# 	"/ 
��7Å� �g "	� ��। 2# �	�9	 ��7Å� �j	 ��I�� ��� ��	+��� �#�� /�7 2��"�� ��% 
�5�V� 1-Q�� %�<��/	 %"� 0�	 2"�3 %��*�h ��	�� ��%��� "�� "�	। #��	 4��� ��� ��	+���	 
�5 A��" %/	 ��	�� 2�� /r� ��	��।  

#�� )�P� �Q��� 2"�3 �¾� 	�����)। ���-{ ���	 "/*�¾�	 /��5 %/�� %�� 2�� �"-��� �j	 
��I�� 4<%	 �#�� �#�� �% %_�"* �	�/�* ���	 �5 J���[� "�/�3 �� ��	�� �g। J���[� 

 

 

 

 
* �� �����। �������� 5���� !=��/� ���3*	 %�t���" /����। �������� 5���� !=��/� ���3* ( %-����� 4�5��" 
�/���88	 !�/�) "�Q*" �������� ��� /���� = 1"����। 
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"�/�3 �g�	 1"Q�� = J�|�5 �#�� �V	 "	� �� �� J�� /�r%-�	 4���  ��/�� %/�� �	�/�* 
����, � #�� /�r%-�	 �%��R <��9	 �M�� J�������5 -T�/"� ��� "�	��। "�= "�= 2# 
�	�9	 J���[� "�/�3 /�r%-�	 4�� �#�� ��P !��	 "�= #�� /�r%-�	 %/�R	�� M/��	 
4��"�	� �#�� /�r%-�	 �%��R�" SI?�T9*-��� 1-���� "�	। J�	f 4�" �M�� J���[� "�/�3 
�g "�	�� %	"�	 �%���	�9	 ���� ��=�� ����+�	 ��/ 2"�3 	M��/* %Q�[ "�	। 4���� !/���	 
���� 1��%�" �M�� 2 �	�9	 �u 4�5�� %������� �#���)। �"f "��*"��� 2# %� "�/�3	 
�K�	�� "������ %�/��� �)�। 

���"��� 4�V�� �������� %	"�	�" �	�/�* ���	 �5 2# %�*���� J���[� "�/�3	 SI? 
4�"। 1A/�� �j�" !;�� ���	 �M�� "��*"	-��� %"� ���	 /��5 %��������	 �A J��7 
�#���)। �N����� ���-{ ���	 "/*1�+[� M�� 4A�� �Q�K ��# �J" � �"- �-{ �-{ ���� 1����� 
�#���)। �M5 2" �=�� %��= 2# 1���S���" ���� "	� +�� ��	 %��A। �)�3 �P %"� ��# 
%/��� �/���। �"f 1���S���" 2"�3 1"�� ���� ��	+���� "�	�� J���� %�*���M� ���� ����	 
%D�	 ��। ���-{ ���	 !=��� /��7�������	 ���-{ %�<�/�" 2"�3 %��� ��	"��/��8" z"5�� 
��A ��	+��� "�	�� J�� �#�� %�*���" 8� ��=�� ���। �Q����� 2# J���[� "�/�3�� �� ��Q�Qi 
	�����) ������	 �.��� 	�����) ��;*���	 %�<�/� z���5। �	��� !/�� �Q�3� 
%�~��5�������	��� %�<��/ 2�� ���"0� 1����	 �	 &
	�+�	� %	"��		 ���	��� %�<��/	 
4���	�M�� #��	� %"��# Jq�9* &%�"। %��	�� 4����	 1A/ %��		 &%�"�9 !/���	 2# 
/��7����" z"5��-��� ��	+��� "�	�� ���9	 /� 4-T��T�* JK%�� J|���	 %D�	 �#�� #�� 
���# ��u�5। 

2# J���[� "�/�3	 �"3 �#�� !/	� 2/ "/*�¾� !�� "�	� ��, ��� 1�+[�	 %/0 �M� 
�#�� 	9�M� ��*R 2# z�"5	 ����� ���� "��*"/* %�j� A��"। 

	9�M�� = 1+�	9����� �j	 �/�"�����	 �5 2# ��7 ���M��	 8� #��/��5# 8�����)। 
4��"Q� ��������	 ����� �-*	 ��� /���" "�*�	 #\�� 1��v� "�	�� !=��/� ��� �����	 
%��� !���+�	 #\� 1"�� "�	���)। �j 2# z"5�� ��7	 -�� 2/# ��%�/�� �#�� ��P���) 
�� ����	� 2� 1��� ��"���)। ��� /�����	 	�/��" /��7���	 �5 ��6�5��� ���� %_�"* �.�� 
A��"�� !=��/� ����	 %��� !���+�	 #\� 1"���	 /� ���*�� ��I�7 "�	���)। 

�j	 ��I�� !/	� %��P %�� �"��3 ��F��� 2" %���*" ���� 	�। 2# %���*" ���� %�*�M�� 
%/�� %���	 �5 %�<�/� %"� �� /��" !	= ;�� %��������	 ��A 4<%	 �#�� �#��। 2# 
J���[� "�/�3 !/���	 %�<�/� z�"5	 1��"। #���" %�<��/	 %"� 0�	 ��7 "/*��5���	 /��5 
)P�#�� ���� �#��। %�<�/ ��	+���	 %"� 0�	 "�-��� %��� %/�� %�� "	� ��� ���� )�P= 
z"5�� ��Q�?	 4��� %"� %�<�/� 2# ��	" ��S���" !	= �K�	 "�	�� �#��, #����	 
/��5"��	 %_"*�" !	= ;�� "�	�� �#��। 

 

 

---------- 
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

!���� �, �T9* 
����� ��m+ 
���3*	 ��7 �;��9� 

�� ����� 
/�����	� b/ %��5� 

a¦ �%�cB	, adea 

!���� �, �T9* 
�����  
��m+ ���3*	 ��7 "�/�3 �g = ��7 �;��9� 

(����� 1�����) 

���������	 
����� %�<�/ ��	+���	 �5����	 �������� %	"�	�" J���� 1���	 �5 
���������	 ��m+�3 	��X��" ���" �#�� 2"�3 J���[� ("%���3�3-) ��	�� ��g� �#���)। 2# 
	��X��" ��S�� �#���) !=��/� ���, �������� 5���� !=��/� ���3*, -�%�� �¾� 5��, 
���������	 "�/J�[ ���3* = �������� 5���� "��<%। 

�� �����	 /���� ��	 4���� z ��m+�3 	��X��" ���	 ���* V��� ��Q�Q�i	 2" ��7 &�g�" 
J��	�7 J���[� ��	�� ��g� ��। &�g�" �Q��� 2" 10��� �;��9� "	� �� ��, ���������	 

�����	 1�� �"� !���� �#�� �- �T9* 
����� 4�* � �=�� ��*R %�<�/ 4�5��� A��"��। 
&�g�" J��V� �)�� !=��/� ����	 ��M 1��/r� ��� ���J|� !�/�, �		��/r� ��� 
���i"�	 �/����" !�/�, ��� /%�	 !��, ��� "�/I��/�, ��� !�}% %�/��, �������� 
5���� !=��/� ���3*	 ��M 4�5��" �/���88	 !�/�, -�%���¾� 5���	 ��M /=��� !�}� 
���/� �� -�%��, ���������	 "�/J�© ���3*	 ��M O� /�9 �%� 2�� �������� 5���� "��<�%	 
��M O� /��	¬ �	। 

��# J���[� ��	���3 ��g� �#���), J��	 %�%5%��5� � �। 2# %�%5�Qi �#���)� /=��� 
!�}� ���/� �� -�%�� (-�%���¾� 5��), O� /�9 �%� (���������	 "�/J�© ���3*), O� /��	¬ 
�	 (�������� 5���� "��<%), 4�5��" �/���88	 !�/� (�������� 5���� !=��/� ���3*) 
2�� �������� %	"��		 ��M 1��/r� ��� ���J|� !�/� = �		��/r� ��� ���i"�	 
�/����" !�/�। ��	��� !=��/� ����	 ��M }#� %�%5 A��"��। ��m����	 �/ ��	 ��� 
�#��। 

��	���	 &�g" ��	+��� "�	�� 1��/r� ��� ���J|� !�/�। �	��*� &�g" ��� ��²# 
4���� �#�� ����� ��� ���। 

11110�0�0�0������� ������ ������ ������     

�� ������		 ��m+ ���3*	 z ��7 &�g�" �/�3 e�3 10�� <�9 "	� ��। 10������	 %��Mt ���	9 
��� 1�q �#��  

%-�� ��� /�����	 ��+�	 1�%�	 �-�	 �M�- 1"�� "	� ��। 2# ��+�	 1�% �C "	�	 �5 
����%�; = ���6	 %"� ��7	 1�� !��� ��� ��। 

%-�� �������� %	"��		 1�� !R�	" !V� = �T9* %/A* 1"�� "	� ��। 

2" 10��� �������� %	"�	�" 
�"Q�� 1�� = ���������	 /��7����	 ��0��� 
�"�	 "�	�� 
�=��	 �5 -�	� = ���6	 ���S��	 1�� !��� ��� ��। 
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%-�� /��7 �%����	 1�� 4�-i ��� ��। 

%-�� �Q��� 2" 10��� -�	�� !O� <�9"�	� �	9�A*���	 �%�� = ��ã	 �5 -�	� %	"�	 = 
���9	 1�� !R�	" 4�-i ��� ��। 

2" 10��� �����9	 �Q�� �#�� /�7 �#��	 %�<��/ ��t ��./ ���"0��	 ���9	 %�<��/	 
1�� %/A* ��� �� 2�� ����	�" ���������	 %�<�/ %/A* "	�	 !��� ��� ��। 

4�	 2" 10��� �;��9� "	� �� ��, 	��X��" %/��� ����� �T9* 
����� )�P� ���������	 
���9	 �"3 45 �")� <�9����5 ��। 
�����	 /T�5 ��� 	7 ����# ���� ��, ���� �#�� 
���������	 ��9 1�� ;��� J�� ���� ��#���)। 

    

���-{ /���	 4�-i���-{ /���	 4�-i���-{ /���	 4�-i���-{ /���	 4�-i    

���-{ /�� ���������	 /��7 %�<�/ ��	+���	 �M�� �������� %	"�	�" �	�/�* ���	 �5 
2# J���[� ��	�� �g�" 4�-�i� "�	���)। ����5 -�	��	 %	"�	� /�� = ���������	 /��7 
%�<��/	 �M�� 2"�3 SI?�T9* ���M� ����� �9*� "�	। 

 

----- 
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

°�"� ��	 �i� �����	 ��	9� �� ����� 
a/ ��*� b/ %��5� 

a¦ �%�cB	, adea 

 

°�"� ��	 �i� �����	 ��	9�     
(��
 ���*� ��	���") 

 
#������	 �%�5 ����� °�"� ��	�" 2� "��*�� �i� �����	 ��	9� "�	���)। J���*��	 "/5���� 

= ���	�� !j/�9 -�� �#��# 2# �5�V� �=�� �#���)। �"f 2��%��= /��7�����	 �K�	�� �C 
�� �#। 

���"0�� ����� ���		 �	��q� �5�V� !	= "�g�	 "�	���)। ���P�F� ���� %�k 3����	 
����� �����3 = �D ����� ����	�� �;�	��8	� "�	���)। ���		 %��� 45�5 V��	 ��������� 
2�"���	# �# �����# +��। ��	 �#�� ����	��/� %P"%/T��	 1��� ��A %�k ����� = "P� �+" 
���[ �5�V� �/����� "	� �#���)। 

�%������	 "�g�	 ��r�9 °�"� = ��	����	 /��5 �D +��+� "�	���)। #��= !��	 
4���/�। %C5� �#��# V� = ����A ����� +��+� �C �#�� ���। ���	 35�w%/T� = ��}5K 
�"±S���� �%������	 '( ;�� 1�	� �/����� 	�����)। 

�%������	 ����"	� ��/��� #%��/� = /�%��/ ����	 	���"�	 S����	�" �#�� ���-{ 	��� 
���-{ /��� �;	�= "�	 = ����� +����। %���	9� ��%� 2��"�� ���/� ���Ñ�	9 ;�3�� A��", �%# 
%� 2��"���# 2# �	�	 4�-�� +��� ��। �"f #����= ��	��%�	 /���� ��/�� ��� �#। /�� 
8��3�� 1"���5 ��� ����	� �")� "�	�� ���	���) �; �"f �j�" +	/ !;�� ���	 %�"� ������	 
�Q]�	 �#���)। 

 

 

 

--------- 
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 
%_��"�� 

	��X��" ��	j/� 
�� ����� 

a/ ��*� ¦� %��5� 
a¦ �%�cB	, adea 

 

	��X��" ��	j/�     

((((-��5"�	-��5"�	-��5"�	-��5"�	))))    

�Ã %	"�	 �F�-#������ %	"�	�" 4k �����) = 4A* %����5 "�	���)। ���������	 
�9��5�	 ��"�" /��"* %	"��		 2# ��������� %�j� %/A*� ���6	 ���R = 
�����"�/� ��9 
‘
��� }��� = �9��r	 �T��	�’ = 2"�+�3�� 
?���"�	� !�/�	"�	 �i�� /��	 �#�� J�g���)। 
���� !�/�	"�� �%���	9 �Ã %	"��		 2# -T�/"�� M�«। ��������� ����	� /��7 %�<��/	 1A/ 
�� S���� /��"* %/A*�	 �/�� /� ����9 "�	���)��, ��m����	 �/��-F �#���)। ���������	 
%��P %�� �"��3 /��� ��5�, ��*��, ��¢�	 /��� /��"* ��7	���	 -T�/"� �#�� %�~��5����	 !%� 
�+��	�3� �+����)। 

�"f /��"* /����" ����A %����	� �Ã %	"��		 ��������� %/A*� ���� ���� "�	���)। 
%��	�� ���������	 �5����	 �����" �")� ����� ��। ��-*��* ��6���5����	 4�5��" ����A %���� 
��# -�	�� )��3�� �����)। 2" %/� ��� -�	�� /��"* 	���T� �)��। �%# %����� ��� "��"���� 
!�%�� �������� %/%5�	 2"3� %/��� �����#���)। 
��q��% ��" �������� %/%5�	 2"/�� 
%/���। ����A %���� ����� � ���	 -� "�	���)। �����" !/	� %���� �	9 "	�#�� �����) 
�� 
��q��% +�����	 4�	���# #������ �� ��������� 	�/��l  I "�	���)। a� �M ���"�" 
��5� "	�	 �	, #�� [ "	�	 �	, �� �M �	9�A*��" ��
 "�	�� -�	�� �g���� ����	 �	 
���"0��	 "�g��/�	 /��5 ���������	 %/%5�	 %/��� !	 %^� �। �M �M 1��9	 ���/�� 
	�7	 ��/ ���� ��F���	� ��	�T9* /��7 �"��� �#��। %��	�� �����A	 /�� ‘%"� %-5 /��� = 
���"0��	 4��"��� ���" "�/� "�	�� "� �#��।’ ���� ����A %-5 /��� ����� ��� #������	 
�C���	 "A� ��,�#���) �"� 2�� ���"0��	 4��"��� ���" ����� �" ������	 1��9	 -���� 
%������	 "A� ��,�#�� +��� �"�। �"f ‘5�P� "’��	 ������ ���?’ �� '( �)	 ��F���	� g�"�� 
�������), /�u/�*u 	7 °����� ���,���) ��, 
����� )�P� �"� �A ����� �#। 
��� �������� 
%	"��		 4�0? 4
�"�	 "�	�� ��� "�3�#�� %/%5� %/����	 10�� �� �"� /�� �#��# !%�" � 
�" ��F���	� ���� ;Q9� -�	# 1�5��5� "�	�� 2�� "�	���)=। 

!�����	 ��A 3����	 �5 �i� ��� /�����	 	�/��" ��" ��	�M-��� /��"* %	"�	 �3�� 
�8�����)। ����	 �������� ����A %������	 2�	�9	 J�7 J�|�5/T�"। ��� /�����	�" 2"���" 
/��7�9 ��%��� �5����		 �+[� 2�� 4�	���" /��"* %	"��		 %/����+�"	 -T�/"�� ��/�� 
���"0��	 ��M "5�-�% "	�	 �"U�� ��3�#�� �"� ��- �#। /��"* M/����� �� = ���	������	 
2# �	�	 !���� �	Z	 ���	��� -T�/"�3� 
\ 2"3� 4�-�। ���������	 ���" !	 %�~��5����	 
���m"�� -����� �। 
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g�"�	 ;�	 �"g�"�	 ;�	 �"g�"�	 ;�	 �"g�"�	 ;�	 �"    ----    !�/ "�� ��# �#!�/ "�� ��# �#!�/ "�� ��# �#!�/ "�� ��# �#    

4��"Q� ���������	 ����� �-*	 ��� /���", !=��/� ��� �����	 %��� !���+� &�g�" 
��%��	 #\� 1"�� "�	�� 2"3� �;��9� �����)। ���"0� %	"��		 ��6�%-�� 2# ���� 
�/�%�����3 1-�	 4�<����- �5 /� "�	�� /�A� �g" 	����� ���	���) �। ���) ����" �����" 
��� ��, ��� #%��/�����	 ��� /�[�	 -��%। ��# %�� ��P����P ������) ‘!%�� ���" �1�%��� 
#������ ���	 4A�� 45 "���	= ����	 ����� ����� /� "	�	 1� J�g �। 2 �� g�"�	 ;�	 �"? 
‘!�/ "�� ��#�’ ����)	 ����। �� �M ��F���	 ����	 J�	 ���� ��� ����� !�	��9 "�	���), 
�� %�¡ /�-����	 #�� [ "	�	 �	= ��� ���*"�	 A��"�� ���	 = 	;��"��	 %��� 
%�������� "�	�� ���	 ��m���" ��F��� /��# /�	��8	 ����� /� "�	। 

#��	 �	= ��� ������), ‘‘!�/ #������	 ����	 ����� #।’’ !/���	 ��l�%�- "�"��	 ��� 
��P �#, ��� �" ����3 "�"�	3��" ��P���)? 

 

 

------------ 
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

%�~��5����	 ���	 �;�P� 
���"0� 

�� ����� 
a/ ��*� b/ %��5� 

a¦ �%�cB	, adea 

%�~��5����	 ���	 �;�P� ���"0�     

!�� #/�/ 

���"0� 2"�3 4
�-���" 	��। !	 2# 4��0� 	�� �3"�#�� 	���	 �5 +�# 85��%[ %	"�	। 
�� '( �)�		 #����% #��	 %�M5। ���"0� "���/ �=��	 �	 !� ��*R #��	 �"� ��%�r 	+� 
"	� �� �#। "�	9 ���"0��	 ��%"���*	 �"3 #�� "�/5 �)� �। %�/��� 4�5�+�	 ���P, 
�������/ !	 S�� +���#�� ���"0�� ��%"��* #��	 �N�������	 �/A (myth) �"� /�� �g"� ���� 
��mP "	�#�� 	������)�। !� ���������	 /��7 %�<�/ �%# �N�������" J�P�#�� �8�����)। 

85��%[ #������ +j�3 �� '( �)	 ���K %�ã ����� ����Q�M	 8�। �N��� /�������q	 "��� 
%�	� �Q�A���� J����� = !�� J����� ���S���� ����� /��7 %�<�/  I ��। 2# /��7%�<��/	 
/��� %�~��5��� ��)� ��g�� A��"। �"f J����� �#�� +���� ��=��	 %/� ���-{-��� ������	 

��A*	= ��m3�3� �7 "�	�� 	����� ���। 

�Q�3� %�~��5����	 %�+��	 +��� 2�� /��7 %�<��/	 }�*���	 �5 2��� -T��� ���"0� 	���" 
���	 �;�P� ��%��� �5����		 ��	"�� "�	। �/* = -�	��N�����" /T�� "�	�� # ���"0� ����	 
z"5 4A*�K ���"0�� ��m����� = -T-
�/���	 �����9	 
�* 43�3 	����� +������)। #��# ���"0��	 
!-5R	�9 ���। &�����" �M�� %�~��5����	 %Q[ 2# ���	 �;�P� %"�����	 /��7 %�<��/	 M�� 
%��� �K�	 	�����)। �/��	 )Ç���� 2�� �/*�� ¸��Q�?	 z�"5	 ����	 !P��� %�~��5����	 2# 
����3 �5���	 "	� �#���)। 

adb¦ %��� �Q�3, Å�¿ = #%	�#� �� 2"����� �/%	 !j/9 "�	 �� ���"0� %	"�	 
�Q�3�	 1�� %/A* ���#���)�। M�« ��%	 �K"��� ���"0�� &�" /r��" �/%�	 °��"�� ��	9 
"�	���)��। ��i�� %�p�= ���"0� �5A* "�	�� +������)�। �"f %���5 "���� �#। �D����	 V�� 
���"0��	 ‘%t-0�^	’ ��� ���� ��mP "	�#��	 1��% �#�� #�� ��,� ���। ��-��� ��/������� 
%�p��= "�x�	 %/%5��" +�� ��%��� �5���	 "�	�� +������)�। 

�"f %�~��5����	 2# ���	 �;�P��3 /�51��+5	 ���-{ /��7 %�<��/ = ����� 
���"�	 %�<��/	 
%�*���M� M�� "�	���) = M�� %�� "�	���)। /��� #%��/� ¸��Q�?	 ���� !=P�#�� %�~��5����	 
2# �%�5��%� #F-/��"* 1-�	 />�[ %��� �5<। 

/�51��+5 ������ �5�� = ��M9 �T�* 2����� �%�3� +��7 "�	�� ���"0� %�~��5����	 ��60 
%�+	��	 /��5 V� "�	�� �#���)। #	��" 	���r ���	��� %8� 4-�5Ò� ������ +��7	 �-�q 
"�m��#�� �����। #	�" ������ +��7 �#�� ����	 �#�� ���। �	��*� %/�� 2# �5�� �%��� ��/ 
4�-��� ��। 

 �%���	 %�%5 ��%��� ���"0� /�51��+5 !	� ����������� !�i���	 �Q�[ )��	"�;��� 
"�	�� +�����)। /�5 1��+5	 1���j����� 	��S���" %�*���-��� ���"0� %����5 "�	���)। 
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�� ade� %��� !�[ �%�cB�	 ��*� �5���[�# ���	�� ����� = ��*��	 	��"�� �����	 
/��5 ���� ���"0� %�j� 4�� <�9 "�	���)। /��� #%	�#��	 ���	����� "�	��= ���"0� �%���	 
4�����	 ��	�y	 /�	8K #%	�#��	 %��� ��������� 	����� +�����)। 

�5���[�# ���	�� ����� ��� #���%	 !	�8�� 4�-���� "�	���) ��, ��*�	 -7 	7M�� 
%�;��*	 %/� ������ ����%�	 	��"�� �����	 4�-���	 ��	"�� 	+���� 2"� ���"0�� 
����	�। ���"0�� %�/�	" 4�8%�	�9 J7 4�-��� %	�%�	 4��<�9 "�	���)�। 

�� !�[ /��%	 /�,�/��, ��*� 2��� %�/��R 1+� 35�w ��� ��। ���	�������	 �.�C�� 
"�	�� ��*��	 	��"�� ����� �%�	��� 1��� "�	। ��/��	 )�)���� ��*�� 2"�3 35�w����� 
�%�	�� %�/��R !j/9 +����। ���"0�� ��/� ��	 ��*��" 2# %�;��* %����� "�	���)। 

/�51��+5 %�~��5����	 ���	 �;�P� ���"0��	 2# "���*"��� �� �")� �। #��# ���"0� 
/�"*� ‘#%��/� !���*	’ 
·�। ����	� %/�� %/�� /��"* %�~��5����	 ��I�� "A�	 ����P )�3�� 
����	� /��"* %�~��5����	 2# ������ ���"0� %	"��		 1��%�� �D/�� ��। ���"0��	 %���� 
= 4���� 	M�	 �5 4k = %����5 ��g�#�� "%�	 "�	 �। 

��������#  �� ���"0�� ��*	 �����	 �	"����	 ��"�	 ��। adb�-bd %��� ����+��	 

���"�	 !�i�� = 
��q��%�	 �����" #��	� 	�7	 �5�� ����#�� �����)। µ��	 �/�� 
!���	� ����	 ����	 /�%��	 J�	 ��/� �#�� ���/���*9 "�	�� ‘‘���{ #%��/” �" 	M� "�	���)। 
�%�� ( ���	= 4��" ����+ 1�9 ��	��। �%�� 	7�F� ���#�� �� �3�� �� ��� ��"�#���) �����" 
��������� �9��5� "�	�� ��g� �#���)। �"f �9��5� +���#�� ���"0��	 85��%[ %	"�	 
���������	 /��7 !�i�� �/ "�	�� ���	 �#। ���"0��	 �/�	� /�� ����= ��� 	M� "�	�� 
���	�� �। %�~��5����	 %���	 ���	 �;�P��3	 ���� ��� �#�� !�%���)। ���������	 /��7�8U��	 
���� /�	 ��#�� #��	 %/0 ���	���	 8�m% �#�� �����)। 

 

 

-------- 
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

/�7�D��	 �+�g �� ����� 
a/ ��*� b/ %��5� 

a¦ �%�cB	, adea 

/�7�D��	 �+�g  
((((��
 1�������
 1�������
 1�������
 1�����) ) ) )     

/�/�%�� ����	 4[<�/ A��, 	���	 ����	 8����P� A�� 2�� ������	 ����	 ��m������ A�� 
%_T9*·�� /�7 4D�। !=��/� ���, 5��, "�/J�[ ���3*, )�� #J��, )����� "Q�" %�/�� 1-Q�� 
%��gS��	 %/��� ��g� %�<�/ "�/�3, �9����� = /��7�8U��	 %��Q] 1���	���	 /��� �3�"�� � 
���	�� #������	 �����	� 2#%� 2��"� �#�� �+	���	 �5 �����P� S3�#�� ���5 �#���)। 2# 
/�7 4D�� 2� v�9�-1��v�� �#���) �����	 ����। 

4[<�/4[<�/4[<�/4[<�/    

Jq	-�T�* 	9�F �#�� /�/�%�� ���� 5���	 &�" ��� ��� ��, J7 ����	 4[<�/ 
A��� ��" �����		� !� ��*R 1��� "�	�� ���	 �#। 5��, !=��/� ���, "�/J�© ���3*, )�� 
#J��, )����� 1-Q�� %��g�	 z"5 }¹Q��"�	���	 %"� �P�r �5A* "�	�� ���� 4[<�/ A���" 
!� ��*R /�7 	������)। 2��� 2#%� %��g�	 %/��� 2"�3 %�<�/ ��	�� ��g� �#���)। 2# 
%�<�/ "�/�3 ���-{-��� �")� 4k %�<� "�	���)। %�<�/ ��	�� A��	 }¹Q��"�	���	 ���� /��	�� 
g��� "�	���)। ��" ������		� ������ A��	 �"� 4��� 1��� "�	�� � ���	 �%�5 %"� ������� 
�A [ "�	�� ��=�� �#���)। 2"�� ��6*��*� ���� "��/�� �#�� "��"� 	���"�	 2# A�� 
2��"�� 1��� "�	�� ������	 �<8��	 "	� ��। 

/��7�����/��7�����/��7�����/��7�����    

%�<�/ "�/�3	 J��5��� 2# A��� ���"��	 �#�� 2"�3 /��7����� ��P�� J�g���)। 2# 
������� �������	 �5 1���� ���-{ V� �#�� ��� ��� )�� = ����"	� -�P �/�#���)। 2# 
/��7����� °�"� ����	 %�F= ��������� 	M� "�	�� ���"0�� &%5��	 ��I�� ��7-��� "��"�3 
‘4���	�’ +���#���)। 2# �����	 1�� !�� ����	 A��%/T��	 ���-{ <��/	 !V� �� �� �Q�� 
��#���) 2�� #��	 %�F /�7�D��	 ��	��= ��0�	 ��- "�	���)। 

�9!�����9!�����9!�����9!����    

%�<�/ "�/�3 �� 'b�� /��+*	 ��	# J7 A��� 2"�3 �9!���� �g "�	 2# �9 !�����	 
/��5�/ /�7�D��	 !-5R	�9 ���R = �Q��� ���� 	��� �#���)। 8��, ������� �5�V� -��F�� �P�� 
���% ���	 ��/ �T�*���M� �Q�� ��#��= �%���	�9	 /���� -��F�� ��� �#- �	� /�7�D��	 
��	�� = /��7�����	 ��7�Q��	 %�F %�F /����= �Q�� ��#�� +�����)। 

���*���*���*���*�����*� A��%/T�� ��*���*� A��%/T�� ��*���*� A��%/T�� ��*���*� A��%/T�� ��*��    

4[<�/ A�� 4D�� 1��� "�	�� � ��	�� ��" �����	 ����� #��	 ��6*��*� A��	 <�/%/T�� 
��5�, ��3�	��, �	� ��*9, 4��%����� 1-Q�� ���P +���#���)। �"f 4[<��/	 /��7����� = 
%�<�/ "�/�3 z%� 4D��	 %��� ��������� 	M� 2�� %/� ���,�� !"��" ��/�� +���#�� ��" 
�����	��	  
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���-{ %/�� ������ "	�� ���9	 /���� �g" 	�����)। 4[<�/ �#�� /��7����� #��/��5 
��U	���	, �T�*��� }�*���	, �� /�"�i�, ��	����, ���"��, �"���	�¬, �������	, &-	�, -���"�, 
�����, 8����P��� 1-Q�� 4D�� 4�-�� +���#�� J�������5%��5" �����	 &%5�" ��5� "�	 = 
��A[ 4k�k ��� "�	। 

8����P�8����P�8����P�8����P�    

	���	 ����	 "��P<�/ /�"�/�	 8����P� A�� /��7�����	 ����, 2# A��� �������� %	"��		 
1��%�" �5�V� +��� 	�����)। J�������5 ��, 
����� ���  I �=��	 �	 �#��# 2# A��� 
!=��/� "�/�3	 J��5��� ��g� �� �9�����। 2# �9����� = /��7����� ��*/�� �	�� �� �	��	 
1��	M� ��# (���8¿ ��#) V�� "�	�� ���/�	��3 �#�� ��	+���� ���"0�� &%5��	 !j/9 
%�A*"-��� 1���� "�	�� !�%���)। 

���-{ %/%5����-{ %/%5����-{ %/%5����-{ %/%5�    

2# 2��"�	 ���9��5" %_"* 2�= 4��"Q� 2��"�� %��� %��[ A��� �%���	9 4A*X��" 
%/%5�	 %p�� �#���)। ��*/�� 2��� �������� %	"��		 �M �#�� }�V �%���	�9	 /��5 
���5, �k = �+�"K%� %����5 1���	 �5�0� "	� ����� 1����। ������� /��7���� 4��<�9"�	� 
���"��	 ��	��	��*�" %����5 ��=�� 1����। 

!D��" 1��%!D��" 1��%!D��" 1��%!D��" 1��%    %/���%/���%/���%/���    

%H�� 4����B %����5��� 1�� 2�� ��%�/�	" 1��% = /��7�����	 "���	 %��� %/�� 
%���T�*" !��* 1��% �5�V� "����/	 ������ �������� 5���� !=��/� ���3*	 ��M 2"�3 
1������� Jq	�D��	 !D��" 1��%�" "/*"�*�	 %��� %�M�K "�	। ��� 4����B /�7�D�� 
%����5, ���*�% = ��%�/�	" 1��% 1����	 %�*1"	 �5�V� <��9	 !6�% 1�� "�	���)। 

/���� 43�3/���� 43�3/���� 43�3/���� 43�3    

���� �J", �� %/%5� = 4%����� %��= ���9	 /���� 43�3 	�����)। 1��5" 	����	 �#�� 
��P '/a � "�	�� %������ %�V ����"	� /��7������� ������ "�	���)। /��7�����	 ��7 �� 
�� �Q�� ��#���)। 

��m��������m��������m��������m������    

������	 ����	 ��m������ A��= !�����P�# /�7। ���"0�� �����	 ����� 2# A��	 �"� 
<��/ !� ��*R 1��� "�	�� ���	 �#। 1��5" <��/ ;	 �#��# %�V-%M/ ����"	� /��7������� 
������ "�	���)। 

2# A���3 �������� %	"��		 %_T9* ��r�9। /��7����� 2�� �#�� �����, �m+��P, �����¬, 
I����, g�"�	��m= 1-Q�� 4D�� �u 4�-�� +���#���)। 2#%� 4�-��� �u ��" &%5 ���, �u ��� 
v�%, g�"�	��m= (/�"�/� ��	) ����� %	�	�� �"± ��v0 = �u 	���"�	 �/� �#���)। 

 

 

--------- 
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

%_��"�� 
�F�����	 +j�R �5A* "I 

�� ����� 
a/ ��*� a�/ %��5� 

'a 4����	, 
adea 

%_��"�� 

�F�����	 +j�R �5A* "I  
�%�5%�*�	 #������ !��	 ����	 uw�	 )��P���)। ��������� �9��5�  I "�	��	 �	��# 4A*�K 

'¦�� /�+* #������ ��6��%��" ���m"� ��=��	 �5 ������) 4�V� ‘‘
�-���"’’ �#��# �% ����	 
1��Y�� /� "�� "�	��। �1�������	 ���� M/�� �0�R	 "�	��। #��	 �	 '��� �� !	 2"�3 
����	 -���9 "�-��� M/�� �0�R	 "	� �#�� 2�� ‘‘}¹Q��"�	�’’ 4A*�K !=��/� ��� = 
�����"/� 
��@�����	 �/  "	� 	�5 "� "� �5�V� �=�� �#���) ����	= 2"�3 ��� ���। ��� ��u�5 2# 
}#�3 -���9# ���"0��	 �F����� ���������	 /��7���3� �� -�	��� ‘‘4�1���"�	�’’ = �")� 
‘‘}¹Q��"�	�’	 "�	%��� J�� ����� ���Q� �� �#। �� '¥ �)�	 ���"0�� �		�� ���	 2"�3 0^ 
�)� -�	����	��� 1+�	9� "	�। ���������	 /��7����	 %/� �%# �+	�+�	� %�	�3 #������ +j ��* 
"�	�� #�� !/	� "�= !�� "�	 �#। 

�"f �� a'# 4����	 ����	 -���9 -���	 ��I�� !	 2"��	 ����	 u/"� ����� ��K��* �� 
"�	 �# �"। 4��5 ���"0��	 ��%�r, �1�������	 ���� M/�� �0�R	 1-Q�� ��	�� 
1��Y��	 ����	 -�@� �	"�* ;��" #������ ����#�� -��� �#। ���� �����) ��, #������	 
;��"�����	 ��*	�� �	"�� 4�5�+�	 = �9��5�	 ��I�� %��P %�� �"��3 ��F��� 2" / 2" 1�9 
�#�� I���� ��mP�#���)। #������ �+�� +j �%�� #�� 
�Ó= !�� "�	�� ���	 �# ��, ������	 
��	���� ��5�"�� = �����" 4�5�+��		 ��I�� ��F��� ���� 1���	�� ��P�� ������, ���� !;�� 
�����। <��/��¬ ���	 �i�	 �W�" ��� ��� ���� ���� ��# �	��*� %/�� ���������	 ;3���� 
%_�"* #%��/�����	 �F� ��%"	� ��-��� 1+�	9�  I "�	��। ��6��%��" ����	� ��,�#��	 �+[� 
"�	���) ��, -�	�# �������� %/%5� ����#�� 	������)। -�	�� 4�5��� �	9�A*� �¡���	 /���= 
1A/���" #������ ������� "�	���) %�*M9। ��	�	 2" %�	 ����#�� ������) ��, -�	� 
�	9�A*���	 
��� 1�5��q*� ���� �����)। ��������� /��7��� 2� ��� �#�� ����	 �#���), 
�%�5�����	 4��"Q� 2��"�	 J�	 /��7�����	 1+� !;��� !;��� ��# ��%�/�� #������ ��	��	 
-�	��	 ��I�� ����	 u/�" �����)। �� �/���	 JK%��� /r9�� #������ ��������� �9��5� 4�5��� 
	������) �%# /�	�����	 �	�/��*# �% -�	��	 ��I�� /���	 uw�	 �����)। 2���		 uw��		 
!��-���# �% -�	��	 %�/��R &%5 %/���� "�	���)। 

2"A� !� ��������"	 /� Z[ ��, /��"* %�~��5��� #������	 ��� 	M�, ������" 2"�3 
4��0� = +	/ 1���j����� 	��-���"0� 	���" ����*��	 ��� �#�� 	M� "	�	 �5 #%��/�����	 
�F�+j�" -�	� !j/�9 JK%���� "�	���)। �� /�+* /�% �#�� �� /�% ��*R /��"* ��7	�� 
#������ %	"�	�" �F� ��3 ��/��	 ��+	� 4�� 2�� 45�5 4k�k �A� 35�w #�5���	 ��+	� 4�� 
%	�	�� "�	���)। ��������� 4�-�� +���#�� ���"0�� �����	 M�M�� %��= J��	 ��/� ��	 
�"��� 35�w��	 = -�	� 4k�k 2/ �")� M��<0 �� �# ��, ����T��*# 2# %� ��+	� 4�� = 
4k��k	 1���� ��P���)�। 1��������� ���"0��" �3"�#�� 	���	 �5 -�	��	 ��I�� ����	 
1>�� ��%���# #�� /��"* %�����5	 !��/ 4��। 2#-��� ���������	 /��7����" ��"--�	� %/%5� 
��%��� �/�P ;�	�#�� ���	��  
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%�~��5���� ��7 �����-��� /��"* %�~��5��� 2" �°�� }# ���� /��	�� ���	��। ���������	 
/��7��� ��"--�	� %/%5�	 4F ��%��� J��	 �QA" %q� ��	�#�� ��"--�	� %/%5�	 ����P �#�� 
��P�� 2�� %���" ���"0��" ���� ������ %�~��5����	 !����	 ;�		 }��� ��%��� 1������ 
	���	 }[<� ��%��� �3"�#�� 	��� �#��। ���������	 /��7 %�<�/ �5A* �=��	 2"�3 /�� 4A* 2# 
/������	 �9���r" ��7 }�*� �=��। ���������	 2# ����� /��7 %�<�/ 1A/���� 
%�~��5������	��� 2"�3 �9���r" !��* = ����� /��7	 �5 ��F���	� !� 4k ��	���)। 4�	���" 
��"--�	� ��� ��m���� %�~��5���� /��"* ��7	�� 2����	 2# ��� ���R V���	 ��/ 2��	 /�	��� 
%����� -�	��	 1���j����� ��7	 %������-������	 ��*/� �	��M ����" ��* "�	�� ���5 
"�	�� ���	��। 2-��� �-�����/ �	����	 Õ�� = M�M�� �����#�� �=�� ��#��। 1A/���� 
�������� %/%5� ‘‘���"0��	 !-5R	�9 �5���	’ ����� 2"���" %�~��5������	 �"���/*" %���	 
�+[� 2�� 4�	���" �������� %/%5� 4�5��� A��"�� ��"--�	� J�q�� �Q�� ��#�� ����� J��	� 
��	�� �+K"�	 "�	���)। ������	 2# %� ��"+����* = 1+�	9� ��K��*�� ��। 2���		 #������	 
����	 -��9 �%# #�F�# �� "�	। 

/T��� %�~��5����	 2# +j�R �5A* "	�	 ����? !/���	। #������	 �%�5�����	 J�	 !/���	 
!j/�9	 1+��� �Q�� "�	�� �#�� 2�� 2# %�/� �� %/0 �C� 	�� �����-��� -�	� = �%��-��� 
#J�� ���-{-��� %����5 "�	���) J�� ��	�T9*-��� 4���� "�	�� �#��। !/���	 /��5 
�A�"�A� �u ����1�/" �g�K ����� J�g���)-����	� !/���	 ��m+ ���3*	 2# z"5�� %�<��/	 
��I�� "3�M "�	�� A��" 2�� ;3�	 ��0� �����9	 ��/ 2# "A� ����#�� +��� ��, �������� 
%	"�	�" �%��-��� �M�" �g���� ��=��	 �5 "�	%��� +�����)। 2"���" �%��-����	 -T�/"� 
!���·� �� ����� ��� �M�- 1"�� "	� 2�� 4�	���" ���"0�� /��"* 4k %�����5	 ��I�� 
/�/��� �	�9	 �i� "�	�� #��	� +�����)। 4A+ 1����# �%��-��� #J�� �"�A�� �������� 
%_�"* "� ������) 4���M9 �r �+��� ����#�� J��	 /��5 j�3 ���m��, J��%� �#�� J�g। �� 
-����� 2# ��, ‘��� �# 	����� ���	 
�A* )��P�� 2" ��= ���� ���P�� �। 2# ��� �%��-��� 
!����	�� ��7 #�0��	, 2# ��� ����* #	�� "� ������)।’ ���"0�� �����		 �/A5� 1+�	9��"= 
2# �M�� "��� ����#�� #��	� ��)�� ��। 

��������� #������	 �%�5����� 4�-�� +���#�� ����� ��/��/ ��#���) �%��� �"�%	 ����	 
#%��/�����	 %�/�	" ��R� -�	��	 ��I�� ����	 u/�" ��� #�� 2"�3 ���"= ����� ���	। /��"* 
%�~��5����	 +j�R )�P� #������	 %��5 �# �������� %/%5� %�/� 	����� -�	��	 %��� ��� 
����#�� �% %��%� ��। 

 

 

---------------- 
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���	��/ %������ ���	� 

4����B %�<��/	 
%"� 0�	 z"5 +�# 

�� ����� 
a/ ��*� a�/ %��5� 

'a 4����	, adea 

 
�j +	/ ����� /������) 

4����B %�<��/	  
%"� 0�	 z"5 +�# 

((((��
 -��5"�	��
 -��5"�	��
 -��5"�	��
 -��5"�	) ) ) )     

'��� 4����	। ¦ /��%	= 4��""�� 4������� �#�। %�<��/	 %"� 0�	 2�=। z"5 
1����� �#� �। /��7 %�<��/ z�"5	 SI? �5��5� "	�	 ����� 1���� ��P �। ������� 
���������	 /��7%�<�/ !��"	 2# /��T��* �� ��*��� !�%�� J��� �#���), �%��� %�<��/	 
%"� 0�	 z"5 = %���� V�� 2�"���	 4��	���* �#�� J�g���)।  

/��"* %�~��5���� ��m�3	 ����	 ���"0� ���������	 /��7%�<�/�" -�	��	 "�� ����� 1/��9	 
+j�R ��%��� -�	��	 ��I�� ��m����	 %"� !���� 1�� %_{ "�	�� �8�����)। !/	� �T��*# 
������) /��7 %�<�/�" ����	 "	�	 /�5 ���� 2�� �j�" +	/ !;�� �����# 2# +j��R	 ���� 
���� �#��। 45A�� 2# +j�R %8� �#�� ���������	 /��7 %�<��/	 �M�� %�/��"-��� �#��= 
��¨ %Q�[ �#��। 

�������� 5���� !=��/� ��� 2# z"5 = %����	 �5 ��	��	 1�+[� +���#�� !�%���)। 
���������	 "�/J�© ���3*	 2# 1�+[� +���#�� !�%���)। %H�� ���������	 1��/r� ��� 
���J�| !�/�= /��7�8U��	 %�5 ����1�t �������	 2" %/����� -��9 ��"��� 2# z�"5	 
1�� SI? !�	�� "�	���)। 

!� (�����	) '��� 4����	 !=��/� ����	 =���"*� "�/�3	 &�g" 4���� �#���)। %/��	 
��" �#�� 2# &�g" ���# ��K��*�T9*। 	��X��" ��*��M" /�� !�� "�	 ��, #���T��* J���[� 
��	�� �g�	 �5����	 �� 1l� 1��* "	� �#���), !=��/� ����	 2# &�g�" %�<��/	 %"� 0�	 
z"5 V���	 �5����	 ������" 1l� 1���*� �#��। 

!/���	 /� 	����� �#�� ��, /��7���� ������� %�<�/� 	��X��" �� = ��7%/T��	 %���*" 
z"5# !/���	 ��7। 4X�"5	 8�� �j	# ��- �#�� ���	। ���� )�P� ���/��Q"�	 1�� �-� ���� 
%�"�9*��	 �"� 4�"�� A��"�� ���	 � !	 ��� A��" ���� �#�� �� �j�"# %����5 "�	 �j 2� 
+	/ ����� /����� J�g���)। !�� "	� �#���), %�<�/� ��7%/T��	 %��Q] %���� V�� "�	�� �j	 
�����" ��+�� "	� �#�� 2�� ���������	 /��7 %�<�/�" ?	���� "	� �#��। 
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�����	 ��  !���� �" 
�� ����� 

#� ��$� #%� ���&� 
## �'(	, 
#*+# 

����������������������������    


�����	 ��  !���� �"  
!, ��� ���- !����	 ���.��� /�����0। 2����� "��������	 34� �	��	�� ����$ 

��5�3&��� 67 ��8��& ��	���0, 9:/� ��8��� 6'���:� ;�"���0 6&���� ��8�	� ��<���=	 
�3>���	 ���3�� ���������	 2�,� ���=�?:$ �������	 3& !@8 ���� ��	���0। 

"���8��	 9:8�&�	 ���� "8�	� �	� �0�। !���	�� A �B�, "8��� 2�A ����C��	 
!'&=	�: �&���	 ����� /���"���0। "�D������	 �&��� 9:8�&�	 ��� !�	� 9:/��� ��E�	 
��:� FG�	: ��	�� ;����0। 2� �� �?,H��� ���$ ��$= �0I ��	���0। ��J ���������	 
9:8�&�� !3 �8�/� �	�। ����	 ����= ��	 K/�������, 2��� ���� �&��� 9:8�&�	 ���� L���� 
��M ��M NO� P� ��Q�"���0 ��8��& ����। ����	 3& K� ��8��& �0�, K� K�A�� 8"���0� !�	� 
3�� �। 

'�	� *R �S �	:�T$��� !U� �����0। ��8���	 �������V ���$�� 2��" �8 ��	���0। 
����C��	 FW��	 ���� 2�A �����	 ��	/� �����0। �������� ���&��� 2� ���-'�	� ���&� 
Y�� ��ZO �	�"��	 3& ��5�3&������	 K/���	 [�� �9���0। ��8���	 K/���	 [�� !	A 2��, ��	�: 
�9���0। ����C�� 6���� 	S�	 3& ��8���	 !��	 N�O ����। �������� �?:$ 
�����	 3& 
��O���0। �S �S ���:	 ������, 8�3�	 8�3�	 ��-K���	 "\��	 ������ ��8�	� [��� "���8��	 
����C��	 0�0���� ����A���C T�����A �	�3। ��5�3&������	 ����	 [�Z�, ����C��	 2" 8��� 
��/��� 8"�� ��8�	� �	:�T$���	 ���& ,��� L������0। ���. ��@��� ��	� 64��N��	 ���& ��]��= 
�B�^	 3& ,��� L������0। K�� K�� 	�3H��� ���	 �� ���� ����_��� 0� �`�	 ��S 9:�'�, 
KA��	 3& K9��� �	:�T$���	 ���& � ���� 0���"�� ����"���0। "8���	 F�a�& K� ���.���� 
��	� 64��N�� �	b	�� ��D8 ��	। ��	�	 ���� K0�O�0��O। ��3��	 ���& ��[�$। ��J ��8���	 
2"�� /��� K������� ��c�����	 !	 K'����� ��"�� �। 

2�T� !3 ��	d�	 ��	�� ���	 ��� !�����0 K�, "4-����$ ��5�3&��� !����	 ���. 
��@���	 �/	�e। "���8��	 34�/�e	 8�&����� K� �� K�� �O �O !���$	 ���� ��fA �	� 
T������0, ����& �D� '���: ��8���	 !��g, ����C��	 6����	 3& ��8�	� ��T��&T�	 ��	/� 
K� ��8�	�A !����	 ���. ��@���	 ��S �8। !����	 ���. ��@���	 �e �T���T� �	�T$� 
����3��� ��8�	� ���������	 2" P�����	 �����	 F�	 �,�S ��	�� ,� ��"� ����"���0 !	 ���� 
������0 K� 
��� �������� ��8���	 ���&। 2" �� '� K������� ��5�3&������	 �����	� 
h���	 ��=/	 ���� 3����	 ��" [B:&। K������	 F�/� "8���	 �/��� 	���। 

!����	 ���.���� ��8�	� i��� ��T$ K��9�"���0 ��8���	 ��j�� �/�	:� /�����	 6T$ 
���.��@���	 S�� �	�, "8� 2��, �����A ���k ��J !���� �T���T� 
��� ����3���	� F8� ���k 
� 2� �8। !3 K���'��, "F��, ��< ���= ��	��, ��< "F�� K`l��	� ��< 3�� 
���������	 ���. ��@���	 ��S ��9Q ��	���0। 2" �� ����3�����	 K���� ��8�	 
��B�� �"। 
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K��T�� ���������	 ����3���	� ��< 3�� 9Q�	 3& ��� ��	�� ��8� � ��	��, 6m 
K���'��, ���n��	 �C��/� K�FO ���� !AO�"�� ����$ �'�	 ���	o ��	। !	 ����	 
K�����8���	 ��8�� ��O�"�� T���। 

�������� �e �����. � 8A�� ��$= K����	� 67 ���	: ��	�� �। ����C��	 ���& 
�������� ���&�	 ������	 K�� �C�� ��" K�� 6�p���" @8:���9& �8। K�� �8��	 2" 
�	�	 ��/^�	 6T$ ���.����	 �B����� 0��	��[���	 �����। K������� ��4���	� 2" �	�:	 
��	3�`	� /e�C q�&��'��� �&T$ ��	� �Br���s। ���������	 
����� �?��$����	 ��" 6����$। 

 

 

------- 
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"���8��	 ��� /e�= A 
��8�	 K���		� 

�� ����� 
#� ��$� #%� ���&� 

## �'(	, #*+# 

"���8��	 ��� /e�= A ��8�	 K���		� 
((((�3
 '��&��	�3
 '��&��	�3
 '��&��	�3
 '��&��	))))    

���������	 ���. ��@�� ��� �&T$ ���	T "���8�� '�	��	 ��j�� ����	 vw�	 �����0। 9� 
!9^ ���� "���8�� ���x K[��:� ��	���0� ����3 8"�� '�	��	 ��j�� ��� K[��:� ��	�। �T� 
8"��" "���8�� ���8� ��4��� ���.�������	 ‘'�	��� 6�������	�’ ����� ��<����	 K/��� K��Z�� 
���� /��8���0�। '�	�� ��8�	 6�&�/��	 ���� !U�@8:��	� �	:�T$���	 '�	� ��B$� �����= K��	� 
'�	��� K���	 ����� ��T&� 6��/�	 /���"���0। 

"���8��	 F�a�& �0� �T���T� "����� 	�{ 8"�� 6���|� �&�.��	 '�	�� ��O�"�� K�A��, 
��4��� 3��������� }�� ���, ���������	 ���.����� 	�.	 �&�� l���"�� ���� 
�� 6����$	 
K��k� '�	��	 [��O /�����, K���� ��~����� ��[�$ ����"�� '�	��� ��������	 3& ������I� 
2�� ���<	 �	���	 ��3��	 �� �0�		 ��~����� ���-K����:	 ��S ��`�" 9�A��। ��J 3�@� 
��4��� �8D� ������ K�_� �B̂ � ���$���� "���8��	 2" �����	 ��j�� j���� ��ZO�"���0। ���O 
��� K���, ��4��� 3����������	 P" ��9�&��� ������ �0Z�O�� K`�����0। '�	� F��8����� 
��~����� 	�3���	 ��	 	/� ��	���0।  


�'����'���" ��5�3&���� �8� �����'��� ����$ ��5�3&��� "8��� ���� N����0, ��8�	� 
"���8��	 ����	 ���� ���`�� �"���0। ���-'�	� F�g3�	 63�8�� ������ ���������	 
����� 
��@���� ��/�� ��	�� /��8���0। 

��5�3&������	 ��&S F-���8 "���8�� '�	� �����= i�& ������ ��	���0। 6=�� P"��	 K� 
b^'���" '�	� !e�: ��	�� ����� �O�" ��	���0। ��5�3&���� ����$ �	��	 F8�	 �D� �	� 
�?�	 T���� 2�,� ��/��� '�� ��$= K���� �"। 2� '�	� !�	S�	 3& K�"��� �����= i�& 
K������ ��	���0 6�� ��8�	� '�	��� ���� ��	��	 3& F���� ��	��� ;j ��	���0। 

3������[	 ��$��S� ��Q���	 ��� ���Q ��	� ��A��	 �	 2��	 ��5�3&���� �8� '�	� 
!e��:	 3& ����C��� FW�� �����0। ����$ ��5�3&���� �	��	 "���8���� 67 �	�	�8 
��	���0। ��� A ���� 3��$��A 67 �����0 ����� ��	 ��A�� �9���0। 6=�� "���8��	 F�. 
8"�� 2 	�� 2�,� !'�� ��A�� ���। /�� 2��, ����	� ������ �� ��Q�"���0, F�a�& '�	� 
!e�: ��	�� /��	 ��0 8"�� �� �	�:	 ��8��& A ��T$ ��"�� F8� ��/�" �	�। ����� ��B$��S	 
��	 8"�� �� 8� ��8	� �	���	 2 �&����	 2�� 8���� !9�"�� !���� �। ��� ����$ �	���		 
��8� 2�,� 6=�� ��� ��A�� ��� /�� 6p��� �		�{��� K�� K`"	 �=��&। ��� �������� ��  
"���8��	 ��T� ������ ��<���। ��� ����C� A '�	��� ���	�� �������	 3& !8�� 
3��"���0। 2� K���, �	:�T$� ����$ ��� �	�। ��J ����C��	 6���� 	S�� ��8�	 !@8 8"�� 
��k� ��� ��� ��������� �� �	�:	 ����� ���� ��	। ��� ��v�& ��8�	 �&� ��	�	 ��8� 
��C���	 K�� K��9 �"। 
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����	� K3��,	 9�Z,0O�� !�� ����C��	 ������8� ���'�� /��	 K/��� ��O �। ��	���	 
����C��� !<�� �����0 K�, ��8	�e��:	 ��j�� /� ��8��� ��8��& ��	�� A ��T$ 3��"��। 
��5�3&������	 ���� !���	�� ��$= 2 �T� ��<�� ��	 � K�, '�	� ����C� !e�: ��	��। 6T/ 
/��	 �� 2��, ���3����� 	�{ ����C��	 `&���� �	���		 !����� �U� K�� "8� P���	 
����। /��	 ��@��� q���8&	 "8� ���	���। 

���-'�	� �����= !3 ����	 [[,�। ����C� ��C ����= 	��� �� ��	�� i�& ������ 
��	���0। '�	��	 !������� �� 2�� '�	��� 2����� K9�����$: ��	�� ����	 FW�� �����0 
2�� 2�A ���.��@�����	 ‘‘'�	��� 6�������	�’’ ����� '�	��� !e���	� �8���� �/��� 
��	�� ��� ����"��	 �`��	 ��Z�3���0। 

2�T� b^ ���������	 ���.����� ���-'�	� ���� Y� ���� !����	 
�����	 � �, ����/��� 
K�A�� A ��@�� ��/�� �	�" ����$ ��5�3&�����	 !; �S&। "���������	 34���8� F8� ���$��	 
��	�� �&@। 

'�	��	 ������ U���� "�D	� 9�m� ���<	 ���'I 	�{ �`�	 �9���0। ��Z8�	 F�a�& �	:�T$� 
���&�	 �?�� ���������	 
����� ��@�� �� �	�	 3& "���8��	 ��$	�� ��3 ��	���0 �-����$ 
	�{�����	 �B�^ !��$:। �B�,� A ����$ ��.	�{ ��8�	 �T�� �:$��� ��	 �"। ��8�	 "���� 
����C�� !'&=	�: �&���	 2�� ���-'�	� F�g3� ����	 3& ����= 8"�� F'� ��S	 
i�&����	�:	 ‘�P����’ �����0। "����� 3����������	 ��S 6���|� ��4�����	 �� A 
����O� "���8��	 ���w� 8���	 ��8� ��4�����	 8�� ����"��	 3& "8�	� F�Q�� ��O�� ���9���0। 
!	 2" �8- ���3	 3& ���-'�	� ����� 6����$ ��	�� K����" "8���	 �S&। �M �	��	 
"�D	� 9�m��� ��8���	 2" ��	���� ����� �	�	 3& K/^� ��	���0। ��J "�D	�3�	 �Br��	 
���0 �M�	 /�� �&T$ 8"���0। �B�,�	 ������ 8�T ���8�A ������ �	�� ���	 �"। 2" P" K��� 
�������� ��>�� "�D	�3�	 K/��� K/��� 3���� k�� ��������9:A ������ ��	�� ���	 �"। 2" 
��$��� "�D	� ��8���	 �� 	 3���� ���� �  ��	 FT�� 6T�� 6& K�8 �� �	:�T$���	 '�	��	 
[��O /���"�� ���� 2� "���8�� ���8� ������0 '�	� �	:�T$���	 �`�	�� �����0 �, �	:�T$� 
���&� �B�^	 ����V �	: �	�"�� �����0 '�	��	 ������ ��8�	 �`�		 `�� ���������	 ��B� 
���&�	 K/8�	�,� ���<	 K/��� !	A b^ 8"���0। 

��J ��5�3&����	� 8�� 0��O��	 ��� �। ��8�	� '�	� F��8����� ��� ����"��	 /e�= 8"�� 
��	�� ��ZO�� �"। �����'��� ����$ ��.	�{ %� �S l��	 �?��&	 67 �	�	��8	 ��"��� ����� 
��	�� �~�� ���� ��3�	 K/^� ��	���0। ��J �����,� 2�� K����'�. ����C��	 K��C 	�{��	 
���&�� 67�7 2��� ���� �	�	�8 ��	���� /�����0। 

 

 

------------ 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�������� 
�M�	 v��� A ��� K_�8	 

�� ����� 
#� ��$� #�� ���&� 

#� �l��(	, #*+# 

����������������������������    

�M�	 v��� A ��� K_�8	    
�������� ���.	 n�	���=। L��� �8	�� �e�����. �	�	 3& ����� ��� /�����0। 

���������	 ���, 8"�� 8����	� �e�� ���� �	�	 2" /?O�= ��@���	 ��8?��$ �M v��� �����0। 
!e�:��	� "���������	 34�/e�� ��� �m ��	�����	 ��	���$ �M '�	��	 ��j�� vw�	 
�����0। 34� "��8��	 ��, /�(��	� ��A K���c-2	 /� ��	 K���	।  

��������� �	���	 8C�S��	 3& �M �	��	 ��4����9�	 ��� K_�8	 ��Q�"�� �����0। 
2"'��� ����� �����	 9����, ����� !3 �M �	��	 @8 ��	���0। '�	��� '� K���"�� A 
v��� ���� ��������� �e	 ��j�� �����.	 6�'���� ��/�� �	�" "8�	  �S&। "8� �M 
���8���	 ��	�� K���। ����� �8�����	 �	 #*�� ���� "����	 ����	: ��$�/�	 ��� !����=� 
��9�	 A '?��&��9�	 !���	�� K_�8	 ��Q�"���0�। K���� K����l� ��$�/�	 ��� #*�% ���� 
�� K_�8	 8"�� i�j�� i�& ���"���0�। ��S: !���	��	 ���'I K��� 9:����� �	���		 �� 
[,���	 3& K�����	 ����� ��	 ��	 K_�8	 ��Q�"���� !3 
��� ���������� !Z��O[�	 
9���,���� ��	�	 3& ��� K_�8	 ��Q�"���0। ���������	 ��	�� ��4����9�	। ��J 
��� 
���������� 9�� �,���� ��	� ��8�	 6���&। ���A ��� K_�8	 ��Q�"��	 ��0� ��8�	 !	A 2��, 
F�a�& 	�8���0 ��8� 8"� 
���� ���������	 �	��	�� '� K�����। 23&" ���������	 ����$ 
�9�	���	 �	��g� ���� A F���		 3& K_�8	 ��Q� 8"���0 ����� ��`�" 9��8���0। K���� 
����C��	 �	�/� �'B�� �8�		 ����$ �9�	���	 ���� 6���	: �	� 8"���0 K���� ��������� 
K_�8	 ��Q��� K�? ���������	 L��� �8	 8"�� 6&�& ������ ������	 K�'��� ����� 6���	: 
�	� 8"���0 ��8�	� K� ��T K� K9� �? ��8���	 F�a�& �n���, !����$�: "���8�� �T�� 6���� 
�����0� ��J ��	 �� ����"���0। ��� K_�8�		 9������ ����C� �	��	 F����	 ��8� ��	��	 
K[��:�� F��� ��	���0।  

�T� F�a��&	 �T� !�9" ������0। 6�	���� ‘��9�3	 ���[’	 �� K��C /� "���8��	 �S 
�"�� 3������	 �	��g� ��	��� !	 �����-2	 K����	 '�	����	��� ��-�� /���"���0। 
���������	 ���. ��@���	 ��� ��� ��j��/�	: ��	���0। 

K��T�� K9� ��8�	 �O �O ��5�3&������	��� ����। ��� K_�8�		 2" 9�������� /� �	� 
K�? !�	� /��� ��	 ��3	 /	��� K�� ���� ���। K���	 6�����& 6�� ��"A��� ����$ [�Z�, 
��8�	 K/��� ��O �, K/��� ��O ��������� '�	��� i��&	 6�'��। ���$ ��5��3&��� ��"A�� 
��� ��	�� 	������0। ��" ��� 3����� A �	��g� ��	��� ��8�	 9����3� ;� �। ;� '�	� ��� 
����C��	 2�,� 6�� ��� ��	�� ����0। �8� /��� ��8�	 ��$�� K��	� ����$ ��5�3&����	 
9�������, ��	� ��	���0। 

��" ����$ ��� K_�8�		 9������	 ��8� ��� ����"�� /� '�	��	 Fg	 �����= ����� 
i�& K������ �	�	 F��&�9 ����0। ����� /�� i�& /���/��	 ��0� '�	��� �����"� �	�	 
P	�'��m 	�8���0। 
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#� ��$� #�� ���&� 

#� �l��(	, #*+# 

 


��� ���������  �	��	 ������� 
!3 2�T� !	 �����	 ����3 	��� � K�-9:�� A ���3���	 !��$�� ��� 	�����" 2 

K���	 �B��, U���, 0�� A ���� 
�����	 �O�"�� 3�� �����0। 3�� 0�O� K�� 3�� 8� �� 
K��� 9:�� A ���3�� 0�O� 
�����	 K�� 6T& 8� �। �B��	� ������ ��	���0 2���	 ��	� 
3�� ��"��, ���,	 &��& �?�& ��"��, ������	 ����3�� �3�����	 ��� �����, [�� �	�A��� A 
6&�& P$���	 8�� 8"�� ���. ��"��। U��� �� ��	 K� ��	 �Z/�	 �� &��& �3��	 �"��। 0�� 
'��� 2��	 ��	 K����O�	 �����9 8"��। ���� ��  ��	 2��	 ��Z	 /���	�	 ��p� 8"��। 2� �T��-
!3 2 K���	 �B��, U���, 0��, ��S�, �B�, 	-�	�, l�.�	, ��		�3, K������	-�&����� 
�	M�A���� KS���3�	 !���	 3����	: '������0-���	� 2���	 �����	  �� ��Z�/�� �T� �����	 
6����	 ��"�। ������ �����	 �� ��Z�/�� K�A�� A ��Z�� �T� �����	 6����	 K�A�� 2�� ��	 
�T� �� ��3 �	� 2"-" 8"���0 9:�� A ���3���	 ��	��$। 2" �S&�� ���� 	�����" !3 
!����	 !9�"�� ��"�� 8"��। 9:�� A ���3��� ����� ��	�� ���3��� 2� ���` K�_Z0� ��� 
� ��", !����	 �� ��$��� ��3 ��	�� ��"�� 8"��। 

�T� ��$����T� ��$����T� ��$����T� ��$���    

!; �&�p� A ���$����!; �&�p� A ���$����!; �&�p� A ���$����!; �&�p� A ���$����    

####। । । । 6666====�$�$����� 3���� �	���		 
Y��$�$����� 3���� �	���		 
Y��$�$����� 3���� �	���		 
Y��$�$����� 3���� �	���		 
Y�    

�) ���������	 ���. ��@��� ��e�'��� 6$�@8:��	� ����?�8	 ��������	 �"�� �	��	 9Q 
��	�� 8"��। 

�) 	��{	 ���� �&�p� K����l�, ������ 2�� ��8�	 ����'�	 ���&9: ��	/�� ��	��। 

����� ��@��� 6�@8:��	� ��N�� ��B$� "8�	� ����� 8"��। 

9) � ��	��� ��b^'��� K[���� ��� �	���		 ��� C�	 6��	: ��	�� 8"��। 

[) �	��	� ��p ��$/�	� 2�� 
���g�����, !��-
���g����� �	��	� ��p�	 ��p ��$/�	� A 
����	: ��$/	� 2�� ��$��/� ��������	 ��& 8"�� �������	 ��8W��		 3& F���. ���� ���� 
�p	 ��	�� 8"��। 

c) ��� C�	 K�� T��, �8����, �3��, ��'�9 2�� 3���� C�	 6=��$����� ���� ���� 
�?��$	 �� /���� T�����। ���������	 39�:	 
��T$ ��p ��$/�	� A ����	: ��$/�	���	 ���$��$�8 
��	�� 8"��। 

/) ����C� �	���		 ��$���	 ���?�� A 9:���	��� !", 6�l$&�� 2�� ����$��	 (K[��:�) 
��&�8�	 ��	�� 8"��। 
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0) �����	��� 2�� �������	 ��/��		 3& ����� !���� p�� ��	�� 8"�� 2�� �������� 
�:� ��	�� 8"��। 

3) ���.�������	 ��	V�?:$ ��3, ��8� A �&��9	 
��B���� 2�� �\& ��	WB� �	�	 �&�p� 
��	�� 8"��  

����। । । । �	:�T$���	 ��$��� �	:�T$���	 ��$��� �	:�T$���	 ��$��� �	:�T$���	 ��$���     

�) �	�T$���	 �`	�"�� �"��	 3& '�	� A ���$� �	���		 �8����9��� F���. �����3�Z 
(K��9����9) �&�p� ��9�Q� ��	�� 8"��। 

�) �	:�T$���	 !<�� ��� A �	��� ��&���$�	 ���g ��� �	:�T$� ����	 A �	:�T$���	 
!C��N���� ��$���� ����,N���� �`�	 ��"�� 8"��। 

�) 
 
 2����� �	�T$���	 @8�	 ����g F���.'��� ��9�Q� 6'&T$� �&�p 9�O�� ������ 
8"��। 2"�� 6'&T$� ����, ��$���� �'�g�� 8"�� 8"��। 

[) �	�T$���	 p��	 6p��	 ���g K`	- ��A��	 �&�p� �	�। 

c) �	T$���	 ��$����	 3& ��8��& ��9�Q� �	�। 

/) ���3�������� �����$ ��9�Q� �	�-6�T, �����, �B�, 2�� �4� �&�.��	 	S:���S:। 

0) 3�� K����, K3�	�?�� ��O� ��� 2�� 2� 2����	 K��� 6& 2����� K3�	�?�$� 6���	: 
��Q�	'��� ���� �	�। 

%%%%। । । । ���& ��	�8���& ��	�8���& ��	�8���& ��	�8    

�) K���	 6'&=	 A ���8	 8"�� ���& ��@�8	 ����g 2�� ���'I 2����	 ����3 6����	 
"8�	 �����	 3& �	��	�� �	��	� ��p� p�� A ��9�Q� ��	�� 8"��। 

�) �3���	:, K/�	���	���	, ���`���3�	 KS�� ��Q�	 ���C���	 �&�p� ��	�� 8"��। 
K/�	�/��� ��m	 3& ��Q�	 ����-���� !�	�� ��	�� 8"��। 

9) ���& A 3����	�:	 ��S 6��	8��$ ��&���	 F���. �?�& ��Z���� ���� 8"�� K� F-����9: 
��8���	 ��:&	 &��& �?�& ��"�� ���	। 

[) �T�	��� `����,� A ��3 ���	 �����	 ���S �&�p� @8 ��	�� 8"��। 

c) ��	, ��,��� ��� A ���&	 K	�9 ���	� ����	 �&�p� ��	�� 8"��। 

�। K��9����9 �&�p� ����K��9����9 �&�p� ����K��9����9 �&�p� ����K��9����9 �&�p� ��������������������    

�) ��� S��@C ���� �D	, �O�, K���, !'&=	�: K_ /��/�, ,���$��, K����	� K	� ��", 
6���( K�	��� ��	�� 8"��। 

�) ��������	: �8 A ����8�	 3& ��� K�-�	��	� �	��	� ����8 �	���		 ��B$�V 
�"�� 8"��। 2�� 6����( /��� ��	�� 8"��। 

9) K,��@�`, K,���`�, �,�����F���� (K,�����9����9) 2�� l�� �&�p 6����( �������� 
��	�� 8"��। 
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[) ��������	: A ��� �8�	 3& �	��	� ��	�8�	 '�O� ���	� �� '�9 ��� ��	�� 8"��। 

��������� ��$� ��8���  ���� 2��  ���� K�� ��A�� ��� F8�	 �&�p� ��	�� 8"��। 

/) K	�lA A K,���'� K�¡ /��� ��	�� 8"��। ��$���� F���^� ����,	 ���$� K������� 
K	�lA K,���'�� �/�	 ���$ /���"�� 8"��। 

����। । । । ������� A ����� �/�	 ���&�������� A ����� �/�	 ���&�������� A ����� �/�	 ���&�������� A ����� �/�	 ���&�    

�) ��� 34�/e ��T$��	� A �8���9� ������� A ����� �	�	�8 ����� 2�� 6&�& ����� 
A ����� �/�	���&� ���3��� ��	�� 8"��। ���������	 
�T$���	��� ��������� K� ��� ������� 
��$��� /��� 	�8���0 K�N�� ���� ��	�� 8"��। #*+# ����	 ��K� ��/$ ����	� 3�=�	 !e��	 
�	 �������N�� K� ��� ������ 8"� K� ��� K�N���� !	 �����	 6���� K�A�� /���� �। 

����। । । । ��P&� �	�	�8 ��P&� �	�	�8 ��P&� �	�	�8 ��P&� �	�	�8     

�) ��� S��@C ��P&- K�¡ K�	��� ��	�� 8"��। 2�� ��P&- �	�	�8 ��" ��	�� p�� 
��	�� 8"��। 

�) ��P&- K�¡ /��� 	���	 3& �&�p 6��( ��	�� 8"��। 

9) 9&�� �	�	�8 ��	�� ��	�� 8"��। 

++++। । । । ��S��&�p� ��S��&�p� ��S��&�p� ��S��&�p�     

�) ��T��� 2�� FG ���&���, ���3 ��<���&��� 2�� 6&�& ��S� ������ 6����( ��S��� 
���$ ;j ��	�� 8"��। 

�) 3���� ����3�	 F����9� 2�� 
��� ���������	 !��-!��¢�	 F����9� ��Q&�?/�	 !; 
������ ��	�� 8"�� 2�� 6����( F8� /��� ��	�� 8"��। 

9) #*�* ��� 8"�� 3���� ���. !�D��� 6��@8�	 3& K� ��� 0���	 ��S�3���	 
S��@C 8"���0 ��8���	 KS�� ����� ����/� ��	�� 8"��। 

[) ���B'?��	 ���.	 ��@��� 6��8:��	� ������	 KS�� ��8���	 6�&� /���"��	 3& !�T$� 
�8��&�8 ����� ����/� ��£��। 

/) ���������	 39�	 
��T$	 ��j�� K� ��� ��S�, 6�&��� 2�� ��S���'�9 A 
��S�������	 6&�& ��p ��$/�	� !��� A "���8�� �	��	�� �8����9�� ��	���0 ����� ���: 
��A�� ��"� ��8���	 ��Q�	 �� 2�� ���C���	 �&�p� ��	�� 8"��। 

����। । । । ���� A '���9� ���&��[����� A '���9� ���&��[����� A '���9� ���&��[����� A '���9� ���&��[�    

���� A '���9� "�&��� ��$���	 ��~�������	 ��j�� j���� ��O��� 8"��। ��$�� A '���9� 
���&��[���	 	S�	 3& �&�p� 6��( ��	�� 8"��। 

*। �����	��� 2�� ����� 

�) �����	��� A �������	 ���� 2	 3& ��p� p�� ��	�� 8"��। 

�) �����	��� A �������	 ���C���	 3& ����� !���� p�� ��	�� 8"��। 
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9) �����	��� A �������	 ���g ���3��� ��	�� F8� 	��{	 ��, 9��� 	����� 8"��।  

2"'��� ����B� @��& �B��3�� '?��8� �B����	 ���& ������ ��	�� 8"��। 

#R#R#R#R। । । । ���.���8����.���8����.���8����.���8�    

�) 3���� ���. ��@��� 6��@8:�� 3���� �>� ����� 
��B�� ���� 8"�� 2�� ���.���8�	 
����, ���& K� ��8�	 2" K�� K���	 F���. 
��B�� ��।  

�) ��S����'	 3& ���.���8� �j:��	 ����� ������ ���� 8"��। 

9) ��8�����	 3& ��	W�	 ���	 	��� �/� ��	�� 8"��। 

[) ��$��� ���.���8��� ���	� �j��	 ���������	 ��7 ���8� A ���������� K��9���	 
"�� ���� ��	�� ��8���	 @8 ��	�� 8"��। 

##। 3
�p&     

�) ��� 8�������, K��l�&�� ���3 ��?����, @�� A �8�		 ��; 
�p&���¡ 6����(  �� 
	�� ��3 ;j ��	�� 8"��। 

�) ��� �	�	��8	 ����3 ��,�"��	 3& ��� ��� �¤� �����	��� ��$S� ��	�� 8"�� 
2�� 6��&" F-��� /��� ��	�� 8"��। 

[) 3�� 	S���	� ��� !����	 3& 6����( �&�p� 6��( ��	�� 8"��। 

#�#�#�#�। । । । �������� ���&� �������� ���&� �������� ���&� �������� ���&�     

�) 2��, 6=$��$����� ����� @8 ��	�� 8"��। 

#%#%#%#%। । । । ��$���� ����,��$���� ����,��$���� ����,��$���� ����,    

�) K3�� 8"�� ;j ��	� "F�� C�	  ��� ��$��� ��$���� ����, 9Q p�� ��	�� 8"��। 
F��	 ��:$� �S& 63$�	 ���g �	���		 ������ ��p��� p��� ��$���� ����,N��	 ��$���� 
�8����9�� A �	���$ @8 �	� F�/� 8"��। 

 

�n��� ��$&����n��� ��$&����n��� ��$&����n��� ��$&���    


��� �����	 Y��	��
��� �����	 Y��	��
��� �����	 Y��	��
��� �����	 Y��	��    

(#) K� 2� K���, K������ ��� i��&	 ��$	 6�&�/��	 ��8���	 ��:��� ���B'?�� K`���� 
������� �m�	�{ '�	� A ���$�� !U� @8 ��	�� ���& 8"���0, ��8���9�� �?:$ ��$���	 ��8� K��� 
�`	�"� !��� 8"��।  

(�) ���������	 
�����	 �O�"�� ����" b^'��� K������0-!���	��, /� 6&�& �����, 
	�{ !����	 ��� P��� ��	�� !�����0। ��8���	 A ��8���	 2�3� ������ ��9, 3����� 
"����, K3��� "����, ��-�l-�� 2�� /	� ����¥���	 ��j�� K�������� ��$��" vZ����	 T����� 
8"��। 
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 (%) 2" /	� �����	 ��� K� �� �m�	�{ ('�	�, 	�����, K����� A 6&�& ���3����� 	�{) 
!����	 ���'I'��� ��8��& ��	���0, ��Z8���	 ��� �B�s T����� 8"��।  

(�) 
��� ���������� 9�O�� ������ 8"�� 
��� �3������ 	�{ �8����। �����v�&, "8� 8"�� 
2��, ���&���		 ��$�	��S 	�{ 6T$�- ��� ���$	 ��� 6����	 T�����। 

(�) ���$���� 8"�� ���$�'_�-39�:	 ��$��/� ������	�" K�� ��� ��	��। �����W	�" 
K'�, ���� ���	��। ��$�/ 8"�� ��.। 

(�) ��/�	 ��'�9 ��� ��'�9 8"�� �BT� 8"��।  

(+) 	-�	� 3���-��$ ���$���� ����	 ��� 6����	 T�����। 

(�) �	��S A 
��� i������ ��� @8 ��	��। '�	� A K���'��, "F�� �'B�� 9:����� A 
����3����� 	�{ 2�� ��& 
��������  K��N��	 ��8� ���&	 ���$ 9�O�� ������। ���<	 ���'I 
K���	 
����� ��@�����	 
��S ��ZO�"��। ���m, ����/, ��Q� �'B�� ����O� ��� 3���	 ��8� 
i��� ��$� 9�O�� ������।  

(*) ��5�3&���� ��.��?�8	 ��8� K��Y� 6�� /��. ��	�� �।  

(#R) K���	 2� K/�,�� �B8- ��Z�3�����	 6����	 ��$ �	� 8"��। '�	� A �?� ��� 3�����	: 
��	�� 2��/�,�� ��Z�3��� 9�O�� F�Q�� ���� �। K0�, A ��k�	� 3���� 6T$H��� ��$��� F-���8� 
��	��। �&�w, "��A�	�, i������ ���:3& 	�{��g �	� 8"�� ।  

(##) '?��	 ���$�G ���� ��$�	: ��	��। 6���	. �������	 �T����9& S���?	: ����। ��O�� 
3�� 9	�� A '?��8� �B����	 ���& ���	: ��	��।  

(#�) U��� ��$/�	���	 K¦l "F���	 6����	 A &��& �3��		 ����� ���� ��	��। KS� 
�3�		�  ��8��� ��3 ��� A &��& �3��	 ��� �?�& �B���� ����	 ���&�p� ��	��। 

(#%) ��, ��� A /� ��� 3�����	: �	� 8"�� 2�� �B�� ��8��� ���,	 &��& �?�& ��� ��8�	 
��C� �&�p� ��	��। 6&�& �B����:&	 &��& �?�& �B���� ����	 ���&�p� ��	��। 

(#�) �������	 ���g ���3��� ��	��। 

(#�) ��� A �&�. 
�����, �'������ A ��9Q �	�	 ����� T�����। 

(#�) 39�:	 �������� T�����। 

(#+) ��S� �&�p��� i�s��� ��� !������	: ��	��। ���B'���" 8"�� ��S�	 ���&�। 

(#�) ���$3� 6H���� ��S�	 ���&��� C	 ��$= /��� ��	�� 8"��। 

(#*) ���	9	� ��S�	 ����		 F�	 NjV ���� 8"��। 

(�R) 3���� ���.���� 6��@8:��	���	 �T����9& ��$��� A 
��B�� ��� ��	��। S��@C 
��	��	�9$�� ��8��& ����। 
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(�#) K�����. 
��� ����� 9Q�	 K/^� ��	�� 8"��।  

    

�B��� ��$����B��� ��$����B��� ��$����B��� ��$���    

���3�����3�����3�����3��    
2 ��9 ���3 �� Fg	�:	 ��9। P���	 ���'I K�� ���'I ��T ����3���	 ���� !9�"�� 

/�����0। �������� A ��	 �3
 ��T" ���3���	 ���� !9�"�� /�����0। ��� !����	  !3 
K��� A ��/�� ���3�� ��$�� vZ����	 T����� 8"��। K���	 K�� ����� ���� 8� �, ��� 
K0��	 �� K�� ’�§���/’ 8� � K��� i�s��� ���3�� 0�O� 6& K�� ���3�� A ���&���		 
���3�� �।  

2 ��$��� !����	 ���3��� Fg	: ��$�� ��$�?/� ��� 8"��। 

 

 

 

------- 
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���	������	������	������	���    ����������������������������    ���	����	����	����	�    

�������� 

6'�&�� 

��. ����� 

#� ��$� #� ���&� 

�R K��¨(	, #*+# 

�������  

6'�&��6'�&��6'�&��6'�&��    
��.�����	 �T� ������� ��m,� ����� ��� �8��" �� ��O K9� 2��� 2��, �����	 

�����	 �34���� ��4��� 3���	 �� K�� "��8�� K" ? 2" K�� @����	 	���0, ���	����	 
	���0, `	�����	 , 2� �� "��	3��	A...... 

���,� �0� ��$�/ �¤�� ���। 3H� 	�3���� �m�	 i�Q����� ����0���। !����	 !���/& 
�����	 K�¡��D� �0���-��4��� 3���। ��J ���A �����	�,	 �3s����� ��Q� �������� �ª�g �	�� 
���	� K�F। ��	: �����	 "��8�� A ��4��� 3��� ��� b^ �0��� � ����। 

6T/ '�	��A ���	� ��4��� 3���	 ���&��	 "��8�� 	/�	 ������� K�	� 8�� ����- ��«" 
��	 �?/� 8��। "���8�� ��Z ��	 ��o��� ���&���8�	 n�	� �����	 ���� �3	��8� 9:8�&� A i����/� 
/����� �B�T��	 ��� KT�� ���� ��	 ���� /�"�� ���������	 �g���। ��J 	.�� 8�� K3�9 FQ�� 
���������	 39:। K������	 6�¬�	�S�� ��9_	�� 8�� Fg�:$। 6'�&�� [,�� 2� �� 3���	 ��	 
2���� ��	/�� ��4���।  

!3 K�" 3���	 3 8���0। q�&, ��8�, A ��@��� ������ ��Z	� 6�	��3�। ��Z	 	/� ��	 
/���0 ��3��	 ���&��	 "��8��।  

�����8� ��.�����-
��� ��4��� 3���	" 2� �®
	। ��" ��	 /��	 ��T K������ ���S� 
��4��� 3����� �U� 6�'��� 3���� ��	 ���� ;j �	���। 

           
 -3� ����� 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
*��.������ �����8�। �������� ���. ��@�� ����, K3��	 �'$�� 
��� ������। ����� ��	���	 �'����� !��� 8���� 

��!�� ��। '�	��� ������ !��a� ��	�3�� "���� । !��� 8���� ��B$� ��.����� K�� KT�� ����� A ������। '�	��� 
�Q��� ���° 2, 2� K/_��	�, ��	�9o, !���। 
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���	������	������	������	���    ����������������������������    ���	����	����	����	�    

����� 2����� 
����C�� ���� 6/� 

��. ����� 
#� ��$� #� ���&� 

�R K��¨(	, #*+# 

   

����� 2����	 ��������� 2����	 ��������� 2����	 ��������� 2����	 ����C�C�C�C�� ���� 6/�� ���� 6/�� ���� 6/�� ���� 6/�    

���3�9	 8�� ��<C �?�� 3�� K9� K�-��& !9� �	:�T$�	� ���- K�� ��0� �� !�9 KT��" 
����C� �	��	 ��������� �/�	 �	�0�� K� ��� ��«" ����	� ����	 6��� [,���। ��J 
������ 8�� L���, ������8, `�	���	, ����,, ������, /¦@��, 	�3��8� 2�� 	���	 KT�� K� ��C 
��	 ��A�� K9�0, ���� K��� ��� K� q ��� K3��	 �	��	� 6�`�, ��0�	� 2�� !����� ���	� 
�� 3�	 K��� ��$/�	� ���3 K��9�� ��	�। 3H� �	�T$� ��� K� �̀	���	 �8�	 !����� 
2�3 ��/�	�A K"-;����� P"3 ����	� 6�`��	 !����� ��3 /����� ����। 2��	 ���0 
2�A ��/��		 3& K�� ����� !���। 2 6�p�� �,E� ���	 p�� l�� ������� 9'$	 �	�� K�� 
��	��$ ��	��S� 8�� �। 	����		 ������ 3�� ��� K� 2����	 33 A ����` ������ K9�0। 
����3 6��4��� 6�`��	 ����9 �	� 8��। ��J K����	 !p� �`�	 !��0 �।  

L���� ��&�S��$�	 ���	�: ���� K�-K�����	 6��4��� �&�����	� �&��� N,���	 ���� !�0। 

K����0����	 ��	� �?��$" �	�/��� p��=	 ��	�0। ��4���	� K�� 6��4��� K����� �� �। 

 

 

---------- 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

	�3���	 A ���= ����, ����� 
2��, K���� �/�Q 

��.����� 
#� ��$� #� ���&� 

�R K��¨(	, #*+# 

((((2��, K���� �/�Q2��, K���� �/�Q2��, K���� �/�Q2��, K���� �/�Q))))    

	�3���	 A ���= ����, ������� 

��	�3 F�a��	�3 F�a��	�3 F�a��	�3 F�a    

3���� ��o��� �,E�	 9O� 	�3���	 A ���= ����,	 ���&��	 ���0- !����	�� '���� /��� 
�, K� !��	� A !�	� 2�" ���������	 6������। ���������	 ���� !3 2� /	����� ���। 
�B�T��	 "��8��� 6� 6��-����	 �3	 6�" !�0। �	��S ������ ��$��S���	 ���, �8,��	 
"v����	 F�	 K� 6�&�/�	 ��	�0� ���������	 �	�8 39�:	 F�	 ��o�����	 6�&�/�	 ���� 
0��O�� K9�0 6�� !�9। ��� ���� ��� �?��$A ����	�� ��0����&� ���� 2� ���$	 �m� !�� 
'�" ��� �� �	��� !3 A	�A ��o�����	 !�� K/8�	� K��� ��k�� K��	�0 ��	� ‘'�"’ �- ‘/	� 
�±’। A��	�� '�������� ��� � ;�� [B:�" �	� ���। ��� A" K�"����	 �� K�� 8�� !��0। ��	: 
��Z/ ��� �?��$ �����	 ���� �	7 A 6�8�� �0�। 2�� K�3&" K���9�, ,&��� "�&��� ��	:�7 ���� 
��	� ���������, 3��O 	�.	 K8������� K����0 ��o��� ���&	�। 2��	`�'��� ��	�0 ��, ��$: A 
��²। 

!3��	 �������� ��J K�" ��/$ ����	 6�8�� �������� �8। 69�:� ��4��� ���� ������&� 
��S� ��	 K��9 ���� ���.�`_�3। ���.�`_3�� ��	 ����0 P3$�। ����	 6@9�� !3 P�$�	। 
8����	 ��o���	� 6� ��.���� �8 K�, !���	��	 �'��-�� ����� `	�����	 !��3	��� ����	 
&�� ��������� �0�		 �	 �0	 ��� /����� K��� ��	��।  

'�� ��o���	� 2� !	 �������� ���� !��0 �। K� !��	� !����	 '�" 8��A A��	 
/����� ��k�� ��	�0 �? A	� ���.�`_�3	 N��	 ���� 	�3���	 A ���= ����,	 K�(	9:��" 0��O 
����। ���.�`_3 67��� ����� ���" !3 ����j� ��o�����	 ��	�V	 �������� ��� K9�0। 
������� ��3�� K������	� �`³ ���$�� !����	 
3��� K� A	�। 

����8� ����	 �	 KT�� !3��	 ��o�����	 ��9 ��$= ��� P"��� �0	- !����	 K�8 �D�� 8��� 
K��	 �����9 ����। ��" A	� K'���0� !�	� ��c9���	� A��	 �m���	 '��" ���V 
���	 ��	 
K���।  ��J !3 A	� ��k�� K��	�0, K�9�, �,$�	, 2�, 2�, �3- "�&��� !�¬��7 !����	 K���	 
�����। A��	 ��3 �/�-�/�" �'�$� N�� ��	�0।  

�AP��, ��̀ �� ��8��� �'B�� ��$�&����� A ����	 ��$�	 "���8�� ��Z A �,���� ��Z- 2	 
`���������� �����	 ������ !�	� ��� 8����-K9������	 ����। �T� "�� !����	�� A	� }�� 
�	�� ���	। �����	 �� K����	 F�	 ���-��	 �	�� ���	। A��	�� ��� K�" �;�� �� ��	�0 
A��	 !��8। ��J !�	� K���0 !����	 !��8 2" 6�&�/�	���	�� ��� ��	 !����	 K��� &��-
��� �����	 K�_�`� !����	�� ����। 2�� K�3&" 8����-����� ��c��� ����	� ��9O� K����	 
���� ��o�����	 K� !�¬��7 ���� ;�� 8�&�" ��	 /���0 �� �, A��	�� 3&�= ���O�A ��	A ��� 
!��0। 
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����C��	 ��$���, i�&���&� ��� % �S। 2	 ���& A��	 ��a��� K��8����� "��������, 
���8�	 "�&��� �8	N��� 2�� ���� ����C��	 ����= 2���� 	S� A ��Q�-����/ ��m���	 �����8 
���	 3& � �S �� 8�3�	 i�& A��� K������ 	���� 8���0। ��������� 2��0� +� 8�3�	। 
��J "�����& �+ 8�3�	 8�� K9�0 ���। 6���^ �� 8�3�	 ��0���	� ��9� � ����	 6�	� ����	 
���& ��	 �� ��"� �?�	 �� K����	 8��� �����	 ���²� ,���, 6����	 A 6&�& ��&��� ��3��� 
���� !�� K�� �?�		 �T� ���²� ���@� K����	 A K��, K�Z�� K	�� �?v��$	 3&A 2���	 ��U���	 
�����9 ���� �। K��� ��A��	 	�C�,�A �����w��। ���.�`_�3	 /����$�� !e�: ����	�� 
��4����9�		 6�� 98��		 ���� KQ�� ����। ������	 ������9	 3& �O 6�`���		� ���� 
[�Z�,N��� �O� ��8�	�� K	���0। ������ ��A��	 ��� A	� ��J ���������	 ��� ����� A ��8�	� 
N����	�� ���.�`_�3	 N��	 ����� ����	 ��� ����	 ��``�	�
Y�" K`�� ����। 

'�	� KT�� ��	 ��A�� ����� /��O�	 K� ��8�	�9: ���� ����C�� ��T� N3���	 Q�"A ���� 
�B�T��	 �� /�"�� [���� 6|� 2" �?�$ ������ !�	�" A��	�� '�" ��� p� �����0���। /���	�, 
�&���, 2� �� KS� �����	 ��$= 6�����	 ��	�0���। ��J K�" /	� ��<��[����	�" �����	 ���,	 
��4 ��	�0 K�´���, ���8�	��� 2�� �����	 �����	 F�	 ��	�0 6�T& 6�&�/�	। 

���������	 �&����	 P���	 3�� !3 ����C��	 �D�� ���	। �	7 3����	: 2�� ����� 
��	 �	� ��;��	 ��� ���-����	� ���8� K� /	� 6�&�/�	 �	�0 P���	 "��8��� ��	 K�� 3�	 
K"। 2�� ������$ !3 �B�T��	 �����	 63�� �। ��" ���<	 ��� 3��9� KT��" A��	�� ��E�	 
K�A�� 8�� 2�� K�" 3&" ���&�� 3��� �,E� ��Z�� ����� ����� KT�� ��	�� ��� ��Q�, ����/ A 
��m���	�� ����C� �	�	 '�	 A	 F�	 �����0 "���8�� ��Z। ��	: A����	 3��A !3 ��S�µ। 
'��¶� ���8� ��· ���� �। !�T$� ��� ����A ���� ����C��	 6�p� ���8�। ����C��	 ��$���, 
!��	 ��� �� ,���	 P ,��� �0� ���������	 ��,, /�, ����� A ����� ����� ��c�����	 6�3$� 
i������ ����। ���.����	 KQ��� P ,���	 p�� !, !�A 2� ����	 ����� 3�,�0 �। �����	 ���O 
��� K���, �����	 ��3��	 ���� ����C��	 ����O	 ���N��� ����	 i�	� ���O ��e� �	�� � 
��	�� ���N����� ���� /��� ��9��� ���& 8��। K�� ���� � ��	�� ��o��� ��� U�����	�� 
��"��	�'��� /���	� 8�� �	��C �	� 8��। �	�/�	 ��3��		 !������	� A �O �O �&�������	 
K������'�� !3 !	 K"। K��9��" K�3�3 K'��� 8�� ����। /��� �0�	 9�Q� ��"� ��	���		 
K����:	 �'� K'�4 !3 /�	��	 8�� ���0। ����8���	 ������� 6���	. '��� 8�� �9���0 �m। 
��������� �����3� ����"��	�� !���� [���	 ,���, ���²� [�O, 6����	 "�&��� A ��������	 
6��� ��"��� ����" ���� 	���	 K/^� /��0। K�� A '��� ���� K�� ,�����? 

!��8	 K��8	����� �	�/� A L���	 P	V �� ��" �B�� ����। '�	��	 F�	 ���� !�9 �0� 
#�RR ��"� !	 2� '�	� [��	 A 8�3�	 ��"� ���-'�	� ��� ����� 2" �?	�V	 ���� ��ZO��� + 
8�3�	 ��"��	 K���। !��	� �� ���� ��4����9�	-!	 q ����� ���&	� l��� �	�� !	� 
��9�	। 

 

 

------------ 
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������� 
������	 !8�� 

��.����� 
#� ��$� %� ���&� 

� 6�¸��	, #*+# 

 

������� 

������	 !8��������	 !8��������	 !8��������	 !8��    
9:�3������ �������� �	���		 ������ 3�� ��3Fa� !8�� ��<39: 2�� ���� 

����C�� �3��� 3��	 ������	 ���0 2���� !����� K�� ��	�0। !������ "���8�� 
���	 i�&���8� ��B$� ��������� 6��� 9:8�&�, �	���$��, �,�	�3 A 9B8���8	 �j: �:$� 
���� ����� ���<	 9:������� !8�� 3�����0 �����	 2 3[& 6����� �m �	�� 
	.������ "���8�� ���	 ��j�� j�� ��ZO���	 3&। 

���<	 9:����� "�����&" K3�9�0। ��, �8�����	 9:�®" �¹
�	 !3 !A��3 ����0 
i
	�/�	� "���8�� ���	 �	��� �����	 ��j��। ��J ���� ����C�� 39: 2��� /�� K�? 

�'����'���" �  3��9� ��������� "���8�� ���	 6��� 	8�&� �T� �&��� 6	�3��� ��$�� A	� 
�� A�����8�� �? 6T�� K3�;�" ��Z��	 2 F������? 

��J !�	� 3�� ��	� F���� ����� �������� ����$ ��?:$ 6s �। ��Z	� �����.8�। 

����� �T� ����C� 	�{ �B�^ 8A��	 ��	A ��Z	� K� �����	 �0�� K�" �����	" 	�� K9�0। 
���=/e, ����	 K���	 ��Z�3����-�8� A K
	�/�	� �����9���	 
��T$ K������	 ���&�� ���$	 K��8�" 
���� s�-��s��	 !��� KT�� �	��� �?	�V ��	�� 	��� 8���0 ����	��। 
�����	 /���� �0�	 
��������� ��,��, ��	 �� ���� A��� ��� ��A�� 8���0 ��	 ����0�" �&��� 8���0 ��$�	, ��	, 
��	, ���8�3��� �'��� ���'I K����� ��	�/� ���3/e A ����	 PW���$	 K���	 ��Z�3��� �8� 2�& 
K
	�/�	� ���� K9���	 !���-!	���	 ��� �S K	��" 9	��-3����	: ���� 2�,�A F��B� 8��। 
��	� ��-!� ��-��� 

����C�� 9:���	 K�� '	�� �0��� ��������। ��" ���� ����C�� ���= K9���, ��Z�3��� A 
i
	�/�	� ����/�e	 ����������  2��� '�। !	 K�" K8�� ����C�� 3�¬ KT��" A	� �l'�"l 
2� j� -2	 !U� ��� ����_��� ���� ����C�� �	��� 39�:	 ��� ��� ��c��� �������	� 
���, ������ �, �º��:$	 �8D� �~��� KT�� ��$�=�	� 8���0 ��"  "���� ���$	 ��������N��� 
��� ��	 �। ���$	 3& ���&���		 �8�- ��c��� ��������	 K", "�&��� "�&���। 2" K���A 
3���� ��	���	 ��$�/ 6���� 8��	 �?�$ ��8?��$ "�����	 }3���	� ‘��A���’ ��� ��	�/� `&���� 
	�3H��� ���	 �l�	¸	 �AP�� ���8� (��o��� �� 8�3�	 ������� 8�&�	 �	���	 ���) 
�������� �`	 ��	 ���8��	 K�_�0" ����0��, ��c��� �������	� �����?3� ��	 T���। 

��J �AP�� ���8��	 q �� !��W��	 ��c��� �������	� �� K���� ![�� ����। ;�� 
K�_��� 6�'�" ��	0। ��	: ����	 3�� !�0 "���� ���$	 ���@¥ ��	! �	��` �8��� K��8�>� 
(��)K� ‘�����?-��’ �� ��$��� �� ��� F��� ��	 ����	 !��$'���	 ����� K[��:� �	��A  
��o��� 
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 �� �� !��$'?� 8���0��। 2� �� ‘��	�'3’ ��� 3H� �&��. K������ ���� ��$= 
��	�0���। 2�� A��	 Fg	�����	�	�" K�� ���� ����C�� 39:�� s� ��s��	 !��� KT�� 
���° �?�	 ��	�� K	�� ��Z��	 	�3H��� K/�������� K3�9 FQ�� ����	 �B�^ ��	�0। 3��.�� 
A��	 �O '�। ��J !	 ������ q ��	�, ��.�� [�� ���O�� 	��� �x��	 8��? ��	: A	� 2� 
3�9�� ;j ��	�0 K�। ���������	 ���.��@�� AZ��	�� !��� K�����। 9:�3������ �������� 
�	���		 ������	 !��� !8��A ����	 ��� K��� K�_Z�0�0। ��O� K���	 3& 0,`, �	�0 
��Z��	 �����। ��	: P���	 �3��� 39: 2��������	" ����।  

���� ����C�� ���= K9���, ��Z�3�����8� A i
	�/�	� ����/e !�
�T$ �3�� 	���	 
������� 2� F�� ���। ����	 F�g��	 K[�	 �� ��,�� �� K���� ���� K���	 	�3H��� 
��| �� �,� 6�'�� 8��। ������9: ����	 6��	�/� 6T/ ���S 2�� ��8�	� ��3	� ��O 
	���0 �v  ��/। ��/ KT��" �j: �� `&�� `&�� �B�^�� F��		 ���� ��	� ������। ��J K�F" 
K,� K����	 3& 2�9�� !��� � ���� � F�Q 2���। 

��" !����	 ��<�� ���� ����C�� 39�:	 ��� �������� �	���		 ������	 !8�� 
��� 8�� �।  
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

*K� ���������	 2" 
����� ��@� 
*K'�� K��� ��$�& ��� �j 

��.����� 
#� ��$� %� ���&� 

� 6�¸��	, 
#*+# 

K� ���������	 2" 
����� ��@��K� ���������	 2" 
����� ��@��K� ���������	 2" 
����� ��@��K� ���������	 2" 
����� ��@��    

#। ���� ����C� ���������	 	�3H��� 6����	 8	: ��	�0। 

�। 39�:	 ���& �B�^ ��	�0 6T$H��� P��8 ���। 

%। �����	 ������ A	� e����� ��	" 	���� /��। 

��� "���8�� ���	 ��j�� ��<39�:	 	������ "���8�� ���	 ��j�� ��<39�:	 	������ "���8�� ���	 ��j�� ��<39�:	 	������ "���8�� ���	 ��j�� ��<39�:	 	���----    

#। "���8�� �� �8,��	��A �\� �����0। 

�। ��������� 2" ��'-� ���s, 2" B����� 8�&�����	 ���� 6&�� B�����" »� 8�� 
K9�0। 

%। 9:8�&� A }������ ������ "��8�� ��Z3�� �8,���		 �� ����	 6T�� K/�4� �� �� 
i���	��c	 B�����	 ���8���A 2Y� 8�&�����	 ��� ��A�� PW	 8��। 

K'�� K���� ��$�& ��� �jK'�� K���� ��$�& ��� �jK'�� K���� ��$�& ��� �jK'�� K���� ��$�& ��� �j    

#। ���������	 K��� ���&� ���O ��� K���,। 

�। ��������� ����C�� i�& 	���0 �R 8�3�	। ���3" ���&�,� ����C�� i�&�� 2�� #� 
8�3�	 ��c���	 ���T ��� �	�� 8��। 

   --�� �� �x�? 

%। ����, K3��	 K��� ���&� �R �S।  

�। ����, K3��� ����C�� i�& ���&� ��� � 8�3�	। ���	�� �����, (��&��, ����C�� i�&�� 
#R 8�3�	 K����	 ��4 �O�� 8��। 

--K�,� �x� � ��? 

�। ��������� @���	 ���&� �� 8�3�	। 6�2� 2��, @���	 '��9 ��O # 3 i�&। 

�। ���������	 ��. 6|�� ��� �R �S ���� K[�	��`	� �	�0। 

+। ����C�� i�&��	�� ��� % 8�3�	 ��"� �?	V �'I K���	 ��& ���� 6��e� ��	 !��� 8� 
��������।  

  A��	 �$�?� �	�� 8��  /�"- 

q�&, �B¼�� A /	� K��������। ���� ��9Q�	 ���&�� ���.-K����	 2�9�� K���। 

  2 ��$= !�	� %RR  6�`��	�8 �� 8�3�	 ����C�� i�& ��� ��	�0। ����	 �����  

  !����	 �8���	 6���� ���" ����&; #.�R '�9 ���।  

  !�� ��3	 ��$�& ��� �	�0 ��? 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�������� ��T$� �8���& K���। 
��A��� �����, ��A��� K��8�>� 

���8	 

��.����� 
#� ��$� %� 
���&� 

� 6�¸��	, #*+# 

 
�������� ��T$�    

�8���& K���। ��A��� �����    
��A��� K��8�>� ���8	    

���������	 ���O ��� K���, �����	 ���. ��@��� ��$T 3�����0 e��� 39��	 �&�T��� 
����	 ��$Nj �8���& K��� ��। 3����� F������ �8�D	 K�� 3�� ��A��� !��� ����� A 
3�� ��A��� K��8�>� ���8	। �~�� ���� �4 3����� F������ �8�D	 ��'�� 6'&T$� 
�����	 �'����	 '���: ��	�9�o	 ���=� 3�� ��A��� K��8�>� ���8	 ����0, "��8�� �� A 
��Z	 ��	3�`	 K9��� ���������	 K� �&�� 9:8�&�, 	� ��:$, K���: A ��® /����� "�����	 ���$ 
��	 K�� p� K"। !����	 �8��� (��) b^ '���� K[��� ��	�0, ‘‘K� 	�{��� �� �	��	 �3� 
����	�:	 ��&��	 K/^� ��	 � ��	 &��& 6����	 8	: ��	, ����	 ��4 ��<��[����� ��	, ��" 
��	 p� 8����� K9����’’। �� K��3��	 ���& ���/�� '���8 K��3�,�	 ��" 8�����। ��A��� ���8� 
!�	� ���, ‘‘3���� 	�{ ����	 �>��� ��&�T� K[��� �	� KU^�� K38�� 2�� ��3��	 ��:, 
�, �� 	S�	 A �8� 8� ��Z	 �?��& �8���	 �B��&।’’ 

    

  

---------- 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

������� 
K�����8� 

��.����� 
#� ��$� +� ���&� 

## 6�¸��	, #*+# 

�������  

K�����8� 
�������� !3��	 P���� 2� /	� ���� ���। ��c��� 3���	 �S& K���	 
����� 63$ A 

9:�� �����। �l�¸,	 "���8�� �� 9:���	 �± ���� ����C�� ��Z�3��� A ���=�9���	 
������j�� ��	 i�&���8� ��� ��c��� 3����� ��?:$j�� }�� ��	 9:���� �B�T��	 2 6�� 
KT�� �/	���	 K�A��	 3& ����	�	। ��Z/� �	�	 2 ��@��� �����	 ��� ���� ��J q�&��। �B�� 
�3P	 KT�� !	�x ��	 FG��p �	��	� ��$/�	� ��� ��" �����9 ���� 3���� ����C� 
�	���		 ��8� ��� ���$ �&�9 ��	 �������� �	���		 6��� ��$	� ��c��� ��,����9:A 
�����9 ��A�� ��� ��� ����C� �	��	�� ��E�	 ���� ���������	 2" K9_	�3� ��@��� 
����	�D� 8��। ���������	 6���B� 2����� ��� ������ ��9 �¥� �� K9�ZO��¥� ��� 2������ 
����	�� ���� ����C����	 6m ��T$ ��� ��	 K�� 8��� ����	�� 2� i/��&�� 8���0 2�� 
���.�`_�3	 ��3� A ��o�����	 ��� KT�� ���������� ���. K���	 3& K9��� !��	 �	���	 
K��!-�j� ���Q	 �����A !����	 ���0 2�� K�_Z�0�0। 

��J !3A ��0����&� ���T9��� ���������� FG��'���� ��c�����	 ���$���� !����	�� 
�\�3� ��	�p��	 �>��� ��	�0। 3������[	 ��$�� 6������ �������� ��S ���&��	 
��	�p��,� �B�T��	 #%R �, 	��{	 ������9�:	 �>��� ���� �	�	 3& �������� KT�� 2��� 
�����9& ������ 3������[ �9���0। 2�� "�����& �B�T��	 ���'I K�� KT�� ���������	 ��S 
!A��3 �����0 6�� ����V��� �&�.। ��" 3������[ ����� P���	 #%R�, 	��{	 
������9�:	 ���� ��Z�O�� ����C��	 ��S �T� ���	 ��8� ��� ��� "���8��	 p��� ������ 
!9���8�। A��	 �	��	 8��� 2�3 ��c��� �����	। ��Z�3 K�	 �	��� ��8��� !����। 

3�� ��8��� !��	 ��$�� 6�p��� ���¾�: �	�� 8�� ��Z	 	�3H��� 3���	 K9�O� KT��" 
;j �	�� 8�। ��8��� !��	 	�3H��� 3���	 �T� A ��� Nj ��A��� '����। ����C��	 
9:����� !�D��� ��8��� !��	 '?����� ���'I j� �v��	 !�	� K����0। ��8��� !��	 ‘A-
K����’ ����� 2����� �?�$ �����	 6&�� �9����� ����� �0���। �?�$ ����� ( �?�$ ����C� ) 
������9	 �'���� �0�� ��8��� !��। ����C��	 ��$�T� 6��~����� 	�3H��� ����� 
‘9:������	’ ������ K��e,�	� 2�� ����� &���� !A���� ���,$	 K��e,�	� ��8��� !����A 
!�	� K����0। !����	 b^ �	: !�0 #*�% ���� ���� ����C�� i
	�/�	� �����9��� 
����C��	 9:���� �� 9�� �,�� 8�&� �	�	 6��/^�� 	� 2�� 0�� 3�� ����	 ��j�� ��@��� 
���, ��" L���	 �-���� 6&�� 6�'3�� /�-[	 ‘A-�’ K	�C�	�� 6���� 2� �������� 
�`��	�� �����9 �'���� ��8��� !�� ����0��, ���$	 �m" ��� 	�{9Q�	 ��� �'�g 8� 
��8�� �?�$ ����� ��	 ��,�� ������ 	�{ "�D������ 6T�� ���������	 ���9 K`l��	�� T���� 
���	। !	 !`9��C� "	��� ��� ���� ����C� !�	��,  K`l��	� 9�O �����। A�� !��g 
K��T��? 2�� 2���" ¦��3l�। K� 
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��8��� !���� !�	� 2������ 9:���, �9����� A !����:�����		 ��.� ���" ��<�� 
��	 2���0 K�" ��8��� !��	 !�� j�,� A 6� ��'-�-��5�3&��� A ��Z�3����	 ��� 2� 
��B̂ �� �����-K�,� !�	� !��_ 3���� �। ��c��� 3���	 3��-�	: ��@�� ��Z	 ��B� 
K/8�	�,��� ���������	 39: �T� ��<����	 ���0 �8��" ���� �	���। 

����C��	 3�	 ��[$ �� �0�		 ���& K���� ��c����� 3�����[ ����C�� ���������	 
K��j�� ��Q��� 8���0 ��� !����	 3�� K"- ��8��� !�� K�� �?�		 �T�। 2���	 �O `&����� 
��O �B�T���� K��Z�� K���	 3&" 2�,� ������	 ���3 8��� "���������	 3�����	। !	 K�" 
����� K��	 '?�����" �	� �����0 ��8��� !��। 3���	 ���.���'	 �8� ��@��� �� �B� 3��� 
3�� '���� KT�� ;j ��	 ���� ���$���� K0�,-�O ��� 	�3H��� ��$� A ���3��$� ���" 
3���: ��	 ��3 ��	 ����, ��" ��8��� !�� �9���0 3������[ 
3��� A �3 K���	 ��j�� 
i
	�/�	� ��5�3&���� ���� ����C����	 ����� 8�� A��	 ��S ��`�" 9�"�� 2�� 
3���	 
��-��	,� �	�	 3& ��<	�{ �'��। ��8��� !�� 3������[ ��3�� �?�$ �����	 6�����	� ��� 
3��8	 ��	�0 2�� K�,�" K�� ��$�� ��	�p���� ��	 !�� K��9&��। ��	 ���������' �.B��� 
��������	 [,����	 3& !A���� ��9, ���.�`_3 A '�	��� K�����	�� ��	 P��	 ���B� ��� 
"���8�� A �,E���	 ��S ���. ��O� �	�� ��:�: K/^� ��	�0 ���। 3������[ '�	��	 p��� 
������ U� ��	 K�A ��3�� �?�$ ����� ����� 6������ ��� F��� ��	 3������[	 ����	: 
��	��� ��Z	 �.B��� ��������� "���8�� ���	 	�;H�&���8� ��B$� K� 6�T& '���8 ��	�p�� 
�B�^ �	� 8���0 ��	 �j: �:$� �����0। U� K� ��$��� ;�� '�	��	 �9	�� - ��<�'�� 
'�	��	 p��� ������A। ��J ��8��� !�� ���������	" ����D�। �������� ��?:$ ��. 8�� ��8��� 
!��	 ���� �T]^ �������	�� ��o���	� ���9 ��� ���� �। K0ZO� 3����	 ���� ����3 K��� 
���������" K`�� ����- K� �T�,� !����	 3�� K"। ��� "��8�� K� ��8��� !����	 S�� �	�� 
� 2�T�,� !�	� �Br�/�g" ���� ���	। ��	3�`	 �����, ��8�	 A F�O�&�	 ����	 K���' 
��	�3F�a_��	 ���T ��<��[����� ��	�0���, ��J ��8��� !�� 3���	 ��� 2��,��	" ��� 
������'��� ‘K��’ �� K���'	 
�3��� 2�� ��3	 6��� 3���	 ��� ��<��[����� �	��। 
‘'�	��	 �����’ ‘���&�^’ A ‘	�{���	���’ ��� 2" ��8��� !��" ������	 ����C�� ��	�9��	 
��S� 8���0��। ��J !3 ��������� ���. ��@��� /	� ��8?��$ ��	 '����� ���&" 6�&= 
K�������। 2� ��� K�����8�	 '����� ��� ��	�0। ��	 6��B��& [�,�0। ��" !����	 ��	�/� 
��8��� !��	 6� 6��B��&	 3& !�	� 9'�	 K��� ���� �	�0 2�� `&���� �l�¸,	 "���8�� 
���	 ����� ��$�� ��8��� !���� 3���� 	���0� 

 

‘K������	 ��/�	 �	�� ��	� 

!3 K3�9�0 2" 3��।’ 

--------- 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
������� 

����C�� K�� 
�	� ��$�� A !��� ���3 

��.����� 
#� ��$� +� ���&� 

# �'(	, #*+# 

������� 
����C�� K�� 

�	� ��$�� A !��� ���3 

���������, ���� ����C��	 ���T 3��O K��� 8���0��� 2���� ��$�� ��:���� NjV ����"। 
"�� �n��� K�� ���. �0��� � ���A ��4��� ������ ���3 8��`� �����(� 2�� ���� ����C� 
�������, ����,8��`�, ���`�� A ��������	 !��� '���।  

"���� ���$	 �¶	 �eA 
���	 ��	�0 K�, �	�3����� ���$�G ��$��� �����0 "���� ��$। 
����	: 9B8���: KT�� ���8�� ��$= �	�	 ��$��� 
��B�। �8���j� 8�	� ��8>� (��) ��:�। �=��	 
K��8�C 3�	 �����। "���� ���$	 ������ �8�@¥ ��	� ��3�� ��j� 3���	 ��� �O� ���$� 
	���0 �	� 3����� ��T����. �>� K�A��	 3&। ��3	 �����8�� 7� �&��� 6& �	� ���� �	� 
8���0 ��j��	 3&। i��B� ���g�� ����=��	 ���� �&��=��	A A���	�� 
V 
��B��। 2��� 
����	 ���8��� ����	 ���8��� �5�s� ������ 	��3�� A ���S:���&	 ��3����	 ��	�4� /�Z�� 
������ ���	 `�¿��। 8�� 3����� 6���& �'& 39��	 ��$�" �	� 3���	 �� 6����	 
��B�। 

��J �������� }�� �	�	 3& K��	� �l�¸,	 "���8�� ���	 i�&���8� "���� ���$	 6��& 
����� ���$��� 6@�8& ��	 ���'I �����	 6?& �R 8�3�	 �	� !,� ��	 K	���0 ��3��	 ��<$ 
���� /�	���T$	 F�a��& ���3 A ��<���&����	 0��, /���	�3��� ��8��, �����? K�F" A��	 �8�À 
T��� KT�� K	8�" ���। 

"���� ���$	 6���� K���	���'��� 6@�8&��	� ������ ��$�� ��	'���� ‘���`	’। 2�� 
�	�3���	 ����V	 ��� �>� K����� "���� ���$	 2��, �O� 6����। ���	�� ��������� !9� 
"���8�� ���	 i�&���8� ������ �, ���`	। 

2" ���`	��	 ��j�� ��J !����	 !��� ���3 !3 ��$= 2�,� ,�-��A FG�	: ��	�। 
�~�� K� '�9&8� K���9: �� K����	 ����	 KT�� ��	�&.� 8���0 A	� i�T�����$ 6����., 
K	��9 '��9 3�:$��:$ 2�� 9'$���। 2�� K�" K8�� ��	�&.�। "8�	 ��	���S�� !��� ����3	 ��� 
!����	 �3s���� A" '�9&8�	� ��� !����	" 7� �&� ������ 8��� ��8�� !��	� �� �	��? 

6���& !�	� 3�� !��	� ��� �"। "���8�� ���	 �������� ����� ��������� ����� 
	���	 3& ��	�� ��Q�	 ��	U� ��	 ���� !����	 6���। ��$�� 39��	 6&�� !��$ �¤ 
���������	 F�-��$�/� �8��� ��C�� ��	:� �	�	 6��/^�� !��	� 9��[�$। ��J !�	� 
'���� ��������	 ��� "���3� "���� ���$	 KU^ 6��� 9:�7�� }�� ��	�0��� !����	" 
�?�$�?	���	  
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�8�����। ������ ��	�0��� F��"�� 	�3���। A��	 ��T$� !����	 �?�$�?	� !���9: 
!��W�	 ��	�0��� !������� �3����8 (���� !��8	 0���)-2	 �� 2�,� KC�����& "�����	 
���। 2�� 2� ��������� !��	� ����� �	�� /��� ‘!9� 	�3���’’। 2��� '���0 !�	� 
��<�� ��	 ‘!������� �3����8’? 

���$ 8F! A" ���� ���`	��	 ��4 !����	 !	 K�� ���$ K"। K� ���$	 @�¥ !����	�� 
3��O �����0��� A��	 ��4-- A��	 !/�	� ��$ KT�� !����	 K�" ���$	 Y� �'I, !����। ���3" 
������	 /�����	 ��Â ![��� !��	� K��G�	 8�� FQ� A��	 ��j��। A	� !����	 �R 8�3�	 
�ª�� K���	 ��$ :^ ��	�0, 3�� ^ ��	�0, 2�� A��	 9�'$ K	���0 6��B�^। 

 

 

-------------- 
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��4 K8�� 2" ���$�	 ���� 
�����8� ����� 

#� ��$� �� ���&� 
�� K��¨(	, #*+# 

������� 

��4 K8�� 2" ���$�	 ���� 

"��8���	 2" [B:&�� ����	� ��$	��	 ����	 ���O ��� K���, ���. ��9� ��c���	 ��:-`���	 
 �= ���� 
��� A ���$�'_� �������� 3������[	 n�	p 8���0। �F"���$	 3�����[ '�� 
����� ���<	 2��� ����, 	��{	 ��������	 ��� 
����� A ���$�'_� 	�{ �8���� ���������	 

��B��	 ���� 3���� K9�0 ���������	 39�:	 ��$��/$� ������	�। ���������		 ����	��	, 
K�����-����O� 3�����?�8	 
�����	 �����	 ���[���� !���� 3������[	 !3 /	� �	�S�। 
�������� ��  3������[	 ���& 	�{N�� K�� �T 6��( ��	, ��Z	� K�����-��$���� �����	 
�B������.�� 2�9�� !��� ‘�-��’ 	.������ ����	 ���	�3&���� 	:����	 ���0 ��T� � 
�	�� ���<	 ���O ��� K���, ���� �� K���	 3�& !3 6��	 !@�8 6��S� �	�0। 3������ 
2�,� ��$S� 3���� ����� ‘�-��’ S�� A ��k�	� 	�{ 2�� 3�������8	 '�9& ��� ��	8��� 	� 
�B8- ��.��9$	 ���� K���	 0� ���, �������� ��  2��	��	 3�����[ 6������	 ���$����� ��	A 
/�O�= �	�S� 8��। 

K���	 ���,�� ���������	 ��	 ���.�������	 8���� ��" ��Â 8�� F�Q�0, !���� ![�� 
8�'( ��4��� K3���	� ��" ����[�� 2�� ���S 8�� F�Q�0, "���8��	 34� �	���		 ��	��� ��< 
��5�3&��� ��" K������ 8�� !=3$���� !��	 �������� ���&��,�� ����/��� K���	 K/^� �	�0। 
���������	 ��3� 6�&�/�	, 6�/�	 2�� 3���9� K����:	 ��j�� ����	: �����	 "��	 ��3�- 2" 
��C� ��&�, K�� ��5�3&����, F���������, �� F��������� ����� �� ��5�3&���� /�e	 ��, 
����	 8�� ���	 �- �� ���" ��v�&। ��<�� 3���9� ���O, �:$H���& 2�� S���	 F�	 �B8-��	 
��O�?�� ��B$V K�'��� e��" ���� 0��O�� /���0- 2�� K� �&����	 3�����[ 2���� K� K����/� 
'?���� @8: ��	 2���0, ���������	 ��  �� 8Q�- ��	 ���� ����, �3$�� ����$�'� 8Q�- ��	 
�Br�����, ��$���	��� '�	 FQ��, K�� !�� �x�� K�F" ��	 �। ��J ��� ���������	 [,� 
P���	 "��8��� 2��, 6& [,� 2�T� ���" 2�����& 
���	 ��	�0। 2����� 3�	��8� 
��$	��, 	�.	 Ã�� ��¤�&�9� �����	 KÀ�� 2�� �3���� �	���� K���, K���, �����	 �B��&��:�, 
!�	� ���� 
���-���$�'_� 	�{ �8����  ���������	 6'�&�� ��C� ��Q ��&। �B�T��	 ��� �� 
3�����" 	�.	 �?��& 
����� 63$ �	�� 8���0, 2� �� !3��	 �B�T��	 ��.	 !��	 ��.	�{, 
	����� 2�� /��� �x�� �����?��'��� 6�� K��� ��Q�	 A ��Q ��@���	 ��& ���� K��� 
8���0। ��J ���������	 �����	 	�.	 �?�&���� !3 ��<������	 6�8� �����	 �" ��।  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* ��C��8� ������ 9:�3���� ���������	 �²
	। �����-��"��� �g। Y��� ����� K�� 2� ���������-2	 ��S ��3� 
����	 �g ��B$� ����� 2�� ���3�9	 A ����, KT�� 2�����9 ������।  
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���O ��� K���, ��c��� 2�� ���������	 6�B��� ��� ���<	 ���'I 9:���� K�� A 3���^	 
����Â [B:� 2" �O���	 �����	 ��� 6=��	�: ��O� 3�9��� ��	�0 �। 3�����[ ��" !�3� �?�, 
���	। K��� K��� K����� �-�	�� !�� ���&��� ��� ���,��-��$�	 "��� ���$। �����	 
P����	 ��j�� ��ZO���	 K�� ��." ��� � T��� 2" ‘��<�	���		 -�'�����, ��4�, ������, 
�`���C, ���� !���	���8 ��	� ���<	 ��$� �;��.	 ��$	 8����� S���S� 
��������� 
3�����?�8	 �� ���������	 KS��A ��� 3�����[ K��� ���$� ��$��	 '?����" @8: ��	 /��- 
��� !3 ����j�� ��<�����	 ��® FG��	� 8�� /?O�= K[��:�- 2�� ���Q	 ����� 3������[	 
K��" ����3 K"। 6�2� ��4 K8�� 2" ���$�	 ����। 

 

 

--------- 
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�����8� ����� 
#� ��$� �� ���&� 
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"���8��	 ��.	 F-�� ![�� ��	� 

K`	��_� !8�� K���	�� 

���.���8�	 P���8��� ��	 K������	 6��<��& 	:H���:& ����, 	:�4� !3 "���8��	 8����	 
���8� �B��&	 ��'������ !��w	 �� N�0। 2����� ��<�� ����	: �����	 Ä�� ��O��� ��T$ A 
�8��'?���& ��@��, !�	����� �'&��	 A �����	 ��Â�� [B:�� ���w� K�����	 ���& ���8�	 
K���8�$� ��$	��! ���&	 ��j�� 6���&	, &���	 ��j�� 6&���	 ��. ���g��	 ¬ !��� 
"��8�� K���� S�� ��	�। S��� �l�¸,	 "���8��	 ���& �� ��B��	 K�" 6���[ ���� ���� K��? 

��J ��� !��B�� ����� 6��&x��� ��3��	 !�D ��$�&���$ ���T��� ���$�	A K�� 6���� 
K"। 2�T� 6��&" �� 	��� �	��	 K�, ���.����	 !��9 A FÅ���	 ��$ K�� 8�� K9�0। 2� 
��	,, ��Q�	 A ��C� ��/�	 ���¾��:	 ���&�� ����	����'��� ��� ��	/���	 ��$। K��� 	:�4�" 
�, 2 ��� ��'��� !=3$���� A 3���� 	�3�����A /����� K��� 8��। K� 3�& ����3 ��$��@ 
�±	 ��. 2�� ��.	 F-�N��	 ����$ ��/� 8A��। 

�B8- ��.�9$ 2�� 3������[	 j�n�	 ��S	 �?,H��� �'�	� �������� �� 	 �� �	�	 ����= 
��� ���	, K� ����$ K�F K�F 6������� !����� ���� ��	�0। 2 KT�� �� 8�� !=3$���� 
	�3���	 ��	�&�Z/ 2�� S�� K�� A 3�����?�8	 ��� �B8- ��.��9$	 ���" ���' ���$� ���	�� 
����$ ���������	 2� �� '�	��	 	�3H��� K�BV ��	�?:$'��� ��/� �। `�� 2��� K�� 
K�� K�� 	��{	 ��T$�	 A �����	 F�	 �������	. '	�� �	� 8��, K��� 6&���� "���8�� 
��Z	 34� �	���		 ��.��A 6���&�'��� ���,� ��	 K����� 8���0। ����� �������� ��  ����	: 
���� A ����3��� �8�� K� �8��'?�� A �&T$8� ��T$ ��A�� K9�0, ����" /?O�= ��	 KA�� 8���0 
2�� K�" ���T !=3$���� ��/^�	 ��`�& ��$�� 2�,� !=�B������A 3 ����0 । K�" ���. 
���8�	 ��`��& !���� 8�� "���8�� ��Z	 !�I ���’	 ���	� K[��:�	 �&����	A K�F K�F 
	����� ������9��� ���� /���0। 

����	: �����	 ���& 2�� �/=� '��� 6
�'���� ��0�" �। ��J ����V��� 2�� �����$�	�: 
���. �&�.	�" ��� 2��'��� F,����	 �� ������ ��� NZ�3 K	�� '���&- ��	��� i�	� ��	, 
��� K� ��	���	 K9�O���" 9�� KT�� K��� ���&।  

����	: �����	 ���& 2�� �/=� '��� 6
�'���� ��0�" �। ��J ����V��� 2�� �����$�	�: 
���. �&�.	�" ��� 2��'��� F,����	 �� ������ ��� NZ�3 K	�� '���&- ��	��� i�	� ��	, 
��� K� ��	���	 K9�O���" 9�� KT�� K��� ���&। 

3������[ �� 8�� ���	 ��	 !'�� ��A�� K9�0 �?�$��� "���8��	 8����	 i�&	� K� i����/� 
��$	��� �'&��	 "��8�� ���w� ��	�0, ��<������	 6�''����V ����� 3������[	 ��$��$�	 
2�� ���'I 
��� K���	 ������	� ������� Ä��8� ���	��� �������� ���&��,�� ��� ���,�� 
����	 !��: K/^� /������0। "���8�� ���, ��� ��	 �� ��0�,� “hot blooded” ��J ��Z	� ���<	 
��-�?��	  ��$� K��3 ����0, �������� ��  ��Z��	 S��8� ������ “cold blooded”  2�� 
����Y��" 
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’�O���?��’। 2" �O�� K��� ����� A ��c���	 ��j��" �- �����	 ��j��, 3���� 
���$�'_��V	 ��j��, ���$���	 ���&�V	 ��j��। 

"���8�� ��Z ���� ����" K��	 ���� ���� 8�� ����, !'&=	�: ���8 !�� KT��" ��	 ����	 
[	 K'�4 ����, ���� ��� 8�� 8�� ��	 i�&���8� ���� 8�� ����, 6T�� !=3$���� KS�� 
�������� �	���		 
��B��	 ���&�� "���8���� �����	 ��� KT�� 8�� N�,�� ��� 8��, 2�� �/=�	 
2��,A K� ���	����	 ��C� ����3�� �- "�����&" �� ��0�,� ����:� 8���0। 8���8��	 K��	 ��� 
��" T����, ��" ��O��, 2�T� �� 	��� �	��	 K�, ��	 K�0� ‘�8�3’ ��	���A !�0, ��	� 
��3��	 ��5�3&���� A K���� 
��T$" "���8��	 �	������S� �	��	�� �,���� 	���	 3& K�� ��$= 
K/^� �	�� 2�� ����C��	 ‘Ç:�$'	’ 6T$���� ��	� K�� ��0���� 6���	. (��&S ����� ��	�S) 
Ç�:	 6�M�3 ��Z���� ��Z�/�� 	���� ���	। 

"���8��	 [	 2��='���" ���� ����C��। K�����	 3����	:�� ���������	 !�D���	 
���T ��B. �	� 8�� (�� �	� �x� 8��)। `�� !�3� K�����	 	�3��� 2��='��� ���= 
�'����È� 2�� �������� ��  K����	 ����	� A K�����	� �'���	 ���'�� K��,����, 2�। 
���3" ���������	 
����� 63$�	 �T ��C 8�� 2� K�� !�&=	�: ���8 K���� �� 
F���N�� K����?	 2N�� K�� !�� 6=� 2" ��$��� �	� /�� �। !����	 ���.���8� 2� 
����D�8 !�9	 /�"�� 6�� K��� �Br�� A ���$���	��	 ���T "���8��	 K�����	 i�&��	 
K�������� �	�0। 2 �&���	 "���8��	 i�&���8�	 ��C���" K������ 6�p�। 

�x�� �� 6��� �	�� K��	" "���8�� 2� ��	 	:��_�� ���� ���, ‘��4���"�3’ ��� 
@8: ��	�0 2�� ���������	" 39�:	 2������ '�'���-��'� ����� �&�.9� K	���	��	 
������9 FW�� ���� 	�3���	 ���8� 9Q�	 K/^� 8��। `�� 2� ���.���8�	 8��� �8� A 
!8���	 ���& 2�� K���� ‘K������	,	��	’ ���&�" K���। 2,� ��� ;' �S �। 6�j�'��� 
!=3$���� KS�A "���8�� �� 2�[�	 8�� �O�� 2�� ��	 	.���� 8���	 ���T K�F 8�� K����� 
�, 2" !��A ��C��	 K���� �,�� �- ��	:, ���<	 ��.�	 	�{��N��	 K���	 '��9	 8��" K� 
	.����। 2�S�� �	� K/��	 K/��	 �������� '�" 8��	" �x��� K��� । 

 ���������	 ���. ��@���	 ��	/��� 2�� '���- ��	���	 F�	 ��:$� 6m��	 ����, 
���� K	�� ��	" K��������	 3& !3 !����	 i�	� 8�� 8��। 

 6TH��� ��� KT�� "���8�� �	��	�� ���� 	���	 3& �	��	 ���.���8�	 �-�	���� 
K3�	��	 �	�। K�3& !�	� 9'�	, !�	� �&�� A ��	�,'��� ![�� 8�� �	��	 । 2 �&���	A 
!����	 2��� 6�� ��0� �	:�� !�0। ����	 K�_��9� A ���9� ��� !���/� �	� 6��/� 
����� 2 ����$ !	 K��� ��0� ��� �Q� 8�� �। 

��J ��� KS�� ���.���8�	 ��`��&	 �������� ��� 	�3H:��� A �?,H��� ��$��� !�	� ��� 
��`�& 63$ �	�� � ���	, ��� /�O�= ��3� 6�x� 8�� �O�� ���&। 

	�3H��� ��$��� ‘Isolate the enemy’ 2" ��� 6��( ��	 K���	 6'&=�	 ��C ��.�� 
��8� �	� 6�&���&�। ����( 8��A �����, ���	 ��È�� F���^� ��	�� 9Q 2�&����	 2��, ;' 
���S� 8���0। 2" ��	���� �~���	� ��	 �� 2� �� É�N����A 64�'?� ��	 KA��	 3& 
��&S ��/^� ����3। 2��� ��	� K��,��� !�0 ����� '� '����� �±	 �8����9�� �	�0, 
�������� 
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�	���		 !; ��$�& ����	 ���T K��9����9 	S� ��	A K���	 '���&- 	�3��� ����$ ����	 �� 
!p� �B�^ �	� 2�� �±�� ����	 �8���� KT��  ��|� �	�। "���8�� �	��	 K�'��� ��$���	 K/^� 
/����� �������� KT��" ��T$ ��@�8	 3& 6��: K/^� /�����, �	���		 �S KT��A K�"'��� 
����	 K��:Q��� ��	 	���� 2�� ����, ��4����� 
��� �����	 �����	 ��/ 3����� 	���	 3& 
K/^� /����� 8��। ��D�8	 ����$� 8��, ����� 6��8��'�	 2��,��� ������A �±�����	 K`�� 
K�A�� 2" ��$��� !����	 3& ��	��� S��	 ��	: 8�� ���	। 

��������� "���8�� K�'��� divide and rule-2	 K/^� /�����, �Q� K���'��� ���� 
����C�� 2��� "���8��-��T$� ��c�����	 ���&A 	�3H��� �-�	�� /����� �	��	। �������� 
!3 K8�� ��� K8�� 
��� 	��{	 ��$��� ����" 2 ��<�� ���	 �� ���?� ��	 ���� 8�� 2�� 
	�3H��� �B�^���: "���8��	 ��.	 �T�� F-�। 2" F���� ![�� 8��	 �����9 2��� !�0। 
���� ����C��	 39�:	 ������
��T$	 ���8��� `�,� �	���	 �	=	 K/^� /����� 8��। K�� 
�&T$����" �&T$�� �� �	� ���� �। 23& ����3���� 2��, ����� �� 9Q �	� K��� ���	।  

���� ����C�� ������ "���8�� ����	� ���8��� 6�&���� q�& �3�� 	���	 3& ���$����, 
!|��� 
�T$�/�� 2�� 
��� ���������	 6'�&��� ���� ����C��	 6�����	 �x���3�� 
'��g��" K��� ��	 ���3 ��9��� 8��। 2 �&����	 ���� ����C�� 3�� ���" ��]�=। ��� 2" 
�T� ���	 6��S� 	��� � K�, �B�T��	 ������ 	�{N��	 n&T$8� ��T$" �x�� q��&	 �?� �'�g	 
��3 ��	 /���0। ������ 	�{N��	 ��T$�" !3 ����C��	 	�{�� ���� 2��='���" "���8��	 
8C9� 8���0। K���	 �B8g	 6�� 8��A �������� K�" �����	 F�	 
�� ���� ����� �	�� ���	�।  

������ K��N�� "���8���� ��T$ �	�0 K�? K�F K�F 2 ��� ���<	 ������ 3����	: 
2�� ����	 ��$�� K/���	 ��� �,�S ��	" �B� 8���0। �����,	 9'��	 �����	 K/^� ��	�। 
�¤� "���8�� ��Z	 ��� ������ 	�{��N��	 ��T$�	 �?� ��	:, 2�� K���	 	�{���	 6�������	 
69:����� A KS������� 9:���	��� /�	�। ��	 /�"��A �O �T� ����C� ����$ 2 �� K���	 
3����	�:	, 2��� 	�{���	 ����8�  6s��। 2�� K��� ����C�� �?,���	 ��`�&A 2�S�� 
��:�����9&। ������ K��N��	 ���& ����C� �B8g�, K� �8���� 2�� K��� ����C�� �?,����	 
�	��	 ����� ��$��� K'�9 ��	�0। 2�� �?,����	� ����C� ����$ �	��	" 2��	`� �/� ���� 
��	�0 2�� ����C��	 6'&=�	 ��c�����	 ���&�, ���������	 6T$H��� A 	�3H��� NjV, 
��c�����	 
�����, 2�� ��$�� 2�� K���	 ������ ��0�" 3��� K�A�� 8��। ���.����	 ;j 
KT��" 2�� K��� 2��	`�'��� ���������	 6'�&Ê��� '�	��� /e�= �8���� K����� 8���0। ��	 
�������� ���������	 ��������	 �S KT�� 2�� K���� �'���� �	�	 K/^� 8��। '�	��� 
�?������	 ���&�� ���������	 �T� ���� ���$� �8�� ���	�� 8���0, 2� �� 3����� �	���:	 
�� �\ �&�.	 �`	A 2�� K��� ���B� 0�� K`���0। ���� ��	 K��� �������� ���&� '�	��	 
�B�^’- 2 ��	:���" K3�	��	 �	� 8���0। 

����C��	 ����� ������ K��N��	 L���A ��T$�	 6��	��� NjV 6���� ��	 2 �&����	 
!; ��$�& ��$�	: 6�&�= 3j	�। !=3$���� KS�� ��� ����, K���	 ��$8� ��T$ K���," 
6��8��	 ���� �। �����,�� ��~���� �B̂ '�4�� ��/�	 � ��	 �?,���	 ����3�	 ��	��" 
��/�	 �	�� 8��। ���������	 6������ 6������ ������। "���8��	 ���$/�	 9:8�&�, F-��O�	 
����	 8���0 2" 
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������	�"। "�����	 �B�^�� ���&��[�	 3���� 	��{	 ���� !���। K� �&����	 �� ���	 
Ä��8���	 ���� [�,�0, ��'��� !��� -�B� ���$���� �	�	 F�	 ��$�� /����� 8���0, 2� �� 
K��	� ��Q	� ��8����A K	8�" K�A�� 8��, ��'��� 8����	 i�&	� K����	 ![��� ���3��	 
���	A ���O�� �����0- 2�� �T� ������ K��N��	 ����	: �����	 ���0 K�_Z�0�। �������� K� 
������ ���&�9�	^ ����	�	 @�� ��̀ ��	A ��� K��T� 3�� �0��� �। 

"���8��	 ��.	 2" F-���� �m �	�	 3& ��$��� ��/^� �	��	। ������ K��N��	 ��T$ 
���������	 3& 3j	�। ��	:, 2���� ��8��" "���8��	 ������	 K�� i��� ��Z�,�, ��� �O��। 
���� ����C��	 ���,�� "���8��	 ������ "���/� 8�� ���	। 2���� ��8��" ���������	 
6'�&��� ������ K��N��	 '���	 ��0�" K", �	| !�	��, ������ ���&�9�	^ 	�{�� 6�'D 
3����" ����	 ��$�&- 2" ��&�, ���� �	�� 8��। 

����C� �	���		 i�	� �v���	 '�� ��	:� �	� 6�� �8�3 8�� !�� �	� ��� �। ��� 2 
�&����	A !��� �&T$��� ����O �O�� /��� �। 

 

---------------- 
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������ �'S���� i� i�/ �����8� ����� 
#� ��$� �� ���&� 

�� K��¨(	, #*+# 

    


������
������
������
������    �'S���� i� i�/�'S���� i� i�/�'S���� i� i�/�'S���� i� i�/    

2,� !3 6
���	 ��	 ��' K", �B8- ��.�9$ ‘��������’ ���&�	 �&����	 ����C��	 F�	 
����� K�� /�� �B�^ �	�� ���	�, �� "�� ��	" ��	�। K�� K��" !3 ��$= �������� 
�	��	�� 
��B�� K���। ��� �� 	�{" �������� ���&�	 	�3H��� ����� ����3 ��� K�������� 
�� ���� ��	�0। �	��	�'��� 6���" '�	�� /�� ��A�� �	:�T$���	 ����$ 9'�	 �8��'?�� 
���� �	�0, 6�� 	�{ ��8��&A ��	�0, ��J ���&� KS��" �	:�T$� ���&� A �������� ���&� 
�(�m �.��&	 �&����	 ��	�, �&��� �S �	� K9�0।  

	�{���[	 ��$�� 6������ �������� �	���		 �S KT�� 2� ��.���� �� ��Q� 8���0। 
��	� K���� �������� �	���		 �.�& ���� �	��	 K/^� �	��। ��J �������� 	�{���[	 ���& 
�। F�	= �B�T��	 K�� 	�{ �������� �	��	�� 
��B�� K���। 6���J ����C� 2�A ���� ��	 
�������� ����C��	" 64 2�� �B�T��	 ��� �� 	�{ !3A ��$= ��" �	��	�'��� ��<�� ��	। 
2����p�� �������� �	���		 ���������� 	�{���[	 ����	: 6������ '��: K�A��	 �����9 
K�A�� 8�� �� � 2 ����� ��T^ ��D�8	 6���� 	���0। �P��	 	�{���[	 ��$�� 6������	 
�'���� "�D������	 l� !�� ����� �	���	 ����0 K�, �������� ���&� 	�{���[ !����/� 
K8�� ��� �� /� �।  

�	��	�'��� �.�& ���	 �����9 � K���A �������� �������� K��	��	�'��� ���'I 	��{	 
��������	 ���T !���-!���/� /����� ���	।  ��J ����A ����� `� 8�� ��� �� 8� �। 
	�{���[	 6����� ;j	 ��E��� K9��� �	��S K��N��	 �����$���	 ��>�� '�	�� �������� 
���&� �����0�। ��J !���/� `���? ��0� 8���0 ��� �� 8� �। ����C� ���<	 ������ 
K��N����� ��k��� �S� 8���0 K�, ����C��	 6�CV ���I 8�� ��	� ���< "���� ���I 8�� 
�O��। ��	� 2� �������� ��������	 �.�& ;� ��3��	 �� ������ ��� �� 8� �। 

 �B8- ��.N���	 '?����� �������� �	���		 !�D� 8A��	 ��0�" K"। ����$ ��.	�{ 
�� ��	 ����C� P’'�9 8�� K9�� K� ,��� K� ����C��� ��	 �����0 �� K`	- ���� �। �	� 
����C� ��� �,�� T��� ��� ���-'�	� ���&�A T���� 2�� ����$ ��.	�{ F'� 	��{" 67 
�&���� ��'��� !�T$���� ���� ��'�� 8��। �P��	 ��	 '� �������� 
��� 8�� �� ��S: ���$ 
2����	 ��S�µ 	�3���	 ����	 8��  2�� e�� ����¥� 	�C� �	��। ��	�/�� �������� ����C��	 
6�� 8�� T���� �� ��� K���� 2�,� ���� ����C����	��� ���'�� ��� T����। ��	 �����9 
��� ��������	 	�3����� 3����������	�" �>��'��9 T����। /	� ����¥�	� ��0���" ����	 KQ�� 
2�9�� !��� ��	�� �। 2	 �'�g�� ��/�	 �	�� �������� �	���		 ��.	��{	 ��T$ !��� ��� 
6�x�। 

/��	 '� !��	 6& ��� KT��। K� �� ��	 �������� 2� 
��� 8�� 3������������	 
S��� /�� ����। �������� �	���		 ���T '�	��	 [���� K��O ����। ��	 K/�� ��� ����C� �,�� 
T��� 2�� /� ����C� �m��V	 �����9 /��¥�	� �������� ��9�Q� 8��	 �����9 ��� �D ��? � 8�  
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'���������������������	 �&����	 �n��� ��	 �/=� �	� ����। ��" ���������	 2" ��8?��$ 
i/�� ��T$�	 !�� �	� �BT�। 

	����� ���������	 �&����	 �8��'?�� K����� !	 ��e� ��$T �	� 2� �T� �। 	�����	 
��$�� Ë&��,�3" 8��� ���	� ���T ��&S ��[�� 2�O�� /��। K��, �T� K�� K����� ��. K� 
!����	 3& �O 	���	 ��0� ��	 ���� K�" �x�� !��_ ��0� K��� ���� �। 

��������� ��7 ��@�� ;j 8A��	 �	 6���" '���� ;j ��	�0�� K� ��3��	 K'��		 
	�3H��� A 6T$H��� ���&�	 /���" "���8�� �	��	 K'�4 �O��। ��J �� ��T&� ����:� 8���0। 
����C� ����	� ���8�	 ���& ��	�, �����	���	 K� �T� 2��� ��� 8��� ��	 6�CV !�0 ��� 
8� 8� �। ��� ���.���8�	 8��� �&���'��� ��3��	 K��� 8��8� 8A��	 `�� �º ��$���	 
����	� 6�`��	��	 ���& ��0�,� ������� K��� ���� ���	। 

���� ����C��	 '��¶�" 2� "���8�� �	���		 6&�� 	�3H��� ���&�। ��� [ [: S��� 
8C�=�		 ���� 3����। ��Z	 ��" 2� 3���� ��	��� ���&�9�	�। ����	� ����C� ��� �	�	 
6����	 ��Z	"। "���8�� �� ��J 2� S��� 0�O�� 	�3� । ��� ��F��� ������ ��9 A 
��'� ������ ���9	 �����. [�,�� ��Z	 6�9� 2��, �� 9Q� ��$T 8���0। ��������� 
�����$�/ �8� /����� ��� 2" ����" S���� !�� /�"�0। F�	J '��¶� ���8��	 �� 2� 
��� �n����'.। 

A���� �� ����� ������ K9�0। ��Z	 ���	 6���" 2� �D�। ��9� ��$�/ A ��	 �	��$� 
	�3���	 ��	� K��� �� 8� �, ��� 2� ��0� �	�� ��	�� �� "���8�� ���	 ���0 ��	��� 8�� 
���	। 

�v 	�{" ����& A K9��� ����C��� 6T$ A 67 ��8��& ����। ��0�O� �������� KT�� ��� 
2� K���, �	:�T$� 8�� '�	�� /�� ��A��� !�T$� /��A ��0�,� ��[� 8���0। ��������� F-��� 
K�� �m, FI��?�� ��3A K��� �m। K��, �T� ����C� ��	 �'�	��	 	�3H��� !	 
6T$H��� /�� �8& �	�� � K��	 !�� KT��" K��, ��� K� ��	� !�	� ��	�0���, �� �8�� 
��C����� 8�� ���� �। 

!�	� 2� ����C��	 "���8�� �	���		 ���T ���� ���। 2 ���� 3�-�	�3��	 F�	 �'$	 
��	 ��c��� 3���	 6�CV। ���	�� !����	 Ë&��,�3 ��$�	�:	 �&����	 2�,� '�����9�� ���� 
	���� !�	� '�� �	���। !�	� ��3��	 6�'s�� ���� K����0 K�� ������ 	��{	 /�� �. 
��3��	  K�� !��8� � �	� �����	 ���.�������	 �/� !e�:" ���� ����C�� "���8�� 
�	��	�� �� �� ���� ��	 !�0। !	 2,� 6�&= ��	W�	 �T�, K� ��T /��� `� ��A�� ��� K� 
��T /��" �������	 ��3। 

K��� [��	 ����C��	 F�	 /�� �B�^	 3& 8��� ���� ��	 K�O���	 K/�� 6T�� ��3	 
K�F����� 6�8�� 8�� ��� !����	 Kl�� ��� ����C� 
����� ���k�� K��� ��	 6��S�� ��� 
T���	 K/�� ���.��� ��Â�	 �	�	 ����" 2� ��C ���. K�¡�'?� �	� F�/�। �'S���	 ����B�g 
��� 6��		 ��8���&	 !��� ��� � KT�� K��� !�	� !���.�� ����� 8�� FQ�, 2���� 
K���" K�� KT�� �e��	 �/	��	 �����O� �	� ����। 

���<	 "��8�� ���: ��	�0 �'S�	 ���&�� K�� 3���	 K�� &��& ���� !��� 8��। ����$� 
���.	 3& ����3 ��$��� ��@��। 

-�o�� K/_��	� 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
������� 

6��	 �� F-�� 
����� 

#� ��$� �� ���&� 
�� K��¨(	, #*+# 

������� 

6��	 �� F-�� 
�����	 [�	 [�	 ��	��� F-���	 ��Z�� F�Q�0। 2" !�D	 !8�� ��c��� ����	  �" ��O� 

� ���� ���	 �। 2" F-���	 ��4 ��@ ��c��� 3���	 �O�	 ,� 6�&= ���O 2�� 9'�	। 2��� 
���3����$�	 ��	� KÀ��� 2" F-���	 !�4� 8�� ������। ��J 2	 6=�$�8� ����	 ��:� 
2�'��� � 2�'��� ��c��� �/g �o���� ��	 	����। 

2��	 ���������	 3���&�	 2� ��CB� 6�� K���	 ��"�	 6�p� �	�� ���& 8��; "���8�� 
�	���		 K��O ���8� ����	�� �'�,���, KT��, ���  ���B'���	 KT��, 3���	 �,&�| KT�� 
�/��� ������ ��. ����9 ��	 K���	 ��"�	 0��O �����0। ���������	 
����� ��@���	 l�� 
K�A��	 ��4 ��4" ����C��	 ��5�3&���� ��. K�" ��	�� ��~������� !��	 K���, ���� 
��Z�/�� ��Z�/�� 3��9�� �����0 ��	 
�'���� ��	:�� 
j� �����[� �~����� 2� ��¶� 8�� K�� 
0�O�� 8���0। ����	 ��$�� 6�p� '���8-6����	 	.�. �B�� �O �j 2�� K�������। 2� 
��� FÌ� '���&��	 
Í" ��Z��	 ��Z�/�� K	���0। �������� 
��� 8���0। 2" ����� ;�	 3& 
�	:�T� �����		 8�3�	 8�3�	 U�: F-�:$ 8�� 	���0। 
����� ��@���	 ��:�	4���	 2" F�g�	: 
��8?��$	 K���	 K��� 9��� K'�� F�Q�0। 2"��	 �?3� !	 ���ª �, ��Î ��� �, P�$���� �. 2��	 
	�. 	�. ����� ����� �9�3 �\�� K���	 !��8 9��� K��3 F�Q�0, 2" ��	 ��, 2" ��:bD 
6�'�, 2" !��&�9 6'?��?�$। 2��	 ��	��� F-�� ;�� ���&��[� �~����	 ���0 �, ��c��� 
3���	 6=9$� ����, �~����	 ���0" �� ��-���$ �	� �����0। ���������	 
����� ��@��-
��5�3&����	 ��j�� ���=����	 ��j�� K���: ��Z�3���-2	 ����:$ ��~�������	 ��j�� 2� 
S��8� ��@��, 2" ��@���	 ��& ����" ��c��� 3��� ���� 8��। ��������� ��	� ��$ ���	 
��~����� ������. 2��, ��D	 ���3 �B3 �	��। 2" ���� 2" �8� q��8&��� F-�� F���S 
!�	� 2��, �T� b^ '��� 3���� /�"- �� 8��� ��	��� F-�� ���������	 ����3	 2�����	 
��$�� F-�� 8��A K9�,� ��c��� 3���	 q���8&	 ��4 2	 ���$ 6�&= 9'�	, ����� ��	 �����	 
���-��WB���� ���8�& �B3����� 2" F-���	 6��� 6�� K���। !�	� ���� /�" ��	� 
��$��'��� ��3��	 '�.������ 2" F-���	 ���&�� K�,��� /�-��	� K�'���" 2" F-���� �	: 
��	 �। ����	 ��$�� F-�� �, ��	�A 2" F-���	 �’�, �� 3���	 �B�^, ��
B��, q��8& 2�� 
���//$�	�� �8���� @8: �j। ���������	 K� �8� 3��� 9Q� ��� �x��� K��� �����0, ���� 
��	 ��~����� K'����� !�Z�O ��	 T���� /��� �। 2��, ��:�= 3��� 9Q�	 2" Ï� ��.���� 
��e��	 ��& ���� 2� �~����� @8 �	�� 8��। �� �� ��O����O 8� ��" �4�। 3���	 ��� 
��Q 6�¬�	�S�	 ��� FÌ� '���&��	 ���� K/�� ����, ��@��� ��c���	 ���0 !��	 2"  

 

 

 

 

 

* ������ �����8�। ���.����� A ��@��� 3��	 �����। ������ K��� �3�� !��। ���3�9	 8�� ���:$ �����	 ��S K��� 
K���� ��B$� ����� A ������। 
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!8�� !����	 ��9�3	 ��	`�, K���	 K'��	 ����, [�	, ���. ��@�����	 ����, �&�	��� 2�� 
����, �	:�T$� �����	 K�_�0 ����। ��4 ��4 2 �T�A ��� ���� /�"- 2���		 ��	��� F-���	 2��, 
��� 	4 �� 8��� ��	4। ���������	 ����, �����, K0��, K3���, ���O� 2" ��� 	�4" Fn�� 8�� 
FQ��। 2,�" 2���		 ��	��� F-���	 ����, ��c��� �	��, �	��  ��Z/�	 �T ��	W�	 �	��, ���	�� 
��� ��c��� '�" K��, K0�� K���, ��-���� K� K���� !�0 2" �	� ��¬ ��: ���� K9�� FQ�- 
3� 
��� ���$�'_� 9:�3���� ��������। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

����C�� � 
���������" �	:�T$�	� �`	�� 

����� 
#� ��$� �� ���&� 

�� K��¨(	, #*+# 

����C�� � 

���������" �	:T$�	� �`	�� 

('��&��	) 

���$/�	 9:8�&�� ����	 8�� 	.�. 8���0 ��	� ��� ���T&	 K����� ��	- 6��/��		 
!��B�� ��� ��	� �B� 8�� ���	, !�	� ���������	 
����� ��@��� ��� ���O ��� K���, ��c��� 
���� K���,A ��]�= 8"�। A	�A 3�� 2	� ��]�= 8�� �। 8�� ���	 �- ���A 6��/�	 /��0" । 
2,�A ��� ��� ���	 �® KT��" �9$� 8� ��D	 �� !	 �	��� !U��	 ����'।  

!3 !	 ���<	 ;'���� ��I ������ ���k�� ���� 8� � 2 �T�N��� ��	 ��$	���� �D� 
��	 FG��	� 8��- "��8���	 ��/�"�� [B:&�� ��� "���8��	 	.������ ������� !3 ����, [B�:� 
����	 K�0 KT��" F�� ���� A�Q। K�" �� 	.������ ��� ���8:�	 8��� ����� L��� K���	 KT�� 
	���	 �	 	��, ���	 �	 �� K� 6��/�	 6���" /���- 2,�" 
�'����। ��0�O� K	�lA ����C� 
2 �T� K�� ��	��	" 
���	 ��	�0 K� 6�p� 
�'����। ��[$ 0� ��� ��	" 
�'���� �T��, ��	��	 
;�� ;��  �� 8���0, K� ����C� 9� ��K� ���/$	 �	 KT��" ��0�,� 
�'���� 8���0, 2	 
!�9" K� 6
�'���� �0�। K� 6
�'������	 ��j�� !����	 !3 ��@��। 

���k ���& ��� ��A ����C� K���	 6��� ;� ��8�� �S& �	�� K	�lA ����C� ��0�,� 
K�" K� 8��	�� K`���0 !3���। ����	 ��� '�	��� ����= ���8�	 ���$ K/���� `�Z�� ����, 
��$���� �	:�T$�	� �� ��8�O-��$��	 P9$� �T 6��e� ��	 ����C�� �`�	 ����। ���&� ��" 
8�3�	 8�3�	 ��$���� �	:�T$� "���8��	 !8��� ��O� ���� �`�	 ���� ����C��। 

�������� KT�� 6�� ���� ����= 6��e� ��	 K� '�	�� �	:�T$� 8���0- K	�lA ����C� 
K�,� 
���	 � �	��A !����: 6�� �	:�T$� �`�	 K9�0 ��� ����C� K	�lA ���� ��	�0। 

K��8�� 	�{���[	 �8���/� F’T�� ��	 ��~��� '���:A ����0 K�, K3��	� "���8��	 
!8��� �	:�T$�	� K�F �`�	 ����। ���	�� ��~������ �`�	 ����	 ���&� K	�lA ����C��	 
��&�: �̀�� K Z̀�� ���� �� ��O�0"। �`	�� �`	�� 2��� K��� ���� K� '�	�� !U���� �" 
�S ���&���A 6��e� ��	 ����। �  !��, 2��� K�� !���, 2��� �`	�0 �� ��	? 

P�� !�9A ����C� K���	 KT�� 6
���	 �	� 8���0� ��c�����	 K���&��9	 �T� - ��	�	 
��0�,� 
���	 ��	 ��� ��� 8���0� ����& ��0����&� PdB���	� '�	�� ������ K9�0- ��J 2����� 
��</�� !	 6&���� ���.���8�	 !e��: 2�,� 	�3H��� ������	 !�� ���" 8�� �����8� 

���	 ��	 ��� �	:�T$� ���&�। 2��� ��� ��	 �®
	 ������ ���	 !8��A 3����- ��J 
�� �� �	:�T$�	 ���&� ��O��" T�����। `�� 6��/�	 0�O� �����8�	 !	 ��0�" T����� �। ��	 
�	 2�� 6����	� 9':$	 l�� �����। ��� �&��� K���&��9	 �T� 
���	 �	��-K���&�9���	 
K��� �`�	 K9�� 3�� [	 �`�	�� K���	 ���¿�� ����। ��J K�F �`	��� �। 
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�~�� ��� K���	 KT�� K[��:� �	� 8�� 6&	��- �	:�T$���	 ���& '�	�-���n� 0O���। 
����	 ���- �	:�T$�	� ��� ��� �`	�0 '�	��� ����= ���8�	 K/�� `�Z�� ����। �����= ��	� �	� 
��O�0 N�� ��	 ��� ����	 8�&� �	� 8��। 6��/�	 ;� ;� 2� 2���	 �� 8� A	� ���&" 
���0। ���� ��	 ��3	 K��� �`�	 ���� ��3	 [�	, ��3	 �'�,� 2" K�� 
�'����। 

��J ��0��� ��		 3�& �� ��& 2" ��v��$	 3�& ��" !����	 
Í। `�� ��& �� �� 8��� 2 
	�� K� ��� ��� �	:�T$�	� 2��� �`�	 ����"। ��� ����C�� � ��������� । 
��� ���$�'_� 
���������। !	 '�	��� ����= ���8� K�, �B�T��	 K�� ���8�	 K/����" `�Z�� ���� �। A	� 
����0, �	:�T$�	� P9$� �T 6��e� ��	 ����	 3'?���� �`�	 !��0। "���8�� ���8� !�� 
������ �B�T��	 K�� K���	 
�����	 �T 2��� ��9� 8���0�? 
�����	 �T" P9$�। 2" �T" 
6��e� ��	" !����	 �`	�� 8�� 
��� �����	 K�����। 

K3��	� ���8�, !3 ��c�����	 ���0 �� /�"�� ��$� A '���8 K� �� K�" �	:�T$� ���,	 
!��" K�� ��$���। '�	� ;�� �m�	 ���� 2" 2��= 6�T ���,�� !U� �����0- ���$�, ���®� 
����O� �" �S �����	 !��	 ��$	 K�����8�	 K����� `�Z�� ���� '�	�� 2��A 	S� ����, 
�����=	 A��	 KT��A !��	 ���8�" �	:�T$� ����	N����� �S ��	 ���$/��	 N�� /������0। 
F�a�& '�	��	 ���9 ��� ������ ���<	 K/�� ���-'�	��	 ����	 ���� �`�	�� ���. ��@���� ��]�= 
�	�। 

2" K�� K���A K�[��� ����=��$� 2� �&�� KT�� !��	 ��3	 '�" �/�Q ���� !��	 
K�����8�	 �� ���	 8����	 ���	: ���Q���0। �����=	 A��	 KT�� �	:�T$� ����	 �S&  ��	 K0�O� 
K���9��	 N���� �8� 8���0 !, 3। 2��	 ���& P��	 ��;, Fa�� ����-!��	 ��$	��	 8�� 
KT�� ��Z/�� K/���0� ��	� !��	 ��$	�� K�" 6��� ����=��A 6��e� ��	 ����	 8�&� �	�� 
F�&�। 2" K��� '�	��� ����=	S� ���8�	 ��Z�� /����� !����	 K��� �`�	�� K�� ���� �। !3 
!�	� ����	 ���& ��&'?���� 2�,� ���&	 /?O�= �������� ���- !�� K�� ���" 3�� 6��/��	 
��0��� ������ ��]�= �	� ���- 2� 2�3�	 ���	 6�	�� ������'��� /����� /�� 6�&	 
��Z��A ��J /?O�= 3��	 3& /�" ��&, K� ��& !��	 K"। !�� ��� i����	 N��N��� 
�	��S � 8�� ��� K�� �T� ���� ��	���? ��K� ���/$	 �	 KT�� !3 6�� �8� �� �S���� 
�����	 6�	 !°�	 ���& ��� ���	 �� K��� T����� ��8�� !��" K3��	� "���8�� ���� 
����C��	 K����l� A ��� ����	� �����, !�� K��T�� ��� �������? 

 

 

----------- 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

���.���8�	 ���&� A 6'�� 
6�'���9 

����� 
#� ��$� �� ���&� 

�� K��¨(	, #*+# 

���.���8�	 ���&� A 6'�� 6�'���9 

।। �3
 ���������।। 

������	 !������	 �T� ���&� KT��" !�	� ���������	 ���. K����	 ���&� A 6'�� 
6�'����9	 �/� ���� �	�0। 2,� �	��	� ��/^��� ������/� ��(� �D� �	�	 3& �, �������� 
�	��	�� 6��8� �	�	 3&A � K�� !�	� 3�� �������� �	��	 �� ���" !����	 
���.�������	 ��� 3	 A �U� �B�^ 	���0। ���A K���	 ���.	 �B8g	 
��T$ !�	� �p	 ��	�0 2" 
���� ���.�����	 6'�� 6�'����9	 �/� ���� �	�। !����	 ���.�����	 6'�� 6�'����9A 
!��&��9	 ��� K�� ������ ���� �8��'?����� 8��- �������� �	���		 ��8���& K�F 2�9�� 
!��� 2" !���। 

���	 ����, �������� ���.���8�	 6�� i��� ��Z	� 3���	 ������ �± 8� 6���	�� 
�9�� ����, ��� 8���0 ��	� '�� �/��-�� �?�	 T�� ?&�� !���� �����A ���� �। !8� 
i���	� 8�������� ����3�� �3�����	 6'��� '�9�0। ��������� ��. 2����� 2" 
8��������	 !8� i�����	 K�F K�F 6�'���9 ��	 ����0 K� ��	� ���, �	�/	 ���� ����& 
6T$A ���� �। i�����	 3& �	�a ����� '��� 6��$��" ;�� � 6�� ��� ����(� 8��। 

K��� ����, ��. i��� ��	� ����	 !8� 8�� 8�������� !�0 ��	� ����	 3j	� '��� 
���� �। 6�� K¦����� ���.�����A 2�" 6�'���9 ��	�0। 

!����	 �.�& ��Z	� ���������� �± ��� KT�� ��. �	�	 3& ����S�� 3���	 k�Z�� ��� 
�±	 K�������� �	�0 �� 	���� 8�� ��Z	�" !����	 '	��	 p�। 2Z��	 ��� ������	 3& 
����3���� !����	 ��� ���3$ ����" 8��। 6������( 2" 6T$H��� ���&�	 K�������� �	�� 
�������� �	��	 2�9�� !��� ��� !����	 ��<��। !�	� 3�� !����	 6�T$	 6'�� ���/�� 
��, ��J 2" ����3�� 6T$ ���� �	�0 �। ��" 6T$�'�� K��/�	 3�& ����3 8�� 6& K�� 
6����3�� 6T$ �	�a �m ��	 ��	�� ���& A �	��	� ��$/�	���	 '��� A K�� ����� 8��A 
!����	 ��� ���.�����	 !�T$� K���� 2" 6T$ ������9 �	��" 8��। 2" ���&� ������ �	��	 
�� Ï� �&�p� K�� ��" �4� । ��. 2����� ���'I �����	 2� ��� K�� !��0। 2� KT��" 
��� F����9� K����� -��	���	 ��D��C � �	�� ��	 6������  K��� ���� ���	। 

���.�����	 2" �� 6'�� 6�'���9 A 6������	 ��� ����	� ��B$�S A �	��	 ������/� 
�B�^ ���� !����	 ���.���8�	 ����� 6,�, 	���� 6����( 2�9�� !���- 2,�" !����	 ���&। 

 

---------- 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
������� 

#। !�	� K3��	 ![�� 8��� 
�। ´� P3$� ��@���	 ���s� ��� 2��0 

����� 
#� ��$� �^ ���&� 

�� �'(	, 
#*+# 

������� 

(#) 

!�	� K3��	 ![�� 8��� 
"���8�� ���	 ����	 !�� �?	: 8��। ��8�g�	 [��	 ���& ���������	 
�����	 ������ /?:$ 

�	�� ���	� ��Z	 K����� K��� ����	� ���8�। ���A �������� ��	� ��$��� 2�� ���	��, 8�&�, 
��® 2�� ��$�:	 �3	��8� �B̂ �= p�� ��	�0, ��� ���������	 39:�� 2� "�| K����� 
���	�। /?O�= �w�,	 ��������� ��Z�O�� �����	 39: &���	 ���, K����� �����	 9:����� 
6����	 !����	 ��� ��� K[��:� ��	�0। ���������	 
����� ��@���	 ��� �� ��� ���	� 8�� 
/��0। 2	 ���& 
����� ��@�� 2� /?O�= ��$��� 2�� K�_Z�0�0 K� ��5�3&���� ����C��	 �	�3� 

���	 ��	 K�� 0�O� 9�&=	 K"। ���.���8�	 !e�: �� 	:�4� P�$�	 8�� F�Q�0। !����	 
�����S� K������� K9�	����	 F���$��	 !e��:	 ���� K���	 6'&=�	 ��� ���� 8�� 2���0 
����C� K�����8�। K� �&�Ñ��ÑN���	  F�	 '	�� ��	 "���8�� �� K9�Z�` �� ���� ���� 
K'���0��, ��.��� ���������� ���� ��	 	���� ��	�� K� '	��	 K�¡��D�N��� 34����,	 
K/���	 ���� K'�4 �O�0। 2 ��$= !�	� ��	 K����0 ����	 �&�Ñ����	 �� !�I। ���. 
K���	� ��	 ��e�� ��A�� �	�0 ����, 6�'����। /¶@�� 6�¬9'$ 8�� F�Q�0, L��� �8�9	� K9�,� 
���� KT�� ����I 8�� ��O�0। �������� K3�O �O�" /���0, ���� K3�� ��� ��. 8�� 2���0। 
6��N��� �����m	 ���.�����	� ���� ���9 �00 ��	 �����0। ��	 `�� �&�	�3, KT�� ��/$ 
2��� ����	 ����N��, K������$: �	�	A ������ 8��	�� K`���0। ���������	 K_�D	N����� 2� 
!	 ������ 3�8�3 �'O�� ��8� �	�0 �। ���.�����	� /¦@��� A �D�	 6��N��� ������ 3�8�3 
3�� ��	�0 6T�� 2�����	 l����� �����0। ����� KT�� � ;��, ����-����C� KT��A 3���T 
��	 �x�	 !����	 �T 2�����	 �m 8�� ��O�0। �¤�: ����C� K�����8� !3 ���������	 
6'&=�	 �D� !����	 ��8�� K���	� ����	�� /�	��� KT�� ��O� ��	 2����	 K��:Q��� ��	 
K`���0। !3 ��	� !8� �& �;	 ����- ��	� 3�� ����	 ������	 K���� �T K���� K"। ���� 
K�� �'��	 !�9 �� ��	  �� F�Q, �±A K��� /?O�= �	�3��	 �?��$ 2���	 K�� K/^� ��	 
K���0। ��J ��	� '����'��� 3�� K�, ����	 ��Z/��	 �T �m 8�� K9�0। 2" ���� !����	 !e�: 
!�	� K3�	��	 ��	 ����� 8��, �±	 ����� 2�����	 K'�4 ���� 8��। K�� 	���	 ��8��& ��	� 
����� 8�� FQ�	 	�C� 2�����	 ��?:$Y�� �m ��	 K`��� 8��। ����& 6��8��	 �± ��.���� 
8�� FQ�� ���	। K3�O�� K3�O�� ![�� ��	 "���8��	 ����7,��� 2�����	 6���3� ��	 K`��� 
8��। K���� ���, K�� 6����। �� ��S&	 ���� ���9��� 39:�� ��	� K� B������ 8�&� ��	�0, 
2�" B����� !3 ����	 K`	� ���� 8��। "���8�� ���	 v��� �	��	 i�&��	 2" '�9&����। 
�������� 
��� 8��- 6�&��I 8�� !��0 K� �� । ���	�� �±	 F�	 ![��, ![�� ��Â ![�� 
8���। 
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(�) 

´� P3$� ��@���	 
���'� ��� 2���0 

��������� 2���		 ´� 2���0 ��?:$ 2� �� Y��। 2� ��$��=� ��	���। !����	 3�� 
KT�� 2��	 ´��	 ���  !D ���� ���0 K9�0, !�0 ;�� �=�8�	� 3�	 !��� eD, ��& �����	 
��[$<��, ���$�� �� K����	 ��Â !�$��, !	 
3 8�	���	 K���। 6&���� ���B'?��	 �B¼� 
K��/�	 3& !�0 P3$� ��@���	 ���s� A !��&��9	 ��� ����। �S �S ��4��� ���B��j��	 
�'�,���, K0�O ������ '�	��	 ���,�� �9�� !U� ����0। K���	 �'��	A ����	: ���� ��$S: 
!����	 6�p	��� �� ��,��� ���& 8��। !D �	�	 ���3	� !3 �	b	 KT�� �?�	 । 
!����	 6p��� 	�{��� i��� 3j� "���� ����0, 2���		 ´� ���������	  �����	 ���0 K�� 
!��� �B�^ �	�� � ��	��A !�	� ��<�� ��	 !����	 
����� ��@���	 �`� ����� ��c��� 
3��� ��� !�� ��	�?:$ ���.	 !D। ��� !�� ���� ��	�0 !9��� ´��	 �?��$ ��C 
���������� ��. ��	 ´��	 !D F-�� F��'�9 �	�� ��	���। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

9:/� A ���������	 ��@�� ����� 
#� ��$� �^ ���&� 

�� �'(	, #*+# 

9:/� A ���������	 ��@�� 

(����� ��$��S�) 
	�{���[ /��	 6='�$�.	 `�� ���<	 ����e�� 
'����" F-��8�&o�। ���������8 ���'I 

9:����� K�� /��	 6='�$�.	 �&����	 �B�T��	 P"-�B������ 	��{	 ��Q� '?���� ����	 3�& !�� 
���� ��	�0। 2n�	� 9:����� �?�&���� A !���$	" ��3� �?�/� 8���0। F�p���� 8���0 
�8�/���। !8�� 3�����0 �������� ���.��@���� ��T$ �	�	 3&। !�	�A ���������	 
39�:	 �S KT�� 9:/��� 6�'D 3����। 

�Z�/�� ��/$ ���	� KT�� ����C��	 `&������� /e ���������	 39�:	 F�	 ��$	 !e�: 
/���। ����	�� �	�	 �	 KT�� '�	� ����C� !e�: �	�� 2�� ��	 3�& ��������� ��7 
6�������	� ���Q���0 2" ��� 34�/e /�-��	 �	�� T���। 2" ��	���S�� 9:/� ����C��� 
67�7 ���� ��8��& ��	�0। �	���	'��� 9://� ��������� 
����� ��@���	 ���	����� � �	��A, 
������ !e��:	 ��j�� ����C��	 6���� A ��8�� 	S���� !�	� ����C��	 ���� T�����- 
/��	 2" �.�& ��������� 
����� ��@���� '�	� ����C� ����� ������ �	�� ����C�� 
F��&�9�� �8���� ��	�0। 

��������� ����	� 3�=�	 F-��O A �&��� 9:8�&�� �� l��¥� A ����¥� F'��" ���I, 
2" �&��� 6�&�/�	, 8�&� ��® �� ��<������� F�n¬ ��	 �����0� K��� K��� ��E�	 F�Q�0� 
34���8�	 ��j�� �� 2��, ����� ������$ ��Qp� 2�� 2����	 ��$�B8- ��. 9:/��:	 K�_�� 
��	" 6��B� !���$	 �&��e�। 9:/�:, ��A�, �&��(��l��, �'��-��, �&���^�"�	 ���.����	 
��$�=�	�: ��T$ ��	 ���� 2�� ����7 KT�� ;j ��	 ��	�� ����3�� ��8��& ��	 ����। 6T/ 
K�" 39:����� /� ���������	 ���.��� �	���	 ��T$ �	�0 �। 

�B�T��	 6&�& ���3����� K���A 2	 ����e�� ��	��S�। 2��� /� 6��B� !���$ 
6����:� ���������	 ���3����� �����	 /��	 '?������ K�¡ ��	 ���'� K��� K�� 2�� e��� 
��, !��	 ��	: �	�� T���। 9:/�A 2" ����e��	 ���T ��?:$ 6��8�। K�" ��	�:" K��� ��	 
9:/�A ���������	 3���� ���. ��@���	 ��Q� ��-��$�� F���� �	�� K/^� ��	�0। 

2	" ��b, "�4� ���'�� 8� 9� +" �'(	 '��¶�	 K�B�V ���-����	� ��$�	��	 �>�� 
!����3� K'�3�'�� '�	��� /�� �		�{��� ��B$� ��������� &���4� ������	 3& ����C��� 
F��&9� 8�� !8���	 ��& ����। 2" !8��� ���������	 �&����	 /�� ���	 ��?�&���	 b^ 
"�4� K"। ��4 ��4 /�� ���  2 6�'���9A K	���0, '�	� ����C��	 !'&=	�: �&����	 8C�S� 
�	�0। 
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�������� ���&� ����C��	 !'&�=	� �&���	। �B�T��	 6&�& K���	 ���� 9:/��	 2" 
�	b	���	��� �.�& KT�� K���� ��T$� ������ K�_Z0� �x� �। 2�, ;����� F'� �?��� �J^ 
	����	 ��/^� ��� �� 8�। 

����[$ ��� ��� 6��e� 8��	 �	 ���������	 ���.��� �� ��Â KT�� ��Â�	 8�� F�Q�0 2�� 
��	 K����	� ��`��&	 �	 ��`�& 63$ ��	 /���0 �� ��<3��O ���������	 
��S 3�� e��� 
K3�	��	 8�� F�Q�0। K��� K��� ���������	 ���.����	 ��T$� 2�9�� !��0 �B�T��	 9:����� A 
���.���� 39:। ���. ��@���� ��T$ �	�	 3& /�� �B�^ ��	�0 �3 �3 �	���		 A�	। �� 
9:/��8 ���'I  �B8- ��.	 ���0 !����	 !8��� !��	� ���������	 ���. ��@���	 ��Q� 
��-��$�� ��&�'��� F���� �j, 	[��� "���8�� /e�� 6T$ A 67�� �m �j, ���������	 
���. ��@���	 6��&x��� ��3��� V	��È� �	�	 3& ��$���'��� ��8��& �j। 

 

 

------------- 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

���.���8�	 ���&� A 6'�� 6�'���9 ����� 
#� ��$� �^ ���&� 

�� �'(	, #*+# 

���.���8�	 ���&� A 6'�� 6�'���9 

!����	 ���.���8� '�"��	 ����	 !U��	 3& ���N��� ����� ���&�	 �>��� 8�� 8�� 
��� !�	� 6�� 3��9� KT�� 3��� K��	�0। ���������	 @���|��	 8�3�	 8�3�	 ���� !3 
����� 6T$H��� P	�p�	 ���& �������� �	�0। A��	 ��O�[	, �8�� �(� �� �0� ����0�" 
���� ����C��	 8����	 �;	� ���O�� �����0 A ��, ��	 ����0। ��" ���.���8�	 ��� 6�B��� 
�8��'?�� ��T$ T��� ��fA ���	 �	 �� ���.���8� '�"��	 !U� ���� 	���	 �� 6T$H��� 
6�p� 2� !	 ����	 K"। K�3& ���.���8� '�"��	 2� 2�'��� !U� ��� 8�� ��	 `�� 
�����	 ��	� �����	 F�	 K� 6T$H��� /�� � ��O। !�	� 2A 3��� K��	�0, ���N��� 
3��9�� '�� ��	 !U� KA��	 3& 6�� K0����	 3���	 F�	 k�Z�� 2�� ��O�0। K�3& 
!U��	 �&����	 �º����� �B�^'�4 ��� ��0�,� ������ �	� K�� ��� �� 8�। 

(#) 2� 2����� !U� ��� 8�� K��� 2���� ��0�,� P9$�। 

(�) !A���� ��9 A 6&�& 
��������� ���	 K��� 2����� �����g 	���0 2�� K��� 
2����� ����� , 	�3���	��	 ���&� ��। 

(%) ���T A �-34� ���/�� '�� p�। 2	 `�� 9	�� ������	 ��O�-[�	 !U� KA��	 
����3 T���� �। 

(�) K��� ��O��� K��� ���9� ��। 

(�) !U�����	 !°��
3 
�����	 ��T$� �� � K�,�A K3� ��� 8��। 

2��	 �T���T� K	������ ��Ã����	 �(�m ��0� ���� 8��। ��	: 2" �T���T� ��Ã��	� 

�����	 ��@��� ���� �B�^	 6��/^�� K����0। !�	� ����, ����	, ���� �'��� K3�� 8�� 2j� 
����� K����0। /��	 ��T$� ��� 
�[���� �T���T� ����¥�	� F. ��C K3��� ��	 ���	 ��� 
����	� ���8�	 �8����9��� 
����� ��@�����	 ����$ ��� ����	 �B�^ ��	�0। ��	� ���.���8� 
���&��	 K9�� [�Z�,, !U�p��	 ����� ����	� ���8�	 ���0 K�_Z�0 ����। 20�O� ��	� 
���.���8�	 !U����� A ��T$���	 �	�8 !°��
3�	 K��Z3 ��	 ����	 ���$'��� 9�� K��, 8�&� 
�	�0। 2	 `�� ���.���8� '�"��	 ��� 6������ 8��। K�3& ����	� ��B$��S	 ���0 !��� 
�	� �	� K� 6����( K��Z3��	 ��� K���� F. �T���T� �����9�m�� ��Ã����	 F-��� �	�	 
3& ����� ���8� K�	: ��	। 

 F��	 ��:$� �T���T� ��Ã��	� ������ �O��� ��� 	���0। ��	� ��� ���.���8�	 ��3��	 
/?O�= ��$��� ����	 ��3	 8��� K�BV K��O ��� KA��	 
�Í ���'�	 8�� ��O�0, !�	� ����	 
��. �(�m 6��& ��/�। !�	� 3�� ���.���8�	 ��0� 	���0 ��@ ��c��� 3���। K�3& ����& 
��. ��� ��	� ��0� �	�� ��	�� � K�,�A 3��। ���A !����	 ����	 ��� ��	 �B�^ 	���� 8��। 
9� ��/$-2��� ���� ���������	 6�� K3� ���� K�A��	 `�	 6�� K/�	, l����, ���3��	 8�� 
2���0 ��	� 2� �?��� ����	� ���8�	 ���T" �8����9�� �	�0। ����	�� �� �	�	 3&A 
�������� ����	� ��B$��S	 2� KT��" �B�^ ���� 8��। "�� '���&��  2	� ��� 6������	 �B�^ 
�	��। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
������� 

"���8��-'��¶� S��� nm 
������ 

#� ��$� %� ���&� 
#� 6�¸��	, #*+� 

������� 

�,��	 �T� 6��� 

k�O� 8�A��	 �?�$�'�� 

�~�� ������ ���� ��$���	 2� ������� ����� ���,$	 ��� 3�� 3���`��	 !�� '��¶� 
K����l� "���8��	 ��j�� ��Z	 ('��¶�	) ��� '�4 �B�^	 K/^� ��	�0 ��� 6�'���9 ��	। 
6�'���9 �	�� �9�� ��� !�	� ���, 2 �&����	 �	��	� �8��� KT�� �/�	 6T$A �&� �	� 8�� 
2�� ��S:�¥� 	�3H��� ��N���� FW�� K��� 8��। 

��	�, S�� 2�� ���S�। ��J S�� 2�� ���S� 8��A ��	�,	 2��, ����� 	�3H��� �?�& 
	���0। ��$��	 ����� K��� ��� !N�	 6�C� 6��� �	� ��� ��8�� 2" S�� ����� KT��A 
����C�� 	�3����� 2�,� k�O� 8�A��	 �?�$�'�� ��A�� ����। "���8��-'?�¶�	 S��� n�m	 2�,� 
�/� �Ò��,� 8��। S���	 2" nm !����	 ���0 ��0���� 6��&���� ����� 6
�'���� ��� �� 8�� 
�। 2��, 8��	" �T�। � 8��" �	� 6
�'���� �� 8���। ����C�� 	�3��� �(�m ����	: 2�,� 
��	:� T����" �&���	��� ���C�	 K��k� ����। 

"���8�� �0�� K�����8�	 ���। K�� 	S�" �0� ��	 2���� ����V। ��J �?�$��	���	 ����" 
;�� K�� 	S�	 ����V ��� ��� �J^ �0�� �। ����C��	 ��$�� S���	 6����	� 8��	 2�,� 
	�4 
ÍA K���� ���	 ���8	 Fg	 ��j� "���8�� । 
Í ��C����� 8��	 �����9A 2�� K9�। 
!"��� ��8�	 ��j�� ��������� K��� ��� !�D��। A	� ��o��� ��� KT�� 6�&�8�� K��� /��। 
A	� 
���g��� /��। ��Â 9:�3����	 !"��� K'�� K9��। K����l� 8�� "���8��। 8��� K��� 
K���	 ��$�� S���। ��J "���8�� 2,�A 3���, �����	 ���� !	 [����� K"। ��	� !�9	 K/�� 
6�� ��/�। A	� P�$�	। ��J S���� K� ��Z�� T����" 8��। K�'���" K8��। ��" ��� K'�� ���� 
�	�� �� ��	। �	�� �� 9�। ���, ��� 	�3��� K���k �। K��k��A �। A,� 
	�3������	 ��3। ��" ���� ��$�/। !	 ��$��/� ��������	 8���" ���� K��� K���	 
���'�	। ��o��� ����/�e	 ��	:� �0���, ���� �����	" K8�� � K� !A���� ��9 ���&�9�	��� 
63$ �	�� ��	�� �। S��� ���� � K�� ���3�। ���������	 
��V����	 ����A 6�G��	� KT�� 
����। ��J ����	 �� ��	:�, ��C ��<�� ��C �x����� ���T& ����I ��	 !A���� ��9 2�� 
���&�9�	��� 63$ �	���। 6�x� �x� 8���। �S�=�	 '��¶�	 ����� ���,$ 	"��� �n��� p��। 
"���8��-'��¶�-��o��� /e ���� ;�� �Q� 8���, ��0���" ���3��� S��� K��� /��� �। 
���������	 
��g��� K��� 8�� �। K�� ��	" K8��, K�'���" K8�� '��¶���" K��� 8�� K���	 
��� '�	। ��$�?/� K8�� '��¶���" K��� 8�� K���	 ��� '�	। ��$�?/� 6����	 ��" 8���। 3����- 

 

 

 

 

 

* ������� �����8� 
��������� �����	 ���.����	 �����। �e��� ��	���^� ���������	 K�� 3�9� 8�� �����, !8��� 
`�	� Fa� ��B$� 	.���� 0������ KT�� ����� A ������। 
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��	����	 6����� ����� 8���। i�&���8� 	�C�� �����। !���/� /����। 6����� ��K� ��/$ 
KT�� �&��� 9:8�&� /����। K�� ���3��� K@��	 �	� 8���। !A���� ��9 K�!"� K[���� 8���। 
��" ��	��� 6����� 8���। ��" �T� ����, ���&�9�	���	 ���� ��� '��¶� S��� /�"��। 
"���8��A S��� 0�O�� ��� 2��� ��0� ��	�। ��� K���	 3j	� ���,�� ��	�p��	 �T� ���� 
'��¶��� �	C �	�� /�"��। '��¶� �� ���� K�? ��	A S��� ����	 6����	 	���0। ��" ;j 
8��� S���	 nm। ,�9 6� A��	। 2,� �,��	 �T� 6��। !�	� F-��8� ��$�	� �,��	 K�� �B�& 
K���	 3�& F�@�� 8�� !�0। 

---------------
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
������� 

2�� 2��, ��m 
���.* 

#� ���&� 
# ����$�, #%+� 
(6�¸��	, #*+#) 

 

������� 

��������� !3 ���। ����	 �,'����� ���8�& 	/� !3 �����	 K���-K�������	 6��&��$�&। 
6���B� �����	 �9������ ���8��&�	� ����	 ���Q 67 ��	�0। 6�7	 '���� ��� ��	�0। ��	" ��� 
2" ‘‘���.’’ �����। 

���������	 ���.����	 �,'?���� 9:���8�& 

���������	 ��	���$� 6�p�	 ��	���S�� ���8��&	 ���. 6��&x���। K��� 2� ��� /��0। 
2,� �����	 ���.	 ���। 6�� �0�		 K����:	 ������� �� K�A�� 8�����	 /�/��। 3��	 ��9�	 
3�9�� �����	 2� ��=-���$�& /¶@�� KT�� 6& ��= �Z/�9O� ��$= 3���� ����	�। ��" ���8��&	 
64� 2�,� ��b^ ��	��$ ����	 ��	��$ ����	 6�7	 �� ����3�� । K�� ��WB�� 8�� 
��Ã��	 8�����	 । ��� K�" ��WB�� � �� 9:�����	 �9�� ������। 

���8�& ��WB��	 2��, 6��। ��" ��$�� 6�p��� ���8��&� �?�&���� 6
����$ । !	 K�" 
���8�& 8�� 8�� 9:���8�&। 3��	 ����3� 6@9��	 3& K� ���8�& ��" 9:���8�&।  

���������	 ���� 2� ���. /��। ��C �	�����	 !�� KT�� K� ���.	 ����। �����	 ����, 
[�	 [�	 ��	" 2��, ���^ !'�� ���� b^�	 �	�	 3& ���8��&	 �	��	। 2 K���	 �����	 ��S� 
64 K0�O ���� ���Q K���0। 2 ��Q ����	 ��Q ���� 6��e� �	�� 6��� i��$& !	 ��p 
�������	 ����3। ��p& ������� ��S� !U� ��	" 9�O A�Q । K� ��S� 9:���8��&	 ��S�। 
9:���8�& 3��	 ��Ã��	 �T�� ����� K��। ��C����� !U� ��	 9:���8�& 9�O A�Q । 2,� 
����9��$� ��s��	 A�	 ��<���। 9:���8��&	 ��	� i�s��� ���.����	 A�	 �'$	���। !�	� 3�� 
!����	 ����3 3O��� �3��� ��	 ���O K9�O !�0। �����	 	S:���  �/=� ����3	 �9��	 �T 
�&�8� �	�0। ���$	 ��I�8-	S:�������	 �U� ���� ���� K'�4 K`���" 8��। !	 2 �����V	 
2�,� 6�� 9:���8��&	। 

!3��	 �j:��	 � A �������	 ��	��$ 0�O� ���.��� ��Q� 9=��& K�_Z0�� ���	 �। !	 
2" ��	��$�	 ����V,� K�� 9:���8��&�। 

�?��$&	 !���	 �� 9:���8�& @�� �����	 ����, [�	, ����, �j: �� 0�O�� �O��। K��8���. 
K8�� ����	 � A �������	 । K��� K� !����	 ���.�� 6����� ��	? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* ���.� ���.��� �'�g� ����� ���8�&��। ������ ��	`Fa� !8���। ���� ���WB��� K9��� ��B$� ������ A �/��	�। 
������, �±��� ��	���̂ � �������� 8�� ��"�Ó�^"�� ������। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
������� 

��@��� �����	 l�� 
��@��� �����* 

��Ã�� !�� !��� ���&� 
#� 6�¸��	, #*+# 

������� 

��@��� �����	 l�� 

��@��� ����� l�� ����, ���.����	 l��, 3����	 l��। ���� ����C�� ����, K����, 
6�&�/�	�, 3����, 34���8�	 ��j�� �	:�: �8���@���	 l��। 

2 ��@�� 	.������ ��� ���8�	 ��j��-�	b� 8	:��	� 	����/��	 ��j��, �	� 
"\�8=� 3����	 ��j��, K���-������ K������	 ��j��, 34� ������	 K��� ����� A 
��<��[�����	 ��j�� 2 2� P�$�	 6�'��। 2 6�'�� /��0, /���। ���� ��$= �������� 
�±��. 8� 2�� �������� 
��� ���$�'_� 	��{ ��	:� 8�।  

����� !����	 K��, !����	 3'?��, ���B'?��। !����	 i����	 ����'?��, !����&	 
e�O�'?��, ��	�3���	 ��$p�, !����	 	�3���, ���3���, �:$���	 ��:��¡। �����	 ���, 
!����	 ���0 ��T$�S��	 �� ����, ��:&'?��। �����	 K�����, ���|�, ��$����, ��|�, F-���O�, 
�B��-U���, 0��-����, �8D�-������, K�_�-�B̂ � !����	 ��@���	 !��-'	��। �����	 ��B��, 
�����	 !���-�����, 3�-p�, ��-���=	, �����	 �8	-�D	-@��, !����	 ���0 KÔ8��� 

Í	��3&	 ��, !����	 K�	:�	 F-�। !����	 K�" ��� 3'?�� !�	� ���:	 K/�� K��� '������ 
��c��� 3�����। 2 K��� !����	 ����, �����8, �?�$��j��	� 3@8: ��	�0, !��	 K���	 
���,��" ����	 K�� ��&� 	�/� 8���0। �?�$ ��j���	 	�. 9O� 2" �����, ����	 �&��9	 P��-��^	, 
�&T� K���, ���-P���	 �B�� ��3�O�, !����	 2" ����	 ��������। ��c��� !����	 !��-'	��	 
����। ����� !����	 ���0 
�Í	 K��, 9��	 K��, �����	 K��, K�_D��$	 ������ ��D	 K��। 
�����	 '��� !����	 ��@���	 K�	:�, �����	 ���." !3�� !����	 !��$ , !����	 ����। 
������ �?�$ F�Q ��@���	 ��:� ���, !��	 /�� ��� �� ���	 !9�� 9� K9��।      

��� K���	 /�"�� K�	� !����	 2" ���m	�। 2" ������ 2���0 K��9� ��Q��	� '�9& ������ 
8��। 2���0 ���$9��3	� l���� !	 ��� �&�����Y��- "��	3 `	���	� ��:��	 K��, 2���0 2" 
��������। 6����� 2���0  ������ ���� ����C�� ����, K����, ���, ��Z�3���, ������ !	 
����	 K����W	- i�& ���=, �	��	� ��$/3�	�, ����C��	 ��� "�����	 ���। ��®�, ��®�, 
����-K����:, �?���� ��ª��:, 6�&�/��	 - 6��/��	 33$�	� 8���0 ����C���g	 ��������। 
��Q� 	�3�V �� 8� �", K��9��	� �� ��	 �", �� �	�� ������ ��3��� "��	3��	 Ä�� K�Z���0, 
K�� ��$= ��	 /�"��A 3[&�� 6���$ ��� ��	�0 !3��	 ����C��	 "���8�� ��Z	 34����8�। 
����	 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* ��@��� ������ ���������	 �����। ��� �B������� �A��� !�P� 8���� �� '����। ��� ����� ◌� !�P	 	8�� 
��a��। ��@�� ����� K��, L��� 8�� ����� A ������।          
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K	���� KT�� �	�, ��;, ����, �B��, j¬, 9B8����� 3��, [	 ��O�, K���� ��,, ��D	 ���3� 
9�3$� ��0�" 	S� ��� �"। �B��& !	 }���	 ��������	 ���& 
����� ��@�� /����� !3��	 
��������। 34� ���8� ������� 8�&� ��	, &������� ��� ���� , ���$	 !��$�� ������ ��	, 
���.���� 39�:	 F�	 k�Z���� ��O 2� ��'�����	 	�3V /������0। ��	 3�	 ��&���9A ��	�। 
���	 ��8 i���	 �� K/�4��	 B�������A �\� �����0 ������8�	 ��$	��। 2� K/���	 3� k�	�0 
��	 3�	 ���� ������� ��� ��	�। 

��c���	 6�	�� ��	� 
����� /��, ��$���	 ������ K����:	 �9��� KT�� ���. K��� /��। 
��c��� 3��� K�" ���.��@��� 6��$�:$- 2 ��@�� ��c���	 ��Z/�	 ��@��; 2" �B�T���� ��	� 
��� 
���$�'_� 3��� �8���� ��Z/�� /��। �����	 '���, �����	 �B�^, "��8��, 6T$���, ��" !����, 
��। 
2" ��c��� ����	 �3
 K��, !���'?�� 2" �B�T��	 ���/�� 2Z�� ���� /��। K�� ������ ��8	�9� 
3������	 ��� ��c��� ���� /�� �, ���� ���	 � K����। 

�����	 KS�����	, ���, 3�����, �-34�, �8	@��, [	��O�, 6¶�����, ����	���	 
����� ���g	 ����� �����	 3����	:। ���� ����	 ��� 6����	। ��c��� !����	 '�", 
!����	 �m�, !����	 !�3- ��	� 
���� ������ K����" ��� �j� � K�। ��c���	 ���� 
!�	� ����, ����	 P:K� !�	� P���, �&T�� �&�T�, ����	 ��	 ���� !�	�। ��c���	 	. 2� A 
6�'I ���������	 ���. ��@��- ��@ ��c��� 3���	 ���. ��@��। 2 ����� K���3 ��'���	 ���B'?��, 
K���m� �/g	o�	 3'?��, 	��¡��T	 �����	 F-�, 3j��	 i����	 ����'?��, !/��$& � �̀�/¡, 
39��� ���, K�[�� ��8�	 3p�, ��Ã�� �8�� �?�$& K� , �������, � �̀�, ������	, �8�� �	��, 
�����, !���, ���3$Ñ 3vj�, 	A��	� A 6&�& ���.����, ��	 �=���	 !��&��9	 ��8��� 
FÌ�, '�
	 2� 6�Y� K��। 

��	� !����	 �% �0	 ��	 6��	�� K���: ��	�0। ��$� ����" �̂��	���	 /������0, ����	 
��� K�� ��� �", ��	� �S �S �����	 	�. �����	 ���, ��� ��	 �����0, ����	 ���9 K�� 
!���� �"। ��	� �� K���	 �� �Ö� '?��®� ��	�0 ��	 ������� !����	 ��� 8��"। �����	 
��;��	 !�$eD, �B��	 ��[$ ��
��, �� K���	 K/���	 3� !����	 K��0���" 8��। 9B8-8�	���	 
�3 9B�8 �`�	�� ���" 8��। 8���� 8�� � �	:�T$�	� �	���	 ��	: �", ���B8�	���	 ���B8�	���	 
K���	  K��k� �"�� 8�� �। �� K����	 ���.	 �� !9�। �� �v �&�T� !�0, K��� !�0, 6�� 
P�� 3�� 8�� !�0 ����, Ä���। !�0 ����8���	 !N। K� !N� ���O 0�" 8�� ���� ���� 
����C�� ����, K����, ��, ��:�, �A��9�		 �B������� ����	� �	��	। K� ��C ��	 K����	� 
3�� �����0, 	. �����0, ����	 ��4 !����	 K��� 8�� �, ����	 !�	� !	 �`�	 ��� � 
K���� । ��J ����	 3���	 �&��9	 ������ �� ��� !�	� !����	 ��3	 K��, P��� ������� 
�&�9, P��, �^, 	.�� 0�O� 
����� ��@�� 8� �- 8�� ���	 �। 

��" !����	 !8��, �� K��� �&�9 A �� K��� 	. K�� �� ��O����O !����	 3��	 �� 
2�9�� !���। 	. ���� �����0 �����	 �B���	�, ��	���	 U����	�, W�� ����3	 0��	�, �&�9 

���	 �	�� �����0 �����	 �� K���	, P�� �	: �	�� �����0 �����	 ��;	� । ��" 
�����	 �� 
�� �����	 �� !9�। 3� !����	 6��&x���। 
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�����	 
����� ��@���	 2" ��9 ��mS�: ��$���	 �&��9	 Â� ��� ��@���	 ��:� ��� , 
���.	 !��$ ��� !����� �	�0 ‘‘��@��� ��c���’। K���: ����	 ��j�� 3����	 8�����	j��। 
����	 8��� 8�� ������ 3����	�:	 ���� ��Z�O�� 6��U�� ��@�� /����� ��A��	 ��T ���- 
��@��� ����� ����	 ��8��& A �8���9���" !����	 �?��। 

���.���� 39:�� 3��" ��@��� 6�'D। 

 

‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘��@��� �������@��� �������@��� �������@��� �����’’ ’’ ’’ ’’ �3D�����3D�����3D�����3D����    


��� ����� �3D����।
��� ����� �3D����।
��� ����� �3D����।
��� ����� �3D����।    

    

    

--------------------------------------------    
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

��@��� �����	 
��= /�� ��� 

��@��� ����� 
#� ��$� �� ���&� 

�+ �'(	, #*+# 

������� 

��@��� �����	 ��= /�� ��� 

����C� �� �0	 ��	 ��@��� ��c��� 3����� !����	 ��Q9O�� ��ZO ��	�� K	���0, F�&� 
�4��	 ����। ��" !3 K�����, 6�&�/��	�, 39�:	 ��@��� !���� ����C� �B�&���	 	��� 

�S	 ��	�0।  

����C��	 ��� ��$� ���, "�����	 ��� ��$\ K���:, ������ ]��B�V	 ��� 6&�� 
6�&�/�	, 6��/�	�� �/	��	 ��?$� ��	 K�A��	 3& �����	 39: !3 ����	�	। ��7 ��@��� 
���। ��m�, K����/C� A ����= �����	 K����� 39:A ����C��	 ��	�9�	 KT�� ���.	 3& 
	:���3 ��\�। �?�$ A ���� 	:�4� 
�����	 3& 2" K� �8�3�9	:, 2" K� 	.S�� ��� �� K	�� 
�	�	 S��� ����C��	 34� �	���		 �"। ����C� ��3	 8��� ��3	 ��	 	/� ��	�0 K� ���	 
����8� �	�� K/���0� �����, ��m�, K���/ A �������	 &���4� 3���� !�����:	 6����	��। 

6�=� ��v��$ ����C� �B��&	 ��'�����" K/���	 ���� K���0। ����C� !3 [����	 K��� 
K������	 ���� K���0। ����C� !3 [����	 K��� K������	 ���� F��p� !	 �����, ����=, 
K����/C� A ��m� ��	 ��&'?���� ��	:�। ����C� !3 
��������� 39�:	 ���� '��� A 
6�'���
j�। 2� !�	� "��8���	 2� /	� i�Ã��� 6�&���	 n�	���� F���। ��c���	� 
��� 
3��� �8���� �B�T��	 ���� K�Z�/ T���� �� �। ���A K�� K�� ��c��� �/	�� ����-K������	 
K9����� ��	�0। '�" 8�� '�"��	 ���� 0��	 ������0। K���	 
�T$ K�F K�F ��������	 ���0 ���eA  
��	�0। 2" ������ ��	3�`�		 !��'$�� [�,�0 !��	 ��	�3, K��8����	A 3 8���0। ��/e�A 
!�0, !��	 �8��'���A !�0 2 �4'?����। '�j Ä��A K�� !�0 K��� ���8 Ä��, �8- 
Ä���	A 6�� K��� !�0। 2" ������ ����������A !�0 !��	 �	� ��<��� K��������	 6'��� 
�"। 2" �������� �v !�D��, �����8 A i�Ã��	 3 �����0 !��	 6�� 9:6'�&Ê� �&T$A 
8���0। 6�� �&�9, 6�� ����, 6�� ���'�, 6�� 3�� ��@��, 6�� 	.�� ���B��	 6��� 
8��	�� K9�0। �� ��fA ��@���	 �8���� ��S�@8:��	�	� �/	�� ����0 oh motherland with 

all thy faults we love still thee 6����	 '��-]��= KT�� ��S� ��� ���'I K���	 ���.����	 
"��8���� ���� K	�� !����	 2�9�� K��� 8��। j� ��Ã�, /� Kb�	 9B8��� �"�3�	��, 
������, ��4�-����4�	 ��$��=� ���8�। 	�3H��� ���'�, �8����n� ���� ���$���� ��C 
���.���� 39: !3 2��=-6�'I। ��@��� 3����	: ���" ���। ����	 �&��9	 A ��@���	 
��$��� 6
����$। love begets love ’ ]��BV, ���� A '������	 �m� !3 !�� ��C 

��������� 39:। 6��9�Q� ���.���- ��$� 9B8���� Y� K� K�� K�� ���। K�� ���.��� 
�?��� 	�3H��� ���, 	�3H��� ��$�& ���, /	� �&�9, 6���& 	.���	 ������" 
����� 
��@���	 /?O�= ��3� �x�। ������ 8����	��	 �/	���	 3& �����	 ��� KT�� ��?$� !����	 
�	��" 8�� A !����	 3���� !���$	 l��- ��:��� 3'?��	  ������ !8��, �=�8�	� ����	 
6¿3� ����, ���B8�	� 
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��;��	 ����8�����g !8��, 
���8�	� ���|�� �	�	 �j: !���, '?��8�	� ��|� ���®� �B���	 
F��g !8��, ��$8�	� U����	 ×¹��Q�	 ��T, ��@��� 0�� �����	 ���� ���� ��C ���.���� 
	�3������	 q�&�� K[��:�, ‘‘K� !0 �����	 ��	 �=� 	. ��� 8��, 	. ���� 8��, 2�9�� 
��A’’ 67 �A ‘‘�����	 ��� KT�� ������ 6�&�/�	� 3������8� 8,�A। ��c���	�, �B�� U��� 0�� 
���� 39: ���.	 !���$ Fn�� ��� 3�@� i���। ���	 �B��&	 ���9 �O�" �	�0 ���	 �	 �� 
	���	 �	 	��। ‘‘����	 ���T ��@���	 ��	 ���" �¤� [�	 [�	’’ ��� �9 ��9	� /��	���� 
K`��0 ����. ��
�� ��@��� 9:q��& `�,� �B�^ K� � 8�। �S �S 	�	� �;	 �� 3�� 
���3$ �����0 K���, K���, K��� 9B88�	�, ���8�	� ��T	 ��4�� 8���0। 6���& �	� ��	 ����V	 
��$��� 8��	���0, �����	 K���, K���, ,���	 ���g ��^ 8���0। �S �S ���O [	 '��'?� 8���0 
K�" �8�h����	 ���� ��Z�O�� ��@��� �����	 �� "��8�� �B�^	 ����V !����	 F�	। ��	���	 
}��C?��	 F�	 9�O ����� 8�� !����	 �� 
��� K��, 
��� 3���, ���$�'_� 	�{ ����	 
��$���, ��/e�	 �O�� �&T$ ��	 
�����	 6�¬ �	�S�� !����	 Fg�:$ 8�� 8��। 
�����, P��, 
�^, �&�9 ���, ��@��, !	 	. �� 2� ���0�� 2����	 8�� 2�9�� /���0 '��� ����	 ���� । 
'��� ����	��	 3& 2��, �� "��8�� �� K�� F�8�	 K�A��	 ���s� ���- !	 K�	� �। 
��@��� �����	 ��= /�� ���। 9:��Ã��	 ��� ��8�� ���।  

 

------- 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
���������	 6'&=�	 ��@��� ����� 

#� ��$� �� ���&� 
�+ �'(	, #*+# 

���������	 6'&=�	 

��������� ´� 8� �" 

�	���,$ -P	��3 !�� 

K� F-��, K� !D, K� �8�����	 ���$� ��� ��� �0	 ´��	 !��'$�� �����	 [�	, K� ���$� 
6¿�3� �� �`�	 /�� K9�0। �����	 [�	 [�	 ������	 0���, ��� [�	 ��I�	 K	��, ����, 
�����	 K/���	 3�� 2���		 ´� K���8� 8�� �`�	 K9�0। ´� F-���	 '��� Cµ । !�D	 '��� 
�®j�। �8�����	 ���� �8����� ��� �`�	 K9�0 ���" �3 �3 !U��। 2��	 !��	 ����	 
´�? ��@ ����� 3��O 	 �w���	 ���0�। ;��� 9B�8�	 	�3V। 2��� ���8�	� ����	 !��� 
!�$��। ���B8�	� ��;	 ��$�'�� 8�8���	। 9B88�	�, ���8�	�, ��$8�	���	 ��[$<��� !��� ����� 
�&�T�। �����	 ��B�� K���� S� ��S�। ���� �O�" �	�0 �B��&	 ��4, ���	��	 ��4, ���	 ��� 
K`_3 A ��	 6�/	��	 ��4। ;�� ´� � ������ �	-A 2���0� ��J ��	��� F-�� 8� �"। !D 
8� �"। 39\� P9$� �����	 ���, KT�� �����O�� ���£�� 8���0। ������ ��D	A K" K����A 
K"। !3 ������ 9B8��? ��m&���  ��� � ��@8 K������ �:�� 3����	 K�F �" !3 ������ 
������ F�}� !	 8� �, ��Z��	 [��A ���3 �। ��D�		 n��	 ��ªC�� 6�$: �	�	 3& K�� 
'. �?3�	� ��� 6���B� ������ �"। ������ �̀� 8�� !�0 ��	 K�_D�$& F��'�9 �	�	 K�� K��� 
�"। ��4��� ��O�[	 /��	� �&��� �� K0�O ��$8�	�� ��	:� 8���0, ���£� ����� K�Z�� �`�	 ��$�। 
�����	 ��� ���= ��$�'��� �8�। ������ !�0 ��� K`_�3	 ������ 6�&�/�	 !	 ���.���8�	 
!e��:	 	�"�`� K���9��	 K9���N��। !3 �������� 2� ����� 	:�S�। + ��� ��	 �����	 
����� 	��� [����� ���	 �"। !8��		 K�� K�	:� ��� �"। �����	 /���	� K��Q� 9� '��� K9�0। 
	�����	� !	 ���Q ���Q ��Z�� ��3�� �। ��;��	 K������� �m 8�� K9�0। ���k��	 '��,���� 9�� �� 
���B� ����� !	 ����	� 8�� F�Q �। ���� �T��,�	 ����� KT�� ����� ����0। ���9���, K���9���, 
��F�, ����$�� ���$�	 3'?�� ����� !3 ����8����	��:। 6�&�/�	� 3������8�	 ��j�� ���	� 
i���। ������ ��²��	� !	 l�����	� �O���� 8���0, �S��� 8���0, !��	 6�� �� ��T	 
��4�� 8���0। ���$/��	 �	��	�� 3���� 8�&� �	� 8���0, !	 6�	���	� 	�3���	 8���0। 2�A 
������ 94�, ����, ÂØ���, K�[� ���<	�, ��C� ����8� 8� ��J ��	 ��� ���। �����	 U����	� 
/��	� 8��	���0, �B��	� 3�� K0�O /�� K9�0। 0�� ���3 W��-���3 K0�O �����0। ��c��� 
K������	 K���� K0�O�0। ����� !3 ���.�����। 

 

------ 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

��@��� 3����	�:	 
����V 

��@��� ����� 
#� ��$� �� ���&� 

�+ �'(	, #*+# 

 

��@��� 3����	�:	 ����V 

��	���� KT�� !3 ��$= ���� ��Ã�� �� 	�3H��� ������8 ����� ���� ��� A ��$����� 
����� 8�� !��0 ���	 ��4- 

#) �	�, ��;, �B� j¬ ��F�� 8�&� �	�� K"। 

�)�	��	�� ��F�� �� 2��	 6�	��� 6�	�� 8�&� �	� �Q� �। 

%) �± !��� 8��A ���� S�� �	� ��� �। 

�) /��	, l�����, ��,��,, �	� 8	: �� �	� ��$: Nj�	 6�	��। 

�) W�� ���3, 8�������, ��D	, ���3�, 9�3$�, ����	����, ��"�Â	� ��	�����$ 
q��8���� ����$, ��P[	 �/�O�����, ��9�, KS� ����	, 9B8����� 3�� }�� �	� 
3���� ��� ^ �	�	 �����। 

�) !�U� �� 6���T �� !����$:��	��� 8�&� �	� ��$��� ���	���।  

+) K��� ������	 ��$�, p����, l�.�	, ����, ���8��&�, i�s���, ���$��, 
��������, ������ �� 	�{�?� 6���&।   

�) ���	� ��O�[�	 !N K�A�� 6&��, K�� 2�3�	 6�	���, 6& ����3 
���$�� �&��. 9B88�	� 8�� ���	।  

*) �&�.9� �±��	 3�& ��Ã��	 ������9 ��F�� 8�&� �	� �� ��	 ���g	 S�� �	� 
��	�, 6�	��।  

#R) ���, K	�93���:� n�	� ��F�� 8�&� �	� �� ���	 64 ��&4 8�� �	� 6&��। 

##) �	��S �	��	� ��$/�	� �� K�� ���S K����� 8�&� �	� 6&��।  

(����	:�� �8�����, ������8	 �� 9B8���� 2�� ��� ����/� ����� 8�।) 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
������� 6@�?� 

#� ��$� �� ���&� 
�R 6�¸��	, #*+# 

 

������� 

�B8b����	, #�" 6�¸��	 ��� ����� �+ K� !�< P��	 #� [�,��� 9����� ��:� KT�� �/��	� 
8� �����	 '�9&����	 P^@8 3���	 6�'��- ���&�� �l��l� ����	 ��� A 3��� "���8��	 
��T�B� !����	 ����8� ����	 !� K���� ��Z !8� A L��� 8�������� �����। �m&�� 
��� ����� 
K	�lA KT�� �/��	� 8��� K�� P"3 P���8� �4���		 P�$�	 6�'���	 ����	 �����	 '?��?�$ 
���&�� ������	 !� K���� ��Z !8� A �B� 2�� ��	 ���}� K��� K9� ��	� ���<	 ���'I K���	 
K���	 K�¡N�� KT��। 9� ��� ��� ��� KT�� �����	 3� p� ��Q [�, �T ��=	 KT�� !	x ��	 
�����	 3�:$ �:$ ���,�		 6'&=	 ��$= 8� A !8��	 ���� KS� �?�� 9�m A !�$��� 2 �&��� 
�4'?��	 !��� ����� ����. A '�	�e�=। 2	 �	� K��� "T��		 6= �	4����	 ���&��,	 
��4। �����	 ���� ����	 ����8 8� !	 !8� K� !3 2��, 6����� ���B��� ����	 �[$, 
��� ������। 2" 69: 8� A !8��	 ���& �&�.������	 F�	 �=�& A !���/� 6�� ��	� A 
6���$:��। ��J ���A K��� K�������	 K� !���/� K��� K9� ;�� 2����	 �����	 �² KT�� �, 
K��-������	 �� K���	 ���	 ��& KT�� �� K��� ��w�� A �\��	, K��� �B̂ �=�?�� A 
2����	 ��$�� 2�� '���&� ��	3�`	��	 2� �j: ��	��	 vZ����	� �����। 9� �% �-��	 
�����	 ������	� ���� ��� ����/e 6���� ����� �����0� ��J 2 ���� K�F p��� 8�� 
���	�-2 K� �0� ����	 	4��|	 !� ��J ������	��	 ���& ���/�� K� �����9& ��� �����/� K� 
8���0� ���/�� ��[$p���। ��	: �'���	 ��̂  �	�	 3& 
3���	 ��$���	 �T�� K� ����C A ��9� 
�	�� 2� ��� 2 K���	 ���/�� S������� A �������� �0� K�A ����	 KÀ��� ��� � K��� 
�0,�� ��O�0� ���<$। ���A �� K� K�� ��$= ��	� ��3�� ��	 	����? �-"��8���	 9�� K	�� 
�	�� K�? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* 6@P�� 
��� �����	 ��. 6|��	 �����8� �����। ������ !�33�� 8�। �&�p���� ������� K8��� 2� 2 2 A �j� 
"���� 2� �� 2। ��� �B������� K3 	8�� ���.�`_3 6�����। ������ K��8�>� !��। 	A��	�, 	���	 8�� ��"�Ó�^�"�� 
������। 
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���	������	������	������	���    ������������������������    ���	����	����	����	�    
��. 6|��	 K�_	 

��p�N��	 ����$&�� 
6@�?�  

#� ��$� �� ���&� 
�R 6�¸��	, 
#*+# 

 

��� �����	 ��. 6|��	  
K�_	 ��p�N��	 ����$&�� 

K	_��	�, #*K� 6�¸��	 
(K3��� 6�`� �?�) 

 

p��� �����	 ��. 6|� K	_��	� T��	 "F���	 �?�$ K�_	 ��p�N���� K'�4 ���� F8�	 
����$&�� ������ �������� �	��	 ����	�'��� �º����� �'������ !A���� ��9 ��$��� 
K/��	�&� �8���� ����� ��	�0 ��� ������ ����- 

#) ��� !�P� 3���-   ���'�4� "F�� 

�) ��� ����	 K8��� K����-   K�_���	�  ’’ 

%) ��� 2��P�&� ���-   �D��O  ’’ 

�) ��� A��	 !�� !�D-   K	_��	�  ’’ 

�) ��� �����	 	8��-   ��P	/	  ’’ 

�) ��� 0��� F�a-    	��3���	 ’’ 

���� K� ��� 2��P�&� ��� A ��� 0��� F�a 2	 �?��$A K/��	�&� �0��। "F���	 ���&� 
A��l$ KT�� 2�3 ��	 �'&�� ����� �	� 8���0। 2"�� ����� K/��	�&� A �'& ��8���9: 
6����« �������� �	���		 ����$ �8���� �	�	 3& A p��� K�_	 ���&� ������	 3& ��T @8: 
��	�0 ��� ����। 

 

 

 

---------- 
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���	������	������	������	���    ������������������������    ���	����	����	����	�    

�������  6@�?�  
#� ��$� *� ���&� 

�+ 6�¸��	, 
#*+# 

 

�������    
!����	 ���.����	 ��� 2� ��� ��� ��� K��	�� !, ���� ��O�0। ����	 6@9��	 ���T 

���T !����	 ����	 9��, ��B�� A ���	 Ï� ��	���$� 8�� !	A 6��� ��	���: ������, �Br A 
�v� ��CB�� ��' �	�0। !3 ��	� �����	 3� A p� ����CB� 	:���C	 2�� ����� ��� ��=	 
KT�� !�	� ���� !����	 P�$�	 ��8��, ���.��9� K3�����	 ��`�&, 	:H��:& !��	 !����� 
�� �� �����। ����, ����� K������	 �� 
�����	 !��	 !����� ��	 �����0 FÌ� KT�� 
FÌ��	 !	 /	� ��3��	 ��v�$�,�� ��	 /���0 ��, KT�� 6�� ��,�	। 

K� K�� ����, ����� ��	 ���. ���� 	:H��:& A K9�����j��	 K/��A 6��� ����	� '?���� 
	���0 K���	 39�:	 F�	 ��	���� �����?�8	 F�	। ��	: ��$�� ���9	 ����	 �'�g ������ 
39�:	 �C��f� ��Q����	 F�	। !����	 2 ��� ���.	 ���, 39�:	 ��� 2�� 39�:	 n�	� 
��	/���� A 2���² ���T$� 2 ���।  

�S�=�	 ��$	 ��� K����	 2 ��� ������������ �3�� 	���	 3& 2�� K���: A ���O�� 
p��� �	�	 3&, ����	 �'�g ������ ����	 ������� ��. A ���^��� �������	 ��T$�	 F�	। 2 
�'�g 6�&= S�: A S:p���। 

�e ��S	 9B8�� �&�p������ ��	�S'��� !����	 9B8�� �&�p���� A ��@���	 ��	�?	� �� 
��?	� �8���� ��	 K�� K��� ���	। F��8	:
Y� ����	 ���O, �8, 8�&� A 6��<���	 �����" 
F��� �	� K��� ���	। ��" !����	 ���.���8� K��T�A 8�� K�� ��" ��	 ��������?�� �&�p� 
�8���� ��	� �	�8 �	7 ����	: �����	 F�	 6�T& ��$&��, ���O, �8 A 8�&���s	 
��������	 6���	: ��	। ����	 2 ��� �������� ��.��?�8	 KT��" 6��B�। !	 ��4��� 8��" 
���� ��D�8	 K/��� K���। ����	 2" �� ��� ����'��� !����	 ��@���	 �'�g�� !	A �3��� 
A ��@���� Ï� ��	 �����0। ��	: ����	 6��B� �����?8 !����	 39�:	 �� K� ����e�� A 
����� �¤��	 K�	:� ���� �� !����	 ��@��� �����'��� �8��� ��� ����I। 

 

--------- 
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���	������	������	������	���    ������������������������    ���	����	����	����	�    

P"3 ���&�� ��� ������	 �B��&�� 6@�?�  
#� ��$� *� ���&� 

�+ 6�¸��	, #*+# 

 

P"3 ���&�� ��� ������	 �B��&�� 

K	_��	�  ��K� 6�¸��	- 

!����	 �3
 ������ ��	����� ������ ���� 6�& �/���	�	 ���&�� ��� ����� �|� ���� A 
A���� K��8�>� ���.�`_3 6����� ��B$� �B��&��� ���� 8� 2�� K	_��	��� ����� ���O /�	 
[�,��	 ��� ���.�`_�3	 !|��� ��	 ��	 ��4�:	 K�� �����= ���.�`_�3	 `����	� KW����l	 
�>��� 2" ����� P"3�� 8��3	 �	� 8�� 8�3�	 8�3�	 K��� ����	 �B��&������ ��� K���� 
8��3	 8�। ��&'?���� ��Z�O�� �B��&	 �?�$��v��$ ��	� K
��� 
���	 ��	 �/���	� A F����	 T��	 
6���B� 6|��	 �� �� K����	 3�� ��, � ��� ��² A [	��O��� 6�¬�����9 2�� 6��� 
�	�	 6�?�& ���V ^ �	�� ��	� ��� ���8��� ��e�'��� �8���� ��	�0। ��" ����	 !3 
�B��&�� 8���0। 2 KT�� ��� �4 i�	� ��� �������	 ��S� ��A�� F�/� K�, ����	 �B����$	 
2���� ���C �B��&��। 2 ������ KT�� ��� �������	 	S� �	�	 S��� P���	 K�� ��.	 K"। 

 

------------- 
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���	������	������	������	���    ������������������������    ���	����	����	����	�    

´P� K`�	 F���� 6@�?�  
#� ��$� #%� ���&� 

�� �'(	, 
#*+# 

 

´P� K`�	 F���� 

K	_��	� ।। ��K� �'(	 

!����	 ������ ��	����� ������ ���� /�Z� K���	 ��]��, 9� �#K� A ��K� �'(	 K	�3 
����	 A 	����	 F'� ���� ´P� �`��		 F-�� F���S F������ 8� 2�� F'� ��� ´��	 
3���� 6���� 8�। ��� �T� ���	 K/�� �n��� ���" 6������&�� K��� 3����� ��	� 8। 

K	_��	� A �����¬ ��. 6|�� 6&�& �-��		 &�� A �-��	A 
�'���� �������	 ���9 
��������	 ����� ��$ ´P� K`�	 F-�� F������ 8�। 2 ���� P�,�� K��T�A KT�� K��Y� 
6�����	 K�� [,�	 ����� ��A�� ��" �"। ���3 K��� ����� 3�����	 K���3 2� ����� 
K���3���	 ��& ���� �4�m� K�� ���3��	 ���., ���� ���B'?��	 �e ��� KT�� ��$�4�: ���., 
���.���	� !����	 ��	 ���.���8�	 !; ��`�& ���� �	� 8� 2�� q ��4 K��� ���.����� ��� 
���B'?��	 3& ��8��� �	: ��	�0 A �����	 6���& 39: ��	� ��$	 "���8�� ���8�	 B��� 
8�&�����	 ����	 8���0 ����	 !��	 ��	��: A ���=	 K���� ���� �	� 8�। 

 

 

------- 
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���	������	������	������	���    ������������������������    ���	����	����	����	�    

��� ��8 !���	 �B��&�� 6@�?�  
#� ��$� #�� ���&� 

# �� �l��(	 

 

�3� ��Z 8�" W���	 K8l ��^�	  

��� ��8 !���	 �B��&�� 

F����	 %RK� �'(	 

!����	 F����	 ������ ��	����� ������ ���� �3� ��Z "F���	 !A���� ��9 �����	 
K��e,�	� A ��3� ��Z 8�" W���	 K8l ��^�	 ��� !���� 9� �+K� �'(	 	�3���	 ���8�	 
K����	� �B� ��	 ��� K����	 8�C 6�$: �	�� ��	� 2" ����^ !A���� ��9 ��$� A ��&�� 
��S������ ��$�'��� N�� ��	 8�&� ��	। q �����" 2" 6|��	 !	A ���3 !A���� ��9 
��$��� 8�&� �	� 8�। 


�������	 6�	��� ���� ��� !���	 �B��&��� 2" 6|��	 K���3�	 ���& 6�&= ����	 
�|�	 8���0। ���������	 �S �S K������� �8���	 !��	 ��4 !����	 �8��$� ��� !���	 
!��	 ���= !�	� ���� ��	। 

 

  

--------------------------------    
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���	������	������	������	���    ������������������������    ���	����	����	����	�    

!����$�:	 �8�O� ��.����� �% 6�¸��	 
#*+# 

 

!����$�:	 �8�O� 

�RK� 6�¸��	 ���8	���p� ��� ���8�	 [�Z�, 8"�� ���� ��	�� K�4� K	�3����	 ��3 A 
+ 3 	�3���	 67�7�8 ���.���8�	 ��, !����$: ��	। ��S�����	 ��8�	� !����	 
�������� 3�� K�, ���B'���	 
����� 	S�	 ���� �����V 6�� @8: �	�	 3& 6�� �� 8"��" 
������9	 6��S�� �0���। �����9 ��"��" ��� ���8�	 ��4��� i�&9: ���.���� 6��@8: ��	��। 
"�����&" ��������, ����9o, 3������	, �����	, 	����	 T���8 ���'I p� 8"�� !����$�	 
��	 !�����0। 

‘‘K���	� !���� 	. ��A - !�� K������	 
����� ���।’’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* ��.����� �����	 ‘�-3’। ��.����� �����, ��������। ������, �e��� ��	���^� ���������	 K�� p� KT�� 
��"�Ó���"�� ������ 2� ����	 S��� �����। ������	 �� ��������'��� �&�8�	 �	� 8���0 2�� ������	 �Q��� K9�� 
	��� 8���0। 2�, 2��, �����8� ����� ��� ������ 8�। ��$ A ���&� 6������। 
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���	������	������	������	���    ������������������������    ���	����	����	����	�    

���.�����	 l���	� KT�� ��.����� # �'(	 #*+# 

 

���.�����	 l���	� KT�� 
!�� ���.�����-K9�,� ����� !��	 	:�4, �����	 ����, [	 !��	 2��= !��	 �����	 

���� ���, !��	 ���:	 K/��A ���। !3 K�� �� K" �� K"; 2��� ���� 
����� ��@��� 2�" 
!��$ K�� ���3� 2�" �, �����	 ���. �����	 
�����। ��" ��� "���8��	 K����� K��� 
��g���	�� 8�&� ��	 �����	 �����	 Fg� ��3� 	�.	 ������� ��� !�� ����	�	। �����	 ���. 
��@��� !�� �?�$�� ������	 �������	 ��@��� Fg	�����	�। 	�.	 ������ �m�	 ������:$ ��T	 
6m��	 ����� K'� ��	 	. ���	 	. !����� FÙ���� �	� K����� �����	 ��$���� ������	। 

‘‘�e	 ���T K�� !���� K"-/�O�= ��3� � 8A�� ��$= !����	 ���. ��@�� /���"।’’ 

 

 

-�����	
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���	������	������	������	���    ������������������������    ���	����	����	����	�    

�������  ��.����� �* �'(	 #*+# 

 

����������������������������    

���9	� 	°�x�� ���<	 ��:���Q�� 	.�S�	 K��� 2��, ��, 2��, ��	/�-
��� ��������। 
9:����� �'& ���<	 FÌ��� S� �8� K�� �4�m�	 !���$ F��� ���O ��� K���, ���9���	 

��B� 9:�3������ �������� �	��	 !3 2��, ��C� ��&-��& �/	6»� �/	o��। �����	 ���� 
��Z/�� /�� �����	 ���� ���. /��-�����	 ���� 6����	 /��, ��" ����� �8���	 	�. 9O� �������� 
�	��	 A 	. ���T ��� �����	 ���.��9� ����, ���� ��$	 "���8��	 8����	 �;��	 8�&� ��	 
�?�$�	 9���� 2�9�� /��0 !�I ���.	 ����। 

�����T ��" P9$� 8F� � K� �������� �	��	 �����	 ����3���, /���	�3���, 0�� ��S�, 
�B��, U��� A K�8�� 3�� 	�.	 ������ ��5�3&��� ���������, ��Z�3���, ,�F,-��,��	 A 
��-/�,� �������	 �����Z� K'�4 ���� ‘‘��. �����	’’  ���� !����� ����� FÙ���� ��	 K����� 
��$���� �����	 �����	 ��������	 p�� �	��", �	��" �	��"। 

‘‘3� �����-3� �4�m�-3� ���.�����’’ 

 

* 

 

‘‘39�:	 "����.	 �� K" �?:$ ���. A 
�����" !����	 2���� �S&’’- ��3Fa� 

 

------------- 
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���	������	������	������	���    ������������������������    ���	����	����	����	�    

������� ��.����� � �l��(	 #*+# 

 

������� 

 

!�� ���.�����। ���<	 6�&�/��	� K�����-����O� 39�:	 6����	 !����	 ���� !�� 2��= 
!��	 8�� 39�:	 ���� �0���-!�0, T�����। 

3��� "���8��	 8����	 �;��	 �	��� 8�&���s	 �8�À T��� !3A /��0 �����	 ��T [��,-
���Q। ��3� �9�3	 	.��� !3A K��9 !�0 [�		 K����� K�����। !3A /��0 �	�-��j� !��� 
�B�-����	 3��= �����, ���$�� 8�� �����	 �� K��। �0��� K�� P��	 ��;	 !�$��� ����8�	� 
8�� �����	 P���� ��। ��^ 8�� !��	� �����\। ��J !��। !�� K/-N��'�	�, K8� �/-��, 
�`��� ���{�, K�� ���3�। !�� �; ��.	 �>���-3��= ����। ��Z�3���, ��5�3&��� A 
����������	 ���� 8��	��, ,�$�l�-��"�Ó�। !�� 8�&� �	��� }�� �	��� 3��� "���8��	 �; 
��.��। 	�.	 ������ K9�� ����� 3���	 3�9�। 


��� 9:�3������ �������� �	���		 ��	/���� ���.���� ����, ���.���� �����	 "b���Br 
����� 	���0। ���.����	 /�O�= ��$&��� !�	� F���। 3� !����	 ������। ‘‘3� �����, 3� 
���.�����-3� K�� ���3�’’ 

‘‘	. �� �����0, 	. !�	� K����-2 K���	 ������ ��. ��	 0�O�" "��!��8।- �4�m�’’ 
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���	������	������	������	���    ������������������������    ���������	��	��	��	�    

������� 
	�3���	 ��$: 

3�@� ����� 
#� ��$� �� ���&� 

%R 6�¸��	, #*+# 

 

������� 

	�3���	 ��$: 

 

8����	 34���8� ��������� �Z�/�� ���/$ 6���$� ��$	 8����	 �S �S �	�8 ��4��� 8�&� 
��	��A �� K�� ���	 ������	� ��	�� ���	� � �� K3�	 3�	��C ��	�� K����,	 !9�� 
'� K���"�� �������	 �8����� 8�3�	 8�3�	 ��4��� ������	 	�3���	 ���8��� '��$ ��	�� T���। 
��4��� ���� ��4��� 8�&�, ��4��� ���� ���4�����	 �8�� ��� ��, A [	��O�  ��� 2�� �����	 ��-
K����	 K�"\� ��	��	 K�_� F�a��& �v���&� 	�3���	�� ��8���	 ��-K�� 7���9�� ����� 
	�;	� K'��9	 3& �	�	�8 ��	�� ���& ��	�� !�����0। 6�� �����	 �>���" �� K�� 7��� 
������ 6�&�/�	 /���"���0 2�� ������	 ��	�� �"�� ���?�$� 	�3����	 '��$ ��	���0। K/���	 3� 
K`���� 2� !�S� F�. ��	���0 �v���&� ����� 	�3���	। 

���:	 '�� 6�p�	 K�9��� ��	����, 6��� ��fA �v���� 	�3���	 8"���0। ��J 6�&�/��		 
'�� A 	�3���	 8"��A �� 6�&�/�	 8"�� 	S� ��A�� ��� � ��£�-9o� �� ��$�� /���"���0 
��� 8��	 �� !	 �� �	�	 T���? ��" ��	�� 8"�� ����� �v 	�3���	 ���'I 2���� 8"�� 
����"���0। ��8�	� 6=� 
�C	 ��<�� K`���� ��	�� /��। K�����B��	 ��� ��: ��� ���� �����9 
���k�� 67�8 6���" ���.���8��� K��9��A ��	���0। 

6�&�/�	�	 2�" ��� ��	/� K� ��$� ��$����	�। �����	 !��	 8"��A !��� �;V�?:$ 
��8�	 !/	:। ��" 	�3���		�A K	8�" ��"���0 � 3�����	 ��$�� 8"��। ����� 	�3���	��	 
��O�[	 ��O�"�� ���� ��	���0 ��O��� K0�� ���O� �� K��-7�, ��8��� ��"���0 ��	�� ��� 
/���"���0 6������ ��$�� A ������ 6�&�/�	। 2��� �v 	�3����		 ��O��� K�� K���3 
K@`��	 ��	�� �S� � 8"�� ��8���	 ������� ��8��� ��"���0 ��8���" ��	�� ��� ��"���0। 
'�"�� ���� '�"��	 ����" N�� /���"��	 3&" ��4�����9�� 	�3����	 '��$ �	� 8"���0। 6& 
�T�� ��� ��"�� ���	 ��� ���� ��� ���� �	�। ���� 	�3���	��	 ��� ����� 3�@� 8�-!	 
�T�� !��, ����� A�Q �, !	 �, '�" 8"�� '�"�� !	 8�&� ��	� �। �� K���	 "\� ������ 
�;��	 2�� ��	�� !	 ^ ��	�� ��8��& ��	� �। 

�; ��.	 ��$� ![��� 2��, 3���	 3�@� ������� }�� �	� ��� �। K� 	�3���	�� 
����� 
	S���	� ��4��� 8�&� ��	��	 8�����	 ��	���0, ��8�	�" 6����� 	�; ���� ���"��9�� 8�&� 
��	�� �����	 �� K���	 "\� � �� �8�� ��� 	S� ��	�� 6@�	 8"�� 2,� ��8���	 &���	 
��T 

 

 

 

 

* 3�@� ������ ���.�`_�3	 �����8� �����। ������8 K3�� A Fg	 L���	 K�����	� ��	 !��� 9	 (l�������) KT�� 
������ A �/��	�। ������, �e K�� ��	���^� �������� 8�� ��"�Ó���"�� ������। ���������	 �'���� 8��̀ 3F�a 
!8���। 
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���� �������	" ����� A 6m��	 8"�� !���	 ��T ���S�। ��8�	 ����	� ��8���	 i��$&��� 
8"�� 8"��। !	 '�� ��T	 ����	� /��8�� K��, 2" �&��� �����-2��� !��	 2��� K����	। K���	 
�&��� ��=�	 3����	 �8�À !e��: 	�.	 Fg�� �	4 ��8���0। �; ��.	 K���8� ���� ��F ��F 
��	��  ���"�� ��O�"�� K�� ��	�� /��8���0 2�,� 3�����। K��, K����	 !��	 	�. 2�" ��	� 
��8���0। ������	 !N� �Ú �	 K����	 !����। �����8 �	। 8����	��9�� j�। 8�&� �	। ����� 
����	 ���3� Q��� �	 	�;��	 ��3� 	�.। K����� ��8��� �	�:A ���; ��	��A !��	 3  ��� 
��4���	 [�	। ���. �����	 �?�$����� FÙ���� 8"�� F�Q�� 8��� '	� �?�; 3�,��� !Z�� T����� 
K����	 ����,। 

 

------------ 
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���3�	 K9�� �	���,$ `�Z� 3�@� ����� 
#� ��$� �� ���&� 

%R 6�¸��	, #*+# 

 

���3�	 K9�� �	���,$ `�Z�    

���3�9	 �" ����$�। �T���T� ����C��	 ‘�’ 2����	 ����	� ��� K�� K3� 2, K�, ���3� 
"���������	 "���8��	 ��, 2� K9�� �	���,$ K�	: ��	�0। F. �	����,$ ���3�9�		 ���� 
�	� 8�। 

(��` �	���,$	)    

���3� �����0, !�	� "\� ��Z/��	 3& �O�0-i�&9: �$�[���	 �&C��� �O Ó�=, i�&��	 
����� K'�4 ��O�0; 6�&��� K�_O���_�O�� 
�p&A K'�4 ��O�0, FG��p ����	� ��$/�	�	� 
��	��$� 2�� i�&	� 
�C K��� ��	 ��J K�F !��0 �। ���3� �����0 �����8�	� 2� ���" 
�-�	। !	 �� i�& ��Q��� '�� 8�। 	�3���	��	 F�	 �'$	 �	� ��� �। A	� �T� ������9" 
�����8���	 ���0 !����$ �	�� ;j ��	�0। 3����	�:	 ��0 KT�� F������9& ��O� ��A�� 
���� �, ������	 ����'�	 F�	A !p� p�� �	� ��� �। �����8�	� ��� }�� ��	 K_��T 
6/���p�	 �B�^ ��	 K��9����9 �&�p� ��?:$Y�� ����$C ��	 �����0। 2� ;�� ���� ���8�	 F�	" 
�� '	�� ��J ����= ��	�p�� ���" 3�,�; '�	��	 ���T ��� ����� ���� 8����A �x� 8�� �। 

 

------ 
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���	������	������	������	���    ������������������������    ���	����	����	����	�    
3�'� 3�@� ����� 

#� ��$� �� ���&� 
%R 6�¸��	, #*+# 

 

3�'� 

,�4�"�, �%K� 6�¸��	। 6�& ,�4�"� K3��	 ��.�|�� 2� ��	�, 3�'� 6���� 8�। 2�� 
��� 6���T	 !� @8 ��	 L���, ,�4�"�, ������8, ���� K3��	 ���.���8�	 ��� 
�f������ �����	 ��	 �=� 3�� !�P� ����	 ���a�� ���8�। �'�� �.B�� ��	 ,�4�"��	 
K�����	� ��� A 0����� 3�� !����	 F� !�� �8�� '�"। �8�� '�" ��	 �.B��� ���, K� 
�&�9 ����S� 
���	 ��	 !�	� 3���� ���.���� ��� 8���0 2 ���.����� ��`�&���� �	�� 2	 
K/�� K��� �&�9 ����S�	 ����3। ��� ��Z	 �.B��� ,�4�"��	 ���.����	 6@9��	 �T�A F��� 
��	। �8�� '�"��	 '���:	 �	 ��� 6���T ��Z	 '��: K�। ��� 6���T ��Z	 '���: ���'I 
�8��$���	 �� F��� ��	 ���, !�� 3��� �� K/���0 ��	 K/�� 6�� K��� K����0। ��� �Br��² 
K[��:� ��	, ���������	 
�����	 3�& !�� !��	 3���	 K�� 	.��D��, ��$= �� �	���। 
��� ���, 
����� 63$�	 3�& !����	 �����" 67 8��� ��� 8��। 2�A !�	� �C�� 
���। 6Ã ���	 ���k" !����	 ��	 ;j 8�� ����। ��� �	���		 6�&�/��		 �T� F��� ��	 
����	 ���8� ���, 6�&�/�	�	� 6�&�/��		 ���`� ����"। ��� ���, ��4���	� �?��$	 K�� 
"��8��� 8��	�, 3���� 
����� 63$�	 "��8���A !�	� 8�	� �, +R 8�� ���,	 ��/A ��� 34� 
/�e	� �4�m��� ������ 	��� ��� K�" +R 8�� ���,	 �/ 8��A !�	� �4�m��� F��	 �	�; ��Z�� 
� F��	 ��	 8�����	 0�O��� � K��� !�	� 
��� 8�, K��� ���3� !����	 ���k �`�	 !��� 
K��� !�	� 67 0�O�। 

��	���� ��� 	�3���	��	�� 6�/�	" !����$: �	�� ���$� K�। ��� !����$: � ��	, 
���, ����	�� ��?�� F-��� �	� 8�� 2 ���$ vZ����	� 3��। 

 

------------------------------------    
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���.�����	 3���D� 3�@� ����� 
#� ��$� �� ���&� 

%R 6�¸��	, #*+# 

 

3���D� 

��`��� "����    

    

��@�� !���� l�� �����0। ��	 l��� ��O� � ���� !�� T���� ���	 �। ���.	 9� 9�A��	 
!��	 ���" "��। !�� ������� '�������0, �����	 ���&��, �B:���	 ���T !��	 !3 ��	/�; 
��J ����� !3 �	�����	 �9���� !��। ��" �����	 P��$��9	 ��� !�� !� 
��T$ ��� T���� 
���	 �। �����	 �&������ !���� l�� �����0। �§�, K�[�, ����	 F�� �	4���� !���� 
F-���8� ��	�0, ���H�����	 Fa���� !���� ��T$ �����0। ����	 2 ��>��� !8���� !�� 
6@�8& �	�� ���	 �। 

!�� 2���� K�����	��� �8�� ����	 ��Z�O�� ��& ��D�		 ��� ��T ��	�0��� 2����	 
������ ��. ��	 K���:��. ���3�&�p� ����� �	�	। !3 K��� 2���0 ��J �D�� �����	 �� 
;� '�� 8�� ��0�� �O�� �8��	� !���� ��	8�� �	��, ��E�	 ���� !��	 ����&V��। 

!�� �����	 2�3 3���������� 0��। ��J !3 �����	 ���,�� 34�/e K� 8�&��s A 6�&�/�	 
/������0 �� ������ ��"��" 2	 8�&��s A 6�&�/	 KT��, '���8, �8,���		 ����Û� �&�� 
8��A ���������� ��'-�। 2	� �����	 ������ ��T ������0, �����	 ������ �	. ��	�0, ���� 
�=�8�	� ��	�0, K���� 
���8�	� ��	�0, K���	 ���V�� ^ ��	�0; 2	� �����	 ���,	 ������ 
^ ��	�0, �����	 ���3 �&��� ��=	 	�. 	�o� ��	�0, K���	 ������� h�� ��	�0। 
3���������� 0�� �8���� �� ��	 !�� 34�/�e	 2 K8 8� ���$&�� ��T$ �	�? !3 ��� ��@�� 
���	 ��� !�� 6��@8: � ��	 ��� K��T�� T���� !��	 3����������? �����	 �&������ !���� 
6�'��� ����, K���	 !�$eD !��	 '���&- 3���� P��$�8 �	��, �����	 �����	 �8��� !�� 
!���� F�8�� �	��। 

�	�� 2��� 8��"। ��� �B��&�� K� 2� ����? !�� K� �B��&	 �S���� K� �B��& K9_	� Kl�� 
!��। �	���		 l�� ��	 !��� K��� ���� /�� K���" 8��; ��J �� �8��� �B��& ��' �	� ��� 
��" �	�,� '��। K��, K� �B��& �̀� 8�� ������ '�W	 8�� T����। �Z�/��	 	���	 (��/$) 
'���8��� 6���" �B��&�� !��O�� ��	�0��। ��	� 3��� !��$�� ���3$ ���� ��	� !��$]^ 
8� ����	�� "��8�� S�� ��	 �। ��" �8� Â��� ���� K	�� ���	�����" ��	� �B�T�� 8�� ����� 
����0। !�� !��$���� ���.���� �8����	 	. b�$ ��	 ��T ����0���, !3 K�� ��	 !�� 
���B� 8"? 

 

------------------- 
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���	������	������	������	���    ������������������������    ���	����	����	����	�    

������� 
��� A ���= 

3�@� ����� 
#� ��$� �� ���&� 

## �l��(	, #*+# 

������� 

��� A ����� A ����� A ����� A ���=�=�=�=    

 

!����B�^ ���<	 ��� ��� 	�{��" 6�&= ���=���� ����� ������ 8"���0। 3������[	 
����	: ��	��� 6������( ���	� '�	� A ����C��� �3 �3 i�& ��&�8�	 2�� 67���	�:	 
�C���,�� ��T$ 3���� 8"���0। ������	��� �C�� ����D�8 ��T$���9&, !�	�A ����	 ���	����� 
��	। !�	� 3��, �� �����	 �9�� A ��&��:	 ��T 6=	��। ��J ����	A 	���`	 	�8���0; ��C 
���" 2� ���	�� ��O �। K�� 3���	 F�	 ��� /���"�� K�A���� !�	� 6&�� ���। 6&���� 
���Br'��� K�������� ��	�� �9�� K� ��@��� 6���:$ 8A�� ����3, ��8��� ��� &�����। ��< 
��5�3&���� /�e	 K��O�, q<�$&���� !���	�� ��� /���"�� �����0 ��	� �'��������	 A�	। ��" 
�'������	 ���.	 �O�" 2��, &�� ���। �B�T��	 ���&��	 ���=���� �����	� �'�����������	 
��S �������। 

K��� ��|�, ��$���� ���9�����	 A�	A ��� /���"�� K�A�� 8"���0�। K�"�� ���$�� K�� A 
�8� '�"��	 	. 0�Z"�� K���� ��. �	�	 ��T ����0� ��9���9	 �¡��I �	�8 ��4���। ���<	 
K�B�B�D	 ��� 2"�� ����� K�_0�� �" ����� '�� 8"��; K� K�� K���	 ����	: �����	 ���0A 
K���	 A ��������	 ���_��� ������ �	� 6�� S�� 2��, 9��` �" ��0�" �8। ���A ���� 8Q�- 
!3 ����	 ��� 2� F�n¬ K�? 

����C��	 34�/e ��� 2� K���, ��c����� �	:�T$�Y�� '�	�� ��Q�"�� ���� q K���	 
6T$���	 A�	 ����� /�� �B�^	 ���&�� ��B���S 2��, ����	" ������ ��	। F�	J ��0��� ���� 
'�	� �����= K9���N�� ��	�� ��<������ K� 2" ����� K��Z��A ���� /��8���0� K�, ��8�	 ��� 
'�	��	" ��8�, ���������	 ��8� �8। 6����� K� ��	����" '�	��	 ��j�� ���� ����� K9�। 
F8�	" ��	���S�� '�	��� �3 
��$�'_�V 	S� 2�� 9:������ ���������	 ��8��&��T$ ���� ����� 
8"���0। 2��� ���� ����� 9�m� K� ���� K���"���0 ��8� "��8��� �B̂ �=��8�। 

2���� !���	�� ��8�	 ������	 	�{ K9���O�9���D ����C��� /	� ���	 8�� 8"�� ��Z/���	 
3& �	��g� ��	��� �����	��	 �C�� �����0�। K���'��� "F�� ��8� K'�,� �����9 ����� ��	�� 
K��। ��	 �����, !���	��	" "�4�� ����	: ��	��� p� ���। ����$ 6T$H��� ��8���&	 A�	 
�'$	��� 	�{N�� "8��� ��T$ 3��"���0। 6��& �C���, 2��=" ����� �8; 2�� '�	� 
3������[	 K/�� 	�4����� '� ��� �। 6�2� ����C��	 }�� 6����$। 

�T���T� ���3����� 9:/��	 ������ K/_-2-��" ����C��	 ��3� ���� ��	���0। 
!�	�A '����� ��" �" ��5�3&��Ü� /� #*�� ���� !e�: ��	���0� '�	���। 2�� ��� ��0���� 
!�9A �����	 6�B��� �m� �B8-��. K���'��� "F���	 �����= ����"���0� ��[�$। 

��	���� !�	� �B�T��	 ���=���� 	�{ A �&�.�9$�� !8�� 3��", ��Z8�	� K� �	��S��	 '� 
��	�� 6&���	 �S 6��( �	� 8"�� ��	� T���। 
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3�'� 3�@� ����� 

#� ��$� � ���&� 
## �l��(	,#*+# 

 

3�'�3�'�3�'�3�'�    

!4�	 ��3�	, ��K� �'(	। 

����� �,�� ���F��, K���	 ��4�: 2� 3�'� 6���� 8�। �'�� �'����V ��	 K�3	 
!`��	 Fa� !8���। ��� ��Z	 '���: ���, ��$8�	� �����	 
�����	 3�& !�	� ��� �	�0, ��� 
��	 ���; P'$�9� ���������� ���:	 ������ 8��A ��. �	�। 

2� K[��:�� K�3	 !`��	 ���, �8����	 ���� ���	 �	�:, !�������� ����3 9	, 
���� ��O��� �I� 9	, L������� 3�8	 9	 ���  l��� 8��। 

�3����	 A ���`����	��	 ��j�� K�3	 !`��	 ��Q�	 vZ����	� FG�	: ��	। ��� ���, 
����3	 ���^��� ��� �&�. ��	� ���`��B�g ��� �R/�R ,��� ��	 �� �� ,��� ��¬ �	�0 ����	 
��j�� �������� �	���		 �	` KT�� ����/� �&�p� @8: �	� 8��। ����	 �� K�� 8�� K9�0। 
2�A ��Bg � 8�� ��Q ���C	 8�� KT�� 2��	�� K�F ��Z/��� ��	�� �। 

	�3��	��	�� 6�/�	" !����$: �	�	 ���$� ���� ��� �.B�� ���� ��	। 

3�'�3�'�3�'�3�'�    

'�����'�����'�����'�����    

#R" �l��(	। /�	,�� W�� ��4�: 2� 3�'� 6���� 8�। ��	/��� ��	 6����� !`��	 
F�a !8���। �'�� �.B�� ��	 ‘3�@� �����’ �����	 ���������	 �'���� 3�� 8��`3F�a 
!8���, '����� T�� !A���� ���9	 6p��� �'���� 3�� �����F�a !8���, '����� T��	 ��, A, 
(K	') ���8� A 3�� A�	 !�� 2�� !	A 6�� 9:&��& �&�.9:। 

3�� 8��`3F�a �8����	 ��� ��	 U�� s�� ��	 ���, ��4���	 2 ��9�� ��B���S ;j 
8���0� ����I	 '��� !�D�� KT��। ����	 '����� �	��	� '���� ������ �	�	 ���� ��� ��	� 
����C�� ������	 ��0 KT�� F�8�	 K����0� ����, A K���,। �� KT�� !3 ��$= ��4��� 	. 
����" /���0। !	 2	" `�� 3 ����0 
��� ��������। 

��� 39:�� vZ����	� s�� ��	 ���, !����	 2" 
����� K� ����C��	 �� 
������ 
��$���� � 8�। �+ ���� !�	� ����C� K/���0��� K����:	 6������, !����	 ���&" 6�	 
2� KU:� 
����� K/���0� K����:	 	�3V �8�� A �3��� �	�	 3�&। !3 K� �� K/�	 N�� 
���������	 !�	� ��?$� �	�0 ���&��	 
�����	 !���, K���:8� ���3����� �&�p� ������	 
F�a��&। 

2 ���4 ��� !	A ����0, 6T$H��� ���." ��B� ���.। K� i����&	 ��8�O ��o��� K�����	� 
9�O �����0�, ����	 ��	 8� ��	" ��/। 2,� "��8���	 ��0 KT�� ��S�� �¤। 39: K� ��S& 
K�_Z0�	 3�& ��@�� ��	, K� �S& KT�� ����&�� ��/�&��A �� [,�� i
	�/�	� �;��.	। 
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 3�� 8��`3F�a ���, !�	� 2� 
����� ��@���	 K�� ��$���; ��J !��� 2,�" 
!����	 ;j, K���	 6T$���, ��S� A ��WB���� 9�O ����� 8�� ���3����� !���$	 A�	 �'�g 
��	। 2	 3�& ����3 !	A �&�9, !	A K/����� 8A��। 
 
 ��	���� ��� �B̂ �=
j� '�����	 �T���T� ’��[’-2	 �&�3 N�,�� �����		 &�� 
������	�:	 �&���	�, F��� ��	। 39�:	 ��>��� ��. 2"'���" /�	���� �� [�,�� /���0 
6�&�/�	�	। ��	� ��0� K`�� ���� ������ K���: ��	 3���� K���� ����� �-���। ��J ��� 
��	� K	8�" ���� �, ��	: 9:-!�D���	 ��	 �?�$������ ����, /���	A 0��� �O�0। 
 
 K�3	 !`��	F�a �'����	 '���: 39:�� ����	 ��$��� �8����9��	 3�& �&��� 
s�� ��	। ���.���� ����	� ��'��9	 ���T 6����	� 3��	 6�����& ����$	 A�	 ��� ����� 
K3�	 K�। 
 
 ����� 8�$}�, K¾�9� A �	����	 ���&�� �'�	 ��3 ��I 8�। ������ �8����	 !��	 
��9�`	�� A /?O�= ��3��	 3�& �	� �j:����	 ���0 ���3�� �	� 8�। 
 
 
   *   *   * 
 
 

�����, ���$������, ���$������, ���$������, ���$�    

 #। ���.���8� A '�	��� ���8�	 ��È�� 9�Q� ������8��� ��8��& �j। 

 �। �����3��		 !U� ��� �; �������� �	��	 �����3��	�� K�� �� �	���� �	�� �। 

 %। ���� ����C�� �3���� ��	8�	 �j। 

 �। 6�	�����	 ���C	 '�	 K�� 6�C���" ��3	 8��� K�� �। �������� �	��	" 
6�	�����	 ��/�	 �	��। 

 �। �������� K���	 ;�। 
 

-�������� �	��	 
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3�� 3�@� ����� 

#� ��$� �� ���&� 
## �l��(	, #*+# 

 
 

3��3��3��3��    
  6@�?�  

 
 
 ��@���	 K�� ��8?�$ F��p�। ����[$ ��@���	 �	 ������ ��`�& !3 !�	� 63$ �	�� 
/���0। 2 /?O�= ����	 q��8���� NjV 6��। 2 ���� ��@���� !����	 2�'��� /����� K��� 
8�� ���� 2�,��� ±�, � 8�। ����&�� '���	 3�&A '���&��	 ���0 !����	 3������8 �	�� 
8��। 
 
 !����	 ������ 3�� ��3Fa� ����0, �±	 F�	 /?O�= ![�� 8��; �	��$� �����		� 
K� � ���� ���	 F���. �����9 A !8�� K���A ��	 �n&�8�	 8��। 
 
 !3 ���<	 �B8g� 9:����� 	�{ '�	��	 P���8�� K��	� !����	 ���.��@���� V	��È� 
�	�	 3�& ��$	 8����	��	 ��j�� 67 ��	�0। i��� '����I 2 F��&�9 ��@���	 2� i�Ã��� 
��	��$ 2� �����0। 2,� !����	 �	� �����9। 2 �����9 ������8�	 ��Z�� ��Z� ������ 6@�	 8�� 
��9�9	 !�	� !����	 ��S& K�_�0 ���। 2� ��3 8��� �±	 �	�	�8 �&�p� ��?:$ ����$C ��	 
���� ��	 F�	 ��$��� ![�� 8��। 
 
 6�	�����	 ���C A ��/��		 '�	 �������� �	��	 ����0 ��" ��C K'3����. 8�� 
2������ /��	 2 �����9 K8��� 8�	��� F�/� �। 
 
 ���.�������	 ��� K��������	 �S KT�� !����	 !���, !��	� �±	 F�	 /?O�= ![�� 
8��। �§`�� ����� K9�� K�� ��Z,�	 [�’�, K��� 8� K��� 
����� 63$ �	�� �v �^ A 
!��&�9 �	�� 8�; 2,��� K�F 8��� ���� K�� �। ��	�" 2 K�� ��v��$	 �8� ���. ��@��� 
6��@8: �	�� /�� ����	�� �8��& ��� K� �����9 ����; K�� !����	 6p��� 	�{��� i��� 
3j� "���� K�������� 2� ���$�� ����0, ��@���	 2 K�� ��8?��$ !��	� ���. A ������8�	 
��Z�� ��Z� ������ �	�� 8F। K9_	� !����	 3�& 6��S� �	�0-3������। 
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## �l��(	, #*+# 

 
 

�± ��	�&�. '������± ��	�&�. '������± ��	�&�. '������± ��	�&�. '�����    
 
 �����	, �����	, ;��" �����	। K����� ������ ���, K/��� 2�,� � 2�,� �����	 �O��"। 
'����	 ����4�	 /� ����	 ��O�	 F�Q�� K��� 2�,� �����	 K/��� �O���। 2��� /�-��	'��� 
i�	� 2 �����	�, K�, ���	 �	 �� 2�� !U� ��� T����A �����	 2���,��� �x��� K"। 
��O��,	 ��������A /�	��� �O �O �����	। 2 ���	 ���& T��� ��A�� ����0�" /��� ���	। 2 
KT�� K��	�� �	���� ������	 �TA i�	� 	���0। 2� �T�� ��O��, 2��� ��	�S� K�, 2�� 2�,� 
�?9$ ��� /��; 0���	 F�	A ������		 6�CV ��	" ���:। 
 
 ��O��, KT�� K�j��" ���� ��। K���[��,	 F�	 	�C�	 ���� �����	। �?	 KT�� ��k� ��� � 
A��� K�� �± [�Z�, !�0 ���। !	 2�,� K��	��" ��0� K�O�	 [	, K���� 	�3���		� T����� 
����	 ��	��	 ���। ��	��	 ��	��� ��	, ����	�3{�	 6�`� 2 ��C [	N���A 2�" ���3 
�&�Ä� 8���0। 2��� A��� ��O 	���0 /��, l��, ��	/। K�� 3��9�� ��O !�0 	�I� �	� ����	, 
K��� K��	 ���,���A ����-������ 8���0 ��� K����	 ��-/�,� K���� �����		 ��। 
 
 ��3��		 ���� 6��� �v �����	 !	 K���	। ��S�: ´�9�8 ��Q�,A ��	�, ������	 ��	�?:$। 
���3��	 ��S: ���� P��� �����	 K3�O� ��9���; 2� 2�,��� K9�,� ��	��	 ��� ��� �	� K��� 
���	। ��3��		 �	 T��। T��	 ���� ���� ��FG ���,	 ��Z�, ��Z��	 !O��� �����	। ��� ��� 
�?��$" 2��, ���� i�	� 8���0 �� "�| ��j K�����; �����	 K����,�� N�� �	�	 3�& K`�Z�	� 
	��� 8���0। ;�� T���,�� �[�	" ����� �O �O #R ���, ��S�: +,�, �?��$A #R ��� A Fg�	 ��, 
�����	। T�� 2����	 ��&��$� p�� ���,	 ��/ 2��, [	। [	�,�� K/��	, K,���, �.���� ��" 
���� 	���� K��� K9� ��� 8�����		� A�� KT�� A��	���� ��	 ��Q��। 2�,� �&���	 ��� 6��� 
8��	 ��-������ ����	 �?�$ ��8?��$ A	� ����, 6�`��	 ��39��N��� ^ ��	 ���� K9�0। T��	 
6�`� ��SA 2�" ���, ��93�� ^ 6�p�� "�C�� 0O���। 
 
 T��	 �?�$ ��� ���� 8�"A��। K9�,� 8�"A��,�" �����	 A K¦�� 2����	। 2�� K��� 

'����" �� '� 3��9, �	��g�	 2��� ��D	 ��D��C T��� ��VA �±	� ������ K9��� K�? 
K�3	 !`���		 ���0 2 �� 	 3��� ������। ��� ����, 2� ��� ���- !�	� ����	 2�'��� 
6��	�� ��	�0��� K�, ����	 ���&, ���� 2�� ��� 	�� �	�	��8	 K��9����9 ����I 8�� ���। 
��	 A�	 �/� !e�: 2�� ��~��� 	�3H���-����	� �, ��	��$�	 ���� A	� ����8�	� 8�� 
������ K��� ���& 8���0। 
 
 �±	 i�	� 2�,� ������	 ��� �����, K��� /��0���। '����� T��	 K	�'�F ����$� 6�`��	 
����, ��� K��	� '��?��� !��	 P’�� �	 !���� K3�	 ��	 ��	 2��� !� 8�। 2	�	 
2��� �� K����0 �� ���� �	�� �����/ ���9। /� ����	 �����9& ��� �� ���� 2��� � T���� 2-
6|� 2���,� }�¤�� ��	:� 8��� �। �� A ��	 �4�	� 2��� #* 3 �	�	 A�	 ������ 
F-��O /����। 
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/� ���� ���� K���� 2���� ���8 ��	 ��$� �����, ��� 34� /�e	 K�" ��<C ��$� !3 

K"। ��	 ����� ��C ������$	 ��S� 8�� ��Z�O�� !�0। 6�� q<�$ !	 !������ 9�O F�Q�0��� 
��O��,��, K� q<��$	 �	�� �	�� �����	 	., '�	� '�	� 9���3�O� !�, ���� 9� 	����� !���� 
K/�� !�� ���3 !��-!���	� '��$ K�����-69�:� ¦�w, ��,���-����, ��S	 2�" ��3। ��N��� 
K,����	 A�	 ������ �&�9��3, 6��	 ������	 3�& �", K� ���" 2�,���� ��"�	 K9�0 2S�: 
2�� �O��। 

 
��J ��	� !	 !��� �। ���.���8�	 �’3 ��	 K3��� ����$ ,8� ���� K�O��� ��O�,���। 
 
��0� 	�� 8��" K��� K9��� �?	 KT�� ’3� �����’ K¾�9�। 2�3 ��7� K�3�		 ���� 2�� 

�&���, 3���� ���, 2��� 	�3���	 2���0। 3�� K9���, A	� ������	 �����	 ���� !����$: 
��	�0। K�3	 ����	�� �	7 ��	 !�� ����। �R,� 	�"�`�, #,� K^9�, 2���� 2�, 2�, 
�3�8 ����� ��	��: K9�����j� ��A�� K9��� A��	 ���0। K�3	 !`���		 ���0 6��& 2 [,� 
���" 
�'����। ��� �’�� !�9 ��� ’3�@� �����’	 ������	 ���0 �&. ��	�0��, !	 �� �� 
�	 !��	� ��. '������ ��� �	���,$ �����। 

 
K�3	 !`���		 2-�?	���$��" ��Z	 �T�T$ ��	/�। ��Z	 ����, �T�	 ��0� T��� 6�'s��, 

6�'s��	 ��0� ���$	 2�,� ����। ����	� ��	�p��	 ��Q� ���¾�: '��]��= 8���� ��Z	 ��A 
8���0 ��J 6��& ��� ��Z�� 2��	 �	 2� 2� �����0 ��`��&	 ��3� K9_	�। /��	��� �Br��� 
K�3	 !`���		 ��B� i����	 &��" 6�O(	। 
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������� 

9:�� A ���3���	 i���9:�� A ���3���	 i���9:�� A ���3���	 i���9:�� A ���3���	 i���    
 

�� 8"���0, 6�� ���	 �T��T 6T$ !����	 3�� �"। ����� ��	�� ���������� �±��. 
�	�	 F�a��& ��7 ��@�� ;j 8A��	 �	 8"��" K� ���	 K� 6T$ 8A�� F�/�, ����� !����	 ��8� 
3�� �0�, ��8� ��C��	 ���T �Q� �������0 �। 

�T��, !	A �&��&� ��	�� ��� �	��	। ��< 	�3����� �B8- ��.	 ����� '?���� 	�8���0। K0�, 
�O �� 	��{	" !"9� 6����	 ��� 8"��A S��� 6����� �'�� "8���	 K���। "8�	� ��3��	 
	�3��� �T� 6T$�����?�8	 2����, �� �����0। �T� 8"���0� q��� �� �"��। 

!���	�� ���� ��	 ��8�	 ��� ;� 9:�����; /� ��� K� ���3�����; 2���� K���'��� 
"F����A ��� 8� ���3����� K��। ���?	 3�� 9:�� �T�,�	 ��-��$ 	�3H���; ���3�� 
�?��� 6T$���	 KS�� 2��, !��$�����। 9:��� �����	 K�_��� 	�3H��� 6����	��?8-K��, 
���
����� A K'�,�����	-"�&��� 	S�	 ���¿�� K�A�� 8�। ���3�� ������ 6T$H��� K���: 
8"�� ���. ��	। ��4� ��� ���, �����	 n�	� �����	 F�	 ��	�� 	�3H��� ����� �����3� 
6��/�	 A F-��O, ��8� 2���� 6T$H��� K����:	 �'�g '?��	 F�	" ������। K��8�� ���&��	 
���3��� 9:��A ��8� T���। 

!���	��� ���3�� �"। ���3���	 ��j�� !���	��	 �/	�/�	� ��� K[��:�	 �T� K� � 
3��। �T��� ����$� 6��/��		 ���_��� 6���	 2�,� ��	:� 3����0�, 8�� K�" K��� 9:�� 
!�0 ��J ���������	 ���.���� !���	��	 F�4 9:���	��� '?���� K����� ��8�	� ���" 2" 
�����= !���� K�, 8� !���	�� ��T&�����, ���� 9:�� "8���" ���। !�	� ����� /�", K����. 
6����, '�� �8। ��	: ���3����� 6T$���	 ��8� ���¾^ � T����� ’��'$3��’ 9:���	 "8�" 
K/8�	�। 

 9:/��	 �'��		 ��	 ��"�		 �B�T�� ��� ��" 3���� ���	। ����� K����		 K� ��� 
9���9���3 K��� ��� 2�� ������� ������ K�"�� ��Ã�� ��C���� ��A�� ���, ��8��� 6��& � 
������ F��� �" K�, /� 2��, ��;� ���3����� K��; K�����, 6�I� 3��� 2�� ��$8�	�	 ��@�� 
��$�" ��8�	 ��T$ F�.। ��J 2"��	 !����	 2�,� �,�� ���9���0 2" 3& K�, ���������	 
[,������ /� ����C��	 !'&=	�: �&���	 ����� 6�'�8� ��	���0, ���.�������	�� ������0 
PdB���	�, �P��	 ’�~��	:����’ '�	��� �����0 v���। 

/��	 !'&=	�: ���� ��,� 3�� ��� ��8��� K���, �&�.�?3�" /�� ���	 �����V। "8�	 
��j�� ������ 3��"�� �9�� ��A ��F/�’	 &�� 6���& �- A ���: ���F�^ ��A�������	 �3
 
���8� ’��� 	S���	 8��� ���£�। ��� 	S�	� /��	 ���/�� �������'�9� 2��, ��। ��A A ��8�	 
/�� 
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���3���� �,��"�� 	�����	 3& F8�	� K� K�� ��3 ��	�� ���	। ��A��	 2" ���8� ��Z8�	 
P�$���	" ��	/���। ���" /�� 6T$����� 2� K�� ±�, 	�8���0 ��8� ���3����� �B�^���: 
8"�� ��Q�	 ������/�	 K��9&; 2�� 2" ������/��� ��A����� '� �� �����" K�"��� 9:�� 
���$�C। 

���	�� "8�" ���: 8� K�, !���	��	 ���3��8� 9:�� K�� 2��, '�ZA��, K��" /�-2	 
9:��8� ���3��A 2��, '�ZA��। F'� K���	 ���" ��B���S `&������। !3 9:/� A 
!���	�� K� ��<-	�3����� 8��� 8�� �����"�0 ��� ?� 8"��A ���/� ��0� �8। 
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���	������	������	������	���    ������� ���	� 
3�'� 3�@� ����� 

#� ��$� *� ���&� 
# �l��(	, #*+# 

 
 

3�'�3�'�3�'�3�'�    
 

 #R" �l��(	। ��&��. 9`	9�ZA ��A��	 ��T ���� @���	 3������� K�3	 !`��	 2� 
���S� '��: �� ��	। ��[� W��� �v���&� 	�3���	 �D� 6�p�� �0�। K�3	 !`��	 K���� 
K��� K�_0���" 
�����$ 3��	 '�O 3�� ���। W�� ��4�: 6���� 2 �'��,�� ’3�@� �����’	 
���������	 �'���� 3�� 8��`3Fa�A �.B�� ��	। 

6���	 q ��" 6�	��� 9`	9�ZA ���3 ��4�: K�3	 !`��	�� ���	��/� ����$� s���	 
3�& 3�� !	`��	 �'�����V 2� �'� 6���� 8�। 2�� ��������&� �����	 ������� K�3	 
!`��	 A 3�� 8��`3Fa� �.B�� ��	। 

K�3	 !`��	 �B���® K[��:� ��	 K���� ��. � �	� ��$= !�	� T��� �; ����3����� 
���� ��$= K��� 8��A !�	� ��Z�� �0��� !�। 3�� 8��`3 
����� ��@���	 ��?:$ "��8�� 
39:�� 6��8� �	�। !`��	 ����$ ��� ���, ��� #�, 	�"�`� ��� ���� ;j ��	 !3 2� 
��	�, ���8�	 6����� �8���� ��� ��S�: ������H�	 (L���) A Fg�	 ����� ��$= 	:�4 
��	/���	 PY8 S��� 63$ ��	�0; 2 	�� �� �� !`���		 ���^��" �x� 8�� /���0 
���������	 
�����। 

##" �l��(	। ����� T�� !A���� ��9 �'����	 �'�����V ����� l�������� ���Q 2� 
3�'� 6���� 8�। 2�� ��� 6���T �0�� K�3	 !`��	। 
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���	������	������	������	���    ������� ���	� 
3�� 3�@� ����� 

#� ��$� *� ���&� 
#� �l��(	, #*+# 

 
 

3��3��3��3��    
 6@�?�  

 

 K��� !����	 ���.���8�	 3H� FG��p ���.����� 6& 2�3 ���.������� jr'��� 
��������। ��Z�� ������ 8�G� ��� ��� K��Û	 ����V �Q��� ��� �	�� ���	�। 

[,� ����&। ��J ����& [,�	 �(�m" 3 K� �B8- [,�। !3��	 
����� ��@�� 2�� 
�� ��È� [,�	 ������� �����8 ��@�� �&���	,�A ����& ��0� [,�	" ������-K����	 �.B�� 
2�,� ����,, K0�, 2 �T� � K��3�	 ��0� ’��3�’ �¦9�	 ����& /��-2 ��	" �x�। /���0 ��	�, 
2� ��	��$, ���O ��� K���, �����	 /?O�= ���.। ���3" ����& 2�� ����	: [,�N����� F�O�� 
K���,� ���$����	 ��	:��-��। 

���.���8��� K� K�� K�����8�	 ��" K��9&�� 6����� �� ����� ���� T���� 2"�," 

�'����। ��J ����	: K�����8�	 K/�� ���.���8�	 9Q !����। �j:	� 2��� K8���� /���	�	 
3�& !���। ��� "���8��	 i��&	 ���� '�O�	 i�& �; ����	 6���	:�	 �?�� 	���0 
K��������। ���	�� 2��� FG��p�� ��$� 
�	 ������-2" K� 2�,� 69:����� �B�&, 2,� 
2����	" ��� ��� �। ���������	 6T$ ����C� KT�� !���� 2��� 3�� �, ����C�� !���	 
������ '����	� KT�� ��$���'��� ��. 8��	 3�&" �������� 69:����� K���	 ����	� 
!/	:N���A 69:����� !������'। !�� 8�� ���	� ���T ����3�� ���3 K��� �	�� /�"��-
��� !���� �8�3" K��� ���� ���	, ��J !���� ’���	 /&���’ ���	 2�,� �?&8 K��	�� 
!��� 8��। ����� ����� 2" K� �B��� �?	V, 2,� K�����" 
��� K���	 	��� 8�� ���	 �; 
���3����� K���	 K�� �"। 

�	� ��� K�" K��Û,� ��$�& ���� '�� ��	�0�। ��c��� 3���	 "��8��� 2��� 
� ����	 
K`_3� 3��� '�� � 8A��" �	� 6
�'����। K�3�&" 2�3 ������ K���� ��	 �8������� ��� 
���� 6�¤� �'K	 K��� �, ����� ���� ��� /O� 9��� ������ ���� �3� K��� /�"�� �, �	� ��	 
±�,N��� Q��� ��T�� ;��	 ���� ���� ����। K��, 2���� 2���, K������ K����� ��" �� �'K	 K��Û 
���� 8�। 2" K� !�� 	�"�`� ��� K��3� 8�� ��ZO���, ���� A��� KT�� !��� T����-8�। �Q� 
!�0? K���,� 2�,� �?�	 T����" ’8�’ ����। K��� ���0 2�� K9�� ��� A	 ���T ��	��� 6��� 
T��� ��� �� ���,� 8�� ���" ��k�� ��	�0�। 2"�," ���/�� ��D	 A ���$�	� �¥�; ��	: 2	�	 
��	 !	 '�� 8 K� ���	 �। 2�� �� ��0� ��D	, ��" 9:�����। 

�����	 ��	b��	� !/�	-�&�8��		 ���& ����	� 6����	� �'K� ��0� K"। K�� ��'�9 K9�,� 
����3	 2��, 6��। �B��, ���, ��	�8 "�&��� ��'�9 K�� �'I �'I '��� ����3	 ����3���� 
�?	: ��	 K����'��9	 K����A ��"। ��J 2,� 6&�& KS��	 K/�� 6�� ��� K��� NjV�?:$ 
23�&" K�, �� K�� �;��.	 !��'$�� [�,, �� �� �� �����9 ����� �	�	 3�& ��7 ��@�� 
0�O� �T T��� �। 2�� �Q� 23�&" i����� 8�� 8� ��	�� 6��D	 A 6&�����	��� ����। 
���/�� 9����� ����। 
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���	������	������	������	���    ������� ���	� 

���������� �'����� �B�^	 
6��/^� ����	�� �j 

	:�4* %R 6�¸��	, #*+# 

 
���������� �'����� �B�^	 6��/^� ����	�� �j���������� �'����� �B�^	 6��/^� ����	�� �j���������� �'����� �B�^	 6��/^� ����	�� �j���������� �'����� �B�^	 6��/^� ����	�� �j    

 K�, �3 ��C�`�  

 ���������	 [,��� K�¡ ��	 ���< Ï�9���� 	�3���	 �,-��	��$ 8�� K9�0। ���&�^, 
����3	 K[�	 �± ��5�3&���� K9���	 ��4 !Z��� 8���0 2�� '���&�� P" �± ���3 2�" ��4 
����� �	�	 	4� 
Í K���0। !���	�� ��.	��{	 ��$������ �M /� K�� �`	 �	�	 ������ 
��	��� �:� �	�	 3& ��	 �������� /�� ���Q���0 2�� 6�?	'���&�� ��� /� �`	 ��	 
����	 P" K���	 ���& ��[$p��� �m�V p�� �	�	 ��C� ���S� @8: �	�� ��� b^ !'�� ��A�� 
�9���0। 2" i��� p�� 8�� 8���� �'��-���	 ��[$���	 6���= ��	�C��	 6��� [,�� 2�� 
K���� ���= ��	�3 �	��। 

��J 2����� 2��, K��� ���= p���	 KS�� K���� ���?	���	� ��	��� @8: �	 8��, �Q� 
K�" ���� 6& 2��, K���	 ���� �� ��	 6��= ��	�p�� �B�^ �	�	 K� 6;' "�4� ��� �	� 
8�� �� ��T��	 K� K�� �������I �&�.��" 2�����& ������� K��G�	 8�� AQ� !��&�। 

���< 	�3���	 64�-!���	�� ��.	��{	 ��&S A ��	�S �'�� 2��, �S:�� ����। K���, 
K���, l��	 �	/ ��	 ��.	�{ K� K�¡�� K9���D� ��'�9 p�� ��	 ���<	 	�3����� �� 9���� 
T��� �� ����	 �?�$��	" ��B̂  ���:। ��3	 K���	 �¤��B� F��Bg ����	� ��3-�	o�� ���e 
�	�	 ���� !���	�� ��.	�{ �B�T��	 ���� �� ��� 6��= A F�g3��?:$ ��	�p�� �3�� 	���	 3& 
��$�� ��/^ KT�� ��3 /����� ���। !	 ����	" �����	 ��	:� 8� �B�T��	 �	�8 �	7 �����	 
����	 	�. 2" K8�������� ����� 8�। 

6T/ ���<	 �������I 3�����?8 !���	�� ��.	��{	 2" 9�8$� ���3	 ������ � ��	 
����	" �ß�	 ��O 6�T� 8�	�� K'�9 ��	 !��0। �������� A ����C��	 [,�� !���	�� 
��.	�{ K� ��� K���� K����0 ��	 ��	:�� ;' � �� ����, �������" 6���� �	�� ���	। 
���������	 �� !���� ����� K��[	 !�	: KL�� 2� 6�����	 6�� 98��	 ���������� KQ�� 
��� ����। 

6�	 ��S ����� ���3����	 ��	� ��8� ���&�^ K�� ���������	 [,��� K�¡ ��	 �� 
/�� K/�� ����। 2����� �'��-��� ��� KT�� ����	 ;' "�4�-6&���� ��������� ����� 
!=3$���� K���	 6;' 8C�S�� �� �'����� �B�^	 6��/^� /����� 8�� 2�� ��4 ��4 
���������	 ����� 	�3H��� �� 2" l�9l��9	 ��3�� K��� �9�� ��� ��[$���� ��	 ���&�^ �'�� 
��C�	 �	�	 3& ��/^� /����� ����। 

��" ���������	 2" ����	 ��	� ���� 6&���� ����8� � 8� ��	 ��� 9:�3������ �������� 
�	��	�� ��$�� �3�9 T��� ����3। K�� ����	" ���������� �n��� �'��-�� �B�^ �	�� K�A�� 
8�� �। 2" ��T" 8�� 8�� !3��	 ���.��9� �����	 ��� ��T। 
 
 
* 	:�4 : ���������	 ���.���� 3��	 �����8� �����। �����- ��C`� ��	� ��B$� ���������	 ��.�|� KT�� ������। ��� 
F���^� ����	 	8�� 2�,2,2। ��� �B������ : ��	�F�a !8��� 2�,��,2। 
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������ ��3 ;j	 �n��� 

���S� 
	:�4 %R 6�¸��	, #*+# 

 
 

���������	 ��C�:$ 2��������������	 ��C�:$ 2��������������	 ��C�:$ 2��������������	 ��C�:$ 2�����    
������ ��3 ;j	 ������ ��3 ;j	 ������ ��3 ;j	 ������ ��3 ;j	 ����� ���S�� ���S�� ���S�� ���S�    

 

��c������	 ���'I ���.�|�� 9:�3���� �������� �	���		 ������ ��3 ��	���� /��0। 
	���	 K3��	 ��,@�� A 8�����D�	 ��C�:$ 2����� ��	 K��9����9 �&�p� /��� 8���0 2�� �	��	� 
��$/�	� �3 �3 ����V ��� ��	 /���0। 2" ��C�:$ 2����� 3����	: �������� �	���		 �	, 
��3� "�&��� ��	���� �	�0। 

2" 2����� ������ ��3 /���	 �n��� ���S�
j� �	��	 #�, 8�" W�� A #%�, 6H���� 
��T��� ���&���� 0��-0�����	 K����O� K���	 3& W����?8 ���� ����� Ó�� ��	/��� �	�0।। 
0�����&� !�����	.'��� ��3��	 Ó��� K��9�� �	�0। ���	� �� 3 0�� ����� Ó��� K��9�� 
��	 ��� ��	 ��A�� K9�0। 

�V	 2��� �����, l��[	 ����� �	� 8�� ���A ���	 ����। 
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��S��9���� �����	 ��� 2��, 
K���� �/�Q 

	:�4 %R 6�¸��	, #*+# 

 
 

���������	 6���B� 2����	 
��S��9���� �����	 �����S��9���� �����	 �����S��9���� �����	 �����S��9���� �����	 ���    

2��, K���� �/�Q2��, K���� �/�Q2��, K���� �/�Q2��, K���� �/�Q    
 

�8���& ��� ��8���9:। 

!��	� !����	 	.���� 0���� @8: �	��। ���������	 ���3 �&��� ��=�	 @��&-/�����	 
[�	 ��=�'�� K��� !��	� ���� 8���0। 3�	 �	 KT�� ���B'��� �����	 ���&�� K����O� ��S� 
��	�0। !����	 ���� 6T�� ���� K�8" ����� K����	 �	�3�� । 6T/ !��	� ���������	 

����� !�D���	 ���	����� ��	 9:8�&�	 ��� 34� "���8�� ���	 F��^ 6�T$	 K���' ����� 
K��3 ��3��	 ������� �;	 ������ ��	:� ��	�0। ��J !��	� �� ���� K'���0 !����	 
���� ;�� ��c��� ����s" �8���� ��	 KA�� 8��? '���&�� ���������	 ���, KT�� �� "���8�� 
K9����� ������O N�, ��� ���?	 #��� ��"� �?�	 ���� ����C�� �83	� �	�� 8�� �� 
!��	� ��c��� 9�a�	 ��� ����	 ��� KT�� ��	�&. 8��। K�" ��� !��	� K�� K��� 
	�3H��� !U� @8: �	��? �B�T��	 K�� K��" ���������	 9:8�&�	 �����	 '���&�� K�� 
!U� ���� ���	 � ��� '���&� ��:� ����	� ���� �&�.	� ����� �&. ��	�0। 

���������	 
����� !�D�� ���������	 ���O ��� K���, 6������	 !�D��। ����C� 
�����	 �� �0	 ��o��� ��Z�3��� K9���	 ���-K����: 6��� 8�� ���������	 ���� ����	 �9��� 
KT�� ��. 8��	 ���� @8: ��	�0��। 2 !�D�� ��������� �������	� K�� ��c��� 6T�� 
6��c��� �&�.	 ��j�� !�D�� �। ��J K� ��VA ����� �&�. ���$	 K��8�" ���� ��o��� K9���	 
K� ������ ��	 !��0 K� ����$ !����	 ����� 8�� ��$ 2��, �����	 �&�.9� �&���	। "�� 
�	�� 2��, ���� ��	 ��$ �&�9 �	�� ���	 ��J '��� �&�9 �	�� ���	 �। ��" ���$	 ��O ���� 
������ K���� �����	 �� 6�����8� 8�� K9�0। 

6���B� 2����	 ��S��9���� ����'�	 U���� 3�� 2, 2�,2� ������� ���8� !�� K�� 
K�����	 �����। !��	 ������ �	�	 6'&�� �� �, ��	�� ? !�� K�� L���� 6������ �?�$ 
����C�� 2��, ����� (����) K�����	 ��� �0��। K�" ��� KT��" !�� ������ �&���� ���� 
8�� F�Q�0। 6�	��S ��3�� U��� �	�� ��� ��	/� ���� 2�3 U��� K�� Y�� �O �O 
����	���	 �������	 A ����� !�� �� �A��� 9�O�-��O� ��	 !	�� !����" ����� 
�	��। ����	 P��� !�� "���8�� ���	 ������	 ����� �� ��	 �� ������ ? 

���������	 
���&�� �	v� K�� K��	����� 2, K�, `3��� 8� ���8��	 �� '��4�� K��	 
9O� �B��-U��� ���,$	 ���$��$�A ���0�� 2� ��� 2�� ���������	 
����� !�D���	 2�3 
���	�'��9	 K�� ��� 3��8	 �	�	 3& ���������	 �3��� 3��� �A��� '����	 �'�� F��p� 
KT�� K��G�	 ��® ��3�� 
�����	 6@��� ��� ���� ��	�0��। ��J, K��T�� !��	 K�" 
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���B'?��	 �	�, !3 �� �S �S �B��-U��� K���	 2�� 	[��� 2�8��	 8�� U����	 	�. 
	�o� �� !�� �� ��	 2�8��	 ��S��9���� ����'�	 U� ���	 �� 6���B� �	�� ? 

��" !�����	 ��� !����	 �- F����-!��	� ��� ��3��	 2�� !����	 ����	��	 
���&�� 9':$	 K���� ��Z	 &�� ���� �	�� � /� ��� ������	 �T ��	8�	 ��	 
�����	 ��T 
2�9�� !��। 6&T�� "��8���	 ��� !����	 S�� �	�� �। ’’3� �����’’। !����	 K�����- 
 

’’���������	 �0I�?� 
3����	:’’ 
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���	������	������	������	���    ������� ���	� 

������� 
���. ��T	 ���� ��7 ��c��� 

�������� * 
#� ��$ : #� ���&� 

%# 6�¸��	, #*+# 

 
 
������� 

    ���. ��T	 ���� ��7 ��c��� ���. ��T	 ���� ��7 ��c��� ���. ��T	 ���� ��7 ��c��� ���. ��T	 ���� ��7 ��c���     
 
 

6�&�/��		 F�&� }3� 	�. ��	�� »� 
!����	 ��	 i�	� ������ 8���0 6����। 
;�0 �� ��� �� '��: 	�� ��Z�� 3� p�, 
��x	 '�	 93$ ��	 �± i�& ��। 
��	� K� !���0 K��O ��� ��� K����	 ��� �, 
@����� ��&�S�, ����� ��� A ��	3। 
K����	 K���:� 8�� �� ��. K����	 KS���। 

 

j�&����	 ���&�� ��	 9��� ���� ;j �	���। 2 9��� !3 ����� ����	 ����, �'$�� 
i����	 ��® }�� 8��। 
����� ��� `	�3� 39: 2��� 6�&�/��		 ��j�� ��� ��	 6�&�/�	 
!	 3���� KT�� ��3��	 ��. ��	�0�। B��� ��ª�: !	 ��$	 K���: KT�� ��. 8A��" �0� ����	 
����	 �S&। ��	� ��� 3���	 �m�j�� ��3��	 3�� ��3� K	�� B��� ��$	 ���=���� K���: !	 
��ª��:	 ��j�� �����8 ��	। !3 !����	 ��� ���B'?��	 ���.��9� 39�:	 �T ���$� `	��� 
K���	 	���	 ��� K��������	�। K�" 2�" ��	�� ��o��� 2��/�,�� ��Z�3����� A !�������� 
K����:	 ��j�� �����	 ���, !3 9�3$ F�Q�0। �8�������8	 Fa���� Fg� 8�� F�Q�0 �����	 
39�:	 	., ��	�� ��	�� 2���0 6�¬����	 ��8	:। �����	 39: !3 ���. /��-�	����� !	 
��3���� K����:	 ����. K0��� KT�� ��3��	 ���.	 P�$�	 6�'��� Fg। ����� !3 ���I, �±	 
����. ��	 S���S�। 2 ���9 ���<	 ����O� 39�:	 ��T	 ����	� ����� ����	 �'$�� 39: 
!3 ��7 ��Ã�� ���। ���<	 ��� �	��� A ����O� 3���N���� �����	 39: !3 �� ��T	 
�m� �����0। ���<	 39�:	 ���3 !����	 2 �����8 &���4�। �����	 39: ��<39�:	 �m�। 
2� 3��� 	.����/ ��$	 �������� ���8�	 ��j�� �'$�� ���.�������	 ��`�& ���<	 3[&�� 
��5�3&����	 �O�� �&T$��� ��$���� 8���0। 

��5�3&��� !	 ������������	 3�	3 �=� ����C� ����8�	� 8�� ��	 [B:& ��$	 ���& 
���8��� �����	 ��	8 �	7 39�:	 F�	 K����� ���� ��3���� �	�� K/���0�। ��J �����	 
��Ã�� 39: ¦�� ��	 ��3��	 ��Q� �T K��0 ����0। 2 	.��0� ��T	 K�� ���= !�0 
Í 
9O�	 K�_�। 

 

 

 

 

 
* �������� : �����8�। ������ ����$। ����: ��O-। ��@�� ��	�� ��B$� ������ A �/��	�। ������, �±��� ��	���̂ � 
���������	 K�� p� 8�� ��"�Ó�^�"�� ������। ������	 �� 0§ 2�� ���: A ����� �Q��� K9�� 	��� 8���0। 
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��5�3&���� ��. �� K/^� �j� � K� 3��	 2 �����8 !	 Cµ �	�� ��	�� �। ������8	 
6�¬���� !�	� � ��� 8�� ���� ���� 0�O�� �O�0। ��4���	 ��® !3 ���.�� !	 Ä��� 
����	���	 �?3$� ��8�। �����	 39: ��4��� 3����������	 �'$�� i��� �4�m�	 ���.��� 
���S�। ����	�� �?�9$	 �'$�� i��� �����	 ���.���8� ����	 ��® !3 }�� 8��-3'?��	 
��$� K��। A�9� �/	�(�। K����	 �±��� F�&� 2 ��v�� K��8� ��। 

 
A�9� 
����� ! ��� 
����� ! 8A V	� �	��� 

!����	 ���T ������ !� �± �	8 ��। 
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���	������	������	������	���    ������� ���	� 

K� !�� ���.����� ��������  
#� ��$� #� ���&� 

%# 6�¸��	, #*+# 

 
 

K� !�� ���.����� K� !�� ���.����� K� !�� ���.����� K� !�� ���.�����     
 �j  

 

 2 �� 	 Fg�	 �T��" !��	 ���/�S K'�� F�Q ����� ����	 ��$����, ����O� ��ª��� 
��� ������। K� !3 �4����	 2 ���j 6�p�! ��	� 2 3& ����? ��3�� ��̀ �� K���	 
������� h��� ��	:� ��	�0 ��	�! 9� K�"� �0�		 "��8�� �����	 ;�� ���, K���:, ��$�� 
K���, !	 ���O�	 "��8��। ��� !�	� !����	 K�� &��& ��A�	 ���� �����0, ��� A	� 
!����	 F�	 k�Z���� ��O�0 ����, !	 K���, ���। ��	�9��		 K�_8����,	 6=	��� �/	�� A	� 
!����	 �®�� K	�� �	�� K/���0। �T���T� ����C��	 3�¬ KT��" A��	 2 8�>& 6�'��� 
/�	��T$ ��	 2���0। 
�����	 ��� !�	� �� K����0 �� �	�����	" /	� à��। ������� A	� 
K���� 2�,��� 6����	 ��8� K'�� K����। �T���T� ����C��	 ��� �&�p�	 �?/���" 
!����	 ���:	 K/�� 6��� ��� ���B'��� ������� 	�{ '���	 ��$��� ���� 6
��B�� 3���� A	� 
!����	 3���� 3��� /	� 6�s� ���$ ��	। 3���&�	 �'�g�� ���&�9�	� !�	� �4'��� ���� 
3����� ������� 	�{'���	 ��$��� ����। A	� ���� �:$��� �	� �। ;j 8� !����	 P�$�	 ��@��। 
�¹ ��T ��� !�	� }� ������ ’’	�{'��� ����� /�"।’’ 0��, ����:, U��� ���	 ���� 2�" �T� 
’’!����	 ���� ���� 8��।’’ A	� 	���� �;	 �� k�Z���� �O��� !����	 F�	 ����, !	 
K���, ���। (/���)* 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* �	��$� ���&� ��9B�8� 8�� ��� 6����। 
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������� 
��~������� 3���� 
���.����	 ��	�¥� 

��������  
#� ��$� �� ���&� 

% �l��(	, #*+# 

 
 
������� 

    ��~������� 3���� ���.����	 ��	�¥���~������� 3���� ���.����	 ��	�¥���~������� 3���� ���.����	 ��	�¥���~������� 3���� ���.����	 ��	�¥�    
 

 ��$�� ���������	 K� 	.S�� ��� /��0 �� K�� K���� KU:� �� �~����	 3& �। 2 ��� 
���O ��� K���, ��$����, K����� A ��|� �����	 ���.���। ��o��� K�����9��� n�	� ��	/���� 
2��/�,�� ��Z�3����� A !�������� A 6T$H��� ��ª��: KT�� 2 ����	 3। 2 ��� �����	 
39�:	 ��� 6T$�- 3���� ���.���। ��" 2" ��� K�� ����� �~����	 F�	 �'�� ��C�	 �	�� � 
�� �	�� ���	 �। ��J �����	 ���8�	 �	��	 "���8�� ����	 ;j KT�� [B:& 2� 	�3H��� 
/e��=	 ���&�� 2 ����� 2�,� �~����	 F�	 /����� �����	 ��	8 39:�� 8�&� ��	 /���0 
2�� K�" 3& ��~�������� ��<��� 2�� ��~����� ��S� A �/�	:� n�	� ����	� ��0����&� ���� 
"���8��	 /e��=	 ����	 8�� 2��� �~����	 ����. ��� 0O���। !�	� 3�� ��~�������� 2 
3���� �����	 K�� ��' 8� �। ���A ��	� K9��� K9��� 2Y� 3[& ��3 ��	 /��0। K�� 
!�`�-2	 K��� �����	 �/=���. KT�� ;j ��	 ��� ���	 ��." �C��� 8�� !��। K��� 
��~�����������	� ����S� !	 6�- �/�	:�	 ����$� 8�� ����	 ��&��$�	 S��� ��� 8�। ��� �� 
���� �������, 2 ���� �� ��~�������	 p� K" �� K�� 2�� �~��� 2Y� �8� ����	 
k�Z�� ��� ���	 �। 2 ����	 k�Z�� !����	 ����	 6T$�- ��@ �����	 39�:	। ��" ��	� 
8����	��	 2" /e�= ��k�� ���	�, ��C� 6�p� ���� ��k�� K/^� �	�� 2�� 3���	��� 
��~���������� ��	8�	 �	��। ��	: 9� �� �-�	 ��	 ��~�������	 n�	� �����	 39�:	 
K�� F���	 8��। ��~�������	 n�	� ��	� F��B� 8���0 K� �  2� T��। !�� �T� 8��� 2" 
���.���� K� ��C �&�. �� ��	��	�� 8����	 ���8� ��T ������0 K�" ��C �&�. �� ��	���		 P�� 
�^ !����	 ���'��� '�9 ��	 ��� 8��। 2�,� �~����	 F�	 6�&�/�	 /��� !	 6& �~��� 
��$�	 !O��� ��Z�O�� �B��� ������ 3���� K�,� 2" 3���� ����	 ��	�¥� 2�� �����	 39�:	 
�� ���& �। 
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q�&��'��� �±	 ��j�� ![�� 
8��	 �Br ���� 

��������  
#� ��$� �� ���&� 

% �l��(	, #*+# 

 
 

q�&��'��� �±	 ��j�� ![�� 8��	 q�&��'��� �±	 ��j�� ![�� 8��	 q�&��'��� �±	 ��j�� ![�� 8��	 q�&��'��� �±	 ��j�� ![�� 8��	     
�Br �����Br �����Br �����Br ����    

 

 ���3�9	, 9� �" 2�� +" �'(	 ���������	 ������ 3�� ��3Fa��	 �'�����V 
�������� �	���		 F���^� ��	���	 2� �'� 6���� 8� 2�� 2" �'�� F��	�. �w��	 �T� 
��	�� K[��:� �	� 8�। i�Q� 3���� ���. ��@���	 ��$�� ��	�p�� ��$����/� ��	�� ��$�>��e�� 
�º����� �C�� @8: �	� 8�। 

����, �� ��	 K�, "���8��	 ����- �¤�� A '�	� ����C� ��� ������	 ����& ��Z���	� 
���������	 
�����	 �  A �����	 ���8�	 ��j�� 9:����	���	 e���$�� ��`�& 8"�� ���<	 
�B�^ 6&� �	���	" 2��, ������। ����, �±	 ª^�� �B�&�� P�$�����?�8	 �?:$ �����9 @8: 2�� 
�±	 �� Ï��	 �	�	 F�a��& ��8�	 F�	 q�&�� A /	� ![�� 8��	 3& ��� KU:�	 A 
�~����	 ���� 2�� ��� C�		 ���.������	 ��� !8�� 3��"���0। 

����, �?:$ 
�����	 �S&�� Ï� ��C����� �	�	 �w� ��	�� �&. ��	���0 2�� 
�����	 
��� ������	 ���g ��� �.�& A `��$�� ��&��&� ��	���0। 


�����	 3& ��Z8�	� 3�� �����0, ��8���	 �&�9 �	: �	�	 ��4 ��4 ����, q�� �8� 
��	��	 ��8� ��8�� K[��:� ������0 2�� ��T @8: ��	���0 K�, K� ��	�: ��Z8�	� ���$�G �&�9 

���	 ��	���0, F8�	 ��8� ��A ��<�� '4 �	� 8"�� �। 
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��< ���/�� �� �/� 
��������  

��������  
#� ��$� +� ���&� 

#R �l��(	, #*+# 

 
    

��< ���/�� �� �/� �������� ��< ���/�� �� �/� �������� ��< ���/�� �� �/� �������� ��< ���/�� �� �/� ��������     
'�	� A '�,��	 
��B�� ��'�	� A '�,��	 
��B�� ��'�	� A '�,��	 
��B�� ��'�	� A '�,��	 
��B�� ��    

    

 !����	 �8� �m�	�{ '�	��	 ������ U���� "�D	� 9�m� '�	��	 K����'�� 9� �" 
�l��(	 !�����'��� 
��� ���$�'_� 9:�3���� ���������� 
��B�� �����0 2�� �������� 
�	��	�� i�� �	��	 ��� K[��:� ��	�0। '�	� �	���		 ���������9� 2" ����= ��@ ���<	 
����O� 39�:	 2� ��3� K[���� 8�। U���� 9�m� �4�m� K�� ���3��� ’3���	 3�’ F������ 
'?��� ��	�0। '�	��	 K����'�� ����� 8�$}� A �	����	 ���&�� ����� 9�m�	 2" q��8���� 
K[��:��� �����	 6������ ���&�BD ��T$ 3��। 2" K[��:�	 �	 �'�	 ���&9: !�D	 Ã��� 
2�'��� !�8�	� 8�� ��O K� ���$̂  ����	 �?��$" ���	 ��3 p�9� 8"�� ���। 2	�	 K����'�	 
���&�BD ������p �������� ���� �� 2�� K���� ���������	 ������	 ��8� �	��$�	 
���&�� �����	 39: A ��	 3� K�� ���3��� 6�'D 3��। '�	��	 2" �B̂ �= 6��	: ��	 
�B�T��	 6&�& 
����/�� 3���N�� 2�9�� !��0 A !���। !	 '�	��	 2" �B̂ �= 6��	: �	��� 
'?,�। '?,��	 �������� 	�3� ��� �39� A��/�� ���������	 ��C� 6�CV�� 
���	 ��	 ��� 
���������� 
��B�� �����0 2�� �������� �	��	�� i�� ��� 
���	 ��	 ����0। 
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��� �����*  
#� ��$� %� ���&� 
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������� 

���������	 ���.����	 !���� 6;' ��������������	 ���.����	 !���� 6;' ��������������	 ���.����	 !���� 6;' ��������������	 ���.����	 !���� 6;' �����    
K��[	 0���K��[	 0���K��[	 0���K��[	 0���! ! ! ! ���.�����	� vZ����	���.�����	� vZ����	���.�����	� vZ����	���.�����	� vZ����	!!!!    

 

���������	 3���� ���. ��@�� !3 2� ����� e��=��¬ !���� ��ZO�"���0। 2" ��@�� 
��8��� ��8�	 "�Ü� ��S& � K�_0�"�� ���	, ��8�	 3& K���-������ �O���	 ����-��	���� �"। 
���������	 ���. ��@���	 ��[$ K����� /�	��, ���'I 
�T$���� �8��	 ��, /S��?� 8"�� ��ZO�"���0। 
��	:, �O�"-2	 K���� ��" ��[$ 8"�� F�Q���0, ��"���������	  ���.�����	� ��?:$ ��3	 ���� 
��ZO�"�� ��3	 ��.�� ����8� ��	�� 2�� ��3	 ��.�� ����� 8"���0 2" ���.����� ��`��&	 
K��	:����$ �"�� ��A��	 KS� �¤� ��	�� ���	���0। !�	� 9� �������� 2" �T� F��� 
��	���0��� K� �v P�$��� A �������� ��VA ��$�� ��@��� 3���� ��Ã�� F����N�� �|��	� 
8A��	 ��C� �'�g �B�^ 8"���0। ��������� 3����	 !�� K/8�	� ��, ��8� !����	 ��ª^'��� 
F���µ ��	�� 8"��। 3����	 i���^& 8"���0� 3���� 
�����	 ��@���	 ��8� 2��, 3���	 
����� ���&�9�	� 6�� K�8�� �����	 ����� ��	�� �B���	 K���: ���.	 ��@���� ��. �	�। 
3���� ��	:� �	�	 3& "8� 2��='���" ����3, ��	: ��8� � 8"�� ��5�3&��� ����� ��	�� 
����$ ��5�3&������	 e���$�� ��8��&��̂ , !���� 67 ��7 ����\� 2��, ����� i�&���8�	 
��j�� 6�¤�, 6��9�Q� 2�� ��� �	7 3��	 6����� /���� ���	 �। ���'I K���	 ���. 
��@���	 "��8�� "8� �'�$�'��� ����:� ��	���0 ��[$ K����� ����	 �	���I ��e��	 ��& ���� 
�±	 ��.�� e��È�� S� ��	�� 2�� 3��	 ��.�� e���$�� 8��	 ��8� A �B�� ��	��" ���.��� 
/?O�= ��`�& ��' ��	�� ���	। !	 ��[$ K����� ����� �,��"�� 	���	 3&" ����3 �±	 P�$��� 
p� ���������	 ����� ��C�:$ @��|�� ��7 ��@���	 [�Z�, p�� �	�। 2" ��7 ��@���	 [�Z, 6|� 
����� 2�� ��8��� ���.�`_3 2�� ��Ã�� K9�	�� ���8�	 6��� �|�	�: !�	S� 2�� 8����	 
���8��� !e�: �	�	 ��. �|� 2�� �B�� �	�	 3&" @���	 3���^	 �B8g	 6�� �B���	 ��e� 
��T$ A �8����9�� ����3। ��8� 0�O�, "8� ���" ��v�& K�, ���������	 �� 2��, !�� 
�������� 2�� !�� ���= ���� K�� K���� �B��	� 8"���0 K���	 3���^	 ���	� ��� �� 
3, ���� ���.�`_3 2�� ��Ã�� K9�	�����8� �?��� �B����	 �"��" 9Q ��	�� 8"��। ��J 
���������	 �B�� ���3 ��$�� ���.����� ��T$ ��	���0 K�� ��D8 K", ��J ��&S'��� 2" 
�O�"�� 6��@8: ��	���0 ? ���" 2�A �। �  8"���0 3���� 
�����	 ��& ���� �B���	 
��� 8"�� K3����	 �8�3�	 ��&S ����	 39a� ��T	 K� ��	�� ��"��, 2" ��$�?/� 
�����	 
��$�?/�	 ��8� ��. � 8"�� ��8�	� K� 2" ��@��� ��&S'��� k�Z��"�� ��O��? ;�����, �0� 

�����	 `�Z�� !A���3	 !��� �B�� ����3	 ���& ��,��� 	�8���0 ? ��8�	 K�� 9� /���� �0	 
��	�� �T���T� ’
�����	’  

 
 
 
* 
��� ������ ���F�^ ��Ã����	 �?�$����� ��È� ����,	 /¶@�� ��'��9	 ���S� �����।��È� ����,	 /¶@�� ��'�9 ��B$� 
������ A �/��	�। 
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����. !
�� ��"���0! !	 2��, �T� ;�� ��$�?/� @8: ��	��" /���� �। ;�� 2" �T� 
�����A /���� � K�, ’
�����	’ �	 K������	 3��� !�	� ��� ����	 �&� �8�"�� ���। ��" 
!3 ���������	 ��� 8"�� ����C��	 8����	 ���8��� F-��� �	�	 ��@�� 2����� K�� /���� 
!��	 6&���� 2" �O�"�� 3����	 ���&�� �`� ��	�� �����	 
��T$" @���|�� K3����	 
�8�3�	 ����3���	. �A3�� ���&��& 9	�� 3����	�:	 ���& 
� �?��& ��e� �	�, K3����	 
�8�3�	 3���� K� ��C 9	�� A '?��8� �B�� �9$�/�� ��	, ��8���	 `�� �?��$	 ����� K��� 
K�A�� �8�3�	 ��$� K���: �m �	�, 3��	 ����� ���$̂  ��	�� K�A��, 3���� �±��	 ���g ��?:$ 
���3��� ��	�� 9	�� A '?��8� �B����	 ���& ���	: �	� �'B�� ��$�?/� @8: �	� 2��='���" 
����3। ��8� 8"��" �B���	 ���& 2� �/� F-��8 A Fa��� �B�^ 8"�� 2�� ��8�	� ��Z�'�4� 
KÀ���	 �� 
����� ��@��� k�Z��"�� ��O��। 

��" "8� ��	W�	 K�, ���.����� �`� ��	�� ������ 8"�� "8��� ��[$ K����� ���� ��	:� �	� 
!��&�, !��	 6&���� ��[$ K����� ��� /���"�� ��"�� 8"�� �B���	 K���: ���.	 ��$�?/� @8: 
2�� ��8��� ���$�	� �	�	 ��e�� ;j �	�	 ���&�� �B���	 ���& 3�9	�:	 Fg�� K3���	 �B�^ �	� 
����3। 2" 3&" ��[$ K����� ��� 2�� 3��� 2��, 6�	�,	 ��8� ���O ���$��.। 2" 3&" 
!�	� 2" �T� ���� �g$�� ��@�� ��" ��[$ K����� 8"���0, ��" 3����	 ��Ã�� F���� "8�	 
���& "��8���	 
�'���� 9����	�� �|��	� 8"�� /�����0। 

2" ��	�:" ���������	 ��$�� �O�"�� ��k��T T���"�� ���� 2��, ’	�3H��� ������	’ 
99�'�� !A��3 F�Q���0। "8� 6�&= �83 �T� K�, ���������	 ��$�� �O�" ��[$ K����� ��e��	 
��& ���� 3���� ��	:� 8"�� ���������	 ’
�������’ ���8� �	�	 S��� ��� 8����	 ���8� 
K�, P���	 K�� ��.	" T����� �। �'�����" ��8�	 FÌ��� ���:। ;�� ��" �, 3����	 
���&�� K� 
����� !����, K� 
�����	 K/8�	�" 8"�� !����। "8� 8"�� �B��, U���, ��&��g 
2�� 3���� K������� ��� KU:� �T� ��@ 3��	 
�����, K���� T����� ����, �����	 6I, 
�7, ���p�, ��S� A �/��-��	 ?&�� �����। ��J K���9�& ��	�:" ����$ ��5�3&��� !����	 
��	�� ’�'�’ �B�,� ��5�3&��� 2�� 6&�& ������ 
�T$����	� ��8� �0D ��	�� ���	 �। 

K���'��� 	����� !����	 ��@���	 ��� i��� ��T$ �����0। ��J ’���=�?:$'��� ���3�� 
Fg	:’ ����� ’2��, ����4" ��< ����	 ����� �B�^ ��	�� ���� ���	’-2" ��f ��<��� ����� 
��8�	� 
�'����'���" !����	 ��@���	 ��� ��T$ ��� �	� ��fA "8��� ’	�3H��� ������	’ 
��T �"�� ��"�� /��। '�	��	 39: A �	��	 !����	 i��� A i����� ��8��& ��� ��	���0। 
��J '�	� �	��	 �T� 8"��" 2" �  ������ ��	���0 K� ��8�	� 2� K���, �	:�T$�	 K��k� !	 
���� �8 ��	�� ? !	 "8� K�� 6
����$& ��& K�, K�� ������ 	��{	 F�	 ��?:$ �'$	��� 
8"�� 2��, K���	 3���� ���.��� /���� ���	 �। ��" ���'I �8� 8"�� �������� � �,	 2��, 
’	�3H�� ������	’ K��	A�� ��/^� ;j 8"���0। 2� �  8"���0� K�� ��T 2" ’	�3H��� 
�����’ ���$&�	� �	�	 ��/^� /�����0 ? ���=�?:$ ��T 2" ’	�3H��� ������	’ 3& "�����&" 
A�����,, �� 2�� ��W��� �&��� �?Ø �?,H��� �-�	�� ;j 8"���0। "�����& 2" ��C 	��{	 
��,H��� ��������	 	�A�������, ���� A ���3�9�	 �&��� !��9�� /�����0 ����� ������ 
�������N���� ��	 ������ 8"���0। ��� ��v�&, ���=�?:$ ’	�3H��� ������	’ 6T$" 8"���0 
����C��	 	�{�� ��Q����	 ���& ������ 
��g����	 �'�g�� �������� � �,	 ’	�3H��� 
�����’। ��J 2" �	�	 	�3H��� ������	 ��T ���� 8"���0� ���������	 
��������� 3��, 
���.�`_3 2�� ��Ã�� K9�	�� ���8�। 
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2" 3& ���'I 	�3H��� '��&���		� 2" 6�'�� ���� ��	���0 K� ���'I 
�T$���¾^ �8� 
���-'�	� ����	 ���&�� 	�3H��� ������	 2��, K3�	 ��/^� ;j ��	���0। 2" ��C 	�3H��� 
'��&���		 ���¾�: 8"���0� ��� '�	� ��� ��[�,� 8A��	 ���T ���T 2" ��C 
�T$ ���¾^ �8� 
!=3$���� ������	 ��� ���������	 �&����	 ��&S'��� �� 9��"��	 �����9 ��"��, ����D 
/��.	 6�Y� �����	�� /��. ���� �	�"�� ���	�� 2�� ����C��	 	�{�� ��Q����	 ���& 	�����" 
���T� ��`l��	��	 ���� ������ ’	�3H��� ������	 ��"�"’ �9��"�� ���	��। ��8� 0�O� �� 
2" �T� ��� ��"�� K�, ’�������� "�?&�,	 �������	 3& ��� 	�� ��/^�" /����� 8"���0, 2� 
�� K�� ��$= ��� '�	� ���A 8"�� K9���, ��" 2� ’	�3H��� �����’ 0�O� !	 F���" �� �� ? 
2"'��� ���������	 39:�� ��]�= �	� ��"�� ����� 2" ��C 
�T$����	� �� ��	। 6&���� 
2�" ��	�: ����C��	 �����9���	 ��SA 2" �	�	 2��, ��� ����"��	 ��/^� /����� 
�'����। 
����C��	 �����9���	 e��9� FW��	 ���� 2�� !=3$���� �O���	 K��S�� '�	��	A 2" 
�	�	 2��, ���� 3O�"�� �O�	 !���� 	�8���0 ����� 2"�� 	�3H��� '��&���		� �� ��	। 
2" ��C 	�3H��� �����s��	 ����� ��8�" "F� � K� 2�� ��� '�	� ��� 8F� �� � 8F� 
	�3H��� ������	 K� K3�	 ��/^� /�����0 "8��� K�� ��D8 �" ����� !�	� �� ��	। ��" 
!3 ���������	 ���.����	 !���� [����� K��[	 6;' 0��� K��� �����0। !9��� P�, ��� 
���������	 ���.����	 ��S 6�&= ��Q A 3�,� ���। 2" 3&" ���������	  ��@��� 3�� ��� 

��������� ��., ���.�`_3 2�� ��Ã�� K9�	�� ���8��� 2" �O�� ����$ !3 vZ����	 8A�� 
q��8���� ��	�:" �8� ����V A �g$�& 8"�� ��ZO�"���0। 

!�	� ��" ��	�� �������� �	��	 A !A���� ��9�8 ��� ��@��� ��.�� �º�� ��$�?/�	 
�'�g�� �&��� 3��	 !��-!��¢�	 ��	�?	� 2��, q�&�� A ����8� 3���� ���.���	 
�������� ����� 8A��	 F��g !8�� 3��"। !�	� ��� ��@��� ��., ���.�`_3, ��Ã�� K9�	�� 
���8�	 ��� ��	b��	� �����9 A ��È� ����	 ���&�� ��3��	 ��.�� ����8� �	�	 !��� 
!��� 3��"। ��� ����¥� ��.	 ���A !�	� ��@���	 ��&���� �/=���	� A ���3	 q��&	 
�'�g�� U��� KU:�	 ��Ã�� !���$ Fn�� 2��, ����8� ��Ã�� ���,$ 9�O�� K����	 F��g !8�� 
3��"। !�	� �Br'��� ��<�� ��	, ��@���� ��B� 3���� ��	:� ��	�� ���������	 ��@��� 
3���� ��.	 �?� F-� ��	�� !��'$	��� 8"�� ���	��" 2����� K���-������ 2" �O�� �&T$ 
�	� �x�-"8�	 ���� 6& K�� �T K"। 

F��	�. �B�^'4�	 !����� ��$�� ��	�p���� !�	� ���������	 ��� ��@��� ��., 
���.�`_3, ����¥� �9����� �8� 2�� ��Ã�� K9�	�� ���8�	 ��, ���. !; �	:�� ��$�& 
F��p� ��	���0 । 
 
####।।।।    39�:	 ���� ��"�� ��ZO�39�:	 ���� ��"�� ��ZO�39�:	 ���� ��"�� ��ZO�39�:	 ���� ��"�� ��ZO�    
 

 !	 2� ��8?��$A K�	� � ��	�� !����	 ��.	 2���� F-� ���������	 39�:	 ���� 
��"�� ��ZO�"�� 8"��। ’	�3H��� ������	’ K� 6;' �-�	�� ;j 8"���0, K� ����$ 39:�� 
��/� ��	�� ������ 8"��। 	�3H��� �/�	 !�D�� A 	�3H��� ��9Q�	 F�	 !����	 ����� 
NjV !�	�� ��	�� 8"��। 3���� ��[$������ ����	 6��&x��� ����3���� ����$ ��/� ��	�� 
������ 8"��। 
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����।।।।    3���� ��@���	 ��8� �B���	 K���: ���.	 ��@�� ��. �j3���� ��@���	 ��8� �B���	 K���: ���.	 ��@�� ��. �j3���� ��@���	 ��8� �B���	 K���: ���.	 ��@�� ��. �j3���� ��@���	 ��8� �B���	 K���: ���.	 ��@�� ��. �j    

 @��� @��� 3��	 ���'I 6���	 ������ �"�� ���$���� 9:���. ��	�� 9Q ��	�� ��º�. 
��$�?/� ��C����� �	�	 ���&�� 2" ��@��� �B���� ��&S'��� ���"�� 8"��। �) 3���� �±��	 
��� ���g ���3��� ��	�� 9	�� A '?��8� �B����	 ���& ���	: ��	�� 8"��। �) K� ��� 
K3����	 �8�3 3���� ���. ��@���	 ��S 	�8���0 ��8���	 ��� ��� ���'�� @8: ��	�� 
8"��। ��J ���T ���T 2" ��C K3����	��	 ��, 8"�� 3���� ���.	 �B8g	 
��T$ �B����	 �����9 
������ !��� ��	�� 8"��। 2" 3& �9$�/���	� �?��$	 ����� `���	 6�� K��� ��	�� ��8��� ��� 
��8�	 �&�p� ��	�� 8"��। p� A 6�p������� 2" ��C K3����	��	 3��	 �����A ���$̂  ��	�� 
���� 8"��। �8�3�	 /O� 8��	 ��� !��� �m ��	�� 8"��। �3����	��	 ����3�	��. ���&��& 
9	�� ����	�:	 ���& 
��?��& ��e��	 �&�p� ��	�� 8"��। KS��3�	��	 �3�	� �B�� �	�	 �&�p� 
��	�� 8"��। ��8�	� p��	 6p��	 ���g K`���� K���&�9 ��	�� ���& 8"���0, ��8���	 ���g 
9:���. ��	���	 ��&S ����: !��� 8"��, 6=�$������ ����	 3& "8� �B����	 ��, 
/�������	 3& ���� 8"�� 2�� 2"'��� @��� ,�F, ����"���	 8�� 8"�� �	:�T$���	 ��	�&. 
���g 	S:���S: ��	�� 8"��।  
 
%%%%।।।।    �����/	 ��� 8"�� ��@��� q�& 9�O�� �����/	 ��� 8"�� ��@��� q�& 9�O�� �����/	 ��� 8"�� ��@��� q�& 9�O�� �����/	 ��� 8"�� ��@��� q�& 9�O�� ����    
    ��� 
��������� 	�3H��� ��, 9: A KU:� ��9Q, ���.�`_3 2�� ��Ã�� K9�	�� ���8� 
��8���	 	�3H��� A ����	� ���$e��� ���È� �j 2�� �	b�		 ���& 6=	4 ��@��� ���$ 
9�O�� ����। ���.�`_3 2�� ��Ã�� K9�	�� ���8� �	b�		 ���& �����9 A ��È� ��� ��	�� 
�±�� ![�� �	�	 q�&�� ��$�?/� @8: �j। ���.�`_3�� !U�, ���& A 	�� ���� ��8��& �j। 
2"'��� ��@���	 ����� ���. ��@���	 ��� ��. ��/	 ��� 8"�� q�& ����� ��	�� 3���� ���. 
áâÑ 9�O�� K����	 �Br �'�g �¤� �j। 
 
����। । । । �?:$ 3���� ���. 6�3$� � 8A�� ��$= �O�"�� 6�&�8� 	����?:$ 3���� ���. 6�3$� � 8A�� ��$= �O�"�� 6�&�8� 	����?:$ 3���� ���. 6�3$� � 8A�� ��$= �O�"�� 6�&�8� 	����?:$ 3���� ���. 6�3$� � 8A�� ��$= �O�"�� 6�&�8� 	���    
    
    ���� ��$= ����C��	 �����9���	 3��� 8����	 ���8�	 ���& i�& ���������	 ���, 8"�� 
F-��� � 8"���0, ���� ��?:$ 
���, ���$�'_� 3��	 
��� �������� ������ � 8"���0, 
���� ���.����� K� K�� �?��&	 ������ 6�&�8� 	���	 K�_8-��Q ��T @8: �j 2�� 
!����8� ��@���	 ![���	 �	 ![��� ���.����� !	A P�$�	 ��	�� ����। �B�� 3���� ��7 
�j, @���|�� 	�3H��� A ��7 ��@���	 [�Z�, �¤� �j, 9:����� e��È�� ��C�:$ @���|�� 
2�� ����� 3��	 ���& 0O�"�� ��। ���������	 6'&=�	 !	A K��� ��	�� �O�"��	 ����'?�� 
(Rear base) 2�� 	�3H��� A ����	� ���$e� ��	/���	 K�¡ p�� �j। 8����	 ���8� K� 
�����= i�& ������ [,�"�� 2�� ����= ��[�$ �� K��� !�p (Absorbed) 8"��, �� K��� 
��	�� �±�� ���-��� 8"�� !e�: �	�	 �����9 �B�^ 8"��-2" ������9	 ����, 6:� �	��:�	 
�n&�8�	 �j। 
 
����।।।।    �B���B���B���B��----3��	 ��& 8"�� ���.�`_�3	 �8��� ��. �8����3��	 ��& 8"�� ���.�`_�3	 �8��� ��. �8����3��	 ��& 8"�� ���.�`_�3	 �8��� ��. �8����3��	 ��& 8"�� ���.�`_�3	 �8��� ��. �8����    ��Ã�� K9�	�� ���8� 9�O�� ������Ã�� K9�	�� ���8� 9�O�� ������Ã�� K9�	�� ���8� 9�O�� ������Ã�� K9�	�� ���8� 9�O�� ����    
    
    �B�� 3��	 ��& 8"�� S�� S�� K9�	�� �� 9Q�	 ���&�� ���'I 	�3H��� A ����	� [�Z�, 
2������ K�¡ ��	�� ��Ã�� K9�	�� ���8� 9�O�� ���� 2�� K9�	�� ����� ���� ���� ������ �j। 
K9�	�� ����	 ��� A K�_���� �O�"��	 ��$�� ��$��� ��� ��� A K�_�� �8���� @8: �j। 
���.�`_3 2�� ��Ã�� K9�	�� ���8� �	b�		 ��	�?	� A �8��� ��. �8���� ��3 �	�	 ���$�	� 
�¥� @8: �j। 
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K������	� �����! 
-'���� 


��� ����� 
#� ��$� %� ���&� 

# �'(	, #*+# 

 
 

�������	 3& �O�� /�����0 
K������	� ������ '���� 

 
 9� ���� ���������	 6�����	 �B� �3��� 3��� �A��� '���� ���������	 3���� 


����� A ���.	 ����� ��/�� ��	��	 3& K���-������ ��� !���� /e��=	 ��j�� j���� 
��ZO�"��	 3& ��Z8�	 ��� K������	 ��� !8�� 3��"�� K� ���B�� �����0 ��8�	 6������� !�	� 
9� ���&� ’
���-������’ ���� ��	���0���। ��º �A��� ���8��	 ���B��	 6���^��� K�A�� 8"�� 
’’���������	 39�:	 �O�"��	 ��. �� ��9�Q� 2�� ��8�	� �� K9_	�3� ��@�� /���"�� 
��"���0 �� K�" 3���� 
����� A ���.	 ��@���� �&�8� ��	��	 3& K���� 2�� !=3$���� 
�8��	 2��, 6;' 	�3H��� /e�= ;j 8"���0। 2" /e�= ����$ !��	 K�������� ��/� 
T����� 8"�� 2�� ��C ��. ���� "8��� j���� ��ZO�"�� 8"��। ��	: !�	� !����	 3���� 

����� A ���.	 �S& 8"�� ��/?&� 8"�� ���	 �। �����, �B8- !=3$���� ��. �������� 
��@���	 ������� A ��k��O�	 K� /e�= ��	���0 ��8�	 ��& ���� !����	 ��B� 
����� A ���. 
!���� �। 2� �8���	 	., ��-K���	 "\� A [	-��O� 0�	��	 8A�� ��" ��`�� ��"��। ��" 
����C��	 8����	 ���8�	 ��j�� !����	 ��Z�/�� T�����	 3& ��7 �O�" /���"�� 8"��।’’ 
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������� 
6����$ ����� 

K�� �����* 
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������� 

6����$ ����� 
 

 "���8�� ��Z 9'�	 9�ã�� ��O�0। ��� ��v�& 2" 9�ã� ��� ��3" ��Z�O�0�� 6��& ��3	 
��� L���	 3&। ���������	 39�:	 	���� �&�- �	�� 8�� K� ��������	 ��8����� [,�"��" 
8�, ��	 �������V �����S	 [��O /�����	 3& `�Z� ������0��। K'���0�� ��Z	 K� `�Z�� !,�� 
��O ���� 8�� ���� �����	 
�����	���� K�BV। !	 ��� ��Z	 ���Q�����	 ��� ��	 ���� 	�3V 
/�����। 

��J �T�� !�0 6�� /�����	 9��� ��O। "���8��A �x��� 2�,� K��� /����� �	�� 
�9���0��। !	 ����" ��-
��� �����। 

9� K�"� �-�	 ��	 �����	 ������ ��$�S�� ��|� ��	 ��o���	 F�	�?��$	 K� ��/^� 8���0 
���� ��� ����� K9��" 2" `�Z� 6�� �=�$�: N�,�� !� 8���0। �����	 ���� �	� ��<��� 8�� 
K����� �9�� K� `�Z�� !,�� ��O�0। 2���	 P’��	 �-6���&��	। �T���T� ����C��	 "��8�� 
[�Z,��" �� K/��� �O��। 

`�Z� ���� 8���0� #*��-2	 ��$�/�। �����	 ���� K3��0� 2 ��$�/� 3�� 8�� ��	� 
��� 
�����	 ����� 8��। ������ ���9	 ���8�	 �C���	 ��$�T�A �0� ��-"। �����	 ������	� 6��'. 
'�	� /���। ��J 
��� ����� K/���0�। 2	 K�0�A 8���� �� ��������� ��3��	 ���&�9�	��� 
3��8	 �	�	 !��cS�" ��� �0�। ��J �� �0� 2��=" 
�'���� 2�� ��B��9� 6����	 �����	 
"�� ���। #*�� ����	 ��$�/�	 "��& �0� P’�,। ��@ F��8���� 2��, ��� 	�{ 8��, �-�� 
2����� 	��{ ��'. 8��। ���@� �0� 2�� 3������	 ��	�, ������ ��9 �n3�����V	। ��J 
������ ���9	 �n3�����V	 �&��&� �����	 ��������	 ���0 �0� ��?:$ �'I। �8D� 2�� ��������	 
3& P’�, �BT� 	��{ F��8������ ’'�9’ �	�	 �T� �/=� ��	� �����	 ������। ��c��� `3��� 
8��	 �������� �	� ’���8�	 �C��’" ��	 ����:& ����। K��8	�A���$�	 ��.����� 9O�	 K�� K/^�A 
��	" ��8�����। 

�����	 ������ F��8����� 2����� 	��{	 ��(� K/���0�। !	 �4'4 ��c��� �8D�	 ���0 
�0� ���B8�&�	 ���&। 2 3&" K����, ����	 �C�� !�3� �����	 �����	 ���0 ������ ��A�� 
K���	 8�	:। 

��J ‘�� ����	 ��$�/�	 �	 ������ ���9	 K�BV ��$�/� ��$�?/� '��� �9�� ��$�/�	 
`��`��� ���3 ���9�� ��3��	 
�T$ 8�����	 ���� � �����0�। K� K�B�V �0� b^�" 6��c��� 
K�BV। ������� '�9 ��	 6T�$ ��	 ���� � ��	�� 6��c��� ��B$V �/	p��� �	� K���� �, �	�/��� 
��� 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* K�������� �����8�। ���������	 3����	 �����। ������ K`	��_� !8�� K���	��। ���� K� ��B$� ���������	 ��.�|� 
KT�� ����� A ’6�¬����’ �����	 ��S ��3� 9	, L��� KT�� ������। 
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���&��[�	� ���&�9�	��	 F�	 ��� A K���: /����� ��	��� �। ‘��-2 ������ ��9�� 
3���. ��	 �3I�	 K�BV �n��8� �/�g K�� ��� �����	 ���� K� `�Z�� �� �����0� ��	" 
6��&x��� ��	:�� 
��� �����	 ��	, "F�,�	� ����C��	 FÙ�। 6��& �3I� 2�� !	 6��c��� 
K����	 ��Z/�	 !	 K�� �T �0� �। "F�,�	� ����C�� ��c�� ��	� �� ����� � ��	�� ��Z��	 
��$�	� ����� 	��� K���� � ��0���"। K� �&����	 ����	 �8��� �0� 2�����	" �'�$�। 

2	�	 2" K�"�-/���� �0�	 �v��	 K�" 2�" K���	 ��	��B�g [�,�0। ����� 0�O�" K�� 
/���0 �� �0	। ‘P" ��	���’	 '?� /�����	 K/^� 8���0। K/^� 8���0 �BT� ��$�/ �8�� 	���	। 
FP$�� 	�{'��� ��	 ‘���9��'K� ����C�� �����	 K����� 8���0। K� �� 6��& K���� K,���। ��J 
‘�� ����	 ��$�/�	 �	 �����	 ���� !��	 `�Z�� ��O�0। ������ ���9	 '	�l��� [�,�� 3�� 8��	 
6� ���	 ���&" ��.�Ñ '��9 �	���। !A���� ��9 K�	 8�� 2��� ��.�Ñ KT��। K_��	 ���k 
8� ���8� ������8� 8�� ��?�� '����। ����	 2��	 8��-�� 6��	 '����� ’��ZO�-��Z�O ��	। 
��	��� �8�� K��8	�A���$�	 ���T K��	� �	��`	 ����	 ���3$� 
�S�	� 8��� ��Z/�`� /��., ����� 
K����	 ���T। 2� "F�, !	 ����&����& ���� �8�� K��8	�A���$�। !	 ������ K��� /���	�-
����	�, �&���-���3&, FI�, ��$�S�� P" 6���	 ��� ��� ��	� ����� �	�	 2�� 9:����� 
����� /��� 	���	 64���	। ��J 2,�A �0� !�	��, `�Z�। �������� ��	���	 6'&=�	 
���&�9�	��� 8�	����, ���� ����C��	 S�� K��N�� 8�	���� ����	 
�����। K��8	�A���$� F'��	 
���0" 6�	��� 8�� T����। ��J ������ K��� � ��0�"। ���� ����C��	� /��.	 !	 �� ��	� 
K������ K/�� K9�। K��	� �	��`	 ����� K��� A����A ��	� '���� ���	 ��	: ��$,� K�����	 
K����, ��<���	 64 �। 2" ��<��[�����	" /?O�= ���� [�,�0� �����	 6����	 ��� /�� �B�^	 
�	 !����'��� ��o��� /�e	 K��8	�A���$� ���'�	 ��� ��T$ ��&�8��	। �8�� K��8	�A���$�	 
�� ��/��	 A ���S 	�3����A ��� K��� 6�8�� ��;	 �� ��� F�Q�0��, ‘!�� �����	 F�	 
��<�� 8��	�� K`���0।’ 

��	�	 ‘�* ����	 6�����& ��$�/�	 `��`� �?�$��� !Z/ ��	 ����	� ��� 3�	� KT�� ;j 
��	, ‘��-	 ����� 3�	�, ‘��-	 ��$�/, ‘�*-2	 K9���,��� i�Q� ‘+R-2	 ��$�/, 2�" 
���8�	 ��	��B�g। �����	" �����	 ���� �� ��	 ��<�� p�� ��	�0। �����	" ����	� 8���0। 

‘�*-	 K9���,��� i�Q�� ��$�/ 6��� 2�� ���$�����	� ���� ��&���$�	 K[��:�� ��<�� 
��	�0 ��c���। K� ��<���	 ��	:�� �n��� �`� ����	� ���, !����	 9���� "���8��	 6�'���। 
‘+R-2	 ��$�/�	 3& "���8�� �� ’!"9� ��Q���� !���’ 3�	� ��	, �� ���������	 P’2��, 
�� ���� K[�	�	 !��g 3�����0�। ��J �B8g	 3���^ �� K�� K�, "���8��	 ’������’ ��<�� 
p�� ��	। "���8�� K� ��<���	 �?�& ��	 
����" �����0 2�� 2��� ����। 

��J �T�� !�0, ����� K/��		 !	 2��� 9B8�p	। 2��	 ��&" 9B8�p	 �� 2���0। "���8�� 
2�� ��	 ��	�����	 ��C �8��� '��� ��	 ���� �����	 ���� j�� ��Z�O���0 ��������	 bB8��। �� 
�0�		 ��<��[��� ��	 3��� K� !3 K���"। "���8��	 ����, 67 �`�	 �9�� ��	 ��3	" ���� 
����0। ������� 2�� �����	 ������ �/	��	 C� ��	 K���	 3& K� K/�	�����	 `�Z� ���� 8���0�, 
'��9&	 ��$� ��	8��� "���8�� 2�� ��	 ����	� 3�=� !3 ����" !,�� ��O�0। 

2 K/�	����� KT�� ����	 �C�	 6����$ �������। 
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	�3H��� ���k��� K���	 
��T	���, 

K�� ����� 
#� ��$� �� ���&� 

� �'(	, #*+# 

 
 

	�3H��� ���k��� K���	 ��T	���,  
(	�3H��� '��&��	) 

 

�	 �	 ����,� !���/� K��� ������ ��. "���8��	, ���'I K���	 	�3��������	 
���B���� 2�� ��������  ����$ F���� 2� 6��N��� K���	 	�{ �����	 ���B�� A ��S�-���	 
�������� ���&�	 	�3H��� ������	 �T� ��	 ��	 FG��	� 8���0 2�� 8��। 2" 	�3H��� 
������	 3& ���	� ���	� ��� '�	� A ����C��	 ���& !���/� 8�� 8��। !��	 ���	� ���	� 
���, "���� K� ��,�" ����& ����, ‘+R-2	 ��$�/� ��$��/� 9:-������9: !	 ��$���	 
2����V���� ����	� 3�=�	 ���& !���/�	 ���&��" K� 	�3H��� ����� K��� 8��। 2 
�&����	 '�	��	 �.�& b^। �������� ���&� '�	� ����C� ���	�� KT�� FÙ�� �। ���3" 
'�	��	 2 �&����	 !���/�� ���	 � " A�Q �। 

��8�� !���/� ��� 8��" 8� �� 8�� ���	 K��� ���������	 ��$��/� ��������	 ���T 
"���8�� /�e	। ��J �S& �	�	 ���� 2" K�, 	�3H��� ’�����’,� �� 8�� ���	 �� K�F" F��� 
�	�0 �। 6T$�- �C�����	 ��� K�� 	�� �?�$��$ 0�O�" P’�S�� !���/�� ���� 8�� 2�� 
������	 �?� K�	 �	�� 8��। 6T$�- ��K� ���/$	 !�9 �&T$ �n-���S� !���/�� �`�	 K��� 8��। 

!�	� ��	 ���� 	�3H��� ������	 3�& ��$��/� ������	� 2�� ���� ����C��	 
����	� �����	� ����। �� ��Z��	 ���� !���/&�?/� �� 8�� ���	 2�� P’��S	 K�A�� KA��	 
�����9 ��,� ���&�� 	���0 �� K'�� K��� ���। 

����C� �����	 �	��$� ��$��� ����� �:��	 ��  K� �� 3�,��� K��� �����0� 2�� 
�	��$� �% �-��	 ����C��	 	�{�� ��Q������ ��	���	 K�'��� ����$� 2���0 ��	 �?� ��	:N�� 
6��m� �	�� �º����� �����, ��& ��	W�	 8�� �	� �O��। 

�) ����C��	 P" 6���	 ���& �?�$�|��	 3���&� �0� ���	� ��3, �����|��	 ���	� 
��3। 
'���" 2 K��� �������� ���$�����	� 	�3��� /��� T���� ���&�9�	� 6|��	 ����& 
6����	��& 8�� ��O। 

�) ���&���[� �����|�, ������� ��o��, q��8���� ��	�: ����, 6T$��� 2�� K��	S� 
��'��9 2��/�,�� ��B$�V	 6����	�। K��� �������� ���$�����	� �&�p� /��� 8�� ���� 
���&���[��	 2��/�,�� ��B$V ����� 8�� ���&। 2����p�� ��o��� K�B�V	 ��S ��>��� ����C�� 
9:����� ��� /��� 8�� K�A�� !�8�&�	 �����। 

9) P" 6|��	 3& 0��`� �'�g� 
��g��� ����� K	�� K��¡	 3& ����	 �'�g�� 
K`l��	� ����� �:��	 K� ���� K�� ���3� #*�� ���� K�� ��	�0�� ����� 	�3����	� 
2� ��$= ����" K�� ��� ���	 �। 2����p�� ��`l��	� 9Q�	 �C��� ����	 �>� 8��	 
�x��� ���" 
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S�:। ��	: ��8�� ��Z��	 
���� ��Z	� 2����	 K9�����$��	 ��	:��	 3& ���B� 8�� 2�� 
���&��	" 	�3H��� ����� 	�/� 8��। 

[) ��>��� ����C��	 �����|�� 2� "F�, ����� 8�� /�	�, ���� 8���0। 2� �������� 
K� 6����	 K'�9 �	��, S�� S�� ����N��A ��" '�9 �	��। ��J, ��C� 6�p�	 K��S�� �� �x� 
�। ���������	 ���	��� ‘���� ����C� ’ �	�	 2��, ��>��� ��Q���� ��O� � 	���� K�� 
�����" ���$�	 8�� �। ��J �� 8�� 2� "F�, �&�p�	" ������$, K�,� ���� ����C��	 
S���	 ����N�� ���� �। !	 2� "F�, ���$8�� �	�	 6T$ 8�� �&��	�,�� �`�	 ����	 ��Z���	�, 
���������	 ���� �v �?��$" �� l�^��� 0��O K`�� �����0। 

����C� �����	 ��� K� K��'���" K8�� ����C��	 ��� �����	 ��������	 �?:$ !�9�& 
!��� �	� �x� 8���0�। K� !�9�& 2�" �0� K� K����	 ��c��� ������ `3��� 8� 
K��8	�A���$�	 �� �3 K���	 K����	 �?�	 8�,�� ���� �3I�-������ !��	 ���	�� ��	�0। ��J 
K�" !�9�&�� ��&�� �8���� ��	 ��� ��o��� 	�3��� K�'��� ���, �0	 K��,��� �&�. 
��������� ���g	 �� �&�8�	 ��	�0 ���� ��	 ��	�p��	 2� !�?� ��	��$ [�,�0। "�����& 
�§�-K�[� A ��m� ���� 6�� ��� 9�O�� K9�0। !	 �x��� ����C� ��� K���,	 	�{�� 
�'�gA ����" K'�� K9�0। 

��J K� �T� ��� ����A K�,� 2� K�_� �  �� 8�� 2"-����C��	 ��Q����	 ���& ��c�����	 
6�p� �x� ��	 K����	 3& K� ��'$3�� 9:����� ����� �:� 2�� ’�8�� 	���	 �����’ 
����3, ��o��� ����/e ���� K�� 6�p���" 	�3� 8�� ���	 �। ��o���	� !����� ��� 6�p�	 
/��� ��O, K�� ���	 ��� ���'�� ���$ ��	A ��� �� ��c�����	 ��, ��<�����9& 8�� �। 
��	:, ��o���/�e	 6��� ���$���� 2�� ��$���	 ������� ��D8����'��� ���: ��	 K�, ��	� 
K��� �	��$� ������9	" 6��S�� T����। 2�� ��3��	 ������3� {��,3� ���3 ���9�� 
��c������	 6'&=�	 �� 	���	 3��9�,��� ��	 ��� ��	��" ��	�� ¬j�� �`�	 K��� �n�� �	�� 
�। 

���3" !=3$���� /�� ��" !���, ����C��	 ���& ���������	 ��&���$� ����C��	 
	�3H��� ���&�	 ����� ����� �। P’�, �	b	���	��� 
��T$	 2�� �	b	 ���n^ ���'���	 
��	� 6|��� 2� K3����� K�Z�� 	���	 K/^� ��	 ��' K"। 2,� 6��C� 2�� ��B��	 ���$	 ���	���। 
��$�� ���9 	�{�� 8�� ���$̂  3���^	 ��$���� ��&��:	 3& ���$� K
���?�� ��9Q। K� KS�� 
2� 6|��	 	�3H��� �&�-��	:�, �����3� K/�� A ���WB��� Fg	�����	 6�	 6|��	 /�"�� 
��?:$ �BT�, K� KS�� 2� 6|��	 6T$H��� ��.	 F�� 6�	 6|��	 F�	 K���� K����:	 �T 
��C ��	, K� KS�� 9:���	 �83 A 
�'���� ����� 6|� ������	 ����& 6����$ ��	 K����, K� 
KS�� 2�" 	�{���� 6H�s���। �&������	 K�" ��3 ]��Bn��	 �� 2��	 ���Q	 ���T 6��		 
����. 6�p� F'��	 3&" S���	। 

���3" 6���	��	 ��3 �� ��O����O K�� 8� ��" �4�। 
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���O ��� K���, K8��� !�� 
K�� ����� 

#� ��$� %� ���&� 
## �'(	, #*+# 

 
 
������� 

���O ��� K���, K8��� !��  
 

 

 �� ����	 ����C�� �?������, 2� ��c����?&। �, 6=�� 2�3 ��c��� 2��� K���� 
!�0। ��� 3�� K8��� !��, 8�" ������		 2��= ��/�। 

	.�. S���S� K��8 ����	 ����C�� 8�"���� '��	 K�� 2��, K/�	� ��Q��	�� ��� 6�8& 
F-��O�	 ����	 8�� 	���0। ����	 0��	� ���S�' K������0। 6��k K0�� P�, ����	 ���.	 3& 
�	� ���� �9�� K�Z�� ��� '�����। 6�8�� �8��$�	� 0��,�0��, �	�0। ��J �?,���	 �?, �'?	� �	� 
�T	। !"�	 �B�^�� ��� ����C��	 ’�9�	�’, K� �9�	�V ��� [B:�'�	 0��O K`���0 ��Z	 !	 
!	 �8��$���	 ���T। ��J, �T���T� �'& 39��	 !=3$���� !"�	 ��,�^ ��C��	 '��& ��Z	 
6����� �। ���O ��� K���, 
3���	 ���T 2��� 8�� K� �BT� 3���� �g�	 K9_	� ��T� ���� 
��ZO��� K/���0 ���, ��	 
��B�� K���� �'&��	 ��	�����	 ���0। 6�2�, ����C�� �D������ 
���	�� �B��&��A ��� �	: �	�� 8�� ��Z��, ��,���	 Q��� ��C�W	 ���"��	 ���0 ��	 ���k K�� 
�����	" ��A�� ���� �। 

3�� K8��� !��	 6�	�� ��� ��Z	 �S �S 
�������	 P�� ��:�	 ���� K/�� ��Z�3 T���� 
���	 �। ������	 ����C�� �?������,	 6'&=�	 ���	 �	 �� ���������	 ���, A �����	 
��j�� 3[& �O���	 3�� K��� 8�� K��� �p	 T���� ���	�। /���	�	 ���� �&�9 ��	 6���$̂  
'���&� ��T�� ��	 ��$
�= 
�������	 ���� 2�� ��ZO��� K/���0। 

�� ����	 �?������ ��� �0�� NjV�?:$ �����V �����। ����C�� 34� /�e	 �O���	 K9�� 
�T&���� ��Z	 3�� T���	 �T�। �x��� K�" ��	�:" "���8�� /e KS�� �����		 �� ��Z	 F�	 
k�Z���� ��O�0। 

��J "���8�� /�e	 �3D����� K8��� !�� 2�� , ���O ��� K���, ��c��� !3 ����C� 
��� �D������ 2��'��� 6�&�/��		 6�¬�	�S�	 �>���। ��Z��	 ���	 ���Q" ![���	 �/�, 
���	 ����" ���S��'	 !N, ���	 K/���" [B:�	 ����	:। ����	A 6�	�� ��	� "���8��	 ����C��	 
�9�	��V ���[�� K8� �� �9�	��V	 ���& K[��:�� �® �����0। 

P���	 ���� K3� 	����, ���O ��� K���, K8��� !�� ����� 
����	 
�����	 3& 2" 
�B��&��:��� �	: ��	" ����0। 2" ��:�	 2" ���O�	 !N� ���O" K���	 ����� 'K���	 K/��A 
���,’ 8�� F�Q�0। 6�&�/��	" �����	 F��। 6�&�/�	" ��c���	 q��&	 �'�। 6�2�, ��H'� K8��� 
!��	 ���.	 !	 ���( K"! 
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�8D� � A	� ������ �3s��� K��� 3 ? 
K�� ����� 

#� ��$� �T$ ���&� 
#� �'(	, #*+# 

 
 
������� 

�8D� � A	� ������  
�3s��� K��� 3 ? 

 

 ���� ��o��� ��?&�B�g	 ����	 8�� �������� KT�� ��Z	� '�	�� /�� �9���0 ��Z��	 
6������" �8D�, 2" ���� ���� 3H� ����� �������� ������ ����� 9�m��� �C�� �����0, 2��	 
���"�� '�	��	 �9�	� ��	 ��� K�� 8� ? 

�C���, A" ���������	 �3
 8�� S�� �0� �। K��� ���, �8� ����� KT�� ��	����'��� 
2" ‘�`��	’ ��	��� �	� 8��। 

���������	 �" �S ���� 9B88�	�, ��$8�	� 8�� ��:'�� ����= 6��e� ��	 '�	�� /�� 
K9�0। ����	 6�	�� ��	� �3 K��� �	���� 8�� T���� /���। ����	 6�	�� ��	� ����	 
����	 
���,�� ������ K���� �'�V K�� ��� ���	�। K�" 6�	���	 K���	� ����" ����	 !3 
��� 

3 KT�� �?�	 6��	��� P��-P�$���� �	: ��	 ��� 8���0। ��J �?	-�?	��= ��� ��	� �/	��� 
2" F��8�����	 �����	 '�9& ��� �0���� K����0, ��	� �� 2" ��	�p����A �� ��	 
K[�������� ��0 �����		 
Í K���0 ? ���������	 2� K���, ������ ������ �����, �T���T� 
����C��	 ��Q����	 ���& ��c�����	 ���&���[� ��	 �/	���	 �� '�	�-����C� ��[�� �3"�� 
	���	 ���	 `�D !Z,� 8�� �� ? 

�	:�T$�	� K���	 '�9 �8D�। ���'����� ����� ����3&��� ��Q� 3��9���" [� �����0। ��J 
����	 �� 	��� F�/� !3��	 �������� #*��-2	 �������� �। ��~�������	 �����ª KT�� 
��. ��c��� 3������	 �?�$ ��Qp� 2" �������� । �����	 ������, �����	 �8D�, �����	 K�_�, 
�����	 �B̂ �, �����	 !������ ����	 �3 �3 ��<�� ��� K�Z�/ T���� ��D8 K", ��J 3������ 
2�� 	�{����	 ��  ����	 2���� ��	/� ��	� ��c���, ���������	 �9�	�। 

���������	 
����� ��@�� ���: ��	 �����0 ��$ 3������	 2���� ����� 8�� ���	 �, 
'���-��WB�� 2�� 6T$H���-	�3H��� 2�����" 3������	 K�_� �'�g। 2" ��µ 6�'s�� K��� 
2" F��8�����	 3& �, K9�,� �B�T��	 3&" 2� 6�'� ��S�। ���������	 ���� ��3��	 
39� 6����	 �����	 3& !� "��� !� ��.�� ��.�� 8�� 
�����	 ����� F�}$ ���� 
��	�0। !3A K9�,� �B�T��	 ���- �B8- ��.	 ä���, F��S� ��	 �����	 ����� K0��	� �±	 ���T 
6������ ��o� �O�0। 2 ���� ����	 ��3� 6��&x��� K3�" �� ����� ��5�3&����	� �� �� 
`�D !��d��		 K/^�� K����0 ? 
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���������	 �	��	 "�����&" K[��:� ��	�0 K�, �	:�T$���	 �����" 
��� ��������� 
�`�	�� KA�� 8��। �	:�T$�	�A n&T$8� '���� ���0, ��Z��	 ���B'?�� ��������। '�	�� ��Z��	 
6�p� 
����� ��@���	 ����3�"। 6���B� ����� KT�� 8����	 i�&	� �����O� 8�� K��� �`�	 
K��� ��Z��	 2�,���A ���( 8�� �। �� 	���� 8��, ��c��� �	:�T$���	 '�	��� �9�	�V K���	 
6����	 '�	��	A K"। ��	� �8D�, � ������, K� �� 	 ����� 	�/� 8���0 
��� ���������	 
6'�&���। 2 �  �� ��	 ��	� ����� /�"��, ����	 ’��� ���’ ����� ��	 K��� ���O ��� K���, 
��c���	 "b�� ��Q q�&। 6�2�, ���� ����� ! 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

��������� ���$�����	� 9:�� 
/�" �� ? 

K������� 
#� ��$� �T$ ���&� 

#� �'(	, #*+# 

 
��������� ���$�����	� 9:�� /�" �� ? 

!A���� ��9�� � �p	 �	�� 8�� 
(K������� ����� ��m) 

 

���������	 ��.�|� �~���	� 8�� 2�� 6���B� �����	 ��	�	 �����/� 8�� !��0। 
���.���8�	 ��.A ����8� 8�� FQ�0। 2� �T�� 
�����	 /	� ��8?�$ [��� !��0। 

2" e��=��¬ K���	 	�3���� KS��A !��0 ����� ��	��$। ��S:�¥� ��N�� "���8��	 
���T 8�� ������ ��3��	 ��	 ��3	�" ��ZO�0। ����¥� A !������¥� ��-F���N����A 
K����	�"�3� ;j 8���0 ��'���। 

��9� ��$�/� ��3�� !A���� ��9�� 2� �� � ��� ‘Ã�,`�$’ ���" '����। ��&�¥� !A���� 
���9 2� ����¥� ‘���-M��’ �/=���	� KT�� ;j ��	 ���3$��� F��	 i�������� ��$= �� 	���	 
�/=���	� �������� ��3 �	�0। ��'�9 �?�$����	 '�	��� 3���� ���@��	 ���T !A���� ���9	 2" 
6�p�	 ���� 8�� ���	। 


'���� ���������	 !9��� ���	 	�3�����A !A���� ��9 2�� ��	 6�9�����	 ����& 
T����। &����9�'���" !3 ��" �  FQ�� ���	 
�����	 �	 !A���� ��9 K���� K�� ��T 
/�����? 

6��� ��� T���, !�9 
����� !���, ��	�	 K� �� �T� �/=� �	� ����। ��'�9 �?�$���� 
������ ��9 2 �	�	 �T�" �����। ��B� ���&��� ��� ���,�� ����	: �����	 ���	 l9�� ���� 
K�Z�� 2�9�� K��	 6�'��m 0�O� 2,� !	 ��0�" �। 

�¤�� ��Z	� !3 
����� ��@��� ��� 	���0 ��Z��	 ���	 ����" 
����� �	��$�����	 2��, 
�����$̂  �/� T��� 6�&���&�। ����C� �����	 ��& ���� K� �T���T� ’
�����’ 6�3$� 8���0�, 9� 
�� �-�	 ��	 ����� `� K'�9 �	�	 �	 ��	�� K�� 63��	 ��T �� ��O��� ��c��� 3���	 3& 
���$����	" ���=	 8��। 

��@���	 9�� ���8 !3 ���������	 	�3����� 2� 2� C�	 2� �����0 �� ��@���� 
��Q����� ��	/���	 �����	" !3 ��N�� ����� ��p	 �	�	 ����3 3j	� 8�� K��� �����0। 
!A���� ��9 K�BV��" !3 2�� �� 	 K��������� ����'��� 2�9�� !��� 8��। K������	 
���� ��ª^ '���� ��Z��	 �.�& ���� ��	 ������� ��$�U:�	 �����	 ����� �¤��	 3& ��3 
��	 K��� 8��। 

!A���� ��9�� �T��" �p	 �	�� 8�� 
����� ��������� ���$�����	� 	�3��� /��� T���� 
��-�, �-�� K���� ��Z	� 2����� ��� /��� �	��। 
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���������	 ���� �������� !�D���	 ���&�� ����	 6����	 ����� �	�� K/���0 2�� 
��9� ��$�/� !A���� ��9�� K'�, ���� ���=�?:$'���" S���� 	���� !�� K/���0। ��J K�� 
��$= S����� /e 2" ���=�?:$ ��	��$�	 �T !9�� ��ZO�� 2�� 3�	��8� B�����	 ���&�� 
��$�/�	 	�� ��/�� �	�� ����� 8�। 6���	 �����	 0��-�j: A 
�����	���� 3�� 67 ��	�0 
2�� ��7 ��@���	 ��T ��’ ���O���0 2��= ���& 8��। 

2 KT�� 6��� 2" �����= 2���0 K� ���������	 [,� �������� ���$�����	� 	�3���	 
�&T$��	 ����:& F��8	: 2�� 2 KT��" �����:� 8� K� ‘��7’ ��Ã� 0�O� 3���� ���. 6�x�। 

!A���� ���9	 �j:��	 2���� ��7 ��@���	 K�_�.��� �/�	 �	�0�� �?�$ KT��"। 2��	 
��Z	� 8���-���� ��’ ���: �	�	 �����9 K����0। 6���	 ���$�����	� 	�3���	 ‘��������’ 
�/	���	 3& K�� KT�� �?	 �	�	 �T� ��Z	� �/=� �	�0 ��� !����	 3�� K"। 

6&���� !A���� ���9	 �����3&� K�B�BD 2�� ��$��/� ������	� ��$�� ��@���� ��Z��	 
��$�/� ��3��	" /?O�= ��	:�� �� ��	�0। ��Z��	 ��� ��$�� ��@�� ��7 8��A �� ��B� 
�C��� ��������। ��	:, ��$�/�	 ���&�� 39�:	 K�A�� 	���� ����� �	�	 3&" ��@�� 
/��0। ���3" 2 ��@�� 6&�& K���	 ��7 ��@�� KT�� ��?:$ �BT� 2�� 2�� K�� 6�p���" 
�������� 	�3���	 6��� ��� K��� ���	 �। ��Z	� �� ��	, "���8�� ����������	 �T KT�� 
��	 �9�� K� 6����	 �T K��0 ����0, �������� �	��	 K�" 6����� F-��� ��	 
������������" ���$8�� �	�� /�। �±��. ��������� ��Z	� 9:��	���	 6����� l���� ��8?�$A 
���( �	�� � 2�� �T�	��� ���$�����	� 	�3��� ����� �	��, 2 �T� ��Z	� ���0। 

!A���� ��9 K�B�B�D	 2 �	�	 �g�& ��� ���	 �p	�����=	 ��	/��� 8�� T��� ��� 
���$�S��A ��	 ���`� [,� �	��	 ��� 	�3H��� ��$��S� �8� �� ��	। 

!A���� ��9 ���$�����	� 	�3����� ��<��� �0� ��D8 �"। ��9� ��$�/� !A���� ���9	 
q��8���� ��3� ���$�����	� 	�3���	 ��� ����	: ������ !��$: 2�� !p� P"-" ���O�� ���� 
�S� 8�। ��J �	��$�����	 [,� ����8 9:�� ��]��= 2���0। K� ��]��= 2� ��O�0 �" ���0 
�। 

����C�� K������" ���$�����	� 	�3��� �	��S� 8��। ;j KT��" ������ 
�T$ 2�� 
����	� ���8�	 6&�� �'�V K��� ���$�����	� 	�3���	 ����� Cµ ��	 �����0�। #*�� ����	 
��$�/�� �&�- ��	 K�A��, #*�* ����	 6�����& ��$�/�	 '�� ����	� ��� 3�	�, !����	 
‘K�_��� 9:��’ 2�� ��$��� "���8��	 �l9��3� K�" 6&�� �'�V ����� 	���	 6���_���	" ���/� 
��8�����। 


��� ��������� ���$�����	� ��� ��������� 8�� �T� ���		 �� K���� 9:���	 �	�S� 
�	�S� ;j 8��। ��� ��v�& 2,� 2��='���" 2� !A���� ���9	 F�	 �'$	���। K�3�& 
!A���� ��9�� 6��&" �����, �&����	 �Br ���S� ��� 8��। 

(#) ���� ��	���� ���������� ����� �	�� 8�� 2�� ��@���	 ��$C�	 �������� 
9:������V�� F�}$ ���� 	���� 8��। ��9� ��$�/� ��Z	� ��$��/� 8���0, �	��	 9Q 2�� 
�	��	 ��	/���� ��Z��	 ������ "���� ����& ���� 8�� 2�� ��$�� 3j	� 6�p���A 
���$�����	 ��������	 ����� �8�� 	���� 8��। 
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(�) ���������	  � !��	 ��" ��#��$� %�������	 %�� �&�, ���#����(	 %�� )�*�! *�+ 
����� ��� ,�� -���!�� .���	 .� ���	/ �*�	/��	 01  ��#�	 /&� �� .	�� �����2� /�3 
/�	 .��� ���। 

(5) ���	��� ���	 0�67 .�� ��� ���। ����� /�	 .�  � �� -���!� ���#����(	  ��%�� � 
.�� ��2 �2����8/ 	�3����� 0�� .�� .   � ���/  ��& ��2 /�3 /	�� ���। .��� 
������� "  � �*�9� ���	��� �� ���#���(�	� 	�3���	  �:��!	 3! 0��	���#। )"2��� ��* ��� 
 �!; -���!�� ���#���(�	� 	�3��� /��2��	 0�-���� ��2 &��/ ��� , �	�	 ���	��� �� *�+ 
"9�	 �!����	 ����  <�= /	� .�� $���; �, �	>  	/�	� -��� )�/��! .����� ���। 

(?) ����������/ ,// /����  �*�9� 	���� ��� ,��  ���	/ ������/ ���2 %-����� 
	���� ���, ���� %�� �/ ���27 ��������� ’���/6�� 	�3���’	 ��	��<�A � BC�� ���	। 

(D) ,E���F��/" ���	��G -��� *�+ ����� ���। ,��/ 	�3H��/ �����I� 
�!����	�/" %�� �/ ���27 ��� ���	��G &�/�	 0-!�  ’/	���’ ���। 

%&� �<�=�� �� ��� ,  � ���G� )"2��� ���*	 3! ’�!�*’ 
�/�	। �/J %/<���G 
)"2��� ���*	 .�<7, ��	��  � !�<K ,�� /�#� �����	 ’��3��	 %�2�3�;’ , �!����	 ��L��	 
M��!�*� ��� ���। /�	N, ./����� ���#���(�	�  ��%�� � ���� .	�� ��*� ��#�$�	 	�2 /��#/	� 
/	�	 ���!��; )"2��� ���*	 ���� )*��� ���	 ���������	 /�<#7 ) �� ���	। 0!&� ��O��& 
.P/�	 *�� ��	��# ,�� ��� ����	  Q���; .� .���, �<�&��	 ���-R .���	 ���/ ���/�2 �� ��� 
�S��2 ��� ��2। 

��L	� ���#���(�	� 	�3����� ��T� � ,  ,�� 0��! ��L��	" ���� ���	 �/U� .;। )"2��� 
��*�/ )"2��� ���*	 ��&; 	�3��� /	�� ��� 0!��	 �3 �3 ��&। ;����  )� �2��; 
��	 �& /�	 .��, .  -���!���N� ,�; /	� ���� �। 

��� )����	 %������ -�	�� ���#���(�	� ���� 	�3���	 
�/<� ���!�। . �G�� -�	� 
 	/�	"  Q��� $�;�� � ��L��	 ��+�	 ���� ,/�C  ���	/ ,/�2/7 �� :!�� ���� ,/���2 
��  ��+� .��/। /�	N -�	��	 	�3�����, ������� ��	 �V�#�>��	 �3�/ �C-����� ��	 %���W2� 
��� ��	�X/। ��������� ���#���(�	� 	�3��� %����� .��/ ,�� ,/���2 /�<#�7	 Y�� �Z���2 
*N���8/  ��O��� Y���� .��/ -�	�  	/��		 ��G . C� /��� /	�; .��� 
�-���/। )"2��� ��* 
��������� ���#���(�	� *N�8 /��2� /	�� $�;�� ,; 0�/V� ��	���� ���;  ��2/ ���  �K� 
.;। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 

0��/<� �����2- .�� ����� 
\� ��#� ?&#  ��!� 

\]; �-I	, \^_\ 

    
    

0��/<� �����2 
$�/��	� ��� .*�U� ���`��� 

���3� ����Ea� ��/  
U�M���    

    

    ���#�! $bc�� ,��/�	 M�3���2��	 ��-��� %�d /�	 ���������	 0-!e�	 ���-�  <�=	 
��/ .$=� :�% � �2�। )����	  �������� $bc�� B��	 ,�  3���2�U .�, ���#�! $bc���	 $�/�� 
M�3���	 %�� 	�3� ����� 	�2 ,�� ���#�! $bc�� .&�/ ��#��$� ��	��  � ! )M��� f’	 ���!�� 
$�/����	 01 �g� /�	 ���������	 ��h�� /��3 ��*���	 .$=� ��2�U। M�3���2 ,��/��/ 
�8 
��#��� .���	 %��i�� .��2 $�/�� .��	� .  :�L�� ��-" ���2�U�� ,�� .  0���2� �/U�  ��!/ 
$�/���/ .j��" .�"2� �2। 

�/J /��#�G�� ,; ��	/k� ,/���/ /�	�N .���C; /��3 )� �। %&��� $�/��	�  ��!�2 
���; *!।  �c ���#�! $bc��� M�3���2��	  ��!� )�� ��3�	। ��G�N	 .���� " MA�	 �� 	�3�	 
0�*���	� $�/����	 ./�/���;  �3�	 .����। /�	N, $�/��	� �����V�/-��� �/U�C� MR� ,�� 
0!�! M�3���2��	 B<N�	 .$��� .��� &��/। 

,���/ 	��*�+	 �� 	�3� ���������	 �G ��2�U। ,�%�-.� ���  	��*+ �� ���������	 
���� �U� �� ���  �#���-���  ��2�� /�	�U। ��L	 ��/��	� �C�	� ����� �����+-3a�� 
����	����		 /�3 /�	�U। 	��*�+ ��/-�����	 %����	 �	 ���  ��	���	 ����>�� $�� �� ,�� 
��L	 0�*���	� *-�	�	 3l*�� )m2 .। 

.���� M�3���2	� �����V�/-��� )�	� 0�R� " 0 ���। 

���#�! $bc���	 0�Y�*� /�	�N ,�� M�3���2��	  ��!�k�� " ���nR 0�Y��	 :�� 
����	 /��#/��� �3 �3 ,��/���;  �����। :�� ,; ���V��# ����	 ��2 ��&� B�����	 %�2�3 
���������	 )��P )�U ��� �� �2 �। ���������	  ���c/ ��3�2	 ��& M�3���2��	 ���!�� 
%���o/��  <�=	 %�$=� ��/-�����	 ���#����	 ��	$�2/। /�	N )3 .��/ /�� .��/, ���������	 
 ���c/ ��3�2	 ���V�# B��2 ) �� 01��	� M�3���2	� ����	 01 p�	�2 �	�� ��3��	 
%�2�3�;। ���������/ ��� ���2 ����	 �<&/ 0�67 ,�/���	; 0 Q�। )	 ,/��� 
��� 
���������; M�3���2	� ����	 ��	�VN# �*�	/ 0��/�	 ,�� M�3���2 
��&#	 	G� /�$ .��� ���	, 
,  �! M�3���2 .����	 03�� &�/�	 /&� 2। ,�� �q" .� r’,/3 M�3���2 .�� ��#��� 
��/-�����	  ��& ��� �����2�U, ��	� �$	��; .s���	 .�"��	 �� ,��	 "��	 /�	 ,� �U। 
M�3���2 
��8!���� .&�/ 2, �!��*� .��- ��� � .&�/; ,	� ��/- 	/��		 �G ��2�U। 
�����Z�! .  3!; ,��	 -V��/�	 ./� 	�3H��/ ph7 .;। $�/�� .�� ����� 	�2 
�8%�&#� 
�� ��� ��#��$� ��2 /�-� �� ��� ���*	 �8� ��2�U��। *���	" 
�8 %�&#� �� ��� ��� 32� 
��2�U। 32� ���	 �	 )"2��� ���*	 r2��	 �	�  
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���� .�	� /�	 �। �/J �D.� ���$#	 �	 ��	�2 .-�� ���t :3��� /����		 u�9/����2 ���3	� 
���2�U।  �*�-���; ��� ��2, ��/-�����	 ��� pC���	 �GN .��� ���� ��� )��	" �E*��3� 
.��� .�	� /	�� �। 

-�	��	 ���3���	 ��2 ��/- 	/�	 .�� �/U�C� 3�C���  <�=��  G� ��2�U�। ���3���	 �� 

��8!���� .3�* M�9�U� .�� �/U�/�� �V�# .&�/ ,�� ��	 .�U� ��/-Mv��" �U�। ���#�! 
$bc���	  ���e��#� ���3� ,��/� .&�/ ���`�����	 ���������	 .-��	 ��2 ��"2� ��2�U ,�� 
. ��� ����	  ���	/ ��G� .�"2� �2। ��	 01��1  �g� ���3�	� .��� �:�	 ��/���V�/ /��3 
��w ��� -�	�  	/�	 ��x�/	 0�Y�2 ��+। ���`��� ���3���	 .�� ����Ea� ,� ���������	 
.-��	 ��/- ���	/ U�M��� .�� �/U� ��!/ 0�*��� � 0�Y� /	�U। ���������	 ��h�� ���#�! 
$bc��� ����� ��	$���	  �2 ��/ ����� /�2/�� ���3� ��	��	�/ /�2/�C ��� �K�/ ���� ��2 
0c��#� ����� ��2 ,�*�2 .��� ���! /�	। ����	 p�� U�+�� U�+�� ,p�� ��� �2, ���� /�	 ��t� 
3��� .&�/ ���������	 0�Y� �N#2 /	� ��2। ����	 ��U� ��U� ��/-����� �	��� �V	�7 ,p�� 
&��/। :�� ,; ��-�*!	� 0��/���;  ��	���	 W  :�2��	�-,	 ��/�	 �2। 

-�	�  	/�	 /�<#/ ./y ��� � ���3�	�� .=C *9�	 � ��e .B���� ���	 �	 ���3���	 ���! 
���`��� ���-�� �V	 ��� $���U। ���`�����	 ���! 0H/! .��� ���2�U 0�/ �� .&�/। 
�2A��� � 
���3� .=C .���; ��L��	 0��/; ����। ����E�*�	  �&# ��; �� ��; /�� ) �U ,�� ���/ 
�*� .�� E� �:�3�	 -�*!; .� �	N /�	 ��� ��n, ����  �K� .;। ���/6�� U�M��� ��/-
�����	 ��#	��	 ��� .��� ����Ea�	 B��  �$	��	 ��3 ���� ��2 
���� �:�	 .*�U। 
��L��	 ���! �&�/�&� 
��� ���3�	��  	/��		 ’�		�F�8�’ ��������*� " ’0&#�8�’ ���&�"��2� 
	�2�U। ���3� .3���/ ’;M�2 .C�	C�	'.� h��e�	� /	� ,�� ) ��  	/�	 /�<#/ *N-G�� 
%��#�	 .B��N�2 ��L	�  J= ��2�U। % �*� M�{����*! .�, ���3� 3���2 |�(	  �- -���� 
������M;2�	 .�<�7 $	��}���	 ,/��� �V��#; ���nR ��2 ,� �U। 

��/-U�M��� ����Ea�	 0�*�����	 ���! 0 �e�� W��; ��+�U। ��/����� ����	 
���������	 ��h�� /�3 /	�� ���! /	�U। ���3���	 ’
�����’	 %~�C $��� ���2, ��/-����� 
����	 -�	� " ���������	 ��h�� pw$	�<�A " ��/���V�/ /��#/���� ��w .	�� ��3��	 
�&# 
��� � /	�U। ,  � �!����	 ���-� �"2�2 ����Ea� ��L	 )C3 /�����		 U23�/  ��� 
�	��6 /�	�U। 

./y��� � ���3� .=�C	 )����/ M�S���	  ��&  ��& ����Ea�	 	�3H��/ �<��! BC�� ��’ 
,� ����-��� ��� ��2; . ;  ��& BC�� �V�#�>��	 M�3���2��	 ��2 ��/-�����	 ��B# ���	 
�+��8	" 0� �। 
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�� ����	- .�� ����� 
\� ��#� ?&#  ��!� 

\] �-I	, \^_\ 

 
 

�� �����	  
-��b�	 M-2  �/C� ;2���2�	 
‘��9�-�*’: �+��8	 ‘�� �8’ 

‘E’ ���/�	 /�Q�	�i 
;2���2�  �	 ��L+��� ? 
(	�3H��/ -��!/�	) 

 
 

 *� \�; �-I	 /	�$��� ,/ 3 -�2 -��N ���� �*�2 ���/6� ���C#	 .�� 3���:/�	 )�� 
-��b� ;2���2� ���/  �/# /�	 ���2 ����U, �V�# ���/6��	 M���#�$�	 ��32���	 ��2  	/�	 
*9 /	� ��� ?� ���	 ���!; )�	� �� M�t .����।  �����C ��	��� /�	�U 	2C�	। ���/� 
.:	� -��b�	 ���� ���/6�� ��<��  :�		 ,�C �U� .��  -�। 

���������	 _] 3 *N%������/ .���`��� )�!� ���2 ��L��	 ) �	 ’M���#�$�	’ �!�Y� 
��2�U। U2�C ��GN�}� �� .3�C .�L��  � /’�C )  ��3��	 ���! 	���	 .$=� /	�U ,�� ;2���2� 
 	/��		 ��	�G  �&#� ����	  :� ���	  Q���; .���। ;�����! D��C ) � ��� %��S����2 
,; U2 ���	 .3��C	 ����� %�&#� ’��#��$�’ ��2�U। 5�C )  ��,�E,��’	 3H/ .�� -��b�	 /��U 
’��W�’ /�	 ���2�U। ��/� ���C ) �	 �!����	" $���$��� $��U। ;2���2�	 ,/ 2� ���#�� 
��#�$�	 ?�� �V�# ��#e .� ./� %�&#��/  �	 ��L+���	  ����* .�"2� ��2�U। 0&#�� %�&#���	 M�	 
 ���	/ �����	 /�#���	 $�� .�"2�	 .�2�� ���+�2 .�"2� ��2�U। ,�� ���� :�� :��	  Q��� 
	�2�U ,�� .�� ��#e ��� ,/�C ) �" ’��#�$’ 0����	 %�2�3 � �2 ��� ����2	 �/U� 
&�/�� �। 

-��b� ,�G�� ���; .�/�2��2 ��+�U। ’M���#�$�’	 ��h�� ��"2�" ��L	 ��G  Q� �2�। 
0&$ ,; ’M���#�$’ ��L	 .�3�	�C ���	 .�� ���	  ����* = /�	 ���n, .$���	  ��� ��’ .���" 
��� �/U� /	�� ��	�U �। 

 Vh� )���	 .�<�7 E��}�	� ,/�3�C ��2 -��b��/ ./�N9� � /�	 	���� $�;�U। 
’M���#�$�’	 �	 ,; ��GN�}� .3�C; ;2���2�	 �&�/�&� ��	���  ��!�*�	� ��� ,�� Vh� 
)���	 . ; .3��C	 .�� �� ��� ’ 	/�	 *9� )��8� ���	  Q���; .���। G������� -��b� ��, 
.�� .�� ./� /�	 ? 

;2���2�	 ����� �V� ��2 -��b� ���/� *��	 �������� Vh� )���	 ���� ���/6�� �!��/ 
 :	 ,�� ;2���2�	  ��&  �G��/�	�<�= ,/&� �� �"2� 
�-���/ .�, ;2���2�--��b�-Vh� )�� 
 ��O��� Y���� ��2�U। �/J ,; ��3�	 ���! G���	 -�*- ���C�2�	� U�+� )	 ./� �!����	; 
 ��O���	 %~ "�9 �। ��3 ���C ���-R %���W2�	 %��-�। /��3; ,��	 ���! ���-0���-��� 
�C/�2��2 0��/ ���	 �/U� .;। 

   *   *   * 
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�h� )���/ ���/6��	 %���8� /	� ��� -��b� �/ .�� .�� ? 

.�� ���3��	  ��& M�-%���8� ��� -��b�	 )��A �U� �। �/J �h� )���/ ��� ���� 
./ ?  ��/P��� /�/��9 B��	�2 ���  ���	/ �����	 ���!�� ��!��� B�C�2�U- ��� �/ Vh� 
)���/ *���� � ��	 3! ;2���2�	  ��& -��b�	  ��O��� ��� ���	, Vh� )���	"। r’3�/; 
,/;  ��& �$���	 .�� ;2���2�	 -��-���; 3�� )�U। �/J Vh� )��, -��b�, r3�/; ,/; 
 ��& ���� 	���	 ./��� .��� ���� ��"2�; ;2���2�	 ���	 )���	��� ��/��� )�U �/ ? )2���	 
��� .&�/ G��� .��	 �	 ;2���2��/ ���-R ���	 .����	  ��& ./�� �!��*�-��� )���$�2 
����� ��� .��� .����। %��!�/	  ��&; ,; ZL��	 ��*� ,� ,/�C -�� .������ .� 0! 
.����	 /��/�+" ��� .;, ./�� "; .���C	 M�	; �� �/U� -	 �। ,/;-��� ;2���2� ���-R 
���/ �	��		 /�U .&�/ �V�	 	����  G� �2। ,� �/ E��}� ��p��" �/!�� .��$#� *9�	 
.$=� �!&# /�	 .�2। 

 �$��	 ;2���2� ,��	 -��b� ,�� Vh� )���/" �/ . ; ,/; /�2��2 .����n ? 

�!��� �V3�	� ;2���2��/ �h�� ���� .*��� �� ����। )"2��� ���*	" ./M ./M ;2���2��/ 
’-���� ����’ ���  ��C#�:�/C ���2�U। ;2���2� G���2 &�/�� $�2 �, *N�8 /��2� /�	 �!�	��/ 
�:�	 .��� $�2, , /&� 0��/; ��T�  /	��। ;2���2� ��3" . 	/� -�� �� .����2 ,� �U। 

�/J  ��2 %���N� ��2�U .�, ;2���2� .�2��	 .�2�। ��T�/ .��L/� .���	 3! ��	  �#��� 
’���G�’  ��/# �� �/U�C� )-�  ��"2� ���n, ���� ��	 ’����2 ����2 .�+���’ �2��� ����	 
)�	� �/U�C� ��	$2 ��"2� ����। 

.��� ���n, ;2���2�	 �� ��8  �����2/ ��#�$ �!�Y� &�/��। 0&#�� ���������	 %�2 \ 
./��C \� �G ��K��/ )���� .	�� .�����	 .$=� ��� .�, ’���/6��’ ��l��� �� �����	  ��!� 
0��l�����	 $�;�� .��� 2। )	 .����� ���/6� ’; ����/’ 	�F, . ���� �� �����	  ��!� ���2; 
’ph7’ ��$�; ���। 

��*�  �;���, *<���� ,�� ����� ��!/ )���� �	 .���!��*	 /�	N .����2 ,��	/�	 
3*N�2 ��l�����	  ��!���B� /�	 .����2 )*����� �����2� -�* ��L�C�2�	�	 ���" ���� 
������ &�/��। 

;2���2� ��	 ’�� �8’ ��	��� .���	 )�*  ���	�N! %/�� �V�		 /&� ,��/ ���-R ���	 
.����	" .���� .��� �। , �!����	 Vh� )���	 0��	��" %�!���� ��2�U। 0&#�� M���#�$�	 
%�  .�� ���	 �	 ’)�� .��+�'.�	 ��2 .� ��	�� *+� ��� ���� ,; ’�� �8’ ./�� ��+; 
.����� ��� ,�� �&�/�&� 3%�������	 ,/��� /�#�! ��� ������� ���2 ���/ 0�-�K� /	�। 

   *   *   * 

,; .�/� *N��	���" ���� ��l�����	 /�<#7 � &��/ ;2���2� .  �!����	"  3�*। ]_3 
)"2��� ��* .��	  � !�� ���� 	���	 .�U�" �2��� . ; 0�- �o /�3 /�	�U। /�	N, ��L��	 
0���Y���� ��	��� ’M��Y�’  � !��	 ���! ���� ���/6����	  ��!� .��� &�/�U ,�� 
)�E#���	 
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���!�� %�2�3�2 ); 3�	� /�	 ,; ����� ��!/  �� ! 0���Y����; ;2���2� ��	 /�3 
��� � /�	 ��� ��	��। 

   *   *   * 

  ��� /	�$�	 ’E’ ���/� ,/  ���/�2 ���o , �!����	 %~ M��� /�	�U। ’E’ ,	 
��� ,-��� ��l�����	  ��!���B� /�	 .	�� ��	���	 0����� � ��� ��� �� *N�8  �� ��� 
�। ’E’ ���/� �/ ��� *N��8	 �G ��2  �c��� .���U ? ��" �/  Q� ? 

) �� ’E’ ���/�	 �<�= 0!� ���। ’E’ ,	 ��	��� ;MU�: ��h�N	 
�&# ���/# .3�2��� 
��L��। ���� ���/6��	 E��}� ���/# /�#�-3�	 �� ,;-��� ��	�G $�� ���2 ���/6��	 0!�! 
)"2��� ��* .��	 ) p��" �VN! .B��N� /	��� $�2, ���� /�	 . p��" )��	 ��#�$ �2 ,�� 
��L	� . p�� )���� -�*-���C�2�	� /�	 ��2 �*� ��3��� ���	। ,�� ��L��	 E�� ��-। ,/���/ 
�V! .��L2��+ )�	� �/U� .�� �/��� .����	 )����, 0!���/ -��b�	  ��!�*�	����/ $��� ���2 
���� ���/6��	 ���C�� ��3��	 ��	���  ����3!	 ���%����	  ����* ��-। 

;2���2� �/  �	 ��L+��� ? , ��2 �/U� �/U� 3k�-/k� .��� ���n। %���� ����� 
.��p����; , �	�	 ��	 	C�U �� 	C��� ��n। .��� ���n, ;2���2�	 Y�� .3��	� "�	 �� 0! 
./M G��� ��2 ���������	 .����	  ��& )���$� �h /	��। 

�=�� ,�C ,/�C 	�3H��/ ’�:��	’। ;2���2��/  �	�2 ���� ��l�����	 ���-�� �/ ��L+�2 
����� ����*# �� ���O .���� $�2। ;�����!; , �!����	 ���������	 .�<�<K ,��  ���	N �����	 
���-�� %/�� .��2�U। ��/- ���	/ ������/ ��l���	� ,� )	 ���nR-��� .���$ �, ,  �! 
�����	� ���O &�/��। :�� , �!����	 ��� .����V	 0c 	 �"2�	  ����* ��	� ���n �। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 

�	N�&#� �����	- .�� ����� 
\� ��#� ?&#  ��!� 

\] �-I	, \^_\ 

 
 

�	N�&#� ���	N�&#� ���	N�&#� ���	N�&#� �����	���	���	���	    
(����	 %����) 

 
,��� �	N�&#�	� ) �U� D �G ��� ��	� ���� ? 

�	N�&#�	� ���` 	�� /�C��n 
-�	�  	/�	 ’;� ,��’	  ����! .$�2�U 
/�	����	 ����	�� ���	 3! �� ����� 

 
 

 ���� �����	  ���e��#� .3�� �V��	 �	N�&#� ����	p���� ,��� %����; ��3�	 ��3�	 �� 
�	N�&#� ,�  .�PU��n। "���/ ���/6�� /�<#�G ���� /	�U, ���������	 ��	�Y�� ’��e’ ,�� 
�	N�&#�	� ���	 ���	 �:�	 ���n। ./�&�" ./�&�" u��</ �-C����C	 )/�#�N �/U� �/U� �	N�&#� �:�	 
����	 .$=� .� /	�U �, �� 2। �/J %�2 .G��; ��O�& .&�/; ��L��	 �:�	 ) �� ��n। ��	� 
./� %/��	 �3 �3 c��� .�PU��� .��	�U ��L��	" 0��/����/ ��	�2 -�	�� $�� ) �� ��n। 
����� /�	  ���e��#� ,��/�2 , �	�N	 BC� ��!; BC�U। ��U�+� ���������	 ���	�� ��+�	 
 ��&  ��& ���������	  ���e��#� .3��p��	 ,�� .G� ������ 0-!e	 -��*	" �Z &��, ;M�2 
,��/ ��/��� ,� /��#�� ����>�। �/J ��/-�����	 �V	 ��{�	 /��� " ���� ����� ,  � 
,��/�	  ���	N ���� ��	� ,���" ./�%/��	 �-�C���C )L/�+ .&�/�U ��	� ,� �	��� 
)m�2	 .��L�3  ���e ���+ ���2 -�	�� $�� ) �U। 

���������	 .-�	 ��6�N# 0>�� $������ �o &�/�2 ,�� ��+�� ,��/� .&�/ B�C�� ,��/�2 
���!� !���	  	�	�� � &�/�2, Y�� Y�� $	� r�-#G��Y� .��� ���2�U। ��U�+� MR2�V�/ 
/��#/��� �o &�/�2 ,�� �!� �-���N�3! 0$��Y� .��� .�"2�2 ���3�	 " .� 	/�	�  �Y�	 
/�#$�	�	� 0��/���; ,� .�/�	 ��2 ��+�U। , �	�N	 �!��	� .��� .��C	 ��+�2 .���!��* ���! 
��n ,�� 1�-���-��	3 ��2 �	N�&#� ����	p���� )m2 ��n। 

3���;p�+, /�$����	, ���� ���3��	, �����, ��2�, $�����	*� %��!/ .3��2 u��/ 
/�2/ ��3�	 �� �	N�&#� ) �U। ,��	 0��/���; ��n �� ��� $��� " ��!��A .mN�	। *� 
 w��� ./����� ��2� .3����; ����3�	 �� �	N�&#�  ���e 0��W� /�	 -�	�� ,� �U। 

   *   *   * 

�	N�&#� ����	p���� �������!	 0-�	 W��; ��+�U। /���2 ������ ��N �Y� ,�� -�	��2 
.	EW -,	 �G .&�/ ���O ���O �/U� ��	��N ������!  	�	�� /	� ���", �� %�2�3 .�C��� 
��	�U �। ����	�� �	� %�2; 0�-���* /�	 &��/, ��L��	 %��! ������!  �9/-��� ���	N /	� �2 
�। ���-R �����	 0���=3�� /�	�N ����<��!	 ��	 ��	�X/ 	/�� .��+�U। �/U��� �V��# 3��� ��B	 
3H/  
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������ ����	p�� ��	��# /�	 ����U��, �&��& �!�Y� ��� ���I ��� 0�$�	; /���G D 
�G ���	 �<��!���� ���� ���	  Q��� 	�2�U। 

���� �����	 ��3��	 ������! ,����; r���!। 0!�! MR2��� .���	 �� ,���" 
,/�mN�	 �!� �2� ���	 ����!	 /������3�	��� ��w 	�2�U ,�� �	N�&#� �����		 3! %�w ���	 
����!" ./� ./� .G�� /���� p���� $�� ����	 0�-���* .��� ���n। U����	�� ,�� ��� 
/��c� 	  ����/ `�!�V�!���	��� )�K���	 .3	 �� ��� ��	�Y��	 �/U�C� MR�� B�C�U ,�� 
������! ��W�	 �!����	 �/U�C� /+�/�+ �2� %���#� ��2�U। ,	  �:� �	N�&#� ����	p���� 
��	�G-��� ���" �/U�C� 0�-V� ��� ���	। �/J ���� ��	�Y��	 ����� MR�� ��� ��� �� �2 �। 

�	N�&#� ����	p���� �����	 %�2�3�	 ���/ ��N �Y�p��	 )�	� �/U�C� .��� 3	 .�"2� 
�	/�	 ,�� ���-R  V�� %�w `�!���	 �&��& ���	N ��n �/-� . ���/" )�	� .��� �<�= 	��� 
)��!/। 

   *   *   * 

�	N�&#� ����	p��  ����e	 ��� /�U�/��U &�/�2 ,��� ��	�X/ 	/��	 ������/ ��	�3 /	�U, 
, �!����	 )�	� *����	" )���$� /�	�U। ��� .��/ �� � .��/, �	N�&#�	� ����	 ��-���/�	 ���! 
.G������� ���` 	�� /�C��n, ����	p���� B��	 ,��; �� ��2a� ���। 

.� -���- 8�� 	 ��� .&�/ 	G� ����	 3! �	N�&#�	� �����h��	 �-C����C .U�+ ,� �U, . ; 
,/; -���- 8�  ,���" ��L��	 ��+� /	�U। ’B	 .��+� *h � Lr�	 .�B .����; -2 ��2’, 
�	N�&#���	 0�Y�" �H&�$। �� U�+�  ���e ,��/�p���� ��� ,/ 	/� .��*; .*�U ��� ��2 � �/? 

�	N�&#� ����	p��  ���e ,��/� .&�/ �V�	  �	�2 �� /�	 ��#��N	 �	$� ,�� O�� ��	�C ���, 
 �K� .;। �/J .G� ������ ��’ /	�; �2��� ��L��2 ���।  ���e .&�/ .��� �V�	  �	�2 ��� 
�	N�&#�	� -�	��	 3 ���	�N	  ��& ���� �*�2 -�	��	 3 ��!� ���+�2 ���� ���	, , )��/� 
./M ./M /	�U। �/J ,-��� -2- 8�� 	 ���! &�/�� ��� W��*� 0��/ ��!/ �	N�&#� ����	 
.U�+ ����	 �& ��L3�� ,�� ��	 :�� )�	� ��	�X/ ��� ���!। 

-�	�  	/�	 �������� .&�/ )*� �	N�&#���	 3! /���2 ���!`�!���	 %�2�3 .�C���	 
3! ’;M�	���2 /� ���/#�C	’ �/C )��� 3���2�U। 

, ����/�� ���-R  V�� .� ��	��N  ����! %��i� ��2�U ��’ �� ��� �	�	 �	 \^_\-‘_�  ��� 
�/ ��	��N 0���	�  ����! �	/�	 ���, -�	�  	/�	 ��	 ,/�C ����/�" . ;  ��& .�� /�	�U। 

 -�	�  	/��		 �� ��� \^_\-‘_�  ��� �	N�&#���	 3! )�	� 5\\.��� C $�’� \_D,��� 
C *�, D�,��� C �$�, \]_,��� C E��, ?�,��� C ��, ],5�� C pL+� r� %�2�3 ���। 
�	N�&#���	 3!  �#���C ?,5?,��� ��� /I� �	/�	 ��� �� �� �	� ��2�U ,�� �!����	" ;, � , 
,� ,	  ����! $�"2� ��2�U। 

  ��� /�	����	 �������� -���(2�	 ./��		 M��!��* ,/�C \D .��E	 �� ����� %����� 
��2�U। ���������	 3%�������	 ��	$����� ,; �� ������C�� E���	, � # " 0!�! /�#�	� 
 ��; ���������	 �*�	/। ,; �� ����� .&�/ /�2/ �G �	N�&#� M�/<� ��� ��� )�� /	� 
���n। 
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��� �����2- .�� ����� 
\� ��#� ?&#  ��!� 

\] �-I	, \^_\ 

 
	����		 ��� ,��/�2 

%��N	 �K 
(�3
  ��������) 

 
 

 	���	 .3��	 ]�C &�� ,�  �VN# ���। %�2 \��� �*#���;� ,��/� 3��+ ,; Y�p���� _ 
�G �����	 �� । 

��� &��p���� ,�N ��������  	/�	 c�� " ;M�2 ��#��2 %��  �!�Y� ��*#9�	 /��3 
��� ���2�U। MA	�>��2 .3��� /�M����	 �7����� ); " �<���� 	G�	 3! ����� ����� 
�&�	��� /�3 /�	 ���n, ���" 0�	���	  ��!� ���; *!। %�� &��2 ��$�	 /��#��� ��	$���	 3! 
�!��3�FC ��2�* /	� ��2�U। ,/�C .3����" Y���� ��2�U। E�/, ��	 " .C���:� .��*����* 
�2��� -��� $��U। 

%�;��	� ��#�2 ��#e  /� ��G� %���� ��	���� $��� 	�2�U।  �� .	�3F�	 0�: , ����� 
.	�3�F� 0�:  " �� 0�: p���� 
�-���/ -��� /�3 $��U। 

%��!/ &��2 ,/�C /�	 �E����	� Y���� ��2�U ,�� .��& 0�: �	��	 �q����� 
�!��/���	 /��	�-� �e	 C�/� .�"2�	 /�3 $��U। 

���/6�� ���� �� �#
 ,  � 0>�� ��x ���!�-�� .��� ���2�U। ��������  	/�	 , �!����	 
�&������ �!�Y� /�	�U ,�� .C= �	���:	 3! �/U� 0&# �	�� /�	�U। 

 �c ����>��C�� ,� �� /�	 %��N	 �K 3�*�U।  ��� �V�#�>��2 .3��� /�M����	 
.$2�	�!� 3�� ���M	 	��� ,�, , , ,, 0!�! .�<�<K  �/��	 ��Cc��, :����+�, . ����C, 
������o� %-<�� &��  �	  :	 /�	।  �#�; ��L	� ��	�C ��	�C 3 -�2 -��N .� ,��  �#�mN�	 
3 ���	N " ���������	  � !��	  ��& )��� )���$� /�	। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 
 ���/�2 

/�� 	���	 0� � ��  V��#	 0-�!�2 
.�� ����� 

\� ��#� ��-_�  ��!� 
^ �E� I	, \^_\ 

 
 
 ���/�2 

/�� 	���	 0� �� ��  V��#	 0-V!�2    

��� *N%3����8/ ��������  	/�	�/ )����/-��	 
�/<�� ���2�U -�	�  	/�	।  ��+ 

 �� ./��C ��l���	 0/<���  ��� -�	� %������	 %��, �����	 %��,  ��#���	 *N��8	 %�� ��	 
���27 ��� /�	�U ��	�VN#-���। .�� ��-��*	 E����E��� �����	 �!��� ���C��  ���3!���� 
%���W2�	 .� ����<G�C ��/+ .*�+ �� �U�, ��B# $�����C �U	  /� !�2���,  /� *N���8/ 
�V�!���� ������ /�	 M�-�������	 ���/ ��� �	 	�3���, � �!��	 	�=��� ,�� .����N	 0&#��� 
/��2� 	���	 $W�e $����2 ,� �U, ���������	 ����/��� 3�� ,��  �c��	� ���������	 
 ��2��2 ,�*�2 �*�2 -�	��	 ��	 . ������ )3 ��	 .*�+� ��	 C� ���2�U। ,; M��������	 
���e "  �<��	 .G�� 
��� ���������	 0-�!�2 ��; ,/�C 0o/�	 ���*	 0� �, )�	/�C 
)����/��� �� ���*	 M�S��। 

���/6�� � �!�<�A	 �����L� .-�a .:��	  ��&  ��& -�	� ����� M�������� )*��� ���" 
���e "  �<��	 �� r2�	 M �� ����। *� $���� �U	 ,; ��	` M��������	  ����  ���	 
�<�A� 0�� ��� %¡�� ,�� ��	���	/ ������	 ���� .3�*���; ����� ��2�U। 

,� .&�/ �������� " -�	��	 ��	���	/ ��!��,  �����*�� " �	�	 �-#	�����	 
�C-����� M��������	  /�  �� ���e"  �<��	 /��3 ��*���  Q� ���। ������	 )W��	 
)�¢���� ��	���� r‘.���; �3 �3 3���2  ���	 ��	�VN# �!����		 ���!�� 
�-#	 0&#��� 
*�+ �����  G� ���। �-G���� ���� ������  ���3!����	 S��	 S��	 )	 B��	 .�+��� ��� �। 

��� ��Z�! ./�� -�	�-����� M��������	 3!; 2, ��T	�3���	 .G��" M��������	 
)-!e	�  �B���	 0� � ,�� 0&#H��/ 
�-#	��	 ��*�e/�	� �����# 	�2�U। )*��� ���	 
��T	�3����� ,; M������� 0!�� %�� ’�<�����’ �� ��� *N! ���,-,/&� )3 ���� £��; 
��� $��। 

)3�/	 ��� )�	� 
	N /�	 ��L��	 ��L��	 %��N	 �V��!, �!�*-����G�2 0�3#� ��2�U 

�����	 ,; 
N#: �। �	N /�	 ��L��	 ��L	� )�3� ���-R .G�� ���-R-��� 
������/ ��6�£� 
.���	 3! �	� -���  �c�� /�	 $���U।  ��#���	 �	N /�	 
��� ���������	 	�F���, �����	 
�����	 %�N�%2 .��, .%� �E( ���3��/, ��� )3" 
���-
3 .&�/ �Z �V�	 � �!�����	 
�K����2 	�2�U। ��L	 . ��	 
��� ��� ��2�U। ���" ��� ���। . �� )	 �V�	 2। 

,; �����¤ )�	� -�	�  	/�	, -�	��	 3*N, . ��-�2C  	/�	, . ��-�2C 3*N ,�� 
���T	 0!�! *N�8/��� ����, ��L	� )����	 r�����	  �&� ��2�U,  ���!  ���-V�� ���2 
)����	 
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 �c���/  �:��!	 ���/ ,�*�2 ��2�U ��L��	  ��;�/ ‘.�������’	 �G .&�/ ,�� ���������	 
3*�N	 �G .&�/ 3��; )e�	/ /<����। ���������	 3*N 
�����	,  ��#�-P�7 ,�� ��l��� 
3���2������	 $V+�e M� ��	 3! ��3��	 ��3��	, ���� ���� %�N ���2�U। )*��� ���" 
���������	 
����� "  ��#�-P�7 	G�	 3! ��	� ,��-���; �$	3�c� %�	� ��2 &�/��। �/J 
���e "  �<��	 3!, ����	 3! ,�� ���T	 .�����, ��>�,  �c��	� 3��� �V��	 �<¥� ����	 
3! ��������  ��	  ��& /�L�� /�L� �����2;  �c�� /	��। )3�/	 ��� ,; .��/ )����	 �¦ 
/�9 ��&। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 

���/6� ��� ./� .�� &�/�� � .�� ����� 
\� ��#� ��-_�  ��!� 

^ �-I	, \^_\ 

 
-�	�-����� M�������� �� ���*	  V$� 

���/6� ��� ./� .�� &�/�� � 
(.������� ����� ��o) 

 

 3��� ��B	 ���/# �����	� .� ./� � ��e; �/ � ./ 0&�� ;2���/  ���3!��� ,�� u$�/ 
 �������� .�� 	G�	 �� .$=�; /h/ � ./, ���������	 
�����  V��#	 M�2�/ .	�� /	�	  �2 
��	 ��2 .*�U। 

3��� ��B	 �	��A� ��	�� "  ���	N ��	���	  ��!�*�	� .-��C -�	��/ )W�N/�	� )�!� 
���2 �������� .&�/ u ! %�!���	 " �����	��	 %6�� ��  ��2�U। �/J �����	 " -�	��	 ���� 
 ���3!����	 ,; .�� -	 �Y��C	 M�	 )Y� ���	�2�U 0�/ )�*;। ��#��  �/C�/ ./y /�	 
��� -�	� 3��� �B �!�*" /�	 ����� -�	��	 ���� ��K���� 0���� ��� �। $� ,�/�� 3��� ��B 
�U� �। ;�K����2�" �/U�/�� )�* 3��� �B �!�* /�	�U�। ���� r‘.���	 0�67 ���R �2�। 
-�	��	" ��� �। ���������	" �। 

��‘U�+� ,; 3��� ��B	 �&�/�&� ���	����	�; 3��� ��B	 � ���e ��h��$	�N	 �& %��#/। 

��GN )�|/�2, .	��E��2�2 3��� ��B	  ��= ���#� �/ ��� ��2�U ? .	��E��2�2 D� �G 
)�|/��	 M�	 � �G .T����*	 ��  " .����N	 ��G ��� ���n �<�C " ��	  ����*�	� 
3��� ��B	 �������� 0��! /�	;। )	 )3 ���  ��+  �� ./��C ��l���	 M�	 p�C /�/ .�����	 
u �!	 <��  0�!�$�	 �o /	�	 3! -�	� ,�*�2 �*�2 &��/, 3��� ��B	 �&�/�&� � ���e	 
��h��;, �����; �� .���C� ./�&�2 ? 

���������	 .-�	 ��������� ,�� -�	��2 ����� ,�  �#�2 /�<#�7। §�/�	  �#��� ��/C�C" 
����� ��� r‘’,/���;। �� )	 ���������	 M�	 ���/6��	 ./� ���; &�/�� �। ,�� 
)e3#���/ ); 0���2� ���/6� )	 ���������	 M�	 ./� /�<#7 ���� /	�� ��	�� �। Vh� 
)���	 �� ��l��� /�; ����/ %���8� �� ��� ��L+ /	���  �7"। 

��� ��; 2, �������� .&�/ ��� pC���	 �	 ���� ���/6��/ �B�	 ’���/6�’ ���C �C�/�2 
	���" W��; r� ��! ��2 �+��। ��9� " .����$6��	� ���`��� ��2 M�9�U ./�� . 3!; 2, �U/ 
���#���� ,�� .*�2��<#��	 �h /��2�� 
��&#	 r��	 ��L�+�C .-�a .:��	 3! ,� �������	 ���! 
��	�X/ /�� .��� .*�U। ����� ���!। ���� ���/6��	 %���p���/ ,/�� 	���	 %��� .��* V� 
�U� ���������	 M�	 .����N	  ����*। M������	 :�2�� ��C��	 3! � o�-��¨���	 -V
��� ,�� 
�/���		� ��3��	 ���! )���� 	G� /�	 ��2�U�। ,�N ����	 )���� ��� �/� 	 �-�A��? 
��‘U�+� ����  ���	 �U�C-.:�LC� �����2 ,�� ����!/ MR2�	 ���"/� .����2 ,�/�� 
. ��/�	  ���	N �����/" ��� 	���  Q� ��2�U। ��	�C ,/ . ������ .���� ��2�U ���� /�	 
%�2 %���C ��	��	 .&�/; ./M � ./M u �/ ��2�U। ,� )	 ��  Q� ��� �। :�� �!� �-
���N3!, $�/�	�-��/�	� 
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 ��G��; U�LC�; ,	 ���� �h ���। ���������	 ��	�C ��3�	 ���	�2 ;�����!; �� �� /�/�	��� 
�o ��2 .*�U। )�	� ����। 

‘.�������	’ %&�  ��!�2 )�	� ������6��	 
�����  �c���	 %¡��	 /&� ����U��� ,�� 
,; ����	 ��	; . ��� 0-V!���	  Q���	 )-�  ���2�U���। 0��  ��� .����$6� "  ���e 
%���� !���� )"2��� ���C#�/ .�);� .B��N� /	� .&�/ %���N� ��2�U BC�%���  �9/ ����; 
%����� ��n। 

 �����2/ .-�-u����! ,; M��������	 .� 	�3H��/ ��� �-%����� �	 M©� B�C�U� 
��6��	 /�9�	 )B��� �� ���	 ���	 �V	�-V� ��� $���U। ���������	 0-V!S�2	 �������� ����� 
������6�, � o�, ,��/ ��¨���" /��W�� ��#�	��G 3���2��	 �-�A�� ,/���/ ‘.� .=C’ 
*�+ M9��;। ,; M��������	 ���e "  �<��	 3! ��’ ��� ��*�e/�	� BC�। ,� .&�/; . ; �G! 
 ��� .	��; �������� " -�	��/ ,p�� ���। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 

 ���/�2 
���/6� .&�/ ��G� ��� ��� 

.�� ����� 
\� ��#� ]�  ��!� 

\� �E� I	, \^_\ 

 
 ���/�2 

���/6� .&�/ ��G� ��� ��� 
 

�������� ��	 
��� "  ��#�-P�  A� ��2 )X%/�� /�	�U।  ��+  �� ./��C �����	 
ª 
��6�� h���2� ��2�U ����� �����	 %��N	 �V��!, 0��� /�#�	 �	�   �c���, %���C ��	���		 
 ����� �V���-�* ,�� 0��T�  �!�*
�/��	। 
�����	 3! �V�! ����; �2, �/J ��l��� 3��� 
�V��!	 0��/ ���2�U। 

�<�&��	 ���/ ,/�C �� 	��F	 3  ��2�U। , ���	 .�����+ ��2�U 0�/ .���। 3� 	 
)���a/ *-#�8N�2  �	� ��T ./L�� M�9�U। 3 �/ 7	��«� /	�	 3! ‘0���	�’ " $����� ��2�U। 
,/ 0�&# �������� ‘� 3��	2� .���’। )	 .  3�!;  Q��� ,; ���	 %������ %&� .&�/; ��� 
.���  �/# �"2� �	/�	। 

¬������/ ,�� /��2�� 
��&#	 .����N ��������� ./�/���;  �Y 0&#H��/ /�9���� *�+ 
M9�� ���	�। �<�C� �� ���� )3�/	 �������� �U� /��/���	 �!� �2� " ��k��� ����	 
.����	 %�6 �� .G�। 	�3��� ��	 /��/����/ ./y /�	 . �� .� ��L�3$W *�+ M�9�U�, ���� 
�����	 �����	 0������	7 �U� �। ���/6�� �� �	 $�� �U�	 ,; .����	 ��	 )�	� �Z p�N 
.��+�U। ��	�	" �� �/U� 0�Y $�# 0���= �U�, ,��	/�	 	�G2�  �c�� ,�� ���2�� ��� ���	 
‘.��+����C’ ���	 3! ��‘" ������� ��2 .*�U। 

0&#�� �3���/	 3  B�C� . ��	 �����/, £��	 $��$ ����। B�C�U .���� )/���	 ��$, 
0��	 �� r��r�#��2, ��- � !  � !�	 .�+�3���। 

��; )3 ��L	� 3 ��¤ ,; �� 	��F	 /N#��	 ��2�U, ��L��	 0��!; ��3��	 ,; ph���27 
 ��/#  �$� &�/�� ���। 

���/6� , �!����	 )����	  ��� ,/�C ®�e M���	N। ���/6� 	�F�C	 3 -�<A�e ��-; 
.��/ � ./, �<�&��	 ���$�� ,/�C ��/�-.��� )  ��2; ��	 ���� �h ��2�U�। �h�� 
)-!e	�N ��/!	" 0-�� �U� �, u�����/  ��2��	" /��� �U� �। 	�F �� ��� ,�C �U� �<�&��	 
‘�>� �<�A	 	�F’। ��  �q" ��� �? �U�	; ��	 	�F�2 /�9���� .-�a $�	��	 ��2 .*�। �/J ./ ? 

, %�~	 3��� .��� ��� ���/6�� 	�3���	 ���/ .$�� .:	��� �2। .�� ��-��*	 �	 .&�/; 
���/6�� 0*N���8/ *N���	��� /��2�� 
�&# �$	Y�2� )  .*�+ ��  ,�� ���� ���� �� 	�3H��/ 
,/�2/7 .&�/, )������8/ .*����8 ,��  �#���  ���	/ �C/�	���2 ��#�� � �2। ���/6� 
0�3#� ��2�U� 3*�N	 ���। �/J . ; 3*�N	 ./� -V��/�; &��/� ���/6��	 	�F�2 3���। 
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3 �&#�	 ���� ��T ���3!����	 .�3�+ �<�A�/; 	�F-G���	 �2��/ /�	 .���� ��2�U। ��	; 
0��!Q��� ��	N���� ,/���/ $���U  ���	N �����	 M�	  ����� .���N, 0!���/ $���U 
3���*� ���+। . ; .���N " ���+�	 ��	N�� )3 .$���	  ���। 


��� �������� 0i )	 	��	 : �। ���������	 *N�8, *N0��/�	, 	�3H��/ 
����� 
,�� 0&#H��/  �����/��		 ��2�� &�/�� ,; )�� ��2; �����	 ���� ,� �!�* 
�/��	 ,�*�2 
.*�U। )*��� ��� ���������/ . ; %�!��� 0��!; �V	N /	�� ���, ���� �������� " ;����� 	 
�!��W� ��� �। �<� ���/6��	 0�-��� .&�/; .  ��G� ���� ���। 
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���	������	������	������	���     ������ ���	� 

 �����2/ �� ���� .B���� .�� ����� 
\� ��#� ]�  ��!� 

\� �E� I	, \^_\ 

 
���������  �Y 	�3���	 M��  Q��� 

 �����2/ �����2/ �����2/ �����2/    �� ���� .B������ ���� .B������ ���� .B������ ���� .B����    
(.������� �	���C#) 

 

 ��������  	/��		 %���8� 3�� ��3M�� )��� .B��� /�	�U, ��������� 0���	 
./�  �����2/ �� &�/�� �। 3����� ; ����, �� �� ��� ��*, ���E�� " .3��� ; ��� ���/ 
.�);� .B��N� /�	 3�� ��3M�� �����	 
��� �����	 ���C�� %&� %/���! 3 -�2 S!&#�� 
-���2 ����U, ,� .&�/ )	 ��# ��2 	�3��� /	�� .�"2� ��� �। 

��� ��Z�! %���8�	 ,; .B���  �#� 0�-�K� ��2�U। ��*� �U	 ���� ���������/ 
������ /�	 	���	 �!����	 ����� $W ���#	 .��� ��	� ,; ��p���/  �#%/��		 ��� ���2�U 
,�� ��������� ,/�C %���W2���� 
�&#- �#
 ����� .mN�  <�= /	�	 /��3 ,; ��p���/ ����2�	 
�� ��� �!���	 /�	�U। *N��8	 C��C �C�� ��	,  �#%/��		 %*��	 �& )*�� ��L+���	 �!����	 ,; 
 � 	�3H��/ �!� �-%����p�� ��&= ‘ �c��’" /�	�U। 

�D.� ��$# ���������	 M�	 �	/�2 r��#�* .�� ) �	 �	 ,; ��p��	 *�L�2 ��� � )�� 
.��+� .�<�<K ��3	�; M��!�*� ��2 ‘���e (?) /���C’ *9�	 3! �C�� ��L	 /��U �N#� .�2। ��	�	 
.&�/ ,;  � ���e u ��/	� ;2���2�-�C�� $�W	 /����	 .��	�/ ,�� /���	 ��/�	  o��	 3! 
��/�	� /�/��		 -V��/� ��� /�	 ,� �U। ��	; ;�� �� ��� ����	 -��*! 3��C�U� ‘M���#�$’। 
�/J r-#�*!���� ����	 c�  ����; .&�/�U, ���� .�PU���	 )�*; /�-/���	 ��2 .*�U। 

0���� ��GN�}� �!� ��	N� .���N ,��  �����2/ .$���-�A/ 	�3H��/ �W2�/��#	 ��U� 
0e�� ,;C�/� ���� �U� .� 3*N�/; -�����K ��$�	 /	�� .�"2� .��/। *N��8 ./� ���/ .3�	 
/�	 �d /�	 .�"2� $�� �। �/J *� )C ���  ,; �&�/�&� ��p�� .�� " 3���	  ��& .�-��� 
��T� B��/�� /�	�U ,�� .���	 ���C 	� 	�¨� /	�	 /��3 ���/  �#%/��		  ��2�� /�	�U, ��	 
.%�G�� )3 .  �!����	 ./� u��&�! %��#�	  ����* �;। �>�������/ .���	 ���/ 	�3��� /	�� 
.�"2� ���� �, , � ��e ��	�VN#-���; *N���8/। 

,; ��p�� .�);� .B���� ���	 �	 ��������� .U�C-�+ �����2 .�  � ��-M��� 3���� 
&�/�� ��� �� �2; .�p�� /�-.��� 
�����  �c��� 0�����	 .&�/�U, . p���/ ,-���  �3��� 
.��� ���	 
 

    (\) )"2��� ��*� �<�A� ,�� ���� .*�� ��#�� ��#��2 ,// 	�3H��/ ��।  ����*� U�� 
 �*9, �������� U��*�*, m��/  �*9, 3���2 m��/ ��*। 

(� )!���� )"2��� ���C# (.��3�::	 �}�) " �������� /��!�= ���C#।  ����*� U��  �*9, 
�������� U�� ;M�2, m��/  �*9, .jE-;M�2 . (�	।  �*9*� " 3 �&#�	 ��/ 
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.&�/ ��#��� ,; ���C	 Y� �S��2। !�� " /��!�= ���C# r‘���  �*9 �C�/�2 	��� 0 Q� ��� 
��� �� �2, ��� .�� 0�Y�2 ./��C .	�� ./��C .-�a .�"2� ���, ��  Q��� ��	�Y��	 M�	 
�-#	 /	��। 
 

(5) ����� 3���2 ��* ( -����, )��M	 	��� ��)  ����*� U��  �*9, ����� U����*। 
 �*9*� " 3 �&#�	 ��/ .&�/ ,; ���	 Y� ��� �<��2; )��M	 	��� ��  ���	/ 
/�<#��G	 ���� .cw�	 ��2�U��, ��	 ��L�/ ���� .�"2� �2 �/J ��� §�/���; .&�/ ��। 
��L	 ���	 /�#� ����  �c��� 0�� ��2�U। 
(?) !���� )"2��� ���C# (-� �� �}�)। .�Z�� ��-��	 �	 ,�� $	� ����}� M���p��	 
�<&/ �<&/  �*9 *�+ .����	 :�� �"��� -� ��	 .�<7��� ,/ /���	 ��	�C  �*9�C 
,� �V�# .3P��� ���	�2 .:���", �"���	 �!��7 " 3�%2�� ,�" ���������	 
	�3����� ��	�C %-�� ��6��	  G�। �"���	 �	��#� /��#W��	 M�	 ,	 -���!� �-#	 
/	��। 
(D) �������� 3���2 /��c । �V�# ���/6��	 ,//��� 0&#�8� ���	¨ �	 ,�� %��N 
/��c  .�� -��� K�	 .�<7��� ,; ���C ,����/�� ‘ ��!��B�'.�	 �� �� ��� �����$� 
��2 ) ��", ��#��  �c�� ,�� ���	¨ ����	 ��������  	/��		 /����C�C- /���C	 
 � ! �"2�	 .%�G�� ,; ���C ,� ph7 03# /�	�U। ���	 -���!� /��#W� �����-��� 
�GN�2। 
(�) ����}� /��!�= M��� �V�। ����}� /��!�= M���p��	 ,/��� ����  �c���	 0�/��� 
���! .�� /�	�U, 0�	 0�� ���	����� /�	�U। ,  �  �*9�	 0�/p�� �2��� -���!��" 
‘)��	 c�M�’  �*9 �� ���; /�3 $�����। );� � %/��! /��!�= ���C# /	�	" .$=� ��� 
���	। ,  I�o ,�; �/U� ���  Q� 2। ���/�-,	  ����/ -V��/� ,L��	 ��G ���; 
0 �����3/ ��2�U। 
(_) , U�+�" m��/ /<�/- ��3���� �� ,�� 0�� )����	 .�<7��� 3���2 ���*	 
M����C" �<&/ ���2 0�67 �3�2 	���� ��� �� �2। M-2 ���	; /�2/�C m��/ ,��/�2 
%-�� 	�2�U। 

 

����� .��� ���n, )*��� ���	 ��������� )"2��� ��* U�+�" )�	� /�2/�C �� ���9 
&�/�U। � ��! !���� )"2��� ���C# (.��3�::	 �}�) U�+� 0! ��p��	  ��*9�/ 0�Y� -���� 
2, ./� ./� .G�� ��- �#
। �/J .����� ��������� ����-���; ���#���(�	� 	�3��� $��� ��� 
���n ,�� .����� 
�����	 %�~ , � ���	" /����� 0��� 	�2�U, . ���� )*����� ,	�; ��� 
���	��� ��। ���#���(�	� 	�3����� ���	������	 -V��/� &��/ ���!। /��3; /��W�� , � ��" 
������� ��2 M9�� ���	। 

���, )"2��� ���*	 ��	�C ���	 .��/�����2 G�̀  ���	 /��3	  ����* .� ���;  ���� �� , 
 � ���	 /�#/�#���	 � .��O�	 /&� 2। ,����Y�2 G�̀ �	 ��p��	 /�2/�C ,/��� ��2 
������� ��� h��e�	� ���	  Q���" M�+�2 .�"2� ��2 �। 
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,��	 .�� *+�	 ���� .�� ����� 
\� ��#� ]�  ��!� 

\� �E� I	, \^_\ 

 
 

,��	 .�� *+�	 ����,��	 .�� *+�	 ����,��	 .�� *+�	 ����,��	 .�� *+�	 ����    
    .������� ����� ��o .������� ����� ��o .������� ����� ��o .������� ����� ��o     

    

 ‘)	 /�2/ ���	 ���!; §�/�2 ��������  	/��		 	�3��� Y��e�	� ���।  ��� 0Y�2� 
	�F��� u 2� 3h� ; ��� , /&� .B��N� /�	�U। 

��������� ,�� -�	��2 �����	  ����� 0c��-���	 ���� ���/6�� 3a� $�W	 ����� 	N 
,�� ,�/	 �	 ,/ �� B�L�Cp��	 �� .��� ��L	 , )������ ��T�  Y�� � /	�	 ./� /�	N 
)�	� .��� �। ;�����!; ��� .3��p���� ��	���� .� ���	/ %��  �!�Y�	 ��*#9�	 /�3 �h 
��2�U। .���	 ��/	� ]� -�* ,��/� ,� ��������  	/��		 �28�N। §�/�, /���{�, $bc��, 
����, 	���	 %-<�� /�2/�C /!�(��( ,��/�2 ���/6�� ����� ,� /��#�� )X ��#�N	 �� 
p�U। 

,�/	 �	 ,/ ���-R ,��/� ��������  	/��		 /�<#�7 ) �	  ��&  ��& ,� 
-���; 
��*#9�	 %~�C �+ ��2 .��� ���2�U। -�a�	 ��# .�� ��2�U। ,��	 .�� *+�	 ����। 
 
 

$�	 %���$�	 %���$�	 %���$�	 %���    
    

���������/ $�	�C %���� -�* /	� %��  " MR2 ���	��2 %���C 0>��	 %�� �&����*! 
ph7 )�	���	 ���� M�9�U� �D.� ���$#	 )�*;। ,� , �!����	 � ��e .��	  �2 ,� �U। 
0Y�2� 	�F��� ����U 3���2 " %����/ ��	���	  � !��	  �«�2 ,/�C ‘/�=�CM�2( ,� ��¯’ 
*9 /	� ���। ,; ,� ��¯�/ $�	 %����	 /�9���� ,�� ./y " %����	  �/# ��#�	�N	 -�	 
.�"2� .��� ���	। ,  � %��� ./����� %�� �/ ���/y�/	�N	 %�2�3� *+�� ���। ,�G�� 

�2A�� �	 %~ "9�	 ./� /�	N .;। )����� $�	�C ��-�*�/ $�	�C %����	 ��#��� ����; 
$���। ,�� /�	 §�/� ���		 M�	 �������	� $�� /��� ,�� .��� )�	� /�2/�C %&� .mN�	 ��	 
*�+ .����  Q� ���। ��� �� 	��� �	/�	, ./� 0�Y���; ‘r;’ %��� *9�	 /&� �$e� /	� 
$����। /�	N . �G�� )>��/ .	���	���� 3���2 �/! r�#� ���	  Q��� 	�2�U। 

 
*N��!� .9/��� ���*N��!� .9/��� ���*N��!� .9/��� ���*N��!� .9/��� ���    

 

 ��	 $	 ,��  ����*���	 ���6 .���	 -�	 3��	 M�	 �� Y��2 .�<�7	 M�	 .U�+ .�"2� 
$��� �। /�	N, .�� 0�Y�2 �!��*� ����	 3! 0�/ �	�� �!��	" ����� ���	  Q��� 
&�/��। ��‘U�+� ��  ����*� 0��a�����	�/" ’��!� /	�	 ��;� �’ /�M�/ .�"2� $��� �। , 
�!����	  	/��		  ��2��$� .B��N�  �����$�	 /�3 ��2�U। ����� j�;��!�� *9�	 ���!�� 
�&������ ��$�	 /�	 ���; 0�	����/ .��*! ���6 ���� ���। �����	 ���C�� 0�/ 	� O�	�U, )	 
,/ .:�LC� 	�" 0���!/-��� O	��� M�$� ��� �। 
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°N�-�A/ 0&#�� $�; � 
 

��������� %�2  �; ±�  ��2 .*�U। 0��/; �!��/-��� u�����/ �N ��2 ��+B�+ ‘. ��	 
�����’ �����	 /&� ����U। �/J , �!����	 %&� .&�/;  �/# �"2� �	/�	। ���������	 0&#��� 
��� /<���-�A/। /<�� ��²��	 ���!�� c�������	 0&#H��/ MR2; )����	 �G! ��� ���, 
°N�-�A/ �&�/�&� ‘��k�����	 0&#���’ 2। ��; 0���!/ °N ��	��	 /�	  �Y �-�A�� 3���2 
0&#����/ ���� ���� *�+ ����� ���। . 3�! .���� ��/ /<n ���	 ��8 ���G� /	�� ��� ,�N 
.&�/;। 

°N /	� ��	 0-!� , ��	 °�N	 0-�� �2 �। ����� /�	 ���T �� ‘���3� 	�3���’ ��	���� 
$��� 	�2�U। �/J ‘°N /�	 �B ��"2�	’ ��	N�� ���/6�� )�	� .����U, r�2�	 ���-R .��� .���U। 
���������" ��	 ��	��<�A BC�� .�"2� ���� �। 
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 ���/�2 
32 )����	 ���; 

r3#2 ����� 
\� ��#� \�  ��!� 

? �-I	, \^_\ 

 
 
 ���/�2 

32 )����	 ���;32 )����	 ���;32 )����	 ���;32 )����	 ���; 

 �� ./��C �����	 )�� -V�� ���������	 
�����  �c���	 �� ���  
�����  �c���/ ,�*�2 
��2 32��� /	�	 ��& ��2 ’’r3#2 �����’’ )X%/�� /	���। ���������	 ���� ���C .&�/ ��� 
 �#�	 ;2���2�	 �� u ! ���/ ���³ /�	 ���<-V���/ ��� /	�	 ��� " /�9 /��3	 x� .B��N� 
/	�U। 

’’r3#2 �����’’ �� /�	, ���/#  ���3!��� " $��	  ����!��= ;2���2�	 ��#	 ������/ ��� 
/	�	 3!  � .$�2 �+ %�2�3 ���� ���������	  �6 3*N ,��  �c��� *N���8/ ���	 ,/��? 
,/��	 ��� ���2; )�	� ���/ ���³ /	���।  

)����	 ��	 �hN ���������	� r3#2  �/k ��2 ��	 ��h�� ��+ ���n। %������ -�	� " 
. ��-�2� ;M�2 ,��  ��3���8/ .��p�� � ���T	 %*����� 3*N" ��� ;2���2�	 *N��!� " 
��#���	 %������ . �´�	। 

, ���V��# )����	  ��= ��	N� 	���� ��� ./ )����	 �� " ./ )����	 ���। �����	 ,/ 
��2 ����	 )B�� ���� ���, h��� ��� ;2���2�	  /� r	�- �o " U�$���	�। 

32 )����	 ���;। )�	�  �����। 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* r3#2 ������ ‘ �c��� �����	 /�
	’।  ���/� ����	 /��e /	। � ��C  �	�� %/���	 �G ��� ����	 /��e /	 /�<#/ ���̀ � " 
%/����। �����Y .��*�����*	 �9/��� 	�:/�	 	���, ��	�� .=� .	�E, /�	�*¨। 
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 ���/�2 
��� �����* 
���3� *	� ]�  ��!� 

� �-I	, \^_\ 

 
 ���/�2 ���/�2 ���/�2 ���/�2 

���������	  �c��� 3��	 3���2 ���� )�K��  :� ��� �/-� ,;  ��2 3+��� %�~ 
�S��-3+��	 .�B W��� ���	 ���	 ./�C ���n, 	�3���	 )/�� .�B��� " �= ��2 M�9�U। 

,/���/ �����������	  �c�� ��#�2W�� ��x .&�/ ��x�	 ��n ,�� ���nR�� /��C�2 ,/C� 
 � ��� h� ��	c� /	�U 0!���/ ��T����/ ��	 ¬�� �! )	 u�#!��/ -�� ��	�!�* /�	 
W��*� ��������  	/�	 " �����������	  �&#�  �W2 ��2 M�9�U। 0��! ,; �- �GN 

�-���/-��� "  ��3; ��	��G� �2�।  ���c/-��� ��#��� 0��G�/<� 0�/V� ��	�Y��  <�=	 
.�U� .�� 	�2�U ����/���  �c��� 3��	 0-V��V�# �<=�e ��	�C �!�*-����G� ,�� 3���N 
 �c��  ��� 0!���/ .��� �o� " �	�� %������ 	�F -�	��	 3*�N	 M�{����*!  �W2 -���/�। 
-�	��	 3*N ���������	 ,; *N )�K���/ 
��µV�# )e�	/-��� �h .&�/;  �&# 3���2 
,� �U। -�	��	  ��#6�		 ���� /<�/, m��/, �!� �2�, ./	��, /�#$�	�, ,��/ �-R �-R ������# 
��T� � ���-R 	�3H��/ ��" ��������  	/��		 
�/<��	 ������ . �´�	 ��2 M�9�U। ���-R 
���� -� " ); -�	  � !*N  /� .���	  �c���	  �&#�	 0�/V�� %6�� c�N /�	�U। 
,��� .�  ����#��	 .3�2�	 -�	��	 3 ��̀ �/ )�K���� $>� /�	 �����U� )3 ��	 �!��w 
�Z�V	 % ��	�। ��	; %��-�  )�	� �G! /	�U।  ��V	 ��, �!�	�, ��v� " �-�2���� . ��/�	 
%*����� *N��8 " 
������%2 3*N ���������	 ,;  �c���/  �&# /�	 .3�	���� ���! 
.	���U। ���-R %���� " *N  �*9�	 ���!�� )�&#/  ����! .%	N /	�U-)	 ��������/ ��� 
���� �!��/ 3�� *9 /�	 $���U। 

.���2� ��L  ���� (;2���2� ��L � .���2� ��L) ���/#  	/��		 %nR %m�2 ,�� 	�F���¨	 
���������	 	�3H��/  �����	 %�~ .����$/ �<�=-a�	  ����* ��2 ,/ 0��$=� $����2 ���n। 
���������	 �����	 !��! 
����� )�K���/ )+�� " G�¶ /	�	 3! 0��	�� ��&!� 0�%$�	 " 
��#g $���	�	 )m2 ��2 ���T	 3���/ .��L/� ���� $�;�U ,; 03����� .�- ��������� �� �/U� 
B�C�U ��	 ��U� -�	��	 $W�e " ��� )�U ,�� -�	��2 0�%���/�	�	� ���/6��/ �S���� 
/	�	 3! ���������	 0-!e�	 ,; .*�����*  <�= /�	�U। )	 ,; 0�U��2 ���	� BC��/ ��/-
-�	� ���	���	 )/�	 ���� $�;�U ,��  ����e %$�	 u !  ����� /�	 -�	��	 %�� 	NZ�/�	 
U�+�U। )��# ,; .���2� ��L। ��#g��	" ,/C�  ��� &�/� M�$�। 

���T	 ���-R BC����	 0!�� �	N�2 BC�  �! ���$��	 	�F���¨ )  ��-।  ��3���8/ 
r�2�	 0!�� .m� 	��F	 	�F���¨ Y�2�-��� %�����7 /	�	 ��	�%�G�� ,; )�� %/�� /	� ��2 
.� ,��	 �2� 	�F��¨ ��	 u�#!��/ ���#w-�	 �!�* /�	 ���������	 	�3H��/  �����  �W2 
-V��/ 

 

 

 

 
 
 
* ‘
��� ������ ���������	  �c��� 3*N�/  �w���/ �����’।  ���/ ����	  -����-.��K/�	  �� �� )�� rr /�<#/ 
���3�*	 ��� %/���� " 
��� ����� .%  ��� ���`�। 
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c�N /	��। 	�3H��/  �����	 £��	�� 0��!; ��������  	/��		 %���8� 3�� ��3M�� 
)��� )�	���� $�	�C .�P� ����	 M�	 �-�A /�	; ��#��	� ���। .��-%&��� 
��� ��������, 
�S��2�� ���������	 �%2�� .�� �a�o� .�� ���3��	 ����, �<��2�� ��� ���#  �6 u ! 
0� �	N। ���������	  �c��� 3�� " ��������� , ����2 �<·%��� .� ���%�$=� ��; %��/V� 
�/��� 0�/V��; .��/ � ./ ���������	 �VN# 
����� 03# " 3���2 ���� ,/��� �	�  ,/�� 
 �c���	 ���!��  Q�। /�	N 
����� 0�3#� �2, %�A �2 �। 
 

-32 ����� 
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��/  ���	/ $�W ��	�C -�a 
��� ����� 
���3� *	� ^�  ��!� 

\5 �-I	, \^_\ 

 
��/  ���	/ $�W ��	�C -�a��/  ���	/ $�W ��	�C -�a��/  ���	/ $�W ��	�C -�a��/  ���	/ $�W ��	�C -�a 

 

)-!e	�N ./�K��	 :�� ��/  ���	/ $�W ��	�C -�a .��� ���� ���	 ��� ��Y ��/ 
 	/��		 B�� ��� �� /	�U। � ����	 ���	 ��/  ���	/  	/��		 B�� ��� �� /	�U। 
� ����	 ���	 %/�� ��/  ���	/  	/��		 %�� u�����/ �w�		  �$� ���� ;MU�:, ;2���2� 
���	 0&#H��/ M���=� 3�� )��� ,�� .3��	� �C�� ���	 $��� ���! ��2 ;2���2� �� 
-��b��/ ���� ���/6��	 -��� %���8� .�� ��2 ���/�-, .�P�! /	�� ���9�2�U��। 

�/J � o�	 *-N#	 p� 	��� ,�� ��¨���	 *-N#	 .�3	 .3��	� )��/�	 	��� ;2���2�	 ,; 
� ���e	 .B�	�	 ���	���। :�� ��#�	 )+��� G���	 S� W��� %/C ��2 M9�U। -��b�	 ���/� 
 	/��		  �&#  �c��	 3!  �!  ��w $�  :�		 :��:�  I�o r; ����	 0�Y� r; .�h��। 

3�� -��b� ����U ��L	  :	  �VN#  :� ��2�U। �G�e�	 � o� " ��¨���	 *-N#	 �� /	�U 
-��b� ���� ���� $� .&�/ �:�	 ,� �U। ��	� )	" ����U, �<�C -�	��	 %�� .�� %/��! 
 �&# 3���n ��	 -¤��� ��#e $�  	/�	 ���/6��	 %�� 3���n �। 

���/6��/ §���" 01  �����!	 3! $��	 %�������	 �/C 3�� -��b� .� /h )��� 
3���2�U�� ��	 %��!A�	 $��	  	/�	� %�������	 �G .&�/ -��b��/ ��/ ��� ��2�U .�, 01 
 	�	�� ���� ���/6�� � ���2 $� �V�#��a ���� ;n�/। "2��/���� ��� $��	 M��	�� 0�-�� 
.&�/ ,; � ���e M��� ��2�U .� �V� $�� �$2�� /�;��/�/ %�A )���	/� 01 .�� ��" 
. ��� ��� /�	 ��²�� ./P�� %�2�* /�	 �$2�� /�;��/�/; M���� /�	�U�� .��� �V�#��a $� 
��� 01  	��	� /�	 ��� .  01 .�� ��#e �����������	 ���� .�PU��� ,�� ;2���2�  	/��		 
M�n��	 3!; �!��� ���। $��	 ,; � ���e	 *V· M���!  I�o ;2���2� .��  �/# ��2�U। 

0!���/ )�r� *::�	 ��L�	 ��� "2��� ���	 3���2 )"2��� �� MA ����  ����e ,�� 
.����$6�� .��  �W2 ��2 M�9�U। � �� -��b��/ %���8� /	�	 � ���e	 .B�	�	 ���	���। � o� " 
��¨�� r�C� %���� -��b�	 %-�� .�� .��� .��� .����$6� " MA	 ����  ����e "2����}� 
3���2 )"2��� ���	 %-��  �#3�����। :��  ���c/-��� ;2���2�  	/��		 0-!e�	 ,/ O�+	 
�GN .��� ���n। .  O+ ��¸; M9�� ,�� � � a ;2���2� ��	 ��/�	 ��� ���!। 
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 ���/�2  
��� ����� 
���3� *	� \�� " \\�  ��!� 

�_ �-I	, \^_\ 

 
 ���/�2  ���/�2  ���/�2  ���/�2     

 

 ‘,/�� ,/ �!¸%�	 �<� " 0&#� �"2�2 ���!  �c�� 0 �&# �;2��U�। �/J 
%�$=�2 ���! 
 �c� /�	�� � ���	�� G���2 %�N ��2, :�� . ; �!¸ ��/�<#/ ��� ,/�!��	  ��N# /¢S2 �;2� 
,/ �>�¹�  ��nR ���B#/�  ��¤ ��&���T  ��7/-��� )���#  �c��	 M����! .��-� ��&�/	 
)��2 �� 2� 	���।’’ ....;�!��� ;�!���....। /&�����	 *�k ,; �	�	  *k/&� ��+�� ��"2� 
��2। �/J ���!  ��3" .� , �	�	 �Z .-/��	� ���s T���	 ��$	N�G� ����	 M�/<��� %��N 
��#�� -��b�-;2���2�  ���	/ 3�e� " ������	 ����� ���������� � �� ����}� ��l��� 
��T� B���/	 ��। 

/�2/�� �V��# ����>� " �:º �� ����� ��	»��N �*2� M��	�� *k�C " ��	N�� �������� 
.$���	  ���� ��+2� .*�। ����>��	 ���/ ./�+	 .:M��	 	���	 0o/��	 �UC�;2� ��"2� ,/��� 
;6���	 ,/3 c���� � )����	 ���� ���। ;6����	 .��� �U�-’’; ��� ���/6��	 %�N�/y’’ 
’’���/6� ; ����	 r*#’’ . ;  �a ���#	 �3�*	 ��2� ��l��� �� �����	 ���#�� ’�’ /�<#��G	 
�/C )X ��#�	 3! 0��	�� " %�	�$N�। 
�G	 �$� 3H/ )��� )�� ��T� , .$2�	�!�	 
)��E�a� ���e /���C	। . ; ���e ���# ��"2� .*� ��, �-, ,, �  �:º �� ������। M� 0>��	 
r;3 c���� � �����:P�3	 �9/�� � ����� ��	�2 ���e /���C $����/	 )B���  �c �<�����	 
$��+� ����2� �;2� ,��  ��C ��-,	 ���&�� ��L3	�	 ��+ -��a2� ��2� ���e ��� .���;2��U। 

�/J ;�� ���nR BC� ��। ;2���2�	  ���	/ 3�e� " ����	 ������ /�A�	 �� ���������	 
���� %$�-��� ��	 ��;2� )3 ���e����� %$�	�/	 ������ ��	�� ���! �;2��U। �/J ��#�	 0e	��� 
������	 ��l���	 ��3� ���	 .��- �= �;2� M�9���U। ��; ����	� ,/����	 %$�	 $���;���U ����� 
��e (?) ./�� ���O ���O r¼<�/�	� (?) .�	 0eB#���V�/ /��#/��� $�����U; 0�	���/ ���� 
�� �� /�	�:M 3�	� /�	2� �����:P3 .*�	����	  o� *<�� *<�� �{� � " 3 ���	�N	 M�	 
0/&! 0�!�$�	 $���;���U। .�� 	 �;2��U ���e /���C	 .-/��	�, ��l���	 /�¢ �� ��� ��* �}� 
-�+��C2� �����*N। 

������ %�� ; �� �����:P�3	 )W�N " ��l���	 �<·%��� 0 �����*��	 :�� ���/6��	 
0&#H��/ ���2��" %$�-��� -��a2� ��+2��U। �����	 0�Y�  �VN# ��e " %��   �=-��� $�����U 
;��	 %��N /�	�� � ���	�� ���T	 ���-R 	�F ���/6��/ °N ���� 0
�/�	 /�	2�U। ���������	 
�	� , �����	 
����� 03# /�	��	 �<·%���  �c�� " �� � .P����� " *�����C	 ��½U` 
%�	�	 :�� ������  ����! `�! � ./� 3�3�� ���/6��	 �K�	 ��;�� ���	���U �। :�� 
���#���N3! ,��  ����! %��w	 )��  ��V	�	���। ./� ��l���	 �/C �;�� ����	� ,/�C �2 �" /	 
�� ��3� ��;���U �। :�� ���� ���� 	� M�92��U 3a����� " ����	 �������	 ���!। ��l�����	 
���! ��»��e  <�= /�	��	 3! ����	� ��£� U�� " �� � ���� %�&#�	 )m2 �;2��U। M� 
;6����	 ," .��� )�U, ’’)����	 ,/�e 0��	�� )����	 .U�����2 v�� " /���3 ��9�;2� 
���e	 ��	���  <�= /h। ��3� " ���-R %/��		 /	�� /�	2� ���/6��	 0&#H��/ ���2�� 
�3��� /h।’’ 
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,� %���-, %�	�$� �� ��#��  �q" )3 , /&� �= �;2� �*2��U .�, �<�&���� ,� ./� 
��� �;, .� ��� 3�c� ��l���	 %��N .� 
�����  V�#����/ S�w �;2� M�92�U, ���� ��= /�	�� 
���	-��= /�	�� ���	 
����� 03#�	 3! �<· ��&��  ��+  �� ./��C ��l���	  �c��� �/!�/। 
���/ ���/ ���������	 ����w 0c*��, \_-\\-_\  /��  ��+ ��L$C� �;�� §�/�	 ���/ 
0���#=/���	 3! /�	�:M, ��/ �����	 ���� �����:P�3	 -����# %-<�� ;��	 
�G	 �� 
/�	2� $�����U। 

���" )X ¡�=	  �2 2। )3 -�	�� )m2 c�N/�	� ; �G���/ �	N�&#�  ��+  �� ./��C 
��l���	  ���� /�9 �	�G� M��Y� �;2��U। .� ./� ��l���	  ���!�� -���	 3!" 3���	 3��� 
���hN  �/C ���2� )� �� ���	। ��; %���C ��l����/; )3 %���C ���G� /�	�� �;�� 
 ��$�e�-���। ������ ���-� " ��»��e  <�=/�	� .�¾�� ���	 )����	 ���! 0�%��� � B�C�� 
���	 ����	 3! %�	 �<�= 	����� �;��। �� �  �#%/��	 ����������/  ����! /�	�� �;�� 
�����:P�3 .��* ��2�, ������	 )���# " )m�2	 ��K��6 /�	2� �� ��/ /�A���	 *������	 
��	���	 ��2�। ����	 :�� ������� �;�� 7	��«� ,�� )�	� ��- /�	� )����	 ;��� :� 
����� 
��� ��������। 

-32 ����� 

   *   *   * 

.����		� )	 	�3�। �<�&��	 ��#%�N �� �����	 �/C ������ r;�C �� । 	�3� ��� 	 
%&� �� �;�� %���C ��#%�N �� ���  V��#���2	 �V��# ��!��!�* /�	2� ���� ��$��-��� ){�� 
��/-,	 M����! ���3 ��+।  �6 ��  �#%/�	 )���# ���/ `�! �3# /�	2�  ��q/-���  � �	 
�&� �<�&��	 /�!��N	 3! .���� ��2���	 �/C ���#= "2�� 0���2� .���3�� /�	। 	�3��	 .��� 
 �6 ��#%�N �� ����	� ¾�*�� �2��� ,/��� �2 ���3 ��+ ./�	� �	�: ��9 .���। 	�3� 
��� 	 ����! �;2� )���$� /�	 .*�C� ��  ��	2� ��� ��S� �3# /�	2�  ��� ��G� /�	2� ���1	 
0���  ��� /�	 �<�&��	 %���C �� ���। 

�/J ��#�� ���������	 ���/ 	�3� ��  ����� �;���U ��l��� ��K� �� ����	 	��	 
.��������	 S�	�। 0&$ 	����	 S�	� .*���2� �&� ��l���	 ��� .��������	  ��G W�+���� ;2���2� 
-��b� ,�� ����	  ���	/ 3�(� " �����	�; %$�	 /�	���U �����	 �� ���	� ��/ /��:	 �;2� 
�*2��U, ����	� ���� ; ����	 0���� /�	2��U। ��� ����; �� ��l��� /��:	 �� �����	 3! 
������	 ���3�� ���� ���R �;2��U। ��� ����; �� ���R 0�Y� �;�� ��N���-	 3! �<�&��	 
 �6 �� ��� 	�F�	 �	���	 /hN )/��� 3��;2��U। ,�� /���2 	�F" ��		 ���� O�� ��;2�, 
���������	  �c�� ���/6��	 )-!e	�N �!���	 ���2� �e�! /�	2� �V	 �;�� .*�L�: ��’ �����U। 

�/J  	���	 .�2���2 $���/ ��2� ��l���	 	�� �6	�¨� /�	2� 3a����� ./� ; ����	 
0���  ��� /�	���U। ./� �����  .��� )�U 		���¿� /�	�� ��#	�3! Y���� �;��, .���6 
���2� )� �� ���#	 ���/ ? �	� ��#N, )���-�<�-�����/ ��!� /�	2�; ,/��� ; ��� ��# ��� 
/	� ��2 , ./� ��	 M���� ? ./� ){�� ��/-,	 ���#� ? , /&� ,/��	" �/ . ; ; ����	 
±3���	� 	�F�2/*N �$e� /�	2��U! ,��	" �/ ����	� . ; ,�3� � ���		 MA	 V	� ;2���2� " ��	 
 ���	/ 3�e���	 �3�� � /�	2��U, 	���	 0o/��	 C!�¢, �C#�	, /����	 .*���2, ���� /�<#/ 
.������#�	 S�	� c��, *	, 3�� ¿��� £��e�	� /	�	 	��� ./� 3a���2 ����� )�U ? 
)�	� 3�� ��’ ����	� /�	 �;। /�	N ����	�" 3�� )	 )�	� ��l���" 3�� ,	 ����� )�U 
 ���3!���� .����	 �� 
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/���/P��। )�U 2� M����� /��2� 	�����	 3! �+�8/�	� ���� ���Á�	  ���	��	 ���s &���। 
 

 ��; )3 , /&� �= ���2� .�"2�	  �2 )� 2��U �� 3�/���� )�	�N;-.��/ � ���� 
��#�2 �3�*	, .��/ � ���� ���nR��/�����	 ��h��  �c���	 )��� . ; )�	N�/ .-� /�	2� 
.������	 
h� )3 ��l���	 �<�=�� %/���� �;2� �*2��U। 	�3� ��� 	 .��� )/��� ¾��	 ���� 
$�L� .��� ��2��U।  ���� ,�3�  ����		 ��, , $�L� ������ ���� ¾��	 $�L� ��। , $�L� �	�����	 
)���/ ���� /�	2� 
�����	 $�y��2। 0�V	-���!�� ��l��� ���������	� .������	 ���³ /�	2� 

�����	 �VN#$y�/ �U�;2� )���। ./� .-� ��� ��  � � %���o/ )����*�/ ���;2� 	����� 
���	�� �। /�	N )�	� %&�� ��l��� ��	��	 ��K� �� �� ��� 
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 ���/�2  
���e	 ��	���� 

)��	 .��* 
��������� \\�  ��!� 

\\ �-I	, \^_\ 

 
 
 ���/�2  
 

���e	 ��	�������e	 ��	�������e	 ��	�������e	 ��	���� 

-�	��2 %���8� m���� ;�K	� *�o� M��������	 ���µ�	�N� �� ��	�Y��	 ���� �����! 
.��p���  :	 .�� /�	2� 
���� �:�	2� )� ���U। ���T	 �<�A� *N���8/ 	�F -�	��	 %���8�, 
)3�� *N��8	 �V3�	� m���� ;�K	� *�o� �/ ��	�Y���� ���e	  o�� ����	 �;2��U। �� 
%�N�����*!। �D.� ��$# .&�/ ��������� ,��2�	 ���� ��C��	 :!�� = ;2���2�	 ���	 ��!��� 
.��/��2 3�� ±�  " �	� ��#���	 ��	�%�G��  ���`	 3��s���	 �� ���������	 ���  
 ���e ��	 �;2� -�	�� )m2 ��� �h /�	। *N��8	 0�y %�	� m���� ;�K	� *�o� �����	 
�����	  ���e �& �o /�	2� ��2� �UR�V� -�� 86 ��l��� �	N�&#���	 	���/ ;2���2�	 3{�� 
u !��	 /����	 ���� .9��2� ���� ���	 �;। �	� ��/ �����	 *N��!�, *N�8 ��!� " �	� 
��#���	 �� u����$/ ��#	��	 ��h�� ������/ ��L$�;��	 %�2�3� ��� ��T�!��� /VCH��/ 
���	�� $���;2� *N���8/ �V�!���� " ����/ )���#	 M�� �<=�e Y�� /�	2��U। ��#	 ;2���2� 
���/6��	 ’ ���� " 0����’	 ��� ’; ���’ 	G�	 UÂ��	�N ���������/ ����� /��2�� 

�&#������	 Y�2� M������ ��	N� /�	��	 3! ��������� \� �G ��l����/ ��!� /�	2�, �� 
./��C ��l����/ *<���	� /�	2��U; ,/ ./��C ��l����/ -�	� -V��� �����+� /�	2� -�	��2 
0&#����/ �a� /�	��	 0�- ���	��2 ��w �;2��U। 0&#H��/ ��/ ��2� 0c 	 ,/�C .���	 
��G ,; ����� .��O� �� /	� ,//-��� 0 Q� �!���	। 
-����; )�� /	� �*2��U� ��T�*��� ,; 
-2��� ����/ ����#2 " �g�� �!��/  �/C .	���  �W2-��� )*�;2� )� ��। �/J ��������� 
*N��!� " *N�8 ��!� .&�/ ;2���2��/ ��	� /	�	 3! ,�� �	N�&#���	 %�2�3�2  ����! .�"2�	 
����/ /��3 ��T�*���	 /�U .&�/ )���h�  �+� ��"2� ��2 �;। �	� ./� ./� *N���8/ " 
 ��3���8/ 	�F 3{�� ;2���2��/  ���	/ " 0&#H��/  ����! ��2� ��������� *N��!� " 3�� 
M�n�� %�!G " ��	�G-���  ����! /�	2��U। ,� �/ ./� ./� 	��F	 �3#�  ��/�� ;2���2�-
-��b� *�	� -�	��	  ��#�-P��7	 M�	 )B�� �����	 3!  ���e u ! .�����2 /�	2� ����� ��2 
����2� M�92��U। ��� ����; 2, -�	� ���	��� %$�	N�, Mc  �����2/ .-�-����� Mv�� ��2� 
-�	��	 	�3H��/,  ����3/ " 0&#H��/ �Y������� = /�	��	 $W�e $����� �;���U। ,�� ,/ 
r��# �  �/C " $���	 ����" -�	� �����	 �����	 %�� �2-��� ,��  � !�	 .��/����� 
/�	���U।  ��&  ��& -�	� ��������� ��/ �����	 <��  ��#	�� �o /�	2� ��������� ��#��$� 
 � !��	 ;n����2� 3*�N	 )��-)/�Ã�	 ��	�V	/ ,/�C !�2 a� 	�3H��/  ����� 
;2���2�	 M�	 $��  <�=	 3! ��T�*���	 %�� )��� 3��। ./� ./� *N���8/ 	�F �����	  ��+ 
 �� ./��C �����	 /�
	 �a�o��/ ������# ���� ��2� ��L��	  ��&  ���� �h /	�	 )��� 3��। 
�/J r�<#A " /�C ;2���2� �����	 
�����  �c���/ ��/--�	� ���	�� £�� �$��� /�	��	 
r	�- �o �2� ����/<�  

 

 
 
* )��	 .���  �w���/।  ���/� ��3� )���। ��� �����	 ./� ,/ 0>�� ’’)��	 .��’’ ��`��2 ��� ���`� " ’’)��	 .��’’ 
/��#��2 ��� ��3� )��� /�<#/ %/����। 
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��������� " ���/6��	 ���-R  ����e u ! .�����2 /�	2� ./� ./� M��������� %-�	 
M� ��� " .%	N�2 -�	��	 ��h�� ��� ����;��	  �#�� .���2 ����2� M�92��U। 

,�� 0�Y�2 ,/���/ ,/ ./��C �	N�&#�	 $���  <= -�	��	 0&#H��/ "  ����3/  � !�, 
0!���/ ��	�����	 )���#����= :!�� = ;2���2�	 	NZ¢�	 3�� M�������� ���e -�a	 )�¢� 
m���� ;�K	� *�o��/ ��$��� /�	2� .����। �r��	 ./� ./� �<�� ���	 ����� .��� :!�� = 
��#	���/ ��B#��2� /�	2� ,�� �	N�&#�  � !��/ �32�;2� 	���2� M�������� ’��		 ���  " /�	 
�� �’  ��3��	 ���	 $W��e m���� *��o M�S¤ �;2� ��+2��U��। ��; ��� ���/# ���	�F, �<�C, 
|��, ���� 3��#��, .���32�� " 0�F2�  :�	 �*2� ,;  � .���	  	/�	 " 3*N�/ �������� 
 �/�C	 �V� /�	N ,�� �	N�&#�   � !�  �����	 ph7 ��O�;2� ���2��U। ��� ,; /&�" �= 
/�	2� ���2��U .�, ��������  � !�	  ���� /�	�� �;�� �a�o� .�� ���3��	 	����	  �a 
��O��+� /�	�� �;��- -�	��	  �a ��। 

���������	 ������� ,� $V+�e ��#��2 M��� �;2��U। �����	 ��6�# ,��/� ,� 
���������	 ����। �r��	 	�3H��/  �����	 %�~ ��������  	/�	 $�	�C �V�#��# .B��� 
/�	2��U। M��	�� ���#	 )����/ m���� *�o� �<�� ���p����/ ��������  �/�C	 	�3H��/ 
 �����	 �V�  V� ./�&�2 �� ��O�;��  G� �;2��U ���2� )����	 ��T� । ���/6��	 ����� ��� 
" 0�!���-��� -�	� -V��� .*���p����#�N	 ���� m���� ;�K	�	 �����! .��  :�		 ph7 ��T�� � 
M���d /�	�� ���	2��U ���2�" )����	 ��	N�। 
���� �:�	2� )� 2� m���� ;�K	� *�o� 
��������  �/C  ����� �����! 	�F��*#	 ���-��  ��/# 0!�! .����	  �a ��#����$� /�	2� 
�������� %�~ $V+�e � ��e ��� ���2� "2��/���� ����	 ��	N�। �������� ���������	 $V+�e 
0�-���	 ��	�%�G�� ,�� �������� " -�	��	 _� ./��C �����	 )��-)/�¥�	 ��	�V	/ �� ��� 
m���� *�o� �/ ���G� c�N /�	 ����; .�����	 3! )�	�  �c�� 0��G� /�	���U। 
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����>�� %��  �!�Y� $��� )����	 .�� 
��������� \\�  ��!� 

\\ �-I	, \^_\ 

 
 

����>�� %��  �!�Y� $�������>�� %��  �!�Y� $�������>�� %��  �!�Y� $�������>�� %��  �!�Y� $��� 
 

�	�	�� &��	 ��6�N# ����>�� ��������  	/��		 %��  �!�Y� $��V /	� ��2�U। ����>��	 
3 ���	�N	  �����	 %�� 3	 .	�� ��������  	/�	 , �!�Y� c�N /�	�U। ����>��	 
3 ���	�N	 0-�� 0�-���* Y��2 %�� �/ /�<#��G	 .*�$	�-V� /	�	 3! ��������  	/�	 
)��� 3���2�U। );�<���� ���Y�� " 3������ ��*#9�	 �����2 �!�Y� c��N	 3! %��  
�!�Y� $��� /	� ��2�U। 
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 ���/�2  
)B���	 �	 )B�� ��� 
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 ���/�2  
 

)B���	 �	 )B�� ���)B���	 �	 )B�� ���)B���	 �	 )B�� ���)B���	 �	 )B�� ���    

G���� �����2 	��	 )���	 	�a��� 
�����  V�# M���%�2। ��/ 3a� $�W	 �����/ �����	 
%������ .2�	 r�#�	 �<��	 )B��-33#	 ��	 ��������� 	��� �����	  �#� �� ��	 ����� � 
�h /�	2� ��2��U। ����	 ��� �;�� /��+2� ."2� 01 ��2� ��/ 3���2�	��	 �����L� -��a2� 
��2� �����	 ���� ���C�/ ����� /�	���U। ���� ¾r� �:��	 ��G�� ��a���	� .��/��# 3���	 
3��C ��L�� ����N�/ ;���� h��e�	� /�	2� ���� ;2���2�	 ��#	 �����	 M�	  �#�X/ )W�N 
$���;2� ������	 ����� ���	 ���2� �$	��	 ��C�;2� �����U। �Gw*����  � �*�9� �;2� 
��������� �V�#�	 *���� ����	 M�	 O�L��;2� ��+2� ����	 �� B�L�Cp�� �6����� /�	2� �����U। 
:�L�� �+� 3J	 ���� Y������ ;2���2� " ����	 3a� .3��	�	� ���������  ���� " .*�	�� ���� 
)C/� ��+2� �� �� $����3� /�	2� �	�3�2	 Ä���/ $��� ����	 0�%2��  ��w �;2��U। ��; 
���������	 ./��� ���C�� )C/� �+� ��/ 3�a������/ C��2� ������	 3! ;2��¢ �Å " ����	 
 �l��	� ��� ��� ������	� ;2���2� " ����	  �*�	���	 -�	�-��������  ���e " ���� 
���/6�--�	�  ����e u ! .�����2 /�	2� -�	��	 ��h�� 0�B���� ��� $���;2� ��;��	 �	���# 
��2��U। ������	; �	���# 0���2� ;2���2�  ����e ����� u !  ����� /�	2� -�	� -V��� 0�	� 
.*���p�� ��G� /�	���U ,��  �a  �a /�C ;2���2� 3B! ��&!�	 .� ��� /�	2� ‘-�	��2 �����’ 
�3�*	 ����2� ���������	 ��������� " ��/ �����	 ��!/�	 ����/ ��/--�	� 0�B���� ��� ���2� 
.�L�/ /�/��		 ���� ��	 
�	 $��/�	 /�	���U।  �a  �a *N��!� " *N�8 ��!�	 )e3#���/ �2/ 
�Å " ����	 .*LM	� ���������	 ��������/ ��/--�	�  ���e  �B�# ���2� M�A3� %���	 3! 
M-2 �G�/  ��� %��#�	 0���$� M���� ��#N /�	�� �h /�	2��U। 

;����	 ,;£� 0���$� M�����	 ���! .� �� $W�e 3+�;2� 	��2��U ����  ��3; 0���2। 
��������� ��B# )C ��  ��	2� ;2���2�	 3{�� �����	 �	/�2 ��!�/�� �� ��� ����2  �B�C� 
�;2��U �� ,;  � M���� ��#N /	� �2 �;। �	� 0&# 01 " �	���# ��2� ;2��¢ �Å 
���������/ $VN#��$VN# " ±�  /	�	 %�!G ��� ��2��U। ��"-�Å ,��2�2 G���	 -�	 ��! 	G�	 
�V�/��� ���������/ ��� ��2� M�������� ��� .B��� /�	2� ������	 �� 3���2 
�&# ���C��	 ���� 
�A �;2��U। ;����	 /��U ����� " ��$��		 ��N� �	�� �-<�� /�L��। 

,���/ ���������	 �<��!--����� .������	 0�!&# " ���N� 0�1	 )B��� ��������� ���� 
;2���2�	 3{�� ����� �� /��� �<�G	 ���� §��2� ��+���U ������	  �	 �V!�p��� �� :�L�/��	 
M�+2� ��;���U �� ;2���2�	 %-���	 ���! ./M ./M )e3#���/ )�����	 u�9/��� 3��� ��B	 
�	��A� ��	���	 3h	� 0����� E�/�	 .��+�3�+ /�	���U। ��� �	��A� ��	��� ���������	 
��������	  �a -�	��/ 3�+� /�	2� ��������/ ��/--�	�  �B�# �� ��� £� ��2� ���	�� ����� �	 
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��� /�� �	N /�	2� ������	� " ���� �� ��/ ������/ �� .:����	  ����* .�"2� ��2 ���� �;�� 
�����	 
������/ .9/���  Q� �;��। 

)e3#���/ $W��e	 ,;  �oG�N  �	� ���������	 ����/���  ��+  �� ./��C 3�� " 
���������	� )3 ,/ ��	�C 0�¤�	�G�	  ����। 0���� )�	� �Z )e3#���/ $�� " $W�e �!&# 
/�	2� ��2��U। ,;��	/�	  �#��� )e3#���/ $W�e�/" )����	 .� ./� �V��! �!&# /�	2� ���� 
�;��। ��; �����	 ,/ %�e �;�� 0�	 %�e ��#e �-��	 " �����	  ���  ��	 " .*�	�� ������ 
,�� %���	��� " 0 �����*��2 ��e " ���� ��������/ )B��� )B��� ��-� /�	2� ��� ��� 
��l��� ��!�	 %������ ��� �;�� ,��  �c .��� *N%3��8� ��������  	/��		 %�� �/ /�<#7 
" �28N %����� /�	�� �;�� ���� /�	2� )e3#���/ /�$W�	� ���������	 
������/ ./� 
	/��; .9/���	  ����* � ��2। 

���������	 
����� ����	 $�	 ��#��2 ,�" ����	� ���! �;2� ����	  �a  �����*�� /�	2� 
$��2��U ������	 ,� ��� �:	�;2� ��L+�;��	  �2 )� 2��U। ��	� )3 $��	��/ ��2� ./�N9� � " 
0�h�। ,; ����yG�N ����	 ��h�� h��2� ��L+�;2� ����	 +��+ " -a�	 %��  �!�Y��/ 
��$�� /�	2� ��। 0������ 	�3�/�	 " �������	 %�� )����	 ./� ���! �;। ������	 
������ %-���	 ���� ������*�/" ,/; ��	N�� �	N /�	�� �;�� ,�� ������	 . ; ��	N�� �;� 
Ä��/	 �<��!-,/&� )����	 %���8� S!&#�� -���2 .B��N� /�	2��U।  ��	�� )����	 )���- 
����	 M�	 )B���	 �	 )B�� ���, "��	 ���³ /�	2� ��। 
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��/ ��� 	 B	 
.-�a ���n 
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��/ ��� 	 B	 .-�a ���n��/ ��� 	 B	 .-�a ���n��/ ��� 	 B	 .-�a ���n��/ ��� 	 B	 .-�a ���n    
����	-����-/��=2� " :�	����		 ��/	� ]� -�* ����  /� .3�� .&�/ 

§�/� ���nR� �/���	*¨ ��	 0�h�� .:�	 /��U �Z ��� �  
����� " �<�� %$�	 01�1 M��	� 

 
 

U�*��;2� ���U�*��;2� ���U�*��;2� ���U�*��;2� ���    
.:�	 ���/ ���������	 0c��-��.:�	 ���/ ���������	 0c��-��.:�	 ���/ ���������	 0c��-��.:�	 ���/ ���������	 0c��-��    

((((�3
 ���#� ��	���/�3
 ���#� ��	���/�3
 ���#� ��	���/�3
 ���#� ��	���/))))    
 

����� �����	 	��s�� .��	�2 )3 )�	� ����	 ���*�e M��� ��� $���U। �����	 ��/ 
‘��3’	� �<�&��	 3�c� �����/	 B<N� " )�W�� ,�� �����	 �	N32� ��	 ��������� " ������*� 
3��	 �<�#�	 )B��� �<N���	 ���� ;����� 	 0o/�	 )���# ���2� ���n। �� .���� �����	 	� 
���C�� 3{�� ;2���2�	 / �; ����� ��� ��� ��a���	 ��3� 	� ���2 	�¨� /�	 .� .���N-. P� 
��#�N /�	�U� ���������	 %$� )B��� �� )3 ��� 	 B�		 ���� .-�a $�	��	 ��2 ���n। 	��� 
�����	 $�	��/ .&�/ ��������� ��/ 	����	 0�h� /�	 B��2� /�	 r�#�	 *���� U��C $���U 
	�3��� §�/�	 ���/। ����	 .�U� �����	��� ,��/�p����� 	���$� �����	 ���/� �Æ �Æ /�	 
M+�U। ��� 
����	 �����	 �� ��2 $���U ��32��K	 ���{��। 
 

.:�	 �� ���/ ��������� .:�	 �� ���/ ��������� .:�	 �� ���/ ��������� .:�	 �� ���/ ���������     
    
 *� ����� ��������� %$� )W�N $����2 U�*��;2� &��  �VN#£�� ��� /�	 r�#�	 
*���� .:� ���		 ���/ ,�*�2 .*�U। U�*��;2� &��	 ��GN���� $�L��*�3� " ����	���C r�C 
%$�  �B��# ���������  �Z ��� � " 	�3�/�	�/ ����� /�	�U। ���������	 0�!��� )W��N	 
%$���2 -��  86 ��/ ��	� 0�	� ��U� �C�� �C�� ,� .:��� 0�h� ��2 ��+�U। %�N -�2 
�����2 ����	  �2 ��	� �Z 01�1 " 	 � .:�� ��2। ,� .:� ��	 U�+�- �c .:� ��/��� 
/��#� ���������	 �28N���। 
 

����#�! $bc���	 �V�#��� ���� ��/ .���/Ç�	 -����������#�! $bc���	 �V�#��� ���� ��/ .���/Ç�	 -����������#�! $bc���	 �V�#��� ���� ��/ .���/Ç�	 -����������#�! $bc���	 �V�#��� ���� ��/ .���/Ç�	 -������    
    

 *� /�2/�� ��������� ���#�! $bc���	 	��*�+	 MA	 �V�#��� " ���U�+ ,��/�2 )W�N 
$����2 �Z ��� ��/ ���³ /�	 ���2 M� ,��/� ��� /�	�U। ���		�	�;�� 0��/#�� )W�N 
$����2 \� 3 ��� ��/ ��!� " .�� /�2/3 �� . ��/ )�� /�	�U। $bc�� ���	 .*�	�� 
���	�� W��*� �<�� ��"2�2 $bc�� ��T���!��2 " 0!�! ��G� %����  �VN#£�� �o ��2 .*�U। 
	��*+ ,��/�2 ,/�C ��/ .���/Ç�	�/ ��������� p�� /�	 -V����� /�	। 
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,  w��� ���3���		 0�	���, 3*����C " ���� ,��/� ��� /�	 ��������� 0-!e	-��* 
,�*�2 $���U। ,��� �Z ��/� � " 	�3�/�	 ��� ��2�U। 	���	 .3��	 )���/ ���B " )c� 
��/��	 \�3 �� . ��/ ��������� ��!� /�	�U। 

 
 

 ��G�	� ��/��� ��� ��G�	� ��/��� ��� ��G�	� ��/��� ��� ��G�	� ��/��� ���    
 

��������� *� ��.� �-I	 ���� .3��	  ��G�	 ��/��� ��� /�	�U। ,��/�	 )W��N 
�Z ��� � ��� " )�� �2। ����	 �Z 01�1 M��	 /	� �2।  ��G�	� ��� /	�	 �	 
��������� ��	 ��W�� ���� ���		 ���/ $���U। ����I ��"2� ,/ ���	 ��� ��2�U, *� \? 
���	� .&�/ \_ ���	� ��#e ��������� ���*	���C \� 3 " ����	*�¨ D 3 ��� ��/ ��!� 
/�	। ��������� *� �5.� �-I	 � ���C	 /��;B�C ,��/�2 )W�N $����2 ��/ ����	 
0�/�/ ��!� /�	। ��/�	� %�N ��2 �����2 .*�� /��;B�C ��� �2। 

�2�� �� .3��	 �/���	*¨ ��/���	 ��	 U�+� $��	��/ ��� /	� �2। ��������� �/���	*¨ 
���	 ��� ���	 0�h� /�	 .	���U। 
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�V�#�>��2 %��  ��-��*	 
/�#/�#���	  :	 
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�	�	��-U�*��;2�-���#�! $bc���	 ����>�� 
�V�#�>��2 %��  ��-��*	 /�#/�#���	  :	�V�#�>��2 %��  ��-��*	 /�#/�#���	  :	�V�#�>��2 %��  ��-��*	 /�#/�#���	  :	�V�#�>��2 %��  ��-��*	 /�#/�#���	  :	    

(���#� ��	���/) 
 

U�*��;2� &��	 .�+ �����/ �*#��;�, �	�	�� &��	 �����/ �*#��;� ,�� ���#�! $bc�� 
�3��	 U2 �����/ �*#��;� ,��/�  :	 /�	 ) �U-��������  	/��		 ��GN �V�#�>��2 %��  
��-��*	 %������<K। ����>��	 3*N ’’32 �����’’ ±�  �/��	 %������/ %�N§��� 0�-K 
��� /�	। %�����*N 3 ���	�N	 M����!  ��Gw -���N ���� . �� )	 .��� �V�	 2 .��� 
��������  �VN# ����� ���। �����	 2��N ‘.�� ���3��	 �������� *9 /	�	 3! �������� 
 	/��		  ��& /�L�� /�L� �����2 /�3 /h।  	/�	 )����	  /� 0-�� 0�-���*  �#�/  �VN# 
 �$�। 

%�����*N .���	 $��� .mN�, /���	-/���	 %��!/�/ .�� *+�	 /��3 )X��2��*	 )��� 
3�� ,�� /<��3�� ��N!	 M���� �<�� /�	 .���/  �<������ /�	 *�+ .����	 )��� 3��। 

M� %�������� �U�� ��������  	/��		 ��GN �V�#�>��2 %��  ��	���	 .$2�	�!� 
0�!��/ Vh� ; ��� .$P��	� ,�, ,, ,, 0&# �:��		 .$2�	�!� 3�� ��3� )��� ,�, ,, ,, 
 ����! " ���#�  �:��		 0Y�2� .$2�	�!� 3�� :3��� �/ ��, , , � , ,�, ,, , %$�	 
�:��		 .$2�	�!� 3�� ,, ��, ����� )�� ,�, ��, , ,�� ,!�E����F�C- 0�: �	 3�� ,�, , 
 ���� � ,, ,�� %���। 
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����>��	 3*�N	 %�� 
�V�#�>��2 %�� �	 ���! 
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����>��	 3*�N	 %�� �V�#�>��2 ����>��	 3*�N	 %�� �V�#�>��2 ����>��	 3*�N	 %�� �V�#�>��2 ����>��	 3*�N	 %�� �V�#�>��2     
���������������������������� 	
	�	
	�	
	�	
	� 

 

���������	 %�2 ,/ �<��2��� ,��/� ��#��� ��	 �����	 ������*� . �	� ��� /�	 ��2�U 
,�� *N%3��8� ��������  	/��		 %��  �!�Y�" $��� ��2�U। ��������  ���	/ ����� " 
.*�	����	 ���� ��	 .��� .��� ��/ ��#	 . �	� �� �� ����� ���	�2 ��U� �C�� ���! ��n। 
. ��" �2��� .��� �V�	 2 .���  �6 �������� ����� ��� ,�� 
���  ��#�-P� " *N%3��8� 
�������� h�� ���T	 ���$�� . ���� 0G�	 ‘‘. ��	 �����’’ Y� ����। 

���������	 .�  /� ,��/� �V��# ��� ��2�U,  �!��� ,��/�	  ���� �� . ���	 ���	 B�L�C 
0��Y�, .   /� ,��/�	 3 ���	N �� 0 �����	 ���! ����� /	�U। ����	  ��� 3����	N,  

����� ���� ��w ��������  ���	/ ����� " .*�	�� �����	 ��� /���# 0c*��	 3! *N%3��8� 
��������  	/�	 ��� ,��/�2 0 ���	/ %��  �!�Y� $����2 ����	 � ��e ��2�U। %��  
�!�Y�	  ��� ����>��	 3*�	  �����*�� ,/�e-��� /���2। %��  �!�Y�	 .� 0Y�2� /�9���� 
,�� /��# ���	N /��#/	� ��� ���n ��	 ��6��	� ���	N �Èh�। 

��$�	 ��-�*���$�	 ��-�*���$�	 ��-�*���$�	 ��-�*�---- 3*N �����  � !�	 ���! 3�� ��� /	�U। ��3��	 ���! ./� ����2 
$V+�e � ��e ��� .$=� /	�� �। )����	 �����  � !�  ��/#  	/�	  �VN#h��  �$�, 
)��	 �/CY *N%3��8� ��������  	/��		 %�����	 �/C )��	  � !���� .�� /h। �� 
	����, ,  	/�	 )��	 S�	� *�9�, )��	 3!। 

����� ����������� ����������� ����������� ������---- ���/��� 0�Y�2 �	�� c���� ���	 r¼<��/�	� " 0���e  <�=/�	���	  ���� 
��� �2। ��������� ����	� /���2 r¼<��/�	� 3*�N	 ���! ��   <�= /	�	 .$=� /	�� ���	। 
)��	 �/�C; ����� ����� 	�2�U- )��	; ���e " �	��A�	 3!।  ��	�� ��; ./� 
r¼<��/�	� " 0���e  <�=/�	� C�M�C	  ���� ��� ��; ����� �����	 ���� ����	�/  ��# 
/h। 


�Y! ��-�*�
�Y! ��-�*�
�Y! ��-�*�
�Y! ��-�*�---- ���/��� 0�Y�2 ��������  ���	/ �����	 �2��� . � " .*�	�� ����� U�+�" 
����>��	 3*N 0 ������ ���� .� ./� ��Z��# �� S�	� )W�e ��2 )�� ��� ���	। .� 
.����; ��; ./�h� �h�	 )B��%�w �2 ��; ���/ �/CY ��������  	/��		 �� ������ 
.%	N 0&�� �/C��#� E���	�/  ���� ����  �$= &�/��। ��������  ���	/ �����	 �2��� . � 
.��� ,/3 ��������� .��� )��" ,/3 ����  �c���।  ��	�� )��	 G�� .���	 G��। 

MR2, ��*#9, ���#�  "  ����!�- ��B# )C ��  ���� �� . �	� . ��	 ������/ �	N /��+ 
���2 ¿��� ��	N� /�	 $���U। �r��	 ��������  ���	/ �����	 ��-��� $��$� ,�� 
3 ���	�N	 
k  ��2  �3�	 M���2  	/�	 " ���������	  ��� .��*����* ,�� G��c6 
3 ���	�N	 ���#�  "  ����! /	�	 3! M� MR2 ��-��*	  ���  �����*�� 	G� /�	 $��। 
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G�� �h�N�G�� �h�N�G�� �h�N�G�� �h�N�----    ��/  ���	/ �����	 ��#	 . �, ���������	 ��	3�:	 .*���	 �����, ���e 
/���C " .�� ��#��2	 ��T� B��/ ��l��� 	�3�/��		 ��$# ��� 	 �D ���	� .&�/ �h /�	 )3 ��#e 
 �c ��������� .� 0/&! 0�!�$�	, ��#�� "  �#���� ±� �X/ /���# ��w �� )3  �#3�����। 
��+�B	 ��C-��C .&�/ �h /�	 0�¤ ����* /	�� ��	� �S�� /�	�। �r��	 ��#	 �����	 0 ��! 
.*���p��	 )B��� )3 ���������	 ����>� ./, 0��/<� 0>��	 ���/ ��/���", ��	 �V��#	 

h� ,	 0��" ��"2� ��2 �। *N%3��8� ��������  	/�	 )��	 G�� �h��N	 ���27 M� 
��-��*	 M�	 !6 /�	�U। ��; 0����I )��	 G2G��	 ��	��N  ��/# M� ��-��*	 .*�$	�-V� 
/h। 

�!� � ���N3!��!� � ���N3!��!� � ���N3!��!� � ���N3!�----    ���/��� 0�Y�2  ���	N�� M����, )���� 	w�� ;�!��� /�3 %�2; �o। 
3 ���	N 0!�! �3� �� ��"2� �V�	 &�/�/ u��K 3�� ��	�N	 3! ��! %�2�3�2 �3� �� 
M´ �V�! ���2" ���n �। ��;  	/�	 3 ���	N ���� !��! �V��! ��! %�2�3�2 �3� �� .��� 
���	 ��	 ,/C�  ��� �!�Y� /�	�U। !��! �V��!	 .$�2 0��/ ��� ���2 �3� �� �/�� �- 
/������3�	� �o /h। /������3�	��/ ��	�2 ��। �� 	���� /������3�	�  ����3/ 0�	���। 
����	 ./� �N! �!���	 /	�� �। 

 ����* 	G�/�	� (��������  ���	/ �����	  ���):- ��������  ���	/ �����	 �2��� . � 
" .*�	�� �����	  � !	� 	�� �� �!�¢��	, ��-3a�� �� /�C��n। ����	 ,/��� �G! �� 
. ��/ ��� /�	  ��� ,�*�2 ��"2�। ����	 ,; 0c*��	 ��U� )����	"  ����! %�2�3 
)�U। �� . ���	 .*�� ��	 )��	 �/C��#� ���������	  �	 �:��	 0����I ���9�2 ��। 
»��e�V�/ ��	 ���2 �� . ���	 ����#6 /h। .*�����h�, ���!  ��c� ;�!��� ��+����+  	�	�� 
/�	 ����������/ ��� 3�2 ,�*�2 ��। ��	� )����	; -�;-, .�� )����	;-���/ ��+���; 
���, ,; �N ��2 .� .�-���; ���	  ����! /h, ,	 3! 	�2�U ��������  ���	/ �����	  ��� 
.� ���	/  ����* 	G�/�	�-0����I ����	  ��& .��*����* /h, ,/ ���V�# = /�	�� �। 
����� 
 �c���	 )��" ,/3 u �/। 

�&! " %�&! " %�&! " %�&! " %$�	�$�	�$�	�$�	�----    ���/��� 0�Y�2 �� . ���	 .*�� ��	  ��$�2 .��� ph7�VN#। )��	 
�/�C ��� ./� ���������	  �	 �:�	 � &��/ �� ��� �&! " %$�	 �:��	  ���	/ ����2	 
.*�� ��	���  	�	�� /h। p3� U+��� �, p3�� /� .��� �। �� 	���� .�"2���	" /� 
)�U। 3*�N	 ����� ���+�2 ����। 
��� *N%3��8� ���������	 
��� �*�	/ ��� �� 

�����	 ��#��� 	G� /h। 

/<�� " . $�/<�� " . $�/<�� " . $�/<�� " . $�----    .���	 0&#H��/ /�9�����/ �� /	�� ��� %&�� %�2�3 /<��3�� `�! %$�	 
��	���N M���� /	�। ���������	 �/U� 0�� ,�" �� /����। 0��/ ��	���N ��, ��C ;�!��� 
M����� ,�*�2 ) �। 

.� ���	/ %��	G��.� ���	/ %��	G��.� ���	/ %��	G��.� ���	/ %��	G��----    0 ���������� �	�� 3 ���	N .� ./�  ��2 ��	 ��/�	 ��� 
���	। 0����I .� ���	/ %��	G� ��-��*	 �	N��R �M- �����	 ��	 .;। 

��G����G����G����G��----    0-!��  ���!� É� । 0����I %�&��/, ���!��/ ��#�2 $��� /	� ���। ������!��2 " 
��T���!��2  �V� ,�" ����$���। .U�C .U�C ���	� ���� �; ��6/ �+�$�+� /	�� ���	 ���� 
,�*�2 ) �। ��G�; 3���	 .�h��। 

E�/ ��-�*�E�/ ��-�*�E�/ ��-�*�E�/ ��-�*�----    ����>�� Ê� .��*����* �!�Y�	 3!  	/�	 0������I E�/ ��-�* $��� 
/	�U। ���������	 �� )�a�/	 E�/ �C�/C, ���, .��= /�E# 3*�	 �!����		 3! %$�	 /	� 
���। 
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��������----    0���	� M���� ������ 	w�� /�	  	/�	�/ u�����/ ��̀ � 03#�  ����! /h ,�� 

 ���e .$P�/�� �� ���2 ���������/ 0&#H��/ ��/ ���2 ,�*�2 �। 
 

 M��	�� ��-�*p�� U�+�" ./���*�	 " 	�3
 ��-�*" /�3 /	�� &�/��।  �2�� 3*�N	 
�/C ;����	 ��6��	� /��#���	N %$�	 /	� ���। 
 
 ����>��	 3*�N	 ���27 
�����	 3! 0�/। ��;-.� .� -���; ���	 
����� ���� 0�� 
�। r#����V�/ /��3 ��w ��� �। - /�M�/ /	��" .��� �। 
��� *N%3��8� ���������	 

��� ��l��� 3��� ��� �� ��3�/ ���T	 ���/ ���� �	��	 3! u�	� �M। 
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���	������	������	������	���     ������ ���	� 

 ���/�2  
,���		 ¾�  �c���	 � .$�� 

 �c��� �����* 
¾��	 �����  ��!� 

�-I	, \^_\ 

 
 
 ���/�2  

,���		 ¾�,���		 ¾�,���		 ¾�,���		 ¾�    
 �c���	 � .$�� �c���	 � .$�� �c���	 � .$�� �c���	 � .$�� 

 

%�� �U�		 �� ,���	" �����	 ���/ ¾���� � .�� ,� �U �/J 0! �U�		 .$�2 ,���		 
M� �  �VN# 
��8। ,���		 ¾��	 $�L� ��l���	 	�� 	�¨�। ,���		 $�L�  e���	� ���2	, -�; ��	� 
.���	, 
�����	� ����� �	�	 )	 u����$/ ��#	 �����	  �G! �� /�	 M�2 ��2�U। ,; $�L� 
%���� /	�	 )	 ,/���d ��2 �����	 �� ���	 �8 ��2 ,��U। 

,���		 ¾��/ )�	� �	N /�	�U ‘¾� .����	/’ ��� �� 2 �	� ‘ �c��� ¾�‘ ��� ��। /�	N 
.���	 .-�	 )3 �� .����	 ;g� ��2 $��U �U���� .���, 3��� �; �	��A�। ,/ ./��C	 �� 
��l��� 3�� .�� U�+�। 

�����	 ���/ ¾�*��� )3 ���� �; /�	N ��	  ��& �����	 ,/�� ���3 ��� ���	 �। *� 
�U	 ,; ¾� M� �� 3*N ����	 .�� .�� ���3��/ .��2�U� �/J ,��	 ��� ����	 /�	�*��	। 
��L	 )� ����	 3! )	 ��L	 .�2� 
�����	 �8�/ ��6�� h����	 3! �<·  �/k ��2�U।  �� 
./��C ��l��� ����	 .��	 ���� )	 �����	 
�����	 3! ����� .���3�� /�	�U। 

.�� ����	 ��/ ��� 3{�� ��� ���	 ��+���	 3! %���C ��������� ,���		 ¾���� �� 
%������ ��2�U। ��������  	/��		 %���8� " 0Y�2� 	�F��� ,�� ?3 U����� ,3! �<&/ 
�<&/ ��N��� ����U .�, .��� ��#	 ��� ���	 ,��� ��� ��+��� ��	� )	  �6 .���/ ��� 
/	�� ��	� . ; ��; )����	 �� ¾� .�� ) ��। )3 ,��  ��	 /��U  �c���	 ��3 ���	 
�� �� ��� .��� ���2�U 0! ./� )K M� � ��� �� 2। 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*  �c��� ������  �w���/।  ���/� .��� ,���r� �/।  �c��� ����� .% , .�L����2� ��� ,���r� �/ /�<#/ %/���� " %$��	�। 
%�� M���=� " �<�����/ � 	�3�� ; ��� ,�, ��, ,। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 

� ���	 ./� M�+  �c��� ����� 
\� ��#� ]�  ��!� 

] �E� I	, \^_\ 

    
� ���	 ./� "�+ 
( �c��� ����� �	���C#)    

    

 $C� �&� .C/�: .&�/ .�L����2� ��#e ,/ E��/  �6 ��������� .3�* M�9�U। MA�		 ���/ 
9�/�	*�L ��/���  �VN# ���। )*��� �/\ ���	 ���! ���3��	 .3�� )����	 ���� ) �� ���� 
./� -�� �;। ��� �	� ,��� ��hN-��� ��	 .��2 u 2���	 B�L�C /�L�� �!�2 ���� ���� 
.�P�+�2�U। :�	���	 .3��  �VN# ���������	 �28N����। . ��/�	 ��p���	 %���C .P/�	 
���O; ���������	 ,/3 ��	 . �। C�a�;� .3��	  �VN#, /���{�, .:�, ��p	� %-<�� ,��/�2 
���������	 3���2 ���/� M+�U �� �� /�	। �� � �!� ���	 ���+�2 ���2 )3 ����� �!। 
%���C ��� ,��/�2 ��������  	/��		 .� ���	/ %��  �!�Y� $��� /	� ��n। .���/ )��	 �� 
/�	 *+�	 /��3 .���	 U�� 3�� " .�<�<K ���� 	�� ��	m� /�	 ���n। ‘‘)�	� ��l���’’ ,; 
��8 ,/���� ��2  �6 3��� )3 .�� *9�	 /��3 �!6। ��#	 ��� �	� ��U� �C�	  �2 )�� 
����	 B	��+� .��/�-��C �/U�; -�� .	�� ��2�। .�-���  �6 ,��/�p��� ,�/	 �	 ,/ ��� ��2 
$���U ��  ��!; )���!¨/। )�	� )�	� )�� /	�U, .�-��� ���������	 ��	 .3�2��	� �<· 
 �/�k �/!�� ���� )	 �� ���	 .-�	  �6 ����� -V�� ���� ����। %���C .G��  ���	/ 
��3�2	  ��&  ��& .� ���	/ %��  �!�Y� 3��	 �, ���, 3��	 �	��A� �����	 3! 
 �#���-��� .$=� /�	 ���n। 

.���/ �� /�	 *�+ .����	 3! 3�� )3 ,/����। �����	 ���C��  �6 �����	 � �!	� 
,�/ ,�/ ���#� ��2 ��+�U। -�l� ���/6��	 M�	 ��������� ,/�C /�	 �� *��U	 $�	� ���*�2 
���n। �� ��n ‘‘
���  ��#�-P� ��������’’। �	 �	 /�	 .��+ M9�� ,; *�U। 0�$�	; E������ 
.��� :��� :�� -�	 M9�� ,; �� $�	��C। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 

 ���/�2  
0�-�� 

0�-�� 
\� ��#� \�  ��!� 

\] �-I	, \^_\ 

 
 ���/�2  

0�-��0�-��0�-��0�-�� 
 

 :	� � ��²��	  �2 ,/ ���� �e�! /�	�U��, ��²��	 ,;  ������ ,�� 3�C� /�#/�� 
	$� /	�	 3! :	� � .���	 %���C �����/ 0 Q��/  Q� /	�� ��2�U। %���C 3��� �� .��� 
�`� .&�/ %�N ���	 %�� .3�2��	 .3�* "�9, �� ;����  	$�2 x�� �2 �� .*�C� 3����/ 
 �s ��	�2 )���/ ��/�� /	�� �2 ,�� %���C /�#; ��	 r� ��� / 0�-�� ��2 .��� .�2। ,; 
0�-��� r�� )�U, .��� )�U-����, �>� ��" )�U। �/J )�	�" ,/�C �¡ ���� &��/ 
��#�V��- V�#�����/	 ���� M��-)K  <�= /	�	 )K, �a�/	 /�!��N	 /��# �3�/ G2 /	�	 
)K। 	��y��&	 	�/	��	 
N#- o�� .  ./���� .�C��� m��/	� .�� ���, ‘./ ��� ./���� 
$���;, )�	� ./���� �$ ��$’। ,/; /&� ,/C� B��	�2 )����	 ��l�� .���	 �����	�" ���� 
���	, )�	�  �c�� �$ �$�U। )����	 ,;  �c�� )�K	  �c��। ./� )����	 ��� -V���� 
)�K	 ��L$� ��L$��	 3! )�	� �+�;�2	 E�/ ���2�U, )����	 ��� ���3 &�/� ;����� 	 ��	�2 
��	�2 )K .���N� %����� /�	�2 3��e %�N�e ,�� �<¥��� ��� 	 ;���� �/ 
��� �����	 
;�����  h� .�2�	 3! )�	� /= .-�* /	�U, )�	� �	�U। 

-� �-� � -��� .���� )����	 r�� /= ��	  ��� .;। )�	� 0�/ ��	�U 0�/ $�� ,� �U, 
0��/ B���/	 p��	 ���� .���	 0-!e�	 6d-��/ ,�� 0��/ �+�U। )����	 G2 G��	 ���� 
.;। 	N�G�� ���, �	N�&#� �����	 ���, 0��	�$� ��	���� %���C u��K /�#; )����	 /��U 
 ��!  ��! 0�-��। )�	� ���  ���� , 0�-�� $����2 ���n ,�� )�	� �<�A	 0�-���	 ��� / 
%¡�� c�N /	�U। %�N ��	�	  �W��� )K ��	� )����	 ��&�		 ���� -�l��  ��� )�	� 
 ��� .9�� ���n। )����	 �!�*, ����G� 	��� ./��� �� �<&� ���� �। )����	 .��� ,/�� 
��a�� �*�		  ��� 3�	���	 ��� 0��� 	��l�2 
�����	  V�# M��� ���। .  ���	 )	 .�	� .;। 

 �� ;����   <3�		 %�	 )�K )����	 3��� 0 Q��/  Q� /	�	 0�-��� .���U। 
)�	� 3���	 0c����	 �K ��	N /	�� $�;, 3���	 )K ��	�	 ��� ��� $�;। )�	� 
��3��	�/ 3���	  �#�a�N  �c���	  ����� ��� .B��� /	�U। ��� )3 2, ��� /�� 2,  ��V	 
-���!��" )�	� ��l������ �&� ��T ����	 0��/�	 )���2	 0�-��� ��/�	 ��3 ����	 ���� 
$G� ��Ì ,�� �<�=  3�* 	�����। 
��� �����	 �$e�, /�#, 3���/� ,�� /k�2 �<¥� �	���	 
��h�� 0�!���-��� $��� 0�-��- , )����	 �<· 0a�/�	। 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* 0�-��� ��������  �w���/  ������, §�/�।  ���/� � /�K�	 )�� 3�:	। §�/� �M3����	 %�;�-C �����CE .&�/ ���`�। 
./��/���2 .��*�����*	 0Y�2� �9/��� ]?/^ �	� F�C, /��/���-\� 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 
m���� *�o� ����  :	��e/ 

 �:�! 
0�-�� 

\� ��#� \�  ��!� 
\] �-I	, \^_\ 

 
m���� *�o� ����  :	��e/  �:�!m���� *�o� ����  :	��e/  �:�!m���� *�o� ����  :	��e/  �:�!m���� *�o� ����  :	��e/  �:�!    

 

 ��  w��/�� �����	 ���-R .��  :	 /�	 -�	��	 %���8� m���� ;�K	� *�o� *� \5; 
�-I	 
���� %�!���# /�	�U। ��L  :	 V$�	 0e-�#� .��p��� �U� .���32��, 0�F2�, �<�C, 
)���	/�, |�� " ���� 3��#��। ��#��  :	 �����	 .���	 	�F�2/��	  ��& �������� %~ 
)���$�2 .��C����C-���  J= ��2�U ��� m���� *�o� ����� �����K�	  ������/��	 /��U �e�! 
/�	। 

��#��G/��� �� /�	, .�  �6 .�� %�!G �� ��	�G-��� ,����� ���/6�  	/�	�/ 
 ����! /�	 ) �U� m���� *�o�	  :�	 .   �6 .��p��� ,� 0e�� �	��G &�/�� ��� )�� 
/	� ��2। 

m���� *�o�	 ���� .��  :�		 M���!  ��/#� %~ )���$�	 �V��# )����	 3�� �	/�	 
�������� %~ % �a ��L	 ���! �/ 	/�। 

m���� *�o� %&� .&�/; ��� ) �U .�, ��������  � !� ���/6��	 )-!e	�N �!���	 ,�� 
-�	� ���� �6�G� /	�	 ���	���। �/J ��������� *N��!� ��	�Y��	 :�� �G �G .��/ .� -�	�� 
�	N�&#� ��2�U ,C�" ,/�C ��6�  �!। -�	� �����	 �����	; ����	 )m2 ���2�U ,�� �� 
-�	��	 0&#����� ,/C� %$� )B��।  ��	�� ,; ��������  � !� ,��/ ���2 ,/�C )e3#���/ 
 �2 !�। ��������� ,�" 3a����� *N��!� 0�!�� .	���U। ,����Y�2 �	N�&#���	 -�	� ��	�2 
�<��!	 ���/ .9�� ���� ���	 �। ����� ����� /&�C� ��2 �+�� 0&#��। �	N�&#�" ,; ��	�Y���� 

���� �:�	 .��� .���C; 	�3� । ��������� ��; %�2�3 )� 	�3H��/  ����। 

,; ����!	 )����/; ,� ��$�	 /�	 .���� ��� ��#��  :�		 M���!। 

,C� ��O�� /�h	; /= �"2� M�$� 2 .�, ��������  � !�	  �9/ .�P��/�� ����� 
.��p����/ 0���� /	���	 %�$=���; m���� *�o�	 ,;  :	। 

���/6� ,����� ��	 %$�	 /�	 .��+�2�U .� ���������	 
�����  �c��  H�#� ��&!� ,�� 
-�	��	 /�	 �3���; ���nR������	 0�%���/�	���	  ��& �V�# �����2 ��	/� ��/���V�/ /��3 
0�� ��2�U। 

���/6�� %$��		 ,; ���3�� <�= �2� ���T	 �<�� ���p����/ ��»�e /�	�U। )	 ��	; 
:�m���� ���/6� .��2�U ���-R 	��F	 /�U .&�/  ���	/  �3  	¨��। 

�/J  ���	/  �3  	¨�� ��"2�  �q" ���������	 ���������	� ,�/	 �	 ,/ ��32 03# 
/�	 r�#�	 *���� ,�*�2 $���U। ����� ��!/ ��/� � ��� " 3�� �"2�	 :�� ���/6��  ���	/ 
����� ,� -�l�	 ���������। 

,; -�l�/ .9/��� ��/k /�# V$� 0��!; ;2���2� ��L�/ .�� /	�� ���। ;2���2� ��L 
;�����!; ��/k �}� �� ��� ����	 ������ ���3�2�U। 	NZ�/�	 .U�+�U -�	��	 ��h��। -�	��	 
 ��& ���  
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����� �������� %~ $��� ��+ ��/--�	�  � !�	 M©� ���। �����  ���	/ �����	 -�l" 
.	�� ��� M�	J ��������  � !�	 ��� 0� �। 

�/J )�	� 3�� -�	� ,/�C ���e/��� .��। ����/ ,�+�2 .��� -�	�  �� �$=। )	 ,; 
 Q��! ����/ ,�+�2 M�������� ���e 0G�R 	����; m���� *�o� ����� .��p���  :�	 ��। 

M��	�� M���!p����/ �� .	��; ,��	 ��#��  :�		 �V�!�2 /�	 .��� ��/। 

0�F2� " .���32��� m���� *�o�	  :	 ���;  �&#/ ��2�U  �K� .;, �/J ,C�"  �! .� 
���/6��	 M�	 r�C� .���	 %-�� ���; /�। ��� ./� .�� .&�/  ����! � .���" ����	 /��U 
0�1	 3! �N#� .�"2� ;2���2�	 ��G .���C; ���$� 2। /��3; ,; �&�C" ,��	 h� ��2 .*�U। 
/�	N r�C� .��; �= ��� ���2�U .�, ���������	 %�~ -�	��2 ����/ ���	����	  �&# 3���� 
���। ,�� ���/6��/ ./�	/� 01;  ����! /	� ��� �। 

, r�C� .���	 �	 m���� *�o� �� �<�C�। . ��� )���$� �2 %���8� ��& " �		�F�8� 
��M��	  ��&। �<�C�	 ,; r; .�� ���/6��	 ��G �� %/�� /	��" ��L��	 ��	�� 	GN��� 
���	 �/U�C� ��	��# B�C�U। �<�C�	 ,; r; 	�F �	N�&#���	 
��� %�!���#� )c� %/�� /	�� 
m���� *�o� �=; ����U .� �V�# �����2 M���� ��	�Y�� �:�	 � ,�� �	�&#�	� . ��� �:�	 
.��� ���	 �। )	 ,3�! �	/�	 ���������	 3*�N	 /��U c�N���*! "  ��3/ 	�3H��/ 
 ����। �������� %�~ ��/--�	� )���$�	 ./� %~; "�9 �। ��������  � !� ��2 ;2���2� 
���/ ���������	 *N%����� )"2��� ���*	 .�<�<�K	  ��&; )���$�2 � �� ���। 

m���� *�o�	 ,;  �9/ ����!	 �	 �<�C�	 ���-�� .� �/U�C� �����U ��	 /�	N ��	� ���� 
�h /�	�U .�, ���������	 	�3H��/  ����� ���/# ���	��F	  ��& .�P&-��� /��#/	� �!�Y� 
c��N �<�C  �$= ���। 

 ���/# ���	��F" m���� *�o�	  :	 :�% � ��2�U। �Å  	/�	 �=; ����U, ���/6��/ 
)	 01  ����! /	� ��� �। ��U�+� 	�3H��/  ����� ��L	  	/�	 ���/6�  	/��		 M�	 $�� 
.���। 

01  ����!  ��!; �/ �o ���- , �!����	 0��/	 ��; �2�  ��2 )�U। ��	 /�	N -�	��	 
�		�=�8� �	N � � )���	/�  :	 .��� ,/  ������/  ���� ����U�� .�, )���	/� 
���/6��/ )	 01  ����! /	�� �। �/J ,	 �	 �	; )���	/� ���/6��/ 01 ��9�2। 

,��� ,/C� /&� M�{� /	� %�2�3 .�, ,/��	 01  ����! ��o	 /&� 
2� �Å; .B��N� 
/�	�U।  ��	��  	� �	 .B��N� �	������	  Q��� ���; /�। 

/��3; ,��/ ���2 m���� *�o�	  :	 0�/���  �&#/ ��2�U ��� ��2। 

|���	 .�<�<K" 	�3H��/  �����	 M�	 ph7 )�	�� /�	�U। |���	 .%� �E( ���r 
m���� *�o�	  ��� %�A .-�3  -�2 ����U .� �V�# �����	  �/C �V��� 	�3H��/। ���������	 
3*�N	  ��& .��O��+�	 ���!��; ,;  �/�C	  ���� /	�� ���। �� � ��� ��/--�	� 
M�������� 0���e	 O+ �;��, ��	 :� ��� ���; ��	�X/। 

���r	 ����! �������� %�~ |���	 �<�=-a� .� -�	��	 0�!e /�U�/��U . C�; ��	¼�	 ��2 
M�9�U। 
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 ����� m���� *�o� .�-.��  :	 /�	 ������ ���� 3��#��। ,; ���� 3��#����; m���� 
*�o�	  :	  ��$�2 .��� :�% � ��2�U। ���� 3��#��	 $!�����	 M;�� x��(	 ���! ����, �V�# 
�����  � !��C ���/6��	 )-!e	�N �!���	 ,�� ��	  ����" ���/; /	�� ���। 

�/J ��������  � !��/ ./y /�	 ��/--�	� M��������  <�= ��2�U $	� M�A3�। ,; 
M�A3� M���/�k x�( ��L	  ���� G��� " %-�� ��C���" 	�3� ��2�U। 

�V�# �����	  �/C �	 � .�� ���3��	 �����/ %�&��/ /	N�2 ��� �� ����$� /�	 ���3�-
;2���2� )���$�	 %�2�3 ��� $!�����	 x�( 0�-�� %/�� /�	। , M����! .%� �E( 
;2���2�	 /��U ,/�C �$�9 .��� ��� ���  ������/��	 ���। 

M;�� x��(	 ,; M��!�*  :� ��� ���	। ./� �����	 �Z  ��3�8� 	�F; ���� 3��#��	 
 ��& 0�/ �� ��#e ./�  �/# 	����। �/J x�( G����� ���	 �	 .&�/; ���-R 	��F	  ��& 
.����	  �/#" *�+ "�9। )�	� 3�� �Z�� ��	; 3��#�  � !� ,/���/��	 �<��2 ��T����	 
Z�/� ���2�U। �/J . ; 3��#�  �/C" M;�� x��(	 ph7�VN# -V��/�	 :��  ���� ��2�U। 

M;�� x�( 0�/ /&�; ����U। �/J ,/�C ���		 3�!" ��� ��������  � !��/ ��/--�	� 
 � !� ��� �� �$�³� /�	�। �<�C )���	/�	 �� ��/--�	� )���$� �/��� -�	��	 ���C�� 
	�F �B ��#��G/ Y���	 �	���#" x��(	 ��� ���2 .��	�2�। 

 �p��� .���	 ���! ���Í�N /�	 ,C�/� ��� ��2 .� m���� *�o�	 ,;  :	 �<�� �����*#	 
.$�� ���� ���2�U। .��� )���	/� ,�� �<�C" 0���� /	�� .��	U, %�2 ,/ ./��C .��/ .� 
�������� .&�/ -�	�� $�� ) �� ���! ��2�U �� �/U���; -�	��	 0�- �o�V�/ %$�	N� 2, ,�C 
,/�C ��6�  �!। ���������	�  ��!  ��!; 
�����  �c�� /�	 ���n। 

���/6��	 ��#�� ��	�Y�� .��� ,C� .��O� ��2 .� �<�� ����*# ,�  ��!  ��!; ���/6��	 
 �	 �2/ ;2���2�	 M�	 $��  <�= /	�U ���� /�	 ;2���2� ���������	 ��#��$� %�������	 
 ��& )���$�2 ��  ,�� ���/6� " ���������	 ��!/�	 ���	�� ���C�2 .:��	 .$=� /�	। , 
�!����	 ����� 	�F�*#  /��; ,/;  ��	 *�;�� �h /�	�U। m���� *�o�" ����� ���	 /��U 
,	/� �/U�	; %�!��� /�	�U��। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 

‘‘%�2�3 ��� .���� ,/ �� 
	�’’ 

0�-�� 
\� ��#� \�  ��!� 

\] �-I	, \^_\ 

 
‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘%�2�3 �%�2�3 �%�2�3 �%�2�3 �‘‘‘‘.� .���� ,/ �� 	�.� .���� ,/ �� 	�.� .���� ,/ �� 	�.� .���� ,/ �� 	�----    

����‘‘‘‘/ � ��&	 ���� %6/ � ��&	 ���� %6/ � ��&	 ���� %6/ � ��&	 ���� %6				----��������,,,,    
0��	�� ����	 �$	  �B��#0��	�� ����	 �$	  �B��#0��	�� ����	 �$	  �B��#0��	�� ����	 �$	  �B��#    
,/�� .  ����+ C���;,/�� .  ����+ C���;,/�� .  ����+ C���;,/�� .  ����+ C���;;;;;    
)����	  �c�� $���;)����	  �c�� $���;)����	  �c�� $���;)����	  �c�� $���;’’’’’’’’    

 

���������	 0�¤��h� �a�o� .�� ���3��	 	���  /� 0�6�7 .� ����	; ,/�e  ��R��! 
0�-� /�	�U�� ��	� ������ 	� �� 3#�	 .-�	 ���2  ���<-V�� ���������/ �����	 ���/6�� 
r���	 �<¥���� /	��। 

��; _; ��$# ���	�� ���������	 �<�A� 3 -�2 ��� S!&#�� /�� .B��N� /�	�U��, ‘)�	� 
�� 	� ���2�U, 	� )	" .����- �/J ���������	 �����/ ��� /�	; U�+���।’ 

	� ���2�U- )	" 0�/ 	� ���2�U ���-�<� 	/�	� ���������	  �	�� �	1 0*�N� ����।  

 

/� 	� ���2�U ��l���, 3��� $�" ��� ;����� 	 �&!-����/�	, �3�� � /�	� �����	 �<N-��9 
�&-B�C ���s���	 /��U। 	� ���2�U ���������	 ��K�-�� ���, .�P�-Î�=�। , 	� )����	 
)X��	3��	; ��� 2- , 	� )����	 ���<-�������	। ���������	 �� �� ����	�  �: 
�	a-����C  e�����	� �$	WK�2� �a3�	 33#�	� ������	  �s G����� M� ��	� 	�-$�I 
.��� MÏ� � ��2 M�9�U, ��*�e/���	 �6d /��  V�#���# �����	 /I�±� ���� ²�� ��2 U��C 
�*�2�U  �*	 .&�/  �*�	,  ��̀  .&�/  ���`। ��������	 0��m�e %�N-%���� ,/�X ��2 ���� 
�*�2�U 0e -���!��	 �-���� ��2। 

�a�o�	 )T� ��w ���������	 �-#2 U��-�h�N	� 
�����	 .� ���/� . �� ��6���2� 
/�	�U�, �5.� ��$# ���	�� ���������	 %�e .&�/ %�e�e�	 .� ���/�	 ��N# ��N# ��	� ���I�		 
M��	 ��# �����2�U� .  ���/� )3 ���T	 ����2	 %��/। )�	� 3��  �	� ���T	 ���� 0��	 
)c�� 0��G� /	�U ���32� ��l���	 3���2 ���/�	 M����! ���	 m�� �����	 3�!। 

�D.� ���$#	 �	 �a�o�	 0���Y���� ��L	  �/�#� 	�3H��/ .�<�<K, ��L	 U�2��*���- %�	 
.���%��	 0�¤��8 ���G� U��-�hN ,�� ���������	 ����/���  ��+  �� ./��C ���� �����	 
���/6�� 
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�����	 ��� .&�/ �G �G %��N	 �V��! ��S#��2 ���� ��2�U %����	 ph-�	। . ; %����	 
01���� %���C ����G�� �����	 ���/6�� �����	 %���	�� �UR�-R ��2 ���n। ��±6 0&#���, 
M��Y� 	�F��� ,�� ��/<�  �	���	 :�� ���T	 %���C 	��F	 /��U ���/6� )3 /hN�	 
/�l���। �/J ,; B��/$W ��3��	  �! ��	$2 ./�� �������; )+�� 	���� ���	�। ��; 
,/���/ ��	 ���T	 -� #� .�� /��+��n 0!���/ ���������	 ���C�� 3�� M9�U ����	 ����	 
¡�। )*��� �_.� �E� I�		 )�*; . ���	  V��#��2 ��� ��� )�	� 0��� /�	, .��� 
���������	 ���C�� ���/6�� B��/��	 .�� ����C	 M�	 ����N# /	�� �*�2 ��-�/ �<*���	 .$�� 
r�C" ���O )`# ��2 M9��। 
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§�/�2 )��	 *N��!� 0�-�� 
\� ��#� \�  ��!� 

\] �-I	, \^_\ 

 
 

§�/�2 )��	 *N��!�§�/�2 )��	 *N��!�§�/�2 )��	 *N��!�§�/�2 )��	 *N��!�!!!!    
 

 *� \5; �-I	 §�/� " �	�2N*¨ ���	 ���/6��	 3a�$W ��	�2 /��:#M 3�	� /�	। 
���� �c�����	 )W��N ��3��� ��2 3a����� r�C� ���	; �D.� ���$#	 /�2��2 3 ���	�N	 
M�	 O�L���2 ��+। ./��� ,/�C ������  V�� ��"2� ���		 �-�A�� ���� �c�����	 ��� ,/�C 
����/� %¡� /�	 ��	� ��+� ��+� �{��� $���2। %/�� ����	 � .��2 ��/ u !	� �Z ��!/ �	�� 
.��/�/ ��!� /�	, 0��/	 M�	 0/&! 0�!�$�	 $���2 ,�� .�� �/U� ��!/ ���#�	�� �*�	/ " 
v�� /���3	 U���/" ��	 ��2 ��2। :�� /��:#M ���� .���	 �	 �	; 3 ���	N �	��� )m�2	 
M����! §�/� ��	 .U�+ $�� .��� �h /�	। ,��	/�	 0�-�� ����	 %�� %���	���	  ���� 
�2।  	� �	  �B��# r‘��G; %$�	 ����� �2 ��� 3�� ��2। 

% a� M�{����*! .� ���� �c���	� �Z ,��/��/; ��/����� /�	�U। .�2������� ,/�C 
,:-]� ���/6�� .3C .²" ���������	 )W��N ±�  ��2�U। 

��#��G/ ��� �� /�	 .�, 3a����� ��T3���/ ��Ð� .�2�	 3�! �_.� �E� I	 
; �������� 3���2 ��	���	 .� .*�L3���� 0����� � ���	 %�$=� $����2�U . C� ���	����	 ��$�� 
/�	 ���2 ��	 )�*; ���������	  �#� *N%3��8� ��������  	/��		 %��  $��� /	�	 3�! 
��������� .� r�#�	 0�-�� $����2�U §�/�	 ,;  	� �	  �B�# ��	; ,/�C 0��। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 
�!&# ���	& -��b�	 %�!���# 0�-�� 

\� ��#� \�  ��!� 
\] �-I	, \^_\ 

 
 

�!&# ���	& -��b�	 %�!���#�!&# ���	& -��b�	 %�!���#�!&# ���	& -��b�	 %�!���#�!&# ���	& -��b�	 %�!���#    
(0�-�� 	�3H��/ ��#����$/) 

 

 ���/6� ����  ���C# %�� 3���:/�	 )�� -��b�	 .�<�7 D3  � ! ����= ,/ %������� 
 ��� ���/�  :	 /�	।  :	  �#�/ ��/ �		�F �w�		 ���!, 01  ����! ,�� r����	 ���! 
��	���	/  �����*�� �����	 /	�	 3!; ,; %����� ���	 $��	 	�F�2/��	  ��& )��� 
)���$�। 
 
 �		�F �:��		 ���! U�+�" ,;  :�		 )�	� /�/p���  Q��! ��/ )�U। /���, C!��/ 
)	 .���*� ���2" �� ���������	 )�K���/ .	�� /	� .*��� � �� ;2���2� ��L 2� :�K 
)C�� �h /�	। .  ���������	 
�����  �c���/ ���&*��� /	�	 3�! ,;  � !�2 -�	��/ 
3�+�2 .:���  �$= �2। )	 .  3�!; .  -�	��	  ��& ��� ������	 ��L2��	� /�	। ,; ����	 
Z�/�	 .�U�" 3a�����	 r�C� ���� �	� ��+। -�	��	  ��& ��� ����� 
-����; ���T	 0!�! 
	�F ,�  ��!Y�� /	��। �� ,; ��������  � !� $��� ��+ ��	 3�2*�2 ��/--�	�  � !� ���T	 
���-R 	��F )���$�2 Y� ����। 
 
 �S��2�� ��/ 3a����� ,� ���������	 )W��N �!���!6। ���������/ .� )	 ��3��	 
/��� 	��� ���� � ,�!����	" 3a�����	 �� .; ./� 	/� �S��। �/J ,; ���������	 S�	� 
�����+� ��� .��� ���� ���/6��"  �V� ���� .��� .��� ,�� ,; ���� .&�/ M��	 .��� ��� 
0&#�� ���� ���/6�� ��3��	 0�Y� �C�/�2 	���� ��� ,/��� �& -�	��	  ��& ��Ñ�। -�	� ��� 
/	�� 3a����� �	��3� ���  �K� .; �/J ,; �	�3�2	 ��! ���2" ,/C�  ��V	% �	�  �:� 
��"2�  Q�। -�	��	  ��& ��� ����� ���������  �����*	  S!����	 ���������/ /	�� 
��/�����। )	 3a����� ���������	 /��U ,; �	�32�/ ���� ���/6��	 �-R-���-��� 3���	 
3*N�/ .��O��� -�	�; ��������� 0�%���/�	� ���9�2 �������� 
��� /�	�U। ,; .=��; .  
���� ���/6��/ ,/� 	���� ��	��। 
 
 �/J ���/6��	 ,; M���! ���O  :� ���� �।  ���e �� $	� M�A3� ��	�3 /	�U �9/ 
. ;  ��2 -�	� . ��-�2C 	���2�	  ��& ,/ ��	���	/ $����� 
�G	 /�	। 
 
 -�	� 	���2� $���	 �����# M���d /�	; ;2���2� ��L ���/�-, %������� ��9�2। .  $�2 
-�	� 	���2� $���	 ��t� ��� �� ��/ $� $��� 
�G�	� .��/। )	 �����;  �#�� .&�/ �/U�C� 
.	��; ��"2� ����। 
 
 ���/�  :�		 ��U� ���/#  ���3!����	  ��& ;2���2� ��L	 ,/�C  VÒ 0�-��" ��	��G�। 
, 0�-�� )	 �/U�	 3�!; 2, ������ 0�1	 3�!  ��; �2� �G! /�	 &�/�� .�  ��� ���/# 
���	��F �Å�	  ��& -�	��	 %���8� m���� *�o�	 ��B# )���$�	 �	 �Å  	/�	 .B��N� 
/�	�U .� ���/6��/ )	 01  ����! ��9��� ��� �। ,; .B��N� �� ; �������� .�P�U, ��/ 
%����� �� 
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�� ���/�-,। %����� ���9�2 ���/6� )��	 ;�a�� ,C�; .%� �E( �Å�/ .��O��� .$�2�U .�, 
.���	� ��� 01  ����! �o /�	� ����� )�	� ���	����	 $��	 ���/ $�� �����। % a�, M�{����*! 
.� \^�D  ���" ���/6� 0�h� $�� .U�+ .�� �/U�C�  ����� )��2 /�	�U�। 
 
 ,��	 .��� ��/ -��b�	 ���/�  :�	 )���$! M���!p���  ���� ���� �/�। 
 
 ���/�-, -��b�	 ��� .�PU���	 �	; )���$� �h �2। % a� M�{����*! .�,  :�		 
)�*; 	�3H��/ ��#��G/��� �� /�	�U�� .� $� 3h	� ��� /	���; %���� ���C ���/�-, 
��2। 
 
 0��! ,;  Q����C�/" .� ,�/���	 M�+�2 .�"2� ��2 � ��	 %��N $�� M��		�F�8�	 
���!। ��L	 ����!  �#���/ ph7 )�	�� /	� �2 ���������	 	�3H��/  �����	 M�	। 0�1	 
�!����	 $�  �VN# �	�। �V�# �����	 *N��!�  ��/# �/U� � ����" $� ,C�/� ����U .�, 
���������	 ��#�� 0�Y�	 0!�2  ����* ��2 -�	� ���/6��	 0-!e	�N �!����	 �6�G� /	�U। 
 
 ��/--�	� ��� ����� $�  	� �	 3�+�2 �+�� � ���" $��	 ���! M�{� /	� �2। 
 
 $��	 ,; ���! .&�/ �=; %��2�� �2 .�, �������� %�~ $��	 ��� ��#��  ��2 0�/ 
����C�U। ,��� M�{� /	� .��� ���	 .�, ��������� 3�	���� *N��!� �h ���	 �	 ��/ 3a� 
 	/�	�/ 01 ���2  ����! /	��" $� ��������� ��	 0�*�����	�/ 3a�����	 ��	�� ��� /	��	; 
���#� .�2। 
  
 ��#��  :	  ��/# 3a����� .3�	*��2  �e�� %/�� /	��"  ��!/�	-��� ��	� .���C; ���� 
��� ���	�। �M3 M;�/	  �������/	 /��U ;2���2�	 $�  ��/#� .B��N�" 0 �	 %���N�। M�	J 
.� 0�1; �-G�	 ,; ���/�  :�	 .  0�1	 %�~ ���/� ���	����	 ����। 
 
  ��	�� .�  /� M���! ��2 -��b�	 ���/�  :	 ��	 ./�C�; � ���� � M�	J ���T	 0!�! 
	��F	 /��U ��	�2 �#� .�2�	 �	"  �/# h� ��2 .*���। ./� -��b� )�*; ����U .� 3��� �B 
.&�/  � !�  �����	 �& ./� ��; ��L�3 ��"2� ���� �। )	 .  3�!; )�	� ���/� ,� �U। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 

��������-���/6� )���$� % �a %$��	� 
 ���� ‘r	�- �o�V�/’ 

0�-�� 
\� ��#� \�  ��!� 

\] �-I	, \^_\ 

 
 

��������������������������������----���/6� )���$� % �a ���/6� )���$� % �a ���/6� )���$� % �a ���/6� )���$� % �a     
%$��	�  ���� %$��	�  ���� %$��	�  ���� %$��	�  ���� ‘‘‘‘r	�- �o�V�/r	�- �o�V�/r	�- �o�V�/r	�- �o�V�/’’’’    

 
 
 ���������	 �		�F�8� �K/�	 .��6�/ )����  ��� ;M �� ); ,	  ��& ,/  �G��/��	 
���, �������� " ���/6��	 ���! )���$�  �W�e %$��	�  ���� ��&!� " r	�- �o�V�/। 
���������	  	/�	� " .� 	/�	� ./� 6�		 .�<�<K; /��/��� �� 0! ./� .���Y� ���/# 
/VC���/��	 ���!�� ./� 	/� %6�� �� )T�  /�" ���। /��3; ;2���2� ��L �� ��	 %�����	 
 ��& )��� )���$�	 ./� %~; "�9 �। 
 
 �		�F�8� ��L	 �V�# .B���	 ��h�� /�	 ���� �VN# 
����� )����	 �G!। ��	� 
���������	  ��+  �� ./��C �����	 
��&#	 ��	�}� /��3 ��2��3� ����	 %�� )����	 0��	��, 
)����	 3! ��� �/U� � /	�� ���	 ��� 
�����	 3! )����	 0e�� �<��!�	N /	�� ��। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 
 ���/�2  

.���  ���w	 .�� BÓ�±� 
0�-�� 

\� ��#� �2  ��!� 
�D �-I	, \^_\ 

 
 
 ���/�2  

.���  ���w	 .�� BÓ�.���  ���w	 .�� BÓ�.���  ���w	 .�� BÓ�.���  ���w	 .�� BÓ�±�±�±�±�    
  

  ���B# )C ��  ��	 ���������	 
����� ��� $��U। ,; ���� ,/���/ .�� ���������	 
���-R *N���8/ " .���%��/ 	�3H��/  �*9p��� ��l��	 �����	  ��& ,/�X ��2 ���/6�� 
�� -.����N	 0� �/�k /�	�U �	N�N  �c��, 0!���/ .��� 3����, ���E��, �� ��� ��* 
%-<�� 	l��	�l	 ���C#p���" ;2���2�	 /�L�� /�L� �����2 �����	 3*�N	 ��h�� ���� 0���N# 
��2�U। 

���������	 ,;  � ���C#p���	 ��#�� -V��/� )�����<�=�� ,/C� .���� .9/��" ,C� 
.���C; 0
�-���/ 2। ������ / -��� ,; ���C#p��� ����	 
 
 ���27 ��� /	�U ���। 

)3 �5 �U�		 �� -.����	 :�� .� B<N� ��l���	 �� 3�� M�9�U ��	; .�� ��#�2 ���� 
)3�/	 ,; 
����� ���। ���/6��	 ����� /�	 ���� ���/6��	 %���W2���� $W ���/6��	 
3 �¤ .&�/; �V�# ������/ ����	 .����	 )�� -V�� ��� �� 	���� .$�2�U। )	 ��	 3!; ��	� 
�V�# ��l��2 ����	 ��3��	 ��U�; /	� .��/��	 �!���	 /�	�U। ,; ��U�; /	� .��/	�; ��n Vh� 
)��, :3��� /���	 .$P��	�, .*���� )3�, :�	� )���, .���� ��L, ������ )��,  ��	 ��, 
"2���rg��� %-<�� .���/	�। 

,	� /� /� .���  	/�	� �G ��2�U )��	 /�" �� ���	��� �� ��� �� /�3 /�	�U। 
���/6� ,/ 	���	 �!����	 ,	�  /��; ,/��। ���#	 .����; ���� �V�# �����	 3*N�/ ��»�e 
/	�� .$�2�U ./M��। %��!/ *N���8/ )�K���; ����	 ,; -V��/� %�!G �� ��	�G-��� �	� 
��+�U। \^D�  ���	 	�F-��� )�K��, \^��  ���	 ��G�������	��� )�K��, \^�^  ���	 
*N)�K�� ,�� 0����� ��#�� 
����� ����	 %��!/�C��; ����	 -V��/� ���������	 3*N 
0�!e B<N�	  ��& �	N /�	। 

\^D�  ��� %&� )B�� )�  �V�#�����	 3*�N	 M�	। ��l��	 �����	 �3
 ��/�� ���� � 
�2 ��	 3�! ���/6�� %���W2����	� Mr#�/ 	�F-���	  ��� -V��� /	��	  �/k .2। �����	 
���� ,	 ��h�� £�� ��L+��� ����e Vh� )��  	/�	 ,�/ /�9�	 ���� �� /	�	 3�! 
§�/�	 ���U�� .����2 .�2 ����	 ��C��-�����। , ���/ 0!�! .���/	� �� ,	 ���! ��K�2�� *o 
.��� �h /�	। )�K���	 M��!�����	 -�	��	 ����� �� ��� �$�³� /�	 3*N�/ ��»�e /	�	 
.$=� /�	। �/J �����	 3*N ����	 ,; 0��/P�� ��O�� ��	�2 . ;  �2C��� ,	� ���  ����� /�	 
M9�� ���	 �। 

\^D�  ���	 )�K���  ����� /	�� � ��	��" ��	� ��Ô2 ��  	;� �। ��K� �� ��� 
���S�  <�=	 .G�� ��	� ��  �#��� ��2�* /	���। \^D?  ��� �� ��� ���*	 �	�3�2	 
%���W2���� $W .�� �$�e� ��2 ��+। ���|( ��8 -� ����� /	�	 3! ��	� ^� (/) ��	� 3�	� 
/�	।  ��&  ��& 
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���|�(	 -�a  <�=	 /��3 ,;  � ��p����/  �W2 /�	 .���� ,�� �	��#�/��� �&�/�&� 
��l��� �p+�	 .������ )���/ ���2 2� ��8 -� *9 /�	। �/J ����$��� .�2� ��8 -�	 ) � 
$�	�" 3*�N	 /��U :�L  ��2 ��2। 

./����; �� �V�# �����	 3���2������ 3*N�/ ����2 	��� ���n� � �� ��	� .�� 01 
��2 	�3H��/ ��> 0���N# �2। .���  ���	/ ��  3��	 /�	 �� ��� ��*�/; )��	 $�a� /�	 
.����। \^��  ��� 2� ��G���� �V�# �����	 M�	 $����2 ���� .*�� �����	 U��  ��3 h�� 
��+�2। ��G����	 ��U� ,/�C ��� �G! �U�, �V�# �����	 3*N�/ ��G�	 )��� .&�/  �VN# �V�	 
 �	�2 	���। ,; ��G���� $��� /	�	 3�! ��	� ����	 r�C� .�3�+ U��  �*9 , , , , ,: ,�� 
; ���� U��  �B�/ /��3 ��*�2। ,��� ,/C� /&� M�{� /	� %�2�3 .�, ���/6��	 3 �¤ 
.&�/; �V�# �����	  ��$�2  �$� 0�� U�� ���3	 M�	 �	 �	 )W��N	 /�	N ���� ,; .�, 
%���W2���� $W ��� -��-���; 3���� .� �����	 U��  ��3; ���/6��	 	�3����� ,/ ph7�VN# 
-V��/� ��� /	�U।  ��	�� ,��	 )�� ���� 0�$�	; ���/6� 	��F 0����w BC��। ��; U�� 
�h�N	 %�N �� 3# � �"2� ��#e ./� ����; ��	� .�� .2�। 

\^�?  ��� $� .����2� ��L�/ ���2  ����# M� � 0����	 .$=� /	��  ���	N U�� ��3 
)��	 h�� ��L+�2। �� �� ��� ��* " 3���� ; ��� ����	 U��  �*9�/ ���2 ,; M� �  :� 
/�	 .����	 3�! ��t� M��!�* .2 �/J �Y	%���� U�� ��3 ,; M��!��*  �+� � ���2  ����# 
�3# /�	। �� �� /$�W	 ����� U��  �*9 " -�+� /	� p�� ��2  ���	N U����	 M�	 O�L���2 
��+। 

,; BC�	 �	 �	; �� ��� ��*, 3����� ; ��� %-<�� ��p��� 3*�N	  �c��� ��	��/ 
0!���� %����� /	�	 3�! ,; �V�# ��l��	 ���/ ��K� �� ��� ��a� ����2। �	�� ��K���	 ��L$��� 
�*�2 ,  �2 0�/ 	�3H��/ /�#�" %�N ��	�। ��a�	 �	�	; ��	� /�¿�	  � !�	 ��2� ���� 
-�	����S�� ���-�� 3*�N	 ���! U+��� �h /�	। ,-��� ���	� ���C �U	 ,�/	 �	 ,/ )W�N 
$����2 *N���8/ 	�3H��/  �*9p����/ %��	G��V�/ )�K��� �!��<� 	���। �/J %���C 
*N���8/ )�K��; �V�# �����	 3*N�/ 	�3H��/-��� 0�/ .���  �$� /�	 .����। 

��; �� )*	��� �+�8 �����	 .����; ���2 .�� ���3��	 	����/ �K� /	� �2 �� 
��l��	 ���� )	 $�� /�	 ��  &��/ �। 

 \^�^  ��� �V�#�����	 U��  ��3 \\ �:�	 �-�A�� �!��/ *N)�K���	 )��� 3���� �V�# 
�����	 3*N 
��Õ��#-��� . ; )�K��� O����2 ��+। � �2 �� �E ��, 3����� ; ���, .3��� 
; ��� " �� ��� ��* .�P&-��� \\ �:�	 ��t� �� ��� )C �:� ���� 3*�N	  ��� .�� /�	। 
)�K���	 ��� �V�# �����	 3*N�/ ��»�e /	�	 3�!; ,; )C �:� M���। �/J  /� 
)�K��� ,��	 -V��/�  ��/# 3*N  �$� �"2�2 )C �:� 3*�N	 ���!  �+� 3�*��� 
 �VN#h�� �!&# �2। 

,;-��� %���C )�K��; ����	 ��#g -V��/� 3*N�/ 0�/ .���  �$� /�	 ���2�U। 
��; ��N Vh� )���	 ���� MA	��a	 
�2A�� �	 ���� M9�� .��� ��2, 3*�N	 �G .&�/ �� 
.�� ./�h�  �+� ��	��G� �2 �। 

�V�# �����	 ��*� )�K��� �� �E ��, 3����, .3�� ; ���, �� ��� ��* %-<�� ��p��� 
.�� ,/���/ 3*N .&�/ )�6 )�6 ���nR ��2�U 0! ���/ .��� ��	� ���/6��	  ���	/ 
����� " 0!�! %���W2���� $�W	  ��& "��%��-��� 3�+�2 ��+�U। 
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�5 �U�	 .� B<N� )�6 )�6 3�� M�9�U ��	; $	� ��#�2 ��n )3�/	 ,; 
����� ���। 
���/6�� ��  .����	 0� �/�k; ,; ���। �����	 ���� ��L$�� $�2 0!�! 
��� 3���	 
����;। ��	� .�� /�	 
����� 03# /�	�U ��l�����	�/" ��; /	�� ��n। ���� �� ���n, 

�������� �� .3�	��	 ��n। ���/6��	 ��" 0�h�-��� B��2 ) �U। �������� 
��� ��� 
‘���/6�’ &�/�� �। ��	 	�3���" &�/�� �।  ��	�� ,;  � ���	 0�67" ����w ���। 

,����Y�2 ��3��	 0�Y� �C�/�2 	���� ��� ���/6��/ 0�� 	���� ���, ��l�����	 

�����  �c���	 ��h�� �+�� ���। 0�,� ,	�  	/�	� �� ���	��� �G 2, ,��	  � 	/� 
G���	 /��+�/���+ -��� �*�2  ��; ,/ ��2 0&#��  ��; ) � .$��	� ��2  ���	/ �����	  ��& 
,/�X ��� ,�*�2 ,� �U। 

,; 0e�#���  �!�/ M���d /�	; )3 Vh� )��, .*���� )3�, :3��� /���	 .$P��	�, 
:�	� )��� .mN�	 .���/	� �����	 �����	 ��h�� �+�; /	�U।  ���	/ �����	 /�L�� /�L� �����2 
�V�# �����	  /� 0>�� ����	 ,�3(	� $����2�U ��!� ��# )	 ��C�	�3। �/J .���  ���w	 .�� 
BÓ��� ����	 /�� �/ .�PU�2� ,�"। 
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��������� ;����   
.&�/ ;�����  

0�-�� 
\� ��#� �2  ��!� 

�D �-I	, \^_\ 

 
 

��������� ;����  .&�/ ;����� ��������� ;����  .&�/ ;����� ��������� ;����  .&�/ ;����� ��������� ;����  .&�/ ;�����     
� /�K�	 )�� 3�:	 

 
��l�� )	 ��l���	  ��& 
0e	a ��� ���-�V�#��a ,� �, 
�� �� )�8N �<�&��	 /��U 
/���	 /� ��¤ U�+�2 ���2�U। 
 
.*P	��	 .��-	� %���		 G� 
.�P��#	 %���� .§�/-0i	�� ���2 
��l���7 /�	�U ��#�, 
�� �� ��; �+ 0�¢�	 �U���। 
 
�� �� �U�		  �%6 	�3��& ��LC� 
��� V� ��¢� .&�/ 
	��y 3h� 3���K-��l���	 �� �/U�  �K	, 
����	 �<���	 ���$�-�a� 
�� �/U� )X3 %�!2 
,���; M´��	� %��!�/	 /�/�
�	। 
 
,���; ��l���	 � 
"��%�� ���	���  U�2�U�2� .	P`�	N� ���� 
.���� :���	 �g� ��/���  �̧ ��N; 
��9-	�  ���3	 ���e /N�/N� 
��2 3�+�2 ��� %�A .���� 
 �s ��	 .%� )L/���L/� �	e	 ��&, 
M�/�N# °��	 ��#�N 
% ���� %/<��	 0a g� ;y3�� .��� 
,���; ��l���	 %�N- 
��	I�	 .*�2 "�9  �3  �e��� 
‘‘)��	 . ��	 ����� )�� .����2 -����� ’’ ....... 
r�%�$! ���	 ��& ��/��		 �V��/N� .��� 
,��� ��»�e 2 ��l���	 �। 
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�� �V�!�2�	 ��� 
,/���/ .$��	 �V! � ���  
����� ����/  �/���	 �<�A	 ����2, 
�� )���	 ��& r�#Ö %�$�	 0!���/ 
,��� ,���� 2 ����e	 )�¢-%��	; 
0�-��� �<� �C/�C�/ ��2 )�3� 
O���U � /�C�= ���2	 /�C .�2��� 
,; �V�#��a। 
 
,��� ,��� ��l���	 � 
$+�;�2	 0*#� r��#��! /�� 
����;�2 ;��	�� O��+	 ��2 �������� 
C�C�� �����/	 m��� /��C�	 ����	� ���e��/� 
������ �����		 ./��� 
.�:���	 *o����  ����!� �V 	 $�L��	 
.�B�	 /����3�� *�l�$� .�B 
0/��� ;����	 r‘.$���	 ����2 )L/� 
 ��$��� �Â�	 0>� 
��	 �3# B��C �/���	�	 /�� 	 ��C��  �¢� 
�2� �� .*�G��		 ��C �3# 
	3�*o�	 ¸��N M{� � .3��/� �#/� 
¾�#� B<N� -������ � 0�	�* ��	��*	 /�h/��# /� 
�����2 B�	 B�	 ���2	  �3��� .��/�। 
 
�� �� ��; 
�<�&���/ )�8N ���9�2 ���2�U /���	 : 
;����  -��*���	 ��	/ �����2  
��l���	 )X�	 )X�2 ��� ��� 
�V�#��a ,� �। 
 
0/��� ��O 	��� ./��� 
B�� .-�a 0%¡� .$���	 %���� .$�2 .��� 
��l��� " ��l���7 	��s��� -� �� .-��2 ��� 
*	 �K	 c��,  �s .��3 
%�e�		 �� �Á ����/ �<��!	  8�� । 
 
,�� ��G�N ���� �����  ���� 
)��	 %��N	 %�N �a3�	 
%�� 0a 33#�	� 0�¤	 $����/। 
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3� ��l�� .� .®���U ��3	 .��� 
 ������ ��#�N	 �$��। 
 
)	 . ; ����/�	 ./��C ./��C 
�V· ��N# ���2	 �!&# ����/�	 : 
.�  �2, ./�&�2 -�� �2 ��2 ��" 
��3�	 �U�		 .��� ��l���	 ��w ;���� ? 
 
./; .;-./M .;- ���	  �2 
./ .��� MA	 ! 
���U ���� 0��	* ��	� 
��l���	 ���	  �¢�, 
����	 ���U�� �-�+ ��l��	 ���$� .&�/ 
�Ô�e )��"। 
��	�	 0���� ��& 
����	  ��	  �a )��" ��&/ 
��	I�	 0�$�	 ���GN! %�!���। 
������ u	���!	 ���� 3���2 
���O ���O -��� ,; �!���3�N# .�� .C� ��2- 
�:�	 .��� ��	� � �V�#��a 
)��	 ����� ��l�� .���, 
�� �� �<�&���/ )�8N 
���O )	 3���� ��� �। 
���  � � .��3 "�9 
3���	  �	-¤  �6 ��L���� 
.�P��	 ����#��� /��	 )T�  : 
��	� ���, -2 �; )�	� �’ )�U, 
,; B<N! )L���		 /���� )�	� r����  
�UL+���; .3��। 
 
�����2 �� �� �� 
	�� ��� -�	 ��2 ��/, 
	��	 0-�� .; ��l��	 ./��C ./��C �h�N	 .��� 
��l��	 ���$�� .���	�" �:�	 ���� 
)����	  ��& 
0�� .���	 -	 /�L�� /�L�� -�* /�	 .��� 
��� �:�	 �����- 
��l��	 ./�� .&�/ �h��= ����  e� 
 ��& ��2  ���2 ��� �:�	 ����� 
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.:�� ) � ��l��	 *�	 *�	 	�3��& 
c��� c���e�	 
��  +�/; 
.�- +/  �%�6 	�3�& ��� 
�<��!¨2 /���	 .��	�N। 
 
��; �’/, ��� ��; �’/ 
���#��� ��l��	 �h�N	�- ./�+ �" 3�2	 ��/�C। 
)�� ���� ��� %�N��N %�N��	�N	 
���e ��2 $��। 
 
 ��+  �� ./��C �<��!¨2 �a- e��	 
;����  .&�/ )�	� ��w ;�����  
��  *�# MA	N,- 
r‘.$���	  �#��� 	�¿	��* .� 
)�� ���Ñ,L�/ .��� ���	 
. ; W��e-�¤�C	 ��w ���n��। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 
%��±� 

(	�3H��/ ��#����$�) 
0�-�� 

\� ��#� �2  ��!� 
�D �-I	, \^_\ 

 
 

%��±�%��±�%��±�%��±�    
(	�3H��/ ��#����$�) 

 

 *N%3��8� ���������	 %���8� 3�� ��3M�� )���� *� �5.� �-I	 .���	 -���N 
����U, ���������	 3*�N	 
�����  �c���/ -�	� ���/6� ������ ��	N� /	�	 ���/6� 
�/��� ���/6��	 �<�����/  ���3!���� ���/# ���	��F	 %���C r	�- �o �����	 3*�N	 �/!�� 
3���2�����  �c���	 ���� ��$�� ��2�U। ��� S!&#�� -���2 .B��N� /�	�U ‘‘���������	 
3*�N	 /��U c�N���*! �!�Y� ,/�C;- )	 �� ���� �VN# 
�����।’’ ,; �VN# 
�����	 ������ 
��l��	 3*N �+�U ,�� �VN# 
�����  �c���	 ���!�� )��2 /�	; U�+��। 

%���8� ��L	 -���N )�	� ����U, ‘
�����	 ��	N� 0��� 0&#*-#। 
�����	 �����# �-#	 
/�	 �����Y�2 )�	� �/ �V�! ��; ,�� ���e	  ��2 ,	 �/ �!���	 /�	 ��	 M�	।’ ��L	 ����!	 
�*#����&#, )�	� 
�����	 ���� %$�	 )X�!�* /	�U , 3�! .� ��	 �����2 ,/�C ���e�VN# 
 �<������  ��3 )�	� %����� /	���। ,/�C  �K	 
�nK!�VN#  ��3 �!�Y� 	$� /	�	 )X�!�*, 
.� .���-�* %�2�3 �� )����	 )��!/ /	�� ���। %���8�	 , ���!  � �	N /�	 )�	� �/U� 
/&� ��� %�2�3। ���������	 /���2 ���� (���" ��	�  ��!�2 0k) ��� $��/���  ��2 ����	 
/�U .&�/ �� %�!���� �U��� .  �	�	 /�# �/I� )$	N /�	�। ,��� ,��� 	����, ,��� 
)X�!�*, ,��� ��	7�!¨/  �c���" ��L	� G�̀  
��&#	 /&� -��� �<�A	 3���2 
��&#	  �a ��3��	 
%2�  %�× 3�+� /�	�। ,��� 0��/	 /�# ,�� �$e���	� �<�A	 3���2 
��&#	 ���� G�̀  
)X
��&#	 ����; %����� ��n। ,C� ���; r���	 ���2। ��L	� , �	�	 /�3 /�# /�	 ���n, ��L	� 
�2��� �� /�	 &�/�� ���	,  �c�� ,�� u	���!	 E����E��� 0��/	 0�/ 0�/���#; ����$��� 
��+ ����। 
��� ��������� ,	 3! ����	 ./�	/� 3������� /	�� ��� �। , ��	N� .���N /�	 
��� ��L	� ���e���� /	�� $�, �� ��� -���� �2,  �2  ��/U� :�L  /�	 .���।  ��	��  �2 
&�/��  ���� �"2� -����। 

)����	  �c���	 �G! 
�����। 
����� .���; )����	�/ ���e  ������ -	��	 ,/�C 
 �<�����  ��3 ��#��N )X��2�* /	�� ���। �h .&�/; )����	 %���C ���G� .  ��G! ����� 
/	� M�$�। �$e�	 ,/������ /��3 �<¥�� )��। �$� ,�������� �$e� ���<¥�� .E�/ )��। ��	 
:��  ���3 ,/C� 0	�3/�� ) � .���C; 0
�-���/ 2। �h��; ��$�	 ���Í�N � /�	  ����3/ 
���p����/ ��� )� *�����* ��+�� .�2� �2, ��‘ ���  ����3/ ���e	 )��  ��V	�	���। ,� 
.&�/; 	N�a�, .*�	�� ,!�/�� �����������	  ���	N �����	 %�� )$	�N, 	�3H��/ ��� ,�� 
 ���	/ ���	 ���!  ��¨ ! �����	 3! ��	���	/ m��, %���,  ��� ,�� ��$�	 .��� 3�*�	� 
/	� ,/�e %�2�3। ./� )3�/	 ���$��/��� 0�Y�	 ���! )�	� .� ��3 .	��N /	�U, 
-���!�� . ; �<G; *3��� ��’ .&�/। 

�����	 ���/6��	� )����	 0 ��2 �%2 ��	3��	 /���h��	 �� ��!� /�	�U।  �� ./��C 
��a��� ��������� $�� )�	� %��!/�C B���/	 C�L�C �UL�+ .:��। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 

���/# u�����/ ��� " ��������  0�-�� 
\� ��#� �2  ��!� 

�D �-I	, \^_\ 

 
���/# u�����/ ��� " �����������/# u�����/ ��� " �����������/# u�����/ ��� " �����������/# u�����/ ��� " ��������    
((((0�-�� 	�3H��/ ��#����$/0�-�� 	�3H��/ ��#����$/0�-�� 	�3H��/ ��#����$/0�-�� 	�3H��/ ��#����$/))))    

 

���/�e�	 %/���� ���	 3�� .*�U, ���/# .%� �E( �Å�	 .Ø���= ,/�� ���/#� ������ 
��������  � !�	 *-�	�� ����2 .���	 3! -�	� ) ��। ���	 )	" ��� ��2�U .�, ��L	� 
���������	 " -�	��2 .�<�<�K	  �a , �!����	 )���$� /	�� ,��  ��!/�	-���  � !�	 ph7 
/���� �� .���	 3! ���-R �	N�&#� ����	p�� ��	��# /	��। 

-�	��2 ���/�2 %/���� )	 ,/ ���	 3�� .*� .�, -�	��	 �		�F �8�  �#�	 �	N � � ,; 
�	�	 ‘:!�/C :�;�Ù� /���C‘	 %�2�3�2��	 ph7; 0
�/�	 /�	�U ,�� , �!����	  	/�	�-��� 
��� �/U� 3�� � ���"  ���� 3���2�U। 

,� %~ ��, ���/# ���	�F ��B# )C ��  ��	, �� ���������	 
����� )�K�� ��	 
;��� ��G! Ê� ,�*�2 $���U �� �9�� ��������  � !�	 ph7 /���� 0&�� ��	 *-�	�� 
��	����	 3! ,� �!6 ��2 �+� ./ ? 

��$# ��  ��� ��������� ;2���2�	 	���/ ����� .� ±�  �C! �>Y /�	�U ,��  ��+  �� 
./��C ��l��� . ; 0�����/ ����	 )c� �/ .� -��� %���� /�	�U- )	 ��	 :�� ,//���	 
���/6��	 )e3#���/ 
�/<� ���$��	 ����#  V�$� ��2 3  ��2�U 
���  ��#�-P� *N%3��8� 
��������- �� )	 ��; .��/ ���/# ���	��F	 03�� &�/�	 /&� 2। 

�����	 ,; ���� - 3��� �� ��� ��l����/ ,/���/ .�� ��L	 0�67 	G�	 /�9��  �c�� 
" $V+�e )X�	�G�	 �	3�2 .9�� ���2�U .��� 0!���/ �<�&���!���  <�= /�	�U �����	 ���V��# 
.��� %�N  >��		 0�/�	। /�a�	 ��!����� %�!G /�	, ,�a��� .��3��I�/ ���!�7	 0���� 
.���, �-�2���� BÓ�$��� �<��! )	 ��2�|�	 	��� ¿�� -V��	 ®�e �<�� �� .	��; ���O 
�������� %�~ ��T����/ )	 .$�� ���3 &��� ���	�। 0�/ .�	��� ���"-�<����� %�N >��		 �� 
0�� ��	 ��T�����/	 3�*<�� )�	� �G! /�	�U। ��; )3 �� ./��C �����	 -���� � )	 
��7�����	 %��±� .��� ��2 ‘%�-��‘ )	 x��(	 /��। ;M�	��, )���	/� � ,��2� )	 
)�|/�	 ����	�� 0 ��! /��	 %��±� .��� )���	/� � ��C	  � ! *���B�	 )	 ./�E�	 
����" )�	� ���U। 

�<�&��	 %�2 %���C .���	 ���� " ��L��	  	/�	 (�$�³� /�2/�C .�� ����) ��l��	 ,; $	� 
 �#���	 ���� ����	 ���� ,�  ��L�+�2�U- ��L+���	 )T�  ���2�U। ‘_�-,	 �-I�	 ��������� 
 ����`/ 3���Ï�  " ���²���	 �	  �	� �<�&�� .� *-�	 ��7�����	 ��	$2 ���2�U�-�� �G���/ 
�<� ��l��� )	 ����	 ���!���±6 ��	3��	 %�� .�-��� ��T ����*���  ����! )	  ���-V��	 
M��	 ��� ,�*�2 ���2�U� �9/ 0�£�-��� \^_\  ��� ;2���2�	 :!�� ���� )W��N ��±6 
��l����/" �<�&��	 ����  ����! /�	�U ,��  ���-V�� 3���2�U )e�	/ ���7। 
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�<�&��	 .C���-� ./y �V�, ���� .	�E" .=�p�� .&�/" ��	��	 %$��	� ��2�U- ��n 
��������  � !� " �� �W�e  /� ��	�Y��	। 

)e3#���/ 	�F�2  ��O��� ./y 3��� ��B	  ����! " ��N /���C	  ����! .��2�U ��l���	�। 
.��� )���	/� .&�/; �  �Ö	 ��N /���C %�� �%�  �h�� )*� ��L 
2� ���e ,� �U�� 
-�	��। 0��/<� �������� ���/ ;2���2�	 %$�	�8 )3" �V�# ���/6� ��� %$��	  	*	�, ��" 
��	»�N /�	�U �%�  �h�� )*� ��L। ��	 ,; ��	»�N " ���e	 �	 3��� ��B	  �	 �:��	 
,��  ������/  ���� �/ �/ ����U�� �� ,� .������	 /&� 2 .� )�	� -��� ���। �<�&��	 
 �6 .��/ �%��	 ���� ���U .�, �������� .&�/ ,� �!��/ ��!/ �	N�&#� -�	�� )m2 ��2�U 
.�, ��	 ���27 -�	�  	/��		 ,/�	 ��G ."2�  Q� 2- �<�&��	 ��������� %���C  	/��		; 
��l�����	 ��N /���# ,�*�2 ) � M�$�। 
2� 	�F ��B	 . �WC�	� .3��	� ����U, ��T -!��	 
;����� 	 /��¢��� 0�!�2 �� ���������	  ����/ BC����। ��� ����U, )	" 0��/ ���	 
,; r�#��c6 3����/  ����! /	�� ��� ,�� . C�; )3�/	 �<�&��	 u��/ ���27। ��e .���	 
�	����C# �%�  �h�� )	" ����U,  ��3/ 	�3H��/  ���� " �	��A�	 0C�C )T�  � 
.��2 �	N�&#�	� .��� �:�	 ���� �। ��� �%�  �h�� 2 �<�&��	 ��������� 	�3H��/, 
 ��v<��/ %�����	�  ������/	� ��L	�; �	�&#� ����	 ��	��#�	 3! -�	�� ,� �U ��L	�  ��; 
,/���/! ����U .�, M����  ��2  ��3/ ��	�Y����; ��� ��� ��l���	� ��L��	 .��� �:�	 
����, ��	 )�* 2। M��	�� �e�! ��L	� ��2; ��L��	 
-
 
��&#	 ��2�� �����	  V� �� ��� 
M��Y� /�	� ,�� �	N�&#�	� �� ��L��	�/ ����U, ���T	 ����/�� ,; ����p�� ��; ���T	 /��U 
0/��C ���� ��	�U ���। 

,� � BC� B�C ��"2�	 �	" �� )���	/�	 .%� �E( ��e /��� ��2�* /�	 �������� 
 � !�	 *-�	�� ����	 %~ .���� �� �/ ,/�C %~  �*� -���; /	� $�� � .�, ����� 
�������� ��2 ��T�!��� ,; E����E���	 ��3��	 )���	/� *� /‘��  ��� �	� ��#�/	 -V��/� ��� 
/�	�U। )e3#���/ 	�3���	 *�� %��� �/J ,; �&! 
�/�	 /�	 �। �	� BC�	 �	�	 ,; /&�; 
��� .�, ��������  � !�2 ��	� �����-��� ��$��� )���	/� ���	�F ����	 ���! 0!��। 

���/6� 0�� &�/��, � �� .-�a 
��� �������� 3  .�� ,; %�~ ��T�!��� 3�� r-
C�/�	� ��2 .-�a .*�U। �/U� �/U� 
�&#�}�, ��	� ���/6��	 0����2 ��3��	 
�&#� ��	 M���� 
.���, ��L	� ��l�����	 0%���	�� ��������	 )2�¼�� .�L�� ���2 ��	 �!&#��	 /�	Np�� ���Í�N 
/	�� ��"2�	 ���	 ��, .��/�	 
�*# ��  /	�U � ,� 2। 0��! ,/ �<�� ��!/ ;����  
 �$� ���� ,	 %����� /�	�U। ��L	� ����U ���������	 �������� 32��- ����। )���	/� 
���	�F ��$# �	��#� /��� ����-���; ���/6��	 ��G ,�  � /�3 /�	�U ���� /�	 ��������/	 
�� �= ��2 �*�2�U .�, ���/#�	� )	 ��; .��/ ���/6� .-�a ��/ �� $�2 �। )	 �� $�2 � ���; 
.  ���/6�� 3{���	 ���� ���� ���2�U �!��/ ���	 ���� ��	�	 01। 

,/&� 0��! �9/ .� ���/6�  <�=	 �	 .*�C� ���/6�� ,� ./� 	�3H��/ 0&�� 0&#H��/ 
M�����	 BC� .; ���� ���/#���	 
�&# 3�+� �U� �-����� /�	 ��3� ��3�����	 ���	 �	 
���/#� .�C�2� �p+�	 .������ )��	 ���/6��	 %���8�	 *���� � �	 �	। ,	�	 .&�/ ���/# 
 	/�	 ���/6��	 %�!G 	�3����� �6�G� /	� �h /�	। , % �a �V�# �����	 ������ / ‘D?-
,	  ���	N ��#�$��A	 /��� ���/6�� ���� ���/# 	�F�V� " �M ;2/# C�;�� 	 �	���C#�	 /��!�� 
 ������/ /��-,	 �� M�{����*!। 

.  ��; .��/ )���	/� .� ./��C ./��C ��l���	 ,; $	��� �����	 ��� ���/6�� �<�� 
��L�3�����	 ��G ��L+��� �� ���/6��	 .-P�*���/ 0�Y� " ��	 0&#����� )���	/� �¤� ��L�3;  
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��� .�2। , ��2 *���N�	 %�2�3 ��+ �। )	 ��; )�	� .���-)���	/� ��	 ��L����	��	 ���2 
 ��/U� -��� �*�2 ,/C� 	�3H��/ )����-����� �	 /&� ���-R  ��2 ��	��	 M��� /�	�U। �/J 
���������	  	/�	, ���������	  �c��� 3�� �� ��	��	 %�!��!� /�	 ��������	 ���/��/; M�±# 
���� ��	�U। 
 
 ;�����! 3{�� ;2���2� ��	  ���	 ���/6� ��L$��� �*�2 �+ .��� ���2 .:���U। -�	� 
 ����e u !  ����� /�	 .  ,� -�	� )W�N /�	 ,C� �����2 ��2 ��������  � !��/ ��/ 
-�	�  � !� ��� �� .�����	 0��$=�2 ��2��3�। )	 ,�� ��	 �+ ���*�	 �� ��T  ���3!����	 
.��+� )���	/� ���	�F। )���	/� ,	 )�* 	�F ��B	 . �WC�	� .3��	� M&��(	 ���!�� 
 ����e 3��� �B ����� .�����2�	 %6��" 0��! ,; M����! /�	�U� ��� �� /	�	 ���� �*� 
��&= /�	N )�U। 
 
 ,���/ )���	/� ���	��F	 u�����/ ��� �� ��T�!��� *N�8 " ����/ �V�!�����	 %�� 
$!���¨
h� ���!�� �� ���/6� �� �������� %�~ .�� .�/�2��2 ��+ �*�2�U। )���	/� � ��C 
W��*� u�����/  �����! ��	��N É�� 	 ���� . �´�	 ��2 "�9। :�� ]; �-I	 � ��C .� u�����/ 
 ����! ����	 0����w B�C ���� )	 u�����/ 0&#  �����!	 .G��" .�/�2��2 �+�	 �GN �=। 
(0��! ��	 ,; ����C 0������� ��2�U।) 
 
 )e3#���/ ����� /�	 ��GN �V�# ,��2�	 	�3H��/ �C-V��/�2 ��; ���/# ���	�F )3 ��	 
����!���� r����� �		�F��� 0�!��� 	���� 0 �&# ��2 ��+�U। ����� /�	 ���������	 �G �G 
�	N�&#���	  ����!�� " ��a�� ��!�2 � �! ;2���2� $�W	  ����! /��#W� .� )	 �������� $����� 
���� � �� ��T3�� "  �c��� ��l���	 . �´�	 /� �=-��� ��� ���2�U। 
 
 ��	 :��; G��� �	 �Å %��  �������� %�~ ����	 �3
 0�Y��/  ��<· /	�� $�2। 
�/J �� /	�� .*�� �2 ���/#���	  	� �	 ;2���2�	 ��G 2� �����	 ����/��� �����	 ���� ,�  
��L+���	 %~ "�9। 0&$ ,	 ./�C�; .��2�;C ��M  ��	 �3
 .mN� $�	��	 /�!��N /	�� ���	 �। 
���/6�� �� /�*���	  ��& $�� .�<�7	 ��	�-��	�, ���� " ��GN�V�# ,��2�	 Ê� ��	��#��� 
	�3H��/ ��	�Y�� "  �#��� ���������	 ��������	 ��x�� �<�� )���	/���	 M��	�� � ��e 
c��N	 ��& ����� ����	 /�3 /�	�U ��� 0��� /	�	 ��&= /�	N 	�2�U। 
 
 ��; ���/#  ���3!���� 0�- ��� )3 ��������  � !�	 Ê� �Ú�A B�C�2 ,; �3�/ 
��	�Y�� ��� ���� .��� $�2। , �!����	 ;2���2�	 .*�� )���� %6�� ����	�/ ��&= M� ���� 
/�	�U ��� 0��� /	� .��� ���	। 
 
 ��; ��B#�� �������� %�~ ./� ���! � .	��, ��� ;2���2� $�W	 ��	N�1  	�	�� /�	 
)3 �9�� �Å %��  ��������  � !�	 *-�	�� ��	����	 %�2�3� ,���� ��9��n ������ ��, 
����	 ,/��� /�3 ���������	 ��������	 ����	 ��L�3 .�	 /�	 .*�C� )�K���/ )�����	 
.$�	�*���� ��G� /�	 ��/--�	� M�������� ���/# 0�Y��/ 0G� 	���। 
 
 �/J ;�����! 0�/ 	��s�� ��2 �*�2�U �Â�, .�B�, ���T	�, /�����G ���2-�Å 
%��  �� ��O��" �2� 
�/�	 /	�� $�2 �। �/J �����	 )���	 3*N ,; �+�8 ��	 .:���U। 
��L	� �� ���� $� �� %������ �o�	��F	 �8�  �#�	 �	N � ���	 ����; �� 	��� ���/# ������ �� 
‘‘, .��� )����	 ./� %�2�3 .;।’’ 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 

���/6�� $�$�W	 �2/ ;2���2� 0�-�� 
\� ��#� �2  ��!� 

�D �-I	, \^_\ 

 
�<�&��	 ,/ ,/�C 	�F 0&�� 3����/ ±�� 	�<�&��	 ,/ ,/�C 	�F 0&�� 3����/ ±�� 	�<�&��	 ,/ ,/�C 	�F 0&�� 3����/ ±�� 	�<�&��	 ,/ ,/�C 	�F 0&�� 3����/ ±�� 	    

3! ,/�C��� �����#� �V��#	 %�2�33! ,/�C��� �����#� �V��#	 %�2�33! ,/�C��� �����#� �V��#	 %�2�33! ,/�C��� �����#� �V��#	 %�2�3    
, ���*	 .�� ,/�C �V�#, ���*	 .�� ,/�C �V�#, ���*	 .�� ,/�C �V�#, ���*	 .�� ,/�C �V�#    

���/6�� $���/6�� $���/6�� $���/6�� $����$�W	 $$�W	 $$�W	 $$�W	 $������ �2/ ;2���2��� �2/ ;2���2��� �2/ ;2���2��� �2/ ;2���2�    
    
 ����/<� ���������	 %��!/�C 0>� ��� /	�	 3�! ���������	�  �#�X/ ���� 0���N# 
��2�U। ��L��	 %�� )W��N	 ���� ���/6�� B��/ ����� ���	 ���	 ��U� ��C ���n ,�� 
���������	 %���C  ����e ,�/	 �	 ,/ ,��/� ���������	 ���� ) �U। %�2 )C ���  ��#�� 
����	���! ����/<� ,��/�2 0�h� &�/�	 �	 ����	 ��T�  .:��U �� ��� ���� <�� -��� 
M����+� ��l��� �	�-��h�। ��L	� )�� /	�U )	 /���� ����/<� .*�C� �������� ���/6�� 
r���	 /�� ��� ���। )�	� 3�� . ���	 ��� .��� )	 ���I .;- /�2/  w���	; ��� �!���। 
 
 ,; M�� ��6��	  ��� ��L�+�2" �/J ���/6�� 3a�$�W	 )µ�� �/U���� É�  ��2�। 
����	 %$�	N�	  �	 ,�� ����!" �/U���� ��	��! B�C�। . ; ,/; �6��$� 03���� -�	��2 $W�e 
,�� -�	��2 0�%���/�	�। �G���/  ����G� ���������	 ���� �¡�� .*�C� ���������	  ��+  �� 
./��C ���������	 ���� .��+/ ��	 .��2" ;2���2� $W �� 
�/�	 /	�� ��	�U �। /�	N .��� .�� 
��2�U ,;  �! .�� .��	 )�* ��� 	G�	 �� ,/C� ��	�C 03����  <�= /	��; ��� ����	। 
 
 ��; -�	��	 ��h�� �!��/ ����	; ��	� %¡�� ��n। $�� %��������	 .-�3 -�2 ��<�� 
/	�� �*�2 ;2���2� ��L .� /&�p�� ����U �� .&�/" .  /&�; %��N ��n। ;2���2� ����U, ‘‘�� 
����/	 .-��	; ��3	 ���� ��� ��	$���	 3�! )�� ����G�� $�� �����।’’ m���� *�o�	 /��U 
��9��� u��� %6�� M���G� �"2�2 W�� ;2���2� ����U ’’"; .��2 ����C� ��� �� /�	 &��/ 
)���/ -2 .����2 B��2� /	� ���� ����� .  .3� 	���/, )�� .  ��� ;’’। ()�	� �	��	 �G! 
/�	 ) �U .��� ������ .� ./� % �a m���� *�o�	 �� M�{� /	�� ��� ;2���2� ��L�/ . ; .��2 
�����C, "; .��2 �����C  V$/ 0���� ������N; �$�³� /�	। ��	 �� 0���3#� .���/	 ���� �2� 
. C�; .��-� ��2। �/J ��	 ��G ,C�" -��� ��"2�  Q� 2 .� �������� %�~ m���� *�o� -�	��	 
��C ./��C �����	 ������। ����� m���� *�o�	 �� M�{��" .�����p� ®�� "9�	 /�	N�C �/ ,; 
.� -`�����	  ��� ��	 �� ,/3 3�	�6 3a� .3��	� ./� 	/��; ���� ��� ���n �। :�� 
��/<� .�Ph��	 Ä��  �! /	�� � .��	  ���	N . P3! ,�� -`��	 .���  .:�� ���2 ;2���2� ��L 
.*�C� ���T	  ��� 0� %*�- ��2 M�9�U ? 
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,/; ��<��2 % a�e�	 ;2���2� M��� ‘‘.  (m���� *�o�) ��� ��� $�2 )�� ��	 ���  �� 0��!; 
���C�2 .����’’ 0&#�� ���/6� -�	��	 ��h�� %/��! ��� .B��N� /	�� ���n। �/J ./? �/U��� 
)�*" ;2���2� ����U ‘��$pN .��� ������� -�	��	 ��h�� ���� ��w �"2� ���/6��	 ��G 
�������’ ��� . ; ����� %2��  ./ 3�+�2 �+�� $�;�U ���/6�� 3a�$W . C�; ����$!। 

���������	 
����� .� ,/�C 
�/<�  �! .  /&� )3 �<�� ����*# � �<�&��	  /��; ,/ 
	/� .�� ��2�U। $��	 ��T� " �� .&�/ )���� 2 ���; )�	� �� /�	। ���� ���/6� ,�� 
���/6�� 3a� �� /$W" , /&� 3��। ���T	 �	���	 ��-��� �N#� ���2 �!&# ��2 ����	 .  ��	N� 
,� ��������/	 �� �=। ��	� 3�� �������� .U�+ .��� ���। �/J ���� ���/6�� �� &�/�� 
���। �C�/�2 	���� ��� . ������। ���� ���/6�� 0e�� 0C�C 	���� ��� ��  G���। :�� 
3a�  	/�	 .� �� ��	/k� ��2�U .*�C� ���/6�� 3h	� 0�Y� .B��� /	�	  �a  �a ��	 
.$��	� �= ��2 M�9�U। 

�������� %�~ ���� ���/6�� 	�3H��/ ��h��� . �´�	 ��2 M�9�U। *� �/U�/�� .&�/ 
,; ��h��� ���� .���!��� ,/C� 3��  <�= /	�� � ���	 ��	 0!�� %���	�� �!�Y�2 3a�$W 
"2��� " -� �� !���/ 	�3H��/ �� �� ��� 0H�� .B��N� /�	 .�<�<K�/ .c:��	 /�	�U। ���� 
���/6�� 3���	 /��	�� ��#�� ��#��2 %&� �h ����। �/J 0�	 ���/ ;2���2� ,�" ��� 
$���U .� .  3*�N	 ����; G��� �6�e�		 %¡�� ��n। ,� , -�L"�� .  /��/ ���n �� 0��! 
0��� /	� ��। /�	N �� ������; /h/ ;2���2�	 ��� .&�/ *N��	���	 ���!�� ��������� 
G��� c��N	  ��  .� /�	" ��� ,� �� �2 �। %��N ��� �� .��� ���n ���������	 *N-
��	�!� �����2 ����� .��	� ,� ���� ���/6�; -�+ 3���2�U ,�� ��	� �2� ��� � ��2 )	 
��������� �:	�� �। 

���� ���/6�� 3���	 /��	�� 3a$�W	 ��G ,/C� ������ �!���	 ���" ��#��� ��&= 
�����#�VN#। �������� %�~ r�C 	�3H��/ ���	 S� ���� ���/6�� .�� .B�	���� ��2 M�9�U�। 
,/�� ,;�� .���N /�	�U�� .� �������� �� .U�+ ) ��; ��� �� )	" G��c6 � ��2 
��� ���  �	 �+� -��। �/J G��� � 3a��3��C	 ��	N�, ���� ���	G� ��� � ��� . ������ 
.-�a �� �� ��2 ����। /��3; �� ./��C -�	��	 ��h�� D ./��C ���� ���/6��	 ��+ ��"2�; 
 �#��/ ���2  ��$�। /�2/ �� ��� $����2 .*�� ��	�	 3��� �B �‘ �6�G� /	��;। ��N ��l��� 
 /�� � �	��" ���/6�� ���9C� 0e�� 0C�C ��2 .:	� ����। ;�����! .���	�2� .������3� /�	 
-�	��	  ���e ,��/� ,�� �����	 �	N�&#� ��l�����	 .�� �/U�C� B��2� /	� ����। 

,; ��	/k� 0� ��	; ���/6��	 3a�$W /�3 /�	 ���n ,�� �2� r‘$�	���	 .-��	; 
��	� -�	��	 ��h�� ���; .B��N� /�	 � ��। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 

��/ �V���� p���� �2���	 
0�$	 

0�-�� 
\� ��#� �2  ��!� 

�D �-I	, \^_\ 

 
 

��/ �V���� p���� �2���	 0�$	��/ �V���� p���� �2���	 0�$	��/ �V���� p���� �2���	 0�$	��/ �V���� p���� �2���	 0�$	    
 

���/6��	  �	�2/ .3��	� ;2���2� ��� ��M  C��� /�	 M�9�U। ��; ��	 .�3�3 
 � �2 $�+ &��/। ,/ �<�C�  ��������	 ��� *� �� ��  ��	 ��� ��/ -2�/	 	/� $�C 
)�U। ,  ��2	 ���! ,/��	" ��/ ��e 0�Y�2 ��L�/ .��� ��2�। ,; ���H�/�!C� ����	 
��l������S� ��� �� -�	� M�� ,�� 0���--��� ���$#	 �L�$� ���	��	 �	 .&�/ %/�� .��� )	Q 
/�	�U। %���C �3� .�� �C���	 ��� �� /	��� ��3�/, .��� ;2���2�	 %���C 0�$	" ��3�/ 
;2���2� ��� -���� �h /�	�U। ����	 -��-a�, )$�	-)$	N  ��/U�; .3��	� ;2���2�	 ����। 

2���{� .&�/ %/���� ,/�C ;��	3�  �w���/ ���/� ��{�	 ���/6� ��;/����	 3H/ 
�x�*�E2�	 .*���� �� ��	 /���� %/�� /�	�U। ,; .*���� �� � .��/�C	 ���	 )�* 
�x�*�E2�	 .��� .� ./M ���/  ���	/ �����	 .��/ �� /	�� ���	। ) �� .  ��n ���/6� 
��;/����	 ,!�C��$। /�2/  w�� )�* ��{�	 ���/6�� ��;/����	 ��l��� /�#$�	�	� �������� 
 	/��		 %�� )�*�! %/�� /�	 ���/6� ��;/��� .&�/ .��	�2 ) �	  �2 ��;/����	 
���/6�� /�#$�	�	� ��L��	  ��� �� ����	  <�= /�	 ,�� %���-� ��Û /	�� .$=� /�	। ��  �q" 
��l��� /�#$�	�	� ��� ;2���2�  	/��		 /�3 /	�� � ��� �V����  .U�+ $�� )� । %/��, �� 
,; �� �; ��l��� /�#$�	���	 ����U���, �� 	���� )�� ��9�, �	/�	 ��� .������	 p�� /�	 
��	���। ��l��� 3�� .���  )���/ ���/6� ��;/���� p� /�	 .�"2� ��2�U। ��L	 ����	 3! 
��	 ��	 )��� ���� /�	" ./� :� ��"2� ��2�। ���/6� ��;/��� ,; )��� ���� 
,�� ���G��- ./�	/� /N#��� /�	� ����; $��। ����	 ����	 3! 3�� .���  )��	 r; 
��� ����	 %�&#�" �<&� .*�U। �¡�� ��l��� /�#$�	� .���  )�� ���/6� ��;/����	 �3K����2 
�K�। ��L�/ ��� /	� ,�"  Q� �2�। 

���������	 
�����  �c�� .B��N�	 �	 .&�/ %���C �V����� 	 ��l��� /�#$�	��<K ,�/ ,�/ 
�V����  .U�+ $�� ,� �U *N%3��8� ��������  	/��		 %�� )�*�! %�� /�	�U। 3�� 
.���  )��	 -�*! ,�� �� ��	 �����/ /���#	 /&� %/�� �"2�	 ��	, /��	� 0��� /	�� 
0 ����� �"2�	 /&� 2, �V���� p�����" ���/6� ��� 	 	�37 /��2� /�	�U। .�  /� ��l��� 
���������	   	/��		 %�� )�*�! %�� /	�� �!�c-��� ;n�/ ��L��	�/ 0�/ .G�� .3�	 /�	 
)C/ 	��� ��2�U। 2���{�	 ���/6�� ��;/����	 BC�; ��	 %��N। 

2���{� ��/ ��;/����	 ,; �! �2/ .*���� �� � ./� 0���� ��	 $�/	�3���	 
�&�� B�LC��; ��	 ��6	 %��N ��"2� ���� ��� %/��। ��l������S�; �U� ��	 ����R��	 ���! 
. ���। \^�^  ���	 3a���C )2���	 )��� )*	��� �+�8 �����2 ��#�	 0e	�� .&�/ ��	� 
/�/��9 .�+ �U� ,; .*���� �� � ����	 ,/3। )*	��� ��&!� �����	 .9��2 )2�� ���/ 
� ���  U�+�� �2। �/J .*���� �� � ;2���2�	  �3�	 ��+ ��2। 
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,; .*���� �� � ,�� ��	 ���� ����2	� /��V	 /���h� ,/�C BC�	 M�{� /	��; �� 
��	¼�	 ���। *� \^_�  ���	 ��#�$� .�� ���3��	 	��� �� �	¢��  ��!�*�	��� � ��32 03# 
/�	�U�� ,�� ;2���2� .B��N� /�	�U�, ���; .���	 ‘‘-���’’ %���8�, �� .*���� �� � ��L	 
/��U /	�3��+ ��L�+�2 ����U�, ‘ !�	 )�� ,/3  	/��		 *! "/	 ���।’ ���/6��	 
�V���� p���� ��l��� /�#$�	� .*���� �� � .mN�	 .��/��	 ���� ,�/�� �/-��� ����� ��2�U �� 
0��� /	�" r� ��!। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 

��T� B��/��	 �& ,�" 
��	��	 /h 

0�-�� 
\� ��#� �2  ��!� 

�D �-I	, \^_\ 

 
 

��T���T���T���T� B��/��	 �& ,�" ��	��	 /h B��/��	 �& ,�" ��	��	 /h B��/��	 �& ,�" ��	��	 /h B��/��	 �& ,�" ��	��	 /h    
�� � ��� �<��!	 �� � ��� �<��!	 �� � ��� �<��!	 �� � ��� �<��!	 Ä��/	 ���6; ���Ä��/	 ���6; ���Ä��/	 ���6; ���Ä��/	 ���6; ���    

,/��� 0��!Q��� ��	N��,/��� 0��!Q��� ��	N��,/��� 0��!Q��� ��	N��,/��� 0��!Q��� ��	N��    
 

���������	 %���8� 3�� ��3M�� )��� *� �5.� �-I	 3���	 M����! ,/ .���	 
-���N ����U, ���������	 )W�N ��x�	 ��#��2 M���, .� ./� Y�� .� ./� 3�2*�2 ,� �/ 
��	 �	��� 0�Y��	 "�	 ��������� )W�N $����2 ���/ ���V· /�	 ���� ���	। 

,/���/ hN�G�� ��	� .�� ��	 ���n, 0!���/ ���������	 3���2 ���� )�K���	 %�� 
)e3#���/  �&#" W��� �<�� ���n। )3 ���� ���/6�" 0&#H��/ ����#2 " 	�3H��/ 
-�l�	 ����। , .&�/ �6�	 ����	 3! ���/6� -�	��	  ��& ��� �����2 ���������	 ����  �c�� 
.&�/ �<�&��	 �<�= 0!���/  �	�2 .��	 .$=� /	�U ���" ��� M�{� /�	। %���8� .B��N� 
/�	, ,	 S�	� ���������	 ��/ 3a����� ������ �	�32 ,+��� ��	�� � 0&$ ����	 »��e, 
0�	���	 ���� �<�� ����, ��	N��� ����	 )X����  ����� ���। 

���/6��	 ������ �<�����/ ��	� ���������	  �c���/ -�	� ���/6�  �B��# �$�³� /	�� 
M��!�* ��2�U ����	 M����! %���8� ���, ���������	 3*�N	 /��U c�N���*! �!�Y� ,/�C- 
�� .��� �VN# 
�����। . C�; %���N� ��n ���������	 �����	  �/�k, 	�G2� ���� )	 
����� 
	G�	 0�	��32 ���	 ��! ���2। 

-�	��/ ��&= 0&#  �����!	 �����2 ���������	 �	N�&#���	 ��/����/-��� -�	�� � ��� 	 
�!�Y� /	�	 3! ./� ,/�C .���	 %6�� M�{� /�	 ��3M�� ���, ‘‘,	 S�	� ���#%��N 0��$�	 
0!�2�/ ��� ���/! 
�/�	 /�	 .2� ��2�U, -���!�� *N��!� " �!��/ ��6�!��*	 �& %�6 /	� 
��2�U’’। ����	�/ ZL��2�	 /�	 ��3M�� )��� ����U, ‘‘�	N�&#� 0Y��	  ��A  .� 0�&#	 
�����2 ��L��	�/ ��� ��� /	� ����।’’ ���  ��=-��� .B��N� /�	�U, �	N�&#�	�  �� " ��#���	 
 ��& 3 *� 0��/�	 ��2 
��� �:�	 ����, . �� %�!� R। ��3M�� )��� %~ /�	, 
M�������� �&!  �c��	 3! .%� �E( �Å ,/�C ����� �� ���9�2 �/ M���!  �� /	�� $� ? 
��	 .���	 /VC���/ " );  -�	  � !	� 0�*�  ,� �/ �&! 3��� $� ? �!��/ *N��!��/ 
��	� �K� /�	�, ��	� �&!  �c��/ ���9�2 �/ :� ��- /	�� $�, ��� ��O�� ���	 �। ��� 
 ��=-��� .B��N� /�	 ’’���� )����	  �/�k	 �!�!2 ��� �, .   �/k �� .���/ ����� 
/�	 ��3��	 0�-�%�  ��3 �!�Y� /��2� /	�’’। 

%���8� ���, 
����� ���-	 ���C )3 �/C�	 ��2�U। ��; )3 ��  ����		 %���� 
c��N	  ��&  ��& �����	 	��	 ��#���	 M����  ��3 *9� )�	� 0a�/�	��। 
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��� )	" ���, ’’)����	  �c�� . ��;  �&#/ ��� .��� )�	� �a�o� %����� 
��#�	��G, *N���8/ "  ��3���8/ 	�F %���� /	��  G� ��’’। 

�a�o� ���3��	 	����/ ���/6�� 3a�  	/�	 ���� � ���� �������� .&�/ ��/ u !��	 
�Ô��N	 �& h� /�	 .�2� ���। )	 ��; ;2���2� W�	  ��!	 ��������� ��� ��� ��� �� 
/�	। 

��	���� ���������	 ��	 ���� " 0/����-2 .����,  �c��� 3*N�/ �&�W�� m�� " 0�-K 
3���2 %���8� ���, ����  �c���	 ��#�� ��#�2�/ $V+�e 6�	 ��2 $��। 

.�  � 	�3�/�	, ����� ��  	/�	 /�#$�	� �� 0!�! �!�� �����/	 ��h�� �����	��	 /�3 
/	�� ���! ��n ����	�/ ���`���	  ����* c�N /	��	" )��� 3�� %���8�। ��	� �� ��G	 
 ��& .
n�2 ��� �����2�U ����	�/ ��� .�����		 �� ZL��2�	 /�	 ���2 ���, ��T� B��/��	 
�& ��	��	 /h, �� � ��� ��	N�� ,/�C;, �� �� Ä��/	 �<��!। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 

 ���/�2  
���/6��	 /�	 .��L+� �h ��2�U 

0�-�� 
\� ��#� 52  ��!� 

\� �E� I	, \^_\ 

 
 

 ���/�2  
 

���/6��	 /�	 .��L+� �h ��2�U���/6��	 /�	 .��L+� �h ��2�U���/6��	 /�	 .��L+� �h ��2�U���/6��	 /�	 .��L+� �h ��2�U    
 

�� ���	 .-�	 ���� ����	 "2��� 0���2� ���/6��	 3a� ��C ;2���2� ��L ��	 . ������ 
��2 -�	��	 ���-R  ���e ,��/�2 O�L���2 ��+�U। *�  w��� )�	� ����U��� ���/6� 3a�$W 
-�	��	 ��h�� ���; ���*�2 ���� ���	। �������� ���U�+� ���" ���� ���/6�� ��  G��� 
 �	�G� 	���	 3�! ,�� . ������	 /��U ��� 	G�	 3�! ��	� ,C�; /	�� ���	 ��� 0��� /	� 
���n�। �/J , �!����	 )e3#���/ $W�e/�	�	� ���/6�� 3a�$W�/ /���� M� ���� /�	�U 
. C�; )*��� /�2/ ���	 �-��	; ��O� ����। , % �a )���	/� " $��	 -V��/�	 .� ./� 3�C��� 
.; *� �� ���	 BC�; �� %��N /�	�U। ,;  ��2	 .-��	 M-2 �<�� 	�F; ���/6��/ Ê� 01 
 	�	���	 M��!* ��2�U। �G�e�	 )���	/� -�	��/ 01  	�	�� �o /'.	 ���2�U। 

,; 0�Y� -�	��2 	�F���/��	 ��, ����� /�	 ��������  � !�	 ��	�%�G��, �/U���� 
%���W2�	  <�= /	�� .� ���	� .  /&� . �� m���� ;�K	� *�o�	 -�����; %/�� .��2�U। ��� 
�������� %�~ �Å  	/��		 0�- �o�V�/ ���-���	 /�9�	  �����$� /�	�U।  �a  �a ,C�" 
����U .� -�	��/ Ü/��C .����2 /�	" ���� ��� � /	�	 �� .�� ��2�U। -�	� ��	 ��3	 
0� <� ����/ ,�� *N���8/ ���	 ��& 0C� &�/��	 3�! /�	"  ��2��	 ������G� 2।  ��	�� 
���������	 ,/ ./��C �	N�&#��/ ����Ý ���#� �	 .� ��� -�	� %&�� .B��N� /�	�U, .�� ��#e 
. ; ���; . ; 0� 	N /	��। ,	 ��h�� .� ./� )B���/ .  ��3	 "�	 )B�� ��� *N! /	�� 
,�� . ; ��$��	; ��	 3��� .���। ��� ��Z�!, ���/6�� �����	 3��� -�	��2 . �������/ 
���/6�� -V��� §��/; %��B���	 )��� .�"2� ��2�U ,�� . ������ ���	��	  �a .  )��� 
%������	 3�! 0c 	 ��2�U। :�� ���/6� ,��� ��	 .� 3�! W��*� M /�� ���2 $���U� 
. ; -�	� ���/6�  �B�#; ��� .�L�� M�9�U। 

�/J  �B�# .�-���; 3�C� ��2 M9�/, ��	 :�� �������� %~ .� $��� ��+ ���� �- .��� ���	 
�, m���� *�o� .  /&� S!&#�� -���2 .B��N� /�	�U। ,���/ ���������	 �Y	 %��� ����-
 �c���	� ���������	  ���e��#� %��!/�C 	N�G�� �����	 ���/6�� ������/ ����#6 /�	 ����U। 
�+ �+ /�2/�C ��	�/y�/ . �����  ,/	/� 0�h�-��� .*�����3� /	� U�+� ����	 �!��/ 
*������	 �!�Y� �; ����; $��। 0�h� u !��	 3! ��  ����! )����  Q���" ����	 �o। 
, 0�Y�2 �������� �����	 ���/6�� � �!��	  �V�� ±�  ���	 ���I .;। 

0!���/ ���� ���/6�  ���e �	��	 -�	��2 ,��/�2 ���� ����� $�����	 :�� -�	��2 
. ������ ���/6��	 3���� §��/; ���/6��  ���	/ �8 ±�  Z/�� .��2�U। ,; % �a M�{� /	� 
.��� ���	, �/U��� )�* -�	��2 %��	G�8� ����U��, ,��	 ��� ��L��� ���/6��	 .� 0�� 
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-�	��	 ���� ) �� -�	� �� .U�+ .��� �। )	 ./��� ‘�� �K’ $��� /	� ��� �। , .&�/ 
0��� /	� $�� r‘���/ /�9�	 ����#�2	 ���� ���/6��	 0�67; ±�� 	 ��������� ��2�U। 

,; 0�Y�2 )e3#���/ $W�e/�	� ���/6��	 �o�	� ���/ �/  ����! ���� ��	�� ? -�	��/ 
��/ ���2 .� �����$�!� /	� $��� � . /&� � %���8� m���� *�o� ��� ���2�U। �� ��� 
���/6��	 0�67 	G�	 3! )����� .� �!�Y� /	�	 �& ,�" ,�/���	 h� �2� ��� )����	 
��T� , ����� �a�o� .�� ���3��	 	����/ 0����I ���� .�2� ,�� �������� .&�/ ��� ��� 
������+ pC���	 3�! 
��� ��������  	/��		  �����*�� �-G� /	�। )����	 �� �2 ���/6�� 
3a�$�W	  ���	� . ; �!�Y�; /	�U। 0e�� . C� /	�� ��L	� ����$�/	 /�3; /	��। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 

���������	 
�����  ��+  �� ./��C 
��l���	 ������ / ��	v�	 

0�-�� 
\� ��#� ?&#  ��!� 

\_ �E� I	, \^_\ 

 
 

���������	 
�����  ��+  �� ./��C ��l���	 ���������	 
�����  ��+  �� ./��C ��l���	 ���������	 
�����  ��+  �� ./��C ��l���	 ���������	 
�����  ��+  �� ./��C ��l���	     
.���%�� M��w r3#2 .�Ph��	.���%�� M��w r3#2 .�Ph��	.���%�� M��w r3#2 .�Ph��	.���%�� M��w r3#2 .�Ph��	    

������ / ��	v�	������ / ��	v�	������ / ��	v�	������ / ��	v�	    
 

 ,/ �� 	�, 0i ,�� ����/��		 0����e /��	 ���/6�� �����	 3a� � �!��	  �#��� 
�$	/���	 ��  ����Y ��2�U। *�/�� ��/�� ��L$C� ,/ ����C ��/�� ��� ��2�U ���������	 
 �6 0>�। §�/� ���		 )K����� ��3�	 ��3�	 �*�	�/	 /�� ±�� ��2�U ‘‘32 �����’’ 
‘‘�a�o� �3K���’’ ‘‘;�K	� *�o� �3K����’’ ‘‘��������--�	� u��� �3K����’’। ,; ����� 3��	 
 ��� .	 �/� # �2��� ��������� ,�� -�	��2 ��������	 /��U ����	  H �! )X ��#N 
/�	�U �����	 ���/6�� �����	 0���2/ ��#�� .�� .3��	� �2�3�।  �a  �a 	�3��� §�/� 
���	 $��� ��2�U 
���  ��#�-P� *N%3��8� �������� 	��F	 %�� । 

 
.����	 )  �V! )�3 .� ��	 �VN# /�	�.����	 )  �V! )�3 .� ��	 �VN# /�	�.����	 )  �V! )�3 .� ��	 �VN# /�	�.����	 )  �V! )�3 .� ��	 �VN# /�	�    

 

	�3��� §�/� ���	 )3 
��� ���������	 ���/� �� )� .*P	�� MÞ�, �� 3���	 
3/ �a�o� .�� ���3��	 	����	 0���Y��  ��+  �� ./��C ��l���	 ��2�/ ������ -�	�W�e /�	 
�����U। 

.� �����C ����	 ,/�C /&�2 .�L����2� .&�/ .C/�: ��#e �Â�	 Mn�� 	 �� ./L�� ./L�� 
M9���, ��� )3 �����	  ��3, 	�, ���2	 ���� �ØÛ ���C .&�/ ��3�	 ��;� �V�	, hG, M�	 
��o��� �3# �� a ��	���� ��#	 ���/6�� :!�� = $�W	 /�	�*��	 �K�। ��; 
�����	 ./� 
M� �; )3 )K���	 ��2 M9�� � ��GN �a�o��/ )����	 .-�	 �:�	 � �����। 
 
   *   *   * 
 
 ‘‘���������	 ���� )�K��� ,C�; %��N �‘� .�2�C ���2 *N�8 " 
������/ �����2 
	��� ��2 �। )3�/	 ��� )����	 � �a�o� .�� ���3��	 	����	 3�! M�c��। )�� )�� /	� 
;2���2� �� �	�32 .�� ��2 �a�o��/ ��� /�	 .���।’’ 
 

-u 2� 3h� ; ��� 
 
  ‘‘-�	� )����	 ��� �� ��� )����	 0��	��� . ������ ���9�2�U� �������� ��� /	�	 
3�!-��� /	��	 3�! 2।’’ 

-��3M�� )���� 
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‘‘ �1 ����  �c���	 0�e *��8, ��#�	��G��  ��3��8	 )���# ���2� ��2 ��±6 
�������� ��*#9�	 3! ,/ � �c�� $����2 .��� ���। ��  ��3 �!�Y�, �� �V�!���� *�+ 
.����	 3�! .���� ��/ )X��2�* /	�� ���। 	$� /	�� ��� �	�	�*� �!��
��8 ,�� 0 � 
�<�A�/�y/ M´��-����	  ����। 


����� ./�� ��� ������ 2। 	��	 �����2 .� 
����� 03# /�	�U ��  �VN# �-R " 
,	 ���V#�!�2 /	�� ���। )����	�/ �!��*�-��� ,��  ����-���  ����3/ " 	�3H��/ 3��� 
,/ %��:� BC��� ���। 

3���	 3/ �a�o�	 ���#��� �	��G�� " ���e�VN#  ���Y��	 �-�A��; ���������	 
�		�F��� ��#��	� ���। 

�a�o� .�� ���3��	 	����/ B��/ ;2���2�	 /�	�*�	 .&�/ ��� /	�	 3! �<�� ���p����/ 
$��  <�= /	�� 0��	�� 3���n। -�	�  	/�	 " -�	��2 3*�N	 /��U )�	� /<���� ��� 
/	�U। �!��� 3���n 
��� 	�F -�C��/’’। 

-.��K/�	 .�����/ 
 

‘‘���������	 ��	 �hN ,�� -�	��2 ��� �����	 3"2���	 ��	�7 )�	� 0�--V�। 

m���� ;�K	� *�o�	 .�<�7 -�	�  	/�	 ,�� -�	��2 3*N )����	 ���� ��L�+�2 )����	 
/<���� 03# /�	�U। )�	� . ��-�2C 	���2�, .���!�� ,�� 0!�!  ��3���8/ 	��F	 /��U" 
/<��।’’ 

-/��hg��� 

‘‘��±6 �������� ��*#9�	 /��3  ��3���8/ 0&#��� *�+ �����; )�	� )X��2�* 
/�	।’’ 

-� �	 )�� 

‘‘§�/� ,� ,/�C 
��� .���	 	�3���। ��3�2	 ,; ���V��# ���������	 3*N�/ )�	� 
0�-K 3��;। 32±� ��; ���������	 �hN ��	��	 .�P�# " ������ �$A��	 3�!। 

���������	 3*N ,�� ����������/  ��2�� /	�;  8�� 	 	�37 .&�/ ��L��	 .���/ 	G� 
/	�; �U� -�	��	 M���!। %�2�3�	 .���  �2 )����	 ����� ��������� &�/�� �। 

)�	� )�� /�	 ,�� %�&#� /�	, �� 3���	 ���� .�� ���3��	 	��� 3*�N	 ���! ��L	 
�&����*! 0�-K c�N /	�� ,�� ���e, %*�� "  �<��	 ��& ���������/ ,�*�2 ��2 ����। 

)�	� ���������	 3*N�/ ��-n� 3��;, . ��	 �����2 ����	 3�! .�  �<� -���!� *�+ 
"�9। 

,-32 ��L��	 ,/�	 2, .�  � 3��� �����	 �V�! .�2 ����	  /��	 3�! ,-32 0��� 
�����#�VN#।’’ 

-m���� ;�K	� *�o� 
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 ���/�2  
0����# ������ / ��	N�� 
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 ���/�2  

0����# ������ / ��	N��0����# ������ / ��	N��0����# ������ / ��	N��0����# ������ / ��	N��    
 

;2���2� ��C��	� /�2��2 ����	 )�* ��&= Z��/ ,�� ��I��I /�	�U�। ���/# ���	�F " $� 
r; ���%-�	 /�U .&�/ 0���	� 01 ����	 :�� 0%�!����-���  ��! ��!; ,/ �9/�	� � ��e ��2 
-�	� )W�N /�	 � �। �/J 01 ���2; ��� ��� �2 �, ) � ��� )�  .������	 !�2����, 
.���X����  ��#���	 3 ���	�N	  �&#�	 ��! ���2। ���/6� ,p���	 ./��C; ��2�, ��U�+� 
 ���	/ ����� ,/��	 	�3���	 ) �	 .�� �+�� ��� /	�	 .�3
��� W��; �6��� ��2 G���	 
���/ O�L�/ ��+। *� ,/ ��* ��	 ��  G���	 .&�/ ���/6� . ������ B��/ 0�!�$�	�; ./�� 
��2 M�9�U। 

,��/ .&�/ )��#���� *N���8/ -�	��	 . ������ 0�/ .��� �������। .  /�	�N; ���� 
���� ���/6��" ��/ u !��	 �	�32 �	N /	�� ��n। 

��������� *� ] ��  ��	 �����������	 ���� %$�-��� ��	 .��2 3*�N	 /�U .&�/ u�	� 
)$	N .��2 ��/ . �	� ����#6, 0� R ,�� ��e। ��B# )C ��� 	 ���� ��	� ���� .������	 �� 
/	�� ���	� �	� ��� ��� �� .��+ M�9�U। ���� ���n� �	�32 ) R ��2 ) �U�। , ���� 
�	�3�2	 %��  ��V	% �	� �<�= ��/ .3�2���	 � &�/��" M±#�  ���	/ 0�: �	��	 0��/ �� 
0��� /	�� .��	�U�। 

3� ��� 	 .���	 ���/ ������ ,/  �������/	  ��& )���$� % �a ��������� M�-��/ 
 ���	/ 0��/�#� 
�/�	 /�	�U�- We are fighting a lost battle’ , ���! ������ ,/�C 
.3��	��	 ���! 2, ��3�	 ��;� �V	 .&�/ ������ ���� �<��!	 ���� %���C ��/ .3�2� " 
0�: �	��	; )/���। 
 

<�� �� )$	N /�	, .��- .����2 ��/ ����� 3*N�/ ����	 �<·�� .&�/ ��$�!� /	�� 
���	�। :�� ��	� ���������	 )�� .*�+� .&�/ .U�+ ����; �h /�	। 

*� ��	 �� ���������	 ��������� " -�	��2 ��� �����	 ��� )W��N	 ���� ��/H !	� 
./� ���� � ���2 ./�� ����� 	N /�	 $��। h�� ��L+��� ,� /�  ��2 )����	 , ��	�C ��32 
 Q� ���� �। �/J )C ��  ���� ��w -�+��C2� u !��	 , ���	 .��/����� /	� 0 Q�। 

��U�+� ��/ . �	� ��3	�; .���� ���n 3*�N	 3! ��	� ��� /�	�U �। ��	� ��� /	�U 
p�C /�2/  ���	/ .3��	��	 3!। 3*N /�<#/ B<�N� ��n, :�� ��� /	�	 0��%	N�, ����� 
./�C�; ��	� ���n �। /��3; ��	� ����� 	N /�	 ��L$�	 �& .2�C�;  ���$ �� /�	�U। 

�+ �+ %-�	� -2 .����2 /VCH��/ ���	�� $����2 	�F ��B	 �6�G� B�C�2 ���/6��/ , 
.&�/ ��� /	�� ,  Q���" ,�N  ��V	�	���। 
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./� !�2���� " )X��T��  0C�C -�	� �������� r�C �<�� 	��F	 Z��/�� -�� । /�	N 
��	� 3�� �<�� ��� . ��-�2C 	���2� " ���T	 ����/��� 3�� ����	 ����; )�U। 

,  �6 BC�	 )����/ ,C�; M�� ��2 M�9�U� .� ,; %�N-2 ,�� ��L$�	 )����; �2� 
0�h� u !	� )X ��#N /	��। ��U�+� ���� , �	�32�/ .� ,+���  Q� 2। ����	 �����L� 
.� M��+ .*�U . C� ��	� ��3	�" M���d /�	�U। 

/��#!�" ��	� ��; /�	�U, %�N ��2 ��L$��	 3! �����A# )X ��# /�	�U ���� " 
��������	 ����। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 

[���/#  w� .P��	] 
-2 ��;�2 .���	 /�	 �3� ��� 

0�-�� 
\� ��#� ?&#  ��!� 
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-2 ��;�2 .���	 /�	 �3� ���-2 ��;�2 .���	 /�	 �3� ���-2 ��;�2 .���	 /�	 �3� ���-2 ��;�2 .���	 /�	 �3� ���    

    

��a�� �*�	 ���/#  w� .P���	 ,�*�2 ) �U ��� 3�� .*�U। , U�+�  ��� ���/# 
.%� �E( �Å�	 -�	����	��� ���!, 0!���/ -�	�  ����e $�� u �!	 ���	�� %-<�� 
���/6�� r; %-�, *N$� " ���/# ���	��F	 -�	����	��� .�P& M��!�* ��� �� �2। 

���	 %/��,  w� .P���		 )N��/ ��� �R �������� 3���3 ‘,(�	%�;3’ ��/�-,	 /��U 
0�Y� /	�U। ���#� .��� . �C §�/��Y� p�C/�2/ )���	/��/ M��	 /	�	 3! ��a�� �*�		 
���/ 0c 	 ���। 

�/J §�/�, /	�$� " 	�"2������ .&�/ �<�C� " 0!�! .���	 �*�	/ " 	�F ��B	  � !��	 
.� ���	/ ����� /�	 ��L��	 
���� ��2 ) ��	 �!�Y� ��2�U। 0&$ p�C /�2/ �*�	�/	 3! 
 w� .P���		 .%	N ���/# ���	��F	 r	�- �o�V�/ )$	N ��� �� �2। 

�Å�	 ���/6��	 %�� 0o �G����7 &�/�  �q" ���/# 3�� " ��T 3�� ��h��$	N 
/�	। ���/# ���	�F , ����  ���� ���	 O�L�/ .��	  Q�� ,�" 0����	� ��2 "�9�। 

�/J %~ �� 3*N�/ M���		 3�! �<�&��	 0!�� ������� .P���		 %�2�3 �/ ? 

0��/ �� /	�U .�  w� .P���		 ,; 0c��-���	 % a�C \^D?  �	 ��	���	/ ��/ 
���/#- ���	/ $���	  ��&  �*���VN#। -�	��	 %���8� m���� ;�K	� *�o�" , �!����	 ,/�C 
 ��= ;�a� .	���U *� \�; �E� I	। ��� ����U��, ‘)�� ��� ���n �/U� .�� )����	 Z��/ 
���n ,�� ���U, ����	  ��& ���/6��	" �/U� $��� 	�2�U। , ;�a�� ��� �� � /	��" ���/# 
.���/; M���! /�	 ����U। ��� ���/# ���	��F	 , ���! % �a �e�! /�	 .�, , ���� �U�, 
���V	 ��� 3��, /�V!�3� .	�� /	��	 3!, *N�8 " !�2�����	 ��h�� 2। 

)	 ��� ,	 3!; ��2 &��/ ����� , .���C ,��� ��	 �+ �+ ��&!� /&�; ��� ) �U। 

��#��G/ ����	 ��	N�, ���/# ���	�F ��/--�	�  � !�2 ��3�/ 3�+� /�	 ��T����/ .E�/ 
)��	 .$=� /	�� �। /	�� . ��-�2C 	���2� � ���/#���	��� ���T	 ���-R .�� $�� /�	 &�/�� �, 
��	�  ��; ���/#���	��� ���� 0���N# ���। ���	 -�	 ���! ���/# ���	��F	 �	�3�2	  Q���; 
.���। ���/# ���	�F $� �G ��2 ,��V	 ,�*�2 ,�� )��#����	 ���/ .&�/ .  )L6�/��+ ��Gw 
���। ��T3�� ��	 ��h��" 01 �	�� /��� /	�� �। /�	N ��T���� ���T	 ����/��� " *N���8/ 
.���	 ��L$�	 %~C�; %�� ��2 M9��। $�" )XB��� ���� ,�*��� � ���; )����	 ��	N�। 

���/# ���	�F �� $� ./M; ��T����	 O��/ ��� 0cN� ��� �। ./� ,�� ����	 0�67" 
���R ��� ���!। 
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���/# ���	��F	 " $��	 ) � M���! ���/6��/ 0�� 	��� " 	G� /	� �VN# ±�� 	 ��� 
.&�/। -�	��/ ��� /-��� -�� 86 " /��� /	��	 3!; $� " ���/# ���	��F	 ,; 	N ��L2��	�। 

��������  �c���	 %�� " -�	��	 �<· !������	 %��  ���-V����� �<����� . ��-�2C 	���2� 
, �!����	  �VN# 0�*�। ���/# $��	 	�F ��B .�P& $W�e�V�/ ���	���/ 6d /�	 ���2�U। ,	 
3�! �������� �&� ���T	 ����/��� 3*N /�<#/ . ��-�2C 	���2� 0�-�K�। , ���/# $��	 ,; 
	N��L2��	�  I�o . ��-�2C 	���2� �V��#; �e�! /�	�U� .� ��	� -�	��	 ��h�� ./� �9/�	� 
���G� ��� 	���2� $�� /�	 ��  &�/�� �। ��  . ��-�2C ����	 MS<�� ���2 _� .P���		 
��	�C�/ -�2� -2 %��# 3�� BC� ��� )�!��2� /�	�U। . ��-�2C 	���2� �� /�	 ,; Z��/ 
-�	��/ ¯�/��� /	�	; ,/ 0��$=� ���। 
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����>�� 0 ���	/ %�� � 
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����>�� 0 ���	/ %�� �  	/�	� ���#�����>�� 0 ���	/ %�� �  	/�	� ���#�����>�� 0 ���	/ %�� �  	/�	� ���#�����>�� 0 ���	/ %�� �  	/�	� ���#�    
 

*N%3��8� ���������	 %���8� 3�� ��3M�� )���� ��	  �/�#���	  ��& ��� 0>�� 
 ��� 0 ���	/ %��  *�+ .����	 3! W��*� )���$� $����2 ���n ��� 3�� .*�U। ����>�� 
%�2�3�2 �!�Y� c��N	 3! %�2�3�2 �����2 �3�   	�	���	 3! ��������  	/�	�/ -�	� 
 	/�	  ����! /	��। 

��������  	/��		 %�� �  ��2�� /	�	 3! -�	�  	/��		 /�U .&�/ �/U� /�#$�	� 
��������  	/�	 ����	 )T�  .��2�U�। ��������  	/��		 ���#�� ,	� ��������� ���-R /�3 
��2 ���� ,�� ���#=  ��2	 ���! ��	� ��	�2 -�	�� $�� ) �� ��� %/��। 

�������� �8� ��	��, ��� 0>��	 %�2�3�2��	  ���c/ ��	$2 � ��"2���  �9/ �}� c�N 
/	��  �&# ��n �। , �!����	 *N%�������	 ��2 .� .3��� /�M��� *�9� ��2�U ����	 /�U 
.&�/ ,p��  �c��	 .$=� $��U। ,  �6 ��	  	� �	 .�PLU��� ���I ��n; /�	N ����>�p�� %�2; 
.��*����* �UR। 

����>�� 0c���/�	-�� %�� �/ ���2p��� ��2  	/�	 ;���V��#; /�#�}� c�N /�	�U। 
,p���	 M�{����*! ���- 

(\)); " �<¥�� 	G� /	�। 
(�)��/ u ! " 	�3�/�	 ����� .�  �6 01�1 .:�� .*�U . p��� M��	 /	�। 
(5)�UR�V� 3 ���	N�/ ���#�  /	���। 
(?)�VN#  	/�	� %��  " *9�V�/ ���	�� $�����। 

 

��������  	/�	 %��  $�����	 3! .� ��	��N 0�-� 0�: ��		 %�2�3 ��	 0-�	 .��� 
/	�U। , % �a ��������  	/�	  �6  	/�	� 0�: �	��	 .���� ��	� 0�Y� /	�U, .�-��� 
����	 ��G  Q� . -��� ��	� .� /��3 .��* .�। 

��	� ,��� ���nR ,�� )X�*�� /�	 )�U ����	 /��U , ���#� )���!¨/ ���। , U�+�"  

 	/�	 �&!�� o� /���C ��2�* /�	�U। , /���C �G! 	���� ./� ./� 0�: �	 ����	 
��2 /�3 /�	�U। 


�-���/-���; �VN#  	/�	� �!�Y��/ /��#/	 /	�	 3! ���������	  ����! 0�� %�2�3। 
 �9/ ����/�/  ��A �:�	�2 ���� ����������/  	/�	�/  ����! /	�� ��� ��2�U। .� .��/ 
��3	 .&�/ 0H��-��� ����/<�  ��A �:�	�2 .��� � ����	 ���6 .�2� ���। 

��*#9�	 �!����	 ��	/k� ��	�� .� á-�%Ó .�� /�	�U  	/�	 �� 0����� /�	�U 
���" ���3�*	 .&�/ ��	 ��"2� �*�2�U। 
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/�	" /hN�2 2/�	" /hN�2 2/�	" /hN�2 2/�	" /hN�2 2----    ,/�C 3��� 	��	 ,/�C 3��� 	��	 ,/�C 3��� 	��	 ,/�C 3��� 	��	     
�����2 
����� 03# /	�� ���	�����2 
����� 03# /	�� ���	�����2 
����� 03# /	�� ���	�����2 
����� 03# /	�� ���	    
(0�-�� 	�3H��/ ��#����$/) 

 

��������� ���/6�� :!�� = 0��	��  ���w	  �2 ) R ��2 ,� �U। ���/6�� 3a�$W, 2 
��� 	" )�* ���������	 �	�� *N�8/��� �����	 M�	 ,; ��� $����2 ���2�U। ���������	 
3*N ���/6�� u ! �/���  �	 Q��		 %�$���# -2 � .��2 ���		 �� ��� /	�	 �& .��U ��2�U। 
. �� ���������	 , ��� .B��N��/ 0�/  �	 ������ 0���<�!/��	�� ��� M���  /�	�U��। 
���������	 3*�N	 . ��  ��!  ��! -	 � %��/�	� ./��� �o� �U� �, �<�� �����*#	 /�U .&�/ 
 �����!	 ./� %��i�� �U� �,  ��#���	 ��3	�" �U� $V+�e-��� 0 �*�9�। ��� ��	� ��� .B��N� 
/�	�U�, /�	N �����	 3*�N	  �c��� 0�-��� ,�� )X��T�� 	 ��� ��	� ,; ������ /  ��! 
)Y� Y�� /	�� .��	�U� .� ,/C� .*�C�  �c��� 3���	 ���� .9�/�2 	���	 G��� �<�&��	 
	�Fp���	 .;। 

�����	 �����������	 ��	7, �!�*,  ��  ,�� ®�e .���%� �<�&��	 .��p���	 " ��T����	 
m�� ,��  ���-V�� )/�#N /�	�U। -�	��	  �� 3*N ,�� -�	�  	/�	�/ �!���। ��L	� �����	 
3*�N	 ,; ���� �c���/ �&����*! ��#��� ���2�U �����	 
�����	 ���� .� !�2 a� ���� �� 
.�� ��2 �	N�&#���	 )m2 ���2�U। �����������	  �#	/��	  �����*�� %�� /�	�U, 
*N%3��8� ��������  	/�	�/ 
�/<�� 3���2�U। 0�	��G ���/6��	 ������� ���	� 
���/6��	 0�67 �C�/�2 	���� .$=�	 / �	 /�	�।  ���3!���� ���/# ���	�F � ���� ;M�	���	 
%���C ���/# �k����/ .�� ,�� �&�/�&� �� ��� .�� �V� ���/6��/ u��/  �&# 3���2�U 
0&�� 01 ���2  ����! /�	�U। �3R��	 �/����� .��+� ���/6��	 ��  �+� 0�67  ���3!���� ��� 
;�3/�� .� �C�/ &�/�� ���	 �, �����	  �c��� 3*N, ���������	� ��; %��N /�	�U। 
 ���3!���� ���p��� ,���� ��2; M���d /	�� .��	U, 01 2 �����	  �c�� ,�� ��-n�; 
�����	 -���!� ��#�	N /�	। ��������� ,; ������ /  �! %���N� ��� ���n���। �����������	 
���� $V+�e �	�32 �	N /	�	 �V�#���V��# ���/6��	  ���	/ 3�e�  ���3!���� %-���	 �	����# 
-�	��	 M�	 ¤ ����� $���2।  ���e 0��W� /�	 �	�� 3 ���	�N	 M�	 .*�����#N /�	, *�	 
3��� .���� .:�� ,�� ,;-��� ���/6��	  �a ���������	 ���� -�	��/ 3�+�2 .:��। ,	; 
���! -�	� ��L�-�a� 3��� ���2�U। ���/6� ��2; 01 ,�� . ���� �ZpN ������� -�	��	 
 �a ��� /�	 ,L�C "9� ��	 ��& 
�ª	" 0�*�$	। ��� -�	��/ )W�N /�	 ���/  ������� ���� 
���! /�	�U। ,C� ���/6��  �	�2/��	 .B��� 3�� �� ! ��/�	 /	�	 )�	/�C :K�। ,  I�o 
���������	 3�� �� �� )�* .&�/;  3�* �U���। /2�� ��� $����2 3��� ��B	  ���3!���� 
����-/�/���	 .E�/ ����, )�	� )	 ��	��� �, ,��	 .���	� 9!���  ����"। -�	��	  �a 
���/6��	 ,/C� ��� ��	�� $��� ��� ,�� ��O�� .&�/ �����	 3*�N	 
�����	 ���� : �/ 
����। ���/6� ��6�� /�	�U" ��;। �/J ;2���2� �� -�� 
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/�	�U��, �� �K ,/��	; �2, ��	 ��	 �2 �। )���	/� ��� ��	��	 %6�� ���2�U���। ��	 
�k�����/	� %6��  �&# /�	�U, ����U -�	��	  �a ���/6��	 ���	�� ���C�2 .:�� M�$�। ���/# 
���	��F	 0�- �o -��� /�	�U 	���2� .-�C�। 	���2� %����� ����U, 3��� ��B	 �	��A� 
��	��� -�	� ���/6� ���	���	 %~ )���$�	  �2 ���������	 %������/" ���! .�� /	�	 
 ����* .�2� .��/।  � �����2 ,� 0�Y� ��L�+�2�U, .-��	 ��;�	 ���/6��	 0�67 )3 $V+�e 
±�� 	 ���������। .*�C� �������� -�	��2 �����	  ��2��2 ���������	 /	��*� %�2; ��2 
,� �U। ���� 	N�a� -�	��	 r�#�# )W��N	 ���� ���/6� ���		 �	 ��	 ���n। �����	 �����/ 
���C�� ,/�C �� .�� ,/�C ��� %��� 
��� 3��� ��&� �����U। -�	� ,; 3����/ 
��� ��� 

�/<�� 3���2�U। ��*�*	 )�	� )�� /	�U ���T	 0! .��p��� 
�/<�� 3���� ���! ���। ,C� 
0�/�� �� /h� 2; u�����/ ��� /VC��� 2- ,/�C 3��� .��	 ��	, %�N ���2, 	� ���2 
��� 
��� ���	, ��� ��� ��32 �U��2 )�� ���	 ��T 	�Fp��� ,;  �3  �!�C 
�/�	 /�	 .��, 
,C�/� �-���� ��L��	 )�U ��� )�	� �� /�	। 
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���	���  ������ ���	� 

��T ��	 �	 ���������/ %����� /	�	 
���27 )3 )����	 ���� 

0�-�� 
\� ��#� ?&#  ��!� 

\_ �E� I	, \^_\ 

 
��T ��	 �	 ���������/ %����� /	�	 ��T ��	 �	 ���������/ %����� /	�	 ��T ��	 �	 ���������/ %����� /	�	 ��T ��	 �	 ���������/ %����� /	�	     

���27 )3 )����	 �������27 )3 )����	 �������27 )3 )����	 �������27 )3 )����	 ����    
(0�-�� 	�3H��/ ��#����$/) 

 

0����� �� ���	 ��; ����।  ��+  �� ./��C ��l���	 .$���	 3� )	 	�Ø��	  ���w BC���। 
�<�&��	 ���$�� 3  �� ,/�C �� 	�F- 
��� *N%3��8� ��������। 

,; 
�����  �c�� .�� ,/���/ ���� ���/6��	 /��2�� 
�&#������	 �*��� .&�/ ��� 
/�	�U  ��+  �� ./��C ��l����/ 0!���/ .��� �>�R ./��C -�	��� �	 )X�	  ��&  ���� 
/�	�U ���������	 3*N�/। 

��� -�	� ,�� -�C� ,; �� 	�F�/ 
�/<�� 3���2 ���T	 
�����  �c���	 ;�����  ,/ 
�� 0�!��2	  V$� /�	�U। 0�/ .��; ,��� 
�/<�� 3��2�। 

�/J ���� .G�- /	�	 �/U� .;। /�	N )����	 %$�	  �� � &�/�� ���	, � &�/�� ���	 
%-�� �/��� %����A �/J �����	 )���	 3��	 �<·����� )����	 	�2�U। 3*N���8/ $��/" 
0�/ �� ��#e ���T ���-R 	�F .�� .2�। �/J �� ��� ��L	 %*�� �/���  �<�� Í& ��2 ��2�। 
 �� ./��C $�� 3*N �3
  ���	 M�	 �-#	 /�	 3*N���8/ $��/ ��	 .��*! ) � )3 
%����� /�	�U। 

���#��, ������ ������/ � ��3  �g� /	�	 ���27 )3 )����	 ����। ‘)��	 . ��	 ����� 
)�� .����2 -����� ’ /&�C�	  �9/ ��#��� .���	 �� )3 M��Y�। 

�3�� 	�F�/ �� U�L�$ *�+ .����	 )�* /�/p��� ��6�  �!�/ )3 M���d /	�� ���, 
.� M���d ��#�	��G *N���8/ ,��  ��3���8/ �������� 	�F *�+ .����	 ��& 0�!e 
%�2�3�2। 

)�	� .� -��� � ��; .� �D.� ��$# �� ��/ 3a�$�W	 ��#	 ��	� )����	 M�	 ./�+	 
���� O�L���2 �+��� �� )3 ��+�*�L�2	 .���	 �/��N, ��	� 	�3���	 ��	�!�$ .&�/  �  �2 
��3��	 �V�	  �	�2 	�����, �+�;-,	 �2��� ��	�; %&� O�L���2 ��+ ��	 ��h��। .	�3/�	 
���� /�	���	 .-�L . -��" .��3�U�, �/J .��C ��"2� �3�	 ��	 )�*; ��� .��2�U� ����� 
���2	 /hN )�#��। ���2	 E��/  �+� ���2 .  �	�/ ��2�U� ����	 ���U��। v��, /��3 
��T���!���2	 0*�N� U�� ��G/ . ��  ��+  �� ./��C ��l����/  �9/ .�<7 ���� ,�*�2 
,� �U�� ���� ���U��। 

)����	  ���B# �5 �U�		  �c���	 ;���� । )�	� ���2	 -���2  �� 	G�2  �c�� /�	�U, 
��3��	 0��/�	 )���2	 ������। %��!/�C  �c�� )����	  ��� �� �� ��G� ��2 ���3	 
��2�U। )�	� )	" .3��U  ���3!��� ,�� M���������	 .3�2�� .&�/ ��� ��� � ��	�� ,/C� 
3���	  �<��  Q� 2। ��l���	 )X�	  ��& ����	 �+�	 .��* . ;  � ������ ���3��	 
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0�!e /�U�/��U .��� )�	� ��;  G� ��2�U �� )����	 /<�=	 M�	 )B�� ,� �U,  �v<��	 
M�	 )B�� ,� �U। 

,; /&�p��� ���	 .�U� ,/�C ���; M���! . �C ���� )�	� )3 0�/ �V	 ,�*�2 .*�U 
 ��!, �/J )����	 )�	� 0�/ 0�/ �V	 ,�*�2 .��� ���। ��T ��	 �	 ���������/ %����� 
/	�� ��� ��	 .��*! ) �। 

��������  	/��		 %���8� 3�� ��3M�� )����  ��� ,/ .���	 -���N ����U .� 
0�	����/ ���6 .���	 G��� ,/���  	/��		; 	�2�U। )3 ��� ./M ��# �/��� ��N#	 ���/��9�� 
����� � ����� . C� ��� ���������	 3���2 ���/�	 %�� $	� 0����। , % �a �a�o� .�� 
��3��	 	����	 ,/�C /&� M�{� /	� .��� ���	। ��#�$�	 %����� §�/�	 ,/�C 3 -�2 ��� 
����U�� .� ��	�; ��������� Y�2�-��� � ��  /	�� ����	�/; ���������	 3*N ��� 
��	*�N� /	� ���। 

,; /&� )����	 0G�	 0G�	 ��� /	�� ���। )3 ��� ��l��� ����	� %~ "�9 �/��� 
 �����2/ ������ �h �2 ����� ���������	  �<��; ���Ý� ���, ��*� *N���8/ )�K��p��� 
.&�/ )�	� .� ��G� ��2�U��� ��	 ./� �V�!; &�/�� �। )�	� .� 0�/�V	 ,�*�2�U . C�" 
��&!� ��� %���N� ���। 

-���!� /�#����	 ��!���2 ���T	 /��U )����	 ,ÑC�; %��N /	�� ��� .� .*�C� ��l��� 3��� 
 �����2/��	 �����Ú�/ �$� )�3#�	 ���� ;����� 	 )6�/��+ ��G� /	��  G� ��2�U। 

 �����2/��	 /�	 	$� /�	; )����	 G�e ��� $��� �। )����	 ,C�" �	N 	���� ��� 
.�, )�	�  �c�� /�	�U  ���3!��� ,�� M���������	 ��h��। ���� ���/6�� 3a�$W ���/# 
 �&#��= ��2 )����	 M�	 .� .���N $����2�U ����  ��$�2 .��� �*<��� ��2�U ��l��	 /<�/ 
 ��3। .�P��/ *N�8 $��� /�	 c��� c��� ��3��	 ����� u�	� /	� ��2�U�। ,; �����	�; �U� 
 ���3!��� ,�� M��������� .���/��	 )��-	 �।  	/�	�  ����*- �����p��� �U� ,/��� 
�������	; %��!। )	 ,;  �����* c���	 �� /<�/ ��2�U ��O��	 /<�/, ��O��	 /<�/ ��2�U *	�� 
/<�/, )	 *	�� /<�/ ��2�U -V����। c���	  �6  �� 3�� ��2�U p�C/�2/ .���/	 ����। 

,;  �!p���  ��� .	�� )�	� ��� )����	 ��������/ ���Í�N /�	 ����� .�  �! )����	 
/��U 0�!e �= ��2 .��� .�2 . �C ���� ,; p�C/�2/ .���/	 /�9�	 ���	�����। 0!���/  ���	N 
/<�/ 
��µ��#-��� ,�  3�+� ��2�U� ����	 ���U��। 

 ��	�� ,; � �������	 M��+ .:���	  �2 ,� �U। M��+ .:��� ���U ,; /�	�N .� 
/�/p��� )*�U� .��  �6 3��C�; = /�	 .�2 .��� ,; p�C/�2/ )*�U�  �6 .���/ 
±�� 	 ��&; ��2 ��2। /<�/ ��; %&��; 3�� .&�/ )*�U� M��+ .:�� ���2 3���/ : �� 
-	��	 /�	 .����। )����	�/" .��� ,;  � �������	 ���³ /�	 . ��	 ����� *�+ ����� 
���। ��� ���³ /	��; ��� �,  ��&  ��&; ,C�" .�2�� 	���� ��� .� )	 .� ,;  � �������	 
 <�= � �2। 

,; r�C� .�P��/ %~�/  �9/-��� M���d /�	; )����	 ,�*��� ���। ,; M���d	 M�	 -	 
/�	; ��#�	N /	�� ��� -���!� /�#�}�। ��	 ��6� %�2�3 3  .��� ,/  ���  �K	  ��3 �!�Y�। 
��#�	��G, *N�8 "  ��3���8/ 	�F �� ��� ��T��	 �	 %����� ��� *N%3��8� ��������। 
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PAKISTAN GUILTY OF GENEOCIDE 

Pakistan army's "mission to kill and burn Bengalis" still continues with utter 
disregard to the fundamental norms of human dignity and civilization. This calculated 

mass killing is the outcome of a nefarious design to eliminate every ‘Bengali' whether 
Hindu or Muslim or Buddhist or Christian. The object is to destroy a nation whose 

people are ethnically and racially different from those in West Pakistan as a whole. 

The 'fault' of the Bengalis was that they wanted the right to live. The ruthless 

economic exploitation that was exercised upon the people and resources of East 

Pakistan, as it was then still called, had to be stopped if Pakistan as a single country 

were to exist. The majority people of a country could no longer bear this feeling of 

being colonized by a handful of people belonging to West Pakistan. This feeling was 

growing harder to bear for a long time but no redress was in sight as the Bengalis 
were deliberately kept away from the real corridors of power. 

After the downfall of Ayub, came General Yahya Khan with the promise of 

handing over power to the elected representatives of the people. Elections were held 

throughout the country and the people. Representatives were elected but when the 

intention was put to the actual test, it collapsed at once. Neither Z. A. Bhutto nor the 

Military Junta was prepared to accept majority rule, the essence of democracy. While 

the negotiation between Yahya Khan and Sheikh Mujibur Rahman-leader of the 

majority party in the National Assembly, were still continuing, an organized army 

with modern war weapons suddenly clamped down upon unarmed and innocent 

civilians. They killed and burnt, raped and looted with one single aim to destroy a 
people who were no more ready to suffer any further humility and exploitation. 

Yahya Khan’s speech on March 26 clearly indicated the design on which the 

whole operation of mass killing was launched. Sheikh Mujib and his party were 

enemies of Pakistan and therefore they were to be eliminated. Looking at the results 

of December election which gave Awami League 167 of 169 seats from the 75 

million people of the East, it is obvious that the whole population supported the 

programme which Mujib was trying to achieve through constitutional means. 

The army therefore took the whole population as their target and killed and burnt 

indiscriminately. They did not find any reason to limit their onslaught on some 

selected  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

* Bangladesh:  �w���/। *N%3��8� ��������  	/��		 �������� ���, ������#T %$�	 �:�	 /�<#/ ���3� *	 �������� 
��� %/����। .��*����*	 �9/��: ^,  �/#�  ,�-�M, /��/���-\_ 
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individuals and consequently a full scale attack was launched to eliminate any 
sense of Bengali nationalism, from amongst the people. It is clear now that the 

Pakistan Army does not intend to let anyone live within their reach who would assert 
himself to be a Bengali whether Muslim or Hindu. 

Hitler’s National Socialist regime in Germany exterminated more than eight 

million people. Subsequently Nations adopted in 1948 the Convention on the 

Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide and defined it as “acts, 
committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national ethnical racial or 

religious group by killing or causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of 
such group.” The Convention also declared this crime as punishable under 

International Law and made it applicable to rulers and public officials also. 

With this is connected the concept of fundamental human rights recognized both 

by the Convention and Charter of the United Nations. If crime against humanity is an 

offence under International Law2, the Pakistan Army’s action in Bangladesh could be 

taken up by the Penal Tribunal under Article 4 of the Convention. 

No other better or clearer case of genocide has emerged since the end of Second 

World War than the one being committed by the Pakistani regime in Bangladesh 

today. By sheer brutal force Pakistan Army is committing ‘double genocide’ one 

elimination of Bengalis as a race and two Hindus as a religious group. Anyone who 

dares to proclaim himself a Bengali is shot at sight whether Muslim or Hindu and 

anyone who admits to being a Hindu is bayoneted to death. In simple terms this is 

genocide and this is exactly what the Pakistan Army is doing now. If world 

conscience is to act, no issue could be more worthwhile to take up than the present 

case of Bangladesh. Genocide is a crime which should never go unpunished. 
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Vow Afresh 
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ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES 

VOW AFRESH 

 

The elected representatives of Bangladesh vowed afresh to liberate the occupied 

territory of Bangladesh from the hands of the West Pakistani occupation forces and to 

follow the ideals and ideology of the Awami League and its leader Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. They completely rejected the idea of any political 

accommodation with Islamabad. 

This strong determination was voiced by all the 374 elected representatives 
(members of National and Provincial Assemblies of the now defunct Pakistan) of 

Bangladesh in the course of deliberations in a two-day conference held somewhere in 
Bangladesh, to consolidate the freedom and sovereignty of Bangladesh. 

135 MNAs 239 MPAs met in a conference on the 6th of July, 1971. The 
conference concluded on the 7

th
 July, 1971. It may be mentioned that all the ministers 

of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, namely, Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed, Prime 

Minister, Mr. Khandaker Moshtaque Ahmed, Foreign Minister, Mr. Mansur Ali, 
Finance Minister and Mr. A.H.M Kamaruzzaman, Relief and Rehabilitation Minister, 

were Present. 

The session started with the inaugural speech by Syed Nazrul Islam and 

concluded with the adoption of some resolutions. Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed, Prime 
Minister and Col. M.A.G. Usmani, Commander in Chief, Mukti Bahini (liberation 

Forces) who is also a member of the National Assembly, addressed the conference 
and many members participated in the deliberations. 

It became clear from the outcome of the two-day session that the members had 

moulded themselves to solidly stand behind the government in its effort to drive out 

the enemy. However, the conference gave its clear, answering, determined opinion, 

that there is no way left for any settlement after the carnage that has been unleashed in 

Bangladesh by Yahya’s hordes. The emancipation of 75 million people and the 

liberation of Bangladesh lay solely in the complete elimination of occupation forces 

from the soil of Bangladesh. To achieve these ends, the conference resolved to push 
on the war of liberation with greater speed and vigour. 

The conference in a resolution urged all the countries If the world to put pressure 

on the Islamabad regime to stop the genocide in Bangladesh. In another resolution it 

requested all the democratic countries in general, and the Secretary General, United 

Nations in particular, to put pressure on Islamabad to get the un-conditional release of 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and to put his family members in the hands of 

the 
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Bangladesh Government for their safety and security. The conference condoled 
the death of one elected representative at the hands of the Pakistan Army and prayed 

for the eternal peace of those souls who met martyrdom in the war of liberation. 

The conference reiterated its confidence in the government of the People’s 

Republic of Bangladesh and assured all necessary help to push on with liberation 

programme.  

In another resolution, the members regretted the arms supply by the U.S. to 

Islamabad and condemned the action which amounts to helping Yahya Khan to 

continue his genocide in Bangladesh. 
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FIRST BANGLADESH MISSION 

IN THE WORLD 

 

On April 18 of this year Pakistan’s Deputy High Commissioner in Calcutta 

hauled down the Pakistan flag from the top of his Mission premises, and hoisted the 

green, gold, and crimson banner of Bangladesh. Mr. Hossain Ali and the 64 other 

Bengali members of his Mission declared their allegiance to the motherland, and 

vowed to free her from the jackboots of the Pakistani occupation army who were on 

the rampage in Bangladesh. 

Crowds which had earlier gathered around the Mission to protest the Pakistani 

brutalities became cheering, jubilant throng, singing shouting, and crying: Joi Bangla! 

“Martyrs’ blood is never shed in vain and it must bring victory to the people of 

Bangladesh”, said Mrs. Ali. 

Her husband, a veteran of 22 years in the Pakistan Foreign Service, declared that 

the Pakistanis were committing genocide in Bangladesh against people who were 

supposed to have been their brothers all these years. Since 1947 Pakistani 

propagandists had been proclaiming that India was Enemy No 1, but now it was India 

which was providing a safe haven for the millions of refugees. 

Hoping to arouse “whatever is left of the conscience of mankind”, be appealed to 
the world to extend all possible help to Bangladesh. 

The Pakistani Government reacted to dramatic events in Calcutta by insisting that 

Hossain Ali and the other Bengali diplomats had changed allegiance under “duress 

and coercion” of the Indians. 

Now the Swiss representative, Dr. Bonnard, has interviewed them all and 

ascertained that none of them wants to return to Pakistan. They are all patriots, and 

have no desire to collaborate with the Pakistanis to annihilate their own kinsfolk. 

 

Why She Pleaded For Important Step 

 

After the Bangladesh flag was hoisted on the Pakistan Deputy High Commission 

building in Calcutta on Sunday afternoon, Mrs. Ali, wife of the Deputy High 

Commissioner told reporters that she had been in Dacca when the Pakistan Army first 

started the ruthless killing of unarmed civilians. Twenty-two students were killed 

when a peaceful procession of students were mowed down by Pakistani troops in 

front of her Dacca residence, she said. The scene was so ghastly that her daughter felt 
sick after the incident. 
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While describing the indiscriminate killing of professors, teachers and students 
by Pakistani troops in Dacca Mrs. Ali broke down in tears. In a chocked voice, she 

said that the situation had become so intolerable that she pleaded with her husband to 
take this “important step”. 

Mrs. Ali also described to reporters the pitiable conditions that had been 

obtaining in East Bengal during the past few years. Narrating the “discriminatory 

treatment” meted out by the West Pakistani Government to the people of eastern wing 
Mrs. Ali said that rice, which was the staple diet of the people of Bangladesh was sold 

at a higher price there than in Islamabad Besides the people there, particularly the old 
and the children suffered from an acute shortage of medicine, clothes and other 

necessities of daily life. 

While supporting her husband’s action, Mrs. Ali said that Yahya Khan had 

thought he would be able to crush the liberation movement with the help of the Army, 

but that would not be possible as the entire population of Bangladesh was against him. 

 

DIPLOMATIC OFFICERS 

 

Mr. Rafiqul Islam   Mr. Anwarul Karim  Mr. Kazi Nazrul  Mr. M. Maqsood Ali 

 Choudhury Choudhury Islam  Asstt. Press Attaché 
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DOUBLE-DEALING BY U.N. OFFICIALS 

 

The United Nations Secretariat seems to be actively pushing a proposal to post 

U.N. observers inside Bangladesh with the avowed aim of re-assuring the 7 million 

refugees now in India that it has become safe for them to return to their homeland. 

In the light of authoritative accounts (the latest of which we reproduce else-where 
this Issue) that the Pakistan military authorities are actually taking measures designed 

to prevent the refugees from coming back, and while the Pakistan Army is still 
persecuting the People of Bangladesh on such a scale that 50,000 fresh refugees 

crossed over into India last week, it would appear that the worthy gentlemen of the 
U.N. are as intent on deceiving the teeming, homeless people in the camps as they are 

on deceiving themselves. 

Since the Bangladesh Freedom Fighters are waging and implacable War of 

Independence against the Pakistan military, it would certainly not be safe for the U.N. 
observers themselves if they were to stay anywhere near the Pakistan Army. We 

remember that in March, while the Pakistan Army was gearing up for its murderous 
assault on the defenseless people of Bangladesh, the U.N. obligingly withdrew all its 

personnel from Bangladesh, thus leaving the field for the subsequent massacres to 
take place free of any U.N. ‘observation’. If the U.N. was so concerned about the 

safety of its personnel then, we fail to see why it is so eager to thrust the same people 
into situations of still greater danger now. It is difficult to avoid the judgment that the 

supposedly impartial U.N. Administrators are dancing to Pakistan’s tune. 

Besides, the jurisdiction of the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees is 

presumably only over the means of providing humanitarian relief for refugees. It 
seems strange for this Agency to take upon itself the task of “persuading the refugees 

to return”. Since it is clear that a political question is involved before the refugees can 
themselves deem it safe to return to Bangladesh we do not understand how the U.N. 

High Commissioner for Refugees can presume to take unilateral action at a time when 
the U.N.’s Political arm, the Security Council, has yet to meet to discuss the 

Bangladesh situation. 

The U.N. has already compiled a disgraceful record on Bangladesh by remaining 

deafeningly silent about the Pakistan Army’s open genocide there in clear violation of 

the U.N. Charter. It is to be hoped that U Thant will not compound this error by 

following the example of his predecessor who allowed his rash and ill-judged 
intervention in the Congo to mark his illustrious career in its last day. It would be 

tragic if the present Secretary General were to repeat the same squalid history in 
Bangladesh. 
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BANGLADESH STAMPS 

A MARK OF STATE HOOD 

 

The Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh has authorized the 

international distribution of its first issue of Postage Stamps. 

The Bangladesh stamps are in the following denominations: 

10p (Paisas). Blue, scarlet, purple, Map of Bangladesh. 

20p (Paisas). Yellow, scarlet, dark green, blue. Depicting Massacre at Dacca 

University on 25th-26th March, 1971. 

50p (Paisas). Orance, light brown, dark brown, grey: Bearing the numerals 75 

denoting a nation of 75 million people. 

1 R (Rupee). Yellow, scarlet, green. The flag of independence, incorporating map 

of Bangladesh. 

2 Rs. Blue, dark blue, magenta: Election 1970, shows a ballot paper and stylized 

ballot box inscribed “Results-167 seats out of 169 for Bangladesh. 

3 Rs. (Rupees). Green, dark green, blue. Proclamation of independent 

Government on 10th April 1971. Depicting the breaking of West Pakistan chains of 

exploitation. 

5 Rs. (Rupees). Assimilated gold, orange, dark brown, halftone black, Portrait, of 
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, President of Bangladesh. 

10 Rs. (Rupees). Assimilated gold, magneta, dark blue. A support 

BANGLADESH Stamp. 
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INSIDE BANGLADESH 

GESTAPO INTERROGATION 

 

The West Pakistan occupation Army has started new reign or Gestapo rule in 

Bangladesh. One of these fascist tactics is the issuing of a questionnaire to all Bengali 

Civil Officials which amounts to outright blackmail. Some of the questions posed are 

given below and no one needs doubt that the Army only wants answers which toe the 

ridiculous Pakistan propaganda line. 

 

1. Which points out of the six points of the Awami League do you support? Give 
reasons for your answer. 

 
2. What would have been the situation if the Awami League had come to power? 

 
3. Who is the political leader you admire most in Pakistan and why do you 

support his party programme? 
 

4. Did you join the non-co-operation movement launched by the Awami League? 

Did you do it voluntarily or out of fear? 

 

5. Why did the dialogue between the Awami League Leaders and other parties 

fail? 

 

6. What form of Government (parliamentary or presidential) do you think is 

appropriate for Pakistan and why? 
 

7. Give names of your superiors and juniors who support the Awami League 
party. 

 

8. Did you subscribe to the Awami League Fund? If so whether in cash or in 

kind and whether it was voluntary or forced and what was the amount and 

which bank it was deposited in? 
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WORLD PRESS 
 

 Press reports throughout the world continue to be full of condemnation against the 

Yahya regime and are highlighting the remarkable progress of the Mukit Bahani.  
 

U. A. R. 

Rose Al Youssef 

July 14, 1971. 
 

 Closely following Al-Ahram editor Heikal’s strong plea to the UAR speak out on 
what he described as the worst carnage in contemporary history. Another Cairo 

Journal “Rose Al Yousef” has warned that the tragedy caused by the civil war in East 

Bengal and the resultant influx of over six million refugees into India might turn the 

subcontinent into a new  centre of world conflict. 
 

 It said religion was the only link binding the Punjabis of West Pakistan and the 

Bengalis of East Bengal. 
 

U. K. 

Daily Telegraph 

July, 19, 1971. 
 

 The situation has deteriorated during the past few weeks in Dacca, largely as a 
result of the improved organization and training of the urban group of Bangladesh 

guerillas. 
 

London 

The Sunday Times 
July 11, 1971. 
 

 An article by Murray Sayle has thrown some fresh light on the activities and 

composition of the so-called Razakars that the Pakistan Army is relying on in 

Bangladesh to-day. 
 

 These people (the Razakars) are, in fact, representatives of the political parties 

which were routed at the last elections, with an admixture of men with criminal 
records and bigoted Muslims…………… 
 

 I passed a bridge which had been blown up by the Mukti Fouj, the “Freedom 

Army.” Local people told me-I thought with some glee-that the bridge had been 
defended by 25 Razakars who had fled at the first burst of gunfire. Mr. Sayle 

describes the Razakars administration as a regime of paid informers, bigots and thugs 
answerable to no-one and apparently above whatever little law is left (in 

Bangladesh)”. 
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The Times, London 

July 12, 1971. 
 

 A considerable propaganda effort has been made by the Pakistan Government to 

suggest not only that the army action was necessary to prevent the mass slaughter of 

Biharis but also that killings of non-Bengalis took place on a substantial scale even 

before the army moved. 

 
 It is a pretty thin explanation. It is inconceivable had there been killings on the 

scale claimed that these would not have come to the eyes and ears of the many foreign 

journalists in East Pakistan until their expulsion en masse on March 25. 

 

U. K. : 

The New Statesman 

July 16, 1971. 
 

 Mr. Reginald Prentice, M. P. a member of the British Parliamentary delegation 

which visited Bangladesh and India recently, writes, “The patients at the local hospital 

at Agartala included 150 with bullet or bayonet wounds, all recently inflicted-80 of 

these were children”. 

 

UAR: 

Al Ahram 

July 9, 1971 

  Towards a New Arab Strategy 

  written by the editor-Heikal. 

 

 How can we accept to remain silent about what happened in East Pakistan where 

some one-quarter of a million people were slain in the most tragic carnage of 
contemporary history? How could it be said that our silence was in courtesy to 

Pakistan when the U.A.R.’s value and influence in all of Asia is the issue of principle? 
If we said the Asian principle was no concern to us, then Asia would have the right to 

say the Arab principle did not concern her. 
 

U.S.A. : 

New York Times 

July 12, 1971. 

 

 Article by columnist Anthony Lewis. 

 

 After Hitler, there were many and not only Germans by any means who said they 

had no idea of the extent of the horror. They knew terrible things were happening but 

six million Jews in the gas chambers… 

 

 Right now another immense human disaster is taking place for political reasons. 

This time there can be no excuse for any informed person failing to understand what 

is happening ….. and yet somehow some responsible men do not see. 
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The disaster is in East Pakistan. Since West Pakistan troops moved in last spring 

to suppress the Eastern political movement, six million people have fled to India. 

Tens, probably hundreds of thousands have been killed. And the feeble Pakistani 

propaganda claim to be dealing only with ‘miscreants’ does not conceal the fact that 

the army is killing and terrorizing on grounds of rate and politics. 

 

HONG KONG: 

The Hong Kong Standard 

July 4, 1971 
 

 Yahya Khan’s army has set grisly new record in the bloody annals of the human 
race ….. 

 
 …The revengeful armies of General Tikka Khan have evidently grown tired of 

killing after their earlier vicious excesses in Bangladesh and wholesale massacre 

seems to have diminished into sporadic outbursts of unprovoked murder. 
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SOME THOUGHTS ON BANGLADESH 

By A.L. BASHAM 

 
 During a very brief visit to Calcutta I have seen something of the misery of the 

unhappy people who have been compelled to flee from East Bengal by the atrocious 

violence of West Pakistan troops. I am a man of peace, and it has never been my business 

to encourage hatred. But I am also a historian, and as such I cannot avoid looking to the 

past, and making comparisons. And I know that the hatred and bitterness felt by one 

people for another have been among the most powerful factors in the history of the world. 
I think of examples from the history of my own native land. 

 

 In ancient and medieval times, when the feeling of nationalism was not so strong, it 
was sometimes possible for a conqueror to hold down a defeated people indefinitely and 

even to assimilate, it to his own people to form one nation. Thus the Normans conquered 

the Anglo-Saxons, and ultimately, thanks largely to the common sense of some medieval 

kings, the two became one nation, speaking the same language. 

 

 On the other hand Ireland was also conquered by the Normans but no efforts were 

made to win over the inhabitants. The culmination came in the 17th century, when Oliver 
Cromwell “pacified” Ireland, which had supported the king’s party in the Civil War. The 

Irish never forgot the ruthless looting and murder perpetrated by the Parliamentary troops, 

and, though by the nineteenth century they had full representation in the British 
Parliament, the resentment and hatred of many Irishmen towards the British was never 

appeased and ended with the establishment of the Republic of Eire. After nearly three 

hundred years, the atrocities of Cromwell were not forgotten, and “the curse of Cromwell 

on you” remains one of the Irishman’s most bitter imprecations. Britain lost most of her 

American colonies as a result of her own stupid obstinate and oppressive policy towards 

the colonists. Later she learnt part of the lesson, and Canada and Australia (which is now 
my home) achieved independent status without bloodshed. 

 

 But things were different in India. Though educated Indians watched what was 

happening in Canada and Australia and began to ask for a greater say in their own affairs, 
the majority of the people were more or less quiescent, and accepted British rule. Very 

small steps, in the direction of self government were taken, and it seemed that India 

would ultimately reach the same goal as Canada and Australia, but would take longer to 

do so. 

 

 One day in 1919 the situation altered drastically. An unarmed political gathering in 
Jalianwala Bagh, Amritsar, was fired on, many men and women were killed, and a wave 

of horror went through India. From that time onwards the future if India was not in doubt, 

and ultimately India established her Independence with comparatively little 
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bloodshed, because her people or the more politically minded of them made up their 

minds that they would no longer tolerate the rule of a government which could behave 

so ruthlessly towards its subjects. 

 

 Now in East Bengal, within a month or two, thousands of atrocities have taken 

place, far more ruthless than the massacre of Jalianwala Bagh, for they were 

apparently carefully planned, while Jalianwala Bagh was largely due to the panic of 
local authorities. Even allowing for exaggeration, it appears that the loss of the life in 

East Bengal over the past three months runs into millions, the victims of violence 
unparalleled since the days of Chinghiz Khan, far more comprehensive and vicious 

than the cruelties of Cromwell in Ireland. The presence of so many millions of 
refugees within the borders of India is evidence enough of the conduct of the Pakistan 

troops. 
 

 Hitherto I have remained silent, in all the many disputes between India and 

Pakistan, for I am a specialist in early history, and I do not normally look on it as part 

of my duty to air my views on current affairs. Now, as a historian, I am compelled to 

speak. If history teaches any lesson in this matter it is that the people of East Bengal 

will never again willingly associate themselves with Pakistan. If Pakistan holds East 

Bengal it will do so by force, as an occupying imperialist power, hated by the people 

whom it dominates. Such a situation cannot long continue. The question remains-How 

long? If the Pakistanis persist in their determination to cling to East Bengal it will 

spell the ruin of the economics of both countries, and immense loss of life and human 

misery on both sides. And ultimately Bangla Desh will become independent, for all 

the Pakistanis may do, as their ruthlessness win never be forgotten, and the Bengalis 

will never again accept their rule willingly. 

 
 The wiser brains of Pakistan must have already realized this. The United nations, 

governments of individual states, men of good will everywhere, must use all their 
influence to persuade the government of Pakistan to withdraw its troops and allow the 

new state to be formed. If Pakistan refuses to do so it will be branded before the eyes 
of the whole world as the most ruthless imperialist power in history, and history has 

shown that imperialist states can never survive indefinitely.  
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U. S. ARMS TO PAKISTAN 

Prelude to a ‘New Vietnam’? 

 

 Despite world wide astracism the Yahya regime for its inhuman suppression of the 

people of Bangladesh, the Nixon administration has failed to discontinue its policy of 
arming Pakistan’s blood-thirsty army. This is in spite of the fact, that it was mainly U. 

S. Arms which emboldened fascist Yahya to undertake such a gross military 
misadventure. It was clearly within Nixon’s power to make Yahya see reason. 

However, far from even condemning the atrocities perpetrated, he chose to 
condemning them by pumping in more arms to an already top- heavy and berserk, 

war-Machine. 
 

 The great champion of Democracy has not stopped at merely supplying arms, 

whose value according to a Washington State Deptt. Spokes man amounts to roughly 

20 million dollars to be delivered by March of 1972! There are indications now that 

American commitment to the Yahiya regime is rapidly increasing in score. 

 

 The U. S. Government has charted seventeen 1000 ton freighters ostensibly to 

enable food and other supplies to reach the interior. That these vessels will be used for 

military purposes is certain as it is common knowledge that Yahya is desperately in 

need of river-crafts to open up the water-logged countryside of Bangladesh for his 

marauding hordes. 

 

 The pro-American Pakistani officers who have been trained by the U. S. army 

along the lines of the ‘Green Berets’ in Vietnam, are now all in Bangladesh. These 
‘toughs’ are specially trained for mass-murder, sabotage, assassination and torture. 

Reliable reports also have it that more than a dozen American ‘experts’ are training 
Pakistanis in counter-insurgency measures at Quetta, Baluchistan and Dacca. It may 

be pointed out here that during the early days of Vietnam, American experts played an 
exactly similar role. The U. S. Government seems determined to be sucked into 

Bangladesh as it was in Vietnam. 
 

 The American press has reported that American arms in Vietnam are being 

diverted do Dacca and Karachi. On these arms meant to establish the kind of 

“democracy” we are now seeing in South Vietnam? 
 

 American Boeing which have been leased to Pakistan have been incorporated into 
the Pakistan International Airlines and are presently engaged in airlifting- troops to 

Bangladesh. 
 

 The Nixon Administration has also promised one million dollars to Pakistan to 
hire eighteen coasters on a 6 month lease. These vessels are supposed to restore 

communications and facilitate delivery of relief supplies to the people. 
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At present there are 200 U.S. aid experts in Bangladesh. They have been 

instructed by Washington to train the civilian population in counter-insurgency 

methods. These experts have already begun their work in Dacca. 

 

 Last, but not least, American ‘Cobra’ helicopters from Vietnam have been given 

to the Pakistan Military Junta, to quell the liberation struggle. 

 
 All these goes to prove America’s evil designs in Bangladesh. Its active support of 

the Yahya regime is a result of very short-sighted policy. 75 million determined 
Bengalis will show these War-mongers that their just struggle will be crowned with 

victory. Apparently, the U.S. has not learned anything from its experiences in Korea, 
Vietnam and Laos where it has fared disastrously. Even now, when Nixon is 

advocating the withdrawal of troops from Vietnam, he seems to be all set to get his 
rose bloodier afresh in Bangladesh. No amount of American support can save Yahya, 

Nixon’s only gain will be a name in history as an accomplice to the butcher of our 

time-General Yahya Khan. It is not yet too late for Nixon to change his murderous 

policy. One wishes that he will chose to listen to some of his saner countrymen such 

as senator Kenedy, Senator Bowles Galbraith and Congressman Gallaghar. 
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Editorial 

 

‘IN SEARCH OF TRUTH’ 

 

 The conscience of the government of the modern world are still cold. The plight 
of the 7,50,00,000 people of the lower Gangetic area, the human misery of the people 

of Bangladesh could not arouse the government of the world from their slumber. 
 

 The modern world which claims attainment of the peak of civilization is looking 
at the happenings of Bangladesh with equanimity. It is not irritated, not disturbed, at 

the unsurpassed barbarity of the Pakistani mercenaries of Yahya Khan, which has rare 
equality even in Dark Ages. 

 

 More than 3840 hours have passed into oblivion, since General Yahya’s hordes 

cracked down upon, the unprepared, un-armed and democratic people of Bangladesh, 

with a calculation to subjugate a nation within 78 hours. But, calculations have 

betrayed him. The fond dream has become a night mare. The blunt dictator failed to 

assess the determination of a nation when it is compelled to take up arms to resist and 

fight for existence, Yahya and his hawks have let loose the horrors to subjugate a 

nation to slavery and the people of Bangladesh have taken up arms to fight a war to 

break the shackles of slavery and to become the master of their own destiny. To the 

Bengalis, it is a fight to live with human dignity, it is a war for emancipation and 

liberation. 

 

 Yet it is an unequal war. Pakistani army junta in course of 24 years have built up a 
standard army with the revenue of Bangladesh and armed it to the teeth with most 

modern, sophisticated death weapons. They are being fed with arms and ammunitions 
by U.S.A. China, and Iran. Thus, organized, regular, modern forces have been 

deployed against peasants, workers, students, intelligentsia of Bangladesh. “Kill the 
Bengalis, loot their properties, burn their houses, rape their women” was the order on 

that fateful night of March 25. That order, as it generally believed is still in force. The 
mercenaries ‘most faithfully’ and with full venom carried out the orders of their 

masters. The brunt of ferocity, the barbarity fell equally on men and women 

irrespective of their cast, creed and age. 

 

 Two million have been killed, eight million have fled to neighboring Countries, 

thirty million, if not more, have been made homeless within the country itself who are 

running here to there, there to thence for life, thousands of women have been violated, 

and thousands of villages have been burnt, and properties worth billions of rupees 

have been looted. What is more, Bangladesh today is ravaged by flood, faced with 

famine, incensed with epidemics. 
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The people who fled from the country and have taken shelter in India, tells a sad 
story of human misery. Many have died of cholera, many from exhaustion of long 

long walk. A million children are faced with death due to mal-nutrition. 

The otherside of the story is encouraging. The youths of Bangladesh with their 

firm faith, grim determination, unflinching obedience, undeterred resoluteness are 

gradually hitting hard on the occupation forces. The guerilla activities and commando 

actions of the men of Bangladesh liberation forces have by this time wondered the 
world. Thousands and thousands of youths are enrolling themselves in the liberation 

forces. The youth Camps are humming with determined and resolute men of all 
sections and of ages between15 to 50. the grasp of things at so short a time, 

understanding of logistics, the rapidity and accuracy and boldness during action have 
earned praise and wonder for them. The words Mukti Bahini are terror to the enemies. 

The enemies have suffered at least 40,000 in death including a long list of their 
officers. Rail and road transports are battered, rivers have become most unsafe, 

Chittagong, Chalna, Mangla Ports are out of commission after the blasting and 

sinking of foreign and Pakistani ships. Jute, hide and skin, and tea are not there for 

export, mills and factories are closed, attendance in offices in towns are mere apology, 

office works are merely ‘made to order’. Educational institutions is dead, in spite of 

the loud claim of military regime of “normal life.” Only the action of Mukti Bahini 

breaks the lull. People’s hopes and aspirations are with the Mukti Bahini. The 

Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra (Radio Bangladesh) inspires, the Mukti Bahini 

activities embolden the people. With courage, fortitude and determination the people 

are facing all atrocities, all cruelties, all odds, because, they believe they are fighting 

for the truth. They are fighting for liberty, equality, fraternity. 

Many words have been uttered, volumes have been written, concern and 

sympathy have been expressed, much tears have been shed by the people of the world 

but rulers have remained cold. Thus the world today at its height of achievements, is 

again bewildered with the problem of the “Ruler and the Ruled”.  

The philanthropists, the intellectuals, the educationists, the literature, the artists, 
the physicians, the politicians and statesmen, at the prick of conscience when they 

find a nation bleed at the fury of the barbarous’ hordes, have urged upon the 
governments of the world to save the humanity. 

Dr. N. Hirschhorm, Dr. R. A. Cash, Dr. W. E Woodword of U. S. public health 

service wrote: 

“…when will the U. S. ever learn that an immoral real politik always lead leads 

to destruction, despair and death?” 

James Nicholas, Welland, Ont say:- 

“Why have civilized governments granted generous military aid to West 

Pakistani, while being niggardly in their economic aid to the refugees in India? Why 

do some people in the West stage an uproar when animals are not treated humanely 

and are yet so silent when in the East 6 million of their fellow human beings are 

agonizing in misery?” 
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Dr. Wali Khan wrote from St. John Nfd: 

“Where is the humanity of the Washington leaders who uphold the traditional 

image of concerned and compassionate America, the champion of democracy? Is the 

U.S. condoning genocide in Bangladesh in the interest of stability rather than 

morality?” 

Dr. Albert Blaustein, a professor at Rutgers Law School feels distressed when he 

says: 

“Its incredible to conceive so many people are suffering so seriously. We have 

such a mess in Vietnam War. We have forgotten we are a humanitarian nation”. 

The international Conference of distinguished scholars, editors and 

parliamentarians held in Toronto, observed in “Toronto Declaration of Concern”, that 

the Parliaments were “horrified by the events of recent months in East Pakistan which 

have resulted in one of the major disaster in man’s history”. 

“…. The present situation is a threat to peace both in the Sub-continent of South-

East Asia and throughout world with the danger of great power involvement in a 

familiar pattern of escalation. Inspite of repeated warnings including that of Secretary-

General U Thant the World remains largely indifferent. The staggering costs of 

refugees operations have been left prominently as a burden for India to carry. No 

effective political pressures have been brought to bear by the World community to 

end the mounting tragedy”. 

Even Katherine G. Kelley of American Embassy-U.S. AID in Islamabad marked; 

“If the U.S. has to agonize over the question of supporting a democracy as 

opposed to a military suppressionist regime that has murdered a million of its citizens 

and driven more than 6 million from their homes and country, then the United States 

has forfeited the right to ever again purport to exercise moral leadership or promote 

democracy”. 

The humanists are distressed, to hear the bells tolling for the humanity. They are 

bewildered to see the upholders the makers of the great charter of ‘Human Rights and 

Dignity’ digging the grave for humane values and beliefs by their own hands. 

The world to-day is posed with a big question where is the Truth? 

The truth is in the minds of the people of Bangladesh, the truth is in the action of 

the Mukti Bahini. It is a faith with the Bengalis. 

The people of Bangladesh, which once went by the names of East Pakistan, 
wanted to live with all human dignity, to create a society free from political 

domination, economic exploitation, cultural annihilation. It is their wish. When the 

people wish who can stand on the way? Who constitute the country? It is the people. 

What is a government? It is, to quote, “of the people, by the people, for the people”. 

So, the truth is, when the people of Bangladesh wish to be independent, sovereign, 

and to be the master of their own affairs, what authority, legal or moral, Yahya Khan 

has to murder a nation? 
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Geography, history, traditions, culture, language, literature, aptitude and 
ambition, attitude towards life, make Bengalis totally a different nation from the West 

Pakistanis. It is a truth. None can deny or defy. The 24 year’s history of Pakistan 
could not deny these. So two separate policies were in practice. The countries those 

supply aid to Pakistan will bear it out. Had the country been one there would have 

been no customs barriers, and formalities, the price of commodities would not have 

differed so fantastically. Had the country been one, the majority would not have been 

deprived of power and privileges, there would have been no such hate and blood for 

the Bengalis. Had the country been one so indiscriminate massacre could not have 

been there, the propagandist of integrity failed to realize that integrity can not be 

achieved in hate and blood. 

Islam? The less is said about, it, the better. The Pakistani hawks who literally 

float in the drums of whisky and Champaign, who in lust flirt, dishonor, rape the 
women, who in greed kill the people, oppress the believers of other faith, loot the 

properties, burn the houses, forfeit the right to utter the sacred word “Islam” which 

means “Peace and complete submission to the Creator”. These people have brought 

slur on Islam. They are trying to destroy the pristine beauty of the religion. Under the 

name of Muslim (Tikka Khan is no Arabic, bears no meaning) they are ‘Munafiks’ 

(hypocrates) and are out to bring dishonor and to defame Islam. The private and 

public lives of these hypocrites are quite contradictory to Islamic laws. People of 

Bangladesh of whom 85% are Muslims do not believe in these hoax. 

So the truth is, the people of Bangladesh are determined to clear the soil of 

Bangladesh by driving out occupation forces. The truth is Bangladesh is an 
independent, sovereign state, the eighth biggest state of world with its 75 million 

people, has come to stay. 

The truth which Time (International) on its issue of August 23, 1971 could see, 

is: 

“With hopes for a United Pakistan all but ended by the civil war, keeping Mujib 

alive would leave open one last option, negotiating the divorce of East and West in 

peace rather than war.” 
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BE WARE OF THE MAD DOG: Kill It 
 

Freedom of Bangladesh, a cause so sacred and dear, efforts so genuine can not 

but go unrewarded. The recent happenings are sufficient indication that we are near 

our goal. 

Pakistan military hawks have fallen into their own trap. They tried, and perhaps 

were party successful, to deceive somebody for some time, but ultimately have failed, 
to deceive everybody for all time. Things are not coming according to their 

calculations. So, the hawk of the hawks General Yahya Khan lost his balance. Not 
only his actions are barbarous, his words are brute. Ultimately the animal in him, his 

true color, has came up. 

It may be remembered Yahya Khan in his broadcast on June 28 assured, of 

course, assurance from a man of his nature who honors more in breach than in 
fulfillment if carries any sense, to transfer the power to the elected representatives 

within 120 days. This was repeated to the newsmen recently when he chuckled, “I 
will hand over the power to the first man I find in the morning of October 27.” 

The people of Bangladesh has no illusion about Yahya and his words. So, the 

joke is: If on the preceding night of 27th October, Yahya remains in the army head-

quarter the first man he may meet, a general and if he stays in hi palace, naturally his 

wife. And others would add: What about that steward who carries the bed-tea and 

clears the wine bottles and glasses? 

But he serious thinking is that two third of the promised time has already passed. 

How would it be possible to hold bye-elections within the stipulated time? And who 

are the candidates? Everybody, whether the occupation army men or their 

collaborators, by now, must have realized that Mukti Bahini means what it says. They 

are making no fuss with the destiny of a nation. 

The few quislings those have been picked up prefer to stay in Karachi-Lahore-
Pindi. The so-called leaders have made their way to safe areas leaving their supporters 

behind. They want that these supporters and admirer should shed their blood to pave 
the way for their ascendency to power. This realization is agitating the mind of their 

supporters. They are more distressed to see that the Pakistan army pushing them 

ahead, so that they are to bear the thrashing of the Mukti Bahini. This is, of course, 

another tactics to kill the Bengali youths, giving a cover of collaborators, their friends. 

And to maintain the friendship, these youths, who enrolled themselves as Razakars, 

willingly or under duress, are paying maximum price. The game is open. So we hear 

of the surrender of Razakars to our Mukti Bahini. 
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Pakistan Radio is again barking on ‘general amnesty’ to the men of E. B. R., E. P. 
R. and police. If memory does not fail, it may be remembered that months before after 

the announcement of first amnesty’, Pakistan Radio claimed thousands of men of 
army and police had reported. If that version is to be believed, are we to conclude that 

many more millions are yet to ‘surrender’? If the world is to believe that the Man 

Eater of Pindi has become vegetarian, then it may be asked why people are still 

leaving their country in a desperate bid to escape the thaws of the enemies? Why there 

are so much fear and sense of insecurity among the people of Bangladesh? The 

answer is straight and clear and do not require to break the brain to understand. The 

people do not and will not believe them trust them. 

Again Dr. Malik, the governor, is a “show boy”. Because, Lt. Gen. Amir 
Abdullah Khan, better known as Ge. Niazi is the Martial Law Administrator of the 

zone and the Commander of the Eastern Command, Maj. Gen. Rahim Khan, Deputy 
Martial Law Administrator. Thus the power remains with the Martial Law Authority 

and the Governor, a representative of the President, and Chief Martial Law 

Administrator will only act to please his master’s whims and caprices. 

Mr. Nurul Amin the leader of the Pakistan Democratic Party, has declined to be 
the ‘obedient servant’. He has preferred to be guided by his wisdom. Thus whatever 

the link the PDP and with West Pakistan to give the notion of National Party’, Mr. 
Amin’s ‘No’ has completed the divorce. The Jamat-e-Islam and all the three factions 

of Pakistan Muslim League (Qayyum, Council, Convention) have their headquarters 
al Lahore and Pindi. These parties have some ‘workers’ in their pay roll in 

Bangladesh. So, they are mercenaries too, with no support from the soil. Their 
atrocities to the people are naked examples to prove that these men are not of the 

people, for the people. 

In the background of such political situation the Mukti Bahini gradually is hitting 

hard and giving death blows. The enemy forces are demoralized. They are panicky. 
Trade and commerce are at stand still. Ports have become out of commission. The 

rivers are unsafe. 

Atmosphere in west Pakistan too has become tense. With the “fall” of Oman-

Tikka-Akbar clique to Yahya-Hamid-Pirzada clique, the favoured son of Tikka group 

Z.A. Bhutto is facing humiliation. Pakistan People’s Party, because of its programme 

is not liked by feudal and industrial lords of West Pakistan. They gave their temporary 

support to Bhutto only to subjugate the Bengalis. But when that failed they began to 

withdraw their support from him and depending more on their old guards, the Jamat, 

the Muslim League and the Jamiat-e-Ulema. Bhutto, an ambitious, power hunger, 

feudal lord, does not see eye to eye with Moududi, Qayum and Daulatana. So, when, 
Bhutto asks for transfer of power to elected representatives, others propagate for the 

continuance of Martial Law. Personal attacks are not foreign to them. 

The leader of the National Awami Party Mr. Wali Khan has slipped into 

Afghanistan. He has denounced Yahya’s activities in strongest terms. Tehrik-e-

Ishteqlal Party Chief Air Marshall Asgar Khan has again urged for the revival of 

democracy and the end of massacre in Bangladesh. In Beluchistan and Frontier 

Province, there are unrest and many 
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leaders have been arrested. Factories are closed, so workers are agitated. Production 

and sales are not there, so industrialists are indignant. In West Pakistan power does 

not emanate from the barrel of the guns but from the offices of the 22 families who 

control the finance of the country. The students, who fought vehemently against 

Ayub, find in Yahya a hypocrite who is heading towards perpetual army domination. 

 

 In such a gloomy, Yahya has become mad. He is howling, barking at everyone. 
He has not restrained on his words. Out of despair and disdain he has become so 

desperate that Mukti Bahini has sent the following words: “Beware of the mad dog. 
Kill it.” 
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FROM MUJIBNAGAR 

“ACCEPTANCE OF DEFEAT” 

 
 Bangladesh Foreign Minister Khandaker Moshtaque Ahmed termed the 

appointment of Dr. Malik as the Governor of occupied territory of Bangladesh as an 
acceptance of defeat. 

 
 In a statement he said, the reported appointment of Dr A. M. Malik, aquisling 

trade-unionist, as the Governor of the occupied part of Bangladesh is the acceptance 
of defeat by the so-called military junta of Islamabad. It is evident that Tikka Khan’s 

awful majesty of ruthless killing, looting, burning and raping have been turned into 

ignominious nullity on the soil of Bangladesh. The killed has fallen. His chivalrous 

glory is crumbled into pieces. He is to get out as a disgraced man with head low and 

vanity lower. There is a clear message in this for General Yahya Khan also. 
 

 The Pakistani junta calls this an attempt of restoration of civilian rule. It is 
significant to note that the killers of Islamabad has gone for the “restoration of civilian 

rule” only in the colony and not at home i.e., West Pakistan. Therefore, the measure, 
besides everything else, is an expression of colonial rule completely different from 

home rule. Restoration of civilian rule was an issue before 25
th

 of March 1971. People 
almost unanimously voted for Awami League to rule the country. Restoration of 

civilian rule at that time meant restoration of state power to the elected representatives 
and not anyone without such mandate. 
 

 The appointment of Mr. Malik, is yet another attempt to throw a handful of dust is 

the eyes of the world to create cloud and confusion. People of Bangladesh know the 

designs behind this sort of restoration of civil administration. They witnessed 2 these 

same ‘restoration’ once after Ayub staged coup in 1958, again after Yahya ascended 

the throne of Pakistan in 1969. When colonial rule by a military governor becomes 
pungent stinky and embarrassing the military rulers go for transplanting a civilian 

quisling as the ‘Subedar’ of Bangladesh. This time also the military colonialists have 
exercised their ground rule of colonial administration. This known game is not going 

to pay any dividend this time in an attempt to convince the foreign powers to give aid 
and assistance. 
 

 Dr. A.M Malik is an old man. He has a dubious past and no future. He has 

underwritten hither to unheard of crimes committed by his masters on the soil of 
Bangladesh beyond tolerance. He is incapable of reading the writings on the wall 

because he is suffering from senile degeneration. We can only pity him. 
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PROMISE FULFILLED 

 

 Bangladesh Government has paid all the arrear pension due to the poet Kazi 

Nazrul Islam, after Pakistan Government stopped it. 
 

 In a brief but impressive ceremony in the Calcutta residence of the poet on 4
th

 
September, H.E Mr. M. Hossain Ali, Bangladesh High Commissioner in India, 

presented a cheque of Rs. 2,100.00 towards the payment of the arrear pension to the 
poet. While the High Commissioner was implementing the Bangladesh Cabinet 

decision, the Pakistan Government renewed the pension offer only to be rejected by 
the poet’s eldest son Kazi Sabyasachi. 

 

 Mr. Ali in his brief speech told that he was there to present the monthly allowance 

on behalf of 75 million people and the government of Bangladesh. He said, “Our 

resources are very limited. But we foster to keep open the door of free thinking and 

human values.” 

 

Mr. Ali spoke in nice Bengali, while dealing with the national characteristics of 

Bengalis he remarked that whenever the national life was under the shakles of 

subjugation, the Bengalis, in various ways tried to break the chain. The poet, he went 

on, who in the days of British hegemony was the first to lift his fisted hand with the 

slogan of whom the poet craved, of whom he dreamt, are now engaged in liberation of 

their motherland with guns in their hands. The bullets will clear off the enemies of 

humanity shortly, he added. 
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FROM MUJIBNAGAR 

 

 Syed Nazrul Islam, Acting President of Bangladesh, has sent the following 

telegram to Herr Willy Brandt. Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany. 
 

 “Most delighted to know that your Excellency has been awarded Nobel Prize for 
Peace. Please accept heartiest congratulations and felicitations on my behalf and on 

behalf of the people and the Government of Bangladesh. Hope your Excellency will 
continue to champion the cause of exploited and suffering humanity all over the 

world.” 
 

No “Infiltrators” 

 

 When his attention as drawn to statements made by Yahya Khan to the Soviet 

President in Iran and to a French Journalist in an interview at Karachi on the 18
th

 

October, ’71 to the effect that “Indian infiltrators” were fighting inside Bangladesh, 

Colonel M.A.G. Osmany, M.N.A. Commander-in-Chief of the Bangladesh Forces 

(Mukti Bahini) said : 

 

 “It is a travesty of truth deliberately being done to confuse the real issue-which is 

between the 7t million people of Bangladesh and the illegal military regime of 

Islamabad and deals with genocide, rape, repression and eviction to deny sovereign 

human rights, and has nothing to do with the Indo-Pakistan conflict. “Infiltrators” 

could not be expected to eliminate over 25,000 of Yahya’s armed hoarders, nor 
receive the absolute support of the entire Bangladesh people who ethnically and 

politically constitute a nation, fighting bravely against odds for their independence 
and inalienable human rights. Indeed the Mukti Bahini consist of both regular forces 

as well as citizen forces drawn from all walks of life, varying from University 
products and students to workers and farmer boys from the rural interior of 

Bangladesh, all fighting with grim determination, courage and unshakable faith in 
their cause-a crusade for truth and justice-and to attain liberation from a colonialism 

of the vilest nature. And that is way, despite the disparity in sophisticated arms, the 

enemy is fighting a desperate losing battle. In his desperation, Yahya is making a bid 

to internationalize the problem and save his villainous hordes from the ignominious 

defeat which shall be his soon. 
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MEDICAL CARE FOR 

FREEDOM FIGHTERS 

 

 A number of Base Hospitals have been set up in lose proximity to the Bangladesh 
Mukti Bahini military camps. One such field-hospital, named “Bangladesh” is in full 

operation in the Comilla Sector. It has an all-Bangladesh staff of 6 Doctors, 4 Final-
Year Medical Students and 18 volunteer nurses, and it has been sponsored by the 

Bangladesh Medical Association in the United Kingdom. 
 

 Dr. Abdul Mobin Choudhury is a young Bengali Doctor who gave up his practice 
in England and is now working full-time in helping to run this Base Hospital. 

 

 The Base Hospital is serviced by 12 forward sub-sector Medical centers which in 

turn are connected to the various advanced field positions of the Mukti Bahini, at each 

of these advanced field positions there are two stretcher-bearers trained in First-Aid 

whose job it is to evacuate injured men quickly to the sub-sector headquarters. Those 

who have minor injuries, such as splinter injuries in non-sensitive places, or grazing 

bullet wounds, are kept back at this point to be treated in the tented medical centers, 

and to be tended by a Doctor and a medical assistant. Those who have more serious 

injuries are transferred to the Base Hospital. 

 

 Base Hospital Bangladesh is made up of sungrass and bamboo structures and have 

capacity for accommodating 100 indoor patients. 80% of these are for war casualties 

while the rest are for people suffering from serious illnesses. The fact that this Base 
Hospital of Bangladesh services 10,000 fighting men, is an indication of how low the 

casualties of the Mukti Bahini actually are. 
 

 Most of the equipment at the hospital has been captured by the Mukti Bahini from 
enemy-controlled medical centers inside Bangladesh. In this way, the hospital has 

acquired a large amount of surgical instruments and an electrical generator. The 
hospital is still always struggling for medicines and other essential supplies. 

Sometimes the doctors improvise things. Thus, old mosquito nets are cut up to make 

gauze and bed sheets for bandages, 

 

 The Base Hospital Bangladesh has been recently visited by the President, Prime 

Minister and the C-in-C, all of whom have warmly praised the organizers and have 

promised that the Bangladesh Government will give it all necessary help. The 

Bangladesh Government is now beginning to arrange for a steady flow of medical 

supplies and it is to be hoped that organizations abroad will also come forward with 

donations of medical equipment. 
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 The four most important requirements are X-Ray facilities, a good electric 

generator, motor vehicles which can be used as ambulances, and a regular supply of 

medicine plus a stock to be held in reserve. 

 

 The Base Hospital Bangladesh is one of several other such hospitals that are 

making an invaluable contribution to strengthen and streamline our war efforts. The 

brave soldiers of the Mukti Bahini increasingly rest assured that they will be well 
looked after if injured. 
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DELHI PAKISTAN MISSION- 

YAHYA’S SLAUGHTER HOUSE 

 

 Pakistanis set up yet another unique record of barbarism in foreign country when 
they inflicted brutalities on the Bengali employees of their High Commission in New 

Delhi on November, 2 1971. The Bengali employees along with the members of their 
families were mercilessly beaten up while they were escaping to freedom and 

declared allegiance of Bangladesh. Mr. Hussain Ali Khan, personal Assistant to Mr. 
Abdul Ghani, Chief of intelligence network in India, was forcibly kept inside the High 

Commission premises and beaten up. It is still unknown if Mr. Hussain Ali Khan is 
alive. 

 

 The ugly maltreatment with the Bengali staff was so nakedly exposed despite the 

assurance given to them on their freedom of movement. The High Commission 

authorities recently withdrew all restrictions on the movement of the Bengali Staff 

who were previously subjected to confinement within the chancery premises. They 

were told they could leave the High Commission should they so desire. The Pakistanis 

held Mr. Hussain Ali captive because he was personal assistant to the Chief of the 

Intelligence network in India. 

 

 Describing the High Commission as Yahya Khan's slaughter house in India the 

wailing and bleeding escapees showed their injuries to Pressmen and others outside 

the High Commission. 

 
 The West Pakistan atrocities invoked deep indignation and anger all over 

Bangladesh. 
 

 Bangladesh Government and leaders strongly condemned the torture and 
oppression committed by the West Pakistanis on the Bengali employees and called for 

international intervention for the release of Mr. Hussain Ali Khan. 
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INSIDE BANGLADESH 

 

Bangladesh Towns Empty 

About 30% of the pre-March population in missing from every East Bengal town. 

Villages, however, are still being burned, widespread extortion continues and 

there has been no reduction of mutual hatred between Bengalis and the West Pakistan 

army of occupation. The Martial Law Government still watches Bengalis closely and 

the ‘offences’ are punished harshly. 

Pakistani Troops Face Problems 

Apart from being continuously harassed by the Mukti Bahini the Pakistan troops 

in Bangladesh are also facing serious problems, relating mainly to health and supplies. 

The soldiers are suffering from gastroenteritis and other stomach ailments almost 

everywhere in Bangladesh. This is attributed mainly to water pollution in the wake of 

the monsoons. At several places many soldiers have been admitted to hospitals. 

Shortage of wheat is also reported in Bangladesh which causes great hardship 
specially to the West Pakistanis who regard it as their staple diet. 

But perhaps the most distressing aspect of a Pakistani soldier’s life in Bangladesh 

is that letters from relatives in West Pakistan do not reach him. 

These letters are obviously not being delivered by the Army authorities as they 
might contain anxious inquiries which are likely to make a soldier restless. It is also 

feared that these letter might contain references to economic hardships West Pakistan. 

Heavy Army Losses 

According to the correspondent of the Sunday Times, London, Pakistan Army 

losses in Bangladesh have risen to 189 per day. Carpenters are being employed full 

time in the Dacca Cantonment to make officers’ coffins which get shipped to West 

Pakistan for burial, he adds. 

Pakistani Boeings Change Flight Patterns 

The attacks of Mukti Bahini guerilla inside Dacca have compelled the Pakistan 

army to construct pill-boxes along the route to the airport. Even Pakistan International 

Airlines have felt the effects of the Mukti Bahini's activities. Their Boeings which 

used to land in Dacca flying over the international route with all light blazing, have 

changed their flight 
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patterns. The aircraft now fly over water as much as possible and without 

navigational light. 

Elections to be Rigged 

As was anticipated Yahya Khan’s administration is rigging the forthcoming bye-

elections to the 78 seats in the National Assembly from East Bengal to ensure that 
supporters of the military regime get elected. 

The stooge Governor of East Bengal Dr. A. M. Malik has admitted to Malcohn W. 
Browne of the New York Times that “the bye-elections have many imperfections”. 
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ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE 

BANGLADESH GOVERNMENT 

 
 Today’s Government of Bangladesh springs from an extraordinary movement and 

a blood stained background of suffering millions. It has emerged through a traditional 
transfer of power as one would expect in democratic country. The Awami League, the 

party which own the last elections in Pakistan with 88.6 % of the east Bengal seats 
and with a Majority of 21 seats in the National Assembly was a constitutional political 

party which believed in bringing social reforms through legislation. For a party and a 
leadership of that background the necessity to wage and armed struggle was quite an 

unexpected development. 

 

An Unique Leadership 

 

 But today the same political party is providing ferocious and determined 

leadership, under unique circumstances in the world’s history, to the armed struggle 

against a colonial power. Less than 15 days after the colonial army launched its 

attack, the elected leaders of the country assembled and declared Bangladesh’s 

independence and formed a Government to continue with struggle. This was not a 

Government in the traditional sense as the major function of this Government was, 

and is, to lend the liberation forces in order to drive out the occupation army from its 

territory. At the same time the Government has to maintain maximum jurisdiction 

over the people of Bangladesh, whether in the liberated of occupied areas. It has to 
administer the areas under its control, provide food and shelter for millions of people 

who are fleeing from the village to another inside Bangladesh. It has to finance the 
vast war operations and at the same time maintain diplomatic and propaganda efforts 

the world round its cause. 
 

Mukti Bahini : The Most Educated Guerilla 

Cadre of the World. 

 

 The Mukti Bahini that grew out of the spontaneous resistance of the people of 

Bangladesh led by the East Bengal Regiment, the East Pakistan Rifles and the Awami 

League leaders, volunteers and students is now a well-organized and disciplined 

force. It has grown sufficiently powerful in strength and has increased in size. It is to 

the great credit of the Bangladesh Government that it has so successfully brought the 

whole Mukti Bahini under one disciplined command and the war is now being fought 

within a coordinated framework. No liberation war in any part of the world has seen 

such a speedy success both in terms of weakening the enemy and also in organizing 

its efforts so single   
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handedly. No liberation war has possessed such a remarkably well-educated cadre of 

guerillas fighting for the independence of a country. The Mukti Bahini is now 

equipped in all fields. It has recently trained its first batch of young officers and more 

are under training. The Mukti Bahini’s marine commandos have succeeded in 

crippling Pakistani shipping in Bangladesh. The urban guerillas have established an 

effective and permanent presence in Dacca and other major cities. 

 

Diplomatic and Propaganda War 

 
 On the diplomatic front, the Bangladesh Government’s efforts have had no less 

spectacular results. This is perhaps the only movement in the world which has seen 
mass defections of diplomats switching their allegiance from an established 

Government to a Government engaged in a liberation war. 30 diplomats ranging from 
Ambassadors down to juniors in the diplomatic service have joined the new 

Government and 96 other ministerial staff has also switched their allegiance. This 

could only be possible because of the fantastic success achieved by Mukti Bahini in 

the field and the love, affection, loyalty and allegiance that the Government of 

Bangladesh enjoys from its 75 million people both inside the country and abroad. 

 

 The propaganda machinery of the Bangladesh Government has also demonstrated 

its effectiveness mobilizing world opinion in favor of its cause. So far it has briefed 

about 250 foreign correspondents, Radio Television teams and international News 

Agencies. The Mission of the Government in Calcutta has played a most useful role 

maintaining this liaison with the outside world and also in looking after 

correspondents and more than 100 foreign visitors and dignitaries from all over the 

world. The various publications of the External Publicity Division have received wide 

appreciation for presenting the facts on Bangladesh abroad. Representatives have 
been sent to all parts of India and many other countries including those of the Middle 

East and south Asia to represent the Bangladesh case. The Press and Information 
Department with Bangladesh Radio as one of its principal organs, has achieved 

tremendous success in keeping the morale of the people consistently high. Finally a 
16-member delegation was sent to lobby at the United Nations and succeeded in 

building solid international governmental support for the new state of Bangladesh. 
 

Administration 

 

 The hard work of the Government of Bangladesh is also reflected in the efficient 

mobilization of the civil machinery which is being established and directed to 

strengthen the total effort of the Mukti Bahini. There is a Secretariat with all the 

necessary departments manned by young and efficient officers, technocrats and other 

volunteers coming from different professions who work with dedication for the cause 

of this liberation war. The administration in the liberated areas covers trade and 

industry, courts, post and telephone services, police stations, schools, customs, Excise 

and collection of taxes etc. 
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Planning for the Future 

 

 While continuing with the war effort and the administration of the liberated areas 

the Bangladesh Government keeps itself acutely aware of the future at the same time. 

A Planning Commission with eminent experts of the country is already engaged in 

preparing the future socioeconomic structure of the new society. The Government is 

very much aware that its responsibility will be much more grave and difficult once the 
war is over and the massive reconstruction programmers have to be immediately 

carried out in practice. Bangladesh has to cope with needs and demands of the people, 
who are already in the process of a revolution. 

 

The People’s War 

 In order to turn this struggle in a national liberation war the Bangladesh 
Government has mobilized all the other fighting forces of the country as well. At its 

initiative a 5-party consultative committee has been formed to strengthen the people’s 

war that has now taken a definite shape for an outright victory. 

 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman  

 

 The leader and the source of inspiration of this liberation war, the man who 

pronounced the word ‘Bangladesh’ for the first time in our history in a political 

context, is still in the hands of the occupation army But despite this, it is interesting to 

note that Sheikh Mujib still dominates the thinking and the actions of the Government 

and the people of Bangladesh, He remains as the living profile of courage, sacrifice 

and dedication to the case of the people. The people of Bangladesh are confident that 

they will get their leader back very soon. 

 
 An independent Bangladesh is now a political reality. The rapid success achieved 

in different spheres by the Government of Bangladesh has no parallel in the history of 
any liberation movement. Being confident of its victory, it now looks forward to the 

future when a society will be built up free from exploitation Programmes are being 
drawn to see that every citizen has the guarantee of his bread, education and 

employment and the Government of Bangladesh is pledged to carry out these 
programmes as successfully as it has engaged in liberating the people. 
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INDIA ACCORDS RECOGNITION TO BANGLADESH 

 

 Truth has triumphed, India has recognized Bangladesh. 

 
 The epoch-making decision was announced by the Prime Minister of India. Mrs. 

Indira Gandhi in New Delhi on Monday, December 6, 1971. By this formal 
recognition India redeemed her pledge to the enhancement of human civilization, 

peace and progress. It is hoped that nations who believe in democracy, secularism and 
socialism will now come forward to recognize the fact-Bangladesh and uphold the 

cause of human right and dignity. 
 

 The people of Bangladesh burst into endless joy and went into unprecedented 

jubilation at the news of the recognition. Sky was rented with slogans of “Joy 

Bangla”, and Sheikh Mujib Zindabad”. Green-red-golden color flat of Bangladesh 

fluttered proudly over all the houses. 

 

 The Bangladesh Cabinet in a resolution congratulated Indian Government for 

according recognition to the People’s Republic of Bangladesh. 

 

 Khandaker Moshtaque Ahmed, Foreign Minister of the People’s Republic of 

Bangladesh in a statement on Monday said: 

 

 “With an overwhelming heart precipitated with deep sense of gratitude, we the 75 

million people of Bangladesh once again express our heartfelt thanks to the 
Government and people of India on this epoch-making moment of history. India to-

day has formally redeemed her ideals of pledge and commitment to the enhancement 
of human civilization, peace and progress by according formal recognition to the 

Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh”. 
 

 On this historic day, let us all pledge to bring into being faithfully the new 
economic and social order that our great leader Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman pledged to the Nation of Bangladesh. Let us also hope that the bond of 

friendship between India and Bangladesh will have ever lasting and eternal glory of 

greater and greater understanding. The great nation of India and emerging nation of 

Bangladesh can supplement and complement each other according to their capabilities 

to put up a monumental example of peaceful co-existence under the principle of 

panchshill. 

 

 We owe our thanks and congratulations to the heroic men and officers of Mukti 

Bahini and Indian forces who have written this new Page of history not in golden 

words but words stained with their blood. Glory belongs to them. 
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 Our great leader Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the dreamer of 

Bangladesh has to be rescued from the prison of the barbarous junta of Islamabad. If 

blood can bring freedom, blood will also bring him back in his dream land-

Bangladesh. 

 

 We make a fervent appeal to all freedom and peace-loving government of the 

world to accord immediate recognition to the Government of the People’s Republic of 
Bangladesh and help in holding up high the banner of democracy, secularism and 

socialism. – JOI BANGLA. 
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BANGLADESH NO TO UN OBSERVERS IDEA 

 

 The idea of posting U. N. observers on the Bangladesh side of the Indo-

Bangladesh Border was condemned and looked down upon with contempt by the 
Government of Bangladesh. The same idea was rejected outright by the Government 

as early as 22
nd

 July, 1971. 
 

 The Prime Minister Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed termed it as a planned conspiracy and a 
full attempt to protect the military regime of Yahya Khan from the back door. 

 
 Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed said that the sponsors of the proposal would be wholely 

responsible for the fate of anybody who would try to come to Bangladesh as observers 

at the “peak period of our victory”. 

 

 Mr. Ahmed said that those who remained as silent spectators at the time of an 

unprecedented genocide in Bangladesh by Yahya's invading troops, had now come 

out to save the army junta in the name of sending UN observers. “We will not tolerate 

any interference on any pretext in this final stage of our struggle of liberation against 

the colonial rule,” he, added. 

 

 Khandaker Moshtaque Ahmed, the Foreign Minister of Bangladesh condemned 

the latest initiative to post U. N. observers in Bangladesh. He said, UN observers of 

any description in Bangladesh will be regarded as messengers and protectors of 

imperialist and colonial interests. 
 

 In a statement released on December 2, in Mujibnagar the Foreign Minister 
expressed his firm faith in people’s struggle and said, if people’s struggle has ever 

won anywhere in the world it will win once again in Bangladesh. He called up on the 
friends of Pakistan to accept total independence and sovereignty of Bangladesh 

instead of attempting to under-mine the inherent strength of vast multitude of the 
people of Bangladesh. 

 

 Not only have we an utter contempt for the so-called bound-to-be abortive “peace 

making attempts” to subjugate 75 million people of Bangladesh but also we want to 

warn that any unwelcome guest, whoever he might be, coming on behalf of and for 

Yahya Khan, will be replied to in Bangladesh in the same way as Yahya’s occupation 

army is being replied to by our valiant members of the Mukti Bahini..... 
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NON-ALIGNMENT & PEACEFUL CO-EXISTENCE 

President spells out fundamentals of foreign policy 

 

 Syed Nazrul Islam, Acting President of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh 
appealed to all the nations of the world to recognize Bangladesh as an independent 

and, sovereign country to preserve the ideals of freedom, peace and democracy. 
 

 In s broadcast to the nation over Radio Bangladesh, yesterday, Sayed Nazrul Islam 
said, “Independent Bangladesh today is an established fact. I call upon all the 

countries of the world to accord to us immediate recognition and accelerate the 
liberation struggle of 75 million people. 

 

 The Acting President of Bangladesh said “Our struggle for independence should 

not be deemed as an end in itself but the beginning of a continuous struggle to 

reorganize the economic structure, the social and cultural life of golden Bengal.” 

 

 Referring to the martyrs who sacrificed their lives at the altar of the freedom 

movement, he said, “At this historic juncture of our liberation struggle we all 

remember with deep regard the Shaheeds who valiantly laid down their lives for the 

country’s salvation.” 

 

 He added: “We particularly remember our great leader, Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, without whose graceful presence among us all the pleasure of 

independence will be lost.” 
 

 He reiterated his appeal to the peace-loving countries of the world to make 
concrete efforts to ensure the immediate release Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

 
 On the policies of his Government the acting President said: “Nonalignment and 

peaceful co-existence will be the fundamental tenets of our foreign policy.” 
 

 The Bangladesh Government will support every democratic struggle against 

imperialism and colonialism. It will also steadily maintain friendly relations with all 

the peace-loving countries of the world, he added. 

 

 Sayed Nazrul Islam congratulated Mrs. Gandhi on her earnest efforts to arouse 

world conscience on the Bangladesh issue and on her decision to accord recognition 

to the Bangladesh Government. 
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 Offering hearty greetings to the Mukti Bahini and the allied Indian forces, Mr. 

Islam said: “The day is not far off when the Bangladesh flag will be hoisted in Dacca 

and the dream of Bangabandhu will materialize.” 

 

 The acting President of Bangladesh Sayed Nazrul Islam, announced that his 

Government would bear the entire responsibility for Bangladesh refugees sheltered in 

India. 
 

 Acting President assured the refugees their safe return to their homes very soon. 
“It is our sacred duty to rehabilitate all the refugees who were forced to leave their 

homeland after the Army crackdown,” he added. 
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HORRIFYING PAKISTANI ELITOCIDE IN BANGLADESH 

 

 Before the imminent defeat of Pakistan army at the hands of the Indo-Bangladesh 

allied forces, a calculated plan was drawn up by some officers including the head of 
the occupation army to kill all the intellectuals of Bangladesh. A list of 7 thousands 

was prepared in the chamber of the General at the Cantonment in Dacca soon alter 
Bangladesh was recognized formally as a legal entity on 6th December and the 

Government of India formally accepted the status of this new country as a sovereign 
State. 

 
 From 7th to 13th of December this plan was meticulously executed by occupation 

army and as a result hundreds have been killed all over the province during these six 

nights. The report of the killing in Dacca reveals the massacre of some most eminent 

scholars’ and intellectuals of Bangladesh. The dead-bodies now decomposing are still 

lying in the fields, near Muhammadpur and other places. It is apparent that they were 

not successful to kill the number they calculated originally but they tried their best. 

Distinguished people whether a University Professor or an eminent journalist or a 

doctor of a government officer were picked up either from their places of work or 

residents by people with guns and face covered with musks and then slaughtered cold-

bloodedly and left them abandoned in open fields and streets of Dacca. The names 

reported till now include Prof. Munir Choudhury, Dr. Rabbi, Dr. Abul Khair, 

Shahidulla Kaiser, Serajuddin Hossain, Dr. Alim Choudhury and Dr. Giasuddin 

Ahmed. 

 
 This was more than genocide. This was more than elitocide, it was a genocide to 

kill the elite of the new born Bangladesh. The history has never witnessed such a 
horror and such a shockingly cold blooded massacre of a nation. 
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OCCUPATION FORCES SURRENDER 

DACCA CAPITAL OF FREE BANGLADESH 

 

 The Bangladesh National flag is now fluttering in Dacca, the free capital of free 
Bangladesh. With the surrender of the occupation forces to the allied command on 

December 16 ended eight months tyranny and oppression on the people of 
Bangladesh and begins a period of peace and prosperity. The names of the millions 

who sacrificed their lives for liberation of the motherland will be written down in 
blood in the golden pages of history. The dream of the father of the nation, 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman has come true. 
 

 Having been beaten by the allied forces of Indian and Mukti Bahini, the West 

Pakistan forces surrendered in the afternoon of December 16 Lt. Gen. A.K. Niazi, 

Commander of occupation forces signed the Instrument of surrender which was 

accepted by the allied forces, Lt. Gen. Jagjit Singh Aurora at the Dacca Race Course 

where on March 7, in a mammoth public meeting the Father of the nation held out a 

solemn pledge to free the country. 

 

 As soon as the news of the surrender of the occupation Army spread like a wild 

fire, thousands of people came out of their houses to express their joy. Race Course, 

where the instrument of surrender was accepted was a scene of wild jubilation. The 

Race Course reverberated with deafening shouts of “Joy Bangla” “Sheikh Mujib 

Zindabad”, “Mujib, Indira Zindabad.” 

 
 The freedom has heed achieved but our struggle has not ended. A new struggle 

has already been launched for reconstruction and rebuilding the war devastated 
Bangladesh on the three declared objectives of Socialism, Secularism and democracy. 

 
 The Bangladesh leaders have promised a new socio-economic order which will 

end privileges and exploitation. The leaders have also asked the people to maintain 
law and order and not to take law in their own hands. They have assured that the 

collaborators with the military regime would be dealt with according to law. A 

tribunal would soon be set up to try war criminals. The people would also have their 

own constitution soon. 

 

 Civil administration has already started functioning in Dacca. Life in Dacca as 

also elsewhere is fast returning to normalcy. The officials and the public are working 

round the clock to bring back life in different parts of the country. 
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RECOGNISE BANGLADESH 

 

 Pakistan military junta is in quandary. In the face of virtual isolation from the free 

thinking, right minded and conscious humanity due to its puritan morbidity and 

myopic fecundity, it is clinging to the path of carnage and destruction. Its policy of 
genocide and annihilation of carnage whoever comes on its way negates the very 

concept of man’s right to live in society. This right is admittedly the dictate of nature 
as also the accepted norms adopted by the world assembly of United Nation. Besides, 

right to live is the unimpeachable privilege of human beings as ordained by God. 
 

 But what the military junta in Pakistan is mercilessly and wantonly perpetrating in 
Bangladesh is a colossal crime not only against the Bengali Nation but also against 

the humanity at large. It is also the unpardonable breach of divine sanctions. Blunt 

challenge to humanity and treat to its survival is a vital and vexing issue that must 

shake the conscience of the world-world that believes in the survival of humanity and 

that strongly abhors the idea of destruction and extinction of mankind. Sitting on the 

fence as he is, the enemy is walking along the sharp edge or a knife hardly realizing 

that right-rope walking is not a plaything. And we, on the other hand, have been 

forced to be locked in a bloody war against demonic deity shamelessly giggling at the 

pitiable plight of the dying Bengalees. 

 

 This catastrophic development has simply darkened the horizon of new dawn. The 

evil force of despondency is trying to devour the reddish ray adverting the new day. A 

bleeding nation in its frustration has been urging the world nations for recognition. 

Human right to live in freedom is a truism and that qualifies the demand for 
recognition. If physical occupation of a defendable territory is the prerequisite for 

recognition, the Government of Bangladesh does fulfill that condition. Outstanding 
world personalities, who have visited the free zones of Bangladesh, bear testimony to 

that. By now West Pakistan’s blatant lies about the status and standing of Bangladesh 
Government, its hold on the people and the land have simply been bounced back at 

the liar Pakistan with a contemptuous bang. 
 

 The motive force behind the freedom struggle of Bangladesh is the rightful 

aspiration of a nation, seventh largest in the world, to govern itself independent of any 

string attached elsewhere. Severance of link with the colonial rulers of West Pakistan 

alone could set it on the track. Absence of rule by popular consent and continuous 

exploitation 
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have made it rather imperative to say good-bye to the colonial masters who are there 

only as an accident of history. So we revolted. The octopus of imperialistic rule has 

been hit by the Bengalees with such a tremendous force that the ferocious animal is 

now groaning in torments and agony before the last breath. 

 

 As has been bluntly stated by the Home Minister of Bangladesh Government, Mr. 

A. H. M. Kamruzzaman, the issue of recognition will be an “acid test for our real 
friends.” Recognizing our Government would mean accepting the inevitable. 

Bangladesh is undoubtedly a reality and it has come to stay. Those who believe in the 
right to self determination of a nation having its own geographical territory, history, 

culture and traditions should have no other option but to take cognizance of the fact of 
history in respect of the Bengali Nation. No nation believing in the end of colonial 

rule and having regard for freedom urge of a nation could ignore the call of 
Bangladesh Government for recognition. We hope the love for humanity and respect 

for human dignity and honor would be the compelling force to inspire our friends to 

recognize the Government that function from Mujibnagar in the name of the seven 

and a half crore people of Bangladesh. 
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HOW LONG THE WAR WILL, CONTINUE? 

The Nation Special Report 
 

 How long can the Pakistan military junta sustain the senseless war against 

the freedom fighters of Bangladesh? This question has been haunting the minds 

of every peace-loving person in this part of the world, because the prowess of 

Yahya’s hordes has substantially endangered the peace, security and stability of 

this region. 
 

 A snap analysis of the events preceding the War and the aftermath of the worst 

massacre of unarmed civilians reveal that in the face of war of attrition launched by 

the West Pakistan marauders, the people of Bangladesh have proved their mettle. 

They have further demonstrated through their undaunted action during the last four 
months that they would not only resist the forces of occupation but would eliminate 

the last vestige of mercenaries from West Pakistan, whatever the price. 
 

 The war has proved a blessing in disguise. A peace-loving nation of seven and a 

half crores has been turned into a nation of warriors. Each and every person belonging 

to the soil of Bangladesh is either fighting on the fronts, or helping the fighters in all 

possible manner. Young men, including students, have been trained or are being 

trained in guerrilla warfare. Those who have been trained and given assignments are 

playing hell with the mercenary troops of West Pakistan. 
 

 The City of Dacca, ostensibly under the control of Yahya’s hordes, is now a city 

of guerillas, who are in virtual control of Dacca nights to the chagrin of the military 

junta. 
 

 The picture of the war fronts is all the more encouraging for the freedom fighters. 

Already Kushtia, Jessore and Khulna districts by and large plus Sunamganj in Sylhet 
district and certain other areas have been recaptured by the Mukti Bahini. Besides, in 

the rural areas of Bangladesh, only the prerogatives of the Bangladesh Government 
are respected. The rural population have adopted an attitude of defiance towards the 

West Pakistani occupation forces despite threat of extreme oppression and torture. 
 

 The trigger-happy Pak army is thus left with their war weapons only to fall back 

upon. The population is completely hostile to the marauders, whose efforts to bring 

about cleavage in the ranks of the freedom-crazy population have served as a 

boomerang. The people determined to achieve freedom from the clutches of West 

Pakistani usurpers have eliminated a large number of quislings in an exemplary 

manner as a result of which would-be quislings have retired to obscurity. Hardly a 

quisling could be seen in the open any longer. 
  

 Completely disillusioned at the fate of their quislings, the’ marauders have chosen 

to import non-Bengali diehards from West Pakistan to sustain the process of 

elimination 
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outside the ambit of the war theatres. But the proverbial cliché that the sinner cannot 

escape punishment stood on the way of fulfillment of the wild desires of Pak rulers. 

The non-Bengalees brought from West Pakistan were inducted as Razakars (civilian 

force) and sent to the interior to herald a reign of terror so that the people could be 

coerced into submission to the will of the military junta. The course of events has, 

however, moved in a manner that has shocked the West Pakistani adventurists. 

Instead of co-operating with the Razakars, the Bengalees have formed themselves into 
groups and by now, have eliminated a large number of Razakars. Even without 

guerilla training, the local population have proved themselves as successful guerillas 
who are ambushing and eliminating the Razakars even in broad daylight. 

 
 So, for the occupation forces the war fronts are no less vulnerable than the 

occupied zones. Besides the hard core of Mukti Bahini which accepted the challenge 
of 25th March night, large number of young and determined boys have been trained by 

the Mukti Bahini at various youth camps and training centre's spread over the free 

zones of Bangladesh. Batch after batches have been trained and sent direct to the war 

fronts. The young trained boys sport a grim determination of their faces. Charged with 

the spirit of defending the freedom of their motherland, Bangladesh, they are giving 

accounts of valour rand matchless courage in each and every operation against the 

enemy. That is how a company could beat back a battalion. A company and a half 

could force two battalions to come out of Dacca cantonment with another battalion of 

artillery only to suffer 400 causalities. 

 

 The myth of Pak Army is shattered. It has already suffered a fantastic causality of 

42,000 men during its four-month long fight with the Mukti Bahini. For a regular and 

modern Army to suffer so miserably at the hands of comparatively less number of 

men, with no matching fire power and air-striking facility, is simply astounding. It is a 
rare achievement for Mukti Bahini and a record in a so to say unconventional war. 

The Pakistan Army stands completely demoralized at the staggering casualty figure at 
the hands of freedom fighters. For Yahya’s hordes, it is a lost battle, a humiliating 

chapter. 
 

 There is a feeling of distrust among various denominations of Pak Army. The 
Punjabis do not trust the Pathans and Baluchis and vice versa. A Baluchi Platoon, 

besides many Baluchi individuals, have crossed over to India and surrendered because 

of their disagreement with the Punjabi commanders. A widely known instance of the 

sort was that of a Punjabi commander who wanted his Baluchi officers and men to kill 

Bengali civilians. The Baluchi refused to shoot civilians. This was followed by the 

killing of a Baluchi Lt. Col. By Punjabi Jawans.  

 

 Baluchis are now being treated with suspicion. Even the Baluchi Gandhi, Khan 

Abdus Samad Achakjai, has been lodged I jail. Mobile military courts have been set 

up under order from military authorities to try people raising dissenting voices. 

Anybody disagreeing with the senseless war policy of the military junta has to 

undergo terrible torture and punishment. Top Sindhi leaders such as Mr. G. M. Syed 

are languishing Yahya’s jail because of their condemnation of the war in Bangladesh. 

In disgust, one of the most celebrated leaders of the Frontier Province, Khan Wali 
Khan, has left the country. 
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 As it stands, the Pakistan Army is in complete disarray. Its men and officers have 

taken to looting and plundering currencies and other valuables. Besides, instead of 

war, they prefer to have a “god time” with the captured girls who have been lodged in 

different cantonments and fighting fronts. A demoralized and debase army is to fight 

freedom fighters whose only dedication is to free their motherland. After the Air 

Force and the Navy are organized by Bangladesh Government, all out offensive 

would be launched. It is just a matter of guess as to how long the demoralized and 
debase Pak army would be able to hold on the soil. 

 

 When the land, air and water of Bangladesh refuse to tolerate the occupation 

forces, when the Mukti Bahini is equipped with heavy weapons and air cover, 

there is no reason why the West Pakistan marauders would Dot be thrown out of 

Bangladesh. 

 

 Today, each and every person of Bangladesh is dedicated soldier sworn to liberate 

the motherland. The invincible urge for freedom is sure to turn the trend of the war in 

favor of the just and riteous cause of the seven and a half crores of Bengalees. The 

flag of freedom born with stains of martyrs blood shall ever remain aloft. Bengalees 

are destined to be free.  
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FRANKLY SPEAKING 

 

 Bangladesh bleeds today. Its people are crying aloud in torments and agony. The 

bloodbath the world has seen on the soil of Bangladesh remains unsurpassed in the 

catalogue of brutality and bestiality in human history. Cities and towns of this 
unfortunate land are moistened with human blood mercilessly spilled by the 

occupation army of Pakistan. For them it is a war of attrition. For the Bengalees, it is a 
battle for survival. It is a war which we never wanted. It is a war which has been 

thrust on us by the power, hungry military junta. They are out to throttle our voice and 
kill our urge for freedom-freedom from the colonial domination of West Pakistan. 

Freedom in our birth right and freedom is our life-line without which we languish in 
our morbid existence. Existence without freedom is just a body without soul, limbs 

without life. And that tantamount to virtual death. 

 

 Bengalees as a living nation, the eighth largest in the world, cannot accept a 

decree for self-liquidation. No nation would agree to self-annihilation. Naturally there 

is a clash of interest between the rulers of the West and the ruled in the East. The 

bellicose attitude of the army puffed up by the singularity of brute force compelled the 

peaceful people of Bangladesh to rise up on the strength of non-violence. The 

abundance of goodwill of the Bengalees has not been reciprocated. Our meekness has 

been misconstrued as weakness. The forces of peace have been hit by the brutal show 

of violence. The brute force of violence has overtaken the land of peace. Intolerance 

and prowess of the military junta has turned the quiet soil of Bangladesh into a vast 

battleground. A modern army and its sophisticated armory have been let loose against 

unarmed civilians. How tragic was that lacs of people have been butchered, human 
habitations blown off, millions rendered homeless destitute who have fled to India for 

the safety of their lives. The beastly process of elimination in Bangladesh has 
surpassed even Hitler’s Gestapo-method and scare-crow tactics. The air, land and 

water of Bangladesh are groaning under the pangs of inhuman brutalities and savage 
repression. In the language of blood-hounds of General Yahya, bestiality is the only 

property of humanity. Ratonality has been sacrificed at the alter of animality. 
Otherwise how on earth could men, women and children be butchered so ruthlessly 

and mercilessly on the soil which till today they claim to be an integral part of the 

same country. 

 

 The enemy was sadly mistaken when it thought that with a modern army it was 

going to finish off a “Bamboo stick Army.” We Bengalees never wanted a war. We 

were never prepared for a war either. But when the worst had befallen us it was a 

question of our honor and dignity. It was a question whether we would like to exist as 

a free nation or accept the indignities of slavery. The eighth largest nation in the world 

to be contented with colonial domination and servitude? No, never. So we had to 

choose the first  
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alternative. Today each one of us is a freedom fighter. Our hearts are ignited with the 

flame of freedom. We have undergone utmost sacrifices during the two and a half 

months’ war with the savages. And we are prepared for any sacrifices to vindicate out 

freedom. Bangladesh declared its independence on the 26
th

 March. We must keep the 

flag of freedom aloft. The spirit of freedom shall ever remain alive. The flat of 

freedom born with stains of martyrs blood will never die. 

 
 We are fighting our battle with courage, determination and fortitude. Our men on 

the front, Muktibahini, have already proved their exceptional velour. Imbibed with the 
spirit of defending the honor and dignity of the motherland, the Muktibahini have 

already shattered the phoney myth of enemy’s superiority. We have sufficient fighting 
manpower. What we need now is arms assistance. This is imperative to contain the 

diabolical enemy equipped with latest war-machines. Only then, the Pakistani 
marauders will realize what people they have taken on. Only then the enemy will be 

forced to call it a day and withdraw and run for their safety to the hilly tracts and 

never-ending deserts of West Pakistan. Let riverine Bangladesh prove the Waterloo of 

Yahya Khan. 

 

 We want food to feed hungry millions in Bangladesh. The granary and the food, 

stocks have either been burnt or looted by Yahya’s hordes in pursuance with the 

scorched-earth policy. Already famine condition exists in the areas under occupation 

army. Moreover, over eight millions are suffering privations in the refugee camps in 

five Indian states. These unfortune millions too are in desperate need of food and 

medicine. The lives of these people must be saved. The whole world has a 

responsibility towards these unfortunate victims of the war of attrition. We appeal to 

world nations to come forward to reader succour to the distressed humanity. 

 
 Furthermore, we want recognition of Bangladesh Government, which is the 

rightful claimant to administer Bangladesh. In fact, Sheikh Mujib was in effective 
control of the Government in Bangladesh from March 1st to 25th. Independent 

Bangladesh was declared as of 26
th

 March. West Pakistani usurpers are holding on to 
certain pockets merely by use of brute force. They have no effective control on any 

city or town of Bangladesh. Even the provincial metropolis, Dacca city, itself is 
controlled by Mukti Bahini. 

 

 If recognition is dependent upon effective control of territory. West Pakistani 

usurpers have forfeited their right to represent Bangladesh. It can be asserted without 

fear of contradiction that Sheikh Mujib's Govt. alone enjoys the confidence of the 75 

million pee of Bangladesh. His people owe allegiance to him alone. The occupation 

forces would better recognize the hard fact. These are facts which are aboveboard. 

The last election result lends further credence to this glaring truth. The freedom loving 

nation of the world have by now ascertained the real state of affairs prevailing in 

Bangladesh. Everybody knows which way the wind is blowing. A newborn nation 

which has proved its mettle and viability to survive the onslaughts of the occupation 

forces deserves to be recognized by its own merit. It is a just cause. Its seeds are 

deeply rooted in the soil of Bangladesh. So recognition of Bangladesh means 

acceptance of the inevitable. 
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PRIMA FACIE 

 

 Now that the world response is sounding louder than ever, it is becoming 

Profoundly effective and appealing in so far as the Bangladesh issue is concerned. 

The nations that remained silent so long on the issue or rather whispered in favour of 
Bangladesh have come forward to initiate an organized move for acceptance of the 

reality. 
 

 The recent world conference on Bangladesh held in Delhi marks the beginning of 
the materialization of the process of the concrete support and sympathy of the 

conscious nations of the world. As many as 25 nations attended the conference with 
equal zeal and enthusiasm. At the conference they initiated a bold move openly 

condemning the genocide that is being perpetrated on the soil of Bangladesh. 

 

 The proposed peace march from Kabul to Pindi is a sincere and human gesture. It 

is a history in itself and an example worthy of emulation. It is an outburst of feeling 

that would help sustain the future civilization. Only firm faith in human values can 

inspire such an unique initiative. This has amply demonstrated that the world 

conscience can hardly remain mute in the face of pathetic cry of humanity within this 

planet. 

 

 Yahya’s abstract bravery and foolish incantations have been challenged by the 

peace March proposal. Power manipulations in world politics cannot efface the effect 

of people’s verdict. As long as the world is on the side of the people, might and 

maneuverings will be blown away like the house of cards. 
 

 By now Yahya has been given to understand that no compromise is welcome after 
such a heinous crime against the entire Bengali nation. Nothing short of the complete 

independence is an acceptable solution. 
 

 Genocidal means is not the proper weapon to preserve unity unless such feeling 
comes from within. Resorting to genocide is not an endurable means. The proposed 

peace march will surely teach him that lesson. Whatever might he might have, he will 

have little courage to use the same weapon on the peace mission. And therein lies his 

defeat which, in its turn, signals the victory of Bangladesh. 
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WOMEN HAVE SHAKEN OFF VEILS 

AND TAKEN UP GUNS 

By Mina Rahman 

 

 The shy and rather soft-spoken women of Bangladesh have ardently responded to 
the call of their motherland. They have acted just as they were expected to do at this 

hour of our national crisis. From time immemorial, women have always come forward 
to help the menfolk and at present the women of Bangladesh are fighting for the 

liberation of the motherland. 
 

 Those, who have come to know the Bengalee women, are rather startled at this 
sudden change and awakening in them. They have shaken their veils and household 

preoccupations and have taken up guns. Happy are those women, who have given up 

their sons and daughters, husbands and brothers for the sake of their country and that 

too with a proud smile. 

 

 Following the army crackdown, their dreams are shattered and yet they go about 

their duties with grim determination. Along with the young men, a large number of 

young girls have enlisted and are still enlisting themselves every day at the guerilla 

training centers. The girls are even fighting in front lines. Nothing is too difficult or 

impossible for them anymore. 

 

 Today the brave mother race of Bangladesh are determined to take revenge upon 

the Pakistan Army, they are going to avenge the deaths of their sons and brothers, the 

brutalities inflicted upon their sisters and daughters. They are going to fight on until 
every inch of their motherland is free. 

 
 The women of Bangladesh, whether old or young, are not only fighting the enemy 

but also disease and death, hunger and famine along with certain other privations. 
Those who are in the occupied zones of Bangladesh are too fighting against heavy 

odds. Every minute of the day they pass with the constant fear of being killed or 
kidnapped. Such a situation mainly exists in the cities like Dacca Chittagong. 

 

 Lakhs of women have crossed over to India, some with their families and others 

frighteningly alone. Once they have overcome the state of bewildered numbness and 

shock, they plunge themselves into various works like their counterparts. Among 

others women’s medical corps, nursing and first aid training centers, youth camps 

have sprung up everywhere in the free zones. Under expert guidance, the devoted 

girls and women are working round the clock. 
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 After finishing the nursing and first aid training, they are rushing to the war fronts 

to render succour to the sick and wounded. Admittedly, the toughest job is being 

faced by lady doctors and nurses. Most of the refugees, when they reach the Indian 

soil area too exhausted to respond to any treatment. Hunger and sickness strike them 

down and sometimes the most unfortunate of them just lie down and die before any 

medical relief could reach them. And a good number of the surviving lot even lose the 

will to live. Doctors and nurses have to perform the most stupendous task of coaxing 
the sick and the dying back to life and health. 

 
 Bangladesh Can feel proud of its womenfolk and rightly so. They are just as brave 

and courageous as the menfolk and just as determined to drive out each and every 
soldier of the occupation army and achieve total independence. The name of Roushan 

Ara and many other Roushan Aras of Bangladesh will carve a niche for themselves in 
history beside such names as those of Joan of Are, Chand Sultana and many other 

luminarises of the past and the present. 
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BANGLADESH LAWYERS CONDEMN MUJIB’S TRIAL 

(The Nation Report) 

 

 The lawyers of Bangladesh now in free zones have banded themselves together 

under the banner of an organization set up at a meeting convened in Mujibnagar last 
week. The elder politician from Bangladesh, Mr. Kafiludding Choudhury, has become 

the Patron of that organization and the Minister for External, Law and Parliamentary 
Affairs, Khondakar Mustaque Ahmed, has been elected President. 

 
 Other office-bearers of the organization are: Kazi Abdul Khaleque (Secretary), 

Mr. Shah Moazzam Hussain, MPA, Mr. Abu Bakar Siddique and Mr. Shah Jamal 
Biswas (Vice-Presidents), Mr. Chittaranjan Guha and Mr. Kazi Abdus Salam (Joint-

Secretaries), Mr. Abdul Haque (Treasurer) and Mr. Samaresh Chandra Ghosh (office 

Secretary). 

 

 The meeting adopted the following resolutions:- 
 

 1. This meeting condemns the Pak Military junta for the farcical trial of 
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and urges upon the lawyers and peace-loving 

people of the world to exert pressure upon the respective Govt. for recognizing 
Bangladesh. 
 

 2. This meeting also calls upon the member-nations of the world to recognize 

Bangladesh in the forthcoming sitting of U. N. 
 

 3. This meeting urges upon the peace-loving people of the world and eminent 

jurists to demand the trial of Yahya Khan, Tikka and Bhutto for committing the most 

nefarious crime against Human civilization in violation the human rights and 

committing genocide, repression and rape. 
 

 4. This meeting lends its full support of the freedom fighters of the world who 

are fighting for liberation of their respective countries from the imperialistic 
domination and exploitations. 
 

 5. This meeting condemns the activities of the U.S.A. for their active assistance 

in supplying arms to the Pak Military Junta, who are engaged in genocide in violation 

of human rights in Bangladesh and urges upon the Lawyers of that country to put 

pressure upon the respective Government for immediate halt to arm supply and other 

economic assistance to Pak Government. 
 

 6. The meeting observed 3 minutes silence at the sad demise of the celebrated 

Bengali Writer, Tara Shankar Bandopadhya.  
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PIONEERS OF DIPLOMATIC 

ONSLAUGHT ON ‘PINDI 

 

  NEW DELHI Mr. A.Z.M.A. Qadir 

  DIPLOMATS Mr. Motiur Rahman  
 Mr. K.M. Shehabuddin Mr. Kazi Sikandar Ali 

 Second Secretary Mr. Md. Golamur Rahman  
 Mr. Amjadul Haq Mr. Shamsul Alam 

 Asstt. Press Attache. Mr. Mohd. Siddiqullah. 
  NON-DIPLOMATIC Mr. A.K.M. Abu Sufian 

           STAFF Mr. Abdur Rob 
 Mr. Abdul Majid, Mr. Shamsuddin Mr. Mohd. Fakhrul Islam 

 Mr. Nurul Huda Mr. Mohd. Aminullah 

  CALCUTTA Mr. Mohd. Abul Bashar 

  DIPLOMATS Mr. A.B.M. Khurshed Alam 

 Mr. M. Hossain Ali Mr. Abdul Mannan Bhuiyan 

 Deputy High Commissioner Mr. Abdur Rahman Bhuiyan 

 Mr. R I Choudhury  Mr. Mohd. Abdur Rahim, 

 First Secretary Mr. Md. Nurul Amin 

 Mr. Anwarul Karim Choudhury  Mr. Nur Ahmed 

 Third Secretary (political) Mr. Mohd. Alauddin 

 Mr. Kazi Nazrul Islam Mr. Samiruddin 

 Third Secretly (Admn.) Mr. Mohd. Solaiman 

 Mr. M Maqsood Ali Mr. Shamsuddin Hussain 

 Asstt. Press Attache Mr. Jahur Hussain 
  NON-DIPLOMATIC Mr. Mir Mozammel Haq 

  OFFICER & STAFF Mr. Mohd. Zakaria 
 Mr. Sayidur Rahman Mr. Mohd. Wahidur Rahman 

 Mr. M.A. Hakim Mr. Abdun Noor 
 Mr. Amir Ali Choudhury  Mr. A.K.M. Abdur Rob 

 Mr. Anwar Hussain Mr. A.K.M. Qumrur Rashid 
 Mr. Md. Sayeduzzaman Miah Mr. Anwaruzzaman 

 Mr. Jainal Abedin Choudhury  Mr. Abbasuddin Ahmed Choudhury 

 Mr. Mustafizur Rahman Mr. Wahidur Rahman 

 Mr. Alimuzzaman Mr. Md. Sharful Alam 
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             HOME BASED CLASS-IV    Mr. A.R. Choudhury  

 Mr. Abdul Kader  Finance & Accounts Officer 

 Mr. Abdul Matin Prodhan Sheikh Rustam Ali 

   Assistant Information officer 

 Mr. Abdul Amin  

 Mr. Mohd. Hossain  NON-DIPLOMATIC STAFF 

 Mr. Motiur Rahman Mr. Habibur Rahman 
 Mr. Abdul Gaffar Mirdha Mr. Sulaiman 

 Mr. Aman Hossain 
 Mr. Hatim Ali Mr. M. Hoque  

 Mr. Bazlur Rahman Mr. Nurul Islam 
 Mr. Mohd. Hedayetullah Mr. Mustaq Ahmed 

 Mr. Nurul Haq  
 Mr. Shamsul Anwar  LONDON DIPLOMAT 

  HOME BASED CLASS-IV Mr. Mohiuddin Ahmed 

  LOCALLY RECRUITED Second Secretary 

 Mr. Mohd. Ishaque  Mr. Md. Akbar Lutful Matin 

 Mr. Momtaz Miah Director of Audit and Accounts 

 Mr. Mozammel Haq Mr. Abdur Rouf, Deputy Director 

 Mr. Abdus Sobhan Film and Publications 

 Mr. Shanu Miah Mr. Fazlul Haq Choudhury 

 Mr. Moh. Elias Labor Attaché 

 Mr. Abdul Hashem   PARIS NON-DIPLOMATIC STAFF 

  NEW YORK DIPLOMATS Mr. Mosharraf Hussain 

 Mr. A.H. Mahmood Ali Mr. Shaukat Ali 

 Vice-Consul. 

 Mr. S.A. Karim  BERNE NON-DIPLOMATIC STAFF 
 Deputy Permanent Representative (U.N) Mr. Golam Mostafa 

   
  WASHINGTON DIPLOMATS 

 Mr. Enayet Karim  HONG KONG DIPLOMAT 
 Minister  Mr. Mohiuddin Ahmed 

 Mr. S.A.M.S. Kibria Acting Trade Commissioner 
 Political Councilor 

 Mr. A.M.A. Muhith   BAGHDAD DIPLOMAT 

 Economic Counselor  H.E. Mr. A.F.M. Abul Fateh 

 Mr. A.R. Matinuddin Ambassador  

 Education and Cultural Counselor  

 Mr. Sayed Muzzam Ali   MANILA DIPLOMAT 

 Third Secretary K.K. Panni 

   Ambassador 
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THE WORLD PRESS 

 

 The Escapist Role of the United Nations in respect of Bangladesh problem was 

reflected in the curious statement of the newly elected President of the General 

Assembly, Dr. Adam Malik of Indonesia, who observed publicly that he was not in 
favor of a debate on that issue. This is. Of course his personal view, but the premature 

expression of the President’s personal view is likely to affect the Assembly’s 
deliberations. The object of the world organization is to facilitate the solution of 

international problems through open discussion and free exchanges of ideas. It is not a 
little surprising that the President of the General Assembly (which is composed of the 

representative of all member-nations and is thus the most representative body in the 
world) should declare himself opposed to the adoption of that procedure in a case 

affecting a people, 75 million strong, fighting for basic human rights. He does not 

want open discussion because, he said, “there would be no end to it and the problem 

could not be solved quickly”. His preference is for “work behind the scenes”. 

Apparently he wants to bring back the age of secret diplomacy which was condemned 

by the Covenant of the League of Nations. If delay is a valid argument against 

discussion, the entire democratic process must be condemned. Is the General 

Assembly going to write the epitaph on democracy? 

 

 Would it be very uncharitable to assume that Dr. Malik's reluctance to have an 

open debate on the Bangladesh issue springs from his desire to save the Yahya regime 

from the danger of publicity? Its misdeeds are now fairly well known throughout the 

world, but formal exposure on the world platform is a slur which Islamabad is 

naturally anxious to escape. It is no part of Dr. Malik's duty to extend his protection to 
Pakistan. If other States accuse Pakistan of atrocities committed in violation of an 

laws-human and divine-Pakistan can defend itself, for its representatives will have full 
freedom to participate in the Assembly debate. When there are grave allegations the 

only honorable course for the accused is to attempt effective refutation. If the Yahya 
regime is unwilling to pursue that honorable course it should take the consequences. 

The function of the General Assembly is to express the voice of the world, not to 
stifle it. Dr. Malik is laying a dangerous precedent against democracy and fairness in 

international transactions. 

 

 The novelty of Dr. Malik's thesis is closely connected with his concept of 

Pakistan's legal position in the matter, and that concept is a mere echo of what 

Pakistan's ardent friends have been saying since the beginning of genocide in 

Bangladesh. "You cannot", he said, "force Pakistan to take any step because it is their 

internal problem." The killing of the Jews was Hitler's internal problem too! Dr. 

Malik's prescription is that India and Pakistan should be "pushed" to come together 

"to solve this political problem". How is the act of "pushing" to be performed, and by 

whom? Why should Pakistan agree to be  
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"pushed" in a matter which is its "internal problem"? And why should India and 

Pakistan be grouped together? Did India participate in creating the "political problem" 

which is now the world's headache? Dr. Malik has adopted the same strategy as the 

Western Powers have been following over the years, viz to put India and Pakistan on a 

par in respect of everything occurring in this sub-continent. That strategy has paid 

little dividend in the case of Kashmir. It will pay no dividend in the case of 

Bangladesh where the people are determined to be free. The liquidation of empires is 
a historical process; it cannot be controlled by British Prime Ministers or General 

Assembly Presidents. 
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Whither Political Solution 
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WHITHER POLITICAL SOLUTION 

Political solution for Bangladesh is an oft-repeated recipe suggested and pleaded for. 
The exponents encompass a varied denominations from certain Head of State and 

Governments down to intellectuals and political persons of repute and impact, both in the 

East as well as in the West. Understandably, the suggestion symbolizes their anxiety and 
distress at the anguished cry of the suffering millions, now victims of blood-hounds from 

West Pakistan. The ravages are still on and the magnitude of the worst human tragedy is 

growing alarmingly. Deaths of unarmed civilians are multiplying as the days pass. The 
largest exodus of the living memory continues. A black feather of the dark history indeed. 

The parties directly involved in Bangladesh affair are the entire Bengali nation and 
the West Pakistan military junta, usurpring the right of the former. Both the sides are 

locked in a bloody battle. The latter is engaged in the forcible occupation of the land that 

does not belong to her while the former is fighting hard to secure the homeland by driving 

out the aggressors. The battle is in high peach and the destination of the Bengali nation is 

palpably destined. The days of independence are fast approaching. 

The third party, which is indirectly involved is India. India did not ask for it. The 

circumstances have forced her to be involved in the issue, because of its respect for 

human values and love for humanity. Ninety lakh Bengalees ran for safety to the Indian 
soil following mass massacre unparallel in world history. We look upon the sacrifice of 

the Indian people and Government with a sense of gratitude. We are simply overwhelmed 

at the bold statement by Mrs. Gandhi that “we will not push back 90 lakh refugees to the 
jaws of death.” 

We do appreciate the big burden of feeding nine million mouths for an indefinite 

period. It is a big strain on the Indian economy. We wish our benefactors also to 

appreciate the truth that short of freedom, the Bengalees cannot accept any other solution 

how can we go for a political settlement after a million Bengalees have been butchered 
Thousands of women have been wronged, about a crore rendered homeless destitute? 

After weighing all the pros and cons of the vexing issue rightly the Bangladesh 

Government maintains that, "no settlement is acceptable short of independence and 
independence alone can create conditions for the return of refugees in freedom and 

security." 

The latest advocate of political settlement is America which has hitherto maintained 

an anti-Bangladesh posture by supplying arms to Pakistan even after confirmed reports of 

genocide reached Washington through her own sources, including the World Bank study 
team. But today she talks of political settlement on the plea of "threat to peace in South 

Asia". At a time when the Mukti Bahini by its determined fight and death-defying  
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dedication is driving out the marauders form fronts after fronts. America is crying 
hoarse. The three point Rogers plan is: Restraint must be exercised in the subcontinent 

efforts towards an effective political settlement in East Bengal must be pursued, the 
international assistance programme must be expanded to avert famine and create 

conditions to encourage the return of refugees. 

 

 As against that the stand of the Government and the people of Bangladesh is 

candidly clear. “An effective political settlement to be acceptable to Bangladesh must 

satisfy the preconditions set by the Acting President. They are: Unconditional release 

of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman; recognition of complete independence of Bangladesh; 

total withdrawal of West Pakistani Army and compensation for the men and material 

lost in the military crackdown. If the United States means what she has said in the 

three-point formula she should rather tell her protégé, Yahya. Khan to fully accept the 

preconditions of the Bangladesh Government. 

 

 It must be clearly understood that for any solution to be meaningful and 

acceptable, in the context of Rogers proposal, total independence is the last word. 
Short of that nothing can satisfy the urge for freedom of the Bengalees who are out to 

fight it out once for all. Blood is the price of freedom and we have paid the price. The 
eighth largest nation of the world are prepared to give more blood to achieve the final 

goal. No power, however mighty that be, can suppress the voice of 7.5 crore people, 
who are determined to fight to the last man, last bullet and turn their land in a 

sovereign independent state. Big power machinations and conspiracy can not detract 
them from their charted path and that path is complete freedom. 
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WAR ALONE CAN 

FREE BANGLADESH 

(The Nation Special Report.) 

 

 When and how the war of independence in Bangladesh will come to an end? This 
commonly-asked question cannot possibly be replied in mono-syllable. It requires an 

objective analysis of the factors governing the issue to drive the point home. But a 
keen student of the history of liberation war would immediately jump to one solid 

conclusion. Out fighting force alone can liberate Bangladesh and the time schedule 
squarely depends on the Mukti Bahini’s preparedness to it the enemy from ground, air 

and water simultaneously with matching strength. 
 

 The solution lies there and nowhere else. It is the inherent strength of freedom 

fighters, military and moral, that can decide our destiny, strength, and grit are the 

deciding factors in a war like this. Talking and propagating about any different line 

will be tantamount to the betrayal of the cause. It would be just self-deception, a wild 

goose chase. 

 

 True, Bangladesh issue is a cancerous disease in the body-politic of the 

subcontinent. The Bengali nation must shake off the aura of hallucination that some 

other nation will right and win the war for the former. Therefore the Bengalees must 

religiously follow the gospel truth which says: "Freedom can never be had by 

begging. It has to be got by force. Its price is blood." The contrary prescription is 

'escapism', a vile attempt to sidetrack the reality and thereby prejudice the valiant 

efforts of the brave sons of the soil on the war front. 
 

 Six eventful months of breathless moments punctuating the War of independence 
have at least proved one thing that coaxing and cajoling has done no good with the 

military junta. It is dragging on with the war of attrition and its avowed persistence to 
genocide. 

 
 So dignified polemics and thought-provoking resolutions in the United Nations or 

raising of passive vote at some international showpiece conference would simply be 

exercise in futility, in so far as the liberation war is concerned. By now it is crystal 

clear that short of hard-hitting pounce on the enemy, no other posture could move the 

enemy even an inch from the occupied areas. 

 

 And on the other hand, Pakistan Army also recognized the might of only one 

force, that is the might of the Mukti Bahini, who with their indomitable zeal and 

dogged 
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persistence have caused the enemy to lose men and arms and retreat from one front 

after the other. 

 

 Facts are on record that Pakistani Army is finding it hard to contain our valiant 

fighters on the land. It is the advantage of air cover that has given a temporary lease of 

life to the occupation army. The Mukti Bahini has now got over numerical deficiency 

in terms of the trained manpower. It has now a matching strength. Their moral 
strength is equally formidable. The owner of the soil does certainly find himself in an 

advantageous position over the aggressors. 
 

 So, in the context of the Bangladesh war prospect, the most immediate tasks are: 
Recognition and the supply of sophisticated arms and planes, the latter being a 

concomitant of the former. Who will supply arms without recognition? Even India, 
which has been forced to foot the bill of feeding nine million mouths, can not supply 

arms to Bangladesh before recognition. 
 

 The whole world know that the Mukti Bahini has been fighting mostly with 

whatever arms and ammunitions East Bengal Regiment, East Pakistan Rifles together 

with the auxiliary forces had been in possession as of 26
th

 March, when they revolted. 

Furthermore, our men have been fighting with the enormous arms captured from the 

retreating West Pak Army. 
 

 Because of the shortage of modern arms and weapons as also the absence of 

planes, the Mukti Bahini had to stick to guerilla warfare. But the crux of the matter is 

that guerilla warfare is not the answer to total independence. There has to be total war 

to achieve total independence. And short of total independence, no other course is 

acceptable either to the fighting force to the Bengali nation as a whole. 
 

 Then again, guerilla war would mean a prolonged war with our fate shrouded in 

uncertainty. Would the Bengali nation remain contented with the prolonged war? No, 
never, because that does not go with the urge for freedom of the Bengali nation, 

which wants total independence at the earliest. It is, therefore, being strongly felt by 
those keenly observing the development of the war in Bangladesh that an all-out 

onslaught on the enemy, as in a conventional war, is imperative. 
 

 Those who believe in the end of colonial rule and exploitation, those who believe 

in the right of self-determination of a distinct people, have to go into the question of 

helping the Mukti Bahini with necessary arms. There is no death of manpower in the 

Mukti Bahini. The deficiency is that of sophisticated arms; and next comes planes. 

Equipped with modern arms and planes, the Mukti Bahini can chase the enemy out of 

the soil of Bangladesh sooner than expected. The enemy, will then, either take to their 
heels, or surrender or perish. 
 

 Of course, Bangladesh Navy will remain stand-by to take care of the fleeing West 

Pakistani marauders, it they choose the sea route. 
 

 The issue of the survival of the eighth largest nation of the world is there. Can the 

freedom-loving nations of the world play a passive role at this hour of crisis of a 

nation 
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fighting for its independence? As signatories of the Charter of Human Rights they 

have a responsibility, a commitment to uphold right to self-determination. Should 

they forget that most of the present-day members of the United Nations are the by-

product of the Second World War which laid the foundation of the liquidation of 

colonial empires in various corners of the globe. 

 

 It is logically incumbent on the saner sections of the humanity, particularly, the 
post-War independent States to extend their helping hand to Bangladesh freedom 

fighters so that another colonial dominion goes in liquidation and human right to self 
rule is established. 
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FRANKLY SPEAKING 

 

 The human tragedy that occurred in a small hamlet known as My Lai in South 

Vietnam is now being repeated in thousand of villages of Bangladesh by the 

marauding Pat Army. This is not only the observation of those far and near deeply 
experienced in the study of the political upheavals in various parts of the globe. This 

also the observation of the economic experts associated with the World Bank. The 
World Bank, which extended a big loan to Pakistan to finance numerous development 

projects, had sent a study team to verify facts and on return to Washington ten 
representatives jointly submitted a report asking for immediate suspension of aid to 

West Pakistan. 
 

 The document helps to give a complete and faithful picture of the My Lais 

perpetrated by the trigger-happy occupation Army. These reports are so graphic and 

authoritative that they need no preface or comments. The foreword of the report says: 

 

 The information for this report was obtained, though not in normal circumstances, 

in more or less the normal way-that is by traveling, observing, asking questions, 

filtering as answers and figures obtained and evaluating the information obtained for 

accuracy and consistency. This was, of course, a more difficult task than is confronted 

by most Bank missions and it should be said that, in the absence of hard facts, we 

have had to draw frequently upon general impressions of the situation. 

 

 Some information, (for instance, that concerning actions by the Army and the 

extent of rebel activity is technically heresay in that it was not contained in official 
statements or reports made available to us) however, some treatment of these matters 

is necessary in order to round out a description of the situation in East Bengal, and we 
have included only information that we have seen (or heard) for ourselves or which 

has come from normally reliable sources and with appears consistent with the effects 
we have noted and observed ourselves. 

 
 "The situation," to quote the World Bank report, "is very far indeed from normal; 

nor are there any signs that normality is being approached or that matters are even 

moving in that direction". For this picture to be changed, it appears that, as a 

minimum two formidable constraints must be removed or overcome: 

 

 (i) The general sense of fear and lack of confidence on the part of the-most of the 

population. 

  

 (ii) The complete dislocation of the communication system: Its major 

manifestation is the almost complete absence of movement of people (except within 

towns) and of the exchange of goods between regions and sectors anywhere within 

the province. 
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 In the present political circumstances, it is impossible to predict what might 

constitute a sufficient set of conditions for a normalization process to being. There 

are, however, a number of necessary conditions which-it would seem have to be put in 

any case. 

 

 Firstly, it is most unlikely that any significant movement in the direction of 

normality will occur until there is a drastic reduction in the visibility, and preferably 
even the presence-of the military and a reestablishment of a normal civilian 

administration in East Bengal. 
 

 Secondly, the food problem must be solved. For the present, this means 
programming the massive imports which will be required over the next six-perhaps 

the next twelve, months, and re-establishing-by some combination of permanent and 
temporary measures-an adequate transport and distribution system. 

 

 Thirdly, any remaining available resources must be directed first to rehabilitation 

and reconstruction and to breaking the most important and most persistent Physical 

and organizational bottlenecks impeding efforts to get the economy going again. 
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PRIMA FACIE 

 

 Bhutto is crying hoarse, Rather he is in fury. His long cherished desire for power 

is still an idea, not a reality Bhutto, who had contributed to hotbed of deaths and 

destruction launched by Yahya regime, is in quandary. He is now biting his own lips. 
Yahya has used him and has now discarded him, kicked him. 

 
 The General’s new design to regain the “buried beauty” of Pakistan and so-called 

integrity with a new type of constitution has come to the playboy politician, Bhutto, as 
a terrible shock and a great disappointment. The kicked-out politician, who lent full 

support to Yahya’s genocidal activity in Bangladesh, has now discovered that 
Yahya’s plat to restore democracy was “contrary to people’s expectations”. 

 

 Traitors are never to be trusted. Once traitor to the cause of Bangladesh, he can 

never be faithful to Yahya either. So his aberration does not signify his sincere love 

for the sacred principles of democracy or his self-branded socialism. It rather adds a 

few more drops of doubt to his already tarnished image. 

 

 Yes, Bangladesh people are aware that “East Bengal is in flames, the whole 

country is in near ruin”. But they do not want to hear it from a traitor, who is now 

shedding crocodile tears. And also that “for two and a half years, the martial law 

regime has chosen to describe itself as an interim government” is not a news. It dose 

not await Bhutto’s confirmation. The whole world knows it. 

 

 Whether he agrees or not, Bhutto has set himself to the task of preparing a new 
ground for him in Bangladesh. His inspiration lies in Yahya’s announcement of by-

election in East Bengal. His apparent sympathy for the people of Bangladesh is but a 
chameleon’s game. If he thinks that the memory of the Bangladesh is so short, he is 

sadly mistaken, surely, the conscious people of Bangladesh will not swallow Bhutto’s 
sugar-coated pills any more. 
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CAPITAL CALLING 

THE NATION REPORT 

 

 The otherwise monotonous tone of confusion in the minds of certain section of 

Bangladesh regarding the unified nature of the freedom struggle has at last been 
allayed. The fight for independence is the fight of all Bengalees, irrespective of party 

affiliations, caste or creed. The enemy did spare none when it struck, when it 
launched genocide on the soil of Bangladesh. 

 
 The blood-bath has, therefore, served as a cementing force in the rank and file of 

the entire Bengali Nation. Together they suffered at the hands of the West Pakistani 
marauders and together they are fighting against the enemy. The odds are too many, 

and the fight is challenging. Seven and a half crores of Bengalees have stood 

resolutely together to fight till the last drop of blood. 

 

 Together they are going the perilous journey. But the absence of recognition of the 

forces other than those belonging to the Awami League had a dampening effect on 

those outside the fold of the Awami League, which is holding the reigns of 

administration in Bangladesh. It is certainly a happy augury that an Advisory 

Committee has been set up with eight representatives of five political parties. Besides 

the Awami League, the other four parties represented on the Advisory Committee are: 

National Awami party (Bhasani group), National Awami party (Muzaffar group), 

Communist party of Bangladesh and the National Congress party of Bangladesh. 

 

 The entire Bengali Nation is engaged in a total fight for independence. It is the 
fight of the whole nation. Recognition of the other four parties will have a salutary 

effect on the liberation struggle. These parties will, now, feel a sense of participation, 
which will serve as an incentive for them to be completely identified with the freedom 

struggle without any reservation. 
 

 The enemy can benefit only when they can bring about a cleavage in the rank of 
the fighting people. We have to be on guard. Unity has to be maintained zealously in 

the interest of the demand of the hour. This is time which demands military discipline 

in all our actions and postures. This is time to talk in a guarded Language weighing 

the pros and cons of every utterance that we make. 

 

 The Bengali nation has set up example after example through their enviable 

performances. After setting a record in the history of elections the democracy loving 

people of Bangladesh have turned revolutionaries. They have responded quickly to 

the demand of the circumstances after March 25 crackdown culminating in the worst 

genocide of the living memory. Yes, they have responded. Each and every Bengali 

has  
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turned a fighter now sworn to defend the honor and dignity of their motherland, 

usurped and aggressed by the occupation forces. They are now determined to set up 

yet another example by freeing the motherland from the clutches of West Pakistani 

imperialism through war. 

 

 Day shall dawn soon. 

 
  *  *  *  * 

 
 Shab-e-Barat, a holy Muslim festival, was observed in Mujibnagar with due 

solemnity. According to Muslim scriptures, that is the night on which the Almighty 
Allah will budget for the pleasures or penance, good or bad days for individual 

Muslims for the coming year. Praying for luck, the devoted Muslims spent the night 
amidst enthusiasm. All offices of Bangladesh Government observed a closed holiday 

on the day, 5
th

 of October. 

 

 At Mujibnagar, the Acting President, the Prime Minister and their Cabinet 

colleagues joined a special prayer. They prayed for the salvation of the souls of the 

martyrs, who have laid down their lives in the war of liberation. Prayers were also 

offered for the salvation of the souls of lakhs of innocent men, women and children 

felled before the fierce and brutal attack of the West Pakistan occupation Army. 
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VOLUNTEER CORPS DOING FINE JOB 

 

 It is a unique experience to visit camps and institutions run by Bangladesh 

Volunteer Corps functioning in free zones of Bangladesh. The Corps has set up 

Children's Schools, Sewing Schools in various camps to utilize the children’s merit 
and the labor of the grown up men and women respectively. 

 
 While on a visit to a number of camps the other day, the Chairman of the 

Volunteer Corps, Mr. Rahmat Ali, stated that the Corps is running the institutions 
within its limited resources and capabilities. He hoped that after complete 

independence, the Volunteer Corps will be able to undertake bigger jobs, such as 
rehabilitation of the refugees who have gone over to India for safety of life. 

 

 Amidst cheers, Mr. Rahmat Ali declared, "our real address is – Padma Meghna 

Jamuna. And the day is not far off when we will return there with prerogatives of self 

rule". 

 

 The occasion was highlighted by display parade of little boys and girls to the tune 

of national anthem. The children welcomed the chairman with shouts "Joy Bangla". 
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THE INDIAN POINT OF VIEW 

BY AN INDIAN POLITICIAN 

 

 East Bengal has emerged with the new name of Bangladesh as an independent 

sovereign republic. We offer our fraternal greetings to Sk. Mujibur Rahman and the 
people of Bangladesh for heroic and gallant fight against the militant totalitarianism 

of a Fascist Government. No language is strong enough to condemn the inhuman 
atrocities perpetrated on the unarmed people of Bangladesh, who are struggling for 

the establishment of democratic rights, rule of law and self-determination for over two 
decades. The brutal assaults on fundamental human rights are unknown in the history 

of the civilized world. Sk. Mujibur Rahman and 75 millions of people of Bangladesh 
have created history in the valiant struggle for freedom from exploitation and 

oppression of the pseudo-imperialists of West Pakistan. 

 

 After the recent general election in Pakistan, it was expected that the military rule 

could be replaced by a democratic government. But the greed for power of the 

military leaders supported by vested interests expedited the failure of negotiations 

between the self-imposed military dictators and vested interests on one hand and the 

accredited representatives of the people on the other. On the 26th March we were 

shocked to hear about the extreme drastic repressive measures taken by the military 

dictators to crush the nonviolent, non-cooperation movement launched by one of the 

greatest patriots of the modern age, Sk. Mujibur Rahman. 

 

 Freedom from political and economic exploitation is the birthright for every 

human being and every nation. Denial of fundamental rights in an uncivilized manner 
cannot be tolerated in the 20

th
 Century. Now it is high time for the world leaders and 

the United Nations to rise up to the occasion and to ask the military dictators of 
Pakistan firmly in one voice to put an end to the genocide immediately, in the name of 

equality, justice and above all humanity. If the military dictators do not come to their 
senses under world pressure and the civil war continues for an in definite period then 

the United Nations should intervene. With the end of the 2
nd

 World War, Fascism has 
eclipsed and the revival of it would be dangerous for the peace, prosperity, and 

tranquility of the entire world. 

 

 We in India particularly those responsible for Governmental Administration here, 

I entirely agree, must make a cautious approach to the incidents on our Eastern 

borders. Much would depend to not only what we do, but also on the attitudes of other 

countries of the world. But we have to remember that in the interest of our territorial 

integrity and security of our border states like West Bengal, Tripura, Meghalaya and 

Assam, we cannot remain unconcerned with these happenings. Moreover, the people 

of these states have a  
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long history of social and cultural ties as well as economic connections with 

Bangladesh and the natural emotions of the people of these border states would have 

to be taken into full consideration by our Central Government. 

 

 We urge upon the Central Government (1) to give immediate diplomatic 

recognition to Bangladesh as a sovereign independent republic; (2) to take up the 

matter to the Security Council and seek United Nations intervention to prevent 
unabated genocide in Bangladesh; (3) to rouse world conscience against this genocide 

diplomatically with all countries, especially with Afro-Asian nations, as well as in the 
United Nations organization and with big powers; (4) to organize material help in the 

shape of food and medical relief and raising volunteer corps for the purpose; (5) to 
persuade all powers concerned to place an embargo on export and airlift of arms to 

Pakistan as well as on transit facilities for armed personnel; (6) to give asylum to all 
those irrespective of their religion from Bangladesh who may cross the frontiers and 

(7) to give all possible help to enable Bangladesh to function effectively as a 

sovereign state. 
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BATTLE OF FREEDOM IS HALF-WAY THROUGH 

AN ALL-OUT PUSH TO BRING NEW DAWN 

THE NATION SPECIAL REPORT 

 

 The façade of Pakistani military might is shattered. The days of darkness and 
despondency are almost over. The new dawn is knocking at the door. Oh, ye. 

Bengalees, rise up, pluck up more courage, take up arms and spread around, hit the 
enemy and the collaborators, kill them maim them and consign them to the graves. 

 
 The 7½ crore Bengalees are a big force, a formidable strength. As against that, the 

enemy has a depleted strength. The enemy is no match for such a big nation. Finish 
the enemy wherever they are, in towns and cities, on rivers and rivulets, in open field 

or in hiding. Hit them harass them, stop supplies and the enemy will fall flat or die.  

 

 This is the call of freedom, this is the call or motherland. Blood is the price of 

liberty, freedom is the price of liberty, freedom is the price of sacrifice. Each and 

every Bengalee must take up arms and be prepared for supreme sacrifice to win the 

war, to finish the marauders and to achieve independence. 

 

 Look at the small nation of Israel. They are a force to be reckoned with. Their 

might is enviable, their sacrifice is great. Why cannot we pledge to die, to taste the 

fruit of freedom? Yes, we can, we are prepared. There is no time to muse over the 

past. Let us look forward confidently. Victory is ours. 

 

 The Bengalees have a heritage, a heroic past. We belong to the race of Khudiram, 
Titu Mir, Surja Sen and Subhas Bose. They faced the British tyrants boldly. We must 

also face the West Pakistani tyrants with the same spirit-spirit of sacrifice, confidence 
and determination. 

 
 The battle of Bangladesh independence is already half-way through. And one 

more push, large-scale attack from all sides-attack by 75 million people with military 
weapons, swords, spears, arrows and other weapons. Let our sporadic onslaught blind 

the enemy, baffle the enemy so that the enemy is eliminated to the last man. Mind you 

they are the aggressors, the intruders. They have no moral strength to face your bold 

attack, to hold on to your territory. 

 

 The enemy is shaky, there is revolt and dissensions in its ranks. His strength is 

already thinned out by the Mukti Bahini. Just lend a helping hand to the Mukti Bahini, 

our brave fighters who have already finished 25,000 marauders. And then the reward 

is ensured, the independence guaranteed. 
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 The Commander in-Chief of Mukti Bahini has echoed the same sentiment and 

determination in a statement in Mujibnagar on Thursday. The enemy is desperately 

loosing the battle at the hands of Mukti Bahini, who are fast marching forward 

towards victory. 

 

 Ignominous defeat for the enemy is inevitable and in a bid to avoid the inevitable 

the West Pakistani warlords are raising smokescreen. And to that end it is trying to 
internationalize the issue. Pakistan’s slogan of “infiltrators” being sent by India is a 

travesty of truth. “We do not require infiltrators, the Mukti Bahini is sufficiently 
strong to face and defeat the occupation Army.” 
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PRIMA FACIE 

By ‘Argos’ 

 

 The diabolical action of Yahya khan together with its thrining interludes have 

been drawn on to the epilogue seemingly with a climax that offers a new extension to 
Aesoph's Fables. Absorbing fairy tales, the imaginary heroes of the history did 

certainly leave a durable impression on the impressionable minds of young one’s only 
to be forgotten at the maturity. Even Tarzan’s fabulous strength of arms do evaporate 

as the young one’s grow up to play brave heroes themselves. But what Yahya Khan 
has done surpasses both Aesoph's cobwebs and imaginary mighty demenour to 

Tarzan. 
 

 Yahya has combined “three in one” in the farcical trial of Sk. Mujib. He appears 

in the garb of a prosecutor, the judge and the reprieve also. With his human existence 

in this mundane world, he is trying to play the foul role of “Superman”, through, his 

supernatural action. He has done enough to become the hero of fairy tales but such 

tales will evoke vengeance instead of pastime effect on the minds of the children of 

Bangladesh. 
 

 Undoubtedly, he is an interesting character. He is simply a unique villain and 

more violent than any other giant that the story books have ever told of. He is cruel, 

crude and rude and as desperate as no Norman man could be. Yet the wants to live in 

"nobility" after committing the worst brutality of the history. 
 

 On the 26
th

 March he played the prosecutor of Mujib labeling the charge of 

'treason' and then threatened to court-martial him. And then again he appointed the 

judge of the court himself choosing the latter from the army barracks. To be more 

precise and frank, he himself became the judge, for it goes without saying that the 

soldier-judge appointed by Yahya was but some one subject to his order and will. And 

that did come true. According to the 'Imroj' a Lahore Urdu Daily, the military court 

had recommended death sentence for Mujib. Nay long before the farcical trial ended 

he told "Al-Ahram" that he did not know whether Mujib would remain alive after the 

court-martial was over. 
 

 But the wind was blowing otherwise. Strong world opinion grew against Yahya's 

murderous designs. Now he talks in a different voice. He speaks of reprieving the 

death penalty of the Sheikh. Reliable sources say that already a letter has been sent by 

him to the American President assuring the safety of the life of Mujib. 
 

 There is a tug of war in his mind whether to honor the world conscience or to 

complete his grand genocide plan by killing the uncrowned King, after the genocide 
of the Bengali nation itself. Surely, Mujib's life would be saved. No power on earth 

can alter this truth. 
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CALCUTTA MISSION’S DEFECTION IS SINGULAR 

FROM THE NATION FOREIGN DESK 

 

 It was the call of duty, call of the Motherland. The whole fabric of the Bengali 

Society was caught up in storms. The liberation war fever spread not only among the 
Bengalees inside Bangladesh, but also among the patriotic souls beyond. 

 
 Imbibed with the spirit of freedom, and in born love for motherland, the 

Bengalees living abroad, particularly those in diplomatic missions, came out openly to 
express their allegiance to the Bangladesh Government. It is certainly significant that 

there has been wide defections by Bengali Ambassadors, Officers and staff from 
diplomatic missions. Surely these defections are no commonplace incidents, or 

whimsical actions, but bold, calculated and sensible steps generated and fostered by 

patriotic zeal and fervor of the mission employees hats off to them. 

 

 In the big assembly-line of defection, the one by the former Pakistan mission in 

Calcutta, headed by H.E. Mr. Hossain Ali, stands out prominently for more than one 

reason. 

 

 Firstly, this is the only mission, which has defied the authority of Pakistan 

Government in a body, barring the non-Bengalee employees. 

 

 Secondly, this mission has retained its Premises denying and defying the claim of 

Pakistan Government on the chancenry. So much s, 31 non-Bengali employees had to 

sneak out of the mission premises after conceding defeat to the majority fully 
affiliated to the Bangladesh Government. 

 
 Thirdly, the Calcutta mission (after the defection) has served as a “window for 

outside contract”. Besides, this mission is the only full-fledged diplomatic cell to 
maintain effective coordination with all other missions abroad by pressing all its 

functionaries into service. 
 

 Fourthly, its proximity to the war-time capital of Bangladesh, Mujibnagar, has 

made its position singular. Taking advantage to the proximity it is maintaining close 

touch with the leaders of the Bangladesh “Government and airing their views and 

stand on various issues through the effective media of Indian Press. 

 

 Fifthly, in the early days of the liberation war; Bangladesh mission in Calcutta had 

been the only known place wherefrom the multitude of refugees could get guidance, 

help or at least a word of consolation. 
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 It can, therefore, be rightly observed that, the defection of this mission has not only 

given a boost to the liberation struggle morally but has contributed a lot politically also. 

Of course, the humanitarian aspect of its service to the refugees can never be forgotten. 
 

 Even now when the preliminary phase of the liberation war is over, the officers and 

the staffs of the mission, under the inspiring leadership of His Excellency Mr. Hossain 

Ali, are working round-the-clock. Their services are on records. All these commendable 
actions would rather not go unrewarded. 

 

 It is heartening that the Bangladesh Government, in recognition of the singular 
contribution to the movement, has upgraded the status of the mission and designated H.E. 

Mr. Hossain Ali as the High Commissioner for Bangladesh Government in India. It is an 

honor which he has earned, it’s a reward which he deserved. 
 

 According to knowledgeable circles, the High Commissioner treats the entire mission 

staff as "members of the same family". It, therefore automatically devolves on him to take 

care of the members of his "big family." 

 

 And rightly, it is understood, he is soon going to recommend reward for them in the 

interest of a "happy home". 
 

 Quite mindful of his "big family", Mr. Hossain Ali has consistently shown his 

awareness of the real aspiration which every Bengalee is zealously maintaining and 
nurturing through their action and pursuits. The goal is freedom-freedom from the 

occupation forces of West Pakistan. In keeping with his firm faith in the freedom of 

Bangladesh, Mr. Hossain Ali efficiently pleaded our cause in a select gathering in 

Calcutta recently. He said: 

 

 "Regarding the freedom struggle in Bangladesh by now, you and for that matter the 

civilized world, are aware of what had happened and is still happening in Bangladesh. I 
would not repeat them here as to how its came to pass that a nation comprising a sizeable 

section of humanity became the victim of worst kind of brutalities in the hands of a 

military Junta. The story is too familiar, the world is aware of the massacre of an armed 
and defenseless people in Bangladesh. 

 

 However, let me tell you that by resorting to the wholesale slaughter of the simple and 

God-fearing people of Bangladesh, the Junta of West Pakistan has in fact, set in motion a 

chain of events that has made the independence of Bangladesh not only an inevitability 

within a matter of time, but would also slowly but surely lead to the break-up of what is 
known today as West Pakistan. 

 

 The military clique headed by Yahya Khan is already aware that it cannot hold 

captive, as it is trying desperately with the use of massive military fire-power and 
sophisticated weapons the entire population of Bangladesh much longer. 

 

 The stand thoroughly condemned today in the eyes of the civilized world; their 

economy which flourished on the exploitation of the riches of Bangladesh cannot sustain 

the mad and senseless war of extermination that they have waged on us; politically the 

provinces of West Pakistan are already raising their voice against the prospect of a  
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continued military repression and denial of civil liberties for years to come. The 

handsome foreign aid that they used exclusively to build the economy of West 

Pakistan and to maintain an over-expanding military machine, is gradually coming to 

a trickle. 

 

 The collapse of the military adventure in Bangladesh will also bring in its wake 

the crumbling of the economy of West Pakistan which is based on the 'military 
industry ostensibly to fight India, but primarily to keep itself in power by suppressing 

the genuine aspirations of the people, and also to provide employment opportunities 
to its 'Martial Race.' 

 
 Our death-defying Mukti Bahini are already playing havoc with the enemy. The 

war of liberation is gaining momentum every day. Our guerillas are killing large 
number of West Pakistani soldiers-they are disrupting their line of communication by 

blowing up bridges, rail and road communication and also sinking boats and ships 

which the West Pakistan using to carry their arms ammunition and troops. Our 

guerillas are also systematically wiping out the collaborators inside Bangladesh. 

 

 The morale of the Pak Army has gone down with the colossal loss of their men 

and material and they are compelled to fall back at different points. The Mukti Bahini 

is in control of large areas of Bangladesh and already the troops belonging to the so-

called 'Martial Race', are panic-stricken and retreating. 

 

 Politically, we are today united as never before. Although the Awami League won 

absolute majority in the elections, it has now, in the larger interest of the country, 

joined hands with other equally dedicated political parties whose aim is also total 

independence for Bangladesh, in order to ensure the participation of all shades of 
people and opinion to carry the liberation to victorious conclusion." 
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Famine Stalks 

Bangladesh 
The Nation 

Vol. 1 : No. 3 
22 October, 1971 

 

FAMINE STALKS BANGLADESH 

 

 Bangladesh is in the grip of famine threatening the lives of millions more closely 

following in the holocaust of the Pakistani Army crackdown on Bangladesh. 

According to an international survey in the coming months ten million people will die 
of starvation unless internationally organized relief measure are undertaken 

expeditiously and elaborately without any loss of time. 
 

 Already a deficit area, cultivation in Bangladesh has suffered tremendously this 

year because of the reign of terror let loose by the West Pakistani occupation army. 

Consequently plantation of paddy has been extremely erratic during the current 

season. November harvest would, therefore, fall far short of the total food 

requirements to feed about 7 crore mouths. 
 

 The fact remains that the blood hounds of West Pakistan want only destroyed food 

stock either in Government stores or in private god owns or in improvised residential 

stores. 
 

 Long before this unfortunate picture emerged, international food experts had 
anticipated such a catastrophic situation, as sure as night follows the day, there will be 

an appalling famine in East Bengal unless the international Community intervenes 
now. This was the grim conclusion of South Asian experts, who met in Toronto 

recently under the sponsorship of Oxfam of Canada. 
 

 From 1966 to 1970, Bangladesh produced an average of 10.8 million tons of food 

grain against a requirement of 12 million tons-a deficit of ten percent. Recurring 
floods and cyclones never allowed the agricultural sector of Bangladesh to close this 

gap. Very little development programme was undertaken to control the annual floor or 
to establish irrigation network. 
 

 Bulk of the people of Bangladesh live in a precariously marginal substance. 

Slightest dislocation around them causes many to slip off from their holds on 

existence. 
 

 When the last November cyclone came half a million people were washed away, 

but five million others who survived were not sure whether they will survive the 
ordeal. Transportation facilities are so primitive that but for international help food 

could hardly be rushed to the victims. Man-made disaster of Yahya is again another 
thing. This is not localized disruption of communication and transportation. This is a 

total collapse. 
 

 In April, Yahya's army fanned out in all directions to occupy the countryside 
Magnitude and severity of army’s action led to: Complete breakdown of the life 

system: economic, political and social. Entire Bangladesh pervaded with a sense of 

insecurity, terror and fear. 
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 Agricultural fields which escaped army’s destruction at best remained unattended. 

Agricultural system collapsed with the departure of 9 million refugees along with 

their live stocks and with a population of 30 million roaming around the countryside 

uprooted. Bangladesh which boasts the largest number of agricultural cooperatives in 

the world (for the same area) found herself coming to almost grinding halt with the 

collapse of cooperative machinery. 

 
 June was the planting season for the November harvest. Planting was erratic. Even 

Pakistan government’s report shows at places it dropped to the ten per cent of normal. 
 

 Flood this month affected an area 4000 sq. miles. Whatever planting took place in 
these areas, half of it has been completely damaged by the flood. 

 
 PL 480 food grains which were heading for Chittagong in late March to cover the 

normal food deficit were diverted to avoid the army-navy activities in Chittagong. 

Even in normal situation the capacity of Chittagong port is quite limited. Under the 

present circumstances its food handling capacity has been further reduced by the 

Army’s top priority on keeping the army supplies from Karachi coming in 

continuously. 

 

 Railway and road network throughout Bangladesh is out of service. River network 

is the only means to carry foodstuff to the hinterland. All river vessels including those 

given by the international community to carry food to the needy-have been 

transformed into troop carriers and gun-boats by the Yahya’s army.  

 

 Pakistan army has only one very clearly defined objective in mind: to keep 

Bangladesh under Pakistani control at any cost. Army understands that language and 
that language alone. When river vessels were being given to Pakistan Army to carry 

relief materials-an Army officer remarked: “Now we can get into areas where we 
previously could not.” He knew to what use he is going to put them. 

 
 Dr. Lincoln C. Chen of Massachusetts General  Hospital and Dr. Jon E. Rohde of 

Children’s Hospital Medical Centre in an article in the British medical journal, 
‘Lancet’, predicted that the period between now and November may precipitate a 

famine of unprecedented proportions affecting 25 million people. 

 

 In the famine of 1943 three million people dies of starvation in Bangladesh. This 

impending famine will far exceed the ’43 famine in magnitude. With a conservative 

estimate of 3 million tons food shortage (one fourth of total requirement) death from 

starvation can easily reach the staggering figure of 10 million and beyond. 

 

 While a great human disaster is in the offing, Yahya is playing games with the 

United Nations. He would not allow any relief operation without his occupation 

army’s supervision. With the record of their post handling of relief operation 

Bengalees know that they would be safer without army’s help. If the world nations 

feel any way responsible for the lives of these millions, the only way to reach them is 

through the representatives of Bengali people. 
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 Peter Shore, former British Labor Minster, suggests the same thing. “The first 

requirement is to establish quickly some relationship of confidence between the U. N. 

and the Bangladesh representatives. The Bangladesh authorities must be brought into 

the planning and administration of food relief for overriding practical reasons.” 

 

 If there is anything called world conscience, it would be awfully uncomfortable 

when in coming months 10 million people will die of starvation. Very little time is 
left. Men and women of conscience must act NOW. 
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AN EVACUEE CHILD WRITES…. 

By Nasreen 

 

 The 2
nd

 May ended with a beautiful spring evening; and that is the day I can never 

forget as long as I live. We were still at Ramgarh, the Sub-Divisional town of 

Chittagong Hill Tracts. When I think of that day, I can still see the small town, the 

happy people leading their normal lives. 

 

 On the 2
nd

 of May, Col. Ziaur Rahman told my father that he should shift his 

family to the other side of the border. The B.S.F. helped us to cross over. At about 4 

O’ clock in the afternoon, the Pakistani soldiers came to Ramgarh and then I saw 

some of my college friends and other boys have known since childhood walk forward 

with a smiling face and take up their positions. The E.B.R., E.P.R. and the police also 

did the same. 

 

 But in my young heart, I only felt worried and scared for my friends. Some of 

them gave up their lives for their beloved motherland. 

 

 Slowly the stars came out bringing the day to a close. All on a sudden, I heard a 

shot, but I could not make out from where it came and then I saw my father’s orderly 

come running to me; he was quite annoyed with me, for he saw me standing on the 

steps of the police station. He caught me by the hand and dragged me from that place, 

and then only I realized what was wrong. 
 

 The evening sky was all red and I could see my friends running and taking up 
their positions. I got really scared and started running, because this is the first time in 

my life I saw real mortar shells falling like rain drops all over the place. Curious even 
in the face of that calamitous situation, some of our neighbors and we three sisters 

climbed a hillock, and what we saw was our beloved motherland burning to ashes. 
But still we did not give up hope, because we all knew that one day our motherland 

would be free and our death-defying freedom fighters would not let a single Pak 

soldier remain in our sacred soil. In the midst of hopeful ponderings, I saw the Doctor 

of that small hospital come running towards my sister, Naseem, for help. In no time 

we all three sisters went to help him. The mortar shells and machine-gun firing was so 

close that we thought it would come and fall on our ailing brother. The fierce-fighting 

continued for more than two days. But our brave boys had to retreat because the Pak 

army had thrice our strength equipped with modern fire powers. 

 

 After a few days, I went and stood near small stream that separated India and our 

Bangladesh. I saw the brute barbarian Pak soldiers enjoying the jackfruits of our 

country. 
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Let them enjoy those fruits once and for all, I thought, because they will never get 

another chance in their lifetime again. 

 

 Our brave brothers and fathers will make sure that none of the brute Yahya’s boys 

can go back. And I too have made a promise that if I get a chance I will kill at least a 

Pak soldier and take back revenge for killing our fellow men, women and children-

peace loving people of Bangladesh. 
 

 My mothers and sisters have been tortured by them and I being a girl from 
Bangladesh will never let go off a chance to hit back upon the Pak army. 
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Editorial  

Unite or Be Dammed 

Bangladesh News letter* 

London : No. 4 

26 April, 1971 

 

UNITE OR BE DAMNED 
 

 A National Liberation Struggle has been imposed on the Bengali people by the 

Military Dictatorship of the ‘Islamic Republic of Pakistan’. An unprepared and 
unarmed people is fighting for its freedom. It is a war between a highly organized 

army with sophisticated war weapons from Sabre Jets to Napalam bombs and only the 
will of people determined not to be slaves in their own homeland. 

 

 Victory shall be ours. Because the sons of the soil are fighting a just war and 

against a foreign invader. We will overwhelm them with our man-power. We will trap 

them in our terrains and streams. We shall liquidate them one by one group by group 

and annihilate the lot and we shall vindicate the great cause of freedom for which so 

many of our comrades have given their lives. The Great Murderers shall not go 

unpunished. 

 

 But what we need is to organize our victory. Unity in purpose we have achieved. 

Unity in action we must strive for. It is time for the overseas Bengali population to 

forget their parochial factions and petty squabble and dovetail their efforts and come 

to the aid of the freedom fighters in Bangladesh. 

 
 

Please ! Please ! Please ! Unite & Act ! 
And Act Quickly. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
* Bangladesh New Letter ‘�6�" ���	� 2�1�� � �
7�	
� �����’ (Campaign for self-rule of East Bengal)। 

������8	� �9���  :�� ��, ��:� ;)-, ���<� ��,, 	8� �=
� %���� । �> ��> ����� �
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The Unite Kingdom Diary Bangladesh News letter 

London : No. 4 

26 April, 1971 

 

 

THE UNITED KINGDOM DIARY 

 

Central Action Committee for the People’s 

Republic of Bangladesh 

 

 The Central Action Committee for the People’s Republic of Bangladesh in UK 

was constituted in Coventry on Saturday 24 April 1971 at the National Conference of 

the delegates from the local and regional action committees. There were over 125 

accredited delegates and over 25 observers. The Conference was presided by Begum 

Bilquis Banu and among others was attended by Justice Abu Sayeed Chaudhury, 

former Vice-chancellor of the Dacca University. 

 

 The creation of the Central Action Committee marks the beginning of a new 

journey of the Bengali-speaking immigrants in UK towards political consolidation of 

the community. "It is going to be an arduous assignment" organizers pointed out but 

they were hopeful that in the long run" it is likely to be a highly rewarding mission." 
Mr. Abu Sayeed Chaudhury in his concluding speech also termed the Conference as 

"of historic significance and a momentous achievement for the Bangladesh movement 
in the United Kingdom." 

 
 The Conference also elected a 5-man Steering Committee to guide the work of the 

Central Action Committee. Mr. Abu Sayeed Chaudury was invited to act as the 
adviser to the new body. 

 

Action Bangladesh Clearing House 

 

 A Clearing house for all actions for and in support of Bangladesh has been set up 

after two meetings at the office of the Peace News attended by representatives of 

Bangladesh Students Action Committee, International Conscience for Action, Peace 

Pledge Union, Friends Peace Council, Third World Review, Young Liberals, Peace 

News, Campaign for Self-Rule for Bangladesh, Mr. Michael Barnes, Labour M.P. and 
Zakarya Choudhury. 

 

 A press release says: A clearing house for action on this world crisis has been set 

up in London. Its aim is to secure that adequate relief aid reaches the people. The 

clearing house consists of an office and phone and is manned by volunteers. It will 

provide immediate information for members of the public, press, peace and religious 

organizations as to what they can do to get the troops out and relief in. the address is: 

Action Bangladesh Clearing House, 34 Stratford Villas, London NW 1, Telephone 

between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. only: 01-485 2889. The office will open Monday to 

Saturday. 
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Relief Fund 

 

 The League of Red Cross Societies in Geneva, the Federation of National Red 

Cross groups, has postponed indefinitely its long-term programme of civil 

rehabilitation in the wake of the autumn cyclone. The League has up to ₤2 millions 

lying idle. In Britain the Disasters Emergency Committee, comprising the British Red 

Cross, Oxfam, Save the Children, War on Want and Christian Aid, having spent about 
₤800,000 on specific projects, has another ₤700,000 which it is unable to spend 

because of the fighting, lack of information, and lack of access. 
 

 Michael Lake of the Guardian commenting on this situation on 15 April said: 
"The situation can be summed up simply, if brutally: the East Bengal economy, 

always in crisis, has broken down. The political, social and distributing infrastructure-

ranging from local councils to bridges--is in the last stages of destruction. The main 

port of Chittagong is paralyzed while 26 ships with relief supplies lie at anchor 

outside. Pre-monsoon rains are hampering what movement is possible. The monsoon, 

due next month, is almost certain to rot what relief food is landed and left unhandled 

in the docks in addition to bringing the usual six-monthly cyclone with its trail of 

death and further waste. The Government of President Yahya Khan is determined to 

crush resistance in East Bengal, an operation necessarily entailing widespread ruin 

since virtually the entire population seems united behind the vision of an independent 

Bangladesh. 
 

"Why the hell are we so silent?" 
 

 'Why the hell are we all so silent,' asked Woodrow Wyatt in a front page article in 

mass-circulation, Daily Mirror of 23 April, and added: "I feel deeply ashamed I have 

not written or said one word of protest at the mass slaughters in East Pakistan. 
 

 And why the hell are we all so silent? 
 

 WHERE are those who clamored vociferously against the British and Nigerian 
governments over Biafra? 
 

 Where are those who used to march from Aldermaston to demand that we give up 

nuclear weapons? 
 

 What is happening in East Pakistan is far worse than any of these things, 
 

 Starvation in Biafra was horrifying. But it was Colonel Ojukwa of Biafra who 
started the unnecessary civil war without provocation. 
 

 East Pakistan is quite unlike that. The area is divided from West Pakistan by a 
thousand miles of territory. 
 

 The murder of defenseless, peaceful, poverty stricken Bengalis began. Hundreds 

of students, political leaders were butchered at Dacca University by West Pakistan 

soldiers. 
 

 Thousands upon thousands of ordinary, harmless Bengalis have been killed by 

bombs, shells and the firing squad. The party that won the elections was outlawed and 

its officials massacred. 
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 No Press, television reporters, or impartial observers are allowed in. General 

Yahya is determined to stop the world learning the extent of horrors which have not 

been seen since Hitler and Stalin. 
 

 What are we doing about it? We are still supplying aid to General Yahya. 
 

 And on Tuesday Mr. Heath said in the Commons that he would appreciate it if 

Mr. Wilson "did not press me on the details of the exchanges I have had with the 
President of Pakistan." 
 

 Crushing a whole people is not just an internal matter to be discussed on friendly 

basis. If the Commonwealth can get steamed up about our selling a few naval vessels 

to South Africa why can’t it get steamed up about this? 
 

 Why don't we take the affair to the United Nations? We were quick to recognize 

General Amin when he seized power in Uganda without being voted for by anybody. 
 

 Don't we recognize the votes of 75,000,000 people? Or are they too poor, too far 
away, too unimportant for us to brother about? 
 

 Dare not our Government even express a moral condemnation? Or is that confined 

to teachers masturbating in disagreeable sex education films? 
 

 What has happened to us? Are we afraid of offending our new-found table tennis 

chums, the Chinese, who have publicly supported General Yahya? 
 

 When the Turks massacred the Armenian Christians in the last century Gladstone 

thundered out against them. Today, alas, we are governed by mini-men. 
 

 Yet General Yahya's economic plight is so great that even the slightest pressure 

could force him to end the holocaust and be reasonable." 
 

International Genocide 
 

 Roger Moody wrote in Peace News on 16 April: "….There is no justification not 

only for what West Pakistan has recently done in East Bengal, but for what she plans 

to achieve. Even if Yahya Khan, by non-violent means could bring the people of East 
Bengal back into a lopsided domain (it has never been a federation), there is every 

reason to believe that the military government in Karachi would continue to bleed the 
East to feed West, and perpetuate an artificial economic framework within which 

millions are doomed to an early death…I have cast around in my mind for some 
indication what West Pakistan forces are now doing is something less than the final 

solution for which Hitler provided the blueprint between 1933 and 1939, I can find 
none. This is genocide; International genocide (to use Sartre’s term) and sufficiently 

wide-spread to justify indictment on several counts under the Genocide convention of 

the U. N. (which Britain signed in 1969).. At the same time the United States 

Government could embargo its arms this might render continued policing more and 

more difficult. Economic sanctions are theoretically possible at present Pakistan faces 

bankruptcy ………since it is now clear that the Pakistan Government is not above 

using any means, including starvation, to bring the  
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Bengalis to submission, it is the height of hypocrisy not to say simplemindedness, to 

try to persuade the murderer that your intervention on behalf of victim will not upset 

his necrophilous plans. The intention must be to upset, to interfere with and obstruct 

West Pakistan authority where-ever possible in East Bengal. For that authority does 

not rest on any mandate whatever-besides that of naked armed force.” 

 

The Students Action Committee 
 

 Following their last Sunday’s demonstration the Students Action Committee are 
stepping up their Parliamentary lobbying to enlist the sympathy and support of the 

British Government and the political parties. 
 

 The students have further resolved to protest and demonstrate against the 
projected tour of Pakistan Cricket team. They have already got the support of the 

Young Liberals and in the House of Commons itself 30 members have signed full 

support to their call of protest and total rejection of the Pakistan team. The students 

will want the sporting British public to realize that at this time when West Pakistan 

Army is massacring people in Hitlerian fashion. West Pakistani sportsman playing the 

happy and peaceful game of cricket in this country would be insult to British sense of 

justice and fair play. As 75 million people of Pakistan have rejected Pakistan and have 

now got their own independent government which is fighting a war of survival, the 

Pujabis, mostly employed by the Government or semi-government agencies, cannot 

claim to represent all-Pakistan. It may be noted by the British sportsmen that Pakistan 

Cricket Control Board is an "official body" under full direction of the Military junta 

and almost all players are Punjabis. 

 

BANGLADESH ACTION COMMITTEE IN WALES 

Nurul Hossain writes from Cardiff: 

 
 We the people of Wales formed "Bangladesh Action Committee in Wales" on 27 

March and its headquarter is in Cardiff (8 Northcote Street, Roath, Cardiff, Wales, 
phone Cardiff 44702). The Bengali people from different parts of Wales joined in this 

meeting and supported this Action Committee (Cardiff, Brigend, Newport, Port 
Albert, Cwnbran, Swansea, Neath, Porth Cawl and other places in Wales). 

 

 We staged a demonstration in London on 28 March in coordination with Bengal 

Students' Action Committee, London, and demonstrated before different embassies 

(Russia, Ceylon, America, India). 

 

 We staged a demonstration outside Angel Hotel, Cardiff, before Mr. Heath, who 

was on visit to Cardiff on 3 April and distributed our leaflets condemning the 

massacre in East Bengal. 

 

 We held a general meeting in Cardiff on 11 April which was well attended by 500 

people of Bangladesh coming from Cardiff, Newport, Swansea, Brigend, Penter, 

Neath, etc. and formed a 26 member committee. 
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 A Finance Committee was also formed in that meeting to raise fund for the relief 

of "Bangladesh people". 
 

 A Committee meeting was also held on 18 April to discuss the present situation of 

Bangladesh and to draw up some constructive plan. Reports came that people are 

contributing at least one week’s wages or at least ₤25 for the initial contribution and 

₤1 weekly will be contributed as long as our struggle continues. 
 

 We distributed leaflets to people all over Wales and a weekly newssheet in 

Bengali language is also being published. 
 

Frank Judd on "Cruel Suppression" 
 

 Prank Judd, Labour M.P. for Portsmouth West, said at Gosport on 15 April that 
"Britain should be prepared to suspend the aid programme to Pakistan, first to 

highlight concern at the treatment of East Bengal, and secondly to demonstrate 

Britain's refusal to be implicated in the economic support of a regime bent on "cruel 

suppression". 
 

Bangladesh is Inevitable 
 

 Three Harvard University Professors, Edward S. Mason, Robert Dorfman and 

Stephen A. Marglin in a statement analyzing cultural, linguistic, social, economic and 
political case for independent Bangladesh, said on 1 April: "The independence of East 

Bengal is inevitable. What started as a movement for economic autonomy within the 
framework of a united Pakistan has been irrevocably transformed by the wholesale 

slaughter of East Bengali civilians into a movement that sooner or later will produce 
an independent East Bengal. Bangladesh is a matter of time." 
 

Lord Brockway Condemns 
 

 Lord Fenner Brockway condemned on 18 April the Pakistan Government's action 

in East Bengal as "one of the most callous and brutal aggression in the world since the 
time of Hitler." 
 

 A resolution passed at the conference of the Colonial Freedom Movement called 

for recognition of independent Bangladesh. 
 

Yugoslavia Assails Pindi Oppression 
 

 The authoritative Yugoslav newspaper, Kommunist, the organ of the League of 
Communists, the ruling party which reflects the official policy. In an editorial on 7 

April says: "The situation in East Bengal amounts to a civil war and we blame the 
Pakistani armed forces for the slaughter of thousands of innocent people. The fatal 

event in Pakistan is unfortunately the sixth case in the course of this year in which the 

army is stepping on the open political arena." 
 

Socialist Labor League 
 

 A jam-packed Toynbee Hall in London's East End heard on 18 April mike Banda, 

the editor of WORKERS PRESS, the official organ of the Socialist Labor League,  
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passionately extending full support of his organization and newspaper to the struggle 

for national independence against the army of Pakistan's dictator Yahya Khan. 

 

 Calling for an all-out campaign in the British Labor movement to support the 

Republic of Bangladesh, Banda said that the Bengali struggle was a huge blow to 

imperialism. He warned against putting any trust in the United Nations or the so-

called Great Powers. He appealed to the British working class to "rise in support of 
Bangladesh and their Bengali comrades in Great Britain." 

 

Volunteers for Relief Supplies to East Bengal 

 
 Roger Moody, editor of Peace News (5 Caledonian Road, London N 1) has 

announced: "The possibility is being explored by a small group of Londoners of 
sailing relief supplies into East Bengal, regardless of the consequences to the 

participants, whom it is hoped, would comprise an international team. Potential 

volunteers, physically fit and not hampered by personal ties, are asked to write (not 

phone please) to Roger Moody at Peace News as soon as possible. Any other queries 

and offers of help and advice, by letter, would be appreciated." 
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Letter From America Bangladesh News letter 

London : No. 4 

26 April, 1971 

 

 

LETTER FROM AMERICA 

NEW YORK (By Air Mail) 

 

 The people of the U.S.A., Canada and Latin America are horrified to learn that the 

military dictatorship led by Yahya has taken recourse to mass murder and has used 

most modern war weapons, supplied mainly by the U.S.A. 

 

 Public opinion fully supports the case for the self-determination of East Bengal as 

demanded by Sheikh. Mujibur Rahman, who won an absolute majority in the first 

ever national election. 

 

 The Bengali students in the U.S.A., organized under the banner of East Pakistan 

League of America, have noted the political significance in the postponement of the 

National Assembly session on 2 March and have decided on plan to propagate the 

cause of Bangladesh. They are organizing to launch a vigorous campaign of lectures, 

teach-ins, demonstrations and lobbying in the U. N. and other international forums. 
The Bengal Action Committee of East Pakistan League of America, with its 

headquarters in New York, was set up on 2 March. Three significant developments 
followed the formation of the Action Committee: 

 
(a) Three professors of the Harvard University have published a paper on the 

current situation in East Bengal. This is now being used as a guide by those 
sympathetic to the cause of the subjugated Bengalis in their lectures and teach-

ins at the campuses across the country. 

(b) The International Students' Cultural Organization has extended it full support 

to the liberation movement of the Bengal Action Committee.  

(c) Another organization styled "Americans Concerned for Bangladesh", with its 

office at 145 East 14th Street, New York, has been set up. This organization 

has already staged demonstrations in front of the U.S. and Pakistan missions at 

the U.N. 

 
 The Action committee took the first positive step by seeking an interview with the 

President of the Security Council. They urged upon the president to exercise his 

influence on the member-nations to intervene in the name of suffering humanity and 

get the world’s focus on East Bengal. 

 

 The first demonstration organized by the Action committee was staged in front of 

the U. N. buildings on 9 March. The participants, including some American students, 

paraded through several main streets of New York and went to the office of the 

Pakistan Consulate-General. They occupied the office for several hours and took vital 

decision concerning organizational matters. 
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 the Action committee sent a telegram to President Nixon urging him to use his 

good office to stop the mass slaughter of the people of Bangladesh. 

 

 In another telegram, the Action committee urged the U. N. Secretary-General U 

Thant to call a meeting of the Security Council under Art, 99 of the U. N. Charter and 

arrange to dispatch a U. N. Team to East Bengal to stop the "merciless and selective 

genocide" of the Bengalis. 
 

 The Action committee called on all the members of the Security Council including 
France and discussed the grave situation in Bengal. The representatives of France, 

Argentine and India granted interviews to the Action committee members more than 
once. 

 
 Besides writing letters to the American newspapers and appearing in TV 

programmes, the Action committee staged many demonstrations. On 26 March the 

demonstrators unfurled the flag of independent and sovereign Bangladesh in front of 

the U. N. buildings. They also staged a demonstration in front of the Ceylonese 

mission demanding stoppage of facilities to Yahya's ships and aircrafts which are 

carrying West Pakistani troops to East Bengal. 

 

 News about these demonstrations and the mass slaughter in East Bengal were 

covered both by the radio and TV net-works from coast to coast. 

 

 Bengali students in the big cities of the U.S.A., Canada and several Latin 

American countries have set up "chapters" of the Action committee in co-operation 

with the local students. 

 
The Action committee has also set up a 16-member Finance Committee to raise funds 

for relief operations in the war-devastated Bangladesh. 
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The Unite Kingdom Diary Bangladesh News letter 

London : No. 7 

21 June, 1971 

 

THE UNITED KINGDOM DIARY 

Anthony Mascarenhas 

 

 The bombshell of the week in the exposure by Anthony Mascarenhas, Assistant 

Editor of the Morning News, Karachi, and the correspondent in Pakistan for the 

Times and the Sunday Times, of the genocide by the West Pakistan Army against the 

people of East Bengal. When on 2 May the Sunday Times published a story by Tony, 

playing up the gruesome killings of non-Bengalis and Biharis by the Bengalis, we 

found it highly exaggerated, one-sided and contradictory and based on facts and on 

"heresay" figures supplied by the Army and "Islamists". We said then that it was in 

reality a handout by the Inter-services public Relations and Tony among other 

Pakistani journalists writing also for some British and American papers was forced to 

file what the Army wanted them to file. Now Tony in an article in the Sunday Times 

on 13 June has himself exposed the gun-point reporting he had to do. We congratulate 

Tony and are happy that he is out of the country of the butchers and safe in a 

democracy where bullets and bayonets do not control either the pen or the tongue. His 

story of "genocide by the Pakistani Army" will haunt the world for ever. If the power 

had been transferred to the Awami League soon after the elections in December, we 

have no doubt that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman would have controlled the communal and 
the sectarian carnage as he did control the administration during the three weeks of his 

civil disobedience and earlier racial riots. 
 

Rehman Sobhan 

 

 Rehman Sobhan returned from the United States since we published our last issue. 
Rehman has been to the States recently where he met the representatives of the Aid 

Consortium countries and worked to counter the jugglery of Yahya's master financial 

wizard, M. M. Ahmed, who had been knocking at every prospective American door 

with a begging bowl. 

 

 In London Rehman called on his old friends in the New statesman and the paper 

came out with one of the strongest editorials: "Corpses in the Sun". Next day 

Guardian started serializing his article: "Prelude to an Order for Genocide" and 

"Helping Yahya to Himself". 

 

 Rehman also addressed an informal get-together of the Bangladesh Newsletter 

activists and Bangladesh Freedom Movement Overseas at the Ganges Restaurant for 

nearly two hours, a talk which was heard throughout with sustained attention. 

 
 Rehman has also had a number of meetings with leading editors, columnists, 

writers, members of parliament and trade union leaders. He addressed a public 
meeting of the Students Action committee where he literally spell-bound the 

audience. 
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Women March for Aid 
 

 A hundred and fifty Bangladeshi women and children marched through 

Westminster on 5 March with letters of protest for the Prime Minister and the relief 

agencies. 
 

 The protest was organized by the Bangladesh Women's Association in Great 

Britain. The letter delivered to Mr. Heath-who was not at home-asked him to 

reconsider the decision to continue to give aid to Pakistan. 
 

 Placards called for an end to genocide and to aid for Pakistan, and condemned the 

Pakistan Government.  
 

 Mrs. Jahanara Rahman, one of the organizers, said the women were equally 

concerned about the cholera outbreak in India among Bengali refugees. But they 

feared that in the rush to send aid to the cholera victims the refugees without food 

would be forgotten. 
 

 The Association has collected over ₤ 400 in Britain, and a substantial amount of 

children's clothing, but it is waiting for an assurance that when it is sent it will reach 
their people. 
 

Campaign to Stop Aid to Pakistan  
 

 Supporters in Britain of Bangladesh started a campaign to stop aid to Pakistan on 

13 June with a large protest march, starting from Hyde Park and marching to the 

Ministry of Overseas Development, Canadian High Commission and the French, 

Belgian, German, Austrian, American, Japanese, Dutch and Italian embassies, all of 

whose Governments sent aid to Pakistan. The marchers drew much attention in Park 

Lane, Piccadilly, Downing Street and Trafalgar Square. The marchers were headed by 

a man reciting from the Holy Quran. Another young man also recited a poem. The 

demonstrations will continue for some days. 
 

President and Military Leaders of Pakistan “Guilty of genocide” 
 

 Over three hundred Labor MPs, including six Privy councilors the Chairman of 

the Labor Party, Mr. Ian Mikardo, and three other members of Labor's National 

Executive, Prank Allaun, Mr. Tom Bradley and Tom Driberg, have signed a motion 
sponsored by Mr. John Stone house, formerly Minister of Posts and 

Telecommunications "accusing the President and military leaders of Pakistan of 
having broken the genocide convention of the United Nations and therefore by 

implication of being liable to trial." 
 

 The motion reads: "This House believes that the wide-spread murder of civilians 

and the atrocities on a massive scale by the Pakistan Army in East Bengal, contrary to 

the U.N. Convention on genocide signed by Pakistan itself, confirms that the military 

Government of Pakistan has forfeited all rights to rule in East Bengal, following its 

wanton refusal to accept the democratic will of the people expressed in the election of 

December 1970; Therefore believes that the U. N. Security Council must be called 

urgently to consider the situation both, as a threat to international peace and as a 
contravention to the genocide convention; And further believes that until order is 

restored  
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under U.N. supervision, the Provisional Government of Bangladesh should be 

recognized as the vehicle for the expression of self-determination by the people of 

East Bengal."  

 A second motion also signed by over 250 members of all parties strongly censures 

the Pakistan Government and demands that "until a suitable political framework is 

created in East Bengal, financial aid to Pakistan will be suspended…His Majesty's 

Government should propose to the Pakistan Aid consortium at its forthcoming 
meeting that such aid should be redirected to meet the needs of the refugees." 

 
 Parliament also debated "Bangladesh" twice before this month on 9 and 10 June. 
 

Disaster Fund at Half Million 
  

 More than ₤ 500,000 has been raised by the Disaster Emergency Committee to 
help Pakistani refugees since the national appeal was launched two weeks ago. 
 

Maudling of East Bengal Refugees  
 

 Mr. Maudling, the Home Secretary, said on 15 June that the Home Office was to 

investigate the position or Bengali refugees who wish to come here to join close 

relatives but cannot provide the requisite papers because of the situation in East 

Bengal. 

Donation to Bangladesh Fund 
 

 The Bengali Association in East Anglia (President M.N. Rahman, Secretary 

Mohd. Akseer) have contributed a sum of ₤1,500 towards Bangladesh, East 11Goring 

Street, London E C 3. They have also launched regular weekly collection from 13 
June, We congratulate them and hope others will follow their example. 

 

Peace News 
 

 Peace News has been devoting almost half of its issue to the “Movement for 

Bangladesh since the genocide inside Bangladesh. It has published some very forceful 

articles b Roger Moody and others. Our readers will find it a very good regular 

reading. It costs 5p and can be had from-5 Caledonian Road, London N L(OL-837 

9794/5). 

North And North-West London Meeting 

 
 The Action committee for the people's Republic of Bangladesh in North and 

North-West London held a very well organized meeting under the chairmanship of the 
Rt. Hon. A. J. Stallard MP. Among the main speakers were Mr. Justice A. S. 

Choudhury, Representative of Bangladesh Government in the United Kingdom, Mr. 
Abdul Mannan, one of the recently elected Awami League Members of the National 

Assembly, and Mr. Shah-Jahan, President of the Workers Association of Bangladesh 
(who arrived last week after attending the International Labor Organization 

Conference at Geneva). Mrs. Stallard expressed his full understanding and support to 

the Freedom Movement of Bangladesh and asked if there was any Pakistan High 

Commission representative present at the meeting to tell his masters to stop sending 

him the rubbish in the form of bulletins etc. He said that he was getting regularly 

Bangladesh News Letter and appreciated its informative coverage of the events inside 

Bangladesh. 
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 Mr. Justice Choudhury gave a chronicle of the events leading to the independence 

declaration and appealed to everyone to stand united, to work steadfastly for the 

Liberation Struggle and to rally behind the leadership of Sheikh Mujib. 

 

 Mr. Shah-Jahan appealed to the workers and trade unions of Great Britain to show 

solidarity with the workers of Bangladesh who were fighting for democracy and for 

their right to self-determination. 
 

 Mr. Mannan in an eloquent and most moving oratory in Bengali brought tears into 
the eyes of all, whether they understood him or not when he gave a graphic account of 

the genocide in Bangladesh. 
 

Hyde Park Rally 

 

 Mr. Peter Shore MP for stepney and former secretary for Economic Affairs told 

protest meeting of Bengalees in Hyde park, London, on 19 June that “Britain should 

give a lead in effective international action against Pakistan. The exodus will only be 

contained when the vultures of Bengal stop their bloody work. The International Aid 

Consortium must make it absolutely clear that there will be no funds at all for the 

Pakistan economy unless and until the Pakistan Government agrees to a ceasefire and 

to a clear and certain return to civil and democratic self-rule." 

 

 Mr. Justice Choudhury, Representative of Bangladesh Government in the U.K., 

has toured almost all Britain and has addressed large public meeting in Bradford, 

Manchester, Leeds, Birmingham, Cardiff and a number of cities in Scotland. 
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21 June, 1971 

 

 

GUERRILLA ACTIVITIES INCREASE 

NATIONAL LIBERATIONS STRUGGLE HAS NOT FADED 

 

 I was personally with the Commandos who made recently a number of sweeping 

raids inside the occupied territory in the Sylhet area. During the last fortnight over 

500 West Pakistani troops have been killed and their arms and ammunition brought 

back to the base. Two jeeps and a military truck were also captured. The uniforms 

taken from the killed West Pakistani soldiers are now being used to deceive the 

enemy and their agents and a number of our student-guerrillas have managed to reach 

the interior. They keep in contact with the base by radio and through messengers, 

usually young boys. A gunboat was also sunk. Large areas in Northern Sylhet region 

have been liberated after three major bridges were destroyed and local quislings, 

informers and enemy spies were eliminated. 

 

 We have established 30 camps where 30,000 volunteers are training. We have also 

seasoned freedom fighters and officers and men of the Bengal Regiment and the 
Militia and quite a few policemen, who are engaging the enemy in little battles while 

the guerrillas sneak behind the enemy camp and destroy their rations and everything 
else in the camp. We are definitely harassing the enemy now on the entire border front 

of 1034 miles. All Pakistani outposts near West Bengal, Assam and Tripura have been 
destroyed and during the rains we shall not allow them to rebuild their camps within 

our range. 
 

 A correspondent from Krishnanagar reports: 

 

 I am one of the guerrillas. I was a student of Dacca University and saw with my 

own eyes my friends brutally murdered by the West Pakistani Army. I managed to 

flee to Calcutta and after a short training have joined the Freedom Fighters. I have lost 

almost all my relations. I have now to take revenge. Death no longer frightens me. I 

have seen death in its ghastliest from. We are now very active here. Our Mukti Fouj is 

giving Pakistan Army a lesson or two. Many of our recruits are able-bodied men from 
the refugee camps we feel all men who can handle a gun or a spear should join the 

Mukti Fouj and leave the old, women and children and the sick only in the refugee 

camps. We are proud to have our Hindu brethren from Bangladesh also joining the 

Mukti Fouj. This makes our Army a non-communal body. Although the Biharees 

proved by and large traitors and joined the enemy of the Bengali, but you will be 

surprised that there are many Biharees, staunch members of either the Awami League 

or the National Awami Party, who are fighting with us shoulder to shoulder against 

the West Pakistan Army. Two Pathan soldiers who deserted recently, have also joined 

us. They are followers of Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan. Many of us will welcome an 

International Brigade fighting with us. 
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 Mujibnagar may not be an active headquarter of the Bangladesh Provisional 

Government but it is in our hands and here we get trained. 

 

We need some experts in guerrilla fighting. A man from Al-Fatah in India or West 

Pakistan manage to come to us and he said that they would be quite willing to provide 

experts who could train our boys in guerrilla fighting. He said that as Pakistan 

Government was supporting King Hussain and supplying him with sophisticated arms 
to kill the Palestinians, the Palestinians will be happy to give all help to the Liberation 

Fighters in Bangladesh. He wanted our Government to contact their leader Yasser 
Arafat. 

 

Dacca Today 

 
 Mr. Shaik Rahman, a Chartered Accountant from Dacca, who left the city on 7 

June, in an interview to Martin Adeney of the Guardian reported the situation in 

Dacca "People are being arrested in Dacca and nothing is heard about them. The list 

of people prohibited from leaving the province runs to 63 pages and academics who 

have survived massacre and purge, are being listed for further investigation by 

civilian security forces." 

 

 Mr. Rahman listed the names of business men who have been taken away for 

questioning and not been seen again-one, the local general manager for the Philips, 

Company, Wing Commander Baqee, as recently as Wednesday of last week. In 

Dacca, he claimed, visiting West Pakistani businessmen accepting statements that 

business has returned to normal get a rude awakening. Road communication outside 

Dacca is almost impossible. The steamer service of Khulna has stopped after the 

ambush of one steamer by liberation Army forces. It is difficult to telephone other 
centres except sometimes in the evenings. Chittagong, the main port, can only be 

reached by aircraft after a wait for one way tickets that takes days. The Liberation 
Army still makes its presence felt, if distantly, even though many of its members have 

crossed the border. A powerful Free Bengal Radio transmitter can be heard between 
seven and eight, mornings and evenings, on 17 May eight grenades exploded 

simultaneously in buildings in Dacca which included the State Bank, two cinemas, 
and a smart shopping area… The jute town Narsinghdi is completely ravaged. 
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AFRO-ASIAN PRESS SAY 

Japan 

 

 A correspondent of Nippon Kaizai Shimbun, Japan's leading financial daily, said 

in a dispatch on 24 Ma after visiting Western Pakistan. 

 

 "The present military regime of Pakistan, which has succeeded in suppressing the 

independence movement in East Bengal by sheer force is now trying to continue 

military rule in East Bengal. But the leadership of President Yahya Khan is 

questioned because of the severe economic blow the country has suffered." 

 

 Referring to his visit to various leading cities in West Pakistan, the correspondent 

went on to summarize his impressions as: (1) President Yahya Khan is not necessarily 

regarded as the real political and military leader of Pakistan (2) The President’s 

guards have been much reinforced; (3) Common citizens keep their mouth shut about 

politics and avoid talking to foreigners; (4) Under strict censorship and control, 
newspapers, both in East and West Pakistan have become stereotyped; (5) Shortage of 

consumer goods, hoarding and price rise. 
 

Uganda 

 

 In an article in the Uganda newspaper The People (5 May) the writer, Nathan 
Epenu, asked: "Why this silence and apathy in the capitals of big-power countries to 

the indiscriminate killings of civilians in Bangladesh by West Pakistani forces? 

 

 Report for a few protest voices like those of U. S. Senator Fulbright and British 

MP Shaw, there are no full scale demonstrations against the mass killings in this 

struggling state of Bangladesh-the king witnessed for the Nigerian civil war or the 

ever-present Vietnam conflict. 

 

 Evidently what is at the core of acquiesced unconcern b the big Powers about the 
civil war in Pakistan  is the fact that the vies and vested interests of these countries 

have in Pakistan and breakaway Bangladesh are at best divided and at worst 

diametrically opposed to those of the other. Hence the general fear that once one 

country gets fully committed to one side of the conflict, other countries with different 

interests win inevitably support the other, thus escalating the conflict to world-wide 

scale. Certainly these are noble intentions, but what we want to see is not the big 

Powers taking sides again in this civil war but rather a concerted effort by all of them 

to exert the maximum pressure on the stronger side (West Pakistan). 
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THE UNITED KINGDOM DIARY 

As the British Press Saw it 

 

 The Times warns: "No plan for the future will succeed unless it can hope to win 

over a large body of Bengali opinion. If those ready to response find themselves in a 

category of collaborators they will be powerless, yet the wording of the president s 

proposals seems to call in East Pakistan (East Bengal) for what most of it people will 

still regard as collaborators… One can hardly imagine circumstances in which such a 

political solution could be acceptable to a majority in East Pakistan (East Bengal). 

Nothing was said yesterday that might turn the tide of bitter resentment at what has 

been done…The Bengali population will not be inspired by a statement, however well 

intentioned (?), that reads as if it had been drafted by adjutant for battalion orders." 

 

 The Guardian, a truly liberal voice, says more bluntly "Yahya Khan's nightmarish 

dream world shows no sign of crumbling. It is a matter of satisfaction to this simple 

soldier (in his latest broadcast) that in the difficult situation is country has faced 
recently the reaction and response from an overwhelming number of countries has 

been sympathy and understanding of the problems we are facing and trying to resolve. 
If Yahya believes that, if Yahya can brush aside the nausea of all Western reaction 

that he ma truly believe anything: even the field reports of his generals in Bengal. His 
faith in what his aides tell him is touching but tragically pathetic. He has no real plans 

now. The proposals he unveiled yesterday for a return in to democratic government 
are a pathetic shame. If the aid givers of the world relent in their shocked disdain 

towards Pakistan it will not be because of an 'expert panel' conjuring up slick 

formulae for subjugating Dacca once again .yesterday's World Bank in their resolve 

not to bend to blandishments or evasive promises. The stronger that resolve the 

weaker the Rawalpindi regime appears.  

 

 The Guardian asks some telling questions to: And nowhere, in all the intellectual 

wasteland of Yahya's master plan, is the central question asked. Does Pakistan exist 

any longer? Does unity matter any longer? What precisely have the Punjabi legions 
achieved? 

 

Justice Choudhury Comments 

 

 The special Representative of the people's Republic of Bangladesh in U.K. Mr. 

Justice A. S. Choudhury, commenting on Yahya's statement said on 29 June: "75 

million people of Bangladesh have already declared independence. They are now 

engaged in throwing out the invading Army of West Pakistan from Bangladesh. There 

can never be any question of any political solution short of independence… 

Constitution of the  
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People's Republic of Bangladesh will be framed only by the elected representatives of 

the people. Bangladesh have nothing to do with a constitution to be framed by a 

special committee to be appointed by General Yahya Khan as announced today. The 

statement clearly reveals that the Army junta never had nor has any intention of real 

transfer of power to the people. At any rate the fight for liberation will go on and we 

have no concern whatsoever with the statement of Army rulers who have been 

rejected by the people… I fervently hope that all Government and peoples of the 
world will realize the game of General Yahya Khan and his Army, and come to the 

aid of unarmed civilian population of Bangladesh". 
 

 Recently Justice Choudhury visited Netherlands at the invitations of the Dutch 
Labor party. He met members of different political parties and members of the 

Parliament of the Netherlands. The Permanent Committee of Foreign Affairs of the 
Netherlands Parliament particularly met him and discussed the problems facing East 

Bengal. Justice Choudhury, who was accompanied by Mr. Mannan, an elected 

member to the National Assembly also paid a courtesy call on the Netherlands's 

Foreign Office. 

 

Action Committee Meeting 

 

 A meeting was organized at Cardiff which was addressed by Mr. Justice A. S. 

Choudhury and Mr. A. Mannan, M.N.A. on the spot cash collections were made for 

the Bangladesh Relief Fund. 

 

 Similar meeting were held during the fortnight all over the country. 

 

 London has been quite active during the period. A procession was taken out to 
demonstrate at the American Embassy in protest for the reported supply of two ship-

loads of arms to Pakistan. An official, in the absence of the ambassador, received a 
letter which he promised to forward to Washington immediately. The demonstration 

was organized by the London Committee, Students' Action committee, Action 
Bangladesh. Women's Association and other sympathizing groups. A film was shown 

of the genocide by East Pakistan Army in Bangladesh particularly the city of Dacca, 
at the Conway Hall on 30 June under the auspices of the Students Action committee. 

Among the audience were a number of men and British Journalists. 

 

 The editor of Bangladesh Newsletter took part in a discussion on Yahya's 

statement of policy with Mr. Mahmood Hashmi, editor of Mashriq and Mr. Ghazi, 

Chairman of the U. K. Branch of Bhutto's Peoples Party at the HBC on 29 June. The 

discussion has broadcast to Pakistan, India, the Middle East, Africa. 

 

TO STOP GENODICE & DEMAND RECOGNITION OF  

BANGLADESH 
 

A national rally in Trafalgar square on Sunday, 1 August at 2.00-6.00 p.m. 

 

 A spokesman for the initial sponsors of the Rally: ACTION BANGLADESH (34 
Stratford Villas, London, Nwl, The 485 2889), explained its purpose as follow: It has 
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now became clear to anyone who can read or watch a television screen that the people 

of East Bengal have become Victims of genocide. The Pakistan Army is conducting a 

calculated campaign of terror in order to reduce the numbers of people remaining in 

East Bengal to a number "manageable" by the West Pakistan authorities. We feel it's 

time that the British public had a chance to express their disgust at this process, and in 

this rally we hope that the message that comes out loud and clear is that in order to 

stop the genocide in East Bengal we must recognize Bangladesh. Recognition by 
countries like Britain is the only way to force the Pakistan regime to face reality. And 

that reality is that they have lost war. They lost the allegiance of the people of East 
Bengal at the moment they unleashed their brutal attack on the night of 25 March. The 

rest of the world must not allow them to bury that reality under an ever increasing 
mountain of corpses." 
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SUPPORT FROM THE LEFT 

Mineworkers’ Support 

 

 An emergency resolution adopted at its annual conference in Aberdeen on 6 July, 
the mineworkers’ union executive expressed “profound concern” at the situation in 

East Bengal and called for the commencement of negotiations to achieve a settlement. 
 

 This should take fully into account the views of the people of both East Bengal 
and West Pakistan as freely expressed in their last general election said the resolution, 

first of its kind from a British trade union. The resolution, which was moved by the 

union’s General Secretary, Mr. Lawrence Dally, also said: “We register our concern 

about the fate of political prisoners, including Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

 

 It also urged the British Government to use its influence with Pakistan 

Government to bring to a speedy end of all hostilities and military intervention. 
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ARAB WRITER EXPOSES JINNAH’S HEAVEN’ 

 The leading Arab newspaper of Beirut “Al Shaab” (9 June) carried the following 

front-pate column by one of the most respected Arab-world writers, Muhammad 

Nakkash. 
 

 “Had the late Mohammed Ali Jinnah come to life and seen what is happening in 

Pakistan today and in what way his great dream is coming true, would he be proud 

and happy or regret what he had done? 
 

 Five million Pakistanis from East Bengal have fled from Mohammed Ali Jinnah’s 

heaven after seeing it change into hell for them they have fled to West Bengal in 

India. They preferred an enemy country to theirs… They preferred displacement, 

living in tents or in the open rather than remaining in their homes. They even 

preferred hunger and cholera to death in the hands of their co-citizens… and the 

enemy opened its arms to them. 
 

 This is some of the fruits reaped by Muslims out of a Muslim country improvised 
for them by Mohammed Ali Jinnah and his supporters. It is the embodiment of 

evidence that the element of religion cannot be a base for foundation of a state. It is 
geography (land and neighbors), language and a suitable regime which are the 

strongest foundations. Pakistani Bengalis found refuge and shelter at the hands of 
India Bengalis while they found fire and gunshots from their co-citizens (West 

Punjabis). 
 

 What is the fault of East Pakistani people? The President of Pakistan told them to 
have elections and they did. He himself was supervising the elections. The elections, 

which were extremely honest and democratic, resulted in the victory of Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman and his party. There were two democratic alternatives to take place: 

whether to transfer Pakistan into a Federal Union in which the eastern section would 

be headed by Sheikh Mujib as Prime Minister and the western section by Zulfikar Ali 

Bhutto who won the elections there; or Pakistan to remain in its former form and the 

winner of the majority of votes in parliament (who is Sheikh Mujib) to become Prime 

Minister. 
 

 Neither of the two alternatives was followed. Those who had power in their grip 

in West Pakistan have instead resorted to force of arms instead of will, and thus there 

was catastrophe. 
 

 The pretext was that the Army was to crush the secessionists. In fact, East 

Pakistan did not incline towards secession except when it was proved to her that the 

regime in the country did not depend on the will of the people but on the will of 

domineering group living one thousand miles away. Who approved of living within 
such a country? 
 

 Whatever the case may be, it has been certified that Pakistan’s entity in the form 
wanted by its founders and supporters is not fit to remain. It is an artificial 

construction and any artificial thing is doomed to vanish.” 
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 Consequences of waging a colonial war will ruin the economy of West Pakistan 

and lead to its disintegration. Only by overthrowing, the Military Dictatorship such a 

course can be averted. Indication of growing restlessness is available in the report on 

the WEST PAKISTAN SCENE.  
 

From our special correspondent (KARACHI) 
 

 The West Pakistanis have had three bombshells within a week. The first was the 
decision of the major aid-giving nations led by the World Bank to postpone 

indefinitely any new economic assistance to Pakistan. The ruling, junta does not show 
any visible disappointment and the controlled Press has been inspired to abuse and 

accuse these powers who have been sustaining Pakistan for the last 23 years. But the 

intelligentsia, the big business, the men of trade and commerce and the general public 

are stunned. They know what it is going to mean to them in the long run. For the first 

time West Pakistan’s economy is really paralyzed. 
 

 The second bombshell was the “Budget”. As usual it has been hailed. The 

Ministry of National Guidance and Home Affairs has seen to it. The rich has been 

taxed heavily-that is what we have been told-but what has been taken from the one 
hand has been given back to them from the other. The 22 families’ corporation has 

seen to it the real burden should be carried by the consumer and the working classes, 
every ounce of their sweat and blood would now be squeezed from them and fed into 

the coffers of the capitalist controllers of our destiny, if we have any. Everything has 
gone up, Sugar, salt, flour, pulses, meat, vegetables, oils kerosene oil, petrol, matches, 

cigarettes, textiles, literally everything. Now is the time for Bhutto to show the way 
“to eat grass for 1,000 years” as he had predicted not long ago. But he is silent, 

speechless for a change. Not a word has come out of his mouth so far. And how 

strange that all of the swan-song politicians of the Muslim League, Jamaat-e-Islami, 

etc. etc. without exception, who have been calling Yahya Khan everything but God 

himself, have also kept mum. 
 

 The third bombshell was Yahya’s “statement of policy to the Nation”. One 

wonders which of the sergeant-majors was really speaking in Yahya’s puppet image. 

Except the MULLAHS and the controlled Press, no one has uttered a word either for 

or against. The politicians can now see how correct was Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

when he had warned them that (‘today the Army rulers are going to crush me 

tomorrow will be your turn” Democracy is trampled to dust by the Generals’ boots. 

The “|Revolutionary Councils’ which started to rule the Islamic body’s politic under 

‘Martial Laws’ from its very inception till now perpetually rule over the Islamic 

Republic. Bhutto knows now that he and his Party, if anything of it remains in four 

months’ time, met their Waterloo. They have been outfoxed. He can perhaps survive 

if he decided to serve the new masters as he had served under Ayub and his gang for 

ten years. So far neither he nor any other politician has said a word. The patriarchs of 

the 22 families have seen to it that his wing has been clipped. He can no longer ride 

his ‘white horse’ over the horizon. Soon there will be no one even to mourn the poor 
man. 
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Editorial  

Make The Inevitable Possible 

Immediately 

Bangladesh News letter* 

London : No. 12 

November,1971 

 

 

MRS, GANDHI SAYES E.BENGAL 

MUST GAIN ITS INDEPENDENCE 

 

And we say: 

 

LET US ALL GET TOGETHER TO MAKE 

THE INEVITABLE POSSIBLE IMMEDIATELY 

 

 Mrs. Gandhi has now completed the last phase of her world tour. It was to 

enlighten world opinion about the causes-the murder of democracy in East Bengal, 

barbaric and ghastly activities of a military dictatorship to drown in blood the 

legitimate aspiration of a new nation that led to the influx of nine million distraught 

and desperate refugees into the heavily strained lap of India. With Mrs. Gandhi’s 

return to India the Bangladesh crisis will be moving inexorably into its last round and 

heading for the climax. India will now have to make up her mind as to how long she 
can afford to sit “on the top of a volcano”. 

 
 From all accounts it appears that President Yahya’s junta stand isolated as never 

before. America has cut off all arms shipments to Pakistan. Chinese Acting Foreign 

Minister only toasted good luck to Mr. Bhutto’s delegation. Also the West Pakistani 

generals have come to the end of their path of bungling violence. President Yahya’s 
choice is limited. He and his hawk generals may battle and lose; or be yet sensible and 

talk and quit; or as a last desperate recourse take another plunge into madness and try 

to burst out of their troubles by starting or provoking a war against India. 

 

 It is time for India and the world to make up their minds. They must stop running 

after illusory solutions. They must spell out clearly and quickly, as Mrs. Gandhi is 

reported to have feebly tried during her television broadcast from Paris: … Only 

solution of the East Bengal crisis is independence of East Bengal… it is inevitable 

…it will come sooner or later… 
 

 The Indian Prime Minister may not have received all that encouraging support she 

expected from Big Powers but she has received sympathetic understanding. It is for 

her to act now, act, in a resolute decisive way. Whatever happens she win have with 

her the unfailing pledge of the entire Bengali people to bring about, as quickly as 

human courage and material resources will permit, to fruition the only correct solution 

to the present  
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crisis, the only ‘inevitable solution’, namely in the independence of Bangladesh. This 

the Bengal patriots will try to realize, irrespective of the sacrifices involved. And this 

way only it will be possible for the Bangladesh Government to take back our nationals 

who have been turned into destitute on the Indian soil. Towards that end let all of us, 

the Bangladesh Liberation Army, the Bangladesh Government, the Bangladesh 

Liberation Movement Overseas, and all friends and allies of the Bangladesh all over 

the world make a determined, dedicated and concerted move. 
 

from the Editorial Board. 
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Marches Ahead 

Bangladesh Today* 

Vol. 1 : No. 8 

15 September, 1971 

 

 

MUKTI BAHINI MARCHES AHEAD 

(By A Special Correspondent) 

 

 As the harassed and tired soldiers of West Pakistan occupation army mourn their 

dead comrades and bitterly await their own turn for the same fate in the hands of the 

Bengali freedom fighters, the Mukti Bahini, Bangladesh Liberation Forces, grows in 

size and, what is more important, in skill and efficiency. During the last twenty five 

weeks of the war about 25,000 West Pakistani invaders have paid with their lives the 

price for carrying out the orders of their dreadful masters-the blood-thirsty junta of 

Yahya Khan. Only last week the bodies of 70 West Pakistani army officers were 

taken to Dacca from the northern part of Bangladesh. No wonder then that the young 

West Pakistani army officers are reportedly beginning to question the cost of the 

occupation, both in terms of men and money. 

 

 Besides attacking and killing the barbarous invaders by ambush the main 

strategy so far the Mukti Bahini guerillas has been to destroy the communications and 
power system. As reported in ‘The Times’, 90% of the culverts and small bridges on 

the roads. And this has been achieved with such skill and efficiency that the West 
Pakistan propagandists have been unnerved into claiming, as usual, that this must 

have been the work of Indians. 
 

 That the operational efficiency of the Bangladesh guerillas is continually on the 
increase is amply demonstrated by the fact that, despite the tight cordon erected by the 

occupation army around Dacca a passenger freight train was dynamited by our 

guerillas on the last Friday, thus disrupting all rail traffic between Dacca and 

Narayanganj. 

 

 The guerillas today operate regularly around Sylhet, Rangpur and in border 

areas around Comilla sometimes approaching Dacca. Vast border areas are 

completely liberated and our freedom fighters control most of the countryside. Miss 

Clare Hollingsworth of ‘The Daily Telegraph’ claims to have seen the Bangladesh 
flag flying over a considerable area within 40 miles of Dacca. 

 

 The victory of the Mukti Bahini over the occupation army of Yahya Khan is 

inevitable. It is inevitable not only because of the military efficiency of the Mukti 

Bahini but also because of the support and co-operation our valiant freedom fighters  

receive from our population which is, as Miss Hollingsworth puts it, “Bangladesh to a 

man.” 
 

 

 
* Bangladesh Today: ��%�� E� ���	�
��, ������� ���
 	8�F ���	�
�� ���
� %G� ��9�� � !"� %����  ��> �����। 
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Yahya’s Civilian Eye Wash 

Bangladesh Today 

Vol. 1 : No. 2 

15 September, 1971 

 

 

YAHYA’S CIVILIAN EYE WASH 

 
 General Yahya Khan has appointed Dr Malik the Governor of East Bengal to 

replace General Tikka Khan who has been promoted to the position of 'Core 

Commander' of West Pakistan Army. Dr. Malik's main responsibility is to form a 

civilian cabinet with Bengali politicians who are Yahya's protégés. This has been 

trumpeted by the West Pakistan propaganda machine as the great liberalizing move 

towards restoring political normalcy in the country. A civilian Governor heading a 

handpicked cabinet, however unrepresentative it might be, gives the superficial look 

of a civilian rule. A façade beautifully glossed by a cryptic artificer! A glittering eye-

wash to fool the onlookers! 

 

 Although under Dr. Malik's Governorship, a civilian cabinet of Yahya's 

collaborators is going to be installed soon, the world has to judge whether any 

significant change of  policy towards East Bengal has taken place. About a hundred 

thousand soldiers are in full military occupation of Bangladesh cities and main ports. 
The key posts in the civil, police and intelligence services have been filled up in 

recent months by the Punjabi officials. Bengalis have been systematically removed 
from all vantage positions. A large number of police force has been brought over from 

West Pakistan recently. To add to it, there has been a large recruitment of Razakars' a 
Para-military force, from among the non-Bengali population of East Bengal to act as 

spearheads of the Army. Censorship on the press, restrictions on movements and ban 
on political activities remain as strictly as ever. Kidnapping of political suspects who 

in normal times would be considered patriots, and killing of innocent men and women 

continue to be the pleasure game of the common soldiers. Who will really govern the 

country? Who can exercise the real power in such a claustrophobic atmosphere of 

military occupation? When the Generals control everything and their terrifying 

presence has dealt a shattering blow to the normal life of the people, who can wonder 

that Dr. Malik and his cabinet will be sheer prisoners in the hands of these Generals? 

They will be just another set of puppets of the military rulers. 
 

 Even Bhutto, the blue-eyed boy of Yahya, was bitterly critical of Dr. Malik's 

appointment when he said, 'Who does he (Dr. Malik) represent' except himself? If the 
same thing is done for West Pakistan Bhutto's dreams of ruling West Pakistan will be 

shattered. No wonder a power hungry politician like Bhutto saw the death of genuine 
civilian rule in the appointment of Malik. 
 

 In trying to fool the world, Yahya has fooled no one but himself, except a few 

collaborators, whom the people of Bangladesh had rejected in the last general election 

(Dec. 1970), no Bengali will be deluded to thinking that this measure is a step towards 

a genuine withdrawal of the Army rule. The guerillas will, doubtless, keep on fighting 

until the last soldier of Yahya's occupation army is physically annihilated. The 
guerillas have 
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braced themselves up for this protracted struggle. The collaborators will be dealt with 

by the guerillas in the most fitting manner. The Bengalis and the guerilla forces know 

full well that the caricature of the series of ministries by the collaborators, short lived, 

corrupt, and lacking in any popular base has only just begun. Puppet regimes will 

come into and go out of office in dozens but they are destined to fail in winning the 

hearts or 75 million people of Bangladesh. 

 However, Yahya's motive installing this civilian façade lies elsewhere. Faced with 
financial bankruptcy he is now in desperate need of foreign aid. Aid consortium had 

twice rejected Yahya's appeal for aid. The date of the third meeting is fast 
approaching and this time Yahya could not afford to go with his begger's bowl 

completely empty. Resuming the aid would need considerable persuasion backed up 
by some evidence of change of policy toward East Bengal Behind-the-scenes pressure 

on Yahya from the aid giving countries particularly America was for the political 
settlement of East Bengal. What Yahya has been doing is just a window-dressing 

operation to satisfy the aid givers. 

 If America, or for that matter any other country, now resumes aid to West 

Pakistan. Bengalis will consider it an act of abdication. No one has any doubt that this 

aid will be used to perpetrate West Pakistan’s military occupation of Bangladesh. 

Over the last twenty years, by giving military and economic aid, America has turned 

West Pakistan into an arsenal and West Pakistani Army into bond of fascists. When 

the American Administration did not restrain these fascists from their mass killings of 

the Bengalis, she became a party to Yahya’s genocidal activities. The world expected 

of the Americans a moral responsibility in stopping the abuse of their weapons by 

their client. They have totally failed in this. The resumption of aid to Yahya’s Junta at 

this time would amount only to double abdication of their responsibility but also to 

financing the final burial of democracy in that part of the world. 
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MUJIB ON TRIAL 

 

 After about five months of oppressive silence, West Pakistan's military dictator 

General Yahya Khan has set up a kangaroo court to try Sheikh Mujibur Rahman on 

the charge of 'waging war against Pakistan.' 

 If Yahya is sincere, why doesn't he let Sheikh Mujib have a legal counsel of his 

own choice? Why can't this lawyer be sent from any part of the world? Isn't it an 

outrage upon justice? Even a criminal has the fundamental right to proper defense in 

the court of law, why would Sheikh Mujib be deprived of this basic human right? Isn't 

it a sheer mockery of justice?  

 The basic question is, when did he wage that war? The world knows perfectly 

well that in the December 1970 election, he won an absolute majority (167) out of 303 

seats) in the National Assembly on the basis of his Six Point programme. Was this 

programme declared illegal by the military junta before or even after the election? On 

the contrary General Yahya commented that he didn't see why the six points could not 

be accommodated in the future Constitution. More important still, he also said on 

January 14th 1971 that ''Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is the future Prime Minister of 

Pakistan''. What happened after this date that Sheikh Mujib ‘turns into an enemy of 

the state overnight? Who had the volte-face? Yahya arbitrarily postponed the 
scheduled date of the National Assembly meeting fixed for 3

rd
 March 1971. Who gave 

him such right to postpone the Assembly? Does the legal authority of political power 
flow from one's ability to stage a coup d'etat? On from the freely expressed popular 

verdict?  

 However, Yahya's abitrary postponement on 1st March 1971, brought the 

underlying tension to a crisis point. To make the situation grimmer still he sacked 
East Pakistan's Governor, Vice Admiral S. M. Ahsan and sent General Tikka Khan, 

the butcher of the Punjab and the bomber of Baluchistan to replace him. Movement of 

the army from West to East Pakistan began on a massive scale increasing the number 

from 30,000 to 80,000. The frightening weight of the well equipped army presence 

was felt everywhere. The air was thick with rumors about the army's ultimate motive. 

All indications showed that a brutal military attack was under way. People's distrust of 

the army motive burst spontaneously into a militant protest on 2
nd

 March. Ruthless 

killing by Yahya's army west on in Dacca and Chittagong, the number of deaths rising 

to a few hundred. Sheikh Mujib, caught between the army’s shooting on the previous 

day and the burning fury of the people everywhere, struck out a middle course of 

action. E launched a non-violent, non-cooperation movement of Bengalis until the 

constituent Assembly was allowed to sit. The whole government machinery, the 

academic community and the business world of East Bengal accepted orders from 

him. On 7
th

 March 1971, he issued a set of instructions  
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to the people. This forced Yahya to come to talk with him. What is important to 

remember at this stage is that Yahya did not declare this non-violent movement 

illegal. 

 The world say how Sheikh Mujibur established a de facto government in East 

Bengal with complete co-operation from is people until 25th. Yahya began the 

constitutional talks with Sheikh Mujib on 12
th

 March meanwhile surreptitiously 

preparing for a massive attack. While Sheikh Mujib was kept engaged in talks and in 
finalizing the details, Yahya suddenly left Dacca on the night of 25th March without 

formally breaking or ending the talks, giving General Tikka Khan full authority to 
school down the Bengalis in forty eight hours. An all-out military invasion followed. 

Although the foreign journalists were hustled out of the country and all the press and 
communication media were gagged, the world learned slowly and gradually about the 

magnitude of the disaster wrought by the army. About a million people had been 
killed and another seven million have been driven away to become refugees in 

neighboring India. 

 Where was the 'waging of war against Pakistan' by Sheikh Mujib? All that one can 

see to have happened between December 1970 election and March 1971, was the 

mounting of a military invasion by the establishment against the democratically 

expressed will of the people. Who declared the 'war then? If anything, it was Yahya's 

army who waged the war against the unarmed and defenseless people of Bengal, 

whose only fault was that they had voted for their rights. It is Yahya and his army 

who should be tried for treason. 

 Although Sheikh Mujib is now being tried secretly in the military court, the real 

trial that is taking place is that of Yahya and his junta in the bar of the civilized world 

opinion. The world opinion will never absolve the junta of their crimes against 

humanity. 

 If any physical harm, of whatever form, is done to Sheikh Mujib, it will not go 
unvented. Bengalis will take this war of revenge to the generation of Yahya's 

grandchildren. Let the West Pakistani criminals of Yahya's Junta take proper note of 
it. 
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BANGLADESH NO MORE AN INTERNAL ISSUE 

John Stonehouse, M.P. 

 More than 300 members of the House of Commons signed and tabled a motion 

urging Her Majesty's Government to recognize the People's Republic of Bangladesh 

as the only legally established authority to deal with the affairs of Bangladesh. A 

similar motion was signed previously by over 250 M. P. s demanding the release of 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman – the accredited leader of the 75 million Bengalis. On 5
th

 

August 1971 the House of Commons debated the former motion and, below, we are 

reproducing the relevant extracts of the speech made by the Rt. Hon. John Storehouse 

M. P., in this connection. 

What is happening today n Bangladesh is not an internal problem for the Pakistan 

authorities? This, the world community most recognize. The genocide being carried 

out n Bangladesh is no more an internal matter than Hitler's extermination of the 

Jews. It is the world's concern. Refugees have had to flee from their homes in such 

numbers as to constitute an invasion of India by Pakistan. The refugees have been 

forced out by the Government policies of Yahya Khan. We all know that mass famine 
is due in Bangladesh this autumn. The real threat of war between Pakistan and India is 

a threat to world peace. Those who persist in considering all this an internal matter 
completely misjudge the situation. This situation is caused by the military repression 

by the Pakistan Army of the democratic will of the people of Bangladesh as expressed 
in the elections last December.  

Stories that there were atrocities against minorities before 25
th

 March and that this 
is the reason why the army had to strike are untrue. There may have been examples of 

unrest, but nobody in political leadership was inciting rioters. The Awami League and 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman in particular tried to prevent any communal unrest. 

 The Pakistan Army is engaged in one of the most brutal repressions of a 

population the world has ever seen. This is confirmed on all sides. The 'Sunday 

Times' in an extensive investigation, confirms that what is happening is genocide. The 

1
st
 August issue of 'Newsweek' gives details of the most horrific atrocities perpetrated 

by the Pakistan Army. When a Government through its army, engages in such 

repression then it is the duty of the world community to intervene and stop it, as it 
should have intervened in what Hitler was doing to the Jews in the 1930s. 

 The United Nations should activate the Genocide Convention, and, if necessary 

use United Nations forces, with the agreement of the big powers to bring this disaster 

to an early end. 
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 A motion has been signed by over 250 M. Ps. about the position of Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman. Why are we so particularly interested in the plight of this man? 

Because we recognize that if there is to be a political settlement it can only be with 

the democratically elected leaders of Bangladesh and with Sheikh Mujib in particular. 

He is key to this situation. Yahya Khan must come to recognize this fact. Only then 

will some sort of agreement be reached, and I have no doubt what that agreement will 

be, it will be the emergence of the independent State of Bangladesh. 

 If this world problem is to be brought to an end and lives are to be saved in to 

refugee camps and in Bangladesh itself it is essential that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 
should be released. It is necessary for the world community, and for our Government 

in particular, to bring all possible pressure on Yahya Khan to find a way out of the 
terrible situation he has allowed himself to get into, and to allow Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman to be released and negotiations to proceed to put an end to this disaster.  
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BANGLADESH WILL ENSURE BASIC HUMAN RIGHT 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL 

Justice Choudhury  

 

 "Every citizen of Bangladesh will enjoy fundamental human rights on the basis of 

equality and fraternity." Announcing this on the occasion of the opening of the 

Bangladesh Mission in London, Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Choudhury, Special 

Representative of the People's Republic of Bangladesh and the High Commissioner 

for Bangladesh in U.K., said that in Bangladesh rich and poor would be treated alike 

and would have equal opportunities of life. 

 Amidst a representative gathering of about 300 citizens of independence 

Bangladesh form all over the United Kingdom, Mr. Justice Choudhury said that the 

establishment of the Bangladesh Mission in London, which is the centre of our world 

movement for liberation is a great step and it was in accordance with the fulfillment 

of the desire of Bangladesh citizens in Great Britain. He hoped that the day was not 

far off when many Government of the world would come forward to accept the reality 
and recognize the sovereignty of the People's of Republic of Bangladesh. 

 Mr. Choudhury said that East Pakistan was politically dominated and 
economically exploited by West Pakistan for 24 long years. All efforts to have the 

legitimate rights of Bangladesh through constitutional means failed. The army of 
Yahya Khan, in complete disregard for truth and justice, resorted to loot, rape and 

arson and they were still perpetrating genocide. In view of this, the reality is that 
Pakistan today is a dead concept. 

TRIBUTE TO MUKTI BAHINI 

 Saluting the Mukti Bahini, Mr. Choudhury sad, "They are now engaged in a grim 

battle to throw out the invading army from our sacred soil, where we would build a 
prosperous society to live in peace and amity." He paid glowing tributes to the young 

men and women of Bangladesh for their glorious achievements in the field and also 
the leadership who were providing the necessary guidance and direction to the 

revolutionary urge of 75 million people of Bangladesh. 

RELEASE MUJIB 

 Accusing Yahya Khan of an unparalleled crime n human history, Mr. Choudhury 

said that the army junta has been holding Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the President of 

the People's Republic of Bangladesh, in an illegal detention and was now putting him 

on a so called 'secret trial.' He declared that Yahya Khan has no jurisdiction to put him 

on trial as Sheikh Mujibur is the Head of a Sovereign State. ''Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 

who is one  
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of the most dedicated and fearless leaders over known to the world, was not seen by 

anyone, even his solicitors, during the last five months. If any harm comes to him the 

75 million people of Bangladesh will never forgive it, and the peace of the world will 

be threatened'' he warned. 

U.K. BENGALIES PRAISED 

 Mr. Justice Choudhury, who has been heading the liberation movement in the 

United Kingdom since the army crackdown in Bangladesh lauded the role of the 
citizens of Bangladesh residing in Great Britain for their ceaseless efforts and 

tremendous sacrifice to help the liberation of their country. He appealed to them to 
continue their struggle unitedly in close co-operation with the Bangladesh 

Government as well as the Mukti Bahini. 

 Outlining the functions of the mission and the Steering Committee, Mr. 

Choudhury said that while the Mission would remain an official symbol of heir 
sovereign government in the U.K., and would discharge normal diplomatic functions, 

the Steering Committee would as usual continue to perform its duties of coordination 

among the large number of action committees in Great Britain and would remain 

responsible for all political work in connection with the liberation of the country from 

the occupation of the invading army. He assured that his services would be available 

to the Steering Committee as before and he would continue to serve as a volunteer for 

the liberation movement. 
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LOBBYING BANGLADESH 

 The need for mobilization of world opinion in favor of Bangladesh Cause can 
hardly be exaggerated. As such the Bangladesh Steering Committee in U.K. has 

sponsored a few visits to different conferences in Europe and UK to actively lobby 

Bangladesh cause in various quarters.  

 Mr. Mohammad Hossain Mr. Nazrul Islam and Dr. H. A. Pramanik of Students 

Acton Committee attended the 59
th

 Conference of Inter Parliamentary Union at Paris 

and successfully propagated Bangladesh cause among 700 delegates from 77 

countries.  

 The Annual TUC conference in Black pool was attended by Mr. Zakaria 

Choudhury. Mr. Sultan Sharif and Miss Suraya Khanam. The results were 

spectacular. 

 The same group is now attending the Annual conference of the British Liberal 

Party in Scarborough. 
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THREAT TO WORLD PEACE  

BRITISH LABOUR PARTY CONDEMNS 

YAHYA’S BRUTALITY 

 The Annual Conference of the British Labor Party at Brighton on Thursday 

expressed its horror and concern at the terrible human tragedy now talking place in 

Bangladesh. It condemned the 'Government of Pakistan' for its unjustified use of 

military force against the people and democratically elected leaders of East Bengal 

and held 'Pakistan Government' fully responsible for the terrible suffering endured by 

the people of Bangladesh. 

 Over three thousand delegates attending the conference approved without dissent 

a National Executive Committee resolution expressing grave concern at the totally 

inadequate response of world community to the vast refugee problem, called for an 

emergency humanitarian programme under the U. N. to relieve famine in Bangladesh 

and demanded the withholding of aid until military repression had ceased and political 

leaders, particularly Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, had been released. 

 Copies of the resolution have been sent to British Prime Minister and the 
Secretary General of the United Nations.  

 Following is the full text of the resolution approved at the British Labor Party 
annual conference: 

 ''Conference expresses its horror and concern at the terrible human tragedy 

now taking place in Bengal. It believes that the Pakistan Government must take 

full responsibility for the terrible suffering endured by the people of East Bengal 

and condemns the Government of Pakistan for unjustified use of military force 

against the people and democratically elected leaders of East Bengal. 

RELEASE MUJIB 

 ''Conference believes that a political solution can only be reached after: 

1. Military repression in East Bengal bas ceased; 

2. The political leaders of East Bengal and in particular Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman have been released. 

 ''Any political solution should be negotiated with the democratically elected 

leaders of East Bengal and be acceptable to the people of the region. 
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 "Without a satisfactory political solution long term aid to Pakistan would mean 

subsidizing a discredited military regime. Conference, therefore, urges all countries 

and in particular the members of the Pakistan Aid Consortium to withhold all but 

urgent humanitarian aid until a political solution “has been agreed which is 

satisfactory to the people of East Bengal." 

THREAT TO WORLD PEACE 

 "Conference believes that the present situation on the India subcontinent 
constitutes a threat to world peace with the danger of great power involvement in a 

familiar pattern of escalation. The United Nations should, therefore, involve itself 
directly in working for a political solution which is in accordance with the will of the 

people of East Bengal Conference urges the British Government to raise this matter at 
the current session of the United Nations." 

REFUGEE AND FAMINE 

 "Conference expresses its grave concern at the totally inadequate response of the 

World Community to the vast refugee problem. The Government of India has carried 

a disproportionate share of this burden. All evidence points to the certainly of famine 

in East Bengal in the near future. Food must e supplied from outside and distributed 

directly to rural areas on a neutral basis under the supervision and administration of a 

greatly augmented United Nations staff with the mandate and facilities necessary for 

effective action. We urge the Government of Pakistan to cooperate with this 

emergency humanitarian programme. Conference urges the British government to 

pledge full support for such a U. N. effort and meantime to increase substantially its 

bilateral aid to India to help the Indian Government to cope with the urgent and 

immediate problems of relief."  

 It may be mentioned here that the Bangladesh Central Steering Committee has 

sent a 14 member delegation to the conference to seek total support from over 3000 

delegates on Bangladesh issue. Some delegates from Birmingham Acton Committee 
and Bangladesh Women's Association also attended the conference and jointly carried 

out the herculean task of mobilizing the opinion of the Labor party delegates in favour 
of Bangladesh. 

 Mr. Azizul Haq Bhuia, Convener of the Steering Committee, lead the Campaign. 
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DEATH ‘ON A MEGATON SCALE’ 

 Mrs. Judith Hart, MP and former minister for Overseas Aid in the last Labor 
government, in a debate on the situation in Bangladesh at the annual Labor party 

conference at Brighton on October 7, urged the British Government to exert over 

pressure on Pakistan. She had no doubt that the Government had put pressure on 

already, but added, "I believe the moment has now come when over expression and 

outright expression of world opinion is an urgent necessity." 

 Mrs. Hart, speaking for the National Executive Committee said that they were 

handicapped because words could not encompass the immensity of the suffering. 

"This is death and suffering on a megaton scale, the king of thing we used to discuss 

when we talked about nuclear war." They must understand, however, that this was a 

manmade problem, and it was therefore conceivable to produce man-made solutions. 

The direct responsibility for the tragedy rested with the Pakistan government. She 

warned of the imminent prospect of famine in East Bengal with crops not planted and 

a transport system and a rural economy which had totally broken down. There was 

desperate; urgency, and the British Government should take the initiative. 

 Quoting Burke- "All that is needed for the triumph of evil is that good men do 

noting"-she; insisted that there must be "action now while there might still be time." 

 Mr. Bruce Douglas Mann, MP for North Kensington said the disaster cold lead 

to the greatest tragedy the world had ever known. He accused the "Pakistan authorities 
of the most brutal killing the world has ever seen." He urged the conference to go 

further and call for recognition of Bangladesh. This must be accepted that the country 
known as Pakistan was dead. The guerrillas in Bengal must win their fight if millions 

of lives were not to be lost. 

 Rt. Hon. John Storehouse, MP for Wednesbury, said that in the next three or 

four months more than 10 million people might die from famine. He described the 

behavior of the Pakistan army and authorities as "the marquis de Sade write large." 

After nearly 200 days of unmitigated horror still went on. It was a disaster that the UN 

and the world community had not raised its voice in a strong condemnation of this 

evil. 

 Mr. Tom Torney, MP for Bradford South, spoke of divisions between members 
of the Pakistan community in his city. They must first stop the tragic events in Bengal 

and then get the parties round the table to discuss whether there should be a 

government of a free Bangladesh. The first thing was to stop the killing. 
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 Earlier on an invitation by the British Overseas Socialist Fellowship of the Labor 

Party to speak at a meeting of Labor Conference delegates at the Brighton Labor Club 

on Bangladesh, Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Choudhury, Special Representatives of the 

Bangladesh Delegation at the U. N. General Assembly Session. 

 Before a packed house, Mr. Justice Choudhury appealed to the freedom loving 

peoples of the world to stand by the people of Bangladesh who are fighting a grim 

battle for their freedom. He also made a fervent appeal to recognize Bangladesh, 
secure release of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and put pressure on Yahya Khan to 

withdraw West Pakistani Army from the soil of Bangladesh. 
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DACCA BESIEGED 

VIGOROUS OFFENSIVE BY MUKTI BAHINI  

 The city of Dacca is almost cut off from the rest of the country. It is now a 

besieged city with intensification of guerrilla raids around it. Within a radius of 30 
miles from the city centre, all road and railway lines leading to the rest of the country, 

virtually remain cut off in a coordinated and massive guerrillas thrust by the Mukti 
Bahini in the recent weeks. 

 The Demra industrial complex near Sitalakha river in the east and Jhinardi, 
Nahanbazar, Mathkola, Charmandalia and Kotiadi in the north. Nawabganj Duar in 

the south and Kaliapur area and Madhupur garh area and the Dacca Tangail road in 

the West have been under the intensive attack of the Mukti Bahini. In their efforts to 

cut off the city to lay a siege the Mukti Bahini destroyed all the culverts, railway 

bridges and laid mines on the man road and railway track. 

 They laid seven ambushes on the main roads with small arms and grenades, killed 

about 100 Razakars and 60 Pakistan soldiers and forced the military authority to rush 

supplies to the outlying pockets by helicopters. In Dacca city Motijheel, Dhanmondi, 

Belly Road and Jatrabari areas have been subjected to serious Mukti Bahini attacks. 

The power supply station at Postogola in Dacca town has been blown up despitr the 

stringent security measures by the martial law administration. Eight meter high walls 

around important Government building in the city including power stations, the State 

Bank, the National Bank, and the Radio Station, have been built-up by the army. 

 MR. MARTIN WOOLLACOTT, in a dispatch from Dacca to the GUARDIAN on 
October 17, 1971, writes: 

 "New guerrilla groups infiltrated into the Dacca area in the past three weeks have 
begun a vigorous offensive, disrupting the calm which followed the bombing of the 

Intercontinental Hotel early n September. 

 The new groups tried to shell Dacca airport, At Dacca satellite port they exploded 

bulk gas pipes and burnt a huge quantity of jute awaiting shipment. As part of their 
campaign to close educational institutions, they bombed the university medical school 

after warning students to leave. One girl had missed the warning and was seriously 

hurt. 

 The guerrillas are also thought responsible for the killing, four days ago, of Mr. 

Abdul Monem Khan, who was Governor of East Pakistan under President Ayub 

Khan. Some non-Bangladesh university groups had hoped he would return to politics. 

But some believe the killing may have been an act of private revenge. 
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 In a development ominous for the United Nations, a grenade was hurled two 

nights ago at their head quarters in a Dacca suburb. But did not explode. 

 The most worrying incident for the military authorities was the attempted attack 

on the airport. The three inch bombs, in fact, fell on the cholera laboratory. There was 

much perplexity about this until it was realized that the laboratory is in a direct line 

with the airfield; and that the shells, which must have been fired without a forward 

observer to correct the aim, had fallen only 600 yards sort of the fields. 

 As a result of these and other incidents the army and police in Dacca are tense and 

on full alert. Residents say more troops are in the city than a few weeks ago, there are 
more check-points on road, and guards on important buildings. 

 Outside immediate Dacca area, other groups in the past few days have attacked 
road and rail links to Mymenshingh. Four days ago guerrillas blew up a railway 

bridge between Tungi and Narsingdi north of Dacca. The engine and some carriages 
tumbled into a river. According to one report, Pakistan newspapers confirm the 

attacks on the bridge, but say casualties on the train were very few. 

 Sources here say the new groups are made up largely of students. They are 

assigned to areas where they used to live and where their families often still live. 

Some, indeed, have never left’ the city since March except for two weeks of training.  

 Money to support them is collected from sympathizers by political groups who 

take no part in military action. The political groups arose spontaneously well 

organized. But they manage to put out a clandestine newspaper and distribute 

Bangladesh leaflets printed in Calcutta. 

 Reports about continuing army brutality reinforces public sympathy for the Mukti 

Bahini effort, in spite of accidents like the injured medical student and civilian 

casualties from shelling in border towns. 

 Indeed, it is an index of some popular attitudes towards the army that rumors 

attributing the shelling to Pakistani guns are circulating. If anything is nonsense this is 
yet such reports are widely believed. 

 Elsewhere in the province, the Pakistan Army seems to have made little progress 
in eliminating areas of Mukti Bahini strength. 
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RECOGNISE REALITY 

JUSTICE CHOWDHURY URGES U.N. MEMBERS 

 Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Choudhury, Special Representative of the People's 

Republic of Bangladesh for Overseas and leader of the 14-member Bangladesh 

delegation to the United Nations called upon UN members to "get over technicalities 

and come forward in reality which Bangladesh is." 

 Mr. Choudhury told PTI in an interview in New York "We are fighting with our 

backs to the wall. We have no doubt that victory will be ours." 

 He recalled the events in Bangladesh leading to the declaration of independence 

by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and said "tile only thing left now for us is to throw out the 

last soldier of the invading West Pakistan army of Yahya Khan into the Bay of 

Bengal." He paid tribute to Mukti Bahini and the countless young people of 

Bangladesh who were engaged in this task. 

 The leader of the Bangladesh delegation reacted contemptuously when asked 

about the credentials of the few Persons from Bangladesh in the West Pakistan 
Government delegation to U. N. and said. "They have been sent here to speak the 

voice of their dreadful master (Yahya) and they are regarded as quislings in the UN 
lobbies." 

 Mr. Choudhury also added that according to information received from 
Bangladesh "the families of these quisling members were being kept in Dacca as 

hostages. If they do not speak, the way Yahya Khan wants them to, revenge will be 
taken on their families. Therefore, I say that these gentlemen do not represent even 

themselves because they are here at gun point." 

 Asked about the steps being taken by Yahya Khan to hold by-elections and install 

a so-called civilian government in Bangladesh. Mr. Choudhury retorted, history will 

repeat itself. Quislings cannot delay independence. They met with a quick fate in the 

last great war and so they will in Bangladesh. 
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 Bangladesh Medical Association 

 9 A Wotton Road 

 Cricklewood, London N.W. 2 
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��k��.,। 
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 %&��� "!7� %&] ����	 �[� �������� &V��8-�� ���� (�c,��� Bangladesh Peoples 

Cultual Society, 59 Seymour House, Tavistock Place, LondonW.C. 1 Tel : 
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<��	�� 0 7]� .�4�, ��� �� ^&��� �#�, ��� 7�^ O��w, �^; },B�9, <�6���	 ��� ��;�^ 
.��	�, ��� ��C�	 7,, 2OJ 2�� ��� 0�,��	9� 7JM��	�	 �� ��������� 4�y����&#। 
 

���������	 >�� 	���� 7��.	�B9��;�	 �GV; ��:; 
    

%B9��� ���&	 >������ �����	 0�>9 7�� B ���,T��	 2,,��� >���Q� �.�� 
7��.	�B9��;�	 2,��� ��� 0�� 	���� 7��.	�B9��;� &�,�� 2, ���-���� ���������	 0&�V	 

����� %�q���	 >�� ��:; 0���9 r#:;.� ����9 7K��V� ,�	 7� ��� 
����� %�q���	 
�GV; �6��� ,��� ,�	। 

��������� &V.�#�	 ,:� Y� ��� <�#` �#�:� .�9�P। 7��.�� ��� 	�0���	 ���& 0�a� 
�P�� � 7�0# 2 ��;` 7,� ���-�� 7��। �+�� ��d	 ��� 7�&� %���	 7����9���	 7�B9� 
,�9,�C ���-���� ��d	 o��9 ����	 	�0���, ���� �G��,� B ��;��� U�S .�� ���	 �� ,�	 ��� 
��� 7�, ��~� ���,T��	� &� "? �P	 ��	 ���������	 0����	V�, 7���V ,�	 %��P 2�� 
��;��� 7���	�9� &V.�#� B ��;�� J����i। 2O 7����V	 ����� ��d	 ���� %�	V ��n�� ,�	�P। 

��� ��v�� ,�	 7�, ���D���.� ���O .����	 ����#�, ���������	 ���� ���C 7:�, 
�����a� ,�	 ��������� �GV; 
����� ,��9� ,	��। 

0�� 7��.	�B9��;� �,� ��A����, ���� B 	�0��� ����� ���� �&�9 2,��	 ���& 
��� 
��������� ����� ,	�	 0# %��� 0���9�P। 

0�� 7��.	�B9��;� �������� �	,�	�, Y��i� 0���9 ��� 7� ��d	� �,��O ��d	 ����	 �.,�;� 
B 7�.��0 �P��। 

0�� 7��.	�B9��;� &�,�� �������� �'9��	� ,���C	 <�6� ��	��; ,�	 2�� ���������	 
����� >����� ��J�	��� 7JM��	�, �'9��	� ,���C	 %.��9, 0�� %�00�� ., �G��, ���# 0�� 
7�� %��� ��S� B <#�# ,�;��-�q	 ���& >�9 �O KR��#��� ���������	 ��;�� <�\� 
��;����J� ,�	। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
����S ��v����� ���������	  

>�����N 
�������� ����� ��	��� 

 "��� ���#� 
!* 7���f	, !)*! 

 

����S ��v����� ���������	 >�����N����S ��v����� ���������	 >�����N����S ��v����� ���������	 >�����N����S ��v����� ���������	 >�����N    
    

��+��,,��� O4�	�� B 7nC �-�C� <���� ����S %`0;���, ����� ���������	 ��U 
>J�	,��; B 0�� �-�' ,	�	 0# �[\ ��������� �'9��	� ,���C ����S 0�9&�9 ��S ��S���� 
,�9,�C >����� �� 7>	V ,�	। 

* �#��	�� �)�� %`����;���R�	� O4�9 ����� �������� P�� ��n�� ��	���	 0�� 
7��.��� 7.���, 0�� 0�� O���� ^� >����, ���������	 ��U ���v	 **�C 7���	 *@@�� 
>�������	 ���# �k�.�#��� >J�	,��;# J����9 �+�� �[� �6�	 2���P। ��d��	 ��:;, >J��		 
6�� ����� �������� B ���/.�	���	 ��:;� 2,�C >T�� ��� ,	� .9। 

* ��,���� <���� �-�C� 75^ O4�9 ,��n��	 ����;, <������ ���������	 ��U >J�	,��; 
J��� 0�� 0�,��	9� 7JM��	�, 0�� ����� ��	6 B ��� ��	�O9� ���। 

<������ <�� n.V,�	� ,�9,0 ����' o��, >����� ��������� &V.�#� B o��, ���	 
,� O��.�� �V;� ,�	 2�� �-�:��	 �,� ^, o��,��	 <��� �.,�	� ��~� ���,T�� 0�.�0 
��G�. 7,� ,�0 � ,	�	 0# <��	�� 0��। 

* 8�	��	��� <���	� �-�C� �����	� ���C;	 ����;, �����B %����	 >J�	,�0 
��`��0,���� 2�&�9 J��P। 0�� 0�,��	9� 7JM��	�, 0�� ����� ��	6 B ��� ��	�O9� ��� 
��;��� 2O �����9N ���� �#T 	�9�P। 

* P�� ��n�� ��	���	 %.��9, 0�� 7��.��� 7.��� �+�� ��,��	�' <���� ���� B 
%`0;���, ���9 �{�,;� "!�� ����� ���������	 ��U >J�	,��; J���। 6�� 4D ���� 
���v	 ��T 7���, 2�.9�	 ����	, 0�`�	 0# 7,� <��� � 7�B9�	 �����	� 0��। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
��J�	��� 7JM��	�	 �E�	�� �������� ����� ��	��� 

 "��� ���#� 
"! 7���f	, !)*! 

 
 

7^��,;7^��,;7^��,;7^��,;, , , , ��O�^��O�^��O�^��O�^, , , , �6�#�[ �6	�����6�#�[ �6	�����6�#�[ �6	�����6�#�[ �6	����    
��J�	��� 7JM��	�	 �[ >�#���;��J�	��� 7JM��	�	 �[ >�#���;��J�	��� 7JM��	�	 �[ >�#���;��J�	��� 7JM��	�	 �[ >�#���;    

 

���������	 %Y 
�,-�� B 7�� ���0��	 	.���	 ���D	 0# 0�� �-�' ,	�	 4�F��# �O 
�k�.�#��� 
��^���9� 7����G�. �6	 7�� ,�	 ��J�	��� 7JM��	� �+�� �[ >�#���; 
,�	�P। 

2O ��U��,��	 ��J�	��� 7JM��	� 0�� 7�, ��d	 2O �6	 <�#` 6�>�� .�9�P। ��;�O ��� 
���������	 �#����	 <�#` �.��������� �������	 ��	J9 �� 2�� \��9 0&�V	 r�	� &�c� B 
��	J���� �������� <#�,� ,���C��� ���O ���9���� ,�0 ,�	 ���i। 

��O�^ �6	,��� 0�� 7JM��	� ���;���R ���#, ���>� 7,��C;	 ��J�	, �[��, �����	� ���C;	 
HO�, U����� 7���#�� 7^������C, ���C;	 7���C�	� 70��	�, ��O�^ �	,��		 ������, 
�6��		 %O �����&	 >�� 2�� ��v���#�� ���.��#, B n_,�	 ��� 0�� ��^���	 ���& ��U�� 
,�	 2�� �������� ���#� ��9 %���,��� ,�	। ��� 7	�^B, 7C������ B ���#�� �������, 
7��^�	,��	 ���&B ��S ��S���� ��U��,��	 ����� .। ��O�^�	 >���Q�	 >�� 7���C�	�	 
���&B �������� ��9 7�������� %���J� .9। 

�6�#��[ 0�� 7JM��	� ���>� 7,��C;	 ��J�	��� 2�� %`0;���, ������,�	 ,����	 ���#, 
������, �6��		 7���C�	�, ���;����R	 ���#�-q B %`0;���, ���` ,�4�w��	 7���C�	�	 ��� 
��U�� ,�	। 2 P�a�B ��� \��9 7C������ ��U���� B 7���#�� 7^������C, ���C;	 <�6� 
��	��; ,�	। 

7^��,; �6	,���B 0�� 7JM��	� <������� ���;����R	 ���#, ������, �����&	 ,�;,�;� 
2�� \��9 0����	V r�	� &�c� B ��	J���� �������� 2#�,� ,���C	 ���& 7��� ,�	 B 
�������� ��9 %��� %���J� ,�	। 7���,�	 �,� �.� 7:�, ��d�, ��;>,�	 ��.���#	 %v�� 
7�B9� .9। 

>��&� 4�y���&# 7� ����������, 
�,-�� B 7�� ���0��	 	.���	 ���D	 0# 0�� 7JM��	� 
�������� �	,��		 �U 7:�, 	B�9, 7^��,;, �6�#�[ B ��O�^ �	,��		 ,��P %����, �J�cB 
.T�`	 ,�	। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

0��� B -�#�C# �������� ����� ��	��� 
 "��� ���#� 

"! 7���f	, !)*! 

 
 

O���O�0 0���O���O�0 0���O���O�0 0���O���O�0 0���    

&� ����	 O���O�0 O��	0� �&�	, B >���� ��A�����	 ����� 4��#��& 2, 0��� <���� 
.9। ���9 >�9 ���� ��A��� B �O ���	B <��, O��	0 �&�	, 4��\� �P��। 


��� ���������	 
�,-�� B 7�� ���0��	 ���D	 ������ ����S �D� �D-�� ,�	। �'9��	� 
,���C	 �U 7:�, 0�� ^� ,��	 B %��� ., >�9 7�a KR��#��� �D-�� ,�	 B ���������	 

����� %�q��	 	�0���, B <:;���, ,�	V �#��#� ,�	। ��� 7��� ����� 0�� ���P� 
�.,��	 ����S 	�T� >��UV ,�	। 

��J�� 0��� 

�-�C� ,��4�' ���C;	 4��#��& &� �-.������	 ��J�� 2, 0��� .9। 4��#�D���	 
%�QV��� �������� �'9��	� ,���C	 ���# 0�� 7�� %��� ��S� 4D ���9 ���������	 

����� %�q���	 �C�G��,�	 4�	 %���,��� ,�	। 

&V-��8-�� �����	 -�#�C# 

�������� &V-��8-�� �����	 4��#��& &� ����	 B 	����	 \��9 ,B�9 .�� ���D ��n���	 
4�	 ���/ ,�	 	�J� ‘‘<� .��� ���� �B’’ -�#�C#�C ��	����� .9। 4�9 �� .� ���; 0���&� 
.9। 

4�r��� <���� ��J�	��� 7JM��	� >�� <���:	 %� n.V ,�	 2�� �-�C� 2�, ��, ��� 
��C�	 7��	 B ���.��	 ���	��� ���	 ���# ��� �	�� �D-�� ,�	। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

7^���&� &V���P� �������� ����� ��	��� $� �� B 
 $* �� ���#� 

"� B ") <�x��	, !)*! 

 
"� <�x��	 

,0�,0�,0�,0�	���C� ,6��	�w 7 �̂��&�	���C� ,6��	�w 7 �̂��&�	���C� ,6��	�w 7 �̂��&�	���C� ,6��	�w 7 �̂��&�    

�'9��	� ,���C	 2, >������� �+�� <���� 00�	���C� ���C;	 ,6��	�w ���������	 
��U >J�	,��; J���। 2�.9�	 ��;�� 0�&� ��������S��	 0# ,�9,0 O9� ,0�	���C� 
���������	 ��U ,�0 ,	�� ��� ����� ���9�P। ��d	� ���������� %��, ^&��� 7.���, 
<��	�� ,	�� ��� 0��। �'9��	� ,���C	 �	6 7:�, ��� ��	�O9� ���, 0�,��	9� 7JM��	�, P�� 
��n�� ��	���	 ���,, %��� .�O, ����;�.���	 0H	 %��, O���O� %0��, ��� ���� >�-�� 7��& 
7�। 

") <�x��	 
���������	 
�,-��	 ���������������	 
�,-��	 ���������������	 
�,-��	 ���������������	 
�,-��	 ������    ��	�C &V��	�C &V��	�C &V��	�C &V----���P����P����P����P�    

�������� �'9��	� ,���C	 4��#��& ���������	 
�,-��	 ������ %&��� ����	 $@7� <�x��	 
!)*! 7��� 7�a K�C,�9 2, ��	�C 0��� B &V���P��	 %�9�0 ,�	�P। ���9 ��J�	��� 7JM��	� 
P�a�B �-�C� ���;����R	 ���#��	 ,�9,0 B �������� 7:�, %&� %B9��� ���&	 ? 0 2�-
2-2 B B 2�-��-2 2�� ����S %p��, ,���C	 >�����&V �D-�� ,	��। 

������� ���P� .�O^��,; ��,��; ,V;�	 .�� %	� ,�	 �, ��C ���	�0� 7.��C� .�9 
.#�����	 78�9��	 7�� .��। 

�[� ����� O�q	� &�X�	 %&� 4���U 2O 0��� B ���P��	 %�9�0 ,	� .�9�P। 
���������	 
�,-��	 ������ 2, Z�	,���� ����� &�X��, 7�B9� .��। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

���������	 �	,�	 ��	�� 
�,-��	  
������ 0��� 

�������� ����� ��	��� $)�� 
B �@�� ���#� 

� ��f	 B !? �^��f	, 
!)*! 

 
�������� �	�������� �	�������� �	�������� �	,�	 ���	� >�����	 7��	 0# ��	�,�	 ���	� >�����	 7��	 0# ��	�,�	 ���	� >�����	 7��	 0# ��	�,�	 ���	� >�����	 7��	 0# ��	�    

    

��D ���������	 >��� �#�\�	 ��T��	� ,�c���� �������� �	,�	 2� �� JGa�` ,�	 
76��P। >,�� ���O ���,T�� ��������.��, �����a� ,�	 7&�C� ���������, 
��� ,	� ��� 
.�� ��� 0�� 7&�P। 

�������� �	,�	 %�& 7:�,O �GV; >����, ���9N 7B9�	 0# ��	� .�9 :�,�P। ����# 
�{GV; �����a� .B9�	 �	 ���� ���������	 7���	 7,� <	�0, <�\� �-�' � .9 7�O0#O 7&�C� 
P,C� ��	� ,�	 	��� .�i 2�� %&�� ,�,��� �#�\� 7B9� .�i। 

���,T�� ����#��	 ��.��#,�	� 7��,��	 ���T���	 �#����	B O�����# ,�9,C� �9�-,�� 
,�	 7�B9� .�9�P। ��� .�9�P, ����#��	 ���& �� ���,T� �	,��		 ���& �.����&�� ,	�	 
<������& ,�4�, ���D�6M0 �� 7,4 7,� ���T � ���9 ����	 ��	 %p��, ,���C	 ,��P ��9 7��� 
.��। >��#, 2��,�9 2��	 ���T 7�9�	 0# �� <��� �#�\� 7B9�	 0# 4z U����{S 
�������� �	,��		 2,�C ����� ,���C :�,��। 

���������	 0# 2,�C �GV;��& <:;���, ��	,g� ��	� ,	�	 0#B O�����# �������� 
�	,�	 2,0 %`0;���, �#����{S ��	,g� ����	��	 ���& ,:� ����P। 4D ����	� 
���������	 ,�9,0 <��� >�����	 ���& %���J� ,�	 2,�C �GV;��& ��	,g� ��	� ,�	�P। 
 


�,-��	 ������ .�O^���,; ��	�C 0���
�,-��	 ������ .�O^���,; ��	�C 0���
�,-��	 ������ .�O^���,; ��	�C 0���
�,-��	 ������ .�O^���,; ��	�C 0���    
 

&� 	����	 .�O^��,; ��,��; ,;��	 ���������	 
�,-��	 ������ 2, ��	�C 0��� .9। 7nC 
�-�C�	 ����S <p� .�� �H ,' 
�,�	 ,�	 ��	 �.����, ��A��� .�O^���,; ����� .�9 � ,�¡ 
���� 0��, ���������, <����f 
�,-�� ��B’ B ‘7�� ���0���		 ���D J�O’। 

�'9��	� ,���C	 0���9 ��J�	��� 0�� %�� ��s� 7JM��	�	 4��\� :�,�	 ,:� �P� �,¢ ��� 
0������K	 ����� <������ ���������	 
��U B ����S 7���	 �,C 
�,-�� %���9	 >�J'�	 0# 
4��\� .�� ���	�। 

7,£�9 ]�9��	� ,���C ��O 7���	 �-./� 
��:; 2,O \�� <���� 2,O 4�F��# %.G� 
%B9������&	 0����, ��:; 0���9 4D 0���9 �,��, ���`�GV;���� 7��& ���� <��	�� 
,�	। 

2,O \�� �O�C 0��� ��������	 �,C e�` ��	V�	 �-�' .�� ���	 �� ���������	 2O ��K; 
	DU9� ��n���	 7�� ��;��9 7,�¤� ����� �-�' �  ,�	 �'9��	� ,���C	 %.G� 0��� ����� ,�	 
�,�� 2, ���,# ���������	 
�,-�� ���� 0��। 

������� ��	 �.����, 0��	 ���P� ����S 	�T� >��UV ,�	 �-�C� >���Q�	 �,C !@� 
^�4�� �j�C 7��9 <������f ���������	 
�,-��	 %��� 0��। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�{��,�9 7,� %���� 9 0��* 
$9 ��;� ?@�� ���#� 

"! ��f	, !)*! 

 
�{��,�9  

7,� %���� 97,� %���� 97,� %���� 97,� %���� 9    

���������	 ��T�V; <p� ���D���.�	 ���� J�� 2���P। %	B %��P 2�� %���। 7����	 
���Uk ���D���	� %0 2, ����&�c� %��;�� ���D���.��� ��	V� .�9�P। ��d��	 �U#� 2,। 
���-�G���, ����D ,	�। ���,�	� ���.��, �	��G� ,�	 ���-�G��	 
����� 	U� .��� ��d��	 %��;। 
7�O %���; }�� .�9 �U �U �,���	-���, <� .��� ��9�P, ��	 ���& �a�O ,	�P। 7���	 
���	 7:�, ����	V ���� ����	 ��:; ,	�P। 7���	 ����		 �����	 ���9 ��:; B �.����&�� 
���D�����	 ,��0 ������ ,�	 ���9�P <�,। 7�O ������ %�P ���O ���D���	� ��� �.�0O 
����	 ,��� ,	�� ��	�P। ��	� �����9 ��	� %0 �T����, K��9� .�9 7&�P %��V,�	� ���.�। 
7��� 7��� �G�	 9, 7��� �����	 �U �U ���D���	� ��d��	 ����	, �U#\� ¥�,�	 ���, �G�;�	 
&���� <n�	 .��- 7� 0# �#��, >�/�� J���P 7�O ‘J��� J���-¥�,� J���’ <���� ��	J���	 
0#। %����	 ��	 ���D�����	� ��	 0# �{GV; >�/�। 

�c, 2O �� ��	�\�� �� ���v	 �� \� 7:�, ,�C���, J�� ��a�P ���W'��	 B�	-
%�����	 0#। ���v	 ����S �	,�	 B 	�0���, 7�-�-q ����S ��: J�� ���i। ���`�	 >,��, 
Y� ���,T��	 O9��.9��,O 9, %�����	 0# ����S �.� 7:�, �������� �	,�	 B �������� 
�	,��		 4�	 ��	�U J�� 7�B9�	 0# ��	� �	,�	�,B J�� ���i। 

�,¢ �,��	 %����? ,�	 ���& %����? 7, 7� %���� ? 

%�	�, ���a ��� 7,��C ����-���������	 <������। %�	� <��,�	 %���9	 ��n��� ��k 
�P���। "$ �P�	B �� ��O�। %	 7��� J�O �। %�	� 2� J��i ���;��। 
��� &V���Q, 
�������� .�i %����	 ���-�G��। %��V,�	� ���,T� ��#���.� .C,��	�� B <��	 ��� %����	 
7���� ���9�P। %�	�B <��	 ��� ��� %��9 ,	���। 2O ��: 7,� %���� 7O। 	���9�, 
%���	,�, �-�C, &VJ�, ��~� 0��;�� B 7� 7,� 7��O 7.�, � 7,-��	� ��� O9��.9��, 
%�����	 �	���; ���9 :��,-��,। %�	� ���� ���W' O। %�	� ���-�G��	 ���D ��n��� ��k-���D 
� ��B9� ��;` %�	� ��n�� J����9 ���। %����	 ��n���	 U�� ,�	 2� 7,� >T�� ��d	� 
,	��-��d��	�, %����	 ��	 �.���&� ��� %�	� �	�। 

���u��, ���,� �, ����P 0�� �, ����� 7��.����, 4:�R �, ����P 0��� J�O �, ����� 
&�X��, ��~�� 7��	� �, ����P-Y�� 	�0� O। %����	 ��&# ��;�	V ,	���-%�	�, 2 ,:�C� 
�,��	 <�&��	 0# %�	� %��	 ��	8�	 ����9 >,�� ,	�P। ,� �P	 ��� J���-7� �.��� 2� 
,	� �। ����	 �����a� ,	�	 �	 7� �.��� .��-,��� ��&���। �������� �	,�	 2O ����9 
7�9�� 	���� ��� ‘0��’ %�� ,�	। 

 

 

 

 
 
 
* 0��� ��k��.,। >�� �{��,� 2,�C,2� B9��� %�	�6। ��	>�k �{��,� %�� %.��, 0�� �������; �����C^, " 
7C{�	�� 7	� ,̂ �[ 7:�, >,����। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

�������� %�q���	 ���U ����S 
�E�	�� 

0�� 
$9 ��;� ?@�� ���#� 

"! ��f	, !)*! 

    
P�� ��n��� ��	���	 ^�,P�� ��n��� ��	���	 ^�,P�� ��n��� ��	���	 ^�,P�� ��n��� ��	���	 ^�,    

 
�[�[�[�[, , , , !?!?!?!?O ��f	O ��f	O ��f	O ��f	    
 

7nC �-�C\ �������� P�� ��n�� ��	�� �������� ���D���.�	 0# &	� ,��a-7J��a 7J�9 
>���� ��A�����	 ,��P 2, %��� 0���9�P। P�� ��n�� ��	�� 2, ���-���� ��� 7�, 7���	 
���D��¦�� ���9���� <�� 7B9�	 0# >���� ��A�����	 ,��P 2��	 ����� �����& 2���P। ��d	� 
%�� >,�� ,�	 7�, ���D 7����	 �#�.��		 0# >���� ��A��� ��O����	� ��0��	 ���#�� &	� 
,��a-7J��a �� ,	��। ��n�� ��	���	 ,��P ��.��# ��c��� ���� ��� ��d	� ���P। 

 
,�;� B����	 �J�c,�;� B����	 �J�c,�;� B����	 �J�c,�;� B����	 �J�c    

����;�.������;�.������;�.������;�.��, , , , !@!@!@!@O ��f	O ��f	O ��f	O ��f	    

%0 2��� 0�� 7&�P 7�, 7����� ,�;� B���� ��^�#��[	 ��.�� �����	 2, �J�c	 0���� 
b��, ��d�� B ,��a-7J��a 7J�9 ��.�� �����	 ������ ����� ��� ����	 ,��P �+�� 2, �J�c 
�����P। 

0�� 7&�P 7�, ��.�� ����� ���D 7����	 �#�.���; ��c���	 0# ,��a-7J��a ��n. ,	�P। 

 
���������	 ��:;� >T�� n.V���������	 ��:;� >T�� n.V���������	 ��:;� >T�� n.V���������	 ��:;� >T�� n.V    

7��C;���4�:	 ��UV ��;�J� 2��,�	 o��, �� &� "	� ��f	 ���������	 ��:;� 2,�C 
>T�� n.V ,�	�P 2�� >T���	 2,�C \��9 �������� ��n�� ��	���B ��c��� .�9�P। 

>T��� ��� .�9�P 7�, 2O B9�^; ��� ��������� &V��Q	 ��n���, �GV;���� ��:; ,�	 2�� 
��~� ���,T��	 ����	, 7&��� ,�-;, ������,�	 <
�,�	 ,	�9 ��	 �q� ,�	B ��;�J� 2��,�	 
���, \��9 2�� 0���9 ��;��9 ���������	 ��:; ,	�	 %.�� 0��9। 
 
     *  *  * 
 

���/.�	���	 ��.��#��:; ���J��������/.�	���	 ��.��#��:; ���J��������/.�	���	 ��.��#��:; ���J��������/.�	���	 ��.��#��:; ���J�����    

�[ �[ �[ �[ !?!?!?!?O ��f	O ��f	O ��f	O ��f	    

%0 \��9 �#�^���; B�9�� �:�9C��	 ���������	 ���/.�	���	 ��.���#	 4�F�# ,��C; O 
������:’	 4��#��& 2, ���J����� .9। �GV; .�� 4�r��� ����� ��C 7�� .9। �������� B ��	� 
7:�, %&� >�#�� ��g��-q <����	 ���#�� ��;,��	 <,�¡ >���� <0; ,�	। 

���	£ ��,	 <����C ��	J��� ,�	। 
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���������	 ��U-�@@, ����U-$, �	��U-" 

�#��J'�	 7:�, %����	 >����� 0���i 7�, &� Y����	 �#��J'�	 ��v���#��9 P�� 
O4�9�	 2, ��c�, �������� ��9 ��T��	� %���J�	 �	 �������� ��	�\���� 4�r& >,�� ,�	 
2O ���; �� >,�� ,�	�P 7�, �GV; 
�����O .�i �������� ���#�	 2,��� �����। 

�������� �.���� !) ��4[ �� ,	�	 2, >T�� ���9 �@@ 7���C &-.�� .�9�P। >T���	 
����U 7��C ��a�P $C� 2�� " 0 7��C��� ��	� :��,। <# 2,�C >T��� �:�,�:� �-�C� 
�	��U�� ��� 7�B9�	 4�F�� �		�j�Q� �#�	 2��,�, ���	 0# #���� O4�9 <� ]��^R�-
2	 7>���^�R	 >�� %.�� 0���� .�9�P। 

���9 ������N ,�	 2, O4, 2�-2	 %p��, ������ ��� 70� .#��	� B ���������	 ��U 
�D-�� ,�	 0�� ,��	 %.��। 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 

���D��n��� >���� ��A��� 0�� 
$9 ��;� ?@�� ���#� 

"! ��f	, !)*! 

    
���D ��n��� >���� ��A������D ��n��� >���� ��A������D ��n��� >���� ��A������D ��n��� >���� ��A���    

��^�#��[	 �������� ��.�� �����	 ������ ����� ��� ���� ���, ‘‘%�� &� !)*@-2	 
0��9�	� ���� ����;�.�� %��। 2	 %�& 7�'��	 �P��� 2�� 7���� %�� �G�; ���,T� ��.�� �����	 
%.��9, �P���। ����;�.��� 2��B ���,T� ��.�� �����	 ���& 0�a� �P���। �,¢ &� ��J; ���� 
O9��.9� ��d-	 ��;	 7��	� ��������� %��V ��	J���	 ��	 %�	� ��§�� ��	��� 7�, ��~����	 
���& %����	 %	 J�� ��� 9’’। 

����� ��� ���� ���, ‘‘2	 �	O %�	� ��^�#��[ �������� ��.�� ����� &c ,�	 2�� 
"�7� ��J; ��^�#�[ >���� ��A�����	 Z��.: ���,;	 0���9 ��.�� �����	 �U 7:�, �D-�� ,�	। 
�� 7:�,O ��^�#��[	 ��A���	� 2,�� ,�0 ,	�� Y� ,	��।’’ 

��^�#��[	 �������� ��.�� �����	 ,��;���	V� ���� �&�9 ����� ���� ���, ‘‘�����	 �U 
7:�, ���������	 
�,-��	 ������ "�7� 2�>� P’0 ���# �-�C� ���;����R	 ��� ,�	 2�� 
>���Q� ��� .��:	 ,��P 2, %��� ��c��� .9। "@7� 0� ���� .�: ��4R 7¨�0R 8��� 2, 
����� ��.�6��	B �#�\� ,	� .�9�P�। "*7� 0� %�	� ����� .��	 ���9 2,C� �����0�	 ,�	�P। 
?c� 0���O \��9 ,��;C ����� .�� ��V.�	 ���	 2,C� J#��	�C ����� ,�	�P। !* B !�O 0���O 
����;�.���	 ���C 7�R��	 2,C� >��;�	 �#�\� ,	� .�9�P�। "	� %�x��	 ���� .�: ��4R 7¨�0R 
8��� %����	 �����	 4��#��& 2,C� ��	�C >��;� .9। 2 P�a� ������	 >��#, \�� ���,T� 
���,C ���	 �6�		 ����� %�9��0� ���U�� ���P������� %�	� 7��& ���9�P।’’ 

����� ���� %	B ��� 7�, ���������	 ���D���.�	 �#�.��		 0# ��d��	 �����	 ,��P 
������	 ����S \� 7:�, ,��a-7J��a %��P। 2O��� 2��	 O�[9�	 ����� ��c���	 �#�\� ,	� 
.�9�P� �,¢ 2��	 O�[9� >:�� ���� 0���9 2� %��	 ���P�9 ��B9�	 ����` 7B9�9 2,C� 
<������	 ����� .�� .�9�P। ��� %	B ��� 7�, ��;��� 2O �� ,��a-7J��a 7,£�9 �'9��	� 
,���C	 ���#�� ��c���	 �#�\� .�i। 

����� ���� >���� �,� ��A��� ��O�����	 ,��P %��� 0���9 ��� 7�, O9��.9� ��d-	 ��;	 
7�����.� %����	 ��-��O-7����	 4�	 7� <�#�J�	 ,�	�P ��	 >������ 7B9�	 0# �,��, 
��	� :�,�� .��। ��� ���, 	�D	 ���� 	D 7B9�O .�i O9��.9� ���.�	 <�#�J��		 4���D 
0���। 

����� ���� 0�� 7�, 2����	 2�� ��9�	 <#�# �� �������� ��n�� ��	������	 ���& 
��^�#��[	 �������� ��.�� �����	 K�� 7��&����& 	�9�P। ��� %�� >,�� ,�	 7�, 2O 
7��&����& ���������	 �GV; 
����� <0; � ,	� ��;` J���। ����� ���� ���, 
��� �����	 
�����	 �GV; ���D � .B9� ��;` ��A�����	 2O ��n�� 7��-������ J��� :�,��, 2�� 7,� ��	�� 
.�� �। 
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\ %���	,� \ 
 

�������� ��& <6 %���	,�	 ����S ���� ,�-;, 
>,���� ������� 

 
�������� ��& <6 %���	,�	 ������G. 

CHAPTERS OF 

BANGLADESH LEAGUE OF AMERICA* 

 

1. NEW YORK: 5. ILLINOIS: 

 Bangladesh Legue of America, Inc.  Bangladesh of America  
 2667 Broadway,  (Urbana Chapter) 

 New York, N.Y 10025  1107 West Green Street 
 President : K. S. Ahmed  Urbana, 111, 61801 

 Secretary : Faizur Rahman  President : M. Rahman 
 Treasurer : Abdul Haque  Secretary : A. S. Shahab-ud-Din 

 
2. CALIFORNIA: 6. Bangladesh League of America 

 American League of Bangladesh  (Chicago Chapter) 

 416 Sinclair Avenue  (Recently changed of Bangladesh 

 Glandale, Calif, 91206  Defense League) 

 President : S.M.S. Doha  5245 South Kenwood Avenue 

 Chicago, 111. 60615  President: F.R. Khan 

 

3. COLORADO: 6. OHIO:  

 Bangladesh League of America  Bangladesh League of America 
  

 3728 East 7
th

 Avenue,   5115 Prescatt Avenue D  

 Denver, Colo. 80206  President : Gerald R. Handricks 

  

 Secretary : M. Sher Ali  Dayton, Ohio 45406  President : 

A.K.M. Aminul Islam  Secretary : A. H. Jaffarullah 

   President : A.L. Choudhury 

4. MASSACHUSSETTS:   

 Bangladesh Association 7. NORTH CAROLINA : 

 24 Peabody Terrace, Apt. 510  Bangladesh League of America 

 Boston, Mass:  218 Broad Street (East) 

 President : Khurshed Alam  Elizabeth City, N.C. 27709 

 Secretary : M. Alamgir    

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
* 2O ����,��C 0��, 7,, 2�, %��&�	 �{���� ‘BANGLADESH’ ���	 �-��9 ���#� (�4O9,; : !� 0�, !)*!) .�� 
79� .�9�P। 
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8. MICHIGAN: 12. TENNESSEE: 
 Pakistan association of America  Inc.  Bangladesh League of America Inc. 

 3130 Cass Avenue  808 Hillwood Blvd. 
 Detroit, Mich. 48201  Nashville, Tenn. 37209 

 President: Abdus Shahid  President: Zillur Rahman Athar 

 Secretary: Mustafizur Rahman  Secretary: Not Available 

 

9. PENNSYLVANIA 13. KENTUCKY : 

 Bangladesh League of America  Bangladesh League of America 

 5903 Fifth Avenue  2081 Williamsburg Rd. 

 Pittsburgh, Penn.  Lexington, Kentucky 40504 

 President : Q.M. Ahmed  President: George H. Bradbois Jr. 

   Secretary: Mukhtar M. Ali 

   Treasurer: Shamsul H. Molla 

10. TEXAS : 

 Bangladesh League of America 

 P.O. Box 3325 
 College Station, Texas 77840 

 President : Hafizur Rahman 
 

11. WASHINGTON, D.C. 
 Bangladesh League of America 

 P.O. Box 4465 
 Brook land Station, 

 Washington D.C. 20017 

 President : Enayetur Rahim 

 Secretary : Mohsin R. Siddique  
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
�{��,�9, ��&c B ��n���	 O��.�� 

B ,�;�GJ� 
‘����������’ 7C���� !� ���#� !? 7�, !)*! 

    

�����	 ^��,
�����	 ^��,
�����	 ^��,
�����	 ^��,    

��������� %0 	D&�� �O�P। ��A���	� 	�D 7.��� 7��� ��©�� ���# �� �����J, %�q �/। 
%����	O ��O����	� �� <�#�J�	�	 �a& ��� ��da��� �&�9 ���;J��	 0�� �����9 ���� �r�� 
,	�P �, �� ���,;����	 ������9 ��	����	 ���# 7:�, 7���	 0# %�	� �, ,	�P? 
����� 
%�	� ���O, 2 �#����	 �r���	 7,� <�,�� 7O। ���, %�q��� %�	� %����	 7�������, 
,�C�,�O�� ��.��# ,	�P? �PS���, <�.��	 B <S����� 7:�,B ���������	 ��	 0�� �
	�J�	� 
��ª�0#����	 7�9�C ����,B ������� ,	�P। 
����� ��n���	 2O ��,C�9 ��.G��; 7������ 
%����	 ,��P <�, �,P� %�� ,�	। %0 %����	 ����# %|�#��&	 ��9 ��� .�� J��� �। �, 
%�	� 2�C�,� %	��-%�9� ���0; ���� 7��	�P? .�0��	� �����	 	�D	 «�V &a� 2O ��n���	 
^��, %�	� 2,,���� ��a� ���� � ��	�� 4/	�G	�	� %����	�, U�� ,	�� �। 

��O %0� %����	 2,���� .�� .��। %�� ����� ���9	 ^��, ���O 2,���: ,�0 ,�	 ��O। 
������ B ����� ���� �&�9 ��� 2,�C ��U# 7�MdP���	 0# %����	�, %�|�E�&; ,	�� .��। 

,	V�9 %����	 <�,। >J�	,���; ���� .�9 ,�0 ,	�� .��। &V�Q B 
���,�	 %���9 
���������	 ��	 0��	 �.� %��; B %|�#��&	 ��n�� ��v����	 ,��P ���� �	�� .��। >J�	,��; 
2�� ���������	 �&;� �����	 0# %�:;, ��.���#	 2,�` >�9�0। 2O ��.G��; %����	 �:����# 
��.��# ��9 2�&�9 %�� 4�J�। 

2O J	� ��,C,��� ���;,�	 .�9 :�,�� J��� �। ��� �#��& 
�����	 %,�¬� ,	�� ��� 
.��। 2 ���-<��0;�9 <�	��। ��n��.� 
����� ����	 0�	 O��.��� 7O। �U >��V	 �����9 
&a� 2O ���D	 ��n���, %�	� �#:; .�� 7�� �। �����	 09 .��O। 
 

09 ����� \ 
 
 

,��0�'��� %����	 ,�;�GJ�,��0�'��� %����	 ,�;�GJ�,��0�'��� %����	 ,�;�GJ�,��0�'��� %����	 ,�;�GJ�    
 

&� ��;�J� <�0;� &V��Q	 <��,�	 %���9	 0# ��J; ����	 >:� ���& 7�� ���0��	 	.�� 
>����#��� 2, <�.���& %�q�� Y� ,�	। 2O %�q���, ��J�� ,�	 7���	 0# ��©��� 
��#	� ���;J��	 &V.�#� %	� ,�	। 2O KC�	 >:� 7:�,O %�	� ,��0 7'���	 ��A��� P��	� 
�,#������ ���������	 0# ,�0 Y� ,�	। >:��� 2,�C ����	, ��	�� &c ,	� .9। ��	�	 
%0 (7JMFO 7�) ��D ��;�J�	 ���#�� %����	 ��0 ���# ��;������� �������� ��n��� P�� 
��\�	 ������, ����	V �{��, B 7,����#U ��;��J� .। 2P�a�B <��, ����S ���9N ��9 
7
i�9 ,��0 2�&�9 %��। 

 

 
 
 
* ����������� �������� ��& <6 %���	,�, ,��0�'�, ���� ,�-;, ���� >,���� B >J��	�। 
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�d�J�� ���J;	 %�& ��;` <�,��	 ���,; ���C	, 7>���^R ��, 4:�R 2�� �-.E ��D��&;	 
�	,�	 B %	B <�, >������� �#�D	 ,��P �� B ��	���;� ��c��� .9 - ��������� 	D��� �X 
,	� B 0&�V	 ��;��J� 7����	 .��� �����	 .T�`	 ,	�	 ���� 0���9। 

�d�J�� ���J;	 <��	V����;� KC� %����	�, ����9,���� T��� B ��.�� ,�	। �,¢ 
���������, 
��� ���;��M� 	�j �.���� 7K��V�	 �	 �	O ���	���� %����	 >J�	,��; Y� .9। ��� 
2, KR�	 7��C�� %�	� �,� ���# 2,C� 0�	� ���9 ����� .�9 %����	 ����#E ,�;�_� 
��;�	V ,�	। �&;� �����	 7���9 �#9 ,	�	 0# ��:���P� ,���U 2,�� ^��	 J�d�� 7�B9�	 
>T�� ��;������� 2 ���9 7B9� .9। 2 P�a� >J�	,���;	 �#9 �.�	 0# ����, J�d��	 ��	��V 
��;�	V ,	� .9। >:� �,�T�� �� .�0�	 ^��	 ���� �4 O9�,; 7,£�9 ��\��, ���c�9 7�B9� .9। 
����� 4�y����&# 2O 7� <��, �#��® ���		 ����	 <® ���a�9 J�d�� ���9�P, <��, ��;��	� 
�h���	 <�, 7��� ���9�P, 2�� �,��O 7� 7,� ��.G��; ���������	 0# ���#�� ��.��# ,	�	 
<��,�	 ,�	�P। 

P�� �.���� C�,�	 <��� :�,��B %����	 ,�;�>	V�	 <��� 7O। ,��0�'� 7:�, 2 ��;` 
�H���� >J�	,��; J����9�P ��	 ���# �h�������� ����� 4�y����&#। 

-�d�J�� ���J;	 ��	 2,��� ���C	, 0�����K >�� 2�� �-.E ��D	 	�j>��&�V	 �,C 
,�9,�6� %����� B ��	���;� ��c��� .9। 2�B ����� >�9�0� ��d��	 �,C �� B ��	���;� 
��c��� .�i। 

-��������� 
����� ��n��� B �&;� ����	 ��.���#	 ���� 0���9 ����S �.�	 ���,; 
�&�	,��	 
�U	�. !! 0 >������� ���C�		 ,��P !�@@ %����� ��c��� .�9�P। 

-7C��� 2 2[ 2� O4��;����C�� P�� B ��U,��	 ���§ ���������	 ��n���	 ��c, �J� ���� 
�	� .9। 2 �#����	 �������� >�#�&� <�, ��U, %����	 ����� ��.��# ,�	। ��v���#���9	 
7>���^�R	 ���: �� 7�d�� 7��� ,�	 2��,�	 ���������	 �&;� P����	 0# %�:;, ��.���#	 
%v�� ��B9� 7&�P। 

-���,T�� >�D ���,; 	�j�G� O4�0 �, B >�D �-�C� >���Q� B ��;�� ���	��� ���	 
7�� .#�	¯ 4O���	 ���: �:���� ^���� B <�'� 7��� ,�	 %����	 4�r& >,�� ,�	 2�� 
���������, ��.��# ,	�	 %��� 0��O। 

-\��9 7���	, �C�� B ���, ���������	 4�	 ��U�E,��	 <��n.V ,�	�P। 2P�a� �.4]� 
�������� P�� ��\�	 %�9�0� B��,�	 �C�� B 7���	 2,O 	,� %���J� ���9 7��& ���9�P। 

-.�	���^;	 ��0 ��v���#�� <:;�������	 7��� "Conflict in East Pakistan: 

Background and Prospect" ��, �	��U �	���C;���	 ��dJ��� ,�� ���,; ��D	��j	 ����S \�� 
2�� ��v�#��� >J��		 �#�\� ,	� .�9�P। 
 -2��� P��-7���C ���������	 &V-%�q� ��� ���,T� �	,��		 ���,; <��� �#�.�	�, 
�q� ,	� .�9�P। 

 
 

*  *  * 
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�������� ��& <6 %���	,�� 
��&c B ��n���	 O��.�� 

 
 %����	 7,£�9 ��\� &�a 4c�	 ��P� 	�9�P �H���	 <��` ��	o� B 7J'�। !)?* ���� 
>���� ����C� �#���9�	� �4 O9�,; ���,T� ��& <6 %���	,� ��� ��A�����	 2,�C ���8-��, 
��&c &�a 7����। ��	 2	 ��,	V .9 O' ���,T� ��& <6 %���	,�। ���# ���#� ��a�	 ���: 
���: 2O ��\�	 ���#�� ���������	 0# <�, 4�y����&# ,�0 ,	� .9। &� >�9®	� §�a	 �	 2 
��\�	 ���#�&; ��,-�	,��		 4������	 ����� ���U��, ��������� �	���6	 0# J�d�� ��n. B 
����� P�� 7�����, 0������K	 ����� ���������, %���� ,	�	 ����, 2,��� 76�9�	� 4����, 2 
P�a� %	B �H���� >J�	,���; >����9 4��#�& n.V ,�	। �+�� 7,£�9 ��\�	 �� �����9 
�������� ��& <6 %���	,� ,	� .�9�P। �������� �	,��		 ���: 2	 �	���	 7��&����&B \�� 
.�9�P। 
 
 ���O 7,£�9 ��\�	 ,�;,�;� ��;��J� .��। 2 �#����	 �,� ���# ��\� B 7�f�	��	�, �G�;����& 
7,�£	 ���: 7��&����& ,	�� ��� .�9�P। 7,�£	 ����	V �{��, 690�	 	.�� �������� ��&�, 
%	B 70�	��	 ,�	 &�a 7����	 0# ���,; B 7,�^����� �,� ��A�����	 ��.��# B �.����&�� 
,��� ,�	�P। 
 
 7,£�9 ��\�	 �c,��� 
  O] ���,T� ��& <6 %���	,�, O± 
  "��* }^B�9, �4 O9,;, !@@"� 
  76�� ("!") ���-*?*? 
   * 
 
 

7��&�����&	 %���7��&�����&	 %���7��&�����&	 %���7��&�����&	 %���    
    
    
 �4 O9,; �G��,£�, ��	,��	 ��.��# B �	���	 7��&�����&	 0# ��T %���	,� B 7,�^��, 
,���� 4��,�£ ��& ,	� .�9�P। %���	,�	 ��UV <p��	 )�C 7]�C	 ��	 %�	� ,��0�'�, 
7C��� 2 n.V ,	�P। %����	 2O %p��, 7,�£	 ��-4��,£� ��UV�p�। 7� ��T 7]�C %�	� 
���# �������	 ���: 2, ��� ,�0 ,	�� J�O 7����� .���� 7C���, �4�����,�, ���09��, 
B,���.���, %��,��, %	,���, ��������, 7²��	^� B 0	�09�। 2 ��T 7]�C ��A��� P�� B 
J�,�	�0��� ��	� %�P ��	� ���O ���O %����	 ���: 7��&����& ,�। %��	 2��,�9 %�� 
2,� .��B 7���	 2O ���;� %��	 ��.��# %����	 2,�` >�9�0। 
 
 %����	 �0 �0 2��,�9 �������� ��& <6 %���	,� ���� &c ,� 2�� ���O %����	 
4��,�£ %����	 ��n�� ��	�� B ���#��	 �c,�� B %����	 ,��;,����	 ���	V ��c�। 
%����	 ��	 ‘����������’ P��� .��। 
 
 %�	� ��� 7,����� %����	 ��.��# ,	�� ���	, ��� 0���� �r�� ,	�� �। %�	� %	B 
6�>������ ,�0 ,	�� J�O। >J�	,���; 2�� �4 O9�,;	 ���: >�9�0�9 7��&�����& %�	� 
%����	�, ��.��# ,	�। ��� J�d�� ��c��� B 7� 7,� 0�	� ,��0	 0# %��	� �G��,�£	 ���: 
�	���	 7��&����& ,	�� ���	। 
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2,�C >T���2,�C >T���2,�C >T���2,�C >T���    
 
 %����	 2O %p��, 7,�£ %	B �������� ,��; �����	 0# �,� ���# �����, ��9 ���O 
2,C� %����, %p��, ��\� &c�	 >T�� 2���P। 2	 ���#�� %����	 ��;�� ,�;>�J'� %	B 
70�	��	 ,	� ��9। >J�	,��;, <:; ��n., ��0��	 ���# ���§��� B �.����&��	 2,C� �9����Q, 
���/ &c ,	�O %����, ��&c�	 �G� �U# .��। ��	O 7� 2, ����	V ���9 %�	� 2O >T�� 
����J� ,	�। 2 �#����	 %����	 ����� 0����। 
 

����#E ,�;�GJ� 
 
  ���O %�	� ,��0�'�� B �,C��;� �.	������ \��9 �.��	 ,�;,�;���	 ��.���# J�d�� 
��n. <���� Y� ,	�। 
 
 ���������	 4�	 7C��� 2 2[ 2� O4��;����C�� %���J� ��� B 7�����		 %�9�0 .�i। 
 
 ��-���,� B ������ ���		 ,�&�0 ���������	 4�	 	J� B ����� P�����	 %	B 70�	��	 
7J'� J����� .��। 
 
 2��� %��,O 8��	��� �� 7�� 7:�, C�,� %�� �X .�9 7&�P। ����	 0# J�,�	� �� <# 
7,� <:; ��.��# 70�&�a ,	�	 7J'� ,	� .��। 
 
 2 P�a�B %����	 �9��� >J�	,��; %	B �������� J����� .��। 
 
 ���O ‘�����������’ ���������	 ��n��, t��.# B O��.���	 4�	 2,�C ���.�# ���#� 7����। 
>�X B 7� 7,� 	,� ���.�#�G�, 	J� �{���,	 �c,��9 ��c���	 0# %����	 ��c, B 
Y��,�³���	 <��	�� ,	� .�i। 
 
 �{��,, ‘����������’ 
 �� "$*@ 
 ,��0�'��, 7C��� **�?@ 
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Activities and Programmes for 

Bangladesh Movement : 

Editorial & News 

BANGLADESH NEWS 
LETTERS’ Chicago: No. 

1 

17 May, 1971 

 

 

EDITORIAL 

This Week the war of national liberation of Bangladesh enters into its seventh 

week During the last six weeks the Bengalis living abroad have done a great deal to 

express their horror at the inhuman brutalities perpetrated by the Pakistan army on the 
defenseless people of Bangladesh and also to mobilize public opinion in support of 

their cause and struggle. In the United States, the various groups of Bengalis living in 
different parts of the country have written and approached Senators and Congressmen 

of their respective states to persuade them, and through them the U. S. government, to 
terminate all assistance to the military machine of West Pakistan. The effect of all this 

lobbying can be seen in the recent pronouncement of Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee and the pending resolutions in front of the Senate. Some good work has 

also been done with both the press and television. Foreign missions in both 

Washington and New York have been kept informed about our will and determination 

to fight. 

But we must remember that this is only the beginning of a long protracted 

struggle for us. For even after the victory over the occupation forces… till the last 
foreign soldier is rooted out from the soil of Bangladesh… we will be faced with the 

stupendous task of rebuilding a nation from scratch. The scorched-earth policy of the 
enemy will destroy every economic, base of Bangladesh before it leaves. Needless to 

say that the task of rebuilding will require tremendous sacrifices from an Bengalis 
both here and at home. The efforts have to be integrated and coordinated. At present 

we are faced with the dual task of both helping the liberation movement and also 

providing relief to millions rendered homeless by the Pakistan army. We know that 

deferent groups of Bengalis have devoted their attention to both of these two tasks but 

since there is no co-ordination of activities, one group doesn’t know that others are 
doing. The result has been duplication of efforts in many cases. With a view to 

coordinating these activities, we have decided to bring out this news letter. Our main 
aim is to pool all information from various groups and disseminate this information 

for the benefit of all Bengalis and friends. We desire to have a central fund for all the 
money raised by different groups that it can be utilized to the best advantage. 

Apart from news from different chapters, we shall pass on news from the central 

body of The Bangladesh League of America in New York for the benefit of all 

concerned. We also hope to bring to our readers direct news form the battlefield in 
Bangladesh. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
* BANGLADESH NEWSLETTER: �������� ��& <6 %���	,�, ��,��&� ���� ,�-;, ���� B >J��	�। 
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In order to reach a larger audience we want to have a list of all the Bengalis and 
others who would want to receive our newsletter. We, therefore, request each of you 

to supply us with names and addresses which we may not have on our list. Please help 
us by writing immediately to. 

 

  The Bangladesh League of America, Chicago Chapter 

  5245 South Konwood Avenue  
  Chicago, Illinois 60615 

 
RESISTANCE NEWS 

 

The Pakistan government through its embassy is trying to convince Bengalis of 

this country with a flood of propaganda materials that conditions have returned to 

normal in Bangladesh, and that the entire independence movement was engineered by 

a “handful” of India-inspired “miscreants.” 

All of this is pure nonsense. You will be better off throwing away this rubbish in 

the wastepaper basket if you can’t stop it from coming to you. 

The main reason why the newspapers in this country do not carry any resistance 

news these days is that the Pakistan army has successfully scaled off the only 
motorable road between Calcutta and the western sector of Bangladesh. It was from 

this region that foreign newsmen based in Calcutta used to gather news during the 
first two weeks of the war. However, most of the 1300 mile border between India and 

Bangladesh is wide open. Indian newsmen and our own men are constantly crossing 
the border with news about resistance activities all over Bangladesh. 

A Bangladesh representative who has just arrived in this country writes. "Sylhet 

(district) where the forests in the Tea Garden areas provide natural cover is still under 

control of the Bengal regiment. That a force is still holding out in the Chittagong Hill 
Tracts. That all over Bangladesh armed Bengalis have withdrawn into rural areas and 

are harassing army units through guerrilla action. This may be expected to increase in 
frequency and intensity as the resistance acquires more skill at this type of warfare, 

gets additional supplies and weaponry, of which sizeable quantities have already been 
captured from the Pakistan army and when the monsoons make the logistical 

problems of the army more insecure. The capability for waging a prolonged war is 
there because the political motivation of the people has been guaranteed by the 

indiscriminate character of the war waged by the army. By destroying villages within 

the range of their artillery and declaring these areas as 'free fire zones' they have made 

the Pakistan army and subject of hatred and a direct threat to the security of 75 million 

Bengalis who will be willing to resist or aid any resistance to this alien force." 

Another Bengalis who left country about a month ago writes from Agartala: 
"Every day hundreds of young men are being trained for guerrilla action. It’s 

unbelievable how fast they learn. I am happy that I came. Otherwise I would have 
never known this dedication of the Bengalis, their love for their country and their 

willingness to die for its freedom and honor." 
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CHAPTER NEWS: 

 

In this section of our newsletter we shall print news provided us by the different 
chapters as well as the national office of The Bangladesh League of America. We 

expect that chapter representatives will write to us directly about their activities so 

that we can pass them on to others. So far as we know apart from the national office 

in New York chapters of The Bangladesh League have been opened in Boston, 

Washington, Baltimore, Bloomington (Indiana), Houston, College Station (Texas), 

Berkeley and Los Angeles. There may be other chapters that we do not know of. So 

please let us know and send us your list of office-bearers. It is very important that we 

get together. 

The National Office in New York informs us that a national convention of the 

Bangladesh League is being organized. It will be held in New York metropolitan area 
sometime in June. You will be kept informed about the specific dates, etc. 

The New York group is also organizing a big rally in front of the United Nations 

on June 12, 1971. If you can come, please inform Mr. K.S. Ahmed, President. The 

Bangladesh League of America, 2667 Broadway, N.Y.C., N.Y. 10025. Phone (212) 
866-7474. 

 
OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH WEST PAKISTAN: 

 
 Almost all of us from Bangladesh had friends from West Pakistan before the 

military crackdown of March 25. it is important that under the changed circumstances 
we redefine our relationship with them. It is certainly not true that all West Pakistanis 

are our enemies. There are many of them who support our cause. (See the April-May 

’71 issue of the Pakistan Forum edited by Mr. Feroze Ahmed, 1900 South Charles 

Street, Greenville, N.C. 27834.) 

 

We must remember that our struggle for freedom may be a long one. We will 
need as many allies as possible. We can speed up our freedom not only by winning 

victories on the battlefields of Bangladesh but also in West Pakistan. Our West 
Pakistani friends can help us win that battle. 

We feel that the reason why the majority of the West Pakistani do not yet support 

our cause is that they are either uninformed of are being misled by false propaganda 

showered upon them by the Pakistan Embassy. It is our responsibility to inform them 

about the events that led to the present crisis. We are sure once they know of our 

version of events they will revise their stands. We suggest that you lend them your 
copy of the Tajuddin Statement which contains a good background about the crisis. If 

you don’t have a copy let us know. We will provide you with another paper by Dr. 
Rehman Sobhan entitled Bangladesh: Situation and options, at a nominal cost. 

 
JOBS AND SCHOLARSHIP: 

 

 We are currently exploring the possibility of obtaining jobs and scholarships 

for Bengalis from Bangladesh who do not wish to return home for the present. If 

your-  
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scholarship has expired or bas been terminated by the Pakistan government or 
you are in need of a job, please write to The Secretary, Chicago Chapter. The 

following details should accompany all inquiries: type of visa held, academic 
qualifications, job experience, type of job or scholarship desired. Also let us know it 

you have any visa problems. We may be able to offer some suggestions. 
 

MAILING LIST: 
 

We must have a list of all the Bengalis living in this country in order to maximize 

our strength. So please send the names and addresses of all the Bengalis you know to 
our Chicago address. 

We also want to have a list of all friends and sympathizers of Bangladesh. If you 

think that someone should be on our mailing list, please let us know. 

 

FUNDS: 
 

The national liberation movement on Bangladesh is urgently in need of funds, 

especially foreign exchange. In order to meet these needs the League bas established 

two funds, a Bangladesh Relief Fund and a General Fund. Contributions to the former 

will be used only for relief purpose, money contributed to the latter will be used for 

covering the operating expenses of the League, for lobbying, and so on. 

 

RELIEF: 
 

Large amount of money are needed for immediate relief. As of this date, more 
than 2,000,000 people have left Bangladesh for India and people continue to leave at 

the rate of about 50,000 per day. The government of India and other groups are doing 
their best to cope with the situation. But they cannot do everything. The refugees in 

India are your relatives and countrymen. They need your help. 

Conditions in Bangladesh itself are very bad, and there is every reason to believe 

they will get worse before they get better. Tens of thousands are homeless. The threat 

of famine and epidemic looms larger over the next months. And the military regime 

of Pakistan has made it clear that it intends to do nothing now or latter to relieve the 

suffering of the Bengalis. To the contrary, the army is making every attempt to 

destroy the economic base of Bangladesh and is prepared to starve the people of 
Bangladesh into submission. We in America must be ready to provide as much aid as 

we can, both now and over the many months that lie ahead. You can help. Contribute 
yourself and get your friends to contribute to: 

 

   Bangladesh Relief Fund 

   5245 South Kenwood Avenue 

   Chicago, Illinois 60615 

 

OPERATING EXPENSES: 
 

The League has undertaken a wide variety of activities as dictated by the present 

critical circumstances in Bangladesh. The difficulty is that all of these activities cost 
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money. In order to raise the money to cover these costs on a regular basis. We are 
asking those Bengalis who have jobs to pledge whatever per cent of their income they 

can afford to the League and make payments of this money to the League on a 
monthly basis. Please fill out the form below and return it to the Chicago Chapter: 

 

 I.    , pledge $     every month as a  

     
name 

contribution to the Bangladesh League of America. I understand that my contribution 

will be placed in the General Fund of the League and is not, therefore, tax deductible. 
 

    Signed  
    Date 

    Address 
    Telephone 

 
 (Needless to say, all financial information enclosed will be held in strictest 

confidence by the Treasurer of the Chicago Chapter. Send your cheques to The 

Bangladesh League of America, 5245 South Kenwood Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
60615. You will receive receipts for any contribution you make, The Bangladesh 

government through its emissary informs us that arrangements are being made to 
make your contributions redeemable at a later. So please hold on to your receipts.) 
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EDITORIAL & 

ANNOUNCEMENT  
BANGLADESH NEWSLETTER 

Chicago: No. 2* 

25 May, 1971 

 

 Death continues to stalk over the land of Bangladesh. Everyday hundreds and 

thousands are still being killed by the Pakistani army as part of its policy of forcing 

the Bengalis into submission. Houses and property are being destroyed at random and 

already more than 3 million (see May 22, New York Times) people of Bangladesh 

have sought refuge in neighboring India more than 50,000, continue to pour in 
everyday. And yet the conscience of the world’s government seems unperturbed. 

They are still concerned about maintaining the status quo. The recent agreement 
between the United States and the British government to shore up the crumbling 

Pakistani economy, under certain conditions, is a case in point (see New York Times, 
May 20). The agreement calls for greater justice for the Bengalis but within the 

framework of Pakistani the present reality is overlooked completely. 
 

  The reality is that Pakistan is dead and lies buried under the heads of Bengali 

corpses. The sooner this is accepted by all concerned, the better. To dream of any 

return to Pakistan as it existed before March 25, 1971, is absurd. The blood of a 

million Bengalis killed by the Pakistani army since that date cannot go in vain. The 

remaining 74 million Bengalis owe it to their slain brothers to sacrifice the last drop 

of their own blood, if need be, to safeguard the sanctity, sovereignty and freedom of 

Bangladesh. And they are ready for that supreme sacrifice. Let no man doubt the 

resolve of the Bengalis. 

 

 It is true the Bengalis resistance forces have suffered great reverses in the initial 

stages of the struggle for national liberation. They have lost city after city to the 

Pakistani army. But this doesn’t mean that the resistance has been crushed. The 

authority of the army extends only up to the range of its guns in the cities. Beyond 
that the whole of the Bangladesh countryside is unspecified and under control of the 

liberation forces. These forces have regrouped and trained for guerrilla action during 
the last month and a half. They are now engaged in constant harassment of the 

Pakistani army. The cost of the enemy’s operation has been high, both in financial 
terms and in terms of army casualties. 

 
 The world powers and the aid-giving nations can, of course, sustain the Pakistani 

military operation, by providing aid to the West Pakistan regime. This can only 

prolong the genocide that is now being carried on with ruthless efficiency. The 

scorched-earth policy of this barbaric force may further cripple the economy and lay 

waste the whole of Bangladesh. However, the West Pakistanis cannot rule the 

Bengalis again, no matter how much they reinforce their isolated enclaves of power. 

The army will remain as islands in a hostile sea with not a friendly face to turn to. 

Already more than 80% of the Bengali civil servants have joined the fighting 

alongside the liberation forces-thereby crippling  
 

 
* �� ����� ��� �������� ��� �� ������� ������ ����� ��� ‘�������� ����� ���’ �� � �� ��!�"। 
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the administration. The Bengali police and military forces have joined the struggle en 

masse.  

 

 Awareness of this reality dictates only one course of action for any government 

that cares for human lives and suffering. The Pakistani military should be forced to 

withdraw from the soil of Bangladesh. If the world is really interested in saving large 

numbers of innocent human lives, if democracy and freedom still mean anything to 
the world then Bangladesh must be helped and helped now. 

 
 To the World at large, then, Bangladesh makes its appeal. Chinese guns, 

American ammunition, British and Soviet equipment are being used in this act of 
genocide. Today the selfish interests of the great powers inhibits then from taking 

sides with freedom and justice. If these powers were to simply indicate that their own 
tools could not be used to commit genocide, that no further and would be forthcoming 

to Pakistan till their army withdraws from the soil of Bangladesh-where the people so 

overwhelmingly rejected West Pakistani domination on the last general election and 

where the flood of Bengali blood has drowned all hopes of reconciliation-then, that 

military machine of repression would grind to a standstill. 

 

 Till then we must stand alone and appeal over the heads of governments to the 

people of the world and ask them to tell their governments that the status quo is itself 

ephemeral. The future they seek in this region lies only with the people and not with 

their oppressors. 

 

 To the democratic peoples, the socialists and all people of humane impulse in 

West Pakistan, we appeal to them to exert their influence, whatever little they have, to 

see that the holocaust does not continue. Our quarrel was never with them, they must 
now bind together for a shared humanity and see to it that sanity prevails amongst 

their rulers. To them we say that a just society in West Pakistan can never be built 
from the blood and bones of the peasants, workers, students and intellectuals of 

Bangladesh. We will rise from the ashes of destruction to rebuild a new order, but 
because of their connivance, they will forever be held under the jack boots which tried 

to crush us. 
 

 As for ourselves we pledge that we shall not repeat the experience of 1947 when 

all the enthusiasm generated by the struggle for Pakistan was dissipated in building a 

society of privileges and greed. We have had rare opportunity of a second birth. Let 

us build with and for the people. 

 

ANNOUNCEMETS 

 

 1) Since the beginning of the crisis in Bangladesh the Bengalis living in this 

country have felt the necessity of having a central organization to co-ordinate the 

activities of different groups. Accordingly, legal advice was sought from a law farm 

in Chicago and under their advice a new organization. The Bangladesh Defense 

League, was incorporated in Illinois as a non-profit, tax-free organization; though 

contributions to this organization win not be tax-exempt. 
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 At a meeting held in Chicago on Sunday May 23 a Board of Directors for the 

BDL, was formed including one member from each of the groups represented at the 

meeting. The Board of Directors will be the decision making body of the League and 

co-ordinate all of its activities such as fund-raising and lobbying. So far the Board of 

Directors includes one member each from the Michigan. Illinois, Ohio, Indiana and 

Texas groups which sent representatives to the May 23 meeting. By the time this 

newsletter reaches you also be represented on the Board. 
 

 2) Another new organization, The Bangladesh emergency Welfare Appeal, has 
also been incorporated in Illinois for the sole purpose of raising relief funds for the 

war-affected and displaced people of Bangladesh. Contributions to the Appeal are tax-
exempt, which means that people will be able to deduct the amounts they contribute 

to the Appeal from their annual income tax. Like the BDL the BEW A will also be 
managed by a Board of Directors including representatives of all the Bangladesh 

groups in this country. The Chairman of the Board is Dr. F. R. Khan, noted structural 

engineer, of Chicago. 

 

 The BEW A will soon launch a nation-wide appeal for funds. Further information 

together with receipt books will be mailed to the secretaries of the local groups. 

 

 3) The Bengalis in this country are dispersed throughout most of the United 

States many of you who will receive this newsletter may have formed groups that we 

do not yet know about. The next meeting of the Board of the BDL will be held in 

Chicago on June 6. If you wish to be represented at this meeting please send the name 

of year representative to the Secretary of the BDL, 5245 South Kenwood Avenue, 

Illinois 60615. 

 
 4) Justice Abu Sayeed Choudhury, the Vice-Chancellor of Dacca University and 

the Bangladesh representative to the U. N. is due to arrive in New York on Monday 
May 24. During his stay in this country he will meet with U. N. and U. S. officials. 
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Editorial & News Bangladesh* 

(West Coast News Bulletin)  

California : No. 1 

1 June, 1971 

Dear Patriots, 
 GREETINGS!! 

 
 After eight weeks’ lapse since the start of the liberation war in Bangladesh it 

became necessary to find ways for coordinating a channeling the spontaneous 

patriotic response show by all the Bengalis residing in the West Coast of the United 

States. In order to arrive at some specific lines of approach for effective co-ordination 

and communication, a meeting was held on May 1971 at San Francisco among the 

representatives of Los Angeles, Berkley, and Stanford and San Francisco Bengali 

residents. 

 

 Since many of our compatriots are scattered over a wide area, we must set up 

an effective coordinating system to utilize the efforts and enthusiasm of all these 

scattered individuals in a well knit organized way. This will eliminate unnecessary 

expenses like long distance phone, calls etc. and unwanted expenditure of human 

energy. This news bulletin is the first step to set up the effective unified organization. 

 
 In the meeting of May 22, the following decisions were arrived at by all the 

representatives of Berkeley, Lox Angeles, Stanford and San Francisco. 
 

 1. The main coordinating body will be stationed at Los Angeles and will 
communicate with the other units of the West Coast at Berkeley, San Francisco, 

Stanford, San Diego, Santa Barbara, Denver (Colorado) and Tucson (Arizona). It will 
also look forward to setting up co-ordination with more units in Hawaii, Dallas, and 

Pittsburg (Kansas). 

 

 2. Active communication with New York, Washington, Chicago and 

Michigan bodies will be maintained by the main coordinating body and it, will also 

convey the instructions received from the Bangladesh Government to all other units of 

the West Coast. 

 

 3. All units will exchange information of interest amongst themselves and 

will pass on the news to all local members. 

 

 4. A remittance of 5% of the total collections will be made by all the West 

Coast units to the Lox Angeles body in order to cover the overhead expenses of 

publicity and other coordinating expenses. 
 

 5. Generally each unit will keep up the publicity campaign to expose the 
brutalities and the atrocities of the Pakistan army committed in our land, and promotes 

our 
 

 
* Bangladesh (West Coast News Bulletin): �������� ��� �� ������� �������$!� ����- ������� ��� �� �������� 
�
$ �%�&� '(����। 
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legitimate claims of Bangladesh to complete independence amongst the American 

public in general and the representative Americans in particular. 
 

 6. Statements of all collections of funds will be submitted to Los Angeles. 
 

 7. A master list of all residents and sympathizers will be prepared and the 

coordinators of each unit will send names and addresses of all such persons to the 
coordinators in Los Angeles. 
 

 8. Dr. Jyoti Das Gupta of Berkeley, a professor of political Science will 

advise anyone interested on political information and writing up of Political letters. 
 

 Names and addresses of the coordinators of some of the West Coast units are 
given below. The other units are requested to send the names and addresses of their 

coordinators to Los Angeles. 
 

Los Angeles: 
 

 1. Mr. Abul H. Saadudding 2. Mr. Chandan Das 

  505, Gayle Avenue, 401  1621, Glendon Avenue, 7 

  Los Angeles, Calif. 90024  Los Angeles, Calif, 90024 

  Tel: (213) 478-3166  Tel: (213) 475-2946 
 

Berkeley: 
 

 1. Mr. Jamal Munshi 2. Dr. Jyoti Das Gupta 

  1215 kains  Tel: (415) 524-8533 
  Berkeley, Calif. 

  Tel: (415) 526-7417 
 

San Francisco: 
 

 1. Miss Amina Panni 2. Mr. A.B.M. Faruque  

  770, Lake Marced Blvd.  Tel: (415) 775-4966 
  Room 1330, Verducci Hall 

  San Francisco, Calif. 
  Tell: 91432(415)496-3179 
 

Stanford:   San Diego: 
 

 1. Dr. Rafiqur Rahman 1. Mr. Ranadhir Mitra 

  610 Circle Drive, Apt.1  3903-A Miramar Street 

  Palo Alto Calif. 94303  La Jolla 

  Tel: (415) 325-5796  Calif. 92037 
 

Santa Barbara Denver (Colorado) 
 

 1. Miss Pramita Ghosh 1. Dr. M. Sher Ali 

  6520, Cervantes Road, 22  6401, West Colfax 

  Goleta, Calif. 93017  Denver, Colo. 80214 

  Tel: (805) 968-1372  Tel: (303) 237-7375 
 

Tuscon (Arizona) 
 

 1. Dr M. Shafiqullah 

  1736 E. Broadway 
  Tuscon, Arizona 85719 

  Tel: (602) 624-5458 
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NEWS OF INTEREST 

  

Berkeley  A concert of Ustad Ali Akbar Khan (renowned Sarodist) Mr. 

John Handy (American jazz) and Mr. Zakir Hussain (tabla) was 

held on May 28, 1971 to raise funds for relief of Bangladesh 

refugee’s in India. Nearly three thousand dollars were collected 

on the spot as donations. 
 

San Francisco : A demonstration is being organized on June 2, 1971. 
 

Los Angeles : All members have committed to contribute $ 10.00 every month 
to the organization and we hope members of other units will do 

the same. Donations are flowing in and more are expected. Plans 
are being arranged to hold a demonstration on June 11, 1971. 

 

Tuscon (Arozona) : Publicity campaign going on in Arizona State University 

campus and donations are flowing in. 

 

Denver (Colorado): Local chapter formed and funds are being collected. Attached to 

this newsletter is an enclosure describing the present state of 

politics in Bangladesh. It also includes an assessment of the 

people with whom the Pakistani military regime is hobnobbing to 

form a puppet Government in Bangladesh. 
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News On Activities for 

Bangladesh Movement 

Bangladesh News letter 

Chicago : No. 3 

10 June, 1971 

 
 

SCHOLARS APPEAL TO NIXON 

 American, Canadian and other scholars specializing in the language literature, 

history, economy and life of Bangladesh and West Bengal held their annual 

conference at the University of Minnesota on May 29-30, 1971. Two sessions of the 

conference were devoted primarily to the discussion of the current events in 

Bangladesh. In a statement sent to President Nixon, Secretary of State and the 

members of the Senate and the House participating American scholars appealed to 

stop all military and economic aid to the Government of Pakistan. Following is the 

full text of statement. 
  

 As scholars of Bengal, we share a deep distress at the continuing attempt by the 
Government of Pakistan to kill and terrorize large numbers of Bengali people and to 

destroy their society. Having examined the extensive evidence available to us relating 
the events that have occurred in East Bengal since March 25, 1971, we can only 

conclude that it is the policy of the Government of Pakistan to eliminate Bengali 
culture and society as we presently know it. We are aware of the full seriousness of 

this charge and do not make it lightly, Yet we feel that we, as students of Bengali 

culture and society outside of Bengal, have a special, responsibility both to the people 

whose life and work we have studied and to our academic colleagues in East Bengal. 

As citizens of the country which has largely equipped the Pakistani army, we can not 

remain silent while that army kills the people to whom we are so deeply indebted. We 

therefore ask the U. S government to use all proper means available to it to bring an 

end to the killing in East Bengal. We are concerned at recent reports, for example, that 

of the Christian Science Monitor of May 26, 1971, that “the U.S. now is reported 

ready to participate in a standby loan of roughly $ 100 million to be given by the 

consortium this summer”. We believe that the U.S. should not give further assistance 

of any king to the Government of Pakistan until it ceases the use of military force in 

East Bengal, Moreover, we urge that all possible assistance be provided to the 

enormous and ever-increasing number of Bengalis who have been forced by the 
Pakistani army to leave their homes. 

 
 A similar statement has been issued by the non-American scholars expressing then 

concern appealing to the United Nations for immediate action. 
 

ORGANISATION NEWS 
 

 A meeting of the Bangladesh Defense League was held in Chicago on June 6, 

1971, to consider the ways and means of coordinating the activities of different 

groups around the United States and Canada. Representatives from Illinois, Michigan, 
Indiana, Ohio, Washington were present in this meeting. Bangladesh groups working 

in nine southwestern states already organized themselves into a zonal unit and sent a 
representative on their behalf to participate in the meeting. 
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 Legal Counselor of the BDL explained the legal framework of the organization 

and clarified various legal points for the benefit of the participants. BDL accountant 

presented appropriate procedure for collecting funds and channeling them to the 

central fund. Other organizational matters were discussed in detail and arrangements 

for closer cooperation to achieve continuity and maximum efficiency in the efforts of 

the individual units were agreed upon. 

 
 A Board of Directors, under whose guidance the co-ordination of activities will be 

undertaken, was formed with on representative from each group. This will later be 
enlarged to include representation from all other groups not yet presented. 

 
 Mr. Mahmud Ali, former Vice-Consul of the Pakistan consulate in New York, 

who served his relations with the Government of Pakistan and declared allegiance to 
the Bangladesh Government, also attended the meeting and presented a report. The 

meeting approved the budget of the Bangladesh Mission in New York and the amount 

was released from the BDL fund. 

 

 The meeting also allocated funds to immediately establish a Mission in 

Washington D.C. 

 

 The meeting approved a guideline for all members of the BDL to the effect that 

each member will contribute a minimum of ten percent of his take-home salary to the 

BDL until the invaders of Bangladesh are driven out. Bangladesh Government is in 

urgent need of large sums of foreign exchange. All members and sympathizers are 

urged to donate maximum possible amount. 

 

 I was further decided that a research unit under the title ‘Bangladesh Research 
Center’ be established as a subsidiary of the BDL. The Research Center will be 

responsible for bringing out timely books, articles, papers, brochures, to advance the 
cause of Bangladesh and counter the false and malicious propaganda of the Pakistan 

Government and its embassies around the world. Bangladesh Research Center will 
welcome materials for publication and distribution. Please send us your suggestions. 

 
 The President of the BDL will visit the West Coast and contact the Bangladesh 

groups to change ideas with them with view to coordinating their efforts with other 

groups. 

 

 A nation-wide campaign for donation to the Bangladesh Emergency Welfare 

Appeal is being worked upon. A brochure to accompany the fund raising appeal is 

under preparation. 
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Editorial Bangladesh* 

New York : No. 3 

16 June, 1971 

 

 

EDITORIAL 

 Our country was born on 26th night of March is passing through much pain and 

agony. For all practical purpose, Pakistan as one country is dead. Bangladesh has 

come to reality out of much sacrifice and struggle for complete control of the territory 
has just started. This is the beginning of a long drawn fight against the foreign troops 

of Yahya’s fascist military regime of West Pakistan. 
 

 Yahya’s agent Tikka Khan will try to create quislings and will pick up few traitors 
from Bangladesh some of them may come out with statement under duress and 

gunpoint. We have no way of knowing the truth as there it complete blackout of any 
news. Foreign correspondents may now be allowed to enter and visit selected places 

under military supervision. 

 

 Awami League got a clear mandate for six points program by majority population 

of former Pakistan. Fascist military government declaring this party illegal, its leader's 

traitors, started bombing cities and villages, burned houses and student dorms, mowed 

down people under tanks. They have already killed more than a million by this time 

and forced more than 4 million to flee their home and to take shelter in neighboring 

India. According to Fascist military ruler, entire population of Bangladesh are 

“miscreants and infiltrators”. Civilized world is not only shocked but have lost words 

to express condemnation of such unparallel barbarism. 

 

 Our task is tremendous at this moment. We have to realize once for all that we 

cannot stay as a colony of West Pakistan any more. Therefore, we have to continue 
our fight until we win. We have to inform American people by organizing seminars, 

teaching, fund collection drive, demonstrations, rally etc. to mobilize public opinion 
so that US Government stops military and economic aid to the West Pakistan based 

Yahya Government. We have to urge American people to send telegrams, letters and 
memoranda to their leaders and representatives to move in positive direction in favor 

of our people and the cause of Bangladesh. We have to watch the false propaganda of 
Pakistan Embassy and Islamabad and counter with truth, Bangladesh liberation army 

is more organized to-day. Number of Volunteers are increasing daily in thousands, 

training centers are coming up more in numbers and these are better equipped today. 

Commander- 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
* Bangladesh �������� ��� �� ������ ���� �
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in-Chief of Bangladesh army General Osmani has predicted. “The Country will be 

cleared of the occupation forces within 14 to 18 months” 

  

 Surely victory is ours. 

 

 

*         *   * 
 

 
 One of our freedom fighters who was known to all Bengalis Mr. Dewan Mahbub 

Ali suddenly expired while attending a political conference in Budapest this month 
(Inna Lillah …) We extend our heartfelt condolence to his family. Nation has lost a 

gallant fighter and an esteemed political leader whose replacement is hard to come in 
long time. 
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A Glimpse of Activities  Bangladesh  

New York : No. 3 

16 June, 1971 

 

BANGLADESH LEAGUE OF AMERICA (NEW YORK) 

A GLIMPSE OF ACTIVITIES 

 The East Pakistan League of America, now known as Bangladesh League of 

America was founded in 1947 as Pakistan League of America. Then Amended to East 

Pakistan League of America on December 12, 1970. Since its inception, it undertook 
various activities to further the cause of Bengalis both home and abroad. Here, a brief 

description of the activities of the League, centering around major Bengali national 
events are presented: 

 
 Cyclone: The League arranged a film show, SHUTARANG to raise funds for the 

Cyclone victims of East Bengal. It has held a demonstration in New York in protest of 
apathy of the Central Government forwards flood victims of East Bengal. The League 

dispatched letters, telegrams to the Government of the USA, US Ambassador in 

Islamabad and the US Consul in Dacca, protesting diversion of ships carrying food 

grains for the cyclone victims of East Bengal to Karachi. In addition to these, the 

Leage submitted a memorandum before the Human Rights Commission of the UN, 

pointing our colonial treatments of East Bengal by West Pakistani and urged for right 

of self, determination for the people of East Bengal. 

 

 General Elections: Devastating cyclone was followed by General Election in 

Pakistan. The League in its telegram to Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, dated March 6, 1971 

hailed his landslide victory and pledged its unequivocal support for the Six-points 

program of the Awami League. The League also sent a telegram to Yahya Khan, 

demanding self-determination of East Bengal. 

 
PROCLAMATION OF PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

 
 Following ruthless army crackdown of the self-determination movement in East 

Bengal, Sk. Mujibur proclaimed Democratic People’s Republic of Bangladesh on 
March 26, 1971. The League left on stone unturned to rise up to the call of the Nation. 

The League immediately launched all out campaign to seek support for the 
recognition of independent Bangladesh and stopping genocide let loose by the army 

of Yahya Khan. Letters and telegrams were sent to Presidents of USA, USSR and 

France and Prime Ministers of UK and India, bringing to their attention the fact of the 

present crisis and urging upon them to recognize the independence of Bangladesh and 

use their good offices to stop the genocide in East Bengal. 

 

 Letters and memoranda were sent to the US Government and the members of the 

US Congress, requesting suspension of all types of US aid to the Government of 

Pakistan  
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with immediate effect and to help stop the genocide. The representatives of the 

League personally met almost all the Ambassadors of the Member States of the 

United Nations and requested them to condemn the atrocities of the West Pakistani 

troops in East Bengal and sought support for the realization of the right of self 

determination of the people of Bangladesh of its Government. 

 

 Telegrams were also sent to Mr. U. Thant, Secretary General of the UN requesting 
him to intervene in the crisis, in compliance with the article 99 of the UN Charter; he 

was also requested to send an UN observer and sponsor an UN supervised relief 
operation in Bangladesh. Several attempts were made in vain to have a personal 

interview with Mr. U Thant. 
 

 Organizational Activities: A Relief Committee of Bangladesh was formed with 
Mr. Nurul Amin Chowdhury as Chairman in a meeting on March 30. The Acton 

Committee, formed earlier, was enlarged in a meeting on April 4, 1971. On April 25, 

an Election Examination Committee was formed in view of the next general election 

of the League with Mr. Shahadat Hussain as Chairman. 

 

CHAPTER NEWS 

 

 Greater Washington D.C. Chapter of Bangladesh League of America is in full 

swing of their activities to further the cause of Bangladesh. The Chapter has launched 

a vigorous lobbying campaign in the US Congress every day as a routine, a group of 

League members alternatively contact the Senators and Congressmen with relevant 

literature to prove our cause for Bangladesh. The response to this efforts is highly 

fruitful and affective. The League in collaboration with the local chapter of 

Bangladesh Friendship Association and American University arranged a seminar for 
Joyprakash Narayan, the Sarvoday leader from India. It may also he mentioned the 

League has waged an impressive fund raising drive. In a general meeting of the 
League, it was agreed that each member of the League would contribute at least 5% of 

one’s salary each month to the League Account. The response to this commitment is 
highly favorable. 

 
 Dr. Badruddoza of Mason City, Iowa organized a TV Program in the local 

channel where he explained the events led to the declaration of independence by the 

people of Bangladesh. He also arranged sending more than 40 telegrams by his local 

American friendship to American Senators and Congressmen. 

 

 A panel discussion on Bangladesh was held in the International House, Columbia 

University, in the last week of April, 1971. Mr. & Mrs. Baman Basu, Dr. 

Rashiduzzaman and others participated in the discussion. After the discussion, it was 

resolved that a fund would be raised from the members of the International House to 

help the War victims in Bangladesh. 

 

 Dr. Zillur Rahman Athar, Dr. Habibur Rahman, Dr. Yunus, Dr. Ismail and others 

from Nashville, Tennessee, arranged a TV program in their local channel where they 

gave vivid accounts of the army led blood baths in Bangladesh. 
 

*            *       *     *  * 
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RALLY IN NEW YORK 

 

 New York June 12, 1971. Under the joint sponsorship of Bangladesh League of 

America, Bangladesh Friendship Association and Joint Committee of Indian 

organizations, a mass rally in support for the cause of Bangladesh was held in New 

York on June 12, 1971. An estimated 1,000 people from different walks of life and 

from different regions of the country attended the rally. The speaker in the rally were 
Mr. Joyprakash Narayan. Dr. Iqbal Ahmed, Mr. William Ryan, Dr. Plastrik, Mrs. 

Anne Taylor, Dr. Alamgir and Mr. A. Pulley. The meeting was chaired by 
octogenarian freedom fighter Mr. P. C. Mukherjee. 

 
 Joyprakash Narayan, the Sarvoday leader from India pointed out in his address 

that the people of East Bengal did not want to severe their ties from the Union of 
Pakistan until the time when it was virtually forced upon them by the military 

Government of Pakistan. Mr. Narayan maintained that the independence of 

Bangladesh is inevitable since it is the life and death question of each and every 

Bengali in that region. He appealed to the leaders of the world in general and the free 

world in particular to exercise their good-offices in bringing lasting peace in the area 

immediately, in accordance with the wishes of the people. He attributed greater 

responsibilities to the Big power for restoring lasting peace in Bangladesh and he 

warned the leaders of the Big Powers that they would be held responsible for the 

miseries of Bengalis, if they fail to rise up to the needs and aspirations of teeming 

millions of Bengalis. 

 

 Dr. Iqbal Ahmad, a scholar from West Pakistan deeply condemned the acts of 

brutalities unleashed by the military Government of Yahya Khan. He termed the 

military Govt. of Pakistan as an extreme fascist Government. Dr. Ahmed extended his 
full support to the right of self-determination of the Bengalis. 

 
 Mr. William Ryan, US Congressman while addressing the rally urged the United 

States Government to withhold all types of aids for the Government of Pakistan till 
the rights of Bengal are restored. He assured his all out supports to the realization of 

the rights of self-determination of the Bengalis. Dr. Plastrik, Professor of the New 
York University also called for suspension of US aids to the Government of Pakistan 

till lasting peace is restored in East Bengal. He cautioned that the resumption of any 

US aid to the Government of Pakistan prior to the restoration of the rights of self 

determination of the Bengalis, win make USA as a party to the suppression of the 

inalienable fundamental rights of the 75 million Bengalis. 

 

 Mrs. Anne Taylor, the free-lance journalist, who earlier went on hunger strike in 

Washington for the cause of Bangladesh, apprised the audience with her eye-witness 

accounts of acts of brutalities committed by the West Pakistani armies against the 

unarmed civilians in East Bengal and finally, she appealed to the right thinking people 

in the USA to help realize the rights of self determination of the Bengalis Earlier, Dr. 

Alamgir, from Bangladesh League of America made a fervent appeal to the people of 

the USA to exert influence upon their Government to stop any aid to the Government 

of Pakistan till the independence of Bangladesh is fully guaranteed and the last soldier 
from West Pakistan is removed from the soil of Bangladesh. 
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Editorial  

Bangladesh Counts On You 

Bangladesh News letter 

Chicago : No. 4 

1 July, 1971 

 

Editorial 

 

BANGLADESH COUNTS ON YOU 

 Three months have passed since the brutal army operation began in Bangladesh. 

During this time hundreds of thousands of defenseless Bengalis have sacrificed their 
lives at the altar of freedom and justice. A conservative estimate puts the number of 

those killed by Pakistan Army close to half a million. Six million people have been 
forced to leave their homes for the safety and protection on the other side of the 

border. A hundred thousand more continue pour into India everyday with tales of 
army brutalities, rape, torture, arson and killing. Thousand fall dead on the way from 

fatigue and exhaustion. And several more thousands have died from cholera and other 
diseases and continue to die every day in the overcrowded camps in India. An exodus 

of this magnitude is probably unprecedented in human history. Within its own 

limitations, the government and the people of India have done a super-human job in 

taking care of these helpless millions of refugees. We owe a deep sense of gratitude to 

them for coming to our aid at the time of our greatest need. 

 

 Within Bangladesh Bengalis are scarifying their lives to ensure that we can live as 

free and proud people for all times to come. The tales of their courage and 

determination are being documented everyday in the press. 

 

 But what are we doing for our motherland at time of her greatest need? We, who 

are living in the comfort and luxury of Western life, far removed from the scene of 

death, disease and destruction may ask ourselves: Have we given our utmost for the 

sake of our country? Individually and collectively, we must put every bit of pressure 
on the officials of this country to stop all aid to Pakistan, and take all possible 

measures to create strong public opinion in this country against any aid to Pakistan. 
 

 Secondly, Bangladesh in badly in need of foreign currency. A dollar goes a long 
way to help our cause. Let us pledge that from every pay check we will keep only an 

amount to cover bare necessities and the rest will go to help Bangladesh. Can we 
afford to do otherwise? 
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News on Activities For 

Bangladesh Movement 

Bangladesh News letter 

Chicago: No. 4 

21 July, 1971 

 

CO-ORDINATION BODY FOR WEST COAST 

BANGLADESH GROUPS  

 With the beginning of the liberation war in Bangladesh it became necessary to 

find ways for coordinating and channeling the spontaneous patriotic responses of all 

the Bengalis. In order to arrive at some specific lines of approach for effective co-
ordination and communication, a meeting was held on May 22, 1971 at San Francisco 

attended by the representatives of Los Angeles, Berkeley, Stanford and San Francisco 
Bengali residents. The following decisions were taken in the meeting: 

  
 1. The main coordinating body will be stationed at Los Angeles and will 

communicate with the other units of the West Coast at Berkeley, San Francisco, 
Stanford, San Diego, Santa Barbara, Denver (Colorado) and Tuscon (Arizona). It will 

also look forward to setting up co-ordination with more units in Hawaii, Dallas, and 

Pittsburg (Kansas). 

 

 2. Active communication with New York, Washington, Chicago and Michigan 

bodies will be maintained by the main coordinating body, and it will also convey the 

instructions received from the Bangladesh government to all other units of the West 

Coast. 

 

 3. All units will exchange information of interest amongst themselves and will 

pass on the news to local members. 

 

 4. A remittance of 5% of the total collections will be made by all the West Coast 

units to the Los Angeles body in order to cover the overhead expenses of publicity 
and other coordinating expenses. 

  
 5. Generally each unit will keep up the publicity campaign to expose the 

brutalities and the atrocities of the Pakistan army committed in our land, and promote 
our legitimate claims of Bangladesh to complete independence amongst the American 

public in general and the representative Americans in particular. 
 

6. Statement of all collections of funds will submit to Los Angeles. 

 

 7. A master list of all residents and sympathizers will be prepared and the 

coordinators of each unit will send names and addresses of all such persons to the 

coordinators in Los Angeles. 

 

PUBLIC MEETING 

 

 A public meeting will be held on Thursday, June 24 at 8: P.M. at Friends Meeting 

House, Fourth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. The purpose of the meeting is to  
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establish an organization, the FRIENDS OF EAST BENGAL, in order to 1) inform 

the American public of the events in East Bengal, 2) to Support relief work and 3) to 

appeal for an embargo on further aid to West Pakistan unit it ends its reign of terror in 

East Bengal. The meeting is being organized by Prof. Charles Kahn (University of 

Penn.) Rev. Richard L. Keach (Central Baptist Church, Wayne) and others. All are 

requested to attend. 

 
NEWS IN BRIEF 

 
 A symposium of Bangladesh will be held at the University of Windsor, Canada, 

on July 7, 1971 at 7:00 P.M. The topic for the symposium is THE CASE FOR 

BANGLA DESH. Speakers will include Prof. Ron Inden, Department of History, 

University of Chicago, Prof. Ralph Nicholas, Department of Anthropology, Michigan 
State University, Prof. Peter Bertocci, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, 

Oakland University, Michigan, Azizul Huq Khondker, BDL director from Detroit. 

The place of the meeting is The Room, Assumption College, 400 Huron Line, 

Windsor, Canada. Everybody is cordially invited to attend. 

 

 The next meeting of the Board of Directors of the Bangladesh Defense league will 

be held in Madison, Wisconsin, on July 3, 1971 (Saturday at 1:30 P.M. All members 

of the BDL and sympathizers are welcome to attend this meeting. If you decide to 

come please contact BDL, 408 Virginia Terrace, Madison, Wisconsin (Phone 608-

233-0253). 

 

 The Bangladesh Information Center has been set up in Washington headed by Mr. 

Abdur Razzaque Khan. This office win coordinate all lobbying activities in 

Washington D.C. Please contact Mr. Khan (703-931-2997) if you need any guidance 
for lobbying. 
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Editorial & Reports Bangladesh  

(West Coast News Bulletin) 

California: No. 2 

1 July, 1971 

 

Editorial 

 

BENGALI BLOOD ON U.S. HANDS 

 Finally, Bengali’s blood is on U. S. hands. It’s a pity that a Democratic nation like 
United States should flour the principles of Freedom and join hands with Pakistani 

dictators who are trying to subvert the very cause of this very country (U.S.) 
supposedly is fighting for in other parts of the world. 

 
 Sending of two ship-loads of arms to Pakistan, in the face of world indignation 

and repeated requests from the U.S. Senators, Congressmen and citizens to the 
contrary, shows blatant disregard for the human suffering precipitated by the Pakistani 

army with U.S. arms in East Bengal (Bangladesh). By aiding the bestial action of 

Yahya’s herdes of wolves with arms supplied by U.S. tax payer’s money, the 

Government of United States has forced the American people to become an unwilling 

partner in the genocide being committed in Bangladesh. 

 

 This is tantamount to the betrayal of human rights of unarmed Bengalis as well as 

a cynical deception of the American people by the Nixon regime. The Freedom 

Fighters of Bangladesh deserve applause from the American people, and the League 

members & their friends for continuing the struggle for Freedom in the face of 

increasing adversity and the strengthening of enemy hands by direct U.S. aid to 

Yahya.  

 

 We, on behalf of the League and the American people, fervently appeal to Mr. 
Nixon and his Government to desist from helping the enemies of humanity and cut off 

all aid to Yahya and his military junta till they are out of Bangladesh. 
 

STORY BEHIND RAPES 
 

 Human Breeding Camps In Bangladesh: A few days ago, a Punjabi student, 
whose father is a Colonel and involved in military action in Bangladesh made some 

shocking and revealing remarks which must not be taken too lightly. He arrived in 

Los Angeles from Karachi only 10 days ago and was expressing the general feeling 

currently prevalent in West Pakistan-the feeling of intense hatred and dislike for the 

Bengali people. 

 

 It appeared from his boastful statements that the West Pakistanis now determined 

not to lose the colony in East Pakistan, are bent upon the idea of forced miscegenation 

(interbreeding of races) in Bangladesh. Soldiers and officers have been instructed and 

ordered to have forced sexual relationship with Bengali women at any cost, so that  
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enough children are born with West Pakistani blood who will increase the number of 

non-Bengalls in Bangladesh. Such a sinister move, heinous and detestable in itself, 

will surely cause the greatest damage to Bengali people, for these children when 

grown up, win naturally bear allegiance to West Pakistani people because of their 

blood relationship which will be amply manifest in their physical features. The West 

Pakistanis believe this great plan of theirs will start becoming effective within the 

coming generation Bangladesh will thus be killed once and for all. 
 

 To be blunt, in other words, Bengali women-our mothers, daughters, sisters, 
wives, and nieces are now facing the ultimate dishonor and degradation at the hands 

of the West Pakistani troops. They say that they had once conquered Bangladesh 
(Bengal) with 17 cavalrymen only. Probably they are now confident that their army of 

70,000 soldiers will be able to conquer Bangladesh again in the twentieth century. 
The statement of the Punjabi student is not just a mere boast; perhaps it does have 

some truth in it. 

 

PRISONER OF ONES OWN FOLLY 

 

 In the gloomy era of McCarthism in the U.S., the official foreign policy 

guideline was “those who are not with us-are against us.” The result of the guiding 

principle (which was the brain-child of the far-sighted Secretary of State-John Foster 

Dulles) was a “pactomania” which saw the U.S. forge artificial and often useless 

forty-seven alliances during the Eisenhower days. An integral part of this cold war 

foreign policy was the ‘containment of China’ which involved providing a strategic 

umbrella for countries bordering China. India and Pakistan were both offered military 

aid as a part of a bilateral defense agreement. India spurned the offer while Pakistan-

obsessed with the idea of being overrun by India-embraced, it. India naturally felt that 
such infusion of arms into the subcontinent would cause an arms imbalance and tried 

everything it could to stop the arms shipment. The official U.S. line to India’s 
protestations was that such arms were given to Pakistan with the explicit 

understanding that they would be used for defense against China only. This official lie 
exploded in the face of the U. S. Government when Pakistan launched a full-scale 

attack on India in 1965 using the same equipment that the U. S. had provided. As the 
‘diplomatic protests’ failed to produce the desired result, the U. S. imposed a new 

embargo on fresh arms shipment. It was a partial embargo in the sense that ‘non-lethal 

end items’ such as spare parts as well as jeeps and trucks could still be supplied. In 

order to lift the embargo unconditionally, Pakistan started making strong overtures to 

China & Soviet Union and obtained substantial military hardware in the process. So 

well did Pakistan set off one big power against the other, that the U. S. decided last 

October to resume the arms shipment using the official pretext that otherwise Pakistan 

would be overly dependent on the communist camp for its military hardware. This 

cruel hypocrisy has no resulted in the most ruthless genocide in the annals of human 

history paralleling those in the medieval ages. The hands of the Nixon Administration 

officials are stained with blood of the innocent Bengalis whose only offense was to 

demand proper representation on the governance of their state. To the total 

humiliation of the Bengalis against the brutal military machine of West Pakistan has 

been  
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added the shameless apathy of the U.S. Government toward the plight of the refugees 

fleeing to India. While millions of dollars are still spent today to bring the exiles from 

Cuba to “freedom” in the U. S. the money and supplies provided to alleviate the 

sufferings of six million refugees have been pitifully inadequate. The U.S. still prides 

itself as being the universal protector of human values and democratic institutions. 

When will the hypocrisy end? 

 
A. K. M  

Los Angeles  
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For Bangladesh  

Movement 

Bangladesh  

News letter 

Chicago : No. 5 

15 July, 1971 

 

 

AMERICAN PEACE ORGANIZATIONS SUPPORT 

BANGLADESH 

 In the annual convention of the Peoples Coalition for Peace Justice (PCP) held in 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on June 25-27, resolutions were adopted supporting liberation 

of Bangladesh. Peoples Coalition is an umbrella organization of more than 100 peace 
organizations in this country. More than 800 delegates attended the conference. 

  
 Dr. Iqbal Ahmed, a West Pakistani scholar, was invited to address the plenary, 

session of the conference to appraise the situation in Bangladesh. Dr. Ahmed appealed 
to the delegates to organize a strong resistance to the U.S. policy of aiding the military 

junta of West Pakistan and stop the beginning of another Vietnam type U. S. 

involvement in South-East Asia 

 

 An all day Teach-in on Bangladesh, organized by Bangladesh Defense League 

attracted the attention of conference. Local news-media covered teach-in in detail 

various affiliated organizations of the PCPJ separately and the conference collectively 

discussed the Bangladesh issue and adopted action programs. 

 

 The following suggestions were sent out by the PCPJ to all its members from its 

Washington D. C. office: 

 

 What can we do in three weeks (MAX) to stop America from perpetrating 

the worst human Disaster in modern history? 

 

 Support PCPJ National Actions 
 

 The Peoples’ Coalition has just planned three national demonstrations: New York, 

Washington and Sun Francisco. If you are in those areas, find out the demonstration 

details from PCPJ organizations and work on recruitment, media education, etc. (Also 

ask about the special May Day Tribe actions.) 

 

 Stimulate and Support Local Actions Elsewhere 
 

 Call your local groups and find out what they are doing about East Pakistan NOW 

(in a month it will be too late). Volunteer to get them moving. 

 

 Local Targets 
  

 Demonstrations at any Air Force, Army or Dept. of Defense supply agency or 
contract administration, protesting the Pentagon’s continuing defiance of the 

Congressional ban on Pakistan arms shipments. (See N.Y. Times, June 22 and 25). 
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Lobbying 
 

 Get churches, etc. to write congressmen to support Gallagher Ammend to H.R. 

8961 the Saxbe-Church amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act (Senate), banning 

all aid to Pakistan. 
 

 Also wire the State Dept. (protesting keeping secret American reports on 

conditions in East Pakistan)-Nixon, and the Senate Foreign Affairs Comm., etc. Call 

the following for information and literature, as well as local peace groups: 
 

 National: PCPJ Office-(202) 737-6800; Bangladesh League (Washington) (703) 

931-2997; New York (Bangladesh) (212) 685-4530; Chicago (B.D.) (312) 288-02728; 
San Francisco (B.D.) (415) 325-5796; Philadelphia (215) 747-4747. 

 
PROTEST SET OVER ARMS TO PAKISTAN 

 

 A coalition of peace organizations announced plans for demonstrations in three 

cities to protest American arms shipments to Pakistan. 
 

 Sidney Lens, a coordinator for the Peoples Coalition for Peace and Justice, told a 
press conference in Christ the King Church, 25 W. Jackson, that U.S. military aid is 

"propping up a vicious military dictatorship" in Pakistan. 
 

 Lens said the Peoples Coalition plants to demonstrate at federal buildings in New 
York, Washington and San Francisco.  
 

 David Burak, a spokesman for the Mayday Tribe, an organization affiliated with 

the coalition, said his group plans "disruptive demonstrations of a nonviolent sort to 

half the loading of armaments onto ships in New York." 
 

 He would not specify what the actions would be. (Sun-Times, July 1, 1971 

Chicago). 
 

WISCONSIN PEACE GROUPS DEMONSTRATE 
 

 A coalition of Wisconsin peace groups called Wisconsin Alliance in association 
with the Amercan Servicemen's Union (ASU) organized a demonstration on July 3 at 

the Pakistan Student's convention held at Madison. Demonstrators carried placards 

and stood silent vigil during the plenary session of the conference. The Alliance and 

the ASU earlier in a press conference announced their plan to stage a demonstration at 

the air port when the Pakistan Ambassador arrived. But the demonstration could not 

take place the Ambassador cancelled his scheduled appearance in the convention at 

the last moment. The Alliance and ASU sponsored a Teach-in on Bangladesh where 

Bangladesh literature was distributed. Dr. Iqbal Ahmed and Mr. Muzammel Huq 

addressed the well-attended teach-in and answered questions on Bangladesh. A 

number of TV and Radio programs on Bangladesh were organized by the sponsors on 

this occasion. 
 

BDL BOARD MEETING 
 

 A meeting of the Board of Directors of the Bangladesh Defense League was held 

in Madison on July 3, Activities and programs of the league were revived in this 
meeting. 
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BDL has urged all the Bangladesh groups in the USA and Canada to contact their 

local peace organization and co-ordinate their activities with the Address and 

telephone number of the nearest peace organization can be obtained from Mr. Brad 

Little, 1029 Vermont Ave. N.W., Washington D.C. (Phone: (202) 727-8600) 

 

FRIENDS OF EAST BENGAL 

 
 On Tuesday, June 24th, at the Friends Meeting Hall, at 4th and Arch Streets, a 

group of citizens concerned about recent events in Pakistan, formed The Friends of 
East Bengal, a non-profit organization open to all who wish to join. The following 

resolution of purpose was passed: 
 

1. To help relieve the suffering imposed by military action against the people of 
East Bengal, since March 25, 1971. 
 

2. To further the freedom and political self determination of the people of East 

Bengal. 
 

3. To exert influence on the United States government to direct its policies to 

these goals. 

 

 Persons interested in joining or learning more about The Friends of East Bengal 

may contact: 

 

 The Friends of East Bengal C/o Charles Kahn 

 305 Logan Hall 

 University of Pennsylvania 

 Phila., Penna. 19104 

 594-8563 
 GR2-3969 

 
COLUMBIA STUDENTS FOR BANGLADESH 

 

 A group of Columbia University students deeply concerned about the outrageous 

situation in East Bengal presented a petition bearing nearly four hundred signatures of 

students and professors to the United Nations. The petition urges certain specific 

measures designed to stop the blood-bath in Bangladesh Signers include two Nobel 

Laureates.  

 

PUBLIC MEETING IN CANADA 
 

 At a public meeting at International House, University of British Columbia on 

June 16, to hear Jay Prakash Narayan of the Gandhi Peace Foundation speak on the 

situation in Bangladesh the following resolution was approved. 

 

 "We call upon the President of Pakistan to cease terrorizing the people in whose 

name he govern and to reopen negotiation with the surviving elected members of the 

National Assembly so that democratic and responsible government can be restored to 

East Pakistan". 
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Forwarded by Professor Barrie M. Morris of the Department of Asian Studies, 

University of British Columbia, to Professor Ralph W. Nicholas, Asian Studies 

Center, Michigan State University, on June 16, 1971. 

 

BANGLADESH ASSOCIATION OF QUEBEC 
 

 Naiyyum Choudhury, General Secretary of the Bangladesh Association of Quebec 

reports: 
 

 "Padma" carrying U. S. arms and ammunition arrived in Montreal port to load 

Canadian made Sabre Jet parts for Pakistan Air Force. The timely action of the 

Montreal Press resulted in putting an embargo on the Canadian arms shipments. 

 

 We are keeping a close watch on this North America-Pakistan conspiracy and 

trying to unveil it to the Canadian people by working with local press and sympathetic 

Canadians. 

 

 Demonstrations against the arrival of Padma were supported and joined by several 

labor groups including the Conference of National Trade Unions. 

 

REPORT FROM MICHIGAN 
 

 From Michigan Mr. Muzammel Huq reports: 

 

 On the 29
th

 of June I went to Grand Rapid to attend the convention of “Another 

Mother For Peace” to distribute information materials and give a talk about the 

situation in Bangladesh. 

 
 We have started a fund raising drive at the Michigan State University. An appeal 

signed by Prof. Ralph Nicholas (Professor of Anthropology), Prof. Bill Ross 
(Chairman, South-East Asian Studies Department) and Prof. Richard Niekoff has 

been distributed among the four thousand faculty members of the M.S.U. 
 

 At M.S.U students from Bangladesh in association with the Friends of Bangladesh 
have started a bucket dinner to collect funds. 300 tickets for the dinner have been sold 

in the first week. The dinner will be followed by a discussion of Bangladesh, Dr. 

Jamza Alvi from West Pakistan will speak to the audience to support the cause of 

Bangladesh. 

 

 (Please do write us about the activities of your group. Your programs may give 

Ideas for new plans for other groups: Bangladesh Newsletter). 

 

BANGLADESH ASSN. OF DELAWARE VALLEY 
 

 Bengalis living in and around Philadelphia have formed an organization in order 
to co-ordinate their activities in furthering the cause of Bangladesh. This organization 

will make available to interested individuals informative materials from the Western 
press. For more details contact the Association at 49 Marboro Lane, Willingboro, N.J. 

08046. 
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BANGLADESH LEAGUE CONVENTION 

 

 The annual convention of the Bangladesh League of America was held in New 

York on June 26, 1971. Apart from the New York group, chapters of the Bangladesh 

League represented in the convention were Washington, D. C., Kentucky, Tennessee 
and N. Carolina. Observers from the Bangladesh Defense League, Bangladesh 

Association of Delaware Valley and the Bangladesh Association of Ohio were also 
present. The day-long activities of the convention included reports from the chapters 

and other Bangladesh organizations. Convention was concluded with the formation of 
a coordinating committee to co-ordinate the activities of different groups working for 

the liberation of Bangladesh and the election of the executive committee of the 
League. 
 

BANGLADESH DEFENSE LEAGUE LINKS UP 

WITH WEST COAST CROUPS  
 

 Dr. F.R. Khan, President of the Bangladesh Defense League attended a meeting of 

the Bay Area Bangladesh groups and sympathizers held in San Francisco on June 25, 

1971. Representatives from the Los Angeles group were also present in the meeting. 

Dr. Khan explained the organizational structure of the BDL and the Bangladesh 

Emergency Welfare Appeal and gave a report on the programs and activities of these 
organizations.  He emphasized the need for better co-ordination among all Bangladesh 

groups throughout the United States and Canada. 
 

 The meeting resolved that a part or all the funds raised by the Bay Area a 
organization will be channeled through the BDL and the Bangladesh Emergency 

Welfare Appeal. It was agreed that one representative of the group will be nominated 
to serve as, a member of the Boards of Directors of the BDL and the Bangladesh 

Emergency Welfare Appeal. 

 

 A second coordinating meeting with the president of the BDL is scheduled to be 

held in San Francisco on July 18, 1971. 

 

FROM BANGLADESH MISSION, NEW YORK 

 

 Mr. A.H. Mahmud Ali of the Bangladesh Mission in N. Y. has supplied us with 
following information: 

 

 1. The Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of 

minorities-an organ of the United Nations-is meeting in N.Y. from the 2
nd

 of August, 

1971. This Sub-Commission is an expert body and therefore is an appropriate U.N. 

organ to consider and look into the human rights aspects of the situation in East 

Bengal. Anybody who has some information, may address a letter to the Secretary-

General of the United Nations with a copy to the Bangladesh Mission, 10 East 39 

Street, Room 1002A, New York. 10016. 

 

 Those who have left East Bengal after the 25
th

 of March, 1971, can testify before 

non-governmental organizations such as The International League for the Rights of 

Man which are in consultative status with the U. N. so that their testimony can be 

presented to the Sub-Commission. 
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Letters received from refugees in India or from East Bengal would be useful. 

 

 Those interested in testifying, may kindly write to the Bangladesh Mission. 

 

 2. The U. S. Presidential Committee on Foreign Scholarships is meeting in early 

September next. This Committee decides on the grant of funds to educational 

institutions in foreign countries. 
 

 Those who have left East Bengal after March 25, 1971, may testify before this 
Committee. Those interested may write to the Bangladesh Mission. 

 
ACTIONS SUGGESTED 

 
 1. Generate as many calls, letters and telegrams to Senators and Representative 

from all possible states. Ask that they co-sponsor the Church-Saxbe amendment S-

1657 and similar legislation in the House (Gallagher amendment). Urge them to make 

public statements and Query the Department of State and the Pentagon. 

 

 2. Talk to your local civic groups and inform them of the magnitude of the 

disaster in Bengal and how we are presently involved. 

 

 3. Follow all possible newspapers for information daily. Have someone in your 

area keep a briefing file. 

 

 4. Support your local Bangladesh group. Indicate to them the value of pressure on 

Washington. 

 
 5. Send your best informed people to assist directly in the large job of informing 

Congressmen. 
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Editorial and  

News on Bangladesh  

Movement 

Shikha* 

New York : No. 5 

1 August, 1971 

 

Editorial 

 

UNITED WE STAND… 

 It has been quite a long time since Pakistan army’s bloody campaign to stop first 
the autonomy movement and then the independence movement of the Bengalis in 

Bangladesh started on March 25, which resulted in the massacre of the Bengali 
population in general and the intellectuals in particular and the exodus of about seven 

million terror-stricken people. The conscientious people of the world have cried out in 
anguish and condemned the mediaeval barbarism of Pakistan Government. But the so-

called world powers, big or small, with a few exceptions, have maintained silence 
over this worst genocide of its king since Hitler’s time. The hue and cry raised by 

their people failed to reach them penetrating the formidable barrier of power politics. 

The exceptions are India, U.S.A. and China. India along with the monumental task of 

taking care of about seven million refugees has publicly supported the cause of the 

people of Bangladesh, while U. S. is sending military equipments to feed the blood-

thirsty military junta of Pakistan despite tremendous pressure from within and outside 

the government to stop all military aid to Pakistan until a political accommodation is 

worked out for the Bengalis, China, who has been the most outspoken critic of ‘the 

aggressors and their running dogs’ has been turned into a running dog herself by 

taking sides with the Pakistani aggressors. While this goes on, Bangladesh is bleeding 

and she is bleeding profusely. 

 

 The lesson is we, the people of Bangladesh, have to fight and liberate our ‘golden 

Bengal’, with whatever means we have, without even the moral support of these 
world powers. That means, our Mukti Bahini and our peasants and workers inside 

occupied Bangladesh are our only saviors. 
 

 What we need at this crucial point of our history making is a global unity-unity 
among all political parties and fighting forces. At the same time, we have to induce 

and instruct the populace inside Bangladesh, and this, we think, should be given 
serious considerations because the most important factor in guerrilla warfare is the 

active support of the populace. Only when the entire population of Bangladesh takes 

up arms will the castle of military junta collapse. The Awami League, undoubtedly, 

commands the overwhelming mass support in Bangladesh, but the National Awami 

Parties and other parties, who have pledged their support for the independence 

struggle, also are influential in some areas. It is imperative that all the parties, 

regardless of their differences in political and social ideologies, join hands and from a 

broad liberation front to cope with 

 
 

 
* Shikha: �������� ��� �� ������, ��� �!$  ���� �
$ �%�&� ) '(����। 
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the 70,000 well-trained professional army. The longer we wait, the firmer will be the 

grip of the West Pakistani vampires on us and harder will it be to throw then off. 
 

ACTIVITIES IN AND AROUND AMERICA 

Ali-Choudhury in Canada 
 

 International news of the civil war, massacres, fights of refugees and cholera 

epidemics are misrepresentations, being circulated by powerful financial groups", said 

Mr. Hamidul Huq Choudhury and Mr. Mahmud Ali in a press conference while about 

15 men and women paraded in protest with placards outside the National Press 

building. The protestors welled chants like "Long Live Bangladesh", "Down With 

Traitors", "Ali Choudhury Go Back Home". 
 

 Mr. Choudhury, who did most of the talking at the sparsely attended press 
briefing, challenged the commonly cited figures about 6,500,000 for the number of 

refugees who have fled to India. He denied there was a genocidal policy being 
conducted by the soldiers of Yahya Khan. 
 

 For the most part, Mr. Choudhury met direct questions with long polemics that 

ranged far from the point of the question. He was challenged several times by 

frustrated reporters to stick to the point. 
 

 To one reporter who was in Dacca on March 7 and 8 and who described it as quiet 

on those days, Mr. Choudhury said, "This is your version. You will have to read, the 

papers". 
 

 Mr. Ali, a tough looking man who sat quietly most of the time, at one point leaned 

forward over the desk and speaking loudly and aggressively said, "If the country's 
integrity was at stake, it is the duty of (the army to uphold it… whenever necessary 

the army and the police will be used". (reported by Clair Balfour of the Globe and 
Mail. Toronto, July 22, 1971.) 
 

 From Toronto Mr. Sarwar Alam Khan, President of Bangladesh Association of 

Canada, reports: 
 

 The so-called 'Pakistan Solidarity Committee' in Toronto organized a meeting to 

be addressed by traitor Mahmud Ali in the Ontario College of Education auditorium 

on July 18, 1971. 
 

 To protest this propaganda tactics of Yahya Khan, the Bangladesh Association of 
Canada (Toronto) arranged a peaceful demonstration in front of the auditorium. As 

only 'Pakistanis' were invited, we decided to boycott the meeting totally. 
 

 The unruly West Pakistanis jumped on the lawful demonstration and attacked us 

with physical violence without any provocation from our side. When imposed upon us 

we had to retaliate, and they were forced to retreat. At this point, the police arrived 

and pushed them inside the auditorium. The meeting was reported to be a complete 

failure. 

Demonstration before U. N.  
 

 About fifty Bengalis and American sympathizers staged a demonstration on July 

24 before the United Nations. They were carrying signs showing "Free Mujib 

Immediately" 
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 "Try Yahya not Mujib" etc. The demonstration organized by Bangladesh League 

of America. New York was in protest against the President Yahya's recent statement 

indicating the trial of Sheikh Mujib on charges carrying death penalty. 

 

 Later Bangladesh League of America handed over a memorandum to Secretary 

General U. Thant urging him to intervene with the authorities of Pakistan to halt the 

forthcoming juridical killing of Sheikh Mujib and to stop the genocide and try the 
perpetrators of the genocide by an International tribunal. 

 

ISCO Appeals to World Power 
 

 International student Cultural organization (ISCO), New York, consisting of 

members from Germany, Poland, America, India, Iran, Sudan and many other 

countries, in an extraordinary meeting, demanded the immediate withdrawal of all 

invading Pakistani troops from Bangladesh and called on its brethren organizations  to 

support the cause of democracy and self determination of the people of Bangladesh. 

 

 According to the chairman, Mr. Sudhangshu B. Karmakar, the organizations, has 

sent appeals to United Nations Ambassadors, heads and influential political leaders of 

different countries including premier Chou En-Lai and President Nixon urging them 

to use their influence on Pakistani military junta to stop immediately the genocide and 

withdraw all the killers from Bangladesh. 

 
 In response the National Council of Israeli Students has reportedly pledged their 

full support for the people of Bangladesh. 
 

Beatles come to the Aid of Bangladesh  
 

 George Harrison and Ringo Starr of the four Beatles have agreed to give special 

concert on August 1, 1971 at the Madison Square Garden, New York, in aid of the 

refugee's children of Bangladesh. Ali profits of the concert will be handed over to 

United Nations fund for refugee's children in Bangladesh. 

 

 This will be Harrison’s first concert since 1966. Others who will join him in 

raising funds are reported to be Ravi Shankar and singer Leon Russell. 

 

Pickets against Shipment of Arms 
 

 Members of Save East Bengal Committee, Friends for Bangladesh, Quakers and 

different Peace groups jointly picketed pier 36 on the East River in New York on July 

23 against the shipment of arms to the West Pakistani government from the United 

States. 
 

 The Pakistani Lines ship Sutlej, berthed at the pier, is reportedly carrying military 
equipments. 
 

 Similar demonstration was also staged at Baltimore city port against arms loading 

into the Pakistani freighter Padma on July 15. Seven Quakers were arrested on that 

day. 
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 The freighter Padma finished loading and sailed from Baltimore on July 18. Two 

longshoremen said that they had seen cannons aboard the ship. 

 

Support Gallagher Bill 
 

 U.S. citizens, born in East Bengal, living in and around New York city, have sent 

letters and telegrams to congressmen urging them to exert all their influence to stop 

all aid to Pakistan and to support the bill passed by Asian and Pacific Affairs Standing 
Committee under the chairmanship of Mr. Gallagher. In their letters they also urged 

the Congressmen to support the Saxbe-Church amendment No. S-1657 when it comes 

to the floor. 

 

Bangladesh Information Center 
 

 The Bangladesh Information Centre has been set up in Washington, D.C. The 

office will be a strictly non-partisan information centre and clearing house for all 

Bangladesh groups and sympathizers Following Volunteers are working in the office 

on a temporary basis now. M. Siddique, M. Yunus, F. Faisal, W. Greenough, Dr. 

Nalin (part-time), A. Taylor (full-time). 

 

 The Information Centre has published the first of its news letter. For more 

information write to: 

 

Bangladesh Information Centre 

418 Seward Square, Apt 4 

Washington, D.C. 20003 

or call: (202) 547-3194 

 

  ANNOUNCEMENT!!  ANNOUNCEMENT!! 
 

 The General Secretary of the Bangladesh League of America, Inc. in New York 
announces the general meeting to be held on Sunday, August 8, 1971, at the Gulistan 

Restaurant, 145 Bleecker Street, New York at 11.00 A.M. Apart from the general 
discussions about the activities of the League, the meeting will decide upon the 

amendments to the constitution brought forth on the election day. Prof. Stanley 
Plastrik on New York University will speak on this occasion. All members and 

interested persons are hereby invited to attend the meeting. 
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HOW THE PAKISTAN QUESTION 

STANDS IN CONGRESS 

 

 On July 15, the House Foreign Affairs Committee voted 17 to 6 in favor of the 
Gallagher Amendment (HR 9160) to withhold military and economic assistance from 

Pakistan until East Pakistan refugees have been returned to their homes and 
“reasonable stability” has been achieved in the country. We are hopeful that the entire 

House will follow the Committee’s recommendations. For Congress to authorize the 
Administration’s request of $131.8 million in economic and military aid for the fiscal 

year 1972 is to strengthen the control of the military regime and to deny help to the 
Bengalis who are being subjugated by the army. 

 

 In the Senate, the feeling against American economic and military assistance to 

the Pakistan Army is stronger than in the House. There are at present 32 co-sponsors 

to the Saxbe-Church Amendment (S 1657) to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. 

They are as follows: Allott, Colorado; Beall, Maryland; Bayh, Indiana, Bellmon, 

Oklahoma; Bennett, Utah; Beggs, Delaware Brooke, Massachusetts; Case New 

Jersey; Church, Idaho; Cranston, California; Eagleton, Maine; Gurney Florida; Hart, 

Michigan; Hartke, Indiana; Hatfield, Oregon; Hughes, Iowa; Humphrey, Minnesota; 

McCovern, South Dakota; Mondale, Minnesota; Moss, Utah; Muskie, Maine, Pastore, 

Rhode Island; Bell, Rhode Island; Proxmire, Wisconsin; Pandolph, West Virginia; 

Ribicoff, Connecticut; Roth, Delaware; Sax be, Ohio; Scott, Pennsylvania; Stovens, 

Alaska; Stevenson, Illinois; Tunney, California, Please Act Immediately. These 

Measures are Presently Being Considered In Congress. 

 

 How you can help: 

 

 In The House (in case the House fails to take action this week). 
 

 Your letter or postcard asking for your Representative’s support for the Gallagher 
Amendment (HR 9160) to the Foreign Assistance Act is crucial in order to assure its 

passage when it reaches the a House floor. Each mailing is recorded on a tally which 

circulates weekly to every Congressman. In addition a thoughtful letter usually 

provokes a thoughtful answer, so we are enclosing a sample format letter which you 

may wish to send. 

 

 Suggested postcard format: 

 

 Support the Gallagher amendment (HR 9160) to the Foreign Assistance Act 

of 1961. Stop economic and military assistance to the Pakistan military regime. 

Support relief efforts in East Pakistan. 
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In The Senate 

 

 A mailing to your Senators asking for support of the Saxbe-Curch amendment (S 

1657) is also important, Certain members of the Foreign Relations Committee need 

additional pressure, even though may not be from your state: 

 

 Sparkman, Alabama  Aiken, Vermont 
 Mansfield, Montana  Scott, Pennsylvania 

 Symington, Missouri   Pearson, Kansas 
 McGee, Wyoming   Spong, Virginia 

 
 Suggested Postcard Format: 

 

 Support the Saxbe-Church Amendment (S 1657) to the foreign Assistance act 

of 1961. Stop Economic and military assistance to the Pakistan military regime. 

Support relief efforts in East Pakistan. 
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EDITOR’S NOTE 

 We are sorry for the slight delay in the publication of this issue of our Newsletter. 

Both of our editors were out of town and our chief editor is still in Washington, D.C. 

helping lobbying efforts at the Capital Hall. We hope our readers will appreciate our 
difficulties. 

 
 There is a good chance that by the time this newsletter reaches you, the House of 

Representatives of the United States Congress will be considering the Gallagher 
Amendment and acting upon it. At least it is on the agenda for floor action on 

Tuesday August 3, 1971. Our Washington lobbyists feel encouraged by the responses 
from the majority of Congressmen and their aides they have contacted. We are very 

much hopeful that the amendment will pass the House. 

 

 The similar Saxbe-Church Amendment in the Senate will come up for floor action 

sometime in September when the Senate reassembles after summer recess. There is a 

stronger bipartisan feeling in the Senate in favor of the Amendment. (Both the 

Gallagher Amendment and the Saxbe-Church Amendment to the Foreign Assistance 

Act of 1961 will stop economic and military assistance to the Pakistan military regime 

till a political solution is found in East Bengal.) Already 32 Senators have co-

sponsored the amendment. But it is important that we get more support. So please 

keep up the drive to have more letters sent to all the Senators during the month of 

August. Make your American friends write to their own Senators. And if for some 

reason the House fails to act on the Gallagher Amendment before the summer recess, 

letters and cables to all the Congressmen should also continue to flow in. 
 

 We are fighting for a just cause. Never have a people been so wronged as we have 
been at the hands of Pakistan. It is, therefore, comparatively easy for us to win support 

to our cause. Just let more and more people know about the facts and they will 
support us. Let us work a bit harder in August. If we can stop the U.S. government 

from aiding the tottering government of Pakistan, the battle in Bangladesh will be half 
won. The Mukti Bahini (Liberation Army) will do the rest for us, Joy Bangla! 

 

ATTENTION 

 

 1. The Bangladesh National Anthem on Record. The BDL has made 

arrangements with a recording company in this country to produce a 45 r. p. m. disc 

record containing the national anthem of Bangladesh: “Amar Sonar Bangla”. Already 

the preliminary for the recording. Two renowned singers from Bangladesh sang the 

anthem for the recording. The record will be available from the Bangladesh Defense 

League office. Please place your orders with our office. 
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2. We have reprinted several thousand copies of a booklet entitled "Why 

Bangladesh" (46 pages) originally published by the Public Relations Department, 

government of Bangladesh. We would like to sell this book in order to raise funds and 

also for publicity. We would like our readers to help. Please let us know how many 

copies you want for yourselves and how many you can sell. We would like to sell it at 

50c a piece. 
 

 3. Senator Kennedy is expected to make a trip to the refugee camps in India 
sometime in August. Please write commending Senator Kennedy on his action and 

ask your friends to write too. 
 

 4. The format of the brochure for Bangladesh emergency Welfare Appeal 
(BEWA) has gone to the press. As soon as it is ready we will send it to different 

groups. The brochure may be distributed personally or mailed to prospective donors. 
We will send a copy of the brochure to each of our readers with our next newsletter. 
 

 5. The Bangladesh Information Center in Washington, D.C. has brought out its 

first newsletter which contains many useful in formations about lobbying activities 

etc. If you haven't received your copy please send your address to the Bangladesh 

Information Center, 418 Seward Square, Apt 4, Washington, D.C. 20003 (Phone: 

202-547-3194). 
 

SPECIAL NOTE 
 

 Below is a draft of a letter which could be sent to Congressmen and Senators. If 

your Senators and Congressmen have already indicated support for the Gallagher 
amendment or the Saxbe-Church amendment, it would be helpful if you would write 

them brief notes indicating your approval of the position each has taken. Senators or 
Congressmen with some sort of national constituency (such as Paul McCloskey or 

Harold Hughes) will undoubtedly take into account the opinions of persons writing to 
them from other states, particularly on an issue which doesn’t affect the home-town 

voters very much. 
 

Dear Senator: 
 

 Knowing of your interest in international affairs and American foreign policy, we 

would like to convey to you our concern on the question of U.S. aid to Pakistan. The 

situation in East Pakistan, far from returning to normal, has deteriorated in the past 

several months. The report of a World Bank mission to East Pakistan last month 

confirms beyond any doubt, the existence of widespread fear, death, and destruction, 

as well as the disruption of normal activities. Bengalis continue to fear for their lives 

on a daily basis; the economic life of the area has been almost totally disrupted; and 

the food situation threatens to become desperate. 
 

 As long as the American Government continues to support the Pakistan 

Government with military and economic aid, it is, in effect, supporting the repressive 

action of the Pakistan Army and its persistent brutality toward a civilian population. 

As you know, eye-witness accounts have revealed that American planes, tanks and 

armored personnel carriers have been used in East Pakistan, and four Pakistan ships 

have carried military equipment from the United States to Pakistan since the outbreak 

of difficulties March 25, despite the imposition of a State Department ban on such 
shipments. On the basis of its 
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fact-finding mission to East Pakistan, the World Bank recommended to the Aid-to 

Pakistan Consortium that it temporarily suspend aid to the Government of Pakistan. 

Ten of the eleven consortium members have agreed to follow this recommendation. 

Only the United States is continuing its aid program. In the face of these evidence-

eye-witness accounts, evaluations done by reporter admitted to East Pakistan, and the 

World Bank mission’s report-it is inexcusable that the United States continue aid to 

Pakistan. 
 

 Therefore, we urge you to support an amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 which is being proposed by Senators Saxbe-Church (Congressman Gallagher in 

the House). This amendment calls for the suspension of all U. S. aid to the Pakistan 
Government until there has been peaceful political accommodation in East Pakistan as 

determined by international observers. We are convinced that only firm Congressional 
action will result in the cessation of U. S. involvement in this tragic situation. In no 

way could American interests or the real interests of Pakistan be served by continuing 

to assist a regime which savagely suppresses its own people, flaunts the democratic 

process demonstrated in the elections of last December, causes a flood of more than 

seven million refugees to a neighboring state, and threatens the peace, security and 

development of the entire sub-continent. 

 

Sincerely yours. 
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ECONOMIC COUNSELLOR AT THE PAKISTAN 

EMBASSY RESIGNS 

 

 Mr. A.M.A. Muhit a senior officer of the Civil Service of Pakistan and the 
Economic Counsellor at the Pakistan Embassy in Washington has formally resigned 

his post and severed all connections with the Government of Pakistan. In a letter to 
the President of Pakistan dated July 21, Mr. Muhit gave reasons for his resignation 

together with a total indictment of the Yahya regime. In his letter, Mr. Muhit 
questioned the legitimacy of the Yahya government, assailed it for its colonial 

ambition, savagery and utter lack of humanitarian concern. 
  

 It may be recalled that Mr. Muhit was awarded a Tamgha (title) for his 

meritorious services to the Government of Pakistan. His last home post was Joint 

Secretary, Natural Resources Division, Government of Pakistan. 

 

 We congratulate Mr. Muhit for his bold decision. 

 

DOL PRESIDENT VISITS 

SAN FRANCISCO AND HOUSTON 

 

 The President of the BDL visited San Francisco on July 18 to meet with the 

representatives of Bangladesh groups on the West Coast. A meeting was held on that 

occasion with representatives from the Bay area and the Los Angeles group. The 

meeting named a member from the Bay area to the Board of Directors of the BDL. 
The Los Angeles group will also select one person to the Board of Directors after 

their next general meeting. 
 

 The BDL President visited Houston, Texas on July 21
st
 and met with the 

representatives of the South-West zone of Bangladesh Defense League. Among the 

things the group suggested was efforts should be made to merge all the three 
newsletters now being published in North America and have only one central 

Newsletter. (We welcome the idea. We will get in touch with the other two groups 

concerned: Editor Bangladesh Newsletter). 
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NEWS FROM VARIOUS BANGLADESH GROUP 

Bangladesh Association of the Mid-West 
 

 In about a week’s time the Bangladesh Association of Midwest will launch a 

massive fund drive for relief of the victims of Pakistan Army brutalities in 

Bangladesh. Our Bloomington (Indiana) group informs us that the drive is aimed at 

the University community in particular. Already the Chancellor of the University of 

Indiana at Bloomington, several deans and about five chairmen of different 

departments of the University have issue appeals for the fund drive. Several State 

Senators have also supported the drive. 

 

Bangladesh Association of Canada 
 

 The President of the BAC (Toronto) has sent us the following information: 

 
 The so-called "Pakistan Solidarity Committee" in Toronto organized a meeting to 

be addressed by traitor Mahmud Ali of PDP in the Ontario College of Education 

auditorium on July 18, 1971. 

 

 To protest this propaganda tactics of Yahya Khan, the Bangladesh Association of 

Canada (Toronto) arranged a peaceful demonstration in front of the auditorium. As 

only "Pakistanis" were invited, we decided boycott the meeting totally. 

 

 The unruly West Pakistanis jumped on the lawful demonstration and stacked us 

with physical violence without any provocation from our side. When imposed upon us 

we had to retaliate, and they were forced to retreat. However, at this point the Police 

arrived and pushed them inside the auditorium. 
 

 We wanted to have a peaceful demonstration, and as such we informed the Police 
about the demonstration beforehand. Whereas the "Solidarity Committee" with its 

gangster policy wanted to put us down with violence. Their attempt did not succeed, 
and the demonstration continued as scheduled. 

 
 The meeting was a complete failure; it proved to be nothing but, a farce to the 

audience. 
 

Bangladesh Association of Saskatchewan 
 

 The President of the Saskatoon Branch of Bangladesh Association of 
Saskatchewan, Canada, writes interalia: 
 

 "Here in Saskatoon we have been doing whatever we can. Mostly it has been 

sending cables, letters etc. to the Canadian Governmental leaders. As you are aware, 

these have 
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produced results as far as Canada's reaction to the Bangladesh situation. The most 

recent one was that of cancellation of all export permits for arms, scheduled for 

PADMA." 

San Francisco 
 

 The San Francisco group in collaboration with the Stanford India Association 
organized a program of songs by Joan Baez at the Stanford Frost Amphitheatre on 

July 24. The program was a great success. More than 12,000 attended the concert with 
many more waiting outside. In the middle of the program Miss Baez made an 

announcement that a major portion of the proceeds from the concert will go to aid the 

refugees from East Bengal. At the concert the Bangladesh group collected about 2500 

signatures to a petition which was later sent to all Senators and Congressmen from 

California. The group has also mounted a massive letter-writing campaign to the 

congressmen in support of the Gallagher Amendment. They have also been meeting 

with many church heads in San Francisco to solicit help and support. 

 

Los Angeles  
 

 The Los Angeles group informs us that they have contacted the Longshoreman’s 

Association at Los Angeles and have received assurances from them that they will not 

load any military goods on any ship destined for Pakistan. 

 

Champaign-Urbana 
 

 The group has arranged for a regular weekly film show of renowned international 
movies to raise funds for Bangladesh. They have already shown "Nayak" by Satyajit 

Roy on July 23
rd

. The film show was followed by refreshment in which Bengali food 
items were sold to raise funds. About $ 250 were raised. The next picture to be shown 

will be "Day Shall Dawn" the first Bengali picture produced in East Bengal which 
won international acclaim at the Moscow Film Festival. 

 

Madison 
 

 The Bangladesh Liberation Committee of Madison has set up a permanent table at 

the Student Union of the Madison campus of the University of Wisconsin for 
distribution of literature on Bangladesh. For the last one month the group, composed 

almost exclusively of Americans, has been distributing literature and selling buttons 

supplied by the BDL. They have recently written an article for the Capital Times, the 

largest circulating newspaper in Madison, which was given prominent position in the 

newspaper. Recently they collected about 1500 signatures on a petition urging that all 

military and economic aid be stopped to Pakistan till its military withdraws from 

Bangladesh. The petition was sent to all Congressmen and Senators of Wisconsin. 

 

Philadelphia  
 

 The Friend's of East Bengal have continued to be alter for any in-coming Pakistani 
vessel in their area. If and when such vessel appears in the Baltimore harbor this 

group plans to picket and obstruct loading of any arms and ammunition to Pakistan. 
They have already gotten assurances from the Longshoremen's Union that arms and 

ammunitions  
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will not be loaded by members of this union. The group has already distributed 

thousands of leaflets in the neighboring areas to make known their cause. 

 

    *   *   * 

 

LETTER FROM A READER 

 
 Following is a letter received from one of our readers. Even though a newsletter 

of our type has little scope to print individual letters, we think it important to print 

this letter: 

 

Dear Sir, 

 
 I am sure that by this time some of us has read the June-July issue of the Pakistan 

Forum. From this and previous issues, specially April-May issue one can see that the 

Pakistan Forum and its management is supporting the cause of Bengalis of 

Bangladesh for its liberation. Therefore, I think that all Bengalis of Bangladesh not 

only should read it but they should also help the management of Pakistan Forum so 

that non-Bengali Pakistanis can read it. 

 

 I, therefore, like to request you to please send a circular to all your local chapters 

requesting them to appeal to all its members and also appeal to all readers of your 

periodical “Bangladesh Newsletter” to send $ 10.00 to Pakistan Forum as one year's 

subscription, though the rate of subscription is $ 7.00 Because this extra $ 3.00 will 

help them send one copy to Non-Bengali Pakistani who don’t believe in Bangladesh. 

Because of its support of Bangladesh, the Pakistan Forum has “lost some of its 

subscribers. 
 

 Address of the Pakistan Forum is: Mr. Feroz Ahmed, General Editor, Pakistan 
Forum, 1900 South Charles Street, 22-D, Greenville, N.C. 27834. 
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EDITOR’S NOTE 

 

 Since the publication of our last Newsletter some important developments have 

taken place in this country vis-à-vis the Bangladesh situation. 

 
 1) The House has passed the Gallagher amendment to suspend all military and 

economic assistance to Pakistan. This was possible largely due to the efforts of all the 
Bangladesh groups in this country and due to many of our American friends. The 

Bangladesh Information Center coordinated the lobbying efforts in the Capitol Hill. 
We congratulate all those who helped in the lobbying and without whose untiring 

efforts our cause would not have received such wide support in the house. 
 

 Our next hurdle is the U.S. Senate. Already there are 32 Senators who have co-

sponsored the Saxbe-Church Amendment in the Senate. There are a few other 

Senators who have not co-sponsored but who have expressed their support to cut all 

aid to Pakistan. We do not foresee any serious trouble for the amendment when the 

Senate considers it sometime in late September or early October. However we cannot 

relent in our efforts till the Senate acts upon it. This will require a large number of 

volunteers to lobby in the Senate in September and October. We urge you all to start 

making arrangements right away to make yourselves available in Washington, D. C. 

during that time. The need may also arise to lobby in U. N. when the General 

Assembly meets in October. 

 

 2) Another significant development is the defection of all the Bengali diplomats 

and Staff from the Pakistan Embassy in Washington, D.C. and the Pakistan Mission at 
the U. N. on August 4, 1971. we congratulate all those who defected and declared 

their allegiance to the People’s Republic of Bangladesh. We hope this will generate 
the long-awaited movement which will see all the Bengalis still serving the 

government of Pakistan to similarly defect and declare allegiance to the Government 
of Bangladesh. 

 
 3) The significance of the defection was enhanced by the almost simultaneous 

arrival of Mr. Mustafizur Rahman Siddiqui in the U.S. Capital as the ambassador of 

the Government of Bangladesh. Mr. M. R. Siddiqui, a member of the National 

Assembly from Chittagong, arrived in Washington, D.C. on August 6, 1971. He is 

now in the process of getting acquainted with various Bengali in this country. He has 

already given a press conference in New York and appeared on various TV programs. 

A Bangladesh mission will be opened by him in Washington, D.C. within the next 

week or two. We welcome Mr. Siddiqui and extend to him our congratulations and 

whole-hearted support. 
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SUGGESTED COURSE OF ACTIONS FOR 

BANGLADESH GROUPS 

 

 a) As advised in the telegram for the Bangladesh mission in Calcutta, we should 

hold rallies all over the U. S. and Canada to protest the trial of Sheikh Mujib and 

demand his immediate release. Also ask your friends to write to President Nixon, Mr. 

U. Thant, Amnesty international (address: Turnagaine Lane, Farringdon St. London 
EC6, England). Suggested format of telegram: "Pakistan military court holding secret 

trial for Bengali leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman on fictitious charges. We urge you to 
use your good offices to prevent President Yahya from doing so". 

 
 b) Write to Secretary U. Thant pointing out to him the evil designs behind 

Pakistan’s acceptance of the UN team of observers in occupied Bangladesh. Draw 
your arguments from Mr. M. R. Siddiqui's speech reported elsewhere in this 

Newsletter. 

 

 c) U. S. Senators are more amenable to pressures from their own constituencies 

than from anywhere else. If your local newspapers carry any favorable editorials or 

comments, please send a copy to each of your Senators. 

 

 d) The Massachusetts Senate has recently passed resolution similar in effect to the 

Saxbe-Church Amendment. Try and influence your own State legislatures co-sponsor 

and pass such resolutions. All such resolutions are sent to President Nixon and may 

influence his future decisions. 
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BANGLADESH AMBASSADOR ADDRESSES 

DETROIT MEETIN 

 

 Since his arrival in the United States Mr. M. R. Siddiqui, the Ambassador of 
Bangladesh to the United States has been traveling around the country on a get-

acquainted mission with various Bangladesh groups. He has so far met the Bengali 
communities in Washington, D.C. New York, Connecticut, Boston and Detroit. 

 
 The meeting in Detroit was arranged by the Bangladesh Defense League of 

Michigan on Aug. 15. The President and the Secretary of the BDL were also present 
and so were a few members from other Midwest areas. 

 

 In his address to the group, the Ambassador of Bangladesh congratulated all the 

Bengali groups in the US for their "wonderful work" in propagating the cause of 

Bangladesh and for winning sympathy and support of the American public. "What 

you have achieved," he said, "has taken us a long way ahead." 

 

BDL PRESIDENT’S TRIP TO WASHINGTON, 

PHILADELPHIA AND NEW YORK 

 

 Aug. 10-BDL President visited Washington, D.C., met with Mr. M. R. Siddiqui 

and the Bengali diplomats who recently defected from Pak. Embassy, discussed with 

them about matters relating to co-ordination of efforts between the Bengali 

community in the U. S. and the Bangladesh Missions in Washington and New York. 
Later he visited the Bangladesh Information Center to discuss about continued co-

operation between the BDL and the Information Center. 
 

 In the evening, BDL President visited Philadelphia and met with the members of 
the Friends of East Bengal and the Bangladesh Association of Greater Delaware 

Valley. Measures were discussed to establish direct contact between these two 
organizations and the Bangladesh Defense League. It was agreed that measures 

should be taken to co-ordinate all communication between the three organizations. 

One person was named to the Board of Directors of the Bangladesh Defense League. 

 

 On Aug 11, BDL President visited New York and attended a meeting of the 

Bangladesh League of America which was attended and addressed by the Bangladesh 

Ambassador. 

 

 First-ever Definitive's of Bangladesh Was honored at a reception at the House of 

Commons in London on July 26th under the patronage of the Rt. John Storehouse 
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M. P. until recently Minister of Posts of the British Government, and Justice Abu 

Sayeed Chowdhury, bb envoy to the U. K. More than $ 23,000 dollar’s worth of 

stamps were sold on the opening day in England. 

 

 The stamps are designed by the Bengali artist Biman Mullick who designed 

Britain’s Gandhi stamp in 1969. They have been printed in England by the Format 

Security Printers Ltd. 
 

 Bangladesh postage stamps are used for internal and external mail. Post offices 
are operating in the liberated territories of Bangladesh. The Bangladesh mail, bearing 

Bangladesh Stamps, is accepted by the Government of India for onward transmission. 
(This is exactly the same relationship as existed for Nepal's postage stamps from 1881 

to 1959, during which time mail from Nepal bearing Nepalese stamps were accepted 
by the Government of India for onward transmission.) 
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NEWS FROM VARIOUS BANGLADESH GROUPS 

Bangladesh Association of Midwest, Inc. 

 

On the Move: 

 

 Dr. Islam is now in Bangladesh. On the way he visited Justice Chowdhury, the 

steering committee, and other groups and individuals in London. He is expected to be 
in Bangladesh till the middle of September. Dr. Banerjee went on a campaign on the 

Capitol Hill to mount support for the Gallaghar amendment to the Foreign Assistance 
Act and saw some of the Key Senators and Congressmen.  

 
 Dr. Bhattacharjee and Dr. & Mrs. Faroque went on a similar mission on the eve of 

the voting on the bill and spoke with 45 Congressmen and Senators/Aids. 

 

 These members also initiated a campaign in the Senate to "Save Sheikh Mujib's 

Life." 

 

 Dr. Bhattacharjee also participated in the meeting of the Friends of East Bengal in 

Philadelphia and in Columbia. 

 

 Dr. Banerjee is back from a trip to Montreal where he spoke to the Bangladesh 

group regarding US activities. Dr. Banerjee soon will leave for London and Paris. 

 

Mail Bag: 

 

 A National telephone campaign was carried out urging various groups and 

individuals to send telegrams to their Congressmen in support of the Gallaghar 
amendment. More than 200 telegrams were sent to the 24 Ohio Congressmen. A 

nationwide telegram campaign to "Save Sheikh Mujib's Life" has been initiated. 
 

 Please send as many telegrams as you can to President Nixon. 
 

 Many personal letters and appeals have been sent by individuals and groups to the 

Senators, Congressmen and the UN. 

 

Funds: 

 

 Individual members contributed generously for various projects. A massive fund 

raising campaign is now underway in Bloomington, Indiana. An early fall benefit 

concert is planned for the Miami University. Please let us know to help you stage a 

similar concert in your community. Funds are also being collected on Behalf of 

OXFAM. Let us know if you are interested. 
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East Lansing 
 

 Bangladesh Defense League, Michigan reports following activities: Symposium, 

Signature campaign (to stop aid) Letters and telegrams to Senators and Congressmen 
by U. S. citizens. 

 
 A 40-minute television program on Bangladesh, Benefit dinner, Collection booth 

and signature drive at the campus, Collection booth at shopping center. 
 

 Newspaper articles contributed by Dr. Nicholas, Mrs. Marta Nicholas, Dr. Alavi 

Radio Programs, Donation Appeal through newspapers. Faculty letter (2,000), 

Bangladesh, literature distribution in the Congress, Demonstration against US aid at 

State Capital Steps. Continuing educational programs at churches, service clubs 

(Rotary etc.), Peace Council, Dorms, Bangladesh buttons and bumper sticker sale. 

 

Detroit 
 

 Azizul H. Khondker reports: 

 

 In the Indian Festival (July 30-Aug. 1) at the Detroit River Front Ethnic Festival 

ground, a Bangladesh booth was set up. Fifty volunteers from the Committee of the 

Concerned (Ann Arbor), Bangladesh defense League (Mich.), and the Bangladesh 

Association of America (Detroit), worked explaining the situation in Bangladesh, 

collecting donations and gathering signatures in support of the Gallagher Amendment. 

Over 13,000 signatures were collected. The entire proceeds from the Indian Festival 

was sent for refugees. The peacefulness of the Bangladesh booth was interrupted 

occasionally by gangs of West Pakistan “miscreants” who were routed by the police. 

 
 On July 7 a symposium was held at the University Of Windsor, Ontario in support 

of Bangladesh. The audience was larger than expected and it was very receptive. 
Members of the press were also present. The local station CKLW-TV ran a review of 

the symposium earlier the same night and on the following day the Windsor Star 
Weekend Magazine sent its special correspondent Ernest Hill to collect first hand 

news about the East Bengal refugees. He published his report in a nine page article in 
the weekend Magazine of July 31. 

 

Ohio: Friends of East Bengal  
 

 B. Chandrasekaran reports from Ohio: 

 

 We are proud to report to you the starting of organization in Columbus called The 

Friends of East Bengal. 

 

 About 15 interested persons, mainly students and faculty members of the Ohio 

State University, got together the 29
th

 July to discuss our responses to the tragedy in 
Bangladesh. We had a larger meeting organized as a result of our decisions at this first 

meeting. The second meeting which was actually the charter meeting of the Group, 
bad an attendance of more than 60 people this time representing a larger cross-section 

of the community and was held on 5 August. We were fortunate in having as our main 
speaker 
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Dr. J. K. Bhattacharjee of Oxford, Ohio who has been very active for the cause of 

Bangladesh, and has been in contact with many similar organizations. The meeting 

was a great success, in the sense most of the attendees have agreed to serve on one 

committee or another as volunteers. 

 

 We have already organized sign-a-campaigns for petitions to Congressmen and 

the President to end military and economic aid to W. Pakistan. As a result of our 
appeals to the local Unitarian and Catholic churches, over 100 telegrams were sent 

over the last weekend, urging local Congressmen to vote in support of the Gallagher 
Amendment, Displays and information booths in many centers in Columbus are 

planned. We are planning to concentrate on the local church groups in the beginning 
for collecting radio for refugee relief. Public service spots on television and radio for 

this purpose are also planned. 
 

 At the moment there are three major committees in operation: 1. relief 2. Publicity 

and information and 3. Organization of charity shows, large meeting, etc. 

 

The address of the group is: 

Friends of East Bengal 

P.O. Box 3035 

Columbus, Ohio 43210 

Arizona: Friends of East Bengal 
 

 Jon Markoulis writes from Arizona: We have started a "Friends of East Bengal" 

group in Tempe, Ariz. So far we have called a press conference and held a vigil in 
front of the Federal Building in Phoenix. The object was to educate the public in this 

area because the local papers are not carrying the story. The TV coverage we got was 

not very good. As a group we asked that the US stop aid to West Pakistan and use its 

troops in Asia to get food and medical supplies to the people in need, in East Bengal. 

So far we have collected about $ 100 which we gave to UNICEF. 
 

 The peace centers in Tempe and Phoenix, The Catholic center for pence and 

Justice, WILPF and UNICEF make up our group. In September we are going to hold 
a panel discussion on the situation in East Bengal. The address of the group: 

 
 Friends of East Bengal 

 1414 S. McAllister 

 Tempe, Arizona. 

 

Milwaukee August 12, 1971 
 

 Ron DeNicola writes from Milwaukee Peace Action Committee: The meeting 

Tuesday night was relatively a success. Twenty people showed up including several 
Marquette Indian students from the International Student Club. 
 

 We split the group into two causes, one on relief and the larger on political action 

and the education. Next Tuesday at 8:00 P.M. We will have our second meeting 

which basically will deal with an internal workshop, this meeting wilt be most 

important as its objectives are to educate ourselves to the utmost. I hope you or a BDL 

representative can attend. 
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Wednesday had our press conference in which we made public statement to the 

effect that relief and educational efforts on East Pakistan will be centered at the PAC 

in Milwaukee and asking the community for support. There was good coverage on 

only one TV station, channel 6. 

 

Bangladesh Association of Canada 

 
Toronto 

  
 'Crisis in Bangladesh' was the theme of a symposium held on August 5, 171 at 

7:30 P.M. in the University of Toronto campus under the auspices of 'The Bangladesh 
Association, University of Toronto. The following were the speakers: 

 
 1.  Mr. Andrew Brewin, Member of the Canadian Parliament 

 2. Mr. Frederick Nossal, Associate Editor of Toronto Telegram. 

 3.  Mr. Paul Ignatieff, Director of UNICEF Toronto 

 4. Mr. Leslie Smith of Food and Drug Directorate, Department of National 

Health and Welfare. 

 

 Mr. Brewin was one of the three members of the Canadian Parliamentary 

Delegation which, on the invitation of The Governments of India and Pakistan, visited 

recently the refugee camps in India and also Bangladesh. He reiterated his earlier 

stand that any political solution in East Bengal must reflect the wishes of the people 

expressed in the last December election. 

 

 Mr. Ignatieff emphasized the need of a massive relief for the refugees in India 

which he called 'a crisis inside a crisis'. 
 

 Mr. Smith gave his eye-witness accounts of the difficult situations the refugees are 
passing through. A documentary film which Mr. Smith took was also shown. 

 

California: Joan Baez benefit Concert 

 
 Famous folk singer Joan Baez gave a concert on July 24 at the Stanford University 

campus for the benefit of the 7 million refugees of Bangladesh, The concert was 

attended by over 12,000 persons from San Francisco Bay area. It was organized by 

Mrs. Ranu Basu and others from the Stanford India Association. The members of the 

American League for Bangladesh, the peoples Union and the Institute for the Study of 

Nonviolence helped tremendously in publicizing and staging the concert. 

 

 At the concert, members of American League for Bangladesh and of the Stanford 

India Student Association distributed over 8.000 leaflets which exposed the U. S. 

complicity in the genocide in Bangladesh. The leaflet pointed out recent U. S. 

shipment of arms to the brutal Pakistan Military Junta and the Administration's 

declared policy of continuing to do so. Mrs. Joan Baez Harris condemned the 

Administration's immoral and shameful policy and asked the 12,000 member 

audience to sign a petition which urged the U. S. Government to stop all aid to the 
repressive regime in Islamabad. Several thousand of audience signed the petition. 
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New York Friends of East Bengal 

 

 The Friends of East Bengal (New York) held a mass rally in New York on August 

14 in co-operation with the Bangladesh League of America. About 500 people 

participated in the rally that took place at the UN Plaza from mid-day to about 3 P.M. 

The rally was addressed by Dr. Alamgir of the Bangladesh League. Dr. Iqbal Ahmad 

and Ejaj Ahmad two noted scholars from W. Pakistan, and by Mr. S. J. Avery of the 
Quaker project. 

 
 The speeches were followed by several small workshops on the Bangladesh crisis. 

 
 An eighty page booklet containing a historical summary of Pak-Bangladesh 

conflict since 1947 put together by the Friends of East Bengal was distributed at the 
rally together with many other pamphlets. The address of the Friends of East Bengal 

(New York) is: 13 E. 17
th

 St. 6
th

 Floor, N.Y., N.Y. Phone (212) 741-0750. 

 

    *   *   * 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 

 1. We are enclosing the Bangladesh Emergency Welfare Appeal brochure with 

this newsletter as a specimen copy. Please let us know how many you want to 

distribute to prospective donors in your area. 

 

 2. Those of you who have requested us for the “Why Bangladesh” booklet, please 

allow us another week before we can mail them to you. 

 
 3. Please send us a report of your group activities for publication in our newsletter 

Send us paper clippings too from your local newspapers. 
 

 4. We have reprinted a large number of bumper-stickers: “Stop Pakistan Genocide 
in Bangladesh.” We will supply them to Bangladesh groups at cost. 

 

BANGLADESH POSTAGE STAMPS 

 

 A set of eight postage stamps has been issued by the Bangladesh Postal 

Department. The inauguration of the Entire set of Bangladesh stamps are available at 

a cost of $ 2.64 from Inter-Governmental Philatelic Corp. P.O. Box. 259, Cedarhurst, 

N.Y. 11516. Bangladesh groups are encouraged to use these stamps for fund raising 

purposes. 
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WEEK-LONG DEMONSTRATION 

AGAINST WORLD AIR WAYS 

 

 Members of the Chicago Friends of East Bengal organized a weeklong 

demonstration beginning on August 24 against World Airways, Inc. Demonstrators 

gathered everyday outside the Equitable Building in downtown Chicago carrying 

signs protesting the lease of two Boeing 707s to Pakistan for ferrying troops from 

West Pakistan to Bangladesh. 

 

 PIA, Pakistan’s official flag carrier, has seven of its own Boeing 707s. The two 

leased from the World Airways have been added to the fleet. PIA is paying the 

Oakland, Calif.. based World Airways 170,000 dollars a month for the two leased 

planes. 

 

 Demonstrators were throwing a large number of a paper planes "carrying tanks 

and troops" to draw the attention of the public to the collaboration of the airline in the 
massacre that is being perpetrated in Bangladesh, Roadside lectures by the 

demonstrators were attended by large group of sympathetic listener's every day. 
 

 To reenact the heaps of dead bodies floating through the rivers in Bangladesh the 
demonstrators put a number of human body shaped balloons bathed in red dye in the 

water. 
 

 Dick Murray and William Hogan, two organizers of the demonstration, were 

arrested on Monday (Aug. 30) on charges of polluting the water. 

 

 Demonstration ended on August 31. Chicago newspapers and television gave 

detailed coverage to the demonstration. 

 

DEFENSE LEAGUE MEETING 

 
 A meeting of the Bangladesh Defense League will be held in Chicago on 

Saturday, September 11 to review the activities of the League and adopt a 

comprehensive program for all. All are encouraged to attend. For details call (312) 

288-0728. 
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NEWS FROM BANGLADESH GROUPS 

Colorado 
 

 Dr. M. Sher Ali, president of Bangladesh League of America, Colorado, reports: 
 

 A booth was set up in the Blue Room Mall of Cinderella City, the largest 

shopping center in the mid-west on August 14. 
 

 On August 21 a variety show was staged to raise funds. 
 

 On August 31 Ambassador Siddiqui and Mr. M. A. Muhit addressed a largely 

attended press conference in Denver, Local radios, newspapers gave extensive 

coverage of the press conference. The ambassador met state political leaders and 

appraised the Bangladesh situation. 
 

Indiana-Ohio 
 

 Representative of various Bangladesh groups and Friends of East Bengal attended 

a meeting of the Bangladesh Association of Midwest on September 18 to hear a 

firsthand report from Dr. Aminul Islam who has just returned after a six-week tour of 

duty with the Bangladesh government. Dr. Islam worked closely with the Mukti 

Bahini and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Persons or groups interested to know 
more about the current situation may contact Dr. Islam (1271) Mt. Vernon Ave., 

Dayton, Ohio (45405). 
 

Urbana, IL 
 

 An international film festival has been organized in aid of the children of 

Bangladesh in the University of Illinois campus. Seven feature films from seven 
different countries will be shown September 20 through 26. 
 

Tennessee 
 

 President and several members of the Bangladesh League of America, Tenn. 

Attended the meeting of the Bangladesh Defense League in Chicago and expressed 

their desire to co-ordinate their activities with Defense League. A member will soon 

be nominated from Tenn. to join the Board of Directors of the Defense League. 
 

Toronto 
 

 A benefit presentation of Satyajit Ray's "Dui Kanya" was organized on August 26. 

There were four showings of the movie. Entire proceeds from the presentation was 

donated to Oxfam of Canada. 
 

 Another charity performance has been arranged for September 17. An evening of 

music and dances at Eatons Auditorium will be highlighted by the performances of 
playback singer Suman Kalyanpur and party. Proceeds will go to Oxfam. 
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PLEASE NOTE 

 1. With the opening of the college and universities we expect requests for speakers 
to speak on Bangladesh from various campuses. On behalf of Bangladesh Defense 

League Dr. J. Bhattacharjee will maintain a list of speakers and organize all lecture 

assignments for various parts of the country. Those who are interested to be included 

in the speaker's pool and those who need their service please contact: 

 

Dr. Jnanendra K. Bhattacharjee. 

Dept. of Microbiology 

Miami Univ., Oxford, Ohio 45056 

(513) 529-4727 

 

 Dr. Bhattacharjee will also supply information and provide assistance in 

organizing benefit performance for your locality. 

 

 Along with the 7
th

 issue of the Bangladesh Newsletter we have mailed a specimen 
brochure prepared for fund raising by the Bangladesh Emergency Welfare Appeal. 

We requested all interested persons and groups to feel free to ask for required number 
of brochures to raise funds. We would be happy to supply these brochures on request. 

 
 3. A large supply of information materials has just been produced by the Defense 

League. Let us know if you would like to make use of some of them. 
 

 4. Bangladesh Mission in Washington, D.C. is publishing a weekly newsletter. If 

you are not getting it write to: 

 

Bangladesh Mission 

1223 Conference. Ave. NW 

Fourth Floor, Washington DC 20036. 

 

 5. Friends of East Bengal, Nashville, TN, is offering to help setting up Bangladesh 
Information Desks in school campuses. They will supply literature (you pay only 

mailing cost) and advise you on how to go about setting up desks. Contact: 

 

Friends of East Bengal 

Box 42, Sta B 

Vanderbilt Univ. 

Nashville, TN 37203 
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ANNOUNCEMENT 

 

 

 Members of medical profession have a special role to play in the freedom struggle 

of Bangladesh. Doctors in the United Kingdom have already organized themselves to 

provide medical assistance to the Mukti Bahini and the refugees. A similar move in 

North America has been initiated by the Bangladesh Defense League. All doctors are 
requested to contact Dr. Zillur Rahman Athar immediately for further communication 

at the following address: 
 

Zillur Rahman Athar M. D. 
808 Hillwood Bivd. 

Nashville, TN 37209 
Ph: (615) 356-3912 

 

*         *   * 

 

 …Write to us giving your views comments and suggestions. Keep us informed of 

your programs. Send us addresses of persons interested in our liberation war. We’ll 

send them the Newsletter and other literature. 

 

-Editor 
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Editorial 
 

YAHYA AS HOUSE OF WAX 
 

 If wax figures could run nations, colonialism would have been a thriving business. 

Veteran colonial powers possessed no less skill and finesse in manufacturing native 

'leaders' in their backyards than does General Yahya. History is replete with examples 

how these homemade 'leaders' along with their elaborate regal paraphernalia crumbled 

into bits and pieces in less trying situation than that exists today in Bangladesh. But, 

probably colonial minds work in a way that History cannot cure. 

 

 Yahya's backyard factory is working overtime to put up a grand wax museum of 

our time. A 'governor' a handy set of 'cabinet member' even a full line of 

assemblymen! Parody is the name of game. A very ambitious parody at that. The 

General does not plan to stop until he has put in a pre-fabricated 'constitution' as the 

center-piece of the show. 

 

 Nations around the world are watching the Pakistani military junta at their 

endeavour and are perhaps a little amused at their desperation. But the people of 

Bangladesh have very little to feel amused about. As the grand show of 'Change' 
unfurles on the show-window for the world amusement, skulls and bones pile up at 

yet faster ate behind the velvet screen. Life is becoming more and more insecure in 
occupied Bangladesh. Elsewhere on these pages we have reports describing 

continuation and intensification of savagery of the Pakistani occupation army while 
military chieftains are sweet-talking to the world to keep the US senators calm and the 

United Nations General Assembly hopefull. 
 

 Since History cannot cure the peculiar workings of the colonial minds, it has 

developed its own way of dealing with them. It crushes them under its wheels. People 

of Bangladesh determined to turn these wheels of history faster. 

 

*         *   * 

 

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

 Saxbe-Church Amendment to the Foreign Assistance Bill is expected to be 

reported out of the Committee on Foreign Relations very soon. It will be ready for 
floor action by the third week of October. 

 
 Generate as many letters and telegrams to your senators as you can. Persuade your 

friends to write to their senators immediately. Better still, if you can, come to 
Washington D.C. to personally lobby in the senate. We are requesting each of our 

readers to organize lobbying contact Bangladesh Information Center, 418 Seward Sq. 
SE. Apt 4, Washington D. C. 20003 (Ph. (202) 547 3194). 
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DEATH AND TERROR REIGN 

IN OCCUPIED BANGLADESH 
 

 A higly placed citizen of Bangladesh who just fled the country attended the 

Bangladesh defense League meeting in Chicago on September 25. He gave a report 
on the current situation. For, fear army reprisal on the members of his family he left 

behind, he wishes not to be identified by name. 
 

 Dacca is a city of death and terror, he reports, and so is the rest of occupied 

Bangladesh. Nobody ventures to go out of their houses after sunset. If you go out, 

chances are that you may not return. Even for people who do not indulge in such risky 

enterprises-life is not quite guaranteed. Some of them, for no reason, disappear. You 

never hear from them again. 
 

 Offices and schools in Dacca are open, but ‘functioning’ hardly is a word to 

describe them. Bengali officers, high or low, are not trusted. They are relegated to 

positions of clerks while the army personnel keep the decision-making to themselves. 
 

 Attendance in Dacca University is below 5 percent. When the University opened 

for the first time only 32 Students attended out of Six thousand. Attendance has now 

increased to the present level after continuous campaign of reprisal against the 

parents. In Rajshahi University attendance, it still below 3 percent of total Majority of 

the students attending classes are non-Bengalis. 
 

 Out of 94,000 students who were scheduled to appear in the high schools 

graduation examination about 3500 appeared. Again, the bulk of them are non-
Bengalis. 
 

 Bengali youths are prime suspect. Harassment and physical torture of the youth is 

common place of experience. Cities are gradually becoming the prison of the middle 

aged. 
 

 Atrocity stories proliferate, each competing with every other in terms or savagery. 

An eyewitness described bow a Bengali Wing-Commander of Pakistan Air Force was 

kept in his detention cell with legs tied to the ceiling. After 66 days of ceaseless 

torture he succumbed to death. 
 

 About 300 women prisoners in Dacca military Cantonment are not allowed to 

wear clothes because some of them have committed suicide by converting their saries 

into hanging ropes. 
 

 Rightist organizations like Muslim League and Jamat-e-Islami have been 

activated to recruit Razakars (vigilante group) Razakars are regularly sent out to loot 

and burn 
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villages at night. Later Government press releases condemn these activities by 

throwing the responsibility to the Mukti Bahini. 

 

 In the cities poor rickshaw drivers are forced into joining the Razakars. They are 

denied their driver’s permit unless they have served with the Razakars for a period. 

 

 Relatives of Mukti Bahini fighters are singled out regularly for wholesale reprisal, 
Guerrilla prisoners are sometimes released and sent back to their camps to collect 

information while Pakistan army holds their families as hostages. 
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NEWS IN BRIEF 

 

Saskatchewan, Canada 

 

 Chancellor of the University of Saskatchewan declared September 30 as the 

Bangladesh Day. Bangladesh Association of Saskatchewan organized elaborate day-

long program for the observance of the day. The campus community demonstrated its 

support for the Bangladesh cause by participating in all the programs. 

 

Carbondale, Illinois 
 

 Annual conference of the Carbondale Peace Committee will be held on October 

22, 23. Estimated 500 students will participate in the conference. The discussion of 
the situation in Bangladesh will be one of the major items on the conference agenda. 

Bangladesh Defense League representative will attend the conference and conduct a 

teach-in. Athens, Georgia  
 

 Bangladesh Defense League has been formed here. The League has launched a 
campaign to encourage US citizens to write to their representatives. Already 10,000 

leaflets have been distributed. 
 

Minneapolis, Minnesot 
 

 Bangladesh Crisis Committee has been formed in the University or Minnesot. The 

Committee has been sponsored by the faculty members of the university. On 

September 30 the Committee organized a public meeting to educate the people about 

the situation in Bangladesh. On October 2 a rummage sale was conducted by the 

members of the Committee to raise funds for Bangladesh relief. 

 

Madison, Wis 
 

 Young World for Development, an organization of high school students, with 

chapters all over the US, organized marches throughout the country to collect funds 

for various causes. A marcher collects a dime from a sponsor for each mile he/she 

walks. This year Madison chapter of YWD will collect money for bb by marching on 

October 17. Bangladesh Defense League representative will speak to various Madison 

area schools for two weeks to acquaint the participants with the Bangladesh situation. 
 

 Unless you help Millions will die of Starvation. Send your contribution to 
Bangladesh emergency Welfare Appeal. 

 
30, W. Monroe Street (5th floor) 

Chicago, II 60603. 
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UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS 

ARRESTED, DISMISSED 

 

 The true face of Yahya's 'general amnesty' is emerging from under the sheep's skin 

with its unmistakably familiar features. A so-called screening procedure has been 

imposed on the faculty members of the Dacca University. After the preliminary 

screening the following faculty members have recently been arrested: 

 

1. Prof. Ahsanul Huq 

Department of English 

Secretary of the Dacca University Teacher’s 

Association. 
 

2. Prof. K. M. Saaduddin 

Department of Sociology 

Secretary, Dacca University Club 
 

3. Prof. Rafiqul Islam 

Department of Bengali 
 

4. Prof. Shahidullah 
Department of mathematics 
 

5. Prof. Abul Khair 

Department of History 
 

 The following faculty members have been dismissed: 
 

 1. Prof. A.B.M. Habibullah 

  Head of the Dept. of Islamic History 
 

2. Prof. Enamul Huq 

Professor Emeritus 
 

3. Prof. M. Moniruzzaman 

Dept. of Bengali 

 

 The following faculty members have been served with warning notices: 
 

1. Prof. Munir Chowdhury 

Head of the Dept. of Bengali 
 

2. Prof. Nilima Ebrahim 

Dept. of Bengali 
 

3. Prof. Serajul Islam Chowdhury 
Dept. of English 
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TEN DAYS IN PIPE-CITY 

 Lafayette Park in Washington D.C. has got an opportunity to experience a mock-
up of the greatest misery of our country. A miniature refugee city has sprung up in the 

Park to offer the citizens of Washington a closer view of the refugee camps in India. 

Organized by the Philadelphia Friends of East Bengal and supported by a number of 

Bangladesh groups in the region, a series of drainpipe shelters have been set up for a 

period of ten days beginning from October 14. This dramatization of the refugee 

situation has attracted the attention of the public and the press in Washington. Scores 

of volunteers from New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Boston have arrived in 

Washington to join the participants in this ten-day program. 

 

 The program includes a march to the Pakistan Embassy on Saturday (Oct 16), a 

religious memorial service on Sunday and a mass lobbying in the Senate on Monday. 

 

 This ten-day "refugee camp" is run by "camp director" Dick Taylor who 

organized the "naval blockade" of the arms carrying Pakistani ship PADMA. Dick 
Taylor is assisted by David Hartsough and Bill Moyer. 

 
MORE DIPLOMATS DECLARE 

ALLEGIANCE TO BANGLADESH 
 

 By the end of the second week of October a total of 114 diplomats all over the 
world have severed their relationship with the Yahya regime and declared allegiance 

to the Government of Bangladesh. Among the diplomats who recently joined the 

liberation struggle of Bangladesh are: Pakistani ambassador to Argentina Mr. Abdul 

Momin, Political Counselor to the Pakistani High Commissioner to the U.K. Mr. 

M.M. Rezaul Karim, Minister-Counselor in the Pakistan High Commission in New 

Delhi Mr. Humayun Rashed Chowdhury, Mr. Latif in Beirut, Mr. Abdul Karim 

Mondal in Madrid, Mr. Nayebul Huda in Belgium and Mr. Mustafizur Rahman, First 

Secretary of the Pakistan Embassy in Nepal. 

 
NEWS IN BRIEF 

 

Michigan 

 

 A large rally was held in front of the Ann Arbor City Hall in support of the 

Bangladesh Liberation struggle. Among the demonstrators more than one hundred 

participants carried placards demanding the complete embargo on US arm shipment 

and economic aid. 
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 A Teach-in was held in the University of Michigan on Bangladesh at the 

conclusion of the rally. Prof. Rhode Murphy, Director of the Chinese Study Center, 

Mayor Harris. Prof. R. C. Porter, Prof. of Economics, Prof. Rod Huber, Mr. 

Mozammel Huq, Mr. Rashidur Reza Farooqui spoke in the Tech-In. 

 

 Governor Milikan of Michigan has declared a Bangladesh Day to be observed 

throughout the state of Michigan. 
 

 University of Michigan has invited Senator Kennedy to speak on Bangladesh 
situation. 

 
 A Faculty Committee has been formed in the University of Michigan under the 

Presidentship of Prof. Howard Schuman. Chairman of the Department of Sociology, 
to provide assistance to the educators of Bangladesh who have been forced to take 

refuge in India. 

 

MADISON MARCH FOR BANGLADESH 

 

 The secretary of the Bangladesh Defense League visited Madison Wise on 

October 7 & 8 and addressed the local high school students in connection with the 

Walk for Development project that is scheduled to take place in Madison on Sunday, 

October 17, 1971. This year the group has taken Bangladesh as a foreign project and 

would contribute a part of the funds raised to the Bangladesh Emergency Welfare 

Appeal Last year they raised around $85,000. This year the proceeds are estimated to 

be over $100,000. 

 

 An important aspect of the walk is the education of the local public on the differed 
projects for which the walk is undertaken. In this connection talks are arranged in 

every high school, college and university of the area, week-long radio and TV shows 
are sponsored. 
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BANGLADESH ACTIVITIES AROUND THE STATES 

 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 
 

 Friends of Bangladesh, an organization comprised mostly of the faculty members 

of the University of Michigan, has sponsored a day of fast in all the dormitories of the 

university to be observed on November 6. 71. Prof. Rodrick Huber and Miss Deborah 

Bernhardt are organizing the program to raise funds for the Bangladesh relief. 

 

 On October 28, during the Homecoming celebrations Friends of Bangladesh 

sponsored a Bangladesh Float depicting the death, destruction and brutality brought 

over to Bangladesh by the Pakistan occupation army. Prof. Peter Hook and Miss 

Snehalata Deksheet designed the float which dramatized the man-made disaster and 

the role the US is playing in it. 

 

 Dr. A. R. Mallick, President of the Chittagong University and Dr. Ashabul Huq, 
member of the provincial assembly (both are members of the Bangladesh delegation 

to the United Nations) addressed a public meeting in East Lansing and appeared on 
the local TV program on October 26, 71. 

 
 They addressed a meeting of the faculty members and concerned public in Ann 

Arbor the following day. 
 

Grand Rapids, Michigan 
 

 International League for Peace and Freedom and the YWCA Peace Task Force 
jointly sponsored a Teach-In on Bangladesh on October 11, 71 at the Central YWCA. 

Mr. Muzammel Huq, president of the Bangladesh Association of the University of 

Michigan was invited to speak in the Teach-in. At the conclusion of the Teach-in a 

Bangladesh Committee under the Presidentship of Mrs. Janet Mair was formed to 

organize activities to educate the local citizens on the situation in Bangladesh and 

sponsor relief drive. Mr. Huq also addressed the students at the grand Valley State 

College. 

 

Bangladesh Association of Mid-West  
 

 Bangladesh Association of Mid-West informs that representatives of the 
organizations are keeping a continuous vigil, on the Capital Hill Washington, D.C. 

They, along with the representatives from the Friends of East Bengal, Columbus, 
Ohio, also participated in the Bangladesh Rally in Washington. 

 
 The Association in touch with Bangladesh campaigns now underway various 

campus communities including Purdue, Ohio State, Miami-Western, Akron, Case- 
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Western and Florida State, Campaign includes teach-in, distribution of literature, 

display in the University Center and fund raising. 

 

 The Association has sent a large consignment of winter clothes to the Bangladesh 

refugees. 

 

Bangladesh Defense League  

 

 Bangladesh representatives to the United Nations, Dr. A. R. Mallick and Dr. 
Ashabul Huq attended the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Bangladesh 

Defense League on October 23, 71 and briefed the meeting on the current political 
and military situation in Bangladesh. 

 

Fast a day to save a People  

 

 On Wednesday, November 3, student in many high schools and colleges 

throughout the USA will go hungry. Their lunch money, snack change whatever they 

might normally spend to feed themselves, will go instead to feed the hungry millions 

in the refugee camps of West Bengal. The project called November 3 Fast to Save a 

People is co-sponsored by a variety of organizations. All funds collected will be 

channeled through Oxfam-America, Inc. 

 

 Three thousand colleges and 30,000 high schools may participate in this project. 

Governors of Rhode Island and Arakans have proclaimed. November 3 as East 

Pakistan Refugee Day in their states. 

 

Miss World Airways marries Spectre of Death 

 

 Friends of East Bengal, Chicago, continue their campaign against the World 
Airways which leased two Bowing 707 airplanes to the military junta of Pakistan 

facilitate their transport of men and arms to occupied Bangladesh. On October 21 the 
Friends organized a ‘Wedding Ceremony” joining ‘Miss World Airways’ with the 

SPECTRE OF DEATH. The wedding took place in front of the Equitable Building 
which houses the office of the World Airways. The wedding was attended by a large 

number of Chicago citizens. 

 

Joan Baez Sings For Bangladesh 

 

 Ann Arbor, October 24: Twenty thousand listeners listened Joan Baez as she 

sang for two hours at Crisler Arena. Joan punctuated her singing with acerbic remarks 

thrust at the Nixon administration and establishment politics in general. Some of last 

night’s most moving moments resulted from original political works such as 

Bangladesh. 

 

"When the sun sinks in the West 

Die a million people of Bangladesh." 
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 She appealed to the audience to help the Bangladesh refugees in every way they 

can and support the Bangladesh cause. 

 

Ravi Shankar Gives Benefit Performance 

 

 Iwoa Bengal Relief Committee of Iowa City organized a benefit performance by 

Ustad Ravi Shankar, the well-known satirist, on October 21, 1971. Prior to the 
performance a massive publicity campaign was undertaken by the committee to 

acquaint the citizens of Iowa City the magnitudes of human disaster that has befallen 
on the people of Bangladesh and the events leading to this disaster. 

 
PLEASE NOTE 

 
 1. Mukti Bahini require large supplies of winter clothes, medicines, tents, and 

blanket. From your individual efforts in your local community you’ll be amazed how 

much of them you can collect, if you have an organization, all the better. Initiate the 

drive today. For arrangement for FREE AIR TRANSPORTATION to the Mukti Bahini. 

 

Contact: 

 Dr. Muhammad Yunus 

 500 Paragon Mills Rd. Apt. B-7 

 Nashville, TN 37211 

 Phone: (615) 833-3064 

 

 2. Doctors can easily collect medicines by writing to the pharmaceutical 

companies and also urging their colleagues to donate the sample medicines. Doctors 

in Nashville already sent 90 cartons of medicines to the Mukti Bahini hospitals. YOU 
can do it too. For Free air transportation note the above address. 

 
 3. We have received a number of letters from our readers expressing their desire 

to contribute to the Bangladesh Newsletter by way of subscription. We sincerely 
appreciate your support to the Newsletter. We are not accepting any contribution 

separately for the Newsletter. But we strongly urge readers to contribute generously to 
the Bangladesh Defense League to support its program and activities. Won’t you send 

us a monthly/on time contribution? 
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BANGLADESH REFUGEE CAMP 

AT THE UNITED NATIONS 

 

 New York: A refugee camp made of sewer pipes was set up at Hammarskjold 

Plaza in front of the United Nations Building on the first November to dramatize the 

conditions of Bengali refugees in India. The camp, organized by the Bangladesh 

Action Coalition, to simulate the conditions of refugee camps in India which house an 

estimated ten million Bengalis who have fled from the rapacious Pakistani occupation 

army in Bangladesh, continued its existence for one week. 

 

 Volunteers lived in the camp for the entire week, subsisting on rice and dahl 

(pulse), the refugee ration at the Indian camps. According to the organizers of the UN 

refugee camp the inmates of the camp were not threatened with death by cholera, 

typhoid and above all, a brutal army unlike their less fortunate counterparts, but they 

attempted to point out to the well-fed and comfortably clothed diplomats at the United 

Nations the harsh realities of Bangladesh. Igal Roodenko, the chairman of the 

Bangladesh Action Coalition said, "The camp was a protest against the inexcusable 

inaction and mute complicity of the world community during the past seven months 

when an entire people has been subjected to the most barbarous genocide." The camp 
was also "a protest against the arms aid and economic assistance which the US 

government has continued to give to the Pakistani military regime. Ignoring the 
obvious nature of the conflict in Bangladesh, where a democracy is pitted against the 

most reactionary of dictatorships, the US government continues to control and 
manipulate international relief efforts in a way that has only increased oppression." 

 
 Roodenko pointed out that all United Nations relief aid is being sent through the 

military regime of West Pakistan and that UN official admit to the diversion of past 

aid for military purposes. 

 

 Sponsoring groups in the Coalition include Americans for Bangladesh, 

Bangladesh League of America, Save East Bengal Committee, War Resistors League, 

Quaker Social Action Program, The Catholic Peace Fellowship and more than a 

dozen other groups of concerned citizens. 

 

 Poets Allen Ginsberg and W. S. Morwin participated in the poetry reading session 

of the week-long program. The program also included relief fast, memorial service, 

peace march along the sixth avenue and a protest march to the Pakistani consulate. 

 

BANGLADESH ACTIVITIES IN EAST LANSING  
 

 Lansing Area Committee for emergency Refugee Fund has been formed to raise 

money for helping the refugees. A target of $100,000 has been fixed. The collection 
drive is in progress. 
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 A booth was set up by the Bangladesh Association during MSU registration for 

three days. Literatures on Bangladesh were distributed and 'Joi Bangla' buttons were 

sold. An educational campaign on Bangladesh was also launched by the association in 

various churches and schools. A public meeting was organized at the Union Building, 

Michigan State University, which was addressed by Dr. A. R. Mallick and Dr. 

Ashabul Huq. The members of the United Nations delegation from Bangladesh. The 

visit of the Bangladesh delegates to East Lansing was highlighted by a series of radio 
and TV interviews and panel discussions and a press conference. 

 
FRENCH COMMITTEE 

FOR BANGLADESH 
 

 French Committee of Solidarity with Bangladesh has recently been formed in 
France. It encompasses political activities and citizens of all political shades. It has 

published a statement asking the Government to place an immediate and total 

embargo on the delivery of all arms, military material helicopters, and submarines-as 

well as spare parts-for which contracts had been signed before the Pakistani invasion 

of Bangladesh. The committee pointedly drew attention to a statement by General 

Yahya Khan in which he thanked the French Government for the military equipment 

supplied to his country. 
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BANGLADESH CONFERENCE IN WASHINGTON 

 
 A national conference, under the title "Consultation on the American Response 

to events in East Pakistan" was held's in Washington D.C. from November 10-18. The 

conference organized primarily by the representatives of church groups (including the 

National council of Churches, the Friends and the Unitarian Universalist Association) 

attracted about 100 interested public figures from many parts of the US and Canada. 

 

 The lead speech was given by Senator Kennedy. In his brief address Kennedy 

criticized the US policy and decried the terror which has resulted in the daily deaths 

of 4300 children (Kennedy's figure) in the refugee camps in India. 

 

 Another important address was delivered by Prof. Edward Dimok, Director of 

the South Asia Language and Area Center, University of Chicago, (Copies of Prof. 

dimock’s scholarly address are available at the Bangladesh Information Center, 423 

5
th

 Street SE, Washington D.C. 20003). 
 

 State Department Director for Pakistan and Afghanistan Bruce Laingen spoke 
extensively on US Policy but failed to provide any convincing defense for the 

administration policy. He gave strong assurances that they US embassy in West 
Pakistan has convincing reasons to believe that Mujib remains alive. 

 
 Mr. Mujahid Hussain, First Secretary of the Embassy of Pakistan, was scheduled 

to speak at the conference but after arriving in the hall he abruptly walked out after 

noticing the name of Mr. S.A. M.S. Kibria of the Bangladesh Mission on the program. 

(Pakistan Embassy later issued a condemnation of the conference.) 

 

 Mr. Enayet Karim addressed the conference on behalf of Bangladesh, following 

an address by Mr. Maharajakrishna Rasgotra, Minister for Political Affairs, Embassy 

of India. 

 
 Rep. Peter Frelinghuysen, who recently returned from a tour of the refugee camps 

in India and the war-stricken areas of Bangladesh, made the final presentation of the 

conference. 

 

 The conference, which was presided over by Dr. Homer Jack, Secretary General 

of the World conference of Religion for peace, was co-sponsored by Harry Apple 

white, Director for International Relations, Council for Christian Social Action, 

United Church of Christ; Robert Jones, Executive Director, Washington Office, 

Unitarian Universalist Association; Dr. Allan Parrent, Department of International 

Affairs, National Council of churches; Edward Snyder, Friends Committee on 

National Legislation. 
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A LETTER FORM 

BANGLADESH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 

 

 The following letter, dated November 4, 1971, has been addressed to all doctors 

by the general secretary of the Bangladesh medical Association, U.K. (9A Wotton 

Road, London NW2. UK) after his return from Bangladesh: 

 

Dear Colleague: 
 

 Conditions are very bad. There is a great shortage of drugs and warm clothing. In 

September the Commander-in-Chief visited the Hospital, and in October we had a 

visit from the Acting President and Prime Minister of Bangladesh. A letter from the 

C-in-C to our President is enclosed. The C-in-C has endorsed our plan to set up 3 

more hospitals, and even requested that we set up no more instead. The sooner we are 

able to do this, the greater will be our contribution to the fight for our country. 
 

 During the last two months we have given: 

 -medical and other help to the Mukti Bahini 

 -medical supplies (5,000 lbs. drugs etc.) 

 -clothing (2000 lbs.) 

 

 We urgently request your help on the following projects: 

 1. Dr. Mobin has been doing a tremendous job in establishing the first Bangladesh 

Hospital. He has been working there for almost six months. He must soon be 

replaced. We urge you to give three months time to serve in our Hospital. Contact us 

as soon as possible if you are willing to undertake this vitally needed work. 
 

 2. Please try to give us 10% of your salary. This can be easily arranged by bankers 

order. 

 

 3. As to drugs. Contact your local GPs and ask for donations of the free samples 

they receive regularly. Aspirins, cough mixtures antibiotics, tetanus toxoid, and anti 

materials-all are needed. 
 

 4. The response to our appeal for clothing has been moderate. If the Mukti Bahini 

are not to die of cold, they must have the basic necessities. These can easily be 

supplied from the UK. Knitted woolen squares, joined together, make very good 
blankets. Please help us with this. 
 

 5. Our mailing list does not include all the Bangladesh doctors in the UK and 
abroad. We would like to have complete support. Please make a personal effort to find 

out the names of doctors not already in the Bangladesh Medical Association and send 

them to us. We would also appreciate your notifying us immediately of changes in 

address. 
 

 Yesterday I received a letter from Bangladesh giving news of the Liberation 
Army. The Mukti Bahini has captured Chhatak and the Pakistan army has been forced 

to retreat to Sunamganj. Below is a confidential report of the Combined Military 
Hospital in Dacca giving details of casualties sustained by the Pakistani forces until 

July. 
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 Combined Military Hospital, Dacca, Casualties up to 26.7.71. 

 Total no. dead soldiers brought to hospital 7,493 

 Total no. soldiers fatally wounded 5,643 

 Total no. soldiers wounded 4,830 

 Total no. soldiers dead from snake bite 147 

 Mentally disabled soldiers subsequently transferred elsewhere 246 

 
  18,359 

  
 We have been very active in arousing interest in the British community in our 

projects, and may establish a medical aid committee along the lines of "Medical Aid 
to Vietnam." We will try to be in touch with you every 4-6 weeks. 

 
 It is essential that Bengalis not directly involved in the Liberation Struggle help in 

their individual capacities. Without physicians and drugs our fighters cannot survive. 

We can and must help them. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

A T M Zafrullah Chowdhury 

General Secretary 

 

A LETTER FROM THE MUKTI BAHINI 

COMMANDER –in-CHIEF TO THE PRESIDENT 

OF BANGLADESH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 

 

 

To 
Dr. A. H. S. Rahman 

President, 
Bangladesh Medical Association 

 
Dear Dr. Rahman                      October 13, 1971 

 
 I am taking the opportunity of Dr. Zafrullah Chowdhury's temporary return to UK, 

to write and thank you and, through you, the Bangladesh medical Association for 

making Drs. Zafrullah and Mabin available to organize hospitals in the field for the 

medical equipment and medicines. So far they have organized one hospital in the field 

which I was very impressed with. It promises to be a good hospital even though 

accommodated in bamboo huts. 

 

 I need hardly to add that we look forward to your sustained interest and efforts in 

providing us with medical facilities and equipment which I have no doubt will be 

properly utilized, under Dr. Zafrullah's dedicated care. 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

M. A.G. Osmany 
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PARTICIPATE IN THE LIBERATION STRUGGLE 

HELP MUKTI BAHINI 

 

 If you are a doctor, Mukti Bahini need your experience and skill. You can serve 

in the Mukti Bahini hospitals for three months. Dr. Zillur Rahman Athar M.D. (808 

Hillwood Blvd., Nashville, TN 37209, Phone (615) 356-3912) is co-ordinating the 

medical efforts in North America and maintaining liason with the Bangladesh 
Medical Association in England. Write to him to facilitate the preparation of a 

rotating roster of doctors available for Mukti Bahini hospitals. You may also establish 
direct contact with the Medical Association in England (9A Wotton Road, London, 

NW2, U.K.) 
 

 Please send medicines, winter clothes and cash to Mukti Bahini. For information 
regarding free air transportation of medicines and the channels to send money to 

Mukti Bahini contact Dr. Muhammad Yunus (500 Paragon Mills B-7, Nashville, TN 

37211, Phone (615) 833-3064). 
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BANGLADESH ACTIVITIES AROUND THE U.S. 

 

San Francisco Bay Area 

 

 Dr. A. R. Mallick and Dr. A. Hoque, members of the Bangladesh delegation to 

too UN. Spoke to a gathering of approximately 250 students and faculty of Stanford 

University on Nov. 2. The American League for Bangladesh organized an elaborate 

publicity campaign for the rally in the community and on campus. The Stanford Daily 

and the local Palo Alto Times gave good coverage of the event. Immediately 

preceding the rally the visitors addressed a group of local newsmen. In the news 

conference the visitors explained the nature of the liberation struggle in Bangladesh. 

repeatedly they stressed the fact that the 75 million people of Bangladesh are fighting 

to be free from an enemy whose nature is fascist and whose tactics are medieval. The 

rally was opened by Joan Baez's song on Bangladesh followed by opening remarks by 

the poor and populous country in South Asia became the victim of Mr. Nixon's 

generation of peace. 
 

 In his opening speech, Dr. Mallick dealt with the background of the genocidal 
war in Bangladesh. He told the rally that the 75 million Bangalis of Bangladesh are 

fighting a true and genuine liberation struggle. Their struggle is for life against death. 
He exposed the brutal and medieval character of the Pakistani regime. The enemy is 

waging a war for the extermination of a people. 
 

 Following Dr. Mallick, Dr. Hoque spoke to the assembly. He gave an 

eyewitness account of his experiences and told the rally that despite heavy odds, the 

liberation struggle is forging ahead and the victory of the Mukti Bahini, Bangladesh 

people’s army, is inevitable. At the end of the rally Mrs. Hubert Marshall, spokesman 

for the Stanford Women for Peace, made a scathing attack on the Nixon 

administration for its complicity in the genocide in Bangladesh. 

 

 In addition to Stanford campus the visitors also spoke in U.C. Berkeley and 
Santa Cruz. They appealed to the citizens to help stop all aid to the repressive and 

brutal regime in Pakistan. 

 

Santa Cruz, California: 
 

 At a meeting of the students and faculty of the University of California at Santa 

Cruz on November 10, it was decided to organize a campus group, called "Friends of 

Bangladesh," with Chris Maier and Evelyn League as coordinators and Professor 

Dilip Basu as advisor. The group intends to educate the campus and local 

communities on the Bangladesh issue, through leafleting, lectures, teach-in, film-

shows etc. Students were  
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urged to mail some pertinent literature to their parents, asking them to contribute 

toward refugee relief and write to their congressmen and senators. Two hundred and 

fifty students signed up to fast on November 18 as a gesture of solidarity with 

Bangladesh and contribute their meal tickets to refugee relief. 

 

East Lansing, Michigan 
 

 Arrangements are in progress for fast on December 1, 1971, in 16 Dormitories, 20 
sororities, 30 fraternities and 13 coop housing. Proceeds from the fast will go to help 

the refugees. Educational campaign on Bangladesh is continuing rigorously Speakers 

from Bangladesh, Association addressed meeting in several Dorms and high schools 

on Bangladesh issued. There was a short TV appearance in the local TV appealing for 

funds for the Bengali refugees. On November 14, Rev Warren Day and Mr. S. Poddar 

from Lansing Area committee for Emergency Refugee fund had 15 minute radio 

Program about the conditions of refugees and causes leading to this gravest human 

disaster. All Lansing area Presbyterian Churches collected funds in their churches on 

November 21, to help the refugees. 

 

Dewitt, Michigan 
 

 The Lions Club of Dewitt-Lansing invited the President of Bangladesh 

Association, Michigan State University to speak to its meeting on November 18, 

1971. He spoke in the meeting on the Bangladesh issue and appealed for funds and 

winter clothes. Literature and leaf-leats were also distributed. 

 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 
 

 On the 22nd of November about 1000 students of the South Quadrangle of the 

University of Michigan observed a fast to donate their money for the Bangladesh 
refugees. In the evening a mass meeting and a cultural show was organized for the 

fasting students. Mr. Rob Huber and Mr. Hank Haitowit spoke on the situation on 

Bangladesh. Miss Sheron lower and Miss Indo Malini performed Bengali dances to 

the tune of Tagore songs presented by Miss Beth Lingdberg, Mr. Ashok Talwar and 

Mr. And Mrs. Raja. The program was produced and conducted by Mr. Peter Hook and 

Miss Sneholata Deeksheet. The fast was organized by Mr. Bart Taub. 

 

 A weekly Bangladesh information desk at the univ. center distributes materials on 

Bangladesh situation under the management of a sub-committee chairman Miss Terry 

Cline. 

 

Urbana, Illinois 
 

 Bangladesh Association at the University of Illinois took part in a panel discussion 

sponsored by the local cosmopolitan club. Mr. Mohammad H. Mondal and Mr. 

Rabbani of the Association and Dr. M. Rahman of Eastern Illiois University at 

Chrleston, Ill, spoke an the background of the tragedy in Bangladesh and the future of 

Bangladesh. The association is presenting a film in the first week of December to 

raise funds. A drive for collection of winter clothes for the Mukti Bahini is in 

progress. 
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POETRY READING BY GINSBERG AND VOZNESENSKY 

 

 New York: For the first time, Allen Ginsberg and Andrei Voznesensky, the 

distinguished Russian poet, will give a poetry reading together. The reading to be held 

on Saturday, November 20th, at 7 P.M., at St. George’s Church, 207 E. 16th Street, is 

intended to raise the public level of consciousness about the problem of Bangladesh 

and what the American people can do to alleviate it. 
 

 To quote Mr. Ginsberg, who has recently returned from a tour of the refugee 
camps in India: 

 
   Millions of brothers in woe, 

   Millions of sisters nowhere to go, 
   Millions of children in the rain, 

   Millions of mothers in pain 

   September floor over Jessore road. 

 

 Joining them will be Kenneth Koch, Ed Sanders, Gregory Corso, Peter Orlovsky, 

Anne Waldman, Michael Brownstein, Dick Gallup, and Ron Padgett. 

 

 The reading is sponsored by Americans for Bangladesh, a group of concerned 

citizens working to educate the public about Bangladesh and to raise relief funds for 

Bangladesh. 

 

POETRY READING IN ENGLAND 

 

 Glenda Jackson, the actress, read a Bengali poem as well as passages from 
Shakespeare and Yeats at a Sadlers Wells Theatre concert on November 14, 71 to 

raise funds for refugees from Bangladesh. Bengali artists included well-known folk 
singers and Birender Shankar, nephew of Ravi Shankar, the celebrated sitar player. 
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CALL-UP IN WEST PAKISTAN 

 

 Pakistan has introduced army conscription for the first time, writes, Anthony 

Mascarenhas. The move coincides with President Yahya khan's stern warning 

yesterday 'we are very near to war with India'. And the war in the eastern province is 

now taking its economic toll in the western wing. Karachi papers report widespread 

layoff of 2,300 textile workers and 1,000 public service employees in the city alone. 
75 textile installations have been closed down in the province. In Layalpur there was a 

demonstration of mill workers against the mass layoff last month. 
 

 All over West Pakistan the industries are affected by the loss of protected East 
Pakistan market, the loss of raw material from the east and the necessity to pay cash 

for imported chemicals and machineries. Some Japanese companies have refused to 
give credit without guarantees from British banks. British exporters have put off when 

the Board of Trade declined to underwrite new contracts with Pakistan. 

 

 A Karachi editor says "Pakistan died in March. The only way this land can be held 

together is by the bayonet and the torch. But that it is not unity that is slavery. There 

can never be one nation in the future, only two enemies," reports Newsweek's Loren 

Jenkins. 

 

 Labor unrest in West Pakistan is sharply mounting and along with that Z. A. 

Bhutto, the PPP chief is fast loosing his support. Recently he met president Yahya 

Khan to discuss the present political situation in West Pakistan. Yahya Khan seems to 

be in no mood to transfer administration to civilian Government. 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
* Bangladesh: �������� ����� ����� /����0� ���� �
$ '����। 
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EDITORIAL 

 
 Since the Bangladesh struggle, long simmering dormancy, erupted into intense 

activity last March, our minds have been challenged in trying to grasp the magnitude 

of the cataclysm and our souls touched by the sufferings and the spirit of the Bengali 

people. 

 

 The world has been shocked by the genocide that has driven 7 million Bengalis 

to seek shelter in India. These dispossessed millions prefer to face disease and 

malnutrition in foreign land rather than the murderous guns of their erstwhile 

countrymen. Numbered by the terrible experience that they have survived, they face 

an uncertain future. It would be suicidal for them to return to Pakistan under the 

present conditions. And the likelihood of a "political settlement" is nil. They have one 

hope-one thing can give them a better future-that hope is victory. Victory for the 

liberation forces. Victory for the Bengali people! 

 
 Inside Bangladesh, the army of Yahya Khan continues its reign of terror. 

Oppressed as never before, no one dares to speak. But in the minds of the people there 
is a single thought-when the chance comes, to wrest the gun from the hands of the 

oppressor, and to obtain freedom. The Pakistan government knows this. That is why 
they are conducting an intense campaign of propaganda aimed at demoralizing the 

people. They identify the popular forces as "miscreants" alleging that they are part of 
some sinister Indian plot against Pakistan. They attempt to use religion as a divisive 

force, making it a crime to be a Hindu. They set up "peace committees" of 

collaborators. All with one aim-the subjugation of the people. 

 

 What can give hope to these millions who daily live in the midst of oppression, 

whose lives and property are never secure and who face imminent famine along with 

their present affliction? For them the "unity and integrity" of the "Islamic" Republic 

of Pakistan means the perpetration of their role as exploited colonials. Their hope too 

is for victory. Victory for the liberation forces! Victory for the Bengali people! 
 

 As Bengalis who are living abroad you have the chance to contribute to that 

needed victory. You can speak out against the oppressor, and tell the true facts about 

events in Bangladesh to influential people and concerned citizens of the world. You 

can try to enlist their support for relief and recognition. You have no valid excuse for 

silence. Your silence will not ensure the safety of your relatives at home. No one is 

safe there. So speak up for Bangladesh. 

 

 Another way you can contribute to victory for the people is by your financial 

support. Perhaps you can only give a little, but even a small amount will add up 

alongside other 
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contributions to give a solid boost to the effort. Give something every month. Your 

continued financial support is needed. People are dying, but the only sacrifice 

required of you is a financial one. Don’t hesitate to be generous. 

 

 Bangladesh means freedom from economic exploitation. It means democracy in 

the truest sense of the world-rule of the people. It means a secular state in which there 

will be equality for all. Many obstacles must be overcome to make this a reality. Your 
dedicated support can help to make this dream come true. Don't let down your 

suffering compatriots. Throw yourself into the struggle. Make the ultimate victory of 
Bangladesh your victory. 
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���	��� ������� ���	� 
Trial of Sheikh Mujib & 

World Reactions 

Bangladesh  

Toronto : No. 3 

25 August, 1971 

 

 

TRIAL OF SHEIKH MUJIB ANNOUNCED 

 

Rawalpindi, 

 

 August 9, -"East Pakistan" leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman will be tried by a 

special military. Court for "waging war against Pakistan" and other offences, a 

government statement said yesterday. The trial will begin tomorrow and will be held 

behind closed doors, the statement said. The spokesman added: "The accused will be 

given proper opportunity to prepare his defense and will be provided with all facilities 

permitted in law, including engaging counsel of his own choice, provided such 

counsel is a citizen of Pakistan". 

 

World Reactions: 

 

 United Nations, N. Y., August 10, Secretary General Thant warned today that the 

fate of the East Pakistan leader, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, would "inevitably have 
repercussions outside the borders of Pakistan". Mr. Thant said he had been receiving 

expressions of concern about Sheik Mujib, party chief of the Awami League, from 
many governments every day. Mr. Thant’s statements on Sheik Mujib said that the 

Secretary General "feels that it is an extremely sensitive and delicate matter, which 
falls within the competence of the judicial system of a member state, in this case 

Pakistan." "It is also a matter of extraordinary interest and concern in many quarters, 
from the humanitarian as well as the political point of view." Mr. Thant said that there 

was a general feeling that the hope of restoring peace and normality in the region was 

remote unless some kind of accommodation is reached." 

 

Washington, 

 August 10, eleven Senators urged that the United States Government convey to 

Pakistan their "profound hope" that compassion would be shown to Sheik Mujib. 

Senator Fred R. Harris. Democrat of Oklahoma, said that the death of Sheik Mujib, 

who commands the loyalty of millions of East Pakistanis, could contribute "to a 
further rise in tensions at a time when war could break out at any moment” between 

India and Pakistan. 

 

Washington, 

 

 August 11, William Rogers, U. S. Secretary of State, has warned Pakistan that 

"any summary action" in the trial of East Pakistan leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman will  
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increase chances of warfare in that Asian country. Mr. Rogers hinted that Pakistan 

could lose U. S. support if Sheikh Mujib now facing a secret court martial for "waging 

war against Pakistan," were executed or given a heavy prison sentence. 

 

 On Prime Minister Trudeau's behalf, the Canadian High Commission in Pakistan 

asked President Yahya Khan to recognize "the value of magnanimity and 

humanitarian consideration" in deciding Mujib's fate. Although the trial is an internal 
Pakistan matter, the Canadian government realizes that its results will have 

international repercussions, a spokesman said. 
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News on 

Bangladesh Movement 

Bangladesh  

Toronto : No. 3 

25 August, 1971 

 

 

BANGLADESH AMBASSADOR VISITS TORONTO 

 
 Mr. M. r. Siddiqui, the newly appointed Bangladesh ambassador to the US and 

Canada was in Toronto to attend the international conference on South Asia. On 

August 22, he met with the members of the Bangladesh Association of Canada 

(Toronto) and addressed them. 

 

SEMINAR ON BANGLADESH 

 

 A seminar on the "Crisis in Bangladesh" was arranged by the Bangladesh 

Association of Canada (Toronto) on August 5, 1971. Mr. Andrew Brewin, M. P., a 

member of the Canadian Parliamentary Delegation which visited India, ppk and 

Bangladesh last month, was the main speaker. Others on the panel, who had also 

recently returned from India, were Mr. Frederic Nossal of the Toronto Telegram, Mr. 

Leslie Smith of OXFAM, and Mr. Paul Ignitieff of UNICEF, Mr. Stanley Burke was 

the chairman. 
 

 All the speakers gave horrifying accounts of the plight of the 7 million refugees in 
India. While Mr. Smith and Mr. Ignitieff had to confine themselves only to the 

refugee problem, Mr. Brewin and Mr. Nossal also touched on the political and other 
aspects. Mr. Brewin said that in his opinion the only solution to the Bangladesh crisis 

was an independent Bangladesh. Mr. Smith documented his speech with pictures of 
the refugee camps. 

 

 A group of West Pakistanis and two Bengali quislings belonging to the so-called 

"Pakistan Solidarity Committee" staged a unruly demonstration and tried their best to 

disrupt the proceedings with a shameful display of infantile behavior. But when they 

found that the audience was hostile to their hooliganism, they soon left the meeting. 

After they left one Canadian was heard to remark., "Now I know where the trouble 

lies". Another said, "I do not see how there can be any meaningful coexistence if this 

is their (Demonstrator’s) attitude towards fellow countrymen". 
 

 The seminar proved very successful and was attended by over 500 people. 

 

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON  

"PEACE IN SOUTH ASIA" 

 

 An international conference on South Asia was organized by OXFAM of Canada 

in Toronto on August 20 and 21. The conference was attended by delegates from the 

USA, Canada, Britain, India and Bangladesh. Delegates from Pakistan who had 

indicated their 
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willingness to attend were unable to do so. The delegates, all of whom are experts on 

India and Pakistan, sought to be impartial and objective and at the end of the 

conference made a declaration on the present state of affairs in Bangladesh. The 

declaration urged all governments: 

 

1. To terminate immediately all military deliveries to Pakistan. 

2. To suspend all economic aid to Pakistan. 

3. To channel all possible resources into a massive emergency programme for 

famine relief in “East Pakistan” directed and administered by the UN. 

4. To make firm continuing commitments to share fairly the economic burden of 

supporting the refugees in India. 

5. To intervene to save the life of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

 

 The declaration was not signed by the Bangladesh delegates as it fell short of 

recognizing Bangladesh. 
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Local News Bangladesh  

Toronto : No. 6 

15 October, 1971 

 

 

LOCAL NEWS 

 

Professor Muzaffar in Toronto 

 

 Professor Muzaffar Ahmed, President of the Bangladesh National Awami Party 

and a member of the Consultative Committee, who came to New York as a member 

of the Bangladesh delegation to the U. N. paid a visit to Toronto on his way back to 

Bangladesh. He also addressed the Bangladesh citizens residing in Toronto on 

October 7. 

 

 He gave a report on the progress made by the Bangladesh delegation to the U. 

N., and also reported the overall progress made in the diplomatic field. He also gave a 

picture of the latest situation at the front. He emphasized on the need for unity at this 

moment of our national crisis. He said that though the people of Bangladesh were 

eager to see an early end to this war imposed on them, they were ready for a long and 

protracted war and were willing to lay down their lives to the last man to free their 
motherland. 

 

South Asia Crisis Committee  

 
 Recently a South Asia Crisis Committee has been formed in Toronto with Mr. 

Stanley Burke, a former CBC broadcaster, as its Director. The aim of the group is to 
educate the Canadian people of the imminent famine in Bangladesh. Mr. Burke hopes 

to expand the activities of his committee on a national basis. at present various 

campus groups are actively working to educate the people. "People must wake up", 

Mr. Burke said, "when millions of people are waiting to die". 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 

 A symposium on Bangladesh will be held at McMaster University, Hamilton, on 

October 20 at 7 p.m. Speakers include Mr. S. A. Sultan and Mr. Mafiz chowdhury, 
members of the Bangladesh delegation, to the U. N. 

 

 The next general meeting of the Association will be held at 117 Carlton Street, 

Toronto, on Sunday, October 31 at 12 noon. Members are requested to attend. 
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Local News Bangladesh  

Toronto : No. 7 

31 October, 1971 

 

LOCAL NEWS 

SYMPOSIUM ON BANGLADESH 

 

 Hamilton, October 6: A symposium on Bangladesh was jointly organized by the 

Carribian Student organizations and Bangladesh Association at McMaster University, 

Hamilton on October 6. Mr. S. A. Sultan and Mr. S. Ahmed, member of the 

Bangladesh Delegation to the United Nations, spoke on the occasion and answered 

the questions from the floor. Large number of student and teacher of the University 

participated in the discussion. The meeting proved to be a success. 

 

 On the following day both the speakers gave a talk to the Political Science 

Association at McMaster University, and in the evening addressed the members of the 

Bangladesh Association of Canada, Toronto at its office in Toronto. Both of them 

spoke about the need for unity at this moment of our national crisis. 

 

JOIN US ON NOVEMBER 6 

 

 The Bangladesh Association of Canada, Toronto, will join the Anti-war Rally, 

organized by the Vietnam Mobilization Committee on Saturday, November 6 at 2 pm, 
to protest against the blasting of an atom bomb at a Amchitka, Alaska. 

 
 The Bangladesh Association will join the rally with their own banners, placards 

and slogans primarily to propagate our own cause and to show our solidarity with all 
oppressed people of the world. We want to let the people of Canada know that we do 

not want war, war has been forced on us. Come and join us in the peace rally at 2 pm 
at Queen's Park. 

 

BANGLADESH STAMPS 

 

 A complete set of Bangladesh stamps are now available with us. If you want a set 

of stamps, call Mr. Khan at 363-2834. The proceeds will go to liberation struggle. 
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Editorial 

Peoples war In Bangladesh 

Sphulinga* 

Quebec : No. 2 

1 August, 1971 

 

 

PEOPLES WAR IN BANGLADESH 

 
 The people of Bangladesh are at war. The fascist forces of Bhutto-Yahya clique 

have unleashed a reign of terror and barbarism of a scale with our precedence in 

history, in an attempt to keep 75 million Bengalis in subjugation. But they have failed 

utterly in their efforts, instead they have succeeded in uniting the Bengalis resolutely 

in their struggle for liberation. The people of East Bengal are now in the move not 

only to end once and for all the sub-colonial exploitation of West Pakistani ruling 

class, but also the neo-colonial subjugation of Western Imperialism. 

 

 In the present day world the interest to U.S. Imperialism is in direct opposition to 

the interest and well being of the vast majority of its population. U.S. interest lies in 

continuous subjugation and neo-colonial exploitation of the people of the world. 

Whenever the people rise against this exploitation, U. S. Imperialism tries to suppress 

them either by using direct force (as in Vietnam) on with the help of their agents 

ruling classes of so called "free world". Pakistan is no exception to this phenomenon. 
It is therefore hardly surprising that U. S. A. has come with open support of the 

Pakistani of sending police to help the Pakistani army. (Ref: Newsweek, August 2, 
1971. "And not content with this he (Senator Kennedy) went to intimate that U. S. had 

plans to send police teams to East Pakistan to help Yahya’s Punjabi soldiers suppress 
Bengali resistance".) Now they are trying to use the United Nations to bolster the 

strength of the faltering Pakistani army. 
 

 If all these attempts to keep an united Pakistan fails in the face of a determined 

struggle of the Bengalis, the U. S. Imperialists have other options of their future 

conspiracy. 

 

 Those who wants real liberation of our country must cautiously follow these evil 

designs of U.S. Imperialists. Inspite of worldwide concern over the present situation 

in Bengal the Imperialists will act according to their own interest. There is no reason 

to believe that their strategic change in policy will bring any good to Bengali people. 
For it is clear that in the final analysis it is the U. S. Imperialism which is the enemy 

of the people of the world and their emancipation lies in its total destruction. The 

people of Bengal are now moving to the forefront of a world-wide anti-imperialist 

struggle along with the people of the South East Asia, the Middle East, Africa and 

Latin America. 

 

 The correct method of the liberation struggle is now becoming obvious to the 

people of Bengal. Their past experience and the lesson from the historic struggle of 

the people of  
 

 
* �� ���: �����	
� ���� �	�� ����� ������। 
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Indo-China and other people of the world dictates that it is only through protracted 

guerrilla tactics based on the principles of "class struggle" and "people's war" one can 

hope to defeat an enemy with superior fire power. This tested method has brought the 

giant American power to its knees in many fronts of the struggle. 

 

 Many blunders and weaknesses of the past struggle are now obvious. Total lack of 

understanding of the situation resulted in a limited struggle for a limited victory. But 
such a victory in neither feasible in the face of formidable enemy nor is it desirable 

since it does not change the basic condition of the vast majority of the people vis-à-vis 
neo-colonial exploitation. The concept of non-violence, non-cooperation and 

democratic method, while it was very obvious that the enemy is armed to the teeth 
and would not give up its occupation voluntarily proved futile. Lack of armed 

preparation of the people made them easy and helpless victims of the blood thirsty 
enemy. 

 

 The people of Bengal are learning from the past mistakes and are now turning into 

effective fighters. They convinced that this well armed enemy which is being helped 

by the imperialists and the local interest groups can only be defeated through a 

protracted people's War"-a war led by and fought for the interest of the majority of the 

people, i.e. the working class and the larger poorer section of the peasantry. 
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The Story of Padma Sphulinga 

Quebec : No. 2 

1 August, 1971 

 

 

THE STORY OF PADMA 

By Sarwar Alam 

 

 Padma, a mighty flowing river in Bengal is a silent witness to the history of 

oppression and revolution which is not new to the Bengali peasantry. Its namesake, a 

Pakistani ship has recently collaborated with the U. S. imperialists in an effort to 

suppress the liberation struggle in Bangladesh. 

 

 "A freighter flying the flag of Pakistan sailed from New York for Karachi last 

night with a cargo of United States military equipment for Pakistan in an apparent 

violation of the Nixon administration's ban on the shipment." (Ted Szulc, Montreal 

Star, June 22, 1971.) On June 30, the ship arrived in Montreal. That day, on it's front 

page, the Montreal Star declared "Protesters to greet arms ship". The Bangladesh 

Association of Quebec hastily arranged a protest rally and March. It contacted the 

local press and expressed grave concern about possible Canadian arms shipment to 

Pakistan. Although the Canadian foreign minister, Michel sharp had declared in the 
press "Padma is of no concern to Canada", they seemed far from convinced. 

Meanwhile, Robert L. Stanfield, the leader of the opposition in the House of 
Commons was requested to raise the issue in the Parliament. 

 
 Michel Chartrand, the CNTU leader, the American deserters, the Palestine 

Liberation organization, the Vietnamese Patriotic group, Comite Moratoire du 
Vietnam, Women's Liberation organization and many local Canadians joined the 

rally. It strongly condemned the U. S. policy of arms shipment to Pakistan and it's 

overall imperialistic policy. 

 

 By the evening of the same day, the local press discovered "Canadian-made Sabre 

Jet parts are going to Pakistan aboard Padma". Heath Macquarrie M. P. raised the 

question of arms shipment to Pakistan. Finally the arms shipment was embargoed. 

 

 Our rally was directed against the U. S. Imperialist policy which has no sympathy 
for the struggling people of the world or the strong anti-imperialist feeling of the 

progressive Americans. The participation of the various groups, especially the 

Vietnamese and Palestinians symbolizes the fact that Vietnam, Palestine and Bengal, 

all are the same struggle in different fronts. The solidarity they have shown with us is 

surely a solidarity shown to their own struggling people. The local press fought 

against the Canadian arms shipment because they know a military involvement in 

Pakistan would help the military-industrial complex and would cost the tax-payers 

more dollars. The American people are well aware of the cost of the Vietnam war; 

they have paid too much in taxes to keep the  
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American military-industrial complex alive. Will they go for another Vietnam in 

Bengal? The answer is no. Their hard earned dollars have other purposes to serve. 

 

*         *   * 

 

 The editors of this news bulletin welcome your letters and comments. 

 
 The Bangladesh Association of Quebec urgently needs money. Please send your 

donations to: 
 

Bangladesh Association of Quebec 
3520 Lorne Avenue, Montreal 130, P. Q. 
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News on Bangladesh 

Movement 

Sphulinga 

Quebec : No. 3 

1 September, 1971 

 

 

The Member and Sympathizers of Bangladesh Association of 

Vancouver, Attack U. S. on Bengali Issue 

 

 The members and the sympathizers of the Bangladesh Association of B. C. held a 

militant demonstration in front of the U. S. consulate on Friday the 30
th

 July. After 

rally they passed a resolution condemning the “U. S. complicity” in the War in 

Bangladesh which has killed about one million Bengalis and driven more than ten 

million Bengalis to cholera infested refugee camps across the border in India. 

 

Three Bengali Sailors Seek Political Asylum in Canada 

 

 Three Bengali sailors deserted to Pakistani ship, Sutlej, on 17th August. In a press 

Conference in Montreal they said they did not feel safe to go back to Pakistan. They 

also did not like to collaborate with the ship which is carrying arms from U. S. A. for 

the West Pakistani military. At present they are staying with the Bangladesh 

Association of Quebec. 
 

 Dr. Yvan Garsse of ‘Information Retrieval, Storage and Dissemination on 

Genocide, Crimes against humanity, Crimes against peace and War Crimes’ has 

written to us: 

 

 We shall be grateful to you for any information and document you could send us 
(regarding the Genocide being carried out the West Pakistani Army in Bangladesh.) 

 

 His Institute collects publications, periodicals, reports maps, papers, articles, 

films, photography’s and other material on Genocide, Crimes against humanity, 

crimes against Peace, War crimes and related matters. 

 

 Address:  STUDIECENTRUM, Parklaan 2. 

   B-2700 SINT NIKI.AAS WAAS, Belgium. 

 

Mukti Bahini Needs You 

 

 In a telegram to the Bangladesh Medical Association, London, The Bangladesh 

Mukti Bahini requests for four surgical specialists and Anesthetists immediately. 

 

 For further Information Contact : 

 Bangladesh Medical Association  

 9 A Wotton road, Cricklewood 

 London W. 2. 
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World Concern Over 

Mujibur Rahman's Trial 

Bangladesh* 

Vol. 1: No. 1 

3 September, 1971 

 

 

WORLD CONCERN OVER 

MUJIBUR RAHMAN’S TRIAL 

 
 Large numbers of jurists statesmen and newspapers all over the world have 

condemned in the past weeks Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's secret trial by military rules 
of West Pakistan. Their view is that a secret military trial of a leader elected by 75 

million people is unjust and inhuman. 

 

World Peace Council 

 

 The Secretariat of the World Peace Council in Helsinki in a statement said that in 

staging trial and in other acts of massacre and pillage Yahya Khan'a dictatorship has 

revealed itself to the world as devoid of all moral scruples and contemptuous of 

people's rights. 

 

 "The only fault of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, who also fought against British alien 

rulers of India while Yahya Khan and his henchmen were loyally serving the British 

masters, is that the people of Bangladesh gave his party 167 of 169 seats in the first-

ever general elections held." 
 

International Commission of Jurists 

 

 The International Commission of Jurists has formally protested to West Pakistan 
President Yahya Khan against the secret military trial of the Bangladesh leader, 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. A cable signed ICJ's Secretary General said: "International 

Commission of Jurists protest against the secret military trial of Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman. Justice has nothing to hide." 

 

U Thant 

 
 The U. N. Secretary General U Thant, in a press statement said he shared the 

feeling of many U. N. representatives "that any developments concerning the fate of 
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman will inevitable have repercussions outside the borders of 

Pakistan." 
 

 

 
 

 
* Bangladesh: ������� ����
 ��	���। �������� �����	
�, ������� ����	�� �	  �����	
� ���, !"����#� �	� $, %�, ���&�� 
����� �'��
� ! ������। 
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U.S. Senators 

 

 Eleven U.S. Senators have urged the American Government to convey to Pakistan 

their profound hope that compassion would be shown for Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

 

New York Post 

 
 Since Washington has accumulated some dubious credits with President Yahya 

Khan it should use them to restrain his vengeful trial of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. If 
Rahman is found guilty in secret trial and put to death he will become a martyer for 

both East Pakistan and India, and the true victim will be Asian peace.  
 

Christian Science Monitor 

 

 Many would doubt whether his (Mujibur Rahman's) drive to obtain autonomy for 

East Bengalis could be considered treasonable. Harsh sentence against him after 

secret trial would create a deplorable impression. 

 

Toronto Telegram 

 

 It is up to the entire international community to help save Sheikh Mujib's life and 

thus prevent General Yahya Khan's regime not only from committing another 

unnecessary killing but possibly from throwing entire subcontinent into renewed 

turmoil. 

 

Arseiter Zaitung (Austria) 

 
 Death sentence on Mujib will mean historically a death sentence on the state of 

Pakistan. 
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News Activities for the Cause 

Of Bangladesh 

Bangladesh 

Vol. 1 : No. 1 

3 September, 1971 

 

 

US SENATORS URGE STOPPAGE OF  

ALL AID TO PAKISTAN 

 

 Senator Edward M. Kennedy, just returned from a week-long visit to the Bengali 

refugee camps in India and on the borders of Bangladesh, assailed the U. S. policy 

toward Pakistan as "bankrupt" and demanded: "We must end immediately all further 

U. S. arms shipments to West Pakistan. We must end all other economic support of a 

regime that continues to violate the most basic principles of humanity." 

 

 In an impassioned address to the National Press Club in Washington, August 26, 

Senator Kennedy said, "We must demonstrate to the generals of West Pakistan and to 

the peoples of the world that the United States has a deep and abiding revulsion of the 

monumental slaughter that has ravaged East Bengal." 

 

 Senator Kennedy, Chairman of the Judiciary Subcommittee on Refugees said the 

situation in Bangladesh should particularly distress Americans since "it is our military 
hardware-our guns, our tanks and aircraft-delivered over the decades which are 

contributing substantially to the suffering there." 
 

 He urged the Americans not to "support a regime that is alien to the principles for 
which so many of his fellow citizens have given their lives in virtually every corner of 

the world." 
 

 The Massachusetts Senator began by describing what he called "the most 

appalling tide of human misery in modern times" and asked the Americans to 

understand what has produced this massive human tragedy in Bangladesh. 

 

 Senator Kennedy drew comparison between American actions in Vietnam and the 

current U. S. involvement in Bangladesh. After sacrificing nearly $100 billion and 

45,000 lives to support democracy in Vietnam, he said, "America is being asked by its 

leadership…to cooperate in a conspiracy, against the results of a free election" in 
Bangladesh. 

 

Senator Charles Percy 

 

 Senator Charles Percy said at a Press Conference in New Delhi August 28, that he 

was in favor of stoppage of all military and economic assistance to Pakistan. 

 

 The Republican Senator described the developments in Bangladesh as one of the 

greatest human tragedies recorded in history. 
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TORONTO CONFERENCE 

EXPRESSES CONCERN 

ON BANGLADESH 

 

 An international conference of distinguished scholars, editors and 

parliamentarians held in Toronto called upon all governments supplying arms and 

economic aid to Pakistan to stop immediately till a lasting political solution in 
Bangladesh was found. 

 
 The conference warned that the present situation in Bangladesh posed a great 

threat to peace in the Indian sub-continent. The Conference resolution called "Toronto 
Declaration of Concern" said that participants were "horrified by events of recent 

months in East Pakistan which have resulted in one of the major disasters in man’s 
history." 

 

 It said "the present situation is a threat to peace both in the sub-continent of South 

Asia and throughout the world with danger of great power involvement in the familiar 

pattern of escalation." 

 

 Among the signatories to the Conference held from August 19-21 were former 

Director General of U. N. Technical Assistance, Hugh Keenleyside; former British 

Labor Minister, Judith Hart; British M. P. Bernard Braine; and former Canadian 

Ambassador to China, Chester Running. 
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W. Pakistan Army Emulates 

Gestapo & SS 

Bangladesh  

Vol. 1 : No. 2 

10 September, 1971 

 

 

WEST PAKISTAN ARMY 

EMULATES GESTAPO & SS 

 

 LE MONDE, the renowned French weekly, carried an article on August 6 entitled 

"May Bangladesh Live" by Professor Louis Dumont, well-known academician and 

Director of Studies of the Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes of Paris. 

 

 The article, inter alia, disclosed the dialogue exchanged on the telephone 

(monitored verbatim) on the morning of March 26 between the field units of the West 

Pakistan occupation army in Dacca and its headquarters at Kurmitola. The dialogue 

concerned Dacca University, which was the first target of the West Pakistan Army. 

The communication was published in an abridged form in the article, reading as 

follows: 

 

Headquarters of West Pakistan Army: 

   "HOW MANY DEAD APPROXIMATELY" 
 

Field Unit of West Pakistan Army: 

   AT LEAST 300" 

 
Headquarters: 

   "WELL DONE…WONDERFUL JOB" 
 

 The article continues: "In conformity with the order given in the communication, a 

hole was dug to hide the corpses by employees of the University who were shot dead 

on the spot after their task was completed. Here is where a regular army showed itself 

to be worthy EMULATORS OF THE GESTAPO AND THE SS and this throws 

conclusive light on the atrocities which followed." 
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THE PAKISTAN MASSACRE 

 

 Excerpted below is "A letter to a Pakistani Diplomat" by Dr. Eqbal Ahmad, a 

West Pakistani Professor in the United States, published in the New York Review of 

Books. Volume XVII, Number 3, September 2, 1971. 

 

 …the miserable Mr. Bhutto who changes his politics like a lizard his color, or the 

Generals who, bred by colonial Britain and armed by the U. S. A. appear bent on 

turning the country into a Muslim version of Greece and Spain. 

 

 However, as I see the facts surrounding recent developments, I am able to find 

neither a political and economic nor a moral justification for the current policy of 

military intervention… Not even the most hawkish West Pakistanis deny the gross 

economic inequities and exploitation suffered by the Bengalis. Politically, twelve 

years of direct military rule deprived them of even a minor share in the exercise of 

power. 

 

 The nearly unanimous electoral support for the Awami League's demand for 

provincial autonomy was the result of the neglect of East Pakistan, climaxing in the 
example of the incredible negligence in the relief of cyclone victims last November. 

 
 Having failed to arrive at an extra-parliamentary settlement, the military, 

supported by West Pakistani leaders, intervened on march 25, 1971, to offset the 
results of Pakistan' first freely held elections. Perhaps the army had little hope of 

obtaining the capitulation or Pakistan' elected representatives. It is now clear that the 
army used the negotiations between General Yahya and Sheikh Mujib as a cover to 

prepare for its intervention. 

 

 The closing of journals like Asad and Lail-O_Nahar the recent jailing without 

trial in West Pakistan of 800 persons, including leaders like Afzal Bangash, Mukhtar 

Rana, and G. M. Syed, intellectuals like Abdullah Malik and Sheikh Ayaz, 

academicians like g. M. Shah, and the recent public floggings of dissenters against 

the government in Lyalpur and Sialkot are indicative of the shift toward 

totalitarianism. 

 

 Unless there is an immediate end to military rule in East Pakistan, famine and 

pestilence as well as periodic massacres by the army will cost millions of lives in the 

coming months. The intervention has already caused an estimated 250,000 deaths of 

unarmed civilians. 
 

 The dispatch of more supplies for relief is by itself unlikely to avert the impending 
tragedy. Only a quick restoration of civilian rule can prevent the use of food grains 

and medicine as military weapons, and only such a restoration can ensure both the  
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distribution of relief and an effective role for international agencies in the 

administration of such relief. 

 

 Lastly, I should stress that no genuine restoration of civilian government will be 

possible until the East Pakistanis have been conceded their right to autonomy or even 

secession. 

 
 I believe that the only workable course for West Pakistanis is to insist on 

immediate and unconditional termination of martial law, the convening of the duly 

elected national assembly, and a commitment that the majority decisions of that 

assembly shall be binding on all, even if these decisions dismember Pakistan as a 

state consisting of East and West. We must reject the army's absurd claim that it has 

intervened to protect the nation's "integrity" from the party that had just won, in 
Pakistan's only freely held elections, a governing majority in the national assembly. 

 

 In fact, the elected representatives of East Pakistan had insisted only on 

fulfilling their mandate to achieve autonomy for their province. The proclamation by 

the East Pakistanis of the independent state of Bangladesh took place only after the 

army refused to convene the national assembly and after it had brutally intervened in 

East Pakistan on March 25, 1971. 

 

 Much more alarming is the American government's decision to continue 

armaments sales and economic aid to the dictatorship, despite the unanimous 

opposition of its Western allies, of important men in the Congress, and of the World 

Bank. This is particularly striking in view of the longstanding loyalty to the West and 

to the US of Sheikh Mujib and his party. 

 
 Americans have become silent accomplices in crimes against humanity in yet 

another part of Asia. 
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SIDDIQI HEADS  

BANGLADESH MISSION 

 

 Mustafizur Rahman Siddiqi, who arrived in Washington recently as Head of the 

Bangladesh Mission, is an elected Member of the National Assembly from 

Chittagong. Mr. Siddiqi is a graduate of London University and received his M. A. 

degree from Calcutta University. He was a member of the Central Committee and 

President of Chittagong District Awami League. Since his arrival here last month, he 

has been active in political, diplomatic and academic circles, seeking support for the 

Bangladesh struggle for independence. 

 

 Besides meeting political leaders, M. R. Siddiqi has called on American 

Government and U. N. officials. A persuasive diplomat, he recently undertook cross-

country tours which took him to a dozen U.S. cities and Canada. 

 

 During his tours, the Chief of the Bangladesh Mission addressed a number of 
faculty and student gatherings and press conferences.. Newspapers of most of the 

cities which he visited front-paged news of his speeches accompanied by 
photographs. 

  
 Giving an eye-witness account of the regime of terror let loose by the West 

Pakistan Army in Bangladesh, Mr. Siddiqi, having been in Bangladesh as recently as 
July, told pressmen various cities that American weapons and money have contributed 

substantially to the killings and repression in Bangladesh. America, he said, has a 

special responsibility to see that the killing is stopped. He urged the Americans cut off 

all military and economic assistance to the Yahya regime. 

 

 Addressing students of the University of California at Davis, Mr. Siddiqi said 

"only the people of Bangladesh can decide what they want and they have given their 

verdict for an independent Bangladesh." 
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U.N. HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE IN BANGLADESH 

WHAT IT REALLY MENAS 
By an Observer 

 

 What the dispatch of 38 experts the first phase of the United Nations mission to 

Bangladesh has begun. At first sight the U. N. role would appear to be worthy of the 

best tradition of the world today. But behind its humanitarian façade lurks a great 

danger. 

 

 The primary purpose of the U. N. monitors, it has been reported, would be to 

revive communication and remobilize river and road transportation, which would 

"help restore confidence in the East Pakistani administration." We are further advised 

that unless these conditions are fulfilled relief goods so generously provided by the 

donor countries would not reach the people for whom they are intended and millions 

would starve. Also presumably, without supervision donor countries would not feel 

encouraged to give more humanitarian aid to Bangladesh. 
 

 We appreciate the anxiety of many donor countries to help the suffering people 
in Bangladesh. What we fail to understand is their apparent belief that the military 

administration is the right vehicle through which aid should be provided in 
Bangladesh. Last year’s experience with the cyclone disaster should have been 

sufficient warning that the military could not be trusted to carry out relief work. It is 
common knowledge that relief goods were misappropriated by the military for their 

own use and no proper accounting has yet been given of millions of dollars donated 

by individuals and organizations to relief funds opened by Pakistan embassies abroad. 

It is also well documented that helicopters and boats provided for relief purposes were 

used for military operations on and after March 25. 

 

Unicef Vehicles 

 

 The United Nations properties have not been exempt from the grabbing hands of 
the military either. UNICEF jeeps were taken over and have been openly used in 

Bangladesh by the military for their transportation needs. According to the Daily 

Telegraph of Lon-don, August 31, only handful of these vehicles have been returned 

to their owners. The Bangladesh Government has solid information that FAO vehicles 

and boats have also been requisitioned and the Bengali personnel arrested and 

maltreated. The Secretary General has not felt bold enough even to protest openly 

against the seizure of U. N. pro-parties, not to speak of ensuring that similar incidents 

do not recur. If this is the record of the United Nations in conducting humanitarian 

work in Bangladesh so far, what guarantee is there that the sophisticated equipment 

and ground support materials now  
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being provided will not be commandeered by the West Pakistani Army for purposes 

of repression rather than relief? 

 

Secretary General 

 

 While the Secretary General appears to be following the precept of "Hear no 

evil, speak no evil, see no evil," so far as the Government of Pakistan is concerned, he 
has gone out of his way to show his disapproval of a letter published by Miss Alice 

Thorner in the New York Times. Miss Thorner, it may be recalled, made some 
pertinent remarks about the United Nations. She thought that U. N. efforts would 

temporarily strengthen the logistical position of the Pakistan Army and aggravate the 
miseries of the people of Bangladesh. 

 
 The people of Bangladesh, as the sole arbiter of their destiny, are determined to 

liberate their homeland from the occupation forces of West Pakistan. Khondokar 

Mushtaq Ahmed, the Foreign Minister of Bangladesh, has urged the world to take 

notice of the fact that any "attempt to sidetrack the Bangladesh Government on the 

Bangladesh issue is fraught with grave danger." It is our earnest hope that the 

Secretary General will heed this call and not allow interested parties to influence him 

to take a course of action that is likely to prolong the presence of occupation forces in 

Bangladesh. 

 

 Let there be no doubt that the liberation fight will continue until the occupation 

forces have been annihilated or driven out of Bangladesh to the lastman. 
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BANGLADESH SITUATION POSES THREAT 

TO WORLD PEACE 

U THANT-PODGORNY-GIRI=ZAHIR SHAH 

URGE POLITICAL SOLUTION 

 

 The situation in Bangladesh is a threat to world peace. The U. N. Secretary 

General, U Thant, Soviet President Nikolai Podgorny, Indian President V.V. 

Girl, and Afghan King Mohammad Zahir Shah have called for speedy political 

settlement in Bangladesh as a condition for preservation of peace in Asia. 

 

U Thant 

 

 Addressing a press conference in New York last week. U. N. Secretary General U 

Thant reiterated that the situation in Bangladesh constituted a threat to international 

peace and security. He expressed his regret that the Security Council had taken no 

action in response to his July 20 memorandum on the Bangladesh situation. Unless a 
climate of confidence was restored in Bangladesh, there would be no prospect of 

return of most of the refugees from India, he observed. 
 

Podgorny  
 

 The Soviet President Nikolai Podgorny has called for the "speediest political 

settlement" in Bangladesh as a condition for preservation of peace in Southern Asia. 
He was speaking at a kremlin banquet September 14, in honor of the visiting Afghan 

King, Muhammed Zahir Shah. The Soviet President said, "An aggravation of the 
situation in the Asian subcontinent has taken place lately." The problem of refugees, 

he observed, rose in connection with known events in Bangladesh. 
 

Zahir Shah 
 

 In his reply to the Soviet President's banquet speech, the Afghan King said, "In 

our opinion any use of military pressure for the solution of disputes leads to 

dangerous consequences. All differences should be resolved politically with due 

regard for the inalienable rights of people and nations…" 

 

V.V. Giri 
 

 The Indian President V. V. Giri said in Singapore last week that the influx of over 

eight million Bengali refugees had created special problems for India. He made it 

clear that India had given temporary shelter to the refugees as a trust for the 

international community till such time as they are able to return to their homeland in 

safety and honor. The creation of necessary conditions to achieve its objective was the 

urgent need of the hour, he added. 
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BANGLADESH MISSIONS 

 
 Seven Bangladesh Missions have been opened in various countries. The Missions 

are located in Washington, New York, London, New Delhi, Calcutta, Stockholm and 

Hong Kong. While more missions are being set up in important world capitals, the 

eighth Bangladesh Mission will be opened this week in Manila. 

 

Bangladesh Associations 

 

 Thirty two Associations of Bangladesh have been formed in various cities of the 

United States and Canada. In addition, over a dozen "Friends of Bangladesh" (a 

multinational organization) are active in the United States. Such associations have 

also been formed in other countries. 

 

Information Center 

 

 A National Information Center for Bangladesh in Washington is operated by 

Americans in corporation with citizens of Bangladesh. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES 

GAIN TENACITY 

AND SKILLS 

 

 

 Bangladesh has organized in less than four months, two branches of its forces-the 

regular army and the freedom fighters. Although they are new and their number is still 

small, both branches of the forces have gained considerable tenacity and skill in their 

operations against the West Pakistan occupation army which inherits a martial 

tradition of over 200 years and is equipped with sophisticated American and 

communist arms. 

 

 Martin Wollacott, a British correspondent, recently accompanied 16 soldiers and 2 

officers of Bangladesh in their hunt by boat for demoralized West Pakistan army. 

Excerpted in the Washington Post, September 18. 
 

 The warrant officer's flashlight as he passed down the line of men illuminated 16 
pairs of hare feet, three old Bren guns, three battered British two-inch mortars and a 

kit bag with a dozen mortar bombs still in their sealed cardboard tubes. 
 

 The captain, a tall young man with spectacles who used to be an officer in the 
Pakistan Army Service Corps, emerged from his tent wearing a striped sports shirt 

and the long cloth skirt Bengalis call a lungi. The warrant officer saluted him. The 

captain then addressed the men in Bengali. The English words "discipline," 

"disciplined force," "no smoking" occurred several times. 
 

 He ended by saying in English: "I want to see quick firing on target and quick 

dispersal" The warrant officer saluted again, and the 18 men, with two correspondents 

trailing behind, set off from the camp, in a border area about 55 miles northeast of 

Calcutta. 
 

 Facing his company, the captain had said earlier, were two battalions of the 

Pakistani army, both from the Frontier Force Regiment. The night's patrol was what is 

called a "jitter party" and was aimed at disturbing the sleep and peace of mind of a 

company of Pakistan troops at a place called Maslia, on a bend of the River 

Kapotakshi, about four miles inside East Bengal. 
 

 About a mile from the camp, the party climbed aboard three large country boats. 
Somebody put one of the mortars down on my hand, there was much clicking of 

safety catches, and in spite of the captain's strictures, several men lit cigarettes. 
 

 The boats began to slide across the wafer-more like a huge and convoluted lake 

than a river now, because it is swollen by flooding. Starlight gave a clear view of 
distant tree lines. 
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 Several of the men chatted away in normal conversational tones, to my horror, but 

the talk faded as we went deeper in. the boats grounded and everybody jumped into 

the water and waded to land, one party of men with a Bren gun and one mortar 

disappearing into the darkness to the left, and the rest of us, with two Bren's and two 

mortars, moving single file into a grove of trees. 

 

 There were numerous inexplicable stops en route and the young guerrilla detailed 
to look after us kept saying rather pointlessly something like "Here we are in 

Bangladesh." 
 

 After perhaps 20 minutes we came to a large village, passed quietly through and 
emerged on a river bank. The guns and mortars were set up, the bombs taken from the 

cardboard tubes. About 200 villagers in the huts nearest the firing party woke up 
pulled out quickly, presumably to huts at the other end of the village, carrying 

bedding and other bundles.  

 

 Then the firing started, sounding incredibly loud after all the whispering and 

shuffling that had gone before-short bursts from the Bren's, whumps and bangs from 

the mortars, single shots from the 303 rifles carried by the other men. The party to 

our left joined in. It lasted perhaps eight minutes. There was no response from the 

"enemy location" and the sergeant mysteriously announced "We fire now. In 20 

minutes they fire." 

 

 We returned to the boats at some speed. The warrant officer counted the party, and 

we pushed off into the water again. Twenty minutes later, to the minute-I looked at 

my watch-came the extremely nasty sound of a mortar bomb landing about 400 yards 

from the boats. 
 

 The minutes later we were out of the boats and half an hour afterwards back at 
camp, freshening up by pouring pump water over our heads. The captain, confident 

that his jitter party would come to no harm, was sleeping soundly in his tent…The 
patrol, all in all, was a competent effort. The men knew how to work the weapons, 

and they moved quickly to and from the chosen position….. 
 

 To be fair to the Mukti Bahini liberation fighters, jitter parties are not their main 

occupation. The captain's company of Niyomita Bahini claims to have killed 125 

Pakistan soldiers, including two officers, in the four months it has been in existence. 

He also said that, during the whole four months, the Pakistanis had attempted no 

counter ambushes, done no counter mining and had "on only one occasion" attempted 

to outflank a Mukti party during an engagement. 
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Editorial 

DECEIVING  

THE AMERICANS 

 

 The stage was already set, the die was cast. On March 25 Yahya abruptly broke 

off his talks with Mujibur Rahman in Dacca. At sundown, before taking his secret 

flight from Dacca, never to return again to his sanctuary in West Pakistan, Yahya 

ordered General Tikka Khan to fix the Bengalis for their crimes in electing leaders of 

their choice. They had elected leaders who were determined to give the Bengalis a fair 

deal and end West Pakistani exploitation. West Pakistani soldiers, using American 

machine guns, tanks, bazookas and cannons, have killed more unarmed civilians than 

have ever been killed in such a brief period anywhere else in the world. And the 

killing goes on. 

 

 General Yahya miscalculated. He thought that the power of repression was 

absolute. Now Bengali resistance has put him in a tight corner. West Pakistan depends 
on international charity and booty from Bangladesh for its sustenance. In order to 

refurbish her image in the world, specially for those who give her financial and 
material assistance. West Pakistan has to take special care to convince the Americans 

that U. S. assistance will be used for human welfare. 
 

 General Yahya while going on with his repressive design has taken a number of 
measures to hoodwink the Americans. He has appointed a civilian governor and some 

ministers in Dacca who have never represented the people. These people are required 

to work under the "protective cover" of the all powerful Martial Law Administrator 

who as Tikka Khan's second-in-command perpetrated and is continuing to perpetrate 

atrocities in Bangladesh. General Yahya is also claiming that refugees are returning. 

While 105,000 refugees are claimed to have returned, there are impartial observers 

who maintain that the refugee flow out of Bangladesh is still continuing and the total 

number has reached nine million. 

 
 Yahya has also decided to give a constitution to the country in the true tradition of 

a dictator. He intends to hold by-elections in almost half of the parliamentary 

constituencies in Bangladesh, but his intentions are always open to question. His 

physical hold over all these constituencies is too tenuous to permit holding of any 

elections in the near future. He will allow the National Assembly to have a look at the 

constitution, but he will have the final authority to veto any amendment proposed. 
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 Yahya's game is too full of contradictions and does not inspire any confidence at 

all. The House of Representatives has already passed a bill to suspend all economic 

and military assistance to Pakistan. A similar piece of legislation-that is, the Saxbe-

Church Amendment-is now before the Senate which has been cosponsored by 35 

other Senators. We have no doubt that the Americans and their representatives will 

not finance the military operation of a director intended to butcher democracy and 

constitutionalism. 
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BEHIND THE VEIL OF YAHYA’S SECRECY 

 
 In secret order U. O. No. 2303/71-Secy(s) of June 21, 1971, signed by Roedad 

Khan, Secretary, ministry of Information and National Affairs, Government of 

Pakistan, guidelines were issued to Pakistani central and provincial officials for 

handling the visits of foreign correspondents. U. S. Senators and Congressmen, and 

British Parliamentarians (The language used in the order has not been changed.) 

 

 "Following the lifting of restriction on the visit of foreign correspondents, the 

following guidelines are suggested for handling the resultant situation: We must know 

who is landing at Dacca and who is going where in East Pakistan. To that end PIA has 

been requested to gather the information discreetly and convey it to PIO/DGPR and 

JS, Dacca." 

 

 "Copies of all dispatches filed by them from Dacca and Karachi should be sent 

immediately to PIO/DGPR." 
 

 "PID should set up an Information Desk at Intercontinental, Dacca, to maintain 
liaison with the foreign correspondents and supply our literature to them, Secretary, 

Information, Government of East Pakistan, should make arrangements for keeping in 
touch with the foreign correspondents down to the Sub-Divisional level where the 

Provincial Information officer should not only be able to supply information but also 
brief the visiting correspondents. This means that he, on his part, should be fully kept 

in the picture and supplied with talking points and other publications setting out the 

government policy in respect to East Pakistan." 

 

 "The Chief Secretary should similarly alert the Divisional Commissioners and 

District and Sub-Divisional Officers on how to handle visiting foreign correspondents 

who are likely to contact the local administration for answers to their queries. It will 

be desirable to keep the foreign correspondents away from the cantonments and 

contact with Army Officers…. 
 

 "Visits of VIPs (such as British M. Ps and Congressmen): 

 

 "While all facilities and consideration normally extended to VIPS (should be 

given), there should be no over-entertainment which is incongruous with the present 

situation in East Pakistan and no over display of military personnel. The security 

arrangements should be unobtrusive…. 

 

 "They should be encouraged to meet the friendly foreigners, like those in 

Chittagong and Sylhet, who have personally experienced the depredations of the 

rebels. 
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 "Most of them would like to see for themselves the resumption of normal 

economic life in areas such as Narayanganj and the functioning of the port of 

Chittagong. 

 

 "Above all, they would be interested in seeing the return of displaced persons and 

the arrangements made for receiving and rehabilitating them. To that end, they would 

like to visit two or three of the reception centers. They would be shown the crowded 
ones, but the crowds should be ensured by delaying dispersal rather than faking. 

 
 "While an effort should be made to avoid their seeing the more heavily damaged 

portions of places like Khulna, there should be no deliberate obvious attempt to keep 
them away. 

 
 "They are likely to check up on what they heard of alleged attempts to eliminate 

intellectuals and will perhaps insist upon seeing Jagannath Halla and meeting some of 

the intellectuals. We should have no objection, but only dependable ones may be 

invited to see them…. (EXTRACT) 

 

NOTES ON ABBREVIATIONS 

 DGPR-Director General of Public Relations. 

 JS-Joint Secretary. 

 PIA-Pakistan International Airlines 

 PID-Press Information Department  

 PIO-Principal Information Officer. 
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PAKISTAN GOES BANKRUPT 
 

 The economic impact of the first three months of the crisis (April-June) in 

Bangladesh has been brought out in the Annual Report of the State Bank of Pakistan 

for 1970-71. It is indicative of the very heavy cost of the West Pakistan military 

adventure in Bangladesh. The State Bank Governor said in his remarks, "we are stuck 

with an inefficient, capital intensive, import-dependent industrial complex, catering to 

domestic demands mostly on inessential nature." The salient features of the Annual 

Report of the State Bank of Pakistan are given below: 

 

Gross National Product 
 

 Declined from 66 percent in 1969 to 1.4 percent 1970-71. Agricultural production 

dropped by 3.2% as against rise of 8.2% in 1969-70. 

 

Fall in production of major crops 
 

 Wheat by 9.3%, rice by 9.1%, Jute by 12.7%. 

 

Industrial Production 
 

 Increased by 2.4% compared to 11.2% during the previous year. Deficit in 

government financial transactions amounted to $229 million against $ 130 million last 
year. 

 

Balance of Payment 
 

 Overall deficit of $114 million as compared with overall deficit of $39 million in 

the previous year. During the period July-September the economic situation in 

Pakistan has obviously worsened still further. 

 

 Will you still send your money to finance Yahya Khan's militarism in Bangladesh. 

 

MASS TRANSFER OF WEST PAKISTANI DIPLOMATS 
 

 All West Pakistani diplomats including the Ambassador, Military Intelligence 

Officer and their Confidential Assistants have been transferred from the Embassy in 

Washington to Rawalpindi. 

 

 The mass transfer is due to their failure to report in advance to Islamabad the 

declaration of allegiance to Bangladesh by 18 Bengali diplomats and officials in U. S. 

 
 The West Pakistani Ambassador was due to retire from the Embassy on October 

31 but has been recalled. A retired General, formerly Pakistan's Ambassador in 
Peking has he en appointed West Pakistani Ambassador in Washington. 
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WEST PAKISTAN’S GRATUITOUS  

ADVISE 

TO WORLD BANK 

 

 West Pakistan accused 118-nation World Bank of not legalizing her unilateral 

default on debt servicing. It is recalled that Pakistan declared a unilateral six month 

moratorium for all her debts incurred with the Western counties. The West Pakistani 

leader of the delegation to the annual Bank Fund meeting in Washington, S. U. 

Durrani, said on September 29, "A stage has been reached where some of the largest 

developing countries are unlike to be eligible to borrow from the Bank…..This is 

clearly an untenable situation and raises the difficult question of how far the Bank can 

show greater flexibility in rearranging amortization schedules for its loans under 

certain specified conditions." 

 

 Making an oblique reference to the Bank Report on the Pakistani situation, 

extracts from which were published in the New York Times last June, Mr. Durrani 
gave an unsolicited rude piece of advice to the Bank. Suggesting that there may be 

"conflict between its strictly economic foundations and the political implications of its 
actions, he surmised that "perhaps the need is for greater sensibility to the political 

consequences of actions by a staff that is expert in its own restricted field of 
competence, but whose objectivity needs a stronger buttress in producers and 

arrangements within the institution itself." The Mission Report of June commented on 
the reign of terror and widespread destruction in Bangladesh which make it 

impossible to resume development activities there in the foreseeable future. 

 

 Soon after the conclusion of the Bank Fund meetings, West Pakistan was on its 

knees crying for a moratorium on debt repayment liability for fiscal year 1971-72. 

Interestingly, the delegation this time was led by the departing Ambassador Hilaly. 

 

 West Pakistan has a debt servicing liability of $310 million this year, including 

$88 million of deferred payments from last year. East European countries are to 
receive $40 million and the World Bank $51 million. 
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UNIVERSAL CALL FOR POLITICAL SOLUTION 

 
 Four big powers and many of the other members of the United Nations have 

called for a political solution of the issue of Bangladesh. in their speeches, Foreign 

Ministers and heads of delegations of various countries now attending the U. N. 

General Assembly session in New York have made heart-fell references to the 

Bengali refugee problems, created as a result of the West Pakistani Army atrocities in 

Bangladesh. 

 

 The 130-member General Assembly session which began September 21 will 

continue until the end of December. The delegates who have spoken so far have asked 

the military junta of West Pakistan to create suitable conditions for the return of the 

nine million Bangladesh refugees to their homes: (Words have been capitalized for 

emphasis in quotations following). 

 

U.S.A. 
 

 The U. S. Secretary of State, William P. Rogers, stressed the need for international 

"efforts towards an effective POLITICAL SETTLEMENT" of the problem now 

facing Bangladesh. He said, "International assistance programs must be expanded to 

avert famine and to create conditions to encourage the return of refugees." 

 

U.S.S.R. 
 

 The Soviet Foreign Minister, Andrei Gromyko, told U. N. members that the 

"present state of affairs in the area (Bangladesh) is acute and it is not merely an 
INTERNAL MATTER" of Pakistan. He said. "We are convinced that a general 

détente in the region can be achieved only through a POLITICAL SETTLEMENT of 
the question" of Bangladesh. 

 

U.K. 
 

 The British Foreign Secretary, Sir Alec Douglas Hume, added his voice to the 
super powers and other nations calling for a POLITICAL SETTLEMENT in 

Bangladesh. He warned the world community that, "It must never be said of the 
politicians that we met here and argued about who was to distribute food while the 

millions of innocent people starved." 
 

France 
 

 The French Foreign Minister, Maurice Schumann, insisted on the need for an 

early solution of the Bangladesh crisis and said that, unless the "wrong" done by 

Pakistan is "righted at the root," the exodus of people from Bangladesh will not stop. 
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India 

 

 The External Affairs Minister of India, Sardar Swaran Singh, called upon the 

United Nations "to impress on the military regime of Islamabad that force will not 

succeed and, therefore, a POLITICAL SETTLEMENT between the military regime 

and already elected members is essential." 

 

Canada 

 
 The head of the Canadian delegation asked, "At what point does an internal 

conflict affect so many nations to such an extent that it can no longer properly be 
accepted as a domestic matter?" 

 

Japan 

 

 Japan called upon the world body to "expedite the POLITICAL SETTLEMENT" 

of the Bangladesh issue. 

 

Others 

 

 In addition, Poland, Holland, Finland, Belgium, Norway, Sweden, Mexico, 

Australia, Nepal, Zambia, Italy, New Zealand and Luxembourg urged the 

Government of General Yahya Khan to reach an "appropriate POLITICAL 

SETTLEMENT" of the Bangladesh crisis. 
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Editorial 

 

POLITICAL SOLUTION 
 

 Yahya Khan in his broadcast of October 12 has made a statement of his intentions. 

By-elections will be held toward the end of December, he says, to fill the National 

Assembly seats forcibly vacated by him. He proposes to form a new central 

government and hand over the power to it, "soon after the inaugural session of the 

National Assembly." He has also benevolently conceded to the National Assembly the 
right to propose amendments to the constitution now being prepared under his 

supervision. Each amendment, however, must be submitted to him for his 
consideration and approval. 
 

 With the Awami League the only representative political party in Bangladesh- 

remaining banned and its elected leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman behind prison bars, 

it is difficult to see how there can be any meaningful participation of the people of 

Bangladesh in the proposed by-elections. Moreover, who has given the right to Yahya 

Khan to unseat so many members of the National and Provincial Assemblies freely 

elected by the people? Again what is the basis of Yahya Khan' assumption that the 

remaining members of the National and Provincial Assemblies will turn up as his 
dutiful stooges? What validity would a central government have where the inalienable 

rights of the people of Bangladesh are not reflected? 
 

 The heart of the matter is that the Awami League own a clear and overwhelming 

mandate from the people of Bangladesh for a program of self-determination and 

autonomy. That mandate was completely ignored by the Yahya regime and it tried to 

suppress the movement for autonomy by brutal and savage force. The people of 

Bangladesh reacted with a spirit of heroism and resolved to free themselves from the 

colonial domination of West Pakistan. In such a situation, it would be idle to expect 

that a sham transfer of power to a puppet civil administration subservient to the army 

would achieve any purpose at all except that of perpetuating army rule. Even as an 

attempt to hoodwink world opinion it is bound to fail, for the ghastly happenings in 

Bangladesh since March 25 are by now fairly well know. 
 

 Yahya Khan must realize that in the present circumstances of the country no 

meaningful political solution is possible without fulfilling the following conditions: a) 

accepting the independence of Bangladesh. b) The unconditional release of Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman and (c) the withdrawal of West Pakistani Army from Bangladesh. 
 

 It appears that Yahya Khan has learned no lesson from his predecessor who also 

tried to impose a one man constitution and a puppet government on the people. The 
effort of Ayub Khan failed and a people's movement forced him out of power; the 

same fate awaits Yahya Khan if he persists in his folly. 
 

 In a free democratic country a constitution is given by a people unto a people. 
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OUR READERS SPEAK 

10 REASONS WHY BANGLADESH VICTORY IS CERTAIN 

 

Military 
 

 1. West Pakistan's occupation army in Bangladesh is unfamiliar with the terrain, 
unaccustomed to the climate and ignorant of the local language and customs. After the 

massacres of Bengalis committed by the West Pakistan troops, the only local support 
it can get is from the small immigrant community, mostly Biharis. 

 

 2. Pakistan's forces in Bangladesh cannot be increased beyong 100,000 in the 

foreseeable future without endangering the security of West Pakistan, unless it is 

prepared to extend the recruitment base of the army. But the Pubjabi-controlled army 

(more than 85%) is not keen to give military training to non-Punjabis for fear of 

armed insurrection among minority groups (Sindhis, Baluchis, Pathans). The army 

has been obliged to introduce virtual conscription in the so-called "martial" districts of 

Punjab. 

 

 3. Facting this army is the Mukti Bahini (liberation forces) which is rapidly 

growing in number, gaining in combat experience and using increasingly 

sophisticated arms and equipment. By the end of the year, the Mukti Bahini will be 

able to field a force larger than the occupation forces. It is well-known that even to 
contain guerilla forces a conventional army needs to be at least five times larger. 

 

Economic 
 

 4. West Pakistan has a deficit economy. It is heavily dependent on revenues and 

foreign exchange earnings from East Pakistan. West Pakistan cannot get foreign 

exchange from East Pakistan anymore, nor can it use East as a captive market for its 

overpriced goods. 

 

 5. Foreign aid to Pakistan, the lion's share of which was appropriated for West 
Pakistan, has been practically cut off by Western donor countries (except the United 

States) resulting in a loss of $ half billion in foreign exchange, which is one-half of 

Pakistan's annual import bill. The mood of the U. S. Congress after genocide in 

Bangladesh in to bar all U. S. aid to Pakistan until the situation becomes normal. 

Chinese aid is small in volume and is not given in hard currency. 

 

 6. Military expenditure has increased from $ 400 million in 1965 to $ 800 

million a year now. Most of the war materials have to be imported, causing a heavy 

drain on limited foreign exchange. Whatever production of military material takes 

place domestically, it is in West Pakistan. Therefore, all the arms, equipment etc., 

have to be  
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transported around the Indian peninsula at enormous cost. Transportation within 

Bangladesh is another bottleneck, since the railway system and road communication 

between Chittagong and its hinterland have been rendered inoperative. 

 

Political 

 

 7. The Pakistan Government is giving top priority to its military needs in 
Bangladesh and neglecting economic problems. The business community of West 

Pakistan initially welcomed the military crackdown in the belief that it will be a brief 
surgical operation. They are now unhappy. Top businessmen and industrialists are 

transferring their funds abroad through black market because of lack of confidence in 
the future of Pakistan. Middle classes are feeling the pinch more, because of high 

taxes and rising prices since March. Labor is becoming restive. 
 

 8. Many political leaders in West Pakistan have been arrested to keep tensions 

under control. Even Bhutto, who connived with Yahya Khan to bring about the 

present crisis, has now publicly warned of the possibility of "civil war in West 

Pakistan." Wali Khan, whose party secured the second highest number of seats in 

West Pakistan, made a similar statement earlier. 

 

 9. Disaffection in the minority regions in West Pakistan is rising rapidly. This 

has necessitated the transfer of Tikka Khan-whose ascendancy in the army dates back 

to 1958, when he ruthlessly bombed the Baluchi tribesmen into submission to West 

Pakistani. 

 

Moral 

 
 10. International moral feeling has always been a significant factor in al liberation 

struggles. World wide revulsion against repressive methods by foreign occupation 
forces eventually causes a "loss of will" in the metropolitan territory (e.g., Algeria, 

Vietnam) and erosion of its international prestige. Pakistan's political relations will 
inevitably worsen with the whole world, with the possible exception of those 

Governments that themselves follow a policy similar to Pakistan (e.g. Nigeria in 
Moslem North), or countries which use or may need Pakistani mercenaries to put 

down popular forces (e.g., Persian Arab Gulf States). 

 

A Diplomat 

Washington, D. C. 
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Editorial 

 

MUKTI BAHINI 

 

 Since the declaration of independence of Bangladesh last April, the most 

important development in the region has been the emergence of the Mukti Bahini-

Bengali liberation forces. 

 

 The Mukti Bahini have effectively reactivated the Bengali struggle for freedom. 

The resistance movement has taken firm roots throughout Bangladesh, and their 

supporters can be found at all levels of society. They are flourishing not withering, 

under massive West Pakistan relations and are demonstrating that they can maintain a 

level of sabotage too high for the world shrug off as unimportant. 

 

 The Mukti Bahini are growing in size, skill and efficiency. Their spectacular acts 

of sabotage include heavy damage to the fashionable Intercontinental Hotel in Dacca, 

located within sight of the West Pakistani military headquarters. Bengali frogmen 

have sunk a dozen West Pakistani and foreign ships in Bangladesh ports. As the army 

of Yahya Khan has failed to provide adequate protection to foreign interest. British 
shipping lines have already suspended traffic of Bangladesh. 

 
 Besides, 157 major road and rail bridges have been damaged since the freedom 

fighters began to fight back against West Pakistan. They have severed the main rail 
lines in Bangladesh. Road travel is paralyzed because bridges are damaged beyond 

repair, and river traffic is constantly impeded by the liberation forces. 
 

 Paying glowing tributes to the performance of the valiant Bengali freedom 

fighters, the New York Times said, October 17, "If the Vietcong had had been doing 

this well after six months, they would have considered it a remarkably good start." 

 

 In general, the Mukti Bahini have greatly undermined the ability of the military 

regime to maintain law, order and public administration. This has contributed to 

increasing gloom and despondency among Yahya Khan's forces. Just recently, the 

Mukti Bahini have delivered particularly telling blows against them and West 

Pakistani troops are already showing signs of restiveness. 

 

 The victory of the Mukti Bahini over the demoralized occupation forces of West 

Pakistan inevitable. The victory is as certain as the glorious conclusion of the 

American War of Independence and the Algerian Liberation Struggle. 
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YAHYA'S STRATEGY 

 
 In politics the most obvious is frequently the most misleading. In this context, 

Yahya's threat of a "total war" against India is obvious but misleading. 

 

 Now that his colonial grip on the East is weakening, Yahya obviously hopes to 

continue the rule of the Generals in the West by raising "Crush India" slogans. 

 

 Yahya's threat of a total war is misleading because more than anybody else he 

knows for sure that West Pakistani troops have performed miserably against India in 

past wars. But, behind Yahya's propaganda war lies his real intention of attracting 

international intervention and mediation to save the "integrity and solidarity" of the 

Khan dynasty. 

 

 Yahya is giving the world a quite fraudulent impression that he could manage the 

"internal affair" and install a puppet regime in Dacca if it weren't for the activities of 
"India infiltrators and agents" in Bangladesh. It is incredible that "India infiltrators 

and agents" could Cause so much trouble for Yahya in the deep interior of 
Bangladesh. Apparently Yahya is ashamed to admit that the Bengali Mukti Bahini are 

gradually taking over the control of Bangladesh. However, the recognition of the 
independence of Bangladesh has been delayed because of Yahya's maneuvers to get 

arms and other supplies from some of the outside powers which are most anxious to 
bail him out. 

 

 Yahya was counting for so long on his ability to go through the farce of 

proclaiming a constitution, filling up the vacancies in the Assemblies-created by his 

earlier decision to disqualify nearly half of the elected representatives-and 

establishing a civilian government under the army's tutelage. He apparently expected 

that once he was able to put through this program of fake democracy the world 

community would be more favorably inclined toward him. 

 
 Bu the Mukti Bahini have upset all his plans. Now that they have stepped up their 

offensive and are inflicting heavy casualties on West Pakistani troops, Yahya Khan is 

desperately trying to cloud the vital issue of independence of Bangladesh by his war 

propaganda. But his brinkmanship will have no effect in Bangladesh or abroad except 

to satisfy the dehumanized military machine in West Pakistan. 
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U.N. MISSION MAY  

WITHDRAW 

 

 Dacca, November 10-The head of the emergency United Nations Mission in 

Bangladesh will leave Dacca soon for New York with a report that the steadily 

escalating level of fighting there threatens to make the mission’s job impossible 

reported the Baltimore Sun, November 11. 

 

 Paul-Marc Henry, the U. N. Assistant Secretary-General who heads the mission in 

Bangladesh, is having trouble in reaching liberated areas, Many foreign 

correspondents have reported recently that at least a quarter of the total land of 

Bangladesh is now under control of the Government of Bangladesh. Baltimore Sun 

correspondent, John Woodruff, reporting from Dacca said that M. Henry is expected 

to report directly to Secretary-General U Thant that the liberated areas are not 

accessible without new arrangements, involving permission from the Bangladesh 

Government. 
 

 The Sun correspondent, Woodruff, also pointed out that the West Pakistani 
generals in Bangladesh not yet agreed to let the U. N. Mission distribute food directly 

to the people…." 
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Commentary- 

 

MAN-MADE DISASTER 

 

 The first comprehensive film report on the "Man-Made Disaster" in Bangladesh 

was presented on the NBC network monthly program "Chronolog" on November 26. 

 

 The documentary was written, produced, directed and narrated by Bob Rogers, 

who spent nearly two months in Bangladesh and in the refugee camps in India. 

 

 Rogers made several clandestine entries in to occupied Bangladesh to obtain the 

exclusive film report on Mukti Bahini operations. The NBC party spent four days 

with the large group of Bengali guerrillas which controls a sizeable area of 

Bangladesh. 

 

 On a separate trip to occupied Bangladesh the NBC film crew managed to film 

Bengali villages that had been freshly destroyed by the West Pakistan army. 

 

 Plashes of the continuing West Pakistan army atrocities and assault on Bengali 
women were seen from time to time during the narrative. Some of the sequences 

depicted life in Bengali refugee camps in India. 
 

 Rogers who has successfully produced highly acclaimed film reports on many 
violent episodes during the last ten years said in his commentary on the events in 

Bangladesh. "This is the most gruesome situation I have encountered. And the saddest 
part is that the world seems to be just sitting back and letting it happen." 

 

 Commenting on the documentary, the Washington Post said November 27, 

"masterfully filmed…in such uncompromising details that it required a strong 

constitution-both physical and moral to keep with it" 

 

 Indeed the film was excellent. It exhibited the technological sophistry of the 

American communication media, particularly the creative mind of the NBC crew. We 

congratulate Bob Rogers, members of team and the NBC net work for sponsoring the 

program to help alleviate the tragedy which continues to occur daily in Bangladesh. 
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PROGRAMS ON BANGLADESH 

 
 Bangladesh Ambassador, M. R. Siddiqi, will appear on Channel 29 on Sunday, 

December 5 at 11:30 p.m. in an hour long program, with participation by 

representatives of India and Pakistan also. 

 

 Many Washingtonians saw the Bangladesh Ambassador for the first time on 

Channel 26 on November 24, when he effectively countered Pakistan propaganda 

aired by its Ambassador on the previous night on the same program. When asked, the 

Deputy Chief of the Bangladesh Mission, Enayet Karim, who also participated in the 

program, denied any contract of the Bangladesh Government with the Pakistani 

regime or the American Government. 

 

 Since last August when the Bangladesh Mission was set up in the nation's capital 

Ambassador Siddiqi has been touring extensively to explain the Bangladesh case for 

independence. He has held TV and press interviews in Boston, Detroit, Los Angeles, 
San Francisco, Davis, Denver, Albany and Bethlehem. In addition, Ambassador 

Siddiqi has addressed student and faculty members on various campuses in the U.S. 
and Canada. 

 
 The National Council of Churches of Christ in the U. S. organized a 

"consultation" program in Washington on the situation in Bangladesh with the 
representatives of Bangladesh, India and Pakistan on November 10, Addressing the 

group the Deputy Chief of the Bangladesh Mission, Enayet Karim, said that 

Bangladesh is a reality and there is no way for the people of Bangladesh and West 

Pakistan to coexist.  

 

 Representatives of West Pakistan arrived at the "consultation" but upon seeing the 

members of the Bangladesh Mission refused to attend. "This was contrary to the prior 

understanding that the arrangement for this session was satisfactory" to the West 

Pakistani diplomats, said a summary report prepared by the organizers of the program. 
 

 Bangladesh counselors S.A. M.S. Kibria, A.M.A. Muhith and S.A.R. Matinuddin 

have been addressing students and faculty on various American University campuses. 

They are also appearing on TV and radio interviews to seek support for the 

Bangladesh struggle. 
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10 December, 1971 

 

Editorial 

 

RECOGNITION OF BANGLADESH 

 

 It is universally known that Pakistan died on March 25 when the "future Prime 

Minister of Pakistan," Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was clandestinely flown into captivity 

at an undisclosed location in remote West Pakistan, and Yahya's General Tikka Khan 

went into action against the unarmed civilians in Bangladesh. A reign of terror was 

unleashed. Intellectuals and political leaders were gunned down in Dacca streets. 

Women were raped and children bayoneted by the so-called professional soldiers of 

West Pakistan. A systematic decimation of a people took place all over Bangladesh. 

Yahya's record of genocide has paled even Hitler's record. Bangladesh has become a 

locked-in arena of systematic slaughter. This, in short, is the background of the 

creation of Bangladesh. 

 

 Bangladesh has been recognized de jure by India and another neighbor, Bhutan. 

While according formal diplomatic recognition to the People's Republic of 

Bangladesh, Indian Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, said in the Parliament in New 

Delhi on December 6, "The people of Bangladesh battling for their very existence and 
the people of India fighting to defeat aggression now find themselves partisans in the 

same cause." Indian recognition of Bangladesh as Mrs. Gandhi said has not been 
guided by "emotion" but by a realistic assessment of the situation prevailing in the 

country (Bangladesh). In fact the recognition has been delayed until the Bengali 
Mukti Bahini have liberated and established effective control in almost all territories 

hitherto under the occupation of West Pakistan. The Bangladesh Government has 
congratulated India for its "bold and decisive step" in laying the foundation of good-

neighborly relations. 

 

 An identical situation prevailed in 1778 when France recognized the United States 

of America. It is worth noting here that the United States came into being in 

circumstances similar to those existing in Bangladesh. The American colonies had 

been experiencing the same kind of exploitation and "taxation without 

representation," at the hands of the "mother country." These striking similarities 

between the oldest and the newest of the new nations raise our hope that the United 

States will recognize the Republic of Bangladesh as a partner in defense of freedom 

and democracy. By opening diplomatic relations the bonds of friendship already 

existing between the two peoples will be more firmly riveted. 

 

 The Foreign Minister of Bangladesh has called upon the international community 
to recognize the Republic of Bangladesh. It is our hope that the world community of 

nations will adequately respond to the call of Bangladesh by according full diplomatic 
recognition to it. 
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Bangladesh 

Bangladesh, 

Liberation Supplement 

16 December, 1971 

 

Editorial 

 

BANGLADESH 

 

 Bangladesh was completely liberated today at one minute past 6 a.m. Eastern 

Standard Time. JOI BANGLA: victory for Bangladesh. This day marks the end of a 

poignant phase in our national history. 

 

 At this supreme moment our thoughts are with the father of the nation. Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman. Today 75 million Bengalis and freedom loving people everywhere 

in the world salute this valiant leader and pray for his early release. 

 

 It is the beginning of a new and noble nation. To the Bangladesh Mukti Bahini 

and the Indian troops we send our greetings and warm felicitations. To our friends 

abroad we express our deepest gratitude. 

 

 The creation of Bangladesh gives us a tremendous opportunity to demonstrate to 

the world our objective of peace, freedom and democracy. On this happy and 

auspicious occasion we join our Acting President and the Prime Minister who have 
appealed to the nation not to take revenge on the non-Bengali citizens who have 

committed barbarous crimes against humanity in Bangladesh. 
 

 We must be magnanimous in our victory and forgive our foes. We should 
demonstrate to the world by our action and behavior that we are fully worthy of our 

freedom. 
 

 It is our appeal to every man and woman in Bangladesh to strive ceaselessly for 

the establishment of the new nation for which they have already suffered and 

sacrificed so much. 

 

 This is indeed a bitter-sweet victory. Millions of our people have laid down their 

lives in defense of the country's freedom and many more have endured unspeakable 

horrors. Innumerable homes have been destroyed and the infrastructure of the 

country's economy is at the breaking point. All these are chastening thoughts but the 

vibrant reality of freedom is eternal vigilance. 
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U.S. CONGRESSMEN MOVE 

RESOLUTIONS FOR RECOGNITION 

OF BANGLADESH 

 

 U.S. Congressmen Paul N. McCloskey and Henry Helstoski, in two separate 

resolutions introduced on December 9, have urged the United States Government to 

extend full diplomatic recognition to the Republic of Bangladesh as a "free and 

independent nation, by following American "anti-colonial heritage." 

 

McCloskey 

 Congressman McCloskey, a Republican candidate for President, said in a press 

release that "It appears impossible for West and East Pakistan to be ever reunited, 

given the actions of the West Pakistan army against the Bengalis…." 

 

Helstoski 

 

 Criticizing American policy on Bangladesh, Congressman Helstoski who 
proposed the resolution, December 9, in the House of representatives, said that "the 

Government of Pakistan through Its heinous repression of the Awami League and the 
civilian population of East Bengal has forfeited any claim to allegiance of citizens of 

that region." 
 

Bangladesh Premier 

 

 Meanwhile, the Bangladesh Prime Minister, Tajuddin Ahmed, in a broadcast on 

December 8 urged other nations to follow the example of India and Bhutan in 

according recognition to the Republic of Bangladesh. 
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Review And outlook 

 

TWO PEOPLES IN DEFENCE OF FREEDOM 

AND DEMOCRACY 

 

 The oldest and the newest peoples in defense of freedom and democracy in the 

world are the United States of America and Bangladesh. The War of independence 

that is nearing a successful conclusion in Bangladesh is part of the general worldwide 

movement for liberation from colonial domination which began in 1775 in North 

America. The Bangladesh struggle for independence is no different from the War of 

Independence waged by the American patriots nearly two centuries ago. Like the 

American colonies, former East Pakistan was being "bled white' in the interests of 

distant alien rulers. Like the Americans, Bengalis had to pay taxes to unrepresentative 

tyrannical regimes totally indifferent to the people's welfare. Like the Americans the 

Bengalis decided through their representatives, to exercise their inalienable right of 

self determination. Like the Americans, the Bengalis have prevailed-they have won 

their inherent right to liberty, equality, freedom and justice. Like the Americans, the 

Bengalis have established a "government of the people, by the people and for the 

people." Which "shall not perish from the-earth." 

 

AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE  
 

 The American patriots saw in the British rule a pattern of exploitation and taxation 
without representation by a foreign government 3,000 miles across the Atlantic 

Ocean. Forbidden to exploit the hands of the West, ordered to pay for an alien army, 
told that their trade would be closely regulated, injured deeply by the interference 

with their West Indian trade, suffering a heavy loss in foreign exchange-the American 
colonists expressed their genuine grievances against the mother country. 
 

 At first the Americans sought their rights within the British empire. Britain, 

however, undertook to assert her sovereignty through armed assault on the colonists. 

Increasingly the patriots came to realize that they must secure their right to self-rule 

outside the empire. Finally the War of independence began in 1775. 
 

 A royal proclamation of August 23, 1775, declared the colonies to be in rebellion. 

The British troops went into action and the massacre that followed forced the Second 

Continental Congress to reclaim American Independence from Britain. Ultimately the 

American Colonial dependencies defeated their mighty parent State with foreign 

Assistance. 
 

 American Declaration of Independence the American Declaration of 

Independence is the most important document in the history of the freedom 

movement. According to  
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the Declaration, all men are born equal and all equally have the right to live their lives 

in liberty and as happily as possible. 

 

BANGLADESH WAR OF INDEPENDENCE  

 

 Twenty-four years of political and economic exploitation and taxation without 

representation were tolerated by the Bengalis in the hope that eventually West 
Pakistan would realize the folly of its policy of colonization in East Pakistan. The 

main aim behind the six-point Awami League program was to enable the people of 
East Pakistan to live as dignified citizens within the framework of Pakistan. But West 

Pakistan rulers, 3,000 miles away across the Indian Ocean, saw in the six-point 
program of autonomy the danger of losing their colonial grip on East Pakistan. 

 
 On March 25, Yahya Khan ordered the wholesale massacre of the defenseless 

Bengalis by the West Pakistan army and subsequently East Pakistan elected 

representatives were branded as traitors. At this point it became apparent that living 

together by East Pakistan was no longer possible. 

 

 A spontaneous War of Liberation was waged by the Bengali Mukti Bahini. An 

Autumn offensive was launched last month by 150,000 freedom fighters. The heroic 

struggle of the Mukti Bahini has received moral and material support from freedom 

loving peoples all over the world. 

 

Bangladesh Declaration of Independence  

 

 The birth of the sovereign People's Republic of Bangladesh was proclaimed at 

Mujibnagar inside Bangladesh by the elected representatives. The Acting President, 
Syed Nazrul Islam, proclaimed in hi Declaration of Independence that "Bangladesh 

has been given no choice but to secure its right of self determination through a 
national liberation struggle against the colonial oppression of West Pakistan. 
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Colonial Exploitation of 

Bangladesh 

Bangladesh 
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17 December, 1971 

 

 

AT A GLANCE- 

COLONIAL EXPLOITATION 

OF BANGLADESH 

  

 POLICY MAKERS 

  Bangladesh  W. Pakistan  

 Chief Executive 5 Years 19 years 

 (Prime Minister or President) 

 Commander-in-Chief none 24 years 

 Army 

 Commander-in-Chief none 24 years 

 Nay 

 Commander-in-Chief  none 24 years 

 Air Force 

 Finance Minister none 24 years 

 Planning Minister/Chief none 24 years 
 

 POWER CENTERS 
  Bangladesh  W. Pakistan  

 Capital of the Country none x 
 Parliament of the Country none x 

 Supreme Court none x 
 Headquarters of the Army none x 

 Headquarters of the Navy none x 

 Headquarters of the Air Force none x 

 Headquarters of the none x 

 State Bank 

 

 FOREIGN SERVICE 

  Bangladesh  W. Pakistan  

 Including Ambassador   
 Class I Employee 58 179 

 Class II Employee 48 196 

 Class III Employee 17 58 

 Class IV Employee 8 89 
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 TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

 (in millions of $) 

 Bangladesh   W. Pakistan  

 $ 569.10 (1950-55) $ 2,370.90 
 20%  80% 

 1,104.00 (1955-60) 3,475.50 
 26%  74% 

 2,948.40 (1960-65) 7,045.50 
 32%  68% 

 4,838.40 (1965-70) 8,601.60 
 36%  64% 

 

 CENTAL SERVICES 

  Bangladesh W. Pakistan 

 Defense 8.1% 91.9% 

 Home Dept. 22.5% 77.5% 

 Education Dept. 27.3% 72.7% 

 Information Dept. 20.1% 79.9% 

 Health Dept. 19.0% 81.0% 

 Agriculture 21.0% 79.0% 

 Law Dept. 35.0% 65.0% 
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    ��N���N���N���N�    

�&' �%#��( 
"#$!��%� �������� �	��	 

5���, �������� 
    

����.E# $��O����.E# $��O����.E# $��O����.E# $��O    

 "#$!��%� �������� �	���		 �&' �%#��( 6:11 ���� ���������	 
����� ����	 @����� 
��� P ��E# $�Q H�# ��	। �	��.����� *@ $�Q 
����� ��� ��S�T ���� P �&'��U� 
$����	 ����T H�# ��	। @����� 	N�	 ,+�� �	��+�� P �VW�J�� 	+� �	� P ���X��	 
B���� *�/�( ����	 !'@ @����� 	N�	 ��	���. ���� P �&' $�����@ G����	 YZ[�U#. �� 
�	� ��(�\। B	 ,� $��Q	  ��@ ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’। $�( 69,888 �XJ�( 
69 ��� *�� ������ $#( ��	 6:<7 ���� �� $��� �	� �(। *@ $��Q	 ��O !�/� "��C� 
P ������X�_	 G`�T ��	a��	  �� *@ ������ Hb����। 

 $&� $����	 �	�	@ �VW�J�� P �	��+��( ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’ 
Hb���� ��.���� �'���c��� ����X� �(।  

 *@ Hb���� $����	 GQ ���(	 ���'@ *	 ����( ��� ���S ��( ��(। �	��.����� 
���������	 
����� ��� ��S�T ��� "��C#�( *@ Hb���� ,	 ��	d ������ �'�e� ��� &���। 

 ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’ Hb����	 N����� fW�	�W	 ��/�\। ���cg ��� ,&�� 
�&' �%#���( Hb����	 N������� B��� &���( �%#��( “���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’ 
Hb���� ����� ���'�( ����.E�#	 ����T H�# ��	। $�(�!�( B�J����� ,��C ����.E�#	 ���([ 
G�.# �	� �( ,���	 $�'�� $���� $��J� ‘��-�� ��������.’,�। ����.E�#	 ,+�� ��&'	 ,�� 
�'�'( �� �'��S� ���� � �(, ,� �'����	 ��.�h� ���.�� G��F �	� ��(�\। "� i@ ���� 
$���� $���j�� I�k��� ��	��. ����� ��(�\।  �� ����.�E� �������	  GO��lJ� B	P ��_	 
P �X�m_ ��(�\।  

B��	 �Xn ��o��, ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������’’ Hb����	 ��p	#�A �	���		 ��@ 
��q� P "��C���	 ���\ B�X� ���। 
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"#$!��%� �������� �	��	"#$!��%� �������� �	��	"#$!��%� �������� �	��	"#$!��%� �������� �	��	    
�&' �%#��(�&' �%#��(�&' �%#��(�&' �%#��(    
,$�,$�,$�,$�----6 6 6 6 ����������������    

����������������������������� ��N���(� ��N���(� ��N���(� ��N���(, , , , 5���।5���।5���।5���।    
    

�-��/,$�-6/7* -7/:1/�����-6/:;:                            ���	�� D8 G�t��	 788D 
 
,$	� : Gu�� 	�� NS��.� 
 ���(	 ����	� ��N� (,$�-6) 
 
$��� : !�� ,"���� ,��� � 


[�����	� 
,����. ��-�� ��������. 
����! k�!� (4&. ���) 
�����, 5���। 

 
��C( : ‘‘���������	 
����� ��� : ������ (69 ��)’’ ����.E�#	 ����W $K� P GO�v�	 ��� 
G�����। 
 
�U� : ��w	 8< G�t��	 788D ���	��	 B���। 
 
 
�����(, 

 f���.j ��C�( �U���j B����	 ���& $�� ��� G���(� $K�, �$L��. ��@ P GO�v� 
,������� ��C�(�j Hb���� NU/�T ��E�#	 G����� $�� �	� ����। �%#��( ��X.� 
����N.�/G������� $K� ���.�S�� *�x��& , 	� $�� �	� ����। 
 
�����j : �#.� �������।  
 
 B��	 ��o�, 

 
 

(Gu�� 	�� NS��.�) 
���(	 ����	� ��N� (,$�-6) 
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$�����	 �&�$�����	 �&�$�����	 �&�$�����	 �&�    
        

    $���A ,�� �� !���	 !' ��	 
����� ��H���	 @����� *��A G�U�' ���। ,� B����� 
���������	 6:16 ��	 
����� ��� *�� �y�U��.	 
����� ��H���	 @����� B����	 ���\ *� 
,"l	��( ���। ���������	 
�����	 @����� $#(�	 !' 6:11 �� �y���� �	��	 
���������	 
����� ����	 @����� ��� P ��E# $�Q H�# ��	। �	��+�� P �&�&.�� �!�( 	���	 
!' 
����� ��H�� P 
����� ����	 ������� ��H� P ��N�@�U�.� �� ���� �	� �(। ��	@ 
 �z�� ‘���������	 
����� ��� ������’ Hb����। �������� �	���		 �&' �%#��( 6:<7 �� 
69 ��� *@ Hb���� $��� ��	। * f�r��' "�q� ����A	 �{��� ���'"�#	 G`�T ��	a��	 
 �� *@ Hb����। 
 

*@ Hb���� $��� �P(�	 GQ ���	 ���' ��	 ���	� |�  ��	�( ��(। *@ Hb���� 
����� 
���-��C(� ��� "��C#� ���.	 YZ[�U#. ,	 ��	d ������ �'�e� ��K *�� ���। ��} |� � 
&���( ���������	 ��.�� !�"�J�	 *��A �X�y G�� B����	 
����� ��H�� P 
����� ����	 
$�X� @����� !�� ,&�� ��~.�� ���y ���� 	�(�\ *�� *	 i���'�� G�� "��C#� ���. �'�~�� 
~A��K।  
 

*������( "#$!��%� �������� �	���		 �&' �%#��( ��X.� ���������	 
����� ��� ���������	 
����� ��� ���������	 
����� ��� ���������	 
����� ��� 
������������������������ Hb���� ����.E�#	 ����T�A G�'T ���(�����"� ��� B�	� �� ��	। 
 

�������� �	��	 ��X.� * 	�� *��A !���( YZ[�U#. ��.����	 ���([ B����	�� G�.# 
�	�( B�	� ,"l	�����। *	@ �c�W�� Hb����	 ��C(�U�N ��U#. G��	���.� ,	�� �� B�O�� 
�c�.�c��� ����.E�#	 B$�# ,Nm� ��	�\। B�� ��	, ����.�E� Hb���� ��q�-"��C���	 N����� 
,�A��� �+� ���। 
 

����� *@ ��.���� ��w	� G`�T ��	a� ��	�\, B�	� ��w��	 BT�	� �X���� P �'��� 
!���K। 
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 �������� 
����� ����	 @����� $��Q	 (-���'����m $���#'�	# ����A	 �	  ,&�� 
*@ ���� ��H��	 $���� ����. i�A �&� ���� �	�\। * $��Q	 fy��W P "q, *	 �U� 
f�r�' P ���.���� ����. cU����( �����	� ��� ��(�\। 
 

������(� P ��"X��� f��W ,&�� $������' ������U� ��.�N� ����A	 ���'�X_ �	��+ 
cU���� ���� �&����' ,Nm� �	�\। ��w	� ~L�	 �	 ~L� ��	 �������	 �������� I��. ��	 �	�+� 
��	�\, �����	� B���N�-������N�	 ���'�� �����! P �������	 !' �U�'�� f���� ���( 
$�Q �����(� ���(�� ��	�\। B����	 ,�� �T�' \�/�@ ����Y�� �	���	 ��q� P 
"��C���	 ���\ f���� ��K। ������ �&���� �U��U� ,&�� f���		 ,Nm� �	� ��(�\। $����� 
����Y�� $���#'�	# ����A G����� ��	 ���(�\। 
 

$�( ���/ �� ��� �XJ��'��� ���� ,&�� $�&��� ��.�N�	 �	 YZ���([ ��� ��	�\ 
$��Q ��(��!� ���cg "��C��X_। ��w	� $&�� !�� ���� ��� !�	 	����	 ,�X�[ *�� ��	 
$� �	 ,� *� �����	 ������� * ���([ �&��& �J� P BT�	���	 ���" ��� ��	�\। 
 

$���#'�	# ����A	 ��� ���'�� *�� $��Q	 "��C��X_�� ��w��	 $����( cU����	 !' 
B�� G��C �'��� !��@। ,�@ ��O $(�� ���������	 ����m ��� P �������� !�� ���� ��� !�	 
	����� ��w	 ����C G����	 !' a��	 ��O �	 ��	। 
 

���cg �U�� ��"X��� P ������N�	 ���& ��.��N� ����Y�� ,&�� B����	 
����� ����	 *��A 
����.�, $���#' P �	��+ �N� ,��	�( B���, B�	� * B�� ,��C# �	�\। ��"X��� ����( ���� 
*��A ��(� B�.�@c� "q� ���(�� �	��। G��~��A� P G���pX� ����Y�� c��C'�� ��"X��� ��� 
��	���m	 ���'�� ,�Y�� �U� �����	 ���" ������!� ��� ���	। 
 

$����� ����Y�� ��q� ���! P "��C���	 ���\ ����X� ��� B����	 a� ��&.� ��� �� 
�	�। 
 
 
 
79 !�, 
6:<4। 

�� !���� ���	�� !���� ���	�� !���� ���	�� !���� ���	 
,N(�	�'�, 

$���#'�	# ����A, 
�������� 
����� ����	 @����� $�Q। 
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cU����cU����cU����cU���� 
���������	 
����� ����	 ��(���� 6:16 ����	 79 ��N. ,&�� 6; �3��F	 ��.T। *@ ���( 

���������	 
����� ����	 ���" ����.� ��	� ���o �� ��\� ~�A�\ ��	 �&' P ������ ��H� *�� 
,����	 P�	 �c�W ��	 ���������	 
����� ����	 @����� 	N� P ��E�#	 ���([ G��.� �( 
���j��� @����� ��� P ��E# $��Q	 P�	। "#$!��%� �������� �	���		 �&' �%#���(	 
G��� *@ $�Q�A $���J� �( *�� *	 ��! �Z �( 6:1< ����	 !��(�	� ,&�� (��	��m Em�')। 

@����� 	N�	 ���([$�� ���P *@ $�Q 
����� �����S�T ���� P �&'��U� $����	 
����T H�# ��	। *	 ��	#, ������ ,�� ~A�	 ����C ��	 ���������	 
����� ����	 ���� 
*��A ��"�T��	� ~A�	 @����� 	N�	 ,+�� �	��+�� P ���J�� 	+� �	� *�� ���X��	 ����� 
*�/�( ��P(� ��� G�'T i��। * !'@ B�	� @����� 	N�	 ��	���. ���� P �&' $�����@ 
G��� YZ[�U#. �� ��	�\। *	  �� ���� P �&'���@ �&� ����, ~A�	 ����� P ��	�������� 
	+� �	��, ~A� �	�	�	 ��"�� 	+� �	��। 

*@ �+' ���� ,	��@ ��(��A ��� ��"X��� ������U� $����	 ����T $�Q H�# ��	। *@ 
��	�$�+�� $��Q	 ���� *��A ����C ����N' ��C( ,��� ,�( *@ ,�, ������ ��H��	 ��(���� 

����� �������� �P(� ���P * ��'P ��� YZ[�U#. ,�, 
����� ����	 ����� ��	�A �AcU�� 
	�(�\। 
����� ����� *@ �AcU�� ,&�� ��Kg ��	 ,��� ��( �। *@ �AcU��	 ~A����- ���� 
���j��H�� ��� G�c��� �	� ��(- ��	 G����. ��	#��@ 
����� ����� G��'���� ��	 ,����। 
��@ ���j��H���	 
�� !�� \�/� 
����� ����� ���� �	� ���@ (। *@ ��	������ 
����� 
����	 ���� $����	 ���" *	 �AcU�� ��S�T i’�� ������H� $����	 ����TP $�Q H�# ��	। 
*	  �� $��Q	 ���� $����	 ��	�Q� ����� ��w/�( : 

 

 
$&� �� ◌� �AcU�� (6:89-6:9<)  

����( �� ◌� �AcU�� (6:9<-6:16) 

�X��( �� ◌� ���!�"	 : $��� 

N��&. �� ◌� ���!�"	 : $���� ��������	 �y�	�� 

��� �� ◌� ���!�"	 : ,���	���'� 

CJ �� ◌� ���!�"	 : "#���'� 

��� �� ◌� ������� ������ : �	��	� P ,��	��	� 

Gm� �� ◌� "#��'�, �	#�&.� ����	 P $����"� ~A� 

�� �� ◌� ��� ��H�� (6) 

��� �� ◌� ��� ��H�� (7) 

*���� �� ◌� ��� ��H�� (D) 

���� �� ◌� ������ $���S(� : c�	� 

*�(��� �� ◌� ������ $���S(� : !�����~ P ���cg 	�� 

N��.�� �� ◌� ��o!�� 

���� �� ◌� ��+�y��	 

,C�/� �� ◌� ����u�, Hb�u� P �~.� 
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N�	 

�U� ��	�Q�( 1788 �XJ� ��E�#	 ��	�Q� &����P ��H��	 ��	��# ����� ��( ��P(�( 
B����	 ����T ��	��. �	�� �(। �� ��	�Q� G���(� $���A �� $�( :88 �XJ�, ��.���A 
69888 �XJ�	 ���' ��H�Y��	 ��E# ��g �	�	 ���!A �	�r G������� �(। *@ �c�W�� B����	 
��! *�"�( ��(। 

���� P �&'��� ��H��	 �'����	 ������� B�	� �'��� P ,�������� ,	���\। ��� �AcU�� 
�F�� ���� P �&'��� H��# ��\�A� ���� �X�mcO� G��F ��	। B�	� ��� ,�@�� �&' P ����@ 
�AcU�� ��� ��g����� �	�	 ����T �@, �� ���������	 ��.�� cU���	 I���m' P *��� �������	� 
!"�#	 B�� B����	 ���" $�'+c��� !�/�। G&.�y ,��� ~A�, B�_�� P ���.��	#, *@ 
cU���	 !"#�� ���j��H���	 ���� f��� P ��	N���� ��	�\, $��� ,��� ��S�T ���� P �&'@ 
*@ ��� �����S���c��� ��!��� ��(�\। *@ �X�m���# ,&�� B�	� ���������	 G��� ~�wA�� �� 
�U	-G���� $�'���. ��	�। 6:89 ����	 ��"c�" ,&��@ �AcU�� ��S�T ����-�&'��� ��g��� 
�Z ��	। B�	� �� ��	, ���������	 ���j��H���	 �'��'�( *@ �Z	 �����A ����'��!.�, $�'+ P 
���jH��'। 

6:89-*	 ��"c�" *�� �� 	�-*	 �	 6:48 ��� ��.T ��'��.� * ��~. ���(	 B	 ,�� 
���� * ��� ��g��� �	� �(�। ��	# 6:66 ,&�� 6:48 ��.T *@ cU��� G��J� ��� 	�!���� 
B�_�� ��.c�	��( �X�A����	��� B�_���	 GTcU.j �\�। 6:48 ���� "X��� �����	 $���� 
�% 
	���( �W���� �����	 $��J�	 ����� ���� �\�। B	 �� f��� ��	�\�� ���������	@ 
���'�YZ !�"�J�	 G��������� ,�� *, ,�,  !��� ��। 6:4; ���� ���T G���c��� ���� 
��c�� �����	 $����	 ,� ������� �	� �(, ���� �����	 
�% 	���(���	 $��� ��	��	 �	� 
�(। 6:41 ���� c�	� ��c�" ����. ��fL�'��A ��	�Q� ,~�C#�	 �	 
��� P ���.�cl� ����� 
$��J�	 $�Nm� �(, ��} ,� $�Nm� �'&. �( *�� ,�c��� ������ $���J� �( ���� 
�(W����	 
��C(�A ��U#.��� f���+� �(। *	@ ��	#���� �	��.����� ���������	 !"�#	 �{��� 

�(W��� �&� 
�����	 !' ��H�� �	� �������� $�(�! ��( ,��� ,�(। *@ �������� 
$�(�!�� �U�. ��	 �����\ *� ��� ����@ * ��� ��g����� ��(�\। 

�AcU�� ��S�T ������ i�A ��� ��cj। $&� ���A ,�C ��(�\ 6:9< ���� B@(�� ���	 
+��� ����	 ��(����(। *��� ��� ��c�! �	� ��(�\ *��T@ �� ��	�Q�	 �XJ����'�	 
������	 ���� �+' ,	��- ,�� ����C �������� �X�m���# ,&�� (। 

�AcU��	 ,���( ,� �	�	 ���� P �&'��� B�	� H�# ��	�\ ,�Y�� ���� ,"�!A �����, 
���.����L	 ���.���	#�, ,���A.	 ����� ����.� �	���A. P 	�(, ���� �	���A., 	�!���� ���	 
��.�UN� P $���, !�c�	 $���, B�_���	 �	���A., \�����	 $��� P B�_��, "#$���S(�, 
��������	 $�����, ����m �'�j��".	 $���#' ���+� P $��, 	�!���� ��, �	��	� ���.� P 
���+� @�'���। 
����� ����	 ���� P �&'���	 ,���( ��H��	 �	 ���X��	 ��(�\ 

�c����c���@। ��	# *@ ����	 ���" ��	� ��o !�/� ��( ��/�\�।  �� ,��� ���������	 
Gc'T�	 (, ��	� ���o	 ��C(��� ,!�"�/ �	� G��	���. ��( ,��� ,�( *�� $�Q ,�c���@ GH�	 
�(। * �'����	 �'�j"� 3��(	�, �N�q��, ��+�y��	, �X���&�, �	��	� �&��, 	#��l�� P 
�����S�T ������ �&'���, ��j *����( ���j����� P �������� �	���		 $����� �y�	��, 
!����	�#	 ��S( G��H�#, ����A "q, ���X��, ��o!��, ���cg ,���	 ���.����L	 ���.���	#� 
$cX�� �� �	�	 �&' P ���� *@ ��H��	 GTcU.j �	� �(। * ,+�� B�	� ����Cc��� !	 
,	���\ ���� ��.����	�#	 ���c�� $�� �� ,��  �w� � &���। *@ �+' ���� ,	�� 
"#������"��	 $����		 �&' ��H��	 ,Nm� �	� ��(�\। $���A ��� ���U	 ��� �U� ���� 
��g����� �	�	 ���� ����C �+' 	��� ��(�\। ��� ,��� ���� �������� YZ[ G!. ��	�\ *�� 
,�Y�� ��� ���� ~A�	 ��	�������� 	�+� �( � ,�Y�� B�	� $����� �U� ,&�� H�# ��	�\। 
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* ���! *��A@ B����	 $�� ����N' �\�, ��q� ~A�	 ��q� ���� ,� ��q� ��	���# ��'� 
�(। B����	 ,�� �T�' ,@, GO��� ����� ,@, �!
 �'��'�-����C#P ,@। B�	� ���J P 
�	��+ ���c�� B"��"�/� �!�( 	���	 ,Nm� ��	�\। *@ �U� �+' ���� ,	��@ ����-�&'��� 
��\�@, ����� *�� ��'�� �	� ��(�\। * ,+�� B�	� ��� *@A��� ���.�� GA�A ,	���\ ���� ���	� 
$�����[ +�� � �(। �����	 �&�&.��@ ��	 �� cU���� P YZ[ �� �&��&c��� ���� �	��। ��� 
!����	#@ * �	�	 ~A�	 $�X� ����(�। !����	�#	 ���' G��� ��	��.�	 @K� �� ��	#� 
P G$���	�� ��( P�q, ,��� ��@ !"�	 ��' ,&�� ,��"'�� ,�X�[	 Gc�'�( ~�A। ���������	 
,�����P ��@ ~�A�\। B	 ��@ *� �� �� �� ��"q�	 ���� GTc�.j �	� ��(�\, ,� �� �� 
��"q B����	 !���( 	�!���	 ,+�� �(��� ���' cU���� �� ,�X[ H�# ��	�। ��� *��W�		 
G�� B�"@ ���������	 
����� �NT� *�A� ,���	 *�A� !���	 ���m �+'��c��	� GT�������@ 
���� ���� ��	। B��� ���Z��	 N�	���� ,!�" Pq� G!� "�\���� ��(@ ��	 "q-��q����। 
��� !��� ��� *	 ��A�@ !�� �	��	। 

��� �'��� $������[	 $�� ��A��� �(��� $�� ��� �P ��( &���� ���	। *	 i�A� ��	#, 
$&�� H�b	 ����� ��	��	 �� � ����	 $�, ����(� G�� �&' P ���� ���� � B�� �� 
���+�� ,��"����" ��	P ��P(� ��(�, ��\� ,+�� ,��"�����"	P �����" ~�A�। ���@�� B�	� 
!�("� ���� ,N�(�\ *�� cU���� G���(� YZ[ �����	 ����P �+' ,	���\- *@�A@ �U� �&�। *@ 
��� �AcU�� P G'�' ���*�@c��� G��X� ��(�\। 

���/ �� ��� �XJ�	 ���� ���� P �&'��� ��H����'�	 ��� ,&�� ����� ���� ���। ��� 
B����	 ��	#� *@ ,�, �� ���� P �&' *��� ��H��	 ��@�	 	�(�\। ���������	 $�( $���A 
,���@ ,�� � ,�� c��� 
����� ����	 ���" !�/� �\��। H��� H��� �'�j�� �'�j�� �� ~A�	 
f¡� ��(�\, �� ��	["�&�, �� �'�", ��o��~�����, G�'�N�	, ���/�	 ����� ��	 ��	 "�/ 
f�q�\। *	 ��	��# G���� �	� ��q। ��\�/� ��	� ��o !��/P �\� * ����. ��&. P $���S(� 
*�� $���� ��������	 �'��� �y�	��। ��@ ��H��	 ��! ��U#. ��(�\ �� ��� ��( �। ,�� P 
������	 �&' ��H��	 ��! ��@ ,��� ��/�� ���	, ,�C ����( ,�lw\���	 ,~�C#� ,�(� *�@ ��� 
(। *	 !' ��~. ��	S�� P ��S(��	 $�(�!। 

����� ���(	 !' B����	 $��Q	 B(�; �i��	 B����	 ,�����P ��� N�	!। *@ G���( 
*@ ����� ���!	 ����� �����( ��� �� c����	 ��C(। ��� B�	� G���' ����	 ��+' £�w���( 
��/�\��� *�� ���U	 � � ��(�\ ���� 
����� �����S�T �&' P �����	 �c�WcU�� 	�N� ��(�\, 
���.��( * �&� ��� ��(। *� *	 ����� P fg(�	 G��+� 	��� ���। �&' P ���� ��H� �	�� 
�"�( B����	 ,� G�c��� ��(�\ ���� * �&� ��� (�(। 

������ ��H��	 ,+�� B����	 $�Nm� �\� �'��� *�� ,��������। �'�j"� ,��"����" \�/�P 
* f�r��' B�	� ���cg ���( �������( ����� $��� ��	�\ *�� ���j����� ����, ��+� 
$��J�, �������	 ��	, Hb�"�	 *�� @f�( ��	C��	 ��.��.��� ���cg ,a#�	 !"�#	 ���\ 
,$	# ��	�\ ��(� ��!�	 $����� ��} i��!�c��� B����� ��/� ,����। $���A 	�!����, 
\��, a��� *�� �XC� ��"q�	 ���&@ ,��"����" �	� ��(�\- ��} ��"�c��� (, �'�j"�c��� 
,�f ,�f ���( ,"�\ �!
 ��H��	 ������। B����	 !���� B����� ��/� � ����	 ��	# 
������ B�	� i�A ��C( �+' ��	�\ : $&��, @������	 YZ[ ����. G��N���, ��	  �� ��� 
�����'� ���C@ ������ ��H� �� ��	+# ��	 &��� *�� ����(�, �c�W�� ���(- ����C ��	 
���	� ���	� $���S(�	 B����	 �� ��(�\ ,�, @����� $#(�	 $�Nm��A �	��	� �P(�( *	 ���� 
P �VW�J�� ����. ��w	�  
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��&m ��_�� *��  �� ������ $���	 ���'�� ��	��Q� @������� ��X� �	�	 ��	���. 
G�U#.��"��	 �������@ ,� ��w	� ,�� ��(�\। �'��� �'�j"� ,��"�����"	 ���'�� *@ ���'� 
B�	� G��A� ���A�( f�q�\। �	��	� f��'��"	 ��	�# @������	 �	��+�� ����. ,� B�� �, �� 
B����	 ���� ��Y�� �	� �	�� ��� B�	� �� ��	। 

*\�/�P B�	� �+' ��	�\, *� G���	 ���\@ ���� P �&'��� 	�(�\ �� ��w	� ���\�/� 
�	�� 	�!� । G���@ ��\� ,\�/�\, ��\� ���� ,	�� ���(�\। B��	 ���	� ���	� $�'���, 
������� ��	��� ��� ,�Y�� G�� ,��� ���c	 fy� ��( fq�� ���	। B�	� �U� �����	  �A���� 
,	�� G����@ ��w	 �U� ��� , 	� ���(�\। * ,+��P G���@  �A���� 	���	P �����" ���� 	�!� 
��- G&.�y ��w	 ����	 �����A ��� ,�	@ ��	� c��C'��	 B��(। �	��	 ���� ��H��	 �'����	 
,�� G�3.'�d ��� ��	�।  �� ���� ��P(�	 !' B�	� �'�j"� G��	�� P $(�� N����� ���	, 
B@"� N�� �X�m �	�� ���	 �। G&N * �&�P ���' ,�, 
�������S�T ���� ���@ !���( 
@������	 YZ[�U#. f��	#, ���� �'�j"�c��� �� $��J�"�c��� ���+"� ��	 	��� f�N� (। 

*@ ���" B�	� i���	 ���" f��� ��	 ,�, *@ $�Q �Z ���	 B�"@ 
����� ����	 ����m 
,����	 G���� B�	� ���	�(�\।  �� ��w��	 ���\ 	�+� ������ ��P(�	 ����� ��w��	 
��+�y��	 H��#	 �����" ,&�� B�	� ���� ��(�\। 

*@�� �������¤	 ���'@ B����	 *�"�( ,��� ��(�\।  �� B����	 *����S�T ,� ���(�� 
I�	� ��(�\ �� G����	 S�A ������� *�� c��C'��	 �����	 ,+�� $�� �	�� ���(� ��� 
���	। ,� �&'"�  �w� ,&�� ���K �� �U	# �P(� �	��	। ��� ��� G$����� ������ ,&�� ����� 
c��C'�� B�	� ������ ��"X��� ��� �� ,&�� ��.�N ��	 G���	j �� $��� ��	 *@  �w� �U	�#	 
,Nm� �	� ����। ,���-������	 i���' ���� ��H��	 ,Nm� G�'��� 	��� *��T !Z	� ���@ B�	� 
�� ��	। * ��	� +�� ��� * ��! i���	 ���, *��� *A� ��U#. �	� G��� ��( fq�� ��	। * 
�'����	 ��(� ��.�UN� �� ���(� ��� ��_� ,@। 

���� *�� �&' $���#'�	�#	 !' �	��	 (-���'����m *��A $���#'�	# ����A "q ��	 
(��	��m Em�')। 

5��� ��o���'���(	 $�j ,$�-c�@� N'��d�	 $�'�� @�������� $� �	 �� !���� ���	 *@ 
$���#'�	# ����A	 ,N(�	�'�। 

����A	 ���'	� ��� ����A	 ���'	� ��� ����A	 ���'	� ��� ����A	 ���'	� ��� ::::    
3� �����fr� B���, $� �	, @����� ��c�", 5��� ��o���'��(। 
3� B���v���, $� �	, ����� ��c�", N¥H�� ��o���'��(। 
3� � 	 B�� B�_, ��	N���, @�|�AfA G  �������� |��3!, 	�!����। 
3� *���� ��, ��	N���, 5��� ��i~	। 
3� ,�, *�, ��	�, ��	N���, !���( B�.�@c� P Hb�"�	। 
3� ,�, *�, ����, �����"� $� �	, @����� ��c�", 5��� ��o���'��(। 
3� ������ ��� ��Z, �����"� $� �	, 	������ ��c�", 5��� ��o���'��(। 
!�� ���� ��� !�� 	���, ���'-��N�। 

$��Q	 ��.��X_ ���.m H�b	 !' ������� ��\�@ ��	 $���#'�	# ����A	 ���� ,�� ��	। 
$���#'�	# ����A ,�Y�� �c�.� P H�#���"' �� � �� ����������� ��N�@ ��	। ����A	 ��.�{� 
����T����(� ,� ��� ���� P �&' $���#' ��� "X��� �(, ,������ ,�Y��@ H�b GTc�.j �	� 
��(�\। H�b	 !' ,���X� �������	 ��\� ��\� ����A ��N ��	; ��\� �� ���� P �&' �� H�b	 
fy��C.	 !' ,��y !Z	� �� ��H��	 !' ���.� ,�। $��Q	 �+ ,&�� ��w��	 *@ ���.� 
�&����' ��� �	�  
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��(�\। ��� *-,+�� G�� ��( $�Q�� ,�� i�� ���'�	 �{��� ��� ��(�\। *��@ ,����� 
"#', ��	 P�	 
�c���� ��! ,��	 ���T i���' �����	 ���� $��Q	 ��.���	 ������ ,��� 
��(�\। ���P ��.�	� ,��" ,&���\ *�� G������ ,+��@ � �P ��(�\। ��� ��H� �&����( 
�(��� �(�, G�� ��( "�/�( ,"�\।  �� �������C �����! G�'�( ,��" �	�� ��(�\। 
����Cc��� �AcU�� �� ����� *@ ��	���� $�A ��( ,��� ���(�\�। f���	#
�� ��� ��( ,�, 
6:89 ����	 �U� ,"�!A ������A ��P(� ���K� �। �AcU�� ���	 !' B�	� $���#' Hb ,&�� *@ 
������A f�X� ��	। ��} $���#'�	# ����A ���U	 ��� �U� ���� �����	 �+����। ��@ �U� 
���� ��H��	 ,Nm� ��c��� ,(� �(। 5��� ,"�!�A *@ ����� \��� �(�। ,������� ,"�!�AP (। 
@�����' �AcU�� ���A ,$�� N�� ��(। *@ ,"�!�A	  �@� ,���N+�	 GT	��� �\�, �q�y G' 
��"�!	 �U��	 ,c�	 �U���U��	� G���( ��P(� ��(। ���!��r ���	 	�A B����	 �U� ���� 
��w!�� �"�( G��	��� ��	a��	 �	P �� ��P(� ��(�। *	 �U� ��� ���� ��@����A. 	�(�\। B� 
��� �(�। ���	�� �� f�X��	 B���	@ �"�(�\। * ,&�� $���#'�	# ����A	 �����	 ��! ���w� 
P ��J� �	�	 !' GA� BH� P BT�	���@ �'j �(। $��Q	 ��.�	�P ��w��	 *@ G�cU��	 �&����' 
��.��� ���(�\; ��w��	 ���.����� �����(� ���	 ��	�, $�( ,+��@ � � ��(�\। �AcU�� ��� 
������U� �����S� G���(� ��!��� ��(�\। G'�' ���	 �����	 ,�����P ������ *@ ��� 
G��X� ��(�\। $���A ���@ �~.L P ����u� ,�(� ��(�\। ,�C ��� H�&� ��K ��� ���	 �~.L 
*�� ����u�;  �� ��q���	 ��+ ,�� ��� �� B�\ �� *�!�	 !�� ��� ���। 

$���#'�	# ����A	 ����T �\� ������U� �U� ,� c�C�( B�\ ����@ \��� ���; ��} ���.�+�� 
*�� ����C G������ ,��� ,�(। ����� P @��	!� c�C�( �U� ����Y�� B�	� ����� �� ���(�\। 
��\�/� fi., ��_�, B	�� P Z� c�C�	 ,�� ��\� YZ[�U#. ���� G������ �����	 GTc�.j ��(�\। 
p��_�c�(,  	���, !��.�, !���� P @�_����( $cX�� c�C�( ,�� ��\� ���� P �&' &��� ���P 
��	 G���� �	� *�� H�b ,����	 �� ,�(� *�P ����	 �(�। *Y�� c��C'��	 !�' !�� 
	@�। $���O��� P ��	��		 �&� ����N� ��	 ,�� ,�� ���� ���+� �	� ��(�\, ��� ,� ,+�� 
B�	� ����Cc��� �+' ,	���\ ���� �U��	 ���X�� � ~�A। 

��.��� B����	 ��H�� $�( ���/ �� ��� �XJ�	 ���� P �&'��� !�� ��(�\। *	 ,c�	 69 
��!�	 �XJ� \��� ��K। ���� ���� P �&'��� \���	 ��@�	 	�( ����। *\�/� ��H��	 $�S(� G�'��� 
&���( B	P ������ ��"X��� ���। *Y��	 YZ[P �� (। G&.�y *Y��	 P�	 "��C#� �	� *�� 
��	 P�	 �c�W ��	 $�Q-$����� ��Y��	 ��@�	P �� �&' ������ ���j��H�� P 
����� ��� 
��S�T Hb $����	 ����� G���	� ,&�� ����। * �����" �¦���	� �	� ,�� P !���	 
��&.@ 
*��T G��	���.। ��	# * ����. �� ,��� ���J �&'��� !��� !��� ��	�� B����	 GH���� �� 
,��� �cU.� P �K� ���। ��\�/� * B����	 GT G��$	#�	 fy�; ��@ * ����.� $���A \� �	� 
�§, ���([ P BH�� ��	�+� �	� ,�� P �	���		 I��� ��.��'	 GTc�.j। ��� $�( $���A 
Bh��N� ,��@ ����	 Gc�'��(	 ��O !�/� ~A���� ��S�T �&'��� ��H��	 !' ��(� 
B�.�@c� $��J� ��	 &��� *�� * ��H��	 ��! P *	 P�	 "��C#�	 ��.�UN� G�'��� 	���। 
���������	 ���j��H�� P 
����� ����	 �'����	 * �����	 �����( �	�	 �����" �X�m ���c��� 
�	��	- ����Cc��� * ��	�# ,�, * ��H��� * ,���	 ��.��		 !����	# G��H�# ��	�\��, �� 
�� ���� ����	 ���" ,��"����" �� �X�� ����, �� �� �&' B�.�@c�-*	 ��H� ��X��	  �	�� 
&����। * �����" ��m �	� ic.�"'!� \�/� B	 ��\�@ ��� ���� �। 

$��Q	 ����� ��	��# ���� P �&'��� ��H��	 ���! 
��¨U�.c��� ��/� ���( ��w	� B����	 
������"�� ��	�\ ����	 ����� !��@ BT�	� �'���। * ��.��( ��\� $��J�, ��"q, �'�j P 
��.�	 �� ����Cc��� f������"'। 5��� ��i~	, ����� *���3��, 5��� ��o���'��( Hb�"�	, ,���( 
������ ��@�©	�, �������� G�!�	c�	 ��@�©	�, I��� ����� ��@�©	�, !���( ���� ��@�©	� *��  
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BA 

!���( B�.�@c� P Hb�"�	 ���cgc��� B����	�� �����' ��	�\। �������� ,$� @�|�AfA, 
N¥H�� ��o���'��( ��i~	 *�� ���!��	 �����A�	A ���P B�	� ��\� ���� P �&'��� ,��(�\। 
*\�/� �&' �%#��(, $��	+� �%#��(, �		�� �%#��(, �������� ��N���( Hb�"�	 *�� ����	� 
,"��(_� ��	��	 (�3, *�, B@)-*	 ,�l!�' �����'� ����-�����! B�	� ��H� �	�� ,��	�\। 
��w��	 ��S( ������"��	 !' B�	� ��w��	 $�� �X���� ��� �	�\। 

�'�j"� f��'��" P �'�j"� ��H� ,&�� G��� ������ ���( $�Q�� �����' ��	�\। 
��w��	 ���' ��\� �� *��� f��� �	� ���@ ��"� �� �	�\। $�j 	����� ��N�	��� B�� ��ª� 
,Nl��	� ��\����'� �U�'�� ���� $�Q�� ���(�\। ������ ���������	 
����� B�_�� *�� 
����. ���H��	 �����'� ���� *, *�, *, ������	 ,�l!�' B�	� ,��(�\। $���� �������� 
B�_���	 ���" !�/� G��� ��w��	 ������ $�Q�� ���(�\। ��w��	 ���' �	��� 	����� 
	f , B�!!�� �� cU@(�, 3� *���� ��, B��	 B��, ����P(�� ,���� P !��	 fr� B����	 
�� f������"'। ����� ��� ��\� �U�'�� ���� ���q�(�\ �����i� �� *�� ,��_��	 @©���� 
,����{�। ���!�"	 �	��	 *�� 
��� ����� ,����		 ������ ��H��	 ,+�� ����	 �����'-
������"��	 �&� B�	� ���X� ��  � ��w	� ��� ���� ,�l� � @���, �Pi� B���, ��ªi� 
����, B�i� �����, ,��©� �WY�, ������ ��� ,Nl��	� P B��"�	 ���	। �AcU�� ��.��(	 ��\� 
YZ[�U#. ���� ���( �����' ��	�\ ��Zr� f�	, ��!� !� 	 B���, G!( 	�(, @���@� 
,����{�, ��� �	��	, ,�� B�i� !���, 3� ��ª�-f	-	��� *�� B���� ��। @��� ����	 
"���, �����v��� ���, fy�� ���T �	, 
� ,Nl��	� P ,	!� ,����� 
����� ����	 ���� P 
�&'��� ���(�\। f����� ����� B�	� BT�	� �'��� !���K। *\�/� B����	 ����� ��H��	 
��	�A ��.����	 ���" !�/� 	�(�\ B	P G���। *@ 
Q ��	��	 ��w��	 $��'��	 �� f��� 
�	� ��� (। B����	 B�.�@c�-*	 ���� ��	+# ����( ��w��	 ����	 �� �������	 fy� 
������ ����� 	�(�\। ��w��	��P �'���। 

���� P �&'��� ��'�� ��N�@�(	 ,+�� $���#'�	# ����A	 G��� �X����	 ���& �	# �	�\। 
����A	 ���'"# �	� I��., �§ P BH� �����	 �������	 $���O��� P �U�' ��N�	 ��	�\। ��w	� 
��� �������	 ��'�� ��N�@ ��	�, $��Q	 fg( *�� ����C ��	 ����U��	 �&'��X�� P ,�l��. 
�X��	 !' �U�'�� �	���. ���(�\। * ,+�� B�	� ����Cc��� ����A	 ,N(�	�'� $� �	 �� !���� 
����		 �&� BT�	���	 ���" �	# �	�\। 

���� ��H� ��Y��	 $����	 �'����	 �������� �	���		 �&' �%#��(�� �'��� !��@। 
*@ ���" �������� �	���		 ��E# ��c�" *�� �� �$L��.-*	 $��P B�	� �X���� 
���	 �	�\। 

�����C B	P ��(�!�	 �&� ���� �(- 
����� ����	 ������H� ��Y��	 ,�\� 	�(�\ 
��w��	 G`�T a� P �	�� ����, ��w	� *@ $��Q	 N�	! "��C�- I�(� B� ª����	 	���, 
B �� ,Nl��	�, ��� B��� ,	!� *�� P(���i� ��। ������ N���		 ���(�[ (- "��C#�	 «X�� P 
$��Q	 ���!	 ���" *��h��( ��w	� ���� P �&'��� ��H��	 ��! ��� �Z ��	 ������U��	 
��H�, ��\�@, �����( ���(��, ,$���� I�	��	#, ��E# ������-��.��� ��! ����� P ����#. 
���(	 ���' ��g ��	। *\�/� ������	 ��o�� P 	���� NS��.�	 a� P �J�	 �&� f������"'। 
$����� ��� ,&�� B�i� ������	 "c�	 ���([���� *�� �	�� �y�	�� $��Q	 
�c���� 
��!��. G�'��� 	���� �����' ��	�\। 

���������	 
����� ���� ��w	� Bh��� ���(�\, ��w	� ��.���� ��(�\, ��w	� �'�" 
���	 
��	�\, ��.�'��� $���U� ��	���� ��w	� ,���$��	 ������� G��� ,	���\, ��w	� B����	 ���.	 
��& $�� ���U��.	 ,$	#�
�� ��w��	 ����	 f�r�� "c�	 a�� P BT�	� �X���� ��� ��	 

����� ����	 �������	 *@ ��H� B�	� ,���	 ����C	 ���� ���� ���K। 

 ���� ��� !�	 	��� 
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�����!�����!�����!�����! 
 

�������� 
����� ����	 @����� $��Q	 ����� ��	N��� !�� ���� ��� !�	 	����	 
B���� �X��'	 �	 �&' �%#���(	 i’! f���N� ��\���� $��Q	 ���(�[ �\�� *�� *	�	 
��	N����	 ���([ B��	 P�	 G�.# �	� �(। ���� ��� !�	 	����	 !��r��( $��Q	 ��! 
��J�c��� *�"�( N��\� ��� ��� N�	 ���	 ���E� Z� ,��� ,��� ,��	�\�� B	 \( �� ��E�#	 
!' ,$�� ��q��� ��(�\�। *@ $�Q �����(�	 !' ��w	 BT�	� fy��� P �	�� ��	a��	 �&� 
B�	� �a��N�W �	# �	�\।  


����� ����	 @������	 ������ ���� P ��E�#	 YZ ���([ ����. ����m ���� ��N� 
�\��।  �� ���� ��� !�	 	����	 �X��'	 �	 $��Q	 ���!	 
�c���� "�� �'��� �(�। 
$���#'�	# ����A	 "q �U�.��Z� &��� *�� *@ ����A ��X.� G������� $��Q	 GTcU.j ,�� 
��C( ��	��. �	� �(�। �U��. "X��� ���	 �c�W�� *�� ��.	� "��C� P G� � ��.N�	���	 ��( 
$��Q	 G���m ��! N��� &���। ��� $��Q	 !' ��.��	� ���(	 ��������	 !' ���� P 
�&'��� ��H� *�� ,�Y��	 ����� ��"�yc��� �	�� ��(�\ ��� ���� ����U��	 S� G���(� 
��E�#	 ��	�������� 	+� �	� ��(�। ,�� ,�� ���	 ��C( ����.� ��.�� ���� P �&'$���	 
���F@ ��	 *���� ��	#।  

$���#'�	# ����A ��X.� G������� cU�����A �	��.� ��Y����P G��	���.�c��� ��g��� �	� 
��(�\। B����	 �U� �+' �\� ��Y�� �������	 ���' Y#"� P ����"� ���u�' G+�g 	��� *�� 
���.m ���(	 ���' ��� ���	 ��E# P $���� ��g �	�। * ��! ��J�c��� �	�� ��	��@ ���([ 
���� B�	� ��&. ��(�\ ��� c���� ��	�।  
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���� $�O� ������� ���������� $�O� ������� ���������� $�O� ������� ���������� $�O� ������� ������ 

���������	 
����� ����	 ������ ����� ������ ��+	 ���� ��( *@ �� $��� �	� 
��। 
��� ���.�cl� �������� $��J�	 !' B����	 ,�� ��H�� �\�, ,��� *@ ��H�� �'�y 
�	�	 !' ������� �����"�J�P �\� �y�	। 
����� ����	 ��+	 ������� G'�' ��� ��g����� 
��(�\ ��} 
����� ����� $���� �	��	 *�� 
��� ���������	 ��	���. ��	��� ������ 	���	 
,�l�j��� GA�A 	����	 !' ������� ����	� !�T� P ����	 �����"�	� ’��� ��	 ,� ���.���� 
N���( ,� ����.� ������ *@ ��� GTcU.j �	� ��(�\।  

*@ �� ���� i�A G�'��( c�" �	� ��(�\; �&� �	��	� P ,��	��	�। $&� G�'�( ',���(' P 
'$������' i�A G��� ��cj। '�	��	� ������ : ,���(' G��� ,!��	� @(���(�	 c�C#��U�, 
����	� B��� !��	�� ���cg ���.S� H�#, �O��� ,�� ���!��	 	����	 ��N�	-$��, ���������	 
$�� G�"� �	��	� ��.��.� P 	�!���� �'�j��".	 $�� ����� ,~�C�, �&���&� ����C���	 
��	� $#�� ����% $��, ��������� ��� ����	� !�T�	 G�� ,�-����	� ����� �	��	 "q, 
$���U�� f���.�N G�J�; *�� ��� ,~�C#�, ��	N��� P Bh���.# @�'��� ��C( GTcU.j 
��(�\। �����.o P !������~ �������	 ��+ $N�	#�, �jX��-���X�� $��, Bh�+ ��&.�	 !' 
�	��	� P 	�!���� �'�j��".	 ����( $������� ,$	#, �UA���� �y�	�� *�� �	#�&.���	 
$�'���.�	 B��� ����.� ������P *��� �� ,��(�\। *@ G���	 ,��C *��A ��	���m, 
����C ��	 �����.�o	 �X�m B�C.�#	 !', $N��	� ',o���' �� ������ �	��	 $����� ��(��A 
$N�	-������P ���E� ��(�\।  

‘�	��	� ������ : $������' G��� ����	� "c.	 ,�� ,!��	� �A-� �� P �U�.����	 �!P�� 
B��	 B�i��� �� �(�!�	 ,�X�[ ���j����� P 
��������� ������ !"�#	 ��Z�� ��	N���� 
����	� ���.S� H�# P B@ !�	�, ���cg �� P ���� ����, !!���  '
�c���� G��� P ��� 
G&.���	 ���$��J�	' ,Nm�, �	#�&.���	 '� �	�( B�	 �'���, ��@���� �	���		 "c.	 P �%���	 
�jX��-���X��-�y�	��', '$������ ��	C��	 f���.�N G�J�' *�� ,��C '���-�����	 
Bh���.�#	 �U�.���U��. ��@���� �	���		 *�����" ���'�" ��C(�' f��W��U� ��'� ��(�\।  

*@ ���	 ����( G�'�( ',��	��	� ������'। *�AP i�A G��� ��cj: '	�!���� ���X��' *�� 
',�����	� ������"��'। �������	 ,� ��� 	�!���� �� �� ,�� ,!��	� @(���(�	 ����	� 
���.S� ��&. ��	 �jX��-���X�� ���(�\, ��"q P ,!�A�� ��( ���cgc��� 
����� ����	 ��Z�� 
��! ��	�\ ����	 ,��� ��.��� * G�'��(	 $&����� ���X� ��(�\।  

����	� !�T�	 G�c$�( G���(� 
����� ��H���	 �y�	�� ��U.� ��	 'G�� ������' 	+�( 
������$�# ��"q- ���T ����A *�� 	�!���	, B�-��	 P B�-���� $cX�� �����	 "q P 
�y�	��	 ������� ',�����	� ������"��' G��� ��g����� ��(�\।  


����� ����	 �������H	 *��A �� ������ *�A ���q	 ��( G��'@ �� 	��� $�(�! ,�, 
�������	 ����	� �	��	 �� ������� �+ ��@ ���������	 
����� ��H���� 
���	 ��	�। 
��@ ��	� '
�����	 ,~�C#�' P '
����� ��H��',� '	���E�����', '���!���	��� P ������U�� 
�y�	��' ���j�������	�� 'i®X���	�' 'c�	��	 N	' P 'G�$�����	�' ; ��C� ,~��C� BP(��� ��" 
���'��	�� 'c�	��	 �����' P '���Kg������', �	#�&.���	�� 'f��VW' ; 
����� ����	 $�� ������ 
	�� P ��"q�	 ��&.�� ',���(' Z�� B�'��(� ��	�\।  
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B�	� f���' ,�, ����	� !�T� P ����	 �����"�	� ���������	 ~A����	 ��� ,&�� ��o����	 
�X�m , 	���	 !' �	��	� ���X��, ����, ������, $������� @�'���	 ���'�� �	��Kgc��� $N�	 
��	�\ ,�, ��������� ��� ����� "#��'� N���(�। ��	� ������ ����������	 ,����� ,Nm� ��	�\ 
,���� '�U#. 
�c���� G���' ��	�! �	�\। B�����X�m�� *@ ��� f����� * �	�	 ����N' P 
�&'��U� ��¯��T	 �X�m �	�� ���	। * ,+�� B����	 $����� �������H	 G'�' ��, ����C ��	 
Gm� P N���.� �� ('"#��'�' P '��o!��') * ���(	 ~A����	 
Z� �&��&c��� f���° �	�� 
���(� ���।  
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�-�&'/4@-79/11/464<6- 
����� ��H���	 @����� 	N�	 f�r��' I��� �����	 $�j 
����� !�� ���� ��� !�	 	����� �&' P ,���	 �%#���( ����C c�	$�� G� ��	 ��� 6:11 
��	 6�� !���@ �@�� !
��&. *� �y��		 !' N��j �c�W�� ��(�" �	� �@�। 

7। N��j	 ��.����(� ��� ��w��	 ,�� P G'�' �������� ��@��। 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/231                                                                             Dated 18-7-1978 

 

RESOLUTION 

In connection with the Writing and Printing of the History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberation the Government have been pleased to constitute and Authentication 

Committee for the Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberation” with the following members. 

 

1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar 

University 

3. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies. Rajshahi. 

4. Dr. Enamul Huq Director, Dacca Museum. 

5. Dr. K. M. Mohsin Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

6. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca 

University 

7. Dr. Ahmed Sharif Professor and Chairman, Deptt. of Bengali, Dacca 

University 

8. Dr. Anisuzzaman Professor, Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman O.S.D. History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project 

 

The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 

(a) To verity, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 
included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

(b) To determine validity and price of documents are required for the purpose. 

 

 

 Syed Asgar Ali 
Section Office. 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/10493/(25)                                                                Dated 13-2-1979 

 

RESOLUTION 

In partial modification of Resolution issued under No. 51/2/78-Dev/231, dated 
18.7.78 Govt. have been pleased to reconstitute and Authentication Committee for the 

Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh War of Liberation” with the 
following members:  

  

1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir 
Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 

Chairman 

   

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed 
Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar University 

Member 

   

3. Dr. Anisuzzaman 
Professor, Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University 

Member 

   

4 Dr. Safar Ali Akanda 
Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies. Rajshahi. 

Member 

   

5. Dr. Enamul Huq 
Director, Dacca Museum. 

Member 

   

6. Dr. K. M. Mohsin 
Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

Member 

   

7. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun 
Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca University 

Member 

   

8. Dr. K.M. Karim 
Director, National Library and Archives, Dacca 

Member 

   

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman 
O.S.D. History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project 

Member-Secretary 

 

2. The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 
 

a)  To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 
included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

 

b)  To determine validity and price of documents are required for the committee. 

 
 

 M.A. Salam Khan 
Section Office. 
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TEXT OF YAHYA'S BROADCAST 

(On March 26, 1971) 

  

 

 

 

My dear countrymen, 

  

 Assalam-o-Alaikam. 

 

 On the 6
th

 of this month I announced the 25
th

 of March as the new date for the 

inaugural session of the National Assembly hoping that conditions would permit the 

holding of the session on the appointed date. Events have, however, not justified that 

hope. The nation continued to face a grave crisis. 
 

 In East Pakistan a non-co-operation and disobedience movement was launched 
by the Awami League and matters took a very serious turn. Events were moving very 

fast and it became absolutely imperative that the situation was brought under control 
as soon as possible. With this aim in view, I had a series of discussions with political 

leaders in West Pakistan and subsequently on the 15
th

 of March I went to Dacca. 
 

As you are aware I had a number of meetings with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman in 

order to resolve the political impasse. Having consulted West Pakistani leaders it was 

necessary for e to do the same over there so that areas of agreement could be 

identified and an amicable settlement arrived at. 

 

 As has been reported in the press and other news media from time to time, my 

talks with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman showed some progress. Having reached a certain 

stage in my negotiations with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman I considered it necessary to 

have another round of talks with West Pakistani leaders in Dacca. 
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Mr. Z. A. Bhutto reached there on 21
st
 March and I had a number of meetings 

with him. 

As you are aware, the leader of the Awami League has asked for the withdrawal 

of Martial Law and transfer of power prior to the meeting of the National Assembly. 

In our discussions he proposed that this interim period could be covered by a 

proclamation by me whereby Martial Law would be withdrawn, Provincial 

Governments set up and the National assembly would ab initio, sit in two committees-
one composed of members from east Pakistan and the other composed of members 

form West Pakistan. 

One Condition 

Despite some serious flaws in the scheme in its legal as well as other aspects. I 

was prepared to agree in principle to his plan in the interest of peaceful transfer of 

power but on one condition. The condition which I clearly explained to Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman was that I must first have unequivocal agreement of all political 

leaders to the scheme. 

I thereupon discussed the proposal with other political leaders. I found them 

unanimously of the view that the proposed proclamation by me would have no legal 

sanction. It will neither have the cover of Martial Law nor could it claim to be based 

on the will of the people. Thus a vacuum would be created and chaotic conditions will 

ensue. They also considered that splitting of the National Assembly into two parts 

through a proclamation would encourage division tendencies that may exist. They 

therefore expressed the opinion that if it is intended to lift Martial Law and transfer 

power in the interim period, the National Assembly should meet, pass an appropriate 
interim Constitution Bill and present it for my assent. I entirely agreed with view and 

requested them to tell Sheikh Mujibur Rahman to take a reasonable attitude on this 
issue. 

I told the leaders t explain their views to him that a scheme whereby, on the one 

hand, you extinguish all source of power namely Martial Law and on the other fail to 

replace it by the will of the people through a proper session of the National Assembly, 

will merely result in chaos. They agreed to meet Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, explain the 

position and try to obtain his agreement to the interim arrangement for transfer of 

power to emanate from the National Assembly. 

The political leaders were also very much perturbed over Sheikh Mujib's idea of 

dividing the National Assembly into two parts right from the start. Such a move, they 

felt, would be totally against the interest of Pakistan's integrity. 

The Chairman of the Pakistan People's Party, during the meeting between myself, 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and him, had also expressed similar views to Mujib. 

On the evening of the 23
rd

 of March of political leaders, who had gone to talk to 

Mujib on this issue, called on me and informed me that he was not agreeable to any 

changes in his scheme. All he really wanted was for me to make proclamation 

whereby, I should withdraw Martial Law and transfer power. 
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Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's action of starting his non-co-operation movement is an 
act of treason. He and his party have defied the lawful authority for over three weeks 

they have insulted Pakistan's flag and defiled the photograph of the Father of the 
Nation. They have tried to run a parallel Government. They have created turmoil, 

terror and insecurity. 

A number of murders have been committed in the name of movement. Millions 

of our Bengali brethren and those who have settled in East Pakistan are living in a 
state of panic, and a very large number had to leave that Wing out of fear for their 

lives. 

The Armed Forces, located in East Pakistan, have been subjected to taunts and 

insults of all kinds; I wish to complement them on the tremendous restraint that they 

have shown in the face of grave provocation. Their sense of discipline is indeed 

praiseworthy, I am proud of them. 

Reasonable Solution 

I should have taken action against Mujibur Rahman and his collaborators weeks 

ago but I had to try my utmost to handle the situation in such a manner as not to 

jeopardize my plan of peaceful transfer of power. In my keenness to achieve this aim I 
kept on tolerating one illegal act after another. And at the same time I explored every 

possible avenue for arriving at some reasonable solution. I have already mentioned 
the efforts made by me and by various political leaders in getting Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman to see reason. We have left no stone unturned. But he has failed to respond in 
any constructive manner; on the other hand, he and his followers kept on flouting the 

authority of the Government even during my presence in Dacca. The proclamation 
that he proposed was nothing but a trap. He knew that it would not have been worth 

the paper it was written on and in the vacuum created by the lifting of Martial Law he 

could have done anything with impunity. His obstinacy, obduracy and absolute 

refusal to talk sense can lead to but one conclusion-the man and his parties are 

enemies of Pakistan and they want East Pakistan to break away completely from the 

country. He has attacked the solidarity and integrity of this country-this crime will not 

go unpunished. 

We will not allow some power hungry and unpatriotic people to destroy this 
country and play with the destiny of 120 million people. 

In my address to the nation of 6th March I had told you that it is the duty of the 

Pakistan Armed Forces to ensure the integrity, solidarity and security of Pakistan. I 

have ordered them to do their duty and fully restore the authority of the Government. 

In view of the grave situation that exists in the country today I have decided to 

ban all political activities throughout the country. As for the Awami League it is 

completely banned as a political party. I have also decided to impose complete Press 

censorship. Martial Law regulations will very shortly be issued in pursuance of these 

decisions. 

Aim Remains Same 

In the end let me assure you that my main aim remains the same, namely, transfer 

of power to the elected representatives of the people. As soon as situation permits I 

will take fresh steps towards the achievement of this objective. 
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It is my hope that the law and order situation will soon return to normal in East 

Pakistan and we can again move forward towards our cherished goal. 

 

I appeal to my countrymen to appreciate the gravity of the situation for which 

the blame rests entirely on the anti-Pakistan and secessionist elements and to act as 

reasonable citizens of the country because therein lies the security and salvation of 

Pakistan. 
 

God be with you. God bless you. 
 

Pakistan Paindabad.  
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OPERATION SEARCHLIGHT-I 

Major-General Khadim Hussain was brooding over the possible outcome of 

political talks on 25 March when his green telephone rang at about 11 a. m. 

Lieutenant-General Tikka Khan was on the line. He said, 'Khadim, it is tonight.' 

It created no excitement for Khadim. He was already waiting for the fall of the 
hammer. The President's decision coincided with the second anniversary of his 

assumption of power. General Khadim passed the word to his staff for 

implementation. The lower the news traveled the greater the sensation it created. I 

saw some junior officers hustling about mustering some extra recoilless rifles, getting 

additional ammunition issued, a defective mortal sight replaced. The tank crew, 

brought from Rangpur (29 Cavalry) a few days earlier, hurried with their task to oil 

six rusty M-24s for use at night. They were enough to make a noise on the Dacca 
streets. 

The general staff of Headquarters 14 Division rang up all the out station garrisons 

to inform them of H-hour. They devised a private code for passing the message. All 

garrisons were to act simultaneously. The fateful hour was set at 260100 hours-1 a.m. 

26 March. It was calculated that by then the President would have landed safely in 

Karachi. 

The plan for operation SEARCHLIGHT visualized the setting up of two 

headquarters. Major-General Farman, with 57 Brigade under Brigadier Arbab, was 

responsible for operations in Dacca city and its suburbs while Major-General Khadim 

was to look after the rest of the province. In addition, Lieutenant-General Tikka Khan 

and his staff were to spend the night at the Martial Law Headquarters in the Second 

Capital to watch the progress of action in and outside Dacca. 

A few days earlier, General Yahya had sent Major-General Iftikhar Janjua and 

Major-General A.O. Mitha to Dacca as possible replacements for Khadim and Farman 

in case they refused to 'crack down'. After all, they had formed General Yakub's team 

until very recently and might still share his ideas. General Hamid had even gone to the 

extent of questioning Khadim's and Farman's wives to assess their husbands' views on 

the subject. Both the generals, however, assured Hamid that they would faithfully 

carry out the orders. 

Junior officers like me started collecting at Headquarters, Martial Law 
Administrator, Zone 'B' (Second Capital) at about 10 p.m. They laid out sofas and 

easy chairs on the lawn and made arrangements for tea and coffee to last the night. I 
had no specific job to perform except 'to be available'. A jeep fitted with a wireless set 

was parked next to this  
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'outdoor operations room'. The city wrapped in starlight, was in deep slumber. The 
night was as pleasant as a spring night in Dacca could be. The setting was perfect for 

anything but a bloody holocaust. 

Besides the armed forces, another class of people was active that night. They 

were the Awami League leaders and their private army of Bengali soldiers, 

policemen, ex-servicemen, students any party volunteers. They were in 

communication with Mujib, Colonel Osmani and other important Bengali officers. 
They were preparing for the toughest resistance. In Dacca, they erected innumerable 

road blocks to obstruct the march of troops to the city. 

The wireless set fitted in the jeep groaned for the first time at about 11-30 p.m. 

The local commander (Dacca) asked permission to advance the H-hour because the 

other side was hectically preparing for resistance. Everybody looked at his watch. The 

President was still half way between Colombo (Sri Lanka) and Karachi. General 

Tikka gave the decision. 'Tell Bobby (Arbab) to hold on as long as he can.' 

At the given hour, Brigadier Arbab's brigade was to act as follows: 

13 Frontier Force was to stay in Dacca cantonment as reserve and defend the 

cantonment, if necessary. 

43 Light Anti-Aircrat (LAA) Regiment, deployed at the airport in an anti-aircraft 

role since the banning of overflights by India, was to look after the airport area. 

22 Baluch, already in East Pakistan Rifles Lines at Pilkhana, was to disarm 

approximately 5000 E.P.R. personnel and seize their wireless exchange. 

32 Punjab was to disarm 1,000 'highly motivated' policemen' a prime possible 

source and armed manpower for the Awami League, at Rajarbagh Police Lines. 

18 Punjab was to fan out in the Nawabpur area and the old city where many 

Hindu houses were said to have been converted into armouries. 

Field Regiment was to control the Second Capital and the adjoining Bihari 

localities (Mohammadpur, Mirpur). 

A composite force consisting of one company each of 18 Pubjab 22 Baluch and 

32 Pubjab, was to 'fluch' the University Campus particularly Iqbal Hall and Jagannath 

Hall which were reported to be the strong points of the Awami League rebels. 

A platoon of Special Group (Commandos) was to raid Mujib's house and capture 
him alive. 

A skeleton squadron of M-25 tanks was to make an appearance before first light, 

mainly as a show of force. They could fire for effect if required. 

These troops, in their respective areas, were to guard the key points, break 

resistance (if offered), and arrest the listed political leaders from their residences. 
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The troops were to be in their target areas before 1 a.m. but some of them, 
anticipating delay on the way, had started moving from the cantonment at about 11.30 

p.m. Those who were already in the city to guard the radio and television stations, 
telephone exchange, power house and State Bank etc., had also taken their posts much 

before the H-hour. 

The first column from the cantonment met resistance at Farm Gate, about one 

kilometer from the cantonment. The column was halted by a huge tree trunk freshly 
felled across the road. The side gaps were covered with the hulks of old cars and a 

disabled steam-roller. On the city side of the barricade stood several hundred Awami 
Leaguers shouting Joi Bangla slogans. I heard their spirited shouts while standing on 

the verandah of General Tikka's headquarters. Soon some rifle shots mingled with the 
Joi Bangla slogans. A little latter, a burst of fire from an automatic weapon shrilled 

through the air. Thereafter, it was mixed affair of firing and fiery slogans, punctuated 
with the occasional chatter of a light machine gun. Fifteen minutes later the noise 

began to subside and the slogans started dying down. Apparently, the weapons had 

triumphed. The army column moved on to the city.  

Thus the action had started before schedule. There was no point now in sticking 
to the prescribed H-hour. The gates of hell had been cast open. When the first shot 

had been fired, the Voice of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman came faintly through on a 
wavelength close to that of the official Pakistan Radio. In what must have been, and 

sounded like, a pre-recorded message, the Sheikh proclaimed East Pakistan to be the 
People's Republic of Bangladesh. The full text of the proclamation is published in 

Bangladesh Documents released by the Indian Foreign Ministry. It said, 'This may be 
my last message. From today Bangladesh is independent. I call upon the people of 

Bangladesh, wherever you are and with whatever you have, to resist the army of 

occupation to the last. Your fight must go on until the last soldier of the occupation 

army is expelled from the soil of Bangladesh and final victory is achieved. 

I didn't hear this broadcast. I only heard the big bang of the rocket launcher fired 

by the commandos to remove a barrier blocking their why to Mujib's house, 
Lieutenant-Colonel Z.A. Khan, the commanding officer, and Major Bilal, the 

company commander, themselves had accompanied the raiding platoon. 

As the commandos approached Mujib's house, they drew fire from the armed 

guard posted at his gate. The guards were quickly neutralized. They up raced the fifty 

tough soldiers climb the four feet high compound wall. They announced their arrival 

in the courtyard by firing a stengun burst and shouted for Mujib to come out. But 

there was no response. Scrambling across the verandah and up the stairs, they finally 

discovered the door to Mujib's bedroom. It was locked from outside. A bullet pierced 
the hanging metal, and it dangled down. Whereupon Mujib readily emerged offering 

himself for arrest. He seemed to be waiting for it. The raiding party rounded up 
everybody in the house and brought them to the Second Capital in army jeeps. 

Minutes later, Major Jaffar, Brigade Major of 57 Brigade, was on the wireless. I could 
hear his crisp voice saying 'BIG BIRD IN THE CAGE…OTHERS NOT IN THEIR 

NESTS…OVER.' 
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As soon as the message ended, I saw the 'big bird' in a white shirt being driven in 
an army jeep to the cantonment for safe custody. Somebody asked General Tikka if he 

would like him to be produced before him, he said firmly. 'I don't want to see his 
face.' 

Mujib's domestic servants were released immediately after identification while he 

himself was lodged in the Adamjee School for the night. Next day, he was shifted to 

Flag Staff House from where he was flown to Karachi three days later. Subsequently, 
when complications arose about the 'final disposal' of Mujib (such as international 

pressure for his release). I asked my friend Major why he had not finished him off in 
the heat of action. He said, General Mitha had personally ordered me to capture him 

alive. 

While Mujib rested in the Adamjee School, the city of Dacca was in the throes of 

a civil war. I watched the harrowing sight from the verandah for four hours. The 

prominent feature of this gory night was the flames shooting to the sky. At times, 

mournful clouds of smoke accompanied the blaze but soon they were overwhelmed 

by the flaming fire trying to lick at the stars. The light of the moon and the glow of the 

stars paled before this man-made furnace. The tallest columns of smoke and fire 
emerged from the university campus, although some other parts of the city, such as 

the premises of the daily People, has no small share in these macabre fireworks. 

At about 2 a.m. the wireless set in the jeep again drew our attention. I was 

ordered to receive the call. The Captain on the other end of the line said that he was 

facing a lot of resistance from Iqbal Hall and jagannath Hall Meanwhile, a senior staff 

officer snatched the hand-set from me and shouted into the mouth-piece: 'How long 

will you take to neutralize the target? … O. K., use all of them and ensure complete 

capture of the area in two hours. 

The university building was conquered by 4. a. m. but the ideology of Bengali 

nationalism preached there over the years would take much longer to subdue. Perhaps 

ideas are unconquerable. 

In the rest of the city, the troops had accomplished their tasks including 
disarming the police at Rajar Bagh and the East Pakistan Rifles at Pilkhana. In other 

parts of the city, they had only fired a sniping shot here and a burst there to create 
terror. They did not enter houses, except those mentioned in the operational plan (to 

arrest the political leaders), or those used by rebels as sanctuaries. 

Before first light on 26 March, the troops reported completion of their mission. 

General Tikka Khan left his sofa at about 5 a.m. and went into his office for a while. 

When he reappeared cleaning his glasses with a handkerchief and surveying the area, 

he said, 'Oh' not a soul there! Standing on the verandah. I heard his soliloquy and 
looked around for confirmation. I saw only s stray dog, with its tail tucked between its 

hind legs, stealing its way towards the city. 

After day-break, Bhutto was collected from his hotel room and escorted to Dacca 

airport by the Army. Before boarding the plane, he made a general remark of 

appreciation 
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for the Army action on the previous night and said to his chief escort, Brigadier 
Arbab, 'Thank God, Pakistan has been saved.' He repeated this statement on his 

arrival at Karachi. 

 When Bhutto was making this optimistic remark, I was surveying mass graves 

in the university area where I found three pits of five to fifteen metres diameter each. 

They were filled with fresh earth. But not officer was prepared to disclose the exact 

number of casualties. I started going round the buildings, particularly Iqbal Hall and 
Jagannath Hall white, I had thought from a distance, had been razed to the ground 

during the action. Iqbal Hall bad apparently been hit by only two and Jagannath Hall 
by four, rockets. The rooms were mostly charred, but intact. A few dozen half-burnt 

rifles and stray papers were still smoldering. The damage was very grave-but not 
enough to match the horrible picture I had conjured up on the verandah of General 

Tikka's headquarters. 

The foreign press fancied several thousand deaths (in the university area) while 

army officers placed the figure at around a hundred. Officially, only forty deaths were 

admitted. 

From the university area, I drove on the principal roads of Dacca city and saw 

odd corpses lying on the footpaths or near the corner of a winding street. There were 

no mountains of bodies, as was alleged later. However, I experienced a strange and 

ominous sensation. I do not know what it signified but I could not bear it for long. I 

drove on to a different area. 

In the old city, I saw some streets still barricaded but there was no one to man the 

road blocks. Everybody had shrunk to the sanctuary of his house. On one street 
corner, however, I saw a shadow, like a displaced soul, quickly lapsing into a side 

lane. After a round of the city, I went of Dhanmandi where I visited Mujib's house. It 

was totally deserted. From the scattered thins, it appeared that it had been thoroughly 

searched. I did not find anything memorable except on overturned life-size portrait of 

Rabindranath Tagore. The frame was cracked in several places, but the image was 

intact. 

The outer gate of the house, too, had lost its valuable decoration. During Mujib's 

rule they had fixed a brass replica of a Bangladesh map and had added six stars to 
represent the Awami League's Six points. But now only the black iron bars of the 

gate, with holes for the metal fixtures, were there. The glory that had quickly dawned 
had quickly disappeared. 

I hurried back to the cantonment for lunch. I found the atmosphere very different 

there. The tragedy in the city had eased the nerves of defence personnel and their 

dependents. They felt that the storm after a long, lull had finally blown past leaving 
the horizon clear. The officers chatted in the officer's mess with a visible air of 

relaxation. Peeling an orange, Captain Chaudhry said, 'The Bengalis have been sorted 
out well and proper-at least for generation. 'Major Malik added. 'Yes, they only know 

the language of force. Their history says so.' 
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OPERATION SEARCHLIGHT-II 

Although Dacca had been benumbed overnight, the situation in the rest of the 

province continued to be fluid for some time. Chittagong, Rajshahi and Pabna, in 

particular, gave us anxious moments for several days. 

The total number of Bengali and West Pakistani troops in Chittagong was 

estimated at 5,000 and 600 respectively. The former consisted recruits at the East 
Bengali Centre (2,500), the newly raised 8 East Bengal. East Pakistan Rifles Wing 

and Sector Headquarters, and the police. Our troops were mainly the elements of 20 
Baluch whose advance party had sailed back to West Pakistan. A senior non-Bengali 

army officer in Chittagong, Lieutenant-Colonel Fatimi, was ordered to hold ground to 

allow time for reinforcements from Comilla to arrive. 

The rebels initially had all the success. They effectively blocked the route of the 
Comilla column by blowing up the Subapur Bridge near Feni. They also controlled 

major parts of Chittagong cantonment and the city. The only islands of government 
authority there were 20 Baluch area and the naval base. Major Ziaur Rahman, the 

second-in-command of 8 East Bengal, assumed command of the rebels in Chittagong 
in the absence of Brigadier Mozumdar (who had been tactfully taken to Dacca a few 

days earlier). While the government troops clung to the radio station, in order to guard 
the building. Major Zia took control of the transmitters separately located on Kaptai 

Road and used the available equipment to broadcast the 'declaration of independence' 

of Bangladesh Nothing could be done to turn the tables unless reinforcements arrived 

in Chittagong. 

The G.O.C. Major-General Khadim Hussain, learnt about the stoppage of the 

Comilla column about fifty minutes past mid-night on D-day. He ordered Brigadier 
Iqbal Shafi to cross the nullah (ravine), leaving the bridge in hostile hand, and make 

his way to Chittagong at the earliest opportunity. Brigadier Iqbal Shafi, however, 
could not make any headway without taking the bridge. This he did next day by 10 

a.m. The column moved, but again it was pinned down by hostile fire at Comeera, 
about twenty kilometers short of Chittagong. The advance company suffered eleven 

casualties including the commanding officer. The advance company suffered eleven 

casualties including the commanding officer, who was killed. The column lost contact 

with Brigade Headquarters (Comilla) as well as with Divisional Headquarters 

(Dacca). 

The lack of information about the column raised much apprehension in Dacca. It 
might have been butchered! If so, what would be the fate of Chittagong? Would it 

remain with the rebels? With Chittagong in hostile control what would be the 
outcome of operation SEARCHLIGHT? 

The G.O.C. decided to locate the missing column himself in an army helicopter 

next day. He would fly to Chittagong first and then follow the Chittagong-Comilla 

Road so that, if the column had meanwhile made any progress, he might find it on the 

outskirts of Chittagong. As his helicopter fluttered close to the Chittagong hills to land 

in the 20 Baluch area, it attracted small arms fire from the rebels who had taken up 
positions on the high ground. The chopper was hit but sustained no serious damage. It 

managed to land 
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safely. The G.O.C. got down for a quick briefing by Lieutenant-Colonel Fatimi 
on the Chittagong situation. The Colonel triumphantly reported his success in 

controlling the East Bengal Centre by killing 50 and capturing 500 rebels. The rest of 
Chittagong, however, was still with the rebels. 

As the G.O.C. walked to the helicopter to continue the search, he saw a terror-

striken woman with a baby in her arms. She was the wife of a West Pakistan officer 

desperately seeking to be evacuated to Dacca. She was accommodated. 

The helicopter was in the competent hands of an ace pilot, Major Liaquat Bokhari 

who was ably assisted my Major Peter. They flew the G.O.C. along the Comilla Road, 

but could not see anything because of the low cloud formation. When they were 

approximately over Comeera the G.O.C. studied the quarter-inch map spread on his 

knees, looked out and ordered the pilot to to dawn through the clouds. As the 

helicopter descended and the G.O.C. craned his anxious neck to locate the column, a 

quick splash of bullets sprang up from the ground. The pilot pulled up instinctively. 

Nevertheless, his machine was hit. One bullet grazed the tail white another pierced 

through its belly, only inches away from the fuel tank. Major Bokhari, apparently 

unperturbed by the incident, said to the G.O.C. 'Sir, do you want me to make another 
attempt.' 'No, make, for Dacca direct.' The mission had failed. The column was not 

located. 

Meanwhile, General Mitha had sent a commando detachment (ex 3 Commando 

Battalion) from Dacca to Chittagong by air with the same mission-to link up with the 

column. The detachment did not know the location of the missing column or the 

rebel's position. They had to rely on their own intelligence. A Bengali officer, Captain 

Hamid appeared from nowhere and said to the commanding officer of the 

commandos, I have come from Murree to look up my parents in Chittagong. I know 

the area. May I go with you as a guide? His offer was accepted. 

The day (27 March) the commandos were to undertake the search/link up 

operation, the G.O.C. moved his tactical head-quarters to Chittagong and sent a 

column of 20 Baluch on the same mission but on a different route. The success of the 

operation hinged on a link up of these three columns The 20 Baluch column got 

involved with the rebels soon after leaving its unit area but the commandos dashed to 

the target, the Bengali officer with them. They had not got very far when they came 

under cross-fire from the hills flanking the Chittagong Comilla Road. Thirteen of 

them were killed including the commanding officer, two young officers, one junior 

commissioned officer and nine other ranks. The effort had proved both abortive and 

expensive. 

At the other end, brigadier Iqbal Shafi had himself assumed the command of the 

column after the Comeera incident. He sent for a battery of mortars which joined him 

from Comilla on 27 March. He planned a dawn attack for 28 March. The attack was 

successful. He broke the resistance and cleared his way to Chittagong. He finally 

reported his presence at Haji Camp, the pre-embarkation resting place for pilgrims, on 

the edge of Chittagong City. 

Next to Haji Camp were the Isphahani Jute Mills where, before the arrival of our 
troops, an orgy of blood was staged by the rebels. They collected their helpless non- 
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Bengali victims-men, women and children-in the club building and hacked them to 
death. I visited the scene of this gruesome tragedy a few days later and saw blood-

spotted floors and walls. Women’s clothes and the children's toys lay soaked in a 
congealing pool of blood. In the adjoining building, I saw bed sheets and mattresses 

stiffened with dried blood. 

While this happened the Pakistan Army was still attempting a link-up of the three 

columns. The link-up was effected on 29 march and the happy news was radioed to 
Dacca, where tense officers in the operations room heaved a sigh of relief. But it was 

too late for the victims at the Isphahani Mills slaughter-house. 

The only success in Chittagong so far had been the unloading of 9,000 tons of 

ammunition from the ship which had been gheraoed, by the Awami League 

volunteers since mid-March. Brigadier M.H. Ansari, who had flown from Dacca, had 

mustered all available resources-an infantry platoon, a few mortars and two tanks-

formed a task force. The Navy had lent the support of a destroyer and a few gunboats. 

He had achieved this success with marvelous skill. Later an additional battalion was 

also flown from Dacca to Chittagong. 

Although the situation with regard to the availability of resources had improved, 

the main battle for Chittagong had yet to be fought. The radio Transmitters, East 

Pakistan Rifles Sector Headquarters and the Reserve Police Lines in the District 

Courts area (the concentration point for the policemen, ex-servicemen and armed 

volunteers) remained to be cleared before the general flushing out the area could be 

undertaken. 

General Mitha was the first to have a go at the transmitter building. He sent a 
commando detachment to blow it up. His troops approached the target from the flank, 

following the river-route. They soon came under fire while still in country boats. 

Sixteen of them were killed. Mitha's second attempt too proved abortive and highly 

expensive. 

Major-General Khadim then sent a column of 20 Baluch under Lieutenant-

Colonel Fatimi. Once again, Fatimi managed to involve himself in some sort of 
engagement with the rebels on the way and never reached the transmitters. Finally, 

two F-86s (Sabres) from Dacca had to knock them out. I visited the sight a few days 
later and found the building well fortified with pillboxes and foxholes-all 

interconnected with a fine network of trenches. The building was intact. 

The other principal target was the East Pakistan Rifles Headquarters where 1,000 

armed rebels were well entrenched. Located on high ground, they had artfully laid 

their defenses along the embankment with holes and slits to facilitate small arms fire. 

Our troops knew the odds and prepared massive attack to neutralize them. The 
attacking troops, approximately in battalion strength, had the support of a naval 

destroyer, two gunboats, two tanks and a heavy mortar battery. The battle raged for 
three hours before the defiant rebels could be subdued. This happened on 31 March-

the sixth day of operation SEARCHLIGHT. 
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The next target was the Reserve Police Lines where 20,000 rifles were reportedly 
stocked, to be used by an assortment of rebels. A battalion-strength attack was 

launched there, too, but the defenders proved less dogged than the East Pakistan 
Rifles personnel and soon withdrew towards the Kaptai Road. 

The key role in neutralizing these points of resistance was played by Brigadier 

Ansari. His gallant services were later recognized by the award of the Hilal-i-Jurat 

Pakistan's second highest gallantay award, and promotion to the rank of Major-
General (although earlier he had been superseded). 

The main operations in Chittagong were over by the end of March but the 

mopping up action continued until 6 April. The other two towns where the rebels had 

an upper hand were kushtia and Pabna. Let us see how our troop fared there. 

Kushtia, about 90 kilometers from Jessore, is an important road and rail junction. 

Our troops were not permanently located there but, on the D-day, 27 Baluch (Jessore) 
had sent one of its companies just to establish our presence there, For want of proper 

briefing the company carried only small arms, a few recoilless rifles and a limited 

quantity of ammunition. They thought that they were going on normal internal 

security duty, which usually did not involve heavy fighting. 

The company commander distributed his manpower is small groups and assigned 

them the task of guarding the telephone exchange and V.H.F station. He also sent 
small parties to arrest the local Awami League leaders-but they had all left. He 

established his presence, after killing five rebels on the first day (26 March). 
Thereafter it was only enforcement of curfew and collection of arms from the 

civilians. Two days passed peacefully. 

On 28 March, at about 9.30 p.m. the local Superintendent of Police, pale with 

fear, came to the company commander. Major Shoaib, and reported that the rebels had 

gathered in the border town of Chuadanga, about 16 kilometers from Kushtia and 

were about to attack the town at night. They were also threatening to kill all 
'collaborators'. The company commander passed a word of caution to his platoons but 

the troops did not take it very seriously. They did not even bother to dig their 
trenches. 

The attack commenced at 3.45 a.m. (29 March) with heavy mortar shelling. It 

jolted our troops out of all illusions of safety. 

They soon realized that the attackers were none other than the troops of I East 
Bengal which had been sent out from Jessore cantonment for training. They had been 

joined at Chuadanga by the Indian Border Security Force (B.S.F). (Four Indian B.S.F. 

soldiers were captured near Jessore and two near Sylhet.) 

The scene of the battle was the police armory occupied earlier by our troops. The 
rebels managed to climb in to the adjoining three-storey red brick house of a local 

Judge and used it as a vantage point. From there they sprayed bullets into the police 
building. At dawn, five of our men lay dead in the compound. By 9 a.m. the toll had 

risen to eleven. 
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In the next half-hour, nine more had fallen. Only a few survivors managed to escape 
to the company headquarters about a kilometer away. Shortage of ammunition and 

lack of cover were the immediate causes of the disaster. 

The other posts in Kushtia town-the telephone exchange and V.H.F. station-had 

simultaneously come under equally severe attack. So neither of the posts could 

reinforce the other. In the company headquarters, eleven la dead at one place and 

fourteen at another. In all, twenty-five out of sixty men had been massacred in the 
early part of the engagement. Frantic messages for help were sent to Jessore and even 

an air strike was requested, but nothing reached Kushtia. The last message received 
from Jessore by the end of the day said, Troops here already committed- No 

reinforcement possible. Air strike called off poor visibility…Khuda Hafiz! 

Major Shoaid collected the remnants of his command to reorganize them. He 

found that only 65 had survived out of 150. He decided to abandon Kushtia and take 

the survivors to Jessore. He lined up one three-ton truck, one Dodge and six jeeps. 

The convoy left at night with the company commander in one of the leading jeeps. 

They had traveled barely 25 Kilometers when the leading vehicles, including the one 

that carried Major Shoaib, caved into a culvert which had been cut by the rebels in the 
centre deceptively covered from the surface. As soon as the convoy stopped, it came 

under intense fire both sides of the road. Our troops jumped down and hit the ground 
but bullets continued to rain on them. Only nine out of the sixty-five managed to 

crawl out and disappear into the country-side. Most of them were later captured by the 
rebels, and subjected to a barbaric end. 

The story of the Pabna action has many features in common with the Kushtia 

catastrophe. Here, a company of 25 Punjab had been sent from Rajshahi 'just to 

establish our presence'. The 130 men had arrived in Pabna with only first line 

ammunition and there days rations. On arrival, the company was split into small 

detachments, which were posted at vulnerable points like the powerhouse and the 
telephone exchange. They also visited the residences of local political leaders but 

found no one. The company established its presence without any resistance and lived 
in peace for the first thirty-six hours. Then at about 6 p. m. on 27 March, all the posts 

came under intense fire from across the nullah (ravine). The rebel force consisted of 
an East Pakistan Rifles (900 men), 30 Policemen and 40 Awami League volunteers. 

They didn't know our strength. They therefore kept on firing from a distance without 
assaulting our positions. Our troops also opened up but shortage of ammunition 

imposed heavy restrictions on the volume of fire One N.C.O and two other ranks were 

wounded in this initial encounter. 

Captain Asghar, who was being constantly harassed by a rebel light machine-gun, 
decided to silence it. He took a few volunteers with him and changed its position. He 

knocked it out with a hand grenade which exploded right inside the post. But at the 
same time, another light machine-gun sent a burst into Captain Asghar. Badly hit, he 

swerved around to take cover behind the pillar of the gate, but collapsed. The raid was 
called off. Another attempt was made by Lieutenant Rashid who also died in action. 

Meanwhile, all the posts were wound up except that at the telephone exchange. 

The rebels also regrouped, then launched an all-out attack. The lightly equipped 

defenders realized their folly, but too late. They had to pay very dearly for it. They 

lost two officers. 
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3 J.C. Os and 80 other ranks. One more officer and 32 other ranks had been 
wounded. Repeated calls for help were sent, in consequence of which a helicopter 

came to evacuate the wounded, but could not land. Major Aslam from Rajshahi, 
however, managed to reach Pabna with eighteen soldiers, one recoilless rifle, one 

machine gun and some ammunition, and managed to extricate the survivors. He 

loaded the wounded into the Dodge and sent them of Rajshahi across country, to 

avoid possible residence on the way. He took to able-bodied with him to fight his way 

back to Rajshahi by road. Meeting heavy resistance on the way, he took to the 

countryside, where they had to wander for three days without food or water. When – 

this column finally reached Rajshahi on I April at 10 a. m. it consisted of only 

eighteen solders. The rest, including Major Aslam, had been killed en route. 

 Thus Chgittagong, Kushtia and Pabna turned out to be the towns where we 

suffered the severest casualties. These places ere clear don 6 April, 16 April and 10 
April respectively. In other areas where we were strength, we regained control 

without much resistance. 

The rebels did not settle the score with West Pakistani soldiers only they also 

killed civilian dependents with equal barbarity. It is not possible here to document all 
such cases but I quote an episode to illustrate this point. 

2 East Bengal, which had a sprinkling of officers, J.C.O.s and N.C.O.s (technical 

trades only) from west Pakistan, was located at Joydebpur in an old palace about 30 

kilometers north of Dacca. As a part of the general scheme, the East Bengal battalions 

had been kept away from the cantonments to avoid trouble with West Pakistani units. 

Three companies of 2 East Bengal had moved to Ghazipur, Tangail and 

Mymenshingh 'for training'. The fourth company was in the battalion headquarters 

located in the old palace building at Joydebpur. This is same place where I had 

witnessed the color-presenting ceremony in February 1970. 

The battalion revolted on 28 March after exchanging information with other 

Bengali units. Their first action after this change of loyalties was the massacre of their 

West Pakistani colleagues and their families. One Subedar of Ayub, who had served 

the battalion for over twenty years, managed to escape from this systematic butchery 

and reached Dacca cantonment about midday on 28 March to break the news. I saw 

him when he arrived in the head quarters-pale with fear, with spots of white forth 

settle at the corner of his dry lips. Everybody tried to console him but he was too 

shaken to accept a cup of tea or piece of advice. He asked for help-immediate help. 

A Company of Punjab Regiment was dispatched. A few young officers 

accompanied the reinforcements voluntarily. As the reinforcements reached the 

battalion headquarters, they saw the most gruesome sight of their lives. On a heap of 

filth lay five children, all butchered and mutilated, their abdomens ripped with 

bayonets. The mothers of their children lay slaughtered and disfigured on a separate 

heap. Subedar Ayub identified, among them, members of his family, he went mad 

with shock-literally mad. 

Inside the palace compound was parked a jeep fitted with a wireless set. The tyres 

were flat and the seats were soaked in blood. A few splashes of blood had settled on 
the  
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wireless itself. 'Search lighting' the interior of the building, they found blood-stained 
clothes in the bathroom. They were later identified as the garments of Captain Riaz 

from Gujranwala. In the family quarters of the other ranks, they saw a young mother 
lying dead, an infant trying to suckle the withered breasts. In another quarter was 

huddled a teeor-stricken girl, about four, who cried out at the sight of the soldiers. 

'Don't kill me don't kill me please till my father come home. Her father never came 

home.' 

Similar stories were reported from other stations. Some of them sounded too 

melodramatic to believe but they were all essentially true. 

General Hamid, Chief of Staff, Pakistan Army, told me a few months later that 

the blame for this suffering must lie on Lieutenant-General Yakub 'who had opposed 

the arrival of West Pakistani troops in early March. Had he allowed us to build up the 

forces in time there would have been West Pakistani troops in all major towns to 

prevent these wild killings.' 

 

 General Yakub, it may be recalled, had opposed the move at a Army crack-

down, with all its ugly repercussions; had commenced there was no bar to the 
dispatch of troops. Operation GREAT FLYIN was thus started as early as (but not 

before) 26 March. The arriving troops were quickly dispatched to areas under 
pressure. 

One the situation had stabilized in the key cities, strong columns of troops were 

sent to provincial towns. Let me describe here the march of one column from Dacca 

to Tangail on 1 April, which I accompanied. The main column, loaded in trucks fitted 

with machine-guns, moved on the main road while two companies spread out over 

about five hundred meters on either side of the road. These foot columns were 

equipped for all contingencies-both animate and inanimate. Nothing was to escape 

their wrath. Behind the infantry column was a battery of field guns which fired a few 
shells at suitable intervals in the general direction of the move. The artillery bang was 

enough to scare away any rebels in the area. 

The infantry column opened up on the slightest pretext or suspicion. A stir in a 

bunch of trees or a little rustle in the bari was enough to evoke a burst of automatic 

fire or at least rifle shot. I remember that a little short of Karatea, on the Tangail road, 

there was a small locality which hardly rated a name. The searching troops passed 

through it, putting a match to the thatched huts and the adjoining bamboo plants. As 

soon as they advanced ahead, a bamboo stick burst with a crack because of the heat of 

the fire; everybody took it as a rifle shot by some hidden 'miscreant'. This caused the 

weight of the entire column to be riveted on the locality and all sorts of weapons fired 
into the trees. When the source of danger had been 'eliminated', a careful search was 

ordered. During the search, the column stood at the ready to shoot the 'miscreant' on 
sight. The search party found no sign of a human being-alive or dead. The bamboo 

crack and delayed the march by about fifteen minutes. 
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Karatea was a modest town surrounded by a thick growth of wild trees. It boasted 
a local bazaar consisting of a single row of shops. The people had already fled their 

homes. Where had they gone? It was difficult to investigate. The column halted there, 
surveyed the town, burnt the bazaar and set fire to some kerosene drums. Soon it 

developed into a conflagration. The smoky columns of fire smouldered through the 

green branches of the trees. The troops did not wait to see the fruits of their efforts, 

they soon moved on. When we reached the other end of the town I saw a black lamb 

tied to a spike, trying to wriggle out of its gutted abode but with no success because 

the rope was tightening round its neck with every additional attempt at liberation. It 

must have strangled itself to death. 

A few kilometers further on, we saw on the road-side two V-shaped trenches, 
newly dug but hurriedly abandoned. Probably the rebels had prepared these positions 

to meet us but after hearing the bang of guns had decided to leave. Whatever the case, 
the column could not advance without flushing the area. As the troops scanned 

around, I walked into a mud hut to see how the people there lived. The interior was 

neatly plastered with clay-a mild grey shade. A tramped portrait of two children, 

probably brothers, hung on the front wall. The only furniture in the hut was a charpoy 

and a mat of date leaves. On the mat was a handful of boiled rice, which bore the 

fingerprints of infect eaters. Where were they now? Why had they gone? 

I was awakened from these disturbing thoughts by a loud argument between the 

soldiers and an old Bengali civilian whom they had discovered under the banana trees. 
The old man had refused to divulge any information about the 'miscreants' and the 

soldiers threatened to kill him if he did not co-operate. I went to see what was going 
on. 

The Bengali, a walking skeleton, had wrapped a patch of dirty linen round his 

waist. His bearded face wore a frightened look. My eyes, following his half-naked 

body down to his ankles, settled on the inflated veins of his dusty feet. Finding me so 
inquisitive, he turned to me and said, I am a poor fellow, I don't know what to do. A 

little earlier they (the miscreants) were here. They threatened to put me to death if I 
told anybody about them. Now, you confront me with an equally dreadful end it I 

don't tell you about the.' That summed up the dilemma of the common Bengali. 

The column, maintaining its diligent pursuit on the way, finally reached Tangail 

in the evening. It replaced the Bangladesh flag with the national flag on the Circuit 

House, fired eight shells in the environs to announce its arrival and settled down for 

the night. I returned to Dacca. 

The widespread killings zestfully reported by a hostile world press, did not take 

place in the initial phase of operation SEARCHLIGHT. They occurred in the 

subsequent period of prolonged civil war. Infantry columns on clearing missions were 

sent from Comilla, Jessore, Rangpur, Sylhet and other places. Usually, they moved 

along the metalled roads, leaving the option to the rebels to slip into the countryside 

or recede to the borders and eventually into the lap of their Indian patrons. The speed 

of these operations depended on the availability of troops and their resources. 
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Additional manpower and resources became available between 26 March and 6 
April. During this period there arrived two divisional headquarters (9 Division, 16 

Division), five brigade headquarters, one commando and twelve infantry battalions. 
They had all left their heavy equipment in West Pakistan as they were to quell a 

rebellion rather than fight a proper was. Three more infantry battalions and two 

mortar batteries arrived on 24 April and 2 May respectively. The paramilitary forces 

funneled into East Pakistan between 10 April and 21 April included two wings each 

of East Pakistan Civil Armed Forces (E.P.C.A.F.) and West Pakistan Rangers 

(W.P.R), besides a sizeable number of Scouts from the North West Frontier. They 

were mainly taken in place of defecting East Pakistan Rifles and police. 

Whatever reinforcements arrived from West Pakistan, were used to complete 
operation SEARCHLIGHT which was never formally closed but was deemed to have 

achieved its end by the middle of April when all major towns in the province had been 
secured. 

The major towns were secured on the following dates: 

Paksy (10 April), Pabna (10 April), Sylhet (10 April), Ishurdi (11 April), 

Narsingdi (12 April), Chandraghona (13 April), Rajshahi (15 April), Thakurgaon (15 

April), Kushtia (16 April), Laksham (16 April), Chuadanga (17 April), 

Brahamanbaria (17 April), Darsana (19 April), Hilli (21 April), Satkhia (21 April), 

Golundu (21 April), Dohazari (22 April), Bogra (23 April), Rangpur (26 April), 

Noakhali (26 April), Santahar (27 April), Sirajganj (27 April), Maulvi Bazar (28 

April), Cox's Bazar (10 May), Hatia (11 May). 

I have not been able to collect the figures of casualties suffered or inflicted during 
operation SEARCHLIGHT except those I have mentioned in the course of this 

narration. But I can vouch for the strength of my assessment that the number of lives 

lost in the clashes barely touched the four-figure mark. It the foreign press made the 

world believe that several million people perished, the blame lies with those who 

expelled the foreign press from Dacca on 26 March (evening) and forced them to base 

their stories on the fantasy of Indian propagandists or the whims of opinionated 

tourists. If the foreign journalists had been allowed to stay in East Pakistan after 25 

March, even the most biased among them would have witnessed a reality which, 

through tragic, was far less gruesome than what appeared in their stories. 

 

 

 

---------------- 
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CMLA PROMOLGATES MLR 76 AND 77 
 

 Karachi, March 27:- 
 

 The CMLA today promulgated the Martial Law Regulations-76 and 77. 
 

 The regulation relates to be on Political activities and censorship on the press. 
 

 The following Martial Law regulation was promulgated in Karachi Yesterday 

by the CMLA Pakistan. 

 

MLR by CMLA Pakistan. Regulation No.76 

 
 1. No person shall organize or convene any meeting, not being a religious 

congregation in a public place or organize or take out a demonstration or a procession, 
not being a religious funeral or marriage procession. 

  
 2. No person shall attend or otherwise take part in any meeting, demonstration 

or a procession, organized or convened or taken out in contravention or Paragraph I of 

its regulation. 

 

 Explanation: For the purpose of this regulation "Public Place" includes:  

 

 (a) Any educational institution mill, factory workshop, hospital, club and any 

other Place to which Public has access whether on Payment or otherwise. 

 

 b) Any tent enclosure or other structure of temporary nature erected or 

constructed for the purpose of demonstration or a meeting and, 

 

 c) Any enclosure or compound whether forming part of a building or not 

which is not covered by a roof. 
 

3. Martial Law Regulation No 60 and 61 issued by the CMLA are hereby 
cancelled. Maximum Punishment 6 Years rigorous imprisonment. 

 
 

A. M. Yahya Khan 
General commander in chief  

       Pakistan army and CMLA 

        Place: Karachi 

     Date. 26 March, 1971 

 

 The following MLR was promulgated in Karachi Yesterday by the CMLA 

Pakistan. 
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MLR by CMLA Pakistan. Regulation No. 77 

 1. No person shall print or publish or cause to be printed or published in a 
news paper or other document whatever, any matter which- 

 
 a) Tends directly or indirectly or is calculated to prejudicial affect the integrity 

or the solidarity of Pakistan or, 

 

 b) Tends directly or indirectly to criticize the imposition or operation or 

continuance of Martial Law or, 

 

 c) Tends directly or indirectly or is calculated to create alarm or despondency 

amongst the public or, 

 

 d) Tends directly or indirectly or is calculated to create dissatisfaction towards 

the armed forces, the Police and the government or any member thereof or, 

 

 e) Tends directly or indirectly or is calculated to create or excite feelings of 

enmity, ill will or hatred between communities, Sects, Classes or Sections of the 
citizens of Pakistan or, 

 
 f) Tends directly or indirectly to be offensive to the religion of Islam or, 

 
 g) Tends directly to be disrespectful to the Quaid-i-Azam. 

 
 2. No Person shall print, or publish or cause to be printed, or published in a 

newspaper or other document whatever any matter which- 

 

 a) Tends directly or indirectly to create hatred or ill will towards any Political 

party in Pakistan or any Leader or member there of or, 

 

 b) Tends directly or indirectly or is likely to cause agitation, excitation, 

excitement, alarm or despondency amongst the public on any political issue without 

first submitting such matter for scrutiny to an authority appointed in this behalf by a 

Provincial Government and obtaining clearance from the said authority. 

 

 3. The words "or written" and the words "or in writing" Shall be omitted from 

the MLR Nos. 6. 17 and 19 respectively, issued by the CMLA. 

 
 4. MLR No. 51 issued by the CMLA is hereby repealed. 

 
 5. Anyone who contravenes this Regulating shall be punishable. Maximum 

punishment, 7 Year's rigorous imprisonment. 
 

 A. M. Yahya Khan 
General commander in chief 

       Pakistan army and CMLA 

        Place: Karachi 

     Date. 26 March, 1971  
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PAKISTAN LODGES STRONG PROTEST AGAINST INDIA 

Islamabad, March 30-The Pakistan government today lodged with the Indian 

government another Strong protest-second within this week-against India's 

"Continued interference in Pakistan's internal affairs that has set a dangerous 
precedent causing serious concern to international community. 

The Indian High Commissioner in Islamabad was summoned to the foreign 

officer again this morning and told of Pakistan's resentment over the fact that Indian 

Government and information media were continuing to circulate malicious and 

baseless reports about the situation in East Pakistan despite Pakistan Government's 

repeated protests. 

'APP' report adds : In this connection, the following examples were cited: 

a) Alleged bombing of Pakistan Air Force. 

b) Killing of 1, 00,000 persons. 

c) General Tikka Khan had been shot dead. 

d) Sheikh Mujibur Rahman had not been arrested. 

e) Unilateral declaration of independence by Baluchistan and NWFP. 

The High Commissioner's attention was drawn to the Statements made by the 

Indian Prime Minister and the Foreign Minister in the Indian Parliament, in 
complete violation of well-established international principles and procedures clearly 

constitute gross interference. 

In was pointed out to the Indian envoy that it was amazing. Sardar Swaran Singh 

had said that, "The government of India was prepared to co-operate with members of 
International community or humanitarian organizations to bring, relief to the victims 

of conflict: It was also disconcerting to note the implied threat by Mrs. Indira Gandhi 

when she said that, "India would take decision on time as it was no use taking 

decision after events had passed. 

The Indian High Commissioner was told that as a result of the incitement and 
encouragement by Indian leaders the Indian press had been making fantastic 

suggestions about dispatching armed Indian volunteers from Calcutta to East Pakistan 

for helping the 
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so called liberation forces and for naval blockade to interrupt sea communication 
between the two Wings of Pakistan. 

Furthermore, the ruling congress party had organized demonstration against our 

missions in New Delhi, Calcutta and Bombay in which derogatory slogans were 

raised against the Government and leaders of Pakistan. This could have repercussions 

in Pakistan also. 

The High Commissioner was further informed that totally false reports were 

being disseminated through clandestine transmitter which has been traced to the 

mouth of river Hoogly with the object of misleading the world. 

The Government of Pakistan expressed the hope that the Government of India 

would recognize the need for exercising restraint and following internationally 
accepted norms in its relations with the neighboring countries. 

 

-Dawn 
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������� �&� ����� 
A। �����  ������&- ���R�  �� $���� 
��� 8��� F��N $,9 �j ����-�� ��.����Y� 
)���� ��� 8��� ����V ��.��Y� ���L�� 

��� 8� ��)�.6�� 
*�L��9 1 

4 "���, 'B5' 

 

PAKISTAN READY FOR INSPECTION OF MILITARY PLANES. 
 

 Colombo, March 30: Pakistan has said it would welcome examination of 
Pakistani military aircraft refueling at Cylon's Bandarnaike International Airport on 

flights between the two wings of Pakistan, External Affairs Ministry sources said here 
today. 

 
 The Pakistani Government made this offer following press reports that the 

Airport was being used as a base for Pakistani military aircraft carrying arms and 

ammunition to crush resistance in East Pakistan, the sources said. 

 

 Cylon has accepted assurances given in applications for clearance of military 

aircraft that they were not carrying arms or ammunition. 

 

-Dawn. 
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������� �&� ����� 
5। $��1D ��� 8��� �� �1��k� 

$)���� 
l��  ��� 8� 

*�L��9 �� ��� $����= 
5 "���, 'B5' 

 
 

$��1D ��� 8��� $��1D ��� 8��� $��1D ��� 8��� $��1D ��� 8��� �� �1��k� $)������ �1��k� $)������ �1��k� $)������ �1��k� $)����    

 

��D������<, A, "���। ��� 8� �� ���� "  $�����= ��� -���M $�, )�� "� -����� 
)����� �= � * ", �� "� �� ����Q ������ �� �� $��  ���� -�� $��1D ��� 8��� �1��k� 
$)���� ��� ���m -���M।  

$��1D ��� 8��� �1��k� $)���� )�� ��W)�� �-�� �= �� $ , �� "� �� $  ��� 8� 
�� ���� )��X $��n=���� ����6��� D $��� ��� D )���� ��/�  �W��� ��W��� � $o��� 
�1*�= ��� ���m  �� -���M। 

"� ���� �����p ���I -��।   

 
 

----------------------   
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������� �&� ����� 
q। ��Y�6� ��0�� )���� ,���-��9 

�.�Q��0 ������� -8�R�  ��� $�� � 
l��  ��� 8� 5 "���, 'B5' 

 
��Y�6� ��0�� )���� ,���-��    

�.�Q��0 ������� -8�R�  ��� $�� �    
 

,��������, A, "��� " �� ��- $����1X $)���� " "� ,���-�� �� F) ��C�S�  �� 
$�, ��� 8� ��� �.�Q��0 ������� $ � $���  -8�R�  ��� � $�D��� ������� �Lr �� g। 

$���.��= $����1X " ��Y�6� E�� "����� ��0�� )���� ��� ��� ��� 8��� ��6�� 
����b���� .��� $�������� D ��6] -8�R��� " �=* ��� *�+��- $Y�����Y �L�_� )� ���_��� 
$�� �  *s�� D l�/��  ��-��� ���� ����b���  �t���  �� $����। $ � ��m� ��R, ", 
*����Y�  ���6 �� R��  ��� ��6 -�O )�����^ �� D ��u�� ��� $���W  ��। ��� 8��� ��  
$��  ��� 8� ��6��, ", ���v�� $�� 3��M।  

$����1X *�S�  �� $�, Y0���Z  ����� �)
 ��� 3��� $�D��� ����)����� ������� 
��� ��)� 3�,�� $��� $ * ��3�  "�� ", ���� ��� ��� ���w����। � x $���.��= 
,*���- $ � $��, )���������� D �-$������  ���m��� $���  y��  ��� ������� �;�� 
-�� ���� ���� � ��  �D $��� � ��� �� ���&�   �6 ���6  ��� ���� �।  

$����1X ,���-�� �� ��� 8��� �.�Q��0 ������� -8�R� $��  ����S��  ����  ��� )� 
$���.��� ,*���� ��� .���� ��� �
� ��6 �.�� ���-��  ��� Fz� )��।  ��0 
*��-����� ���Q �)�� D �;Y�� ����-� ����� ������� $���.��= F;�-� ��{ "=� ���e���&06 
-��।  
 

$����1�X� ��0�� �&06 ����0$����1�X� ��0�� �&06 ����0$����1�X� ��0�� �&06 ����0$����1�X� ��0�� �&06 ����0    

F��� ��0� F���  E�� "��� ���  �� -���M। o_�9 ��� �Z� $ ����Y�� ��0�� )���� 
��N F��� ��0� F��� �L�_ F /60  ��� "�� F�� $� �|v��� �����M �� ����{  ��� F�� 
��C�S�  ��M।  

*m ��0��� F�� ����M���9 Y� 4q$� ��36  ��3��� ���m $���.��=  ��� $)���� F��� 
$�}��  ��0� F���  )�����M। ,���&��6 ~� �� ���m F�����  ��� $)����D F��� ��{ $��� 
 �� "�� ������Z  �������� ����� ������� F��� ��3_� �\� 6 ���  ���-�  ��। 

F��� ��0��� ��� -���M $� �� ����� ����.�N । F�� F��  ��, ��9 ��� �Z�, 
F����� ��V�&� F���  F��� EA$� ���36� ���L��� ����0 ���-�  ���M। *m ���L���� F�� 
$� ^=������ ��6�� ����b��� �L�_ -���M �� ��� 8��� )Y�0�  ��M $��  ���M। ��� 8�� 
Y0���Z  ����� ��9���d� F��� ������ ��3_� "�� F����� ��� $� � � ������� �L�_ -� 
$�v��� �����  )�� F�� $3_�� ��=  ���। " , ��{ ��� 8��� �����, ���6�.}�� D � � 
�R�� )� )���� ��� F��� ����� �\� 6 F�� ��3�। 
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��9 ��� �Z�, F�� ��a�, F�� F��� ��{ " �� -�� $� F�� �� $ � �� ��� 
������ �। 4A$� ��36 )���� *�+��� ��N $���� .�/�0 *m �R� �&��0� )� F��� �� ��  �L6  
YL-�� ���b��  ��0 F�� ����.��� ����M। ���M ", ���L��� �&06 ����0 F�� � �� ��, F��� 
��V�&��  F��� ���L��� " �=  �� F��� -��� $���� )� F�� ���6� ���O।  

    
�&�6 ��� 8��� ����b�� �\� 6�&�6 ��� 8��� ����b�� �\� 6�&�6 ��� 8��� ����b�� �\� 6�&�6 ��� 8��� ����b�� �\� 6    

�&�6 ��� 8��� ����b�� .��.���, ��Z0 F�M "�� 
�.���  )������ ���� ���� ��9����d� 
-�O। $ � $ � ��,��� �&�, ����/  �� .����� ��� ����� �3���� �����0 ��J  ����b�� 
���W��� -� � "�� ���)���  ����Q  ��, "� *�+��।  

F�� F��� ��{ " �� $�, "�����  ���� ��m .�� ���0�� ����6� -�� �&�6 ��� 8��� 
^=�����  ��)��� ��R �� &� ��  �� F����� )���� 
��6 D ������ ��� &�� ��6�� 
����b���  ���-��  ��� $3_�  ��M। ������ ��6���.��� ��� 8��� �.�Q��0 ������� ���� $ � 
-8�R� � ^�= ��� �a��� ������ )� ��6��  ��3_� 3��� ���� vC��&06।  

 
.����� �� �.����� �� �.����� �� �.����� �� �    

", ���{ F�� F��� �L�_ F /60 �  �� ����M � $�, F��� �� F����� ����� �R�� 
)� )���� ��6��� ��3_� 3����O �� .����� ���.�� F����� Y.�� *���Y�  ��0 -�� 
��[�`���M। .����� ����Z�, ����V �Z�, D ���� ����_ $�L�Y6 �&�6 ��� 8��� ^=���� �\� 6 
� ��� ���L�� ���O �� F����� �.�Q��0 ������� ������ -8�R��� �����। ",C�� .��� "  
���]  )�� b��  ��M �� FQ)6���  ����)� ������ *���Y� ��/�।  

F��� vC�� ������ -�O, �&�6 ��� 8��� �����Q� ����&�� ��� M� �1�.� .����� l�� 
$������। ", ���-�� ���� $Y��u�) $��)��X D M�� �U�Y1 ����M। ��a� ������ �.�Q��0 
����N� �� �� ���- �&��6 ���� ��6�3�� ����)�� ��{ "� �{�� $,।  

F����� ����Q ����� .����� l�� ������ F����� ����N�� ��� ������ ���  
C�। 
"�� ����b���� F���  ��M F��� ������, F���� .����� D�� F����� �
� ��6 �.�� 
��=��� "�� ���  (.���� ) ��� 8��� �.�Q��0 ������� -8�R� "�� .���- ���0�� $1�  
F�� ���� D ����b��� ���� ^=��� ���� $��  �) $��  ���� �� �� ����)=� ������ $���।  

��� 8��� ^=������ F��� *��Y�  �����0  �� ������/ " =�  �� ����� $�, F��� 
�R� �������6� ����M।  

��� ������Y, F�� �&�6 ��� 8��� ���m���� ���m��� ���� F��� �C  ��� ,O� $��/0  ��।  

��9 $����1X, F�� F��� ��� $�, $� $ � �� ��, $�,����� ���6�.}�� "�� ������ D�� 
Fn�0 ��� y����  ���m��� R��  ��� ���� � � ��� ���  �=��� ���� �।  

FD���� ��Y $�L�Lu $���  ����  ��� $ � �����= ��� 8��� )Y�0�  �M $��  ���। 
����� ���� ��n� ����� ��� "  �������� l�/��  ���6��_ ��V ������� ���m��� ��� 8��� 
� � ���� ���  �)�  *I��- �����M।  
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"� " =� ��b�� �L�_ -��� $�, n����� F,-�L���� $.�{ �`�M�, ���6�/ $�� ��� �j8 
 �� -�O�, ����  ^� t����, ��=���) D -��� ���H���N  ������� ���0� -���M�। ����b��� 
$�� �����  �� M�`� $ � �� g �� �M� �। �� �� $� �� ���b� ;-0  ��M �� ����� �����Y��d 
�&�6 ��� 8�� �Y��� � )� ��� D ��� �R�� )�,  ���M।  ���� FD���� ��Y $�� $� 
W�������� �I���� 3����O�� $� �\� 6 $ *, ���� $��/0  ��� �।  

Y0�Z�  ��� ��6���� ��� "�Y��� $�D��� ������� F��� $3�� $ * $��� ��3� । "�� 
F�� ", ����� ���3� ����M। � x $���.��= ,*���- $ � $��, ��V ������� $����� ����)6� 
$�� ��� $���  y��  ��� �����Y � ��� �� ���&�   �) 3������ �����Y  ��� $���, ���� 
���� �।  

F��� $���� ��6�� ����b���� .����� � ��� D ��6] -8�R��� ��� " =�, �R� ����M। 
�� -��� $Y�����Y �L�_ ��� ����� � M� $�� �  *I��- "�� l�/��  ���6 ���� ����b�� F��� 
*N�  �� $����। $ � ��m ��� " � � �I�����  ���6  �� � ��� R��  �� ��� $�=� -�� 
)�����^ �� D ��u�� ���� ������। ��� 8� �� ��� "�� ��� $�� 3���M "�� ��� 8� ��� 
�.�Q��0 ������� $ � $���  -8�R�  ��� � $���� ��| �Lr �� g।  

��, F��� $���.��= ,*����  ��M F����� Fz�, ��� 8��� �.�Q��0 ������� �  
Y�� $��  .����  $� ����  ��� ������� $���.��= ,*�� .����� *�� ��� �
� ��6 
�.���  ���-��  ��। ���9 $�=�, -�� ", *��-����� ���Q, �L���� "�� ����-� ��6H��  
�;Y�� ����-� ����� $���.��= ,*���� ,O�� ���� �{���&06।  

 
---------------- 
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������� �&� ����� 
B। )�����^ �-���3��� ���Y 

 F���3�� �� FY���-�� ���L�� 
l��  ��� 8� 5 "���, 'B5' 

 

FY���-�� ���� F���3�- 
��� 8��� �.�Q��0 ������9 ��X 

)�����^, A, "��� ( " �� ��)। Y� �� )������^� $��n=��� $)���� *��X )������^ 
��� 8��� b��� ������ FY���-��  ", ���6 F��� �����M $� ��� �&�6 ��� 8� ����b���  
�\&06.���, ��� 8��� �.�Q��0 ������ ��� ��  ��। $��n=��� $)���� *���X� ���� "  
^X� �� F���3�� �� FY���-� ", ��� � ��  ���M। 

Y� ����- .��� $�}�� .��� $� $�= ���� ��V��� )�����M ��� ��� )��� �����M � �- 
)�� FY���-� ������� ��� *����m ��|� )��� ���O��। 

FY���-� ���, ��� ��� 8� �� ���� ��R ��� 8��� �.�Q��0 ������� .����� 
-8�R��� ��C�� ������ )�����M। 

��� .����� -8�R��� $ � �L_�Q �����M � �, ������� ��� " ��|� )���� FY���-� 
���, ��� .����� ���6����X� E'$� ��36 ('B5') ������� �8��, ��j .�������� �&�6 ��� 8�� 
����, �&�6 ��� 8�� ��V������� $�� ���  ��M $Y��� �j�j 3��� $���� ���b� "�� .����� 
$}���-�  �L6  ��� 8��� )�-�) D�� "<���K�  -����� ��� *���X� �L�_ F /60  ���M। 

��-��� ���;� �- ��� $�1n� ���� (��  ��3� $��  l�C� �W��M) �\� 6 ������� ��� 
��|� )���� FY���-� ���, $��n=��� $)���� ����� ������=�, ���-� F�M। ��� ���  
����M, $�1n� �����= ��� ��� 8�� ������ F����� ��� 8� �� ���� -8Y� -D��� 
F�Y,  ��3��� ����0  ���M�। 

 
--------------   
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������� �&� ����� 
'h। ��� 8� ����V �W���� ���L��9 

$�-F,� �������� � � ����� 
.���� , �-  ��� -�� 

l��  ��� 8� B "���, 'B5' 

 

�����Q� D��� $��  �j�j D $Y�����C� ��J��� -�O 
$�F,� �������� � � ����� .���� , �-  ��� -�� 

 

,��������, q, "���, (" �� ��)- ��� 8� .�����  ��M .����� �Y�� ��� ��� 8�� 
������ "�� y����   ���6 ��� -D�� �����p �P  ��� Fz� )�����M। "=� ���  �� � -�, 
��-�� ���0��� � � ��[�  .����� �Y�� ���, �-  ��� -��। 

��� 8�� ���m .����� -�,  ����� ��9 ��, $ , F3��6�  F) ����V �W��� $1�  "� 
" �� )���� $��� -���M।  

"  �� ��� ���L���� ��� -�, y����   �)  ��� )� ��a� �{, F��� D ������b .����� 
 �L6��R� ���� $��Y��)�� .����� �Y�� ��� ��� 8�� "�� �� $�-F,� �������� ��| 
��� 8��� $^���� F��N�  �� .����� -�, ������  )���� -�।  

.����� -�, ������  F�D )���� -�, �3� I�� D ��-��� ���;� �� ���� �����Q� D��� 
$��  �j D $Y�����C� ��J��� -�O- "=� ��� 8� �� �� )��� $����M।  

��� 8� �� �� ��a� �{, F��� D ������b .�����  �L6��R� $��Y��)�� ��� 8�� "�� �� 
.����� �Y�� ��� $�-F,� �������� ��U ������ )�����M। ��� 8��� �.�Q��0 ������� 
.����� ����-� -8�R�, .����� $���� "�� ���� .����� ���������� ���W� �&�6 ��� 8��� 
����b�� �\� 6 ����� D ����/�&�  �3��0�� ������� ��� 8� �� ���� Y.�� *���Y�  �� .����� 
-�,  ������  )���� -�।  

F) ����V �W��� .����� -�,  ������  $1�  "� ", ������ )���� -���M। ���  
F��� )���� -���M $�, �3� I�� D ����W ���;� �� ���� �����Q� D��� $��  �j�j D 
$Y�����C� ��J���� ��/��= ��� 8� �� ���� $Y�3�� "���M।  

���  ��� -���M9 .����� �Y�� ��� ��� 8�� "�� �� ������ "�� $���� ����� 
y����  �I���� �����p .��� �� ���� �P  �� *�3�। �� �  �� -��, $��� .����� �Y��  
".��� ������  ��� ���� �\&06 �) ������,  ���। " ��D ���  ��� -���M।  

.����� �������v��� �&�6 ��� 8��� ����Q "�� ���&�- .����� $
O���� ��� 3���W�� 
"�� $���� ��V������� ���m��� ���� $��� ��R���� W��D ����0 � ���� -�O। $��, ,���� 
"������ ��������� G, ��� �&�6 ��� 8��� 'hh ��,� "�� � ��0  ���M ��� ����  ���M। 
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��C�.��� ��� ��� �b��� �� ���� ��������� ���� F���3�� ��� .����� ������� D 
$����� �3��  �� -���M। .����� -�,  ������  " ��  ��D ��� -���M।  

D/�� "�� ��-��� ���;�� ��� �����Q� D��� $��  ���������� $��� � )� �j�j "�� 
$Y�����C� ��J��� -�O। "�����  &=H��  ��������� " ��� )�����M। ��� �����M, .����� 
�j�j 3��� "�� $��  ��J����  �)�= .�����  �L6��R� $��Y��)��,  �� -�O। "� )� �� -
.��� �����Q "Y�����= ���� ^�[�= $���� -���M।  

Y� i, "��� .����� ������ ���)�� 3�W $��n=����  ����, "� 
� L�� �����M। ��� 
������� ��� ����M, �&�6 ��� 8� $��  FY� $��-��)���� �.��6�� ��������6 ''�= ���� �� 
$���� -���M। "M�`� B�= ����� $���� � L� ��R �&�6 ��� 8�� �������� *�+��� *��� ���  
3��3��� )� "�� ^�[�= b��  �� -���M।  

"���  �����6.���, .��� �� ���� ���� �����0� -�� .����� �������v����� �/6�� F�Y 
�&�6 ��� 8��� ��� ��� ���m�������� )� �j�j D $Y�����C� ������-� )� D ����  �� 
-�O।  

"��� ��� ���� � ��, ���������� )Y�0� )� �-��� D ��-��� ���;� ��;�-� )� ��S�, 
 � ���, ���� " ��b� YJ  �� -���M। 

Y� $������ .����� ����Z� ,�u�� Y�P��  �|  �� -���M, ���������� )Y0�  ��-��� 
 ��� $ � ���b� F�M � �,- ", ��|� )���� ��� ���, ��/��= ���, vC��&06 ����� ��� 
� ���� � M�, ���� ���� �। ���� �-��� ��;�-� *����Y ���6  ���M- $ � "v��� 
$��-��)���� ��-���  ���  ��) ���  �� ����।  

 
 

---------------- 
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������� �&� ����� 
''। FY���-�� ������9 .��� 

��� 8��� )���� ��-�� ��_  ��� 
3n�Q  ��M 

l��  ��� 8� B "���, 'B5' 

 

FY���-�� ������9 .��� ��� 8��� 
)���� ��-�� ��_  ��� 3n�Q  ��M 

 

)�����^, q, "���, (" �� ��)।- ��� 8� Y� �� .����� ��C�� ��� 8�� ���V� )���� 
��-�� D F���  ����� ��3���� /`�Z  ��� ��.���Y  ��।  

��� 8� �� �� "=��  G9�)  ��  �� $�, .��� )�����^ ���� ��� F�Y�� � ��  �� 
��cD ���� ��V��&�-� �.�Q��0 ������� -8�R� �  ��� ��� ��^  �� )������^� ���� 
�.�N, y��  ��� $3_�  ��M। ��� 8�� ��V�&� FY���-� )�����^ $��n=��� $)���� * ���X� 
 ��M "  $�}��  ���6�� " �� )��।  

.����� ����� )���� ��� ���, ��� ��b�� *N�, ��R0, ��a� �� �&�6.����� ����b�� DJ�� 
F�Y �&�6 ��� 8� ����b�� *J�� ���� �। .����� ������ �&�6 ��� 8� ����b���  �� *�S�  �� 
-���M।  

" �= $���� $.�� �� F���  �� ������  ����� �����Y�.��� $ � FQ)6���  ��b�� 
*���Y� ��/� -�� ���� �।  

$�}��  ���6� ����� ����, ��� 8��� �.�Q��0 ������� .����� -8�R��� $3_� ������ 
�� �� ��� 8� $�=� *��R�  ��� ����। G.6�Y�) .��� .���  ��)� ������ ���0  ��M $�, 
��� 8��� )���� ��-�� D F���  ����� _  ��� G��.��P .����� ����M। )�� FY���-� 
���, .����� ��� ����� ��� 8� �� ���� ��C�� *; �3�� ��.�� 3������M "��  ��� �&�6 
��� 8��� ����b�� �\� 6 *�= ������= ��� �3��  ���M।  

Y� E'$� ��36 ���6����X ����Z� ,�u�� Y�P�� ���L���� ��� 8��� ��� �Of ���  $��� 
-�। " , ��� ���6����X �&�6������ ��� .����� � �� ���6 )���� "  �8�� ;-0  �� -�। 

.����� $����� *s�� D *I��- ���� ������ W� �-����  � ���� �� ���  �63���Y0 �&�6 
��� 8�� ��j $
O����� ��J���� ������� $��������.��� *I��- ���O। �j-�j D $Y�����C� 
$����, B�= .����� ����-�� " �=  .��  ��� 8�� "�� �� �����Y��� ���� $��� $��� 
���। ��� 8�� ��j���-�  .��= y��  �� �����M। 

)�� ��-� ��� $�, "��  ��� 8��� G’����� ���� $}���Y�����Y� $R�� .����� 
$}���-�� ������ �L�_� ��/�D .����� �� ��� �-�� F���3�  �� -�। " �= ��� 8�� 
���0)���� �� �&�6���� ���O�, �� .����� $}���-�� )�-�)v��� ���  -����  ��। ��� 8�� 
)�-�)�=  ��3� �W�� $��� ���� -�।  
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Y� �� " �= ��� 8�� -�)���-� )�-�) ��� $��  �&�6 ��� 8��� ��� $}-�u� 3�;�� 
���O�। *m )�-�)�=�  .����� �0���v��� " ,.��� -����  ��। 

��� 8�� ������ ��� $�, .��� �&�6 ��� 8� �����Q� � �= M� �1�.� l�� $������ 
 ���M। " �= ��)H��  �������� F��� )� $����1X ,���-�� ���� ��3_�� ����0 ���� )�� 
��-� ��� $�, $�/ �W� F���3�� �� ��u�-� $ � �� �� ���  � $� � M�����  $��  $���  
��N���R =� ��� =� ���  ��� $3���M�।  

$���  .��Y�� -�� $��  �R�� )� �� ���   �J�� ���b� ;-0  ��� -�।  

�&�6 ��� 8�� ����b�� 
�.���  -�� F��M। ���6 ��� 8��� '4 ) ��)H��  $��� "  
������ �� ������ ����b�� �\� 6 .����� �3��0��  �.�N-� D ����/�&06 ��� F������ 
 ���M।  

��6��/ ���� � ��, )���������� ��m��&-�  ��-���  ��� )� .��� $��  $� � � ��j 
������ ��� ���� $��/��  "���M�, �&�6 ��� 8��� ���Q��� D $������  )Y0 ����� ������� 
 ��� ���� ���Of -�� ��`�M। ;�� $��  ~� �� �����- �L��� W�� ����&���� *�� ��.u���Y� 
����n�� $��� �����M।  
 
 

--------------------------- 
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MLR NO. 78 

Rawalpindi, April 9-The president of Pakistan and chief Martial law 
administrator General Agha Mohammad Yahya khan has promulgated the following 

Martial law regulation here today, says APP. 

 

MARTIAL LAW REGULATION NO. 78 

1. The CMLS or a MLA or a DMLA authorized by the MLA Concerned in this 

behalf if satisfied with respect to any Particular person. That with a view to 
preventing him from acting in a editions manner or in a manner prejudicial to the 

security. The public safety or interest or the defense of Pakistan the maintenance of 
public order, Pakistan relation's with any other power the maintenance of peaceful 

Conditions in any part of Pakistan, the maintenance of essential supplies and services 
it is necessary to do so, may make an order. 

a) Directing such person to remove himself from Pakistan in such manner by 

such time and by such route as may be specified in the order, and prohibiting his 

return to Pakistan. 

b) Directing that he be detained. 

c) Directing that he shall not remain within any specified area in Pakistan except 
on the conditions and subject to the restrictions specified in the order or to be 

specified by an authority or a person specified in the order. 

d) Requiring him to reside or remain in such place or within such area in Pakistan 

as may be specified in the order or to proceed to a place or area within such time as 

may be specified in the order. 

e) Requiring him to notify his movements or to report himself or both in such 
manner at such times and to such authority or person as may be specified in the order. 

f) Imposing upon him such restrictions as may be specified in the order in respect 

of employment or business in respect of his association or communication with other 

persons and in respect of his activities in relation to the dissemination of new or 

propagation of opinions. 

g) Prohibiting or restricting the possession or use by him of any such article or 

articles as may be specified in the order. 

h) Otherwise regulating his conduct in regard to any matter as may be specified 

in the order, Provided that no order shall be made under clause (a) of this paragraph 

against any citizen of Pakistan and by any person other that the CMLA. 
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2. Any order made under paragraph (1) may require the person against whom it is 
made to enter into a bond with or without sureties for the due observance of the 

restrictions and conditions specified in the order. 

3) If any person remains in any area or place or fails to leave any area or place in 

contravention of an order made under paragraph I, he may be removed-from the area 

or place by any police officer or other person acting on behalf of the CMLA or a 

MLA or a DMLA authorized by the MLA concerned in this behalf. 

4. A person who is ordered to by detained under this regulation shall be detained 

in such place under such Conditions as to maintain discipline and punishment for 

breaches of discipline as-the CMAL of a MLA or a DMLA authorized by the MLA 

concerned in this behalf may from time to time determine. 

5) The CMLA or a MLA or a DMLA authorized by the MLA concerned in this 

behalf, f has reason to believe that a person in respect of whom an order under clause 
(B) of paragraph I has been made, has absconded or is concealing himself so that the 

order cannot be executed may: 

a) Make a report in writing of the fact to a Magistrate of the first class having 

jurisdiction in the place where the said person was ordinarily residing and thereupon 
the provisions of sections 87, 88 and 89 of the code of criminal procedure 1898 (Act 

of 1898) shall apply in respect of the said person and his property as if he were a 
person against whom a warrant had been issued by the Magistrate and was 

absconding and 

b) By notified order direct the said person to appear before such officer, at such 

place and within such period as may be specified in the order and if the said person 

fails to comply with such direction he shall useless he proves that it was not possible 

for him to comply with the direction, and that he had, within the period specified n the 

order informed the Officer of the reason which had rendered compliance impossible 

and also of his where about be punishable with rigorous imprisonment for a term that 
may extend to seven years or with fine or with both. 

6) if any person contravenes any order made under this regulation a bond 

executed under paragraph 2 has been forfeited the Court having jurisdiction to try the 

person who had contravened the order may call upon any person bound by the bond to 

pay the penalty thereof or to show cause why it should not be paid, and if sufficient 

cause is not shown and the penalty is not paid the court may proceed to recover the 

same in this same manner as a court proceeding on the forfeiture of a bond under the 

code of criminal procedure 1898 (Act of 1898). 

 

Sd/- 

General commander in chief 

Pakistan army and CMLA 

Place: Rawalpindi 

Dated: 9 April, 1971 
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EMBASSY OF PAKISTAN 

2315 Massachusetts Avenue NW 
WASHINGTON D.C. 20008 

April 14, 1971 
 

My dear Senator Harris, 

We have seen your statement in the Senate published in the Congressional 

Record of April 1, 1971. We regret that you did not give us an opportunity to discuss 
the matter before you made the statement as we could have helped you at least to 

establish the facts. However, I hope this letter clears up some points. 

You have said that the Pakistan Government "cynically expelled foreign 

journalists" in order to let the soldiers" kill in peace". There was no more cynicism 
implied in evacuating foreign journalists from Dacca than there was in helping to 

evacuate American citizens and personnel of the Consulate in that city. By evacuating 
them we them we hoped to get them out of possible harms way. In a message to the 

New York Times and the Evening Star, the Ambassador of Pakistan told their 
Managing Editors just that. The Ambassador said our administration felt that it could 

not take the risk of allowing foreign journalists to be involved in the physical dangers 
inherent in the situation that prevailed that week when the Yahya-Mujib talks broke 

down and the military was asked to rid the city of Dacca from the armed gangs that 

roamed in it for many days and were terrorizing the thousands of law abiding citizens 

(especially the non-Bengalis) with pillage and murder. There could have been no 

question of the military authorities in Dacca allowing foreign pressmen to move about 
the city at that time to perform their functions however legitimate. Armed resistance 

to the restoration of Government's authority was fully expected and did materialize. 

While this was the basic motive, allow me to bring to your attention one aspect of 

the problem which may have escaped you. Despite our repeated requests for many 

years, no American newspaper has chosen to base its correspondent in Pakistan. We 

are, therefore, never able to get American pressmen to hear us let alone understand 

our point of view. On the other hand, all the correspondents are based in New Delhi 

and you will concede that country has not expressed very much love for us either in 
the past or the present. Newspapermen, we feel are human and in time they begin to 

reflect views which they hear all around them all the time. Take the pertinent example 
of press coverage during the November cyclone in East Pakistan last year. The foreign 

press did not present our views at all. It sought blatant sensationalism rather than the 
facts of the story. No one ever cared to mention how soon we had got down to work 

despite the terrific odds. No one recorded that the administration of the entire state 
government of East Pakistan with the exception of one single West Pakistani (the 

governor was in the hands of East Pakistanis 
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themselves as was the whole cyclone relief operation. Instead the foreign 
correspondents blamed the federal administration and repeated only what they picked 

up in the lobby of a plush Dacca hotel, It was left to responsible AID officials of your 
country and others through letters to the Editors here to rectify some of the errors. 

You have argues at one point that you "do not know any facts" and later you have 

stated that "some of the reports that we have heard must be true". I do not think I need 

to dwell on this point further, but I do protest against your quoting "unconfirmed" 
reports to the effect that "execution squads led by informers are systematically 

tracking down and killing East Pakistani intellectual leaders". The Government of 
Pakistan has categorically denied that the army sent out any such execution squads. 

Radio reports emanating from an unfriendly source like New Delhi have spread one 
melodramatic sensation after another. Kindly see the enclosed photo copy of the front 

page of New Delhi's leading newspaper Hindustan Times, dated March 31. As the 
world knows, Dacca did not fall to any so-called liberation force either on that date or 

on any subsequent date and the Pakistan Government did not shift the provincial 

capital from Dacca to any other town. Examples of such false reports, unhappily not 

only by Indian but by foreign correspondents based in India, can be multiplied. 

Similarly Indian sources started by saying ten thousand East Pakistanis had been 

killed by our army. This was steadily inflated every day till it has now reached no less 

than a million as the enclosed extract from the Washington Daily News of 12th April 

will show. 

You have urged Mr. Senator that the U. S. stops military and economic aid to 

Pakistan. I am sure that you are aware that American military "aid" was halted in 
1965 when in the midst of a life and death conflict forced on us by Indian aggression, 

the U.S. (our ally by three-not entreaties) decided unilaterally to halt all military 

supplies even for those we had paid for. This decision which turned the balance in 

favor of India could have proved fatal for us but for the sacrifices of our people. India 

as your Government knows had tremendous manufacturing capacity for lethal 

weapons, at least some of which was set up with U.S. assistance. (India today is 

already manufacturing fighter planes, tanks and battleships and all ammunition 

needed by her). Further, India had Russian and West European sources for arms 

supplies. The 1965 U. S. decision was a cause of sorrow for many of us. You may 

recall that at one time when Mr. Khrushchev threatened to send his rockets against us 

for allowing American U-2 Planes to take off from one of the U.S. bases in our 

county, we did not flinch. 

Allow me to review the present political problem in East Pakistan. One political 

party out of many in East Pakistan, the Awami League, fought the elections to a 

National Assembly on a platform totally different from the one to which it suddenly 

switched. If had no mandate from the electorate to secede from Pakistan nor did it 

contest the elections on that platform. Its top junta, however, had been collecting arms 

secretly for a long time and as a start to disrupting the nation allowed its followers to 

start butchery of non-Bengali-speaking fellow Pakistanis. Hundreds of thousands of 

these had been living peacefully there for over the last twenty-three years after fleeing 

from India in 1947. To restore law and order the army had thus no alternative but to 

resort to strong measures. After all, which Government can allow a complete 

breakdown of law and order and do 
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nothing to protect the lives of innocent citizens who were being killed for no crime of 
their own? It was definitely a matter for the national army and the army is carrying 

out just that task. 

I have a suspicion that a great deal of the emotional response in this country is 

due to the fact that the Awami League demand is being confused with a demand for 

mere autonomy of a state government within a federal union, much like statehood in 

the United States. This is, of course, not so. The Leader of the Awami League 
Mujibur Rahman at the end of his negotiations with the President of Pakistan, 

demanded separation and thus sovereignty, holding out grave threats of civil war if 
separation was denied. The president held patient and prolonged discussions in Dacca 

with the leaders of different political parties with the aim of achieving a broad 
political agreement regarding the convening of the National Assembly and the 

framing of a constitution. Such agreement would have secured for East Pakistan a 
quantum of autonomy unprecedented in any union. Unfortunately, the last round of 

talks left little doubt that what the Awami League was aiming at was dismemberment 

of the country. In these circumstances, the preservation of the unity and integrity of 

the country became the overriding consideration. As President Yahya Khan said in his 

message to President Podgorny: 

"No government can condone or fight shy of dealing with subversive elements 
attacking its sovereignty and territorial integrity. The Awami League leaders had no 

mandate from the people of Pakistan to dismember the country and yet they 
encourage antinational elements, materially supported by an actively hostile neighbor, 

to destroy the unity of Pakistan. In a situation in which law and order was being 
steadily eroded, innocent citizens were being terrorized and large scale arson, loot and 

murder had become the order of the day, there remained no alternative but to meet the 

situation. Measures undertaken by the Government are intended to protect the honor, 

lives and property of the vast majority of East Pakistani citizens who do not agree 

with the fascist methods that had been put into operation by some Awami League 

leaders." 

There have been allegations in the American press of hegemony of the West and 

economic exploitation of East Pakistan. These allegations are based on emotional 
responses rather than on facts especially so if recent years are taken into account. 

Ours is a free economy and free economy unfortunately tends to have some flaws. But 
if one state develops industrially faster than another, if does not necessarily mean that 

it is exploiting the others. East Pakistan has always had due representation in the 

Federal Government and the Federal legislatures, as the records would show. In our 

brief 24 years of existence as an independent country, we have had two East 

Pakistanis (Nazimuddin and Iskander Mirza) as presidents of the Nation and three as 

Prime Ministers. (Nazimuddin, Bogra Mohammed Ali & Suhrawardy). They ruled the 

whole country without wanting any province or state to secede and these men are in 

no way considered any less patriotic. 

We made a start in this world by sharing between East and West our under-

developed poverty. Now that foreign aid and our own efforts are helping us to look 
forward to efficiency, we are bogged down with secessionist demands from 

disgruntled politicians- 
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who were really elected to help draft a constitution for one country. But we are 
committed to Freedom and democracy, to freedom and free enterprise for all and by 

that commitment we stand even if a heavy price has to be paid. 
 

 With my respects, 

 

Yours Sincerely 

Sd 

FS. N. Qutb 

First Secretary 

(Information) 

 

The Honorable 

Fred R. Harris, 

Room No. 254, 

Old Senate Office Building, 

Washington D.C. 20510. 
 

  
-------- 
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��� 8� �� ���� ��� 8� �� ���� ��� 8� �� ���� ��� 8� �� ���� ���L��9���L��9���L��9���L��9    
.����� l�� ��-�0 �\� 6� $�= �������.����� l�� ��-�0 �\� 6� $�= �������.����� l�� ��-�0 �\� 6� $�= �������.����� l�� ��-�0 �\� 6� $�= �������    

 

,��������, 'i, "��� ("����)।- Y� B, "��� ��� 8� $�����-�� $�� )  �L6  .����� 
����Q ���-�� ��) l�� ���� -���M ��� " �= .����� $��= $� ��.���Y  �� -���M, 
��� 8� �� �������  ���M।  

Y� '', "��� ����S��� ��� 8� -�, ���� ��N "  $��= .��� $� ��.���Y  ���M F) 
"  �� ��� ���L���� ���  �.�N-� ��� F��� $�D�� -�।  

���L���� ��� -� $�, ", ����,v��� ����� ��)��� 
� �����m ������ $�, .����� 
$ �\���=� ���� $�=� ��� 8�� ���� ������  ���M�। y����   ��6 ���� ��� �� � ��� 
������  F��� F=   ���M।  

�&�6 ��� 8�� )���-������� D y����   ��6 ���� ��� ���m��� ��C�� ��.�� ��� 
��� 8� $�����-� .����� ����N� ���-�� G�=� $ �\���  ��a�  �� $W���M। $��-��� D 
����� ��� G’) l���  )���� ��b�� F=   �� -���M।  

���L���� ��� -�, �&�6 ��� 8� .����� ��j �������  3��� $���� )�, .��� ����� 
l���  ��-��0� ��.���Y  ���M ��3 ����� ��� 8��� ��  �.�Q�� �u�  �� -�।  

��� 8� �� �� ", ��8 �������� ��C��  �J�� ������ )�����M "�� .����� 
 �L6�R�  ", ���6 �� 6  �� �����M $�, "v��� �P � -�� ������ ������ ��)���� , 
���0���� ��[�  ��� -��।  

���L���� F�D ��� -�, .��� �� ���  ��� 8��� �.�Q��0 ������� -8�R��&�  ", ��8 
 ��6 ��� $��  ���� -D��� )� ����� �� 6  �� $�D�� -���M।  

 

---------------------- 
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������� �&� ����� 
'i। ��� 8� $_= ����-"� 
 �� �= ���R� 

l��  ��� 8� '5 "���, 'B5' 

 

 
����� ��6H��  �I����9����� ��6H��  �I����9����� ��6H��  �I����9����� ��6H��  �I����9    

$_= ����   �� �= vC��&06  �6��� ;-0  ���M$_= ����   �� �= vC��&06  �6��� ;-0  ���M$_= ����   �� �= vC��&06  �6��� ;-0  ���M$_= ����   �� �= vC��&06  �6��� ;-0  ���M    

 ��3�, 'A, "��� (" �� ��) - F) "��� �� ���.��� ��� -���M $�, $_= ����  �� 
��� 8� vC��&06 ���R� ;-0  ��� �&�6 ��� 8� ����� � �I���� $��`�M "�� $)����� -���M।  

������ $_= ����� � � � ����� 
�.���   �) �6 3��M।  ����6��� ���� v���D �����  �) 
�C  ���M।  

$_= ����� � Y.6�  ��3� $��  " �� ����/��  �&�6 ��� 8�� ���J���M। ", ����/� �� 
����b�� �\� 6 �����=6 $��  ��� "�� ����� � �I���� ������� 3���  ��� )� F��� �  �  
���b� $D�� ���� $� �\� 6 ������� )����।  

�&�6 ��� 8��� ��6���� ���6� 3��-�� ��=���� ���Y��  ����6��� ���� v���� �I���� 
��`���� )� �� �� D $_= ����  ����� �� � � ��-��� ���O।  

 ����6��� ���� v����� *��b�� n��, ��`�M।  

~� �b $_= ����� � ��W�v��� �W����&�� ��Z0 W�6 ������  ��M "�� �W���� )� 
$���� .�*3�� ,���  ��M। ����� $���� .�*3����&- ����� l��  �� -�O।  

���� $_= �����  ���� ��, ��= ������� "�� )�=��� ���� ��� ��������� �.�� ���� 
$��  ���� ��N� �W��� �C  ��� *��� D �� ��� F���3� -���M।  

���� v���, )�=���v��� 3���  ��� ������� ��-���  ��� "�� ����� $n����� ��R  ��3��� 
$���� .�*3�� ���n� ���b� $D��� �8�� �����M।  

~� �� ���� ����� ������� -�*� ����� 3��� ���� -�O।  

 
----------------- 
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������� �&� ����� 
'A। ����S��  ��M ��� 8��� 
 `� ������ 

l��  ��� 8� 4h "���, 'B5' 

 

����S��  ��M ��� 8���  `� ������9 
��� 8�� W�[�`� 

*�� ��j .����� -���� 
 

,��������, 'B, "��� (" �� ��)- Y� 'A, "���  ���S� D U��0���`��� ���� ���b� 
 ���� ��� 8�� ����Q W�[�`� *�� .����� ��j ���-�� $�� ��� -����� ��C�� ��� 8� .��� 
�� ����  `� ������ )�����M।  

.����� "�� � $��  $Y��u�) ���-� $Y����/60  �� " -����� ��-���  ��।  

F) "��� .����� -�, �����  ��M ��N " �= ������ ��� -�, " ^=� ��� 8��� 
�.�Q�� �������� ������।  

������ " ���� ^=�� ���� F� �����L�N � ^�= ��� )� ����)�� ���b� ;-�0� )�� 
.��� �� ���� ��� ������ )���� -���M। ��3 �����=� �&06 ����0 $�D�� -���9  

 ���S� D U��0���`��� ����  ���� �� ��,� *N�� ���b� " �= ��� 8�� ����Q W�[�` Y� 
'A, "��� $.�� 3��=�� �����Q� ��� ��� $��  ��j .�������� ���� Fn�Q -�। -�������� 
$Y��u�) ���-�� $Y����/6�0� ������ ��-���  �� -� �� $ ����� .����� "�� � $�� , ���।  

��� 8� �� �� .��� �� ����  ��M " ^=�� ��C�� ��U ������ )���O। " ^=�� 
��� 8�� "�� �� ������  �� -���M "�� "�� " �= ��� 8�� ����Q W�[�`� *�� ��j .����� 
�Y��� �� ��-��  -���� 3������M। .��� �� ���� *�3�, " ���� ^=� ���� F� � ^�= $�)� 
����)�� ��b� ;-0  ��।  

 
----------------------- 
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������� �&� ����� 
'5।  � ���b ��� 8�� 
�&����� ��P� ����Q 

l��  ��� 8� 4? "���, 'B5' 

 

 � ���b ��� 8�� �&����� ��P� ����Q9 
~� �b .����� ��� v=��� ��� -���M 

 

,��������, 4E$� "��� (" �� ��) - F) "��� �� ���.��� ��� -� $�, ��� 8� FY��� 
4A$� "��� $��   � ���b ��� ��� �P  �� ����Q ����M "�� � ����� $�� , ~� �b $1���= 
-�,  ��� �P  �� $���� )�D .����  ������ )�����M।  

������  �.�N�� YL-�� ���b�� ��� G�=��  �63��� D ����� �������Y6 
 
 $��� �W�� 
����।  

 � ���b ��� 8��� $1���= -�,  ����� )�� $�-�� ������  .�����  �L6�R  �L6  ��N 
���w�� ������ �������� $�D�� -�� D ����N�� ���b�D  �� -�� ��� ��� 8� ", ����Q ��� 
���� -���M। )�� �����  � ��� $�}[M�� �� ��[�  -����  �� -���M "�� ��[�  l��-  �-����D 
���  $�D�� -���M। 

 .����� �b��� -�, ������  F) ����V �W��� $1�  "� ���  ��M " �\� 6 " �= $�= 
$��� -�। $�=�=� �&06 ����0 ��3 $�D�� -���9  

����S�b F����� -�,  ����� )�����M $�,  � ���b .�����  �L6�R )�� $�-�� 
������   � ���b ��� 8�� $1���= -�,  ����� .�, �\�N D �������� ����� $��� 
����)�� �����Y-������ ���� ���6 -���M। 

,���������� .����� -�,  ����� ��9 F3��6 D ����S��� .����� ����V �W���� )��  
$��n=��� ��9 ��� F����� F��� �����M�� $�, .��� �� �� ����� ����� ���  ��� "�� 
)�� $�-�� ������  � � �����Y-������ ���  ���। ��� 8� �� �� G9��� ���� )���O $�, � 
���w�� �R�  �� -��। �R�Q�� )�� ������   � ���� -����  �� -���M "�� l��-  
������=� ���  $�D�� -���M।  � ���� ���  ���b�D $�D�� -��। ", ��b��  � ���� 
��� 8��� $1���= -�,  ������� ��R ���  �) �6 3����� ��D�� ��� �। *����m ��b�� 
������R�� ��� 8� �� ���� ��R 'B5' ����� 4A$� "��� G��� �����=� $��   � ���b 
��� 8�� ��� �P  �� $���� ����Q .���� � )���� M�`� Y��Q� �,।  

G, �� ���� ���� ������  ���b�� �.�N��  � ���b ��� ����d� -���M��� ��� ��� 8� 
�� �� � ����� $��  ~� �b $1���= -�,  ��� �P  ��� ������ )���O।  

.��� �� �� ,������ ����� ~� �b .����� -�, �����  �63��� D ����� ������Y6�  $��� 
�W���� $���� ������ )�����M। ��� �P  ��� �����Q� ������R�� �8��  �� ���O $�, 
�¡����� ������  ���b�� �.�N�� ����� �W���� $�� $��� ����9-  
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( ) .��� �� �� $ � FQ)6���  ����-�  � ���b ��� 8�� ����� � �  �63��� D 
����� �������Y6�   ��3� ��J���� ���b�  ��� ����।  

(�) ", ��{ ~� �b .�����  �63��� D �������Y6�  ��-F,-" �����  ��3� F� -��।  

(Y)  ��3�b .����� ��� �� � ��8  �63������ ����S��� $���0� ���b�  ��� �����। 

��� 8� �� �� ����S�b ��� 8�� -�, ����  ��� 8� �� ����  � ���b .�, �\�N, 
������ D �-����� ����� $��� �&06 �����Y ����D ������ )�����M।  � ��� $��  ��=�� 
�������� �&�6��6� ���� ��� -�,  � ���� ���m �� ��� 8�� $1���= -�, ����� $� $-��=�� 
��b�  ��M, ��a� ������ )�� $�, $-��=��=�� -���� 3����। �� $1���= -�, ����� ��[� 
����� .�� ;-�0� ���� ��O��।  

R�����  ��;� ����  �6� D M�����  � ���� $ %b�� ���b� �-u�8� ,X������� 
$-��=��� ��� �MM D $-��=� �R���� ���� ��^�/6� �� �� $1���= -�,  ����� )�� $�-�� 
������  $-��=� $��  ��� ����� $D�� -�।  

���R�.�� )���  M�.{  ��� )� �����  �[��� Y��� ���-��  ��। ��^�/6 " ) 
���R�. ��� D $-��=��� " ) �R� F-� -���M ��� ����� )�����M। )�� ������  $-��=� $��  
 `� �-��� ��� ��D�� -�। )H  ����� ��W��� )�� ������� *�L�� ���� )��� $�, $-��=�� 
)��Y� � ����� �C0 ��� ��  ����S� �W�� ����।  

�-u�8� $-��=�  �63��� ,*���� " ) ������ ����M $�, ,*�� ������ ��� 8�� 
$1���= -�,  ������  ���� ������ �  ��� ����Q ����M।  

 
------------------- 
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������� �&� ����� 
'q। ,���-��� ����/ �&� �-���� 
F������ ,*���� �W� 

l��  ��� 8� '5 "���, 'B5' 

 

,���-��� ����/ �&� �-���� F������ ,*���� �W� 

 

,��������, 4A$� "��� (" �� ��)- ��� 8��� ����  ����V �Z� )�� F���� $-��� 
��� 8��� �.�Q��0 ������� .����� T -8�R��� ��C�� ��� 8��� �m�� ����� )� $����1X 
,���-�� ���� ����/ �&� �-���� ����� �W�� �Y���M ��� F) "��� ���8 �&�� )�� $Y�M।  

)�� F���� $-��� "� �<, ��s� D ������ �W�  ��M।  

����  ���� $���D ��¢�.��� �&� ��J���� ����� ����M । 

,������ ��s� $��  ��� �������� ���� � ��, $���.��= ����Z� F���� $ ����Y� F) 
$n���� )�� F���� $-����� ��{ $���  ���M। l�J�  $���.��= ,*��� ���m ��� 8�� 
��V�&� *��b� �M��।  

 
------------------ 
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������� �&� ����� 
'B। �*,�� 6 ���m ��� 8��� 

.�,�  K�� ������ 
l��  ��� 8� 4q "���, 'B5' 

 

 
 

��-��� F���  ������  �� -���M 
 

,��������, 45$� "��� (" �� ��)- ����V ����� " ) ������ F) "��� ��� $�, 
�*,�� 6 ���m ��� 8��� .�,�  K�� )�� ��-��� F���  ������  �� -���M। �*,� 6 $��  
���  ^��� ��� 8�� -�, ���� ����  �� -���M���। ��� ����� F��� ���  ��� �
� �� 
 ��� ���  �����<  �� -�।  

�������= )�� $�, �*,�� 6 )�� ��-��� F���  ��6 �� $�/ -���M "�� 
�.���  
�0�����, ���  �� ��� ����  �� -�। ��� ����� F��� ���  ��� �
� ��  ��। ��"� 
���  ����8  �� ,�������� ����V �W��� �W�� F��� ���6� $��� -���M।  
 

-------------------- 
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������� �&� ����� 
4h। 19 1�W�����  ��M ����� 
D�����=b ��� 8�� ��VG��� �3�J 

��� 8� �&������� ������ 4q "���, 'B5' 

 

EMBASSY OF PAKISTAN 

2315 Massachusetts Avenue NW 

WASHINGTON D.C. 20008 

April 28, 1971 

 

Dear Dr. Dorfman, 

This is to acknowledge your letter of April 10, 1971, with which was enclosed a 

copy of An Appeal to the President of Pakistan. I have forwarded to my Government 

a copy of the advertisement which appeared in the 'Washington Post' of 12
th

 April.  

2. I cannot help but express my regret at the fact that you and your Co-signatories 

should have thought it fit to publicize the appeal as an advertisement in the leading 

daily of the capital city even before you cared to share your concern with us directly. 
As you know its publication in this manner could only generate public hatred and 

antagonism in its country against Pakistan. You are fully aware of the respect and 
esteem in which we hold you all. A letter of appeal would have had, am sure, as much 

if not more effect on all of us, than a statement made Public in an advertisement. 

3. We regret also the conclusion you have apparently come to, that the 

Government of Pakistan abandoned peaceful negotiations and democratic procedures. 
You have aware that President Yahya repeatedly declared that it was his Principal 

objective and constant Endeavour to re-establish the democratic process in the 
country. He had already proved his bonafides to the hilt by holding the first 

nationwide elections in this history of Pakistan on the basis of one man one vote, 
thereby guaranteeing to the people of East Pakistan their right to the majority of the 

seats in the national parliament. 

4. The press has published full reports of the discussions held by the President in 

Dacca with the leaders of the different political parties and particular with the leader 

of the Awami League for the purpose of achieving a broad political agreement 

regarding the convening of a constituent assembly and the framing of a new 
constitution. Such an agreement would have secured for East Pakistan a quantum of 

autonomy unprecedented in any union. President Yahya ha publicly pledged himself 
in favor of maximum autonomy to the two wings of Pakistan with the sole 

qualification that its extent should not impair the national integrity and solidarity of 
the country. In other words that Pakistan would remain one nation and one country. 

5. The President conducted prolonged negotiations with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

to find a peaceful political settlement of national constitutional issues. But as well as 

know the latter had adopted an inflexible attitude. He had even refused to come to 

West  
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Pakistan to see the President. The President, therefore, traveled for the Second time to 
Dacca on March 15 for discussions with the Awami League leader. For eleven days 

he and his advisors tried to assure Sheikh Mujibur Rahman that his demand for 
autonomy would be accepted, but he should also concede that leaders of other 

political parties and other regions also have some rights. But all these efforts proved 

in vain because Sheikh Mujibur Rahman not only refused to acknowledge the rights 

of other parties or of the other regions, he even resorted to illegal means to impose his 

will upon and coerce the others. As early as March 2, he had launched his civil 

disobedience movement and had started running a parallel government by issuing 

directives to the civil administration of the province and its police and other 

authorities in total defiance of the lawful authority of the provincial government of 

East Pakistan and the central government of Pakistan headed by the President. From 

early March mobs had begun to harass peaceful citizens, normal life and economic 

activity was totally disrupted and a reign of terror was let loose in the province. The 

president exercised considerable patience, even when destructive elements had come 

out in the streets destroying life and property before his very eyes. This is because he 

still believed in solving the national crisis through peaceful negotiations. It was the 
Awami League that abandoned the path of reason and peaceful negotiations have 

continued indefinitely in the face of non-cooperation ad a civil disobedience 
movement already launched and in spite of a parallel government having been 

established? The President as well as leaders of other successful parties from West 
Pakistan had agreed to the demand for regional autonomy. But unfortunately, she 

leaders of the Awami League left no doubt that what they were really working for was 
not the normal kind of autonomy exercised by a state within a federation but the 

dismemberment of the country. In short they wanted to set up a sovereign independent 

state in East Pakistan with the help of forces hostile of Pakistan. 

6. In these circumstances, the preservation of the unity and the integrity of the 
country had to become the overriding consideration. As President Yahya Khan said in 

his message to President Podgorny: 

"No government can condone or fight shy of dealing with subversive elements 

attacking its sovereignty and territorial integrity…………." 

7. It is course tragic that the government forces, in restoring law and order by 

ridding the province of armed and lawless bands, had to use force. Ever since 
President Yahya Khan assumed power in March 1969, the forbearance of his martial 

law administration in the face of the flagrant provocation offered by members of the 

Awami League towards his declaredly interim administration was fully apparent not 

only to the nationals of the country but to all foreigners who resided in or visited East 

Pakistan since that date. The manner in which simple, patriotic and disciplined men 

forming the national army of the country were treated by the members of the Awami 

League, the attempts that were made to raise hostility and hatred against them in the 

mind of the innocent law abiding masses of East Pakistan, is too well known to need 

reiteration. What alternative was left to the President in the end but to order the 

military to take action against the 

 

            
* �\&06 *�L���= E5 �Ld�� ���L� -���M। 
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lawless elements and the miscreants, no matter how highly place, especially after 
killing and looting by such elements had begun all around him in the province even 

while he was holding such talks with the Awami League leader in Dacca. 

8. It is strange that you and your colleagues should talk of the Government of 

Pakistan having "loosed the terrors of modern warfare" against "unarmed people". 

The lawless elements that the army had to deal with, whether in the streets of cities 

like Dacca and Chittagong or in the countryside in a number of districts adjoining 
Indian borders were certainly not "unarmed people". These were dangerous traitorous 

elements fighting the national army with the armed assistance of the country's 
enemies. When fighting broke out between these elements and the army, it became 

quite obvious to impartial observers that the antistate elements had made preparations 
to obtain arms and assistance from infiltrators from India in advance of the 

discussions held with President Yahya Khan. 

9. Army action was resorted to most reluctantly when do other courses was left 

open. Neither was it the first time that any government had done so in a similar 

situation. At this very time Ceylon is doing the same and even England in North 

Ireland. There was no question of subjugating any majority of the population by force. 
The army took action against armed bands and lawless mobs which were constantly 

breaking the law and committing crimes. Such elements did not form a majority of the 
population of East Pakistan. 

10. The Awami League was one the several parties that contested the elections to 

the National Assembly. It won, as we all know, an impressive victory in East Pakistan 

but it is, nevertheless, also true that other political parties in that province secured a 

certain percentage of votes. It was also true that East Pakistan is one of the five 

provinces of Pakistan and in the other four provinces the Awami League won no 

electoral representation and other political parties emerged victorious. The Awami 

League was successful purely s a provincial party, Powerful, yes, but in one of the 
five states of the nation only. As a majority party, the Awami League had its rights, 

but in a real democracy the opposition and the minority parties also have their rights 
and in this particular case one or another of the other parties was also the majority 

party in each of the other four provinces and together they had the right to represent 
the people of those regions who as comprising the population of the other half of the 

country (the western wing) were also entitled to have their say's regards the future of 
the country as a whole. 

11. Let us not lose sight of the fact that elections were held to frame a new 

constitution for the whole of Pakistan not merely for one of its two wings. A 

constitution is a fundamental law which must represent the broad consensus of the 
entire nation and all its constituent units. While the ordinary laws can be passed by a 

simple majority, constitutions are normally approved by a three fourth majority or at 
least a two third majority. Moreover, any federal constitution, to be viable, must enjoy 

the majority support of the different federating units. The Awami League had won not 
more that 53 percent of this seat and had no representation at all in the other four 

provinces. 

12. Since the elected representatives of the people were charged with the task of 

framing a constitution, it was clearly essential to accommodate the interests of all the 
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regions. It was incumbent for the Awami League to consult, discuss and, take into 
consideration the views and aspirations of those elected from the other wing of the 

country. This, of course, that Awami League junta did not care to do and all political 
discussion ended in sterile confrontation. The Awami League leaders insisted only on 

what they considered was in the interest of their party whereas there were those like 

the President of Pakistan, who had to be, and were concerned, with a larger picture 

not only for Pakistan but for all South East Asia. 

 

13. It is unjust and quite incorrect to charge that the Government of Pakistan 

imposed its will on a population which had spoken unanimously and whose 

aspirations were reasonable, as already pointed out to President Podgorny in electing 

the representatives of the Awami League, the people of East Pakistan did not give 

them a mandate to demand separation. Mr. Hamidul Haq Chowdhury, one of the East 

Pakistani leaders who was a Foreign Minister in 1955-56, pointed out the other day in 

Dacca, the entire adult population of East Pakistan went to the polls on the 7th 

December last year to elect members for a single national assembly and to make a 

constitution for one country, not for two. That election was not a plebiscite or a 
referendum for enabling the people of Pakistan or even the people of East Pakistan to 

vote on the issue whether they wanted to stay in the Republic of Pakistan or wanted to 
separate. That election was organized within the framework of one State. The moment 

the junta of the Awami League broke out of that framework and made a demand for 
dismembering the country, the state had the right to outlaw the party and to arrest its 

leaders. In no country of the world is it held a reasonable aspiration for people 
belonging to one part of the State to separate and claim independence for themselves. 

There could be neither sense nor stability in international life and international 

relations if any such right or custom was upheld. 

14. Finally, with reference to your appeal for the restoration of legitimate and 
responsive government in East Pakistan with all possible haste, may I point out that 

the President of Pakistan, in his broadcast of March 26 (enclosed) has pledged himself 
in these words. 

"Let me assure you that my main aim remains the same, namely, transfer of 

power to the elected representatives of the people. As soon as the situation permits I 

will take fresh steps towards, the achievement of this objective. It is my hope that the 

law and order situation will soon return to normal in East Pakistan and we can again 

move forward towards our cherished goal" 

Again, on April 5, the President in his reply to President Podgorny of the Soviet 

Union reiterated his pledge in the following words: 

"I would like to inform your Excellency, in conclusion, that my objective remains 

the same and that I intend to start talks with rational representative elements in East 
Pakistan at the earliest opportunity." 

15. As I have said earlier, your advertisement has scarred Pakistan's image it is a 

pity that this should have been done by people like you whose good will is undoubted 

than by those who hate us and hate Pakistan. All of us are profoundly pained at the 

turn of events. 
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in Pakistan and we all regret the loss of life and property of our own people. It is, 
however, for us to settle this tragic family quarrel among ourselves and no outsiders 

have any right to intervene. We deeply value your friendship for our country and your 
desire to see it prosper. But we also request you not to pass moral judgment on our 

right and our desire to live together in one country, because that still remains our 

supreme desire. 

 

Your sincerely 

Sd:-- 

(A. HILALY) 

 

Dr. Robert Dorfman 

C/o. American Friends of Pakistan 

81 Kilburn Road 

Belmont, Mass. C2178. 
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Secret 
Immediate 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
ISLAMABAD. 

No. IC-9/1/70 April 29, 1971 
 

My dear Ambassador, 

Please refer to my telegram No. 3014 dated April 29, 171, regarding relief 

assistance. In this connection your attention is also invited to telegram No. 2246 dated 

April 24, 1971 and circular letter No. IC-9/1/70 dated 24.4.71 on this subject. 

2. As explained in the above mentioned references, the Government is opposed to 
the idea of letting loose hundreds of "volunteers" from foreign countries to organize 

relief assistance in East Pakistan. To begin with, there is a very genuine difficulty of 
looking after them. We found it by experience in the cyclone disaster that the majority 

of foreigners need certain minimum comforts and facilities and, under the present 
circumstances, we are not in a position to arrange these for them. Besides, there is the 

problem of security: one aspect of it is the security of the foreign personnel who 
would be exposed to mischief by miscreants, a number of whom are still armed. The 

other aspect of it relates to our own security because we cannot be certain of the 

bonafides of these "volunteers". Even assuming that they would all be genuine social 

workers, the fact remains that our inability to look after their basic minimum 

comforts, or failure to provide them with adequate transport facilities, would only 

cause frustration among them and this, in turn, in bound to lead to adverse publicity. It 

is, therefore, Government's intention to look after the distribution of the relief 

assistance through its own agencies. For your information, the major task in this field 

is to be assigned to the armed forces. 

3. However, we do not wish to cause avoidable offence and, in explaining our 
side of the case, you should emphasize that at the moment there is no shortage of 

essential supplies. All the same, the Government is engaged in drawing up a list of 

priorities and we would be approaching Governments and international organizations 

is due course for material and financial assistance which, because of the obvious 

difficulties the foreigners would face, would be distributed through our own agencies. 

As and when the situation permits, we might also consider availing of the services of 

specialists and experts in the field of relief organization. In short, the impression we 

should leave is that we are not against relief assistance on humanitarian grounds and 

will avail of the generous offer from friendly countries and international organizations 

as and when necessary. At the 
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same time, for the time being, we need not emphasize too much that the 
distribution of such relief would be undertaken exclusively under our own domestic 

arrangements. 

4. When I met Farmland today shortly after receiving your telegram and 

explained the practical difficulties involved in entrusting the distribution of relief 

supplies to foreign volunteer organizations, he said that he fully understood the 

practical difficulties involved and would be writing to the State Department. He also 
agreed that, as things stand at present, out own people were in the best position to 

undertake this task. 
 

Yours sincerely 
Sd. 

(Sultan M. Khan) 
 

H. E. Mr. A. Hilaly, HQA, SPK, PFS. 

Ambassador of Pakistan 

Embassy of Pakistan 

Washington D. C. 

 

Copy for information and guidance to: 

1. H. E. Mr. J. G. Kharas, PFS 

Embassy of Pakistan, Bad Godesberg 

2. H. E. Mr. M. Masood, PFS 

Embassy of Pakistan, Brussels 

3. H. E. Mr. M. Aslam Malik, PFS 

Pakistan High Commission, Canberra 

4. H. E. Mr. Salman A. Ali, SQA, PFS 
Pakistan High Commission, London. 
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EMBASSY OF PAKISTAN 

Washington D.C. 20008 
April 30, 1971 

 

Dear Professor, 

As requested by you, I have sent your jointly signed statement of concern to my 
government. Let me, however, take this opportunity to reiterate what I have already 

told professor Wriggins of the Columbia University and Professor Wheeler who 
brought the statement to me. 

2. The lawlessness that ensued in East Pakistan since Mr. Mujibur Rahman gave 

the signal to his followers on March 2 for civil disobedience and defiance of the 

central and provincial governments even before he had met President Yahya Khan in 
Dacca for political discussions (which began on March 15 and ended on March 25) 

simply had to be brought to an end by the Pakistan Army. The armed bands that 
roamed the streets, looting and in many instances killing non-Bengali speaking fellow 

citizens, even while these discussions were going on, could not be allowed to continue 
looting and killing. The parallel government set up by the Awami League which was 

responsible for this lawlessness and chaotic state of affairs in East Pakistan ever since 
March 2 had to be put down. 

3. The Army carried out the task assigned to it, namely, to restore law and order. 

I assure you that the extent of the damage has been grossly exaggerated, and in many 

cases was completely false. These reports have a common source, namely. India, 
which is obviously tainted and I quote below Washington Post of April 2, 1971, 

carrying a report of their New Delhi correspondent, Mr. Lee Lescaze: 

"The Indian press coverage so influenced the world's initial view of what was     
happening in East Pakistan that is became part of the event rather than an 

independent commentary. 'This has not been reporting. It has been 
psychological warfare' an Indian official remarked of newspaper stories 

recounting victory after victory by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's East Bengalis 

against the Pakistan Army". 

4. At present the situation is returning to normal everywhere in East Pakistan and 
it does not yet appear necessary for my government to ask for aid either from the 

International Red Cross or any other organization for the present as there are 700 
thousand tons of food-grains still available in the province as well as medical supplies 

imported after the cyclone disaster of November last year. However, when more such 
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Supplies become necessary my government has every intention of approaching 
international friendly organizations in due course. 

5. Much as I would have liked to send detailed individual replies to all 

distinguished persons like yourself, who have shown interest and concern for my 

country's affairs, it is difficult for me to do so at present because of pressure of work. 

If you permit me, I will take the liberty of enclosing a copy of a letter sent to Dr. 

Dorfman of Harvard University which I hope will give you a better picture of the 
recent developments in my country. 

6. We trust you and your other learned colleagues in the academic world will be 

able to appreciate the efforts my Government is making to maintain the unity and 

territorial integrity of our country, so that people of both wings of Pakistan ca live as 

partners and work together for a common future. We firmly believe a strong and 

united Pakistan serves the best interests not only of the people of both its wings, but 

also of peace and security of South East Asia. 

 

Yours sincerely 

Sd. 

(A. Hilaly) 
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~� �, Eh$� "��� (" �� ��)- ��� 8� ��j ���-� 3�W �� _�W $)���� F�G� -���� �� 
F) �&�6 ��� 8��� *N����� l�� ���-�� ����  �6��8 �� ���  ��।  

�&�6�����  ��<�� D �)D�� ��[� ���� �M��। $)���� -���� $-�� ¤���� ��-���� ���.f 
b�� ^��� $���। ��� ��=��, ��)��-�, J� ��Y�[ D ������ ����0  ��। ��� 8�� l�� � .��� 
���.f b� $��  G¥L�� ���, ��V������� D .����� ������ ������ ��a�  �� �����M ��� ��� 
����0 ¦�0  ��। ��� 8�� ���-� ��a������ ����Q �\&06 �P  �� ���� .����� l���� 
��V���������� ����� �W���� F�� )� �����Q� D��� $��   ��� D �=6���� v�� �/60  �� ��� 
��[�  )�� -�।  

b���  ��<�� $)���� -�����  ���, G¥L�� ����� ��� 8�� l����� 3��3��� $R�� 
����P �� �L�_  ���M� � x " �` -����P �� ����� $W�� -�� ������ ����� $�� $ � ���� 
$��� D �g � M�R�0� ����, ����� *I���  �� -���M�। "��� ���  $������  $����  ��� 
��)��� )�� �R�  ���M�।  

" b� $��  ��� ��D��� ��� $)���� -����  L/ ��� $R�� 3�/  ��� $���। "M�`� 
������ ����� 
�.���  )�� ���� ���  �� 3���M। "M�`� ��� $�  �� �= �-�� ����0  �� 
$���� ��� 
�.���  )�� ����D �R�  ��। 

��j ���-�� FY��� F�Y .����� ������ ����� ����Q��6� �-�v��� $��   ��  ��� = 
���� ��� ��� *��D -�। ������ ���)��� $�� , ���� �� ��� = 3��, Y� D ���� ���� ��� 
��� ����  ��। $)���� -���� ����  b�� l����� ���� F��� F���3�  ��। ��� �P��� 
F��� ~� �� �W�� F��।  

"��� ���6�� �-�� ���� ~� � ���Y।  

��� 8� ���� ���-�� ��� "��� ���6�� " �-�� �� �� ���� �&�6 ��� 8� �W���Q F) 
~� � $��   ��3� �D��� -�� $Y�M।  

"��� ��b� ��� ��� ���6 ��� 8�� ���� ���-�� ���.f ,*�= D M�*� �����6  ��।  
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EMBASSY OF PAKISTAN 

WASHINGTON D. C. 20008 

May 4, 1971 

 

The Honorable J. W. Fulbright 

Senate Office Building 

Washington D. C. 

 

My dear Senator Fulbright: 

I have seen a Reuter agency report by Mitchell Kraft according to which Mr. 

Rohde, a former American AID worker in East Pakistan sent a letter to the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee dated April 9, making allegations of the mass killing of 

unarmed civilians and a systematic elimination of the intelligentsia in East Pakistan. 

2. I would like bring to your attention that Mr. Rohde, to our misfortune, has 
never been an impartial observer of events in East Pakistan. Long before the present 

crisis arose on the first of March in East Pakistan. Mr. Rohde is on record as having 

attacked the Central government of Pakistan shortly after the disastrous cyclone of 

13
th

 November 1970 when Mr. Rohde led a team of foreign officials to the cyclone 

affected areas to administer relief. Many other foreign relief organizations from 

various parts of the world including a number of American organizations also sent 

similar teams to the area at the same time. Unlike those teams which worked in co-

operation with Pakistani civil and military authorities and concerned themselves 

solely with the relief operations, Mr. Rohde openly set himself up as the champion of 

Bengali nationalism and was constantly at loggerheads with the officials of the 

Central Government, especially those hailing from West Pakistan. He went to the 

extent of organizing demonstrations against those officials by the inhabitants of 

Manpura, an island which had been allotted to him for relief operations. Not content 

with this, Mr. Rohde in an interview with correspondent Allen Hart of the British 
Broadcasting Corporation accused the Central Government and the armed forces of 

Pakistan of "genocide" in East Pakistan. Nothing could better demonstrate his 
unhelpful attitude throughout his stay in the cyclone affected areas than this absurd 

charge when not a shot had yet been fired by the Pakistan army in those days 
(November 1970). This interview of Mr. Rohde was televised in England ill the 

'Panorama' programme about the middle of December last year and I have applied to 
the B B C for a copy of its text. It created a clear impression in the minds of British 

viewers that Mr. Rohde was more interested in politicizing the cyclone and its 

aftermath rather than carrying on relief work in a dispassionate and humanitarian 

manner as was being done, much more effectively, by so many other foreign relief 

organizations. 
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3. Since then Mr. Rohde remained involved with the secessionist group of 
Awami Leaguers in East Pakistan before and after the general election last December 

7. By such action Mr. Rohde abused the hospitality afforded to him by a friendly 
country, and damaged not only the commendable relief efforts mounted by other 

foreign organizations including American organizations but the cause of outside relief 

assistance in East Pakistan generally. It is no surprise therefore that in his recent letter 

to United Nations Secretary General U Thant, the President of Pakistan has stated that 

while international relief for East Pakistan is very welcome, it will be administered by 

Pakistan's own relief agencies who, especially after the last cyclone, are well prepared 

and well-equipped to undertake the task. The Pakistan Government is clearly anxious 

to avoid a repetition of the bitter experience it has after the November cyclone at the 

hands of foreign relief officials like Mr. Rohde. In the light of the difficulties which 

arose in Nigeria in respect of certain relief agencies which became involved in the 

Biafran secessionist politics, it is only natural that the Pakistan Government should 

now want to move in this matter with extreme caution. 

4. I would like to assure the members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee 

that the Pakistan army in suppressing the utter lawlessness that prevailed in the 

province after the Awami League leader, Mr. Mujibur Rahman, ordered his followers 

to start a civil disobedience campaign, did not use more force than was necessary 

against the armed mobs who had let loose a reign of terror and who were indulging in 

sheer looting and wanton killing of peaceful citizens. In the face of the chaotic 

happenings that ensued in East Pakistan after Mr. Rahman set up a parallel 

government from 1st March onwards there was absolutely no alternative except for 

my Government to order the army to restore law and order so that the unity and 

integrity of the country could be preserved and the lives and property of millions of 

innocent citizens who had never voted for separation protected. 

5. The amount of damage and the number of casualties that ensued as a result of 

the army's action have been grossly exaggerated. As soon as the army has completed 

its task of helping the civil administration to resume full control, my Government 

proposes to invite representatives of the foreign press to visit East Pakistan and report 

to the outside world about the true state of affairs. I trust the distinguished members of 

your committee will withhold judgment until they have seen their reports. In the 

meanwhile, I take the liberty of sending you a copy of a letter I wrote to Professor 

Dorfman recently which summaries my Government's case. 

 

 With my best regards, 

Yours sincerely 
(A. Hilaly) 
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PRESS RELEASE 

May 5, 1971 

Pakistan's Ambassador, Agha Hilaly, sent a telegram to the ten Senators who, 

according to a news agency report, asked the United States Secretary of State, Mr. 
William P. Rogers, to suspend all aid to Pakistan. 

The text of the telegram is reproduced below in full. 

I have heard with much concern about your telegram to secretary Rogers 

recommending suspension of Economic Aid Act to my country, unless my 
government mounts sufficiently large relief effort in East Pakistan and allows 

International Red Cross officials to enter immediately to coordinate such effort. 

I can assure our my government fully conscious of need to alleviate hardship and 

suffering of East Pakistanis who are after all its own people and it is in this spirit that 

my government has already welcomed generous offers of relief from U. N. and 

specialized agencies. We fully intend asking for and accepting all relief needed from 
international community well before stocks within the country are exhausted. As your 

government is aware stocks of food grains clothing medical supplies exist in sufficient 
quantities in East Pakistan at present. Problem just now is not a question of 

inadequacy of supplies but of restoration of means of communication and 
mobilization of all available means of transport to enable their distribution throughout 

province. 

Pakistan army having restored law and order and having re-sealed borders with 

India across which arms and Indian miscreants were infiltrating, is now busy in 

restoring communication facilities and mobilizing transport including thousands of 

lorries and boast. It is simultaneously engaged in whatever relief operations as are 
necessary just now. The civil administration of East Pakistan has begun to function 

again and is helping army to perform these two tasks. Comprehensive lists of relief 
goods to be requested from international agencies abroad are also being complied. As 

soon as such assessment of future needs is completed will time have come for seeking 
outside aid. We have devised this procedure to avoid mistakes made during confusion 

caused by unplanned and unwanted dumping of foreign aid of bewildering diversity 
immediately after last November cyclone. There is no point in international relief 

personnel rushing to my country before those efforts have begun and before the need 

has actually arisen to coordinate relief efforts. 
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From the above it is quite apparent that there is no divergence in regard to goal 
set by you and your colleagues and the goal of my government in this matter of relief 

for people of East Pakistan. I hope you will therefore agree that nothing should be 
done to thwart our common object. The statement in your telegram to secretary 

Rogers that U.S. assistance should be stopped unless we do this or that would have 

such an effect as it is tantamount to use of threats to a friendly government and 

interference in its internal affairs. You will forgive me for pointing out that no self-

respecting sovereign country can accept assistance under duress even it is offered out 

of most sincere humanitarian considerations. I would request you and your colleagues 

to kindly reconsider your approach to our problem so that we may work together for 

our common objective. 

 

Agha Hilaly 

Ambassador of Pakistan 

 

-------  
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EMABSSY OF PAKISTAN 

Washington, D. C. 20008 

May 12, 1971 

 

Dear Mr. Gallagher: 

 

I have seen your statement expressing concern about the danger of famine in East 

Pakistan which may involve death through starvation of ten to thirty million people. I 

appreciate your humanitarian concern in the welfare of the people of my country and I 

would like to assure you that the fears of a possible famine involving loss of millions 

of human lives are not well founded. Unfortunately, all kinds of false rumours are 

being spread by forces hostile to Pakistan. It is therefore necessary to clarity the 
position. 

The armed forces of Pakistan after completing their first task of restoring law and 

order and now engaged in relief and rehabilitation work. The Government of Pakistan 

is fully conscious of its responsibility to ensure that adequate food supplies are 

available on a regular basis for the people of East Pakistan. A comprehensive survey 

of the food stocks and the distribution needs in East Pakistan has therefore been 
prepared. A similar comprehensive survey was also completed by the U. S. AID 

officials in East Pakistan on April 26, 1971. it has been clearly recognized that there is 
no shortage of food. However, there are genuine difficulties in distribution which the 

government is tackling on the basis of top priority. 

At the end of March there were 686,000 tons of food grains in store in East 

Pakistan which is about the highest level we have had in recent years. In addition, 

there are 800,000 tons of food grains in the pipeline, out of which 300,000 tons of 

surplus rice are available in West Pakistan which can reach East Pakistan in seven 

days time. The stocks already located in East Pakistan are sufficient to meet 

requirements for at least the next three months. There is also sufficient food in the 
pipeline and the government is already taking steps to plan the food requirements for 

the subsequent months. 

The main ports of East Pakistan are Chittagong and Chalna. The port installations 

there have suffered no serious damage and have already stared functioning. The labor 

force which had run away to the countryside during the March civil disobedience 

movement and subsequent disturbed conditions is gradually returning. About fifty 

percent of the workers are already back and we hope that the ports would resume 

hundred percent normal activity in the near future. It is true the railway line from 

Chittagong to the interior is broken as an important railway bridge has been damaged 

but its repair has been taken in hand and in the meanwhile goods landed n Chittagong 
are being sent by 
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coastal steamers and barges by a parallel sea and river route to Narayanganj from 
where road and rail facilities are available for transport into the interior. 

The Government is also taking urgent steps to repair the damage caused to roads 

and railroads. The inland water communication system is being improved to ensure 

supply of food grains to areas which are still inaccessible by road and railroad. 

Further, the Government is intensifying its rural works program, which is being 

increased from 248 million rupees to 310 million rupees for the next year so that 

purchasing power is made available to the people of East Pakistan for the purchase of 

food. 

Surveys are also being made for any possible small pockets where free 

distribution of food might become necessary and such free distribution would no 
doubt be undertaken. 

On May, 4, 1971, an AID official in East Pakistan has sent a report, in which he 

rejected rumours about the risk of a famine involving ten to thirty million people. His 

conclusions are that even on the basis of conservative estimates of our food 

production and the working of the distributing system; the changes of famine are very 

low. Fears to the contrary are based on most pessimistic estimates of food grain 
production, import and distribution of food and there is hardly any reason to presume 

that everything will go wrong simultaneously in this manner. 

We are confident that with the assistance of our friends and with our own efforts, 

the risk of famine in East Pakistan can be effectively eliminated. The Government of 

Pakistan is fully conscious of its responsibility in this regard. It is and will be doing 

everything possible to meet the food requirements of its own people. 

 

Yours sincerely 

Sd/- 

(A. Hilaly) 
 

The Honorable 
Cornelius E. Gallagher 

United Stated Congress 
235, Cannon House Office Building 

Washington, D.C. 20515 
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PRESS RELEASE 

ISSUED BY THE 

EMBASSY OF PAKISTAN  

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008 

Karachi, May 21, 1971 

 

REFUGEES URGED TO RETURN 

 

President Yahya Khan today urgent bonafide Pakistan citizens who left their 

homes due to disturbed conditions in East Pakistan to return to their homes. 

The following is the full text of the President's statement: 

"Following violence let loose by anti-state elements in East Pakistan last March, 
a number of innocent persons were compelled to leave their homes to seek shelter in 

adjoining areas. Many miscreants and infiltrators also fled to India to escape the 
consequences of their misdeeds. There are also others who were encouraged by India 

to leave with the object of disrupting East Pakistan's economic life. 

The Government of India has been circulating highly exaggerated and distorted 

accounts of events which led to these border crossings. The number of persons who 
crossed into India from East Pakistan has been inflated by adding to them the 

unemployed and homeless population of West Bengal. It is most regrettable that 
instead of treating the question of genuine refugees on a humanitarian basis a callous 

campaign has been launched by India to exploit this issue for political purposes. India 
is playing up this question not only to threaten Pakistan but also to justify its 

continuing interference in Pakistan's internal affair. The Government of India has 
never shown any concern for the millions of Indian Muslims who have been driven 

out of their homes and who have been compelled to seek refuge in Pakistan. Since 

1954, more than a half million Muslims have been evicted from West Bengal, Assam 

and Tripura alone. Despite assurances the Indian Government has refused to take 

them back on one pretext or another. The Government of Pakistan still hopes that the 

Government of India will fulfill its obligations in this regard. 

Bonafide Pakistan citizens who left their homes due to disturbed conditions and 

for other reasons are welcome to return to their homes in East Pakistan were law and 
order has been restored and life is fast returning to normal. I would urge them not to 

be misled by false propaganda mounted by anti-state elements and to return to 
carrying out their normal functions. There is no question of withholding permission to 

the return of law abiding citizens of Pakistan to their respective homes. 
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PRESIDENT’S NEWS CONFERENCE 

May 24, 1971 
 

The following extracts from the President's seventy-minute news conference is 

excerpted from the Pakistan Times: 

Karachi, May 24: The President, General Agha Mohammad Yahya Khan, said 
here today that in about two to three weeks he hoped to announce his plan for the 

peaceful transfer of power to the elected representatives of the people. 

He told a press conference at the President's House here this evening that he had 

not lost his main aim-transfer of power to the people's representatives. 

The President said the recent secessionist movement in East Pakistan was a big 

jolt to his plan for the transfer of power, he added, this jolt was temporary. 

President Yahya Khan said that he had struggled for the past two years to hold 

elections in the country. "I shall not let these elections be lost," the President declared. 

"As soon as normalcy returns I shall move again to fulfill my aim," President 

Yahya said. He however, emphasized, "I do not want to transfer power to chaos." 

Asked if there would be any change in the manner of transfer of power he 

replied, "I wish You were a soldier' He added that in military parlance maintenance of 
aim was the principle of war. 

"My aim also remains the same-transfer of power." 

The President said that for the past two years he had been saying that his main 

aim was to transfer power to the people's representatives "but nobody believes me." 

"But I still hope I will do it." 

He said: "Even some of my countrymen do not like it. But I will do it. I do not 

agree with them. I believe that power should be handed over to the elected 

representatives of the people." 

Political upheaval 

 

During his 70-minute press conference, the President dealt mostly with the 

unfortunate situation in East Pakistan recently. 

"What happened in East Pakistan recently was a great political upheaval," he said 
and added, "it came as a personal shock to me." 
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He said, "My scheme of things which I had prepared for the nation got a mighty 
jolt." "This big jolt that we received is a matter of profound regret to me and my 

Government." he added. 

The President said that "this great political upheaval" had-caused unnecessary 

hardship in the normal life of the eastern wing of Pakistan. 

"Therefore, before I indulge in my future plan my main concern are the innocent 

people of my land in East Pakistan." 

"I do believe, the President said, "that these people are innocent. Therefore I 

express my thanks to the world community for all the assistance they have offered to 
restore normal life in East Pakistan." 

The President said, "I gratefully accept this offer. I welcome-world assistance." 

He said that the recent happenings in East Pakistan were not a natural calamity 

like the one East Pakistan faced last year. This was a man-made calamity." 

"This has disrupted our political life, "he observed: 
 

Sufficient food 
 

The President declared that East Pakistan had sufficient food grains for the next 

three months. He added that the movement of food which was hampered because of 

the disrupted communications was not beyond human effort. 

He expressed his satisfaction that Pakistan's Armed Forces were trying to restore 

the communication network in East Pakistan in an effective manner. 

Referring to the offer of assistance from world community for the people of East 
Pakistan, he said that he had replied again to U Thant, the United Nations Secretary-

General, spelling out the needs of the country. 

The president said that he had told U Thant that there would be no shortage of 

food. "I shall not let any Pakistani die of hunger." He added. 

The president said that a number of countries were still offering assistance to 

Pakistan and reiterated "we gratefully accept these offers." 

He said the people who lost their homes in East Pakistan will need rehabilitation. 

But, he added, the biggest problem at the moment was that most of the banks and 

treasury offices in East Pakistan had been looted and crores of rupees were "floating 

in the villages today". "We have to control this inflation," the president said. 
 

Refugees 
 

Referring to the flight of refugees across the Indian border the president said. "I 

am very sorry that many of our people in East Pakistan" have fled across either 
because they were enticed away or driven away." 
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He said, "This refugee problem has been in the forefront in world press." 

The president made in clear that those refugees who belong to Pakistan are 

welcome to return to their homes, "I will make sure that they come back to Pakistan." 

 

In an obvious reference to India, president Yahya said, "The forces around us had 

been interfering in our internal matters." "They have interfered. If they had not 

interfered things would have been better," he added. 

The president recalled his statement he gave o Friday last urging the bonafide 

citizens of East Pakistan to return to their homes after the return of normalcy and 

peaceful conditions in the Eastern wing. He reiterated "a genuine Pakistani who left 

Pakistan under duress, threat or fright will be taken back." 

Asked what would e the mechanics for the refugees to return to their homes the 

president said, "They will be checked and allowed in." 
 

Amnesty 

 

President Yahya said that he was prepared to grant amnesty to those who were 

misled in East Pakistan y the anti-State elements and miscreants. "But I shall not grant 

amnesty to those who rebelled or committed loot, arson or rape. 

He said, "Every country has a right to deal with the criminals." "I shall deal with 

these criminals," he added. 

Asked if the members of the defunct Awami League continue to be the members 

of the National Assembly, the president explained the elections in Pakistan were held 

on individual basis. 

He said, "why should these members of the defunct Awami League lose their 
seats except of course those who became disqualified due to the commission of 

crime." 

The president added that those who became disqualified due to the commission 

of crime would lose their seats and by-elections would be held to fill their seats. 

But the president made it clear that this was his present thinking. He had not yet 

consulted his legal experts on the matter yet, the president added. 

The President said that elections were so peaceful that every Pakistani should be 

proud of it. "I will not let the elections be lost, "he added. 

Answering a question as to when and where Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the chief 

of the defunct Awami League, would be tried, the President said, "The Pakistan 

Government will deal with him as it deems fit." 

The President replied in the negative when asked if there were any possibilities of 

war between India and Pakistan in view of the war threats by Indian Prime Minister 

Mrs. Indira Gandhi. "I hope not.' The President said. 
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He added: “Wars are not answer. I hope in her heart she (Mrs. Gandhi) does not 
want war." 

The President said that Pakistan had always declared that she wanted to live in 

peace with her neighbors. "I firmly believe that wars settle nothing, "he added. 

President Yahya said that in two to three weeks he would come out with a policy 

statement. He was asked if he would make any amendments in the Legal Framework 

Order. 

 

The Press 

 

When a correspondent drew the attention of the President to the demand of Mr. 

Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto about the lifting of censorship the President said the Pakistan 

Press had' 'never been so free as during the last two years." 

He said, "But as a result of this turmoil such an action was necessary to deflate 

hatred and frenzy.' "It is a self-censorship" he added. 

The President said "We have only told the Press some do's and don'ts." 

He said that the real reason to ask foreign correspondents to leave East Pakistan 

was to get them out of the way of trouble. 

The President said that the plan of the defunct Awami League and its 
collaborators to capture the port of Chittagong and Dacca Airport and to "arrest me 

and my colleagues" was established now. 

He said, "But Sheikh Mujib forgot that he was facing a hard hitting, swift moving 

army." 

"We thought it is not going to be a comfortable place for foreign correspondents.’ 

"But now it is open again. You can go and see that things are under control" he 

said, pointing to the foreign correspondents present at the press conference. 

A correspondent asked the President that members of the National and Provincial 

Assemblies who won on the defunct Awami League's ticket had pledged to remain 

faithful to "Bangla Desh" and as such how could they be treated as faithful citizens. 

The President replied, "The six points of the defunct Awami League in their 

entirety were against the concept of Pakistan" But, he added. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 
had said they were flexible. "We believed him. The" President said that he had 

nothing against the name of "Bangladesh" as a province but he never realized that it 
meant "Bangla Desh" outside Pakistan. 

Replying to another question the President said that the general economy of the 

country as a whole was "bad" The happenings in East Pakistan, he added, had 

contributed to the worsening of the economy. 
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Asked what measures he proposed to take to build the economy of East Pakistan 
the President said, "for 24 days Seikh Mujib ran a parallel Government. What do you 

expect of the economy?" 

He said, "Our first task is the movement of food grains prevention of disease, to 

get the normal life going ad mobilize monetary resources for housing." 

"I cannot shut my eyes to the upheaval that has taken place the President said. 

But, he added, that Pakistan would once again help reconstruct East Pakistan after 

restoring law and order in that Wing. 

He said that political stability and sharing of power "will help in building the 
economy of the country." "They are inseparable. That is why I am so keen that power 

should go back to the elected representatives of the people," the President said. He 
added. "I want experts to come forward and restore the economy. I am a soldier." 

Asked if he thought that the people of East Pakistan were really exploited during 

the last 23 years, the President said, "to a certain extent, yes." But, he added, "that was 

nobody's fault. It has historic reasons behind it." 

The President said: "Before Partition, East Pakistan was a hinterland for 

undivided Bengal and the Muslim majority of the eastern parts were workers, laborers 

and peasants. For hundreds of years the Bengali Muslims had a raw deal. The 

movement for Pakistan started in East Pakistan-because the people there were 

exploited. In East Pakistan there was no base for anything. 

"It was an accident of history that Bengalis were downtrodden. But as a soldier 
who served in East Pakistan I know what tremendous strides had been taken in East 

Pakistan since Partition. They started behind West Pakistan-West Pakistan moved and 
they moved faster because they were better trained." 

The President replied in the negative when a correspondent asked if all the 

members of the outlawed Awami League were traitors. 

He said the outlawed party had an inner circle besides those who were out in the 

field. Then there were the people who got elected on 'the basis of the slogans of: 

autonomy and end of exploitation. "Why should they be punished?" he asked. 

The President said that a vast majority of East Pakistanis were, good people. 

"They will help us in pointing out those who committed crime", he added 

 

Mujib's Plan 

 

To another question President Yahya said that he had offered to Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman the Prime Minister ship on a platter."But he was not interested". 

The President said Sheikh Mujib talked about two Assemblies, two Constitutions 
and handing over of power. "He (Sheikh Mujib) asked me to hand over power to him 

in East 
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Pakistan so that he could legalize the separation of the Eastern wing". When he 
did not succeed in that he wanted to do it by violence "which I stopped", 

"When I told the leaders of various parliamentary groups from West Pakistan the 

plans of things Mujib wanted they did not agree with it. I sent them to Mujib to 

convince him and within two hours they came running to tell me that Mujib was not 

agreeable." 

The President said that his decision was built up slowly. "My charter was not to 

destroy Pakistan. I decided to save Pakistan". 

Asked about the recent visit of Mr. M. M. Ahmad to Washington and London, 
the President said, "it was very helpful, understanding and encouraging". 

Replying to a reporter's question he said he had received the reply to his letter 

from President Nixon. "It is a warm-hearted, very kind letter. He (President Nixon) 

was sorry about the happenings in East Pakistan and offered us assistance." –APP. 

 

 

--------------  
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INDIA’S CHARGE FALSE 
PAKISTAN REJECTS NOTE 

From M. A. Mansuri 

 

Islamabad, May 24: The Pakistan Government today rejected as "totally 

unacceptable" the Indian Government's Note of May 14, alleging 'deliberate 

expulsion' of people from East Pakistan and demanding from Pakistan "to facilitate 

the return of these refugees to their homes" and "desist immediately from continuing 

the terrorizing activities," 

The following is the text of the Pakistan Note: 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs presents its complements to the High 
Commission for India in Pakistan and with reference to Note No, D.4622-PI/71, dated 

May 14, 1971, from the Ministry of External Affairs, Government of India, to the 
Pakistan High Commission in New Delhi, and has the honor to state as follows: 

The nature of demand made against the Government of Pakistan in the Note 

under reference is indeed extraordinary. Under the raise of expressing concern for the 

refugees, the Government of India has attempted to arrogate to itself the right to sit in 

judgment over the developments in East Pakistan and to dictate to the Government of 

Pakistan a certain course of action in regard to matters which are exclusively 

Pakistan's own affairs. 

Similarly, the allegation of deliberate expulsion of people from East Pakistan 

through a campaign of terror is totally false, malicious and unwarranted. 

The allegations as also the demand made against the Government of Pakistan by 
India constitute direct interference into the internal affairs of Pakistan, The 

Government of Pakistan, therefore, rejects as totally unacceptable the Note under 
reference. 

In this connection, attention of the Government of India is invited to its 

obligation under the Charter of the United Nations and the principles of International 

Law which enjoin the member-states to desist from meddling in to the affairs of other 

States. 

The figure of refugees as mentioned in the Note is highly exaggerated and bears 

no relationship with the realities of the situation. 

Again, it is the Government of India which largely has to accept the blame for 
whatever refugees there might be in India. These people became the victims of the 

conditions created by India's armed infiltration into East Pakistan as well as the false 
and  
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distorted Indian propaganda and highly exaggerated accounts of incidents put out by 

the AIR and the Indian Press the credibility of which now stands thoroughly exposed. 

 

Encouragement 

 

Public encouragement given by the Indian leaders has also contributed to the 

influx. In this connection, mention may be made of the statement by the Prime 

Minister of India on March 21, 1971, in which she is reported to have said that India 

would keep her borders with East Pakistan open to receive any refugees who might 

come. 

In the circumstances, it appears to the Government of Pakistan that the refugee 
problem has been deliberately allowed to take certain dimensions by the Government 

of India with some ulterior motive. 

This apprehension is further confirmed by the fact that instead of treating the 

question of refugees on humanitarian basis a callous campaign has been launched by 

India for political purposes. 

In this connection, the Note under reference and the Indian Prime Minister at 

Rani-Khet on May 19, 1971, in which referring to the refugee problem, she is 

reported to flight (against Pakistan) if a situation is forced on us," is ominous. 

 

Yahya's Offer 

 

Insofar as Pakistan is concerned, there has never been any question of 
withholding permission to the return of its bonafide and law-abiding citizens to their 

respective homes. In this connection, the attention of the Government of India is 

invited to the statement made by the President of Pakistan of May 21, 1971 urging the 

Pakistan citizens to return to East Pakistan. 

This is in sharp contrast with India's persistent refusal to take back over half a 

million Indian nationals evicted by her from Assam, Tripura and West Bengal to East 
Pakistan. These refugees have been a great economic burden on the Government of 

Pakistan for the last ten years. The Government of Pakistan demands that India should 
take immediate steps for their return and rehabilitation in their own properties in 

India. 

Lastly, the Government of Pakistan takes serious exception to the use of the 

terminology East Bengal. The Government of Pakistan demands that in future the 

Government of India should refer of East Pakistan by its accepted official name only. 

 

 

-----------  
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STRONG PROTEST TO DELHI 

 

Islamabad, May 25: Pakistan has strongly protested to India over the 

"unprovoked threat" of armed conflict with this country by the Indian Prime Minister, 

Mrs. Indira Gandhi, and told New Delhi to desist from pursuing such a dangerous 

course. 

A Note, communicated to the Indian High commission here yesterday said India's 

aim was to create a situation of confrontation with Pakistan so that she could 

implement her sinister designs. 

The Note, released to the Press here today, said: For some time now India has 
been systematically interfering in the internal affairs of Pakistan with the clear aim of 

jeopardizing Pakistan's territorial integrity. India has sent armed infiltrators into East 
Pakistan to create disturbances and to help the anti-State elements. She has circulated 

false and highly distorted and tendentious accounts of events in East Pakistan through 
the Government-controlled radio and the press. She had not only provided shelter to 

the anti-State elements on her soil but has also persistently allowed the so-called 
members of the "Bangladesh Government" to use her radio and other mass media to 

stir up rebellion against the legitimate Government of the country. All these incidents 

have been brought to the notice of the Government of India by the Government of 

Pakistan time and again. Unfortunately, instead of putting a stop to these activities the 

Government of India has persisted in her dangerous policy. 

 

Indian Aim 

 

In is clear that the Indian aim is to create a situation of confrontation with 

Pakistan so that she can implement her sinister designs against Pakistan. In this 
context, the threat held out by the Indian Prime Minister against Pakistan in a 

statement at Rani-Khet on May 19, 1971, in which, inter alia. She is reported to have 

stated that India "is fully prepared to fight (against Pakistan)" assumes special 

significance. 

The Government of Pakistan strongly protests against this unprovoked threat of 

armed conflict with Pakistan by the Prime Minister of India. The Government of 
Pakistan hopes that the Government of India realizes the consequences of such a 

policy. For the sake of peace and tranquility in the subcontinent and for the welfare of 
the peoples of the two countries the Government of India should forth with desist 

from pursuing such a dangerous course. 
 

Issued by the 

Embassy of Pakistan 

Washington D. C. 20008 
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PRESS RELEASE          May 31, 1971 

 

RECEPTION CENTRES FOR RETURNING REFUGEES 

 

The Government of Pakistan has set up twenty Refugee Reception Centers in 

East Pakistan to help rehabilitate Pakistanis returning to the country. 

 The Reception Centers have been set up at the following places: 

 Satkhira in Khulna district 

 Beanpole in Jessore 

 Chuadanga and Meherpur in Kushtia district 

 Godagari, Rohanpur and Dhamorihat in Rajshahi 

 Khanpur, Thakurgaon and Panchagarh in Dinajpur 

 Kaliganj in Rangpur 

 Nalitabari and Durgapur in Mymensingh 

 Jaintapur, Kalaura and Chaunarughat in Sylhet 

 Akhaura and Bibira Bazaar in Comilla 

 Feni in Noakhali and 

 Teknaf in Chittagong 

A large number of people who fled to their ancestral villages from the towns in 

the wake of disturbances have begun to return to their urban homes. 

It may be recalled that on May 21 President Yahya Khan appealed to all bonafide 

Pakistani citizens to return to their homes. 

 

 

 

------------  
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EMBASSY OF PAKISTAN WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008 

June 4, 1971 

Dear Senator Kennedy: 

I have just read your statement of June 2 in the Congressional Record expressing 
anxiety in regard to the problem of our refugees at present in India. I am writing to 

assure you that my Government is as anxious as India to halt this outflow from East 
Pakistan and has, during the last few days, taken certain concrete steps not only to 

dissuade persons from leaving the country but also to persuade them to return as soon 
as possible. 

In this regard may I invite your attention to the appeal made by the President of 

Pakistan on May 21 urging all those Pakistan citizens who left their homes because of 

disturbed conditions in East Pakistan to return to their homeland. This appeal was 
broadcast on Pakistan's national radio network and was also published in all sections 

of the Pakistan press so that the refugees wherever they may be, may get to know 
about it and return. 

Three days after his public appeal, the President in the course of a press 

conference in Karachi on May 24, announced a general amnesty to all those who left 

due to fear of the disturbed conditions, threats, panic or were genuinely misled. 

Immediate steps were taken to implement the Presidential announcement. Twenty 

reception centers have been opened for returning refugees at those points in eleven 

border districts of East Pakistan where the refugees are most likely to cross back into 

East Pakistan. These centers are operating under the general directive of the President 
which is to the effect that "here is no question of withholding permission to the return 

of all law-abiding citizens of Pakistan to their respective homes." Civilian personnel 

manning the centers will help the refugees in every way possible to return home, 

resume employment and restart life. 

We understand that some refugees have begun to return, but we are awaiting a 
full response to the President's appeal and the measures taken by the Government to 

facilitate their return and rehabilitation. We think that the above measures can meet 

the demands of the situation at present, provided the authorities in our neighboring 

country will not obstruct or delay the return of the refugees in order to use in as a 

political stick with which to beat Pakistan. We are also hopeful that in this task we 

will obtain all international help and sympathy so that we can resolve what is 

essentially a human problem as quickly as possible. 

After the ending of the anarchy that prevailed in East Pakistan between March 2 
and 25 as a result of the Awami League’s resort to lawlessness and violence and the 

reestablishment of law and order, the economy of East Pakistan is now being 
rehabilitated. The highest priority is being given to restoration f the means of 
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communications so that food supplies can move speedily to the deficit areas in the 
province. International offers of aid have been gratefully accepted and the UN 

organization has been given a list of food grains and other requirements needed for 
the relief of the affected people in the near future. The Secretary-General of the U. N. 

has sent his representative of East Pakistan already. 

You have advocated that individual governments and the United Nations must 

make strong efforts to encourage and facilitate political accommodation between our 
Central Government and what you call "political forces within the East Pakistan". The 

political issue that caused the recent turmoil in East Pakistan was nothing less than the 
question without a clear mandate for such a course from the people whom they 

represented. The movement which was suppressed in East Pakistan was secession, not 
autonomy and none should pretend that while secession was treason at home, it could 

be self-determination abroad. Those leaders who exceeded the mandate given to them 
by their constituents have fled the country and the political party they headed has been 

declared unlawful. It is entirely an internal matter now for those who were misled but 

remained and those who did not leave but never wanted secession to get together and 

settle the future of the province amicably with the people of the rest of the country, 

namely of West Pakistan. This issue is engaging our attention right now and the 

President of Pakistan has just said that he would be announcing his plans within the 

next two or three weeks for transfer of power to elected representatives of the people 

in the provinces. Any effort by other governments or organization (even if well 

meant) to interfere in this delicate and sensitive internal affair which in any case 

would be contrary to the provisions of the U. N. Charter is totally unacceptable to us. 

We are not surprised therefore that India is most assiduously canvassing this very 

course in the capitals of the would at present by sending so many members of her 

Cabinet abroad. 

We appreciate your anxiety regarding the urgency for relief operations within 

East Pakistan. There is no need however to make the present general American 

economic aid to us, which is now a mere shadow of what is was once, conditional on 

our being made to give a higher priority to relief operations. We must give, and are 

already giving, the highest possible priority to saving the lives of our own people. To 

attempt to impose unnecessary conditions on American economic aid would only 

detract from the disinterested motives which, I am sure, the great people of this 

country would like to ensure governs all extension of aid from advanced to 

developing countries of the world. 

You have made a plea that India should be assisted by the International 

community in meeting the expenditure involved in looking after our refugees 

temporarily while they are on her territory. We fully support your view and have in 

fact informed your government as well as many others including the U. N. 

Organization accordingly. 

We also entirely share your concern in regard to the need for reducing the present 
tension between India and Pakistan. I have referred above to the various steps taken 

by my government to secure the return of our refugees and to meet any concern that 
India or the international community may have had in regard to this matter. But, I 

hope, you will also agree Mr. Senator that nothing should be done or said either by 

our neighbors or 
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our friends which may add to our problems or aggravate our difficulties at the present 
time. 

It is in this regard that I must point out with great regret that hardly a day passes 

without some step or the other being taken by the Government of India o add fuel to 

an already inflammable situation. 'The Indian' Prime Minister, for instance, has 

spoken our more than once, threatening-"action" against Pakistan. This is already 

creating a very serious situation in the subcontinent, and if India continues to take 
advantage of our present difficulties, there is every danger of rapid escalation if not an 

actual confrontation. After allowing her nationals in full view of so many 
representatives of the world press, to take advantage of the unfortunate turmoil in East 

Pakistan and infiltrate openly into our territory in disregard and utter contempt of all 
rules of international law and conduct for the declared purpose of assisting anti-state 

elements within our country, India has mobilized her regular army all along the 
borders of East Pakistan and has now put it, on full alert. War hysteria is being 

whipped up within the country by Indian leaders and the press joining together in a 

chorus openly demanding that the refugee problem should be resolved by securing 

"territorial compensation." 

These Indian threats to use force have so far been taken calmly by my 

government and we have been exercising utmost restraint. In his press conference of 
May 24, President Yahya Khan also expressed the hope that Mrs. Gandhi was not 

thinking in terms of war as that would not solve any problem. But mounting bellicose 
pressure of this type can only lead to the same result, namely increasing the threat to 

peace in the region. Worst of all, such threats will not help a single refugee to return 
or get resettled in his home. Instead these merely add to their fears and apprehensions, 

and, in actual fact, discourage and thus delay their return to Pakistan. India can lessen 

the burden of keeping and feeding these refugees only if 'she would choose to stop 

issuing threats and begins to co-operate with us and the U.N. agencies to enable the 

above described (or even better) arrangements being devised to get the refugees back 

into East Pakistan. Although I would not like to anticipate your reaction to this 

situation, I must emphasize that if wounds are to heal and if the refugees are to return 

to their homes speedily, we in Pakistan must have more of time and understanding 

and less of tension and pressure. 

We are very grateful to you for your remark in your letter of May 27, to the 
Secretary of State that the U. S. Government "should immediately respond to 

Pakistan's stated need for food and medical supplies and water transport for the 

distribution of relief commodities in East Pakistan". I would only like to point out that 

your government is already doing this in very generous measure and we have been 

assured that even more will be forthcoming to assist us in securing the return and 

resettlement of our refugees. All that is now required is the assistance of good friends 

like yourself for securing an abatement of India's clamor so that it becomes possible 

for us, using your own words, "to ameliorate the escalating tensions between Pakistan 

and India"-tensions, which you have rightly held "threaten the peace and stability of 

the region and needless Great Power confrontation in South Asia. While we are 

engrossed in a national undertaking of this dimension, it is our sincere hope that our 

well-wishers abroad will show patience and  
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understanding as, forgive me if I have to reiterate, we must have time to complete the 
task of organizing the return and resettlement of all those who left in such numbers. 

I presume, Mr. Senator, you would have no objection to my circulating a copy of 

this letter to other Senators and members of the House of Representatives and also to 

getting in inserted in the Congressional Record. 

 

 With my best regards, 

Yours sincerely 

Sd. 

(A. Hilaly) 

 

The Honorable 

Edward M. Kennedy 

United States Senate 

Room No. 431. 

Old Senate Office Building 

Wasington, D. C. 20510 
 

 
 

-----------  
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PRESS RELEASE 
June 4, 1971 

PAKISTAN TAKES SERIOUS VIEW 
OF UNPRECEDENTD SITUATION 

The Government of Pakistan has taken a serious view of the unprecedented 

situation in which the Indian authorities were holding Pakistani officials of the 

Pakistan Deputy High Commission in Calcutta against their wishes and were not 

allowing them to return to Pakistan. 

The Government of India, said the spokesman, had not arranged until now a 

meeting between Mr. Mehdi Masud, Pakistan Deputy High Commissioner and East 

Pakistani personnel of the Mission in Calcutta, which the Government of India had 

undertaken to arrange. "It is evident that the Government of India is deliberately 

pursuing dilatory tactics," he added. 

Following is the test of the foreign office spokesman's statement issued by the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Islamabad on May 27: 

Pakistan's Deputy High Commissioner in Calcutta, Mr. Mehdi Masud has not 

been provided facilities to meet East Pakistani personnel of the Mission in Calcutta 

and ascertain their wishes with regard to their repatriation to Pakistan. The assurances 

given by the Government of India in this regard have not been fulfilled. 

Pakistan had suggested to India that a representative of the Swiss Government 

should be present at the meeting between Mr. East Pakistani personnel of the Mission 

in Calcutta, which the Government of India had undertaken to arrange. Uptil now 

Indian authorities have not arranged these meetings. The wishes of Pakistani staff 

remain unascertained and as a result, their repatriation has been delayed. 

It is evident that the Government of India is deliberately pursuing dilatory tactics. 
If the Indian reports that the East Pakistani members of our Calcutta Mission had 

defected were correct then there should have been no difficulty at all for these 
personnel to meet Mr. Masud separately and to convey their unwillingness to return to 

Pakistan. However, this has not happened. The Government of India is trying to avoid 

its commitment by advancing the plea that it cannot persuade the East Pakistani stat to 

meet Pakistan Deputy High Commissioner as regret to by India. 
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These explanations cannot be accepted by Pakistan. If these officials have 
defected, as claimed by India, they should no longer enjoy any diplomatic privileges 

and their stay on the Indian soil would be unauthorized. It would also be Government 
of Indian's responsibility to allow Pakistan accredited representative to ascertain 

whether the alleged defections were genuine or not. 

The Government of Pakistan is therefore compelled to conclude that the Pakistani 

personnel of its Mission in Calcutta are being held against their wishes. 

Not only Mr. Mehdi Masud has been prevented from meeting them but the East 

Pakistani staff of the Mission has also not been allowed to contact their colleagues 

from East Pakistan whose houses are under close surveillance. 

The Government of Pakistan has taken serious view of the unprecedented 
situation in which the Indian authorities are holding Pakistani officials as hostages and 

are not allowing them to return to Pakistan. The Government of Pakistan has been 
approached by families of members of East Pakistani officials is Calcutta about the 

welfare and repatriation of these officials. Pakistan has not been able to provide any 

satisfactory information to the: families concerned because it has not been possible to 

establish any contact with East Pakistani personnel in Calcutta. 

It is most unfortunate that the Government of India has refused to treat the 

evacuation of personnel from Calcutta and Dacca as a human problem which should 
be settled on the basis of reciprocity and in accordance with international practice. 

Indian authorities seem to be so determined to exploit this issue for political 

purposes that they are indifferent to the inconvenience and uncertainty faced by 

officials of the two countries in Dacca and Calcutta. Normally it was expected that to 

expedite the evacuation of Indian personnel in Dacca, India would promptly provide 

assured facilities to Pakistan Deputy High Commissioner and his staff in Calcutta. 

It amply proves that India is not sincere in meeting its obligations for reciprocal 

evacuation of personnel from Calcutta and Dacca. This is further confirmed by the 

fact that India has been shifting its position with regard to the mode of transporting its 

personnel firm Dacca when arrangements for repatriation are finally completed. To 

begin with, India proposed the evacuation of their personnel by a Nepalese airliner. 

Later on, they suggested that evacuation should be effected by a Russian aircraft. 

Now they have again changed their position and proposed that the Indian personnel 

from Dacca may be transported by an Iranian plane. 

It is not clear what really India’s plan is. All three successive proposals made by 

India were promptly accepted. The Government of Pakistan has informed India that as 

soon as list of personnel to be evacuated from Calcutta and Dacca are finalized, 

simultaneous action could take place without any delay. Pakistan has, however, still 

not been told by the Indian Government that it would arrange meetings between Mr. 

Mehdi Masud and the East Pakistani personnel in Calcutta to ascertain their wishes 

independently. 
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PRESS RELEASE        

June 9, 1971 
ISSUED THE 

EMBASSY OF PAKISTAN 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20008 

 

The Government of Pakistan, in line with President Yahya Khan's appeal to East 

Pakistani refugees to return to their homeland where they will be given necessary 

facilities for their rehabilitation, has now pledged full cooperation to the United 

Nations High Commissioner for Refugees in securing the return of the refugees to 
East Pakistan. 

2. The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Prince Sadruddin, 

visited Islamabad and held talks June 6 and 7 with President Yahya Khan, his adviser 

on Economic Affairs, Mr. M. M. Ahmad (who had recently visited Washington) and 

other senior Pakistani officials in regard to arrangements of the return and 

resettlement of the East Pakistani refugees at present in India. A Government of 

Pakistan announcement in Islamabad said that Prince Sadruddin has been assured of 

full cooperation in his task. The U. N. High Commissioner for Refugees visited 

Islamabad for high level talks at the request of the Government of Pakistan which is 

anxious to facilitate the early return of their nationals to East Pakistan. 

3. It will be recalled the Government of Pakistan has set up twenty Reception 

Centers, manned by civilians in all the border districts of East Pakistan for speedy 

rehabilitation of the returning refugees as a follow up to President Yahya Khan's 

directive to the administration of the province to receive and give all possible 

assistance to the returning refugees. 

4. There are some reports already from East Pakistan border areas of harassment 
by Indian border paroles of those refugees who want to cross the border to return to 

their homes in Pakistan. 

 

 

------------  
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PRESS RELEASE 
June 19, 1971 

ISSUED BY THE 
EMBASSY OF PAKISTAN 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20008 
 

"Members of the minority community should have no hesitation in returning to 

their homes in East Pakistan. They will be given full protection and every facility as 

they are equal citizens of Pakistan and there is no question of any discriminatory 

treatment" said President Yahya Khan in a statement broadcast nationwide on the 

Pakistan Radio on June 18. 

Referring to his earlier appeals launched May 21, asking displaced persons to 

return home the President said, "My appeal was addressed to all Pakistani nationals 

irrespective of caste, creed or religion." 

The following is the full text of the President's broadcast: 

"On May 21, I issued a personal message to all Pakistan nationals who had, due 

to various reasons, gone to India to return to their homes in East Pakistan and resume 

their normal activities. In my press conference in Karachi on May 24, I reiterated my 

earlier statement and assured displaced persons that the necessary assistance would be 

provided to them for their return and resettlement. It is gratifying to note that despite 

hindrances put by interested parties, many Pakistanis have returned and are now on 
the way to their respective homes. I am certain many more will follow them. As I said 

before, there is no question of withholding permission to return from our own 
citizens. In fact East Pakistan Government has made adequate arrangements to receive 

them and to extend full assistance in their rehabilitation. My appeal was addressed to 
all Pakistani nationals irrespective of caste, creed or religion. Members of the 

minority community should have no hesitation in returning to their homes in East 
Pakistan. They will be given full protection and every facility as they are equal 

citizens of Pakistan and there is no questions of any discriminatory treatment. I urge 

them not to be misled by mischievous propaganda being conducted firm outside 

Pakistan." 

 

 

-----------  
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FULL TEXT OF PRESIDENT YAHYA KHAN'S 

ADDRESS TO THE NATION 
ON JUNE 28, 1971 

 

Recent happenings in East Pakistan have caused anguish to all us. For me, 

personally, these tragic events have been a cause of distress and disappointment. 

Throughout these last two and a quarter years, my aim has been to bring back 

democracy in the country and to ensure justice for every region of Pakistan. In 

particular, I have been conscious of the legitimate demands of East Pakistan. Many 

steps have been taken and planned towards meeting them. I have every reason to 

believe that my scheme to revive the democratic way of life was fully supported by 

the people and their political leaders in both wings of the country. They all took part 
in the elections on the Legal Framework Order of 1970 which provided for maximum 

autonomy to the provinces, within the concept of one Pakistan and adequate strength 
to the centre to carry out its functions. 

The defunct Awami League also participated in the elections on the basis of the 

Legal Framework Order and therefore at that time it was felt that they too subscribed 

to the concept of one Pakistan. However, later their leadership gradually moved away 

from the principles of the legal Framework Order and based their electioneering on 

hatred of West Pakistan and tried to cause tension and misunderstanding between the 

two wings. 

 

Six points were negotiable 

When I questioned Mujibur Rahman on the Awami League's six points during 

some of our talks he confirmed to me that these were negotiable. He also clearly 

indicated that all major provisions of the constitution would be settled by political 

parties in parleys outside the Assembly. This lobbying, he affirmed was usual practice 

with politicians. After elections when I wanted the parties to get together and come to 

some consensus on the future constitution of Pakistan, it became quite clear that 

Mujibur Rahman was not going to budge from his position which to put it bluntly was 

tantamount to secession. Another indication of his evil design is the fact that he 
refused to visit West Pakistan and have talks in this wing despite repeated invitations. 

He had no intention of acting in a responsible and patriotic manner as leader of the 
majority party in the country as a whole. He had already made up his mind that he 

was going to break the country into two, preferably by trickery and if this did not 
succeed, by physical violence. 

As I told you in my address of the 26th of March, I had a series of meetings with 

Mujibur Rahman and his advisers during my stay in Dacca from the 15th of March 
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onwards. Whilst he was having these talks with us, he and his followers were secretly 
preparing for a final break, through physical violence. Towards the concluding 

sessions of the talks, it became quite evident that intention of Mujibur Rahman and 
his advisers was not to come to an understanding on the basis of one Pakistan but was 

somehow to extract from me a "proclamation" which would, in effect, divided the 

National Assembly into two separate constituent assemblies, give birth to a 

confederation and by removal of the authority of martial law create complete chaos in 

the country. Through this plan he expected to establish a separate state of Bangladesh. 

That, needless to say, would have been the end of Pakistan as created by the Father of 

the Nation. 

Unscrupulous and secessionist elements of the defunct Awami League had 
brought the country to the brink of disintegration. Our dear homeland which 

symbolizes fulfillment of our aspirations and the culmination of the relentless struggle 
of the Muslims of the sub-continent was in very grave danger of breaking up. The 

violent non-cooperation movement of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and his clique for over 

three weeks had let loose elements which at once indulged in widespread loot, arson 

and killing. 

Vote was for provincial autonomy and not independence 

 

The people East Pakistan had voted for provincial autonomy and not for the 

disintegration of the country Instead of settling controversial political and 
constitutional issues with mutual understanding and in a spirit of give and take for the 

sake of national solidarity, some of the leading elements of the defunct Awami 
League chose a path of defiance, disruption and secession. All my efforts to help the 

political parties to arrive at a consensus over an acceptable and lasting constitutional 

framework were frustrated by certain leaders of the defunct Awami League. On the 

one hand they brought negotiations to an impasse by their persistent intransigence and 

obduracy and on the other intensified their nefarious activities of open defiance of the 

Government. The very existence of the country, for the creation of which thousands 

of our brethren laid down their lives and millions suffered untold miseries, was at 

stake. It was in these circumstances that I ordered the armed forces to restore the 

authority of the Government. No Government worth its name could allow the country 

to destroyed by open and armed rebellion against the state. 

The valiant armed forces of Pakistan who have always served the nation with 

devotion moved out with firm determination to put an end to the activities of the 

miscreants. They had a difficult task to perform. It is unfortunate that our neighbor 

which has never missed an opportunity to weaken or cripple our country rushed to 

help the secessionists with men and material to inflame the situation further. This was 

all pre-planned. As our troops moved forward and fanned out the whole dark plan of 

collusion between the Awami League extremists, rebels and our hostile neighbor 

gradually unfolded itself. It became obvious that secessionists, miscreants, rebels, and 

intruders from across the border had planned their whole operation carefully and over 

a considerable period of time. Their aim was to destroy the integrity of Pakistan and 

force the eastern zone to secede from the rest of the country. While miscreants, rebels, 

and intruders were putting up physical resistance to the Pakistan army, the Indian 

radio and press launched a malicious campaign of falsehood against Pakistan and tried 

to mislead 
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the world about happenings in East Pakistan. The Indian Government began to utilize 

every coercive measure, including diplomatic offensives, armed infiltration and actual 

threats of invasion. This open interference in our internal affairs could have had very 

grave consequences but by the grace of God our armed forces soon brought the 

situation under control, destroying the anti-national elements. The nation proud of the 

armed forces who deserve all its admiration and appreciation. Let us on this occasion 

bow our heads in gratitude to the Almighty that our country has been saved from 
disintegration. 

 

No fresh elections 

In my last address to the nation I had assured you that my man aim remained the 
transfer of power and I had further stated that I would take fresh steps towards the 

achievement of this aim. Let me at the outset say categorically that there is no 
question of holding fresh elections. The mischief of some misguided persons should 

not be allowed to nullity the entire results of the first-ever-election held in the country 

at enormous cost in terms of money, time and energy. I have banned the Awami 

League as a political-party. However, members-elect of the National Assembly and 

the Provincial Assemblies of this defunct party retain their status as such in their 

individual capacities. I may, however, and that those elected members who have taken 

part in anti-state activities or have committed criminal acts, or have indulged in anti-

social activities will be disqualified from membership of the National and Provincial 

Assemblies. I have not yet finally assessed the exact number of those who would be 

disqualified. After thorough investigation, a list of such persons will be published. 

Once this is done, vacancies caused would be filled through the usual method of by 

elections. 

In the meanwhile, I would ask those members of the National Assembly and 

members of the Provincial Assembly elect of the defunct Awami League, who had 

nothing to do with the secessionist policies of the ruling clique of that party and who 

are not guilty of any criminal acts in pursuance of such policies, or who have not 

committed atrocities against their fellow Pakistanis, to come forward and play their 

part in rebuilding the political structure in East Pakistan. 

 

After a close and careful study of the situation, particularly of recent happenings, 

I have come to the conclusion that the task of framing a constitution by an assembly is 

not feasible. In fact, the history of constitution making in our country is not very 

encouraging, nor a happy one. Two constituent assemblies took nine years to produce 

a constitution (that is from 1947 to 1956). Leaders of the country spent an 
inordinately long period of time on the floor of the legislature in trying to produce a 

constitution while urgent social and economic problems remained unattended and 
neglected. But the most regrettable phenomenon of constitution-making in Pakistan 

wan that it gave vent to all sorts of regional and parochial sentiments. In fact, 
constitution-making gave rise to the worst type of political bickering and intrigue, 

which threatened the very existence of our country. And when in the end they at last 
produced a constitution in 1956, it was the product of all sorts of conflicting 

compromises and expediencies. The result was the constitution was short lived and 

the country came under martial law from October 1958 to June 1962. After that the 

country was governed under a constitution which for well known reasons, was 

unpopular right from the start. There was great resentment and a  
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political upheaval in 1969 against this constitution. I, therefore, through that the 
people's representatives should frame a constitution of their own, but in order to 

eliminate the unhappy aspects of the previous attempts at constitution-making in 
Pakistan, I put a limit of one hundred and twenty days for this exercise. And I also 

laid down some basic principles for the constitution in my Legal Framework order. 

When I fixed the time limit of one hundred and twenty days, it was done in 

consultation with political leaders, including Mujibur Rahman, and it was expected 

that they would devote their full attention to the framing of the constitution and that 

general agreement on the broad aspects of the constitution would be arrived at outside 

the assembly, so as to facilitate the task of constitution-making the stipulated period. 

But unfortunately my hopes and plans were frustrated by the uncompromising and 

unpatriotic attitude of the defunct Awami League. 

 

Group of experts of draft new constitution 

Against this background and in view of present circumstances, I find that there is 

no other alternative for me but to have the constitution prepared by a group of experts. 

This constitution will be subject to amendments by the National Assembly on the 
basis of an amending procedure, as will be laid down in the constitution itself. The 

constitution will be based on a careful study of a number of constitutions and will be 
based also on the aspirations of the people of various regions of Pakistan, as assessed 

by me over the last two years. I have already set up a constitution committee and a 
draft is being prepared by them, once a draft is ready. I will consult various leaders of 

the assembly regarding the provisions of the draft. Final shape will be given to the 
constitution, in the light of my discussions and consultations with various experts and 

leaders. 

I may add that certain guidelines with regard to the future constitution have 

already been spelled out in the Legal Framework order of 1970 which were generally 
welcomed by the people. First, the constitution of Pakistan must be based on Islamic 

ideology, on the basis of which Pakistan was created and on the basis of which it is 
still preserved. It must be the constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan in a true 

sense. The constitution shall also provide for full social and economic justice to 
various sections of our society. The constitution should be a federal one and it must 

have all its characteristics. As stated in the Legal Framework Order the provinces 
shall have maximum autonomy, including legislative, administrative and financial 

powers, but the federal government shall also have adequate powers, including 

legislative, administrative and financial powers to discharge its responsibilities in 

relation to external and internal affairs and to preserve the independence and 

territorial integrity of the country. 

 

By-elections to be held for a few seats declared vacant 

I have also indicated to the committee that, in the interest of the integrity of the 

country, it would be a good thing, it we ban any party which is confined to a specific 

region, and is not national in a practical sense. Then again, we must eschew this 

business of having two, three or four sub parties within a party, in short it is my hope 

that this constitution will ensure that everything which tends to make our political life 

cumbersome, shaky, insecure and unpatriotic is eradicated and that it helps to infuse a 
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right spirit in the people and the politicians. The constitution must serve Pakistan as a 
whole, and not any individual or group. It must allow each province to develop itself 

along the right lines without detracting, in any way, from the strength of the centre 
and the integrity of the nation as a whole. I might clarify here that this constitution 

will come into force with effect from the first session of the National Assembly. By-

elections to be held before this will, however, be on the same basis as the general 

elections already held, namely, the Legal Framework Order of 1970. 

So much for the future constitution of Pakistan. Now to continue with my plan of 

transfer of power. As I said earlier, by-elections will be held to fill vacant seats in the 
National as well as in the provincial Assemblies. Considering the mood of the people. 

I feel sure that the campaign for these by-elections will be based on the principles 
contained in the Legal Framework Order. No one will tolerate propagation of views 

which tend to militate against the integrity of Pakistan. I also feel that the campaign 
should be a brief one. After these elections are completed, the National and Provincial 

Assemblies will be duly summoned and governments will be formed at the national as 

well as the provincial levels throughout the country. The National Assembly will not 

have to function as a constituent assembly but will become our central legislature as 

soon as it is sworn in. 

Since the nation has recently been subjected to a very severe jolt, I have decided 
that the national and provincial governments will have at their disposal the cover of 

martial law for a period of time. In actual practice, martial law will not be operative in 
its present form, but we cannot allow chaos in any part of the country, and the hands 

of the governments need to be strengthened until things settle down. 

On order to meet the requirement of this new plan, the Legal Framework Order of 

1970 will be duly amended. 

 

The time-frame of the plan 

Let me now say a word about the time-frame of this plan. It is obvious that the 

plan, in its entirety, cannot be launched immediately because it is important that a 
reasonable amount of normalcy returns to the country before we think in terms of 

transferring power. But on the other hand, the launching of the plan must not be 
delayed unduly. When we speak of normal, the main considerations are restoration of 

law and order, rehabilitation of the administrative structure which was badly 
disrupted, and a degree of economic rehabilitation. 

As regards law and order, I am glad to be able to tell you that the army is in full 

control of the situation in East Pakistan. It-has crushed the mischief mongers, 

saboteurs, and infiltrators. But it will take some time, before the law and order 
situation becomes completely normal. The process is in full swing with the active co-

operation of the people and their patriotic leaders. The people of East Pakistan have 
manifested a great sense, of patriotism and national unity in helping the armed forces 

to root out miscreants and infiltrators. 

As a result of the non-cooperation movement, the economy of East Pakistan had 

come to a standstill. Widespread arson loot and, intimidation resorted to by the 

Awami 
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League secessionists, anti-social elements and infiltrators brought untold 
sufferings to innocent people. A large number of them were terrorized and uprooted 

and their properties were mercilessly destroyed. They have my fullest sympathy as 
also the sympathy of the entire nation. It would be inhuman if their speedy 

rehabilitation is not given priority and the attention it deserves. I would like to repeat 

once again that all citizens of Pakistan, of any religion, caste or creed, who crossed 

the border and went into India, because of the panic due to false propaganda by the 

rebels, miscreants and others, must return to their homes and hearths. The 

Government of East Pakistan have made all necessary arrangements for their 

reception and transportation. I would ask the Indian Government not to put 

impediments in the way of these unfortunate people, who want to resume their normal 

lives in their own homes and who want to be re-united with their near and dear ones 

We shall gladly and gratefully accept any assistance that the United Nations can 

extend in facilitating the move of these displaced persons back to Pakistan. 

 

Participation of the people 

I have heard a view being expressed that power should not be transferred to 

elected representatives of the people until complete normally has returned in every 

sphere. I am afraid I do not agree with this view, because it is utterly, in realistic and 

impractical. It also ignores one very important aspect of national life, which is that 

normalcy in its accepted meaning can never return to a country without full 

participation of the people in its administration. The very process of bringing back  

 

Transfer of power in about four months 

I firmly believe that as soon as we have acquired a basis infrastructure of law and 

order and the various echelons of the administration gather full strength it will be 

possible for me to put my plan of transfer of power into operation. Appreciating the 

situation as it exists today and as it is likely to develop in the near future, it is my hope 

and belief that I would be able to achieve my goal in a matter of four months or so. 

The precise timing will naturally depend on the internal and external situation at the 

time. I am absolutely convinced that the country's integrity and well being lie in 

fulfillment of the plan that I have just outlined to you and in the achievement of the 

final objective. 

Let me now turn to the vital subject of the economy. Recent events have cast 

their shadow on the general economic situation. The economy had been subjected to 

serious strains during a long period of political uncertainty before and after the 

elections. In March, the economy of East Pakistan was brought to a virtual standstill. 

With the success of army action, the situations generally returning to normal and 

economic activity is reviving in the province. I am sure that all patriotic elements in 
the province would rally round the forces of law and order to achieve complete 

normalcy and to restart the process of building up the economy of Pakistan. 

The rehabilitation of the economy will demand both short-term measures and 

long-term strategy to rehabilitate it and revive it to its full vigor. For this purpose, we 

have 
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taken many initiatives which will soon begin to produce the results we desire. 

Our exports have sharply declined in recent months in East Pakistan, causing a 

drain on our foreign exchange reserves, which were already under severe strain. 

Collection of taxes has also suffered at a time when we need all the resources at our 

command, to preserve our national integrity and maintain the tempo of economic 

activity. 

The government is taking various steps to meet the present difficult economic 

situation. These are not always pleasant decisions. We have to use our resources with 

much greater restraint. This involves hardship and sacrifices. But there is no 

alternative. This is the only realistic way for a nation to solve its economic problems. 

Some weeks ago, I ordered a thorough revision of our import policy. All 
unessential items or those without which we could do for some time were banned 

even under the bonus scheme. Bonus vouchers thus released are to be used under the 
revised import policy for raw materials and other essential imports. 

 

Maximum economy and austerity 

In domestic spending also maximum economy is being exercised. For the next 
year we have prepared a modest development programme which would meet our 

immediate and unavoidable needs. The emphasis would be on rehabilitation of the 
economy, particularly in East Pakistan. 

I want the country to make early progress towards self reliance. We must look 

increasingly towards our own-resources for meeting our national objectives. This 

requires maximum austerity in both public and private spending. The Government is 

making all necessary adjustments in economic policies with this objective. But these 

can succeed only with the enthusiastic support, of the people. Let us, as a nation, 

adopt a more austere way of life suited to our own stage of economic development 

and eschew every form of ostentatious consumption. 

For many years now we have been receiving aid for our development programme 

from a number of aid-giving countries. This we thankfully acknowledge. I regret to 

have to say, however that lately there have been indications that foreign aid is, 

acquiring certain political overtones and the people of Pakistan are getting-the 

impression that strings are sought to be attached to such aid. If this be the case let me 

say it quite categorically that aid which seeks to make I roads into our sovereignty is 

not acceptable to us. We shall be fully prepared to do without it. 

I am confident that the private sector would come forward to play an active role 

in developing Pakistan's own resources. Private investment financed from its own 

savings can play a major role in reviving the economy at the stage. 

This is an hour of crisis for the nation. We need the same determination and 

resolute will which we which we showed on a number of previous occasions to 
safeguard the integrity of Pakistan against internal upheavals and external aggression. 

Each one of us has a duty to work hard and to rebuild the momentum of economic 
activity this is' necessary to generate resources for economic development. Each 

worker in a factory and  
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peasant on his farm can contribute to this national effort by taking part in the overall 
effort to maximize production and make his contribution to the integrity and solidarity 

of Pakistan. 

Maximize production and exports 

Let us resolve today, individually and collectively, to maximize production and 

exports. We must work hard and learn to reduce our dependence on others in every 

field in the shortest possible time. Any sacrifice which this will entail must be borne 
with patriotic fervor and national solidarity. 

I appeal to both labor and management to maintain the best of relation. Let there 

be understanding and accommodation rather than bickering and strife. Strikes and 

lock-outs should be avoided at all costs. Such wastage of the country's productive 

capacity would be totally unpatriotic at this critical juncture in our national life. I 

cannot afford to let such unpatriotic activities go unchallenged. Stringent measures 

shall be taken to curb such tendencies.' 

Our agriculturists have done a remarkable job in recent years. Food production 

has increased rapidly since 1965, bringing the country to the threshold for food self-

sufficiency. Let them consolidate and improve on their performance in food grains 

and at the same time turn their attention to the production of export crops which 

present great opportunities for increased output. Government would be willing to 

provide all the necessary facilities and incentives for this purpose. 

I have candidly presented before you difficulties we face today. But let this not 
give rise to despondency. A large part of the problem we face today is of a temporary 

nature. It has not affected the basic strength of the economy. We have a large 
potential for increasing production, both in agriculture and industry. We have today a 

sizable class of progressive agriculturists, industrial entrepreneurs and middle class 

investors. These are assets on which the foundation of a rapidly developing economy 

are laid. The nation has faced a difficult challenge before in its short history. I have no 

doubt that we would be able to overcome the present difficulties with our united 

efforts and resume our endeavor to build for a prosperous and just society. 

 

Foreign reactions 

Now a word about foreign reactions to our internal trouble. It is a matter of 

satisfaction that in the difficult situation that the country has faced in the past few 

months, reaction and response from an overwhelming number of countries has been 

one of sympathy and understanding of the problem we are facing and are trying to 

resolve. Our friends abroad have given complete support to action taken by the 

government of maintain the unity and integrity of Pakistan. They have at the same 
time warned those who have attempted to interfere in our internal affairs to desist 

from such actions. I should like to take this opportunity to express, on behalf of the 
government and people of Pakistan, and on my own behalf, our appreciation and 

gratitude to them. 

We are also heartened by the favorable response of the international community, 

particularly the United Nations Organization and its agencies to our need for 

cooperative 
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assistance in repairing the damage to the economic life of East Pakistan. At present, 
we are engaged in consultations with friendly governments and with the U. N. 

Secretary-General for securing the necessary help for relief work in different fields. 

Our plans for reconstruction of the economy and an early resumption of political 

activity in East Pakistan are threatened by India's continued interference in our 

internal affairs. Armed infiltration and open encouragement and assistance to 

secessionists have heightened tension between the two countries. There has also been 
a spate of unfriendly statements from responsible sources in India, threatening 

unilateral action against Pakistan if we did not yield to arbitrary demands. The need of 
the hour is to desist from such actions and statements as would further inflame the 

situation. It is through discussions and not through conflict that problems can be 
resolved. Statesmanship demands exercise of caution and restraint so that our 

problems are not further complicated. 
 

We want to live in peace 

As I have said before, armed conflict would solve nothing. On out\r part, we want 

to live in peace and harmony with all our neighbors. We do not interfere in the affairs 
of other people, and we will not allow anyone else to interfere in ours. If, however, a 

situation is forced upon us, we are fully prepared to defend our territorial integrity and 
sovereignty. Let there be no misunderstanding or miscalculation about our resolve to 

maintain the independence and solidarity of Pakistan. 

My dear countrymen, in the end I would again like to impress upon you that this 

is an hour of trial for the nation. Each one of us has to do his utmost honestly and 

sincerely so that our homeland, which is so dear to us, continues its march on the path 

of progress. No sacrifice would be too great to bring back economic stability and to 

ensure the unity of Pakistan. What we need to meet this challenge is a revival of the 

sprit and enthusiasm with which we succeeded in establishing Pakistan, and firm 
determination and resolute will which we have on many occasions shown in 

defending our country from internal and external threats. 

Our enemies are gloating on false hopes of disunity amongst our ranks. They 

have tried their level best to undo our dear country, but they forget that they are 

dealing with a people who have an unshakable reliance on the help of almighty God. 

Let us rise to the occasion, let us come up to the expectations of the Father of the 

Nation and once again prove it to our enemies that we are a united nation, always 

ready to frustrate their designs and foil their evil intention, and that any effort to harm 

us will spell their own disaster. 

I have full faith in the patriotism of our people and I am sure that every single 

Pakistani will cooperate with me wholeheartedly in the achievement of our common 

goal, namely, the restoration of democracy in the country, preservation of its integrity 

and solidarity and battlement of the lot of the common man. My God grant us success 

in our efforts. God bless you all. 

 

---------- 
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$M�` $���� )�� F) $�����-�� $)���� $-1 $ ���=6��6 $��  � � �� ��� ��.�Y ���, 
��,�.= ����, W��k�� D W��6�  ���6� $�D�� -���M। FQ9���.6� )�����Y 1�,��k���=� "  
$�� �����) ��� -���M $�, )���� ���.6� ����� *���m "� $� �� ���m �� ��� ��.�Y, 
��,�.= W��6, W��k�� D ���� 3� ���  ��M ���� ��� *�+��� ����� -��)� -D��� $��=� $�D�� 
-�� ����� ���� Y0 ����� M�`�M � ��� ��D�������� $)���� $-1 $ ���=6��b ����� ���.6� 
1�,��k��= )��� $����M।  

-------------------------- 
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������� �&� ����� 
?4। � ��e�� D "� "� F-�� l�J 9 �� -

.��� ����b�� D *��� ����� F����3� -���M 
l��  ��� 8� B )���,, 'B5' 

 
� ��e��� ��e��� ��e��� ��e��----"� "� F-�� l�J 9 "� "� F-�� l�J 9 "� "� F-�� l�J 9 "� "� F-�� l�J 9     

�� �� �� �� ----.��� ����b�� D *��.��� ����b�� D *��.��� ����b�� D *��.��� ����b�� D *������    ����� F����3� -���M����� F����3� -���M����� F����3� -���M����� F����3� -���M    

,��������, E�� )���, (" �� ��)।- $����1X ,���-��� ��6H��  *���_� )�� "� "� 
F-��� D ����V $��n=��� )�� ����� $��-��� �� F) ��� 6 $����1X ���� )���� 
����N� ��/�  *���_� 19 $-�� � ��e���� ���� A4 ���= b��� l�J�  ����� -। ���� ", 
l�J�  *��-������ ����b�� ��� F���3�  ���M ��� )�� $Y�M।  

��� 8��� ", G’) *y6� �� ���  �6 �6� F) ��� �� ��D��������� $����1�X� 
���������� 19 � ��e���� ���� l�J�  ����� -। ��m���V� ���m ��� 8�� ��V�&� )�� FY� 
�-���� D ��� 6 ��V�&� ��9 $)���W "� W�����< F���3� ��� *��b� �M��।  

.���� $� �� ��� 8�� *��� ����M ����� ������6 D ���6���� ���b�� )� ��� 8� 
�� �� ��) "�� FQ)6���  ��b�v���� ������ $� ���R� ����M l�J�  ���� $� ��/� ��� 
F���3�  �� ��� )�� $Y�M।  

�����  $Y������Y� ��� ���� ����Q ���n�  �� .���� 3�� $Y�M ����� ���� $� �� 
� L� ��� 8�� �Y��  ������  $��� �W�� F���  )�� $����1X ,���-�� Y� 4'$� $� $��  
������ ���mY�.��� F��� )�����M। �&�6 ��� 8��� Y.6� $�W�=��X $)���� �=�� �� 
"��� �����0 R�� ���6�� $^�/0� $�। ����Q ����� "�� �� �3� I�� ���b��- �� v��� 
�.��6� ����� b��  �� -�। *������ �) �) ��`��� $W�� ����� �����Y ������  �� $���� )�� 
����-�� ���b�  �� -�। �� $-�  .��� 
�� ��)H��  *�+�� 3�����6  ��� ����� *��� 
������   ��) ��Y����  )�� *������ ��� 8�� �W�� F��� ���� ���O ��� )�� $Y�M। F��� 
)�� $Y�M $�, �&�6 ��� 8��� ��6���� $� R�� ����� -���M �� �&��0� ����)����� ��/�D 
��6����3�  �� -���M।  

��� 8��� $�����-� �&�6 ��� 8� $��  G¥L�� ���, �����-� D ��V���-���� ��&6�  ��� �� 
n�� n�� $��� �� ��6H��  )���� 
�.���  ��b� �W�� F��M।  

��R0��R0��R0��R0----�&�6 "�����&�6 "�����&�6 "�����&�6 "����    

19 � ��e���� ���� ��� 8��  �6 �6���� ", l�J�  ��R0-�&�6 "���� ����b��D F����3� 
-���M।  

19 � ��e�� ��� 8��  �6 �6���� ���� F���3�� �� ��� 8��� ����� �\� 6 ���  ���0� 
Y�` ����� ����� "�� �� $����1X ���  )���� ����� ��� "�� �� ��6��R  �-� F�� 
 ��M।  

-------------- 
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������� �&� ����� 

?E। *��� ���6�� ��| ��� 8� 
����V $��n=���� ���Y $ ��� F���3� 

 

l��  
��� 8� 

Eh )���,, 'B5' 

 

*��� ���6�� ��| ��� 8� ����V $��n=����  

���Y $ ��� F���3� 
,��������, 4B$� )���,।- )������Y� *��� �\� 6� -�,  ������� ����/ ������, ��9 �1 

F� $ �� F) ����V $��n=���� ���� ��R�I  ��।  

��[��� ", l�J�  YL-���Y���� $��� ������6 D ����� ���6���� ������� ��� 8� �� �� 
 �L6  YL-�� ���b���� D �����Y ������ �\� 6 F���3�  �� -� ��� "  �� ��� -��� F*�= 
)���� -���M।  

��� "  ^X� b��� ", l�J�  ��9 $ ���  )�� -� $�, YL-���Y� ���m��� ���6���� ������� 
��� 8� �� �� ��� �����=� � �\��� ���Q F;-�। � x "� ����= " �= ��� �.6�  �� .��� 
�� ���� ���.���� *��। "�� ��6��� .��� �� �� " ������� $ �, �-����Y��  ��M �।  

��9 $ ���  ", ���6 F��� $��� -� $�, �&�6 ��� 8�� ��[� ����� ���� ��� 8� �� �� 
��[�  �&06 �-����Y��  ���।  

 
----------------- 
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������� �&� ����� 
??। �L-I ��m�  ��M �� 
� ��  �� �9 ,���-�� l��  ��� 8� E FY�, 'B5' 

 
�L-I ��m�  ��M �� 
� ��  �� �9 ,���-���L-I ��m�  ��M �� 
� ��  �� �9 ,���-���L-I ��m�  ��M �� 
� ��  �� �9 ,���-���L-I ��m�  ��M �� 
� ��  �� �9 ,���-��    

��6��m ��-��� �������  ����6��m ��-��� �������  ����6��m ��-��� �������  ����6��m ��-��� �������  ��    

��D�������, 4�� FY_ (" �� ��)।- $����1X ,���-�� �� ����M, $ � $�� ��-����� ��{ 
��6 )��` ���� ��� � ��-��� ��-�������� ����� *�� M��` $W���।  

 ��-� ,X��������� ������ F��� ���-��� ��{ "  ��R�I ��� ��-��� ����� �\� 6 
$����1X *m o_ *�m  ��। )�� F��� ���-�� � M��� F�Y ��� 8� �W�  ��।  

��� 8� �W� �\� 6 )�� F��� ���-�� ��[� ��� �� �������- .��� ����M। ��� $����= 
Y� 45$� )���, ������ � ���� -���M। ��� ������ ��V��&�-� ’3��’ �\� 6 $����1X�  �| 
 ��।  

$����1X ���, ��� l�� । $ � 3����  ��M ��� �� 
� ��  ��� �। $ � � $ � �L-I 
��m F���  3�� ���O। "=� ��{�9। ���� "��  �� ��� ���� F���  �3�� �����। ��� Y��� 
��� $��. F�M $�, 3����  ��M �� 
� ��  ��� ����। Y��� $��. F��� $,।  

$����1X ���, $���.��= D ��� 6 �� �� $Y�`� $�� , ��� 8��� ������� ��J  ��� 
����0  ��M। � x �L�=�� $R�� "  �� ��� 3�� �। �L�=� �� �� � ���� F����� ������� l��� 
.&�� � ����0  ��M। F����� �.�Q��0 ������� ���� �  Y����� $3_�  ��M। ����� ����V �Z� 
o_ .�/�� ", ���.�� � ��  ���M।  �D������ ���� �-���� F��� F��  ��M���, ���� 
�Q�9 ��R ����R �� �� "�� "�=� $��������.��� .����  ���6  ��� �।  

.����� ������3�  �� $����1X ���, *��� ������ �� ����  ������  .��� 
��� 8��� ��C�� ��)H��  �j �-���� ���-��  ��M।  

.��� *������ ��� 8� ������6� ���� ���O। ���� $�������� ���M, *������ ���� 
’,���-��� ��� 8��’ $��� $��� �, $��� $��� ’���)��� ��������’।  

��� ���, .��� ��� .&��� $¨�� ����� �����M। $���� Ei -�)�� �����-��  $¨�� $��� -�O 
"�� *������ ��� 8��� ��C�� 3�� �-���� ���-��  �� -�O।  

.���-��� 8��� l�J� � ����� �\� 6 �|  �� -�� $����1X ���, .����� $����� 
���Y $� $ � b�� $� $ � ��� F���3�  ��� F�� ���। ��� *������ ������6�� ��| 
F��� F���3�  �� "�� �� ����  �| �-���� �, ��)H��  �| �-����।  

� x F���-F���3�� )� F����� � � �8�� ���� � 3  ���M "�� " ������� )����ª 
��3_��  ���� ���I  �� �����M। ���� ��� 8��  ��-����  ��� 3��। ���� ��  ���M F����� 
���� F���3�  ��� $ � ����) $,।  
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R��� -8�Q� 

$����1�X� ��{ 5i ���= ����� ��R�I ��� R��� -8�Q�, FD���� ��Y �&�6 ��� 8�� 
*���6�3 "�� ��� 8�� $������  �� �� YJ�� ����� �\� 6 �|  �� -�।  

$����1X ���, $������  �� �� YJ�� �����Q ��� �=� ����M। �� ���, ��V ��� 
�� �� $ � ,O�, F��� $,। ��� $�����-��� �W�� $��� F;-�। ��; $���� ������� ��� 
�&06C�� )���� ���/� ������  ���, ������ ��� $����1�X�  ��6.�� 3����� ����।  

F��� �����= o_। �� -�O $���  " ��� ���� "�� $������  �� �� ���d�। 

��[����� $������  �� �� YJ�� )� ��[�  �����6 $��� -���M ��� $�, v)� M�`���M ��� 
*�S�  �� ��� ���, "=� ��������� .��। l��  �-���� ��� v)��  ����� ��  ��। F�� 
",C� $ }�� ���p  �� �। 

����� ���=6�  ��� �� �� YJ�� ����� �\� 6 �|  �� -�� ��� ���, )�� .����� 
$���� "  ���� �����Y��d�� F�M। � x $���� *.� ����� ��������� ��� $������  
�� �� Y�J� -D�� *�3�। ��, $-� ,  ��  ����� ����, $������  �� �� �� Y�J� -�O, �� 
��)H��  ��v��� F��� � M��� ���R�  ��� ����। F�� ��; )���� ������� ��� �&06�{ 
)���� ���/� 3�,। ",C� " �= ���/�� Y�J� $������  �� �� ;-0  ��� F�� ��N� F�M। 
� x ��� �&��6 $ � ���m �� ����  ��M R��� -8�Q�  �� �।  
 

*���6�3*���6�3*���6�3*���6�3    
    

FD���� ���Y� ��)� "�� �� ����b���� *���6�3 �\� 6 $����1X�   ���� �| 
 �� -�। $����1X FD���� ���Y� ��)��  .��� ���6, ��� �L�_ D G6���� W� ��� F������ 
 ��। $����1X ���, $�, ��� ��� FD���� ���Y� �I���� �\� 6 ��� ��J  ��� ���। 
"� F��� ����� ����M ����  F�� )��� )� ���)� �   ���M�। ��� ��� ��� $��  ��� 
�����®��� )�� -���M  ��0 FD���� ��Y�  3����e  ��� )Y0 .�� �M�।  
 

---------------------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
��। ��� ��� ��� ��!�� "�� #��$ % &'(  

���")� �*���+� ��,�-"��� � ���� ./��#/� 
�� 0, "��!� � &'2, 3453 

 

MUJIB WILL BE PUT ON TRIAL 

President Agha Mohammad Yahya Khan has said that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 
leader of the defunct Awami League, would be put on trial. 

He said Sheikh Mujib was arrested for committing acts of treason and he would 

be dealt with under the law of the land. 

In a television interview telecast from all stations of Pakistan Television 
Corporation last night, the President said that being a citizen of Pakistan he should be 

dealt with according to the law of Pakistan. 

The President, who was asked would be the fate of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, said 

that the leader of the defunct Awami League and deviated from his electoral 

campaign in which he demanded autonomy for East Pakistan. 

President Yahya said that after Sheikh Mujib got the mandate, he and a coterie of 

his people deviated from that aim and wanted secession. In other words, he said 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and committed "acts of treason, acts of open rebellion" and 

incited armed rebellion against the State. 

In reply to a question, the President said that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was not his 
opponent at all. The President said that he was only a caretaker and had nothing to 

oppose Sheikh Mujibur Rahman as a Politician. 

The President made it clear that he had no political ambitions. He sad as a soldier 

he was in his temporary duty of restoring the authority of the people. 

The President said he was sorry for what Sheikh Mujibur Rahman had done for 

which he would suffer like any other person committing crimes on the nation would 

suffer. "How would you treat your criminal", he posed a question to the foreign news 
media representatives present at the interview. 

 
(The Dawn, Karachi-August 5, 1971) 
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������� ��� ����� 
�6। "��!��� �*�+ ��,�-"��� 

� ���� ./��#/� 
7��" ���")� � &'(, 3453 

 

�� �8�" !�� ����� ���9 ,��� #)�:��� �;< ��"= >"���� �8�" !�� ����� ���9 ,��� #)�:��� �;< ��"= >"���� �8�" !�� ����� ���9 ,��� #)�:��� �;< ��"= >"���� �8�" !�� ����� ���9 ,��� #)�:��� �;< ��"= >"��    

�>���0�?� �*�+ ��,�-"��$ �� ����#� ���9 @���'9 �>���0�?� �*�+ ��,�-"��$ �� ����#� ���9 @���'9 �>���0�?� �*�+ ��,�-"��$ �� ����#� ���9 @���'9 �>���0�?� �*�+ ��,�-"��$ �� ����#� ���9 @���'9     

A� A AA� A AA� A AA� A A''''��� �� �C�DE���� �� �C�DE���� �� �C�DE���� �� �C�DE�    
"��!� �F� &'( (A �� ��)- �>���0? � ���� &'� ���#�J� ./��#/� �� �� �8�" !�� 

����� ���9  '�E� ��K��!� >�������� #��� ,��� #)�:��� �;< ��"= >"�� "���L।  

'� %M��  ���. NO��� "��!��� &: K���" �*���+� �*P/��"K� >�������� ��Q A" 
��,-"��� �>���0? ��� ��, R’ �8�" �� ����#� ���9 ���  ���/ ���D��� ���K ���")�� 
���9��� ���9"�� &� 8�"�� A�� @�������" P ��T������� �-�����  9 �"� �"� ����9� 
&� ����� #�/ ����, ����� �� �C�DE� "���।  

�>���0�?� ��Q �*P/��"K� ��,�-"�� ��" U� ���* �9��� ��,�-"�� @�V��* &  ���� 
���")� �*���+� "��K������ !���* �"W �8�" >!���� #/।  

 ���� X�Y��9 '� ZU��  � >�[ ��\� ����� +�D�� X�]� "��, �>���0? ��� ��, X^ 
+�D�E ���  '�E� >�������� �"* ,��� #)�:���  9 ��\� �� _��" ���"=� >"�� 
"���L।  

�>���0? ./��#/� ��� ��, ���K ���")�� �" C*�L A�� �" C*�� ���� ��� ��� ��F" ����E 
���/�L।  

�>���0? ./��#/� ��� ��, �� ��` �a� ��"�� ���!���� ���/b  '�E� �"* #)�:� 
"��� ��� �;< >��c।  

��� ��� ��, ��� �� ��� ���� @����� ��� ��D/�* ����!� "���L A�� ���� �� �8�" 
!�� ��� ��/ ��'�� ��� ��� �� "��।  

�>���0? &�� >"�� "�� ��,  ���/ ���D��� ���9�'��V ���9��� &� �#�� 8�"�� A�� 

=���9" ���9 ����� &� #�����। ��� ��� ��, ����� &�d����� 
�+���" 'E���e" 
������ X���K�! @��V� #��।  

�>���0? ��� ��, �� _��" �� �#���� &P/��� ��' ��D� �C��D� #��P &P/��� ���'� 
���9��� ���9 ����  ���/ ���D��� &�� ��K���� #�/�L ����� ���9 ��T�f�#������" 
�-����/ ��� �9�^'E L�g� @9�9��� &� ����� "�� #/�।  

��� ��� ��,  ���/ ���D�� �� ��) ���9�" ����� &� ����� ��P/� #��, ��� 
������" X��� "��� �!(� "��L। ��� ��� ��, ��\�� ����: �����/ �'�L A�� �"�h� 
@�������" "�   
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"��� ����� ���9P �"L� ���9" ���9�" �i�� &��� &�eE  ���� #�� A�� ����� &� �#�� 
����� ��P/� #��।  

�>���0? ��� ��, ����: A��"� �9��� ���K-���")�� &.-�;j�� ����k�� ���")�� 
������#�� �l�EK �/eE��� ��/�L। �����:� @�� ��� �8�" X^ A��"�d����� �'�����' �;�( 
"�� #�m ��� ���  ��।  

�>���0? ./��#/� ��� ��, �����: ����� ����� >!� �'����DKE "�� #�m A�� A. ��C�DK� 
���E��� ��� ��\�� ���� ����।  

��� ��� ��, ����: ����� �'�����' 8�"� ��nP ��� X�-��K�! @�V� "���। X�-
��K�!�� �� @����o ���  ���/ ���D��� @����� &p� "��� ���  ��।  

�>���0? ��q( +�D�/  �� ��, ���")� ��� !�/ �। ��� ���, ��� ���9���� ����� 
"��� ���� �। ���� �"�� ����� r������ ��C�*� #/ A�� ����D�  ������ P ����� ��Td���� 
@8K��� �9�#� #/ ��� ��� X�]� "��।  

�>���0? ./��#/� ���, ��� A"���"��� �C�DE� "���L ��, ��� +����� ��Q �� �"� 
��K��/ &���!� "��� �� � &�L। �"s ��� R$� >"�� "�� ��, +��� A �9����� �"� ��g� 
��/�। 

@�� A" >�t� X[�� �>���0? ./��#/� ��� ��, ���")� P +��� ����� ���. "�L�"��L 
�'�/ ��u\�L�L। �"s ��� ��8( 7���K� ��Q ��� Ag���� �!(� "��L ���  ��v  

�>���0? ./��#/� ��� ��, A� !�.��P @�" "� dh�� ����k�� �;�8���� ����� "��E 
#�/�L। ��� ��� ��, ��"-+��� X��#����� A� �� ����k�� ����  "��L �� @�9: 
�����K���, ���w��x�� P ����y"।  

��� ���, &��� ��"�� P &�� @��� 7���K� ���!/ ���m, ����$ �� "���E &��� A��� 
����  �g�/ ��g�। 

�>���0? A*� ��q( +�D�/  ���/ �� ��, ���K ���")�� �"�h� �-����� ���9�� ��� 
���")��� X�� ��� !����/ ��/� #/ ��#�� ��� #��। 

��z!�9� �9�^��� �l�"K A" >�t�  ���� ./��#/� ��� ��, ��\�� ����: �����/ +���� !�� 
�'�L, ����� ��g�C�� �i���/ &�� �9����� ���")� ����D+��� &{#�। 

��� ��� ��, ��z�9�'���� �����E ,�� >��K "�� #�/�L A�� ����� �i�� &��� �����'-
������ ��P/��  9 ���K ���")��� ����: A��"�/ @�"d��� @+98K� ����� ����� #�/�L। 

��� ��� ��, ��z!�9���� ���K���  9  ������C� ��#��9�" ���")� 
�'�  ���/�L A�� 
 �����|� ���O*��� � ���� X 8��?� >)�� {#E "���L। A >��Q ��� ��� ��, ��z!�9���� 
��#��9 "���  9 ���")�  �����|� X}�z ��O�: #�. "����� ��K��,"��� {#E "��� �� � 
#�/�L, �"s @�� ��,� A. >)�� {#�E� X��. ��� ��)��/ �+K� "��L। 

�>���0? >t "�� �� ��~ @�>��� @�9�#� ��/�L A�� �� ��z!�9���� !������ 
�i�'� P �*K�� �8�" �'����DKE !��L �� ��z!�9��� �"+��� ����: �����/ �i�� &��� ����?  
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A" >�t� X[�� �>���0? ��� ��, ���")�� ��\�� �i�� &��L, ����� @��"���. 
@������� �8 ���/ &��� ����L �, "��E +��� ����� �i��� ���� ���m। ��� ��� ��, A 
��) ��z!�9� �9�^ @������� ��8 ���")�� �i�� &��L।  

�>���0? ��� ��, .�����9. �,���" ��z!�9� �9�^ ���K ���")��� ����� ��g�C�� �i�� 
A���L A�� ����� ���9 ��"�� %M �8�" �M   #�m �#��। �>���0? ��� ��, +��� 
��z!�9���� �� ���9� ���� "��L �� �l�EK +��। ��� ��� ��, +��� ����: A��"�/ �� X�[ � 
�;�( "��L, �� ��z!�9���� �i�� &��� �9����� ���� 
h�। ��� ��� ��, ��� +��� ���")��� 
@+9:��E ��D�/ #)�,� "�� �8�" ���� 8��" ��#�� ��z!�9���� ���9� ������ �#�/" #�� A�� 
��z!�9��� ������ ����� ��g�C�� �i�� &��� �����। ����[�� @+���  '�E� A��� ���K 
���")� �8�" +���� !�� ��P/�� ��D/ �>���0? �l�EK @
�"�� "��।  

�>���0? ./��#/� ��� ��, ���")� ������#� ��~ ���f�#���� #�� �8�" ����� ���K����� 
��� �"��*  'E�" �,� "��� �!(� "���L। ��� ��� ��, ��-&.� �C��D� &P/��� ��' A. 
���f��#� X��� ���/�L�।  

��� ��� ��, ���")� ������#�� #)�,�� ���,�+ P ���m������� &���� �� #P/�/ 
���K ���")��  '�E� ����� ���9�'��V @�� #�\i �L�g ��\�!�L।  

���K ���")�� ������#�� �"�h� 'E#�9� !������ ����" �>���0? �l�EK ��89� ��� �EK� 
"��। +���� �����/ ��P/� ��-&.� �C��D� &P/��� ���9'E "�;K" ��89� "��#� �*�� i�� A. 
+�� ���E�� �;�( #�/�L ��� ���  ��।  

��� ���, >";���, ��� ��� �#���� �"�*��� P ��-&.� �C��D� &P/��� ���9��. ����� 
��Q �+��� ���DE"������ X�� 'E#�9� !����/�L। 

��� ��� ��, �����:� P-����� ������ X����� ���m��������� ����� �� _��" 
��8K 
#�9�, ��� P @�������' "���L।  

�>���0? ��� ��, A"�* �� _��" ������� &��/ ��� 7���K9� ��Q A ��) �#9 
"��L��। �"s ��� �� ��� ��� ��� �#���� A"d�/�� �l�"K �l�EK ���� #��, �� ��~ 
���#��" ��"���� ��K��� ��$>��V� "��� A�� �������  '�E�  �� �,� "��� ���K� ����।  

���")� ������#�� #)�,� ���K ���"�=� 8�"�� ��D/ �>���0? @
�"�� "��। ��� ��� 
��, ��� A. �9�k� ���K ���"�=� #��� ��#�� &P/��� ���'� A� �������9" ���9 +���� �����/ 
���� ����� �।  

���K ���")�� �#����� X�� ��K�� !��� ��D/P �>���0? @
�"�� "��। ��� ��� ��, 
�#���� ��� ���K ���")�� ����[�� @+�� ���� "��. 8��" ��� �����:� P����� !O��:� i��. 
���� Ah� ���� "��L।  


!�, ���"L� �����  9 �>���0? ������ �������"��� ���K ���")�� �i��� &�eE  ��।  

�>���0? A"  �������"�" ��� ��, ���K ���")�� @+�9�� !��"��� &g�. ��� ���"�" 
#�9�� ��� @�9: @������।  
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��� ���, >";� C*� #�m A. ��, &P/��� ��' ���f�#���� A"�* ,�f @�� ��"���� ��h�� 
@~ ���� �/ A�� ������#� ����� ��h�� �g�. "��।  

�>���0? ��� ��, ��~ ���f�#��� #��#� #�/�L।  ���� >�� "�K�9������ ���'�� P 
 ���9�� ��"� @���" �,� "���  9 ��~ ���#� ���f�#���� ���� "��� ���9 #/।  

��� ��� ��, ��z!�9���� ���9�� �� #��#��� ���9��"P ����D+��� @������ "�� #�/�L। 
�>���0?  X+/ ���9��" �l�E +�� ��� �EK� "��।  
 

@���� 
-------------------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
�5। @�+���' ���� �����' ��/� #��$ 

��"��� �>���* 
7��" ���")� U &'(, 3453 

 

@9�9��� @�+���' ���� �����' ��/� #��$  
��"��� �>���*-��&.� �C��D� &P/��� ���'�  

4U   A� A A’� &� 8�"�� 
��P/������, 5. &'( (A �� ��)- ��-&.� �C��D� &P/��� ���'� UU    ���/ ���D�-

����9� &� �#�� 8�"�� A�� @9�9��� ��\��� ��h�� &�� @�+���' ���� �����' ��P/� #/। 
&  A��� A" ��"��� �>����* A "8� �C�DE� "�� #/।  

�>����* ��� #/$ A��� X�]����'9 3453 ����� ZU��  � ������ �>���0? ��\� ����� 
+�D�E ��� ��, ��� �� _��" �� �#���� &P/��� ��'�" ��D� �C�DE� "���L, ��� ���� 
@�������" "�  "���L ���� �9��� A ����� ���*K� ��K��!� @�� A� A P A� �� A-'E 
�9�^'�+��� ����� &�� �#�� 8�"��। ��. �#�� ���")� ��"�� &  ����� &P/��� ���'� 
���� ��K��!� A� A A  ���/ ���D��� ���K��!� ���9 �#���� ����� &�� �#�� 8�"�� 
����� ����"� �C�DE� "���L। ����� &P/��� ���'� @�� �"� A� A A ����� �� A ����"�/ 
X�]��� #/�, ����� �9����� ����: {#�E� ����K ������" ���/ @�������" "�  ��O�: ����� 
��h�� &�� @�+���' �� ��� ���� �����' >�� "�� #��। ���K��!� A� �� A��� �9����� 
��� �C�DE� "�� #��।  

����� &P/��� ��' ���� ������� ���K��!� A� A A 'E ����� &�� �#�� 8�"��$  
 
3। A . 3 �����-3    �� � �#�� �#���। 
Z। A . % �����-%    �� ����"�� �#���। 
%। A . � �����-�    �� ���$ ��-i� �#��। 
�। A . � �����-�   ��# &�R� #����। 
�। A . 6 �����-6   0$ ���$ &�� ������� ���। 
6। A . 5 �����-5    �� ���$ &�  �� �#��।  
5। A . U �����-U    �� ���$ �h� #"।  
U। A . 3Z �����-3Z   �� &i��� &�� &#��।  
4। A . 3U ��� ���-6  0�$ ���$ P/��"� XY� ���। 
3M। A . Z3 �dg�-%   �� &"�� &�� �� �!u����। 
33। A . ZZ �dg�-�   �� ���$ #������ �#��। 
3Z। A . Z% �dg�-�  0�$ ���$  ��#R� �#��। 
3%। A . Z� ����-Z  ��P��� A, ���� �"K���'�। 
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3�। A . Z5 ����-�   �� 7�/� �#��� ����। 
3�। A . Z4 ����-6   �� ���$ &� �� �#���। 
36। A . %3 �� ��#�-Z   �� &�  �� �#��। 
35। A . %� �� ��#�-�  &�#�  ��.��Y� &#��। 
3U। A . %5 �� ��#�-U   �� ���$  ��� #" ��"��। 
34। A . %U �� ��#�-4  0�$ ���$ ��� ������" �#���। 
ZM। A . �M �����-%   �� A� ����� �#��। 
Z3। A . �M ����-3   �� A�, A ���/� ��,A।  
ZZ। A . �Z ����-%   �� ��-i� �#��।  
Z%। A . �� ����-6   �� ����0XY� .X��i।  
Z�। A . �6 ����-5   �� ���$ &�R� 'ii��।  
Z�। A . �5 ����-U  7�/� "���� ���।  
Z6। A . �4 ���"�'�-Z   �� ����# XY� &#��।  
Z5। A . 63 ���"�'�-�   �� ���$ &��� ����"।  
ZU। A . 6� ���"�'�-5  0�$ & #�� XY� &#��।  
Z4। A . 6� ���"�'�-U   �� A �" i/ �� #"।  
%M। A . 65 ���"�'� "��  �*�/�����-  �� A� ������ #"।  
%3। A . 6U �*�/�����-3   �� �'���� &#�� �!u����।  
%Z। A . 64 �*�/�����-Z  &�#�  &�R� ����"���। 
%%। A . 5M �*�/�����-%   �� &��� &�� ��"���। 
%�। A . 5Z *�Q�.�-Z   �� A� �P"� &�� ��। 
%�। A . 5� *�Q�.�-�   �� #���� &�� ����"���। 
%6। A . 56 �/����#-3  ���$ A, �����। 
%5। A . 55 �/����#-Z   �� "����y��� ����"���। 
%U। A . 54 �/����#-�  ���$ &���� �#��। 
%4। A . UM �/����#-�  &�R� #��"� ��"��। 
�M। A . U3 �/����#-6  ������i �#��� &"�। 
�3। A . UZ �/����#-5   �� .���#�। 
�Z। A . U� �/����#-4  7�/� &�R� �����। 
�%। A . U6 �/����#-33   ���$ ������ ���। 
��। A . U5 �/����#-3Z   �� ����hY�। 
��। A . U4 �/����#-3�   ��  ���� &��। 
�6। A . 4M �/����#-3�   �� &��Ry���। 
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�5। A . 4� i������-3  A �� A� �h� .����। 
�U। A . 4� i������-Z  7�/� "��h� .���� ���$ ����#XY�। 
�4। A . 4U i������-�   �� ���$ &��� ���/�। 
�M। A . 3MM i������-5  ��P��� &����Y� &#��। 
�3। A . 3M3 i������-U   �� &� �� �#��� ��। 
�Z। A . 3MZ i������-4   �� &��R� �� � ��। 
�%। A . 3M% i������-3M  0�$ A� A "����। 
��। A . 3M� ��"�-3   �� ���$ �h� .����। 
��। A . 3M� ��"�-Z   �� ������� XY� ��। 
�6। A . 3M6 ��"�-%  ��"�� �h� .����। 
�5। A . 3M4 ��"�-6   �� &���i &�� �!u����। 
�U। A . 33M ��"�-5   ��  �#hY�। 
�4। A . 33� ��"�-33   �� &i��� XY� +�./�। 
6M। A . 336 ��"�-3%   �� ���$ ��#�� &�� ��/�। 
63। A . 33U ��"�-3�   �� "�i� XY� �!u����। 
6Z। A . 3Z� ����*-�   �� &�R� �����"� �!u����। 
6%। A . 3Z6 ����*-5   �� &�R� ��#�। 
6�। A . 3ZU ����*-4   �� &�R� ����" A0�+��"*। 
6�। A . 3%M ����*-33  �0 A� A.!, P���/R� �� � �!u����। 
66। A . 3%% "���]�-%  ��P/� &��� &���। 
65। A . 3%� "���]�-�   �� ���� �� #"। 
6U। A . 3%5 "���]�-5  A, A�, &#�� ����"। 
64। A . 3%4 "���]�-4  #��  &��� #����। 
5M। A . 3�M "���]�-3M   �� ���$ �� �� &��। 
53। A . 3�3 "���]�-33   �� &�R� &P/��। 
5Z। A . 3�Z "���]�-3Z  #��i  #������ �#��। 
5%। A . 3�� ��/�����-3   �� ���$ P���/R]�# � �����। 
5�। A . 3�U ��/�����-�  &�R� ����" X�"�। 
5�। A . 3�4 ��/�����-�   �� ���P/�� �#���। 
56। A . 3�Z ��/�����-U   �� ���$ &�R� ����। 
55। A . 3�� !�{��-Z   �� A� A, �� �। 
5U। A . 3�6 !�{��-�  7�/� ���$ i ��� #" ��A���। 
54। A . 3�5 !�{��-�   �� ���#�J� �����। 
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UM। A . 3�4 !�{��-5  �� &��X� �#�� ��। 
U3। A . 36M !�{��-U  �� &�� ����#। 
UZ। A . 363 !�{��-4  �� �� &#��। 
U%। A . 36� ��"� ��+��'�  
  �/����# � �� P *�Q�.� � ��   -��� ��i� &^�� 0��।  
 
U�। A . 36� !�{�� ��+��'�  
  !�{�� � ��, ���K�9 !�{�� � �� P  

"���]� � ��� !�\���� �#"���   -����� ��� �� �!u����।  
 
U�। A . 366 !�\���� �#"��� ����  
  "���]� � �� A�� !�{�� 

��+��'� ����* � ��    ->�i�� ����� ����  ��'�।  
 
U6। A . 365 "��(/� � �� A��   
  ����� � ��� ���.�#, 

��d�� �#"��� ���� ���� ��+�'   -����� ��� /� ���।  
 
U5। A . 36U �� ��#� ��+��'�  
  ����� � ��, ��� ��� � �� 

P �dg� � ��     -����� ������ &���।  
 
UU। A . 364 �� ��#� ��+��'�  
  �� ��#� � �� A�� ���� ��+��'� 

"��(/� � �� P ����� � ��� 
���.�# P ��d�� �#"���     -����� ��h���� &#��।  

 
 

----------------------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
�U। ’’���")��� ��h�� ��� ���!����  9’’ 

��� ��� ��!�� #��- ��"��� �89 ����E� 
�� 0- "��!� 3M &'(, 3453 

 

TRIAL FOR "WAGING WAR AGAINST PAKISTAN" 

Official Press Note 
August 9, 1971 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, President of the defunct Awami League, will be tried 

by a special Military Court for "waging war against Pakistan" and other offences, a 

Press Note issued by the Headquarters of the Chief Martial law Administrator said to 

day (August 9). 

The trial will commence on August 11 in camera and its proceeding with be 
secret, the Press Note said. 

The accused will be given proper opportunity to prepare his defence and will be 

provided with all facilities permitted in law including engaging a counsel of his own 

choice provided such a counsel is a citizen of Pakistan, it added. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was arrested from his Dhanmandi residence in the early 

hours of the morning of March 26 after the Pakistan Army moved in to restore the 

authority of the Government. Later, he was brought to West Pakistan where he is 

under detention. 

(THE DAWN, Karachi-August 10. 1971) 

 

 

------------  
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TEXT OF PAKISTAN PROTEST NOTE AGAINST U.N. SECRETARY- 
GENERAL'S STATEMENT AT SHEIKH MUJIB'S TRIAL. 

August 10, 1971 

The Government of Pakistan appreciates the widespread humanitarian concern 

evoked by the tragic developments in East Pakistan since March. It warmly responds 

to any expression of such concern which is not motivated by power politics and which 

appreciates Pakistan's difficulties. It is publicly known that Government of Pakistan 

has promptly accepted several suggestions made by the Secretary-General to help the 

return of people who have been uprooted from their homes in East Pakistan. 

This understanding cannot, however, be extended to any attempt to interfere in 

Pakistan's internal affairs or to dictate to Pakistan the kind of political accommodation 

it should reach in its Eastern region. The Pakistan delegation regrets that in the 

statement made on August 10 by a U. N. spokesman on his behalf, the Secretary-

General should have chosen to make a comment on the impending trial of Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman which exceeds both the bounds of humanitarian concern and the 

competence of the U. N. as defined in the U. N. Charter. 

Our regret is sharpened by the awareness that in numerous cases of trials, even 
imprisonment without trial and sentences after summary trials of political leaders in 

various countries, no expression of feelings about their repercussions was ever made 

on behalf of the U. N. 

The Government of Pakistan cannot accept the proposition that any judicial 
decision on the individual case of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman will have any 

repercussions outside the borders of Pakistan. 

No such repercussions are inevitable unless Pakistan's hostile neighbor, India, is 
encouraged to make them so. 

 

 

---------------  
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��]�-���� !��^� ��K�8K P ��^ ���;�� ���,� "�� #�m 

��"��� �������� �C�DE� 
.���#��� �� _��" ������� X�]� @>�/� �/। 

@"��E X���� 

.��������, 3Z &'( (A �� ��)। -���")��� ����T �i�� +��� ����+�/* >���,� !��^� 
��K�8K A�� +����/ ������ ���8 ����+�/* ����T �e� �{����"�� &���!� ���D >"���� .���#�� 
���,� "�� ����L।  &  A"  ��"��� ������ ���, &��� A�� ���� ���,� "�� ����L। 
+���-����+�/* ��^ .���#��� ���K ���")�� A"�* �� _��" ������� �� "8� ��� #�/�L �� 
�l�"K ��� @�+��  ��� !�P/� #�� �������* ���, A*� #��� @>�/� �/ P @"��E X����। 
���")��� �"X. ���K ���")��� �� _��" ���9�� �����" ����� !�/� �� !��m �। 

�>���0? ./��#/� �� A� ���9. A"�* �� _��" "�K��!� �C�DE� "���L �� ��)���/� #�m। 
������ ��� ��, ���m��������� +����� X-��# A�� ��O/ ��#��9 ��/ ���")��" �� ���� "��� 
���"=� "��L ���")� ��"�� ����� ��h��. �9�k� {#E "���L। ���")��� @��"��� ���D 
�� ���/. ���")��� �"9 P @���� �!�/�L A�� A��� ��. !��m।  

��� @��9 A"8� �( "��. ����L ��, +����/ !� P @�>���"������ ��h�� �9�k� �P/� 
#��। �"� ���K ���")�� ���:��EK @�k�� �9�C�� �;�( "��. ����� �,9। A*� ���")��� @+9:��E 
�9����। ���")� �"+��� ���f�#���� �� "��� �"��� &.-�;���� �,� "��� �� �9����� 
���")��" X���� ��P/�� @��"�� "���� �.।  

�������* ���, ��� ��� A"�* ����� ���")��� X�� !����/ ��P/��  9 +���. 
�����" ��^ �9�#���� �!(� "��L। +��� ��"�� A�� A� ����� 
�"�� "��L ��, ���")��" 
���� "���  9 ���m������� &�����" �a��9 �� �"� ��#��9 ��P/� #�m। +��� �� ������ 
���/ �'������� ���K ���")�� X}�z���  9 ��#���9� ��� +��� @9�9 ��� �8�" �� ����� 
�����E 7�����" ��f� @ K "��L ��. @8K ���m������� &������ >!�� P ��#���9 @"���� 
������ #�m।  

�������* &��� ���, "�� . ���K ���")� ��"�*� �����" ����� Ag���� �� X���� +��� 
&����� ���m �� >";���, +����� ������. >��� 9। 

 ���/ �� _��" ����� � ���� ���8 +���-����+�/* !��^� ��� "���L। ����� ���*K >�� 
+����, "�X��� ��' >�� ��/� ����  ��u����,  ����� .������ &��� �P��� �PR�� A. 
!��^� ��h�� �,�+ >"�� "���L। ���� ����L, A. !��^ ���")��� ��h��. ���!����।  

 
---------------------- 
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A ��K�� "�*_��" �,��  ����#�$ �����  

��P/������, 3Z &'( (A �� ��)- @������ "�"���k ���")� X������ �0���* #�. 
"�����  �� ���#�� ����� &  A��� ��� ��, +��� ��"�� ���" A�� ����� @9�9 ���9 
P ����� �������'K�" ��+��� X-��g P #/��� "���L ��� � � "�*_��" .��#��� �.।  

 �� ����� .�������� ���� ���� �������"��� ���8 &���!� "��� ��/ A"8� ���।  

��.� ��9k��/ R’����� ��"���� ���9 A". ���8 >�9��K�E� �9����� �_�"9 >���V� #P/�� 
�� A"�* .��� 5M5 ����/� ����  �� ����� A�� 3�M   ���")�� "�K"�K� P ����� 
�������'K�" ��/ &��। ���� ���� ��u\L�� ����� 
�'�  ���� #/। 

 �� ����� �������"��� ��� ��, ����� X�� �a��9 �� �"� ���/ ������ ����" P 
������" ��K�� !����� #/। ��� ���, A�� ��K�� P #/���� ���9 "=� "�� ��/ A� �� 
@�+��. ��/�L Ad���� ���9 ��/�L � K "������, 7��" ���,�+, !�� ��� ��� ';�# @:��E ���� 
>+;��। AL�g� ���� ��]��� &��� �������� ���8 �"� ���'����' "��� ��/�, A��" &��� ~�� 
���8 "8� ���� ����P @
�";��  ���� #/। �������, �D� P @9�9 f�9 �����# ����� "�� 
#/।  

 �� ����� ���, &����� �;< ��"�=� �h. &��� �0���* #�. "����� "�K!������ 
>�9��K�E� �9����� ���")��� ����: {#E � "�� ��K: @g 8�"�� �,� #.। �z�$ &��� 
��K,E. &����� ��8� X\!� �����L। 

 ��� ��� ��\�", ����� ��K,E. &����� A�� ��\��� ~� P �L��-���/��� ��������� @:��E 
���� #/ A�� ��\�� �"X "���� ���8 ��,�- "��� �����।  

 
+����/ ��� "�K!������ ��"� �9�'+����/ ��� "�K!������ ��"� �9�'+����/ ��� "�K!������ ��"� �9�'+����/ ��� "�K!������ ��"� �9�'    

��"�k �0���* #�. "����� "�K!������ �������� Z�5 ���9 '�"�� �;#������ ��"�k ��.� 
��������� �����" ��"� �9�' "���L ��� �� �� &. A� ���� >"��।  

 
 
 

----------------------- 
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PAKISTANI AMBASSADOR AGHA HILALY ON ATROCITIES 

IN EAST BENGAL 
 

Extracts from transcript of a Television interview to the 
ABC Television network in Washington 

August 15, 1971 
 

Mr. Bob Clark: Would you admit that your troops have been guilty of some 

wanton killing of civilians? 

Mr. Agha Hilaly: Very little. Very little, if any. 

Mr. Bob Clark: Very little! 

Mr. Agha Hilaly: Very little, if any. Because armed action-you see the troops had 

to face when the federal government had been declared and the federal government 

had been put up there were about at least a hundred and sixty thousand armed 

personnel who defected on account of the Awami League propaganda. 

The army was asked on the 25
th

 of March to go and deal with these hundred and 
sixty thousand armed people. Now how do they do it? They had to use force. And in 

using force they do dill people-the civil population in place of-get into the cross-fire. 
But the killing of the civil population-some of it did take place-was unwittingly done 

by the army. The army had not declared war on unarmed mobs. 

Mr. Bob Clark: Mr. Ambassador, these reports of massacres that come from a 

wide variety of sources, from foreign diplomats, from missionaries, from reporters 
who are on the scene early in the war-wouldn't this tend to lend some credence to 

many reports form refugees themselves, who have-poured out of Pakistan? 

Mr. Agha Hilaly: Foreign diplomats were in Dacca-they did not see people being 
killed on this scale anywhere. 

  *  *  *  *  *  

Mr. Ted Koppel: Well, Mr. Ambassador, with all due respect. I was in Dacca 

during March and while I was not permitted at that pint once the fighting started to go 

into the interior we did see evidence during the night of March 25
th

 of very severe 

repression, of tanks being used against civilians, the university being bombarded. I 

don't think you would suggest that in all of these instances it was merely the East 

Bengali Rifles against the West Pakistani Army. There were civilians who were killed 

and who were killed when they had no opportunity to flight back. 
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Mr. Agha Hilaly: Yes. I did not say there were no civilian casualties. 

Villages haven't been destroyed. Some of the houses have been burned and 

destroyed……. 

Mr. Bob Clark: By reports from the scene the destruction has been very 

widespread and devastation of entire villages. 

Mr. Agha Hilaly: This is-you see we differ on facts. It is not so widespread that it 

cannot be rebuilt. Certain destruction has taken place. But it is not on the scale that is 
beyond our capacity to rebuild these houses and rehouse these refugees.  

 
 

--------------------- 
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���")��� >)��$ ����[� ���D���  

��9k�� "���* 'F�� &p�  

.��������, 35 &'( (A �� ��)- +��� P ���")��� X�[ ���EK A��"�d��� �i� "�� 
����"�� &��"� " ����k�� ����� X�Y��9 ����[� ���D��� ���9��� ����/ A"�* 
��9k�� "���* 'F��  9 ���")� >)�� "���L।  

&  A��� A" ��"��� ���;����  ���� #/ ��, ����[� ���D��� !��� ����� �>���0? 
.*���� ��T��� ��$ �+��� �"* '� 33. &'( >�[ A" �!�F��  ������C ���^ ���")��� k�/� 
>�����  �� &'� ��#� X����^ >)�� "��।  

>)��� X^ >��������� ���")� P +��� ����D "�� X+/ ����� X�[ ���EK A��"�d��� 
�i��� >)�� "�� #/।  

�!�F�� ��� #/ ��, ���")� ��"�� ��� @+9:��E ��D�/ �"� >"�� #)�,� ����) "��� �। 
��� +��� ���� ��u#��K P ���:� ��8 @{�� #/ ��� X�Y��9 +����" �����K ��P/��  9 �!�F�� 
���")� P +��� X+�/� >�� ���+����� ��Td���� >�� &���  ���� #/।  

�!�F�� X�]� "�� #/ ��, ���")��� �>���0? �� �"� k�� �� �"� ��/ +����� >���e�� 
��Q ��,�- "��� >)�� "���L। �"s A*� ��+K�'9 " �� X^ >)�� >�9��9� "�� #�/�L।  

�!�F�� &��� ��� #/ ��, ���")� P +����� ���9 "���/ >�t ������ ���� ���- @�������� 
8�"�/ X+/ ����� ���9 �l"K ����� #�/ ��g। ��K�� ����k���� �l�"K� A���� @��� #�/�L 
���� A� A"�* ��C�DK� &��"� ���� ���/�L �� #/� A. A��"�� ���9 ������ 8�"�� �।  

�!�F�� ��� #/ ��, ���")��� �, �8�" ����k��� X�/��  9 �!(� !����� #�/�L A�� 
��z!�9� �9�^��� >�9���K��  9 �a��9 ���"� �9�k� {#E "�� #�/�L।  

 
----------------------- 
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X}�z��� >�9���K�� @��"�� �������  9 &�P �9�k�  

{#E$ +��� �#����'�� � ���� &"��j� i�  
#�� �$ ����T ���O*��� 

 

"��!�, Z4�� &'( (A �� ��)। -���K ���")�� X}�z��� >�9���K�� �9����� &��� �����'-
������ ����  9 ��"�� �� �"� ��� �9�k� {#E "���L, ���")� ��  �����C X}�z #�. 
"����� �>� ��h�Y�" @��#� "���L।  

����T ���O*���  �� ����� ���#�J� �� &  A��� A. �89 >"�� "��। ��� '� 
����# � �+�/  �����C X}�z #�. "������� ��Q ���� "���L।  

��#�� P � �+�/ ���")�� ������ ��Q &���!� "�� A��� >�9���K�� �� ��� 
�������"��� ��Q &���!� "��L��। ��� ���, �>� ��h�Y�� ���")� �i��� ����K� 
C*���� P ��� ��\�" @��#� "���L।  

����T ���O*��� ���, ���  �����C X}�z #�. "������" @��#� "���L ��, X}��[��� 
>�9���K P ���K���� �9����� ���")� ��"���� �, �8�" �� �9�k� {#E "�� #�/�L। ��� �>� 
��h�Y�" &��� ���/�L ��, X}�z��� ';�# �i��� �9����� ��#��9 "���  9 ��"��� >�!(� 
@�9�#� 8�"��। 

�>� ��h�Y�" ��� ����L ��, +����� �#����'�� L�g� X}�z ���9�� ������� �9����� 
���")��� A"��i� �9�k� }��� &"��j� i� ��P/� ���� �। ��� �>� ��h�Y�" &��� 
����L ��, X}�z��� >�9���K�� �9����� +��� ���� ���m। +��� �#����'�� � "��� A. ���9�� 
��:�D " �������  9 ��CK�� ��'�� ����।  

 �� ����� ���#�J� �� ��� ��, ���K ���")�� �>� ��h�Y�� >����� ��$ �"�� 
>����� ����: ����� ��-k� �����K "���L A�� A� �"L�*� ��!�. "��� �,� #�/�L।  

 �� �� ��� ��, >�/�  �l�"K ��)���� &���!��  9 ��� .���������� "�/"���� 
���9. �"��� ��Q &���!� "���।  

������ @�k�"��� ��. ���9���� ����T �e�� ��Q &���!�� "8� X�]� "�� ��� ���, 
"�"���/ ���")�� �0���* #�. "����� "�K!������ ���� >�9���K�� �9�k� "��� 'F���" 
+���"� {#�E�  9 ��� ��. ���9�� ��"���" �9���  ���/�L।  

����T ���O*��� ��� ��, �>���0? ./��#/� "�;K" A ��K: ';#�� �� _��" "�K!��� A�� 
X}�z��� >�9���K P ���K����  9 ';#�� �9�k����P ��� ��. ���9���� ����T�e��" @��#� 
"���L।  
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��� ���, ��. ���9���� ��"�� ���")��� >�� �#��+������ ��� �� #/। ���� �a��$ 
&����� ���9���� ����� ����L।  

.�� �i� �l�"K >t "�� #�� ����T ���O*��� ��� ��, ���")� P .���� �������" 

�8K ����( ��D/ ��� &���!� "���L।   

A" ��t� X[�� ��� ���, �>���0? ./��#/� .��� ��#����#� "��L �� ��E� ���F�/�L�� 
�� �l�"K ��#����#�  ��� ��� .�����9. �>���0?�" @��#� "���L। 

&� �� �0 ��T >����� ��J� �l�"K >t "�� #�� ��� ���, ���* ���T� ���9 7�F�"� 
�� !�g�: ����� �F" "�� #��।  

��#�� P � �+�/ ���")�� ������ &���" 7�F" �l�"K ��� ���, ����� ����/ "��. 
A. �"� �i��� X�Y�9।  

��#���� 7�F�" ��9>�!9 P ���K &� "�/ ���^ ���'E ��#�� 7�F�" A�� .X����, ���� 
&� "� P &����"�/ ���^ ���'E � �+� 7�F�" ���'�� "��। /���]� P ���"��/ ���^ ���'E 
� �+� 7�F�" X��k� �L��।  

.���" ���^ ���")��� ����" ��T���  �� &��� i���#- A� ��h�� ��#¡�����" �9�k� 
{#E "�� #�� �"� >t "�� #�� ��� ��� A �9����� &��� .�����9. "���/ �9�k� {#E "���L। 
 �� &��� i���# ���")��� >�� &�'�9 �9�' "�� �;�* !�� �'�L।  

����T ���O*��� ��� ��,  �� i���# ��������� @8K &¢��� "���L। �� _��" @��,� 
&�8K" "��E. ��� ���/�� X�Y�9। 

/���]��� ���^ ���")�� #�. "�����  �� ��y�� #�/���P ����T ���O*���� ��Q 
A��� &'� "��। 

 

----------------- 
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MUJIB'S TRIAL TO BE OVER IN ANOTHER TWO WEEKS 

Pakistan Ambassador Agha Shahi's Statement in New York 

August 31, 1971 

Pakistan Ambassador Agha Shahi yesterday (August 31) informed Secretary-
General U Thant about new steps contemplated by the Pakistan Government to build 

confidence in the country. 

He told correspondents in New-York afterwards "as you know, the President of 

Pakistan has taken many steps to build confidence and further steps are contemplated 

in this direction." 

He said they would take place "within the next two or three weeks". 

Questioned about the trial of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, leader of the Awami 

League in East Pakistan, Mr. Shahi said his trial started August 11 and should be over 
in another two weeks. 

He said Sheikh Mujib had been charged with waging war against the state and 

incitement to rebellion and violence. 

The Ambassador declined to say where the trial was taking place, but said Sheikh 
Mujib was being represented y a lawyer of his own choice, Mr. A. K. Brohi, who, he 

said, was one of the best constitutional lawyers in Pakistan. 

(DAILY NEWS, Karachi-September 1, 1971) 

 

---------------- 
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�;�*� ��"���� �"* >����� c�� 
�;�*� ���")� ������� 

>!��E�/ �,�+ 
 

.��������, %3�� &'( (A �� ��)। -���")��� &���" @����� ��h�� ��"�����" 
"���K� C�\�* �#���� �;�*  �;�*� X��������# �9�#���� ��h�� ���")� ��"���� ��� �,�+ �;�*� 
��"���"  �� #�/�L। '�"�� �;�*� #�. "������" ����T "��K���/ �0�" &� #/ A�� A 
�9����� ���")� ��"���� @��:��D� "8� ��\� ��"���" @��#� "��� &p�  �� #/।  

�;�*� ���")�� #�. "�����  �� ���� &���" .������K ��� A. A". "8� @��#� 
"��� ���K� ��/� #�/�L�। >"��, �;�*� P �;�*� X����� #�"��/ ���f�#���� >�� �;�*� ��"���� 
���+���� �>�,�� X^ "g� >�����  ����� >�/�  #�/ ��g�L। �;�* P #�"��/ ���f�#��� 
&¤/ ��+ "���L।  

�"� �"� �,�� ���")� ��"���� >�������� &�'�9 �9��'� �9����� �;�*� ���+�� "��K�$ 
X-��# ���'�/�L। �;�*� ��"�� ���f�#���� �-���� ���� "���  9 �"� �9�k� {#E "���। 
���f�#���� �;�*� @�k� "��� ��/� #�/�L। ������ ����� P �*���+�� ����� ��/ P �����'. 
N����� ��/� #�m �, "���/ �;�*� �'��"P ���")��� &���" @����� X�� #���� !������ 
A"��� �,9 P �C��D� X�Y�9 ��/ ���")��� ��"�����" �-���� !������  9 @~ O�/� 
X�Y��9 ���f�#���� ���' @8K ���'�g "��� "��  #�� �����/�L।  

�z�$��, +����� ��.�� �;�* A"��� ��� ����� ���")��" r�� "��� X�Y��9 A. �"� 
�-���� �"L��� ���- @���� !��L। ���")��� >�� 7��� P @������+ ���+���� ��K�� �8 �8�" 
�;�*�" ��;� "���  9 ���")� ��"�� A� �" �9�k� P �����K( ���,� {#E "��� ��"��� 
�#� �8�" �� A���  �� ��/�। 

---------------- 
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�>���0? ./��#/�� �\��/��� 
+��� ����� �"� @�� ����� �!(� "��� 

���")� ��������� ��� "��� 
�9����, 3�� ���£o� (�/*��)। -&  A��� >"���� A" ��,�-"��� �>���0? ./��#/� �� 

�\��/�� "�� ���/�L ��, +��� ���")�� +����� �"� @�� ����� �!(� "��� ���")� ��������� 
��� "���। 7��" �� �i'���� ���"�� ��Q A" ��,�-"��� ��� ���, &�� ����" �\��/�� "�� 
���� !�. ��, +��� ��� �� "�� 8��" �� ���� ��� X����� &����� +����� �"� @�� ��� 
"��� �����, ��#�� ���� ����¢" +�� "���।  

A� @8K #�� ���, ��EK ��� ���" &�� C;E� "��। �"s &��� ����" �,��  9 &�� ���� 
.�)�$ "�� �। �>���0? ./��#/� �� ��� ��, ���K ���")��� ��"*"��� A*� i�\� #�/ �'�L 
��, ��� ����� ��h�������� �����+��' ��/�L �;�*। ���K ���")� ��"�* ���  �¥� P !��� 
+���"�� >���� "��।  

��� @9�9 "���/ @c�� ����� +���"� �l�"K ��� ���# >"�� "��। ���K ���")��� 
����k�� �l�"K >t "�� #�� ��� ���, &. P �;���� ����k��� �9����� "���/ ����: A��"� 
L�g� ���"L� ������#�� �/e�E ��/�L। 

��� ��� &�� ���� ����,  '�E� "��L ,��� #)�:� "��� &�� A��� �;<��"=। &�� 
&P/��� ��' ����� "���L। �"s >����� >�������� &� &�� ����� "���। &�� ����f�#���� 
�����g� "���L। U4   �0���*  ���/ ���D��� &� {#E "���। �����: �'�����'P 'E���e" 
���� @���E �8�" &���" ���� "��� ����� �। ����: ����k�� ����*. ��: /। +����/�� 
7�9��� @�>��� A�� ���f��# X��� @�9�#� �����L।  

A  9. X}��[�� ��g�C�� �i�� &��� ����L �। A" >�t� X[�� ��� ��� ��, +����/�� 
X}��[��� �� _��" ��\�  �#���� �9�#�� "��L। ����  �����C �8�" X}��[���  9 ��#��9 ���m। 
+��� @8K ���m A�� X}��[��� �i��� ���m �। X}��[ ���9� +����/ ���9� /, &����� ���9�। 
���K ���")�� @�+�� A��"� �8�" ������ �������"��� �" ����/ ���� #�/�L�, �� � �c� "�� 
#�� � ���� ./��#/� ���  ���� ���$ 

&�� ������" �,� "��� �!�/�L���। A. ���� �����" @�+�� Nh #��, ��� ���E�� �" 
#��, �� �"X  �� �। &�� A"  7��" �#����. "�  "���L, A"  &�/�� �� ������ �#���� 
/। ��� @��9 &�� A 9 R$� >"�� "��L। ��� �"� �������" &P/��� ���'� #��� �#� #��, 
��*� &��� "��L ���. "��  &��। "��E &P/��� ��' "�;K" ���!���� ��K���� "8� @��". 
������ "���।  

--------------- 
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���K ���")�� �� _��" �'�����' 

!��"��� �"� @������  9 
�>���0�?� �����E ,�� >��K 

��P/������, �. ���£o�, (A �� ��)। -3�� ��!K �8�" �. ���£o� ��K: ���K ���")�� 
�'�����' !��"��� ���� @���� "���L ��� @�+���' "�� #�/�L, �>���0? ����� �"��". 
�����E ,�� >��K "���L। &  �8�" A. �����E ,�� "��K"�� #��। ����� >�� �����E ,�� 
>��K "�� #�/�L, ����� ���9 ��~ ���#�, ���K ���")� ��.�i��, �����, �� ��#� P &��� 
���#�� ���9'EP ��/�L।  

.���#���� ��EK ����E.���#���� ��EK ����E.���#���� ��EK ����E.���#���� ��EK ����E    

&  �>���0�?� ���O*����/* �8�"  ���";� A" .���#��� ��� #/, "���/ A� A A, A� 
�� A P "���/ ��������9" �9�^� ��h�� ����� ���/� "�� #�/�L। ������" &������ �J��� 
����� ��h�� &�� @�+���' �8�" �� ��� ��^ "��� ��8( �����' ��/� #�/�L।  

&  3453 ����� �. ���£o� ������ �>���0? 3453 ����� 3�� ��!K �8�" Nh "�� 3453 
����� �. ���£o��� ���9 ���K ���")�� ���'���' !��"��� ���� @���� "���L ��� @�+���' "�� 
#�/�L, ����� ���.�" �����E ,�� ���� "���L।  

������#�, ���K ���")� ��.�i��, �����, �� ��#�, A�� &��� ���#�� ���9��� �,��P 
A. ,�� >��� 9 #��। &�� "�� ���m ��,  ���/ >t���� �q�[� ���� @����E �>���0�?� A. 
�����E ,�� >��K�� i�� ���K ���")�� �� _��" �'�����' !��"��� A�� X^ �'������'� i�� 
�;( X�[ �� ���E��� �� ��) �9�^ @���� "���L A�� ����� ��.�� !�� �'�L @8�� &¢�'�� 
"���L, ����� � �8�" ��K>"�� ���#, +/ A�� &��"� ����+�� #��।  

��K �¦��/ @8�� �'�� ���K���D A ���� �"� ���" ����� �+��� 8�"�� A� 
���+��� 
�����/ &��� ����� A�� ����� ��.�� 8�"�� ��\��� �������� ��Q ����� #P/��  9 A�� 
����� ����'� @����o "��K"�� "���  9 A�� Ah� >���* �9�^ ���� ���K ���")��� @8K_��" 
��hy��� P ����� ��#�� � ����� "��� �9����� @��� ����� ����, ��� X�Y��9 &. 
��9"��� �'��" �#���� ����� ���K��� ��#��9 "���  9 ���K ���")� ��"���� >�� ���K� ��/� 
#�/�L।  

A. �����E ,�� >��K�� i�� ����� ��EK 
�+���" @�k� �i���/ &�� �9����� �>���0�?� 
��"= ��)��/�� �,�� &��� A" ��� @{'�� ���!� #���।  

------------------ 
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.��������, �F� ���£o� (A �� ��)। -&. "�F���� &��� ������ "�� �>���0�?� 
 ���";� A" &����  ���/ @8�� >�����" ���D��� �"� &� ����/"+��� ��9 #��, &� N9 
#P/�� !�� ����� ���9 X�-��K�! @�V� "��� #��।  

A. &����� �� &. "�F���� (�}��/ �������) &���, 3453। 

A. &��� @����o "��K"�� #��। &. "�F���� &����� 5 o� ����� ������K A. &��� 
 ��� #�/�L। X^ ����� ���� @���/� &� N9 #P/�� �� ����#� ���9 X�-��K�! @�V��� 
�9�k� �L�। 

 
-------------------- 
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� ���� ./��#/�� ��E� 
"���? �X  0$ #���  ��� 

�l���� ���£-@�§�$ ’53 
6 ���£o�, 3453 

 

PRESIDENT'S DEFENCE DAY 

MASSAGE 
 

Following is the full text of the message of the President. 

The Defense of Pakistan Day is an occasion for the entire nation to commemorate 

the glorious deeds of velour performed by our valiant Defense Forces during our 
armed confrontation with India in 1965. for the soldiers, sailors and airmen it is both a 

day of remembrance of their proud history as well as of re-affirmation of their solemn 
and sacred pledge to defend the frontier of their country against all threats-foreign 

aggression and internal subversion. 

Our Armed Forces have always proved equal to the task entrusted to them. They 

have never hesitated to make the supreme sacrifice in the cause of national solidarity, 
integrity and ideology, out of every crisis that they were called upon to face they 

emerged ever stronger and tempered as steel. 

The role which our Armed Forces have played in quelling the activities of rebels 

and miscreants in East Pakistan will always be remembered with pride and gratitude 

by us all. They smashed the designs and strong holds of those who sought to destroy 

our sacred homeland at the instigation and with the active support of plotters and 

armed infiltrators from across the border. They are still engaged in clearing the 

province of mischief mongers. 

The sacrifices that our Defense personnel have made to save the country from 

disintegration deserve our highest praise and gratitude. Their selfless service, spirit of 

sacrifice and will to fight for the defense of the country are the weapons in our 
arsenal. They demonstrated this during 65 war and have amply proved it once again 

by eliminating the many sided threats to our very existence. 

We are a peace loving country and have been unwavering in our pursuit of amity 

and harmony with our neighbors. Nevertheless, we are fully determined and prepared 

to preserve our solidarity and integrity. We will brook no interference in our internal 

affairs by any outside power; we are a free proud and self-respecting people and are 

fully justified in resenting any attempt at interference in our domestic affairs. 

On this Day, our thoughts go back irresistible to our brave sons who embraced 

Shahadat in the defense of the country in 1965. we also proudly remember those who 

came out of the war safe and sound to become Ghazis and standard-bearers of a long 

tradition of patriotism and devotion to duty. 
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The example of these men will serve as a beacon light to the coming generation 
of Pakistani soldiers, sailors and airmen. Their sacrifices and sufferings in the national 

cause shall not go in vain. They are bound to convert Pakistan into an impregnable 
fortress for the posterity. 

Pakistan by the grace of Allah, has come to stay and no power on earth can undo 

it. I should like to recall here the following words of Quaid-i-Azam. 

'Those who unwisely think that they can undo Pakistan are sadly mistaken. No 

power on earth will succeed in disintegrating Pakistan whose foundations are now 

truly and deeply laid.' 

 

 

---------------- 
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0������ ��� ����� 
63। /���]��� ’’��������’’ ���$ +��� 
��"���� "��L ���")��� ��� >����� 

7��" ���")� 6 ���£o�, 3453 

 

/���]��� ’’��������’’ ���$    

+��� ��"���� "��L ���")��� ��� >�����    

 

.��������, �. ���£o� (A �� ��)। -���")� &  +��� ��"���� "��L, /���]��� 
�8�"�8� �������� ��� k���� ��h�� ��� >�����  ���/�L। &  �"��� ���")�k @k�/� 
+����/ #�. "������" ����T �i��� �0�" A� A"�* >����� ���� >�� "�� #/।  

A�� ��� #/ ��, A. "�� � ���9�� +��� ��"�� ���")��� &���" @���� ���� �9����� 
���m���������� ���8 ��� >"��9 ���'�� ��� "8� &� A"��� >��E "���L। +����/ ��T����" 
+��� ��"�� "�;K" ���f�#� P �� �9�'���� +����/ A��"� �8�" ���")� ������� "��K"��� 
���!���� �����'-������ >���� �9����� ���")��� '+�� X�}�'� "8�  ���� #/।  

���" A"8�P ��� #/ ��, +��� ��"���� ���+� X������" "�  A�� +����/ ��;�;��� 
���")��� ��#�� ������� ���;�����# X��#������ ���: P ����[�� >�� ����¢" ���" #�/ 
��\�g�/�L। >����� ������ ��� #/ ��, X��#������ A. 7��� ��� @�9�#� 8�"�� �� ���E�� #�� 
+��� ��"�� �� @���� "��� ��� ���")� ��"�� �� &�� "��।  

>����������� ��� #/ +����/ �������� ��� �����/�L ��, '� %M�� &'( /���]��� 
&�V��"+��� �8�"�8� �������� ��� ����� #�/�L A�� A�� A�  ���/ ���"� X�[�� "�� 
#�/�L। ���� &��� X�]� "�� #�/�L ��, /���]�k ���")��� #�. "����� ����) "�K!������ 
A. ��� ���!���� "��  ��/�' "�� #�� A�� ��$ ����� "��: ��� ��� A" �9�^�" A. ��� 
����-����� ���/b+�� ��/� #�/�L।  

���")� ��"�� ���f�#� P ���9�'���� +����� ���* �8�" ���")�� ������� "��K"��� 
!������  9 �����'-������ P @�������" dh�� ��D/ ��� �� "��। ���")� ��"�� A 
����P '+�� X�}' >"�� "���L ��, ����T��� ��K��E� ��+��'� �!/���9� ��$ �0, �� ��, 
"�"���� �8�"�8� �������� ��;�;��� ���8 "�/" �i� 7�F�" ����� #�/�L।  

AL�g� +����� >���e� '� 3�� ���£o� "�"���/ A" �������" ��J�� ����L ��, 

��� �������� +����� @9�� �,9। ���")� ��"�� A. ���;��� �9��9� !��m A�� A�" 
���")��� &���" @����� X�� #����� ����� ��� �� "���। A >��Q >����������� 
+����/ ��~ ���#�� ����: �| A�� ��� X����� ���")�� A��"�/ �'���d�� �DK�E� ��h�� 
���")��� >������� �9�����P +��� ��"���� �;�( &"DKE "�� #/।  

 

---------------------------- 
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6Z। ����� ���D�� ��" >��������� �� �C�DE� 7��" ���")� 4 ���£o�, 3453 

 
��#��� &�� ��� ��K��!�$ ����� ���D�� 

��" >��������� �� �C�DE� 

 

.��������, U ���£o� (A �� ��)। -���")� �0����O�*" ���*K� +�.� �>���0?  �� 
��#��� &��  ������C� ����� ���D��� &�� Z6 �� @������ 36 ���9 ����( ���")�� 
>��������� ��;b "���। A" ��"��� #9�� &X�* >"��,  ������C ���")�� ��T��� P k�/� 
>�����  �� &'� ��#� �#"��� ��� #��। A. >�������� ��"��� P ����"��� ���9��P 
8�"��। ����"��� ���9�� #�m$ 

��!�����  ��  ��" X�Y ����,   , #�.�"�*K, ���#�� 
 �� ��# &�  �� �#��, A0�+��"*, ��"� 
 ��  ����� &�� ��, A0�+��"*, ��"� 
 �� "���� i�h"�, ���-A*-�, "��!� 
0$ ��'� .��/� X]�#, �� A.! �0 
����� ��� /� i�/ , ����" A� A A 
0�$ i����� ����", ��"� ������9��/ 
 �� A �* ����, A0�+��"*, #�. �"�*K, ��"� 
 �� �" ����, A0�+��"*, ���#�� 
 
>�������� ��"��� ���9 8�"��$-  
 ������C ���")�� ��T��� P k�/� >�����  �� &'� ��#� 
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�X./�"K P  ������C ���")�� ����� "�K"�K� A�� ����T �i�� P ���K��K� �������#� 
"�*_��" "�K"�K�'EP >��������" ��#��9 "���।  

X�]�9 ��,  ������C� ����� ���D��� Z6�� @������ �X./�"K  �����C ��� �i��� 
3453 ����� Z3�� ���£o� �8�" Nh #��।  
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 �����C "���*�� &'���#� 
���K ���")� ��"* �l�"K ���� @�+���' �� 

 
 �����C, 3�. ���£o� (A �� ��)। - ���K ���")�� �������" ����  "��L ��� ��$ ";ª 

���� @�+���' ���")� '�"�� �� "���L। �������" ��� P  'E�" 
����� ���� 
�C�DE� "��K"��"�E ��O�:  �����C ����D "���*� �+�/ '� �;#������ X^ @�+���' "�� #/।  

��$ ";ª �� ��� ����" P �������" ������ @9�9 A��"�� ���^ &������ ��Q ���K 
���")� ��"�*� ���� "�� A�� ����D "���*�" A �9����� #)�,� "��� &p�  ��। 
���")��� >�����  �� &'� ��#� "���*�" ��� ��, ���K ���")�� �������" ����k�� ����  
"��L A�� "*�, "��� @8K N����� ���")� /, @��"s +���P �� �"� �EK'� �� �� +�D�+�D� 
���T� &���" @���� �l�"K >t �����।  

��� ���, ����^ "�� �� �� >�/��'� ���9�� ���K ���")� ���")� #/�। �� �"� 
���")� ��"�� �L� �, �"� ���")� ������#� �L� �, �� ���K ���")� ���")��� @�' 
#�/�L। +����/ >����� ��$ 7  ���")�� >������ +�DE ���� ��������� "���L��। ���")� 
����D "���*� ���9 /। ��$ 7  @ �#�� ���� ��, ��� ���: ���D��� >����� �#���� ��$ ";ª 
�� A"  &���"��� ��� A�� "���*�� &���"����  ��� ��/� #/ �।  

��. �#�", ����/ >����� "���*� �+����b "���L��, A�� ��� ���")�� >�����  �� 
&'���#��" +�DE ���� �����' ��।  �� &'���#� ��� ��, ������: ���D��� >����� �#���� 
��$ �� "���*� &�e�E� ������'� @_�� �9�#�� "���L।  
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PRESS RELEASE   

RAWALPINDI 
September 19, 1971 

 

The following is the statement made by President Yahya Khan in Karachi on 

Saturday, September 18: 

As you are aware my aim has always been to have a Constitution framed by the 

elected representatives of the people. When, on November 28, 1969, I announced my 

plan for the transfer of power discussed various alternatives for the framing of the 

Constitution for our country and I adopted the democratic procedure of having the 

Constitution framed by the elected representatives of the people. 

Unfortunately my original plan received a very serious setback by developments 

in East Pakistan. I have always maintained that the shock the country received due to 

the crisis in East Pakistan would not be allowed to jeopardize my aim for transfer of 

power to the elected representatives of the people. 

In my statement of June 28, this year I declared that because of the deadlock 
created by the crisis in the Eastern wing I had no alternative but to get a Constitution 

prepared by a committee in consultation with political leaders and constitutional 
experts. The Constitution will contain a normal amending procedure. 

However, after careful thought and detailed consultations with political leaders I 

have come to the conclusion that the Constitution which will be prepared by a 

committee of my officials should be presented to the National Assembly. Once the 
Assembly meets in its full strength that is to say when by elections have been held the 

assembly shall discuss the Constitution and if any member puts forward any 

constructive amendment or improvement he should have an opportunity to do so. In 

order to enable members to bring forward such amendments I have evolved a simpler 

method for an initial period of three months. An amendment may be passed by the 

House by a simple majority which must include a consensus of all federating units. 

If any amendment is presented to me after having been passed by the National 

Assembly in the manner specified earlier and if I give my assent to the amendment 

after full consideration in the national interest it will then be incorporated in the 

Constitution. 

 

 

 

--------- 
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SUPREME JUDICIAL COUNCIL OF PAKISTAN NOTICE 
SPECIAL REFERENCE NO. 5 OF 1971 

 

 The President …  …  … … Referring Authority 

Versus 

 Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury … … Respondent 

  To 
  Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury 

  11 Goring Street 

  London B. C. 3 (U. K.) 

Whereas on the basis of information (Annexure 'A' attached) the President of 
Pakistan has been pleased to direct that a Reference be made against you to the 

Supreme Judicial Council of Pakistan for enquiry and report under Article 128 of the 
Constitution of Pakistan. 

And Whereas the Secretary, Ministry of Law and Parliamentary Affairs. 

Government of Pakistan, Islamabad, has filed the said Reference containing following 

allegations against you:- 

(a) that having been on leave ex-Pakistan from the 27th March to be 16th April, 

1971, you have, without any excuse, failed to return to Pakistan to resume the 

duties of your office as Judge, although you were in a position so to do: 

(b)  that while remaining abroad as aforesaid, you are actively engaged in  
bringing the Government of Pakistan into hatred and in propagating     the 

abolition of the sovereignty of Pakistan over a part of its territory comprising 
the Province of East Pakistan by the creation of an independent State of 

"Bangla Desh"; these being also criminal offences punishable under sections 
121-A 123-A and 124 of the Pakistan Penal Code; and 

(c)  that by participating in much activity of an anti-State and political                   

nature, you have violated our oath to preserve, protect and defend the 

Constitution of Pakistan, as well as the Code of Conduct for Judges issued 

under Article 128 of that Constitution prohibiting political activity for judges- 

And Whereas the said Reference has been registered with the Supreme Judicial 

Council as Special Reference No. 5 of 1971 for enquiry and report as to the 

allegations above-mentioned; 
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And Whereas the Council has directed that notice be issued to you to show cause 
why action should not be taken against you under the law; 

Now therefore you are hereby directed to appear before the Supreme Judicial 

Council of Pakistan on the 15th day of October, 1971, at 9.30 a. m. at Lahore either 

personally or through a duly constituted lawyer to defend yourself, failing which ex-

parte proceedings will be taken against you. 

Dated this the twenty-first day of September, 1971. 

(ABDUR RAHIM) 

Register 

Supreme Judicial Council 

of Pakistan 

 

 

ANNEXURE 'A' 

BEFORE THE SUPREME JUDICIAL COUNCIL OF PAKISTAN 

(ADVISORY JURISDICTION) 

SPECIAL REFERENCE NO.-OF 1971. 

 

The President of Pakistan…     … Referring Authority 
Versus 

Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Choudhury 
Judge of the High Court of Judi- 

cature at Dacca.       ….. Respondent 
 

FILED BY 

(IFTIKHARUDDIN AHMAD) 

Advocate-on-Record. 

Supreme Court of Pakistan. 

LAHORE. 
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ANNEX 'A' 

On a proposal made by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the President was pleased 

to nominate Mr. Justice Abu Sayeed Chowdhury, a Judge in the East Pakistan High 

Court, also at the time a Vice Chancellor of the Dacca University to represent 

Pakistan at the twenty seventh Session of the United Nations Commission for Human 

Rights held at Geneva in Switzerland from the 22
nd

 February to the 26
th

 March 1971. 

2. On his request, the Judge was granted by the Governor, East Pakistan, leave 

ex-Pakistan from the 27
th

 March to the 16
th

 April 1971, which has long expired, but 

has, without any excuse, not so far returned to Pakistan to resume his duties, although 

he was in a position so to do. 

3. After the conclusion of the proceedings of the Commission, the Judge left for 
London, apparently to see his son who is a student there. According to a news-story 

appearing in the Sunday Telegraph of London published on the 18
th

 April 1971, based 
upon an interview given to a representative of that newspaper, the Judge made 

statements, attributing barbaric atrocities to the Pakistan Army which went into action 

on the 25
th

 March 1971 to quill large-scale disturbances in East Pakistan. He is also 

alleged to have stated that it was impossible for him to go back to the High Court in a 

country where there was no rule of law. A copy of the news-story appeared in the 

aforesaid issue of Sunday Telegraph. 

4. On June 13, 1971, the Judge also gave an interview over the London 

Television wherein he held himself out as "a national" and "official representative of 
Bangle Desh" in that country, which according to him was established in Mujib Nagar 

and which he hoped would be formally recognized "in the near future". In the course 
of interview, the Judge referred to the Government of Pakistan as "the Government of 

murderers" and stated that he subscribed to the view, appearing earlier in the London 

Times that "Mohammad Ali Jinnah's Pakistan is dead". In answer to another question 

that he wished India to attack Pakistan because of the situation created in East 

Pakistan by the "Army Junta of Yahya Khan". 

5. The Judge also made statement in similar view in the course of a talk on the 8
th

 
June 1971 at the London Headquarters of the Royal Commonwealth Society, the 

transcript of which appeared in the "Commonwealth Society's Journal" in its issue of 
August 1971. 

6. On June 3, the Judge also addressed a meeting at De-Vera Hotel, Hyde Park 

Gate, London, W-8, thanking Mr. jay Parkash Narain who was the guest-speaker for 

his support of "Bangla Desh". In a speech, the Judge again referred to the alleged 

atrocities perpetrated on the soil of Bangla Desh by the Pakistan Government. 

7. The Judge also visited the United States and led demonstration in favor of 

Bangla Desh in New York on the 12
th

 June, 1971. 
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8. According to a photograph appearing in the Rawalpindi issue of Daily Jung, 
dated the 30th July, 1971, the Judge also arranged the printing and exhibition of 

postage stamps purporting to be of the Republic of Bangladesh. 

9. Some of the activities of and statements by the Judge constitute grave offences 

under the penal law of the land and the Government reserves the right to take active 

against him at the appropriate time. 
 

 

----------------- 
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DATES OF EAST BENGAL BY-ELECTIONS REVISED 

Press Note issued by the Pakistan Election Communication 

September 21, 1971 

PRESS NOTE 

The Chief Election Commissioner has reconsidered the election programme for 

the vacant seats in the National Assembly and the Provincial Assembly from East 
Pakistan announced on the 20th September, 1971. in order to secure the fullest 

participation of all political parties and candidates in these by-elections, and having 
regard to their convenience, he has decided to modify the programme announced on 

the 20th September, 1971 which has been cancelled. 

A fresh programme has been announced in a revised notification issued today. 

According to the revised schedule for these y-elections, nomination papers for 
election to the National Assembly and the Provincial Assembly of East Pakistan will 

be received by the Returning Officers concerned on 20th October and 21st October, 
1971, respectively. 

The last date for withdrawal of candidature, if any, will be 28th October 1971, in 

the case of both the Assemblies. 

Polls shall be taken for elections to the two Assemblies simultaneously 
commencing from 12th December, 1971, and will be conducted by 23rd December, 

1971. 

The polling dates in respect of each of the National Assembly and Provincial 

Assembly constituencies have been specified in the revised notification issued today. 

 

(MORNING NEWS, Karachi-September 22, 1971) 

 

 

 

------------------ 
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REVISED SCHEDULE OF BY-ELECTIONS ANNOUNCED BY THE 

PAKISTAN ELECTION COMMISSION 
September 21, 1971 

By-elections to fill in the vacant National and Provincial Assembly seats in East 

Pakistan will now be held from December 12 and December 23 next the Election 

Commission announced here tonight (Islamabad, September 21). 

There were earlier scheduled to be held between November 25 and December 9. 

The Election Commission cancelled the earlier schedule and announced a fresh 

one in order to secure the fullest co-operation of all political parties and candidates 

and having regard to their convenience. 

According to the new schedule, nomination papers for the National Assembly 

and the Provincial Assembly would be received by the Returning Officers concerned 

on October 20 and 21 respectively and scrutiny will be held on October 22 and 23 

respectively. 

The last date for withdrawal of candidature for both is October 28. 

In the earlier schedule, the dates of nominations were September 29 and 30, and 

last date for withdrawal was October 8. 

Political leaders including Mr. Nurul Amin, Maulana Aul Ala Maudoodi and 
Khan A. Sabur had demanded extension in the by-election programme announced on 

September 19. 

 

Following is the new schedule:- 

NE-2 Rangpur-II, PE-13 Rangpur-XIII, PE-14 Rangpur-XIV, PE-15 Rangpur-XV 

 December 12. 

NE-9 Rangpur-IX, PE-7 Rangpur-VII, PE-8 Rangpur-VIII December 15. 

NE-IO Rangpur-X, PE-11 Rangpur-XI December I, NE-11 Rangpur XI, 

PE-1 Rangpur-1, PE-3 Rangpur-III December 21. 

NE-13 Dinajpur-1, PE-23 Dinajpur-I, PE-24 Dinajpur-II December 12. 

NE-14 Dinajpur-II, PE-25 Dinajpur-III December 15. 

NE-15 Dinajpur-II, PE-27 Dinajpur-V, PE-28 Dinajpur-VI December 18. 

NE-16 Dinajpur-IV, PE-29 Dinajpur-VII December 21. 

NE-17 Dinajpur-V, PE-30 Dinajpur-VIII, PE-31 Dinajpur-IX December 23. 

NE-IO Bogra-I, PE-33 Bogra-I December 13. 
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NE-20 Bogra-II, PE-34 Bogra-II December 16. 

NE-24 Pabna-I, PE-59 Pabna-I, PE-60 Pabna-II December 13. 

NE-26 Pabna-II December 16. 

NE-28 Pabna-V December 19. 

NE-70 Pabna-XII December 22. 

NE-30 Rajshahi December 14. 

NE-32 Rajshahi-III, PE-40 Rajshahi-VIII, PE-50 Rajshahi-IX December 17. 

NE-33 Rajshahi-IV, PE-42 Rajshahi-I, PE-45 Rajshahi-IV December 12. 

NE-35 Rajshahi-VI, PE-51 Rajshahi-X, PE-52 Rajshahi-XI December 19. 

NE-36 Rajshahi-VII, PE-53 Rajshahi-XII, PE-54 Rajshahi-XIII December 22. 

NE-39 Kushtia-I, PE-73 Kushtia-III, PE-54 Rajshahi-XIII December 12. 

NE-39 Kushtia-I, PE-Kushtia-III, PE-74 Kushtia-IV December 12. 

NE-40 Kushtia-II, PE-71 Kushtia-I, PE-72 Kushtia-II December 15. 

NE-41 Kushtia-III, PE-75 Kushtia-V December 18. 

NE-42 Kushtia-IV, PE-76 Kushtia-VI, PE-77 Kushtia-VII December 21. 

NE-43 Jessore-I, PE-78 Jessore-I, PE-79 Jessore-II December 12. 

NE-44 Jessore-II, PE-80 Jessore-III December 15. 

PE-82 Jessore-V December 16. 

NE-46 Jessore-IV, PE-83 jessore-XI PE-84 Jessore-II December 19. 

NE-47 Jessore-V PE-85 Jessore-VIII, PE-86 Jessore-IX December 22. 

NE-48 Jessore-VI, PE-87 Jessore-XX, PE-88 Jessore-XI December 20. 

NE-49 Jessore-VIII, PE-89 Jessore-XII, PE-90 Jessore-XIII December 23. 

NE-51 Khulna-II December 13. 

NE-53 Khulna-IV December 16. 

NE-53 Khulna-V December 19. 

NE-58 Bakerganj-I, PE-124 Bakerganj-XIII December 12. 

NE-60 Bakerganj-III, PE-119 Bakerganj-VIII, PE-120 Bakerganj-IX, PE-121 
Bakerganj-X December 15. 

NE-62 Bakerganj-V December 18. 

NE-63 Bakerganj-VI December 19. 

NE-66 Bakerganj-IX December 21. 

NE-71 Tangail-I, PE-134 Tangail-V, PE-136 Tangail-VII December 14. 

NE-73 Tangail-II, PE-133 Tangail-IV December 17 

NE-75 Tangail-V PE-130 Tangail-1, PE-132 Tangail-III December 20. 

NE-78 Mymensingh-II December 12. 

NE-85 Mymensingh-X, PE-155 Mymensingh-XVII December 14. 

NE-88 Mymensingh-XIII December 16. 

NE-91 Mymensingh-XVI December 17. 

NE-92 Mymensingh-XVII, PE-167 Mymensingh-XXIX December 23. 
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NE-93 Mymensingh-XVIII December 20. 

NE-96 Faridpur-III, PE-205 Faridpur-V, PE-207 Faridpur-VII December 14. 

NE-97, Faridpur-IV December 17. 

NE-99 Faridpur-VI, PE-200 Faridpur-X, PE-212 Faridpur-XII December 19. 

NE-107 Dacca-IV December 14. 

NE-108 Dacca-V, PE-191 Dacca-XXI December 17. 

NE-181 Dacca-XI, PE-182 Dacca-XII, PE-183 Dacca-XIII December 20. 

NE-184 Dacca-XIV, PE-185 Dacca-XV December 23. 

NE-103 Dacca X, PE-192 Dacca-XXII December 13. 

NE-115 Dacca-XII, PE-195 Dacca-XXV December 16. 

NE-117 Daacca-XIV, PE-199 Dacca December 19. 

NE-119 Dacca-XVI, PE-177 Dacca-VII December 12. 

NE-120 Sylhet-I December 12. 

NE-121 Sylhet-II, PE-239 Sylhet-XX December 15. 

NE-122 Sylhet-III, PE-234 Sylhet-XV, PE-236 Sylhet-XVII December 18. 

NE-123 Sylhet-IV, PE-233 Sylhet-XIV PE-235 Sylhet-XVI December 21. 

NE-125 Sylhet-VI, PE-230 Sylhet-XI December 13. 

NE-127 Sylhet-VIII December 16. 

NE-129 Sylhet-X, PE-220 Sylhet-I December 23. 

NE-131 Comilla I, PE-242 Comilla-II December 12. 

NE-132 Comilla-II PE-243 Comilla-III, PE-244 Comilla-IV, PE-245 Comilla-V  

December 15. 

NE-135 Comilla-V, PE-254 Comilla-XIV December 18. 

NE-136 Comilla-VI, PE-257 Comilla-XVII, PE-258 Comilla-XVIII December 21. 

NE-138 Comilla-VIII, PE-249 Comilla-IX December 17. 

NE-143 Comilla-XIII, PE-261 Comilla-XXI, PE-262 Comilla-XXII, PE-266 Comilla-

XXVI December 19. 

NE-144 Comilla-XIV, PE-265 Comilla-XXV December 23. 

NE-146 Noakhali-II PE-268 Noakhali-II, PE-270 Noakhali-III, PE-270 Noakhali-IV 
December 13. 

NE-147 Noakhali-III December 15. 

NE-150 Noakhali-VI, PE-275 Noakhali-IX, PE-276 Noakhali-X, PE-277 Noakhali-XI 

December 18. 

NE-151 Noakhali-VII, PE-272 Noakhali-VI December 22. 

NE-153 Chittagong-I December 14. 

NE-155 Chittagong-III, PE-211 Chittagong-VIII, PE-289 Chittagong-IX December 

17. 

NE-158 Chittagong-VI, PE-293 Chittagong-XIII December 20. 
 

(PAKISTAN TIMES, Lahore-September 22, 1921) 
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 �� A Ai A� &��� i��#, 34-MU-3453 �8�" ����) #�/�L।  

 �� �#��� &��, 3U-M�-3453 �8�" ����) #�/�L। M�-MU-3453 �8�" ����) #�/�L 
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A. &��� ��� ����) �9�^�� !�"����� 8�"��k�/ �"� @���� "�� 8�"�� ���� �� �"� 
&. ��� &�� @�+���' A�� ��� ���) �8�" ��#�. ���� �।  �� &��� i��# .���" 
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STATEMENT BY MR. MAHMUD ALI (PAKISTAN) IN THE  

U.N. GENERAL ASSEMBLY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1971 
 

My Delegation was compelled this morning to raise a point of order in the course 

of the statement made by the honorable Foreign Minister of India. The greater portion 

of his speech was concerned with matters which lie entirely within the domestic 

jurisdiction of my country. In raising objection to this open intervention in Pakistan's 

affairs, my Delegation was guided by the principle which is stated in categorical terms 

in Article 2, operative paragraph 7, of the United Nations Charter, namely that the 

International Organization will not intervene in the internal affairs of Member states. 

This is a principle which is unanimously accepted, and is to be found also in the 

Charter of the Organization of African Unity and of the Organization of American 

States, as well as other international forums, such as the Non-Aligned Conference and 

the Afro-Asian Conference. We ask that this principle be upheld not, as was 

insinuated, because Pakistan has something to conceal-but because the precedent set 

this morning by the Representative of India will make it difficult, if not impossible, to 

conduct international relations in an orderly and effective manner. 

India has intervened in the internal affairs of Pakistan, in violation of all norms of 
international behavior, international law and the Charter of the United Nations. 

International law places a clear obligation of all States of respect the territorial 

jurisdiction f other States. In December, 1965, the United Nations General Assembly 

adopted a resolution, with only one vote against, entitled "Declaration on the 

Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of States and the Protection of 
their Independence and Sovereignty". 

Operative paragraph I states: 

"No State has the right to intervene, directly or indirectly, for any reasons 

whatever, in the internal or external affairs of any other State. Consequently, armed 
intervention and all other forms of interference or attempted threats against the 

personality of the State or against its political, economic or cultural elements are 

condemned." 

Operative paragraph 2 reads: 

"….no State shall organize, assist, foment, finance, incite or tolerate subversive, 

terrorist or armed activities directed towards the violent overthrow of the regime of 

another State, or interfere in civil strife in another State". 
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Finally, operative paragraph 4 states: 

"4. The strict observance of these obligations is an essential condition to ensure 

that nations live together in peace with one another, since the practice of any form of 

intervention not only violates the spirit and letter of the Charter of the United Nations 

but also leads to the creation of situations which threaten international peace and 

security". [Resolution 2131 (XX).] 

It is noteworthy that India was a member of the Committee which prepared the 

December. 

I am sure that all the Representatives present here are not unaware of the 
complexity of the issues to which we are trying to find a solution in Pakistan. The 

problems of reconciling conflicting economic, political, cultural and regional claims 
within the… of a country are not unique to Pakistan. They are present in all 

multilingual, multicultural, and multiracial States. Such problems are endemic in 
India itself, although the Foreign Minister of India has seen fit to speak of social, 

political and cultural conditions in my country. I do not propose to speak here of what 

has been going on in his country, not that there is not much to talk about. We all 

know, and the world knows, what has been happening to the Mizos and the Nagas in 

India. We all know the state of turmoil and civil strife in the Indian State of West 

Bengal, where it has not been possible for a democratic government to function 

during the last four years. We all know of the demands for recognition of their rights 

in South India and in the Punjab. But, I have no intention here to delve into these 

matters, and I certainly do not propose to use the forum of this august Assembly to 

make propaganda against my neighbor as, unfortunately, the Foreign Minister of India 

saw fit to do. 

The basic factors of the prevailing situation in Pakistan are, I am sure, not 

unknown to the distinguished representatives here. Although these have been clouded 

by the storm of propaganda and vituperation of which we heard an example this 

morning. 

The cardinal fact is that general elections were held throughout Pakistan in 
December last. These elections were held on the basis of adult franchise. What 

happened thereafter Was that the legitimate aspirations of the people of Pakistan for a 
democratic and federal type of Constitution, which would have given a full measure 

of autonomy to the units, were escalated into a move inspired and organized from 
outside for breaking up the country. Violence was let loose in East Pakistan. 

Massacres were perpetrated, and the lives and honor not only of those who opposed 

secession but of ordinary citizens were placed in jeopardy. 

The President of Pakistan pursued his search for a negotiated settlement among 
the political parties concerned until the very last moment, when the refusal of the 

leader of the political party, which had won the majority of seats in the National 
Assembly, to participate in the work of the Assembly made it clear that the objective 

was not to frame a Constitution for Pakistan, but to engineer secession by violent 
means. 

It is in these circumstances that President Yahya Khan, who had held elections in 

the country, was compelled to order the armed force to do their duty, namely to 

preserve the 
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solidarity and integrity of Pakistan. We found that the reaction in India was almost 
instantaneous. There was at the time no problem of refugees, which the Foreign 

Minister of India has put forward this morning as an excuse for meddling in Pakistan's 
internal affairs. 

The Indian Parliament adopted a resolution, moved by the Indian Prime minister 

herself, declaring support for the so-called Bangladesh. A vast and orchestrated 

campaign was set in motion radiating falsehoods, half-truths and calumnies fabricated 
in Calcutta and other places in India. Accounts were published of pitched battles in 

East Pakistan. Tales were told of arbitrary executions and large-scale killings, and so 
on. It was said that University of Dacca was razed to the ground, that intellectuals had 

been singled out and put to death before the eyes of their families that the port of 
Chittagong was in shambles. 

Let me quote the opinion of an Indian newspaper on the subject. 

The Statesman of Delhi wrote on 4th August 1971, that many of the claims 

contained a measure of exaggeration, if not outright invention, that must have been 

clear even when they were made. Subsequent reports have shown that there was 

march wishful thinking both among those who made those claims and among the 

fasteners in India who accepted them without reservation. 

The curfew was completely lifted in the city of Dacca since less than a week after 
the army initiated action. The University of Dacca-which had been used by the 

secessionist elements as an arsenal for strong weapon and explosives received from 
outside the country, nevertheless stands intact and has been functioning normally. The 

intellectuals who were reported as killed by Indian publicity media are alive and 
leading normal lives, as was stated in an advertisement which was published in The 

New York Times some months ago. 

The objective behind the Indian agitation over the events in Pakistan is 

transparent and, indeed, self-confessed. The Washington Post of 2nd April quoted an 
Indian officials as saying that had not been reporting, it had been psychological 

warfare. 

A foreign observer, Mr. Bruno D. Hammel, wrote, in the London Times of 17th 

April that the Indian Press: 

"-seems to have lost all sense of responsibility. Wanting news, one got instead a 

mass of hysterical rumours. Statements of fact proved, nine times out of ten, to be 
unconfirmed and contradictory. Any report of atrocities, so long as it was 

inflammatory and without evidence, was sure of space". 

The Foreign Minister of India spoke of the great burden his country is being hi 

having to feed the Pakistani refugees. He mentioned the number as being over 9 
million. He stated that they are still continuing to cross the borders in the thousands. 

He asked for some $ 800 million as the cost of their upkeep during the coming six 
months. This figure is astounding in itself, even if one were not to question the figure 

of 9 million refugees put forward by India, because, if I am not wrong, the total 
budget of the Government of India for the current year, for running a country of 500 

million people, amounts to $ 4,000 million. 
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It has become imperative as preliminary to arranging for their return to carry out 
an impartial and accurate count of the number of people who left their homes in 

Pakistan and are now living in refugee camps in India. My Government has carried 
out a careful count, and has found that, as on 1st September, 1971, the number of 

Pakistanis who had left totaled 2,002.623. We are not asking that our count be taken 

on trust. On the contrary, we have requested the Secretary-General of the United 

Nations to nominate any impartial agency to verify this figure. We are prepared to 

give such an agency every facility for carrying out a cheek on the spot. I should be 

glad to hear the Foreign Minister of India giving a similar assurance on his 

Government's behalf. It would also be possible for such an impartial agency to 

observe for itself whether the movement of displaced persons is continuing at the rate 

alleged by India, or whether it is continuing at all. In asking for an independent 

verification of the exact number of refugees, it is by no means my intention to 

minimize the seriousness of the human problem which a large-scale movement of 

people involves. It is tragic, but unavoidable, that people residing in those areas which 

are or may be the scene of a conflict will leave their homes to escape death or the 

effects of the strife. The numbers of those who are so displaced in consequence of the 
conflict are determined by the density of the population and by the degree of fear 

which is generated in the minds of the people. Such fear can be generated only when 
they are constantly told that they will be the victims of a planned massacre. 

Such was the reaction of the Indian Prime Minister, to the appeal which President 

Yahya Khan made to the refugees to return to their homes, that she said, "I will not 

allow the refugees to go back to be butchered". 

The crux of the situation is this Pakistan is desirous and determined to see that all 

those who left the country for one reason or another should return as soon as possible 

to their homes and occupations. Concrete measures have been taken to facilitate their 

return. In his appeal of 18th June, President Yahya Khan said: 

"My appeal was addressed to all Pakistani nationals, irrespective of caste, creed 

or religion. Members of the minority community should have no hesitation in 
returning to their homes in East Pakistan. They will be given full protection and every 

facility. They are equal citizens of Pakistan, and there is no question of any 
discriminatory treatment. I asked them not to be misled by mischievous propaganda 

being conducted outside Pakistan. The Government of Pakistan has established 
twenty-one reception centers along the border to provide relief, supplies and transport 

to their homes to returning refugees. As a further instance of Pakistan's armistice, a 

general amnesty was declared for all classed of people, including military deserters, 

and those who had been detained in Pakistan for involvement in insurgency have been 

released". 

In his address to the nation on 28th June, the President of Pakistan said: 

"We shall gladly and gratefully accept any assistance the United Nations can 

extend in facilitating the move of these displaced persons back to Pakistan". 
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Consequently, the Government of Pakistan has extended full co-operation to the 
Secretary-General and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees in 

devising measures in their homes. A special committee has been set up in East 
Pakistan to co-ordinate the Administration efforts with those of the United Nations 

and its Agencies. 

The Government of Pakistan accepted within twenty-four hours the Secretary-

General's proposal of 19th July for the stationing of representatives of the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees on both sides of the border to facilitate the 

repatriation of refugees. It should be noted that India pre-emptorily rejected this 
proposal. The Government of Pakistan has also agreed that a number of United 

nations personnel should be posted in East Pakistan to assist the Administration in 
relief and rehabilitation operations. 

We have undertaken all these measures for the speedy repatriation of our citizens 

who are now in India, and it is worth mentioning that to the extent that these measures 

have become known to the refugees, the refugees are beginning to return to their 

homes. At the last count, approximately 200,000 had returned. The repatriation of all 

the refugees would be more speedily accomplished if the necessary cooperation were 
forthcoming from India. 

The Government of Pakistan has invited the competent authorities of the 

Government of India to a conference where measures could be devised to fulfill this 

purpose. The President of Pakistan has expressed his willingness to meet the Indian 

prime Minister at any time and at any place to discuss the question. However, India 

has so far refused to co-operate, not only with Pakistan, but also with all impartial 

efforts, to bring about the return of the refugees. As I have said, India has refused the 

Secretary-General's proposal to station representatives of the United Nations High 

Commissioner for Refugees on both sides of the border. It has not agreed to Pakistan's 

suggestion that a good-offices committee of the Security Council should be sent to 
help in reducing tensions between India and Pakistan. It has refused permission to the 

members of an Islamic Secretariat delegation to tour refugee camps in West Bengal 
and bas refused to meet at the conference table with the representatives of my 

Government. 

It is paradoxical that while Indian Representatives come before this forum to 

obtain the sympathy of Members for the plight of the refugees, India is unwilling to 

accept any constructive proposal which would enlist the help of this Organization in 

ending the suffering of these innocent human beings. Why is it that the Government 

of India found it impossible to accept the presence of United Nations observers on its 

side of the border, when Pakistan, which has been accused freely of perpetrating all 
kinds of horrors against its people, did not hesitate to permit the stationing of United 

Nations observers on its side of the border? 

The reason for India's withholding of co-operation is obvious. India wishes to 

conceal from world opinion the fact that by its actions it has converted that part of the 

world into an area of armed conflict. Under the pretext of humanitarian assistance, 

India is providing army, training and assistance to the secessionist forces who have 

found sanctuary in India. I shall once again cite an Indian source to explain the 

paradox. 
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Speaking at a meeting in Delhi on 18th September, 1971, that is about a week 
ago, no less a person than the Defense Minister of India said that "the refugees could 

return to their homeland only when it became an independent nation". He went on to 
say, "that it was not conceivable that Pakistan would grant independence to 

Bangladesh, but that we would have to work towards a situation in which Pakistan 

would be left with no alternative". 

If there was any doubt about what the Foreign Minister of India meant this 
morning when he called for a political solution of the Pakistan crisis, this statement of 

his colleague of the Defense Ministry has supplied the answer. 

Let me say on behalf of my country that we have no intention of allowing anyone 

to put our independence and integrity into jeopardy. What my country has to face 

today is not merely the sort of invective we heard this morning, but a well-planned 

military effort to break it asunder. The borders of East Pakistan with West Bengal and 

Assam are scenes of daily bombardment. On more than one occasion, the regular 

Indian troops, whose strength in the area was increased even before the crisis broke 

out and had been augmented to 200,000 since then; the so-called liberation forces 

have been trained and equipped and paid by the Indian Government. 

The New York Times of 29th April, 1971, contained a report which stated. 

"The Indian roads leading north from Calcutta to points along the border already 
look like the supply route. Bengali trucks can be seen heading into Indian town for 

fresh supplies, carrying empty fuel drums and ammunition boxes. Bengali 
independence forces have set up camps near the Indian border posts, which probably 

explains some of the brief shooting incidents recently between Indian and Pakistan 
troops. 

"In Calcutta, capital of the West Bengal State, there are many stories of new 

instances of Indian military assistance. One report is that Indian ammunition factories 

are turning out weapons and ammunition without Indian markings. Another is that 
Indian officers accompanied a large guerrilla force on a raid last week on a Pakistani 

army garrison." 

I do not know whether the Foreign Minister of India will come back to this 

rostrum to deny these charges. He himself, speaking in the Indian Parliament on 20th 

July, declared: "India is doing everything possible to support the Liberation Army", 

yet he came here this morning and stated that India does not interfere in the internal 

affairs of its neighbors and that its actions are inspired only by the most noble and 

lofty motives. He portrayed India as an innocent, helpless victim of Pakistan's internal 

difficulties. 

I dare say that this Hall of the United Nations has echoed frequently with such 

preaching’s. Allow me to say that the halo of saintliness with India is trying to hold 

over our head ill becomes its actual role in the present situation. It is not humanitarian 

concern for refugees which has sent Indian emissaries and propagandists all over the 

world in the last four months. The real motive is India's longstanding and unfulfilled 

wish to isolate, weaken, and, if possible, to put an end to Pakistan as a nation. Mr. K. 

Subramanyam of the Indian Institute of Defense din not mince matters. He said: 
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"What India must realize is the fact that the break-up of Pakistan is in our own 
interest, an opportunity the like of which will never come if Pakistan breaks up, and 

we ensure friendly relations with Bangladesh, it will solve the problem of security for 
India." 

Another Indian political thinker saw in Pakistan's disintegration the road to Great 

Power status for India in this region. 

The Foreign Minister of India spoke in a plaintive tone of the setback that his 

country's economy has received on account of the influx of refugees. As for Pakistan 

let me assure him and the other representatives here that Pakistan is ready, willing, to 

take everyone of its citizens back. If India wishes to be relieved of the burden and the 

problem of maintaining them as it ought to-let it give unstinted co-operation to that 

end. 

My Government has said that it is ready to sit down and discuss with India the 
best manner for bringing the refugees back. My Government has asked the Security 

Council to assist in the task with a specially designated good offices committee. If the 

Government of India is unwilling, for whatever reason, to sit across the table from 

Pakistan, let it accept the good offices of the Security Council. 

As I have said before, the Government of Pakistan is doing everything possible to 

bring about the repatriation of the refugees to their homes in East Pakistan. It is also 
fully conscious of the need to restore normalcy in the country in order to ensure the 

well being of the refugees as well as the rest of the people of Pakistan. 

The President of Pakistan, in his address to the nation on 28th' June, has himself 

expressed the view that normalcy would not return without the full participation of the 

people. He has made substantial progress towards ushering in a government 

representative of the people. As a first step, a civil administration has been installed in 

East Pakistan which is headed by a prominent East Pakistan and includes permanent 

members of the former Awami League. By-elections to those seats, whose 
incumbents were disqualified for involvement in the insurgency and other crimes, 

have been scheduled for the month of November. A provisional constitution is being 
framed which will attempt to satisfy two basic imperatives: Regional autonomy and 

preservation of the territorial integrity of Pakistan. The National Assembly will have 
the power to amend the provisional constitution by a relatively simple procedure. The 

Foreign Minister of India described all this as "eyewash". 

If conditions in Pakistan were truly as those described by him, press censorship 

would not have been removed; foreign observers. United Nations personnel, the 

International Committee of the Red Cross, would not have been allowed into East 

Pakistan. If violence is continuing, it is the result of India's action in encouraging, 
abetting and assisting in sabotage within East Pakistan. 

The borders continue to remain tense and Indian shelling and mortaring are daily 

occurrences. 

The preservation of orderly conduct of relations among States is based on the 
strict observance of the principle of respect for territorial integrity of States and non- 
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interference in the affairs of each other. India's current actions violate both these 
principles. Which among the States represented here is willing to condone external 

interference in its internal affairs? Which State among this Assembly is willing to 
over-look such interference when its design is the territorial dismemberment of 

another country? Is India prepared to submit to such interference in its internal 

affairs? Is it to be said that secession is rebellion at home but self-determination 

abroad? 

Let me make it clear on behalf of my Government that Pakistan will take all 

measures to ensure the return of its displaces citizens to their homes. We are 
determined to live as a nation, one, whole and dree, and in peace with other peaceful 

neighbors. But Pakistan is also determined not to allow anyone to put in question its 
territorial and national existence. 

If a conflict between India and Pakistan is to be avoided, the international 

community must impress upon India the serious implication of its policies and call 

upon it to eschew these policies. 

Mr. President, in a press conference on 22nd September, you stated: 

"This refugee problem is a humanitarian problem. We must solve it. The entire 
world must help to solve it. But, if you look at it from a political point of view, if you 

bring it to a debate, then there will be no end. The question is how to solve it quickly. 
That is why, in this case, I believe, it is much better that we have behind the-scenes 

discussions. We must persuade Pakistan and India to get together and see how they 
can limit the political problems". 

It should be apparent, from the willingness which my Government has shown to 

co-operate in finding means to reduce the present tensions between India and Pakistan 

and to bring about the repatriation of refugees, that we fully share your view. 

On behalf of my Government, I wish to express Pakistan's readiness to go along 

with all such reasonable suggestions to solve the question of refugees. 

 

 

 

--------------------- 
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POINTS OF ORDER MADE IN THE U.N. GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

September 27, 1971 
First Point of Order-Statement by Mr. Agha Shahi (Pakistan) 

 

The Foreign Minister of India has for the last ten minutes been delving into the 

internal affairs of Pakistan. He has talked of the characteristics of our country. 

Everyone knows that the two parts of Pakistan are divided by 1,000 miles of Indian 

territory. He has talked about elections in Pakistan. He has talked about the 

distribution of resources between parts of Pakistan. 

Is it permissible to delve into the internal affairs of States and look into the 

disparities that exist in every single country-every single Member State-represented 

here? I want a ruling from you, Mr. President, whether the Foreign Minister of India 

is in order in going at length into the internal affairs of Pakistan. 

 

Second Point of Order-Statement by Mr. Agha Shahi (Pakistan) 

 

The Foreign Minister of India wanted to know under what Rules of Procedure I 

had raised the point of order. Let me say quite simply that the Rules of Procedure are 

subordinate to the rules of the Charter of the Unites Nations, and nothing within the 

domestic jurisdiction of a State can be discussed in this Assembly. The point of order 

that I raised was that the Foreign Minister of India was delving into the internal affairs 

of Pakistan. 

It is not the concern of the international community whether one Member State 
has one kind of social system or another, whether the regime is democratic or 

autocratic, parliamentary or presidential, whether there is a lack of balance in 
development between one wing and the other, whether the demands of the six points 

amounted to secession or regional autonomy. Those are all matters within the internal 
jurisdiction of Pakistan. Therefore, I again appeal to you. Mr. President, in the interest 

of a serene and orderly debate, to advise the Foreign Minister of India to confine 

himself to the international aspects of the situation. He would be in order if he 

referred to the observations of the Secretary-General in the introduction to his annual 

report. They concern the international aspects of the situation; they do not concern the 

matters the Foreign Minister is raising, which are internal affairs exclusively within 

the domestic jurisdiction of Pakistan. 

 

 

------------------ 
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Statement by Mr. Mahmud Ali (Pakistan) in the U.N. General Assembly 

September 29, 1971 
 

It is with the utmost reluctance that I have asked to be allowed to speak again in 

the Assembly. I sincerely hope that we can put an end to polemics and concentrate 

instead on practical aspects of the issue, namely, how to bring the refugees back to 

their homes. 

We had expected that in his reply the Honorable Foreign Minister of India would 
give us the benefit of his Government's views on how best to achieve this end. 

Instead, he thought it helpful to give the Assembly a lecture on Pakistan’s failings. 

We all have our short comings, and the history of my country's attempts to fine a 

lasting and just solution of its constitutional problems is no secret. Our aim has 

always been to establish a system of government which would be based on the will of 

the people and would reconcile the various geographical, political, and cultural 

factors. We are determined to proceed along that road. It I may say so, the benefit to 

India also lies in the success and not in the failure of our efforts. 

The Foreign Minister of India questioned the accuracy of the number of refugees 

estimated by Pakistan. He thought it strange that two persons had left from one 
district and 6000 from another. It was precisely because such questions were bound to 

be raised that my Government has proposed that the Secretary-General of the United 

Nations might arrange an independent verification of our court. But the 

Representative of India did not offer to submit his country's meticulous registration of 

the refugee influx to a similar scrutiny. 

Why should the Indian Government expect everyone to accept without question 

its figure-a figure which is constantly spiraling without reference to reality? I do wish 

to suggest that while the international community has a moral responsibility to 

alleviate the suffering of the refugees until their return is effected, it is also its duty to 

make sure that the aid provided for them is not misused for other purposes. 

India objects to the stationing of United Nations observers on its side of the 

border on two grounds. Firstly, that it is unnecessary because so many individuals 

have visited the area and have seen the refugee camps. This is a specious argument. 

On the Pakistan side, too, we have had visitors. Furthermore, there has been for the 

last two months and more no censorship whatsoever in any part of Pakistan. Nor do 

restrictions of any kind exist on the movement of press representatives within 

Pakistan. Nonetheless, Pakistan did not hesitate to accept the stationing of observers. 

The international community to which India has appealed is entitled to receive a 

similar token of confidence from India. 

It is indeed shocking that the Foreign Minister of India should call the proposal 

for a good offices committee of the Security Council to bring about a reduction of 

tension 
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between India and Pakistan a "gimmick". Is it not true that on 20th July, the 
Secretary-General addressed a confidential memorandum to the Members of the 

Security Council bringing to their attention the deteriorating situation between India 
and Pakistan? Did he not draw their attention to "border clashes, clandestine raids and 

acts of sabotage the appeared to be becoming more frequent"? Did he not warn that a 

major conflict on this subcontinent could all too easily expand? 

It was in that context that Pakistan expressed its readiness to co-operate with the 
Security Council to avert the threat to peace in the sub-continent and the danger of 

wider war. And yet, the Foreign Minister of India sees fit to call the proposal for a 
good offices committee a "gimmick". 

The Foreign Minister of India said that his country did not wish to be "equated" 

with Pakistan in this matter. Now, what does that mean? The expression is either 

meaningless or based on the assumption that India in some sense enjoys a status 

superior to that of Pakistan as a Member Stare of this Organization. That is an 

untenable argument. The Representative of even so great a power as the Soviet Union 

reminded this Organization yesterday that all Member States of this Organization 

enjoy equal status. 

I would ask my colleague from India to put aside false Pride and come down to 

the earth of reality. Surely, no one will think the less of India for accepting that United 

Nations observers be stationed within its territory. 

The Foreign Minister of India was equally cavalier with Pakistan's offer to sit 
down with representatives of his Government to work out ways of bringing the 

refugees back. I am quite sure that neither he nor his Government has misunderstood 
what Pakistan has offered. We have not asked India to help Pakistan in solving its 

internal political problems. Whether we negotiate with this or that person or that party 

in Pakistan is the concern of Pakistan alone. The only matter which concerns India is 

the presence of a large number of Pakistani citizens on its soil and how to send them 

back home. It is to discuss this problem that, in my Government's view, 

Representatives of the two countries should meet either by themselves or under some 

impartial auspices. 

The Foreign Minister of India said Pakistan is trying to turn its internal 
difficulties into an Indo-Pakistan problem. Things have taken this turn only because 

of the presence of Pakistan refugees on Indian soil and the help and assistance which 
India is giving to secessionist elements. 

I stated the other day that this help included the arming and training of 

secessionist elements, and also the participation of India’s own forces in operations 

across the Pakistan borders. This august Assembly must have noted that the Foreign 
Minister of India passed over this charge in silence. In fact, he said that borders 

between India and Pakistan cannot be effectively sealed, and I take that as a 
reaffirmation of the pledge which he gave in the Indian Parliament that his 

Government would give every possible help to what India describes as "liberation 
forces". I am not aware of any borders which are closed by the actual raising of 

barbed-wire fences. Borders are kept peaceful by the policies and the actions of the 
Governments concerned. I would ask the Foreign Minister 
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of India to reflect upon the implications of stating that the borders between India and 
Pakistan are to be heated as an exception to the general rules of international conduct, 

and whether that is the best way to promote peace and stability between our two 
countries. 

I have not come here to score debating points. The situation in the sub-continent 

has become tense as a result of happenings on the borders of the eastern part of 

Pakistan and India. The Secretary-General of the United Nations has drawn attention 
to the danger to peace if the situation is "not remedied quickly. My Government has 

given proof of its desire to find a settlement with India, not-let me repeat-over 
Pakistan's internal problems, but over the only problem which is a concern and a 

burden to the Indian people, namely, the refugee problem.  

Yesterday, there was a call by the Foreign Minister of the U. S. S. R. for 

proceeding with caution and statesmanship in dealing with the present situation. We 

welcome that appeal and hope that the Government of India will pay heed to it. 

Yesterday, also, I heard well intentioned advice from a number of friendly countries 

on the need to fine a political settlement to the problem. If they will permit me to 

answer them from this rostrum that is precisely the objective and the goal towards 
which the President of Pakistan is moving and which he is determined to attain, 

notwithstanding all obstacles and difficulties. 

The Foreign Minister of India himself recounted the steps President Yahya Khan 

has taken to this end, namely, the holding of general elections, acceptance of basic 

demands of the people and negotiations with leaders of political parties. The process 

has been interrupted, but not terminated its culmination will be a free and democratic 

and united Pakistan, willing to live in peace and friendship with all countries. Peace 

and stability in the sub-continent would be strengthened and the sufferings of the 

refugees would be more quickly ended if the Government of India could reconcile 

itself to this prospect, instead of seeking to create, as the Defence Minister of India 
said in New Delhi last week, a situation in which Pakistan would have no alternative 

but to break up. 

 

------------------ 
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PRESS NOTE ISSUED BY CHIEF MARTIAL LAW ADMINISTRATOR  
Giving details of trial and warning against contempt of Court 

September 28, 1971 

It will be recalled that a Special Military Court was convened by the Chief 

Martial Law Administrator to try Sheikh Mujibur Rahman in camera for waging war 

against Pakistan and for other charges. 

The trial commenced on August 11, 1971. The court, however, adjourned the 
same day in order to ensure fair trial and justice so that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman could 

have a defense counsel of his own choice. 

On September 8, 1971 the services of Mr. A. K. Brohi and his three assistants, 

namely, Mr. Ghulam Ali Memon, Mr. Akber Mirza and Mr. Ghulam Hussain were 
procured, and the examination of the prosecution witnesses started. 

The prosecution have so far examined 20 witnesses in support of the charges 

preferred against Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. The trial is in progress with Mr. A. K. 

Brohi as the defense counsel. 

The public will be informed of the further progress of the case in due course of 

time. 

Meanwhile people should in their own interest refrain from saying or doing 

anything which may constitute a contempt of court or a breach of secrecy of the trial 

proceedings, or which may tend to prejudice the case of either the defense or the 

prosecution. 

 
(THE DAWN, Karachi-September 29, 1971) 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

------------------ 
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STATEMENT BY THE HON. S.U. DURRANT, GOVERNOR, STATE BANK 
OF PAKISTAN AND GOVERNOR OF THE FUND FOR PAKISTAN. 

at the Joint Annual Discussion 
 

 We meet in difficult times, as the excellent opening statements of our two 

chief executives and their Annual Reports so well portray. It is comforting to have in 

this unsettling environment the wisdom and the leadership of the Bretton Woods 

institutions. The crisis in world exchange and trade relationships was long in the 

making. It is perhaps just as well that the dramatic, if somewhat abrupt, actions of the 

U. S. Government give us an opportunity to look anew at problems that have been 

accumulating over the years: the erosion of stability in the central economy of the 

world trading system, the growth of a truly international capital market with no 

established principles for its regulation, a certain lack of reciprocity in the balance of 

payments adjustment process, a degree of rigidity in exchange rates which have 

tended to move out of alignment with relative changes in price levels and in trading 

power, and, perhaps most importantly, the growing disparity between poor and rich 

nations in an ever more crowded planet. 

We urgently need to make a determined effort to dispel the present uncertainties 

and to prevent the disruption of world trade and payments. The managing Director of 

the Fund has clearly pointed to the adverse impact of the present situation on 

developing countries: these effects are particularly distressing since these countries 

have not contributed in any manner of the difficulties in the adjustment process 

between the United States and its principal trading partners. We strongly support the 

Managing Director's recommendation that we proceed to an agreed solution of certain 

issues without delay since the dangers of a prolonged interregnum are grave. If trade 

restrictions of currency discrimination or financial distortions graw, there will be 

serious disruption of development programs based on assumptions of rising capital 
inflows and enlarging trade opportunities. The less developed world may have a 

smaller weight in the global volume of production and trade but as the President of 
the World Bank observed in his address, it must nevertheless support the predominant 

weight of the world's people. Their concerns in the satisfactory evolution of orderly 
arrangements for the operation of the international monetary and commercial system 

are therefore real and their participation must be active and even intimate. While the 
developed countries would prefer to work out their differences in more restricted 

groupings, there is too much at stake for the formulating of any solutions to be left to 

such exclusive forums. In the Bretton Woods institutions we have a world community 

and it is much to be desired that the process of looking and finding solutions will be 

channeled through them. 
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The crisis that is upon us cannot be overcome by realignment of exchange rates 
alone, although this will be a crucial ingredient of any settlement. Beyond it there is 

need for re-thinking the reserve settlement mechanism and for a greater coordination 
of monetary policies among the developed countries. As for the developing countries 

what is needed most is the restoration of the primacy of rules of conduct in 

international economic relations that are generally accepted and effectively enforced. 

In particular, there is an urgent need for restoring the elements of stability that are 

basic to the par value system, possibly qualified by permission for temporary 

deviations from par value obligations. Even a brief floating of rates, however, has 

dangers and should be permitted only under international supervision through the 

granting of additional powers of surveillance to the fund. Moreover, once a currency 

has settled down to a per value, fluctuations around per should remain within 

specified limits and preferably within the limits prescribed under the Articles of 

Agreement. There is also an important need for elaborating the reserve creating and 

reserve settling functions of the Fund, which now exist in an embryonic form in the 

special drawing rights.  

Until solutions along these lines are negotiated, the prospects of development 

financing are seriously in jeopardy. The 10 per cent cut in U. S. aid a portent which 

might affect the willingness of other donors until a proper burden-sharing formula is 

evolved. The progress toward untying aid, which was being pursued under OECD 

auspices, has reportedly slowed down. The improvement in terms of aid, which is so 

desperately necessary if debt service problems are to be contained, may receive a 

setback, it is disturbing to find that, while foreign aid experts emphasize the 

developing of new relationships among donors and recipients and deciding aid 

matters on strictly economic criteria, non-economic considerations are increasingly 

applied. Hence, it is incumbent on us that as we move toward major innovations in the 

functioning of the international monetary system we also take a closer look at the 
assumptions and working of the international development financing arrangements 

which are focused in the World Bank Group. 

The assumptions on which the World Bank was established are increasingly 

called into question by the growing burden of debt. We welcome the bank staff study 

on the external debt problems of developing countries, as well as the work done in the 

past year on the experience of countries that have gone through multilateral 

rescheduling of debt. While we have now a much better knowledge of the complex 

factors that lead to situations of excessive indebtedness, there is not yet a disposition 

to act upon the recommendations of the Pearson Commission and other expert groups 

both in the UN system and outside for realistic longer-term arrangements. In their 
continuing work on this subject, we expect that our institutions will focus urgently on 

both the financial and organizational contributions that they can make in this vital 
area. 

The concept of the Bank as a development lender to creditworthy nations is 

perhaps tending to deviate from the reality as we know and find it. A stage has been 

reached where some of the largest developing countries are unlikely to be eligible to 

borrow from the Bank and where the Bank can, at best, stabilize its loan portfolio. 

Even a stable portfolio must mean a transfer of resources form these countries to the 

World Bank. This  
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is clearly an untenable situation and raised the difficult question of how far te 
bank can show greater flexibility in rearranging amortization schedules for its loans 

under certain specified conditions. 

The Bank and its members have tried to take account of the difficulty of the 

poorer countries through establishing the IDA as "the soft window" of the World 

Bank Group. But this has been associated with a new element of instability because 

every few years IDA must seek its replenishment. This is an exercise beset with many 
political troubles and resulting in periodic spells of uncertainty in international 

development finance. We must search for more assured and more enlightened 
solutions. The idea of a link between special drawing rights and development finance 

is perhaps one of the most promising initiatives that has been proposed in the postwar 
period, and could do for international development finance a service as great as the 

activation of SDRs has done for the international monetary system. We hope that the 
Fund's studies on this subject will be concluded in good time for consideration before 

decisions are taken on the second SDR period. 

Another problem that comes increasingly to the fore as the World Bank Group 

grows in importance and prestige is the possibility of conflict between its strictly 
economic functions and the political implications of its actions. The world is a highly 

turbulent place and however much we seek to bring a sense of order to it, there are 
inevitably times and situations in which differences in objectives will arise. In this 

troubled framework the manner in which the World Bank Group acts, as well as the 
substance of its actions, must be carefully guarded lest harm be done to relationships 

of trust. Perhaps the need is for a greater sensitivity to the political consequences of 
actions by a staff that is expert in its own restricted field of competence, but whose 

objectivity needs a stronger buttress in procedures and arrangements within the 

institution itself. A review in depth is necessary in the relationship of the Executive 

Board as representative of member governments and the management and staff of our 

institutions. 

We have heard with interest in the address of the World Bank President the 
advocacy of development policies aimed at providing greater employment 

opportunities. If developing countries have not given to these objectives the attention 
that they deserve, a primary constraint is the larger claim that such programs make on 

internal financial resources and on scarce organizing ability. The shortage of domestic 
savings shows itself acutely in the creation of physical facilities using domestic labor. 

It is, perhaps, inevitable that developing countries have relied on the use of foreign 

equipment incorporating a technology not consistent with their own resource 

endowments simply because foreign saving could be obtained only through project 

loans. Moreover, because employment creating activities are likely to be widely 

diffused, involve small enterprises, and give returns that are hard to quantify in 

financial terms. Such activities are hard to fit into the normal mold of project loans. 

The Bank has been experimenting with general sector or program lending and its 

guidelines on local currency financing have also Provided some escape from the 

difficulties of bank financing for the foreign exchange component of projects. What is 

now required is a decisive move in the direction of program lending-that would 

greatly strengthen the feasibility of undertaking 
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employment-intensive, Investments. I would suggest that the great success achieved 
in making overall evaluations of the economic situation and prospects by Bank 

missions gives enough assurance that the total deployment of Bank resources will 
serve development objectives in the employment field, without regard as to whether 

these resources are tied to Projects or not. 

Also essential is a reformulation of lending criteria and appraisal procedures of 

the Bank and other external lenders that would reflect the awareness of the 
importance of employments creating investments and favoring a more egalitarian 

Pattern of production. We recognize that this border concept of the development 
process with require time and intensive study before it can be implemented and we 

look forward to the Bank's leadership in this field as in many others.  

 

 

 

 

------------------ 
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PRESS NOTE ISSUED BY THE PAKISTAN 

ELECTION COMMISSION 
OCTOBER 3, 1971 

Polling for by-elections for the 88 seats in the provincial Assembly of East 

Pakistan which were rendered vacant on account of the disqualifications (including 

one death) will be held between December 18, 1971, and January 7, 1972, it was 

officially stated here today (Islamabad, October 3). 

Nominations will be received by the Returning officers concerned on November 

1, 1971 in their offices during usual working hours, according to a Press Note of the 

Election Commission. 

Scrutiny of nomination papers will be done by them on November 2. Withdrawal 

of candidature will be allowed up to November 7. Polling for elections for these seats 
will commence on December 18 and will be concluded on January 7, 1972. 

Under the legal Framework Order, 1970, as amended, by-elections in these 

provincial constituencies should be completed within four months of occurrence of 

the vacancies, i. e, before January 10, 1972. In view of this legal requirement, these 

by-elections have to be held between December 18, 1971 and January 10, 1972, in 

continuation of the by elections from December 12, 1972 to December 23, 1971. 

Because of the necessity of staggering the polls, voting in a few constituencies of 

the second phase has necessarily to be commenced form December 18, 1971, so as to 

complete the entire process of elections before January 19, 1972. 

Following is the schedule: 

Number and name of constituency-Date for the poll. 

1. PE-4 Rangpur-IV 24-12-1971, 2. PE-5 Rangpur-V, 3. PE-6 Rangpur VI 29-12-
1971, 4. PE-12 Rangpur-XII 31-12-1971, 5. PE-16 Rangpur-XVI 3-1-1972, 6. PE-18 

Rangpur-XVIII, 7. PE-19 Rangpur-XIX 6-1-1972, 8. PE-22 Rangpur-XXII 7-1-1972, 

9. PE-36 Bogra-IV 25-12-1972, 10. PE-37 Bogra-V 11. PE-41 Bogra-IX 19-12-1971, 

12. PE-39 Bogra-VII 22-12-1971, 13. PE-44 Rajshahi-III 29-12-1971, 14. PE-48 

Rajshahi-VII 1-1-1972, 15. PE-56 Rajshahi-XV, 16. PE-57 Rajshahi-XVI 24-12-

1971, 17. PE-61 Pabna-III, 18. PE-62 Pabna-IV 1-1-1972, 19. PE-65 Pabna-VII 29-

12-1971, 20. PE-68 Pabna-X 25-12-1971, 21. PE-91 Khulna-I, 22. PE-92 Khulna-II 

22-12-1971, 23. PE-95 Khulna-V 1-1-1972, 24. PE-98 Khulna-VIII 25-12-1971, 25. 

PE-104 
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Khulna-XIV 29-12-1971, 26. PE-109 Patuakhali-V 23-12-1971, 27. PE-110 
Patuakhali-VI, 28. PE-111 Patuakhlai-VII 26-12-1971, 29. PE-118 Bakergunj-VII 29-

12-1971, 30. PE-126 Bakerganj-VI 1-1-1972, 31. PE-129 Bakerganj-XVIII 24-12-
1971, 32. PE-131 Tangail-II 23-12-1971, 33. PE-137 Tangail-VIII 26-12-1971, 34. 

PE-139 Mymensingh-I, 35. PE-140 Mymeningh-II, 36. PE-141 Mymensingh-III 7-1-

1972, 37. PE-144 Mymensingh-VI, 38. PE-145 Mymensingh-VII, 39. PE-146 

Mymensingh-VIII 5-1-1972, 40. PE-147 Mymensingh-IX, 41. PE-148 Mymensingh-

X 3-1-1972, 42. PE-149, Mymensingh-XI 1-1-1972, 43. PE-5-152, Mymensingh-

XIV, 44. PE-153 Mymensingh-XV 30-12-1971, 45. PE-156 Mymensingh-XVIII, 48. 

PE-163 MM-Mymensingh-XXV 180-12-1971, 49. PE-164 Mymensingh-XXVI-15-

12-1971, 50. PE-173 Dacca-X 4-1-1971, 51. PE-175 Dacca-V, 52. PE-176, Dacca-VI 

6-1-1972 53. PE-180 Dacca-X 4-1-1972, 54. PE-188 Dacca-XVIII 29-12-1971, 5. PE-

194 Dacca-XXIV, 56. PE-197 Dacca-XXVII, 57. PE-198 Dacca-XXVIII 2-1-1972, 

58. PE-201 Faridpur-I 29-12-1971, 59. PE-203 Faridpur-III, 60. PE-204 Faridpur-IV 

31-12-1971, 61. P?E-209, Faridpur-IX 7-1-1972, 62. PE-213 Faridpur-XIII, 63. PE-

214 Faridpur XIV, 64. PE-219 Faridpur-XIX 3-1-1972, 65. PE-216 Faridpur-XVI, 66. 

PE-217 Faridpur-XVII, 67. PE-218 Faridpur-XVIII, 5-1-1972, 68. PE-221 Sylhet-II, 
69. PE-222 Sylhet-II 25-12-1971, 70. PE-223 Sylhet-IV, 71. PE-224 Sylhet-V 29-12-

1971, 72. PE-231 Sylhet-XII, 74. PE-232 Sylhet-XIII, 31-12-1971, 75. PE-246, 
Comilla-VI, 76. PE-247 Comilla-VII 3-1-1972, 77. PE-250 Comilla-X, 78. PE-5-252 

Comilla-XII 30-12-1971, 79. PE-259 Comilla-XIX 26-12-1971, 80. PE-260 Comilla-
XX, 81. PE-263 Comilla-XXIII 25-12-1971, 82. PE-274, Noakhali-VII 29-12-1971, 

83. PE-278, Noakhali-XII, 84. PE-279 Noakhali-XIII 25-121971, 85. PE-281 
Chittagong-I, 86. PE-284 Chittagong-IV 26-12-1971, 87. PE-285 Chittagong-V 23-

12-1971. 

The Election Commission today have also announced the following schedule for 

the holding of by-election to Provincial Assembly seat of East Pakistan PE-69 Pabna-
XI which fell vacant by reason of the death of the person elected from that 

constituency. 

The nomination of candidates will be on November I, scrutiny of nominations 

will be on November 2 and te last date for the withdrawal of candidature in November 

7 while polling will be held on December 23. 

 

(MORNING NEWS, Karachi-October 4, 1971) 
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EXTRACTS FROM STATEMENT OF MR. MAHMUD ALI 

(PAKISTAN) IN THE U.N. GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
OCTOBER 5, 1971 

 

At the time of the partition of the sub-continent, we in Pakistan inherited barely 

one-fifth of the area and were placed at a disadvantage in many other aspects. 

Nevertheless, we accepted an award delimiting the boundaries of Pakistan and India, 

even though it was unjust to us. We envisaged the closest co-operation with our 

neighbor, India. Our independence was not more than two months old when India 

completely violated the basis of partition-the independence settlement of 1947 and 

sent its arms to occupy a Muslim-majority area, Jammu and issue with Pakistan, as 

indeed it negotiate on many other issues; but when such negotiations take place, as in 
this case, India prevaricates and uses various devices to avoid facing the real issue. 

I have mentioned these two major causes of the friction between India and 

Pakistan. Without this friction, and without the pervasive background of India’s 

constant attempts to weaken and isolate Pakistan, the present India-Pakistan situation 

involving a threat to the peace would be totally incomprehensible. Had Indian rules 

not been hostile to Pakistan, would they not find it unnatural and repugnant to try to 

take advantage of their neighbor’s internal difficulties? Would they not scrupulously 

refrain from interfering in our affairs? What is happening today on the borders of my 

country and our neighbor India, is not mere border skirmishes, it is armed intervention 

by one country, a Member of the United Nations, India, into the territory of another 
Member of the United Nations, Pakistan. 

India has been engaged for the past few months, and is engaged now, in a 

clandestine war on Pakistan. At a time when, regardless of the nature of the military 
action taken by the Pakistan Government in its own territory India could have no 

conceivable fear of invasion, it has concentrated a large number of its forces, some 
2000,000, and its machines of destruction of the borders of East and West Pakistan. In 

has been engaging shelling and mortar fire against East Pakistan. It regularly sends its 

own armed personnel into my country to cause death and destruction. It harbours, 

trains, finances, equips and encourages-some even forces-the dissidents to undertake 

acts of sabotage and to cripple te economy of East Pakistan. In short, India is at the 

moment carrying out acts of war against my country, and the only reason why the 

situation has not been escalated is that the Government of Pakistan has exercised the 

utmost restraint. 

The resort to shelling, mortar-firing and other warlike actions against Pakistan 

have become a regular feature of the tension build up by Indian armed forces along 
our borders. 
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Let me cite two concrete instances of recent occurrence to give the Assembly an idea 
of what we are confronted with at present. 

Indian artillery fired nearly one thousand shells of five closely-located border 

villages in Sylhet district on the night of 29th September. The villages battered by 

Indian shelling were Mantala Kamalpur, Jaipur, Armnagar and Harashpur. Twenty 

eight villagers, including twelve women and eight children, were killed, while thirteen 

others were wounded. Among the casualties was a party of Telephone Department 
employees who were repairing a telecommunication line. Communication lines, it 

must be mentioned, are particular targets of Indian attacks. After shelling, Indian 
armed personnel attempted to infiltrate into these areas. The Pakistan Army combed 

the area and recovered 3 light machine guns, 145 boxes of small arms ammunition, 
100 steel helmets, 40 mines, some wireless sets and 387 grenades. 

India is also trying to create famine conditions in East Pakistan by aiding and 

encouraging the destruction of lines of supply for transportation of food-grains into 

Pakistan. As a result of operations against saboteurs who damaged the American 

food-ship Lightning at Calna anchorage recently, Pakistan authorities have 

apprehended frogmen trained in India and launched near Chalna and Chittagong ports 
for sinking ships bringing food grains to East Pakistan. The frogmen were given 

limpet mines by India and trained in their use. By indulging in sabotage of food-ships, 
India is trying to create conditions of famine for 75 million people of East Pakistan to 

fulfill its own political objectives. If the international community is genuinely 
concerned about possible food shortage in East Pakistan, it has an obligation to 

prevent India from indulging in activities shortage in East Pakistan, it has an 
obligation to prevent India from indulging in activities which, if unchecked, cannot 

but endanger the sustenance for the people of East Pakistan. 

It is now for the world community and for the United Nations in particular, to 

prevent another conflagration which would be catastrophic for South Asia. 

Secretary-General U Thant, on 20th July last, sent a memorandum to the 

President of the Security Council drawing his attention to the threat to the peace 

which has arisen in the sub-continent. The Secretary-General inter-alia, emphasized 

that he had become increasingly apprehensive at the steady deterioration of the 

situation in the region in almost all its aspects. The Secretary General said: 

"In the Present case; there is an additional element of danger, for the crisis is 
unfolding in the context of the long-standing, and unresolved, differences which gave 

rise to open warfare only six years ago" 

About the actual situation on the border, he said: 

"The situation on the borders of East Pakistan is particularly disturbing. Border 

clashes, clandestine raids and acts of sabotage appear to be becoming more 

frequent…" 

And he recognized the threat to peace, indeed to world peace by stating that: 

"No one of us here in the United Nation can afford to forget that a major conflict 

in the sub-continent could all to easily expand." 
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In short, U Thant has clearly defined the situation as a threat to the peace and 
urged the Security Council to consider with the utmost attention and concern the 

present situation and to reach some agreed conclusions as to measures which might be 
taken. 

As I mentioned in my statement in exercise of the right of reply on 29th 

September, my Government has expressed its readiness to co-operate with the 

security Council and has welcomed the proposal for a good offices committee of the 
Council to help reduce the tension between our two countries. I reiterate that readiness 

here. 

India of course, takes an opposite view. Its Government contends that it is not an 

India-Pakistan problem. They would believe that everything that has happened has 

been due to Pakistan's actions only, and that India has been merely a passive victim, 

burdened with a huge influx of refugees. But what are the facts? The facts about 

Indian intervention are patent and I have already mentioned them. 

The world has heard a lot about East Pakistan in recent months much of what has 

been said has come from outsiders. Not all of them have to test their statements 

against realities. Many among them moralize and assume lofty postures. But if I may 

strike a personal tone, I come from East Pakistan. Unlike the distinguished Foreign 

Minister of India. I cannot afford the luxury of mis-statements and propaganda. From 

this Assembly, I will go back to East Pakistan. I have to live and suffer and strive and 

build among my people there, I do appreciate whatever humane concern, unmixed 

with sordid political motives, exists anywhere for the people of East Pakistan. At the 

same time, I deplore that the situation in our homeland has been so distorted in the 

world's eyes, its causes so misrepresented, the sequence of events so disfigured, that it 

has been made to appear as if there is a war between East Pakistan and West Pakistan. 

Let an East Pakistani voice rise from this rostrum reminding the world that the people 

of East Pakistan and West Pakistan are brethren, joined in an imperishable union, and 
that when the two undertook together the enterprise of building a federal state, it was 

an unfettered act of self-determination on the part of each. The people of East 
Pakistan have not regretted, and do not regret, that choice. True, we have problems 

relating to regional autonomy, to a distribution of national resources based on justice, 
to the removal of disparities between the different regions. Which State, which large 

or multilinguistic or multiracial State, is free from such problems? Let not one such 
state gloat over the problems of another. We in Pakistan, have undergone a most 

traumatic experience. We have endured a situation of extremity. We have gone 

through an ordeal. But through it all, we have realized that the fragmentation and 

fission of our Statehood, the break-up of our unity is and can be no more a solution 

for us tan it is for others. 

It has been a great misfortune that, in our case, these problems led to a violet 
upheaval. Why this happened cannot he understood without some basic facts about 

Pakistan's national existence and its relations with India being kept in mind. But it is 
fantastic to suppose that the conflict was due to East Pakistan's demand for autonomy 

being suppressed. Are the people of East Pakistan less than independent in a united 
Pakistan where they are in a majority, and can dominate the Central Government? A 

majority has, or can acquire, the power to right wrong and to correct imbalances. It is 

unthinkable for a majority to want to secede. By definition a demand for secession is a  
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minority's demand. Since, I repeat, the people of East Pakistan are not a minority or a 
small ethnic group within Pakistan, it follows that the secessionists among them do 

not represent the people at large. Being secessionists, they are a self-confessed 
minority. Their position proclaims their isolation from the people. Such isolation can 

be due either to a total failure of statesmanship, or to collusion with a foreign power, 

which wishes the disintegration of the State. In the secessionists in East Pakistan, it 

was due to both. 

The relationship between the upheaval in East Pakistan and India's actions is 

immediate. For months Indian war material had been steadily passing into East 
Pakistan from across a border which, traversing river, hills, forests and swamps, could 

not be fully guarded by the limited number of Pakistani troops. When the crisis 
approached, India sundered the air communications between East and West Pakistan 

by banning the over flights of Pakistani aircraft across Indian territory. It did so in 
reprisal against the hijacking of an Indian plane to Pakistan. But, as has been 

judicially established, this hijacking was engineered by Indian intelligence itself, 

wanting to create a pretext for India to ban the over flights. The ban is illegal and 

contrary to India's international obligations. Yet, even now, despite international 

efforts at conciliation. India refuses to lift it. When the crisis mounted and Pakistan 

was passing through its severest test, India massed its troops along our borders, in 

East and West Pakistan. 

Faced with this threat from outside combined with an insurgency in the country, 
the Government of Pakistan had no choice but to use all means to save the country 

from anarchy, dismemberment, and inevitable Indian domination. I ask the 
distinguished Representatives assembled in this hall, faces with similar circumstances, 

what would any other legal Government do? 

Conflicts of the kind which we have suffered in East Pakistan are a supreme 

tragedy. But world opinion is not yet fully aware of how it has been caused and 
intensified by foreign interference. Had India's concern with the plight of the 

displaced persons been purely humanitarian, it would have followed a different line of 
policy. It would have done its utmost to convey the appeal of the Government of 

Pakistan to the displaced persons to return to their homes. It would have co-operated 
with us and with the United Nations in a common effort to accomplish this objective. 

It would have entered into a neighbor dialogue with Pakistan. Here was a situation 
where, if no power politics was involved, the interest of both India and Pakistan 

demand that the displace persons be enabled to return to their homes. 

It therefore causes us the profoundest regret that, both by its incessant 

propaganda and its action, India is inhibiting the return of the refugees. By 
engineering border conflicts, mortar-fire and shelling, India makes it impossible for 

our nationals to cross the border. It uses their presence within its borders for recruiting 
from aiming them the so-called volunteers for secessionist forces. 

It is this policy of the Government of India which has so far defeated our efforts 

to bring back to refugees. The declaration of a general amnesty the repeated appeals 

of the President of Pakistan, the acceptance of the assistance of the United Nations 

High Commissioner of Refugees and of the presence of his Representatives in East 

Pakistan. 
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the establishment of reception centers and the provision of facilities for the re-
settlement of the returning refugees by every feasible means we have demonstrated 

that we are anxious for our nationals to return. On 19th July, Secretary General U 
Thant proposed to both India and Pakistan that a limited number of the 

Representatives of the U.N.H.C.R. be posted on both sides of the border to facilitate 

the voluntary repatriation of the refugees. We unhesitatingly accepted this proposal, 

India however, rejected it. 

The ostensible reason which India cites for its refusal to allow the return of the 

displaced persons is that conditions are not secure for their return. In the first place, 
India itself makes the conditions insecure. Secondly, what India means by "secure 

conditions", as the distinguished Foreign Minister of India made amply clear before 
this Assembly, is a political solution which would be in accordance with its dictates. 

The Prime Minister and other leaders of India have publicly declared that they will 
agree to the return of the displaced persons only when the so-called "Bangladesh" 

emerges' in other words, when East Pakistan secedes and passes under Indian 

tutelage. 

 Could there be a more blatant interference in the internal affairs of one state by 
another? Only last year, India joined all of us in voting for the Declaration on the 

Strengthening of International Security which solemnly affirmed the universal and 
unconditional validity of the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United 

Nations, including the principles of non-interference, as the basis of relations among 
States, irrespective of their size, geographical location, level of development, of 

political, economic and social systems, and declared that the breach of these 
principles cannot be justified in any circumstances whatsoever. 

The issue that is posed by India's interference is not of concern of Pakistan alone. 

It concerns all nations that wish to preserve their sovereign status and territorial 

integrity. If the principle of non-intervention is set aside or compromised, every 
nation, smaller or weaker than its neighbor will be open to the latter's inroads. I 

therefore appeal to this Assembly to exercise its powers of persuasion on India to 
desist from its interventionist course. For our part, we are determined to resist India's 

encroachments and achieve the political solution which we sorely need for our own 
survival. 

Let not India pretends that it has not also created some other problems in the sub-

continent. India engaged in efforts to subjugate the Nagas-a proud, non-Indian people-

who have borne untold hardship during their long resistance to Indian rule. In India's 

own territory, there are situations which are the direct result of the exploitation and 

suppression of the smaller linguistic and ethnic groups in India, notably the 
Dravidians, she Sikhs and the Bengalis, but we do not made them a cause for 

interfering in India's affairs. We only wish that India realized, as we do, that anarchy 
and fragmentation are a danger as much to itself as to us. 

If I may sum up the India-Pakistan situation it is a situation of a patent threat to 

peace which needs to be removed if the people of the two countries are to resume 

their struggle to achieve higher standards of life in larger freedom. We do not 

consider the Indian  
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people as our enemy. Indeed, we feel that, by its unrelenting hostility towards 

Pakistan, by perpetuating a climate of tension in our region, the Indian Government is 

committing treason against its own people. We wish that the Indian Government 

realized that a strong Pakistan is a guarantee of peace in South Asia. Similarly, we 

wish all the great powers to recognize that attempts to weaken Pakistan and to isolate 

it, will undermine the balance of power and stability in the region and will promote a 

hegemony that will be inimical to peace. 
 

 
-------------  
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MARTIAL LAW REGULATION 94 REGARDING POLITICAL ACTIVITY 
October 9, 1971 

1. This Regulation shall come into force on the 10
th

 day of October 1971, and 

shall be in addition to, and not in derogation of, any other law for the time being in 

force. 

2. In this Regulation, unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or context, 

"political party" includes a group or combination of persons who are operating for the 

purpose of propagating any political opinion for indulging in any other political 

activity. 

3. No political party or person shall propagate any opinion or act in a manner 
prejudicial to the ideology or the integrity or the security of Pakistan or prejudicial to 

any of the principles enunciated in article 20 of the Legal Framework Order, 1970 
(PO, No. 2 of 1970). 

4. No political party or any person, in the course of political activity, shall: (a) 

Use force, violence, intimidation or threats of injury or offer monetary gains in 

propagating, or for securing support for any views, (b) in any manner cause injury or 
damage to any person our property, (c) interfere in the operation or the functioning of 

public services, corporations or institutions set up by or under any law, (d) seduce, or 
attempt to seduce, from his allegiance or his duty, any public servant or any person 

serving in any corporation or any other institution set up by or under any law, (e) in 
any manner interfere with, or cause disruption in, the functioning of educational 

institutions, (f) subject any unit of the news media, including newspaper offices and 
pressure of any kind, direct or in the performance of its functions of prevent it from 

projecting its views, (g) in any manner interfere with the functioning, or transgress the 

limits of decent and fair criticism of any other political party or its members, or (h) in 

any manner cause obstruction in or hinder or propagate against the holding of by-

elections to the National Assembly or a Provincial Assembly. 

5. (a) For the purpose of enabling the Deputy Commissioner or an officer 
authorized by him in this behalf to take suitable steps for the avoidance of any clash 

of programmes of, and consequent inconvenience to different parties in the holding of 
public meetings or taking out of procession of a political nature, every person who 

intends to hold such a meeting or take out such a procession shall give reasonable 
notice of his intention in writing to the Deputy Commissioner or the officer so 

authorized specifying the date on which, and the time and place at which meeting is 

proposed to be held and the route through which such procession is proposed to be 

taken out. (b) If the Deputy Commissioner, or the officer authorized as aforesaid, 

receives notices under sub-paragraph (1) of more than one such meeting or procession 

to be held or than out in the same place or area on the same date, he shall, after such 

consultation with the parties 
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concerned as he deems necessary, so arrange the programme of the several 
meetings and processions as to avoid any clash of programme of, and consequent 

inconvenience to, the parties, (c) no public meeting or procession of a political nature 
shall be held or taken out except after giving a notice under sub-paragraph (1) and, 

where a programme has been arranged under sub-paragraph (2), except in a according 

with the programme so arranged. 

6. No person shall attend a public meeting or join a procession of a political 
nature armed with any deadly weapon or instrument which can he used as a weapon 

of offence or carry any article which can be used for causing injury or damage to any 
person or property. 

7. No person, while speaking at a public meeting shall-(1) (a) use my treasonable 

matter or expression, or (b) make any statement calculated to produce feelings of 

enmity or hatred between people or different regions communities, races, castes, 

seats, tribes or between people professing different religions, or (c) make any 

statement calculated to excite people to violence (2) no person attending or 

participating in any public meeting shall carry or display a placard or poster or raise a 

slogan as referred to in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) of paragraph 8. 

8. No person joining a procession of a political nature or a demonstration shall 

carry a placard or poster or raise a slogan, (a) which is calculated to create hatred 

against any religion, community, race, sector, tribe or between people of different 

regions, or (b) which is calculated to incite the people to violence or to cause carnage 

to any property. 

9. No person shall, in any manner obstruct or disturb or cause to be obstructed or 
disturbed, a public meeting or a procession of a political nature held or taken out by 

any person or political party. 

10. No person shall be a member or office-bearer of a political or hold a public 

meeting or take out a procession of a political nature if he (a) has been convicted of an 
offence, other than an offence of a political nature and sentenced by any court of law 

to transportation or to imprisonment, unless a period of five years has elapsed since 
his release, or (b) has been removed or dismissed from the service of Pakistan or 

service of any corporation set up by or under any law, unless a period of three years 
has elapsed from the date of his removal or dismissal from such service. 

11. Martial law Regulation No. 76, issued by the Chief Martial law 

Administrator, is hereby cancelled. 

12. Whoever contravenes any of the provisions of this regulation shall be 

punishable with rigorous imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years, or 

with fine, or with both. 

 

(PAKISTAN TIMES, Lahore-October 10, 1971). 

 

 

----------------------- 
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PAKISTAN NATIONAL ASSEMBLY TO MEET ON 

27 DECEMBER, 1971 

NEW CENTRAL GOVERNMENT TO BE FORMED 

IMMEDIATELY AFTERWARDS 

PRESIDENT YAHYA KHAN CHARGES INDIA 

WITH MOVING FORWARD ARMY AND AIR FORCE 

UNITS ALL ROUND EAST PAKISTAN 

 

Islamabad, 12 October 1971: President Aga Mohammad Yahya Khan, in a 
address to the nation over the radio and television network today said, that Pakistan's 

new constitution would be published on 20
th

 of December. The 90 day period of 
amendments to this constitution by the National Assembly by a special easier 

Procedure would begin after the formation of the Central Government. 

President Yahya said that in order to accelerate the process of transfer of power 

the Central Government would be formed soon after the inaugural session of the 

National Assembly on 2th December. 

Following is the text of the statement: 

"I am addressing you today on a matter of grave concern to all of us. As you are 

aware, the hostile forces which opposed the establishment of Pakistan have never 
accepted its existence and have constantly been on the look out to weaken us and to 

ultimately destroy this country. In spite of our sincere endeavors towards amity and 
friendship over the past 24 years I regret to say that India has never missed any 

opportunity to bring harm to Pakistan. Her hostile designs toward us have been 
evident from a number of actions that she has taken and continues to take against us. 

"The forcible occupation of Kashmir, the attack on Pakistan in 1965 and the 

construction of Farraka Barrage despite our persistent efforts to point out the terrible 

misery that it would cause to the people of East Pakistan, are some of the major 

examples of India's efforts to weaken us and to harm us in every possible way. There 

are innumerable instances of their ill-will towards Pakistan. 

"India's latest efforts to disintegrate Pakistan are well known to all of you. She 

has tried to cut away East Pakistan from the rest of the country in collusion with 

certain secessionists in that wing by assisting the miscreants with arms, ammunition 

and funds and sending infiltrators to cause damage to life and property of the patriotic 

East Pakistanis. She has shelled and continues to shell a number of areas in that wing 

with her artillery and mortars. The world is gradually coming to know that all major 

sabotage 
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activities like the blowing up of bridges and disruption of communications in East 
Pakistan are being conducted by the Indian infiltrators in the name of the 

secessionists. Frogmen and saboteurs trained and sent by India attempted to damage 
food-ships in and around our ports in the Eastern wing but have been dealt with by 

our Armed forces. By such acts India's aim cannot be anything else but to create 

famine conditions and to starve the people in East Pakistan. So much for their claims 

of sympathy for the people of our Eastern wing. 

"In addition to these hostile activities, India has moved forward army formations 

of all types including infantry, armour and artillery all round the borders of East 
Pakistan. Similarly Indian Air Force units have been located in positions from where 

they can pose a direct threat to that wing. In the West also, a large number of units 
and formations have been moved out of their peace stations and brought forward 

towards our borders. It is obvious from these moves and the posture adopted by her 
armed forces that there is a serious possibility of aggression by India against Pakistan. 

These feverish military preparations can lead to but one conclusion, namely that she 

can launch a war of aggression against Pakistan at short notice. 

"While there is no reason for undue alarm I have described to you the hostile 
moves of India as the Nation must know and realize the dangerous situation that the 

country is facing today. 

"However let me assure you that the Government and the armed services are fully 

alive to the situation and are aware of the imminent danger of aggression against this 

country by India in both wings. Your valiant armed forces are fully prepared to 

defend and protect every inch of the sacred soil of Pakistan. With complete faith in 

the righteousness of their cause and trust in the help of Allah our armed forces will 

successfully meet the challenge of aggression as they have done in the past. 

"But let me remind you that in the event of war or equally grave emergencies it is 

not enough that only the Government and the armed forces should be ready to meet 

the challenge. Each one of you has a responsibility and duty to perform. In the present 

critical situation everyone must work hard with the spirit of a true Mujahid in his own 

particular sphere with the aggressive forces at our door step we must sink all our 

differences, eschew parochial and provincial prejudices and eliminate suspicion and 

mistrust. People in every walk of life must make positive efforts to bring about 

harmony and promote unity so that the whole nation stands up like a solid rock in 

defense of the country. I have no doubt that the people will rise to the occasion and 

join hands with their armed forces to meet the challenge to our security and integrity 

with patriotism and courage. 

"Indian leaders by their bellicose statements have left on doubt in anybody's mind 

about their intentions. They have been openly talking about unilateral action against 

Pakistan and some of them have deliberately sought o whip up war frenzy. A number 

of important Indian leaders have been visiting foreign capitals to vilify and malign 

Pakistan and to solicit support for the cause of secessionist elements who have 

crossed over to India. The world, however, can see through the Indian game and 

cannot be hoodwinked  
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by her propaganda. All peace-loving countries of the world have understood with 
sympathy the yeoblem that we are facing and striving to resolve. A number of 

friendly countries have given us assistance directly and through the United Nations 
for the relief and rehabilitation of displaced persons and for the reconstruction of East 

Pakistan's economy. I would like to express my thanks to them. 

"We have been gratified by the reassuring attude of a very large number of 

countries who have fully supported the stand the events in East Pakistan are our 
internal matter and that no one has any right to tell us how to conduct our affairs. 

"Recently, I sent special envoys to call on the leaders of some African and Latin 

American countries who were most forthright in upholding our action in suppressing 

internal rebellion and disorder, Heart-warming messages expressing solidarity with 

our cause have been received from friends in the Muslim world and a number of 

Asian and African countries. 

"We deeply appreciate the friendship and support by the Government of the 

People's Republic of China in our just stand. The understanding shown by the United 

States Government in the present situation is an important contribution to the 

principle that every nation has a right to find a solution its own problems. 

"I have noted with interest the keen desire of Premier Kosygin expressed during a 

recent speech at Moscow for maintenance of peace in the subcontinent and that the 
Soviet Union would do everything possible to prevent a breach of peace. I welcome 

this and sincerely hope that the Soviet Union would use its influence to persuade India 
to refrain from indulging in acts which could lead to an armed conflict. I however, 

regret that Premier Kosygin made no mention of the various positive steps taken by 
me to transfer power to the elected representatives of the people as well as to facilitate 

the return and rehabilitation of displaced persons. 

Many proposals of the United Nations like posting of U.N. observers to facilitate 

the return of displaced persons and defusing the explosive situation on the borders 
have been welcomed by us but spurned by the Indians. This is not the way towards 

peace. 

As a result of general amnesty granted by the Government and the adequate 

arrangements for their rehabilitation about two hundred thousand displaced persons 

have come back to Pakistan but India is still holding back a large proportion although 

their number is grossly exaggerated by her. In this regard, we would welcome any 

international agency to assess the correct number of displaced persons. This proposal 

has also been turned down by the Indians. The obvious conclusion one can draw from 

this is that the bloated figures as given out by India can only be for one purpose and 

that is to attract maximum external aid under false pretences. She is forcibly keeping 
displaced persons in a pitiable state in stinking slum and camps and does not allow 

them to return. We would be grateful to all friendly countries if they would influence 
India to regard the issue of displaced persons as a human problem and instead of 

making political and financial capital out of it, let them return to their homes. 
International community should also impress upon India the need to desist from 

interfering in our internal affairs and to 
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withdraw her forces from our borders. This is the only solution for reducing tension in 
this are and saving it from a disastrous war which would result in callosal damage to 

life and property in both countries. 

"it is our sincere belief that whether it be for the creation of a climate conducive 

to the return of the displaced persons of for the normalization of the situation, it is 

essential that India and Pakistan should work out ways and means to reduce tension 

and allow normalcy to return at the earliest. Having this in mind we have accepted in 
the past and will always be prepared to consider any positive initiative from any 

quarter which would help to realize these objectives. 

"Here, I would like to address a word to my countrymen who are living abroad 

and who were misled by the horrifying tales born in the imagination of Indian 

propagandists and their foreign protagonists. I am glad that facts are now becoming 

known to them. I wish it were possible for them to come home to see things for 

themselves and to discover how the Indian propagandists have distorted the truth. 

"I have repeatedly said and I say it again that we are a peace-loving country and 

want to live in peace with all nations of the world particularly with our neighbors. We 

have no desire to interfere in the affairs of other people nor shall we allow others to 

interfere in ours. Undisturbed and lasting peace is essential for the prosperity and well 

being of our people. We have throughout done our utmost to avoid conflict and 

exercised every restraint ill the interest of peace. However, unilateral efforts by us 

alone in such a situation are not enough and there has to be response and reciprocity 

from India. We know and I hope that our neighbor also realizes that armed conflicts 

do not solve any problem. In fact such conflicts create more problems and hamper the 

pace of progress. 

"We firmly believe that all outstanding issues between the two countries 

including those of Kashmir and Farakka Barrage should be setted peacefully in a Just 

and equitable manner. While desire peace, we are fully prepared to defend and 

protect, our territorial integrity and sovereignty. Let there be no misunderstanding or 

miscalculation on that account. 

"I would now like to apprise you of the details of my plan of transfer to power 

which I had announced on the 28th of June this year and which was followed by a 
statement by me on 18th September. I might mention here that the plan was fully 

discussed with the political leaders, and they were informed in clear terms of what I 
was going to announce. 

"As you are aware, I have already taken certain steps toward the fulfillment of the 

plan. Arrangements have been made by the Chief Election Commissioner to hold by-

elections to fill in the vacancies in the National Assembly as well as the provincial 
Assembly in East Pakistan. 

"The Constitution will be published by the 20th of December and the National 

Assembly will be summoned on the 27th of December, 1971. 

"You are also aware that the National Assembly will have every opportunity of 
suggesting amendments in the Constitution and a special easier procedure for 

facilitating 
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this task has been evolved for the initial period of 90 days. This procedure would be 
that the Assembly may propose an amendment to the Constitution by a simple 

majority of the total number of seats of the Assembly and a consensus of the 
provinces that is to say by a minimum of 25% of the total seats of each province. For 

purposes of arriving at these figures, a fraction will be taken as a whole. I might add 

that this period of 90 days includes the times taken for consideration or 

reconsideration of proposed amendments by me. I thus visualize that proposed 

amendments will continue to be submitted to me throughout this period from its 

commencement. Last amendments, however may be submitted to me by the House 

not later than 80 days from the commencement of the three months period in order to 

give me at least 10 days for their consideration or re-consideration. Thus the 

completion of the whole of this process will not exceed a total period of 90 days. 

"The polls for the National Assembly will be completed on the 23rd of 
December, 1971. The Nation Assembly will be summoned to meet on the 27th of 

December under the chairmanship of the oldest member of the House will be 

nominated by me. This will be followed by oath-taking by the members and the 

election of the Speaker and te Deputy Speaker. 

"In order to accelerate the process of transfer of power, the Central Government 

will be formed soon after the inaugural session of the National Assembly. The 90 
days period for submission and consideration of amendments will commence after the 

Central Government has been formed. 

"The Provincial Assemblies in West Pakistan can be summoned at short notice 

after completing the elections for women's seats in a few by-elections. As regards 

East Pakistan the election schedule for the by-elections of that Provincial Assembly 

has already been announced by the Chief Election Commissioner. That is to say by-

elections for 105 seats are being held along with the 78 seats of the National 

Assembly from the 12th to the 23rd of December 1971 and the polls for 88 seats of 
the provincial Assembly will be held from the 1th of December 1971 to the 7th of 

January 1972. 

The way for the functioning of Provincial Assemblies in the provinces with thus 

have been cleared and the stage for the formation of governments in the provinces 

would have been set. 

I have explained my plan for the transfer of power in detail. As I said earlier, this 
plan was made fully known to the political leaders and now I have explained it to the 

Nation. There should be no longer any cause for speculation. While I would expect all 

political parties to sincerely devote their attention towards the fulfillment of this plan, 

I would appeal the leaders and the Nation not to forget the grave danger of the 

external and internal threats to the solidarity and integrity of our country. 

"The stakes are so high and the danger so grave that on no account should we be 
diverted from our main objectives of the defense of the country and the achievement 

of the democratic way of life. Any actions or statements by anyone in the country and 
the achievement of the democratic way of live. Any actions or statements by anyone 

in the 
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country which would divert the Nation from these aims cannot be patriotic. 

"I would appeal to my Nation, particularly to the national press and political 

leaders to desist from casing or giving ear to speculation and rumours which, if not 

curbed, can only seriously hamper the process that I have spelt out earlier and would 

only gladden the hearts of our enemies. 

"Let the Nation stand up as one man and march ahead towards the achievements 

of our goal. Let us show to the world what stuff we Pakistanis are made of. I have no 

doubt in my mind that the people of Pakistan whose patriotic fervor is un-matched, 

whose hearts are pulsating with the love of the Holy Prophet (May peace b upon him) 

and whose greatest strength is that of their Iman and who rely on the help of Allah 

will rise to the occasion and meet any challenge from any direction. 

"In the end, I would again like to impress you that there is no cause for undue 

alarm but there certainly is no room for complacency. The situation must be faced in a 
calm and cool manner. We must be vigilant and make full preparations to meet any 

threat to our integrity and sovereignty. Let us sink all our differences and once again 

prove it to those who have designs against us that we are a United Nations firmly 

resolved to frustrate their plans. No power on earth can cow down a nation of 120 

million Mujahids of Islam determined to guard their independence and fulfill their 

destiny. Let us demonstrate it once again that every single citizen of Pakistan is 

capable of making supreme sacrifices for the just and noble cause of the defense of 

their country. 

"May Allah help us and grant us success in protecting Pakistan restoring 

democracy and raising the standard of living of our people. God be with you, God 
bless you all." 

 

 

--------------------- 
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STATEMENT BY MR. AGHA SHAHI (PAKISTAN) IN THE U.N.  

GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
OCTOBER 12, 1971 

 

The Representative of India, while making his statement in exercise of the right 

of reply, at the 1953rd meeting on 5th October, put forth two propositions with which 

my Delegation would entirely agree. The first, referring to Pakistan's internal 

situation, was that India, to use his own words, "cannot come into it and should not 

come into it". The second was that the problem of the return of displaced persons to 

their homes in East Pakistan is of such anguish that it is not a matter for polemics of 

debate. 

If the Representative of India had sustained these propositions, we would have 

seen the beginning of a process whereby the tension in the India-Pakistan 

subcontinent could be dispelled. This would make a just and durable solution of our 

own internal problems vastly easier. 

Is it not, therefore, extremely unfortunate that, far from sustaining these 
propositions, the Representative of India proceeded to destroy them at every turn. On 

the one hand, he said that India does not and should not interfere in Pakistan's internal 
problems. But straightaway, he asked that the Government of Pakistan should enter 

into negotiations with the same group that wanted to break the national unity of 

Pakistan. Is this not clear interference by one States in the affairs of another? 

Governments of States which wish to maintain normal relations do not even comment 

on one another's internal problems. But here, one State demands that a certain internal 
situation of another State be resolved in a certain way. 

Then again, on the one hand, Ambassador Sen said that the problem of the return 

of displaced persons is of extreme anguish. On the other, he did not hold out the 

slightest promise of India's co-operation towards accomplishing the objective of the 

return of this mass of unfortunate people to their homes, in full security of life, 

property and honor. 

Let us be clear on this point. Everyone agrees that the only humanitarian solution 

of the problem caused by this tragic exodus of people is that they should be enabled to 

return-to their homes. Since they are at present on Indian soil, I ask: how can this be 

done without India's willing cooperation? Yet, there was nothing in the statement of 

the Indian Representative which could be construed as an offer co-operate towards 

this humane and urgently necessary end. 

To make the return of the refugees conditional on a political change in Pakistan, 

is not only to interfere in Pakistan's affairs but also to play with the present plight of 
this large number of human beings. The Representative of India charged us with 

callousness. 
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But how can one described the attitude and the policy on the part of India which 
is responsible for obstructing the return of the refugees? 

In our statements made from this rostrum on 27th and 29th September and 5th 

October my Delegation has described in detail the various measures taken by the 

Government of Pakistan to assure the refugees that they have nothing to fear on their 

return. The Secretary General and the United Nations High Commissioner for 

Refugees have both offered to help in this endeavor. Is it not time, that India reacted 
positively to the constructive proposals that have been made? 

On its part, Pakistan has succeeded in bringing back about 200,000 of the 

displaced persons. I am in a position to report to the Assembly that a number of the 

returning refugees have assured the Representative of United Nations High 

Commissioner for Refugees, who personally visited many areas in East Pakistan that 

their properties had been restored to them and that they were living in conditions of 

the minority community. My Government affords full facilities to the Representative 

of UNHCR to meet the refugees on their return. 

We are not here engaged in a debating exercise, but in trying to see how 

situations of great peril can be resolved. In our main statement of 5th October we 

cited concrete instances of the clandestine war at present waged by India against 

Pakistan. Ambassador Sen dismissed them in a casual and almost light-hearted 

manner. Then he said that India has made more than 400 Complaints about the 

violation of its eastern border. Regardless of the basis of these complaints, is this not 

an evidence of the seriousness of the situation? It is not enough to make complaints; 

one should be prepared for them to be examined. If India wants this complaint to be 

examined, is it not necessary that the Security Council should consider the 

international situation? As we stated, we have expressed our readiness to co-operate 

with a good offices committee of the Security Council. But it is India which is 

obstructing the means by which the situation can be defused. Can it be denied that a 
threat to peace exists today in the India-Pakistan sub-continent? Addressing the nation 

earlier today, president Agha Mohammad Yahya Khan stated. 

"She" – referring to India – "has shelled and continues to shell a number of areas 

in that wing" – that is, the eastern wing of Pakistan – "with her, artillery and mortars. 

The world is gradually coming to know that all major sabotage activities like the 

blowing up of bridges and disruption of communications in East Pakistan are being 

conducted by the Indian infiltrators in the name of the secessionists. Frogmen and 

saboteurs trained and sent by India attempted to damage food ships in and around our 

ports in the eastern wing but have been dealt with by our armed forces. By such acts, 

India's aim cannot be anything else but to create famine conditions and to starve the 
people of East Pakistan".  

In spite of these clearly war-like acts and the massing of Indian troops on our 

borders, Pakistan maintains a policy of peace. As the President stated today: 

"It is our sincere belief that whether it be for the creation of a climate conductive 
to the return of the displaced persons or for the normalization of the situation, it is 

essential 
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that India and Pakistan should work out ways and means to reduce tension and allow 
normalcy to return at the earliest". 

Certainly it was not in a spirit of responsibility that Ambassador Sen ridiculed the 

report quoted by us of nearly a thousand shells fired by Indian artillery on border 

villages of East Pakistan during the night of 29th September. After himself changing 

"nearly" to "exactly", he put the question, who counted them? But Indian 

Representative do not pause to put the same question to themselves when they make 
wild allegations that a million people were killed in East Pakistan. 

Ambassador Sen quoted a frivolous remark of the Manchester Guardian, but let 

me remind him that the same newspaper in its issue of 19th July published a report 

from its correspondent, Martin Woolacott, to the effect that in regard to: 

"the awful arithmetic of the killing in East Bengal, it can be taken as obvious that 

in every category there has been an exaggeration". 

Woolacott's careful estimate was that about 20,000 people were killed by the 

secessionist elements and about 30,000 casualties resulted, following the army action 

on 25th March. To quote him: 

"The military action itself no doubt killed far fewer than the propagandists from 

the other side claimed". 

In his statement of 5th October, the Chairman of my Delegation alluded to his 
coming from East Pakistan because he was citing his direct acquaintance with the 

minds of the people of the eastern wing of our country. I regret that Ambassador Sen 
should have thought it fit to allude to his own origin also. Surely, as a Representative 

of India, he cannot by virtue of his birth alone claim direct acquaintance with 
conditions in any part of Pakistan. 

Finally, the Representative of India tried to make light of the issued between 

India and Pakistan which have prevented the establishment of normal and good 

neighborly relations between us. He would not like to hear about the problem of 
Jammu and Kashmir which is problem involving millions of human beings. He said 

that India is always willing to co-operate with Pakistan in solving all bilateral 
problems. In the first place, the problem of Jammu and Kashmir is not entirely 

bilateral; the United Nations is also a party to it. Secondly, even if we disregard that 
consideration for moment, it is not most extraordinary than India should express its 

willingness to negotiate a settlement of this problem and, in the next breath, assert that 
the only thing to negotiate is the withdrawal by Pakistan from azad Kashmir. In other 

words, they invite us to make a gift to them of even that part of Kashmir which 

escaped Indian occupation. 

To say that we raise these issues in order to divert attention from the problem 
created by the situation in East Pakistan, is wholly contrary to facts. The latter 

problem arose only this year and we fervently hope it will be solved soon. The 
problem of Jammu and Kashmir has been in the forefront of India-Pakistan relations 

since 1948. 
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Pakistan, more than any other country, is aware of the urgent necessity of 
political solution of its problems. Our only plea is that we be allowed to work it our 

without outside interference. The President of Pakistan, in his address earlier today, 
announced concrete measures whereby democracy will be restored in the country. 

I cannot leave this rostrum without seeking to dispel a certain misunderstanding 

about the situation in East Pakistan which has appeared in the statements made by one 

or two delegations during the general debate. This misunderstanding seems to be 
related to the principle of self-determination. Pakistan, as much as any other country 

and more than some believes in and steadfastly adheres to this principle. The principle 
is applicable to all peoples living under colonial ruler or alien subjugation or in 

territories whose disposition is yet undetermined. It would be a travesty of this 
principle, however, if it were to be invoked in the case of racial, ethnic or linguistic 

groups which compose the populations of multi-racial or multi-linguistic States which 
have already exercised their right of self-determination. Endless fragmentation, 

especially of newly independent states would then result. In the case of Pakistan, its 

sovereign Statehood was established by the same act from which India derives its 

independence. Both States are multi-lingual. Pakistan consists of the Bengalis, the 

Punjabis, the Sindhis, the Pathans and the Baluchis: these five ethnic and cultural 

groups are the main components of our nation and not one of them is subordinate or 

inferior to the other. References which were made to the Pathans and the Baluchis are 

not in conformity with historical and legal facts. And let me say finally that with our 

neighbor Afghanistan we desire nothing more ardently than relations of brotherhood 

and mutual respect. 

 

 

 

-------------  
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STATEMENT BY MR. AGHA SHAHI (PAKISTAN) IN THE U.N.  

GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
OCTOBER 13, 1971 

During the general debate, my Delegation has stressed several times that we are 

not here to match arguments and score debating points. We regard the present India-

Pakistan situation as too serious, and the imperative of peace to compelling, to allow 

us exercises in debate. 

The reply just made by the Representative of India to what I said yesterday, 
contains several misstatements and repetition of old charges which we have already 

refuted. No one in the Assembly, I am sure, enjoys a series of replies and counter 

replies which fail to advance the cause of peace, or to bring about a clearer 

understanding of a situation which involves a threat to peace. Nevertheless, in view of 

the earlier intervention, of the Representative of India, I am duty bound to my 

Government to make a reasoned and dispassionate presentation to correct the picture 

that he has painted. 

First of all, the Representative of India seemed to be aggrieved that I exercised 
my right of reply yesterday, that is seven days after his-the Indian-statement of 

allegations against us I should like to assure him that we always believe in taking a 
pause and reflecting on any charges that may be made, so that we do not make 

impassioned replies, that we do not generate heat, but serve to enlighten this General 

Assembly. it is for that we thought we should make a considered reply rather than the 

type of statement that we heard a moment ago from the Representative of India. 

I was also greatly surprised when the Representative of India said that the points 

that had been made by me in the India-Pakistan exchanges were demolished by the 

Representative of Afghanistan. I am loath to infer from this that there has been any 

collusion between India and Afghanistan. 

We have heard for the umpteenth time that the Government of India does not 
wish to interfere in the internal affairs of Pakistan, and yet the Representative of India 

launched into a veritable tirade over the internal development of Pakistan. He quoted 

certain political leaders of Pakistan about the nature of the Constitution of the political 

plan that has been put forward by President yahya Khan. Is comment on the internal 

constitution developments of a country not within the exclusive domestic jurisdiction 

of a State? While he quotes from the Pakistan press about what the political leaders of 

Pakistan have to say in exercise of the free expression of opinion which obtains in my 

country. Yet he does not give credit to my Government that these critical opinions 

about the 
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Government-which are not only critical, but very strongly critical-are in fact 
published. He still derides the situation in my country and states that we do not know 

that this is all they have said because there is censorship in Pakistan. If there were 
censorship, these critical comments against the Government by the political leaders of 

Pakistan would not have seen the light of day. 

The Representative of India was good enough to inform this General Assembly 

about the relationship between me and the Pakistani Ambassador in Washington and 
to quote from what Ambassador Hilaly state in a television interview as to how the 

insurgents and the secessionist elements obtained arms. He was speaking of the 
situation between 1st and 25th March, 1971, when the loyalty of large sections of the 

East Pakistani police, the para-military forces, and the East Pakistan regiments were 
subverted. The loyalties of these elements of our armed forces from East Pakistan 

were subverted and they were incited to loot the armouries and the shops which arms 
and ammunition, obviously, being para-military forces and members of the regular 

armed forces of Pakistan and East Pakistan, they were armed with weapons, and when 

they defected and rose in rebellion against the Government, they used these weapons. 

But that is out the end of the story. There has been infiltration of armed Indian 
elements in to East Pakistan over a long period. The fact that arms and ammunition 

are being collected and sent by India into Pakistan is a fact of public knowledge. No 
attempt has been made by the Indian officials over the last few months to deny that 

they are supplying and arming the guerrillas. Only today, we have has a dispatch in 
the New York Times from Sydney Schanberg, who is the New York Times 

correspondent based India, about trainload after trainload of arms going to Calcutta 
for arming these insurgents so that they can step up their raid into East Pakistan. 

I can quote many correspondents from 25th March onwards, correspondents of 

world famous newspapers-The Time of London, the Daily Telegraph and others-who 

have sent dispatches to their editors about the extent of the involvement of India 
arming and training and unleashing of these insurgents, with the support and with the 

assistance of the Indian armed forces. 

We hear a great deal from Indian Representatives about the need strictly to 

observe the Principles and Purposes of the Charter, the Principles of Strengthening 

International Security, the Declaration on Principles of Friendly Relations, the 

Principles on which aggression should be defined and we know that Indian 

Representatives have themselves taken an active part in formulating definitions of 

aggression, not definition of international conduct, stating that the arming and inciting 

of guerrillas arid sending them across international borders to carry out raids and 

sabotage are acts of aggression. But this is precisely what they are doing in regard to 
Pakistan; yet they say that they do not wish to interfere in our internal affairs.  

It is always most painful to have to enter into any argument as to the awful 

arithmetic of death or the number of casualties. The Representative of India has 

persisted in stating that the casualties number "from a quarter of a million to two 

million". Now, is it responsible to make such a statement-to take the liberty of giving 

a margin from a 
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quarter of a million to two million, as if they are just figures or just inanimate 
units, and not living human beings? If we consider the laws of our own countries, 

every single death is investigated as the highest crime, and a country is, most 
concerned and exercised over even a single casualty. But the Representative of India 

comes here and charges Pakistan with causing by the federal action against 

secessionist elements the death of between 250,000 and 2,000,000 men, women and 

children. 

What can one say of the requirements of veracity and precision when they make 

such allegations? Let me say that those figures which are always quoted by India and 
which have found their way into the world press have all emanated from Indian 

sources, from the secessionist elements that have spread rumours and tried to defame 
the image of the Pakistan. Members are all aware of the cyclone that occurred last 

November. At that time, certain charges were made by political parties in East 
Pakistan engaged in elections that the Government of Pakistan had not sufficiently 

mobilized all the resources to bring help to the survivors of that flood. Those political 

parties which made the charges against the Government did not defect a single worker 

of their parties for the sake of humanity and relief to their own kith and kin. They 

were engaged in electioneering, campaigning and taking our processions, and yet they 

charged the Federal Government of Pakistan with the responsibility; and let me tell 

the Assembly that they charged the Government of Pakistan with responsibility for 

genocide. 

Apparently, in this war of words, people have lost their sense of reality, words 

have lost their meaning. Not a single survivor of that cyclone died as a result of 
neglect. The casualties that took place were due to the flood; they all happened in the 

cyclone, within twenty four hours and yet the Government of Pakistan was accused by 

those political parties-which later on betrayed their secessionist colors-of genocide. 

Let me also tell the Assembly that between 2nd March and 25th March, the 
Awami League took a series of actions to set up a parallel government and defy the 

authority of the established Government. They issued directives to Government 
employees not to attend offices; they raised the flag of rebellion; they gave directions 

to commercial housed they gave directives that no taxes should be paid to the Central 
Government, and it way they, the secessionist elements which started the killing of 

innocent citizens. Those facts have been documented. When the armed forces, which 
were sanding as spectators in order not to be accused of interfering in the political 

process, were at length ordered to suppress the killings, and when, as a result of their 

action, not more than two or three dozen people were killed, they were accused of 

genocide. The cry of genocide against the Government of Pakistan started even before 

25th March when the army took action to suppress the killing, of innocent people in 

East Pakistan who were not of the same political persuasion as the secessionist 

element. 

Those are recorded, documented facts, and yet there has been a suppression of 
information. Those facts have not been allowed to find their way into the world press. 

Yet the Pakistan Government is accused of censorship and suppression. 

However, let me tell you that the figures of death quoted by the Representative of 

India have all emanated from Indian sources. Those correspondents have been fed 

with 
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those stores. I do not wish to dwell upon this further, but if I am challenged I am 
ready to present further evidence before you. I have already stated that the insurgents 

and the secessionists apart from those armed element of our armed forces and para-
military forces, who stole arms from the armouries and who looted arms and 

ammunition shops-were supplied and armed by India, and I have drawn the 

Assembly's attention to an article in The New York Times of today. 

In regard to the question that the Representative of India has raised about an 
alleged death sentence having been passed on Sheikh Mujibur Rahman there is a news 

item in The new York Times today which states that a diplomatic defector from a 
Pakistan Mission made this statement on the authority of information that had been 

given to Pakistan Missions abroad before he defected. Let me here make a categorical 
statement; neither my Mission nor any such Mission has received any information 

from my Government about the question of a sentence passed on Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman. Therefore, any defector from this Mission, who goes and states to the press 

that a sentence of death has been exercised due care and caution before he came to 

fling this charge at us. 

I will also tell this Assembly that certain diplomatic defectors have circulated 
memoranda and letters to the correspondents here saying that Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman is dead. What purpose is served by circulating such wrong statements and 
falsehood is beyond our comprehension, but, at least, we would hope that 

Representatives of sovereign States would exercise greater responsibility than 
pamphleteers and propagandists in making charges and innuendoes against other 

Government. 

Let me pass from replies to these charges, which are painful to me as to all of 

you, to something more constructive. Let me avail myself of this opportunity to renew 

the offers made by the Government of Pakistan to arrest the deterioration f the present 

India-Pakistan situation and for the creation of a climate of confidence conductive to 
the return of the displaces persons. 

These are our offers: 

Firstly, to have the number of persons, who were displaced from East Pakistan 

and went to India, ascertained by an impartial international agency, so that the 
controversy regarding the number of refugees who have left East Pakistan may be 

finally laid to rest Considering the wide disparity existing between the number 
calculated by us and that alleged by India, only an impartial agency could arrive at an 

assessment which would be beyond challenge. 

Secondly, we offer to arrange the stationing on both sides of the border between 

East Pakistan and India of Representatives of the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees, to facilitate the return and rehabilitation of the displaced persons. That 

is a proposal which was made by the Secretary-General, and it is clear that a measure 
of that kind would go a long way in improving the climate and establishing 

confidence. My Government affords all facilities to Representatives of the United 
Nations High Comm-  
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issioner for Refugees to visit areas of East Pakistan where refugees are returning, and 
to meet them. On the other side of the border, however, a curtain has been drawn 

which hampers the return of the refuges. 

Thirdly, we offer to invite a good offices committee of the Security Council to 

confer with the Governments of both India and Pakistan regarding how the present 

tension between the two countries can be dispelled, to bring about the return of the 

displaced East Pakistanis from India in conditions of full security. 

Fourthly, we are ready to work out with India, in bilateral talks at any level, ways 

and means by which the repatriation of the refugees could lie accomplished and the 

threat of an armed conflict removed. 

Rather than prolong polemics, which merely add to bitterness, we would hope 
that the Government of India will not reject these offers. I know that it can say "they 

have been made before and we have turned them down", but we would appeal to it to 
reconsider its rejections, because these are constructive offers and could bring about a 

true amelioration of the situation, so that we can contribute to the minimization of the 

aims demanded by both humanitarianism and peace, and I appeal again to the 

Representative of India not to belittle these offers. 

 

 

 

---------------  
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������� ��� ����� 
U�। ./��#/�-��'�K &���!� 7��" ���")� 35 @�§���, 3453 

 
./��#/�./��#/�./��#/�./��#/�----��'�K &���!���'�K &���!���'�K &���!���'�K &���!�    

���")��� @����")��� @����")��� @����")��� @������� P ��#�� @,��� P ��#�� @,��� P ��#�� @,��� P ��#�� @,�¬¬¬¬    
����� X�� ����D dhb &��������� X�� ����D dhb &��������� X�� ����D dhb &��������� X�� ����D dhb &����    

36. @�§���, (A �� ��, ���)। - ���")��� �>���0? � ���� &'� ���#�J� ./��#/� �� 
'����� ����+�/* .X�/�� �>���0? ��"���. ��'�K� ���8 A" ��,�-"��� �����#। ��\�� 
���q��" 
�8K ����( ���9���� �l�"K ������/ "��। @����, +����� �>���0? �+, �+ 
�'��P '�"�� ����+�/* .X�/�� �>���0? ��"���. ��'�K� ���8 ��,�- "��।  

�9�� P &:��"����EK A &���!�/ ����+�/* �#"��� ����T �e� ��"���. ��h�� A�� 
+����� �>���0�?� ���O*���P @��{#E "��। �>���0? � ���� &'� ���#�J� ./��#/� ���� 
���8 &���!� "��� �>���0? ��'�K ���")��� �"9 ��#�� �8� ���")� P +����� ���9 ���: 
�,�/ ��� ����� '+�� &{# �9^ "���L ��� �� #/। ��� ���")��� ���8 ���b �l"K X�/� 
����+�/* .X�/�� "8� X�]� "��।  

.��� �� ��e� &g�. #� ���� ���DK"� X-��� ���'����8K A��� 
="��� @�k�"��� 
�>���0? &'� ���#�J�� � ���� ./��#/� �� ������" 
�8K ����( ��D�/ .���� ��#���# P 
������ �>���0�?� ���8 &���!� "��। h���/�, ���'����+/� P ����+�/* .X�/�� 
�>���0?�# �>���0? ./��#/� �� @9�9 ����� ��T >����� ���8P ��,�-"��� ����� #।  

�>���0? .X�/, ���'����+/� P h���/�� ��T >��'E ��"-+��� X��#������ ����k�� 
�8� +��� P ���")��� ���9 �a��9 ��C�DK� �9����� '+�� X�}' >"�� "���L ��� �� #/। 
���")� ��� A"" X��9��' X��#������ ���: @,�¬ ����� ���� ���,� ��/�L h���/� P 
���'����+/�� �>���0? '+��+��� �� @���� "��। �>���0? ��'�K� ���+���� �������� 
�>���0? ./��#/� �� ����D dhb ���/ ��� ��, X��#������ ���: @,�¬ ����� �9����*� +����� 
���+���� X��. �+K� "��L।  

���")��� @+9:��E �9���� A"�:+���. ��� � 
 �9����, &: K���" &. P 7��"��� 
��" �8�" �����:� @�� ��� #�� �� �9����� #)�,��� �"� ��u�^"�� �.। �>���0? A. ���KP 
@�+�� >"�� "�� ��, +��� �� ���:� "8� ��� ��� �8�8K�� >��E "��� #��, ���" ���")��� 
����: �8�" ��� ������#� >�9�#��, @�>��� �8� @9�9 &O�E�¢" �-���� �� "��� #��। 
�� #�� ���")��� ����: ����� ��K���� &¢�,����" @�k�d��� �8�" ��� ��~ ���#� 
>�9�#�� "���।  
 

--------------------- 
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U�। ���")� ��� !��# � ��� &O�: 

#�� >������ ���-./��#/� 
7��" .�[i�" ZM @�§���, 3453 

 
�>���0? ./��#/� ���$ �>���0? ./��#/� ���$ �>���0? ./��#/� ���$ �>���0? ./��#/� ���$     

���")� ��� !��# ����")� ��� !��# ����")� ��� !��# ����")� ��� !��# �,,,,    
��� &O�: #�� >������ ������ &O�: #�� >������ ������ &O�: #�� >������ ������ &O�: #�� >������ ���    

 

�9����, 34�� @�§���, (�/*��)। - ���")��� �>���0? ./��#/� �� A" ��,�-"��� 
���/��L ��, ��\#�� ��� +����� ��#� ��� "���� !��# �, ��� +����/ ���#� &O�E "���� 
X#�� >������ {#E "�� #.��। '�"�� �9������ ’�����’ ���"�� >8� �;V�/ �>���0? ./��#/�� 
X^ ��,�-"���� ����E� >"���� #/। ���"�� "��!��# ����D ���������� ��#� A" ��,�-"��� 
�>���0? ./��#/� �� X����^ X�  ̂"��।  

��� ������������ ����+�/* �>���0? ��"���. ��'�K� ��#� ��¦��" ��,�-"��� +��� 
"�;K" ���")��" ���" >���� "8� X�]� "��/��L ���/�  ��। �>���0? ��'�K ��\#��" 
 ��./��L ��, ����+�/* .X�/ X��#����� ���: "��� "�� A�� &'( ���� �l���� 
����+�/�-+��� !��^ ���")��� ��h�� ���!���� #.��� �#। ����+�/� .X�/� +����" 
&O�E�¢" X-��# >�� "���� � ���/� �>���0? ��'�K  ��./��L।  

+��� #.�� ��Q��� �'������� @�>��� @�9�#� 8��"�� ��� >������ {#E "���� �"�, 
� c���� #.�� �>���0? ./��#/� ���$ &�� �� "��� �, "��E &�� +����� ��#� ��� !��# �। 
&��� ��� 7��K >��K "�����L। ��� ������ ��#� N�� X+/ �����  '�E� R$�-R�K��. �;�� "���� 
A�� X#��� X}��[ ���9�� ����� #.�� �।’’ 

��� ���")�� ��� ���, A*� ���( ��, ��\#�� ��� X#�� @+9:��E �9����� +����/ #)�,� 
����) "���� �। ��� &�P ��� ��, X+/ ����� ��9"�� ��K�� �®�*� ���E�� �" #.��, ��#� 
+����� ���+���� X��. �+K����। �>���0? ./��#/� &k�� ��#� ��� ��, ���K ���")��� 
����k�� �l�EK �/eE���। ��� @�+���' "�� ��, +��� R�;��"������ &¤/ � ���� &����� 
A��"�/ ����� �DKE � "����, r���¢" "��K"����� X-��# � ���� A�� ���'����' �9�k� ���m� P 
@8K��� �Q� "���  9 O��'�+��� @�>���"��� �>�E � "���� A�>� ��� #��. 
�+���" 
@�k�/ >�9���K �l�EK #.�। ��"* ������� X�Y��9 �"�h� &���!�/ @��{#E "���� 
@
�";��  ��./��L ���/� ��� @�+���' "��। +��� �� "�P ���")��� @�)b ���/� �/ 
�., ��#�. X^ ���+���� �+�[ ���/� ��� X�]� "��।  
 

��� ��� � >��Q��� ��� � >��Q��� ��� � >��Q��� ��� � >��Q    

��� ��� ��� ��� �#���� ��#� �"�h� &����D� �a��� &�L �"� � c���� #.�� 
�>���0? ./��#/� �� ���, ��� ��� ��� �#���� ��!�� #.���L। ���")��� ���� &. ��� "�;K" 
��#�� �, @��o A�� �'��� ��!�� @�V��� �9����� &�� �J�� ���/�L। ����� @���� ���"� 
�J��� #.�� ���,�� A ���E� �'��� ��!�� @�V� @
�+���" �#।  
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��!�� @�V� �l� #.�� A�� ����k�� @�"�� #.�� �� &�� X#�� �"� ����E� >"�� 
"���, ��� @��� +��D9�� �#।  

����� @���� � �/ ����� X�Y��9 ��\#�� A�� ��� ��� ��� �#���� ���9 &���!� #./��L 
���/� d � N� ��.���L, ��#� ��9 �"� � c���� #.�� �>���0? ���$ ��!�� @�V��� +�� 
>�[ �����" &����� ��� ���K�D >���E� � #.�� &�� A"  ���f�#�� ��#� ���K�� &���!� 
"��� �।  

���K���� ��� ��,  ���/ 
��8K� ��h�� "�  "�� �., ��#� X���¯ "��.��� ��D/�* ��\#�� 
X�� �+K� "�����L।  
 
 

------------------------ 
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������� ��� ����� 
U6। ��� X����� �'����DK�E� ��h�� 

���")��� ��� >����� 
7��" ���")� Z3 @�§���, 3453 

    
��� X����� �'����DK�E� ��h����� X����� �'����DK�E� ��h����� X����� �'����DK�E� ��h����� X����� �'����DK�E� ��h��    

���")��� ��� >��������")��� ��� >��������")��� ��� >��������")��� ��� >�����    
���E���  9 +���. ��/� #�����E���  9 +���. ��/� #�����E���  9 +���. ��/� #�����E���  9 +���. ��/� #��    

 

.��������, ZM�� @�§���, (A �� ��)। - ���")� &  +����"  ���/ ���/�L ��, ���")�� 
+�-��� ��� X����� +����� ������#�� "��� P �*K���� �'����DK�E� i�� �� ���E��� �;�( #�� 
���� �� 9 +��� ��"��. A""+��� ��/� #��। '�"�� +����/ #�. "����� "��L 
>����������� ���")� +��� ��"���" @��#� "���L ��, ��� X����� +����/ ������#�� 
�'����DKE @�9�#� ����� ��h�� ���")� ��"�� "�F�� ���+�� {#E "���L।  

A. >�����  ����� ��Q ��Q ���")� +����/ �����" #)�,��� i��  ������ 
,������E� ���� "��� @��"�� ����,� ����L। �Q���� ��D ����� ���" ���")� ����: @��O� 
"��। �����"K ���")�� 7�9�� ��Q ��Q ����� ����� ��/। ��. ����� &O�E � "�� 
���")�� 7�9�� ����� ���")� A��"�/ ��� �+��� ���"�� �����' ��/। �� ���� �#��� X[�� 
����:��K� {�� &���.�-A ��u\�L ���")�� 7�9�� ����� X�� "��K"�+��� d���DKE Nh "��।  


/��O/ @�~ ��y� @�>���"�����P ��°� d���DKE "��। �"s ��'�'�. ���� +����/ 
A��"�� ���" �������E Nh "��। �� ����� 4   �#� #/। ���")�� 7�9�� �����:� ���" 
���/"��� +����/ 7�9��� ������ "�� A�� &��� �� �" #�9� "��। @�>���"�����P 
A"�* #��"� ����'�, U�* ��.�i�, ZM�* #������� A�� >!�� "���K  �i�� �����/�L।  

 
�'����DKE�'����DKE�'����DKE�'����DKE    

A���" +����/ �'����  ���#� & P "���]�, �����, ����� A�� �/����# � ��� ����:��K� 
{������# �"� �"� X��� L�g�. �'����DKE @�9�#� ����।  

X��� L�g�. +����/ �'����  ���#�� Ah� ;��� �'����DK�E� i�� %5   ������ 
{������ �#� A�� ��   &#� #�/�L। �#���� ���9 3Z   ��#�� P 3M �* ��NP ��/�L।  

& �"� +����/ �'����DK�E "���]�� 6�*, ������� &*�*, �/�����#� Z�* A�� ����� � ��� 
Z�* {�� ,��{) #/।  

������ "���, �i�'� A�� ���+� ���� �*K�� �8�" ����� �’� ���� �'��� A.�� {��� 
��DK� #/।  

 
---------------------------- 
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./��#/�� X��-�� 
 �����C ������ X�;��$ 

�������� 0"���?� 
ZZ @�§���, 3453 

 

PRESIDENT YAHYA KHAN’S REPLY, DATED OCTOBER 22, 1971, 

TO U.N. SECRETARY GENERAL’S LETTER OF OCTOBER 20, 1971. 
 

I have today received your message of October 20, 1971, through my 

Ambassador. 

I fully agree with your appreciation of the gravity of situation which is worsening 
rapidly on Indo-Pakistan borders. I also fully share your concern for preservation of 

peace and prevention of a disastrous situation developing for both the countries which 
could only result in suffering for millions of people, already as a result of Shelling of 

border villages on our side hundreds of men, women and children have been killed 

and wounded and large numbers rendered homeless. 

It is a pity a that a press Conference in New Delhi on October 19, 1971 the Indian 
Prime Minister has summarily rejected the proposal for withdrawal of forces of both 

countries from borders. The reason advanced for this in that Pakistan's lines of 
communications to borders are shorter than those of India. I do not wish to enter onto 

a controversy on this point and would suggest that withdrawals of man-power along 
with armour and artillery army take place all along the Indo-Pakistan international 

frontiers both in east and west, if not to peace time stations, ten at least to a security 
on both sides. At the same time, armed infiltration and shelling into our borders in 

East Pakistan should cease. 

I further recommend that U.N. observers on both sides of borders should oversee 

the withdrawal and supervise the maintenance of peace. Only the recognized border 
security and police forces should then remain at border post which they have 

traditionally occupied. 

I also welcome the offer you have made for making your good offices available 
and very much hope that you can pay an immediate visit to India and Pakistan to 

discuss the ways and means of withdrawal of forces. This, I am sure, will have a 
salutary and desirable effect and further the cause of peace. 

In view of the urgency and gravity of the situation, confirmed by Indian leaders 

on October 19
th

 last, threatening to occupy and hold border cities of Lahor and 

Sialkot, a public declaration by you of your intention to visit India and Pakistan to 
seek a settlement of differences would be most desirable. 

In conclusion, I assure you of full co-operation on the part of my country in all 

your efforts directed towards the preservation of peace. 

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration. 

 

----------------------------- 
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�89���� 
7��" ���")� Z% @�§���, 3453 

 
���/�� ��L�. ���� 
3�   ��� >��}�±��/ 

A� A A ��K��!� 
 

�����   >�8K� ��� >��}�±��/  ���/ ���D��� ���9 ��K��!� #�/�L। '�"�� 
���/�� ��L�.�/� �� ��K�! "������� A"8�  ���� #�/�L ��� A����� ���� >"��।  

 
��� >��}�±��/ ��K��!� >�8K���� ���9 �   ���0���, �    ����� .������, Z   

"�+� ������ ���'�, Z   � ��� .������ P 3   "�./�� ���'�।  
 
��K��!� ���9�� #.���L$-  
 

���0��  
7�/� &�  �� #" (A . �U, �����'� 3) 
7�/� �����# XY� (A . 6Z, �/����# 35) 
 �� ������ �#�� (A . 3�%, "���]� Z) 
 �� ���#�J� �h]�# (A . 3�%, !�{�� 3) 
 �� i ��� #" (A . 3ZZ, ����* %) 
 

 ����� .�����  
 �� ��� &#�� (A . �M, "��(/� Z) 
 �� &�R� ��� (A . �3, "��(/� %) 
@�9��" .X��i &�� (A . 3MU, ��"� �) 
 �� ���X� �#�� ��# (A . 6%, ����'� 6) 
 ��  �� XY� &#�� (A . 33, �����) 
 

"�+� ������ ��'  
 �� ���#�J� ��#R]�# (A . 33%, ��"� 3M) 
 �� A�, A, ��� (A . Z6, ���� %) 
 

� ��� .���� 
 �� &���i &�� (A . 3%3, "���]� 3) 
 �� &�R� #" (A . 3��, "���]� 3�) 
 

"�./�� ������ ��' 
 �� ��� �� �#�� (A . 43, �/����# 36) 
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A"  
�e >�8K�� ���/�� ����� �C�DE� "�� #�/�L। .� #�m  �� ����R� �#�� 
(A. . �5, ����� �) । i��  ���/ ���D��� 55�* &��� X���K�!� ���* >�8K�� ���9� A� 
ZM3  � ��\�g�/�L। A"�* ��K�!� A��"�� ��� A��� ��P/� ��/�।  

 
���/�� >�9�#���� ��D ����� #�m ZU�� @�§���।  
 

X���K�! >�8K���� ����"� 
 ���/ ���D� 

 
A . UU, �/����# 3%  ��P��� ���$ � �h� #"   
    P A �" i ��� #"।  
 
A . �%, ����� 3  A� A ����, ���0�� P ��� ��i XY� &#��,   
    "�+�।  
 
A . ��, ����� Z  7�/� ������ �#��, "�X��� P &#�� ��iX�Y, 
    
�e।  
 
A . �4, ����� 5  ��u�+� ������� ���]�,  ���� P &��� �#���, 
    
�e । 
   
A . �U, ����'� 3 7�/� &�  �� #", ���0��।  
 
A . 6Z, ����'� � ��u�+� &�R� ��, ���$ .���.� ��, &�R� ����#� �;��,  
    "�./�� P ���$ &�R� &�  ।  
 
A . 6M, ����'� % �9���2�� &���� XY�, "�+�, A� ����� &��,   
    �����Y� &#��, &�R� �� P &��� �#���।  
 
A . 6%, ����'� 6 ��#X� �#�� ��#,  ����।  
 
A . Z, ����� Z  &��� �����, "�X���, 7�/� &��, "�./�� &�#�  '��� XY�  
    &#��, "�+�, 7�/� "���� �#��� �� +�, ������।  
 
A . 35, ��� ��� � "��hy���, ���$ &��� "����, &�R� P/�R�,    
    
�e, ���$ ����#�, ������।  
 
A . ZU, ���� �  ���� &�R� �� �, 
�e, ��/�  XY� ��/�, 
�e   
     7�/� &�'� �#���  ��/��, "�./��।  
 
A . Z4, ���� 6  &�R� ����#�,  ����, ���$ �������� &��, 
�e   
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A . 3�, ��/����� Z  &�R�  ��� ��"��, ���0��, �� � &#��   
    ������# XY� &#��, �����Y� &#�� �!u����, "�+�।  
 
A . 3�5, ��/����� %  ��.R� #" A9�0�+��"*, "�+�, ��P��� �"��� &#��, 
    � ��, ���$ �'���� ���)i�।  
 
A . 3�M, ��/����� 6  ���$ #���� ��/�, "�+�, ���$ ��i"�]�#,  ����।    
      
A . 3�3, ��/����� 5  &�R� P/�#�� X�"�, ���0��, &�� ���i/�, 
�e।  
 
A . 3ZM, ����* 3  ���� X�Y, ���0��, &�R� ����, "�+�।    
 
A . 3Z3, ����* Z  7�/� "��h� &#��, � ��,&�R� �#��,  ����।  
 
A . 3ZZ, ����* %  i ��� #", ���0��।  
 
A . 3Z%, ����* �  7�/� &��� ���/�, 
�e, ���#��� �#��, "�+�,   
    ���$ &�R� ��[��,  ����, ���$ �.�� .����,  ����,  

#��  #������ �#�� �!u����, "�+�।  
 

A . 3Z4, ����* 3M  �'���� � ��� �!u����, ���0��, �����X�Y�#� &#��, "�+�, 
    &�R� ��[�� ���,  ����।  
 
A . 3%�, "���]� �  ���$ ��� R� #", ���$ � ��� �#�� �!u����, &�R� ���� 

&�R� �� �। 
 
A . 3%6, "���]� 6  ���$ .��#�� � �����, #���� X]�#, #� � � #�h� #" �!u����,  

&�� &�'�। 
 

A . "���]� U   ���  X�Y ���0��, &��� ��।   
 
A . 33, ����� 33   �� XY� &#��,  ����। 
 
A . 53, *�Q�.� Z  ��u��� P/�� � &�� �� ���, 
�e P �'����� & �,  ����। 
 
A . 5%, *�Q�.� %  A� A ����, "�+�, �P��� &�R� ����� ��P/�,  ����,  
    �P��� &�R� #�. #��i� (���#���), � ��। 
 
A . 5�, *�Q�.� �  @�9��" A ����",  ����, 0�$ �P"� &�� +�\./�, "�+�, 

#��"� #������ �#��, "�+�। 
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7��" ���")�, Z� @�§��� (3453) 
 

&�P &�P &�P &�P % % % %   >�8K� ���  >�8K� ���  >�8K� ���  >�8K� ���    
>��}����/ ��K��!�>��}����/ ��K��!�>��}����/ ��K��!�>��}����/ ��K��!�    

 
&�P %   >�8K� ��� >��}�±��/  ���/ ���D��� ���9 ��K��!� #�/�L। i�� ��� 

>��}�±��/ ��K��!� >�8K�� ���9� 3U  � ��\�g�/�L। '�"�� ����� ��K�! "��� ���� A "8� 
 ���� #�/�L ��� A����� ���� >"��।  
 

��� >��}�±��/ ��K��!� >�8K� %   #�m$ "�X��� ������ ���'�  �� &��� &�� (A 
. �Z, "��(/� �), � ��� .������ 7�/� "��h� &#�� (A . 3Z3, ����* Z) P  �� ��� R� 
#", A . 3%�, "���]� �)।  

 
ZM3   >�8K� A�  ���/ ���D��� 5U�* ��K�!� A��"�/ X���K�!� >��}�±�� "���। 

��L�.�/� �� "��(/�, �����, ����* P "���]� � ��/ U   >�8K�� ���/�� ����� "�� #�/�L। 
 
�"s Ad��� !�g�: /। "��E >�� ��K�! "������� "��L Ad���� ��h�� &��� ��/�L। 

��K�! "�������  ���� #/ ��, i������ � ��� A . 44 ��K�!� A��"�/ X���K�!� 
>��}�±�� "���  9 5   ���/�� ����� "���L। ��L�.�/� �� ����� ���/�� ����� "�� 
#�/�L ���� #�m$ 

 
"�X��� ���'� ��/� ���� &�� (A . �Z),  ������ ��P��� #������ �#��, "�+� 

���'�  �� &"�� &�� ���]� (A . �5), 
�e >�8K�  �� ����R� �#�� (A . 3Z3),  �� 
&�R� �#�� (A . 3%�),  �� � ��� �#��,  �� &�R� ���� P  �� &�R� �� �।  

 
 
7��" ���")�, Z� @�§��� (3453)  

 
&� 3   >�8K� ��� >��}�±��/ A� A A ��K��!�    

 
&� 3   >�8K� ��� >��}�±��/  ���/ ���D��� ���9 ��K��!� #�/�L। i�� ��� 

>��}�±��/ ��K��!� >�8K�� ���9� 34  � X��� #�/�L। ����&.-A� ���� >"��, '�"�� ������ 
 ���/ ���D��� X���K�!�� ���/�� ��L�. �l�"K >�� &��� ��)���� ����  �� �'�L ��, 
A . ��, ����� % ��K�!� A��"� �8�" "�+� ������ ���'� >�8K�  �� &�R� P/�#�� ��� 
>��}�±��/ A� A A ��K��!� #�/�L।  

 
���� R  >��}±� "�X��� ������ ���'� 7�/� ������ �#�� P "�+� ������ ���'� 

 �� ��iX�Y ����� ���/�� >�9�#�� "���L। A� i�� ��� >��}�±��/ ��K��!� >�8K���� 
��P/��� ���9� ��\�g�/�L ��h�$ 
 
���0��-� 
 ����-� 
"�+�-% 
� ��-% 
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"�./�� ��$ ��'-3 
"�X��� ��'-3 
 
A . 3%� ��K�!� A��"� �8�" ��� >��}�±��/ ��K��!�  �� ��� R� #" �"� ��+�^ ��  �� 
��/�। 
7��" ���")�, Z4 @�§��� (3453)  
 

%3 %3 %3 %3   >�8K� ���   >�8K� ���   >�8K� ���   >�8K� ��� >��}�±��/ 
��K��!���K��!���K��!���K��!�    

 
���K ���")���  ���/ ���D��� X�-��K�!� %3   >�8K� ��� >��}�±��/ ��K��!� #�/�L 

���  �� �'�L। '�"�� �;#������ ��K�! "����� A" �C�DE�/ ��� #�/�L ��, ��K�!� ���/ 
>�9�#���� ��D ����� '�"�� >����� 5U�* X�-��K�!� &��� ���9 %%�*� ����� "����� 
�"* A�� ��u\�L�L। A� ���9 %3 &��� >�8K�'E ��� >��}�±��/ ��K��!� #�/�L।  

 
��"� R�* &��� ���9 A . �4 ����� 5 ��K�!� &��  ������ >�8K�  �� ������� &�� 

���]�� ���8 ����� ���*K�  �� &��� �#����� >��}�±�� #�m A�� A . �5 ����� � ��K�!� 
&�� ���0���  �� ������i �#����� ���8 ����� ���*K�  �� P/��#� &�� &���� >��}�±�� 
"��L।  

 
��� >��}�±��/ ��K��!�  ���/ ���D� ���9��� ���9 X�]����'9 #�m "�./�� ���'� 

�����E �l�� �� &�R� ����, ���K ���")�  ����� .������ &��� @�9��" �'���� &��, ���K 
���")� "�X��� ������ ���'� �+���� �� � ��/� XY�, ���K ���")� ���0��� �����E �l��" 
7�/� &�  �� #" A�� >�����" �� 
�e� P  ���� >�8K� �P��� A �" A� .X��i। ��� 
>��}����/ ��K��!� %3  �� ���9 ���")� ����� ���*K� #�m %  , ���0��� 5  , "�./�� 
��' �  ,  ����� .������ U  , "�+� ������ ��' Z  , "�X��� ������ ��' Z   P 
� ��� .������ �  ।  
 

����"� 
3।   A .-33 ����� 
  �� X�Y &#�� (�  &.) 
 
Z।   A .-Z6 ���� 
 A� A ��� ("�+� ��') 
 
%।   A .-�M "��(/� 
 ��� &#�� (�  &.) 
 
�।   A .-�3 "��(/� 
 ���$ A ��� (�  &.) 
 
�।   A .-�Z "��(/� 
 & �� &�� (�� A� A�) 
 
6।   A .-�U ���"�'� 
 7�/� &�  �� #" (���0��) 
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5।   A .-6% ���"�'� 
 ��# ���X� �#�� (A &.) 
 

U।   A .-43 �/����# 
 �� ��� �#�� (�"X A� A�) 
 

4।   A .-4Z �/����# 
 �P��� ������# XY� (���0��) 
 

3M।   A .-3MU ��"� 
 @�9��" .X��i &�� (�  &.) 
 

33।   A .-33% ��"� 
  ���$ ��#R]� A� �"² A    ("�+� ��') 
 

3Z।   A .-3ZZ ����* 
 i ��� #" (���0��) 
 

3%।   A .-3Z3 ����* 
7�/� "��h³&#�� (A &.) 

 

3�।   A .-3%3  "���]� 
 A� &���i &�� (A &.) 
 

3�।   A .-3�% "���]� 
 ������ �#�� (���0��) 
 

36।   A .-3�� "���]�  
��u�+� &�R� #" (A &.) 

 

35।   A .- 3�% !�{�� 
 ���$ �h]� (���0��) 
 

3U।   A .- 53 *�Q�.� 
 �'���� & � (�  &.) 
 

34।   A .- �% ���� 
 &�R� ���� �� (�"X A� A�) 
 

ZM।   A .- �3 ���� 
 �P��� A �" A� .X��i (�  &.) 
 

Z3।   A .- 44 i������ 
 &����y��� �!u���� (���0��) 
 

ZZ।   A .- �� ����� 
 &�R� P/�#�� (������) 
 

Z%।   A .- �6 ����� 
 �� � ���$ ��# (A &.) 
 

Z�।   A .- 3M5 ��"� 
 &"��� �#��� �� (������) 
 

Z�।   A .- Z ����� 
 7�/� "���� �#��� �� +� (������) 
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Z6।   A .- 3M ����� 
 ��.R� �#�� (�"X A� A�) 
 
Z5।   A .- 3� ��� ��� 
 �P��� ��� XY� (�  &.) 
 
ZU।   A .- %4 "��(/� 
 &�i� XY� (�"X A� A�) 
 
Z4।   A .- 335 ��"� 
 A� �" ��/� X�Y (�� A� A�) 
 
%M।   A .- ZM �dg� 
 ������ .���� (���0��) 
 
%3।   A .- 34 �dg� 
  �� &��� &�� �� (�  &.) 

 
 
 

------------------------------------- 
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7��" ���")�, %M @�§��� (3453)  
 

���* ���9� ���* ���9� ���* ���9� ���* ���9� �M�M�M�M----A ��\g��A ��\g��A ��\g��A ��\g��    
 ���/ ���D�� &���  ���/ ���D�� &���  ���/ ���D�� &���  ���/ ���D�� &��� 34 34 34 34   ���   ���   ���   ��� >��}�±��/    ��K��!���K��!���K��!���K��!�    

(((((�i �����*K��(�i �����*K��(�i �����*K��(�i �����*K��))))    
 

'�"�� NO��� ���K ���")��� X�-��K�!� &�P 34   >�8K� ��� >��}�±��/  ���/ 
���D��� ���9 ��K��!� #�/�L ��� ��K�! "��� �C�DE� "���L। >��}±� >�8K�'E ����� 
>�8K��� >�9�#�� "��/ A.�� >�8K��" ��� >��}�±��/  ���/ ���D� ���9 ��K��!� ��� �C�DE� 
"�� #�/�L।  
 

i�� A ���-  ���/ ���D��� X���K�!� ��� >��}�±��/ ��K��!� ���9��� ���9� ��\�g�/�L 
�M�*��।  '�"�� ��� >��}�±��/ ��K��!� 34   ����9� ���9 X�]����'9 #�m ���0��� +�.� 
�>���0?  �� ��#��� &��, "�X��� ������ ���'� �#-�+����  �� ��i"�� .���� P ���0��� 
 �� &�R�  ��� ��"��। i�� ���0��,  ����� .����� P "�+� ������ &��� ��* "�� 
&� ��+ "���L A�� ����� ���*K P "�X��� ������ ��' >��9�" &��� %�* "�� &� ���/�L।  
 

��P/��� ��K��!� ���9��� ���9� #�m$ 
 ����� .�����    -3Z   
���0��     -33 
����� ���*K    -6   
"�+� ������ ��'   -6  
� ��� .����    -6   
"�X��� ������ ��'   -�   
"�./�� ������ ��'   -�   

 
��K�! "��� '�"�� �� 34   >�8K��" ��� >��}�±��/ ��K��!� �C�DE� "���L ��� 

����� �� ��/� #���$ 
 
3। A .- 35 ��� ��� � 

 �� "��hy��� 
���0��।  

 
Z। A .-5U  �/����#- %  

 �� ���$ A� A� .X��i 
 ����। 

 
%। A .-UU �/����# - 3M 

�P��� � �h� #" 
� ���। 
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�। A .- 3�6 ��/����� Z 
 �� &�R�  ��� ��"�� 
� ��। 
 

�। A .- 3�5 ��/����� % 
 �� ��.R� #" A9�0�+��"* 
"�X��� ��'। 
 

6। A .- 3�M ��/����� 6 
 �� ��iX]�# 
 ����। 
 

5। A .- 3�3 ��/����� 5  
 �� &�� ���i/� 
"�+� ��'। 
 

U। A .-5% *�Q�.� % 
 �� &��� ���� 
"�+� ��'। 
 

4। A .-5� *�Q�.� � 
@�9��" A ����" 
 ����। 
 

3M। A .-4, ����� 4 
 �� �.�XY� &#J� 
������। 
 

33।A .- 3Z5, ����* U 
 �� ��#��� &�� 
���0��। 
 

3Z।A .-3%Z, "���]� Z 
 �� A �"X A� ��i"�� .���� 
"�X��� ��'। 
 

3%।A .-3�, ��� ��� % 
 �� &��]�# &� "��i 
 ����। 
 

3�।A .-3ZM, ����* 3 
 �� ���� X�Y 
���0��। 
 
3�।A .-3Z%, ����* � 
#� � #������ �#�� �!u���� 
"�+� ��'। 
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36।A .-�%, ����� 3 
 �� A� ���� 
���0��। 
 
35।A .-��, ����� Z 
7�/� ������ �#�� 
"�X��� ��'। 
 
3U।A .-6M, ���"�'� % 
 �� ���� XY� &#�� 
���0��। 
 
34।A .-6Z, ���"�'� � 
��P��� &�R� �� 
"�+� ��'। 

 
 

------------------------------- 
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7��" ���")�, %3 @�§��� (3453)  
 

A ��K: ���     >��}�±��/>��}�±��/>��}�±��/>��}�±��/ �Z   ��K��!�    
 

 ���/ ���D��� X���K�!� &��� R  >�8K� ��� >��}�±��/ ��K��!� #�/�L ��� '�"�� 
����� ��K�!� "����� A" �C�DE�/  ���� #/। A� i�� ���*  ���/ ���D��� 5U�* N9 
&��� ���9 A ��K: ��� >��}�±��/ ��K��!� ����9� ���9� �Z  � X��� #���।  
 

��K��D �� "/  >�8K��" ����/"+��� ��K��!� �C�DE� "�� #�/�L ���� #��$ A .- 45, 
i������ � ��K�!� �"W �8�" "�+� ���'�  �� &��� �#�� P A .- %�, �� ��#� 6 
��K�!� �"W �8�"  ����� .������  �� &i�  XY� &#��।  

 
NO��� ��K�!� "��� +��O�� �C�DE� "���L� ��, A . -%� ��K�!� �"�W >��}�±�� #�m। 

'�"�� ���K���� �C�DE� ������ "�� &i� X�Y ��� >��}�±��/ ��K��!� #�/�L ��� "��। 
 ���/ ���D��� ��* &�� >>��}�±�� �l�"K A�P �"� ��� ��P/� ��/�। 

 
����� #�� ��� >��}�±��/  ���/ ���D�� 
�e >�8K� �#���� ��K��!� ���9  �� A�, A, 

P#�� "�./�� ���' ���'���� "8� �C�DE� "���L। "�./�� ���'� A" �>� ��c���� A ��� 
������ "�� #/। ��� A . -�� ��K�!� �"W #�� ��� >��}�±��/ ��K��!� #�/�L।  

 
7��" ���")�, 3M �+o� (3453)  

 
 ���/ ���D�$ ���  ���/ ���D�$ ���  ���/ ���D�$ ���  ���/ ���D�$ ��� >��}�±��/>��}�±��/>��}�±��/>��}�±��/    ��K��!� ���9 ��K��!� ���9 ��K��!� ���9 ��K��!� ���9  

���9� ���9� ���9� ���9� �U �U �U �U  � X��� � X��� � X��� � X��� 
(((((�i �����*K��(�i �����*K��(�i �����*K��(�i �����*K��)))) 

 
'�"�� �Q����  ���/ ���D��� X���K�!� &�P 6   >�8K��" ����/"+��� ��� 

>��}�±��/ ��K��!� ��� �C�DE� "�� #�/�L। i�� >�����  ���/ ���D��� 5U�* N9 &��� ���9 
��� >��}�±��/ ��K��!� ����9� ���9� �U  � ��\�g�/�L। ��"� ZM�*  ���/ ���D� &��� 
��K�!� >��}�±�� #�� ��� ��K�!� "�������  �� �'�L।  

 
��� >��}����/ ��K��!� ���9��� ��K��D ����"� @���/� �U    ���/ ���D� ����9� 

���9  ����� .������ 3�  , ���0��� 3Z  , "�+� ������ ���'� 5  , "�./����� 
������ ���'� 5  , � ��� .������ 6  , ���")� "�X��� ������ ���'� 6   P ��"� 6   
������� ���9। 

 
���0�� ���  �� .X��i &�� �!u�����" (���# ��/�) A .-46, i������-Z ��K�!� A��"�/ 


�e >�8K�  �� ��"� X�Y�� ���8 ������ >��}�±�� "��� #��। 
 
!�{��� A .-3��, ��K�!� A��"�/ ���")� "�+� ������ ���'� �+����  �� 

i ��� "���� �!u���� P ���0�� ���  �� ��#��R �� �!u����� ���9 >��}�±�� #��।  
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����� ��� �����  �� !"#���� "$%���� � &-()* ��+�"� ���,� !-�,. ���,/� ���0 . 
,�1�2 ���3��� �4���� !�#�4� 5��� 6����� 7�� 8 � 9�-+�� ���- 9��:�;��  ,���।  

 
=�,�� !� > � 9�-+��, ����? ���3� ���1 ��+��"� !@�32� ,�� ��?�� ���� ��AB � &-

8C, �������-8 ��� ���� E�F 6��� (,�&?�� ��=), � &-88, �������-I ��� ����� E�F 
6��� (���J��), � &-8>, �������-K ��� 6� � ��L�� �� !"#���� (,�E�M� ,�&?�� ��=), � 
&-C*, ����-) N�?� 65��� !���� ������ (,�&?�� ������ ��=), � &-CO, ����-> ��.��� 
6� � !����� (������ &�����) . � &->>, ���,�=P-O �.��� 6� � ���� (������ 
&�����)।  
 

---------------------------- 
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������� �Q� ����� 
**। !����� &?���?�� �� �5� ���0 9/��B 

�������@� ��1R�� 9?�� 7�4�S� 
N��, ���,/� C> 7�T���, (OK( 

 
!9���JU &?���?�� �� �5� ���0 9/��!9���JU &?���?�� �� �5� ���0 9/��!9���JU &?���?�� �� �5� ���0 9/��!9���JU &?���?�� �� �5� ���0 9/��    
�������@� ��1R�� 9?�� 7�4�S��������@� ��1R�� 9?�� 7�4�S��������@� ��1R�� 9?�� 7�4�S��������@� ��1R�� 9?�� 7�4�S�    
-�U�, 7����V �5�� 6��� 7�����-�U�, 7����V �5�� 6��� 7�����-�U�, 7����V �5�� 6��� 7�����-�U�, 7����V �5�� 6��� 7�����    

((((��
 9�������
 9�������
 9�������
 9�����))))    
 
&��������, C)!� 7�T���। -!9���JU !����� &?���?� �� E�������� ���0 �W�� �1 

E-��U� ��1R��� 9/���, 
�=� ����?�� ��� E4? ��W� N�1 9�1������ E��? . ���� 
6���"�� �1 ��X�, 7����V ���,/� . 4��� �5��� 7����� ,����। !9���JU &?���?� �� 
�����0� E4? ��� !-�, ���,/� . 4����? N�1 9�1������ �1����� �� �5� ���0 9/�� !�� 
,���� ��� !��YZ��� !����� E-��U� 9�� �� ,��+,� ,��� 7����� ����?��। 

 
�& �� �5� 9/�� ��AB 9-��B E4? !���� !������� ��,-4��� 60�+���, ����� !-�, 

��� ����। �:��?�B N�1 9�1������ �����,� �1 ������@ ��+��W, ��?�= ,�� ��� ��� 
�[��?�B N�1 9�1������ E��? . ���� 6���"�� �1 E-�U E������� �5� ,���। 
E�������� ���\���2�]�� ����R�� ��0 ,��� �1 E-�U ��1R��� 9/�� ���? ���,/� . 4����� 
,��� !� �"�^ ���?�� ��� ����� !9���JU &?���?� �� E_ 9/�� ���?��।  

 
E-�U C`!� 7�T��� �"�^ ���?�� ��� !9���JU &?���?� �� �W9��� ���- C(!� 7�T��� 

���� ���?��। �,a 4����? ���� =���� ��+0 �������@ !�#X��?�। E-��U� ���� ��3?�b 9,�� 
,�� � ���. !��c� ���A !� 60�+���, �����0 ���\���2�]�� ����R�� ��� 7-+�� . 4?��� ����� 
de�� ���2��� ��� �,Z� ��/� ���f32 ,����।  
    

�1�_=� ��1R��� �g����1�_=� ��1R��� �g����1�_=� ��1R��� �g����1�_=� ��1R��� �g���    

E-��U� ��1R�� 9/�� �����+h 4�3�? =[��� � ���. ��� 7-+ �i�����  �Z�� �,�Z ��� 
����B  

 
��� �1�_=� ��1R�� ,��� ���� �,���, ��,j �- ������ ������@ ���� O( ���� 

7���?� ��� ����L� ���3��� �4����� ,��� �"�^ ���� ����। ��� ����L� ���3��� �4����� 
,��� �"�^ ���� ��� �? ����L� ���3��� N�^, J�,�� �,��� 70�B��W ,�^�� ���4�� %�2 ,�� 
���।  

 
E-��U� ����& ����. ����L� ���3��� �4����� ,���. �"�^ ���?���� �,a �� O( ���� 

7���?� !�?� �?�। !��Z ��� !=�� . @���?� ���2� �"�^। E-�U ��� ��� E�k� ,���� !�, 
,�l���� �������� �������� ����� ���0 �W� �����,� �1 �������@� ��+��W, ��?�� �,a 
��,-4��� �����0 �������@� 7�e� !,� �1�R� !&।  

 
�& ��+��W�2� 7-+ �m�,+ !,� 64�� ��.?� � !=��. !9���JU &�n� ��� ��? ��� �Q��+� 

9/���� ��e�k� ,���� !�, N�1��� 
�4���, ���0,��� 7�R�� ����? !?� �g� � ���. 
E4?��W ����L����� �[�h� �1 ����� 70�B��W ����� �Q��o ����? !?� 9�?��।  
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������@ ��+��W,������@ ��+��W,������@ ��+��W,������@ ��+��W,    
 

!9���JU 6���. 9/�� ,���� !�, ������@ ��+��W,=2 �����0� E4? ���� N�1 7����2 
����, . ���0 ���? �����। �,& ��n ��p 7�9��� ��� ���,/� �����0� �4��� !=����3+2 
�q ,��� ���।  

 
!9���JU �� �"�^ 4����, !�,�?��? !5����। ������@ �����2 ���3��� 7������ 

"���,��� E-��U� �5� ��� ���0� �1 ������@ ��+��W, !�����? �& E4? 9/�� 9�1��1� 
4����� ��W ,�^ ���। 
 

!9���J�U� �"�^� ����2!9���J�U� �"�^� ����2!9���J�U� �"�^� ����2!9���J�U� �"�^� ����2    
6�� 6��� (OK( ����� C`!� 7�T��� ��2� 6��� ��r�Q��� ���1�� !��?��। ��,-4��� 

�����0 ����R��� s� 7��� @�Z�� 6��� �& 7�4���� ��n 6�� ��������� �,��। E4? 
!���� ���0 �W� ��� 4?��� ����R�� ������ �1����� 6��� �� 6��. =4�� E�:= !��� ,���।  

 
,��2 4?��� ����R��� Et� ��� ���� !,��Z !,��Z !���,� u�����  �4+�=& !�� 6���। 

&�����1& 6����� ����0��+� %��d����� !=����3+�2� 5�� �� �� �-��� . ��u ����� ��� 
7���1 !��, =[����� ��?��। �& 9��n E�k� ,�� !��� ���� !�, (OK( ����� (O!� 7�T��� 
�?���k��� �, �������, ��]�� 4����? 9���v� ����0 !-�, E4? !���� N�1 9�1������ 
9/�� ������ �," ,�� ���?��।  

 
���_ !����� ��?�� !�, �����0 4��� 7��W� ���,/�� N�1�� 6��� ,���,��� 7�R� ,���। 

�& 9�w 6�� !,� ����,+ � !�� 9/�� ,��� �Q�+ . ��x� ���,/� E4? 7y��� 60�+���, 
����� ����� !-�, !=��S�� . ��X���?� ������� E4? !���� !��������, ���0,��� 7�R�� 
����? !?� � !=��. 70���W E4? ��W� ����L� !����� �x?�� ������ �1 ��z��� 
%�2���=1 ����� R�� ����? !?� ���।  

 
�,& ��n �Q�+ ���,/�� 6����� ����0 ��p 7�9��� . !=����3+2 �q ,��� ���। 6�� 

6��� ������� ,��� !�, N�1 9�1���� ��+��W2 . ���0 �����,� �1 �����0� E4? ���� 
������@ ��+��W, ��?�= ,�� !��,। ����0 @�X�Zd����� u����� 
�,[� ����0�W� ����� . ����� 
����� !�����? -�,��।  

 
6�� 6��� ��1R��� 9/���,. 7�4S ����A ��� ���& 6�� ,��� !�, N�1 9�1������ 

E��? . ���� 6���"�� �1 6�� 7����V ���,/� . 4��� �5� ,���। ��� {�|� 5� 
��.?� ���� ��� ���0� �- 9�/ ��� ��� 6�� ����x�। 

 
���,/�� ����0��+� ��� ������ . ��?���,�Z ����� �1 4����? !�[�[�S� }��,� 5�� 

����R��� ��,Z �~�L� �1 6�� 4��� . ���,/� �5��� 9,��1 !@�32� ,��� �� ���& 7�,Q� 
���।  

 
E������ 6��� !���� �W !-�, 6���, �Q2+ ������=��� 6��� ���A।  
 
 

 
---------------------- 
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������� �Q� ����� 
O`। 4����� 6Y�2��, ������� 

��e�� ,�� }X��?��� 
N��, ���,/� C* 7�T���, (OK( 

 
4����� 6Y�2��, ������� 4����� 6Y�2��, ������� 4����� 6Y�2��, ������� 4����� 6Y�2��, �������     

��e�� ,�� }X��?�����e�� ,�� }X��?�����e�� ,�� }X��?�����e�� ,�� }X��?���    
!�����?� !=����3+�2� 9�����!�����?� !=����3+�2� 9�����!�����?� !=����3+�2� 9�����!�����?� !=����3+�2� 9�����    

 
&��������, CK!� 7�T��� (�����)। - ���,/�� ��,�� ����0 6"�2���� ��@ ,�� �Z+�� . 

4��� �5�=��� ������1 4����? ��p ����� ,�[+, ���,/�� ���,�? ��� E����� 7��� 
!=����3+2 7�1��� ����� ��e�� 4��� ��,���� ,��� 6� �,�Z ,�� 9����� ����?��।  

 
=� C8!� 7�T��� ����� ���,�� 4����? ��&,����� �,Z 9�L �, 9����������� 

���,/� 4����? ����� ,�[+, 6Y���, ������ 7�1��� ����� ���2�� �m�,+ 4����, }X��?�� 
,�� ���?��। >& 7�T��� !-�, (C& 7�T��� ��+0 ��� 9���"�? 4����? ����� ,�[+, ���,/��� 
��e�� !�����?� 6Y�2��, ,��+,����� C(�Z @Z� E_ 9����������� ���� ��� ��?��।  

 
9����� ���,��� 9����������� E�k� ,�� ��?�� !�, 4����? ��p ������ !�����?� 

!=����3+�2 �Q�+ ���,/�� ������� !� W? ��?�� ���,/� ��,���� !�& W���Q�2 ����� 7��,�� 
��?��।  

 
9����������� ��i�_ @Z�d���� ����,� ��?��B 

 
(। >& 7�T��� !��� (Z�� ��? 4����? ����� ����� !���� ���Z��� ���,�? 8 &�y �Z+���� 

������1 (` ��E� !=����3+2 ,��।  
 
C। >& 7�T��� ��� (Z� !-�, 4����? ����� !�?����� !���� ��u��� ���,�? 4��� �Z+�� !-�, 

!=����3+2 ue ,��। �& !=����3+2 ��@+��? 7�1��� -��, ��� �& ���? C`( ��E� !=����3+2 
,��।  

 
8। >& 7�T��� ��,�� )Z� I` ����Z 4����? ����� ������� !���� �Jn����� ���,�? �5�=� 

!-�, 8` ��E� !=����3+2 ,��। 
 
I। >& 7�T��� ��,�� )Z�� ��? ���� !���� !4���� ���,�? 4����? N�1�� �5�=� !-�, K 

��E� !=����3+2 ,��। 
 
)। >& 7�T��� ��� (`Z�? ���� !���� ,�,J�n� ���,�? 4����? ����� �5�=� !-�, * ��E� 

. 8 &�y �Z+�� !-�, (C ��E� !=����3+2 ,��। 
 
>। K& 7�T��� !4�� ���� I Z�� ���, 4����? ����� ����� !���� !������ ���,�? �5�=��� 

������1 CO ��E� !=����3+2 ,��। 
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K। K& 7�T��� ��,�� ���� )Z�? 4����? !�������� ��� E����� ,��h?� !���� ��+� ���,�? 
CC` �� �� �Z+���� ������1 !=����3+2 ,��। 

 
*। *& 7�T��� !4�� 8Z� () ����Z ,��h?� !���� &������ ����0 5�X��� E�� 4����? ����� ��� 

E����� �5�=��� ������1 C ��E� !=����3+2 ,��। 
 
O। *& 7�T��� !��� (CZ� C) ����Z 4����? N�1�� ��� 9���"�? ,���k� !���? ����� . 

?��� ���,�? 4��� �Z+�� !-�, * ��E� . ��,�?���� ��&�5� !-�, K) ��E� !=����3+2 
,����। 

 
(`। �,& �� !��� ((Z�? 4����? ����� ��� 9���"�? ����Z ����0 ���,�? �Z+���� ������1 

!=����3+2 ,��। �& !=����3+�2 �,� ���,/�� �����,4��� 6�� ��?��।  
 
((। O& 7�T��� !��� (CZ�� ��? 4����? ��p ����� ���� !���� ,�,J�n� ���,�? �5�=� 

!-�, *` ��E� !=����3+2 ,��। 
 
(C। *& 7�T��� ��,�� >Z�? 4����? ����� ����� !���� !������ ���,�? �5�=��� )` ��E� 

!=����3+2 ,��। 
 
(8। *& 7�T��� �,�� K Z�? 4����? ����� ��� E����� ���� !���� !4���� ���,�? �5�=� 

!-�, (K` ��E� !=����3+2 ,��। 
 
(I। *& 7�T��� ��� 8Z� C) ����Z� ��? 4����? ����� ��� 9���"�? ,��h?� !���� &������ 

���,�? (C` �� �� �Z+���� ������1 *K ��E� !=����3+2 ,��। 
 
()। *& 7�T��� ��,�� 8Z�? ����� !���� !������ ���,�? 4����? ����� �5�=� !-�, K` 

��E� !=����3+2 ,��। 
 
(>। O& 7�T��� ��,�� ���� >Z�? 4����? ����� ,��h?� !���� ����,�S� ���,�? �5�=� !-�, 

8C ��E� !=����3+2 ,��। 
 
(K। (`& 7�T��� �,�� >Z�? 4����? ����� ��� E����� ����� !���� !������ ���,�? 

�5�=� !-�, C) ��E� !=����3+2 ,��। 
 
(*। (`& 7�T��� !��� CZ�? 4����? ����� ����� ����?� ���Z��� ���,�? > &�y �Z+�� !-�, C( 

��E� !=����3+2 ,��। 
 
(O। ((& 7�T��� ��� OZ�? 4����? ����� ���� !���� ,�,J�n� ���,�? �5�=� !-�, () ��E� 

!=����3+2 ,��। 
 
C`। ((& 7�T��� �,�� ((Z�� ��? 4����? ����� ,���k� !���� ��. ���,�? 4��� �Z+�� !-�, 

9"� !=����3+2 ,��। ��� ) �1�_ ��� . 8O � 6�� ��?��। 
 
C(। (C& 7�T��� �,�� OZ� I) ����Z ����� !���� ����?� ���,�? 4����? ����� ��� 

E����� �5�=� !-�, C` ��E�  !=����3+2 ,��। ��� 8 � ���� !��, 6�� �?।  
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������� �Q� ����� 
O(। 4����� ������ 7�R�,��� 
E:�b��� 9�� &?���?�B ����-��+ 
���+���3 �,��, !5��� 6�� 

N��, ���,/� 8( 7�T���, (OK( 

 
4����? ������ 7�R�,��� E:�b��� 9�� !9���JU 

����-��+ ���+���3 �,��, 
!5��� 6�� 

��.?������, 8`!� 7�T��� (�����/����6&)। - !9���JU !����� �, ��, &?���?� �� �Q�+ 
���,/��� �,� ��b"�1� �1�_�, �5�� 6��� 6�� ����?��। ��� ���, 9,[� ���,/�� 
�=��,��� 9�1���+ ��"�& ,��� �1����� 6����� ,��� !� !,� 60�+���, ��R� %�2���=1 ��� 
��� 6��� � ���2� ��R�� �����1�, 
�=� ������।  

!9���JU ����? !@�32� ,�� !�, �����, !=������= !� ��/ ���,/�� �Q�+ ���,/� !��� 
!=��, ����-��+ ���+���3 ����� �,��� 9�1���+�,& 
�=� ����� ���। ��� ��� !�, � 
�1����� ��S�-������ 7-�� 71 !,� �����?� 9w !&, �,��& �5�� ��� 
�4���, !���=� 
,�� "����? ��, �Z�& ,��1।  

!9���JU ��� !�, =� ��"+ ����� �� ��� ����� �,�� !��� !��, �Q�+ ���,/�� ����� ����@� 
!��� !=��। �& ���1� !� !,� ����W 60�+���, ��R� ��0 ,�� !���� ���� ��� ��� E�k� 
,��। ��� ��� !�, 4��� ��b�1�=���� ���1� 7�10 !��� �����? �����।  

4��� ��� 9�L ���1� �m�,+ ��x� -�,�� ����W 60�+���, ��R� ,�[+, ��b�1�=���� 
���1� ��"�& ,��� ���� 4����� ,������� ,�� E�"� ? ��� ��� E�k� ,��। 4����? E:�b 
�������  �+��%/ ������� �����,��� �& ��/ ��4�=� �1�_��� ����� ����@�� �5�� 6��� 
!�.?� ��� ��� !9���JU 6�� 9,�� ,��। 9�1���+,������ ����L� . ���+���� �1 =[��� 
�1�R���� E�k� ,�� !9���JU ��� !�, ����� � !-�, ���,� 4? . 6��,� �Q� ,��� �1& 
�����2 W�� 9��+ ,�� ��?��। 

���,/� ��b"�1���� ���1 !,�� ��������� !5�� ��� "�&�� ��� 4��� !� 7�4���= 
,���, !9���JU &?���?� �� ������ ��� ��1�� 7
�,�� ,��। ��� ��� !�, !� !,� ���+�& 
!��, � !,, �,� 9,[� ���,/���, �5���? 6�& ���,/��� ���।  

 
!9���J�U� ���[��� �Q2+ ����2!9���J�U� ���[��� �Q2+ ����2!9���J�U� ���[��� �Q2+ ����2!9���J�U� ���[��� �Q2+ ����2    

��.?������। -!9���JU !����� &?���?� �� 6� �i����� ���[�� !�B 

���+ ���,/��� �����, !=������=� �� 6����� !� ��/ �=��, ����0 !����? 4���� "�� 
�=�?����, 6�� ��� ��� ������, @������� �5�� ��� 
�4���, ������� ����? ue ,�� 6��  
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����?��। ������, �Q2+ ����L�� ��� 9�1���+ . ���+��-�� �1����� 9�?���? ���,� 
�����=-������ 9���� 6��� !�?� ��?��।  

����� ��,���� 9����+ �����2 W��� E�F�1 ��A ��X��� � !-�, ���,� 4? . 6��,� �Q� 
,��। 6��� ��,�� ��b"�1� �1�_��� ���+���� ,���, ���+�� 7%���,�� ���?��। ���1��@� 
�����?� ���1 6R� �[�h� E�F��1 �Q�+ ���,/��� !������, ��,��� ����� �,��, �v� ��?�= 
,�� ��?��। �Q�+ ���,/��� =4+� ��� �& ,��� �1�_=�4��� 6%� !����A।  

,��+,��4��� ����5 . ���+���� ,�� "������ �1 9�����, ,�[+��W� ���� 9�?���? 7-+ 
!�?� ��?��। ���+��� 6��� �����1 ,��� E�F��1 ��b"�1���� ���1 ����� 9�?�� ����� �,��,& 
=� �P��� !�?� ���। ��� ��1 7����_ �m��� 9�?�� �?, ��� �� s� ������ ,�� ���।  

6��� ��,�� 60�+���, ����� ���4� 9/��� ���, �����0� E4? ���, ��+��W, 
!�����? ��� � �1����� �������@� !��YZ��� !����� �1�_=� 94���, ,��� ��=���� �1 ��X� 
9/��� �]� ��?��। R��? ,�[+��W� ��n ����5 . ���+���� ���? ����� E�F��1 �������@� 
!��YZ��� !����� . �������@� E:��L ��Y�0 ��&,������� 9������� &�����1& ��,�? 
�����। �������@� E:�b ��Y�0 ��&,������� 9����� �Q�+ ���,/�� �1��,4��� �5� ,���� 
��� ��b"�1� �1�_��� 741-+� ����� ��� ����� ���+���� ��+�� �1�R� ���& �W1 ,����।  

�Z�  B��, !�, ����3 ����R���� ���� ����@� !��� !��� ���1 ��?��, !� ��/ ��4�=1 
�1�_��� ����� 9�1���+ ��x� ,��� ���� �e� !,� �1�R�& 4��� ��,�� %�2 ,���। 6��� 
�� 6����� �=��,��� �5�� !��� &A�, ��� 6%��, 4��� �� �& ����, ���1��, ���� 

��-+ �1���� ,��� ��� ����� 9�1���+� ���� !�?�� �1 ���,� ��� �[�h ,���। �& E�F��1 
���� &A�,[�4��� ����0 ���,�? !=�����= ���? ����� ��� ����L����� . 7�x?��� ������ 
�[�h ,���।  

�������@� !��YZ��� !����� ���� �& ����R��� 9�� ����� �[�h 6,3+2 ,���� !� 
7�9��� ��� ,��� . �Z+���� !=����3+�2� 5�� ����0 ���,�? !� E�L��� �[�h ��?��, �� 
��b"�1� �1�_��� ��� �Q�+ ���,/�� !5��� ��- ����� �[�h ,���।  

4����? ,�[+�W !,� !,� ������ ��r !-�, N��, . 6�-+, ��-+ ��.?�� E�F��1 ��b"�1� 
�1�_��� ���1� 7�10 !��� �����? ����।  

��X�� R��? 7�R��� ,-� ���������4��� ����"�, ��X�� 4����? 9���"�? ����0 ��� �। ,��2 
�Z� ���� ��� 6�� !� ��x� ��n� 71�1 R��� ��b�1�=� �����d��� ,�,���� R�?� 4�@��� . 
!�,�� !���, 4��+। ������, E:�b �m�,+ 4����? ������ (OIK ���� ���� �Q�+ ���,/� !-�, 4���� 
"�� !=�� ��� !,� � !,� ,���2 �� ��+0 ���+���� �?�, ������,. ��� ��?��।  

�,-� 7��1& ��2 ����� ��� !�, !�� 4�=�4��=� ��? �����0� E4? ��, !-�, �1��,���� 
!��, �, !�� !-�, 71���� "�� !=��। 4��� �,����& ��� !��,�, E:�b ������ =21 ,��� ���� 
� ��� �Q�+ ���,/�� �����, !=������=� ��? ���� W��%/ ��?��, ����� ���1. ���� ���� �।  

6��� ��3?�Z �������Q��4��� ����� ,�� !����� ��� ���� !��� ��? !�, � ����� ��"+ !-�, 
C` ����� �,�� !��� !��, ����� ����@� !��� "�� !=��। E:�b ���1� �m�,+ !� !,� �,��� 
��S�  
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����� E�F��1 !���.?���4��� ���L�1�=���� ���1� �Q��+& 9,�� ,�� ��?��। 60�+���, 
E��1��= �,�Z ����W ��R�� ���1�� 4����? E:�b �����d����� �,�Z ���� ,��+ "����? �Q�+ 
���,/� !-�, "�� ��.?� 9,[� E:�b��� ��^, ���1� ��+���2� �1. 6��� 9/�� ,�������।  

4��� ��� ��� 9�L ����� �m�,+ ��x�& ��? -��,, ��� �& 9/�� %��2 4����� ��W 
,������� ,��� !,� ,��2 !&।  

4��� ����, 6�. ����� !�, ���,/� ��b�1�=� �1�_��� ���1� !� C` ��� ��� �2+� 
,����, 4����� ��� ��� ���1 u�� �������� ���1�& ��� ��?�� ��� 4����� �_�1 7�����& ��� 
��? �����,� ���� 4���� ��?��, ���� 7������।  

�Z� 4�����  ��4��q�Q�, ��,[� �-1 ��� ���� ��b�1�=���� 
���� �5���? 6�� �1����� 
���,/��� ��� 9��5��� �? �। 6�� �Z� ������4��� ���� "�& !�, =� !=������=� ��? ���� 
�Q�+ ���,/� !-�, "�� !=�� ����� ���1 9��1,�Z ���,/���, !� ������, ��S� 7-�� 71 !,� 
�����?�& !��, � !, ���� ����@�� �5�� 6��� �� 
�4���, ,��,��+ 6���?��= 
�=� 
����� ���।  

�& ���2� !���,� ���1� ��& !��, � !, ��� ���� !� ��+, �2+ . !=����& !�� � !, 
��,�� ����, ��+ . �2+ ���+���3 ����� ���+�� . 
�4���, ���-��� ���+���� �.?�� �1 7-+ 
�����1�� �g��1 ���,��� �����1 9�� ,���। 

9�1���+,��� 9,[� �=��,��� ��"�& ,��� �1����� !� !,� 60�+���, ��R�� E��1�= %�2 
,�� ��� ��� � �1����� 6����� �����1 ,��� �1 ����� 9�"h��, 7��1& 
�=� ����� ���।  

6�� 6�� ,�� 4����? E:�b �����d����� ��+��� ���� 7�10 ,e2 7�R�? ����� ,���, 
!�&�� ��4�=� !��,��� ��� ����� �� �� ����@�� �5�� 6��� !�?� ���।  

 
 

-------------------- 
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������� �Q� ����� 
OC। 8C � 7�5����� !���� ����� N��, ���,/� ( �4V�, (OK( 

 
8C 8C 8C 8C � � � � 7�5����� !���� �����7�5����� !���� �����7�5����� !���� �����7�5����� !���� �����    

 

&��������, 8(!� 7�T��� (�����)। - !9���JU 8 � ����, !,��? !��YZ����� 8C � 
E���R ��,��� 7�5����� !���� 9�1���� ,�� ��?��। !,���Z !��YZ����?Z !-�, 9,���� 
�, 7����_ !=��Z 7����� !� �� 7�5����� !���� 9�1���� ,�� ��?�� ��i ����� �� . ���� 
���� !���� E�k��� ����,� 9,�� ,�� ����B  

(। ��� J��E � !��, ����, �� �� ��, 
�R1 . ����,�1�2 �5���� ����, !��YZ��� 
(������-&-���,/�, ������-&-,��?�� 6��)। 

C। ��� ��, �� ��5��, ����, �� �� ��, ����, !"?���1� . �1����� �J��T� ���,/� 
�h� ��� ,��+����, &�������� (������-&-���,/�, ������-&-,��?�� 6��)। 

8। ��� 6�� ����, ����, �� �� ��, ��x� ���,/� ���
 !���J+� ����, ���1 
(������-&-���,/�, ������-&-,��?�� 6��)। 

I। ��� 6���5 !���� =.��, ����, �� �� ��, ������R 5�&�M ���4+��� �,��J��� 
����, �J��T� (�����-&-,��?�� 6��, ������-&-���,/�, ������-&-,��?�� 6��, ��@�-
&-���,/�)। 

)। ��� �� �� ���, ����, �� �� ��, ����, �J��T� !�����, !,��? ������1� ��R�, 
,��"� (������-&-,��?�� 6��)। 

>। ��� �� &?����� ����,, ����, �� �� ��, ����, �1����� �J��T�, ���,/� �9�U� 
,��+����, &�������� (��@�-&-���,/�)। 

K। ��� 6��?�� 6���, ����, �� �� ��, ����, �J��T�, ���, ,��"� (������-&-
,��?�� 6��)। 

*। ����� 6�� ���, ����, �� �� ��, !����?���� ����, ,����� (������-&-,��?�� 
6��)। 

O। ��� �� ���� !����, ����, �� �� ��,  ����, !���� ,����� 
��r �5��, 
&�������� (������-&-,��?�� 6��, ��@�-&-���,/�)। 

(`। ����, 6� � ���5 ��, ����, �� �� ��, ����, ��?U !��YZ���, ���1 . ,[�3 
�J�4�, &�������� (��@�-&-���,/�)। 

((। ��� �� !����]� !����, ����, �� �� ��, ���?������ ����, ,����� (��@�-&-
���,/�)। 

(C। ��� !���� EF� 6��� !"#����, ����, �� �� ��, ����, !J���Z !��YZ���, ���2�1 
�5��, &�������� (��@�-&-���,/�)। 

(8। ��� ��� ,����� ����, ����, �� �� ��, ����, ,�h�� ,���T�, ,��"� (��@�-&-
���,/�)। 
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(I। �� ��/�5� !���� � ���?��, ����, �� �� ��, �[�, ��x� ���,/� ��,���� !�#��, 
=2�v . R��? 
�?L����� ��4��=� ����, !��YZ��� (��@�-&-���,/�)। 

()। ��� !��B ��?�� 6�� ����, ����, �� �� ��, ����, !"?���1�, �J6&�Z (��@�-&-
���,/�)। 

(>। ��� �� �J !,�����, ����, �� �� ��, ��x� ���,/� ��, ����� ��R�� ����, 
!"?���1�  (������-&-,��?�� 6��, ��@�-&-���,/�)। 

(K। ��� ������ ���� ��, ����, �� �� ��, ����, �J6&�� 7� �����, ����.?����� 
(������-&-�����) 

(*। ��� 6� � �,, ����, ������, ����, !"?���1�, &��6� �Z��, �Q�+ ���,/�, ��,� 
(��@�-&-���,/�)। 

(O। ��� !��B 6��, ����, �� �� ��, ����, �J6&�� 7� �����, !��.�? "$%�� (��@�-
&-���,/�)। 

C`। ��� !��B &���, ����, �� �� ��, ����, 6&�� 7� ����� ���������U (������-&-
,��?�� 6��)। 

C(। ��� 6�5� ����, ����, �� �� ��, ����, �J6&�� 7� �����, (������-&-�����)। 

CC।  6���� ,�5�EF� 6���, ����, "�5 &�P�?��, ��, ��J��E�J, ,��"� (������-
&-,��?�� 6��)। 

C8। N�?� ���� !����, ����, �������Z��� &�P�?�� !���� &��,��,1�� �� 
!�,��,1�� ���,+��, ,��"� (��@�-&-���,/�)। 

CI। ��� ��� !��B !����, ����, �J��T� !�����, �Z �� �Z ��4�=, ,��"� (������-&-
�����)। 

C)। ��� �� � ����, ����, "�5 &�P�?��, h�5 �� ���������U E&�, �Z �� �Z 
��4�=, ,��"� (������-&-�����)। 

C>। ��� &?��� !,�����, ����, ��?U !��YZ���, ,[�3 �5��, &�������� (������-&-
�����)। 

CK। ��� �� 6& �,, ����, �� 6� ��, ����, "�5 ,�������� !���+, �� J��E 6�, 
������ (������-&-�����)। 

C*। ��� J��E � !��, ����, �� 6� ��, ����, !"?���1�, !��.�? !��J+ (������-&-
���,/�)। 

 

--------------- 
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������� �Q� ����� 
O8। !����� &?���?�� ���[�� N��, ���,/� C �4V�, (OK( 

 
    

�����0� .��� !-�, 9��1, �� !=����3+2 ,�� ��AB &?���?������0� .��� !-�, 9��1, �� !=����3+2 ,�� ��AB &?���?������0� .��� !-�, 9��1, �� !=����3+2 ,�� ��AB &?���?������0� .��� !-�, 9��1, �� !=����3+2 ,�� ��AB &?���?�    
4���4���4���4���----���,/� ��� 6�����,/� ��� 6�����,/� ��� 6�����,/� ��� 6��    

    
��, (�� �4V� (��5��)। - ���,/� . 4����� ���1 ��� 6�� ��? E�^��। 6� !J&�� 

!�&� ���,�� 9������ ,��� �, ��W��,��� !9���JU !�B &?���?� �� � ,-� �����। ��� 
���, 4��� &�����1& 6����� ���- ��� ue ,�� ���?��। !,� ����+, ��@3+ ��A �, ,��2 6��� 
���� 6@�� ���� �। 4��� �Q�+ ���,/� �����0� .���� 9���� !��� !-�, �� ����� 
!=����3+2 ,�� "����। !9���JU ���, "� ���,/��� .�� 6Y�2 ��1 ,��� �। 

 
4����? 9���v� ����� &�S�� =�q� �m�,+ ��� ���, 
��� �������� (�Q�+ ���,/�) 

,��?� ��� u�� ���,/�& ���� ��� �, 4����? ��_���r� 4�n. ue ���, ����� � ,-��Z ��c��, 
6k��� ,��� �& ,���& ,��।  

 
 

------------------ 
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������� �Q� ����� 
OI। !�?����� ������, ���_ !�.?� ��? 

�B !����� &?���?� 
N��, ���,/� 8 �4V�, (OK( 

 
!�?����� ������, ���_ !�.?� ��? �B &?���?�!�?����� ������, ���_ !�.?� ��? �B &?���?�!�?����� ������, ���_ !�.?� ��? �B &?���?�!�?����� ������, ���_ !�.?� ��? �B &?���?�    

 
�E&?,+, C�� �4V� (��5��)। - !9���JU !�B � �� &?���?� �� �����, ���,/� . 

4����� ���1 ��� 6�� ��� "� ��� (���,/���) ��p ������, ���,� 7p�p . !=�����e� 
������ ,���। ��� �����, ���� ��� ���_ ���� ,��� ��� !�� ������� �����, ���_ !���।  

 
�E�E&, �1�=����� 9������ ���- ����3 ��W��,��� !9���JU ��� ,-� �����। 

&?���?� ���, ��� (4����� ���-) !� 6�� 6���, � ,-� � ���� !,� ,��2 !&। !,� �� 
6��। 4����?�� 6����� ���- ��� ue& ,�� ���?��। ����+, !��,����� ��A �, ,��2 6��� ���� 
6@�� ���� �।  

 
��� ���, EL� ����R��� 6��� �����2 @Z�, �� ��� "� �। ��� �,Z� ���,� ��� ,�� 

!���� Y���, �������� ��,���, ������ �1 4��� ��� E�L��� 9��� @Z�? !�Z� ��� ���। 
6� 7�R� ��� ��& ��X��? "� ���,/��� E�� 6Y�2 ��1 ,��� �। 9�1W �/�W� ���� 6��� 
9�?���? ��/ 7p�p . !=�����e� �����।  

 
�Q�+ ���,/��� ���� 9���= !9���JU ���, 6����� !� ��? h ��?��- �� �Q�2 ,��� !"h� 

,���। C`!� �J��V� ����v ���� ,�� ���। 6� �Z� ���& 
�4���, !� �Q�+ ���,/� 9���W�, 
����r . ,� ����+� ��3? ���� 6� �� !W�� ��+���, 
�?L��� !4�= ,���।  

 
!�3 ����� 9��n !9���JU ���, ����� ��� �� ���+ ���,/�� �5�� ��, ��� !���,��& 

���, !��� !5���। !,�, ���� ����� �,�  �4+��=� �1 ���,& ��?� ,���। !�?���� ��� 6�� 
���, ���_ ���� ���� �। ��� ���� ��� ��� ���_ "�?- 6�� ���, ���_ !����।  
 

------------------------------ 
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������� �Q� ����� 
O)। ���,�� E� ��+��?� 9������� N��, ���,/� > �4V�, (OK( 

 
���,�-� E� ��+��?� 9�������  

!9���J�U� 9����� ������ 4��$� !�[o ,���!9���J�U� 9����� ������ 4��$� !�[o ,���!9���J�U� 9����� ������ 4��$� !�[o ,���!9���J�U� 9����� ������ 4��$� !�[o ,���    
E��������� ��+�� ����R�� ��? 6���"� ���E��������� ��+�� ����R�� ��? 6���"� ���E��������� ��+�� ����R�� ��? 6���"� ���E��������� ��+�� ����R�� ��? 6���"� ���    

(������ 6�� !9���) 
 

&��������, )& �4V�। - ��� ����5,�� 6�� 4��$�� !�[�o 6Z ���1����h �,�Z E� 
��+��?� 9������� 6� �,��� �,�Z ����3 ��������= ��� !-�, "� �.?�� ��? !=��। 
 '!���� ���1 7�1��� 6���"�� 7�� ������ =2"��� 6�v2Y�� �& 9������� "�� !=��। 
!9���JU &?���?� ���� 9����� ������ ��� 4��$� ��� 704�+_ ��?��।  

 
,�?,���1��� "�� 7�R�,��� 9��������Z 9���v� !"# � ��& . 71�1 !�� . �v�� 

��n N�^�, ����� ��� ��� ��� !=��। ������� !"?���1� ��� ����5,�� 6�� 4��$� ����. 
9�������� ��?�� ���,/� ���� ������ 9�� !����� �?�� ���+�� � ���� ��, ����r 
!��YZ��� ��� ����� !����]� ��, ���,/� !�������� "�5 7� !����� h�5 !�B !����� 
d� ���� ��, ���,/� !#������ "�5 7� h�5 ��?�� �J����� ����, ����r �5����  � 
�J��T� !����� ��� 65��� 6��� �� . ��� ����, !���� ��� ����r �5���� �J��T� 
��� 6��� ,����। 7����_ ����r !��YZ��� ��� �� � 6�4� ���� ������,��� E_ 
����������� "� �.?�� �.?�� ��3?�Z ���। 

 
��� 6�4� 9��������Z�, 7�10 E�W����m� ��� �2+� ,��। ��� ��� !�, ���,/� 

. =2"��� ���1 ���z��, 6���"�� �1�R� ��?�� ��� �& 7�1��� ����� �4�.��& 9��������Z 
���,� �.?�� ��?��। ��� ��� !�, 9��������Z� ��n "��� !����� E4? !���� ���z��, 
�^◌�-+���fh ��3? ��� E��������� ��+�� ����R�� ��? 6���"� ��� । 

 
9����� ���Z !�4��� =^ ,�� ��?�� ���� 7p 6�� �1 !��Z ���A �e� 64�� ��?�� 

�,� �& ���+ �, 9w� ����� ��� ��� !�, "� !-�, 7p ������ ,��Z� !,� �� �,�� ��� � । 
��� ���, !� ���� ������=�� ��?�� �� 6����� 4��& ��� 6��। 

 
�& 9��������� "� ���� �,���, ,���2 �����+�Q2+ । 
 
9-��B ���� 4��� . !���4�?Z &E�?�� ���1 �,�Z �����, "��_ ��?�� ��� 4��� 

&�����1& ����?� !-�, 6���  7p . ��-+ 6���?� �1 "��_�Z ,��� ���=�?��। 
 
�:��?�B  ’�����. !��� ��? ���� ���,/� . 4����� ��p �����d���� 9�? ��/ ��_ 

����0 ����� ��������� ��X���? ��?�� ��� !� !,� ��}��+ ����+, ��� ue ��? ��.?�� �����, 
6��,� ��?��।  

 
�[��?�B ���. "� ��+��& ���,/��� ��n ����� 9,�� ,���� ���. �����, ���? 

!���4�?Z &E�?�� ����34��� 4��� !@X3� ���[��d���� ��n ����? !,� �,�� � ���� ��.?� 
��?�।  
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"��-+�B ��+��� !4�Z� W����m� ����L� ���3��� R�?� ���1 =2"� ,�Z¡��, ��+��? 
������ "������ W��� ��? 6�¢��,4��� �,�Z �[�� ��_�� ���2� ��?��। �,���� ���� 
���,/� ��,-4��� ������ ����L� ���3�� E£���� �-�-+�� ����"� ,��� ��� � �1����� 
�q���rd���� ��n 6���"� ,���।  

 
7����_ ����r !��YZ��� 7��1 ��� !�, 7����V ����L� ���3�� ��,-4��� �������� 9w 

E£���� !,� ��,j !&। �����, "� !����� ���& ����L� ���3�� ���� ��� !����� !,� � 
!,� �[�� ��_ 7-�� !��YZ��� !����� E-�U ,�[+, ����L� ���3�� ��,-4��� E��������� 
����R��� ��3?�Z E£���� �g��� ��?��।  

 
,���& 9��������Z ���,�-� 7�R�,��� 
�4���,4���& � �1����� 6���"� ,���। 

9��������Z� =^ 9,[�� �& ���+ 64�� �� ,��� !�, ��,-4��� �������� �����, . ,�Z¡��, 
��,�� �,� ��3�? ��2+�n 6���"�� &A� ��?��।  

 
4��� ���,/��� ��e�� ��� ���Z ��p ����� !�����? ,��? 9�������� ���,/��� ���Z 

��p ������ ���+�� ��+��?� ,�������� 704�+�_ �����+��2+ ��� =21 ��A। ����� �������� ���� 
��� ��?��, 9��������Z "�� !�[�[�S� ��n deo��2+ 6���"� ,���। ����r �5���� ������ 
��� !�, 9��������Z "�� ,�?,�� 7�R� ,���।  

 
9����� ���Z�, !�e� E�W����m� ,�� =^ ,�� ��?�� ��� ��n �n�� !��� !��Z� 

9���v� !"# � ��& . "��� 71�1 ���fh !�� . �v�� ��n ��W���� ,�+��"� ��?��। �������Z 
���, =2"� �����2��v� 6�v2Y�� ���z��, 
�-+���fh ��3�? 6���"�� �1 ���,/��� 
!9���JU �,�Z 9��������, ���,�-� !9�2 ,����।  

 
���,� !-�, ��5�� �������� ���� ��� �?, ��+��W,�� �� ,�� !�, 9����� ���Z� �& 

6,��, ���,� �5� ��,-4��� �����0� E�L��� ��n ���fh। �, ��� 6�= !9���JU &?���?� 
���� ���,� �5��� �� �Z�& =2"� �5�,��� �[�L� ���,/�� 9����� ��।  

 
E_ ���� 6��� ��� �? !�, ���,/��� ����, ����r�v� ��� ��+��� ���¡��, !�� ��� 

����5,�� 6�� 4��$� �v� -�,�,��� ,�?,��� ���,� �5� ,����। > ��� 6�= "��� ����[��, 
��¤��� 9�¥��� ��� !�3����� ���� ���,� �5� ,��।  

 
��� E�k� ,�� �? !�, ��x� ���,/�� ���1�=��¢ ����� ���Z+� !�� ��� 4��$� ��+��� 

!,� ��,��� ��� 7���¢� !&। ���� ��+��W,�� ��� !�, ���,/��� ��n 4����� ������ ��� 
���+ ���,/�� �-�,�-� �������� �������� 9�� ��� 4��$� ,�^�� ���4����� ����� ��-+, ��� 
�� �?।  

 
E_ ���� ��� �? ��� 4��$� ��� �, ���? ���,� �5� ,���, �� (O>C ����� ����0 

��@�3+� �� !-�, ��_ "�-4��� �m�,+ E�k����=1 E���� 64�� ��.?� ���A। ��� "� 7-�� 
4��� !,� �W& �m,+ 
�4���, ,��� �1����� !,� �����+h ���W� %�2 ,���।  

 
=� ����� 4����? 9���v� . ����r�v� "��� ������@4��_�� 7�4S ����? "��� 

9���v� . 7R�?� ����r�v�� ,��� ���+� ���̂ �?��। "��� 9���v� !"# � ��&-�� 7�4� 
,�Z¡��, 7p !Z��� !Z���,. "�-4��� �m�,+��?� �1���� ,�� ��?��। ��+��� 4����? !Z��� 
!Z�� �� ���,�-� 6�¦�-���? �q�o���, !Z��� !Z�� Z�+����U 7�� %�2 ,���।  
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"��� �q����r� !����?�� ���, �����2�B !�e� 741-+� ����� �? 4����? !Z��� !Z�� 
���,. !�e� 741-+� ����� ��?��। ��+��W, ����� 7��1 � �1����� !,� ��S� !& !�, 
���,/��� 9�� 7p ������,��� . ���,/��� �} ,���=�� . ��j 9,�j ������=��,��� "� 
9�?��� �,�¢�� �q� ������ ���,/��� ���� -�,��।  

 
��� ��� ����� ���,/����� ��n �,�� ��� ,��� �1 "�� N�1 ��^���� �g��� !& ��� 

���� �� ,��।  
 

���,� E��R�����,� E��R�����,� E��R�����,� E��R��    
    

���,� !-�, �?Z�� . ��5�� �������� ���� 9,��, 9��������Z ���� ��� !�#X����। 
�����S�� "��� 7R�?� ��,��� 9���v� ��B "� !�� �5 9��������, 741-+� ������ �1 
E��R� ����।  

 
��X,��,�Q2+ !����, ������ 9�? C ����� "�� �e2 �e2� 9��������Z�, 
�=� ���?। 

�����S�� �1���� !��� ��� ���,/��� ����h !������� 
�=� ����A।  
 
����� ���� 6�¦�-���? �=�2� ����� 9,�� ,�� . ������ 6Y�2 . �/�W��� ��e�� 

���,/�� �=�2� ��%���� 9�� ��-+ ����? !f�=� !�?।  
 
��� 4��$� ��� ��B "� !�� �5-�� ��n ���,�-�� ��r�? !������� ���4��� E�F��1 

�.?�� ��? ��।  
 

------------------------------ 
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������� �Q� ����� 
O>। 6��� !,� ��,j ��� �B 

�E�E&, �1�=����� ��W��,��� 
!9���JU &?���?� 

�E�E&, �1�=��� * �4V�, (OK( 

 

A TALK WITH PAKISTAN’S PRESIDENT YAHYA KHAN 
 

With his country in the midst of one crisis-the guerrilla rebellion in East Pakistan-

and on the verge of another War with India-Pakistan President Mohammad Yahya 

Khan gave an interview last week to Newsweek Senior Editor Amaud de Borchgrave. 

In their conversation, President Yahya spelled out his position on some of the crucial 

issues facing his country and India. Below, excerpts from Yahya's remarks: 

 

On the Likelihood of war 

 

I have no reason to tell you war is not imminent because it is. The Indians are 

already at war with us, and the only reason there is no general confrontation is that we 

are not hitting back. We are still exercising maximum restraint despite growing 

provocation. The Indians are lobbing from 140 to 3,000 artillery and mortar shells 

across East Pakistan borders every 24 hours … [The East Pakistan guerrillas] are 

destroying bridges, electric pylons, even a food ship the other day. The Indians have 

set up 23 guerrilla training camps … Civilian populations have been evacuated from 

their border areas, their Defence Minister is threatening us every day … if the Indians 

escalate with a view to capturing territory and installing a puppet Bangladesh regime, 

that will be war. 

 

On India's Military Advantages 

 

How can [our] army fight and win against [Indian] army that is five times its 

size? It would be military lunacy for me to take them on. But if we're attacked we'll 

fight back … [Te Indians] have a big war machine that is self-sufficient in many 

respects. If they can lob over 3,000 shells in a day, that means they have plenty of 

ammunition on hand. It's a luxury our army cannot afford. 

 

On Chinese aid to Pakistan 

 

The Chinese will not tolerate an attack on Pakistan we will get all the weapons 

and ammunition we need, [every assistance] short of physical intervention. We get 

some things free and pay for others. But Chinese terms are so easy-25 year credit 

interest-free. Last year when I was in Peking I negotiated $200 million worth of 

economic and for our five-year-plan with no interest. 

 

On the Future of Bangladesh 

 

No one ever treated the Bengalis fairly. We too have made mistakes and by "we" 

I also mean East Pakistanis who have been our Presidents and Premiers since 

independence. East Pakistan was down and out, and we did not pay sufficient 

attention to its development. 
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We are now trying to make up for lost time. The new constitution will be 
promulgated December 20. They are 1,000 miles away so it is only normal that they 

enjoy maximum autonomy and handle their own affairs. That means everything 
except defense, foreign affairs and taxation. 

 

On Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

  

Many people might not believe me, but I think if he [Mujib, the Bengali leader 

currently on trial for treason] went back (to East Pakistan) he would be killed by his 

own people who hold him responsible for all the suffering. In any case, it is an 

academic question. He had been discussing internal autonomy with me for two years 

and went back on his word. He organized and led an armed rebellion against the state 

… There was no alternative but to suppress the rebellion. Any other Government 

would have done the same thing.. How can I now call that man back and negotiate 

with him? He is charged with waging war against the state and subverting the loyalty 

of the army. He is being defended by A.K. Brohi, who is the best and most respected 

lawyer in the country, Brohi would not have taken the case if he thought there was 
going to be any hanky-panky in the military court. I did not shoot Mujib first and try 

him later as some governments are prone to do. What we do after sentence has been 
passed is the prerogative of the head of state. I cannot release him on a whim. It's one 

hell of a responsibility. But if the nation demands his release, I will do it. 

 

On and Independent Bangladesh 

 

The worst losers will be the Indians themselves. West Bengal and Assam will 

soon join in, and that will be the beginning of the breakup of the Indian Union itself. I 

hope to God this woman (Mrs. Gandhi) understands. 

 

 
 

--------------------- 
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������� �Q� ����� 
OK। ��, 9��������� "� �5��� 

5��5� �2+� 
N��, ���,/� O �4V�, (OK( 

 

’7R�?� ����r�v� :1-+�� 4�3�? "��� ���4�� �1_ ,����’ 
6���"�� 5� ��0�3�,B !"# 

 

���,�, *& �4V� (�����)। - 9���v� !"# � ��& =����� ��� !�, "��� !�[�[S . 
�q�o���, �5��� �1 !9���JU &?���?� �� ,�[+, "�� !9��� ���,/�� 9��������� ���1 
6���"�? ��0�3�, 5� ��.?� !=��।  

"� !-�, �5�� 6��� 6�= "�� !����� �]�� ���,/�� 9��������� !�� ��� ����5,�� 
6�� 4��$� �, !4���4�� 6�?�� ,��।  

!4���4�? �, ���W� 4�3�2 9���v� !"# � ��& E_ �0�1 ,��। ��� ���, �& 
6���"�� ��5��1   !���� ���1 �q�o�Q2+ ������=�� . 60��,���Q2+ �q��o. ��������� ���"? 
��?��।  

��� ���, 7R�?� ����r�v� "� !�� !5& ��� 4�3�2 "��� 4Q��,� ������ 4�3�? �1_ 
,����।  

��� ���,/��� !9���JU &?���?� ��,�� . �=�2� ,��� "�� ��,�� ��� �=�2� §�� . 
u�4A� ������ �1 ���,/�� 9��������, 7����� ���।  

��,� !-�, �?Z�� �������� ���� 9,��, !"# � ��& . &?���?�� ����3 �Q� ��� 4��$� 
��X��� 6���"�? ��0�3 9,�� ,���� ��� ��}?�� ���� ��� ��?��। =����� ��� 4��$� 9�L 
!4���4�? ��X�� 4�32 !�।  

��B !"# � ��& ���, &?���?�� ,�� !-�, ���?o ��? ���,/�� 9������� "�� �q�o�Q�, 
�5�� ����� ��� �����2 
�-+ ���fh ��3�? "� ��,���� !�[R��? �1�_��� ��n ��X��� 
6���"�? ��5�1�, 5� ��.?� !=��।  

=� uY��� ���,� 6=��� �� ��B !"# � ��& . 71 "�� !����� ��n 4��$�� 
9��������� 6���"� ��?�� ��� !� ��� !����?�� !� �m�,+ ��}?� !,� ��/���� ����2 
!�?�।  

��& !��,, 4��$� =����� ���,�-� �, �������, ��]�� ��� !�, 6���"�� 5� ���?�� 
����� 9������ ,���। "��� 7R�?� ����r�v� "� !�� !5& ���,/�� 9��������� �1 9�L 
!4���4�? 7�4���= ,���� !�, ���,/��� 7410��2 �1����� 4��� �/�W� ,���।  

��� 4��$� =����� "�� !����� �]�� 9�L !4���4�? ��� !�, "�� !����� ��n 5�9�Q 
6���"� ,�� ��X� 9������� !��� �5���।  

���?�? ���,/��� 4Q��,� ��A ���0, �q�o, 7�1� �1����� �/�W� � ,�� . �������� 
7%=��। ���,/� . "��� �=2 �& �����2 �W1 7�+�� �1 ,�X�� ,�X� �����? ,�� ,���।  

----------------- 
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������� �Q� ����� 
O*। 7�@��3� ��� ��AB &?���?� N��, ���,/� O �4V�, (OK( 

 

7�@��3� ��� ��AB &?���?� 
4��� ����� ,��� "� �/�W� ,��� 

 

,��"�, *& �4V� (����6&)। - 4��� ���,/��� E�� 6Y�2 "����� =2"� !�4��� ���� 
���,/��, �����1 ,���। !9���JU &?���?� �� =� uY��� ������� ,��V?� ¨J,��h� ,��+������ 
9����� Z��� !5U�� ���- �, ��W��,��� � ,-� �����।  

!9���JU ���, 4��� ���,/�� 6Y�2 "����� 7��1& "� �/�W� ,���। 

���,/� . 4��� �, ����� ,���,��� ����� � 9�w� ����� !9���JU ���, �� ���1& �,Z� 
7�@��3� ��� ue ��?��। ��� ���, ���,/� 4����� 9�� 7�����2 ���©��� !����A। �,a 4��� 
6����� �����0 7�1���4��� !=����3+2 ,�� "����। !�6&� !@��3� 6.?��� ���=� !�� !�� 
������� ������ ��"�� �m�,+� 9�w� EL�� !9���JU ���, ��"�� "���।  

!9���JU 6��� ���, !�� ������� 4��=1 �, @Z�� � @Z�� !� ����0 6����& %�2 ,���। 
��� ��"�� ���� ���& ������ ����2 9,�� ,�� ���। �Q�+ ���,/�� ���¡��, ����� 9��n �, 
9�w� ����� !9���JU ���, ��� 6�=& �9�������� ���� W��� �/�0��� �,�Z ���,j� 
���?�� ��� ��� �� ��/���?� ,���।  

�Q�+ ���,/��� �,�Z ���1�=��¢ �� ���� �,4��� ��� W��� �/�0� ,��� �� ����� 
!9���JU ���, ��+�" !��3 �,�Z ���1�=��¢ ���� 74�1�? @Z�� ��� ��� ,���& W��� 
�/�0��� ���।  

E:�b��� 9��n ��� ���, ���� ���1,��4��� ����� @����� !5�� 4���� "�� !=�� !�&�� 
E:�b�, �5���? ��� ���,/� ���� 6��। � �1����� 6��� �������@� 9/�� %�2 ,����।  
 

--------------- 
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����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

������� �Q� ����� 
OO। ������ ������ 6& ���� ���,/� 7����4�� (C �4V�, (OK( 

 

CRIMINAL LAW AMENDMENT ORDER ISSUED 
 

Islamabad, November 11-The President has issued an order which provides for 

the setting up of a Special Court for the trial of persons accused of an offence 

punishable under Section 120 B (criminal conspiracy) 342 (wrongful confinement) or 

435 (Mischief by fire or explosive substance with intent to cause damage) of the 

Pakistan Penal Code of Section 3 of the Official Secrets Act. 1923 (spying) or Section 

3 of the Enemy Agents Ordinance 1943 (aiding the enemy) reports APP. 

 

The special court to be set up by the central Government will consist of a Judge 

of the Supreme Court of Pakistan as its chairman and a Judge of a high court as 

member. The order called the Criminal Law Amendment (Special court) order 1971 
(President's order No. 13 of 1971) was made by the President on November 8, 1971 

and released here yesterday by the Ministry of Law and Parliamentary Affairs (Law 
division) for general information. 

 
 

----------------------- 
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����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

������� �Q� ����� 
(``। �-� ����r !��YZ��� ����0 

����R��� 7��� @�Z�� 
N��, ���,/� CI �4V�, (OK( 

 
 

�-� ����r !��YZ��� 
����0 ����R��� 7��� @�Z������0 ����R��� 7��� @�Z������0 ����R��� 7��� @�Z������0 ����R��� 7��� @�Z��    

 
 �, C8!� �4V� (�?Z��)। - ���,/��� ����r !��YZ��� ��� ����� !����]� �� =� 
���� ��� !�, ��,-4��� �������� =�,���,� ���� ����0 ���,�? ����R��� �1��, 7����& 
64�� ��.?� ��?। 
 
 ���,/� ����r �5���� ��3+R��? ,�+"��� ��� �� �������, ��]�� 4�32��,��� �¡, 
�������, �Q�+ ���,/��� ��e�� 4����� ��+��, ������ ���,/�� ��� ��X�, 7���� ,��। 
 
 ����R�� �Q�+���W� 6�. 7��,�� ��Z� . ���ª, �� ��A ��� ��� �0�1 ,��। !����� 
��,/�� 4Q���& 6Y�2 ��A �� !-�,& ������ ��? .�^ !,�-� !-�, �����Z� ��A। ��� �� 
6�. ��� !�, ����� ���1�� 4��� . ���,/��� ��1,�� !,� ���1��& ����� ��� � ��� ���� 
E:�b��� ���1�& �[�� ���� ��� E4? !��& 7-+¡��, ����+�?� �]��� ���। 
 
 4����? 6Y��2� �� ���,/� 4����? 4Q��� ���� 6Y�2 ���� �, � ������ ,�� ��� 
��� �� !� !,� !���� 6��W� ,��� !�#��, 7��,�� ��Y�0 60�+���, 6&-�-� ������@ 
���� E�k� ,��। 
 
 ��� �� 6�. ��� !�, 4����� ������ 5�� E4? ��W& ����� 9�2��� @Z�� ��� u����� 
  !���� �1& ? ��� ��% ���?�� �1& �� 6�. �}��� ���1�� �[�h ,���। 
 
 .?����Z, 7�Z�?�, �1����, � 94[�� R� �5� !��3 ��� ���� 6� ���,/� 9�1���+�� 
,-�।  
 

------------------ 
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����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

������� �Q� ����� 
(`(। E��������� ����R���� ���,/� !� 
!,� �[�� ��_� E��1�=�, 
�=� ����� 

N��, ���,/� C> �4V�, (OK( 

 
E��������� ����R���� ���,/�E��������� ����R���� ���,/�E��������� ����R���� ���,/�E��������� ����R���� ���,/�    

!� !,� �[����_� E��1�=�, 
�=� �����!� !,� �[����_� E��1�=�, 
�=� �����!� !,� �[����_� E��1�=�, 
�=� �����!� !,� �[����_� E��1�=�, 
�=� �����    
 
 ��.?������, CI!� �4V� (�����)। - ���,/� E��������� ����R�� 
�4���, . 4����� 
����� �q ,��� !W�� !��,� �[����_� E��1�=�, 
�=� �����।  
 
 6� �q1�? �,� ��,��� ������ � ,-� �����। �������Z ���, 6� �������� 9,���� 
��� 7����� E��������� ��+�� ��,Z ��������� �1 ��� ��_��r . !���4�?Z &E�? 
�:���W, E��1�= %�2 ,�� ��� 6��� � ��3�? 7�10 ���� ����।  
 
 ��� ���, �,a ���,/� ��+�� ��+��? � ���2� E��1�= %��2� ��1 7����� ����� ���� 
�। ,��2 ���,/� 4��� ,�[+, 6Y�0 ��?�� ��� ���0 9��¢�? 6%�� �� �[����_�& E�"� 
4����, ��� ��� 6Y�2 -�����।  
 
 ��_��r . !���4�?Z &E�? E4�? ��z��� ��z��+ ��?�� ��� �& E��������� ���0 
9��¢�� ��1 !���,��� E��1�= %�2 ,���� ��� .?����Z� 9,���� �,�Z ����� �m�,+ �0�1 
,��� ��� ��?���। 
 
 ��+�� ����R���� ��_���r� 6%� �m�,+ ���,/��� ���4�� �, ��� �������, �,� 
�������, � 9w. ,��। �������Z ���, �& ���1� ������ ������ ��_� �����1�, ���,/� 
��S ,���। ��� ���, �Q�+ ���,/� ����R��� �,��� ���1� ���� E:�b �1�_��� 9�1���+।  
 
 � �1 ���,/� �������@� ������=�� . �«�����, 
�=� ����?��। ��� ���, ���,/� 
��b�1�=� �1�_��� ����� ����@�� �5���? 6�� ��1 ���& ���W� %�2 ,����। ��� ���, 
���,/� 6Y�0 ��?�� ��� 6��� 6Y�2,��� &। ��@3+ �q ,��� !W�� �:���W, ������ ��_� 
E��1��= 6��� ���� ����।  
 
 9w:- 6�� ����� ���,/��� ��e�� 4��� !���4�?Z  ���k�� ,��� �1���� ,���। � 
��1 ���,/��, ����� !,� E��1�= !�� !?�� �g����, 6�� �, ����� ,�� !���।  
 
 EL�:- !���4�?Z &E�? !-�, ��� !,� =^�Q�, . ���0�Q2+ E��1�= 6�� 6��� �� ��S 
,����। 4���& ���4� !���, ���,/�� 7p ������ �q ,��� �1 "�� ���A। !��� !�� 4����, 
�����, �����1 ���A ����� !��� E�"� 4��� �, 4��� �& 7p�p �1���� ,��।  
 

---------------- 
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����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

������� �Q� ����� 
(`C। 1���� �,� ¬� ��3� !@�32� N��, ���,/� CK �4V�, (OK( 

 
1���� �,� ¬� ��3� !@�32�1���� �,� ¬� ��3� !@�32�1���� �,� ¬� ��3� !@�32�1���� �,� ¬� ��3� !@�32�    
,���? !���, 6Z�,� 6���,���? !���, 6Z�,� 6���,���? !���, 6Z�,� 6���,���? !���, 6Z�,� 6���    

���� ���3� ���1��� 6� -�,������ ���3� ���1��� 6� -�,������ ���3� ���1��� 6� -�,������ ���3� ���1��� 6� -�,��----    !9���JU!9���JU!9���JU!9���JU    
 
 ��.?������, C>!� �4V� (�����)। - !9���JU 6� 1���� 6.?��� ���Z+� �,� E��� . 
¬��, ��3� !@�32� ,����। 6� ���� 9�L �, ���[���� !9���JU ��� !�, ��� &�����1 
1���� ,���? !���, 6Z, ,��� 6��� ���?��।  
 
 ���[���� ��� �?, ��� 1���� �Z�,�Z ����? . 9�����, ���3�� ��+��"� �1�_��� 6� ���� 
-�,��। ���[���� ��� �?, 1���� 6.?��� ���Z+ ��@+�� ���� ���,/��� 
�-+ . ����L�� ��e�� 
,�� ,����। �� ,���? !�� �& !�� �[�h� ��e�� !��� ������ "����?��� ��� �� 7�/o !�� 
��� �����।  
 
 ���� �� W�� ,��� !,� �����=& h ,���। �� �� ��� �Q�+ 7��� 7410��2 
��,���Q�, ������� ��e�� �1�R� %�2 ,���� ��� �� 4����? ����� ���,/��� ���,� 
6Y�2 ,���� ��� �� ��� (4�����) !�[�[S 6����� ���,� ��� . �� �?v�2 ����� ,-� 
����, �� E_ ���� ,���? !�� � !���� ���� ��n !��=����� ���,/��, ������ . 
®�� ,��� 3��v . ���,j� ,���। !9���JU ���, 7�1��, !����¯5� 6��� �� !���� 
��e�� �, ������� !�[o ���A। ���� 9-��& �Q�+ ���,/��� ���A��� ���� ,������ �.��� 
4���� ����� 71��, ��� �� ��� 6����� ���� ���1 ����� ,���।  
 
 ����� ���"�? !@���� ���,/�������� 6°�� =�55�� �� �& !���� 9�� ���? ,��� 
W�0 �� ��� �� ��� �� ���� ��n 9,���1 !��=����� ,�� ,�� ���A। �& ���� 71�1 
,���? !�� ���,/��� !,� !,� 7��� ������ ue ,��� 3��v ,���। !9���JU ��X� ���[���� 
���, 6�� N���+� ��n 6�� ,������� !�, �& ��,Z�Q2+ ���? 6��� 6����� 7�/�o� �1 
��%�� ,���। �� u4����� E�? ��� ��� �& ���� !�[�[�S� ���1 ���� ���� ���,/�� 6�� 
���� �, �����2 �� !��,�����? 6����� ��n ���, ��� 7-�� ,���W ��Y? ��� !-�, ���� 
-�,��।  
 
 !9���JU ���, �,a �� N�����, ����� ��?�� �� 6��� 6����� ���� 7�e� 
�W1�m� . ����� ��n ��+�� !��=����= �W�,��� ��� E_ �W1��Q� 7�+� ����� (6����� 
����) ��Y?4��� �����1 ,��� E�F��1 ���,j� 92?,��� �,�Z ���¡��, ���� 7�1��� 
7�/o -�,�� ���� ���� �। ,���& !���� 7410� !-�, �& }��, �Q� ,��� 9�?���?�� ��?��।  
 
 !9���JU &?���?� ���, ,���& 6�� 1���� 6.?��� ���Z+� �,� ¬� . E��� ��3� 
,��� ����0 ��?��। 
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6�� &�����1& �& ���� �,�� ���1, !���, 6Z, ,��� 6��� ���?��। ��� ���, ��� 
���� E�� ��3���� ���� ,�� ��«. �& ���� �Z�,�Z ���� ����? . 9�����, ���3�d����� 
��+��"� ��?��, ����� 6� ���� -�,��। 
 
 !9���JU ���, 6�� ,�� ���A !�, ���� ��� ��r������� ,��+,���� ��� �1�_��� 94����_ 
���� 71�1 ���1�� 9���W�? ��� !���� E���� �1 ���������4��� ��� 7,��Z ����� 4Q��,� 
��� ,���। 
 

--------- 
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������� �Q� ����� 
(`8। E���+�"B !4�Z %��2� ����� !@�32� N��, ���,/� CK �4V�, (OK( 

 
 
    

E���+�"B    
!4�Z %��2� ����� !@�32�    

 
 &��������, C>!� �4V�, (�����)। -9�� ��+�" ,����� ���+ ���,/�� ����? . 9�����, 
���3� E���+�"�� !4�Z %��2� ����� !@�32� ,����। ����? ���3��� C`�Z . 9�����, ���3��� 
K(�Z 6�� �& E���+�" 7��¢� ���।  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

E�k�1 !�, ���4� ��+�"� ���,�? K& �J��V� !-�, C` �J��V� ��+0 !4�Z %��2� ����� ��+���� ��?���। 
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����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

������� �Q� ����� 
(`I। ��"���� �1 ����3 6���� =�^� N��, ���,/� CK �4V�, 

(OK( 
 
 
 

��"���� �1 ����3 6���� =�^���"���� �1 ����3 6���� =�^���"���� �1 ����3 6���� =�^���"���� �1 ����3 6���� =�^�    
3��v 3��v 3��v 3��v , , , , d�"��[�L . ��, �����1d�"��[�L . ��, �����1d�"��[�L . ��, �����1d�"��[�L . ��, �����1    

 
 &��������, C>!� �4V�, (�����)। -!,��? ��,�� 6� 3��v, d�"��[�L . ���� �����1 
,��� ���? 7�4��_ �1�_��� ��"���� �1  ’����1� �,�Z ����3 6���� =^�� ,-� !@�32� 
,����।  
 
 ����  ����,[� !5#����� 6& ������ (����3 6����) 6��� !������, �& 6���� 
=^ ,�� ��?��। �& 6������ ��"�����:? ��A ��9�� !,��Z+� ��"����� ��� !����]� &?�,�� 
6�� (!"?���1�) ��� ��q� . !����"/� ��&�,��Z+� ��"����� ��� 6� � ,���� !��। 
 
 (OK( ����� !5#����� 6& ������ (����3 6����) ���+��Z ((OK( ����� !9���J�U� 
���+� V� (8) (OK( ����� ((& �4V� ���� ,�� �?।  
 
 �& ���+��� �[��? ����? ���,/� !5#����� �� ����� (C` (3��v), 8IC (!�6&�4��� 
6Z, ����) 7-�� I8) (W�� ,��� E�F��1 ���±��,��1 �1����) 7-�� (OC8 ����� ��,��� 
!=���?�� 6&�� d�"��[�L� �[��? ���� 7-�� (OI8 ����� �� "� (��, �����1 ,��) 
7�J+1��M� �[��? ���� !������, ���/ ����� !��=1 7������� ��"���� �1  ’����1� �,�Z ����3 
6���� =^�� �1�R� ,�� ��?��।  

 
--------------------------- 
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������� �Q� ����� 
(`)। ����? ���3��� 7�����B ���1��� ,��� 

�"�^ ��^��� ��?�� 
N��, ���,/� (* �4V�, (OK( 

 

 
����? ���3��� 7�����B ���1��� ,�������? ���3��� 7�����B ���1��� ,�������? ���3��� 7�����B ���1��� ,�������? ���3��� 7�����B ���1��� ,���    

�"�^ ��^��� ��?���"�^ ��^��� ��?���"�^ ��^��� ��?���"�^ ��^��� ��?��    
 

 &��������, CK!� �4V�, (�����)। -!9���JU ,�[+, ���3� 7������� ����� CK!� 
�J��V� ��+��"� ��?��। � ��� ����? ����? ���3� ���1��� !��YZ����?Z ��+��"� ���3� 
����1� �,Z �� ���^�?��।  
 
 !9���JU �� ���3��� 7����� J�,�� �� ���1��� �,Z 6�¢��, !��Z� . 
6���"1�Q"� ��^��� ���।  
 
 ���3�  . 7������� R� ���� �^, �?�। ��� ����? ���3� 7����� &��������� 
���� ����। ���,�� !�Z �1��, 4�� ��� �1�R� �m� ��?��। 
 

 
--------------------------- 
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����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

������� �Q� ����� 
(`>। 4���� !���4�?Z 7pB ��,���   

�������� �-1 9,�� 
N��, ���,/� C* �4V�, (OK( 

 
��,��� ��,��� ��,��� ��,��� ����������������� �-1 9,������� �-1 9,������� �-1 9,������� �-1 9,��    

4���� !���4�?Z 7pB4���� !���4�?Z 7pB4���� !���4�?Z 7pB4���� !���4�?Z 7pB    
���,/� �,��, 7���� ,�������,/� �,��, 7���� ,�������,/� �,��, 7���� ,�������,/� �,��, 7���� ,����    

 
 ��.?������, CK!� �4V�, (�����)। ���,/� ‘�,� E���_ ����’ 4���� !���4�?Z 
&E�?�� 7�1�� �����, ������1� ��3?�Z !=�"��4Q� ,����। 6� �q1�? �,� ������ � ,-� 
����?��। �������,��� 9�w� EL�� ��� ���, !���4�?Z &E�? ,�?, ��� ��� 4����, 7p 
������ ,���। 
 
 ��� ������ �� 4����� ,��� s� =���� !�#X���A। �d��� ����� 7-�� �� "��_ 7���?� 
4���� 6��� �,� �� ��� ���A �। ��� ���, 6��� ��/ �[�� ��_ . 71�1 !���, ����, 
���,/� 7p��p 
?��mQ2+ ?। �W�0�� 4�� ���4� E�� !-�, �����, ��P�� ���A। 
 
 ���, ���,/�� ��x���1� 7p ������ ��q� ��. 4��� �� ���A। ‘6��� 6����� "����� 
�Q��2� �1 �� ,�� �g� ��& ,���। ��� ���, ���,/� �,� �[�� . �q� !���, 6��� ����? 
���?�� !�, 4����� 9�� !��4�?�Z� �����, �����1 ?���k��, ���,/��� ��e�� ��� ,��� 
E���� !��=��A, ��� ���4�� ,�^�� ,���� ��� ���,/��� 7410��2 �1����� ���, =4��4��� 
����? !5����। ��� ���, ����� ���,/�� ��r�Q� ��� ������ ��,+�� �� &��������� 
6��। ��� ����r �5���� ���- �& E�������� !���4�?Z ���� ��3? ��? 6���"� ,��� 
�����। 

 
!���4�?�Z� �!���4�?�Z� �!���4�?�Z� �!���4�?�Z� �����    

 
 �, 9�w� ����� ��� ���,  & �� 6�= !���4�?Z ��r�Q� !9���J�U� ,��� �,�Z �"�^ 
���?��। ���W�4��� ��� !���4�?�Z� 6�=� �"�^� �_�1& ��� ��?��, ��� 4�3�? ���,Z� 
���4��� -�,�� ����। ‘�� :��� 6����� 7�R��� �����+ !��c�? �। ��ª�� ��?���-��2 ��� 
N�^, �m�,+ ������ ���, ?���k� !� ���2�& ��, ��+�� EL� ����R�� 9���� ���1� 
������� !,� =^�Q�, 9/�� !�?� �?�। 
 
 ��� ���, !9���JU &?���?� �� 6�= E�L�� ³���� ��zh 9/��� ����0 !-�, N�1 
9�1������ ,-� �����। 
 
 9wB 4����? 6Y��2� ��3?�Z ���,/� ,�[+, ����L� ���3�� !�� ,��� ���� !,�-�?? 
 
 ������B !,� ���� !&। ��� �Z� ��� ��� �1���� ?। 
 
 ,�d��� 7�R�� 6����, ��� �[����_d���� ������� �4�L�� ����L� ���3� ��3?�Z 
����"� ,���। ��� ��_ ���1��Z ������� !"h� "����? ���A। ������@ �����2 ���3�� "�� 
����r�v�� 
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�_�1 �m�,+ ��� ���, ‘=2"� ����R�� �m�,+ ��
 �����0 !�#X����।’ �� !���4�?Z 7p 
���� 4���� 6��� �� ����-��k� "��_ ���,/��� ��e�� ?- !���4�?�Z� �& 7�4�� ���,/� 
�, ,�� ����� ,���। 
 
 ����� ������ ���, ‘6����� 6�=� ���2�’ ����R�� 6����� ���f32�4�L, ���। �,a 
6����� 7�4���? !���� "��_�Z 4����, E���� !��=��A, ��� ��� �����?��, ��� ���4�� 
,�^���� ,���। 
 
 �[�Z� 9���v� ��- ���,/� . 4����� ���1 ��1R��� !,� 9/�� ,���� �,� ��� ����� 
������ ���, ��,� 9/���� ,-� 6�� ��� �। 

 
 

----------  
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������� �Q� ����� 
(`K। �e�� 7�R� . ���,/� 9���W� 6& ���� ��+� �E� CO �4V�, (OK( 

 

DEFENCE OF PAKISTAN RULES NOTIFIED 

 

Rawalpindi, November 28, (APP). The Defense of Pakistan Rules made by the 

Central government under the Defense of Pakistan Ordinance promulgated by the 

President have been notified along with the ordinance in the gazette of Pakistan 

extraordinary made available here yesterday . 

 

The rules meant to meet the present situation of emergency in the country are 213 

in total. 

 

The gazette notification is dated November 23. 1971 when emergency was 

proclaimed in the country due to the threat of external aggression. 
 

OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT REGARDING DECLARATION OF 
EMERGENCY, 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF PAKISTAN 
November 23, 1971 

 
Whereas the president is satisfied that a grave emergency exists in which 

Pakistan is threatened by external aggression. 

 

Now, therefore, in pursuance of the proclamation of the 25th day of March, 1969, 

read with the Provisional Constitution Order, and in exercise of all powers enabling 

him in that behalf, the president is pleased hereby to issue this proclamation of 

emergency. 

 

------------------------------ 
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������� �Q� ����� 
(`*। 4����? ’7�9���’ �m�,+ ��,��� �������� 

����2 
N��, ���,/� CO �4V�, (OK( 

 

��,��� �������� ����2 
�Q�+ ���,/��� 7410�� 4����? 7�9��� !"h� �1-+ 

 
��.?������, C*!� �4V�, (�����)। -6� ���� �,� ��,��� ������� ��� !�, ,���k�-

!�?����� !�T�� ���,/�� N�1��� ��n ���4� ��@�3+ 6��� 8` � 4����? N�1 ��� ��?��। =� 
CI @U�? ��� 4����? N�1 ���� ��?।  

 
,���k�-!�?����� !�T��� d����?�? 4����?�� �� ,�� W?W��� �]��� �? !���� ����� 

(` � N�1 ��� ��� �����  �Z ���,� !���=� . K�Z ��&�5� 6Z, ,�� ��?��। �?����� 
!�T�� 6��� C` � 4����? N�1 ��� ��?��।  

 
4����� �?��� N�1 . ����� "���� �& !�T�� 7�9����� !"h� ,��। �,a ���,/�� 

!������� . ����,����� ���� ���� 9"�� W�� 
�,�� ,��� ���1 �?।  
 
�������Z 6��� ��� !�, 4����?�� ������� !���� �"�=�� 9"� !=����3+2 ,��। �,a ��� 

����� 9���� ,�� �?। �& ��@�3+� ��/���� ����2 ���� ��.?� ��?�। ��� ���, 4����?�� 
���� �����0 E�L�� ���? ���� ��� �?����� !���� ������, 6�,���� . ,�����, ��W2 ����Z 
���,�� !,���� =� . 5�����, ,���k� !���� ¨�µ2����?� ���,�? ,��?���� . ������� ���2, 
���1�� . ��,��? !=����3+2 ,��। �������Z� ��� 4����? N�1�� =� CI @U�? ���+ ���,/��� 
����0��+� ���,�d���� E�� 6Y�2 . 9"� !=����3+2 ,��। 4����?��� 6Y��2� 9�� �W1 
��� ���+ ���,/��� ��x� ����0 �����। !����  & !,�m�� 4����? N�1 Z1���,� ������1 !"#=��� 
���,�? ��&S�� ���, 6��� ��=�? ����� !"h� ,��।  

 
���,/�� N�1�� ����� 9�"h� �1-+ ,�� !�?। �,& !�T�� 4����?��  & !,�m�� N�1 . 

Z1���,� ������1 ������?� . �%��� 6Y�2 "����� 6����� N�1��� ��Y? . ��? ���� ,����� 
!=����3+�2 4����?�� ���� �Z�� ���1 �?। �������Z ���,  �Z 4����? !,�m�� ,���k� ���,�� 
"�X�=������� 7%�� �.?�� !"h� ,��� ���,/�� N�1�� ������, 9���� ,��।  

 
9wB  -4����?�� !,� ���� 7���2 !,�� 7-�� ���� �S�� 6Y�2 ,���� �,? 
 
EL�B- =� CC!� �4V� ������ 9-� 6Y�2 ue �.?�� �� 4����? 9�"h� 9���� ,�� 

��A। �,a ��@�3+� �����2 �� �,& e� ���। ����0 ��@�3+� ��¨��. �,& e�। ����0 ���,� 
!-�, �& ��@3+ 71� ����? ����। 4����?��� ���+ ���,/��� =4�� 7410�� 7�9��� 7-�� 
������, �� !,� ���,� ��� ,��� !�?� �?�।  

 
����� !�T��� !"#=��� ���� 4����?��� �?v�2 ��?��। 
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N��, N��, N��, N��, (C (C (C (C ������������    Z�,�� !=����3+2Z�,�� !=����3+2Z�,�� !=����3+2Z�,�� !=����3+2    
 
9wB -4����? !=���� ��¨��Z� �,? 
 
EL�B -4��� ���,/�� ���,�? 9���� > �������. !��� !=����3+2 ,���। 6� 9���� ��3+� 

�& !=���� ��� ��A 9�? (C ��� Z�,�। 
 
9wB - ’������ 6�=� ����? ��+�� ��@+�3� ���� �,?  
 
EL�B -!=����3+2 7�1��� ��?��। ���,/��� E�� 4����?��� �?��� 6Y��2� 6�= ���� 

�Q�+ ���,/�� 9���� ( ����� !-�, I ����� ��+0 !=����3+2 ,����। 
 
9wB -�Q�+ ���,/��� 7410�� ��r������� �1�_ . "���� ������� 7�R�Z� �,? 
 
EL�B -�������� �,��Z� ������ ��?��, ���W�  @+Z� @�Z�� ��� ��� !������, �=��,��� 

,h ��A। ��� �Z� !,� ���& ��� ��? � !�, !���� �,�Z ������ @�Z��। ��� ���, ���_����� 
�Q�+ ���,/��� �=�� ��-+ ���A�। 

 
�Q�+ ���,/� ��&�5��, &� !�n� !�����U, ����� . 6���, ������ ���1�=���� ��?& 

���_����� =�^�। ���� 4��� ��,�� . �?��� 4����? N�1��� ��Y? ��-+� !,� !,� ��@�3+ 
��� ��A। ���� �,�,� !,� ��?=���& !,� 6Y�2 "����� �����। 

 
9wB -���_������ ���1� ,�? 
 
EL�B -�Q�+ ���,/� !-�, ���4� ������ �� �1�=���� ��?& �& ����� =�^�। 4���� 

!=������� !��� !���� �1 I*�Z ����� 9��¢� ,����। ����� ,���, !��� !�?� ��A 7-�� 
,��� �� �� !��� !�?� ��A �� 7��� ,�� �g� ?। 

 
9wB -���+ ���,/��� ,��� !,� ������� 6����+2 ,����? 
 
EL�B -�1�X। ,�?,� ������� 6����+2 ,���� ��� 6��� ,���। 
 
9wB -4��� ���� ,���, �Q�+ ���,/��� E:�b�� ����0 ��� ��? ���� "�� ���A �,-� �^,? 
 
EL�B -�। � ���� �mQ2+ ��-1�। !,E 4���� ���A �। 
 
9wB -4����? !���� ���� ,���� !�, �Q�+ ���,/��� ����� ��� ��x� ���,/��� ��?���,�Z 

!-�, !������, �=��,��� 7����2 ,�� ��?�� �Z� �, ��1? 
 
EL�B -��� ���,� !-�, !��,� 7����2 ,�� �?�। !������, !��,��� ���,� !��� "�� 

����� �1 ��,��� ���+� !�?� �?�। ��� !,� !��, �1�_=�4��� ���,� !��� "�� !��� ����। 
 

-------   
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 ������� �Q� ����� 
(`O। ����R��� s� Y������ 9�� 

E -��U� �[�h 6,3+2 
N��, ���,/� 8` �4V�, (OK( 

 
 

!9���JU &?���?� ����R��� s� Y������ 9�� 
E-��U� �[�h 6,3+2 ,���� 
�Q�+ ���,/� �����0 ������@�Q�+ ���,/� �����0 ������@�Q�+ ���,/� �����0 ������@�Q�+ ���,/� �����0 ������@    
��+��W, !�����?�� 9/����+��W, !�����?�� 9/����+��W, !�����?�� 9/����+��W, !�����?�� 9/��    

 
&�������, CO!� �4V� (�����)। ���,/�� ���,�? ��� E����� 4����? ������ �1��, 

������ 5�� E��������� ����R��� s� Y������ 9�� E -��U� �[�h 6,3+2 ,�� !9���JU 
!����� � �� &?���?� �� ��X� ,��� �,�Z ���� ���^�?��। 

 
=�,�� E -��U� �,Z !9��� ������ !9���JU ���,/�� ���,�� ����� ��@ ��+��W2 

,�� . !� �m�,+ �����Z+ ���� �1 �Q�+ ���,/� �����0� ���,/�� ���,�? ������@ ��+��W, 
!�����?�� 9/�� ,����। 
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 ������� �Q� ����� 
((`। 
�/ ���3��� N�^, 9�w 

��,��� ������ 
N��, ���,/� 8` �4V�, (OK( 

    
��,��� ������B��,��� ������B��,��� ������B��,��� ������B    


�/ ���3��� N�^, 9�w ��.
�/ ���3��� N�^, 9�w ��.
�/ ���3��� N�^, 9�w ��.
�/ ���3��� N�^, 9�w ��.    
���,/� ���,/� ���,/� ���,/� "Q"Q"Q"Q��0 ����0 !?�।��0 ����0 !?�।��0 ����0 !?�।��0 ����0 !?�।    

    
��.?������, CO!� �4V� (�����)। -6� ���� �,� ��,��� ������ �������,��� ��� 

!�, ��,�� ���,/��� ��e�� 4����? ����� ����"�� �1 ����L� ���3��� N�^, 7�¢��� 
6�� ������ �1����� "Q��0 ����0 ���� !?�। 

 
�������,��� 9�w� ����� �������Z ��� !�, ���,/� � �1����� �[�� ��_��=+� ��n 

6���"� ,��� ��� ����� ���4�� �W1 ,���। ��,�� ����L� ���3��� ���,+ ���,/��� ��W 
6��� W��,� ��� ��� �� ,�� �,�, ���� "�.?� ��� �������Z ��� !� 6��� �4��� �"0� 
,��� �। 

 
6��� �� �"0� ,���, ������ ����L� ���3��� N�^�, �����+h !,� 5� ��.?� ���� �,�। �, 

9�w� EL�� ��� ���, ����L� ���3��� �4����, �������@� !��YZ��� !�����, !� !,� �[�� 
��_, !� !,� ���1 ��r 7-��, ������ ���fh !���� !� !,E ����L� ���3��� N�^, 7�¢��� 
6�� ,��� ����। 

 
�������Z 6��� ��� !� �Q�+ ���,/�� 4����? ������ �� ���,/� �� ���1 ,�,d��� 

,QZ¡��, E��1�= ��?��। !9���JU �[�� ��_��=+� ��r 9����� ,��� �"�^ ������ ��� ���4� 
!��� ���,/��� 9�����= 9������ @Z���� �����। 

 
9,[���W � �1����� �g��� �� E��1�= !?� ��?��। 

 
 
 
 

------------ 
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 ������� �Q� ����� 
(((। 9���W� 7�J+1�M . 9���W� 6& ���� N��, &�L5�, ( �J��V�, (OK( 

    
��% !�����% !�����% !�����% !���    

9���W� 7�J+1�M . 9���W� 6&9���W� 7�J+1�M . 9���W� 6&9���W� 7�J+1�M . 9���W� 6&9���W� 7�J+1�M . 9���W� 6&    
�,����= �����,����= �����,����= �����,����= ����    

 
��.?������, 8`!� �4V� (����6&)। -�������� �e�� 7�R� !@�32�� ���- ���- (OK( 

����� ���,/� 9���W� 7�J+1�M ��� ���,/� 9���W� 6& �,����= ���� ,�� �&?���। E_ 
6&�� ��� ������2� ����L�� ��� !���� 9���W�� ���=�� ����3 7������ �1 ���/ ������ 
�1�R� -��,��। E����_ 6&�� 6.��4�_ �Q� ��3?d��� ��i 9�L �&�B 

 
(,) ��p ������ ����L� ��� �����= ������� �1�R� -��,��। (�) ��p ������ 704Q+_ ���4� 

����? ��?���� !��,���� ��W� 7-�� 
�R1 ��� �[¶�� �W�� �1�R� -��,��। (=) !�Z �1��, 7� 
���,/�  ���4+�� ���_ 7-�� �& ���4+�� !��=��� &A�, �1�_��� ��r��=��1� 9�� ��������� ,�� 
"���� �। (@) ���� �����1 ,�� "���� �, 7-�� �����, ������ �� ��� ���"���? !,� 7������ 
�[�h ,�� "���� �। 

 
(·) ����,��, �1�R��� �� ���? 
o, � �m�L� ����?���� ���"���, �W2���W2 �� 

�/�0� ,�� "���� �। (") d�� 7-�� ,�[+�W�? �Q��� ���� ���� !� !,� 7��0�3 �� 4���� �[�h 
,���� ���� !�, !�d��� ������� ���- ���,/��� �m�,+� 7��� @Z�&�� ����, !�d��� 
���,/��� 9���W� !W�� ����L�, �=�2� ����L� 7-�� �����=-������ ����� ,���� ���� !� 
�,� d�� ��� ����� 9"�� ,�� ��3� -��,��। 

 
(�) !� �,� 7y�� 9�?�� �� ,�� �&�� ��,�� !�& �,� 7y��� �=�2� ,�+�1,�+ 

��+��2 ,���� ������। 
 
(�) ��-R� �- 7-�� ���� ��-� �,� deo�Q2+ R� !�� �S�, J,&?�J+, ���� �S�, 

!�� �- . !# �- ��� 71 �,� 9,�� ������� "��"��� �- ��,�� ,�[+, �?�v� �&��। 
 
(c) J�, . ��� ��4�= ��,��� �?v�2 -��,��। 
 
(¸) �& 6&�� ��� 7��,��9�� �1�_ !� �,� !��, ������� ���- ���,/��� �m�,+� 

7��� @Z�&��, �=�2� ����L� ��� ��� ������ ����� ,����, !���� !,� 7��� ����L�� 9�� 
��S�4�� �&�� 7-�� ������ !���� 7410��2 "�,��� �� !��=����= �1�R�� ��� @Z�&�� !�& �,� 
�1�_�, 6Z, ,���� ������। 
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(") ���,/�� 9�1�=� �� ���,/� �&�� ����� =�,��� �,� �1�_ ��� !� �,� ������ 
���,/�� ����� ,�� 7-�� ���,/�� ���� ������� =������ �?�v� ,�� �&��। 

 
(�) ��� . �-1 ������ ��,���� �?v�2 -��,��। 
 
(�) ��,�� &A����?� J�,, ��� . !���� !��=����= �?v2 ,����। E_ 6&�� ��� ���4� 

7������ �1 ) ���� ,����� �&�� �[��1�� ��+0 !�?� ��&�� ����। &�� ���� 7-+�� 7-�� �,& 
��n 7-+�� . ,�����    &-& !�.?� ��&�� ����। 
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���� ��� �m�,+ ��,��� ���������� ��� �m�,+ ��,��� ���������� ��� �m�,+ ��,��� ���������� ��� �m�,+ ��,��� ������    

    
��.?������, (�� �J��V� (�����)। -=� �n���� 4����? ���� ����� ,�[+, ���,/��� 

6,�� ����  �¹ �m�,+ �¡, ��,��� ������ 6� ��i�_ ���[�� ���?��। 
 
=�,�� !��� ���� ((Z� �&�� (C-C ����Z� ���1 I�Z 4����? �n� ���� . �,�Z 6���,�"� 

%�2,��� �q�� ���� ��?���,�Z+ ���,�? ���,/��� 6,�� ���� �¹ ,��। ������� =�������� 
�1 ���,/�  ���� ������ 5�&Z�� &U�� !�T� ���� !������ 4����? ����d��� ¬� ������ 
6,�� ����? ���?� ���। 

 
!"#=���? ‘�1���’ ���� ���� 9�n 9�1W��+�� �����2� �4�L�� �W�2 �,-� E�k� ,�� ��? 

!�, 6Y�2,��� 4����? ‘1�Z’ �n� ������ d���� 4Q����� �&?� ? ��� �� %�E� 5�?���& 
���,/�  ���� ������ C�Z �1��� =� CC!� �4V� !"#=���? ®�� �?। 

 
�& @Z� �m�,+ 4����? ���,�� ��z�������� ����. &��� ��1�� ���-+� �&?���। =� 

C8!� �4V� 4����? ���,�d�� ���� ,�� !�, ���,/�� ‘�1���’ ������Q� ����&?� !�.?� �&?��� 
��� !,�Z�& 4����? ‘1��Z�’ d���� 4Q����� �? �&। 

 
�,a  & �� �� 4����?�� �� !���� C � ���,/�� ��&�Z 4����? ������ ���� ��� 

���?���, �� 4����? !�Z �v� ���� ,�� !�, 4����? ‘1�Z’ �1��� d���, d�� ,��?� 4Q����� 
,��?���। 

 
�,a 9,[� 9/���, º ���� ����� �Z 5� �&�B ���,/�  ���� ������ ‘�1���’ ���� �,�Z 

1�Z�, (�-���� ��"�& ,�� �&?���) d�� ,��?� 4Q����� ,��। �W�0�� 6����� ‘�1���’ ���� 
��Q��� C�Z %�E� 5�?��� ���� �?। 
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���,/��� ��e�� �����? 6Y�2 �q ,��� !,� 60�+���, ,QZ¡��, E��1�= !.?� �&?��� 

�,� ��� =� �n���� 4����? 9���v� ����� &�S�� =�q�� 9�L ���[���� ��,��� 9���Y?� �, 
�������,��� �& ����? 9�w� ��� EL� �� ,��������। 
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STATEMENT BY MR. AGHA SHAHI, REPRESENTATIVE OF 

PAKISTAN 

December 4, 1971 

I thank you. Mr. President and the Members of the Security Council, for 
inviting the Pakistan Delegation to this Council meeting to be heard. 

This meeting of the Security Council is being held in one of the most 

extraordinary situations in the history of the United Nation. A Member State of 

the United Nations, India. has not only launched aggression on the territory of 

another Member State, Pakistan, but has openly demanded that Pakistan 

dismember itself and give up that part of its territory contains the majority of its 

population. 

This is not just an allegation that I am making before the Council. The world 

knows about the statement of the Prime Minister of India, made on 1st December, 

that Pakistan should withdraw its troops from its eastern part. The world also knows 

that Indian troops entered the territory of Pakistan and have been there since at least 

21st November. The two facts are undeniable and are acknowledged by India. 

These are the two cardinal facts of the situation which its consideration by the 

Security Council has to be based. Nothing like this has happened before in the 
contemporary age. 

There is no other example of a Member State of the United Nations which has 

recognized and had normal diplomatic relations with another Member State 

demanding that the latter withdraw its troops from its own territory and thus yield 
possession and control over it. India has not only made the demand but, in 

pursuance of it, has escalated its aggressive activities to bring about the 
disintegration of Pakistan. A challenge was thus hurled at Pakistan and Pakistan has 

decided to meet it resolutely. 

From this point of view, the situation that has been brought before the Security 

Council is not one which involves Pakistan alone. It involves every State that 

believes in the principle of territorial integrity of States, which is fundamental to the 

Charter of the United Nations. It concerns all who are in danger of being overrun by 

larger, more powerful and predatory neighbors. 

As far as Pakistan is concerned, I can pledge that we will not surrender. 

Whatever tomorrow may bring, it will not be capitulation by Pakistan. Our freedom 

is too precious for us to bargain it away. Our stake in our national integrity is so 

great that we cannot possibly falter or fail. However, should the Security Council 

temporize with the situation, should it equivocate, should it become paralyzed, 

should it fail to suppress the aggression, one thing will certainly happen. The 

Charter of the United Nations will have been 
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shattered. The basic understanding behind the very functioning of the United 
Nations will have been demolished. A damage will have been done to the 

international order symbolized by the United Nations which can never be repaired. 

Since it is India which, after having resorted to large-scale use of force against 

the territorial integrity and political independence of Pakistan in total violation of 

the United Nations Charter, is now talking of defending itself against Pakistan's full-

scale attack, the sequence of events of the past two weeks, since 21st November, 
needs to be kept clearly in mind. 

Pakistan's eastern province has been under a massive attack, since 21st 

November, by India's regular troops, tanks and aircraft. The attack was launched 

simultaneously at half a dozen points along three sides of India's land frontier 

around East Pakistan. 

The Indian attack was unprovoked; it was on a large scale; it was coordinated; it 
was preceded by heavy artillery fire; and it was made under air cover. It was 

definitely not, as the Indians initially tried to maintain, only a stepping up of activity 

by the secessionist guerrillas. In the engagements that have taken place between the 

Pakistan and Indian armed forces, several of the Indian army units have been 

identified through   Indian soldiers killed or captured. 

On 21st November, the Indian armed forces launched the following attacks. On 
the south-eastern sector of East Pakistan, an Indian army brigade group. Supported 

by armed helicopters, entered the Chittagong Hill Tracts district of East Pakistan. 
Overran our border outposts and penetrated approximately 10 miles into our 

territory. To the north of this sector, another brigade group of the 23rd Indian 
Division supported by the rest of the Division launched an attack in the Belonia 

salient of the Noakhali district of East Pakistan, pushing eight miles deep into 

Pakistan territory. In the Brahmanbaria sub division, to the north-west of Belonia, 

attacks were launched by a battalion each from the 57th Indian Division against two 

of our border posts at tiukandpur and Saldanadi which were overrun. Further north, 

on the eastern front of East Pakistan, the Indians made repeated attacks against our 

border outposts at Karitola in Mymensingh-also known as Mominshahi district. 

These attacks were repulsed. In the northeast corner of East Pakistan, two Indian 

battalion groups attacked and overran our border outposts at Dhalai, Atgram and 

Zakigang in the Maulavi Bazar sub-division of the Sylhet district. These Indian 

forces included two companies of Gurkhas. In the north-western area of East 

Pakistan, the Indians launched another attack in the Rangpur district. This was in the 

Bhurangamari salient, where an Indian brigade group penetrated 15 miles into 

Pakistan territory up to Nageshwari. In the south-east sector completing the three-
sided front in the Jessore district, a major offensive was launched by a brigade 

group of the 9th Indian division supported by armour and air cover, opposite 
Chougacha. Indian tanks penetrated about eight miles into Pakistan territory. An 

Indian air attack was challenged by the Pakistan Air Force. One Indian aircraft was 
destroyed, and we lost two over Pakistan territory. Six Indian tanks were destroyed 

in the engagement, and eight of ours were disabled. The Jessore air field was shelled 
by Indian artillery. All these attacks were - synchronized and launched at widely 

separated parts of the frontier on 21st November last. 
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As many as 12 Indian divisions were reported on 21st November to have been 
deployed around East Pakistan. In addition there were 38 battalions of the Indian 

Border Security Force. The 2nd and 5th Indian Mountain Division, which were 
previously stationed in India's North-East Frontier Agency, were also moved 

towards East Pakistan. The 8th Mountain Division, consisting of six brigades, was 

brought to the East Pakistan border towards Sylhet from Nagaland, where only one 

brigade was left. Twelve squadrons of the Indian Air Force were placed around East 

Pakistan. A sizable Indian naval force comprising an aircraft carrier frigate, landing 

ships and two submarines was standing by near Vizagapatam, in the Bay of Bengal, 

posing an amphibious threat to Chittagong and Chalna ports. The approaches to 

Chalna port were mined by the Indian forces. As a result, two merchant ships, 

chartered for carrying foodgrains and other essential supplies, were damaged, 

seriously disrupting food supplies to East Pakistan. 

That was the position on 21st November. Since then, the Indian, armed forces 

have continued their aggressive actions against Pakistan including the crossing of 

our international borders and hostile action on our soil. In the past two weeks, the 

Pakistan armed forces have continued to resist Indian aggression in all the sectors. 

To understand the nature of the present hostilities, it is necessary to bear in 

mind the details of the fighting that preceded and culminated in the full-scale war on 
3rd December. 

I shall refer first to the Jessore section. On this south-western front of East 

Pakistan, since 21st November, the Indians have used tanks and heavy artillery fire. 

Some of the attacks were in brigade strength. The Indians had some successes 

against thinly-held Pakistani positions and captured Chaugacha, six miles inside our 

territory, and also Jiban Nagar. Their attacks were blunted in the Buinda, Simulia, 

Krishanpur, Jamalpur and Nabagram areas. Indian casualties in the Jessore section 

were estimated at about 150 killed and over 500 wounded. Several Indian tanks 
were destroyed. Units of the Indian armed forces identified in the Jessore sector, 

included these belonging to the 14th Punjab Regiment and the lst Jammu and 
Kashmir Battalion of the 350th Brigade of the 9th Indian Infantry Division. 

In the Dinajpur-Rangpur sector, Indian pressure on this north-eastern front was 

concentrated for several days in the Hilli area of Dinajpur district. Other areas in 

which fighting took place were Panchagarh, Nageshwari, Badtara and Mirzapur. 

Indian tanks and aircraft were used in these attacks. Units of the Indian armed 

forces identified in the Dinajpur-Rangpur sector included the 165th Mountain 

Brigade of the 10th Indian Mountain Division, 4th Rajput Regiment, the 7th 

Marhatta Light Infantry and the 9th Indian ~Mountain Division. 

The Sylhet sector, which is in the north-east, was subjected to heavy Indian 

pressure from the very first day of the attack against East Pakistan. Heavy fighting 
continued near Atgram, two miles inside Pakistan, and at Zakiganj, Radhanagar, 

Kanairghat, Gauripur, Chanderpur, Lakshmipur, Latumura and Shamsher Nagar. 
Indian casualties were estimated at over 225 dead and a hundred wounded. Indian 

units identified in the Sylhet 
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sector, included the 4th Kumaon of the 81st Mountain Brigade and the 85th Indian 
Border Security Force. 

In the Comilla sector, the Indians in this part of East Pakistan exerted pressure 

on Kasba, Akhaura, Angadar Bazar, Phataba Nagar, Gazipur, Chauddagram and 

Morachale. In one battle alone 197 Indian soldiers, belonging to the 19th Punjab 

Battalion of the 57th Indian Mountain Division, were killed. Other Indian army 

units identified in the Comilla sector included a Dogra battalion, raised in Jammu. 
Elements of a new Indian division have been moving into this sector in the last few 

days. 

In the Mymensingh district, also known as Mominshahi, on the eastern front of 

East Pakistan, Indian forces, including a battalion of the 13th Guards, fought in the 

Kamalpur area. Fresh Indian troops arrived in this sector on 2nd December. 

In the Chittagong Hill Tracts, which is the south-eastern segment of the East 
Pakistan front, the fighting has been mainly in the Chota Harina area. The 9th 

Gurkha Battalion was identified as being in action in this area. 

That is a brief record of direct Indian aggression, in the last two weeks, against 

the eastern part of Pakistan, and of the continued presence of Indian armed forces 
inside our borders on that front. Thus, the fact is established beyond denial or 

dispute that the Indian army, backed by its air force has been committing aggression 
against Pakistan from at least 21st November. Governments which have their own 

independent means of information about developments in the India-Pakistan sub- 
continent have been aware of these unprovoked large-scale armed attacks. 

On the afternoon of 3rd December, India opened new fronts, this time against 

the western part of Pakistan. This action was launched by India's ground forces 

operating under air cover, and followed four days of aggressive aerial 

reconnaissance by the Indian air force over West Pakistan. Early in the afternoon, 

the Indian army moved towards border posts manned by the Pakistan Rangers. On 
being challenged, the Indians opened fire with small arms, wounding our men. The 

Rangers fired back on the Indians in self-defense. Incidents took place 
simultaneously in the Shakargarh Salient, Kasur, Hussainiwala, and Rahim Yar 

Khan, opposite the Rajasthan province of India. 

Indians also mounted a military action in the Poonch area in the disputed State 

of Jammu and Kashmir. Two hours later, the Indians began major attacks with 

massive artillery support. Those major attacks were directed towards Chhamb in the 

disputed State of Jammu and Kashmir, and across the international frontier iii the 

Sialkot area, also in an area between Jassar Bridge and Lahore, and on the Rajasthan 

front opposite Rahim Yar Khan. The Indian army attack was supported by the 
Indian air force. 

In the face of this obviously pre-planned and large-scale offensive along a 500 

miles front, the armed forces of Pakistan could not but fight back. The air force, 

therefore, struck the forward airfields, close to the Pakistan border, at Srinagar and 

Avantipur in Indian-occupied Kashmir and at Pathankot and Amritsar. 
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The perfidious nature of the Indian aggression is clear from the outright and 
irresponsible falsehood which was perpetrated by India. The falsehood lay in India's 

denial that its forces were involved in the serious fighting which began is the 
territory of Pakistan on 21st November. On 22nd November a spokesman for the 

Defense Ministry of the Government of India: Stated `Our troops are under strict 

instructions not to cross the border' 

That statement was made when those troops had already crossed the border, and 
when fighting was taking place inside the territory of Pakistan. On 24"' November, 

how- ever, a Reuters dispatch reported as follows: 

"An Indian Government spokesman admitted today that Indian tanks had 

crossed the border into East Pakistan last Sunday (that is, 21" November), when 

they destroyed 13 Pakistani tanks. The spokesman said that the Indian forces had 

acted under modified instructions which allowed them to cross the frontiers in self-

defense. He confirmed that .our (that is Indian) tanks have been in action in self-

defense on Sunday'. Asked whether they had gone into East Pakistan, he replied, 

"Naturally, they had to cross the border". 

I would appeal to you, Mr. President, and to the Members of the Security 

Council to keep this square contradiction between a denial and an admission of the 

same fact on the part of India clearly in view 

When it had to admit that it was directly participating in the fighting in Pakistan 

territory. India cited the right of self-defense. But since when is it Permissible under 
the Charter of the 'United Nations for a Member State which is not attacked to enter 

the territory of another Member State in the name of self-defense? 

It would be fantastic to allege that Pakistan, which is one-fourth India's size, 

whose armed forces are vastly outnumbered by India's in both manpower and 

equipment, and which at present is grappling with a severe internal crisis, launched 

or even contemplated an armed attack on India in November. The territory of 
Pakistan in the east is surrounded on three sides by India and separated by the whole 

width of northern India from 01.11territory in the west. The direct air link between 
the two parts of Pakistan was severed in February this year by the Indian 

Government through an illegal act banning the over flight of Pakistan's aircraft. 
Moreover, only a small part of our army is stationed in the east. In the face of these 

facts, what could be more mythical than a plan of armed attack on India by Pakistan 
in November? Indeed, hardly any situation is conceivable where the plea of self-

defense would be more grotesque 

It was of course, to be expected that India should have contrived an excuse for 

launching an armed attack on Pakistan by alleging that Pakistan's forces intruded 
into Indian territory at a certain time and place. When listening to these allegations, 

regardless of their falsehood, the Security Council has to bear in mind the principle 
that a State which is the victim in its own territory of subversive and or terrorist ac's 

by irregular, volunteer or armed bands organized by another State, is entitled to take 
all reasonable and adequate steps to safeguard its existence and its institutions. This 

principle, recognized in international law, has been well stated by Member States of 
different continents and 
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political alignments in their proposed definitions of aggression. Pakistan by no 
means exceeded this right in suppressing armed and terrorist bands which aimed to 

bring about a dismemberment of the State. 

The facts of the situation prior to 3rd December which are beyond controversy 

are: 

Firstly by, Pakistan has been the victim of acts of sabotage, subversion and 

terrorism committed by armed bands organized by India. 

Secondly by, these acts have involved incursions into Pakistan by those bands 

operating from Indian territory and having their bases in India. 

Thirdly by, even the most elementary considerations of internal security for 

Pakistan demanded the capture or expulsion of those bands from Pakistan. 

I can state with a full sense of responsibility that at no time and place did the 

armed forces of Pakistan stationed in the east take any steps beyond those which 
were adequate to safeguard the borders of the State and to maintain internal security 

in Pakistan. 

Even if it may be assumed, contrary to the facts, that some excess in the form of 

a local encroachment across the border might have occurred somewhere, there was 
no warrant for India's claim that the invasion of Pakistan was Justified by recourse 

to the right of self-defense. 

No less frivolous and unwarranted was the Indian claim that Indian attacks on 

Pakistan were justified because they were in support of insurgent forces in Pakistan. 

Even if these insurgent forces were not stationed in Indian territory and were not 

operating from it, the acknowledgement by India that it was giving them arms and 

other support would amount to an admission not only of interference in the affairs of 

Pakistan but also of indirect aggression. Since the incontrovertible fact is that these 

forces are trained, organized, financed, given arms and equipment and furnished 

bases by India, and that their operations are directed by India, they are nothing but 
irregular Indian forces. Their continuing sabotage and incursions accompanied and 

supported by the military activity of the regular Indian armed forces constitute 
aggression by India as much as does an assault by an unmixed regular Indian force. 

I need hardly cite any evidence here of the fact that the insurgent forces are 

organized, supported and directed by India. The fact is self-admitted. On 20th July, 

the Foreign Minister of India stated in the Indian parliament that 

"India is doing everything possible"-I repeat "everything possible"-"to support 

the liberation army". 

The situation which has been brought before the Security Council is as I 

submitted at the outset, one of a breach of the peace. This is but a culmination of a 
series of menacing acts of interference in Pakistan's internal affairs committed by 

India. The nature of Pakistan's internal crisis is outside the Security Council's 
concern. I shall not walk into the trap laid by the New Delhi Government, which 

seeks to justify its interference and aggression by dwelling on Pakistan's internal 
crisis. I hope and trust that the Security 
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Council will similarly guard against the debate ranging over areas outside the 
jurisdiction of the United Nations. The Security Council is concerned with 

international peace, not with the internal peace and political life of a Member State. 
Whatever be the private evaluations of the happenings inside Pakistan, whatever 

judgment may be made by individuals and groups of the rights and wrongs of the 

situation in Pakistan, there can be no valid ground for India's interference in it. 

One principle is basic to the maintenance of a peaceful world order, and it is 
that no political, economic, strategical, social or ideological considerations may be 

invoked by one State to justify its interference in the internal affairs of another State 
any more then they can be cited as a ground for aggression, direct or indirect. We all 

know the many Declarations of the General Assembly which have affirmed this 
principle. I shall not refer to all of them here because recognition of this principle 

and its incorporation into the law of the United Nations is not dependent on those 
declarations. It is enough to refer to the Declaration on the Inadmissibility of 

Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of States and the protection of their 

Independence and Sovereignty adopted by the General Assembly in 1965. (General 

Assembly Resolution 2131(XX)) 

Operative paragraph 1 of that Declaration states: 

“No State has the right to intervene, directly or indirectly, for any reason 

whatever, in the internal or external affairs of any other State. Consequently, armed 

intervention and all other forms of interference or attempted threats against the 

personality of the State or against its political, economic and cultural elements are 

condemned." 

Operative paragraph 2 states: 

"...the State shall organize, assist, foment, finance, incite or tolerate subversive, 

terrorist or armed activities directed towards the violent overthrow of the regime of 

another State. or interfere in civil strife in another State." 

Operative paragraph 4 states: 

“...the practice of any form of intervention not only violates the spirit and letter 
of the Charter of the United Nations but also leads to the creation of situations 

which threaten "international peace and security." 

I may recall here that India was a Member of the Committee which prepared 

that Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of 

States. It is well known that India has been prominent at the United Nations for its 

advocacy of the principle of non-interference. What has motivated this advocacy is 

ill concealed, and we in Pakistan know it very well. Oblivious of the fact that 

Jammu and Kashmir is not, and I cannot, be recognized as part of India unless an 
impartial plebiscite in that State returns a verdict in favor of its accession to India. 

India has vainly sought to close all avenues for Pakistan giving moral and political 
support to the people of Jammu in their struggle for self-determination. But I shall 

leave that aside for the moment. What is interesting is that India's motivation has 
been strong enough to prevail over its relations even with those powers with whom 

it professes to be friendly. Speaking at the 144 1
st
  meeting of the 
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Security Council on 21st August, 1968 which had developments in 
Czechoslovakia on its agenda the Indian Representative read the statement made 

that day by the Prime Minister of India. Here is part of that statement: 

"Non-interference by one country in the internal affairs of another constitutes 

the very basis of peaceful co-existence. We have always believed that international 

relations should be governed by respect for the sovereignty and independence of 

nations, big and small. We have always stood for the right of every country to 
develop its personality according to its own traditions, aptitudes and genius. India 

has always raised her voice whenever these principles have been violated." 

That was the statement of the Prime Minister e: interference in the internal 

affairs of other States. 

In startling contrast to those pronouncements, India's interventionist role in 

Pakistan's affairs has been blatant from the beginning of this year this role has 
preceded and caused Pakistan's internal crisis. The object has been nothing else than 

to ensure that the outcome of political and constitutional developments in Pakistan 

should be the dismemberment of Pakistan. 

To avoid undue length, I shall only briefly list these major acts of interference 
in the internal affairs of Pakistan by India: 

Firstly, even before elections were held in Pakistan in December, 1970, a 

pipeline for the supply of arms and ammunition by India, to certain elements which 

were plotting the disintegration of Pakistan had been set up. 

Secondly, in February, 1971, India engineered the hijacking to Pakistan of one 

of its aircraft flying from Jammu and Kashmir. The hijackers were Indian 
intelligence agents. From this incident, India obtained a pretext to ban the over 

flights of Pakistani aircraft from West Pakistan to East Pakistan over Indian 

territory. This ban was totally illegal, but it cut the direct air link between the two 

parts of Pakistan. Indian official sources even said that the restoration of the air link 

would be viewed with deep misgivings by the people of East Pakistan. 

Thirdly, immediately after the negotiations towards a political consensus in 
Pakistan with regard to the future constitution of the country broke down, the Indian 

Parliament adopted a resolution pledging support to one of the parties. I put it to the 
members of the Security Council here; would any of your Governments ever think 

of such action in relation to an internal crisis in a neighboring country? 

Fourthly, the upheaval in East Pakistan was accompanied by, and gained in 

malignancy from, the propaganda barrage unleashed by India. It was the vastly 

exaggerated and sensationalized reports published by the Indian press and picked up 

by foreign news media which produced the panic in East Pakistan that resulted in a 
large scale exodus. 

Fifthly, India exploited the refugee problem for military, political and 

diplomatic purposes. Militarily, it created from among the displaced persons an 

irregular army. 
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Politically, India cultivated the belief among the displaced persons that they 
would go back not to Pakistan as constituted but to a new sovereignty in East 

Pakistan. There are on record numerous statements to this effect made by Minister 
of the Indian Central Government. Diplomatically, India made use of the refugee 

situation for its campaign to secure the stoppage of all economic assistance to 

Pakistan. 

Sixthly, whatever the nature of the crisis in Pakistan, it posed on military threat 
to India. But India immediately massed a force of over five divisions on or near the 

borders of East Pakistan soon after the internal crisis broke out. What other motive 
than that of intimidating Pakistan and encouraging saboteurs and subversionists 

could have moved India to make this demonstration of its military might at the time 
that the garrisons in East Pakistan were hard pressed in overcoming armed 

insurgency? 

This is a mere summary of India's interference in Pakistan's internal affairs, 

which has now culminated in aggression on Pakistan territory. i here is only one 

result of the internal crisis in Pakistan which is truly international in its nature and 

we readily acknowledge it to be so. That is the problem of a large number of people 
who left East Pakistan and are at present on Indian soil. But this problem, while 

international in nature, is not political. It would have been a political problem if 
Pakistan were to deny the right of these uprooted people to return to their homes, to 

be restored their properties and to live in their own country in perfect security of life 
and honor. Since, far from envying their right. Pakistan is most anxious to receive 

them back, since Pakistan has welcomed the assistance of the United Nations in 
facilitating their voluntary repatriation, since Pakistan is anxious to arrange this 

rehabilitation as speedily as possible; the problem is purely a humanitarian one. It is 

a problem which can be solved with compassion and understanding. It is a problem 

whose solution demands co-operation between India and Pakistan and of both 

countries with the United Nations. Of all problems it is the one with which playing 

politics is totally indefensible. 

But that is what India did. In fact, by blocking the return of the displaced 

persons to Pakistan as constituted, India tried to link the fate of this mass of human 
beings with the dismemberment of Pakistan. 

It is being said that a climate of confidence is necessary for the return of the 

displaced persons. The statement is unexceptionable, if the phrase "a climate of 

confidence" is understood in its normal sense. The Government of Pakistan has 

done its utmost to restore such a climate. Would these efforts not have been much 

more effective if India also had co-operated? Would India's co-operation with the 
United Nations not have greatly strengthened the Organization and its presence in 

East Pakistan? Would this not have furnished another element of reassurance and 
thus itself contributed to restoring the climate conducive to the repatriation of the 

refugees? I leave it to the Members of the Security Council to judge how vastly 
different the present situation would have been but for India's intransigence. 

In short, the present situation, now gravely threatening international peace and 

security, is nothing but an outcome of India's sustained hostility to Pakistan. This 

hostility did not begin with Pakistan's internal crisis. It merely found in that crisis a 
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potent means for the execution of its designs, an occasion and opportunity unlike 
any that had been presented before. The Head of the Indian Institute for Defense 

Studies Analyses and stated: 

"What India must realize in the fact that the break-up of Pakistan is in our own 

interests, an opportunity the like of which will never come". 

An Indian political publicist, Mr. S. Swamy, wrote in 'Motherland' New Delhi, 

of 15th June: 

"The break-up of Pakistan is not only in our external security interests but also 

in our internal security interests. India should emerge as a super-power 
internationally and we have to nationally integrate our citizens for this role. For this, 

the dismemberment of Pakistan is an essential precondition". 

Yet another publicist, Mr. J. A. Naik, saw in Pakistan’s disintegration the road 

to great power status for India in the region. The consensus at a political symposium 

held in New Delhi, as reported in the Hindustan Times of lst April-that is, 

immediately after the outbreak of the internal crisis in Pakistan-was that India must 

"make best of what was described as the opportunity of the century". 

Lest it be thought that these are merely the pipedreams of political 

theoreticians, let me quote here some official pronouncements made from India. 

Addressing the Rotary Club in New Delhi on 11th August, as reported in `The 

Statesman' of New Delhi the next day, Mr. Jagjivan Ram, the Defense Minister of 

India, said: 

"Bangladesh has got to become a reality and it will become so, otherwise there 

would be an imminent danger to India". This clearly means that India considers the 
preservation of Pakistan's territorial integrity as an "imminent danger" to it. In fact, 

the Prime Minister of India said on 1
st
 December that the presence of Pakistan 

troops in East Pakistan-that is, in Pakistan territory-constituted a threat to India's 

security. 

On 18th September, as reported in 'The Statesman' of 19th September, the 

Defense Minister of India further said: 

"It was inconceivable that Pakistan would grand independence to Bangladesh, 

but we would have to work towards a situation in which Pakistan will be left with 

no alternative." 

With that situation would be was spelled out by the Indian Institute of Defense 
Studies and Analysis, to which I referred a moment ago. Its Head, writing in the 

`Illustrated Weekly of India' of. 15th August under the heading "Must we go to 

war?" stated, "A war with Pakistan would be a brief affair". In the event of such a 

brief war, the sequence was visualized as follows by the Indian Institute for Defense 

Studies and I am sure the quotation will be interesting to the Members of the 

Security Council: 

"There is no doubt that the Security Council would meet to call upon both 

nations to end the fight. Whether the fight should be ended immediately or 
continued for a period of time is a matter for India to consider. At this stage, it 

should be India's endeavor to get 
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Bangladesh as one of the recognized parties to the dispute. In fact, that is the 
appropriate way so win international recognition for Bangladesh. It should be made 

clear that the ceasefire cannot be signed in the Bengal sector unless the Bangladesh 
Commander is recognized as an independent sector commander for the purposes of 

ceasefire, and the Bangladesh Government is recognized as a party to the dispute as 

a whole." 

The paper from which that quotation was an excerpt was fully reported in ‘The 
Times’ of London on 13th July. Again, there is no room for doubt that this thinking 

was consistent with official policy. 

In October, Mr. Jagjivan Ram, the Indian Defense Minister and I apologize for 

quoting him and again and again, but though his volubility furnishes some useful 

material it cannot be supposed that he does not express the thinking of the 

Government of which he is a prominent member-stated that any war with Pakistan 

would be fought on its soil and India would not vacate the territory occupied during 

the conflict. He added, "We shall go right up to Lahore and Sialkot and shall not 

come back whatever be the consequences". 

It is thus clear that it was India's belligerence which gave a dimension to 

Pakistan's internal crisis that it would never have had otherwise. To say this is not to 

make light of our domestic situation. The crisis we have faced this year has been a 

supreme tragedy for our country. But may I not ask this: have not other nations-

nations which are models of cohesion now-gone through similar traumatic 

experiences in the past? One difference is that they escaped the distortions of 

international publicity to which Pakistan has been a victim. Another and much 

greater difference is that they did not have a hostile and bigger neighbor that had 

first fomented their civil strife and exacerbated it and then committed aggression, as 

India has done in our case.  

The Secretary-General rightly pointed out in his memorandum of 20th July, to 

the President of the Security Council that  

"…the crisis is unfolding in the context of the long-standing and unresolved 
differences between India and Pakistan-differences which gave rise to open warfare 

only six year ago". 

The India-Pakistan question has been on the agenda of the Security Council 

since 1948. The outstanding dispute between the two countries relating to the 

disposition on the state of Jammu and Kashmir is one which has been discussed at 

more than a hundred meetings of the Security Council and has been the subject of as 

many as 22 resolutions and two statements of consensus of the Security Council. Let 

me make it clear that there will never be real peace between India and Pakistan-and 
I use the word 'peace' in the sense of something more than an absence of fighting-

unless this dispute is resolved in accordance not with India's or Pakistan's wishes, 
nor with the interests of any foreign power or group of powers, but with the Will of 

the people of Jammu and Kashmir. An international agreement exists-concluded 
under the auspices of the United Nations-that the disposition of the State should be 

determined by an impartial plebiscite under the auspices of the United Nations. 
India has persistently refused to implement that 
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agreement. The strain thus caused in relations between India and Pakistan has 
never been relaxed during the last 23 years for the simple reason while the rest of 

the world may at times forget the Kashmir dispute, neither the people of Kashmir 
themselves nor their brethren the people of Pakistan can never be oblivious to it, 

even if the dispute is nothing but a manifestation of India's chauvinism and its 

refusal to arrive at an equitable settlement with Pakistan that would establish good 

neighborly relations between the two countries on a lasting basis. 

The root cause of the hostilities between India and Pakistan is therefore not the 

occurrences of this year, but the policy so far pursued by Indian rulers-the policy of 
denying Pakistan's international rights and refusing to resolve outstanding issues 

between the two countries according to the recognized means of pacific settlement. 
Normalcy in relations between the two neighbors in South Asia will come not by 

waving a magic wand, nor with declarations, nor with No-War pacts but with the 
readiness of both parties to resolve situations of friction and to settle disputes in the 

only way that can be done-namely, employing the means listed 33 of the Charter of 

the United Nations. 

How anxious Pakistan has been to avert the eruption of hostilities is amply 
borne out by the fact that the Government of Pakistan responded affirmatively to 

every proposal that would bring about the peaceful resolution of the present India-
Pakistan situation. The President of Pakistan some months ago declared his 

readiness to meet with the Prime Minister of India anywhere anytime. The response 
from India was totally negative. On 20th November, the President of Pakistan 

extended his hand of friendship to India. India's answer was the major armed attack 
on Pakistan launched the next day. 

Lastly, the Security Council is aware that on 20th October, the Secretary 

General addressed a letter to the President of Pakistan and the Prime Minister of 

India in which he said: 

"In this potentially very dangerous situation, I feel that it is my duty as 

Secretary-General to do all that I can to assist the Government immediately 

concerned in avoiding any development which might lead to disaster. I wish Your 

Excellency to know, that my good offices are entirely at your disposal if you believe 

that they could be helpful at any time. 

The President of Pakistan promptly welcomed the offer, and invited the 
Secretary-General to visit India and Pakistan to discuss ways and means for the 

withdrawal of forces of both sides from their borders. But what was India's 

response? The Prime Minister of India answered the Secretary-General's letter on 

10th November, 27 days later in a situation of daily increasing tension, and in her 

letter made the allegation that Pakistan was "seriously preparing to launch a large-

scale conflict with India". 

Now, if that allegation were correct it would have been all the more reason for 

India to invite the Secretary-General to visit the subcontinent and help to defuse the 
situation. But the Prime Minister of India such conditions on the exercise of his 

good offices by the 
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Secretary-General as would make him far exceeds his competence. She demanded, 
politely but unmistakably, that the Secretary-General "view the problem in 

perspective", and that he interfere in Pakistan's affairs by making "efforts to bring 
about a political settlement in East Pakistan". Needless to say, the message was that 

the Secretary-General is welcome if he execute India's political designs; otherwise, 

not.  

For some weeks, the refrain in Indian pronouncements was that Pakistan was 
planning a large-scale conflict with India. But in October, the President of Pakistan 

suggested a mutual pull-back of the forces of both countries from their borders. If 
the Indian leaders believed in their own propaganda, they would have welcomed the 

offer. But the Prime Minister of India summarily rejected it on the grounds that 
Pakistan's lines of communication to the borders were shorter than those of India. 

Wishing to avoid controversy, the President of Pakistan modified his earlier 

suggestion and said that if withdrawal to peace-time stations was not possible then 

at least the troops, along with armour and artillery, could be pulled back to a 

mutually agreed safe distance on either side of the border to provide a sense of 

security to both sides. 

Could anything be more fair? Could any guarantee better prove Pakistan's 

desire to avoid war with India? In brief, the present situation confronting the 

Security Council" is one in which one Member State resorted to every means, 

including the classical form of aggression, namely, an armed attack, to break up 

another Member State. Since India's aggression could have succeeded unless it was 

opposed, Pakistan could not abdicate its right to take appropriate counter-measures. 

It is now for the Security Council to find the means to make India desist from its 

war of aggression. Only those means devised by the Security Council which are 

consistent with our independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity, and with the 

principle of non-intervention in the domestic affairs of Member States, will 
command my Government's support and co-operation. 

Before I end, I feel compelled to make a few observations on the debate which 

arose in this Council from the proposal of the Representative of the Soviet Union to 

invite the representatives of a so-called entity. The Representative of India was out 

of order when he intervened on this question because only Members of this Security 

Council can participate in a procedural debate. Rule 39 of the rules of procedure 

was quoted in favor of extending the invitation. But let me remind the Security 

Council that the rules of procedure must be subordinate and subservient to the 

Articles of the Charter of the United Nations, and one of the fundamental principles 

of the Charter is that of the territorial integrity of Member States. Any move under 
rule 39 of the Council's rules of procedure which runs counter to this fundamental 

principle of the Charter is outside the competence of the United Nations and of 
Security Council, because the Security Council must interpret its rules in 

consistence with the fundamental provisions of the Charter. 

The proposal to invite the so-called delegation in question is only seemingly 

innocent. We have been told that the Council would benefit from the information 

that may be given in regard to the deteriorating situation leading to the armed 

clashes between India and Pakistan. 
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But with regard to such information, all Members of the Security Council and 
those of the General Assembly and of the Non-Governmental organizations have 

been deluged with material submitted by the so-called representatives of a particular 
entity, and so much has appeared in the press that no further purpose could be 

served by giving it official recognition and circulating its documents to the 

Members of the Security Council. 

I said that this proposal is only seemingly innocent, because fundamentally it 
would mean that at one stroke, by seating such so-called representatives, the 

Security Council would have struck at the territorial integrity of a Member State, 
and sought to dismember Pakistan by according this kind of recognition. 

What is this entity on behalf of which the Representative of India has circulated 

a document, and which it now demands be seated at this Council table and be given 

a hearing? It is a group of men contrived, organized, and established by India, a 

country which has carried out subversion, has aided secession and rebellion against 

Pakistan. And these groups of men have their seat in Calcutta. We know that right 

here in New York, there are a number of organizations and entities which claim to 

speak in the names of certain legitimate Governments, or so-called legitimate 
Governments, and they deluge us with material and request us to have it circulated 

as official documents of various organs of the United Nations. Should we begin to 
adopt this practice of complying with their request in contravention of the principles 

of the Charter? 

It has been contended that the letter of the nine Delegations asking for a 

meeting of the Security Council refers to "... the recent deteriorating situation which 

has led to armed clashes between India and Pakistan" (S/10411). What is the 

situation which occasioned the request for this meeting by the nine Delegations? 

The situation in Pakistan was brought to the attention of the Members of the 

Security Council b} Secretary-General in his memorandum of 20th July, and again 
in November, the Members of the Security Council refused to meet on the basis of 

the information that was supplied by the Secretary General when he was in fact, 
though not explicitly, exercising his functions under Article 99 of the Charter. For, 

there is no other provision of the Charter under which the Secretary-General can 
bring a situation affecting peace and security to the knowledge and attention of the 

Members of the Security Council. The situation, which occasioned the letter from 
the nine Delegations, is that which erupted yesterday because of full scale hostilities 

between India and Pakistan. I would submit that the Security Council should 

interpret this document strictly, and not with retrospective effect, because it had not 

thought it fit to meet to consider the situation when certain aspects were brought 

before the Members of the Security Council by the Secretary-General. 

Finally, we believe that the refugee problem is a humanitarian one. We are 
ready to do anything that the international community requests us to do on the basis 

of a humanitarian approach to ensure the repatriation of this refugee in condition of 
honor, security of life and restoration of property. And to say now that in a situation 

in the subcontinent, when the flames of war threaten to envelop 700 million people, 
the refugees  
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who are in India should be accorded a kind of representation in and before the 
Security Council, is something which is so unprecedented that the Security Council 

would have to ponder deeply the consequences of its actions. I would make an 
appeal that the Security Council acts with every sense of responsibility and respect 

for the fundamental principles of the Charter. And should a dangerous precedent be 

set, then Pakistan would have to reappraise seriously its co-operation with the 

Security Council and the United Nations 

 

 

------------------ 
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PRESIDENT YAHYA KHAN’S BROADCAST TO THE NATION 
December 4, 1971 

Our enemy has once again challenged us. The Indian armed forces have 

launched a full-scale attack on several fronts of Pakistan. India's enmity and hatred 

for Pakistan is known all the world over. It has always been her endeavor to weaken 

and destroy Pakistan. India's latest and serious aggression against us is her biggest 

and final onslaught on us. We have displayed enough restraint. The time has now 

come for us to inflict crushing blow on the enemy. On twelve crore Mujahids of 

Pakistan, you enjoy the support and help of Allah. Your hearts glow with the love of 

the Holy Prophet. The enemy has once again challenged our self-respect. Rise like 
one man for your survival and honor and stand like an iron-wall against the enemy. 

You are on the side of righteousness and justice. Strike the forces of falsehood like 
Godly curse, inspired by the spirit of faith and firm determination. 

Tell the enemy that every Pakistani is prepared to die for defense of his motherland. 

Displaying unprecedented courage and bravery, our gallant and daring jawans have 
halted the advance of the enemy. Undaunted by the numerical superiority of the 

enemy our jawans are fighting resolutely, like the exemplary Ghazis of Islam, on 
every front. They know that victory depends not only on material and number, but 

on the power of faith, with ideals and the will of God. 

Our troops are determined not only to beat the enemy off, but to pursue and 

annihilate them in the enemy territory. God willing, our lion hearted jawans have 
torn the enemy to pieces by attacking it in the 1965 war. This time, God willing, we 

shall strike the enemy harder than before. 

We are at war with a cunning and cruel enemy. We will defend our country at any 

price and at every sacrifice. We are confident that in this war for the integrity of our 

country, we will have the sympathy and help of all our friends and nations who are 

on the side of justice and peace. They will undoubtedly severely condemn Indian 

aggression and support our right to defend the country. 

My dear countrymen, my dear Mujahids of the Army, Navy and Air Force, in such 

moments of trial, nations shine like the holy stars of their destiny and with the 

power of faith and the strength of character surmount all difficulties to attain their 

goal. 

You should remain completely calm, everyone of you will have to work for the 
defense of the country. Maintain national unity and remember Allah's promise that 

He will bestow shining victory upon you if you persevere. 

March Forward. Give the hardest blow of Allah Ho Akbar to the enemy. God is with 

us. Pakistan Paindabad  
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STATEMENT BY MR. AGHA SHAHI, REPRESENTATIVE OF 

PAKISTAN 

December 5, 1971 

In making my present remarks, I am concerned only with clarifying certain 

issues which were regrettably confused or distorted in the statements of the 

Representatives of the Soviet Union and India. 

Yesterday, the Representative of the Soviet Union, Ambassador Malik, read 

from document S/10412, which contains a report by the Secretary General on the 

situation along the cease-fire line in Kashmir. It must be pointed out that report 

relates to the State of Jammu and Kashmir, which is disputed territory. It must also 

be pointed out that this report could not have been filed except for the provisions of 

resolutions of the United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan of 13th 

August, 1948, and 5th January, 1949, adopted under the auspices of the Security 

Council. 

The Soviet Representative will recall that the India-Pakistan question has been 

on the agenda of the Security Council for the last twenty-three years and has 

engaged the Council's attention at more than 100 meetings. He will also recall that it 

was his Delegation which vetoed three proposals in the Security Council which 

would have facilitated a settlement of the Jammu and Kashmir dispute. Let me 

quote from the same document (S/10412), paragraph 2, in rebuttal of the charge he 

made against Pakistan concerning the alleged violation of the ceasefire line in 

Jammu and Kashmir: 

'... (c) The Indian military authorities had admitted that, since 20th October, 

1971, they had strengthened their forces in Jammu and Kashmir by a considerable 

number, thus exceeding the authorized level of troops in Jammu and Kashmir under 

the Karachi Agreement and that they would continue to do so as considered 

necessary for the security of Indian territory. 

"(d) The Chief Military Observer found that Pakistan had also introduced 
additional forces on its side of the cease fire" ....but "without... exceeding the 

permissible level." 

It may be noted that the dates when India violated the Karachi agreement, 20th 
October, and when Pakistan moved additional forces, but within the permissible 

limit, 29th November, are forty days apart. It was only after forty days of violation, 

of the Karachi Agreement that Pakistan moved to restore the balance, and even then 

it took care to remain within the magnitude of forces permitted under that 

Agreement. 

As regards the particular so-called violations cited by the Representative of the 
Soviet Union-about the alleged crossing of the cease-fire line-let me inform the 

Council  
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that such violations are being committed by India almost every day, the UNMOGIP 
has been sending these reports of violations and they can be made available by the 

Office of the Secretary-General. So, to single out one small alleged incident of a 
border crossing as denoting Pakistan's intention of attacking India is, I regret to say, 

not evidence of a sense of proportion. 

The Representative of the Soviet Union ranged far and wide in his many 

interventions on the internal affairs of Pakistan, and he also spoke about certain 
aspects of Pakistan's external relations. In speaking of the problems of the refugees 

he stated that India was justified in massing its forces on Pakistan borders because, 
to quote Ambassador Malik, what self-respecting State which cares for its security 

is not going to displace part of its armed forces to the territory where there was this 
rush of 10 million refugees? If that was justified, we should like to ask was it also 

justified for India to have established bases for armed guerrillas, to have equipped, 
trained and unleashed them for carrying out acts of sabotage and destruction in East 

Pakistan? Is that also justified because there are 10 million refugees in India? And 

was it also justified when finally Indian armed forces attacked Pakistan on 21st 

November on a large-scale at many points of the border-which has been admitted by 

the Representative of India? 

We regret that the Soviet Representative did not take into account those other 
aspects of the situation. But in one respect I welcome his statement. Since April of 

this year, we have heard repeated charges from India of genocide that Pakistan 
armed forces had killed hundreds of thousands of men, women and children in East 

Pakistan that they have carried out all kinds of untold atrocities. 

We are glad to note the sobriety and responsibility, in the statement of the 

Representative of the Soviet Union and in his Government's statements whenever 

they have spoken about the situation, they have referred to thousands killed in the 

disturbances-although they have talked of 10 million refugees. 

I should like to inform the Council that I have no desire to enter into an 

exchange with the Representative of India in regard to this tragic situation. Impartial 

observers, such as the correspondents of the London Guardian and even some 

correspondents of The New York Times, did report on the massacres carried out by 

the anti-State and secessionist elements in East Pakistan before 25th March. And. if 

the Representative of India has chosen to disregard the other side of the picture we 

can only say that his submissions here in the Security Council cannot be considered 

balanced or fair. I would be glad to draw his attention to the reports that have 

appeared in the world press, in the most responsible and respected organs of public 

opinion, in this regard. 

The Representative of the Soviet Union drew a very graphic picture when he 

said that 10 million refugees constitute a larger population than that of some 88 

Member states of the United Nations. Undoubtedly, this is an enormous figure. 

Without entering into a controversy as to the actual number of refugees that have 

left, let me also point out that in the Third Committee debates on the question of 

humanitarian assistance to Pakistani refugees, the Representative of Uganda stated 

that his country had given asylum to 188,000 refugees from neighboring African 

countries. And, at the same time the 
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Representative of Uganda maintained that his Government had taken strict 
precautions to see that none of those refugees were armed and sent to carry out 

depredations against the neighbors of Uganda. 

In terms of percentage of the population of India, the refugees, as was pointed 

out by the Representative of Greece in the Economic and Social Council debate at 

its fifty-first session, constitute 2 per cent of the population of India. But we agree 

that it is a very large number, which we are most anxious to take back under 
conditions of safety and security which can be certified by the United Nations, if the 

international community is genuinely interested in seeking a humanitarian solution 
to this problem and not exploiting it as a weapon to bring about the dismemberment 

of the territorial integrity of a Member State. 

I could say much about displacement of populations elsewhere about mass 

transfers of human beings, about the denial of the right to return to their homes even 

after a generation, but I do not think that much purpose would be served by entering 

into such exchanges, and therefore I say no more on this subject. 

We have heard, also, a great deal about the need for a political settlement in 

East Pakistan. Of course, we know that this is vital to the survival, not only of East 

Pakistan but also of West Pakistan, but we have been told about the human rights of 

citizens, about national liberation movements and about democracy. We know that 

many Member States of the United Nations are not homogeneous States. In fact, 

many of them claim to be pluralistic societies or multi-national State, but the 

question arises when Pakistan is told that it should not suppress autonomy, that it 

should respect the aspirations of the people of East Pakistan-we ask to what extent 

the right to autonomy demands respect does? Many Representatives of States who 

tell us this know that in their own countries there is no autonomy; they are unitary 

States even though ostensibly they are federal in form. Even as federations they are 

highly centralized States and leave only local powers for the constituent units of a 
federation. 

We in Pakistan would have been able to settle this problem if the demand had 

not escalated to a break-up of Pakistan, from a federation in to a confederation. We 

would hope that those who are objective and who truly try to understand the 

problems of pluralistic societies where there is a diversity of peoples, where society 

is dichotomous, that they would try to be helpful and to understand and find a 

solution to this dilemma of reconciliation of the need for preserving the territorial 

integrity and national unity of a State with the demand for autonomy which is 

undoubtedly genuine. But, instead we have been pilloried by propaganda and by 

those who, for reasons of alliance, of politics, wish to take sides and demand that 
Pakistan should concede the ultimatums that are put forward by elected 

representatives of the people, not for autonomy but for dismemberment. 

We in Pakistan are formulating a political settlement, but regrettably it is not a 

political settlement that would be to the liking of India which seeks the 

dismemberment of Pakistan. About this there can be no doubt with the statement of 

the Prime Minister of India and with the statements of responsible leaders in the 

Indian Government which 
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Ambassador Malik has totally chosen to disregard. He thinks that Pakistan is 

the guilty party and that it should be punished for its crimes by being made to 

submit to its disintegration by force. However, I should like to state that we have a 

Will to survival and we will resist all attempts from any quarter to destroy our 

territorial integrity. 

 One of the reasons why India has chosen this time to launch an aggression 

against us is to disrupt the time-table laid down by President Yahva Khan to induct 

a representative government in Pakistan for which the date had been fixed between 

the 20th and 27th of this month. History is full of dangerous pitfalls emanating from 

the desire of big and powerful States which tried to impose a political settlement on 

relatively small and weak neighbors, Munich is a classical example We know that 

India considers the existence of Pakistan as a threat to its security, but now that the 

Soviet Union has articulated a new security doctrine for South-East Asia, perhaps 

all of us should seriously think of what it may portend.  

The Representative of the Soviet Union spoke about the Tashkent spirit, but that 

spirit prevailed much before the signing of the Indo-Soviet Treaty, of what is 

euphemistically called a treaty of friendship and co-operation. In content and effect, 

it is nothing less than a military alliance. Events have conclusively proved it to be 

so, Actions speak louder than words, and guns even louder. What are these actions? 

Immediately after this Treaty was singed, a series of feverish military consultations 

started in Moscow and New Delhi under Article IX of the Treaty, which pledges the 

parties to consultations with a view to taking what in diplomatic language, has been 
described as effective measures to remove any threat to peace. We have sufficient 

experience of military pacts to know that similar clauses exist in those instruments, 
and world opinion and the parties themselves construe such language to be 

sufficient to constitute a military pact. Supplies of sophisticated armaments, such as 
MIG-23s, tanks and other military equipment, were dispatched post-haste to 

Calcutta and other Indian ports. 

Having thus upset the balance of power in the sub-continent, the Indo-Soviet 

Treaty emboldened the Indians to opt for a military invasion of Pakistan under the 

pretext of self-defense. I said in the First Committee in October, and in the plenary 
meeting last month, that this Treaty must be judged by its results, whether it will act 

in restraint of war' or will precipitate war. We now have the answer; we have it in 
India's aggression and the Soviet veto last night of the proposal for a cease-fire and 

withdrawal.  

A double pretension surrounds the Indo-Soviet Treaty. One party makes it 

possible for the other to launch subversion and aggression against a third country 

and yet invokes the Tashkent spirit. The other party closely binds itself to a military 
alliance and yet claims to be non-aligned. Who is so naive as not to see through 

these pretensions? If any further evidence were necessary, it has been provided by 

the Soviet statement circulated by the Tass news agency this morning. The 

statement in effect says that Pakistan was following a dangerous course in defending 

itself and resisting a military occupation and implied that Pakistan action even posed 

a threat to the Soviet Union's security interests. I submit, how can we believe any 

more in the existence of the Tashkent spirit? 

The Representative of the Soviet Union, in his statement a few moments ago, 

referred to what he called an attack by Pakistan on 3rd December. He did not refer 

at all to the 
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large-scale attacks on East Pakistan from all sides, which commenced on 21st 

November and, in the words of the Defense Minister of India, left Pakistan no 

other alternative but to break up or choose to go to war. 

It needs to be stressed again and again that the Council is concerned not with 

an ordinary situation or dispute; but with a situation of war. Can there be any 

possibility of a return of the refugees unless and until international peace is 

secured? Let me make it very clear beyond any shadow of doubt that no proposal 
for a settlement of the conflict will have any effect if it does not assure the 

cessation of Indian infiltration and indirect aggression to the same degree and with 
the same force, as it calls for the cessation of hostilities. 

In asking for such a decision by the Security Council, we are not asking for 

any partisan support or sympathy from any Member of the Council. And I should 

like to tell my good friend. Mr. Jamil Baroody, to take good note of what I have to 

say. We are not asking for partisan support from Members of the Security Council; 

we are invoking the law of the United Nations. We issue solemn declarations of 

principle-the Declaration on Non-intervention, the Declaration on the 

Strengthening of International Security, the Declaration on the Promotion of the 

Principles of Friendly Relations among States-but when the time comes to apply 

those principles, we tend to put them aside. Is it not fundamental to the 

maintenance of the norms of international relations that no State should foment 

civil strife on the territory of another, that no State should aid and abet subversion 

and sabotage in another? Does it not follow logically that it should be condemned 
for such acts? The word "condemns" is used in the Declaration on Nonintervention 

in the Internal Affairs of States. If the Security Council does not wish to condemn, 
should it not at least ask India to desist from armed intervention in Pakistan's 

affairs? 

It was because the draft resolution which was voted upon last night was 

deficient in this respect-and I must be frank-that we had serious misgivings about 

its effectiveness. It did not condemn aggression. It is not, I repeat, enough to ask 

the parties to cease hostilities. Hostilities are but the second stage of the process 

which began with Indian armed interference and Indian infiltration into Pakistan. 

Unless interference and infiltration are stopped peace will not be restored. 

The United States draft resolution, as I said before, failed to condemn India for 

its aggression, as India should have been condemned. It did not explicitly call 
upon India to desist from its attempts to bring about the disintegration of Pakistan, 

as the Security Council should demand. None the less we were willing to co-
operate with the Security Council on the basis of that draft resolution, because it 

carried the support of as many as 11 members of the Council. That is Pakistan's 
attitude. 

Let the Council members compare that attitude with India's. There is no 

question of a cease-fire, says India. The Representative of India warned the 

Security Council yesterday that India would persist in the course of its aggression 

against Pakistan. Whether or not this meeting of the Council will be able to take a 

positive decision, that message from India should be ringing in the ears of 

Members of the Council  
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Turning now to certain remarks of the Representative of India, I would draw 

attention to his statement that: 

“…we went into Pakistan territory after 21st November. We did; I do not deny 

it’. 

And yet, the United States draft resolution did not take into account the 

evidence submitted by my Delegation about the facts of Indian aggression and: the 

admission by India. What further proof was needed? 

The Representative of India gave as the explanation for the Pakistan territory 

that the Pakistan Army had "started shelling our civilian villages". - What was the 

remedy left to us?" he asked. And, he said, the remedy was to invade Pakistan. 

You will recall, Mr. President, that Pakistan accepted a proposal that the armed 

forces of India and Pakistan should pull back from the frontiers to their, peace-

time stations. The proposal was rejected by India. Then, Pakistan accepted a 
proposal that they should pull back to agreed safe distances from the frontier if not 

to peace-time stations. That proposal was rejected by India. Did India not have this 

option, so that shelling from the Pakistan side which he has charged, could have 

been prevented and stopped. India had the option of peace put chose war. 

Finally, I heard a Representative say earlier in this meeting that the problem of 

Bangladesh had been discussed in the United Nations. Let me state categorically 

that this so-called problem has not been discussed in the United Nations or if any 

such discussion ever took place, the Delegation of Pakistan had no knowledge of it 

and could never have agreed to participate in it. 

Let me recall that only two problems pertaining to Pakistan have so far been 

discussed in the United Nations. One is the humanitarian problem of the refugees, 

and that was discussed in the Economic and Social Council and in the Third 

Committee of the General Assembly. The other is the situation between India and 

Pakistan which is being discussed by the Security Council at this very moment. 

Neither of those problems can be considered to be the problem of Bangladesh. 

In addition to the reasons that have been so eloquently adduced by the 

Representative of Argentina the proposal that was discussed earlier in this 

meeting, let me again remind the Security Council of the fact that in this 

seemingly innocuous proposal lurks a sinister design to promote the disintegration 
of Pakistan. Yesterday, I quoted from a paper of the Indian Institute for Defense 

Studies and Analysis about how India should proceed to deal politically in the 
United Nations with the East Pakistan situation. I should like to quote that passage 

again: 

"There is no doubt that the Security Council would meet to call upon both 

nations to end the fight. Whether the fight should be ended immediately or 

continued for a period of time is a matter for India to consider. 

At this stage it should be India endeavor to get Bangladesh as one of the 

recognized parties to the dispute. In fact, that is toe appropriate way to win 

international recognition  
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for Bangladesh. It should be made clear that the cease-fire cannot be signed in the 

Bangladesh sector unless the Bangladesh commander is recognized as an 

independent sector commander for the purposes of cease-fire, and the Bangladesh 

Government is recognized as a party to the dispute as a whole." 

The Representative of India dismissed this quotation as the utterings of 

theoreticians and academicians, but the pattern of action that is being unfolded 
before your very eyes in this debate confirms every word and letter of this 

statement. This is the pattern that is being followed, beginning with the 
sponsorship by the Representative of India of a request for giving a particular 

individual for a hearing-and if you examine the request of that individual for a 

hearing, you see that he claims to speak in the name of the people and Government 

of Bangladesh. 

We would like to ask our distinguished colleagues who are formulating draft 

resolutions. Are you formulating those draft resolutions to camouflage designs to 

promote secessionist forces and their designs against Pakistan? Will your calls for 

cessation of hostilities and withdrawal of forces allow for loopholes to achieve the 

desi2ns that have been so clearly stated in this analysis by the India Institute of 
Defense Studies.  

I should like to advise the sponsors of all draft resolutions that my Delegation 

will look carefully in to such formulations so that ambigupties may not be taken 

advantage of in order to promote ends in violation of the Charter of the United 

Nations.  

 

 

--------------  
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STATEMENT BY MR. AGHA SHAIII REPRESENTATIVE OF PAKISTAN 

December 6, 1971 
 

Only yesterday, I quoted, for the second time to the Security Council excerpts 

from an important paper, which has been given the most serious consideration by 

Government circles in India, about India's plan to bring about the dismemberment 

of Pakistan, and to use the Security Council as an instrument to legitimize the 

creation of the secessionist Bangladesh State. I am sure that what I quoted must be 

fresh in the minds of tile Members of the Council and I shall refrain from quoting 

it again.   

Only yesterday and the day before, the Representative of India stated that these 

were the views of theoreticians and academicians in India, but now it is finally 
clear that the plan has been followed with meticulous exactitude and the 

Government of India has announced recognition of Bangladesh. 

The Representative of India quoted in extenso from Mrs. Gandhi's statement of 

yesterday giving the reasons for this act of war against Pakistan. She said that it 

was a valiant struggle which had opened a new chapter in the history of the 

freedom movement. And let it be noted that this new chapter was inaugurated by 

subversion and aggression. 

If the President of Pakistan did designate Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, as the 

Leader of the majority party in the National Assembly, as the Prime Minister and, 

if because of the disagreement of political factions within my country his plan for 
the transfer of power to Sheikh Mujibur Rahman could not materialize, did it 

justify a neighboring State's fomenting armed civil strife and launching an aimed 
attack against Pakistan? If a commission is given in a country to the leader of a 

political party, even a majority party, to form a Government and it is not executed 

for one reason or another, however right or wrong it may be, does another country 

embark on aggression and subversion to promote freedom in that country? 

Now, we are told that the Security Council must make an assessment of the 

realities, and the Representative of India talked of the success of the Mukti Bahini. 

What is tile reality The Mukti Bahini is a mere auxiliary of the 120,000 Indian 

armed forces which have unleashed armed attacks on Pakistan. It can play only a 

subsidiary role. It is under the occupation army of India that this Mukti Bahini will 
function. And it is to that Government set up by the occupying authority, that this 

Security Council is expected to extend some kind of acknowledgement if not 
recognition. 

We have been told about the high-sounding proclamations of democracy, 

secularism, freedoms, and what not. We know that words are not tantamount to 

actions. In how many 
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constitutions, in how many pronouncements and proclamations in every country in 

the world are these words not used? Are we to be guided just by rhetoric and 

eloquence? In India itself, democracy does not function in several of its provinces: 

they are under direct Presidential rule. And secularism is honoured more in the 

breach than in the observance. Militant groups let loose murder and slaughter 

against religious minorities-and we are asked to take the word for the deed. 

We were also told about foreign relations of Bangladesh and Its policy of non-

alignment. The mentor of that government has set the example of non-alignment 
by concluding the Indo-Soviet military alliance. 

The Representative of India talks of freedom of Bangladesh. 'In 1905, that 

same East Pakistan, which was part of Bengal Province, achieved its emancipation 

from the economic -exploitation and domination of the capitalists and caste 

Hindus of Calcutta and became a separate province within India-that was done by 

the British Government in 1905. But those same capitalists, industrialists, the caste 

Hindus of India, carried on a ceaseless agitation of murder, assassination and 

terror, and forced the British Government to annul the partition. So the separation 

of East Pakistan-which took place in 1905, because it had been exploited for two 
centuries, both under British rule and subsequently by the privileged classes in 

India-was annulled and East Pakistan. Was again made a part of Bengal, so that 
the rule of the privileged classes was reimposed. It is only the Pakistani people and 

their strength that stand between that kind of reimposition of domination and the 
development of the people of East Pakistan in freedom and as the dominant 

partners and the dominant elements in the political life of Pakistan, 

Then the Representative of India went into the history of the movement for 

autonomy, talked of the six points and quoted from Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

Well, let me tell you something about the six points. 

On 23rd March-two days before the Federal Army had to take action to 

suppress the massacres of non-Bengali elements that were being perpetrated by the 

secessionist elements-the leaders of the secessionist movement, or the leaders of 
the Awami League, presented a draft proclarnation to President Yahya Khan 

stating that it was their last word and that the President of Pakistan could take it or 
leave it; in it they also said that Pakistan shall be a confederation-from a federal 

state, it was to transform itself into a confederation. The other political parties 
believe that confederation is an association, of two sovereign states and not a 

union of provinces or states into one single whole. Surely, this was a legitimate 

point of view with which one may agree, or not agree, but how does this become 

the concern of India? In other words, the Pakistan Government Was asked to 

accept an ultimatum to transform Pakistan into a confederation of two sovereign 

States. And yet, we have a lecture from the Representative of India about how we 

should conduct ourselves in regard to the ordering of our constitutional and 

political life. Let him first study his own Constitution and see how much 

autonomy is given to the provinces. How much autonomy does West Bengal, his 

own province have in the Indian federation? To what extent are the resources of 

Bengal and Assam spent within those provinces? 

Then again, in every form the Indian Representatives repeat the hundreds of 

thousands of people murdered by the Pakistan armed forces. It is a matter of the 
deepest 
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regret that the shows no human feeling in regard to those murdered by the 

secessionist elements. There were people here in the so-called Delegation of 

Bangladesh who set up slaughter houses in which thousands of people were 

massacred before 25th March when the army had to intervene and afterwards. And 

these people come here to represent Bangladesh. There is living proof of these 

atrocities, and if Members of the Security Council want to turn away from 

propaganda and what the columnists write, and want to find out for themselves, we 
shall provide them the means of doing so. 

The Representative of India talked the other day about films shown by his 

Delegation. We have these films but we have spared your feelings. But, you are 

welcome to come and see them if you so desire. I can understand his relish that 

Pakistan is dead and buried. Let me tell him, it lives and will survive in spite of 

Indian aggression. 

Then, he quotes something from The New York Times. This is an article by the 

columnist Anthony Lewis. I have read many of his articles before. But, that is the 

opinion of one individual. Did he go to Pakistan to find out the other side of the 

picture? Did he take care to inform of the real facts before he printed his Column 
in this newspaper which is read by half a million people in the United States? Did 

he compare notes with other correspondents of equally respectable papers like the 
Manchester Guardian who have given a different assessment? This is the kind of 

propaganda to which the Representative of India resorts to divert the attention of 
the council from Indian aggression and occupation of our territory. If we begin 

quoting correspondents, where are we going to end? All right, if you want to quote 
correspondents I shall quote James Reston who said in yesterday's New York 

Times: 

"For Prime Minister Gandhi to talk about the Wanton and unprovoked 

aggression of Pakistan, when her own Government's troops have been constantly 

inside East Pakistan and her colleagues have made no secret of their aid to the East 

Pakistani insurgents or their desire to see East Pakistan separated from West 

Pakistan, is really an affront to the intelligence of the world. 

And the Representative of India considers the intelligence of this distinguished 

and august gathering so low that he persists in his misrepresentations. I continue 

the quotation: 

"Mrs. Gandhi didn't even consider allowing U. N. observers to see what was 

going on along the India-Pakistani borders, which is interesting, since she is now 

defending the war as a moral crusade against the Pakistani aggressors". 

The Representative of India cannot resist referring to the Government of 

Pakistan as a military junta. Several Member States are ruled-and these are not my 

words, but his words-by military juntas, and he went on to say: 

"President Yahya Khan decided to wipe out the results of election by force". 

If President Yahya Khan did not wish to promote or restore democracy in 

Pakistan in the first place, why would he have held elections and why should they 

have been held in 
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an atmosphere of freedom which he himself hailed afterwards? Was it not far 

easier for him to crush the aspirations of the Bengali people before the elections, 
which would not have caused a whimper in the world? Yet, good and honest 

intentions, if they are prevented from being realized, are denounced and the most 
vicious motives are ascribed. And, from whom do they come? From India. We 

know that we can expect nothing better from India than permanent hostility. 

As regards what Senator Church may have said: I regret that Senator Church 

had nothing to say about subversion and aggression. He expressed himself on a 

certain aspect of the Pakistan situation, but he chose to remain silent on the very 

issues which we are now considering here in the Security Council. 

Finally, in reply to the Representative of India, he alleged that Pakistan 

shouted about aggression and did not ask for a meeting of the Security Council. 
Ambassador Vinci was the President of the Security Council in August and he 

knows of the efforts made by me under the instructions of my Government to 
activate the Security Council to exercise a moderating influence, and to promote a 

reduction of tension. But why was no Security Council meeting called? Because of 
the opposition of India and the allies of India. And we know now when we come 

finally before the Security Council what is the result-a veto, So therefore let us not 
talk about coming before the Security Council.   

Turning now from the Representative of India to what the Representative of 

the Soviet Union said yesterday and a little earlier today. I shall, of course, not 

comment on his amendments, because I believe they are no longer before us, for 

the draft resolution to which they were submitted as amendments have been 

withdrawn. We thank the sponsors of that draft resolution for having withdrawn 

their proposal. But here, with reference to what Ambassador Malik said in 

explaining his amendments, I cannot allow this opportunity to pass without 

commenting on one or two points. The Representative of the Soviet Union said 
that action by the Security Council must be in accordance with the real situation in 

the Hindustan sub-continent. The real situation in the Hindustan subcontinent now 
is that brought about by India's subversion, support to armed secession, armed 

intervention and aggression. In other words, is the Security Council going to 
legitimize this so-called reality, perpetuate occupation and guarantee the fruits of 

aggression and the illegal use of force? 

The Representative of the Soviet Union said that the cessation of hostilities 

must be organically linked to a political settlement. In other words, the Soviet 

amendments, as explained by the Representative of the Soviet Union, mean that 

Pakistan must immediately agree to the secession of East Pakistan's and to 

Pakistan dismemberment and that war and military occupation must continue until 

it does so. 

 I am also constrained to remark that in the statements of the Soviet 

Representative there is a persistent pre-occupation with the political situation in 
Pakistan to the exclusion of every other aspect of the situation prevailing today in 

the sub-continent, and which prevailed in the weeks and months before. And we 
are most concerned that in addition to the security doctrine to, which I referred 

yesterday, the pronouncements of Soviet Representative seem to stake a claim to 

be the arbiter in the internal political and constitutional life of my country.  
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I shall comment on the draft resolutions later, but I feel I must place on record 

certain facts. I refrained from doing so yesterday, because I did not wish to 
prolong the time taken by the Council, to get to a vote on the draft resolutions 

before it. First, I should like to draw the attention of the Security Council to a mis-
statement of fact by India as contained in the Secretary-General's report 

(S/10410/Add.1). According to a message from the Prime Minister of India, which 
was orally delivered to the Secretary General, it is claimed therein that Pakistan 

aircraft attacked the military bases of India at Pathankot and Srinagar-in the 
disputed territory of Jammu and Kashmir-and at Amritsar on the afternoon of 2nd 

December. That is totally false. I waited until now to contradict that claim because 

1 was checking the correct fact. On the instructions of my Government, I am now 

to state that Pakistan aircraft took counter-action against these airfields on 3rd 

December, and only after India six or seven hours earlier, had launched armed 

attacks against Pakistan along a 500-mile long front in the west. 

I should like also to state on this occasion that I would request Ambassador 

Malik, when he refers to any remarks I make, kindly to quote them in context only 

wish to say that it is regrettable that he again made a statement yesterday which I 
had corrected, the day before. That was in regard to what I said about the existence 

of an internal crisis in Pakistan. In the political life of States, internal crises are not 
a fare phenomenon, but it is up to the people of those countries to overcome the 

crises and not for foreign powers to exacerbate internal divisions, promote 
secession and armed rebellion and, finally, launch armed attacks and use an 

internal crisis as justification for interventionist doctrines in the political life of 
other States. 

Further, I should like to bring to the attention of this Council a roost deplorable 

action by India yesterday. On 4th December, the Secretary General, in an urgent 

telephonic message to me expressed his concern for the safety of United Nations 

personnel in East Pakistan and conveyed his decision to evacuate them to 

Bangkok. He requested that the Pakistan Government be approached to, see if a 

cease-fire could be arranged in Dacca from 10 a m. to 6 p.m. East Pakistan Time 

on 5th December to enable a transport plane to land at the airport and evacuate 

United Nations personnel to safety. The Secretary General also intimated that he 
was making a similar request to the Permanent Representative of India the 

Secretary-General's request was conveyed to the Government of Pakistan with all, 
due urgency. It was followed up by the Pakistan Mission with telephonic messages 

to Islamabad. It is understood that both the Governments of Pakistan and India 
agreed to a cease-fire in Dacca for 3 certain length of time to allow for the 

evacuation of United Nations personnel and foreign diplomats. However, the 
world now knows that the Indian air force chose precisely moment of evacuation 

of United Nations personnel to attack the civilian airport at Dacca. The perfidious 

nature of this attack needs to be condemned in the strongest, possible terms. It 

shows better then we can say what kind of attitude governs India at present. India's 

air force launches an attack on the territory of Pakistan at the time when it knows 

that the valiant forces of Pakistan are committed to observing a cease-fire. The 

innocent victims in this case are the international civil servants and diplomats, and 

it is a fortunate accident that no lives were lost. 
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Finally, I should like to state that in regard to the question of extending an 

invitation to a particular entity to come here, have pointed out that it would be not 
only a violation of rule 39 of the provisional rules of procedure of the Security 

Council, but also a violation of the Charter. That has been brought out with 
sufficient force by the Representative of Argentina among others. Whatever may 

have been India's actions yesterday that in no wise alter the force of the arguments 
that have been urged before the Council, and should the Council act in an unlawful 

manner; we should have to consider that to be an unfriendly act towards the 
Government of Pakistan. 

In order not to take the floor another time, I should like briefly to give my 

views on the draft resolution proposed by the Representative of France with his 

characteristic eloquence, precision and lucidity. 

We are conscious of the concern of his Delegation and the British Delegation 

that the Council should achieve some result and not be completely paralysed by 
vetoes. Therefore, while we appreciate thee laudable motives, and the concern for 

peace that have prompted him to put forward a proposal, we are constrained to 
observe that nothing has been said about the proven fact of aggression and the fact 

that India has admitted this aggression. Nothing has been said about the cessation 
of interference in the internal affairs of Pakistan and subversion and the 

fomentation of armed rebellion by India. Furthermore, the draft resolution does 

not provide for withdrawal of armed personnel and forces. In other words, 

occupation would continue and then, by the time the Security Council were to 

consider the situation further; Pakistan would be called upon to acquiesce in its 

own dismemberment. 

We note that the draft resolution contemplates that the Council should meet 

again to consider what further steps within the framework of the Charter could be 

taken on the issues which rise to the hostilities, but we know very well that any 
proposal for the withdrawal of occupation forces is likely to attract a veto, and the 

Security Council would not be in a position to deal with the question of 
withdrawal of forces. By not dealing simultaneously with the question of 

withdrawal together with that of cease-fire, the Council would legitimize military 
occupation and perpetuate it. 

For these reasons, we would hope that the Council would ponder the 

considerations. I have urged and also be conscious of the fact that while it has a 

responsibility for peace and security, the United Nations as a whole cannot 

absolve itself from that responsibility just because a veto power is being arbitrarily 

exercised. 

 
---------------  
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STATEMENT BY MR. AGHA SHAHI, REPRESENTATIVE OF PAKISTAN 

December 6, 1971 

It was not my intention to take the floor again, but the Ambassador of the 

Soviet Union addressed a direct question to me which arises out of the draft 

resolution contained in document S/10428, which he has circulated. This question 

was, why you afraid of the expression of the Will of the people of East Pakistan? I 

believe that he is entitled to an answer and I shall give him an honest answer, but 

before I do that I should like to make a comment or two on his draft resolution as 

explained by him. 

Therefore, the principle that there can be no political solution to any problem 

while a country is under invasion and occupation is a fundamental one and We 
regret to find that principle-a United Nations principle-is ignored in the Soviet 

draft proposal. 

Further, I should like to point out that in all the draft resolutions that the-

United Nations has considered, it is a sacrosant practice to couple cease-fire with 

withdrawal, and we have admired the position of principle of the Soviet Union, 

until now, that it has always maintained the organic link between withdrawal and 

cease-fire. But, unfortunately, we do not find a consistent approach by the Soviet 

Union on the present occasion. 

As I have said, East Pakistan is a part of Pakistan recognized as such by all 

Member States. The armed attacks and invasion of East Pakistan from 21st 
November constituted an armed attack-an aggression-on all Pakistan. 

The Representative of the Soviet Union made the charge ths: Pakistan started 
this on 3rd December. But we must go back before that date. I should like to point 

out that the aggression started on 21st November against Pakistan, which is one 
single State. 

Then, in regard to my remarks, let me make clear what I said about our internal 

crisis. We do have an internal crisis, which is a political crisis. That political crisis 

is our internal affair. The international aspects of this crisis are the following: 

there is the humanitarian aspect-the purely humanitarian aspect-and there is the 

other international aspect created by Indian subversion, promotion of armed 

rebellion and secession within East Pakistan, and, finally, the invasion of East 

Pakistan. I should like to make clear once and for all what are the internal aspects 

of our crisis and what are the international aspects, so that there will be no 

misapprehension whatsoever. 

Now, coming to the question whether we are afraid of the expression of the 

Will of the people of East Pakistan. No; it is a great tragedy that Will could not be 
given political expression in the meeting of the National Assembly, in which 

differences between political parties could perhaps have been resolved. But, as a 

result of a postponement for a short time, the secessionist elements in East 

Pakistan launched a rebellion involving the 
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non-payment of taxes to the Government, defiance of the authority of the 

Government, and the release of 18,000 criminals from goals, who were armed let 
loose in an orgy of massacre. 

That is the truth. If evidence is required, one need only consult the newspapers 

published in East Pakistan from the time of the crisis-from January and February 

and on 25th March. That was a notorious fact, which is known not only to 

Members of the United Nations. Those armed criminal elements-thousands of 

them-were armed and let loose to go and commit massacres, and, regrettably, 

some of the elected representatives were involved in those crimes. No member of 

the Assembly has been disqualified for political dissent or for his political views. 

There is evidence of the organization of slaughter house-I do not wish to go 

into these details-and those responsible were requested to come and clear 
themselves of the charges. Now, in this situation, which an amnesty extends to 

political offenders; can the international community demand that it should also be 
extended to those who have organized murder? 

Therefore, I should like to point out in regard to the Soviet draft resolution m 

the internal contradiction that the armed secessionist elements are being made a 

party to certain directives and actions of the Council, and then there is a demand 

about recognition of the Will of the population of East Pakistan if the secessionist 

elements were to repudiate secessionist aims and abide by the Will of the people 

of East Pakistan as expressed in those elections, we might perhaps emerge from 

this dark night and from the gloom which surrounds us That is a Pertinent question 

which every Member of the Security Council must ask him-self before he 

exercises his vote on the Soviet draft resolution. 

 

 

 

----------- 
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�Q�+ ���,/�� E���+�" R�=��Q�+ ���,/�� E���+�" R�=��Q�+ ���,/�� E���+�" R�=��Q�+ ���,/�� E���+�" R�=�    
    

&��������, >& �J��V� (�����)। -��+�"� ,��� ����� ����9�W�� 6� �Q�+ ���,/��� 
E���+�" R�=� !@�32� ,��?���।  

 
��+�"� ,����� E_ !@�32�? ��� �? !�, ����� �e ��+�"� ,��� �Q�+ ���,/��� �,� 

9�����, . ����? ���3��� E���+�" R�=� ����?���।  
 
E_ ��+�" K& �&�� C`!� �J��V� 7��¢� �.?�� ,-� ���। ������+� ����� �-����? 

!@�32� ,�� �&�� ���?� E���� ��� �?। 
 
 
 

---------------------- 
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��,��,��,��,----4��� ,�Z¡��, �m,+ ���4��� ,�Z¡��, �m,+ ���4��� ,�Z¡��, �m,+ ���4��� ,�Z¡��, �m,+ ���    

&��������, >& �J��V� (�����)। -6� ���,/� ��,�� 4����� ��n ,QZ¡��, �m,+ ��� 
,��?���। 6� 7����» 9,���� �, ��,��� �1�� 6E�Z ��� �? !�, 4��� ��,�� �-�,�-� 
�������� ��,���, 
�,[�� �� ,��? �m,+ ��� ,�� �&?���।  

 
4���� ���_ ��&" �Q��, 4���-���,/��� ��3?��� !���� ���?o 9�� ,�� �&?���।  

 
���,+ ,�+,�+� ,�[+, ���������,���,+ ,�+,�+� ,�[+, ���������,���,+ ,�+,�+� ,�[+, ���������,���,+ ,�+,�+� ,�[+, ���������,    


�,[������ ������"�
�,[������ ������"�
�,[������ ������"�
�,[������ ������"�    
.?����Z �&�� �?Z���� ���� ��� �?, ���,+ ��,��� ,�+,�+��� 6� !4��� ���� ��� !�, 

4��� ,�[+, ’��������’ ��,���, 
�,[�� ���� 5�� E��������� 7������ ����R�� ��~h4��� 
6�. �,��� ����� �&?� E�^��। �¡, ,�+,�+� ���, ��X���� 7��1 4����� �& E��1�=�, !,� 
de�� ?� ��+�? ���?� �� ,�� �। !,� ��,-4��� �m,+ =� ,�?,�� ����& 7�10 �����।  

 
���,+ ����r �5���� �¡, ,�+,�+� ��� !�, ���,+ ��,�� ��,���4��� 7���� � �.?� 

��+0 ���� 4����� 9���v� &�S�� =�q� ,�[+, ’��������’ ��,���, 
�,[�� ���� !@�32� �m�,+ 
!,� �0�1 ,��� 7���=।  

    
4����? ,�Z���,�� �,� ������ !4�= ,������4����? ,�Z���,�� �,� ������ !4�= ,������4����? ,�Z���,�� �,� ������ !4�= ,������4����? ,�Z���,�� �,� ������ !4�= ,������    

 ��.?������, >& �J��V� (�����)। -�¡, ��,��� ������ 6� ���� ��� !�, 4����? 
,�Z���,��� ����Z ������ -�,�� �1�R� ,�� �&?���। E_ �1�R� ������� &A����?� ,�� �&?���। 
����, ��&,����� !����� !, 7Z��� 7��,��� !� 4��Z ��� ��� !����& ��� ,������- 
4����? ,�Z���,����, ���Z 4�� 6Z, ,��?� ���� �&?��� ���?� 4����? !����� !� E�_ ,�� 
�? E_ ������ ���� 7
�,�� ,��।  

 
���,/� ��,�� ������� ����L� ��� !�������� ,�� ,������। ����, 4����? ��& 

,����� ,�+"������ ���1��1 ��%� ��� !��J,1���� �����=-������ ���?���। ����, ��& ,����� 
��� 
�,�� ,��?��� !�, ������ !,�e� ������, ,h �� 7������ !4�= ,������ �। E_ ������ 
���, ?���k�R ���,/�� ,QZ���,��� ����L� �m�,+ !,� ����� ��.?� ��? �&।  

 
(> � 4����? 7�5��� &�������� ,QZ¡��, ��+��� !4�= ,������। ,��"��� ������� 

,�� ,�+"��� ���?���, ���� ��� �&। ��� ��� !�, 4����? ,�+"������ �������� ��.?� ���। 
!����� �[�Z� ��&,����� 4����? ,�+"�������, !������� ,������। !�&���� E_ ��-1� ������� 
�1 �[�Z� ��& ,��� ��?� �, � �& ���+ �, 9�w� EL�� E_ ������ ��� !�, � �1����� !,� 
�0�1 �&। ���,/�R 4����? ,�+"������ !�������� �1 4��� ��,�� �[�Z� ��&,����, 
7����� ,��?��� ���?� ,�-� ����� E_ ������ ��-+ �� 7
�,�� ,�� �&�� ���� -��,।  

 
---------------------- 
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AMIN, BHUTTO ASKED TO FORM COALITION 

 

Rawalpindi, December 7-The president has called upon Mr. Nurul Amin 

and Mr. Z.A. Bhutto to form a coalition Government at the centre reports APP. 

Mr. Nurul Amin will be the prime minister and Mr. Bhutto the vice prime 

minister and foreign minister. 

Following is the statement of the President: 

"I have called upon Mr. Nurul Amin and Z. A. Bhutto to form a coalition 

Government at the centre with Mr. Nurul Amin as the prime minister and Mr. 

Bhutto as the vice-prime minister and foreign minister" says a PID handout. 

 

"In view of the war and consequent difficulties in communications between 

the two wings of the country, I have decided to set up the Government at the 

centre now , which was to be formed after the 27"' of December. The members 

of the central Government will be drawn from the selected representatives of the 
two wings as decided upon by the leaders of the coalition Government." 

 

 

--------------  
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�����2 ���3�� ���,/��� �_�1 !���� �1 �����2 ���3�� ���,/��� �_�1 !���� �1 �����2 ���3�� ���,/��� �_�1 !���� �1 �����2 ���3�� ���,/��� �_�1 !���� �1     
4��$�� !�[�o 9������� !9�24��$�� !�[�o 9������� !9�24��$�� !�[�o 9������� !9�24��$�� !�[�o 9������� !9�2    

��.?������, *& �J��V� (�����)। -��,-4��� ����� �1����� ������@ �����2 ���3�� 
���,/��� �_�1 !�� ,��� E�F��1 K ����1� �,�Z 9��������� !�� ������ ���,/��� 4��� 
��,��� 9���v� . ��� !�, � 4��$� 6� �,��� �E&?,+ ���� ,��?���।  

9��������� ��,��� ���1=2 �&����B ������ ���_ ���,/�� ��r�Q� ��� �, �&", �� 
��&�?���। !���%�J ���_ ���,/�� ��r�Q� ��� 6&, � 6��S, !��4�? ���_ ���,/�� 
��r�Q� ��� �-�? ������@ ���,/��� R�?� 9����� ��� �?�� 6��� ��?, ��� .?����Z� 
���,/�� �Q������� ������ ��� 6,�� ���,।  

!���,��� ���1=2 �&����B ���+ ���,/��� ���+��"� ��, �, � ��� ������� ���� 
(,�&?�� ¬�), ���+��"� ��, �, � ��� ����55� EF� 6��� (������) ��� ��� ��5 ���� 
(������)। 

 
-------  
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LETTER FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF PAKISTAN'  

TO THE U.N., TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE U.N.  

A/8567 S/10440, DECEMBER 9, 1971 

Under instructions of my Government, I have the honor to state that even 

though resolution 2790 (XXVI) adopted by the Assembly on 7th December. 

1971, fails to take note of Indian aggression against Pakistan (which has been 

admitted by India), the Government of Pakistan has decided to accept the call 

for an immediate cease-fire and withdrawal of troops contained in that resolution. 

Inasmuch as the resolution provides for an immediate withdrawal of the troops of 

each party to its own side of the border, and thus to stop bloodshed, Pakistan is 

willing to overlook its inadequacies at this time. The Government of Pakistan 

attaches due importance to the fifth and sixth preambular paragraphs of the 

resolution, which, besides reaffirming the provisions of the Charter, in particular of 
Article 2, paragraph 4, recall paragraph 4, 5 and 6 of the Declaration on the 

Strengthening of International Security which read: 

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 

4 SOLEMNLY REAFFIRMS that States must fully respect the sovereignty of 

other States and the right of peoples to determine their own destinies, free of 

external intervention, coercion or constraint, especially involving the threat or use of 

force, overt or covert, and refrain from any attempt aimed at the partial or total 

disruption of the national unity and territorial integrity of any other State or country; 

5. SOLEMNLY REAFFIRMS that every State has the duty to refrain from the 

threat or, use of force against the territorial integrity and political independence of 
any other State, and that the territory of a State shall not be the object of military 

occupation resulting from the use of force in contravention of the provisions of the 
Charter, that the territory of a State shall not be the object of acquisition by another 

State resulting from the threat or use of force, that no territorial acquisition resulting 

from the threat or use of force shall be recognized as legal and that every State has 

the duty to refrain from organizing instigating, assisting or participating in acts of 

civil strife or terrorist acts in another State; " 

6. URGES Member States to make full use and seek improved implementation 

of the means and methods provided for in the Charter for the exclusively peaceful 

settlement of any dispute or any situation, the continuance of which is likely to 

endanger the maintenance of international peace and security including negotiation, 
inquiry mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement resort to regional 

agencies or arrangements, good offices including those of the Secretary-General, or 
other peaceful means of their 
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own choice, it being understood that the Security Council in dealing with such 

disputes or situations should also take into consideration that legal disputes should 
as a general rule be referred by the parties to the International Court of Justice in 

accordance with the provisions of the Statute of the Court. 

It is the hope of the Government of Pakistan that strengthened by a 

pronouncement unmistakably supported by the overwhelming majority of its 

membership, the United Nations will now decide upon concrete and binding 

measures to secure and maintain the cessation of hostilities with immediate effect, 

the withdrawal of all armed personnel and the stationing of United Nations 

observers on both sides of the border to supervise the cease-fire and to oversee the 

withdrawal of forces. 

I shall be grateful if this letter is immediately circulated as a document of both 

the General Assembly and the Security Council.  

 
-------------  
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9��9��9��9���v��v��v��v�    ,�[+, ��@��4���,�[+, ��@��4���,�[+, ��@��4���,�[+, ��@��4���    

    4����? ����� !��,�����4����? ����� !��,�����4����? ����� !��,�����4����? ����� !��,������ 6��� 6��� 6��� 6��        
    

���,/��� ����_ 9���v� ��� Q�� 6�� =� �[�z����� ���� ����� E�F�� 9�L 
!���� 4�3�2 ��@��4��� ����? 7���� �W� . 4����? !��,�����? 6=�&?� 6��� �1 �=�� 
9�� 6�� ����?��। 

��� ���, 6�� 6��� �]����� 7%�� �& ��� !�������� ���� ,���X ,��X ����&?� ,�� 
,��। ��� Qe� 6�� ���, 4��� ���,����, ���� ,��� !"h� "���&����। 4����?��� 
�����? �Q�+ ���,/����& 7��, W��%/ �&?���। ������ 6����� ���� �=�� E�� ���+"��� 
!���� �3+2 ,������। 

�} ��_� �����? 7��+� ���,/��� 6���� ��%��� ,��?�� 6���� ���� ����� @�¢ 
�m�,+� ,-� E�k� ,��?� 9���v� ���, ����� �& 6�����, !� !,� �Q��1 �W� ,��� �1 
6����=�, º,1��4��� 6=�&?� 6���� �&��। 

 
 

------------  
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���,���,���,���,/�/�/�/� �������� . N�1 9�1������ �������� . N�1 9�1������ �������� . N�1 9�1������ �������� . N�1 9�1������    
������@ 9������@ 9������@ 9������@ 9/�/�/�/�� %�2 ,��?���� %�2 ,��?���� %�2 ,��?���� %�2 ,��?���    

    

������@,(�E&?,+),(`& �J��V�(�����)।-���,/� �����2 ���3��� 6u �������� . N�1 
9�1������ 9/�� %�2 ,��?��� ���?� =�,�� ���� 6�¢��,4��� E�k� ,�� �?। ������ ����3 
��������� !"#���� &5������� ������+�? � ,-� ��� �=?���। �������@ ���_ ���,/�� ��r�Q� 
��� 6=� ���� =�,�� ��,��� !��YZ��� !����� E -��U� ���� ��W�� ,��?� ��X��� ��,�� 
,�[+, �& 9/�� %��2� ,-� ��X���, 7���� ,��। =� �n���� �����2 ���3�� 7����V ��,-4��� 
�������� ��� N�1 9�1������ 9/���Z ����� ���1�=��¢ !4��Z ��� �?। 

 
 

--------  
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&E����� �,Z ���,&E����� �,Z ���,&E����� �,Z ���,&E����� �,Z ���,/�/�/�/��� ��� �� ��� �� ��� �� ���     

    deo�Q2+ ����[��, R���Q� deo�Q2+ ����[��, R���Q� deo�Q2+ ����[��, R���Q� deo�Q2+ ����[��, R���Q�     
�W�� 6��� �W�� 6��� �W�� 6��� �W�� 6���     

    

&��������, O& �J��V� (�����)।-���,/��� ����r !��YZ��� ��� ����� !����]� �� 
&E����� 4��9�� �J��T� !������� �,Z !9��� �, ������+�? !������, �W1�b� E�� 
4����? ���� . !=��S�� ������ !�����?� !���� ��� !=����3+�2� 5�� ���,/��� ����[��, 
deo�Q2+ R�d��� !� �1��, W������� �&?��� ����� 9�� �[�h 6,3+2 ,��?���। 6� �1����� 
&E����� ��� �5�� !9��� ������+�? ��� ���B ��=� (O)I ���� !�= ���� ��p ��@�3+� 
��? ����[��, R���Q�  �W�� �1 !� ��� 7��V ,�� �&?��� !� �m�,+� =� K& �J��V� 
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TEXT OF INSTRUMENT OF SURRENDER 

The PAKISTAN Eastern Command agree to surrender all PAKISTAN Armed 

Forces in BANGLADESH to Lieutenant-General JAGJIT SINGH AURORA, 

General Officer Commanding in Chief of the Indian and BANGLADESH forces in 

the Eastern Theatre. This surrender includes all PAKISTAN land, air and naval 

forces as also all paramilitary forces and civil armed forces. These forces will lay 

down their arms and surrender at the places where they are currently located to the 

nearest regular troops under the command of Lieutenant-General JAGJIT SINGH 

AURORA. 

The PAKISTAN Eastern Command shall come under the orders of Lieutenant-

General JAGJIT SINGH AURORA as soon as this instrument has been singed. 
Disobedience of orders will be regarded as a breach of the surrender terms and will 

be dealt with in accordance with the accepted laws and usages of war. The decision 
of Lieutenant General JAGJIT SINGH AURORA will be final, should any doubt 

arise as to the meaning or interpretation of the surrender terms. 

Lieutenant-General JAGJIT SINGH AURORA gives a solemn assurance that 

personnel who surrender shall be treated with the dignity and respect that soldiers 

are entitled to in accordance with the provisions of the GENEVA Convention and 

guarantees the safety and well-being of all PAKISTAN military and paramilitary 

forces who surrender. Protection will be provided to foreign nationals, ethnic 

minorities and personnel of WEST PAKISTAN origin by the forces under the 

command of Lieutenant-General JAGJIT SINGH AURORA. 

JAGJIT SINGH AUROR  AMIR ABDULLAH KHAN NIAZI 

Lieutenant-General    Lieutenant-General 

General Officer Commanding in Chief 

Martial Law Administrator 
Indian and Bangladesh Forces in  Zone B and Commander 

the Eastern Theatre   Eastern Command 

(Pakistan) 

16 December 1971  16 December 1971 

SURRENDER 

Major-General Rahim, who sustained minor injuries while fleeing from 

Chandpur, was convalescing at General Farman's residence after initial medical 

treatment. He lay in a secluded part of the house. Farman was with him. It was 12 

December, the ninth day of all-out war. Their minds naturally turned to the most 

crucial subject of the day: Is Dacca defensible? They had a frank exchange of 

opinion. Rahim was convinced that cease-fire alone was the answer. Farman was 

surprised to hear this suggestion from 
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Rahim, who had always advocated a prolonged and decisive war against India. He 

said with a tinge of irony. 'Bus daney nioock gaey-itni jaldi'(Have you lost your 

nerve-so soon!) Rahim insisted that it was already too late. 

During the discussion, Lieutenant- General Niazi and Major- General Jamshed 

entered the room to see the ‘wounded General’. Rahim repeated the suggestion to 

Niazi, who showed no reaction. Till then the exceptation of foreign help had not 
finally been extinguished. Avoiding the subject, Farman slipped into the adjoining 

room. 

After spending some time with Rahim, General Niazi walked into Farman’s 

room and said. Then send the signal to Rawalpindi. It appeared that he had accepted 

General Rahim’s advice, as he had always done in peace-time. General Niazi 

wanted Government House to send the cease go from Headquarters, Eastern 

Command but General Niazi insisted, ‘ No, it makes little difference whether the 

signal goes from here or from there. I have, in fact, some important work elsewhere, 

you send it from here. Before Farman could Say ‘no’ again ,Chief Secretary 

Muzaffar Husain Entered the room and, overhearing the conversation, said Niazi, 

You are right. The signal can be sent from here. ’That resolved the ,said to Niazi, 
you,’You are right. The signal can be sent from here. ’ That resolved the conflict. 

What General Farman opposed was not the cease-fire proposal itself, but the 

authority to sponsor it. His earlier signal on the same subject had been rejected by 

Rawalpindi-once bitten, twice shy. General Niazi disappeared to attend to his 

‘urgent work’ while Muzaffar Husain drafted the Historic note. It was seen by 

Farman and submitted to the Governor who approved the idea and sent it to the 

President the same evening (12 December). The note urged Yadya Khan to the 

everything possibleto save innocent lives’. 

Next day the Governor and his principal aides waited for orders from 

Rawalpindi, but the president seemed too busy too busy to take a decision. The 
following day (14 December) for which a high level meeting was fixed, three Indian 

MIGs attacked Government House at 11-15.a.m.and ripped the missive roof of the 
main hall. The Governor rushed to the air-raid shelter and scribbled out his 

resignation. Almost all the inmates of this seat of power survived the raid, except for 
some fishes in a decorative glass case. They restlessly tossed on the hot rubble and 

berated their last. 

The Governor, his cabinet and West Pakistani civil servants moved, on 14 

December to the Hotel Intercontinental which had been converted into a ‘Neutral 

Zone’ by the international Red Cross. The West Pakistani V.I.P.s included the Chief 

Secretary, the inspector-General of Police, the Commissioner, Dacca Division, 

Provincial Secretaries and a few others. They ‘dissociated’ themselves in writing 

from the Government of Pakistan in order to the gain admittance to neutral Zone, 

because anybody belonging to a belligerent state was not entitled to Red Cross 

protection.    

14 December was the last day of the East Pakistan Government. The debris of 

the Government and Government House were scattered. The enemy had only to 
neutralize 
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General Niazi and his disorganized forces to complete the Caesarian birth of 

Bangladesh. By now General Niazi, too, had lost all hope of foreign help. He 
slumped back into his earlier mood of despondency and hardly came out of his 

fortified cabin. He rode the chariot of time without controlling its speed or direction. 

He therefore conveyed the factual position to the President (who was also 

Commander-in-Chief) and keenly waited for instructions. In my presence he rang up 

General Hamid at night (13/14 December) and said, 'Sir, I have sent certain 

proposals to the President. Could you kindly see that some action is taken on them 

soon.' 

The President of Pakistan and Chief Martial Law Administrator found time from 

his multifarious engagements and ordered the Governor and General Niazi on the 

following day to take all necessary measures to stop the fighting and preserve lives.' 
His unclassified signal to General Niazi said: 

Governor's flash message to me refers. You have fought a heroic battle against 

overwhelming odds. The nation is proud of you and the world full of admiration. I 

have done all that is humanly possible to find an acceptable solution to the problem. 

You have now reached a stage where further resistance is no longer humanly 

possible nor will it serve any useful purpose. It will only lead to further loss of lives 

and destruction. You should now take all necessary measures to stop the fighting 

and preserve the lives of armed forces personnel, all those from West Pakistan, and 

all loyal elements. Meanwhile I have moved U.N. to urge India to stop hostilities in 

East Pakistan forthwith and to guarantee the safety of armed forces and all other 

people who may be the likely target of miscreants. 

This important telegram originated from Rawalpindi at 1330 hours on 14 

December and arrived in Dacca at 1530 hours (East Pakistan Standard Time). 

What did the Presidential telegram signify? Did it mean `surrender orders' for 

General Niazi, or could he continue fighting if he so desired? I leave it to the reader 

to construe the above telegram for himself and draw his own conclusion. 

General Niazi, the same evening, decided to initiate the necessary steps to obtain 

a cease-fire. As an intermediary, he first thought of Soviet and Chinese diplomats 

but finally chose Mr. Spivack, the U. S. Consul-General in Dacca. General Niazi 

asked Major-General Farman Ali to accompany him to Mr. Spivack because he, as 
Adviser to the Governor had been dealing with foreign diplomats. When they 

reached Mr. Spivack's office Farman waited in the ante-room while Niazi went in. 
Farman could overhear General Niazi's loud unsubtle overtures to win Spivack's 

sympathies. When he thought that the `friendship' had been established, he asked the 
American Consul to negotiate cease-fire terms with the Indians for him. Mr. 

Spivack, spurning all sentimentality, said in a matter of fact fashion, `I cannot 
negotiate a cease fire on your behalf. I can only send a message if you like'. 

General Farman was called in to draft the message to the Indian Chief of Staff 

(Army), General Sam Manekshaw. He dictated a full-page note calling for an 

immediate cease-fire, provided the following were guaranteed: the safety of 

Pakistan Armed Forces 
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and of paramilitary forces; the protection of the loyal civilian population against 

reprisals by Mukti Bahini, and the safety and medical care of the sick and wounded. 

As soon as the draft was finalized, Mr. Spivack said, It will be transmitted in 

twenty minutes; General Niazi and Farman returned to Eastern Command leaving 

Captain Niazi, the aide-de-camp to wait for the reply. He sat there till 10 p. m. but 

nothing happened. He was asked to check later, before going to bed. No reply was 

received during the night. 

In fact, Mr. Spivack did not transmit the message to General (later Field-

Marshal) Manekshaw. He sent it to Washington, where the U. S. Government tried 

to consult Yahya Khan before taking any action. But Yahya Khan was not available. 

He was drowning his sorrows somewhere. I learnt later that he had lost interest in 

the war as early as 3 December and never came to his office. His military secretary 
usually carried to him a map marked with the latest war situation. He, at times, 

looked at it and once commented; `What can I do for East Pakistan?' 

Manekshaw replied to the note on 15 December saying that the cease fire would 

be acceptable and the safety of the personnel mentioned in the note would be 

guaranteed provided the Pakistan Army surrenders to my advancing troops'. He also 

gave the radio frequency on which Calcutta, the seat of Indian Eastern Command, 

could be contacted for co-ordination of details. 

Manekshaw's message was sent to Rawalpindi. The Chief of Staff of the 

Pakistan Army replied by the evening of 15 December saying, inter alia. Suggest 

you accept the cease-fire on these terms as they meet your requirements. However, 
it will be a local arrangement between two commanders. If it conflicts with the 

solution being sought at the United Nations, it will be held null and void.' 

The temporary cease-fire was agreed from 5 p.m. on 15 December till 9 a, m. the 

following day. It was later extended on 3 p. m. 16 December to allow more time to 

finalize cease fire arrangements. While General Hamid suggested to Niazi that he 

accept the cease-fire terms, the latter took it as `approval' and asked his Chief of 

Staff, Brigadier Baqar, to issue the necessary orders to the formations. A full-page 

signal commended the `heroic fight' by the troops and asked the local commanders 

to contact their Indian counter-parts to arrange the cease fire. It did not say 

`surrender' except in the following sentence, `Unfortunately, it also involves the 

laying down of arms.' 

It was already midnight (15/16 December) when the signal was sent, out. About 

the same time, Lieutenant-Colonel Liaquat Bokhari, Officer Commanding, 4 

Aviation Squadron, was summoned for his last briefing. He was told to fly out eight 
West Pakistani nurses and twenty-eight families, the same night, to Akyab (Burma) 

across the Chittagong Hill Tracts. Lieutenant Colonel Liaquat received the orders 
with his usual calm, so often seen during the war. His helicopters, throughout the 

twelve days of all-out war, were the only means available to Eastern Command for 

the transport of men, ammunition and weapons to the worst hit areas. Their odyssey 

of valour is so inspiring that it cannot be summed up here. 
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Two helicopters left in the small hours of 16 December while the third flew in 

broad daylight. They carried Major-General Rahim Khan and a few others, but the 

nurses were left behind because they 'could not be collected in time' from their 

hostel. All the helicopters landed safely in Burma and the passengers eventually 

reached Karachi. 

Back in Dacca, the fateful hour drew closer. When the enemy advancing from 

the Tangail side came near Tongi, he was received by our tank fire. Presuming that 

the Tongi-Dacca road was well defended, the Indians side-stepped to a neglected 
route towards Manikganj from where Colonel Fazle Hamid had retreated in 'haste as 

he had from Khulna on 6 December. The absence of Fazle Hamid's troops allowed 

the enemy free access to Dacca city from the north-west. 

Brigadier Bashir, who was responsible for the defense of the Provincial Capital 

(excluding the cantonment), learnt on the evening of 15 December that the 

Manikganj Dacca road was totally unprotected. He spent first half of the night in 

gathering scattered elements of E. P. C. A. F., about a company strength, and 

pushed them under Major Salamat to Mirpur bridge, just outside the city. The 

commando troops of the Indian Army. Who were told by the Mukti Bahini that the 
bridge was unguarded, drove to the city in the small hours of 16 December. By then 

Major Salamat's boys were in position and they blindly fired towards the 
approaching column. They claimed to have killed a few enemy troops and captured 

two Indian jeeps. 

Major-General Nagra of 101 Communication Zone, who was following the 

advance commando troops, held back on the far side of the bridge and wrote a chit 

to Lieutenant General Amir Abdullah Khan Niazi It said: Dear Abdullah, I am at 

Mirpur Bridge. Send your representative.' 

Major-General Jamshed, Major-General Farman and Rear-Admiral Shariff were 

with General Niazi when he received the note at about 9 a.m. Farman, who still 
stuck to the message for 'cease-fire negotiations', said is he (Nagra) the negotiating 

team?' General Niazi did not comment. The obvious question was whether he was to 
be received or resisted. He was already on the threshold of Dacca. 

Major-General Farman asked General Niazi, 'Have you any reserves? Niazi 

again said nothing. Rear-Admiral Shariff, translating it in Punjabi, said; 'Kuj Palley 

hai'? (Have you anything in the kitty?) Niazi looked to Jamshed, the defender of 

Dacca, who shook his head sideways to signify 'nothing'. If that is the case, then go 

and do what he (Nagra) asks,' Farman and Shariff said almost simultaneously. 

General Niazi sent Major-General Jamshed to receive Nagra. He asked our 

troops at Mirpur Bridge to respect the cease-fire and allow Nagra a peaceful 
passage. The Indian General entered Dacca with a handful of soldiers and a lot of 

pride. That was the virtual fall of Dacca. It fell quietly like a heart patient. Neither 
were its limbs chopped nor its body hacked. It just ceased to exist as an independent 

city. Stories about the fall of Singapore, Paris or Berlin were not repeated here.  

Meanwhile, Tactical Headquarters of Eastern Command was wound up. All 

operational maps were removed. The main head-quarters were dusted to receive the 
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Indians because, as Brigadier Baqar said, ‘It is better furnished.' The adjoining 

officers' mess was warned in advance to prepare additional food for the 'guests'. 
Baqar was very good at administration. 

Slightly after midday, Brigadier Baqar went to the airport to receive his Indian 

counterpart, Major-General Jacob. Meanwhile Niazi entertained Nagra with his 

jokes. I apologize for not recording them here but none of them is printable! 

Major-General Jacob brought the 'surrender deed' which General Niazi and his 

Chief of Staff preferred to call the 'draft cease-fire agreement'; Jacob handed over 

the papers to Baqar, who placed them before' Major-General Farman. General Far-

man objected to the clause pertaining to the 'Joint Command of India and 

Bangladesh.' Jacob said, 'But this is how it has come from Delhi.' Colonel Khera of 

Indian military intelligence,' who was standing on the side added, ‘Oh, which is an 
internal matter between India and Bangladesh. You are surrendering to the Indian 

Army only.' The document was passed on to Niazi who glanced through it without 
any comment and pushed it back, across the table, to Farman. Farman said, ‘It is for 

the Commander to accept or reject it.' Niazi said nothing. This was taken to imply 
his acceptance. 

In the early afternoon, General Niazi drove to Dacca airport to receive 

LieutenantGeneral Jagjit Singh Aurora, Commander of Indian Eastern Command. 

He arrived with his wife by helicopter. A sizeable crowd of Bengalis rushed forward 

to garland their liberator' and his wife. Niazi gave him a military salute and shook 

hands. It was a touching sight. The victor and the vanquished stood in full view of 

the Bengalis, who made no secret of their extreme sentiments of love and hatred for 

Aurora and Niazi respectively. 

Amidst shouts and slogans, they drove to Ramna Race Course (Suhrawardy 

Ground) where the stage was set for the surrender ceremony. The vast ground' 
bubbled with emotional Bengali crowds. They were all keen to witness the public 

humiliation of a West Pakistani General. The occasion was also to formalize the 
birth of Bangladesh. 

A small contingent of the Pakistan Army was arrived to present a guard of honor 

to the victor while a detachment of Indian soldiers guarded the vanquished. The 

surrender deed was signed by Lieutenant-General Aurora and Lieutenant-General 

Niazi in full view of nearly one million Bengalis and scores of foreign media men. 

Then they both stood up. General Niazi took out his revolver and handed it over to 

Aurora to mark the capitulation of Dacca. With that, he handed over East Pakistan. 

The Dacca garrison was allowed to retain their personal weapons for self-

protection against the Mukti Bahini till Indian troops were available, in sufficient 

numbers, to take over control. The garrison Surrendered formally on 19 December 
at 11 a.m. at the golf course in the cantonment. The troops, outside Dacca laid down 

their arms between 16 and 22 December on suitable dates arranged by the local 

commanders. 

All India Radio had started broadcasting the news of impending surrender as 

early as 14 December. It panicked the non-Bengali population in Dacca and 

elsewhere. Most of them left their homes and moved to the cantonments to share the 

fate of Pakistani 
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soldiers. Thousands of them were overtaken by the Mukti Bahini and put to death. I 

heard hair-raising stories of these atrocities. They were enough to chill the blood 
and are far too numerous to be catalogued here. 

The Indians had no time to protect these innocent lives. They were busy 

removing the plunder of their victory to India. Large convoys of trains and trucks 

moved military hardware, foodstuffs, industrial produce and household goods, 

including refrigerators, carpets and television sets. The blood of Bangladesh was 

sucked so thoroughly that only a skeleton remained to greet the dawn of 

`independence' One year later; this realization dawned on the Bengalis as well. 

When the Indians had transferred what they could of Bangladesh's wealth to 

their own territory, they started transferring Pakistani prisoners of war to Indian P. 

O. W. camps. The process continued till the end of January 1972. The V. I. Ps, 
including Lieutenant-General Niazi, Major-General Farman, Rear-Admiral Shariff 

and Air Commodore Inam-ul-Haq were, however, flown to Calcutta on 20 
December. I accompanied them.... 

Soon after our arrival at Fort William, Calcutta, I took the opportunity of 

discussing the war, in retrospect, with General Niazi, before he had the time, or the 

need to reconstruct his war account for the enquiry commission in Pakistan. He 

talked frankly and bitterly. He showed no regrets or qualms of conscience. He 

refused to accept responsibility for the dismemberment of Pakistan and squarely 

blamed General Yahya Khan for it. Here are a few extracts from our conversation: 

Did you' ever tell Yahya Khan or Hamid that the resources given to you were not 

adequate to fulfill the allotted mission,' I asked. `Are they civilians? Don't they 

know whether three infantry divisions are enough to defend East Pakistan against 

internal as well as external dangers? 'Whatever the case, your inability to defend 

Dacca will remain a red mark against you as a theatre commander. Even if fortress 

defense was the only concept feasible under the circumstances, you' did not develop 
Dacca as a fortress. It had no troops.' Rawalpindi is to blame. They promised me 

eight infantry battalions in mid-November but sent me only five. The remaining 
three had yet to arrive when the West Pakistan front was opened without any prior 

notice to me. I wanted to keep the remaining three battalions in' Dacca.' 'But when 
you knew on 3 December that nothing more could come from West Pakistan, why 

didn't you create reserves from your own resources?' 'Because all sectors had come 
under pressure simultaneously. Troops everywhere were committed. Nothing could 

be spared.' 'With what little you had in Dacca you could have prolonged the war for 

a few days more,' I suggested. 'What for?' he replied. 'That would have resulted in 

further death and destruction. Dacca drains would have choked. Corpses' would 

have piled up in the streets. Civic facilities would have, collapsed plague and other 

diseases would have spread. Yet the end would have been the same. I will take 

90,000 prisoners of war to West Pakistan rather than face 90,000 widows and half a 

million orphans there. The sacrifice was not worth it.' 'The end would have been the 

same. But the history of the Pakistan Army would have been different. It would 

have written an inspiring chapter in the annals of military operations'. General Niazi 

did not reply. 

 

----------- 
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TROOPS IN DACCA AT THE TIME OF SURRENDER  

1. Headquarters 

a. Headquarters Eastern Command 

b. Rear Headquarters 14 Division 

c. Headquarters 36 (ad hoc) Division originally EP CAF 

d. Headquarters East Pakistan Logistic Area.  

e. Station Headquarters. 

f. Headquarters of Flag Officer Commanding, East Pakistan  

g. Headquarters of Air Officer Commanding, East Pakistan  

h. West Pakistan Police Headquarters. 

j. Headquarters Director General, Razakars. 

 

2. Troops-Regular and Para

Armoured Corps (ad hoc tanks troop)

 
50

Artillery (6 LAA Regiment, HQ Arty. reinforcements 

etc

 700

Engineers (Rear parties of various units. HQ Engrs)  500

Signals (3 Battalions and various static units)  2000

Infantry (Remnants of 93 Brigade who reached Dacca on 

13
December 1971 and reinforcements)

 

4500

Services (Ordnance and Supply installation, workshops 
}

 1000

Navy  500

PAF  500

EP CAF  4000

Mujahids  1500

Razakars  7000

West Pakistan Police  2500

Industrial Security Force  1500
Total : 26,250

3. The above excludes sick and wounded and hospital staff.

4. Weapons.

Tanks

 

3 

Anti Aircraft guns  49 
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Heavy Mortars          4  

6 Pounder Guns          4  

3-inch Mortars          20  

Recoilless rifles          25 

Rocket Launchers, 2 inch. Mortars and machine guns   Sufficient                 

numbers 

Small arms      Sufficient  

Numbers 

River Boats          10 

           

(The figures given in this appendix are based on the information provided by a 

staff officer who escaped from Dacca after surrender.) 

 

 
 

-------------- 
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SUMMARY OF CASUALTIES 
  

 West Pakistan-(3 to 17 December, 1971)     

 
Offrs JCOs OR Total 

 
Killed in Action (Shaheed) 62 

52 1291 1405 

 
Wounded                                  133 

123 2822 3078 

 
Missing                                     4 

2 120 126 

Missing believed killed              - 
5 129 134 

 
Missing believed POW's             3 

7 205 215 

 
Total                                 202 189 4567 4958 

 East Pakistan-(March 1971 to December 1971) 

Offrs JCOs 

41 

OR 

1162 

Total

1293 Killed in Action (Shaheed) 90 
 

Wounded                            132 
80 2327 2539 

 
Missing                               9 

1 25 35 

 
Missing believed killed      3 

7 330 340 

 
Missing believed POW's before 14 

1 3 18 

     
Total                                248 130 3847 4225 

2. The ratio of officers/JCO casualties to OR:  

West Pakistan  1 : 12 

East Pakistan  1 : 10 

The ratio of Officer / JCO killed (Shaheed) in action to OR :  

  West Pakistan 1 : 11 

East Pakistan  1 : 9 
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The ratio of Offr /JCO wounded to OR:  

West Pakistan  1 : 17 

East Pakistan  1 : 11 

 

3. The officer casualty figures include one General killed (Shaheed) and two 

wounded, and ten Lieutenant Colonels killed (Shaheed) and eleven wounded. The 

officer-jawan casualty ratio is as expected because they always fight shoulder to 

shoulder. 

4. There may be more casualties in East Pakistan as some casualties may not 
have been reported during the last days of the war. 

5. Indian casualties in the meantime are estimated to be 30,000 killed and 

wounded. 

 

------------------  
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GENERAL YAHYA KHAN'S UNDELIVERED ADDRESS TO THE NATION 

December 1971 

Rawalpindi, 17 December, 1971 

The following is the text of President General Agha Mohammad Yahya Khan's 
statement issued here today: 

As you may recall, in my address to the nation of 12th October, I had apprised 

you of the details of my plan of transfer of power and had stated that the new 

Constitution will be published by the 20th of December. In spite of treacherous 
aggression by India which she had hoped would completely disrupt my plan and 

despite certain serious set-backs that we have suffered, I am determined to keep to 
my programme of transfer of power. For its implementation I have already invited 

the leaders of the major parties representing both wings to form a coalition 
Government. The Government of the elected representative of the people will 

assume the responsibility to guide the nation through this hour of crisis. The 
Constitution which I will briefly outline now will be released shortly, and will 

provide the framework for the representative Government to discharge its 

responsibilities to the people. 

It is a matter of some sorrow for me that the process which I had initiated for 
the Constitution to be prepared by the elected representatives of the people was 

upset for reasons which are known. This unfortunate development has not deterred 
me in my resolve not to delay the transfer of power and it is this compulsion which 

has prompted me to present the Constitution to the people of Pakistan. At the same 
time, I have no wish to impose a Constitution. The Constitution, therefore, provides 

for the association and the participation of the elected representatives of the people 
through an easy amendment procedure in the first 90 days involving a simple 

majority and a consensus of 25 per cent of the representatives from the federating 

units. 

I have been in constant touch with political leaders in the country and have 

taken into account numerous concrete suggestions which emanated from various 

sources. The object was that the Constitution should reflect the consensus and 

should meet the expectations of the people and the needs of the country. 

I find that in the public debate on the subject general consensus exists on the 

following four broad elements which the Constitution reflects: 

1. It should preserve and promote the ideology of the Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan. 

2. The country needs a federal parliamentary system of Government enshrining 

fundamental rights of the people. 
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3. There should be maximum provincial autonomy within the concept of one       

country. 

4. It should be an effective instrument for translating the new expectations of 
the people in the social and economic fields into a concrete reality. 

The Constitution provides a parliamentary form of representative Government 

both at the Centre and in the Provinces. The President will appoint as Prime 

Minister a person who can command majority support in the National Assembly. 

The other Ministers will be members of the National Assembly, although a person 

who is not a member may be a Minister for a maximum period of six months. All 

will be responsible, as a Cabinet, to the National Assembly. The Prime Minister 

may be removed on only one ground, namely, that he has ceased to command the 

confidence of a majority in the National Assembly. 

The Prime Minister will be assisted by a Vice-Prime Minister, who should 

belong to the other wing from that to which the Prime Minister belongs. The 

President is required to act in accordance with the advice of his Council of 

Ministers, except where such advice involves violation of his oath of office or 

interferes with the organisation of the defense forces of the country or their 

maintenance in a high state of efficiency. 

The fundamental rights in this Constitution go beyond the provisions contained 

in previous constitutions. The directive principles of state policy have been 

reworded and strengthened in many respects. The state is to give special attention to 

improvement of the living and working conditions of the worker and the peasants. 

Another major departure from earlier constitutions is the provision of a Vice-

president. It has been provided that the Vice-President should belong to the other 

wing from that to which the President belongs and that his headquarters should be at 

Dacca. His principal function will be to be the Chairman of the Senate and this new 

House of Parliament forms the next major departure from the previous constitutions. 

A second House is a necessary feature of a federal state, and it has been missing 

from our constitutions for too long. Ordinarily, the function of a second House is to 

provide equal representation to the units constituting the federation and the 

Constitution provides that each of the Provinces shall have elected representatives in 

the Senate. In addition, to secure representation from among persons eminent in 

public and professional life, I have provided for nomination of fifteen such persons, 

of whom ten shall be from East Pakistan and the remaining five from the West 

Wing. The Vice-President of Pakistan, besides being the Chairman of the Senate, 

may have other functions conferred upon him by law and other duties may also be 

assigned to him by the President. The president and the Vice-President are to be 
elected normally by an electoral college composed of the senate, the National 

Assembly and all the Provincial Assemblies by the method of the alternative vote. 

The Parliament of Pakistan will thus consist of two House, but the principal law-

making body will be the National Assembly. The Senate has not been provided with 

a veto on legislation by the National Assembly, but may, nevertheless, propose 
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amendments to any bill passed by the National Assembly which shall be transmitted 

to the latter Assembly through the President, who will have his ordinary powers of 
making suggestions for amendments himself. Thereafter, the power of putting the 

law into final shape is placed in the hands of the National Assembly. There will be 
joint sittings of the Houses for legislative purposes only when the Senate has 

disagreed with the National Assembly regarding amendment of the Constitution. In 
that case, there will be a joint sitting and besides a majority of two-thirds of the total 

membership of the two Houses of Parliament, there will be required a consensus of 
not less than twenty-five per cent of the total number of representatives from the 

constituent units to pass such an amendment. Among other occasions on which the 

two Houses will sit together will be when there is a motion for impeachment of the 

President or the Vice-President. 

As I have spoken of the amendment of the Constitution, I may mention here that 

for the protection of the large measure of autonomy, which the new Constitution has 

given to the Provinces, it has been provided that any bill to amend certain specified 

provisions of the Constitution conferring such autonomy, when passed by the 

National Assembly, shall be forwarded not only to the Senate, but also to the 
Assembly of each of the provinces for their consideration and recommendations. 

The views of the Provinces will be placed before the Senate which will thereafter 
formulate its own proposals for amendment and these will be passed back to the 

National Assembly by the President. In the event of disagreement between the two 
Houses of Parliament, there will be a joint sitting for resolution of the matter. A 

further safeguard for provincial autonomy has been provided by giving power to the 
President to withhold his assent if in his opinion any objection raised by a 

Provincial Assembly has not been substantially met. 

Before I mention the matters in which provincial autonomy has been extended I 

would like to give a brief survey of the major features in relation to the Provincial 

Governments. An Assembly for each of the provinces has already been elected. The 

Constitution provides that each Governor shall have a Council of Ministers and shall 

act in accordance with the advice which he receives from his Council. The leader of 

the majority in the Provincial Assembly is to be summoned to form a Ministry, and 

shall hold office subject to only one condition, namely, that he may be removed if 
he ceased to command the confidence of the majority in the Provincial Assembly. 

Elaborate provisions have been made in that part of the Constitution which deals 

with relations between the Centre and the Provinces, which have the effect of 

transferring a large number of subjects from the central field to that provincial field. 

In relation to a few subjects such as post offices, stock exchanges and futures 

markets and insurance, where indeed central control is essential, it has been 

provided in the Constitution, in appreciation of the special position of East Pakistan, 

which at the request of that Province the Central Government shall transfer its 

executive functions to the Government of that Province. The powers of the Central 

Legislature have been expressly confined to matters which are provided for in this 

particular part of the Constitution. The provisions in the 1962 Constitution 

empowering the Central Legislature to make laws on provincial subjects under 

certain contingencies have been withdrawn. These purposes can now be served by 

the Central Legislature only upon request made by a Province or Provinces. In the 

financial field, very substantial powers of taxation have been transferred to the 
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provinces, but with this and with certain other matters such as the treatment of 

the subject of foreign trade and foreign aid, the making of grants to Provinces, inter-
provincial trode. etc., I shall deal separately a little later. 

The West Pakistan Dissolution Order 1970 provides that six autonomous bodies 

in the West Wing shall be managed by the President on behalf of the four Provinces, 

In the light of their operations during the course of the year it has been found that it 

should be possible to dissolve three of these corporations and their functions 

transferred to the four Provinces. These autonomous bodies are-the Agricultural 

Development Corporation, the Small Industries Corporation, and the Associated 

Cement Company. The arrangements envisaged in the Dissolution Order will now 

be restricted to the West Pakistan Railway, West Pakistan Power and Development 

Authority, and the West Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation with a 

restricted role confined to such important and basic industries which are of common 

interest to the four Provinces in the West Wing. 

By the Constitution the Centre will assume responsibility for protecting each 

Province from external aggression and internal disturbance, and for ensuring that its 
operations are conducted in accordance with the Constitution. For the 

implementation of this responsibility, two special provisions have been found 
necessary. One is that whenever the Central Government is satisfied that the 

Government of a Province cannot be conducted in accordance with the provisions of 

the Constitution, it may authorise the Governor of the Province to assume to himself 

all the functions of the Provincial Government. Such a condition will not be 

permitted to last beyond one year. A provision has also been made for the Central 

Government to exercise measure of control over a  Province when it is afflicted with 

financial stability. As you are aware such provisions exist in many constitutions. 

The subject which has most agitated the minds of the people concerns the 

relations between the Centre and the Provinces and the extent of provincial power 
consistent with the integrity and unity of the country. Consequently, it provides the 

Centre with responsibility in specified fields while all the residuary powers are with 
the Provinces. 

Financial autonomy is an essential element in any scheme of provincial 

autonomy. Provinces should have command over their financial resources. The 

present position where the elastic sources of revenue were mostly with the Centre 

giving little scope to the Provinces to mobilise resource for their development has 

been radically changed under the new Constitution. The extremists, have, no doubt, 

advocated that the Centre should have no authority to levy any tax. This position is 

obviously unacceptable because if financial independence is essential for the 

Provinces, it is equally essential for the Centre to enable it to discharge its 

obligations under the Constitution. The new arrangement in the Constitution, 

therefore, provides for the complete transfer of the following sources of taxation to 

the Provinces in addition to the existing provincial sources of taxation: 

1. Sales Tax. 
2 All Excise Duties other than those on petroleum and tobacco manufacture.  

3. Estate and Succession Tax. 
4. Gift Tax. 
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Besides the complete transfer of the above mentioned central sources of taxation 

in favour of the Provinces, the Constitution also provides that the following three 

taxes will be collected by the Centre for the purposes of convenience but will be 

passed on in their entirety to the Provinces:- 

1. Export Duties. 

2. Excise on un-manufactured tobacco. 

3. Tax on natural gas and crude mineral oil. 

In other words, the Centre will retain only the following sources of taxation:  

1. Income, Corporation, and Wealth Tax. 

2. Excise duties only on two items, viz, petroleum products and tobacco 

manufacturers. 

3. Custom duties excluding export duties. 

In addition to the transfer of these major sources of taxation to the Provinces, the 

Constitution provides for special grants from the Centre to the less developed 

Provinces. These grants will be not less than Rs 70 crores a year, of which Rs. 60 

crores or the entire amount of custom duties collected in East Pakistan whichever is 

higher, will be earmarked for East Pakistan. The NWFP and Baluchistan Province 

will get grants in aid of not less than Rs. 5 crores each. 

The large special grant in favor of East Pakistan has been made to assist the 

development of that Province. The Central Government is on average collecting 

roughly Rs. 130 crores per annum from East Pakistan through central taxes. The 

arrangements made in the Constitution will give East Pakistan over Rs. 100 crores 
out of Rs. 130 crores which are collected from East Pakistan through central taxes. 

This will mean that East Pakistan's contribution to the central expenditure will be 
around Rs. 30 crores a year or about 5 per cent of the Centre's Current total 

expenditure. This is indicative of the extent of the financial support which the 
Constitution provides to the resources of East Pakistan. 

The allocation of these resources to the Provinces is now covered by 

constitutional provisions. The necessity for the establishment of a finance 

commission for periodic review will, therefore, not arise. 

It has also been provided in the Constitution that Provincial Governments will 

be able to borrow internally within broad limits laid down by the Centre. This will 
obviate reference to the Centre every time a loan has to be raised. Fast Pakistan has 

been given a constitutional guarantee that it will be authorized to raise at least 54 
per cent of the total public borrowings in the provinces. 

In the field of external aid, which is an adjunct of the country's foreign policy, 

the Centre's role is restricted to the negotiation of the overall aid for the country. 

Here again the Province of East Pakistan has been assured the minimum allocation 

of 54 per cent of the total aid negotiated in any one year. Within such allocations the 

Provinces will be free to negotiate directly specific projects and programmes. 
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The foreign exchange earnings of the country provide backing to the currency 

and, therefore, must be retained as a central responsibility. The Constitution, 
however, provides a system by which both East and West wings would use their 

own foreign exchange earnings after meeting the common liabilities. 

The Provincial Governments would have powers to frame their own export 

promotion programmes and would be entitled to frame import policies in line with 

the availability of foreign exchange to their credit after meeting common needs and 

foreign aid allocated to them. These arrangements for West Pakistan will obviously 

be managed on a regional basis. Since, however, foreign trade is an inseparable part 

of the overall foreign policy, the Central Government would retain powers to 

legislate and to lay down the framework within which the trade policies have to be 

implemented by the Provincial Governments. The necessary institutional and 

administrative changes to implement this constitutional provision would be made by 

transfer of institutions like the Jute Board to East Pakistan and the setting up of a 

Trade Board for coordinating trade policies in West Pakistan. In the case of East 

Pakistan there is also a provision for appointment of trade representatives abroad 

with the approval of the Central Government. 

Inter-wing trade would be guided and regulated by a specially constituted inter-

wing trade board. It would be composed of representatives of all Provinces, half of 

which would be from East Pakistan. The board would examine any questions 

referred to it on the initiative of the Provinces Thus, the Provinces would be able to 

ensure that interregional trade is carried on in a fair and mutually advantageous 

basis. 

The currency has obviously remain a central responsibility under the State Bank 

of Pakistan but for the decentralization of other central banking functions the 

Constitution provides for the establishment of two regional Reserve Banks, one in 

each wing. The Provincial Governments will be fully represented on these regional 
reserve banks which will control commercial and cooperative banks in their 

respective areas and will manage credit policies within the overall ceiling laid down 
by the State Bank of Pakistan. 

In the field of planning, there will be decentralization permitting Provinces to 

prepare their own development plans on the basis of external and internal resources 

on which they will have full control. The Centre will consolidate provincial plans 

for the preparation of a national plan for any period specified by it. The 

decentralization in planning will involve the disbandment of the Central 

Development Working Party for the provinces and of the Executive Committee of 

the National Economic Council as well as the National Economic Council. The 

Provincial Governments will, therefore, have full authority to formulate and approve 

their plans without any moneytary limits. 

As regards the system of election, I might say that all the Assemblies are to be 

those which have been elected by adult franchise under the Legal Framework Order, 
and the same system of election is to continue under the Constitution. The Senate 

however will be elected by the provincial Assemblies by the method of the single 
transferable vote, thus ensuring a wider representation than could be achieved by the 

single vote under the party system. 
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I may mention too in relation to elections that provisions have been made in the 

Constitution to discourage multiplicity of political parties or their growth on narrow 
regional basis. I consider this reform necessary for the healthy growth of the 

parliamentary system and for the encouragement and growth of national outlook. 
These provisions would naturally apply to these elections. 

The Islamic institutions which existed under previous constitution are being 

maintained and it is also provided that branches of the Islamic Research Institution 

may be established in each province if requested by the Provincial Government. In 

the principles of policy, at many places, the Islamic provisions have been 

strengthened. 

At the end, I may mention that the Constitution provides that the Republic shall 

have two capitals at Islamabad and Dacca. The description 'Second Capital' in 
respect of Dacca has been abolished, and it has been provided that an adequate 

establishment shall be maintained at each capital for the discharge of the functions 
of the Central Government. The principal seat of parliament will be located at 

Dacca. 

These are the main features of the Constitution, and its printed copies will be 

available on the 20th. I have attempted to synthesize the demands for maximum 

provincial autonomy with the imperatives of national unity. I have given fullest 

weight to the desire for decentralization of functions and have accommodated this 

genuine desire up to the point beyond which I feared that the system would become 

unworkable. Decentralization is required and has been provided but it obviously 

cannot be carried beyond a point which would become the starting point of 

disintegration I feel that this Constitution is a bold measure in advance of almost 

any other constitution. But then our problems are unique and we have to find unique 

and bold solutions for the problems which this country faces. I earnestly hope and 

pray that this Constitution will help remove mistrust and bitterness which led us to 
the brink of a precipice and will herald a new era strengthening the unifying forces 

currently lying dormant in the national life. 

Pakistan paindabad 

 

---------------- 
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FEDERAL INTERVENTION IN PAKISTAN:  

    CHRONOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

On March 25, 1971, in the face of rising disorders-looting, arson and killings by 

extremist groups-Pakistan's federal army moved swiftly to restore law and order. In 

the following pages, a chronology provides a review of the events in March which 

led to this federal counter-action. 

In perspective, these events had their origins on December 7, 1970, when 53 

million Pakistanis went to the polls to elect a Constituent Assembly. The balloting 
was secret, based on universal suffrage and founded on the principle of "one man, 

one vote." The elections were set in motion by President Yahya Khan to make good 
on his pledge "to restore democratic institutions in the country." This pledge was set 

out on March 30, 1970, in the Legal Framework Order (LFO), which laid down the 
ground rules for the election and the machinery for carrying out the balloting. 

1,570 candidates contested for the 313 seats to the Constituent Assembly. 25 

different political parties in the country's five provinces, plus 319 independents 

withouts party affiliation, campaigned for seats under the terms of the LFO. All 

candidates subscribed to the LFO's fundamental principle that the new Constitution 

would not impair the nation's "independence, territorial integrity and national 

solidarity" in any manner. With this basic understanding in mind, the people went to 
the polls. 

The election was a brilliant success. Election day took on a festive air. The 

balloting was free and peaceful. 11 different political parties and 15 independents 
emerged with seats in the Constituent Assembly. The Pakistan Awami League, 

headed by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, won handsomely with 167 seats: next to it the 

Pakistan People's Party, led by Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, scored impressively with 81 

seats. 

The Constituent Assembly was scheduled by the President to meet on March 3. 

In the interim period, various political party leaders, in particular Sheikh Mujib and 

Mr. Bhutto, conferred with a view to arriving at a reasonable understanding on the 
question of constitution-making and its many modalities before the Assembly met 

(for example, the question whether the various clauses of the new Constitution 
would be passed by a 
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simple majority or by a larger one, etc.). The mandate of the Assembly under the 
LFO was to secure a new Constitution within 120 days. By the end of February, 

however, as negotiations deadlocked, Mr. Bhutto appealed for additional time for 
joint consultations before the Assembly met to resolve the constitutional making 

issues. 

At this point, the chronology of events in March begins 

MARCH 1, 1971 

President Yahya Khan announced postponement of the inaugural session of the 

National Assembly scheduled for March 3 to a later date in order to give more time 
to political leaders to hold discussions and arrive at a reasonable compromise on the 

modalities of constitution-making. In a nationwide statement, the President 
recounted the steps that he had taken to hold elections to the national and provincial 

assemblies in order to transfer power to the peoples elected representatives-a 
promise that he made to the nation when he became President on March 25, 1969. 

He reiterated his determination to keep his promise. 

MARCH 2 

The President of the Awami League, Mujibur Rahman criticized the 

postponement of the National Assembly's inaugural session, and called for a general 

strike in East Pakistan to protest against the postponement. A complete strike was 

observed in the provincial capitality of Dacca in response to his call. Cases of 

looting, arson and violence were reported from Dacca and some other places in the 

province. Shops owned by non-Bengali traders were looted* There was a complete 

shutdown of transportation, business, and industry and air services in East Pakistan. 

Mujibur Rahman reiterated that he would launch a mass civil disobedience or non-

cooperation movement against the federal government in view of the National 

Assembly session's postponement. He called for a province-wide general strike on 

March 3 and announced that he would unfold his action programme in a public 
meeting on March 7. Steel helmeted riot police patrolled Dacca city as violence 

erupted in some parts, in the afternoon and later in the evening. Curfew was 
imposed in Dacca in the night owing to violence and looting by Mujibur Rahman's 

followers. 

MARCH 3 

President Yahya Khan today issued personal invitations to 12 elected leaders of 
all the parliamentary groups in the National Assembly to meet him in Dacca on 

March 10 for talks for resolving the impasse on constitution making. He said that he 

expected that the National Assembly would convene soon after the proposed round-

table-conference of parliamentary leaders called by him in run on Dacca. Most other 

political leaders invited to the conference accepted the invitation but Mujibur 

Rahman, the Awami League chief, rejected President Yahya's invitation to attend 

the Dacca round-table-conference. 

In East Pakistan, a general strike was observed in Dacca and Narayanganj in 
response to the province-wide strike call given by Mujibur Rahman. Many cases of 

arson and looting were reported. Commercial establishments owned by non-
Bengalis continued to 

 
Biharis and others who form a minority of more than 5,000,000 people in East Pakistan 
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be looted and burned by rioting mobs. The civil administration was prevented 
from working by Awami League cadres enforcing the strike. 

Mujibur Rahman announced that he had called for the launching of a Satyagraha 

(civil disobedience movement) for the realization of the rights of the people of 

"Bangladesh" (East Pakistan). 

MARCH 4 

The general strike was observed in East Pakistan in response to the Awami 
League's call for non-cooperation with the Government of Pakistan. 

Reports from the interior of the province confirmed that widespread violence 

was taking place. 

MARCH 5 

The strike continued in East Pakistan. The civil administration remained 

paralysed. Telecommunication between eastern and western Pakistan remained 

suspended owing to the Awami League's strike movement. In Dacca city, army units 

deployed two days earlier to control violence were withdrawn to barracks. Curfew 

was imposed in the populous towns of Rajshahi and Rangpur after outbreaks of 

extensive violence and lawlessness. Non-Bengali owned commercial establishments 
were looted by Bengali mobs. The whole of East Pakistan was cut off from the 

outside world by Awami League's call to communications employees to stop 
sending and receiving messages to and from abroad. 

MARCH 6 

In a broadcast to the nation, President Yahya Khan announced that the first 

session of the constitution-making National assembly would be held on March 25. 
He expressed regret over the unreasonable reaction of the Awami League leadership 

to the postponement of the March 3 session of the National Assembly. He also 

regretted the fact that the Awami League leader Mujibur Rahman had rejected his 

invitation for attending the round-table conference of parliamentary leaders called 

for March 10 in Dacca. The President enumerated the steps that he had taken to 

bring about the peaceful transfer of power to the people's elected representatives. 

He, however, stressed that under the Legal Framework Order, in accordance with 

which the elections had been held, he was pledged to preserving the absolute 

national integrity of Pakistan. 

The strike ordered by Awami League continued in East Pakistan. The 
administration remained paralyzed, normal banking was interrupted by Awami 

League's interference. More reports of growing lawlessness, arson, violence are 

received from the interior. Commercial establishments and private houses are 

looted. Industrial activity came to a standstill. In Dacca, 325 prisoners from the 

Dacca Central Jail escaped from the prison by over-powering the guards. Seven 

prisoners were killed in firing on the escaping prisoners by jail guards. Later, the 

escaped prisoners marched through the streets of Dacca and the local police were 

afraid to take action against them. 

The Awami Leaguers set up a parallel administration. 
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MARCH 7 

Mujibur Rahman, president of the Awami League, while addressing a public 

meeting in Racecourse Maiden, Dacca, today announced that he would not attend 

the rescheduled March 25 session of the National Assembly, unless four conditions 

set by him were met beforehand:- (a) ending of martial law; (b) sending the army 

back to barracks; (c) inquiry into cases of killing in army shootings and (d) 

immediate transfer of power to the people's elected representatives. He also 

announced further measures for the continuance of his civil disobedience 

movement. In order to pressure the federal government to accept his demands, 

Mujibur Rahman asked the people of East Pakistan not to pay taxes to Government; 

administrative and judicial offices were ordered by the Awami League not to 
function. Educational institutions were asked to remain closed. Black protest flags 

were to be flown atop all Government and private buildings. Press reports showed 
that the civil disobedience movement and consequent shut-down of trade and 

industry had caused an economic loss running into millions of dollars. 

MARCH 8 

The civil disobedience movement of the Awami League continued. An 

announcement by the Martial Law Administration in Dacca said that 172 persons 

had died and 358 were injured in the six-day disturbances in the province. The 

announcement said that the casualties due to army action were 23 dead and 26 

injured. 

Foreign Press reports from East Pakistan said that widespread mob violence, 

arson, looting and murder had mushroomed in the wake of the Awami League's 

protest strike call of March 2. 

Constitutional experts opined that the Awami League's demand for immediate 

withdrawal of Martial Law and transfer of power to the people's elected 

representatives without the framing of the constitution by the National Assembly 

was unreasonable because it militated against the provisions of the Legal 

Framework Order promulgated by President Yahya Khan in March 1970 on the 

basis of which the December polls were held. 

MARCH 9 

The Awami League-sponsored strike continued all over East Pakistan with 

Awami League cadres trying to run the parallel administration. Multiplying reports 

of violence and arson were received from many parts of East Pakistan. The 

economic situation was deteriorating rapidly. Trade and industry had been crippled. 

Non-Bengali-speaking persons, terrorized by extremist’s mobs, started leaving East 

Pakistan. All banking transactions between eastern and western Pakistan were 

suspended because of the Awami League's general strike. 

MARCH 10-14 

The Awami League's civil disobedience movement continued. The civil 

administration remained paralyzed; courts did not function; out of fear, persons 

owing federal taxes stopped paying them in East Pakistan in response to the Awami 

League's 
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call to default such payments. Long queues of terrorized non-Bengali speaking 

persons were seen at the Dacca airport demanding passages on PIA's overcrowded 
flights to eastern Pakistan. The telecommunications link between the eastern and 

four provinces in western Pakistan stopped functioning owing to the Awami 
League's civil disobedience movement. Emboldened extremists began to loot 

commercial establishments and traders at many places on an ever widening scale. 
Foreign nationals and United Nations personnel started an exodus from East 

Pakistan owing to mushrooming lawlessness. Troops avoided clashes with mobs and 
remained in their cantonments responding to the federal Government's instructions 

for utmost restraint. The Awami League's clamps on banking and commercial 

transactions between the eastern and the four western provinces and absence of 

inter-wing telecommunications paralyzed trade and industry. More reports of 

violence against non-Bengalis and spreading lawlessness were received from all 

over East Pakistan. Prisoners escaped from jails at more places. 

MARCH 15-20 

President Yahya Khan flew to Dacca on March 15 for talks with Mujibur 

Rahman in order to persuade him to attend the National Assembly session and end 

the civil disobedience movement. President Yahya Khan held talks with him in the 
President's House in Dacca. Later, a team of advisers to the President, including a 

former Chief Justice of Pakistan (Justice A. R. Cornelius), was designated to 

conduct talks with a team of negotiators appointed by Mujibur Rahman, continued 

to insist that his four pre-conditions Mujibur Rahman for attending the National 

Assembly session should be accepted. He also repeated his demand for full regional 

autonomy for East Pakistan under his six point programme. After talks with him, 

President Yahya Khan appointed a high-powered Commission of Inquiry, which 

included representatives of the Armed Forces, the East Pakistan civil administration 

and the Awami League to inquire into allegation of army and police shootings. But 

Mujibur Rahman announced that he was not satisfied with the inquiry commission 

and that he would not cooperate with it. In the meantime, talks between the 

President and Mujibur Rahman and their respective teams of advisers continued. 

More reports of violence and mob action from various parts of East Pakistan were 

confirmed. Troops remained in barracks and came and came out only when large 
scale violence erupted. The extremist Student Action Group announced that the 

"Bengali" and not the Pakistani flag would be flown above schools, colleges, public 
buildings and stores from next Tuesday. Looting, lawlessness and terrorism 

continued to spread in many parts of East Pakistan and the civil administration 
continued to be blocked from functioning by the Awami League. 

Trade and industry continued in disarray, the economy continued to suffer heavy 

losses. President Yahya Khan invited leaders of parliamentary groups from West 

Pakistan to come to Dacca for consultations with him in the light of his talks with 

the Awami League leaders and the constitutional formula proposed by the Awami 

League. 

Reports of looting of guns from arms stores and the police armoury were 

received. 
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MARCH 21-22 

Political leaders from West Pakistan, including Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, chairman of 

the Pakistan People's Party, assembled in Dacca to have talks with the President. 
President Yahya Khan had a joint meeting in the President's House with Mujibur 

Rahman and Z. A. Bhutto. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's proposal that the National Assembly should divide 

into two separate committees, one for East Pakistan and the other for the from 

Provinces of West Pakistan, was rejected by Mr. Bhutto. Press reports, indicated 

that a compromise formula was being evolved. 

MARCH 23 

Although March 23 is Pakistan Day in observance of the anniversary of the 

adoption of the Pakistan Resolution by the Muslim League leaders of the sub-

continent in March, 1940, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman ordered that this day should be 

obsered as "Resistance Day". 

Protest rallies were organized by Awami Leaguers all over East Pakistan. Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman attended a mass rally in Dacca where the green-gold-and-red flag 

of "Bangla Desh"' was unfurled. He announced that sacrifices still will be made for 
achieving "Bangladesh". Awami League cadres and their student militants pulled 

down the Pakistan flag and hoisted "Bangladesh" flags at some foreign consulate in 
Dacca, including those of Soviet and British missions. Pictures of Quaid-i-Azam 

Mohammed Ali Jinnah, founder father of Pakistan, were trampled underfoot by 
Awami League militants para-military extremists with staves and, shot guns, looted 

from armouries and gun shops, paraded and pledged to achieve "Bangladesh". 

MARCH 24 

Z. A Bhutto sought direct talks with Sheikh Mujibur Rahm.rn, but the Sheikh 

did not agree. 

A team of Awami League leaders nominated by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman had a 

final meeting with the President's advisers. The team's chief. Mr. Tajuddin 
announced at 11 p.m. that no further talks would be held. 

More reports of violence and lawlessness were received. Troops fired on a 

riotous crowd which tried to attack the Ordnance factory near Dacca In the evening 

meeting between Presidential Advisers and Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's aides, Awami 

League's attitude hardened. The Constitutional talks appeared to be collapsing 

owing to the uncompromising attitude of the Awami League. 

MARCH 25 

The Awami League leaders issued a fresh strike call for March 27. The law and 

order situation deterion deteriorated. The Awami League, leaders refused to make 

any concessions. Their insistence is on the issuance of a "proclamation" for the 

withdrawal of 
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martial law and immediation of an Awami League government in East Pakistan. 

In these circumstances the President flew back to Karachi in the evening. 

Late in the night, troops went into action against the Awami League extremists. 

Shortly after midnight Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was arrested at his residence in 

Dacca. 

MARCH 26 

President Yahya khan broadcast to the nation in the evening. He gave a resume 

of the steps that he took in Dacca to bring about a compromise with Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman in order to facilitate the transfer of power to the people's elected 
representatives. He described the Awami League insurgency as an act of treason. 

The armed forces, he said, have been ordered to do their duty to protect the integrity 
of Pakistan. Military action was mounted to end the Awami League defiance. All 

political activity was banned, but the National and Provincial assemblies were not 
disbanded. The President stressed that his goal continued to be to take steps, as soon 

as the situation returned to normal, to transfer power to the people's elected 

representatives. 

 

 

 

--------------  
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THE PRESENT CRISIS IN 

EAST PAKISTAN 

The sovereign State of Pakistan came into being on August 14, 1947, as the 

culminating expression of the united will of the Muslims of the subcontinent, after 

decades of relentless struggle. 

The Muslims of East Bengal spearheaded the movement for Pakistan as they had 

suffered most at the hands of Hindu imperialism, over the centuries, as a hinterland 

producing raw material for the industrial complex of Calcutta. This was their second 
bid to escape Hindu hegemony; they first broke away from West Bengal a good 42 

years before Pakistan was born. Appalled by the plight of Muslim Bengal, the 
British Viceroy of India, Lord Curzon, set up a separate province of East Bengal in 

1905. The partition of Bengal was, however, undone within 6 years by the relentless 
agitation of the Bengali Hindu who desperately wanted to regain his industrial and 

agrarian hold on the whole of Bengal. 

The root cause of the Indo-Pakistan trouble is that India has never really 

accepted the fact of Pakistan, even its responsible top ranking leaders like 

Vallabbhai Patel are on record as desiring the re-unification of Bharat, the "Hindu 

motherland". In a bid to fulfill this desire, India has spared no effort to undermine 

Pakistan. She abruptly stopped the flow of canal waters to Pakistan's Parched lands; 

and she sought to overwhelm her economy by pushing millions of Muslim refugees 

into Pakistan. She seized Junagadh on the ground that its population was Hindu and 
Kashmir on the ground that its ruler was Hindu. In 1965, she struck at Pakistan with 

outright invasion of the Western wing across the international frontier. Now, 
through subversion of East Pakistan, she again seeks to undermine Pakistan's 

integrity. India's designs were eloquently articulated the other day by Mr. 

Subramaniam, Director of the Indian Institute of Defense Studies, in an address to 

the Institute of International Affairs, when he said: "What India must realize is the 

fact that the break-up of Pakistan is in our interest, an opportunity the like of which 

will never come again''. 

Seizing the opportunity, India not only concentrated 100,000 troops on East 

Pakistan's frontiers, but also sent armed infiltrators across the border into East 
Pakistan. The foreign Press has carried the news that secessionists in East Pakistan 

have been supplied arms, over a long period, from India, and that the Ministers of 

the so-called "Bangladesh" Government are staying in a government hostel in 

Calcutta. There is clear and growing evidence that Indian soil is being used as a base 

for operations against East Pakistan. 

This is not to deny that India has found a good many dupes and collaborators 

within East Pakistan. Nor is this to deny the existence of a feeling of economic 

disparity among 

 
 

* A statement by An official Spokesman of the Government of Pakistan, May 5, 1971 
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the people of East Pakistan. There is genuine grief and sympathy at this among the 

people of West Pakistan and a keen determination to set things right. But the neglect 

of centuries cannot be undone in two decades; there is no instant constitutional or 

economic panacea for this problem. The area was kept in such a state of 

backwardness by Hindu industrialists and landed interests during the British Raj that 

though producing the bulk of the jute, Dacca was not allowed even to cave pucca 

baling presses. At partition East Pakistan started literally from scratch. Today it has 
thousands of industrial units ranging from the world's largest jute industry to 

Pakistan's largest fertilizer and her first Steel Plant. This is not being stated with any 
sense of complacency, but merely to show that East Pakistan had to start with such a 

primitive base that it took time even to reach the level which West Pakistan, by and 
large, already enjoyed at independence-and this in spite of the fact that Pakistan was 

ruled for many years by Heads of State and Prime Ministers hailing from East 
Pakistan. 

Also, East Pakistan is subject to the cruel Population pressure of 1400 persons 

per square mile, the highest density in the world. Its biggest scourge is the havoc 

caused by recurring floods and cyclones, which man has still not been able to tame 

completely. 

Here too Pakistan's task has been made formidably difficult by India's 

intransigence. She is rapidly building a barrage upstream at Farakka on the Ganges, 

in complete violation of Pakistan's rights as the lower riparian State under 
international law. This by itself is an excellent expose of India's much-vaunted 

concern for the welfare of East Pakistan. The completion of the barrage will render 
barren hundreds of thousands of acres of land in East Pakistan, and threaten millions 

of human-beings with starvation. 

These facts are being mentioned not to cloud the fact of discontent in East 

Pakistan but to point out how the Awami League tore the situation out of its 

historical perspective and fanned economic discontent into a full-fledged hate 

campaign against West Pakistan, as it evolved and continuously amplified a six-

point politico-economic plank for electioneering. 

As originally claimed, the six points were no more than a mechanism for 

providing the largest possible measure of autonomy to East Pakistan within the 

framework of a single country. Furthermore, throughout the electioneering 
campaign, which lasted nearly a year the Awami League leadership took pains to 

emphasize that their six points were not the "word of God" that "they were open to 

negotiation", and that it was "mischievous" on the part of the critics even to suggest 

that the six points, visualized anything outside the framework of Pakistan. This 

remained the Awami League's position right up to the polls, and accordingly it 

evoked statements from West Pakistan leaders expressing their readiness to work 

out accommodation with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, both to evolve a Constitution 

under Legal Framework Order and to set up a government. 

It may be pointed on that the Legal Framework Order under which the Awami 

League and all other political parties fought the elections clearly and unequivocally, 

provided that the unity, solidarity and integrity of Pakistan were to be built into any 
constitutional arrangement. 
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However, as soon as Sheikh Mujibur Rahman had secured the electorate's 

verdict in favor of autonomy, he started elaborating and interpreting the six points in 

a manner the electorate had not bargained for, and adopted a deliberate posture of 

rigidity that left no room for negotiations. His attitude now was; "take it or leave it" 

One political leader after another, including the leader of the largest political party 

of West Pakistan, flew to Dacca to negotiate a settlement with him. The President of 

Pakistan paid several visits, but to no avail. Publicly described as would be Prime 
Minister Sheikh Mujib showed no interest in the all-Pakistan role which the nation 

was willing-even eager-for him to assume. He refused even to visit West Pakistan. 
And he seized on it temporary adjournment of the National Assembly, announced 

with the object of facilitating talks among party leaders to pave the way for an 
agreed approach to Constitution-making within the House, to launch a massive 

defiance of law and order.  

What followed is well-known. All hell broke loose: mobs took to the streets and 

indulged in arson, murder, rape and loot. According to a pre-arranged signal, as it 

were, workers walked out of factories, business houses closed down and 

Government servants began absenting themselves from offices. Those who failed to 

cooperate voluntarily were made to comply through strong arm tactics reminiscent 

of Nazi storm troopers. So great was the reign of terror that all normal life came to a 

standstill. Instead of the legally constituted Government running the administration, 

the Awami League headquarters issued edicts stopping the payment of taxes or 

transferring payments from the Central head to the provincial account, and 
depositing Government revenues in private banks rather than Government treasury. 

From March 1
st
 to 25

th
 the Civil Administration of the province was paralyzed. 

Reports poured in of murder, arson, rape and looting from towns across the province 

- Dacca, Chittagong, Khulna, Rajshahi, Sylhet and many other areas were subjected 
to a wave of fascist hysteria. The army although agonized and infuriated at the news 

and suffering the sight of the national flag being burnt and the Quaid-iAzam's 
portraits being trampled underfoot, maintained a posture of complete non-

intervention under strict orders from the top, to give a chance to political leaders to 

work out a settlement through negotiations. 

Not content with his own Six points, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman now added 

another four, including the demand for immediate lifting of Martial Law and 

immediate transfer of power through a Presidential Proclamation. Reversing his 

original stand that transfer of power could only take place through the National 

Assembly, he now declared that he would not even go to the National Assembly 

until power had been transferred-and this in spite of the fact that he enjoyed an 
absolute majority in the National Assembly which had been elected on the basis of 

universal adult franchise and one-man-one-vote. 

Understandably, other political parties insisted that transfer of power emanaate 

from the National Assembly which should meet, pass an interim Constitution and 

present it to the President for assent. They maintained that the proposed 

proclamation would have no legal sanction: it would neither have the cover of 

Martial Law nor would it be based on the will of the people, a vacuum would be 

created, and chaos would ensue. 

Once again, the President flew to Dacca and in ten days of negotiation, attempts 

were 
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made to hammer out a compromise, preserve democratic process, and facilitate 

the transfer of power. During the negotiations, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman initially 
escalated his mandate for provincial autonomy into a demand for Confederation. 

This meant that after the issue of the proposed proclamation, extinguishing Martial 
Law and transferring power, the five provinces of Pakistan would be cut adrift and 

national sovereignty would be virtually extinct. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman further demanded that the National Assembly must ab 

initio sit in two committees: one composed of members from East Pakistan, the 

other from West Pakistan. Later he developed this into a demand for two 

Constitutional conventions drawing up separate Constitution. 

The intention was now unmistakably clear. The Awami League hardcore 

leadership had realized that neither the President nor other political parties would 
agree to a "Constitutional scuttling" of Pakistan, and these extremists without the 

knowledge or approval of their rank and file had long been making secret 
preparations for achievement of their goal by conspiracy and force. The conspiracy 

originally uncovered by the Agartala case was now fully under way. Volunteers 
were under training in every district in the garb of Sangram Parishads. Arms and 

ammunition from India had been smuggled in and stocked at strategic points all over 
the province, including the Jagannath Hall of Dacca University. An idea of how 

well-planned and well organized the Awami League move was can be gathered from 

the mortar fire which came from Jagannath Hall on the night of 25th-26th March 

and the appearance within 3 hours of innumerable barricades all over the city of 

Dacca on the night of the 25th March. 

Though the Awami League failed to win over by persuasion, it sought to line up 

through Nazi-style tactics. A reign of terror was unleashed and unmentionable 

atrocities committed. The true dimensions of the killings directed and carried out by 

fascist elements of the Awami League are now becoming clear. 

All evidence goes to show that the small hours of 26th March had been set as the 

zero hour for an armed uprising, and for the formal launching of "The Independent 

Republic of Bangladesh". The plan was to seize Dacca and Chittagong, lying astride 

the Army's air sea lifelines to West Pakistan. The Army at that time consisted of a 

Division of 18 battalions including 12 from West Pakistan, spread thinly over 

cantonments in the interior and deployed along the border with India. Arrayed 

against them were infiltrators from India and deserters from the East Pakistan 

Rifles, the East Bengal Regiment and other auxiliary forces equipped with mortars, 

recoilless rifles and heavy machine-guns, and according to, subsequent evidence, 

liberally supplied from across the Indian border. 

The Awami League's bid for secession was now under way. Having already 

exhausted all avenues of peaceful transfer of power, the President now called upon 
the Armed Forces to do their duty, and fully restore the authority of the 

Government". 

The call came none too soon. Barely a few hours before the Awami League's 

zero hour for action, the Armed Forces made a series of preemptive strikes around 

midnight of March 25-26, seized the initiative and saved the country. 
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What of the future? The President's address to the Nation on March 26 points the 

way clearly: 

"Let me assure you that my main aim remains the same, namely, transfer of 

power to the elected representatives of the people. As soon as situation permits I 

will take fresh steps towards the achievement of this objective." 

Produced by the Department of Films and  

Publications, Government of Pakistan, 

Karachi. 

 

--------------------- 
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EAST PAKISTAN DOCUMENTATION SERIES 

TERROR 

IN 

EAST PAKISTAN 
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ON 

 

ATROCITIES COMMITTED BY AWAMI LEAGUE 

AND ITS COLLABORATORS 

TERROR IN EAST PAKISTAN 

Daily Mail, London, 3 April 1971: 

Brian Rimmer: 

The doomed men were 14 Punjabi merchants from West Pakistan living in the 

eastern city of Jessore. 

The merchants-pictured here by a BBC Panorama team which reached Jessore-

were rounded up, roped together and marched off by militia men. 

Shortly after, western reporters came across their bodies. 

They had been battered and stabbed. One man still writhed in his death agony.  

Sunday Times London, 4 April 1971: 

Nicholas Tomalin: 

I was there with Alan Hart of BBC Panorama and a Bengali-speaking 

photographer, mohammed Amin. 

We thought the troops and local citizens were about to attack but they then got 

other ideas. 

Among each contingent arriving at HQ were tall, usually bearded Punjabis. 

Their hands were tied and they were being brutally pushed along by rifle-butts. 

We thought the West Pakistani soldiers were attacking and scattered similarly, 

only to discover on a grass patch beside the road men freshly stabbed and 

bludgeoned, lying in still flowing pools of blood. 
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Four of them were still just alive rolling over and waving their legs and arms. 

But none of them made any noise. 

At this moment our Awami League guide became hysterical and tried to rush us 

back. He said it was not safe, the West Pakistan is were attacking. He tugged us 
away from the bodies. 

But suddenly Alan Hart, myself and Mohammad realized who these dead and 

dying men were. They were not Bengali, they were-we are convinced-the Punjabi 

prisoners we had seen bound and under guard an hour before. 

The victims could not have been killed by anyone but local Bengali irregulars as 

these were the only people in central Jessore that day. 

The terror and behavior of the Awami politician and the crowd is circumstantial 

evidence and our photographer, Amin, who knows his Pakistani types, is certain the 

victims were Punjabis. 

Even as the locals began to threaten us and we were forced to drive away, we 

saw another 40 Punjabi `spies' being marched towards that same grass plot with 

their hands above their hands. 

Hindustan Standard, Calcutta, 4 April 1971: 

Tushar Patranavis: 

About 500 non-Bengali workers of the sugar factory at Darshana were now in a 

concentration camp. 

Statesman, New Delhi, 4 April 1971: 

Peter Hazlehurst: 

The millions of non-Bengali Muslims now trapped in the Eastern Wing have 

always felt the repercussions of the East-West tensions, and it is now feared that the 

Bengalis have turned on this vast minority community to take their revenge. 

The Times, London, 6 April 1971: 

Thousands of helpless Muslim refugees who settled in Bengal at the time of 

partition are reported to have been massacred by angry Bengalis in East Pakistan 
during the past week. 

The facts about the massacres were confirmed by Bihari Muslim refugees who 

crossed the border into India this week and by a young British technician who 

crossed the Indo-Pakistan frontier at Hili today. 

The technician, who does not want to be identified because he has to return to 

Bengal, was trapped in the northern region of Bengal after the civil war erupted. 

He said that hundreds of non-Bengali Muslims must have died in the north-

western town of Dinajpur alone. 
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"After the soldiers left, the mobs set upon the non-Bengali Muslims from Bihar. 

I don't know how many died, but I could here the screams throughout the night." 

Daily Telegraph, London, 7 April, 1971: 

Staff Correspondent: 

 He (a native of Dundee) described how, after President Yahya's broadcast on 

March 25, a mob came to the factory. 

 "The goondas (thugs) went on the rampage. They looted the factory and 

offices, killed all the animals they could find and then started killing people." 

 "They went to the houses of my four directors, all West Pakistanis, set fire to 

the houses and burnt them alive, including families totaling 30. They killed the few 

who ran out". 

Northern Echo, Darlington, Durham, 7 April, 1971: 

 Passengers on a British ship which docked in Calcutta yesterday told of mass 

executions, burning and looting in the East Pakistan port of Chittagong. 

 Leon Lumsden, an American engineer on a U.S. aid project, said that for two 

weeks before the Army moved last week, Chittagong's predominantly Bengali 

population had been butchering West Pakistanis in the port. 

Daily Record Glasgow, 9 April 1971: 

Staff Reporter: 

 A Scot, who was the sole survivor of an East Pakistan massacre, told last 

night how he saw all his workers battered to death by a mob. 

"The workers in my mill were killed-not by troops, but what we call 

miscreants who have been running wild." 

 "They beat my men to death with iron bars. Suddenly I was the only person 

left in the mill. 

News-Letter, Belfast, 9 April 1971; 

R. Abernethy: 

 I would be pleased if you would be good enough to permit me, through your 

newspaper, to draw the attention of the public generally and the Scar-man Tribunal 
in particular to the BBC news at 9 p.m. on Friday, April 2, 1971. 

 Briefly, the news on TV showed riotous mobs roaming the town of Jessore 

in East Pakistan. The mobs had complete freedom of the town and a large number of 

West Pakistan citizens, apparently innocent victims, were rounded up by the mobs 

and subsequently hacked to pieces in front of the camera crews, who incidentally 

did nothing to prevent this atrocity other than turn their cameras. 
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Sinar Harapan, Djakarta, 24 April 1971:  

Jopie Lasut: 

The worst sufferers are the Biharis. Their number is estimated to be around 8 

million and they are Muslims of belief. These people quit India on the day of 

partition. Now their lives are in danger because East Bengalis are regarding them as 

spies. 

East Bengalis are anxious to take revenge but they do not have much 

opportunity to kill many West Pakistan army men because the army men are more 

better armed. And the easiest way to be undertaken is to pursue civilian Punjabis 

and Biharis. Even Persians, too, became their target. 

I once met a Persian family on the border area. They were fleeing to 

Benapole, the Indian immigration checkpoint. They were pursued and would 

be murdered by East Bengalis. 

Far Eastern Economic Review, Hong Kong, 24 April 1971: 

 T.I. S. George 

When the EPR (East Pakistan Rifles) mutinied, their first reaction was to wipe 

out the non- Bengalis in their own ranks. 

Some 40 per cent of the 10,000 to 15,000 strong EPR consisted of West 

Pakistanis including most of the officers. 

One cart-load of bodies was dumped by EPR men one night across the 

border by the Indian checkpoint town of Haridaspur. 

Numbering a few million; the Biharis, being non-Bengali, have been taken as 

supporters of the West Pakistan Government and therefore spies. 

Many of them have been murdered by the Bengalis. Many others have been put 

in detention camps perhaps as hostages for the Bengalis still left in West Pakistan. 

New York Times. New York, 28 April 1971:  

Eric Pace: 

Estimates widely reyeated in West Pakistan are that the Bengali troops, 

policemen, and militant civilians killed 35,300 Biharis and several thousand Pathans 

and other non Bengali ethnic groups. . 

Most of these were killed before March 25.  

Daily Telegraph, London, 29 April 1971: 

 Diplomatic Staff Correspondent 

Supporters of the Bangla Desh independence movement have butchered 

many fellow East Pakistanis in Chittagong. 
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At least 26 workers from a jute mill were shot in a compound in one incident, 

and wives and children of some West Pakistani Army officer’s serviny in the area 

were reported to have been "executed" 

Financial Times, London, 7 May 1971: 

Harvey Stockwin: 

On the run into Dacca airport several small burnt out houses and destroyed mini-

settlements could be seen. The area was a Bihari housing area and the damage was 

indicative of the communal violence. 

Ottawa Journal and Toronto Daily Star, 8 May 1971: 

APA report. 

Responsible Government and other sources estimated at least thirty thousand 

were killed in the communal violence since March 1 across East Pakistan. 

Associated Press report from Jessore published by Washington Newspapers,  

8 May; 1971: 

In Khulna, the newsmen on a tour saw today what a non-Bengali resident 

described as a human slaughter-house, sheds which he said to have been used by 

East Pakistan's dominant Bengalis in mass killings of Bihari immigrants from India, 

West Pakistanis and other non-Bengalis during March and early April. 

Newsmen were shown a wooden frame with chains affixed on top where women 

and children were reported beheaded with knives. 

Bodies were said to have been thrown over a low wall into the river along-side.  

New York Times, New York, 9 May 1971: 

Malcolm W. Browne: 

When the violence erupted, the Bengalis were pitte, against the small number of 

West Pakistanis in East Pakistan. 

Government authorities and persons produced for interview have told of 

thousands of non Bengali residents, including women and children having been 

slain by the separatists, often after having been tortured. 

At Khulna, newsmen were shown facilities where frames were said to have been 

set pp to hold prisoners for decapitation. Fragments of bloody clothing and tresses 

of women's hair were strewn about. The place was said to have been used by 
Bengali insurgents for the execution of thousands of non-Bengali residents. 

New York Times, New York, 10 May 1971: 

Malcolm W. Browne 

The impression, based on the testimony of hundreds of witnesses, is that when it 

seemed that the Awami League was about to come to power, Bengalis in some 
communities looted and burned Bihari houses and slaughtered their occupants. 
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Sun, Singapore. 9 May 1971: 

Maurice Quantance  

When the Army moved in Mymensingh aided by information from the informers 

it found 1,500 widows and orphans sheltering in a local mosque. 

A man identified as the Assistant postmaster of Mymensingh showed scars on 

his neck and what he said was a bayonet mark on his body. 

The man said he lived in a colony Known as Shanti. Of 5.000 non-Bengalis, 

only 25 survived the massacre on April 17. The interview ended abruptly when the 

Assistant Postmaster mentioned the killing and mutilation of his family and burst 
into tears. 

The General Commanding in Mymensingh District said the killings began in the 

latter half of March and was carried out by the Awami League volunteers the armed 

wing of  Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's secessionist Awami party. 

East Bengali Rifles and Regimens troops who defected to the secessionist cause 

were also involved. 

Non-Bengali people and people with technical skills were consistently 

butchered, he said. 

Bangkok World, Bangkok, 10 May 1971: 

In Khulna, East Pakistan's second major port and third largest city, reporters saw 

what a local non-Bengali resident described as a slaughter house for humans. 

The house, slaughter sheds and torture devices were said to have been used by 

Bengalis in massive killings of Bihari immigrants from India, West Pakistanis and 

other non-Bengalis during March and early April. 

Newsmen were shown a wooden frame with chains affixed on top where women 

and children were reportedly beheaded with knives. 

There was a form of garrotte attached to a tree where the resident said victims 

were chocked to death. Cords attached to one tree were described as hanging 
nooses. 

Bodies were said to have been thrown over a low wall into the river running 

alongside. 

A large amount of human hair found in a tree beside the wall, bloody clothes and 

babies' shoes were scattered about the yard. 

Guardian, London, 10 May 1971: 

A Correspondent: 

One hears of the must horrifying stories. Murder, rape, destruction looting on a 

massive scale-there is so much of it that one finds oneself absorbing these terrifying 

tales 
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without turning a hair. Inevitably, the central figure in this bloody drama is the Poor 

Bihari. 

But the real tragedy which has engulfed the Bihari community does not lie in the 

number of people killed but in the gruesome variety of methods of killing. Ten 
thousand people wiped out in two nights of horror in one town is a story which will 

last a week 

Eye witnesses are prepared to testify to the correctness of the story that Biharis 

were dragged or enticed from their homes and taken to the slaughter house where 

they were butchered slowly with a knife 

In Mymensingh, an East Pakistani army officer had a delightful breakfast with 

the family of a brother officer from West Pakistan before shooting dead its members 

Men were hacked to pieces beginning from the feet. A pregnant woman, a West 

Pakistani, was grabbed by hooligans and dragged into the street. Her belly was cut 
and the child was bayoneted. She is alive but is now bereft of the will to live 

A woman was killed but her three-month-old child was allowed to live-but not 

before they had cut off one of its hands 

A doctor drained the blood out of people with a syringe and let them die. 

In a refugee camp for Biharis from Mymensingh a man burst into tears while 

narrating his experience. An army officer who is now in charge of the camp was so 

moved that he turned his face away to hide his tears 

Later, this officer, one of the first to reach Mymensing, took me aside and said 

in a whisper:  "What he has told you is not a hundredth of what I have seen in 

Mymensingh". 

New York Times, New York, 11 May 1971:  

Malcolm Brown: 

Before the army came, when Chittagong was still governed by the secisseonist 

Awami League and its allies the Bengali workers, apparently resentful of the 

relative prosperity of the Bihari immigrants' from India are said to have killed the 

Biharis in large number 

At the Chittagong Jute Manufacturing Company Chittagong's largest mill, 

officials told of a massacre of Bihari overseers and their families by the Bengali 
workers.' Newsmen were shown graves where 152 victims were said to have been 

buried. 

The European manager of a local bank said: "It was fortunate for every 

European living here that the Army arrived when it did, otherwise, I would not have 

lived to tell the tale." 

Washington Post, Washington, 12 May 1971: 

Associated Press report: 

Newsmen visiting this key port yesterday said there were massive shell and fire 

damage and evidence of sweeping massacre of civilians by rebels 
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At the jute mills owned by the influential Ispahani family, newsmen saw the 

mass graves of 152 non-Bengali women and children reportedly executed last month 

by secessionist rebels in the mills' recreational club. 

Bloody clothing and toys were still on the floor of the bullet-pocked. 

Responsible sources said thousands of West Pakistanis and Indian migrants were put 

to death in Chittagong between March 25 when the East Pakistan rebellion began to 
seek independence from the Western Wing and April 11 when the Army recaptured 

the city. 

Residents point to one burned-out apartment building where they said Bengalis 

burned to death three hundred and fifty Pathans from West Pakistan. 

Washington, Evening Star, Washington, 12 May 1971: 

Mort Rosertblunt 

In the port city of Chittagong, a blood-spattered doll lies in a heap of clothing 

and excrement in a jute mill recreation club where Bengalis butchered one hundred 

and eighty women and children. 

Bengalis killed some West Pakistanis in flurries of chauvinism 

Bengali civilians and liberation troops began mass slaughter of Mohajirs (Indian 

migrants) from the Indian State of Bihar and raced through market places and 
settlements stabbing, shooting and burning, sometimes stopping to rape and loot. 

Indonesian, Observer, Djakarta, 12 May 1971: 

Associated Press Report: 

Reporters later visited a refugee camp in Dacca where 3,000 homeless from 

Mymensingh lodged 

Doctors were treating 25 men and 15 women, all non-Bengalis, for what they 

said were bullet knife and axe wounds inflicted by Bengalis during the past weeks. 

One seven year old boy sat dully on a single hospital bed with his four year old 

brother and doctors said that only their 13 year-old brother was left in the family. 

One women had severe knife cuts and another had her hand almost chopped off 

by an axe. 

Both said they had been carried off wounded by Bengali youths. 

One nineteen year-old Bihari student, shot through the stomach, sad Bengali 

toughs had ordered all the men from his part of shanti outside and opened fire with 
automatic weapons 

He was hit three times and fell unconscious, he said, but survived because the 

rebels thought him dead 

A number of other men bore bullet wounds 
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Washington Post, Washington, 13 May 1971: 

Associated Press report: 

Bengalis bent on a separate East Pakistani nation slaughtered many of the 

region's 6 million non-Bengalis 

The Times, London, 15 May 1971: 

Peter Hazlehurst: 

It is equally evident that most of the killings came in the form of reprisols for 

communal riots last month, when Bengalis systematically marssacred the non-
Bengali Muslim immigrants (Biharis) in East Pakistan 

"There are no Bihari refugees," a Bengali social worker told me confidently. 

"Fourteen of them tried to come into West Bengal two days ago, and the Bengalis 

beat them to death with spears and stones". 

Ceylon, Daily News, Colombo, 15 May 1971: 

Maurice Quaintance: 

There is evidence that non Bengalis, largely immigrants from India who sought 

refuge after the 1947 partition, were attacked, hacked to death and burnt in their 

homes by mobs 

Eye witnesses told stories of 1,500 widows and orphans fleeing to a mosque at 

Mymensingh, in the north as armed men identified as secessionists slaughtered their 
husbands and fathers;. 

A mill manager showed journalists a mass grave where he said well over 100 

women and children were buried 

Scene of the killing just before the Army moved in-was the mill recreation hall 

and it stank of death the day journalists saw it this week. Human hair and blood-

strins lay about the building 

The Assistant Postmaster at Mymensingh showed journalists a neck scar and 

bayonet wounds. 

Choking back tears, he said he was one of 25 survivors out of 5,000 non-

Bengalis attacked by Awami League supporters and army deserters 

There can be little doubt that some atrocities were committed by groups can of 

separatists. Generally, such killings were bone by Bengali workers nurturing 

grudges against shop foremen and administrators in the Jute mills, Many of the 
foremen are Biharis: Moslem immigrants from India, who have done well in East 

Pakistan and whose success is resented by the less successful Bengalis 

Major Osman Choudhury, the Commander of the South; West Division of the 

Liberation Front in East Pakistan, admitted this after-noon that East Pakisian Rifles 

and 
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Bengali volunteers were raiding and killing the minority community of Bihari 

Muslims "because they are spies and have sided with West Pakistan" 

Major Choudhury, of the East Pakistan Rifles, met Journalists here on the Indo-

Pakistan border. He said that Bihari Muslims, who are identified linguistically and 
ethnically with the West Pakistanis, had helped president Yahya's soldiers to 

massacre Bengalis. The Bengali officer was being questioned in the light of news 
reports and fears that a great number of the non-Bengali minority communities, five 

million strong have been killed in a wave of reprisals 

There was no question of a Bihari joining the Liberation Front, he said "If we 

get a Bihari, we kill him: We are also raiding their house and killing them" 

New York Times, New York 20 May 1971: 

Homer A. Jack 

Those massacred in the East Wing were Biharis-Moslems originally from Bihar 

and other Indian States who migrated to East Pakistan after partition but had not yet 

been absorbed into the Bengali culture 

All in Karachi are deeply upset about the massacre of the Biharis not by the 

army, but by some members of the autonomy-cum secessionist Awami League 
however almost all deny any massacre of the Bengalis by the army 

Before and after this army action, some elements in East Pakistan apparently 

indulged in their own massacre in this seldom non-violent sub-continent; 

The Financial Times, London, 21 May 1971: 

Hervey Stockwin: 

The Bengali ideal of regional liberation ended in tragedy and in the idiocy of 

communal savagery against the non-Bengali 

These feelings based on the long-standing reality of Bengali exclusiveness and 

chauvinism were important element in the highly charged emotional atmosphere in 

the East prior to March 25-They also help to explain the descent into Bengali-Bihari 

fratricide, which formed an essential but little-noticed part of the catastrophe 

It needs stressing that these were the West Pakistani Army reactions. Bengali 

troops went the other way, doing-a great deal of the subsequent killing of Mahajirs 

and other non-Bengali immigrants in the East. 

All of which is the background to what can now be seen, not simply as a 

communal outrage, nor even as a civil war, but as the latest installment of the 1947 

partition riots. Hence, the diversion of the secessionist effort, if such it was into 

communal blood-lust, sometimes in retaliation for the West Pakistani take-over in 

Dacca, sometimes from frustration in the face of defeat 
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The precise chain of cause and effect varies from place to place. Broadly, there 

is little doubt that, outside Dacca, Bengalis generally started the killing 

The rebels, on the other hand, overestimated their own strength-and in 

consequence made the fatal mistake of taking on the Army and the civilian 
minorities of East Pakistan at the same time 

The Sunday Times, London, 2 May 1971: 

Anthony Mascarenhas: 

The 176,000 armed and trained men of rebellious Bengali Army Units, Para-

military forces and police supported by Armed Awami League members and 
students attempted to give terrible practicality to Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's Awami 

League rallying cry: "Bangla Desh Khali Khurrow, Punjabi Marow. " (Clear 
Bangladesh, Kill the Punjabs). 

Eyewitnesses in more than 80 interviews tell horrifying stories of rape, torture, 

eye-gouging, public-flogging, of men and women, women's breasts being torn out 

and amputations before victims were shot or bayoneted to death. 

Punjabi Army personnel and civil servants and their families seem to have been 

singled out for special brutality. 

In Chittagoag, the Colonel commanding the military academy was killed while 

his wife, eight month pregnant, was raped and bayoneted in the abdomen. 

In another part of Chittagong, an East Pakistan Rifles Officer was flayed alive. 

His two sons were beheaded and his wife was bayoneted, in the abdomen and left to 

die with her son's head placed on her maked body. 

The bodies of many young girls have been found with Bangladesh flagsticks 

protruding from their wombs. 

The worst-affected towns were Chittagong and Khulna, where the West 

Pakistanis were concentrated. The official toll for Chittagong is 9,000 with a similar 

figure for Khulna. 

But massacres have been reported in other places. About 3,000 women and 

children were found slaughtered in Thakurgaon near Dinajpur; 2,000 in Ishurdi near 

Jessore: 500 at Bhairab Bazar, north-east of Dacca: and 253 in a jute mill shed in 

Kalurghattro area: 

At Brahmanbaria, across the border from the Indian state of Tripura, I found the 

bodies of 82 children who had been lined up and shot. About 300 other non-Bengali 
bodies were scattered around the jail where they had been housed after Bengali 

convicts had been freed. They had been shot dead by the rebels before the rebels 

fled in front of the West Pakistani advance. 

Pakistan Publications 

P. O. Box 183 

Karachi 
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I. ESSENTIAL BACKGROUND 

Both from the point of view of International Law and for a fuller appreciation of 

the nature of Indo-Pakistan relations, India's attitude and actions with respect to the 

recent crisis in Pakistan are of considerable significance. 

But before taking up consideration of this matter from these two aspects it is 

worth recapitulating the essential background. I will not give here a detailed account 

of the background but nevertheless it is desirable to remind the reader of the fact 

that the unusual nature of Pakistan's geographical make up stems precisely from the 

fact that Pakistan is that rare exception amongst the countries of the world: a 

country which not only came into existence on the basis of a democratic 

referendum, but whose very boundaries were determined by the same democratic 

reference to the wishes of the people concerned. 

To cast doubt upon the desirability or acceptability of its geographical make-up 

is, in effect, to make the wishes of the people (which is a hall mark of democracy) 
take second place to somewhat naive ideas of what would look tidier on the political 

map of the world, or to place preconceived prejudices of how a state should be 
constituted, above the realities of what the people concerned actually wanted and 

achieved. 

However, there is no denying the fact that in the first two decades of its 

independence, Pakistan encountered continuous difficulties in the task of 

constitution making which centered around giving legal and practical expression to 

the ideals on which it was founded, and finding an enduring consensus on the 

relationship between central and provincial interests. 

These were real and genuine difficulties, whose bona fide nature should not be 

obscured by the selfish desire of some individuals during the last twenty years to 

hang on to power, whatever the cost. 

It is against this background that the present Government, soon after coming to 

power in early 1969, pledged itself to resuming the difficult constitution-making 

process leading to the introduction of civilian and democratic government as soon as 

possible. 

After accomplishing numerous essential preliminary steps, a historic milestone 

was reached in the holding, in December, 1970 for the first time in Pakistan's 
history, of nation-wide elections on the basis of direct and universal adult franchise. 

The fairness of these elections was universally recognized. 

It was a misfortune that was not foreseen, that the elections led to the emergence 

of two parties, in particular, each of whose sources of strength were purely confined 

to only one of the two wings of the country. 

It was soon apparent that the task of constitution-making was not going to be 

easy, notwithstanding the fact that all parties had voluntarily pledged and dedicated 

themselves, before the electorate, to preserving the ideology of Pakistan and the 

integrity of the State. Indeed it was on this basis that they had received the votes of 

the citizens, 
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however, much some voters may have been in favor of considerable 

decentralization. 

Two courses were open, as a result of this polarization into essentially regional 

parties. 

Either the constitution-making body was to be rapidly installed with no 

guarantee that its debates might be able to reconcile the different and highly 

polarized P9ints of view, or preliminary negotiations were to be carried out, with the 

assistance of the Government, so that when the Assembly met it would do so on the 

basis of a very broad consensus on the most sensitive issues at stake 

Pressure Tactics 

The latter course was taken and might have led to the desired results if party 

discipline had been able to keep control at the street level 

But in actual fact, by March 1971, particularly in the Eastern Wing, pressure 

tactics of extremists had degenerated into mob-rule, which the caretaker 

administration was reluctant to deal with in a headlong confrontation, no doubt for 
fear of jeopardizing the delicate negotiations which were taking place 

Errors of judgment there may have been on all sides in this but it is extremely 
unlikely that these were sufficient to explain the uncompromising fanaticism with 

which a small activist pressure group in the East Wing suddenly emerged and threw 
away its pretence of loyalty to the State and respect for its founder, and thus 

deliberately went out of its way to first wound and then provoke the patriotic 

sentiments of those majorities in East Wing who had voted for Pakistan twenty 

years previously. 

In describing this anti-State group as small, I must make clear that it was small 

in terms of the Muslim population of East Pakistan, but in absolute numbers the 

anti-State group was much larger 

Prelude to "Reunion" 

The reason for this is, of course, the fact that about 15 per cent of East Bengal is 

Hindu amounting to over ten million persons. They never voted for or supported the 

Pakistan movement prior to 1947, and I think it would be reasonable to assert that a 
very substantial number of these Hindus welcomed enthusiastically the idea of 

secession as a prelude to either reunion with their co-religionists in Hindu India, or 
the establishment of a united republic composed of both West and East Bengal in 

which, once more, the Hindu element would be dominant 

Clearly this was more likely to be successful by working behind the critical 

moment. Even thereafter during the mob-rule of March, 1971, it was more to their 
interest to incite and then join in acts against non-Bengalis at the street-level, to try 

to create hostility between Bengali and non-Bengali which would be beyond hope of 
repair 

By March 23rd, namely Republic Day, which should have been an occasion for 

an affirmation of common loyalty to common ideals, mob-rule manipulated by a 

small 
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minority chose to use the occasion for the very opposite, and it was clear that the 

language of force could only be met by force and that unless this was done even 
elementary law and order and security of life and honor could not be restored. 

The sudden change which took place in March, 1971, in East Pakistan surprised 

not merely the caretaker administration and people in other parts of the country, but 

also those in East Pakistan who had voted in the elections on the understanding that 

the candidates and parties they were voting for were pledge to maintain the integrity 

and ideology of Pakistan. 

The complete surprise of all these elements when the Pakistan flag was 

dishonored is an eloquent comment on the secrecy with which the anti State 

minority element had concealed its true aims, and how it had deceived people who 

had never imagined that their desire for decentralization would be utilized to throw 
them into the clutches of the very people they had liberated themselves from in 

1947. 

This then is the background to a consideration of the role of Pakistan's neighbor, 

India, in this internal crisis in Pakistan. In" order to place India's role in its proper 

perspective let us recall the obligations placed upon states within the International 

community; by International Law: by the United Nations: and by the common 

commitments existing in various regional groupings of countries. 

II INTERNATIONAL LAW ON INTERVENTION 

With regard to International Law there is a clear obligation on all states to 

respect the territorial jurisdiction of other states. In the 1927 Lotus Case, the 

Permanent Court of International Justice described this obligation that a state refrain 
from exercising its power "in any form" in the territory 'of another state as "the first 

and foremost restriction imposed by International Law upon states." 

Closely connected with this obligation is the obligation placed upon every state 

to prevent injurious use of its territory. Here again there are cases of long standing 

which have affirmed and re-affirmed this principle 

For example in the 1949 Corfu Channel Case the International Court of Justice 

repeated the well-recognized principle establishing "every state's obligation not to 

allow knowingly its territory to be used for acts contrary to the rights of other 
states" 

So firmly established is this principle to the effect that each state has a legal duty 

to prevent the organisation within its territory of activities calculated to foment 

strife in the territory of any other state that many states have enacted legislation 

declaring such acts criminal 

Then again, the Commission of Investigation (established by the United Nations 

Security Council regarding border violations by Greece's neighbor during the Greek 

Civil War) concluded that "the existence of disturbed conditions in Greece in no 
way relieves the three northern neighbors of their duty under International Law to 

prevent and suppress subversive activity on their territory, aimed against another 
government, nor does it relieve them of direct responsibility for their support of the 

Greek guerrillas." 
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Civil strife 

"This obligation has also been given effect to in a number of treaties-some of 

them of long standing such as for example, the Convention on Duties and Rights of 

States in the Event of Civil Strife adopted at Havana in 1928 which obligated the 
signatory states "to use all means at their disposal to prevent the inhabitants of their 

territory, nationals or aliens, from participating in, gathering elements crossing the 
boundary, or sailing from their territory for the purpose of starting or promoting 

civil strife." 

The same prohibition has been the subject of conventions going back to 1936 

regarding the use of broadcasting for inciting the population of any territory to acts 

incompatible with the internal order or the security of the territory. 

The same concern for preventing intervention finds expression in Article 2(7) of 

the 1945 Charter of the United Nations which says "nothing contained in the present 

Charter shall authorize the United Nations to intervene in matters which are 
essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state. 

It is clear that intervention of the kind sought to be prevented maintained above  

are to be strongly and effectively condemned by the world community of nations. 

One can do no better than quote the British in this, after their own abortive 

intervention in the 1956 Suez affair, when two years later the types of intervention 

were described by the British Foreign Secretary in the House of Commons in July, 

1958, in the course of discussing outside intervention in a civil war in the Middle 

East as follows: 

"The House must face up to the problems involved in this question of indirect 

aggression... 

"What happens? A foreign Government determines to use a dissident element 

within another State to overthrow the legitimate Government by force. The 

technique is the smuggling of arms and explosives, the infiltration of agents, a 

virulent propaganda campaign, incitement to insurrection and finally, the plot 

against the lives of the constitutional leaders. That is the technique and that is the 

problem. 

"We have to admit that no answer has yet been found to it. I believe that unless 

an answer is found, the independence and integrity of one small independent State 

after another is bound to be undermined and finally destroyed. 

"...On the general points of principle affecting indirect aggression. I believe that 

a country has the right to ask for help from other countries when it feels itself to be 

in danger. I believe that a country has the right to ask for help against aggression, 

whether direct or indirect. I believe, too, that another Government has the right to 

respond to such requests, and that such response is in accordance with the spirit of 

the Charter. 

"I believe that this is in accordance with the established rules of international 

law. Unless countries are prepared to respond to such appeals for help we shall see 
one country after another go down before this form of aggression, and all the steps 

which we 
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have taken under various Governments here which have furthered self-Government, 

and which have created independent countries with full sovereignty over their 
affairs will prove to have been in vain... 

In the course of the same debate, the British Prime Minister said: 

"...A legitimate Government has, it seems to me, the right to ask for help in its 

difficulties from another friendly Government. Whether that help should be 

forthcoming or not is, of course, a matter of judgment, but I do not think that there 

is anything legally improper for a nation faced with aggression from outsider with 

internal disturbances supported from outside, to ask for help. I think that this is 

commonly recognized. 

Intervention 

One might describe the 1950s and early 60s as a time of interventions because 

inspite of the established rules of international law and conduct set out earlier there 

were numerous attempts, notably in Africa, by states to intervene in the internal 

affairs of other states. 

Ghana, under Nkrumah, attempted intervention by providing finance, training 

and bases of operations for dissidents against (at one time or another) the Cameroon, 
Niger, Upper Volta, Ivory Coast, Nigeria, Congo and Togo. Togo in its turn 

attempted it against Ghana in retaliation: Tanzania against Malawi; Mali against 
Senegal: Bmrrundi against Rwanda, Zambia, Tanzania, Ivory Coast and Gabon 

against Nigeria during the Biafra uprising; and no less than nine African states 
against Congo during Tshombe's regime. But one of the major reasons in Africa was 

the fact that state frontiers were arbitrary and, originally at any rate, entirely 
artificial. 

They bore no relation to the religious, ethnic or cultural affinities of the 

inhabitants and merely constituted the lines of demarcation agreed to at conferences 

in various European cities by imperialist powers carving out their colonial 

possessions. Nevertheless, despite the artificiality of these frontiers, over the years 

of independence, African states have tended to become increasingly hostile to the 

idea of intervention, above all when was aimed at challenging the integrity of state 

frontiers. 

As Immanuel Wallerstein neatly put it in his book Africa: The Politics of 

Independence, "Every African nation...has its Katanga. Once the logic of secession 
is admitted, there is on end except in anarchy." 

Of course, Africa is not alone in this. Asia has its fair share of plural societies 

and even Europe can show examples of States where religion, language, nationality 

and cultural affinities do not coincide. 

The Balkans, of course, is littered with such examples and in Western Europe; 

there are the Bangques, Catalans, and Walloons apart from Northern Ireland. Indeed 
the Anglo-Irish question has shown itself to be very much alive recently two 

hundred and eighty years after the Battle of the Boyne) with religion, race, 
nationality and language 
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involved in a conflict which makes some of the editorial sermons from that area 

delivered of Pakistan nonsensical, ludicrous and even dishonest. 

All these problems-these potential Katangas and Biafras-have led to a growing 

concern against intervention with increasingly vocal attempts to prevent these types 

of threats to peace. In December, 1965, the UN General Assembly adopted by 

resolution unanimously, baring one dissenting vote, a Declaration on the 

Inadmissibility of' Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of States and the Protection 

of their Independence and Sovereignty 

Its recitals described "armed intervention and other direct or indirect forms of 

interference threatening the sovereignty and political independence of states" as an 

"increasing threat to universal peace." 

The recitals also reaffirmed the principle of non-intervention proclaimed in the 

Charters of the Organisation of American States, the League-of Arab States and the 
Organisation of African Unity... as well as in the decisions of the Asian-African 

Conference at Bandung and the conference of heads of non-aligned states at 

Belgrade and Cairo and in the Declaration on Subversion adopted by the African 

States at Accra 

The 1965 UN Declaration then states in its First Clause: 

"No State has the right to intervene, directly or indirectly, for any reason 

whatever, in the internal or external affairs of any other State. Consequently armed 

intervention and all other forms of interference or attempted threats against the 
personality of the State or against its political, economic and cultural elements, are 

condemned." 

The Second Clause of the Declaration states, inter alia: 

"...No State shall organise, assist, foment, finance, incite or tolerate subversive, 

terrorist or armed activities directed towards the violent of the regime of another 

State or interfere in civil strife in another State." 

Finally, the Fourth Clause lays down: 

"The strict observance of these obligations is an essential condition to ensure 

that nations live together in peace with one another, since the practice of any form 

of intervention not only violates the spirit and letter of the Charter of the United 

Nations but also leads to the creation of situations which threaten international 

peace and security." 

It is worth mentioning here that India was a member of the Committee, which 

prepared this Declaration. 

III. INDIA'S ACTIONS DURING CRISIS 

These, then, are the unmistakable provisions of International Law and standards 

of civilized conduct required of States against which India's role towards Pakistan in 

the East Pakistan crisis has to be judged. It will probably clear matters if one begins 

by dividing India's actions into those the truth of which is not disputed and those on 

which facts at issue may be contested by one side. 
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The indisputable facts are that on March 13th, March 20th, March 24th and 

March 27th the Government of Pakistan lodged protest notes with the Government 

of India against India's deliberate and blatant interference in Pakistan's internal 

affairs. Another note on March 30th reiterated the substance of previous protests 

and the "dangerous precedent" being established. 

Also indisputable as a fact is the speech of the Indian Prime Minister, Mrs. 

Gandhi on March 29th, when agreeing to move a resolution in the Indian Parliament 

offering unanimous support to what was described as the "freedom struggle" of the 
people of East Pakistan and asserting that India would time her decisions (that is to 

say, her actions) in this matter before events overtook them. The following day the 

State Assemblies of Bihar and Assam unanimously adopted resolutions urging the 

Indian Government to recognize the provincial government of the "Republic of 

Bangladesh" and the same sentiments were expressed by the Chief Ministers of 

Tamilnadu and Madhya Pradesh. The very next day, that is to say, March 31st, both 

houses of the Indian Parliament unanimously assured secessionists in East Pakistan 

of their "wholehearted support". It was the India Prime Minister who moved this 

resolution which stated inter alia that; "Situated as India is and bound as the people 

of the subcontinent are by centuries-old ties of history, culture and tradition, 

Parliament cannot remain indifferent to happenings so close to the Indian border." 

Again on April 4th, the Indian Prime Minister speaking at a session of the All-

India Congress Committee asserted that it was neither "proper nor possible" for 
India to keep quiet. 

As for the provisional government of the "Republic of Bangladesh" this came 

into existence, according to reports in the world press, on some date in late March in 

a mango grove half a mile from the Indian border with Indian military personnel 

constituting the formal honor guard. 

Also generally admitted is the fact that this so-called government (after its 

symbolic proclamation on the very edge of Pakistani soil) immediately thereafter 

adjourned to Calcutta as non-paying tenants of the Indian authorities at a State 
Guest House where an Indian Government official was assigned to assists them and, 

no doubt, keep an eye on what they were up to. 

The Prime Minister of this "Government" euphemistically described his regime 

as "mobile" according to a report in the French paper Combat, of 19th April. 

However, the London Times on the 23rd April put the matter more directly in 

describing the head of this state as a "President without a country". 

When we turn to evaluating Pakistan's assertions about India's intervention, 

direct and indirect, by means of armed infiltrators, armed "volunteers", by providing 
a Place of refuge for secessionists, by arming rebels and by stirring up civil strife in 

Pakistan, the question of any Indian denials hardly arises in the context of the 
utterances of India's Prime Minister herself, the resolutions of the Indian Parliament 

and of Indian regional assemblies and of the ruling Congress Party. 
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Any subsequent hesitation, by the Indian authorities in continuing to openly 

support the secessionists and openly stir up civil strife--any such hesitations 
appear to be the result of their realizing how much India had overestimated the 

strength of the secessionist group in spite of the massive Hindu support it had 
received. 

The violations of International Law continued and still continue, but in a 

relatively more discreet manner. But if the Central Government in India is making a 

belated effort to pretend to return to more acceptable outward forms of 

international conduct, no such scruples restrict Indian regional authorities. 

On 24th April, the Economist of London reported the Deputy Chief Minister of 

West Bengal, Mr. Bijoy Sing Naher, as declaring; "We in West Bengal 

recognize Bangladesh although the Central Government has not done so yet". 

One can only hope that this is not an attempt to add a bizarre twist to the 

principles governing recognition of states which would enable for example. Texas 

to insist on only recognizing Formosa while the rest of the United States recognized 

the peoples' Republic of China, or the Ukraine adopting one policy with regard 

to Berlin and the German question while the rest of the Soviet Union adopted 

another. or the province of Yunnan adopting one policy in south-east Asia while 

the rest of the people's Republic of China adopted another. 

The Salient Point 

The salient point emerges about India's role in the East Pakistan crisis that 

India, officially and unofficially, openly and secretly, at central and regional level, 

has shown a complete disregard for the laws and rules governing peaceful 
relations between states at precisely that stage in world history when intervention 

in whatever form has shown itself to be a Frankenstein that once unleashed is not 

easily controlled and has for this reason, become the subject of increasing 

concern and anxiety. Virtually every one of the rules established by the 

international cases, charters and declarations cited earlier can be shown to have 

been violated by India during these past months. 

If it can be said the nevertheless Indian's conduct falls within the category of 

hostile actions "short of war" this is entirely because of the restraint exercised by 

Pakistan. 

Serious Setback to International Law 

Precisely for this reason, world silence about Indian intervention is a serious 

setback to the cause of international law, order and peace because India's ability 

to have acted as she has, without incurring world censure or sanctions, can only 

encourage other governments to attempt the same methods in disputes with their 

neighbors, or when their neighbors are engaged in internal problems, or when 

the moment appears propitious for satisfying territorial claims against one's 

neighbor. 

It bears repeating that many states have their Katangas and not all states 

exposed to this type of indirect aggression will exercise the restraint shown by 

Pakistan, in the face of the impetuous and unrestrained Indian intervention. 
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In the case of Biafra it was nearly a year before any state recognized the 

secessionists who had under their control by that time and for a lengthy continuous 

period, a clearly definable territory. Even Hitler and Mussolini, never renowned 

as upholders of International Law waited until over one-third of Spain was 

under Nationalist control before beginning to supply arms on the 26th July, 1936. 

All this is unfortunate enough for the world community as a whole but the 

supreme irony is that India itself, polyglot and heterogeneous as it is, may well 

prove to be one of the biggest sufferers from any breakdown of international law in 
this matter. 

Given all this and the rapidity with which the potential Katanga in East Pakistan 

has been controlled, the question arises as to why the Indian leadership should 

have rushed in, throwing caution to the winds and ignoring the consequences of its 

actions in International Law and for the cause of International peace as well as of 

course its own internal Indian stability. 

IV. POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS OF INDIA'S ACTIONS 

This brings us to the political implications of India's role in the recent Pakistan 

crisis. 

One of the major points of difference between Pakistan and India since 

1947 has centered around Pakistan's repeated assertion that India has never 

reconciled itself to the 1947 partition of the subcontinent. 

The Indian reply to this (which unfortunately has found some gullible listeners 
in different parts of the world) is that India has accepted as final the reality of 

Pakistan and that Pakistan's accusations to the contrary are the more product of a 
persecution complex. 

But the events of the last few months have shown once again the truth of 

Pakistan's accusations and revealed more clearly than ever India's objectives 

with regard to Pakistan. Apart from the reference to supposed ties of tradition and 

culture which "bind" (mark the world ‘bind’) the people of the subcontinent, 

contained in India's Parliamentary resolution of March 31st quoted earlier India's 

attitude to Pakistan's internal crisis is well illustrated by the speech before the 

Indian Council of World Affairs in Delhi delivered at about the same time by Mr. 

Subramanian, Director of the Indian Institute for Defense Studies, an organisation 

whose object is to advise the Indian military authorities in their long range 

planning. 

Mr. Subramanian stated. "What India must realize is the fact that the break-
up of Pakistan is in our interest and we have an opportunity the like of which 

will never come again." 

Anyone wishing to be accurately and objectively informed about India's 

policies towards Pakistan has to take these factors into account in unraveling the 

tangled story of Indo-Pakistan relations from the beginning of the Kashmir dispute 

down to today. 
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India's conduct in the recent crisis in East Pakistan provide dramatic and 

conclusive evidence about Indian's incurable obsession to destroy Pakistan and 

establish a greater Hindu India-Akhand Bharat-in which the first stage was to be 
the encouraging and assisting of a puppet secessionist regime in East Pakistan, to 

be absorbed by India at its convenience 

A great deal of long-range planning had gone into this by such people as Mr. 

Subrarnaniam and in the early week of 1971, the process moved from planning to 

execution. A propaganda barrage and the encouraging of subversion brought forth 

the series of protest notes of the Pakistan Government in early March. 

Indian Calculations 

The breakdown of lawful authority and the emergence of mob-rule in the streets 
was followed by the pronouncement of India's leaders and parties-all calculated to 

disrupt communications and make it impossible normal government to be restored: 
to create bad blood between Bengali and non-Bengali; to intimidate into 

acquiescence the silent majority of Jaw abiding Pakistani citizens of the East Wing 

The Indian leadership appears to have calculated that success was within their 

grasp and that the last minute decision of the Pakistan army to restore normal 

authority was bound to fail. As a result the crescendo of India's efforts continued to 

rise in late March and well into April. The Indian Radio and Press contained long 

accounts of the victorious Exploits of the secessionist military forces, of the rout of 

Pakistan forces and hair-raising accounts of what was going on. 

In this, it is a matter of the deepest regrets that there were foreign newspapers 

quick to accept as gospel truth the Indian version of events. 

Meantime, Pakistan's efforts were concentrated on restoring conditions of 

normalcy as early as possible, ensuring that the economic life of the province was 
not brought to a suicidal standstill, and in thwarting the attempts of the retreating 

secessionists and interventionists to leave behind them a"scorched earth" and 

desolation. 

By late April, it must have become clear to the Indian authorities that the 

attempt to undo Pakistan had failed, because their radio and press took on a new 

line. The gloating accounts of how the West Pakistan "imperialists and, colonialists 

and oppressors" had been utterly routed and humbled were now replaced by tearful 

accounts of the sufferings of refugees and of starvation. 

There can be no doubt that there has been human suffering during the last few 

months in East Pakistan. 

The question to be answered, however, is how did this take place and who 

caused it, and there can be little doubt that it is a direct result of India's continuing 

interventionist 
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role in encouraging, assisting initiation and at times executing acts of rebellion 

and sabotage which have amongst other things made the movement of food-grains 

from places of storage in East Pakistan to places where it is needed so filled with 
obstacles and - difficulties. 

This food shortage in itself would have been sufficient to cause movements of 
people seeking to escape starvation, but panic-stricken flight was also the result of 

Indian radio accounts of what was going on against which the efforts of the 

Pakistan radio were only partly successful in reassuring all citizens, Muslim and 

Hindu, of East Pakistan that normal conditions were returning and that the 

authorities were sparing no effort in this regard. 

It might be held by an impartial outside observer that the truth about the 

responsibility for the refugees is next to impossible to ascertain. But sometimes the 

truth of facts can be deduced with almost near-certainty by a study of the motives 

and past conduct of the parties. 

Clearly the Pakistan authorities have everything to gain by the restoration of 
normal, peaceful life in East Pakistan as possible. On the other hand, the past 

conduct of India during the last few months shows once again that India considers 
that a breakdown of central authority in East Pakistan suits her long range 

objectives. 

V. INDIAS ACTIONS-A THREAT TO 

SOUTH ASIAN STABILITY 

Indeed, it is precisely India's long-range objectives that threaten the stability of 

the re south Asian region (and perhaps of much else). 

The delusion that Pakistan's creation can be undone continues to dominate all 

long-range Indian planning, whether it concerns the Kashmir dispute, the 

construction of the Farakka Barrage. the periodical pogroms of Muslims in India, 

the attempt to isolate the two wings by banning over-flights; the endless succession 

of pin-pricks and provocations, large and small and now the intervention in East 

Pakistan regardless of all canons of international law and conduct, and its 

repercussions. 

Is it too much to hope that India can be made to realize that Pakistan has come 
to stay?-that it is only by the two countries living as neighbors, on terms of 

independent equality and mutual respect, that an enduring peace can be found? 

The only convincing evidence of this will be a new approach by India to the 

long standing disputes between the two countries-no longer looking at these 

problems as weapons in the struggle to eventually undo Pakistan and reabsorb it 

stage by stage and piece by piece, but instead looking at these problems as 

problems that must be equitably solved on a permanent basis in the best interests of 

both countries and recognizing these 
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problems for what they really are namely intolerable obstacles to understanding and 

peace and, of course, to stability. 

For it is in the threat to stability that the greatest danger lies-for India as much as 

for anyone else. 
 

 

Produced by 

The Department of Film & publications 

Government of Pakistan 

June. 1971 

 

 

---------------  
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EAST PAKISTAN DOCUMENTATION SERIES 

INDIAN'S ROLE 

IN EAST PAKISTAN CRISIS 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was fighting India's war: this frank and forthright 
admission came from the General Secretary of the West Bengal unit of the All India 

Congress Committee in New Delhi on 4 April 1971, when the fact could on longer 
be concealed that India was directly involved in the armed rebellion by secessionist 

elements in the eastern province of Pakistan in March-April 1971. 

The rebellion was quickly put to an end by the fast-moving Pakistan Army units 

within a few days. And now that life is fast returning to normal in the cities as well 

as in the villages of East Pakistan, it is possible to discern the nature of this 

rebellion, its principal instruments and their modus operandi'. 

For one thing it is evident that the 'war' for which the Indian leader so brazen 

facedly claimed public credit, was unmistakably India's own. It was not only Indian 

armaments and armed infiltrators which were at that back of it, but also it was the 

Indian news media, led by the State-controlled All India Radio, which waged the 

War even before the rebels knew about it, and which continued to fight imaginary 

battles in imaginary lands long after the rebellion had been put down and the 

secessionists had either surrendered or retreated across the border, to their Indian 

sanctuaries. 

How deep and long-term have been India's plans for subversion in Pakistan is 

by now well-known. As the British daily 'Yorkshire post' noted on 1 April 1971: 

"India's attempts at subversion in Pakistan, of sponsoring a fifth column in East 
Pakistan, and her machinations to undo Pakistan itself have a longer history behind 

them. They started from the very day in 1947 when Pakistan was created. Since that 
day Indians have, never reconciled themselves to the fact of Pakistan, and have 

employed every device to cripple this state 

"India can see only good in the dismemberment or enfeeblement of its chief 

antagonist," wrote David Loshak in the London Daily Telegraph, adding that "It is 

this rather than concern for the fact of innocent people, that lies behind Indian's 

propaganda war on behalf of Bangladesh." Another noted British commentator on 
contemporary Asian Affairs, Michael Edwards, in a discussion broadcast by BBC 

on I April 1971, in its "World Today" programme, said that: "Enthusiasm among 
political parties and groups in West Bengal to outbid each other in issuing 

statements and organizing demonstrations in support of the trouble makers in East 
Pakistan should be viewed in this context. The 
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move in West Bengal for its unification with East Pakistan was thus motivated by 
political and economic considerations. By undoing the partition, the West Bengal 

leaders hoped to impose their dominance over East Pakistan and restore the source 
of raw material for its factories." 

Analyzing India's motives one of the leading Papers of East Pakistan the 

Pakistan Observer, noted that Apart from India's political desire to see Pakistan 

weak and eventually disrupted, she was also economically motivated to try to 

capture East Pakistan. In the world's jute market, she has been facing tough 

competition from the jute industry of East Pakistan. Many of the jute mills in 

Calcutta which were established with the income of jute of East Pakistan and were 

being fed on East Pakistan's jute, had to close down after the creation of Pakistan 

because of the loss of the jute of this province East Pakistan, before partition served 
as the hinterland for Calcutta port. Since the partition, East Pakistan has come to 

have its own jute industry. Indian's eyes are on the jute of East Pakistan. This 
economic motive, plus her political hostility towards Pakistan went into her 

planning, to separate the East Wing from Pakistan. In pursuance of this plan, she 
began sending arms and men into East Pakistan for an armed uprising. It is now 

clear that she had been conspiring for quite some time with certain anti-state 
elements in East Pakistan, supplying the latter with necessary arms and money to set 

up a clandestine organisation to take over East Pakistan by force." 

Mujib's Involvement with Agartala Conspiracy 

Indeed direct evidence of India's collusion with anti-state elements came to light 

when the Agartala Conspiracy was unearthed in 1967 and several witnesses testified 

to Mujib's involvement with this Conspiracy as early as September 1964. It was then 
that the conspirators' group was joined by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman at a meeting 

convene in Karachi "to form a revolutionary organisation for separating East 
Pakistan from the rest of the country". 

The main plan of action of Agartala Conspiracy was to capture the armories of 

military units so as to paralyze them. The action was to be carried out on commando 

style and surprise was to compensate for the lack of manpower. In pursuance of 

these objectives, a meeting was arranged between the representatives of the 

secessionist conspirators who had to conduct the operations in Pakistan with the 

representatives of India who were to supply arms and ammunition. This meeting 

took place at Agartala in India on 12 July 1967. 

When the conspirators were actually arrested in December 1967, one of them 

revealed that, apart from arms and financial aid promised by India for organizing an 
armed revolt in East Pakistan, India had told them that on the "D-Day" the 

Government of India will block the air and sea routes linking East Pakistan with 
West Pakistan. 

Threat Followed By Big Arms Build-up 

That was four years ago. But India did carry out threat in February 1971, when 

the obviously pre-planned hijacking and blowing up of an Indian aircraft on the soil 
of Pakistan by two hijackers from Indian-held Kashmir was made an excuse for 

banning 
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over-flights of Pakistani civil aircraft across the Indian territory between West and 

East Pakistan. 

It was about this time (February 1971) that a sizeable strength of the Indian 

Army was concentrated in the province of West Bengal ostensible for internal 
security duties in connection with the elections. Instead of normalizing the position 

after the elections were over; additional army formations were moved by India 
towards the East Pakistan borders in the latter half of March 1971, supported by 

mountain and Para brigades, fighter bombers and air transport units. 

Simultaneously, in order to support anti-state elements in East Pakistan, Indian 

troops in civilian clothes were moved closer to the East Pakistan frontiers from 

many directions. Jet fighters and transport aircraft were moved to airfields in the 

border areas and six of these nearest to West Pakistan were put on war alert. 

Not content with massing a force of over five divisions in West Bengal, the 

India authorities also moved additional battalions of the Border Security Force 
besides those already deployed around East Pakistan, thus concentrating about 

twenty five battalions in the border areas. To enable these battalions to infiltrate into 
East Pakistan to assist the rebels and secessionist elements, BSF markings had been 

removed and jeeps and other vehicles had been re-painted in civilian colors. Later, 
additional Border Security troops were flown from Delhi all BSF courses were 

cancelled, and the leave of police personnel was held in abeyance. 

To make a stronger impact of their action in canceling over-flights of all 

Pakistani aircrafts over Indian Territory, Indian adventurism extended its tentacles 

to the high seas also in their effort to interrupt transportation and supplies to East 

Pakistan. On 2 April 71, Indian warships harassed Pakistani vessel Ocean 

Endurance. They encountered it 70 miles west of the Indian naval base of Dwarka. 

The vessel had to return to Karachi to avoid its pursuers. Three days later, they also 

harassed the Safina-i-Arab which was heading for Chittagong. A new unit of 
ground-to air missiles operating on India's southern tip began practice firing to as far 

as 123 miles from the Indian coast, thus forcing Pakistan's civilian aircraft to fly 
even further south. 

The Indian Air Force, too, showed signs of definite activity indicating 

preparations for possible operations. Besides Hunter fighters and additional 

transport aircraft deployed on the eastern side of East Pakistan operational bases of 

the Indian Air Force along the western ad northern borders of East Pakistan were 

put on a higher state of combat readiness. Some maritime 'recce' aircraft were 

positioned at Barrackpore (near Calcutta) for surveillance of Pakistan's ship 

movements in the Bay of Bengal. Extensive photo 'recce' was carried out in border 

areas of East Pakistan. 

Infiltration of BSF Personnel into East Pakistan 

With the active backing of the Indian Army, BSF personnel started making 

frantic efforts to infiltrate into East Pakistan. To facilitate their operations, 

improvement of communication and transportation system leading into East 

Pakistan received the attention of the Indian authorities. They also started sending 

arms and ammunition by 
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clandestine means to the secessionists. A large number of rifles bearing the marking 

of the Rifle Factory Ishapur have been captured, besides stocks of ammunition 
having Kirkee Factory markings. 

It has been established that Nos. 76, 81, 83,101, 103, and 104 Border Security 

Force battalions had been engaged in operations in East Pakistan. Later information 

showed that two more battalions were pushed into action; 73 BSF battalion in 

Mokhilganj area (Conch Bihar), No. 77 BSF battalion in area west of Dinajpur and 

18 BSF in Bangaon, west of Jessore. Senior Army commanders were directing the 

operations. One of them was the commander of 61 Mountain Bridge and has 

recently been positioned at Dimagiri, 25 miles north-east of Rangamati. East 

Pakistan. 

The establishment of several "refugee camps" near the East Pakistan borders has 

been a clever move by the Indians to operate under cover of providing relief to the 

so-called "refugees from East Bengal." A number of these camps are being used as 
bases for launching infiltrators and for dispatching arms and supplies to anti-state 

element in East Pakistan. It may be added in this context that on the pretext of 
maintaining these refugee camps funds are being collected at several places in India 

besides stores end supplies, and military training is being imparted at these camps. 

Documentary Evidence 

"If any proof, documentary or otherwise, of the Indian interference in Pakistan's 

internal affairs is to be required, Rajshahi has it in abandon)" reported an APP 

correspondent, Yawar Altaf, giving first-hand account of what he saw in Rajshahi. 
Here are extracts from his dispatch published in several papers. 

"The army has a heap of captured Indian arms and ammunition. A noteworthy 

weapon which was shown by the local army commander to me was a heavy machine 

gun with Czech markings. Czech arms are in use by the Indian Army and Pakistan 

Army never had any. It was captured from in infiltrator in Nawabganj area". 

"I also saw a document in possession of the Army officers which proves more 

than the armed Indian intervention in Pakistan's internal affairs. It is a document 

which also proves that the Indians were in league with certain sections of the 

separatist Awami League in fulfilling their unholy machinations vis-a-vis Pakistan. 

The document is a secret letter addressed to an anti-State person by a local: 

Awami League leader for a meeting with an Indian across the border to discuss 

supply of heavy arms. It is handwritten by one Dr. Bachachu, of Rajshahi town, to 

one Kasem Sahib, living in Nawabganj, which is about 13 miles across the Indian 

border, in Murshidahad district. 

"Reading the contents of the letter, a person with even a modicum of intelligence 

can tell that India had its men in the ranks of the Awami League." 

"The contents, which would serve as an eye-opener to the foreign world, are as 

follows". 
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'Urgent... Kasem Sahib... One representative from other part (non-official) came 

here and informed that somebody will meet with you or Captain Sahib with us for 

urgent discussions regarding supply of heavy arms. I have given him time that you 

and myself will reach Mohodipur at 12 a. m. tomorrow. This is non-official arms 

help to us. So please reach here by night'. 

Dr. Bachachu 

N.B. Dr Mantu today again went to other part, 

"The letter was recovered from the house of the addressee, one Mr. Kasem. 

Dated 8 April, 1971, it is written on printed writing pad of "Purbo Pak Awami 

League, Nawab Ganj, District Rajshahi On its left flank is printed the names of 

President and General Secretary of the Nawabganj Awami League. President's name 

is given as Alhaj Raisuddin. Ahmed MNA, and Secretarys as Dr. A.M. Misbah-ul-
Haque, MPA. 

"Included among the civilians who testify to armed Indian infiltration are: Mr. 

Akhtar Ahad, a politician who advocates separate province for North Bengal, Mr. 

Marghub Murshed, Additional Deputy Commissioner and son of former Chief 

Justice of East Pakistan, Mrs. Husan Ara Rashid, wife of Deputy Commissioner, 

Rajshahi, and Mr. Mohammad Saifullah, Regional Director, Rajshahi Station of 

Radio Pakistan. I met all these persons individually, plus many more in the area". 

Firing Squad Men spoke Central Indian Dialect 

"Mr. Akhtar Ahad would not have been alive today but for the -are shrewdness 

he managed to pluck in a deadly situation. He and four others were hounded out by 

Awami Leaguers and handed over to army men whose uniform; Mr. Akhtar said, 
was unmistakably Indian.They carried Tommy guns and wore camouflage steel 

helmets. 

"The Indian army-men who spoke Central Indian dialect formed themselves into 

a firing squad and made the five victims sit in an open plot near the New Market". 

"The five were asked to bow their heads. Akhtar Ahad said he knew death was 

knocking but could not help it. Suddenly, he heard the Indians fire tommy-gun shots 
and he along with four others fell flat". 

"Mr. Akhtar instantly felt he was alive but pretended to be dead. Then the firing 

squad men were heard saying their time had run out and left the place after about 

seven minutes, leaving them there. When they had gone he saw that his en tire jaw 

and right were profusely bleeding. When I went to see him at one of his friend's 

house, I found him sitting in a chair with bandaged jaw and thigh. He told me he 

was out of danger but was extremely worried about one of his sisters in Kushtia, 

whose whereabouts were not known to him. 

Troops in Olive Green Uniforms 

"Mr. Marghub Murshed and Mrs. Rashid gave me almost identical eye witness 

accounts because when the Indian army men came to the D. C's house they were in 

the same house, since Mr. Rashidul Hasan was out of town on an official 

assignment, and 
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Mrs. Rashid had given refuge to a number of persons. When they twice raided the 

house, both Mr. Marghub and Mrs. Rashid saw two Indian soldiers in olive green 

uniform (which is Indian army's official uniform) backing them up. On her part Mrs. 

Hasan showed tremendous courage by refusing to surrender innocent people to 

armed miscreants who wanted to kill them". 

"The miscreants also disclosed to her that her husband had been abducted by 

them and that if she parted with the 16 persons to whom she was giving shelter her 

husband would be set free". 

"But she said if they wanted to take the 16 persons to shoot them they better kill 

her first". 

Three Radio Engineers Brought from India 

"Mr. Saifullah told me that when the radio transmitter went dead, the Indian 

Army brought three radio engineers from India to set it right in preparation for use 
on possible take-over of the town. The engineers located the defect which was due 

to absence of crystal, an essential part of transmitter". 

"The Indian engineers brought their own crystal from Calcutta but it did not fit 

in, and as they were trying another replacement the Pakistan Army secured the 

town, forcing them to flee. Mr. Saifullah said that during an unguarded moment. 

One of the engineers gave his name as Shakti Dev of the AIR". 

"During my visit to The Rajshahi railway station, three Watch and Ward 

officials showed me some places which according to them, the Sikh soldiers of the 
Indian Army had occupied for sometime in a bid to take over the station". 

"Some officers of the district administration told me that the Indian Army troops 

had even brought with them some medical doctors one of them being a lady doctor" 

"From the accounts gathered from different responsible quarters I worked out 

that in all between 4,000 and 5,000 armed Indian infiltrator had visited Rajshahi to 

help the  rebels and secessionists." 

Rebels Establish link With Calcutta 

Concrete evidence of India's role from the very beginning of the East Pakistan 

crisis is now available through Indian as well as foreign news media. 

In fact as early as 29 March 1971, an Indian correspondent confirmed in a report 

from Calcutta that the rebels (the so- called 'Liberation forces) had established links 
with India. The correspondent, according to the daily Indian Express Bombay, 

"quoted the commander of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's Liberation force in Kushtia as 
saying that immediately after the two units of the alien Army were either killed or 

withdrawn from Kushtia, bordering Nadia district, the local commander, who 
preferred to remain unnamed, established a telephone link with Calcutta. He first 

spoke to Mr. Ajoy Mukherjee, who will be heading the new West Bengal 
Government later in the week, and 
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then to some of the press correspondents. The commander conveyed the greetings of 

Bangladesh to the people of India and urged Mr. Mukherjee to send medical relief". 

The very next day (30 March) the State Finance Minister of the Indian Punjab, 

Mr. Balwant Singh, in open disregard of India's own laws which prohibit the 
advocacy of secession in any manner, lent public support to secessionists in Pakistan 

and called for the recognition of the non-existent government of "Bangladesh." The 
Chief Minister of the Indian State of Kerala, Mr. Achutta Menon expressed similar 

sentiments, followed by formal resolutions in support of Bangladesh' passed by 
several Indian State Assemblies, including those of Tamil Nadu, Bihar West Bengal, 

Assam, Kerala, Rajsthan, Uttar Pradesh. Gujrat and Tripura. The Deputy Chief 

Minister of West Bengal went so far as to announce recognition of Bangladesh' in 

anticipation of Indian Central Government's decision. 

Meanwhile a resolution was moved by the Indian Prime Minister herself on the 

situation in East Pakistan and passed by both Houses of Indian Parliament, which was 

openly an outrageous and hostile act against Pakistan. The resolution expressed 

"profound sympathy and solidarity with people of East Bengal" as she preferred 

to called East Pakistan and assured them (the secessionists) that their struggle will 
receive the whole hearted sympathies and support of the people of India. 

Speaking on the resolution, Indian Foreign Minister Swaran Singh rejected 

Pakistan's stand that the crisis in East Pakistan was an internal affair of Pakistan. This 

statement belied their own previous stand which they took on President Yahya's 

earlier speech of 1 March. Indian reaction to the President's speech was reported by All 

India Radio on 2 March in these words: "An official spokesman of the External Affairs 

Ministry said in New Delhi that India regards the developments in Pakistan as purely an 

internal affair of that country. We have no desire to interfere or got involved in 

their domestic affairs". This myth of India's neutrality was soon exploded, and India 

came out in her true colors. 

The same day when the Indian Prime Minister's resolution was adopted by the 

Indian Parliament. Reuter reported that "the people of West Bengal observed' a total 
strike to express 'solidarity' with East Bengalis (East Pakistanis). The most prominent 

slogan heard in Calcutta was ;9ipar Bangla, Opar Bangla, Dooye Miley Soonar 

Bangla' (This side Bengal. That side Bengal, Both together golden Bengal)". 

Supply of Arms to Rebels by India 

In response to the Indian Prime Minister's appeal of 4 April for raising funds to 

help Mujib, Government-backed committees were soon set up all over India. They 

started collecting contributions for providing financial and material assistance 

to secessionists in East Pakistan. In Bihar State, Chief Minister Karpuri Thakur 
announced that his government would contribute Rs. 25 lakhs (Rs. 2.5 million) 

towards this fund, and several organizations started collecting funds. On 6 April 
1971, the Indian Nation, Bombay, quoted Chief Minister Thakur as reaffirming "his 

determination to lend best possible help including supply of arms and ammunition to the 
liberation forces of Bangladesh". Mr. Thakur added: "Whatever the consequences 

may follow, I am firm on 
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the point of supply of arms and ammunition to the Bangladesh." 

These funds were raised to purchase arms for the 'liberation forces' of Mujib and to 

send armed infiltrators into East Pakistan. A number of Indian newspapers including the 

Statesman reported that the Indian Prime Minister, when asked whether there was any 
machinery to carry these supplies to East Pakistan, said on 5 April that "She could not 

say anything about it publicly as it was a very serious matter. However, she supported 
the drive for raising funds". The same day, the Chief Secretary of Tripura was reported 

to have told the press that "11 entry points and 9 camps on the borders" had been opened 
for receiving "refugees" from East Pakistan. 

In many cases these camps have served as cover to organise infiltration of personnel 

and smuggling of arms into East Pakistan. This has been testified to by a number of 

foreign correspondents based in India. 

Foreign Correspondents' Testimony 

The flow of Indian arms to rebel elements in East Pakistan has also been reported 

extensively by several foreign reporters. Columbia Broadcasting Service correspondent, 

Earnest Weather all, reported from New Delhi on March 31: "All indications are that 

Mujib and his outlawed Awami League had carefully advance-planned military 

campaign. The first target of this 'liberation' army was to be Chittagong, East Pakistan's 

only deep water port. Once the port was destroyed, President (Yahya Khan) would have 

difficulty in supplying his troops in East Pakistan. The next stage was the capture of 

Dacca and to prevent its use as the main base for Pakistan Army operations. It is believed 

that Mujib received supplies from outside sources for long period and these were hidden 

till the crunch came from Yahya (on March 26, 1971). Many Western diplomats in New 

Delhi feel these weapons could only have come from India". 

It was against such armed insurgents infiltrators that the Pakistan Army had moved, and not 

against what the Indian Press and Radio wants the world to believe as being "innocent unarmed 

civilians". 

On 3 April 1971, Donald Seaman, correspondent of the Daily Express London, 

reported from Calcutta that "flow of arms goes on in secret". The Times and the 

Guardian made similar revelations. Reporting from the 24-Parganas district of West 
Bengal, the London Times correspondent, Peter Hazelhurst, reported in a frontpage 

despatch that bombs and guns "poured across the frontier" into East Pakistan and West 
Bengal guerillas were in evidence "near Benapole border post in East Bengal". In a 

report sent from the Indian border near Jessore, correspondent Martin Woollacott of the 
Guardian disclosed that he met a West Bengal lawyer and a businessman who had "taken 

orders for petrol, dynamite bombs and guns". 

Radio Australia also referred to the flow of arms in East Pakistan. Quoting its New 

Delhi correspondent on 17 April, the Radio said that "in some areas of Indian territory, 

Western correspondents had seen supplies of various types including arms and weapons 

moving into East Pakistan". Referring to the capture by the Pakistan Armed Forces of 

two Indian Border Security Forces who had confessed that they were engaged in 
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subversive activities in East Pakistan, the Radio confirmed that "in the circumstances 

it was inevitable that Indian troops might have fallen into the hands of the Pakistan 
Army". 

The French news agency, AFP, reported on 18 April from the Indo-Pakistan border 

that a French TV team had actually filmed Indian ammunition which arrived at the "new 

headquarters of East Bengal liberation army near Meherpur. Members of this TV team 

also secretly filmed Bengali troops at Indian camp just 100 yards from the frontier". 

When it became clear that all pockets of insurgency had been eliminated in East 

Pakistan, the Indian Army began preparing the rebels for launching a 'counter attack'. 

This was reported by AFP correspondent Brian May who said in a dispatch on 21 April 

that the soldiers of the 'liberation army at Batai were loading arms and ammunition under 

the supervision of the Indian officers "who stopped me from going near, but I saw at 
least a dozen machine guns lined up. The demoralized insurgents who sought refuge in 

Indian territory were examining their armament with great joy. The Indian Officers 
refused to give any information but it is clear that the Indian Army is giving all aid to the 

insurgents for launching a counter attack." 

A week later, on 27 April, the British daily Scotsman quoted an Associated Press 

Correspondent as reporting that during his visit to the border he "encountered a truck 

loaded with at least 50,000 rifles, together with light and heavy machine guns". The 

correspondent also reported that an Indian agent traveling with the truck told him that the 

load formed part of a secret consignment of rifles, grenades, and ammunition supplied by 

India to aid the rebels in East Pakistan, and that an Indian Army Major was instructing 

the rebels in the use of these weapons supplied by India. About the same time, AFP 

confirmed in a New Delhi dispatch of 28 April that" 10,000 ex-servicemen are being 

organized to fight in East Pakistan", 

Bangladesh Government in Calcutta 

Foreign correspondents reporting from India also gave a lie to the Indian propaganda 

about the installation of the so-called Provisional Government of Bangladesh somewhere 
in East Pakistan. In a dispatch from Calcutta published by the Guardian, London, on 14 

April 1971, its correspondent Martin Woollcott described as 'fiction'. Indian Press reports 
that the members of the Provisional Government were some where in Bangladesh', and 

confirmed that all of them were in Calcutta where they had been housed in the State 

Guest House. The correspondent said that the Indians had helped these people in "stage-

managing" what he called "the proclamation of independence last Friday by providing 

chairs and other furniture, and also the Indian troops in civilian clothes to police the 

ceremony." 

On 15 April 1971, The Times, London reported that "The days of the Republic of 

Bangladesh in the form it has existed for the last three weeks are numbered. The rebel 

Government of which Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed is named as Prime Minister supposedly has 
its headquarters at Chuadanga in Kushtia district close to Indian border. There is no 

evidence however, that any members of the new Government are actually in 
Chuadanga". The very next day, on 16 April, Columbia Broadcasting Corporation of 

New York 
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confirmed that "The rebel resistance in East Pakistan is almost over and the leaders 

of the Provisional Government were now in India". 

Two days later, on 18 April 1971, the New York Times carried an Associated Press 

dispatch from Indian town of Baidya Nath Tala which said that "the Indian authorities 

played a major part in the ceremony of the formal proclamation of Bangladesh, half a 

mile from the Indian border and on 20 April the French daily Le Monde, Paris testified 

that "The Provisional Government of Bangladesh was proclaimed under a mango tree 

one mile from the Indian border, but this was done for the benefit of the foreign press to 

emphasize that it existed on East Pakistan's territory, although the Government was 

formed in Calcutta". 

Recruitment and Training Camps for Insurgents 

India is also continuing its game of recruiting and training insurgents for creating 

trouble in East Pakistan. This was reported on 18 June 1971 by the correspondent of The 
Times, London, who visited one of the recruiting centres. He said that the officer in 

charge claimed all the training centers of the so-called "Bangladesh" army were located 

"somewhere in Bangladesh", but when the correspondent wanted to know the exact 

location of these camps inside East Pakistan he was brushed off with the reply "It is a 

military secret". The correspondent added: "There were probably about 100 such sites in 

Indian West Bengal". The correspondent also reported that the recruiting office was set 

up in a premise which "outwardly was supposed to be an office for the registration of 

refugees", and added, "people who were brought in for recruitment were also warned 

that once they had joined the Mukti Fouj' (liberation army), they could not leave. If they 

tried to defect, they would be shot". 

Earlier, the Gurdian, London had carried a despatch from its correspondent 

confirming that the Indians were openly sheltering "groups of armed insurgents 

consisting of deserters of East Pakistan Rifles, militiamen and irregulars who 
crossed over the borders in recent days". The correspondent said he saw at one 

border-crossing point "armed riflemen in a tented camp around the Indian 
Border Security Forces' position". 

On 14 May, the Nigerian Tribune, Lagos said that "India had set up six "relief posts' 

along the East Pakistan-India borders where Indian infiltrators and ammunitions were 

being passed into East Pakistan to be used against the Pakistan Armed forces. I-Jia then 

began to mount publicity campaign to give the disturbances in Pakistan an international 

outlook". 

India Poised for Armed Conflict 

On 20 May, The Times, London published despatch from its correspondent Mr. 

Peter Hazelhurst, reporting substantial Indian troop movements along the Pakistan 

border. "Most of the troops have been billeted at the large Army centre at 

Barrackpore, 15 miles north of Calcutta, and about 30 miles from the border ", 

said the correspondent and added: "There are also signs that a large detachment 

of Indian Army troops have been stationed in Agartala, on the eastern border of 

East Pakistan". 
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Four days later, on 24 May, The Times correspondent confirmed in a despatch 

from Calcutta that "A full battery of anti-aircraft was moved on to the eastern 
perimeter of the airport yesterday morning. The gunners were soon aligning their 

radar sets and setting guns in an easterly direction. This would indicate that the 
Indian Government is preparing itself for something more than a limiied border 

conflict". The correspondent further reported that "At least three regiment- from 
northern India, the Punjab Regiment, the Rajputs, and the Maratha Light Infantry, are 

in the vanguard on the Jessore front. Recoilless anti-tank guns, mounted on jeeps 
have moved up to within 50 yards of the border, and Sikhs and Rajputs were seen 

within hundred yards of the frontier constructing fortifications dugouts along the 

disused railway line connecting India and East Bengal". 

Violation of Pakistan's Borders 

Having plotted armed subversion through secessionist elements in East Pakistan 

and failed, India is now poised for resorting to a military solution. As early as May 

1971, foreign press correspondents started reporting violation by India of the five-

mile border zone. "It seems as if the situation on the border is moving ineluctably 

towards a confrontation", reported the London Tinies on 2 May 1971. Reports have 
since been received that India has actually violated Pakistan's border at several points 

during the last few weeks, the latest incident being on 19 June 1971, when Indian 
soldiers trespassed into SyIhet district of East Pakistan. A Pakistan patrol party, 

while on a normal patrolling mission encountered the Indian soldiers in green 

uniform in the Lathitilla area. Simultaneously, the Pakistani patrol party was 

subjected to intense mortar fire from across this border in support of the Indian 

soldiers. 

The same day (19 June) an Indian Border Security Force patrol also intruded into 

Pakistan territory in Manikpur area, in Jessore district and opened fire. When the 

Pakistan troops returned the fire, Indians withdrew hurriedly across the border. 

The Indians have also been continuing unprovoked firing into East Pakistan from 

across the border. On June 19, they fired three-inch mortar shells on the Pakistani 
border outpost at Baikari, in Khulna, district. Similarly Pakistan's border outposts at 

Katlamari and Jaipur, in Sylhet district were subjected to light machine-gun and 

small arms fire, the same day. Earlier, on June 18, the Pakistani border outpost at 

Benapole, in Jessore district was shelled by the Indians with heavy mortars. 

Pakistan has drawn the attention of the Big Powers to India's growing military 

involvement in East Pakistan which is posing a grave threat to peace in the 

subcontinent. This followed the intensification of Indian military actions against East 

Pakistan in recent weeks. Almost every day, Indian guns and small arms have been 

firing across the border and Indian forces have been infiltrating into Pakistan 
territory. What is more, Indian leaders and the ruling Congress have now openly 

started advocating the use of force in support of "Bangladesh". 

Pakistan has, of course, been sending protest notes to India and two were lodged 

on 21 and 22 June, 1971 listing the following incidents: 

(i) On June 16, Indian armed personnel machine-gunned and shelled with 3-inch 
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mortars, Pakistani areas (QT 7542) and (QT 7642) near Benapole in district 

Jessore without any provocation. 

(ii)  On June 17, Indian BSF personnel unlawfully trespassed into Pakistan 

territory and killed two civilians of village Phudimari (RF 6898) in district 

Mymensingh. 

(iii)  On June 17, BOP Kamalpur (QE 8512) in district Mymensingh was subjected 

to unprovoked firing by small arms and mortars from 0530 hours to 0600 

hours and again from 1140 hours to 1200 hours. Due to this incident 2 

persons were killed and four wounded. 

(iv)  On June 17, a Pakistan patrol party was fired upon near Benapole in district 

Jessore. 

(v)  On the night between the 17th and 18th June BOP Kamalpur (QE 8512) in 

Mymensingh district was once again subjected to unprovoked heavy mortar 

shelling and small arms fire by the Indian army. 

(vi) On June 18, (RR 3499) in Comilla district was fired upon by mortars and 

small arms fire by the Indian armed personnel. As a result of this incident 

four persons received serious wounds. 

(vii)  On June 18, Saldanadi area (RM 2818) in district Comilla, Benapole and 

Maslia area (QT 8665) in district Jessore and Chatalpur area (RH 1703) in 

Sylhet district, East Pakistan, were subjected, to shelling by field artillery, 

mortars and small arms fire by the Indian army without any provocation. 

(viii)  On June 18, Indian armed personnel also fired 100 rounds of 3-inch mortars 

on BOP Kishoriganj (QD 3158) in Dinajpur district. India has, however, paid 

no heed and has gone on with its blatant intervention in Pakistan's internal 

affairs and territory. 

India’s Real Aim’ 

What is India's real aim? On 2 April 1971, an Indian paper Free Press Journal 

said "Our (India's) actions must be consciously and intelligently directed to 

weakening Pakistan", adding that: "A Grateful East Bengal might also be willing 

permanently to recognise Indian sovereignty over Kashmir". Two days earlier, on 30 

March 1971, the Bombay daily Indian Express had openly advocated India's armed 

interfernce in East Pakistan in these words: "It is a truly historic moment, and the 

time to act is now". And on 7 April 1971, the Director of the Indian Institute for 

Defence Studies, Mr. Subramaniam, in a reference to the India-backed armed rebellion 

in East Pakistan, had said that" What India must realise is the ,fact that the breakup 

of Pakistan is in our interest and we have an opportunity he like of which will never 

come again". 

In a recent article published in the Indian daily Motherland on 15 June 1971, 

another Indian commentator, Subramaniam Swamy, argued that "the territorial 

integrity of Pakistan is none of our business. That is Pakistan's worry. All we 

should concern ourselves with is two questions: Is the break-up of Pakistan in our 

long term national 
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interest? If so, can we do something about it ?" And the commentator concluded that 

"the break-up of Pakistan is not only in our external security interests but also in our 

internal security interests. India should emerge as a super-power internationally and 

we have to nationally integrate our citizens for this role. For this the  dismemberment 

of Pakistan is an essential pre-condition ". 

 

Produced by Pakistan Publications 

P.O. Box 183, Karachi, June, 1971 
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FEDERAL INTERVENTION 

IN PAKISTAN 

THE REFUGEE PROBLEN  

 

-Background report V 

INTRODUCTION 

India is threatening war with Pakistan. She is indulging in cynical exploitation of 

the refugee problem to impose on Pakistan a political settlement of her choice. She is 
dissuading and deterring the refugees from returning in order to claim a part of East 

Pakistan's territory on the pretext that it is required for resettling them as they will 
not return to East Pakistan unless a government under the secessionist leader; Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, is formed in that province. India is also threatening the 
international community with the consequences of not associating themselves her in 

making the above demand on President Yahya Khan. 
 

Pakistan does not want war. President Yahya Khan has made several appeals to 

welcome the refugees back to Pakistan. His Government is making sincere efforts to 

rehabilitate them when they return, in cooperation with the U.N. Secretary - General 

and all the U.N. agencies, such as UNICEF, U.N, Refugee Organization, F.A.O., and 

so forth. President Yahya Khan is also working for an early political settlement of the 

problem in East Pakistan and announced once more on June 28 that he is preparing to 

transfer power to the elected representatives of the people within three or four 

months, or even sooner if the Commission appointed to frame an interim constitution 

completes its task. 

 

The world community has an obligation to restrain India and to prevent the 

outbreak of war which, as the British Foreign Secretary recently said, may convert "a 

tragedy into a catastrophe." 

I 

REFUGEES: WHAT PAKISTAN HAS DONE 

The Government of Pakistan is making intensive efforts to encourage the 

return of Pakistan citizens who left their country due to disturbed conditions. 

The Government has taken the following important steps in this direction: 

- On May 21, the President of Pakistan appealed to all bonafide citizens to 
return to their homes. 
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-On May 24, the President renewed this appeal and offered to grant amnesty to 
those who were genuinely misled. He also held out an assurance that all returning 

refugees will be provided with relief, rehabilitation and full protection. 

-On June 1, the establishment of 20 relief and rehabilitation centers on main 

routes from India was announced. These relief camps are providing aid and 

rehabilitation facilities to all purpose who are returning and full protection. 

-On June 10, a general amnesty was declared by the Governor of East Pakistan 

who said that the amnesty was extended to all classes of people-students, laborers, 

businessmen, industrialists, civil servants, members of the armed forces and other 

law enforcement agencies, such as the police, who had defected, as well as political 

leaders and political workers. 

-The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees Prince Sadruddin Aga 

Khan, and a Special Representative of the U.N. Secretary General, Mr. Ismat Kitani, 
both visited Pakistan and were assured the fullest cooperation of the Government of 

Pakistan to organize the return and resettlement of the refugees. 

-A representative of the U.N. Secretary General has reached East Pakistan and is 

operating from Dacca to coordinate the international relief effort in East Pakistan. 

-On June 19, the President of Pakistan issued a fresh appeal, recalling his earlier 

appeals of May 21 and May 24, and specially asked members of the minority 

communities (Hindus) who had left to return to their homes and property. He assured 

them that they would be given full protection and every facility as they were equal 

citizens of Pakistan and there was no question of any discriminatory treatment based 

on race or religion. He appealed to members of the minority not to be misled by 

mischievous propaganda being conducted from outside Pakistan. 

-On June 28, the President of Pakistan announced his plan to restore a civilian 

government under a new constitution within four months. The President indicated 

that the federal constitution will guarantee maximum provincial autonomy consistent 

with the national and territorial integrity of Pakistan as laid down in the Legal Frame 

Work Order under which the elections were held. 

II. 

INDIA EXPLOITS THE ISSUE 

While Pakistan is making sincere efforts to welcome the refugees back and is 

fully cooperating with the representative of the U.N. Secretary General and the U.N. 

High Commissioner for Refugees, India is issuing repeated threats of war and is 

indulging in cynical exploitation of the refugee problem in an attempt to impose a 

political settlement of her own choice. She is even raising obstacles to prevent the 

return of the refugees, thus using these unfortunate human beings as pawns in her 

game of power politics. 

According to a Reuters report from New Delhi on June 16, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, 

Prime Minister of India, was reported to have said in the Parliament that "India was 

concerned 
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with more than just the lives and welfare of the refugees." She dismissed any 
suggestion that President Yahya Khan could figure in an eventual East Pakistan 

settlement. Any political 'settlement must be arrived at with those people who are 
today being suppressed." she said, India would not acquiesce in a settlement that 

would mean the death of "Bangladesh" and the ending of democracy and of the 

people who are fighting for their rights. 

The Prime Minister also said "we are not going to let the international 
community get away without bearing consequences of what is happening in 

"Bangladesh," whether they help in finding a settlement of the problem or not they 
will suffer from the consequences of event." She further said "we have no intention 

of allowing the refugees to settle down in India nor to let them go back to 
Bangladesh to be butchered." 

On the same date, June 16, the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees, Prince 

Sadruddin, who visited several refugee camps, told reporters that he found an 

improvement in the situation in East Pakistan and that he did not see %~-hy the 

refugees should not return. 

While the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees said he satisfied that the 

refugees in India could now return to East Pakistan, the Indian Prime Minister 

asserted that she would not allow the refugees to return till a political settlement of 

her choice was imposed in East Pakistan. She proclaimed that she would "not accept 

any settlement which means the death of "Bangladesh" and threatened the 

international community with "consequences." It is not understood under what rules 

of international law or practice the Prime Minister of India claims any such right. 

India's Foreign Minister Sardar Swaran Singh declared at the National Press 

Club in Washington on June 17, "the basic problem is a political one," thus clarifying 

Mrs. Gandhi's remark that" India was concerned with more than just the lives and 

welfare of the refugees." He said that the six million refugees "do not trust the 

Pakistan Government's declaration of amnesty," and revealed the plan that" an area 

in Pakistan may have to be set aside for these temporary camps to be administered by 

refugees themselves under international supervision." Mr. Singh also advocated that 

the international community should suspend all aid to Pakistan and press for a 

political settlement with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and warned that "we cannot sit idly 

by." 

What India could not achieve through subversion she now wants to achieve 

through international pressure by threatening war. 

The Indian leaders were disappointed, no doubt, at the failure of the secessionist 

revolt in East Pakistan to which they had given their full support including arms, 
ammunition and sending of infiltrators and saboteurs. After the collapse of the 

rebellion they helped the secessionists to set up the so called" Government of 
Bangladesh" in their Calcutta guest house on April 20, thus creating the fiction of a 

government without territory. Now they are engaged in trying to secure some 
territory for that so-called government. 
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A beginning has been made by giving military training to secessionist gueril las, 

provoking border incidents and imposing restriction on Pakistani diplomats in 
India. These measures have raised tension between the two countries. Next, stories 

are being circulated of impending guerilla warfare and fabricated charges of 
brutalities. No wonder that a sense of insecurity has been created among innocent 

people of the border districts. Thus began the exodus from East Pakistan. 

India magnifies the problem to claim territory 

It is interesting that on May 15, when it was announced that India had sent a 

protest note to Pakistan on the question of refugees, an Indian spokesman was 

reported by Reuters News Agency to have said in Calcutta that between five to six 

million would soon have crossed into India from Pakistan. 

The Reuters News Agency report from both Calcutta and New Delhi quoted 

"informed sources as having said that the note might be a first step towards a claim 
by India that Pakistan should cede some territory to house he refugees." In other 

words, when India raised the refugee issue, they set the target of six million 

refugees to provide a pretext for claiming a slice of Pakistani territory to settle the 

projected "six million" refugees. By June 16, the official figure was raised to the 

projected six million, irrespective of the facts or reality. 

According to the Reuters News Agency reports during the 12-day period 

preceding June 16, the flow of refugees was reduced to "a little more than a 

trickle," but the Indian figures were constantly mounting. On May 18, the figure 

given by the Indian Prime Minister was over one million. On May 24, he raised the 
figure to 3.5 million, but the daily inflow was stated to be 60,000 a day. It is 

difficult to understand how it could increase from one million to 3.5 million 
between May 18 and May 24 at the rate of 60,000 per day. On June 7, the Indian 

figure was raised to 4.7 million. On June 11, it was 5.5 million and on June 16 it 
reached the target of 6 million set on May 15. 

On June 17. Sardar Swaran Singh publicly declared in Washington that "an area 

in Pakistan may have to be set aside for the refugee camps." The reason for wanting 

this Pakistani territory was disclosed by him in a statement before Parliament on 

May 25, when he said that the "government would not hesitate to recognize 

"Bangladesh," and that certain factors had to be taken into consideration, such as 

the "extent of territory controlled." 

A press report from New Delhi by Mr. Daniel Peiris, published in the Christian 

Science Monitor on May 28, said that India was considering the following three 

courses of action: 

"1. To recognise the Bangladesh provisional government in East Pakistan and 

send in trained refugee guerillas. 

"2. To order the Indian Army to wage a 'limited war' to clear a 50-mile deep 

strip in East Bengal for the 3,500,000 refugees who have streamed into India. 
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"3. To give all-out military support to Bangladesh and help the provisional 

government to clear out the Pakistani army from the whole of East Bengal." 

There are several other reports from different sources which confirm that India 

is pursuing all these courses of action in one form or another. She is giving 

military training to dissident elements now in India. She is staking a claim to a 

part of Pakistani territory, and she is repeatedly threatening war. 

During the last few days fresh reports of Indian armed infiltration and repeated 

border firing have been received which give an indication that India is trying to 

provoke a limited or a total war in accordance with the threats being made by the 

Indian Prime Minister from time to time. 

CONCLUSION 

Pakistan does not want war. 

On May 24, when asked by a correspondent whether after the threats of Mrs. 

Gandhi there was any possibility of war between India and Pakistan, the President of 

Pakistan replied: "I am not threatening her, I have not held out any threats; we have 

been telling them that war is not an answer and it does not solve anything. We have 

repeatedly told the world community that we do not want to fight a war with India." 

Pakistan is working for a political settlement. 

The President of Pakistan remains committed to his promise of transferring 

power to the elected representatives of the people. Even on March 25 when he 

ordered the armed forces to take action against secessionist elements, he gave a 

categorical assurance to the above effect. On May 24, he renewed his pledge that 

power will be transferred to the elected representatives of the people. The press 

has been reporting that the President has been holding consultations with East 

Pakistan leaders and that several members elected on the ticket of the defunct 

Awami League have disassociated themselves from the policy of the extremist and 

the secessionist sections of the League and are cooperating with the martial law 
administration in East Pakistan for the restoration of a constitutional government 

to the province. 

India threatens war to prevent a political settlement. 

The President made a major announcement on June 28 about his plans for 

transferring power to the elected representatives of the people. India is, therefore, 

disturbed and is trying to create obstacles to frustrate the President's plan. She has 

already rejected the President's June 28 promise and is preventing the return of 

refugees with a view to keeping their dream of a client state of "Bangladesh" alive. 

She is playing a cynical political game in total disregard of humanitarian 

considerations, which can only prolong the agony of the refugees and bring untold 
suffering to them. 

The obligation of the world community. 

To restrain India from its Adventist policy of interfering in the internal affairs 

of Pakistan and thus to prevent the outbreak of war, which, as the British Foreign 

Secretary has said, may convert what is now "a tragedy into a catastrophe." 
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APPENDIX 

REFUGEE FIGURES GIVEN BY INDIA 

April 26, 1971-Reuters/Calcutta 

According to the State Commissioner for Refugees Mr. B.B. Mondal, 523,000 

refugees had crossed into India 

May 15,1971-Reuters/New Delhi 

India today accused Pakistan of deliberately forcing two million Pakistanis to 

flee to India and said the solution could lead to a threat to peace in South Asia, A 

diplomatic note to that effect was reported to, have been given to Pakistan. The 

same report later says "informed sources said this might be a first step to a claim 

by India that Pakistan should cede some territory to house the refugees." 

May 15, 1971-Reuters/Calcutta-report by Fred Bridgland 

An Indian spokesman said here today that between five to six million would 

soon have crossed into India from Pakistan. This report also referred to an Indian 

note to Pakistan and quoted informed sources as having said "the note might be a 

first step towards a claim by India that Pakistan should cede some territory to 

house the refugees." 

May 18, 1971-Reuters/Washington-(advance for release at 8:30 p.m.) 

The Indian Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, today accused Pakistan of 

jeopardizing peace by its handling of the situation in East Pakistan. Mrs. Gandhi 

added, "we already have over a million refugees." She was also reported to have 
said that" India was fully prepared to fight." 

May 21, 1971 

The President of Pakistan made an appeal to all bonafide citizens to return to 

Pakistan. 

May 24,1971-Reuters/New Delhi-report by Gerald Ratzin 

Mrs. Indira Gandhi was quoted as having said "3.5 million people had fled 

from East Pakistan into India in the last two months and that 60,000 a day were 

still coming. She was also quoted as having said that a political solution must be 

brought about by those who have the power to do so, and added that the great 

powers have a special responsibility"... 

"If the rest of the world did not act to ensure the return of the refugees in 

conditions of guaranteed safety, India would have to take measures to ensure its 

security and preservation and development of social and economic life," she said. 

NOTE: The refugee figure by Mrs. Gandhi on May 18 was over one million 

and on May 24 it was 3.5 million, while the daily rate of inflow was given at 

60,000. 
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May 25,1971-Reuters/New Delhi 

Indian Foreign Minister Sardar Swaran Singh was quoted as having "assured 

Parliament that the government would not hesitate to recognise `Bangladesh', if it 

felt it was in the national interest." But he was reported to have warned that 
"certain factors had to be taken into consideration, such as the extent of territory 

controlled by East Pakistanis as well as India's relations with West Pakistan." 

May 25,1971-Reuters/New Delhi 

"Prime Minister Indira Gandhi today called on the great powers to intervene in 

East Pakistan as her Foreign Minister said Indian border troops are pushing back 

Pakistani soldiers whenever they cross the frontier" 

June 7,1971-Reuters/New Delhi 

Health Minister Umashankar Dixit today told the Lok Sabha , the Lower House 

of Parliament, that by Friday, June 4, 738,054 refugees had crossed from East 

Pakistan 

June 11, 1971-Reuters/New Delhi-report by Ram Suresh 

The Central Government announced that the influx of refugees from East 

Pakistan since March 25 had topped 5.5 million and that even this figur4 %~ as 

outdated. 

June 16,1971-Reuters/New Delhi 

"A bitter dispute loomed today over the repatriation of nearly six million East 

Pakistani refugees after Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi and top U.N. 

officials gave contrasting assessment of the conditions in East Pakistan." 

June 16, 1971-Boyra Bazar: On the Indo-Pakistan border 

A fresh wave of refugees is pouring into India from the Jessore district of East 

Pakistan "ending a twelve day Period in which the flow was reduced to a little 

more than a trickle". 

NOTE: It is interesting that, according to Reuters News Agency, during the 

twelve day period proceeding June 16 the flow of refugees was reduced to a little 

more than a trickle. But, the Indian figures were consistently mounting. On May 
18, the figure given by the Indian Prime Minister was over a million, on May 24 

3.5 million; on June 7 it was 4.7 million; on June 11, 5.5 million; on June 16, 6 
million which was the figure given by the Indian Prime Minister at Delhi and the 

Indian Foreign Minister during his speech to the National Press Club in 
Washington on June 17, 1971. 

Can Pakistan be blamed for saying that figures given by India are highly 

exaggerated? 

 

----------------  
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EAST PAKISTAN CRISIS: 

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS 

[Recent developments in East Pakistan have been the subject of a number of 

questions put by various newspaper correspondents at home and abroad. These 

questions have been answered by spokesmen of the Pakistan Government. The 

more important of these questions and answers are summarised here.] 

Question 1: Why was the National Assembly not called into session 

immediately after the completion of the general elections on January 17, 1971? 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman had publicly complained that the date (March 3) had 

been fixed to suit the convenience of West Pakistani parties and he, as the leader 

of the majority party, had not even been consulted about it. 

Answer: On the eve of the elections, the President in his address to the nation 

(3rd December, 1970) had suggested to the leaders of all the political parties that it 

would be useful for them to exchange views with one another and arrived at a 

consensus on the main provisions of the future constitution. Since these exchanges 

were of great significance for constitution making, enough time had to be allowed 

for this. It was in this context that the 3rd of March was fixed as the date for the 

National Assembly meeting 

Q.2: Why was it necessary to postpone the National Assembly session 

scheduled for March 3? Is it true that Mr. Bhutto's threat to boycott the National 
Assembly session had something to do with it? 

Answer: To save it from disintegration because the two major parties emerging 

victorious in the elections were not all-Pakistan parties and both had taken 

irreconcilable position on vital constitutional issues. The Awami League members 

had taken a vow publicly that they would not budge an inch from the Six Points 

while the People's Party insisted that they would not go to the Assembly merely to 

ditto a decision without even a chance of being heard. 

The decision to postpone the National Assembly session became inevitable 

from the practical point of view. In the absence of a prior understanding between 

the parties and with so many representatives of the people of West Pakistan 
keeping away from the House, if the inaugural session was held on March 3, as 

scheduled, the Assembly itself could have disintegrated and the entire effort made 
for the smooth transfer of power wasted. It was imperative to give more time for 

passions to cool down and let political leaders arrive at a reasonable understanding 
on the issues of constitution making. 

Q. 3: Why was an understanding outside the National Assembly considered 

necessary for convening the National Assembly which had been brought into 

being specifically for the purpose of framing a constitution? 
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Answer: Because in the absence of such an understanding, the holding of the 

Assembly session would have become an exercise in futility a stalemate inside the 

House would have led to the dissolution of the Assembly itself. 

Q. 4: The Chairman of the People's Party, Mr. Bhutto had confronted the 

Government with two alternatives-(1) postpone the National Assembly session or 

(2) relax the 120-day deadline for completing the constitution. Why was the first 
alternative chosen and not the second? 

Answer: The problem before the Government was not to satisfy one political 

leader or another but to help create a congenial atmosphere for the framing of a 

constitution. Expansion in time limit in the absence of some prior understanding 

would have prolonged the feuding inside the House and not produced a 

constitution. 

Q. 5: The Awami League fought the elections on the basis of the Six Points. If 

these points posed a threat to the integration of Pakistan, why was the A%~ami 
League not barred from contesting elections on the basis of the Six Points? 

Answer: The Six Points, as originally claimed, were no more than a 

mechanism for providing the largest possible measure of autonomy to East 

Pakistan within the framework of a single country. Furthermore, throughout the 

electioneering campaign which lasted nearly a year, the Awami League leadership 

took pains to emphasize that their Six points were not the "word of God", that 

"they were open to negotiations" and that it was "mischievous" on the part of 

critics event to suggest that Six Point visualised anything outside the framework of 

Pakistan. This remained the Awami League's position right up to the polls. And 

accordingly it evoked statements from the West Pakistani leaders expressing their 

readiness to work out a formula to accommodate Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, both to 

evolve a constitution under the Legal Framework Order and to set up a 

Government. 

The Legal Framework Order under which the Awami League and other 

political parties fought the elections clearly and unequivocally provide that the 

unity solidarity and integrity of Pakistan were to be built into a constitutional 

arrangement. 

Q. 6: Mujib's Six Points were meant to end economic exploitation; if so, how 

would the Government remove it ? 

Answer: The region called East Pakistan, had served for centuries as hinterland 

to Calcutta and was exploited both by the British Colonialists and the Calcutta 

Marwari businessmen. The backwardness of two centuries could not be undone in 
two decades. Even then East Pakistan, which at Independence did not have even a 

pucca jute baling press, now has the world's largest jute industry. Pakistan's first 
steel mill and the country's largest fertilizer factory and a lot more is on the way. 

Elaborate plans are under way to accelerate the economic development of East 

Pakistan 
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Q. 7: If the Six Points did not violate the LFO then why was the Awami 

League's legal right not conceded to see the Six Points through in the Constitution, 

by virtue of its absolute majority in the National Assembly. 

Answer: A constitution is the product of consensus. It is not an ordinary bill 

what can be rammed through by a simple majority representing just one region of 

the country. The President showed his gesture of goodwill and confidence by 
changing parity to oneman-one-vote; in return he expected that the regional 

majority will be rationally used to work out a constitution acceptable to all parts of 
the country. 

But unfortunately that stage was never reached. Inspite of its majority in the 

National Assembly to Awami League refused to come to it, unless power was first 

transferred to it whereas the commitment to the nation was that a constitution will 

be framed first to determine the pattern of transfer of power and then the actual 

transfer of power will take place. 

Q. 8: It is believed in certain quarters that the President's efforts for a 

settlement with Sheikh, Mujibur Rahman were designed as a ruse to gain time for 
the transportation of men and material from West Pakistan for deployment in East 

Pakistan for the eventual takeover of the Province by the Army. How far is this 
belief justified? 

Answer: The belief is completely unjustified unless one regards the first ever 

general elections in the country as an elaborate ruse lasting more than a year; 

unless one regards the replacement of parity by one-man-one vote a ruse too; and 

speed-up in the recruitment of East Pakistan in the Army as yet another ruse. 

Q. 9: The President in his broadcast of 26th March said that his talks with 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman showed some progress and that he (President)' in his 

anxiety for a peaceful transfer of power was prepared to agree in principle, despite 
some serious flaws in it, to Sheikh Mujib's proposal for lifting the Martial Law 

through a proclamation provided all other political parties agreed to it. How could 
the proposal to which the President agreed in principle be termed as aiming at 

disintegration? 

Answer: There was no talk of a confederation in the early stages. Nor was 

there any talk of two formal "constitution at conventions". 

Despite some serious flaws in the scheme in its legal as well as other aspects, 

the President was prepared to agree in principle to this plan in the interest of 
peaceful transfer of power but on one condition. The condition clearly explained 

to Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, was that the President must have prior and 
unequivocal agreement of all the political parties. 

Accordingly the proposal was discussed with other political 1P-ders. They 

were unanimous in their view that the proposed proclamation by the President 

would have no legal sanction. It would neither have the cover of Martial Law nor 

could it claim to be based on the will of the people. Thus a vacuum would be 

created and chaotic condition 
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will ensue. They also thought that the splitting of the National Assembly into 

two parts through a proclamation would encourage divisive tendencies which 
might exist. They, therefore, expressed the opinion that if the intention was to lift 

Martial Law and transfer to the elected representatives in the interim period, the 
National Assembly should meet, pass an appropriate interim constitution bill and 

present it for the President's assent. 

The President agreed with their view entirely and asked them to tell Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman to take a reasonable attitude on that issue. He also told the 

leaders to explain their views to him that a scheme whereby on the one hand, you 

extinguish all sources of power, namely, Martial Law and on the other fail to 

replace it by the will of the people expressed through an appropriate session of the 

National Assembly, would merely result in chaos. They agreed to meet the 

Slriekh, explain the position to him and try to obtain r, his agreement to the 

interim arrangements for transfer of power to emanate from, the National 

Assembly. 

The political leaders were also very much perturbed over Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman's idea of dividing the National Assembly into two part right from the 

start. Such a move, they felt, would be totally against the interest of Pakistan's 
integrity. 

The Chairman of the PakisL-an People's Party during his meeting with the 

President and Sheikh Mujibur Rahman also expressed similar views to the Sheikh. 

On the evening of 23rd March, the political leaders who had gone to take to the 

Sheikh on this subject called on the President and informed him that he (Sheikh) 

was not agreeable to any changes in the scheme. All he wanted was for the 

President to make a proclamation withdrawing Martial Law and transferring power 

to him. 

Q. 10: Is it true that agreement was reached between. the President and Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahrnan on the following four points: 

(i) Lifting of Martial Law and transfer of power to a civilian Government by a 

Presidential proclamation. 

(ii) Transfer of power in the provinces to majority parties. 

(iii) The President to remain as President and in control of the Central 

Government. 

(iv) Separate sittings of the National Assembly members from East and West 

Pakistan preparatory to joint session of the House to finalize the Constitution. 

Answer: The basic point is transfer of power and there has beer. agreement on 

this from the Government side ever since the President announced his decision to 
do so. There was thus no question of reaching any fresh agreement with the 

President: his agreement to transfer power was there when he ordered the 
elections. What was required was agreement among the parties on the future 

scheme of things both at the Centre and in the Provinces. There is no validity to a 
Proclamation that neither has the umbrella of Martial Law nor the endorsement of 

the National Assembly. Either you have to have Martial Law or a Constitution-
full-fledged or interim power must flow from either of them. 
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Q. 11: Is it true that the proposal for separate sittings of the National Assembly 

was made by the President to accommodate the Chairman, Pakistan People's Party, 
Mr. Z. A. Bhutto? The latter is reported to have said that while the Six-points 

provided a viable blueprint to regulate relations between East Pakistan and the 
Centre, its application would raise serious difficulties in the Wes' Wing. For this 

reason West Wing MNAs must be permitted to get together to work out a new 
pattern of relationships in the context of a Six-point Constitution and the 

dissolution of One Unit. 

Answer: The President did not make such a proposal. 

Q. 12: Is it true that, once the basic agreement had been reached, "it was again 

jointly agreed that the distribution of power should, as far the as possible, be 

approximate to the final Constitution approved by National Assembly which, it 
was expected, would be based on Six Points". 

Answer: Any distribution of powers worked out mutually by the Parties was 

acceptable to the President, subject only to the LFO, to which the Parties too were 

committed. 

Q. 13: Is it correct to say that "at no stage was there any indication by the 

President or his team that they had a final position which could not be 

abandoned"? 

Answer: The only final position the President would or could not abandon was 

the integrity of the State. 

Q. 14: Is it correct to say that the President and his team had agreed that power 

could be transferred by presidential proclamation in line with the Indian 

Independence Act of 1947?" 

Answer: The President was willing to transfer power by an Act of the National 

Assembly. The Indian Independence Act of 1947 was not a proclamation but an 

Act of Parliament. 

Q. 15: Is it correct to say that the question of legal cover for the transfer of 

power was subsequently raised by Mr. Bhutto and endorsed by the President and 

was "merely another belated fabrication" having earlier never been the subject of 

contention between the President and Sheikh Mujib? 

Answer: The need for a legal cover was always there. 

Q. 16: It is alleged that the talks were arbitrarily broken off when there was 

nothing to prevent the holding of a final drafting session to finalise the interim 
Constitution. Is this correct? If not, what are the actual facts. 

Answer: There was nothing to prevent the holding of the final session save the 

intransigence of the Awami League leaders who, as reported to the President by 

other party leaders, refused even to negotiate, not to speak of compromise on the 

rigid posture they had adopted. 
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Q. 17: The Awami Leaguers said that it was not indicated to them that a 

meeting of the National Assembly was essential to transfer power. Is this the 
factual position? It is claimed that this had not been communicated to the Awami 

League, and that they "would not have broken the talks on such a minor legal 
technicality". 

Answer: They were fully aware of the position but they were not willing to go 

to the National Assembly until their conditions were fulfilled. Fulfilling the 

demands would have created a vacuum and this was not acceptable either to the 

President or to the other party leaders. 

Q. 18: Sheikh Mujibur Rahman had categorically refuted the charge that he 

was seeking secession. "How could a majority seek secession"? he had asked. The 

President himself had been calling him to assume Prime Ministership of the 
country as the leader of the majority party in the Assembly. How could, then, he 

be dubbed as a secessionist and a traitor all of a sudden? 

Answer: The majority can not seek secession: in fact it does not. But a coterie 

can and it did try. The Awami League leadership won the elections on the mandate 

of autonomy within a united Pakistan and as a logical corollary he was described 

as the future Prime Minister of Pakistan. But Sheikh Mujibur Rahman refused to 

play an all Pakistan role, he refused even to visit West Pakistan. Further, he 

declined to form a Government in the Centre during the interim period, and 

suggested that President should run the Central Government through advisers. He 

preferred, instead, to become the satellite of a foreign country. Pakistan's enemy 

No.1, to return the compliment. Anyone seeking armed assistance from such a 

neighbour, anyone instigating mutiny within his own country's armed forces, 

anyone setting up a parallel Government, cannot but be dubbed as a secessionist. 

(On 24th March his chief spokesman Tajuddin went so far as to issue an 

ultimatum that the situation would worsen if there was any delay in the 

announcement of the decision. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman called for a strike on 27th 
and called upon the people to remain prepared for the supreme sacrifice if we have 

to did again for our rights, this will be the last time.") 

Q. 19: Why was immediate action not taken against Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's 

mischievous act of defying the authority for over three weeks? Didn't his 

unchallenged defacto rule over the Province erode people's faith in lawful 

authority? 

Answer: The Government could have taken action against Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman and his collaborators straight away but the utmost care was taken to 
handle the situation in such a manner as not to jeopardize plans for the transfer of 

power. It was because of this that the Government kept on tolerating one illegal 
act after another while every possible avenue for arriving at some reasonable 

solution was being explored. 

Q. 20: If the Government were so keen to transfer power that even defiance of 

authority was tolerated, what, then, caused the final break between the 

Government and the Awami League? 
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Answer: Not content with his own Six Points, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman added 

another four including the demand for the immediate lifting of Marital Law and 
the immediate transfer of power through a Presidential proclamation. Reversing 

his original stand that the transfer of power could only take place through the 
National Assembly, he now declared that he would not even go to the National 

Assembly until power had been transferred-and this was in spite of the fact that he 
enjoyed an absolute majority in the National Assembly, on the basis of universal 

adult franchise and one-man-one-vote. 

Understandably, other political parties insisted that transfer of power emanates 

from the National Assembly which should meet, pass an interim constitution, and 

present it to the President for assent. They maintained that the proposed 

proclamation would have no legal sanction; it would neither have the cover of 

Martial Law nor would it be based on the will of the people, a vacuum would be 

created and chaos would follow. 

The President flew to Dacca again, and in 10 days of negotiation attempts were 

made to hammer out a compromise to preserve democratic Processes and to 
facilitate the transfer of power. During the negotiations Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

escalated his initial mandate for autonomy into a demand for confederation. This 
meant that after the issue of proposed proclamation extinguishing Martial Law and 

transferring power, the five provinces of Pakistan would be cut adrift and national 

sovereignty would be virtually extinct. 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman further demanded that the National Assembly must 

'ab initio' sit in two committees: one composed of members from East Pakistan the 

other from West Pakistan. Later he developed this into a demand for two 

constitutional conventions drawing up separate constitutions. 

Q. 21: "Inspite of the lack of any formal authority, Awami League volunteers 

in cooperation with the police maintained a level of law and order which was a 

considerable improvement on normal times," any comments? 

Answer: Yes, save for murder, loot and arson, all was well. 

Q. 22: "It now becomes clear that contingency plans for such a crisis had 

already begun well in advance of the crisis. Shortly before first of March, tanks 

which had been sent to Rangpur to defend the borders were brought back to 
Dacca". Is this a fact? 

Answer: No, one may perhaps give greater credit to the thoroughness of 

Awami League planning then to that of the Government of Pakistan. 

Q. 23: Why resort to force to solve a constitutional issue or meet a political 

demand? 

Answer: The Government had to resort to force in East Pakistan because the 

Awami League's intention was by now unmistakably clear. The Awami League's 
hard core leadership had realized that neither the President nor the other political 

parties would agree to a constitutional "scuttling" of Pakistan, and these 
extremists, without the knowledge and approval of their rank and file had long 

been making secret preparations for the achievement of their goal by conspiracy 
originally uncovered by the Agartala Case was 
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now fully under way. Volunteers were under training in every district in the garb 

of "Sangram Parishads". Arms and ammunition from India had been, smuggled in 

and stocked at strategic points all over the Province including the Jagannath Hall 

of Dacca University. An idea of how well-planned and well organized the Awami 

League move was can be gathered from the mortar fire which came from 

Jagannath Hall on the night between 25th and 26th March and the appearance 

within 3-hours of innumerable barricades all over the city of Dacca on the same 
night. 

What the Awami League failed to win by persuasion, it sought to grab through 

Nazi style tactics. A reign of terror was unleashed and unmentionable atrocities 

committee. The true dimensions of the killing directed and carried out by Fascist 

of the Awami League, are now becoming clear. 

All evidence goes to show that the small hours of March 26 had been fixed as 

the zero hour for an armed uprising and the formal launching of the "Independent 

Republic of Bangladesh." The plan was to seize Dacca and Chittagong lying 

astride army's air and sea lifelines to West Pakistan. The army at that time 

consisted of a division of 16 battalions including 12 from West Pakistan, spread 
thinly over cantonments in the interior and deployed along the border with Indian 

Arrayed against them were infiltrators from India Are deserters from the East 
Pakistan Rifles, the East Bengal Regiment and other auxiliary force equipped with 

mortars, recoilless rifles and heavy and light machine guns, and according to 
subsequent evidence, liberal supplies from across the Indian border. The Awami 

Leagues' bid for secession was now under way. Having exhausted all avenues of 
peaceful transfer of power, the President called upon the Armed Forces to "do 

their duty and fully restore the authority of their Government." 

Q. 24: Is it correct to say that by using force, the Government is trying to undo 

the verdict of people expressed in a free poll? 

Answer: The people of East Pakistan had voted for autonomy within the 

framework of a single Pakistan. The Awami League's public statements of its 
leaders, all underline a commitment to a united Pakistan. The military action was 

forced upon the Government when it saw, much to its dismay that the Awami 
League extremists were bent upon flouting the verdict of the people in favour of 

provincial autonomy and seeking instead unilateral declaration of independence. 
The people had never voted for the break-up of the country. 

Q. 25: Is it correct to say that as a result of force, the concept of a united 

Pakistan has been rent beyond repair. Isn't the military action in East Pakistan a 

conquest of the majority (living in East Pakistan) by a minority (living in West 

Pakistan) controlling the military machine? 

Answer: No, this is not correct-nor is the assumption that the majority of the 

people of East Pakistan were behind the secessionists. If they were, no Army could 

have brought the situation under control in such a short time. This became possible 
only because the Armed Forces have the full support of the overwhelming 

majority of the people of East Pakistan 
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The Army went into action not against the people but against the enemy, both 

within and without, the secessionist and Indian infiltrators East Pakistan is as 
much a part of . Pakistan as any other part or region and it is the duty of the 

national army to defend every inch of it.  

The patriotic people of East Pakistan who had been terrorized into most silence 

by the Nazi-style gangsterism of Awami League arc now asserting themselves. It 

is with their active cooperation that the Army has been able to eliminate 

infiltrators and anti-state elements. 

Q.26: "The cold-blooded firing on unarmed demonstrators on March 2 and 3 

had already led to over a thousand casualties." Is this a fact? 

Answer: No, the Army did not fire on demonstrators but only on rowdy 

elements indulging in loot, arson and murder. 

Q. 27. It is alleged that by the time the first Martial Law proclamations issued 

by Lt. General Tikka Khan were broadcast the next (26th) morning, many men, 

women and children had been butchered. What are the facts ? 

Answer: The Army did no more than strike pre-emptive blows at separatist’s 

conspiracy for a break-away move scheduled for 3 o'clock that morning. The 
conspirators who offered armed resistance were not women and children but 

deserters from EPR and EBR as well armed and equipped as the rest of the army. 
They suffered casualties but the figures ha~ e been grossly exaggerated. 

Q. 28: One of the Awami League leaders has said "The objective is genocide 

and scorched earth, before the troops are either driven out or perish. In this time, 

the Government of Pakistan hopes to liquidate the political leaders, intelligentsia 

and administration, to destroy our industries 'and public amenities and as a final 

act, to raze our cities to the ground. Already the occupation army has made 

substantial progress towards this objective". What is the correct position? 

Answer: Apart from the absurdity of anyone trying to wipe off 70 million 

people, all evidence so far shows that, if anything, genocide has been attempted by 

the Awami League storm-troopers, who also tried to sabotage the country's 
communication system.. 

Q. 29: There was a sudden decision to unload the ammunition ship, MV Swat, 

berthed at Chittagong Port. Preparatory to this decision, Brig. Mazumdar, a 

Bengali officer commanding a garrison in Chittagong had been suddenly relieved 

of his command and replaced by a West Pakistani. Any comments? 

Answer: There is no question of a sudden decision to unload ammunition ship. 

Every army needs a steady flow of ammunition and other supplies to be able to 

defend its frontiers. So does ours. 

Q. 30: The Army, which is dominated by the Punjabis is reported to have 

resorted to indiscriminate killing of unarmed civilians, particularly intellectuals 

among them, professors, teachers students, lawyers' etc. so much so that many 

intellectual in other 
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countries have drawn the attention of the UN to this "slaughter." How can this be 

reconciled with the concept of brotherhood of East and West Pakistan or of 
democratic principles of Government? 

Answer: It was neither indiscriminate killing nor slaughter of unarmed 

civilians. Deserters of East Pakistan Rifles and East Bengal Regiment were fully 

trained soldier equipped with recoilless rifles, machine guns and mortars. They 

mutinied and the mutiny was put down with the requisite measure of force. In so 

far as the "slaughter of intellectuals is concerned, many of them have just appeared 

on TV from Dacca and many / others are having a good time in foreign lands at 

India's expense after being "slaughtered." Still others have issued statements 

describing the reports of their killing as "highly exaggerated." 

Q. 31: Is it correct to say that more than one Division, with complementary 

support, was already stationed in East Pakistan before March 25, 1971 ? 

Answer: With 100,000 Indian troops concentrated on our border in addition to 

the Indian Border Security Force personnel, necessary steps were taken for the 

defense of our country. 

Q. 32: It is alleged that a SSG Commando group specially trained for (under 

cover) operations in sabotage and assassination was distributed in key centers of 

East Pakistan and they were probably responsible for the attacks on Bengalis in 

Dacca and Saidpur in the two days before March 25 to provoke clashes between 

locals and non-locals so as to provide a cover for military intervention. How far is 

this correct' 

Answer: A sovereign state's defense forces do not need subterfuges to maintain 

law and order in their own country. 

Q. 33: Is it contemplated that East Pakistanis should continue to be recruited to 

the Army in future and if so on the same scale as in the past or on a higher scale? 

Answer: All citizens have the right to offer themselves to defend their country. 

East Pakistanis will have to play a full part in the defense of the country. 

Q. 34: With an eye on logistics and difficulties of transportation, how long will 

the Army sustain its operations effectively in the event of a prolonged civil war or 

guerrilla warfare? 

Answer: There is no civil war, a few battalions were misled into mutinying and 

they have been quashed. The popular support required for guerrilla warfare is not 

there. Actually the people are bitter against those who have betrayed their 

confidence. 

Q. 35: How big is the problem of defection of civil, military, diplomatic 

personnel and East Pakistani politicians? 

Answer: Large elements of EPR, EBR and auxiliary forces like the Ansars 

have defected but civilian and diplomatic defections are few and far between. Just 

a handful. 

Q. 36: Can disintegration or separation of the two Wings be averted through 

military force? 
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Answer: Once the infiltrators and miscreants have been removed by military 

force, the parties of the common people will restart itself, as it has begun to. 

Q. 37: By eliminating nationalistic, right-wing forces of the Awami League, 

has not the Government cleared the ground for the left wing forces particularly 

Naxalities? 

Answer: We have only eliminated secessions is and traitors and are left with 

the present mass or patriotic people. 

Q. 38. Can the East-west differences, rendered still more deep and acute by the 

present upheaval, be bridged in a lasting manner? 

Answer: The ideological affinities that brought them together still run strong. 

Q.39. If things were going as well as claimed, why was it necessary to expel 

foreign correspondents from East Pakistan? 

Answer: For their own security; the situation was critical for 48 hours. 

Q.40: What do you think of the present crisis in East Pakistan leading, sooner 

or laer, to the formation of a Greater Bengal? 

Answer : Twice the people of East Bengal have given their verdict on this 

point-first in 1905 when they forced Lord Curzon to partition Bengal to escape the 

exploitation of Bengali Hindu and finally in 1947 when they decided through their 

elected representatives to break away from West Bengal to become part of 

Pakistan. 

Q.41: It is being increasingly surmised that the president has some plan for the 

future as soon as situation eases. Is that a fact? 

Answer: Definitely. We pick up the threads where we left them and resume the 

process for return to democracy. 

Q.42: What is the future mechanics of constitution making? Whether an 

interim constitution would be promulgated by the President. 

Answer: In pursuance of the President’s determination to transfer power of the 

people as early a possible, the government is vigorously exploring all avenues for 

absolution to the constitutional problem. 

Q.43: Pending the settlement of East Pakistan political impasse, would popular 

Government be ushered in West Pakistan? 

Answer: The entire issue is under examination. 

Q.44: The idea of zonal federation looks like one unit under a different grab. 

What does it actually mean? 

Answer: Whatever it means, there is no intention to impose anything on 

anybody. The people will decide for themselves. 
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Q. 45: Would any arrangement emerge to accommodate the demand for 

autonomous regions-a federal structure. If not, what will be the formula and extent 
of autonomy for the provinces-a confederal structure? 

Answer: The basic principles are clearly prescribed in LFO. We are committed 

to a federal parliamentary form of Government, with the maximum of autonomy 

for the federating units, consistent with a strong Pakistan. 

Q. 46: In East Pakistan, will separate electorates be considered in view of the 

ideological nature of the State? 

Answer: The people will decide for themselves the type they wish to adopt. 

Q. 47: The Awami League having been outlawed, the Pakistan People's Party 

automatically becomes the major political force in the country. As the majority 

party they should form the Government at the Centre. Is there any imminent shift 

towards the Socialist Bloc? 

Answer: The emergence of two strong political parties was a welcome 

development but unfortunately neither of them emerged as an all-Pakistan Party-

and that is the root cause of our trouble. We cannot ignore the situation in the East 

Wing and go ahead as though nothing had happened. As far as the impact on 
external relations is concerned, Pakistan is following an independent foreign 

policy and as such no one foresees any major departure from it, no matter what 
party comes to power. 

Q. 48: Is it the Government's intention to restore political activity in all 

provinces including East Pakistan? If so, by what approximate date? 

Answer: Yes. The intention is to revive the process of transfer of power to the 

people as expeditiously as practicable. 

Q. 49: Does the Government propose to legalize all political parties again or 

all except the outlawed Awami League? 

Answer: No political patty is outlawed except the Awami League. 

Q. 50: What kind of a future constitution is being envisaged for the country 

now? 

Answer: The same as the President is committed to under LFO-federal 

parliamentary with the largest possible measure of regional autonomy consistent 
with a strong Pakistan. 

Q; 51: Is it probable that the 'Six Points will be accepted with modifications for 

East Pakistan? 

Answer: It is not for the Government to accept or reject any party's 

programme. When 'the members of the National Assembly get together there will 

be a lot of 'give and take' and some compromise solution will emerge combining 
autonomy with integrity 

Q. 52: The President, in his broadcast on the 26th March, assured his 

countrymen 
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that, his aim remain the same, namely, transfer of power to the elected 

representatives of the people. But replying to the Soviet President he said that the 
intends to start talks with rational representative elements in East Pakistan” at the 

earliest opportunity. Does it mark a shift in Government’s policy”? Does it mean 
that the Government intends quashing the recent general elections and holding 

fresh ones? Does it not mean that the Government wishes to by pass the elected 
representatives of the people? Is there any hope that the President’s talks with 

elements, not enjoying the confidence of the people, will lead to a satisfactory 
political solution?  

Answer: There is not real contradiction in this. The President does intend to 

transfer power and has already started talks with some important leaders of East 

Pakistan. There is no intention to bypass the elected representatives except those 

who have committed criminal acts. There is already a great change in the East 

Pakistan scene. People were dazed at the Awami League’s extremist plan to 

secede. The President has to keep in touch with all the sensible and patriotic 

politicians of East Pakistan.  

Q. 53: How does one get the accredited representatives of the people in East 

Pakistan to deal with the Central Government for discussing steps for restoration 
of the civil Government since practically all elected representative in East Pakistan 

belong to the outlawed party?  

Answer: The process of disillusionment is well under way: a number of MNAs 

have publicly dissociated themselves from the betrayal of the electorate’s mandate 

by the hard core Awami League Leadership.  

Q.54: Does the Government propose to hold fresh elections for setting up 

provincial or central governments? If so, when?  

Answer: No. There is no point I, or necessity of, holding fresh elections.  

Q.55: With the banning of the Awami League, a cacuum has been created in 

the political life of East Paakistan. How is it proposed to fill up this vacuum? Will 

a new type of leadership be inspired?  

Answer: All vacuums get filled up, so will this. New leadership will emerge 

automatically. It does not have to be inspired.  

Q.56: How does the Government plan to resolve the twin crisis of seeking a 

political reconciliation between East Pakistan and West Pakistan and averting an 

economic catastrophe that faces the country today? 

Answer: Hope lies in the fact that the treat mass of people in both the Wings 

are simple, patriotic, God fearing Muslims who came together, in 1947, of their 

own violation, to form the State of Pakistan and they are united in their 
determination not to fall under Hindu India domination ever again.  

There is a marked similarity in the fundamentals of party platforms in both the 

Wings-on the unity and integrity of the Sate, on Kashmir and Farakka, on the 
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Parliamentary form of Government and social justice in economic dispensation. 

To win the votes, the Awami League had to reassure the electorate that it wanted 
autonomy within the framework of a single Pakistan and that the Six points were 

negotiable. There, was consensus even on the desirability of the federating units 
enjoying the maximum possible measure of autonomy consistent with a strong 

Pakistan. The difference of opinion was over determination of the exact quantum 
of autonomy that the units can have without jeopardizing the viability of the 

Centre. This was under negotiation, and to facilitate the negotiation, the President 
ordered a short postponement in the National Assembly session, which the Awami 

League extremists seized upon to launch their secessionist holocaust. The people 

of East Pakistan had not bargained for this, and they are just beginning to emerge 

from the shock they suffered by the Awami League bid to deliver them back into 

Hindu-India slavery. 

The people of West Pakistan too have been shaken by what has happened in 

East Pakistan, inducing greater understanding of the problem peculiar to their 

brethren in the Eastern Wing. 

These two factors between them have set off fresh thinking and psychological 

processes that are likely to lead to reconciliation in the near future. These will be 
facilitated no doubt by the President's determination to transfer power as early as 

possible. 

There is no basis for the view that Pakistan is faced today with an economic 

catastrophe. No doubt Pakistan is having some difficulties, but so are a number of 

other developing countries. Against this we can set off the very solid progress we 

have so far made in the economic field and we are confident that we shall soon be 

able to overcome the temporary setback to our economy. With the restoration of 

law and order in East Pakistan life is returning to normal and resumption of 

economic activity is well under way. 

Q. 57: What are the plans for meeting the financial cost of the damage caused 

by the present upheaval in East Pakistan? Will an appeal be made to the 

international community to specifically earmark aid for this purpose? 

Answer: Pakistan's first demand logically must be on her own people but 

consistent with the country's national sovereignty, any assistance without strings 

will be gratefully accepted. 

Q. 58: The Indian Prime Minister has said that unless Pakistan stops the ever 

swelling influx of refugees from East Pakistan into India straining her economy to 

breaking point, she would be prepared to fight it out. Is Pakistan willing to take 
back her own citizens both on humanitarian grounds and to stave off war with 

India? 

Answer: India has seen that we are never cowed down by threats. She has tried 

aggression several times and each time she was beaten back. So it is not in the 

context of Indian threats that we have announced our policy in respect of the 

return of those who left their homes due to disturbed conditions in East Pakistan. 

The President has declared in 
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unequivocal terms: "There is no question of withholding permission to the return 

of law-abiding citizens of Pakistan to their respective homes." In pursuance of 
this, reception centers have been set up at all key places. Pakistan would welcome 

back its own citizens but she certainly has no intention of letting India pass on to 
her either any fifth columnists or any of West Bengal's own multitudes of 

homeless, jobless, shelter less people. 

Q. 59: It has been alleged that the Pakistan Army plans to vanquish the 

dissident elements in East Pakistan by using starvation as an instrument of cold-

blooded policy. Doesn't Pakistan's refusal or reluctance to accept foreign relief 

assistance lend support to such charges? 

Answer: The allegation is completely false. The dissident elements have 

already been vanquished and there is no starvation anywhere around. On the 
contrary huge stocks of food-grains are available and in spite of the disruption of 

communications caused by Indian infiltrators and their collaborators, steps are 
under way to carry food-grains to all parts of the Province 

Nor is there any refusal on reluctance to accept foreign relief assistance. 

Pakistan has told the UN Secretary General precisely what she wants, namely, 

more food-grains after three or four months and more coasters and bergs to 

distribute them. Details have already been worked out and relief is on its way. 

Q. 60: There is a strong pressure on the US Government from powerful 

elements for stopping all kinds of aid-military as well as economic to Pakistanis. If 
this happens, will it be possible for the Pakistan Government to withstand. 

Answer: The will of a determined people can withstand anything. 

Q. 61: Pakistan objects to foreign supervision of foreign relief assistance. Two 

questions on that: Why should a Swiss or a Swede or an American contribute his 

hard-earned money unless he is sure that it is being properly used for the purpose 

he gave it for. And two why should Pakistan be quibbling on these legal 
technicalities when 70 million people are facing a crisis of life and death? 

Answer: There is understanding for the keenness of some donors to ensure 

proper distribution of relief supplies. Pakistan really has no objection to some UN 

body satisfying itself that the assistance is being rightly utilized. But the country 

cannot have a whole lot of foreign observers watching over her shoulders or 

getting into her way or getting involved in her internal affairs. 

Q. 62: Is Sheikh Mujibur Rahman going to be tried and if so under Martial 

Law or ordinary Criminal Law? 

Answer: The country is still under Martial Law. 

Q. 63: What are the whereabouts and the fate of Mujib's accomplices? 

Answer: Most of them are having a good time in Calcutta. They will be treated 

no 
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better and no worse than people elsewhere in the world, guilty of similar 

offences. 

Q. 64: What is the likelihood of the trial of Mujib's West Pakistani 

collaborators? 

Answer: There is going to be no witch-hunt, here or there People will face the 

consequences of their action under the law of the land. 
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PAKISTAN WELCOMES 

RETURNING CITIZENS 

Ever since the partition of the Subcontinent, there has been considerable 

movement of people between the: newly independent states of India and Pakistan. 

For instance, nearly 10 million Muslim refugees were pushed into Pakistan by 
India in 1947 in a bid to smother the young State in its very infancy. In the reverse 

traffic, about 7 million none, Muslims too went into India and this inflow and 
outflow has continued ever since: East Pakistan has received more than a million 

and a half persons from West Bengal, Assam and Tripura. Every time a communal 
riot breaks out India (according to Indian papers, there have been 3,477 communal 

riots in India since 1951 with 7,476 persons dead and 32.44 injured) thousands of 

Muslims are forced to take refuge in Pakistan, mostly through unguarded 

unofficial routes to get round the Pakistan Government's general ban on entry of 

refugees from India. 

As communal riots are a frequent occurrence in India-there were 519 of these 

during, the year 1970-71 alone, according to a statement in the Indian Parliament 

itself the influx of refugees from India is more or less a continuing process. The 

larger the magnitude of the carnage-of which the most recent instances were those 
at Ahmedabad, Maharashtrathe greater the flooding in of refugees from India. 

India's Policy of Encouraging Exodus 

In sharp contrast to Pakistan's policy of discouraging inflow of refugees, the 

Government of India has followed a deliberate policy of inviting Hindus from East 

Pakistan. The temptations offered have included promise of lump sum payments, 

land and industrial units. 

Economic experts believe that the smuggling of gold and other movable 

property by members of the minority community has resulted in large scale 

transfer of resources from East Pakistan to India and became one of the major 

factors retarding the economic growth of East Pakistan. Actually during the last 

election campaign, many East Pakistan political Parties regretted the fact that 

while Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and his Awami League criticized what it called the 

transfer of resources from East Pakistan to West Pakistan, they remained 

suspiciously silent on the much larger flow of national wealth across the border 
into West Bengal. 

This process touched its peak in the earlier part of this year when Awami 

League rebels and their collaborators carried away to West Bengal not only 

massive stores of food-grains and other essential supplies, but a very large number 

of trucks, buses, jeeps 
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and other vehicles. They even restored the railway line between East Pakistan and 

West Bengal un-used since partition, to remove locomotives and rolling stock. 

This is the context in which the current refugee problem, exploited by India all 

over the world, needs to be viewed. 

Arbitrary Figures 

There is no denying the fact that a very large number of Pakistani citizens left 

the country during March and April 1971. It is not possible to give the exact 
number as no machinery existed on either side of the border to keep account 

Recently when a Member of the Canadian Parliament mentioned a figure of 5 

or 6 million, the wife of the famous British author, Professor Rushbrook Williams, 

asked him sharply, "How do you know, did you count? "She had an equally 

pertinent question to ask in respect of the stories related by some of these 

displaced persons. "Did you understand their language", she asked. "If not, who 

provided the interpreters? The Indians? Didn't they?", she asked; and the MP had 

to concede that they had to depend on interpreters provided by the Indian 

authorities 

Whatever the precise number, it is well worthwhile determining the reasons 

which brought about this movement across the border. 

India's Bid to Break Up Pakistan 

The reasons may be traced back to India's designs to break up Pakistan through 

external pressure and internal subversion. Her objective was clearly spelled out by 

Mr. Subramanyam, Director of the Indian Institute of Defense Studies, in an 

address to the Institute of International Affairs on 7 April 1971, when he said: 

"What India must realize is the fact that the break-up of Pakistan is in our interest, 

an opportunity the like of which will never come again". 

The method used to achieve this objective was stated just as bluntly by Mr. K. 

K. Shukla, General Secretary of the West Bengal Unit of the All India Congress 

Committee who, addressing that Committee on 4 April 1971 declared that "Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman was fighting India's war". 

Apart from India's direct involvement with secessionists in East Pakistan and 

her incessant racist propaganda instigating the people of East Pakistan in the name 

of 'Bengali' race, language, and culture, and enticing them with offers of safe 

transit and warm welcome to Indian sanctuaries across the border, there were 

certain other factors which also contributed. Beginning 1 March 1971, there was 

widespread looting, burning and killing of racial minorities and political 

"nonconformists" by the India-backed Awami League and its collaborators. A 

general break down of law and order ensued as a result of the massive civil 
disobedience movement launched by the Awami League Chief, Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman 
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Jail Breaks and Massacres by Awami Leaguers 

The entire administration having been paralyzed, there were a number of jail 

breaks throughout East Pakistan resulting in the release of confirmed criminals 
including murderers, thugs and goondas who roamed the country side at will, 

murdering, robbing and raping. 

The massacres carried out by the India-oriented Awami League storm troopers 

throughout the province during March-April 1971, also forced a large number of 

people to run across the border to escape slaughter. 

During the period after 25 March 1971, there were clashes between the Army 

and the armed rebels and deserters. This made certain areas insecure for ordinary 

citizens. The armed rebels themselves, numbering nearly 200,000, lost the fight 
and fled across the border into India to escape retribution 

Besides the armed rebels, other Awami League leaders and workers, who were 

too far committed to secessionist designs, also made good their escape 

All the while, there was a tirade of vicious and persistent Indian propaganda 

from Calcutta Radio. This propaganda succeeded in spreading panic particularly 

among the Hindu minority, and added substantially to the exodus which was 
encouraged by repeated Indian announcements that the border was being kept 

open. 

The Indian aims in encouraging a massive movement of people were partly to 

disrupt the economy of East Pakistan, and partly to discredit the Government of 

Pakistan by showing that large numbers of people were unwilling to live under the 

conditions prevailing in the province. Even as India brought about the formation 

of secessionist regime in exile, it appeared to be in. her interest to magnify the 

extent of human displacement to attract both international attention and sympathy. 

Pakistan's Attitude 

The Pakistan authorities were initially preoccupied with the restoration of law 

and order, and the rehabilitation of the administrative machinery that had been 
paralyzed by the armed rebellion. Only after re-establishing their authority 

throughout the province where they able to initiate measures to attract the citizens 

who had left, back to their homes. Among these measures were appeals to the 

citizens to return, along with an amnesty to restore a feeling of confidence among 

them. 

On 21 May 1971, the President of Pakistan made a fervent appeal urging the 

bona fide Pakistani Citizens, who had left due to disturbed conditions in East 

Pakistan, to come back home. In a statement broadcast by all stations of Radio 

Pakistan, and also carried by a number of foreign news media, the President said 
that law and order had been restored in East Pakistan, and life was fast returning to 

normal. He urged the people not to be misled by the false propaganda mounted by 
anti-state elements, and to return to carry on their normal functions. He gave a 

categorical assurance that "there is no question of withholding permission to the 
return of law-abiding citizens of Pakistan to their respective homes". 
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It was unfortunate that the Government of India had gone on circulating a 

highly exaggerated and distorted account of the events which led to these border 
crossings. The number of persons who crossed into India from East Pakistan had 

been inflated by adding to these the figures of the unemployed and the homeless of 
West Bengal where, in Calcutta alone, the number of those who live and sleep on 

the pavements exceeds two million. It was obvious that India was deliberately 
playing up the question of refugees not only to threaten Pakistan, but also to 

justify her own continuing interference in Pakistan's internal affairs. "It is most 
regrettable", as the Pakistan President put it, "that instead of treating the question 

of genuine refugees on humanitarian basis, a callous campaign has been launched 

by India to exploit this issue for political purposes". 

The President reiterated this at his press conference in Karachi three days later, 

on 24 May 1971 and assured the displaced persons that necessary assistance would 

be provided to them for their return and resettlement. 

On 29 May 1971, an official spokesman reiterated the Pakistan President's 

offer and said that all genuine Pakistanis, who were forced to leave Pakistan under 
threat or duress, or were forcibly driven away from their homes by rebels and 

miscreants were completely free to re-enter Pakistan, subject of course to routine 
checks simple to ensure their Pakistani nationality. 

Reception Centers Set Up in East Pakistan 

Simultaneously with these announcements, Reception Centres for the returning 

Pakistani citizens were set up at a number of places on important routes from India 
into Pakistan, with full arrangements for the reception relief and return of the 

people to their homes. 

Initially, these Centers were established at Satkhira in Khulna, Benapole in 

Jessore, Chudanga and Meherpur in Kushtia, Godagari, Rohanpur and Dhamoirhat 

in Rajshahi, Khanpur, Thakurpur and Kaliganj in Rangpur, Nalitabari and 

Durgapur in Mymensingh, Jaintiapur, Kulaura and Chunarughat in Sylhet, 

Akhaura and Bibirbazar in Comilla, Feni in Noakhali, and Teknaf in Chittagong. 

Additional centers were set up later on to suit the convenience of returning 

Pakistanis. 

Deserters Allowed to Join Their Families 

On 4 June 1971, in an official announcement made from Dacca, Pakistan held 

out an assurance that the deserters from the armed forces and police could join 

their families if they surrendered voluntarily. The announcement explained that a 

number of serving personnel, including some from East Bengal Regiment. East 

Pakistan Relief and the Police were misguided by the extremists and disloyal 

leaders and made to desert from the units, border outposts and thanas for 

participation in anti-state activities during the disturbances in March-April 1971 

The majority of such persons, as borne out by their service records, were loyal 

and patriotic but the circumstances created by a few ambitious, greedy and self-

seeking elements had forced them to take a wrong path, and they were separated 
from their 
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families. Understanding the circumstances under which such elements were made 

to deviate, an opportunity is provided to them voluntarily to surrender to the 
nearest military authorities or police stations with or without their weapons, they 

can rest assured that for such voluntary surrender, their cases will be considered 
compassionately. They should remember that this would help them to join their 

families in their homes and to live as free citizens of the State", the announcement 
added. 

Pakistani Citizens Start Returning to their Homes 

These positive pronouncements and actions had a salutary effect and Pakistan 

nationals started returning to their homes in large numbers. On 6 June 1971, about 

1,000 East Pakistanis crossed over into Pakistan territory near Meherpur in the 

Kushtia district and immediate arrangements were taken in hand for their speedy 
rehabilitation. On 8 June 1971, another 70 families returned to their homes in East 

Pakistan in the Phulbari area of Dinajpur district. On 9 June 1971, about 4,000 
persons arrived in Dinajpur, followed by 150 at the Godagari Reception Centre in 

Nawabganj sub-division of Rajshahi, and 200 at Meherpur and Chuadanga sub- 
divisions of Kushtia district. On 10 June 1971, the Pakistan Observer, Dacca, 

reported that "more people have started trickling into western districts of East 
Pakistan from across the border. One hundred and fifty persons reported at 

Rajshahi, 500 at Dinajpur, and 120 at Satkhira". 

With experience gained from the physical requirements as well as 

psychological needs of those returning after such traumatic events, the 

arrangements and facilities at the Reception. Centers were reviewed and suitably 

altered and improved. It was decided that each Reception Centre should provide 

covered accommodation for approximately two to three thousand people, catering 

for a daily inflow of between 500 and 1000 people with adequate arrangements to 

provide food, accommodation and medical cover to those returning. They were 
also to be provided transport to take them to their houses. Receiving time at the 

border was from 8,00 a.m. to 4,00 p.m. daily, and all bonafide Pakistanis were 
advised to take recognized routes while re-entering Pakistan, so as to avoid 

unnecessary hardship. 

General Amnesty Announced 

On 10 June 1971, the Governor of East Pakistan, General Tikka Khan 

announced general amnesty to all people who had gone away from their home 

under the influence of false and malicious propaganda and urged them to return to 

their homes. 

The amnesty covered all classes of people, such as students, labors, 

businessmen, industrialists, civil servants, armed forces and other law enforcing 
agencies (EBR, EPR, police, Mujahids and Ansars etc). as well as political 

workers and leaders who were all welcome to join their families and resume their 

normal vocations in life. "It is appreciated", the general amnesty announcement 

said, "that they are, without necessity, undergoing the risk of malnutrition and 

disease. They should return and come forward to participate in national 

reconstruction as equal partners with their countrymen" 
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2000 Services Personnel Surrender 

The offer by the Pakistan Government to the deserters of East Bengal 

Regiment and East Pakistan Rifles to surrender themselves with or without their 

weapons, met with good response and about 2000 personnel of different categories 

surrendered themselves in various parts of East Pakistan. These included 26 

officers. 29 Junior Commissioned Officers and over 1800 other ranks. 

By the middle of June 1971, all the Reception Centers were effectively 

operating in East Pakistan for the returning Pakistani citizens. Apart from about 

10,000 returning Pakistani citizens who had reported at these Reception Centers. 

Another 400-5000 had come through unrecognized routes, as by now India had 

started initiating measures to prevent the return of these Pakistani citizens back to 

their country. 

UN High Commissioner Visits Reception Centers 

On 9 June 1971, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Prince 

Sadruddin Aga Khan arrived in Dacca. He visited a number of Reception Centers 

in East Pakistan and saw for himself the arrangements made for the returning 

Pakistani citizens. He also talked to the inmates of some of these Centers. 

On 14 June 1971, in a statement issued simultaneously from Geneva and 

Islamabad, it was announced that the UN High Commissioner for . Refugees "Ns-

as assured of the full cooperation of the Government of Pakistan and visited some 

Reception Centers which the Provincial Government in Dacca had set up 

following the statement issued by the President of Pakistan on May 21 urging the 

persons who had left East Pal:ist3n to return to their homes". 

The statement also announced that the UN High Commissioner for Refugees 

would provide assistance to Pakistan in arranging the return and rehabilitation of 

displaced persons returning to East Pakistan. The Government of Pakistan agreed 

that a representative of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees said that he 

should be stationed in Dacca to maintain contact with the local authorities in East 

Pakistan. 

On 20 June 1971, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees said 

that he would visit Pakistan again in due course to see the rehabilitation work of 
displaced persons in East Pakistan. In a press interview before leaving Pakistan for 

Geneva, he said. that he would shortly appoint a representative for the 
rehabilitation of the displaced persons in East Pakistan after consultation with the 

Pakistan Government. He also said that the displaced persons have to decide 

themselves whether they want to go back to East Pakistan or not, and remarked: "I 

think that all the displaced persons want to return to their homes in the East 

Wing". 

The approval of the Government of Pakistan to the appointment of Mr. John 
Kelly. formerly Representative of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees in 

London, as the UNHCR Representative in East Pakistan was announced 
subsequently, on 14 June 1971. 

Following these arrangements a member of countries have started providing 

bilateral assistance in cash and kind to Pakistan for the relief of the displaced 

persons in East – 
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Pakistan. In addition to aid from the United Nations this assistance is in 

response to the appeal made by the UN Secretary General U Thant, for the 
displaced persons in East Pakistan. The office of the UN High Commissioner for 

Refugees has been designated by the Secretary General to work as the focal point 

for coordination of assistance from the organizations of the UN family. 

Routine Checks to Establish DP's Nationality 

Meanwhile Pakistan Government started working out a proposal seeking 

India's cooperation to facilitate the return and rehabilitation of displaced persons 

in East Pakistan. The proposal envisaged a request to India to give facilities to 

Pakistani social workers to visit camps also the East Pakistan-West Bengal border 

to collect data regarding the number and particulars of persons wishing to return 

home, and prepare the ground for their rehabilitation. They would also be able to 

check upon mounting reports that India is forcibly preventing the return of 

Pakistani citizens to their homes. 'Their very presence in the camps, it was hoped, 

will reassure returning citizens. 

The BBC. in a commentary broadcast on 18 June 1971 referred to this 

Pakistani proposal for settling the refugee problem by joint Indo Pakistan action" 

and said "At the beginning of June (1971), the Pakistan Government confirmed 

President Yahya's assurance that all genuine Pakistanis will be welcome home. It 

added that routine checks to establish nationality would be required. The latest 

plan goes further. Under it, Pakistan aid officials would enter refugee camps in 

India. They would collect data of those who want to return, draw up lists of 

bonafide citizens and prepare the ground at receiving centres in Pakistan in order 

to speedy rehabilitation. Such a plan, if offered, could embarrass the Indians 

seriously. It implies that many of the refugees may not be allowed to return. It will 

be difficult for India to accept such a proposal, since it would not seem to 
guarantee absolutely the position of the refugees once they return. But it is a plan 

which many countries might endorse". In view of India's prevailing attitude this 
proposal could not be pursued further. 

Indian Brutalities Cited 

The returning Pakistani citizens had their own stories of Indian brutalities to 

tell. At one of the Reception Centers in Jikargacha, near Jessore, over a dozen 
Pakistani nationals were interviewed by a correspondent of APP on 16 June 1971 

and they corroborated what was already being reported in the foreign press on the 

basis of information trickling out of the refugee camps on the Indian side of the 

border. They narrated the tales of atrocities. intimidation coercion, looting, 

molestation and beating by volunteers and local inmates of the camps whenever 

anyone attempted to leave the camp to return to Pakistan. 

Some of those returning victims of hoodlums, showed fresh marks of injuries 

persons while talking to the newsmen, and testified that around the-clock vigil was 
being kept on Pakistani nationals in `refugee camps' in India to prevent them from 

returning to Pakistan. 

Earlier, according to reports reaching Dacca on 6 June 1971, an Indian army 

patrol had apprehended 16 Pakistan nationals from the area opposite Comilla and 

seized all their belongings. The Pakistan nationals were returning to their homes 

in East Pakistan. 
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On 10 June 1971, the Indian authorities were reported to have arrested the Sub 
Divisional Food Controller of Dinajpur, Choudhury Motiur Rahman, and 

prevented him, from returning to East Pakistan Mr. Rahman had crossed the 
border during the recent disturbances, and wanted to return to his homeland along 

with a number of his countrymen. But Indian authorities did not allow them to do 

so. 

On 14 June 1971, some of those returning reported that the Indians were 
torturing a number of East Pakistani officials, including Dr Farooq. Director of the 

Swedish Institute at Kaptai, East Pakistan who was misled by Indian propaganda 
into crossing over to India and was arrested by the Indian police. 

On 15 June 1971 the Dacca correspondent of APP reported,: "I watched for 

two hours at the reception centre in Meherpur the caravans of disillusioned men, 

women and children trekking through the meandering routes amidst paddy fields. 

The returnees wore a look which spoke for itself 'of how the Pakistani nationals, 

particularly Muslims were treated in the Indian camps for whom the India 

Government have by now amassed nearly twenty crore (200 million) rupees from 

the world community in the name of humanity by exploiting to the maximum her 
propaganda machinery. 

"Maltreatment, Torture. Molestation" 

"Scores of returnees interviewed by me narrated woeful tales of maltreatment, 

torture, and molestation suffered at the hands of 'volunteers' and Hindus, mostly 
from the border areas of India sheltered in the so-called `refugee camp'. Mir 

Ayezuddin, a middleaged resident of Meherpur Town, said that he had gone to 
India with 10 members of his family. He was influenced by false and mischievous 

propaganda. 'But to my utter dismay', he said with tears in his eyes 'those camps 

are a hell for the Pakistani Muslims', 

Another returnee was Zillur Rahman of the same area, (Meherpur), who said 
the Betai Camp in Tehatta police station was abode for two months. He was very 

sore about the fact that whatever money and belongings he could carry to India 
were looted by the local and the 'volunteers'. He said that he and his family 

members were on starvation. He said that no clothes were given to them, "nor 
were they provided medical care". 

A 26 year old school teacher of village Sranpur under Monirunpur police 

Station in Jessore District, Mr. A. Rahim, said in an interview on 16 June 1971, 

that his two months stay in Mama Bhanc camp unfolded to him how India had 

been bluffing the world, giving highly exaggerated figures of Pakistani displaced 

persons and the economic burden caused to her. He said that during his meetings 
with the camp inmates he found at least 50 percent Indian national from the slum 

area of Calcutta and the unemployed population from the border areas. 

Mr. Ram Boiragee, a Hindu young man of village Solok, under Uzirpur Police 

Station in Barisal district, also confirmed these stories. He said that he had to leave 

Jessore town, where he was staying in sheer panic. He was taken to Bangaon camp 

in India where several hundred persons were huddled together in the worst 

sanitary conditions-Cholera broke out soon and a number of people fell a prey to 

the deadly 
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disease. He was living almost half starved, and he decided to return home. 
While he was leaving the camp, his personal assets, which he had carried with 

him, were snatched away by one of the volunteers and a dirty dhuti 'which' he was 
wearing was all that he could carry back with him. 

Meanwhile, foreign press correspondents quoting Indian sources, reported that 

the exodus of refugees from East Pakistan had stopped. On 14 June 1971, the 

correspondent of the London Times said: "A senior (Indian)' officer, who 
extensively toured areas of the southern regions of West Bengal, told me today (13 

June 1971) that the exodus had ended in this section almost as suddenly as it had 
begun." He added: "Officials from border towns to the north also claim that the 

exodus has decreased dramatically". 

As the inflow of Pakistani citizens from across the border increased in 

response to general amnesty and the return-home call by Pakistan, the Government 

of Pakistan initially sanctioned a cash grant of Rs. 3.9 million as gratuitous relief, 

and Rs. 1.1 million as house-building grant to the persons affected by the 

disturbances in East Pakistan. Besides. 80.000 mounds of wheat were distributed 

free among these people. More substantial grants have since been made as the 
tempo the movement back home has picked up. 

President Reassures All, In Particular Minorities 

On 18 June 1971, the President of Pakistan, in a statement released in 

Rawalpindi, referred to the fact that on 21 May, 1971, he had issued a personal 
message to all Pakistani nationals who had, due to various reasons gone to India, 

to return to their homes in East Pakistan and resume their normal activities. "It is 
gratifying to note" he said, "that despite hindrances put by the interested parties, 

many Pakistanis have returned and arc now on the way to their respective homes. I 

am certain that many more will follow them. As I said before, there is no question 

of with holding permission to the return of our own citizens. In fact, East Pakistan 

Government had made adequate arrangements to receive them and to extend full 

assistance in their rehabilitation". 

The President specially mentioned the minority community and said: "My 

appeal was addressed to all Pakistan nationals irrespective of caste, creed, or 
religion. Members of minority community should have no hesitation in returning 

to their homes in East Pakistan. They are equal citizens of Pakistan and there is no 
question of any discriminatory treatment. I urge them not to be misled by 

mischievous propaganda being conducted outside Pakistan". 

Apart from cooperating fully with the United Nations, the Government of 

Pakistan took additional steps to demonstrate the importance attached by them to 
this problem. 

On 14 July, 1971, the President of Pakistan appointed a distinguished East 

Pakistani, Dr. A.M.Malik, as his Special Assistant for displaced persons and relief 

and rehabilitation operations in East Pakistan. In his capacity as Special Assistant. 

Dr. Malik has the status of a Cabinet Minister, and would report directly to the 

President on the progress and implementation of relief operations. 
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Indian Subterfuge 

Unfortunately, however, India's attitude, unhelpful at the best of times, was not 

only grievously antagonistic to Pakistan but also downright hypocritical on the 

strictly humanitarian question concerning the return of Pakistan citizens. 

For one thing, Indians gave out fantastic figures of the displaced persons from 

East Pakistan. They took advantage of the presence of foreign correspondents and 

diplomats, who were taken to some of these camps for "sample" check, and the 

word was made to believe that one group saw at one place could be automatically 

multiplied by factors on up to one thousand to arrive at what India gave out as the 

actual figure of such displaced persons! There has so far been no actual census of 

these DP's under international auspices, and in the absence of such a census. 

India's unilateral figures are to say the least arbitrary. A good example of this was 

provided when three British MP's admitted at a Press Conference at the London 

airport on 5 July 1971 that they had prejudged the situation and their opinions 

were based on talks they had with the 'refugees' in West Bengal through Indian 

Government interpreters. 

Secondly, the Indian authorities while making a great deal of noise about the 

displaced persons from East Pakistan. left no one in doubt about their real 

intention not to let the DP's return to their homes in Pakistan. As early as 3 June 

1971, India's Defense Minister Jagjivan Ram said in a speech in Asansole: "We 

will not send these evacuees to Yahya Khan's Pakistan but will only allo-w them 

to return to Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's Bangladesh". This Indian design was given 

further credence when the Indian Prime Minister herself said at Handwara, near 

Srinagar, on 20 June 1971 that her Government wanted "not to allow them to 

become victims of the Pakistan Army". "We shall not push them out to be mowed 

down", she said, which war sheer political euphemism, meaning that she would 

not let the Pakistanis return to their homes" 

Thirdly, India started shifting more and more of East Pakistani DP's into the 

interior as far away as Madhya Pradesh. Observers note that since more foreign 

correspondents and diplomats were visiting these refugee camps, India was finding 

it difficult to show the refugees in such fantastic figures as claimed by Indian 

propagandists. That is why the refugees were being taken away to different states 

on the pretext of better accommodation. In the process, bonafide Pakistani citizens 

were removed from the border areas to faraway places, thus making their return 

almost impossible. No wonder that, as reported by Reuter News Agency from New 

Delhi on 10 June 1971, "the West Bengal Health Minister said the State 

Government was taking a serious view of the fact that some of the refugees were 
unwilling to move from the borders and some were jumping off the trains along 

the route after boarding them." 

Inflow of DP's Hindered 

Finally, on the ground, India is making it more and more difficult for 
Pakistanis to return. According to reports received in Dacca from the border areas, 

all sorts of hindrances are being put to stop the displaced Pakistanis from returning 
to their homes in East Pakistan. A Dinajpur report on 22 June said that 250 

displaced Pakistanis who had 
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attempted to cross the Pakistan border in the afternoon of 17 June 1971, were 
stopped by Indian BSF and taken back to an Indian camp in Hili. An Advocate 

from Comilla, who returned from Agartala, revealed in a statement to the press on 
22 June 1971, that East Pakistani refugees in India were being screened and those 

who wanted to return were stopped from doing so and even threatened to be killed. 

In an interview at Dacca on 14 July 1971, a visiting Member of Australian 

Parliament, Mr. Leonard Stanley Reid, said that he had seen the situation on the 
border from both sides and the responsibility lies with India to remove tension 

which is preventing the return of the Pakistani national who had gone across the 
border to India. Mr. Reid added that he had visited a number of Reception Centers 

set up by the East 

Pakistan Government and he found that adequate facilities for accommodation 

and medical care were being made available to the returning people and every 

effort was being made for their quick rehabilitation. 

Home-Coming Progressing Steadily 

Despite hindrances put by various interested parties across the border, 

displaced Pakistanis-both Muslims and Hindus-are returning to East Pakistan in 
increasing numbers through recognized and unrecognized routes. But many of 

them are preferring unrecognized routes and travel during night to avoid 
obstruction by the Indians and their agents. This explains the discrepancy in the 

number of people actually registered at the Reception Centers, and those 
announced in Government statements as having returned to East Pakistan.  

In the last week of June 1971, 1650 more displaced Pakistanis returned to their 

homes from across the border. Of these persons 100 re-entered Sylhet district 

through Katalamora BOP, 360 arrived in Dinajpur district and the rest reported at 

different Reception Centres. Among those who crossed over into Satkhira there 

were as many as 238 members of the minority community. In Rangpur, 80 per cent 
of the displaced Pakistanis from the district have already returned to their homes. 

In other sectors too, the return of DP's continued. 700 such returnees crossed 

over into Chuadanga sub-division of Kushtia district. 900 more displaced persons 

returned, including 670 at Khanpur, Thakurgaon and Panchgar in Dinajpur district, 

175 at Jhikargacha, and the rest at Satkhira and Chagachi. Among the displaced 

Pakistanis who reported at these Centers there were a substantial number of men, 

women and children of the minority community. 

Indian Motives in Obstructing Return 

What is India's motivation in preventing the return of these Pakistani citizens? 

It must be remembered that India has already received a sum of Rs. 120 million in 
foreign currency on the pretext of feeding these displaced persons from East 

Pakistan. This amount is part of Rs. 200 million in foreign exchange India is 
expecting to get overtly on humanitarian grounds but covertly to make good her 

foreign exchange deficits. Foreign news media have already reported that India is 
swelling the number of people in the 
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refugee camps, by putting in there her own unemployed population from West 
Bengal and other neighboring states. This was confirmed by the London Daily 

Telegraph correspondent. Peter Gill, who disclosed in dispatch published in the 
paper on 6 July 1971, that "West Bengal destitute in Calcutta were dumped in 

these refugee, camps. The correspondent quoted Major S.K. Deba retired Indian 

army Officer in charge of a group of camps in Salt Lake area of Calcutta's suburbs, 

as testifying that "penniless Indians, living and sleeping in their thousands on 

unwholesome streets of Calcutta, are seeking admission to the East Pakistani 

refugee camps on the outskirts of the city". The correspondent added: "What 

attracts them to refugee camps is the lure of free food, as each adult refugee is 

entitled, on production of a slip, to 400 grammes of rice per day as well as 100 

grammes of vegetables and 300 grammes of pulses. This represents a diet far more 

varied and generous than enjoyed by many of Calcutta's inhabitants". 

India thus sees both economic and political advantages in keeping the 'refugee' 

bogey alive and in obstructing and sabotaging Pakistan's persistent efforts to 

ensure their speedy return to their homes in East Pakistan. The Indian game 

apparently is not to let the issue be resolved, in order to build more and more 

pressure on Pakistan. This, in their assessment, will make up for the failure of 

their earlier efforts to break Pakistan through an India-backed armed rebellion in 

March-April 1971. 

Pakistan's Resolve 

While taking all measures necessary to facilitate the return of its citizens, with 

the full cooperation and participation of the U.N., the Government of Pakistan 

cannot countenance interference in its internal affairs. It is necessary to appreciate 

that a humanitarian problem is being used by India to justify political intervention 

to the point of trying to dictate the future set-up of Pakistan. The Government of 

Pakistan is anxious to see all its citizens back in their homes, and attaches the 
highest priority to their return and rehabilitation. However, the Government can 

never permit the problem of displaced persons, which assumed its present 
proportions due to India's own policies and propaganda, to be turned into an 

instrument of political blackmail. 
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����� F�� ���! ����/-�A�!� 1���!� *8�। 

())*� C��� � �1�Q�� ���!"� '���f� @�8�: �� WA�� ����� 2& F!�# ?����� 
1����� �1�Q! ����/ '48।  
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*'���Jv C��� '!�� !�� *�, �,-c ����� ��*� ��(  �>�� F!�# C? !�d���� F�� 2� 
��� �>�� *1�#�� ����!� ���� !�� �,-� ����� )? W����� �����4 �� �( W�f��� �&�j� !�� 
@��। 2���8 ���K��! ��� '5� W����� *5�! kH !�� ��c ��� ���& F!�# ����/ ���� !��� 
@��। 

*'���Jv ���, ��N�� ��� F? !�2 �$S !�� ��@��7 C�� ���� @���। �!z ��N�� ��� �� ���� 
���8� ���& F? !�2 �$S !��� �&5  @, ��@�� ���K� *1�  ̂ *�8� @�� F�� C��� �� !�� 
�� �( W��f� @��। C�� C�� !�� F�� !��� !�� *��� �� � G�# F�� F 2&? C�� 1��K&i 
>4'�������� ��4  ���8y���� F�� *���'��� ��^ F? !�2 @��� *8�� W����� 2���R। 

�,-c ����� �8�� 2� �������� �����4 �� �(�� 2& �� �(� W�1�� kH @8। F? ��8 
*'���Jv ��!�4  ���8 
�5  F�� �&�%>� 7 j��8 ����(�� 9��  7d�� 2& �� ���� '�� C��� 
2��। �������, *��J7 *#���1��! '�������8 W���4  ���1S ��2L��! ���� ����� '!���� 
��4  
����� *�8� @8। �� ��!��� !� (����!? ��4  ����A�� �2�8 ����� !m� ��� � *�8� @8। 
�,-c ����� �<*� ��(  2���� 9�Z�� F! 1�K�4 *'���Jv ���, “C�� C��!��� C����� 
CB�� ���� (�? *�, ����� �� X �� �(� W�1���� �$!  ��8�:, �� �� ��!�� C�>7 �$�4  
����A �:�� F�� 1��K&��7 5�!��। ��!�� W��& C�� !�� *�, *!� ��2L��! �� �!��� 
�&�% ���!"��� C��  7 ��@�� ������� '(��4� �!��� !�� !��� (����� �।”  

F!? 1�K�4 *'���Jv C?!�d���� C��� (�,-c)-F� ��� ����_��� *G�K4� !��। F? 
C����� �1�Q��? �� ��2L��! �� �� �(� W�� *। F? “C?!�d���� C���’’-F� 
9�x��4!�8  ��� @8 *�, 2���8 ���K��� '5� !� �& @�R “F? C����� ��^ �^�� *��� 
���!"��� ����/ ���� !��।’’ C����� �0 (�) W��R�� ��� @8, “2���8 ���K�-���&��� 
�����4 �� �( *�K @78�� �� ���!"��� ����/ ����� !�2 �$���� 9�Z��& *'���Jv ��N� 
����(� ���� 9���% �����, ��8 7 j�� ���K��� W����� J�!��।’’ C��� �d! !�� @8 *�, 
2���8 ���K� ��� '5� W������� ��c ���� ���& “����/ ���’’ ��� F!�# ����� C!��� 
����/ ���� !��� F�� �� !��� �&5  @�� ���K� *1�^ ����। 2���8 ���K��� ��� !�� 
����/-��� *'���J�v� W����� ��1 � !�� �� X 2���8 ���K� *IJ������ '5� C? ���K� 
�@���� ��� !�2 kH !��� ����� � F�� '�����! ���K�_���� W�����7 J�!� @�� �।  

*IJ���� ����/ ����� F!#� w��@���! ���� F? *�, �����/� *�:� @8 *IJ����#� 
?9�#_���� �� �o� ��5  �!��� *IJ����#� ?9�#_���� *���� 1��>� �o�� 5�!�� @��। F#�? 
*��h��� (�78� @�8�:��� *'���J�v� ����% �X��&। “����/ @�R F!#� ���� ���� F�� F!�� 
������� *�M��! (��%। *!� �����4 C?�� ��^ ��� ���� !�� (�� �।’’ 

C?-!�d���� C���� �����/ WX1� % !��� !�!_��� ������ *�8� @8। F�� ������� 
���& �:�` 

(�) “2���&� F�� '��-�8O *1�#���!���� �1�Q�� ��� V *�8�� �� �� *IJ���� 7 '�����! 
���K�����@� W��� '�&A �� �( W�f��� ���&�� >4��/� ���������@ W����4� ��8�� ���� 
!�� @��।’’ 

(�) “�>��!��� W��!�� ������ !�� @�� F�� F? W��!�� *1��>� ��8�� ���� !�� @��।’’ 
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(�) “�����-�!Z��� ��(�� F�� *�M��! W��!�� �A�� �&����� ��(��-��1�>�! 
����� *�8� 
@��।’’ 

(0) “C?-���� ��x�X, '����! F�� C�5 ! A����@ �� �!� A���? *IJ���� ��!�� 
F�� '���_���� ���& F�1��� 1�> !�� @�� *�, '���_��� �� ���! 
�8Q��� W5 �i �� ���! 
�����4 C?-'48 ��x�X, '����! F�� C�5 ! A��� *1�> !��� �!z F!?��^ *IJ���� 
��!��7 ��?��� 7 W1&X��4 ��K8����� ��� ���8y ��� F�� *���� 
����� 7 C���! W���� 
WA�� ����� 2& �� �� C?-'48-A���, '����! A��� 7 C�5 ! A��� ����।’’ 

()) “��8�� ���� !��� @�� *���` 

(!) ���!"��� �� F��!�� 2>4 �� �!� 2���8 '�(V�8 ��������� W��g@4 !��� �A� @8। 
F��  

(�) F!�# ��� V ���8� ���& C? !�� F�� W&�& �&�j�� ���&�� ���1S '����� ���& F�� 
'����� WX1� % ���1S F��!�� ���& W5 L��! F�� W& �� �!� ��K�& ��� !�� @8।  

 (3) “�����/� 9�x��4!�8 F?���  *G�K4� 5�!�� @�� *�- 

(!) ���!"��� �������� �&�%>� 7 ���V>� �� ��8, ���� *!��� 7 ��S� *������! 
?������ ��A� W����� ����� 2�� >�m ����� �����। F�� 

(�) ���&��G��� W���� ����� �� -��� F�� ���!"��� �>��! �@���� �� �!� W��!��, 
�����>-������ F�� ����Q� *1�> !��� �����।’’ 

 

���(�8 _Hy��4  ��K8 F? *�, F? C���� ��� *�8� @8, “���!"�� �� ��� *� �� '��� 7 
F��!� ��8�: �!��� ��� *� �� '��� 7 F��!� WX1� % @�� ���� ���� ���? F!�# *IJ������ 
W��� F�1��� w!&�� @�� *��� ���!"��� 
�����, C���! W���� F�� 2���8 ��@�� ���� 
@8 F�� *IJ������ ��@�� *!� �!��? �&�@� � @8।’’ 

*'���Jv ��N� �<*� ���( � 1�K�4 ���, C����� 2>4 >1�� *���'�� 9���। ������ ���� 
���!"��� W����� ��H�� *!� !�2 :�m� '�8 �� �2��? ������ !���। ��� *!9 �� !�� *�, 
*� *�� �!��� 2>�4� 
�5 ������� !�2 !��� ����� �!��� *!9 ��� C����� 2>�4� *�M��! w!& 
V !��� ����� �� !��, ��� *� �m 1�� !���। 2>4 F#� *!� '!���? ������ !��� �। 
...*���� ������/!, ��2L��!, W5 L��! 7 '����! ���&�� ����� *�8�� W��!�� '��&�!�? 
��8�:। �!z ���!"��� 2>�4� ��@��� 9�� ��H� '���x8� �U�V !�� F� *!� ����� *�8�� 
W��!�� !�H�? *?। *!9? �� ������ !��� �।’’ 

C78��� ��> ����� 3-�I� *�1��� 2>�4� !��: *�� !�� ���� ���!"��� ��� �1M� 
�� ���8 *!� �!� �����  ����� ���� �:� �। '5� �I�8 ��� @8, “��!���� ��4 @�� *IJ���� 
7 ��� ���v��� �����।’’ *�� ���2��� �@�� ��N� �� �(� �%U������@ ��� ��� *2�� ���8 ��� *�, 
��� *!�� '�����! 
�8Q��� (��R, *���! 1�> !�� �!��� ��� ?����� C�� �! Y� � !�� ��N� 
�A& 8। �,-c ����� ��*� *���{� ���84>�� F! �%U��8 ��� ���, “3-�I� !�� x� 
��"���8� !��  
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@�� F�� ���� ���!"��� ��@�� �!��� ?���� ���S @�� �।’’ �,-c ����� �0*� *���{� ��� 
�� �(�! ‘‘'����! 
�8Q����� '�; F��# >4�1�#’’ ��� W�1�@� !��। 3? �1{� �,-c 
�����# C��! 1�K�4 ��� ���, ‘‘C78��� ���>� 3-�I� !�� x��� 9�Z�& @�R *!�� C���! 

�8Q����� ���&�� �����/ ��� ��^� 
�5 �A�� ��8������ !��।’’ C78��� ���>� W&�& 
*����7 F!? ���� !5� ���। ���  ���!"�� C78��� ���>� *��x#��� 2�� ��29�Z C@�� 
�,-c ����� ��*� *���{7 ���84>�� ��� *�, ‘‘3-�I� C���8� ';�# W���� 7 ��@��� ��^ 
����K1��� 2�m�’’। 

���� ���!"� C78��� ���>� �����4 �$��! 2�� F, F?(, F�, !��H���� �,-c 
����� *���{� ���� ���@��� F! 2�1�8 �V1��� 9��� !�� *�, ���!"��! ��-���� !�� ��N� 
���� 9�Z�& 8। F� C�> �,-c ����� ��*� 2� ��2��@��� F! 2�1�8 �%U����!��� ��� 
���, ���  7 ���� ���!"� W�R�& ��� C��। ���  ���!"� C78��� ���>� �@-�1���� �T!�� 
�����! C@�� �,-c ����� �c*� ��(  *I��� F! 2�1�8 ���, C78��� ���>� �A& @�R 
F!�# ��%���� ���!"� >d !��। ��� ���, ��4  C���! 
�8Q��� F!�# ��%���� 2��� >d 
�@�8! @��। 

���@�!, *�� ���2��� �@�� F�� ��N� �@���>���� F�� �%U��� ���& F� �� !5� �:� �� 
W�&X C��>'��� F�� ��5&� ��! ���8 x�#��4  ��� 9�Z�& �:� ���  ���!"������! ����� ���� 
���!"� 1�?��� ��H�� 9�Q�2� !�� *����। �,-c ����� ��? ��(  ���  ���!"��� @�2�����> 
���!  F! 2�1�8 *�� ���2��� �@�� 78��2��� �H��@ ��, �7��� �7Y��, �� C�Y� 
!�?8�� �� '����� !��: 2��� (� *� ��N�� ��N��� '1���� ���&�� ������ *� �$� ��� !���: 
�� �I���8 ���� C� !� ��8 ���। 

��� ����������! F? ���@�A�4 7�� F�� ������ ���� ���# *5�! ��2L��! ���2�I� F�� 
��>�:���� ��� � !��� C�� 2��। �,-c ����� �c? ��(  ���  ���!"� C78��� ���>� �����4 
�$��! 2�� ��29Z� C@�� ��!�8 F! 2�1�8 ���, ‘‘��>� �i��_����� *��K! F�� 
J�!���� ��������� �% ���� �(���8 *��8�:। C�S �� �(�� ���&�� *���� ��2L��! >> *5�! 
������! ����8 !��� @��।’’ 

���� ��!� *2��� !�����8�8 !�����B� @�? O��� C��! 2�1�8 ��� ��� ‘‘���� 
���!"��� F! *�4�� *��K4!��� ���  ������! >� �� �:� ��� *��K4 !���:। ���!"��� ?��@�� 
F!�# Km��/� ?��@��, W�&�@� �� �� 7 *��K�4� ?��@��।’’ 

F��� ���  ���!"�� *� �� �(� W�1�� kH @8 ���� C78��� ��> F� W������ ���(8 *�8 
*� ��� ��H�� W&�& �� �� W�1���>���� @�8 9�d। 

C78��� ���>� �� �(� W�1���� ��H�� ���� '!���& '����� 2�� ��N��� ���& ��8�:`  

(�) 2�� �H� C��-���!"� *J���x&��#! ���# � �1���� F�� ���  ���!"��� ����! ���& 
92��। 

(�) 2�� C�Y� �����-���!"� *J���x&��#! ���# � ���  ���!"� ����� �1���� । 

(�) 2�� ��@��� C��- ���!"� *J���x&��#! ���# � ����� �@-�1����। 

(0) '�I�� *>���� C��- ���  ���!"� 2���8��� ?������ C���। 

()) ��8� C���I *@���- ���  ���!"� &���� C78��� ���#  78��� ���� �����4 
�$��!। 
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(3) ��� �@��9�Z- ���  ���!"� 2��8��� 9�����8 ?������ �1����; F��  

(-) ����� C��� *�>�- ���!"� &���� ���>� 9� � �@-�1���� F�� C78��� ���>� 
����! 1��'�� �1����। 
 

�,-c ���� FN�� F�� W&�& *���� 2>�4� 9�Z��& ��N��� ���U���� C78��� ���>� 
2����" ���! ����, 2�1� �� !�� *�78�, ��2L��! '�������� 9�� ���@! Cx�4 F�� 
���# � �I�� ��# 7 ��V !��� ��H�� '����� 2���8�:। F? ������(� �� �� ��m��? 5��!। 
�!z ���: �� �( W�1��� ��!�� @"�A� !���: ��� �� !�� @8, F 2& ��!�� F �&����� �!:� 
����। 

��!�� ����� �� �8��� �,-c ����� �<? 2��8��� ���  ���!"�� C78��� ��> :�m� W& 
F!�# ���� '5� 2�1� W��f� @8। F? 2�1� 2�� !�U ! Cx�X @8। I��, F!2 *��! �@� 
F�� ��N( �����! *��! C@� @8। 2����-?-?����� F? �1�� C�8�2 !���:���। 2����-?-
?����� '��4 !���:��� *�, ‘‘�8��� ���! ���� *������� 9�� @���� (����8�:���, ����� ���& 
C78��� ��> !� ��� �:��� F�� _����� @��� W[�[ F�� @������� �:���।’’ 

��!�� ���! ���!� ���!"� W�2��1�� F G#��! �T� !�� �,-c ����� �c*� 2��8��� 
'!� !�� *�, ‘‘��&�� �� GN#�j�� ��� ��� *���!� ����>�, �1� �� !��, �� ���m�8 *I�� F�� 
!�8! @�2�� *�����! ���m�8 *�78�� GN#�#� '��4 !�� *�, F#� F!#� �����!��� F�� ��!��� 
'�(V�। �� � @�� F��� W� ���8� ���& ���!:� ��V !�� ��� @��� �।’’ 

���� �@���n! !�� !����� C�8 *8 ���!"��� *'���Jv ����� �T� !�� F�� ��!  !�� 
���8 ���`- ��2L��! 9�Z�& ����� 2& ��� *!9 �@���n! !�� !����� ��@��& *8, ��@�� �� 
!�� @�� *� *� 2������4� @��� A��� @"�X��� �&����� ����� �U�V !��:। ������ ���! 2���� 
���� 2������@ !��� @��।’’ ��� C��� ���` ���� �@���n! !�� !��� ���8 ��! � �������8 
*�MN:��� (�8, ���� *� k�� ����� ����� '�� ��B���� W1�� '��4 !�� ��? 8, >4��/� '��7 ����� 
Cj�� W1�� '��4 !��- F!5� ���� ����? W
�!�� !H! � *!��। 

F? G#�� F! ���@ �� ���!"� *J���x&��#! ���#  ��� C� F!�# ���� F!#� 2�1�8 
�����# @8। �- 2 ��2L��! *�U�UT ��% F���@��� F� �T� !�� ���, ‘‘�!:� ���&! YqU��!��� 
F�� _���� ������1��� �,-c ����� ��*� 2��8��� ���84>�� W��f� 2�1� �� !�� *���� *(V� 
!��।’’ *�? F!? �� (��*� 2��8��� �,-c) �U5! F!�# ��% ���U���� F? *�U�UT C78��� ��>�! 
_���� F�� �/����� W��{ !��� 2& ����K1��� *��K����� !��। 

�,-c ����� ��*� 2��8��� ��!�8 2����-?-?������ �I��� @���� !�� @8। ���# � *2���� 
*��x#��� F! *'� ������� ���, C����� �I��� @���� (�����!��� C78��� ��> !� ���� ���� 
���(���� _���� ��2� *1�^ ���! C��������� *1�^ �:: !��, ��?���J  ����8 *I�� F�� ���# � 
!�>2��, ����, F�� ���!�8 C_ ����8 *�8।’’ 

�,-c ����� ��� *I�8��� ��!�8 �� �8��� W��f� ���!"� *J���x&��#! ���# � F! 
2�1�87 C78��� ��> !� ��� *>�����> �U�V� *(V� !��। ���� ‘28 �����’ *��>� *�8। *>������>� 
���& �2��-?-?���� ���# � *��, *�M��� I��� C@�� '����@ �!:� *��! C@� @। ���J��� 
*'���Jv ��` �H� C�� F! ���U���� ���` C78��� ���>� F�� !�� !����� �T� !��� ���� 
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1�K�7 C��� *?। ���q�� �� @�R- C78��� ��> I&������� ���� W����� ����� ��2��� 
���!�� W�&� 9�� (������ ��!� !���:। C78��� ��> F? '5���� ��� W���4 !���।’’ 

�,-c ����� �<*� *I�8���, (�g���, ���! ‘‘���8��’’ F�� ���! ‘‘��g��’’ ���!�� �I�� 
Y�#� 9�� @���� !�� @8। F? Y�# ���!�� C78��� ��> ������� ��� ����(� �:���। ���!"� 
*J���x&��#! ���# � 1�?� *'���Jv ��` ��@��� C�� F? @���� �$�!  �X�& !�� ���` 
‘‘��������� 
������ 9�� @� F!#� @����।’’ ��� C�7 ���, ‘‘��� ‘���8��’ 7 ��g���’� ��^ 
C78��� ���>� C��� � ��� � @8, ��@��? �! ���! ��� !��� @��? F? �! ���!"��� 2>�4� 
!��: C78��� ���>� '�Q >4��/� ���।    

�,-c ����� ��*� 2���? ��!�� ���!"� W�2��1���@ !�8!�# ���!�8 ��� '!���� @8 *�, 
‘‘C78��� ���>� ��N( �����! ��[ !� ��� @��� �@� @�9��� F�D�#� W��������� Cx�4 !��। F� 
I�� �� 2 C@� @8। ��� ���& - 2�� W�j� _H��। ���� 2�� ��8 *� C78��� !� ��� 
*(�8�:�� *� 9����� *���!�� �� G# ��� !H!। �!z *� F��!�� W�������� �� !��� W
�!�� 
!��।’’  

�,-c ����� -? C>D ���! ‘‘��� ���’’ F� ��� '!��- ‘‘��� C>D I������ *2��� 
*>����>� #�9 �8��� ���J��� F! 2�1� @8। *� �1�8 C78��� ���>� F!�# �� F�� :����> 
!� ��� *>�����> ������� *(V� !��। ���� '!��, �1�j��� ��S!�# *�� ���2��� �@���� *>����>� 
���1� *5�!, �1�8 *>�����> �U�V!��� C78��� ��> !� ���� *�� @�8 C��� *��� ��8। 

�,-c ����� ��*� C>D ���! ‘‘��g��’’ ���!�� ���� 2�� ��8 *� ‘‘(�g���� ���! 
‘C2�' ���!�� �I�� F� ��� �� :�� ��� ����(� F!�� ���! !�U ! C%�X @8। YqU��!����� 3 
�I�� ��5 � F�� ‘‘28-������’� *��>� ���R���। ‘C2�' !�U �A�! ���� 3 �I� ��5  !�� 
����� ���!�8 *���� ¡!�� !��। ���!�� F!2 !� (��� @����� ��8 C@� @।’’ 

¢B���� ?����� :�� ���G� *2���� *��x#����! �,-c ����� �,*� *���{� C78��� ��> 
!� ��� Cx�4 !��। (�N���� �@��� !��: ��¡����2��� �,-c ����� �0*� *���{� C78��� ��> 
!� ��� �2��-?-?������ W�I�� @���� !�� F�� W�I��� C������� ��V !�� ��� ��� ��78� 
��8। 

��!�� ���! ���!� ‘‘�����’’ F� �,-c ����� �c*� W����� ���� '!�� *�- ‘‘�,-c ����� 
�<? W����� ��!�� @�2�����> F��!�� ��� ��"�� ��r� ��8�� ���1� C78��� ���>� F!�� 
YqU��!��� Cx�4 !��। YqU��!����� ��m�� 9�� ��5� ��A� !��, ��m�� *��8��� >���>���2 !�� 
F�� Y�# ����! *:��� 9�� ���@! �� �� (���8। 

�,-c ����� )? �1{�, ���!"� &���� ���>� ���8� 1�?� *'���Jv F�� C78��� 
���>� F! '�% W&�!�#� *'���Jv ����� C��� *�>�, F! *'� ������� C78��� ��> 
��5 !��� ���� ��N� ����8�?�j �� �( �I�� Cx��4� �T� !��। F! ���@ ��� (�,-c ����� 
�c? �1{�) ‘‘��� ����’� F! ���� '!�� *�- ��!�� WX> � �2����� !�9�£� ������ ��> '�5 � 
��2� ��8�9�Z�� ��5 !>4 ����# F! ���:� *�� !��। >� ���� C�����> g��� C78��� ��> 
!� ��� ���:��� 9�� @���� (���8। I�� ) �&�% C@� @8।’’ 

 
2���8 ���K��� �� �( �,-c ����� ) W����� W��f� @��� !5� �:�। *���{� ���� '�� 

�&�8 ���  ���!"� 1�K4 A��g" @8। �A �A *��! >U@@� @8, *��>����> �&�j� ���RS @8। �&��  
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2& ���  ���!"��� *1�#����� ���� *1�#��� *!� W������� �U�V � @8, *� 2& 2�����4 �� �( 
���:�8 *���� ���� 2��8। *� ����� ����'�A�� *'���Jv 2���8 ���K��� �� �(�� ����� �d! 
!��� �,-c ���� -? �J��{�। C� '�����! ���K��� �� �(�� ����� ��� V @��� �-? �J��{�। 
�,-c ����� ��? �1{� G��4 hm-Y�� ��>� !��� ��m। �� ��� ���>� �� ���A� �U@i '�!U��! 
���� 8 ��� W�1�@� F? G��4 hm ���  ���!"��� 9�!���8 ��N��! A��g" !��। ���  ���!"��� '�8 
�!� *��>4 ��@��& F�� ��� ���� !��2 ������> *�8�� 2& �� �( C��� ���:�8 *���� 2& 
C��� 2��। �� �( W�1�� j�>� !��� �� W������ 5�!��7 ���� ���!"��� '�� '�� 
*�U�UT �� �( j�>� !��8 ����� �o�� '!��& 1��� *G�K4� !��। *�� ���2��� �@�� �!:�!�� 
F�!���� ��� 5�!�� ��, '"���� j�>��� ��H�� k�� *� '����� 2���� ��? 8, *!��8 
��!���! ��¤ Cx�4 !�� ����- ���  ���!"� 2>�4� C��-C!�¥� ��"� ¦��8�4� 2& C��� 
�A �A 2�� 9i�>  !�� @��। 

 
*'���Jv �� �( j�>� !��� �। �,-c ����� ��� �J��{� F! 1�K�4 ��� ���- ‘‘F? 

��!���� 9�Z�& 7 CX��!�� ��8 W��! ��T@ '!�� !���:। �!z *��� >4�/ '��f� !��? 
C����� �A& C� *� ��A& C��� W#� 5�!���।’’ 

 
*�? F!? 1�K�4 ��� *2�� ���8 ��� *� ��� �����? ��� F���: *� ����/ F!#� 

�����4 C? 8 ��� ‘‘F!��^ ����� !�� F!#� (��%’’। C� *�?2&? �����/� '�; �L�!& 
����K '�8�2। ��� ���, �� ��(� '�������� F�� ����K !�� ��2L��! ���� *�U�UT�! C�� 
F !5�? ���� (�? *� ���� ����� �� �( 7 2���8 ���K��� '5� W������� WX� �� ��8 *�� 
!��2 ��>��� ����। ���� �!�� F!��� @�8 C����� 1��K&i �����/� '�� ����_���� 
�&����� F!�� @�� ����। F2& �!:�#� C��-'�� ��!��, ��!�� ������ '�� ��B��। 
C����� 2���8 ?��@���� F? ����K ��>���A�4� _Hy��4  '�8�2�8��� ��K8 9���| !��7 
��!��।’’ 

2���8 7 '�����! ���K��� �� �(_��� W��f� @8 �,-c ����� �J��{��* 2���8 ���K��� 
*1��# Y�#  ��2L��! �� '�� @�8 *��� *�8। ����� F!�# @�R C78��� ��>, *� �3-�# C� 
��1 !��। W&�# @�R ���!"� ����� ���# , *� <)�# C� ��1 !��। Y�# ��? ��>d�� ��! 
*5�! C���!। C78��� ���>� '������� ���? ���  ���!"�� F�� ������’� �!��? ���� 
���!"��। 

 
�� �(�� *��K C�� !�� @�8�:��� *� 2���8 ���K��� W����� kH @78�� C�>? C?>� 

!�d���� C���� F!�# ����/ '48�� �&����� ��2L��! ��_�� ��2��� ���& F!#�  ���h���8 
F�� *�MN:���। C78��� ��> *2�� ���8 F!5�#�? *��h��� (�?�:��� *� F! ���!"� !�d����� ��?�� 
3 �I�8 *!� �!:�� ���!�� !�� @8�। *'���Jv�!7 ���� F? ���4� ���8�:���। �,-� ���� 
�<*� 2��� *���� 1�K�4 *'���Jv ���` ‘‘C����� C��� C���(� (��!��� C�� �� ���2��� 
�@���! C78��� ���>� 3 �I� �{�� '; !���:��� ��� C��� !��: 
�!�� !���:�� *� 
*�_���� ����� ���। ��� ���q�� ����:�� *� �����/� '�� '�� ����_��� ���K��� 
��?�� *:�# *:�# ��d�! *���� ��2L��! ��_��� ������� !���।’’ ���� ���!"��� ���&�>��f 
��2L��! ���� *�� ��` 1��¨� ����, ���� ���!"��� '�� '�� ��2L��!���� *�U�UT *�� 
���2��� �@���� ��^ F!#� ���h���8 *�MN:���� 2& ��!�8 ��। ���1S ��2L��! ��_���� ���& 
I�'�� ����/ ��x�X C���-C���(�� 2&? ���!"��� *'���Jv7 *�� !�8!��� ���   
���!"� �I�� ��। ��� *�� 

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2���8 ���K��� , �# F�� '�����! ���K��� �� �# G��4  9�©� �� �(� F��!�� �� �( F! ��� �� W5 �i �,-� ����� 2��8��� 
���� W��f� @8। 
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���2��� �@���! ���!"��� 1��Ki '���/� ��� '!��& 1��� 9��� !��। *�� ���2��� 
�@���! ���� ���!"� �I� !��� 2& !�8!��� C�/4 2���� @8। �!z ��� *� C�/4 g@4 
!���। ��� 3 �I� �{��7 C���-C���(� !��� W
�!�� !��। ��� ��� *� 3 �I� F� 
2������4� �$�Q F�� ��� ����� !�� ��� 8। 

 
�� �( *�K @78�� ��? C78��� ���>� *1�� �$�4 ¦�� ���� *>���। �,<� ����� -? 

2������� '!���� ‘‘W�#�8�, *ª�� 7 *��’’ ���!�� ���� '!��` ‘‘���2��� �@�� *G�K4� !���: *� 
'�8�2 @�� C�� ��«��� C�� 2�����।’’ �,-� ����� ��*� *I�8���, ‘‘�&�E! *��V’’-F� F! 
���� 2�� ��8 ‘‘C78��� ��> '�� *�� ���2��� �@�� ����: *� ����# C�����V 2���8 
���K��� ���& ��N� ���#� �V ���&�>��f�� ��8�:। ��� ���� ���!"� ��� ���� 3 �I� !�� ��(� 
��������� *�� � *8, ��@�� ��� F!�? ����/ '48 !���।  

 
�,-� ����� ��? *I�8��� 2���� ���K��� W����� C�� !�� @8। F�� ��� @8 *� 

C>��� ��� ��(  ��!�8 W����� kH @��। �,-� ����� �0? *¬�8��� ���!"� ����� ���# � 
*(8���&� *G�K4� !�� *� ‘‘���&�>��f ���� !�: *5�! �!:�#� ������! C��-'����’’ CB�� � 
*���, ��N� �� W������ *��>�� !��� �। 

 
��� C��� ���` ‘‘C��� �� @8 C��� F� �!:� !��� ���� �� C����� 918�!? ���� 

!���। �!z *� ����/ ?�����&? C78��� ��> '48 !�� *I���: F�� *� �����/� *!�5�7 F! 
(�� �����4 *!� W����� !�� (��� �, *�? ����/�! k�� *�� *78�� 2&? ��� C����� 
��!�8 *��� ��� @8, ��@�� C���� C����� ��!�8 *���� �।’’ �,-� ����� ��*� *I�8��� *�� 
���2��� �@�� ���- ‘‘C����� 1���!� W�&X ���q��। 3 �I� �1�Q !��? ����/ '48 !�� 
@��।’’ 

 
��N(�# *IJ����#� ?9�# ���� ���!"� *IJ������ 2& 2���8 ���K� F!�# ����/ 

'48 !���। *!� ?9�# F!!1��� ��� ?�R W& (���# ?9��#� 9�� (����� ����� �। 
*IJ������ W& �� ?9��#� ��A ����/�# g@4���>& !��� @�� ����/ '48�� ��� 
���_���� �&����� �� ?9��#� ���& �L��!&� F!#� �&��! �1�Q 5�!� ��!��। 

 
���  7 ���� ���!"��� '�� ��2L��! ��_���� ���& ������/! W(���j� �U�V @78�� 

I��, F� F! ����j��� 9P� @�8�: *� ��2L��! ��_��� ��� *!� ����h���8 � C��, ��@�� 
2���8 ���K��� ��A *!� ����/ '48 !�� ��� @�� � F�� 2���� ���K� ����� @�8 ����। 
C� ��@�� *1�#������� C��-C!�l� 7 A��� @"�X��� �����!��� !�� ��(� 918? �®� @�8 
����। 

 
�,-� ����� ��� ��(  *'���Jv F!�# ���U�� *�। *� ���U���� ��� ���, ���  7 ���� 

���!"��� *�U�U�T� ��2L��! *��!����� ��������� 9�� F!#� ��K���� :�8� *I���:। ��� 
C��� ��� *�- ‘‘���A�� ����j��#� F? *� ���� ���!"��� '�� ���# F�� W&�& !�8!�# 
��2L��! �� �,-� ���� ��� ��(  ��!�8 W��f� 2���8 ���K��� W������ *��>�� !��� ?�R  
*? ��� *G�K4� !���:। F� ���& C��� �@T�"� *� 9�Q2���4  ����j��� �U�V  !���: �� *>�#� 
�&����#��! C��� 2�#� !�� �����:। *� 2& C�� 2���8 ���K��� W����� C���� ����� 
���:�8 *�78�� ����X ��8�:।’’ 

 
‘‘C�� ��� ��� ����: *� ����/ F!#� �����4 C? 8 ��� F! ��^ ����� !��� F!#� 

(��%। ������ ��f� 7 '�8�>���>& F!�# �����/� 2& �� '�8�2 �� @�R- ����/ '48� ���  7 
���� ���!"��� �5��5 ������4 W��g@�4� 9���|।’’   
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2���8 ���K��� W����� j�>� !��� ���5 ���q��1��� CB��7 *�78� @��� *� ����/ '48�� 
2& ���  9����� ����j�� W�!�� @��? 2���8 ���K��� W����� J�!� @��। A��� @"�X�? 
C����� (�� �A&- C� �� ���!:�� ¯�� । 

 
*�� ���2��� �@�� F� 2��� ���� �����4 �� G# C�� !��। �,-� ����� ��� ���( � 

���U���� ��� ���- ‘‘F? _Hy��4  ���8 ��!��� !� (����@, 2���� '���# *A�� ������� ���� 
!� �& @�R- >4������� ��%� ��^ �@����>�� � !��। W��!z ����� 9�(� ��#�!� ��% ���8 
���������� ��H�� Km�/ �&5  !�� *�78�।’’ 

 
 C78��� ���>� �� G�#� C�� 7 1��� '�� �� W�1�� ���� ���  ���!"��� 
�1���! 

2���! � �̂ !�� �����। C? 7 �Ul��� ©� W��� G#�� ��>���। (F�� G#�� ��"���� ����4 
F? *B����� �U��8 W�&��8 ��78� ����)। 

 
������/! �E�#� ����� !��� 9�Z��&, �,-� ����� ��� ��( - *'���Jv 2���8 ���K��� 

��� ���v��� ���� �� 2 �� ��(� ���&�! �,-� ����� �c? ��(  ��!�8 ����� @��� C�/4 
2����। *� ��o�� *� �� *�U�UT�! C�/4 2���� @�8�:��� ��N�� @�R` 

 
�. *�� ���2��� �@�� (C78��� ��>)। 
�. 2�� 2���I!�� C�� 1��¨� (���!"� ����� ���# ) । 
�. �� C�Y� !�?8�� �� (���!"� ������ ��>)। 
0. 2�� �H� C�� (���!"� *J���x&��#! ���# )। 
). ��8� ����2 *�M���� (!�9�£� ������ ��>)। 
3. �� C�Y� 78��� �� (&���� C78��� ���# )। 
-. �7��� ��I�� ��@�� (2���8��-9�-9����-?����)।  
<. �7��� ��@ C@�� ���� (2���8��-9�-9����-?-���!"�)। 
,. 2�� C�Y� >I�� C@�� (2����-?-?�����)। 
�c. 2�� *��@�o� 2���� *!���2� (���!"� ������ ��>- !�1�)। 
��. *�2� *2���� 2���� ��� ����X F��!��। 
��. ����! 2�@�^�� �� '�����। 
 
*'���Jv 1� *5�! *G�K4�8 C��� ��� @8- ‘‘��o��� �� ���@ Y�8�!� ���& 2���8 

���K��� W������ ��� *! *� ��� @�� � *'���Jv ��� !��4 *���: �।’’ 
 
*�� ���2��� �@�� F!? �� ��&�8 *'���J�v� C�/4 '�&��&��� !5� *G�K4� !��।  
 
���� ���  ���!"�� W��2!�� �U�� F�� 2�-����� ����� A�� ����� @�� 5��!। *�� ���2��� 

�@�� ‘‘��@�� W�@���> C�T��’’ ��I�&���� !��� 2�& ���1S ��� � 2��� !�� kH !��। ��� 
��2�-�� W�1���� !5�7 *G�K4� !��। 
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�,-� ����� 3? ��(  ������ 2���� 9�Z�� '�Q *���� 1�K�4 *'���Jv *G�K4� !�� *�, 
2���8 ���K��� 9����� W����� �,-� ����� �)*� ���(  W��f� @��। �&��! w!��& :�m� 
���!"��� ����/ '4�� @�� ��� !� A��� �$�!  ���� ��T@ *��K4 !�� ��N��� 9�Z��& 
*'���Jv ���, ‘‘C�� F !5� ���q�� ��� ���� (�? *�, �� �! G#�� ���� �!:� ��8 C�� � �!z 
���!"� ��[���@� ���� C��� !���° C�: F�� ���� C�� ��}'�� C�: ���� C�� 
���!"��� ���  F�� ���� ���!"��� �A �A ����K� !��: F *�� �A� !��� ���8y C��� ��8�:। 
*������ C��� !�: *5�! �� C�� !�� F�� C�� ����� ����� !���� �।  

 
�,-� ����� -? ��(  ������ ��!�8 F! 2�1�8 *�� ���2��� �@�� ��N� (�� �I� ���� *�� 

!�� F�� �� C78��� ��> !�U ! �) ��(  2���8 ���K� W������ *��>���� '; ����(�� ��� ��  
�@���� C���� !��। 

 
������ ��-���!�8 �,-� ����� *¬�8��� ��(  ���� ���  ���!"��� ����j�� �$�!  *� �� 

��� *����8�: ���� ��� F!#� ���q�� �(� ��78� ��8। �� *� *¬�8����� ‘‘�° #�?��’’ �����:, 
*�� ���2��� �@�� 2>�4� 9�Z��& '�Q ���U���� ‘���  ���!"��’� ������  ‘������’ 2���� !5� 
9��� !��। ‘��1����� *J?�� *��D’ �,-� ����� �0*� *I�8��� ���&�8 �����:, ‘‘*@�8�?# @�� 
F� C�E� !�� @�R *�, ���!"� ������ @�8 *��� ���� W5 �i ���  ���!"� ��2�! 
��� ������ 
������ '2��/ ��� *G�K4� !���। C78��� ��> *�� *�� ���2� 2���8 ���K��� �cc�# C��� 
���& �3-�# ��1 !�� F� C� ���  ���!"��� !5� ���: �, ���: ������ '2���/� !5�। 
*@�8�?# @�� F#� W���� !�� @�R *�, �¤�#� ��!�� F!�# !�7�8�51�% *����1�%� ����n! 
������ ��������� @�R।’’ 

 
‘‘78����# *��D’’ �,-� ����� ��� ��(  ������ *�� ���2��� �@���� ��� ���( � �������! 

��o��� ��� '!�� !��। ���!��# ���� �����:, ‘‘C78��� ���>� *'���Jv *�� ���2��� �@�� 
��!�8 ��m�¡�m� !�� F! �������! ��o� *J�! ���, C78��� ��> ��(  ����� - ������ F!�# 
2�1� W�f� !��� F�� F? �1�8 ��� ������ 2>�4� Cn�8/4 W��!�� W2 �� !� ��(� '�� 
!���। ��� 
����� ���� !��� �!� F!5� �2��� !�� @�� ��� ���, ‘‘W��A� !H।’’ F� 
�! F� C�>7 �,-c ����� �-*� �1{� ������ �������!��� ��^ C���(� '��^ ��� 
����:��, ‘‘
�����, � FA�� 8।’’ 

 
�°�� ‘‘*J?�� *#��g�I’’ �,-� ����� ,? ��(  ���&�8 �����, ‘‘*�� ���2��� �@�� ���  

���!"��� 
����� F! �!� *G�K4�? !���:, �)*� ��(  2���8 ���K� W������ *��>���� 
��� ��  �@���� '�Q 0 �I� ����� ���&? F !5� ��±��8� ��8�:, !��2 !��2? *'���Jv ?8��@8� �� 
���� � F�� ���� ���4 !���। C78��� ��> *�� *�� ���2� ��N� C�T���! ‘‘
������ 
C�T��’ ��� W�1�@� !�� 2���8 ���K�� �@����>��� 2& ���1S ��  C���� !�� �� *'���Jv 
?8��@8� �� *�� ��� ���� �।’’ F!?��� ‘*J?�� *#��g�I’’ F! �$��!�8 ���� ���, 
‘‘C��� ?�����&? �U5! ��} �@���� ���  ���!"��� ����& ��!�4 k�: �� ‘��������’ �!��� 
‘�^1���’ @�� ����। F� ���!�7 ����� @�8 *>�:। 

 
�,-� ����� ��? ���(  ‘‘�° ?�!���D’’ �����:, *'���Jv !�U ! �)*� ��(  ������ 

>4���K��� W����� C@���� 2���� ��� (*�� ���2�) (���# ��  C���� !�� �� ��N� F�� 
C78��� 
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���>� W������ *��>���� ���� ? ���4 !��� @��। F� ���& Y�# ��  *��, ‘W����{  �����! 
C? '�&�@��’ F�� �� ��(� '�������� @��� A��� @"�X�’ !�� � *'���Jv !�U ! *�� *8� 
W���। *'���Jv ?8��@8� F� ����j��� F!#� ���Q !�� 9�Z��& *�� ���2��� �@���� ��^ 
C���(�8 ����� @��� 2�& (*�#� @8��� ��N� *�K ��d!7 @�� ����) ��� ��>�>�? ��!� ���R।’’ 

  
 �,-� ����� �)? ��(  W5 �i *��� *'���Jv ?8��@8� �� C78��� ���>� ��^ ������/! 

�&����� C��� C���-C���(�� 2�& ��!� >� !��� *��� ‘‘#�?�” ����8!� �9?8!  *5�! 
�����, C�S ��1�%� (���!"��! Y�# �U5! ���} ���4�!�4) ����� *� ����# ��8�:  ��� 
@�R *�� ���2��� �@�� (���2�)। >� ����@ ��!�8 *�� ���2� ‘‘#�?�” F� ��������� J !�>�! 
���, �� ��� ���!"��� �U��& @�8�:, ���h���� C� *!� C�� *?। ��� ���  7 ���� ���!"��� 
2�& �U5! �U5! ����/ '48�� !5� ��� F�� 2�� *� ��� W�>����� *!��8 ��!���� !� 
���� W
�!�� !���: �� �!� ���� ���!"�� W��j�। �� @�R ��� ��N� 1�K�8 ‘���������� 

����� *G�K4�� ���'��X 9��� @�8�:। 

 
 F� Y’�� C�> ���  ���!"��� F? *�� ���� ���!"����� �$�!  ���, ‘‘C�� 

������! � �̂ !�� *�� F�� ������! �� 
�!�� !��� ���& !����।’’ F� ���� F!�# ���U��� �� 
*��2����2 
����� *G�K4� C� W�� �#!�8 �!:� 8। 

 
 

 
 
 

-------- 
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����8 W�&�8����8 W�&�8����8 W�&�8����8 W�&�8    
    

��!# G�1�� @�����!# G�1�� @�����!# G�1�� @�����!# G�1�� @���    
    

�,-� ����� �)? ��(  ���  ���!"��� W�j� �:��� F?` 
 

 (�)  C78��� ���>� ���RS��������� !�� !����� �H C?-�Ul�� �$�4 1��� 
���U��� @�8 ��m�:���। 

 (�) �&��! W�²�����> 7 ��#��# :�m�7, C78��� ���>� �@���n! !�� !��� C�7 
����! @�8 ��Nm����। �1S�� *��K4!������ ���� Cx�4 !����। ��� ��(  (�g��� 7 
)? ��(  ����8 Cx��4� I�� �� �� *��! @��@� @���। 

 (�) *�� ���2��� �@�� *!��8 ��!�� 7 '�����! ��!���! '!��&1��� (&���� !��, 
F�!� �� F! F� !�!_��� ��� � 2��� !���, ��� I�� '���, *��>����> 7 
�&���-���42& �&�@� @���। 

 (0) ���  ���!"��� ���  7 ���� 918 �����X �@T�"�� ��& ������ �U�� *����। 
 
F? *B����� ���� � W�&��8 F? GN#����� ���� ����4 *�78� @���। *�� ���2��� �@�� -? 

���( � 0 �I� ���� ��� ���RS��� �V W�1'�8�! C�7 �V�� !����। �� ��~7 ���!"��� 
*'���Jv C� F!�I� ������/! C���(� 2�& �)? ��(  ��!� *>��। 

 
*�� ���2��� -? ���( � 0 �I� ���� �:��� F?` 
 (�) W����{ �����! ��� '�&�@�� !��; 
 (�) W����{ �� ��&���@��! �&����! �I���8 *78�; 
 (�) '�4@�� �$�!  ��X, F�� 
 (0) 2>�4� �� ��(� '�������� !��: W����{ A��� @"�X� (2���8 ���K��� 

W������� ���� ?)। 
 
F��� 9������>& *� C78��� ��> *�� �!z F� *!� CB�� *�� *� F? ����_��� *�� 

���? ��� �)*� ��(  ������ *'���Jv !�U ! C@�� 2���8 ���K� W������ *��> *���। F! 
���U���� ��� ���` F? �� _��� g@4 !�� @��, �� C��� ����(� !�� *����� *� C��� 
W������ *��> *���� �!�।’’ 

 
�3? ��(  �,-�    

*�� ���2��� �@�� *'���J�v� ���> ��A�i !��� F�� ��� 0 �I� ���� *�� !���। F��� 
��� C78��� ��> ‘‘@�? !��°’’-F� ��^ F! ��d�! ����� @��। *�?��? ��� F!�# ���U�� 
����। ���� ‘‘���  ���!"��� '���# >U@�! F! F!�# Y�>  ���4� !��� 2&’’ ����8 C�� 
2���� @���। 

 
�-? ��( , �,-� 

*'���Jv *�� ���2��� �@���� ���> ����8 �I� ��d�! ����� @��। *'���Jv ����, 
�5���� ��³ 2>�4� �� ��(� '�������� !��: A��� @"�X��� �� ��� �� ��? *��K4 !�� 
C��:। 
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*�?�� ��&�8 C78��� ���>� F!�# #�� *'���J�v� ��@��&!������ ���> ��A�i !���। 
C78��� ���>� F? #��� �:�� ��8� 2H� ?����, 2�� ��29�Z C@�� 7 J�� !���� 
*@���। A��� @"�X��� ���� F? ��d�! C����(� @���। F�� F!�# �����! C? ����� ��m� 
'´� !�� @���। F? C? ������ �&�j� !�� @��� *� 2>�4� �� ��(� '�������� ��& *5�! ���& 
��:�? !�� F!�# 92��-�1� >�d� @��। F? 92��-�1� '�����! >1 ��! ��N� !� �&���� ��@��& 
!��� F�� �����  *���। F? �����! C? ������ F� �&�j�7 ���� @��� *� �����! C? 
!�� !��� 5�!�� WX��� *5�!। 

 
F? ���8 ‘�’ W���� �����! C? '���! F!�# C��� 2��� !���। F? C��� ��� F!�# 

��X !��� ��8�> !�� @���। �,-� ����� ��� ��(  ������ *!� ����j���� *������! !�U ��A� 
��@���&� 2& ��&���@� ��� !�� @�8�:���- *� �$�!  ��X !��� 2& F? !��� ��8�> !�� 
@���। *�� ���2��� 0 �I� ����� WX> � �U��8 �I�� ����'�A�� F? �&�j� g@4 !�� @���। 

 
�����! C? ������ �&�j� !�� @��� *� ���  ���!"� @�?�!��# � '�� ��(����� !�U ! 

����� F!2 ��(����� F? !����� '�� @��। F�� 0 2 ���& 5�!��। F? 0 2 ���& 
*78� @�� ���!"� ���1� ���1 �, ���!"� ����� ���1 �, ���!"� *�����@� 7 ���  ���!"� 
��?�I� ���@� *5�!। 

 
�<�<�<�<? ��( ? ��( ? ��( ? ��( , , , , �,-��,-��,-��,-�    

*�� ���2� ��X !��� '�&��&� !�� F!�# ���U�� ����। F? ��X !��� �:��� ��N� -? 
���( � 0 �I� ����� �U��8 �I�। *�� ���2� ����` ‘‘C��� F ���� F!�# !����! g@4 !��� 
���� �। ���������� *���!�� F� F!�# !����� ��^ �@����>�� !��� � F�� F� ���&7 @�� 
�।’’ ��� C�7 ����` ‘‘F!�# �����! C?����� W��� F? !����� ��8�>, F�� �����! 
!�U ��A� �!# !����� �����#  *�� !��� ����- Y�#�? C��Q2!।’’ 
 

�,�,�,�,*� ��( *� ��( *� ��( *� ��( . . . . �,-��,-��,-��,-�    
*�� ���2��� �@�� *��� ��#�8 *'���J�v� ���> ��A�i !���। ��� ��m����m !��� *� 

��m� �����! C? ���� (��� 5�!�!��� WX� � � ���8� 2& 2���8 7 '�����! ���K��� @��� 
C? '48�� A��� 5�!�� @�� F�� *!� 7 '���� 5�!�� F! F!�# ��4 �^ '�����y���! 
��!��। ��� �����! C? �$�4 1��� '�&�@�� !���7 ���� 2����। 

  
*�?�� ��&�8 *'���Jv 7 *�� ���2��� �@���� �@!������ ���& F!�# ��d! W��f� @���। 

C78��� ��> #���! 2���� @��� *� �,3, ����� �)*�  ���( � �����! C? *G�K4� ��� ����� 
!�� @8 ��@�� *� ������ ��� *!��8 7 '�����! ��!�� '���f� @�8�:, ��� *!� C?>� ����� 
5�!�� �। ������ *��� �U�V @�� F!�# ������/! ��&��। F!5�7  �&��&� !�� @��� *� *2���� 
C>� *��@�o� ?8��@8� �� '�� �����! ���!� �� W��!�� ���? *'���J�v� ���7 W���f� 
��8�:। 

 
2�� ��29Z� C@�� ���� *� F_��� ��2L��! ��K8 F�� ‘‘��2L��! ������?’’ 

F_���� ������ @78� 9�(�। J�� !���� *@��� '"�� ���� *� *2���� F F�, ?8��@8� �� 
'�� �����! ���!� �� A������ �&�> !�� ���!"��� *'���J�v� ���� 7 A������ g@4 !��� 
����। 

F? ��d�!� ��, C78��� ���>� ���� C?>�1��� �5���� ����4� 9�Z��& *'���J�v� #�� 
W& F!�# �����! C? ����� ��m� '48 !���। F? �����! C? ������ ������� ����_��� 
�:���` 
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(�) *!��8 7 '�����! 92��-�1� >d। 
(�) 2���8 7 '�����! ���K����@�! �,3� ����� �����/� W��� C? '48�� A��� 

��।  
(�) �����! C? '����!� �� 7 �����! ��(����8 ?�&���� ������ ���। 
 
�!z C?>� ��&�� ���� G#�� � ����, *� 2& '�� �����! C? '����!� �� �@�� 

5�!��। ������/! W(���j� ����!��4� '�(V�8 *'���Jv 7 *�� ���2��� �@���� ���> ��A���� 
2& ��2 ���� ���!"�� *�� *�?�� ��!� *�MN:��। F? *�U�UT @�R- !�9�£� ������ 
���>� ��8� ����2 *��@�o� �� *�M���� 7 �� �� �7!� @�8�� �� F�� 2��8�� 9�����8 
?������ �7��� ��I�� ��@���।  

 
�c�c�c�c*� ��( *� ��( *� ��( *� ��( , , , , �,-��,-��,-��,-�    

C78��� ��> 28������ �����! �����@ �@!��� F!�# !18�! ���� ���8 F�� (¨g��� 
���!"�� 2�@�2 ‘‘F� �1, *��8�1’ F� (��(� �&�@� !�� *� ���G���! 9O���! '�8 �����- �� 
��~7 *'���Jv ��N��� ���> ��2L��! C���(� W�&�@� �����। *��� �c#�8 *'���J�v� ���> 
*�� ���2��� �@���� F!�# ��d! W��f� @���। *'���J�v� ���> �:�� ��N� 9���V��UT। *�� 
���2��� �@���� ���> �:�� ��8� 2H� ?����, �T!�� �����! C@��, !&��� ���� C��, 
2�� ��29�Z C@��, 2�� F, F?(, F�, !��H���� 7 J�� !���� *@���। 

 
*'���Jv *�� ���2��� �@���! �V1��� 2���� *� ����n��4 1��� A��� @"�X��� 9�Z��& 

*!� ���!�� ���>�1��� >U@�� @78�� ����  *� ��K�8 �!� ��2L��! *��� �&5 @� w!��& 
'���f� @78� F!�X '�8�2। ��@��? ��� *!� ���!��� �&����� ���>�1��� �o� @78�� 
!5� ����(� !��� ����। 

 
*'���J�v� 9���V��� �� '!�� !��� *�, *!� ������ ��� �����! C?�� �$�4  ������ 

���� !�� *2���� F,F�, ?8��@8� �� ���!"��� *'���J�v� ���� 7 A������ g@4 !���- *� 
�����#� *!� C?>� ����� 5�!�� �। *'���Jv *�� ���2� 7 ��N� �@!������ !��: �&��&� 
!��� *�, '"���� *G�K4��#� *�:� *!� C?>� ����� 5�!�� �!� �� C? ����K���� ���� 
���A� !���8 ��� @��। C78��� ��> ����� ���� ��5 � F!2 ������/! ����K��! (2�� F 
*! *¤�@�) *�� !��� 1�� ���। *'���J�v� 9���V��UT 7 *�� ���2��� �@!������ ���& ���� � 
C���(�� 2& ������� ���_��� >U@�� @���` 

 
 �. �����! C? '�&�@�� !�� @��। 
 �. *!��8 7 '�����! 92��-�1� >d�� �&�j� !��� @��। 
 �. ���  7 '�����! ���K�����@� @��� C? '48�� A���7 5�!�� @��।  

0.���  ���!"��� *1M�>���! W�j��� ����'�A��, W&�& '����� ����8 ���  ���!"��! 
W��!�� 
�8Q��� ���� @��। 

 ). F? �� �&�j�� ��"��8�� ���� �$�!  C�7 C���(� W��f� @��। 
 
F!5� 9��� !�� @��� *�, *� �����#� ���� F?�� �&�j�� ��"��8 !�� !�� !�� @��, *� 

�����# 2���8 ���K� !�U ! W������� � @78� �� X �����! C? ���i ����� @��। F#� C?>� 
'�8�2। *�� ���2��� �@�� F�� �o� @�� �। 
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*�?�� *'���J�v� �A *5�! 2��� !��� 9�Z��& F!�# *G�K4�� ��m� '´� !�� @���। 
'"���� �����# ���� F!�# �����! C?����� C!��� 2��� � !�� @8, F#� C78��� ���>� ���� 
�:���। C78��� ���>� F? ���� ����4� 9�Z��& *'���J�v� *G�K4�� ��m� '´� !�� @���। �� ��(� 
'�������� @��� A��� @"�X� �$�! � W&�& _Hy��4  ��K�8� ������� 2&7 ��m� *G�K4��#�! 
F!�# *�M��! ���� �@���� >4& !�� @�� ��� ���&" !�� @���। F? ���� F!�# *G�K4�� *!� 
C?>� ����� 5�!�� �!�, F? ��� ';�# C78��� ���>� ������/! ����K��� ���> C���(�� 
�� �� ��4 !�� @�� ��� �j� !�� @���। 

 
�� ���A� _Hy��4  C?>� �������(! ';�#� ���������A, ��m� *G�K4�� WX1� % '�� 

��K8_��� �:���` 
 

(�)   '�����! 92��-�1�� ���& *��� ��5 g@4 !���, *�?�� *5�! �,3, ����� �)*� 
���( � �����! C? *G�K4� ����� ��� >4& @��। 

(�)   *G�K4�� 2& '�8�2�8 �������� ��, �,3, ����� 0d� F�'��� Wj�8� ����/ C��� 
WX �� �!��� ���8� 2& ���!"��� ����/H�� >4& @��। 

(�)   *G�K4� 2��� @78�� W�&��@� ����  ��� *'���J�v� ��� W���f� 5�!��, WX� ��!��� 
���87 ���? *'���J�v� ��� W���f� 5�!��। 

(0)   *'���Jv @�� ���}� '����! '��। �,3� ����� �����/� ���> �����&��4  Wj�8� 
����/ C����� ��������@� C7��8 ��� *'���J�v� ��" A��� '�8�> !��� 7 
!� �& ��� !���। �,3�-F� ����/�! F��� ‘'�% ����/’ ¦�� 9��� !�� 
@�8�:। 

())   ���  7 ���� ���!"��� ��2L��! �����@ *5�! ���& ��:�? !�� F!�# *!��8 92��-
�1� >d !�� @��। 

(3)   '�% �����/� W��� 2���8 ���K��� ���8y���@, C? !�d���� C���� 9����� 2���8 
���K� !�U ! ����� @��। 

(-)   '�% �����/ ��S��V �U��8 �I���� 9����� ��" ��K�8 C? '48�� ���!�� A��� 
5�!�� *!��8 C? ���K��� @���। ��� F �&����� ���  ���!"��� *A�� �!:� �&��x� 
5�!��। F �$�!  �������� 7 �����  �j� !�� @��। �U��8 �I���� C? '48� *!��� 
���!�� A��� 7 *!��8 ��K8����@� ����!� C�:। 

(<)   '�% �����/� W��� '�����! ���K��� ���8y���@, C? !�d���� C����� W��� 
�� ��(� '�����! ���K� ���&>4 !�U ! ����� @�� 7 ��� ���  ���!"��� *A�� 2���8 
���K� !�U ! C? '48�� �&����� *� �&��x��� !5� 9��� !�� @�8�:, *�? W�����, 
*��� ��K�8 C? '48� 2���8 ���K��� 7�� �������� C���� !�� @�� *�? �� ��K�8 
C? '48�� W����% A��� 5�!�� ���  ���!"� '�����! ���K��� @���। 

(,)   *'���Jv '����� ��� ���v��� ������@� *����� ��^ ����� x�� '�����! >1 � ���% 
!���। *'���Jv ���� >1 ��� '�� ��V 5�!��, ������ �� X >14 � ��N� ��� �@�� 
5�!��। 
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(�c)  '��&! '���� >1 ��! ��N� !� �& ���� ��@��& !��� 2& F!�# 92�� �1� 5�!�� F�� 
���&-92�� F? 92�� �1�� '�� 5�!��। W��& '�����! ���K��� ���& �!��� 2���8 
���K��� ���& �!��� 2���8 ���K��� ���& ��� �� ��(� *!� �&�% :�m� !�9�!? 92�� 
���% !�� ���� �। 

(��)  *G�K4� '(���� - ���� ���& ��!� 7 ?��������� F!�# !�� Y�# !���# >d !�� @��। 
!���# Y�#� ���!"��� '��&! '����� 2& *��� ����K ����� '�8�2 ��8�: �� ���� 
!��� F�� F�� ���� ��� 2���8 ���K��� ���� !�� �����/� WX1� % !�� @��। 

(��)  9����% !���# Y�#�� �����#  ��78�� �� *'���Jv ���!"��� 2& F!�# ����/ ����� 
9�Z�& ��N� ����(��� 9���% ����� ��8 7 j�� 2���8 ���K��� W����� J�!��। 

(��)  *!� '����� >1 ��� ������# � ���&�� �!��� W& *!� 9���8 ��? *'���J�v� �� @�� 
*�, F� F!#� ����j���  9P� @�8�: *� *�? '����� ��!���! ���8 !�2 (����� ���R 
� *'���Jv F! *G�K4�� ���&�� ���µV '����� !�� �� �@� ��!���� �� �!��� *� *!� 
A��� ��2 g@4 !��� �����। 

 
F!? �� (�c*� ��( , �,-�) !�9�£� ������ ��> F�� 2��8�� 9����� *���� *�� ���2��� 

�@����  ��^ �U5! �U5! ��d�! ����� @। 
 

��*� ��( , �,-� 
*�� ���2��� �@�� 2�� ��2�Z��! ��^ ��8 *'���J�v� ��^ F! W�� ���� ��d�! ����� 

@। ��� 9��� !�� *�, *!��8 92�� �1� >�d� *@�! F#� ��� F� C� (� �। 9�Z�& 7 �%�& 
*���� F? �����  W�&X ��i�� ��4 । C78��� ��> ����� ��m� *G�K4�� C?>� ����� '��f�� 
2& ������/! ����K� C�� *� '��¶�� ���8�:�� ��7 !�� !�� !��� �&5  @। 

 
*'���J�v� C�/�4 ���!"�� ����� ���# � *(8���&� 2�� 2���I!�� C�� 1��¨� ��N� 

�@!������  ��^ ��8 ��!�8 F��। 
 

��*� ��( , �,-� 
���7 *�� ���2��� �@�� 1��¨�� ��^ C���-C���(�� 2& ����� @�� '!��&1��� W
�!U�� 

*G�K4� !�� ���7  *'���Jv ��N� ��^ F!�# *�M5 ��d! W�f��� 2& 918 *��� 9�� ��N� '1�� 
��#�। ��d! *��K *�� ���2���  �@���� W����� �,-� ������)*� ��(  2���8  ���K� W����� 
kH !��� *� C��� *'���Jv ���8�:�� �� ����� !�� @8। F#� ���&" @8 *�, '"���� *G�K4��! 
C?>� ��! *5�! ��� !��� 2& �,-� ����� � F�'�  2���8 ���K��� W����� J�!� *��� 
����। �!z C78��� ��> �� g@4 !���। 

 
F!? �� ��&�8 �������� *!��8 :�� ��g�� ���K� *G�K4� !�� *�, ���� ���!"�� ��*� 

��(  ������ *� ���!"� ���� ��� !�� @8 �� F��� ���  ���!"��� ‘'������ ����’ �@���� ����� 
@��। 

 
*'���Jv ��8� ����2 ��@o� �� *�M����, ����� �7!� @�8�i, �7��� ��I�� ��@���, �� 

C�Y� 78��� �� F�� ��� *>M� �· ���2���� ��^7 ����� @। ��� ��N����! F!#� ��2L��! 
���h���8 9��� @78�� *(V� !��� 2�& *�� ���2��� �@���� ��^ *��� !��� ���। 
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F���! �������� ��m� *G�K4��#� ���1S ��K8 ����(�� !�2�! �@2�� !��� 9�Z�& *G�K4��# 
��� ��¸? 2�� 2���I!�� C�� 1��¨� F�� 2�� ��2�Z��� @��� *�8� @8। ���!� 3#�8 2�� 
2���I!�� C�� 1��¨� ��N� �@!��� 2�� ��@��� C�� !�����, 2�� *2 F ��@�, J�� *������� @���, 
2�� @��I2 ���2��� F�� 2�� ��I ��2��! ��8 *'���J�v� ��@��&!������ ��^ ��A�i !��। 
������ '������� ����% ���%���@ *�� !��` 

 
(�)  �����! C? '�&�@���� �� 2���8 ���K��� W����� � 5�!�� '"���� *G�K4�� *�:�   
 *!� C?>� ��5  5�!�� �। ������ ��N�� '"�� !�� *�, @8 *G�K4��#�! 2���8 

���K��! ���8 W����� !���8 *8� *@�! �!��� *G�K4��# '!�� !�� *@�! �!z 2���8 
���K� !�U ! W������� @78�� �� �� !�� !�� !�� @��। W5�� ��!�-���! �&�j� �@����, 
2���8 ���K� !�U ! W������� C> �� X *G�K4��#�! '�8�2�8 C?>� ����� *�8�� 
2& '�� �����! C? '���! �@���� *'���J�v� A��� WA�� ���� *@�!। 

 
(�) ������ �� '!�� !�� *�, '�8�2�8 C?>� ����� :�m� F? *G�K4�� *!� ���&? 5�!�� 

�। F�� C78��� ��> F!��I�1��� 
����� *G�K4� !��� (�?�� F? *G�K4� ��� ��� 
F!�# C?>� ����7 @�� �। 

 
(�) W����K �� 2���8 ���K��� ��% W����� @�� �� C78��� ��> !�U ! *�����8�1��� 

����� ���&�>��f�� '�8��>� ����� Fm���� 9�Z�& ������ '������� '"�� !�� *�, 
*G�K4�� F? �&�j� 5�!�� @�� *�, C���� C����1��� *���� Y? W���� 2���8 ���K� 
���&��� *���� 1�> ����&� W����� :�m� *!� C? �!��� ����/ 2���8 ���K�� 
*�� !�� ���� �। 

 
(0) ��N�� �� !�� *�, �,3� ����� �����/� �U��8 ����!� ����� �� A��� *!�� 

����!��# �������� ���&? ������ 5�!� 9�(� F�� ����!�� '���# ��K8? ����� �� 
A��� 5�!� 9�(� 8। *�� �A�� ���� *� �� ��K8 *!��� �8/�4 5�!�� ��� �L�!& 
@�8�: *� �� ��K�8 ����� !��� A��� 5�!� 9�(� 8। 

 
()) '�����! >1 ���� ���&�>��f ���� ‘‘��^ �����  !�� 8’’ ��� *!�� ����� ‘‘������� 

W�����’’ ���% !��� @��। !���8 *A�� '�����! >1 � �2 ����(� W����� !�2 
!��� ����� F? ���  *� �����# ��8�: �� ������ !��� @�� *!� �� '�����y���! 
��!���� ���4�� ����¹�। 

 
(3) ������ 2��� (� *G�K4� 2��� !��� �� LFO-� �� ��� !� @��? F? �2����� 9�Z�& �:� 

LFO-*! �#�!�8 ���� @�� �!� �� 2��। 
 
(-) ������K, ������ �� !�� *�, '5�� F!! ���K� �@���� 2���8 ���K��� W����� 

W��f� @78� 9�(� F�� ��� Y�# !���# >�d� @78� 9�(�। 
 

��*� ��( , �,-�    
 
��*� ��(  ������ ���1S ��[ ������ F�� *�� ���2��� �@���� ���1�� �������� ���!� 

9m����@ F? ���� G#���� W&� �4 � !�� @�8�:। 
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*��� ��#� 0) ����#� ��8 *'���J�v� �@!����UT F�� C78��� ��> �#��� ���& F!�# ��d! 
W��f� @8। J�� !���� *@��� C78��� ���>� ��A ��N� ���� !�� F!�# ��m� *G�K4��� *�� 
!��। C78��� ��> #���! ��� @8 *�, ��� � 9�Q2� F�� ����j��� (���� ����'�A�� F�� 
������ 7 2���8 ���K��� W&�& ���� ��^ �����  !�� '�8�2 ����8 C�>� ��m� *G�K4����� 
�1�Q��? C���(�� Wg>�� @78� 9�(�। �!z  C78��� ��> #�� F !5� ���� W
�!�� !��। 
C78��� ��> #���! ��� @8 *�, ��N�� ?�R !��� ��� ��m��#�� C��� �!:� *��> !�� �!��� ���� 
������� '"�� !��� ����। �!z C78��� ��>  F !5�7 *�� *�। 

 
F? ����j�� C78��� ���>� ��m��# ���A� !�� *��� kH !�� @��� F�� ��&� 3#� �� X 

C���(� j�>� !�� @���। ����� F!�# ���& ��d! W��f� @��� F�� C78��� ���>� ��^ ��( 
��4 � ��K8���@ C���(� !�� @���` 

 
(�) C?>� ���&���!�� @�R *�, F? ���� *� *!��� *G�K4� �����! C? '�&�@���� C�> 

2���8 ���K� !�U ! W������� @78� 9�(�। 
 
(�) C78��� ���>� ��m�8 ��� @8 *�,F!�# '���� >1 ��� ��5 g@�4� ������? *�? '��� 

*5�! �����! C? 9�d ���� F�� *G�K4�� ������� �� - �� ��� @�� ���� ���!"� *5�! �����! 
C? 9�d ����। º�4 ����� @�� *�, >1 ��! ����" !�� ���� �। C78��� ��>�! ��� @8 *�, 
F�� '����! ���Ul�� *��� *��� F�� �����! C? ��� '�&�@�� !��� @8 ��@�� *� ������ �� 
'����� '�����! 92���� ��5 *�� *� ������ �����! C? '�&�@�� !��#�? �^� @��। 

 
(�) *���� Y? W���� 2���8 ���K� ���&��� �U5! �U5! !���# >d-��x�X *� ���4��# 

C�>� *G�K4�� �:� �� C78��� ���>� �� ��m�8 ������ !��  ��� @8, ‘‘�������� ��2& F�� 
���� ���!"��� ��2&���@ *5�! �� ��(� 2���8 ���K� ���&�� ��5 *�� F�� ‘‘��������’’ ��2& 
7 ���� ���!"��� ��2&����@� 2& ����/ ����� 9�Z�& ������! ��8 �U5! �U5! ������/! 
!�1� >d !�� @��।’’ C78��� ��> #���! ��� @8 *�, F� W5  @�R ���!"��� 2���8 
���K��! ����  ���!"��� 2���8 ���K� F�� ���  ���!"��� 2���8 ���K� F? Y? 2���8 
���K�� 1�> !�� F�� I��` �� ���RS��� F! ������/! I�� �� @�8 ��Nm��R। 

 
(0) C78��� ���>� �U�V C!K 4 !�� ��� @8 *�, 2���8 ���K� ���&��� *� ��5 *8�� !5� 

�:� ��N�� ��7 �����:। C? !�d���� C��� ��� W��� �� �( W��f� @8 F�� ��� W��� 
���K��� W����� J�!�� !5� ��� �� {� W��R�� ���q��1��� F!�# ��5 ���8 *�8� @�8�:। 
��5�# F?` 

 
‘‘C�� �� �X!��4 ��5 !��: (��, *G�K4� !��:) *�, C�� ���!"��� '�� ���&!��1��� ��B" 

7 W�>� 5�!��� F�� *��� !� �& �$���� 1�� C�� ��� ���R �� C? !�d���� C���, �,-c-
F� �������@ 7 F? C���� ��4 � ���K��� C?-!�� W����� F�� �� ��8? ���!"��� W���� 
��@�� !�&�4 7 ��U��� '�� �A& *��� ����, C��� ��� �Q� *��>&�� F�� ��B"��� ��^ ��� 
!����।” 
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C78��� ���>� ��m�� �- ()) W��R�� *� ��5 *�8� @8 �� F? ‘‘C�� �� �X`!��4 ��5 
(*G�K4�) !��: *� C�� C? ��� >�d� ���!"��� �����/� '�� ��B" 7 ���&!��1��� W�>� 
5�!���।’’ 

 
(1) *'���J�v� #�� C78��� ��> #���� ��^ ����� ��m�� F!�# ����� ����n! ��i��  

��8 C���(� !��। F? ����8 ��� @8 *�, ���K� ‘‘���!"� !�IJ����’’-F� 2& 
F!�# ����/ ���� !���। C78��� ��> #���! �V !�� ��� @8 *�, 
!�IJ������ ��� @�R 
��� ��� �1M� ��}����@� F!�# *2�# F�� F? 
!�IJ������ ���4� ‘C? !�d���� C���’ F�� C78��� ���>� ��2��? ‘‘3 �I�’’-
� ������� !��4, ‘‘C? !�d���� C���’’ F�� 3 �I� Y�#���? ����� V !�� ��� @�8�: 
*�, ���!"� F!�# *IJ���� '2��/ @��। 
 

(2) C78��� ���>� ��m�� �- (-) W��R�� ��� @8, ‘‘*'���J�v� !��: ����/ ����# 
*�� !�� @�� ��� �� W����� !��� F�� *��!� W�j�8 ����# *���� ������� �� 
- �� W��x�X @��? �� !�� @�� *� *'���Jv �� W����� !���:।’’ C78��� ��> 
#���� �U�V C!K 4 !�� ��� @8 *� F? �����# C? !�d���� C����� ����¹� F��  
F�� !�� LFO-*� *� )�# ������/! ������� !5� ��� @�8�: ��� ����¹� F!#� 
����/ ����� ����� *��� *���। 

 

C78��� ���>� ��m�� C�5 ! 7 W5 L��! ��! ���87 C���(� !�� @8। C����(� '�� 
��K8_��� @�R` 

(01) C78��� ��> ��m�8 �,3� ����� �����/� �U��8 ����!�� 0,�# ��K�8� ������  
���# ��K�8� �� �:�। F� W5  F? �:� *� ���  ���!"��� *A�� F? ���# ��K8? @�� 
*!��8 ��K8 F�� �����!� �� ��K8? @�� '�����! ��K8। 
 

(02) F� �! �U��8 ����!�� F? ���# ��K�8� �&�����7 C78��� ��> _Hy��4  
�������� '"�� !�� *�, C78��� ��> ��m�8 �U��8 ����!�� '5� {�� k�� *��� 
�:� ‘‘���!"��� '���A�’’। �,3� ����� �����/ F? ��K�8� W��� )�# 9�-
��K8 �:�। C78��� ��> #���! ��� @8 *� F? ��K�8� W��� ��8�: �����!, *M 7 
�������@�� !��������@, '���A�� ��^ ���µV ������@, W[ 9i���, 
!&�v��v F��!�����@� !�U y '1U��। 

 

(03) ������! ��K8��� �$�!  C78��� ���>� �&�j� �:�, ‘‘������! ���42& 7 ������! 
��@��& ��� ���8 ������! ��K8���।’’ F�A��7 C78��� ��> ��m�8 �,3� ����� 
�����/� -�# 9�-��K8 ��� *�8� @8। 

 

C78��� ��> #���! ��� @8 *� ��N�� ������! ��K8���� ��^ ������! ���42& 7 ��@���&� 
���!� �$!  �:S !�� ����� '!���& 1��� *G��K� ����! �����  !���:। C78��� ��> #�� 
������ C���� C���� ���42& '����� ��8��>�7 '"�� !��। 

 

C78��� ��> ��m�� �0 (�) W��R�� *!��8 ��K8����@� ����(� �:�। F�� �¡ _Hy��4  
�2�� ��� *�8� @�8�:�। ��� *�8� �2��_���� ���& �:�` 

 

(1) F�� *!��8 �����! ���1 � !��� �!��� *!��� !��2� ��^ ���µV (�!�����@ �� 
������@� *!� 9��� �:� �। 
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(�) �����  ���� !��"���� #�$���  % &'� (��$��� )�*� �+� �। (‘‘.'  
&��' .'�/ &0�/’’- .3 ��� 4��� 56��� ����(�7�� .3 � ���/� ��� ��� ��8��9�:;9)। 

 

(<) &���� =’#���� ���%'�� ����5 .�� =’#���� ���%'�� >�'-���09�, !@ 9���' 
>�' ���09��� &'� )�*� �+� �। 

 

.�� ��A�� !6���� ��B /�� ����� ���0�� �����9�� #�C� ('�� '��। 
 

'� �%�D� �E�'9 !6���� ��B ����� &'F '�G9' '� !����� &'� �%�D�3 �+� �। .� 
�' ����� �� � ����� )�*� '�� &'F�� ��A���:�5� ��H ���IJ ����K �����  %6 &'F 
'�G9' '� !����� &'�  �%�D� �+� �। !6���� ��B !��� =�/ ����6 &��B '���+��। ���� =�/ 
5�CL 

 

(1) (M�� '�� 5� &�, NOPQ-PN ����� ���A9' )R� '��9S�� �:�9 ���'M��� (�� &'�F� 
���T .�� (����� �E��� ���% &� �%��� ����+ &'F�' �� �:�; '��� 5��। ���6 
&'F �:�9 ���'M�� '� !��� '��� �। 
 

(2) !6���� ��B /�� !��� ��� &�, #@�9��'��� &���� ��� NOPN ����� <Q&�  ��� 
��3�� ��� ��5�� (�����:5 '�G9' ���9J ��'�� 5��� &'F�' #U9 ������5� ���6 
&�� &�� 5�� �। 

 

&(���>�V� /�� ��� &�, 
�'G� &W>���� ���� .3 &�, &'�F� ������X' ���K��:5 
�����  % ��/� (���  ��/�  '� ������ 7��� &'�F� 5��� U�'� )�4�।  

 

!6���� ��B ����� !��� ��� 5� &�, �:�9 ���'M���  % .'�/ 
�X &Y/ �%��' U�'�� 
.�� �������� (����' !3 ���A��� Z��� !3�� ��X;��� 5��। &W>���� &Y/ �%��'� 5��� ��� 
'�'[��� ���9J '�9�% ����� (M�� '�� 5�। .�� '�9�% 5�CL 

 

(1) /�'�� Z�����' ����� 5�� ������� '��। 
(2) �:�9 ���'M� &Y/ �%���'� #�����S�� &�/ 3��% '��। 
(3) /�\'��� .�� ���')���/ +������ �E�'9 �%�D� '�� .�� .[��� ��X; '��। 
(4) !@ 9���' #U9 ��S�@ (��$���:�5� ��H �E�'9� &7�� &W>���� &Y/ �%��' 

&�3 �� '�9�% ��� '��� �� �4��4� '�� 5�� U��'- .3 ���9 &�, �:�9 
���'M��� &Y/ �%���'� ���9��� ��H �H�� &���3 . �� '�9�% ��� '�� 5��। 

(5) !6���� ��B ����� #��C� N] .�� #��C� NP (N) .'�� ��^ '��� &��_� 
���C &� ��\�� O3 .�(� �B�� #U9�8 ��� =’����5� ���% �:�9 ���'M� &Y/ �%��' 
D���� (M�� '��। 

 

!6����!6����!6����!6����  ��B .3 (M���� &'� �'� ������ ����4� '��� ���  �+�� �। 
 

!6���� ���B� &`�A;�� NO]� ����� �����X� Na�/ #��C� ��� &���� (M�� �+�। 
#��C�[��� 5�C OO, NQ<, NQa, NQb, NQP, NQc, NN�, NN<, NNa, NNO, N�Q, N�N, N�� .�� 
N<N-.� � d� ����। .�� NO]� ����� �����X� #��C� d� ]P, ]c, PQ, cQ, cN, c�, ca,  
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aQ� 
c] .�� �O� ������ '�� 5� .�� &W>���� ��'���� 7��� !��� =�9� )�T��% OQ-' 

&U�' OQ-4 ��9@ �� '�'[��� #��C� &��B '�� 5�। 
N<N d� #��C��� � d� �����/� ����A [eK �+�। .�� .3 �%�D� �+� &� &'F�� !3 

���A� '�'[��� ����A &7�� (�����' ��A��6 !3 ��� '��� �����। .�� &7� 5�CL 
(') ��  ���'M��� #U9f��' 6 !�U9' �D��������5 ���'M��� ����g� ���R 5�� 

���।     
(�) ���'h� 6 ��i� ����� (��� । 
(B)  &� &'� �%����� ���'M��� ���0R #���� ���% ���� # 9�� (��� । 
 

.� �' )����j ‘‘'’’ &7��� &����6 ����� �� �����9 '��� !6���� ��B ��kJ 
#
�'G��  ��। 

  

&(���>�V� /�� )�*� '�� &� &`�A;�� )�T�% �+� .'�/ #@�9��'��� ����X �5���� 
'�  '��। !6���� ���B� �� ����3 .�� &�� &�� 5��। .� )��  �� �� �T� !5��  ���, 
��� 4�� ���C, ��3 ac `V�� ���% &`�A;� ('�� '��� 5��। ��� !��� ���, .3 ����� &��A 
&`�A;� ('�� '�� 5�� �� 5�� #�� ����d�। ��\�'  ���� 5� &�, !6���� ���B� (M����:�5� 
�%����� #%�% &W>����/� 3)��/� ���0R ���9���V��� ���� ��H �����9 56�� )�4�। �l�L 
&(���>V NOPN ����� �Q&� ��49 !6���� ��B &����� ��� &�, �� �� f��' &��� �f�'% 
#�%���%'। 

 

.'3 ��� �� !�=� '�3��� �� &(���>�V� ��H ��7�8 '��। �m%��  �� ����  ��5n� 
�� &�o����,  �� ����� �6'� 5���8,  �� ��W�� ��5���, �� !�=� 6���� �� .�� ��5 
!5�� :���6 &(���>�V� ��H &��� '��। ��\�� &�� ��� ��� �5���' ���j�� !�� �%����� 
��\��� �%U9��� 'U� &(���>V�' #��5� '�� .�� ��� &�, ��� (&�� ��� �) !6���� ���B� 
p���� &'� �����9 &�� ��� ����� �। 

 

.� !�B �'���� ���' &�� ��� ��� �5�� ��q &
C����'��� ��49���Y ���������� ���'� 
)�� .�� ���, ‘‘!����� ��r�� ���j 6 
������ ��r��।’’ 

 

�a&� ��49, NOPN 
 ��  ���W'�� !�� 0��s� &`�A;�� �U�U9�� .�� Z����� �%����� !���4��  �% !��� 

&(���>�V� ��H ��7�8 '��। .3 &`�A;�� ���%�� �����' !3 (�%�5�� .�� & ���� 3���5�� 
�� '�G9' &(���>�V� 7��� 6 '�9�% r5; '��� 'U� �+�। 

 

!6���� ���B� �5'����� �m%� +’/�� &(���>�V� /���� ��H !��� Z�^�' ����� 5। .3 
Z�^�'� ��  �� �� �T� !5�� �������'��� '��+ .' ���G���� ���, ‘‘Z�^�' !����� �� 
�j�% �� !��� ��3 ����+।’’ ��� !��� ���, ‘‘!����� ��' &U�' !� &'� Z�^�'� (���  
&3।’’ (�� ����’ t�'� �b&� ��49, NOPN)। 

 

�b&� ��49 , NOPN 
 

!6���� ��B ('��%0���  ���� ���� &�, ��\�� !� Z�^' #�$��� �%����� !r5� । ��\�� 
&� ���� &`�A;� &�� '�� ���� ���u�� &��_� ��� &�, &�� ��� ��� �5�� &'F �'��� ���'M� 
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&W>���� ��S�@ &'� ��v���M� �%����� )8��5� । .� #U9 5�C, .3 ���� &`�A;��/ 
&W>������ ������9 .'�/ '�W>������ Z��� '�� &'F�� '�G9' ������ '���, &�� ��� � ���� 
��49 &U�' &� (��wx� ��'�� 4����C�� .3 &`�A;� ���' !3B� Z���� (�� '��� .�� 
!3��� &'� Z���� +���3 &`�A;��/  ��� '�� ������X' �:%�� �G�J '���। 

 

&(���>V ��y�j 'U�� ��A��/� ���7����� ('�� '��L 
 

‘‘./� #�%@ ���u�� 5�� &B�+ &�, &�� ��� ��� �5�� .�� ��\� )���J��� .' ���'M��� 
�0�g�� &'� ���_���� !��� � ��� &'�S�� !��� '�+ &U�' .� .'/� &`�A;� ('�� '���� 
��� 4� �� '��9�L  ���� ���A��' =3�/ �GU' B;���A�� ���;� '���, &W>������ ������9 
.'�/ '�W>������  z ���� .�� �����' !3�� 7��� ������ '�� &��� .'/� #�� '��� 
�G�J '���। .3 ���'h�� ���%�� ���� �GU' ‘��������’ ��{ (��$� '��� &4���+�। �����|�%, 
��� #U93 5�C  ���� ���� &� #�U9 ���'M� Z��� '���+�� ��� ����� /��।’’ 

 

.3 ���� !6���� ��B '�G9' �]&� ��49 &0��� .'�/ ��q ���}�5 '��� ���'h�� 'U�  �� 
&B���। 
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�G��� #�%���G��� #�%���G��� #�%���G��� #�%��    
�:�9 ���'M� �X���:�9 ���'M� �X���:�9 ���'M� �X���:�9 ���'M� �X��    

    
�� f��' 'U����9� 6 !���-!���4�� ��H ��H !6���� ��B '�9��� ����� (l��6 ������ 

��U ��� ���C�। �� ���� ������X' �~�� &��� �%U9 5�� ����, ���' & �� '�� !��� '��3 �+� 
����� )�T�%। 

 
��9�4� �X��������� '���'o���� ��W�% &�� ��� ��� �5�� .�� ��\� ���� ��5� ������ 

�����। ���� &������' (��� �%�D��' ��4��, +����� �' )�g� � .�� ����� 6 &�����5�� 
��������� ��0�j '���  % !�v�� "e '���। ���0R �5�� ‘‘��r�� ���A�’’ B�� )^��� .�� 
'��� � (�H;��:5 �X���������� ��7� ������ ���;� 5���। &'F�� ��'���� '�94��� .�� 
��D�[���� ��e�� 0��� (��9 .�� !�v�� "e '�� 5���। �| �:�9 &U�'3 #U9�8 NOPQ ����� 
Na3 �>��d� t�'�� !6���� ��B ��U9' Z��' ‘‘�� ����’’ �� ��5� & �� !6���� ���B� 
&(���>�V� 'U� )�*� '�� ����+�� &�, ��� ('���%0���3 ��j 6 
��� �������� (��$�� 
�7����। 

 

.30��� ���CR������ !�v���� �� (l�� ��� &�� ��� ��� �5�� NOPN ����� N�� ��49 
&(���>V '�G9'  ���� ���A��� Z�^' �����'0��� D�B� &`�A;��' +���� �5���� �%�5�� '�� !�� 
'��� .' #�� '��� !�v��। .��� #�5�� 6 #�5���B !�v���� ��� !6���� ��B "e 
'���� .' �X���� �� K। 

 

N�� ��49, NOPN 
.' �������' ��n�� &�� ��� ��� �5�� t�'�� .' ��9̀ / !�� '���। ��\� ��9̀ / 

!���� �� ��3 !6���� ���B� 4���~��� �5��� ���0R .��'� ��/�� , #�������B .�� #%�% 
��9����4� '��9'���� &��� )^���। ���� ����;B�� ��3�W� ��� !S�; '�� �� #q�q ��/ '�� 
��। t�'� ������%����� 3'��� 5� 6  BR�U 5�� ��q �� B�� )^���- ����� '�  �+� �5�� 
+���� ��� #q�q, B��� .�� #U9 ��r5 '��। N�� ��49 ������� ���� t�'� 6 ����;B��� ��9� 
�5����' '��9'����� ����� 6 ���%� &��� &B���। 

 
��� ��49, NOPN 

������ &��'����� =�/ .�� �) ���'9�/ .'�/ #�q� &��'� ��/ '�� 5���। ����� #q�q��� 
����� t�'� ������%��� (�H�; ��� ��6�� 5�। !�B3 &���� .'�/ ‘‘[�� 4������ #���� 
&'F’’ &���� 5���+�, &��� &U�' ���� �� [�� &+���� !6��  &�� &����। ��M��  �� 
���'M�������� &I�B� ���� 5��� �v�', &��5�� >���, .�� ���^ ��� `��� &������। � R�5 .�0�%� 
6 ������ &��'������ '��'�/ &��'���/ 6 �%��� (��$�, ������� &5��/� .�� [��M� ����� 
5� !S�@ 5���। 4��� ����� )�� 3/��/�'� &+��� 5�। ����;B�� .'�/ ��/'� .�� t�'�� 
W��9�B/ .��'�� &���'��� !����' BG�5 ![ ����� &��� 5�। 

 
<�� ��49 &�� ��� ��� �5�� !� .'�/ �������' ��n� ���� (����%��� ��9̀ / ����� 

!��  ��। ��\� �������' ��n� 4��'���3 !6���� ��B ��U9' +���� t�'� ������%���� 
���'M���  ���� ���'�� #���� '�� .�� ������ &��। . �%����� &�� ��� ��� �5���� �G�J 
!'A9; '�� 5�� ���  ��� &� ‘‘ !��� &'� �@�% &3’’। ��� !��� & �� ���� ��� &�, 
&'F�� ��'���� ��e�� 
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��� .' #�5���B !�v�� "e '���। ��� !�6 &`�A;� '���+�� &�, P3 ���49� 
 �0�� ��� ��� '��9 ���'h� ('�� '���। 

 

3�����%3 �5����' '��9'��� �����3 U�'���। &���'��� !3 �7� (��$�[��� �5��� 
�%��' &B�����B !��g !�� �%U9 5���। ����� #������3 �%����' #��D� &�����5��' >�'� 
5��� .�� ���� '���W)  ��� '�� 5�। 

 
�%��'0��� .3 '���W) #��% '�� 5���+�। ���`��/ .'/� &�� 3)��/� )��  ��� 

!S��;� W�� ]   �5� 5�। &�����5� �� D��� &/���0� &Y��/�' .' ��7��  ��� 
'�� &U�' �7� '��� &4J� '�� �� .'  &��' �5� 5�। 

 

<<<<�� ��49�� ��49�� ��49�� ��49, , , , NOPNNOPNNOPNNOPN    
3�������, ��/���/��� .�� �������5 t�'�� '��'�/ .��'�� #�� '�� +���� ���� �e 

��7��  ��� 5��� b   &��' �5� .�� ]�   &��' !5� 5�। &���'+����%' &��'����/, 
�%��� (��$� .�� !����' BG�5 ![ ����� &�6�� 5�। .+��� �'+� �5������' ![� ������ 
���� 5�। � R�5 .�0�%��� )�� .'/� & ���� &Y�� 6 .'�/ `��� &��'� !S�; '�� 5�। #�q� 
&��'�[��� &U�' !�6 #q�q ��/ '�� 5�। &B�/� �����'  `�� ![6 ����� &��� 5���+�। 

  

3�����% (����� #%�% #���  ��� !S�;��' '��9'��� +���� ����+। ������ 
���^���\/� ��9�� ���� 5��  �� D��� &/���W� .��4� !S�; '��। &/���W� .��4��� 
�7���  ���' +�0H '���  % [�� +���� =  &��' �5� .�� O   !5� 5�। 

 

�'� Z0�� &U�' ��'���B��� .'/� D��� &� '���*�� U����� ���� ![ ����� &���� &4J� 
'�� 5�। 

 
��'����� '��+ &�o��B� &/���W� .��4�6 5����'������ 5��� 7��rM 5�। '���*� 

&/���W� .��4��' (����� #%�% #�� &U�' ���CR '�� &��� 5�। !��)��, ����/, 5��B� .�� 
������� �� .��4�[����'6 & �� '�� �m '�� &��� 5�। 

 

!6���� ���B� ���9� ���� t�'�� &��>6 .�� &/���0� �� .' ����������  ���� �H�� 
(4�� '��� "e '��। 

 

&�� ��� ��� �5�� ����������  B�;� #��'�� !����� ��� ���� (����%��� .' #�5���B 
!�v��� 4������ 'U� &`�A;� '��। 

 

aaaa^� ��49^� ��49^� ��49^� ��49, , , , NOPNNOPNNOPNNOPN    
    

 NOPN ����� <�� 6 a^� ��49 ����  4�r�� 6 ����� &B�����B +���� ���। 4�r�� !6���� 
���B� #��'9� !S�;'������ w��� ���4���� ��7��  �� Wireless colony .�� �5��� 
#%�% .��'� !S�; '�� ��UC� ��/��� , #�������B, 5�%� .�� �A9; '���+�। �W��� ��5 
'������ PQQ `�� ![ ����� ���� &���'�� #������ ��eA, &��� 6 ��"��� ������ ���� 5�। 
���� ������ ����� &4J� '���+��� ����� 5�%� �'��� [e����� !5� '�� 5�। <�� 6 a^� ���49 
����  ��@ �� 5���+� .�� ����� 0��0:�  &�5 ��� ��6��  ���, ���� +���6 <�’� &��� &��' 
5�%� 6 !5� 5�। 
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����� ���� 5�� !B� .'�/ &��' ��34�%� '�� ������� &/� &�� '�� 5�%� '�� 5���+�। 
������ &>���/ '������� #�W��  �� ���'M��� ���'�� #���� '�� .�� ������ &�� .�� 
.'/� 5������� ��7� '��।   

����� &/���W�  .��4� !S�; '�� �'+����%' '�94����' ��9�0��� 5�%� '�� 5�। 

t�'�� ����� 6 ������ &��> &U�' &���'+� ��/���� � ��� ��6�� ���। .'/� #�q� &��'� 
!S�; '�� #q�q ��� ��6�� 5�। 

bbbb3 ��493 ��493 ��493 ��49, , , , NOPNNOPNNOPNNOPN    

4�r�� &U�' 5�%� .�� ����`� ������ &���� ��� ��6�� ���। ����� �������� 6 &�o����� 
.��'�� P   &��'�' 5�������, �� .�� ��9� ���� 5�%� '�� 5�। ����� �G���5 ��-������ #�D�� 
��6�� ���। ���� �5�� ���^ 6 �v�' ���  �� .'�/  &5��/�� ![ ����� &��। 

(����� #0%@��� #%�% .��'� &U�' (�� ����  �� ��� &�, �%��' &B�����B +���� 
����+ 6 ���� (����� &������' (��� �%�D� �H� 5�� ����+। 

�:�9 6 ���� ���'M��� ��% &/�����B����B �m 5�� �B���+���, &/���W� 6 &/��r�� ��0��B� 
'�94����� ���9� r5; 6 &(�; �m '�� �:�9 ���'M��' ��5 9B8 &U�' ���CR '�� &W��। 

]]]]3 ��493 ��493 ��493 ��49, , , , NOPNNOPNNOPNNOPN    

NOPN ����� b 6 ]3 ���49� ���� �����*�5 ������ 5��� +���� �G�/� '�)��� 0�� t��' 
&'����� &�� &t�� ![ ������ &���� &4J� '��। �'� ��� ���� &�����5� &�o\+�� .�� [�� 
+��� #�D� !��g !�। 

t�'�� &'F�� '���B��  &0�H <aN   '���� ������ ���। ����� [�� &+���� W�� P   
'���� �5� 5�। N   ����� ��� 9V .�� ]   6��>9�� !5� 5�। ��� ����'��� '������ 
!6���� ��B )r�~� .�� +������ �5����B��� �����' &I�B� ���� ���� t�'�� ��M�[��� 
(��7; '��। 

!6���� ��B .�� �:�9 ���'M� +�����B� '�9��� .��> .�� #%�% ������' ���U9 ��r5 
'���  % ���� B��A;��B��[��� ��/ '�� "e '��। t�'�� ��'��� ���� B��A;�B�� &U�' �� 
������' ������' ��/ '�� &�� 5�। 

.3 .'3 )�T�% ����/�'' 3�Y�/)/6 !S�; '�� 5�। �� [�� &+��� 5�, �� [���� 
������ ���। '���*� 6 ������5 �:�9 ���'M��� �� (�� (�� �5� &U�' &���� �������;� ��� 
��6�� ���।  W�������� ‘��� F '��  &��� &'��’-. NQ/� ��3�W� .�� Nb �/ &���/ 4��� 5�। 

4�r��� ��/��� , #�������B 4���3 U��'। =�/� ���� .�� �'+����%�' '�\��`� &������ 5�।  
!��� &U�' #��'9�0��� [�� &+���� `/�6 &�� '��'  ��B�� `�/। 

�� ��5���  ��� �%�� ���/� #�W�� ![ ��B��� 5�। �����  ��� .�� ��{������� &I�B� 
���� ���� ��7�� ���+���:5 #�q� &��'�[��� ��/ '��� &4J� '��। &��'��� ����' [�� &+���� 
W�� N   �5� 6 P   !5� 5�। 
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PPPP3 ��493 ��493 ��493 ��49, , , , NOPNNOPNNOPNNOPN    

 

&�� ��� ��� �5�� .'�/ (��wx� ��'�� 4������ 'U� &`�A;� '�� .�� !�$��'0��� 
'��'�/ ���9�  ��� '��। #�5�� .�� #�5���B !�v�� 4����� �����  % ��� ���5�%��� .' 
'��9�:4� ('�� '��। (&�/� ��� ��49 "e 5���+���।) '��9�:�4� #@0:9j �+��� (N) '� � &�6�� 
!�v�� (�) ���� ‘‘����������’’ ��7� (��$���:5, ��'��� 6 !�� ��'��� #�W�[���, 5�3�'�/9 
.�� #%�% &'�/9 �m '�� &�6��। &��>6, &/���0� .�� ���������:5�' !6���� ���B� '�9�~� 
#����� ���9� &�6�� 5��� .�� .6  ���� 5��� &�, . ���9� #��% '��� �� '�� 5�� &� .3 
�'� (��$���:�5 '�9�� �������� �5����B�� '��+ �। �:�9 6 ���� ���'M��� ���% 
&/�����B����B �m '�� 5���। .' ���9�� ��� 5��� ‘‘&Y/ �%��' �� #% &'� �'+�� ���%�� �%��' 
���� ���'M�� /�'�-���� ��^��� ����� �।’’ !� .' ���9�� ����A '�� )�*� '�� 5��� &� 
(��%' 3)��, �5*�, U��, �5'��� .�� & ��� D��� !6���� ��B 3)��/� &�G�K .'/� '�� 
��r�� ���A� ��B^ '�� 5��। 

t�'�� &��>6 ���'M� 0��� ���% &���� ��7� '�� 5�। 

�5��� ���0R .��'� &U�' ��� ��6�� ��� &� !6���� ��B +������ & �� '��  ��, ��'!� 
.�� ��3�S���� ��� ���C। 

����� & ��� ���B��� ���'M�  ���� ���'� ������ &W�� 5�। 
    

cccc3 ��493 ��493 ��493 ��49, , , , NOPNNOPNNOPNNOPN    

 

t�'�� ����� ��3��� ����+ ����� '�+ &U�' & ��- ����M '�� !6���� ��B &
C������� 
#q�q 6 &B���[�� ��r5 '��� ��B���। �:�9 ���'M��� #%�% �5� &U�'6 #��� `/�� ��� 
��6�� ���। 

!6���� ��B ���� (���  ��� ���/� .�� )z�j ���+��� �%�D� '����  ������� .�� 
���'M�������� &I�B� �+��� ����� ����। 

�:�9 ���'M� !6���� ���B� & ���� &��S�/���  �� �� �T� !5�� ‘‘&�� ��� ��� �5���� 
���9��� '�'[�� �%��S� �%��%� 6 &`�A;� '���। .� ���% �+�  ‘‘&Y/ �%��' �� #% &'�0��� 
���������� ��3�� /�'� ��^��� ���� �।’’ 

    
OOOO3 ��493 ��493 ��493 ��49, , , , NOPNNOPNNOPNNOPN 

 

���������� ��3�� ���� ��E� � ���, &�  % !6���� ��B &
C������� .�� +���� t�'�� 
���0R #��� �*��� W�\�� ������। �*��� '��� # �5��� .�� &
C������� ����� �*�� '���� 
����� '�+ &U�' /�'� ���� .�� #%�% � ���� ���������� ��� 5MB� '����। 

������� ������5��/ .' )z�j  �� .'�/ &� U����� ��� #�' 7�� '��।  ���B� .�� 
�� f��' '���; &��� �'+� ������� 5���� .�� �����/ '��। �5��� ���0R .��'�� #��������� 
!6���� ��B '�9��� !S�;6 '���+���। 

�� ��5��� ��/ /�) 5�� .'/� ‘
����� ���'�’ )�g�� '�� 5�। 
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�� ‘&>�� &/��r�W’ ���'�� �������' &'��U ��'9-.� ��^��� .'�/ ����; NOPN ����� O3 
��49 )j ���'�� ('���� 5�। ��� ���, ‘���� ('�� &� &����� P3 ��49 ���� �� &�� ��� ��� 
�5�� (����' ���CR������� &�A (��@ .� &W���+�� �� t�'� �E:;90��� #�� '��� '��� 
�B�� ����+���।’ )j ���'�� !�6 ��� 5�, ‘!6���� ��B &�� &�� ��\� !�v���' ‘
����� 
!�v��’ ��� �� �����+��। ���  ���� ���A��� #������ �5����B�� '���  % .� �� ��9 
!���� '��, �� &(���>V ���� ��7 &�� �6�� ��� �+��� �। . ���'�� &�� ��� ��� �5���� 
!� .'�/ ���9���6 )�*� �+���। ���9��/ �+���- r��� r��� !6���� ��B &����� &�G�K ���j 
'���/ B^ '��।’’ 

 
NQNQNQNQ3 ��493 ��493 ��493 ��49, , , , NOPNNOPNNOPNNOPN    

!6���� ��B &`�A;� '���� &� ‘‘�%���'� �'��[���� '�  �m U�'��’’ .�� &�� ��� ��� 
�5���� ���9��� ��3�� �v� '�G9�7 &'��� �5����B�� '��� �। '���*�� 4� ��B�� &B�����B 6 
�X���� ��� ��6�� &B���। 

 
N�N�N�N�3 ��493 ��493 ��493 ��49, , , , NOPNNOPNNOPNNOPN    

 

NN3-N�3 ��49 ���� �������� & � &0�H �'+� '���� ������ ���। �[��� & � &0�H P   
'���� ������ ����� ���6 ��6�� ���। '���*�� <QQ '���� ������ ����� &4J� '��। ����� [�� 
4����। ������� [���� �   '���� �5� 6 Nc   '���� !5� 5�। 

‘���j �V’ .�� !�� �����' ��D�[�� (���� �%��'0��� +���� ���। ‘���j �V’ .� �7 
&U�' ‘��3���Y�3�>’ .�� 5��� &��� (4���� &B��� &B��� ���� '�� 5���। . ����3 )�T�% 
�+�  ���B� ���wA �G�J .�� �5����' '��9'���� )p����।  

b�/ �����' ���'� .'�/ �� &�� &���  % '���*� &U�' ����/ ��6��� ��U, ���;������� 
��q  �� '�G9' !S�@ 5�।  

 
N<3 ��49, NOPN 

t�'�� &�� &Y�� !6���� ��B &
C������� ������� &`��6 '�� ���� ’���'M���’ ����� 
��� #�0��j '�� & �� '����। '�'��3��� '��+ .' ��'��� #�W�� =3 &���� .��> ��7� '�� 
5�। W�� &� #�W�� ![ ��� ���।  

������ &>���/ '������� #�W�� ���'M�  ���� ���'��  ��B�� ���������� ���'� 
)�g�� '�� 5�। 

'���*�� !6���� ��B &���� =  '����� ���j�  % & � 0�H�� |��' &��। )�*��� '���� 
= �'  ���� ���'� ������ &W���  % ����� B�� &rW��� '�� 5�।  

 
Na3 ��49, NOPN 

 

&�� ��� ��� �5�� �:��9� �� ���9�[��� ����� '�� &� ’.��’ NOPN ����� Nb3 ��49 &U�' 
�� ���9� �d��� .' '��9S� &`�A;� '��। .� .'�/ ���9�� ��� 5� &�, &>���/ '����� .�� 
�5'��� 5��'�B; ����� �  �  '�9�% 6 ����K ���� 
 
 ��9���  !6��� ��B ��r�� ���A��� 
��H `�$ &��B����B ����� .�� �5����B�� '�� '�  '���।  
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!� .'�/ ���9�� ��� 5� &�, ’’'�Y� ��0�B ��� ����K ��� '�� ���� .�� &� �����; '� 
���9 '�� 5���+ �� �����  �� &��� 5�� ��� &�� '��� #���� &���। .3 )�T�% 3Y�9 �%���'� 
'��9���� �����/> .�� 3Y�9 ���'9/�3� �%��' �����/> (&���'��� �%��') . '�Y�� '����� 
w��� ���4���� ����A .'�)V ����� 5��। '�Y�� '�����B; !6���� ���B� ���_ ���_ ('���� 
���9� #����� .3 .'�)V[��� ���4��� '���। .30��� &� '� !��� 5�� &�[��� &'F�� 
��'���� .'�)�V  �� '�� 5�� �।  

 
Nb3 ��49, NOPN 

.' ��j ���G���� ’
��� ��������’ &'F�� +�� ��r�� ���A��� a   ���% 
�'�� '�� &�, 
‘B��� ��� �'+� =uG��'����� ���0R ����`� .�6 ��/��/ '��+ .�� ��r�� ���A��� ��� 
& �� ����M '�� /�'� !��� '��+।’ �'+� ���%' .��'� &U�' ��� !��+��� &�, t�'�� ���0R 
!6���� ��B �*��� W�\��  ���B� .�� �� f��' '���; &� �*��� 4����C ����  �����; 
��9����4� �%�5���� ��'��� ���;� 5���+।  

'���*�� .' ��q  �� &W�� .'�/ !��9 �W� 3)�/ &`��6 '�� !S�; 4����। 

NOPN ����� Nb3 ���49 ��-.� ������� ���� ��� 5�L !  '��  &��B &����  % &� 
�����' |'�� ! � 5���+, �� #��% '���  % &������' (���7� '�9���� #�����  ���� &�� 
��� ��� �5�� .'�/ ���G�� &�। &�� ��� ��� �5���� !6���� ��B �:�9 ���'M���  % �G5g� 

��g��� 4�। ��� (����� )�� '�G9K �G�0��� (���$� '��� )�T��% �������6 &��� ���9� 
 ��� '���+। .3 ���9�[���� #@0:9j .�'/ !��� 5�C &�, '� &'F�� ��'���' � ���� ��� 
��'���'3 ���� 5��।  

 
 

N]3 ��49, NOPN 

�� ��5��� ��/���� �5���  5�3p�� &U�' ������' }�% .�� .��> 4��� 5�।  

4sr��� !6���� ��B &
C����'�� .'�/ #q��q� &��'� ��/ '��।  

NOPN ����� N]3 ��49 ���� B��>9�� ���'�� ��������� ���/9 .�>�� ��^��� .' ������/9 
!6���� ���B� .'�/ ��r�� '���/� Z�^�'� �;9� &��� 5�, ���� (���� B�^� . ���;� #%�% 
'���/� ���� .3 '���/�6 !���4�� ��A� �+�L ����� ����4�� 3�����%3 
��� 5�� ��6�� 
�:�9��H #U9�8 ’���������’ ����� ����9� ���7� �' 5��। bc�/ r�� &U�' (�� � ���' &��' .3 
��r�� '���/�� .'��� 5���+। ���� (��� ����� &�����5�� &��'����� '��� (l� .�� .  % 
���� .� .'  r������� '��+ &��� ��C, ������%� ��� .'��� #��'��, &� �� '�� 0����� 
&�����5� ���09� &'��� .'  �%�� '��9���� �+���।  

�5v�M��� Z��' ���'� &Y/��%� (NOPN ����� N]3 ��49 ���%�) !6���� ���B� Na3 ��49 
������  ��� '�� ���9���:�5� ��� ���� ���, ’’��Y�� ��� ��� �5��, .�� ���9�  ��� '�� 
����+ &�, ��� ’��������’-.� ��X;0�� r5; '���+।’’ ���'� !���  ���, “&�� ��� ��� 
�5�� ����+, &(���>V !����� #���U 5��। t�'�� ��9��7'�� .� .3 #U9 ����+ &�, �:�9 
���'M� �� �' ���� ���'M� &U�' 
�X .'�/ .��'� ��� �� '��।’’ 
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NP NP NP NP 3 ��493 ��493 ��493 ��49, , , , NOPNNOPNNOPNNOPN    
    

N] 6 NP3 ���49� ��%��9� ���� t�'�� !� ������ .'�/ ��'��� #�W��� )�� =3�/ .��> 
&���� ��7� '�� 5�।  

t�'�� ����_� &'F�� ��'��� 5�3p���� )�� 5���� 4����� 5� .�� .��> 6 ������' }�% 
��/ '�� ��� ��6�� 5�।  

 
Nc 3 ��49, NOPN    

������ &�����5�� .'�/ ������ =  �����' '�94���� )�� .���>� &���� ��7� '�� 5�। 
 

NO 3 ��49, NOPN    

t�'�� .'�/ &��0� S������ )�� ������5 &U�' (�%���9'��� .'�/ �����' ���� )�� 
.'  �� #��'9� !S�; 4����। !S�;'����� #q�q�5 ]   &��'�' ��� ������ ���। 

������ �� �� &'�F� 7����� '�� �� �� �����5 �%�5� '�� &��� 5�। �����-���� 
���'� ���0R D�� (���m'�� !���� '�� 5�। ����� b3 ���49� 5�%�'�� &U�' &�\�4 ��6�� (�� 
<� &���'� )�� �� '�� 5���� 4������ |��' &��� 5�।  

������ +���� '���B� U��� �������� r��� N��/ ���� ������ &��। t�'� &U�' �� ��3� �:�� 
 ������� �� ��� &��0� S������ )�� .'�/ &� &��� (���m'��� �G�J '�� 5��  �� .�� 
&�����5�� &��'��� ���% &B���[�� ����� 5�। .��� &���� ��m% !3  ��� '�� 5�। Z�%�� 
&��/ .'���' ����� ���� ����� ��6��� �U '��� &4J� '���  �� ����� )�� [�� 4����। .�� 
��  Z�% �����'0���  �� 5�। Z�%�� �� � [�� 4����� =  &��' �5� .�� #% b   
!5� 5�।  ������� &4o��U�� )z�j  �� !��� Z�%��� )�� [�� �A9; '��� .'  Z�% 
�5� 5�। t�'�-������5 ���' !��� !��>  (���m'��� �G�J '�� 5�।  

 
�Q 6 �N&� ��49, NOPN 

������, �5v�M� &U�' ���7��� 5�� ����� �����; �5v�M�� #q�q &4�����U �����@� .���� 
!�� ��� ��� ��6�� ���। &4�����U !�� #q�q 4sr�� &U�' '���*� ��^��� 5� ���6 ��� 
��6�� ���। 

5�'�-.� �� W�� 3Y�9 ���0) �Q&� ��49 (NOPN ���) ���%�� �����+, '&(���>V 3���5�� �� 
�� ���� ���'M�� ��\� ����9� )�w�B� 'U� 0���+��, �� &�� ��� ��� �5�� ��� t�'�� 
������ !����� (������' ���, ’./�3 &�A �W�।’ &�� ��� ����� ���0� ���������� ���'� 
.�� ���0R (��' ���� ������ �+�। . 'U�� #U9 �' �� � ���� '��� ��� &�3 &I�B��/ ���� ��� 
 ��� ����, �� ��� 5� �� ���  ��� ���� )¢��; '���+- ’’ � 
��� �����, 
��� ����� 
��`9 ��� &5�'।’’ 

 
��&� ��49, NOPN 

��� ���� !6���� ���B� '�9��� &(���>V 3���5��� .'�/ '����g��'��5 .' )z�j ���+� 
&��। '����g��'��/� ���' ��� ����� �+�। �����/� '��'�/ 4� ��B�� �5v�M�� #q�q .� ���� 
5���+ ��� ��� ��6�� ���।  
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�<&� ��49, NOPN 

‘���'M� ������’ �� �����9 '�� ‘(������ ����’ '�� 5�। t�'� .�� �:�9 ���'M��� 
#%�% �5�� ���0R ��'��� 0��� 4:��� ���'M���  ���� ���'�� ������9 ‘����������’ �� 
���'� )��� &��� ���। ���j��V� !�� �����' ���5� .�� #���(�� �����' '�94������ ��49 
��Y .�� '�4'�6��  #��$� 5�। !6���� ���B� ���9� #����� t�'� &/���0� .3 �� ���'M�� 
���'� (��9 '���। ������ .�� #%�% '��'�/ .��'�� #�������� �� �������� ���'� )���� 
#
�'�� '��। ���'M�� ���'� )�g���� &4J� '��� .��  ��B�� ����� )�� 5���� 4����� 5�।  

&�� ��� ��� �5�� ��� ���0�� ��q ��49 ���Y ����� r5; '��। .���6 !�$��'0��� 
���������� ���'� )�g�� '�� 5�।  

���0R +���� ���� ���'M�� �%�������� #�5�; '�� .�� ���j�; ���� '��। ��q  �� 
t�'� �����v��� '��+ ��5B9��� ������� )�� 3/��/�'� ��7� '�� .�� ������' 5���� '��।  

�a&� ��49, NOPN    

������5� +�� .�� £��'��  B;�' �5����' '�� � )p�� ���� (����� ���0R  ��B�� 5��� 
&��� .�� ��3���Y�3� '�� (4���� ���� '�� "e '��। �:�9 ����� £��' !�v���� & �� '���/ 
¤ ���;� .'�/ (4���� ���� '��, ���� &��� �+�L 

“�:�9 ������  ���� ���j !�v�� .�B�� 4��+। .3 ������' ���' ���' +���� ��। 
&���(��' ��¥��  B;। 5������ ���� �। �¦ Z�%�' ���� �� .�� ������' ��:9� 'e। ��q 
(�������� ���%�� ��j .��'�[��� �7� 'e।’’ 

‘‘&������ �m�B;! 5���� '��+ &� #q ��� ��3 5��� ���� � .�� �S��� #rB�� �m 'e। 
&� ��  ��B� �S��� ��X�; &3, &���  ��B�� ��', &��� &�����B����B (0G�� ���CR '�� ��। 
`�� `�� 5�� &���� 6 �����/�0 &���� (Monoltov Cocktail) (l� ����। ��� !������' 
!����9; '��� 5� �'��� !��� �¦ '�G9' !S�@ 5�� ��� ��5�� !������' �j7�� (������ 
��r�� "e '��� 5��। 

‘‘�� �����, �:�9 ������  ���� ���j &'�� ��q ��r���� ���%��3 #� 9� 5�� ����, ��� 
 % ��`9 ���6 (���  5�� ����। '�� 3 &B���� ��� &'o�� +��� !��� �S��� (��5� '��� 
�7� 5��� �, &� &'��� �:��% ��j .��'�[��� �7� '���  % (l� U�'�। 

�:�9 ������ ��`9 ��r�� &�A ��9��� )��� 5��, ��� ./�3 &'�� "e। !������' �:�9� '��� 
 % �S�� #U9f��' #����� �G�J '��� ����। �:�9 ������  � #��%����। !��� ���'M�� 
)������� � ��� �+\�� &W����। 
��� �:�9 ����� � v����।’’ 

������ )g� Z�������� &B���5�/ &U�' #��������B� ��� ��6�� ���। ���^, ���' #%�% 
#q��q ���� c 5� �� &���'� .' )z�j  �� Z������ #�0���� ���� '�� &���'�� 
#��������� )�� !S� '���  % bQ�/ ������ ![ ���B�� &��। 

 
�b&� ��49, NOPN 

t�'�� 3�������� '�� , 3'��� 5� 6  BR�U 5�� �%��'0��� .��> &���� Z���� ��� ��6�� 
���। t�'� �5��� ��9� �%����'> .�� ���0R ��M�� (���m'�� �G�J '�� 5�। 
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���� /�3�� ���'�� �b&� ��49 NOPN ���%�� ('���� ��� ���/9-.� ��^��� .' ���9�� 
��� 5�, t�'� ������%��� ���^ ���0R ��¥������ �� +������' !����q �%�5���� &��� &��� "e 
'���+। �:�9 ���'M��� �| r��� .'�/ B;���5�� �:4� �5���� &
C����' ���5� B^ '�� 5���+। 
.3 B;���5�� 0��A%8 '�  5�� ���'M� &�����5�� &��'����� '��। 3�����%3 B� '��' ����5 
���0R �%����/�� &U�' 4��� '�� ������' }�% &U�' Z��� '�� &����� &���� 6 #%�% 5��� Z��� 
&���� �:�9���� �� ��� t�'�� (U������ ���� &���� ��6�� ���C। 

Z������� !������� ���0R r�� &U�' ��3�W�, B����v�', ��, &+��� (0G�� #�q ���� 
 ��� 4���/ �� Z������ #�0���� ���� '�� .�� D��� .��'� &'���5��/� )�� !S�; 4����। 
.�� ��  &��' �5� 6 NP (����)   !5� 5�। !5���� ���% =  ����/ !`��(�� .�� 
#% P   �v��'� [���� !`�� ���। ��'� '�  !5� 5� ���^���\/�� !`���। bQ�/ ����6 
������ &��� 5�। Z�%���5� [�� +���� ���% 5�। W�� ��  &��'  �� 5�। ��� !��' )z�j 
 �� Z������ '%�V���V� )�� !S�; 4����। ���� Z�%����' �7% '�� �v��'� [�� &+���। 
Z�%�� �� � [�� 4����� b   &��' !5� 5�।  

#�����' !��'  �� Z������-��� ��� ���' >�' ��0��B� .'�/ B���� )�� 5���� 
4����। ���� ¨�30�� .�� '�����' B��� &U�' &/� ����। '�����' `/�D��3 ���/�� 5�%� '�� 
5�, !� ¨�30���/ �����'0��� !5� 5�।  

4sr��� '%�V���V� �����' ���5�� &��'��� ������� .�� #q�q !�-&�� �m '���  % 
4sr�� �v� &U�' !r����B��� ��M�� #���% �%����'> �G�J '�� 5�। (�� ���' '��'�/ &�� 
� '�� 5� .�� ����5 4��4�� ��© �G�J�  % ��M�� )�� ��' 6 ���, ���4� ¨��, >�Y�� 6 
3/��/�'� &W�� ���� 5�।  

!6���� ���B� �%��' ��q (l�� !��' ��� .�B�� ���। &�� ��� ��� �5�� ����' '�9� 
6�����' ’��¥�� ���5�� #����'’ ���j '�� .�� ��� ������0��� &�� ��� ��� '�G9K���� 
U�'��। &�� ��� ��� �5�� (�j �����' '�94�������' �  ��7 ����'�0:j '���  % 
#���(�� &� � & ���� �� � .�� #���(�� &�W�/%�V '����� &�������' ����B '��। 
����'� ��$�0��� (;� '�� 5� .�� �� !6���� ���B� ��� �W��� ���� 5�। #%���' ����� 5��� 
#q &�6��� �%�D� '�� 5�। !� .  % t�'�, ����;B�, ���� .�� ������� #q &��'�[��� ��/ 
'�� 5� .�� �� ���}�5���� �%�5����  % �� �� �� �5�� �6 �� '�� 5�। .'��� t�'� ����� 
&Y��3 [��0��9 Nb 5� �� ��3�W�  �� '�� 5�। 

���0R 3��!� .�� 3��!� ��5LW�\��� ���% #�%����� �����/���� ��5���% &��B����B (��$� 
'�� 5� .�� .' 3)�/ &U�' ª� #% 3)��/ ���9� ��^��� 5�। �G5g� ���4�� ��� �W�� 
�+��� 4sr���� 3Y &�H� &�� ��V &�V���। 

���4��� '��9S� #�%@ ��$�0��� Z��� '�� 5� .�� .� �%�D� ���� 5� &�, t�'�� !6���� 
��B ��� �W�� &U�' ���9� ��6�� ���3 ��q ���}�5 "e 5�� ����। &��� �%�D� &�� 5� &�[��� 
5�CL 

(') !'�� �'��� ���}��U ���'M�� Z��%� !B� &��� '���  % 3��!� ���5� t�'� .�� 
4sr�� ��� '���। 
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(�) 3��!�, ����� .�� ��q �� �'����� ��5���% 3Y &�H� &�� ���V� #���J Z�%�� ���0R 
'%�V��V .�� W�\���� ��q Z�%��� ��:9� '���। 

(B) 3��!� �����@� �� [eK�:;9 `�\�/[��� ��� '��� .�� �� ��5�9�5���%�  �% &���� 
U�'��। 

(`) #���Y #q�q 6 &B�����e� ��r5 '�� 5�� �5v�M� &U�'। 

(�) !6���� ��B ���}�5� ���5� [eK�:;9 &'F[��� ��� .�� ���'M�� &�����5��' ���9�M 
'��� (U� ��9��� ��W�% ��0 '�� ���3 �5v�M�� Z�%�� ����� ��5���% .�B�� !���। 

 

"S��� �� ��� &0��� .3 ���}�5 "e 5�� ��� ��� ���9 '�� 5�। �b&� ��49 ��B� ���� 
!6���� ���B� ���'h� #����� ��q ���}�5 ��B^ .�� 
��� �������� ( ���X� #0�%«� 
��M����� '��� ��� '��' `V� !�B &(���>V ���'M� ��q ���5��' ����� '��  _�\���� ���� 
.�� ��'���� '�G9K ��L(��$� '��� !��  ��। &�����5� �8�� 5�� 6�^ .�� ���� 
�5v�M��� ��q #�(���'��� .�� 3Y &�H� &�� ��/, 3Y ���'M� ��3�W��, 3Y ���'M� ����� 
6 !�� �����' ���5�� ���}�5� &��'��� ���%�� !6���� ����� �:�9 ���'M� ����� ��q 
���'h� ��4�� '�� &��। ����9� '��' ����5�  ���% ���}�5���� �� .�� �5v�M�� 
#�(���'�������' ������ &����  % �5v�M� ���� ����@ ����� ���'M� &�����5��' 
&������ '�� 5�। .3 ���� &��� .��'� �����'0��� ���}�5� .�� �5v�M�� #�(���'������ 
��X�; !�� &���  ��B�� !6���� ���B� �X���� �� K �� ��5�� ��49 &U�' "e 5���+� �� 
#�%�5����� 4��� U��'। .� W�� .' �����6 &��� ��eA, ��5�� 6 ��"�  ���� 5�। �� +��� 
��������%' ��'��� 6 &���'��� 0�, ��h (��$� (0G�� ��J .�� ����5 6 &��B����B �%�D�� 
7������� 5�। 

!6���� ���B� �����  '�9� .�� 3��!� 6 6 3��!�-.� ���}�5��� �`���'� 0:��'� r5; 
'��।  !6���� ���B� ���CR��������� #"0 3C�� ���� ��������� '�� ����3 ����� 5�%�� ��'��� 
���;� 5�। #�;9�� ��9����4� '�  ��`�/� 5�। �[�� & ��� ��@�5���� .'�/ .��'�� Nb 
5� ����6 &��� &��'�' &`��6 '�� 5� .�� ������' �����'�h�0��� 5�%� '�� 5�। ��5������' 
)�H '�� ��M�� ��M�� `����� 5� .�� ���' ��� �  �@��� �j �� '��� ���% '�� 5�। 
4�r��� NQ 5� ����6 &��� &��'�' 5�%� '�� 5�। ���� B�� ���� �� � ��5�� 6 ��"�' .'�/ 
5�`�� ������ '�� ![ ���B�� &��� 5�। W�� ����  ��@ �� 5�� ���� ���। �������5 
���'���� .��'�� � 5� �� �������� .'�/ '�����' �E:;9 ��:9� '�� 5�। ��eA����' `� &U�' 
&/� &�� '�� [�� '�� ���� 5� .�� ��5����� ���� '�� &��\���� 5� 6 ������' �A9; '�� 5�। 
����� &���� 0�B &7��3 ������' 5�%� '�� 5�। ¤ ���;� ��9����4� 6 #����A' '��'�/ `/�� 
'U� ������ ��-���'�� ('���� 5�। ��� '��'�/� #������A ��4 )�G� '�� 5���L 

‘��9�� �:�9 ���'M�� ������ �7 �7 #��H��� ������ (�� ��5:��9 �:�9 6 ���� ���'M�� 
���%'�� )�g �� (���S��� 'U� #���� '��+ .�� !��'� '�� ���C &�, ��H����� .3 ����/ 
���%' ���%��`���� )�� (������ &��� )�T��% ����� )�� 4��6 5���+।’ 

 
'&Y/��%�’, ����*�, 

a^� .�(�, NOPN 
��/�� 5�� �5�J9 
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“&�� ��0��B� ��� &��� 5� �� 5� �� #�5�� ������ )w�l �:�9 ������  D���0��� ����� "e 
'�� ������' B� '��' ����5 �:�9 ���'M��� S�� �������� 5�%� '���+।’’ 

. ����5 &��� ��5��� ������ )w�l ����@ #��S� '�� �5v�M�� 4�� !�� ���� .3 5�%�� 
'U�  �����+। !  .'  �e; �G�/� &/'����� �5���� �5v�M� ���'M� ����@ #��S� '��। 
��� .3 5�%�'���� ��%�� ('�� '��।  

‘�� /�3��’ ��, ]3 .�(�, NOPN। 

‘B�'�� &'��'���� &� �G�/�  �5�  &��� '�� 5� ��� ������ �:�9 ���'M��� �v�B�� 
4sr��� �%��' �5�%� .�� #�������B 6 ��/���/� `/�� 'U�  �����+।’  

&�� �����> ��� ���'9 ��5��% ���'h�� .'  3������ ����+, (��� ������ 
#��%�A� 4sr�� �5�� B� ����5 &�����5�� &��' !��� !�B .'/�� =3 ���5 ��� �������� 
���� ���'M����� )�� 5�%��� 4����।  

’�9� 3�'�’ >�����/, >��5��, ]3 .�(�, NOPN। 

“�� 3��!� (3Y ���'M� ��3�W��) ���}�5 '���� �� ���� (U� &� '��  5��� ����� �� 
5�C ���0R �%���' #�������� )8��� '��।’’ 

“NQ &U�' Nb 5� �� &��' ��� B�^� 3��!�-.� ��'�� aQ   5�C ���� ���'M��। 
����� &���� 0�B3 #�W���।’’ 

“3��!�-.� &���'�� �5v�M��� ����@ �*��� �5� 5���������� '��+ ����@ ����� .' Be� 
B��� &��_�3 ��� ����� '��।’’  

“W�� 3Y�9 3'����' ���0)’’, 5�'�, �a&� .�(�, NOPN। �/ !3 .�   9।  

“�� �� (�%7��9�� '�+ &U�' &� ����; ��6�� &B�+ ���� ���;� '�� ��� &�, !6���� ��B 
�� 7���� #���$� 5�� ���C, �� �'+� �'+� ������ ��5������ `����� ��/ '�� .�� ������' 
5�%� '��।’’  

‘�)3�'9 /�3��’, �)3�'9 NQ3 &�, NOPN (�%��'� >�¬) ��)) 

“D��� .'�/ �%���'� 3)������ �%�� �� ���, #�%@ &�o0��B%� ��A� &� &�����5�� ��� 
���� )��D���  % (���/ 3)������  ���� !�+, � 5�� . '��5� ����  % !�� &�\�4 U�'��� 
�।’’  

‘�)3�'9 /�3��’, �)3�'9 NN3 &�, NOPN (�%��'� ��)) 

“.� (��; ��6�� &B�+ &�, )z�j  �� #��������� )�� !S�; 4����� ������' 5�%� 
'�� .�� ����� `����� ������ &��। .�� #��������� #��'���3 NOaP ���� &�� ��0��B� ��� 
�5v�M� &U�' ���'M�� !��। (�%7��9��� &�� 5� �� ����� 6 .��� ��"� ���e; '��5�� 'U� 
)�*� '��। �������5� )g������ .'�/ ��� �� !£� ��� ��6��� ��� ���CR������ ��� 
��j'G� ��q &���'�� ����� 
��� 6 ������� 5�%� '��। ’’  

’����� &>3�� �) ’, '��d� Nb3 &�, NOPN (���� '���/%��) 
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“B�'�� .3 [eK�:;9 �v� B���� �W�'��� �������'�� ����+, &B���[��� W�� �%��' 
7�7�� 5���+ .�� ���}�5��� &� &������' &��'�' ����� ���%�� 5�%� '���+ ��� (��; ��6�� 
&B�+। ’’ 

“�������'�� 3k�5�� �������� .'  (0������ �%�j� ����'���� ��/'�� .'�/ ����/ 
'�� &���� ��, &���� Nb�   #������ ��5�� 6 ��"�' .'����B ����5� '�� 5���+। 
���CR������ ���}�5��� ������' B� ���� '������ �4g����� &'�F 5�%� '��। ’’ 

“����/ _�\_�� .3 ��� '�7� &��_�� .��� �j����  ���-'��� 6 ��¢���� &��� +���� 
!�+। ����K��� �5� ���, 4sr��� 5� �� 5� �� ���� ���'M�� .�� NOaP ��� &U�' �:�9 
���'M�� !B� �5v�M�� ����������' �b&� ��49 #U9�8 &��� ���� ���'M� &U�' �:�9 
���'M��' ���CR '��� !�v�� "e 5� &��� &U�' NN3 .�(� &�����5� '�G9' �5� ���9�� 
'��� �� ��9@ ��3'���0��� 5�%� '�� 5�। ’’ 

“D��� ����v� �������'��� .'�/ #���� 0� &����। ����  ���, �������� .��� ���� 
���'M��� ���> �� � ��^��' ������ &����+।’’ 

‘6�����/ &��Y’, 6�����/, N�3 &�, NOPN 

‘(.%���������/> &(� �����/9) 

 

‘�v� �5� 4sr��� .'�/ ��/'��� �4g����� ���� �j ������ &���� ����� .�� ���:� 
&���� ��6�� ���। �������� .��� cQ   ��5�� 6 ��"�' 5�%� '��। )r 
����'��� )z���� 
�������� �'+����%' ���� ���'M���' �� '��।’’ 

������ &������' &��' .�� ���j Z�%�� �5v�M��� ��5�� �� % &U�' !B� &��5�� ���� 
��3'��� 5��� 5�%� '�� "e '�� .�� �� �� 6 #%�% .��'�� �%��'0��� +��� ����, [�� 4��� 
.�� ![ ��B��� (0G�� �5����' '�  4���� !� ��� �A9; 6 ��/���  '��।  
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4��U9 #�%�� 
�5v�M��� 0:��'� 

�:�9 ���'M��� ��{������� �%��j��� ��H �5v�M�� &��B�� ��� (�%7 ���4� ��6�� &B��� 
NO]P-&� �� !B����� A��X )�`��/� 5���। '��'  ��7� ��7% ���� &� &�� ��� ��� 
�5�� .3 A���X� ���B  ��� �+�� NO]a-� &��d� &U�'3 �� &���� #���J #�� &U�' �:�9 
���'M��' �GU' '��� )�T��% .'�/ ��¥�� ��D� B�^� 5���+���। !B���� A���X� 
'�9���'h�� (�� ��A� �+��� �����' 3)�/[���� #q�B��[��� ��� '�� &�[����' #4� '�� 
&�6��। ���'h� '�� 5���+� &� . '�  '�� 5�� '����� '����� .�� ���� &��'���%� '� ��� 
!S�; '�� 5�� #��'9�0���। .3 )�T�% �����  % A��X'������ (�������� ��H �5v�M��� 
(�������� .' Z�^�'� �%�D� '�� 5�। �5v�M��� #q�q �����5 '��� 'U� �+��� NO]P ����� 
N�3  ���3 ������ �5v�M��� !B����� .3 Z�^' #��$� 5�। 

NO]P-� �>��d�� A��X'������ &rW��� '�� 5�। ����� .'  ('�� '�� &�, �5vM� �:�9 
���'M�� ��q ��¥� B�� &�����  % #q 6 #U9 ��5���%� (��®�� �����+। �� +���6 �5v�M� 
����+ &� �5v�M� ��'�� ‘4:��@ ���’ �:�9 6 ���� ���'M��� ���% &��B����B'��� !'���U 6 
���}�U �m '�� &W���। 

�5v�M� .3 ���'h� '��9'�� '���� NOPN ����� &W¯���� ����। �5v�M� ���� ��3�� 
.'�/ W'�� &����� ������ B�� & �� '�� �����9 '�� ���' ���5��� ��� ��6�� 5���। B�� 
�����9'����� ��� �����/ °�� '�� &W����। .3 `/��' +���� �5���� #��d '�� �5v�M� 
��'�� ��� .��'�� )�� ���� ���'M�� &������' ������ 4��4� �m '�� ���। .�� =3 &���� 
���% )�g �� �G�J 5���। 

���IJ ������ ������� ����g� 6 �5v�M� ����� !" (�%���9�� ����� ������  % 
���'M� ��'�� ��� �� �%�D� r5; '���। ����� `/��/ ��@ '�� &����  % .'�/ ��@ 
'��� ����B '�� 5���। ��@ '����� ������/9 )�`��/� 5��� &�, . `/��/ �5v�M�� .� V�� 
3C� '��3 `�/���+। .� &�+� )�T�% �+� �5v�M�� ������ )�� ���� �:�9 6 ���� ���'M��� 
���% ���� 4��4� �m '���  % .'/� +���� &�� '�� .�� ���M��� =3 #���� ���% #������ 6 
)�g � !�6 ������ &����। .  % ���� .' ����� #��7�� �+��� �� �+��� ��'M��� 
�� f��' 6 ������X' !���4�� ��'/'��। 

‘B��>9��’ ���'�� NPN ����� �a&� &W¯����� ���%�� ('���� 5���L ‘��� (��� �) &(���>V 
3���5�� �� 6 ��� & ������� ���+L  �����; !���' 0��������, ������ !���' k�9 '��� 
�। ��� . 'U� ���+, '��; ���  �� &�, �:�9 ���'M�� &(���>V 3���5�� ���� Z�% .��� 
'� &�, ���� �� �'��� �'+� '��� ��5� ���� �। !� &��5�� �5v�M��� 6�� ���� ���� 4��4� 
�m, '�� 3 Z�% ���%� ������6 #���। 

���'M��� #0%@��; �%����� �5v�M��� 5M�7��� '��; �|। !� .3 ���%�� �:� ��5� 
����+ #��� 3��5���। �5v�M� ���'M��� ���%�� �:� '��; 5�C .3 &� �5v�M� '��� 
���'M��� (��$��' ���% ���% &�� &��। .��' �*00�3 �%��/��� 5��� ��A9D��� ����K��� 
&����6 !�� &��A; '��� &�, �5v� ���G0:��e�� 0��� ����� ��j 5��। .3 !�� 4����U9 '��� 
)�T��% �5v�M� 
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���'M��' 7��rM '���  % &4J�� &'��� ¦�/ '���। &� 5^�8 ���'M���  ���� ���� 
(��5 �m '�� ����� ���'M��� #U9����' �%�5� '���  % ��� ��� �������' `�+��� '�� 
���'M�� &^�� ����� । &�  ��B� ��� '�� ���� .3 # �5�� &����� &� ��� #�������� �5v� 
!��� '�±�� ��� '��� &�+� &� # �5�� &������ &� ��� ���'�9� �5v�। NO]b ���� &� ���� 
���'M��� !@ 9���' ������ ������ !S�; 4����� ���'M��' !`�� 5����। W���²� ��\� 
��9��;� ����� K���i� '�� &� �:�9 ���'M��� � &'��/ <Q ��� &���'�  ������ .�� ���� &���� 
#U9����' ������R '�� ������। .� �:�9 ���'M��� °����' '��9'����� ��%�� &� !��� 
���'M��� ��5���' 7�³ '��� 4��।  

NOPN ����� &W¯���� ����� &��A� ���' �5v�M�� &����5�� .'/� )�*����B% #���' 
������H &������ '�� 5���। !����G�J�� )�T�% �+� ��9�4�� ��� #0%@��; ����g� �7� 
'��। ��9�4 &�A 5�� ��6��� �� Z�% ����D�� 
�0���' #�D�� �W���� !�� ������9 NOPN 
����� ��49 ����� &�A���9 #����j Z�% ������ '�� 5��� �:�9 ���'M� �����@। .��� ��5���%� 
 % ����B '�� 5��� ��)�V ���B>, �%�����/ ���B>,  H� &����e ���� .�� ���� ����5 
3)�/।  

��H ��H �:�9 ���'M��� ��{���������� ��5���%�  �% �5v�M� &����5�� �| Z�%�' ���0R 
��' &U�' �:�9 ���'M��� �����@� !�6 '�+�'��+ ��� ��6�� 5���। & /  H� ���� .�� ����5 
����6 ����@ .��'�� ���0R ���� &7�� ��� ��6�� 5��� ।  

���� ������ ��\4 �>�0��� 6�� Z�% ������ +���6 ����@�7� ���5�� '��'�/ #����j 
�%��/����6 &������ '�� 5���। .� !�B3 '��'�/ �%��/���� �:�9 ���'M� �����@ &������ 
'�� 5���+�। .3 0��� �:�9 ���'M� �����@ �����J 5��� (�� �\�4��/ �5v�M�� �%��/����। .3�� 
�%��/���� ���� ���}�5� 6 ���CR��������� ��5���%�  % �:�9 ���'M�� t�'�� ���� &�  % 
B.S.F .� (�>9�� ���')���/ &W��9) �4´ ����� &W�� 5���।  �� .�� #%�% ����5�� �� ���� 
&�6�� 5���। ��*� &U�' ��������B !��� B.S.F Z�% !��� 5��� �� B.S.F &'��9 ����� '�� 
&��� 5���, ����� ��0��B +��/ �m '�� &�6�� 5���।  

 

�5v�M�� .��'�� 6�� ���� ���'M�� ���� 4��4� �m '��6 �5v�M� 7�@ 5��� �। &� �:�9 
���'M��� ���} ��U6 ���� �G�J '��� 4�3���। NOPN ����� .�(� ����� =3 ������ �5v�M�� 
&o`�\�/ &����'�� PQ ��3� ����� ���  �5�  The ocean Endurance ��' .'�/ ���'M�� 
�6��B��  �5� �' 5��� '����। 5����� &U�' �7� ��6���  %  �5� �/�' '��4� �W��� 5���। 
�� �� �� �5v�M�� ��� �5�  !� .'�/ ���'M��  �5��  5��� '����। .�/ �+� ��W��� 
!��।  �5� �/ 5� ���� ��� 4sr�� ���C�। �5v�M��� ��7; �����@ '��9�� !'�� &7�;�q 
��7�'��� .'�/ �� 3)�/ #���� 4����� �B�� )�':� &U�' N�< ��3� �:� ��9@ &7�;�q 
+���� U��' । .30�� ���� ���'M�� &������' �����' !�6 ��7; ��' ���� &��� ���% '��।  

�5v�M�� ��������5�6 .� �� �%�D� r5; '��� U��', �� &U�' kJ 5�� 6�^ &� ���� .'�/ 
����% ����� (l�� 4����� ���C। �:�9 ���'M��� �:�9 �����@ ��'���  H����� 6 #����j ����5 
���� &������ '�� 5��� �:�9 ���'M��� ���� 6 )g� ����@���� `�\�/[����� (l�� !�6 
& ����� '�� 5���। ��H����B�� ���'M��  �5� [���� 4��4� ��9��7; '���  % &'��'���� 
'��+ �%���'���� '��'�/ ��9��7; ���� &������ '�� 5���। �:�9 ���'M��� ����@ .��'�  ��� 
�%��'0��� W�/� r5�;� '�  4����� 5�। 

�5v�M�� ����@ ���5�� &���'�� D���U �:�9 ���'M��� t�'�� "e '���� .�� .3 )�T�% 
&��B����B 6 ����5 �%�D�� ����9%�� '�� 5���। �5v�M� ���CR��������� '��+ &B��� #q�q 
��^��� ��B���। .� �|���%�' ��3�W� 5MB� '�� 5�, ���� �5v�M�� ��3�W� W%���� 3������� 
+�� ����+। &B�����e�� ��6�� &B�+ �5v�M��� �W�'� W%����� +��।  
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./� (���;� 5���+ &�, �5v�M��� ����@ �7����5�� P], cN, c<, NQN, NQ< 6 NQa d� 
�%��/�����' NOPN ����� ��49 ����� &��A� ��' &U�' �:�9 ���'M�� '��  ��B��� 5���+���। 
����9� �U% &U�' (���;� 5���+ &�, .+��� !�6 =�/ �%��/����' '��  ��B��� 5���+���। P< 
d� B.S.F �%��/�����' '�4��5���� &�����B� .��'��, PP d� B.S.F �%��/�����' 
��� ����� �������� .�� Nc d� B.S.F �%��/�����' ������� ���� �B�\6 ���j '�� 
5���+�। �5v�M� &�����5�� ����� '������� ���'��9 ���4��� '����। .��� ���% .'  �+� 
]N d� ��)�V ���B�>� '�����। �µ�� .3 ���B>�/�' �:�9 ���'M��� �������/� �b ��3� 
)g�-�:��9 �>��B���� &������ '�� 5���+।  

�5v�M�� #�(��� "e 56��� ����9� ���5[����� ���'M� &�����5� �| �����; �5v�M�� 
#q�q 5MB� '���+। 6���B� .��'�� &�����5� .'�/ &B�� �� &����+। ���/ ‘0��� #q�q 
�����5’ �E�'9 �����@� 6���� �5v�M�� .� �V� ��H !���4� Z�^�'� ��A�� �����। &��' 
!6���� ���B� .'  &��।  

�:�9 ���'M� ��'�/� .�'���� &B��� &U�'3 &� �5v�M� .� ��H  ��� �+�, ��� (��; .� 
�5v�M� 6 #%�% ������ �U% ���%��� �������� ����� &U�' ��6�� ���C। .'  �5v�M�� 
�������' NNOPN ����� ��49 ���� �O ������ &'��'��� &U�' &(��� .' ������/9 ��� &�, 
���}�5��� (�U�'�U� ���j���5�) �5v�M��� ��H &��B�:� D�� '���+���। &��d3� 3���� .��(� 
('���� ���� �������' '��J��� &�� ��� ��� �5���� ���j���5�� '������� )�G�� �����+। 
'����� ��� �� ('�� '��� 4���। '����� ����+, ����� ����@��9� '��J��� ������ Z�%��� 
=�/ 3)�/ �5� 56��� �� #U�� '��J�� &U�' ����� #�����;� �� '����� ��H ��H &'��'���� 
&/���W� '��। &� (U�� 'U� ��� ��L # � ���� 9�� ��H &�3 ����5�3 &��A� ���' ��� ���� 
������ �� ���% ) �� 56��� 'U�। .��� '����� '��'  ��������'� ��H 'U� ���।  

‘��������’-.� (�� ��U9  ���� �5v�M��� '��'�/ (�����' ���A�� ��'���0��� (M�� 
r5; '�� 5���। .3 (���[���� ���% ����+ ��������, ����H, !���, &'����, �� D�, )g� 
(���, [ ��/ 6 ������। ���� ������ &>���/ ���% ) �� ����, ���6 &'F�� ��'�� .��� 
���������� (�� 
�'G��  ���� �'� ���� ������ !��� ���������� (�� .� &U�'3 
�'G�� 
 ���C।  

.���' �:�9 ���'M� ����D�� �E�'9 �5v�M�� (�� ) �� �� 3 .'�/ (M�� )�D�� 
'���। NOPN ����� <Q &� ��49 ������ �5v�M�� ���9����V� )0� ���A��3 (M���/ BG5�� 5���। 
.3 (M��� ‘�:�9 ������  B�;� (�� B0�� �5��0:�� 6 ��5�� ('�� '�� 5� .�� ����� 
(���CR���������) !��� &�6�� 5� &�, ‘�5v�M���  B; ����� ��r�� ��9�@L'��; �5��0:�� 
 ���� 6 ��U9 &��B���’।  

�5v�M��� ���9����V BG5�� ‘��������’ �E�'9� (M���/ �jG�� (��H #� 3���� '��r� '�G9' 
‘��9�n��S�� BG5��’ 5�। .3 (M�� �E�'9 �jG�� (��H #� 3���� '��r� '���/�  
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���� ����� 3)��/� & ���� &��S/��� ��L &', &', "'�� ���� ‘&�� ��� ��� �5�� &� 
��� '��+ &�/� �5v�M���3 ���।’ 

�5v�M�� (�� ) �� &�� ��� ��� �5���� ��5���%�  % �5��� ��r�5� !���  ���� 
�5v�M��� ��9� ��'��� ��U9��J '���/ B�^� 5���। �:�9 ���'M��� ���CR��������� ��5���%�  % 
���� 4�\�� ����� "e '����। ��5�� (����� ���% ) �� '��9�� ^�'�� &`�A;� '��� &�, ��� ��'�� 
.3 �5���� �b ��� /�'� �� '���। ���% ) �� ^�'���� )�G�� ���� &��d�3 ‘3���� &�’ ���'�� 
NOPN ����� ]3 .�(��� ���%�� .'�/ ��� ('���� 5�। .3 ��� #����� ‘‘���������� 
���j���5�� (�� #q�q �����5�5 ��� ��9('�� ��5��%���� �G� ��'�h� 'U� ^�'�� �5��� 
����� �G���� ��H )�*� '��। ��� !��� ���, ���;�� ��3 &5�' � &', ���������� (�� 
#q�q ������5� �%����� !�� #/�। ’’ 

&�� ��� ��� ���j���5��  % #q�q S� .�� �:�9 ���'M�� ��q #�(���'��� ��^����  % 
.3 �� #U9 ��r5 '�� 5���।  

.�(� ����� b ������ �������'�� �5v�M�� (�� ) ���' (¶ '���+�� &� .�� #q�q �:�9 
���'M�� ��^����  % &'��� �%�D� '�� 5���+ �' �। .�  ���� ��� ����+�� : ‘‘��� . 
�%����� ('��%0��� �'+� ���� ���� �। '��; ./� .'/� ���3 [eK�:;9 ��A�। &Y/��%� .�� 
#%�% '��'�/ �5v�M�� �������� . ��� ('���� 5���+���।  

�:�9 ���'M��� &B�����B �G�J�  % �5v�M�� .��� ���}�5���� ���j '�� ���C .�� ����� 
&��� ���� 4���+। �� /�3�� .� .'  (����� �%�jB�0��� .3 ���� .'�/ ��S��/� &�V�� 
�����9 '���+। 

NOPN ����� Nc 3  � ������ &(��� .' ���� ��� ��� &�, ��7� &'�F� #�W��� 3 4� 9 
���� '�� &� �U�'�U� ‘��������’ ���5�� ��[��� &��� &'�F3 ���������� &'�U�6 #��D�। 
�'� �� /�3��-.� (����� ��  ��� 4� &�, ./� .'/� �����' &B���� �U%। �� /�3�� 
.� (����� !�6  ��, �5v�M��� ������H� #0%@�� .�'��� (�� �’���' &'F ����+। 
��� !�6 ��� &�, ��S��/� &�V��[���� .� ��  ��B�� #��D�, &�[��� ��3�� &U�' &���� 
�� 5� &� .[��� )w�l��� &�� ��� #�W�। �� /�3��-.� (����� ��� #����� ����� 
��S��/� &�V��� �����B� &3। ������ ��6��� &4J� '��� ����� [�� '�� ���� 5��। �� �G�/� 
Z��' B��>9��� ('���� .' ���� ��� 5���+ &� �:�9 ���'M� &U�' &��� ��q ���}�5��� �µ�� 
�����@� ¤ ���� 4�� &B�+ �5v�M���� ('��%0��� ����� !£� ���C। ‘.3�� ���}�5���� ���% 
����+ �:�9 ���'M� ��3�W� ���5�� &��', �����' ���5�� &��' .�� #%�%��। ’B��>9�� (����� 
.'�/ �>9�� S��� ����V �5v�M�� ����@��9� ���5�� #�D��� ���� ��\�� ��/��� .'�/ ������ 
��3�W����� ��q �%�j��� 
4�7 &����+।  

���B���� �3� ���� ����) ��' ��'�� &� ����� Na ������� ���%�� ��� 5���+, 
‘‘�5v�M� �:�9 ���'M�-�5v�M� ����@ ����� +’�/ ����W &'F D�� '���+। ���'M� &�����5�� 
����� �%�5����  % #q�q 6 #�(���'������ .3 �� &'�F� ��% ���� �:�9 ���'M�� ��^��� 
5�।’’ 
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'��d�� �>'��Y� ���Y��� (����� !�9Y 6������ NOPN ����� <N &� ��49 ������ ����*� 
&U�' &(��� .' ������/9  ����L ‘‘��� � 6 ��� &�!3� &`��A� !6���� ��B &� !�B &U�' 
��'9��� ��H �����' #�0���� ���'h� r5; '���+� ��� �� �'� !0��3 ��6�� ���C । .3 
���j���5�� (U� �7% �+� 4�r�� �� �:�9 ���'M��� .'��� B0�� �����}' �v� । .3 �v��/ 
.'��� °�� 5�� &B��3 &(���>V 3���5�� �� �:�9 ���'M�� Z�% ������5� �%����� ����'�� 
���� । �w��� �7% �+� t�'� #��'�� '�� । ���� �� ���'M� &�����5�� �:� `�\�/ �5���� 
�%�·� � 5�� ���� ।  

��� � �| �� ���8 ��3�� &U�' �����5 &��� !��+�� ��� ����� .�� NOPN ����� �] &� 
��49 ����� &(���>V 3���5�� '�G9' �%�D� r5�;� �:�9 ��9@ .�� ���'�� ���� 5���+� । ����*��� 
#��D� �| ������ '�/������ �� '�� &�, .�� #q�q .'��� �5v�M� &U�'3 !�� ��� 
�+���।   

�� /�3��-.� (����� ������H� �a ��B� &U�' &(��� .' ������/9 ����+ &�, &���� 6 
�v�' ����@ ���� �:�9 ���'M�� �����5 '�� 5�C .�� �:�9 ������ &������ ����@ W�\��� '��+ 
���� ������ &B������� )��D��� (��; ��6�� &B�+ ।  

�c&� .�(� ������ ����*� &U�' &(��� ..W��� ���� ��� 5���+-‘�:�9 ���'M�� ��� '��� 
 % NQ 5� �� (�j Z��'�' ��`�� '�� 5�C।’ 

�� /�3�� NOPN �����  � ����� � ������� ���%�� ��� 5���+ । ‘‘�5v�M� ��'��3 (�� 
�� &7�� �������� ������/�' � 3�� ����+।’’ ���'��/� &'��'��� (����� ��� &�, ‘‘�����@� 
'�+�'��+ (�� �Q �/ ������ �5v�M�� 3���'/���� (�� <Q 5� �� ��S�/�' &��� ���C । ’’ ��� 
!�6 ��� &�, �U�'�U� ‘
��� �������� &����’ �5v�M�� .��'�� #��D� । ��� ���, ‘'��' 
����5� ������ �� !  !��� ‘
��� ����� &����’-.� '� &��� &B���। &���� &U�' &`�A;� '�� 
5��� &� '��'�/ .��'�� ���'M� &�����5��' ���� � '�� 5���+ । !  �'��� !�� .'�/ 
&���� ��'���9�'��X� ��5��% ‘
��� ����� &����’ &'� ���' #��D� �� ���7� '��� &4J� 
'����। !���9� ��A�, ��'���9�'��X ��� ����� &�, 
��� ����� &������ ��j���� 6 kJ °� 
&����' �������� #��D� &�3 �:�9 ��' &U�' !��+ � ��� �� !��+ )g� ��' &U�', &���' &U�' 
#� 3���� &��>6� °� !�� । �5��� #% '��'�/  ��B� &U�'6 !�� #��� ���7� 4������ । 
(�����3 �0�9�0��� ��� ����� )g� ��' । )g�� �4"�� 6 ��[��� '��+ &���� #� 3���� 
&��>6� �����/�� #��D� &�3 ��' &U�'3 !��+ 
��� ����� &���� .� °� ।’’ 

NOPN ����� Na3 .�(� ������ ���� B��>9�� ���'�� &'��'��� (����� ���/9 )��'�/� 
&(��� .'�/ ��� ('���� 5� । #D��� �������� ��'���� ���%�� ���������� &'�U�6 ����+ 
��� �5v�M�� �������[����� &� ��� ('���� 5�, ���/9 )��'/ ���' '�h�' ��� �;9� '��। 
��� ���, ����� ���3 '�'�����3 ����+ !� ����� ���� 5���+ ��{�� #���U 0�� । (����� 
!�6 ���, &� B� "S��� �U�'�U� 
����� &`�A;�� &� #�$� 5���, ���� &4��� 6 #%�% 
!������ ���� �5v�M���� .3�� �%�j��� ��5��% '���+ । �5v�M�� &�����5�� &��' ���� 
&�����' &���� ��5���� ���j �+��� ।  

�%����� &� ��� ��' W���� Z��' ���'�� �Q&� .�(��� ���%�� ��� 5���+, ‘‘#D��� 
�������� ��'�� &`�A;� '�� 5���+ �5v�M� ����@ &U�' .' ��3� �:�� .'�/ B��+� ��4 । !��� 
���6 .3 ��'�� B�^� 5���+� '�'���� ���6 .3 #�$��� !���  '�� 5���+� ������ 
�������'���  
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&������  % । .3 ��'�� &� �:�9 ���'M�� .��'�� ���%3 ����+- . 'U� (��; '��3 �+� . 
#�$��� )�T�%।’’ 

�:�9 ���'M��� °����' '��9'���� ��5��% '�� .�� &���� #�(���'��� ��^��� +���6, 
�5v�M�, ���'M��� ����@ ����� ��9� )�g � �G�� '���+ । ���'M� . �%����� �5v�M��� '��+ 
'��'�/ (����� �� ���^���+ । NOPN �����  � ����� �N 6 �� ������ =�/ (����� �� ��^��� 
5� । .[����� ��;����� `/�[��� )�*� '�� 5� ।  

(N) N]3  � ������ ��q �5v�M���� &'��'� )p�� +���3 ����� & ��� &�������� '��+ 
���'M�� .��'�� (QT 7542) � (QT 7642) &���B� 6 < 3�� �/9���� ��5���9% &B����A9; 
'��।  

(�) NP3  � ������ �5v�M��� ����@�7� ���5�� Z�%�� &�!3� 0��� ���'M�� .��'�� 
#��'�� (��� '�� ������5 & ��� .'�/ r���� (RF 6898) =  &��'�' 5�%� '�� ।  

(<) NP3  � ������ �������5� #@B9� '������ (QE 8512) ����@ W�\���� &'� )p�� 
+���3 .'��� �'�� ���� b/� &U�' ]/� ��9@ .�� !��� &��� NN/� aQ ���/ &U�' =��� N/� ��9@ 
&+�/���/� #q 6 �/9���� ��5���% [�� 4����� 5� । .�� �   &��' �5� 6 <   !5� 5 ।  

(a) NP3  � ������ ����� & ��� &�������� '��+ .'�/ ���'M�� /5���� ���� 6�� [�� 
4����� 5� ।  

(b)  � ����� NP 6 Nc ������� ��%��9� ���� �5v�M�� ���5� &'� )p�� +���3 ������5 
& ��� #@B9� '������ (QE 8512) �����@ W�\���� !��� 0��� �/9�� 6 &+�/��/ #�q� ��5���% 
[�� �A9; '�� ।  

 
(]) Nc3  � ������ ��q �5v�M���� '���*� (RR 3499) & ��� �/9�� 6 &+�/��/ #�q� 

��5���% &B���[�� �A9; '�� । .�� a   &��' [e��0��� ��� �� ।  

 
(P) Nc3  � ������ �5v�M� &�����5� &'� �'� )p�� +���3 �:�9 ���'M��� '���*� & ��� 

������� .��'� (RM 2818) ����� & ��� &������ 6 ������ .��'� (QT 8665) .�� ����/ 
& ��� 4������� .��'�� (RH 1703) �/9�� 6 &+�/���/� #�q� ��5���% &B��� [�� �A9; '�� ।  

 

(c) Nc3  � �5v�M��� ��q &��'  ��� ��� & ��� �'����� ����@ ��	
�� (QD 3158) 

)�� N ��)� < 3�� �/9�� &B��� �A9; '�� ।  
 

NOPN ����� <��  ���3, �5v�M� ���� ���5� �:�9 ���'M��� ��� ��� & ��� #������ )�� 
5���� 4����, &�3 ������ &��� ���� �����/�� ��� �5v�M� ���� ���5�� 4���/  H� ���� .�� 
.'�/ ��q &5��'�� &�!3�0��� ���'M�� !'������� ] ��3� #0%@�� 4�� !�� .�� 
&���B� 6 #%�% #�q� ��5���% &B����A9; '�� । ��� ���'��� ���' (<��  ���3) �5v�M�� 
.��'� &U�' N�Q ������/�� �/9���� ��5���% #������ )�� (4� &B����A9; '�� ।  
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�5v�M��� ('G� )�T�% ���u��, NOPN ����� ���� .�(� ‘‘Yorkshire Post” ���'� 
���, ‘‘���'M�� �5v�M��� )�C��:�' �8����, �:�9 ���'M�� .'�/ ���5� B�� &����� (��� 
.�� &B�/� ���'M��'3 °�� '��� ��� 4S�@ . ���� &�+� ��`9 3��5�� ����+ । NOaP ���� 
���'M���  z����� &U�'3 . ���� �:4� । &��� &U�'3 �5v�M� '��� ���'M��� �G�J�' &�� 
&�� .�� &�3 ��{�' �H� '���  % &� �� �'� &'o��3 ���/���+ । ���� “Daily 

Telegraph”  David Loshak ���, �5v�M� ��� (�� (����7� ������ �'��� =�9� 56��� 
���% ��� �� � �H� +��� �'+�3 &���� ��� �।  

 
��� !��� ���, ‘‘���5  B�;� =09��B%�  % &'� )�wB � ��� ��� .3 �4@�����3 

�������� .� ��7 �5v�M��� (4��;� ����� &�+� ����+ । �������' .��� ��A����� )�� 
!��'  (�%�� �G�/� 0�A%'�� Michael Edwards, NOPN ����� ���� .�(� BBC-� 
‘! �'� ���’’ #�$�� (4���� .' !���4�� ���, ‘‘�:�9 ���'M��� &B�����B �G�J'������ 
��U9� ���G�� &��� .�� ���7�0 ��B^�� �%����� ������H� ���0R �� f��' �� 6 &B�$�� ���% 
&� ��� (��w�x�� 4��+ ���' .3 �/0:��'��3 ��4�� '��� 5�� । �:�9 ���'M��� ��H .'��'��;� 
&� )��%�B ������H &��� �B���+ ��� &�+� �� f��' 6 #U9f��' )�T�% ����+ । ����� 
��0�B�' ��4�� '�� ���� ���� �H�� &���� �:�9 ���'M��� )�� ����� (���% 4����� .�� 
����� '�'������ '�\4������ )8� ��L(��$�� !�� &��A; '��+ ।  

 
�5v�M��� �� � &��' 6 0�A%'���� ���'M��� �%����� �5v�M��� 4:��@ �7% �E�'9 &'� 

��v�5� #�'�� ����� ।  
 
NOPN ����� &����� .�(�, �5v�M�� ���'� “Free press Journal” ��� ‘‘!����� 

�5v�M��� '��9'����' ��4�0��� .�� �����g�� ��H ���'M��' =�9� '��� ��7%� ���' 
���4���� '��� 5��। ’’  

 
���'��/ !��� ���, ‘‘'G�������� !�� �:�9�H 5���� '�±���� )�� �5v�M��� 

���9�0o�K�' D���0��� 
�'G�� ���� �� � 5�� । .� =�� !�B NOPN ����� <Q&� ��49 &��d�3 .� 
Z��' ������� “The Indian Express” �:�9 ���'M�� �5v�M��� ��q 5M�7��� 
&��������0��� ��U9 � '�� ���, ./� .'/� ���%'���� ¤��5���' 7; .�� �^' .3 ��5:�93 5�C 
'�  '��� �� ।’’ NOPN ����� P3 .�(� �5v�M��� (���7� B��A;� 3�J/)�/� �>���� Mr. 
Subramaniam �:�9 ���'M�� �5v�M��� ��U9��J ���}��5� (��H ���L  

 
‘‘�5v�M��' &� � ���/ #��%3 ·��H� '��� 5�� �� .3 &� ���'M��� ������ 56�� 

!����� 
��U9� #�':� .�� !  !����� ���� .� .'�/ �����B .���+ ��� ���� �����B !� 
'��� !��� � ।’’  

 
NOPN ����� Nb3  � �5v�M�� Z��' ���'� ‘‘Motherland’’-. ('���� .' (��m 

!��'  �5v�M�� 0�A%'�� Subramaniam Swamy ���j &�� '�� &�, ‘‘���'M��� !���' 
#����� ���' �7% ���� !����� '�  � । &�/� ���'M��� ��U��%U� । !����� "�� =�/� (¶ 
����4� '��� 5�� । ���'M��� ������ 56�� �' !����� ��`9������ #�':��? !� ��� �� ���%3 
!����� 
��U9� #�':�  
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5� ��5�� !����� . �%����� �' �'+� '��� ����+? 0�A%'�� .3 �����@ &�o+� &�, 
���'M��� ������ &'�� !����� ��3�� ����g��  %3 #�':� �, �� !����� #0%@��; 
����g��6 #�':��। !@ 9���' &7�� �5v�M��� .'�/ �5���j e�� B�� )^� )�4� .�� .3 
0:��'� �����  % !������'  ���� ��9��� !����� �B��'����' ��-���� '��� 5�� । !� 
. % #���5��9 �:�9��9 5�C ���'M��' �+R���CR '�� ।’’ 

 
���9����, NOPN ����� Nb3  � �5v�M��� (�� ) �� 
�� &`�A;� '��, ‘‘�������� .� 

#��� `�/�� &�� .� .'�/ �� f��' ������� �5v�M� .' ��5:��9�  %6 &�� &�� � ।’’   
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����� ������ 

������� 
 
�:�9��9� #�%��[���� !����' !��� �:�9 ���'M��� ��µ��' ��9��@' `/�����' ��� �U�U9 

�/0:��'�� &���� ���� । NOPN ����� �b&� ���49� !�B !6���� ��B )r�~��� &� �� G��� 6 
#�� '���:�' '��9'��� 4������+ (�������:�' (���S�� .����� )�T��% �� (4�� '�� 5�� । 
�'� .� W�� .3 ���;�� �G�J 5���+ &�, &W>���� ��'���� �%�D�� �7% �+� .'�/ B;!�v���' 
������ &��� । .� #��% ��_�� ���� ���C &�, ��q���5� !3-�G���� .�� ��'���� '�G9K 
��L(��$��  %3 �B���+�� । '��; !6���� ���B� �b ���%��� #�5�� #�5���B !�v���� 
��� !3-�G���� .�� ��'���� '�G9K �����'0��� ����9M 5�� ����+��� ।  

 
!��B��j � ��� .3 &����� &��� �U%(��;��� ��4�� '��� ���u�� 5�� )�^ &�, &(���>V 

��\� ���%�� &4J� 4������+�� ��9��4� B;(�������� '��+ 7��� 5M�@��� ������ �G�J� )�T��% 
���0R ���� ���% .'�/ �f�'% (��$� '��� । '��; . ���� �f�'% +��� .'/� ���%'���� 
&W>���� �%�D� '���� '�� ��� � । ��� Z��9�5'��� !6���� ���B� ��H !���4� 4����� �� 
.�� ��'���� ���9���� '�G9K (��$��' .�/� ����d� '�� &� &') &') .� �� '��+ &� 
����D�� ��A���� (�@����� &�o\�+ �B���+��� । &�� ��� ��� �5�� .�� !6���� ���B� #%�% 
&���� #��% S��3 ����� ���� ������ &��� U��' । ��\�� �E:;9 0��� �� &�, !6���� ���B� ] 
�W� #�����6  B; ����� &� ��� �����+ �� �+��� .'�/ &W>������ #��� 
��g����� 
 %। !���4�� &��A� ���' ����� ���� &`�A;���� .'�/ ‘‘'�W>������’’ 'U� ��� 5� । 
'�W>���� 5�C 
��� 6 ���9�0o� ��{��:�5� .'�/ & �/। .+���6 .3 &`�A;���� ����� .3 
&���' 0�B '��� ��'�h� ��kJ !0�� �+��� । ./� .' ���' #% &W>����/� 3)�/[���� &�� 
6 ��[���� '��+ r5;���B% �+��� � । #% ���', ���'M��� ¤'% 6 ��5�� #7�³ ����� &�o��' 
(��®�� ���� &(���>V &� !3'�^���� !���  ��� '�� .�� ��� #��� ��9�4 #��$� 5�, 
&�3 !3'�^���� !����� ��9�����6 ./� �+��� ��kJ ��` ।  

 
!6���� ���B� &���� ����� ��W��%�  % '�[��� � ���� )�� �09� '��+�� । ���� �� 

'��+�� &�, !���4�� ���%�� ����� ���CR������ ���� ��6�� &�� &�� � 5�� .'���' ��\�� 
&������' (����' #4� '�� &��� .�� #%���' ��q���5�� #�'[��� 3)��/� !�B�% J 
'�� �5v�M��� &��B�� �� .� .'/� &�'���� ����D��� �G�J '��� &� �� ��\��� ���� &�� 
&�� +��� !� &'� )��� U�'�� � ।  

 
&(���>V !���A-��������  % ���'� &4J� 4��� । �'� ��� .'�/ ¤'%�� ���'M��� 

���;�� ��H �H���:;9 .'/� �� �������0 �'��� .'/� !���A�:�' ���0��6 &���� ��� । 
'�� 3 &(���>V &� ������ ��'9 '�� �����+�� &� (���  5�� ��� &���� #���� �7��  % 
4:��@ �%�D� &��, &�A ��9@ ��� &'� )��� � &��� ��� #��� =L��� ��H &�3 ����@3 ��� 
���% 5 ।  
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�����J ‘�’*    
    

!6���� ���B� ���� &`�A;���    

t�'�, ��49 NOPN    
    

   &��5��, NOPN ����� �b&� ��49 �����' !3 &`�A;�� ���%�� !��, & ���� !B� &��5�n� 
3��5�� ��, .34, ���', .34,&  (�� �����' !3 (���' .�� ���'M��� ��q���5�� ��(�� 
'����� �5���� �� 7��� !��� 5��� ����+ .�� .� W�� !�� ���'M��� &(���>�V� ����K0�� 
r5; '���+;  

 
&��5��,  B�;� ��9�4� (�������� 5��� 7��� 5M�@���  �% ��9�4 #��$� 5���+; 
 
 &��5��, ���'M���  �% #����d .'�/ ����X Z���� �5��' �U��U ������ &��� �G�J '��� 

 �% .0��� ��9��4� B;-(�������� 5��� 7��� 5M�@� '�� !��%'; 
 
.�� &��5�� �����' !3 �8���� (�%�5�� '�� &��� ����; 
 
#�.�, !�� & ���� !B� &��5�n� 3���5�� ��,.34, ���', .34, & , &`�A;� '��+ &�, 

���'M��� �����' !3 (�%�5�� '�� 5�� .�� NO]O ����� �b&� ���49� &`�A;� .'�/ (���� &� 
�� &U�' ����� '�� &��� (�����' B09� ��\� ����K0�� r5�;� ��U &��, .�� &� &'� 
#�D�� .3 &`�A;�� P �� �� ���'M��� ��9� �� ����� 5�� ���� ।  

 
  N। .3 &`�A;� .�� .� #���  ��� '�� #% &'� !��� !���� ���8 #% &'� !3�� 

&'� �'+�� ������ 56�� ��½6 �� '��9'�� U�'�� । 
 

  �। .3 &`�A;�� )�T�% �'��� ��A��l� ����~� &'� �'+� � U�'�� - 
 

      (') ‘‘&'�F�’’ ��� 5�C ( ��X; 
      (�) ‘‘&'F�� ��'��’’ ��� ( ���X� '��9��9�5' ��'��; 

 (B) &'F (�����’’ .��'�� ��� 5�C -NOPQ ����� ���� ���'M��� (��� (0�B) 
!3 ��;9� .��'���:5; 

      (`) ‘‘(����' ��’’ ��� &��� &U�' .3 !��� '��9'�� 5�; 
(�) ‘‘#@��9�'��� ���’’ "e 5��  ���� ���A�� &��� ����X (;� "e &��� &U�' 

.�� &�A 5�� &� �� ����X (;� &�A 5�� ���� ।  
.      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 *���'M� ��'���� .3 &����� !��� '��'�/ �����J ����+L 
         �����J- ' &(���>�V� ���-��9��;� 0�A; ��:�5� #������A 
   �����J- � !3 '�^��� !���, NOPQ  
   �����J- B !6���� ���B� +� �W�, 
   �����J- ` !6���� ���B� ���9�����, ��49,NOPN 
   �����J- � ���'M� ( ���X� ����X, NO]�।  
)�*�% &�, .3 �����J��:�5� ��A��l ‘������L �w��� ��’ .�� .3 ���� #%� #@0�9j 5���+ ��� .��� 

���}� '�� 5�� ।  
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 (4) ‘‘3�������� �� ��� .��'��’’ ��� 5�C NOPQ ����� ���� ���'M��� (��� 

(0�B) !��� ��;9� .��'�; 
 (+) ‘‘��B� ����X’’ ��� NO]� ����� ���'M� 3����� ( ���X� ����X ।  
 ( ) ‘‘�����' !3’’ ��� NO]O ����� � &� ���49� &`�A;�� w���  ���'G� �����' 

!3 ।  
 (_) ‘‘�����' !3 '�G9��7’’ ����+- &'� �����' !3 ���� �� �����' !3 

!����� w��� �� #��� . ���� ���� �� !����� #��� &'� '�  '���  �% �� 
7��� (����B�  �% #������� &'� �%�j �� .'���' �%�j� ��D� �'��� &'� 
!����; 

 (¿) ‘‘�����' !3 &������’’ ��� 5�C- NO]O ����� �b&� ��49 &U�' "e '�� 
(����' ���� �^' !�B� �� ��9@ ।  

 (/) ‘‘ ���� ���A���’’ ��� 5�C &(���>�V� NOPQ ����� =’d� !����� #��� 
��9��4�  ���� ���A�; 

 (^) ‘‘&(���>V’’ ��� ���'M��� &(���>V; 
 (>) ‘‘( ��X’’ ��� ���'M� 3����� ( ��X; 
 (t) ‘‘����:4�’’ ��� .3 &`�A;�� ����:4�; 
 (;) ‘‘����� &�� �� %’’ ��� (����' ���� #�%��5� !�B �:�9 ���'M� (��� ��� 

����4� #��; 
 (�) ‘‘���� ���'M��� �� %��:5’’ ��� (����' ���� #�%��5� !�B �����, ��m�, 

)g�-���� ����@ (��� 6 &����4M� (��� ��� ����4� .��'���:5; 
 (U) ‘‘�� % ���A�’’ ��� &'� ��� %� ���A�; 
 (�) ‘‘�� % ��'��’’ ��� &'� ��� %� '��9��9�5' ��'��; 
 (�) “�� % !3 ���A�’’ ��� .'/� ��� %� !3 ���A�; 

 
<। NO]O ����� �b&� ���49� �����' !3 &`�A;� ����� 5�� ��6��� W�� .3 &`�A;� &U�' 

�'��� &`�A;�� #��� 7���(�� �� &��' 6 !�����5 �����' !3 '�G9�7 ����� 5�� ��� ।  
a। (') �� �����' !3 ���� 6 �����' !3 !��� .�� #D��� ����X !��� .�w��� ����� 

5�� ���� । 
(�) .3 &`�A;��� �����7 �� 4��� !3 )���j !3 ���A� '�G9' ������ �� ����� � '�� 

��9@ ��/� (��� % .�� (��� �� )����B�'�;�5 ���8 U�'�� ।  
(B) 4��� &'� !3�� �%�D��' .3 &`�A����� �%�D�� ��H ��B���:;9 '��� )�T��% &'F�� 

!3 &7� ��S�@ �%����� &(���>V .�� �� % !3 &7� ��S�@ �%����� ���IJ ��� %� 
B09� !���S�� �� )����B� '�� ��� ���� । .3 )����B�'�; ������, �����  �� 
� 9�� !'��� 5�� ���� -.� ��% &�/� ��� (��� �� ��  
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������ ' �� '�� । .0��� Z��� &'� !��� #% &'� �'� �%�D� � U�'�� �� ‘(����' 
��’ &U�' '��9'�� 5�� �'��� '��9'�� ��� �� '�� 5�� ।  

 
(`) 4��� &'� !3 ���8 '���  �% (��� �� �� 7���(�� &'� !���� �� ��3��%�� �� 

'�G9�7 (B) )�-#��C��� #��� Z��� &'� !��� w��� .���� !3�� ���%'�� &'� 
)����B�'�; � 56�� ��½6 .3 &`�A;����� �%�D�� ��H ������% !��  �% . ���� 
(��� �� )����B�'�;�5 !3�� �%��%� '��� ।  

 
(�) .3 ���m ‘‘4��� !3’’ ��� !3, #�>9%��, !���, ���, ����, )�����, ����� �� #% 

&'� !3B� �%�D� �� (����' ���� #�%��5� !�B ���'M� �� ���'M��� &'� #��� 
!3�� ��j �+� �� #�� ��50:9� Z���� �+� ।  

 
b। (') (����' ���� #�%��5� !�B &'� �����' !���� �'��� ���7� �����' !����� 

#�������� (��%'�/ ����� (����' ��� &Wo ���� !����� D��@��� 5�� ���� .�� .3 
!���� �����; !3 #����� #������ ��4�� '��� ����� ।  

    
 (�) )�-#��C� (') .� #��� &'� &Wo ���� !����� D��@��� &'� ������ &���� 

.���� &'� ������ ��4��� (��� % ���� #����� �����; !3�� �%�D� #����� ��4�� 
'�� 5��। 

 
(B) (����' ���� #�%��5� !�B &'� �����' !���� '�G9' ������� '�� 5���+ 6 ����@ &�� 

5���+ #U4 #����� ��'� ����+ .� �� ����� .�� .3 �� ��9@ ��'� ����+ 
��9����4� !��� 6 ����M ��� ���� ���'M��� �� %[���� ���IJ 5� ��� ���'M� 
&�����5� (�� .�� �������� ��� %� ���IJ 5�� ���'M� &�����5�� �:�9����� 
'�%���� � ,6 ��, (����' ���� ��� &�[��� &���� .�� ������� '��� ।  

 
 (`) ��� &'� �%�j �����' !3 '�G9��7� &'� ��� �� ��� ��� �� '�� &�, ��� (�� #%�� 

'�� 5���+ ��� ��� .���� ��� �� ���� ��e�� &'� !����� &�� � '�� U�'�� �� 
���� ���'M��� �� %[���� ���IJ 5�� ���'M� &�����5�� �:�9����� '�%���� � , 6, 
��� '��+ ��^��� &��� ���� । .���� &'� !����� &���� )�*��� '�G9�7 3C� '��� 
&'� �'� ��9�5 �'��� ��9 +��� &'� ���� 7�� ���� �'��� �� 9�, À��, �`����� �'��� 
�� ����� '�� ���� ����।  

 
 (�) .3 &`�A;����� �%�D� �����7 �����' !3 &������ ��� &'� �����' !3 '�G9��7� 

&��� &'� �� !3B�0��� &��� 5���+ ��� �� '�� 5�� .�� ����� �� &���� #����� 
'��9'�� 5�� U�'�� ।  

  
 (4) �����' !3 4��'��� &'� �����' '�G9��7� &��� '����� ��� �����' !3 &����� 

'��9'�� '�� � 5�� U��' ��� ������(�� �%�j�' &� & ��� ��6�� ���� &� & ��� & �� 
�%�� �{�/� ��6���� �� '��9'�� '�� &��� ���� ।  

  
(+) �����' !3 4��'��� &'� ����' !3 '�G9��7� &���  ����� �� ��� '��9'�� � '�� 

5�� U��' ��� ������(�� �%�j &� & ��� U��' &� & ��� & ��-�%�� �{/ �� '��9'�� 
'��� ����, &� ./� NcOc ����� &Wo ���� ����� (NcOc ����� b d� !3) #��� 
���3 &���  ����� �� । ��� )�*��� !3�� �O d� ����C��� �%�D���� .���� 
&'� ���� &���� (��� % 5�� � ।  
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( ) .3 &`�A;����� �%�D� +��� #% &'� !���� �� '�G9�7 �����' !3 4��'��� &'� 

�����' !3 '�G9�7 �'��� &'� �����' !3 '�G9��7� ��7 &'� &��' �����' !3 
(����� �%����� ��� �'+� '�� U��' �'��� &'� �%�D� r5; '�� U��' �'��� &'� 
�%�D� r5; '�� U��' ��� ��� Z���� �� �U�U9��� �%����� &'� (¶ ����� ����� � ।  

  
(_) �����' !3 4��'��� &'� �����' !3 '�G9�7 �'��� &'� �����' !3 '�G9��7� ��7 

'��9 �E��'��� &'� &��' �����' !3 (����� �%����� ��� �'+� '�� U��' �� 
'���+ ��� ��_��� 5�� U��' ��� ��� ��e�� &'�� !���� �� '�G9�7 &'� �'� ����� 
r5 '��� � ।  

 
]। #D��� ����X !��� (&(���>�V� NO]O ����� � d� !���) ����� 56�� ��½6 

#@�9�9�'��� &����� &`�A;����� �%�D������7, .�� &`�A;��� 6 ����:4�� w��� &� �� 
� 9, ����� , )����B�'�; 6 ������ '�� 5�� &�[��� �����7 ���:� ��� ���'M� 
��B� �����X� �%�D� #����� ����� 5�� ।  

 
P। (����' ���� #�%��5� !�B ��� ���'M��� &(���>V ��� #���$� U��� (����' �� 

&U�'6 ��� &(���>V, ���'M� &�����5� (�� .�� ���'M� ��q���5� (���� ����K 
5��� ����� ���� ��9@ � ���'M���  ���� ���A� w��� (;�� .'/� ����X #����� 
.'  ��{ (�� ����K0�� r5; '�� !� ��� &� ���3 ����4� 5 � &' ।  

 
c। (N) #@�9�9�'��� ����L 
     
(') &(���>V 5�� ���{� '��9��9�5' (�� .�� &`�A;����� �%�D������7 ��� �� 7��� 

(���B '��� &(���>V ��B� �����X� w��� �'��� #��� �'��� !���� ���8 &'� 
!3�� w��� �'��� #��� &(���>�V� &� 7��� ����+ �� ��� '��9'�� '��� ����� । 
&(���>V .�� '� -'�9 ���4���� �%����� ���' ��5��% '�� 6 �����9 &����  �% 
��  )���J� �����B� (���  �� '�� ��  ��� ����B '��� ����� ।  

 
    (�) &(���>V .3 &`�A;��� �����7 &'F�� ��'���� 7��� (���B '��� ।  
     
 (�)  ���� ���A� �'��� &'� �� % ���A� ����� �� &0�H &���� 7��� &(���>�V� U�'�� 

� ।  
    (<) #@�9�9�'��� &����� &(���>V &'F�� ��'���� !3B� &��B%��� !6��� ���% 

#�>9%��  ��� '�� &'� ��A�� !3 Z��� '��� ���� ।  
 
O। (N) (����' �� &U�' &(���>�V� NOPQ ����� � d� !����� #��� ��9��4� (�����' 

���A�[��� �� %���A� �5���� '�  '��� ।  
     
 (�) #@�9�9�'��� &����� .3 &`�A;��� #����� .'�/ �� % ��'�� 6 .'�/ �� % !3 ���A� 

'�  '��� ।  
NQ। (N) &'F�� !3 ���A� �W���� )�*��� &'� �'+�� �%����� ��r ���'M� �'��� 

���'M��� &� &'� #����  �% !3 (#���-��50:9� ��A��� !3�5) Z��� '��� 
.'�4�/�� 7��� U�'��, .�� &`�A;����� N< d� #��C�� )�*��� &'� ��A�� ���� 
��� %� &'� ��� %� ��9� �'��� ��� %� &�-&'� #����  �% !3 Z��� '��� 7���6 
U�'�� ।   
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 (�) &'F�� !3 ���A� ��B� �����X� �G��� �W��� �'��� .3 &`�A;����� N< d� 

#��C�� )�*��� &3 .� &'� ��A�� 3�������� 6 t�'�� �� ��� .��'��  �% !3 
(��� .'�4�/�� �) Z��� '��� ����� ।  

 
NN। �������� �� % !3 ���A� .3 &`�A;����� N< d� #��C�� )�*��� ��A� +��� #% 

&'� ��A�� ��r ��� %� �� ��� %� &� &'� #����  �% !3 Z��� '��� �����, ���� 
���'M��� &'� ��� %� �� % !3 ���A� ��B� �����X �G��� �W���� )�*��� &'� ��A� +��� 
#% &�-&'� ��A�� ��r ��� %� &�-&'� #����  �% !3 Z��� '��� ����� । 

 
N�। ��� %� ���%�B��$ ���9���V��� ���� &��� ������9 &(���>V .'  �� % B09� ���j 

'��� .�� #@�9�9�'��� ���� ��� 7���� #���$� U��� ।  
 

N<। (N) �������� ��� %� &���� &'F�� !3 ���A��� &'����� �y����� ��A�[���� 
�%����� !3 Z��� '��� .'�4�/�� 7��� U�'��L- 

 
   (') ���'M��� (���7�; 
 (�) Z�����' ���; % 6 ��5��% +��� Z�����' ��A�; 
 (B) ���'M� &U�' &'� &���'� B� .�� &'� &���'� ���'M�� (����5 �B��'K 

&����'�; 6 ��������� #%�% ��A�;  
 (`) &`�A;����� N] d� #��C� �����7 ��}�, Z�� &�/ 6 &J/ �%��'; 
 (�) &'�F� ��'��� Á;;  
 (4) �� .�� 6  6 ������; 
 (+) &'�F� �E�g� �� 
 �� &����3 #��D� &5�' � &'; 
 ( ) !@L(�����' 6 !@ 9���' &��B����B ��i�; 
 (_) &(���>V,  ���� ���A� 6 (�����' ���A��� ��9�4 .�� (�� ��9�4 '�����, 

��9�4 '�����; k�'��, &>���/ k�'�� 6  ���� ���A��� #%�% 0���;  ���� ���A��� 7���, 
#��'��, ���%���'��; 

 (¿) ��(���'�/9 #� ���'M�; 
 (/) &��'T�� 6 ��4�� 3�%��� &� (����� �� ��� %� 5�� ��� ��3�� ���09� 6 �� ����; 
 (^) )��� )�*��� &�-&'� ��A��� �%����� !3 ������� #���� ।  
 
 (�) ���� ���'M��� �� %[���� &���� ��B� �����X� �� d� �W���� )�*��� 

���9J ��A�[���� �%����� !3 Z��� '��6 .'�4�/�� 7��� &'F�� !3 �0�� U�'�� । ���� 
���'M� !3 ��n��� ���%��� ��% �E���� . ���� 4��j #����� .3 �%�D� �����9����7। 
&`�A;����� ��H �H�� &��� .3 !3 ��n� B^ '�� 5�� ।  

 
Na। (N) (����' ���� !�B &'F�� !3 �0�� w��� �'��� .� #��� �������� ��� %� ���% 

&� �� "Â 6 '� ���9 6 !��� '�� 5� �� �������� ��'�� !��� '��� .�� &'F�� ��'�� 
NOPQ-PN ����� &'F�� ��� �/ &�� �%�D� &����+ &��� ��������� &'F�� ��'���� 
#U9f��' ���T 6  
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���4� �5������� �� &� #U9 #���J U�'�� �������� ��'�� �� &'F�� ��'���' &W�8 &��� । 
.���� �5���� �������� ��'�� ��� &'F�� ��'���� '��+ #U9 ��6� 5� ��� &'F�� ��'�� &� 
�����; #U9 �������� ��'���' &W�8 &��� ।   

  
(�) �������� ��� %� �� Z�����' ��}� !� �������� �� �09 �%���'� ��X� .'�/ �GU' 

.'�)�V U�'�� .�� �� �09 �%��' �� ����; '��� ।  
  
(<) &(���>V �������� ��'���� ��H !��� -!���4�� �� �%�D� Z��� '��� ��� �0�g�� 

�������� ��'�� NOPQ-PN #U9 �+��� #���J �����  �% &'F�� ��� �/� Z�����' ��}� 4��5��� 
#U9 &��� ।  

    
 Nb। (N) t�'�� &J/ �%��' #� ���'M��� �� �����9 '�� �� �09 �%��' #� �������� ���� 

5�� .�� ������� &J/ �%��' #� ���'M��� �� ���� 5�� �� �09 �%��' #� ���������� ���� ।  
  
(�) �� �09 �%��' #� �������� .�� .� �������5 �������� !3 ���A��� !3B� ��X�; 

U�'�� ।  
  
(<) �������� �� �09 �%��' ‘���� (a) . ��;9� 7��������7 �������� ��� %� �%����� .� �� 

7���, '�  6 '�9�% (���B '��� &�[��� (����' ���� #�%��5� !�B &J/ �%��' #� ���'M� 
��r ���'M��� &���� (���B '��� । &J/ �%��' #� ���'M� ‘���� (a) .’ ��;9� 7��� (���B 
'��� U�'�� ।  

 
 (a) �������� ��� %� &���� &J/ �%��' �y����� 7���[��� (���B '���- 
 
  (') &'F�� ��'���� '��+ /�'�� Z�����' ����� 5�� ������� '��� ।    
  (�) ���������� #0%@�� 4��� '���  �% �� �09 �%��' #� ���������� #������   

�� �09 �%���'�  &��� �E��� ������ &�/ 6 ��}� 3��% '��; 
  (B) /�'��� 6 ���')���/ &(��� �7;���7 6 ��XL 
  (`) !@ 9���' #U9 ��S�@ (��$�[���� �E�'9 .� �� '�  '�� �� 


�0���'0��� &J/ �%��'  #� ���'M� '�� U��' । ��� . ���� '�  ��������� �� �09 �%���'� 
���9� #����� 5�� 5�� ।  

 
N]। (N) NOPN ����� O3 .�(�  
     
 (') �������� �� % &U�' ��9��4�  ���� ���A� ���%�� ���'� a/�� t�'�� ���A� 0�� .' 

!3 ��n�� ���� .�� ��n�� ���� �� &U�' ab ���� ��% �������� ��� %�  �% .'/� 
����X Z����  �% '�  4����� ����; 

     
 (�) ���� ���'M��� �� %[��� &U�' ��9�4�  ���� ���A� ���%�� NOPN ����� O3 .�(� 

���'� a/�� 3��������� &J/ �%��' 0�� .'�/ !3 ��n�� ���� .�� ���� �� &U�' ab 
���� ���% ���� ���'M��� �� %[����  �% .'�/ ����X Z���� '�  4����� ���� ।  

     
 (�) (��%' !3 ��n� .'  &4����%� ��9��4� '��� । ��� Z�^�'� ����� 6 ��� .�� 

��n��� #����� ���4���� ���� �E�'9 ����@ &�� । ��� &4����%��� ��9�4�5 #% �� 
����@ ���%�B��$ &0��/� w��� &�� 5�� ।  
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 (<) )�-#���C� (N) .� #��� �������� �� % .�� ���� ���'M��� �� %[���� 

����X Z��� 5�� ��6��� �� .�� �  �  &4����%� �� &(���>V �����0���  �� &� )�-
#��C� (N)  .� ����X Z��� '�� 5���+ �� &(���>V  ���� ���A��� .' #����� >�'�� 
���� �� ���% ���'M� '�W>������  �% .'�/ ����X Z���� )�T��% .'�/ ���9�0o� ��D� 
�5���� #������ ����� 5�� ।  

  
(a) .3 &`�A;����� w��� &(���>�V� NOPQ ����� � d� !��� �����������7 .3 !���� 

&� ����� �%�D� ����+ )�-#��C� (<) .� #��� ��r ���'M���  �% .'�/ ����X Z��� 
'��� '��  &� ���� #���; '�� 5�� ।  

  
(b) (�� ��9�4 '����� �� ��\� w��� ����� � &'� �%�j� ���� )���j !3 ��n��� 

(U� Z�^�' ��y�j ���� ��U ��� �� (���� '��  ���� ���A��� ���%�� &(���>�V� NOPQ 
����� � d� !���� N� d� #��C��� �%�D�[��� &�� ����+ ��� �� '�� 5�� । ��U 
�ye� ‘‘!�� ‘', �’ ��U ��C/(���� '��+ &�, !�� !3B�0��� (���$� ���'M��� 
�����X� (�� ������ 5� .�� ���%'���� !�B�% &��A; '�� ।  

  
(]) .3 #��C��� ‘)�-#��C� (b) . ��;9� ��U r5; �� (���� '��� ��  ���� ���A��� 

&'� ���% �� #��'��, �����B-������, 0��� 3�%��� ��6��� &��B% 5�� �� !3 #�����  ���� 
���A��� .'  ���% &��� ���� ।  

  
(P) &(���>�V� NOPQ ����� � d� !����� ‘�b d� #��C���’ ������9 5��- 
 
  ‘‘�b,  ���� ���A�� ��� '�� ����X ��� 
�7���  �% (���>�V� '��+ &�� '�� 5�� । 

.3 ��� &�� '��� �� &(���>V ���� 
�7� '��� .�� &'�S�� ����X ��\� '��+ &�� '��� 
�� &U�' P �� &�A 5�� &B�� �� 
�7��� 5���+ ��� �� '�� 5�� ।’’ 

 
NP। (N) &`�A;����� �%�D���� '��9'��0��� 4��� '���  �% &(���>V !���S�� .� �� 

�%�D� Z��� '��� ����� �� ��� '��+ (��� � �� )����B� ��� �� 5� ।  
     

 (�) �:��9 )�*��� 7���� �����;�K� (�� �:�9 ���;� � '�� ����A '�� �y����� 
��A���:�5�  % �%�D� ���� &��� ����- 

  
 (') .3 &`�A;����� w��� #�M�K !� �� ������X' �%�D���� '��9'�� '���  % &'F�� 

6 �� % ��'��[���� ���% !��%'�� 7���, #��'��, �E�, '�9�% 6 ����K, %��%0��� �Ä ।  
  
 (B) &'F�� ��'���� ����K, �E�, #��'���� #�B� 6 5M�@� .�� �� %[���� ���% . 

���� #��'�� %��%0��� �Ä । 
  
 (`) &'� �� % .�� ��� 7��� 6 '�� � )�T��% #�W��� 6 #%�% '�G9�7 ����B 6 ���� 

.�� �� %[���� '� '��9� �%����� &'� ���09��� &��' ���T .�� �� %��:5 6 &'�F�  �% 
���09��� B^�X ।  
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(�) ������X' #�D� &U�' .3 &`�A;����� �%�D������ D��@� �E�'9� &'� #������ �:� 

'��- &�[��� .3 &`�A;�� (����� !�B �����7� 5���+� ।  
    
 (<) &(���>V ‘)�-#��C� (�) . )�*��� ��A�[��� ��M����� �%����� '��9'�� �%�D� r5; 

.�� .3 &`�A;��� '��9'�� 4��� '���  �% (��� �� #% ���'+� '���  �% NN ����%� .'�/ 
‘��M��� ���A�’ B^ '��� । .3 ���A��� ]   ���% �������� ��'��, �   ����� ��'�� 
.�� ��m�, )g� ���� ����@ (��� 6 &����4M� ��'�� .'  '�� ���% ���� '��� ।  

    
�W����W����W����W���    

 
N।  ��B� �����X� ]P d� #��C� ������9� 5�� �� �ye� 5��- ‘‘]P। &'� �%�j &'� 

��� %� B09� �5���� ���j 5�� � ��� ���  ���� ���A��� .'  ���% ��9��4� 56��� 
&��B% � 5 । ’’  

 
�। ��B� �����X� ]c d� #��C� ������9� 5�� �ye� 5��- 
 

‘‘]c । 7���� #���$� 56��� !�B ������� ��'���� B09� ���������� 5�3�'��/9� (�� 
��4����� ���� .�� ���� ���'M��� (��%'�/ ��� %� B0;9� ���IJ ��� %� 5�3�'��/9� 
(�� ��4������ ���� (U� �W���� )�*��� .� ���� ��U r5 '��� �� ��\� ���� 
 �% (��� % 5�। ’’  

<।  ��B� �����X� PQ d� #��C� ������9� 5�� �ye� 5��-‘‘PQ। �������� ��� %�  �% 
.'�/ !3�0� U�'�� .�� �� �������� �� % !3 ���A� ��� ����4� 5�� । #�e�0��� 
�����, )g� ���� ����@ (���, ��m� 6 &����4M� ��� %� (��%'�/�  �% .'�/ '�� !3 
���A� U�'�� .�� �� �  �  ��� %� �� % ���A� ��� ����4� 5�� ।  

 
a। ��B� �����X� cQ d� #��C� ������9� 5�� �ye� 5��-‘‘cQ। (N) �� % ��'�� .'�/ 

)� � �0� ��� B�^� 5�� .�� .3 )� ��0�� (�� �5���� U�'�� ���% )� �; . +��� 
U�'�� &>���/ )� ��� । .3 #��C�� ��;9� ������ ����� ���3�' ���j '�� 5�� ।  

 
(�) ������X' �%�D� �����7 &'� ��� %� '��9��9�5� 7����' �� % ��'���� '�G9��7� w��� 

�'��� #��� (���B '�� 5�� । .3 ���� 7��� ����X 6 !3 #����� ������ �'��� 
���IJ ��'���� #��D #�W��� '�G9' (���B '�� 5��।   

 
(<)  .'�/ �� % )� ��0� �� % !3 ���A��� '��+ �����0���  �����5 U���� ।  
 
(a)  (') B09� �� % !3�0�� .'  ���%�' ���% )� � �5���� ����B '��� ��� (�� �� % 

���A��� !D� ����+ ।  
  

(�)  ���% )� � �����B� ��� �� %!3 ���A��� #����� � ���� .�� ����� � 5�� U�'�� 
�� &U�' =’����� ���% #������ ����� 56���  �% ��5��  ���� 5�� ।  

 
(b)  B09� ���% )� ��� �����9 #����� #%�% )� � 6 �5'��� )� � ����B '��� ।  
 
(])  ��� &'� )� � �� �� +’����� &'� &������  �% �� % ���A��� ���% � U��' ��� 

.3 &���� &�A 5�� ��6��� �� )� � �� �5'��� )� � U�'�� ����� � .��  
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�� % !3�0� &0�H &���� !�B ��� )� � ���j 5�� ����� � ��� ��� )���j �� % 
!3 �0�� .'  ���% ��9��4� � 5 ।  

 
(P)  .3 #��C�� .� &'� �%�D� U�'�� � �� �� % ���A� 0H U�'� '��� )� ��0�� ���% 

6 �5'��� )� �����' ����K0�� 4����� ��6��� �%����� #���B% &`�A;� '��� ���� #U�� 
. ���� &'� &����� &'� &��'�' ���% )� � �� )� � �� �5'��� )� � �5���� ����B 
&��� '��� ���� ।  

 
(c) ��v5 ��j 56���  �% .'U� ��kJ0��� &`�A;� '�� 5���+ &�, B09� ��\� '� -'�9 

���4��� '��� ��� �� % ���% )� ��� �����9 #����� '�  '��� ।  
 
(O)  ���% )� � B09��� '��+ ��\� ���%�B �� &�� '�� &� &'� ��� ���%�B '��� ���� ।  
 
(NQ)  #% &'� )� � �'��� �5'��� )� � ���%�B '��� 4�3�� ��\�' B09��� '��+ &�� '��� 

)�T��% ���% )� ��� 5��� ���%�B�� ���� 5�� ।  
 
(NN)  ���% )� � �����9 ���� B09� ���% )� � +��� #% &�-&'� )� ��� ���%�B�� r5; 

'��� ।  
 
(N�)  ���% )� � ��\� '��+ ��UJ ��� �� 56��� '���; &'� )� � �� �5'��� )� ��' 

���%��B�  �% #�����  ���� ����; ���IJ )� � .3 #����� &�� ��� �%U9 5�� 
B09� ��\� ����B ����� '�� &��� ��� ���% )� � .�'� �����9 &� ।  

 
(N<)  ���% )� � ��� .'��� )���j �� % !3 ���A��� ���%�B��$ ����%� ��U9 � �� .�� 

B09� ��� ��� �����9 #����� . ���� !3 ���A� &0�H � &� ��� ���% )� � 
���%�B '��� ।  

 
(Na)  ���% )� � &'� ��� ���%�B '��� #% )� � .�� �5'��� )� ���6 ���%�B '���+ ��� 

�� '�� 5��; ��� ��\��� D���0�Aj 56���  �% �� )� � ����B � '�� ��9@ ��\�� 
'�  4����� ���� ।  

 
(Nb)  !3 �0� &0�H &���� �� 7����� ���% )� �, #% )� � 6 &>���/ )� ��� ��\��� 

D���0�Aj 56���  �% �� &��' ����B � '�� ��9@ ��\�� '�  4����� ���� ।’’  
 
b।  ��B� �����X� cN d� #��C� ������9� '�� �ye� 5��- cN। (N) �� % ��'���� �� 

'��9��9�5� �8���� B09��� ��� &�� 5���+ ��� ('�� '�� 5��।  
 
(�)  �� % ��'�� !3�� w��� .� ���� ���9J '��� ���� B09��� ��� Z��� 6 '��9'�� 

'�� !��� 6 #%�% �%�D� 
�7� '�� 5�� .�� B09� �� Z��� �� '��9'�� '���+ ��� 
&'� !����� .3 
�7��� !��� �� �%�D�� Z���� �E�'9 &'� (¶ &���� ���� � ।  

 
(<)  �� % ��'�� ��� ���T .�� �%�����' &�����  �%6 !3 Z��� '��� ।  
 
]।  ��B� �����X� c� 6 ca d� #��C� ��� &��� 5�� ।  
 
P।  ��B� �����X� c] &U�' OQ d� ��9@ #��C� ������9� 5�� �ye� 5��-  
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‘‘c]। .3 #��� ‘‘#U9 ���’’ ��� .� .'�/ ��� ���� ��4� ��A�[���� �� �'��� &�-
&'� .'�/� &'����� �%�D� ��S�@ �%���� ����+, #U9�8  

(')  &'� '� ���9, ������, ��`�, �����9 �� �����'�;; 

(�) �� % ��'�� '�G9' #U9 ��� �� &'� B%����V &��� । �'��� ��'���� !��9' ����K ��S�@ 
!3�� ������; 

(B)  �� % ‘'����>�/>’ �5����� �½����, .3 �5���� #U9�� �� .3 �5��� &U�' #U9 3��% 
&����; 

(`)  �� % '����>�/> �5����� )�� &'� 0�� #�9; �� !���� �'��� . ���� 0�� ������ 
�� �����9 ।  

(�)  ��� %� ‘'����>�/>’ �5�����  �% #U9r5;, ����� ��� %� ‘�����' .'�)V’ �� 
�½���� �� . ���� #U9 3��%; .��  

(4)  )���� )�����[���� )�*��� &'� ��A��� ��H &'� ��A� (���H' ।  
 

�। &'� ����' #U9��� �5���� �� '�� 5�� � &'�� .3 '���;3 &�,  

(')  .�� &'�  ����� �� #% &'� !�U9' �� !���� �� �����9 �� ��3��� �W ���� �'��� 
������� �� &'� '�� �  �% �W �� ���4� �%�D� U��'; #U��, 

(�)  .�� D��� )�T��% &'� D��� '�G9�7 �� ��D� '�G9' &'� '� !����, ������, �6'�W �� 
�����9�� �%�D� ����+ ।  

(<)  (��%'�/ #U9��� �� B09��� ����  �% &�� '�� 5�� �� ��� ��H k�'���� 5���� 
.'�/ ���/9�W�'/ U�'�� &�, ./� .'/� #U9 ��� .�� .3 ���/9�W�'/ �� )�T��% 4:��@ 6 . 
�%����� &'� !����� (¶ &���� ���� � ।  

‘‘cP। .� &'� ��� �� ������� ( &'����� �� % ��'���� ������� +��� ) �� % !3 
���A�� )«�� '�� ���� � �� c] d� #��C��� (N) d� ����� )�*��� &'� ��A��� 
�%�D�� ��H ���IJ �'��� �� !3 �n� '�� '��9'�� '�� 5�� ��� %� �� 
, �%� �G�J 
'��� ���� ।’’ 
‘‘cc। �� % !3 ���A��� &'� !3�� 7���� w��� �� 7���� #��� +��� &'� ��� %� 
 �% &'� '� ���9 '�� ���� � ।  

‘‘cO। (N) &'� �� % ��'�� '�G9' ��BG5�� �� 
, &'� Á�;� ��������� ��� w��� ��BG5�� 
#U9 .'/� '����>�/> �5����� #�� ����A 5�� ���� .�� .3 �5��� �� % 
'����>�/> �5��� ��� ����4� 5�� ।  

‘‘OQ। (N) �� % '����>�/> �5����� �½����, .3 �5���� #U9 &���, .3 �5��� &U�' 
#U9 &����, �� % ��'���� w��� �� ��7 ��BG5��  �� &��� #U9 +��� ��'��� #�U9� 
�½����, ��� %� ‘�����' .'�)�V’ #U9 &���, . ���� .'�)V &U�' #U9 &���� .�� 
)�*��� 
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��A�[���� ��H  ��� �� ��A� �� % !3 ���A��� !3 w��� ���X� 5�� । B09� w��� 
Z��� !3�� ���%�� . �%����� �%�D� Z��� � '�� ��9@ 4��� U�'�� ।  

(�) ��y�j )���� ��BG5�� ��  ��'G� �� #U9 - 
(') �� % ��'�� '�G9' !���'G� �� BG5�� �� 
 6 ��'��� #U9 +��� ��� %� '� '�9 ���4���� 

 �% ���j &'� #�W��� ��� 7���� !6��� &� #U9 ��r5 '���; 

(�) ��� %� '� -'�9 ��S�@ �%����� &'� ��A�, &��' �� '���;�  �% &�� &'� &'�/9 �W ��� %� 
‘�����' .'�)�V’ &��� 5��।  

aN। ��B� �����X� OQ d� #��C��� �� ��3 ��y�j :� #��C�[��� &��B '��� 5�� .�� 
&�[���� d� 5�� OQ-' &U�' OQ-4 ��9@। 

‘‘OQ-' । (N) �� % ��'�� (��%' #U9 �+��� �%����� �� % ��'���� �%����� ¤ �+���  �% �� % 
��'���� !����' !� 6 �%��� .'/� ���G�� �� % !3 ���A�� &�� '��� । .3 #��� 
�� ‘���A9' !�U9' ���G��’ ��� )�*� '�� 5���+ ।  

(�)  ��8���' !�U9' ���G�� �GU'0��� &����� 5��-  
(')  �����X ‘�%�’ �5���� ��;9� �%� &�/����  % (��� �� #U9 �� % '����>�/> �5��� 

&���; 

(�)  #%�% &�-�� (���  &�/����  �% �� % '����>�/> �5��� &U�' #U9 &���� (M�� 
'�� 5���+; .�� 

  �� 
 �5����� �%� #%�% �%� &U�' �GU'0��� &����� 5�� ।  
‘‘OQ-� । �� % '����>�/> �5����' ��y�j �%� 0�� �5 '��� 5��- 

(') B09��� &�� 6 0��� .�� ��\� �W�� ���IJ #%�% �%�, .��  

 

(N) 5�3�'��/9� ��4��';  
(�) �� % �����' ���09� '����� ���%; .��   

(<) �� % ���A��� k�'�� 6 &>���/ k�'���� &�� 6 0��� ।  
  

(�) �� % !3 ���A� &��S/�����/, �� % �����' ���09� '��� .�� 5�3�'��/9� '�94��� 6 
#�W������ &�� &���5 #%�% (����' �%�; 

(B) ���, ‘����'�-W��’ ��4, �:�� ������� �� ‘����'� �5�����’ ���%�� Á; À�� 6 Á; &����� 
�%����� #%�% ��4�5 Á; ��4-���  �% �� % ��'�� ���� .�� �� % '����>�/> 
�5����� ���')���/� 6�� Á; ���09� 6 ��L S�; 

(`) &'� !���� �� ��3��%�� '�G9' ��� %� ����� &'� ��4��, �>�S �� ����' �L��v5 '��� 
 �% (��� �� #U9; 

(�) ����X �� �� % !3 ���A��� !3 w��� &`��A� #U9 &� �����; #U9 &�� ।  
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‘‘OQ-B । (N) ���A9' !�U9' ���G��� ��/� ��� !���4� '�� &��� ���� �� �� % 
'����>�/> �5����� 6�� ���9 '�� ��4 ��S�@, ��� �� �� % !3 ���A��� &0��/� 
 % &�� '�� 5�� � ।  

(�)  ���A9' !�U9' ���G��� ��/� ��9@ ����� ����� !'��� �� % !3 ���A�� &�� '�� &��� 
���� �� #%�% �%� ���IJ .�� !3 ���A� ���� )�*��� #�U9� �����; À�� �����7 
&'� ����� �%����� �� ���� ����� ।  

(<) �� % ��'���� ������� +��� &'� ������ ���� '�� ���� �  । 

‘‘OQ-` । (N) !�B� #��C��� �%�D�� #��� !3 ���A� '�G9' ����� &���� �� ��y�j 
��A�[��� �� #U9 &�/���� )�T��% �� % '����>�/> �5��� &U�' #U9 &����� �%�D� 
�d��� .'�/ ��� !3 ���A�� )«�� '�� 5��- 

(') �� % !3 ���A� '�G9' .0��� &��� �����; .�� (�)  �� % '����>�/> �5����� 6�� 
���9 '�� �%�। 

  ��� .3 #�U9� �����; &'�S��3 �� % !3 ���A�� !�B &�� '�� ���G���� &����� 
#�U9� ������;� &4�� &��� 5�� � ।  

(�) . ���� &'� ����� 6�� ������ (M�� '�� ���� � ��� W�� .0��� &��� &'� ������ 
�����; �� �7% ������9� 5�� &��� ���� ।  

(<) �����X� �%�D� �����7 .3 #��C��� �%�D� #����� !3 w��� ��� '�� #U9 &����� 
�%�D� +��� �� % '����>�/> �5��� &U�' &'� #U9 &���� ���� � ।  

 
OQ-� । &'� #U9 �+��� &���� ��� &��� ��� &�; 

   (') 4��� #U9 �+�� &'� .'/� '�� �  �% �%� '��� #������� #U9 ��� #��9�� 5�, �� �� 
&'� '�� �  �% �%� '�� (���  5�� ��� �� ¤ �+��� ���A9' ���G���� &3 #U�� 

   (�) &'� #U9 �+�� &'� '�� �  % ���� '�� #�U9� &4�� ��� &��� ��4 5�� ���, ���- 

 �� % ��'�� �� % '����>�/> �5��� &U�' ��4 #����� '��� ����� ��� .3 ��4 
����X #����� �5����� 6�� ���9 5� �'��� ¤ �����; ��4 ��S�@ .'/� #����j 
!�U9' ���G�� �� % !3 ���A�� &�� '��� 5�� �। .�� OQ-' &U�' OQ-` #��C��� 
�%�D���� )�*��� ���G��� &���� (���B '�� 5��, &�� ���A9' !�U9' ���G��� &���� (���B 
'�� 5� ।  

OQ-4 । (N) .3 ����C��� �:��9 )�*��� �%�D� [����� &'� �'+� ��½6 &'� �� % !3 ���A��� 
��y�j 7��� U�'��,  

(')  &'� #U9 �+��� &'� #����  % !����' �%��� �%����� #�r� &'� ����� &���; .3 
�%��� �%����� OQ-` #��C��� �%�D� #����� !3 ��� 6 . ���� ������ �%����� &0�/ 
r5�;�  % OQ-B #��C� ��;9� ����� ����� ���' &��� .3 ����� &���; 
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(�) ��� %� �E��� 6�� .'/� #(�%���� ���� &�/����  % &'� ����� &���, �� '�� � [eK 
6 #���9J Z����J%� �e ���A9' !�U9' ���G���� �����;0��� &��� ��M���� �����; .3 
���� )�*� '�� ��� � ।  

(B) &'� #����j ����� &��� �� &'� #U9 �+��� 4��� &'� '�� � #�� �, .�� &� )�T��% .3 
����� &��� 5���+ &� )�T��% �� % '����>�/> �5��� &U�' #U9 &����� �%����� !3�� 
#��� #����� &���� 7��� !3 ���A��� U�'�� ।  

(�) OQ-B 6 OQ-` #��C��� �%�D���� (N) d� ���� .�� .3 ����� ��� Z��� #% &'� !3�� 
#��� &'� ����� &���� �%����� '��9'�� 5��, '��; &�[��� ���A9' !�U9' ���G���� 
)�*��� &'� �%� .�� ��� %� #U9 &U�' &����� #�������  % Z��� &'� !3�� &���� 
'��9'�� '����>�/> �5��� . ���� �%� &�/��� ।’’ 

c। ON d� #��C��� N d� ����� ������9 �ye� 5��- 

‘‘ON । �������� ��� %� .'�/ .�� ���� ���'M��� �� %[����  % .'�/ '�� 5�3�'�/9 
U�'�� ।’’  

O। (N) ��B� �����X� O� d� #��C��� � d� ����� )����� (�) ��� ���� ।  
    (�) � d� ����� )����� (B) )����� (�) �5���� ��� 5�� ।  

    (<) .3 �����X� O� d� #��C��� < d� ���� ��� ���� ।  
NQ। ��B� �����X� OO, NQ<, NQa, NQb, NQP, NQc, NN�, NN<, NNa d� #��C� .�� N<N 

d� #��C��� ������9 �ye� 5�� ।  

‘‘N<a। &'� !3 ���A� '�G9' &'� ��A�� Z��� &'� !3 !3-Z���� 7���� !6��� 
���% � 5�� �� ����� 5�� ���� ।  

N�। ��B� �����X� N<P d� #��C� ��� ����।  
N<। .3 �����X� N<c d� #��C� ������9� 5�� �ye� 5��- 

‘‘N<c । ��� 
h�� ���� ���'M��� �� #���� &���'�  �% (���7� 4�'����5 #% 
�� &'F�� 4�'�����  ���%�� �0�g�� (�����K ���� '�� &'F�� ��'���� .'/� 
������X' ����K 5�� ।’’  

Na। .3 �����X� NaQ d� #��C��� ������9 �ye� 5��- 
‘‘NaQ । &'� ��� %� ��� 7��� �� % '����>�/> �5����� ���')���/� ������ .� 
.'/� ����� ���% #U9 ��� '��� �����, ��� �� % !3 �0�� !3� .� &'� ����� 
�%�D� U��', .�� .3 ����� ���% B%����V ���� �����, ��� .� &'� �%�D� U��' ।’’ 
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�����J-‘‘+’’    
(�� (�� G������ ����'� 

 (NOPN ����� �b&� ���49� !�B �q�� 6 #�� '��� ����'� �G��� ����C�� ‘‘�:�9  

                                     ���'M�� �X��’’ ���A9 ��;9� 5���+) 
 

  & ��           ����� 6 .��'�                                                        `/�  

 

4sr��     N]-<Q&� ��49, NOPN  �5��/, 3J &�H� &�� ��V (3��!�) 3J  
4sr�� �5�   ���'M� ��3�W�� (3��!�).�� !6���� ��B     

     (..�) &
C����'��� ����  ���}�5���� '���  
�+��� । .3 ���}�5��� �5�� (�� #���� ���% 
#��D� .�� ���9��9� .��'�� ����� '������ 
��/��� , 5�%�'�� 6 #�������B '�� । ���A 
5�%�� ‘'��3���’ D�� '�� 5� । .�'� .'/� 
'��3��� 4�r���� !6���� ���B� �W���6 
�+��� । .3 '��3���� ��eA,��� 6 ��"�' 
���9���A 5�%� '�� 5� । #�' &7��3 &�5 
&U�' #H &'�/ &W��� !�B ����� ���� �j 
&�� '�� &6�� 5���+� । (NQ 5� �� &��' 
�5� 5� ।)  

 
  �P&� ��49, NOPN 6������   ���� ���'M�� '�94������ ��9�� 6 5�%�  
  Å�� 6��'9�। Nb3 ��49 NOPN, '�� 5� (NP  �� �G��% 5� )। �%��� � ��/9�� 

!��  �/ ����, ����� 5�/ .�� �%�� ���' #�5�; '�� 5�। ����� 5�%�  
      '�� 5���+ ��� ����� । #%�% �'+����%'  

'�9���� &��\  ��6�� ���C �। #��� '�� 5� 
&� ����� ‘ ���’ 
e� !/' ���� 5���+। 
(5��5��� ���%�  �� ����) ।  

 
  NO&� .�(�, NOPN,   ��� 6 ��"��� ��9�0��� 5�%� '�� 5� । ����  
  3k�5��  �/ ���� .��  ���'M�� #�' #�W��� .�� £��'��� &��\   
  ��� ���9��9� .��'� ।   ��6�� ��� �। #�'�' #�5�; '�� 5���+ ।  
      (5��5��� ���%� (�� .' 5� ��)।  
   
  �P-�c&� .�(�, NOPN  ���-0� !S�; '�� �'+� ���%' '�94����'  
  5��W   �/ ���� ।   5�%� '�� 5�। �����'� BG�5 ![ ����� &���  
      5� । '��'  #(�� ��p ��" ���� (�; 0��  
      ������ �B���+���, ��+��� BG�5� #���������  
      ���3�'   ��@ ������ ���� 5���+�। (5��5���  
      ���%� �+��� (�� NbQ  ) 
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     & ��                ����� 6 .��'�                                                    `/�     
�%��' ��/��� , #�������B 6  5�%�'�� #��$� 5� । 

&������ `�� ���� 4F�`�� 6 ���  
������ '�� ���� 5���+��� । )��� ���9��9� 

.��'�।'��� ��, ���� #�;9�� �A9; 6 ��9���� '��5� 
�;9� '�� । (5��5��� ���%� (�� � 5� ��) 

��H����/�� #��D� ���� ���'M����� .'��� '�� 
��9�� 6 5�%� '�� 5� ।  (bQQ &��' (�; 5����) ।  

�]-<Q&� .�(�, NOPN। ';9W��� 
&���� .�� &�� ���� 4F�`�� 6 
��� ���9��9� .��'� ।  

 
 
 
�P-<Q &� .�(� , NOPN, 

��H����/। 
 
�����  �O-<Q ��49, 

NOPN_��_����� '���� । 
3J ���'M� ��3�W��-.� ���}�5��� ��r ��5��� 

 B;�'  B�' �����;0��� 5�%� '��। &��� 6 
��"��� &/�-�54�� ��3��� ���' ��� ��� । a’� &U�' 
b’�� ���� &����'  #�5�; '�� ����U �5v�M�� ��� 
��6�� 5� । ����A� '�'�� 6 &��5� #%�% #�� ��M 
.��'�� +���� ����+ &���� ��6�� ��� । ((�� < 5� �� 
&��' �5� 5� । � 5� �� &���'� &'� &��\  ��6�� ��� 
�) । 

 �O-<Q&� ��49, NOPN 
���B� '���� । 

_��_����� '����� &���'�� .��� .�� !£� 
����+���, .3 '������6 ![ ����� &��� 5� । (NbQ 
 ��6 &��� &��' �5� 5� । =D ������ !£� &� aac 
 ।) 

 <Q&� ��49, NOPN 
����B� '���� 

!6���� ��B &
C����'�� 6 3J ���'M� ��3�W��-
.� ���}�5��� ��r '������ &������� 5�%�'�� 4����� 
��� । ��� '� &��'3 &�\�4�+� । ��M ���� `� °��(�� 
5� । (b�’� ���� &��' �5� 5� । ����\  &���'� ���%� 
a�’)। 

 <Q&� ��49 -b3 .�(�, 
NOPN 5�������, 
!���B�,��'�4� .�� 
����� �5��� ����� '��� 

.3 .��'�� #��'���  B;�' 5�%� '�� ���· '�� 
&W�� 5�। `� ���� (U�� ��/ .�� ��� °�� '�� 5�। 
((�� N 5� �� &��' �5� 6 ����\  5�। NPb   
5�������� ��� .�� NP�   =D������ !£� &�। )  

 
 <Q&� ��49-b3 .�(�, 

NOPN, &�����'B�। 
��eA, ��� 6 ��"��� ��9�� 6 5�%� '�� 5� । 

����� ���� `� ��/��/ '�� ![� ������ &�6�� 
5���+��� । (�� �6 &��� &��' �5� 5� । NQ   
5�������� 6 �P   =LD ������ ���।)  

 <Q&� ��49-b3 .�(�, 
NOPN, '���B�।  

&�� �'+����%' .��'�� )�� 5���� 4����� 5�। 
&������ �A9; '�� 5�। ��eA 6 ��"��� 5�%� '�� 5�, 
�%��' ��/���  6 #�������B 4��। ((�� <’� &��' �5� 
5�। N<�   ��5��% ������ !£� &�।) 
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& �� ����� 6 .��'� 

 
                       `/� 
 

 <Q&� ��49 -NQ3 .�(�, 
NOPN &'�\/4�\����। 

&��������� 5�%�'�� 6 #�������B 4��� U��' । 
((�� a� &��' �5� 5� 6 b�   !5� 5� । ��5��% 
������ #�D��� &���'� ���%� 5�C bb।) 

 <Q&� ��49, NOPN 
��W��>�H� । 

!�B &U�'3 �4�´� '�� �'+����%' ����`� ��r�� 
���A��� &
C����'�� !S�; '�� । ���� ��eA 6 
�G�� ������ 5�%� '�� .�� ����� &������ ��� ��� 
��� । ((�� �� &��' �5� 5� । ��5��% ������ ��� 
P�   । ) 

   
 <Q&� ��49-NQ3.�(�, 

NOPN ��3�। 
 

.��� (���L ��^���� )�� ��9�� '�� 5�। 
��3��� ��M ��^���� .'��� '�� G���0��� 
5�%� '�� 5� । &��� 6 ��"�5 ]Q &U�' PQ   
��^��' 5�%� '�� 5���+�।  

 �b&� ��49-a^� 
.�(�,NOPN, �_�3�5 
�5'���। 

!6���� ��B &
C����'B; �'+����%' ����`� ��/ 
'�� ![ ����� &�� ।  �6 ����� (4�� 7�� 5� । 
�bQ  ��6 &��� &��' �5� 6 bQ   ����\  5� । 
NQ   5�������� ��� । 

����  
  

�c-�O&� ��49, NOPN 
���� �5�। �S��V  �/ 
���� �������� 6 J��  �/ 
����, 4�v��5�। 

����� !6���� ���B� !��-�����' ��7� ����� 
B^ '�� 5�। �U�'�U� ���� ���'M�� �������� 
��e�� ������ 5�%� 6 #��'�� 4��� U��'। `����� 
°�� '�� 5� .�� �%��'0��� 5�%�'�� 4��� U��' । 
B�� &'�/ &W��� !�B 5�0�B% �%�j��� )8��� 
'�� 5��� । ������ ��� 6 ��"��� ��M�� &/� .� 
5�%� '�� 5� । ���� (��;� 0�� ���� _�\���� 
����+��� 6 &�\�4 �+��� ����� �� &U�' )�^�� !� 
5�। ����� ����� &�/ �4�� !��� ���� &W�� &��� 
5�। ����� ��j ��� ��� ��� 5���+�। ��� 
�E�g� �%��' 7����� 5���+���। �'+����%' 
#�W��� ‘���j�;’ ���� &�\�4 �� । (5��5��� ���%� 
(�� b 5� ��) 

 
 �c-�O��49,NOPN  

�����  �/ ����, 
�������� ,����। 

3J ���'M� ��3�W��, !��� .�� !6���� ��B 
'�9��� ����� (�� &'� (�� �7% � &��� )C��� 
5�%�'��� ��� 5�। (a� ]P   �5� 5� ) 

 �c-�O&� ��49 NOPN 
�) '����, ��������, 
����। 

(�� NQ 5� �� !6���� ��B '�9� '���� &`��6 '�� 
&W��।���}�5� �������6 ����� ��H &��B &�� । 
���� ] `V��6 &��� &B���[�� 4�� । ((�� <� 
&��' �5� 5�) 
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& �� ����� 6 .��'� `/� 
 <Q&� .�(�, NOPN, 

���7���, �5'���, ����। 
���� ���'M�� �5'��� 5��'��' !/' '�� �v� #�D�� 
���� 5�। �5��� .��'�  ��� �%��' B;5�%�, G����� 6 
�%��' ��/���  4��� U��' ।((�� N 5� �� &��' �5� 

5�) 

'��J�� �O &� ��49-NQ3 .�(� 
NOPN, '��J�� �5�। 

3J ���'M� ��3�W��-���}�5�, �� ��5� .�� D��� 
=uG�'����� ��5��� .�� ���� ���'M�� &����� )�� 
��UC� [��  4����� "e '�� । S��B� N< �� ��� 

�X���� �� K 4��� U��'। ( N 5� �� &U�' &�� 5� �� 
&��' �5� 5� । ) 

 
 �] &� ��49-N�� .�(� NOPN, 

4���>�H�, '��J��। 
��5��� 6 ���� ���'M����� .'��� '�� 5�%� '�� 5�। 
&������ ��H #����A' �%�5�� '�� 5� । ���� ���'M�� 

�5'��� 5�'��� )�� ��9� #�%�4�� '�� 5� ।��\� 
�@����� q��'6 ����� '�� 5���+���।(b� &��' �5� 

.�� N� &��' ����\  5�।) 
 

 �< &� .�(�, NOPN, 
 �W�'��v, '��J��। 

���}�5� 3J ���'M� ��3�W�� 6 D��� =uG�'����� 
��5��� '����� )�� 5���� 4����। �%��'5��� �-
�E�g ��/ '��� �� ���� '������ ![ ����� &��। 

&'3 ��\4�� �����। &������ �A9; '��� �� 5�%� '�� 5�। 
����� �G���5, M '�/� .�� &�/ '�/� #�D�� ��6�� 

���। ((�� b� &��' �5� 5�)। 
 

 <Q&� ��49-N<3 .�(�, 
NOPN, &��5����, '��J��। 

(�� =’���5 ���8 &��5����� &������� 5�%�, #�������B 
.�� �A9�;� '��� �+� । (a� &U�' ]� &��' �5� 6 �� 

&��' ����\  5�। 5�������� ��� NQ  । 

�[�� �]&� ��49-�<&� .�(�,           
NOPN, �[�� �5�। 

!6���� ��B &
C����'�� & � &0�H '������� 
�5����' '��9'��� 6 ��/���  '���  % &+�� &��। P 
5� � ��eA, ��� 6 ��"��� & � 0��� ���% ^���^��� 
'�� &t�'��� 5�। & � 0��/ �>���3/ ���� )���� 
&���� ���'h� �+�। �'� &�����5� ����� .�� 
&�o\�+ ����� )��� '��। (�%7��9��� B;5�%�, �A9; 6 

#��������B� '��5� �;9� '��। ('�� &�, (�� � 5� �� 
&��' �5� 5�। 

 
 �]&� ��49 -��&� .�(�, 

NOPN, 6B�\, ��@�5��। 
��5������ 4���W�� �m '���  % !6���� ��B 

=uG��'����� ��M� �m '�� �����। �%��'[��� ����� 
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& �� ����� 6 .��'� `/� 

  5��� । &����� ��A9� 5��� । ����� [�� '�� 5�%� 
'��� !�B � #�D�� ��M� ���� 5�\/��� 
5���+���। ���� �5�� �G����5� +��+�� &��� ��� । 
#�'�'  ��@ ������ ���� 5� । '�)�' �� 
&����' &B\�U [�� '�� 5�%� '�� 5� । !5� 
#�D�� ���� &�\�4�+��� ����� '�+ &U�'  �� ��� 
&�, &������ �� � �@��� �j �� '��� ���% 
'�� 5���+��� । ��5����� .�'���� (�� ���· 5�� 
���। ((�� Nb 5� �� &��' �5� 5�)। 

���� �< ��49-NQ3 .�(�, NOPN,  
���� �5�। 

=’���5�%��� !6�������B� �X���� �� K &U�' 
�5��' �7� '���� &�����5� .�� । ((�� �� 
&��' �5� 5�)।  

 �<&� ��49 -NQ3 .�(�,NOPN 
���� B�। 

=uG�'����� <bQ   ��eA, ��� 6 ��"�' ����� 
t��'�� ���� ![ ����� ����� । (&0��� ���� 
�+��� ����� �'��'3 .0��� W�\�� &W�� 5�%� 
'�� 5�) 

 NQ3 .�(�, NOPN ��'�� । &��6�� '����� #��������� ���@ '���/ B^ 
'��� # �5�� &����� (����� '�� 5� । ����� 
.'/� 5�3p��   0�� !/�' &���  ���� #�D�� 
������ ���� 5���+� । ((�� � 5� �� &��' �5� 
5�।) 
 

����� �<-<N&� ��49, NOPN, Z������ 
 (�����)। 

�� �� ����`� 6 ��� #��������� ������ &�6�� 
5�। (N�’�6 &��� &��' �5� 5�।) 

 �<&� ��49-N�� .�(�, NOPN,  
��W�����। 

b 5� �� )w�l� ���% #��9�'�6 &��� &��'�' 
��9�0��� 5�%� '�� 5�। ((�� � 5� �� P �� &��' 
�5� 5�।) 

��� ��� �c&� ��49-N�� .�(�, NOPN,  
��� ��� �5�। 

3J &�H� &�� ��V ���}�5 '��� ��H ��H3   
��9�� "e 5�� ���। !� ��� ���3 &������� 
5�%�'�� 4��� U��'। ��eA, &��� 6 ��"��� 5�%� 
'�� 5� । &� =-4��  .��� &����  ���� �+��� 
���� (���L �+��� �G��, q����' 6 ��"। �5���� 
���� &'�/ ��� B��+� !B�� &_����� 5�। (�� 
a� &����' #�5�; '�� ��� ��6�� 5� �5v�M��। 
((�� b 5� �� &��' �5� 5�।) 
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& �� ����� 6 .��'� `/� 

 �c&� ��49-N<3 .�(� 
 NOPN, ^�'��B�\6। 

3J &�H� &�� ��V ���}�5 '�� । #��'��� ��5����' 
5�%� '�� ���· '�� &W�� 5� । �����  &������ 
#�5�; '�� 5� &������ �A9; '�� .�� B09��� 
&������ &��/ �H��� &��\4� ���� 5� । !� ����� 
��% �� �G� ��"��� �+\�� /�'��� /�'��� '�� 5� । )�H 
#�D�� �G���5[���' ��M�� &/� ��� &�����6 
5���+���। ((�� < 5� �� &��' �5� 5�।) 

 
 ���9�����, ��B�,  

'�)�'�3, W������ 6 �5��। 
���}�5� 3J &�H� ��3�W�� .�� !6���� ��B 
&
C����'��� (�� �7%3 �+��� &�� '����[���। 
'����� ����v���� 0��� (��9��  % &����, 5��'� 
&��� B� .�� &+�/ #q�q �%�5�� '�� 5� । !� 
������3 "e 5�� ��� �A9; 6 5�%�'���� ��������। 
(���� �7� &����+��� ����� �5���� b 5� ���� &��� 
&��' �5� 5���+���।) 

 
�� ��5� �c &� ��49-N]3 .�(�  

NOPN, �� ��5� �5�। 
����� .�� 3J ���'M� ��3�W�� ���}�5 '��। .��� 
��H .�� &��B &�� �5v�M�� #�(���'�����। "e 5�� 
��� &������� 5�%�'�� । NOPN ����� N]3 .�(� 
&�����5� .�� �5��' °���� 5�� &U�' �7� '����। 
��/�� .�� ����� &U�'6 G��� 5�%�'���� ��� ��6�� 
��� । ((�� � 5� �� &��' �5� 5���+���।) 

 
 �P&� ��49-Nc3 .�(�,  

NOPN ���B�। 
�5v�M�� #�(���'������ �5����B��� ���}�5� 3J 
���'M� ��3�W���� &���'�� ���B� &U�' & � 
'������� ��j '�� &��। ���� '������� ��9����4� 
'��9'��� .�� #�������B '��� )8���5� '��� U��'। 
.'  .'�)V� .� &'��� ���������' 
�'�� '��� 
#
�'�� '���+��� ��� ���' &'��� ��9@ ���/� ��4 
��\��, ���^ ���� ���/�� 5�%� '�� 5�। (�5���� ���%� 
(�� N 5� �� ��� #��� '�� 5�। ) 

 
'���*� ��49-.�(� Na, NOPN, 

���;������। 
���;������ ��5��� ��eA, &��� 6 ��"��� .'��� '�� 
& � ���� ���� 5�। ��� NOPN ����� N<3 .�(� 3J 
&�H� ��3�W��-.� ���}�5� ���� (���� !���� 

���S� �v��'� ��5���% ������' 5�%� '�� 5�। ((�� 
b� &��'�' �5� '�� 5�। ) 
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& �� ����� 6 .��'� `/� 

������5 �P&� ��49, NOPN, 
������5 &������।  

3J &�H� &�� ��V 6 3J ���'M� 
��3�W�� ���}�5 '��। ���� ����� ���� 
���'M�� �5'�9���� 5�%� '��। �5���� 
���% #�W���6 �+��  �� +��� �+��� !�6 
�| &��', ���� ���� ����� ���D�� 6 
�%����' `������+���। 

 
 N]-NP3 .�(�, NOPN, 

������5 �5�। 
(�j 3J ���'M� ��3�W���� &��'  
&��� B� ��� ������5 ��� & �� 4��6 
'�� .�� ����g�� '���; D��@��� 
��5��B� &��'��� [�� '�� 5�%� '�� 5�%� 
'��। 

 
 NP3-�Q&� .�(� NOPN, ��'����� 

6 #%�% '����। 
)zg  ��� 5��� ��3�W�, �������, ��9�, 
&+��� .�� ���-�� �+���। ���� ������5 
�5� 6 ��� !������� ��'����� 6 #%�% 
O�/ '���� !S�; '�� #��'��� ��eA 
#�������' 5�%� '��। ���� ('�� &�, (�� 
b 5� �� &��' �5� 5�। &����� .'�/ 
��� � .�� .'�/ p�� 0��,  ��� 
5���+���। �N &� .�(� NOPN ���, 
&�����5� �� �5��/ 5MB� '�� �� 
���� .3 &������ )��� '��। 

  
     

 
     

 
      

 
---------------- 
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(=3))))    
(�����'(�����'(�����'(�����'    

�����' ���� 6 '��9S������' ���� 6 '��9S������' ���� 6 '��9S������' ���� 6 '��9S�    
������� �:� ����� 

NaQ। t�'�� ��' !��9 
#������� '��'�/ 

����'��' ����� 

�������� !'9�30�-.� 
������ 

          �] ��49, NOPN 

          

EXTRACT OF TRANSCRIPT OF INTERCEPTED MESSAGES OF 

PAKISTAN ARMY OPERATION AT DACCA FROM 0200 HRS. 

TO 0800 HRS, ON MARCH 26TH, 1971 

 

Control-   hello 99-suggest you keep turned in because otherwise 26 and others will 

have to give situation twice. Just stay tuned in. There is nothing fresh 

yet reserve line (1) secured and University area still fighting going on 

out. 

From 77  latest from 88- that he is making progress. But there are so many 

building that he has to reduce each one in turn. He has so far suffered no 
casualty there is firing against him. He is using everything that he has 

got. Over 

 

To 77 Tell him that his big brothers (2) will also be coming, shortly, I hope, so 

those can be utilized for knocking down the building. Now on the other 
side I think Liaqat and Iqbal (3) is now quiet.  Am I correct? Over. 

 

From 77 Have not had the completion report but they were much happy about 

those two. Over 

From 

Control That is jolly good. Now let the boys keep announcing in the streets 

about that is number one. Number two-they will keep on saying that all 

Bangladesh flags will be brought down and any house which has 

Bangladesh flag-the owner will be responsible for the consequences. 

There will be no black flag and there will be no black flag visible 

anywhere in the city and they are not put down then the consequences 

will be very very severe. This must be made clear to everyone. Roger so 

far. Over 

 

 
1. Reserve line-Headquarters of the East Pakistan Rifles at Peelkhana Dacca. 

2. Big brothers-Artillery support 

3. Liaqat and Iqbal- Students dormitory of Dacca University. 
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From 77   Roger over 

 

To 77  Secondly it must be announced also about these road blocks. Any              

person seen putting up road blocks will be shot on the spot-No. 1, 

No 2,-road block put up in any locality-people from that locality will 

be prosecuted and will be held responsible and the houses left and 

right-I repeat-houses left and right block will be demolished. This 

must be made clear to all and to the people themselves. And this 

must be announced on these speakers through the night and till the 

morning and   also tomorrow morning through whole day. Over 

 

From 41 Roger so far over  
 

To 41 Similarly all road blocks built put in anywhere will be a criminal    

offence.  

 

Anybody doing so will be shot on sight. Owners of buildings on 

either side of the road block will be persecuted and their buildings 

demolished. This should also be announced by your roving patrol. 

over 

 

To  88 From Imam (4) Regarding all Bangladesh flags or black flags       

owners of building flying these must be warned to remove them at 

once otherwise they will be persecuted.  

 

To 88 Road block anywhere will be criminal offence. Anyone seeing  

indulging in these must be shot at sight. Houses and buildings on 

either side will be demolished. This should also be announced on 
your public Address system by your roving patrol. Over 

 
From 88 Wilco-anything else? over 

 
To 88 Did your Imam say that you will require approximately three to four  

hours to complete the task? over 
 

From 88 Yes-approximately three to four hours to thoroughly complete the  

task. over 

 

To      88 Imam is now with Imam 26. If you need further assistance in any  

manner you can let him know. Regarding the buxer (5) elements they 

have started from their base position and will be able to help you 

immediately after first light to help demolish all the obstacles in 

front of you. Over 

 

 
4. Imam –the Commanding Officer. 

5. Buxer- demolition squad. 
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From 88 Thank you so much nothing more from my side. Everything is 

going fine. over 

 

From 88 Roger out to your. Hello 41 message over. 

 
To 41 Regarding the escape route west of the railway line i.e. in your  

area hope that necessary blocks have come into position so that 
elements that are facing 26 and 88 in the campus do not pull out 

westward. Over. 

From 41 We are very extensively patrolling the area. Every minute we 

are on the watch. Over. 

 

To 41 Roger. I was certain that your would be in full command. The 
elements of 26 have also sorted out our friend of the Daily 

people. That should please your. Out. 
 

From 99 Heighten Highest control (6) wants to know as to what type of 
oppositions have been faced in areas Jagannath, Iqbal and 

Liaqat. Over 
        

88 for 99 Initially a lot of fire was received from Jagnnath (7) and Iqbal 

halls. 

 

99 for  88 Roger so far. Over 

From 88 Once we opened the Romeo Romeo (8) after that we haven’t 

hear any fire but we have disposed off a few. 

 

88 for 99 Now I am going to Liaquat because their set is out of order. I do 

not know their progress. After checking up that then, I will let 
you know. Over 

99 to 88 Please let us know as to whether there was any automatic fire 
from other side and were there any grenade etc. thrown. Over 

 
88 to 99 Lot of three-knot –three fire we have not heard automatic nor 

we have heard any grenade. Over 
26 for 99 Markhore (9) on set. Send your message. Over 

99 for  26 Please let us know as to what all objective have captured by 

now. over 
26 for  99 Two thousand (10) captured, then Ramna p.s. captured, 

Kamlapur R.S. Sculptured T.V./Radio under control Exchange 
captured. All first phase yelling. over 

            
6.  Highest control- Lt gen. Tikka Khan 

7.  Jagannath- Students Hall of Dacca university 

8.  Romeo Romeo Recoiless Rifle.  

9. Markhore-Adjustand. 

10. Two thousand-The police Headquarters at Rajarbagh.  
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From 99 From our position in Commissioners officers we could see lot 

of fire in the area Purana Paltan. If it the Head office (11) or 

some other office. Over 

26 for  99 The area two thousand is on fire. I say again area two thousand 

is on fire. over 

 

99 for  88 What about People’s Daily (12). Over 
 

26 for  99 Blasted. I say again blasted. Our two men seriously wounded 

have been evacuated to CMH and two minor injuries. over 

99 for  26 Any approximation of the other side casualties? over 

26 for  99 No-it’s difficult to judge at the moment. Places are at fire or 

have been completely destroyed. It is not possible at this 
moment to say anything. over 

99 for  26 Have you done away with police Lines also? over 

26 for  99 Just I say two thousand police line are on fire. Over 

99 for  26 Good show. Out  

From  55 There was a road block. We are removing it with the help of 

other elements. Over  

To 55 Jolly good show. Your elements are expected at 26. They will 
be particularly helpful to 88 who is having some difficulty. 

To 55 Location over  

  In front of Farm gate and we are now removing the road blocks 
with explosion and other materials. We are still at the same 

place. over 
To 55 Roger-Hope nobody has dared come out against you. Over. 

 

From 55 Yes 

To 55 That’s excellent. Keep coming. We are at this original building 
area you may try and avoid any unnecessary damage to the road 

that can save. Out 
 

To 16 As discussed earlier the Imam of your original forde will carry 

out the necessary drill the various categories according to which 

they will then re-organise. Suggest until the Imam of your force 

appears you stay put. Over 

 

From 16 Wilco out. 

11. Head Office- The Headquarters of Awami League. 

12. People’s Daily- The Daily people. 

13. Cheeta- Tank.  
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From 

 

 

To 

 

 

 
 

To 
 

 
From 

 
To 

 

 

 

To 

 

 

From 

 

 

To 

 

From 

 
To 

 
 

 
 
To 26 

from 77 

 

From 

 

 

Control 

 

 

 

 
 

To 
 

41 

 

 

41 

 

 

 
 

88 
 

 
88 

 
 

 

 

 

26 

 

 

26 

 

 

26 

 

26 

 
26 

 
 

 
 

77 
 

 

 

26 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

88 

We have a large number of people who have laid a number of 

road blocks disposed off. over 

 

This is a good use of labor. Suggest you use them for the present 

and retain them until you get it cleared from Imam. Then 

accordingly, you can either let them off or we can take them 

away. over 
 

Jo apka ek element RSU (14) ke sath hain use through poochiye 
ki RSU dariya (15) main patrolling kar rahan hain ya nathin”  

 
Roger over 

 
Right –just wanted remind you that your element with RSU 

should ask them to carry out patrolling in the river boat. Patrol 

the river as discussed by Imam, over. 

 

Did you manage to pick up anybody important from the Daily 

people? over. 

 

Nil- negative, but our troops have gone some other important 

persons. We are waiting for their progress. over.  

 

Roger-Has the office of ALPHA LIMA (16) been occupied so 

far? 

No. Target has been left for the early morning. Over 

 
Roger-except that any record and paper might already been burnt 

or destroyed by the occupant. However, do as you planning and 
you are making excellent progress. Let us know every little thing 

that happens. out. 
 

Markhore ke inform kore ki Imam ne Kahan hian ki first light se 
pahle Jitne dead body hain ye clean ho jane chahye aur sab 

concerning ko batha de over. 

 

Roger-aap apne Imam ko aur Markhore ko ye Khabar de de. out 

to you. 

Hello 41.. correction 16, 41, 88 did your receive? over 

.Hello 88-did your receive this message which 41 has just now 

read back? 

 

Reply (indistinct) 

Yes, arrange to dispose them. You can use local labour and 

dispose them of away from the public places. over. 

            
14. RSU River Survey Unit. 
15. Dariya- River the Buriganga. 

16. ALPHA LIMA- Awami League. 
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When your can give us an estimate of casualties suffered by the other 

side? Nothing more. out 

 
Necessary detachment for orders-these result are being awaited –

suggest you can draft your SITREP on the lines of what has occurred 

since about 0100 hours this morning, over. 

 
Since 0100 hrs for about half an hour we were not in contact with you 

and after that we had to shuttle in between the telephone and this 

place which is quite some distance. So we missed of most of the 
transmission.  

 

Subsequently these were repeated to you starting from Belal’s Boy’s 
(17) when they caged the main bird (18) and subsequently the two 

telephone exchanges, the P.S at Ramna. People’s Daily, the Reserve 

Line, then the action that is still continuing in the area of University 

plus the houses in Gulshan, correction, houses in Dhanmandi, the 

occupants of which were not traceable. over  

 

About the last transmission which are the officers who are not 
traceable from Dhanmandi? over 

 

Regarding Tajuddin & Bhuiya they were not found at their places. 
Similarly this place the physical training Institute which was supposed 

to have arms has not so far revealed any. over 

 

It is the same physical Institute in Mohammadpur area? over 

 

Yes. There is nothing that end yet. We will also take care of the 

Malkhana and the Lalbagh Fort but that will follow.  
 

So, you have most of the gift over.  

 
We have heard everything from the call sign but what about the other 

call signs? over 

 

16 has very little resistance in which they killed 4 and wounded about 

10 after that they were fully in control of their operation regarding 

Tajuddin and Bhuiya and in the Institute, they captured some other 
people but the main target had packed up and left much earlier 

apparently they have all panicked and started leaving the city from 

some time yesterday. So they have blocked all the roads and secured 

the second capital exchange and have also set up block for any people 
trying to escape from Campus towards the West across the railway 

line. over 

17. Belals’ Boys- Command Unit headed by Col Sayeeduddin. 

18. Main Bird-Sheikh Mujib.  

19. H.R.-House rain (Mujib’s Residence)   
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Roger. over 

 

Hope you are comfortable with your hostages. over. 
 

I am thinking as to how to feed them now. over 

 

It will do then no harm it they don’t see food for a while so they 
can adopt the same policy as you have been doing for the last so 

many weeks. out 

 

41, as you know, is in position on the west of the campus area. If 

you need any support or help from him you can easily coordinate 
with him-because he can come in from behind on to any resistance 

still there. Of course you will have to coordinate your fires. over 

 
Roger. How far have you got? How much more to go? over. 

 

 

Quite appreciate your difficulty. How far are you from the railway 

line? Can yor give us some lndmark now that day light is 
approaching? over 

 

You can ask your Imam to start working on a list of prominent 
people in your area. You can get in touch with women you know 

and a list of all the prominent locals in whom we may be 

interested. over 

The buxer element should have got to you now. There has been a 

mix up in that. You have got the call sign 16 Cheeta with you and 
your cheeta is here with us. I am sending you Cheeta in transport to 

you at the house. Please return 16’s Cheeta in the same transport to 

come to us at our location here. Is that understood? over 
ALPHA PILLO (20) as suggested earlier, please ensure that all 

black flags and Bangladesh flags are removed immediately if not 

already done so, otherwise give good does to those who are still 
flying them. out........... 

That must be done, otherwise, you know, it is likely to lead to a lot 

of complications as implications. Besides, I went specially 

Dhanmandi to be searched from house to house. You can take your 
time. You may select the block get hold of people from each house 

look in them-select if you find anyone you know, that we require, 

that if of importance, you can arrest him and other returns to the 
houses. That’s all I have to say. If you have anything for me you 

pass it on. over 

 

 

            

20. ALPHA PILLO- Area Petrol  
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88 
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Roger so far  

In your area-this will be your task as Imam says each block will be 

cordoned off entirely and after due warning all the occupants asked 
to come out and will be recognised for any of the famous figures. 

Then the houses will be gone through to nobody is inside.  

Roger so far, over 

This house to house search should be organised very 
systematically so that nothing is late unchecked appart from that 

you can try and get local people who are reliable enough to help 

you distinguish them. over 
 

Message not understood; 

 
Send. over 

 

Markhore bataye ke Lt. Commander Moazzm (21) ko pak lane 

gaye the to usne resistance kiya jismain vo mara gaya. Oft. 

Commander Mozzam mara gaya. Uske body hamare pas hain.  

 

Roger over  
 

How much longer will you take before you can finish off this area 

and so back to your original area of responsibility which is 
between the river and railway line. over 

 

Now it is quarter to seven. I will move from this site at 8. I will 

require about an hour to collect the bodies them off. over 

 

Roger you can collect them in one place and call sign 26 may be 

told about their eventual disposal, the Imam says, may be done 
later. For the present they may be counted in separate categories to 

police of civilians and call sign 26 can keep a general eye on them 

while you move down to your area. over  
 

Roger-for the time being  we have collected them and dumped 

them at one place and informed 26. Anything else? 

Yes, regarding the announcement of curfew removal of flags and 

removal of road blocks –Imam desires that these be organized 

properly and in the native tongue as well as in English and Urdu 
and should be constantly carried on because a large number of 

people do not know what are the rules and restrictions. Curfew will 

carry on till 0700 hours tomorrow morning. over 

Wilco. Even so far the last 3-4 hours we are constantly passing on 
P.A. equipment. 

That’s very good and otherwise as the Imam said carry on with 

your re-organisation and administration. Out to you. 

 
            

21. Lt. commander Moazzam Accused No. 2. of the so called Agartala conspiracy case. 
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88 

 

Did you receive? over 

 

Message to 88 was, in one hours time he will move to original area 
of responsibility and take over including the corpses that have 

been collected. Your Imam can-ordinate with Imam 88. over 

 

.........Hello 88, there is a location South of the river, called Jinjira-
this is just south of the river across from your area. It was reported 

earlier that arms and ammunitions were being sorted there. RSU 

may have some information after their patrolling you might like to 
keep an eye on this, Over......thank you. Let us know when you 

finish campus area and you move back to your own? I there some 

firing still continuing in your area? over 
 

There is no firing but we are about to leave and odd round has 

been fired from one house. So we had to take a few chaps from 

that house. I don’t think there will be firing now. over 

 

Roger. Have any other detail come to light? All the arms and 

ammunitions are in your control? over 
 

Yes. except that some eight to ten chaps appeared with rifles 

twenty rounds of ammunition. over 
 

That is quite insignificant. How many are holding within the lines 

now? have you made account? over 

 

We are still at the job of sorting out the criminals and 

 

Only after they are sorted out segregated only then we will start 
counting. We have not yet allowed anybody from the other side 

i.e. neighbors including officers to move about. over 

 
That is fine. Do as you think best. That’s perfectly alright. No 

hurry so far. If you have any requirement of ammunition, I don’t 

think you should, except your element that went help 88 that can 

be passed on to us. out 

 

That element is not in contact with us. I suggest you to ask 88 to 
give the requirement. over 

 

Roger-But 88 is now moving back to its original area of 

responsibility, which is the south of the railway line and your 
element will, I think, be reverting to you. In any case we will get 

the requirement from him. out. 

 

The Imam would like you, once you move into your area to also 

secure the Siddhirganj power station-I say again the Shiddirganj 

power 
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station where you have originally kept some elements. You should secure it as 
you move into your area. 88 over. 

 

Wilco over.  
 

 

Will done. What do you think would be the approximate number of casualties 

of the University –just give me an approximate number in your view. What 
will be the number killed or wounded or captured? Just give me a rough. 

figure over 

 
Wait, Approximately 300. over 

 

Well done 300 killed? Or anybody wounded captured? over SITREP. 
 

 

I believe only in one thing -300 KILLED. over 
 

Yes, I agree with you that’s much easier-No, -nothing asked nothing done, you 

don’t have to explain anything. Once again well done; Once again I would like 

to give you Shabash to all the boys including Aziz who was with you for 
wonderful job done in this area. I am very pleased. Over........ 

 

 

          --------------------------------- 
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MARTIAL LAW ORDERS 

ORDERS LT. GEN. TIKKA KHAN, SPK. PSC. MLA 

ZOVE `B’ MIL ZONE `B’ ORDER. 

 
1. Whereas a grave situation has arisen in East Pakistan in which open defiance 

of the present administration, infringement of the MLRs/MLOs as a consequence of 
unbridled political activity to the Jeopardy and integrity of Pakistan has assumed an 

alarming proportion beyond the normal control of the civil administration. Police 
and EPR, and whereas in the interest of national security it is expedient to 

effectively arrest the deteriorating situation. Now therefore, 1 Lt. Gen. Tikka Khan 

Spk, do hereby issue the following ML orders.  

     

MLO No. 117 political activity of any kind whatever is banned in East 

Pakistan. No person shall attend or organise or make a speech either in the open or 

indoor nor any person shall take part in any procession of whatever nature.  

    

MLO No. 118 No news speech, poster or leaflet shall be published in the press 
or announced on TV or radio without prior censorship by the authority appointed in 

this behalf. 

 

MLO No. 119 No news or views bearing or likely to have a hearing on the 

political developments or law and order situation in East Pakistan be published 

broadcast or telecast or otherwise spread or communicated in any manner without 

prior censor by the censorship centers set up at headquarters MLA Zone `B’ and 

sub-administrators ML in this behalf. The spreading of such news or views include 

the transmitting of messages through the media of teleprinters, radio transmitters 

possessed by private individuals, banks missions or other allied services or 

agencies. 

 

MLO No. 120 All persons employed in whatever capacity in all the 

Government, Semi Govt. Semi autonomous or autonomous bodies, excluding the 
PIA shall report for duty to their respective departments by 1000 hrs. 27.3.71 of the 

issue of this order failing which their services are liable to be terminated followed 
by trial in a military court for non-compliance of this order. Heads of the 

departments will submit names of absentees to Major General civil affairs. 
 

MLO NO.-121 All educational institution throughout East Pakistan shall till 
further orders remain closed. 

 

MLO NO.-122 No person shall be in possession of fire arms, ammunition, 

explosives. All such persons excluding diplomatic staff shall immediately surrender 

such weapons to the nearest police station within 24 hours of the issue of this order 

and get proper  
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receipts. This order shall not apply to members of armed forces, civil armed forces 

and police. After verification licensed fire arms will be returned to the owners. 

     

  MLO No. 123 All banks in the province of East Pakistan shall close down 

forthwith and cease money transaction including foreign exchange until notified to 

the contrary. The closing down of the banks will include freezing of all accounts 

and sealing of individual lockers. 
 

     MLO NO. 124 No person shall indulge in activities aimed at organizing or 
taking the form of armed para military or volunteer corps or auxiliary forces.  
 

 MLO NO. 125 No person shall carry any lathi, iron rod, ramdao or any other 

lethal or formidable weapon which can cause an injury to a person.  
 

 MLO NO. 126 Assembly of five or more persons is prohibited till next 72 hours 

after lifting of the curfew. Permission may be sought for religious rites. 
 

 MLO NO. 127 Strikes, lockouts and agitations in educational institutions 
government officers, public utility works and installations, services and industrial 

concerns in the province of East Pakistan shall be prohibited with immediate effect. 
 

  

   MLO NO. 128 No foreigner working or residing in East Pakistan shall passes or 

distribute weapons of any type or description to anyone in East Pakistan overly or 

covertly without prior written permission of the MLA.  
 

    MLO NO. 129 No person shall loot `gherao’ `jallao’ or indulge in arson or in 
acts of sabotage, or subversion or indulge in any insurrectional activity or create 

disaffection among the police or EPR or any other law enforcing agency. 
 

    MLO NO. 130 Army personnel are authorized to make a search of any place, 

shop, residence or abode for the purpose of recovering any weapon or subversive 

literature provided the searching party shall not consist of less than one 

commissioned officer and two other ranks. The term commissioned officer includes 

a junior commissioned officer.  

 

     MLO NO. 131 All owners of cyclostyling and reproduction machines shall 

deposit such machines with the headquarters of sub-administrators martial law 
within 24 hours of the issue of this order.  

  

 2. Disobedience of any of these orders shall attract the provisions of MLR -25 

which prescribes maximum punishment of ten years R.I or as specified in relevant 

MLRs.  

Place : Dhaka, date : 25 March, 1971. 

 

MLO 132 ON `DIRECTIVES’ OF DEFUNCT AL 

MLO by Lt. Gen. Tikka Khan SPK. PSC. MLA. Zone `B’ 

ML Zone `B’ Order No. 132. 
 

 All govt. and Semi govt. departments including banks or autonomous or semi-
autonomous bodies or other functionaries in the province of East Pakistan who 

were 
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directly or indirectly hitherto been complying with the instructions contained in the 

so called ` Directives’ issued by the (defunct) Awami League, shall cease adhering 

to the Directives and return to the normal way of functioning as per the law of the 

land or procedure for the functioning such departments or bodies failure to the 

comply with their order shall be punishable under the provisions of MLR-25 which 

prescribes maximum punishment of ten years R.I. 

 
    MLO No. 133 Road blocks or barricades or construction or making of ditches on 

public high way or roads or rail or runways hampering the movement of vehicles or 
any other means of transportation is forbidden. Houses or buildings or 

constructions situated within a radius of 100 yards on either side of such an 
obstructions shall be liable to be demolished and inhabitants will be subject to 

punitive action for causing such obstruction under the provisions of MLR -25 
which prescribes maximum punishment of ten years R.I. 

  

    Place. Dhaka, Date 26 March, 1971 

 

    MLO No. 134 Whereas the funds of the Awami League are contribution of the 

members of the public and whereas it is necessary to ensure that the said funds in 

East Pakistan are not used or utilized in a manner prejudicial to public interest. 

Now therefore I, Lt. Gen. Tikka Khan MLA , Zone `B’ hereby direct that:- 

 

(a) All transaction of the said fund in East Pakistan shall stand frozen immediately 

effect. 

 

(b) No person shall, here in after operate the accounts is of the said fund except the 

accordance with the orders issued by me in this behalf (after an inquiry into the 
affairs of the said fund has been made under my directions). 

 
(c) Banks or firm or concern shall within three days from the date of issue of this 

order, surrender the assets and submit to this headquarters, the account of the said 
fund held by them setting out the details of deposits in and withdrawal from such 

accounts. 
 

Place: Dhaka, Date 26 March,1971. 

 

                                                         _______________ 
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MLO No. 137 

 
MLA’S liaison officer at Ctg. appointed 

 

 Martial law orders by Lieutenant General Tikka Khan SPK. PSC. MLA. Zone 

`B’ ML Zone `B’ Order No. 137. 

 

 I, Lieutenant General Tikka khan Spk. PSC. MLA. Zone `B’ here by appoint 

PA-57 BRIG. M. M. A. BEG (Retd.) care of Hegge and Co-Spencer Building, Ctg. 

to be the MLA’s Liaison officer at Ctg. with immediate effect.  
 

Lieutenant General, MLA. Zone `B’ (Tikka Khan). 
Place: Dhaka. Date 6 Apr.71 

 
 ML Sector-5   

 Sub-Administrator. 
 ML order by Lieutenant General Tikka Khan Spk, PSC. MLA. Zone `B’ 

ML. Zone `B’ Order No. 136. 

 
 1. Lieutenant General Tikka Khan Spk, PSC MLA Zone `B’ hereby appoint 

PA-1660 Brig. Syed Asghar Hasan PSC, T, Q. A. to be Sub-Administrator. ML, 
Sector-5 with effect from 06 Apr. 1971. Vice –Commodore A. R. Mumtaz, SK, 

TPK, PN, (PN-NO.100) Sub-Administrator Sector -6 (Ctg. and Ctg. Hill Tracts) 
both relieved. 

 
 2. Area Entire area comprising civil districts of Ctg. and Chittagong hill tracts 

and Ctg. Port area.  

 

3. Headquarters : Chittagong.  

 

4. ML. Zone `B’ order No. 86 and 113 are hereby cancelled.  

 

Lieutenant General MLA. Zone `B’ (Tikka Khan).  

Place : Dhaka, Date : 6 Apr. 71 

 

 

                                               ______________ 
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        �������           �:�           �����  

Na<। B09� ��� &�L & L �/²� 
���� ��U r5;  

  Z��' ���'M�    NQ .�(�, NOPN 

 
B09� ��� & L �/²� ���� ��U r5; 

 
&�W�/%�V & ���� �/²� �� .����' B�'�� ("S���) B09� 0�� .' 0��B��� #�$�� 

�:�9 ���'M��� B09� �5���� ��U r5 '���+ । ��U r5; #�$� ���4��� '�� t�'� 
5�3�'��/9� (�� ��4�����  �� ��, . ���T'� .� ���' ।  

 
.����� .3 ���� ��� 5� &�, &'��! &���6����� ���%�� #�$� "e '�� 5� .�� ��U 

r5�;� ���U ���U3  ���� ���'� )�g���� 5� ।  
 
��Ur5 #�$�� t�'� 5�3�'��/9� ��4������Gv, '�/f��' ����� ���%B; .�� )¢��D 

�����' 6 &������' #�W����� )��D� �+�� ।  
 
 

 

------------ 
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Naa। ��q ���5� '�G9'               
^�'��B�\6 ��� 

Z��' ���'M� N] .�(�, NOPN 

 
    

(�������� �'� &'F ��:9� '�� 5���+    
��q���5� ^�'��B�\6 ��������� ��� '�� ����+    

 
���'M� ��q���5� ��� ����� !�6 )g�� .�B�� �B�� ^�'��B�\6 ��������� ��� '�� ����+। 

.� !�B3 ���'M� ��q���5� ��� ��� &U�' �'� (������'����' �����; '�� ।  
 
��� ��� 6 ^�'��B�\6��� ���% (�������� �'� &'F ��:9� '�� 5���+ .�� ����� #�� .� 

=uG�'��� 6 #�(���'�������' '�� &U�' ��j 5���+ ।  
 

 B�'�� �G5k����� t�'�� �������� .3 ���� ��� 5� &�, (����� #% �'� D�� 4�r��, 
�����, ����, '���*�, ����/, ����, ������5�/, Z������, ����� 6 �� ��5��5 #%�% �'� 
(�� �5� ���'M� &�����5�� '��9'�� ��X�; ����+ ।  

 
&���}�5���� #���J ��'/[����' )���j0��� &��'����� '�� 5�C । .3 #�0���� 

&B�����B�:;9 D�� Z�% 6 ����� ����5� ���'M�� �������5� #�� ����+� । ��!3. W'�� 
����6 �:�9 ���'M�� 
�0���' ���09� #7�³ &���6 ��3 (���  �:�%�� �5���� �� '���+ । 
)�*����B% &�, �'� (�� �5��� ���U W'�� ���� 4��4� ����� "e 5���+ ।  

 
 

      -------- 
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      �������             �:�              �����  
Nab। & ���� �/²� ���� &���� 

0�A; 
Z��' ���'M�     NO .�(�, NOPN 

 
& �&�� �/²� ���� &���� 0�A; 

 ���� 7��� (������� .�B�� !��    
B09� &�L & ���� �/²� ���� �jG��� �:9 ����;L 

 

�(� 0�3��, !C����� !��3'�� । &���' ������ 56�� &U�' .�� ���;��� 0����� ����K� 
'�� &U�' �:�9 ���'M��' �7� '��� ����K �����  �%3 &�����5��' !�� '�� 5���+� । 
#������ !6���� ��B .� .' �U ����+��� ���� �'� �| �%��B� ������ .3 )��5������ 
&U�' (���$� ��������� !��� 0:�� !����� .3 &�� °���� ���' .�B�� &�� । ���'M� �G�J�� 
#rB��� 0:��'� r5;'��� �:�9 ���'M�� ������B; .3 &���' �/�'�� ����� �G���'h । 

 

h���%' &��' ('��% �5��� 6 !S�;��' �8����� w���  ���� ���R '�� ���� &���� 

0�B ����A� '����� '���+� । ��� W�� !6���� ��B °����' �U r5; '��� ���% 5���+� । 
�� f��' �� �5���� !6���� ��B ��A� 5���+ । �'� .� #U9 .3 � &�, ����3 !6���� ���B 
�+� ����3  ���� ���5� 6 #����� ������� । ����3 ���'M��� �H� 4� ����3  ���� ��5�� 6 
#����� �������। ����3 ���'M��� �H� 4� ����� 0� '��� &'� '��; &3  । !�� ����� .�B�� 
!���, #%��� ���U &��B &�6��� .��  ���� &� 7�� 5���+ �� �:�; '��� !��  ���C।  

 
��q���5�, �:�9 ���'M� ��3�W� 6 ������� �'+� &��' '�9�%D� &+�� &B�+ । .��� &') &') 

+��/�� �+� .�� !� '��  &��B &���, &') &') ������ ��� ��  % )�w�B� '���; ����� 
3)�/ &+�� &B�+ । !��� &') &') )¢�'�Æ� ������:% �������� w��� ��Ç�@ 5���+ । ���� 
�� ��� 3)��/ ����� &��B�� '��� .�� ���� =uG�'��� 6 &���� �¦��� ����%�B '�� �'/��9� 
�����' ���5��� 5�� � 5�� ����� ��H ��9�� ����D��� ����(�7�� �5��0:���:�' !4�; '�� 
5�� । !�� ����� .3 �����B r5�;� �����9 ���C।  #%U�� ����� �E:;9e�� °�� '�� 5�� ।  

 
N �� ��49 &U�' �b &� ��49 ��9@ ��'��� '�94���B; #�W�� &��� ����� । '��; �����  �� 

6 ����� ������-��� ��  �� ���R 5���+� । &� ����D���� ����� '�  &U�' ���� U�'�� 
5���+, !�� �� ��������� #���� '�� । .� &��5�� =uG�'��� 6 W%���Y��� �� '�� 5���+ .�� 
���@ ����  '��+, ����� ��9�@'��; #'���4�g #'����0��  ��� 6 &���� &���� !�����B '�� 
)�4� ।  

 

��q���5� .�� #%�% !3�G���� �7�'��� ��D� #�(���'���, =uG�'���, ��� ������� 6 
 ���������� &����� °�� ���� �G���'h । !�� �'� �B��'��� .�� &��'��� !£� � 
&�6��� !��  ���C । #%U�� ���� �� ��3 7��rM 5�� ���� । !���  ������ 5�� .���� 
4�3 । �'� '���� =uG�'��� &���'� ������ 6 �5�� !£� ��� &�����5��' ����� ��e�� �%�D� 
r5�; ���% '��+। .� W�� #�' ���9�A &��'�'6 'J &��� 5�C .�  % �E:;90��� =uG�'�����3 
���� । ����� !£� &��� � । ���% ����D�� �E�'9 !�� ���3 )�w�। &��� ��9�� ���% � �� ����+ 
.�� !��� ���% !��+। �'� ���% 4��4� ��� ���©� 5� ��5�� �����; ���A ��� '�J ���� । 
=uG�'����� ���� ���% 4��4�� ��© �G�J '��� � ����, ��� ���� ���� '��  ������;� '�9�% 
.�� . '��  !�� (��%�'� �:;9 �5����B�� '��� '�� ।  

 
������A !�� .3 !��� ���� 4�3, &�����5� &���(��'  B�;� �5����� &���' �7� 6 

!3�GÆ�� ��L(��$�� '�9�% ��� '��� ।  
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      �������            �:�           ����� 

Na]। '��  &��B���� ���9�      Z��' ���'M�     �N .�(�, NOPN 

 
��'��� '�94������ '��  &��B�� �E�'9 &(���/    

 
�:�9 ���'M� ��'���� .' &(����/ ��� 5���+ &�, ������� .�� &���� 6 &/���0�� &`�A;� 

'�� 5���+��� &�, ��'��� ��0�B, >�3�����/, 
��g����� 6 !��-
��g���A� ��D���:�5� �'� 
'�94����' ��9��A NOPN ����� �N &� .�(��� ���% '��  &��B�� '��� 5�� #%U�� NOPN 
����� �] &� ��49  ���'G� N�Q d� �����' !3 !��� #����� ���M�� +���6 ����� ����M 
'�� 5��। ./� #���� '�� 5���+ &�, ����A !r5 U�'� ��½6 &'� &'� .��'�� &��B�����B� 
#�������  % &'� &'� '�94���� ��7 �  �  #�W�� '��  &��B�� ��� �6 5�� ���� । .3 
�'� '�94����' �'/��9� & �� �� �5'��� ��� �W��� &'� ��0��B� &'� #�W� � U�'�� ���IJ 
'�94������ �'/��9� &>���/ '����� �� �5'��� #�W����� '��+ 5�� � 5�� 5�� । .�� �%U9 5�� 
����� )�*��� �%�D� #����� ���M�� '�� 5��  । 

 
)�*��� ���9� #����� &� �'� '�94��� �� ��� 
�0���' '�� � D� +��� #% &Y�� '��  

&��B�� '���, ���� ����� 
�0���' '�  ����� "e '���  % ��È3 �� ��� #�W�� 5�� � 
5�� । ./� ���u�� '�� &��_� ��'�� &�, �� ��� #�W�� '��  &��B�� � '�� ��9@ ����� &�� 
&��� 5�� � ।  

 
�a �a �a �a   ����j  �/ .�  ����j  �/ .�  ����j  �/ .�  ����j  �/ .��/� #�W����'�/� #�W����'�/� #�W����'�/� #�W����'    

'��  &��B���� ���9�'��  &��B���� ���9�'��  &��B���� ���9�'��  &��B���� ���9�    
 
3���:��9 .��>.6 ( �/) ��� 4�'����� �a   ����j  �/ .��/� #�W����' ����� ���� 

���� )�*��� D�� #����d &��B�� '��� ��� 5���+। .����� ���� ('��, (�����' ��'���� 
.' 5%�� !)�/ ��� 5� &� ��\����' ��\��� !�$��' ����B����  % #��7� '��� 5�� � । 
����j #�W����� ����� '�9D�� '��  &��B��� ���� &'� #������� �n��� � 5, &����' �G�J 
�����  % 'G�A ��0��B� ���IJ �5'��� >�3���� (��/ )8���) 6 & �� 'G�A #�W������ )���� 
&�6�� 5���+ । )����j #�W����� <QQ-]Pb /�'� &p�� (�8��H (������ '���B�� 0��� bQ /�'�) 
&�� ���� ।  

 
��4 ����j �a    ��/ .��/� #�W������ �� &�6�� 5���L 
 
N।  �� ��3 �T� !5��, /�H�3� ।  
�।  �� .É34, .�, !�� !�� ���T', ��3�, ����� । 
<।  �� &��L !��� !��, ^�'��B�\6, ��� ��� ।  
a।  �� &��L ��8W� �5��, ���;������, '���*� । 
b।  �� &��L &��W��� &5��� (���;', ^�'��B�\6, ��� ��� ।  
]।  �� &��L !��)T� ��,  �������, ������5 ।  
P।  �� &��L !��� ���� W�'�, ����;B�, t�'� ।  
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c।  �� &��L ���)� �5��, ����B�, t�'� ।  
  
O।  �� &��L &�o�W' )T�, 4�\����, '���*� ।  
  
NQ।  �� &��L �5�� ����,  �������, ������5  । 
  
NN।  �� &��L !�� �'� ���T', 6B�\, �� ��5� ।  
  
N�।  �� !Ê�� ���5�, ��� ��� (���) ।  
  
N<।  �� &��L ���)� �5�� ��'���, ����B�, t�'� ।  
  
Na।  �� &��L ., .34, .� ��5)T�, '���*� (��� )g�) ।  
  
Nb।  �� &��L ��5 �5�, ���;������, '���*� ।  
  
N]।  �� !Ê�� ����', �� ��5� (���) ।  
  
NP।  �� &��L 6��� B�, 6���B�, �� ��5� ।  
  
Nc।  �� &��L  ��� &5���, ��/��, �� ��5� ।  
  
NO।  ��  e� 3����, ��/��, �� ��5� । 
  
�Q।  �� &��L W ��� 5' ��'�����, 4�\����, '���*� ।  
  
�N।  �� &��L  5��)T� 0:\3��, ��/�� �� ��5� ।  
  
��।  �� &��L �� � !��, ^�'��B�\6, ��� ��� ।  
  
�<।  �� &��L 5 �� !��, t�'� (��� )g�) ।  
  
�a।  �� &��L 3)��, ������, t�'� ।   
 
 
 
 

----------- 
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������ �:� ����� 
NaP। �����' '�G9��7� 

�'/ 5�� � 5��� ���9� 
Z��' ���'M� �N .�(�, NOPN 

 
�����' '�G9��7� �'/ b  �'    

5�� � 56��� ���9�    
 

‘�’ #���� �����' ���'�9� &�L & L �/²� �� t�'�, ���'�B� .�� �������5� ��\4 
�%�j�' !B��� �] &� .�(� �'�� c `�/'�� t�'�D �w��� �� ����� .' d� &����� �����' 
!3�� ���-.%�>�����/��� �'/ 5�� � 56���  % !��� �����+ । ����� ��e�� ���0R 
�����' !3���� 6 �����' !��� #����� !�� '���� #�0����B�  ��� ����  % ����� 
5�� � 5�� ���9� &�6�� 5���+ । ���� 5�� � 5�� �%U9 5�� .� .� !�-aQ #����� ����� 
#���D����3 ��4�� '�� 5�� ।  

 
B�'�� �H���� �� !3 �>� .' 5%�� !)�/ .3 ��� ������ '�� 5� । &� ��\4 �%�j�' 

5�� � 56��� !��� &��� 5���+ ���� 5��L  
 
 
N। �� ��T !5��, PbN, ����� !����' .��'�, ��� ��� � &��>, t�'� ।  
 
�। &��W���� !5��, r��-&'������, &��L Z����5�/, & ��-���'�B� ।  
 
<। .�, .�  e� 3����, ��H�� ����� &��L -'�v���� & ��-������5  । 
 
a। !�=� ��R�, ���� �0��, NNQ, ���w��� t�'� ।  
 
b। !��=� �5��, 
K���'���, �� ����, t�'� ।  
 
)����j b �%�j�' ���'M� ������� N�N, ��< ', N<N 6 N<� � ���� .� .� !� ], Na, 

NP 6 �Q .� .� 6 ‘�’ #���� N�a � .�� N�O � ���� ��� !�� #�0����B�  ��� ���� 5��। 
.��� �'��� ��e�� .3�� ������� #�0���B !� '�� 5���+ ।  . +���6 b � #�0��j�' ( 
!��=� �5��) ‘�’ #���� .� .� 6-NNP 6 NNO � ����� ���U ��^� .� .� !� NO �     
������� !�� #�0����B�  ��� ���� 5�� ।  
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Nac। ��q ���5� '�G9' 
����@  ����7� 

Z��' ���'M� �N .�(�, NOPN 

 
�:�9 ���'M�� #�(��� ��m� ��e�� �%�D� r5;    

����@ ����7� '�� 5���+    
 

.���� �������� ���� ('��, ���'M� ��q���5� �:�9 ���'M��� �:�9 6 ���� )0� #���� 
����@ .��'�� ����� #�D� !��� ����5� '���+ .�� (������ 0����� �� %��:5 &U�' !��� 
#�(����� ��e�� ����@��:5 ���G�0��� ����7� '�� 5���+ ।  

 
4���� !�B� �����' '��9S�� '���*� .��'�� ���;������ 6 !��)�� .�� '��J�� .��'�� 

4���>�H� 6 &��5���� !��g !�� �� .3 �%D� r5; '�� 5���+ । .3 [eK�:;9 ����@ .��'�[��� 
!��g !�� �� ��q���5� .3 �'� .��'�� =uG�'��� 6 #�(���'������ ��� ��'� !Ë�[��� 
)��� '��+ .�� #��'��� &��' #q�q ��+� &W�� 0����� .��'�� !£� ����+ । ����*� 
&���� ��U%�� ¤��5% � �� &��� ��{������� �%�jB�;� 5��� 4���>�H� 6 '��� ���9���� #��' 
'��5� (4�� '�� !��+ ।  

 
0����� &������ ����' 0����� 5M�7�'������ 'h�� ����� ��� t�'�� ��'���0��� 

!�%���� '�� 5���+ .�� )�*� '�� 5���+ &� &�����5� '�G9' !��g !�� �� .3 �'� .��'� 
����� ���G� ��X�; ����+ । ����*� &���� ����/ ���� &7� �E�'9 ��U%� (4�� '�� !��+ .�� 
#��� ./��' ����/'� �����7� ��� !�%���� '�� 5�C । 

  
t�'�� ��'���0��� )�*� '�� 5���+ &�, ���'M� (��$�� �� &U�'3 .3 �����7� ����/ 

�����7� ��� ����4� .�� ./��' #% &� &'� ��� !�%���� '�� 0�� 5�� &�� 0�� 5�� 0���� 
)g� (����' ��j (��� !�%���� '�� ।  

 
t�'�� !��� '�� 5���+ &�, ����/ ���� �v� ��9��3 &�����5�� ��X�; !�+ .�� �� !3 . 

t�'� &U�' .3 ���� �v�� ����� Ì�3/ 4����� !��+ ।  
 
     ----------------- 
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������� �:� ����� 

NaO। Nac � �����' ����  ���  ���'M� #� ��0��    �P .�(�, NOPN 

 

MLO 148 ISSUED - DEATH PENALTY FOR 

DAMAGE TO GOVT. PROPERTY. 

 

Any person who causes damage to the means of communication, vital 

installations or Government property will be liable to punishment which may 

extend to death penalty, according to MLO 148 issued from Headquarters of 

Martial Law Administrator, Zone `B’ the other day, reports APP. 

Inhabitants of surrounding area where the damage is caused, will also be liable 

to punitive action under relevant MRL and MLO.  

 

   Following is the text of MLO 148 

 

1. Any person or group of persons causing damage, tempering with or 

interfering with working of the roads railways, canals, aerodromes, 

telegraph, telephone, wireless installations or with any Government 

property will be liable to legal action under MLR-14 which prescribes 

the maximum punishment of death.  

 

2. Inhabitants of the surrounding area of all or any such affected place or 

places will render themselves liable to punitive action collectively under 

MLR-25 read with MLO Zone `B’ order No. 133. 
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������� �:� ����� 
NbQ। ����@ .��'�� '�G9K 

���G� '��� ���9� 
�:�9��� P &�, NOPN 

 
&�L & L ��� �� ����/ �W� 

����@ .��'�� '�G9K ���G� '��� ���9�    
 

t�'�, NQ3 &� (.����) । 3J�9 '�%���� '����� &�L & L ., ., &', ��� � B� ������ ����/ 
.��'� �W� '�� । ��� ����/ &�o\+�� &�����5�� D��� '�%���� ��\�' #0%U9�  �� .�� ��� 
¤ .��'�� =uG�'��� ��:9� #�0���� #rB�� ��\�' #��5� '�� । ��\�'  ���� 5�, ����@ ��9@ 
��r .��'�� &�����5� �*��� 6 &rW��� #�0�� 4���� । .��'��/ ��������� ����� !��g 
����+।  

 
D��� '�%���� ��� &�, ��{������� &��'  6 0����� #�(���'������ ����@ ��R�5� &B�� 

!Ë�[�����6 #�0�� 4����� 5�C । &���(���'�� &
C��;���� 5�� .�� &B�� !Ë� �E�'9 
�U��U ��� ���C । ���� ��{������� �%�j 6 0����� #�(���'������ !£� &��� ।  

 
& ���� ��� � &��/�� &5���� �� । .3 D��/ ����/ �5� &U�' Nb ��3� )g�� #��D� । 

0����� #�(���'������ (��� �U �m '���  �% &�3 .��'�� &� �%�D� '�� 5���+ ��� �� 
�����9 '�� । ����@ .��'��/�� '�G9K !��� �G� '���  % ��� 6���3 !��� &� ।  

 
r�� .��'�� ��% ���� ��� ��3� �%��� Ç�;'��� & L ��� � &�� &�, 4�A��� &����� �� 

'�/�+ .�� Be� ��� 4��+ ���^ । r����6 ����/ �5��� �� ��@ । �5�� &U�' &W��� ��U ��� 
����/ �� ���� ��% ���� !�� । �� ���� ������ 
�0���' ।  

 
& ���� ��� � ��'��� t�'�� �W�� !�� ।  
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        ������� �:� ����� 
NbN। �:�9 ��' ��'���� 

(�� ��4��� '��+ &������' 
��A�' �����' '�9'�9� ��6 

W��� !��� �4�^ 

��'��� ������; )�G�L ‘.�������� 
#� . .��3� ./ &5��’-��W ���5 '��� 

�>��L NOP� 

 
P &�, NOPN 

     
HQ MLA ZONE `B’ 

CIVIL AFFAIRS 
GOVERNOR’S HOUSE 

DACCA (EAST PAKISTAN) 

 

No. 290/R/A794.7th May, 1971 

To  

The Chief Secretary,  
Government of East Pakistan,  

Eden Buildings, Dacca. 
 

It has been observed that in most cases the heads of Departments and 

Directorates and Autonomous Bodies in their Radio talks are highlighting past 

achievements and the future plans and very little thought is being given to present 

conditions. 

It is desired that they should be advised to take into consideration the practical 

aspect of the matter and propose corrective measures to be taken to overcome the 

difficulties. The responsibilities of the field staff and the need for public 

cooperation should also be highlighted in their talks.    

       
Maj Gen. Major  

General Civil Affairs  
      Sd/-Rao Farman Ali Khan 

 

No. CAIV/109/71-289dATED; Dacca The 13th May; 1971. 
 

Copy forwarded for information and guidance to registrar, Dacca 

University. 

                                                                   Sd/-AZM.Shamsul Alam.CSP 
                                                               Deputy Secretary to the Govt. of 

                                                                East Pakistan. S & G A (G A) 

                                                                Department. 
Distribution: 

Head of the Departments. 

Chairman of Autonomous  
Head of the Directorates. 

No. GAIV/109/71-289/1 Dt.... 13. 5. 1971. 

Copy forwarded for favor of information to Major General Civil Affairs, Governor’s 
House, Dacca.                                                                                                        

 Sd/-Illegible, 

          Deputy Secretary  
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������� �:� ����� 
Nb�। '�9� 6�����' 5�� � 

56��� ���9� 
�:�9��� Na &�, NOPN 

 
'�9� 6�����' 5�� � 56��� ���9� 

 
t�'�, N<3 &� (.����) । ‘�’ #���� �����' !3 (���' !B��� �Q &� &� �'�� !//�� 

��� t�'�� �w��� �� ���D N d� &���� )�-�����' !3 (����'� ���� 5�� � 5���  �% 
#���(�� '�9� .� ., �  6�����' ���9� �����+ । ��\� ��e�� ���'M� ������� NN�, N�<, 
N<N .�� N<� d� ���� .�� NQ 6 Na d� �����' !3 ���� #����� !�� #�0����B�  ��� 
&����  �%3 ���9� &��� 5���+ ।  

 
‘�’ #���� �����' !3 (���' &� !��� &� ��4 �� ���� &��� 5���L- 
 
N। aQ d� �����' !3 ���� #����� (�� 7������ !�� ‘�’ #���� �����' !3 (���' 

&�L & L �/²� �� .�, ��, &', �� .� �� !�� '�9� .�, ., � , 6�����' (#���(��) !��� 
��e�� ���'M� ������� N�N, N�<, N<N 6 N<� d� ���� .�� NQ6 Na d� �����' !3���� 
#����� !�� #�0����B�  ��� &����  �% NOPN ����� �Q&� &� �'�� !//�� ��� t�'�� �w��� 
�� ���D N d� &����� )�-�����' !3 (����'� ���� 5�� � 5�� !��� ���C ।  

 
�। ��� !�� )���� )�*��� 5�� � 5�� �%U9 5 �� 5�� !��� #���D����3 aQ d� 

�����' !3 ���� #����� !��� ��4�� '�� 5�� ।  
 
 
 

---------------------- 
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������� �:� ����� 
Nb<। �������' ��7�8'��   

&�L & L �/²� �� 
�:�9��� N] &�, NOPN 

 
�������' ��7�8'��� �������' ��7�8'��� �������' ��7�8'��� �������' ��7�8'��� B09� &�L & ���� �/²� ��LB09� &�L & ���� �/²� ��LB09� &�L & ���� �/²� ��LB09� &�L & ���� �/²� ��L    

��q (������ ���· '�� 5���+��q (������ ���· '�� 5���+��q (������ ���· '�� 5���+��q (������ ���· '�� 5���+    
    

t�'�, Nb3 &� (.����) । �:�9 ���'M��� B09� 6 (�����' �����' !3 (���' &�L & L �/²� 
�� ��� &�, ���� (��� &U�' ��B�^� ��M (������ ���· '�� 5���+ । ��� (����� #0%@�0��B 
&'�U�6 &'�U�6 ��/, �X��, �'��� ���5  B;�' 5���� ���� �'+� �'+� ���7� =u�9 4��+ ��� 
���  �� ।  

 
B09� B�'�� .' `����� ������� =  ����A ���������� ���U !��� '��+�� । &���B� 

����K ��� '��� .�� .' ��� �:�9 ���'M� �W��� �� ����A �������� =  B�'�� B09� 
5�)�� B09��� ���U &��� '�� ।  

 
B09� �/²� �� �������'��� ���U ab ���/'�� !���4�� ��� (����� ����9' ����D�� 

�E�'9  �� । . (��H ��� 0����� .....�:;9 (����' '�G9K D�� .�� #U9f��'  ������� 
�� 9�� ��A�[��� ����A0���  �� ।  

 
#�(���'����� ������ '��� ����� �#�(���'����� ������ '��� ����� �#�(���'����� ������ '��� ����� �#�(���'����� ������ '��� ����� �    

 
.' (�¶�  ���� B09� ��� &�, =uG�'������ '��9'��� &�����5�� &���'�� �m '�� 

���C .�� ����� ��:9� '��� &����� ��B�� � । #�(���'������ �E�'9 & ���� �/²� �� 
��� &�, &'� &'� .��'�� 0����� #�(���'����� °����' '��  ��� 56��� &4J� '�� । �'� 
&� &4J�� ���� ������ '��� ����� ।  

 
 ��j� �w%�5����  % p�� ��j� �w%�5����  % p�� ��j� �w%�5����  % p�� ��j� �w%�5����  % p��    

    
B09� �/²� �� ��� &�, (�� (����'  ��j� �:;9 �w%�5�� '���  % ��� .'�/ p�� 

Z��� '��+ । .�  % & �� ��9���6 �:;90��� ��5��% '�� ��� 5�� । ��� !��� ��� &�, (��� 
�%�D� �:90��� 4��� '���  % ��9�� �%�D� r5�� 5���+ । 

 
!�R =�09�7� ����� >�5� ��U%�!�R =�09�7� ����� >�5� ��U%�!�R =�09�7� ����� >�5� ��U%�!�R =�09�7� ����� >�5� ��U%�    

    
�:�9 ���'M�� =�097 !�R ��� ������ �������[��� &� ����� (4�� '���+ �� >�5� ��U%� ��� 

& L �/²� �� & �� ���� ��� । ���%���%� �%����� ���� ���� .��� .��� ��� #0�� &��� 
&���। ��'���� '��+ ��UJ �����; ���%��% �6 �� ����+ । &'� &'� .��'�� &��B���B �%�D� 
J 5�� ��6��� ���%��% ����5�; �'+� #������ &��� �����+ । &��, 0����� #�(���'����� t�'� 6 
4�r���� ���% '��'�/ &����  J '�� �����+ । ª� .[���� ��p�� 4��+ ��� ���  �� ।  
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#U9��� �E�'9#U9��� �E�'9#U9��� �E�'9#U9��� �E�'9    
#U9��� �E�'9 B09�  �� &�, #��'��� '�'�����, .��' &��'���/6 �:�;9��%�� '�  

"e 5���+। ��'� ��h 6 ���;� %' ��D�B������ ª� '�  "e� �%�D� 4��+ । &� �'� ��h 6 
���; % (��$� . ��9@ '�  "e '��� ����� ��e�� �����' !3 '�G9��7� &'� (�������:�' 
�%�D� r5; '��� 3C� !�+ �'� � ���� '�� 5�� ��� ��� &�, �'��' ����� 
�� 
�� '�  "e 
'��� �%����� )8���5� '�� 5���+ ।  

 
(���m'�� �G�J '��� &�6�� 5�� �(���m'�� �G�J '��� &�6�� 5�� �(���m'�� �G�J '��� &�6�� 5�� �(���m'�� �G�J '��� &�6�� 5�� �    

 
&� �'� ��h (��$� .�� &��'���/ .��� ����� &�[��� �m '�� &��� �'��� (����� 

#U9f��' )R��� ������ #% '�)�' ����� &�6��� ����� !�+ �' � . �E�'9 (¶ '�� 5�� 
B09� ��� &�, ��� &� ������' .�'���� )���� &� � । ����� &'� #�D�� �:�9 ���'M��� 
#U9����� (���m'�� �G�J '��� &��� 5�� � ��� B09� )�*� '�� ।  

 
'G�A �%�D�� �:;9 
�0���'�� �W�� !��� B09� & ���� �/²� �� ��@�A ('�� '�� �@�% 

'�� ‘./� �:�9 ���'M��� #U9���� .'�/ )8��5 ' �7;’ ।  
 

4� 4� 4� 4� ���h� &'� 7�� 5�� ����h� &'� 7�� 5�� ����h� &'� 7�� 5�� ����h� &'� 7�� 5�� �    
 
.' (�¶�  ���� B0;9� ��� &�, ����/ & ��� �'� 4� ��B��� £��'�� �W�� !�� "e 

'���+ । #�.� 4� ���h� ����A &'� 7�� 5�� � ।  
 
.' (¶'����' ���  �� &�, &B�����B�:;9 ��[����� ���0R �%��' 6 ��'��� &� ��� &U�' 

=uG�'����� &� ��������%' /�'�-���� ��/ '�� ��� &B�+ ��� &��'����� '���  % �%��' &4J� 
4��� 5�C । ��� �� #����� .3 #U9 &���� ��3�� 4��� 5�� &B�+ ��� ���  �� ।  

 
 
     ----------------- 
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������� �:� ����� 
Nba। �'� ������%��� 6  

'��  &����� ����@ 
�:�9��� �N &�, NOPN 

  
�'� ������%��� 6 '��  &����� ����@�'� ������%��� 6 '��  &����� ����@�'� ������%��� 6 '��  &����� ����@�'� ������%��� 6 '��  &����� ����@    

 
 t�'� �Q&� &� (.����) । (�����' ��'�� !B��� ��� !BJ &U�' ��M '��  6 

������%���[��� ����� 4��� '��� ����@ ����+ ��� !  .��� ('���� .' &(����/ ��� 
5���+ ।  

&(����/� �:;9 ����;L&(����/� �:;9 ����;L&(����/� �:;9 ����;L&(����/� �:;9 ����;L    
 

 �y����� ����:4� #����� ����/'�' 6 #%�% '���B�� 3�Y�/)/�5 ��M '�� , 
&��>�'� '�� , 3�������� '��  .�� ������%��� ����� 4��� '��� ����@ r5; '�� 5���+ ।  

  
(') ����/'�' 6 #%�% '���B�� 3�Y�/)/�5 ��M ��'��� '�� , &��>�'� '�� , 

3�������� ������%���, �:�9 ���'M� 'G�A ������%���, ������5 .�� t�'�D �:�9 ���'M� 
3�������� 6 &/'����  ������%��� ।  

 
 (N) ��7'��� NOPN ����� N��  � '��  &��B�� '��� 5�� ।  
 
 (�) NOPN ����� ��� !BJ &U�' ��� "e 5�� ।  
 
 (�) &���'��� '�� ��:5 (3V�����>��/ 6 �>r� '�� ) ।  
 
 (N) ��7'��� NOPN ����� N ��  ���3 '��  &��B�� '��� 5�� ।  
 
 (�) NOPN ����� ��� !BJ &U�' ��� "e 5�� ।  
 
��9���� ����� &U�' ��� "e '��� )�T��% ��7'�� ����� '��  &��B���� ����� ��9@ 

����� ���% (��� �� �%�D� #��
 '��� ।  
 
��9���� ����� '��  &��B�� � '��� ���IJ ��7'��� ����� 4�'��� &U�' ����M '�� &��� 

����।  
 
 

----------------- 
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������� �:� ����� 
Nbb। ��7'���  ‘����K5� 
)�j �E�'9 �����' '�G9��7� 
|\������ 

��'��� ������; )�G�L ‘. 
.�������� #� .��3� ./ 
&5��’-��W ���5 '��� 

�� &�, NOPN 

         CONFIDENTIAL/ IMMEDEATE. 

HQ MLA ZONE `B’ 

CIVIL AFFAIRS 

DACCA (EAST PAKISTAN) 

No 600/ Miss/ CA-2 May 22, 1971 

 

To : The Director of Public Instructions, Dacca. 

Sub: Indulgence of teachers in Irresponsible Talk. 

1. It has come to the notice of this HQ. that teacher’s are indulging in 

irresponsible talk  about the affairs of the country . Loose talk can spread 
sore among the people and is essential instrument of the miscreant and 

subversive elements. This HQ. therefore, takes serious notice of this offence 
and feels the necessity of severe disciplinary action aganist the culprits if the 

practice does not cease forthwith. 

2. Please warn all concerned accordingly. 

Col. 

Sd/-Major General Civil Affairs, 

(Saeeduddin Ahmed ) 

CONFIDENTIAL/ IMMEDIATE 

No. 6293/61-GA 

From : The Director of Public Instruction, East Pakistan, Dacca. 

To:1.  The Deputy Director of Public Instruction, Dacca / Chittagong / Rajshahi 

/ Khulna (Barishal) Division.  

2.  The Principal  

Sub: Indulgence of teachers in irresponsible talk.  

In enclosing herewith a copy of order No. 660/ Mis/ CA-2 dated 22.5.71 from 

the Martial Law Authorities he is requested to bring the contents of the letter 

to the notice of the teachers under him immediately for information and 

guidance. This letter which is marked Confidential should not be circulated 

to others. He is requested to ensure that teachers do not indulge in 

irresponsible talk about the affairs of the country. 

Appropriate disciplinary action should be promptly taken against any teacher 

found guilty of this offence.       

   

Sd/-M.F. Khan 

25.5.71 

Director of public Instruction, EP 

East Pakistan. 
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������� ��� ����� 
Nb]। ������%��� ��7� ����9%�� 

'���/ B^ 
�:�9��� <Q &�, NOPN 

 
0���9�/ ��7� ����9%�� '���/ B^    

 
 t�'� �O&� &� (.����) । &���� ������%��� ��7��' ����9%�� '���  % B0;9� �y����� 
�%�j��� ��� .'�/ '���/ B^ '���+L 

 
 >L ����� |��3, 0�3�-4%�����, �� ��5� ������%���, >L 5���  ���, �>����,  ���� 
��B9̂  ��%���, >L &��5� !��, ���% t�'� ������%���,  �� ., .W, .�, !�=� �5��, ���%, 
t�'� ������%��� । >L !�=� ����, ���%, �� ��5� ������%���, >L �'��� &5���, ���%, �� ��5� 
������%��� । >L ��3W��T & �������, ���%, �� ��5� ������%��� ।  

 
 '���/ �y����� ��A�[��� �E�'9 ������� '���L- 

 
 (N)  ������%��� ��7� �%�D�� ����9%�� ।  

 
 (�)  ��������'  ���� &4��� )��� '�� &�����  % 35�� ������ .��  

 
 (<)  )����j �%�D�[��� ��M����� �%����� ������ ' #%�% ������� ।  

 
NOPN ����� <N &� !B�J� !�B3 '���/�' 35�� �����/9 ��'���� '��+ &�� '��� 5�� ।  

 
 

     ------------------------- 
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������� �:� ����� 
NbP। NaO d� �����' ����  ��� Z��' ���'M� <  �, NOPN 

 
��7� (��$� &���� �E�'9 
NaO d� �����' ����  ��� 

 
B�'�� ������ ‘�’ #���� �����' (���' &�L & L �/²� �� '�G9'  ���'G� NaO d� �����' 

����� ����; ��4 &�6�� 5�L- 
 

(N) NOPN ����� �N &� &� D��� �������� ('���� ����:4� �� ������%��� �5 �'� 
'��  6 ��7� (��$� ����� &���� 5�� ।  

 
(�) ��9���� ������ .�� ��7� (��$��� ��7'�� '��  &��B�� '��� । #����j Nb �� 

����� ���% (&r� �����>) ����� '��  &��B��� �%U9 5�� ���� 4�'��� &U�' ����M 56��� B;% 
5�� .�� ���9J &7�� �b d� �����' ���� #����� �����' !����� ��4�� '�� 5�� ।  

 
(<) .3 ���9� ��� ‘�’ #���� �����' !3 '�G9��7�  ���'G� N�N d� ���� ����� '�� 

5�। 
.���� .  ��� ������ '���+ । 
 

 
      ---------- 
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������� �:� ����� 
Nbc। t�'� ������%����� )��4���9� 
�'/ �:�9 ��' ��'���� ��7� 
�X;����� .'�/ �4�^ 

��'��� ������ )�G�L 
.�������� #� . .��3�-
(�[j 

a  �, NOPN 

 

IMMEDIATE 

CONFIDENTIAL 

 

GOVERNMENT OF EAST PAKISTAN 

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 

Dated 4th June, 1971 

 

 No. SN /482 (7) –Edn. 

 From : - Mr. AN Kalimullah 

 Deputy Secretary to the Government of East Pakistan. 

 

 To : The Vice-Chancellor, 

 Dacca University, 

 Dacca. 

 
From 1st June, 1971 teachers of all colleges including polytechnics and other 

technical institutions, medical colleges, engineering colleges and all Universities were 
to report from (?) duty. Necessary preparation and arrangements are to be made by 

them from the date resumption of their duty to the date fixed for the commencements 

of the classes, that is, 2nd August, 1971. 

 
It is requested that detailed programme of work of the teachers during the above 

period may please be drawn up and furnished to this Department immediately. It may 

also be please ensured that the teachers remain in the respective office during office 

hours. Steps that may be taken by him to ensure the above may also be reported. 

 

            
Sd/- A.N. Kalimullah  

             4-6-71 

 
 

 

------ 
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������� �:� ����� 
NbO। �����' B09��� �W� 6  

       �jG��-���G�� 
Z��' ���'M� ]  ���3 , NOPN 

 
4���>�H�, ��/�� 6 �� ��5��� B09�    
 B; ���'M��' &0�H &����  %    

&'� ���' �%���/ &���    
 

�:�9 ���'M��� B09� 6 �����' !3 ���'�9� &�L & L �/²� �� B�'�� &������ 4���>�H�, 
��/�� 6 �� ��5� �W� '�� ।  

.���� �������� .3 ���� ('��, �W�'��� ��� ��H �+��  �����` !@L.� �� ����W 
'���/� &4����%� ��L ��5B�� !� �����,��� �5'��� 6 )���J� ��L Å�-3-5��>, &�>S� 
&����3�/ ���B� ��L ��J%���� 6 ����W '�����  �� &��5�n� !�� ।  

B09� .3 �W�'��� D��� �����' 6 &������' '�94���B; 6 ���@ '���/��:�5� ���%��� 
��H &��� '�� ।  

��� ����� ��H !3 6 �G���� ����D��, �6 �� ���% ����D��, &��B����B �%�D�� ��L(��$�� 
.��  B�;� !D� �W���� !�� �%����� !���4� '�� ।  

��\�'  �� 5� &� ���� �� ��5� ��0��B &B�����B �G�J'������ ��:9� '�� 5���+ .�� 
 �����; ����� `� ������ �W�� .���+ । ��9�� ���% �6 �� ����+, &��'���/ &���� 5���+, 
��'��� #�W�� '� '�9 4��+ .�� #�%���%'�� ���09���:�5 
�0���'0��� '�  4��+ ।  

���0R D�� ���@ '���/� ���%��� ��H !���4� (��H ��� ���@�:;9 #�D� � �� ���� .�� 
 B�;� ���% !D� �W���� !�� �%����� ����� )g� '� � (���� '�� । ��� &B�����B 
�G�J'������ )��D��� 'U� '�G9�7�'  �����  % ����� !��  �� ���� '�� !3 6 �G���� 
�7�'��� .� ����:5 ����� ��e�� )���j �%�D� r5; '��� ���� । 

��9�3  �����; !r�5� ��H B09��' #�0v  �� .�� ���'M� ����v���� 6 '����� 
! � � v���� &I�B� &�� ।  

4���>�H� 
4���>�H�� B09� #0%U9� &'F6 �����9 '�� । ��� &��� &�, (�%���9'������ r5�;�  % 

&���� (��� �� �'� �����B-������ ����+ । ��� ���D�, ���% 6 �4�'8�� ������ �����9 '�� । 
��� '��'  (�%���9'���� ��H6 &��� '�� । .�� ����� ��H `�����0��� !��� '�� ।  

B�'�� #0%U9� ������ !B� .'�/ �������� (�� B09��'  �� &�, ��� 3���:��9 
#������� ��U &��� !��� &4J� '���+ �'� 0����� '�G9�7 ���' !��� &��� । ��� .' 
#������� ��U �:�9 ���'M�� !��� �7� 5���+ । ��� !��� .�, ��� 6 #%�% 
(�%���9'������ #0%U9� &'�F 0��0��� &���"� '�� 5�C ।  
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B09� (�%���9'������ ���% ��H� 6 ���� ����; '�� ।  

B09��� (�¶�  ���� #0%U9� ������ &��>�'� #�W���  �� &� �'� (�%���9'����' 
�4�'8�� ������ &��� 5���+ .�� &'� [e�� #��D�� �� �5����� `�/� । ��� !���  �� '��' 
�� !�B !B� '��'  (�%���9'��� '����� !S�@ 5���+ ��� ��v5 '�� 5����+��� �'� 
����� #����d �7� '�� 5� । 

��/�� 
��/��� & L �/²� �� � R�5 ��'��� 5�3p�� 6 ��'��� B��9� p�� �����9 '�� .�� ��7' 6 

'�94������ ��H &��� '�� । ��\�'  ���� 5� &�, )��D�� ��@�A ' .�� ��� �������� 4��+ । 
B��9� p���� +����� p�� (�H�; ��3 ���� ��\��� .��  ���� ��B�� &����  । ��� ��� B�������B 
�� ���� ��% ���� #��S� '�� .�� 
�0���'  ������ (�%7 '�� ।  

�� ��5� 

�� ��5��� ���@ '���/� ���%��� )�T��% 0�A;�� (��H B09� ���, ���'M� (��$�� 
�%����� .3  B�;� �:�%�� #��� ����+ .�� ���'M��' &0�H &����  % &'� �%�j����A �� 
�� f��' ���' ���� �%���/ &���। ���� (�����' 
��g����� ��7 &0�/ �����+ �'� ����� 
!6���� ��B ���'M��' &0�H &���� �%���/ �5���� ����� ��U9�� 0�� �%��%� �����+। 
 ������� ��S� �5����B��� ��q ���5�� ������4� 5M�7��� W�� 0�H�� 5�� &U�' ��'M� 
�7� &����+ .�� ��9��� ���'M��' ��j���� 6 ��G� '���  % �'� (�4J� 4����� (���  ।  

���@�:;9 #�D� ��L(��$� .��  B�� ���% !D� �W���� !�� �%����� ���@ '���/��:�5� 
(�4J��  % ��� ����A0��� ��@�A ('�� '�� ।  

B09� ��� ��� #��5� !�+ &�, B� ��49 ���� ���0R '���B�� &U�' S��B�0��� &+�� &��� 
(�� NN 5� �� ��(�� ��4����� �%�j '���� D�� ���@�(� �B��'��� 5���� '��+ । ��� ��� 
����� ��\�  &�� '�� .�� ���M����  % ��� '�G9�7 (��� �� �%�D� r5; '���+ । ��� . 
�%�����  ������;� �5����B��  '��� '�� । ��� ���@ '���/� ���%���  �� &� .��� ��e�� 
)���j �%�D� r5�;� �%����� !3�G���� �7�'��� .� ����:5�' ��5��% '���  % �� �'�� B^ 
5�C .�� &��� &��� 5�C ।  

��� & L �/²� �� �� ��5� ������%��� �����9 '�� । ��\�'  ���� 5� &�, ������%����� 
(�� �'� '�94��� '��  &��B �����+ । ������%��� ��� !BY ����� &����� 'U� ।  

 B09� 6 ������%����� 4%����� ��� B�������B ������%��� (�H�� ��% ���� #��S� '�� 
।  

& ���� �/²� �� ���'�� t�'� (�%���9 '�� ।   
 
 

-------------- 
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������� �:� ����� 

N]Q। & ���� ��� �� ����@ �����9 Z��' ���'M� O  ���3, NOPN 

    
& ���� ��� �� ����/ ����@ �����9    
&B�/� ����/ & �� &U�' =uG�'������    

������� '�� 5���+    
 

3J�;9 '�%���� &�L & L ., ., &', ��� � B�'�� �G5k����� &���/ .��'� �W�'��� )g�-
�:�9 ����@ ����� (���7� '��  ����� � &�����5� �����9 '�� ।  

��� � 6�� ���0�%5��� .3 �W�� �� ��� .����� ���� ('�� ।  

����@ ���� !� &'� �'� #�(��� � `�/ �� &'� �'� 5���� � 4�� ���3  �% .3 
&�����5� &������ '�� 5���+ । ����@ `�\�/[�� ��3 &�����5�� �:;9 ��X�; ����+ ।  

& ���� ��� � Z�%��� ���U `�����0��� 'U����9� ��� .�� ����� '���  ��� 4� । ��� 
������' #�%@ 0���� #�D�� &���� �� । 

D��� '����� & L ��� ��'  �� &�, &������'  ������;� ��S� �5����B��� ���� ����/ 
& �� &U�'3 &B������B �G�J'������ ������� '�� 5���+ । '�����  ��, 0���� &���(�� �'+� 
=uG��'��� ���_ ���_ ����@ ��U �0��� t��' (���L !����� &��B����B �%�D��' 7��rM '��� 
&4J� '�� । �'� ������' ��U����j ��7� &��� 5���+ । 

���0R D�� =uG��'����� &� ��'���:�' �8���� 4������ &4J� '�� D���  �����; 6 
�� �'���� #�%@ ��W��%� ���U �� (��5� '�� ��� '�%����  �� ।  

& ���� ��� � ����/ &U�' &5��'��� Z �@��� �� .�� &���� ��� ����9� &'F 
�����9 '�� । ��\�'  ���� 5� &� P 5� �� BG5�%�B� ���A ����@ &����� .��� �W�� .���+ । 
.��� ���% ���%��`� �µ�����6 N��’ &��' ����+ । #������� ��U �W�� !��� �%����� 0��� 
(���m'�� �G�J '��� .��� &���� 0�B3 #������� ��U ���'M�� �W���+ ।  

����9� &'�F� '��+ ����@���� .' ����/  �� ����� �'���, !��| !'��, ���'M� 
����v���� 6 '����� ! � � v���� °� ���� & L ��� ��' 
�B�  ��� ।  

.��� & L ��� � £��H� .��'�� '������� ���� &�6����� &W�� �����9 '�� ।  

£��H�� D��� '�%���� & ���� ��� ��'  �� &� .3 .��'�� 4� ��B�[���� &'� �'� 
�� (����B� |��' (��9 '�� 5�� । ��� ���, =uG�'����� #��% 4� ��B�[��� �7 £��'��� 
0�� �qM '�� ���� ������' '�  &U�' ����� &���� &4J� '�� । .3 =uG�'����� 
0���3 0����� 
&��� ����� &U�' .����+��� । 0��� ���� �����@ .3 �� ����� D�� '���+ ।  

����@ .��'�� &� )�*����B% �����; 0����� ������' }�%��� ��6�� &B�+ &�[��6 & ���� 
��� ��' &����� 5� ।  

& ���� ��� � �m%�� t�'�� �W�� !�� ।  
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������� �:� ����� 

N]N। �:�9����� ����@ &�����5��  
��X�;-& ���� ��� � 

Z��' ���'M� NN  ���3, NOPN 

& ���� ��� �� 4�r�� �W�L &B�/� �:�9����� 

����@ &�����5�� �:;9 ��X�; ����+ 
    

�:�9����� '����� '����� &�L & L . . &' ��� � B�'�� ����� 4sr�� 6 ���9�% 4sr�� 
.��'�� &�����5� �����9 '�� ��� .����� ���� ('��  ।  

4sr�� &�o\+�� &�����5� 6 &o-&�����5�� ����� #�W����� & L ��� ��' ����9�  ��। 
��� D��� '����� ��\� '��+ .��'�� !3-�G����� ����D�� .�� ����@ ����� (���7� '��  
����� � &�����5�� '��9S��� ����; &� । !3-�G����� 'U� ���� �B�� D��� '����� ���@�:;9 
������ � �� �����  ������;� �5����B��� 'U� ����A0��� )�*� '�� ।  

& ���� ��� ��'  ���� 5� &�, #�(����� �� ����% D� 6 &o-�U �m '�� &��� 5���+ 
.+��� ���9�% 4sr�� .��'��' �E:;9 ��j '�� 5���+ .�� �:�9����� ����@ ������ &B�/� .��'� 
.� &�����5�� '��9'�� ��X�; ����+ ।  

4sr�� &U�' & L ��� � &5��'������B &��5� ���, '���3 6 ��H����/ ��। &��5� ����� .' 
����/  �� ��� 4�� ���� ����� 5�� &��������' &I�B� &�� । ��� ����� ���U '���9 '�� 
.�� .��'�� ���@�:;9 ������ �W���� !� 6 � �� ����� ����� (�4J�� (���� '��।  

��� & L ��� � '���3 ��� ��=%8 &'F �����9� &B�� ��� '��+ °����' '�� � 5�� &U�' 
.3 [eK�:;9 &'F�/�' �7�� �%�D��� ���IA; '�� 5�।  

��\�'  ���� 5� &� �� £��'��3 '��  &��B�� '���+ .�� ��9��� &���� 
�0���' ��=%8 
)8����� '�  4��+ ।  

��H����/�� & L ��� ��'  ���� 5� &� )� ������ =uG�'������ #���; '�� ���� ��5��% 
'��+ .�� &Wo � (���� '�G9��7� ���U `�$ &��B����B ����+ '��'  ��B�� ���� �� ��3 
=uG�'������ ��� ����� #q�q !/' '���+ ।  

& ���� ��� ��  .3 �W�'��� 4�'�� (�� 6 ���9�% 4sr�� &U�' ��9��4�  ���� ���A� 
���% �� � ����� ���6 )��D� �+�� ।  

#����´ & ���� ��� � t�'� �W�� !�� ।  
 

----------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
N]�। ���'M� ��A�' 
.'��>�� #�>9%�� 

Z��' ���'M� Nc  ���3, NOPN 

 
 

��.!���.!���.!���.!�----.� ���� �� ��D�.� ���� �� ��D�.� ���� �� ��D�.� ���� �� ��D�    

�:�9 ���'M��� B09� &�L & L �/²� �� NOPN ����� ���'M� ��A�' .'��>�� #�>9%�� ��� 
.'�/ #�>9%��  ��� '���+ ��� .' ��'��� &(����/  ���� 5���+ । 

#�>9%���� ���� #�����  ���� ��B9̂  ��%��� &0�H ���� ��� ������9 ���'M� ��A�' 
.'��>�� ��� !� .3/ ��D� 4��� '�� 5�� । .'��>�� ����A '�� ���'M� (��$�� �/0:�� .�� 
�����;0��� ���'M� ��S�@ ��A�� #�%� 6 B��A;�� ���� � U�'�� । .+��� .'��>�� �:�9 
���'M���  '��+ ����A [eK�:;9  ���� (¶��� .�� ���IJ #%�% ��A���� ��S�@ �U% ('���� 
����K6 r5; '��� ।  

��  ��'��� 6 &���'��� ���% ��i�� B�^� .'�/ &���>9� )�� .3 .'��>��� �%�D���� 
����K0�� %M U�'�� । &��>9 .'�>��� '�9�% ����� ��� ��9��; '��� । b   ���% ��� B�^� 
'��9��9�5' '���/ Z��v '�  �E�� '��� । .3 b   ���% &���>9�6 ���% U�'�� । ����� 
 ���� ��B9̂  ��%���� �>��'/�  �� 5���  ����' � D���� .'��>�� W� ���'M� .�W���9 .� 
�>���� ����B '�� 5���+ ।  

 
 
 
 

--------------------- 
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������� �:� ����� 
N]<।'���*�� �����' B09� Z��' ���'M� �]  ���3, NOPN 

 
'���*�� (�����K�:�' ������� B09� 

0��� '�6 �:�9 ���'M����� �m� 5�� ���� �0��� '�6 �:�9 ���'M����� �m� 5�� ���� �0��� '�6 �:�9 ���'M����� �m� 5�� ���� �0��� '�6 �:�9 ���'M����� �m� 5�� ���� �    
    

�:�9 ���'M��� B09� 6 � #���� �����' !3 (���' &�L & L �/²� �� B�'�� &����� 
�:�9����� ����@ .��'� �W�'��� '���*�� .' (����� ������� ��� &�, &� 0��� B� ������ 
'���*� �5��� &��'��� )�� ���94��� &B����A9; '��� �w�� '��� &� '��� �:�9 ���'M��� 
 B�� �m� 5�� ���� � ।  

.����� ���� ('�� )p����5� .3 0����� &B���[���� �5����  % ������ ('�� '�� 
B0;9� ���, .3 �%�D� ������  ������;�  ���� (�� 0����� 4�� #���3 (��9 '���+ ।  

& ���� �/²� �� ���, !��� !�����  B�;� #U9f��' 0��B%R���  % ���@ 4�3 । �'� 
0��� �����@ )�g � � 3�� ����+ ।  

B09� ���, 0����� Z�%�� ����� 4���� �5����B��� ���_ ���_ &������' &�����' ����@ 
.��'�� #�(��� '�� .�� !����� #U9���� °�� ����� )�T��% &��B����B �%�D� ���CR '�� । 
���;���  ����� ���A�'3 =�09�B &��5��� 5� । ���  ������' ����� �¦��� �E�'9 ��9' '�� 
&� । ��� ���, �*� .��'�� &�'��� &B�����B �G�J'������ 5�� &U�' �� ��� �7�� '��� 
)�T��% �� �'����� ����B '�� 5�C ।  

��� ���@ � �� ����� .�� =uG�'������ ��� ��@'���/� (�4J�� (���� '�� ��� &� ���@ 
'���/[��� �� f��' (��$� � .�� ���� ���'M��� ��5�� 6 ���9�0o�K �7�� .'��� �7 
���3 '�  '��+। 

& ���� �/²� ��  �����;�' [ �� '� � &�6��� �����9 ���� ��� .[���  ������;� 

��U9� ����~� । ��µ��' .'�/ )��5�; ���� B09� ��� &�, t�'�� ���@�:;90��� .�.��� ���7� 
#��$� 5� । ���� ��Ç��@'� [ ��� �� ���7� &��� ���� .'�/ �:�%�� ��7��+� 5������+ ।  

.��'�� ���% �6 ���� ������; ��@�A ('�� '�� B09� ���, &��B�����B� #������ ��½6 
(����� �� #���� #0��� &��'��� '��+ ���% &�o\+��� 5�� ।  

�����@� 6��� &U�' BG5�%�B� �%�j��� (�%���9�� )�*� '�� B09� ���, ���'M��� 
&(���>V .'���'��� !��� �����+ &� �� ���'M����� BG�5 (�%���9�' #�0v  ���� 5��। 
.� ���_ OQ 5� ����6 &��� &��' �W�� .���+ । #������� ��U 0������� ���� ���C ��� ����� 
#��'����'3 #������� ��U !��� 5���+ ��� ��� )�*� '�� ।  

B09� ��� &�, ���'M� ����@ �����  ������`� ��9��7' &�������� (M�� r5; '���+ 
�'� 0��� �� (�%��� '���+ । '��;  ������`� ��9��7'��� )��D���� ��� ���%'�� #�0��m 
W�\� 5�� ���� ।  
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'���*� &U�' & L �/²� �� &W� 6 ��'����� ��%��9�  ��B�� [;��� &������ &���� �� । 
3���:��9 #�(���'��� 0����� ����A��� �>���3/ ���� &����/ )���� &�� । &����/ .� 
���9�9��;� &�A ��9��� ����+ ।  

 B09� &W� 6 ��3 �� &'�/96  (&�������) �W� '�� .�� &���� D��� '�9'�9� 6 ���@ 
'���/� ���%��� ���U `����� ������� !��� '�� .�� ���@�:;9 #�D� � �� ���� 6  ������;� 
!D� �W���� !�� ����� 0:��'�� (���� '�� ।  

��� D��� ��'��� '�9'�9���� ���U ���0R ��A�� ����A '�� !3-�GÆ��, ���% 6 &��B����B 
��S�@ ��A�� ������� '�� ।  

�W�'���  >9�� ��{�:� Z��� '���� !� ���W6 B09��� ���U �+�� । B09� B�'�� 
#����´ t�'� �W�� । 

 
 

-------------------- 
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������� �:� ����� 

N]a। !� .' ���� ���% �  #�D�� 
�W�� � !��� ����'��     ��� ����� 
|��' 

��'��� ������  �����B 
��0�B, ��� ��� 

�c  ���3, NOPN 

 

�������� 6 ������>�H�� #������B;�'  ���� ��3���+ !� .'���� ���% ��5���� �  �  
������ �W���� !���  % ���9� &�6�� ��3���+, #%U�� �������� 6 ������>�H�� ��M ���� ���� 
������ '���� ��� '���� &�6�� 53��।  

��� ��� �5��� ��M &��'��� ����'B;�'  �� ��3���+ &�, ��5���� &��'� �m #�D�� 
����� !�+, ��5� <N &�  ���3��� ���% � ������ ¤ �'� &��'� ������ '���� &�6�� 53��, .�� 
���9��-� '�G9' ��� ��� '�� 53�� 6 #% &��'�' ��v��M &�6�� 53�� ।  

 ��� 5�/, ��������, ���B� &����� 6 W����� `�/, '�� `�/, �� ���� `�/, ��H� &�4� ���� `�/ 
6 '��3��� !B��� <N &�  ���3 &��� N�/�� ��)����%�� #�W�� ('���% ���� 53�� । >��'� �� 
/�'� ��H ��H  �� ���� 53��। P ���� ���% #�W��� ���9� &������' .�r��V ����� '���� 
53�� ।  

����9� &'� !��� � ��6�� ��9@ (�%5 ��� NQ /� 53�� �'�� a /� ��9@ '���W) ���8 
U��'�� । )j ����� ���% '�5��'6 `��� ���5�� �'��� ��M�� ��6�� &B�� [�� '�� 53�� ।  

 
By order 

M/L. Administrator 

Dinajpur. 

28-7-71. 

 

 

 

------------------ 
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������� �:� ����� 
N]b। 4�'��� ������ �������� 

.�, .�, �� ���7�U9���� #��m�  
��'��� ������ )�GgL . 
.�������� - (�[j 

<N  ���3, NOPN 

 
CONFIDENTIAL/URGENT 

GOVERNMENT OF PAKINTAN 

Services & General Administration Department 

General Administration Branch 

Section-1V 

Dated 31-7-71 
No. GA. IV/231/71-608 (50) 

From : A. M. F. Rahman, Sk , 

 Addl. Chief Secretary to the Government of East Pakistan 

To :  The Secretary to the Govt. of East Pakistan, 

 Education Department. 

 

 It is considered necessary to find out from all government servants and the 

employees of the autonomous bodies under the Govt. of East Pakistan working in 

Dacca city whether their wards were due to appear in S.S.C Examination, 1971 and 

whether those who were due to appear or not. In the cases who did not appear, reasons 

for their not doing so also required to be ascertained. 

          

 Sd/- A. M. F Rahaman  

 31.7.71 

 Addl. Chief Secretary 

 

No. G/10M-53/71-754 (2) – Edn. Dated the 5th August 1971.  

 

Copy forward to  the Director Technical education / Director of public Instruction 
all autonomous bodies, Register, Dacca University and all Section Officer’s of this 

Department with the request to furnish the required information by 10th August , 
1971 positively.  

          
 Sd/-illegible  

 5.8.71 
Section Officer-(G) 

 Educational Department  
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������� �:� ����� 

N]]। +����� Z��' )��D��� 5�� 
��^����  % ������%��� (��� 

��0��B� ���'�� 

t�'� ������%����� ������ )�G�L 
. .�������� - (�[j 

] !BJ, NOPN 

 
No. 305495- 

 

OFFICE OF THE REGISTER 

UNIVERSITY OF DACCA 

DACCA-2 

 

      Dated, Dacca the 6
th
  August ,1971 

      VERY URGENT/ EXPRESS 

      2ND Reminder  

 

To 

1. All Heads of Departments 

2. The directors of Institute  

    Dacca University 

 

Dear Sir,  

In inviting a reference to this office letter No. C/73819 dated the 2nd June , 

1971 and subseseqent reminder No. 2400-440 dated he 2nd August, 1971 on 

the above subject, I am to inform you that daily report of the students 

attendance from some of the Departments are not being received in this office 

even 11-00 A. M. on the following day.  

  

I am therefore to request you to kindly send there port to this office by 11-

00 A. M. positively on the following day in order to enable this to forward the 

consolidated report to the Government in time.  

 

Yours faithfully, 

Sd/-illegible 

Register 

University of Dacca. 

 

 

-------- 
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������� �:� ����� 
N]P। & ���� ��� �� �[�� ����@ 

�����9 
Z��' ���'M� P !BJ, NOPN 

 
& ���� ��� �� �[�� ����@ �����9 

��q ���5�� ���U  �����;��q ���5�� ���U  �����;��q ���5�� ���U  �����;��q ���5�� ���U  �����;    
��S� �5����B�� '��+��S� �5����B�� '��+��S� �5����B�� '��+��S� �5����B�� '��+    

�:�9����� '����� #����' 6 � .��'�� �5'��� !3 (���' &�L & L ., ., &' ��� � 
���'M��� ¤'%-��5�� �7�� �[���  ������;� .'�$ '�9(�4J�� !  )¢ (���� '�� ।  

& ���� ��� ��' 
�B�  �����  % �U�� ����� #� .��'�� B;%��% �%�j 6 ���@ 
'���/� ���%��� .' &�oU �0�� ��� 0�A; ���C�� ।  

& ���� #�W��� '�����6 & L ��� �� ���U B� '��। ���� ����@ ����� !��7��:�' 
'��  &�����5� &������ �%�D���� �����9��  % & L ��� � #� .��'�� .'���� �W�� B� 
'��।  

 ������;� ���U !��� (��H & L ��� � ��� &�, !����  ����  % .' #�:�% &��� 
'��+ । ��� !�6 ��� &�, 3����� ��{ ���'M��� &��� '��� #U9 5��� 3������ &��� '�� .�� 
!*�5 ����� . �5� '�� �  % #��%3 ���pG� '��� ।  

& ���� ��� �  �����;�' ��������� #��� &Bo���� 'U� ��; '���� ���� ��� &�, 
3������ #���� #���; '��3 .'�� ���� ����/ &Bo�� # 9 '���+��� .�� !��� ��� 
3������ #���� ����� ���U #���; '�� ��� !���6 �� # 9 '��� ���� ।  

 ���� 
�U9 �%�5� '���  % &� �� &��' �S� ¦��' 5�� '�  '��+ & L ��� � 
 �����;�' ����� ��e�� |\����� '�� &� । )����j ���� &���'�� &� ��9��3 ��������� ¤'% 
6 ��5��� 7�� ��� '�� &� �E�'9 & L ��� � 3��5�� &U�' '���� � ��� )�G�� &� ।  

& ���� ��� � !�6 ���, )w�l ������ ���� !����� ��� 6 ��"��� (�� =�9%�5�� '��+ 6 
!����� #U9��� °�� '���  % !����� &��B����B �%�D� �%�5� '��+ ���� '�3  ������;� 
"0�'�Æ� 5�� ���� � । . )�j '��� ���U ���U �����  ����� ���'M��� �¦��� ��:9� '��� 
 % ����� �G� ���0�� �%j '�� )¢ '�� &I�B� (�� '�� ।  

& ���� ��� �  ������;� &���(��' !��9 6 )8��5 )T���� )¢ (���� '�� । &���� 
(���7�� ��q ���5�� ���U  ������;� �5����B��� 6 ��� (���� '�� ।  

�0� &��A & L ��� � �����' !3 ��� �W��� B� '�� । �U�� ��� !3-�G���� 
����D�� �U� ���� � �'� M�� M�� 
�0���'  ������ ����D�� '�� । �U�� ��� !3 �G���� 
����D�� �E�'9 #��5� 5 ।  

��� & L ��� � ����@ .��'�� &�����5� �����9 '�� । ��� Z�%��� ���U `�����0��� 
!��� '�� 6 ����� '������ � ���� '��। ��� ������' '������ � ���� '�� । ��� 
������' !D�� 6 )8W�* &���� �� ।  

#� .��'� �����9'��� D��� '����� & L ��� ��'  �� &�,  ������;� ��S� 
�5����B�� #� .��'�� ��q ���5�� ����K ����� '��  ����/0��� �5��' 5���+ । ��� !�6 
 �� &� ��������%' &��' �� �'�� �5���� ����� �� ����'�0�j '��+ ।  

& ���� ��� � #����´ t�'� �W�� !�� । B�'�� "S��� .���� t�'�� . ��� ������ 
'�� ।                                                   ---------- 
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������� �:� ����� 

N]c। ����%j ����`� 6 
&���� �W�� !��� ���9� .�� 

!��� '��'�/ &`�A;� 

��'��� ������ 
 �����B ��0�B, ��� ��� 

c !BJ, NOPN 

 
(N) 
�0���' #�D� �W���� !��� ����(�7�� ���9�� �’ '�G9�7 �'��' ��5���� ����%j 

����`�� �W���� !���  % 6 �  �  &��� .�� r������ 'G�A'��9 !�� '���  % )���� 
�����+ । !B��� NQ 3 !B�J� ���% ����%j ����`�� �W���� � !���� ��5� #% &��'�' 3 ��� 
&�6�� 53��। ('�� U��' &�, ���9�� �’ '�G9�7 (��%'�/ �B���'�  � 6 ����� �:;9 ����g�� 
!��� �����+ । 

 
(�) ����%j &��'�, &5��/�, ����`� 3�%��� ��v��M &�6���  % ����� ����3�� &�6�� 

53���+ 6 �5*�6���� ����� &�6�� 53���+ । ����M'���B; &� ��9���� ������ ., �>, ��, 
���5��� #�W�� ��v��M &6���  % )��D� U��' । 

 
�����, ����5��s 6 ���6�����s-O3 !BJ &��� NQ/� 53�� O/� ��9@ ।  
���������s, �� �v� -NQ3 !BJ NQ/� 53�� N/� ��9@ । 
[��� �� ��, ��������- NN3 !BJ &��� NQ/� 53�� N /� ��9@  
 
(<) .�w���  �� ��3���+ &�, ��)��������/� ���5�/ &�����, ���� ���� &�����, '��`�/ 

.�� ��)��������/� #�W� ���� c �/ ����'� B�+� >�� 6 ����'� !B��� O 3 !BJ &��  
&������ &��� ���/�� ('���% ����� ��v��M &�6�� .�� ��S� '�� 53�� । 4:��@ >�''����' ��H 
��H ��M /�'�  �� ���� 53�� .�� >��'� ����� 53�� P ���� ���% #�W��� ���9� &������' 
.�r��V ����� '���� 53��। 

 
(a) !  ��� NQ/� 53�� �'�� a/� ��9@ '���W) ���8 U�'�� । )j ����� ���% '�5��'6 

`��� ���5�� �'��� ��M�� &�� 5�� [�� '�� 5��  ।  
 

 
By order 

M. L. Administrator 

Dinajpur 

8-8-71 

 

---------------- 
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N]O। t�'� �5�� #�D���     

4�'��� ������ ��7�U9� �@���� 
�E�'9 �U%����� 

��'��� ������: )�G�L 
. .�������� - ([j 

NQ !BJ , NOPN 

                

CONFIDENTIAL 

GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN 

Services & General Administration Department 

General Administration Branch 

Section 1V 

           

     Dated , Dacca the 10th August,71 

No. GA 1V/246/71/663 (35) 

From : A. M. F. Rahman S.K. 

Addl. Chief Secretary to  

 The Govt. of East Pakistan. 

 
To 
 It has been decided to obtain the following information Government servants 

and employees of autonomous bodies under the Government of East Pakistan working 
in Dacca city about their ward;- 

a) Name and age of the ward. 
b)  School / College he/ she is studying in. 

c)  If he / she is attending class? If not , why not ?  
d)  place he / she is reading in?  

 

2. The head of the Administrative Deputy may obtain the requirement information 

in respect of the wards of all officers and the autonomous bodies under his 

administrative e control. The information so obtained may be compiled by the 

department and a consolidated report sent to the Chief Secretary to the Govt. of East 

Pakistan.  

 

3. Information in respect of the employees working in the Divisional 

Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner, office, Collectorate and the Sub- Divisional 

Officers, Offices of Dacca sadar South and sadar North Sub-divisions may be 

obtained by the Divisional Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner and the respective 

Sub-Divisional Officers who may transmit them to the Board of Revenue after 

compilation. The Board of Revenue may compile the information received from the 
Divisional Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner and the two. S. D. O. S. and send a 

consolidated report to the Chief Secretary.  
 

4. This may be treated as urgent a report in the matter is required to be submitted 
to the HQ, M. LA. ZONE `B’ 

Sd/- A. M. F. Rahaman 
10.8.71 

Addl. Cheif Secretary 

---------- 
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������� �:� ����� 

NPQ। ������ ���@ '���/� ���%��� 
������� �����' B09� 

Z��' ���'M� N� !BJ, NOPN 

 
��=%8 6 &��B����B ��J'�����  B�;� "0�'�Æ� �    

-B0;9�    
 
�:�9 ���'M��� B09� 6 ‘�’ #���� �����' ���'�9� &�W�/%�V & ���� �/²� �� B�'�� 

������ ��� &�, ���� &��B����B �%�D� ���CR 6 '�'������ 7����� '�� ����  B�;� 
"0�'�Í� 5�� ���� � ।  

  
& ���� �/²� �� ������ ���@ '���/� ��%��� )�T��% �jG�� ���C�� । B09��� ���U �+�� 

&(���>�V� ����A �5'��� >�L ., .� ����' 6  ������`� )w�l 5�3'������� (����� ��L   
!� &'�� ।  

 
B09� ��� �j�% ����A '�� ��� &� &��B����B �%�D� � 5��  B�;� '��+ ���%��% &�o+��� 

#������ 5�� .�� ��=%8 ������5 �%�`�� `/��� ���h�8��� 
h 5�� .�� ���;��� &�'�� 5�� 
'�'����� £��'��।  

 
B09� .�� B;������� &��'��� !���� '��� .�� ����� )��D��� 'U� '�G9�7�'  ����� 

 %  ������;� (�� !��  �����+ ।  
 
&B�����B �G�J'������ ��:9� .�� ���@�:;9 ������ � �� ����� '��  �5���� '���  % ���@ 

'���/ &� (�4J� 4����C ��� ��� (���� '��। B09� ��� &� ���@ '���/[��� 5��� 
#�� f��' ��D� .[��� (���� ��9� ���@ � �� ����� .��  B�;� !D� ��L(��$�� '��  
�5���� '���  % ¤'%��0��� (�4J� 4����C। ��� !��� ��� &� �� �'�����6 =uG��'������ 
5����� ���� �  �  .��'� �7� .�� &��� .�� '��0�/9 ��5��� ���� ����A ��'��� ����K ��� 
'��+।  

 
�W�� !�� )w�l��� (��H B09� ��� &� &(���>V ������� ����+ &� &������B'��� &��� 

('G� ���'M�� ����@ #��S� '�� �B���+� ���� &��� �W�� !��� ����� 
�B�  ���� 5�� । 
�����  % #0%U9� ����� &���� 5���+ .�� ����� ��9����� )�T��% (��� �� #U9 ���T '�� 
5���+ । B09� ��� �'� 0��� ����� �W�� !��� ���C � ।  

 
.3 ��A��/ &������ '�� ���� �B�� B09� ��� !����� &��'��� r5; '���  % !��� 

#0%U9� ����� D�� '���+ । ��� ����� &��� &W�� �m '���  % 0��� ������+ &4'���Y । "�� 
��3 �, 0��� �  .��'��  ������`� ��9��7' &�������� (M�� (�%��%� '���+ । '��; 
��9��7' &������ '�� 5�� 0����� !�� )�T�% ('�� 5�� ���� । )w�l�� ���� ���� �W��� � 
���� &�  % �����@ &B�����B �G�J '��3 5��� 0����� ��L ��L &B����A9�;� #%�� (�� )�T�%। 
. ��½6 . ��9@ .' �7 �� 5� �� &��' &��� �W�� .���+ ।  
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��'��� '�94������ (�� ���9�L��'��� '�94������ (�� ���9�L��'��� '�94������ (�� ���9�L��'��� '�94������ (�� ���9�L    
 
& ��� ��'��� '�94������ (�� .'�/ �GU' ������� B0;9� �jG�� &� । B09� �����; ����A� 

#������� 'U�  ��� )�T��% ����� '��+ ��6�� .�� ��/�'� ��� ª�B���� .�� �$�� ���U '�  
'�� &��� #������ �:� '���  % ��'��� '�94������ ���9� �����+ । ��� ��� &�, '�^�� 
���£� 6 �$�3 5��� #�W������ ����K ��� �:�%���� ���'��^ ।  

 
��� ���� B09�L��� ���� B09�L��� ���� B09�L��� ���� B09�L    

 
 ��� B09� ��������B ��� ���� �� ��� &���� ���@ '���/� ���%�G�v� 6 D��� 

#�W������ ���U Z�^�' ����� 5 । B� ���49 B09��� ����K r5�� �� ./�3 5��� ��� ���� 
&�W�/%�V & ���� �/²� ���� (U� �W� । &�����5� .3 & ���/ )����� !�B =uG�'������ 
5��� ���� 7��rM 5���+ B09� �����  �� ��� ������ ।  

  
��� 7� !���B% '��� .�� ���'M�� ����g� 6 ��G�� 5������ )�T��% ¤'%�� '�^�� 

���£� '���  %  B;�' )���� &� ।  
  
���@ '���/� &(��>V B09��'  �� &�, �����'6 &������' '�G9��7� !@��' (�4J�� 

��W� ��6�� &B�+ ।  ���� (�� &7�� 
�0���' '� '�9 "e 5���+ .��  B�;� !D�6 
��L(���$� 5���+ ।  

 
B09� ���@ '���/� ���%��� ���U ����� '���� D��� ���%� ��� !��4� '�� .�� 

���%�[��� �������  % ���� &� ������� '���+ �5��0:��� ���U �� ����4� '�� ।  
  
B�'�� ������ �'��� ��� ���� ��`�/� ��� =`9/�� 7��rM��� )�T��% B09� =L� 6 

������ ('�� '�� । .'�/ ��� ������ ����@ &U�' &��� �W�� !�� .'�� ���'M���' 
��� ���� #0%U9;� ������ ��� !��+� । 0����� .� V��� ���� ���� ��M�� ��3�� !`��� 
����/ )�� &B�+ । B09� !5� ��� ������� &����  % &������' 5�������� �� । B09� B�'�� 
��'��� t�'�� �W�� .���+ ।  

 
 

----------- 
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������� �:� ����� 
NPN। & �� �5�� ���'M��� 
����� 

���� ����� .'�/ '�9�:4� 
��'��� ������  �����B ��0�B 

��� ��� 
N< !BJ 
NOPN 

    
    


����� ���� ��� )���7 :� &(�r��    
 
#�% N< 3 !BJ "S��� ���'� <-<Q ��L /�) 5� 53�� .' &��0����� ���5� 53�� .�� �5� 

(��7; '���� । �5*� ���@ '���/� �0%B;�' �  �  .��'� 53�� &��' �5 </�� ���% /�) 
5�� )��D� 53�� ��� 53���+ ।  

 
Na 3 !BJ ����� �'�� ] /�� ��M ��'��� 6 &���'��� 0�� ���'M�� ���'� )�g�� । 
 
�'�� ]/� 53�� =��� N/� ��9@ ��M ��� �� &'��� ��^ ।  
 

�'�� P/�� p���� +���+������ w��� ���'� )�g��, ��M p���� +�� � �� p��� ����� 53�� 
.�� ��M p���� +��� ��'��� B��9� p��� ����� 53��  ���� �H�� �5'��� ���'� )�g�� 
'����।  

  
�'�� O/�� ����� ��3� �� �'�� 6 ����� ���5�� � %��� 6 &���> �'� ��'��� '�94��� 6 

 �����;�' )j D�� )��D� 56���  % ��� ��3���+ ।  
 

��� NQ /�� p���� +�� 6 +�����  % ����:��% ����� &�� । +�����  % ����� &��M� 
+������  % �>�9 ����� ।  

 

=��� N-<Q ��L ��M ��� �� ���'M�� ��G�� 6 )R�� '�� '���� ����A &��� �� । ��v� 
6 �B 9�� #��� (�U9� ।  

 

��'�� � /�� ��5����� ����� ��5�W�, �) /�)��  % �) /�) (�3���� p�� 6 #% 
.��'��  % ��'��� B��9� p�� ।  

 
��'�� a /�� /�) 5��  �0� । 
 

�m%� P /�� ��M ��'��� 6 &���'��� 0�� !���' ��� । &£$ �����4� &���'��� 0�� 
!���'����  % ���u�� &�6�� 53�� ।  

  
(U� ���u�� NQQ /�'�, �w��� ���u�� Pb /�'�, 6 �G��� ���p�� bQ /�'� । 
 
!  ��� NQ-<Q ��L 53�� �'�� a /� ��9@ '���W) ���8 U��'�� । )j ����� ���% 

'�5��'6 `��� ��3�� �'��� ��M�� ��6�� &B�� [�� '�� 53�� ।  
 

By order 

M. L. Administrator 

Dinajpur 

----------------  
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������� �:� ����� 
NP�।  ���� ���'�� ��UC 6 

#�����% �%�5�� �m '��� ���9� 
��'��� ������  �����B ��0�B, 

��� ��� 
NO !BJ, NOPN 

 

 
B� �]&� ��49 53��  ���� ���'� �%�jB� ����`�, B���,����, ��3�'� 3�%����� ��UC0��� 

)�� 53���+ । ¤ ��M ���'�� &���� 0�B ���;9, &+\�� 6 )���j ���� �5 ।  
 
���9�� � #U���/� ���9�� ��9�����;�'  �� ��3���+ &� ��5��� &� �  �  ����`� &��'� 

B���, ����, ��3�'� 3�%��� 53�� #����d  ���� ���'� ���3�� &W�� ।  
 
&� ��M ����� .� ���'� )^�3��� ���9� !�+ &�3 �� ����� . �U����� ���'� )���� ।  
 
.�w���  �� ��3���+ &� !B���'�%  �Q&� !BJ �'�� O /�� ., �>, �� ���5��� #�W�� 

�y����� �5*�� ����%j &��'� 6 ����`���:�5� ��v��M &�6�� 53�� । ��9���� ���� ����M 
'���B;�' )��D� ��'��  % ��� 53���+ । ('�� U��' &� )j �5*��  % !� &'� ����� 
&�6�� 53�� � । ���:- ����, �� �v� `������ ।  

 
!  ��� NQ-<Q ��L 53�� �'�� O /� ��9@ '���W)  ��� U��'�� । )j ����� ���% '�5��'6 

`��� ���5�� �'��� ��M�� ��6�� &B�� [�� '�� 5�� ।  
 

By order 

M.L Administrator 

Dinajpur 

19-8-71 

 

 

 

 

 

------------ 
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������� �:� ����� 
NP<। #�0��j  ���� ���A� ���%��� 
�����' !����� 5�� � 5��� ���9� 

Z��' ���'M� �N !BJ ,NOPN 

 

Na Na Na Na   .� . . &' �����' !����� 5�� ��� ���9�  .� . . &' �����' !����� 5�� ��� ���9�  .� . . &' �����' !����� 5�� ��� ���9�  .� . . &' �����' !����� 5�� ��� ���9�    

 

‘�’ #���� �����' !3 '�9� &�L & L �/²� �� �����' ���� 6 ���'M� 6 ������ #����� 
!�� #�0����B�  ��� &���� )�T��% !B��� �� &� !BJ �'�� c /�� � � &����� )�-�����' 
��''�9�� ��/��D !����� 5�� � 56���  % Na   ��9��4� .� ., . , &' ���9� �����+ ।  

‘�’ #���� �����' ���'�9�� ��� �W�� &U�' B�'�� &������ ('���� .' &��/�� 
.'U�  ���� 5���+ ।  

.����� ���� ('�� )����j Na   ��9��4� .�, ., . ��� 5�� � � 5 ��5�� aQ � 
�����' ������� ����� #���D����3 ����� ��4�� '�� 5�� ।  

.�..B; 5��L 

N। ���� ��T !5�� , ���� -���� )T� , r��- �5H����, U�� -'���r�� -& �� -����  

�। &������W &5��� &4o����, ���� -5� � &��L ��W  )T�, ��7; ���� ����, &'��������, 
& ��-��� ��� 

<। !�=� �)W, ���- 5��  !�  �*�5, &��L ��B�>�'��,�� 9�B�, ����� ।  

a। ���)� �5��, ����- >�L ���=� �5��, r��- �� ��������, &��L &��B��, U��- ���B�, 
& ��-    ����� ।  

b। ��W  !�� &��5n� &4o����, ����- ��|� !�� &��5�n� &4o����, r��- &������, &��L- 
�H�����, ����5�/, & ��- �[�� ।  

]। &��5�n� !�  �� �5��, ����- ��|� !�'� )�T, &��5�n���� 3É)�� '�)��� � �, 
U�� ^�'��B�\6, & ��- ��� ��� ।  

P। ��5 ��5��� !5n�, ����- 5��  ����  )T�, r��- )g� ���� ����, U��- �4��� �v�, 
& ��- ��� ��� ।  

c। �� ��� �5��, ����- ������ )*�5, r��- !���j�, U��- !�����`, & ��- �[�� ।  

O। &����5�� &5��� ����'���,����- 3��T� ����'���, ����'� !�� &��>, ���� B�,����  

NQ। !�=� !6���, ����- &�oL !�=� ����, ���3, 5���B�+�, ����� ।  

NN। !�=� ��� ����'��� , ���- !=� BW��, r��- �''��, U��- &��'�4�, & ��- ���� ।  
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N�। !�� ��Î�, ����- ���� )T� ��'��, r��- �GA����, U��- &���, & ��- ���� ।  

N<। ., ��, .�, �'��� !��, ����- ��|� &���� !�� ��'��, &��L- &����B�, U�- 
&��4�B�, & ��-��� ��� ।  

Na। (�W�� &��L 3)��W !��, ����- &��L B�W� )T�, r��- W���²����, U��- ������ । 
& ��-��� ��� । 

‘�’ #���� �����' ��'�9� &�L & L �/²� �� .34 �')., .� �� &', �� .� �� .3 Na   
.� . .-� (��%'�' �GU' �GU' &��/�� ����� ��e�� !� #�0����B� ����; ���� ������' 
�����' !����� 5�� � 56��� ���9� �����+।  

 
 
 
 

------------ 
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Z��' ���'M� Z��' ���'M� Z��' ���'M� Z��' ���'M�     
Nc Nc Nc Nc !BJ!BJ!BJ!BJ    

    
!��� N]   .� . . &' �����' '�G9��7� �'/    

5�� � 5�� ��� 5���+    
 
N। !������ �5�� ����'���, ����- ��|� 5� �  ����T� ����'���, r�- �U������, U��- 

���B��+, & ��- �� ��5� ।  
�। &��L ����*�5 ����-��|� ��� &��5�n�, r��- 4' .����, &��L-6B�\, �� ��5� । 
<। ����� !�� ����, ����- 5� � 3)�� !�� ����, r��- ��@�A���, &��L- !��B�, �� ��5� ।  
a। ��5 &��L  �We*�5, ����- 5��'��T�, r��- ���5� ���, U��- ��B����, & ��-�� ��5�। 
b। . .34 .� '��e����, ����- &�oL !�=� 5����, ���������, ��;� �� ��, &��L- 

&��������, & ��-�� ��5�। 
]। !��e� 3����, ����- 6����� &5���, r��- ������, &��L-3�����, & ��- '��J�� । 
P। !�  �� �5�� !²��,����- !�� �T�, r��- ���5������, U��- &�o�����, '��J�� ।  
c। !�� !5�� !W ���� ����, ����- eM� !�� �����, r��-���v��, U��- !��>�H�, 

'��J��। 
O। '��e����, ����- �����T� !5���, r��- '�� B�, U��-�_�3�5, ����� ।  
NQ। 3'��� !����e� 3����, ����- &�����, �%�� 3'��� &��>, U��- �_�3�5, ����� ।  
NN। ������ '���� ���, ����-���F �U ���, r��-&�����>�H�, U��- &'�����, ����� ।  
N�। &��v'�� !�=� 5��W , ����- !�=� 6��=� �v'��, r��- ��5A�����, U��- ��3�, 

�����।  
N<। &��5��� &5���, ����- &B���� �|�, ��[�� '�)��� #�W�, &��L- ��[��, ����� ।  
Na। .�, �6� !��, ����- ��v�� !��, &��L- ����, ����� ।  
Nb। &��L �5��, ����- ��|� ������T,.�, �/ &��>, ���� ।  
N]। ��5)T�, ����- 3��'�� &5���, 6��>9 �- �, &��5���� /�), '��J�� ।  
 

Z��' ���'M�    
�Q !BJ    

!��� )���  .� . . &' 5�� ��� ���9�    
    
(� #���� �����' (��� '�9� &�W�/%�V & ���� �/²� �� �:�9 ���'M��� ��0R D� &U�' 

��9��4� !��� �O   .� . . &' !B��� �a &� 6 �b &� !BJ �'�� c /�� �  �  .��'�� 
)�-�����' ���'�9�� �n��� 5�� � 5�� ����� ��e�� �����' ���� 6 ���'M� ������ ��� !�� 
'���� #�0����B�  ��� &���� ���9� �����+ । B� �H���� 6 B� �G5k����� ‘�’ #���� 
�����' ���'�9�� ������ &U�' ('���� &��/�� .3 ���9� &�6�� 5���+ ।  

 
� #���� �����' (��� '�9� �GU' �GU' &��/�� .3 . . . ��B�' �  �  .��'�� 

)�-�����' ���'�9�� ���� 5�� � 56��� ���9� �����+ । &��/�� !�+ ����� ��e�� !� 
#�0����B� ����; .�� &� &� ����� #�0���B '�� 5���+ &�3 ����[���� )�*� । ) 

 
N। !�=� ���, ����- !L !�  , r��- '�� !�/, U��- &��5B�, ������5।  
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�।  !�=� 5����, ���� �������T 5�3, r�� '�������, &��L !L �� �������, ������5। 
<।  &��L !L 5��'�, ���� 5��  &��L  ���T, r�� ��U�����, U��  �������, ������5।  
a।  � *�� �5��, ���� &��5� !��, r�� Z0�����, U�� Z0��, ������5।  
b।  Z���  e� 3����, ���� Z��� ., �3�, r�� ����������, U�� �'����B�, ������5।  
]।  �6��� |���� �����, ���� ����� !��, r�� ����� +��, U�� `�/�3�, /�H�3�।  
P।  ������ �5�� ��, ���� !�=� ����' ��, r�� ��[��, U�� `�/�3�, /�H�3�।  
c।  &', .�, 6���=� �5��, ���� �� !��'�� �5��, r�� �p�����, U�� B�'�v�, 
W������।  
O।  &��*�  ���� )�T, ���� 5���� &��*�, r�� ��W�, U��- &B����B�, W������।  
NQ। ������T &��*�, ���� e�T !5��, r�� 4������, U�� B�'�v�, W������।  
 

Z��' ���'M�Z��' ���'M�Z��' ���'M�Z��' ���'M�    
�N �N �N �N !BJ!BJ!BJ!BJ    

 
NN। .� ., BW��, ���� �G�  �� !�� ��9�0� S� &��>, ���� �5�।  
N�। &�� !�=� ! � , ���� �G� &�� 5��W ��T, r�� &��5������, U�� &'���#��, ����।  
N<। �e� 3��� ����, ���� �G� &5����� )T� !5��, ��[�������, ������।  
Na। !�=� ��R� 5�6�����, ���� 5���� 5�6�����, r�� ��7 ����;B�, U�� ���'�B�, 
������।  
Nb। !�=� �� &��������, ���� !�=� ����' &��������, r�� &����, U�� &Bo���, 
������।  
N]। .���� &5��� ��\, ���� !�=� '���� ��, &�5�B�, ���'�B�।  
NP। ���5eT� ^�'��, ���� �W���  )T� ^�'��, r�� �� &�6������, U�� ���3�, '���*�।  
Nc। !�� ! �, ���� �� � 0:3��, ����� ����, �7;������, '���*�।  
NO। !�=� �����, ���� �G� ����� )*�5, r�� 0�������, U��  BR�U���, ����/।  
�Q। !�=� ��, ���� �G� !�5�� ������, r�� !�����, &��L ��[��, ����/।  
�N। ��MW� !��, ���� �G� 5� � � �� !��, ����M� B� &'���/9��, 5��B�, ����/।  
��। ��8W� �5�� &4o���� (���'), ����- !�=� ���� &4o����, r�� '�[��, 5��B�, ����/।  
�<। &�6�� W��� B� �, ���� 5���� B� �, r�� '���5�����, &'������, ����/।  
�a। &��L 3�����, ���� &��L ���B�, £��H� /�), &��L £��H�, ����/।  
�b। W ��� �5��, ����  �5� )T� 0:3��, r�� ����'�v�, U�� ���5���, & �� t�'�।  
�]। ., &', ��������5�, ���� 5� � 6��� !��, OO, 4�A���, &��L ����B�, & �� t�'�।  
�P। !�=� '��� &�����, ���� �G� 5� � W��� &�����, r�� )g� ����B�������, U�� ����B�, 
& ��, t�'�।  
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�c। !�=� ����' 0:3��, ���� &��5�n� !�� 0:\3��, r�� '�� 5�/����, U�� ��B�, & �� 
t�'�।  
�O। ������ 5', ���� 6��� B�;, r�� /�����v, U�� '�����f'�, & �� t�'�।  
 

Z��' ���'M�Z��' ���'M�Z��' ���'M�Z��' ���'M�    
�N �N �N �N !BJ!BJ!BJ!BJ    

!��� !��� !��� !��� N< N< N< N<   .� . .  .� . .  .� . .  .� . .’’’’� (�� 5�� � 5��� ���9�� (�� 5�� � 5��� ���9�� (�� 5�� � 5��� ���9�� (�� 5�� � 5��� ���9�    
 
N।  ����� :� �5� ����9�, 
��� >L �������� ����9�, >�'� ������%���, <P/3  ������%���, 
!����' .��'�, t�'�।  
�।  �� ��� �5�� &4o����, ���� ��|� &��L 5��W  &4o����, 6��>9 � <, 4�\���� &�o��0�, &��L 
���� �� ��, U�� 4�\����।  
<।  .W, 6����)*�5, ���� 6�� ��T ��'��, r�� 4�������, &��L ������ �� ��, '���*�।  
a।  '� �  �5e� '�3���, ���� '� �  ���W'�� &5���, r�� �46��, U�� &4oTr��, '���*�।  
b।  &��v'�� �����' !5��, ���� ���� )�T &��v'��, r�� ������, U�� ��)�'��v, 
'���*�।  
]।  ������ !��, ���� !�5�� �3 )T� 0:\3��, _�)���, '���*� &�o� .��'�, '���*�।  
P।  :e� 3���� &4o����, ���� !�=� ����� &4o����, r�� &B����v� ���, U�� ��/��, 4sr��।  
c।  &��5�n� 3�}�, ���� ��|� &��L 3���3�, c] /�3B�����, ��5�����, U�� >�������, 
4sr��।  
O।  ��M��W �� �5��, ���� 5� � &��L &5��� &4o����, r�� ��7; �5��B�, U� ����'��, 
4sr��। 
NQ। ����� &��5�n� !��, ���� &��L � �� )*�5 ����, r�� 4����, U�� �Ï����, &�������।  
NN। �� � !5��, ���� ��|� !���� ���� &��j��, ������� &'���/9��, U�� &W�, &�������।  
N�। �e� 5', ���� !�=� �� �, r�� 5� ����, U� &�B�B�, &�������।  
N<। &��5�n� 5��W, ���� ��|� &�o��� 3���5�, r�� '��'����, U�� &�B�B�, &�������।  
 
 

--- 
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������� �:�  
NPa। &��B% &`��A� ���A� ���%��� 

(�� ����K ����� !�� 
Z��' ���'M� �a !BJ, NOPN 

 
��9�4'����� (�� ����K �����  % .�B�� !��� !��L    
&��B% &`��A� ���A� ���%��� �:;9 ����g�� ����� (��    

 
&�!3� &`��A� !6���� ���B� � ��9��4� .�.. 6 .���. B; ���� ���A�� �%�jB�0��� 

����� !� �5�� ����� �����B &����+, �:�9 ���'M� ��'�� ��\��� ���������0��� �7� '��� 
����� (�� '���+ ��� B�'�� &������ .����� ���� ��� 5�।  

 
(�����' ��'����  f' ������ B�'�� &������ t�'�� ��� &�  ���� 6 (�����' ���A��� 

.�� ���% ��\��� ��9�4� &'�F� ��9��4� (����� �����  ��� ��9��� &� #������ ' ����� 
�n��� 5���+, ���� ��9�4'����� (�� ����� &� ����K ����+ �� ���� .�B�� !��� ��\��� 
�w�� '�� )�4� �।   

 
)j ������ !�6 ��� &�, ����� !6���� ���B� �/�'�/ ��9��4� .�.. 6 .���.-&�� 

&'���:5 ��Æ����Æ0��� ���7� '�� &��� 5���+ .�� cc   ���9��4� .�.. 6 Oa   
���9��4� .���.’� ��e�� !��g'� �'+�3 ��6�� ����। ��3 ����� 0�� 56���6 &'�3 '��; 
&3 .�� ����K ���� ����� .�B�� !�� )�4� ��� ��� �� ('�� '��।  

 
Z��' ���'M� 

�c !BJ 
&��B% .�..-.���6’&�� (�� !�� 

�09�� &��� �W�� !�� 
 
&�!3� &`��A� !6���� ���B� &��� .�.. 6 .���.’� !� �%�jB� 7���� �5�� ��� 

&`��A� 5���+, ����� ���% ��\�� .��� 0���� ��� &B�+ ���'M�� &W��� �%����� ��\��� �� 
&'��� !��'� U�'� )�4� �। ����@ #��S� '�� ��\��� 0��� B� #���� ��� B;% 5�� �। 
B�'�� "S��� ��'���0��� . 'U� &`�A;� '�� 5���+।  
  
 &`�A;�� ��� 5�, &��� ���9��4� .�.. 6 .���.�' ������� &�6�� 5���+ �� ����r' 6 
��95�।  

 
!��� ��� 5���+ &�, .�.. .�� .���.-�� &� 
�U9��iA� �5��� �/��� [ �� '� � &� 

.�� ���'M�� �W�� .�� ��9�4'���� .��  ���� (�� ��\��� ����K ��� '��।  
 

------- 
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������� �:� ����� 
NPb। 7��rM &��'���  % �����  ��� 

�5'��� (����� #��� ����� �0�� 
.'�/ '��9����;� 

��'��� ������ �P !BJ, NOP 

 

Proceedings of the meeting of the allotment committee for awarding grants to 

the affected persons concerned during the last disturbances held in the Office 
Chamber of the S. D. 0., Sadar, Jessore on 27.8.7 1 at 10 A.M. Mr. Md. Musa, Sub-

divisional Officer, Sadar and Chairman Allotment Committee presided over the 
meeting. 

Present: 

1. Mr. Syed Shamsur Rahman, Chairman, Dist Peace Committee. Jessore. 

2. “  Amjad Hossain Sabir, Secretary, District Peace Committee, Jessore 

3. “  Sk. Abdullah, Magistrate, Member- Secretary. 

4. “  Md. Masudur Rahman, Secretary, Town Peace Committee, Jessore. 

5. “  Md. Qumruddin, Chairman, Town peace Committee. 

The Office has so far received 864 petitions of three categories (H & B grant, 
vocational grant, and G. R. Cash). The Office are also receiving petitions daily. The 

petitions (864) were required into and damage/loss has been assessed. Having 
regard to the number of petitions and Govt. grants at our disposal it is decided 

unanimously to distribute grants to the affected persons on the basis of the 

following percentages & limitations of the assessed loss/damages incurred by the 

affected persons. 
 
Damage/loss   Percentage  Minimum  Maximum 

Assessed      fixed.  

A) H & B grant  (1) Upto Rs. 300/-  8%   Rs. 150/-  Rs. 240/ 
B) Vocational grant  (2) From Rs. 3000/-  6%   Rs. 246/-  Rs. 300/ 

       to 5000/- 

(3) FromRs. 500/-  5%   Rs. 310/-  Rs. 500/- 

       & above 
C) G.R.Cash  (1) Upto Rs. 5000/-  3%   Rs. 100/-  Rs. 150/- 

(2) Rs. 500/- and  2%   Rs. 155/-  Rs. 500/- 

       above 

D) For loss of earning members in a family- G.R. Cash amounting to ... be given to 

each family. 
 

E) It is also decided that payment be made by the member- secretary to the 
respective awardee duly identified by a member of the peace committee of the 

respective Ward/Mahalla/Area. 
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F) Its is also decided that the Maximum of cash grant for the three purposes should 

not exceed Rs. 500/- per family affected by the disturbances as ordered in Govt. 

Memo No. Sec-111822 (10) F.R. dated 7.7.7 1 issued by the Relief & 

Rehabilitation Dept. Govt. of East Pakistan,  Dacca. 
 

Sd/- Md. Musa. 

27.8.71 

Chairman, Allotment Committee 
& 

S.D.O., Sadar, Jessore. 

 
 

Memo. No. VI-7/71/848/6-RR      Dated 28.8.71 

 

Copy of the proceedings forwarded to: Mr. Md. Qumruddin, Chairman, Town 

Peace Committee & Members of the Committee for information. 
 

 

Sd/- Md. Musa. 28. 8. 71 
Chairman, Allotment Committee 

& 
S.D.O. Sadar, Jessore. 

 
 

 

Menm. No.        Dated. 28.8.7 1 
Copy forwarded to 

 
 

1) Asstt. Sub-Administrator, Marital Law Administration, Jessore. 

2) The Deputy Commissioner, Jessore. 

3) Addi. Deputy Commissioner, Jessore. 

 

For favour of information. 

 

 

 

--------------  
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������� ��� ����� 

���।  �!� ��"���#���$� !�$!% 
��&�!� ��'�� �����! ��!���� ���() 

���*���! �#�+� 

��!��� ������ 
,�-�. /0�����$1 

-3�45 

�6 7��89� �:�� 

 
Registrar. 

 
The following orders of the Governor and Martial Law Administrator, East 

Pakistan, may be communicated to the Departments and Offices concerned :- 
 

1. Martial Law Headquarters, Zone ‘B’ Dacca. 
 

I,  Lt. General Tikka Khan, HQA, S.PK. as Chancellor of the Dacca 

University, 

Hereby warn you, Dr. Munir Chowdhury, Professor of Bengali, Dacca 

University, that you will not indulge in the anti-state activities in future. 

 

Place: Dacca. 

Dated 1 September 1971 

Sd!- Tikka Khan, Lt. General 

Martial Law Administrator 

Zone B’ and Governor of 

East Pakistan 

2. Martial Law Headquarters, Zdne B’ Dacca. 

 
I, Lt. General Tikka Khan, HQA, S. PK., as Chancellor of the Dacca 

University, hereby warn you, Dr. Nilima Ibrahim of Bengali Department, Dacca 
University that you will not indulge in the anti-state activities in future. 

Place: Dacca 
Dated. 1 September 1971 

Sd/- Tikka Khan, Lt. General 
Martial Law Administrator 

Zone B’ and Governor of 

East Pakistan 

 

3. Martial Law Headquarters, Zone 13’ Dacca. 

 

I, Lt. General Tikka Khan, HQA, SPK., as Chancellor of the Dacca 

University, hereby warn you, Dr. Serajul Islam Chowdhury of English Department, 

Dacca University that you will not indulge in the anti-state activities in future. 

Place: Dacca 

Dated. 1 September 1971 

 

Sd!- Tikka Khan, Lt. General 

Martial Law Administrator 
Zone B’ and Governor of 

East Pakistan 
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4. Martial Law Headquarters, Zone ‘B’, Dacca. 

 

In exercise of the powers conferred on me by the Chief Martial Law 

Administrator under MLR. 80, I, Lt. General Tikka Khan, HQA. S.PK., as 

Martial Law Administrator, Zone ‘B’ and in the capacity as Chancellor, 

Dacca University, hereby terminate your service, Dr. Muniruzzaman of 

Bengali Department of the Dacca University with immediate effect and 
under MLR 78 further direct that you will be detained for six months. 

 
Place : Dacca        Sd/- Tikka Khan, 

Lt. General 
Dated 1 September, 1971    Martial Law administrator Zone 

‘B’ and Governor of 
East Pakistan. 

 

5. Martial Law headquarters, Zone ‘B’Dacca. 

 

In exercise of the powers conferred on me by the Chief Martial Law 

Administrator under MLR 80, I, Lt. General Tikka Khan, HQA. S.PK., as 

Martial Law Administrator, Zone B’ and in the capacity as Chancellor of 

Dacca University, terminate your service, Dr. Inamul Huque, as Chairman 

of Bengali development Board and as supernumerary Lecturer in the 

Bengali Department of the said University. 

 

Place : Dacca      Sd/- Tikka Khan, Lt. General 

Dated 1 September, 1971    Martial Law administrator Zone 

 ‘B’ and Governor of 
East Pakistan. 

 
6. Martial Law Headquarters, Zone B’Dacca. 

 
In exercise of the powers conferred on me by the Chief Martial Law 

Administrator under MLR 80, I, Lt. General Tikka Khan, HQA. S.PK., as Martial 
Law Administrator, Zone B’ and in the capacity as Chancellor of Dacca University, 

hereby terminate your service, Dr. A. B M. Habibullah, Head of Islamic History 

Department of the Dacca University with immediate effect. 

 

Place : Dacca      Sd/- Tikka Khan, Lt. General 

Dated 1 September, 1971    Martial Law Administrator Zone  

B’ and Governor of 

East Pakistan. 

Sd/- S. Sajjad Hussain 

15.9.7 1 

 

------------ 
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ORDER 

... And whereas Mr. Syed Akram Hossain, last employed as Temp. Lecturer 
in Bengali, D.U. Failed to report for duty by the aforesaid date and thus remained 

absent without authority and committed willful negligence of duty. 
 

And whereas the Governor and Marital Law Administrator, Zone B’ has 

been pleased to order that “all Officers who failed to join their duties by the 

afternoon of 15th June, 1971 shall stand suspended with effect from the forenoon 

of 16th June, 1971 until further orders. 

 

And whereas the University has also issued Notification to all its employees 
to the above effect, namely, to join duty by 15-6-1971 at the latest. 

 
Now, therefore, the said Mr. Syed Akrarn Hossain is hereby informed that 

in pursuance of the said order of the Governor and Martial Law Administrator, 
Zone B’ and the Syndicate resolution thereon dated August 5, 1971 he has been 

placed under suspension with effect from the forenoon of 16th. June, 1971. 

 

 

By Order 
SdI- Nuruddin Ahmed 27.8.7 1 

Registrar 
University of Dacca. 

 
 

Memo. No. c/5917-24     Dated, the 3-9-1971. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

/; �����< ,�-� =�$�>  �!� ��"���#��$, ����� ��(�@ 3!���� ���=�# ���!�, ��� ���#� =��। 
3!��!��. �:AB ;�।  
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������� ��� ����� 

���। !�$!% C�#��! D ��/��� 

C�E����! =��%� =D$�� ���F� 

G��! ���!*� B 7��89�, �:�� 

 

!�$!% C�#��! D ��/��� C�E����!!�$!% C�#��! D ��/��� C�E����!!�$!% C�#��! D ��/��� C�E����!!�$!% C�#��! D ��/��� C�E����!    

=��%� =D$�� ���F�=��%� =D$�� ���F�=��%� =D$�� ���F�=��%� =D$�� ���F�    

    
�. CI��� �����! J; 3���! 7�. 7%���� �<K� �� @�!�� ������ /! ;���=��� ��LM 

�#�5�! ��L��� �!��� ��'�� BN � �����! J; ���� D 7�; ��O ��P��# �, �����! J; 
CI��� �BQ 9� ���F� C�$�$� A; 7��89� �!�� A<�$  �!� /� �� 7=��R�� >$ 9� 7�S��� 
��� ���F�� ‘�’ /V����W<��� ���� =��%� =D$�� ���F� ���$�>।  

 
�X����� �#�5��� =��%� =�� ���F� 7�$� =�$�>.  

�। 7��%�EE� J=�� 7MY����, ��W��Z� ��(�@,  �!� ��"���#��$।  

B। J�[� ��\�!, ��W��Z� ��(�@,  �!� ��"���#��$।  

6। ���D$�� ����F�, ;���%� ��(�@,  �!� ��"���#��$।  

]। ��%=�'� ;����, ����� ��(�@, ��%��=� ��"���#��$।  

N। J�� %�E� ������^, ����� /!��V��।  
 
 /�� =��%� =�� �#_F =�� ]Q 9� �����! J; ���� C���$� /��� C���+���� /��� 

��M�� !�� =��।  
 
 �. CI��� �����! J; 3���! 7�. 7%���� �<K� �� @�!�� /! �-_! ;���=��� �6 

% C�E����! ����� �!��� ��'�� BN � �����! J; ���� D 7�; ��O ��P��# �����! J; 
CI��� �BQ 9� ���F� C���$� A; 7��89� �!�� A<�$  �!�� /���/ 7=��R�� >$ 9� 7�S��� 
��� ���F�� ‘�’ /V����`<��� !��> =��%� =D$�� ���F� ���$�>। ,5 �6 % C�E��� =�a. 

 

�।  7��b!�� J��[\���, ��/���, %�$c 7��d<���, C_F ��(�@,  �!�। 

B।  /;M �< ;���, ��/���, �V��, Mef��।  

6।  %�� J�[� >����, ��/����, �V��, ����<।   

]।  %�� 7��=�g� / �!, ��, ��/��, �V��, ����।  

N।  G�$� J�[� �����, ��/���, ���F�� C�E�, ���F�# Mef��।  

�।  !���� /��=� 7MY����, ��/���, C����5 7V���< !�����, ��%��=�।  

�।  7��=�g� �����[\��� 7MY����, ��/���, /��VD, �!����@h।  

A।  !�%� ��!���^, ��/���, /��VD, i�&j���k$�।  

:।  D$���,� ;����, /��VD ��4��।  
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�Q। J!�� J�� ��, ��/���, /��VD, =��@h।  
��। !���� ,�^ ���^!�, ��/���, /��VD,k�;�।  
�B। 7��=�g� 7�Y�E! /��=� 7MY����, ��/���, /��VD, 7��=����।  
�6। ����� 7=���, ������, /��R#�c !�����, �����।  
 
/�� =��%� =�� �#_F =�� /��� C���+���� ]Q 9� �����! J; ���� C���$� /��� ��M�� 

!�� =��।  
 
 

-------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
��A। C�(��5 3�����! ���l� 

���#��� �����! !�-F��&� �!< 
=��%� =��� ���F� 

G��! ���!*� B-6 7��89�, �:�� 

 
]A % /����! �����! !�-F��&� �!<    

=��%� =��� ���F�    
    
‘‘�’’ CI��� �����! J; 3���! 7�. 7%���� �<K� �� C������ JD$��� ���@� ]A % 

���F��M� /� ���!, �����! J; ���� D ���!*� ������ C���$� ����� ��'�� !���$ 
C�(����@� %������� %# A; 7��89� �!�� A<�$ [; 9� 7�S��� (��<��) ���-���F�� ‘�’ 
/V����W<��� !��> =��%� =D$�� ���F� ���$�>।  

 
/��� �������� /; ���� 3!��, ����� ��'�� C�(����@� ���# ��$�> ��W�o��=��, @j=�#� 

C�p�����@। ,5 ���F� C���$� ��L�� =��%� =�� �#_F =�� ]Q 9� �����! J; ���� 7������! 
��L��� ��M�� !�� =��। /������ �� D ��L��� ��'�� C�(���@ ��M 7�$� =���. 

 
�।  J�[� �=�� 7MY����, ����-7���� ,�^ 7MY����, f��- ��E�����, V�!q� D  _��: 

��E�����, 7%��- �����। 
 
 !) �� (!) �����! J; ���� /�� 6QB/�Q: ���!*� ������।  
 �) ��W�o��=��- ���!*� ������ �B] (!)।  
 @) �����! ���� :।  
  
B। J%=�'� ;����, ��,/, ����-��E� ,�^ ��$�, f��- ,s� �k�(<�, V�!q�- ,s� �k�(<�, 
_��- �!����@h, 7%��- �����।  
  
 !) �����! J; ���� �� (!), ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
 �) ��W�o��=��- ���!*� ������ �B] (!)।  

@) ��W������� �t����$ ���o�=� ;��J� !�FM������ �=�$���� D ���M���-�����! 
J; ���� �, N D �� (!)।   

 
6।  V�. �%!'� =!, ����- �%$�� ,u�= J=��, �� ������k�, V�!q� D _�� G�$����, 7%��- 

�����।  
 !) �����! J; ���� �� (!), ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q:। 
 �) ��W�o��=��- ���!*� ������ �B] (!)।  
 @) ��W������� �t����$ ;��J� !�FM������ �=�$�� D ��=��# ��-�����! ������ � D 

�� (!)।  
 
]।  J��� J��, ����- ����,�^, f��-����@h, V�!q� D _��-��<f��, 7%��-�����।   
 !) ��W������� �t����$ ���o�=� ;��J� !�FM������ ��=��#��-� 9� �����! J; ����।  
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�) G�#��� M��M�� �������� %# ��� /��!�$ !��(�<F D (�����=� v��!���F ��d$(��� 
C��f=j D ��@P-�] 9� �����! J; ����।  
@) �����! J; ���� :/N ��!*� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
q) ��W������� �t����- �����! J; ���� �� (!)  
 
N।  !��� ,�^ J=g�, ����- ��w� C�����^ J=��, f��-!������, V�!q�-!������, _��- 
!���@h, 7%��- �����।  
!) ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
�) 7�����=�� ��O ��� !���> /;x� ���o�=� ���=� ��@P� ��d$(��� C��f=j-�����! 
J; ������ �।  
 
�।  /��=� �0 ��!��, ����- =�%� %=� ,�^ ��!��, f��- ���$�, _��- ���@h ���, 7%��- 
�����।  
!) ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
�) ��W�o��=��- ���!*� ������ �B] (!) D �����! J; ������ �� (!)  
 
�।  7��. ���^! 7=���, ����- ��$� ,�^, 7�Y%�-��������, _��- 7!��$���, 7%��- �����।  
!) �����! ���� �� (!) �����! J; ���� :। 
 �) ��W������� �t����$ C��f=�j� %# f��4����� ��f�� ���l� ��@P-�����! J; ���� 
�� (!) ।   
@) �:�� ����� BA7� ��MF ����� !#�c���c =����� ��@P D 7�-y��-�����! J; ���� 
�� (!)।  
 
A।  7��. @�%� �=��, ����- @E�� ��!��, f��- ���@h, V�!q� D _��-���@h, 7%�� �����।  
 

!) ���@h _��� Cz�@�� ��< /�� ��< !�� Cz [{-�!������ ���# �|�� %# ��$� 
�����! J; ���� : D �� (!)।  

 �) ��W�o��=��- ���!*� ������ �B] (!)।  
@) �:�� ����� BA7� ��MF ����� !#�c���c =����� ��@P ���M���-�����! J; ���� 
�� (!)। 

 q) �����! J; ���� :।  
 

 
G��! ���!*�    

67��89�, �:��    
 

:। 7��. ������ =! 7MY����, ����- !�%� ���E��^ 7MY����, f��-M�����$�, _��- (�'O����, 
7%��- �����।  

  
 !) �����! J; ���� �� (!) D :।  
 �) ��W�o�=�- ���!*� ������ �B] (!)।  
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@) ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q: 
q) �����! J; ���� �� (!)  
 

�Q। J�[� =��!�, ��, /V, ����- ��E%,�^ 7��, f��- ������ (��@"��), 7%��- �����।  
 

!) ��� ��%� /��!�$ ���o�=� �� ��@P D ���!*� 7�����=�� ���_ ��� !�� /�� /(��� 
���W� ��'�� ��� 7q�l�-���!*� ������ �B�/Q:।  
�) �����! J; ���� �� (!)/N।  
@) ��W�o��=��-���!*� ������ �B] (!)  
q) �����! J; ���� �� (!)  
 

��। J��� 7=���, ����- !��� ,�^ ���, f��- �#�(��, _��- ������=�<, 7%��- �����।  
 

!) �����! J; ���� �� (!) D ���!*� ������ �Q:/6QB।  
�) �����! J; ����-:।  
 

�B। J�[u�= 7��=��D$��F�, ����- J=�� 7=��� ���, f��- M��!����� (���! ( ,�����), 7%��- 
�����।  
!) f��� f��� ���o�=� �� ��@P D ������l 7�����=�� ��'�� ���-�����! J; ���� ��  

(!) D �����! J; ���� �।  
�)  �����! J; ���� : D N।  
 

�6। �'� ;����, ����- ��$� ,u�, 7�Y���� ;,�$ !�,�1�, 7%��- �����।  
 

!) ���!*� ������ 6Q:।  
�) ��W�o��=�� ���!*� ������ �B] (!)।  
@) �����! ���� �� (!)  
 

�]। /�, /, ����� ��$�, ����- ��%,�^ �Q� D$�VF, ����� ��,����#����<, 7!��$��� _��, 
7%��-�����।  

 
!) �����! J; ���� �� (!)।  
 

�N। 7��. D$���,� �=��, ����- 7��. J�%%�� �=��, ��� D$�VF, @�;��}� �=� !���<, 7%��- 
�����।  

 
!) �����! J; ���� :।  
�) �����! J; ���� �� (!)।  
@) ��W�o��=��- ���!*� ������ �B] (!)।  
 

��। J�%%�� �=��, ����-����% ,�^ ��!��, f�� (@�����, _��- �������, 7%��- �����।  
!) �����! J; ���� N,� D ��(!)।  
�) ������k� _��� Cz�@�� ���< C��f=j-�����! J; ���� :।  
@) �����! J; ���� �� (!)।  
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��। !�� ,^� J=��, ����- ��w� =�%� 7��. ;i�=��, f��-�� �*�, _��- �I@k, 7%��- 
���%���।  

�A। ����%�� ;����, /�-/�-��,����- ;��%�̂ �, f��- �=�% ��k�, _��- 7����, 7%��- ���%���।  
�:। 7��. E%��� !���, ����- ;� ,^� J=��, f��- =���k�, P�!��@�L <�,, 7%��- ���%���।  
 !) /��� ��F�M� 7!~����= J���, ;��J� D ����� ���=�� 7��!��� ���_@��� !�� ���o�=� 

��@P, �t�� ,5 ���=�� ��_� =�$ 7�����=�� ��'�� ���-�����! J; ���� � D �B।  
 �) ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
 
BQ। 7��. 7@���� �=��, ����- %��� ,^� ��=, f��- 7@�D$�� ���q, _��- ������, 7%��- 

���%���।  
 
 !) �����! J; ���� :,N, D �� (!)।  
 �) ��W�o��=��-���!*� ������ �B] (!)।  
 @) ��W������� !�F�t����-�����! J; ���� �� (!)।  
 
B�। /�, /� ;,��E, ����- ��w� !��%�,^� J=�� ��=, f��-7���������, _��- ��%��, 7%��- 

���%���।  
 
     !) ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q: 
     �) ��!���� ��'�� ��%��=�, J��� /�� ;��J� ����� ���=�� 7��!��� ,��� !��-���!*�  

������ �B] (!)।  
 @) ��W������� �t����-�����! J; ���� �� (!)।  
 q) ��W�o��=��-���!*� ������ �B] (!)।  
 
BB। /�, J�[� ��=�, ����- ��w� ;���;� ��!��, f�� ,s� ��1���k�, _��- 7!����$���, 7%��- 

���%���।  
 

 !) (��� @� /�� �:�� ����� ��MF /�3� ���� ��!���� ��'�� �#�=���� %# Cz�z D 
7@����'� ��f=।  

 �) �����! J;���� �� (!)  
 @) ��W�o��=��-���!*� ������ �B] (!)।  
 
B6। 7��. ������� �=��, ����- 7��. �M�u� 3����j!, f�� �����k�, _��- ���F�����, 7%��- 

���%���।  
 
B]। ����� 7�����E 7=���, ����- ��E,^� �����, f��- ��@��*�, _��- 7!����$���, 7%��- 

���%���।  
 !) �����! J;���� :/N D ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
 �) ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
 @) ���!*� ������ �B] (!)।  
 
BN। ��;[� �=��, ����- J��� ,�^, f��- ����q�<� ��%��, _�� D V�!q�- ��LM����, 7%��- 

�4k�।  
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 !) ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
�) �����! ���� �� (!)।  
 

B�।  !��%� ,^� J=��, ����- 7��=�g� J��, ����=�� ��%��, V�!q�- ����=��, _��- 
J����q�, 7%��- �4k�।  

 
 !) �����! J;���� :।  
 �) ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
 @) ��W�o��=��- ���!*� ������ �B] (!)।  
 

B�।  V�. ���̂ � J=��, ����- V�. !����^� J=��, f��- ��!l� ������, V�!q�- 
��!l�, 7%��- ��%��=�।  

 
 !) �����! J; ���� : D �� (!)।  
 �) �����! J; ���� : D �� (!)।  
 @) �����! J; ���� � D ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
 

BA।  7��. V�. 7@���� ��D$��, ����- ��w� J�[� @E�� ��!��, f��- !���� ��k�, 7��. D 
_�� ��<, 7%��- �4k�।  

 !) �����! J; ���� : D �� (!)।  
 �) �����! J; ���� �D :।  
 

B:।  7��%�EE� 7=���, ����- =�%� �=���u� ���!, f��- ���@�k�, 7��. D _��- ���@h, 7%��- 
�4k�।  

 
6Q।  =��> J�� ��!��, ����- =������ J�� ��!��, f��- =������(�@, 7��. (������k�, _��- 

@�����, 7%��- �4k�।  
 
6�।  7��. ��=��[� =��� ��, ����- ;���� ��, M! �������-�, 7��. _�� D 7%�� �4k�।  
 

 !) �����! J; ���� : D �� (!)।  
 �) �����! J; ���� : D �� (!)।  
 @) �4k� _�� Cz�@�� ��< D [�-�!������ ����� Cz�z �����=-�����! J; ���� � D :

 q) ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q:। 
 

6B।  /, / =���[� �=��, ����- E�=��^ ����, f��- ������$j���, 7��. 7��$���$�, 7%��- 
��%��=�।  

 !) �����! J; ���� � D ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q: (!)।  
 �) �����! J;����� :।  
 @) ��d$(��� ��W������� !��F!��� ���M���- �����! J; ���� �� (!)।  
 

66।  /, /, /� 7����w� =! (���� V�5��), ����- =�%� 7��=�g� ��� ,^�, ����� 7��V, 7��. 
M�L��;���@h, 7%��- ��%��=�।  

 !) ���!*� J; ���� : D �� (!)।  
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�) �����! J; ���� � D ���!*� ������  
@) �����! J; ���� �� (!) D ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
q) ��W������� !��F!���-�����! J; ���� �� (!)  
�) ��W�o��=��-���!*� ������ �B] (!)  
 
6]। 7��. V�. ���'� =!, ����-7���� �!�, f�� D 7��. 7�����, 7%�� ��%��=�।  
 
!) �����! J; ���� :।  
�) �����! J; ���� :।  
@) ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
 
6N। ;��% ,^� 3����j!, ����-=%�� ,u� 3����j!, f��-!���!����, 7��. M!��;��, 7%��- 
��%��=�।  
 
!) �����! J; ���� : D ���!*� ������6QB/�Q:।  
�) �,�� _��$ J; 3�$�@!��� ���=�� ��'�� 3������ ��@P- �����! J; ���� �B।  
@) ��W������� �t����-�����! ���� �� (!)।  
 
6�। �@$�� ,^� �����, ����- ��w� ��=� �!� �����, f��-  M! /��$�-6, 7��. D@�L, 
7%��- ��%��=�।  
 
!) ���F��M� /���/ (��;-N]) V�. J��,^��� ���_ �����= ����� /!��V��� Cz�@�� ��<- 
�����! J; ���� :।  
�) ������ _��  7_�! ��;�E� ��< D [{-�!������ �!< 7� �� =*���-�����! J; ���� � 
D :।  
@) ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
 
6�। 7��. J�%%�� =! ��, ����- %$�^� ��, f��- ���������, 7��. 7q�k�����, 7%��- 
��%��=�।  
 
!) �����! ���� �]।  
�) ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q:। ��W�o��=��- ���!*� ������ (!)  
 
6A। ��$�% ,^� J=��, ����- D��� J�� ��"��, f��- 7!�� ��';��k�, _�� D 7��. 
7@���@�k�, 7%��- ��%��=�।  
 
!) ���!*� ������ 6QB।  
�) �����! J; ���� :।  
@) ��W������� �t����- �����! J; ���� �� (!)  
 
6:। J�[� =���, ����- J�[� @E��, f��- ��j�@�, _��- 7��$���$�, 7��. 7q�k�����, 7%��- 
��%��=�।  
 
!) �����! J; ���� �� (!) D �]।  
�) �����! J; ���� :/N।  
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@) ��%��=� 7V���< !����� D 7%�� %�%� C�E� =�� %���$ ���!� ����$ C�p�� �����! 
J; ���� �� (!)।  
q) ��W�o��=�� ���!*� ������ �B] (!)।  
 
]Q। ����� J�%�� 7=���, ����- ����� 7��. J��, f��- =���� !�<��, 7��. 7@�$��!�b�, 
7%��- ��%��=�।  
 
!) ���o��=� ����� C�E������ �=����@��$ ����� /!��V��� Cz�@�� =�� ��;�E� ��<-�����! 
������ � D :।  
�) ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
@) ��W������� !�F�t����-�����! J; ���� �� (!) ।  
 
]�। V�. 7��. J��,^�, ����- 7��. /��� 7=��� ��!��, f��+7��. D _��- M��q�<, 7%��-
��%��=�।  
 
!) �����! J; ���� : D �B।  
�) ���F��M� /���/ (��;-N6) ����� J�%�� 7=����� ���_ /!�� �����= ����� Cz�@�� 
��< ��@P- �����! J; ���� :।  
@) (����� J�-� ��%�� ���!�� ��������� D E�<�f�E���! ����� ��%��=� 7%�� �E�� 
���F���! ��=��# D �=����@�� ��। �����! J; ���� �� (!)  
q) ��W�o��=��-���!*� ������ �B] (!)।  
 
]B। �� ��!� 7@���b 7MY����, ����- %b 7@���b 7MY����, f��- �M���%��, _��- ��<��, 7%��- 
��%��=�।  
 
!) �����! J; ���� :/N D ���!*� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
�) ‘�’ CI��� ��@F�P� �BB � �����! J; ���� �O !�� v����! !��F!��� M������ 
%# ��� ���(�� ����� �����j ������! o�# ��I� ����)- �����! J; ���� BN।  
@) ��W�o��=��-���!*� ������ �B] (!)।  
q) ��W������� !�F�t���� �����! J; ���� �� (!)।  
 
]6। J���E�� ��$� , ����-@��,u�=, f��- ��%���, _��- ���k�, 7%��- ��%��=�।  
 
!) ���!*� ������� 6QB ����।  
�) /�, /�, J� � D :।  
@) ��W����� !��F!���- /� /� J� �� (!)।  
 
]]। 7��=�g� ���� J��, ����- ��w� =�E J�� ��!��, f��- (@����, 7��. D 7%��- ����।  
 
!) �:�� ����� ��MF /�3�� ���o�=� [{-�!������ 3�� ��@P! �=���� !�% !��-/� /� J� 
�� (!) D  
�) ��W�o��=��- �B] (!)।  
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]N। G�$� =�$��� J��, ����- G�$� J!��� J��, f��- J� ��=��� /�(�,, 7��. ����%@h, 
7%��- ����।  

 
!) /� /� J� :/N D ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
�) �����, J��� D ;��J� !�FM������ ,�s�%� !�� D /!�< ���o�=� ���=� ��@P !�� 

,u���k� 7_�! @���k� q��<� ���! J@� ���!*�� 7�����=�� ���_ ���� ����� 7����$ 7�$�- 
/� /� J� � D �B।  

 
]�। �D���� =!, ����- D��[� =!, f��- !-���$�, 7��. ��O���, 7%��- ����।  
 
!) /� /� J� � D  :/N।  
�) �4k�� !��> J��$����=� Cz�z D 7@�����'� ��< D 7�����=�� ��'�� ����� %# 

7�4���! [�-�!�������! �����=- /� /� J� : D �B/N।  
@) ��W�o��=��- ������ �B] (!)।  
 
]�। 7@���� =���;, ����- J�=�% J�[� =����, f�� D 7��. ,u���k�, 7%��- ����।  
 
!) ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
�) �� ����� B�-BA7� ��MF 7�����=�� /!�< 7!����� ��'�� ���� ���o�=� �-�-�!������ 

��& C�� f=j-/� /� J� �B।  
@) /� /� J� : D �� (!)।  
q) /� /� J� �] D �� (!)।  
 
]A। J�[� �=��, ���� 7��=�g� D$��=� J��, �������� 7@���, ��=%�����, 7%��- ����।  
 
!) /� /� J� : D �� (!)।  
�) �� ����� B�-B 7� ��MF ���o�=� D �-�-�!������ ���_ ����� =�$ 7�����=�� /!�< 

7!����� ��'�� ���� C��f=j-/� /� J� �B।  
@) ��W�o��=��- ������ �B] (!)। 
   

G��! ���!*�    
6 7��89�।    

J�D �]N % /���/’� 3�� =��%� =��� ���F�    
 
@�!�� �-=������ ‘�’ CI��� �����! ���!�F�� ��� �E�� 7_�! %���!-� /! ��Z���� 

���F ���!*��� ���() ��F�M� /��!�$ J�D �]N % 3�����! ���l��� ���#�! ����� ��'�� 
�����! ���� D ���!*� ������ C���$� J�� !���$ C�(����@� %��� 7�$C� %# :; 7��89� 
�!�� A<�$ ������! 
 
 /��!�� �����! ,�-���!�F�� �!< =��%� =D$�� ���F� 7�$� =�$�>।  

 
����� ��'�� J�� C�(����@� ���# ��$�> ��W�o��=��, Cz�@�� ���, [�-!������ ���# 

C������� Cz����j, (��� 7_�! Cz 7M���M��� /�� ��W������� �#�5��� 7��� 3��। ��� ��L��  
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���F� �� =��%� =�� �#_F =$ ��=�� ]Q 9� �����! ���� C���$� ����� C���+����; ��M�� !�� 
=��।  

3�O�. ,�u����@# 7� @�!�� ]A % /���/ 7! J@��� A; 7��89� �!�� A<�$ B 9� 
7�S��� ��<�� ,�-�����! ���!�F�� ����  =��%� =D$�� ���F� 7�$� =�$�>। J%�!� ����!� 
3!���� �� �����! ���� D ���!*� ������ C���$� C�(���@ /���/-� ���#� ��k�� �:6 %। 
��M �]N % /���� �� /�� ������! 7� ��* �����! ���� D ���!*� ������� 7� ��* ���� 
C���$� C�(��5 !�� =�$�>, ��� ����j 7�$� =���।  

 
7�S�-�:  �!� 

 
 �X����� /���/��� 7�S� � ( �!�)- /� ,�-�����! ���!�F�� ���� =��%� =�� =��: 
  
�। 7��. J���E 7=��� (�$����=): /� /� J� �� !। /�� ������ �B] !।  
B। 7��. ����� 7������E (�$����=): /� /� J� �� !। /�� ������ �B] !।  
6। 7��. J�[� =�; (�$����=) /� /� J� �� !। /�� ������ �B] !।  
]। �%�� ,^� J=�� (�$����=) /� /� J� �� !। /�� ������ �B] !।  
N। V�. ���'\��� �� (�$����=) /� /� J� ��।! ������6QB/�Q: /�� ������ �B] !।  
�। 7��. J�[� =���� (�$����=) /� /� J� : ������ 6QB/�Q: /�� ������ �B] !।  
�। !�����u� ��� (�$����=) /� /� J� �� !।  
A। ������ =! (�$����=) /� /� J� �, : ������ 6QB/�Q: /�� ������ �B] (!)।  
:। 7��. J�� J�� ��$� (�$����=) /� /� J� �� (!), ������ ���� 6QB/�Q: /�� ������ 
�B] (!)।  
�Q। 7��. =���� J�� (�$����=)/� /� J� �� (!),������ 6QB/�Q:/�� ������ �B] (!)। 
��। 7��b!�� J�[� ����! D��E �=�[u�= (�$����=) /� /� J� �, �B, �� (!) /�� 
������ �B] (!) 
�B। J��� ���� J=�� (�$����=) ������ 6QB/�Q:,/� /� J� �� (!) /�� ������ �B] 
(!)।  
�6। 7��*E� /�, / ��� (�$����=) /� /� J� �� (!), � /�� ������ �B] (!)।  
�]। J�[� =���� (�$����=) /� /� J� �, �� (!) /�� ������ �B] (!)।  
�N। J�[� ��%� D��E ���� ��$�(�$����=) /� /� J� �],�� (!) /�� ������ �B] (!)।  
��। J�[� ����! (�$����=) /� /� J� �,�� /�� ������ �B] (!)।  
��। /, 7!, /� ������ =! (�$����=) /� /� J� �, �� (!)।  
�A। /�, / !�̂ �� (�$����=) /� /� J� �� (!) /�� ������ �B] (!)।  
�:। 7@��� ����F� E�'! ( �!�) ������ 6QB/�Q:, /� /� J� �,�B/N,�� (!)।  
BQ। 7��. =���� ( �!�) ������ 6QB/�Q:, /� /� J� �],�� (!)।  
B�। ����� J=��� 7MY���� (����<) /� /� J� �� !, /�� :।  
BB। G�$� 7���%�� ;���� (!���u�) ������ 6QB/�Q: /�� /� /� J� �� !।    
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B6। ���E�� =�; (!���u�) ������ 6QB/�Q:, /� /� J� :,�� !।  
B]। G�$� ;��[� ���� (!���u�) /� /� J� �� (!), �।  
BN। J=��� J�� (!���u�) ������ 6QB/�Q:, /� /� J� �� (!), �/N।  
B�। !�%� J!��� ,^� J=�� (!���u�) /� /� J� :, ������ 6QB/�Q: /�� /� /� J� 
�� (!)।  
B�। 7��. 7@���� ��=,^� J=��� (!���u�) /� /� J� �, �� (!) :, /�� ������ 6Q/:।  
BA। J�[� ���� (!���u�) /� /� J� �� (!)।  
B:। /, J�%% �� (!���u�) ������ 6QB/�Q:, /� /� J� �, �� (!)।  
6Q। J��� 7=��� /� /� J� �,:,�� (!) ������ 6QB/�Q:, /� /� J� B6।  
6�। ��� 7=��� 7MY���� (!���u�) /� /� J� �,:,�B,�� (!) ������ 6QB/�Q:। 
6B। J�[� J,$�� (!���u�) /� /� J� :,�� (!), �], �B, �।  
66। %���� J=�� (!���u�) ������ 6QB/�Q:, /� /� J� �B/N, �], :,�� (!)।  
6]। ��!�b�� J�� (!���u�)������ 6QB/�Q: /� /� J� �,:,�:,�� (!)।  
6N। J�[� ��s�� (!���u�) ������ 6QB/�Q:, /� /� J� �B, �� (!) : D �]।  
6�। ����! ��;< 7�. /, �� �>�^! ��!�� (!���u�) /� /� J� �,:,�B/N, �� (!)।  
6�। 7���%�� ;���� ��<D$��� (!���u�) /� /� J� �,:,�],�� (!), /�� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
6A। 7��. ��%� ��$� (!���u�) /� /� J� :,�B,�� (!), /�� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
6:। J�[� =��!� 7MY���� (����<) /� /� J� �,�� (!), ������ �B] (!)।  
]Q। ����h� 7�4� (����<) /� /� J� �� (!) /�� ������ �B] (!)।  
]�। J�%%�� �=�� (����<) /� /� J� :,�� (!), /�� ������ �B] (!)।  
]B। /���� =! (����<) /� /� J� :, �� (!)।  
]6। V�. J��� =���� (����<) /� /� J� �� (!) /�� ������ �B] (!) 
]]। 7@���� !-� �=���, /� /� J� �� (!) /�� ������ �B] (!)।  
]N। 7�� �%���� ;���� (<�O�;�) /� /� J� � /�� �� (!)।  
]�। ���,\��� �� (<�O�;�) /� /� J� �, :, �B, �� (!)। 
]�। /�, /, ����� �>�^!� (<�O�;�) /� /� J� �B/N /�� ������ �B] (!)।  
]A। /, ���E �>�^!� (<�O�;�) /� /� J� �,�B,�� (!) /�� ������ �B] (!)।  
]:। 7��. ;�� J�� 7��5�� (<�O�;�) /� /� J� BN/N /�� ������ �B] (!)।  
NQ। 7���� J�� �� (<�O�;�) /� /� J� �, �B, �� (!) /�� ������ �B] (!)।  
N�। E%���  �=�� ��� (<�O�;�) /� /� J� �,�B,�� (!) /�� ������ �B] (!)।  
NB। 7��. �����^� J=�� (<�O�;�) /� /� J� �, �B, /�� ������ �B] (!) ।  
N6। J�[� �;� (����<) /� /� J� (!) :,�� (!) /�� ������ �B] (!)।  
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N]। ����� ��$� 7MY���� (����<) /� /� J� �,�B,�� (!)।  
NN। 7��. J�[� %w� (����<) /� /� J� �� (!) �B, �� (!)।  
N�। 7��. J�[� ���E (����<) /� /� J� �B, ������ 6QB/�]: /�� /� /� J� :, /��  
 �� (!), ������ �B] (!)।  
N�। ��;��� J�� (����<) /� /� J� �� (!) :।  
NA। D$�� J�� (����<) /� /� J� :,�� (!) �B, ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
N:। ��D$���� ��=� (����<) /� /� J� �,:,�B (!)  
�Q। J���E�� �=�� 7MY���� (����<) /� /� J� :,�� (!) ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
 

7�S� �-B: ��<��। 
�X����� �% /� ��-7! B� 7�S�� (��<��)- /� ,� �����! ���!�F�� ���� =��%� =�� 
��� =�$�>:  
�। 7��. 7��%��g� =! (����) /� /� J� �,:/N,�], ������ �B] (!) /�� QB/�Q:।  
B। 7��. J�[� �� (����) /� /� J� :, �� (!), /�� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
 

7�S�-6: �����। 
 

���F��M� ]A % /���� /-7! ������ 6� 7�S��� ,�-�����! ���!�F�� �E��� =��%� 
=�� =��. 
�। !�%� ������ ;���� (�����) �B,�,: /�� �� (!) �����! ���� /�� ������- � 6QB/�Q:।  
B। /, ��, /�, 7@���� ��%� (�����) /� /� J� �D : /�� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
6। 7%, 7! /�, /, J�%% (�����) /� /� J� :,�� (!), /�� 6QB/�Q: ������।  
]। 7��. ����� �=�� ��!�� (�����) /� /� J� �,:,�� (!)/�� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
N। 7��. J��� ;���� (�����) /� /� J� �,:,�� (!) /�� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
�। 7��. �'� ;���� /#�V�(��!< (�����) /� /� J� �,:,�� (!) /�� ������ 6QB/�Q:। 
�। ��= ���,\��� (�����) /� /� J� :, �� (!), /�� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
A। /�, 7������E 7=��� (�����) /� /� J� :+, �B, �� (!) /�� 6QB/�Q:, �Q: D �B] 
(!) ������।  
:। J��[\��� 7��5�� (�����) /� /� J� :, �� (!) /�� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
�Q। G��� J�� J�� (�����) /� /� J� :, �� (!), J�� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
��। �=�� J�� �� (�����) /� /� J� :, /�� 6QB ������।  
�B। /�,/� ���$�� �=�� (�����) /� /� J� :,�,�� (!) /�� 6QB/�Q:, 6��/�Q: /�� 
�B] (!), ������।  
�6। !�%� 7=���$� 7=��� (E������) /� /� J� �, �B,�� (!)।  
�]। 7@Y� M~ ���� (E������) /� /� J� �� (!), ������ �B] (!)।  
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�N। V�. J�����̂ � 7��u� (E������) /� /� J� �,�B,�� (!)।  
��। ;����^� J=�� (E������) /� /� J� �,:,�� (!)।  
��। J�� ,^� J=�� (E������) /� /� J� �� (!) /�� 6QB/�Q: /�� �B] (!) 
������।  
�A। !�%� J�[� ���� /#�V�(��!< (E������) /� /� J� :, �B, /�� 6QB/�Q:, �B] (!) 
������।  
�:। J���� ,^� ��$� (E������) /� /� J� :,�B,6QB/�Q:,�B] (!) ������।  
BQ। ���� M~ =����� (E������) /� /� J� �� (!) N,: /�� 6QB/�Q: D �B] (!)।  
B�। ;��$C� J=��� 7MY���� (E������) /� /� J� N,: /�� ������ 6QB।  
BB। J��� J�� �� J;%��� (E������) /� /� J� �, �� (!), BN ‘�’ CI�, /� /� D 
�66 /��    ������ �B] (!)। 
B6। 7��. ���C� �=�� (E������) /� /� J� :, �� (!) /�� ������ 6QB/�Q:, 6��/�6:।  
B]। 7��. J�� J=�� �� (E������) /� /� J� �,:,�B /�� ������ 6QB/�Q:, �B] (!)।  
BN। J�[� ��\�! (E������) ������ �B] (!)।  
B�। E� �%����� (E������) /� /� J� �, ��, (!), ������ 6Q�/�Q:।  
B�। /, 7!, /� ;���;� ��$� (���!�@h) /� /� J� :,�� (!), /�� ������ 6QB।  
BA। 7��. J��� =��� D��E J��� (���!�@h) /� /� J� �,�B, :, �B/N, �� (!) /�� 
������ 6QB/�Q:। 
B:। 7��. E%��� =! (���!�@h) /� /� J� : D ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
6Q। �D@���� J�� (���!�@h) /� /� J� �B, �� (!), ������ �B] (!)।  
6�। ��=,�^ J=�� (���!�@h) /� /� J� �,:,�� (!)।  
6B। J�[� !��� ����� (���!�@h) /� /� J� �,:,�� (!) /�� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
66।   &���� M~ �4� (���!�@h) /� /� J� �, : /�� ������ 6QB, 6��/�Q:,�B] (!)।  
6]। 7�� J�� J=�� (����) /� /� J� �� (!), : /�� ������ 6QB/�Q:, 6��,�B] (!)।  
6N। /, �=�� 7�� (����) /� /� J� :, �B/N /�� ������ 6QB/�Q:, �B] (!)।  
6�। !���� M~ ��"�� (����) /� /� J� �B,�� (!), /�� ������ 6QB, 6QB/�Q:, �B] 
(!)।  
6�। /��$� J�� ��� (����) /� /� J� :, �� (!) ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
6A। /�, /� J��,^� (����) ������ 6QB/�Q:, /� /� J� :।  
6:। G�$� J�[� =���� (�<�$����� ) /� /� J� �� (!), �,:, /�� ������ �B] (!)।  
]Q। J�[� J�%% �b!�� (�<�$�����) /� /� J� �� (!), ������ �B] (!)।  
]�। J��� ����! (�<�$�����) /� /� J� �� (!), ������ 6QB, /�� �B] (!)।  
]B। 7@���� �!���$� (!��R$�) /� /� J� �,�� (!), /�� :, ������ 6:B/�Q:।  
]6। �'� =! (!��R$�) =/� /� J� �,:,�� (!), ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
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]]। V�. J�=���� =! (!��R$�) /� /� J� �, �� (!), /�� ������ 6QB/�Q:, /�� �B] (!)।  
]N। /)�� J�� (!��R$�) /� /� J� �, �� (!), /�� ������ 6QB/�Q: /�� �B] (!)  
]�। %w'� =! (!��R$�) /� /� J� �,: /�� ������ 6QB/�Q:,6QB।  
]�। J�[� �,E 7MY����। (!��R$�) /� /� J� �,: /�� ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
]A। J=���u�= (!��R$�) /� /� J� �B/N /�� ������ �B] (!)। 
 

7�S�-] (Me@��) 
�X����� ��% /���/�! ] 9� 7�S��� (Mef��) /� /� /� /- /� ���� =��%� =�� 
=��. 
�। J�� ���� 7MY���� (7�$�����): /� /� J� �, :/N, �� (!), D ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
B। ��R�� ��E!�u�= ��$� (7�$�����): /� /� J� :,N,�� (!), D ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
6। �'� J=�� 7MY���� D��E !��� 7MY���� (7�$�����): /� /� J� :,N, D �� (!)।  
]। �����u�= ��$� (�$�����): /� /� J� :, /� /� J� �],�� (!), D ������ 6QB/:Q�।  
N। 7��. J�[� 7��=�$�� ( �!�): /� /� J� �� (!), D ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
�। �=�[u�= ;�!�b�� (7�$�����): /� /� J� �,: D �� (!), D ������ 6QB/�Q:। 
�। ����%�� ;���� (7�$�����): /� /� J� �� (!) :/N, �B D ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
A। 7������E 7=��� (Mef��): /� /� J� �,:,�� (!) D ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
:। ��%F� J�� ���� (Mef��): /� /� J� :/N, �, �� (!) D ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
�Q। J�[� D$�=�� (Mef��): /� /� J� �� (!), BQ D �B/N।  
��। %w� J=�� 7MY���� (Mef��): /� /� J� �� (!) BQ D ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
�B। V�. /�, / ��)� (Mef��): /� /� J� :,�� (!) D ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
�6। V�. ��, /� E$%�� �=�� (Mef��): /� /� J� �� (!) D ������ 6QB/�Q:। 
�]। 7��=�g� ,u�= (Mef��): /� /� J� :/N, �B, �� (!) D ������ 6QB/�Q:। 
�N। 7�Y��� ��$� ,�^ /� /, /�-/�-��, /#�V�(��!< (Mef��): /� /� J� �], :/N D �।  
��। /, ��, /�, ����� J�� (Mef��): /� /� J� :, �, �� (!) D ������ 6QB/�Q:।  
 

7�S� -� ( �!�) 
 
��X�5 �: % /� �� /-7! 7=���� � 9� 7�S��� /� /� /� /-/� ���� =��%� =�� ��� 
=�$�>।  
�। 7��b!�� ��%=�'� =! ( �!�): /� /� J� : D �� (!), ������ �B] (!)।  
B। ��= 7��$���� 7=��� ( �!�): /� /� J� �,�B,�� (!), ������ �B] (!)।  
6। %���� ,�^ 7MY���� ( �!�): /� /� J� �B,: ������ �B] (!)।  
]। 7�� ������ =! ��$� ( �!�): /� /� J� �� (!), ������ �B] (!)।  
N। J�� 7��=�g� ����� J�� ( �!�): /� /� J� �� (!), ������ �B] (!)।  
�। =���[� �=�� ( �!�): /� /� J� �B/N, /� /� J� �� (!), ������ �B] (!)। 
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�। 7��=�g� ����%�� ;���� ( �!�): /� /� J� BN, /;M �!, /� /� J� �� CVF�� � �66, 
/� /� J� �� (!), /� /� J� �। 
A। @�%� 7@���� 7��*E� ( �!�): /� /� J� �� (!�), ������ �B] (!)। 
:। V�. 7������E 7=��� ( �!�): /� /� J� �B/N, ������ 6QB/�Q: D /� /� J� :। 
�Q। 7=���$��� ;���� ( �!�): /� /� J� �� (!), ������ �B] (!)।  
��। J�[� =��!� ��R�� ( �!�): /� /� J� �� (!), /� /� J� �], /� /� J� �� (!), 
/� /� J� �।  
�B। 7��=�g� J��$�� %O ( �!�): /� /� J� :/N, ������ 6QB/�Q:। 
�6। 7��. �;%�̂ � ( �!�): /� /� J� :/N, ������ 6QB/�Q:, �B] (!)। 
�]। @�%� E%��� �=�� ( �!�): /� /� J� �� (!), /� /� J� :/N, /� /� J� �� (!), 
������ �B] (!)।  
�N। ���%,^� J=�� ( �!�): /� /� J� �� (!), /� /� J� :/N, ������ 6QB/�Q:, �B] 
(!)।   
��। �����= ,^� (�L;$� ( �!�): /� /� J� :/N, ������ 6QB/�Q:, /� /� J� �B/N, 
������ �B] (!) 
��। 7��. ���� J�� ��!��� ( �!�): /� /� J� �� (!), ������ �B] (!)।  
�A। 7��. ���%� J�� ��$� 7��5�� ( �!�): /� /� J� BN/’�’ CI��� /� /� D 9� �66, 
������ �B] (!) 
�:। JE%� 7=��� ( �!�): /� /� J� BN/’�’ CI��� /� /� D 9� �66, ������ �B] 
(!) 
 

----------------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
��:। C�(��5 ;, ��, ��, /�, 

C�E������ �����! !�-F��&� �!< 
=��%� =��� ���F� 

G��! ���!*� 6 7��89�, �:�� 

 
;;;;, , , , ��������, , , , ��������, , , , /�/�/�/�, , , , C�E���C�E���C�E���C�E���    

 
’�’ CI��� �����! ���!�F� ]] % ;, ��, ��, /� C�E����! /� /� J� BN/’�’ CI��� 

�����! J;�� �BQ 9� J����� C��� ��L��� ��'�� J�� C�(���@����=� %������� %# 
J@��� A; D :; 7��89� �!�� A<�$ � 9� 7�S��� ,�-�����! 3����!� !��> =��%� =D$�� 
���F� ���$�>। ���F� 7������! =��%� =�� �#_F =�� ]Q 9� �����! ����� C��� ����� 
C���+����; ��M�� !�� =��।  

 
��X�5 66 % ;, ��, ��, /� C�E����! A; 7��89�  �!� /� �� / 7=��R�� /� /� /� 
 /-� ���� =��%� =�� =��।  
 
�। 7��. J���� 7=��� ��, ;����/�, ���� J���E J�� ��, f��- M!���=��k�, 7��. 

��@���<, 7%��- ����। 
B। �%��~��� Md��F�, ;����/�, ���� ���� �#��, f��- 4$����, 7��. �=�@h, 7%��- 

E������। 
6। J���� 7=���, ;����/�, ���� ��w� 7�Y. ,��� ,^� ��!��, f�� D 7��. !��%���, 

7%��- �����। 
]। /, �!,, /� !��'� w��, ;����/�, ����-��w� ;�=�! ,^�, 6�, 7%� 7��V, �$����=। 
N। 7��. J�[� ��� ��!��, ;����/�, ����- ��w� 7����$�� ��!��, f��-!-����, 7��. 

�����q�<, _��- ������k�, �����। 
�। 7=��� ,^� ��, ;����/�, ����- ��w� 7��. J�� ,^� ��, f��- E����k�$�, 7��. 

�%��, 7%��- �$����=। 
�। 7��. J�[� ���E, ;����/�, ����- ��w� 7�Y. 7��. J�[� ����, f��- =����!����, 7��. 

����%���, ��%��=�। 
A। J�[� =����, ;����/�, ���� 7��. ����� J�� ��$�, f��- !���(o��k�, 7��. q�<�;�, 

7%��- <�O�;�। 
:। �%$�,^� J=��, ;����/�, ���� /, /�, /� �%=�'� =!, f��- J�� @�, 7��. 

��#@�, _��- ��$����, 7%��- <�O�;�। 
�Q। �&��� M~ !��, ;����/�, ���� C)�� M�j !��, f��- ������, 7��. ������, _��- 

������, ����। 
��। !�%� ��tE� =!, ;����/�, ���� !�%� J%=�� ,^� J=��, f�� D 7��. 7l��q�, _��- 

��@�, 7%��-  �!�। 
�B। ��� M~ ����, ;����/�, ���� �-� ������= ����, f��- E����k�, 7��. i��j��k�$�, 

!���u�। 
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�6। 7��. ��%��� �=��, ;����/�, ���� J�[� �=��, f��- J�����, 7��. ��%@h, 
7�$�����। 

�]। J�[� !���� ��1�, ;����/�, ���� ��w� J%=�� ;$�!�� J�� ��1�, f��-���!�<�, 7��. 
��j�����, ����। 

�N। ���%~ �_ �#�����, ;����/�, ���� ���}� �#�����, f��- 7>�<=�%���, 7��. �������, 
���!�@h। 

��। ���! ��� ���^��, ;����/�, ���� C�-� ��� ���^��, @��F� {�� 7��V, 7��. ���������, 
E������। 

��। JE����^�, ;����/�, ���� �%���� J��, ��@� ��< /��<, 7��. ��@��, _��- 
!���,k�, ����<। 

�A। !���b 7��= ���, ;����/�, ���� �-� �&���� M~ ���, f��-��,����, 7��. 7�O� 
��,����, ����<। 

�:। C������ 7�, ;����/�, ���� C�-� M�j 7�, f��- ���M� �< 7�<, 7��. �������, ����<। 
BQ। 7��=�g� ;�=�!, ;����/�, ���� ��w� ���� ,^�, f��, 7��. D _��- Mef��। 
B�। 7��. J�[� J��, ;����/�, ���� 7��. D$��=� ��$�, f��- ����$�!�b�, 7��. ,%��, 

E������। 
BB। /, 7!, /� 'w� J��, ;����/�, ���� 7�Y. J�[� ���E, f��- ��,_ ����$�, 7��. 

7@����b$�, _��- M�L����, !���u�। 
B6। ;$�!�� ���E, ;����/�, ���� ��w� ��1� ;$��� =�D�����, f��- ��@��$�, 7��. 

!��!��<, ����@h। 
B]। �Ms�h M�!��, ;����/�, ���� 7���@~ ��� ����k�, f��- [��>�k, 7��. ����>k� ��%��, 

_��- =�<=�%���, Mef��। 
BN। �3$�� �h ���, ;����/�, ���� 7���@~ ��� ���, f��- ���;, 7��. !��<�=�<, _��- 

=�<=�%���, Mef��।  
B�। Z��h ��=�, ;����/�, ���� ���! M~ ��=�, f��, 7��. D _��- ,�%����, ������। 
B�। C���b� �%�����, ;����/�, ���� �'j� !����, f��- M� J���u�=, 7��. ����� =�<, _��- 

=���$�, 7�$�����। 
BA। 7@���� J!��, ;����/�, ���� ��w� 7�Y. J��$�'� =!, 6], ��<�� 7��V, �����, 7��. 

���$j@h,  �!�। 
B:। ����!�b �%�����, ;����/�, ���� i%!�� �%�����, ��P�����, 7��. �P��k�$�, ������। 
6Q। ���! !���� ��=�, ;����/�, ���� ������= ��=�, f��- ������k$�, 7��. D _��- 

������k$�, ����। 
6�। ���� !���� ��=�, ;����/�, ����-����� M~, f�� D 7��. ���_, _��-7@Y���, ������। 
6B। C��M~ ���=, ;����/�, ����-�-� ,��� M~ ���=, f��-!��$�����, 7��.-���1�=�<, _��-

=���$�q�<, �$����=। 
66। J�[� ���E (�L;$�, ;����/�, ����-��w� ,�� J�� (�L;$�, f�-���=����, _��-�k�$�, 

7��. JVV�, !���u�। 
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�X����� C���R �� % ;����/� C�E����! J@��� :; 7��89� /� /� /� /- /���/ 
7=��R��, 7�S� � 9�-/ =��%� =�� =��. 

 
�। /;M, /�, J��� =�;, ;����/�, (6]6), C� ��%��=�। 
B। 7��=�g� J��� ,u�=, ;����/�, (�AA), C�  �!। 
6। ��$�%�� �=��, ;����/�, (6QB), C� ����= (�����O)। 
]। /, /E, /� ���% ,^�, ;����/�, (BQA) C�  �!�। 
N। 7%#��� ����� ���, ;����/�, (]Q]) C� 7�$�����। 
�। J�%%�� �=��, ;����/�, (N�N), f��-������, 7��.+7%��-��%��=�। 
�। ��(��� (�lj ��"��, ;����/�, (�::) C� E������। 
A। �%��~��� ���, ;����/�, (6A6) C� ����<। 
:। �� J��� J��, ;����/�, (��]) f��-���<(�O�, ������। 
�Q। 7���@� M~ 7(Y��!, ;����/�, (B�N), ��/� 7�� ���=� ��%��,  �!�-B (7=�� �V�WS-

!���u�)। 
��। %�='� ;���� (�L;$�, ;����/�, (�]]) C�  �!�। 
 
 

---------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
�AQ। �������� �!< ����#5 
��k�q� ��b��* 7�$�� ��!��� 

7q�lj� 

��!��� ������ %�����@ 
��(�@, ���%��� 

6 7��89�, �:�� 

 
�������� %# ����l 7q�lj�    

 
(�) ����#5 ��k�q� ;�#��� ���s �������� �!< ��b��* 7�D$�� %# �������� �!< =;�� 

����* M�D$� ��;���>। 
 
���% ���$� �����*� E�� J%���� 7��=��%���� C�E� D <�, =��� �!< C��+� ���� 

!���<� C�E� =;�� J@���!�# =;�� ��D$� ��;��। 
 
���� !���< D ����E !���<� 7�9��@j�! /�� ��* ���% !�F�@j�! �������� ,5 E�� ���j 

!���� ��=��# !��� %# C����� !�� ��;���>। E�� ���j !��$� J@��� �Q; 7��89��� ���# �V, 
�� ���=��� C�E�� ����� !���� =;��। 

 
(B) ��� C������ ��!���, ��,����#����<, �!��� 7!� 3�;�(< �#�5� %��� ,�� 7!� 3!�� 

q� �!��� ��k� ,P� ��l�। � ��* �#�5�! ���F�� �-7�4����� C�� ��M�� !�� =;��। J@��� 
A; 7��89��� ���# � ��* 7�J;�(��� ,P� q���k� (��O$� 7E�� =;�� D ��k� G�$���� 
�%���� ���$%�� !�� =;��। 

 
3�#= ��� ��<� =;�� �!�� ]<� ��F� !���E, ���t _��!��। ,5 ���$� ���# !�=��!D q��� 

���=�� �!��� ��*�$ ��D$� 7@�� 4�� !�� =;��। 
 

By order 

M.L. Administrator 

Dinajpur 

3.9.1971 

 

 

---------  
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������� ��� ����� 
�A�। >�� ,��+��� G��! �����<F 73�j 

���!F  �!� ��"���#��$ 3��� 
��(��@� J��� /!�< %'�� �M�P 

 �!� ��"���#���$� ������; 
,�-�. /0�����$1-3�45 

6 7��89�, �:�� 

No. B/6018-53 VERY URGENT/EXPRESS 

OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR 

3RD REMINDER 
    

UNIVERSITY OF 

DACCA 

DACCA-2. 

Dated, the 3rd Sept. 1971. 
 

To  

All Heads of the Deptts. 

The Directors of Institues 

Dacca University. 

Sub: Student's attendance. 

 

Dear Sir, 

In inviting your attention to this office letter No. C/73819 dated the 2nd 

June, 1971 and subsequent reminders No. 2400-440 dated 2nd August, 1971 

and No-3054-95 dated the 6th August, 1971, on the above subject. I am to 

inform you that the daily report of the students' attendance from some of the 

Departments are not being received in this office even by the noon of the 

following day. 

I am, therefore, to request you to kindly send the report to this office by 10 

A.M. positively on the following day in order to enable this office to forward 

the consolidated report to the Govt. in time. 
 

Your faithfully, 

Sd/Illegible. 

Registrar. 

3.9.71. 
 

---------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
�AB। @(F� �=���� V�. /, /� �����!� 

��_ f=j। 
��! ���M��, �� 7��89� �:�� 6 7��89�, �:�� 

 

$� @(F� �=����    

V�. /, /� �����!� ��_ f=j    

���F ���!*��� $� @(F� V�. /, /� ����! @� 6�� 7��89� ���!�� @(F� (��� ����� 
!�& /! %�L!%�!��jF C���� ��_ f=j !��। ���F ���!*��� 3�� ��M����� %�� ��, / 
���^!� @(F��! ��_ f=j !��। 

 
��_ f=�j� �� @(F� V�. /, /� ����! /! ���&� (�l�j 3����� 3����� ���$y ���� 

��� !'j��$ Ju�= ��$���� J�F���� D �}�-��}���� �=����@�� !��� !��। 
 
��� ��� J%�!� /; ��� ���!*��� ����l !�� ���!*��� ��!<�$ ��wF�� 3����� 

3����� 4'���$y f=j !���>। /!��� Ju�=� C�f�= D �!� �}�-��}���� �=����@��$ /; 
���$y ����� %# J�� 7MR� !��। 

 
��L�! D %����! ��P! ��_ ���M���� %# Ju�=� �!< 7��$� !��� %# ��� %@�j� 3�� 

J�� %�� /�� ��� / �#����� Ju�=� ��=��# 3�_F� !��। 
 
���&� (�l�j� �� @(jF� 7�����=�� @�VF C� C�� f=j !��। � CI��� �����! J; 

3���! 7�. 7%. /, 7! �$�%��= ,���+ �����! D 7������! C�E���@j / C���� ,��+� 
�>�� C��� C�#� %�!�jF �>�। ����%� �!� *��� ����R �#�5�� /; C���� ,��+� �>��। 
/��� ���# 3����� [’% ����! @(jF� �>��। /�� =�� %�� �����,^� J=�� D %�� 
J�[� 7����$� ��। 

 
C#�#��� ���# C�#��! 7@���� J%�, %�� J�[� !����, %�� E%��� !���� 7MY����, 

%�� �� /, ����, %�� ������ w��, %�� ;,��E J�� 7MY����, %�� /, /�, /� 7����$��, 
%�� J�[� %��� ��, ��� 7��=����^, J��$�'� =!, %�� =��E%�^�, %�� 7��=�, %�� 
��, ��� 7��=����^, J��$�'� =!, %�� =��E%��^,%�� 7��=�, %�� �!, /� �=��, D$�� 
=��� J�!���, %�� /�./� ;��=�� ��M����� %�� J�� J=�� /�� ������ !�<���! 
����� ��M�����, ��"���#���$� ��&!, 7��!@jD ,��+� �>��। 
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������� ��� ����� 
�A6। 7�. 7%. �$�%�� ‘�’ CI��� 
�����! J; 3����!� ���$y f=j 

G��! ���!*� ] 7��89�, �:�� 

 

�$�%�� $� ���$y(�� f=j    
 

���FI��$ !����� !����� 7�E�<#�c 7%���� /, /, 7! �$�%� @�!�� �d��� � CI��� 
�����! J; 3����!� ���$y(�� f=j !��। ��� 7�E�<#�c 7%���� �<K� ���� +���(�l5 
=�$�>। 

 

/���� �������� /; ���� J��� ��� =�$�> 7�, 7�%� 7%���� ��=� �� @�!�� ‘�’ CI��� 
�=!��� �����! J; 3����!� ���$y f=j !���>। 

 

 

 

--------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
�A]। @������ D ���� ���!F� 
/!�< ��!��� 7q�lj� 

��!��� ������. %�����@ 
��(�@, ���%��� 

] 7��89�, �:�� 

 
(�) ��F������j� C�@��� %# %�� ��;���> 7�, ��=��� ���=� =;�� ���%��� <�,� 

J�����> ��=��� 7� 7%�� ���� !���<� �!< ��=���� J@��� !_� �����<F !��। 
 

 (B) J@��� :; 7��89� �!�� �Q-6Q ����< �X����� �%��4�� C�W����$� �#���� �g��� 
C��+� � � ����E 7@�V�,�� �g�� 3!���# ���� ��d$ =;��। 

 
������, ���F� D ��, =�;� �-���E�;V, �M� ��,V��, �#��!� !�@%, ��k, ��_�, �� 3!�� 

%���, �*�, ���� ��0, E#� 7�¡, ���k, ��;�!��� ��VF@�VF, !k�;, B.N 7�� D% !��� ��_�, /! 
7��� ��, J;, ��< ����_ 7����,  ��, 7���� !��� <�, 7�� 7d��, �5�, ,�V 7¢{। 

 
 (�) ����#5 ��k�q� ;�#��� ���s �������� �!< =;�� ����* M�D$� ��;���>। 

 
���% ���$� �����*� E�� J%���� 7��=��%���� C�E� D <�, =��� �!< C��+� ���� 

!���<� C�E�� ��D$� ��;��। ���� !���< D ����E !���<� 7�9��@j�! /�� ��* ���%!�F�@j�! 
�������� ,5 E�� ���j !���� ��=��# !��� %# C����� !�� ��;���>। E�� ���j !��$� J@��� 
�Q; 7��89��� ���# �V, �� ���=��� C�E�� ����� !���� =;��। 

 
(]) 3�#= ��� ��<� =;�� �!�� ]<� ��F� !���E, ���t _��!��। 

 

By order 

M.L. Administrator 

Dinajpur 

4.9.71. 
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������� ��� ����� 
�AN। {��, !��%, ��"���#���$ >�� 
C���+�� ���!F� ��&� ��(�@-/� 

/!�< ��!�F��� 

��!��� ������. ,�-�; 
/0�����$1 -3�45 

� 7��89�, �:�� 

 

Government of East Pakistan 

Education Department, Dacca. 

Dated the 7th September, 1971 

No. G/10-13/71 890-Edn. 
 

CIRCULAR 

 

Sub: Attendance in schools, colleges, universities etc. 
 

In has come to the notice of Government that apart from the circulation of 

baseless rumours by anti-state elements, some teachers are directly or indirectly 

discouraging students from attending the classes. In certain cases the conduct 

of the staff of the edcucational institution is a major factor for low attendance. 

The heads of institutions should ensure that all the members of staff under them 

perform their duties properly and loyally. They should also see to it that the 

teachers positively encourage the students to attend clssesd and create 

confidence in them and also explain to them that the rumourmongers are no 

friend of theirs and they should attend their classes in their own interest. 

 

2. It has also been observed that various sorts of posters dissuading the 

students and teachers to attend classes are pasted on the walls of the institutions 

by anti-state elements. This also happens with the connivance of the staff of the 

institution. The heads of the institutions should be directed to ensure that the 

institution premises are not used for sticking or pasting posters of any kind. 

They should also be asked to take steps to issue Identity Cards to students with 

their photographs pasted therein so that there can be produced in case of 

necessity. 

 

Sd./-Ilegible,  

7.9.1971 

Deputy Secretary. 
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������� ��� ����� 
�A�। 'M����$ 7�$� =�� Jd�!���� 

(����; ��� =��’ �$�%� 
G��! ���!*� : 7��89�, �:�� 

 

3����� ,s�-�����I�� 7%. �$�%� 
M����$ 7�D$� =�� 

Jd�j!���� (����; ��� =�� 
 
/����� /! ���� 3!��, ;R�jF !����� !����� D ’�’ CI��� �����! J; 3���! 7�. 

7%���� /, /, 7! �$�%� @�!�� ������ 3����� ,s�-�����I�� �E�!��� %@�j� 3�� /; 
���F J"�� 7� 7�, J����� ,�� M����$ 7�D$� =�� Jd�j!���� (����  ��� !��� ���� ��_R 
��5 ���F ���!*�� C��+� ��f ���=�� ��$�>।  

 
��� %@�j� 3�� 3��� 7_�! (����$ M� D ��W������� �#�5��� ,t���� 7���3��! �=���� 

����� (���!� C�#�=� ����� ,���� 7�। 7%���� �$�%� /! ���� %# ����, ��%��=� D �4k� 
7%�� �E� !��। �E�!��� �%D�� ��L� ���_ �>��। 

 
7%���� �$�%� 7�����=�� /!��� 7=��!8��� �E� !��। 3_�� ��� ��<��� C���j 

!��। +��$ !����� ��L�! %�� 7�, ��� %�f� G�#�� Jd��j� �¤���� �!� �_ �} !�� 
���$�> /�� /��!�� J;�-¥�� ����+�� �$¦j��� ��$�>।  

 
+��$ !����� %�� 7�, �!>����#! (����$ M� ���� ���� ��< M��M� �#�=� !��� 7MR� !��>। 

�!§ ��%�!�� D +��$ %�����j ����� �!� 3�MR� �#_F !�� ���$�>। +��$ !����� J��� %�� 
7�, (����$ M����, !�$!��� ���<� 7M���M��� !�� (���� ��$ ����� 7MR� !��। �!§ �� �#_F !�� 
7�$� =$। �=�������� (��%��=�) 7%. �$�%� ��&��� ��%�!����� 7���।  

 
��� ����� 4�� M��� C����D ��F��&j !��। /!; /��!�$ ��� 
�(���! 7����� 

G�#���D 7���। �=������� 7_�! 7%���� �$�%� �4k� 7%��� ����� /��!�$ ��। 7���� ��� 
3���&�$ ��$��%� G�#��� �����F !��। ��� !�$!�< +�� 3���&� �#�+� ,)� !��� ���F� 
7�, ���� [����� 7!� �!� �����@ ��� � ����।  

 
����� /��!�$ /!�< %��� �E� !��� ��$ ��� %�����j�! 7
a�$ ��¨��! �lF�$ &��f* 

�k! D ��L� 7����� !��� 7���। ��� ����� J+� D ����� 7��� ��� =। 7%������ ����� 
��_ %@j =lFv� !�� ���! 
�@� %��$ D ���() 7��������! 7©�@� ����। ��� 3���< +�� 
@�k� _����$ %@�j� ���_ !���F !�� /�� ����� 7��L% ��� 7।  

 
����� ���;�! ���� D 3E�u 7��� ��$। /� ��� 7%���� �$�%� �#�-,�ª� ���� 7%��$ 

�E�� ��। ���� �=�� ��� +��$ !�F!�F���� ���_ �����E� �#�+� ��$ J���M� !��। �#� 
����+��� 7�� ,)�� =�$�> D �����E� !�% ����l%!(��� M��> ��� ��L�! %���� =$। +��$ 
!�F!�F��� ��L�! %�� 7�, 3_� ���! �!>� �!>� 7��! !����$ Jd�� =D$�� ��� ��D$� 7@��D 
���$��M� �#�+� ���� �' !���� J� �=����� J!��� 7��� ���� �����। 
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7%���� �$�%� ���� ��%���� ��# ���$ 7��<�@�k� M����$ ��। ��� ��%��� ���jF 

�(���!���� !�%!�F M��� 7���। �E�!��� ���() +�� 7%���� �$�% G�#��� ���_ 
q���$�(��� J���M� !�� /�� ����� ,� ����� 7���� ��। ��� �=������� D ����$ ���� 
!���<� ���#��� ,�^��# (�lj 7�। 

 
��z ���=� Jd�j!����! =�<�$ 7�$�� %# ���jF 3«� ��� ��� ����� J"�� 7�। �!§ 

J(#���j 7&�� 7�����=� C�a� ��¬D [�-�!������ ��'�� �#�+� f=j !��� ���# =�a। !��j 
����� �-��#� C_F =�a ���F ���!*�� ����� D /����� ���#� �-��। 

 
7��� ,�k�$ 7�$, ��;�� ������j �!��� 7�� ��; ���� 7E�� ��%� q� v�� !���; ����� 

/�� /;4�� ���_@��� 7��!��� ���� %#; ��� ����!���<� ���#��� ,���� 7�। ��� ��� 
7�, /; ���_@��� 7���!�� ��*��! ��& /; 7����; ��� /�� / 7���<D �����। ��; ��� ���# 
�����= 7M���M��� !�� =$ �� 3����� ���# ��� M��M�� ���� 7�$� =$ ��=�� /� %# �����j 
���l [�(F�@ 7��=���। 

 
7%���� ����� %���� [�F��� �jF� ���$ J%��� ���F!��� ������@j 7� [.�-[�F��$ �� 

��� !��, �� �j !���$ 7�। ��� ��� 7�, J����� ������ �=b���� C��� 7��� ��� �। 
J��� J����� ��-7����� ����� �$�� ,�� 7>�k ��� �। 7%���� �$�%� ;���� D ���!*��� 
[����� 7��!������ %# �!#�� =D$�� ,���� 7�। 

 
��� ��������� ;�=����� ,�-�� ���$ ��� 7�, J����� 3���& 7�� =�$D J����� !��� 

����%� !��� �����। ��� ��� 7�, ��� 7���o�=��� J����� �!#�! E�<� ����� %# !�$!�< 
���� J����� ���%$��j !��� =$। 

 
��� /;�� 7���o�=� ���!F �%�@ _�!�� %�# D ����� ���F� !��� !��% !�-F�&�! ��=��# 

!��� %# %������j� 3�� ,���� 7�। 
 
 

------------------ 
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������� ��� ����� 
�A�। �����! ��!���� 7������! 
@(jF� V�. /, /� �����!� 7���� 

(�lj 

��!��� 3M�� ���*!�-���F ��! 
��!���� �_#��(�@ 

�] 7��89�, �:�� 

 
7���� (�lj7���� (�lj7���� (�lj7���� (�lj    

�] �] �] �] 7��89�7��89�7��89�7��89�, , , , �:���:���:���:��    
    

V�. J�[� 7������� ����!, /;M �!, /    
@(jF�, ���F ���!*�    

    
J��� �3$ 7������@j, 

 
%@j !�-F! ��F�M� 3�������� =��� &��� =*����� ,��#�@ �' !��� ,�^��# 73���Vc 

J���! /; 3����� �¬����$! ��!���� 3�� ���5 !���>। @(jF� �=��� J��� /!�< �¦� 
���$� _�!��। Ju�=��$��� J����� !�P ���&�� �g��� !���>। 3����� C(#��� D ��=.�d 
7_�! v����! !��F!��� D w��! 3����� ����� ��® q�<�$�> /�� C_F���� &�� ��� !���>। 
J��� %���� ��$��¯ /; 4'���$y J�� ��� /; %#; ���� ��$�> ���� 7� 7���� 3���� D 
��=��� %# J���D &�o C��� �>�, 7�; 7��� ���� 3���� D ��@FP�� !��% �_����# ��5 
��$�@ !��� J�� 7� ��>�� � =;। 

 
�3$ 7������@j, J�� J����� ��=��# D �=����@�� !��� !��> /; %#, ���� 3���� ���� 

�E���$ J� ��$, ���� !�� J��� /� /! ��5 ���% @�k ����� ���� 7���� ���() ���#�, 
J���-J���M��� ���#�� ����� !�� =��, ��5 3�$��@� ���#�� $; 7���� %�����j D 
�����= ������ ��O ����!# _�!� ��¬D /!; 7���� �����3$ �@��! �=���� /!�� ����� 
!��� �����। 7� C} ����l J����� ��F�� [�F��� %# ��$�, J�� J��� �� 7�>� 7E�� 7��� 
�� ���� �' !��। /; ���� �_�! �=% D ��@� !��� ,�^��# 73���Vc ;�����#; �����j &�� 
7q�lj� !���>। /� ��jF �����@ /� J����� f=j !��� =��। �!� (���, ��b= D ��5�� ��� 
!�� ������ ��O =�� ������� ���$y J�����;।  

 
J��� �3$ (�;-7�����, 3����� �����%! D C_F���! ��@FP� ,��#�@� =D$�� %# J�� 

J����� ���F} C����� %���a। J����� ��%��� 
��_F; /<� 3�$�%। J�� J���D ���>, 
J����� ��%��� 
��_F; /<� 3�$�%। / ��$ �����! 7��l����� !��, !���� q��k 7��l M����$ 
7�D$� �!��� �� 7&�( 7��lj !��� ��$ $। /� C����� ��* 7��l D C�(���@ ��-� =�$ 
��@FP�� !��% ���;�! ����� =�� =��, ���� %��� J��� ���� D ,)��� ��_ Cf�� =�� ����।  

 
J%�!� ���! 7�j� 7�� %�� � 7�, �� /! %���� ���(��� J����� /; ���!*��! ��*�� 

'���$� !��� %# J����� !� ����� !��� =�$�>, !� �#�@ 
�!�� !��� =�$�>। �� C��(5 
(���� J��� ����� ������ 7�, J����� C�*y; ���) =�$ ��k�>, �� J��� /!<� �-_! 
J���(��� ���� !��� ���# =���। /; !�% �=%���# �>� �। �����%! D C_F���! 7&�� 
J������! ���� !�� ����; 7��l!��� @�° C�(��} �>�। J����� �±�� J����� 7M�$ C�! 
7��� �²�} �>�। /��! �� D 3�j�� /; ��W @�P� =D$�� ��D ���� J����� ,)��� ��_ ��® 
�-�R !��� 
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3�j�j 7MR� !���>। ���M�$ 7�Y��! !_� =�a /; 7�, J����� �±�� ���!*��� C�*y; 

�!�� !��� M�$�। �� 7=�! J��� �!>���; J����� ���-(����! J�%F���! &���� ��³ ����� 4�< 
�=���� �#�´� =�� 7�� �। J��� ���� ��%��� ��%���! 
�_F����� ,�^��# J������! �#�=�� 
!��� M�$, ����� !��> J����� C�*y�! ���!�$ ���� C_�� C_F����! �}! ���� J��� ��%� 
;। �±� =��� J��� d�k! =�� M�; �। ��; J��� /� �!>� !�� � �� �!� %���$ J�=�#�� 
����� =��। C�+�� ����3�&�� J����� 7��� ���! ������� D���� M�� �@�$�>, ����� /� 
�E�� J�� ,�Mt। /<� �����; 7�� /�� /�! ��@FP !��� ���$y �����;। J�� ����� �E�� J��� 
%# J�� %���a। J�� ������! �j !���$ ���� M�; 7�, �����j &�� 7q�lj� !�� =�$�> ��; 

���� 3�#���F !��� ����� 7!� &��� J��!� �;। ����� 3�#���F� �������� ,�^��# 7� 
�!� ��_#� 3M��j� M����� =�a /�� ,�^�#3�j���� ��_#� 4%� �<� !�� =�a ���� 7� ���� 
!jF��� � !��। /<� C�#� [.��� !_� 7�, J����� ��«�#�@���� 3�� �´�$ �#�=�� D ������ 
3!�� � !��, ����� 7_�! C_F ��=��# ���(� ,�^��# ����� �#�=�� !�� =�a /�� &�o 
�_F����� 
���@�� ����� ���#�D C�! ���k�$ ��� =�a। ���F���� ���� ���!*��! v�� !��� M�$, ����� 
��%���! 4�< �=���� ��«�#�@���� �#�=�� !�� =�a। ����� 
��� 3�#���F�� ��_ ��; ����� 
����� �-�R !�� =�a।  

 
J���� %�� 7�, �����j &�� 7q�lj� >�k�D 73���Vc ��* 3!-� �@��!��� 
���� 

3�#���F�� J�� %���$�> /�� ����� ���F���� %# �!� 3!�� �����@-������ ���� 
3��µ�� ���$�>। ����� J+� �E���$ J� %# ���!*� ��!�� %������q� 3*�� 3=j 
!���>। /; 3*�� C����� ������� ,($ ���� /�� (���� C��+� ��«�#�@� �����4���� @P 
;�#��� ,�u����@# ���&� f=j !�� =�$�>। ���!! D J;�V�� D ���!*�� C��+� C(#_F� 
�����4���� %������q� ��F��&! 7�����$� !��� !_�। C�#� [.��� ��l$ 7�, (��� /; 3*�� 
3�#��#� !���>। (����� C�g�� Z�� ��¬D 3�#���F!������ �� J+� �E���$ J�� 
,�^��# J��� ������� /���� %������q� ��F��&! 7�����$� �g�� =�$�>, J�� J����� !��> 
CO�!�� !��> 7�, ���F ���!*��� @(jF� ���� ���$y ���!��� J�� %@�j� �� J+� �-�R� %# 
�!� 3�MR� M������। ���� 
���� 3�#���F !��� ����� ���F���� %# �!� 3!�� �#�+� 7$� 
=�� /�� ����� ��� =�$ 3������ ���W @��� %# !��D ��'�� 7!� �#�+� f=j !�� =�� �। 
����� ���@-=, 7��!���< D %���!�� ,��$ ��R =�$�> ����� ����$ 
�(���! %��� ��.3���� 
!��� �#����� ��F3!�� J�_F! D 3����! ��=��# !�� =��। ����� ���s 7�J;�(��� ��� =�$�> 
�!��� ����� ���s ����$!(��� C#��� ���# �| !�� =�$�>, 7�4�� 3!-� ����!�! �E���$ 7�$� 
=��। /; !���F �������� 7!� 3!�� 7MR� =�� ���! !�P =�* �� !�� =��। %������q� 
��F��&!��� �-�R� �g���; J����� ���F�����M '��$j !�� =�a /�� /; !�% ���� ª� D 
����(��� ������ =$ 7����! J�� !k� %� ������। 

 
/; ������@ J�� ���#��q� �¨��$�! /; J"�� ���� M�; 7�, ���!*��� C#�# �@��!��� 

�� ����D �@��!�y� ��C��!��� C��!���। 
���� ���!*��� ��"* �@��! �=���� ������jF(��� 
%�� ����� %# 73���Vc ;�����#; ����� 3�� J�� %���$�>। ����� ��k�q� D C#�# 
���s ����� �E���$ 7�$� =��। �:NQ ����� ��$�!�-7�=' M��5 7������! ���#��q� �¨��$ 
��l$! �¦��� J�� f=j !���>���। J�� ����� ���#� ���!F C�@� J�>। !��%; ���� ���#��q� 
�¨���$� 7!� �#�5� 3�� 7!� 3!�� C��M�� � !�� =$, 7����! J�� ����l(��� �&# ������। 
��$�!�-7�=' M��5 7������! (��� ��!��� �¦� ��. �� �� ��"�� D ���!*� ��!���� ,�%� 
�=���� J�� �����(��� !�% !��>, ���� ,($ 7���� ,�ª� CI�� ���� �E���$ J� ��$। /� 
����$ C�'� �#�+� f=j 7! �¤��� =�� � ��� 7!� !��j J�� 7���� ��; �। /; ����< 
����! ���#� 
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������� %# J� �#�+��� J���M� !��� ,�^��# J�� /; ��l$! (����$ �¦�� ��O �� 
��¶ �¤� G�P�! ����� =�� ��%� J�>। 3!-� ���a� D ����! [@F��� 3�� ���#!���� �=��(��� 
_�!�� /; ���#� ������ J����� C���@ =D$�� 7!� 3·; D�P �।  

 
C�.�� J�� J����� >�� �¨��$�! /<� ,���¸ !��� ����� 7�, ���� =�� ���!*��� 

���M�$ ���#�� ���। ����; =�� %���� (��l#� +���। ������ ���� ���� (��l#�� �% ���$y 
�_��_(��� ��� !��� ���� ��� %# ����� 3«� =�� =�� /�� ����� ��&� %�� ���� 
����3�� �� ��M�� � =$, 7����! ����� �&# ����� =��। ����� ��&�%�� ����$ �' !��� %# 
�� ��¶ �¤� ����� {��, !��% D ��"���#���$ 7��@�� !�� ,�M�। 7!� ($, (��� �� 7!� ¹�� 
���j� ����� ��&�%�� �#�=� !'! �� !�'� !��# $। !��j / ���(�� 7!� %���� ��&; 
�O�%! $। C����& /� E�� ���% [.�-[�F��� �g��� =$। J��� 7�Y��� 3�K��� �!>� 
���$� %# J��D ������ �¦������ J�b���� ��O %�k� �>���। �!§ ��¶; J�� ,���¸ 
!���� 7� �¦������� C_F; 7=�� J��� 7������� %# v�� D �-��# /�� /; ��� C���j !��� 
J��� 7!� ��&#; ,��� =�� ���� �। ��; J�� �¦������ J�b�� 7_�! ��%�! ��5 !�� 

%���� C��!�� C%F�� ,�^��# �$����¦! D C�=������! �_ 7��> ����। /�� J�� ��%D 
7����> 7�, �$����¦! D C�=������! J�b�� ���; E�3��। 7�!���� C#�# �¦������ 7�-�-bD 
C�'� ����� f=j !��। C�=���@ J�b�� E�3�� � =D$�$ %���$ !��f��� ���#D �� J� 
��� D ������, 7�='� �� �k �k 7���� 
��% ���<F @P !�� /�� J; ���l�� 7��@���� 
����� 7। J�� �����j(��� ���!��� /�� ����l !�� >�� �¨���$� !��> J��� %���a 7� 
���� ���!*��� ��@FP D ,)��� 7&�� ����� (��l#t ���$y �j ���� /�� �$����¦! D 
������jF ,���$ 7� ���$y ����� %# 3«� =।  

 
���! D �%����� /! J%�� 7��! �=���� J�� ���! D ����! ,($ �¨���$� �!< 

C����� !���� 7� ���� 7���� C_F����! ��.3����� !��� %# /!����@ !�% !��। ���!��� 
/<� ����� =�� 7�, !�!����� �} =�� 3!������ �����; ���= &��। /�� /� E� %�����j�!; 
(�@�� =$। �%���� ���� ������jF ����+���� ,t��� !��F ���� !��� ���� /�� ���� ����� 
D�� 7!� 3!�� %���� �� =$���, (��� 3��F C_�� 3���������! �#�+� f=j !�� � =$, 7����!D 
J�� �&# ������। / �#����� J�� J����� J��� �#�5@� J"�� ���a। J����� 3�� J��� 
J��� /; 7�, �� ��k����k �¤� J���� !��% 7��@�� !'। ����!��� ,�^�� J�� ���� 
M�; 7�, �����%! #�$ ��M�� D ���� ����5 >�k� 7!� ���º�; ,)�� �� C_F���� ��!�� ����� 
=�� ���� �।  

 
��F�� 3�� ���#� 7=�� 3����� 3���< 7���!� !��> 3�$�%�$ ���#o�# �����= !��। [.��� 

��l$ =��� 7�, ,���F��� 7���!>� �>� ��� /; 3��� ���# q�<�� CI� =�$ ��k�>। / �t�� /; 
���# q�<��� �����j J�D 7��k ����, !��j ,t��� »���� J��� ��$�>। ��; ��F�� J�_F! �>�� 
J��� ���� ���!*� D ����� 7_�! �6 �& < ���#��# J����� �#�+� !���>। 3����#��� 
�����= 7!~���= ���E� ���#��# M��M� D �| �#�+� !�� =�$�> /�� /; ,�^��# /!�< ����l 

º��$��� ���!º� 7D$� =�$�>। 3����� 3��#! CI��� ���#��# �����= ����+��� D�� 
�����l %� ���� =�a। ,�!���$ %�=�% D C(#��� 7Y���� ���#� �-�� !�� �� ����= �#�+�� 
,)�� ��� !�� =�a। /; �#�+� C����� J� �� DP�� J@ ��F�, J@��� ] ����, ���3�� 7�k 
�& 7_�! [ �& < ���#���f� �b� 7_�! �| 7!~����= ��$ ����� �#�+� !�� =�$�>। 7��<!_� 
�$��� ���#��# �����= �#�+� M��� !��� E�� 7� 7!� ����l ���$ ���F ���!*��� ���# M��=�� 
7�<���� ��jF �#�+� f=j !�� =�$�>।  
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���F ���!*��� ��F�� ���# ����+��� ��� !��j /<� $ 7� ���#o��#� C< ��$�>। J�� 
���#� 7=��, 7��@����@ �#�+�$ C������, J� ��� !��j 7=�� 3���� ��¨��! 7@������@� E�� 
7��@�k� D �k! ����= �#�+�� 7&�� C������। �b� 7_�! ���#���f� 3����� ���() CI��� 
����j 7!�~ 73�j !��� =��। 7@������@� J�@ ��!�� �Q (��@�D 7��� ���#o�# 7��@�k�� 
��=���# ��P��� 7=��। 7��=�� ����F� ����$ ��F��� 7�� D �k! ����= �#�+�� C3����� ��$�> 
7��=�� 7���� (�@ ���#���f� 7Y���� ��=���# ��P��� =�a। /; �#����� �}���W����=� ���# M� D 
��5��W 7���!>� ,�!����F� %�=�% �����= !�� J����� ���#��# �|�� !��% ����l �=�$�� 
!���>। ���# ������=� !��% /; C����5 �#�+�� E� =�� /; 7�, Mef�� 7_�! C(#���j 7Y-
�b�4���� ������=� �����j 6 4j 7��k ����। /� E�� Mef�� 7_�! M��M��� 3�$�%�$ M��=�� 
7�<��� �¤��� =��।  

 
�k! ����= �#�+� J�D ,)� !���� ,�^��# ;�����#; ����� 7_�! ��! J����� �#�+� 

!�� =�$�>। / >�k� ���� ���!*� 7_�! �QQ 7_�! �NQ�< ��! ��P���� �#�+� !�� =�$�>।  
 
/<� ��� =�a 7�, ���#���#� �����= _�!��D C��!� ��& d$ !��� &��� _�!�� �। 

��!�� /; ���#� ���!FD ��M� ��$�>। /�� ;�����#; f���I�� 7<� �����E� !�% �' !�� 
=�$�>, ��� E�� �=% !��$! ���! !��% ��@��� =�a। ,�ª� CI�� !�% �-�R !�� 7��!%�� 
J�$� �_ ��@� !�� 7�D$� =�a ���� ����� !R ��q� !�� �¤� =$। ;����# /; !��%� ���� 
7!~�$ ��!�� 3�����! ��!���! N 7!��< <�!� ���^ !���> /�� 3�$�%����� J��� <�!� 7�D$� 
=��। �lF�� 7��l f���I�� D$�!F� 73�f���� 7� ���!º� f=j !�� =�$�> /�� ��� %# ���%�< BQ 
7!��< <�!� ���^ !�� =�$�>, /; 7<� �����E� !�% ��� C����5।  

 
@� !�$! ����� q<����� E�� J����� C_F����� �k �!� &����� =�$�>। ��MF ���� 

�!� 3!�� C_F���! !�% ���jF �} �>� /�� ������ �#�5@� D %���$ ����� 3(�� &�� 
=�$�>।  

 
C_F���! !��F!��� ���jF��#�� M��� !��� %# ��!�� ;�����# �w �¼� C��9 !���> /�� /� 

E�� C�!<� ,)��D 7��� ���$�>। �k �k !�����4��� ,t��� &���D ���F� =�a। �b�4��D 

�(���!(��� !�% !�� ���a। %� D %���; ���� Mef�� D M��� �b� 7_�! 7��< �A 7!��< �B �& 
<�!�� ��� �E��� !�� =�$�>। @� �t�� /; ���$ 7��< B] 7!��< NB �& <�!�� ��� �E��� !�� 
=�$�>�। ������ �������!(��� 7���� 7@�� /; �t���� �E���� �����j 7=�t ����� $। 
�#��!4�� ���jF��#�� !�% !�� ���a /�� �#���-���j%#D (����(���; M��>। ������ 7���� C_F��� 
d�� d�� J�@� ��F��$ �E�� J���। / 3��O J�� �R(��� ���� M�; 7�, %������j� ����F! 
!�#��j� %�# 3����� C_F����! ��@FP /�� ,)$���! !�F��M�� ��'\�� J��� ��!���� 
C#�� 3�� �&#। ��!���� /; 3�MR�$ J�� 3����� �!� 7�j�� �@���!� ��d$ �=����@�� 
!��� !��>।  

 
%'�� 7����� D ���F�� !���F� %# �� �!>� 3�$�% ��!�� ;�����#; �� ��F��j !��� 7MR� 

!���>। /; !��%� %# /; �t���� ���%�< �N 7!��< <�!� ���^ !�� =�$�>। 3����� ,t��� 
��5�! ��k���� %# ,)$ ���� 7� B�: 7!��< <�!� ���^ !�� =�$�>, /; �N 7!��< <�!� ��� 
C����5 ���^।  �!�$ C��+� ,� &�������R /!�< 7���VF� C��� �-R �=��� ��@FP�� %# 
���^!-� /; C_F 7�D$� =�$�>। J� 7����� ��@FP D ���F���� �!� 3*�� C������� ���jF 
&��� /; 7���VF� D�� #* !�� =�$�>।  
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�#�5@� ����!���� !�����4���� �y� 
�(���! !�% J��� �' !��� %# !�����4���! 
��F3!�� ��=��# 7�D$� =�$�>। !�LM���� J����� %# J���� ����� ������ ��, �#��� D 
���j�%#� �¨����j� %# 7�< �#��! D ���j�%#! �#�����= !�-F! ½j���� ����l �#�+� f=j, 
C_F���! 7&�� ��5(��� ��=���#� 3�$�%� ���() �#�� /! 7%�< =�$ !����<F$�� @P ;�#��� 
,�u����@# ���&� f=j !�� =�$�>। ���!! D J;�V���! 7�$ ���F ���!*��� ���() !�����4��� 
½j ��������� ��$ ���k�$ 7�D$� >�k�D @� ��L�%����D ����� ��$�>। 7@�����@!��� 7� �!� 
�#�5@� ����!���� �#���-���j%# &��f* =�$�> ����� ����� <�!� ���$ 7���� ���D f=j !�� 
=�$�>। /� E�� �#�5@� �#����$ �� 7��!��� ��& ����� �#����! ��@FP�� �����@ 7�D$� =��।  

 
3����� C_F���� 3�� C��9 !-�l 7&�� ½j���� ����l �#�+� !���� %# /�V�����! 

����l ���� C_F ���^ !�� =�$�>। /; �t���� ��<����� ���<� ��F�X ���# ��F��j!��� �j 3�� 
B <�!� ���k�$ 7�D$� =$। /� E�� ��<M�l���� J�$� �_ ��@� =��। ���<� /; ���F� ���#�! 
�<�!�$ ����� ,�^��# !�LM� ��< �E���� 7&�� 7������ �����@D ��!�� �Q 7_�! �N (�@ ���k�$ 
7�D$� =�$�>। ��!�� !�-F! 3����� %�< ���!F�<� !������� /�� %�< 7��V� !��������! ���F� 
7�D$� =�$�> 7�, ���� 7� ��!�� !�-F! ��F��� ��F�X ����# �w� �����j ��< d$ !��। / !�% 
���� ����(��� ��) =�� ���� ��� %# /; ��+�4����! ��_R �����j C_F ���^ !�� =�$�>। /; 
[; ��+�� !��% ��=��# !��� ,�^�# ��!�� J�D /!�< ��+�� �-�R !��� ����� !���>। ��� �� 
=�� %�< 3�;� 7�����;�%� !�������। /; 3������ !�% =�� 7�, 3����� ��* ��!º ���<� 
��%�� 7_�! ��< d$ !��। 

 
C��# J�� / !_� ���� ���� � 7�, ����+�� ���jF ����l%!। /�D /� C�! C_F���! 

7&� ��$ 7@�> � ��!���� ��& ,���@� !��j। �� 7=�! / !_� C
�!��F 7�, J��� 7��k �E���� 
�&� =�$�> /�� C_F���! ��@FP�� ��_ ª� Cf�� =�a। J�� J��� 7������@�j� �!< 
J��� %���a 7�, ���� 7� J����� C_F���! ��@FP�� 7&�� ��!���! ��F���(��� ��=��# 
!��। /; ����< !��% 7� ��� 3����� %@j D 3����� ��!���� !�F�t�� =�� =�� ��; $, ��� 
/�� ��f %���� ��� D �=$��� 3�$�% =��। J�� / �9�} /�!���� ���� 7�, ��g��� 
��5���� D J�3�#$� %��� �=���� ���!*� ���� ,)��� ��_ Cf�� =�� ����, ��� %# /; 
�=� 7���� J���� %�����j /!; ��O =�� �����$ ���F ���!*��! ��%� ���$ ��Lk��� ��=��# 
!���। 

 
/��� J�� 7���� J;�-¥�� ����+�� ���!F [-/!�< !_� ���। J����� M������! /� �� 

q<�> ���� %������j� �� ��'j ,���@� �-�R !���>। J�� %�� 7�, /; C
�(���! C�+�� �' 
����%� 3�$ �!� *��� 7��! &��f* =�$�>। ����� /; [.�-[�F��$ J�� @(��(��� [.���। 
������! J�� J��� J���! �=��(��� %���a। !��%; �����%! ���F�� C��&� ����! ���F�� 
J% C�! 7��� %'��। !��F-!��j C��}� !��� J��� 7���� ��� 7�, 3��#�!� ��; ($ D 
(���� �I�� =�$�>- /; C�+�� C��� /�� %@�j� �� ���jF J+� D ���� �E���$ J� J��� 
��!���� 3�� ���$y /; 4'���$y ���� J����� J���! �=����@�� /!�� !��#। 

 
J��� ��"�� 7�, /; �#����� 7������! 3��� �#�+��D 4'y��jF (���!� ��$�>। ��¨��! 

7@������@ ��� �#�+��D 3(�� &�� =�$�>। J�� J�� !�� 7�� 
�(���! C�+� �E���$ J�� 
�#����� ��!��� !�FM����� ����, ��� D ��"*��� ��O ����� !�F�# ��� !�� ����, J�� ����� 
/; J"�� ���� M�; 7� ���� ���� ��M�'x�� ����� !�F�# ���� !��� ���� 7�%# �!� �#�+� 
f=j !�� =��।  
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������l J�� J�D /!��� J��� ����F� !_� J����� �j !���$ ���� M�; 7�, J��� 
��!�� /!�< C���F�!��� ��!��। 7� ��w��F 
�(���! C�+� �E�� J��� /�� ��F���� !��Fd� 
C����� ,���F�M ���� !�� =��, 7�; ��w��F ��F��M� 3�������� =��� &��� =*��� !�� 
%@�j� ���F�(Y�y ��.3����� !�� =��। J% J��� Ju�=� �!< 7���%�� !��, ��� 7� 
J����� /; 3�MR��! ��E�#���� !��। 

 
���!*� ���$b���� 

 
 

-------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
�AA। Mef��� ���� !���<� 3�� 7%. 

�$��% 
G��! ���!*� �� 7��89� 

 
Mef��� ���� !���<� 3�� 7%. �$��%Mef��� ���� !���<� 3�� 7%. �$��%Mef��� ���� !���<� 3�� 7%. �$��%Mef��� ���� !���<� 3�� 7%. �$��% 

���_@������ %���$    
��@FP� ���!    
=�� ,��� !' 

    
/����� ���� 3!��, ;R�F !����� !����� D ‘�’ CI��� �����! J; 3��� 7�. 7%���� 

/, /, 7! �$�%� @�!�� �-=������ Mef�� ���� !���<� ���#��� 3�� ���_@��� 7���#�@���� 
� 7_�! ¹�� ���j� C����j D 7��� �E�� /�� %���$ ��@FP�� !��% J���$��@� %# ����� 
7������� J�� %���$�>। 

 
�����! J; 3���! ��� 7�, ���_@��� �#�5�� ����� q���k� D ������-���% 7>�k /! 

7��M�$ C�+�� ���# ��� !��>। ��� ��� 7�, ��*��!��& ���� =�a J����� %���$ ��� ��� 
��# ,���¸ !�� 7���3��! �@��! �=���� ����$ ����� %�� ���� �' !��� =��।  

 
�&���� ���� ����� ���a)������ �t���� C�#�=� ����� �����j ����l� [�(F�@ �-�R >�k� J� 

�!>�; ��( !��� �।  
 
7%���� �$�%� ��� 7�, ���a)������ �#�5��� ��L�% 7�� !�� ��� !��� =��। ��� /; 

3�d$�$ �����3$ �@��!��� !R 7(�@ !�� ,�Mt $। 7%���� �$�%� �����3$ �@��!��� ,�^��# 
��� 7�, �����D ���W� 3�� !�F�# ��$�> /�� ��W������� �#�5��� ���F��� �#����� 3��� 
�#�+��! ��=��# !�� ,�M�।  

 
��W D /� ����s� ���!F 7%���� �$�%�  ��� 7�, ���!*� =�a ;������ [@F /�� ���� 

���!*��! v���� �t����$ ���, ���� !��F�. ;������ �± ��� ��� 7�, ���!*� =�a ��f 
%�=��� J��-J!�¥�� 3��!। ��; /; ���W� �@��!��� %# ;����� �������=� C���j C��# 
!�F�#।  

 
;����� %�@��! ��� ���� D J������ ���5� ���� ��$�>। ;��=�� 7_�! ,�-�� ���$ ��� 

���, ���� J��� ;����� ������= 7�� M���> ���� J��� ���)� �>���। �!§ ��; J��� 
;�����! C��=�� !���> ��� J��� /! ����� %����� ���j� =�$�>। ��� ��� 7�, ;����� 
%������ ���� C����j� ���#�� ������ %��� J��� ��� 7@Y���$ ����� J���=j !��� ����।  

  
/� J�@ 7%���� �$�%�, Mef��� 7��� f=j�� ��%�!����� �����F !��। ��� ����� 

����� D ,t���=� 3���� !��। ��� 7%���� �$�%� ��O����< �E� !��। 7���� ��� ���� 
!���<� ���#�= /! ����< %��� ,�^��# (�lj 7�। %�����j 3M� 7��� ,��&� !�� 
7%�����! C(#_F� %���� J��। /��� ���# M�!�� 3�� D ��F��M� /� / /, ��%� 
�������$D ,��+� �>��। 

 
7%���� �$�%� ��O����< /��!� 7_�! [�-��!������ �E�(��� ,t��� D ���� 3����� %# 

%������j� 3�� C�(b %��। ��� ��� 7�, ���F ���!*�� 7� G�# J�>, ����� ��& 
3������ 
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D ��!�����! �t����� �!� ,t��! ���F� !��� ��qF�� ��@�� � �!§ ��F�(��� 7!� 
���F� C�(�� ���M���� =�� �w ���#�� %�� R /�� �w ��� ����� D ��� /��� =$। ���� 
J�����D ��-7�� D ��� /�� ����� %�# J����� ���!� ��� ��$�>।  

 
��� ���� !���<� ���#��� 3�� ���_@��� �#�5��� 7��� �E�� /�� 7���3�� �@��! �=���� 

�g�%! %�� �' !��� %�# ������! 7������� J�� %��। Mef�� D ���F�# Mef�� 
�E�!��� 7%���� �$�%� G�#��� ���_D ����� =। +��$ !����� /��!�� ��F��l ����+�� 
���!F ��� 7�,J; D �-¥�� �&� D 4'y��jF +�4��� 3=��� �#����� ��%�!� D ;,��,J� ���; 
,�u����@# (���!� ��� !��> ��� 7�����=�� ,�� M�� C�!��� »�� 7��$�> /�� ���� /� 
3���. ����� �&�� �#�����; ��$��%� J�>। 7%���� �$�%� ���!��  �!� �E�� J��। 
�E�!��� �%D��D ��� ���_ �>��।  

 
 

------------------ 
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������� ��� ����� 
�A:। 3�����! �¦��(�� 

��_ f=j 
��! ���M�� B] 

 7��89� 
�� 7��89�, �:�� 

    
3�����! �¦� �(��3�����! �¦� �(��3�����! �¦� �(��3�����! �¦� �(�� 

��_ f=j��_ f=j��_ f=j��_ f=j    
    

@� ��; 7��89� C����¯ ���F ���!*��� @(F��� �Q ���# ����R �¦� ���l��� : % ���# 
��_ f=j !��।  

 
���� ���!� M��<�$ @(F� (�� /! C�k9� C���� 3�����! @(F� V�. / /� ����! 

�¦��(�� ���#��� ��_ f=j !��।  
 
7� : % ��� �¦� =��, ���� ;������F !�D ��¦y !���। ��� /��� 7!, 7!, %���$ 

���l��� ���# �>��।  
 
���� �¦� �=���� ��_ ��� ���� =��, ������� %�� J��� !����, �4k�� %�� J��� 

J�� ��, �������� J���� ,�^ J=��,  �!�� %�� / /� /� 7����$��, ����� �D��� / 
7! /� ;,��E, ����� �D��� 7��=�g�� ;�=�!, !��R$�� %�� D$��%� J=��, 7�$������ 
%�� D��$[u�= �%����� D Mef���� C�#��! ������ =!।  

 
�¦���� ���# %�� J��� !����,J��� J�� ��, %�� J���� ,�^, �D��� / 7! /� 

;,��E D %�� / /� /� 7����$�� ;������F %���$ ���l��� ���# �>��। /; �¦���� ���# 
7�$������ %�� D��$[u�= �%����� D Mef���� C�#��! ������ =! C������ JD$��� ���@� 
����� 3�_F� �=���� �_�d�� /� /� / D /���/ ��F��M� =।  

 
V�. �����!� �¦��(�$ !�,�1� ������ ���@� B % (���� �����j ����! %�� J��� 

!���� D �w ����� !�F� /V�(��!< D$��%� J=��), %����� ;������ B % (%�� J��� 
J�� �� D �D��� / 7! /� ;,��E), C������ JD$��� ���@� B % (%�� D��$[u�= �%����� 
D %�� ������ =!) 7! /� ��� /!% (%�� / /� /� 7����$��), 7%��� ;������ /!% 
(�D��� 7��=�g� ;�=�!), !�(� ������ ���@� /!% (%�� J���'�^ J=��) /�� 
/!% ���#��q� �¨���$� 3����� ��. J,��¾।  

 
3����� ����� ���#��q� �¦� ��. J,��¾ ��_ f=j C���� ,��+� =�� �����। ��� 

Mef�� 7_�!  �!� J��� %# ���FR ����� J���= !��� �����।  
 
��_ f= C����� �� @(F� V�. ����! �������!��� ��O q���$� J���M� 3��O ��� 7�, 

��L� �¦��� ���; �����j ����l� 3�����।  
 
��_ f=j C���� ���F ���!*��� �����! ���!�F� 7�. 7%���� / / 7! �$�%�  �!� 

=�;�!��<F� 3�� ��M����� %�� �� / ���^!�, =�;�!��<F� ��M������-b ,���+ �����! D 
7������! C�E���@j ,��+� �>��।  
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��. J,��¾ 7MY���� ���� �A; 7��89�  �!�$ @(jF� (�� /! C�k9� C���� @(jF��� 
�¦� �(�� ���# �=���� ��_ f=j !���>। 

 
���F ���!*��� @(jF� %�� J�[� 7������� ����! ��_ f=j C��� ���M��� !��। 
 
��_ f=j C���� ,��+� C(#�@���� ���# �¦� �(�� ���#�� �>��। 

 
 

----------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
�:Q। �¦� ���l� ���#��� �E�� �| ��! ���M�� B] 

7��89� 
�A 7��89�, �:�� 

 
�¦� ���l� ���#��� �E�� ��¦� ���l� ���#��� �E�� ��¦� ���l� ���#��� �E�� ��¦� ���l� ���#��� �E�� �||||    

    
@� �A; 7��89� ���F ���!*��� @(jF��� ��¦���l��� ���#��� �E�� �| !�� =�$�>। 
 
%�� J��� !�����! C_F �E���� /�� %�� J��� J�� ���! ��&� �E���� ���$y 7�$� 

=�$�>। 
 
%�� J���� ,�^ J=�� ���j%# D ��º �E���� /�� C+�$�(��� J; D ���F���|��� 

��l$! �E���� ���$y ��� !���। 
 
%�� / /� /� 7����$���! ��, ���% !�#�j D ������ ���!º� �E��� �¦� ��$�@ !�� 

=�$�>। 
 
��. J,��¾�! �, ����$ D �t�# �E���� ���$y(�� 7�$� =�$�>। ��� ���#��q���� ��l$D 

7����� !���। 
 
��D��� / 7! /� ;,��E�! 7�$� =�$�> ��%
 �E���� ���$y(��। ��� C+�$�(��� ���F, 

��[#t D 7�M �E���� ���$yD ��� !���। 
 
��D��� 7��=�g� ;�=�! 7��$�> 7�Y��! @j�¦ D +��$ 
�$s����� ��+� ��d�� �E���� 

���$y(��। 
 
%�� D$��%� J=�� ���# D !-�l �E���� �¦� ���5 =�$�>। 
 

�+# �E���� ���$y 7�D$� =�$�> %�� 7��=�g� D��$[u�= �%������!। ��� ����$!(��� 

�_# �E����D ���$y ��� !���। 
 
C�#��! ������ =!�! ��=��# D ���F�� �E���� �¦� ��$�@ !�� =�$�>। ��� 3�#�@� D 

@-=�#�@� �#�5��� ���F���� ���#����D 7����� !���। 
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������� ��� ����� 

�:�। ���%��� �=��� �!� ����!� 
���#���$� >������ ��!��� ����!� 

,� ���#���$ /!�� ¿�� !��� 
���F� /�� J��� !�$!�< 7q�lj� 

��!��� ���� ��  
%�����@ ��(�@ 

 ���%��� 

BQ 7��89�, �:�� 

 
�Q-:-�� ��!�� 

 
(�) �!��� C�@��� %# %�� ��;���> 7�, ���%��� �=�� C��+� ����� ���V$���� �!� 

=�; {���� >������ /!�� 7!�� ��� @(jF��| @��F� =�; {��� ¿�� =;��। ������ �����"�� @��F� 
{��, ���%��� =�; {���� ��=�� ��(�@, ��@�= ��* @��F� {�� D !���%�$< @��F� {���� >������ 
¿�� 3��#! �� @(jF��| @��F� =�;{��� 7��� ��<�$ �����। 

 
(B) !। 7�� ��%���� =�< 7���� =;$��>। /� =;�� 3��#! �-=������ D ������ 7�� ��%���� 

=�< J�@� �� 
�(���!(��� �����। 
 
�। ���() �=u�$ C��+� ��* !��;��� D �����!���� 7��!� C����9 ,P�;$� 4��� ��%��� 

���;�� =;�� D J�@� �� 7���� 3��#! �� 7�M�-7!� !���� =;��। �'� J�� ���!F< J�@� 
�� M��� _��!��। 

 
@। 7!��� �#�5�! ��*�$ �!��� E�<���� 7!� �%�� ��d$ !���� 7�D$� =;�� �। /;x� 

�#�5�! ��=�� �!<��F� ��%��� �%���� ��d$ !���� ��� =;���>। 
 
(6) 3��#! �� ��� ��<� =;�� �!�� ]<� ��F� !���E, ���� _��!��। 
 

          ��; CVF�� 
          /� /� /V����W<� 

          ���%��� 
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������� ��� ����� 
�:B। C��!-� ���������� ��!-

�����! M�d� 7������! @(jF� V�. 
����!-/� �5-��-���-�� 

G��! ���!*� 
B� 7��89� 

B� 7��89� 
B� �(9�, �:�� 

 
��%��� ,���5 !�� @�k ����.��%��� ,���5 !�� @�k ����.��%��� ,���5 !�� @�k ����.��%��� ,���5 !�� @�k ����. 
>����� 3�� @(jF��� ,���� 

    
���F ���!*��� @(jF� V�. / /� ����! >����@�! ¿��� 7��@�� /�� J@������� 7�� 

�=���� %���@P���! !��%� ���$y ����� ,���5 !�� ��%��� (��l#t @�k 7����� %�# 
J��� %���$�>। /���� �������� ���� ��� =$ 7�, @�!�� 7������ ���!��  �!� 7���� 7!�~ 
!��% D ��"���#��$ >��>������ %# /! ����l C��� ,����!��� @(jF� >����� /; ���F 
,���� 7� 7� 
 
 7&�� ������F�� D ,s� 7�� 7���� ,���5 !�� ��%����! @�k 7����� %# 
��&� 3������ �-¥��� 3�� C�@� =D$� >����� C���=��F !�F�#। 

 
@(jF� ����! ���!*��� 7���$ ��%����! ,t�@F !��� ,�^��# ���#� ���!��! ���)� ���� 

��$ /�(��� M��� @�k 7����� %# >�� ����%� 3�� J�� %��। ��� ���, ��&� �#��� 
7!� 7��!; 7!� �!��� ,)����� !��� ���� � /�� 7� %#; %��� ���� Cf@��� ��_ /�@�$ 
7��� ����, ��� %# 3��#!�< +�� J����� ��_����5 7���!� ��!�� /�� /(��� ,���5 7�-�y� 
��#�� J����� ���j !��� =��। 

 
7���� ��F�� ����+�� 3��O V�. ����! ���, %��� /! M�� ��!�<� ��# ���$ C��d� !�� 

M���>। 
 
��� ���, /<� J����� �����!� ��!<-��"���� �=� 4j����� ���� %����! 73�j� 7��@���, 

#�$��M���� J��F��jF ��*���$� �#_F�� /�� ���% %��� ����, ¹��-y����, Z���(�� D 
�=������ C(���; /; ��!�<� �-�R =�$�>। @(jF� >����@�! {��, !��% D ��"���#���$ ����� 
¿��� 7��@�� 7_�! C���+� � _�!�� ,���� ���$�>, ��� ���, >���� ¿��� 7��@��� ���� 
_�!�� �� ��� ����� ��%��� %#; &��!� =�� �, ,��§ %���� !�#�j D Cf@��D ���� ���®� 
=��। C_M J��� ���; %���� !�#�j D Cf@��� %# 3��µ����। 

 
------------- 
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G��! ���!*�    
B:, 7��89�,    

    
�@��!��� 3�� @(jF�  

��=�� ���R� �t�����    
��'�� ��F! _�!� 

 
���F ���!*��� @(jF� V�. /, /� ����! ���!*��� �!# D ��=�� v���� 3$��� ��� �±��� 

�t����� ��'�� ��!F _�!�� %�# %@�j� 3�� J�� %�� । /����� ���� 3!��, @(jF� 
@�!�� �O���� ���!�� @(jF� (��  �!�� ����< ;,�$ !���<� 3����� D 3(������ 
�@��!��� ,�^�� (�lj ���a�� ।  

 
�(�$ @(jF��� ,���R� 7�%� 7%���� ��D E��� J�� D 3�����! �¦�@j ,��+� �>�� । 

@(F� ��� 7�, �±� /�%|�� ����� =� ,�^�# =������ %# ���% %���! ����F* D %@j�! 
����@��� !��� 3$��� �¤��# �� �!� ���� f=j !���> । ��� ��� 7�, ����+��� /� C�! 
,)�� =��D J�3����� 7!� C�!�� 7; ��� ��� %�f� _�!�� =�� ।  

 
V�. ����! /; �%� ��=� ��!�<� ���� ����, �¨��� D �!# �%�$ ����� %# �!� 7��� 

�@���!� 3�� J��� %�� । ��� 7���� ��=�� D C���� �&�� %�# �� !�� ��_ f=�j�D 
J�� %�� । ��� ��� 7�, ���!*� /!�< �!#�� 7�� �=���� �<�! _�!�� � J��� 7�l =�$ 
��� 7�;�<; J����� ���� 3· ।  

 
��� ��F���&� 4'�� /; ���&�$ ,s�jF =��� %�# %@�j� ��d$ ��=��# D �=����@�� !��� 

!�� । C���� J����� �#_F��� !��j �jF� !�� @(F� ��� 7�, J����� G��b %��� 
;������ ��� ��&��! J��� ��������� f=j !��� । ��� ��� 7�, J����� !_�, !�%, �M�� D 
C�(���� ���# !��� ���h�# �>� � । E�� ��¹���� �-�R =$ /�� 7�l ��F� J��� ;��=���� /! 
�%���=� ��!�<� �g��� =; ।  

 
@(jF� ��� 7�, ��� �-° ��"��, �$��� 3�� ���#!�� ��"�� D ���#� ������� %# ��P! 

�-�R(�O f=�j� ���#��; %��� ��� �&# =���� !��� ���� । / 3��O ��� %@�� 3�� J��F�! 
,)� !��� J=�� %�� । C����� ��5�� D (�� �������� (��� %��� /!�< $� C�#�$ �' !��� 
��� ��� J�� 3!�� !�� । @(jF� J; D �-���� �&� D ��F*�� !�-F��&� ���_ �=����@��� 
�#�����  �!�� �@��!@j�! ����� ����l ���$�y� !_� �j !���$ 7� ।  

 
��� ���, ���a)������ ��5�! ���F� !��� %�# 7!� �#�@; ����< ��� �� =D$� ,�M� $। 

���  �!� �=� ���� !���<� 73���Vc D ����! /�, ��, / %�� ����% ,^� J=��  �!�� 
�@��!��� �& 7_�! @(jF��! J"�� ���$ ��� 7�, ��� 7�, ���!*� �&�� %# 7� 7!� 
����+��� 7��!����� /� �! 7�l �5��b� ���%F ����D ���� ���jF  3«� ।    
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G��! ���!*� 
6�� C�S���  

 
����$ @(jF�    

��«�#�@���� 3�� ����$ 7��� 7E��� J��    
(�%
 3����� 73���) 

 
���� B�� C�S��� ���F ��!*��� @(jF� V�. /, /� ����! 7� �� ���F ���!*�� (����$ 

3M��j�$ ��¹�� =�$ M�� 7@�> ����� 3�� 7��� �E�� J��� %# J� /!��� J�� %���$�>। 
J% �!��� /��� +��$ C�E��� D �=��� ����R �#�5��� ������� (�lj��!��� @(jF� ���, 
��!�� ��«�#�@���� 
�@� %���� 3«� ��$�> /�� ;�����#; ����� ���s �E���$ 7�$�� D 
���F���� �#�+� !���> ।  

 
���F ���!*��� C(#��� (��� ���M���� v����! !��F!����� �b� !�� ��� ���, /�� 

!��F!����� ���� ���� �& �& 7���!� [.� [�F�� �-�R !���> । ��º !������ &�� ��� !�� 
v����! !��% ��� �#�5�� ���!��� 7�!�� !�� ���$ /; [��F� [.�-!�R 7E���> /�� 7��@����@ 
���a) !�� �����j ����l� [�(F�@ �-�R !���> ।  

 
��� %�����j�! �j !���$ 7� 7�, (����$��� /!��� �&# =�a J����� D J����� 

7���! v�� !�� । ��� ���&� 7��!��� 3�� f��� �@�$ %������j� �� J+� �E���$ J�� 
J��� %���$ ���, [�-�!����� D 7���� �±�� %@�j� %���! [��Fl= !�� �����>।  

 
��� ���, 7� �� [�-�!��� %������j� ���s R !��> /�� 7���� 
�_F������� !��% ��� 

��$�> ����� 7!, 7!, J����� J��$ 
% =��D ��L�� ���; J����� �± । ;������F +��$ 7%�� 
{�� ����$�� ��%�!����� ,�^�� (�lj��!��� @(jF� ����� 3�� ����% ���� D �-¥�� �%�$ 
����� !��% J���$�@ !��� /�� ����, !�F�#��� D ��� M���� ���� %@�j� 7À= D (������ 
��( !��� J=�� %�� ।  

 
��� @(jF� q��jF�k D �-�R���� &��f* 7��!��� %# 7���� ��=��# �����4��� �����F !�� । 

7���� ��� &��f* 7��!��� 3�� ������ 3!�� !�� /�� 7%�� !�F!�F���� &$&��� 
3�$�%�$ ��=��# 7�$�� ���F� 7� ।  

-------------- 
 G��! ���!*�  
 �� C�S��� । 

 
�����<� ������� @(F� ����!.    

���_@������ 3��    
�±��� C�(��}    

C������ J�� 
 

 ����<, �N ; C�S��� (/����) । J% 3�����F! @(F� V�. / /� ����! ���!*��! ��- ���� 
!��� (����$ ������ ��¹�� 7��!��� 3�� /� ���\! ���j�� /�� �±����� J�� C�(��}  
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C������ ,���� ���$�> । ��� /��� �=��� ���() *��� 7��!��� /! %������� �5-�� 
!��>�� । @(F� ���, �$����¦! �¼�$ #��# ����- ��D$� ��$ J�b�� !�� 7���l� $ �!§ 
�� 7!� ���; 7���� ����, ��=�� D C����� �����$ M��� ���� � । ��� [.� !�� ���, �� 
���F ���!*��� ���l ����� 3��# ��%���! D C_F���! C��!�� ���(� J!���� !��>� �� 
M���¼� 7���!�� /��! 7���! ���a) !��� ���� ����>� ।  
 
 /; [(F�@#%! q<�� %# [.� 3!�� !�� @(F� ����� C���� !�� 7���#�@!��� 
���!*����� �±� =���! ��5���� !�� ��%��� (��<��!; �M�+�$� � !��� /�� =�%�� =�%�� 
7���!� [.� !R J��� � ��k���� J=�� %�� ।  
 
 ,��«��� [�F��$ ��M��� @(jF� ����� 3�� /; ��=���F� V��! ��k� ���$ ��%��� �(����� ���� 
���M���� =D$�� /�� �t!��� ����%� 7��l!��� 7��lj ���5� %# 3����� ��%��� ���(����� 
�E�� J��� J�� %�� । ��� 7!� �&# C%F�� %# v�� ����� �_ 7��> 7D$�� 7%�� �b� 
!�� । ��� ���, 7��@����@ �#�+�$ ��® �-�R !�� /�� ��!��� ���s v�� !�� ��� %������j� 
[.�- !R; ��k��� ��$ ।  
 
 ��&� �%F�� ��F��� 3���d$�� !_� ,�u� !�� @(F� ���, /; J�q��� ��� ��� �#�5 $ 
7@�<� %���� ��&; &��!� । /� E�� 7� l�#��� �-�R =�� �� !���; ��jF =�� � । �������� 
/(��� ;���%� ��&� �%F !�� ���>�$ ��k�>� । 7��!%�� 3�#���F ���!F 7%�� !�-F��&� 
,t��=�#h! ������<F� ,�u� !�� @(F� ���©R �!��! 3�#���F!������ 3�� �=��(��� D ����� 
��$ �#�=�� !��� %# J=�� %�� ।  
 
 @(F� 3�#���F!������ ª� ���F���� ���F� ���$�> । ����< 7%��� /���t 3�$ ]� =�%�� 
���!*��, C��!���; C������� ��_ �E�� /���> ��� 7%�� !�-F�& @�jF��! %���$�> । 
/��� ���# 6Q =�%��; ���#��q� �¨���$� 7��! । 7���3�� ��z 7��!%�= 3!-� ���!*���� 
����� C��d� !�� �w+�� J����Fj !���> ��� @(F��! %���� =$ ।  
 
 ��!��� !�F!�F� D M� ��@� ����!��� ���_ @(F��� J���M�$ J��� %�� 7@�> 7� �QQ M� 
��@�� !�% M��> /�� A] �< M� ��@�� �� !�� �Q (�@ ���! !��% 7��@�� !���> । M� ��@� 
����!��� /!% 3����� @(F��! ���, M� ��@�4���� ,)�� q<�> ।  
 
 @(F� 7%��� E���� C�+� 
�+#�&� ����+�� /�� J;�-���� ����+���� ����l 3!�� 
!���> । �(�$ !�$!% 7�-+��$ �#�5 ��%�!�� ���=� ��@FP�� /�� ��# 3�$�%�$ o�#���� 
��F�� �����= C�#=� ����� ������� !���> । ���� ��;��� Jd��j� 7��!�����$ ��F*��� 
7���!� ��jF �!# D �¨��� �&�� J"�� ���$�> ।  
 
 @(F� ��� +��$ ��%�!�� 7��� 7!~ �����F !�� । 7���� /! ���&� (�l�j ��� ����� 
�±� 7��!�����$ ���jF 3«� _�!�� /�� ��=��!��� ���_ �� 3������ /�� %@�j� 7���$ 
J���$�@ !��� J=�� %���$�> ।  
 
 7=��!8�� 7���@ @(F� +��$ ����<!� ���� �b�� C���j !��� +��$ ��+ 7������! D 
�����! C�E����� @�jF��! C(#_F� %�� । 7��� 7_�! 7��%� ��� =��� ��= %������ (�.) 
��%��� �� /�� E���=� !�� ।  
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G��! ���!*�  
�A C�S��� ।  

�$�����=� %�(�$ @(F� ����!  
(����$ w��! 7��!�����$ (����$ w��! 7��!�����$ (����$ w��! 7��!�����$ (����$ w��! 7��!�����$     

�!#�� =D$�� �!#�� =D$�� �!#�� =D$�� �!#�� =D$�� JJJJ=��=��=��=��    
 

 �$����=, �� ; C�S��� (/����) । ���F ���!*��� @(F� V�. / /� ����! J% %�����j�! 
�� ��%���! 7(���(� (��� �!#�� =�$ /! D C��(�%# ��5 ��$ (����$ Jd��j� w��! 
7��!�����$ J=�� %�� । ��� +��$ ���!F< =�,� �$��� /! %�(�$ �5-�� !��>�� ।  
 
 @�jF� ���, 7! !�<� 7��l� /!_� ���� ��$ /<� $ । /� �±  7���� ��=�� ����� ,�#�। 
C# �� 
�_F�! (��� /� �� �!>�� D�� 7���� 
����� �&�� 3·�! +� ���� =�� । ���!*�; 
��� � _�!��� ��� ��LM�� 7! /�� ���!*� _�!�� 7!, ���� � ।  
 
 (����� ���F ���!*�� J����# ��*���� %# C�(��}� ������ ,�q�< !�� V�. ����! ���, 
���!*��� �-�R�! 
�!�� !��� � ����� �'; (��� /4��� !��> । ���� ��O &���, �����# D 
7(�O �k� C_F���! ���#� ������� %# (��� /; CI��! f�� !��� 7MR� !��> ��� @(jF� 
,�u� !�� ।  
 
 /; 3��O ��� ���, /��! /��� ���� ��O� ����$ ���F ���!*�� ��# 3�$�%�$ o�# 
/�� ���# �*� ��� ��D$� ��$ ।  
 
 @�jF� /!�< !�P�� ��*� ���!� 3�� ���_@��� 7��!��� ����l �-�R J!lFj !�� । ��� ����� 
/!_�<� 7(�� 7���� ��� 7�, �� ���� ������ 7���!�� ��u�� =�� 7_�! ���a) =�� M��a � 
��� ���F ���!*����� ���!*� 7_�! ���a) =D$�� �����F 7�$� =�a 7!? ��� ���, ����� 
���� ���� �O, ���F �O ,($�!; ����$ ।  
 
 ��; ����� ��� 
��� =$ ��=�� ���� ���� �OD _�!� ,�Mt । C�/� 7��� ���a ��O��� 
%���$������� ��� ���F ������! (����� ���_ ��5 !��� %#; / J�b�� । /; ��=���F 3��#! 
���!*���! ��� 7����; _�!�, (����� /; 7��� ���� ��� =�� /�� �!#�� =�$ /<��! �#_F !�� 
���� =�� ।  
 
 ,^�� %���! ,�^�# !�� @�jF� ���, ��"�q���!�� 7�> 7_�! >��� � ���� ��F� ������ 
!��� 7!� ���� =����। ���� !_�$ /�� !��% �±� ���! =�� ���k�$ ���$�> ����� �(����� ,�$ 
=�� ��� @�jF� J�� 3!�� !�� ।  
 
 /; 3��O ��� 
��� ������ 3�5���� ���%�E��� (��@#� !_�<� /!��� �j !��� ��� । 
��� %@t��P, ,��M�L�, ¿�;( D C#�#�� ���! ������ ���� ������ CO�!�� !��D �� ��� 
!��� । ��; ��� ����� /; ���=���! ��# C������ /�� 7��� �E�� J��� �����F 7� ।  
 
 ��%�!����� ,�^�# !�� @�jF� ��� ��� D /!�f�� ��$ ����� !�% !�� 7��� =�� । ��;��� 
�±��� 3������ !�� >�k�D ����� ���% ���������� ��'�� ��f�� !��� =�� । @�jF� ���� !���<� 
���#��� ���_ 7��� !�� /�� J; �-¥�� ����+�� ��$ J���M� !�� । ��� ����!���<� 
���#��� !�$!�< ������ Jf= �=!��� 7��� ।  
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G��! ���!*� 
B6 C�S���  

/ C�+�$ ���L� ��F�M    
=�� ���� �    

-����!    
    

���F ���!*��� J�) ��F�M =$� ���L� =�� �, �!§ /<� ��� �#�+��! J��� M��� !��� ��& 
�=�$! =�� । 3�����! @(jF� V�5�� /, /� ����! @� �O���� /, /E, ��� 3������! /!_� 
����> । @�!�� �d��� ����J; / ��� ������ !���> । 
 
 V�5�� ����! /; ��&�t!��� ���, 3����� /�!�� C
�(���! C�+�$ ����l%! ��F�M 
=�� ���� � । ��� ��� �#�+��! J�!� M��� !�� 7@�� 7�<�; =�� /� ��E�# । 7�J;� 7q��l� 
JD$��� ��@ ���� �A % C���@# 7q��l� %���$ ���l� ����#� +�� J@��� �V��9� ���F 
���!*���� $� ���# ��F��M� !��� ।  
 
 %��$����� 3�����! ���l��� �QN �< J�� ,���F�M C���� =�� । @� ��F�M� ����%� ��< 
��&j �¼� /�� ��F�$ ��%���! �� /� ���#; %���$ ���l��� �A �< J� ��%��� ���# 
(�@�(��@ !�� ��$�> /x� ����� 3�� @�jF��� �-�R J!lFj !�� =�� @�jF� ���, / ���� G��� 
7%�<�! ��� 7��� 4'y 7�$� �P! =�� � ।  
 
 @�jF� ���, ���F ���!*��� �� !�< ����; 7� J;� 7q��l� JD$��� ���@ � �E�� (!�$!�< 
�� >�k�) C�'� C_F���! D ����%! !�F���M ��$�> ।  
 
 V�5�� ����! ���, ��L� !��> C(#���j D G�����! ����s�, 3��#! 7%��$ ����(��� ���# 
����=�� �#�+�� !�� ��F�M�� +� ।  

    -------------------- 
 

G��! ���!*� 
� �(9�  । 

 
�������! ��&�t!��� V�. ����! 

7�����=�� BN 7� ���MF� !��Fd��    
���!*� �&� 7��$�> 

 
 ���=�� 6Q 7� C�S��� (/����) । ���F ���!*��� @�jF� V�. /, /�, ����! ����>, (��� 
���!*�� Jd�j M����� ���! 3M� Jq�� =��� &��� D 7��@#�� ���F ���!*����� ��$�> ��� 
��� �-° ��"�� । +��$ ,[F ����! ���!� ,[F V�;�%�R� ����! %�� J���E 7=��� 7!������ 
���_ /! ��&�t!��� @�jF� /!_� ����> । @(jF� ����! /!<� /!<� !�� 3�·� %��� 3�� 
!�� ।  
 
 3· : - JD$��� ���@� ���!º� 7=��; /!<� ������@� E�µ�� C_�� ��O��� %���$������� 
J���j !�$! �>� J�@ �' !�� �����!�º� ��f����; ���j�� �! � ?  
 
 ,s� :- =#�L, J��� �� =$ ��; ।  
 3· : - ��O��� %���$������! ���!*��� J���F� ����¼� ��� J�� �� !�� �!? 
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,s�.- 7�(��� ��� C(�#�$ 7����> ���� ����(���; ���!*�� J���F� ����¼� ।  

3·.- �����! ���=�� �t����� �� ���� ���F���!*�� �#��! �E� !�� J��� /'� ���j� 
=�$�> 7� JD$��� ��@ ���!*� 7_�! ;����� %�� �#�+��! ���> 7E��� 7M�$�> । /'� 
���(���� C��!��� 7���!� ���_ /� �! /!�� !�% !�� �¤� ? 

,s�.- G��F, ��=���� D &��� ���(�� ��$ /�� ���� ;���� ��"��� ���� ��� ;������ 
��&��! !��% 3�$�@ !��, �=��� (�.) D ��L� ��=����� 7� �-R�� 7����$�>, ��=�� ��$; J��� 
/!���_ _�!�� ���� । 

 3·.- ;���� >�k� ���F D ���� ���!*��� �}�� J� 7!� f�¼ J�> ��� J�� �� !�� 
�! �  । ��� � _��! ��=�� 7!� ��_ /4��� %@�j� ���# ���#!�� ;����� J���F� ,���� D 
C���� q<��� ���� ?  

,s�.- ���!*� C%F� J����� ��E��#� M���!��P ;������ J��F 7������!; �����j �&#, 
J�� J!�¥�, ,�^�# D J��F ��*��$�� %# /!�� ������� ;a�; J����� �} । ;����� 
%�� �#�+� D ���{-��! ��!���� ;a�D J� /!�< !��j, �� J�� ���, J��� ������ /�� 
;������ C�����, ���_ ���_; ;����� ¹��-y���� ���� /�� ��$ । J� /%#; ;!��� ����>, 
�������� !��> ‘���� %�=� =�����’ ।  

3·.- 7!� 7!� �=��� ���� ���� ���!*��! v�� !��� 7MR� !���> ���� /��� C�! 
4'y��jF��� �=�� ��$�> । /'� ���j��! J�� ���5�O� �� !�� �!?  

,s�.- 7� �=� /'� ���j� 7��lj !�� /'� �#�5 ���!F ����� =��� ���R �_# _�!�� 
����� ���5 �P!, C#_�$ $ ।  

3·.- J�� �!(��� ��O��� D C��O������ ���!F� ,)�� !��� M� । C��O����� ��%��� 
���W �� ��F���� �@��! �=���� (���� ���� ����� ���# /'� 7!� ���(�� %�@���� 7!� 
���!º� J��� J�> �!? 

,s�.- /� %���<�D 7���� [‘C���� �} ��d�� 3�·� %�����; C�'� =��। 
  

3·.-7�����=�� �t���� C���=��F ���$y���= ����� �!� �&# C%F� �E� =�$�> �!? 

 

,s�.-BN7� ���MF� ���� 7�����=� 7� !��Fd� ��$�> ���� ���!*� �&� 7��$�> । 
  

3·.- J��� 7������! ��!�� ��jF 
����� ��$ !�% !��> �!? 
 

,s�.- ��F�� ��!< 7_�! 7���! ��5 !��� %�# 7������! 3��� D 7�����=��! =��� 
=�� �����$ !�% !��� =�� । J��� [’���$ =��< /�� J��� ��; !��> ।  

3·.-J��� �¦��� 7!,; 7�� ����R �#�5  । /<� �! ;a�!-�(��� !�� =�$�> C_�� ����R 
�#�5�� �¦�y f= !��� C
�!�� !���> �!?   

,s�.-J��� �¦��� ����R �#�5  /!_� J�� 
�!�� !�� � । ����� ��# [’% %�� J��� 
!���� D %�� 7����$�� ���� ���!*�� ����M� । 3�_% ���!*� !�,�1� ������ ���@� 
�����j ����! । /! ���$ %���$ ���l�� 7V���< ��!�� �>�� /�� C���� @j ���l��� ���# 
�>�� ।  
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%�� 7����$�� /!% ����R ���! 7�� /�� ���!*� !-l!- ���! ���<F� �(���� । ��� 
7�� !�$! �>� %���$ ���l��� ���# �>�� । 

 3·.- J��� ��F�� �¦���� ���� ��F�� ��!�<� ����� =�� �!? 

 ,s�.- J��� 7�<�; ��"�� ।  
 

     ---------------- 
 

G��! ���!*�  
B� �(9� ।   

 
!��M��� V�. ����! 

��%�!����� (���!�� 3���� 
    

!��M�, BN 7� �(9�, (/����) ।- ���F ���!*��� @�jF� V�. /, /� ����! [�-��!������ 
��!�����! �t���� !��F!� (��� 7��� !��� �#����� @�!�� ���F ���!*�� ��%�!���� (���!�� 
3���� !�� ।  
  �!� 7_�! /��� J@��� �� �����b�� ��� �������!��� ���_ J���M� !��>�� ।  
 
 V�. ����! ��� 7�, ��%�!���� M�t!�� !�% !��> । ���� 7�� 73��!��� %� ��� �&� !��> 
/�� ��%��� %���� �����$ ��W ������� �#�5��� ��!�����! �t����� ��'�� 3=�� ���a ।  
 
 ��� /! 3�·� %���� ��� 7�, ���F ���!*�� J; D �-���� ����+�� 
�(���! ।  

      
     ---------------------- 
G��! ���!*� 
B� �(9� ।  
    

������������������ @�� @�� @�� @�jF�jF�jF�jF� ����!� ����!� ����!� ����!    
%�����j ����� 7����>%�����j ����� 7����>%�����j ����� 7����>%�����j ����� 7����>    

�������� J�b�� /!<� (�D���������� J�b�� /!<� (�D���������� J�b�� /!<� (�D���������� J�b�� /!<� (�D��    
    

��D$������, B� 7� �(9� (/����)- ���F ���!*��� @�jF� V�. /, /�, ����! J% /��� 
��� 7� ���!*��� ��'�� (����� ��F��! ��� �'� �� !���$ ���o�=� D (����$ M� >�k� ���F 
���!*��� %@j /� ����� 7����> 7� 
��� �������� J�b��; /!<� (�D�� ।  

/! ����l ��&�t!��� @�jF� ��� 7�, /��! ��l� 7q��l� JD$��� ���@� �!>����#! 
4'y��jF 7�� ��F��� ���� (���� ��$�> ����D / ������ 7�YL�>�> 7� ��L�� ����� 7�-�-b !�-F! 
3����� =�$�> ।  

/! 3�·� %���� V�. ����! ���, ��L� !��> / ���� ��P! ���D J�> 7� ��l� 7q��l� 
JD$��� ���@� /�� 7�� D !�F��� ���F ���!*�� �E�� J��� %# ���; Jf=� । �!§ ����� !k� 
��=���$ ���� =�$�> । 3=��, (����$ ����� D �����! ����s� ���=�� 7��!��� >�k� ��L�� /! ��-
D ��k��� ���� � ।  

���5���=�� >Â���j v����! !��F!��� M������ %# (���� �_��_ 7��� ���(� �� ���F 
���!*�� J@� 7� �� =��� ���!��� �w���#!; J����Fj !���> / q<� 7_�!; ,����5  
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��l$�< ���R =�$ ,�P । ���F ���!*��� @(jF� ��� ��z ���=�� (�$�� 3���� !�� / ���F 
J�� 3!�� !�� 7�, %�����j, ��%�!��, ����� D ��%��=���� ��d$ �=����@��$ ��z ���=� 
�±�! M�� ���%$ ���j ���# !��� ।  

���!*���� �_� ���$; �±M���� ,t��� !��� । ���F ���!*��! (����� !��&@� !��� %#; 
���!*� ������ ��� Jd�j �' !���> । / ,�^�# ���� (����$ ���=� ������ ���!*��� 
C(#��(��@ 3����� 7MR� !��> �, C��!§ ��� �-�R� ,�^��# 7������! �@��!��� D��D 
7@����lFj !��> ।  

/�� ��¬D %������j� ����� C<�< ��$�> ��� ��� ,�u� !�� । ������� ���% !��� 
���%��, %���@���jF ��%�� /��!� D �!��� @��<F {��� (����$ M���� 7���� ��&��� ��l$D 
@(jF� �jF� !�� ।  

���!*��� J���F� 3�� �� ��; %������j� J+� 7%����� =�a /�� %���$ �!# D ��=�� 
�&�$ ���� ��F��5 ���$ �±� 7��!����� !��> ���  @(jF� %�� ।  

 

 

 
     ----------------------- 
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 ������� ��� ����� 
�:6। C��!-� �������� V�. ����! �¦��(�� 

���#��� �5-��-���-�� 
G��! ���!*� D   

��! ���M�� 
BQ 7��89� 

6Q �(9�, �:�� 

 
  G��! ���!*� 
  BQ 7��89� ।  
 

���¦� 7����$�� - 
/ ���< �!#�� _�!� 

 

���F ���!*��� ��, ���% !�#�j D ������ ���!º� �E���� �¦� %�� /, /� 7����$�� 
%���� / ��!< ��=���F %�����j�! �!#�� _�!�� J�� %�� । @�!�� 7������  �!� 7_�! �� 
��;� �����F� ������� /! �(�$ ��� (�lj ���a�� । �(�$ %�� 7����$�� ��� 7�, J����� 
��� %����� �±�! ���F� !�� ���$�> । �±�� ���!*� (�O�� 7M�$�>� ।  

��� ���, ���k ��� 7!��< ����l� �#�@ 
�!���� E�µ�� =��� ���!*� । ��; ���"� 7!� 
%���; ���!*��! (�O�� ����� � । %@�j� !�#�j ���� ��g���(��� !�% !��� %�# ��� 
%������j� 3�� J�� %�� । !-l! ����!� C�+�� ,)�� ���; ��!���� �&# ��� ��� 
%�� ।  

%�� 7����$�� J��� ���, 3_�� J��� ������ ����� ��O���, ��h���, ��}�, D ��P� । 
%������! ��! !�� ���$ ��� ���, J��� ��� ������ 7_�! ����% =�$ ��; ��=�� 
���!*�D _�!�� � ।  

��F�� ����+��� ,�u� !�� �¦� ��� 7�, /&�j ��f ��"; J����� 3������ ���W� J�� 
���� C���� !��� 7����> । ��; C��!���; 7��; ���!*��! %���$�> �#_F=� ��_F । J� 7� 
�±�� ���!*��! [�F� !��� 7M�$�>� ���� =�$�> ���F� । ���!*� ��P! ��_; ��$�> । 7!� 
7��; ���!*��� &�� !��� ����� � ।  

�¦� J��� ���, 73���V| ;$��=$� �� M� 7�, 7��� @j�¦ M��� _�! । ��; ��� 3���� 7�-
�����! @�jF� D �¦���� ��$�@ !���> । 3����� ����+�� ���� 
�(���! ��F��$ �E�� 7��� ���� 
�\# !�-F��&� ���_ �=����@�� !��� %�# ��� %������j� 3�� J��� %�� ।  

     --------------------- 
 

G��! ���!*� 
BQ 7��89� ।  

 
!���� 

%@�j� ���# J+� �-�R; �¦����    
3�� !�F�# 

����J;’� ���� 3!��, @�jF��� �¦� ���l��� 3���� ���# %�� J��� !���� @�!�� 
7������  �!�$ ��� 7� 3!-� q<� ��P!(��� �#��#� !�� %@�j� ���# J+� �-�R !��; =�a ��L� D 
��L� �=!�F���� 3_� D 3�� !�F�# । %@�j� ���# %�# ��L� ��� �! �! ,���5 �#�+� 7$� 7��� 
����, %�� !���� 7� ���!F ����J; 3������ ���_ J���M� !��>�� ।  
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��� ��� 7�, J����� %@�j� !��> 3!-� q<� �#��#� !�� =�� ���� �� C���� !��� 
����� /�� /(���; ����� ���# J+� �E�� J��� । ��� ��� 7�, �����3$ �@��!��� %� D 
��� �&� /�� 3�#�@���� �� �!� ��=��# ���$ ���F���� �#����� ��!���� �-° ��!�º� !_� 
%@�j� !��> ���� %�# �¦��� ��¶; 3���� @j�����@ �E�� 7�� =�� ।  

%�� !���� ��� 7�, 3���%�� ��$ %@�j� ���� ��Lk���� ,�^�# ��$; ��� D ��L� 
�=!�F��� �¦� �(�$ 7��@ ���$�> । ��� ��� ��� 7�, �¦���� 3�MR� �E� !��� %# %@j 
/�@�$ � J��� ���� (�¦���) �!>�; !��� ����� � ।  

 
-------------------------------- 

 
��! ���M��  
� C�S��� ।  

��&��¦� %�� J��� J�� ��-    
��&� �#�+�� ����F#���� 3�$�%    

 

���F ���!*��� ��&��¦� %�� J��� J�� �� 7���� ��F�� ��&� �����! ��������� 7 �� 
��%���� D�� 4'y J���� !���> ।  

@� B� 7� 7��89� ��&��¦� ���, ������% ���� ;������ ���#!�� ��&� ��( !��� ���� 
��� %# ��&� �#�+�� �#��! D ��������� ����F#���� 3�$�% ��$�> । ��� ���, /; 3·�<�! ��� 
���F�� Cf���!�� � 7�$� =$ ��� ��� ���% C}!���a); ��$ ���� /�� ����� 7� �&#+� 7�; 
���!*��� J��F 7_�! ���� �w���� ��� _�!�� ।  

%�� J��� J�� �� ���, ;����� C��3�j����! ��&� >�k� J��� J����� 7>��- 
7��$����! ���!*��� �<(���!� ���!F ��M� !�� ����� ������ � ।  

�¦� ���, ��F�� ��&� �#�+�; J����� �!� &��� !��j । ��F���� ��F����& D C_F=� 
��&� �#�+�� �����F ��� � !�� =�� J��� �!>���; J����� v���! 7��� !��� ������ � ।  

��&��¦� ���, ����+�� ��F����M� !�� /; �� &�� ����j� �#����� �#�+� f=�� %�# ��� 
��� ��@@��; ��"���#��$����=� (�;� M#��1�� D C#�# ��&� 3������ 3����� /! ��g� 
J�� !��� ���� । ��� ��� 7���� ����� ���lD /; M�$ ।  

%�� J��� J�� �� ���, C��# /; �����F ��������; ����� =�� � । /; �����F =�� 
��F�$d�� /�� ª���� ���_ । �������� �����F �¤��� $ /�� ���� !�� ��'� 3���d$� 7��� 
���� ���� ��� ��� ���# !�� ।  

��&��¦� ���, J����� ��&� �#�+� /� =�� ���� J��� ��Z��, ���F�!, C_F������ D 
�#��!�� @�k ����� ������ J� 7�; ���_ @�k ����� ������ ��L�< ������ । ��� ���, ��F ��� 
��� JM�� C���; $ । ;���� /!�< ��jF�O %����F । J����� ��%���, ��º- ���=�# 3(-�� 
��; C��#; ;������ �(�s�� =�� =�� ��� ��� ,�u� !�� ।  

��F��� ���() ��&�$�� 7>�����$��� 7� �=-��&��#�+� M��� ��$�> 7� ���!F ��L� �� 
%��� M�D$� =�� ��&��¦� ���, / �#�+� C�#� &��!� । ��� ���, / �#�+� C��# ����#�%#।  
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��! ���M�� 
� C�S��� ।  

���j%# �¦� %�� J���� ,�^ J=��-    
��=�� �&�� %# �!#�� _�!�� J��    

 

3�����! ���j%# D ��º /�� J; ��l$! �¦� %�� J���� ,�^ J=�� ���!*��� 
��=��, ���F�(Y�y D C���� �&�� %# %@j�! �!# �� _�!�� J�� %���$�> ।  

@� B�7� 7��89� ���!�� �¦� ;�h�$��F ;���<,�< 7�%@�LD D ��� _�� �9�F� !���< 
!�-F! ��L� �g�� J�$��%� /! �9�F� ������� (�lj ���a�� । ���!*� J�b���� �<(��� 
�#��#� !�� %�� J���� ,�^ ���, ,��=������ /; C���� �������� �=b���� ���� ����(��� 
7���l� =�$�> । �=b���� ���_ /!�� ����� !�� /!�� C�¤� 7%�; !��$�� J%��� 7�-�y 

����� J�b�� �' =$ /�; ���j�� 
'� ��������� %# �-_! J���(��� ���!*� 3����� 
=$ ।  

��� %�����j ����l !�� �'j ���%�! 7���� ��F�� ��!< ��=���F ����� ,�� 7� 
4'���$y C��F� =�$�>, �� C������ J�� %�� ।  

��� ���, Ju�= � !'!, ���!*� ��� v�� =�$ ��$ �� =�� �������� ����� J���� 
G���R# =����$ 7E��� /�� �=b���� ����y� �-¥�� J�� =�$ �k�� ।  

���!*��! �!�  �!� 7��lj��5 /!�< !�#�j ���W ���j� !��� �#����� ��� %@j�! 
��!���� ���_ �=����@�� !��� J=�� %�� ।  

---------------------- 
 ��! ���M�� 
 � C�S��� ।  

    
%������q� 3�� 3�����! �_#�¦�%������q� 3�� 3�����! �_#�¦�%������q� 3�� 3�����! �_#�¦�%������q� 3�� 3�����! �_#�¦� 

%�� D��$[u�= �%�����- 
���!*�� ,��«��� 3�#���F�� ��$�� ���� !' । 

    

(����� �_�!�_� J�$ ������ 7� ,��« ����=� [�F��$ ����� �� !�<��a, (��� ���� 
����� ���!*� 3�#���F�� �����@ 7�$ ��� ��$�� ���� �_� / �#����� =*�&� !��� %# ���F 
���!*��� �_#�¦� %�� D��$[u�= �%����� BA 7� 7��89� %������q� 3�� J!�� J��� 
%�� ।  

7�J;� 7q��l� JD$��� ���@� ���F��M� /�// %�� �%����� [ ��� !�� (����$ 
������ !��<�$ ���!*� 3�#���F !��। ��� ,��«��� %��-����� /! !'j �M� ���� ��� । 
���� ����o D �#���� !��� ��k C�=�$ =�$ !�����a । �-��# ����� f�� !��> ।  

(����� �_�!�_� ������� %������ ���!F ��� ��5 C�(Z�� =�� %�� �%����� ��� 7�, 
�����! 7�-�-b, !�F�, ���F��M� /�// D /���/, >��  D �����j ���l�= �!�  ���!*�� 
,��«; J% ��¹�� D =����f* । ���� �!��; d�k�! ���j� =�$�> । (��� ��� 7@�� 
�_F 
,���!�º /��� �#�=�� !���> । 

  
 ��� ���, !���$ ,f�+� >�k� /��� �!��; J% C�+�� ��!�� =�$�> । /��� �!��; 
��%� 7��� 
��� D �g��� �@��! �=���� ����$ �� !�� %�� �'� ���s ����� q���k��� 
�E��  
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J��� %# ���; Jf=� D ���$� =�$ ,�P�> �!§ (����� 3M��j�� ���#�� 7� �� ����l��jF =� 
3M��j� M��> । �_� J�D �� �!� ���� �-�R� �' ���� ����� ��k� q�� �E��� ����> � ।  

�¦� ���, ��� ��L� ��*� C�(Z�� 7_�! ���� ���� 7� (��� ��F��; ,��«��� ���#� 
���k�$ ���> । ��� J�D %�� 7�, �=b� D ��������� 3�� [- �!� �#�=�� !�� =�a, ��D ��� 
7����> । ��� ��% z� ����= 3�$ [’���!�� 7� !#��� C�+� !��>, 7�<� >�k�D J@����, 
7����$� D C#�# +��� ����� ��� �����F !�� �� 3�#& !���> ।  

/�� !#���� �����j C�+� ���!F �¦� ��� 7�, /�� !#���� C�+� ���; C
�+#!� । 
7��!%��� 
º ������ P���P��� !�� ���� =�$�> । ���# �����=D ���; C�$��� । �M�!t��� 
C(��� ���R=���� �' J�� ��%; 3���� ������ ���� 7����> । ��� ���, ��� ���!*�� 
/�//��� /!<� ��� ������ 7�D$� =$, �� =��� /!<� 7>�� q�� ����� [- ��%�! /!<� 
���<$�� ,�� /!�� _�!�� 7�$� =$ । C#��� ��%���; ����� �#�+� !�� ��� =$ । 

%�� �%����� ��� 7�, (���� C�+�!��� !���u�, 7�$����� D  �!� 7%��� 3�$ 6Q % 
/�// D /���/- /� ���_ ��� ��&�t =$ । ��� /��� �!��!; =����#� D J��!f* 7���� 
�� । !�!����= ���� ��O� C����� C��� 7� �� /�// D /���/ C�+� !��>, ����� 
C�+�D /!;'� । J�� 7���� ���>  7�, ����D ���!*�� �E�� J��� %# ,�f�� =�$ J�> । 
(����$ !�-F�& ����� 
��� 3�#���F �!� ���� �-�R !��> ��� ��� %�� ।  

%�� �%����� ��� 7�, ��� ��% 3_� �����@ f=j !��; ���F ���!*�� �E�� /���> । ��� 
���, J�� �� ���$; ���!*�� �>���, ��F��; ���!*�� /�� !�; ���!*� ������� ; । ��� 
7@������@� ��$ �-R ����+���� �_�$ J�$f=�j ���# =; । ��� �_�$ _�!�!��� �� ��$; J�� 
����� C��d��� �����@ ��L%�>��� /�� (����$ ������&� ���=�� �_� C����� (����$ !�-F��&� 
�-�R /�k�$ ���$�� 3_� �����@; J�� f=j !�� ।  

>����� ���!F %�� �%����� ���, �_�$ �w���#! >���� ���_; ��� ��&�t =�$�> । /��� 
C��!; ��� >�� । ����� =�#� !�� =�� / ���� 4%�� J��!f* =�$ ���� (��� @� !�� । 
(���� >����� J�$ +�D 7; । ����� �#�+�D 7; । 7!� �!� !�% � !�� ��� q��� 7�k���� 
7!� C��!�� ����� 7; /���� ���{�� (����$ !�-F�& C=�=; ����� !��> । (����$ !�-F�& 
���!*��� ��'�� ��� !��� %# ����� �����! 7��� f=�j� ���F� 3�� !��> ।  

��� ��� 7�, ��D$� _�!�� �#�+� � _�!�$ ���� ����� ;a�� ��'�� 7��� f=�� %# �� 
�����a । 7��� !#��� ����� ��*� 7����; !�� =�a । C�.�� ������! ���F ���!*��� i�%, 
7��@����@ �#�+� D ��º 3������= ��R !��� !��% ��$�@ !�� =�a। ����� !��%� �#����� 
(����$ !�-F�& !k� %� ���� । �¦� ���, ��� %��� 7����> 7�, /��� ���# C��!; ����� 
�����! Cz�z ��!�� D %O�� 7E�� ���$ ���!*� 7_�! �E�� �@�$ (����$ !�-F�&�! ����� �E� 
C�(���� !��=� ��$ । /-(���; C�+�� ��!��� /-�� �'j�� ��%��� %� ��LM��� 7MR� !�� ।  

%�� �%����� ���!*�� �E�� /�� ����$ �k��� �' !��� %# �'j ����%� 3�� J��� 
%��$ । ��� ���, /��� %# J��� 3�j !�L��>, !��j ��&! �=���� J�� �w!�� ����� ���# 
C�����=� !���>। ��%� 7���� 7��� D 7��@����@ �#�+� v�� !�� ���� ��� (����� 7@�� 
[�(��} ����j� ��&; !��% !��> । J�� ����(��� ��"�� !�� 7� /!�� ���� ����� / ���� 
!��%� %# C��� =�� ।  
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G��! ���!*� 
B C�S��� । 

 
J,��¾- 

3���� ���#��q� ��F����    
C�(���@ ��_#� 

 

���F ���!*��� ���#��q� ��l$! �¦� ��. J,��¾ @�!�� �d��� 3���� ���#��q� �¨���$�  
7��!��� ��F�� D =$��� ��d�� (����$ C�(���@ �� !�� । /����� ���_ /! ��&�t!��� 
��� 7� 73���V| D @(F� ���#��q� �¨���$� 7��!��� ������ ��������� �&�� J"�� /�� ��� 
C��!�� D �����@-������ ���� ��$�� ���$�> ।  

��� ��� 7�, 3�����! �¦���� 3�� �&# =�a 3����� ��jF 
�(���! C�+� �E���$ J�� 
,�^��# %�� J+� �-�R !�� । / !��% ��!�� ���#��q� �¨���$� �#����� J��� 7��� 4'y 
J���� !��� । ���F ���!*��� 7�Y� �¨���$� 7��!��� ��F�� ���!F� (����$ 3M��j� 3��O 
��. J,�� ¾ ��� 7� ��L� �¨���$� 7���!�� C�@�, �����3$ D 7���3��! /�� ����� 3�� 
��!���� JM�j ���; M�t!�� D ,��� ।  

����� !��� ���5 !��  =$�। ��!�� D ��z ���=�� 7���!�� ��� ����� 3�� �=��(������ 
D �=�$! । �¦� ���, (��� ���!*��� �!# R !��� %# 7MR� M����a /�� ���F ���!*��� 
%������� %# (����$��� 7!� 3��� 7; । 7� ���!*��! v���� ��� C���j !�� M��> । 
(����$ ���#��q� ��l$! �¦�� ���_ 7�Y_ ��g��� �#����� @(F� V�. �����!� 3*�� ���!F ��L� 
����� %��� M�D$� =�� �¦� ��� 7� /; 3*�� ���!F (����� !�> 7_�! /��� 7!� ��k� 
��D$� ��$� । / 7_�!; 3���j� =$ 7�, ���#��q�; 7=�! J� 7�; 7=�! ���F ���!*��� !���� %# 
(����� (������ 7; ।  

��. J,�� ¾ ���F ���!*�� 7�Y� ��b� v���� (����$ 3M��j��! V�=� ��_#� ��� �jF� 
!��।  

 
          ----------------------------- 
G��! ���!*�  
�6 C�S���  

����$ ��%
 �¦�    
��%�!����� (�$�� 3����    

 

���, ��; C�S��� (/����) । ���F ���!*��� ��%
 �¦� �D��� /,7!,/� ;,��E ��%�!����� 
(�$�� 3���� !�� । @�!�� /��� 7%�� {�� ����$�� ��� ��%�!����� /! ������� (�lj 
�� !��>�� । [�-��!��� D (����$ ��z C�3���!������ !��F!��� ���� %# ��%�!���� 7�- 
(��� !�% !�� ���a /�� ��� ����l 3!�� !�� । 

 ��� ���, ��%�!���� ��� C�3���!������ =����; ��E��#� ���_ 3��=� !���, ���� 7�� 
�!>� ���#! [�-�!��� D (����$ >������ ����� �����j Cz�z D 7@�����'�D ,��� !��� �&� 
=�$�> । �D��� /,7!,/� ;,��E (�lj ��!��� 7q�lj� !�� 7�, 7���� ���F�(Y��y� ,�� 
=����� 7��!� C��MR� �#�t !�� 7�D$�� %# 7�����=� D ��%�!����� 7�>� J����� ��=�� 
%@j �!#�� _�!�� ।  
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/� ����F ������� (�lj ��!��� ����$ 7V���< !����� /�� 7%�� ��%�!�� !����� ����$ 
��%�!����� !��F!����� (�$�� 3���� !�� । ��%
 �¦� J%� �� !����F$�� !��% ����$�� 
;����� >����q J�$��%� /! �(�$D (�lj 7� । 

��� >����� �k���$ ������@ ���� J�� %�� । ��� >����� �!< ���!*� J�b�� 
�<(��� �#��#� !�� । ������� C�� ���� M�� ��D$� >����� 7��� �E�� /�� %��� @P���! !��% 
C��f=��D J�� %�� ।  
 
G��! ���!*�  
�A C�S��� ।  

C_F�¦� J��C_F�¦� J��C_F�¦� J��C_F�¦� J��� !������ 7���� (�lj� !������ 7���� (�lj� !������ 7���� (�lj� !������ 7���� (�lj    
,��,��,��,��««««��� 3�� 
���� �E�� J��� ��� 3�� 
���� �E�� J��� ��� 3�� 
���� �E�� J��� ��� 3�� 
���� �E�� J��� J��J��J��J��    

���F ���!*��� C_F�¦� %�� J��� !���� @� ����� 3�������� ,�^��# 7��VD ���!*� 
 �!� 7!~ 7_�! /! (�lj�� !�� । ��X ��� ��jF ���� 7�$� =���.  

‘‘%���$ %���� M�� ��}&�j 3���� �¦��(� @�P� =�$�> । /� ��!<!��� �¦��(�$ 
7��@�� !�� 7� ���$y ��j !�� ��$�> �� C�#� 4'�� D [�F= । 7���� ��F�� ����+� !_� 
����M� !��; / 4�(�� !�L�� ��$�> । !��j /�<�! %���$ D ����! !�F�# ���; �� !���> । 
��=.�±� Md��� �� 7���� 
����� ���), %%�� ����F*, 3���< ���l ����=��� �� ������ 
���, ��Ã$ ��F�!� (���!� ��� !���! %���� 3�� ��"��q��!�� !���; ����� ��� @j# !���> ।  

��; J����� &�o ��5 ��$ J��� /�@�$ /���> । J����� ��E�# �(F� !��> J����� 
��d$ �=����@��� ,�� । /!�< ������ ��5� Md���� E�� 3���� =�#�, ��� D ��� ���� 7� 
��!�$ ��(��l!�� �-�R =�$�>� ���� ���!*��� C�*y; ����� =D$�� =D$�� ,�d� =$ /�� 
����+�� �����! =*�&��! C����F !�� 7���� ।  

��W������� ��54���� C�( �t���� �� 3����$ ����#�� =�$ ��k�>� । 7�4����! �� 
!��� %# G�#���=��! !�F�#(�� f=j !��� =$ । ��W������� ��54��� ����� !-� ����� ���$y 
������ ����l� ,�� M����$ ���$ ��� �k��� । ���l �� /!�� C�=�$, ����°, =���! D 
����=��� । ����� ��& !_� ���� 7!, 7;  । ����� /� C�=�$ C�+�$ J��� M�� !�� _�!�� 
����� ।  

J��� /�@�$ /��� । ���� 3����� !��% J���$�@ !���� । ���� !���< @P�� �#�+� !�� 
=��� । C�M��; �� ���� 3���� �¨����� =$ । J��!f* 7(�O �k� ����l� �� ����s�� (�� 
�E�� J��� ��@���। 7>�k ��D$� ���kq�� ���� �E�� /��� । C�!<� J+� D 
�*� (�� ���� �E�� 
7���� । 7����� ������ C��l �!��$�, ��f 3����� ���l �� =�=�!�� !��> 7�; �=���!�<� 
��� J��� /�@�$ /�� C��. �!>� %�� D ��� �&� !��� 7����> ।  

����� ����l� %�� D ��� �&�� 7� ��!º f=j !���> Ju�=��’$��� �� �&�� %# 7� 
�D�E! �� !�� ।  

�3$ (�;-7�����, 3������ ���W� q-j# !�����%�� 7���� C�*y J% ���) । ���!*��� 
�(�s���� 7� ���j Jq�� =��� ,�#� । ��F��5�� /�� ��F
 �j !�� 3��=� !��� =�� । ���!*� 
J����� 7� ��LM��� J��� ��LM��� %��� �=���� C�*y �&� !��� ������ ।  
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J����� ���-J��, ���-��-�� ��; ���!*��� C�*�y� ,�� �(F���� । ������ J%�!� 
��f�� =�� ���!*��! �&� !��� ��f��, ���!*�������� Md���! ��M�� !�� 7�$�� ��f�� । / 
!_� ,���¸ !��� =�� 7�, /; @��� 7���� ����l� ���, C�_F D ��5 ��qF B6 �>� ��� ��� ��� 
!���� ��� @�k ,�P�> �� v�� !�� 7�$�� C_F 3����� ���l�!; ��I� !��, ����� /�� (��� 
�������� M��, ��F�� ��� !�� ।  

���� ,{���� ��%� q�� �! 7!, J4 ��@�$ । ��%��� q�� J4 7�D$�� 7���$ ���� �s 
=�$ ,�P�> ���� �! /� ���j�� /!���D 7(�� 7���� � । 7���� ��º���j%#, 7��, �����, ���- 
��!, �����-�I, �k!, 7��� ;�#��� ��� J����� C�_F D !�#��j; @�k ,�P�> । /4��� ���� 
v�� !�� ���a ���� J�����; ��F�� ��� !��> । J��� /4��� @�k ����� !� ��, D ���$� 
��!�� =�� । J� 7� C_F J���; �� 7!�_� 7_�! । /����� 7!��< 7!��< C�=���-C�F�=��� ���l�!; 
7�� 7� C_F 7��@��� =�� । Md�����$j 3������� 3M��j�$ D ��_#� 7*�! ���!# ��¹�� =�$ ���� 
J�q��� !��F!���� ��� =�$ ��k�> ���� �! /!��� 7(�� 7���� � 7�, /�� !��F ��� ���� !�� 
[��(��} M����_F !��> J� !���� v�� D ������ �_ ,Ä�5 !�� ���$�>। 7���� 7��@����@ 
�#�+� ��!� !�� ���$ 3����� ��F� ���#��# 7�YL>��� �#�=� !��� =� 3�MR� M����a, ������ / 
!_� �.��b�= ��� M�� 7� ���� /�� ��!�����! !��% ��� ��$�> C_�� ���� ����� !��% ��=��# 
!���> ���� 3����� %@�j� !�#�j!��� $, ���� ����� ��� �± । /�� @j[��, /�� ������ 
�± । 7���� C�*�y� ���� /�� Jq�� =��> । 7��@����@ �#�+� ���a) =D$�� E�� C_F���! 7&�� 
M�� ����F$ 7��� ���� ।  

3���� ����o# ($��= J!�� ���j !��� । ���� 3����� 7@�<� %���R; ��F
�� =�$ �k�� । 
��; J��, ��F��5 3�$�@ !�� /; �� @j[����� ��'�� '�� ��Lk�; । ��¹�� =�$ ���� /��� 
7>�k �±  7��� J�$ ��$�> ����� 3�� J����� J���, J���� J����� ��%��� =��� @k� 
���!*��� ��! (����� �(F�$ �E�� J�� /�� ��@FP�� !��% J���$�@ !' ।  

/��� J�����; /��� ��g�� ��� !��� J����� ��jF C��!�� ��$�> । 7� C��!�� 7!, 
=�j !�� ��� ����� � । J�� ���� J"�� �� !��> । J����� J��!�� 7!� !��j 7; । 
���� &��f* =�$�> ��L��� &�����j 7�D$� =�� । ��L�� @-==� =�$�> ��L��� ���F�� !�� =�� । 
���� �.
 =�$ ��k�> ��L��� %��-����j� �#�+� !�� =�� । ��(��� ��3�#��� =�$ �w [.��, �w 
��k9�$ J���� �� C�����=� !���>  । �!§ � J����� ��k J�> 7E�� ��D$� ���!*��� 
�3$�� ��«�(<�� ,�� । J����� ��«(��� J����� @-=�O =��>�� ���$ J����� V�!�>- 
J���� �E�� J�� । J����� ����s�� ��jF ���$y J��� f=j !���> । J���� �E�� /�� �� 
���#�� ����� J��� /!�� ��� !��� ������ । [�-�!������ 7��l���� ��!�� =�$ J����� 
C��!; &��f*, C��!; ��F
�� =�$ ��k�> । &��f* ������ �#�5��� /�� ��F=������ 
���F���� ����� �#�+� ;�����#; !�� =�$�> ।  

J����� 
�(���! %������$ ��.3����� ��!º ��$; J��� ��¦�(�$ 7��@�� !���> । 
��� ���� ���_ / ��!º J��� ��� !�� ��� । / �#����� J����� !��Fd� ��*��$�� 7&�� 
J���� ��d$ �=����@�� /!�� C���=��F । =���� �%F !�� �-° ����� ��$ J����� /�@�$ 
J��� =�� । / ��"�� J����� �����; =�� 7�, [��F��@� C��� q<��; %��� J��� 3����� 
=�� ।  

���� J��� J��� । ��v* @-�=� J�O� J��� J�b ������ =�$ ,P�� । / ��4���; �(F� 
!���> ���!*��� C���� D ����s�$ । ���� D ��5���� ���!*� J��� ��� D ��5� ,t� । 
C�� ���!*�; J����� ���-��-�� D ��F����! ������ !��� ���� ।  
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���!*��� 3�� J�@��# J��� ���; ��� C��M� _�!�� ���� ��=�� [�� ���W� �± 
��54��� J�� 7_�! ��Ã$ =�$ �k�� । �!� [��(��} ��M�� =�$ ���� । ���� D ����s� �E�� 
J��� �!� CM���+�� C��� q<�� । %�� J��� @���$ =�$ ,P�� । J�� J��� �!�� !�L�� 
!�L� �����$ ���!*��� [����� 7��!����� !�� /�� ���!*��! ,)�� D ��-��� ��_ /�@�$ ��$ 
��D$�� �� ��_ f=j !�� ।  
 
 Ju�= J����� �=�$! =��’’।  

    -------------------------- 
G��! ���!*�  
BQ C�S��� ।  

 
��&��¦�� 7���� (�lj    

>����� 3�� �E�� J��� J��    

3�����! ��&��¦� %�� J��� J�� �� @�!�� �O���� ������� D���� �� /���� >�� 
����%� 3�� �(F�$ 7��� �E�� /�� ����� ��&� %�� �'� J!�� J��� %���$�> । /����� 
���� 3!��, /! 7���� (�l�j ��� ���, 73���V| 7� �����j &�� 3��F !���> �� J����� 
��(a��; 3��j �= !��> ।  

��� ��� 7�, J����� ���# ���� �±� ���� ��¹�� =�$ C�jF�$ [.�-!�R� �g��� =�$�>, 
��&� %��� ����� ���F�� !��; J����� !�F�#  । ��� ��� 7�, ��L� !��> �� >��; ���F�l । 
����� �!� C�!��F� %# ���_@��� 7�-y D (�� ��&����; ��$� ।  

��F�� ��!�� /; ��&���� �����F� �����!� ���D ��� ,�u�!�� । ��&��¦� ��� 7� 
>����� ���� /!<� �>� R !��� � =$, ��� %# �!>� !�� ��$ �!� ��!�� �� ����M� !�� 
7���> ।  

 
     -------------------------- 
G��! ���!*�  
BB C�S��� ।  

�����<� f��� J;�¦�    
7���! ���a) !��� %#    

%@j 7(�< 7�$� 
    

7�Y��� ��%��, �: 7� C�S���।-J; D ���F���c��� �¦� %�� %��� ,�^ J=��� ��%@� 
_�� 7��� D ,)$ 7!�~ /! ����< %�(�$ (�lj��!��� ���, ��L� �-°��"�� %@j 7�J;� 
7q��l� JD$��� ���@� � �E�� ��& ���F ���!*��� 3!-� C��!�� 3����� %# 7(�< ���$�> । 
(����� ��=���# ���!*��! ���a) !��� %# $ ।  

��� ���, 73���V| 7��� @j���¦! ��� ��.3����� %# ª� �#�+� f=j !��> । / 
���!F ��� $� ����¦ D %���$ ���l��� C������� ,�u� !�� । �¦� ��� $� �����¦ 
%@�j� J��-J!����� 3��E� q<�� ।  

JI��! 
�$¬��� ��L� ����D ���� /�� ���$ 3�� %�� �'� J�� �����¦ C�(�F�5� 
%�# 73���V�c� !��> J< �E� ���� 7�� !���> । �¦� �����;�� ��L� f���� ��k� �� /�� 
��������! 7@��*�� E���=� ��P !�� ।  
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 ��� ���, J����� %���$ 7�����=�� =�� ��5���� !��� %# ����� ��_F D �=����@�� 
!�� J����� ���� ���$y ।  
     ----------------------- 
G��! ���!*�  
BB C�S��� ।  

 
!��R$� f��� D$��%� J=��� 

(����$ 3M��j�$ !jF��� � !��� J��    
 

J��V�O�, (!��R$�) BQ 7� C�S���।-���# D !-�l�¦� %�� D$��%� J=��� 7� �!� ,��«  
/��� ������� C�� ���� ��$�> । ����� �y� �E�� /�� ���!*��� 3!-� �@���!� ���� 

�(���! %�� �' !��� ,��s J�� %���$�> ।  

�¦� M�� ���#��� !��R$� D ����� 7%�� �E� ,���&  �!� 7_�! /��� /�� /! �(�$ (�lj 
���a�� । %�� D$��%� J=��� ��� 7� ��!�� ;�����#; 3�#���F!������ ��k�-q�� y��� 
���F���� ,���5 ���&� f=j !���> । ��� ���, ���� /��� ��������� ������ _�!�� । 
��� ��L��� ������� D����� C�t ,�^�#3�j���� 3M��j�$ !jF��� � !��� ,���� 7� ।  

�¦� >����� �$��� ¿��� 7��@�� /�� ���!*��� ��L�< 7���3��! �@��! �=���� (��l#��� 
���$y f=�j� 3«�� 7$�� J�� %�� । ��� ���, ����� ,�!���� %#; ��!�� ��&� 
3����� ��%��� >��< ����� !���> ।  

  
     --------------------- 
G��! ���!*�  
B� C�S��� ।  

 
����%������ 3�� �_#�¦�����%������ 3�� �_#�¦�����%������ 3�� �_#�¦�����%������ 3�� �_#�¦�    

���-(��� �&�� %# 7�����=�����-(��� �&�� %# 7�����=�����-(��� �&�� %# 7�����=�����-(��� �&�� %# 7�����=��    
7�>� �!#�� =�$ ��Lk�7�>� �!#�� =�$ ��Lk�7�>� �!#�� =�$ ��Lk�7�>� �!#�� =�$ ��Lk�    

 
 !���u�, B� 7� C�S���।-���F ���!*��� �_#�¦� %�� ���%��� �=�� ����%������ ��F�� 
����+��� 4'y ,���� !�� %�� @P !�� (����$ =����� ���� ���-(����! �&�� %# 
7�����=�� 7�>� �!#�� =�$ ��Lk���� J�� %���$�> ।  
  
 ��� +��$ <�, =�� ���() ��&� 3������ >�� D ��&! ������� �5�� ���a�� । �¦� 
��F��� ��!�<� ��P! ���=���! �<(��� ���� ���� 7&�� ��&������� ���$�y� !_� ,�u� !�� ।  
 
 %�� �=�� J��� !���� J%��, J�[� @�EE�� �� D @�}�� C�(Z�� ,�u� !�� । ��� 
���  7� (����� ��F�� (���!� ���F ���!*����� %@�j� 3�� �=��(��� 7_�! ,Å�� $ ��� 
���!*��! ���a) !��� %# ।  
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��! ���M��  
B: C�S��� ।  

���¦� %�� /���¦� %�� /���¦� %�� /���¦� %�� /, , , , /�/�/�/�, , , , /� 7����$���� /� 7����$���� /� 7����$���� /� 7����$���� J��J��J��J��    
7���� C_F���! Cf@7���� C_F���! Cf@7���� C_F���! Cf@7���� C_F���! Cf@��� %# �t�� =�� =����� %# �t�� =�� =����� %# �t�� =�� =����� %# �t�� =�� =��    

    
 ���F ���!*��� ��, ���%!�#�j D ������ ���!º� �¦� %�� /, /�, /� 7����$�� �!� 
�!���  (����$ q-j# lk�¦ D ���a)��������� �t����� ��x�� ��F�� ��!F _�!�� %# �����3$ 
�@��!��� 3�� @� B] 7� C�S��� J��� %���$�> ।  
 
 ��� ���, /�� ���a)������ 7���!�� J����� �d��� =���� ����� �=���� !�% !��> ।  
 
 <�O�;�� ����%� ���()*��� 7��! D ���� !���< !�F���� /! ������� ��� (�lj��!��� 
,5 ���# !�� ।  
 
 %�� 7����$�� 7���� ,)$�� @�� C�#�=� ����� ,�� ����l 4'y J���� !�� । ��� 
���, 7���� C_F���! Cf@��� %# ���;�! �% �% ��5 ��$ /�@�$ J��� =�� ।  
 
 ��� ���, C_F���! �t����� @�� C�#�=� ����� %# ����= D 7��@����@ �#�+� ���� 
���®� � =$ 7����! %� ����� =�� /�� %@�! 
�(���! !�% !�F M����$ 7��� ���� =�� । 
��� ���, ���a)����������! ����� C�qF��� !��F!��� M����$ 7��� 7�D$� =�� ���� �±��� 
,�^�#; =���� =�� ।  

���-(��� �&�� %# J��#��@� 3�$�%���-(��� �&�� %# J��#��@� 3�$�%���-(��� �&�� %# J��#��@� 3�$�%���-(��� �&�� %# J��#��@� 3�$�%    
 
 �¦� %�� /, /�, /� 7����$�� ���!*��� %# ��LM� D ���!*��� %# ���� %# %@�� 
3�� J!�� J��� %���$�> ।  
 
 ���$@h �=!���� G���#� ��%��� /! ����< %�(�$ ��� (�lj ���a�� । %�� 7����$�� 
��� (�l�j ���, ���-(��� �&�� %# J��#��@� 7M�$ �k �#�@ J� �!>�; =�� ���� �। ��� 
7q�lj� !�� 7�, �w �#��@� �����$ C�%F� 
����� C&�Æ ����� %# �!� 7���3��! �@��! J% 
�!#�� ।  
 
 %�� 7����$�� ��� �% _�� �E�� 7@�� ���! �����(��� ����F� Z�� !�� =$ । 3�O� 
,�u����@# 7�, 7�� ��(��@� J�@ �!��� ��� %�� 7����$��; =�a ���$@h �=!��� 7_�! 
���5 3_� �¦� ।  
    ---------------------------------- 
��! ���M��  
B: C�S���।  

Mef��� C_F�¦� %�� J��� !����� J"��    
3�� ;,�$� 3�$�%�$ ���#! ��%�!�� _�!��    

 
 3���� �=����! !��F!����� 7� �!� ��&� q<� q�<�> ���� J; �-���� ����+�� ���!F 
���� � =D$�� %# 3�����! C_F�¦� %�� J��� !���� %@�j� 3�� J��� %���$�> । 
��!�� �@��!��� %������ ����s�� %# 3�$�%�$ �#�+� C��9 !��> ��� ��� J"�� 7�।  
 
 Mef�� ������ ;1�<�<,< =�� J�$��%� ���() *��� 7���!� /! ������� �5-��!��� ��� / 
!_� ��� ।  
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�¦� ���. ��F��� 3�$ NQ =�%�� ��%�!���! 7��� 7�$� =�a । 7��� 7��l /����! Cz��z 
��\� !�� 3�� ;,�$� ��$�@ !�� =�� । ��%�!����� ���#� ���� ���� ���k�$ /! ���� ,)�� 
!�� =�� । 3�� ;,�$� 3�$�%�$ ���#! ��%�!�� _�!�� । / >�k� ��$�> ����� ���=� । ;�����# 
J; �-���� ����+�� ����� ���=�� �$¦�j J��> । ��� ���, 7������! ��!�� @P�� ,�^�#; 
=�a %�� J+�� (�� �E���$ J� । ;�� Ju�= ��¶; C�+�� ,)�� =��।  
  
 ����� C��d� !�� 7� �!� ���! (���� M�� 7@�> ����� ,�^�# !�� �¦� ���, (����$ 
���_# 3M��j�$ ��¹�� =�$ C�� ���� �@�$ ���� 7� �#�=�� 7��$�> /�� 7� C��l [@F�� ��;�$�> 
���� ����� ¹��� 7!�< 7@�> । /� ,�M� 
���� ����� 3�#���F !�� । ���� J�����; 7>�� । 
���� ��@ !�� �����$ 7@�> । J��� ����� ��E !�� ���$�> । ��� 3· !�� ���, 7! J���� 
J����� (�;�! =�#� !��� ? 
 
 /!% 7��=��%� �5�� 3�·� ,s�� �¦� ���, 7��=��%���� 3�� /��� �� q�< 7@� /!% 
��O��� ������ �=���� ��� ��� %# ��\� D [.��� । /���, ����� D C�((��!=� 7��=��%� 
�������� ���F���� �#�+� ��!�� !��� ��� ��� J"�� 7� ।  
 
 / >�k� @� 7@������@ +��$ 7� �!� 7��! &��f* =�$�> ��!�� ����� ���F�� �=�$�� 
!��� । 7��< !_� &��f* 3���< 7���!� ���F���� %# /! �#��! ���!º� G��� !�� =�a । / 
!�% ��) =��; /� ��*��$� =�� 7�D$� =�� ।  
 
 �¦� ���, �� 7!� [��F�@ J�� �� (�� D �b �!� 7��!; &��f* =$ । 7�'�(��� @� 
7@������@ ���F ���!*�� /� 7!� 7��! 7; ��� 7!� � 7!�(��� &��f* =� । ��� ���, 
J��� C�! (�� !���> । /� %# 3�$��s =�$�> । /�� J����� ,�M� ���!>� (��� ��D$� ।  
 
 ��!- (��� ���!F� !_� ,�u� !�� �¦� ���, (����$ �jw�!���� !��> ���!*� �� 
�!�� 
!��� � । J��� %�� �! !�� ��� !��� =$ । �±  ���´ !��� Ju�= ��������� �=�$ =�� 
;������ ;��=��� /� �w �%� ��$�> ।  

    ------------------------- 
��! ���M��  
B: C�S��� ।  

 
��=��# �¦� C�#��! ������ =�!� J�����=��# �¦� C�#��! ������ =�!� J�����=��# �¦� C�#��! ������ =�!� J�����=��# �¦� C�#��! ������ =�!� J���    

7�� 7���$ J���$�@ 7�� 7���$ J���$�@ 7�� 7���$ J���$�@ 7�� 7���$ J���$�@ !��� =��!��� =��!��� =��!��� =��    
    

 ��=��# D ���F�� �¦� C�#��! ������ =! �¨�� Mef��� ��� 7�, ��%���! 7@������@ 
&��f* ,��«��� ���F���� %# /!�< ��F��! {�� G��� !�� =�a । 

 
 7%�� !�,�1� =�� Mef�� 7�Y��(� D �=� !���<� ���#��� ,�^��# (�lj��!��� ��� ��� 
7�, %@�j� ����-[.�� ����� ���� 7_��! ���� ��� ��L� ���$y ��� !��� ���� 7� %#; 
7���� /; C�#� ��!<!��� ��� ��L� ���$y f=j !��> । 

 
 �¦� ����! ��@FP�� 3�$�%�$��� ,�� 7%�� ���$ ��� 7�, C����� ������ (��� �@�$ 
J����� 7������$ J���$�@ !�� ,�M� । ��� ��� 7�, ��F�� ����+��� ����3�&�� 7� 
J���F� ,�� ���!*� �-�R =�$�> ��� ,�� �(�s !��; J����� ���%�#�+� ����$ ��@FP !�� 
7��� ���� । 
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3�����! ����E D ���F�� �E���� �¦� C�#��! ������ =! ���!*��� ��'�� (����� 
��Ç�%#���� lk�¦ �#�t !�� 7�D$�� %# %@�j� 3�� J��� %����$�> । C(#���j �#����� 
C# ���W� =*�&� � !��� �#����� %������q� ��� !��F!�� !��� %# ��� %������q� 3��D 
J�� %�� ।  

 
 �¦� ���, ��� %�����q ���!*��� C(#���j �#����� (����$ =*�&� �} !��� �#_F =$, ��� 
/� ���j��� ���$y �����D f=j !��� =��� ।  
 
 7�J;� 7q��l� JD$��� ��@ �� =�� ��F��M� ���# C�#��! =! ��� 7�, %@j JD$��� 
��@�! � �E� C_�� 
�$s����� ������; 7(�< ���$�>� । �!§ [.��� ��l$ lk�¦!����� (����� 
���� ��¹�� =�$ ���a)��� ���� !��> । / 3��O ��� Ji�=�� ����� ��$!�� J����!�� C�+�� 
,��=�j ���$ ���, ���o�=� !�; ��E�# ��( !��� ����� ।  
 
 ��� ���, 73���V| �����j &�� 7q�lj� !�� 7���#�@!������ 
��� 3�#���F�� J�� 
%���$�> । (��� /; 7���#�@�� ���#� C����h� !�� ���> ।  
 
 �¦� ,��+� 7�-+��$ �#�5��� ����� 7>�����$��� 3!-� ��&�$ ���&� !�� 7����� J�� 
%�� । !��j ��� ���, %���$ J���F� 3�� ,������; J%�!� ��!�<� !��j ।  
 
 ���< !���%� C�#& %�� 7�%�,� !��� �(�$ �(����y !�� ।  

   
     --------------------- 

��! ���M��  
B: C�S��� ।  

 
������� ���� !���<� ���#��� ,�^��������� ���� !���<� ���#��� ,�^��������� ���� !���<� ���#��� ,�^��������� ���� !���<� ���#��� ,�^��    
��º�¦� %�� J����,�^�� ��º�¦� %�� J����,�^�� ��º�¦� %�� J����,�^�� ��º�¦� %�� J����,�^�� J��J��J��J��    

    
 3�����! ��º D ���j%#�¦� %�� J����,^� J=�� ���!*��� ��=�� D C����� %�# 
[�-�!��� D (����$ /�%|��� q-j# �t���� �t���� �-°��� ���_ 3��=� !��� %# %@�j� 3�� 
J�� %���$�> । ��� ��� ���$ !�F� D ���� !���<� ���#��� ,�^��# (�lj ���a�� ।  
 
 ��� ���, ;���� D ��������� ����s�� %#; ���!*��� �-�R =�$�> ।  

 
����=� ��!< ����!��j� �#�+�����=� ��!< ����!��j� �#�+�����=� ��!< ����!��j� �#�+�����=� ��!< ����!��j� �#�+�    

    
 3�����! ��º D ���j%#�¦� %�� J����,^� J=�� ��� 7�, 3����� ����= ��!< 
����!��j� %# ��@�@�; ��! D 7!������ J��� M��� /�� 7�YL>���।  

 
 �¨�� +��$ ��j! ������� (�lj��!��� �¦� ��� 7�, �� M���� :QQ ��!D %���� 
7!�R�����=D /�� 7�YL>��� । J�D J����!� 7!�R�� D &�o 7Y�� ���F ���!*�� J��� ��_ 
��$�> । /4��� ��!�� M�<F�� !���> ��� ��� %�� ।  

 
 �¦� �#���$���� ��! ���� !��� J�� %�� । /�� ��! �!�*� �(�s�� ���� !�� ���� । 
�#���$��� 7!�R����=D ���� !��� ����� ��� �¦� %�� ।  
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+��$(��� �=%�(# !�LM������ ,�� �(�s !�� &�o ��º!����� @�k 7����� %#D %�� 
J=�� �#���$���� �����F 7� । /�� ��º 3����� C_F���! C�+�� ,)$� ����l �=�$! =�� 
���D ��� ,�u� !�� ।  
 
 ��º ���j%# ��� ��F��� 7��� C������� �g��� =�a, ��� ,�u�!�� �¦� / ���F J"�� 3�� 
!�� 7�, 7��� C������ ����!��j ��!�� ;�����#; �#�+ f=j !���> ।  
 

     ---------------------- 
G��! ���!*�  
�B �(9� ।  

    
�b�;�� ���F�¦�    

(����� ������ =����� ����    
���!F ��M� _�!�� J��    

 
 �b�;� (������=), ��; �(9�, (/����)।-���F ���!*��� ���F, ��[#t D 7�M �¦� %�� /, 
7! 7������E 7=��� ���!*��� ��'�� (����� ������ Jd��j� ���� ���!F ����� ��M� 7_�! 
��%��� 3«� _�!�� %# %������j� 3�� J�� %���$�> । @� 7������ /��� ��� �� 
��;� �����F� �b�;� 7������ /! ����< %�(�$ �¦� (�lj ���a�� । �¦� ���, (��� 
���!*��� ��'�� 3�#& =���� >�k�D J���F! D ���{-��! Jd�j M����a । �¦� %�����j�! 
3�#& =����� 7M�$ 7��� ��5���� ���{-��! Jd��j� 3���d$� C���� !��� J�� %�� ।  
  
 ��� ���, ��F�� ��!�< ���!*� J��� ��5���� =�$�> D /!�< �-°�(�s� ,�� ��L�k�$�>।  

 
G��! ���!*�  
6Q �(9� ।  

    
%@�j� ,�^�� ��D��� ;�=�!    

��z ���=�� ��O �=����@��� J��    
 

 ��=%����� (����), B: 7� �(9� (/����)।-���F ���!*��� 7�Y��! @j�¦ ��(��@� �¦� 
�D��� 7��=�g� ;�=�! ���a)������ D G�����! =����!������ ,t����� �#����� ��z ���=� D 
7������! 3����! !�-F��&� ���_ ��jF �=����@�� !��� %# %@�j� 3�� J!�� J��� %�� ।  

 
 @�!�� +��$ _�� ,)$� 7!�~ ����%� ���() *�� 7��! D ��!��� C�E������ /! 
������� (�lj��!��� �¦� ���, %@j�! /!���! 7�� ���a)������ �t����� ���! ��i %� 
����� =��, 7��� J����� ���� ���-(��� 7_�! �±��� ,t����� �#����� ��z ���=�� ���_ ��jF 
�=����@��D !��� =�� ।  

 
 ��� ���, ;������  C���� 7������! J����� %�� ���� @�k ����� =�� । �¦� ���, 
J����� ��#!�� JI��! ��!�jF ���(�� ����#�@ D (�l�� 7(���(� (��� �@�$ ������ �=���� 
J����� ��{-�� 7� /!, �� C���� !��� =�� /�� J��� /!�� ����� !��� M�;-/; �-° 
��!�º �!#�� _�!�� =�� ।  
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������� ��� ����� 
�:]। ���� ��=��# ��;��1 D 

���a)��  ���!F� !�$!�< ��!��� 
7q�lj� 

��!��� ������ %�����@ 
��(�@ ���%��� 

B] 7��89�, �:�� 

 
 7��� D �V�%� G�� �È 7�� !�� =;$��>, 7��� D �V�%� G�� �!�� 7!� �����< ���@�� 
�। 

 
 q����k 7����� D 7>�< 7>�< �#���$� D ����%������ �$���� ��=���#� �#�+� !�� =;$��> । 
�����*� E�� �% �% �=u�� ��� !���<� 7�9��@�j� �!< ��D$� ��;�� ।  

 
 J@��� BA  7� 7��89� �O���� �!�� �Q<�$ ��;=��� ��;� ���� C��� BQQ �j M�,� 
3!���# ���� ��d$ =;�� ।  

 
 ��F������j� C�@��� %# %���� ��;���> 7�, ���%��� <�,� 3��#! ���kq�, 7��!� 
3(-��� �g�� D J���� =;�� %O� D J�F%� 7� C����9 ������ !�� =$ । J@��� BA7� 
7��89� �O���� ���F�� �’ !�-F�& !�-F! ���&� !�� =;�� । ���kq�, 7��!� ;�#��� +��� �g��� 
�!��� J������ C������ ��D$� 7@�� 7�; +��� ����!�! ��O ��O 7����;� 7!�<F !s-F! �QQ �� 
<�!� ��F� %����� !�� =;�� ।  

 
 /����� %�� ��;���> 7�, J@��� BA7� 7�89� 7��� �� <�$ !���$��� _��$ ����!��=� 
���< ��!, /!�< ���, /!�< �%� 3!��# ����� ��d$ =;�� ।  

 
 /����� %�� ��;���> 7�, ��=��� 7@������@� %# ��$�� �<���� ;�#���� ��;��1, '< 
�����< !���� ���� �; �� ��;��1 D '< �����< 7��$� �@$��>, ������! ��;��1 D '< �����< 
(/� %#) J@��� 6Q7� 7��89��� ��# ����* !���� ��� ��;���> ।  

 
 3�#= ��� �� <� =;�� �!�� ] <� ��F� !���E, ���t _��!�� ।  

 
 
        ��; CVF��- 
        /�, /� /V����`<�  
        ���%���  

              �����. B]-:-�� 
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������� ��� ����� 
�:N। �=� ��%�!�� D ���� 

!���<� ���#��� �������� %# 
@� ����^� ��Z�� 

��!��� ������ B C�S���, �:�� 

Government of  East Pakistan 

Office of the Deputy Commissioner, Jessore. 

      

Memo No.    (4) Dated, Jessore    Oct/71. 

From : Mr. Taqul Haq, 

Addl, Dy. Commissioner (G)  

 Jessore. 

To: The Sub-Divisional Officer  

 Sardar /Jhenidah /Magura /Narail. 

Sub:  Allotment of G. R. wheat for the families of the deceased Rajakars 

and peace Committee members. 

 It has been decided that families of Razakars and members of peace 

Committees who were killed by miscreants should be provided with G. R. wheat 

as a measure of assistance to the .....................families. For this purpose, a 

separate quota of 100 mounds of G. R. wheat are allotted to the different 

subdivisions as below. Distribution should be made through Master Roll at 

prescribed rate i. e. 3 seers per adult per week and one and a half seers per minor 

per week and proper account should be maintained for audit. 

S. D. O...Sadar 400maunds. 

 S. D. O...Jhenidah 200  “ 

 S. D. O...Magura 200  “ 

 S. D. O.. Narail 200  “  

         ------------        

    1000 maunds         

    ( Tazul Haq ) 

   Sd/Addl. Deputy Commissioner ( Genl) 

          Jessore . 

Memo No. VI/21/71/104/(4) /i(6)RR dated 2/ 10/ 71 

Copy forwarded to:- 

1) ASMLA. Jessore. This has reference to his discussion with the under 

signed the other day in presence of the President, Dist. peace Committee, 
Jessore in my chamber. 
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2) District Controller, Jessore for taking necessary action with reference to G. 

O.  No. Sec-II\1597-FR dated 23-9-71. 

3) President, District Peace Committee, Jessore with reference to his 

discussion with the undersigned the office day. 

4) Chairman, Sub-Dibisional Peace Committee Sadar\Jhenidah Magura\ 

Narail for necessary action. 

5) Chairman, Jessore Town Peace Committee for necessary action. 

6) District Adjutant of Rajakars, Jessore for necessary action. 

                                                                                   

 

 

T. Haq 

2-10- 71 

Addl Deputy Commissioner (Genl) 

Jessore 

 

----------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
�:�। :] � �����! ���� %���  ���!*� C�%��(�� �B C�S���, �:�� 

TEXT OF MLR 94 

 

 The following is the text of the MLR No. 9 

 

1. This regulation shall come into force on the 10th day of October 1971 and 

shall be in addition to and not in derogation of any other law for the time 
being in force. 

 
2. In this regulation unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or 

context ``political party” includes a group or combination of persons who 

are operating for the purpose of propagating any political opinion of 

indulging in any other political activity. 
 

 

3. No political party or person shall propagate any opinion or act in a manner 

prejudicial to the ideology or the integrity or the  security of Pakistan or 

prejudicial to any of the principles enunciated in article 20 of the Legal 

Framework order.1970 (P.O No. 2 of 1970)  

 

4. No political party or any person in the course of political activity shall: 

(a) Use force, violence, intimidation, or threats of injury or offer monetary 
gains in propagating of for securing support for any views. 

(b) In any manner cause injury or damage to any person or property.  
(c) Interfere in the operation or the functioning of the public Services, 

corporations or institutions set up by or under any law. 
(d) Seduce, or attempt to seduce from his allegiance or his duty any public 

servant or any person serving in any corporation or any other institution set 
up by r under any law. 

(e) In any manner, interfere with or cause disruption in the functioning of 

educational institutions.  

(f) Subject any unit of the news media including newspaper offices and 

presses to pressure of any kind direct or indirect in performance of its 

functions or prevent it from projecting its views. 

(g) In any manner interfere with the functioning or transgress the limits of 

decent and fair criticism of any other political party or its members, or 

(h) In any manner cause obstruction in or hinder or propagate against the 

holding of by-elections to the National Assembly or a provincial 

Assembly. 

 

5. (1) For the purpose of enabling the Deputy Commissioner or an officer 

authorized by him in this behalf to take suitable steps for the avoidance of 
any clash of programmers of and consequent inconvenience to the 

different parties in the holding of public 
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meetings or taking out of processions of a political nature. Any person who intends to 

hold such a meeting or take out such a procession shall give reasonable notice of his 

intention in writing to the Deputy Commissioner or the officer so authorized 

specifying the date on which and the time and place at which such meeting is 

proposed to be held and the route through which such procession is proposed to be 

taken out. 

 
 (2) If the Deputy Commissioner or the officers authorized as aforesaid 

receives notices under sub- paragraph (I) of more than one such meeting or procession 
to be held or taken out in the same place or area on the same date he shall after such 

consultation with the parties concerned as he deems necessary so arrange the 
progrmme of the several meetings and processions as to avoid any clash or 

programme of and consequent in convenience to the parties.  
 

 (3) No public meeting or procession of a political nature shall be held or taken 

out except after giving a notice under sub- paragraph (1) and where a programme has 

been arranged under sub- paragraph (1) except in accordance with the programme so 

arranged. 

 

 6. No person shall attend a public meeting or join a procession of a political 

nature armed with deadly weapons or instruments which can be used as a weapon of 

offence or carry any article which can be used for causing injury or damage to any 

person or property.  

 

 7. (a) No person while speaking at a public meeting shall- 

 

     (b) Make any statement calculated to produce feelings of enmity or hatred 
between people of different regions, communities, races, castes, sects, tribes, or 

between people professing different religions or, 
 

     (c) Make any statement calculate to excite people to violence.  
 

 8. No person joining a procession of a political nature or a demonstration shall 
carry a placard or poster or raise a slogan:  

 

     (a) Which is calculated to create hatred against any religion, community, 

race class, sect or tribe or between people of different regions or,  

 

     (b) Which is calculated to incite the people to violence or cause damage to 

any property.  

 

 9. No person shall in any manner obstruct or disturb or cause to be obstructed 

or disturbed.  
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 A Public meeting or a procession of a political nature held or taken out by any 

person or a political party.  

 

 10. No person shall be a member of officer bearer of a political party or hold a 

public meeting or take out a procession of political nature if he: 

 

 (a) has been convicted of an offence other an offence of a political nature and 
sentenced by any court of law to transportation or to imprisonment unless ap period of 

five years has elapsed since his release since his release, or 
 

 (b) has been removed or dismissed from the service of Pakistan or service of 
any corporation set up by or under any law unless a period of three years has elapsed 

from the date of his removal or dismissal from such service.  
 

 11. Martial Law Regulation No. 76 issued by the Chief Martial Law 

Administrator is here/by cancelled.  

 

 12. Whoever contravene any of the provisions of this regulation shall be 

punishable with rigorous imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years or 

with five or with both.  
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������� ��� ����� 
�:�। %������j� ,�^�� !�$!�< ��!��� 
7q�lj� (��=��#, ����, ,���F�M) 

%�����@ ��(�@ ���%��� �] C�S���, �:�� 

     
        �����. �]C�S���, �:�� 
 
 J@��� �A; C�S��� �!�� ���k �Q<�$ /��VD ���=��� ��k�� �!< ����E 7@�V�,�� �g��� 
C�!4��� �%�� 3!��# ����� ��d$ =;�� ।  
 
 �%���� ��. 7�VVD, =#�%�! ��;<, 7��(, 7<��� D 7�D$�� q�k, f�����E�, ���È%���<�, 
7��<���;�!� ;�#��� । ��*���� ���j ����E C�E�� ��;�� । 
  
 ���%��� 7%��$ %���$ ���l�����=� ,���F�M�� %# 3�_F���� �!< =;�� ���� 7���� 
��<��F� C�E����� �!< ������� ����� BQ 7� C�S���, ���� 7���� ��>�; !��� ����� BB 7� 
C�S���, ���� 7���� 3�#�=�� !��� 7�l ����� BA C�S��� ।  
 
 3����! ���l�����=� ,���F�M�� %# ���� 7���� f=j !�� =;�� B� 7� C�S��� , 
���� 7���� ��>�; !�� =;�� B6 7� C�S���, ���� 7���� 3��#�=�� !��� 7�l ����� BA 
C�S��� ।  
 
 ��k�q� 7������� �$���� ��=��# ��D$�� �����*� E�� ��=��� /�D %�� 7� �;, ��=��� 
7� �N C�S��� ���# <�, =��� ���F� ��� !���<� C�E�� C����9 %�� 7� ।  
 
 3�#! ��� �B <� ��F� !���E, ��t _��!�� ।  
  
         ��; CVF�� - 
         /�, /� /V����`<�  
          ���%��� ।  
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������� ��� ����� 
�BQ। ��%�!����� 3�� 7%���� �$�%�� J�� G��! ���!*� BQ C�S���, �:�� 

 
7%���� �$�%� - 

��%�!����� 3�� �.
�_F    
7���$ J��    

 ���F�I��$ !����� C���$! D ‘�’ CI�� �����! J; 3���! 7�. 7%���� /, /, 7! �$�%� 
@�!�� �O���� ��%�!����� 3�� �-�¥�� D %���� 3�� �.
�_F 7���� 4j���� C%F�� J�� 
%�� । /����� ���� 3!��, 7%���� �$�%� ����$ ��%�!����� /! ������� (�lj ���a�� । 
/�� ���� !���<� ���#��D ,��+� �>�� । /� J�@ 7%���� �$�%� +��$ 7��� {��� 7��� 
f=j�� ��%�!����� �����F !�� । �%D�� ��� ���_ �>�� । 7%���� ��%�!����� ��� 7�, 
�����! 7�� �&�� ���� ���$y �=� �����@ 7�D$� =�$�> ।  
 
 ��� ��� 7�, /; �=� ���$y ����� %# @(�� �-�¥������ D J�F��� 3�� �.
�_F ���� 
3�$�% । 7%. �$�%� ��� 7�, ���!*� �&� !�� 3!-�(��� ����� ��%��� ��k�q� �&�� ����� 
। ��� ��� 7�, ����l� %# �-��# C����F । ��� ����&�� �-��# =�a 7@Y������। ��� ���, /� 
���� ��� ��* ��� ���> ��$ /�� 7� Ju�=� �=�� 3�� =$ । /� J�@ ����$ 7�YL>��� /! ����< 
,tE�u %�� 7%. �$�%��! ����F� %��$ । ��� ��� ��%��=� �� । 7���� ��� >�� D ����R 
�@��!��� /! ����< ������� (�lj 7� । ��� ���� !���<� ���#��� ���_ 7��� !�� ।  
��%��=� ������� (�lj��!��� 7%���� �$�%� ��� 7�, C(#��� 7@�����@ �� 7���o�=���� 
Md���� ���� [�F� =�$ �k� >�k� ��������� ;��=��� J� !��� ���%$ ��j !��� ।  
 
 ��� (�l�@� D ��!�jF ��{���� ,{�� ���$ %������j� ��# ���(� �-�R !��� M�$ /� 
�#�5��� ��'�� ��!F _�!�� %# %@�j� 3�� J�� %�� । 73���V| 7� �����j &�� 3��F 
!���> 7� ���!F 7%. �$�%� ��� 7�, ���� �E�� /���> ����� ���; &�� D ���F�� !�� 
=�$�>।  
 
 ��� 7���3��! �@��!��� 3�� �±� q-j# ,�^�# �#�t !�� %���@P�� !��% J���$��@� 
,�^��# 7��� �E�� J��� �#����� 7������� J�� %�� । ��� ��� 7�, 7��!� q���$� ������ 
_�!�� ���� 3��������� C�_� =*�&��� �����@ � ���$ q��� ���#; �� ����� !�� ,�M� । ��� 
,�k�$ ���$ ���#��# ����=� �� ��º ,t���� ���� ���$ ���� �����j ����l� %# C_F���!(��� 
C������� �-�R !��� M��a ����� ��5 D ���F� !��� %# ��� %������j� J�� %�� । 7%.  
�$�%� (�l�j� ���F +��$ %@j ��z ���=�� 3�� ��� �5-�� D !���� ��P !�� ।  
 
 ���� ���-(���� 3���&�� %# ����� 7�l �5��b� ���%F��D ��_  f=j !�� । ���� 7��l 7%. 
�$�%� @�k��� ��%��=� ��%���� ��# ���$ +��$ 7�����=�� ��� �E��� �� । 7���� ���! 
��%��=� 7%��� ����� /��!� 7_�! �¨�� ,���!-� ����� ����� Cz, 7@�����'�, D ������! 
o�# 7����� =$ ।  
 
 +��$ !����� 7%. �$�%��! %�� 7�, �lF� 7�l =D$�� ���_ ���_ [�-��!������ �t���� 
d��. !�� J��> । 7%. �$�%� G�#��� �����F !�� /�� ����� ���_ q���$�(��� J��� !�� । 
��� 7�� �&�� %# ����� ��������� 3«� D ����� ,� ����� �&# !�� ।  
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������� ��� ����� 
�::। 7V����� 7%���� �$�%� G��! ���!*� ] �(9�, �:�� 

 
7V����� 7%���� �$�%� -  

(��� 3�������� �(�!�É��     
=�� ���� �  

 
 ���F�I� !����� !����� D ‘�’ CI��� �����! J; 3��� 7�E�<#�| 7%���� /, /, 7! 
�$�%� ����>, 7� (��� 3���� J����� �������F� f��4���� ,�� 7@����lFj !�� �w ������ 
���-��'l D ����! =�#� !��> 7� ���F ���!*��� %@�j� �(�!�É� =�� ���� � । /���� 
�������� ���� ��� =$, 7%���� �$�%� @�!�� ����� 7%��� ��E������ ,s�� 7V����� ���� 
!���<� ���#��� /! ������� �5-�� !��>�� ।  
 
 ��� � /��!�$ /!���� �E� !�� । 7%���� �$�%� ����� /�� ������=�<D �E� !��। 
,���+ �����! C�E���@j ��L� ��O �>�� । 7%���� �$�%� 
�����- ���F!��� �=b� ������� 
,��=������ ��������� [��F�� !_� ,�u� !�� ��� ��� 7�, (��� J���D /; 3����! ��� 
���� !��� 7MR� M����a ।  
 
 ��� (����� [��(��} ��!F _�!�� %# %@j�! wL��$�� !�� 7� /�� ������ %��� �=���� 

������ ���# ,���¸ !��� J�� %�� । ��� 7%�� ���$ ��� 7�, ����y� %������� 7M�$ 
���-(���� %# �-��#��j C�! �g�%! । (����� !_� D !��%� ���# C�O��� ,�u� !�� 
7%���� �$�%� ���, /!���! (��� ���F ���!*��� %@�j� %�# ��� 7����$ @�F���� !��>, 
C�����! J����� �������F� f��4���� ,�� 3���� C����� 7@����lFj !�� �w ������ ���- 
��'l D ����! =�#� !��> । ��� J��� ��� 7�, (��� C�qF������ 7����� D Cz��\� !�� ���F 
���!*�� ���P�$ %@�j� [�F�� �-�� >�k� J� �!>�; ��( !��> � ।  
 
 ��� �%�Z� !��, /; C���� %@�j� %# (����� ������ 7������ �! /<�; �+�? 
7%���� �$�%� ���!*��� �±��� ����k� ����� 7%��� %@�j� 3�MR�� 3���� !�� । / 
�#����� ��� ��%�!����� !_� ����l(��� ,�u�!�� ��� 7�, ��%�!���� ���!*��� C���� D 
��=�� �&�� %# ���#�� 7��� !�� ���a । ��� ���, 3��#! ������ ;���� D ��L� ���-(���� 
%# /!% ������ ��%��=� ।  
 
 /� J�@  7���!�� +��$ !����� ��%�!�� J�-��� D J�-���� ���=�� �t����� !_� 
7%���� �$�%��! %�� । /��D 
�¦(��� /�� �$��� G�#��� ��O /!����@ ���() ���$y 
��E��#� ��O ��� !�� ���a । +��$ !����� 7%�����! %�� 7�, 3���. ��%�!����� ��� 
%�f� _�!�� �'; /; /��!�$ (����$ M���� /!�<D 7��� C_�� !��(�<F v�� !��� ����� । 
�¨�� (����$ M���� ��O G�# D ��%�!����� ���() ��q�lF 7��� Cz�z, 7@�����'� D 
������!o�# J<! !�� =$ 7%���� �$�%� ��D 7��� । 7%���� 7��<�����@ 7V���� D ������ 
=��<D �� । 7���� ��*�� [’���� ������ %�� 7%�����! 7���y����! v� ���$ C�(b 
%��$ ।  

 
 

     ------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
BQQ। �����! J����� ��"���#���$� 

D ] %  C�#���!� �� 7q�lj� 
G��! ���!*� �Q �(9�, �:� 

 
 

M��% 3�E�� ���� 
 

  �!�� ����l �����! J����� ��"���#���$� ] % 3�E���! ���� !�� =�$�> /�� ��L��� 
3��#!�! �] �>��� ��� !������ ���� !�� =�$�> ��� @�!�� �O���� 3!���� /! 73� 
�����% ,�u� !�� =�$�> ।  
 
 /���� �������� ���� ��� =$ 7�, ����� ���s� ��!�� NQ (�@ ���%$�� !���D ���F� 
7�D$� =�$�> ।  
 
 /; M��% C�#���!� ��M�� ����� C���+����; !�� =�$�> ।  
 
 BN 9� �����! ����� C��� J�� C�(���@����=� %������� %# ������! @� A ; 
7��89�  �!�� � 9� 7�S��� /�/�/�/-� J����� =��%��� ���F� 7�D$� =�$�>� ।  
 
 ���� 3�E��@j =�a.  
 
  �। 3�E�� 7��%�EE� J=�� 7MY����, ��W��Z� ��(�@,  �!� ��"���#��$ ।  
  B। 3�E�� J�[� ��\�!, ��W��Z� ��(�@,  �!� ��"���#��$ ।  
  6। 3�E�� �����$�� ������, ;���%� ��(�@,  �!� ��"���#��$ ।  
  ]। 3�E�� ��=�'� ;����, ����� ��(�@, ��%��=� ��"���#��$ ।  
 
 
     ------------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
BQ�। �6 % ��, /�, ���= NN % 

C�E����!  �� 7q�lj� 
G��! ���!*� �Q �(9�, �:�� 

 
�����! J����� - 

�6 % ��/����= NN %     
C�E��� ����     

     
 �!�� ����l �����! J���� ���F ���!*�� ��$��%� �6 % ��/��� C�E����! ���� !���> । 
J����� /��� 3��#!�! �] �>� !�� ��� !����� ���$�> ।  
 
 /����� ���� 3!��, ���� C�E������ ���s� ��!�� NQ (�@ ���%$�E� !��� ���F� 7�$� 
=�$�> । C�E���@j J����� =��%� =�� �#_F =D$�$ ]Q 9� �����! J; ���� 7������! ��L��� 
C���+����; ����� ��M�� !�� =$ । /�� C�E����! BN 9� �����! J; ���� 7������! 
���$�!-� C�(����@� %��� 7���� %# �:�� ����� A; 7��89�  �!�$ � 9� 7�S��� ��� ���F�� 
�’ /#�V����`��� ���� =��%� =�� ��� =�$�>� ।  
 
 J���� /��� 3��#!�! �] �>� ��� !������ ���� !���> । /��� NQ (�@ ���s 
���%$�E� !�� =�$�> ।  
 
 7��l�5 C�E������D ����� C���+���� ��M�� !�� =�$�> । ������! BN 9� �����! J; 
���� 7������! C�(����@� %��� 7���� %# �:�� ����� A ; 7��89� � � 7�S��� ���- ���F�� 
�’ /#�V����`<��� J����� =��%� =��� ���F� 7�D$� =�$�>� ।  
 
 ���� C�E���@j =�a. 
 
 �। 7!, /;M J��[\���, %�$| 7��d<���, �E�1 �V��<F��|,  �!�, ��/��� ।  
 B। /;M, �<, ;���, �V��, ���F�# Mef��, ��/��� ।  
 6। %�� J�[� �����, �V��, ����<, ��/��� ।  
 ]। 7��=�g� / �!, ��, �V��, ����, ��/��� ।  
 N। G�$� J�[� �����, ��=#������<� C�E���, Mef��, ��/��� ।  
 �। !����- ; /��=� 7MY����, /�V��� �V��, ��%��=�, ��/��� ।  
 �। 7��=�g� ���'\��� 7MY����, /��VD, �!����@h, ��/��� ।  
 A। !�%� '!�,^� J=��, /��VD, i��j���k$�, ��/��� ।  
 :। D$���,� ;����, /��VD, �4k�, ��/��� ।  
 �Q। J!�� J�� ��, /��VD, =��@h, ��/��� ।  
 ��। !����  ,^� ��^�!, /��VD, k�;�, ��/��� ।  
 �B। 7��=�g� 7�Y�E!- ; ;��=� 7MY����, /��VD 7��=���, ��/��� ।  
 �6। ���� 7=���, /#�����<| !�����, �����, ��/��� ।  
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 �]। J���� 7=��� ��, ;����/�, ���� ।  
 �N। ����~ ��� Md��F�, ;����/�, E������ ।  
 ��। J���� 7=���, ;����/�, ����� ।  
 ��। /, �!,, /� !��'� w��, ;����/�, �$����= ।  
 �A। 7��. J�[� ��� ��!��, ;����/�, ����� ।  
 �:। 7=��� ,�^ !�, ;����/�, �$����= ।  
 BQ। J�[� ���E, ;����/�, ��%��=� ।  
 B�। J�[� =����, ;����/�, <�O�;� ।  
 BB। �%$�,^� J=��, ;����/�,  �!� ।  
 B6। ����� M~ !�Ê�, , ;����/�,  �!� ।  
 B]। !�%� ��tE� =!, ;����/�,  �!� ।  
 BN। ��� M~ ����, ;����/�, !���u� ।  
 B�। 7��. ��%��� �=��, ;����/�, 7�$����� ।  
 B�। J�[� !���� ���1, ;����/�, ���� ।  
 BA। ���%~ �_ �#�����, ;����/�, ���!�@h ।  
 B:। ���! ��� ���^�� , ;����/�, E������ ।  
 6Q। J���� ,^�, ;����/�, ����< ।  
 6�। &�� 7��= ���, ;����/�, ����< ।  
 6B। J��$��� 7�, ;����/�, ����< ।  
 66। 7��. ;�=�!, ;����/�, Mef�� ।  
 6]। 7��. J�[� J��, ;����/�, E������ ।  
 6N। / 7! /� 'w� J��, ;����/�, !���u� ।  
 6�। ;$�!�� ���E, ;����/�, ���!�@h ।  
 6�। �3$���h ���, ;����/�, Mef�� ।  
 6A। Z��h ��=�, ;����/�, ������ ।  
 6:। C���~ �%�����, ;����/�, 7�$����� ।  
 ]Q। 7@���� J!��, ;����/�,  �!� ।  
 ]B। C�� M~ ��=�, ;����/�, �$����= ।  
 ]6। ����� !���� (��M��F, ;����/�, ������ ।  
 ]]। J�[� ���E (�L;$�, ;����/�, !���u� ।  
 ]N। /, /;M, /� J�[� =�;, ;����/�, ��%��=� ।  
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 ]�। 7��. J��� ,u�=, ;����/�,  �!� ।  
 ]�। ��$�%�� �=��, ;����/�,,,,,,,,, 
 ]A। / /� /� ���% ,^�, ;����/�, (QA)  �!� ।  
 ]:। 7%#�������� ���, ;����/�, (]Q]) 7�$����� ।  
 NQ। J�E��� �=��, ;����/�, ��%��=� ।  
 N�। ��(��� (�lj ��"��, ;����/�, (�::) E������ ।  
 NB। �%��~ ��� ���, ;����/�, (�A6) ����< ।  
 N6। �� J��� J�� , ;����/�, ������ ।  
 N]। 7���@� M~ 7(Y��!, ;����/�, !���u� ।  
 NN। %�='� =! (�L;$�, ;����/�, (�]])  �!� ।  
 

 
 
 
 

------------------ 
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������� ��� ����� 
BQB। ����$ ���! ������� 

7�%� 7%���� ��D E��� J�� 
G��! ���!*� �N �(9�, �:�� 

 
����$ ���! ������� ��D E��� J�� 

�!#�� =�$ 7���� ��º ,t���     
��k���� J��  

 
 ����, �]; �(9� (/����) । ���F ���!*��� @(jF��� ,���R� 7�%� 7%���� ��D E��� 
J�� ��º ���!��� 3�� �� 7(���(� (��� �@�$ �!#�� =�$ 7��� ���º�)$�� @�� ��k���� 
J�� %���$�> । 7%���� E��� J�� J% �������� =�,��� 7�< �$��� ���F ���!*� 7���� 
7EV���� J�$��%� /! ����< ���! ������� (�lj ���a�� ।  
 
 ��� ���!��� 3�� ,t��� �-��� �����F ���$�> । !��j ,t��� ��k�� ��� 7�� $  ���!- 
����! ���; ,�!-� =��। ��� ���, ��F�� ��!�� �� ��$ ���!��� !�#�j 7M�$�> । �:�: 
���� ��!�� ���!��� 7�� AN <�!� 7_�! �BN <�!�$ �-�� !���> । 7%���� E��� J�� 
���, ���4����� ,t��� � ��k�� /�� ���� � _�!�� ����! �& !�F��+�D ��k��� ����� 
�।  
 
 ���º 7�V ;,�$ J�b�� 3��O  ��� ���, ���!��� ��%���! 7�V ;,�$ �t����� 
��� =D$� ,�M� $, !��j ���� ����� (�� =�� � । ��� ���, ��+ 7�V ;,�$ 7��� J��F 
���! ���=� @�k ����� ��=��# !��, �� 7���! J�_F! ��! ���$ /!�< ,)� 7��� ���j� !��� 
�=�$! =�� ।  
 
 (����� ����� w��! 3��O ��� ����� =lFv�� ���# ��� , J����� 7�����=� J��j 
3��=� !��� %# 3«� । ��;��� 7!� ��5 ���!*��� ��=�� D C���� ��R !��� �&� =�� �। 
7%���� ���, ����, Mef�� D C#�# +��� 7� ,)�� q�<�>, �� ���!*� 3����� E��; �¤� 
=�$�> । C_M 
������ J�@ /�� /��!� �=b���� 7��l�j� M��j(��� �=���� �#�´� =�$�> ।  
 
 (����� �_�!�_� ‘��������’ 3M��j� ���!F 7%. E��� J�� (����$ !�-F��&� 3�� ���F 
���!*��� &�� � !�� �����O�! 
����� 3���� J�� %�� ।  
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BQ6। ����� ��� ���F� G��! ���!*� �: �(9�, �:�� 

 
73� 7�<     

(� 3�O�j C����9 ����� �     
���� !��� =��  

    
 3����� ���() 4'y��jF �=��� ���Ë�����=� ����! �_� ���!������ C����9 ����� ��� 
!�% ���� !��� �#����� ����� ���$�y� !_� ����$ �j !���$ 7�$� =�$�> । @�!�� �-=������ 
/! 73� 7��< ��!�� %��. /<� ,�u����@# 7� �!>��� J�@ /! ��!��� 73� 7��< 3����� 
�!� 4'y��jF �=��� ���() ������%! %�$@�$ ����� ��� ��!��� ������� ��l$ 7q�lj� !�� 
=$ ।  
 
 ��!���� / 7q�lj�� ����3�&��  �!� D C�� !���$ �=�� C��# �!>� �!>� ����� � !�� 
=�$�> । /�� ����� ��%��, ��!F D ��*�� ���"F; 3��� � !�� =�$�> ।  
 
 ��; ,����5 ���� ���Ë�����=� ����! �_� ���!������ / �#����� ����� ���$�y� !_� J� 
/!��� �j !���$ 7�$� ���a /�� ��F�� C�+�� ����3�&�� C����9 ����� ��� !�% ���� 
!��� C����� %�� ���a । /���� / ��� ������ !�� ।  

 
 

     ---------------- 
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BQ]। (����� ��F��! Jd�j G��! ���!*� B� �(9� , �:�� 

 
����� ������ ��L�%�$� ���=� 

%O� ���� D <#�� �#�=�� 
�A �< <#�� &��f*. 

�6Q % (����$ G�# =��=� 
����< D ���F�# Mef�� ������ (����$ =���� 

J����! ��� 7q�lj� >�k�; 
���F ���!*��� ��'�� 

(����� ��F��! Jd�j 
 
 J����!(��� ��� 7q�lj� >�k�; (��� ���F ���!*��� ��'�� ��F��! Jd�j M����$�> । 
!�$! ����#��� 7>�< 7>�< =����, 7>�<-�k ��qlF /�� ���F ���!*��� M�����! �����!�º�(��� �B 
�< �����! �V�(� 7�����$�� �� /; =���� M����� =��� ।  
 
 @�!�� 7������  �!�$ /���� �������� ���� 3!��, (����$�� J�%F���! ����� Jd�j 
!�� J����� /��!�$ ���!<�  ��! �k�� �&� =$, !��j 7!, /<� (���� ����� 7�, ���� �!� 
3!�� J�%F���! ������� ���F Jf�=# !��� /�� =�(��� /! ��F��! =���� M����� ।  
 
 (����$ 7�����=� ����� 7�S�� ����� ��F��5 ��$�@ !�� । 7���� : (����$ �����! 
�V�(�, ] (����$ ��,�c �V�(� D [�< (����$ <#�� 7�����| Jd�j M���$।  
 
 ������ ���� ��� /�� �!���D 3M� �k�; M��� _��! । (����$ 7�����=�� �w G�# =��=� 
=$, �!§ (��� D 3M� 7@����lF�j� E�� ���� ����� J=� G�#��� /�� C��!��� �-���= ����$ 
7E��� �&� =$ । ,5 /��!�$ 7� �!>����#! �-���= ��k _��! ���� 7��� ��$ 7�, ]B (����$ 
��,�c �i�@V D 6NQ (����$ ��,�c �i�@V /; Jd��j 7�-y 7�$ । 3�_��! ������<F 3!��, 
�6Q % (����$ G�# �=� =�$�> । /! �=���� 3!��, �¤�� NQQ (����$ G�# J=� =�$�> ।  
 
 ���!*�� G�#��� ���# =��=��� ���#� =�a � % �=� D ]Q % J=� । ���!*�� G�#�� 
�A �< (����$ <#�� &��f* !��� ������ (����$ ��L�%�$� =���� �#_F =�$ ��$ । J��� &��f* =�� 
���� /; J��!�$ (����$ ��L�%�$� ���=� ����� ��"��q��!���! D !���'�l��M� =���� �} !�� 
7�$ । ���!*�� 7�����=� ����� ������ ��E�#%!(��� (����$ Jd�j 3��=� !�� । /��� 
�k�; M��> ।  
 
 ������ (����$ #�< D ��@ ����4���D =����$ C��f=j !�� /�� ���!*�� /��!�$ 
C�!!�� C(#��� 3��� !�� (��, �����, ����� ��! ���< f���� C�����! ����b���� D�� 
4���lF� !�� । (����$ ���� ���=� /(��� �: % C�����! �#�5�! �=� D �6Q %�! J=� 
!�� । �V�(� D !���$ <#���� ��=���# Jd�j M����� =$ ।  
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 ���� �'��; /; Jd�j M����� =$ । ���#� C�! !� =D$� ��¬D ���!*�� G�#�� 
�����!�º� D 7!Y��� �t����� ���#�� ��E�#%!(��� (����$ ���=�� =���� 3��=� !��� 
�&� =$ । ���!*� 7�����=� �±� NA % G��!�! =��=� !�� । J����� ��& �� % 3�j 
=���$ ।  
 
 ;�����# ���F�# Mef�� 7_�! ��D$� ���� 3!��, B6 ��,�c �V�(��� [�< �i�@V Mef�� 
7�S��� ,s�- ����F ���F�# Mef���� ���!*�� C�+�4��� Jd�j !�� । J��!� !�� =�a 7�, 
(����$ 7�����=� ����F� B] qc�$ ���F ���!*�� J��� !�$!�< È| ����� । ;�����# �����, 
����< D Mef�� 7�S� 7_�! ��q�lF� J��� ��� /�� 7�YL�>�> ।  
 
 ���!*�� G�#�� @� 7����� ������� ,s�-����� /! 7��%��| <#���� ��_F��R �$��� 
(����$ ���=�� [�<� �����! �i�@V ��5� /! �k �!��� =���� 3��=� !���> ।  �!�$ 3�� ���� 
/ !_� %�� 7@�> ��� /����� ���� 3!�� ।  
 
 ;,�<4��� 3_� %g� D !�Ì�� ��;�E�� D 6NQ 9� �����! �i�@�V� ] 9� ��� ��;�<� 
C�(�F5 । ���!*�� G�#�� ��E��#� ���_ =����!������ =�<�$ 7�$ । ��q�lF �±��� :Q % �=� 
D ��Q % J=� =$ । ���!*����� ��& ] % �=� D � % J=� =$ । /! ��q�lF �±��� � �< 
<#�� ��v* =$ । 7������� =�����< �>� ���F��F� (����$ =����4���� 7M�$ 7��� �����! ।  
 
 ���� ��� (����$ �EË@� /�� ������ D (��� �<F���� 7@����lFj !�� =$ । 7(���� ���! 
7@����lFj _���� ��L�%�$� ���=�� ��_F��R (����$ G�j# D ����� M��� ���!*�� C�+�4��� 
D�� =���� M���$ । ���!*�� G�#��� ��¡� Jd��j� ���� (����$ ���=� Cf�� =�� �#_F =$ ।  
 
 !���u� 7_�! 3�� ���� 3!��, �$��� (����$ G�#��� ��_F��R ] �� (����$ M� !���u� 
7%��� �&j���� E�L�k�� =���� M���$ । �!§ 7� =���� �#_F !�� 7�$� =$ /�� ��������#! =��=� 
=D$�� �� C�3���!����� �����$ ��$ । ���F�# Mef��, ����<, �$����= , D ����� 7%�� 7_�!D 
=����� C�'� ��� ��D$� 7@�> । �!§ ��� %�f� ���!*�� G�#�� /�� =���� ���F�* !�� ।  
 
 C�� ���! (����$ 7@��b�% ���=� �������F� ���() f��� 7@����lFj C�#�=� 7����> ।  
 

&��f* f��4��� =�a. 
 
 ����< J<f��, ����@�, G%����� । !���u�$ !�;$�����, ��!b���, ����� �� , C�@O�, 
�O����, =���O�, D �k %��� । �$�����= !������� D !�;��� । ����� 7MY@�>� । !��R$� ��F� । 
������ C������ ।  
 
 

------------- 
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‘������� ��� ����� 
BQN । [�-�!��� ��� 7�$�� 

������ 7q�lj� । 
G��! ���!*� BN �(9� �:�� 

 
��!���� �����    

[�-�!��� 7fE��� �� ����� %#    
������ 7�D$� =��    

 
  7� �� C�@�# �#�5 [�-�!������ 7fE����� �� �(F����@# ��� 7��� �� ��%�� [�-�!������ 
7fE��� !�� J;3�$�@!��� ��+�����=� !��> 7�� !���  ��!�� ����� ��_����5 ������ 7���� 
����� ��$�> ��� @�!�� ������ /! 73����< %�� =�$�>  ।  
 
 !)  [�-�!��� 7fE��� C_�� [�-�!������ ���_ �E� 7��!������ %# ��� 7�D$�� %#  
  NQQ .QQ<�!� ।   
 
 �)  (����� 7��� 3�� [�-�!��� 7fE����� %# �NQ.QQ <�!� ।  
 
 @) ��;�E�, 7����, �� V��¢�!�<� 7��� �� C���� !�� ��$ /� C# 7!� J�p$�z�= 

7fE����� %# �QQQ.QQ <�!� ।  
 
 q)  [�-��!��� ���� 7�� 7fE����� %# BQQQ.QQ <�!� ।  
 
   ����� ������ Cz�z ,��� C_�� [�-�!������� 7�� 7fE����� %# �Q =�%�� <�!� ��F� 
�k C��!� ������ 7���� ��l$ �����M� =�� ���� ।  
 
   7%�� ����� �������<�V| � =�%�� <�!� ��F� ������ �h�� !��� ����� ।  
 
                 [�-��!������ 7�j���(�@ �[�-��!������ 7�j���(�@ �[�-��!������ 7�j���(�@ �[�-��!������ 7�j���(�@ �XXXX'� =��. '� =��. '� =��. '� =��.     
    
 !। �_�!�_� ���5���=�� �$��� ���#, �_�!�_� ���5��=� (��F�� ��=��#!����� ।  
 �। 7
a�$ ���o�=���� ���# , ����= D C#�# o�# �����=!��� ।  
 @। 7
a�$ ���o�=���� J�$��!���  ।  
 q। ���o�=���� ‘;E����’ �� ���F���=!'�� ���� !�% !�� /��  

�। �_�!�_� ���5���=� ���!F� ��!�����! ��E��<, �#����<, 3(-��� 7��! �� 
3!��! ।     
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BQ�। ������� %�(�$ 7%. 

�$�%� 
G��! ���!*� B� �(9�, �:�� 

 
������� %�(�$ 7%���� �$�%�  

%@%@%@%@j j j j (����� =� [��(��}(����� =� [��(��}(����� =� [��(��}(����� =� [��(��}    
�E� =�� 7��� ��E� =�� 7��� ��E� =�� 7��� ��E� =�� 7��� �    

    
 ���F�I��$ !����� !����� D ‘�’ CI��� �����! J; 3���! 7�. 7%. /, /, 7! �$�%�� 
�(�����y @�!�� �d��� C���� /! ����< %�(�$ ������� %�����j (����$ =���� 3��=� 
!��� �#����� ��z ���=�� 3�� ����� ��jF ��_F Z�� !�� ।  
 
 /����� ���� 3!�� %�����j ����� ���#! %���$ ���!� /�� ;���%�, ,[F, �����$ ‘(����! 
��� !�’, �5 ���$ J��� %���$ ��=�� �&� !��, ‘J��� J����� ��� ��z ���=��! ����� 
%��;’ 3(-�� 7��������! 7©�@� ����� �k �k �#��� �= !�� ।  
 
 ���� ����� 
��� �&�� !��% J���$��@ D C�(3�$ �#5 !�� । �(�$ (�lj ��!��� 7%. 
�$�%� ������� %������j� ���y ��jF ������� 3���� !�� । ������� %�����j�! ��%��=� 
��� C�(�=� !�� ��� ��� 7�, ������� ��F��l (����$ =���� %������j� �-° ������! 
;������# !���> %��� 7��� ��� ����$ J"*���� !���> ।  
 
 7%���� �$�%� ��� , ���!*��� 3���< �@��!; ��"*(��� �% �% ���$y ��� !�� D 
��z ���=�� 3�� �=����@�� 3�� !�� 3���&�� !��% �=�$�� !��� ���� ।  
 
 ��� ���, J��� /! ��"��q��! �±� �g��� =�$�> । ���� C(#��� 7!�b� �_� ������ 
Jd��j� ���� J����� ����%� !��� M�$ । �!§ ���!*��� %�����j ��� 7� =� [��(��} 
�E� =�� 7��� � ��� ��� 7q�lj� !�� । 7%. �$�%� ���&�� ,��=������ ;��=���� '����� 
�jF� !�� 
����� ���F!��� ��������� [�F��� �M� ���� ��� ।  
 
 ��� ���, (��� ��������� ��� C��+ !��� %# ����$ 7MR� !��>, �!§ ���! 7� �����@ 
7�D$� =�� � । 7%. �$�%�� (�l�j� �� ��z ���=�� ��%$ D ���!*��� ��=��� %# �(�$ 
7���%�� !�� =$ ।  
 
 ������ �@�$ 7%. �$�%� ���F��M� +��$ /�,/,/ D ���� !���<� ���#��� ���_ ��&�t!��� 
����� = । =�lF�tE�u ����� ���#! �'j D >�� ���() D 7©�@� v� ���$ D (����$ =����� 
�b���M! ¢�!�VF �= !�� ��L�! C�(b %��$ ।  
 
 ��� 7%. �$�%� 7��<�����@ ����� �=��� ��# ���$ C��d� !�� /�� %�����j ����� 
G��b !��% �#* ��$�> 7���� �� ।  
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BQ�। ��%�!�� 7!���� 

!�������� ����$� 
!�M!�D$��% 7%���� �$�%� 

G��! ���!*� BA �(9�, �:�� 

 
��(��� ����$� !�M!�D$��% 7%. �$�%�    

��%�!����� ,������ D    
J�3�#�$� 3����    

  
 @�!�� �����  �!� 7_�! �N ��;� ���� ��(��� ��%�!�� 7!���� !�������� 3_� ���� 
����$� !�M!�D$�% C���� =$ । /���� �������� /; ���� 3!��, ;��jF !����� D ‘�’ CI��� 
�����! J;- ���!�F� 7�. 7%. /, /, 7! �$�%� !�M!�D$�% �����F !�� /�� C�(��� f=j 
!�� ।  
  
 /; 3��O ,�u�!�� 7��� ���� 7�, 7!���� !������� ����F��� ��F� %��$� 7�-y 
��%�!����� ��%��� ,��; #* !�� =�$�> । 7!���� !�������� 3_� ���� [ ���= 7��� 
@�!�� ���� =$ । ����F� 7!��F 7������ 7_�! �' =�� । !�M!�D$�% �����F�� �� 7%. �$�%� 
/! ���&� (�l�j ����� �&��� 3���� !�� ।  
 
 ��� ��� 7�, ��%�!����� 3�) ��, J�3�#$ D ,������ 7��� ��� ����l(��� ��� 
=�$�>। ��%�!����� (���!� ���!F (�lj�� 3��O ��� ���, /!���! ����� (����$ M���� 
�!� �M´ ���> 7E��� =�� /�� C�����! ����@��� ���!��� ��P! ��_ J�� 7MR� !��� =�� । 
 
 7%���� �$�%� !�M!�D$��%� �� ��%�!�� 7!���� !�������� ���_ q���$� (��� 7��� !�� 
/�� !���F !�� । ���� 7���� ��=�� �&�� %# 7���3����! 7©�@� 7� ।  
 
G��! ���!*�  
BA 7� �(9� , �:�� 

 
7%���� �$�%�� �=�� �����F 

 
 ;��jF !������� !����� D ‘�’’ CI��� �����! J; 3���! 7�. 7%. / / 7! �$�%� @�!�� 
����� �=�� /��!� �����F !�� । ��� �� �� ���t /��� ��i ��qlF =�a । /���� �������� 
/; ���� ��� =�$�> 7�, �d��� �=�� /��!� 7_�! Jd�j!������ ����� !�� =��D @�!�� 
�����D ������� D��� 7_�! ���!*�� C�+��� ,�� (����$ 7@��b�% ���=� 7@����lFj !�� ।  
  
 7%���� �$�%� �� G�#��� 7���� %# Cf��F� /��!�$ ���a� �� (����$ !����� >$�< 
7@��� /�� ��k । ��� 7!� &�� =$� । 7%���� �$�%�� ���() ������ G�#��� ���_ 7��� !��  
। ��� ����� ���_ q���$� (��� J���M� !�� । ��� ����� ���# J���"�� D ,������ �&# 
!�� । ���#�$ !� =��D ��L�� (����$��� ��������� =���� 3��=� !�� ।  
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 �=�� /��!� �E� !�� 7%. �$�%� ������ �������!��� /!�< ���! ��&�t �� !�� । 
(����$ =����� 
�&� �����F�� %# ���� �=�� /��!� �E�� �� । ���� ���< (����$ <#��! 
C�!�%� !�� 7�$� =$ /�� �NQ (����$ G�# �=� =$ । ��� @�!�� ���!��  �!� 3�#���F 
!��।  

 
G��! ���!*�  
6Q �(9�, �:�� 

 
������ �������!��� !��> 7%���� �$�%� 

(��� D ���!*��� ��# ��� �' =�$ 7@�> �' 
 

 �,D$F�!, B: 7� �(9� (/����)- ���F�I��$ !������� 7�. 7%���� / / 7! �$�%� @�!�� 
�d���  �!�$ /! ������ �������!�! ����> 7�, (��� D ���!*��� ���# ��� �' =�$ 7@�> 
���; ��� �� !�� । @� B� �(9� (��� 7� Jd� �' !���>, ��� !_� ��� ,�u� !�� 
���, ����� �� �!>� J�> �� ��$; ���� J����� ,�� ��L���$ ��k�> । �!§ ���� �#_F =�$ 7@�> । 
7%������ ���#4��� @� ������� �,D$F�! <�;�� ���!�� 3_� ����$  3!�� !�� =$ । 7%. 
�$�%� ���, ����� G�#�� 7��M�$ (���  �#_F =�$�> । ���� /!��� 7� ��E�# C%F !���> ��=� 
7���� C(#��� ��%��� 7��!%�! �¦* !�� ।  
 
 7%���� ���, (����$ 7�����=� 7�-y [�F� /�� ����� G�#��D [�F� । ���#�$ !� =��D 
���!*�� G�#�� (����$��� ���F�* !���> । ���!*��� 3�� /!%�� %�$@�$ (����� G�# 
��%��D 7��� । ��� ���, ���!*�� G�#�� C����$ । J��� !��� ����%� =$� । ;��=�� 
7��� ।  
 
 J�� M#���h !��>, ;��=��� J����� ��%$ >�k� J� �!>� ���� �  । J��� !��� 
����%� =;� /�� (����$�� !��� �%��� ����� । J�� C�� �=�%; 3�� /!%� ����� 
��%�! ��� ��� ���� ।  
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������� ��� ����� 
�QA। BB % ����� 

C�E����! =��%� =D$�� 
���F� 

G��! ;�sE�! � �V��9�, �:�� 

 
BB % ����� C�E����! 

=��%� =D$�� ���F� 
 

 ����� ����� /!��V��� �3�1��� D (�;� �3�1����= BB % ����� !�FM����! J@��� � 
�V��9�  �!�$ /�,��,/ 7=��R�� C��+� � � 7�S�� ,�-�����! J; 3����!� �!< ,��+� 
=D$�� ���F� 7�D$� =;$��> ���$� @�!�� (�O����)  �!�� /���� �������� ������ ��� =�$�> ।  
  
 ��=���� ��'�� ‘�’ CI��� �����! J; ���M���!� �BQ � J����� ��=� ��P� / /� 
J� BN ���� C���$� C�(���@ J$ !�� =;$��> ।  
  
 ‘�’’ CI��� �����! J; 3���! 7�. 7%. / / 7! �$�%� /� /� J� ]Q ���� C���$� 3�� 
&��� ��� �X����� BB % ����� C�E����! ,����5 ,�-�����! J; ���M���!� �!< =��%� 
=D$�� ���F� ��$��>.-  
  
 �। ��% !���� ��u!, ;��S� CE �����, ����� ����� /!��V�� । 
 B। /� J; 7��. ����� ��$�, ������ 7%�� ।  
 6। /�, J;, ���$[\���, D, ��, 7������ ��u��� E�L�k ।  
 ]। /�, J; ������ J��, 7��!� /�, J;, ��!�@�>� _�� ।  
 N। /�, J;, ��E%,�^ J=�� D, �� 7!�<M�L���� _�� ।  
 �। /�, J; !�I !���� 7q�l��, ���$� ��, /�, J;, ���;�= 7!�<F ।  
 �। /�, J; J�[� =��!�, _�VF /�, J;, ���;�= _�� ।  
 A। /�, J; J�[� ���, _�VF /�, J;, ��=l��� _�� ।  
 :। /�, J;, J�[� ���E, D, ��, !���@h, _�� ।  
 �Q। /�, J; 7MY���� J�[� �\�! �V, J;,D ���;�= ।  
 ��। /, /�, J;, J�[� @E��, ��!�@�>� _�� ।  
 �B। /�, J;, E%��� �=��, !��R$� 7%�� ।  
 �6। /�, J; �!��� J=��, !��R$� 7%�� ।  
 �]। /�, J; 7��. ;$�� J��, !��R$� 7%�� ।  
 �N। /�, J;, ��E%�� �=�� =!, !��R$� 7%�� ।  
 ��। J�FV, /�, J;, �'� ;����, !��R$� 7%��।  
 ��। ��, /�, J; J�%%�� �=��, !��R$� 7%�� ।  
 �A। ;���S� �&��� M~ 7�, !��R$� 7%�� ।  
 �:। G���~ �!���� 7MY����, (�;�- �3�1��� ����� ����� /!��V�� ।  
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 BQ। �%��� �=�� /�, ��, ���F�# Mef�� ।  
 B�। 7������E 7=��� �V, J;, �%, M~�q�� ।  
 BB। J��� ����! ��, /�, �� । �3�1��� ����� ����� /!��V�� ।  
  
 ��=���@�! J@��� �; �V��9� �!�� A <�$ ��=���� ��'�� J�� ,����5 C�(����@� %��� 
���� %# � � 7�S��� ,�-�����! J; 3����!� �!< =��%� =D$�� %# ���F� 7�D$� 
=;$��>। ��=��� ��� ���FR ����� D ���$ =��%� =;�� �#_F = ��=� =;�� ��=���� C���+���� ]Q 
� �����! J; ���� C���$� ��=���� ��M�� !�� =;�� ।  
 

------- 
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�������    ���    �����    
BQ:। �����<� %�(�$ 

7%���� �$�%� 
G��! ;�sE�! B �V��9�, �:�� 

 

�����<� %�(�$ 7%. �$�%� 
7@Y����Í� ;��=���� �����-�s !�� =;�� 

 
 ����< , ��� �V��9� (����J;)।- /��� C���� /! ����< %�(�$ /; ���F 7q�lj� !�� =$ 
7�, �:]� ����� @j�(��< ����<���� �_�!�_� ���������� ��& �=, ���!*��� ��& 7(�< 7�$ 
/�� ���-(��� �&�� %# ����<���� ��=���� 7�l �5��b� ��F� ���%F ���� ।  
 
 �����< C���� ,5 �(�$ ���F�I��$ !����� !����� /�� ‘�’ CI��� �����! J; 3���! 
7�. 7%. / / 7! �$�%� 3�� C���_'�� ,��+� �>�� । ������� Cf��F� /��!�� 7�����=� 
�����F�� %# ��� ����< J@� !�� ।  
 
 �(�$ ,��+� %�� (����$ Jd��j� �b� !��$� /�� 7�����=�� 3�� ����� ��_F�� ��l$ 
,�u� !��$� ���() 7©�@� 3�� !�� ।  
 
 %�� 7�. �$�%� /! �� 7!��J ���E ,�=�� 7�$ /�� ��=��� ���� 7!����� ��� ��_ 
!��$� 7�����=�� �=����@��$ ���-(��� �&�� CO�!�� !��  । 
 
 ,5 �(�$ ����! 7!~�$ �¦� %�� J%�� J�� (����$ Jd�j D =*�&��� �b� !��$� 
�5-�� !�� ।  
 
 %��� ,�^��# �5-�� 3��O 7%. �$�%� ��� 7�, 7� 7!� ����# ���-(��� �&�$ 7�����=� 
�� �-°3��Z �� 7!� /��!� =;�� ���t3����j� 7!� 3·; ,�P � ।  
 
 ��� ��� 7�, �±� ���# @������ 7%��� J������! ���(�� !�� ��;�� � । J��� �� ��$ 
���#�$ Cº /�� �� ��$; ��%$� =;$��> । J��� J����� 7�; C��� ;��=���� �����-�s !��� ।  
 
 �����l 7%. �$�%� �_¹R D (����$ =��� d�k! �#�5��� %# �=��(��� 3!�� !�� । ��� 
���, ��=���� =� !��F!��� �} !��$� &��� f=�j� /�D ��$ J�> । ��=��� ��� ��P! �_ 
C����j �#_F =$ ��� ��=��� v�� =;�� ���$� ��� ,�u� !�� । 
 
 ;������F ����� /��!�$ G�#��� �����F!��� 7%. �$�%� ��xj 3��!����� ��x�� ��=���� 
��=� /�� ���y��jF !��%� 3���� !�� । ��� G�#����! ��� 7�, ��=��� ����� 7@Y����� 
����=#� �� �%�$ ����$��> । G�#����! 7%. �$�%� %�� 7�, ��=���� ����� 7������� /�� 
������ ���"� ��_F /�� �=��(��� ��=$��> ।  
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������� ��� ����� 
B�Q। 3��������= 7���� 

�������j� ��$���$y ���©R 
3������, /; ���F ��&� 

��(��@� /!�< �M�P 

��!��� ������ ,�-��. 
/0�����$1-3�45 

6 �V��9D, �:�� 

 

GOVERNMENT OF EAST PAKISTAN  

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 

GENERAL SECTION 

 
No; G/1-13-71-1340(8)Edn.      Dated the 3.12.71 

From. Mr. Zainul Abedin, EPSS,  

 
Section Officer , Govt. of East Pakistan. 

 
To: 1)…. 

 2) The Vice –Chancellor, Dacca University. 
 

The undersigned is directed to say that it has come to the notice of Government that in 
spite of necessary security arrangement bomb blasts take place often in the  

Educational Institutions. Government take a serious view of this and have decided 
that all the Head of the Educational Institutions in the Province both Government and 

private should be intimated that they would be held personally responsible if any 

bomb blast takes place within their Institutions in future. 

 

 

 

Sd/- Zainul Abedin 

Section Officer- ( G ). 

----- 
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�������    ���    �����    
B��। �$����= 7%���� �$�%� G��! ���!*� ] �V��9�, �:�� 

 
 

�$�����= 7%���� �$�%�    
�5 ���$ 3����� 7�� v��    

=�� ���� � 
 

 @�!�� �d��� (����$ =����� �b� Z�� /�� 7� 7!� ����# ��z ���=�� �=����@��$ 
J���(��� �&�� %# ��!º 3!���� ,�^��# �$����= /! ����< %�(� C���� =$ । /����� 
���� 3!��, �$����= ���� !���< J�$��%� /;  �(�$ ���F�I��$ !����� !����� D ‘�’ CI��� 
�����! J; 3���! 7�. 7%. /, /, 7!, �$�%� 3�����! C_F�¦� %�� J��� !���� /�� ���F 
��%�� D 7�M �¦� %�� /, 7!, 7������E 7=��� (�lj 7� ।  
 
 �(�$ (�lj �� 3��O 7�. 7%. /, /, 7!, �$�%� %������j� 7�%
�$�� D ,^���� 3���� 
!�� ��� 7� ��F�; %@j C�'� ���(�� �#5 !��> /�� 7� 7!� ����# ����� J%��� �&�� 
%�# ��������� ��!º�� ।  
 
 ��� ���, �5 ���$ 7� 7���� ���$�� 3����� �� v�� =�� ���� � । ��� %�����j�! 
J"�� ���$ ���, ;��Ju�= %$ J�����; =�� । 7!� J��� 7�L�M _�!�� %# �k�; !��> । 
  
 ��� %�����j�! ��!F !�� ���$ ��� 7� (��� ��� C_F���! M��=�� ���j /�� 
�¨���j���� ��Î� M����_F !��� ,�^��# 7���� /; C���! f�� !��� %# �_����# 7MR� M����a ।  
 
 �(����l 7%. �$�%� %������� /��!� �����F� �� । 7���� G��! D ��%�!����� /! 
������� �5-��!��� ��� ����� ���y��jF !��%� 3���� !�� /�� ����� J"�� 7� 7� 7@�<� 
%��� ����� 7�>� ��$�> ।  
 
 
 
 
 

----------- 
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�������    ���    �����    
B�B। ��� ����+�� ���!F 7�%� 

7%���� ��D E��� J�� 
G��! ���!*� � �V��9�, �:�� 

 
�����, ��!��� D J��,k�    
���!*��� �-° �¦�j ��$�>    

��¢�; �; ���� ���F�® _��!    
7����! �&# ���� =�a. 7%���� E��� J�� 

 
 ���F ���!*��� @(jF��� �����! ,���R� 7�%� 7%���� ��D E��� J�� @�!�� 7������ 
 �!�$ ���, 7�� ��qF ��$ ���; (����� Jd��j� ��'�� ���!*� ��z ���=� J��&����! ��� 
M����� ���jF �&�।  
  
 /����� ��� ���F� ������! ;!��� J�� �� / ��� 3�� !�� । �������!��� ���_ /! 
q���$� G�P�! 7%���� E��� J�� ��� : Jd�j!����! ����%� !��� %#; J��� /��� 
J�>। J����� ��; ���� ���®� _��! ��� 3�� �&# ���� =�a । ��F�� ����+���� ���!*� ��z 
���=� ���F ���!*��! !���@� ����� ����� �! � / ���!F /!% ������ ��������� ���! 
�%Z��� !��� 7%. ��� %���� ���, 7! �����  � ? / ���!F J�� ���jF J+��� । J� 7� 
!���j; J���� J��� ���� =��� 7���> । 7�%� 7%���� ��D E��� J�� ���, �����j ��� 
����+���� ��z ���=��! J��&����! ��� M����� =$ । / ���� ����+���� Cf��F� C�+��� 
�� q<�� ����F� 3���&� �#�+� �<�!�$ ���� ���; ����!� =$ ��� ��� ,�u� !�� ।  
  
 ��� ��� 7�, �±� Cf��(�� ���� M�� (��� *¸ !�� 7��� ��$ ��� %# J����� ��%��� 
�>b�� %�$@�$ �±��� ���� �� !��; =��� ���F ���!*��� ����� ���!*� G�# ���=�� 3�� 
�&# । ��� ��� 7�, ���!*�� /��!� ���� (����$ ���� ��t��F=� । !��j J����� ��� 
7!Y����; /!<� C�� ।  
 
 ��� �����, ��!��� D J��,k� ���!*�� 7������ �-° �$¦� J�> ��� �#_F=�(��� ,�u�। 
!�� ��� ���, ����� 7!���; �±� !���� =$� । ‘����� ��� �±� !���� =$; ��� �� 3M� 
����� ��; ��� =�� ।’  
 

[[[[’’’’7����; ��" ����� #�$7����; ��" ����� #�$7����; ��" ����� #�$7����; ��" ����� #�$    
��� M������ ���_F# 7;��� M������ ���_F# 7;��� M������ ���_F# 7;��� M������ ���_F# 7;    

    
 ���!*� ��z ���=� ��� M����$ ���� ��� ��� ,�u� !�� । ��� ��� ��� 7�, ����$ ��" 
����� #�$ /!<� ��� M������ ���_F# (��� D ���!*� [�����; 7; ।  
 
 ��� ��� 7�, ���F ���!*�� (����$ =���� 3��=� !��� 7&�� ���!*�� 7�����=� ����� 
���-(���� JI��! C���� �&� >�k� J� �!>� �M�� !�� �  ।  
 

�=��� ����=��� ����=��� ����=��� ���    
    

 ��� ��� 7�, �=���� 7�� ��;�� /  ���"F (����$��� 7!� /���$�� 7; । �=���� @� �] 
�� ��� ��� M��> । 7��D�$ ��; =��� (��� D ���!*��� ���# ����� 7��� ।  
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(����$ 7Y���=�� Mef��� 7�Y>�� 7MR�    
 
 7%���� ��� 7�, 7������ (����$ 7Y���=� Mef�� ,��� =D$�� 7MR� M���$। J����� 
7Y�� ����� ,�� Jd�j M����$ ����� �����$ 7��� ���# !�� । /!% 3·!���� %���� ��� 
��� 7�, !���u� ���!*�� 7�����=�� �$¦�j; ��$�>। C�� /! 3�·� %���� 7%���� ���, 
7E���D ���!*� 7���� ��� M����a। 
    

MeMeMeMef���! ���a) !��� M�$f���! ���a) !��� M�$f���! ���a) !��� M�$f���! ���a) !��� M�$ 
 
 ��� %�� 7� (����$�� Mef���� ���_ J����� 7��@����@ ���a) !��� M�$। �!§ 7���� 
7���� ���y��jF �k�; M����$ ���a। 
 
 7�%� 7%���� /!% ������ �������!�! %�� 7� ��F���  �!�$ ���) %�����q !�FM������ 
C�����j� %# �; �V��9� �����  �!�$ �����! ������ �} ����� �#���� ���!*� 7�����=� 
%������q� C������ �g� =$। �!§ (����$ %O� ����  �!� ����b�� Jd�j M����$ ����� 
 �!� �#��@� ���!º� �#_F !�� 7�$ ��� ��� ,�u� !��। ��� ��=���# ���, �P! %�� � 
7! (����$�� /� !�% !����। %�����q !�FM����  �!� �#�@ !'! ���� =$��� �� M�$ �। 
 

��D�$�� /!<� @�F �-�R =�$�>    
 
 /! 3�·� %���� ��� ��� 7� J%  �!� �����b��� ��D�$�� /!<� @�F �-�R !�� >�k� 
=����!��� (����$ �������= ����l 7!�; ��E�# C%F !��� �����। /�&�j ��D�$ =$��� 
7�����D !�� =�$ 7@�> ��� ��� %��। ��� J��� ��� 7� �:�� ����� %� ���� ;���;� 
7���< !���>� 7��(��� (����� ���� ���!*� ���� ���=�� �������= v�� !��; (����$ ���� 
���=�� ��� ���  �!� ����b��� D�� Jq�� =��� 3�� �&#। 
 
 %������q� [�<� /�� C�� /!<� <�; ���� >�k� (����$�� (����� ���� ���!*� ���� 
���=�� J� /!<� ������ D��D Jq�� =��� �����। ���� ��v��� !������= M�t!�� !�% 
!���> ��� ��� ,�u� !��। 
 
 7�%� 7%���� ��D E��� J�� ��� 7� ]P� �V��9� ������  �!�$ =����!��� (����$ %O� 
��������=� 7� [@F�� =�$�> ���� C��#; Jd�j!���� /!<� ,���5 ��&� =�$�>। ��� ��� 7� 
@�!�� (7������) ��!�� �@�� ���F ���!*�� ���< (����$ ���� 4�� !�� (������ !�� =�$�>। 
/� ���# ��< =�Ï� ���� ��v��� !��� ���$ 4�� !�� (������ !�� =$ D C�� �Q�< ��, /, /E 
���� (������ !��। &��f* C�� N�< (����$ ���� C��# (���� ���k %���� �&� =�$�>। /� 
���# B�< ���� Mef�� /��!�$ ���!*� 7Y���=� &��f* !��।  
 
 7�%� 7%���� ��D E��� J�� ��� 7� (��� !�-F! ���< ���# ��E�#�! (��� ���!*�� 
��'�� ��� �k ���� =����$ ����< ��E�# ��� 3M�� !��>। ���!*� 7�����=� 3�$�%�$ �!� 
��¡� �#�+� f=j !��> ��� ��� %��। 
 

,s� �$����=    
  
 ,s� �$����= /��!�$ 7!Y��@� ��� M��> ��� 7�%� 7%���� %��। ��� ��� 7� 
!������� 7>�k ��D$�� ����F ���!*�  7���� (����$ ��&� � 7_�! � 4j C��! 7��!�! =��=� 
!�� P�!��@�L /��!�$ �����; (����$��� ��� C�(�� M��> ��� ��� %��। 
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(����$ 7�� C�� �=�%;  �!�$  �!�� ����� �!�, / ���F /!% ������ �������! 3· !��� 
7�%� 7%���� ���,’ E��%�!� C��d� !�� ��u�� ���! Cf�� =D$�� 7&�� ��ª 7�� 
J����� %# ����
'�, 7��� i����D /!<� M!t!�� ����।’ 
 

����< /��!�    
 
 (����$�� / /��!�$ 7� ��E�# ��( !���> �� ���F�� !��� %# �����< ��� M��> ��� ��� 
%�� । / /��!�$ (��� 6 �V�(� G�# 7�����$ !���>। ��� J��� %�� 7� J��,k� D 
!���u�� ��&j��F� ��!����� ������ ���! C��+� 7M�^f�� ��! /��!�$ (����$ G�# M�� �-�R 
!��>। 
 

[�-�!������ �t���� �} =�$ 7@�>    
 
 7%���� E��� J�� ���, ���!*�� ��'�� (���� ��F��! ����� �� ��W������� D 
[�-�!������ �t���� ��F��� 3!���& *¸ =�$ 7@�>। ���!*� 7�����=�� ��E�#, ����l !�� 
 �!�� J!��� ���!*�� G����!��� ���y��jF ���� %�����j 7��<����< ,tE�u =�$ ,�P�>। 
 

 �!�$ >�� G�# 73�j �=% $    
    
 
 ���F C���� 3�� @��  �!� ����� �_ ��@� !��� �#�����  �!�� (����$��� >�� G�# 
C����j� �¤��� ���!F �%�� !�� =�� 7%���� E��� J�� ��� 7�, /<� ��� �=% $। ��� 
/ 3��O ,�u� !�� 7�, %��F� >�� G�# C���j !���� =�� �-�<�!D /� w��!� �g�� =�� 
=�$�>�। �!§ �-�< J�%� �<�! J�> ��� %��। 
 
 ��� ���, +�$� =�� ���; ���!*� 3����� =�$�>। ���!*� ��������� �� !���>� 7�, 
���!*� � ����� 7��� �<!�� �। 
 
 ‘�!§ ���!*� BN �t�� �<�! J�> /�� (��l#��D �<�! _�!�� ��� ��� ���# !��। 
 

-----------  
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������� ��� ����� 
B�6। ��&���� ���!F� �¦� 

���l��� /!�< ����� 
G��! ;�sE�! �Q �V��9�, �:�� 

 
 

!���$ ��P#��*!  ���$� ��%�;��� �#�+�    
 
 ���F ���!*� ��!���� @j�����@ ��(��@� /! =#�4 J,�< ��� =$. ��F��� M��� �� 7�j� 
=;�� �B� 7�j� ��F� ��P#��*!���= ��F����M�� %# �!>� �� ����F ���F ���!*� ��!�� %�� /, 
/E, /� J��� =�!� 7�-�y BQ ���#����R /!�< !���< @P !��$��>�� । !�$! ���= J�@ 
!���< ,=�� �����<F 7�� !�� /�� @� A; �(9� �¦� ���l��� /! �(�$ �����<F ����M� !�� =$। 
�!>� �����F�� �� �����<F C������� =$। 
 
 /; ������<F� ������� C���$� J@��� ��&��lF =;�� �!>����#! ��P#��*! �����F !�� =;�� 
/�� ��� ��!� �;4�� ;����� ���#������ 3�� J!lFj �-�R /�� ���!*��� J��F@� �(�s ����$� 
���� %#  ���$� ��%��� =;��। 
 
 �¦� ���l��� �(�$ /; ���FD ����� @-=�� =$ 7�, (��l#�� �!� ��P#��*! 3!�� /�� 
��&�3��������= ���() 7�j��� ��P# !��� ����F �!� ��P#��*! #���� /!��V�� C� ���!*� 
/#��E$��F !�-F! C������� =;�� =;��। J�D @-=�� =$ 7�, ���F ���!*� {�� 7<0< ��! 7���VF� 
!��Fd��� ,)$�� %# ,����@� �#�+� f=j !�� =;��। 
 
 

--------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
B�]। ������ ���������� ���_ 

7%���� �$%� 
G��! ;�sE�! �� �V��9�, �:�� 

 
������ �������!��� ���_ �$�%�    

 
 @�!�� �d��� ���F�I��$ !����� D ’�’ CI��� �����! 3���! 7�. 7%���� /, /, 7! 
�$�%� J!�!(��� 7=��<� ;c�� !�c�c��� �@�$ ,��+� = /�� �%�Z� !�� ������ 
�������!�� ����l !�� ������’� 3����� 7!�_�$ J�>? 
 
 ��� ��� ����� �!��! J�� %���$ ���� M�; 7�, ��F��5�� Ju�=� C�f�= J�� /�D 
���F ���!*�� 7_�! J��� 7�����=��! ���M��� !��>। J�� !�D J��� 7�����=��! 7>�k 
��� � ��� ��� ���# !��। 
 
 ���F ���!*� 7_�! ��L� ���$ ���!F� (����$ 7������ [��(��}���! �����<F ������ 7_�! 
3M���� =D$�$ ��� [.� 3!�� !��। !�$!% �������!��� ���_ �!>�&j !_����F�  ��� 7%���� 
7=��<� �#�@ !��। (����$ 7����� 7%���� �$�%� ���F  ���!*�  7_�! M�� 7@�> ��� 7� ��F\ 
��_#� ����� 3M���� =�$�> ���� ������ �������!!��� ���# 4%� >�k�$ ��k�>�। ��� 
;c��!�c�c�� 7=��<� �����F !��$ �!� 4%��� C��� =�$�>। /����� %�! ����l 3����� 
/; ����� ������ !���>।  
 
 

---------- 
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To The President of Pakistan. 

 

 

 With  view to saving further bloodshed in the Country, we do hereby tender 

our resignation from the offices of the Governor and of Council of Council of 

Ministers with immediate effect and we severe our connections with the Government.    

 
 

Sd/= 

A.M./ Malek 

14-12-71 

Abut Quasem 

14-12-71 

 

A.S.M. Sulaiman 
14-12-71 

Nawajesh Ahmed 
14-12-71 

A. Ahmad 
14-12-71 

M.Yusuf 
14-12-71 

Md. Ishaque 

14-12-71 

Mujibu Rahman 

14-12-71 

Jaseemuddin Ahmed 

14-12-71 

Md. Obaidullah Majumdar 

14-12-71 

A.K. Moshrrai Husain 

14-12-71 

Abbas Ali Khan 

14-12-71 
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�����R�����R�����R�����R----����    
 
 

 
������� ��� ����� 

B��। @(F� ����! D ���F�I��$ 
�����! C���$�!� !��> 73��� 
73���Vc ;$��=$�� ��� ���F�. 

��� ������ &��� 3�� 

/V�(��!< J���� =! �] �V��9�, �:�� 

 

 

 

Precedence   FLASH   141332   Date Time 

Action                   Group 
From   PAK ARMY   URGENT        Security 

 
                    Classification 

To               GOVERNOR EAST PAKISTAN 600 13     Originator’s
               Number 

 
 

Info     COMMANDER EASTEN COMMAND    

 

 For Governor and General NIAZI from President. Governor’s flash message 

to me refers. You have fought a heroic battle against overwhelming odds. The nation 

is proud of you and the world full of admiration. I have done all that is humanly 

possible to find an acceptable solution to the problem. You have now reached a stage 

where further resistance is NO longer humanly possible no will it serve any useful 

purpose. It will only lead to further loss of lives and destruction. You should now take 

all necessary measures to stop the fighting and preserve the lives of all armed forces 

personnel all those from West Pakistan and all loyal elements. Meanwhile I have 

moved U.N. to urge India to stop hostilities in East Pakistan forthwith and to 

guarantee the safety of the med forces and all other people who may be the likely 

target for miscreants.  
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������� ��� ����� 
B��। J����F�j� J�@ ������ ���=�� 
7������! ��!���� ���#�@ D 7� ���$� 

����+�� ���!F %������q� ��j�_F�  ��l$! 
!�F!�F� % 7!��� /!�< 3����� 

/#�V�(��!< J���� =! A ��MF, �:�B 

 

 

THREE DAYS IN DACCA 1971 

By 

John R. Kelly 

 

 The is a personal account of some of the events which occurred in Dacca in 

14, 15 and 16 December 1971. It in no way involves the Organization of which I am a 

member, and is written simply as a personal recollection of some of the events 
surrounding the birth of Bangladesh. 

 
 My own involvement in the events started when I was assigned in August to 

Dacca by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Prince Sadruddin Aga 
Khan, to assist here in any problems refugee might encounter. As this was a strictly 

non-political, humanitarian   assignment, and s this is a non account, I am not putting 
down any comments on that aspect here and will say that, perhaps because I am an 

Irishman, I felt great sympathy for the Bengali people and wish only to see them 
enjoy a happy, prosperous and peaceful future.  

 

 When hostilities broke out at the beginning of December it was quite clear that 

activities concerning refugees were at an end for the duration. The Assistant Secretary 

General of the United Nations was in over all charge of the United Nations Relief 

Operation, Mr. Pauloi Marc Henry, a redoubtable Frenchman and an inspiration to us 

all, happened to be in Dacca for a short visit when hostilities broke out and trapped 

him here. He naturally assumed over all charge of the whole UN group, and asked me 

to undertake liaison with the military and governmental authorities, which involved 

many matters which, I would stress, were all purely humanitarian in purpose with the 

sole aim of saving lives and alleviating suffering. This note, however, deals only with 

some of the events of the last three days of the hostilities of December 1971.   
 

Tuesday, 14 December 
 

 On the morning of 14 December Dr. A.M. Malik, the Governor of East 
Pakistan,  telephoned me t the Inter Continental Hotel where I was living and asked if 

I and Mr. Peter Wheeler, also of UN, could go around and see him at Governor’s 
House about his own situation. I had met Dr. Malik many times in my functions both 

as UNCHR Representative in Dacca and also during the war period when I was doing 
military and governmental liaison.   
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By this time the course of the war was obvious. The front was crumbling and 
from within Dacca the situation seemed very similar to Berlin in early 1945. When 

Peter wheeler and myself went to see Dr. Malik at Governor’s House he was in a 
Cabinet meeting but came out and led us to his ADC’s Office. He asked for personal 

advice on his own situation.  

I told him I thought he and his Ministers were in grave and imminent danger of 

being killed and that unless he sought refuge in the Neutral Zone t the Inter 
Continental Hotel immediately he probably would not survive the night. However, in 

order to gain admission to the Neutral Zone they would have to resign from all 
official functions. He said that his Cabinet was at that moment considering whether or 

not to resign but they were reluctant to do so. He himself felt that he should not resign 
s, he said, in the eyes of history it would look like desertion if he resigned t that 

moment. He then asked if he could send his wife and daughter to the Neutral Zone. I 
replied that although his wife and daughter would certainly be admitted to the Neutral 

Zone t the Hotel Inter Continental, this would not achieve his purpose: the Hotel was 

full of journalists and they would say that Dr. Malik had so lost confidence in the 

future that he was sending his family into safety and they would then ask when he 

himself was coming. 

At that moment Governor’s House shook violently under several heavy 
explosions. It was clear that the building had come under direct attack from the Indian 

Air Force and Peter Wheeler and myself immediately left, jumping over the 
balustrade, and I took shelter under a jeep about five yards away. There were about 

six Indian planes which made two strikes each on the building with rockets and then 
followed up with cannon. During the first part of this attack Muzaffar Hussain, then 

Chief Secretary, emerged looking very pale and we exchanged wan salutations. As the 

strikes on Governor’s House continued, I ran to a trench about 20 yards away which 

was already full of soldiers and lay on top of them. All this time I kept a running 

commentary on the action over my handset radio (“walkie talkie”) to Paul Marc 

Henry t the UN location. General Farman Ali ran past, also looking for shelter” and 

said to me s he passed! “Why are the Indians doing this to us?” Under the 

circumstances, as the Indian, aircraft wore continuing to attack the building some 20 

yards away with rocket and cannon fire, it did not seem a own shelter. The sound of 

the attacks were deafening but eventually they stopped and I got into my car, picked 

up Peter Wheeler, and returned to the UN Location.  

At the UN Location I informed Mr. Paul Marc Henry of what had happened and 

met there Mr. Gavin young of “The Observer”. Gavin young told me, with a 

confidence which was subsequently proven very mistaken, that it would be at least an 

hour before the Indian Air Force could return s they would have to go back to Indian 

to refuel and reload. He suggested that we return to Governor’s House to see what had 

happened there. I agreed, and drove Gavin Young in my car back to Governor’s 

House. We were met there by the Military Secretary who informed us that Dr. Malik 

and his Cabinet had taken shelter in a bunker in the left of the Governor’s House. He 

took us there  
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and we found Dr. Malik and his Cabinet looking very shaken but still undetected 
whether to resign or not. I told them that I thought that were not only in danger of 

being killed by irregulars, and they could not depend on their guards, but the Indian 
Air Force itself had now made a direct attack on their lives.  

At that moment the Indian Air Force made a second devastating attack on 

governor’s House, Gavin Young had unfortunately been wrong in his estimate of the 

time for their return. They bunker is not a very safe bunker and it is above ground and 
we did not know whether or not the Indian Air Force knew of its existence. Certainly, 

a direct hit would have wiped it out. The aircraft continued to make Ministers then 
drew up  letter of resignation to the President of Pakistan which was signed by Dr. 

Malik and all the Ministers present.  

Dr. Malik then withdrew to an inner room in the bunker where his wife and 

daughter were waiting, washed himself, knelt and said his prayers. The ex-Govrnor 

and The ex- Minister moved a little later that day to the Neutral Zone in the Inter-

Continental Hotel.  

It seems clear that the collapse of the whole civil Government of East Pakistan on 

14 December must have provided a severe shock to those directing the war on the 

Pakistan side and brought home to them the seriousness of the situation. It may well 

be that the collective resignation of the whole East Pakistan Government thus 

shortened the war by one or more days.  

 

Wednesday, 15 December  

 

Early on the morning of 15 December Dr. Malik came to me in the Inter-

Continental Hotel to say that in between his resignation as Governor and his departure 

from Governor’s House on 14 December he had received a telegram from President 

Yahya. So far as I know, this is the first time president Yahya authorized a cease-fire.  

Dr. Malik said he had been unable to contact General Niazi concerning president 

Yahya’s instructions: “You should now take me all necessary measures to stop the 
fighting” and he asked me for assistance. In order to save further loss of life, and in a 

personal capacity, I agreed to help. I then contacted colonel Gaffur, the Pakistan army 
Liaison Officer (in civilian clothes) in the Neutral Zone, and the three of us then went 

to my room where we telephoned General Niazi.   

Dr. Malik asked General Niazi what action he had taken on the President’s 

instructions; and General Niazi replied that he would like to discuss this with Dr. 

Malik and invited him to leave the Hotel and go to the Cantonment to discuss the 

matter. I advised Dr. Malik that if he left the Neutral Zone he would no longer have 
any protection and that under the circumstances of his resignation the day before and 

its likely effect, it might be dangerous for him to do so; I suggested that, instead, he 
invited General Niazi to come to the Hotel, but said he would send General Farman 

around to represent him at such a meeting.  
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General Farman duly came around to the Hotel. As a foreigner and in any case I 
was acting privately and in no way as an intermediary, I withdrew from the discussion 

of such an internal nature and Dr. Malik General Farman and Colonel Gaffur 
conferred together. Subsequently they invited me back, and showed me the following 

proposals they had drawn up and which General Farman was taking to General Niazi 

for approval and transmission to President Yahya:  

 

“To bring an end to loss of further human lives and destruction we are willing to, 

under honorable conditions:  

 

a. Cease fire and stop all hostilities immediately in East Pakistan 

b. Hand over peacefully the administration of East Pakistan as arranged by the U.N.;  

c. The U.N. should ensure:  

 

I) safety and security of all armed personnel of both military and para-

military forces of Pakistan pending their return to West Pakistan;  

II) safety of all West Pakistani personnel-civilian and civil servants 
pending their return to West Pakistan; 

III) safety of all non-locals settled in East Pakistan since 1947;  
 

IV)  guarantee of no reprisals against those who helped and served the 
Government and cause of Pakistan since March 1971,” 

 

General Farman undertook to the Natural Zone later that day and let us knew the 

reactions of general Niazi and president Yahya to their proposals. General Farman did 

return about 2100 hours and informed US that, although General Niazi had approved 

these proposals, Islamabad had rejected them on item (b) “to hand over the 
administration of East Pakistan”. Thus ended yet another attempt at a case-fire in the 

hostilities.  
 

Thursday,16 December  
 

Early on the morning of 16 December we learned of the ultimatum but the Indian 

Army to the Pakistan Army in East Pakistan to surrender 0930 hours Dacca time that 

morning. Colonel Gaffur, Dr. Malik, Mr. Sven Lampell of the League of Red Cross 

Societies and myself all made desperate efforts to contact Pakistan Army, 

Headquarters by telephone from the Hotel but were unable to get any contact. Having 
myself participated in the Second World War in North Africa and Europe as an 

infantry Officer in the British Army I am only too well aware of the appalling loss of 
life and destruction which an all-out attack on Dacca would entail. Colonel Gaffur 

told us that he knew that the Pakistan Army Communications Centre had been 
destroyed by the Indian air attacks the day before, and he was not sure, firstly, 

whether General Niazi accepted the ultimatum and, secondly, whether the Pakistan 
Army had been able to inform the Indian Army whether or not they accepted the 

ultimatum.   
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The Indian Air Force was already circling over Dacca, presumably in preparation 
for attack, and we knew that the Indian Army was gathering strength in the suburbs, 

also presumably in order to launch an overwhelming artillery and infantry assault. I 
might add that we were subsequently told by Indian officers when they entered Dacca 

that the Indian Forces really meant business, if the ultimatum had not been accepted 

they really would have made an annihilating assault on Dacca. It was desperately 

urgent to save the city and, about 0830 hours, Colonel Gaffur, Mr. Lempel and myself 

decided to leave the Neutral Zone and drive to the Cantonment to find out from 

General Niazi what was happening and whether he had been able to get into contact 

with the Indian Army. 

On the way to the Cantonment I informed Mr. Paul-Marc Henry at the UN 
location by my handset radio what we were doing, and he put the UN radio signalers 

in Dacca and New Delhi on the alert to stand-by for a possible extremely important 
message.  

After some delay we were brought to the Command Bunker, but General Niazi 

was not to be seen. However, we found General Farman in the Bunker-an obvious 

prime target looking ashen-faced and completely broken. Staring into space, he gave 
the impression of having given up everything. He informed me that he was authorized 

to speak for the whole Pakistan Army in East Pakistan and those they had agreed to 
accept the Indian ultimatum. He also confirmed that as their Communication Centre 

had been destroyed they had not been able to inform the Indian Army of their 
acceptance of the ultimatum.  

I asked General Farman whether, purely as a channel of communications, he 

wished me to convey by the UN radio network the acceptance by the Pakistan Army 

of the Indian ultimatum. General Farman replied in the affirmative, so I led him 

outside the bunker in order to enable my handset radio to work and contacted Paul 

Marc Henry at the UN location. I then gave the message in General Farman’s 
presence to Paul-Marc Henry, and General Farman added two further points: First, to 

request the Indian Army for a six hour extension to the truce because of the 
breakdown in the Pakistan Army’s Communications, second, to invite the Indian 

Army to send a party of staff officers to discuss further arrangements, if possible by 
helicopter to Dacca Airport, where they would have safe conduct and proper 

courtesies. I duly passed the whole message by my radio to Paul –Marc Henry who in 
turn had it transmitted immediately top New Delhi. The time was 0920 hours.  

Colonel Gaffur, Mr. Lampell and myself then left the bunker area, with the 

Indian Air Force still circling overhead. However, the message got through to the 

Indian Command in time, and the threatened onslaught on Dacca did not take place. 
 

Dacca: 8 March 1972. 
 

---------- 
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����� ����� 
���� ��� ������ 

(" ) 
��$%��  ���&�� 

 
������� �'��'��'��'�    ��������������������    

()*। �������� 
�����--�.���� /�0 
���12 ��$%��  ��&�&�.3 �4&�� ���&��   

�������  ��56, �8��9� ):;) 

 
��� <� ��= ��6> �?� �����@ ��� <� ��= ��6> �?� �����@ ��� <� ��= ��6> �?� �����@ ��� <� ��= ��6> �?� �����@     

$���A �� -�� $���A �� -�� $���A �� -�� $���A �� -�� 1��B�1��B�1��B�1��B�        
 

 ��5�, (C �� ��56 )��� <� D�E��) ��� <� ����� ���D6� �5������ $�� $���A �� -�� 
1��B� F� � �G�  /�����6  ��  ��5� �����.�� "  H�=6�IA�J $��� K�L��� ��� ��, ��� 
 MN��� -J�H� EO�� ��� <� ��= ��6> �?� �����@। 

��� $���  -�3 ��� ��, ��� " ��P��6 � � �>��  ��� �। ��� ��� (:�� ��56 ���� 
� Q�� �A��� "  �������  ��R�� �4&6��  ��� ��� $��। 

$�� 1��B� ���, ��, "� ��� �� ���� ���� ��H��� -J�H� EO�� ��= ��6> ��� <� 
�?� �����@। 

$�� 1��B�� ���G �@�� $�� -�S� H��A$ ���$���, $�� �T���� ��<�A� ��, ��U6� ��A 
��$�, $�� -�� �� ������ "�� ���� ��H��� -��  �����। 

 ��5� �����.�� "  ����D ����  ���  $�� 1��B��  �9�6� $��। ��� ���� �G�  
������ -��� ����� $�� “���-E ��� <� �$.����,’’ “A��� ��� <�-�$.����,’’ "  ��HT� 
�� <�-�$.����,’’ �X�T� ���� G�� । 

���$� ��� 1�T  ��� �5���@���$� ��� 1�T  ��� �5���@���$� ��� 1�T  ��� �5���@���$� ��� 1�T  ��� �5���@    

----1��B�1��B�1��B�1��B�        

8�� ( ��5� "  ����  / ��, $�� 1��B� ����@ ��, ��� ���$��� �H�� �'�6 �� <� " �D 

��� A����Y 3 ���/����  �� �� TZ  ��� �5���@��। 

$�� 1��B� �������  ��R�� ��� ��, ��� ���$�� �H�� �/���8�[�  ��@ �� ��\� A����� 
���  �� ���� ��� H���@ ��, $���� ���=��� � � ������ ���� �, $���� ���=� SE�D 
 ���D�� 1�T  �� H��। " �D ��]� �� <�  ���D "�� ���D �'�6 ��� <�  ���D �>��6� ��� 
����� $� /�����  ��6��� ?��� H<�>�  �� H��, SE  ���D �G�^�� ��]� �� <�  ���D  
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E���������� 3 �'�6 �� <�  ���D F� � �&G 1�� _�Z�  ����� H��। "@�\� �>��6� ��� 
���� ��`�� ���a��� ):C( ����� ����b �������  H��3 ��< ?��� �'�6 ��� <�� C �A�� 
�1�c�� H<�>�  �� H��। 

$�� 1��B� -�3 ��� ��, ):C( ����� ����b /����  � � 
��3��� /��  ���। 
"�� /��� ��� Q� ��N� /<�� ����@। 

��� -�3 ��� �� ����� ���D6 " ��a�� "E ��  �� ��, $���� ���=��� ������ ����, 
����� d� ��, �8���D d� ��, ��6�5  �� H�� ��e�� � Q�� ��=����� ������� ����> fHN ���= 
/���$ H�� SE�D �&G   ���D fHN  �� H��।  

��� ���, $���� ���=��� �������� ������ �/���8[ ���=N�  M ��� "D�E ���� 
 ���@��। ��� ��� ��, " ��� ��� /���g����  ?��� ���� H� ��H�� ��5h�D 
��� ��`i T�Z� 
H��। 

$�� 1��B� ��� ��, ��56 ����� (j 3 (k ����� �/���8[ E���H��� ���G -3���� ��T ��� 
3 ��h� K���Y���� �� _�Z  ���l� H� ���� ���� " �D �� A����� ���  ��। "�� ��h�� ��h��� 
�'�6� ���� �G�  ��� �T�� ��� ��, S�D ������b   �1� TZ  ��� H�� "�� $���� 
���=�� ������b  /<�� ��� ������ ���� /���$ H�� �। 

"E S�D ������b   �1� S�D �&G  ����b /N�  ��� "�� ��� $���� ���=��� 
������� ����� H�� �A8���� �,  �A8������ $� ����b /N�  ���। -3���� ���T� 
"E �8T��$��� -��� ���m� HE�। -��� $���� ���$�� �H�� �  5�। -��� $���� ��h� 
-�� K�L�� � ? ��h� Ko���� /<�� 5����  @�\� -� � @� �’। 

$�� 1��B� ���, �'�6 ��� <��� ����a�� �p'N61��� ��� ���$��� ��bN��� �@�। ��� 
$�����N�  1�� ��G 5����  ��@�� "�� / &�E ��� ��� <��� ��H���� ��q��  �� �। (j 
�� ��56 5'\�> ���� ������ H�। ���������� �� ��� � K�c��  �� H� "�� $���� ��� � �@h�\ 
�A�� H�। ��@�\� $���� ����� /�� &�� ������  �� H�। ):CC ��� �G� E ��� ���$�� �H�� 
�'�6 ��� <��  ����� ��]��r� �G�  �&G   ��� $� /�5Y� 5����� -��@। $�� 1��B� ���, 
��� � ��D ���� � ����  �4&��, �X�T� "�� ��1��� KI���H�  �� ��14 3 s��  �� ���� �। 
��� ���, ����� �E�$����� �� ��� " �D �r��  ���O2 H�� ��� � ����� ��� <�3 
����  ������ H�� ���� ���� � 

��� $��, �'�6 ��� <��� ����a��� ����/�?�� �/���8[ �� ���a� fHN  ���@ �� 
��� <��� �$
 3 �1�>��N ������। 

‘1��� ��=��D $������u Ko��  ��� ���� " /�0� $���� 1��B� ���, ��� <��� �1�>��N  
������� �  T����� � �E ��� �� 1����� �E। "M� � � ������ $�����u �?�  ��� �T�� 
�� Kv���  �$ H�� ��� 1��B� P������ Kw��N  ��। 

 
_��  �'�6���, jx ��56, ):;) 
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��y ���H� ����/�� ��� ����6  
�H����T��� ���� ���� 

-��H��� -�� 
 

��� <� �8���^���D  ���D6�  1�E� �/���8[  $�� ��H��� -�� T� �� �z���� F� �� "  
���&���� ���, /�����  �����b���� ���G �����6 �  �� 1����� /���b� ����� E�.�� T�{� 
��\�P\�  �� ��� KI��H ��� �'�6 ��� <� �p� 6 ���6����[ /<�� ���  ��� 1����� ������\� 
/����� �����b� -��c $�����@ "�� ��� -��c ���E ��Z । ��<�� E ���XY ��=��D� gM|�  
� �^��E ���D�  �� ���� ��� �। 1����� ��� �1� /<���D fHN  �� / &���? �� ����� 
�1�>��N ������� H<�?� �  ��� ��6$
� &� ->$6���  ����  ������  ���@। ��e 
 MN�����  �} ��E, ?�~ $�����'�H� 
����� f��  ��� �&HI $���g���� A�������� ������ 
��M�� /�����। 1��� ��  ��@ ���� ���� "��� ���� ���N����� ��1��{ / �� H�� ��\�@। 

1����� ���6����[� ��6�R� /<��� �� �� �'�6 ��� <�� ��y 1����� ��� ���  ��/��� 
-����� ����� �'�6 �r��� ��� ��� $� ��N6�� S�6�� �8�  "��@। �'�6 ��� <��� 
$������N� 
�1���  $������ ����� H���@, �G6%��  ��]��� ���� �����@, ����=� $���� 
���2 H���@ "�� ���� S�16�T ���H��� H�O। ��G�� ����� K�� " ���� -���� �। 

"� A�� �'�6 ��� <��� 1��=�I �G6%��  �� �� 3 ����� 1��� ?��f< H���@।  

��y �I�����  KI��H �� "�� ��H���  �� @�\�3 1��� ��� ���83�H ��< /5��-������  
��� <��� ��M�� ���=��T���� "�� �'�6 ��� <��� ���a�� �p� 6 ��6U ��G�� ������D 
����=�'�  /5��N��  ��$ �����$�  ���@। 

��y 1����� ��/��� ������ "�� ����� �H���T���� /������  �� "�� ����� " �D 5�� 
��?� ��3��� $� -����� /���?� ���H� ���Z ����@। -����� /���?����H� � � ����/��  
����=�  �@ �G�  �'N6  ��G6 3 �H����T��� ���� ����। "E ��G6 �� ���� H��, �� ��\����\ 

�1���  ��a� �A�� -���, ����� "E ���� �G6%�� , ��$%��  "�� ���� K2��'�  
�I���� �M �H$ H��। 

-�� -��  �� 3 ��q��  �� �� -����� $�����N ����a��� gM| K����  ��� "�� 
$���� -H��� ��\� ����। ����D ���� ):C� ���� 1��� 3 ��� �H���T���� � � 5^�> 3 
=\�b ��G6  �� �����@��। 

 
 

_��  ��� <�, ; "�/�, ):;) 
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��q�  ����>  ��� $� 1��� �1�cH���q�  ����>  ��� $� 1��� �1�cH���q�  ����>  ��� $� 1��� �1�cH���q�  ����>  ��� $� 1��� �1�cH�    
/5��N� 5����O/5��N� 5����O/5��N� 5����O/5��N� 5����O    

----H���S� H  �5�����H���S� H  �5�����H���S� H  �5�����H���S� H  �5�����    

 

��� <��� ����  ����` �b� 3 ����Y "8�1�� D $�� H���S� H  �5����� ������� ���&�� 
�����@e 

�'�6 ��� <���� ��E �5�� G�  � � , ���� �]�E ����� � � ��5���� ��� ��  ��� �� 
 �� �। 

��]��r� �G�  �'�6�r��  ���O2 "�� ������N���� ������� $� ��� <��  s��  ��E 
1����� /5��N�� " ��� K�L�� ��� �� H�O। "E K�L�� �'�N "�� ��q�  ����>  ��� $� 
� � �G� ������ ����� �=6N  �� �H���'H�  s�� 3 H�$�� H�$�� ��� �  H���� ��G�� ��1���T 
���q�  ��@ ���� ���  H�O। 

�����? ��� 3 ��1���� ������� 1����� �����-����� ���6 D�E "E �?� �$6� ���  �� 
H�O।  ��� "E ���N� ��G�� �D�  G� �� ����। 

�'�6 ��� <���� �  5�� �� ��� )(x �� -�T �u��=� H���@-�� ��f /�� ��v $����� 
" �D ��� $���� ���=��� ���� ��6�5�� $� �1�D ��। 

$TN ��f ����  (�'�6 3 ��]�) " �D EK�D TN�  �� " �D ��� $���� ���=��� ���� 
�H���� ���� $� ����� /����� ��6�5  ���@ " �D "   ����� ����b /N��� $� "�� �'�6 
��� <��H ��h5�D 
��c����� EK��D� ����� T�Z� ��E ����� �� �� /��l�� K�L���। 

1����� /5��N� ����� �   �� ����  �� �� �'�6 ��� <� ��� <� �G�  ���O2 H�� 5�� "�� 
��E �G6H� ��|� �1�c�� ���O2��������� _��  3 _�=��  ��G6 ���� �M  ���@। 

/ &���? "E ���� ���4��� ��� <� ���?� 1���� ���� ��3�� ����। /�NH�� H���@, 
 ��N S16�T�$ 1��� �� H�� ����, �� -E 3 �&��� "� "  ��6��� �1��T ��\�@� �� -��� 
�A����� 3 ��56 ���� �����@। "D� ���E Se�$  "�� "D� "\��� /���� �E  ���। 

-�� -��  �� �T�D� �r��� ���> "�� K1� ����� $T�N�  ����N� ������ 1��� "E 
�^���'�  �G �G�  ���� H��। / &� uD� �p� 6 1����� � � ��.H G� �� "��� ����� 
 �D��� ���  �@ �G�  ���� �H�$E �� $��� ����। "E  �D��� �� -����  "�� �� ������ 
���  ��@ �� -����  "�� � 1����� K�6� ����� 3 /5��N� ������ ��� 1'����I  �� H���@। 

"� � � ��N�� $T�N�  �6�� H�O 
�1���  $�� �A���� -�� ������ ��gN �l�� ��z 
-�����T  ��। ��56 ���� �� ���H ���I H������ A�� 
�1���  $������ ���H� H�। 

/���  �T��� � /���  �� ����  ��@ "E -��  ��� ��� �� -�@ �� ����� $��, 

����� "�� ���� ��?� H��। �� ��� ��� �������  $�/� �� �� /��l�� $� /�5Y� 5����� 
��3�� /���$। "E /���T �/���8[ E���H�� ���� ���&�� ��1. ���T�। 

 

_��  ��� <�, ; "�/�, ):;। 
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1����� /�� 1��B�� �� 6��N� 
 

�����, �E "�/�।- ��� <� ����� ���D6� �5������ $�� $���A �� -�� 1��B� -$ 
1����� /�� �� 6 ��N� Kw��N  �� ����@, 1����  ��� <��� �1�>��N �������  H<�?�  ��� 
�����  ���N�� �1�T  ��� H��। 

_��  $�-"� "  ���� ��� H�, $�� 1��B� ���, ��� <��� $TN � ��� "�� 1����� 
/���D -^�N��  ���?��� ��h� 1��T� $3��� ����� $� ���� /<�। 

$�� 1��B� ��� ):Ck ����� $���E ����� "  �4&��� K�&�� ���� ���, -����� �H� 
/������ 5� " �r�� 1����  ��� �����N�'�  ��� �M  ��� ���� �। " G�� /��N ):C� 
����� ���� ��3� �T�@। "����� "E ����D ��4 ):C� ���� 1����  �� 5���� �����@� 1����� 
�� ��m&� H3�� K�5� �। 

��� ���, "����� �H� ��4 5��� $TN ��$� K�4�� �\। ��h�D �{� 3 
����� �/� 
"�� 
����� ��T������ /�� 5����� ��G6 ����@। 

$�� 1��B� -$ ������ �������  �6���� K�L��� 1=N�� /���T ���, $��� "� �����  
�� �D� �R���। ��� <�� �1�>��N 3 ��E��� �^�� ����� ����c� 3 a����|3 $� 1���H 
����a��� �&�Y  ���@। " � �� ���� ��? " �� D -��c -� ��� � /���D �T�� ��� " 
�$�  ��P��6 ��$� ���H���  1��� � ���  ��� H��। 

��� ���, ��� <� ����� ���D6 ����� ����c�, a���| 3 ��H��� $� ��5Y। ��� ���, 
��� ���D6 "� � � ���?� fHN  ���� ���� ����a�� �u������ H�� �\��। -����� /G� �?� 
H�O ����� ����c� 3 ��H�� ���?N  ��। " $� -��� �� � � ���T 
� ��  ��� /��। 

��6�� �� �D� K�J�  �� $�� 1��B� ���, ������� -3���� ���T� @-�A�  �6�'5� �@� 
�'��e ����  S-���� ��14  ��� A��6��। ��� ���$��� �H�� /G�� ��\����\ $���� ���=��� 
�������� �?���� �@��।  ��N ���� ���=�� ������� -3���� ���T� �����T��l��� �$�� C 
�A�  �6�'5� ��<���� �?� H��। "���  ��]� ��� <���  �� $ /������� ������6 ��� 
���$��� �H���� � D -����6N  ��। � � ��h��� -�� �@� ���� �b�| ����। 

$�� $���A �� -�� 1��B� ���, ������ $�� $���� ���=��� ������� �'��6 /�� &� 
-E ������ @�\� -� � @�E  �� H�� �। ������� -3���� ��T C-�A� �1�c�� ����b M� 
�����@�। ������� -3���� ��T dY �u�=N�  ���@�, �� C-�A�  �6��5��� "�D� � �����6  ��� 
�। " $� ���=�� � � / �� �G6�'N6 -���5�3 ��� �@� �। -� " $�E ����� ���D6 ��\����\ 
 ���@� �� ���=��� ������� -�TE �����b� �����  ��=�� K1� �����T��l ���D6� � ��� 
H3�� /���$।  

$�� 1��B� ���, ��� ���$��� �H�� $������ ���� ���=��� ������ 8� �� 5�E�� � � 
���56 ��� ���=��� ��E�� �������� a��� �R� H। " G� dY ��, ����� ���D6 -ET� 1��� 
����  D� ���  ��� �5Y� ��G6  �� �����@�। 

$�� 1��B� ���, ��]� ��� <��� � � � � ��� ��1���T  ���@��, ��, ���  ��5� "  
$�1�� ����  ��14  ��� ��� �� ���  ��। �G5 ��� ����@��, ?��� �'�6 3 ��]� 
��� <��� �����T��l  ��g���� H��� H<�>�  ��� H��। 
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��� ���, ����� ��H�� 3 ����c� �?�� $�E ����� ���D6 ������� -3���� ���T� ���G 
?���� ��� fHN  ��� �5���@�। " @�\� "����� ?���� "�D� � ����� �@� �। ��� ���, "D� 
�@� Se�$  ��, ���� ��$%��  ���E "� " $ ���� � � D ��\����\ ?��� H<�>��� 
����  ��@�� ��� ����  D� ���  ��� �5���@��। 

$�� $���A �� -�� 1��B� ���, "D� �@� �'��e �� ��� ��� " D� ���। ):C: ����� 
������ ���� ��]� ��� <��� ����$� ����� ��� ���$�� �H���� ���G ���T��$�  ��� K4 
��� ���D _���  ���@��। 

��� ���, �'��e "�� ��$%��  ��� ��$� ���4T� K�L��� ��� <�� ��<|, a���| 3 
-��6�  ���^  �� �����@��। ��� ���, ����� ���D6 �� ����  D� ��� D� ���  �� �G�  �?� 
 ���@ E��H�� �� /��N  ���। 

��� ���, �'�6 ��� <��� $T�N� -�� ����� H� ��6�� �G6���� ...���=N �G�  ���4 
��1  ��। ��M� ��]� ��� <��� $T�N�3 "E " E �����। ��� ��� �'�6 ��� <��� 
$�����N "E ��q��� C-�A�� ��? �1�D �����@ ��, "� ������ ��6�� �G6%��  ���=�N� ���� 
uD��। � � ���O2 H3��� $� ���� C �A�� ��? �1�D ����। 

����� ���D6� �5������ ���, �'�6 ��� <��� �� � � /���b� � ��� �/���8[ "  
��� <��� �]��� ���� "�� ����� K1� ��� �G�  ��6�� �G6%��  ���=�N� ���� uD��� 
����� ���D6 ��� ���G �H����T��  ��� /�� ����@। 
 

_��  ��� <�, * "�/�, ):;)। 
 
 

1����� H<�?� ->$6���  -E�� �p'N6 ������ 
��� ���H�� K�L�� ���&�� 

 

�'�6 ��� <� $����� 3������ E������ �/���8[ ��� ���H�� K�L -H���� ���&��� �'N6 
����Ne 

T�  �� �� ��� ��� <�� �1�>��N uD���� �p� 6 1����� ����� �����  ��� 3 
��U61��� ��G�� ��� ������  �� -��@। " ���� $u� 3 ��G�� /5��N�� ���� "�D� � E<��e 
����  ��@ �। 

��� <��� �1�>��N uD����� K�� 1����� ���6����[3 " �D /<�� fHN  �� H���@। " 
@�\� �'�6 ��� <��� ����> �����3 1����� _�� ������, ���� ������  1����� _����� �y 3 
�G6 ���� �'�6 ��� <�� ��/��� "�� T1�� ��T�� ��� <�� ���N$� $�H�$ H����� ��� ��3�� 
�T�@। 

"��  ��6� ����� ������ 1��� ��� -$��� �'�6 ���� ���� ���E ���5� ���O। 1����� 
"��  ��6� ��� -������  -$��� �'�6 ��g����� ��������� K�� �H.���� ��6����  G�E 
m�N  ���� ���, ����� �&�D� ���$�� @�@���� 1����� �H.��� /���N�  �� ���������� ��< 
��� �� �@��� ����@ "�� ��6��  ��6̂ �� H<�?� 3 ������ @����� $� ��?�� �����T ����� 3 
�G6���  S��a� �&�Y  �� ��������� ��< ��� �� �@��� ����@ "�� ����� ��6��  ��6̂ �� 
H<�?� 3 ������ @����� $� ��?�� �����T ����� 3 �G6���  S��a� �&�Y  �� ��������� 
������ $������ ����  ���@। ������ �I ��� 1����� ������TN  
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��h��� ��� �� /��l�, �G%��  �fT��� �]��� ���� 3 ��6�� 3 $���� 
����� 
��e/��l�� $� 1��� ��1�T  �� " �D �R�$  $������� ����a�  ��। 

� � 1��� -$3 ��� ������ ��� 1���� �����। ��� ��1��T� �� ����� �5��� �N 3 
��� <�� ��3� /�� �
� &��, �'�6 ��� <�� ��� �����H ��{� �5Y�, ��� <��� -$��� H�N 
 ��� /�5Y� /1&�� uD�� ��� ���� 1��� ��� <��� ��M�� ���12 5^��> ��� H���@। 

"���3 ��� <��� �1�>��N ������ �p� 6 " E K�L�� ��� 1��� ��^� H���@। 1��� " 
���� ��  ���@, �� ��� $u� 3 �.��E �, "D� ->$6���  -E 3 ����-����3 �p�N6 
������। ������ -�� 1�����  ��6����� ��� �.�  �� 1��� �� ���  $���� ���� 5�E ��, �'�6 
��� <��� $TN  �E "E 1����� 5^��>� 
� �� H�� �, ��� 1����� 5^�> ���I  ��� $�� 
����� $���� � ����  ��� ���� "�D� � ����  ��� �। ���6 ��� <��� $TN ����� -$��� 
�?�� $� "   ����� ��h\���। 

-�� ����> "�� �� ����� ��� 1�E��� /�� 1�������� ��/����� �� � � /�5Y� ���I 
 �� $���� 
����� �?�� -��� $���O। "E ��H'��6 ������H� �1�>��N -E 3 �&���� �$��, 
���> �/� $������N� $�, ��� 3 EU� �?��  ��$ �����$� 3 ����� ����> �?�� /�� 
����@। ������H� S�&�� ��� 3 ���&���� �&�Y ������ ��M�� �I���� 5����O। ���� ���> 
��e/��l�� $�� $T�N� ��^� �H����T�� �� ��। ������ -�� "  ��$ � ��� /�� ������H�� 
���G �H����T��� ������ $���O। 
 

_��  ��� <�, * "�/�, ):;)। 
 
 

1��� �'�6 ��� <����� ���� ���N�  ��� 5�� 
-�3��� ��A$�� H  

 

�'�6 ��� <� $����� K����� �����N �p��  �3��� ���� ��A$�� H  ���, 1��� �'�6 
��� <��� ; � ��D ���=�  �5����� $� ���� ���N�  ��� =\��b �����$� ����@। 

"����� ���� / ��, T� �z���� F� �� /�c "  ���&���� �3��� ��A$�� H  ���, 1��� 
����� ����� /5��N� 3 ��y ���  ��/����� ������ �'�6 ��� <��� $TN�  ����G ���5���� 
 ���@ "�� ��$%�� , �G6%��  3 ��6�� ��  ���� "E /����D�  s��  �� ���� 5��। ��� 
���, 1������� �{�� @�����N ���� ���$ -����� �G%��  ��M�� �z�  �� ���O। 

��� ���, 1����� �G� �G� ��6����?��� ������ H�� 1�������� ��H����� -��� -�@ 
���� ��� �� 
�T6 �����  ��@। ����� /� ��14  ��� ��� 1����� ���N� ����$���� 
��������� ���G �  ���� ���H��  ���@�, �� �G�  ����� ��?� fHN  �� K�5�। "� �  "�3 
���� 1����� ��������� �4 ��� �H��� ����@ ��� ��� K�J�  ��। 

�3��� ��A$�� H  ���, -��� ��6�5�� �P �'��6E (���� �� -E� �u��=�) ��$%��  
���  $����  "  ��]���� ���� �Z�� � ����� $� Ph�����  �� �����@���। � � ���� -����� 
Ph������� /��  N6���  ���। ��� -�3 ���, 1����� ):C� ����� �����  G� 1��� ��3�� 
K�5� H�� �। 1����� �� � � � ��� P��  ��� ������ /���D �'�6 ��� <�� "   ����� � ��� 
��� ��� K�J�  ��। 
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�3��� H  �^��� /��H� "�� ���� -E �&���� ��e/��l�� ��G����4 ���a� fH�N� $� 
�����   �&6��?� /�� -H�� $��। 

�'�6 ��� <� -����� ���H��$�� "� �1���� ��3�� 3������� �H��� �� ��� <��� 
����c� 3 ��H�� �?�� �]��� ������ K�L��� ��� ��� ���H��$� �� � � � ��� ���T 
� �� 
 ��� /�� ����@ ��� ��� �/���8[ E���H�� ���  -q�� �����@। 

��� ���, ���O2��������� ��H�����G6 �'�6 ��� <�� ��y 1�������� �/��N� ���� 1��� 
-����� �1�>��N ������� � H<�?�  ���@। ->$6���  �������� ������ 1���  �&6  "E 
���� -^�N��   ��6̂ ��� ��M�� /����� $����� $� ��q$���� /�� ��� -H�� 
$�����@ । 

 
_��  ��� <�, * "�/�, ):;) 

 
 

��� <��  s��  ��� -�� �D ���?� 
1����� 1'�� � /��z  �K��� 

������ ��T ��&�&. 
 

��� <�  �K��� ���T� "T���� $ ��� T� ������� �������� ������� ���&�� �����@ । 

��� <� /��l�� ��� �G� E 1��� ��� <��� /�� _��� ���1�� ���=N  �� -��@। "� 
����=  ��N "E �� 1����� �r� �G�  S�D� �r��  -����  �� ��� <� /��l��  1��� 
����  ��  �G�   ���E ��� ��� �����। 

" G� � ���E $�� -�@ �� 1��� ��1�T �����  ��� $� 1��� /���D ������T�E 
����H���� �5Y�  ���@ । "��  1��� ):C� ���� ��� <��� K�� ��y H����3  ���@� । � � 
��� ��� <�� ������H� 3 $�����N "E $uN� /����  ��������� ��G6  �� �����@ । -����� 
$�����N  ���E 1���� � ��, �? �? �������� $�� 3 �p��� ������ 1����� 
��������� "E ���1'�� ��$6� H���@ । � � �T�l�� ���4T� 
�G6 5����G6  ��� $� � -����T 
 �� H��- H���@� E�����  �����$  ����� �1�c�� -��6�1�c  $������ ��<����� $�। 

��� <� "� ��14 ��� 1����� ����� �� ��1�� ���=N  ���@ �� ��������� 1��। ��f 
$�����N ����� ��H�� �?� �& /��¡। ��� <��� ��6�� ������b  ����� ��������� �1�>��N 
��=� "�� �� $�����N�  ����� ��H�� 3 -��6 �?� �G�   ���E ����  ��� �। 

1����� ���6����[ �� /<�� T&H�� H���@ �� ��� <��  s��  ��� -� " �D ���?� @�\� 
� @�E �। 1��� ��E ��� ����� ���A� ��G�� 3 ���� /5��N� ���� ���q� $���  ����>  ��� 
�5Y�  ��@। -��� ��]� ��, -����� $�����N "E �1�cH� /5��N��  � ���� �। 

1��� -����� "E �/� ��� ���  ��� $� �'�6 ��� <� �����> ��b _�� ��Z��O। 

-��� �&   �} 1����� "E �'��1��{�'�   ��6̂ ��� �.�  ��@। -����� ����� ���6�1��|  
�?�� $� �^� � � �5Y� ��G6  ��� K�L��� � ��� H��� -��� $���O।  

���&���� 
�?�  ���@ ()) ��� <� ������ ���T� �H �1���� " � K "� ��A �� E���� 
(() ��� <� ������ ���T� �����N �p��  $�� -���  ���� (j) �'�6 ��� <� /�����  ������ 
���T�  
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�1���� _��� ��$� ���� K�L (k) �'�6 ��� <� /�����  ������ ���T� �����N �p��  
$�� -��K� H  �� ("8�1�� D), (�) ��� <� /�����  ������ ���T� ��¢ �p��  ���H�R� 
-��K� H  ("8�1�� D, (C) �'�6 ��� <� /�����  ������ ���T� ��¢ �p��  �M� H  �$����� 
("8�1�� D), (;) F� � �H� ������ ���T� �1���� ���H�R� ����$��L (*) �'�6 ��� <� /�����  
������ ���T� ���TZ�  �p��  " �  "� ���$��� H  (:) F� � �$�� ������ ���T� �1���� �  
"� ����$�� H  ()x) F� � �$�� ������ ���T� �p��  �$����L ())) F� � �H� ������  ���T� 
�p��  " ��� ("8�1�� D) 

_��  ��� <�, * "�/�, ):;)। 
 

�/���8�[� ���a� ��G6�� -H�/���8�[� ���a� ��G6�� -H�/���8�[� ���a� ��G6�� -H�/���8�[� ���a� ��G6�� -H��������    
����������������    ����� ����� ����� ����� *x *x *x *x $ ������ ���&��$ ������ ���&��$ ������ ���&��$ ������ ���&��    

 

��3�������, ;E "�/� ("����): ��� <��� �^��� Kv��� �MN �'�6 ��� <�� �&�Y �� �D� 
��� ������ K�L��� �/���8[ �� ���a� fHN  ���@ ��� /�� �'N6 3 � �} ��G6 ¡���� $� 
��3������� ��� ������ *x $ ���� ����� � � ����/��  ���� � /�� -H�� $�����@। 

T� �� "  ���&���� -E$����� �/���8[ E���H�� ��  �&6  ����1��D �/���8[ ��e " 
��T�6� ����� $���� ��>�= / ��  �� "�� �/���8[ E���H�� ���� ���?��� /����  ��। 
��G����41��� ���� $���� ��� <��� $T�N� ���1�� /��A��� H���@ ��� ���� K�J�  ��। 

���&���� ��� H�, �����N1��� ��f ���q� � D "�� ����=  �� 1��� �� ���  "D� ������ 
 �� -��� $���� ���� 5�E ��, ��� <��� ��H�� �?�� $� ����� ��< ���= ��� <��� 
�^��� �'��1��{ ���I  �� ���� �/���8[ E���H�� ���� ��@� � ��� ����@। 

���&���� ��h�� ���, ��� <��� �M �G� E -E$��� ����� ��� <��� ���6�1��|, � � 3 
��H�� �?�� ��f���� /G� ������ ����@। 

-E$����� ��� <��� ��H�� �?�� $� �/���8�[� ��&�| �� � � ���?��� /�� �'N6 
��G6�� -q�� �/���8[�  �����@। 

_��  ��� <�, ) "�/�, ):;)। 

-3��� ��T 1����� ��?E  �$  ��@�    

 �$�  ����    
 ��5�, * E "�/� ("����)। ��� <� ������ ���T� ( �E��� £�) /�� ��TZ  $��  �$� 

-�S�  ���� -$ "��� ���, �'�6 ��� <��� �����  uD����, �����  -E  �&6��?� 
������5� ���?� "�� " E ���G ��� <��� �1�>��N ������� 1����� H<�?� E����� ������� 
" �D  G� ��.H����1��� /���N� H���@। ��H���, -3���� ��T ����� ��� <��� ��� �^ 
1����� ��?E  �$  ��@��। 

��� "��� "  �������  �R�� �4&��  ��@��। �'�6 ��� <��� ����  ���� 3  &�=�b� 
$��  ���� ��� ���$��� �H���� "�� ��--E� -3���� ��T ��&�|� �.�  ���@। ��� 
����@ ��< ���$ ��� $� ��� ���$��� �H��E ����। 
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��� ���, ��&�&. ����=  �� ��� ���$��� �H�� �T�D� ����a��D��  ��Z 1��� ���5���� � 
 ��� �MNE �'�6 ��� <��� �����  �� �D� �&�Y H���@। 

�'�6 ��� <��� �����  u'�N6�\ 3 $���¤���H -���  ���� uD��  ��� ���$��� �H�� 
�'��  ���@��। ��� �T�D� ��$��� ��� " �D ��  �G6�I ��]� ��� <� "�� ��� ���������� 
u&N�� K�� /���l� �@�। 

 �$�  ���� ���, ��� ���$��� �H�� �T�D� ��� <��� /���b� H3��� ���N6 �����T 
�����@��। � � ��� ���$��� �H�� �@�� 1����� ���G /��¥���� "�� " $��E ��� ��� 
��$��� �'�6 ��� <�� ����� �����@��। 

-3���� ��T ��6�5� $�� H���@ "D� ���। � � ���� ���=�N� ��M�� 5D ��� �X�T� ���� 
"�� ��]� ��� <�� 1�E��� ��M�� �'�6 ��� <����� � ���=�� ����E ��$�� H���@। -�� ��]� 
 �� ���� ���� 1����� ���G -3���� ��T ��&�&�.� ���T��$��� -�� ����D� ��� $�����N 
$����, ��H�� ���� ��=� ���D�  � � ���E �1�D ��� �। 

$��  ���� ��� ��, ��T� �����N ��6�5� -3���� ���T� ��&�&. ��` ������� 5^  ����� 
�H.� g�� "�� S�&6c S�&� ��� ���� -�6���� �����@�। � � ��6�5� /5�� ��� -3���� ���T� 
����� ����� K�L�� �G6�I ��� <� �G�  ���O2 H3��� "�� -����� �/� ����  ��-����  ��� 
 G� / ��  ���@�। 

�'�6 ��� <�� ����  ���� 3  &�=�b� $��  ���� ��� ��, -3���� ���T� ��H���T 
-�.��� �� �� u�D�@ ��� �� � @�� $� ��� ���$��� �H�� 3 ��� ��E ��������� ����। 

��� ��� ��, ��� ���$� 3 ��� ���� ���� ��  ����� ��E� ��������  �@ �G�  ����� 
�����N D� � ���� ����@। 

��� ���, �'�6 ��� <��  1�����  ��@ ���� ���� �� ���&1'��� ���  ��� �G�  �'�6 
��� <��  ���O2  ��� $�� $�����N ��=� -3���� ��T�  �1�D ����। 

��` ���������� ��M�� �� �� �� ���a� ����@  �$�  ���� ��� /�� �'N6 ��G6 $�����@। 
�'�6 ��� <��  1�����  ��@ ���� ����� -3���� ��T ������ =\�b �� ���E ����  �� 
�/���8[ ��� ��` /���� ����|E ���  ��@। 

 �$�  ���� ��� <��� �1�>��N ������� 1����� ��6U H<�?� "�� 1����� ����� � 3 
������� $u� �/�/�T��� "�� �  T����� $�� 1����  KI��H�� ��� "�� �'�6 ��� <��� 
����a��� �� &� ��� �������� ��]����� "  ��N�� �� ��� �� ��� �.�  ��। 

��� <��� �1�>��N ������� 1����� H<�?��� ��M�� 5� �� Ph������ Kw��N  ��@, ��� 
���  
�T� $��। 

 �$�  ���� ��� ��, ��=� -3���� ��T /���6� A�������� �����E T� ��6�5 �p���� 
H���@�। ��� ��� ��, ��� <� ������ �� ��� ��� <�� ��H�� 3 -r��  ����� �?�¦ ��� 
����N  �� ���O। ��E ������ ���T� �'�6 ��� <�� ��&�&. ��=� -3���� ��T 3 C�A� 
 �6�'5�� ��M��  G� ����@ ��E ����� ��]� ��� <� ���= ��� ������� ��� ��1�H�  �� 
H���@। 
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�'�6 ��� <���� �����  uD����E /��N  ���@ ��, ��� <� ������ ��T ��  G� ����@� �� 
�p'N6 ���। 

_��  ��� <�, )x "�/�, ):;)। 
 
 

��� <��� �� D �p� 6 ����1��D ��� <��� �� D �p� 6 ����1��D ��� <��� �� D �p� 6 ����1��D ��� <��� �� D �p� 6 ����1��D ���1���� /��������1���� /��������1���� /��������1���� /�����    
�������  ��R�� �������  ��R�� �������  ��R�� �������  ��R�� 1��B�1��B�1��B�1��B�    

 

 ��5�, )k E "�/� ("����)।-��� <� ����� ���D6� �5������ $�� $���A �� -�� 1��B� 
��� <��� $T�N� ��? -$ �����  ��$%��  �� D �p� 6 ����1��D EK���� ���1���� 
�$�� /�����  ���@। ��� ��� ���� � Q��  ��6���� �������  ��R�� �c&��  ��@��। ��� 
�/���8[ E���H���  ��@ ����1��D EK���� �/���8[ �� ���E ��T�� ��N��  ��� <��� 
�1�>��N ������� ’� H<�?�’ ��� �N6�  ���@। 

��� ��� <��� ��6�� ��$%��  �� D �p� 6 TN5��� 1'�� ��  ��Z  "�� ����T ��� 
��1�H�  �� ���, ����1���D� ���1�� ������ 3 �� 6������ ��?�� ������। 

��T�63 ��N�� $���� $�����u �� 3 ��.�� ����� ��N6� ���� ���g���� �1�>��N ������� 
H<�?� �  ��� ��� ����1��D EK���  m�N  ���� ��3��� ��� �/���8[ E���H��� /���� 
 ��। 

��� ���, ����1��D EK�� $�����u �� "�� ��.�� ��� 1��� �T���@ � � $�� �। ��� 
���� ����� ���$��b� -��6 1��� �T�� G� �� ��D�E H�� ��m� �। 

1��B� ���, "D� ����1��D EK���� a��� 3 ��6��� �1 -E ����� _�����  H<�?��� 
/�0 ���` ���` �p 6 ��^�> ������ ���� �������। �G5 K4 ��� H��� ����1��D EK���� 
���� /�� ���। 

1��B� ���, ����1��D EK�� " �D �&HI ��4 /������ "�� ��� <�� "  1�� �{�। 
��� <� ��� ���G 1�� �p 6 5�� "�� " �? �$6�� $� ��� <� ����1���D� ���G �p 6 K2� 
 ��� �$�� /5�Y� 5������@। "E /���T ��� �b� G� � ��� ����1��D EK���� ���G �p 6 
K2�� ��� ���4T� u1�� -f�H�  G� K�J�  ��। 

��� ���, ’���` ��` �p� 63 �?�� ��3�� �3��� K����D ���E $M��। 

��� ���, ����1��D EK���� �/���8[ �� ���E ��T�6 ��� <��� �1�>��N �� D 
�p� 6 �/���8[ E���H�� ����  ��@ �D�Z �����@, �� ��=��D ��� <��� �1��>��N "������� 
�@� "�� G� ��। 

�� �� D ���� �����@, 
1���eE ��� ��$%��  �����E ��� <����  ��� H��। 

-��� ��$%��  ������� �� � � �5Y�  ���@। ��E ����a�� �p'N6 ��b�N -���, -�� 
��]� ��, -���5�� �'� ���  �� H�� "�� ��$%��  ������ ���h@���� �� /��� �M H��। 
� � ��$%��  �§�cE H��� a��� �§�c। 
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��� ���� ���, ��� <� � � ��$%��  ������� �G�� �� � � ����� ��� � � ��D� 
�p'N61��� ��� <�� $T�N� �$
 ������। �§�c� �� �  H�� ��D� ����E �Z   ���। -��� 
-����� �1�>��N ������ ����� ��1���  ���� �� ������� ��  ���� K���� -����� /���$ 
�E। -��� �� � � �����  ���� E �G��  ���� /1����� E �� -����� " ���� K���� 
���� H��। 

��E �H� , 1��B� ��� ��, ��� <��� ��6�� ��$%��  �� �D� ��� ����  ���� ����� 
1��� � �p� 6 ��� �>��  ��� 5� �। 

-�� "D� ���@  ��N " ��6> ����� ���1�� �dY "�� ����� H<�?��� � � /��N �E। 
-� /��N "��� "� ����>�'�  � ��, "� /�� $T�N� �&�Y - =6N  �� ���। ��E �H�  -��� 
����a�� �?�  ��@ "�� ����� H<�?��� ���� ��\�� "�� -��� H<�?�� �p�� 6 �e��.H H�� 
-��� ����E -����� $TN�  -a�� -� "�� ����a�� -��| -�� $� ���� /���$�� 
���a� fHN  ����। 

_�����  H<�?� �p� 6 �e��.H H3��� ��E ������ 5� ��� <��  ��G6�� /��¥�� 
�����@। 

"D� ��.H����M�� /���N� H� �� 1��� ��� <��� �1�>��N ������� H<�?�  ��@। 5� 
/�� "��� ��4 "�� ��� <��� u�l �{� 3 /������ ��� �H���� 1���  �&6  ->6$���  ���� 
��� 3 $�����u �� �1��� ��u�� /�����  ���@। 

1����� H<�?� /�������� "E ���� ��f���� 5�� ��G6�� $� ��� <�� $TN 5���  ��@  
 &�¡। 

-����� �1�>��N ������� ��'H �'�  ���  �$ ������ ��`g��� -����� H��� �@�\ ���� 1�� 
H�। 

-��� gM�� ������ ����� "�� -��� "� /�� ���14 3 �'N6 �&�Y ���� 5�E। 

$�� 1��B� ��6�� �� �D� ��� ������ $T�N� ����  ��� fH�N� ���� $��।  

��� ���, _�����  H<�?� ������ " �D ��]� ��� H��� ��� ��� ������ ����  $T�N� 
���fHN। 

��� ��� ��, TZ�'�  ��$%��  �I����� ������ A�/�'1��� ��6�� ����a��� ��� ����� 
 �� ���। ��� $�� ��, �1�cH� 3 ���G�  ��H� 3 g$� @�\�� "E ����a���  -�3 �u����D  �� 
H�O। $�� 1��B� ��� ��, $�����N ����D �����T��l ��M�� ����� ���D6�  ��6��5�  ���@। 
��E $T�N� /�� ����� ���D6� ������ 3 ����= ����| ����@। ��6�� �� D ������ $�� 
����� TZ�'�  /�5Y� 5����� H��। 

��� ��� ��, " ������� T� )�� 3 (�� "�/� ��3��������� ��� �/���8[ �$���� 
E���H�� ���� ���G ��?�I  ��। ����� ���� �� ��=�� -���5� H���@। ���� ��6�� �� D 
�p� 6 ����=1��� -���5�  ���@। $�� 1��B� ���, ����� ��6�� �� D$  ����a�� 
������ $�� $������N� ��^� ���fHN �� /���$ �� G� -�� �/���8[�  ����@। $�� 
1��B�� ���N�,  
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�/���8[ ������D ������� K�L��� ���� ��4 /�5Y� 5����� ���� �� $� ��� (�/���8[) 
^����� ���� 1��� $�����N 3 ����� /�������� ����4  ��� EO�  H�O।  

��� ���, -����� ��q��, " ���� $���� " ��� $TNE �����  ��� ����। ���� 
-��� ��� -����� ������� �Z Z�   ���, 
�1���  ��a� �A���� -��, ���� ��a� �$6 3 �� 
 �� $�� �M� $�� �� ��� HE।  
 

��� <��  ����  ��� 5^�> A�h� H�� �T�@ 
A��� -H���� ���&�� 

 

"���� �������� "  ���� / ��, _����� A��� -H�� T� �� ����@, ��� <��  ���� 
 �� "�� ��������� �H.� ���N� A�������� ^������ ���N�  ��� 1����� 5^�> ��6��� 
����? ��q�����  ��@ ������1��� ��� ��\�@।  

"  ���&���� ��� ���, ����~�H� 3 ��� <����� ���� �G�  �H.�-1����� ��T&H�� 
^�\N ��� �?�  ��� $� �H.�a� ��� <�� ��y ���H�  �&6  ����5���� �T\� 3 �1�cH� 
 ��H� ���� 1��� /5��  ��@। �H.�-1����� ��z �� ��q ����$������ "�$[�� =\�b  ��@, 
����E -fH1�� "E ��G�� ����� �T���'� �G�  /�� ��� /5��  ��@।  

��� ���, "E �� ��������� ��^�1��� "E  � ��6 ��� ����@। F� � �H� s��  �� H���@, 
D��¨ ���,  ��[��[ �u��3, �$���� �D©� ���� H���, ���������� 
�����, 5Bf�� �.� �p'N6 
��s<, ��� ���$� 3 ��h� ��T���TN  �&6  
��� �������� �� �� TZ "�� -����� �/� ���&1'��� 
���12 ����� �N�z�N ����D ��$��� ��G�� ����� ��6��� �p'N6M�� A�h� H�� ��\�@।  

������ A��� -H�� ���, ��h�� "E ��G��5�� ���?�  ���@, ��h��� ����> ����� "E ���� 
/5��N� u&N� �&�Y  ���@।  

������ A��� -H�� ���, -��� S��� 5Bf�� �A� "�� ���12 ��N�� ��� ��� ���G -���-
-���5�� �����T H���@। )�� ��56 �G�  (:�� ��56 ��6> ���� ����N�� ����=�  �@ �G�  �$�� 
 �� �G6 -���  �� H�। �����D6 3 -����  �H���� /�� "  � ��D D� � ��-E� -3���� ��T 
TN���H�� ������ �.�� � ���� -���  ���@। "E  ��$ 5Bf���� ������5� �H.� ���� �� 
��^�1��� ����� ��H���  ���@। -��� ��6���� "� "  ����� /��?  ���@, �� "  ��N�� �� 
����� 
�T���� ����� 3���3 /���T  �� �।  

 �� �D uD�� K�J�  �� ������ A��� -H�� ���, (C�� ��56 ���� ��G�u�D��  ��6�� 
/H����� H���  �� H�। ����� �����, ���� "� "  ��N�� ������ ���  �H.� 3 ����� 
�H���T��� �@.  �� �। "E /H����� ���� " $ � � ��� �?� ��� "�� �� ��G ��� -��  
����@ � 1��� (C�� ��56 ����� 3�� H��� �� ����� H���@। " E1���  N6A����  �T$  ��� 
 �65���TN ���D ª� ����T -�����1� $� �� 5Bf��� -��@� ��  ���� u��D� �����  ��@ 
����� ���E�  H���  �� H�। �����H  ������ -�3 C $�  H���  �� H���@। �H��� ���12 ��� 
�G�  " E ���� ������� ��3�� �T�@।  

 ��< 3�����  ���� ����«  �� H���@।  �K�  ��H�E ���� H��।    
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-����� ���&1'���� 1����� "�$[��� H��� -����� �  "E �'�� ���� H��? E������ ��� 
�� ����� $¬, ��E ���� -�� ���1� $� ���� �H.�<�� ����� ��� @� �@�\ ���� 5�� "���@, 
���� �  "� ���H�� ���� ��� ���H�� ����3 ����=�  �@ �G�  -��  �� �? 

������ A��� ���, ���5�� �������  uD� H�O, T� (;�� �G�� (*�� ��56 � ��� ��6/�N 
������� 5�� 1�E �� ���� � ��� ��Z�� �@��, �� ��-E� -3���� ��T ������� ��H���� 
1����� "�$[�� ��h��� -^�N  �� । ��$��  �@ �G�  ���D ���� � ��� ���� �@��� 
��।5��G6 ���4 $�� -®�� ��$� ��h� � ��� ���� �
� ��  ��। ��, ���� ��$�H ��h�  
g��  �� H���  �� H�। 

��� ���, " ��� E������ ���E "E ����� �&�Y H���@�। � � 1��T�� �l�� ���H�� 
1����� "�$[�� �G� �G� ���v&��  ���T��� $���������� ��� "� $u�  �$ �p��� �?� 
H���@, ��  ��� �HD����� u�� ��� ��6���3 �U� ����। 

��� ���, "E uD����� �/�?��E ������H� "E ��< ��� ��� K�O�  �� ����a�� 
-��| "��@। "���E �H.�<�� g���� ���������� ���4���H� ��� K�J�  ��@। " ��  ���NE 
5ªf�������� ������H��  ����� ��N �6�M�� SE H��� �1�G6� $�����@। ���  / &� E����� 
��� ���a�  ����� ������H�� "E �H�  ��6 ���� 5ªf���� ��H� $��� ���$�� �¥��4 �� 
����$��  ���@। 1����� ��H�����Y g����� =\�b ��q�����  ��@ K�¬�5�� $� -�� 
 �&6�?�  u�� u�� ��> 5����� �� � ��� /��N ��f�H� $� ������ $��E। 

-_��  ��� <�, )C "�/� ):;)। 
 

E���H��-1��B�� �� 
N6�?�� ���� G� �� 
-����� 

 

��� ��, )j E "�/� ("����)- ��-E� �u��=� -3���� ���T� �H-�1���� $�� �� " 
����� -3���� ��T ��&�|� ���O2������ ���G ��h� �p'N6 �p 6H��� "�� ������ �u�=N� 
 ���@। 

T� ������� "  ���&���� ��� ��-E� �u��=� -3���� ���T� ���-�/��  "�� ���� �T�� 
���O2������ ��� ��� �p� 6 �T ������� /�� ��6�� �� D Kc�N "�� $���� ��H�� 3 
����� �?�¦ ����� ������� �/���8[ �$���� E���H�� �� 3 ����� ���D6 /�� $�� 1��B�� ���G 
�H����T���3 -H�� $��। 

��� ���, �/���8[ E���H�� �� 3 ����� ���D6 /�� $�� 1��B� �����  �� �D �� 
���|�'N6 3 �T���$  1'�� � ���  ���@ ��$�� $��� �����  ��@  &�¡ "�� ����� �� 
E��H��� 
N6�?�� ���� G� ��। 

��� ��� <��� /�� 1����� �^���'�  -5��N�3 �.�  ��। ������H�� �?��� -a� 
/ ��  �� ��� ���, -����� ������H� ��� <��� S����� �� ��1 5^�> ���I  �� 
��6�� �� D ���\ ���� ���� -��� ��]�। 

 $�� ����� -3���� ��T ��&�|� _�� 1��� ��3  �Z�� �.�  ��। 

 

-_��  ��� <�, )C "�/�, ):;)। 
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1��B�� ���6�e �/���8�[� H< ��4����  M 

�5�<�� ): "�/�, (����-E)- ��� <� ����� ���D6� �5������ $�� �$8, " 1��B� ���� 
��� <��� ����� -� ��H��� ��M��  �$  ��@ ����� /�� �� 6 �&�Y ���� "�� ����� �p� 6 
�� ����  ��@ ����6�D  ��� $� ���� ������� /�� ���6� �����@। 

"�� �� ������ �/���8[ _��� E���� �H��� ���H�  ��@ ����� " �D �5�Z�� $�� 1��B� 
"E -H�� $�����@। ��� ��h� ���� ������� /�� ��6�� �� D ���� �/���8[ E���H�� 
���� H<�  ��4����  ���  ��$ -������T� -H�� $��। 
 

-�'�6���, (x "�/�, ):;)। 
 

��$%��  �'��� �'��N� $� ���b    

$���� �������    

 ��5� �/� ¯��� �� -�S�  �E��� ��    
 ��5�, (�� �� (����-E)-  �E������ ��� <� ������ ���T� �/���8[ �� -�S�  �E��� 

�� -$ �/���8[ E���H�� ����  ��@ ����� ��6�� ��$%��  �'��� �'��N� $� " �D 
����b $���  ��� �������  ��। 

 ��5� �/�¯��� "  �������  ��R�� �4&�� ��� ��� ��� �����b� �1��� ��� ���� 
�� 5��� ���� �। ��� �� �����b� K�J�  �� ���� ���� ��� ���� ��]��� G� �� "�� 
����� � � 3 ��H�� "�1��� ������  ��� H�� ���� �1���� 3 ���H��� =\�b ��G6 H�� ���। 
������ ��T /�� ��4���� � �Q� �������  �� "�� ��� ��, �'��6� �5�� "� "� /���$ 
-��� ����। ��� ��]� ��� <��� ���O2��������� ��-E� �u�=N�  ��� ���� $��। 

���O2������ -�.�� s��  ��� H�� 

"���� �������� "  ���� ��� H� ��,  �E������ ��� <� ������ ���T� �/���8[ �� 
-�S�  �E��� �� T� ��  �� ��, ����� �� � � ���O2������ -�.�� ��4� ������ s�� 
 ��� H��। 

��{� /�����  ������ ���T� �����N �p��  $��, ", "�, � ����� -����$� "  ����6� 
�1�� �4&�� ��� ��  �E��� ��� ��, ���O2������ -�.���� ��$ ��]� ��� <��� � � � � 
��$%��  ���4� ����3 ����@। ��� ���, �� ��< ��$%��  ��3 ���4 -3���� ��T�  
?���� ���� �H����  ���@��� "�� ��=� -3���� ���T� /�� ��� ���$�� �H���� H��� ��� 
�|� ?��� ���� ����  ���@��� ������ 3 / ��� ���� ���� H�� "�� "E ��< ��g���� 3 
��=� �u�=N�  �� K�5I। 

���� �'�6 ��� <�� ��  u�D�@  ��M� s����   �$ ��]� ��� <�� uD��� $�3 
� @�����  ��$%��  ���4 �5Y�   ��@ ���  �E��� �� ��6�� �� ���  m�N  ���� ��। ��� 
���, 1��� ���� 5��� ��M�� �\�� ���� �� $� ���� 1����� H�� ��4����  ��� �5Y� 
 ��@। E���'��6 ��� ����@, 1��� 5��� ��M�� �\��� ���� ��a�� �E। �� �� �����  ��H��� 
���O �� ��� <���  
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��M��E ���� H��। ���� �'�6 ��� <�� �� ����� ������N 1����� �y�y, �T�����M� 
-D   �� H���@ �� "�E /��N। 

�� -�S�  �E��� �� ��� ��� <� SE $�����°� �1�c�� " �D -��6 ��` ����� �H.� 3 
������ S’�D -���� $���। 

��� ��� $���� ����  ����� -$� ���H�R� -�� �$2�H ����� $� �� ��� ��6��N  �� 
�T�@ ��� ��<��� @�\� ��� <� �D�  G� �� ���� �। 

��� ���, ������ ��T ��&�|� ���� ���4�|� ��u��, ���4 u&N� "�� ����� EO�� $� �� 
������ ��T "  H�� �����। 

 �E��� �� ��� �� � ����� ��� ��E ��� ���$�� �H�� "�� ��h� @� �A�� ��������� 
���������  ���@ "�� C �A� �p� 6 ����  Ph�����  �� �����@। -$ "�D dY H���@ ��, C �A� 
-��� ��� <� ���O2  ���  �6�'5� "�� ��� ���$�� �H�� 1����� "�$[। 

��� ���, ��� <� � � ����� �1�>��N ������� H<�?�  ��� "�� ������ ��` �� �@�D 
�H�  �� �\ �H�  ���� ��� <��� �1�>��N ������� �  T��  �� ��� <� 5�� �। ��� ��� 
-��� � � ������ ��`� E ���q� ������ 1��� �� 
� ��  ����  ���� �। 

"� �'��6 $�� ", "�, � ����� ��h� �c&��� ��� ��, � �� $��  �E��� ��E / ���� ��� 
���$�� �H�� 3 C �A�� ���������  ���@। ?��� H<�>� �p� 6  �E��� �� ��� �� ��� <��� 
K1� ���� " E ��� ?��� H<�>�  ��� H��। ��� ��� �� /G� ��=� H��� "E ?��� 
H<�>��� �'��6 �'�6 ��� <�� �G%��  $�� 3 
�1���  ��a� ��e/���l�  ��� H��। 

��� -�3 ��� �� ��]� ��� <�� $/�������� H��� ��1��� ?��� H<�>�  �� H�� 
�����  ��M�� �'�6  ��� <��� ���G _�=���'�  -5�N  ��� ��1���T -���। 

��]� ��� <�� ���O2������  ��� ������� �� $��� 5�E��  �E��� �� 3������� ����� 
-3���� ���D6� K�J�  ��। 

��� ��� �� -®�� T�AA�� ��  ����� �G�  "E �� ���5���  ��@। �� "  /�0� 
Kc�� ��� ��� ��, "� � �  G� �E �� ����� ��&| �����T��l /��� �G�  -��� H��। 
��&�|� /0 �16�  �� ���� gN��� K��। 

 

-�'�6��� j�� ):;)। 

�� ����$����� 5^�> ���I  ��� $�    

��± -�$�$� -H��    
 

F� � kZ� �� ("����)। $���� ���=��� ����  ������� ���� �H ��� ��� ��± -�$$�� �H�� 
T� ������� "  ���&���� 1����� �� ����$����� S��1��{�  ���I  ��� ��� <��� ��y 
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���H��  ����6 1��� �H����T�� ��  ��� $� $T�N� /�� -��� $��। ��± -�$�$� 
���&��� ��� ����= ��� ���� H���e 

-��� ������� ��� <� �&�Y 3 ��� ��<| ���?�N� �p� 6 ���> ��5� ����@। ��q 
���6���[��� �A����� -�� 1����� �'��1��{ 3  ���� �p� 6, ����z� ���� �p� 6 -����� 
$���� ��1�� ���  ���@���। ��� <� �� �� " ����  �� �D �4&�� / �� 3 /5��3 
 ���@��। 

��$%��  ��g���  ��6���  �����T ���������� ������ TN�b ��e/��6�� $� �/���8[ 
E���H�� �� ��5Y �@��। -3���� ��T ��� �'�6 ��� <� /�� ��$%��  ���D �����  ��6�5� 
���=��� �����T��l -� ��1  ��3 TN�b ��e/��6�� ���N6 �����T  ��$ ��T��� �����। 
-3���� ���T� �G� �G� �b��������� �X�T�� "��� ����� �&�Y H���@�। ��6� 1��� 3 ��� 
����$  ��@�। T� ��6�5�� ��� -��� 3 -���  �6���� K�� �����=  ��6�� 5����� 
H���@���। "� ��M�� ��  � � ��1���T Ko��  ��3 � � � � ��\� ��3�� ����। ����=� 
����/��� �]��� �������� � � �b �E ��� ��� $��। 

����� ��H�� ��Y  ��� $� (��� ���56� -�T ���� /�5Y� 5������@��� ��� �/��  ��y 
���H� ����� �� /�5Y� ���I  �� �����@। 1��� ��� <��� �1�>��N ������� �� $u� H<�?� 
 ��@ ��� ��� ��� �.� / ��  ��। ��� ���, 1��� ->$6���  ��< ���� ��=� �² 
 ���@। 1����� �{��|� ������ ���q�  ��@ ��� ��\ �T�@। 1��� ���� ��� <��� �1�>��N 
������� H<�?� �  �� �� $� ��� Ph����� ��N� Kw��N  ��। �� ����$���� 1����  s�� 
 ��� K�L��� ��� �/�� ��� �� � � ��H��� 3 �H����T������ $� ��± -�$$�� �H�� $T�N�  
/�� -��� $�����@। 

-�'�6���, � ��, ):;)। 
 

?��� H<�>��� �� '� ��a� �&�Y H���@ 
-H�$��1� 

 
��������, )jE �� (����-E)।- ��]� ��� <� $���� K�-K����-E E������ �����N 

�p��  �3��� �T���� T�K� H�$��1� ����=  �� /�����  ��6��� ?��� H<�>��� ��? �� 
/ ��  ���@।  ��N ��h� ��� ?��� H<�>��� $� /���g����� ��a� � @�D� �� '� H���@। 

T� �z���� "��� "  ���&���� ��� ��� ��, �'�6 ��� <�� �� �� TN/����� ����/��  
��� ����5� ��� ������  /����� �&���� �$�� ����� ����| 3  �&6| ���� H� ��H�� 1����� 
��/����� �� � �� � @� ��]  �� �����  ��$ ���� ������H��  ����D1��� ��H���  ��� 
�����। �3��� H�$��1�  �� ��, "E �� ����  �6 H�� �a���। ��� ��q$���  ��� <��� 
��? -�� �� ��  �'� ��H���  ���। 

-�'�6���, )k �� ):;)। 
 
 

��A�� ��H��� ���-?��� H<�>��� ���� H��� � 
 �������, (x �� ("����) ।-$����� K������ E������ �����N �p��  �3��� ��A�� 

��H��� -$ �� � � / ��� ?��� H<�>��� �����  H��� � ��� -������  ��। � � "� 
$��� ��� ��<�|� "  ^��> �� ���^�  ��@। 
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"��� ������� ��� ���G -���5� ��� $���� ��� ��� �'�6 ��� <��� $T�N� /�� 
��?N ��6> -a� ���=N   �� � ���� ��?N ��6> ��6��5� /��������  ��@ ?��� H<�>��� 
/0�D -����5� H�� ���� �।  "E /���� �'N6 �G%��  ���6�� H��E "E -a� �A�� -�� ��� 
H�� ����। �� ���� ���� "� /G� 3 /��  �$ H�O �� ��� ��� �G6%��  $�� 
��e/��6�� �5Y� 5����� ��3�� "�� EH� ��� ��f $��� �� �� 3 ��³ ���H��  �'N6 3 ��G6H� 
��G6 $���� । 

��� ��� �� ����� "  ���� ?��� H<�>�  �� H�� �� -��� $�D���� �&�Y  ��� । ��� 
��� ?��� H<�>� /�0 " �D -ET� �������3 ����@। -ET�  �Z���� ���6��� ������ � 
 �� H�� "E �����6 ��� �। � � "�� /�����  ��@ ?��� H<�>��� � � ���� �E। 

�� � � / ���E �H�  � �  ?��� H<�>�  ��� H�� ��� �'��6 $���� ���=��  " �D 
����b �5�  ��� H�� �� "��� H�� 3�Z�। 

�� D ����� $� �/���8�[� " �D ����b ���� /��z ��� ��� ��, ��� ��q�� H��� 
$/��������E ����b /N�  �� K�5�। ���� ��� "3 ��� �� �/���8[ �� -ET� 
 �Z���� ���6� $���  ���@�� ��E ��� �>�6�6� ��� ����b �H���� ������  ��� ����। 

-�'�6���, () ��, ):;)। 

 
�/���8�[� ��z ��$%��  /�0 -���5�  ���@ 

�������  ��R�� 1��B� 
 

 ��5�, ()�� �� ("����)।-��� <� ����� ���D́6� �5������ $�� $���A �� -�� 1��B� 
T� �� "��� ��� ��, �/���8[ �$���� E���H�� ���� ��z ��h� -���5� ������ 5��� ����� 
���=� ���� � @�D� A� ��3�� ���� ��� ��� -��  ��। 

������ ���D6 /�� $�� 1��B� "��� �¯AD� ��h� ���1�� ������� ��� ��z u����� 
-���5�  ��@��। T� �� � ��� ��� �/���8[ E���H��� ��z ����  ��। $�� 1��B� ��� ��, 
�/���8�[� ��z ��� ����� ��$%��  3 �G6%��  ����a�� -���5�  ���@ "�� " � � /�0 
��� ���� ����� �/���8[�  ���H�  ��। 

�'�6 ��� <�� �� ��$%��  3 �G6%��  ����a�� ��������� 
�1���  � �� $T�N� ��? 
��1��� �� ���  �Z����� ���fHN 3 ��� TN�b� �N ��� ��� ��� ��  �� /0  �� H��� 1��B� 
���, "E �����g���  ��6 �1���  ��D�� 3Z� ���। 

��� ���, ��� "� ��<���� ����N ���� �,  ��N, ����  ���N� ���� ���� ��� <�E 
������ �����@ ��  G�� �.� H3�� � M� ���U । 

" $ �������  /0  �� �� �� ��1��� ?��� H<�>�  �� H�� �'�6 ��� <�� $T�N� ���� 
µ������  -5��N� ���1�� �&�Y H�� ���  ���� ��� �� �� / ��  ���@ ��  ��6�e �$����� 
H�� � �। $�� 1��B� ���, ��� "E ���� ��z " �� । 

$�� 1��B� ����� ��6�� �������� ������� ������� $���� �&�Y1�z fH�N� -H�� $��। 

"  /�0� Kc�� ��� ���, �'�6 �� �<���  ���� ��6�5� "�� �� K���6�5 H�� ��� ��� 
��  ��। �'�6 ��� <��� ���6��5� $���� ���=� ������� ����� ��� ?��  �� K�5�। 
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"  /�0� Kc�� ��� ���, �'�6 ��� <� �G�  ��6��5� $���� ���=� ������� ��$%��  
������ ������ $� ��$%��  �� -E��  \� �\ ���G�� ��� � � -��c �E। 

��� ���, ��� ���� ������� -�T�� �p� 6 ��� � � ��.H �E ��� ���� ���� "� 
" " �� ��� ��� ���T ���� ���� ��� ��� ��  ��। ��� ����� ���D́6 ����� ���� -���� 
$���� � � ��D� �12 /0। 

��E �H�  ���� ��1¡��� -����  ��� �� �����6�� ������� � @�D� ���<�'�  ���a� 
fH�N� �?����। 

1��B� ��� �� �/���8�[� ���G -���5� ��� ��� ��������� K�� ������=� /���H�� 3 
��$%��  �I���� ��MU���� $� ��� ���� ���� ��M�J�  ���@। 

��� ���, ������� "����E �����  -E ���� ������ ���5���� "�� �������  \� �\ 
�¶���$ ��� ��� �� ��  �� । 

 
-_��  ��� <�, (( �� ):;)। 

 

�H��� "��H� ���-��  �� ��6�5 5�E    
 ��5�, (j�� �� (�� �� -E)। $����� E������ ���^D��� �$���� �5����� �H��� "��H� -$ 

�� -�������� �1�c�� ���� ��  �� ��6�5�� ����  ��। 

-$ �� ��� a��� "  �H��D�� "  �������  ��R�� �4&�� ��� ��� ��� a��� 
$������N� �H����� -����� 1����� ��/��� ������ ��]  �� ���� H��। 

��� ���, �'�6 ��� <�� �G%��  $�� 3 ���T����T ���a� ·� 
�1���  H�� -��@। 

$���� ��� �'�6 ��� <� �A�  �� "��� �A���@ ��� ��� ��, �'�6 ��� <�� ���D����D 
��a� 
�1���  "�� ����� ���  ������ KI��� �M H���@। 

"  /�0� Kc�� �5����� �H��� "��H� ��� ��, " ��� ?��� H<�>�  �� �Z  H�� �। 

��� 1����� ��/��� ��� 3 ��� ���������� ��]  �� �� D �G�  $����  ��h5���� $� 
��y ���H�� /����  ��। ��� 1����  ��� <� ������� =\�b  ��� $� ��1��4  �� । ��y 
���H��  ��H���  ��� $� ��� �'�6 ��� <�����3 /����  ��। ��f �'�6�r� ��y ���H�� 
��b�N -�@  ��� ��� �>��  ��। 

-�'�6��� (k ��, ):;)। 

$/�������� H��� ?��� ���� ����� ��� "���@    

3������H 1��B�    
3�����H, j) �� �� ("����)।- ��� <� ����� ���D6� �5������ $�� �$8, " 1��B� -$ 

-��� ��� ��, $������N� ��6��5� /�������� H��� �����9 ?��� H<�>��� ����E ��� ��6�� 
��$%��  �� �D� ����� ���। 
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��� ��� �� ���� ��$���� ���G $�\� 3 ����� ����� �p� 6 3��� �H�� ����� @�\� 
 ���� ��? ��$%��  ������ ����� ��� �। 

����  �6� 3 @����� "  �1�� $�� 1��B� ��� ��, ���� $������N� ��q��1�$ ����� 
H��� "� ?��� ���� ����� ��� "���@। "� A�� $������N� ��6��5� /������� ����� 
��$%��   �6�'5� ��<���  ��� �����। ��� ���, $TNE "E ��� �����@ "�� �� �� ��� 
��� ��<���  �� K�5�। 

$�� 1��B� ���, -��� $������N� ��z ����@ "�� �� �� H�� ��$��� $���� ������3 
��6�5�� ��� ���� /��¥�� �?�  �� H��। 

��� ��� �� ��� <� ��h5�D /��� ��� T�Z�। "� ��5h�D /���E ��4���� � H�� ��� 
��4���� H�� ���� �। 

��� ���, ��� ���$� �� 1��  ���@�� ��� ��  ��� � "�� ��� ���$� �'�6 ��� <��� 
�MN��� $� �� ����6� �8�  "��@ ��{�� �MN��� ���� s�� H�� ��� ���� �। ��� ���, 
-�� ��{�� ��� ��� 1�� ��G �, ��Z  ��G ���5����  ��। 

����� ���D6� �5������ ��� ��, $���� ���=� /��l� 3 )(x ���� ���� ����b /N��� 
�� � �Q 3 /���g����� $������N� �� �� T�Z� H3���  G� �@� � � �'�6 ��� <��� 
����a��� $� �� ��� H��। 

��� ��� ��, ���� ��6�5� �H���@ ����� �'�6 ��� <��� �� �D� �����T ��� K�5� �। 
����� $������N� ��M�� 5^��> ��� H3�� K�5� �। 

-_��  ��� <�, ( $�, ):;)। 

 

��� <��� ����c� �?�� � ���1���    

 �$  ��� -H��    

-�H�� -��� ���&��    
����  "� " " 3 ��� <� �� �$� $����� 3������ E���� 3 �$��� E������ 3��� 6� 

�/���8[ ���e -�H�� -�� ��� <��� ����c� ��H�� 3 ��&��3 $� -��� K����� ���G 
� ���1���  �$  ��� $� ��������� /�� -H�� $�����@। 

T� �z���� "���� �������� "  ���&���� ��� $TN�  P�����  �� ���� ���, 
�������� �^���g��� ����� ����� �������� ��4� ������ ��$6� ��� <��� ?�� ����� 
$� �����H� �5Y� 5����O। ��� ��� ��� <� �?� ����3 �^� 5^��>� ���� u�D�। "E 
���� ����  ���N -u�� H��� $� �^ �5Y�� ^�D  ��� �। ��� <�, E���� 3 �������� /�� 
����= ���e ���� �� E�O ��E  ��� ����। 

-_��  ��� <�, * $���E, ):;)। 
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�'�6 ��� <�� ��z������ $���� ����c� �E- " G� �1�cH�    

-8e ��U�� �H���    
��, *E $���E (��D��)।- �'�6 ��� <��� �H� 3 f��� ��z������ $���� � � ����c� �E 

��� ��  G� H���@ �'�6 ��� <��� SE$ ��q������� �����  T� �� �� �
� ��  ���@। 

��$��H� ��q��������� 1�E� 5������ 8e "� ��U�� �H��� 3 F� � ��q��������� E��H��  
��1��T� ��8�� 8e "� ���H� -�� D�E� ��� �� ����� "  ��u6 �5�Z�� ��h��� "E �
� &���  G� 
$��। 

������ /5���� &������  ��H� K�J�  �� �5�Z�� ��� H�, "�� ���m� H��� � @� �E �� " 
����  ��H� /5�� ����H� G� �� A��E " � � �p'N6 �1�cH� ���N�� �&�Y H�O ��, �'�6 ��� <�� 
�H�� 3 f��� ��z������ ����=  �� ���?� ��z������ $���� � � ����c� �E। 

����$������ ��E ��� H���  �� H���@ ��� ��  ��H� /5���� H���@, ����� �� ��3 �
� �� 
 ���@। 

�5�Z�� ��� H� ��, ���56� (���-(C�� ������ $T2�G 3 E ��� H��� -������� "�� �� 
���� F� � ��q��������� : $ ��?  /�N H������@ ��� $�� ���। 

�5�Z�� ��� H� ��, -����� j $ �H���T� /�N H����� � ��� � ���� �� 1�g����� ��� 
 ��� �� g����  -3���� ��T �
O����  ���H�� ��y ������ ������H�� ��M�� ����� 
�I����� u�h�D �H���� ���H��  ����। 

_��  ��� <�, : $���E, ):;)। 

 

�/���8�[� �'�6 ��� <� �A��� K�� gM| -����    

-�T� ���� /��� �A��� ��1¡�� �N6�    
���H��, )CE $���E ("����)।-��H����  E�< ��� ���D6 /�� ����/�� "��� ���6�� -�T� 

�� T�  �� "��� ��� �� ��$%��  /0 ����� �'�6 ��� <����� � ��� ��G6 ���� H�� 
" �D �� K����T3 �$������ ���a� fHN  ��� H��। 

��� ����� �'�6 ��� <� �A� ���= /�����6�� �� "  �������  ��R�� "��� ���6�� 
��� ��, "D�  �� � H�� ���  �����  ��z��� -T��� K�-��6�5� ���fHN  ���।  ��N ��h� 
��� "� ��z������ K�-��6�5�� ������� ��� KI��H� �� H� �। 

E�< ��� ��� -��� ��� �� ��� K�J��� ���a�� ���� �/� ������� ���� ���, 
��$%��   ��6 ����� K�� ��=��¡� /���H�� "�� ������ -E ���=� ���� � / ��3 ����@। 

��� -��� ��� ��, ���E �/���8�[� �'�6 ��� <� �A� ����� ������� ��G ��  ��� 
�H��  H��।  ��N �'�6 ��� <�� "� ��� E �/���8�[� K��a��  ���  ��@। 

"  /�0� Kc�� E�< ��� ��� ��� ��, ��� �� � � ���� �E ��, "M� ���a� T&H�� 
H�� �'�6 ��� <� K�-��6�5�� $� K���4 ������ �&�Y H�� � � " K����T fH�N ���9 H�� 
����� ��? �����  ?��  ��  H�� �� E���'��6 -� � � �� H��। 
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��-E� �u��=� -3���� ��T ������ ����� ������� $�  � �'� ��H���  ��� ���� $��� 
5�3�� H�� ��H��  ��� ��� �� � � ����E ���$ �������  ��$ ��� �@�� �। �� ���� ��z 
" D� fHN���T� ������ ���h@�� $� ��� K�J����T� ����  ������� ��G6 ��3�� ���� ��� 
��� ��  ��। 

�'�6 ��� <�� -T��� K�-��6�5� ��� �� ��� fHN  ��� � � "¸� "  /�0� Kc�� 
��H��  ��� $�� �� -TY ����� ��= �T�� ���� " ������� ����> ���।  ��N ����� -E 3 
�&��� ����a��, ����b �������� ������'H "�� -E ���=�g��� 5��� H��� �� �  ���� 
�����  @�@���� G� �� H�� �� �� -��� 1�� 1��� $��� ���� ����। E������ uD���'H3 " D� 
������ ¸� ���। 

��� "  /�0� Kc�� ��H��  ��� ���, �'�6 ��� <��� �� � @�E "� ������H�� 
��bN��� ����@। ��� /����� �G6%��  ��a� ����� H����f<। 
 

-_��  ��� <�, ); $���E,):;) 
 

A$���  ���� �5�����e $���� ��R��� /<��    
���H�� )CE $���E ("����) - ��� �� ������ �R��� H���@, �� -���5�� $�  �1� 

���������T� �/���8[ $�� A$���  ���� �5����� T� �� � �� ��$%��  ���� ������ " �D 
$���� ��R� ��l��� /<��  ���@। 

a��� " �D �H��D�� "  �������  ��R�� 1�=N�� ��� ��� ��� �� $��� -$ ��� 
���?� E��H���� ���5�� ‘�����  �� �D�’ ��� ���� ���^�  ��@ "�� "E �� D ��� 3 
gM|�'N6 $���� �����g���� ������� ����> fH�N� $� ���12 ��$%��  ���� /�� /�� 
������ ��� " �D $���� ��R� ��l� H�O "E ��H'��6� ���5�� $M��  �$। 

$�� �5����� ��� ��, "E $���� ��R�� ����E ��� <��� ���12 �r��� -�� - ���� 
���� ���� ����� A�'6�� K¹�  ��� H��। 

��� ��� ��, "��� ��$%��  ������ ���G -���5� ��� ��� "E /<���D ��1�.� 
H���@। 

$�� �5����� ��� �� �'�6 ��� <�� �����T��Y �� ��$� 1���� $� ��� ��<| H����� 
�A���@ "�� "E ����a���� $���� ���=� ��6�5�� /0�D ��  �� ����5�  �� K�5I। ��R�� 
���T�� ����� EO�  ��� " ��=�� ����> ��� ����। 

$�� �5����� ��� ��, �'�6 ��� <�� ����a��� K�J����T� K2�� H�O। ��� ���� �� 
�����g���� ������� /¡�, ����5� 3 �� 6��� ���G  ��6̂ � fHN  �� K�5I। 

��� ��� �� 1����� "�$[��� KI����� ���G ���G ��$%��  /¡� ��� ��1O� 3 -a� 
_����  �$  �� ��3�� K�5I। 

��� ��� �� �'�6 ��� <�� �� �� :C $ ���  ��� <��� $� �1�D �����@�। � � T� (j 
�@� ��� �MN��� �����º �� ��  ���NE �H�  �r�� ���N� ���'� H���@ "�� "E �r� 3 
���H�� ��� ������ $� ��f���� ���� ����� $�� �@� �। ��� ��� �� �'�6 ��� <�� 
���� ���� ��� <�� � �1�� �E। 
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��� ��� �� 1����� "�$[��� ���� ���5���� �G� �G� �������� ����� �G�  �� ��� ��h� 
3 ���� ������ ��T ���� �&������  G� ���
�� �u�=N�  �� H�O। ��� ��� �� ��� 
��� <��� $�� ��f��  �� ����।  ��N ��� ��� <�E � G�� , ��H�� ��� ���� $�� ��f���� 
�� �� � �G��। 

-_��  ��� <�, )* $���E,);;)। 

 
$���� ���=� ������� �p� 6 3���$��� �MJ�H 

 

���H��, ()�� $���E ("����)- ��]� ��� <� ���8��� �/���8[ 3���$��� �MJ�H �� 
T� �� ��� �� "��� "  �������  ��R�� 1�=N�� ��� ����@ ��, ��6�5 ��l��� /�� 
K�L�� �@� ����b /N� "�� "� �� �/���8�[� ��$� H��� fHN  ��� $���� ���=� 
������� -� � � ��<| G� �@ �। 

3���$��� �MJ�H ��� ��, ����b /N��� ������� ���� /0 ���� �����@ �5� ���� 
$� ��� ����� H3�� K�5I। ?��� H<�>��� �� ���� /0 ��� -��� ���� ���3 ��� �>�� 
 ��। 

3���$��� �MJ�H ��� ��, ��� �� ������E "E �� ���=N  ���@ ��, �'�6 ��� <� 
�G�  $���� ���=��� ��� ��� �����  ��3�� � ��3��� 3 ���� -��T��  ��� ��6�� $���� 
���=� ��� /���$���� 3 E�»� A����� ?��� H����� �A���@। ��� ��� ��, " �D $���� 
���=��� ������6 "�D "� " �D -r��  ���=�� ���N� H���@। 

��� -3���� ��T����� ���G ��$%��  �������  ���  G� ���� $� ������ /�� $�� 
1��B�� ������5�  ��। ��� ��� ��, ��=� -3���� ���T�  �� $ ��=6a��� ����  
���O2������ ��� 1�� H��।  ��N ��H�� ��< ���  ��=�  �� H� �। 

��� -E 3 �&���� ����a�� ��e/��l� 3 ��`������� ���4��� ��M�� �I���� 5������ $� 
������H�� 1��� �� /����  ��� ��G6 H3��� 1��B�� ������5�  ��। 

 
-_��  ��� <�, () $���E,):;) 

 
?��� H<�>�� �/���8�[� A�'6�� ��6�� �� �D� " ��� �����    

-���A���� ���H�R�    
���H��, (j $���E ("����)।- $����� E������ �a��� -��� ���� ���A��� ���H�R� -$ 

"��� ��� ��, ?��� H<�>��� $� �/���8[ �� A�'6�� ���  ���@, ����� ��6�� ��$%��  
�� D ������� "D�E H�O " ��� ����� ���। 

��� ��� ���, �/���8�[� ��T� ����� 1�=�N K�J��� k ��� ����� ���� �'�6 ��� <�� 
K�-��6�5 ��l� ��� H�� �।  ��N "E ���� TN� ����  �1�D�� �1�D ��  ��� -��� 
����। 

���� ���A���� ���H�R� ���H�� ���� �.�� ������� ��� ���G ��� �'�6 ��� <� �A��� 
��1¡�� �N6�  ��@��। 

���� ���A���� ���H�R� �'� -�� T� �����N ��6�5� ��$�� /�G6�� ��E ����� a� 
������  ��6��5� �u�=N�  ��� �����  G� ����� K�J�  ��। 
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��� ��� ���$�� �H���� ��5�� �M  ��� $� �� ���� /�� -H�� $��। 

��� ���, �'�6 ��� <��� $T�� ����  
�1���  ��a� �A���� -�� $� ����� 

�1���  ��$%��   ��6̂ � ����� �M  �� " �> �� ��। 

-_��  ��� <�,(k $���E,):;) 
 

-������ /�� ��y ���H�� ���G �H����T��� -H��-������ /�� ��y ���H�� ���G �H����T��� -H��-������ /�� ��y ���H�� ���G �H����T��� -H��-������ /�� ��y ���H�� ���G �H����T��� -H��    
    

"���� �������� ���� ��� H� ��, �$��� E���� ���D6� ���6���[��� ����86� �p��  _��� 
�$�M� -H�� 3 ��¢ �p��  �3��� -�S� ��� -��� ������  ��y ���H�� ���G 
��^�1��� �H����T�� /�� "�� $T�N� � D ����� �����  -��6 ������  ��� -H�� 
$�����@। 

"  ��4 ���&���� ��h�� ��� <��  ���O2  ��� =\�b  ���I  ��� $� ��� <� ��y 
���H�� ������5� ���?���  ��1�.�  �� "�� ��`������� ���4��� ��'6�  ��� ������� 
����� gM|�'N6 1'�� �� 1'��� /����  ��। 

���&���� ��&�� ���, ������  &�¡�� / ��  ���E -����� ������ ����� H�� �। "E 
��H'��6 ��6���  /���$ H�O $���� ��T6Z�'�   ��$� �fT�� |����� ��N� $� /��� 
 �&6��?� ���G -����� �'N61��� �H����T��  ��। ���&���� ���� ��$� ����� ����|������ /���� 
 ��। 

�'�6 ��� <�� -���, ���$��� E������ ����� �����  -��6 $T�N� � D ������  ��� 
��=��D �����  �6�'5�� �>T6�  ��� $� ���� -H�� $��। 

-_��  ��� <�, (C$���E,):;) 
 

�� �� �'�6 ��� <� ����� �G��G1��� ��� ����  ��@    
 ��5� ���� �.�� �� ����    

 ��5�, (: �� $���E, ("����)। -��� <� ������ ���T� ( �E��� £�) ���^D��� �$���� �� 
-�S� ���� T� �� "��� ����@ �� /��� �� ����� ������ �R��� H���@, �'�6 ��� <� �� �� 
�� �G�G61��� ��� �����  ��@। 

T� �� F� � �G�   ��5� ���h@���� �� ���� �.�� ��� ������� ��� ���G -���5� 
 ��@��। ��� ��� �� �'�6 ��� <�  �&6�? ���� ����� �����T ��� �����  ��D�� 3Z�� $� 
����� ��� @�  ��@। 

�'�6 ��� <�� K�-��6�5� ��h� ���� ��A���� ����� �p� 6 "  /�0� $���� ��� ��� 
��, ��6�5 ��l H�� ��-"�-"� "� K¼� ����� ����@। 

�� ���� ��� �� ����� ���D6 3 ��=� -3���� ���T� ������� ���� � � �$�D H3�� �� � 
H3�� �����E ������ ��� �� �'�6 ��� <�� ��� � � ������  ��� ����� ��� �� H� �। 

 
-_��  ��� <�, jx $���E,):;) 
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���O2������ ��$%��  �� ��=� �u�=N�� �������O2������ ��$%��  �� ��=� �u�=N�� �������O2������ ��$%��  �� ��=� �u�=N�� �������O2������ ��$%��  �� ��=� �u�=N�� ����    
 ��5��� �T���� -$� ��5��� �T���� -$� ��5��� �T���� -$� ��5��� �T���� -$�    

 

 ��5�, )�� ���½9� ("����)।- T� �� �'�6 ��� <� $����� E������ -��� �����  �T���� 
-$� �����9 $���� ���=� ����� "�� ��E ��� �� '� H�� ��� ���G ���G ��f ���� �� 
 �� ��6�5 ��l��� -H�� $�����@। T� �� "��� $���� ��A�� "  �������  ��R�� 
1�=N ��  ��� ��� ��� ��, ����6� -������� ���� H3��� ��E ���� �����N ��6�5 H3�� 
K�5I। 

��� �����9 ����6� -������� ��l��� �$�� ���� $��।  ��N ����6� -������� 
��l��� ��� ��� -�TE H���@। ��� � � ���O2������ ��$%��  �� ��=� �u�=N� "�� ����� 
��&�&.�  ���<���� -H�� $��। "E /��z ��� ����� -3���� ���D6 (1���� £�), $�� 
-��K� �H�� ���� ��&�| ���5���� ����� ��T 3 ����� (3���� £�) �'�6 ��� <� ����� 
�� K�J�  ��। 

��h� ��� "�� ���� ������ "��� �'�6 ��� <�� �T��� �I���� 5����O "�� $T�N� ���� 
H����� 1�� �&�Y  ��@। �'�6 ��� <�� �G6%��  ���6���� $� ��� � �A� ��� ���  G� 
�������  ���@। �����  �T���� -$� ���, F� �� ��� �A���H ‘‘�'�6 ��� <��� �G6��� 
���6���� $� �G6%��   ���D’’ ��� " �D ����= ��a� ����T  �� K�5�। "E ��a��  �$ H�� 
�G6%��  ����a�� ���?�  �� ���� "�� ����� �G6%��  K2��� K��� K¹�� 3 ������� ���। 

������e �� ��� ��� ��� ��b�N� ���a� fHN  �� K�5�। ��� ->$6���  ��H��� 3 
�H����T�� /���$ H��। ��� ��� �&��� �A� H�O �&G  Kc��z /��� a�� "�� "$� �� 
�����b� ���a� ����� H��। F� � �G�  ������ Kc���z� �G6%��  K2�  ��6̂ � ����   �� 
��� �������$ ।  ��N ���T�����T� �?�� ����� � "  ����D /���{ �� �&�Y  �� �����@। ��� 
���, 5��G6 �A� H�O A�� H��� �M �'�6 ��� <�� ����� S�16? /������� �� ���� ���a� fHN 
 �� K�5�। ��= �A�� �'�6 ��� <��� �� �� ������� K�� gM| -����  �� H� "�� ��� H� 
����  �$  ��� 5�, ������   �$ ���� H��। �����  -$� ��� <� �?� 3 ����=� $���� 
����c�� $� ��� <� ������H�� /�� T1�� ��� $��। 

��� ���, � � 1�� ������E �G� �G� ‘�������� -�.����’ ��G6  H�� ���� �। ��� 
���, �'�6 ��� <�� ���O2��������� ��'6�  ��� $� " � 3 ��� �/��  ���� �� " ��  �$ 
 �� ���O। ��$� ���� ���E 1��  �$  ��@ ��� ��� K�J�  ��। 

�H�� ���� ��H��$� /�� ��� $���� ��� ���, "E -�����T� ���6 �G�  �MN�� 
K� &� H�� �����। 

 
-_��  ��� <�, (���½9�, ):;) 

 
 

����b /����b /����b /����b /�0 �/���8�[� 1�=N�0 �/���8�[� 1�=N�0 �/���8�[� 1�=N�0 �/���8�[� 1�=N    
��&�&�.� ��1����&�&�.� ��1����&�&�.� ��1����&�&�.� ��1��    

'M� -��'M� -��'M� -��'M� -��    
 

 ��5�, )*E ���½9� ("����)।-��� <� �8���� �̂D  ���D6 /�� $�� 'M� -�� -$ 
����b /N��� ������� �/���8�[� 1�=N�  ���� TN�b ��M��� 3 $T�N� � D ?���  
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<�>��� ���  " D� ��<� ���?� ��� ��1�H�  ��। ��� ��� ��, �����b ������� 
$T�N� ��6��5� /�������� ��� ��, �/���8[ �� �u�=N�  ��� ���O, �� 
� &� H���@ 3 
K����4 ���� ������� ����3 �H$��  �� H���@। 

"�� /����� H� ��, �/���8[ $������N� ��1/�� fH�N /�� ����@। ���3 -�� ��\� 
����b �����, ��� -��  ��, ���8�� �����A�Y��� K�J��� /��� 3 � �Q� ���� ?��� �¾�� 
������� -�� �� ��< ���� ���  ���@, �� �� �G��G gM| ���� ����5�  �� H��। ��� ��� ��, 
" �D ���6Y ����� ���� ->e -r��  �G6%��  _�=�� S�� ��N� $�3 �� �����b� �G��G 
 ��6 � ���a� fHN  �� H�� ��� ��� �& 1��� ��q��  ��। 

 
�3��� �3S���3��� �3S���3��� �3S���3��� �3S��    

 

���H��, )*E ���½9� ("����)।-$����� E������ -��� �3��� _��� -��� -�� �3S�� 
-$ "��� ��� ��, ����b /N��� ������� �/���8[ �� �� ���� �u�=N�  ���@ �� 
���4��T� ���E �� H�। �/���8�[� 1�=N �p� 6 �>�� /��z �3��� �3S�� ��� ��, ��� 
(�3S��) ��6��E "�� ��4  �� "���@ �� $���� ���=��  ����b /N�  ��� ���� ������6 
�/���8�[� K�5� ��\� /N�  �� �� $���� ���=�� ���  ��। 

��6���� /�� ��E " E ���� ���� ���&� H�O ��� ��� ��1�� / ��  ��।  

 
�$8 " 1�B��$8 " 1�B��$8 " 1�B��$8 " 1�B�    

 ��5�, )*E ���½9�, ("����)।-����b ������ /�0 �/���8[ -$ �� A����� �u�=N� 
 �� ������ /�� $�� 1��B� �I�p� 6 � � �>�� / ��� �
� ��  ��। ������� �� " �p� 6 
��h� /���^�� $��� 5�E�� ��� � � �>�� / ��� ��R�� $���� ��� ��, " ������� ��� 
/G�� ������� � Q��  ���D� ���G -��� -���5�  ���। 
 

A��� -H��A��� -H��A��� -H��A��� -H��    
����-E’� ��� ���e ��� <� ���< 3  ���N ���=��� �1���� ����1� A��� -H�� T� �� 

����� ���� ������b  ��=�� �/���8�[� ����� 1�=N �p� 6 �>�� /��z ��� ��, $������N� 
1�� ��������� ���� uD��� � ����� "���� � � �����b�E ��A�� ���1� � � ����� �E। 

�3��� A��� -H�� ��>�=$  ����b /N��� ������� S�D� ��=� �������  �� ��� ��, 
/<���� ����b K4 ��=� S�D� ��^�> 1�� ��������� ��� "��  ���� �������1�T�  �&6  �? 
�? ���� � ���=N ���4� �]��� ����  �� ��2� "�� �� ����= /���$ �'�N  ��� � ����� 
"� ��A���� �����  �। 

-_��  ��� <�,): ���½9�,):;) 
 

TN�b ��e /��l�E ����  � ��� ����� �'�6��6TN�b ��e /��l�E ����  � ��� ����� �'�6��6TN�b ��e /��l�E ����  � ��� ����� �'�6��6TN�b ��e /��l�E ����  � ��� ����� �'�6��6    
���H��� �M� -�����H��� �M� -�����H��� �M� -�����H��� �M� -��    

���H��, ()�� ���½9� ("����)।- -$ a��� �H��D�� ���H�� -E$������ ���� ��h� �R�� 
-����$� "  �9�6� ��l�� 1�=N�� ��� ���8�� /�� $�� 'M� -�� -���� -����1��� 
?��� H<�>� ��� ��� ���������  ��। $�� -�� ���, ���������1��� T�Z� $���� ���=���  
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 ��@ �p'N61��� ?��� H<�>�  ��� H��। ����� �'�6�r��� "  ����= ��a� ������ G� �� 
?��� H<�>��� ��� "��� H�� ��� ��� ��1�� / ��  ��। 

 ��N
¸� ��� ���, "E �� D$  ����a���� ����� �'N6 ?��� H<�>��� ��G����4 
���a� �&�Y ��� �। ���8�� ��� ���, " �� |��� � ��� ������H�E "� ����� Kc� 
����  " �� ����� ���� ��� ���� ������  ��@, ����� ���G ��� " �� । "E ���� 
���1���� �� ��\����\ ���� uD��, ����� $� ��E �z� ��� ��� K�J�  ��। $�� 'M� 
-�� -��� �u�=N�  �� ��, " ��� TN���b  ���a�E ��� <��� K1� ����  �D�D 3 � ��� 
����� ����।  

�'�6 3 ��]� ��� <��� ���� �1��T���  �'��|� ����/�?�� -$ ���� TN���b  ���a� 
��e/��l� " �> ����H��6 H�� ��\�@। ��� ���, TN�b �'�6 3 ��]� ��� <��� ����=� ���� 
���T�'� -��� /���l�  ���। ):�* ���� "E ���T�'� �@2 H���@। ��� ���, "E ���T�'��� 
�1���E ����� K1� ����� $T�N� ���� 1�� ��������� �&�Y H���@। 

$�� 'M� -�� �& ��� ���G ��� ��, ������ ��� Kc�N6 H�� �T�@ "�� (��� ���56 �� �� 
 ��D�� KZ� H���@। -3���� ��T �� ��]� ��� <��� ��M�� ����= �&�Y� /��� ���। 

�'�6 ��� <��� ���= -$ ����� �����@ �� ���� C �A�� �>���� /O2 "  =\��b� �� �� 
H���@। �'�6 ��� <��� ����a�� -��| -�� ������� ��� <� ��y ���H� ������5� ���a� fHN 
 �� "  ����D 1'�� � ���  ���@ ��� ��� K�J�  ��। 

-_��  ��� <�, (( ���½9�,):;) 
 

$���� ��z��� $��������� ��� ��� ��$� �,    
�b� �9�6�� �T���� -$�    

(Y�A �����D6��)    

�'�6 ��� <� $����� E������ -��� �����  �T���� -$� ����@, $����� E������  �6��� 
������ $����������� -��6�  ���$6 ���� ��z��� $����������  ��� ��� ��$� �। ��� 
���, $������  �6��� ��H���I ��N  �� ��� <��� S=���� ������ �����@ �� ���� ���� ��$� 
���3 ��� <��  �1�z D� ��� D� ���  ��� ��$� �। T� �� ����� a��� �H��D� "p����� F� � 
�H� $����  �&6  /�����  ��?��b� $�� -���� -�� �� 3 ��$
�b� �3��� "� "� 
EK��A�  /�c �9�6� ��l�� �����  �T���� -$� 1�=N ���O��। 

��� ���, ���� /��� �����  ���H�� �'N6 ��b�N -��� ��3 ��  ��  H�$�� ���  �H�� 
H���@ ����� ��� ���E $������  �6�। -E �1�� ������ �� ��b�1� T�Z� H�� ��E ��b�1�� 
$������ ���T�� �p� 6 ��� ���� ��� ������  ��। ��� ���, ��6��� /����� $������ 
�� �� �� (x1�T ���  ��^� ����@ ���� S1��T ��14। "  �� ��� <��  s��  ��� 5�� -� 
" �� ��� <��  �?�� $� /�N ���� /��। $����� E����� ���=�4 ��1�4। ��� ���, 
$������ �� S$ ���� ��b�1�� ���T �����@ ������  ���� �? �G�  "E ����| fH�N ���� 
 �� H���@ । �����  �T���� -$� ���, �� K�L�� ��� $���� ��$� �� ���H��� ���  ,���> 
 ���D�� ���  ���T �����@ ��E K�L���E ��b�1�� ���  ���Z���@। ���� ���> �A���� -�� $� 
-��� ��  �$  ��@ ��E  ��$ ��H���  ��� $�E S$�  ��b�1�� �/�N  �� H���@ । ��� ���, 
"E �b� �� �1��T� �� �R��� �� �। -��� ����� ������ ���� �Z�� �����@।........ 
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��� <� $����� E������ �8���D -��� �3��� -®�� ��H� ���q� ������, ��� <��� 
$TN, ����=  �� $�������� ��b���� $� �����  �� ����$��  ��। 

       -_��  ��� <�, (C ���½9�, ):;) 
 

�����N ?�� /��6 �����N1���E /���T  �� K�5�    
--�T� ��    

(Y�A �����D6��)    

��H�� -E-E��� ��� ���D6 /�� ����/�� "��� ���6�� -�T� �� �/���8�[� �����N ?�� 
/��6 ��-E� �u��=� -3���� ���T� � � "�,"," 3 "�,��",��� �?��  ��6 ��  ��� 
-H�� $��। T� �� �&Hd����� F� �� "  �������  ��R�� $�� -�T� �� ��h� ���� �? 
�G�  K4 ���������  G� �u�=N�  �� ���, �����N ?�� /��6 �����N1���E /���T  �� K�5� 
"�� ����6��� 3 ��a� ���6���= -3���� ���T� � � "�,��," 3 "�, ", "-��� "E ?��� 
�>1�64  �� K�5�। 

��� ���, "E ������� ��� fHN  �� H� ��H�� "E /���� �� � � ������ �&����� ���=��� 
-� ���� H���@ �� � � -� ����� -� � � -�� K�-��6�5 ��l��� /���$ H�� �। 
��H��� � "E ������� �� �� ��� fHN �  �� �� K�-��6�5� ��� fHN �p� 6 ��� �� 
����> fHN  ��� ��� $�� -�T� �� $��। 

���½9� ���� �/���8�[� �����N ?�� �u�=N�� K�J�  �� $�� -�T� �� ���, "D� 
����� ��$%��  �?�� " D� �� ��T�>� �'5�  ���@।............. 

��H��  /�� "��� ���12 �
O����� /��l� 3 ���>  ���D� ����TN  �&6  �J� "�� �� 
$TN�  H����  �� �p� 6 ��1���T  �� ��� -�� "��� ��a� ��� " �p� 6 �� �����D6 
�����@ �� ���। 

�J� "�� �� $TN�  ���4T� �¿�� 3 ����� ��$%��  ������ $� H����  �� H�O। 
����� K�� ���\ 5��� H�O। ����� �� -� H���� �  �� H� �� �p� 6 ��� �� ���� � D 
-H�� $��। 

�b���� ��6�5� ��� fH�N� ����� �� �p� 6� -��� �p� 6 $�� -�T� �� ���, 
"�� ��6�5� H<�?��� ����� ����@। �b���� ��6�5� ���fHN  ��� ���� ��6�5 ���� 3 
����? H�� �। 

�'�6 ��� <�� ��b�1� TZ �p� 6 ��H��  /�� ���, -��� ���� TN�b ��e /��l�� $� 
��f��  �� -��@। TN��b� �����N ���� H�O $T�N� ��6�5� /�������� H��� ?��� ���� 
����। �'�6 ��� <�� ��GY ������N ��6��5� ���� ����@। � � ����� ������6 ��6�5� ����$� 
���4��� H��� ?��� ���� H���@। "�� TN�b�  �
� ��  �� H�O। ���� $T�N� �1��D ��6��5� 
H���@ �����  ��@ ?��� H<�>�E H�O �����T� ����; ���� ����$� H���@ ����� H��� �। 
�'�6 ��� <�� ��6��5� ������ �1�� �E। "¸� �P ���� -�@ ����� -� �H�� ���� H���@ 
"�� ���� ��� <�� ��q���। ����b /N� �p� 6 "  /�0� Kc�� ��� ���, ���=���E 
����b /N�  �� K�5�। 
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1����� H����� -�� � �p� 6 "  /�0� $���� ��H��  /�� ��� -�� �����E "E 
���1�� ���=N  �� -��@ �� -��� K1�E /������। -����� �������� ���  ��� H��। 
��� <��  ���>�� ���  ��� H�� "�� 1��� " �D �&HI ���। ��� 3 /������� ���G ���>�� 
�����  ��� H��। ��� � � ����� ���� �। K��� ����� ������ K1�� E "�T�� -��� H��। 
�� � � ��� <�� 1���� T�  ���@ ����� ���� �A�I ��Z� K�5�। ��� <� " ������� 
$������u� ��6��?  �����T �R� H���@ � � 1��� ��$� H��। ��� ��� "D� S16��T�� ��=� �� 
��� <��� 1�T� ��� �����>� ��E�� ��6���� H�O। �'�6 ��� <� H��  � ���  1���� T�  ���@ 
�� �p� 6 "  /�0� $���� ��� ��� ���12 $ ���12 ������ K�J�  ���@।  ��$E � �D� ��� 
� �D� ��� �, �� �¸�N  �� ��� �। ��� ��� 1��� �  /5��  ��@ �� -�� $���। ��� 
"��� �$ �$ ��\�u�� �A�� -��� ���� K�5�। ��� ��]� ��� <��3 $T�N� ��6��5� 
/�������� H��� ?��� H<�>��� ��? ��1�� / ��  ��। ��� ��� ��]� ��� <�� ����a�� 
��> ��� ����� �� �� TZ�� � � /���$ �E ��� ���  ���4 ����। "� �G6 �  "E ��h\�� 
� �� ����� ���> -�@ ����� TN��b� �� �� �E। 

���� 
�1���  ��$%��   ��6 ��� �M "�� ��������� 
������ ��? � � /���{ �� �'� 
 ��� $�3 ��� -H�� $��। 

-_��  ��� <�, ) ������, ):;) 

 

�����b "� "A 3� �����  ��� �����N� �������    

$������ �$���� ����    
�'�6 ��� <� $����� E������ �$���-E-���� -�� / ��  ���@ ��, �/���8[ E���H�� ���� 

���5������ �� ����b /N�� H�O ���� -E  �Z����� �����  ���g�� ��q<��� ���G ���&� 
H��। 

"����� ��� / ��, T� �� ������� �$����� /G� ������� T&H�� "  /<��� ��� H�, "D� 
�$����� �����5� ��1�� �� �����b ����4 ���a�g��� �>1'64 �H�� "�� $���� -�� 
- ���� /��A��� H�� �। 

 ()) � ��� 3 ��2�H �����b� /�� KI�। 

 (() �A8���� 3 ���6���[��� TN�b। 

 (j) �&G  ��6�5 ����। 

 (k) ��, �8, "�-"� *�A�  �6�'5� ������ �'N6 -r��  
��c���। 

(�) ��� <� �� ���� ������b  ����| H�� ��6���� ���� ����� S ����� ��� �� 
�G6%��  _�=�� �'�  ��।  

 (C) ��6��� ���� ��y ���16� �H � Q�� �� ���� �� ��1�T �G�  _�=�� �'�  �� "��  

 (;) �����  ��� ���� �]���। 

-_��  ��� <�, k ������, ):;) 
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/�������� K����� 1��B�� ��N�    
��� <� ����� ���D6� �5������ $�� $���A �� -�� 1��B� �'�6 ��� <��� $T�N� K�L��� 

�/��� "  ��N��� ����� $T�N� ��� �� /��l�� $� ��h� ���� 3�����  G� ����� �u�=N� 
 ��। T� �� ������� F� � �G�  "���� "E ��N� ������  ���@। T� �� ������� �'�6 ��� <�� 
��1O� 3 ��$%��  �A�� -T� ��� <� ����� ���D6� �� ��������Y /������� �5������ 
1��B�� ��E ��N� ��� -��। 

��h� ��N��� $�� 1��B� ��� �� $���� $��� "  �� ������� �'5�  ��� H��। 
��� <����� ���� ��� <����� H��� �{  ��� H�� "�� � ��� /�� ��1O� 3 �H��1'��� ���1�� 
��� ��d� 1�E �H���� ���>�� �����  ��� H��। 

��h��� �4���  �H��1'�� ��� ����5�  ��� $� �'�6 ��� <��� $T�N� /�� -��� 
$���� ����� ���D6� /�� ��� �� -��� � � / �� ���=�N� ���� uD���� "�� $T�N� 
��� �� ���2� ������। 

TN ��� �� ��e /��l�� $� -��� �� ���E �5Y�  �� -��@ "�� "E ����D  Y����  ��$ 
-��� �'�6 ��� <��� $T�N� H��� H�� ������  ��$� �?����। 

��f���� "E  ��������� ���� ����E uD��� H�� "�� �� ���� -��16�� �]�E uD��। 
��� ��� T� * ��� ��� -��� �� T1�� K��T 3 KI }�� ���G �'�6 ��� <��� uD�/��H �?� 
 �� -��@। ��  �4��� H���@। ��� <���� ��� <����� H���  ��� �H������T�>  uD� -��� 
/��?  ��@। A�� $��� -$ "  ^��>��� "�� ��h�\���@। 

):C; ���� -�� "E �� 6 ��N� Kw��N  ���@��� �� $T�N� �G6%��  3 ��$%��  
��� �� ��e /��l�E H�O -����� ���� ���� ���4� " ��� �G। "E �G @�\� �� � � �G 
-����� �/� ���&1'���  �¨�D� -���6 ��� ����। ��� 3 u'�N6��\ ��s< -����� ��� ��� ���~। 
-��� S�16�?� ��1���� ��1�� "�� ��6� �����$ , ��$%��  3 ��N� ���=�N ���6�<। 

"E �5� �����~� ���� u�D�� $����  �R����� "�T�� ���� " ��� �G H�O $T�N� 
��� �� /��l�  ��। ��6 /G� -���E ����@���� �� �'�6 ��� <��� $TN ���?� &� T��� �G5 
����� ���=�N� ���� ��� ��। -���E � ��� -�T ����@��� �� �'�6 ��� <��� ������� � 
$T�N�  G�� �G����T� ��6��� ���� H��। $���� ������� 3 ����b /N�� $T�N� ��� fH�N� 
���� ��6 /G�� -���E Ko��  ���@। 

-$�  -��� -��� $T�N� ��� �� ��e/��l�� $� -����� 3����� ��M�J�  ��@। ��h� 
��N��� 1��B� ���, $���� $��� ����E �� ������� �'5�  ��� H��। -����� ���D6 �p� 6 
�^��, ����=  �� �'�6 ��� <��  ���=N ��� /���^������� 1�� �������� �&�Y� �5Y�  ��@। 

-����� �4�� ��Z 1��� ����� $� -�����  ��@ -��� " �> ������। -��� � � 
/ �� ���=�N� ���� uD����। -J�H� �&�Y�� ��� � � ���= ��� ���� -E�� �&�Y�� � � 
��� <���  ��� ��� ����5�  ��� H��। 

-_��  ��� <�, )) ������, ):;) 
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$���� �� �� TZ  �� K�5�$���� �� �� TZ  �� K�5�$���� �� �� TZ  �� K�5�$���� �� �� TZ  �� K�5�    
----��A �� E������A �� E������A �� E������A �� E����    

��3�������, )xE ������ (����-E)-  �K��� ������ ���T� 1�E� �/���8[ $�� ��A �� 
E���� ����@ �� ��6�� ����a�� ��� �����  ��� $� � � ����/��  ��$%��  ��g���� 
����� �����9 � �Q " �D $���� �� �� TZ  �� K�5�। �'�6 ��� <��� �� $ /������ 
����� T�Z� ���� ���� �H���� ��q �A�� �3��� H3��� �'��6 "  ��?�I ��� $�� ��A �� 
E���� ��� �� ��h��� "E ���� ��� �A��� /�� �?� H�O ->$6���  ��6��� ����H� 1����� 
/5��N�� A�� �&�Y 1�� �������� �'�  ��। 

$�� E������ ���� ��G  ��5� �3��� H3��� �'��6 "E ��?�I �� T&H�� H�। "  /�0� 
Kc�� ��� ��� �� �/���8�[� ?��� H<�>���  �$ �H$��  ��� $� " �D TN���b  �� �� 
/��l� 3 " �D $�/� ����b $��� � H3�� ��6> � �Q " �D $���� �� �� G� � K�5�। 

��� ��� �� "�� � � >��� $T�N� ���� -a�� 1�� �&�Y H��। $�� E���� ��� �� 
����� -��6 3 ������ ��z �z�� ����E "E $���� �� �� TZ  ��� H��। 

-_��  ��� <�, )( ������, ):;) 

1����� /5��N� 5������� �R��� H���@    

-��H -�$$    
�KE� 6, (k�� ������ ("����)।- �'�6 ��� <��� " $ ����Y ��� ��H -�$$�� �H�� 

T� �� "��� ��� ��, �������� ��Á�� 
¸� "� �P����� K�u��D� H�� �T�@। $������u 
��� <�� /�������� ���� ���� $�� �H�� 
���� /�����6�� �'��6 T� �� "����� ����= 
���������� "  ��?�I ��� ���, "��� "  �����3 ���  ��� ��a� ��� ��� $������u� 
�����N ���=�� ���12 ����� /�������� ���G ��?�I  ���@ "�� ��h�� ���E ��� <��� �4�� 
��� -fH �H ��� ��N  ���@। 

��� ���, "D� "� -� "  ��A� ������ � "�� 1����� /5��N�� ��q�����T��� "� 
5������� �R��� H�O। $�� �H�� ���, $������u /������� �'�6 ��� <��� �G6���� ?�� 
����� K�L��� ��/��� ��� �/�N �G�  1��� ���� G� �� ��� <� 1����� ����> �G�  _�� 
/���H���� �� -q�� �����@, " $� ����=1��� �/���8[ E���H�� ���� �����>� /����  ���@। 

1��� 3 ��� <� �����>� K1� ���q6 $�����u ��6��?  �����T� /<�� fH�N� $� 
��� <� �� ���� /����  �� H�। ��H ���H� ���, �/���8[ E���H�� ���� ����  �����N ?�� 
/��6��  G� �u�=N�� A�� ���12 ����� ���� �'��6E �&Y 1�� ���N� ����� ��� �H��  H���@। 
������H��  �G� ��6�� �p� 6 1����� K�L�� /�N���� /5��N� /��z ��� ��� ������ 
����� ��� �P����  ��z��� ���� 1����� /5��N�� ����> H���@��, ��h�� "� ��� <� �� ���� 
T&H�� ���a�� ����4 �� �����  ��� �����@। 

��� ���, "E ��H'��6 ��6���  /���$ H�O 1����� ��G�� /5��N��  / &� uD�� -����  
���> ���N1��� ���� K�L��� ���12 ���� ���? ��� <����� �/�N  ��। ��H ���H� ���, 
-��� �����  
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���GE ����  ���@ 3  G� ����@, ��h�� " G� ����� �����@ �� KG��[� /<�� /������  �� 
1��� K������ ���� /�����6�� ������� �H����T��  ��� 5��O �। 

-_��  ��� <�, (� ������, ):;) 

��$� ����� ����� �&�� 3 ����� -��� �y ����� �������।    

�/���8[ � ��� 'M� -��    
���H��, )CE ��9� ("����)।- ��� <� �8����^�D  ���D6� �/���8[ $�� 'M� -�� -$ 

"��� T16� 1�� �/���8[ �$���� E���H�� ���� ��z ÂE ���D ����� "  _�Z�  ����� H। 
_�Z� � �� $�� 'M� -�� ������� ��� ��� ��, ��� /���e �'�6 ��� <��� ��6��= ����a�� 
�p� 6 -���5�  ���@। ���� �� -�2 K�-��6�5 �p� 63 -���5� H���@ ��� ��� $��। 

��� ��� ��, �'�6 ��� <�� K�-��6�5��  �$ �M H3��� �� �G�  1��� �'�6 ��� <�� ��� 
s����  �I���� ���\�� �����@। ��� $�� �� �/���8�[�  ��@ ��� �'�6 ��� <�� ��$� ����� 
����� �&��  ��� 3 ����� -��� �y ����� �������  ���@। ��� ��� ��, ����� ��$� ���� ��� 
1��  �$  ��@ � � ��6��� ����� � ��� � D �y �E। 

��$� ���� ����� ��$%��  /����?� ��� ��� H���  ��@ ��� �� ��1���T  �� H���@ 
$�� 'M� -�� ��� ����� �
� ��  ��। $�� 'M� -�� ��� ��, ��� (x�� �8��9��� 
�'��6E ��\� ����b�D / ���� $� �/���8�[� � D /<��  ���@। 

K�J����T� ��, (x�� �8��9� ����b $���� �� ��6��N  �� H���@। ���8�� ��� ��� �� 
(x�� �8��9��� �'��6E ��\� ����b�D / ��  �� H�� (;�� �8��9� $���� ���=��� ������ 
�M H3��� �'��6E ��$%��  ��g��� ��\� ����b�D ����5�  ��� $� -��� ��� ����। "  
/�0� Kc�� $�� -�� ��� �� �/���8[ ��h� ?��� H<�>���  �6�'5��� �D� G� ��। ��� 
��� ��, ������H�� H��� �� ���� �� ?��� G� ��, ����� $� ��E ����� H��। 

����-E �������� ���� / ��, $�� 'M� -�� $�� �� �/���8�[� ��z -���5�� ��� 
��Y H���@। ��� ��� �� 1��=��� ����b �p� 6 -���5�� ��� ��� �����b �'�6 
��� <��  �  �����N /�����  
��c��� ���� H�O �� $��� 5�। �/���8[ ��h�  -q�� �� �� 
�'�6 ��� <��  ��6���  
��c��� ��3�� H��। ‘��6���  
��c�����’ � � ��¡� ���� H���@ � � 
"E ���6 "  /�0� $���� ��� ��� �� 5���D ��=� �G� /���?�, ����` ��=�, ��~� 3 _�����  
���N$� � �Q� ��b�N G� ��। 

_����  ��H��� 3 ÃN �p� 6 /0  �� H�� ��� ��� ��, � Q�� �� �� -���5�  �� " 
��< ��H���3 ÃN ��fH  ��� "�� ���12 /����� $������ �1�c�� /���g����� �� ���  �� 
H��। ��� "  /�0� $���� ��� ��� �� ��� ���$��� ���4 /0 ��� � � -���5� H��। ��� 
��� �� �/���8[ E���H�� �� ���E �'�6 ��� <� �� ����  G� ����5�  ��@। 

��� $�� ��, �/���8[ �'�6 ��� <�� ��$� ����� ����� �&��  ��� 3 ����� -��� �y�y 
���� �R� H���@। �'�6 ��� <�� 1����� s����  �I���� �&�� /��z ��� ��� � �� �� 
" �D ����� -�¨� ����@ ��E �, / &���? K4 "�� �� ��� �M H�� �T�@। "����� ���� -��� 
��� H�, ��� 
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"  /�0� Kc�� $�� 'M� -�� ��� ��, ��-E� �u��=� -3���� ���T� �D� �D ��6��5� 
3 �H�� $���� ���=� �������  ���� � ��� H�� "� ���� K��a� �E, ��� (;�� �8��9� 
� ���� ���� ��h�� H�� ���=��� ������� ���� $� �A�� -��� ����। 

��� ��� �� ��-E� �u��=� -3���� ��T ������� �� � � ��� ���T���� ������� 
��$%��  �� -E � � ���� �। ��� ��� ��$%��  �� -E�D�  ���� TN��b� ��G 
����
�¸� ��� �N6�  ��। ��� ��� �� ��� $���� ���=��� @’$ ������ /�G6�� ��� 
/����Ä��� ��6��5� H3��� �H�� �p� 6 �/���8[�  ���H�  ���@ "�� �/���8[ ��=��D 
�p� 6 ���{�  ��� ��� ��h�  $�����@। 

$�� 'M� -�� ��� ��, $���� ���=��3 @’���� _��� �$�D ����H� G� ��। ��� <� 
TN���b  -�.���� (���8"�) �� "E �$�D ���� " $�� ��&|���� G��  ��$� ���a� fHN 
 ��� H�� ��� ��� K�J�  ��। 

-_��  ��� <�, ; ��19�, ):;) 

5� �A� �p'N6 �A� H���@    

1��B�    
 ��5�, )(E �19�, ("����)।-�� -1��� K�-�H������ 1�T� �1���, ���� �� ������� 

��6���� H�� �, "E K�-�H������ ���D��E ��6���� H��। ����� ���D6 /�� $�� 1��B� 1����� 
/���b� ����� E�.�� T�{�� /�� K����4 �� 6 ��N� Kw��N  ��। ��� -�SJ�H H�M ����8 
"  ����D $������ �4&��  ��@��। ��� ��� <��� �1�>��N ������� ����H� H<�?� "�� 
-^�N��  �I����� ��M�� 1��� �� ���  Ph�����  �� ���� ���, 1��� ��� <��� K�� ��� 
5����� ����� �5Y�  ��� ��E ��� ��� 1��� 3 ��� <��� �����>E ����� G� �� �। ��� ���, 
1��� �� ��� �����  ��� � �A��� A��A��  ��� 
��? ��  �� 1�� � �����। � � 5� 
����� ��� <��� ��M�� 1����� � H����� ���� ��� <��  �p'N6 3 ��6��  ��G6�� -q�� 
�����@। ��h� ��� � �A�  �D� �A� H���@ ��� -���E �� ����� ����। 

��� �'��� ���, -��� 5� �A� �A� H���@। "E /��z ��� ��h� ����� �9�6�� /���b� 
�5� " ��E, �a��� ����`�b� 5� ��� �AE-��� ���&��� K�J�  ��। 

���� ����@, ��� <�� /��������� ��� �A� H���@। -���  �6�� �����  �� ��Y H�� 
-�� �A�� "���@। ��� 1����� /���?�b� $T$�� ����� �����  ���&��� �.�  ��। "E 
���&���� $T$�� ��� ����@, 1��� ��� <��� �\ �\ �H�g��� ���  ��� �� �@�\ ���� �। 
1��B� ���, ��� �M H�� ��� ��� <� ������H�E ���  ���� ��� <��� /���D �T��  ��� 
 ���। /���D f��, �H� 3 �\�  ��� H��। ��� ���, ��� �H�  ����� �< ���.��। 1��B� ���, 
��� <��� �1�>��N ������� ����� E�.�� T�{�� H<�?� ���� @��\�� �T�@। 

��� ���, ����1���D� ���G 5��4 
�?��� $� 1����  �P ������ ���� H��। � � 
��� <�3 " ��� 5��4  ���@�। � � ��� �� ��G6  /���N� H���@। -�� 1����  ���D� ���O, 
�y ���T  �। ��� <��  P��  ���� �{  �। 
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-����� K�� ��� ��� 5����� ��3 ��H�� ��H�� 5'\�>, ���, ��6��  ���। ��� ��?N��� @� 
���� _���� ������5�  ��। ��� ���, ���8�� /�� 'M� -�� ��$ @� ���� -��� � H�� 
�3��� �3S���  ��� -���  �����@। ��� ���, ����� ���D6 ���   &= , @�� ����$��� 3 
������� ��� ���G _���  ���। 

-_��  ��� <�, )j �19�, ):;) 
    

/���b�� �� �'�6 ��� <���  ���� H��    
�T���� -$��� ����    

(Y�A �����D6��)    
T� �� ������� �'�6 ��� <� $����� E������ -��� �����  �T���� -$� "  ���&���� 

��� <��� /���b��|� �� "  $ �'�6 ��� <���  /���� ���� $�����@। @� ���� ��6�5� 
�$��D� ��� $�� �M� -���� ?��� H<�>� �p� 6� ���H��� /�c �4&��� /�� ��G6 $���� 
�����  �T���� -$� ��� ��, ����� "E ����� $T�N� � �G�  ����� �r�� ���1�� 
^��e �'�  ��� H�� /�� ��$%��  ���D ����E " $ �'�6 ��� <���  ���� H��। 

��� ��5�� "D�E ����  ��। ��� ��� -����� ��]� ��� <�� 1�E���� " G� 1����1���E 
$�� �� �'�6 ��� <������  ����� ����z� ��$%��  ��� �� �G�  ����=  �� -E��� ���� 
��u6 �� �@��� " �� | ������� ��r�  �� H���@। "� A��E $��� ��6���� gM�� �¨�D� 
�R��� H���@। 
 

S�D �����T��l ���� 1��� �G3�� 
 

$�� 1��B�� ������5�  �� $����� ��� ��� "D� ���> Se�$  �� ?���� $� $�� 
1��B��  "  �¹�� ���� ��T���� ���� ����@। 

"E ��T����� $�E ��� " E ���` S�D �����T��l ���� �G3�� �&�Y  ���@��। ?���� 
����1 ��� 3 ��h� �H �6��� "� 1��� ������� H�� ��\�@ �� ��h�� ���� ���� ������ ��M�� 
-��c$  1�=��  G����6� ����@। T�  ’��� �G�  $�� 1��B� ��� <��� /���b� H3��� 
����� �� �� ���=N  �� -��@। � � �'�6 ��� <��� ‘@’ ���� _��� "�� ��� <� �1�c�� 
������ � "� ��g���� �� �� ����� ��h� /���b� H3��� -���  �� H� �1�z 5�����  �� 
�����@। �'�6 ��� <��� $������N� ���N� H�O �� ��� ���$�� �H���� ���G $�� 1��B� ?���� 
��������| �G�  ��r� H3��� 1�� 1�� �@��। "E H����� ���1��E $�� 1��B��  ��h� �G �G�  
��� ���$�� �H���� ������N� $� /���$�� ������ �&�Y  ��� ���5����  ���@�। 

/�����  $������ -��� ���, -��� �� H� $�� 1��B� ��$3 ��$�  ������ ��� �� 
 ��। "  ���NE T� ��� ��� ��� "�� �� $TN �� �H��¨�D� ��� �����  ��@ �� ��� $�� 
1��B� �'�6 ��� <� �A�� -��� �����। -�� ����� ���� � "E ���1�� ��� ��� �   �� 
$���� ��� H3��� Se��H�  ��। ��� ��'� 1��=��� ��� $���� ��� H3��� gN���� �$6  M 
-�� ��� "E ����$��E  ��। ����� ��H��� 
��G6 �'�6 ��� <��� $T�N� ���1���  K��?� � 
 ��� $� ���&���� ��� �/���8�[� /�� -H�� $��। 

-_��  ��� <�, )C �19�, ):;) 
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��?N��� ��� ���� _��� �$�D    
���H��, )�E �19� (����-E)।-����D ��?N ��� ��$%��  �� -$ ���8�� /�� $�� 

'M� -���� ��&�| ����4 � ������ ���D6 TZ� �R� H���@। -$ � ��� "��� K4 ��g���� 
/�� ��&�&�.� _�Z�  "E ����> T&H�� H�। 

��� �T�Z� ���� /�� $�� 'M� -�� "  �������  ��R�� ��� ��, “���12 
��$%��  ���� ���� � � ���� �� /�� ��=��D  �$  ���@ ��H��� $���� -��6 �$�� 3 �?�� 
$� ����� �&  �� �। ��� ��� �� "E � ��$��D ���fHN ����� ��� <�� " �D �'N6�z E����� 
���a�  ������ $� �G����� �5Y� 5�����। 

/�� -\�E u¾������ _�Z� � �� / ���� ��4 �u�=N�� ��� H�, ‘‘-��� �G6�I ��� ���� 
�������� /������� "��� �u�=N�  ��@ �� -��� "  ��� $�� 'M� -�� ���H��� ��&�| 
��� <��� $���� ���=�� " �D ����4 � ������ ���D6 �H����  �$  ����।’’ 

/ &���? "E _��� �$��D� � � �� ���� H��। " $ �������  �� $��� 5�E�� �� 
_����$��D� ������� ���8�� /���� ��&|�  ���� � 1��� -������  ���, ��E � �� $�� 
'M� -�� |��� "D�� ‘‘����4 � ������ ���D6” �� �N  ��। K��a� ��&�&. "E �� ��N 
�R� ��� �� H�। �u�=N��D�� -��� ��� H� ��, -����� $T�N� $� "  ����� 3 ����z� 
E����� 1��=�� T�\ ������ �?�� " �D ���z�, ��dY 3  ��6 �� ��&| ����� $� " �� 
��g���� ���� �����9 ���6�w �����N � � ����� /���$����� ������� ���XY ��g��� " ��। 

�T�Z� ����4 � ������ ���D6 �z ��g���� �����N �?���'H �$6�� $�  �$  �� ����। 
"E ���6���[��� _��� �$��D� ��� �H���� $�� 'M� -���� ��6�5 H� ��6�R�। �u�=N�� ���� 

�?�  �� ��h�� H��, ��� <� �8���� �̂D  ���D6� $�� 'M� -��, ��� <� ������ ���T� 
( �E��� £�) �/���8[ �� -�S�  �E��� ��,  �K��� ������ ���T� �/���8[ ���� ����$ 
���HR� �� �������, ��� <�  �1� ������ ���T� �$���� ���^D��� ����  ���H�R� 
 ����, $����� E������ �a��� -��� ���� ���A���� ���H�R�, $������ 3������ ��� <��� 
............ "�� ��� �$� $������� 3������ ��� <��� "8�1�� D $�� E ��� -H��। ���=�4 
�� �'�6 ��� <�� �$��� E���� �� �H����  �$  ��@। $�� 'M� -�� ��� �� _����$��D� 
�z ��g���� ��&�&. $T�N� ��z ��?���� K�L��� ����� K1� ���� ���E �A�� ����। 

�������  ��R�� $�� 'M� -�� @�\�3 E���'��6 �u�=N�� 
�?��� ��� ���12 ���� 
 ���� ��� K��a� �@��। ����4 ���D6�� �� ���� fH�N� /�0 ����> fH�N� ������� �  ���� 
fHN  �� H�� �� �p� 6 "  /�0� Kc�� $�� 'M� -�� ��� �� ���12 �z ���� ��&�&Æ. 
_�Z�  -���5�  �� " ������� ����> fHN  ���। 

��� ��� ��� ��, �� ���  "E _����$��D �>1�64  ��� ������� ����> ����E ��6�R� 
H�� H��। � �Q ��� � � $���� �� �� TZ�� �?���� H�� � � "E ���6 "  /�0� $���� 
��� "  ��Ç� /0  ��। ��� ���, ‘‘�� � � �� �� �� TZ  ��� ��� ��D��  -� �  ��� 
-������  ���।’’ 

$�� �M� -�� ���, ��� " ������� ��]� �� �/���8[ $���� ���=�� �����T��l ���  
�� �� TZ�� -H�� $����। 
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$���� ���=�� �����4 ���D6� ����� ��4 �p� 6 "  /�0� $���� ��� ��� �� "E ��6��� " 
������� � @� ���� ��� -���। ��� ���, ‘‘K���6�5 ��= H�� ��, ����� ���� ��4 � ���E 
$�� H�� ����’’। 

-_��  ��� <�, )C �19�, ):;) 

 

��È� �����6    

$���A �� -�� 1��B�    
 ��5�, );E �19� ("����)।- ��� <��� $�����N � � ��a���E ‘����� �� ��’ fHN 

 ��� �। ����� ���D6 /�� $�� $���A �� -�� 1��B� -$ "  G� ����@। ��� ���� � Q�� 
�A��� ����  �6� �1�� 1�=N ���O��। 1��B� ���, �����T��l $������N� �� /��A�� �?� 
�� �� TZ� ���� �&�Y� �5Y�  �� H�� ��È� �����6। 

1��B� ��� (:�� ���½9��� 5�� �A� A�'6��� ��M�J�  �� ��� ��h� �� "E A�'6��� ���5� 
����@। ��� K4 A�'6�� ��5�E 3 ���?�  �� ����� -H�� $��। ��� ���, "@�\� ��� 
�R����� "�T�� ���� ���� �। (:�� ���½9� 1��B� 5�� �A� ������� ���  ���@��, �� ��� ��� 
�/���8�[� ��� ���  -��� ��dY 3 �G6�H  ���।  

1��B�� "E 5�� �A� H���e-    

( ) )*E ���½9��� �u�=N� ���� ��2���  ��� $� -E  �Z���� -��� ������  ��� H�� 
"�� �/���8�[� ���&���  ���� �4�� -��� dY ������  �� �� ��। 

(�) ��\� �����b� ���� ������'H ��v��  �6�'5�� ��G ���� �&�Y  ��� ����� �। 

(T) ����b ����5�� $� $���� ���=��� _�Z  -H���� ���G ���GE � �Q 3 
/���g����� ������b  �� �� TZ  ��� H��। 

(u) ����� ���D6�  ��� <��� K�-��6�5� 1����1��� ���fH�N� �����T ���� H��। 

$�� 1��B� ���, ��� �� ����b "�� ?��� H<�>� �p� 6� �/���8[ E���H��� )*E 
���½9��� ��� �� ��� ���6 fHN  ���। 

‘‘-��� ��D��  ����� ���  " �D ��Z  ���?� ��� ��1�H�  ���@���। 1��B� ���, 
����� ��<�|� �� D$  ��P��6 /���$ " �D ��4���� 3 � ��� �� ��, �� �� �� 
 ��6 �1��� _�����  -^��N� ��� �����  ��� ����� "�� $T�N� -�� - ���� �������  
�1�>��N ������ ������ �?� H��’’। 

��� ���� �'�6 ��� <�� K�-��6�5� ���fH�N� ����> 1�� H���@ ��� 1��B� 
� ��  ���@। 
‘� � /0D� �@� ����  �?�� /�0। ��  G� �5>�  ��E -��� K�-��6�5� ��� ���� ����> ��� 
���� H���@’। 1��B� ���, ���� ��h� ����a�� ��� ��� ���� ����� �'�6 ��� <� ���=��� K�-
��6�5�3 ���fH�N� ����> �। ��� ����a���� "D�  �� �Z  H��। 

'M� -�� �'�6 ��� <� �G�  /���b� �����T� ����  ��� 1��B� ��� ������5�  ��। ��� 
���, ‘‘�'�6 ��� <�� K�-��6�5� ��1��� ���� -� ��1  ���@। �� $�� ����� ��U� H3�� 
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K�5�। -� "� ���� ����� ��4� �\�E  ��  G� ���@।’’ -����� ����  �6� 3 ����� 
T� �����N ��6�5�� �� �P a�� �� ���� H���  Y �����@, �$� ���D�@। -����� �� 86 
"� ���� ������। 

?��� ���1� $� -��� � �  �&6��?� ���G =\�b  ��@, � K ��E ���= -����� ���� ���� 
�। 1��B� ���, ��h� �� ?���� $� ������� �। ����� 3 �'�6 ��� <��� $T�N� $� ���� �� 
� � ���T 
� ��  ��� /��। �'�6 ��� <��� $TN ��� /���b� �G�� �/���8[ �� 5� -��� 
�� ��� ��। "� �  $TN ��� 5�, -��� �$�� ����3 /��। 

���� ��� ���, -���  ���E ����� �� �� ��� ���� �। ��� �T�D� ����� $T�N� 
/�������� ��6��5�  �� ��� � H� ��H�� ����� ���6  ����� / &� /������� 5��� ����� 
������� $� "�T�� -��। 1��B� ���, ��� �� �����T��Y �� "�� ����E $T�N� / &� 
/����� ��� ��� ��q��। ‘?���� ��3��� �� -�� �'�6 ��� <�� ���� ����।’ ���� �� 
$������N� ���G ����  ��� ���� "�� "  ��� <��� �1�c�� ����� �G6%��  3 ��$%��  
��� �� ��� -���5�  ��� ����। ��� ���, -ET� 3 ��$%��   ���N ��� �� K�-��6�5� 
��� fH�N� ����> ��। 

( )- ��� <��  �?�  ��। (�) " �D TN���b  ����b /N� "�� (T) " �D �������  
�� �� TZ  ��� $�E ��h� �� K�-��6�5� ��� ���� ���> ��। ��� Se��� ��z "�� �5�� �{ 
���� "E ���> ��� H�। ����� ���D6 $���� ��6��� ��6�5� ��� ��� ��� ����> ��। 

-��� TN�b���� /�^�� ����H� ����� �5���@। ��$%��  K����T ��� -����� -��-
�����   ��6̂ � ��@� ��\ G�  -��� ��E �5���@।  ��N �����  ���?� � � ������ ����� 
 �� �। K�Ç� �� $������N� ���� ����= ���\�� �����। ‘-�� /���b�| 5�E � � ��� �/���8[ 
H�� 5�E �। -�� ��� ��� �� �����1�� �5������ �H���� $T�N� ����  ��� ���� ����E -�� 
���� G� �।’ 

��� ���, T����� ����� �� �'�6 �� ��]� ��� <� ���� ��E �H�  " । ���� ���E ����=�। 
��� ���� �$�D T������ ?������H�N ���� ���O। ��� T����� ���6�w ?��� /��l�� ��f�� 5���। 
-��� �&�D�, ��$���, �H.�, ���, "� �  �$������� ��T �����@। "��� -��� T����� ��T "�� 
� KE �� ����  ��� ����� �। 

-_��  ��� <�, ): �19� ):;) 

‘-^�N  ��E ��� �?�� �\ � ���’    

������ 1��� � ��� �H�e �T���� -$�    

���H�, (j�� �19�, ("����)।- �'�6 ��� <� $����� E����� -��� �����  �T���� -$� 
$������N� /�� ��$%��  ������ 1�� �T��  ��6 �1��� 1����� H���� ��� ������ $� � ��� 
H3��� -H�� $�����@। 

���� � Q��  ���D� �1�� ���T���� K�L��� "��� ���h�@ ��� ������� ��� ���G -��� 
 ��@��। ��� ���G �'�6 ��� <��� ��$
 �b� �3��� ",� ,"� EK��A "�� $����� E������ 
����� -��� �3��� -�S� ��H�3 �@��। 
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�'�6 ��� <�� ��6��= 1����� -^�N /�0 �T���� -$� ���, "D� � � �� uD� �। 
�A�I H��� "E ��, "����� -^�ND� -��� �\ - ����। ��� ���, ����  �?�� ���5�� �\ 
� ��� H��� -^�N  ��। ��� "  G� �P��� ����@ "�� "� "D� -��� ���� ���।  

��� ���, -��?�� � ��� �^�  -��� ���� KI��H� 3 ��4����  �� �����। 1��B�� �� 
K�J� �  �� ��� ���, ����� /���b� H�� EO�  ��� " $ ���  ���� ��$���  ��@। 

1����� H����� "E P�� � ���� ��� ���4T�1��� ���� $���� �� �� TZ�� �?����। ��� 
"E ������� ��� ��� ���� � Q��  ���D�� ���  ��� ��� $��। �T���� -$� ���, T� * 
��� ��� �����>� uD����� �M �'�6 ��� <��� ���  ��� K���। ��� ���, S�&�� ����� ���E 
��^�, 1��� / ���� ����� ��H���  ��@ "�� �y �����H  ��@। 

�b������ �I���� 5��@ "�� / &� �1�D fHN  ��� ������� ����@। �� ��86����� A�� 
-��� �P /�G6� �� /���H��  ��� ��� -��  �� ���। �����.�� 1��B��  �9�6� $����� 
K�L��� -T� ���������  ����� ���D6  �6� $����� E����� 3 �����  �T���� -$��� ��M�� 
�X�T� ���। ����� $����  �6���3 È�D� �X�T� ���। 

-_��  ��� <�, (k �19�, ):;) 

��h����� �� ��� ���  H��� �    

-1��B� 

    
���H��, (��� �19� ("����)।- ��� <� ����� ���D6� �5������ $�� $���A �� -�� 1��B� 

-$ ���, ��� <��� ‘�$��’ H�� K� �H������ ��6�� ����a���� �&HI ��4��T6� H<�?� 
 ���  �� K�5� �, ��� �&  ����� ��� ����a��� ��� �����  �� K�5�। 

��3������� ����� /�©��� ���� �.�� "  ��?�I ��� $�� 1��B� ��� ��, ‘��� � �G��3 
� �T��’ " D� -���6������ $��� �H���� K��H������ ��6�� �� �D� ����� -�����E ��h�$ 
���  ��� H��। 

��\�P\�  �� ��� <��� $������u ��3��3 K�5� H�� � ��� $�� 1��B� -��� ����  ��। 
��q ��a�� � � ��=� Ko��  �� H�� � � ��`�  ����  ��� ���� $�����u ��� � � ���� 
�E, ��� ��6�� ����a���� " ���� K�����T �1�D� /�c H3��� ���E ����� ����@। � � 
��h����� �� ���� ���G ��� ��4 H�� 5�� ��� -$ "��� ����� K�J�  ��। 

S’"  ���� ���� � Q�� ��6���� � ������ �� �� T�Z� H�O ��� -$ � ��� "  ��N�� 
�������� �� �$������ ��� @��� H�, ��� /�� ��h� �&�Y - =6N  �� H�� ��� " �>��  ��। 
��3������� �G�  ��� "  ���� ��� H�e $�� 1��B� -$ "��� ��� �� $���� �� D ���� 
$T�N� /�������� � D $���� 1�T� �<  ��� H��। -$ ��� �� ���H�� �G�  "��� -T� 
 �� E�������� ���� �.�� ������� ��� ���G -���5� ��� $�� 1��B� ��� ��, ‘��h����� 
�� �� 5����� ����’ �� D ����� ��� �। -T���  �� �/���8�[� ���G ��h� _�Z� �  G� -�@। 

��6��� ����a�� �p� 6 ��h�  �$¡���  �� H�� ��� ��� ��, ‘-��� �����’ H���@। ����a�� 
�P�� ���� �. �@�, ��E ��� ���D6 ^��T�1���E ��� -��@� �� ��$%��  ����� $T�N� 
����� /�������� ��$%�� 1���E �����  �� K�5�। 
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$�� 1��B� ���, ��� ·� H��@�\� H�O। ��� " ��1�� / ��  �� ��, ‘5��� �@��� ��= 
�T�� ���� ����a�� ��b�N� ��E��3 5�� ���� ����’। 

-_��  ��� <�, (C �19�, ):;) 

-�T ?��� H<�>�, ��� $���� �� ��    

'M� -��    
���H��, (C�� �19� (����-E)।- ����4 � ������ ���� /�� $�� 'M� -�� ?��� 

H<�>��� -�T $���� �� �� TZ�� ���������  ���@। ��� ��� " ���� ���?� fHN  �� 
H�� �� TN���b  K����E  �� K�5�। ����4 � ������ ���� $M�� _�Z� � �� -$ �{��� 
"��� ��h� �H��D�  �? ������� ��� ���G -��� ��� ��� ���, EK����� ���G �� �� $�\� 
H�� ���� "�� "D��  " D� $���� �� �� ��� ���� ����। 

��� -��� ���, ��� �� ���E $���� ���=��� ������ ?��� H<�>��� ��?। "1���E 
���� ��������  ��� ��$%��  �� " ��� H�� " �D �� �� TZ  �� ��6�� �¨D  �D��� 
���। "  /�0� Kc�� ��� ���, ����4 � �������� $� (;�� �8��9� " �D ���� �� �। 
��6���� ����� -�TE ?��� H<�>�  �� H�� ��h� -��c �E। ��� ��� ���� "D� �p'N61��� 
/�� ��6�5�  ������� K�� �16�  ��। "  /�0� $���� ��� ���, $M�� ��a� �u�=N�� �� 
-���5� 3 ����� -a����  ��� $� �/���8[ E���H�� ���� K�5� �@��� � � ��$%��  ���� 
" �D _�Z  -É�  ��। 

1����� "E ��� �M� $� ��� �����  �� ���  ���� ��  �� � � " /�0� Kc�� ��� 
��pY1��� ���. ‘�’। TN���b  �� �� ����l� G� � ���3 ��� �M H�� ���� ��� ��� �>�� 
 ��। 

$���� �� �� ��6�� �� D ��� �����  ��� ����� � � ��� " /�0� H��h �'5  $��� ��। 
��]� ��� <� ���8��� ���$��� �MJ�H �� �����9 $���� �� �� TZ  �� K�5� ��� 
T� �� �� ���&�� �����@ ��� /�� ��� �&�Y - =6N  �� H�� ��� ���, ���$��� ��� ���G 
-���5�  ���। 

���$��� �� ����@ �� ��h� ���4T� ��। 

-_��  ��� <�, (; �19�, ):;) 

 

���� �� ��G6E ?��� H<�>��� -H��    

�T���� -$�    
��3�������, )�� �8��9� ("����)।- �'�6 ��� <� $����� E������ -��� �����  �T���� 

-$� ��6��5� /��������  ��@ ���� �� ��G6 ?��� H<�>�  ��� $� T� �� �/���8[ E���H�� 
����  ��@ ������ $��E���@ "�� �/���8[�  ��� ��, �'�6 ��� <��� $T�N� -a� �$6�� 
$� ����` 3 �G6 �A���� ����| �'�6 ��� <����� H��� ���� HE��। 

�/���8�[� ��H� ;x ���D  �� a��� "  _�Z� � �� -����$� "  �������  ��R�� 
�����  �T���� -$� ���e �/���8�[� ��H� _�Z� � ��� ��� �/���8[�  "E ���6 �����6 
�����@ �� ����� �� ��< ���5��  �� HE���@ ��g�� �'��1'�  �� "�� �'�6 ��� <��� $T�N� 
-a�  
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�$6E HE�� ��6���� /��  �6��। EH��� �/���8�[� ��\� /�� KI��H���  ����� ��� 
�>��  ��। 

"  /�0� Kc�� �����  �T���� -$� ���, �/���8[ ��H��  "E ���6 -q�� /�� 
 �����@ ��, �'�6 ��� <��� $T�N� -a� �$6�� ������� ��� ->�� 1��� /�5Y� 5���E��। 
��� ��� $T�N� ��6���� /��  �$ HE���@ ����� /���?� 3 -r��  ����� �?�� " ��� 
H3��। $�� �T���� -$� "E ���6 -�� / ��  �� �� ��6�� �� D ��� �����  ��� $� $TN 
��y ���H��  �'N6 �H����T�� /��  ����। �G� �G� ���4���H��  �^���H� ¸�� -������ 
 ���� ��� ��� �� ��H���T�  ��� �����  ��� $� ��$� ����E ��GY। " /��z ��$� ����� 
����� �&��  ��� $� ��� -H�� $��। 

$�� 1��B� �p� 6 �T���� -$� ��� ��, /��N ��$������ $�� 'M� -���H ���� 
��$%��  ��� �p� 6 1��B� �� � � �>���  �����@ �� ������� ��� �/���8�[� �&�Y - =6N 
 �����@। 

-_��  E�cA� , ( �8��9�, ):;) 

$���� ���=��� ������ ���E ��l��� ����    

������ �������  ��?�I ��� ��  �E���    
��3�������, )�� �8��9� ("����)।- �E��� ��� ������ ��T /�� �� -�S�  �E��� �� 

���E $���� ���=��� ������ ��l��� $� -H�� ¡��  ��। 

T� ��  ��5� HE�� ���� -T��� �� ������� ��� � D ��  �E��� ��� ��, -T��� 
����� (; ������� ���� ��� � � ������ ������ ���।  ��$E �������� �� ��� ��� ���=��� 
������ -H��  �� K�5�। $��  �E��� �� ���, $���� ���=��� ��H��� ������ ���l� 
H�� � ���� "�� ?��� H<�>� ��H��� ��� � H�, �U� 1��� ����  5�� /���T  �����@। ��� 
���, ��� <��  ���O2  ��� �5��5��� 1����� ��� �����N "?�N ��H��� ��������� ���� ��� 
HE���@ ��� ���e $�����N 3 �� ���  "  ����T "E 5������� ��� �����  ���� HE��। 

"  /�0 $���� ��  �E��� ��� ��, ����� K�� -������ ��=��¡� ��� ��G6  �� "�� 
�>��  �� �� ��  -�TE ����  ��--E� �u�=N�  �� K�5� �@�। ��E �H� , ����� /�� �� 
��H���� -�T�� �E, ��H� "?�N K����  �� HE���@। 

��� ��� ��, "E ���� ���  ����b �5�� ���fHN  ���� ��3�� ��� �। 

��� ���=� TZ�� ���� �p� 6 ������ ��T /�� ��� ��, �/���8[ "E /�0 ���> 
fH�N� ��� ���। 

-_��  E�cA� , ( �8��9�, ):;) 

�G�G6 TN /�������� � D ?��� H<�>�E ����� ����� �?�� " ��� K���    

��,��,�� � Q��  ���D� /<��।    
��������, (�� �8��9� ("����)।- T� �� "��� $�� �$8 ", 1��B�� �1�����| ���l� ��, 

��, ��� � Q��  ���D� "  _�Z�  $������N� ���� �� /�������� � D �����9 ?��� 
H<�>��� ���� $���� H�। 
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� Q��  ���D� @� u¾������ SE�D ������� ����f  $���� ����� -���5�  �� H�। K4 
-���5� ��� "E ���6 gM| -����  �� H� ��, ���� ��1��� ?��� ��H����, ��H���� � D KH� 
H<�>��� ������ ��� <��� ����� �$�� ���� ���। 

1����� -^��N� A�� K¹�� ��$%��  ����a�� �p� 6 K4 � Q��  ���D� /<��� 
��<����1��� -���5�  �� H�। /<��� ����$� $TN ������� 3 ��� <� ������� ���4��� � D 
?��� H<�>��� ��M�� Ph������ Kw��N  ���� ��� H� ��, ��E ¸�  ��6 1����� � D 
-����6�N� ����� HE�� "�� KH�� ���� ����� 3 5'\�> ����. 5��4� �G ��T�  �� HE��। $���� 
�?��  �G��G H�< ��6N ����� ����6� 3 ��T6Z�� _�� ��6 ��A��$ 1��� �p2  �� ��E�� 
� ����� KH��� �>��  �� H�। 

/<��� -��� ��� H� ��, -��� ��H��� $T�N� /�����|  �� ��H��� �1�>��N 3 ���H��� 
"E gM�� ����a�� ��� ������ �p'N6 /��। 

/<��� ��e�� ��� H� ��, 1����� -^�N ����� �'�6 ��� <�� �f�� HE���@ "�� ��]� 
��� <��� K�� ����� ��u $���� K�Z���@। ��f $��� "  �� D$  ���?�� �R��� HE���@। 
$���� 1��=�I "  5�� �� �D� �R��� HE���@। "E �%�6� 3 gM�� 5����� ��� ������ $� 
E��H�� $T�N� S$6� ��&�|� /�� ���T� �����@ ����� K4 /<��� ��� H�। 

 

-_��  E�cA� , j �8��9�, ):;) 
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(SE) 
�������  �H����T�� 

 
������� �'� ����� 

():। �$���� �D©� �� � ��� ��&�T6e 
�H����T��� -q�� 

������� ):;) 

 
�$���� �D©� �� � ��� 'M� -���H )( $ ���    
�'N6 
�1���  ��a� �A���� -�� �H����T��� -q��    

 

T� �� ������ ������ $�� 'M� -���� ��&�| )( $ ����Y ���� ���� T�Z� " �D 
/����� �� ‘�’ �r��� �����  -E /���  ��A�D��[ �$���� �D©� ���� ���G ��?�I 
 ��। 

�����  -E  �&6��?� "  �/� �����$ "  G� $�� H���@। ����1� A��� -H��, �����  
�T���� -$�, ��$� ����KL�, $�� ��A �� E����, �3��� �MU��� /��� ��&�&. " 
/�������� �@��। 

�����9 ��f, /���� �p'N6 
�1���  ��a� �A���� -�� ������� /����� �� �����  -E 
/��� �  �'N6 �H����T��� -q�� "�� $T�N� � �G�  �1�cH� 1� �'�  ��� K�L��� ���� F� �� 
�T��   ���D TZ  ���3 /<�� ��। 

�'�6 ��� <�� ��&�&. ��� <��� �1�>��N ������� 1����� H<�?��� ��� �.� "�� 1����� 
���=�'N6 /5��N�� /�����  ��। 

/����� ���� �H����T��� -q���  ����� $���� �����  -E /���  �'�6 ��� <��� 
�G6%��  $���� ��T6Z �p� 6 /���  �&6  T&H�� ���a��� �p� 6 ���H�  ��। 

�����  -E /���  ��� ��, �����  �G6%��  �5���a�� A�� �� ?�� H���@ �� �'��N� 
K�L��� /��� � E  �Z��1���  �$  ��� H��। �����  ��H���T -�.��� �������  
 �65������ ���T����  G� K�J�  �� �����  -E /���  ��� ��, ���� 5��� ��\E " �$ 
 ���@ "D� ��� �����@। "��� ����  ��$ ���T��  ��� ����� ��� �����9 �����  ��$ 
���T���� ���6� �����@। 

��� -��� ��� ��, "� �  "��  �65������ ��6u�D� �����3 ������� $� ��� 
E���'��6 ���6� �����@। 

�����  -E /���  ��`�~�H� "�� ���$ ����������  ��6 ����� A�� ���� a�5��� H���@ 
����� ���6�� |�����  ��� /���$�� K���3 gM| -����  ��। �$���� �D©� �� ��� ��, 
/���� � � ���� u�D�� �E। " /��z ��� Ph������ Kw��N  �� ��� ��, ��� S�&�� �����* ���� 
��� �/��N ���� ��� ��H�� � � � � "�� � �������� �R��� H�� ����। 
 
 
 
 
 
*$���� ���=� ������ a�T��� �� �$���� E���H��� �����   ��6̂ �� ������ ��� "�� ����6� ���� 
�T���� 3 ���4���� ���fHN ��� ��z�������  ������ ���H� ‘��`�~�H�’ ���$������� 3 ‘S�&�� ���’ ��� 
��1�H�  ����। 
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��� ����� " ���� S�&� ���, ��`�~�H� 3 ���$ ���������� -�� � ����� "�� "��� �p� 6 
����� ���h�@ ����� $� $TN�  K���� ��। "E /��z ��� �����  -E  �&6�?  �&6  
���>�/� $T�N� $������ �'N6 ����c�������  G� ��M�J�  ��। 

 
-�'�6���, � "�/�, ):;) 

 
-���  �� $ ��� 

�����  -E  �&6��?� "  H��� -K�D / ��, �'�6 ��� <��� -���  ���� ��$%��  ��� 
T� �� �z���� F� �� ‘�’ �r��� �����  -E ��� �6�� ��z ����  �� "�� /����� ��6� 
·� �'N6 
�1���  ��a� �A���� -�� ������� �'N6 �H����T��� -q�� ��। 

�$���� �D©� ���� ���T ���� �&G  �&G 1��� ����  �� ���� H�O ����  ����`�b� 
$�� H���S� H  �5�����, �'�6 ��� <� $����� E������ �1���� �����  �T���� -$�, $����� 
3������ E������ �'�6 ��� <� ����� �1���� ��� ���H�� K�L 3 a��� ����Y "8�1�� D 
".� , ����। 

��&�T6 ��� <��� �1��>��N ������� 1����� ��H'� H<�?� 3 ��� <�� ��� ��y 
��/����� ������� K��T / ��  ��। ���� ��� �� 1����� ��1��{ ���I  ��� $� /����� 
����/��  $TN ��y ���H��  ��H���  ���। 

�����  -E ��� �6� ��$%��  ������ -q�� �� �� ���  �&6�? � � ���> ��� 
�T��� � $� ��� ���������1��� �?��  �$ ����H� �����। ��� ����� T� ����� �Ë����� A�� 
?�?�� �'��N� $� /����� �G6��� �'�N6����� 5���  ��� K�� gM| -����  ��। 

-_��  ��� <�, ; "�/�, ):;) 

-®�� ���� �� 
����  $���� ���=��� ��� $�� -®�� ���� �� T� �� ������ ‘�’ �r��� �����  -E 

/���  ��e �$���� �D©� ���� ���G ��?�I  ��। $�� ������ ���G ��h�  �� $ ����Y 
��$%��  �H���T�3 �@��। 

-_��  ��� <�, * "���, ):;) 

�M� -���� ��&�| /������� 
T� �� �^��� F� � "���� �������� "  ���� ��� H���@ �� T� �� �^��� �{��� $�� 

'M� -���� ��&�| � Q�� ���>  ���D�  ��6��6�H   ���D� " �D /������� T16� 1�� �'�6 
��� <��� T16� ��e �$���� �D©� ���� ��z ��?�I  ��। 

���>  ���D� ����TN �T�� ��� ���� 
�1���  ��a� 3 -a� ��e/��l�� �?�� �� �fT�� 
����� H���@ �I�p� 6 T16��  ���H�  ��। ��h�� $�����N ��  ���� ������� �1�T  ��@ 
�I/��3 T16��� �&�Y - =6N  ��। 

-���5� ���  ���D�  ������ T16��  $� ��, $�����N 1�����  ����� ��������� 
K����  ��� �����@ "�� ��� <��� ��H�� 3 ����� �?�� $� ��h�� �p'N61��� ��y ���H�� 
��z ����@। 
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T16� ���>  ���D� ������� -q�� �� ��, $T�N� / &� ������ K�� �?� ���� H�� "�� 
�������9 /�������'�  ���a��� fHN  �� H��। 

T16��� ��z ��?�I ������ ���� �@�� $�� "� �  ���� KL�, -H���  $�� " � K 
"� ��A �� E����, �����  �T���� -$�, $�� ��HR�� -��, $�� -�S� $���� �L�, $�� 
���H ����, �3��� _��� ���H�R� �����, $�� -�S� ���, �����  �T���� ���3���, " "� 
"� ��������, " �  ��A �� �H���, $�� �MU���, $�� -��K� H  ��, �����H� �� H����, 
��$� -A��M�L, �H� � E�����$�� �H�� �� -��$���। 

 
-_��  ��� <�, ); "�/�, ):;) 

 
$����� 3���� 3 �$��� E������ /������&.    

T� �� ������� $����� K������ E���� 3 �'�6 ��� <� �$��� E������ " �D /������� 
�'�6 ��� <��� T16� 3 � �r��� �����  ���  ��e �$���� �D©� ���� ���G T16� H�K�� 
��?�I  ��। ���� �H �1���� ��Ì� ��H��� -� ��<�A� -� ����� ��&|  ��। 

���� ����TN ���� /���� 
�1���  ��a� �A���� -�� $� �� ��� /�5Y�� ���G ����� �'N6 
�H����T�� ���� -q�� ��। 
 

-_��  ��� <�, ): "�/�, ):;) 
 

 �1� ��T ��&�&.    
"����� ���� / ��, ��� <� ������ ���T� ( �1�) �1���� $�� A$���  ���� �5����� 

3 �$���� ���^D��� ����  ���HR�  ���� T� �� ������� ������ /�����  T16� ��e �$e 
�D©� ���� ��z T16� 1�� "  ��?�I ��� ����� H। 

/���� �'N6 
�1���  ��a� �A���� -�� $� ��&�� ����� ���� �? �G�  �'N6 �H����T�� 
 ��� -q�� ��। 

��� 3 $T�N� ��H���� "�T�� -��� $� ���12 ��N�� ���= ����=  �� ��-E� �u��=� 
-3���� ���T� ��&�&�.� /�� T16� ��h� ����� 1�=�N �� /<�� �����@ ���� ������ ��T ��&�� 
��>�= / ��  ��। 
 

-_��  ��� <�, (x "�/�, ):;) 
 
 
 

---------- 
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������� �'� ����� 
()x। ���>  ���De TZ 3  �I���� ������� ):;) 

 

�1���  $������ �A���� -�� $� �H�� 

���>  ���D TZ 
 

F� �, )xE "�/� ("����)। �H��� $T�N� _��. $������� 
�1���  ��a� �A���� -�� 
������ �&�Y� $� T� �� $�� ��$� ����KL��  -H���  �����  �� " �D ���>  ���D TZ 
 �� H���@। " � Q��  ���D� ���� �H��� �� ���>  ���Dg���  �$  ���। 

F� �� /�����a��� �T�� ��� "  �1�� T� �� ‘���>  ���D’ TZ   �� H�।  ���D $�� 
��$� ����KL��   ���D� -H���  ��6��5�  ��। ��6��� )xk $ ���� ��� " ���>  ���D 
TZ  �� H���@।  ���D�  -��� ���� � � ��D  ��� ?��� ���� H���@। 

�H��� ���12 "�� �� EK�� "�� �HJ� ��6���3 ���>  ���D TZ  �� H�� "�� ���� � Q�� 
 ���D� ���6��  �$  ���।  ���D �H��� _��. $��� �� ��� ��� 
�1���  ��a� �A���� 
-�� $� ��6���1��� �5Y�  ���। 

 ���D /G� ���?� �H���� -T��� �z���� �$�H��� ����$� �� ������ ��� ���� �G�  
" �D ���1����� ���  ��� "�� 5  ���$�� ���� ���1������D ��= H��। 

 ���D�� ������� ���� ����@ $�� ",� K,"� ��A �� E����, �����  �T���� -$�, 
�3��� _��� ���H�R� �����, $�� -®�� $���� �L�, $�� ��H��� -��, $�� ", � , ��A �� 
�H���, $�� EK��A -�� �5�����, $�� -���  ����, $�� A��� -H��, �����  �T���� 
��3���, $�� _��� -�$$�� H , $�� "�, "�, ��������, ��� ���H�� KL�, "8�1�� D 
��A �� �H��, ��$� -A��� KL�, _��� ���H�� -��, "8�1�� D A$��� H  �5�����, -�H�$ 
����$KL�, "8�1�� D -��K� H  ��, "8�1�� D A$��� H  �5�����, -�H�$ ����$KL�, 
"8�1�� D -��K� H  ��, "8�1�� D ",�D,����, $�� � ����� �H��, -�H�Í ���HR� -� �, 
���? MP�  �L��, $�� 'M� �H��, �p��  ‘E��T ��� <�’ �3��� ��A$�� H , "8�1�� D 
-�� ���� , "8�1�� D -®� Ì� /���। 

��� <��� ��M�� 1����� H� /5��N�� ��� �.�  �� �1�� ������� /<���D T&H�� H�e 

F� � �H� ���>  ���D� " �1� ��� <��� �1�>��N ������� �H.�<��� ��6U H<�?��� ��� 
�.�  ��@। 

" �1� ��G6H� 1�=�� 1����  " ���� ���U  ����� ���� -� " �D �H�����  � -�� 
��M�� Ph������ Kw��N  ��@। 

" �1� ��  �� ��, �H.�a� �'�6 ��� <�� ��y ��/��� ��� ���Z�� ���Z�� �'�6 ��� <��� 
$T�N� ��� �/�� ��� /�� 5�����  ���@। 
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" �1� -����� �/� ����� �R� 3 � � �$�� ����� $� ��� �/��  $TN�  " 5����� 
��� ������ K�L��� - �� -H�� $���O। 

-_��  ���6���, )) "�/�, ):;) 

���> 3 $ ���N  ���D� _�Z     
T� ������ �'�6 ��� <� ���> 3 $ ���N �Y�����  ���D� /G� _�Z�  1����� 3 ���� 

E���� ���������� ��M�� ��� <� ������H� ������5� /���$�� ���a� ���� T1�� ��>�= 
/ ��  �� H���@। 

"����� ���� ��� H� ��, _�Z�  ��� <���� 3 ��� <��� ��<�|� ��M�� �H.� 1����� ��u6 
���� ������ ���N� �^��� �����&�c�  �Z�� �.�  �� H�। _�Z  ��� <��  �1��T ����� ��dY 
K�L�� ��� �'�6 ��� <��� "�� �� 1����� ��/�����3 ��� �.�  �� H���@। 

_�Z�  T&H�� ����> ������ �Y�����  ���D ���� �'�6 ��� <��  �$  ��� "�� �$�� �G�  
EK�� ��6> � � ��6��� ���> 3 $ ���N EK�D T�\ �����। 

���> 3 $ ���N EK�Dg��� ��6���� ����| ������ $���� ��6�?�� -a�, ���> 3 

�1��� �� �A���� -�� �5Y�  ��� "�� ����� �G6%��  K2�� 3 ��&�� |�����  ��� ��H��� 
 ���। 

_�Z�  T&H�� ��� "  /<��� ���� �� ��� 3 ���� ��� ��a��  �65����� "���  ��$ �A�� 
-���, ����� /�� $
��G6� ������ �����9 �$ �$  ��$ �A�� -��� -H�� $���� H�। 

��� "  /<��� ��� H� ��, /�����  �Î�����  ���D� ������ ��a�� ���TZ�   �6�'5� 
��<������ K�L��� �����9 ���12 �$��� 5�� ����। 

"  /<��� ����/��  �T�� , -E$���, ���$��� Ì��� 3 ��~���� ������������ /�� 
$�����N�  � ��� 3 ��2�H� -���6 ��/��N�  �� ������ -É� $���� H�, ���� $�����N 
E���� 3 ��� <��� S=���� ��� ����  ��� ���� "�� /���$ H�� �$H�� ���T ����� $� 
/�� G�� । 

 ���D ����/�� ��� /�� � � �$�� �H� 3 EK��� ��� ���� ���� ��6 ���� $�����N 
3 �'�6 ��� <� ���> 3 $ ���N  �K����� �����N �p��� � ����Ï ��h5 9� ���8, )( 9� 
��\�, F� �,- ���G ���T����T  �� ���> 3 $ ���N  ���D TZ  ��� -H�� $�। 

�� "  /<��� ���> 3 $ ���N  �K����� � � EK��D� /�� $�R�� �&Hc� $����� ��TZ 
"�� E���� 3 E������ -���1'��� /���?� �p� 6 $�����N�  ���?�  �� ������ -H�� 
$���� H���@। 

_�Z�  �1����� 1�=�N ������ A��� -H�� ��a�� ��� 3 -��6 ���� ���। ��� ��6�� 
��P��6 ���&�'�1 ���1�� /��6�� $� 5��� /�� �'�6 ��� <���  &�¡�� ¡��  ��। 

��a�� �����N �p��  ��3��� �MU���3 ��a�� �?� ������  ��। _�Z�  ������ A��� 
-H��� ��&�| ����= ����$�� "�� ��� <� 3 E������ ������ -������� K�L��� ��G 
fHN  �� H�। ������� ����� ��H�� 3 ����� �?�  ��� K�L��� 1����� ��/��� ������ ��M�� 
������H�� ���G  �h��  �h� ������ ��f�� 5����� ��3��� ��G �। 
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$�� 3���$KJ�H ��, ���H�R� -�� �� ��, ��<��A$�� �H��, �3��� �MU��� 3 -�$$�� 
�H�� �� " _�Z�  K��a� �@��। 

$�� -��� A��$ �������, -®�� ���� 3 8�� -®�� ��A �  ���� � ���D  �� H�। 

-_��  ��� <�, )C "�/�, ):;) 

���>  ���D� �� �� �N    
 

T� ������ ���>  ���D ��� ����5� �T��  ���>  ���D� "  �1�� ��a�� �� �� �N  �� 
H���@। �'�6 ��� <��� $� � Q�� ���>  ���D "�� ��f �'�6 ��� <��  "E  ���D�  ��$� 
-3��� -� H���@। 

"���� �������� "E ���� ��� H� ��,  ���D /���$ ���� -��� ���� � �-��D  ��� 
�����। $�����N ���� ·� /����� �G6��� ��T6Z�� $� ����� �����  �$ �M  ��� ���� 
��� $� � Q�� ���>  ���D /���� �|� 
�1���  ��a� ��e/��l�� � � ���?� fHN  ���। 

 ���D ����� �?� �'��N� $� �$�� 3 �H ��� ��6��� EK�D TZ�� ���> ����@। 

� Q�� ���>  ���D �����  �$ ·� 3 ��G����41��� 5����� ��3��� 3 ����� ��� �'N6 
->�� ��� ���G  ��6 ��  ��� $� ������� () $ ��������Y  ��6 ��  ���D TZ  ���@e )। 
-H���  _��� ��$� ����K�L (। $�� " � K "� ��A �� E���� j। �����  �T���� -$� k। 
$�� ��H��� -�� �। $�� -�S� $Â�� �L� C। �3��� ���L  -H�� ;। $�� -���  ���� 
*। $�� ���H ���� :। �3��� _��� ���H�R� ����� )x। $�� -�S� ��� ))। �����  �T���� 
��3��� )(। �����Î�� -���� K�L )j। ��� �H�� K�L )k। $�� " "� "� �������� )�। 
$�� " �  ��A �� �H��� )C। $�� 'MU��� );। $�� -��K� H  �� )*। $�� �����H� �� 
H���� ):। ��$� -A���K�L (x। ��3�� 3������� -�� ()। H�� � E�����$�� �H��। 

-_��  ��� <� )C "�/�, ):;) 

���>  ���D� �����T �?� ��� ����T 
"����� ���� / ��, � Q�� ���>  ���D F� � T��� EK�� 3 �HJ�g����� ���>  ���D 

��TZ�� $� -H���  �����  ���@। ��  a�� "� ����E EK�D  ���D TZ  �� H���@। 

EK�D  ���Dg����  ��6̂ � �p� 6 � � � ��� �G� F� �� �T��$��a � 9� "��A��[ 
��� ���a� � Q�� ���>  ���D� ��A�� ����E ���h@��� H��। $T�N� �������G6 � Q�� ���> 
 ���D� ��A� (k u¾�� $�E ����� G� �� "�� $T�N� ����� ������� ����� $�  ���D� �A�� 
�p��  $�� 'M� H  �$����� "8�1�� D�  ��A�� ��3�� ����। 

/����� ��6� ���>  ���D ��TZ�� ��� �� 3  �6�'5� /N��� $� � Q�� ���>  ���D 
���$E _�Z�  ����� H�O।  ���D 
�1���  $�� ����� �A�� ��3�� "�� �� a�� EK�D ���> 
 ���D TZ� $TN�  KI���H�  ��� K�L�� �$�� 3 �H ��� ��6��� ��� 3  �6� �/��N� ���> 
����@। 

 ���D $T�N� � D �G�  ����� 3 ������� �p� 6 �G� fHN 3 �� ��u��� $� ���XY 
 �&6�? 3 �����   ������ ��H��� ���1� ���a�� K�L��  ���D ������� ��� �G�  �����T 
�?� ���  
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��A��� ����T  ���@। ���� E������ ����� ����| fHN  ���@। ���T����T �?� ��� 
��A�����T�  /���� � Q�� ���>  ���D ��A�� ����� �����D6 ���  ��� ���6� ���� H���@। 

-_��  ��� <�, (x "�/� ):;) 

  
��y ���H��  ��H���  ��� -H��    

���>  ���D� -H���� � ���&��    
 

�'�6 ��� <� � Q�� ���>  ���D � � ����/��  �'�6 ��� a��� /�� ��` ������� ��� ��� 
�H����  "�� �� ���'�   ��6 ��� /�������� "�� K��� 3 KI���H� ���G ��� �1��� ��y 
���H��  ��H���  ��� -H�� $�����@। 

T� �� ������  ���D� -H���  "� �  ���� KL� /5���� �/� �����$ � Q�� ���>  ���D 
���, ��Ð������� ���4�� ���� /���� �p'N6 ����6< H3��� "� ���\����D ��� ���9  ���@, 
���> �/� �T�� ��� H���  ���@  "�� ���T����T ���a� s��  �� ���O। 

��y ���H� -����� $T�N� "�� -����� $���� �?�� $�E "���@। 

��y ���H� �����E ���� ����� $���� ��� � H��� ��� "�T�� -��� "�� ��` �������  
���4 3 S�&� ������ ��'6�  ��� ��1��� ��y ���H��   ��H���  �� �/��� � uD� "\���� 
$� ���>  ���D ����/��  $������N� /�� -H�� $�����@।  ���D ����@, ����� 
������H��  1� ��3��� � @� �E। 

���>�/� 3 ����/��  �'�6 ��� <�� $TN 1����� ������� ����= /5��N�� "�� ��`������� 
��� ��� g$� @\���� / &� K�L�� ����� ����� ���  ���D -�� / ��  ���@। 

���� H3��� H�� �G�  ����  �?�� �H�  ��$ ������H�� ��A���� $�  ���D -J�H� 
 ��@ T1��  &�¡�� / ��  ���@। 

-_��  ��� <�, (j "�/� ):;) 
 

���>  ���D /�������� �$�� 3 �H ���� ��Z��� H�O।    
 

 � Q�� ���>  ���D� ��� �'��N� $� �$�� 3 �H ��� ��3 �A���� � Q�� ���>  ���D� 
/�������� ��Z��� H�O। 


�1���  $������ ·� ��e/��l�, ��Ð������� 3 ���$ ������� ���4��� ��M�� $TN�  
�$�T ���� 3 g$� �D� ������ S��1��{ /�������� K�L��� "E  ���D T�Z� H���@। 

"  �/� ��¡��� K�&�� ���� T� �� ������� "���� $�����@ ��,E������E ��� " ���� 
� ���  ���D T�Z� H�� G��  ��H�� "��  ���D�  
� &��� $� � Q�� ��A�� ����� �� ��Z��� 
��� H���@। � Q��  ���D ���XY /����   �&6��?�  ��@ 
� &� ���>  ���D� �����D6 ���� । 

��@�\� F� � �H�� �'N6 
�1���  ��a� ��e/��l�� ������ �&�Y�� ��H���  ��� K�L��� � Q�� 
���>  ���D� K�����T �H��� ���12 "�� �� ���> �v���8 ���  �� H�O ।  
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�H� 3 �H��� -����� -�3 )C�D ���>  ���D TZ  �� H���@।..... 

-_��  ��� <�, (C "�/� ):;) 
 

���>  ���D�  �6�I���� �M    
����T�� ��  ������ ����� �1�G6� ¡��    

����T�, ))E �� (����-E)।- ��� <� ������H�� �$����� T� :E �� ����T� K��� H�� 
����T� �H ���� $�����N 3 �� ���  �65����� ����� ->��  �1�G6� $�। ����-E ���6� 
��a�� ����= �������� "  G� �����@। 

��$� $������ ��&�| ��� <�� ����� ����T�� K��� H�� ���� �� ���12 ��N�� ���  
"E ������  ����� �1�G6� ¡��  ��। "� -�T $�����N � � ���� � �D�, ��?� /��l� 
"�� ��$�� ��'�H ��� <��� ��� � K�c��  ��। 

��� <�� ����� D�K� K��� H�� ����� " D� -.���� �������� �&�Y H�। 

"��� ������H�� ��A����� $���� ���=��� ����  ���� "�� ����T� D�K  ���D� 
�5������ $�� -�S� H�� � ��^������H a��� �� ���  �65��� 3 ��&|a��� ���4��� ���G 
"  _�Z�  ����� H। _�Z�  $�� ��^����� �����  ��A������ ����T� �H ���� $������N� 
->��  3 �'N6 �H����T��� -q�� ��। 

$�� ��^����� -�3 ���, ����T�, ���H$�, Dz���\�, T$�����, ��T� "�� ����$���� 
��� T�Z� "E �H ���� $�����N �� ���E -E��T, ���>�/� "�� ����/�� । 

� � ��� � ��D, �� ��� 3 ���� ��� ��A�g��� ����� 
�1���   �6�I���� ����H� ����। 
� � ���4E 1� 3 -���  D�K �@�\ ����। 

�����  ��A����� ��$�� �����6  �� "�� ����� �� ��, ��� /���$�� �N� ~������ 
�'��3 
�1���  3 ���4�z� ��6��� ����@। �N� ~���� �����H3 ��>�=$  ����@। ����T��� 
 &= �� -K� A��  �D�@।  &= �� -��� ���� ���� ��3 ����N  ���@। 

������H�� ���D ����T��� �1�>�� Dz���\�, ����$�� ��, ������ (���H���  a�) "�� 
���� gM|�'N6 ��� �A�  ��। "��� K�J�� ��, ������H� ��� �� ���� ��3��, 1�T� '� "�� 
 �����1�T ���^�  �� ��� ���H$�z $�����N ����� ->��  �1�G6� $��। 

E������ ����T�  ���� EK��  �K����� ���� "�� ���>�'N6 $�����N��� ����� �$ �$ 
"�� �� ���>  ���D� �1� ��l�� ��< G� �� ���� �T���@। ���� 1����� �������� H�� �G�  
����� ��$��� 1'�� �?�  ��� ����� �। 

"���  ���>  ���D� ��� $�� -�S� H�� � ��^����� E������E C*�D EK��  �K����� 
��&a��� $�����N�  ������H�� �� ����� a�� K��� H�� ������H��  ����� �H����T�� 
���� ���6� �����@। /��� �D "�� �� $�����NE a��� $������N� /�� ������� ���H��� 
��« H���@। $�����N 3 ����� ���Y� ���G ����� �� �����  ��। 

 
-�'�6���, )( ��, ):;) 
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���>  ���D� -���    
����� �¿��� ��� �����  M 

 

F� �, );E �� ("����)।- ��� <��� �¿��� ��� �����  ��� $� � Q�� ���>  ���D� ��&�&. 
-$ $T�N� /�� -��� $�����@। ������, �����T 3 5 ��$��� -$ � Q�� ���>  ���D� 
u����� _�Z  ���l� H�। 

��$� �$���� (����/��) 3���3 ��, ��$� ���� KL�, $�� -���  ����, ��$� (��e) 
-A��� K�L, ��3�� 3������� -�� " _�Z�  K��a� �@��। 

��$� �$���� 3���3 �� �4&���� ��� ��� ��, ��� "  �� D $  ����� ��� ���� 
"�T�� ���O। ��� <� �?�� $� ��y ���H� �Z  ���� �G��G ���a� fHN  ���@। ��y ���H�� 
 ��$� /����  �� ��� ���, �����  ��6���� -J�H� ����। 

��� ��� �=6� �� �� �� � ��� Ã��E �H�  � �  ��� <��� �¿��� ���1���E ����>� 
 �� H��। 

��� <��� �¿��� ����� ����� ������� �����  ���H��  ��H��� ���� $� $�� 3���3 �� 
��� <��� -���6 ��q��� $T�N� /�� -��� $�����@। ����� 1��� ��$%��   ��6 ��� �{ 
����� $�3 ��� -H�� $��। ��� ���, ��� <��� ���> 3 ����c� �A�� � -�� ��6> "��� 
��$��� �����। ��� <�� "� � �� ��� S�D ���� ��<| ����@। "� " �D H�O ��� <� ���D6 
3 ����D H�O ��� <� S�� ���D6। ��� <� S�� ���D6�  ��]�  �� ���� H��। ��� ���, 
��� <� �D�  G� �� ��$���  ��� $� -���� ��GY ��� ����। 

1����� ��/��� ������ ����� � ���� �� ����� ��]�  ��� ������� ��H��� �  ��� 
���>�� �����  �� ���� � ��� 3���3 �� $��। 

-�'�6��� )* ��, ):;) 

 �$6 H��� ���p��$���� ��&�&.    

��� <��� ����� �?�� ��M���4� ��� ����� -H��    

(Î�A �����D6��)    
��� <�� �8����^�D  ���D6� /�� $�� 'M� -�� ��� ��, ���q� �&HI ��4g��� 

��� <��  ����� ^�\��?�� ���N�  ��� ��h�����  ��@। �&HI ��4��T6� "E /�5Y��  ��G6  �� 
���� ����� -$��� 3 ����� �?�  ��� $� ��� $������N� /�� -H�� $��। 

-$��� ���� K���� K���? T� ����� � Q�� ���> 3  ���N ���=��� K�����T  �$6 
H�� ���l� "  ���p��$���� �1����� 1�=N ��  ��� $�� 'M� -�� "E -H�� $��। 
���p��$���� �/���8�[� ����A K���Y� 8�e " "� ���� , ���8�� ��� $�� EK��A -�� �5�����, 
��q��������� ��  ��?  3 �P TN���� ���4 K��a� �@��। 

�'�6 ��� <� $����� E������ -��� �����  �T���� -$�, ��]� ��� <� ���8��� �1���� 
���$��� �MJ�H ��, ��� <�  �K��� ������ ���T� �H-�1���� $�� " � K "� ��A �� 
E����, �'�6 ��� <� ���8��� �����4 ���^D��� $�� ��A �� �H���, $�� -�S� $Â�� �L� 
3 
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�'�6 ��� <�  &�=-��q��������� /�4 1�E� 5������ 8.  ���� KL� "��� �� -$��� 
������ ��I��6 3 gM| ������  �� ���p��$���� �4&��  ��। 

��� <��� ��M�� �&HI ��4��T6� =\��b� ��M�� � �6��N� Kw��N  �� $�� 'M� -�� 
���, �&HI ��4g��� ��� <��  ����� ^�\� �?�� ���N�  ��� �5Y  ��@। ���� / ���� 
��� <��� 
��G6� ��M�� �$�D ��h��@। ��� ���, ��� <� ��� �H���� ?�~ H�� ���� "� -�� 
�� ���`� �����  � H�� ����, � � ��?N-�'�6 "���� 3 ���/�5�� K�� �1��T���  /1�� ��<�� 
 ��� ��� <��� �� gM|�'N6 1'�� � ����@ �� � ��� ����� �� �E। ��E -����� ��`�� ��� 
�� 6 H��  �$  ��� H��। ��� <��  ��E ��$� 
��G6� $�E  �$  ��� H��। $�� �M� -�� 
��� T� �����N ��6�5�� ��� -�� �� 6��N� Kw��N  �� ����@��� �� ��� <� ����� 
�1������ ���N� H�� ���O। � � � K ���� -�� ���। 

��� ���, ��� <��  S�6�  ��� "�� �'�6 3 ��]� ��� <��� ���� A�D� ������ $� �&HI 
��4g��� ����  ��@। ��E ����� $� -$ ��� <� ����=  �� �'�6 ��� <��� K��।  ��N �'�6 
��� <� ���1�� $��T�। �����  ��  ���� "� gM| ����। ��� ���, ��E -$ -����� ��$� 
K�� ��q�� ����� H��।  ��N ��� -�����, ����� )( � ��D $���। � K ��� ����G 5���� H� 
���  ������ H��। 

����� ��6�� �� D�  ):C� ����� ��  1��� ��� ��� ����� �5��3 gM�� ��1�H�  �� 
$�� 'M� -�� ���, ��� <��� ��6�� �� D ):C� ����� �5��3 gM��।  ��N �� �\ 
��4g��� / ���� ���� $�\� H��। ��� ���� ���  ��� $� �5Y�  ���@�। � � "��� �&HI 
��4g��� �����  ����  ���� 
��G6E ��� ������ ����। ��� -��� �{�H� E। � K -�����  ��� 
 ��� ����� � ��� ��� K�J�  ��। ����� ��6�� ����a���  G� K�J�  �� $�� 'M� -�� 
���, ��6�� �� �� ���� H��E �����   ��6̂ � fHN  ���@। ��� ��� -���E $/�������� 
H��� ?��� H<�>�  �� H�� "�� ?��� H<�>��� �� ��� �'�� � ��� -��� ��q��। ��� ��� 
?��� H<�>��� ��� �'�6 ��� <��� ���� ��3�� ���D�� ���� H��। 

�'�6 ��� <��� ���� ��3��� /�z K�J�  �� $�� 'M� -�� ���, -��� �'�6 ��� <��� 
���� ��3�� -���� � � ���E  ��6N�  ���। �����E �'�6 ��� <��� 
�G6 -����� $� -��� �5Y� 
 ���@। � � �� �� ���4����=E �'�6 ��� <��� ���� -����� �5Y�  ���@ " G� ���� 1��  �� 
H��। -$��� ������  G� K�J�  �� $�� �M� -�� ���, -$ -����� -�.� ��। � � 
"E -�.� ���3 -����� � 1���^�>।  ��N $���� $��� -$ �&Hc� �� �D� �&�Y H���@। 

��h�� ���= � ����� ���� ��� <� "��@ "�� ���� ��� <��� -��6 ��<����� H3�� 3 "� 
a���|  ���  �� ��h��� ����� -�� ����। ��E -$ -��� -�������5�  ����। -���� 
 ���� "�� -�/����� �5Y�  ����। ��$��� K�� ��q�� ���� -��� �� D ���4� �G ����। 

��� ���, ��� <� �&�Y� $� -��� �&�D� ����$���� 3 ���N������ ��M�� ��f��  ���@ 
"�� �� ��f��� -��� $�� H���@।  ��N -�/��� 3 ��?� ���@��� �& �� -����� �@�। ��E ��� 
�@��� ���� ��  1����� �1��T���  ���� ����� �����6  �� ��� ���� -��� " D� ��`  ���� 
 ���@। E��H��� "D� $����H�। 

$�� �M� -�� ���, -�$� ��� <��� ����� �?�� $� -����� ��M� ��4� 
��� �����  ��� H��। -�/��� 3 ��q���� K�� �16�  �� -��� "�T�� ���। �5>�,  ��6 3 
����� ���� 
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����� ����� �?� 3 �¿� /�5Y� ��G6  �� ���� H��। ��� �?�� $� $TN� 3 "�T�� 
-��� H��। ��� <� � G� �� @��, ��? , ��� ,  &=  3 $T�N� � ���  ���N H�� � ��� 
��� �>��  ��। 

�����  �T���� -$� ��� ��, $�¬� �� �G�  ��� <��� K�� ���� S�D �\ � ��� ��A� 
��� �T�@। "� " �D H�O ):C� ���� 1����� H���� -� ����D H�O "��� �� �� D। ��� ���, 
):C� ���� ��� <��� S�� �@� ��E���। ��E 1����� H���� �G�  ��� �?�� $�� $TN 
� ���1��� H���� ��� ������ $� _��� �@�। � � "��� ��� <��� �1��� H�$���� S�� �&�Y 
H���@। ��E "����� �� D  �Z।  ��N ��E��� S���� �5�� u�� u�� �� �� S�� ����@ ���� 
��  ���� ���U । 

�����  -$� Se� / ��  �� ��� ��, T� (k �@� ���� ��� <��� -���6� /�� 
��q��u�� ��  �� H���@। ��E -$ u�� u�� ��� <��� S�� �&�Y H���@ "�� "�� ��� <��� 
��H�� 9��� S�� 1����  ����� �{� ��� ��  ��@। "E $� ��6�� ��?� ���a��  ����  �� 
��� ��� ��, ���� ��� <�� $¬ ��� S�� H���@ ������  ���= ���� ��� �। ��6�� ��?� 3 
��` ���a�� E " $� ����  ��� H��।  ��N ��� <��  ���� 1�������� ������  _��� H3��� 
�����T ���� ���� ����� $�� $� � ����  ����। 

������H� 3 ���>  ���D� ���� ���T�'� /��l�� K�� ����= gM| -����  �� $������ ��� 
���, ���O2��������� H�� �G�  ����  �?�  ��� $� ���>  ���D gM|��N6 1'�� � ���  ���@। 
���>  ���D ��� S����  $���� � ����� �� �'�6 ��� <��� $TN ����  ��� ����� 5�� ��� 
����a�� H���� �� ���  ���\ ����। ��� ��� ����  �?�  ��� ����| ������H��, ��E ����� 
���=�  �������� ����| ���>  ���D� H��� ���� ��� H�� ��� ��� �>��  ��। "@�\� u�� u�� 
�� �� S�� ����@ ������  ��h�$ ���  ��� K��3 ��� gM| -����  ��। 

-$��� ���� K������  G� K�J�  �� �����  �T���� -$� ��� ��, "��� /�N5�r����� 
���G -$��� ���� K������ H���@।  ��N ���� ��� <��  ���� ��1��� 1�������� ���� "��� 
->�� �� 3 $�h $�� � ���G -$��� ���� ���  ��@। �¿ 3 ����� ����� "��� ��� <� �� 
��  �� $¬ ����@।  ����� -���� K�&�� ���� ��� ��� ��, ��� <� �D�  G� �� $�� 
"���@। ��� ��� <� �D�  G� �� H�� "� -��6�  ��������� ��<�����  ��� H��। ��� ���, 
����5�� 3 ��5����4 " �D ���$ ���a�  ����E �@� ��� <��� �H� K�L��। � � �� 
��G6� 
 ���N -��� �� -���6� $����� �����@। ����/�� ��� K�L��  �� �����  �T���� -$� ���, 
��� <� �D�  G� �� -$ �H�   �� �H�  ��z��� ��������� H  -��� H��। � � -$��� s�� 
H�� ����������  �&T��  � ���� ���� ���� H��। 

���$��� �MJ�H �� ���, -$ -��� E��H���� "  �&Hc� �� �D� ���� "�T�� 5���@। 
-����� "E �� D �1�� 3 ��E��� K1� ��  �G�  "���@। �1��>��N �?�� ����@ �>u6���  ��$ 
��� ���4�� -� ���H� �G�  S���  ��@ ��]�� ��4g���। 

��� ���, ):k; ���� 1��� ��� <��  s��  ��� $� ����  H��� ���H��$� ���Z���@ 
"�� "�� �G�  �H.�����  �H.�<�� 5�� ����� $� Kv�� �����@। 

):C� ���� ���� ����D ���� =\�b  ���@ -� ):;x ���� H���@ �����D� =\�b। "@�\� ���� 
 � ����� �G� �G� ���������� �� �� TZ  �� �����@। 
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��� ���, ��� <� E���E��� ���� =\��b� ������ /���l� H��। ��� <� /���l� H���@ 
TN���b  -�.�� 3 TN�1��D� ������।  ��$E TN���b  K����E " ������ ����� ���। 

"E /��z ���8��  �6�'5�� K�J�  �� ��� ��� ��, -E��� ���� "  �� �|� ��� -��� 
TN���b  K���� ����� �������  �6�'5� �����@��� "�� -E��� �� -����� ���� ��� ��� 
�R�3 H�� �@��। � � �� ��� Í���3 ���\�3� -�.�� �M H�� -����� /�5Y� ��G6 H�� ��� 
"�� ����� �����  ��� $���  �� H�। 

��� ���, -��� � @���E �H.�� �T�����  ���  ���� �।  ����� -$�, ���������, ��$� 
K�L 3 ���H��3���6� -����� $�� �� -��6 ���� �T�@ -��� �� �?� 3 ��<������  ����।  ��N 
��� <� �@� 1����� )( � ��D �������� A�����। "�  -��� s�� H�� ���� ���� �। 

$�� ��A �� E���� 1��� �����b ��4���� " � �Q  �� ���� ���a� ����� K�� 
gM|�����  �� ��� ��, � Q�� �� ���  �$��� ���� H�� "�� /���g���� �p� ����1��� ��� 
 �� H�� ��� <� ��4���� H��। "E ���a�� -r�� ��� /��� � �D ����। "@�\� ��� 
��� <��� K1� ���� ��M� P ��� /��l�� 3 �&G  ��6�5 ���a�� �������  ��। �� 
�����b� $�� ��P� ���� � -�� ���� -��6 /<���  �1�c �H���� fH�N� $��3 ��� 
�������  ��। 

-_��  ��� <� )C -TÎ,):;) 

 

 �$6 H�� �b���� �9�6�    

��� <��  ���O�2� 1����� =\�b ��G6  ��� -H��    

(Î�A �����D6��)    
T� �� ������ T16��� �b� ���=��� ������� �R���G6  �$6 H�� -����$� "  �9�6� 

�1�� �'�6 ��� <��  ���O2  �� 1����� ����  ��� �H.�<�� =\�b�  /��H�  ��� $� 
$������N� /�� -H�� $���� H�। "@�\� �1�� �'�6 ��� <�� ��N�G6���� 
��� �A��� ��G 
���� �&�Y �G�  1����  ��&c  ���  ��6 �� ���a� fH�N� $� $������u� �����N ���=��� /�� 
������ $���� H�। 

��� ��� EK�� ���>  ���D� K�����T ���l� "E �9�6� �1�� �'�6 ��� <� $����� 
E������ -��� �����  �T���� -$� �1����|  �� "�� /�����  ��?��b� $�� -���� -�� 
��, ��$
 �b� $�� �3��� " �  "� EK��A, �� 3 ���$  ���N �b� $�� ","�,"� 
�������� "�� ��H��� 3 �'6��� �A���� �b� �����  ������ H  K��a� �@��।... 

-_��  ��� <�, jx ���½9� ):;)। 

      
--------  
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����������������������������    �'��'��'��'�    ��������������������    
(()। ���>  ���D� TZ 3 �I���� �p� 6� 

-���  �� �D ���� 
����� " ��8��� ������ ):;) 

 
�$�� ‘"�f ��5�� ��� ���- ���D’ TZ�� ���6�।    

 

CHITTAGONG DISTRICT PEACE COMMITTEE 

Affiliated to Central Peace Committee, Dacca. 

 

Office: 
PAKISTAN COUNCIL 

(Muslim Institute Hall) 

K.C. Dey Road, Chittagong 

 

 

 
Convener: ALHAJ MAHMUDUN NABI CHOWDHURY 

Ref. No. 26/CDPC/71       Date. 15/6/1971 
 

 1. Mr. Ahmedur, Rahman Chowdhury, Secretary, Hathazari Thana Central Co-
operative Association, and 

 
 2. Dr. M. Ezhar Meah, Secretary, Boalkhali Thana Central Co-operative 

Association Samabaya Milanayatan, Chittagong. 
 

 Whereas the anti-social elements caused disruption to normal civic and economic 

life dislocating the communication and attempting to shake the public confidence, not 

sparing the agricultural sector either, it is therefore considered necessary that a Sub-

Committee be formed for activating the vital aspect of economy i.e. agriculture. 

 

 1. The Sub-Committee shall be known as the Agriculture Peace Sub-Committee, 

at the district level, and for all other levels, it shall be known as peace Sub-Committee 

for Agriculture, after the name of the respective areas. 

 

 2. Both of you, Mr. Ahmedur Rahman Chowdhury and Dr. M Ezhar Meah, are 

hereby nominated as the Joint Conveners of the Agriculture Peace Sub-Committee for 

the district of Chittagong with a view to urgently undertake the following 

responsibilities. 
 

 1. Both of you shall jointly:- 
 

 (a) Form the Agriculture Peace Sub-Committee for the District with not more than 
25 persons of whom at least one member should represent one Thana of this District; 

the Sub-Committee may commence functioning with one third of the total proposed 
strength. 
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(b) Nominate the conveners for the Thana, Union or Society Peace Sub-Committee for 

Agriculture at Thana, Union or Society Levels; the strength of such sub-Committee 

should not exceed 15 persons; and one third of the total strength shall enable them to 

commence the activities. 

 

(c) Scrutinize the integrity and character of the persons to be nominated by you for the 
Peace Sub-Committee in the agricultural sector either as Convener or members, and 

 
(d) Obtain’ approval of the Convener of the Chittagong District Peace Committee 

before officially announcing anyone’s name as a Convener or Member of the Peace 
Sub Committee in the Agricultural Sector. 

  
11. Both of you shall jointly undertake or assist or mobilize the following activities in 

the agricultural sector directly or through the Sub-Committee to be organized by you: 

 

(a) Peace must be ensured at the farmer’s level in the rural areas; and confidence of 

the farmers be restated in carrying out their normal agricultural activities. 

 

(b) The farmers be helped in obtaining their inputs like the seed fertilizers, 

insecticides, pumps, oil, fuel, credits and etc, from the sources they were receiving 

those needs normally. 

 

(c) The farmers who were receiving their normal training in the classes organized by 

the Co-operative organizations on the Government officials be helped continue their 

activities. 

 
(d) The Agricultural Co-operative Societies and the Agricultural credit organizations 

like the Co-operative Banks, Multipurpose Societies and the primary Societies, 
registered with the registrar of Co-operative Societies, Government of East Pakistan, 

be helped to hold their meetings with a view to activate their normal agricultural 
activities. 

 
(e) The usual campaign of grow more food and repayment Agricultural loans issued 

by the Government through the Co-operative Institutions be continued, and the 

confidence be created among them as that the farmers may be convinced that the 

requirement of Agricultural credits will be met through the same sources as normally 

as they used to get in the past. 

 

(f) The Officials of various Government Departments connected with those 

Agricultural activities shall be given Co-operation and the Institutions engaged in 

Agricultural unction shall be activated by means congenial to restoration of peace and 

normalcy, and 

 

(g) Any one creating obstacles to Agricultural activities or function of the 

Government approved Agricultural Institutions be taken to tank by bringing such 

disruptive activities, to the notice of the Government authority. 
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All decisions taken by the sub-Committees in Agriculture Sector shall be subject to 

joint approval of both of you; and the nomination given or the decision taken by you 

jointly or separately shall be subject to rectification by the Convener of the 

Chittagong District Peace Committee. 

 

Sd/- Mahmudun Nabi Chowdhury, 

CONVENOR 
Chittagong District Peace Committee. 

 
 C.C.to: 1) Deputy Sub-Administrator, Martial-Law Authority, Chittagong. 

  2) Deputy Commissioner, Chittagong. 

  3) Addl. Deputy Commissioner, (General), Chittangong. 

  4) Addl. Deputy Commissioner, (Development). ” 

  5) Sub-divisional Officer, Sadar (South).  ”  

  6) Sub-divisional Officer, Sadar (North).  ” 

  7) Sub-divisional Officer, Cox’s Bazar.  ” 

  8) Superintendent of Police, Chittagong.  ” 

  9) Circle Officer (Development) (All Thanas). ” 

  10) Regional Deputy Registrar, Co-op. Societies,  

Chittagong Divn, Chittagong. 

  11) Assistant Registrar, Co-op. Societies, Chittagong. 

  12) District Manager, EPADC, Chittagong. 

  13) Assistant Engineer, EPADC, Chittagong. 

  14) District Agril. Officer, Chittagong. 

  15) Secretary, Federation of TCCA Ltd. Chittagong. 

  16) Officer In-charge (All Thanas).  

 

       For information. 

 

   Sd/- 

(MAHMUDUN NABI CHOWDHURY) 

  Convener 
Chittagong District Peace Committee. 

 
 

G�� ‘"�f ��5�� ��� ���- ���D’� -H��� ��� ����T�� 3 ����� ����|    
 

District Agriculture peace Sub-Committee 

C/o. Pakistan Council. 

Muslim Institute Hall. 

K.C. Dey Road, Chittagong. 

 

 

 To ……………………………………………………………………………. 
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We the Joint Conveners of the District Agriculture peace Sub-Committee, with the 

approval and concurrence of the Convener of the Chittagong District peace 

Committee, do hereby nominate you. 

 

 Mr. …………………………………………….. as Convener 

 

 ………… Thana Agriculture Peace Sub-Committee to do and carry out the 
following functions, namely:- 

 1. Organizational Responsibilities. 
 2. Functional Responsibilities. 

 ………………        …………….        ……………… 
 

 
  Approved. 

 Sd/- Mahmudunnabi Chowdhury   1……. 

     3/7/71     (Ahmedur Rahman Chowdhury)  

  Convener, 

 Chittagong District Peace 

  Committee.     2. ……………………. 

 

(Dr. Md. Ezahar meah) 

Joint Conveners, 

District Agriculture Peace 

Sub-Committee, Chittagong. 

 

EK��  &�= ���>  ���D� -H��� ��� ����T�� 3 ����� ����|।    
���  &�= ���>  ���D, ��z���� 5Bf��    

 
 ����� � .............................              ��� );/;/;) 
 
 -�� 3��� � -HR� ���� ��� 5Bf�� �$��  &�= ���>  ���D� ��¢ -H��� ���� ������ 3 
���� /�� HE�� ��z���� G��  &�= ���>  ���D� -H���  �H���� -�� ��e .......................... 
�  ......................... EK��  &�=  ���D� -H���  ���4  ��e ������� ����|��'H ����� 
$� ������  �����@e- 
 

)। ���TZ�  ����|��'H 
 

 ( ) ��H��� �'�6 HE��  &�=  ��$� ��H� $�\� -�@ "�� ��`�� ��H�� �9�{ �e��.H " ¸� 
)� $ ���� �H����T -��� EK��  &�= ���>  ���D TZ  ���� HE��। 
 
 (�) �� 
�?�� ��� 3 �$�� -H���� � ������ �����? -��  ���D TZ  ��� ���G ���G 
�>�e ��? � $ ���� �E��  �$ -��  ���� ����। � � /G�� -��� EK��  &�= ���> 
 ���D� 
 
*G�� "�f ��5�� ��� ���  ���D� ����|�H EK��  &�= ���>  ���D� -H���  ����T ��^�> ����6� 
����� ����� 1�=�� P�P ¸��>��� H���@ ��� "��� K�J�  �� H��। 
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� � ������ �� �u�=N�  ���� HE��। ^�� ����Y ������� �� �������� $� ��Z��� ��E�� 
����, ��� "  ���G )��D �� ��3�� � ���। 
 
 (T) /���  ��=�� ����5��  ���� HE�� "�� ��` �������  ��6 ��� ������ 3 ��.H���� 1��� 
/���N� � HE�� � � ���6�= ���4�  ��G6  H����  �� ��E�� � ���XY ���4 �� � ��� 
��$%��  ��1�4E HK  � � । 
 (u)  &�= ��=�  �� ��� ��a� "�� ���� ��� /��l� �� 
��G6� ���� ���T���T �?�  ��। 
 
 (Ò) /���$����� -r��   &�= ���>  ���D TZ  �� ��E�� ����। " ¸�  ���D�� � $ ���� 
"�� " $ 1��/�� �H����  �$  ����,  &�=  �$  �� � "� � ��� ���4 EH�� ���� HE�� 
������ �। 
 
 (5) � ����� /���$�����, /�G��  ����� ������ K�� �1�c  ���� /�G��   &�= ���>  ���D 
TZ  �� ��E�� ����। " ¸�  ���D � �� ��� �����E  �� ��E�� ����� ����� ÃN -��� 3 ÃN 
fH��� ������� KI����� A�� 3 �p�c �?N���?�N� ����� K¹'� �। 
 
 (@) ��T� �T������T� ��� �� � � ���� ���  &�= /��l���  �6 �6���� �� �'N� H���@ 
��a�� ��  �6 �6�� �� /<��  �� ��H��� � � � /��l� ���  ���� KI����� K�L��  �$ 
 ���� ��E�� ����। 
 
 ($) -��� ���>  ���D� �1� ����H " ��� ���l�  �� 3 G��  &�= ���>  ���D� ���?  
�1�� ���T��  �� ��E�� ����। 
 
(।  ��6��6��H� ����|��'H 
 ( ) ��� <��� ����=� �'�6 ��� <�� �G6%��  �a��������H 5�=� ������N� ����c� �p� 6 
����� ���� -a�� �&�Y  ��। 
 
 (�) -��T�� ��� ���$ ������� ���4��� �p� 6 5�=���T�  �� 6  ���� ��3�� ��H��� � 
� � ���4 ���� � � S��6 ����� HE�� � ����। 
 
 (T) 5�=����T� ���� ��q�� -�  �� �� ��H���� KI����� A����� ���� �'�� ��E�� "�� 

�1���  ������ ��6��1��� ��H���� /���$ ��D��� HE��। 
 
 (u) � �  &�= ����� ������ 3 ����  &�= ��^�> ��=���'�H� ���� ���� ���  �� "�� 
����� /���$ ��D����  ��$ �H���� /��  ��। 
 
 (Ò) �� ���  �65��� �H �� � � �H� HE�� � � / �� ���� P��  �� ?�� � /��l��� 
��M��  &�= /��l� "�� 5�=�����  ��H���  ��। 
 
 (5) ����� ������ ������ /�c �� ��� ÃN -����� ������� ����� ������  ��H���  ��। 
 
 (@)  $6 3 ��$� E����� -��� ��� ��a��  ��T� �T������T� ��� �M�L� ���4��� ����� 
������� ��� D� � -����� ������� ���H�  ��। 
 
 ($) "�� �� �����4 $��$�� 3 ���� �p�c� �°����� ¸��  �$  ��� $� ��6�� 
/�G��  ����� ��'H�  ��TZ  �� "�� /���$����� ��  &�= ����� ������ ��H��� fHN  ��। 
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(�) ����� �����  �&6  ����| fHN  �� ��6�> �p'N6 �a���1��� �����4 1'�p�c� �°�����¸�� 
 �$  ��। 
 
 (Ó) � ����� �'�6 ����  �G�� 5�=���� ����a��� �M � � $�� ���� � ����। 
 
 (D) 1'�� ��^�> -E ������ /�����6 ���  &=  �G�� $��� ���� �  ��H�� ��� 3 
�G6 
��e/��l�� ������� �H����  ��। 
 
 (Z) � � $�� �G�� �� / �� �p�c �$���'�6  �G�� ��-E�1��� -���I  �� � H� "�� 
����� � � / �� �T�����T �&�Y HE�� � ���� �� ��=�� �� 6 �&�Y ����। 
 
 (8) KI����� A�� ���� �'��� ��^��� ������� 5�=�����  ��H���  �� "�� KH�� �����'�� 
��E�� �H����  ��। 
 
 (F) � � / �� ���5��  �� HE�� KH� �$��  &�= ���>  ���D, a��� -H���  "�� �� ��� 
 �&6�?�  $��E�� HE��। �|� ��\� � ��E�� �I?�N�I Ôs6�  �&6��?� �T�5��1'�  ��। 
 
 () -��� "�� �a ���>  ���D� � � <��� ��H� u�l �H����T�� �?�  ��। 
 
���-��z����, 
)C/;/;) E� 


�?�- 
 (3��� � -HR� ���� ���) 

-H��� , 
��z���� G��  &�= ���>  ���D, 5Bf��। 

 
‘S�&� ������’ �I���� ������ $� �����   �&6��?�    

 ��@ �$�� ���>  ���D� �����6।    
 
To 

The Sub-Administrator. 

Martial Law, 

Chittagong. 

 

 Sir, 
 In the light of the increasing anti-state activities day to day of the miscreants and 

killing by them of a good number of the patriotic persons in the an ytci dall around, 
we beg to suggest the following methods to eliminate the miscreants and to stop the 

anti-state activities in the city: 
 

 1. (A) That all doubtful houses and buildings of the whole city should be cordoned 
at a time from morning to night by organizing the under mentioned patriotic forces 

under the leadership of the local Chairman of the respective union Council or Union 
Committees:- 
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1) Local Rezakars who were trained up (embodied or unembodied). 

 2) Members of the Al BADR Forces. 

 3) Members of the Union councils. 

 4) Members of the Union Peace Committees. 

 5) Police. 

 6) Members of Civil Defense. 

 7) And patriotic local students and other young citizens. Further, more Rezakars 
may also be brought from villages, if necessary, 

 
 (B) Similarly a Permanent Village Defense Party may be organized in each and 

every Union through which the entire area is to be guarded and all doubtful houses 
and building searched from time to time, if necessary, under the leadership of local 

Chairman or B.D. members. 
 

 (C) The chairman or B.D.s should be responsible for any accident occurring in 

their own areas. 

 

 2. (A) To stop the blasting of bombs or anti-state activities in the Govt. or Non 

Govt. offices, the following methods should be adopted:- 

 

 (i) To pass a order by the D.C. to all the chiefs of the offices to from a Defense 

Committee in their respective offices with the co-operation of his subordinate staffs 

including chawkidars and peons etc. 

 (ii) In this way the chiefs of the offices or organizations should be made 
responsible for any occurrence in their compound, 

 

 (iii) Then in this way the miscreants working in the offices may be guarded by 

their colleagues under the supervision of the chief of the office. 

 

 3) To execute the above plan and to review the progress and also for coordinating 

the whole things, a Committee should be formed the representatives from all the 

political parties including the D.C. and S.P and a weekly meeting of the said 

Committee may be held regularly at a fixed time. 

 

Yours Faithfully, 

 

Sd/- 

(Badiul Alam) 
Secretary, 

District Peace Committee, 
Chittagong. 

 
Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to:- 

1. D.C, Chittagong, 
2. S.P, Chittagong, 

3. Governor, East Pakistan, 

4. Prof. Shamsul Huq, Minister-in-charge, Relief & Rehabilitation with 

reference to his telephonic conversation with the above signed. 
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����������������������������    �'��'��'��'�    ��������������������    
(((। ��$� ��, ��$��H�, -� ��� 3 -� 
���� ���H�e TZ 3  �I���� ������� ):;) 

    

A������ ��$� ����� �ª�� ����A������ ��$� ����� �ª�� ����A������ ��$� ����� �ª�� ����A������ ��$� ����� �ª�� ����    

F� �, :E $���E ("����)।- A����� G�� �ª�� 3 K2� � �Q� ���Z )Cx $ ��$� ��-"� "  
 �5 �3��$ ���l� H�। "�� � ��E ��� ���� �ª�� ��=  ���@। "E ��l�� �ª��/�� ���4�� 
@�\�3 ���>  ���D� ����, EK��  �K������'�H� �5������ 3 ��9��TN "�� ���������  
$�����N K��a� �@��। ��l�� )Cx $ ��$� ���  ���D6�A� D /��  �� H�। "@�\� S’$ 
��$� ���  ��h���  &��| 3  �6���l�� $� T� D� � ���v�� ���� H�। 

A����� G�� �G�  ���D ���\ @’� ��$� �� �����  �� H� "�� "��� � �� E �ª�� ���� 
H��। 

 �5 �3��$ ��l��D ‘��� <� �$.����’, ‘ ����� -$� �$.���’ 3 ‘��� <��� ��H�� 
�$.����’ �X�T��� ��� ���� ��= H�। 

       -_��  ��� <�, )x $���E,):;) 

 ��l��� ��$��H� 3 ��$� �����  �5 �3��$ ��l��� ��$��H� 3 ��$� �����  �5 �3��$ ��l��� ��$��H� 3 ��$� �����  �5 �3��$ ��l��� ��$��H� 3 ��$� �����  �5 �3��$----    

 ��Y��, )�E $���E, ("����)।- T� �� � ��� a��� EK�E�D8 v�� ����� ��$��H� 3 
��$� �����  �5 �3��$ ���l� H�।  �5 �3��$ ��l�� ��a �� ��� ��A��� 3 TN���� ����Y 
���4�T6�H �P����  ���  K��a� �@��। �$��  ���D� �5������ $�� ��� -H�� ( H�$�� 
��$� ���� ��1��� fHN  ��। 

��$� ����� K�L��� /�c 1�=�N $�� ��� -H�� 1����� ��/���- ������ ��M�� ���&1'�� 
�?��  ��$ ��$� ���� �
O�� "�T�� -��� ��� ������  ��1. $��। 

��� ����� /�� ���& 1��� � ��{ H3�� "�� �¿��� s��  ���  ��$ ��y ���H��  ��H��� 
 ��� $� -H�� $��। 

KI��H� ��$� �� 3 ���>  ���D� �����&. "�� ������ ���T�� ��� $��� " D� ��� ���12 
�X�T� �H ��� �H��� /�� �\  /��?N  ��। ���� ‘��� <� �$.����’ /1&�� �X�T� ���।..... 

-_��  ��� <�, )C $���E, ):;) 

E������� ���>  ���D� �1�� ��$� �� ���H� T�Z�    

T� ������� E������� EK�� ���>  ���D� ��A�� "  $M�� �1� ���l� H�। �1�� 
E������� EK�� ���>  ���D� -H���  $�� ������  �H��� �1����|  ��। 

E������� EK�� ���>  ���D� "  �/� �����$ ��� H� ��, �1�� /��� �D EK��D� (� $ 
 �� ���  ��� " �D ��$� �� ���H� TZ  �� H�। �1�� �HJ�� ���> 3 �&���� �$�� ����� K�� 
����= gM| -����  �� H�। 
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�1�� ��� <��� ��H�� 3 �� �� $� ����= ����$��  �� H�। ��� <� ���H�� ����� 
���a� fH�N� $� �1�� ��� <� ��y ���H�� 1'�� �� /����  �� H�। 

-_��  ��� <�, (; $���E, ):;) 
 

��$� ������$� ������$� ������$� ����, , , , ;x ;x ;x ;x $ S�&� ����  H���  ���@$ S�&� ����  H���  ���@$ S�&� ����  H���  ���@$ S�&� ����  H���  ���@    
��$� ���� ������H �$��� T� ���� ;x $ ��`������� ��� �  �H� "�� �P$�  -H� 

 ���@। "@�\� ���� ����� �����N �y�y 3 �T�����M� ���  ���@। T� �� ������� F� �� "���� 
" ��� ������  ���@। 

"��� /�� ��<���� ���� / ��, S�&� ����� T� kZ� $���E ��������  ��@ " �D f���� ���� 
s��  ��� �5Y�  ��। ��$� ���� ����� �P$�  H��H�  �� ���� s��  ��� �5Y� ��G6  �� ���। 

‘S�&� �����’ ):�D ��� )j �� �D"�D,  �� �D H�������, D���  ��s��� ��E "�� 1���� 
_��� ):�D ���Õ��  �DK� �@�\ ������ �T�@। 

������ �G�  (x ��E� �'���6� " �D f��� ‘S�&� ������ ��a��� ��� ���� ���� 
��$� ��� K4 f��� �T�� (x $ S�&� ����  H���  ���@ "�� � @� ��E�A�, H�� ����� "�� jxx 
�N 5�� K���  ���@। 

)j 3 )kE $���E��� ���� ��$� ���� �� ����� DH������� �����$� ��E ���  �� 
"�� �� ‘S�&� ������ ���G ����� ��u=6 H�। "E ��u�=6 ��$� ���� k $ S�&� ����  H���  ��। 
���� S�D� �ÎT�, C�D H�������, Cx ��KÏ jxj ��E�A��� g�� K���  ��। 

-_��  ��� <�, )x -TY, ):;) 
 

��$��H��� ��$� �����  �5 �3��$��$��H��� ��$� �����  �5 �3��$��$��H��� ��$� �����  �5 �3��$��$��H��� ��$� �����  �5 �3��$    
    

 ��$��H�, )�E -TY, (EK��-E)। �ª�� ����� ���= ��$� ����� ����� ���D T� 
�&Hd����� "��� �����  �5 �3���$ ��� <� 3 E������ 
��G6 ����� $�� KI�T6  ��� ��G 
fHN  ��। ���H� ��$�� $��� ���$��3 E��� ����3 ��1��� fHN  �� । 
��$� ����� ����� ���� ������� �p� 6 m�N  ���� ���� H� ।���>  ���D� �����&.�H ������ 
��&�&.3 K4 ��l�� 1�= ��  �� । 

          
_��  ��� <�, )C E -TY, ):;) 

    
TA�T�h�� -�TA�T�h�� -�TA�T�h�� -�TA�T�h�� -�----��� ��� ��� ��� ���H� T�Z����H� T�Z����H� T�Z����H� T�Z�    

((((�$
 ���������$
 ���������$
 ���������$
 ��������,,,,�/����/����/����/���))))    
    

 TA�T�h3, (�� ���½9�, T� �� ����� KI��H - KL���� ��� ���� TA�T�h�� -�-��� 
��H� T�Z� H���@ ।"�S���? "��� "  �1�� -���$  �� H�, "�� ���� a��� ��? , @��, 
��� , ��$� �� 3 ���>  ���D� �����T6�H ����$� ���12 <��� ���  ���T��  ��। 
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��l��� �1���� ��3��� -���� �H�� ����6������ �4&��� -�-��� ���H�� -��6 3 
K�L�� ������  �� "�� -� - ��� ���H�� ��� �/��  ��� ��� ����� ���> 3 �&��� �?��  ��$ 
-�����T  ��� ���। 

 
�1�� ������� ���� �4&��  �� F� � E�������� E�Î�DK�D� @�� ���u� ��� $�� 

��HKL� 3 ������H �$��� E����� @�� ���u� 1��/�� �1���� $�� ���$�� �H�� । 
 

-_��  ��� <�, C ���½9�, ):;) 
-�-���� ���H�� �I����    

 
T� �� �z���� ��$� �� ��a�� �
O����H� ‘-�-����’ ������H, �����, 3 5Bf��� 

��A���� ��z ���D ��1�� 5����। -�-���� ��$� �� ��a�� " �D �
O����� ���H�। "�� 
������H�� ���� ��� �ª�� fHN 3  �$  ��@। �������H ���� � ����T��� ��?N-�'��6 1����� 
5���� " �D �T�� -Ö�� -^�N 5����� �ÎT�, :�D ��E�A� "�� ��D H�� ����� K���  ��। 

 
"�� �y K���  ��� ��� ���� " �� 1����� 5��� ��z ��u�=6 ��� H� "�� ����� j 

$�  H���  ��। ������ ������ ���। 5Bf�� �G�  "����� ���� ��� H�, ����/��  �T�� ��� 
������ �{� ���� -�-���� 5Bf���� Kc�� H�D H�$����� " �D ���� ��� ��\��� H�� ���� 
�� ���'�  /5�� �E ��<  K���  ��। 

 
���� ��\�� ���� � 3 �fA���  ��। ����� -�-���� ���E��H� ��?N-�'��6 -� " �D 

��\�� 1����� 5���� ��z "  ��u�=6 ��� H� "�� ����� 5�� $�  H���  ��। "�� -�-���� 
"� " $ ����3 -H� H�। 1����� 5���� -u�� H��� �� -�-���� 1����� �y�y 3 
�T����M��� " �D �8���� �{� ��1  ��। ���� �G�  ���� )j�D ��E�A�, (k�D �D6 ��E "�� 
Cx ��KÏ ���Õ��  ~�� K���  ��। 

 
-_��  ��� <�, j �19�, ):;) 

 
��$� ����� ��A��$  ��1��    

�����$���, kZ� �19�। �H ���� ��$���� G��� ��$� ���� G�� ������� ��H��� ��� ����� 
" �� 1����� 5��� ��z ��H�� ��� ���G �\�E  ��। ��u�=6 k$ 1����� 5�� �H� H���@ "�� 
" $ 1���� _��� " �D �ÎT�, " �D ��E�A�, 3 S�D� 
���^� �y�H ��� ��\�@ ��� "  
�� ��� H���-K�D / ��। 1����� 5� ���A� �H�� $��� �� ����� 1���� �ª�� ���� H���@ "�� 
1����� ������H� ����� �y�y 3 �T��� ��M� �����H  ���@। 

 
"���� �������� ���� / ��, ��$� ���� ·� ��1�� 5����� ��.�� "�� � �G�  1����� 

5���� ��'6�  ���@। ���� S$ 1����� 5��  H��� 3 S$�  �.�  ���@। "@�\� ���� 1���� _��� 
����� �����N �y�y3 K���  ���@। "�� 1����� 5� a��� ��� ��� H����  ��@�, ����� 
��\�u� Í����� ���O� 3 �p�c ��D  ��@�। 

 
����D �G�  /�� ���� / ��, ��$� ����� -�-���� ���H� ����T��� Kc� ��]� "�� �� 

DH� ����� ��� S�D� ��.H$  �� ��  5�����  ��� -���H��� ����� /�� g�� @�\�� �M 
 ��। A�� " $ ��$� �� -H� H�। ��$� ���� ���G ���G ��Ç� g�� 5����� �� �� -���H��� 
����� ���A�� 
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��\ ������� �5Y�  ��। � � ����� k $ �H� H�। ��$� ���� �� � �G�  ����� �����N 
�y�y K���  ��। _1�� ��$�� �G�  /�� ���� / �� -� ��� ���H� _1�� ��$�� �G�  j ��E� 
Kc� �'��6 ����� �.��� 1����� 5���� �T�� -Ö�� H�� ���� C�D ��E�A�, k�D �ÎT�, *�D 
����D 3 �T��� ��M� K���  ��। 

 
1����� 5��� ��$� ����� ������� -Ö� �@�\ ������ ���। ���N��\��� �G�  /�� ��� "  

���� ��� H���@ ��, ��$� ���� ������ ��D�  ��@ 1����� 5���� ���G "  ��u�=6 j $�  H��� 
 ���@। ��� �$ �y�y�H -����6N  ���@। 

-_��  ��� <�, � �19�, ):;) 
 

-�-�-�-�----���� 3 -����� 3 -����� 3 -����� 3 -�----��� ���H�� ��A��$  ��1����� ���H�� ��A��$  ��1����� ���H�� ��A��$  ��1����� ���H�� ��A��$  ��1��    
 

��$� ����� -�-���� 3 -�-��� ���H� T� �� �����  ���J� 3 ��$��H� �$��� S�D� 
��A��$  ��1�� ���5���  �� ��� "����� ���� / ��। ���� ) H�$�� *� �x ��K� g���H 
)x�D ��E�A�, ))�D ���T�$�H (�D �ÎT�, :��D H������� 3 )jx ��K� ���Õ��  ~�� K��� 
 ��। 

 ���J� �G�  /�� ���� / ��, -� ���� 3 ��$� ���� $��� ���� �� " �� 1����� 5� 
���> �/� f��������� H����  ��� $�  ���J� �$��� 5�h������ ��?�N ���a� g����� f���� ���  
�f�� H�O। 1����� 5��� f���D�� ���h@� ��� ��$� ���� ����� K�� ��h���� ��\ � $�  H��� 
 ��। ������ j� ;� ��K� g���H j�D ��E�A�, ))�D ���T�$ �H (�D �ÎT� 3 Cx�D H������� 
�A�� ������ ���। 

 
��$��H� �G�  /�� ��� "  ���� ��� H� �� -� ���-��$� ���� T� �� 3T�h� )x ��E� 

��?�N �5����� 1��������  ��@ 1����� 5���� " �D �T�� -Ö�� H�� ���। ����� -T��� 
��� ���� 1����� 5��� ) H�$�� k� ��K� g���H ;�D ��E�A�, j��D H������� 3 )jx ��K� 
���Õ��  ~�� �A�� ���� ������ ���। 

 
-_��  ��� <�, ; �19�,):;) 

 
��� ���� �����    

��� <��� ����� 3 ��H�� �?�� �&  �� � �u�=N�    
 
T� �� ������� ��� ���� ���  �� H���@। " K���? T� �� ��� �� ������ ��� ���� 

/�z�N F� � �H� E����� @�� ���u� K�����T "  TN$����� ���l� H�। "��� "  ���@� 
������। TN$������ �'�6 ��� <� E����� @�� ���u� �1���� $�� -�� -H�� ���H�R� 
���$��H� "E ��� ���� K���? ���u� �? �G�  " �D k �A� �u�=N�  ��। ��� �u�=N�  �� 
��- 

()) ‘‘S���� ���  �H.�<��� � � ���5�� -��� ��q��  �� � ���� ��6> S���� ��  �G�  
�H.�<��� �� ���@ � ���� ���� ���� ��6> -��� ����� �� �।’’ ��E������'�H� /�� �?�  �� 
��� ��� ����� �A� �u�=N�  ��। ��� ���- 

 
(() ‘‘-T���  �� �G�  �H.� ��� ��� � � �E �G�� �H.���� ������  �� ���� ��< ��� 

��E������ a� ���� ����� � �� ���^ �� /5��  ��� ����� �। ��� � K  �� ��� ��� <��� 
��<�| ��q��� �
O���� �� Í����� 1m  �� ����’’। $�� ��$��H��� ���  S�D �u�=N� H�e 
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(j) ��� <��� ��<�| ��q��� �
O���� ��� �p� 6 ��¸� /5��  �� H�O। ���� "E ��/5�� 
 ��@ ����� �p� 6 Ph����� G� � "�� 

 
(k) ������ ��� �L���  K����� ��f�� 5���। $�� ��$��H� "E �u�=N��  ��<�����  ��� 

$� @��,  &= , ��� , $��� /�� -H�� $��, ��� ���,- ‘‘"E �u�=N� ��<�����  ��� $�� 
��� Kh5�  ��, ���  � ��� ��� ���6 ��$��H��� ���� "�T�� 5��। /���$ H�� ����J� ��6> "�T�� 
�T�� -��� �&Hc� ��� <��� ��� � K�c��  ����’’। 

 
$������ F� � �H� E����� @�� ���u� �1���� $�� ���H�R� ������ H  �1����|  ��। 

�4&�� �� �'�6 ��� <� @�� ���u� �����N �p��  $�� ���  ���� -��। ��� ��� ��,- 
-$� � ��� ������ ��G H���e 

 
( ) 1����� -^�N M�� ��h\����। (�) S�&�� ������ ���  ����। (T) E����� ���$  ���� 

 ����। $�� ���H�R� ������ H  ��� ��, -$� � "E );E ��$��� ���� ��� ����� 
���|�'N6 uD�� -���6 K��� H�� -��� ����� ��4�  ��'6�  ��� ��G ��  �� ��O। 
TN$������� /���  �4� ��� <��� ����� 3 ��H�� �?�� $�� �&  /�����  G� �u�=N�  ��। 

 
��� <��� �����> 1����� H���� 5��@ ��� K�J�  �� $TN�  "� ��M�� " �� H�� 

��f��  ��� $�� ���� -H�� $��। ���H���  ��� ��� �G�  �/�N� 3 ��?� ���1� $��3 ���� 
-H�� $��। �1�� �� "� ���@� ������। 3������ ���8 H�� ��H�S���H ��� 6 �T�� �� ��= H�। 
���@���  �� �D �X�T� �@�e )। -����� ��4 ��� <� �D ��। (। ��� ��$��H� �y ��, 1����  
���  �। j। ��$��H� "�T�� 5�,  �� ��� ���  �। k। ��� ���� �A� �H� । �। 1����� 5���� 
���  � E�����। 

-_��  ��� <�, * �19�, ):;) 
 

����D 3 ����� ��$� �� �I��������D 3 ����� ��$� �� �I��������D 3 ����� ��$� �� �I��������D 3 ����� ��$� �� �I����    
 
 T� �� ������� ��$� ���� ����D 3 ����� 1����� 5� �H ��� :�D ���� 8����� �����@। 
F� �� /�� "���� �������� ���� $�� �T�@, �� � ����T /�� SE �� 1����� 5� �����D� 
$�� T��� � D ��� <�� "�� �� /���  ��� ���O "E ��� $��� ���� �x $ ��$� �� K4 
"�� �� T�  �� "�� �¿� ���?�� 3hI ���� G�� । 
 
 �� �g��� �����>� "���� -��� ���G ���G ��$� ���� ����� K�� g���=6N  ��। 
1����� 5��� ��Ç� g�� �@��\ "�� ��$� ����� �����  ��� K�L��� �� � �G�  ������ �5Y� 
 ��। � � ������  " �$  ��� �����T ���� H��। ����� ��� ��� �� ���E -u�� ��� "�� 
������ �� � ���� ����� 8��� ���। j�D �� � 8����� ���� H���@। ���� �� � 1����� 
"�� �� ������ ���� �?� H�। 
 
 ��$� ����� g���� ���� �$��� �D� ���� � D 1����� 5���H� -�3 C�D �� � K�Ç 
����� 8��� �T�@। ��� "  ���� $�� ��� �� T� �� ������� ��$� ���� ����� 3  ���J� �$��� 
" �D ��� ���� 3 " �D �\ ���� �?�  ���@। ��� �����D ����� �$��� T�E��{�� ( ��E� ��?N 
�����H��� ���a�। -� �\  �����D  ���J� �$��� �� ����� * ��E� ��]�� ��T6������ � D 
���a�। 

-_��  ��� <�, )C �19�, ):;)   
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����������������������������    �'��'��'��'�    ��������������������    
((j। ��$� �� �p� 6� -���  �� �D ���� ������� ):;) 
 

��$� ����� ��� 
 
       HQ ASMLA JESSORE 

       C/O, Pak ABPO 

       Tele : Mil-94 

       Ml 17/A 

       30 Aug 71 

 

To:  Deputy Commissioner 

 Jessore 

 President Dist, Peace Committee 

 Jessore. 

 

Subject : Pay of Razakars. 

 Please confirm that the pay of Razakars are being regularly paid. 

 

Sd/-Mohammad Amin. 

Major, ASMLA. 

Dated : 7.9.71 

 

Memo No. 224 (8) 

Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to : 

Chairman 

Town Peace Committee, 

Jessore. 

 

Sd/- 

For-president 

Dist. Peace Committee. Jessore. 

 

���� ������� ���	
� �
	�� 
 

MOVEMENT ORDER. 

 

Mvi. Md. Serajul Islam is hereby detailed to report to taltola camp immediately to 
impart motivation training to the embodied Razakars of the camp. 

This issue with the approval of the A.S.M.L.A, Tangail, Raz. Md. Habibullah 

Bahar S/o Serajul Islam also directed 
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��$� �� ��TZ, ����� /��?N 3 ������� �p� 6 �� �8�1� 
�'�6�r�� � Q��  ������  �� �D ���� 

 
SECRET 

HQ ASMLA Chuadanga 

Tel : 186 

28 Oct, 71 

 

To :  HQ 18 Punjab 

 OC ‘B’ Coy 

 Subj : Fresh Trg Razakars 

 

 Copy of HQ 9 Div Itr No.G/15242/Trg of 23 Oct 71 and copy of HQ Eastern 

Comd Itr No. 418/48/GS (T) of Oct 71 along with Gen instars, block syllabus, 

detailed syllabus and trg programme (Anx ‘A’ ‘B’ & ‘C’) for the See Comds Cadra 
Razakars, are fwd herewith for your info and nec action please. 

 
Sd/-Major 

ASMLA 
(Zain-ul-Malook) 

 
SECRET 

 

 Copy of HQ 9 Div Itr no. G/15242/Trg of 23 Oct. 71 

 Subj : Further to our G/15242 Trg dated 06 Oct. 71 refers. 

 The trg Razakars Comd will be org as under :- 

 a. See Comd Trg 

 

 (1) Each unit having Razakars in its area will org cadres of ten days duration 

for sec comds. 

 (2) One third of total requirement of sec comds to be trained in each cadre at 

the scale of one sec comd from each pl. 

 (3) First sec comds cadre to start wef 25 Oct 71 the latest. 

 (4) Syllabus for the sec comds trg is att. 

 
Copy of HQ Eastern Comd Dacca Itr No. 418/48/GS(T) of 19 Oct,71. 

Subj : Sec Comd’s Cadre-Razakars. 
Para 3 of our sig G-3513 dated 19 Oct 71 refers. 

 
 1. Gen instrs, block syllabus, detailed syllabus and trg programme for the 

above Cadre are sent herewith. 
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2. The trg is to be org at unit/ASMLA level. Fmn comds are requested to 

ensure proper utilization of the trg programme. 

 

 Copy to anx ‘A’ HQ Eastern Comd Itr No. 418/48/GS(T) of 19 Oct 71. 

 

HQ EASTERN COMD 

RAZAKARS SEC COMDS CADRE 
BLOCK SYLLABUS 

 

S/No. Subj                                                       Period allotted 

   Lecture/Demo.  Prectical/Ex.  Total 

1.  Drill    -   6       6 

2.  Wpn Trg             1    14      15 

3.  Fd Engineering  3    3        6 

4.  Fd Craft   6    13      19 

5.  Tacs              20               20       40 

6.  Ldrship   1    –        1 

7.  Adm    4    –        4 

8.  Misc    1    -         - 

 

 

     Total      100 
 

RESTD 
HQ EASTERN COMD 

SEC COMDS CADRE-RAZAKARS 
GEN INSTRS. 

 
 1.  Aim. To train selected Razakars as sec comds in order to improve op 

efficiency of Razakars. 

 2.  Standard to be achieved. 

  a.  Be able to motivate, train, and lead his sec efficiently. 

 b.  Acquire basic mil knowledge i.e. drill, use of inf pl wpns, fd craft, Vos, 

cam and concealment, adv handling of wpns and handling/disarming of 

mines and body traps. 
 

  c.  Be able to deploy his sec for def of a loc, hr or installation. 
  d.  Const/estb anb maint a rd block. 

  e.  Plan an conduct a raid and ambush. 

  f.  Be able to operate at ni. 

  g.  Dev initiative to carry out any other msn given to his sec. 

  h.  Hygine, sanitation and first aid. 
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3.  Trg period 
 

 a. A total of 10 working days will be utilized for this cadre. 

 b. Daily periods 10 periods of 45 mins incl 4 periods in the afternoon/ni. 

 

 4. Block syllabus, Detailed syllabus and trag programe. Att as Anx. 

 A B and respectively. 

 

 5. Ref Publications. 

 a. Inf Trg Vol IV-Inf Pl in Battle-1969 

 b. Inf Trg Vol IV for Ni Ops-1968. 

 c. Words of comd for drills and ceremonials 1970. 

 d. Relevant Pamphlets on SAs, mines and boody traps. 

 e. Guerilla and artisan Pwar fare Chapter 2- 1961. 

 f. Elms of First Aid. 
 

 HQ Eastern Comd         Sd/ Commander Col General 
 Dacca Cantt        (Mian Hafeez Ahmed) 

 Tel : 212 
 418/48/Gs (T) 

 19 Oct 71 

 

 Distr : List ‘B’ ser 1-g & 7 

  MLa Zone ‘B’ 

  DG Razakars. 

 

        Ans ‘B’ to HQ Eastern Comn Itr 

           418/48/GS(T) of 19 Oct 71. 

 

 

HQ EASTERN COMD 

SEC COMD CADRE-RAZAKARS 

DETAILED SYLLABUS 
 

S.No.    Subj    Period Allotted   Total 
        Lecture/Demo   Practical/Ex 

    A  b                  c             d      e 
 

  1.  Drill 
  a. Drill with arms   –  2      2 

  b. Drill without arms   –  2      2 

  c. Taking a squad   –  2      2 

    2.  Wpn Trg 
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 a. Holding, aiming and firing of   -  2     2 

 rifle 

 b. Handling of Sten and LMG   - 2      2 

 c. Stripping & assembling of rifle   - 2      2 

 sten & LMG 

 d. Prep of range eard    1 -      1 

 e. Firing- day     - 4      4 

 f. Firing- ni      - 4      4 

3. Fd Engineering  

 a. Trenches and wpm pits, siting   1 1      2 

 and dimensions 

 b. Mine-types, laying, disarming   1 1      2 

 and lifting 

 c. Booby traps type, laying and   1 1      2 

 disarming 

4. Fd Carft 

a. Cam and concealment    1 2      2 

 b. Use of ground and cover   1 1      2 

 c. Fd sigs     1 1      2 

 d. Sec fmns     1 2      3 

 e. Individual stalk by day & ni   1 3      4 

 f. Selection of line of adv and move  1 3      4 

by day 

5. Tac 

 a. Issue of VOs     1 1      2 

  b. Ptls 

  (1) Types of ptl   1 -       1 

  (2) Ptl idr’s orders   1 1      2 

  (3) Planning rehearsal and conduct  of : 

  (a) Recee Ptl    2 -      2 

  (b) Fighting ptl    2 -      2 

  (4) Ex in patrolling    - 4      4 

    c. Ambush 

  (1) Selection of site    2 -      2 

  (2) Parties and their tasks   2 -      2 

  (3) Planning and orders   2 -      2 

  (4) Fd ex raid    - 4      4 

    d. Raid 

  (1) Parties and their tasks  2 -      2 
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  (2) Planning and orders   2 -      2 

  (3) Fd ex raid    - 4      4 

   e. Rd Blocks 

  (1) Characteristics   1 -      1 

  (2) Covering -/def of rd block 1 -      1 

  (3) Fd ex- constr/ manning a rd - 2      2 

  block 

    f. GW Introduction to GW and anti 1  -      1 

  guerilla ops 

    g.  Def 

  (1) Use of ground and F of Fs  2 -      2 

  (2) All round def, listening posts  2 -      2 

  And alarm system 

  (3) Def of a small br of instl  2 -      2 

  (4) Sentry duties   2 -      2 

  (5) Fd ex – def    - 4      4 

   6.  Ldrship    1 -      1 

   7. Adm     2 -      2 

  a. Care of arms, ammo and eqpt 

  b. Hygiene, sanitation, first aid and 2     -      2 

  disposal of cas 

   8. Misc. Org of rifle pl   1 -      1 

  Directed to accompany him.    

 

      Sd/Illegible 

             District Adjutant of Razakars 

      Tangail. 

Memo No. 512 – (2)- Raz, dated 2.10.71 

Copy forwarded to :- ….. 

$%  ��$� �� 
�?��� ��G��� 
         Anx ‘A’ 

        To HQ MLA Zone B 

        Itr No 1200/3ML-2 

         Of 02 Oct 71 

SCHEDULE B 

Form of Oath 

(Rule 16) 

 I Abul Kasim ……………….. S/O …………… Hassan Ali Mullah address, 

….. Vill. Modhopur P.O Beghotia Dist. Jessore do solemnly declare that from this 

moment I shall faithfully fellow the injunctions of my religion, and dedicate my life to 

the service of my society 
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and country. I shall obey and carry out all lawful orders of my superiors. I shall bear 

true allegiance to the Constitution of Pakistan as framed by law and shall defend 

Pakistan, if necessary, with my life. 

 

Signature/Abul Kasim 

  

 Oath taken in my presence this 31st days of Oct. 1971 

        Sd/- Illegible 

        Deputy Commandant 

        Narail Sub-division 

        Jessore District 

 

$%  /��?N/�� ��$� ���� ���� 
 

EASTERN COMMAND 

RAZAKARS BATTLE TRAINING SCHOOL 

PROFICIENCY CERTIFICATE 

 

 This is to certify that Razakars No ….. Name. RAKIBUDDIN ……S/O late. 

HAJI TUFAZUDDIN MULLA PS. DAULATPUR …. Sub Div. KHULNA SADAR 

District KHULNA attended RAZAKARS PLATOON JESSORE COMMANDERS 

COURSE held at army Battle School from 03 Nov. 71 to 17 Nov. 71. 

 

1. General Remarks : 

 Well motivated. Hardworking and religious minded 

 Student who is expected to well as Pi Comd. 

2. Standard achieved : 

 Fit to be Razakars Pl Comd. 

3. Garding 

   Average 

Sd/- 

Major 

Initials of Student – (Rokibuddin)     Army Battle School 

(Nazar Hussain) 

 

" $ ��$� ���� ���5� �� 
 

 This is to certify that Mr. Haroon-ur-Rashid Khan S/O Abdul Azim Khan, 36, 

Purana Paltan Lane, Dacca – 2 is our active worker. He is true Pakistani and 

dependable. He is  
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Trained Razakars. He has been issued a Rifle No. 776 … with round ammunition for 

self Protection. 

Sd/ Illegible 

INCHARGE 

Razakars & Muzahid 

Jamaat-e-Islami 

91/92, Siddque Bazar, Dacca. 

    
�����Y 

��  ������ -��� ���Ò������ 1'�� � 3 ���1�� �p� 6�  �� �D ����    
())    

���6����� D�K  ���D� �5������ 3 /���   ��MU�����    
���$��5�    

(C ��56 - ); ��    
26.3.71 

 Met Maj. Shafaet. Apprised him of the situation of Parbatipur and requested 

him not to place much trust on his men as they were after all Bengalies and may kill 

him. He laughed me out. We decided not to deposit our arms till such time the 

Bengalies did not deposit their arms although it was against the call of martial law. 

Heavy concentration of Bengalies was seen in the adjoining villages on the eastern 

side of the town Defense was intensified and strict vigilance was kept. 

 

27.3.71 

 

 Heavy concentration of Bengalies were seen towards American camp, North 

yard (on the northern side of the town) and petrol yard (on the southern side of the 

town) from about 11 A M at about 15 hrs. North yard was attacked by the Bengalies. 

The whole of northwards was put on fire and properties were looted. Four persons 

who took shelter in the mosque, including the pesh Imam of the  mosque, were killed 

in the mosque by the Bengalies in the  evening . Curfew was impeding in the town till 

next morning. 

 

28.3.71 

                

                At about 8 A.M petrol yard was attacked and one of our men got killed. At 

about13.30 hrs. The town was attacked from all side by Bengalies who roughly 

numbered about a lakh. They were assisted by the Bengal police and EP.R forces who 

were within the town. These men fired guns from the back while we were fighting 

with the Bengalies on our fronts. They killed 2 of our men with their rifle shots and 

injured many of our men while they were returning to the town after repulsing the 

Bengali attack 
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Chasing them away and burning their village. All injury cases, about 30 men from all 

around the fronts of the town, were attended alone by lady doctor Khursheed Bano of 

railway hospital, Parbatipur, in her house with the help of her husband and son. Her 

moral was found very high and was found tackling all the cases with great care, 

courage and swiftness. She was the only medical help to our injured gallant men. 

29.3.71 

 Col. Tarique Rasul arrived from Dinajpur with his family. He arrived early in 

the morning and revealed the whole story of the happenings at Dinajpur, Situation of 

the tow remained tense. 

30.3.71 

Col. T Rasul along with his family and the non-Bengalies E.P.R personnel’s, posted at 

Parbatipur, left for Saidpur. Some arms and ammunitions were given to us by Col. T. 

Rasul on his departure. Some of my well wishers advised me to send my wife and 

Children to Saidpur along with Col. T. Rasul, but I discarded the idea as this would 

have demoralized the people of the town. Tried to boost up the moral of the town as 

the people were losing heart with the departure of the non-bengali E.P.R. personnel’s 

to Saidpur. Posted strong pickets all around the town and along with M/S. Bacha 

Khan and Motiur Rahman Kept on supervising the whole defense of the town 

throughout the night. 

1.4.71 

Maj shafaet met me at my residence at about 3.30. A.M advised me that he will 

impose curfew from 15.30 hrs. And send his Bengali soldiers in batch of three for 

patrolling and that we should kill them. 

 

I advised him that this operation should start from now, or else it may be too late and 

God forbid they may kill him. But he did not agree. When the returned to his camp at 

about 9 AM. He was killed by his men. After this his regimen fled away.  O/C 

grrs/Parbatipur with 9 constables with rifles also fled away at about 11 Hrs. At about 

4 p.m Myself with Mr. Motiur Rahman attacked GRPS/Parbatipur. Bengali force of 

the thana after a little resistance surrendered. Captured 9 rifles in good condition, 28 

rifles without bolts and 200 bullets of 303 rifle. Informed this happening to col. 

Shafaaet at Saidpur by phone. He advised me to capture Bengal thana also. 

 

2.4.71 

 The Bengali E.P.R. Personnel’s posted at Parbatipur deserted and joined their 

Bengali brethren in the Haldibari colony. The Bengali police personnel’s posted at 

parbatipur and E.B.R. deserters also joined them. Thus Haldibari colony virtually 

became a strong concentration camp for the forces of Bangladesh and a great source 

of danger for us as we were already having daily encounters from Haldibari side. 

 

3.4.71 to 6.4.71 

Situation remained tense. Now and again exchange of fires took place. We remained 

busy in fortification of our town. Surrounded local thana last night but could not 

succeed. 
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At about 12 P.M. I along with M/S Bacha Khan and Motiur Rahman and 8 Mojahids 

surrounded local thana. I and Mr. Motiur Rhaman entered the thana and told the O/C 

that we have already surrounded his thana by our men and that if he did not surrender 

we shall kill him and his men. O/C surrendered. We captured 40 rifles in good 

condition and 500 bullets of 303 rifle. Little after the thana. I sent my men 

immediately who killed 2 Bengalies, burnt about 25 of their villages and chased them 

away. Returned home after posting strong guard in the area at about 23 hrs. 

 

7.4.71 

 

 It was a crucial day for us. At about 5.40 A.M. the town was attacked from the 

eastern side. 2 Bomb shells with terrific noise hit my house but very slight damage 

was caused, rife shots started falling on the town like showers by 6 A.M. The town 
was attacked by about a lakh a Bengalies accompanied by E.B.R. E.P.R, and police 

forces. The attack was very sever from the eastern side. They using rokets, 2″ and 3″ 
Motars, L.M.G, Chinies automatic arms, 303 rifles and other fire arms. I Ran from 

morchas to morchas all around the town, boosted up the moral of our men and 
arranged reinforcements of men and arms where necessary. M/S Bacha Khan and 

Motiur Rahman with their men were holding their gallantly. The attack from the 
eastern side increased gradually and rocket shell started being fired on us more 

frequently. Although we were using our ammunition very carefully, but by 12 P.M. 

our ammunitions started exhausting as the enemy started advancing under cover of 

heavy rocket and mortar shells. We started retreating slowly from the eastern side. I 

started evacuating old men, women and children from the eastern side and started 

requesting Saidour army army for immediate help as the help promised earlier was 

not forthcoming and our condition was deteriorating. Our ammunition started coming 

to an end. I, Bacha Khan and the men of the eastern sector still tried to hold out the 

attack and retreated very cautiously. The enemy however managed to break through 

some of our morchas in the eastern sector and entered our market. They looted all the 

shops and set them on fire. By 2 P.M. they had entered in some portions our railway 

station and had taken up position. We still fought relentlessly trying to hold them back 

from advancing any further capturing our town totally. Our men were fighting with 

lathies with the Bengalies who had entered the market area. It was at about 2-30 P.M 
that the first batch of our army arrived. By now about 10 of our men were killed and 

about 100 injured by bomb blasts, other automatic weapons and rifle shots. They were 
all being rushed to Dr. Khursheed Bano’s house who was gallantly attending to all the 

injuries and had not left her house though almost all the houses from the eastern side 
of the town had been vacated by the people. The army cleared the enemy from the 

eastern side. The second batch of army also arrived shortly. I escorted the army all 
around the town. The enemy attack was quelled by the army in about 2 hours and they 

were in complete control of the town by about 5 P.M. In this operation 3 of the army 

men were injured severely. They were all rushed to Dr. Bano. After the operation I, 

along with Maj. Durrani, Capt. Chima and Capt. Sharafat went to the residence of Dr. 

Bano. There were more than a hundred injuries spread all over her bungllow. Two of 

the army men been attended to and she was found busy on the 3rd army men. She was 

fighting relentlessly to save his life but also he died later. 

Col. Shafi also arrived by then and admired her services. The officers stayed in 
the bungalow of Dr. Bano and the troops parked in Jinnah Maidan by the side of Dr. 
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Nano’s residence for the night. I get busy for making arrangements for the food etc. 

Of the troops and also saying to the difficulties  of the people of the town who had 

lost all hopes of their lives by about 3 p.m and were scattered all over the town. 

8.4.71 

Accompained army in operation of Haldibari area. Burnt some villages with my 

men. E.P.R and police personnel’s (non Benglies), captured 2 Chinese rifles. One 

taken by Maj. Durrani and one lay with us. Army stayed at Haldibari. Arranged food, 
bedding etc. For the troop. Reorganized our defense according to army’s instruction 

and saw to the local affairs. 

9.4.71 

Sent 10 mojahids to accompany army for operation of Bittipara and Basupara 
(adjoining villages to the town). Enemy fled away after little resistance. Arranged 

food etc. For the army and saw to local affairs and defense. 

10.4.71 

Sent petrol party towards Hoglypara in the night. No trace of enemy was found. 

11.4.71 

Under orders of Maj. Quamar I, with 15 of my men operated Kalkabari, killed 

few enemy and captured 2 rifles which I handed over to the army. 

12.4.71 

Under orders of Maj. Quaamar sent my men under the command of Bacha Khan 

to repair railway and telephone lines towards phulbari. I, with some men operated 

some villages on the eastern side of the of the town. 

13.4.71 

Sent one of my men (Rabbani) with Maj. Quamar in army operation of 

Beleichandi. I, with Bacha Khan operated Hooglypara with permission of Maj. 

Quamar. 

14.4.71 to 16.4.71 

Saw to the local problem and affairs of the town. I was appointed as administrator 

of Parbatipur by Maj. Quamar and was to organize civil administration and defense of 
the town. Immediately I called a meeting of the Governmental and local heads and 

gave them all necessary instructions in respect of civil administration and railway 
administration and asked them to work hard. 

17.4.71 to 20.4.71 

Set up GRPS, local thana, food deptt. Bazaar, rehabilitation of the local people 

whose house and shops were burnt, refugee camps etc. Started putting the railway into 

order 
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With the help of Mr. Mustafa, DME/PXC at pbt. And Mr. Mallick, station master 
Pbt. Started construction of the railway local crossing with the help of Mr. Shelton, 

signal inspector/Pbt. The men are working hard on the setting up of railway. Started 
restoring electricity which was off for all these days etc. Dr. Bano booked after the 

treatment of all the army men mojahid force. Pathan, refugees and all the injured 

cases that came to Parbatipur from outstations an health and sanitation of entire 

Parabatipur area in addition to her normal duties. 

21.4.71 

Authorized Maj. Jawaid with bacha Khan and Rabbani for peration of Badargang. 

About 500 persons were arrested. May villages were burnt. Two short guns were 

captured and handed over to army. 86 prisoners (Hindus and students) were brought 

to Parbatipur and others were let off with. 

22.4.71 

Accompained Maj. Jawaid with bacha Khan and Rabbani towards Kholahati and 

Bhawanipur. Burnt about 23 villages and killed some watchmen and students. 

Captured one short gun and handed over to the army. 

23.4.71 

Sent Bacha Khan and Rabbani with major Jawaid towards Kawgaon and myself 

went with Lt. Shahid to Phulbari. Brought 2 wagons of capture ammunitions from 
Phulbari. One of my men was shot died by Lt. Akbar at Phybari on looting charges. 

Again at 10 P.M. Sent 15 Mojahids under the command of Bacha khan under orders 
from Saidpur military HD. QRS. To reinforce some army personnel, who were 

escorting relief train from Rangpur to Parbatipur and were held up at Kholahati as the 
railway line was dismantled and the enemy was firing at them. The enemy fled away 

after little resistance. Bridge and railway line was repaired the same night. Food was 

supplied to the army and rlymen of relief train at Kholahati and the train with army 

men was brought to Parbatipur in the morning 

24.4.71 

Received information from Manmathapur that rice from ricemill was being 

looted by Bengalies. Got orders from Saidpur, proceeded to manmathapur, complied 

and chased the Bengalies and brought 300 mounds of rice to Partbatipur. 

25.4.71  

Under orders from Col shafi started construction of road from Parbatipur to 

saidpur. I got about 500 men from Parbatipur to work on this job on voluntary basis. 

Under army orders brought 675 mds of rice from chirir Bandar. 

29.4.71 to 30.4.71 

Provided civilian force to the army for their operations, supervised local, civil 
and railway administration, construction of Parbatipur-Saidpur road and brought 350 

mds of 
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Rice and 2 rifles with 200 shorts of 303 rifles and 325 mds of rice from Chirir Bandar 
and Manamthapur respectively. The 2 rifles were made over to the army. 

1.5.71 

Went to the site of work (construction of Pbt-sdp. Road). Remained there the 

whole day in orer to gear up the work. In the night saw to the local affairs. 

2.5.71  

Under order of Maj. Jawaid I went with my men and Bacha Khan to Chorkai to 

bring rice and wheat from there as the enemy was looting these food grins from the 

govt. Godown and brought 994 bags of rice and wheat to Parbatipur. 

3.5.71 and 4.5.71 

Went to supervise the construction of the Parbatipur-Saidpur road, returned in the 

evening and saw to the affairs of huge numbers of refugees which we kept in different 

camps at Parbatipur. 

5.5.71 

Sent my men with Bacha khan to Chaokai and they brought 360 bags of wheat 

and 480 bags of rice after chasing the enemy who were busy in looting these food 

grains. Myself went for the construction of the Pbt-Sdp road. 

6.5.71 and 7.5.71 

Sent my men with Bacha khana to Chorkai and they brought 360 bags of rice and 
720 bags of wheat. I remained busy on the construction of Pbt-Sep road. Some people 

were seen on the western side of the town with torch lights at about 11 p.m. Rushed 
our men guarding the front on the eastern side. Chased the enemy away by resorting 

to some rifles shots at them. Came home after placing strong pickets on the eastern 
front. 

8.5.71 

Reorganized the labor force and supervisors to work on the Pbt-Sdp road with a 

view to procure more labor force from the town. There was encouraging result of this 

organization I got about 100 more men to work on this job and a buch of men to 

supervise the work so as to speed up the jobs. Sent my men with Bacha khan to 

Chorkai to bring food grains and myself went to supervise Pbt-Sdp road work. 700 

bags of wheat was brought from Chorkai in the evening. 

9.5.71 

 Saw to the local affairs viz. Reopening of the market, putting check on the 

rising prices of essential commodities, law and order situation of the town, 

Rehabilitation of outstation effected Muhajirs etc. 

11.5.71 

 Sent my men with Bacha khan to Chorkai for foodgrains. They brought 840 
bags wheat from there. On order from Maj. Jawaid, held joint checking with N-Sub. 
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Mouladad of cash balance of Habib bank and united bank Parbatipur. The 
balance was found to be correct. National bank Parbotipur was locked up. The 

manager and the cashier were Bangalies and they have fled away. so the checking of 
this bank could not be done. 

Issued 14 rifles with 700 rounds to police men and send them to open chirir 

Bandar police station. Made announcement for the running of different train services, 

EPRTC coach service and PIA services which had started functioning. Arranged 15 
masons for Saidpur Airport as per order of Maj. Jawad. Sent my men with Bacha to 

Chorkai who broughts 840 bags of wheat. Went to supervise road construction. 

13.5.71 

Walked down to Saidpur surveying the pbt – sdp road. Met col. Shafi and 
Brigadier. Discussed about the alignment of the road. col. Shafi inspected the road 

and admired the work. However asked me to redouble the effort so as to complete the 
construction of the road before the setting of the monsoon. Walked back to 

Parbatipur. 

14.5.71 

Received information that at Jashaihat two beharis, one food inspector and 

another businessman were killed  by the Bangalies about ten days back. Took orders 

from Maj. Jawaied for the operation of Jashaihat. Started with baccha khan and 

Matiur Rahaman and my men for Jashaihat on foot about 12-45pm.at about 

3pm.caught two hindus at manmathapur carrying one bullock cart full of rice and 

paddy to India. Killed both the hindus and distributed  the rice and paddy and the 

bullock cart to a muslim residing nearby. Reached the target at about 4.45pm 

surrounding the place from all sides. Arrested about 250 Bengalis out of which 9 were 

kept and the rest were let off with warning. Captured one 2 bore shot gun, one five 

rupees Indian note. The gun was handed over to N/Sub Mouladad at Parbatipur. Also 

rescued one Behari window from the house of one of the Bengalis. Her husband was 
slaughtered by these Bengalis recently. Also recovered one Behari orphan girl from 

the house of one these Bengalis. Sent the widow to the refugee camp and kept orphan 
girl in my house. On return informed details of the operation to Maj. Jawaid on phone. 

15.5.71 

Went for the supervision of pbt-sdp. Road construction. at 3pm. got information 

that bacha khan who had gone to Kholahati after the enemy who were breaking the 
railway line and railway station property was surrounded by the enemy. Rushed back 

to Parbatipur and after contacting army Hd. Qr. Saidpur proceeded to Kholahati with 

25 of my Jawans and armymen under N/Sub Taza Gul. Reached the place at about 

4pm. By then the enemy was running away. We surrounded them and killed about 25 

enemies. Captured one 12 bore shot gun and 2 uniforms of enemy. We all returned to 

Parbatipur at about 10pm. reported details to Saidpur . Col. Shafi got angry on Bacha 

khan for going out to Kholahati without permission. Out of 27 prisoners who were 

brought from  
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Kholahati 3 were detained, others were let off with severe wrings as per orders of 

Maj. Jawaid. 

16.5.71 

Maj. Jawaid arrived Parbatipur after inspection of pbt-sdp. Road. he discussed 

yesterday’s happenings at Kholahati and local administration and other affairs 

concerning Parbatipur and gave me necessary instructions. He also seemed to be 

concerned of the presence of armed enemy at Kholahati. He instructed me to transfer 
O/C. chirir Bandar police station to Dinajpur. The prisoners of Kholahati were sent to 

Saidpur with him. 

Parbatipur was separated in two haves by the railway lines. From past 15 years 

the construction of a level crossing was denied on some plea of the other. Today with 

our own efforts and with the personal efforts of Mr. Shelton, signal inspector, P. E. 

Rly Parbatipur the construction of the level crossing has been completed in a 

fortnight’s time. In the evening we performed its opening by Alhaj Md. Shoeb and 

gave Dr. Bano the Honour to ride pass the first vehicle through this level crossing gate 

amongst thunderous cheers from the citizens of the town. 

17.5.71 

Went to supervise pbt-sdp road construction. Attended recruitment of EPCAF 

with N/Sub  Neamatullah at Parbatipur. Got engaged in seeing to the relief and 
rehabilitation work of refugees pouring from Dinajpur, Santahar and so many other 

places. Amongst them are mostly widows and orphans. The number of these refugees 
is already alarming. Near about 2000 of them have already arrived and the almighty 

knows how many more are still to come. Most of them are in very pitiable state 
having lost everything together. I pray to Allah to give me courage and strength so 

that I can do all which is humanly possible for these restitute and along with other 

problems of Parbatipur tackle this big problem also with all the might under my 

command. I also pray for the all around success of our army so that they may always 

stand as a guide for us in the national building work. 

To                                         the……… 

 Sub :- Extract from day to day diary of Mr. Qamaruzzaman, ex MPA, 

chairman town committee and administrator, Parbatipur.    

Sir, 

I enclose herewith extract from my day diary for your kind information please. In 

this diary I have tried to jot down some important facts of the happenings of 

Parbatipur and the plight of the people this town which they have faced from 1.3.71 to  

17.5.71. 

 Allah has saved this town and the citizens of this town. God forbid if this town 
was captured by the enemy not only the fifty thousand Mohajirs would have been 

massacred, it would have also put our army into tremendous difficulties to get control 
over whole of North Bengal I thank Allah. I thank my gallant people of the town and 

our army that all the efforts of the enemy were foiled. 
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 For this heroic deeds to save the town from the enemy I find no proper words to 

praise and recommend M/S Bacha khan, Alhaj Md. Shoeb Mohd. Motiur Rahaman 

and Mr. and Mrs. Khursheed Bano. These people have rendered very great service to 

the cause of this town. As a woman Dr. Bano has done and still doing more then what 

any man could ever do. From my side and on behalf of all the people of the town she 

has already been thanked for her relentless services under most dangerous situation, 

which she has been rendering to the suffering lot of the town. 

 

I strongly recommend the four people for presidential awards. 

 

SD/QAMARUZZAMAN 

TOWN ADMINISTRATOR 

        PARBATIPUR 

 

(�) 

�'�6�r��� ���3�� ��1��T� ���Ò���  �6 �6���� S�D �5�D 
(COPY) 

 

FROM :  ARSHA MAHMOOD 

  OFFICER ON SPECIAL DURY, 

  E.P. RAILWAY BOARD, 

  CHITTAGONG. 

Dated : 29.4.1971 

My dear …….. 

 I am grateful to you for your kind assistance yesterday and I do hope that after 

getting my staff from the anticorruption department I will shortly be leaving for West 

Pakistan. 

 

 During the course of our conversation we had talked about people who had 

taken anti-state activity. Secretary, Railway Board, most other Senior Officers and I 

am convinced that Messrs. Md. Shafi, Chief Planning Officers, Nasiruddin Ahmed. 

Chief Personnel’ Officer, Maqbul Ahmed, Divisional Supdt. Tahoor Khan. Civil 

Defence Officer. Seraj Huq. Deputy Secretary. Railway Board, kafil Ahmed. 

Divisional Mechanical Engineer and Ataur Rahman are particularly indulged in arson, 

under and loot leading to the death of Messrs, Asfaque, Member Engineering. 

Railway Board and Md. Yaseen, Chief Engineer. These Officers directly or indirectly 

helped in strengthening and financed the Awami League, Snapping off telephone 

connection, Provision of official transport to the Bengal Army, etc etc. 

 

 So far only M/S Md. Shafi, Chief Planning Officer and Ataur Rahman, PPRO 

have been picked up and the rest of them are still at large although Secretary Rly. 

Board and 
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Myself and personally handed over the lost of these officers to Brig. Ahsan about 10 

days ago. This must be due to the Authority’s pre-occupation with other more 

important work. However, this is to give time to these officers to temper with the 

official records at Rly. Station and in offices which would have established their 

involvement in the whole dirty affair. They are still busy in destroying the available 

evidence and I therefore, thought it fit to bring this matter to your personal notice. I 

am enclosing herewith specimen of the type of messages that were issued and I am 

sure more graver evidence about the transport facilities to be provided to facilitate 

movement of the Bengal whole be forthcoming if prompt action is not taken. 

 

 After leaving you I was surprised to find two very important names missing in 

your list viz. that of Mr, M. A. Karim, officer on Special Duty (Electrification), 

Railway Board, who is reported to have opened fire in which my peon’s sister was 

killed and Mr. R. N. Bagchi, Retired Senior Personnel Officer who is known to have 

indulged in Pro-Indian activities since the time of partition and which is substantiated 

even by his own personal records available in the office. 

 

 As you know I am under of transfer and being a Punjabi myself have no 

personal axe to grind. 

 

 I am passing on this information to you sincerely believing that it is my duty 

to pass on the information that I have of the individual concerned before any action is 

taken. 

 

With warm personal regards,  

Yours sincerely. 

         Sd/- 

(ARSHAD MAHMOOD) 

(COPY) 

Dated the 29th May, 1971 

 To 

 The president of Pakistan, 

 ISLAMABAD 

 The governor of East Pakistan. 

 DACCA 

 

 Sub : ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES OF AWAMOLEAGUE & GOVT. EMPLOYEES 

 

Sir, 

 With due respect I beg to being the following occurrences and suggestion for 

your kind consideration:- 

 2. In Chittagong on 3rd March, 71, when non-cooperation movement was 

started by Awami League, riots were organized by Awami League against non-

Bengalee railway employees in connivance with local Police, E. P.R and Bengalee 

Railway Officials and Staff. Consequently, a large number of Railway employees 

who were non-Bengalee and 
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had opted for Pakistan were killed, wounded and their  houses burnt and looted. The 

non-Railway Muhajir Colonies was also attacked. The situation came in control only 

when Punbjab Regiment fired because E.P.R. and Police were either helping the 

rioters or were silent spectators. The wounded non-Bengalees who were admitted into 

Chittagong Medical College were further victimized. Blood was taken out of their 

bodies and many were poisoned. The conspiracy had started with effect from 3.3.71 

and Bengalee Govt. Servants belonging to E.P.R., E.B.R., Police Railway, Radio, 

Hospitals and District Authorities were parties to the conspiracy of making East 

Pakistan an INDEPENDENT STATE with the help of Indian Arms and Ammunition 

and Indian Infiltrations Military training was given in Lal Dighi Maidan before the 

eyes of police officials to the volunteers and a campaign of hatred against Muhajirs, 

Punjabis, Pathans and Bombay wallas (generally called Biharies) was openly 

launched by Awami League. Even Moulana Bhashani who visited Chittagong after 

3.3.71 was horrified to see the atrocities committed against Muhajirs and issued 

condemnation telegram to Sk Mujib, who appointed and Enquiry committee, 

Thereafter, the situation deteriorated and you took a very belated action when already 

several lakhs (5 to 10 lakhs approximately) innocent men, women and children 

belonging to muhajir. Punjabi and Pathans community were slaughtered like goats, 

shot dead and their properties were looted, women were raped, abducted and 

kidnapped. On 26th non-Bengalees were killed even in mosques after Jumma prayer 

(Bibirhat Mosque & Wali Khan Mpsque in Chittagong). This all happened because 

your attitude was very mild and the Awami League took it a sign of weakness. You 

are definitely responsible for your belated action and will have to reply to God. 

Several Lakh orphans and widows are still crying and weeping for their bread earners 

and God will not forgive you for your failure. 

 3. Now let us analyses as why these innocent civilians were made the object of 

annihilation by Awami League who wanted to establish and Independent Bangladesh. 

The Muhajirs who were generally Railway employees were not prepared to co-

operate with the Awami League in its nefarious activities. The Awami League wanted 

that E.P.R.E.B.R, personnel, Indian infiltrators and volunteers be carried free of 

charge from place to place as per their directives between the period from 3.3.71 to 

25.3.71 and thereafter. But non-Bengalee Officers late Mr. Asfaque, Member 

Engineering and Chief Mechanocal Engineer and late Mr. Md. Yaseen, Chief 

Engineer, P.E.. Railway and other bold non-Bengalee Officers refused to obey their 

dictates. Consequently, wholesale murder of Railway employees and Officers in 

Chittagong, Pahartali, Akhaura junction, Bairab Bazar junction, Santahar junction, 

Mymensingh, Bonarpara, Paksey, Laksam and other Rly Stations were resorted to. 

Even their sons, daughters and families were butchered. Slaughter house were 

established in each town and non-Bengalees were brought there for utilization of the 

blood for wounded personnel of MUKTI BAHINEE (FREEDOM FIGHTERS). 

Similarly, non-Bengalee Officers and staff of E.P.R. and Police were shot dead by 

their own colleagues. In the Mill area non-Bengalee Officers, proprietors and staff 

were killed. The killing took place out of the following motives: 
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1. Hatred created by Hindus and Indian propaganda of exploitation resulting into 

feeling of     Independent Bangladesh. The Bengali language facilitated this. 

2. Non-Bengalees in East Pakistan were considered to be pro-Pakistani and obstacle 
in the    achievement of freedom of Bangladesh, ‘Fatwa’s were given by Moulavis 

for their killing as they were enemy of Bangladesh. 

3. Non-Bengalees were considered to be exploiters of Bangalees. 

4. It was apprehended by Awami League that non-Bengalees will co-operate with Pak 

Military during operation period and their annihilation will leave the Military 

friendless and helpless. 

4. The following remedial measures and suggestions are made for stoppage of 

recurrence of such a calamity in future:- 

1. There should be only state Language of Pakistan, i.e. UTDU. In Indian many 

Language are spoken and written, but Hindi is the only State Language. Other 

Languages viz. Bengali, Sindhi and Pashtu should be REGIONAL 

LANGUAGES. This was also the decision of our Quaid-e-Azam, Common 

Language can only foster common Nationalism. 

2. All Govt. Servant viz., Railway, Police, E.P.R., E.B.R., Radio who sided with the 

Awami League should be punished. 

3. All Railway Officer & staff who arranged running of special trins for E.P.R., 
E.B.R., and Volunteers and Indian Armies, should be given capital punishment. 

These special trains were   seen w.e.f. 3.3.71 to date of operation of Pak. Military 
in different Zones. It is a matter of great wonder that these criminal Officers in 

connivance with Secretary, Railway, Waterways & Road Transport Deptt. and 
other top ranking Railway Officials were allowed resumption of  duties even after 

21.4.71. An Enquiry Commission should be formed to detect such Criminals and 

evidences of patriotic staff and officers should be recorded and action taken on the 

merit of such case. The Culprit Railway officers are still active and are creating 

obstacles and are not attending to their works. Secretary, R.W. & R.T. and 

Chairman, railway Board are not taking  action against them. 

4. Similarly, E.P.R., E.B.R, & Police personnel who killed innocent Civilians, fired at 

the Army, looted and left their place of duty when Military operation started 
should be given Capital Punishment. An Enquiry Commission should be formed. 

It is horrifying to see that Criminal Police Officers have been allowed their duties 
and evil forces are jubilant. 

5. Top ranking District Authorities who directly sided with Awami Leagues should be 

given Capital punishment. An enquiry Commission may be formed to probe into 

the matter. 

6. All Awami League working Committee Members including Sk. Mujib, Members of 

National & Provincial Assemblies who were engaged in criminal activities and 

conspiracy with India  should be shot dead. They had passed the resolution of 
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 Independent Bangladesh and are traitors. They arranged killing of innocent non-

Bengalee Civilians. 

 

7. All student Leader’s who were engaged in Criminal activity, viz. killing of innocent 

citizens, burning of National Flags and Photo of Quid-E-Azam should be shot 

dead. 

8. All officers and staff of Radio Pakistan, Daccca & Chittagong, etc, who sang songs 

of JOY  BANGLA and propagated the cause of Independent Bangladesh should 

either be given Capital punishment or dismissed on the merit of each case. 

9. No recruitment of Bengaless to Military, Armed Police, Police an railway Depts. 

Should be made in the near future; otherwise conspiracy will again be hatched. 

10. All Class-1, Civil & Police Officers of East Pakistan domicile from DC’s rank and 

above should be posted in West Pakistan and vice versa. 

11. Chief Secretary and Secretaries working in East Pakistan belonging to East 

Pakistan domicile are helping the Criminal officers and should be transferred to 

West Pakistan immediately. 

12. Officers and staff of the Intelligence Branch, who hided the Conspiracy and 
intentionally helped the Awami League by not informing the Govt. of influx of 

Indian Arms & Ammunition and Armed personnel, should be given Capital 
punishment. 

13. Awami League Good as, who butchered like goats, innocent Muslim men, women 

& even infants, should be given capital punishment. They raped women and are 

even now keeping abducted women in their custody. Evidence of affected 

community should be final. They have heaped looted money materials and gold. 

14. Each & every houses in towns and villages should be searches for recovery of 

illegal arms and ammunitions, looted materials and abducted women and 

criminals punished. This can be done with the help of patriotic persons. 

15. Crores of Pakistani currency has been taken by the miscreants across the borders 

and have been even kept in the country to finance the movement of defunct 
Awami league. The currency note taken by the miscreants have been changed for 

Indian currency by Marwaris at the rate of Rs.50/- for Rs. 100/(Pak), With the 
help of these Pak, Currency notes, Marwaris and Indian officials are planning to 

smuggle jute and to deprive Pakistan of foreign exchange. To foil their plan it is 
necessary that now currency notes of new design and color should be printed at 

once and introduced in the country replacing the old ones. Then the old currency 

notes across the border will become useless as the same will cease to be a legal 

tender. The currency motes accumulated by Awami League workers for financing 

their sabotage activities will also become waste as they will not have the courage 

to exchange hugh money at the state Bank counter. This should be done before 
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the sowing of Jute crop. i.e. within 3 months otherwise Pakistan will be deprive of 
Foreign Exchange. 

16. Religious instruction should be given in school and colleges and propaganda 

machineries should be utilized for educating the masses in the ideology of 

Pakistan with strong centre. Secessionists and conspirators both in East & West 

Pakistan should be ruthlessly dealt with and punished. One common language in 

East & West Pakistan should be developed. 

17. All means of communications viz. Railway, Road & Waterways should be placed 

immediately under the Centre as communication is directly linked with the 

defense of the country. These departments were under the Centre but with effect 

from 1.7.62 the same were provincialised. This action was not prudent and was a 

blunder. 

18. Muhajirs and West Pakistani Traders should be given license for arms liberally 
and free of cost, otherwise they will leave for West Pakistan and strength of Pro-

Pakistani elements and commercial activity in East Pakistan will decrease. 

19. An Industrial-Armed Security Police Force should immediately be created for 

East Pakistan. This will be responsible to maintain peace, in the Industrial Units.  

The recruitment to this force should be from non-Benglees and West Pakistani. The 

cost should be borne by the Industry. If this is not done, there will be no security 

of life for the Muhajirs and West Pakistani Industrialists and their Managers 

(Wholesale killing of Muhajirs, Punjabi, Pathan and Memon and Agha khani took 

place in Kumira, Kalurghat Mill Areas, Bibirhat and Bayzid Bustami & Housing 

Society area in Chittagong, Chandraghona, Kapatai, Rangamati). A token 

deduction should be made from wages in East Pakistan to meet the cost. If this is 

not done, Lock-up Industries will not open and will not be allowed to function by 

underground activities of Awami leagues. Thus Pakistan will suffer badly in 

Export and home consumption and may lose its market abroad permanently and 
this is what India wants so than India may capture our market. 

20. During These disturbances the staff o EPWAPDA & WASA also aided with the 

miscreants. There was lights and supply of water in town of Chittagong up to 

26th. All these were damaged just before the operation started by the Pakistan 

Military. These Departments should be purged and placed under the Central Govt. 

The Pakistan Military in the Cantonment etc. had to suffer and fight without water 

for 3/4 days. They got water & food to quench their thirst and appetite in muhajir 

Colonied in Chittagong and got all possible cooperation necessary for their 

operation. As a result of flattery of Bengalee Leaders who are trying to mislead 

you in order to save their kith and kins. Do not forget the Muhajir of East 
Pakistan, otherwise God will forget you. 

 Why were these Muslim League, P.D.P Leaders criminal silent during the period 

3.371 to 25.3.71? Why did they hoist Bangladesh flags on their hoses when 
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Muhajirs had the courage to hoist Pakistan Flag on their houses in Mirpur 
Colony? Why Nurul Amin refused to attend the conference? 

21.The telephone Depts. Played a very nefarious role. They kept the connection of 

Awami League leaders and members running where connection of Muhajir 

Colonies and peaceful citizens were disconnected. They fully co-operated with the 

Awami League & Officers responsible should be punished. 

22. A large number of Hindus and Awami Leaguers have left for India. Similarly 

many Muhajir families have been completely wiped out. Considerable properties 

both immovable and movable are being unauthorized occupied by locals. Cunning 

Muslim Leaders and influential locals have prepared false & bogus Advance Sale 

Deeds. An ordinance for survey, Control & management of these properties, 

guarding against fraudulent documents and for re-settlement of affected families, 

seems immediately necessary. These properties may be auctioned and sale 

proceeds realized for helping orphans & widows and for rehabilitating affected 

families. 

23. An Independent Intelligence Branch direct under the Government or president 

should be established to keep a vigilant watch over the nefarious activities of 

foreign Missions, Foreign Agents, C.I.A and persons of doubtful loyalty, so that 

arms & ammunition dumping in the country and action taken before the existence 

of Pakistan is endangered by internal & external enemies. It is better to nip the 

trouble in bud than to face the same in advanced stage and undergo heavy losses 

in men and materials both civilian and armed Forces. We should not risk our 

freedom and existence as you did.  

24. Students should not be allowed to join and work for political Parties. Their 

activities should be social and cultural. All political connivance should be 

vigorously watched. 

May God give you courage and determination to face the situation and the 
problems created by internal and external enemies of Pakistan. May God, forgive you 

for the loss of innocent Muslim lives in East Pakistan arising out of belated action on 
your part and wrong policies of appearing the evil forces adopted by you up to 

25.3.71. I have given the suggestions as a loyal citizen of Pakistan. I was associated 
with Pakistan Movement in pre0independence days. if you are prepared to implement 

suggestion made above you will be successful by grace of God and Patriotic citizens 
will co-operate. If you are not prepared to take the drastic actions to purge our body 

politic and Civil Services, you should remember than you will continue to face the 

troubles in East Pakistan and similar troubles may be created in West Pakistan. The 

enemies of Islam and Pakistan are cunning and organized and are befooling masses 

who are uneducated and have become biased as a result of hatred campaign launched 

by Awami Leaguers. Internal enemies are getting help and guidance from India and 

U.S.A and U.K who want to destroy Pakistan. 
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I, therefore, requested you to kindly think over the humble suggestions made by 
and ordinary citizens and implement the same otherwise you will be held responsible 

by God for not saving Pakistan, the pillar of Islam and for not saving the innocent 
Muslim lives in East Pakistan. 

 

Do not consider the enemy weak. They may rise again. Do not talk of democracy 

till the internal enemies in East and West Pakistan are totally annihilated and defeated 

on all fronts. The recent talk of transfer of power by Mr. Bhutto has encouraged the 

traitor Awami Leaguers and the are threatening the masses who are co-operating with 

the Military that they will punish them as they are bound to come to power in one 

shape or the other. This has saved them and they are now adopting the tactics of wolf 

in lamb's disguise. Let Mr. Bhutto have the courage to pass at least seven days with 

his family in a remote village of East Pakistan without being guarded by Police and 

Military, before he talks of transfer of power. Internal enemies are more dangerous 

than external enemies and to eliminate and destroy them is a Herculian task. 

  

 Thanking you in anticipation and praying for your success. 

 

       Yours sincerely, 

Sd/-All non-Bengali Officers and Staff of 

       P.E. Railway, Chittagong. 

 

����> ��]� ��� <� �G�  ��� &� ���������  �6��    
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Major M. Afzal khan Saqib                                                              Telephone 83644 

        Bunglow 143-E 

       Unit 6, Latifabad 

        Hyderabad. 

       Date 21 Aug 71 

My Dear Ikram, 

 

 Hope this finds you in the best of health; I have received two letters from you. 

The first one probably crossed my letter on the way. Reply to the first on was delayed 

because of the papoo's admission to Hospital for  TONSILECTIOMY which has 

been done. He is leaving for Kohat today for fresh Med (ical) Board. Bastards at GHQ 

did not to our request for a med (ical) bd (board) at Malir or Hyd (Hyderabad). Maj. 

Burki is in abbottabad. He is coming to Pindi today to meet Papoo and take him to 

Kohat for med (ical) Board. Burki told me that you are not very happy there. I 

understand the reason. But my dear you have to adjust to those unusual environment 

there somehow. It is good to know that at least Rashid is there to give you both a little 

diversion from the unhappy episodes. I am extremely busy nowadays. Children are all 

back from Hospital. Thank God I have vainly tried to contact Col Riaz on telephone. 

Today I am writing to him. You 
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can speak to him whenever he happens to visit you. He is a jolly good fellow and will 
surely help you trip. 

Nowadays I am seriously concentrating on the land as there is nobody else to do 

so. abdullah having been recalled. It is the end of August and my cane crop is still 

standing. What a luck. I have borrowed a sugar making machine and a power crusher 

and we are making 'Dali Chini' [white sugar] nowadays. 

I was not surprised about the news of Bengal tigresses’ being tamed by Rashid. It 

is a must to change their next generation. I have not had the chance to see the Karachi 

bitch and I don't hope to see her. The younger one is again in contact with Dr Khalid. 

He is waiting for his brother to leave for Lahore when he hopes to send a PIA ticked 

to hat "taxi without meter". Myself and Khalid have patched up. He in fact came here 

to apologies. He said he was really sick on that day. WALI has been posted to 

RAWLAKOT. What a place. 

Ch (Cowdhury?) Fazal has purchased a Cargo ship which is anchored in 

CHITTAGONG and he expects it to leave Chittagong unless it has been blown up. 

His cinema project is now well under way. Last night he was with me and 

remembering you. He is a nice guy. 

Please don't get upset. God will sure create circumstances. I have not dropped the 

idea of visiting E.P. It is only because of my preoccupations. May be you find me and 
Fazal there any day. In the meaning you also plan carefully to tame some wild bitches 

there. Do you inspect you beds, chairs, table drawers etc every day for a doodle bug 
etc. If not you must start beware of you servants etc. If they happen to belong to that 

part. You must get your food tested by cats etc. before eating. While visiting hotels 
etc. You should always be suspicious, I am not deterring you. It is just a reminder. 

Love and prayer from you aunty. Salams from Chand and others Tell Rashid to 

write to me. 

Your affectionately 

Saqib 

Major Muhammad Ikram Khan 

O.C.200 Survey See, Jessore (East Pak). 

 
(k) 
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(Monogram of the College)      Nwe Hostel 

        Government College 

        Lahore 

        Date : 13.11.71 

Mr. Awwal 

 

This letter might find you in shock. Your son iftikharul Awwal has been studying 

here with us for three years. Throughout his stay here we found him eccentric and a 
crack pot. 
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While he was studying he has been speaking much against us which any other human 

being(s) would not tolerate (d).he did not hesitate to abuse father of the nation. he 

often used to utter that mujib was his father. We do not know how many fathers he 

has. 

He was anti-pakistani, preaching the gospel of mujib and his awami league’s six 

points, we listened for the time being. Even when mujib was arrested and awami 

league banned he seemed to be as well as by dr. wasti –the head of department, 

history, G.C. Lahore. The formers verdict was kidnap & liquidation. The later was, go 

to the MLA. 

We understand you sending your son. Be cautious. This will be your last look on 

your son. He is not going to be left out from our vigilant eyes. You and your family 
are Indians. Be careful, expect no surprises. 

 

         Yours, 

         Pakistanis- 

         Ashfaq ali khan, 

         Yousuf ahmed, 

         Shahid rafi, 

________________________ 

Mr. A.K.M. Awal 

19,siddique Bazar 

Dacca 

East Pakistan 
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-H��, ����$KL�,�k; 
-H��, ����� KL�,�(; 
-H��, �$�M�,_���,C(; 
E 
EK����,))* 
EK��A,",�  "�,��3���,):k, �k), 
�kj,��:,Cj),Ck),C�; 
EK��A �$, -H��,)(; 
E ��� H�,kx�,k)(,C(� 
E��������  ��$,k)( 
E[�� �[�[��,�H��D�,�:; 
E���� "Ù�/�,j),k):,k(k 
E���� ��(��� �)k(x 
 

E� 6����� ���Î,k(j 
E�� ,))* 
E��,))*,)*� 
EY ��� <� �����,k)k 
EY ��� <� ����� ��E�A��,(E �� -�)k)j-)�, 
kj)-kx,kk(-kkk-k�,kC( 
EY ��z� ���$��[ (E �� -�),k)j-)k, 
kj:,kkk 
Ed�H�� "�,"�,�(; 
������,k)� 
E����,��H�M�,/�A���,�;C 
E����, ��A ��, " � K "�, ):;,Cj�, 
CkC,Ck*,Ck:,C�),C�k 
E����, _��� $M�, j:�, j:C, kC� 
E����� @�� ��u, j**, C;x 
E�H� , �3��� ���H�R�, �k), �kj, �CC 
K$�� �1�, j:�-:;, j:* 
Kc� ��]� ����> /���, kjj 
Kc� /���, j(: 
Kc� �z /���, C(: 
Ô G�¾ (����, $�����u �H���5�) 
K���, :;, (): 
�1�G6� �����, )xk, k;:, k*x, k:) 
/�����6, )xx, ))C-)*, (((, kx(, �jk, 
CjC, C�; 
�����, k** 
�����, )xk, )x�, ))(, )C;, (xC, (x*, ((), 
k:), �jk 
�����, )() 
��H���, ������, k)� 
������, k)� 
K�$���, (��z����D), k*) 
"  
","A,��, k() 
"  EK�D �����, j*j 
" ��8�� A� ��� <� "���A���6e k*(, �:C 
"�, �1, ������, j:C 
"����������D8 �/�, k)� 
3 
3�����D ���Y, j:(, k)C 
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3����, "�, ", �$, k)j, k;x 
3�� "�$6� ��� <�� ���N$����, )�; 
3��-"�����, ��� <�� $�H�$, (:, k)* 
  
 ��6��� Z� ��, (��H�� /����� /���b�), k(x 
 ���, "�, ", )j* 
 ���9�� �8 ��Y�  ��6����, ():, k() 
 �$�  ���� , C)j 
 ��MU���, " "E5 "�, j*C, j:C 
 ����KL�, 8��, C�k 
 ���� A�M �, )(; 
 ���� ���A, _���, ($�6�� ��`�'�), kx( 
 ��H� E[�������, :: 
 ����, k)*, k(j 
 ����, ����  ���HR�, Cj:, Ck) 
 �����, ��H��� -��, j:* 
 ����, -���, �(;, �k), �kj, ���, �Cx, 
�Ck, Ck:, C�) 
� �����, "�, ", "�, "�, )j* 
� �����, �H��, 8e, :; 
 &=  ���  ���D6 (�  "� ��), 
8�e ����  ��b�1�� �k) 
 &Ú ��, )(* 
� �G ¯� 6, kx: 
� ����, k): 
? 
?��� H<�>�, )xx, )x(, ():, j*j, j:j, 
j:k, j:�, j:C-j:;, k(�, k(C, �jj,  
�j*, CxC, C(x, C(j, C(;, C(:-jx, Cj�-
CjC, Ckj-kk, C�� 
�  
�  ����, )(; 
�L�, -®�� $Â��, Ck:, C�), C�k 
�. �� �����  -H��, j*C, j:C 
����KL� ��$�, _���, ):k, j*: 
�D©� �� � ���, CkC 
���>  ���D� -H��� , Ck), C�) 
��, -��K� �H��, C(* 
��, -��K� H , "8�1�� D, Ck:, C�) 
��, -A��� -H��, ()j 

��, -®�� 3����,j:), j:*, kxj, 
��, -�S�  �E��� j*C, j:), kxj, C):, 
Cj:, Ckj 
��, -�S� T�ÛA�� ((j, C(x 
��, -�S� $Â�� �(; 
��, -�S� ������� �(; 
��, -�S� H����, �$���� 
(5�A �� Y�A, �� -��y ���H�), �C �;  
��, -�S� ����, ):k, �(;, C(*, Ck; 
��, -Â�� -��, �k), �kj, ���, �C),  
Cjx, C�; 
��, -�T�, "��� ���6�� (��e) C(�, Cj), 
��, ", "�, E���H�� (��� <��� �/���8[) 
(C, jj, :;, ::, )x(,))*, )(), (x(, ((j, 
((*, (jj, j*j, j**, kx�, kx:, k)k, 
k)*, k)(, k(�, kjj, �jj, CxC, C(:, CjC, 
Ckx, Ckj 
��, " �H��, "��� ���6�� �C, ()j 
(��� <�� ���� ���H� /��) 
��, 3���3, ��$�, �$����, C�k 
��, g� H���, ��e �$e ()j 
��, $����� -�� )(; 
��, �D©�, ��e �$���� :; 
T1N6� �H���� ��G fHN Ckx 
����| �G�  ����H�� �(* 
���&�.� ��z CkC-;k* 
����� 1�=N kC( 
���>  ���D� ������� k;*, k;:, k:)-:( 
�A� k;*-k;:, k*j-*k, k:)-:( 
�����  -��� kC�, k;x, k;C, k*(, �j:,  
k:*, �xC, �x*, �)�, �(( 
��, �MJ�H 3���$��� j*C, C(;, Ckj, 
C�k 
��, ����  $�H�z�� j:( 
��, ���H�R� ����� 
(��� <��� ����` ���^D���) :;, ));, ()j, 
((), (;* 
T 
TN���H� k)( 
TNH��� )x�, kk( 
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T�{�, ����� E�.�� (1����� /���b�) j), j(, 
)(C, (xj, ()), ()�, (j*, (;), k):-k�C, 
k(k, CxC, Cj* 
T��86�� k)x, k)*, k()-k() 
�T��, �1, �1 (1����� ��`���) )*� 
g$��D k): 
�T����, ))(, (j( 
�ª�� 
���� ��� k)( 
�T���� -$�, �����  ):k, j*;, �(;, C(*, 
Cj:, Ck), Ckj, CkC, Ck*, Ck:, C�), C�k, 
C�; 
�T���� ��3��� ����� , Ck*-k:, C�) 
u 
u'�N6�\ (�1e’;x) j*: 
5 
5Bf��  ��[��[ k)j 
5� (TN5�) )(), ()), ()(, ()j, ()k, ():, 
((:, �jC, Cx:, C)�-)C, Cj* 
5� ��� �AE ()�, ()*, Cj* 
�5� " ��E ()j, ()k, ()*, Cj* 
�5�����, -3��M�  ���, )j* 
�5�����, EK��A -�� �(;, kk:, C�k 
�5�����, A$���  ���� (x), �(;, C(C, Ck* 
�5�����, A$��� H  Ck) 
�5�����, ��H��S �� (x) 
�5�����, ���$�AA� -H��, /�A�� ((j, �;C 
�5�����, �H��� "��H� C(j 
�5�����, H���S� H  Cx;, Ck; 
@ 
@’���� _����$�D Cj;-j* 
@��A�, j*C, j**, j*:-j:x, k)�, k(�, 
CxC, Cx:, C(x, Cjx 
@�� ���$ kx�, �jk 
$ 
$T2�G H� kx�, k)(, C(� 
$����� E�cH�S� K���� C)) 
$����� 3������ E����, j:*, C)k, Ck* 
$������ 3������ ��� <� Cj: 

��� �$�, Cj: 
‘$� �����’ (�X�T�) j**, 
$M�� ��a� (j� 
$�����u (:, j(, )xk, (((, CxC 
->e"�$�� ����A  ���D� �5������ k;* 
K��< ��^�>  �6 �6� (� ��, $) :*, ));, k:) 
K��< ��^�> H�E ���, )xk 
K��< ��^�> H�E ����� (�/� ��M�L), 
));, (x; 
��6��? , )C;, (x(, (x;, (jj, �jk 
��� <��� /<��, kx(, Cj� 
1����� /������, k:(, �jk 
/<��, ():, �jk 
�H���5�, (:, j(, ;k, )xk, (x(, (x*, ()k, 
(jj, (;;, CjC 
��, (C, (*, j(, (x(, ()(, Cx;, C)C, Ck( 
����c� ���=�, ))C, (x(, ()k, ((*, (jk 
�����N ���=�, )(;, )�*, )C;, (xj, ((:, 
(;;, Cj�, C�; 
$���� ���=�, )xx, )x(, j*j, j*k, j:x, 
j:�-:*, kxx, CxC, k(;, Cj; 
������ j:x, j:)-:(, j:*, j::, kx:, kj), 
Ckj 
��6�5 j*:, j*:, C(C 
���6���[��� £� j:) 
����, )xC, kj)-jj, C((, C(;, Cj; 
$���� �� �� Ck(, Ckj 
$����� �� 6�� (��v�a ��  ��`�'�) ((* 
$����-E-E����� j*;-** 
K���6�5�, ):x, ):j-:k, ):;-(xx 
$��������� /�0, Cjx 
8�e ����  ��b�1��, �k) 
����b /�0, Cjj 
����4 � ������ �z�� Cj: 
$���� � ���$�, ���H�R� j:) 
$���� ���, ��$� �$���� j:( 
$�����, "�, H�����, (� 
$��H� ��Ì� )(; 
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�$2�H, ���H�R� -��,  ����� -$� C(x, C�; 
$��T\ k)* 
�$�1� )); 
_�Z  ))* 
_$, ��e )(* 
�$�������, ��EA��L, 8�� k*j 
D 
D�E� j:(, C(k 
�ª8 EK�� -�.�� �*x 
8 
8  �T kCj 
�8E�� �D��f�A j:(, kx:, k(j 
�8E�� ��E� ()) 
�8�18 �����  k(j 
F 
F� �e kx:, k)(, k)( 
�D���1� k)( 
����� �Î�, k)j 
���� �.�, k)( 
��q�������, kx�, C(� 
��q������� ��Z, k)( 
� 
��>  ��� ()�� ��56 _�����H� ���) j:� 
����� �\�e k): 
���e k� 
������e k): 
���ve )*� 
��H�� _�Z e ))* 
���A����, ���� ���H�R�e C(; 
_����$�, ","E5 ��e )(;, (;j 
�����H� �� H����, C�) 
� 
�� D�E��e k)� 
�� ����e kxk, kx� 
�� A� EÎ�6 ���1Ke k)) 
SE $����° C): 
_��  -$�e j** 
_��  $� Cx: 
_��  �'�6���e j** 

_��  ������ j** 
_��  ��f��e j** 
_��  �����e j** 
���H�e �(; 
�������, ���� ����$ ��H�R� �� ))(, j:), 
j:�, j:*, kxj, Cj: 
� 
��, �8, ��e )(C 
 
�6�6 E� �e k)� 
�E�$���� �ª��Ke k() 
��$� K�L, C�; 
�K E� 6 D�E��e k)�, �*; 
�K$KE  ���T��$ ()( 
���$�, " " �  ��e �$e 
(�'�6�r���  ������ ����� ) 
�A�e kC*, k*x, k*), k** 
‘�’ �r��� �����  -E /��� e �(*, 
�k(, �*; 
$�1��, �*�, �:x, �:( 
������ �������� �  ��@, �*;, �:; 
��$� ����� /��, �;k, �**, �:( 
���>  ���D� ������, �j:, �;k, �;�, �*� 
��6�5�  ���e (;x 
�MU���, �3���, C�x, C�) 
�M� -��e (;C, j*;, j**-j:) 
����b /�0, C(: 
?��� H<�>� /��z, Cjx 
�/���8[ � ���, CjC 
1'�B�� ������5�, Cj*, Ckx 
����4 � ������ �� /��, Cj:-kj 
�D©� �� � ���, CkC, �C� 
 �$6 H��� ���p��$���� C�k 
�$��� E����e j**, C(;, Ck* 
K���6�5�-):x, ):j, ):;, (xx 
8�e ����  ��b�1��, �k) 
����4 � ������ �z��, Ckx 
����� -3���� ���D6 (���) ((j, Ckk 
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3���� £� C(* 
1���� £� C(* 
����� ��Te C(* 
� 
��]� -�Ü �e ))* 
��]� ��� <�e kj), kj), kjj 
��]� ��� <��e k)�-)C, kkx, kk(, kk� 
�����, kk) 
_��, kk( 
��]� �z (�����): k)*, k):, k(j 
�� -1��� ������e ()k, k); 
�� -1��� �p 6, ))C, (;) 
��� <�e )xk, ))(, ()k, (((, (jk, (j*, k);, 
k((, kj*, k*k, �j:, CxC, C)�, C�; 
 �A8����e kx), kxk, kj), CxC 
� Q�� -E ���=�, k(:-jx 
� Q�� �� ��, k(C, kj), kj*, Cj;, C�; 
�A8����, kxk 
�������H�, (j;, kC) 
�� ��, ))C, ));, )(x, )(C, )�;, (;), k);, 
�jk 
��� 3 ��y ���H�, j(, kx, �j-�k, )xj-x�, 
j*j, j:(, kx�, kx;, k)(, k)k, k)�, k):, 
k(�, kk(-kj, kkk, kC)-C(, kC�, k;:, �*(, 
�:j-:�, C))-)(, C);, C(x, C(j, C(C, Cjx, 
Ckj, C�x-�k 
��� <� ��$��1��, (:k, j** 
��� <� TN���b  -�.�� (���8"�) Cj; 
��� <� �8����^�D  ���D6 (���8��) j**, CxC, 
C(:, CjC 
K���6�5�, ):x, ):k, ):;, (xx 
����4 � ������ �z�� Cj: 
��� <� ����� ���D6 (������) )xx, j*:-:x, Cx�, 
Cx:-)x, C(*, Cjj 
K���6�5� ):k, ):;, (xx, Cj;, Ckx 
����b /�0, Cjx 
?��� H<�>� /��z, Ckk 
��� <��� j*j 

-��6 3 ��H��e j*j 
� Q�� ��=����e CxC 
��� �e kx�-x* 
����be j:;-k() 
��H�� 3 �����e )(x, )(C, j*(, k)*, 
k(k, C;) 
��Z�e kk) 
�����e kjj 
����, $�� KL�, ��5�����e )(; 
��.-E." kC) 
��� �: ))* 
�����e kx�, kx:, k)j, kk(, kkk-C( 
�'�6 -�Ü � ))* 
�'�6 ��� <� )x(, j:;, k)x, k)(, k)*, 
Cx* 
-����� ���H��$��, C)( 
����a��, (;, (:, jx, j(, :;, )(*, )*C, 
(((, j:(, j:k, k):, k;)-;(, CxC 
����� �A8����, �*x 
���> 3 $ ���N  ���D, C�x 
�� D, j*(, k): 
�� ��, kCj, �xx, �:C, C(* 
�'�6 ��� <� @����T,  �6�e kx; 
�'�6 ��� <�� S�16?e k;( 
&�����, kj:-k� 
�'�6 ��� <��� 
K���6�5 )xx, )x(, )(j, �;j, �;j, C(�-
(C, C(;, C(*, Cj), CjC 
$TN, Ckj, C�C 
���O2������ k(x 
��`������� k)* 
�����T��l��, j*j 

�����, j:( 

��c���, j:C, k)x 
�'�6 ����� ���  -�.��e k)( 
/������ ����e j:*, k)( 
/�����  3 -r��  
��c���, j*k-*C, 
Cjj, Cj; 
/�����  T1N6�e j:*, k(C, k(;, kjx, 
kjj, kjk, kjk, kj�, kjC,  
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/�����  ���=�e j*k, j:�, j:C-:*, k(: 
�/� �������e C((, C(� 
����D�, �J1 1�Ee k)* 
������De j*j 
A 
A��� -H��, �3���e (x), j**,  
C);, Cjx, CkC, Ck:, C�x 
A����� ���� e )(; 
A������, �$���A, "� :; 
A�� EY�6 E ��  ���1Ke k)� 
A���©� ��h�e k); 
�A8���� 3 ���6���[��� TN�be Cjj 
�A8���� ����b, j*(, j*k 
�A8���� �� ��, j*(, j*k 
Ü��e )() 
�/ �/� $�6��e k(j 
� 
��z����T�e k)* 
�������� k)x, k):, kkk, �*x, �:x 
�a��� �� ��, j), k() 
-�.��, C(: 
��� �, j::, kxj, kx:, k)), k)(, CxC 
��$�, k(;, k(:,�C 
��`, kxk 
��$�16 ���¨, kj) 
�� ��, ()(, C�; 

� &��, (;) 
�������� � Q�� @�� ��f�� ���=� j:* 
���������� $���� ��T��e kxC 
��Ò���e k)�-k)C, C(� 
$���, j:( 
$���������, Cjx 
��.�����e (C, (*, C)� 
����, -®�� 8e k;� 
��,",-�e k*( 
��,"�,"Ae k)*, k(), k(( 
���O2������e ))(, )(C, j:k, k)�, k)*,  
�j:, Cx*, C(x, C(;, C(: 
 

-�.��, )xk, )((, kx�, C): 
��$%��  �� C(* 
���$�¡�, ��� TK� �Ùe j:* 
������ ������� e )x� 
���~�He k)k, kkk 
���~�H�e )(x, )j;, k)j, k)k, k)*, k):, 
kj:-kkx, kk(, kkk, �*k 
�� �� ��e )(x, k)x, k(j, �:; 
��M��, �� ���Ee ):� 
��q ���> ���=�e )(; 
��H�� /���e k(x 
��H���e k)�, k)C, kk(-kk 
����$���e  
�&�D )() 
�&�D�  �K��� j)( 
�&�D� H�E �����, (;) 
�T�� , )(x 
����`�b� (�HK�, ", 8T���) (�(-�j 
/���b�, ((: 
�� ��, ::, )(x, j:( 
�&HI ��4�T6e (jk, Ck(, C�k 
��T�, -���, �����, j*;, j** 
��T�,E���� KJ�H, )(; 
�����5<�e kjj 
���¨  ���Îe j*: 
1 
1��� (�H.�<�): )xj-)xk, ))(, ))C-); 
)*C, ()k, (j(, j*(, j:x, k)k, k);-)*,  
k((-k(�, k:), �;�, �*x, CxC, C)x-)k, 
C);, C(x, CjC, Ckk, C�; 
�� �� ))j, )jk, (x;, (j(, (;), k); 
k() 
��� <� _�Z , )xx 
����1��D 5��4, ))(, )*C, ()k 
1�����, (�H.�<��) )() 
��/��� kx, )xk, k)k, k):-k(x, Cx;, 
Ck; 
��/��� ���, jj, �C, �;, ))(, kkk, kC* 
k;), k;(, C)�, C�k 
�y�y, jx, k))-)(, �**-�*: 
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-^�N, k(, (jj, (j*, �*(-*j, �*�-*;,�:x 
"�$[, k);, k): 
 'D��� , (;) 
5�, C;�, �*j, �*C, CC*-C:, C;) 
����c� ���H�, kx 
���, j(, ))( 
�����H�, (:, j(, )�;, �:k 
���6���[, /<��, (:, j(, k):-(x, CxC-Cx;, 
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����!H� #$�%����!H� #$�%����!H� #$�%����!H� #$�% 

 ��#+��,� �������� $�&���� � � �,���- 9=66 $��� ���������� 
����� ����� C����$ 
��� " ��H� #&Q K�� &��। ����!�&��� /C #&Q 
����� ��� $�S�T ���� " � �$�U� 
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&�� ��-�\। D� 1$ #&�Q� *$�C ‘‘���������� 
����� ��� : ������’’। #�- 9<,;;; �XM�- 
9< ��� /$� ������ #�- &�� 9=?: $��� �� #&�� &�� �-। /C #&�Q� $�% +�4� ���E& 
" $)��&�X�_� �`�T ���a��� *$� /C ������ Kb����।    
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����� ��� : ������’’ 
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���������� 
����� ��� $�S�T $&� ���E��- /C Kb���� 1�*���d ���$�� ���e� ���  ��&।    

 ‘‘���������� 
����� ��� : ������’’ Kb����� P����� fW���W� ��4�\। ���cg ��� 1 �& 
� � �,����- Kb����� P������� D$��  �&�- �,���- “���������� 
����� ��� : ������’’ 
Kb���� $���� $����- ����!H��� �$��T K�� &��। #�-�+�- D�M��&�� 1��E ����!H��� ���-[ 
��!� &�� �- 1���� #���� #&��� #��M� ‘��3�� �������$!’1&। ����!H��� 10�� �� �� 1&� 
����- �� ����S� ���� � �-, 1$ ������� $�!�h& $�&!�� ���J &�� ��-�\। �� iC ���& 
#&��� #���j�� L�k��& �����! $���� ��-�\। *�� ����!�H� ��������  �%�$lM� D�" $�_� 
" �X��_ ��-�\।     
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1�$�$! ��3�� �������$!    
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����� $�K�� " 
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����� ����� C����$ #&�Q� --$�$������ #�����&�� &���(� ��* 1 �& /C 
���� $�K��� #&��� $)�&! i�( & � ���� &��\। / #&�Q� fy��W " �o, /� �U� f�p�� " 
&��!���� $)�&! cU��&�- ��2���� ��� ��-�\।    
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� �$�� �U�$U� 1 �& f����� 1P�� &�� ��-�\। #&���� ����Y�� #�����&�� &���( ������ &�� 
���-�\।    
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��-��+� ���cg ���E&�X_। ��w�� # �� +�� ��$� ���*+�� ������ 1�X�[ /�� ��� #�*$� 1& /� 
��$��� ������� / ���-[ � ��  �M� " DT��&��� $��� ��� &���\।    
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�������� 
����� ����� C����$ #&Q।    

    

 
 



 
 

���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

cU��&�cU��&�cU��&�cU��&�    
���������� 
����� ����� $�-$��� 9=69 $���� :< ��P! 1 �& 9> �I�$J� ��!T। /C $��- 

���������� 
����� ����� $��� $)�&!� $��� ���m �� �&\� '�(�\ ��� � � " ������ $�K� /�� 
1$$��� "�� �c�W &�� ���������� 
����� ����� C����$ �P� " ��H��� ���-[ ���!� �- 
���j��� C����$ ��� " ��H� #&�Q� "��। ��#+��,� �������� $�&���� � � �,����-� 
���� /C #&Q�( #���M� �- /�� /� &�+ �Z �- 9=6? $���� +��-��� 1 �& (������ H���)।    

C����$ �P�� ���-[#�q ���" /C #&Q 
����� ���$�S�T ���� " � �$�U� #&���� 
�$��T K�� &��। /� &���, $�&��� 1&� '(�� ����E &�� ���������� 
����� ����� ���� 
/&�( ����T&��� '(�� C����$ �P�� 10�� ����0�� " �2�M�� �0� &�� /�� ��&X��� $���� 
/�4�- ��"-� ��� ���T i��। / +�C D��� C����$ �P�� ������! ���� " � � #&���&C 
���& YZ[�U�! �� &���\। /� *�� ���� " � ����C & � ����, '(�� ��&�� " ��������&�� 
�0� &���, '(� ��)��� $���� �0� &���।    

/C �0� $��� 1���C &�-&�( ��� $��X��� ����$�U� #&���� �$��T #&Q K�� &��। /C 
����#�0�� #&�Q� $��� /&�( ����E ����P� ��E- 1��� 1�- /C 1�, ������ $�K��� $�-$��� 

����� ����&��& �"-� $��" / $��" $�� YZ[�U�! 1�, 
����� ����� ����� ����( �(cU�� 
��-�\। 
����� ����& /C �(cU�� 1 �& ��Ng &�� 1��� ��- �। /C �(cU��� '(����- ���& 
���j$�K�� ��� ��c��� &�� ��-- ��� �����! ������C 
����� ����& �������� &�� 1����। 
��C ���j$�K���� 
�� +�� \�4� 
����� ����& ���� ��� $��C -। /C ��������� 
����� 
����� ���� #&���� $��� /� �(cU�� $�S�T i’�� ����$�K� #&���� �$��T" #&Q K�� &��। 
/� *�� #&�Q� ���� #&���� ���&Q� ����� ��w4�- : 

    
# � ��    ◌s◌s◌s◌s    �(cU�� (9=;<-9=<?)     
����- ��    ◌s◌s◌s◌s    �(cU�� (9=<?-9=69)    
�X��- ��    ◌s◌s◌s◌s    ���+��� : #��$    
P�� ! ��    ◌s◌s◌s◌s    ���+��� : #��$� ��������� �y����    
�~� ��    ◌s◌s◌s◌s    ���+��� : 1���������    
EM ��    ◌s◌s◌s◌s    ���+��� : �������    
$q� ��    ◌s◌s◌s◌s    ���&2�� ������ : $�&��� " 1�$�&���    
��� ��    ◌s◌s◌s◌s    ������, ���� !� ����� " #�$���& '(�    
�� ��    ◌s◌s◌s◌s    $�� $�K�� (9)    
��� ��    ◌s◌s◌s◌s    $�� $�K�� (:)    
/&��� ��    ◌s◌s◌s◌s    $�� $�K�� (G)    
���� ��    ◌s◌s◌s◌s    ������ #���S-� : c���    
/�-��� ��    ◌s◌s◌s◌s    ������ #���S-� : +���$�' " ���cg ���    
P��!�� ��    ◌s◌s◌s◌s    ��m+��    
�~�� ��    ◌s◌s◌s◌s    $�0�y&��    
1E�4� ��    ◌s◌s◌s◌s    &���u�, Kb�u� " �'!�    

    



 
 

���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

P��P��P��P�� 

�U� ���&Q�- 6:;; �XM� ��H��� ���&Q�  �&��" $�K��� ������ ����� ��- ��"-�- 
D����� �$��T �����! &��� �-। �� ���&Q� ����-� #���( �� #�- =;; �XM�, $�!���( 
9<;;; �XM�� ���� $�K�Y��� ��H� $)g &��� ���+( ���p �������� �-। /C �c�W�� D����� 
&�+ /���- ��-।    

���� " � ���� $�K��� ������� ������� D��� ����& " 1�������� 1����\। ��� �(cU�� 
$J�� ���� " � ���� K��� �&\�(� $��� �X��c%� ���J &��। D��� ��� 1$C$� � � " ����C 
�(cU�� ��� $�g����� &��� �$��T �C, �� ���������� ��!�� cU���� L����� " /��� �$��$&��� 
+���� D�� D&���� $��� #��0c��� +�4�। � !�y 1�$� '(�, D�_�� " &��!&���, /C 
cU���� +���& ���j$�K���� ���& f��� " ���P���� &���\, #��� 1$$� $�S�T ���� " � �C 
/C ��� &����S��&c��� $�+��� ��-�\। /C �X���&�� 1 �& D��� ���������� ���� '�w(�� �� 
�U�-����� #�����! &���। 9=;< $���� ���c�� 1 �&C �(cU�� $�S�T ����-� ���� $�g��� 
�Z &��। D��� �� &��, ���������� ���j$�K���� ������- /C �Z� $����( �������+!�, #��0 " 
���jK���।    

9=;<-/� ���c�� /�� �� ��-/� �� 9=7; $�� ��!T �����!� / ��'! $��-� D� 1&� 
���� / ��� $�g��� &�� �-�। &��� 9=99 1 �& 9=7; ��!T /C cU��� ���M� $&� ��+���& 
D�_�� $�!c����- �X�(�������� D�_���� �TcU!j �\�। 9=7; $��� �X��� ������ #2��� 
�, 
����- $W���� ������ #��M�� $���� ���� �\�। D� �� f��� &���\�� ����������C 
$����YZ +���M�� ���$������ 1�� /, 1&, *+��� �&। 9=7> $��� ���T ����c��� ���� 
&�c�� ������ #2���� 1� $������ &�� �-, ���� ������ 
�, ����-���� #��& ������ &�� 
�-। 9=76 $��� c��� ��c�� $)�&! ��fO����( ���&Q� 1'�E��� �� 
��� " $��!�cl� ����� 
#��M�� #�P�� �-, �&} 1$ #�P�� �� ! �- /�� 1�c��� ���&2� #���M� �- ���� 
�-W��$�� 
��E-�( $)U�!��� f���0� �-। /�C �������� ����!�&��� ���������� +���� ${��� 

�-W��$ � � 
������ +� $�K�� &�� ������$& #�-�+ ��- 1��� 1�-। /C ������$& 
#�-�+�& �U�! &�� �����\ /� $�2 ����C / ��� $�g����� ��-�\।    

�(cU�� $�S�T ������ i�( ��� ��cj। # � ���( 1�E ��-�\ 9=<? $��� DC-�� ���� 
0��� ����� $�-$���-। /��� &�� ��c�+ &�� ��-�\ /&�TC �� ���&Q�� �XM�$����� 
$������ ���& �0� 1���- 1&� ����E ������$& �X���&�� 1 �& -।    

�(cU��� 1���- 1� ���� ���� " � ���� D��� K�� &���\ 1$Y�� ���� 1��+( ����q, 
���!����O� &��!������, 1&��(!� ����� $)�&!� �����(! " ��-, &��� �����(!, ��+���& ���� 
&�!$UP� " #2��, +$c�� #2��, D�_���� �����(!, \������ #2�� " D�_��, ��#���S-�, 
$�������� #�����, ����� ���j���!� #����� $��0� " #��, ��+���& ��, $�&��� ���!� " 
���0� C�����। 
����� ����� ���� " � ����� 1���- $�K��� �� ��2X��� ��-�\ 

�c���&c���C। &��� /C ����� $��� $��� ��m +�4� ��- ��4�\�। *�� 1&�� ���������� 
�c�T�� -, $��� ���m� ��E-��� 1+���4 &�� �������! ��- 1��� 1�- /�� #&Q 1$c���C �K$� 
�-। / ������� ���j�� I��-��, �P�o��, $�0�y&��, �X��& �, $�&��� � ��, ���&l�� " 
���$�S�T ������ � ����, ��j /��&�- ���j����� " �������� $�&���� #��$�& �y����, 
+$������� $�S- ���K��, &���( �o, ���X��, ��m+��, ���cg 1���� ���!����O� &��!������ 
#cX�� �� ���� � � " ���� /C $�K��� �TcU!j &�� �-। / 10�� D��� ����Ec��� +� 
1����\ ���� $�!$������� ���c�� #��*�� 1&� *�w& �  ��&। /C �0� $��� 1��� 
��$��������� #��2��� � � $�K��� 1P�� &�� ��-�\। #���( ��� ���U� $�� �U� ���� 
$�g����� &��� ���& ����E �0� ���� ��-�\। ��� 1�$� ���� ������$& YZ[ �+! &���\ /�� 
1�Y�� ��� ���� '(�� ��������&�� ��0� �- � 1$Y�� D��� #&���� $U� 1 �& K�� &���\। 



 
 

���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

��wP    

/ &��+ /&�(C D����� #�� ����P� �\�, $�o& '(�� $�o& ���� 1� $�o& ������� ���2 
�-। D����� 1&� �T�� 1C, �%��� $��&� 1C, �+
 ������-����E�" 1C। D��� ���M " 
����0 ���c�� D�����4� �+�- ����� 1P�� &���\। /C �U� �0� $��� 1���C ����-� ���� 
��\�C, $)��� /�� ����$ &�� ��-�\। / 10�� D��� ��� /C(�&� $�&!�� �(�( 1����\ ���� &���� 
#�����[ 0�� � �-। ������ � � !��C ��� �� cU��&� " YZ[ �� � �� c��� ���� ����। ��� 
+$�����C / ���� '(�� #&X� ����-&। +$������� ���� ���� �����!�� CN� �� ����� 
" �#������ ��- "�o, 1&�� ��C +��� ��� 1 �& 1������ 1�X�[� �c���- '�(। ���������� 
1�����" ��C '�(�\। D� ��C /� $� �� �� $��o�� ���� �Tc�!j &�� ��-�\, 1� �� �� 
$��o D����� +���- ��+���� 10�� �-��� ���� cU��&� �� 1�X[ K�� &���। ��� /&�W��� 
��& D��C ���������� 
����� �PT� /&(� 1���� /&(� +���� ���� �0���c$��� �Ts�����&C 
$��� ���� ���। D$�� ���Z��� P������ 1+�� "o� �+� ��\���� ��-C ��� �o-&�o����। 
��& +��� ��� /� $�(�C +�� ��&��।    

��� ����& #������[� #�� $�(�&� �-��� #��*��� �" ��-  �&�� ����। /� i�(� &���, 
# �� K�b� $���� ���$�� �� $������ #�, ����-� ��& � � " ���� ���� � D$� �� 
���0�� 1�������� &��" ��"-� ��-�, �&\� 10�� 1����������" $����� '�(�। $��C�& D��� 
+�-�� ���� 1P�-�\ /�� cU��&� ����-� YZ[ ������ ���&" �0� 1����\- /C�(C �U� & �। /C 
��� �(cU�� " ���� ���/&Cc��� ��$X� ��-�\।    

$��4 �� ��� �XM�� ���� ���� " � ���� $�K�$����� ��& 1 �& ����� ���� ���। ��� 
D����� ����� /C 1�, �� ���� " � � /��� $�K��� ��C�� ��-�\। ���������� #�- #���( 
1��&C 1&� � 1&� c��� 
����� ����� $��� +�4� �\��। K��� K��� ���j�� ���j�� �� '(�� 
f � ��-�\, �� ���[�� �, �� ����, ��m�$'��&��, ����P��, ���4�� &���� 2�� 2�� ��4 
f�o�\। /� ������ ����� &�� &�o। ��\�4� $��� ��m +��4" �\� / $)�&! $� ! " #���S-� 
/�� #��$� ��������� ����& �y����। ��C $�K��� &�+ $)U�! ��-�\ �� ��� ��- �। 1�� " 
������� � � $�K��� &�+ ��C 1&�� ��4�� ����, 1�E $���- 1�lw\���� 1'�E�� 1�-� /�C $�� 
-। /� +� ��'! ���S�� " $�S-��� #�-�+।    

$���� $��-� +� D����� #&�Q� D-�; �i��� D����� 1��&��" ��� P��+। /C ����- 
/C ����� &��+� &���� ��2��- $�� �� c����� ��E-। ��� D��� �$��� $���� ��0� ¢�w���- 
��4�\��� /�� ���U� $*� ��-�\ ���� 
����� ���$�S�T � � " ������ �c�WcU�� ��P� ��-�\, 
���!��- / & � ��� ��-। /� /� ��&�� " fg-�� ���0� ���� ���। � � " ���� $�K� &��� 
���- D����� 1� ��c��� ��-�\ ���� / & � ��� -�-।    

������ $�K��� 10�� D����� #�P�� �\� ����& /�� 1��������। ���j�� 1�������� \�4�" 
/ f�p��� D��� ���cg $��- �����&�- ����� #&�� &���\ /�� ���j����� $�$�, ��0� 
#��M�, �����&�� �q�, Kb���� /�� Cf�- ���E��� &�!&�!�$� ���cg 1a��� +���� &��\ 
1#�� &���\ &�-& ��+�� #����� �&} is�+&c��� D����� $�4� 1����। #���( ��+���&, 
\��, a��& /�� &XE& $��o�� $�� C 1�������� &�� ��-�\- �&} ����c��� -, ���j��c��� 
1&f 1&f ���- 1��\ �+
 $�K��� ������। D����� +���� D����� $�4� � ����� &��� 
���$�� D��� i�( ��E- �0� &���\ : # ��, C�����$� YZ[ $)�&! �$�P���, ��� *�� ��� 
&�$���& ���EC ������ $�K� �� $��0� &��  ��& /�� ����-�, �c�W�� $��-- ����E &�� 
&���� &���� #���S-�� D����� �� ��-�\ 1�, C����$ #�-�� #�P���( $�&��� �"-�- /� $��� 
" �VW�M�� $)�&! ��w��     



 
 

���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\- 

�� � $�_�� /�� *�� ������ #���� ������ ���&�Q� C����$�& $�X� &��� ������! 
��U�!������ $�����&C 1� ��w�� 1�� ��-�\। ����& ���j�� 1���������� ������ /C $�$�� 
D��� ��&(� &��(�- f�o�\। $�&��� f������� &���� C�����$� ����0�� $)�&! 1� D����, �� 
D����� ���� ��Y�� ��$ &��� ��� D��� �� &��। 

/\�4�" D��� �0� &���\, /� ���&� &��\C ���� " � ���� ��-�\ �� ��w�� ���\�4� 
&��� ��+� । ���&C �&\� 1\�4�\, �&\� ���� 1��� ���-�\। D��� &���� &���� #�����, 
������� ������ ��� 1$Y�� ��& 1��� ���c� fy$ ��- fo�� ����। D��� �U� ������ *�(�&�� 
1��� ��&�&C ��w� �U� &�� 1*�� ���-�\। / 10��" ���&C *�(�&�� �����" $����� ���� ��+� 
��- � !�y ��w� ����� �����( ��� 1��C &��� c��E���� D��-। $�&�� ���� $�K��� ������� 
1&� ��I!��d ��$ &���। *�� ���� ��"-�� +� D��� ���j�� ������ " #-�$ P����� ����, 
DC�� P�� $X�� &��� ���� �। � P / & �" $��� 1�, 
�����$�S�T ���� ���C +���- 
C�����$� YZ[�U�! f�&��, ���& ���j��c��� �� #��M���c��� &��0�� &�� ���� f�P� -। 

/C $��� D��� is��� $��� f��� &�� 1�, /C #&Q �Z ���� D��C 
����� ����� ����� 
1����� ��&�& D��� �����-�\। *�� ��w��� &��\ ��0� ������ ��"-�� �&��� ��w��� 
$�0�y&�� K���� $����� 1 �& D��� ��~� ��-�\। 

/C$� �������£� ����C D����� /���- 1��� ��-�\। *�� D����� /��$�S�T 1� ���-�� 
L��� ��-�\ �� ������ S�( $������ /�� c��E���� $����� 10�� #�� &��� $��-& ��� 
����। 1� � ��� *�w& 1 �& ���N �� �U�� �"-� ��&��। $�� ��� �#&���� ������ 1 �& �&��� 
c��E��� D��� ������ $��X��� ��� �� 1 �& ��!�P &�� �����j �� #&�� &�� /C *�w& �U���� 
1P�� &�� ����। 1���-������� i���� ���� $�K��� 1P�� ������ ���� /&�T +Z�� ���C D��� 
�� &��। / ���� 0�� ��� / &�+ i���� ���, /��& /(� $)U�! &�� �$�� ��- fo�� ���। / 
������� ��-� &�!$UP� $�*���-& ��� $�_� 1C। 

���� /�� � � #�����&���� +� $�&�� --$�$������ /&�( #�����&�� &���( �o &�� 
(������ H���)। 

8�&� ��m�������-� #�j 1#�-c�C$ P���d�� #���� C����$��� #�*$� ��*+���� &��� /C 
#�����&�� &���(� 1P-�����। 

&���(� $�$��� ��� &���(� $�$��� ��� &���(� $�$��� ��� &���(� $�$��� ��� ::::    
Is $����fp� D���, #�*$�, C����$ ��c��, 8�&� ��m������-।    
Is D�$�v���, #�*$�, ����� ��c��, P¤K�� ��m������-।    
Is $*� D�� D&_, ���P��&, C�|�(f( �* �������� |��I+, ��+����।    
Is /���� �&, ���P��&, 8�&� ��i'�।    
Is 1&, /�, &���, ���P��&, +���- D&!�Cc$ " Kb����।    
Is 1&, /�, ��$�, $������ #�*$�, C����$ ��c��, 8�&� ��m������-।    
Is ���$�� ��� ��Z, $������ #�*$�, ������� ��c��, 8�&� ��m������-।    
+�� ��$� ���*+�� ����, $�$�-$�P�।    

#&�Q� &�!��X_ ���!� K�b� +� ������� ��\�C &�� #�����&�� &���(� $��� 1�� &��। 
#�����&�� &���( 1$Y�� �c�!� " K������� �& � �� ����������� ��P�C &��। &���(� $�!${� 
�$��T����-� 1� $&� ���� " � � #����� ��� �X��� �-, 1&����� 1$Y��C K�b �Tc�!j &�� 
��-�\। K�b� +� 1��&X� �������� �&\� �&\� &���( �&P &��; �&\� �� ���� " � � �� K�b� 
fy&�E!� +� 1��y +Z�� �� $�K��� +� ���!� 1�। #&�Q� �0 1 �& ��w��� /C ���!� 
� �$��� ��� &��  
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��-�\। ��� /-10�� ��& $�- #&Q�& 1�� i�� $�$��� ${��� ��� ��-�\। /�&C 1��&�� 
���, ��� "�� 
�c���& &�+ 1$�� ���T i���� ������ $��� #&�Q� &�!���� ������ 1��� 
��-�\। ���" &�!��� 1��� 1 �&�\ /�� ���&��� 10��C $*�" ��-�\। ��� $�K� � �$��- 
�-��� �-�, ��& $�- ��4�- 1��\। *�� �������E $����+ ����- 1��� &��� ��-�\। 
����Ec��� �(cU�� �� $�&�� /C ������� #&( ��- 1��� ���-�\�। f�����
�� ��� ��- 1�, 
9=;< $���� �U� 1��+( ����q�( ��"-� ���N� �। �(cU�� ���� +� D��� #����� Kb 1 �& /C 
����q�( f�X� &��। �&} #�����&�� &���( ���U� $�� �U� ���� $�&��� �0����। ��C �U� 
���� $�K��� 1P�� ��c��� 1-� �-। 8�&� 1��+�( /C ����q \��� �-�। 1&��&��� 1��+�(" -। 
C������ �(cU�� ���( 1#�$ P�� ��-। /C 1��+�(� *�C� 1��&P0�� �T���� �\�, �o�y �� 
&���+� 2U��� 1c�� �U���U$��� ����- ��"-� ��-। ���+��p ���� ��( D����� �U� ���� 
��w+�� ���- ����$�� ���a��� ��" �� ��"-� ��-�। /� �U� &�� �$�� ��C�&��(! ��-�\। D� 
$�� �-�। $����� �� f�X��� D&���C ���-�\। / 1 �& #�����&�� &���(� $�&��� &�+ ���w� 
" $�M� &��� +� �(� DK� " DT��&��C ��j �-। #&�Q� &�!���" ��w��� /C ��cU��� � �$��� 
��!��� ���-�\; ��w��� ���!����� ��2��-� &$�� &���, #�- 10��C $*� ��-�\। �(cU�� ��� 
����$�U� &����S� ����-� $�+��� ��-�\। ���� ���� ������ 1�����" &����� /C ��� 
��$X� ��-�\। #���( ���C �'!O " &���u� 1�-� ��-�\। 1�E ��� K� � ��N $&� ���� �'!O 
/�� &���u�; *�� ��o&��� ��0 1&� ��� &� D�\ �� /&+�� +�� $�� ���।    

#�����&�� &���(� �$��T �\� ����$�U� �U� 1� c�E�- D�\ ����C \��� ���; �&} &��!�0�� 
/�� ����E �$����� 1��� 1�-। ����� " C���+� c�E�- �U� ����Y�� D��� $�&�� �� ���-�\। 
��\�4� fi!, ��_�, D��� " Z� c�E�� 1�� �&\� YZ[�U�! ���� �����$� $�&��� �Tc�!j ��-�\। 
n��_�c�-, *��$�, +��!�, +���� " C�_����- #cX�� c�E�- 1�� �&\� ���� " � �  �&� $��" 
��� ����� &�� /�� K�b 1$$��� �� 1�-� /�" $���� �-�। /Y�� c��E���� +�� +�� 
�C�। #�$�%&�� " ���$��� & � ����P� &�� 1&� 1&� ���� $��0q &�� ��-�\, ��� 1$ 10�� 
D��� ����Ec��� �0� 1����\ ���� �U��� ��&X�� � '�(।    

��!��� D����� $�K�� #�- $��4 �� ��� �XM�� ���� " � ���� +�� ��-�\। /� 1c�� 9< 
��+�� �XM� \��� ��N। ���& ���� " � ���� \���� ��C�� ��- ����। /\�4� $�K��� #�S-� ������ 
 �&�- D�" ������ $��X��� ���। /Y��� YZ[" &� -। � !�y /Y��� "�� ���E�� &�� /�� 
��� "�� �c�W &�� #&Q-#&���� ��Y��� ��C��" �� � � $����� ���j$�K�� " 
����� ��� 
$�S�T Kb #&���� $���� ������ 1 �& ����। / $����� $¥$���� &�� 1�� " +���� 
�� !C 
/&�T �������!। &��� / $)�&! �� 1��� ���M � ���� +��� +��� ����� D����� �K���� �� 
1��� �cU!� " $N� ���। ��\�4� / D����� �T ���#���� fy$; ��C / $)�&!� #���( \� ��� 
�¦, ���-[ " DK�� $���0� &�� 1�� " $�&���� L��& &�!���� �Tc�!j। ��� #�- #���( 
Dh$�P� 1��C ����� �c����-� $�% +�4� '(���� $�S�T � ���� $�K��� +� ��-� 
D&!�Cc$ #��M� &��  ��& /�� / $�K��� &�+ " /� "�� ���E��� &�!$UP� ������ ����। 
���������� ���j$�K�� " 
����� ����� ������� / $����� ��2��- &��� $����� $X�� $��c��� 
��&��- ����Ec��� / &���� 1�, / $�K��� / 1���� $�!2��� +$����� ���K�� &���\��, �� 
�� ���� ����� $��� 1�������� �� �X�� ����, �� �� � � D&!�Cc$-/� $�K� $�X���  &��� 
 �&��। / $����� ��� &�� ic!���+& \�4� D� �&\�C ��� ���� �।    

#&�Q� ����� ������ ���� " � ���� $�K��� &��+ 
�s§U�!c��� $�4� ���- ��w�� D����� 
$�������� &���\ ����� $&��& +��C DT��& �����। / ��!��- �&\� #��M�, $��o, ���j " 
&�!�� �� ����Ec��� f��������। 8�&� ��i'�, ����� /&��I��, 8�&� ��m������- Kb����, 1&��- 
�����& ��C�¨��, �������� ��+��c�� ��C�¨��, L��& ����� ��C�¨��, +���- $�$� ��C�¨�� /��     
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+���- D&!�Cc$ " Kb���� ���cgc��� D������& $����� &���\। �������� 1#$ C�|�(f(, 
P¤K�� ��m������- ��i'� /�� ���+��� &���&(��( ���" D��� �&\� ���� " � ���� 1��-�\। 
/\�4� � � �,���-, #���0� �,���-, ����� �,���-, �������� $�P���- Kb���� /�� $����& 
1���-_� ����q� (�I, /�, DC)-/� 1$l+�� ��$���& ����-�2���+ D��� $�K� &��� 1����\। 
��w��� $�S- $��������� +� D��� ��w��� #�� &X���� ��� &��\।    

���j�� f������ " ���j�� $�K� 1 �& ���& ������ ���- #&Q�& $����� &���\। 
��w��� ���� �&\� �� /��� f��� &�� ���C $��� �� &��\। #�j ������ ��P����� D�� $�©� 
1Pl���� �&\�$���& �U���� ���� #&Q�& ���-�\। ������ ���������� 
����� D�_�� /�� 
���&! &��K�$� ��$���& ���� /, /�, /, ������� 1$l+�� D��� 1��-�\। #���$ �������� 
D�_���� $��� +�4� ���& ��w��� ������ #&Q�& ���-�\। ��w��� ���� ����� ������ 
�f*, D�++�� �& cUC-�, Is /���� �&, D��� D��, $���"-�� 1���$ " +��� fp� D����� 
�� f��������। ����� ��� �&\� �U���� ���� ���o�-�\ �����i� �& /�� 1��_&�� C¨���� 
1����{�। ���+��� $�&�� /�� 
��� ����� 1������ ������ $�K��� 10�� ����� $�����-
$��������� & � D��� ���X� ��  � ��w�� ��� ��$� 1�l�*& C���, �"i� D���, ��©i� 
��$�, D�i$ $����, 1��¨� �WYq, ���$�� ��� 1Pl���� " D����� &���। �(cU�� ��!��-� �&\� 
YZ[�U�! ���� ���- $����� &���\ ��Zp� f��, &�+� +�*� D���, �+- ��-, C$��C� 
1����{�, ��� $�&��, 1�� D�i� +���, Is $�©�-f�-���� /�� D���� �&। C$�� &���� 
����, ���$�v��� ���, fy�� &��T ��, 
� 1Pl���� " 1�+� 1��2�& 
����� ����� ���� " 
� ���� ���-�\। f����� $&��& D��� DT��& ����� +���N। /\�4� D����� ����� $�K��� 
����( &�!&���� $��� +�4� ��-�\ D�" ���&। /C 
Q ���$�� ��w��� #����&� �� f��� 
&�� $�� -। D����� D&!�Cc$-/� ���� $��0� ����- ��w��� $&��� �� �������� fy$ 
���$�� ����� ��-�\। ��w����&" �����।    

���� " � ���� $���� ��P�C�-� 10�� #�����&�� &���(� ���� &X����� $��  ��� &��\। 
&���(� $�$��� ��� L��!, �¦ " DK� $�&��� �������� #�$�%&�� " �U�� ��P�� &���\। ��w�� 
��� �������� $���� ��P�C &���, #&�Q� fg- /�� ����E &�� ��$�U��� � �$�X�� " 1$l&�! 
�X��� +� �U���� �����! ���-�\। / 10�� D��� ����Ec��� &���(� 1P-����� #�*$� ��*+���� 
&����� & � DT��&��� $��� ��� &��\।    

���� $�K� ��Y��� #&���� ������� �������� $�&���� � � �,���-�& ����� +��C। 
/C $��� �������� $�&���� ��H� ��c�� /�� �� �#O�$!-/� #��" D��� &X���� 
�&�� &��\।    

$����E D�" &�-&+�� & � ���� �-- 
����� ����� ����$�K� ��Y��� 1�\� ��-�\ 
��w��� �`�T a� " ���$ $���, ��w�� /C #&�Q� P��+ ���E&- L$-� D� ©����� ����, 
D*$� 1Pl����, ��� D��� 1�+� /�� "-���i� �&। ������ P�&��� ���-�[ -- ���E��� ªX�� " 
#&�Q� &��+� $��� /&�h��- ��w�� ���� " � ���� $�K��� &�+ ��� �Z &�� ����$�U��� 
$�K�, ��\�C, $)���- $��-��, 1#$&�� L���&��, ��H� ������-$�!��� &�+ $���� " $�&��! 
$��-� ���� $)g &��। /\�4� $�&���� ��m�$ " ����� PS��!�� a� " �M�� & � f��������। 
#��$�& ��& 1 �& D�i� ������� �c�� ���-[���� /�� ���$ �y���� #&�Q� 
�c���& 
&�+&�! ������ ����� $����� &���\।    

���������� 
����� ���� ��w�� Dh��� ���-�\, ��w�� ��!���� ��-�\, ��w�� ���� 
�&�� 
&���\, $�!����� #��&U� ������� ��w�� 1���#��� ������� ���� 1����\, ��w�� D����� &��!� 
��  #�� ���U��!� 1#���
�� ��w��� $&��� f�p�� �c�� a�� " DT��& &X���� ��� &�� 

����� ����� �������� /C $�K� D��� 1���� ����E� ���� ���� ���N।    

    ��$� ���*+�� ����    
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�������� 
����� ����� C����$ #&�Q� $���& ���P��& +�� ��$� ���*+�� ������ 
D&��& �X���� �� � � �,����-� i’+ f�$�P� �&\�&�� #&�Q� ���-�[ �\�� /�� /��� 
���P���&� ���-[ D��� "�� ��!� &�� �-। ��$� ���*+�� ������ +��p��- #&�Q� &�+ 
$�M�c��� /���- P��\� ��� ��� P�� ���� ���H� Z� 1��� 1��� 1����\�� D� \- �� ��H��� 
+� 1#�$ ��o��� ��-�\�। /C #&Q ��2��-�� +� ��w� DT��& fy$�� " ���$ ���a��� & � 
D��� $a��P�W ��� &��\।  


����� ����� C�����$� ������ $�&� " ��H��� YZ ���-[ $)�&! $���� $&�� $�P� 
�\��। *�� ��$� ���*+�� ������ �X���� �� #&�Q� &��+� 
�c���& ��� ����� �-�। 
#�����&�� &���(� �o �U�!��Z�  ��& /�� /C &���( &�X!& �������� #&�Q� �TcU!j 1&� 
��E- �����! &�� �-�। �U��! �X��� ���� �c�W�� /�� &�!�� ���E& " ��*$ &�!P������ ��- 
#&�Q� ����� &�+ P���  ��&। ��� #&�Q� +� ��!���� $��-� $�������� +� ���� " 
� ���� $�K� /�� 1$Y��� $)��� ����yc��� &��� ��-�\ ��� ���� ��$�U��� S� ����-� 
��H��� ��������&�� �0� &�� ��-�। 1&� 1&� ���� ��E- $)�&!� ��!�q ���� " � �#��q� 
���JC ��� /&��� &���।  

#�����&�� &���( &�X!& �������� cU��&��( ����!� ��Y����" �������!�c��� $�g��� &�� 
��-�\। D����� �U� �0� �\� $�Y�� �������� ���� Y��� " ������ $��u$� �0�g ���� /�� 
���!� $��-� ���� $&� ���� ��H� " #&��� $)g &��। / &�+ $�M�c��� &��� �����C ���-[ 
���� D��� $� ! ��-�\ ��� c���� ����।  

 

 
1& /� 1���$� 
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���� #$%s ���������� #$%s ���������� #$%s ���������� #$%s ������, , , , ���� !� ����� "���� !� ����� "���� !� ����� "���� !� ����� "    

#�$�%& '(�#�$�%& '(�#�$�%& '(�#�$�%& '(�    

:<1� ���P!� ���� D&��&c��� 8�&�- 1�$����& +$������� "�� ��& ������ ������ 
$����& ������ �� 1 �& �I�$J��� ��¢����¢ ����� Dh$��!��� �U�! ���U�! ��!T ���� $��� 
��������� ���!P��� ����, ��!��, �E!�, ��« " ��¬$������� 1� ����& �S-�&��� P���- 1$ 
$)�&!� ������ /C ��� K�b� ��-�\। �������� #&X�� ����-� /Y��� &�-&�( c��� ���2 &�� 
��-�\। # �� ��-�\ ����� #��0��!� /�� ��!�� " ��¬$������� ��&�� ���j���& ���&2� 
1$������� /$� �y����� ��Z�� 1+�c�� ������&�� &���� 1#��� &�-&�( D������� 
������� (�XM�s 9-99)। 

/� ��� ��-�\ ���������� ���cg /��&�- �X��� $�0��y&�� (�XM�s 9:-G:7)। ���������� 7�( 
D~��& ��c���� #���( 1+��� $�!�a��� +$������� &�\ 1 �& 1-� $�0�y&�� ��� 
#�����[�U�& :>:�( /��� $�g����� &�� ��-�\। 1��(����(c��� ������ ������ ��� 1 �& 
D&��&���� 1�w�P ��"-�, ����� ��!� ��!���� $�0� " ��E!� ���$� ���cg ���j���!� /$� 
���X��� ������ ���������� ���K�� � � #��T �~�� ������ ������ ����&�� " �$���� ��� 
" ����� /&�( $���K& �P� /C �����- ��"-� ����।  

/C /&C �P� D��� ���� ���� #-�$ 1��-�\ D��&�( ����� 1 �&। 1$�( �� ���������� 
L$�& ��-���&� " $���-&� (�XM�s G:<-<:;)। /��� f���� 1�, :<1� ���P!� �� 8�&� /�� 
������ ����� &���� ���������� ���� /��&�� ��-���&�$�U� ������ " ��!���� 1&� �� 
#&�� &��� �����। ������ &���� ��������� ������� - ���$� '(���� ��-���&�- 
f�®��P� ��� �Z &�� 1&����� ��+��� ��। 1$ &����C �y����!� &���� ���cg ��-���&� " 
$���-&��� #&���� ������� � � " $���� ��� ��-C ���!� ��-�\ /C ����-। ‘������ ����’ "C 
$��- ������� "�� 1�� &�� /&�( ����E $����। 1$�� 1 �& 1�� &�-&�( ��� /��� $�&��� 
��-�\। ��-���&� 1��& 1-�� $�- ��E-�VW� ���&C �U�� �0� ���� ��-�\-���&�����E -। 
1&� 1&� ��E- /&���& ���&�- #&���� �"-�� 10�� '(�� ������&C #���� ���- ��� 1� 1&� 
/&�( ��� 1-� ��-\। :< 1� ���P!� ���� 8�&� ��m�������-� ��0&-\��-&�!P��� /�� $��� 1���� 
��0&, $������&, I�j��, ����+���, #�&l���, $�&���, ����� " $�� ������ ��%��� $�$� /�� 
���� $&� 1a��� 1��&��� "�� ��& ����� " ����� 1��$���� ���� ���P���� ���� " ��!���� 
���P� ����� /C �����- ���X� ��-�\। 97 �I�$J� D�-������ ���� ��� ����+������ 1�E ��, 
1�E & � ��E!& #������( 1-� ��-�\ ‘���P��’ (96 �I�$J�, 9=6G) 1 �&।  

8�&� ��m�������-� #&��� ��c�� ��m�������-� ���� ��0&-\��-&�!P������ 1� ����&� 
#&�� &���\ 1$�( ������� $����+ &�� ��-�\ (�XM� <67)। D��&�( ������� $�����+� ��-�\ 
’69 $��� � � �,���- &�X!& #&���� ‘��������’ K�b ���H� $��� 1���� ���� ��0&, $������&, 
��+���& 1�� " &�!� � � ����+��� " ���cg 1���+������ ���� ����&� (�XM� <6>)।  

/&�W�� ��������� ��& ������ ������ ���m� ��-���&� " 1���� �����Y�����" ����&c��� 
/�$�\। /C ������� '(���� ���� �&c��� #��0 &���\, ���
�� ��� /&�( $��0q �P�" 
/��� f���� &�� ��-�\ ‘‘������ ��-���&�’’ ���� (�XM� <:9-<G=)। f���� 1�, ‘��m +��’ 
(P���!�) ���" ������ " ���������� #$�% #P�� ���� $�g����� ��-�\।  
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������ ������ ���� " ��!���� c�� ��- �0 �0 ��%��� c���� ���� !� ��-�\�। ����� 
1������, ����� Da�-� $��, ����, �P�&y$� " ����� +� ������ �� ��� C����� ��E- ��- 
��P� ��-�\ D��&�( ����--‘���������� ���� !�’। /C #$�% ‘c����- ��-���&�- #��0��!�� 
�����’ �������� �&\� $���� ��� $�����+�  ��-�\ /C ���� 1�E���� (�XM� <79)। /\�4� c���� 
��%��� ���� !� �����$�U��� /&�( ����&� /�� ���� !� $����� /&�( ��$��" ���H� ��-�\ (�XM� 
<<=)।  

���������� ������� �U�! �P� /&�( ���� ��� $�g��� &�� $�� -। /��� $��� 1���� 
D���-�X�-����� $�!�a��� ����E� f�� ��& ������ ���� " ��!���� #�����[�U�& ����� 
f������ 1P�� &�� ��-�\। f���� 1�, /$� ������� ���� $���� ��$��Y��� $�!�0�� $)U�! $�o& 
�" ��� ����। ��� /Y���� ���� /C ������� #&X�� /�� ����&�� " /� �c���� $��&c���C ��� 
��4।  
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8�&�, :G1� D�| 9=66 

    

�-� �/7C-:</66/797?9-
����� $�K���� C����$ �P�� f�p��� L��& ������ #�j 
$)��& +�� ��$� ���*+�� �����& � � " 1���� �,����- ����E c��#�q ��*$�� ��� 9=66 
$�� 9�� +���C �C�� +
�� ! /& �y$��� +� P��j �c�W�� ��-�� &�� �C�।  

 

:। P��j� ��!����-� ��� ��w��� 1�� " ���� $������� ��C��।  
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Government of The People’s Republic of Bangladesh 

Ministry of Information & Broadcasting 

N. 51/2/78-Dev/231        Dated 18-7-1978 

 

RESOLUTION 

In connection with the Writing and Printing of the History of Bangladesh War of 
Liberation the Government have been pleased to constitute and Authentication 

Committee for the Project "Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh War of 
Liberation" with the following members :  

 

1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir   Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University. 

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed  Chairman, Department 

3. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda  Director, Institute of Bangaldesh Studies, Rajshahi.  

4. Dr. Enamul Huq Director, Dacca Museum 

5. Dr. K M Mohsin  Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

6. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun  Associate Professor, Deptt of Political Science, Dacca 

7. Dr. Ahmed Sharif  Professor and Chairman, Deptt. of Bengali, Dacca 

University.  

8. Dr. Anisuzzaman  Professor, Deptt. Bengali, Chittagong University 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman  O.S.D. History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project.  

 

The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee :  
 

(a) To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to 
be included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation.  
 

(b) To determine validity and price of documents are required for the 

purpose.  

 

 

Syed Asgar Ali 

Section Officer. 
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GOVERNMENT OG THE PEOPLE'S OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

N. 51/2/78-Dev/10493/(25)        Dated 13-2-1978 

 

RESOLUTION 

In Partial modification of Resolution issued under No. 51/2/78-Dev/231. dated 
18.7.78 Govt. have been pleased to reconstitute an Authentication Committee for the 

Project "Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh war of Liberation" with the 
following members :  

 

1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir   

Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University. 

Chairman 

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed Chairman, Department Member 

3. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda  

Director, Institute of Bangaldesh Studies, Rajshahi. 

Member 

4. Dr. Enamul Huq  

Director, Dacca Museum 

Member 

5. Dr. K M Mohsin  

Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

Member 

6. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun  

Associate Professor, Deptt of Political Science, Dacca 

Member 

7. Dr. Ahmed Sharif  

Professor and Chairman, Deptt. of Bengali, Dacca University. 

Member 

8. Dr. Anisuzzaman  

Professor, Deptt. Bengali, Chittagong University 

Member 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman  

O.S.D. History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project. 

Member-

Secretary 

 

2. 

 

The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 
 

To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 
included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

 

To determine validity and price of documents required for the committee. 

 

 

M. A. Salam Khan 

Section Officer.  
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8�&� ��m�������-� C����$ ��c��� �����& Is 1& /� 1���$��& ��w��� �+ ���-�[� �����j 
���-[ ���$�� � � �,����-� ���� ‘‘�������� 
����� ����� C����$ ��� " ��H� #&�Q�’’ 
#&Q ���P��& ��� +
�� ! >-=-9=?G (�U�!��±) ����� �C�� G;->-9=?7 ��!T ��� ���!� 
��!���� ��-�� &�� �C�।  
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To 

The Chairman, 

Human Rights Commission 

Geneva, 

Switzerland. 

 

Sir, 

My name is Abdul Karim, S/o. Reazul Karim, age 27, Malibagh, Dacca. On26th 

March at approximately 10 P.M.4 Pakistani troops entered our house and asked 

whether we were Bengali. My father, an oldman, said in affirmative, he was shot at 
once. Then they turned to my brother and asked him whether he was Bengali and his 

answer was also in affirmative and they shot him also. Then I was asked whether I 
was a Bengali. I replied in Urdu saying that I was only a guest. Then they asked me 

whether I was a Hindu, I said again in Urdu that I was a Muslim guest in the house 
and came from West Pakistan. The spared me and left the house.  

 
 

 Sd/- 

Abdul Karim 

8-6-71 

  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(An English Translation of the original.  

The  original in Bengali sent to the addressee.)
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To  
The Chairman, 

Human  Rights Commission 
Geneva. 

 

 

Sir,  

I beg to relate below some of the facts for your information and action. 

 

I was a permanent resident of Daudkandi in the district of Comilla within 

Bangladesh formerly known as East Pakistan. But since by no means I could save 

myself there I escaped to Agartala in India and I am writing this letter from here.  

 

The barbarous and cruel West Pakistani Troops left behind sufficient and tolling 

evidence of their atrocities at Dacca, Narayanganj, Munsiganj, Taltala, Sirajdhiga and 

Gazaria Police Stations in which places the Pak troops killed innumerable innocent 

residents in the darkness of the night. At Gazaria the said Pak troops mist inhumanely 
killed in all 8 hundred men, women and children by Machinegun fire and looted all 

the cash, gold ornaments and other valuables found in their houses.  
 

In broad day light the said Pak troops took into custody women & girls of the ages 
ranging From 12 to 30, blind folded them, took them to the Military Cantonment and 

ultimately dispatched them to West Pakistan.  
 

I myself saw the dead bodies of hundreds of young men, their hands and feet tied 

and killed inside the premises of Burma Eastern Company and Esso Company at 

Godnail in Narayanganj. Those deal bodies were thrown into the river. Women of the 

ages from youth to sixty were not spared in this area. They were raped, killed and 

thrown away. The atrocities are beyond description and rare in human history. Similar 

atrocities and killings were carried out at Narayanganj Terminal Jetty and Phatulla P. 

N. O. (Pakistan National Oil) Company area.  

 

Barbarous Yaya Government issued circulars directing all people of the ages 

between 12 & 30 to obtain Identity Cards from Military Cantonment but unfortunately 

none of those who Went there returned. Their fate can easily be guessed.  

 

Following the attack by the Liberation Forces the Pak troops are not content only 
by killing innocent villagers indiscriminately, they are not sparing old women and 

children. They are burning villages after villages and looting the properties.  
 

In accordance with directives of Banga Bandhu Sheikh Mujib the people of 
Bangladesh stopped payment of rents. As a result the West Pakistan Raiders were not 

only carrying on cruel oppression, they were threatening the people with confiscation 
of all their properties and trail in Military courts unless rents were paid within the 15th 

of May.  
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At the instance of notorious Tikka Khan few Mirjafars (Traitors) are looting the 

houses of the innocent Bengalis, setting fire to the same, abducting and kidnapping 

women and girls & with the help of the tractors Beharis carrying on most barbarous 

and inhuman killings of innocent Bengalis.  

 

What is strange is that young; men are caught, their hands and feet are tied and 

entire quantity of blood is drawn out of their bodies and the dead bodies are consigned 
into water.  

 
 

 
 

Dt. 10.6.71 

Yours faithfully 

Sd.- 
Chowdhury A.B.M. Kaiser Ahmed  

Daudkandi, Comilla, 
Bangladesh 

 

 

N.B. I post this letter after escaping to Agartala in India.  

 

 

 
 \ � \  

 
 

To 
Chairman 

Human Rights Commission, 
Geneva,  

Switzerland, 
Europe.  

 

 

Sir, 

I was the Head Master of Bijoypur High School under Police Station Kotwali, 

District Comilla in Bangladesh. My permanent address is Village & Post Office – 

Dariadauat, P.S. Bacharampur, Comilla. 

 

In the last week of April, 1971 the Pakistan Troops broke all the doors and the 

windows of Bagmara High School and Quaid-e-Azam High School at Bijoypur and 

destroyed all the laboratory materials, furniture’s and office records. The same 

process was repeated later and Miarbazar High School which was set on fire by them 
destroying the office and laboratory completely. The Pak troops caught and took away 

two students from village Alekdia under Kotwali P.S. and they did not return.  
 

In the last week of May last, I saw two teen-aged girls of Barura P.S. having been 
carried in an Army Jeep via Lalmai towards Comilla. Near village Dharmapur they 

raped one of those two girls on the public road. At Lalmai where the Pak troops have 
a fair  
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concentration, they brought people whom so ever they liked and most capriciously put 

most of them to death. I learnt this from the few persons who manage to escape from 

this centre. 

 

Unfortunately persons who were killed at the centre or elsewhere by Pak Troops 

were thrown into the big ditch at the back of the C & B Duk-Banglow inside the 

Lalmai Hill. The Pak troops have separate tents to detain the kidnapped and abducted 
girls and Women for satisfying their lust. One person who succeeded in escaping from 

the detention camp related how he was asked to carry and throwaway the dead body 
of a girl who had died in consequence of repeated brutal rape and torture. That man, 

however, when left alone with the dead body fled away. . 
 

These are just few of the similar innumerable gruesome stories of which I bear 
testimony since I had been passing through different areas in my flight from my 

country to the neighboring country to seek shelter from the cruel Pakistani Armed 

killers. 

 

I relate these stories in the hope that world conscience may, however late, be 

roused.  

 

 Yours sincerely, 

A F M Fazlul Haque 

Dt. 11-6-71 
 

P.S. At present I am residing with Professor Khurshed Alam M N A at Agartala.  

 

 

 
 \ � \  

 

To 

The Chairman 

Human Rights Commission  

Geneva,  

Switzerland 

Europe. 

 

Sir,  

 

I was a third year University Student of Dacca University residing at the 

Salimullah Hall. Following the launching of ruthless attach by the Pakistani troops 

with all sorts of lethal weapons, the said Troops killed the students found in the 

Salimullah Muslim Hall most inhumanly. About a week back the Pakistani Troops 

caught Iqbal Ahamed, the Cultural Secretary of DUCSU and his younger brother. 
They have not been heard of any more.  

 
The Pak Troops carried on large scale killing of un-armed innocent people of 

Gazaria and other neighboring areas most wantonly.  
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May not the student community of Bangladesh expect some positive action ? we 

earnestly pray for the same in the name of humanity.  

 

 

 Yours faithfully, 

Sd/- 

Mian Tajul Islam 
Dt. 17.6.71 

 
Permanent Address 

Village-0Ichakhali, 
P.O. Baganbari, 

P.S. Matlab, 
Dist. Comilla, Bangladesh. 

 

P.S. To avoid censor I am trying to get this posted from India. It is very likely 

that I will have to leave the country very soon just to save myself from the hands of 

Pak Troops.  
  

 

 
 \ � \  

 
To 

The Chairman, 

Human Rights Commission 

Geneva. 

 

Sir,  

 

I was a permanent resident of Flat No. F-2/3 T & T Colony, Moghbazar Wireless, 

Dacca. Following the full scale Military operation in the city of Dacca driving out the 

Bengalees from their residences the non-Bengalees flant into the cities from outlined 

districts and have been occupied all the Hindu houses deserted by the occupants on 

allotment by the Army authority vis. Brig. Formannar. The non-Bengali policemen 

constantly harassing the Bengalees and whenever a grenade explodes anywhere the 

Pak troops surrounds the area. In this way the troops surrounded Jatra Bari and Gopi 
Bag area at night, arrested all young men found there, and took them away never to 

return. The Pak troops in civil dress but quite well armed raided Razarbag area, 
entered in to private houses and raped women. This happened in the last week. The 

Pak troops carried on the same process in the Norshingdhi area in the same week. The 
non-Bengalee i.e. West Pakistani policemen round about New Market and teased 

Bengali girls if any other found and more often than not take them away forcibly.  
 

 

 Sd/- 

M. Nurul Amin 

22-6-71 
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To 
The Chairman, 

Human Rights Commission  

Geneva 

Switzerland, Europe. 

 

I am a 21 years old M A Students of the Dacca University. My father's name is 

Mvi. Sabje Ali. We are permanent resident of Chalna under P.O. Charshindur, Ploice 

Statin-Kaligonj in the district of Dacca within Bangladesh.  

 

On 25.3.71 night I was at Malibagh. At about 12.00 at night Rajarbag Police Line 

were attacked by the Pakistani troops in full force armed with all modern heavy and 

light weapons. Next morning we passed by Rajarbagh and saw innumerable dead 

bodies. Some mutilated lying scattered and the Tin shed accommodating Police men 

burnt and destroyed. On 26-3-71 I Went to and visited Iqbal Hall, S.M. Hall, 
Jagannath Hall and Rokeya Hall. I saw the Iqbal Hall partly destroyed. The students 

killed by the Pakistani troops were left on the street and their books were scattered in 
the field. The entire office of the S. M. Hall were burnt. The Jagannath Hall suffered 

Worst destruction Large number of students were killed in that Hall. Fire were set to 
the ground floor of Rokeya Hall. The Pakistani troops destroyed all the Sahid Minars 

and constructed a Mosque at the side of the Central Shahid Minar.  
 

Last month the Pak troops destroyed the entire Narshingdi Bazar by shelling and 

setting fire. With the help of local miscreants the Pakistani troops annihilated all the 

Hindus and destroyed all their properties and also destroyed the Shahid Miniar, 

Schools and Colleges there.  

 

The Pakistani troops visit the neighboring villages in search of student, catch them 

if found, kill them and take away the girls they find and rape them. The Pakistani 

troops established camps at Narsingdi, Palash, Ghorasal. They go out and catch 

people and kill them. After they catch the young men they draw out blood from their 

body till their death. All the Hindu and Muslim housed of villages Purulia, Zinardi 

and Kashwalla have been burnt and 400/500 persons Hindus, Muslims, men and 

women have been killed by the Pak troops. The High school at Raipura has been burnt 

and the Shahid Minar there has been demolished.  
 

The Students, the Hindus, the Awami League people and the women are the worst 
victim. The Biharis, they utterly defeated Muslim League people, Jamat-e-Islam boys 

lead by Prof. Yousuf Ali of Jamat and Mahtabuddin of Muslim League have been 
receiving rifle training and they roam about looting properties and extracting money 

from the innocent people. These people in this way avenge their miserable defeat in 
the last  
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election and the Pakistani troops are using them to suit their purpose. The Pakistani 

troops methodically eliminating the intelligentsia.  

 

May we hope that your Organisation in the name of humanity and human values 

your lofty ideas rise to the occasion.  

 

 Yours faithfully, 
Abdul Kader 

21-6-71 
 

     We fully corroborate the above statement since we had witnessed the gruesome 
incidents.  

 
 

Abu Mohammad Shadullah 

Final Year Examinee 

Civil Engineering 

Md. Ibrahim Mia 

2nd Year 

Dacca College, Dacca. 

23-6-71 

 
 \ � \  

To 
The Chairman, 

Human Rights Commission  
Geneva 

Switzerland,  
Europe. 

 

Sir, 

I was a court Sub-Inspector of Police at Sadar Noakhali, Maijdee having residence 

at Govt. Flat No. 9/B. Owing to the atrocities committed by the Pakistani troops at 

Maijdee we took shelter in my daughter's house at Bartali, within P. S. Lakshipur in 

the district of Noakhali.  

 

On 7-5-71 the Pakistani troops came and burnt the house of my daughter. Those 

Pak forces burnt the Hindu houses including that of Dhirendra Nath Dutt. 

 

The Pak forces fired indiscriminately on paddy fields killing both Hindu and 

Muslim cultivations. On 7-5-71 the Pak troops burnt 21 houses of both communities 

and killed 30/32 Hindus and Muslims. On 9-5-71, the Pak troops burnt one 
washerman's house and shot dead three persons there. On the same day, the house of 

Niranjgan Banarjee of Mandari Bazar and that of Advocate M. Ahmed Ullah were 
burnt and one Barek Majhi was killed. On the same day the Pak troops killed sweeper 

when on physical examination he was found to have been a Hindu.  
 

On 7-5-71, the Pak troops entered into Battali village and raped four Muslim 
women.  

 

 Sd/- Ranendra Chandra Dey 

3.6.71 
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To 

The Chairman, 

Human Rights Commission  

Geneva. 

 

Sir, 

I was a permanent resident of village Ulwon, P. S. Tejgaon, Dacca in Bangladesh 

formerly known as East Pakistan.  

 

On 11-5-71 three armed soldiers of Pakistan Army entered into the house of my 

neighbor Mr. Kader and two of them forcibly dragged away his young daughter. On 

hearing the cries of his daughter Mr. Kader rushed to her rescue and grappled with the 

other armed soldier. But he was also forcibly taken out and the Pakistan troops 

assaulted him mercilessly and wounded him by Bayonets. They assaulted the daughter 
and left her.  

 
One Peace Committee member Mr. Golam Azam in vain complained to the 

Military Authorities.  
 

The Pak troops entered into shops, lifted goods but did not pay except for 
occasional small payments. 

 

One Awal who is lamed and the Union Committee Chairman invited the Pakistani 

troops to village Baira P.S. Tejgaon alleging presence of Mukti Fouj there. The 

Pakistani Troops came and killed about 500 to 600 persons all Namasudras 

(Scheduled Cast) and the other collaborators of the Pakistani troops caught hold of 

passers by, took away all their money and assaulted them.  

 

These are for your information and action.  

 

 YOurs Sincerely, 

Sd/- 

Supal Chandra Das 

10-6-71 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

N.B. To save my life I escaped to Agartala in India and I am posting this letter. 
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To 

The Chairman, 

Human Rights Commission  

Geneva 

Switzerland,  

EUROPE. 

 

Sir, 

 

I am a 19-year-old B.Sc Examinee from Tularam College Narayanganj, Dacca. On 

27-3-71, the Pakistani soldiers launched attack on Narayanganj with heavy weapons 

destroying whatever fell on their path. Like others, I also left my permanent residence 

at Nayamati, in Narayanganj Town and came to Gopchar. As a result of 

indiscriminate firing from heavy weapons two young girls were lying dead on 
Gopchar field. I crossed Dhaleswari river and saw fleeing people including many 

injured. At last I could find my family members. After three days I went back to 
Narayanganj undertaking very risk and found our house completely tooted even my 

books not excluded. I saw the Awami League Office at Narayanganj severely 
damaged and many houses burnt to ashes. I saw a good number of dead bodies lying-

at the Railway crossing. I also saw all the houses of Palpara and Debagram burnt and 
destroyed. I saw dead bodies which like the other ones but the result of indiscriminate 

shooting by the Pakistani soldiers at Baburail. At Sreenagar Police Station through 

which I retreated I saw all the Hindu houses burnt and all the Hindus available there' 

killed by the Pakistani soldiers.  

 

The Pakistani soldiers oppressed and killed whomsoever they consider Awami 

League supporter.  

 

The Pak troops looted the houses of Jogesh doctor at Singpara and got the 

adjacent houses by the local miscreants. The Pak soldiers also looted the Dispensary 

of Dr. Jogesh.  

 

I solicit prompt action to stop the unprecedented genocide.  

 
 

 
 Yours sincerely, 

Sree Gopal Krishna Guha 
22-6-71 

S/o. Monorangaj Guha, 
Nayamati, Narayanganj Town 

Dacca.  
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To 
The Chairman, 

Human Rights Commission  

Geneva. 

 

Sir, 

 

I used to live with my husband Amal Kanti Sarkar at No. 4/B-L, Dacca, 

Sahajahanpur Rly. Colony, Dacca.  

 

Two days back I crossed into tripura border. After 25-3-71 we continued to stay at 

our Dacca residence. In the very early part of April at about 8/9 A.M. my husband 

went out and I went to my neighbour Mr. Idris Ali's house. The Pakistani troops 

looted our house. It was then 10 A.M. my husband did not return. My host Mr. Idris 

Ali arranged to send me to the Indian border. In June last the Pak troops came in jeeps 
raided demra area set fire to the houses, killed people by gun fire and took away 

women and girls of both communities. The people did no more reutrn. The Pak troops 
drew out blood from young men who were killed in the process. The Pak troops 

collected girls and kept them confined in a building in Demra. The Pak troops killed 7 
persons and burnt houses in Sadarghat area.  

 
 

 Sd/- Dipali Rani Sarker 

24-7-71 

 
\ 		 \ 

 

To 
The Chairman, 

Human Rights Commission  
Geneva. 

 
Sir, 

 
I was a permanent resident of P.O. & village Narsingdi, Dacca. After the bombing 

of Narsingdi on 28the March, 1971 from Air I crossed into Agartala in India and have 

been residing in the care of Gouranga Chandra Saha of Nazirpukurpar, Agartala. 

Entire Narsingdi Bazar have burnt in course of bombing on 28-3-71 and 29th Mrch, 

1971 as a result at least 100 people were killed. Following these actions by the Pak 

Armed forces we moved 5 miles away but had to leave the place for fear of the anti-

social elements who were engaged by the Pak troops to perpetrate all sorts of crimes. 

In course of time we reached Bazidpur from where we had to move again for the same 

reason. We reached Halajia where also the Pak troops came and killed 5 persons and 

looted the houses. We hided ourselves in the Jute filed. 35 girls were taken away by 

the Pakistani troops from  
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Bazidpur. Those unfortunate girls did no more return. The same story was to be 

witnessed almost everywhere.  

 

I may mention that I was a student of Narsingdi College. I am 223 year old. These 

are for your information and action.  

 

 
 Sd/- 

Swapan Kumar Saha 
18-6-71 

 
 

 
\ 	� \ 

 

 

 

To 
The Chairman, 

Human Rights Commission  
Geneva. 

 
Sir, 

 
My name is Kalimuddin Mia S/o. Salim Ali, age 35 Village Jinjira, Distt. Dacca. 

 

Our house was on the other side of Buriganga near the river. On April 2, at night, 

all on a sudden Pakistan troops stared shelling our village from the city side of the 

river. Some of them crossed the river and by that time many of us stated fleeing. I had 

my old mother and my wife and children to look after. By the time the army arrived I 

could not manage to get everybody out. Six army men entered our house, shot to 

death without saying anything my children and my mother and took away my wife 

Amina Bibi. When they entered the house I was just outside packing up some 

belongings to take with us when we decided to leave. This all happened in 2/3 

minutes. When I looked through the window I saw the army men were taking away 

my wife.  

 

 
 

 Sd/- Kalimuddin Mia 
4-8-71 
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17+��� 8 ��-���� ����7� ����������17+��� 8 ��-���� ����7� ����������17+��� 8 ��-���� ����7� ����������17+��� 8 ��-���� ����7� ����������    
���(9 :�� �� 1,+�� #�;�< �����(9 :�� �� 1,+�� #�;�< �����(9 :�� �� 1,+�� #�;�< �����(9 :�� �� 1,+�� #�;�< ��    

\    =� � ��(�1=� � ��(�1=� � ��(�1=� � ��(�1    \    
    
 

������� #$� ����� 
>। 17+��� 8 ��-���� ����7  ����� : ��?�� ������  %56>-6@ 

 
\ % \ 

 
A���� ��#B� ��7� C+0� ���� 

��� ?. "'�����-� C+0� ����  

��� ��;����, ��'� �+�� 1��-# +�EF��, 
"1G�����, =� �-@ 

 
%56% #�� >H"� ��/- "#E  ������ 2��� 
�(��� (��� ������� �� ��8��-��8�� "�I  �� 

#��E ��� �J�� #�� "��?8 ���� ��# �!���। =� � "��?8 "��  2��� "# ���� K��-��1� " � 
�$�-�(�# ��E �E। (��# �� 2���� �-:� #���� L� 2��� 
��� ?. "'����-� C+0� ���� "��� 
‘"�N��’ N�� �1�� =� � ��P������� :�, :, ��������� :�� ��#- ���;��-���� ���� "���� 
�#��। � Q�< '��� K���� �R L� 2��� 
��� :�� 2�� "�8����� ��E�� �1�� "�����, 
'�� ��S�� ��S�� �T �T 1�!, ���� J��U 8 EJ-��J� � ���� ������� V���  ��!। 2��� 
��� 
���� ��W�� "��� 2����� X���J� ������ ������  ��। 2��� 
��� ��S�� ���  #�� !� 
��-��;7  �� (���Y�B �� ‘‘���� 2�Z +�� "1�’’ ��� 2��� "����  �; �1�� ���� "���� ��# 
"1��। 2�� 2�'���' �/B�  ���  ��� N����� ��T�!���। ��� ���J�� ���  ��$�� "����� 
28��' L� "'�1 [�0 "�����, E ��� +� :�� "��� �� +��� ��  "��  "����� 28��' "(�# 
2#�!। 2�S 2�S �#��� ��EJ "���� 2 ���  2���� �  �� ���\, 2���� ]��� �� "����� 
"���� 8 C�� ��I-� +�\। 2��� K’' C�� 8 "�����  �]�J� 28��' #+�  ��� � "��� ���J� 
���� "�?  (�� ���!�� ������ L�� "��  ��-� ��  "#���� ��(<#��� ��G� L�!���। ����� 
 ���� "��  2����� �W�  ?� �� "1�� "# 2�# �-2��� #��E C��� ������ 1'-� (��-#^S 
+�� ��T�!���। 2����� X��J�J  �_��!�-/������  "����� ��EJ "����� 2���� W� ��। �+` �+` 
�R L� 2��� 1���� "��� ��[�� [0���-2�� [�0 �1�� '���� ���� [_�  "��� "�����-2��� 
X���J� �������� #��� ��  "#�-(��� �a��+� #�a 2��- b�  ��� ��_�T�� 2�!-�c;7 ���E 
:  ��d��� "�'� 2��� "1�J� "��+�� �'�d� +�� ���� #�'��� �!_�T "]�� ���� X���J ����  �� 
2��� "��� "�N�’�  �;� '����� �# �E�J� "J "���J ���� �!_�T "]�� ���� =�� �� 2���  
"��� :  "�eT ���� N��� ��9�N��� ��'� "(�f 2����� X���J ����  ��। 2�� 2��� 
����  
�����, ��  "#��� 2����� X��J "N��8  
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 ���!-2��� ����g), ���9। 2��� 
��� 2��� "����  ��  ����� �1�� L�� �� �� ����, 
��d��� V#��� 2�����  ����� ��'�� ���J� ���� ����!�। 2�� "�e�T �1�� 2��� 
����  �����, 
��  "#��� :�# "1�!, +���� "�����  "g]���  ���, ���� V��� +�� �8, ��� : �J ��d��� ��� 
+��� ���� "����  ��� N�� :�# "�����-��9�N��� ���� ����h�� ��'� ���� ����  �� 2��� 
‘2��� ’  �E��� 2N��� #�'��� ��i� "��� "]�� ���� 2��� #��� :�# �'j�#�  ���� 
‘‘��]#�� #�+�� +��?’’ 2�� �l��� +�� #��  �� �����, ‘‘+��’’। ��d��� "�'� 2��� �����, 
[� � "� ����1�। 2�� �'j�#�  ����, ‘‘ �+� "� ����1�?’’ 2���  ��� " � #�B�I'  [m� � 
���� ���B ��j�� #��� �����, ‘‘"� ����1�’’। 2��� #��� #��� "�'� /��� /��� ���� ��1���, 
‘‘X�J�� 28�  E "'��� 2��� +��?’’ 2�� �����-‘‘��+, � +����� : +� ��T�  +��।’’ : �� 
L� "�'� �����, ‘‘�0  +��, ��T�   � ?�� ��+ +��’’-2��� #��� 2��� 
��� "�  ����� �!�� 
"#E  ����� ����  �� 2��� 
��� ?. "'�����-� C0� �����  ��� +��� "/�� ��� �'j�#�  ����, 
‘‘2� ��]#� #�+�� +��?’’ 2��� 
��� [m�� E���'��� ����, ‘‘E��#’’। ��d��� "�'� �����, 
‘‘2�� � "� ����1�’’। 2��� 
��� "��J� 1��� ���B �,n(��� ����, ‘‘"+���E’’ "�'� ��� ��o� 
" � '8��� � ���� "J� ��E�� ��� "1�-����� 2�� ��!� ��!� � !��$� �1�� ������  2� 
"���� � "���  ����� �]�� :�# "J���]��� ���#(�� [�0�� "����� #�� !� �� � �/� +�� 
2�!। 2�� : #�� #�E ��W�� ������-2��� ����gS, ���9। �]�� "�����-[�� ���� �#�T_� 
"�I ����� ���## ��lp����  ��d��� "'����� ‘‘��8, ��8, +�_�J�’’ ��� ��T� ���\। E���$��-E 
�� �#��� ?. ��lp���, ��� "!��, ��� (�1� :�� ������ �� ��  J��J��  �� "0�� ���i�� 
���i�� ��/ ����� ��� 2#�� '� "'���'���  ��!�। ���## '��� �#_�T� "�I ����� :�# 2���  
����, �� �#��� 8��� #��E�  ��� ���\। 2�� ���  ����� ��� "��� �� 8����  ���� ���� 
��( �E-8�� 2����� (�I� ���W �-"'���'���  ��� "��� "]��� ����। :  �� ���� ���� ��E�� 
2�� K�J C��� 28��' L� "�e�T ����� +��� �K�� ��_T��� "����  ���� �1�� ���� 2J�J 
C��� �R L� �g#� +�� "�����-�#_�� ��/ /��'�� "�+ C����� +�� 1T�1�T ���\-। C���I-7 
 ��� ��;�7E �� �#��� #��E�   �]�- '����  �� "N�I7�  ��, q� b� C�� ��� /�� "1�-। 
���##  ��lp��� "���� "��  ��� ��� :�# C����� #��E�  ��8����-��� "�e�T :�# 
���� ‘‘���� 2��� #��+� C����� +�� ��T 2�!, 2��� #���  �� ���!, ��� ��_/��। : �� 
L� 2�� :�� 2��� "��� ‘‘"�N�’’ "�e�T 2��� 
���� C����� "��+� #��� [��)� +�� 
"�����-2��� 
���� "�+ C����� +�� ��T 2!। ��� ���!��, ‘‘8�� 2���  C��  ���!, 2��� 
���� �������E�## +�� "1�!। 2���  ���� N�� ��� ��8।’’ 2��  �9�� ��. +����� "]���!��� L�� 
+�� +�� �R  ��!���। "������ "� X���J �����  2R�� ��p�  #��+� :�� �����  2�# #��+� 
�� �� ����� r� � ������� ��J����J  ���� W���� �� �� �� �#��� "#��� ����  �� �E। 
�� �#��� /�� ��8��� /�� ��8��� ��8 8�� " [ 2����� �#+�� �/< �� L�8 2����� #�+���� 
:�1�� 2�# �E। 2��� " � � �� 2��� 
���� �.�. ;���;� "�+ ������  �� 2����� X���J 
��� :�# ����h�� ���J :���� �����-2��� 
��� j� +��� �E ��8। 2��� "��� ‘‘"�N�’’ 
��lp��� #��+��� (�1�� ��� ��� ��� �#+�� 2�-�� L� 2���  ��� ��� ���� "�I ��� 
���� 2#���। ��;�7E "!���J �,���� " ��� =�� ��T।  

 
�$��-��$�� �,��� �� ������ C�� �I-7  ��!� �� �#���। � !�;7 ��� "����� �� �#��� 

'19�� +��� �$�-���  !����� " �s� 2C ���1�� "��-���W ���W �� �#���� #����  b� C�� 
J+� ���\�। /������  t���� +�+� ��। ���� �� %56% #�� >u "� ��/- :�� >6 "� ��/- # ��  
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��-B 2��� 
���� ;� "��� �. W��!�-��E�� #�v� 2E ���< �� �� ���  =� � "��? ��� 
 ��' +�#������ ��� �1�� ��� �/� <#�� " � ���)�  ��� ���� �E। 

 
%56% #�� >6 "� ��/- # ���  ���� "��� � #�+���� 2��� 
����  �/� <#�� '� =� � 

"��?� �  ��' +�#������ )��B���  ��। +�#������ " � "�� ' 8 ?�.�� �!� �। ����w�� 
�#-�� #����� 2��� 
���� "#���x  ���!। %56% #�� yz "� ��/- ��� �/� <#�� 2��� 
��� 
�,����7  ��। 
���� �,���� �� 2�� ��� �,���+ +�#����� "��  #���� 2�� ����� ��E �E-
��� ���� �,����+� #< ��  ��� ���� �E। 2��� 
���� �,���� ��;�7E �� �#��� =� � 
"��? ���  ��' +�#����� "N��8  ��-2�� 
���� �,���+ ��� 2#�� " � [��� � "��� 
?�.����� [����� �< ��� �$�- ��� S��� 1(7-� ?. ����� � �T (�E 2R�� ���� #��+��� a�� 
#��� ����� 1�T��� 2����� F���� "#�YJ��� ?. :� :, 8���+� #��+��� >z � ����G) ��#�� 
2A� ��(  ��। 2��� 
���� ��� /�� �� +�#������ ��T�!�-2����� {�E(�� y�� :��� ��-B 
+�#������� 8���?-� ����h�� 2��� 
��� ?. "'�����-� C0� ����� �,���+ "���  :�#�!।  

 
 


�;� 
��#B� C0� ���� 

>z-H-6@ 
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?� "��+�|� 2'+�� 2��?� "��+�|� 2'+�� 2��?� "��+�|� 2'+�� 2��?� "��+�|� 2'+�� 2��    
#+ ��� �����  

��E���� ��;� ��(�1 
��;� 8 1��I7� E�3�J[J 
=� � ��P�������, =� �। 

 
 
%56% #�� >H "� ��/- 2�� =� � ��P��������� 3�] " ���J-���� %@/:E/ X��J #������� 

��)�  ��!���। 2�� ��P��������� �J/�#- ~��� ���� ��(��1� ����� ��� #��� ��#�!���। 
��� �J�� #�� ������� �� 
�(��� (��� 2��� ~�� "!�T ��� ��� X��J /�� �1���!���। ��8 
��8��  �� 2��� #��E L�� ��T�!���। ��� 2����  ���J�� #�� ��P��������� !�����# 8 3�] 
" ���J-���� /�����  "��  � Q�< �,��� �� ������ C���I-�7� �R L� "'�1 [�0। /�� ���� ��� 
���� ���#� ���# ��(��1� ��]# "#�YJ��� ��� �#�� 2+��� #��+� #������� ��)� 
 ��!��। 2��, 2��� a�, 2��� 2T�E �!��� "!���J :�� 2��� (���'�,  ��'� "!�� #��E 
2��� ������ C���I-�7� ��(��I ��� ��R (�� #��S +�� ��#�!���। #������ 2��� C���I-�7� 
28�� L��!। #������ 2��� ��'�-'���� �v  �� ��#�!���-%56% #�� >u"� ��/- # �� 
!�J�� C���I-�7� 1��  �� �1���!�।  �_�/� ]�_  ���� "�����-#�a ��d��� "#��� 2����� 
:�� �� ���� �� ���� �(�B�� ����  ��!। ��d��� "#��� %% :�� %> �� X��J ����  �� 
:�������T C���I-7  ��� ��� । :#�� 2��� X��J� ��/ ��)� ��� =� � ��P��������� #+ ��� 
"��?� � ��]#�� ?�� ���-'� "3����F�� 1��� "��� ��E�� ���/���  ��!��। ��d��� "#��� ?�� 
���-'� :�� ���� 2�8 ��'�  %> � X�J "��  ��� ���� ���+�� ��� ����� ���-� ��  ��। 
?�� ���-'��  8 ���� "�� '�  =� � ��P��������� �����  ?� "�� ����� #��+��� ��� "�� 
 ��� "�����। E+�� �� ��  "#��� %% � X��J ����  �� =� � ��P��������� "����J�� F���� 
��;  "��+�|� #��� �  +���  ��। #���  #��+��� ��� ��  "#��� "]�� "��� ���। �� �� 
/��J�� #�� #���  #��+��� ������ 2����� X��J /�� 2�#। >u"� ��/- #����� #������ 2��� 
��� ��� X��J 2J � ��T�!���। >6 "� ��/- # ���  �]�- [�0�� ��� ��P������� :�� � "��  #��E 
����� )�� "��� ��� । %%  � X��J� �/ ���� #���  #��+��� ��� ��T�!�। ���(9 X�J "��  
���'� ��� :� ����� [�� "�8�� +�। #���  #��+��� a�, ���� , (�E, /�� "!������ ����� 
/�����  ��_�T�� 2�-��  ��!�। 2�� 2��� :�� #���  #��+��� ������ ��� #���� "��� %% � 
X��J� ��;7 ���P- #���  #��+��� ��� #���+�  ��।  

 

�;�/- 

"��� 2'+�� 2�� 
�-u-6@ 

 
 

_________ 
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E���+� ($E��E���+� ($E��E���+� ($E��E���+� ($E��    
��E������, ��;� 8 1��I7� E�3�J[J 

=� � ��P�������, =� �। 
 
%56% #�� "#���� ���# 2�� g���� ��T� ��8��� '� =� � #��N��J� ���  �8��� 

+���!���। #�� N�J J���-���� ���� ��� ��d��� "#���� �+��� "������ "�����। � !�;7 ��� 
:  ��� �,� (����  ����1d ��8��� '� J���-��� 2#��। #�f ��� �����7�� �����$ :�� 
����� "��� �!�। ��d��� "#��� 2����� #��E�  �����  ��� ����� ‘‘E�� "�� 28��� ��+ 
����1�’’। �,� �l��� +��  �9� ��J  �� #��� ���  ��� ��� E '�T�� ��� ���� ��� , 
‘‘2���� 2��� "��� 8 �������  ��_/�।’’ � � 2����� � !�E  ��� �!� �। E\� �� � #��8 
2��� "#E �#+�� ����� "��� K’'�  �;�  ��� '� " �  �� ���� ���� �E, � !�E  ��� ���� 
�E। 2����� # ��� "/���� #��� ��d��� "#��� ��+��#�� "]�J ��T ����� "��� K’�J�  "J� 
�+_/�T�� 8��� 2��- b��  [�0�� ��� "1�। "��� K’�J : #��  l7 2�-��� "(�f ��T�!�। K’N�� 
�� 2��� ����� "��� K’�J�  �]���� ��� :�। "�����, "��� K�J� /��� " � ��. �E, 
:�������� /��, ��(�� ����G�। 2��� ��� �8��� +�� "1���। ‘��1���’ :�, :� 8��� �� - 
2��- N�_�J�� 2����� �� 2J� �� ����� /����� +�-��  "#��� ������� ������ ������ ��J 
 �� ��� ���। ��� ��_�T�� 2��� "�����-8���  ����� '����� #|��� /���J ��f��� ����� "��� 
:�������� /���  l7 8 �#+�� �,���� 2����� ���  ��� �� 2�!। '���� ���� ����� "��+� 
���J� � "��� "1� ���� �� +��� ������  ���a  �� ���� +���!। ��T�1f� ���� %H->z '  �� 
:  #��� ��T ���� ��_�� ��f��� ��� ��� �� ��� (�#�� "�����।  

 
%56% #�� ������ ���#� :  �� 2�� ��T��� �!���। # �� �J�� #�� 2�� ��1T� ��'��� 

�1���!��� ��'��  ���। �� "��� � #��1� �!�। ��'���� ��;7 ���  ��� ��। �$��-� �� #v��� 
��  "#���� "�f�  �� �3����J ���� N�J "!�T /�� ���/!�-�3����� /������  #�a ��  "#��� 
�+��� "������ �!�। � Q�< "����� ��  "#��� �3��� "��  #�'��� "J� : �J ��� "]�� 
���\-�3��� �,��� ��E�� /�� ��8��� �� 2��� "e � ��� �1�� "����� :  ;� ��;� ������ 
��(<# [�f ���। :!�T�  ����� ���T ��T 2�! "]��� ��(<# ����� 1��� 8 "��+� ���� )�� 
;� �/� "�����। ��_� ?� ��� � )�� "��J� ���� "8�� +���!।  

 

�;� /- 

E���+� ($E�� 
�/u/6@ 

  
_________ 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

A� �$7-/� �#� A� �$7-/� �#� A� �$7-/� �#� A� �$7-/� �#� , , , , ��������, , , , ::::,,,, 
���� �,� A� ��� /� �#�  

%�, ��_�� ��'�� "�, =� �-% 
 
 
 2�� %56% #�� >H"� ��/- ���� 2��� %�, ��_����'���)� ��#�� �!���। ��� ���J�� 
[m� ��  "��  � Q�<  ����� 2 ��]�J� 1'- L� 2�� "����� !���� [�� "����� =� � 
��P��������� !����##�$�+ 2C�� ]���  8 �; �; C��� 2C�� ]���  2 �� (�� "1�!। 
����  ����� (��� 8 (�U� 28��' 2#�!। [m� ���  2 ��� "�����, : J� "N����J 
"����� �� 2C�� ����J ��G ���� ��  "��  2�S 2�S [�0 �$�-��  ���� 1(-� +�[�#�  ��! 
:�# "�� �T���। :E #�� "�����-/������  '��, ��S :�� �� 2C 2� 2C ���!, �,��� 
�� C���I-7 +�\  �����  �]�J� 1'- "(�# 2#�!। 2�� !��� ��_�T�� "�����- C��� 28��' 
Y�� Y�� C��S� "��  8�������� ���  �g#� +�\। � !�;7 ��E #��N�J �,3���� 1�'-�� 
#|��� #����  1�T� 8 J���U� NN-� 28��' L���। :#�� �� ��� ‘‘���1�, �����1�, ��_/�8 
��_/�8,’’ 2�-�� L���। ��_���� ��'���� # � �+h� '�� ��� ��� !��� ��_�T�� : ��(<#  �G 
"���!�। � !�;7 �� #��N�J J���-��� (�I7 C���I-�� �R L���। ��� K’J�� #�� ��E�  "N�I7� 
 �� +���- ��'��� =� �� >u"� ��/- "(�� ��-B  �]�- '���  �� +���!, ��� ��� ��T��� 28���� ��1 
8 
��� ������ ��� � 2�! ��’ ������ ����� "]�� "# )�� ��� S��� ��� � ���� "�8��� 
���-� "�8�� ���\। ��� K’J�� �� ��'���� �$�-��  "��  2� : �J ��B "����� �� W���� 
"��� �$�- 2 �� "��  [�0 2�S 2�S "#�'� ����� "(�# �1�� ���� "��� "�����। E+�� �� 2� 
: �J C��� 28��'8  �� 2�# �E। /������  ���, �S�, t���� +�+� ��, 2C 2� 2C 
���!, ���! "����� ��'��� =� �� /������  '�� 8 ��S :�� � ���!। 
 
 >6"� ��/- #�v� 2E ���� "8��� �� L��� ��_���� ��'���� " ��J-� ���� ���� : �J 
��T��� ��' �+h��  :E N�� C�����  �� +���  �� +���! :�� ?� V��� "#�  "g]���  �� 
'19��  ���'� ��  "#���� !�[��� 2J   �� +���!। E���� "��? ���� �g#� +�� "����� 
E���� "��?, "�� "���?� KE ����� " ��J " ��J J� ��  ��0�  ���� 8 "����� (Q +�� ��  
"#���� ��(<#��� 
�;� +�� ��T 2�!- KE ���P-� ���7'� :�� �� # � "�� � 8 ���7'� " � 
���� +�� 2�!। ��S�N�J �$�, " ���8 " � ���I "E 2��  �'� 2��[�� "��? +�� �������� 
]�_�T�� "����� 2J' ������ "��I�  ��� ��� C���� W�_WT� +�� ]�_�T� ����h�� 8 ��S�� 
�� ,�(��� ��T 2�/। "�� ��E�� KE ����� ��S :�� � (Q !�E +�� ��T 2�/, "����� /����  
'����$�। 2�� q� 2��� �v� =� � ��P��������� �#�� ��(��1� �����  �', " , ��, 
#�F,��� �����  ������ "N�I 0� ��, #�F,��� �����  A� ���� /� �G��� "��_�' '19�� +�� 
E�d������ ��P��������� ��  ���� ����  �� "����� '19�� +��� /������ � "�8��� �; �; 
C��� 2N��� W�_WT� +�� 2�!। +���  �_�/� '����#�$+ "(�f �� �� +�� ��T 2�!। +��� �� �� 
��T ���� 2�� �g#� +8��� #�� "����� +0�< �� ���� ��� +�� : ' ����I� ���� [���� ���  
[0�� "/��  ��!, (��#^S, ����+��� [����� �� +�� ��� "��  ���� ���� Yh 8 ���  /��J�N�� 
 ���  ��� ���� ��1��, ‘‘���� 8���  ���� �, 8�� 2����� #� "��� "]���!।’’ 2�� 
"�� �J�  [��� ��  �� ���  ���  � "�E  
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

�E। 2�� 2�8 �g#� +�� +��� " �s�� ���  :�1�� �1�� "����� : �J ���78 �E- ���, 
�S�, '����$�। " �s�� ��� ���� +��� �- +�[�# ����  �� �#_�T� � �J "�����- : ' 
�+h� ���� � ��� ��T 2�!- ����� /�� 2C� "��T�, #��� "�+ C���� W�_WT�, 2�� "������ � [�0 
"#�'� ��S�� "�� ��T +��� �+�� ������ #��� :�# "�����- �+�� �����J "(�f �� �� +�� 
��T 2�!। �+�� ������ ��!�E #�� ���J "���� : �� ]�J ��� :  ����J 1�- "�����- 1�-�J 
� !�;7 �$��-E ���J ���� (��J  �� ���� +���!। 1��-� [�� ���J "(�  ��  ����  ���� +���� ��d�, 
����� 2f�� "��� ���\। 2�� 2�8 [m� ���  �g#� +�� +��� "�I ����� "��+�� "1�J "�e!�� 
��! "��  : �J ����+���   -� ��� � �/< ��  �� ����, ‘‘2�  �+��� ����?’’ 2�� "#E 
 ��� ���  '� � ���� ���#�9�+�� +��� ���  �g#� +�� '19�� +��� +�[# �J[J� ��� �', " , 
�� ������ "N�I 0� ��, :�� ���� �G��� " ���J-���� ������� �1�� "�����- " ���J-���� ��'� 
'���� #� "����, '����$�, �#_�T "��� [��� [0�� �1�� "�����- "������ "��  �/� K1-v "(�# 
2#�!, �#_�T� [�� "��  �/ ��-B ��.� �/� '��J +�� 2�!। 2�� : �/�-K1-v 8 '��J �. 
"��� 2� [��� [0�� ���� �E। �v���� "��_'  ��� �1�� :���E 2�� ��� (� "���� :�� 
(T�  "1���। 2��� ���� N���� ��1��� "#E ��(<# �,�� "���। 2��� [�� [0�� #�+# +� � 2�� 
��/ "�� 2#��� :�� (�� #^S(��� "� �� ���� :�#�!��� "#E �� ���� q� �]�� "1���। 
E�d������ ��P��������� ��S� ��� q� =� � "��? ���  ���'� �(��� ����  ����। ���� ��� 
'19�� +��� : ' /������� #�;�< "����। "# ����� 2����� +��� ��(�� ?� "'����-� 
C+0� ���� C����� ��)�� +�#������� "������ 5�  �; 2�!, ��� '���� 2�!। 2�� ��� 
#��� #�;�<  l। 2�� +�#������� "������ 5�  ����� ����  ���E +��� ����G' ��_�� 2+� 
+��� : ' ���  !�� 2���  '�T�� ��� Yh  ���  ��� ���� �� �� ���� 2�� �  "�_�/ 
2�!? "��� 2���  8�� C��  ���!। � "� "��� "'����-� ����- ��� 8 �L�� C��  ���!। 2�� 
���  [����� �� ��  ����, ��� �#���  ����-�� ��W�� ������ "# � ,��) �। 2�� 2�8 
�g#� +�� "����� "'����-� ���� L�� 2�! j�+���, ���W ���W ��N- /��� �P�# "]��! :�� 
���W ���W ��� /;� ���� �v  �� "]��!। 2�� �� ;7 ��� �������� ��_�T�� ���  l7 ��)� 
"�����। ��� : ��� 2��� ���  "/�� ����, ‘‘" ’’? 2�� ����� ‘‘2�� �#� , 2�� �$7- ����’’। 
��� [m�� ���� ‘‘8’’। : J����E ��T ��T  �� ����, ‘‘?� 1��h����, ?� "1���h ���� E' 
��#�?� 8���।’’ : �� ���E ��� j�+��� +�� "1��, #�1� +����� "]���। 2�� ��_�T�� ��_�T�� 
��� :E ��B� �,�� "���!���। : J� ���E ����h� +�� ��� a� ��#B� "��� Yh��� ��)�� 
 ��� �� ����, ‘‘����, 2�� :�#�!, 2���  : J� #�+���  l।  �� "��  : +�#����� 
� !�E �E, 2���  : �J :��� "�J "��1�T  �� ��।’’ 2�� [m�� ����� ‘‘��# " � ��� "�� � 
"���� "��� :�� :� ���\’’- ��� ���  ����� �����। 2�� ���  NJ����+ # � - �'j�#�  ��� 
��� #�S NJ� ����। 2�� ���  �'j�#�  ���� C�� " ���� " ���� "��1�!? [m�� ����, 
N��T : �J C���� +�� N�T "(�  �� "����� "1�!। "��J ��(�  ��! ����� �^7��  �� ����!। 
"���� "��J� �(��8 C�� "��1�!। 2�� ���  #¡� ���� /�� 2#���। ���� ��� 2#�� +��� 
"#E 2+� C����� !���J�  �'j�#�  ���� ‘‘���� �   �� ��_/��?’’ "# ���� ��1���, �� "#��� 
(��� �a ���� ��� ���J�� ���  2����� +��� "1J "(�f �(��� ����  �� ����   ���� 8  �; 
����  ����� /����- +� �v �� ��8  ���� ��#- ���;��-� 8 :�, :, ���;��-� ���(��� ���-
�_�/� ' !�� +�� ��)�  ��!�। ����   �; ����  �� ���  "���� "����! ���  "#���E 
C�����  �� +���  ���!, 2�� "# #�� +��� ���l�� �������!���। ���� 2���  ���l��E ��� 
"]��, 2���  8�� ��� �����, ‘‘"���� �  �/ "�+ ���1�,’’ :�� "������ "��  2�8 ��' !���  
����� ��� :�# 2��� �����, ‘‘E�� "�� "������1 " �  �/  
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

��+  ��1�। [�� "��� ��� +��, ��/ "� 28।’’ 2��� /��' ����� ���-� �� [�� "��  #�#� 
C����� ;���;� �+����� ��� ��/ ��� 2#���। ��� �+����� #� ��� 2��� �+�� ������ 
1��-� #��� ��� :�# "����� - ��  "#��� #�a(��� "#��� ��_�T�� 2�!। ���C�� 8�� 1��-� 
���� "]�� ���J /��� ���। +����j "��I 2�� �� V#� [��� �1�� 2��� ����� /����� �]�� 
2#���-2����� /��'�  ��E  �� ��_T���� ���-� ���- 2��� ��_�T�� "1��� ��E  ��, :��� 
2����� [�� 8�� 1���I-7  ��� ��1���। 2����� [�� C��� �R +8�� ��� 2�� �,� (�  �� 
��T "1���। ��� �+����� :E ����� ���� ��T "��  "�����- ��  V#��� 2��- b�  ��� 
#����� /�� "1�। /�����  "/�� "��� �� ���B +��� ���� 2� �E- �� "#E ����� ��� +�� 
[�0 :  "�e�T "��?� �  ��' +�#������ /�� :�#�!। 
 
 2�� ��T��� :�# "����� ��_���� ��'��� ����� (��- ��_���� ��'���� �+h� �����#�17 
��  ���!� 2� " � +��� �G +�� �। ��  �L�� #����7 �1�� ��� [�� ��E ���(��� +���� �G 
/����� �। 2��� 2����� :�� �� >6"� 8 >�"� ��/- ���� "���� ��S�� " � ��  "#� "��� 
�E। � �  �]�- 2�Z +8��� #��� #��� ��  "#��� N�� N�� ����  �� +��� �G /���� :�� 
��T�N�� ���#����1  ��। 2���  �� �� !���� [�� ��# "��  =� �� /�����  L�� C���I-�7� 
�R L��! :�� ���#����1 "����!। /�����  L�� 2C�� "���+� ���� :�� C���I-�� �R L��!। 
%56% #�� >�"� ��/- C'� !�T�� ��T =� �� ���(9 ��� "��  ��+��� '�� �+h� �+�� +���� 
 ��� '� :�1�� 2#�!। : #���� ��8����� 2��� ��_����'�� "��  # � �+h� ������ ��� ��� 
: ����1 ���T1f� �� ��� +�� ����� 2A��� [����� ��� :�� �� /�� ��E। 2��� " [  ��8 
#��� " � �'�#�� ��� "��� ���� �E- #��E �$� +��� ¢£-P��# �������!। � ���� , ��L, ��� -
�����, ���-��lI, �,�-����, #��E �$� +��� �������!। ��� ��� ��� "��  2��� #���� "����! 
"�, =� �� �'h���+�� �����J���, ������'�� :�� �� ����  ��J���' 2�Z +���!। �$���� 
�'�#��, "#�����, ����- �_#�, ����,  ��T-"/��T, ��, /� , ��'�, '���� #� � !� ���� ��J 
 �� ��� "1�!। ��J +8��� ��;�7E #�a ��+����� : ����1 :# ��_ �����'��, ��_����'��, 
#����1�, "1����1��� #�S �+h� ��T� ���  �� ��#�!। 2��� � ��# ��� ��� ���T ��¤N� 
g��� ���l7 K���)�� ��-�+�� ��+���  ��J���!। 
 
 
 


�;�/- 
A� �$7-/� �#�  

>5"� V����, %y6� 
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\ H \ 
 

2�K�  ���# ���� 
��'�(- E����� �� ����� 

��, 2� ��, "+? " ���J-��, ��'����1, =� � 
 
 
 %56% #�� %HE "� "��  ��'����1 ����� ��E� ���� ��� S�� ������� '�����  �� 
+�। ��d�� ����� ��E� :�#E 2����� #��� ���\� ���+�� 2�Z  �� "��;  ���  ��� ���� 
��� S�� ������� 2����� ���J� ���� 8 �h�� � ��J ���� ��J��� ��� , "/�� ���f�� ���� ���  
‘L��� � ��¦�, �+h� � ��T �, "�E�� ���� "��1, +�����1 2��� ��+ �����, '��� �����’’। 
2������  "+?� ���J-���� # �  ; "��   � �� ��T���� ���� ���T�� ���� "#��� ���� 
��� S�� �������� '��1� "�8�� +�, 2����� "��I�  ���\�,  ��T 2#����� #� ��E�� "]�� 
"�8�� +�, 2��� �#+���� �� 2����� 2#��� �� ���� ��� 2#������ #���, ������ � 
����h�� 2A� g+7  ��। ���� ��� S�� ����� ��'����1 2#�� ��E ��f������ [�� ��-� 
����/�� "�� 2�#। ����� ‘‘E�� ���� "��1 ���. +��’’ ��� �� ���+ ��f��� ��� �  "/�� "�_�� 
����J��� b�  8 '�� "��  2����� "/���� #��� ����� "+?� ���J-�� ���§���� [�� ���� ��� 
���� +�। #����� :(��� "/�� "�_�� ��f��� ��� ��� ��'����1 :� '�����  �� +� :�� #v��� �� 
: #� �#��� ��f��� ��� �  ����J��� b��   �� =� � "#� ����# ��� +���  �� +�। 
"+?� ���J-���� "���� 8 /������ �� ����� "����  [�f  �� ���� +�-��d��� "#� 8 ���� 
��� S�� ����� :#� ��� 2� ���� � 8 ��+����� [�� ������ �I-7 /����। ��E� ������� 
 ����� '� 2���� ����/���� "������ Yh "��� L�� "���� �- ��E�� �$�� �1�� ��_T���E 
��I-�� "������ 2�-�� 8 2+'��� L�� "����-���� ��I-�� "������ �� ]�J� �/< ��� 2��� 
" ���J-��� N����� �������- #������ ������ ���' ��� "'�1 �� ���। "+? " ���J-�� ���§� "��  
"(�# 2#� ��I-�� "������ 2�-��� 2��� ��f��� "������ K�-�� "��� K���, ";��(, "���� 
����+��� +�� ��T�!���। 2��� � # � �#+�� "������ [���  ��� '� � !�E  �� �E,  ��� 
���� �E,  ��7 8����  [���  ��� '�, 8��� ����/���� #+��($�� 8 ��� "������ " � #����1 
2����� �!� �। "+?� ���J-���� "���� 8 /������ "���� ��f��� "������ [�f ��)�� W����� 
"��� �I-7  �� +��� "#��� #� #�� ��d��� V#��� �+��� "������ �� ���। "#��� 2����� 
����  ��� ����� �!� �। ��� "��S� ��_ ��� :  ��d��� (����  : #�� ��'����1 ����� 
��E�� ��'�(- E����� �!��। :E (����  2����� ��E�� ����w(�� g+  ��� �� 2����� 
[�� #�-��  ���� ����/�� 8 �� ��� 2�Z +�� ���। ����� ��E�  � 2����� [�� �,���� 
 ��� g�# "�� 2�#, 2��� : (�� #� #�� #^S �� ���। %56% #�� @0� :��� ��'����1 
����� ��E "��  �< ��� "���-E-/�'- ����� #��'-s ��� ���-'� "+��# :�� #������ 2��� 
"+��# �� :�� #������ "��S]��  =� � "#�����# ��� ��8�� +�। "#��� ��d��� "#��� :E 
��' ��f��� ������  8���  ���  ��� �1�� ��-� ����/�� /����-�d��� "#��� :E ��' 
��f��� ������  8���  ���  ��� �1�� ��-� ����/�� /����-��d��� "#��� ��E +�� 8����  
"N��8  �� ��_�T�� ]�J���� �� ��J ���� ���� "��� "���� ��� । 8��� �� '�� "�+ ���0, "��, 
��J 8 "���J ���� 1l� �� ���J�� /�����  �� "�8�� +�, #��� "�+ /�  /�   �� " �J "�8�� +�। 
8��� "�+ �.�. +�� :� ���� ��� 8 �/� +�� "1�� ����� ��'�  C��  �� +���  ��� 
���-� "�8�� +�।  8��� ;���;� "�+ "��� ���  ������  +���  ��� ���-�  
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"�8�� +���!�, "#E ��0� ������  "!�T "�। ��) ��d��� ��]#����� ����� +���  ��� '� 
���J ]� � C��� �R L��� "�� :�� �h���� �������� 
��� � +8�� ��-B 2¨�1��  �� 
�� �� '� ��� +�। �������� 
��� +8��� �� 2�� [����. �� #+ �-�� �J  [. NJ� 
��S���� '��� "����!। 
 
 %56% #�� �?�#��� =� � ��'����� ���.���+� 8 ������+�� #�|��� ��(���� ���� 
2��� ��'����1 ����� ��E�� ���� ��� S�� ����� 8 ��d��� "#���� "�#���� ��)�� "���� 
��E। �������� ��. +�� ������+� 8 ���. ���+� ��'����1 ����� ��E�� # � ���� ��� S�� 
����� 8 ��d��� "#���� �h�  �� ��� ���। 
 
 
 


�;�/- 
2�K�  ���# 

>u-y-6@ 
��'�(- E����� �� �����, 

��, 2�, ��, 
��'����1, =� �। 
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\ u \ 
    
    

#������ ������ �+��#������ ������ �+��#������ ������ �+��#������ ������ �+��    
2�-# :# 2E, ��, 2� ��,  
��'����1 ����� ��E, =� � 

 
 %56% #�� >5"� ��/- # �� ��J�� 2��� ��� �����  ����� ��E� [��)� +�� 2����� 
��� ����� #���� ��� E, :, "/e����, �����  ���Gs ��� +������ �+��, �?, :#, ��, "���� #��+�, 
"�d ��'�(- E����� ��� V#�� �'��� + , �?, :#, ��, 2R�# #����, ��'�( E����� ��� ������ 
�+�� #��E�  [��)� "�����। ��� E, :, "/e���� #��+� ;����-, 2+�, ;���;� �#��+���� "��� 
 �9�� "(�f �T��। ��E� ��+$��-  �9�� "��� ��T "1�। ��� ��E�� ���� ����  �� ����J 
�#��+�� 2+�, ;���;� "�+ "����, ��� K’"/�� "��� ��W��� �� �T�!�। ��� ������ 
2����� ��8��� ���)�  ���। ��� ����,  "������� " � �#����� �E, "����� ���� "������� 
 �'  �� ��8।’’ 2�� "������� ����m�� ������� #� - �,�� ������। 
 
 2��� #��� 2��� 2�8 ��' #������, #������ #�] �� �+���� #+ �-�� #��� 2J' 
+�������- "��� ]'��� + , 2� 8��K�, 2R��  ���# 8 ���� ���' �����  ���� ���� =� � 
" �������� ���� ����w "�8�� +�। 2��� ���� ����  �� "�8����, "��W�� /�� /�� �. "���� 
"����, "����� ���� "�8��� C��� 2N��� W�_'T� +�� 2�!, ��T�f�� ���T �#��� ����I� �,���+ 
"����, 2����� ��, :�, :], :�  ���� 2�� ���+��� (� 65�) "���� ��� ��� (�#�!, 2�8 
�� �#��+�� ;� ��;� ��� "���� "����। 2��� "/�� "��� �� �T�!�, 2�� ����+��� +��  �_��� 
 �_��� 2��� ��� �#��+� ���+��� ��� ���� "1�� ��! "��  :  ��d��� "#� 1p-  ��   -� 
(��� ���� ���  ‘‘�$��  � ��¦�, "���� � �( �� T��� +��,  �m� � ��¦�, "��� " � �( #�� "� ‘C�� 
 ��1�’’ 2�� 2�- #�� E����� +8�� #��8 : ' #����7 ��  "#� 2��� #���  � ���� �� 
���+��  ����। K���, �����, �p�� 2�� "� ��� +�� �T���। ������  ��� /�E��� #�-��. 
���� � � �������। ������  ��� " � [��� �!� �। ��E 8��� �#+� 2��m �  ��- ����� 
������  �� �E, #�� !� ���� #+�  ���!  8��� ���\  ��- ����� ��� #�;� +�� ����!। 
 
 " �������� ���� ����� "#�'�#��' �1�� ��T�1f�� ��N��J� ���T ��_�T�� "����� ��T�1f�� 
���T ���, �� ,�, ;�-��;�, �#��� ����I� ��� (�#�! ������� "���� ��� ��(<# ���। "����� 
���(9 ���#� ��� ��lI, �,��-����, ��� -�����, ��� -���� �, � ����-��L� �#��� ���। ���$� 
2��� �,�� ��� "����� �������� N�J "��  ������'�� N�J ��-B ��� ���T �#��� ����I� ��(<# 
�/� 8 �� ,� ���, ��  [�f ������ ��� "�����, :E �$�-���� ����f���� ;� ��;� "����� 
"��� �� +���, ��d�� "#���  � ���� �� 8��� ���� "��+� [�� W�_���� ��T 8����  ���\(��� 
�I-7  �� C���� W�_WT�  �� ���� "]�� �����!। ��  ��L� 8 "!�J "!�J ��� -���� ���� 
"�_��� ��8�� ��� "�����। 8����  �� ��� ���J�� 2!�T�� ���� +���!। ��_�T�� ��_�T�� ��(�� 
"/��� 2�� ��� "�����- ��� 2� ���-�#���� ���+ ��f���� ���- ����J ���� "���J 8 "�J�� 
2N�� "�����, "�����  ��8 ���� /$7-��/$7- +�� 2�!, �� )�� #��� «<��G "��  �� +���!, 
����� �1J +����  ¬� (�f�, W���! �����। #��N�J J���-���� "��?� ���� ����  �� L�� �. 2� 
�. "�����- "�����  
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����I� ��'� �. :E ��T�1f� ��� ���T। :E J���-�� "�? �!� >H"� ���/-�  ���� ������ 8��� 
'������। 8�� �� ���I�  ��� :� � J���-��� '��E �� "�J 8 "���J ���� ��_�/�� ��_�/�� +��� 
 �� "J� "+_/�T ����� "]�� �����!। �#��� ���I�  :(��� ���� "]�� "�8��� ����� !�� 
"���� "���� "#E ��.� "®���� ����। "��?� ��E��� ��f�7 �1�� "����� �#���  �  8 � � 
�����I� "#E ��.� "���( (�T  ���!। #��N�J J���-�� "��  (���Y�B «��� "�� +�� �$�-���  
��  "#���� #�� 2[J "����� ���  "����� ��� ���T� #�S ���TN� (Q +�� 8��� ,��#�� 8 
(��<#��� #�;� +�� ��_�T�� 2�!। "����� ��S�� ���P- ��[��#�����J�  �� �J ���� ����� 
 ��� b�  ��_�T�� 2�!, #�E����� +�� �� ��� "J� "+_/�T b��  ��� [0��\, ����J N� "��  
2����� "/���� #��� �� ���-���I, ��� -����� , � ����-��L 8 �,�-�,��� ��� #�E����� "J� 
"J� b��  [0��\�। ��d��� "#��� ��� ���T ��_�T��  � ���� �� ��-�(��� �+�� ���\�। (�� 
#^��# 2�� 2� :C�� ������ �। �$�-���  ��S� ���� 2�� #��N��J�  ���T� ��'���� ��� ��� 
��S� ��� #��N�J "���J� ����� "/e��S�� #|�� ���� 8�������� ���  �g#� +�\���। 2����� 
 ���� ����� ������� "����  �!� �- 2�� :�� 2��� #��� 2�8 K’' �#��+� #����7 "����  
��� ����w ���  ��!���।  ��T��� ��'���� /�����  ¯��+� �#��� +��� #|��� #�-� ���(9 
���#� �#��� ����I� E�S�� !T��� ��(<# ��� "�����, �� ����� "���� ;� ��;� ��� 
"�����। 
 
 �,�� ������ ��]�#� #|���, #��N�J ��# ����'� /����� ,  ���'��J +�EF�� '19�� 
 ��', ��1�' +�EF��, =� � ''� �J-, ����� "�J ����  ���§�, #��N�J �1'-�, 8������ "���?� 
#�-�,  �����  ����� ��E�� :�� �(��� 2���� ��f�7 �� ����I� �,���+ "�����। ��S�� ��S�� 
"����� ������� "����  ��� �� �,���+, ��� #��+� ��'�� ��' ��� +�� 8������ "���? �� ����E 
"����� ��+������ [��� 8 [�m ��]����], 8�� �L� �� ��+��#�� "]�J ��T �#��� ��f���� 
��� ���T�� '�£�  �� ���!�  �� 8�������� ��S�� "�� +�� �T�!�। ��d��� "#�  �,  
���-/��� ��f��� +���� ������ "����� ��+����� ��S�� ��T �� � ���+ ��f������ ����� [�� ���� 
����!, " [ �®��  �� ���\, +�#�� +�#��, ��S�� ��S�� ��+��� :�� �� "����� #l ��_��� ����� 
��f��� ���  8 ��L� ��� ���  �� ��T�  �� ��� +���!। "����� [�m ��+��� '�� ��S�� ��T 
�� � ���C���  �� ����  �����  ��/  ��/  �� " �J 2h  ��!, [�,°� ��+��� "!���� ��S�� 
"����� ��T [���  ��!, ��S�� KE ���P- #�-� 2C 2� 2C "�����। ��+��� '�� ��S�� ���P-� 
����J ���T�� ����  �� 2C ��1�� �����!�, ���!� ��f������ N� ���T, 2#����� �����, 
"����  ���\� �$���� �'�#��। 0�J��� ��'���� b��]  Y�#��� :# "����� : �J ���  "!��� 
��(<# ����� [�� "�J �/�T ��_��� ���0 ��T  ��, ���0 ����� 
��� ������ : �J ��� ��� � 
W����� ���� +���!। ����� [�� '� ������ ��� � W����� "��� ��+��� '�� /�����  ��_�T�� "��  
+�#�!, [��#  ��!। "����� ����� C+�±�� ���� ���0 =�� �� 2h � ��  ��!। ��'� 1��� 
��S� ��� 2�� ���B���1 2��� " ���J-���� 2#�!���- "����� ��8 ��S�� /������P-� N����T 
���!। 
 
 2�� " �������� ���� ����w ���  ����, yz"� ��/- " �������� ��� ���� 2��� 
 �����  ����� ����  �� "�8����� #�-� /�� /�� �. "�����, "����� ���� �����, �A����� 
8 ���� "�8��� C��� 2N��� W�_WT� +�� "1�!। %56% #�� ��/- ���#� �� " �������� ���� 
" � ��f��� ������  ��E�� " � J+�� ��0��� +��� �, ���� ��#�� ���� +���। :  ��d��� "�'� 
2������  ����   �� "��� ���W ���W :�#। HE :��� 2����� #��E�  " �������� ��� "��  
��'����1 
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����� ��E� 2� +�। ����� ��E� :�# 2����� �����  " �s, 2#�����, "����  ���\� 
#�� !�� (Q !�E "�����। �� �� ������  ����  �� 2��� K’' ��� �#��+�� ����² ��� 
"�����-����� ���� L����� ��J �!�, ����� "����  ���\� #��� "�+ ��� "�I +�� �1���!�। 
2��� ��� �#��+� '�+�f�� 8 2�K# #������ ��(<# ��� "��� 2��  �9�� "(�f �T���। ����� 
���  ��� �  �� 2��� K’' ��� �#��+��  #���� '�����, ���#. ��। ����� ��E�� [m� 
�$�-��� � �� ���� [m� ���T �+�� �#��+���� ����- ��-���� #��� #���+�  ����। 
 
 ����� ��E "��  ��d����� /�� "1��8 ��'����1 ����� ��E� /�� (� (���, #^�# 8 
+���� ����'  ��!�। 2��� #� #�� �,��� (�� (�� 8 2�UgS �� ���। =� � �?�³� ����I ����� 
"]��#-� ��'�(- E����� �!�� : #�� "��S� ��_ ��� :  /�� ��f��� ���±I� ��0� (���� । : 
(����  ����� ��E�� ����w(�� g+7  ��E /�� #^��#� ��'w  ����  ��। ��� uE :��� 
��E� ��#E ��f��� ������� #���  � ���� �� ���\ ���+�� 2�Z  �� "�। ��E� ����  �� 

�)���, ��. #��-  ������� ���, +��T� �1��� �1��� "��� (��� ��J�� "�। ��_�' ��_�' ��� 
�!h 8 E\��� ���  E\� ��� E ��� ���.���+� ��� =� � "#�����# ��� ��� �1���!�� ���� 
2� " ��� ��E� �]�� 2�#�E। #��� #��� =� � "#����# "��  ����J��� b��   �� ��d��� 
"#��� +0�< ����� ��E� [��)� +�� ��f��� �������� ����  2�Z  �� ���। ��E ���(��� �� 
8 ���� �'j�#�  ���  ��� � Q�< �� �  ‘‘"��� ���� ���. ���+� +��, /���’’ ��� 1l� �� 
���J� ���� ����� ����� b��  [�0�� ��� "��। 2�� �� ��, 2�, :]-:� "]�#- #������ �!���। 
����J��� b�  ��E� ����  ��� #��� #��� 2�� "� " � �'�+��� ��E�� ��E�� /�� "����। 
�d��� "#��� ��E� ����  ��� ��E�� #�-� "� #��� ���� �,����  ����!��� "�� 2#���। 
��f��� ����� ��� ��� �� ������  ����  �� 8��� �,��� 2T��� �� �� "/��  ����।  ��7 8��� 
�,���� ��T "1��E 8�� "� " � �'�+��� ��f��� �������� ���9  ����, ����gS  �� ������। 
 
 %56% #�� "� ���# ��'����1 ����� ��E� ���� ��� S�� ��d��� ����� :�# "1�� 
��0� ��'�(- E�����  � ���� �� ��+�#��� "]�J ��T ���� ���  ‘‘��8 ���� "��  "�����  � 
��¦� +����� �����  "!��T�, +����� 2��� 2�1��, ���� "��1, (��1�’’। : �� ���� #��� #��� ��+���, 
��d���, ��0� ����� 8 ���� ��� S�� "����  ���\�, 2#���� #�� !� ������ � ��E�� "]�� 
���� 2����� N��T ��� "��  �� "��। 2��� ��f��� ������� �#+�� :����� �� 2����� "����  
���\�  ��T�� ��� ��E�� 2S���� ����h�� 1��!� ��/ [��. �f�7 2A� g+7  ��। ��'����1 
����� ��E� "��1��  ��� �� 2��� "����! ��d��� "#��� ����J��� b��  8 '���  �� ����� 
F���,  ���', 8 ��P��������� !������, =� �� ���(9 :�� �� ���� �, ����� "��� 8 #�h�� 
��7���� ��� 2�� ��� । ��� ��� ���� �, ����� "���� +��� �E 8 ���� "����!। ����J "���� 
����G� ��I9, ���I- 8 ��I�� "����!। ����J��� '��� 8 b��  �� :(��� ����� "������ ��'����1 
����� ��E� 2� +��� �� ����� ��E� V+¤/ ��T "��, ��d���, ��+��� 8 ���� ��� S�� ����� 
'�( /�J�� /�J�� b�� � #|��� :�# "������ "J� "+/�T�� ����� ��� �<;7�< "��+� "����  
���\�  ��T "/��T ���� ������  # $7-(��� [�f  �� 2����� "/���� #���E ���J�� "]�� 
 � ���� �� �I-7  ����। ��'���� ���(9 :�� � 8 ��� "��  ��� : # � ����� "������ 
#����� ���-/��� �I-7  ��� �� V� ��� 2����� ����� "+?� ���J-�� ���§� :� [�� ������  [�f 
 �� /���� #��� ��� "��+�� ��?� #��� "�_�� ���� +���। ����� "���� :#� ���+ ��f��� ������ 
[�� ������ �I-7 /����� +���। 2��� 1(�� ����  
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2����� " ���J-��� ��# "������ 2�- �/< �� L� � Q�< #��E N�� "��  "!������ #+ "'�1 
[0���। "#E (��� 8 (�U� �/< ���  �9�� "��� "(�# 2#��� ‘‘��_/�8, 2����� ��_/�8, "������� 
���� ��T, 2����� ��_/�8, ��� ��8, :  "]�J� ��� ��8, ���, ���।’’ 
 
 ����J��� b�  8 (��� ����� ��d��� "#��� ��'���� ���(9 '��,  ��' 8 
��P������� :�� � "��  ���+ ��f��� ���  "!����� "/�� "�_�� ��� ��� "+?� ���J-��� ��]�#� 
 �;  �;'�����  �� � �� ����/�� /������। "+? " ���J-�� ��]�#� [�� ����� 2����� ���� 
 �� :� ���� ��I� �!�। ���� "���� ����� ��E� ������?� 28���'� '� [����� "��  
��-���� �h���� " � 2�-�� 2��� L�� "���� �। #v��� �� 2��� 2����� ���-� " ���J-�� 
"��  ����� 2�-�� L�� "����। #v��� �� ��  "#��� ���(9 � ���� �h���� [�� ����/�� 
/����� "��। 2� "��+�� ��?� [�� W��B ���� �, ����� ��� 8 ¯�#� ��7���� [�� /���� 
������ �I-7, ��-� ����/��। �h���� +�+� ��� 2��� ��  #�� : ���� ����+��� +�� �T���, 
��  #�� ������  ��� /�E���। � � 8��� ��.� "�� ������ 2����� � !�E  ��� �!� �, 
2��� � !�E  �� �E,  ��� ���� �E। :(��� ����� ‘���. +��’ ��� "� #� ���+ ��f��� "!����� 
"/�� "�_�� ����� ��E� :� "+? " ���J-�� ��]�# '�����  �� +� ����� "��I ���� �� # ��� 
2� : # � �h���� "��� "�� � :�� "# )�� �� �h���� :� ���� +���। 
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���[� ���[� ���[� ���[� �+���+���+���+��    
#��-E����� �� ����� 

��� ���, =� � 
 
 
 %56% #�� >H"� ��/- 2�� #����� ��� #��� ������� �#, 2E, ��]�#�  �'  ��!���। 
��� ��J� ��� ���J। 2��� "J����� [�� ���� "J���]��J "��' [0�।  ������ ������� �', 
2�, ��, "��  2��� :  ����� �v� "J���]�� 2���  '����� "�, =� � "#����# "��  (��� �a 
8  ��� "#J  �� #m��J 2��- b�  (��- #�a ��  +����� :�����J- "��? ��� =� � �+�� ���� 
 ��!। ��� ��� :1����J�� #�� ��  +������� 2����� ���� [�� 2Y�7  ��। 8�� :�#E (��� 
"���1��� #�+���� �,��� �� 2����� ���� C�� �I-7  ��� ��� । ���� #��� �����'� 
2����� #�a �+�� 8  ���� ����� ��]#�� �L��� ������ C���I-�7 "���;7 �J�  �� �� ���� 
�E। ��  "#��� ���� =�� E ����� #��E�  �h�  ��। :��� �� ��  "#� 2����� ���  
C���I-7  ���  ��� �g#� +�� �� �� 2��� C���I-7 Ll  �� :�� ��7��7 �L��� ������� 
 ��� ��� । :(��� 2��� #������ �´�#���� �������  ��� ��� । # ��� #��T ��_/J�� 8�� 
����  ���� #�a(��� "N��8  �� ����  ����� 2�Z  �� :�� 2����� #��E�  �h�  ��। 
2��� ���� ������� #����7 �#��+�, [¦��) ����� ��]#��#+ "��J @H ' 8��� +��� �h� 
+���!���। 2����� #��� ��E��� 2�8 Hz ' ����� �h��  ���� +���!�। 2����� #��E�  ���� 
#|��� ���� ��� � ���0 "��� �+��  ���  ���, ��J±��� ���� ����� ����� ��� �1�� ‘‘'� ��/ 
"� �� ���JJ "� "�� ��8’’ ��� 2������  [�T  �� ���� "��� LE�� "��। # �� !�J� "��  �J� 
��-B �� Ns� 2������  "�1� ��J��� +�। +���� "��, �h�� � � :�� ��� +��� �� �!� ��E 
���� 2����� [�� :��������T ��J�� /��� ��� । ‘‘���� ����[, "�����  � ��¦� 2(� '� ����� 
���� �E, ����  ��]�, �+h� � ��T �, "���+��� ���'�� ���� 2�(  �+� +��?’’ ��� � �� 1���1��� 
 ��� ���  2� ������(��� �+��  ��� ��� । 2��� N�� "e �� #�h� 2J-  �� g�� ������ 
: �J "�8��� �/� "��� 2���  2�8 "��� �+��  ��� ��� । 2����� �#, 2E, ��� "�����p� 
"+��#, �p�� :�� ����� ���$n +�� #����� +�[��[  �� ��1��� ��  �_��� ��� । ��� 
K’"!��8 ��� #��� �h� +�� /�� ����/���� �� �� +���!�। �� Ns� ���� #���� ���0 "��� 
��J�� "�8��� ]�� 2����� �� #+ �-� j� +����� "]���!��।  ���� ��� ���� �. �T�!�,  ���� 
 ���� +� �� "(�f �1���!�। :��� 2����� ��� @z ' "  :��������T ��J��� ��J��� ���� 
: �J 2J ]�J ��S 8 �� ]�J /8T� "!�J  ����� 0�#�0��#  �� /�[��� �S�� �� C���'��  �� 
���� +�। 2��� "�1�(��� �«� +8��� �� ���� #|��� ��f�7 ����I� ��'� ��. (���� "����!। 
2����� ��� +�'�� : ' 2#��� �!� ��� 8 C��  �� +�। � � "# ��� �E, 2���� (��� (�I7 
�^7��  �����\�। 2��� "!�J  ����� ����  ��� #�� "����� 2����� K’' �+�� �#��+�� ��� 
���� ��!�� ���J�� "��� +�\। #������ 2��� # � �#��+� �h� ��_�T�� "��  �^�� " _���!, 
#��N���  �^7� "(�1  ���!। 8�� "���1� ��� #�-;7 �+��� �!�। ���� �� >6"� ��/- # �� 
��J�� #�� # � �h��  "��  �� 1l� �� ��J��� ��J��� ���� �$�-���  ��� �1�� "!�J +�[�'� 
#��� ��_T  ���� "��� ���, ‘‘��8 ���� "��1 �����’’। � ����� �L�� "�� # �� "��  "1�#� 
 ���� ��� �$�I� 8 ��I�. +�� �1���!�। 2����� �h���� ����  �  "#E �/� ��� ����E +�� 
��� ���� ��, �,µ�� :� ���� ����+��� +�� ���  ��� "��� ��, ��� E "# ��� ¶�-  ��� 
������ �। 2��� ���� +�[�'� #��� ��8��� #�� �;�  ���� �$��-� �� "���� 2����� K’' 
�+�� �#��+���� ��� "���� +���!� "#��� �����  
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��� "E, #���E "����� "#E K’' �+�� �#��+�� �. ���� "����  :  '��1�� C�J�� ���� 
+���!। ��� ��8��� �� 2������  ����� "#E "!�J  ����� 1���1���  �� ���� +�। � !�E "��� 
"�8�� +� �E K’��। 2����� " [ " [ ;���� :� ����  ��� +�� "��� "�8��� '� ���-� 
'���� 8�� ��+��#�� "]�J ��T �����, ‘‘"���+��� ���'�� ���� ��� "?�'�1�।’’ %56% #�� 
>u"� ��/- # �� "�� E 8�� �� /�� '  ��  ���� "��  ��� �����  ����� "��� ��J�� 2�Z 
 ����। :(��� 2����� # � �h���� [�� �#+� ��� ��J /����। 2�� "#E  ����� ����  ��� 
�� ��E "����� �� ��� ' '��� �L। 8��� +���� "!�J "!�J ���0। �h�� � ��J, ��J, ��� +��� �� 
�!� ��E ���� ��-� (��� ��J��� ��� । 2�� 8��� ���� j� +����� "]��। :��� 2���  ����� 
 ����� ��� ������� " ���� �  2�!,  � ����� ��]#�� ���� 2�!, ����� �  ���J�  ���!� 
E����� # � - �'j�#����  ��। � � �#+� ��J�� #+�  ��� ��8 2�� " � �������E #�0  ��� 
8����  #����+  �� �E। %56% #�� >6"� ��/- 2��� # � �h��� �^7�� !J]J  ��!���। 
�� �� ��J�� #�� J� ����  �� #���� (�� :� 2����� '����� #��� ��� "��� ��+��#�� 
"]�J ��T ���� ��� , ‘‘���� "��1 /�[� ����1�, /�[�।’’ "# (�� 2������  ��8����� '� 2� 
+��� �, ��� 2������  ��� ��q�  ��� '�E 2����� '����� #��� ��� ���� +���। 8�� 
'����� #��� #���� � !� (�� ��� 0��� ������  ��� �� ��8 2����� " � ;����- �h�E 8��� 
��q��� #��� " �  ��E ��� �E। 8�� (�� ��� :� [�f(��� 2������  ��� ��q�  �� 
/�� ��8��� �� �h�����  �9�� "��� ��T ���। 2��� #��E  �_��� ���  +�[��[  ��। 8�� "#E 
(��C�� 2������  "����� �h����� #���� 1��!� ��/ "]�� "��। #������ 2��� # � �h� 
 �_���  �_��� ���  �� । �L�� "���1� ��� #� #�� 2������  ��+�T� ���\�। ���� �� 
>�"� ��/- 2��� '���� ���� "���� ��E �L�� ���� �a�1�� 8 ������� # � �a 8 ������� 
#���� ��� ���\� 8��� �J� b��   ��। +�'�� ���� 2����� �$�-��-� 2+� �h��  " ���� ��� 
��8�� +� 2��� '��� ���� �E। >5"� ��/- ��-B 2������  #����� �h����� :(���E ��_T 
 ���� ���� +�। : �]�J� ���8 "�8�� +� �E " � �h�� , " � ����8 "�8�� +� �E। >5"� ��/- 
�� �� @J�� �< ��� =� � "'��� ����� #���� E��� 2+��� "/e���� ��� ���� 2�# :�� 
2������  ��� #|��� +��'�  �� +�। :� #�� 2����� :  �,� �#��+� ;���� :�� �,µ�� 
:� ���� j� +��� +�� ���J�� ��T ��। E��� 2+��� "/e���� �� ��(�� "/��� �h���� 
"���!��। 2��� #��� :�# 2��� ;���;� "�+ "��� ��� 2���  ��� +�[ ��[  �� " _�� 
"]���। �L��� ���J� ����, "����J� 2N�� 8 ���0 :�� "���� :��������T 2N��� 2��� #�S 
���� ;���;� +�� �. W��!�। 2����� ����� #����  �9�� "(�f ��T 2������  ���� ����� 
� J��-� ��#� 2�! ���� ��#�� /�� ��, 2�� ����� " � ��#� �E ���� ���� #��� ��_T��� b��  
/�T ��� ������  /�� ��।’’ 2�� ���� ��#�� �1�� "�����, #� ��J +�� "1�!, ��  �L�� #� ��� 
"1�!। ��8��� � !�E �!� �, � "��� 2+� ;� ��;� �.�. "�+ ��� "�����  2��� ����/���� 
#�;� "��� �$� ���J :���� �T���। ���� # ��� 2�� ��'����1 ����� +�#������ ���  �8��� 
+E ��   ��। ��� "����� ��8 ��'����1 ����� ��E� ������� �����  ��[ ��[  �� ���!, 
���! ������� "���� -���\� 2#�����। ������ � ��!�E �� � '��1�� "����� /�� /�� �. 
L� �� 2�!। ������ � ��W��� "���� "���� ���� ��J "�8�� K’�J ������� ��� ��8 ���!। 
�L��� (�� 2� #��� :�1��� #�+# "���� �। �� ��S� ��� ��T����T +�#����� ���  ��’ 
��T����। 
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"��+�|� "+��# 
������� �#��+� 
��� ���, =� � 

 
 
 %56% #�� >H"� ��/- ��� ���� : ' #����7 �#��+� �+�#�� ���� #|���� ��f�7 
�+���� �!���। ��� ��J�� 2���  �-�� "�I  �� 2�� ������  /�� ��E। � !�;7 ��E 2�� ���� 
/�����  (�I7 V+¤/, "�eT���e�T 8 "1������� 28��' L� ���� #��� ��_�T�� "��� EJ, ���� 8 
1�! ���� '�� ��S�� [�� "���� ? V���  ��!। : #�� 2����� ���� �< ��� (����· ����� 
��]#��  �'� ��+[�� #��+� ���� �a�1�� "��  ����� � ����'�� �a ���� "�। 2��� ��� 
�� ����' "# �� �a ��� ��  +�������� +���� ������� 8 ���+�  ��� '� ���� /�����  
��'� "E। 2��� "#�� #��E :E ��� g+7  ���!��� ��� +��� �� 2�! ��-E ���� �� -�L��� 
"�� �����  ��, ��7 ��� � � ��!� +J��� �। ���� /�� ���  2��� # � ����� �#��+� 8 ������� 
# � ��]#�� #�a(��� �� -�L��� '� ���;�  ��� ��� । �c;7 ��� ��  �L�� /����  
"��  �,��� �� C�� �I-7  ���  ��� ���� ����  ��� "/��  ��। 2����� +��� #���� ��E�]� 
���� 8��� ��7�7 �������  ��� ��� । :(��� �� -�L��� �'® C��I-�7� ���� 2��� #������ 
8��� �������  ���! � � 2¨-#��-7  �� �E। 2� �������  ��� #�� #+® C���I-�7� ����8 
2����� " � �#��+� �� ��]#�� 2¨#��-7  ��� '� " � K�-���8 � ��  �� �E। �,���� 
��������� ��_�T�� 2��� :E �,n�� "������!, ‘‘��7�7 �L��� ���+�  ����, � � ��!� +J��� �।’’ 
��� �����I �L�� ���� ��!� "���� ��_�T�� 2��� 8��� �������  ���!��� "#��� ����J N�� 
N�� ����  ����� 2�Z  �� "�� :�� ����  N� "��  2����� ���� #�a �#��+���� �h�  �� 
1l� �� :��������T ��J��� ��J��� ���� ��!��� ����� ������  #��� :� '�T�  �� �h���� 
������(��� ��J��� ��� । 8�� 2������  [�m(��� ��J��\� 2� ���!� ‘‘���� ����[ � ��¦�, 
�+h� � ��T �, "����� � ��¦� ���� "���+��� ���'� ���� 2�(  �+� +��, ���� +�����, 2�( ����� 
'� ����� "����� �-E।’’ 8��� :�������T ��J���� 2����� �#��+��� ���  j� +����� ���J�� 
��T ��, ��� � ����G� �.�. �!�,  ���� +�� �� :� ���� "(�f �1���!�, 2����� ��� ��� 
�h�� ����� " �  ��T �!� �। 8��� ��-� ����� "/��J  � "� ���� �^ " ���� ��T �1���!� 
���� ������ � " [। 2����� # ��  2��� ��J��� ��J��� ���J� ���� ����� ����� 2����� 
���� �#, 2E, #��+���  ����� '��T �#� ��d���  ������ #��� 2����� ��� [�f(��� ��_T 
 ���� +�।  ���� ��   -�  �� �/< ��  �� ���!�, ‘‘#� ����� � :  C���� ���  �� "�8’’ 
:� #�� '¤  ��d��� "�'� "#��� [��)� +�� '�� "�, ‘‘�'. 8. �# #��+� "���� +�� E 
"��1�  ��� ��8, "1��� ���  ���, ����� "��� ����1�।’’ 2������  �� C��  �� +� �, ���J� 
���� ����� ����� 2������  ���� #��� �� ]�J /8T� 8 2J ]�J ��� : �J "!�J  ����� 1l 
!�1��� �� 1���1���  �� :� ���� +�। : "!�J  ����� 2��� ����� 8 ������� [¦ ��) ��]#�� 
#+ "��J @6 #��/��� ' �!���। 2�����  ����� /�����  �L�� "���1� ��� �+��� "������ 
�!� #�#��। "��� ��J�� ��8��� �� �h��� #��E  �9� ��J  ��!�, 2����� �#, 2E "�����p� 
"+��# ��, ����� :�� "���(��� ��-���� +8��� +�[��[  ��  �_��!��। ��� KE "!��8 
��-�(��� ����/���� +�� �.�. 2+� ���� ��� [�f(��� ��_�T���!�। 2��� ���� "#E "!�J 
 ����� 1���1���  �� ��_�T�� "��  #� #�� (��#^S(��� �,����  
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�+� C��!। :(��� >6"�, >�"� 8 >5"� ��/- /�� ���। 2������  �,µ� ��J���� '� :  "]�_J� 
�� "�8�� +� �E, 2� " � ����8 "�8�� +� �E। 2� >5"� ��/- �� ��� 2����� �< ��� "'�� 
����� #���� E, :, "/e���� #��+� ��� ���� :�# 2����� �� ���� �($.  ��� :�� 2����� 
'� � !� J� � ���� �' �� J "�� । � � �� ���+��  �]�- �� �� 2��� "�l�� ���� �E। ���� 
�� yz"� ��/- 2�� 2��� "�'1�_8�)� ���T�� /�� ��E। :��� 2�� ������ ���. #�g���  #�+��� 
 ��� : ��� 2 �°�� :�� 2��� �������� ����m 8 ��S� �;�� [����� 2�� ����� ���� 
"��1����1  ��। 2����� ��� �� ��+��� ��'� �� 8 ��  "#���� ���� �!�। 8��E ���� #�-�� 
�(� �!�। 2����� +��� " � ��E�]� "�8�� +��� �, L�� ���0 "�8�� +��� ���। 2��� "����!, 
����� �#��� ��f��� ��� , �,�� , �#+�� ���I�  ���.���+�� ����� �'�+��� ��� ���� 2� 
+���, ����� ��+����� :E ���+ �h���� [�� ����/�� /������। ��  �h��  "#�����# ��� 
��8�� +���। "� # � �h��  ��� "��  ��� ��8�� +��� 8��� ��� ���E �]�� 2#��� �। 
8����  "��� "]�� +���। ��  "#� ��+��� 8 "�E�� ��f��� ��'� ���� :(��� %56% #�� �(�� 
��# ��-B ����/�� /����� ��� । �?�#��� ���. ���+� 8 �����.� #�|��� 21��� ���� ��  
�L�� ��'�����1� ���  ������ ���। 2��� : ����  �-���� �� � ��� ���. ���+��  ����� 
#���� �����!, �h���� #�+���  ���!- : (��� 2��� ������ ���. #�g���  ��-���7  ��- ���� 
#���  ���� #�-���(��� ����#��� #�+���  ���!। 
 
 


�;�/- 
"��+�|� "+��# 

>%-%-6@ 
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\ 5 \ 
 

"��� #��+� 2�� 
#�E��� E����� 

=� � "�e�#(�, =� � 
 
 
 2�� %56% # "��  =� � "�e�#(�� ���� #�E��� E����� �+#��� ����w ���  ��। 
%56% #�� >H"� ��/- 2�� 2��� #�E����� �� ��� ����w ���  �� #v��� @H/%, �#9 "����� 
"��)� 2��� �±��� a�� ��T��� ��)�  ��!���। ��� �J�� ���  2�� =� � E���� "���?� ���  
"�� +�� "����� ��S�N�J /������  �����, # � � �� ����+ q� 1B��)��� ���  "��� 
"�����। !�� '���  ��S�� "���� ? V���  ��� "�����। ������� V����� ��S !�� '��� � J 
'��� ������ =� � "#� ���# "��  ��  "#��� ��'��� =� �� ���  #����  b�  ��� :�1�� 
2#�!। ��  �L��� �������  ��� '� !�� '��� : ��/�� 8 ���#। 2�� #�� !� "��� ���B 
(���Y�B �� ��#�� /�� "1���। ��� #��T :1��J�� ���  ��'����1 ����� ��E, ����� 
"+?� ���J-��, ����� ��]# 8 ������1, "1���h� ��]�#� ���  2 �� ]�J� "1���C��� �R "���� 
#�� =� � ��_������'�� ���� ��� ������'� ]�_�T�� (�I7 "������� 1p- L���। 2�� � J��-� 
����'�� #�E���  ����� "������ ��_�T�� /����-�  "1���C��� (�I7 1p- L���। 
 
 >u"� ��/- ��� �����I 2�� #�E���  ����� "����� "��  "�e�T "�� ������'�� ]�_�T�� 
�1�� "����� ]�_�T� ���� ��, �(���, "/���� ��#, [��T +�� ��T �� � ��' ������� E[�]�� 
��� C��� 2N��� W�_'T� ;���;� �.�. ��� ��T 2�!। 2�� ]�_�T� �(��� ����  �� "����� 
]�_�T� /������  "�8��� +�'���� C��� 2N��� W�_WT� +�� 2�!। "�8����� /������  "��W�� /�� 
/�� �., ��'� �. '��J +�� 2�!, "����� " [ �'( "��  �� ��T 2�!, " [ +�� �� J�� ���� 
2�!, ����J ����� ���� "��+ �#��� C��� 2N��। ������ ����� 8 ����� ��(<# �,�� "��� 
2�� : �J "0��1�T���  �� # � ��� =� � ��J�]�?- +�#������ ��� N�� "��� 2��� "0��1�T� 
��� ��_���� ��'��� ����  �� : ���� �$�-���  =� � ''� ��J-� " ��7 "+��J��� #��� ��S�� ���J 
]� � ��#�  8 �� #�� "����� ��� ���a� [�f 8 ��- [�f ��� [0����। " � �+h�� ��� 2�� 
��S�� ��E �E। #� ��J ��� ��#����� �!�। ��S�� ��T �� � C���� W�_'T� ���J ��� 
"0��1�T��� ���� 2�� ��J�]�?-  ��� �1���!। ��#����� ��� :(��� ��S�� ��T �� �� "�8�� 
����। ��E 2��� )��� '�� #��E ���� ��� C�� ���� ��J�]��?- '��  ���!। ��'��� =� �� 
#�-�  �]�-̧ �� � #��8 17+���� "#E ��(<# �,�� "���� '� !�� '�� ��S�� ��S�� "�� +�� �T�� 
�� �#��� "N�I7�  �� =� ��  �]�- ���< ����! " [ ��S�� "�� +�� C��  �� +��। �� �#���� : 
"N�I7�� �� 2��� #�� �T���। ���� "��I "��� ��_/J�� #�� ��_����'��, ��_���� ��'�� :�� " �J- 
+�[# �³J :�� �� ��  "#��� 2C ����� "��। #��� #��� /��� ���  �,��� �� ������ C�� 
�I-7। #������ ��  "#��� ��_����'��, ��������'�� 8 "1���� 1� :�� �� ������ C���I-7  ��� 
��� । %56% #�� >6"� ��/- "��� : J�� #�� ��  "#��� 8������ "��  E���� "���?� ���7'� 
:�� �� ��S�� K��� � # � "�� ����J 2C ����� "��। "��� ��J� ��-B E���� "���?� ��S�� 
K���  2C ���� ��� । 2C�� "#E "���+� ����� ��P-��-� :�� �� '�� 2A��� '� 
������ ��� । ������ �1�� 
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�� �#���� C��� 2N��� ���  ��7 +����। "��� ��J�� ��  "#��� ��_���'���� ���+� �� 8 
�������1� ����� ���� ���P- �+h� ��h��� [�� "����  �� ��h��J £��  �� "��। E���� "���?� 
2C ��#���� :���  ���Y�  �� #�E���  ����� ���  "��� 2#�� �� �� 2�� #�E������ 
 ����� ��� ��'�(-  �� ����� ���-� "�E। ��  "#���� �?�f�� # � #�E��� ���� #�E��� 
 �����J �;�  ��� '� �g#� +�� 2��� ��  "#���� C��� ���� /�� 2�#। %56% #�� >�"� 
��/- # ��� "��?8 ���]� # � #� ��� 8 "�#� ���  �-/����  ������  ��' "��1��  ��� +�� 
: ���-� "��� ���� 2�� # �� ��J�� #�� =� � "�e�#(�� �?[�J �����J-  ��� =� � "�e�#(�� 
�< ���  #���(�� ��]#�� ��� E��# 2���  "?�� ��� ������ =� �� ���(9 '��1�� ��T �� � 
��� ���� "]��� ���। E��# #��+� ���B Y�(��� ���� ���  #��+� 2�� "�� +�� �T, ��� 
��/_�� /�8 ��� =� �� ��'�� 8 ���(9 :�� � "��  ��� "����� '� "�� +�� �T। " [ ��_/�� � 
 �[�  ���� +�� �, #��E�  ��  "#���� C���I-� ����+��, #��E�   � ���� �� +���  �� +��। 
"�e#(�� �< ��� "/������ "�'� #����� 2�� �� L� 2����� #���  � ���� �� [�m�'� +��, 
���B   -�
�� Y�(��� � ���   ��� ��� । "#��� 2��, #�E��� E����� 2��[��, #�E��� 
E�����  ���/�7, #�E��� #����(�E'�� �����, #�E��� E����� 28��� "+��# 2��� ��_/' 
[��)� �!���। 2���  ������ "?��, �s� "?��, "��� "?��, "?�� "1���� /�, K�N�� 8 ��� "?���  
��� =� � ��J�]�?- +�#����� "��  ��� ���� 
�����1 2[J �� "]��� ��� +�। %56% #�� 
>5"� ��/- 2��� �� =� � ��J�]�?- +�#������� ��� N� "��  Kb�  ��� �����!। 2��� �� "� 
# � ��� �����! 2�� 
/�; �� "����!। ��� ���E �!� #� ���  �-/���, �����, 2#�� 8 
��8��������� �� � "����  ��� �� ,� ���। ��� ����� ����� ������ ��� 2��� '¤  "?���� 
+��� :  "I�T�� ¯�#�� [�f ;��;� ��� "�����, "����� "#E ������ ���� "��+ �#��� ;� 
�/�, ��� ��  "��  S #�'��� ���� "8�� +���!, �p�)� ;���;� +�� 2�!, ��!�� ���# ���� 
"8�� +���!। +���7� �� ����(�� ����� �T �T "/�� N����� 2�!, #������+ #,�� �-� "� K��� #� 
���� 2�,�  �� �����!, �����  ����  ���� /�� ��� " ��� ��-B ��� +�� ��T�!�, ��� KE 1��� 
2N���� �/� "�����। ��;�7E "����� �� �!��� :  � ������ [�f ;���;� ���। ��¯�� 
¯�#� ]��� �� J  J�  "/+���, #������+ �����J� 2N��। %56% #�� yz"� ��/- =� � 
��P��������� "��� �� +� "��  (����· ��  "#���� "�'� "�e�#(�� "J���]�� #���� "� 
"��� �� +��� /������  ����I� ����� �/� 1�v "#��� �#� ���\ �, ������ "?�� ���0�� ��� 
���� "]�� "+� । 2�� !�' "?�� ��� "��� �� +�� ����  �� "��� �� +��� #�S  �; �9 �9 
 �� ��_�' " � ��� � "��� /����� !���� [�� �1�� 20�� �!��� '¤  ¯�#� !���� [�f ��� 
"���� "����। 2��� #��� ����w�� '¤  ��  "#��  �'j�#�  ���� : !���� "��+ C��� " � 
2N�� �E, "��+� " � )�� " � ;� �/� �E ��/ ��� �/� +�� ��T 2�! " ? "# ��+��#�� 
"]�J ��T ����� 2��� # � �� �#� ���� 8�  �I-7  ���  ��� "����!। �/�-]��� "#E ¯�#�� 
[�f "�+ ��T 2�! "�����। ?�1� ?�1� "/�� ]��� "�� +�� 2�!, ����� /�� � �JE �!_�T "]�� 
+���!, �p�)� ��� "�J "��  ]��� ��  [��� [�0 2�!, "����� �.�.। ��� K���  1��� 
�L���  ���T� �/� "�����, ��;� S� ����I� ��_��� ����� �/� "�����। 2�� : �J /��� 
���� ����J "=�  ���� ����� ��� 2�` "��� �� +��� #��(-s " ���J-���� �(��� ����  �� ��_/' 
������� a� ���'��� ��_/�J ��� :�� 2JJ� ��l�I� ��� (����) "����!। ��� "��� �� +��� 
�,���� �$�-;�7 #��E L�� �!�। 2�� b�  ��� =�  ��P��������� ��¹�T�� "���� "��  '¤  �+h� 
����� , ��� a� 8 KE "!��� ��� �����!। )��� '��� ���� '��� ������ ��� KE "��� 
����J��� +�� +�#���� 2�!। #�1,+�� ��� 
�����1 2[J �� "]�� ���� 2��� b�  ��� =� �  
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��T�1f� ���� (�#�� +��-��, "/�� ��_�� �#��� ���� � ��� �����!। 2��� yz"� ��/- =� � 
��T�1f� �� "��  ��-b�  ��� ���� 
������1 "]���!। �� �#���  ��� ���� �$��-E "#��� ����J 
����J 1�-  �� "����!�। ���� �� 2��� "��+�|���� :�� �� '��s  ����� � J "��  #���J 
�/�-]��� ��� �����!। E ��� +�� 2��� " � ��� ��E �E। ��  "#��� �$��-E E ��� +��� ��� 
"��b�� ���� ������ (Q  �� "��। ��S :�� � "��  '19�� +�� 2A��� '� !��J 2#� �� ' 
�-���� ;� ��;� ��� �����!। "]��� ��� 2��� =� � +��� �(�� "��  /��' !���� [�f ��� 
�����!। %56% #�� %�� :��� 2���  /��;�, {�� ]�����, "�'1�_8, E�h�� "��?, �±��� ��'��� 
:�� �) =� � ���� �h��� �(�B�, =� � "��?����� �#�'��� �$�- ��;7 ��  "��   �� ' 
!���� �/� ��� �����!। :� �� "��  ����� 2��� ��T�1f� ��� ��T "��  +��-��, "/�� ��_�� 
�#��� ���� � ��� �����!। ����� ��'�� EJ������ 2���  ��  +�'�� ��f��� ���� � ��� �����!। 
������ :  �� "# ��� ��S� ���P- !T���, �!J���, ��f��� ���� � ��� �����!। "��+�|���� 
�]�' ���  ���'� +� "��  ��' !���� ;���;� ��� �����!। ����� ��'�� ��S�, ������, 
1 J���, ����G,  ����1�,  �_0����1�, :������J- "���?� ���-���-� :�� �, "�'1�_8 ����#� 
"��  �#��� ����I� �/�-]��� ��� �����!। ��  ����� +��-�� "����! ���� ��E �E। "������ 
��� #�E [�f 8 ;� ��;� "����!। � !��� �� 2��  �,-��;� ���-� ��  ������ �1�� #��� 
ºI������ ����  ��]#� "���1�/� ����� "����J� 2N��� ;�-�;� �.�. ��'� ��� ���� 

�����1 "]���!। ��  �L�� "���1� ����� #�-
 ���  �� ���  ��� �'
  ��T�� ��; "���J 
=�� �� ���� ��-�(��� +���  �� "��� ���। ��� ��� ���� ;�-��;� ��� ��/ ����� :� ���J� 
[�� "��� �����!�। 2��� �1�� "����� ��]#� "���1� ����� ��� '�( "��  �� +�  �� 2�!। 
1��� �!� ���� 2� "1�d। 
 
 
 


�;�/- 
"��� #��+� 2�� 

%5-H-6@ 
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\ %z \ 
 

"��+�|� #����p���"��+�|� #����p���"��+�|� #����p���"��+�|� #����p���    
#�� E����� �� ����� 

��� ���, =� � 
 
 

 %56% #�� >H"� ��/- #v��� 2�� :  ��J� "]�#-#+ ������ :  �� "# �� J+�� 
�!���। #v��� ����E 2�� �������� #�-� ����� (�� �;  ���!। ��� 2����  #��T ��J�� 
#�� 2��� 8�����# "#J�J � Q�< #�Y� +�� 8�0। 8������# "#�J :  ��f��� �����  � �'�� 
"3� "��  ���!�, ‘‘=� � "#����# "��  J��U 8  �����+� #�a �� �#���� b�  #�����(��� 
��'����� #���- ����  ��!, ��f��� ����� "����� #���� +8।’’ E+�� �� 2��� 8������# 
"#�J� ���]� =� � �����  �»�� l� "��  "��#' "�8�� +�, ‘‘����� �?[�J [E�{’’। 8������# 
���]� :#� "��#' 2#�� ����E 2�� =� � ��'���� 2 ��� #�-� 2C�� ]���  [0�� 
"�����। � Q�< ��'����1 ����� ��E, E ��� +�, E,��, 2� "+?� ���J-��� (�I7  ��� 8 J��U 
+����� 2 ��]�J� �R L�� ��E। : ����)���� 2�� 2��� J+��� ����� "]�#-�  �������� 
���� ���  g���� ���  /�� �1�� ��7�7 �������  ��� ���-� ���� 2�� 2��� ��E�]� 8 C�� 
��� ���� ��#�� /�� ��E। ���� �]�� :�# 2�� �< ��� ������ ���� (����· ��]#�� ��� 
2��� +��#� :�� ���� #�� E�����, :, :#, 2E 8 ��f��� �������� ���B ���I- 8 ���$n 
"���� ��E। ���� ��# 2��� 8������# ��f���  ��� �� ��(<# 2�-�� L�� ��E ��� #��T 
/��J�� ���  ��  �L�� �����  �»�� l� ���  �� "#�� �� 8������# ��E�� J+�� ���. 
��f��� ��������   -�  �� ���!� ‘‘��f��� �������1, 2(� 2- �� "����, "������ " �� �� 
���+ +����� ��# +��,.....।’’ : �� L� 2����� ��f��� �������� 1� ��[�� 8�0। 2�� �<;7�< 
8������# "#J �v  �� "�E। # �� +8��� �$��-E 2�� ��� 8 ���� ��#� "!�T ���� ������� �� 
:  ��#�� 2¨�1��  �� ��� । # ��� 2�� "����� ��f��� E, ��, 2���� ������ E, ��, 2� 
 ��  "��  �h�  �� 2����� ���� #|��� :� �� -�L�� ��a  �� ���� �h�  ��!। 2�� 
2�8 "����� �������� # � ��f��� ��T��� ��+�����  ���� #���  ��T "�_�� ����� �� [���# 
"]�J ��T 2C ��1��\, ��J ��J  ��!। ��T� ��T� "��  ��f��� ��L ����� �,����� "J� : ��S�� 
��S�� "]�� "!��� ���� '��E  ��!, ��f��� ��7���� ��� : ��S�� [�f  �� "]�� [���-��� �I-7 
 �� �<;7�< ������� !��� ���� S 8 ��!�� ���# !��<  �� " �J "]�� ,��#(��� +���  ��!। 
 �[�   ��/  ��/  �� " �J "]��!,  ��8 "����� "��+�� �? =�� �� ���\,  ��8 1��� 2C ���1�� 
���� ��+��#�� "]�J �T�!। (��#^S +�'���� ���I �� ��7(�� g���� ���  ������ ���\�। "� 
# � ���+ ���I ������ ����!� � ������  ��+����� ��-�(��� '��E  ��!�। ��  "#��� : 
����  ��f��� +���� ��+������ ��!� "��  #�+���  ��!�। >6"� ��/- # ��� � !�;�7� '�  �]�- 
���� ��� 2�� 2��� ������ ���' ��� ����� 2A��� #v�� �������� ��E�� ����  ��। 
������ 1l� +�J ���Y�  ��� #�� 2�� "����� ��  "#���� J+� "(�  �� : �J b��  ��+�� 
8 ��L ������ ���'� ���  ���\�- ��  "#��� � b��  2C ����� "��। 2� K’�J ����� "����  
����� '��� [�0�� ��� ���। "��� K’�J ��  �L��� +��� ��T ��]�J� �/< ��� 2�-��  ��!�। 
2��� �$� "��  1l� +�J ����� "����� ���� ";�� 2A� ����!���। �� K�-�� 8 ���� "(�1  �� 
2�� 2J �� ���� "+_�J 8 "e �����1 "���� ��T��� "�e_�!। 
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\ %% \ 
 

��d� (��� ��+�K�) "?�� 
#�E���  ���� 

���h� ��+ #��+� "� 
 ���-#������, =� � 

 
 
 %56% #�� >u"� ��/- # �� ��J�� #�� =� � "�e�#(�� "+�� ��]#�� 2����� #��+� 
=� � ������� "/��J��� #�E���  ���� "��  2����� #�E��� E����� ����, "?�� #��''�, 
������, �+���� 8 ��#� "?���  ��� 2����� :E #�E���  ����� ��;7 ��� � �������� #|��� 
��_�T�� ‘‘1��, ���, ���#, �7�'�,  ��E, ‘‘��� �/< ��  �� ?� �� �� �� 2��� #��E ��� 
��� N� "��  "�� +�� :�# "���� "���� =� � "�e�#(�� : �J '��� =� � ��[��#������J� 
�< ��� "/������ ��� #����� 2�� �� L�, ���#�  ��� �-� ��� E��# �/< ��  �� ���!, 
=� �� ��'���, ���(9 '��1�� �� ��� ��T 2�!, "����� "�� +�� 2#, "# #� ��� ������ ���� 
����� ���� �?����� "]�� ��8। 2��, ������, 1��, /�9�, 2��� #��E ��J�]�?- ��� N� "��  
>�"� ��/- # �� K’b�  ��� ���� ����� ���� �?����� "]���!। ��� ��� ��� ��/, ]��� �� ,� 8 
��(<# +�� �1���!�। >5"� ��/- 2��� ��� ��J�]�?- +�#����� "��  K’b�  ��� �����!। :��� 
2����� K���� !��J "�8�� +�। ���� �� 2��� ���  �����T� "��  ��_/�J �/� ��� ���� b��  
 �'- +��� ���  �g#� +�� �� �� ��  "#��� 2����� b�  2J   �� 2����� b�  {�E(�� 
/� ���� 8 #�E��� E����� ����  ��� ��� �����  ��। #����(�E'���  /���J�N��  �� ��S�� 
"]�� ����  � ���� �� �/< ��  �� ���� ���  ‘‘��� "���� � [ "� ���� +��, �$��  � ��¦�, ���+ 
"/��, ���� +�����, ���� "���� ��1� "��।’’ ���� �� 2��, !����, ������, /�9� #��E ���� ��_���� 
��'��� " ��J-� ������� �g#� +�� /�E�� 2����� "#��� ��B 2C�� ��$�� �+���� ��  
"#��� ������'�� ]�_�T ���� ��_���� ��'��� ����  ��� ���   -�(���। : #��� 2��� "����� 
#��� ��_������'��� "���+� 2C�� ���� ���!, #��� ��_������'�� ���!, ���! ����� �0�, 
N����T, �$���� 2#����� ���!। 2��� b�  ��� ��h��� �(�� K' ���� � �/�1�� ��� 
�����!। ��� ��/ "��  +�� �1���!�। 1��� ��� "��� 2��� (�� +�� ��T�!���। " � "�� ' 
�!� �, /�����  ��� �S�, t���� +�+� �� "�����। ����J N� "��  2��� ��L � ����, �,�-
����, ��� -����� �/�, 1��� ��� �����!। 2����� #��� 2�8 KE �� "?�� =� � "�e�#(�� K’�J 
b��  ��� ���� ����� ����� �?����� "]���!। :��� 2��� #��N�J ��T�1f� ��� ��T, 
������'�� N�J, �������� N�J "��  ��� �����!। 2��� ��� N�J "��  "� # � �/�, ]���, 1��� 
��� �����! ��� ��� ��� �!� "/�� 8 +��-�� ��_�� ���� � ���। :��� ��� ��0� �(�� "��  ���f 
��� K’' ���� � �/� 8 1��� ��� "����!, �������'��, �������# "���?�  �� �J ��T� "��  
2��� ��� �����!। :��� 2��� �g�� :�� �� ��S� "��   �� �J �/� ��� �����!।  ������ 
"��  2��� "b������� ��� �����!, 2��� ����W� ���7�'�  :�� � "��  A�� ��� �� ��� 
�����!। 
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\ %> \ 
 

���� "?�� 
8����, #�E���  ���� 

=� � 
 
 
 2�� %56% #�� >�"� ��/- 2����� #�E��� #����(�E'�� ����� ��� ��J�]�?- 
+�#������ ��� N� "��  ��� �����!।  ��  �� �� 2�� #����(�E'�� #��+� 2��� ��� 
��������  ����� ��E�� ��� ��T "��  ��� ' ��� , : ' #��� 8 �,��� ;���;�, ]���, �/� 
��� �����!। ����J ��� "/�� 8 +��-�� ��_�� �!�। :��� 2��� ������'�� ����� [�� "��  :  �v 
]� ��� ��� "����!। 2��� "#E�� #��N�J ��� ��T "��  ����� (�#�� �� � +��-�� ��_�� ]��� 
��� �����!। #��N�J, ������'��. 8��E'N�J, �������� :�� �� 2��� ��� ��T 8 ��� "��  
�,�, ���� 8 ��L� ��� �����!।  �� �� �� 2��� ��h��� #��� "��  K�8���� #���� ��� 
�����!, ��_������'��� ����  �� ��h��� #���� ��T�� �(�� "��  ��L-� ����, �,�-����, ��� -
������ ���J "�� �� ��8�� 1��� ��� ��� :�#�!।  �� �� �� 2�� ���  �����T� "�� -
��h��� �(�� "��  ��_/�J :��  �����T�� ������� K�J "/�� 8 +�� �� ��_�� �/� ��� �����!। 
"1����N�� ���J 1l C���� ;���;� ��)�� ��T �� �� "�����। :�� ��  "#��� 2����� 
��-�(��� �����J  ��� 2��� 2� ��� ����� ��E �E। 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ %y \ 
 

/�9� "?�� 
=� � "�e�#(� 

"��8�� #�E���  ���� 
>>y � r , y� "�� "1J 

]�����T��, =� � 
 
 
 %56% #�� >�"� ��/- 2����� #�E��� E#���� E��# #��+� 2���  ��� [0���� '� 
"?�  =� � ��[��#������J�� ��� ��। "#�� "��  2��� , ���� "?��, ��d� ��� ��+�K�, 1�7� 
"?�� 8  ��E�  : �J b��   �� ��� ��_������'��� " ��J-� �������� #|��� ����� "��। 2��� 
[. ��_/' "����� =� � '' " ��J-� ��;7 ��� � �������� "� ��'�� ��_������'���� ���  /�� 
"1�! "#E ��S�� K’���� "{�� ���� ��� -������, ���-��l�I�, � ����-��L� �� �/� ���। "���� 
"����, �� ��� ��/ ]��� ��(<# +�� 2�!, "����� ��_������'���� K��� � N��T��� 2C ���!, 
��  "��� � ��-���T� ��� ��T �� �� "�����, KE ���P- ��$�� #�a ��d��� V#���� �+��� 
"������ "�����। ����J N�� "����� ���I, 2#����� ���!। : �J N�� ����  �� : ' 
"���, : ' ��L#+ ��� ' ���� � �² ��� [�0���!। ��_������'���� ����J N� "��  ��� -�����, 
��� -���� �, � ����-��L 8 �,��� ��� �����!। ��d����� �+��� �� � ��� "#E ����I� �#��� 
����� [�� ��+������ [\,°� [���# "]�J ��T ��J  ��� "�����। ����J N� "��  ��+��� 
'���  �$���� #��g�, ��'�, '����, "#����� #�� !� ���J ��� "��� "�����। ��� [0��� 
[0��� :  N�� ����  �� :  �#+��� �,���  "�����-�,�� (��#^S +�� ��� ��� ��� /�< �� 
 ��!�, ���  2�� ��� ���� ���� �E (��, �,���  "��� 2�� 2�8 (�� +�� ������ :�#�!। 2�� 
��� ���� "/���!��� � � 2����� ��!� #�a ��d��� "#� �+��� �� �� 2�� "#E �,���  ��� 
���� #�+���  ��� ���� �E। 2��� %56% #�� >�"� ��/- ��_������'�� "��  ������� : �� ��� 
[�0�� �,������ b��  "��W�E  �� �� �� ��� ����� ���� �?����� "]���!। %56% #�� >5"� 
��/- # �� "��  2��� ��J�]�?- +�#������ ���N� 8 �������� K��P- "��  ��P������� ��¹�T�, 
���  �����T�, "��� �� +�, ��#��� +�, =� � +� "��  ��� [�0���!। >5"� ��/- 2����� b�  
��� =� � ��J�]�?- +�#������ ������� ���। 2��� [. ��_/' "?�� +�#������� ������� 
"�� : �J ��f��� ���� � �/�, ]���, �� ,� ��� "���� "����। ��� 1�� ��8��� "��+��  �_J�� 
#��� "1_�� ��� b��  �����!। 2����� E#���� ��� 2����� #��� �!��। :� �� 2��� 
���N�� ����  �� �� ��� -�����, �,�-� ���� 8 ��L� ¼�� ,� ��� "�����। 2�� :�� ���� "?�� 
��� N� "��  ����� �� ��� "J� b�� � #��� '��  ���!, 2� 1�7�, ��d� (��� ��+�K�) :�� 
 ��E "��+��  �_J� ���� ��_���� ��_���� �/�, 1��� ��� b��  �����!। ����J ��� C���� W�_W�� 
"����!, "������ �����  ���� S ��E �E, "����� ;���;� :�� ��!�� ���#  �J� "����!। 
"������ ��� "��� �� +���!, ����� +���  ��� �$��- ����� S #�'��� "J� �!_�T "]�� +���!, 
"������ "��+�� �? � ��� �h�� � � =�� �� "�8�� +���!। ����� "������ "������� :�� 
��!�� ���# "� ����� /� � ���� " �J :�#? ���� ������ "�8�� +���!। ����J ����� "���� 
����� "��_�� "��_�� /�� "�����। ��J�]�?- "��  2��� ������� : �� ��� ��� ����� ���� 
�?����� "]���!। 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

%56% #�� yz"� ��/- 2����� [. ��_/'�� #��� ��;7� "?���  #�+���  ��� "�8�� 
+�। 2����� b�  "#�� #�� �#�'�� ��� 2�� #�� �#�'��� #|�� "��  �� ��f��� ��� 
[0��\��� �� �#��� ��+��� '�� 2����� /�����  ��_�T�� +�#�!�, ��f������ ���7�� "��� 
[�+�#  ��!�। 2��� #�� �#�'��� #|�� "��  2J�J ��f��� ���� � ��� �����!,  ���� ��� 
"����� [�� +�� ��T 2�!। #��� ��0 C��� �#��� 2N��� W�_W�� +�� 2!। �/�, ]��� ��� ����� 
"��� "�����  ��8 ���f ���,  ��8 ��'��� ���। 2���  ��8 "��+ +�8��E ��J- :�� "J��� ���� 
���s। ��� "��  ����J ��� �����!; ����J ����� "/�� :�� +�� ��!� ���  ��_�� �!�। ��� ��T 
"��  ����J ��� C��� 2N��� W�_W�� "����!। ��� "��� �� +���, (� N��� ��('�� ��f��� 
��� ��� ���। #�� �#�'��� # � ��� ���� 2��� ������� ���� �?����� "]���!। �]�� :�# 
b�  ��� 2��� ��s� "���? ��� ����� �1���!। ��s� "���?� ��S�� ��� "��  ���s ��� K’�J �/� 
]��� ��� �����!। ����� ��8��� ��� =� � "��?����� �#�'��� #|�� "��  :  �,� ]� ��� #�� 
C����� ��� �����!, "����� ����� ����E �(;�� W���, �J�� �?�� 8 ���0 ��T 2�!। =� � 
��P��������� ��¹�T�� #|�� "��  K' ¯�#� ����� "��� :�� ��' ���� � ;���;� ��� 
�����!। "��� �� +�� : �J ��-�² ������ ��� �����!, ��#��� +�� ����  �� : �J �/� ��� 
"����!, =� � +��� �(�� "��  /��' !���� ��� �����!। ���� �� y%"� ��/- ��#���� ��� "��  
���J �/� ��� �����!। "#�� �#�) �� �� 2�� 2� ��� ����� "��� ���� �E। 
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\ %@ \ 
 

"!�J "?�� 
"��8�� #�E���  ���� 

>>y � r , y� "�� "1J 
]�����T��, =� � 

 
 

%56% #�� >�"� ��/- # �� 2JJ�� =� � "�e�#(�� #�E��� #����(�E'�� ��� 2����� 
��� 2�#। �� �#��� ��'��� =� �� �� "�� �  ���-/��� +��  ��� ]�� ���(9 :�� �� "� 
# � ��� ��/ ]��� ��S�� ��T 2�! �� ���� ����� ���� �?����� "]��� '� "��8��  ���� 
"��  2���  8 K�� ����  "?�  ��� ���। 2��� =� � "�e�#(�� �1�� "#��� 2��� (���'� 
"?�� 1��8��, 2��� "��� '���E +�� "?��, #s�, "] � "?��, ������, 1�7�, "���, �����+�K�, ����, 
������ �'�- #��E�  +��'� "����!। 2��� ��� 2���-2��, ������, ��+�,  ��E, +�� "] 8�� 
:E !�' �!���। #�E��� #����(�E'�� �� 2����� #�� �!��। 2����� b�  E���� "���?� ���� 
���#��+� ��'���� ���� �� ���� "1����1��� F�� 8 ��h��� #|��� "��� ������ +�। ��h��� 
�(�� ����  �� +�] ��J- 8 +�] ���s ��� :  "/e� �!��� #�h� ]�J]��J "!��� #�� �,� ��� 
"�8���� "0� ���� ��T �� �� "�����-"!���J�  ��S� "��  ���T�� ��� ��! ��  "��  +�� 
"�_�� ����� ��! ��  "��  C��  �� +���  �� +���!। ����� ��! ��  ���� ��W��� ��'� �. 
W��� "�����- #�� �,� ��'� ���, +�� ���� �T 2���� #��� b��  ���� �����।  �/ "!��� 
������� ��� ����� �1�� 2��� «�� "� " _�� [0���, +�+� ��  �� [0���। +��, � '�� " � 
����� 2���� K���, "/���� ��7�  �L�� ���T�� : :(��� +���  �� "1�!। ����� ?�1� ?�1� 
"/���� ���  �� ���E 2��� "/�� "��� ��� W��� ��1��� ��W���, 2�� � !���E 2��� "/���� 
��� 2J�  ����� ������ �। ���� ���  �g#� +�� ��S�� [�� 2�8 : �J ���� � ��'� ��� 
"�����- [(�E ��#��� ���� � ���। "1����1��� ��;7 ��� � ��S� ���� 2��� �g#� +�� K1-� 
����� ��h��� � J��-� ��T�� �(�B�� ��9�N�� ����  �� "#��� :  N��E :1���J �/� ]��� 
��� "�����- ��' ��E��- �����C� ���-:� ��/। : ' ��- ���#� ¯�#� ��+�� ����� 
" ��� ��-B ��� /��, +���7� �� ����� "/��, ���7��� "�+, #��� "��+� [�� "� (1�� K��� 
#� ���!�� �����!��। ������� K�J ���  8 : ' � ������ ��� "�����-N��� �(��� ���� :� 
��/ "��  2�8 !�' ���  "!��� ��� ���� 2���। ����� N�� ����  �� K’' ���  "!�� 8 
: ' �����#� "��� � �_/� ��� �����!। [����. #�S ��� 2�� ����� ����� �?����� �1�� 
"�����- �T �T 1�-  ��  ����� ��# 2�!- b�  ������ 2��� #� ��� 1��- "=�� ����  ����� ���J 
"]�� 1�- �v  �� ���। ��� [0���� '� 2����� ��� �  ��� �� J� �  �� ���� 2�� #����� 
� "��� ��� ����� �
� ��  �� /�� 2�#। #����� ��� ���� 2�� �#�) +�� ��T�!���। ������ 
"��  2�� 2� ��� ����� ��E �E।  
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\ %H \ 
 

��� 
#�E��� #����(�E'�� 

=� � "�e�#(� 
#�E���  ����, 17 J���  

���1d, =� � 
 
 
 2�� %56% #�� >H"� ��/-  ������ 17 J��� "�e�#(�� #�E���  ������ �!���। :��� 
2����� �������� ���� #�#��� 2��� #��� ��)�  ��!�। "#E�� ��� "��  2����� 
 ����� /������  #�v� 2E '���  �� ��-� ��  "#��� E,��, 2�, "+? " ���J-��� ��f��� 
"'������ ���-/��� +���  ��� ��� । 2���  ������ # � #�E��� ��'�-'���� �v  �� �,���� 
�+� C�!���। ��E�� /��!� /������  �,��� �� "1����I-7। >6"� ��/- # �� �J�� ��  "#��� 
#�v� 2E � !�;�7� '� [�0�� ��� #��E #������� =� �� �������� ��0 (��� S� ��0- 21� 
#���  "��?) #��� #�E��� ��S�� 2A� g+  ��। 17 J���� 2����� #�E���  ����� : ' 
��lI #�E��� ��� "����� #�� :��  �[�#�� "��� ��� : ' �+h� #�E����  ��  "#��� C��  �� 
��-�(��� +���  ��। ‘‘"�e�#(�� # �  �-/����  ������  ��' "��1��  ��� +��’’- "��?8 
���]� 2�� : "N�I7� L� /� ���� 
���- "�e�#(�� :�# �����J-  ��। ��]�# :�# "�����, 
"�e�#(�� �< ���  #���(�� ��]#�� E��# #��+� "Y���v +�� "?����� ?� �!। ��� ���-�� 
2��, #�E��� E����� �����, "?�� ������, "���, 1�7� :�� ��� ��+�K� -2��� #��E ���� 
=� � ��J�]�?- +�#������� ��� ����� ��E। 2��� "#�� ��J�]�?- "��  K’b�  ��� �����!- # � 
��� 2��� 8���� 2[J �� "]���!। "#��� �$��-E A�� ��� ±��� ����J ����J ��� ��� 1�-  �� 
���� +���!�। 2��� ��� ��� "#E #� 1��- "]���!। ���� �� 2��� �� 2��� ��J�]��?- ��� 
����� ���। 2��� >5"� ��/- ��J�]�?- ��� N� "��  K’b�  ��� �����!। ������ :�� ��� (�E /�9� 
��/ ��_�T�� �/�, ]���, C���� ;���;� ��� ���� b�� � #|��� :��!- ��d� (��� ��+�K�) 8 
1�7� K’' b�� � [��� �!�। ��� ��� ��� �� � ��J- ���-������� �!�। 2��� # � ��� 8���� 
2[J �� "]���!। ���� �� 2��� �� ��T�1f� ��� ��T 8 ������'�� "��  ��� �����!। ���� 
�� 2��� �� ���  �����T��� ��� �����!। "?�� ��d�, 1�7� 8 ���� !��J 1v "��T� ��� 
�����!। ���  ��� ��T� �� ���� ��T "��  ��� ���� +��, �� 8 "/�� �.  �� ��_�� K' ���� � 
��� �����!। E+� !�T� 2��� �� ��'��� =� �� ���(9 ��S� "��  �� ��� �����!। ��T�1f� �� 
"��  2��� �� 2��� [��)�� "�#� ��f��� ���� � ��� �����! ��� ��� #�E "/�� +��-�� ��_�� 
�!�। 2��� �� "��  �� �� ��� =� � +��� �(�� "��  �� ' ���� � �/� ��� �����!। 
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\ %u \ 
 

������ 
#�E��� #� ��� �L +�#����� 

=� � 
 
 
 %56% #�� >6"� ��/- # ��� ��'��� =� �� �� �#���� ��(<# +��� ��G� �� =� � 
"�e�#(�� �< ��� "/������ "�'� #����� 2�� �� �$��� ���#�  ��]#�� ��� E��# 
"�e�#(�� 2�8  �� ' ��]#�� #�f ��� : �J ��[��#���� b��  �L +�#������� "1�J :�# 
���N� �� ‘‘������ ������’’ ��� 1'-  ��� �� �� 2�� (��-#^S(��� 2��� " ���J-�� "��  
"�� +�� 2�#। E��# #��+� ���B Y��(���   -� 
�� ����  ��� , ‘‘"����� #� #�E��� "?�� "�� 
+8, ��� ��_/�� /�8 ������ #��E ���� =� �� ���(9 :�� �� S$�� ,� ��� [�0�� ����� ���� 
�?����� "]�� ��8। E��  �[�  ��_/��� +�� �, " [ ��_/�� ����� �।’’ "�e�#(�� "#E b��  
�½��7-� #�E����� �#� �!�� %। (��� >। ��?�  y। � I7। 
 
 2�� ��� ���-� ����  ��� " � [��� � "��� b��  [�0 �#���। "#E b��   �� =� � 
"�e�#(� ��]�# 2����� ��� 20��' #�E��� 8 "?���  : ���  �� ��� !�'�� #��� KE' 
 �� #�E��� E����� 2����� #����(�E'�� �����'�  �� �� b��  �����  �������'��, 
��J�]�?- 8 ��P������� :�� �� "��7  �� +�। 2�� ��J�]��?-� b��  �!���। # �� �J�� #�� 
2����� b�  ��J�]�?- +�#������� ���N��� #|��� [��)� +�� 2��� b�  "��  "�� ���N��� 
�(��� ����  �� ���  :�� ���0 "���1��� C���� W�_W��  �� ��� : �� ���  ��f���� ��(<# 
��� "�����। 2�� 2��� #����(�E'���� ���-�� ���N��� �(��� ����  �� ����J ���� ���� 
��� "J� "��  �� ��E�� ��_T��� ���� #�E����� +��� ���� �����! b��  [0���� '�। 2�� 
"����! ����J ����� ��  8 ��0 "���1��� C���� W�_W��। #� ��� ���� ���� : ���� : J� ��� 
"J����� [�� /��� ���� "=�  "�8�� : �J ����� [�� "��  /��� "J� [�0�� "����� : �J 
l�#� "I�T�� ������ [�f ���-����� �;, "����� ;���;�, " ����� ��!�� ���# " �J ���� 
"8�� +���!, ��� � S "���� "1�!, " ��� ��-B ���  ���� /��, +���7� �� ����� "/�� "��� 
2��� "/�� "��� ��� �T�� �� ���, 2�� � !���E "/���� ��� ����� ������ �। 2�� 2��� 
#����(�E'���� (��� :�� (�U�   -� 1'-�� ���� "#E #�h��� ���� "�+ ���B �x #¾��� #��� 
b��  [�0�� �����। ��J�]��?-� ���N��� # � ��� b��  [�0�� 2��� ������� ���� �?����� 
��� �1�� ����J 1��-� ���� "=�� �����। "����� ����J 1��-� ���� #�E��� 8 "?����� ��'��� 
=� �� ���(9 )� "��  ��� 2#� ��� b�  "��  1��-� ���� "]�� ���\। 2�� ��� ��� ����� 
"��+ " �  ��T "��� �E, "� #�S ����� "��� 8 ��7���� ��� 1��-� ���� "]�� "�8�� +��� ��� 
" � ����� "�+�E 2�� " � 2��7 "��� �E। ����� ���� "�+ "����! ;���;�, ����� "����� 
��! �� #+ 2N��� ��(<# +�� 2�!। K��� ��� K’J�� #�� 2��� ���  �����T��� /�� 2�# 
"�e#(�� b�  ���। ��� [0���� '� b�  ���  �����T�� ��'�� ��_T  ���� "���, K' b��  ��_T 
 ���� "��� 2��� /��'  �����T�� �(��� �1�� "��� #�� !� ���T (Q +�� 2�!।  �����T�� 
�(��� ���(9 '��1�� !�T��� �!J��� @%�J "��T� ��� 2�� b��  �����!।  �����T�� : # � ��� 
2��� ������� ����� �?����� 1��-� ���� "]���!। ��� ���� ���� ����I� �/� /��-� 1�v 2��� 
� )�� "�� +�� /��\�। ���� �� 2�� 2� ��� ����� ��E 
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�E, "��� ���� �E, #����� (�� "��� ���� �E, N,7�� " �� !� ¶�-  ��� ��� �E। ���� �� 
>5"� ��/- # ��� 2�� 2��� =� � "�e�#(� ��]�# +��'� +�� 2���  b�  ���� ��� "����� '� 
2�8  �� ' #�E����� #��� =� � ��_������'��� "��� ��� +�। '' " ��J-� #|��� 2C�� 
"���+� ���� ��8 ���!�, 2� ��  "#��� J+�� "������ �!� ��� 2��� b�  ��� "# �� 
���� ��_������'��� ����  ��� ���� �E। ��J���J��� N��� 2��� ��������'���� ���� ���  ���� 
 �� ��J���J��� ]�_�T ��� +�� 2����� b�  ��_������'��� ���� ����  ��। b�  "��  "�� 2��� 
��_������'��� ����J N�� ����  ����- "����� ����I� ��� ���-��lI, ��� -�����, �,�-�,��, 
��� -���� �, � ����-��L� ��(<# �/� ���, /�����  E����#�$+ "(�f ��T 2�!, "������ 
��� ��� ��� 2�� # $7- [�f "�����, "����� ����� ��  "��  S ���� "8�� +���!।  ��8 
 ��8 "������ ���0 =� ��� 2�!। �� "��T�, (Q ��� "����!। ��d��� "#��� ��I�G� �� ��]��� 
��]��� C��I-7  ��!�, ��+��� '�� ��_������'���� ����J N�� ����  �� �$���� 2#�����, 
"#�� ��� ���  �� ��� ���\�, 2��� ������ C���I-�7� ���� ���7� (�� KE b�  ��� ���� ��� 
"���� '� "#�� 2� ��_������'�� ����  ��� #�+# ��E �E। yz"� ��/- # ��� 2��� ���  
��������  "��  ��� ����� ��� +�। 2�� ��������  N��J "�e�#(�� b�  ��� �1�� "����� ��� 
N��J �#��� ����I� ��� !�T�� �!�J�� 2�!, �� ��� ��� ���� ��_�� "�����, ����J ���� �v ���� 
��� ��� �� ' ��� '�� ��� "��  ����, #� ���  "!�� 8 
�)��� ��� ��� ��� "�����। 
����J ����� "/�� ��_��, +�� ��_��, �.  �� ��! ��  "�� । ����J ����� ����G�  ���� "����� 
:�#�? ��� �� ,� 8 �� J +�� 2�!। ����� #��� �1�� ºI��� �#+� 1v "����। ����� " � 
���  "����� "���1��� C���� ��  8 ��0 W�_W�� +�� 2�!, ��  ��� "����� "����J� 
2N��� ��(<# +�� 2�!,  ���� ���� /$-��/$7- +�� �1' "�� +�� 2�!,  ����  �J� «���G "�� +�� 
2�!। ��� ���T !�' ¯�#� ������ ��(<# ;���;�, [�f ��� "�����। "/�� ��_��, +��, ��, 
�.  �� ��_�� ����J ��� C��� 2N��� W�_W�, ����G�, �,; 8 "����� �.�. ;���;� 8 ��(<# 
"�����। KE���� KE b��  2�� #m��J ��� [�0�� ����� ���� �?����� "]���!। :��� 2���  
#��N�J, �����'��, ������� N�J "��  ��� ����� ��� +�। 2�� [����. :�� �� ��� N�J "��  
�/� ��� ���� ����� ���� �?����� "]���!। 2�� "���  �����T� ��� �����! "#�� # ��� =� � 
��P��������� "��� �� +��� ��!� ��] " ���J-��, "��� �� +��� ���� ���  '¤  ������ � 
��#� "��  2�� ��� �����!। "��� �� +��� ��!�� ��] " ���J-���� �(�� "��  2�� "���, ��lI 8 
��L #��� ��J ��� �����!। 2� ������ � ��#� "��  �#_�T� #��� "���� �(�� "�_/��� '¤  
����� � ��� 2�� ���� ��� "1�!। 
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���## ������ ���� 
#�E���, ��'����1 ����� ��E, =� �। 

 
 
 %56% #�� >H"� ��/- ���� +����� ��d��� "#��� �� ��'����1 ����� ��E�� [�� 
��� -�� +���� /���� �� 2�� ��'����1 ����� ��E�� :#, :], " �s� �!���। 2#9 +����� 
(�� 2�� #����� ����� ��E�� �����  W�T� ���� ���� ������ E �!���।  ���, "1���, ��EJ���� 
2� J���U� ������  �]�J� 1'-� 2�� (�� ������ � ����  �� +�� ��T "��  ������� 
 �_��!���। >u"� ��/- # ��� 8���  ����� #|��� 2����� ��� ��f��� ����� ���+� ����� �� 
�������  ���  ��� 2� �J�  �� �� ���� �E। # ��� 8�� ����� ��E�� :#, :], ������ � 
/�����  2C ���1�� "�� :�� ������ � ���� ����  �� ��f��� �������� �� , ����, #��� "��+ 
"���J 8 "�J /�'-  ���  ��� 8 ���J� ���� ����� ����� "��  �� ��� 2#�!�।  ���s�� 
 ���� "��  �h�� � ��� ���� 2��� 8 "��  �� 2� +�, 2���  ���� "���, ���J�� "]�� 
"�8�� +� :�� 2��� [�� � ���� �����  ����/��  ��!� 2�  � ���� �� ��+��#�� "]�J 
�T�!� 2��� [�� [���-��� �����  ����/��  ���  ��� �� 2���  :� ���� "��� "]�� 
"�8��� [�Y� +� �� 2��� ��_/��� 2� " � [��� � "��� 2�� 2��� ��7 ��_/���� '� 8��� 
� J  ��� ���� '���\���। 2�� +�[��[  ��  �_��!���, 2� ���!��� 2���  "�����, 2�� 
#�E���, 2���  "��� "]��� "������� ����� 8 �-�� �����  ��� 2� " [ �� �� �, "������� 
���� ��T "����� 2���  "���� �, "���� �, "���� �, 2���  "��� "]��� "������� ����� ��E 
�. 8 ����� �/� 1�v ����I� ��#  ��� ����1� +�� �T��। ��8 2��� [�� :  ��d���  � ��, 
 � ���� ��E 2��� " ����� [�� /T�8 +�� 2���  [���-��� �I-7  ��!�। 2���  :(��� �I-7 
 ���  ��� "��� "]�� ���� ��'����1 ����� ��E �����  ��� '� 2� " [ �� �� � : �� 
"(�� 8�� 2���  "!�T ���� 2���  :  ��d��� ��  ���� ���� ��� , ‘�0  +��, "���� � "!�T 
���� ����1� '��� ���, "��� ��+�� ��+ " ��1�, +��8�� � ��E ��� +��'� ���+1�।’ : �� ��� 
2���  "!�T "��। 
 
 ��d��� "#��� ��'� �� 8 �������� #�+���� ��'���� F��,  ��', ��P��������� :�� � 
:�� ��('�� '�� "��  �� ��f��� ����� "���, ¯�#� ��+�� :�� #�h�� ���� ���� '���, 
����J��� b��   �� ����� ��E�� ���(9 ������  '�����  ��� ��� । 2�� " �s�� "{ ����� 
 ��!��� "����� 2��� #|�� ���� '�� "��  2�-� b�  "��  ��E  �� �� ���� � ����� 8 
��+���  :#, :] " �s�� ��� ���� ������  ���� +�। �� "����  "+?� ���J-�� ���§�-: [�� 
����� l�� ��� ��8�� +�, 2� ����� "��� ������  ������ � �(�� '��1� "�8�� "1�� � ����� 
����h�� ��_T  ���� ���� +�। ��� ��� "���� +��� �E 8 ���� "�����, ��  ¯�#� ������ "��+ 
��U�� "�����, ����� ���� ��� ��� "���� "/�� "��� ��W��� �� �T�!�। :���E 2�Z +�� 
"1� "#E ��f��� ������ [�� ��(<# �I-7। ��E "��  ��d��� "#���  � ���� �� �'( /�J�� 
/�J�� ������ � ���� [|m ��+��#�� "]�J ��T ����  ��� ��1���। 8�� ������  ������  ���� 
 �� ����J �����, ��+�� 8 ���� �� ����  ��T ���� :� ���� [�f  �� ���J�� ���� "��� "]�� 
���� ��(<# �I-�7 "��1 "1�। " [ ��_�T�� ��_�T�� "#E ���+ ���� ���� [�� �I-�7 "��1 "1�, 2�� 
������  "{ �����  ��� ��(�  ��!��� 2� 8��� ��(<# V����/ �� "���!���। 8��� [|m 
[���#� #��� " � "��� " � �R ��-B8  �� �E,  ��� ���� �E। [�m ��d��� "#��� :E 
���+ ��f��� "������ L����� �I-7  
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 ��E "!�T "�� �E- 2�� "����� ��  "#��� "#E "������ [�� ��1��� �� [�0 �I-7  ��! 
2� ����� ��_� "��  �� ��;� S 8 1���� ���#  ��T���  ��T��� ��.�.  �� ���\, 8��� 
[�� 8 [�m  ���T ��   �/ "���� S#+ ��;� ���# [�0 2#�!�, "������ 1��, "�J, N�T, 
�;, ���0� 8 " ����� ��� 8��� ������ ���� ��.�. +�� "1�। "� # � ��f��� ����� 8��� 
��m ����� ��� �� �� +�� �
� ��  ���� "����� �<;7�< ��d��� "#��� 8����  /�� ��� "J� 
:� S "!�_ "��� "J� �!_�T "]�� ���� 8��� "��� 8 C+�±���� ���� �h�� � �, "���J 8 
������� !��� =�� �� ���� "#E ����f���� ���� "�+ �!9�(9  �� ���\�। ��  �L "!�J "!�J 
���� ���� [�� �����  ����/��  �� 8��� �#�� �.�. "�+ ��E�� :� K' K �� K���  "J� 
��� /T/�T�� �!_�T "]�� ���, 2�� "����� "#��� ��# ��#, 2� "{ �����  ��!���, ��d����� 
t���� ��� "� " �  � ���� �� �� "��� #� #�� "#�� �� ��� "� "��� E\� ��� E ��� �I-7 
 ��!�। L�� #����7 ��d��� "#���E :E ��(<# �����  ����/��� "��1 "�� �E, # � [¦��) 
��d��� #����  ��]#��E �� "��� �+�® ���N� �� +�� KE +�� ���N� �� �/��� �/��� "#E [�f 
���� �, ����� 8 ��f��� ��+����� [�� #���;7 ��-��Y�� �I-7  ��' ��· �� ���। " � "���, 
��+�� ��� �  :  ��+$��-� '� ��#� "�8�� +� �E,  8��� [���-��� �I-7 8 ������ ����/��� �� 
 �/ ���� � "#���E �.�. "��+  ������ "�I ��P�# ���1  ���!, ���� �� : # � "���� ��� 
���� "������ #|��� !��� ���� " �J  ��J  ��/  �� �S�� ���� (�� ��E�� "]�� ���। : # � 
��+��, ���� � 8 �������� ��-� ���7�� "��� ���� "����� 2�8 (�� 8 #^S +�� �T��� :�� 
"
\�� �L��� E\�� #|��� 2¨#��-7  ����। "� # � "��� ���7 ��_/�� '� 8��� #��� ��� ���� 
8��� ��,· "�e;��� /������-  ��� '� ‘#�-���(��� #+����1��  �� ����� ��!� N��� "��T���! 
����� +��# ������� "�+��  ���! ������ 8 !�T� +� �E। ��) #����  ��]#���� "#E # � 
"������ [�� #�|���(��� �I-7  ���  ��� +0�< : �� ���  ��� !��� ���� ��� S " �J, 
��!�� ���# " �J, "��� 8 C+�±���� ���� # $7- !��� /����� ���� ��+��#�� "]�J ��T 8�� 2h 
[��(�1  ��। 
 
 :��� [�f "�������  1l� �� ���� ����� ����� �L� �� ��J��� ��J��� [��� 
"+?� ���J-��� "�����, "���� 8 /�� ���� [�f ��)�� ��_T  ���� ���� +�। ��d��� "#��� /�� 
��8��� #�� "�������  ���� "��� 2���  ����� �(�� =�� �� �����  �� /�� "��। E+�� �� �� 
����� "����  "+?� ���J-���� [�� ���� ����h�� "��J� "��+� ����� [�� /���� #��� "�_�� W����� 
���� +�। ����� ��d����� "#��� �������  ���� "#E W��B [�f �������� " [ :�# ����� [�f 
"��+� " ����� ���# "�J ���� [�m(��� 2N��  ��� �� ���, " [ ����� ��;� S " �J ��� 
"��, " [ +�#�� +�#�� ����� "������ ���0 =�� �� 2h  ����, " [ [/� "/���� ��_�T�� 
[��.�; "������ S� ��� ���1�� ����� ��_� ���� S�� ���# ���� ��� 2�h ��+��#  ����। 
" � "��� :#� ����/��� " � � �� �/< ��  ��� "/�  ��� ��� "����� ���� "��+�� �? =�� �� 
���� ���  �<;7�< +���  �� +���। ����J "���� +�� ��_�� �!� ��!�� ���  �$�� W����� ���� 
+���!�। ��  #�� ��d��� "#��� "#��� :�# "#E W��B [�f "������ :�������T "��� �+�� 
 �� "��। ����� :(��� �����+� �+��� "������ "��+� ���# "]�J �. W��!�, "������  ���� 
����� #|���� ���  ��_� �!� �, "0�_�J� K’��� � ���#  ���T, "J� �!_�T "]�� +���!�, ���0 8 
"��+�� ��?� ������ ��J���� ����J "���� 2f��, +���� ���� "(�f, "�_��� �!9�(9 +�� �1���!�। 
:#� ����/���� 8 ����� ��+�� 8 "������ �®�� 8 ������  ��� '� +���� 8 /���� ��_� ���� 
"�8�� +��� � :  ��+$��-� '�। "+?� ���J-���� [�� ���� ����h�� :E W��B [�f "����� +�� 
��_�� ��)�� "��+�� ���� W��� "��  "#��� �®��-������  ��- 2�� ����� "#��� �1�� :#� 
�®��-������ ����� 
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 ����। 2�� 
/�; "����!, ��  "��� ������ �I-�7� ]�� ��-�(��� W��B ��)��E �,�����7 
 ���!। ����� # ��� �1�� "#E ��_� "��  ��  ��f��� ������ ��(<# �,���+ ��d��� 
"#�����  ����� "����!। 2�� ���� "���8 "#��� "#E # � �h� ��+����� �$�1v, �®��-
����� �����  ��� '� #����� [��)� �� ���। ����� ��'����1 ����� ��E�� �����  "��  
:�� "+?� ���J-�� ��]�#� [�� ��� +�� �� ��I-�� "���� ;���;� �� ,� ��� 8�� ���� ��� "�_�� 
��� ��� :�� "#E '��1�� ��'��� "��  ��� 2� �� �� "������ /���� #��� W����� "�_�� 
��-�(��� �I-7 2��Z  �� "��। :#� [�f ���+ ��f��� �������� #���;7 #�a ��d��� "#��� 
�+�� ���। " � ��f���� E "#��� ����  ��� "�8�� +��� �। 2� 2�� !�T� �� " �� 
#�E���� 8 "#��� ����  ��� "�8�� +��� �। 
 
 "������ +�'����  ��� 2+�'�����8 2�� E\� �� � #��8 ��f��� "������ ��_/��� '� 
" � ($�� � ���  ��� ���� �E। :��� ���#� ���  2�� �v �� ����� +8��� #��� #��� ��� 
"(��� "+?� ���J-���� [�� ���� #������ W��B "������ ���$� �����  ��!���। :� #�� 
�#��P��� %y5 � ��#�� ��� ��� :   ���'� !����  ��� ���-�� 2�� ���B ����� +�� ��T 
:�� "�����  ��T �����  ��' !��� ����  ��.  �� ����� ��E�� ��E�� ������ ���� 2�#। 

��� +8��� �� "#E "����  2� "��� �E। %56% #�� �?�#��� ���.���+� 8 (����� ������+� 
�������� ��.  ��� �$�- ��-B ��d��� "#��� :# � ���+ ��f��� ��+��, ����� 8 ���� ���� [�� 
:(��� ��-�-�����  ����/�� 8 ��(<#(��� �I-7  �� ���\�। �?�#���� ������  ������+� 
=� �� "�����I-�7� #��� #��� ��d��� "#��� 2����� "/���� #��� "������ ��-�(��� "���J 
���� ��_�/�� ��_�/�� +���  ��। ��'����1 "?+� ���J-�� ��]�#� [�� ����, #�S  �;, ����h�� :E 
���+ ��+�� 8 ���� ���� ��'� �. '��J +���!�। �?�#���� ���.���+� 8 ��� ���+� ��'����� 
��� ��Y�� ����  ��� ��'����1 ����� ��E�� # � ��d��� "#� 2¨#��-7  ��। 
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=� � 
 
 
 2�� �#��P�� +�E F���� #+ ��� ��; । : �� (���� ����� ������� F�� "��  � !� 
��8� J� � ����� "1�!। :� #�� ��d��� ������� : �J �� 2���  :�� 2��� �v� #+ �-� 
'��� "+��#�  ��� ��� ��'����1 /�� ���। "#��� 2����� �� ;7 ��_�T�� �� �� +�। 
����� ���� 2����� J� �-��#�, N�T E����� �!��� "�। +��G �] ����� 8��� ��� �1�� ���J�� 
��#�� ���� :�� ���W ���W /T��¿T ���� ��� । "#�� "��  2������  ��� ���� ��� ��8�� 
+�। ��� ���� � 2�� �� ��� #�� "#��� 2��� ��  "!���  ����/��-''-��� ��)�� 
"���� ��E। Ns����  �� 2������  � 2� "��  ����h�� ��� ��8�� +� :�� "#��� ���� 
2��� #+ �-�� 8�� V��+  ��T Ll  �� +�। ��_�  "���� "��J� ��0 ���� �����I (��� �+�� 
 �� +�। ��� �� ��/�T "]�� +�। � � ��� :���8 " � C· ��� ���� �
� ��  ��। ����� Ll 
+� 2��� ����। 2���  ���� ���l ���0��J�  �� :�� 2��� ��-8 ���� ��/�T "]��। � � 2��8 
" � "1��  �� ���� #|� +E�। 
 
 Ns����  �� : ' �?,:#,�� :�# 2������  2��� ��'����1 ����� ��E� ��� ���। 
"#��� ���� 2��� ��� � #�f 2���  >@ ���� '� �h�  �� ���� +�। ��� �� ���� ���� 
" � :  ���� 8 ��_� ����  : E #�f [�f  �� � ��)�� #��� #��� #����� ��_T  ���� ���� 
:�� �����  ��। 2���  :�� ���� #��E�  ���� # ��� K���� 8 #v��� ������]  �����  �� 
8 "'��  �� '���h� 2���  �� ��। ��� "���� (�1 ";��E 2��� #��E #���  "1��  �� 
"����। ��d��� �������� !�T�8 ��  "#� �� E,��,�#,:,:] ����E 2#� ����E : ���  �� :�# 
2����� "����E  �� "��। ��� E �+���� ]�� #�j� +����� "]��। ���W ���W ������� :�# N�� 
"��  [�0�� ���� ��-�� /����। 8�� ����� 2������  � !� "��� ��� �। ��� ���W ���W ����� 
[�\� ���� 2����� "��� ���। ����I  �� �����  ���� #�� ��� /�E�� ���� ��� "��� ��� �। 
[���  �� "��� ���� ���W ���W �(���� "!���� ���(9 '��1� "��  ����� �(�;  �� 2����� ���� 
"��।  
 
 : �� 8�� 2��� KE +�� "�_�� 8���� ���  � ��)�� : �1��T @� Ns ��_T  ���� 
����। ��_� ���� "���� ����E 2�� j� +����� "]��। 2��� �� (�I7 � � ]��� ��� :�� 
#����7(�� /���]��  ��� ;��� +����� "]��। 
 
 : �� " � :  �h��  ���� ���J�� "��� "]��। ����� �,���+ �S�� ���� ���� ��� 
���। 8��� : J� "!���  ��0���T�  �� #����� "�_�� ���� ]�� ��� �/�Y�� 2�Z +�। � 
��)�� ��� ���  "!�T "��� +�। : �� # ��� ��d��� ����� :�# 2���  �h�� � ��_J ���� 
��J��� Ll  ��, �� 2��� ��� L�� : J� '���1�� �!� :�� +�� [���� ���  ��_�� ��)�� �!�। 
"# ��)�� : ' ����J��� ��]#��, �?,:#,��,2�,2E :��  �� ' ����� :�# 2���  �N�� 
"]��, ���� ����� E 2��� [�� � �, N��I, /��J�N��, ���� :�� ��¿T /����� ��� । 2��� ��� � 
[�� : ' : J� ��(���� ��� ����� E\��� 
� �����. 2���  ��� "/��  ��। � � 2�� " � 
"1�� ��� � �� �  ��� ���� 2��� � !�;7 �����  �� /�� ���। 
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 : �� # �� "���� ��d�� ������� : ' �?,:#,�� (�c��F) 2���  "���� 2�#। 
��� #��� K-:  ���J  �� ���� '� ����� /�E :�� "# :�� ��'� +�। ���  2�� ���� ���, 
‘‘��;�� ��  "��  ���� 2��� /�E�� "��� 8, � � �  ��)�� 2������  "���!, "����� ���I � 
��� !�, 2����� ��l�� ��� " � ��(���1 ���  �� ���� ��B  � :�� 2����� ��/�� ��8। �� � 
+�� :(��� 2������  ����� " � ��� �� "������� "E।’’ 2���  �� L� (�I7 "��1 ��� :�� 
�/< ��  ��� ��� । "# 2���  : J� "!��� ���/� �'j�#�  ��। 2�� ����� "� "!��J�� �� 
2�� L��! ��� �/� �। :��� "# /�� ���, � ��E #v��� #�� 2���  "���(��� �+��  �� +�, 
"� N�� 2����� [�� ����/�� /����� +� "#�� "��  ��� 2������  ��� #���� "�� +�। 
:��� KE' ��d��� ����� ���W ���W 2������  ����� ���� "��। �#�gJ8 � � :� ���, ���� 
2����� �����  �� �। :��� #�+����E 2�� +���� �����  (���B1� ����) :  �v��  ��! 
W�T������ ���]� : J� �/�0 ��0��� #;� +E। 2��� �v� � W�T������  ��! 2��� '� ���J J� � 
���0�� "�� :�� �v�-��v�����  2��� ��� "�e�! "��। !�T� ����� 6/� �� 2�1 "��  2���  
��� +� "� J� � ���� 2���  "!�T "��� +��। 2��� "/  �E�J (�����  �� ���� ����!�) 2��� 
 ��! ��� 2�# :�� K’+�'�� J� �� "/  #E  �� ���� ���। 2�� ����� � ��_�/  J� � ���� ��'� 
+E। "�I ��-B ��� uzz J� �� : ��� "/  #E  ���� "�, 2�����E : ' �h��  ��� J� � 
[�0�� ��� 2�#। "#E��E �� ��� 2���  "!�T "��� +� :�� 2��� 2J� J� � ���� ���। 2�� 
������ ��� : (�� : ' ������  2��� ��!� ���1�� "��। ���� �� 2�� 2��� �v����  �! 
"��  J� � ��� ������  ���� 2�#। 
 
 ��N-��� �h� ������� ����/�� 8 ��-���� �/� �+  �� �����I ��T� �]�� ��E। :�8 
2�� ��������� #�) +�� [�0� :�� �
�(���  '�����  ��!। 
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 %�� �?�#�� %56% # �� HJ�� "��1�T���  �� ��� Hz/uz ' V#�  #��� : ' 
"�'�#+ ����� '�J ��� (E'� 1�, "N�T����, =� �) �N�� "]��। �� ��� E ���� ��। ��� 
�!� ��'� [���; !��J। ����I  �� ����� 3��]� "�� 'E "#��� �� �!��। "N�T���� "#��� 
���� ���� 1�T� ������ ���!� #+ ��� ���� C��  ���  ��� ��  ���+� ���� ����  ��। C��� 
�R L� ����� 2������� "��' "�eT���e�T  ��� ��� । � � ��  ���+� 8���  " � �,����� 
 ���। ��S�� ���� "� #� ��T�N� �!� "#C���� ���#����1  �� ���। "1���C��� �R L� ����� 
�����  N�� "��  '�g� +�� � � �-�����$n +�� ���। ����� #+ ��� ����'�� �+�� 2�� ����� 
��  ���+�� #��� : � +�� ����� #��E�  #�¡� #+ ���  ��! "?�  2�। ���� 3��] 
"�T�� "��  �!� :�� ����� ������ ���'#+ Hzz "�� । "�'� #��E�  "?�  ����;�� ��� 
���� ���T ��� ���। /;� ���  �� ����'�� #��+��  �'j�#����  �� :��� ���.���+� 2�! 
� �? :�� 3��]� #��E�  ���.���+� ��� "�'� 2������  ��। #+ ��� ����'�� #��+� "�'��  
��(��� ��_� 3�] "� ���.���+� �, �� ��W��� "/��  �� :�� ��� ��� "�। "(�� uJ� "��  
"��� >J� ��-B [(��� ���� :#�  ��  �J� ��J +�। "�I ��-B "�'� ������J� ��W�� #;� +। 
#+ ��� ����'�� #��+��  ����� 
-
  ��' ��· +�� 2��� "�। 3��]� #��E �' �'  ��' 
/�� ���। "�'� 8 ��� ���� V#��� ��� ���;7  ��� ��� । ����� ��� [���� �!� ���.���+� 
��#v�  ��। �����I 2��� ���� 1�T�� ���  �8� +�। �� ���� 1�T�� ���  ����� �0  "#E 
��+$��- " ��� +�� "  "� :�  :�  K�J C��  ��। C��� �R L� "�'� 8 ���� V#� �� "���-
"�C� ��� 8�0 :�� ����� ����� ���  �8� +�। 2�  ������ �  �� ��]#�� 3��]� ����� � 
��#�� [�0 ���  "�(��� "����! "#(���E ,��#(��� +���  ��। [���� "�, ����� "1J� ���#+ 
��]#�� 8 3��]� K’: ' !�T� #��E�  ��  ���+� ,��#(��� +���  ��। �0  #v�� uJ�� ���� 
"b� [�0 =� � ��(���� /�� ���। 
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"N�T����, =� � 

 
 
 %56% #���� %�� �?�#�� : �� ���#� ��� -�(��� "N�T���� ����� '�J ���# �N�� 
"]�� :�� ����� %z@ ' ���(9 ���� ���+ ��a  �-/����  ��-�(��� :  ��E� ��_T  ���� 
:�, :�, �'’� ���]����� +���  ��। �+�� 2�� ����� ��_��� ���� #��/�� [¦��)  �-/��� 
�!��। ��� ���'���� 0� ��1�_ �+ ���� �� ���� g���� �����#� �!�� :�� '�� 2+�� [�� 
2+���� #�- �À ��� :�� ����� '�J ����� #+ ��� ����'�� �+�#��  �-�� �!��। ��� 
����;(��� 
����� ���� #+���� ��  �� :�� �� '�+� �  �' # ��  ��। ��� ���'��� 
"'��� �/����h� ���� 8¤�� g��� ‘‘�����’’ ��� : �J ��0�1��8 ���À�  ��। ��!�T� ��_� �T 
���/� ��� ����� '�J ��� ���À�� ";�� ����I ($�� � ���  �� :�� : ' '��� 8 �; 
���/��  �+�#�� ����� �'-  ��। ��� y> �!� ���# ��-� ��  "#���� +��� ��_� ��7 +����� 
+�। �,��� ��� a� 8 KE  �� "��� ��। �,���� �$�-�+$��- ��� ������ ��  "#����  ��! 2��� 
'��- ‘‘����� ��� +� 2���  ���, 2���  �-/�������  "�� �।’’ "��+�� ��� ����J�  1�T 
"���� "#�+�� ��_� "�I E\� �!� �,���� ��� "� ��_�  "#���E  ��)  �� +�। � � ��_� "�I E\� 
�$7- +��। 
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"��+�|� ��+��K� 2���] 
g�� 8 "��� "N�T���� 

 ���1d, =� � 
 
 
 �(�� ���#� %6 ����� "N�T���� "��� ����J���  ��  "��  Hz/HH '�� : �J �� 
"(�� uJ�� "���� ��;7 ��� � K’��J� �� ���� �����T� 8 2�J�� g���� ���  �g#� +�। 2�� 
N�T���� "��  ��� : �� �$��- V��� g��� /�� ��E। ��  ���+� ���� �����T� g��� ����  ��। 
�����T� g���� '¤  "�� ���� E#����� #��� ��  ���+� #�;�<  ��। ����I  �� [���� "�, 
��  ���+� �$��-E E#����  "�� ���� �+�#�� �/�। ��  ���+� E#����  #�+���  ��� ���। 
[���B� � "��� E#��� ���� +’� ��  ���+�� #�+���  ���। :��� Ll +� ��  ���+�� 
£�#����। :� � �� :  ��T� £�#  ��� ���  :�� "�� '� � :  :   �� C��  �� +��� 
 ��। � ��, E#��� : ' ��-(�l "�� । ��� " ��2 ���] ��0  ��!��। +�� �� ��  "��  
��  ���+�� (�� �����\। "#E ��+$��- ��  ���+� C�� " � 8���E ������  "�I  ���!। :��  
��L, ���-��lI " [E ����� ,��# +��� +�� �S�� ����। +���� #��� #��� ���#����1 /����� 
���। :� ��-��B  £�#�����  V������ £�#����� #��� ����  �� ���। 
 
 :��(��� K’g���� ��� >zz ���, ��lI 8 ��L�  +���  ��। ��  "��  ��S��, " [ N�� 
2��� " [ "#��� ��/ �,� ��)�� ��T ��� । ��  ���+�� : ��(�� ��� � Ns� ��-B /��। ��  
���+�� #�+��� ��� E#��� ����� : �� ���- #�+���  ���!�। �� ��  ���+� "��� ����� 
#�+����� 2� ����' "E �� ��  �#���� E#���� 8 +��  ��। ��� >zz �,����+� ���� '17 
> '�� �,���+�  #���+�  ���!�। 
 
 "N�T������ "�� "���� ��  ���+�� : J�  ��  �!�। V��h ��8��� ������ �'�#�� 
g���� ���+ "�� ��� � J +’"� "'��  �� ��� "��। ��  �L�� ����8 �Lw /�����-  ��� '� 
g���� ����� "������ [�� ���W ���W �����  ����/�� /����। #���  �� ���� �  ��  ���+� 
#�g "N�T����� : J� #^��#� ��'w #,��  ��। "N�T���� ��'�� �v +�� ���, F��� " � !�� 2#� 
�। g�� ���E '�$� �!�। ��� K’: ' ���1��� "��� ����� ��� ��� "��  �'  ��� '�। �� 
�� +��� 2��� '���� �$�� % ���#�8 �। +0�< : �� ��  ���+� 2���  :�� 2�8 ��  
"�� �  ��� "]��। ��#��� �!��� ��� "�_�/ ��E। 
 
 
 
 


�;�/- 
"��� ��+��K� 2���] 
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��+ "��+�|� ]��� 
�?, �#, J�f�E� 

 
 
 "1�����h� :#, �?, 8, �� � ��� �� ���+� 2���  "g]���  �� =� � "#�����# 2J  
����। ����� 2���  y�� '� %56% #�� ��-B '�������� (�8��� ��'�� ��T��� �h� ����। :E 
#�� �� � �� ������  ����/��8  �� +�। '��� @ ������ 2��� =� �  ��s���s : ���� 
'� ����। "#E ���� 2��� [�� ��  ����/��  �� +�। ���� 2���  "#� G  ����J��� ��� 
��8�� +�। "#��� >% "� "#���� ���� �h� ���� +�। :E #�� 2���  �� � �� ������  8 
���#  ����/�� :�� ��o�m�  �� +�। y�� "#���� ������  ���(9 ��(���1 #���� /�'-��J 
"�8�� +�। >%"� "#���� ������ 2���  =� � " ����  ���1��� ��0� +�।  ���1���� ��f��� 
 �-/����� # � � �� 2���  #�+���  �� :�� ���#��� 2��� 2���# ����� "/��  ��। 2��� #��� 
��  #� ���  �-/���� ���� ]�������� ����B "'�� ���#  (��-��� "��'Á��, " �-������J( 
"#�#�E�J) '�� 2, , �, E[#�], ���������� �+ ��� ���#  V#�� "�'�[� +���� (��-��� =� �� 
�? �#) �h� �!��। 2��� #��E ��/����� 2#��� �!���। %6E �?�#�� LY��� # ��� 2��� =� � 
" ���  ���1�� "��  ��. +�� "����� 2�#। "1�����h 2��� � ��� ��  ���+�� #��� ����  ����� 
yz-y%"� ��/- %56% 2!�� 8  ���# ��� "1����h �+ ���� K’' 2!�� �+�� +�। "1���h N��J 
>%"� :��� �� ���+�� #��� ���� ]� � �+�[�� ��� 2� : ' 2!�� �+�� +�। :!�T�8 
��' 2!��  ������ ���� 2+� +�। ����� �� 2��[�, �� 8 �'��[��। "1����h �+ ���� 
2� : ' 2!�� $l� E#��� 2��� #��� �h� :�� ��N- �^7��(��1� �� %6E �?�#�� ���. 
���। 2�� "g]��� +��� �$�- ��-B "1����h �+ ���� ���� ���-���I # � '#�����7� :�� 
#�-S��� #� ���  �-/������ �$7- #+����1�� ��(  ���!�। 
 
 


�;�/- 
��+ "��+�|� ]��� 

>H-6-6y 
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���] [�� 2+�� 
g��� ����J�� 

?� N�� ����J�� (�� �T� 
J�f�E� 

 
 
 %56% #�� %zE '� ����� �� �� @J�� J�f�E� �+��� #�� ��S� +�� %z ' ��'� �� 8 
H '  ����� ��  ���+�� "��� �� 2���  ��� J�f�E� "'�� #��� ����� 2Â�� ��� ���। 
2���  ��S�� " � ���  �� ��� "�� �। 2���  ���� �o  �� "(�J " ���� ����!। 2�� ��� 
"e ��। :E  �� ���� �� K' ��'� �� 8 KE' ��  V#�  2��� [�� +�s�� 8 /���  ±��� 
�+�� 2�Z  ��। ��J� +�s�� (�f�� �� �j� ��)�� 2���  : J� �/� 1v(��  ����� "��� 
/�� ���। �� �� 2���  � !� "��� "�� �E। V��  �����  �� 2���  �+��  ����। :E(��� H 
�� �+�  ��� �� 2��� ���� ]��� ��/ ���। :��� uÀ ��� ���� 2��   ���s ����। � 
 ����s� ��i� "��1 KE��� 2�� �!J�  ��T ��E। ����� �  +���! 2�� '�� �। #����� �� 
�j� ��)� "��  "'�1 [�0 "��� 2��� #�-��1 �.�. "��W ��. "(�# "1�!। :�� ���/���� 
����  �� ���-V��  : ���  �� %5 ����� ��-B ����/�� /��। %5 ������� �� 2�� ���E �j� 
��)�� "�� �!। :� ���� 2�� �' /�; ����� : ��  �� "��  ���� ���J�� �� 2Â�� [m� 
���  ��� "��� "����!। ����8 2� �]��� "��� �E। ��� ��8��� �� �$� "��  L�� ��� ��+$��- 
�� J : �J  �� 28��' L��!। :E ��)�� %6 �� 2���  ����� �� >6 ������ �,� ��  �� 
"]�� "��। 2��� : ' ����/� "��  �,����+� (�  �� 2���  ����  �� ��T��� ���0�� "��। 
 
 
 


�;�/- 
���] [�� 2+�� 

 
 
 

--------------- 
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 ����  ���� ��# 
#�� -� ��]#�� ("?�(����s) 

�������, =� � 
 
 
 
 2��� ������� ���� �� >>�J E[�� �!�। ��-��� :��� >��J E[��। :��� @ ��� 
"��� � ��#। ������� ���� >>�J E[���� ���� "�N� ��� ±�� /�� H�J E[��(��-��� u�J  
���)�)। :�� � %H@ �1-��E�। �� ���� ������ ���� H�J "��8�� "�� 2�!। 2��� ���;7 
" �� ��  ���+�� "+? " ���J-�� �!�। �� "+?� ���J-� +�� +�������� V����/   ��- ��� 
���/���  ��। /� :�� �� K’�J E[�� 8 ���  E[���� ���� %H�J E[��� ���  ��- 
/���� +�������। "��+�� ������� ���� ���� (�1 ���� "�� ��S� ���)�। ]�� "�� ��S�� [(� 
��� � g�� 8 �(�B��8 ��  +������� ��T�N� ������ "�� 8 ,��#(��� '#����7�  +���  ��। 
�� ���� "���� E[��� ���.�������� #�+� ��  ���+�� �/G #�g�� /��। E+� ����� ��'-�1� 
E[���� +�_J�(�f� 8 "��!���� E[���� ���1� g���  �� ��� ��  ���+�� #��� ���.�������� 
�G ��� +�। ��  ���+��  N����  �� +� :��  �� ' �� ���+� ��a '��� +��� "��!���� 
E[�� 8 ��'-�1� E[��� ��� ��T। ����� ��� +���  �� +�। ��� ���;7 " �� ��  ���+��� 
!�[� ���� �������� '#�����7� ���W #^��#� #,��  �� :�� ���+ '#����7�  +���  �� 
���;7 " ��  ��)  ��। 17 �� :�8 ������ ����!।  �� ' "'���$�-  ��-�B�  ��। 
��-�B��� "�� � 8 "��� �+��  �� ����/��  �� :�� : '�  +���  ��। ���� ���� �J ��'�� 
8�� ��J  ��। : !�T�8 g��� g��� =��  +������� ��'� ����� #+����� ��J���'  ���!। ��� 
����� "��8 +�������� ��� "��  ��� ��T�। 
 
 
 
 


�;�/- 
 ����  ���� ��# 

u/%%/6y 
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"��� 2�K� +�E 
#��-���J��/T� 
?� N�-'��� � 
���-��'-���� 
"'��-J��1�E� 

 
2����� g��� �½����� ���.17 �+�� +���!:- 
 

%। "��� "'����� 2�� "�8��। 
>। "��� $� � # 
y। "��� ��+ 2�� 
@। "��� '�+�f�� 2�� 
H। "��� +������ �+�� 
u। "��� K��� ���� 
6। "��� 2R�� +�� � 
�। "�1� 2 ��lp��� 
5। "��� "��� ���� 
%z। "�1� :���# [�� 
%%। "��� E���+�  
%>। 2R�� +  
%y। "�1� ���'� 2�� 
%@। "��� "������� "+��# 
%H। "��� KK ���� 
CT� g���� �+����� ��:- 
%। "��� "��]�p� "+��# 
>। "��� "/� ���� 
y। "��� 2���  ���� 
@। "��� $� [�� 
H। "��� '�+�f�� ���� 
u। "��� 2��� ����� 
6। "��� ��'�� �+�� 
�। "��� #��!�� +  
5। "�1� $l E#��� 
%z। 2'�� 2�� 
%%। ��9� ���� 
%>। "�1� 2R�� �� � ���� 

y�� :��� �� ���+� %Hz ��� ��T�N� # $- £�#  �� "��। ��  ���+�� ����� 2����� 
g���� KE' ��+���  ��� ��  ������ ��� ����� [�� �����  ����/��  ��। 
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2���  ���� 2'�� 
�1���� 
J��1�E� 

 
 

%uE :��� J�f�E�� �?,�#, '���� 2+�� #��+� :�� :, ��, $lp��� #��+� 2�# ��f� 
��� ��)��। #� NJ� ��� :�� >/y �� ���  2��� 8��� "1���। 8_��� �v� �!�� J�f�E��� 
'�� 2�� ��। 8_� #��� 2���  �� �0   �� +�  ��' "��1 "����। 2�� �� 1�T� ��� :�# 
��� "1��। :E ��� ��  "1���h� ��(�1 "'� "]�� 2�� ���� ��T� �N�� "]��। 8_��� �� 
'�  ����  �����  �� =� � ���0�� "��। =� ���  �� �� ����/��  �� '���h� ��� �� 
'�� '���h� :  +8��� ��_�� !�T� ��। ����J "�J���s 2���  �� �!�। :��  2�� ���  
"� �/�0 ���0���!��� "#�J8 ��   �,-��;� +��� �1���!���। 2�� #�#�� �,���� '� �¼� �!���। 
"�I ��-B 8_�� ���. "����! L� ���B "����। �?,�# 8 :#,�� yz"� :����� ���   ��' "��1 
"�। 
 

%zE "� �?,�#’� 8��� #(��� ��   ������  ��C�� ����। #(� "��I �?,�#, #��+� 
"1��� 2���  "?�  ���� #����� "�� � 2� �+h�����  ���� #����� �� ��, �$'�C��� :� 
�v ����� ����- ��_/�� ��  � !�  ��� �����। 2�� "# "������  ��� %zJ�� "�e�! #��E�  
"?�  : ��� "�E; ���� "#E�� #������ ����  ��। 
 

"(�� ���� �/�� C��� ��R N�� "(�f ���। ��T��� #��E  �9� ��J Ll  �� "��। "����� 
��  "#��� �� ��  "��  �1���� 2Y�  ���!-����/�� /����\। 2��� "1���  ������ 
 ��!,  ���� ����� ����E "#E ����'�³J "� '��� -��� 2��� ��l�� ���.����� ���0���!��। ����E 
"�� 1� �� �+h�����  ������ "��� ���!। 2�� /�� �� ���।  ���� 2���  ��� 1���1��� 
 ����, "#E � !� � !� �+h� ��� :� "�����J /�'-  ��� ��1���। 2��� ��� L� ����E ��� ��� 
�+h� ������ �1���!���। ]�� �� "��  "#�� "�_�/ ���। 
 

 ���� 2���  % Ns� #�� "�� "� :� ���� %zz �+h� :� ���� +��। E�� : �J ����J 
"����� '� ���E :  /T ����। 2�� :��?���s +�� "��  ��  �J� ��J  ���  ���� �� +�� 
2���  1�T�  �� ��� ���। ���� �1�� "����� �/%z ' ���+ "�� �  +���  ��� '� "����!। 
2�� 8�� W�T���� ��� 8����  ��_/�E। ?��  ���� ("?�s�) :�� �����' "��'³�� 2��� ��l�� �Ji� 
��_�  ��! ����S  ���!��� ���.����� #��;  �'  ���। 
 

� �� ��  "#��� #��� ������  "����! ��� E C��  �� +���  ���!। ���� "��� �1�� 
��S�� ���(9 )�� �,���+ ��T �� �� "�����। ��� N�J, ��T�-N� #� 8�� ��J  �� "�। 
 

2���  :  '��1�� ��#�� "���  ���� /�� ���। 2� Ns� ��� "?�  ��0��। ��8��� 
#��� #���  ���� 2��� ���  ��(���� ��� � �� (�I�� 1���1���  �� ����� Ll  ��। "#��� 
>z/>H ' �+h� "�� �  LE�� "����! "�����। /�����  �#��E�� "�����J [�/�� �N�� �����। 
2��� ��l�� /�'- ����� 2��� ��T� "��  ��  u ��[G C�� !��T�! ��  "#���� [��। ��  
 � ���  �� % ���J  
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����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

����� #����1 ��E। "�� � !�;7 �� S��� ��; �����-#�� ���  �����   �(�  ��।  ���� 
#� L� "�� 2��� #��� +��G��   �� ��� "����� ��f�����E "����� �´ 2��� �   ����। ����E 
"����� ��l�� ����!। ����� "1�� >H/yz '�  C��  ��� 2��� "��। 2�� ����� :�� #��E 
 ,I  :��� "��� �   ����?  ���� �'j�#����  �� � !� ��� ���� KE' ���� #��E�  "!�T "��। 
2��� ��T�� #��E "�_�/ ���। ��  "#��� /�� "1�� 2�� �j� +�� ��T।  ��  Ns� �� 2��� 
j� "]��। �N-�� �,���� +�� "��  "#��� "�_�/ "1���। 
 
 >�"� "� ���. ���+� �1���� 2Y�  ��। 2��� 8��� 8������# "#J �!� "#�J ��� 
���।  ���� ?�.���  (�����) ��� +���  ��। �����' "��'³�� ������ ���। 2�� ������ J�f�E� 
/�� ��E ��  "#���� (��। 
 
 ��� �I-7, ��� £�# ��  "#���  ���!। 
 
 
 
 


�;�/- 
2���  ���� 2'�� 

%u/�/6y 
 
 
 
 

--------------- 
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"���  ��'� [�� 
g��-]����+� ��T�  

?� N�-���� 
���-#��I���T� 
"'��-����#�+ 

 
 

+����� ���+� 2����� g���� %@ ' ��� �  ,��#(��� +���  �� :�� 5 ' 
���.�]e'�  +���  ��। g����#� ��� E ��P-��-� g��� 2A� "�। ����� "��I g��� :�# "��� 
"��' � ���� 2� � ? ��]  �]  ��� ���I ��8�� ��� �। 
 
 2����� g��� "�  �� ' �+�� +���! ����� �� ������  ����2����� g��� "�  �� ' �+�� +���! ����� �� ������  ����2����� g��� "�  �� ' �+�� +���! ����� �� ������  ����2����� g��� "�  �� ' �+�� +���! ����� �� ������  ����::::----    
 
 "��� $l� E#���, ��,:; "��� 2���� E#���; "��� ������� �+��; "���  ��1�����; "��� 
2�K� +����; "��� '���� 2��; "��� 2����� "+��#; "��� "! �h� 2��; "��� 2!�� 2��; "��� 
"���!� 2��; "��� ��#��� [��; "��� ����� "+��#; "��� 2�K# #����; KK ����। 
 
 
 
 
 


�;�/- 
"���  ��'� [�� 

 
 

--------------- 
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��'�  ��l� +  
g��-8�� 

"���-� ����1d 
����#�+ 

 

#�-��� %56% #���� %�E :��� ��  +����� ���+� � ����1d �+ ���� #�� :��� �� 
����  ��। V(�� +�� "b����1 ��� KE �����  +���� V#� (��� �a-��a #�p� +�� ��� 
��� � @ N�J �� � ����1d "��8�� "��� [��)� +�। :E ��� ��8��� #�f #�f �+��� #�S 
"��  ����� ���TN� ���1  �� �� ����  j��$� +�� g���� ���  ������ ���। ���. #�g�����8 
����� +�� � �a-�a "]�� ���� ������ "��� ���� +�। ��  V#��� �+��� ���� ����  �� 
������ "�� ��� [�� ���-/��� C�� /����। ����� ��� ��� +� '¤  ����8���� :�� : ' 
�+h� #9��#�। #v��� #�� ���� ��E ����1 )��� # � "�� �  �' �' ��#(�� �]�� 2#�� '� 
2+�� '���; � � :� " [  7-���  ���। : #�� '¤  ��-�v ������� E����� ���� :�� �� 
��������J # $7- (Q�($�  �� "��।:��� ���� �� ��T�N� ����I  �� �+h���� ��T� # $7- ���� 
2��� (��� ������ "��। ���� ��  V#��� ��E ����1 ����� "�� '�  �]�� 2#�� 2+�� 
'���। "� #�S "�� ���J �+h���� �!� "#C��� ���� "(�f ��J  ��� '� '#����7�  ���� 
 ��� ��� । (��#^S '17 ���J� ��� ����� ��� "����� 2#�� #�� ��  "#��� "# ��)�� 
����� � !�#���� � ]�J� ���� "� :�� ����� #�f #�f C��  �� +���  ��। 

 

"� ���#� ��� ���  V(�� "��  2�8 � !� #���  V#� 2#�� �� ���� )��� ?� -
������� N�_�J )��  �� :�� ��,�?,�� '����� E#����, ��#��� ��1, "'��� E#����� "�� '�  
��� :  ���B  ���J 10  ��। 

 

:��� +����� V#��� )��� �������� #+����� ��'� �� 8 2�-��� ���+� 10  ��। 
:��� #+����1 ���� ���(9 :�� �� !�T�� ��T :�� " � " � ";�� ���-/��� 8 " ���8 " ���8 
"��! "��! "�� �  +���  ��� ��� । 

 

%�E :��� "��  %uE �?�#�� ��-B :E 2J ���# ��  +������� � ����1d #�� :�� �� 
yzz "��  @zz "�� �  +���  ���! :�� % " ��J J� �� �� # �m� ;��#��  ���!। 1�f�� �� 
g���� ����� ����� ��� '����� ($��� �����  ��-�(��� +���  ��। '�-'���E ���#� ���  : �� 
��  "#��� ($��� ����� ��T� "N��8  �� ��_�  ��� "]��। )��� '17�  ��_� ��T� ��J  ���� ���� 
 ��। ($��� ����� ��B� E\� �  ��   ���� �� '��� /�E�� ��� ���� ���7� ������ E#���  
���- ��;� "���  �� '��; � � ��   ���� �� #�f #�f � /  �� "��। �� ($��� ���� 
'���� "�I����� �� : J� 1� 1�E�� /�। [������1� ��� : ' C� #f�� ��c�8 �!��। 
��� 2��' �d�� +�� ��� "� 1��J 1� ���� [��)� '17  �9�� "(�f ��T। �� +�������8 
#f���� �$!-�� ��1��� +�� ��T, � � :��#��8 ($��� ���� �;� �� �E। ��� ��_�  �����I  
��-��  �� +���  �� +���!। :!�T�8 � ����1d Cl����  ���'� !�� �/�S#+  �� ' !���  
��  "]e'�� +���  ���!। 

 

� ����1d ���� ���(9 :�� � "��  ����� "�������  ���� ��� :� �I-7  ����। ��� 
�����  '�� [�� ���� ��-�� /������!। 
 


�;�/- 
��'�  ��l� +  

H/@/6y 
----------------- 
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g��-'��� -� 

���- ��'-��� 
"'��- J��1�E� 

 
       %56% #���� %zE �(�� ��  ���+� 2����� g��� 2�#। 2�� ������ "/��  ��!। :� 
#�� : ' ��  �#�� 2���  ?�� �� ��� #��� +��'�  ����। 2���  ���, ‘‘/� "�J� 2����� 
������’’। ��  ��������� �� ���+�� 1�T���  �� 2���  �� :  ������ ���0�� ���। ������ 
��� 2���  �� � � �o  ��� ��1���। 2���  ���, ‘‘"����� g��� " � ���. ���+� +���?’’ 
�� [m� "�E, 2����� g��� " � ���. ���+� "E। :E  �� ���� #�f #�f 2���  ���0 ���� 
"���(��� �+��  ����। ����� �� : ' ��'� �� :�# 2���  ��� "�J� ����[ +���। "�J��  
"e � �� -�� "(�J "�8�� "����\। :E ���� #�f #�f 2���  "���� ���0 ���� (�I7(��� �+�� 
 ����। 2�� �� �j� +�� ���J�� ��T �E���। ����� 2��� �� j� �]�� :��� �� 
2���  : �J ��� ���� ��� "1�, 2�� ��  ���� 2��� '���� "�I ���� :��� ���W "�I 
+��। 2���  ���� ���J� [�� �/<  �� LE�� ����। � !� �� : ' ��  �#�� :�# 2���  
(�I7(��� ���� ���� :�� "���J ���� 2���  "��J� [�� 2N��  ����। :E 2N��� 2��� 
'�� "�I +�� ��� ���। �� 2�� " � � �� '� "J� ���J� [�� (�  �� ��� । " � � �� 
2�� #�_��� " �J ��� 8���T "��� 2��� 2N�� )�� "1�d ���� "�_�� ��  �  �� ��� '� +�� 
[�0 " � � �� 2��� ��T��� /�� 2�#। 
  
 ��T��� ?�.�� :�# (����  �� ����G'  �� �����। 
 

2' ��-B 2��� ;�)�� ��� �/� ����!। 
 
 


�;�/- 
A� j����� "����� 

 
-------------- 
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%56% #���� 6E 21� ��  ���+� 2����� g��� 2�#। 2�� � #�� 2����� g��� ��;7 
���P- ��# ��  �J�!���। :� #�� KE' ��  ���+� :�# 2���  ��� ��� ���, ‘‘"����� g�� 
"��  2���  +�_#-���1� ��� ���� +��।’’ 2�� �� ���� +�� +�_#-���1� ��� ��  ���+�� +��� 
�����। ����� 2���  ��� "����� g�� "��  !�1�8 ���� +��। !�1� :� +��� �����। �� 
2���  ���, ‘‘!�1� ��� "���  2�����  ���  "��� +��।’’ �� 2�� �l��� +�� ��  ������ 
/����। 
  

��  ������ ��� 2���  8��� ��9�  ��� ���। 2�� �� �����, ‘‘� �'�� 2�� ��  
 ��� '���।’’ �� 2���  N�T ��� ��� ���� "]�� ���। 2���  2� ��� +�� [0�� "�� �। 
2�� "'��  �� ��� +�� [0�� 2���  ��K � ���� ���� ���� :�� "���� ���0 ���� �+��  ��� 
��� । "���� ���0 ���� �+��  ��� 2�� �j� +�� ��T। �� 2���  "��� ��  �#��� �� /�� 
���। �� 2�� " � ��� ��T�� ��� �8��� +E। 2�� ��T��� :�� 2��� "!�� "�'�[� E#��� 
?�.�� "?�  :� 2��� �/� <#�� ���)�  ��। 

 
 :E �/� <#� ���� "��J yzz J� � ��/ +�। 
 
 
 

�J� #�+ 
��'�� �+�� 

 
 

--------------- 
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"��� 8���!� [�� 
g��-#��I���T� 

?� N�- #��I���T� 
����#�+ 

 
 

2��� ��# +�� #��I���T� ���� ��  ���+�� "AÀ  #�E��� 2���1� ����#� ��� 
 �� � 1' �$�� ���)�। 2�� "!�J���� "�� E ��-�< 28���� ���1� #,�� +��E ��� #��- । >H"� 
���/-�  ���� ����� ��(��I �� �� "�� E 2�� #�g��� 8�����(��� '�T� +E। 2��� ��J� �+��� 
"1���h1� ���#� ��]� [�� �� ��  : ' ��Ã��� ��. V#�� � ±��� >H ' ����  
��E�]� "b��-:� ���)�  ��। � � +0�< J�f�E�, ������ 8 '������� ��  ���+�� ���� ��8��� 
2��� � ���� "b��-:� ���)�  ��। #��I���T��� ��'� �� 2�-������ ����� ���T। ��  
���+�8 �������  ��� ��� । >�� '���E %56%E� "��' LY��� '�|�� ����'� �� "��  ��#�� ��# 
2�!। ��#�!��� : �� �������। "������ ��� L��8 � �#�!� �। Y�� #v�� "����� ��� +�। 
"/��� N�� "�� :���। ��� %z-%% J�� �$��- " ���E ����� +E�। � � "#�� ��� 2JJ� ��'�� 
2�1E N������!���। 

 
��� "1�J� ��� � #�� "��  �� '�� ��/��7�� :�� 2��1��� 2��� ���(f +���। 

21�� �� ��  ���+�� "��  � � ����  :�#�!� ���. "]e�'� "�� ���। ���� 2���  /��� 1��� 
?� �� Ll  ��। 2�� ������  ���P�S  ��� �����। ��E ��'� ���� N� "��  "����� :���। 
���� 2��� #��� /���#���  �� ���� �� �। 2��� � J ���.�]e�'� '� � !� /�_��� 2���� 
'�����। 2��� � J �� ��� %H J� � �!� ��E ����� +��� �����। :��� ���� 2���  ��[#�� 
"�� "#��J� " � ��� �1�� /�����  �� ���� ��E "����� ���� ��� :�� :  � �� "'��  ��E 
2���  ��� :�1�� /�� "�� ��E�� ��� । 2�� " � � !� (�¹�� ]��#� "���� �। 2��� ��� 
�!� �� : ��� ���f, 1��� �!� "1�d, ���� �!� '���। 1��� '��� "���� �� �� 8�� 2���  
"���। "�� ��E� �1��E 2�� S�Z� +�� "1���। 8�� ���.�]e' �।  ���� �������� ���+�। 
)��� 2���� ���+��  ���� ��8��� 2!�� 2��, 2��, ��#��� ��1 ����� 2� +  "]���e�# 
8 $l� E#��� �� 8 2��� ��� । #��E ����¨  �a��a #�p�, +0�< 2��� ���P-E : J� ]�_ � 
C�� +�। 2�� ������ + /� �� "1���। #��� #��� 2��� +��� ��0���T� ���� �.  �� "�_�� 
"]�� 8��। 2� ������ 2���  ���  ��! '� ��Ã�� ��� [�+�#  ��� ��1���। '���� 2�� 
"E ���� +�� �T���। ��$�� 2��� ��#� +�� ������ ���'��  l  �9� "(�# 2#�!�। 
 ���� �������� � ��� 8�� 2���  ��� 2���1� ����#�� 2����  ���  �8� ���। 2��� 
����� ��� +�� "� ��� ��� ��� ���J #�� "��� ��1�। � (��� ����#�  ���  "�e�!�!��� �� 
�� "E। 8�� 2���  ����#�  ���  ��+���� "��� /�� "1� #������� g���� 2� ��'� "/������ 
#��+��� ��T���। �c;�7� ���� ���  � "��� �]�� :���  ��� । :��� 2��� +���� ��_� �0  
2�! � � ���;�  �� "���। 2��� ���� Ll +��� "�� ��E ��� "#�'� ��;7 ��� । :E ��� /��� 
#�� 8�� 2��� #��� "� ���+��  ���!� �� ��  ��� 2'8 2��� "/�� "]�J  �9� 2�#, 2�� 
"� : J� �� ��1�। " [ ��! "��  "�� ��i� " [ "�� ��E�]��� ��_J ���� ���� C_���। " [ �� 
���� ���� 2N��  �� "]�� ����  
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/��। ��!�T� [�+�# ��  ��!� �� (�I�� � ��  �� ��� �। 2���  PL���T� ��0��\ 8��। "#��� 
��  '� ����� '�1� L� ���� E�����। �J� ������ [0��� 8��� ����+��� � �  ���� 2��� �  
2�!?  ���� �������� 6H ' ��  ���+�� : J� �� #��� )��� 2� ��� ���+� 8 ����� 
��_����� ������,h। :E �����/��� +�� "��  �;� ��8�� : J� �h� ��� #B��� ��; #Z� �  
� �� 2�����E ����/�  l। " � ��+$��- ��)�� �  �����- 2#�� 2�� �� 0�8�  ��� ������ 
�। Y�� 8�� 2���  ��� /�� /�h ���N� "�� "#��� [�� :�# "�e!�। 8�� 2��� :  �]� 2��� 
+�S� �v ���;�  �� ��। ���I #�1�� ?���� �1��8 �,7�G�  2A�  �� ��_/�� "/��  �� : �� 
���� ��S�  ��T�!���। "I�� 2� ��P�#  ��� �����। ����� [�� :�#E 2��� "  "� �� +��� 
����� ��/ � ��� '�� W�_���� ��T ��_/��� "/��  �� ��� �� । �   �� ��)8  ��� ������ 
�।  ���� ������ 2��� ���P- /��!, ��� ��� +�� "1���, ���� ���P-E "��'��|� "+��# 
���� ��� #��+��� ��T�। 8�� KE (��1 +���, +0�< ��G� ��T��� : J� ]�_ � C�� +���। ����� 
�g1��� ���J � ��T��� =��  �T�। ��!�� ���J ���J�� L�� �T� "�� ��E�। 2��� 8 LE�� 
��� ���J��। � !�;7 �� 8�� �]�� :��� ���� ��� ��T� +��। "��'��|� "+��# ���� ����  8�� 
���� �����। 2�� ��'� �#+�� ��)�� ����8 � !�J� �,�· "����, "��+�� ���� ��� #��+� 2��� 
��)�� ����� +�। 

 
2��� ���� +��� Ll ��;7 ��� । "��� �$� �; ���J��� ��T g��� :�# 8�� "��� �T�। 

2��� L�� ��T� ���J��। 2���  LE�� ��� ���J��।  �� ' "1� ������ ����� ��T���। 8��� 
"��  ������ ����� ��T� "��  �]�� :�# �  "� '���। "�� ��E�  �� ' "���1� �]J  �� 
��+���� ��E�। ������  #��E /�� ��� ����� ��T�।  ���� ������ 2���  ��� "1� ��� #���, 
���� ����� ��T�� #��� :�# #��E 2��� L�� �T� ���J��, 2���  LE�� ���।  �� ' /�� 
:��� :���  :�� �������� ��T�� ����। ��������� ��T���  �[�  8�� "�� �। ����� ��T� +�� ��� 
��� :��� : �J ��� � । 8�  2�� �/���, 8� �� ����। �����  �� ��� :��� �� 8� 1�� 
"���J ��� �!� 8� : ��� ���,+��� ��L ���J। a�� �,���� �� "�� �E 8 "����J�  ���,�Ä�+ ��� 
 ��!�। ����� 0� �� �� ��T�� :E ��-��B  NJ� �����   ��� '� "�_�/�!�, ��T� ����� #��� 
�������� ���+���f�� :�# +��'� +���।  ���� ������ �� ����� � J �1�� ���  'T��� 
��L�J�  ����� 0� �� ���  ���� ���। 

 
���� ��7�7 "/��  ��8 ��L�J�  ��� 0� ����� " ��� ���� ������ �। ���,�Ä+ +�� ���� 

��L�J � !���E ���,�Ä+ +�� "� ���� +�� /�� �। ��E "# " ��� "��  �� ����� ���  ������ 
���,�Ä�+� �#�� ���� "� ['�T  �� ��\�। � � "# ��� ;�7� � '�। ����� "� �/��� �����7� 
+��� �� ��  ��� 2'8 2��� #�j� "��� "��� /��। �� 2�� ����� ���7� +�� ��E। 2��� 
����� (�I� �v +�� ���। ��� 2���  ����E +�\। K��/��  ����J�� E�f�� : ' +����� V#�  
����� ��L�J� ��� � ]�_  ���� : J� ��E�]� =�� �� :�(��� WJ � ��� "� ��L 6/� +�� �$�� 
�!J�  ��T �� 2!�T�� ?� �� " _�� [0�। 2��� �� +��� 2������ ���� +�8�� "���� �!J�  
�T�!��, ��T�J�8 +�[��[  �� " _�� [�0 ����� ���� ��! "��  '�T�� ����,  ���� ������ 
��! �]�� ��� ��� � [�� #�'��� ���� "��� �/<�J��  �� "]�� ���। ����� 8��� " � 
�������� #,�� +��� �� �����   ��� (�1� 2��� +��। 8�� ����#+ 2�8  �� '�  ��0���T� 
���� "�_�� "�� ��E� :��, 2��� 8 ��� :���। ��E� :�# ����� 2��� +���� ��_� ���;�  �� 
"���। 2�� :��� +�� K�J : J� "'��� ��/ 8�� "� "���� � ��� :�(��� N#� �����, ����E 
�� +��� +�S� �v  
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����� +�� "1�!। 2�� ��W�� ������ +�� ��# "1�!; ��� �� ��_�� 2�! :� (���E "��� �����। 
E������E 8�� ��� 2� "�� ��� ���� +�� @ '�  ��E  �� ��#�� "���1� ���� K-���J C�� 
 ��। ������ /��J ���I ��T� "��� ��T "1� ���J� ��� । 

 
2�� ��� 6/� +�� �$�� "��  : �,�� ��-��;7  ����। �� 2�� � ,�) �!��� � � �� 

"E। L�� :E �� 2�! 2��� ��������, a�-���,  ��, 2¨��-
' #��E "� 2���  �N�� ��_�T�� 
2�!। #��E "� 2���  ����� ���� :�#�! 2�� "� �+��$��� ��(����। 8�� C�� "��� =�� �T� 
���J�� 2� 2�� ��� 28��' L� [0�� �� ��� �$��। :��(���  �;7 �1���!��� �� "E �� 
����� �� ��� Y��1� � � ����� ��/ ���J 2�! � � ��(�  ��� ������ �। 8�� 2���  ��� 
�]�� /�� [m� ��� । 2��� #��� 2� : ' ��_�� ��)�� :���। 8� 8 2�� �/���। ��� �� 
 ���। 2��� [(�� �h� ��)�� :C�� ��1��� ����� /�h ���N� ����� ���  "��+�� 2��� 
�$�-����/� ��E 2����� ���� ���� ���W " �  �����-� � ���� +��। �� �� (����� ���� "�� 
+��E ��� ��_/��� : J� "/��  �� "��� � " ? ���� ��� ��T ��� ���E �� ;�� � ? :��� +��� 
"1�� '�� "� �]�� ��8�� ��� � ���� ���� �!��� ��E �(��� �(��� ��_/��� '� V��� +�� 
����। #���E /�h���N� ���। 2��� '�� �;�� "#���। 

 
����� [�� �� ��T����। +�������� 2���  ���� "��� K��� ���� ��E  �� �g#� +�� 

��1�। 2�� ���!���!E J��� ��1���। : ��� :���  : ��� 8���  ��T ��E "� :��(��� 
"����� ��1���। ����� KE-�,������ "�I +�� "1�। 2��� E\�� ���]�  ��� ������  E? 
"N�� [0� #��� 1� ������ �������। :� #�� +0�< ����� �$�- ��� ���� /��� ]��#� "����। 
:  ��, KE ��, �� ��, 2� �, �#_�T�� �� � ���� �$�)�� �� ���� ���� "!�T �����। ��T 
"1��� ����� ��/। ��� +��� 2��� +�� ��_�� ��� �!� "# 2���  ��� ����� ���� �। 8�� [��� 
�   ��!� �� 2��� "���� "E। 2�� ��;�7 ����� ��/ �� � ����� #��� "�+J��  ������ 2�!। 
"# ��� ;�7� � '� ���E ?��। :  ?��, KE ?��, �� ?�� ���� "�� � !�;7 �1�� ���� (��#�� "��� 
8�� J/-��EJ ���� 2���  ��_'�!। J�/-� 2���J� ��Å �!�� ��E �;�। 8��� ��� ��� +�� "1�। 2�� 
��7��7 #�_����� Ll  ����। � � ���� �� 2�# �� : � 2�# �। 2��� +�� ��_�� ���J� :  
+��� ��_��E �!�। #�_������ #�� "#J� "� ����-� 2�� ���� �� 2��e �� +��। :;�7 �� Y��1� 
2��� [l "��  �� #B�7 �v  �� ���� ��1�, :  �� :�� :  +�� �v +�� "1�। 8J� !�T���� 
'� "/��  �� 2�8 "����� +�� �T���। �� 2�� /�h ��N�� ��!��� ��� '��। "®�� "E; 
��_�� ��� 1�8 :���� ���� ���� ?��� ���। :  +��� 2� :  ���� #�_��� /���!। 8�� "���� "��� 
"� " � ��+$��- C��  �� :E �/B�� 2�8 ��)�  +�� �T���। ��  ���+�� +�� +�� �,�� "��� 
:� ���W #��� #����� ��/� +�। �� +�� ��1�, �,��� �������। ��  ���+�� C�� +�� �,�� 
"����!��� #�� � � 8��� ��� "��  ���W ���. "E। "���� +�� K�J 2�S 2�S �T��� ��1���। 
"����� �� '��� �� ���, �l��� "#E ��B� ��+$��-। :�� +�� ?��� ��� /�h���N�  �'� '��। 
+0�< : J�  /������� /� � +��� ��1�। 8�E [�� : J� (� �����। 2���  2A� ��� � ?��� 
"1�। 2��� "���� 2� : J� /� � "#��� � ��)�E NJ�। ���8 � !� ��P�#  �J�� �� �� "����। 
:�E(��� Y��1�  /��� ���� [�� (� "��� /�h ���N� ����� �1�� ����� �� ��T �E���। 
� � 2���  ��T �� �� /��� " ? 2�� ��_/�� /�E। 8�� ��� 2���  ����� ��� ���� ��_'�� 
2�#। 2�� ����� ��J ";��� ���� 1�T�� �T���। 2��� ��_T���� ;��� "E। K ����� "/��  �� 
"����� ��_T��� �����।  
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���� ��� ��� +�� "1�!। ��_T��� "1��E ��T ��E। 8�� "� " � ��+$��- 2���  ���� ���� :E (�� 
2�� 2�8 ��)� +�� �T���। "��I +���C�T ���� �g#� +�� �� ��� Y��1� ��;7 ��� । ��S� 
�� ";��� 2E� ��� ���� L�� ��J ";�C��� ��� ���� :�1��� ��1���। K-/�� 1'  �� ��E 2� 
"��� L� " ���8 " [ 2#�! �� । "(� � ?��  /��  [�0। '���� ���� 2� �,���(�  ���� 
"#�� �� +��T +��T [����  ���!���। +���C�T ���� ��J�;��C�� ��� ����  :_� ��_�  "�e!��� 
�1�� �$���T� g��� 2�+�' "�e�(� ���+� 2�� #��+��� ��T���। "�e�(� #��+� 2��� 
"!����������  "?�  :� 2��� ��7 �;�  ���। ����� "�e�(� #��+� 2���  ��. :�� �� 
���0�� "�। :E(��� 2�� ��  "#���� +�� "��  �;� "����।  
 
 


�;�/- 
"��� 8���!� [�� 

 
 
 

-------------- 
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\ y> \ 
 

A� ����d �m 
g��-#��I���T� 

?� N�- #��I���T� 
���- #��I���T� 

����#�+ 
 
 

��-� ��  "]e�'� ����/����  ��+� ������ '#����7 �/��� N,7�� #�f Q�7  ���। 
���I ;��� :�� 
���-� "���+ " � ���+��  ��� ���� "#E �,��B #��� "���- "���I�, 
����/����, (� ��f��� [��� V��  ��I��w� ���  ��_�' "��� #����1 ���� :�� ���� 
������ 
#��7- 
���  #�����  �� [��(�1  ��� "��1��� �'-  ���। 2��� �� ��T �+�� 2�K� +���� 
"��.��, �+�� +�#� ��, �+�� #��� �m, �+�� ���� ���� :�� #��'�#�  8���!� [�� #��+� 
:�� #��-"��'Á�� 2�K� +�E #��+� 8 2��� ��'� �����I  ���T�� E��+�#। ��8 ��� 
��-��� ����� ����/����  #�E�� "�����। : �� 2����8 ���� �����1� 2���  :�����  �� 
'������� +�'�� /��� ���। ����� 2��� �+h� ��� [�� (��� ���������� 
����� ������ 
#+����  ��!- Cl�� ����� #����� ���S �,����G। +�'� "��  2���  ����J���  ���  /��� 
"��। 2�� (�f� [K- ���� ����। ����� '����� ��E 2���  "��� "]��� 2�1 2���  ���� � !� 
 �'  ���� "��� ]�h 2_J�। 2��� 2�� ���T�� ���  �� ��। 8�� 2���  "��S ���। 2�� " � 
(�#� ��E �- 2��� 2¨���� "�� ��_/� !�T�। 2���  ��� L�� 2��+�  ?� , E����� 2P�# ���� 
2PS  �� :�� "��(�I��  �' 2���  ��। "� #�S 
���� ��� ��f������ ���� : ��  "��  
+���  ��� '�� ]h�  ��!� ����� '���h��  " � � �� [K-  �� ���W�� ���� +� 2��� । 
��#�w� :�J�  
������ � !� � !� (���� 2/�� ���+�� "���� 2��। :E  �� 2�� #�À(��� 
(����/B�� #+' ���# �� ��_�' ��E। � (��� ���. ��8�� ���� :�� :E �,��� "��  �;� ��8�� 
���� "#  �� �� �� #���;7 (���। 

 
�� "��� ��� । 2�� ���� �� �� ����/�� 8 ���/���� �����I �� ���;  ��� ��� । 

���;�, ����;�, 2���-�,�-���� ���-���I "# �  ���, "# �  ����/��- (�I� ���� "# ��-��� 
� �� #Z� �। /T, N��I, ���J� ����, 1��� ��B �#1���J C_�' "���, [��� �� "�_�� ���� ��/� 
���  W����� ��E�]��� ��_J ���� "��� �+��.. "# E��+�# �� , ���� �. W��� E��+�#, ��-���� 
E��+�# ��� �7-� +� �।  :E ��)� "��� 2���  �Gj� "��� ���। 

 
�����I : �� 2���  8 2�8  �� '�  ��� "�, "������� �����#�+ ��0��� +��। 

2������  b��  [0�� ���। b�  /��� ���  � � 2�� �� "����� b�  ����#��+� ��� � 
"��� [��)� +��� t��N��J। �� 2��� 2¨� [�T "1�। Q,��� ��J �,����� 2���, ��, ����, 
'�($�� �(�J, a�, #B��� ��� !���� ��  �_���  �_��� "(�# [0�, ����� K���� ��� �� +���?��� 
"���� #�। #��E�  ��E�h�  �� ��_T  ���� +���- #��� ���� ����, ��_� ��!� 2�� ��', 
2��� ��!� 2�8 "��  �� '। �0  (�� �Æ����� ��� "��� ��E�J। ���� ����� ��� � #��� 
#��� "���1��� ��। "���1����� : ' ��  V#� । �(�(. ���I ������ �+#�® '������। 
��-�,�  
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���IC��� � !���E ��E "#�'�  ��! �।������ ��E�J "�I ��P��#� �� :_� ��_�  ���\। �� 
2�� +0�<  �� K�#�+�#  �/B�  ����। : J� ����  ���� W�_� ���� �   �� ���� �T� ���। 
#�f #�f ��_�/ �  ��� "���1��� �� ��� ��i� ���� �h� �����  [�Ç�� "]�� 2�� ���� W�_� 
�����-"�� � !�;7 "1���C��� ��R� �� 2�� �� "®���� J�� ��  �$�� /�� "1���- 2� �R 
L�� "���� �। ��h��  ��! :  g��� "��� [0��� 2��। ��� ��T�8����� #+����� ������� 
"�� ��� '�������-J�f�E� "��? ��� +�� #��I���T�� ���  ���T '����� 2��। ����� #��I���T� 
"��  "���� "�� ���  �����T� :�� ����� (��� #���B ���T ���� 2�� ���.� ��P�# "]����। 
:E �!� 2��� '���� ��-��B   ��+�। 

 
 

 
 


�;�/- 
A� ����d �m 

 
 

------------- 
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\ yy \ 
 

:�, :, ���� 
#�� -� ��]#��, V(�� ���  

V(��, ����#�+ 
 
 

 
��  ���+� V(��� "� ,��# £�#�j /���� �� :   ��� ��7-��। ���� ��� K’+�'�� ��T� 

8 "�� ���J # $7- (Q�($�  ��। V(�� ��'���� �; �; J� �� ������� ��J  �� �� ���#����  
#�-
�B  ��। ���� V(�� ���� ���+ #�-���J >y6 ���.�   +���  �� 8 %z6 ���.�  ����¨ (��� 
2+�  ��। ����� )��� ������ ��� c� ��]#�� '��  �'� 2R�# #����� 8 ���B �À��(��� 
+���  ��। [. ��]#�� ��� /�� ��� #��� ��_� �������� "��_�' ��]# "��  "�� +�� ����� ��� 
��  ���+�� #��� ��T। "# #�� ��_�  ��! ��_� : J� ���.1� "J� "� ?-�� �!�। �#�� V#��� 
8J��  : J� 8�����# "#J ��  �� ��]# #��� ����� ���T� : J� "���� ���0 " �  �� �'�j# 
�  �� C��  �� +���  ��। :�� ���� 2�8 �'® ����7 ���+ g����#���� +����8 ��8�� ���। 
)��� "�e�#(�� ��. #+-#(���� '�� �#�h 2���  �< ��� #�� -� ��]#�� ("?() '�� 
2���� +  #��+��� ������ ����� �(-��� 2P�# "��7  �� ��  ���+� #Z��� +���  ��। 2' 
��-B ��_� " � "��_' �E। 

 
: E #�f 2�8  �� ' ����� 28���� ��1 "�� 8  �-� ���- '�� +��]' [�� ����, 

'�� ���[� �+��, '�� �E# ���� 8 2�8 �� �  +���  ��। :E ���� V����/  +���� 
V(���� "�,�w� ";�� #,��  ���!। 
 

)��� "�,)��� "�� ��� " [ " [ ��'¤��  �(9 �� "��I7  ��: ��  ��]#����� 
���-�� �� ��'��� 
��-�#��� '�� ��  ���+�� £�#���� �Y�� ���� #+����1��  ���!। ��'� �� 
����1  ��� �������8 ���� ($�� � �!� �g7�। ��� :# "�� ��� #���� �!� ��� 17�। ��-��� 
����� ��� E "�_�/ "E। ���.���+�� +��� ����� �� � E ��7 +����� +���!। �� ��� " [ " [ 
+����� 2�! 8 " [ �� # $7- ���(�� ����J�� )��� "�,�,�h�  l7�� �J�  2�!। 
 

: �#�f [������1� "�, ��  ���+�� V(��� �)�� ��� )��� ��� [9� ���;7 " ��)� 
#� ��� ��]##�$�+� �� "� ?- 8 2#����� �  �� :�� "�e�#(��  ��� l��� "��+�� �#h� �J 
"(�f %%zzz J� �� [��� ��J  ��। � #�f "�e�#(�� �� 2#�����8 �  ��। V(�� ���� 
 ��� ��#�� 8 ����� ��h E[���� E[�� ���I� ��]#, ��'�1�� 8 #��� ����� �/� <#���� 
# $-¯�� £�#  ��। 
 
 


�;�/- 
:�, : ���� 

u/%%/6y 
 

--------------- 
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+���+���+���+���, , , , £�# 8£�# 8£�# 8£�# 8    ��-���� ����7��-���� ����7��-���� ����7��-���� ����7    
    \    ��'�++� ��(�1��'�++� ��(�1��'�++� ��(�1��'�++� ��(�1    \        

 
\ y@ \ 

 
"��� 2���Kp��� (2L) 
�� E[�(��#�� "��?8 +�[# 

"N�T�����, ��'��+� 
 
 

 
 >H"� ��/- �+�� �� ����J������ �<���� "��T ��� �� 2�� (�Ã��T� g��� " � :  
�v�� ��T��� 2A� "E। ��� S�� "���� "��  "N�I7�  �� +��� "�, ���� ��+� "�� � "��� ���� 
�� '�  ���� "���। ��� ������;�� >%"� "� 2�� ��'��+��� /�� 2�# :�� "N�T������ 
/�/����  (�E��� ��#�� [�0। '��2� ���' ��T 2#�� #�� : ' ��f��� �������� ����� 
2���  "���। "���� �� �'j�#����� '��� ���� "�, 2�� ��������� ��� � [�m��  ���!���। 
:�� � Q�< K' ��-� V#� 1�T�#+ ������� ��T��� ���। E���$��- "# "]�� ����J������ #��� 
2���  ���!�। ������ 2��� (�E��� ��#�� ����J����� "=�� । "=� �� ��� 2���  ��� ��'��+� 
��P��������� " � : ' �����  #��+��� ��9�N�� ��� ���। "#��� �� : '  ��� ��]�#� 
2�K� 8���+� �� : ' "�� �  "���� ��E ���' �T� ��)��। ���  (8���+� #��+�� ) �� 
�'j�#����  ��� ��E�� ��+����� : ' ����J��� :�# 2���  ��-�(��� ���J� ���� ���� :�� 
'¤  V#� ���, ‘‘2�!�� V  ���  ��� "+� "+�1�’’। 
 
 ������ "��� ���J� #�� 8���1d  ���'� #+-���; '�� "������ +  #��+��  
"��J� �� � ±��� K’+�� "�_�� ��� 2�#। ��� � !�;7 ��  �� ����8���� ��� ����� �� : ' 
����J��� 2�#। +���  ��0� "����� ��'� �v  �� [��-�� ��� "�, ‘‘��� ���1d  ��'  � (�E# 
�������� +���?’’ ��� �+�� 2�Z  ��। ����� 2���  �'j�#�  �� "�, 2�� ��  ��+���17�  
+���  ���!, ���� Ep� �  ���!, "#E '� ���� KE +�'�� ��E� �$� "��  :�#�!। �����  ��0� 
"����� ���� �+��  ��, ���� ����। 
 
 ��� 2JJ�� ���  ��� ��]�#� '�� 8���+� #��+��  "��  �� �� N�� ��� ��8�� +�। 
��� ��� 2���  � : E N�� ���� :�� �'j�#�  �� '��� /�� "(�J  ��  �����!���। [m�� 2�� 
����!��� "�, 28���� ��1�  "(�J �����!���। �o �'j�#�  ��  ���� '�]�। ������ �+�® 
�L� �� 2���  �+��  ��। �+���� �l ���J�� ��T ��E। ������ �'j�#�  �� "�, 2�� 
���������� ��� � [�T���!��� � �। 2�� #|�� '��E। ������ [. N�� ��� ���� +�। 
 
 ���� �� # ��� ���J�� : �J l�J 8 :   �� /� ��'�  "��� "��� +� ����� 
�#�)��� '� K’' /� ��  ��!� � ��� ��-� V#��� K'�  ���� ���� "�������(���। 
 
 5J�� ���  2���  ���� V#���� ���«� "{, ���� ��#, [0� �����  �� "�। "��� 
��J�� ���  2���  8 8���+� #��+��� ��!� +�� "�_�� ��T� ��)�� ��� :  Ns� #�� ���� +�। 
��� ���  ���� '�]� [�� "��  ��/ "�� 2�#। �� ��� ��� ‘‘���+��� �� 2L +���, ��� 
"��?8  �  ��  
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

'��� +���?’’ [m�� 2�� #|�� � ��  ��। '�]� ��� +��� ���� "�� :�� ��� ��� ��� :�� ��� 
: �J "��?8g�� "���� ���। "���� �� 2�� ��� [. "��?8� " � �^���� � +'"� "��� #Z� 
�। ��� 2���  ��/ ����� +�� ��_�� ��)�� ���� +�। � !�;7 ��� 2���  �'�� [0� +�। ��� 
"'�+� +��� ���  ��� ���। 1�T� "��  ����� +��� "1�JE "#�'�  �� ��_T  ���� +�। ��_T 
 ����� �� 2�� �����- �,��� "'� 8���+� #��+��� #��� "�I 2���  ��� ���#� +E :�� 
��7(�� ���������  "��� "E ।  ���� E����#�  '�]� ���/�  ���� "�� "� 8���+� #��+��� 
"��� '� ������ 1� "1���! :�� 2�� ���������� ��� � [�T���!। �� E����#  ���� '�]��� 
#�f �$�� 2���� ��� "�, ���������� ��� �, ���������� #�-�E [T��� +���!�। �����  ���� 
E����# 2���  "!�T "�� :�� 8���+� #��+��  [���� ���� ��� ���।  
 
 %HE 213 (%56%) ��-B 2�� 
1,�+ ��)�  ��। ��� K’J�� : �J ����� '�� :�� #�f 
�?, :#, ��, ��!� #��+� ��'�� ��i� ����। ���������  ���-� "�� ��T��J�  "N��8  ��� '�। 
������ ��'��  ��! 2�� 2�#। 2��� �� �'�j#  ��। �� �'�j#  ��� � !�;7 ��� /�8��/�8�� 
 ��। ����� ?�  �� �'�j#  ��। [m�� '��E "�, ?�  �� ‘‘2L’’। ����� 2���  1�T��� 
� !�;7 ����� �� 2�8 K', ���Y�� 2R�� ���� 8 2R�� ��p�  #��+��  "g]���  �� '��� 
���� "��।  
 
 ���� � !�;7 1�T���E ����� �� 1�T� "'�+� +�� ��� ��8�� +�। :�� �� ���� ��� 
��8�� +�। "#��� ��� ������ ���' �h��  "���� ��E। 
  
 "(������ ��'�  ��� y@z � " �0�� ��� ���� +�। "#��� E[�! �����  "���� ��E। 
��� ��� "#��� ��-��1� ��)�� �!��। 2���  "/�� �� E[�! #��+� 2���  ��_/�J J� � ���� 
����!�� "�, V#������ '��� "�IE  ���, 2�� ��� !�T� �� ��� J� �C�� 1������ ���� 
"���। 
 

 ��� "��� 5J�� ���  "�'� #��+���  ��! ��� ��8�� +� :�� �'j�#�  �� "�, 2����� 
"��� 8 �� � ? ��� y@z � " �0�� ��� ���। ��� ����� #�� N� ���� "����� +�। � N�C��� 
���� !�� "1��!�  � C�� ��� �  W��B ��)�� [�f  �� ���� +���!�। 2������ (�Ã� +� �3 , 
��_��� ���0 E����� (�Ã� ��)�� ��T�!�। 2������  ��� +���!� #��  �� � ���� 2����� 
���7��8 � : E¯� +��। 
 

 :  ������ /��'�  :��  #�� #�� "��W�� �/�, K1-v��, (�� "��� ���। ��8 ��� 
>@ Ns� ���। 
 
 y@z � " �0�� ���P- : �J "#»� l� �!�। "#��� ���� ��'��� ���� 2���/�  �� ��� 
� !� � !� ���W ���W "��� "��। 
 

 : �� 2���  "'��  �� ���(9 l�� �h���� �� E���'��� "���� '� ��� ���। y@z-
:�  �� �J l��� ��� : �J l��� ���W  �� ' ���.������  �� ,� ��)�� "���� ��E। ����� 
1���� /���� �!� �, ���W ���W  �J� ��1 �!�। 
 

 >6 "� 21� +� "��  2����� ���� ��0��� +�। ���� ��_/�� �� �� �� E� ����� +�। 
��� 2���  ���. "��। 


�;�/- 
"��� 2���Kp��� (2L) 

%5/z�/6> 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ yH \ 
 

"��� 2R�# #���� 
g��- 8+�J� 

���-��� 
"'��- ��'��+� 

 
 

 
 %56% #��� >u"� "� ����� �� ���+� 8+�J� +�� 81�_ ��8��� ��� ������  �� ���। 
8+�J� ���� ��' "�� �  +���  �� ���#����1  �� "��। :E �� "#��� 8+�J� ��'���� #�S 
"�� � ��J��J  �� ���#����1  �� "��। ����� "� #�S )��� "�� �  ��� �!� ����� "  ���� 
�� ��� +�� ��8��� '� "e � "1��!�� "� :�� ���� 1�T� ���  �� ��� "��� ���� ��� #�S 
���)�  �� "�। 
 
 :��� ��� ��E ���� ��'��+� J�[ "��  +0�< +0�< :�# ��'��� "� #�S "��  "�� 
������  �����J  �� J� -��#� " �T �� :�� �� ���� �
� ��  ��� +���  �� "#E #��1 
������8 g�� "��  ��� ��� :�# ����� ��� �����  ����/��  ��  �[�  "!�T "�� :�� "� 
#�S ��� ����� "��� (�� ��1��� ������   ��  ��-B ��� "��। 
 
 ���(9 ���������  �! "��  ����� 1� J� -��#� " �T ��� �����J  �� ��� "!�T ���। 
)��� "��� �� ����� ����/��� ���� +�� # �� ���.  �� �� "#���� �c#���  2#�� ����� 
: ' ��� "��� ���� ]�J�� "�। E+�� �� � !�� 8+�J� ��'���� ��J��J �v ��� । � � E+�� 
�c�� ��� 2��� 2� :  �� "#�� �� :�# [. ���.�  :�� ��� #��1 2���  �� '�  
��� : ��  �� "�_�� "��� �+��  ��� �� C��  �� +���  ��। 
 
 [. NJ��� �� ��J��J �v ���  � � ����� ���� ����/�� "��T ���। ���� ���E ���W 
���W ���� 2#��� :�� )��� "��  ��� ��� ����� ����� C��� ��� 8 ���(9 ������� �+  �� 
��� ��8��� '� ���+��  ��। ����� �v ��� ���(9 g�� "N��8  �� ���+ '17�  +���  ���, 
������  �����J  �� :�� ����� ������� ��J��J  ��। 
 
 :E(��� ���� ���(9 '��1�� ��� >zz "�� �  +���  �� ����� ��'w�   ���� "����!�। 
 

 
 


�;�/- 
"��� 2R�# #���� 

          
 

-------------- 
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\ yu \ 
 

�����  ,µ ��� 
��7���'��, "N�T����� 

"'��- ��'��+� 
 

 
 '� ���#� %y ������ ��  ������� IT�^�$�  2��� PL���T�� : )�� C��#+ /�E�' 
��E�]� "��� � ���� ���� 2����� #��� ��� ���-� )�� �1�� ��E�]� "����। �� 2���  
2��� KE "!��, 2��� #�v� ;����/� ��� 8 �����  �����  ����� ��� ���। 8��� ���7� �!� 
2�����  ��! �/�� J� �-��#� "#�� 2�!। �h�  �� "#C�� 2���  ��� ��� +���  ���। ��� 
%/%-yz ���  2����� ����� ��� ��� H '�  "�J��s "�� ���। 2����� ��_/'�  /����  
 �� +�'����� �h�  ��। #������ � !� "��� "���। ��� ����8 �। �� ��� 2��� ��T� "��  
� !� ����� ��� 2�#। ��� "�I ����� ���  2��� a� �����1��  �� ������ [�����  ��  1���� 
#�S 1�� ���� ���� 1�  �� �� J� � ���� ��� "1 #����  2E� ��� (�E, 
��� "!���  � 
"��। �����1��  J� � N�I ���� 2����� #��E�  +�'� "��  ��E�� :� ����� ���)�  ���!�। +0�< 
 �� : �� 2��� +�'�� ����� ���। 2��� KE "!�� 2��� #���  �  �� � ��� ����� ���� 
W�_� "�� ��_/��� '�। ��!� ��!� ����� !��J। 8��� �/< ��� g���� "�� ' ��� "]�� ������� +��� 
���� "��। ���� ��� :�# � �� ����/�� /���� 2��� KE "!��� [��। : '  ,I  "# 2��� 
"!����� ���� ��� ����� ���  ���� ��� :� (�I7(��� �����  ��। :�E "!������  +��� 
 ��� � � J� �� ������ ��S +�। /�'-���J� ����8 �������  �� [���  ���। 
 
 %HE '� 2����� #��E�  ��J�� /��� "��। +���� �����1� /�E�' ��E�]�#+ /����। 
J� � ��#� "8�� #��8 2����� +�_�J�� ��� ���। ��� ��  ���+�� #��� "��� +��E #���� 
2��� �� '���� ��� "����� " �� /�' "�2�� +���। �����1� ��� ��� 2����� "����� "�� 
���.�]e' �+#���। ���� 8,�#, +�����  ��I�  ���!��� �a �(��� "���� ��� "��� � � +���� 
:, :#, 2E, �� "����। 
 
 ��J�� " ��J- ��� ���\ :� #�� E#���� (�����) '�]� #��+��� #��� 2����� "���। 
'�]� #��+� 2��� "!��� :�� ����� ����I �v� �!�। "# "��� ���  +�� �'j�#�  �� +����� । 
#����  " ��J- ��� "��� ��� [� '��� ��T ��� ��T����T " ��J- 2�#। #����  " ��J- #��� 
���0 2����� ��#�� ����। �� �#��� 2�# �� "��� 2� #��E�  ���� /T "��� /�� ���। 
#����  " ��J-  ���� 8 "�'� 2�#। 2��� >H 1' �� �$�� ��# /�E�' ��E�]���  �� "���� 
#���  ���� ���  ��� ���-� ����। � � ����� E����� ������  �� : �J E� �����  ��� 
'�  ��7 8�� (�������I। "�'� ���, " �  �� �/�� 8���। � ����� 2�� ��� E/�'- 
�!��� ����। E#���� ���, "�'� 2����� ?��  2����� �.�� 2��� ���। "�'� #� L� 
" ��J- ��0��� ��� E� ������ (�� ����। 
 

 :#, �?, 8 "'�+�'�� ���0�� ����। #���� : J� N�� 2����� ������। 2��� yz/yH 
' �!���, "������� �/B�  �� ��� � (����  �� �#��8 [��� �!� �। "'� 8��?-�� "��'�]]� ��_ 
(��+���) ��_��� ���0 ���� "��� �+��  �� ��E�� :�,��, (����J��� �����) �!� "#8 ��E�]��� ��_J 
���� ����� ��1���। 2����� ����  �� '  ���� �!� ���� 
������ ��� ;�7 "'� "(�f 
�������!�। ����� [�� �����I  ����/�� /����। �/<  �� LE�� KE +��� ���0 ���� ����� �� 
��.  
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

2�! �� ���� N N 2N��  ��� ��� । "�� ' ��� L�� 2��+� ��  ��� ��� । ����� ��8 
�(��� #��E�  ����� ��� । 
 

 #����� L��� ����I� �#+� �^�� �/< ��। 2��� �� :�� �� ����� , !��, 
:��?�(�� J E������  #������ ��� ��-� /����।  �9� �/< ��� "'� � � � +�\�। ��  "#��� 
������ 2� +�#���। "�� '�� [�� ����/���� '� : �J "F���? �� � �����  ���� ���' 
�� ���। "'� 8��?-�� +���' 2����� [�� ����/�� /����� ��� । %u/%6E '� 2����� %u '�  
: #�� ��'��+� "#»�� "'�� ���0�� "��। 
  

 ��'��+� "'�� �� � ��� "�� ��� "�����। ����� 2��� ����� ��� ���  ���� "/�� 
�E,  ���� +��-�� (�Ã�। ����I  �� ��  "#��� �� ��0���� ���� ��� �,� �� ��-�,� +�� 2#���। 
"'�� ������  "����! "���� (�1 ���B  ���J� "��� ��E ���#� ��'w  ����  ���!���। : ' 
 ,I   ����� #��� 2���  ����। "# :�#�!� �+�� '�� ��Y�  ���। ����� #��� ��'��� 
"������! :� #�� � !� "��   ,I �J�  "'��  �� :  ��T��� "?�  ��� �1�� ��� "��� "!�� 
���.�]e', "# ��� 2��� �T "!��E "E। ����� �����  �� "'�� ���0�� "��। 
 

 2����� " # E� ������ '� E#���� g��� �� :�� 2����� ��; �����J- "�। ��-�� 
������ :#,��, "1���� "����-� �� ��'��+� :#,��, �!��। ��� 2����� ����� "���� '� :, 
:#, 2E, +�����  ����� ���� ���� 8, �#,  �� "�। ��J�� ���B  ���J '�]� E������� 
��l�� ��  "#����  ��! ��(���1  ��। '�]� (E�����) #��+��� /� �� ����� ��। 2��� "!�� 
2E����  (:�, :, :, ��#��� ��1) �� J� �� ������� ��� �±��� 2����� '��� +� >�"� 
"#����। ��� E#���� 2��� E� �����  �� �(�� ���# 2����� ��l�� � !� � "��� ���. 
"��। 2��� 2��� g��� /�� ��E (1�������)। 2����� ��T� '����� E#����� #(���� ���  �� 
"�, #�S � !� ��J  �� ��'� ����  ��   ��। 2� : �J  �; '����� E#����� #(���� �� ���। 
2��� 2��� g�� "��  g��� ������ "�T��� ��1���। 
 
 �?�#���� ��� #·��+ ��  "#��� 2����� g��� 2��� +���� /����। #�S g�� ��J  �� 
�� '�  (�I7(��� �����  ��, � !� "�� '�  +���  ��। 2����� #� ��J  �� "�।  
 
 ����� "�� ��. +�। ���� :�� ��� ��� ���T # � g��� �� " � ��T� �!� � "� 
��T�� "��� ��I-� � +���!। ��  "#���� /�E�� ��'� ��, 2� ��� :��E "��� ����/�� /������!। 
������� :�� ����� #+���1��� g���  ��J  ���!, £�#�j /������!। 
 

 �?�#��� ��� ��_��� 2��� #��E [���#� +�� [�0। : �� "1��C��� �R � "��� 2����� 
� ����� +�� "��। 
 

 %uE �?�#�� �� L��� ��  ��-� ���+� 2¨#��-7  ���! �� "#E ���� 2��� :E �,� 
���# #��� g�� "+_�  "�T�E ��  "#��� 2¨#��-7  ���!। ���I' g���  ������ "����। 

������ 2�h #��E ‘‘'� �����’’ £��� g���  ������  �� "����। 
 

 


�;�/- 
�����  ,µ ��� 

yz/z�/6y 
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\ y6 \ 
 

#��� ���� 
���-#�� 

"'��- ��'��+� 
 

 '���E ���#� �±��� #·��+� ���  #��+� ��'���� �'
 "�� � "��  '¤  ��+���� E�f�� 
2���  "g]���  �� "�������� ���� ��� ��8�� +�। ���� �� �� �� ��-B �����E �h� �!���। 
����� �?:#�� ��!� #��+� �'j�#����  �� "� 2�� ��+���  �J� "����!; "(�J  ��  
�����!। ����� ������ ����J��� 1�T�  �� "'�+� +�� ��� ���। 6 �� "#��� �h� �� � ��� 
2���  ����  �� �� ���J  ��J�� ����! :�� ������� L� �� ����!। "#��� 6-� '�  : E 
����� ��#�� K1-v��. ���-�· (�� "�8�� +���। ?�� �+#��� L�� ���, ��7, +��� ���� �#�  �� 
"�8�� +���। 2� " � �� ��� �� ��� �। 
 

 6-� �� ��� 2��� 2���  ���� ��� 2�#। "#��� 2���  %5 �� ���� +�। ���� ;�� 
"N�I7�� �� ���� �h� # ��E !�T� "���8 2�� :�� 2� : ' �����  !�T� ���। : �� 
�#� [���J ��]#�� 2���  �'j�#����  �� :�� ��� "�����  E�G��� "����!। � [m� "�8��� 
�+�� Ll  ��। ����� �?:#�� ��!� #��+� :�# �#� [���J ��]#���  '�� "� 2���  ;�� 
 �� "�8�� +���!। ����� 2���  "!�T "��। 
 

 :� %u-%6 �� �� :  ������ �� ��� KJ�� #�� 2���  ��T� "��  ��� "'�+� +�� �h� 
 �� ����। # ���� ����E ��'��+� ��� ��� 2��[� �+��#+ �� '�  �h�  �� ��� ���। 
"#��� ����� #��E�  ���� N�#  ��J�� ����!। :� ���� "��'� :�# ���। #�� ���� ����� " ��� 
����� "�8�� +��� �। " � " � �� "#�+��8 "�8�� +��� �। 
 

 ��+�� ��'� ��� %%J�� 2��� l� "��  K', ��� ����� l� "��  : ', ����� 
l� "��  ��'� , 2� :  l� "��  #��+� ��'���� " �� �����  +�� 8  ����  ��T ���� "/�� 
��_�� ��)�� ��� ���। ���� # ��� º<#�� �� ����-� +�� '¤  "#�»�  �'j�#�  �� "� ���� 
"!�T ���� ���� " ���� "1�!। �� [m� "�� "� ������  ��������� ��0��� +���!। 2�� 2��� 
�'j�#�  �� +��, �� " �J  � ���� � "��� C��  �� "  ��� �। [m�� '���, C��  �� ���� +� 
�, ��� �� ���� '��E  �� ���� +�। 2�� 2��� �'j�#�  �� ���� ����E "�l�� �����E �  ���� 
+��? [m� ��E ��� %%J�� �� ���� "�l�� ����� #��E� E ��������� ��0��� +�। :� /��-��_/ �� 
�� "��  ��� ���+ ���� 6-� '  �� "��  [��8 +�� "����। 
 

 >u->6 �� �� : �� "��� "�TJ�� #�� 2���  "!�T "��। 2#�� 2�1 2�� 2��� 
 ��!� ���J J� � ���� ��h��� E]���� " �� '� ���� 2�#।  ��7 "#��� " � E]���� "�8�� 
+��� �। 
 

 "!�T "���� KE �� �� ����� 2��� 2���  "��_'���_�'  �� :�� "g]���  �� "'�+� +�� 
"�'��� � J ��� ���। �'j�#����� "�'� 2���  ��� [��� ����1� � N�� ����1�। "�I ���� 
2���  "!�T "�8�� +�। 
 

 "'�+� +�� �h� �� � ��)�� #����� �A��  ��� "�8�� +��� �। ��E ���� +�� 2�� 
��'� '���� ���� �A��  �� �� ���� "��  "]����। "�e� :�� �� % �  8���?-� 5� ' �,� 
���.� ���� 2��E L�� "�_�/ 2�!। 

 


�;�/- 
#��� ���� 
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\ y� \ 
 

"��� 2��� 8���+�  
g��-#�������� ("����� ��T�) 

"N�T����,��'��+� 
 
 
 >H"� ���/-� ��� ��'��+� �+��  ��  ���+� ����� 2��m 2�। ���������� 
��;� 
����I  �� 28���� ���1�  �-� �,h�  ��_'�� ���  :�� ��� ��-�(��� +���  ��। :����� ��� 
���  "����� ��T�� K' ���  ���Y�� ���� 8 ��'�  � ���� ��������  ��S�� [��� C�� 
 ��  +���  ��। 
 
 ��-� V#���� :��������T "1���C��� 28���' g����#� ���7� (�� ��T� N� "!�T ��� 
2A� ��� ���� +�। 2�� :��� ���#� %> ������ �� #+ (���� 2A� "E। :�� '� ���# %�� 
������ a� :�� "!�� "�������  "��� '� "����� ��T�� 2�#। y �� ��� ��  ���+� ��� 5J�� 
#�� ��T� "N��8  �� 2���  "g]���  ��। ���� ���B  ���J� ��������  �����/��। "g]��� 
 ��� #�� ��T�� /������  :�� !���� 8�� "��  "1���C��  �� :  ��(��I ��� �������� #,�� 
 ��। "g]���  ��� �� � �� (�I�� 1���1���'  ��। ��� C��  ��� '� 2���  ��E� ��_T 
 ���।  �� ' V#��� [������ '� C��  ��� ���� +� � � ������  ��-�� /����। ����� 
2���  �'��  �� +�� ��_�� ��)�� )��� #�� -J +�[�' ��� ���। "#��� �v ���� �v N�� 
��!� +�� ��_�� ��)�� "����� ���  ���  ���� #������ ��_T  ���� ����। :�� ���� �#�� � ���� 
��� '� #����  ���+�� "��� ��  T� ��+��� ���� ��� । # ���� ���  :   �� /� 8 : �� l�J 
"��� "��। � #�� -J +�[�'E ��P��������� K' !���  �h� ��)�� "���� ��E। ����� [��� 
�7-���� ������  ��-�� /����। 
 
 ��-���� :  ��-��� '¤  ��)  �-/��� !��±��  /� � ��1��� ���-� "��। � � � �� �� 
����� ��� ����� : ' V#� ��]#���� ���-��� ��-������ ����� "��J  � ���� ����  ���T�� 
���# ��� J��J��  ��� ��� । !��±� 2�-�/< ��  ��� ��� । ��'E �$�- ����/� +��8 " [ 
 �[�  ���/� "���� � ��� : �� +E। 
 
 ���� �� 2��#+ K' !���  ��P��������� 3�] " ���J-��  ���  ��� ��8�� +�। ��� 
����� ��  ��� � "���� 2�f�� 2����� 1���� '��� "����� ���-� "�8�� +�। '��� "���� +�� 
%z/%> ' ��-� V#� "��, /���  ±��� :��������T(��� �+�� Ll  ��। �.�. ��)�� ��;7 � 
���� �j� +� ��;7 � ��)� /����� ��� । ����� �� ��� "J� ���P-� : �J "!�J " �0�� 
�������� "��� "��। � !�;7 �� !����� ����� : '�  ��� "�� 
�)��� �!�� ���  ����� 
"J� 2�f�� ��� ��� :�� ���� ��T "�_�� [�Ç�(��� ��?� #��� J��f�� "��। ‘������  ��?�� 
+���’ ��� /���  ���� ����� Ll  ��। ��� ���� ���� �� ��1��� ����� �. 1T��� ��� । 
����/���� :  ��-��� +0�< "!���J� ����� ��T �!_�T ��T ���। �� ���� #���� (��� ����/�� �v 
 �� "��। �j� ��)���E �$��-�. N�� �$��-�. ������ "��� "��� +�। 
 
 #����� 8 ��� �(�. ��)�� "��� "��� +�। ���� # ��� L�� :   �� /� ��  ��� 
"��। ����� :  :   �� ����� N�� �#� [���J ��]#�� "#�����  ��! ��� ��8�� +�। ��� 
�������� ���� ���,�� ���। ���,�� "��� ���W ���W ��]#���J ��'E +��� "��(# ��� 
:��������T N��I  
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

����� ��� । :� ]�� ���J�� ��T "1�� ��J ���� ����� /�T ��-��  ��� ��� । :�� ��B 
�#1���J ������ ���(9 )�� "0�# ���। �������� ����/��  �� ���� �����  2h [��(�1  ��। 
:�� ��'��� �������� ���,�� V���  ��। ���,�� "��� �� �$��-�. N�� 2��� �h�  �� ���� :�� 
K���� " � � � �� ���� 8 "�J !�T�E ���J�� �� ���� � !� (�� "��� +� :�� ��� +� ‘������  
��f��� +���, /�[� ��8।’ 
 
 ���� �� # �� 2JJ�� �'��  �� [.�#� [���J ��]#���� ������� �� '� E '����� 
+�[�#� "������ : �J  �; ���� +� । :�� "#���  T� #����  ��+��� �!� । "#��� ���P-�  �; 
: ' ����� E����� : ' �����1�#+ %z/%> ' ������� "��  E[�]��#+ �h� �!��। 
:��� ��� E 2��� ����/� �!��। 2�����  �; : ' E[�# "/������#+ 2��� u/6 ' 
#����7 ���I �!�� "#��� ���� �� �  ��� " � � � ������  ��-��  �� � +��8 
����'  �É�� (�I�� 1���1���  ��। "���-‘������  1���� +���, ������  "�E�� +���, 
������  �+h� +���।’ 
 
 � �� ���� :  ���� 2��� #+ 2��� K'�� ([����. !��±� ) �� "?�  "������ 
"��  ����� 2� :�� #�+�# (�  �� 2�� ����� �'j�#�  �� �!���, ‘‘+�� "��1� �  �_+� "��� 
������1?’’ ��� [m� �����!��, ‘‘������   ���� �T� �T� /���, ������1� � ���  ��1�।’’ 
 

 ��/ 2#�� �� #��� K'�� �� ��� �'j�#������ �� K'�  �l����� ��� ��� ��8�� 
+�। :�� #Z�� ������  +���  �� +�। ����� ���,�� "8�J� +�� :E [�.� "��;�� 2���  
�]���� 2� +�। ���� �� "��� ��J�� K' !��#+ 2���  :  #�f +�� 8 "/�� ��_�� ��)�� 
����J��� b��  ��J���� ��� ��J ���� 2����� [��� #���+� ����/��  ��। "'� "1�J� ����� 
‘‘]�EJ :�1E�3 1(-��s’’ ���� "�। "'� "1�J� 2�f�� ��E ��'�� [��� "���J, ���0, 
"�� ��J E����� ±��� ��-��  ��� ��� । 
 

 ��-���� �� �� �� ��_/J�� 2������  1�� ��i� ���� : �J  �0����� �h�  ��। "#��� 
2�8 K'�  �h� ��)�� "��� ���। ���� "'� "1�JE ����� +���� ��_� 8 "/���� ��� ���� "��। 
 

 ��J�� "'����� ���J " �0�� ��� '�� ����  ����� �!��। ��P��������� �����  
?. #���+ 2+��, �����  ���'�� �+��#+ ��  ����'���8 �!��। ��� ����' "� E��2���� 
'� ���J " �0�� : �J ��'�(- �!�। ���+ ��� 2�, ��S� "�����, �� �� �����, ����J������ 
"���� ��0 V���#+ ���(9 � ���  �' ����� ����  ���� "8�� +���। :�� "# #��� ����� [�� 
����/��  �� +���। 
 

 "'����� ��# K��   �J���� ��� 2���  '¤  :]2E�J ��]#���� � J ���,�� 
"�8��� '� ��� ��8�� +�। :�� "#��� ���,�� 2����� ]�_�  ]�_�  V�K���  /���  ±��� �+�� 
 ��। "�I ��-B "# ���,���� ���� #E  ���� "� ���� #�� ���;� �����E �!� "���। 
 

 ��J�� "'����� ����J������ ����/��� #�� "'������E '¤   ���� ���� ��।  
 
 


�;�/- 
"��� 2��� 8���+� 

         %u/�/6> 
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"��� 2]'�� 2�� �G� 
g��-�������� 
"���- ��7�1� 

��'��+� 
 
 
 (�� ���#� "�I #·�+ �f���� "(�� "���� 1�T� ������ ��  V#��� / [�'�, ��+�K����, 
/  ���� � g�� "N��8  ��। 2�� "#�� /  ���� � g��� 2¨�1��  ���!���। 2���  :�� 2�8 
K'�  ��� "�_�� ����। [����� K'�� : '�� /�/��  ��T��� C��  �� +���  �� "��� ���  
"�_�� "�। ��� ���� =� � "��  21�  ���� 5 ' �!�। :�� ������ 8 ��� "]��। 2��� 
�)� 
(�� ����� 2���  ���.���+�� "�� ��� � �� ������  ��-�� /���� :�� '��� /�� ���.�]e' 
" ���� :�� ��E�]���� " ����? 
 
 E������ 2�8 ��'�  ��� 2�। ����� �+��  �� 8 2���  ���.���+�� "�� � � �� 
'��� /�� :��� # ��  ��� ���� ��� ��� C��  ��� '�। "# '��1� �� "®��� �, ��� '�� 
2J�  �� �� : '� )� �����-  �� 2� :  '��1�� "8�� +�। "#��� ‘8������#’ ������ 
 �����-� +���। ����� 2����� : �J 2� ��1�� "8�� +�। "#��� 2�8 ��'�  "g]��� 
 ��, ���� ����J����  "���� :#�!�। :��� : ' ����/���� �#+���� '� ��� "� 2�� 
28���� ���1� "��। ���+�  '¤  ��'� ���� #���� #������� 2���  8 [����� K'�  "!�T 
"��। � !� �$� ����� ��� 2��� �� +��� "� : "!�T "�8�� ��� � !� �$� ����� �� C��  �� +��� 
 ���। :#� (���� (���� 2�� j� +����� ��T ��E। ����-� ��� j� �]��� "���� ��E "� 2�� 
��T��� 2�!। 
 
 �� ���+� � �� g��C�� "N��8  �� �$� >Hz/yzz ' "��  ��� :�� ����� ���� 
"��  #��'�  C��  ��� '� 2��E ��� ���। ����� #��E ���� "1��8 (�1�Y�� 2�i� 2�� 
��� '¤  "!�� Cl�� 2+� ��)�� "�_�/ ���। 
 

 

�;�/- 

"��� 2]'�� 2�� �G� 
 
 

--------------- 
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"��� +���K� �+�� 
g��- ���E�, "���-  ������� 

���- ��7�1�, ��'��+� 
 
 
 ��7�1� ���� 2��E ��� g��� ��������(��� '� ���#� >5 ������ ��� @z ' ��  
V#� ����  ��। ��  ��-���� #��� ��+�����8 �!�। "#�� "��� ��J�� #�� [����� ��  ��-��� 
£�# ��(<#�� /������ '� �1���!�। g��� ����  ��� '� �1���!�। g��� ����  ��� 2�1 
g���� #��� ���� �� ��� +�� #�a(��� "�e�T �1�� g���J�  /����  "��  �N�� "]��। ���� 
g���� ��� ��T� £�#  ��E [���� �!� ��� 2��� �� +�। g���� ���� ��T�� Clw � ���� 
[. g���� ��� ��T���E "��� �<���� /����। ��� ��T�� #�S '17�  : ��� +�� ��  
+������� 2���  ��। 2����� ������;�� [. ��T�� �+h� '17 :  '��1��� : ��� +�। ��� 
��  +������� �����  �� 8 "'���$�-  J� �-��#�, "#��� 1+�, ���+���  "#e�� �'�# ��J  ��� 
��� । �$� uz +�'�� J� � [. g�� "��  ��J  �� ����!। "��� %zJ� "��  >J� ��-B ��J ��- "�I 
 ��। ��� [����� �,� ���.17�  :  ��E� ��_T  ���। ��E� ��_T  ����� ��� "��� 1��� 
C���� @z ' "��  �+� +। 
 
 [. +��� ��G� 2�1 ��  ��-��� g���� ��� Hz '  ����$�  �� :  '��1���h�  �� 
����।  ����$17�  C��  �� � �����8 �����  ��� ����� É����+��  ��। ��� ����' [. 
+������� 8 �I-7 /������ ��� [. ��T��� ���� (��� ���#����1  ��। ]�� [. ��T�� �� �� 
yz (�1 ��T�-N� # $7- �̄� £�# +�� ���। ���� g��� ����  ��� �$��- :�� ��� ���0� ���  
���;·(��� C�� /����� E�� ";��� ���W ��i���� u/6 ' ���+ ���I �+� +���!��। 
 
 � !��� ��� ����� ��-� ���+� ����� [. 2��E ��� g��� ��� ��T�� ����  ��। ���� 
 ��� 2�1 g���� '17 ���, ��lI ���-���I ���7� (�� ��� 2A� ��� ���� +। ��� " � 
���I�  � "���  �� �J ��T��� ���#����1  �� ��  �L�� ����� ���-À )�� /�� ���। 
 
 2��E ���� �� ��-���� £�# 8 ��(<#�� /�� (��� /���!�। ��� ����' 2�E ����� 
KE��� ��(�� /��� �� ��P-��-� g���� � !�#���  ���  � g��� ��(�� +�� � "(�� ������ 
��)�  ���। � � g��� 
��-��ÊI� ��� S�� �������� ����/�� ����� ����m� ���Ë� +�\�। 
��� �������� 2�^�7 ��  �-���� �,��� ��� [. 2��E ��� g��� ����  �� ��� ��T���E। ��� 
����' [. ��� ��T�� ���7� (��  �� ' ���  2A� ����!। ��  �� ' ���  ��  
�#����� �<����� ��� ��T। ��  ��-��� [. �,� ��� ����  ,��#(��� +���  ��। 
 

 

�;�/- 

"��� +���K� �+�� 
 
 

--------------- 
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"��� !����� 2�� 
g��-#�] ��� 

 ?� N�- ���#� 
��7�1�, ��'��+� 

 
 
 �(�� ���#� ��� #·��+� ���  ��-� ��L�� ��'� ��#+ #�a ��)�� � Q�< g��� 
����  ��� �$��-E g���� '#����7 a�-���,  ��#+ ���;·(��� ���7� (�� ����  ��� ��� । 
��� V#��� :�� ��'� ���� "e � "��  "��E g���� ���� �J ��T� �9 �9  �� ����� /����� 
��1���, ����� ���7� �!� +���� " � 28���� ��1��, ���.����� � ��� " � "
\��#�  g���� 
���W 2¨�1��  �� 2�!। � � ����� ��� [���� �!� ��J  ��। N��� ���W "� #�S �$���� 
2#����� �!� �� �  �� "��,  � C�� "#e�� �'�# ���8 ���। b�� , #�J� #, ���� ���� 
� ��� [�� "��  2!�T "��� ��� �(��� �� ��� "�� ����  ��T "/��T, 1+� ��, "��?8, N�T 
#�S �J�  �� ��� ���। ���9 �!� ��F ��'�� �+�� ��  :  �,��  "��� �+��  ��। "#E 
�+���� ;7 �� �� 2���  ��� "/�� ��_��। "/�� ��_�� ��)��E 2���  "e �� "����। ��  
������  �� ���� �� ��  ���+�� "��� �� 2���  2��E "3�� ��� ���। 2��E "3�� ����� 
"/���� ��_� ���� "��। "3� #��� : �J " �0�� 2���  �h�  �� ����। "#��� 2�� �� � '�� 
�����/� ���' "�� �  "���� ��E। K��� KE ��� l�J "��� �����! ��L��। ���� " � ���� 
�� "��J "���। +��� +��� �����!। 
 
 "� ��� ' "��  [�����  �0����� �!�� ������  ���  �� ' ����J��� ��� KE� 1' 
�$�� ��� ���। �� �v �� ��� �!�। C_�T C_�T �,�� �T�!�। "#E �v ���� ���W ���'� [��� 
���' "�� �  ���� "�। ���� ���'� ��/ �¤� ��� �!�। :  #�� C��  �� ���' "�� �  
+���  ��। 2�� ¶� C��� �R L�� ��E। ��� ��-� V#��� ���-� '��1�� /�� 2�#। 
 
 [����� NJ�� ��� ���� :��� 2���  +���  ���। 2�� /� ���'��� ��� �L�� 2���  
+���  �� �। 2� �� �J �!� ���/���। "#E ���/� ���� ������;�� 2���  ��� 5J�� #�� 
2��E "3�  ��  "��  +������� ���. "��। 
 
 

 

�;�/- 

"��� !����� 2�� 
 
 

------------- 
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2��� "+��# 
���-#��, "'��-��'��+� 

 
 
 �� ���+� ��'��+� ������ �$��- ���� �+T� Ll  �� '�� ���#� #���  ��। ���� 
"��  "� �� E�d������  ���' "�����I-7  �� +� "#�� 2�� ���7� (�� #������� K1-���� ���� 
��_/����T�� F��� 1,�+ 2A� "E। "#��� ��� ��#���  �� �!���। E������ "1�J� �+� #����  
���+�� "��� �� ��'��� ���� "�। ��'���� "�� � ��J��J 8 ���#�����1 ���T�� "��। '�#�� 
:�� �� ��#� ��T� 8 ��J��J  ��। :�� 2��� ��T� 8 "�� � ��J +�।  
 
 #����  ���+�� "��� �� �+� "!�T g���� ���  �� �<���� Ll  �� �� 2��� �+�� 
�]�� 2�#। ��'� ��T� ���#�����1� � �� �� :  2¨���� ��#�� [�0 ("����� ��T�)। :� �� 
����� �� +0�< : �� ����  ���][ :� ���� ��� ��J�� #�� ��#� "N��8  �� 2���  "g]��� 
 ��। ������� "/��  ��� C��  ��। C�� "��J "��1 ��!�� "����� ���। 
 
 "g]����� �� ���� :  ��#�� ��� ���। "#��� 2 �� E�f�� � !� ���������-� �� 
2���  )��� #�� -J +�[�# ��� ���। "#��� ��!� +�� ��_�� ��)�� #������ ����/��  ��। " [ 
N��I ����, " [ /T ����, " [ �� ���� ����। 
 
 �� �� # �� 5J�� #�� "'�+� +�� +�� 8 "/�� ��_�� ��)�� ��� ���। : �J �v ��  �; 
[�f  �� +�� ��_�� ��)�� ����। "#��� �'j�#������ �� +��� 2�f�� E�� �b  ���, +�s�� 8 
"��+�� �? ±��� �����+�(��� � Ns� ��� ����/��  �� +�। :� ���� 2�� 5 ��� j� +������!���। 
������� ���8 "�8�� +��। �� �� "��� 2���  2��� N�� ��� 2�#। ���� ��/��T '���� #���� 
� !� ����� "�8�� +�। 
 
 ���� ��8 2���  � : E(��� ����/��  �� 8 �� �o �'j�#����  ��। �� ���� ���  
:  ��f��� ����� ��#� "��  :  +�'�� J� � ���.�7 �+#��� "�। :�� ���� �� # ��� V#��� 
2���  �� �$��-�. ��#�� "��� ���। "!�T "�8��� #�� ��� +� "����� [�� �� NJ��� �� ��� 
 �[�  ���� ��+�� "����� "1�J� �������  "�I  �� "�8�� +��। 
 
 "'�+� +�� �h� ��)�� 2�� �� #���  ���  ��� �/< ��,  � ��� ���� :��  l7  �9�� 
�R L��!। ���8 � !�E "���� ����� ��� :J� ���W�! "� ��L��� �����I  ����/�� /��!। 
 
 

 

�;�/- 

"��� 2��� "+��# 
 
 

-------------- 
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+����#� 
g��- ���'����� 

���-���J�� 
"'��-��'��+� 

 
 
 �E V���� �,+¶����� ��  V#��� "(�� /��J�� �z/5z ' #�S ���'����� �N�� "]��। 
: #�� 2��� "#' "!��  ��E��� "+�B N����� �!�। 8��� #�T� "���E 8 "/� ���। E������ 
��  V#��� ��'�� ��E�]��� C_�� :�� ����� ���� ���� :�� N� "��  "������� ���-� "��। 
2��� "!�� �� ��'� ���� "����� �� ���  :�� ��� "!��-"���� 8 N��� ����h�� �#��। 2�� 
:�� 2��� 
��� �� ����� N� "��  "�����  �9� ��J 8 ����� ������  ��� ��� । ���� 2���  
‘‘2h� ��8’’ ��� ��#��� ��� । 
 
 ����� 2��� "!���  ��! ��E�]�, �h� , "#��, #�E� �, N�T, J� �-��#� /�E�� ��� । 
 
 ����� 2��� [. "!���  ��T� "��  "?�  ��� ��� KE �$�� '��� ���� ��� ���। ���� 
����� ��T� "��  2�8 K'� 8 (����-���) ��� ��� ���। :�� "#��� ����� C��  �� +��� 
 ��। 
 
 C��  �� +���  ��� �� ���� 2��� 2��� ��T� 2�# :�� 2��� "�J�� "�e-:�  ��! ��� 
"� "����� 
����  "�I  �� �����!। :� "����� ��T� "��  "����8। ���� +�� 2��� ��T� "��  
"����� "1�� ���� ��T��� 2C ���1�� "��। ���� 2C ��1���� 2�1 2��� 1l1�� "!�T "��। 
����� ���� /�� ���। :�� #�S ��T�� ���� 2C :�� �$� � ' "�� �  +���  ��। :� KE 
�� �� 2�� (���� /�� ��E। 2��� /�� ����� �� 2��� ��T�� ����� # � ����� +�। 
 
 

 

�;�/- 
+����#� 

 
------------- 
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"��� 2R�� �p�  
2!��  ��G�� 
g��-"1e��+���� 

���- /�N�J, ��'��+� 
 
 %56% #���� %yE :��� ��  V#��� uz/6z ��� 1�T�����1 #���� 2�#। :�� �����I 
#����� �� N�J। ���� :�#�! : ���� :�� ����� "��� #���� :�� �� "�� ' 2���-�,�-���� 
���7� (�� 2¨�;���- /�� 2A� "�। ��  V#��� ���J�#�� =��  2����a ���  �� :�� 
"�������(��� C���I-7  ��� ��� । ���� /�� 2A� "8�� "�� ��� ��� : ���  ��। ����� #���� 
�!� �$� %zzz/%Hzz। :��� ���� 2#��-��'��+� ����� :�� #����7 ���I �!�। : ���  �� 
"�� C���  '��  �� +�� ���� #���  �� # ��  C��  �� +���  ��।  
 
 :  : J� ���  ��� : ���� C��  �� +���  ��। E������ 2� : �J �� '�� +�। 
������  ���� �,� ��� C�� '��  ��। ����� ������  C��  �� +���  ��। ��� �,� "�� C�� 
���� ����� ��� '��  ��। "�I���� �,� "�+C���  "��b�� ���� ���T�� "��। 
 
 2T�EJ� "��  HJ� ��-B ���� :E  �'  ��। ����� ���� #v��� ���E :�� � ���1  �� 
/�� ���। :#�� ���� �����+�(��� �,��� ���� "1����I-7  ��� ��� । 
 
 : #�� 2�� 2� # ��� #��� /�� 2A� ����!���। � � ������ "�1��  "��� /� "��  
������ g���� ���� =��  :�� ��'�  ��. "��� ��  V#����  ��- ��� "���!���। 
 
 #v��� ����E :��� �� � ����� � "(�� "!��-"���#+ �� g��� ������ �1�� 2A� 
"E। ���� �� ���� h1��! ����T� E[��� 2A� "�।  �� �� "#��� �� �� �� ��W�� 
������ "� "#��� �� � ����� �। ��  "�'� :�� ���B  ���J� "��� �� 2���  ��_'�!। ��E 
"#�� "��  '��1� g��� ��E। "#��� �� � ��)�� h 1��!�  ���� "��  ��� "�� "� 
"/������ 2���  "?� �!, 2��� " � (� "E। �����  ������ h 1��! "�e!��� ���� 2���  
�h�  �� :�� ���� # ��� '�� #� ���� ��T��� �h� ��)�� +��'�  ��। "#�� �!� >5"� "�। 
"#�� "�e_!��  ��  ����J� ����  ��s��s "��  +������� "�'�#+  ���� #����  "��  �1�� 
2���  �h� ��)��  ��s��s ��� 2�#। ��� ����� #�� ��!� +�� :�� �� T� ���� "/�� 
"�_�� ��� 2�#। "#��� "�'� ��] 2+�����  ��0�� �h�  �� "��� "��। 
 
 ��� �� "�'� 2���  �'j�#���� Ll  ��। "# �'�j#  ���!� "� ���� "1�������� 
 ���' ����J��� "����!� :��  ��� ��E�]� ��� �1���!��? [m�� ���� #�� +�� � "��� 2��� 
[�� ������  ����/�� Ll  ��। ���J� ����, /T, � �, N��I ����!�। : ��)�� ����/��  ��� �� 
"/�� 2��� ��_�� +�। +�� "�� 2�1 "�� E ��_�� �!�। : ��)�� "13 +�[�#� [�� ���� ����। 
 
 ��� 2J�� ���  2��� ��  �� +��  �I ��_��। ����� �1�J "�_� +�_J�� ���� ���� =�� �� 
N�T :�� +�_J� "�_�/�� �.  �� ��_��। ����� � ��)�� 2���  «��+�(��� �+�� Ll  ��। +��, 
���0, l��� ±��� �+��  ��� ��� । ��E�]��� ��_J ���� 1�-�� :�� ������ ���(9 )�� �+��  ��। 
:E 
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��Y��� ����Y�� #��� ��� ��� ����/�� /��। "�I ����� ���  "#E �L�� �� �G� �I 8 
��+�±��� ���0 ���� "# #�� 2�� �/< ��  �� j� +����� "]��।  
  

 # �� 6/� J�� ���  �� 2��� j� �]�� �� 2�� � �#� ��)��  �G�� ��� �� �'�  
��T �� �� "���� ��E। :�� � ��)�� �(�.(��� #����� ����E ��T ��� ।   
  
 ��� � "��� 2��� +�� :�� ����� ��_� ���� "��। "/�� ���� ��)���E 1��T�� ���� ��� 
"�'� 2���  ��'��+� ��P��������� "13 +�[�# ��� ���।  
  
 #v��� �� "/�� 8 +�� �� "���� ��)��  �-� "�'(�� #��� 2��� �$��-�. �oC�� 
�'j�#�  ��� ��� । 2�� #�S ��(���1 �
� ��  ��।  
  

 ��� %%J�� ���  2���  : �J N�� �h�  ��। "#��� 2�� %z/%> ' "�� �  �h� 
��)�� "���� ��E।  
  
 ���� # ���  �� ' "#��E 2���  "��� �+�� Ll  ��। ����Y�� ���� :E  �'  ��। 
����� ���� �!� "� � N�� " ��� "��  "1�� ���� ����� ‘‘"���  �_+��# 2��,  � 2�� ?’’ 2� ��� 
#��� �+��  ����। K����� ���  >J� l�J :�� � !� �� ��� "��। ������ �#�� ���� "1�#���� 
" � ���)� �!� �।  
  
 "#��� "�� �� �h� ��)�� �!���। :�� "# #�� 2�� �;�  ���! "� #��� �� ��� "��  
'�� +��� :�� ���� �a�a #+ ��� : ' +������� :�� ��' "#��E 2#���। ����� #��� 
"��J� ��T �� ���।  �1�' �� ���� �� ���। �� ��� ?� � :�� ����� ‘‘"��� ��T� "+� ��8।’’ 
��T� +�� "1�� ��!� � ��T ����  �I +�� ��_���� :�� "J� ���0� ���� %zz/%Hz 1' �$�� ��� 
"��। ����� "��� "�� C��� 28��'। ��C�� "��  ��� ��� "�� �0  ���J C��  ����। ����  
���� 6/�/5/%zJ�  �� "��  :��  �� +���  ���!। : #�� ���� �� 2��� [�� �����I  
����/��  ���!।  
  
 %y �� �� ��� �� ��  "��+�� ��� ���� ��!� +�� "�_�� (?�� +��G �] ����) '�+�f�� 
����+� (��'��+�� : �J ���#� �� �� :��� 2�!)  �� ��J�� :�, ��, :E/, � [ ]�� ��1�� 
��0��। ���#� ��'� '���� �v ��)�� !�'�� 1��?- ��J�� "��_!�E। "#��� ��� 2� Ns� �!���। 
"# #��E :����� ����Y�� �+��  �� :�� � �� 8 �É�� (�I�� 1��� 1���'  �� । ����� ��J�� 
"'����� ���0�� "��।  
  
 "'����� +�� "���� ��)�� +�'� N�� �h�  �� ����। "#��� 2�8 Hz/uz ' "��  
�!�। H/6 �� 2�� "#��� �!���। "#��� : ' :]2E�J ���+ 2#� :�� ����Y�� # ��� 
'���h� ��। '���h� "��� 2�1 :  ���� �+��  �� ����। # �� ��� � 8 K���� :E  �' 
 ����। '���h� +�� "1�� � #�� 2���  "'� N�� ��0��। "#��� 2��� u> '�� ���� "��  
�!���।  
  

 "'����� �� �� #�� 2���  : �� "��  �� "��'� [�� +�_J�� ���� ���� ���� =�� �� 
 � ��� ����� ��� :�� � ��)�� Hz/uz�J "�� ����। 2�� ��T "1�� 2���  2��� ���� [��T 
 �� LE�� "��। :!�T�  ��� +��-�� ]�_   �� ��_T  ���� ������।  ��� �� J� [��  �� �� ? 
"�8��� ��Y��� Ns� ���   �� ������। ��!�T�8 [��T  �� LE�� "��� K' �#��E : E #�f 
���0� [�� ��_/�। "�� ��J��� "�� �����E +�\�। ����  �� ���(9 ��Y��� %u> ' E�d����, 
?�.��,  
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��3��#+ ���(9 ���� "�� �  ����/��  ����। ���W ���� >z/>H '  �� "�� �  ��� ]�� 
��1�� ��� �1�� ���� ���� �E�� ��।  
  
 : #�� ���' �T�� /�E�� ���� ��� ‘‘"��� "��1  ��]� +���, ���' � [ �T�� +���?’’ 
��!�T� ���' �T�� "���� ���� ��_� "��  �� +�#���।  
  
 ����-� ��� :], 2E, 8 �� 2��� ��J�� ���Y��� ~��� ��� �1�� �'j�#����  ����। 
"# #�� :  ����  ���� ������� ��E� ���� �+��  ����। HE "#������ #·�+���  2�1 
#����  2E�� %� ���� ��� (#����  ���+�� #��� ���  ��) /�'-��J �����  ��। ��/�� Ll +��� 
2�1E E���+��� #����7 ;��� 2�� !�T� ��E। 
 


�;�/- 
"��� 2R�� ��p�  

 
 

------------- 
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"��� 8�� 2�� "��  
g��-"1e�#+� ���  

���-/��N�J 
"'��-��'��+� 

 
 %56% #���� V'�À ���# �� "#��� "1���C��  ���  ��� ��T� N� ������ ������ 
2#�� ��1���। ��  "#���� (�� 2��� ����� '��1�� 2¨�1��  �� ����� 1�� �;  ��� 
�� ���। ���� #���� ����� "b�� : ��?���� ���। ��7(�� "� #�S "��  ��� ��� ���� �1�� 
2A� ����!� ������  "N��8  �� ��� ��� 2����  %>zz/%yzz "�� �  C��  �� +���  �� 
:�� ��� # ��  : ���  �� "��b�� ���� 2C ����� ������ "��। E+�� KE Ns�� ����E ���� 
��'��+��� /�� ���। 
  

���� �� �#:] ����� ��� :�# :��� ���� :E ����  ����� 2��w ����� '�। L�� 
��E � ����� #��� 2��� � !� �������� '�����  �� ������।  

 
E+�� >/y �� ��� (��� (��� �a�a ��� :�# ����  ��s��s )���  ��। ���� ��'�� ��J 

 ��� ��1���, g��� g��� �1�� ���� ������ �1���! ����� ���TN� (�f�� ��1��� :�� ������� ��J 
 ��� ��� ।  

 
�� "#��� �$7-  ��s���s )���  ��� �� ���B  ���J� #�#��� ����� 
��-�#���� �;� 

+�� � #�S ���.����  ��� ����J���� +��� �����। ��!�T� ��P-��-� g�� +�� #�h+'  "�� �  
��� :� �� "#���� +��� ���। ������  ���(9 "���I "��I�����  �� '�����  �� +���, ��� 
'����� ���� �;�+��� ��+�� ���  '��E  �� +���  �� +���। 2� ���� '����� ���� ������ 
������  �� �� ���� "!�T "�8�� +���।  

 
�� V#��� ���(9 g��� �1�� ������ [�� �����  ����/��  ����। :�� ���(9 '��1� 

"��  "�� � !� ��� ��� :�# ����� "�e;��� ����7  ����। :E(��� ���� � ���# ��� 
>uzz/>6zz "�� �  +���  ��।  
 


�;�/- 
"��� 8�� 2�� 

 
 
 

------------- 
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"��� 2�#�� �+��  
g�� - ���' "1���� ��h  
?� N�- "1���� ��h  

���-��1���� 
"'��-��'��+�  

 
%56% #���� :����� ��W����W #��� ���B  ���J� #�#��� 1��f���T� �+h� ���-µ� g��� 

+�� "��। "#��� g��� ��#��� ��1 8 '����� E#���� �Ì���� #+����� ���� �+h���� ���TN� 
��J��J  ��। #�S  ��T-"/��T, "#�����, ������# ��J��J  ��। :� �  N��� "��W, �� �� 
N��J� �#_�T " �����, ��� ���� "(�f "]��। ����� ���7� "#��� ����� �� ��� # � 2�!। N��� 
'����  ��J ���� ��� ���। ��/��, 1l��!�� E\��� ��� "�। ����� ���  ��¼�(J� ���1  ��� 
2�1 �� ��   �� "�I����� ���� # �� ���� /���J "��� "/���!�। � � ���B  ���J� "��� �� 
����� "# #����1J� �8 "���। :� �  ���  �� (�� ���� "��T ��� "��� ��#�!� �0  "# #�� 
����� ������ ���� "��� ���� "]�� �����! "��� "���। ����!, ‘‘��� S��� (�� "����� '� 
+����, ��Í ����, ���7 ������ �, "#J� L�� 2����� ���।’’ 

 

��¯�(��� �'�#�� 1l��!���� ���� �  �� �+h���� [�\�  �� +� "# ��T�, (���1d, 
��'���T�#+ ���� #�S �+h� :�� � "�� ।  

 

>y"� :���, 5E V���� �� �� /��J�� ���  ���B  ���J� 2�^�7 ��  V#��� ���+����� 
2�#। � �� �!� ���+������ +�J���। V#��� +��J :�# #�g +��J ���;·(��� ��'� "� :�� %y 
' "�� �  ��� C��  �� +���  ��। :��� ��� ���E �+h� �!�। ����J����� ��_�T�� "��  +�J ��J 
 ��� ���-� "��। " [ �
� ��  ��� "��� �+��  ��। ]�� +�J ���\(��� ��J +�।  

 

"� # � �+h� "���� ���� ���1  ��� � "��� ���� �!� ����� "'���$�-  ��#���  �� 
+�।  

 

��#��� +��� #�� "�8�� +� ��� @� Ns�। :�� �¯��� �+h��� 1��B� � "��� ��#��� 
+�। : ���E yzz/yHz ' �+h� #������� ��#��� +�। : ��� "1���� ��h 8 [K-��T� g���E 
%yz ' �+h� ��#��� +�। ��-�B���  ��� ���8 ����� ��� W�� ���J�। �+h����E /��?��, 1l, 
!�1� '��E  �� "1���� ��h� ����#� ���0 NJ�  �� �'���  ��। [���� �!�, �+h���� "1����� 
(;7  ���� �/���� ��-/���  ��।  

 

"� ���# "#��T� g�� "��  ��f�� ��T�� E���! 2���  ��� ��� ��8�� +�। E���! 2�� 
"#��T�� ��� PL����T�� 2¨�1��  ���!��। ����� ��� 2� " ��� ��� ��8�� ����। "#E 
:E ���� ��� �+�� ���.। ����� ��# 2I�n ��# �!�।  

 

���B ���J 1�0� +��� �� ��E ���B ���J� "��� �� �,,� ���� ���� � V���  ��। :�� 
28���� ���1� "�� 8 ��� "A7�� : �À  �-���� ���� ���� � V���  ��। ���� '�� #���� 
2�'�� "+��# :���, ���' "1����  ��h g���� 2�#�� �+��, ����� g����  �'� #��'K� 
�+��, ��� 28���� ���1� #(���� �l� E#���#+  ��� >>/>y '�� ���� � V���  �� +�। 
#���� 2�'�� "+��# #��+��  '��B ���� �,� ����� ���� ����� %H +�'�� J� � ����� "N�I7� 
 �� +�। :!�T� 2�#�� �+��#+ 2�8  �����  ����� ���� ����� H +�'�� J� � ����� "N�I7� 
 �� +�।  
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

"� ���#� ����E ��'� �� V���  �� +�। :�� �� ";�� "'��'����S 8 (��� ���-  �� 
+�। ����J E[��� ��'� �� "������  ���  �� �� ��8 ���+���� :�� ��� !�T� " ���8 
"������  �� #Z� +��।  ��7 ���.�������� �<����� ���� #^S +�� ��T।  
  

y�� 2�P ���� �������� g��� +�� ���� #���� 8#�� 2�� #��+��� ��T� N��� #�S 
�'�#�� ��J��J  �� :�� ��_� 1��� " ����# "=�� "��। 2C ���1�� ���� �� � ��� �� 2� 
:  ��'� ����  ,��� "�_�/ ��। ��_� ���J� C���� 2C ���1�� "��। :��(��� ���� ���(9 )�� 
��J��J  ��। "�[ �����8 ������  �� ��J��J  ��, "���#��+8 ��J��J /����।  
 

��  ����J����� ���� ���(9 )�� ������  �� ��J��J, ���#����1 �+��� 8 ��� 
��-��  ��। ���.���+�� ��)��� ��� "��� ����J����� (���1d ��(���� ����  ��। 213 
���#� ��� " ��� :  #���� NJ�। #�S (���1d ��'�� ��J��J  �� 2C ���� ���T�� "��। 
(���1d g���� "�� � !�#���  ��+��� [�� ��-�� /����। ��� ����' [. g�� ��-(�l "1�_T� 
��#��� �#���$7-। �;�B�� ���� ��� # ��E ��� S�� #��-  �!�। ���8 �� "#��� ����� 
�����  ����/��  ��। ���� [m� : ?��� g���� ��+ ��+|� '�]� [��+ :�. :. :-� ��T� # $7- 
(Q�(��  �� "��।  

 
�� "#� 8 ��'� �� �� +��'� ���� g��� #���� 2�'�� "+��#�� ���T ������  ��� 

��8��� ��� "1���� ��h� 8��#��� ��T� ���#����1  �� ���T�� "��।  
  

��1���� ���� ��'� �� 8 2�� ����J������  ��  �!� ���+����, ��1���� ��� :�� 
����1� ����#�। [����� )�� #��� "��   �� +���। '��E  ��, C��  �� :�� �S�� ���� ����� 
"]�� ���� "��  +���  ����। ��#���  "��  [. �� )�� ����� +��� ����� (��� ���� ���।  

 

�;�/- 

"��+�|� 2�#�� �+�� 
%6/z5/6> 

 
 
 

--------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ @6 \  
 

"��'� ���� 
#��-��1���� 

"'��-��'��+�  
 

��'� ���#� "��'� �!���। ��#���  ��� S�� ��-� V#� 2�# :�� " � � � ������� 
#����1 � ����E ���� 2��� N�� "=��  :�� ��� �����  ����/�� Ll  ��। �/< ��  ���� ���� 
#�+����� '� ?� �?��  Ll  ��� ���� 2���  +S±��� �+��  �� :�� C��  �� +���  ��� ��� 
(� "����।  

 
�J�#�+/- 

"��'� ���� 
"#����, %56> 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

\ @� \   
 

"#��(� ����  
#��-��1����  

"'��-��'��+�  
 
��'��� %>/%@ ���� ��� : �� K���� K' ����J��� �� g���� ���� 2�# �� 

g���� 2� # ��� #��� 2��8 ������ "/��  ��। � � ��-� �L�� 2���  ���� ��W�� "��  
���T�� ��T� ��� 2�# :�� 2���  ���।  �_��� ���� �/< ��  ��� "/��  ��� ���� ��E�]� 
[_�/�� ��� "/_/��� C��  �� +���  ����।  
 

2��� [�� K' ��L �����I  «��+�(��� �����  ��-��  ��। 2�� ���J� ��� 
�� ��� ���� "#�� "��  2���  "J� "��  ��।  

 
�J�#�+/- 

"#��(� ����  
"#����, %56> 

 
 

------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ @5 \  
 

:�, ��E` 
���T� ���  
���-�TEg��  
"'��-��'��+� 

 
>z"� :��� %56% #��। ����J����� ���T�� 2������ 2�# :�� ���;·(��� "1���C�� 

/����� +�������� /��' "��  ���� ���। ����� "��  ���W ���W ��  ��L�� ������ /����� 
��� । ��� ����Y�� ���T� :�� �� ���(9 g�� "��  ���#����� ������ 2�# ��� +�#������। 
��� +�#�����  �,-�; ����� ��8�� 8 �� �� ���)� �x#+ ���  ��� ��� । �� ���� ��  
V#��� ��J�� 8 ��'��+��� /�� �1���!�। �� )��� �,,� ���� �+h���� ���� 8 ;��#��  ��। 
����� �����. ���T-N� ��J  ��। �� "�� E >/% '  �� ���#��� 8��� ������ ������ "��� 
��� ।  
 

>�� "� ���� ���#����� 8��� ������ /�� ���� ��� �)�  ���!�। � � �����. 
�,������� �l "#�� "��� �����।  
 

y�� "�। �� �� #��T ��J�� #�� ����� ]���� �;�  ��� "�, ��� +�#������� 
/������  ����J����� �N�� ����!। ��� � !�;7 2�1 ���T� #��� ���� g�� "��  �,3� 
��lI��� ��� ��� :�#�!। "# ���� ��(�� ���/���  ���!� "�'� "��8���। ��� ]������ 
#������� #�S �,3����  ��L�� "!�T "��।  
 

����� ��L�� ����� ��]#, F��N�, ��+�� "+��3� �����  �� 28���� ��1 #��-  8 
�+h�����  ��_'�� ��� । "��_'���_�'� �� #�-���J �u ' ���I�  "��  �� :�� �h�  ��। ���� 
�c ���#� "!���� 8 �,���� "�+�E "����!� ����� ���(���� [�� �(-�  ��। ����� �h� 
"�� ����  ��� ��� "���T b�� � ���;�� ����� "/�� ��� । #��� #���E �� #����  b�  
:�# +��'� +��� �� b��  ���� �u ' ���I�  ��� ��� +���  ��� '�। ������� : ' �,��  
"�+�E ���� ���� �h�����  ��-�(��� �+��  ���  ��� ��� ��� ����� ���-� )��। �H ' 
"�� �  ��� +���  �� +�। ����� ��� ��� ��  : ' (�1�Y�� "�_�/ ���। : NJ� ���� 
]������ "���। "�������T� ���' ��� +���  �� +�। ��� ]�����  ��� "�, :�� "��  ��E� KE 
��� "��� ��E�]��� 1��� ���� �����I (��� b�� � [���E �+�� Ll  ��। "������T� ���'� 
 ��! : �J '����� ��� "��� [��� [����� ���IC����  >/y '  �� ��� ��� C��  ��� 
��� । ����  C��  �� � � "# 2N��� ����। ��J���� +��]' 2�K� �+�� ���� �������� 
�� :���8 [��)� �!�। #����I 2+� "�� ��� [�� "���1��� "Î Ll  ��। ����� [l�� 
"���1��� : �J C�� ���1। :��8 "# ��� "��� 2+� +� �। ]�� ���� ��-��� #�� "1�� "# 2�S 
2�S 
g��� �]�� 2�#।  
 

��  ���+� ����� 2�1 g����#� ��#������ "?�  :� :E S$�� ,� ���IC��� [�� 
���J/��� ���� ���-� "��। ����-� ��� ��'� �� 8 2���� ���+� ����/��  ��� #����1 ���� :E 
 ���7 "� 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

��  V#���� #��� : ' �,3� "�'� �!�� ��� ���E 2#��। 1�'-�� ]������ ������� 
"�'��� #�Y� +S�;� �� :�� �� ���I ���� �;� "����!। : ��� u '�  : :�� � "��  
��J��� ��� ��� �1���!� ���� 2� �]�� 2�#�। ����-� ��� ��'�  ��� ��� ����� �� 
]������ #������� ���� "�+�E ���। ����-� ��� 2��� ��_/'�� [��� "g]��� ��8��� '��� +�� 
]������ #������� ����8 ���. ���।  

 

�;�/- 

:�, ��E# 
>6/5/6> 

 
 

---------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ Hz \ 
 

 �(�� "�8��  
g��-K1-����  
���-K1-����  

��'��+� 
 

>@ "� 2I�n �f���� ��� "(��� ��  V#��� g�� �N�� "]�� :�� #��� #��� ]�_ � C��  �� 
:�� "��  "���8 C��  ��।  
  

2��� ���T� #��� #����  1��T ��_T  ��� :�� 2��� ���T "=�� । :�� �v� �v� ��� 
?�� । 2����� "/� ����� 2�1E N��� ��'� "(�f "]��। E������ 2��� "/� "��� ��E। 2�� 
#�T� ����� :�� ���� "  '��� /�E���। ���� ��� "� ���� ���� "�� । ����� ���� 2��� 

����  N��� �(�� "��  "J� "��  �� ��T ���� "�_�� ����। K' 2��� 
����  ��� ���� :�� 
: ' 2��� ��!� "� :�� "# ��� ��� 2���  N��� ���� "��� ���। 2�� ������� "��� /�E 
� � "# ������� "��� +�� � ��� '���। � � # �� "��� ������ �A��  ��� "��� � : 
" ���  �� ��� "��1 [�0 :�� : �J ���� ��� ��� "����  ��� ���T� ��E�� ��E :�� �� 
:  ���T� "1���� N�� 2A� "E। 2�� �� ���\��� �� � "�� �J ‘‘ �_+� ���� +���’’ ��� ���!  
���! "��� ��� ।  
  

��;7 :��� ��� �� �� �� �� �� "����� 2�# �� 2��� 
����  "/�� "���� ��)�� 
���� ���  ���� ��T �� �� "��� :�� ��E 2�� �j� +�� ��E। ��� ����� 2��� 
����  ���� 
C��  �� +���  �� ���।  
 

�J�#�J/- 
 �(�� "�8�� 

 
 

-------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ H% \   
 

2�K� ����  
K1-����  
��'��+� 

 
���B ���J :�� ��'� ����� #����+ ,� ����� [�� �(�m  �� ����J����� ���(9 :�� �� 

:�# ������  ���!। ���� ��J��J  ���!, ���#����1  ���!, ��� �I-7  ���! :�� ���I +��� 
 ���!। ����� ������ C��� ���� ��½�.C�� ���। ���� "� ���#� ��W����W "��1���� ������ 
������  �� @> ' �+h��  +���  ��। "#��� "������ [�� ����/��  ���!।  
  

'� ���# ���� K1-����� ������  �� �/5 '�  +���  ��। :���8 ���� «��+�(��� 
��� ��-��  ��। ����� ��-���� ]�� '¤  ��]#���� : �J "��� ���� ��� :�� ��� : ' 
�f� +�� ���। :��� ���� ��J��J  ��।  
  

%�� ��'� LY��� ��  "#��� 117���T��� ������  ��। :��� ������ ��(�� /����� 
%z/%% �� ' "�� �  ��� :� ����� ���� 1�-  ���� ��� +���  �� ���J/��� ���� ����। :��� 
 �/ ��L��� "�����J ���� ��_�/�� +���  ���!। ����� ����� ����� ����� [�� �� �L�� 
����/��  ��!� �� ����  �_��!�। :��� %zz �!��� [���� ��F �v : �J �,��  "�����J 
���� ��_�/�� +���  ���!। g��� 2C ���� "����� �� ��7(�� ���0 ����� �� "#���8 ����� 
��� É����+��  ��। ����� #��� "���� , 
���� #��� a��  ��-��  ���!।  

 
 


�;�/- 
#���� 2�K� ����  

 
 

--------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ H> \  
 

"��� #�p�� "+��# 
81�_ 

��'��+� 
 

: �� ��� � "��� 2�� V��h  �' "#�� ��#�� �]��!���। ��#�� �]�� �����#���  
��  V#� 8 ��+�������  "���� ��E।  �� ' ��+��� 2��� ��#�� Clw�$7- �$���� [� �7C��� 
���� ��\�। 2�� #��(��� ������ '��E '¤  ����/� ��+���� । [.  ����� ��+��� 2��� 
'���� ;��� '� ���  ���  �� :�� N��� �(�� ��)���  ����� "�'� ���������� ��� � 
+��� ���� 8 2���  ��(��.  ��  ��7 2�� 28���� ���1� : ' "�� �!��� ��� [. "�'��� 
���7� �!�। ��� ��+��� 8 ��  V#��� 2��� ��#� ��J  �� ��  ������� ��� ���। ��� ����' 
� ��E 2���  ��� E��2�  ���  ��� ���। "#��� 2��� ��]�#� : '  �-/���� #������� 
"#����� �� ���. ��E। � � 2���   ��' "��1��  ��� ����  �� +�।  
  

NJ� ����+� ����� #��� #��� 2�� '1�7� (��1�� #��� (�1� ������ 2��� ��]�#� 
 �'  ��� ��� । � !��� �� �� �+��� ��d��� :#�?8 K,� ������ +��� �+� +। [. 
:#�?8� +���� ��� ��+��� 8 ��  V#���� ���W ��¯� ����Y�� �;�  �� ���। ��  �#���� 
��+������ "��1#�'�� +���, ��� �I-7, ��� #�����1� ���� ���T�� "��। +0�< '���E ���#� %H 
������ 2��� ���T "N��8  ��। "N��8  ��� ���  ����� ����J��� 8 ��+����� ��� ��� :#�?8� 
+��� ��� ��� ����/�  ��। :��� � ��  �� ����' "� '¤  ��+��� �,n��� #��� ��� "�, [. 
:#�?8�  K�J "!��� ���� 2�� �+�  ���! :�� "!���� #��� ��'� ��.� !�� �!�। ��� #��;� ��� 
2��� KE +�� "�_�� �+� :#�?8� ��#�� ��� ���। "#��� : '  �-�, : ' "�'� 8 
� !�#���  #����  [¦��)  �-/��� �!�। ���� 2���  "��� �+��  ��। ��E�]��� ��_J, � �, N��I, 
���� ����� ��� । "�� � !�;7 �+��  ��� �� 2�� �j� +�� ���J�� ��T ��E। ��� +��-�� ��_�� 
��)�� 2���  81�_� E��2�  ���  ��� ���।  ���  ����� ��� 2�� ��  ��+��� 8 
����J������ "���� ��E। ����� ��   � ����� 2���  �+��  ��� ��� । �+��  ��� ��� 2���  
 ��� � #��� : �J "!�J �� ��À "��� "��। "#��� @/H ' "��  �� �� �� '��1� �!� ��/ [. 
�� ��À ��� >@/>H ' ��f��� ���+ ���I�  2J� �� "����!�। "#��� 2�� 2J�� ��)� 
 ���!���। 2J���� ��� �����E "���(��� �+��  ����। ��  ��-��� ������ ������� 8 ���� 
#����+  ���� �। >/y �� ��� ��� � !� � !�  �� ����� ����� � � �� ����� ����1� 2+��- �!�।  
  

�h����� ��)�  ��� �� 2�� ����  ��E ]��J� ���� "����� "� >z/>H '  �� 
���+ "�� '�  �����  ��� �� +�� [�Ç� ���  "�_�� 8 "/�� "�_�� "�����J ���� ��  �/�� ��S�� 
"]�� ����। ��� �,���+C���  � J) ���� ��;�  ��। [��� [����� ��Y��� 2J��� ���� 
>Hz ' ���+ ��f����  ��-�(��� +���  ���! ��� 2�� ����  ��। : ��� 2��E ��]�#� 
 �,-��;� #������� ���. ��E।  

 

�;�/- 

"��� #�p�� "+��# 
:#, �?, 8, ��]#, 81�_। 
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'� �G� 
81�_ 

��'��+� 
 

>H"� ���/-� NJ����+ �� g���� '1�7� '��� +���� :�# �����!�। ��B�+��� 
#�Ï����  NJ�� ]�� �� g���J�  ��  ��-��� ;��  ��� �±��  ���। 5E V���� "��' LY��� 
��B�+�� "��? +�� / ������ g��� ��  ��-��� ����  ��। ����  ��� 2�1 ���;·(��� /������  
"1���C�� /����� ��� । :�� '1�7� '������ ���+� +�। ]�� �, ��� "��� ��E ��� +��� �� 
g���� '#����7 ��� ������ ��� । ����� ��  ��-��� / �������� ��� ��� ���T�� 
���#����1  �� 8 ��J���' /����। ��� ����', �� g���� #��� �,�� ����� #��+��� ���T�� 
#����  N�_�J )��  ��। [. N�_�J "��  ��  ��-��� �� '��1� +�� #�h�� "�������  ��� :� 
���� #��+��� ��#�� [�� ����� 2J�  ����। �����  ����/�� 8 �I-7  ��� ��� 1�� " �J 
+���  ��। +���� ��� ����� �. "/e��¦�� � ���� )��� ���#� 1f� ���� �T�। �� !�T� �� 
/ ������ g���� ��� @z ' "�� �  C��  �� +���  ���!। ����� ����  ��  '�  1�� " �J 
+���  ���!। :�� ��#���  2+� ��)�� :�8 "�_�/ 2�!। :  ��# ��)� ��� �� g�� +�� 
�� -��-��� 1l, ���#, +�_#, ���1�, ������ ����� ��� ��J  �� "����!।  
  


����� ��� /�� ��� �� g���� '#����7 ���.���+��  ������� 8 #�-���(��� #�+��� 
 ���!।  

 
 


�;�/- 
'� �G� 

g��-/ ������ 
81�_, ��'��+� 

 
 

------------ 
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"��� "��#��� [��  
g��-��N������ ����T�  
"���-��N�������, ��J��  

"'��-��'��+� 
  

2�� �!��� "�f� "��'���s� : ' �#��+�। /�� �<#� 2�� ���� ��� S�� /� ��� 
 ���!। �_�/�� ���/-� � !��� 2�1 2�� (��s��� #��(-�# �/J�1���� 2�#। "#�� "��  2�� !��J�� 
���T�� 2�#। ����� �f�v�� 2+��� /� ���� /�g��� "��1 "�E। 8�� "��  "I�� �+�,  ���N�J, 
6� "'�J�� ���� ��� S�� ��-���� #��� #�+�# ��� #�f "�� �����  �� :�� ������  ���-�S 
 ��। ����-� ��� "#���� �� NJ�� :��� ���#� (6%) H ������ ��  #f�#+ 8��� ������ 
21����� "�e_�!। "#�� "��  � !� �a�a #�g+  ��  ������ ��Æ7���T��� �?�]� "�E। ����� 
��  V#��� ���� 2Y�7 /����� # �� !�(f +�� ��E। :��� ���#� >> ������ 
g�� 
��N�������� "�e_�!।  
 

>@"� :��� 2��� ���T� '¤  ��  ���+�� #+���1� : �� ��  V#� :�# N��� ��'� 
"(�f 2���  ��� ���� ����� ����� )���  ������T�� ��� ���- ��� ����', :��� ����/���� 
" �($�� �!�। ���� "#��� 2��� +��, �� "�_�� �� [���� ���  ���� �J� �� ����/��  ��। "# 
����/���� �(�� �!� "�� ���� �+��, /� � ���� ������ ���(9 )�  �J�- ���� " �J ���� 2h 
"��। ���� '��� /��\� "� /�g��� 2��  �' ��d����  +���  ���!,  ��J ��E�]� " ����, 
� (��� ��� �� "����!, �������� #  -�� �  �  ��� 2�� '��।  
 

2���  �! "��  " � ��� [�N�J  ��� ���- +�� ���� 2���   ������T "��  ��J���� 
]�� ��1�� ������  ���  ��� ���। "#��� V�K���  �  2��� 1��� "�8�� +�। +��-�� "�_�� 
"? �/� ����  �� ���� +�[�' ��;�  ��। %z-%> ���J "#��� ����� �� ��-�,� ��)�� "#�� 
"��  ���� 2��� �'j�#���� Ll  ��। "#���8 ���� ���- +��� �� 2���  "�����J /�'-  ��� 
��� ���। : #�� �!� #v��� � !� 2�1। �� 2��� +�� ��!� ��_�� �!�। ��� ����', :� � !� 
2�1 2��� #�;��E /��' "�� �  C��  �� +���  ��। ��� 2���  ��� ���। "������J� #��� 
���� ���� �g#� +�\��� 2� " e��� +���� ��_� ������ "/��  ��!���। :  #�� 2�� 2��� 
+���� ��_� ����� ��1�/��E ����� #��- +E। ]����1��� ���) �� ���� /������  ����J����� �� 
#�a ��+���� �!�। +���� ��_� ����E N��� #f� [/��� �#��E��� +���� ��E�]� " �T �� ��� 
"]�� "�E :�� ���� "��� ���  ������  ��। ����� �� ��� W�_� "�E। E������ ����� V#��� 
�� ���� /������  #�/� +�� [�0 :�� 2���  �;�  �� "������� C�� /����� Ll  ��। �� 
�� ���� ���T [0�!��� �0  "# #�� : �J C�� :�# 2��� ?�  �� ���1। #��� #��� 2� : �J 
C��8 2��� ��� ���� ��/ ���1। :�� 2�� ���� ��� "��� 2+� +E �। ����� # ��� #� 
� ��� ���/���  ���-  �� ���� ��-���� �$�+ "(�  �� ������ 2��� '��� �(�� ���� Y���  �� 
��J��� "�e_!�E। ���� ���� �� ����1��� ����� �.��� +�\�। [�f ��)�� �� ��J���� 
�#��� +��� "���T "�e_!�E �� : �� ��+��� 2��� 2���  ��� "]��। "#���8 ���� "��� �+�� 
 ��� Ll  ��। �$��-�. 
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���� ��Y��� ���e��� ����� +�� "�� 8 "�+�E ��E। :�� �+��� ��W��� ��������T�� ���� 
2A� "E। � !�;7 �� 2��� PL� ?�.�� 2� ����]�  ��! �1�� �����  �/� <#� "E। "#�� 
"��  � ����E "���� "��I��  :  g��� 2A� "E। ����� ����-� %z �� �� (���� 2A� "E। 
:�� "#��� #�Y�(��� 
����� #�g��� ��� "E।  
  

]����1� "��  [��8 +��� �� ��  �L�� 2��� ���T "N��8  �� :�� 2��� �,� ���� :�� 
���  �����  �� :�� ��� "� "����� "!���  "��  �� ��8, ���  /� ��� "�� :�� "����� "����  
2��� #��� ('¤  #������) ���� ��8। ����-� #��� ���� 2��� ���T "
\�/����(��� ��J��J  ��।  
  

2��� ���, ]����1�� ’���# �B�� %H-%u +�'�� "�� �  ��  �L�� ��-�(��� +��� 
 ���!।  

 
 


�;�/- 
"��� "��#��� [�� 

g��� ��N������ ����T� 
"��� ��N������ 
"'��� ��'��+� 

 
 

---------------- 
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�?, :�, ������ �� 
������, ‘V��  �����’ 
/�_��E���1d, ��'��+� 

 
y�� 21� ���� ��� %%J�� ��d��� ����� )��� ��'� �� ���+�� ���, ���B  ���J� #�#�, 

8 �( �? ���J-� #(����#+ 2��� ���T "N��8  �� :�� ����  �� 2���  "g]���  ��। ���� 
"g]����� �$��- #�S ���T �!!  ��। "g]���  �� #����   ���  ��� ���। ��� ����� �� 
���.���+�� #��� "��1����1 ��� 8������# 8 ‘��(����’ " ���� ����! �� '���� ���। #Km� � 
"��� 2���  �� ]�_   �� ��_� "��। ����� /���  ±��� "��� �+�� Ll  ��। ��� Ns� ���  
:� � �� :  +�� ���  �� :�½ ����/�� /����। :� ���� "��  �� ��� 2�� j� +����� 
"]���!। :��� 1(�� ���� � ��)���E [0��#�  ��� ���-� "��। +���� : ��� ��� � ��Y�� 
/����� ���� @z ���  ��� �� ��� "� ��_/��� +���!। � !� #�� : ��)� /����� �#��- +�� 
���J�� ��T "1�� 2���  ���� "��� [_/� ����h� "��  ��/ "]�� "��। "#�� "��  2��� ���� ��� 
2�# :�� 2��� [0��#�  ���। 2��� ��T "1�� 2��� ���� "��� "]�� "�� 8 ���� 2�। :�½ 
 �� # �� +�� "1��  ��� � �(��� ��� ��S�� +��-�� "�_�� "]�� ����। "#�� ���� "� #�S 
#����  "��  /��/�  ���! ���� # �� 2���  ���\(��� ���� "��� ����� W�� ���J�� "�। 
#����� 2�� � ��)�� �!��� :�� "���� '��1�� "���� #��(��� ����/���� +���!। #v��� ���  
����E �'j�#�  �� "�� ���� ��#��� � �+h�। ��#��� ���� 2���   ���� ���� ���। 2�� 
E\� ,�(���  ���� ��� "��  ���� ��� । �� 2���  �'j�#�  �� +� "�, :����  ���'  ���� 
�T� +� �  �। [m�� � ���� 2���   ��T ����� ���-� "�� :�� [�f  ��। [�f ��)���E 
2���  Ns� KE ���� +�। ����� �$�- ������ 2��� 80��#�  ��� ���। � � �#�� �����8 
� !���E [0��E ����!��� �।  ��7 ��� ��S' +�� "1�!। "# ��)���8 2���  �����  �� +�। 
����� 2���  J�f���� ���-� "��। �� K’�� [���� ���  "�_�� J��f�� "��। +�� "��� " � 
����� #,�� �  �� "# '� +�� K�J8 "��� "�8�� +�। :��� : ' �#��E�  "?�  /���  ����� 
���-� "�� :�� "#¯� /��� ��� । : ' ~�B +�� 2� : ' /���  ����। :�½  �� ��' 
/���  ����� �� 2�� �j� +�� ��E। ����/���� :  ��-��� ��� ��  ��� /�E�� ���� #�'��� 
���� ����। 2�� j� +����� "]��। ����� " � :  #�� j� �]�� ��E। ����� ��� ��  ��� 
/�E�� ��+����� KE' �#��+�� : ' ����s� "����� ����। :�� ���� �®��  �� "��। �®��  �� 
���� �#��E�J ��� ��'� 2#� �]�� ���। ���� �� # �� ��-B � J�f��� ��)���E ��� । :� 
���� ���W ���W #���� j� �]�� 2�# :�� �� ��+$��-E 2��� j� +����� "]��। # ���� ���  
2���  ����� +�� ��� "� ���� ���� ��8 "�, ��(���� 8 8������# " ���� 2�!, ��+�� "�����  
"!�T "��� +��। "����/  [m� ���� ���� 2���  /T-��¿T "��। ����� 2���  :  N�� �h� 
 �� ���� +�। "#�� ����1� ���� : ' �����#+ ��' ���.�]e'�  ��� ��� 2�#। ���� 
������  ��J���� ��� �����  ��! 
� ,�� 2���  ��� '� 2��� N�� "��। ��� KEJ�� ���  
�'j�#�  ��� ���� (���.�������) 
� ��  ��� ��� 2�� '��E। #��� ��� ���� 2���  ��!E 
��� । ���� �� ��� %>J�� ���  "#�� =��   ��T 8 ����� '��� 
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���.�������� ����� ��� :�� ���� ���f ��� ��)�� ��E��  ��� � ��!� ��� ���। :� � !�;7 
��� �� J 2.... �/< �� "(�# 2#���। :�� ����  �� "1� "�, "���J ���� "!��� ���� C_���� 
����� +���  �� +���!।  
 

:(��� ��_/ �� ��� �(�. ��)�� �� �� �� 6E 21� ����1� ��� 5J�� #�� 2���  
��-#����; "!�T "��। �+��� ��E�� " ����8 "��� ���� � :J�E �!� ����� ��� ���-�।  
 

>y"� :��� LY��� K��� %>J�� ���  "1��S����� ��  ����J����� ������  ��। ���� 
���P-� ��'����T� �+h� ��S�� �1�� y% ' ��lI�  ��� ��� 2�#। ����� #�S g�� "��b�� ���� 
���T�� "��। ��� 2� "�� ��� ���� ��! ���  �+�h� ��� ���� %H '� ��� ���  ��_T 
 ��� :�� C��  �� +���  ��। ��� ���� %u '� 8 � : E(��� +���  ��। +���  ��� �� 
���C���  "��b�� ���� ������� ���-� ���� �,� y% '�� ��� "��  ����  �- �� ��� :  ���. 
���T�� "���� (�� ���]�� 8�0। �<;7�< ���  C��  �� +���  ��।  
 

%5"� ������ ������ ����1� ��� ��� ��J�� ���  ��d�� ���+�� K�J ����J���� 
#���B��-� g�� "�������� "N��8  ��। "�'� E[��#� "�,�w ���J����� K�J # �� +8��� �c � !� 
2�1 "��+#� ���� 2'� "���� '� ����� [�0�! :�� 2��� 2 �� [¦��7  ���! �0  
��E ���  �;�  �� ��� C�� /����। #��� #��� g���� [�� �,��� �� C����I-� +�� ��� । : 
g��� �� Ns�� ��� uHz '�  +���  ��। :��� ���� ��L, �,�, ���  8 ���8 �!�। %u�z�J ���T 
# $7- �$��#�<  ��। :��� "�������� g��#��� �����, ��+����, ��������, ��������,  ������� 8 
N�J1� ��fP� g���8 +���� /����। :���8 %>zz "�� �  +���  ��। : #�S g��8 ���T�� "��। 
��  ���+� +���� #�� �#��� ��+��� [�� ���< �� 8 ��J��J  ��।  
  

����-� ��� ��L�� [����. +��� /����। :���� ��£S : g��C�� ��d�� ���+� 8 ��� 
��_������� #��� ���� ���+ '#����7�  ��� ��� :�# +����� �+�#�� ���+��  ��। "�� 
��� 
+��� �� "��� ��� "�, #�S g��C��E ���($���� ���7� +���!। ����J  ��� � U��� (��-। ��� 
���  g��C���� "� #�S "�8��� N� �!�, "##� N�� '#����7�  +���  �� "�8��� "(�f "=�  
"�8�� +���!�। :#� g��C��� :� ���T ��_�' ��8�� ���� �  �[�  �  �[�  "# ���T "��  +��� 
 �� +��। :�8 ��  ���T ����!, "� ���T� # �� E ��  '����� +���  ��। :�� : �J 
������ "# �h�� 2��। ��� : �J ������ "#����� ����� "���� L����� "!�J "!�� "�_�/ ����!। 
��-����, (�E��� # ��  +���  �� +���!।  

 
 


�;�/- 
�?, :� ������ �� 

������, ‘V��  �����’ 
/�_��E���1d, ��'��+� 

 
   

 
-------------- 
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"��+�|� "��!�8��� "+��# 
g��-��E'��T�, ?� N�- ��'������� 

/�_��E���1d, ��'��+� 
   
 
 ‘6% - :� @0�  21��� ��� #��T ��J�� #�� � Q�< ���B  ���J� "/�������� ���-�� 
��� Hz ' ���B  ���J� #�#�#+ ����� ��+���� ��T� "N��8  ��। 2�� ��7�7 "/��  ��8 ����� 
+�� "��  "�+�E "���� �। �,� +8��� ��� 2���   �0�� ��+���� ������ ��� ��� :�#�! :�� 
����� "#���-  ��। "#��� 2�� ��� %H ' �h��  "���� ��E। ���� ���� ��  2�1E �,� 
+���!��। ���� �� ����1� ��� 6J�� [����. %H '�  ���� +��'�  �� :�� ��_/'  ��  �� 
:  : �J ���/ V���  ��। ��_/'�  : �J ���� V���� ������� ��(��.  �� 2����  �� ���� :�� 
: ��� 2���  ���f��� +���� ���� ��(��.  �� :�� ���� "  +��� � �� +���! ����� ���� 
���� � /��। ��_/'�� �(�� "� �’' "��� "��I� ��� ����/�  �� ������  ���� ����E "�'� 
"��8���� ���-�� ��-�(��� "����� ±���, ���  ���� "��� �+�� Ll  ��। � #�� "��8���� 
���-�� ��� : ' �#��+� 2���  �+��  ��। ��; ��-B 2�� �j� � +�� ��E ��; ��-B 
[����. ��Y��� ����/�� /����� ��� । j� +��� �� ����� +�'�� ��� ���। ��� ���� �� 
���� V���� ��(����1 1���1��  ��। ���� �� #v�� "�'� "��8��� %H '�  "'���� "��  
"��  �� 2�� � ��  ��। 2��� ���� (�� +8���� 2�� "�� +�� ������ �। 2�� [�±�1� �(�� 
#��  �J��� ��� । � �� ���  "�, [����� %@ '�  C��  �� +���  �� �+�h�� ���� "]�� 
"��। ���� '�� (�#�� ��� । 
 
 ���� �� 2�� "���� �!��� "#��� ��� %z-%> ' 2#��� :���। �����  �! "��  
���,�� 8 �'j�#������ ��  ��  ���� �(���E ���� #��E�  C��  �� +���  ��। :� ����-� 
����/ "'��� "� [� �, "��.�� :�� ���;� !�� #+ ��� 6' :���, ����� [. 6 '#+ 2���  
2N�� +��� ��� । � !�; ��� ���,�� ��� ����� #��E�  ��'��+� "'� "� /���  �� +�\ ���  
+� - ���� :J� �!� �!  (�_8��। ���1d) �[ ��� -�J� : �J 2���-����#+� �� ��À 2�� 
 �� ����। "#��� 2��  ��� �� ��� 5J�� #�� #��E�  ��E�� ��� :�# �'�� ���� ��� ��� 
"��� /�� :��  �0(��� +�� �v  ��। �'�� ���� ��S�� ��� ����� ��� �'� "��  %> '�  
����� "� :�� "��� �+��  ��� ��� । ��� #������ ��� �[��� -�J� [����� �� ��À ��h  �� 
����। ��� 2�1 �'��� ������  "�'� "��8��� C��  ��� ���-� "��। ������  "�+�E N��� 
t�� N��J "��� "]��। ���� �� # ��� [. �[��� -�J� 2#���C���  "'����� ��� 2�#। 
KE�� ��� "�'� "��8��� ��'E "'����� �1�� 2���  �! "��  �f� ���� ���� �7�� ���. 
"��। E������- 2��� ����� � J "�� 8 ��¯� �f� ���� ���� "�� +���!�। 
 
 


�;� /- 
"��:"��!���� "+��# 
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"��� 2Ð :��� 
g��- 2'�E����, "���- ��'������� 

���1d, ��'��+� 
  
 
  %56%-:� '� ���#� %u ������ ��� K�J�� #�� 2��� ��T� Hz-uz ' ��  �#�� "N��8 
 ��। "N��8  ��� �� ��T�� �(�B�� ��� @z ' ��  �#�� =��  ��T�!�। ��T�� #�S N� ����� 
/����� 2���  ��� "]��। ��� K’+�� ��!� "���_ ��� ���। "'����� 2�� �,� yz '�  "���� 
��E। "#��� ��(� ����� �� ����� ��� ���। "#���  ����� "�'� "��8��� 2���  �'j�#���� 
 �� । ��� ����', "#��� 2�8 ��  ����J��� [��)� �!�।�'j�#���� ���� �� "��J� "���� 
���0 ���� "��� �+��  �� । ��� � +�� - �� "(�f /����� +���!�। 
 
 2��� �� +�� �. W��!�। ����� #��E�  "'����� ��� :���। ��� 2#�� �� ��� 
%>J�� ��� C'� N��J� �t������ ��� Ñ�। ��� #��E ��E ���� ���-� ���। ��E�� �(�� 
"��  %> '�  "��! ��� C��  �� +���  �� ।�� � "�� C���  ����� "'����� ��� # ���� 
���  "�'� "��8��� "'����� 2�#। ��  �'j�#����  ��� ��� ��� ����� 2�Z  �� "'�� 
�� "��  �,� +���!� #��E� । �t�N��J #v��� #�� C��  ��� '� 6 '�  ��� ���। ���($���� 
6 '� E C��  �� +���  ��। ��� %%J�� #�� [. "'����� K’' ������  ��� ��� ����। ��� 
���� @J�� #�� "�  �;� �����±���  l7  �9�� #�� "��� ���; ����� +� "� ����� [�� 
�����  ����/��  �� +���!�। 
 

# �� �J�� #�� "'���� "��   �� ' ��-� V#� "����� ����� Ns����  ��� 
"�'�#+  �� ' ����J��� �����±��  ��� ��E�� /�� ���। "�I ���7�� '�� ����। #v�� 6J�� 
#�� �� � #�S ��h "�� '�  t��N��J C��  ��� '� ��� ���। ��� ����� �� K’'  �� 
��E  ���� C��  ��� ��� । 2��� #+ �� ��'�  C��  ��� ����)��� #,�� +���। �� 
/��'�  :  #��� C��  ��� '� ��_T  �����। "#E �����- : ��� #����  1�T� :�# t��N��J 
[��)� +���। 1�T��  ��! ���� ����J��� ���� C��  ��!�, ����� +��'� +8��� ���-� ���। 
"#���  ��-N�I� +�। C��  �� "��  #����  ����� ��। ���� �� 2����  %zJ�� #�� 
��'�  "!�T "�� । 2�� ����� : ' । ��� ��� ��� @z-Hz '�  C��  �� ��  ��-� ���+� 
+���  ���!�। 
 
 


�;�/- 
"��� 2� :��� 
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:��+� �� 
�]���'� +�[# 
��¹�J�, �CT� 

 
 :���� ��  ���+� �����, ��B�+��, "����� - :E �� �� "��  �CT� �+� 2Y�7  �� । 
�� !�T� ���� "�� 8 ��  ���+� �CT� �+��� [�� 2Y�7  ��। � #�� �+��� "�� ' '���� 
(�� " � ���  "�eT��� � "��� ���-���  ��. "��� �� #�_����� "/�����T�� ��  �8��� +�। ��  
���+� 2Y�7  ��� #��� #��� #�S �+� "N��8  �� "]���।  ��'E '#����7 ������� #���1 
��� �। ��  ���+�� C��� ���� �#��� "�� ' ��7 +����। 2�� ��'� ��T� "!�T "/�����T�� 
���  �8��� +E। "/�����T�� ����� #�� 2�� "� �,�� "����! E��+��# ��� �'� ����।/�� "��  
��_/ ���� �� "��  �,� ��)�� ��.� ���� ?��� 2�!। �+��� ���(9 ��S�� ����� �,���+ ��T 
2�!। 2�  � ���� ����� �. ��  ��! । ������ ����� " � [��� �!� � 2���। 2��� ����� 
: �J J��� 8 +��� : �J ��� S�� ��� � �!�। 2�8 : ' "�e�(� :�� KE' "��  2��� #�f 
�!�। �����8 ����� J��� :�� +��� ��� S�� ��� � �!�। +0�<  �� : �� �� �#� 2����� "��� 
�N�� "]��। ��  ��-� ���+7� �'j�#�  �� "����� " ? ���� [�$-��। 
 
 '���� 2�� ��� "� 2��� ��� S�� ��f��� ��#���। �� �� �#� � !� #�� �� 
2������  "!�T "�� :�� ��� "� "����� 21��� �� # �� �J�� �� 2����� #�f "���  ���। 
 �� #v�� uJ� "��  "(�� 2JJ� ��-B  ��]-[ �� ��। �� ���+��  ��]-[ "�8��� ��� [���� 
�!�, # �� �J� �� '#����7�  : �� : ����1 +���  ��। 2�� "#J� ��W�� � "��� ���� �� 
2��� ��#���T� "���� '� �+��� ���  �8��� +E। 2#�� #�� �� ��' "��  2��� #��� 
�!�। � #��  �� ' ��d��� 2����� ��� "]��। ���� ����E : �� ��E  �� ��E�]� ���� 
C��  ��। C��  ��� #��� #��� K' NJ�)��E ���� ���। ��� : ' ��� +��� C����� +8��� 
1��-� �(�� ��T ���। : ' ��d��� ":# "�����J ���� ��� �� J� �/�� "��। 2�� "#e(�1���� 
C�� � "��� � ��.� ����E +���?��� ���\���। : ' ��d��� 2���  ����� ��_T  �� ���� KE 
��� C��  ��। ��� C���J ]���� � +8��� '� �±������ C��  ��। (�1���� C��J� 2��� ��� 
���P- ���� /�� ���। �� �#� �  "� ��  �� 2���  "!�T ���� ��� "� "��� "+_���! (�1 ��8 
��f���। �� 2�� ��'� ��#�� ���  �8��� +E। ��#�� 2#�� #�� 2�� "���� ��E L�� ����I� 
�,���+। �+��� #�S ��S� "� ��. ��� +�� 2�!।  � �� ����� �,���+ ��� J��J��  ��!। 2�� 
"���� "���� "� ��� ��� �� �#���� "� #�S "�� ' +���  ���!� "#C����  �+��� ��S�� 
���P- 1�-  �� 6-� '  �� ��_�� "����!। �����  ���� +�� �� ���� "��� ���\।  � ��� :  )� 
"��  "J� �� )�� ��� ���\ ̧:E ��(<# 8  l7 �,�� "��� "/���� ��� ��!�� 2��� ��¹�J� 
��#(�� [��)� +E। ��#�� �1�� "���� "���� "�, : ' "�'� 8 ��' "����/ V#� 2��� 
�'
  ��  ��J�J "��� L�� 2�!। 2���  "��� ���� ��E�]� ��� ��_T��। 2�� ��� "�, 2�� 
��� S�� ��f��� ��#���। :J� 2��� ��#� :�� ��#���T� "����E 2�� :�#�!। �� ���� 2���  
��� "� :J� "����� ��#�? "����� ��� #�+#? :E ��� 2���  �#�� ��� :�� ���# 8 l�J "��� 
"��। �� !�T� 2���  ��� "� "����� " �E (� �E। ������ ���� "����� N�� L�� �� ��। 2�� 
" � � �� ��� ���� ������+�  ��। :��� [���  �� ��� "�, ��  "#� �+�� =�� E 
���f�������  6> N�� #�� �����!�; ��f������  
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�-"�e�� ��J  ��� '�। ���� �� # ��� �� "#��� 2���  #��1  �� �+�� /�� 2�#। 
���#��� 2���  ��J  ���  �� ���। �� 2�� ��� "�, 2�� ��J  �� � �� 2��� " � ����' 
�E। :E(��� �� �� " �J "1�। �� "#�� /��'�� ���� : ' �!� "�'� '�� । @�- ��� ���� 
2��� ��#� "!�T ���� ������ /�� ���। ����� "�'� ��� ���� 2��� ��#�� /�� 2�#। :�# 
2���  ��� "�, ���� :�� "��  /�� ��8। :E ��� 2���  #���  �� #�� -J +�[�# ��� 2�#। 
"#��� �1�� 2�� "���� "����, ��'��+� (��#-�J "��  ��� 2�  �� ' !���। ���� ��# ��# 
 �_��!। ��  +������ ����� [�� �����I  �����  ����/��  ��। ����� #��� "��+ �I-�7� �/� 
������। � �,�� "��� 2�� ��-�+� 8 ��((�� +�� ��T। KE Ns� �� "�'� ��� �� 2���  ��'� 
��#�� �]�� ����� ����� "��। " � � �� 2�� ��'� ��#�� �]�� 2�#।:� ��8 ���W ���W �� 
"#��� 2��� ��#�� :�# ��B /���� :�� ��� "�, ���� ���.�]e' � ��?�� �� ���.��� #�-� ��� 
#�+���  �। 2�� # �7- �
� ��  ��� 2���  ��l7 ��-�� 8 �+��  ��। ���-���� #� #�� 
2��� ��#�� :�# �� �#���� �����I  ����/��  ��। 2��� KE "!�� ���.����� �!� ��� �� 
"#��� #� #�� KE "!���  ��_�' "�T��। :��� 2��� ��#�� : J�� :����� >z ����� "��  
"#������ %y ����� ��-B ������+�  ��। %@E "#���� ������ �' "!��-"��� :�� ������ 
��#�� �]���� ��� 2�#। :��� ���.���+� 8 (����� ��� ���+�� #+����� �CT� �+� ��. +�� 
���। �CT� �+� 8 ���������� '��� ��� � [�m���� +�। 
 
 


�;�/- 
"��� :��+� �� 
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����� ��� 
����� ��, !�� - #�� 

$%�� - �&'� 
 
 
  (�� &�� ) $�����*+��  $,�� ���� ��+� ��- ���.� /��0 #.-��� �&'�� (��� -��। 23 
.��� �����4��� ‘��6��� $4�*�’ ��.��� $�8�� #.����� �.��� ���- ��9� :��। ��/���%, 
��;#�����, ��, �<#. ��+�� =� -���*� ) ��>? -��� �@ .� ����। 
 
 A�$� B�(� ������ .C�< -��D E���� ��#� .�� &�� ) F��G������ �H 2� ��I�� $��� 
.���J� � $�, ��-���.� �&'� .�� �' ��?� ��� B���- B���� K#�J (�#��%�M ) NO���'�� 
���-)। �-J�QR �� ��Q-�S�+ $-�R .�� -���� $����� -�9�� K-��� N�T� .�� $��� $��। ���- 
���� -������� .�U�' $��'��V। �-W #� ���R�� ��#� .� ��D, �� 2�� B- %������ �, #�? 
��X� ��- .�� $��U�� K� K&�� ��� K,� $��� $��� ����। ��D K��U� ���J� K&�� 
$���.� ���� ��D (-/ .�� G��/ NC�J� $4���� #���। K&�� #�Y  #�Y &��� K)��% $,�# 
K#�J� NO���'�� ��- .��। 
 
 ���� �� 2��� 4�U��D�-��� (��Q��+�� B- ����R। ���� $��-% $Z�- B� ��/ 
-�����J ��%�� B��-�। ���- $
V�� B�#�J ��/ -��� $���,। ��/ -��� #�� ���� J�� �����J। 
��/��/ .�� $��� K& ������ ����। K&) �����J $��-%�� #.�����। K& ������ #�� 
���� J��  �����J। K� #� -�% .��#� -��� �� ���Q[,��� &���*+R -�� %#����R�- -�� .���J 
.���। B�-� K�) \/�। ��)����� �� -�� $Z�- B� ��D -�� ���� E����#� ���. ���*�- 
.��� -�� .���J।  
 
 ���� �� 23 .��� �#��%��M ] B-D �:���� �����R�। ^-_ �� ��� 4�� ��;#�����, 
��/���%, �� D�����। ��#�� B� -��J ] #� .�V� $�, J�D B�# �'�J� ��#�� ����। E���� ) 
K������� ��- $��- �.�� ���� K� �G�� K#�� �����। B� #��� #��� E��� E��� Z�-���, 
��/���%, ��.�%�� (-/,��� $��� $��। ��� ����/���� ,�, ���� Z�-���� ,� #�#�� �/= 
!�-�� .���J। ��� E��J�'� K� ���� ���/� $Q� - B,��� (���/ Q $-�/�J। $�`'���� %� 
#�#�� (a� !�-�� .���J। 
 
 B-�� 2��� ����/��� K#�J। ���) !�-��� ��#��। �-J�QR �� $�����, -��J� B- .�/ 
.�� K& K� $����। ���- ������ $��� ����। E���� �-J� �S� ���� NU4� ���/� ��?�। ��U�'�� 
�J��� ����/�������- $����� %�। $�����), K��� -��J $J�/ B-/� �S��� �J�। ��D b� 
$�����, B�- B�- c� % d#� ��� .�� $��। K��� #�� ���J -�U4� K� �J�। ��D ���� $��� 
$��� 4��J। �- ����� NO�#, B�/�-�) �����4� $D �� ����� BD ���#����� %�।  
 
 �����* �� -���R $# E�� K����� J�'�� .��� Ae $� $� ������। $`-�� 4���� 
NO���'�� ��,����। f��� A/�� ���- �����J� ��- E��� Kg� ����। $� ��'��� �J��� $# ��'�� 
B- $J�� d#�  
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��,�� -�% -��। 2��� $# J��/ ��� B�#�J�। ���4+� �� ��- ���.R�� �Q .�� -��% $��� $���� 
%� K��� K�#। �-W ��+� ���.�� #�Y $# $��� $���। �-W 
����� #�E���� Z��- ����� ���- 
N��� -���� %� $# B�/�-� �h�� $��� -���। ���i���.�� #�Y $# $��� �����J�। ] ��'�� ����D 
��?� (�&'�- NO���'�)। #�.# -�� �#��� B- ���J� ����। �-J�Q�� ���� $��/��� �H 
$����।��I�� $��� .��� � ����/������ ��'� K#�J। $����� B- B- -�� ����� ��'� ��� .�� 
$��। $-� ��'��� 2�� f-B-/� $��j���� k��। K��� $-� ��'��� ����/��� ) $����&��� ��l। 
.��/� �� f’B-% -�� ��-� K�, -�� B#� ��� $�� .��/। )�� $%�� -�� $-�' ��, K� -�� 
D�����, ��#� 4�D�� ����� ,� $����। 
 
 ���� �� Ac$� $� f����� �� K� B- E��� $� ÙJ���। $#��� ���� 2���, ���- 
$J����� $%�� -�� ��� ��� ���� $��� $G���J। ,� $���� 2�। B E��� K#�� ��! �-J�QR �' 
��?�� N�� ���� .�U/��� ��� $,���� ���-। $����� m����� $�)�� �n ��'�। ��?� $!�- $�� K� 
��D��� �� $.U�/ B�# ��+���� ���'�� �����J �n E��। ��?�� 2��� ��'� m����� $�)��� -��.�। 
(!�� ���� ��- �- B-/� ��� ���!+ ‘$o’ -��। ����� B-/� #��� -��C� �� �%��# K& ����� 
�G�- ���� \��� ����। K& ��� $�� #�? \��। $����-���� �� f-B-/� ��'�) ���� ��� 
�����J। �� .� $����J ����, K& K& $���। 
 
 $� E��� K��� !�-���, ��� K������ E�� .�� $J������- ��� ��� $��J। ��� ��� 
���� NO���'� ��%��� ����� ���� ��-%�� ��U' -���� .��� -�� .���J ������-। $j� -�� ���� 
����/����� � K#�� ���� $# %� E���� $��-% ��D ���� $G���J। G�� ������- .����� .���J 
\���'�।  
 
 ���i���.�� $���-�� ���I ����D $�� ��D, F�% N�'�� ���। B-�� $��.����� -��J 
B- E���, �������� f% ������- ���i���.�� $���-�� $��� $G��। ���� �� ��- d#��� $# E�� 
m����� $��। 
 
 Ae $� %� ����� K�� ) B-% $��- �&'� ��'� $����� %� �)� .D। B-/� ��# 
��%��.�� ) B-/� ��# �&'�� �J�। ���# B-/� ��C� ���i ���#� #�? ��#� ��। -9�p��� .��� 
���� �J� ���q -���/� ��� ���4। ��! ����/���� ������� $4��� �'�। 
 
 r-_� ��s �&'�� ����� ��D� ��'� #�4+ -���� %� !��� .�। ���-� #�Y K���-) 
�%t�#� -�� .���J� �- -��, $-�!�� !��- D�����। $�����, �������� ��D�G��� ��U/ (fD%) N�� 
���- ) � ��4� ���- ���� ��.��� ���V। ‘�&'� -������ �.���������- ���� \�U�/ ������J�। 
�.�� ru% % %#����R �� B�#�J। $��-���/ �w। ��?�� f ����� $��-�, ��'�\� $��'���। 
���� ��D�� $!�- �.�� K�#, ��D �-J� �%�#�� �-� ��� ���� 4�� ���। �&'� $%�� x��) 
.���J� ����� \�U�/। ] x���� $.����� ����y�� ���/��� 4�%+ $�)�� .���। $��� $-� ��6����- 
$��� $�)�� .��� �।  
 
 �&'� ���/ x���� -��J ����� A-rz ��s। $�� $.U�/ ��'�� ���- K#�J। ��'�\� $��'�। 
��?� %����S�। (�� r ��D� ��?�� ���� ��� _% $���-�  #�Y $��� .�। ��?� 4��� ,� ,� 
.�V�। $���� B-�� �J� N<G�O (��� by, K% $#��� 2�� $��'� ���/� ?S�। $��� -�{� B�# 
���V�। 
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����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

��'�� -��J K#���, B-D ��=�� K����� ��'�� ) ��� #|SR+ �। $-� %������� D#����� B- 
$��- $���� -��� %� ��+���� -��J ������ %���� ���� #|SR+ ��'� >�# -���। (���/ ��y� 
��+�� =� ���� .� >�#, � Q��E? -��। K�� B-/�� %� (��R �Q� ��D ��.������ .�� .��, B- 
��#��� ,�D��� #.�����। (�R ��� �G�� ] E���। 
 
 �-J��� �� �������� ,�� ) �� -���R $-� E���D !�-� #}��� � .)��� %� A�� 
$#�~�� r�cr ,��� ��,���� $`-�� �)��� .D। ���I ����D �#��%�M, ����� ��- .�� 
$����&��� K)��% $,�# K#�। 
 

^�� $#�~�� $`-� $!�- $����� -�%���� B��-�� ��;#������� �:��। _ �� �� ��-� 
4�� (K#��) $� ÙJ�D ���� ��!। 
 
 


�Q�/- 
����� ��� 
re.�.c^ 

 
 
 

------------------------------------------------    
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 \ ez \ 
 

����� ���� 
����� �� 

#�� !��, �&'� 
 
 
 ��- ���.� 4����- $!�- �#��� $����&�� �*+R -��� �.��� ���� (��� -��। �.��� 
���� (��� -��D ���R� $��-% .��� -��। �#��� $��-� ��/ ��/ -��। �&'� �.��� ������� 
) 4- $��-�� E��� �#��� ��'�\�� ��; #����� -�� ,��,�� -�� $��। K�� K'�� $!�- #��-J� 

4�Q $����J। -��G+N N�C�� $���� �� % #����R �� �.��� ���� B�#�J� ��- $#��� $#D 
#�� $������� &���� ^/_ �� $��- .��� -��। K��) �.�� B�#�J��� ] �:�� $��� ��,,S� 
.�� ��'। $-� �-�� %�� ��� ������ $��� #Q� .D। r�cr #���� ^r $� ��p��� $��% ������ 
$��� rr /�� #�� r^ % �� $#� ) � % ��%�-�� B�# K����� ��'� $\��) -�� K���- ��� 
��� ���। ���� #�� K��� ��'� $!�- .��\�' ) K��� ��� I��-� ) ���� ���� ��%�-����� ��/ 
-�� ��� ���। D.��� ���� -�� $�, �� $#��� K��� �� .�%�� /�-�� �� $#��� �.� ) 
-�U#�� !������/ ��/ -�� ��� ���। B��� N�O� -�� $��� ���� $� ��- $#� �.�� (��� -��D 
���Y������ cA \�� #�� �����J�। ��Y������ � #|� ��/���% -��� %�। (!�� K���- =��� 
#��-+/ .�N�% ��� K�#। �� $#�� �F���Z��� K���- Nf+�� �%t�#� -�� $�, ���0 ��/ -���J 
-���, ���i $G)% $-�!��, K)���� ����� ��Z�� $- $- D����� ��*�। K�� ��� ,�� Nf+ %����। 
��J�'� K���- $���� ���Y���� �� $����। ��D Nf+�� #|SR+ �
�-�� -��। �� �F���Z��� #��-+/ 
.�N% $!�- K���- $%� ���� ��C��। $%� ���� K�� �����*- ����4�� #.� -��। �#�����/� 
K&, $��.�� �Z, ��D�G��� ��U/, ��/ %���� ���! D������ #�.���� �� �����4�� ��+� ��+�� 
4���� K��� $��.� N��। m�q �#�����/� K&�� �4� B�) ����� ������। BD,��� K�� r^ 
�� $%� ���� �y� �J���। ����� .� $�, B- ��� ,�� Nf+ %��� B�� �:� ������� %� �� 
$#��� K���- .��� -���। 
 
 


�Q�/- 
$��s ����� ���� 

 
 
 
   

------------------ 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ er \ 
 

KH�# #���� 
4- #������, �&'� 

 
  r�cr - B� K�� ���#� AA �����। K��� %��� B- �����R�� \/�। BD �� K�� 
�� �.�� K��� ��%� -���'� $��-� $!�- �G��J��� �� $���� #�{-�/ �� 4��% �� 
$#� �\�� $G��। B#�� K���- �.y� � ��#��� %��� 4��। K�� ��#��� ���� K���- ��� $� 
���� ���i�G`%। K�� �� �
�-�� -��� K��� ���� (!������ �� !��' ����। ��s�� K���- 
$EG��� -�� $��� %� %�- d#� ���+� $��। ��� �� K���- Z�� ��� ��� $���  !��-। 
�-J��S� $��� �� K���- $#�%� .�� ��U'��� ���। K�� ����� ���+� ��� -��� �� �%t�#� 23 
-�� ���� $�� ���i�G`% B�� ��� �� ��'J �� 
�-�� -� $����� K� ���� $-�!�� K�J। 
$����� ����D �� $-�!�� K�J । 
�,���-,��� K�� �
�-�� -��। �� K���- 4' !��' ���! 
����� !��-। B� #��! �g��� ,�*�� ��������% -��� !��-। �-J�QR B��,��� ����� �� -��- 
��.S�+ ����� ����� \/��। B #�� K��� �%t�#���� -��� !��- B�� 
�-�� � -��� K���- .��� 
-�� $G�� .�� ��� n��- $����। $��.�� K�� �-J�D %�� �, #�?D �
�-�� -��। 
 
 ��s�� K���- ����,��� K��� ������� 23 -��। B��� ��D�G��� ���� ����) ����� 
!��-। ����� $4��/ ��=� .�� �'�J���। �-��� ���� �i �'�� !��-। B- ��+��� ���/�� ��' 
��D। B #�� K��� ��-/ $!�- /�-� ���/�� ��' ���। �� K��� -��J �e� /�-� �J�। Ni 
/�-�&��� ���� ���� $� B�� K��� ��-/ .����� $� /�-� ��#� �J� �� ��� $�। /�-� ����� 
.?�� .��� �� ���� ��%��� ���� �- #� K���4� -����। $��* K���- $��� ��� ����/����� 
.��#���� �����- 4�� ���। 
 
 
 


�Q�/- 
KH�# #���� 

  
  
 

--------------------------------------------------------    
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ eA \ 
 

K��� K�� �� 
E��-$�\�, !��- %����.�/ 

$%�� -�&'� 
 
 
  �� �D B�(� �-��� rzD B�(� .��। 4������- �� $#��� /.� ���� \��� �G��J� 
K)���� ����� $��-%�- ���� %�। K��� �' ,�D �J� K)���� ����� ^e -���/� B-% 
#�#�। K�� -:�*-�% -�� ��D। K��� ,�D K��� $!�- �:!-। �� $#���� ���� ,�� ��'� !��- 
�। $-�!�� $-�!�� $!�- 2�� #�E�� K� #�E�� ��� ��? !��-। B-�� .C�< A�/Ae % �� $#� 
������ B�# K��� ��'� ) ,�D��� ��'� $\��) -��। ,�D�- � $��� ���� K���- ��� B�� $��� 
(.�� -��� 23 -�� K� ��� $��� ,�D -�U.� NJ�-� $����)। K��� �- �- ��� K�� ��I�� ���� �। 
K�� ������- ����� ,�D��� -!� ���� ������ � $# K��� $!�- K����। K�� -:*- ���* 
#����� ���C ��' !��- �-W ���� K���- �-J��� $J�' ��� �। �-J� �S�� ����� ��'� �J�। ��� ��� 
��'��� N�C�� ����� -���| ��� $��। K���- $� \�� ������ ��� ����+ K��� -��-�/ \� �J�। 
$#���) K��� #�� ��#� B�� -���#� $��- ���,{ ���� $��- $#��� �J�। $#��� ����� �' 
-����/ K#���, K���- �%t�#� -���� K��� ,�D��� -!� �-W ��� ���� �� %��� � ��)��� $# 
��% ��� ������ B�� $�* ��+q -� ���� ��� �w -���J �� ���� ������ �। t� .�� $��� 
K��� ���� $!�- �i $�� .�V #�? ���� $-�/ $G�/ $��J। BD,��� fD �� ��� ���� K���- 
������ K� ,�D��� -!� �%t�#� -����। $�* ��+q �� ���� K� �-J�D K��� -�J $!�- %��� 
������ � �� B-�� ���� K���- \� $!�- $Z�- ��� B- ��?�� ��� ���। $#��� ���� K��� 
����� 23 -��। ����� ����� $4��/ �t� .�� ��D। t� .�� $��� ����� -��| $!�- ��- �S�� 
B- ���+� ���� ��' K�J। ��- -�� $#�� $!�- N�C -��� ��� B- $���-� #�.���� ��'� $� Ù�J। 
 
 


�Q�/- 
K��� K�� �� 

 
 
 
 
 
 

--------------------------------------------------------    
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\ e^ \ 
 

$��sKH�� ����- �9� 
E�� ) !��- #����� -��y 

$%��- �&'� 
  
 
 
   r_ D K��� ��- ���.� #����� -��y�� 4�� K�#। #����� -��y�� -���� ���-� ) 
���������� ���-� $��� �#��� ��'�\� ) $��-����/ ��;#����� ) ��/���% K�} -��। ��s �� 
K���� $��-�� 4�� K�#। $��-�� K#�� �� K��� $J��� -!� �%t�#� -��। �� J�'� ���i���.� 
$-�!�� K�J B�� K)���� ����� $����� -!� �%t�# -��। N@�� K�� �
�-�� -��। ��s�� 
$#�� $!�- 4�� ���� !��� \�U�/ -��। ] �� ���-��� ��- -���� �� $#� ) ��%�-����� ����� 
K��� $��-�� 4�� K�#। ���� #��#�� $��-��� �,�� ���- ��'। �� $#��� $��-��� ���l� 
�,�� B-�/ ���������� ���-� ���। ���-� $��� �<�R�< ���� $��-��� #�? ����� ��/��/ -�� 
��� ���। K�� ] #�� $��-�� N��=� �J��� �। ��� ���� -�� $�, B- ��� $��-� $!�- 
cz/c� .�%�� /�-�� ��� �� �� �#�� ) ��%�-����� ��� ���। ��s�� f�:�-������ 4���q �� 
�2 ) ��%�-����� K��� ��'�� ���- �)��� .�। $#��� ���� ���� ��'��� ��;#����� -�� 
,��,S� -�� $��। r� D K�� ��-������� K��� $J�� ����� K)���� ��� -�+� K�%� $.��#�- 
��� $�। ����� -���| $)��� �� ��/, ���!, $��.�� �Z ) ��D�G��� ��U�/� #�.���� ��� $��. 
,�*R K\�� -��। ��J�'� �#�����/� m�q K& ���� ��� ���� ���'�� $��। 2�� ��D �, 
������� �,�� ��.��� �� �� ���< ������ ��=�� $��� $��। �� �� �� �� $#��� ���- 
$J�' $��। �� �2�� $�,��� ����4�� ) ��+�� 4������J�, D��.�# ��� �%� $D। 
 
 


�Q�/- 
$��s KH�� ����- �9� 

r�/�/c^ 
 

 
 
 
   
 
 
           

------------------------------------------------------------    
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\ e_ \ 
 

$��y-�� DN�# K�� 
!��- #����� -��y 

$%�� -�&'� 
 
 K���� r� ������ #�����-��y $!�- �� $#��� �h��� ��� 4y��D�� 4�� K�#। E���� 
%#����R B-�� $Z�- �.y�� %��� $��, $����� B�� /�-� ��#�� $��, $����� ��%�-��� K#�� 
���+� $��। ��J�'� ���i������� $-�!�� K�J B�� $- $- D����� $��U%��� %��� 4��। B��� �� 
$#��� ��%�-��� $%�� -�� $��- $��� %� Ar ����� �Y���� �� ���+� -�� K�#। ��s�� 
#�����-��y�� 4�� K�#। K#�� �� �� $#��� �&'� $!�- �n#���- ��%�-�� ) �� $#� #����� 
-��y�� #���� ���� $�� K�#। Ar ����� �Y���� rr/�� #�� (�� A�� % �� $#� ) c� % 
��%�-�� 4y��D��� 4�� K�#। =��� (�D���� x��� \�U�/ -�� B�� (���%�� ��0�� d��� -�� 
Ni =�� \�U�/ -��। �� $#��� ��������� %��R� ��'� $!�- .�U#, �����, �3, ��#� D����� ��� 
���। ��!� $� $-� $��-%�- ��� ,�*R ��+�� -��। E��� ���- $������ N�� �����- ����4�� 
4����। B-�� Ni E��� %�- ���i� ���- �� $#��� $%�� -�� ���� ���। ] #�� 
��� ��� 
��� N�� ����4���� ,�� $��� #.� -��� � $��� ���- K\�� -��। ���#� �<QR�< ���- &�� 
-�� .��� -�� B�� ���/�� 4��� $��। ��s �� -��- ��N9 B��- )��- G���� -��। �� $#��� 4� 
4y��D��� KD�� .-�- ��+�,��� .��� -�� । ] #�� -��-% E��� $��- K.� .। B��� 
�� $#��� (-���� ��� ��+�� -��� K�} -��। �-��� $� $-� $��- %�- ��� ��� �� 
$#��� $��। $#D -!� ���� ���� Ni E���� $��- ��� �#�� K�� �� $#���� .��� ,�*R 
��+�� $,�� -��। ] #��� ��� $J���- �� $#��� ,�*R,��� �����/ -��। �� $#��� ����� fD 
%�- ���C, ��D�G��� ��U/, ��/ %���� ���! ) $��.�� �Z ���� ,�*R,��� ��+�� -�� $J�' $��। 
#��� #��� ��� ��'��� �;�#����� -�� �n /�-�� �-#|� ,��,S� -�� $��। ��%�-����� �n 
/�-�� �- #|� ��/ -�� ��� ���। $#�~���� $��*� ���- K��� ���+��+� ��'�� ���#y� �)-< 
$.��# ��#�� ��!�� 4���q K���- �� $#��� ��� $�। ���� #�� 4' ) ��D�G� ���� ,�*R 
K\�� -�� B�� �� $#��� K���- $J�' $��। ���� �� K��� �% ��'� ) �' ,�D��� ��'� �� 
�2�� ��/ -�� �!� #�+
 ��� ���। �� $#��� K����� fD ,���� _zzz (4�� .�%��) /�-�� 
�#|� ��.�R -�� ��� ���। (#Y�s N�O� -�� $��� ��� $�, Ni B��-�� 4����+�- �� 
$#���� \�U�/ !�-�� �#��� ��'�\� ��/���% ) ��� ��+�� 4����। K�) N�O� -�� $��� ���� 
$�, #����� -��y !��� ���i�������� B-��� $j�� $#��� B�� $-�=� �J� 4y��D�� E��। 
 
 


Q�/- 
�y-�� DN�J K�� 

Az/�/c^ 
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\ e� \ 
 

$��s K%�f� �.�� �9� 
E��-.������� 
!��-������ 
$%��-�&'� 

 
 

�� $#��� .C�< B-�� .������� E��� ���- ��'। K�� $-� N��� � $��� ��� 4������ 
#��! ����� -������/ $��� ��%� %���� 4�* -��� ��D। $#�� $!�- B-% �� $#� K���- 
K��R -��। �� K�� .�� $!�- &3 ��'���� ���C ���/�� $G�� f.�� ���� �� $#�� -��J 
K�#��+R -��। ��s�� �� $#� K��� E���� ��, ���i���.� B�� ��% ���i �-� D����� (� 
Nf+�� �%t�#� -��। �%t�#� -��� �� K�� Nf+�� #�? -!� ���- ���I�� $�D। �-W �� $#� 
�����# -�� B�� K���- ���i ���R� -�� &�� -��� (a�� $�। B��� K�� �:��� ��X� $,�� ,�� 
-�� ���-?�� %���� #Y�� Nf+�� ) ������� ���। ����� K�� KO�.� �-/ ���-?��� %� B�� 
���-?�� d#���� ��\+��� -��� -��। �� ���#��� &�� � -�� K��� ��'�� �,�� ��� K�#। 
��s�� �� ��� K�J �-� D����� (� �%t�#� -��। ���- $Z�- K�। ] #�� K���- \��� �,�� 
B-% ��M��� d#� $Z�- $�। �C- ] #������ ] ���/ K��� ��� � ,�� $#��� fD�/ ���� ��l 
���� $�। B��� ���� $J��� �� �%t�#� -��। �� K�� ��?� ) %���� �� �� fD $J��� �� 
���। �� ��?��� -!� 2� ���� ��%� $�। K�� ��.� Nf+�� ���I�� $�D। -��R ��?� ) %���� 
K��� $J��h��� Z�-�� �J�। B� ��� #��) �� $#��� K���- ,����� ����� ��� ����4� 
-��। K�� ��#��� �-� �� $���� %� K��� ��Y� ����� ���। B-% $���4� d#� �� ��*� -��। 
] $���4� d#��/ K���- ������ #�.��� -�� K#�J। K�� �� ��� $�, K�� K���- &�� -�� 
$��� $G��। ���) K�� ��%� D�� $���� �। K�) ��� $�, K�� ��� (-:�D ���i .�� !��-, 
��.�� K����� -���~�� -��J ��� 4��। ���D ��4�� -���। ��s�� K���- -���| 
K�#।-���| B�# �-J� #�� �� $���� ��D $� .�� $�U�� B-�/ $J���- ��?�� N�� ��� K#�J। 
�F���Z����� ���+� $������- ���- ���! $��� -���| ��� K�#। ���� -��-��� ��/ %���� ���! 
$��� ���- ����,��� $��� $G��। B��� K���- &�� -��� ���+� $��। �� K�� ��� �� #��.� 
�:���� K�� K�� -��-�/ -!� ���, �� K���- -!� ���� %� #�� $��। ��s�� K�� 4������ 
#��! ���-?�� %���� #���� ��D B�� ���-?�� $G`% ) ���-?��� ���+��� -��� -��। B��� 
�F���ZK� K��� $����'� -�/�-� %��� 4��। K�� K�) 4������ #�.� ��� $� �h��� $gR���। 
�F���Z��� ��� $�, �� .�� ���� B� ,�� Nf+ $-� -�� �����? %���� K�� ��� $�, ,�*� 
K�y���� #�� Nf+ ,�*�� N�� �� $%�� $�)�� .���J�, $#D #�� K�� Nf+ ,�*� ��Q� -���J। 
��� ��� B-D (� �%t�#� -��� �� �F���Z��� ����� &��� n-�� $��। �� K�� $-� N��� � 
$��� ��� $�, �� $#� K��� �� K���) B-% ��- $G`�%� -���~ K�J। ��� �� -����� 
$���� (�����)। r�e� #�� ���� ��� -����� $���� $���� $����J। BD -!� 2� ��� )�������# 
$�������� -��। B��� $#�� $!�- #�C- ��� ��� K���- $J�' $��। $J�' $�)��� �� �� 
$#���� #�.��� -��� -!�, ���-?��� $.G�%��� -!� B�� ���i��� $��U% ��� $�)��� -!� ���। 
B��� K�� ��'� 4�� ��D। B� �-J� ��  �� ���#��� �'��� ���� .��/ %#����R ��� ���/� B� 
%� �'��� ���� .��/ 4�� ���। K��) ] �� Ni .��/ ��D। ����/���� -!� 2� .��/� $��-% 
$�`'���`�' -�� 4�� ���। K�� B-�/ $E�Z ��� %Y��� �,�� 2�� ��' ���#��� $#�� $!�- 
K���- �h������ ���। K���- �%t�#� -�� $�, ���� $- %Y��� �,��। �X�D ���� ���i�G`% BD 
��� K���- ��'��� ���� ����� .��/ ��� K�#। .��/� �,��  
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

�F���Z��� %#����R�� ���� ,�*R ���� BD ��� $�, $������� $-� ,� $D, $����� K����� 
#�.��� -�, ���i�G`%��� $��U% ��� ��) B�� ,����� ����� ��� ��) D����� ��*�। B��� K�� 
�F���Z����� ����� ��� ] #�? -!�&�� ����� ���। K�� K�) ��� $�, ��- $G`% $- 
K����� �� $���� D�� ���# -��J? ���� K����� $.G�%��� %� B�#�J। K����� ��{ 
(������� .�� K����� N�� &�� -�� KO�.��- ����? -��� �। ��#����� ��+ �- ��D? B-% 
���. $��-�- .��� -�� B/� ����+�� -�% D����� #|�-+ ,�*R $�D। BD ,�*R 2� �F���Z��� 
K���- $Z�- \��� �,�� ��� ���। \��� �,�� ��� $%�� -�� �z�/ /�-� �-��# ���� $-��� J�U�� 
��! -��� $�, K���� -�� K�� $� ����� -���| $��� -��। ���� �� $#D $������- ��� -!� ) 
��+ �Q��!+ -���| ���� $��� -��। �� �F���Z��� ��� $�, $�����- rzzz (B- .�%��) -�� /�-� 
���� DV�- B�� #�? �&'� $%��� ��%�-���� -��9�� ����� ���� 4�D, ���� �- DV�-? �� K�� 
��� $�, #��� K�� ��%�-�� .�� 4�D �। B��� K���- ��-&�� �zz (��U4��) /�-�� $�/ $���� 
B�� ��� $�, ���� ��� ��%�-���� -��9�� .) ��.�� $�����- �n /�-� $�)�� .��। K�� #�? �-J� 
�
�-��  -�� $-� �-�� ��'� 4�� K�#। ��%� ���# K�� �'��� ���� .�/ $!�- K#�J���। �� 
$���� $���� B-% ���#� B-�/ $���-� �-/ $!�- $%�� -�� /�-� ��#� $-�' ��� 4�� 
���V। $��-�/ �� K��� -��J ] -!� ��� $��। �� K�� (����� -��� K��� ��-�/ �� /�-� 
�J� ���#� �� $-�' $�। ������ ��%���� �,�� B�# B-��� 4�-� #�E. -��। ��s�� ��%���� 
�,�� �� $#��- ��D�G�#. %�'�� ���। ��s�� K�� $��-% Z�-��� �� $#��- 4�-� �����। 
�-W $-ND K���- #�.��� -��� K#� �। rz ��s K����� B �'�D 4�� K��) #����� ��D� 4�-� 
�����। ��s�� �� $#��/ ��� /�-� B�� ��� #��! K�) ����/ (Az) /�-� $��। K�� �� $#��- 
$J�' ���� $�`' ���� (�R ��U4�D। BD �-� ,��� K�� ����� �� $#���� .��� ��+���� .D। 
(���- ���D K�� #�.# ) ��� ����� ���4� ���� $�.�D ��D। 
 
 


�Q�/- 
$��s K%�f� �.�� �9� 

D� A_/�/c^ 
 
 
 

---------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ ee \ 
 

$��s %%�� �.�� 
($�� �����) 

%����.�/ $�����, $%��- �&'� 
 

 
  .����� ���.� A_$� B�(� ����� ������ %����.�/ 4�� K�#। K#�� #�� $������� 
����S�� B-�/ $�� $#��� -��J &�� -�� ^ % ���. %#����R�- .��� -��। D���S��+ K��� �� 
) $J�������- %����.�/ $!�- �� ��D� �S�� B- E��� $��� K�#। (���- �� ] E�� $!�- 
#-��� $��� K#��� B�� #w��� �G�� $����। 
 
 �� $#���� K���� #��! #��! K�� %���� ,�� -�% $G�� �S�� ���� ������ ���� .D। 
K� ��G�# K�#�। �� $#��� B��� B�# x�� -��% B�� #�-��� $�#�-��� ��G# K���� 
$����� ���=� -��। $�� ����� #��.��� $��U% -��� !��-। �n &[4��- K��� ��J� ������ $��। 
=��� B- ���-� ��-+ (���Y���) K��� �O��� 4����। $�* ��+q ���� K���- ���� � $��� BD 
���+ �4�C ���� ��C�� $�, ��� K�� �% -���+ $����� � -��, ��� $J������ ) ���- ��� B� .��� 
-�� .��। #�� #��D -��-�� �� $#D ���Y��� ���-� ��-+ B�� K�) -��-% ���Y��� $���� 
������� .��� K��� ��'��� ���� N��=� .�। N��� � $��� K�� ��� ���� ���� .D। ��s�� 
�.-��� (��#- -���+ $����� -���J �-� �� %��� N����� ����� #��! ��� -��J ��D। �.-��� 
(��#-  K���- -��� $����� -��� K��� $�। K�� $�%��� #��! $��� -��। $��� -��� #�� 
B-% ��M��� K���- �-!� ,�*�� ���� $��। $�%� -���+ $����� -��� %� K��� $�। ��s�� 
��G�# 4�� K�#। ��G�# K#�� ��! ��/G��� B-% ��- $#� K���- ��� ��-/ $!�- /�-�-
��#� ��� $4� -��। N�O� -�� $��� ���� $�, ��G�#� $���-J� /�-� �� $#���� ,�� #���� 
$G���J���। �� $#��/ K� �-J� � ��� $J�' $��। ���� �� �� �� $#��� ����4�� K� 
�R.��� 4����� !��-। �S�+ N�O��� �� $#�� #��! K��� $��  �w�� %�� N�C। ] �� $#�� 
#.�������� K�� �n ���. $��-%�- ��� .�� $!�- �Q� -��। �� B��-�� \�U�/ -�� !�-�-��� 
�� �2�� �#��� $��- %�- .��� -��। �� $#��� ���Y���) ��� K� $�� ����� #�.����। 
$����D $����� -�� 
����� �S�+ ��+q ��q�.�� $!�- ���+����� ��+q $�� $�������� -��। B��� 
,����� ��� ���.�� (�� K���R �������� ��i .�� ���। #�Y #�Y %����.�/) ��i .�� ���। 
 
 


�Q�/- 
$��s %%�� �.�� 

rr/rz/c^ 
 
 
 

--------------------------------------------------------    
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ ec \ 
 

$��s K��� -��#� 
!��- ������ 
$%��-�&'� 

 
 A�$� ��4+ ��- .����� ���.� �&'� �.�� K��R -�� ��!+ .�� ��s�� r^D B�(� 
������ ������ K��R ) ���� K��R -�� �&'� �.� ����� K��@ ��� K�#। ��s�� -��- 
�� �� B- �� �� d#� ������ !��� 4�� K�#। ������� �#, ), ��G�# ���� \�U�/ =�� -��। 
B��� �� $#��� 4������- /.� ���� !��-। .C�< -�� B-�� �� ��+� ���.� #��� ��-�� 
$������ B�# N��=� .�। �� �� �n $��-� ��/ ) ��#���'��� ��;#����� -��। ��%���� �#��� 
$��-���/ ) ��#��'��� ��/��/ K�} -�� $��। ���- $� ��=�� $���� ��� �� .������ ���- 
$#���D $�����/ 4�%+ -�� �!�� ��D�G�� &�� ���� .��� -��। B- #��� cA % ���. %�R�- 
B-�� ��U'� -�� $������� F�� G���� $��� .��� -��। ������ !��� �,�� #��� ��-��� B� 
�R.���� �%� K� $-�!�) ��)�� ����। ��%��� ���- #�+(!� -��-�/ ���%�� &��� \�� ���� 
��;#����� -�� �n /�-�� �� 4�N� ,��,S� -�� $��। ��J�'� ��%���� �n $��-�����- ��� ,�*R 
��+�� -��� �� &�� -�� .��� -��। B��D ��- $#��� K��� ��'��� ���� K��� \� ��'��� 
��;#����� -��। �� �� �� $#� ) ��%�-�� ���� K��� ��'��� �n /�-�� �#|� ��/ -�� ��� 
���। �� ��+� ���.� K��� ��'� $!�- c/u .�%�� /�-�� �%�#�� ��/ -�� ��� ���। �n #���- 
�.y�� ��'� ��;#����� -�� ,��,S� -�� $��। E��� ���- $������ N�� �����- ����4�� -��। 
��%���� #�? $��-� ��/ ) \���'� ��;#����� -�� ��- .������ K��� ������ �#,), ��G�# 
���। ������ $!�- �� �2�� (��. #��� ��-��� K#� ��)�� -��� !��-। (���- ���D ���� 
f’4��%�- .��� -��� #Q� .�। 
������ rA/r^ �� �S��+ ���i���.�� (�� K���R ������ 
!�� �!� #��� ��-�� $�* ����� �� ����i .�। 
������ ���-� #�+� N'��� !��-। 
 


�Q�/- 
$��s K��� -��#� 

A�/�/c^ 
 
 
 
      

---------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ eu \ 
 

K��G�� �.�� (�����) 
#w����'�, !��- ������ 

$%�� - �&'� 
    
 d%�� ���#� B-�� ���� K����� ��'� $\��) -�� ��- d#��� K���- $EG��� -��। 
$EG����� K�� ���� K��� ��'�� ���� �%�#�� ) $#����� ��/��/ -��। ����/������ #��! 
-���� ���Y���) �J�। ����� ���� ��Y���) !�-� #}�।  
 
 $EG��� -��� �� K���- #��-+/ .�N�# ��� ��)�� .�। ��� (���%, K��� .�� ��U�� 
��=���D $�� .�।  ��!� ����D -��- �G� 4'!��' ���� .�। 
 
 #��-+/ .�N�# $��� �� K���- �%t�#���� -�� .�। K��� ��3�� ��,���� $�, K�� 
���i���.��- ��� #����. -��। ���� K��� -�J $!�- %��� 4�� $�, ���i���.� $-�!�� K�J, 
����� #���� -� B�� ������- �-,��� ��� #����. -��? K�� ���i���.�� ��Z�� � �� $-N 
��Z�� K�J? ��� �� �-? ���i ���.�� ���� $-�!�� K�J? 
   
 K�� #�? ��,���� �
�-�� -��� K��� N�� d��.- ��+�� 23 -��। -��-% ���� 
��+����� K���- ��,��� ����4�� -��� !��-। 3��� ���� ������ ���,{ $%�'�� $��� (.�� 
-��। ������ ��/ J�'�) ���,{ ���� ���.� ,��� ����4�� -��। 
 
 B J�'� ��'� -�� �� /� -�� $��� ��C -�U�%� ��=�� \�' /� -�� .���� -�� ���� \��' 
����। ���� B-/� B��- )��- -��� �!�� ��R�� -������ K��� $��� -�� ����4�� -��� !��-। 
����� #��! #��! �-!� ,�*�� ��������% -��। BD ��=�� B� $��� -�� K��� N�� ����4�� -�� 
.���J� $�, K�� (�� �t� .�� �����J���। B J�'� ��D�G��� ��U/, ����, &�� K� ��/� ���� 
!��-। B J�'� ���! $�� K�JD। 
 
 ����4���� #�� ���� -��- ��� ����4�� -��। B�� N�� ��� ����4�� -��। ����� 
#����� �� -�) ���� K��� .�� $�U�� ���� K��� -�) �� $���� ����। 
 
 fD �� �y� !�-�� �� ���q -���/� #������� J�'� ��D। ���� B %� K��� 
K���
%�- K'�D .�%�� /�-� ��4 -��� .���J। 
 
 


�Q�/- 
K��G�� �.�� 

 
 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------    
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ e� \ 
 

Z�i�� $��s .������ �.�� 
#�����-�� $�� ��%�� 

!��- ������, $%��-�&'� 
 
 (!����� (Ae$� ��4+) ��- .����� ���.� ��!+ .)��� �� r^D B�(� ������ K��R 4����� 
�&'� �.� �SR+ ���� K�। -��-�� �� B-�� .����� ���.� ������ �#, ), ��G�# -��| =�� 
-��। ������ !�-�-���R .C�< B-�� �� �2� �� #�����-��� .�� $��। .�� ���� �#��� 
$��-���/ ) \���'��� ��;#����� -��। cA % ���. %�R�- B-� ��D -�� $����� ���� 
&�� -�� .��� -��। (#Y�s N�O� -�� ��� $�, �� $#��� ��%��� ���-D #�+(!� K��� ��#�� 
��;#����� -�� ,��,�� -�� $��। K�� ���� -�� $�, �� $#��� (�� B- �Q /�-�� �- #|� 
,��,S� -�� $��। ��%�-�� ) ��.����� ��%���� ���,{ $��-���/ ��/ -�� �s��* -�� $��।  
%#����R�- $Z�- �� $#��� ���i���.� ) K)���� ����� -�+���� $��U% %��� 4��। %�R 
�
�-�� -��� ������- ��� ,�*R ��+�� -��� �� $�����/ ���� ��U�4�� ������- .��� -��। 
E��� E��� ���- �� -�-����� ���. ���� ����� (�� �����- ����4�� 23 -�� । (!� ���� �� 
�� $#��� �������� ����� �G�� ���। B��� (���- �� ������ $!�- ��+��� ��'������ 
#�����-��� /.� ���� !��-। (��. K#�� ��! �!�� ��)��� ��! ��+� �#�� ���.� A/_ %�- .��� 
� -�� �G�� $�� �। �� $#��� ������ �!� #�����-����  K������� #�? %��R� �� ����� 
#:�� -���J�। (���-�� ���� E���,�q�� ���- $�������- $%�� -�� �� ���'�� ��� �����- 
����4�� 4����। -�N�- ��� ���� -���| ��� $��। B��� (��D ��� $��। 
 
 K��� $-N $-N �2��� .�� $!�- $�U�4 $-� �-�� ��'� 4�� K#�। ��\+�� ��+�� 4��� 
�� ���i���.� ) ������.�� K���R ��� .�� $!�- �?�� ��D। 
 
 
 


�Q�/- 
Z�i�� $��s .������ �.�� 

 
 

 
 

----------------------------------------------------------------    
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ cz \ 
 

#�-4� 
E�� - #�D�� 
$��s- ��q�.�� 
$%�� - �&'� 

 
 

  �&'� $%��� �q+�� K����\� !��� ��q�.�� DN���� ��� #�D�� E���/ ��X� 
���-?�� d#� ) ��.����� h��� ����4���� । ��4+ ���#� $�* #[��.� ���- (���.�#� 4����!+ -��� 
%� #�D�� E��� ��- ��+��� (��� -��। Ni E��� (!�� ��/���% B�� ��� ��;#����� -��। 
��;#������� G�� (�� ^�� ��'� $��'� ���। Ni ^ �� ��'�� ������ ������� ,��,S� .�। 
B�) ����#� #�Q� ���Q[,��� J�'�� ����J। N�O��� E��� (�� ^z �Q /�-�� #|� � .���J। 
 
 BD E��� ���- ��- ��+��� J���, �3, .�U#, ����� ) �����-��� D����� ��/ -���J। 
-��-% ��� ���� ������ #Q� .�� ������- �*+R -�� ) ��� -���| ��� K�#। -���| K#�� 
�� $!�- K% ��+q ����� K� $-� $��U% ��)�� ����। BD E���� (�� r�z % $��- ��- 
��+���� .��� (�R ����J। 
 
 
 


�Q�/- 
#�-4� 
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\ cr \ 
 

)�� K�� (����R- 
E��-�������J, !��-��U4���� 

$%��-��'� 
 
 

 B�(� ���#� $��*� ���- K�� K��� ��'� $���� %� �������J 4�� K�#। B�� �% 
��'��� ���� $��� ��- .����� ���.� ��'�� K������ ��0�� -�� ��0���� ���� $����� ��#�� 
��%�� K�J। K�� ��'��� ���- $���� ��D K��� ��'��� ��/ $4`�- D����� #��-J� ��- .����� 
���.� ��� ����� -��% ���.�� -���J। ����� K�� ��'� .�� ��'� ��!�� �)� .�� ����� #�� 
��! B- %Y��� ���� ��- .����� ���.� ) ��.����� K���- $��� $G��। B�� K���- ��M��� 
B-% d#� Z��-। K�� ��� �-/ ���� $���� ��D %Y��� ���� .����� ���.� f�/ ��+ -�� 
$����J, ��� �,���� (�� Az/^z .�� B�� d�\+ (�� ^z/_z .��। K�� $#��� $�`J��� B-% ��- 
$#� ��.�������- ���+� $�� K���- Ni B-/� ���+� ���� $G�� ���� %��q -�� ����। ����� 
��.����� ) B-% ��- $#� K���- Ni ���+� ���� ���� ���। K�� ���+� ���� ���� #��! 
#��! K���- �4� .�� /� .�� 2D�� ���। K�� ,�� �4� .�� 2�� ��' KO�� �� 
�R -��� 
!��-। ����� ��- .�������� ���� B-% ��.�������- ���+� $�� %��q ��=�� K���- ���/4��� 
���� �����। fD% ��.��� $-���� .��� -�� B-% ��!�� ���- ���� ��U'�� K� B-% ����� 
���- ���� ��U'��। ����� ���� $-����� ���/ ���� K��� ������ N�� ���/4��� ����। B� #�� 
B-% ��- $#���� -���~ \/�=�� B�# N��=� .� B�� ������- �%�t# $�� $�, BD 
$��-/��- $- $�����  %��q -�� ��V। ����� -���~ K���- ��+ .�� ���� �%t�#���� -�� 
$����� ��'� $-�!��, $-�!�� ���� ����? K�� ,�� ,�� ��� (��� %��� ��D।  ����� -���~ ��� 
�#��D����- ) ��.�������- $�� ��# -��। B�� K�) ��� B $��- B-% �� � K���, B�- 
$����� $- %��q -�� ���V��। B $�� $-� ����� -�� �D। ����� -���~ K���- �%t�#� -�� 
���� $-�!�� ����। K�� %��� $�D K�� �S�+���- �����। ����� K���- -���~ �S�+ ���- $��� 
���+� ���� K�� �)� .�� 4�� K�#। B�� ��'� ��!�� ���� K��� ������ ���%�� #��! #�Q�� 
-�� B�� \/��� ���� ���। ����� �������� 
��� .�� K�� �% ��'� 4�� K�#। 
 
 
 


�Q�/- 
)�� K�� (����R- 

e/rr/c^ 
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\ cA \ 
 

G�-� ����� �9� 
E��-���%��� 
Z�\� - ��U4���� 
!��- ��U4���� 
$%��-�&'� 

 
 

r�cr #���� ����� K*�� ���#� Az/A� ������ �z/ez % ��%�-�� ����� ��.��� ) ��- 
����/��� ���� K��� ��#�� ��� B�� ��#� $\��) -�� B�� K���- ��#� .�� ��� $G��। ��#�� 
��D�� ��� B�# K���- �%t�#���� -��� !��-। $����� 4�� ��� ���i����� ������- ��� ���� 
B� � ��) ��.�� K��� $�����- &�� -�� .��� -����। ��� (�� N@�� K�� %��� $�D ���� 
$-�!�� �����J �� K�� ���� ������ �, K� K���� ��� ������- $-�!�) �U�% �� �� .�� 
������- K���� &�� -�� $��� $G��� K��� $-� K��@ !�-�� �। �-W K��� ����� $-�!�� 
�����J ��� %� $�� K�� ���� .�� ���� �। -��R ���� B� �' .���J �% �% 
����� ��� 
���� $���� $#��� \��� $�'��� ����। K�� B� �:� .���J K� �- ����� $��U%���  K��� ��Q 
���� #}�। ����� ��- .����� ���.��� K���- $4�� $�U�� ��U4���� $�� ��D�� N�� ��� K�#। 
B�D =��� ��.������ $���� K���- K���4� -��� �� $4�� ��U�� ��=�� K���- $�� ��D�� 
N�� $J�' ���� 4�� ���। K�� ��'� 4�� ��D। ] \/� \/�� c/u�� �� K����� ���+�� Az /A� 
% ��%�-�� ��.��� ) ��- $#� ���� K��� K��� E���� ��#�� ���� $\��) -�� K���- ��� 
��U4���� ��� K�#। B�#D $#D B-D (� �%t�#� -��, K�� K��� %���� B-D -!� ���। ����� 
$#��) ��- .����� ���.� -����� ��.��� $��� #��! K��� K���4� -��  K��� $4�� $�U�� �#,), 
��G�#� �-/ ��� $J�' $��। K�� ��'� 4�� ��D। ����� K�� K��� ������ ���%�� #��D�- 
��� ,��� 4�� ��D। $#��� K��� �������� #-��- $��� u/rz �� �� K�� ��������� 4�� 
K�#। B� ���� ����� ��.��� $�� K��� ���\� ��� -�� ��� ������ ���% ��� $#��� �#��# 
-��J�। 
 

 K*�� ���#�  $��*� ���- ��-  .����� ���.� ��U4���� .�� -��y ����� ��! -��y�� F��% 
_/� /� 4�� ��D F�% .�� N��� -��। B�� ��D  -��� ��U�� ���� ����� $��U% -��� !��-। -����� 
K��� ��- .����� ���.��- %���� $�� $�, Ni ��D ����� �S�� ����J J��� N�� �9� ) ����� 
�9�। g�� ���#� �� ������ _z/�z % ��- $#� ��%�-�� ) ��.��� ���� K����� ��#�� ��� 
B�� ��#� $\��) -�� K���- B�� K��� $J�/ ,�D J��� N�� �9��- ��� fD ,�D- B� .�� B-� 
-�� $���U $-���� ��' ���� $�U�� ��U4���� !��� ��� ��� B�� ��� F��% $����� ��D ��U���J��, 
$����� K������- $��� $G���। $����� 4�� ��� ���i����� ������- B� ��)। ���� $������� 
fD ,�D�- &�� -�� .��� -����। ����� K��� fD ,�D $�%��- ��� K��� ��D $-� $��� ��� 
�4� � B�� ��D ���� #��w �-J�D ���� ������ �। K� K��� ������ $��U%��� K��� �-J�D 
���� ������ �। ����� K����� fD ,�D�- $�%� ��U4���� !��� 4��� ���� ���। ��U4����  !��� 
$#D #�� ��M��� �������� !�-��� B�� ��.����� !�-���। K����� fD ,�D�- !��� .�¡%�� ����। 
K��� .�%��� ���� ���- $���� ��D ��%�GG� ����� B-% -�+� �� ��J� ���� (��'� K/��� 
��U4���� !��) K�� �:� ��=�� $��I�� ��' K�J। ���- B-% ��M��� ����� B� (.�� -��J $�, 
(.���� �3R ��� #�? ���� .�� �i��� .�V। K�� $%�� ���-D ���- $��� ����� ��J� ���� 
���� B���। ��J� K���- $��� .�N��N -��  $-U�� $G��। K�� ���- #�¢�� ��R� 2��� ��� 
KO�. KO�. -���। 
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KO�. J�'� K� $-� ��� �D। ����� K��� fD ,�D $%��� ���� $!�- ��D। $#D �� ��� u/�� 
�� B-/� ��- .����� ���.�� ��'� ���� !�� N��=� .� B�� B-% ��M��� $%��� ��%�� ���� 
��J��- Z�- $��। ��J� '��-4'�� ���� �, fD ��% ��.��� ) B-% ����� ��J��- .�%� .�� 
$�� -�� ��'��� ���� $��, ��'� 4�� ���। ��� K� \�� ���D K��� �#, ), ��G�#� #£��� B-/� 
G������ �H  2�� ��D। K��� �� -���� ��J� .���� ���������� ���/�� .����� ���.�� &���� 
���� $��। K��� fD ,�D KO�.� �� 
�R -��� !��-। B�� �� �� ���� !��- B��� �� .� 
K����� ����। $-� ��� ���� $-�/ ���। ��� �/c �� �� $�%� K��� K����� #��! $%�� $��� 
-�� B�� ��� ���� ��Y���-� %��, �' .�����.��। ���� ��D $��U�� .�� $��-�- ����� 4��। B�� 
K���- K�) ��� $��� $��--� f����J $-�� -�����, K% ����� $��� ����� ��� ��। ����� 
%����.�/ 4�� ���। B� ���� K�� $%��� B-% ��Y��� ������� ���G� 2�� ��D $�, K����� 
fD ,�D -B� %� -�� $��U'� .���J �#, ), ��G�#� ����+। B/� $���� #��! #��! KO�� �� 
�R 
-��� !��-। �-W K��� ��.���� ���+�� $%��� ���� K��� N�� $-� ������- ) ���#- ����4�� 
-�� .� �। $�%� 4�� ��)��� u/rz �� �� B-% $���4 $�%� ��U4���� K�#। B�#D $%�� ���� 
K������- $���� ���। ����� -��%�� $��� ),�#,$- ���+� $�� $�, B�D K������- �&'� 
$#¤�� $%�� ���C�� $�)�� $.�-। #�Y #�Y K����� fD ,�D�- ��'��� -�� �&'� $#¤�� $%�� 
��C�� $��। K��� $%�� ���- $���� ��D $%��� ���� uz/�z % ��Y��� ��'  K�J। ����� -�3� 
������ �� �� ���C� K\���� �4�। K��� -�3� ����� �� �� $������/� $-�U4�� �4�। -�3� 
���� .�� ��I��� �i I��J। ¥� #� �:������ $��� K�� t� .����� $G��। $%��� ������� 
K���- ���� !��- �� � ��� K� $�. ���4��। ����� K��� $%��� ���� $��-�� K� \�� �� 
B-% ��M���  ���C .��� -�� $%��� ���� $���-। #-��D ���- $��� ,�� #�? .�� #�'� 4��4�� 
.�� ��#। ����� ��M���/� \��� ���� ���-D $-� -!� � ��� B- B- -�� #��� ���C B-/� -�� 
���C� K\�� -��। ����� K��� �-/ ���� !��- ��U'�� B�� K���- �%t�#��� -�� �� � ��� 
-�.��J K��। K�� %��� $�D K�� ��U4���� .�� B�#�J। K��� $-� $��* $D K���- ��.����� 
����� �����J। ����� ���/ ��U�4- 4�� -�� !��- B�� K���- ��� �� � $����� $-� ,� $�.। 
����� K��� ,�D B� �-/ $��� K�� ��� K��� $J�/ ,�D। ����� ���- �-J� �%t�#� � -�� 
$%� .�� $����� 4�� ���। ����� #w�� $�� B�� _/� % $��-�- $%� .�� $�� -�� $-�!�� $� 
��� ���। ������- K� $%�� �G�� ��� K�# �। BD ,��� (�� �� _/� % -�� $%� .�� $�� 
-�� ��� .��� -����। -��-�� �� �&'� �.�� K��� K����� �h���� �3 ���i ��D। 
 
 


�Q�/- 
G�-� ����� �9� 

c/rr/c^ 
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\ c^ \ 
 

$��s %����  N�� 
#�����-��y 
$%��-�&'� 

 
 r�cr- B� %���D K�� ���#� ���- ���-?�� .����� ���.� ���- #����- ��i #�M�� 
��� #�����-��y�� ��U��� \�U�/ $G��। .����� ���.� ��U�� ��)��� ��! $�R���� 4��� ���%N�� 
(����R�-� ,�;����- #� ��'�� ��?�� ��� B�� ��D�G� h��� K\�� -�� .��� -��। ���� (���- 
�� #-��� �� $�U�� ���,{ E��� 3�/ $������- .���� -��। ��� ��+��, .���, ������� ) ��¦ 
-�� �S���� �%�#����� ��� ��-��� ����� \�U�/�� �G��। B�� B-�� �R-��'�� $��� ���� 
���i ���.�� .��� K/-� ��'। #�����  #������ f’���� ���� ��� .� �-W ���i ���.�� &�� 
G����� ��)��� ���-?�� ���.� �Q� ���। 
 
 ���-+�� .�� ���� ��- ���.� $�������'� E�� .�� ���i����� �%� $.��#, #�.���-��� 
$-���� K��. ��q%�� �.�� ) ���� ��U�- K/- -��। ��U��� �-/ ��� .�� ��U $�U�� �%� 
$.��#�- &�� -�� .��� -�� B�� ��� ��%�- ��� \�U�/�� K�#। ��� -�� ��� ���� ���i 
���। �-W ���i ��)��� �� (�� #[�.���- ����� f’%�-D �t� ��=�� $��� $��J। ��Y���� 
��X� ��', ���4���� E��� ������ 4����� ���� ���i ���.�� &���� $J�/ ������� �.� .� B�� 
#����- ���.�� B-% &3����� K.� .�। 
 
 ���i���.�� �<���� �������� $��' ���। .����� ���.� ��D�� ��)�� -� -�� $G��। 
����� ����4��� ����- ��'�)������� ��#�, $���� -�'��� !��-। B-�� .����� ���.� �&'� 
$!�- K#�� ��! G����'� $���\��/ ���i���.� -�:+- K��q .�। $�N���� ���i����� $���� $`-� 
��� ���� K#�� &�� J�'�� !��-। \/�=��D ��% -���� (�R .����। ����� 23 .� =��� 
$��-���/ ��§। ����� �9��� $��-��� #£��� j�- $��� ����� $��I�D -�� $#&��� ������� 
��D��w�� ��4�� -��। .������ (�¡����-� $��-� ��/ -�� B�� ���- ���� fD �� $��-��� ����D 
$��� (.�� -��। $`-��� ��/ NC���� ��,����� $�`������� ��G���  #��.��- ,�*R ������� 
-��। �� ���i ���.�� K� #.� .� �। B���- $#�%�#��%) ���� ����/������ \�U�/�� .�� ���� 
���� �। -��R ���-?�� ���.�� -���| .�� ���� K������� E�� ���'�� J����� -�� $�� B�� 
$��-% $��� J�G -�� $G��। ���) #�� �C- -�� B-�� ���i ���.�� �<���� K��� �:�� ���। 
���-?�� ���.�� BD ��� �&'�� ����� \�U�/�� $� Ù�J�� $���� �� #����- ���.�� $��-�- 
#�����-��y ���C�� ����� ��i �:�� -��। #�����-��y ��%���� #�? ��'� ) $��-���/ �O��� 
4����� ����- �9��� $��-� .�� ���������� ���-� N��� -��। G�� ��� $��-��� #�? ����� 
!���� NC���� K��� $��। ����� ��q%�� �.�� �9��- ���-?�� ���-� � NC���� ��,����� 
K/- -�� ����� #����- ���'�� NC��� $�। ��G% ����� #��.��� ��'��� K& ����� $�� B�� 
��� ��'��� ��.����� -���� �//�� �����- K/- -�� B�� ��'��� ���� $�। %���� Z�i���� �2� 
���% Z�i��,%���� Z�i��, ����- �9��� $J�� B�� ���� $�� �-J� $��-�- .����� ���.�� 
$%����� K/- -��। #����- ���.�� Ni ���� $�:� ���V� $�G�/��� K��-। ����- �9��� 
$J���- !��� ��� ��� ���- ����� �i %���� h��� ��� -��- K\�� -��। G�� $# �t� .�� 
���/�� ��' ��� B�� ��� ��� .�� �i $�� .�� !��-। #-��- ��� ��N�� K/� \�U�/�� 4�� ��� 
B�� ���� ����� (�� ��R+�� ��+�� 4����। �����  
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\�U�/�� $��� %���� Z�i���� ��#�� ����� K�# B�� ��� ���- $��U%���U�% -��� !��-। ��� ���- 
� $��� ��� ��2'��- ��� $��/�� NC�� ) ��� $����- $�� -�� $���� %� ,�-,��� (�+� -��। 
������ ���i���.� ���-+�� !�� K��R -��। �� #�����-��y !��� ����/��� �J�। !�� 
K���R� ����D ,�*R �:�� K�}  .�। fD ��Q ,�*R $����&�� .� �-W �:��� $�� K��� (�� 
.)��� ���i������� �G�� $��� ���� .�। ����� (��D ��� ��)�� $��� ���� K% B ����� ���, 
-�� ) ����� ���। ���-?�� ���.� ����� ,��*�< �w-�� $���� ����। D������ !��� ��X� 
),�#-$- ��C� .���J। ��� $4��� (�� cz/uz % ��%�-�� #�E. -�� .���J। B� ��X�� �����। 
B��� ����-�� ���* �-� K��� %�� $D। ��� B�� K-:���� ���* .��) K#�� �J� -�-��। 
���i���.�� �<����� ����� ������� �w -�� $��� .�। ��%�-����� B-% ���i���.�� $J���- 
���� $/� $��� ���C ���� ���/�� .��� -�� B�� .��-�� $-�/ ���� $G�� $��। #�����-��y 
Bl�4M .�� ��-���.�� #���� B�� ����� $���� ��3��� ��� $%� $,�� ��U4/�� #�����-��y 
K��R -�� .�। f,+������s Ni ���� ���i���.�� fD% ���- (!��D �.� .)��� ���� �G�� 
$��� ���� .। �&'� ) ������ $!�- .����� ���.���� Z�- K�# B�� �����- !�� $J�' 
���#�� �&'� 4�� ����� ���+� $��� .�। �-W D������D ���i���.� -�:+- ��?� �w .)��� ���� 
4�� ����� $-� �! $�� �। r�cr #���� Ae$� �,�� #-�� �C- B���/�� ���i������� 
#�£���,��� #�����-��y !���� ��=��� .����� ���.�����- K��R -��। ��-�� ��/�� #�� 
Bl�4�M ��=��� ���.���� �� \�/। #����� B�� #������ ����� �� Ac$� �,�� #-��� 
.����� ���.�#. !��� �� \�/। �����- ��%�-�� ) ����� ���i���.�� h��� K/- .�। K/--:� 
���������- ,���� ��4���� %� ���C�� $��� .�। ��%�-����� ��4�� -�� .� ���� ��� ���'। 
��4��� �-J� ��%�-�� �Q� ��� B�� �����&��� ���� ���� ����� #��� #���� ��, -��। !��� 
���� �� 23 .� N�'�%�.�% $!�- $���� ���¨��R ) $������� &���*+R। Ni B�� &���� 
�.� .� ��-��'�� E���� ��-�� �9��� $J�� ff �9�। $# ���i ���.�����- ��� ,���� ���V� 
B�� $������� &���� $`-� $!�- ���� ��' ���। ��+� ��- ���.�� ��D�G��� &���� �.� .� 
Ni E���� %�G� #������ $J�� %�.� N��। $������� K� B-�/ &���� #�����-��y� 
KJ���� �� �.� .�। 
 
 fs� ) �������� ��*� #�����-��y !�� ���� �S�+ ������ ���-?�� ���.�� ���-��� 
������ $��� #Q� .� B�� ��� �-J� ��� ��?�� ���� ��'। ��-�&��� #��w $-� $��U% ��)�� 
����। G�� �� !��� ��- ���� ���i���.�� .��� K�#। 
 
 
 


�Q�/- 
$��: %����N�� 

AA/z�/c^ 
 
 
 
 

----------------- 
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\ c_ \ 
 

$��s J������ $.��# 
E��- ����
�+� 

Z�-\�- ��U4���� 
$%�� - �&'� 

 
  r�cr #�� AA$� %���D ��%�-����� .��� $EG��� .�� ��- ���.�� -���| ��� ����� 
�� K���- ���J� ���� $4�� $�U�� $��। ����� K�} .� d��.- ��+��। (�� r�/Az % ��M��� 
“G�/��” $���� �� K���- ���! ����� !��-। B-% ���! $��� K� B-%�� -��J $��, $# 
K��� K� B-%�� -��J। #�Y #�Y �-� \��*, ��D�G��� ��U�/� ���' 4��� !��-। (�� _z ���/ 
���� K��� N�� ��+�� 4����। $��*� ���- K�� t��S� .�� ��'। #��� ���� $G�/ �i I��� 
!��-। 
    
          K��� N�� d��.- ��+�� 4������ �� (�� t��S� ��=�� !���� $�`�J $�� B�� .�%�� 
$4��, .�� ��U�� ��=�� �y� -�� ����। ���� u/�� ���- B-% ��Y��� ����� K��� $4�� ) .���� 
��U� ���� $�� B�� �-J� ,�� $��� $��। BD #�� K�� $���� ��D .�%��� �,�� K�) u % �y� 
K�J।   
 
 ��s�� K���- rz �� !�� .�%�� �y� -�� ����। (���- �� �n ��M��� d#� ) 
��.����� K���- $���� %� K#��� $-� ���� ��- ���i�G`% $-� $��� ��� �� %�� �। ���� 
B�# ��,��� K���- ��������% ��� B�� ���C ���� .�%��� �,���D K���- $��U4����। ���- 
K��� N�.�# -�� K���- �w� ��� Z�-���। 
 
 K�� ���#� r ������ K������- !�� .�%� $!�- $�� -�� B�� K��� fD ����+ fD%�- 
��U' -�� K��� fD .�� fD %�� .���� #�Y $�U�� ��%�� ��' $�U�� $/� $�� $��� K� .�। 
����� ��'��� -�� �&'� ��� $%�� ���-�� $��। �&'� $%�� fD/� ��M����- “$%�” $��� .���J�। 
BD ��M��� f�/ $%��� �,�� �� �� K������- ������� -����। 
 
 ^�� K�� K���- $%� $!�- $�� -�� �&'� -/ ����� �-/ B-/� $J�/ \��� �,�� ��� 
���। B��� ��� (!�� K���- �%t�#� -�� .�। BD #�� ���� K���- �%t�#� -�� - 
 
 ‘���� -� ��.��� ) ��M��� $����J�? $-�!�� ���i���.�� $j�� �����J�, $������� ��Z�� 
$-, $-�!�� $-�!�� ��� -���J�, ,����� d#� �Z+��� ��� -��J, �-�, ���i�������� #���� -�? ��- 
���.�� (��� %���� K�� 2�� B- -!� ��� $�, K�� B #� �-J� %�� �। K�� ,��� $!�- ����� 
K#�J���, K�� $j�� $D �। 
 
 K��� -�J $!�- $-� -!� $�� -��� � $��� ^ % ���� B- #�Y K���- ����� K�} 
-��। �-�, \��*, ���!, ��D�G��� ���/� ���' B�� ���C ���� ,�*R,��� ��/� K�} -��। (�� $�' 
\�� ���� BD ,��� ������� -��� �� K���- ����� �,�� .�� ���� -� ��� ����� ���+� $��। 
K�� �� ����� -!� �� �4� .�� ����� �,�� .�� ���� -� ��� !��- �� ��J $!�- 4���- ���� 
��/� .� B�� #�Y #�Y B-D (� ��� ��� -��� !��-। #�� #�� ��D�� $!�- ���� $���� K�# 
����) .���� -��J �� ��� ��D ���� ��/��। 
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(�� ^ \�� ���� BD,��� ��+�� 4������ �� #w�� c/�� ���- K��� ���� �4- ��� 
�S�� I����� $��। BD #�� B� ����� !��- $� %�� $��� .� �� ����D $�� .�� ����। I��� !�-� 
��=�� $��/� $����� ���� (���- ����� ����� ������ B�� ��!�� ��J�� ���- K\�� -����। (�� 
Az ���/ ����� �� K�� ��� $�, K���- ���/�� ��� .�� K�� #� -!� �����। �� ���� 
K���- ��4 ���� B�� ��D ���� n-�� $��। �-W K�� B-/� �%���� $��� N����� K���� 
������ ���� !��-। K��� 4����- ��I�� $��� ��+� d#��� K���- ���!� �� ��!� ����� !��-। 
�-J�QR ��/���� �� ����� K���- I����� $�)�� .� B�� �S��+� $4�� K�) $��� (.�� -��� !��- 
B�� (� -��� !��-। K��� ] B-D N@� $� K�� %�� �। 
 

A� ��� K���- I������ (�� r�/Az ���/ �� ����� 3� $!�- ��- ���.�� -���~ $�� 
.�� K�# B�� K���- ��� ‘J������’, K�� B-% ��#��� ���� ����# -�? ‘K�� ��� %���� ��� 
$� .�U K�� ��#���। ‘�� -���~ #��.� K���- ����� ��� $� ‘K�� ��#��� .�� K� B- 
��#����� -��J (��t� -��J $� ��� ���� K��� -��J #�� -!� ���� ��� $�����- K� ���� .�� 
�’, B�� K�� $4�� -���� $�����- $J�' ����। ‘‘�� K��� ��� -!� ����# .��� B�� K�� 
(��ª�� ����� $� ‘‘K�� #�� -!� �����?’’ BD #�� K���- ���/�� ��� .� B�� ��� $� ���� 
‘‘��)�� ��)��� �� ���� � B�D ����?’’ K�� ��� $� K�� �� ��� $#D �.#���D K�� -�% 
-����। �� K���- 3�/ ) ��-��� B� $��� $�)�� .�। 
 

��)��� �� -���~ #��.� K���- %��� $� ���� K% ��g�� -� -�� $����� -�J $!�- 
#� -!� $��� .��। BD ��� K���- ����� $%�� ��� B-/� $#��� �,�� �y� -�� ����। BD 
#�� K�� B� -��.� .�� ��'�J��� $� K�� $���/D '�4'� -��� ������ �। 
 

_C� K�� #-�� �/�� ���- K���- $%� $!�- $�� -�� �S��+� $#D \�� -���~ #��.��� 
-��J ��� ���। -���~ #��.� K���- (� -�� $�, �� ���� �- -���J�? ��� N@�� K�� %��D $� 
K�� c �� $j�� ����J। ����� �������� %� K��� �&'� ����� ��! ‘‘�������’’ B�# K�� 
�#�= .�� ��' B�� K��� ���� $��- K���- $��� �&'� 4�� ���। �� K�� ����� ,��� 4�� 
��D B�� �-J� �� �� �� D���.�� �� #����R Q�� $\�*R� -���J �� K�� $��� �G�� K#�� 
#�� ��%�-����� -��J ��� ��'। -���~ K��� -!� ���� $� B�� K�) �n (� -��, ,� $����, 
$��, $���� N@� $���� %�। K�� ��� $� ��� K���- ����� ����� $���) $G�� .� ���) K�� 
B� $��� K� �-J� ���� ������ �। 
 

cD K�� K���- �&'� $%� $!�- $�� -��  ‘‘����/��� �����’’ .�� $�U�� ��'��� -�� $�� 
$��� ��� ���। $#��� ����� -!� $!�- K�� ��I�� ����  K���- ��/�� #����- $%�� ��C� 
.�V। ��'� K#�� �� ����/��� ����� K���- �� ����/���� .��� ���� $��। 
 

��'�� �,�� ���� K���- ) �� K�) B-�/ $J���- �J�/� ��4 ��#�� K����� \��'� 
N�� �� ���� ��+� d#��� ��# !�-���। B�� (���- $��� ��'� !���� ��.��� ) �� d#��� B�# 
K����� f¡D %�- ,�*R,��� ������� -����। (���- $��� K����� BD ,��� ��+�� 4��� 
!��-। 
 

��/�� $�� $�� $!�- K����� ��/�� #����- $%��� -��J ��� ��� B�� ��� $� 
B����- �� ‘‘$�.��’’ �.#��� (�!��-,��� �-J� ‘‘$����’’ -�� $�)�� $.�-। BD ��� ,�*R 
������� K�} -��। ����� ����� (�� t��S� ��=�� K���- $%��� �,�� ���-��  $��। 
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(���- �� $%� $!�- $�� -�� -�% -����� %� ��/�� G�� ����� ��� $��। (���- 
�� e \�� -�% -��� .���। #-�� u/� $!�- rA/� B�� ^/� $!�- �/� B- /�� -�% -��� .��� 
B� �,�� $-� ��g�� ��� ����� �। #� #�� ‘‘Z��’’ �.#��� -�% -�����। B���) ��+� d#��� 
4���- ���� K����� (.�� -����। 
 

$%����� �,�� $� \�� K����� ���� .��� $# \�� ��� $��� .�� rz/rA % !�-�� ����। 
$#��� K����� ez %�- ������। ������ $����� $-� ���=� �J� �। K�� $� \�� �J��� $# \�� 
��%��.� ������������ $�-4���� Zs -�%� #���. K.�£�, $�-4���� ��%�� �.��, )������ 
�Z�,��� D�M���� B�, �Z, J������� $.��# (��%��.�) �J��। K����� �� B��� N��) 4���� 
#��,��� ��+�� B�� K����� �� B���) -�% -��� .���। $%��� �,�� #�+���/ r�z % 
-���� �y� �J�। 
 

$��/ Au/A� �� K�� ��/�� $%�� �J���। K����� ����� $���� %� $%� $!�- $�� -�� 
��D ������। K��� �� �4� .�� ����� ���� �� ��+� d#��� 4���- ���� K����� (.�� -����। 
��� �J� K����� B-��� #Y�। (���- �� #-��� $J�/ B-/� ���� ) B-/� 4�। f���� $�� J/�- 
J�N��� ,�� ) ���� �� B-/� Z�N� �!�� B-/� ������ ��-���। ��-��� A/� $J�/ 3�/ ) B-/� 
K��� $I��। $-� #��D K����� ����� $��� $�/ ,���� �। K��� #��D #� #�� Q���� m���� 
,�����।  
 

(���-��D $����� $%� $!�- A/^ % $��-�- ��� $�� �%t�#���� -��� %�। ��-��� 
����� �� $%�� �G���� K��� �� ����� $�. Q� ��Q� ��=�� $��� $��-#��� ���� ���� �i 
I����।  
 

B� ������ ����) ����� $��� $%����� �,�� K��� �� ��%� -����। $-N �� ��D� 
$-N�� ���� ��%��। BD,��� K��� K����� fs� ,��� !�-�� $4� -����। 
 

K����� -�J $!�- ‘4��i ��’ ���� $)�� .� $� ��� ����� ,���� 4�� ��D ��� K��� 
���+��� K��� �������� N�� ��+�� 4����� .��। $%�� $!�- K����� $�� -�� (���-�- �/� 
-�� /�-� ) B-/� -�� #��/+�G�-/ ���� $��। ���i ����� �� K�� cD $#�~�� ��U4���� .�� K��� 
��'��� $� Ù�J।  

 

���i $��� K�� ��'� K#�� �� (��D ��- ���.� K���- 4�� ��� ��%�-��� ,��+ .��� %� 
�!�� �Z+�� b�D� -��� %�। �-W K�� �#�= ��� ��'��� !�-��� B�� ����� $� K�� ,�� .�� 
$D।  
 

Au $� �,�� ��-�� _/�� ���- B-% ��%�-�� K��� ��'��� ���� ��� $�, B�D !��� 
$��� .��। K�� ���) ��I�� ���� $� K���- �y� -��� %� ��� ��)�� .�V ���) K�� ��� #�Y 
!��� �)� .D �-W ��?�� $�� $���� ��D $� ��- ���.� ��'� ��� K��� ��'�� ���- ���V। 
��?�� �,�� $!�-D K���- ���� $� B�� %����.��/ ��� ���। 
 

K���- �� �y� -�� ��'��� $���� .� �� ��'�� �,�� $�s K���G (��.���) ��# �J�। 
K���- %����.�/ ��, KD, �Z, �#� ��Q���� K���#- B��-�� A � ������- ��- ���.�� (�� 
-��+���� ��� ���। B��� K���- ‘‘$�%� KG%����’’ -��J ��� ��� B�� $�s K���G K��� 
��� �n ��!�� ��,���� $�%� #��.��� -��J ��� B�� ��� $� K�� ��- A % ��.����- .��� 
-���J �� $�s K���G $����J। $�%� K���- BD #�-!�� #���� �%t�#� -��। B- -!�� K�� 
#� �
�-�� -��। �� $�%� #��.��� #�Y K��� �-J�/� -!� -�/�-��/ .�। BD #�� $�%� #��.� 
B-% d#��- Z��- B�� K���- $����D $���� %� ���। BD #�� K���- B�,��� (.�� -�� 
.� $� K�� (�� t��S� .�� ��'। 
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K��- �n #�� ����� -��� �� $�s K���G K���- $��� $G��� %� $�%� #��.��� 
-��J B%�%� 4��। $�%� #��.� $�s K���G�- B%�%� $�� K���- .��� -��� %�। 
 

BD #�� K���- .��� -��� %� $�s K���G $.��# K���- ��'��� -�� $��M��� 
��?�� N@� ���� ���C� �,�� ��- ���.�� �Z�G«- B� -��J ��� ���, ^/_ % ����/���� .��� 
���� $�� B�� ��� $�� $� B�- 4�-� ���� %��D -�� �-�� $�����/ ���� .��� -�। ��+� d#��� 
K���- .��� -��� %� (�� rzz �% �S�� ��� ���। ��?�/� �J� NU4�, K���- �� ��� ��)�� 
.�V� �� ���� K��� $4����� \��* ����� !��-। K�� ��' ��D, ���� K��� $/� $����। 
 

K���- .��� -��� %� �� #������ #��.� B-/� 4�-� $�� -�� B�� $/� %Y��� ���- 
��� ��� K�� �� #������ #��.��� -��J ���% �'�� %� B-/� #�� �,Q� 4�D। �-W #������ 
#��.� K���- #�� ���� �
�-:�� %���। K�� �� $%��� �4<-�� -�� #�������- N����� -�� 
���� !��- $� ‘‘��� K���- KO�.� B���� $!�- ��¬� -�� .��� -�� .� �� .�� $��% .�#��� 
����� KO�.� #��� K����� ��4���� %� G����� -���� B�� ����� B�� K���- $����� 
(KO�.) B���� $!�- ��¬� -�� .��� -���J K�� B� ��4�� 4�D।’’ 
 

K��� BD -!� $���� �� #������ #��.� �-J�QR ��� !��- B�� ��� ���% �'�� %� 
B%�%� $��।  
 

���% �'�� %� K��� B- .�� ���� $�� B�� B- %� ��� B� $��। K�� �� ���% 
�'�� %� ��U�'�� ��D �� ��- $#��� �� ���- B�, B�, �% ��� ��%� ��� !��-। ���� 
K���- ���� ���� ��R -���� $�� $� ������� $4�� -��� &�� -�� .��� -���।  
 

��s�� K�� B- �� �%� ���%#. B��� ���% K��� -��� (�� Az ���/ #�� $��� 
���। ����%� ��I��� K�� B-��� $/���G� $��% )C�� �H 2�� ��D। ���% $��* $���%�� 
-�� K�� ��+� ���.��- ��� $� BD ��� K�� (a� B� K���- ��X�,��� .��� -��� �����। BD 
#�� B-% �#��D K��� -��J B�# ��� $� $���� K��� $���� -��� -���J। K���- K� ���� 
.�� � $-� BD��� $.Z ��G# $!�- $G� B�#�J, K���- $#��� B�D ��� ����� %� n-�� 
�����J। 
 

��s�� K���- .�� ��U�� K�=��D B-/� ��'��� -�� ��, KD, �Z, �#, ��G�#� ��- 
���.�� $.Z ��G�# ��� ��� B�� B- -���~ #��.��� -��J .��%� -��। 
 

���q -���/� $4�������� ������� G�� Au$� �,�� K�� ������D K�� ���i ��, -��। 
 
 


�Q�/- 
$��s J������ $.��# 

rz/rr/c^ 
 
 
 

-------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ c� \ 
 

����% N�� K.��� 
!��- %����.�/, $%��- �&'� 

 
 

Ae$� B�(� ��- d#� %����.�/ $� Ù�J B�� Ac$� B�(� ���� $j����� ��U4���� ����� 
��! ��������� $�� $���� N@�� $�� &����/� -��J $j ��U' -���� $��� ���� ���+� $�� E���� 
$��-��� ‘‘����N-� \� m������’’ ���। ���� ��%��) B-�/ \�� K& ������ $��। E���� 
$���-�� ,�� #�? .�� E���� #�? �.y� ��'��� K& ������ $��। ���� �.y��� D������+D 
$������ -�� ,���� 4�� ���। 
 

Au$� B�(� ������ ��-�#� ��#��� �������� ���� %����.�/ $!�- �� ��D� ���+ N@� 
$-��R� �.y� (�� E�� -���D -������ $\��) -�� ������ -��। B��-�� #�? �����#� �.y� B�� 
���� -���� �J�। 
 

E�� $\��) -�� ���� Ni E���� ru� %� ��3*-��.�� B�� ��®��- .��� -��। E�� $\��) 
-��� �� E���� $��-% (�,�� ������ !��- �� ����� N�� $������� $����&�� ��Q� -�� 
Ni #���- $��-%�- .��� -��। B J�'� �-J�#���- $��-�- ���� ��� K� B�� ����� ���� ^/_ 
%�- %�- ���« %��D -�� .��� -��। Ni ���«�- ��- d#��� %��D -��� ���� -��। ��- 
d#��� Ni E���� e/c % $��- ���� (�R,�� -4������� ���� Z������J� ������- $���� ��� 
B�� $#���D &�� -�� ����� .��� -��। .����t $�* .��� �� ���� #�? E�� m����� $��।  
 

N�O��� ������D ��-�� _/�� ���������� .��/ %�- �.y� ���4�- &�� -�� .��� -��।  
 

�Z�#���� ����- ���* 
����  %�����J। ���� BD ����- ���i� �! ��� �� -��। 
 
��R�� \/� : 
  

Ac$� B�(� K�� ��%�� -��� %� %����.�/ $�`U�J। ���� $� ����/��� B�#�J �� %���� 
�। ��%��� $�`UJ�� �� ��% ����/��� K���- ��� ��� ��%��� ��� B�� B-�/ -���'� $��-��� 
���� $,�Y K���- ��/ -��� ���। K�� ���� �
�-:�� %���� K���- ���� 4' ����। �� ���� 
.�� B-!� -��' $D। ��s�� K���- ��� $�� ��#�- B� ��� ���� $��� !��-। $# #�� %�- 
,¯���- #�D�-� 4�' ���V��। ���- ���� !����� $�� B�� ��� .���� \�'�/ 4��। ��� ��+,�� 
��� $� ‘‘K�� %���� !�-�-��� K��� $-� �%�# ���� $����� ���� �।’’ 
 

��s�� ���- ���! ���� $G�� $��। ��� NC��� $4�� -��� ��D�G� ���� ��'� ���� !��- 
$�* ��+q ���� ���- &�� -�� .��� -�� \�' �J��� $�। %�- ��.��� $J���- ��� ��� #������� 
K�� ���i ��D। 
 


�Q�/- 
����% N�� K.��� 

 
 

--------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ ce \ 
$��s $����� $��?G� �9� 

E��- %����.�/ 
$%��- �&'� 

 
��- $#� %����� $� ÙJ�� �� ����� ����4��� %�R ,�*R,��� ���� .�� ��'। %������ 

����@� �!� D���� ,�� %�R ,���� 4�� $��� !��-। 
 

$� ���#� ��I����I B��,��� -���� $��-�- ���'����� ���������� #����� $��� 
K#�� ��! ��%�-���� ] #�? re/rc % ���'����- $EG��� -�� %����.�/ ���q -���/� ��G�# 
��� K�#। ���� $#��� �y� -�� $��� ���� j��- -�� ����� ��.���� $�:�� ����� K�°���� 
����/��� -���| ��� ���। $#��� ����� ,��-�� ��U��� $��/� $��'� ���� -����� -����� ] #�? 
���'����- .��� -��। 
 

������'�� ��s K��- N���- B-�� ��� %����.�/ -��% -���| ��� ���। ��� B-% 
$��U'� K)���� ����� �J��। ���- ������-,��� �����*- ����4�� -���J �-W ��� �-J���D 
‘‘���-?��’’ B-!� 
�-�� -���। ��� #�+��D ����J $� K�� K)���� �����। ���- $��� (.�� 
-��। �-J���D ���-?��� -!� 
�-�� -���� �����। �� ��� fD ����� ��J� $��'���� ��� 
G��/� -�� ��� ������ ���� �-��� ��� $����� �� N�±� -�� /��Y�� ����� 4��'� ���� .��� -��। 
 

�� B��-�� (���� $.���) Z�i�� K��� -���� ���-��� c ��# ������ �J��। ��� 
B-% (!� $gR�� K)���� ����� �J��। ��� B-�� ���� �3� ��'��� -�� ��'� $� Ù�J। $# 
����D ����/����� ��'� $\��) -�� ���- $EG��� -��। ���- %����.�/ -���| ��� ���। $#��� 
��� �²��� ���/� ��4 ��U�� ���- �����*-,��� ��+�� -��। B J�'� ���- ����� $��'���� ��� 
�J¯ -�� N�±� -�� ��� $�U�� /��Y�� $��� ����� 4��'� $-�/ ��R ������ $��। ��s�� ���- .�� 
�� ��/�� -�� $�U�� j��- ���# -�� $G�� $#�� $!�- K��� ��4 $G�� $��। ����� ��� fD $4�� 
N��' $G�� $�� B�� $#��� $��j�� ������ ����� ���-�� ���� K& ������ ���� .��� -��। B- 
-!�� �� (-�� ����4�� -��� #�D ���D N�� (���� -�� .�। 
 

���G �/ ���� ����- �J�� ��<G�। A� $� ���4+� �� B��� $� #����- (��QR 23 .� 
$#��� ��� (��QR $। ��� (���% ��� Z� .�� #|SR+ ��-�%� �J�। ���) ��� $���� Z��- 
��� .���D ��D�G� 4��� -���। 
 

��- $#��� B��� K#�� ��� $���� �,�q�� ������ ��। �-W ������� ��=���D 
��#��� ����� ��9���� 4���q ) #��� #.����� ��� ��� ��'। $# #�� ����/������ -��| �J� 
$���। $#��� ���- ��� B�# /��Y�� ���.�,��� ��+�� -��। ��� ������ ���,{ =�� m�q 
�#����/ $C�# ���। ��J�'� $��.�� �Z K& ���� ���'�� ��� ��- $4���� ���� $C�# ���� $4�� 
������ $G��। #�? (-�� ��+�� 4������ �� ��� �� $�U�� -�9�� ���-�� $�� ��'�� D�M�� 
m�q ������ $G�� ���� %��q .��� -��। ��� $-� ��?�) K� ��U�% ��)�� ����। 
 


�Q�/- 
$��s $����� $��?G� �9� 

  
--------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ cc \ 
 

K�� �-� K-y 
E��- -�/���'� 
$%��-�&'� 

 
d���� ���#� ���- B-�� A�/^z % ��- d#� -�/���'� B��-�� K�# B�� K�'�� 

�����'� $\��) -�� e % $��-�- .��� -��। 
 

K�� B#�� ������ ��� �J���। �-J�QR $!�- $J������ ��'��� $-� K�J $���� %� 
$���� ��'� K�#। ��'� K#�� �� B-% ��- d#� ��'�� ���� (��� -�� B�� K�� �.y� � 
��#��� �� %��� 4��। K�� ��#��� ���� Ni d#� �<Q�< ������ $��� ���। ��D -��J���। 
�-W K��� B-% d#� ��� #���। K���- ��� ��� B-�/ \�� �w -�� B�� /�-� ���� -��। /�-� 
$���� �
�-:�� %���� ��� $�, “#��� K��� /�-� ��#� $D।” $%�'-.�� -�� Ni -!�&��� ���। 
B-!� $���� #��! #��! Ni d#� C�# -�� B- 4' -�* $��। _/� �/ \��* $��� K���- -��.� -�� 
$G��।  
 

�3��� .�� ��� $� K��� /�-� ��#� $�` $J������� -��J B�� ���� $-�!�� ������ K�J। 
�� d#��/ ��� $� 4� $����� $�`��� $��U�%। /�-� ��)। 
 

����� K���- ��� $��� !�-। K��� �� ��- $!�- K�) f‘% d#� K#�J�। ��?�� 
N�� B- ���'� $%�´�%��´ ���� ���� ��#�J�। ���� ���- -��-�/ \��* ���.�,��� ���� B�� /�-� 
���� -��। $��-�/ ��� $� ��'��� K�J। �� ���- ��� ��� ��'� ���। ��� -��J �#�%� ��+��� 
/�-� ��V� �J�, �� B�� ������� ��� $�। 

 
��� ���- K��� $-� /�-� ����� #}��� � $��� $J�' $��। �-W $�D ����� %� �� 

���'���J ��� ��D�G��� ���� ���� #�%��� A/^ ���' $�� B�� B�� �t� .�� ��D। %�- 
��.��� $#��� K�� t� �G�� ��D। 
 

B��� N�O� -�� (���% $�, (!�� ����/��� K��� ���'�� ���-�J�, ��� �S�+��n��+ f% 
��#��� $��� ��'��� ���-। Kg� (�!+� -��। K�� ����� -4�� K���� ���� ���-�� ���� B�� 
$#��� �X�� .�� !�-�� ���। 
 

����/����/ �� K���- �.y� � ��#��� �%t�#� -��J� B�� ��-��V� �� $��� f�/ 
,�� .�� %Y� $!�- $����� K�#। �� ����/����/ K���- $J�' Ni ��.��� B-%�� .�� ��� 
\��� ���� ��� ��� B�� ��� N�� �����- ����4�� -��। ����4�� -�� d#��/ 4�� ���। d#��/ 
$����/�- \�� ��� ����� �S��+ K���- ���'�� �����J�। 


�Q�/- 
K�� �-� K-y 

 
  

---------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

 \ cu \  
 

$��s )���.f���� $4`���� 
B-�N� D4�%+, ��?� ���� -���+���� 

$#¤�� $��Z, ����� 
 

 K�� r�cr- B� A� $� ���4+� ����D ����� �.� $#����.�� -���� .��� #�Y #�Y �.� 
���� -�� �-/��+� E��� Kg� E.R -��। ���-��� #���� (!� -��- ���# $#����.�� ����� 
�.� B�� �.��� K�� ���� ���,{ =�� ���+4��� ��Y��� �� ��t� K�� B-% N<#�.� ��+��Q- 
�J���। ���,{ =�� $#����.� -�:+- �:� ���i��� #���� B�� #�C- ����� K�� #��µ K��� 
Z������� ������ -���J। �!�&���� #���� #|�-+ K�� ��X�।  
 

 u B�(�s ����� �.� $!�- K'�D ��D� ��X�� ��'�.�/ E���� _c % E����#��- ��+� 
���.� ��� B�� Ni =�� $����.��/ ����� ��+�,��� &�� -�� .��� -��। K��� ����4� %�- 
���i �S� $!�- B -3R �:�� (��Q -��। 
 

 r� D B�(�s ����� -������ $!�- ��Q ���+ ���- $�)�,�� E�� $!�- AA % $Q�� 
-�+�� -:*- B�� Ni B��-�� �#�%� $!�- r� % ���%�� ���i�- �� $#��� ��� B�� &�� 
-�� .��� -��। �#�%� $!�- $��- ��� ��+�,��� .��� B��-�� �R�� �,�� .���� B�� $����� 
#¬�� -��। BD �.�¶ -��+-����� �3 �n E����#� ��'� \� ���� -�� ,���� �-��� �S�-�S��q�� 
Kg� E.R -��। 
 
 rc D B�(�s BD #��� ��.���M� (����� �.�) A ��D� N@�� #��.���M� �-/ B-�/ 
-������ N��� ��+� $#� ���.� rc ���i�- .��� -��। B��� ���� $�� #���- �J�� $�Y� 
$��%����� ��� $%���। $��*�- ��� ��=��D ��U����- &�� -�� .��� -�� .�। E����#��� ���-�� 
B \/� (��Q -�� B�� ���-?�� �#�� d#��� 4�� $��� ���� (E����#�) $�Y� $��%����� 
���&��� ��� K�# B�� ��G -��। �:� %)����� (�� E����#���� �J� ��S�+ �������। #��D 
����� 3�.� ����G����� %� $���� -��। 
 

 r�$� B�(�s ����� -�������� �-/ \�\/ ��� ���� r�A % #���- ��Y��� D, ��, 
K�, $- �� $#��� .��� -��। ��J� .�� $�U�� ��U' -���� $������� F��G����� ������- .���  
-�� .�। ��� (�:�) ���&���� ���-��� ��U� ���� $�U�! \�\/ ���� $G�� $��� .�। B��� ���� 

��� ����� $���� $-��� ����� ��·� %�� ��. K�� #��.��� �' ,�D-� $J�� (D,��,K�) 
$-����� $#`,������ �Q� ��।  
 

 Au$� B�(�s ����� F��%� ��4 #�-��� -����D�-� �.���������� _ % �����-�- &�� 
-�� .��� -�� .�। %�- ������-� ���-) B��� :��#,��� .��� -�� .�। ����� �.� #���- 
%�� D#����« $-�|��� ��G# rr-^z ����/� #�� �� $#��� �JJ -�� $��। K)���� 
����� $��� -��%�� B ��G�# ���� .���J #�y�. d#��� .�� $��। 
 

 A�$� B�(�s #����- -�:+��Q� ���+�� #�? ��G# K������ �.#�� �-�� �w -�� $��� 
.�। ����� �.� -�������� -��J d#��������� ��-� ��?�� ���� Ar % ������ ��Y����- 
$#����.� ��� B�� &�� -�� .��� -��। �¸��� B-�/ ���q -� ��#� $J�� ��+� d#��� .��� 
-��। $J���/ .����� ���.�� #�+(-�� ������� #���� $��� $����� \�U�/�� #����. -����। 
���-?��¹� -�4���� BD $J���/�- $#����.�� �-/ ����� ���� �J�। 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

 eD $�s #����- -�:+�Q �.��� ��,%�� $��-� ��/ &��� 4��� � ����� ��,����� �#� -�� 
$��। $#����.�� $���-�� BD #� $��-����/� �n �S���� #��E� ��/ -�� ��� ���। B-D ������ 
d#��� -�������� �-/��+� $�)�,�� E�� ��/ -��। 
 

 rrD $�s ��- d#��� �.��� ��S�� �'��.�/ E��� ���-+� .�� ���� _u ���i�- .��� 
-��। 
 

 reD $�s =��� -����� �������� #.�������� ��+� d#��� �.��� �����O, DN��� ���� 
/� $!�- r /� ��+q �O��� 4����। ���� ������ N�� ����4�� -��। %�R�- �#.�� ��=�� ��� 
.��� -�� B�� �:.? ��'� $!�- �S���� K#����� ��/ -�� ��� ���। 
 

BD #�� ����� �.��� ����� �������'� �� ��/ ���#��� �����- K��)����� ���� 
�������� #.�������� .����� ���.� .�� $��। .������R �����- K��)����� -�J $!�- �� 
/�-� ��#�, ����� $������ ¯����� B�� �������� h��� %��-:� ��/ ��� ���। .������� Ni 
�������'� ���#���� N�� d��.- ��+�� -��। 
 

^r $� $�s $%��� ���,{ =� $!�- rA_ % $�Y� $��%��� B�� #���- D, ��, K�, $- 
#����- -�:+�Q $�� ���� (���, B�� -��% $�������� ���+� ���� $Z�- ��� K�#। ����� 
#��D�- \�\/ ��� ���� ��� ���� $������� &���� ��+�,��� .��� -��। #����- $��*�- 
����.� ��=��D B����- .��� -�� .�। $#`,������ B��� ���� -��-% $-���� J��/ ������ 
$��� #Q� .�। 
 

A�� %�s ����� #�� !��� ���'�.�/ ���#� %�- F�ºR ������ .����� $#����.�� ,�� 
�3� ��'� -�� ����� =�� ������ ����� #�� \�\/ ��� ���� d#���� �-/ ��� ��'। 
.������� Ni F�º�R� ���- �*+R -��। F�ºR#. ��� �� B�� ��2 -���- .��� -�� B�� \�\/ 
��� N�� %�G��M F��%� ��4 ������- $G�� ���� 4�� ���। 
 

����� �.� #���- D��#- B� ���� K��+ $.Z $-���/+���� #��; %�- $�%��� ��# ,�� 
���� rr /�� ���- %�#� �#���। ���,{ =� $!�- �:� �3R���� ���� $%���S�+- �4 B�� ���� 
K#� -���� .���। �� �3R�����- ��!V �*+R -�� .���। �� ���� ����� �4@ ������ �#�!+ 
.��� $�%��� ���+�� ����� .��� -�� .���। ��*+�� $�������- 2-�� 3�/ B�� ���� #���� ,�� 
$��� .�। 
 

����� -�������� $#����.�� $�%� ���� �J� ��� �*+�� $.���। (�� ���� ��� �4@ 
������� %� ^ $!�- _ % ��Y��� �3R� #����. -�� .���। 
 

$#����.�� ��G#���� ���,{ =� $!�- �:� ���Q�� �3R���� #��! ��� �G����। ��%��.� 
B�� ��-� ������������ A % ���Q�� �3R��- B-�� -���� $����� ����� %�- ��G#�� 
)������� �#���� ��� K�#। ��G#���/ �-J�Q�R� %� ��D�� ���। ����� �J�/ K�� �#� �J���। 
B-% �3� #��#�� K��� #�.��� 4��। ��� ��%�- ����� ��,���� J��� ��� %��। D���#�� 
��G#���/ B�# ��'। Ni .�,���� �3R�h��� %� K�� �-J�D -��� �����। 
 


�Q�/- 
$��s )���.f���� $4`���� 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ c� \ 
 

$�s K�� K�� ���� 
4�4+��, %�£���'�, ����� 

 
^�� %� (r�cr) �:.b����� ���-�� $�`� ��U4/�� ��#� $!�- K�� �#�-N���/ F��¬� 

$���-�� =��� $���-� #.����� ��� ����� -������� ��� ���। 
 

#w��� �� $#��� K���- �%t�#���� 23 -��। ���i���.�� $��-��� K � $-�!�� B�� 
����� $������3� $-�!�� ��Q� K�J। K��� #��! ����� ���' #|-+ K�J ) ���� (��D K��� 
-��J K#�-��)�� -��। �h����s K��� ��#�� $%�� K)���� ����� ��G# �J�। $#��� ����� 
$��� ���/� $.��। ����� #��! K��� \�� #|-+ �J�, -��%D ����� $��� ������ $-�!�� 
��Q� K�J �� K�� %��। K�� #�? ��,���� �
�-�� -��� K���- ,�*R,��� ���- $�� B�� 
$#��� K���- ��� �/� ��+q ��#�� ����। ��s�� K��� N�� d��.- ��+�� 23 .�। 
 

B-�/ �%+ \�� ��%�-%���� �w -�� K��� f% �#�-N���/ F��¬� $��- DN#�G �� ) 
.������� $����� �#�� ��U'��। B-%�� .��� $��.�� �Z B�� ��� %�� .��� ��� -��C� ��%�� 
��� (�� ���� ��%� �w -�� .�) ���� K��� ������ ���,{ =�� ���.�,��� (.�� 23 -��। \�� 
$��'- K��� N�� #��� f%� N�O��� (����� ����4�� 4����। ����4���� #��) K���- 
N�O��� ��*�&�� #��w �%t�#���� -��। ����4���� G�� ������ ���,{ ��� $!�- ����* -�� 
!��� $!�- �������� ����� �i��� .�V�। 
 

��� B���/� #��' B���/�� ���- B�� �� J�'� K�) f��� f’�� $��- B�# B-D (����� 
����4�� -��। B#�� K���- ‘‘��D�4��, $������� %� ����� ����� ������ .���। ������� ����� 
����� ��#����-� ��� -� $���, #�� $�. K�� .���। K�� -�U.� ���� $��� $��� $-� %� �����। 
$��� $��� K)���� ����-� �n� ��� ����।’’  BJ�'� »������%+� ��������% -��� !��-। 
 

��� $�'/�� ���- K��� .��-�� ��� ���� $�U�� $G�� B�� ��� $� ‘‘&�� �- ���� 
������। -�4 ����� .��� $�� ����)।’’ K� \�� ����-� �� ���� K��� ��U� ���� $��। B�� Ni 
\��D f�� �w -�� ���� B�� �:��� �� !��� ��C��। 
 

!�� $!�- f�� -������� $�%��� -��J �%t�#���� -��। B #�� K���- �-!�, �g��� 
,�*�� ��������% -�� .�। � �� �w -�� ����� �� �Y���� K���- ���i $�)�� .�। ���i� 
������ ���� r� .�%�� /�-� $�। 
 
 


�Q�/- 
$��s K�� K�� ���� 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ uz \ 
 

K���G $.��# 
������, ����� 

 
.����� ���.� ������ B�#D (!�� >�#��t $��� N�C। �-J��� �� ���� %�R�- .��� 

) ��+�� 23 -��। 
 

��- ��+� ���.� B-�� ������ !��� ��D�� $!�- B-% $��- \�� ��� K�#। (!�� 
�����/ -��, ��� .������� Ni $��-�/�- ��+�,��� ,���� B�� G�/���� ��� �-�-\��* B�� ��/ 
%����� ���! $��� .��� -��।  
 

#����R�s �-�, \��*, ���!, ��D�G��� ��U/ (,:��� h��� ��+�,��� ��+� d#��� ���+�* 
%��R� N�� ��+�� 4������J। 
 

.����� �#�� ���.� ������ ����� �� �� �� B-�� #-�� rz/�� ������ ��%���� 
N@�-�S�+ ���-� E��� (��� -��। %�- KJ�� ����� �:�. ��- d#��� ���- KJ�� ���� ) �� 
��3*��� $�� -�� ���� ��� �����S� (Az) N�� �����- ����4�� -��। 
 

������ !��� ���Z�Y� DN���� KJ�� .��/ B-�� ���i������� ��- d#���� ����� 
%� ��D ��U�� ����। f,+������s %�- ����� ) ��� �3 Ni ��D�� ��-�� .�� ��� $��� 
������ $!�- �-J� #���- ��- d#� KJ�� .��/ ���� ���+��+� B��-� $!�- ��- $��- ���। ��+� 
d#��� KJ�� .��/� �-/= ���' $!�- �-J�#���- $����J�� ��� B�� ��J�D -�� ���Q�-:� -� 
��x� $����J����� Ni .��/� �-/��+� .����� �.���� ��'��� ��� ���� ����� N�� �����- 
����4�� -�� $J�' $��। ] �� ] B��-� $!�- $��/ rz % ��3*�- .������� ��� ��� B�# 
������ 8���. ���C ���,{ =� $!�- �:� K��� -���� $��-#. $��/ ^e ����i�- $������� 
&���� .��� -���J। 
 

.����� d#��� ���,{ E��� ���- $������ �*+R J�'�) ����� ���� $!�- �� (-�� 
�R+� 
��0�� ��� K#�। 
 

Ac$� $�s .����� ���.� ������ !��� (����� ����D >�#��t $��� N�C। .������� 
������ ��%��� (��� -�� (!��D �.y� ��¼�� $��-� ) ��'�\� ��;#������ ,��,S� -��। 
��s�� .������ ��-�D�� ��¼ ��;#������ ��X� -�� $��। 
 
 ] ��D ��%��#��; #�M���� �,/�� ���i����� $��#����� ��'� B�� (������ ��%��� 
��'� ���� ���'�� $��। Ni �� .����� d#��� ������ ��%�� %��� �#�%��� �-/ ���/��� 
(/���/�) ��� B-�/ �����- &�� -�� .��� -��। ��� B-�/ �������- ] �� �#�� $#��� �.y� 
��¼#��; K�%%�� ����� �:�. m�q K&� ��Q� -��। ������ ��%��� �.y���¼ B�� ��-�D�� 
��¼�� ��;#������� G�� ���+��+� �n ���#��� ) �:.�=� ��'�\� ,��,S� .���J। 

 
��- .���� ���.� ������ !��� $�`U�JD ������ Z�-����� B�� .�Dx��� \�U�/ -��। 

�-J��� ���D B�� $!�- ���� %�R�- ��+�� 23 -��। ��- d#��� ���,{ E��� ���- �'��� B�� 
$��-  
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

��� B� d��.- ��' 4������। #����R� d��.- ��+���� (���� �J� �-�, \��*, ��/ %���� ���!, 
��D�G��� ��U/ B�� $���/ ���� K\�� $.� ��F,��� �!��4�� -��। 
 
 ���i ) ������.� ������ ��i -��� %� B&�� !�-�� ������ ��%�� ) ���+���+� 
B��-�� %�� ) ����� ��������+ ����� =�� Kg��� %� 4�� $��� !��-। ��- ��+� d#��� 
������ ��%���� 4/�< ) %� ���I�- B-�� ��� ��� ���� %��D -�� $��� $G���J। 
 
 
 


�Q�/- 
$��s K���G $.��# (f��) 

 
 

 
 

------------ 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ ur \ 
 

$��s K�%%�� �.�� 
E��-$�3��'� 
!��-������ 
$%��-����� 

 
 

.����� ��+� ���.� 4� $�3��'�� f�-����� ��� ��X� ����� E��� ��;#������ ��[ .�। 
���. %#�����R� (�� B-�� B-���/ ��'� �#�� ���.� m����� $��। B��� E�� $!�- $��- ��� 
.������� Ni $�3��'� �½ ��D���� x���� ��J� ��� K�# B�� ��D -�� ��U' -���� $������� 
&�� h��� ru ���i�- .��� -��। ��%�- &3�� K.� ��=�� $��� ���। �¸��� B-% B- 
#[�. �� ���� ���। ��s�� ��+� ���.� E�� $!�- (�� K'D �� ���- ) �:��- ��� B� $�3��'� 
��%���� �S��+ B- %����� #���� -�� B�� ������- ��+�,��� Z�� (���?�S�- $�`') -���� 
!��-। ��� ������- $J�' $��� .�। #�\�*+� �� .����� ���.�� B�� �����- -�+-��9 
%#����R �� ,��#�? .�� ��'�\� $J�' �����V�, �� B���- ��%�-���� B #������� ���.�� 
-��। ���,{ �����i ��'��� ���- ���� ��/ -�� ��,{ �S���� #��E� B�� ������2 ��� ���। 

 
 


�Q�/- 
$��s K�%%�� �.�� 

^/e/c^ 
 
 

 
 

----------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ uA \ 
 
 

$��s K�%� N�� 
E��-���JZ�Y� 

!��-,S3Y�����, ����� 
 
 

��- ��+� ���.� ,S3Y����� !�� �SR+ ���� $��� fD ��# �� ���JZ�Y� E���� ���- ��)�� 
-��। ��- �#����� #���� �J� c %। ���� Ni E�� ���JZ�Y�� ���- =��� (�:�) .�%� K�f# J�@�� 
#��.��- ��� K�। ��� B� ���- E���� K�) ���� $��-%�- ����� -��J ��� K#�� %� 
n-�� -��। �� .�%� #��.� %���� ,�� ���JZ�Y�� �²����� %#����R�- �� �#����� #��� 
.��%� -��� ���� .। ��² ����� �� $�)�� .�s (r) $��s G��� (A) ��� N�� (^) �8 N�� 
(_)K��� -���� (�) G�/- (e) KD N�� (c) K�%� N�� (u) ��J� N�� (�) �3� D#��� 
(rz) �J� $�� (rr) ���� NO�. (���। ��s�� K���- �%t�#� -�� $�, ���� ���i�G`% B�� 
���i��� #.���� -�। ���� B#� -!�&�� Nf+�� �%t�#� -��। ���� #��D�- BD#� -!� �%t�#� 
-��। �� K�� ) #Y��� �
�-�� -��। �� �� �#���� ��D�G��� ��U�/� #�.���� K����� 
,�*R,��� K\�� -��� !��-। ��J�'� �-�, \��* ) ���/� ���!�� #��D�- ,�*R,��� K\�� -��। �� 
��.S��+ K����� #��D�- ��D� ��U' -�� -���� �'�� ���। �� K��� #��D %���� ,�� ,�� 
-�� -���� �'�� K�} -��। �� �� $#��� ��� $�, $����� ����N B�� $����� ��%�� 
���i��� ��Z�� B�� ���i��� #�.��� -�। BD �� -�� �� �#���� ����� �-�, \��* ) ��D�G��� 
#�.���� K\�� -��। K�� K��� #Y��� ��4�� .�� ��'। ���� ��=��� ���i�� %��� $��� 
������- N��� -�� G�U-� &�� -��� !��-। �� �#���� #� ��I�� $��� ����� ,S3Y������ ���- 
��J� ./�� ���� .�। �-J� #�� �� K����� t� �G��। �� �#����� K� K����� ���� $���� ��D 
�। �� K��� $-� �-�� K�� ��� ��=�� �S� �S���q K����� -��� ���� .D। �� �#����� 
.��� $��� �����/ $���) K�� $-� �-�� $�U�4 K�J। 
 

 
 

�/�#�./- 
$��s K�%� N�� 

 
 
 

----------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ u^ \ 
 

$��s ����� ��«� 
E��-���JZ�Y� 

!��-,S3Y����� 
����� 

 
 
 Ae$� ���4+� �S��+ K�� K)���� ����� -�+� �J���। Ae$� ���4+� �� �� ���JZ�Y� $�`%�� 
#�E�� ���*��� K�� #�#� �J���। ��- .����� ���.� ,�3Y����� !�� ����� (�� A ��# �� 
B-�� K����� E��� K�#। ���� #����� �z % �J�। .����� d#��� E��� $��-�� #�Y #�Y K�� 
E���� $����J����� K��� ��'�� ��J� B-�/ �' ��U�I��'� %Y�� Kg��� ���=� -��। (�R,�� 
K��� ¾���¿�� $��s KH�� �.�� �-�/ B-�/ ��U��� $I�U�� ��U��� K��� N�C K����� -��। 
.������� KH�� �.���- $��� $G�� B�� ���- ��U� ��J $!�- ����� B� �����/ 23 -��। ���- 
��D�G��� ��U/, �-�, \��* B�� %��� h��� K\�� ) ��+�� -��। ��s�� K��� ��'��� ���,{ \� 
��#w� -�� $����J����� $���� � $��� ���� ��'�� ��J� ��U�I�U�' K�����-��� 
$����J������- $��U% -��� !��-। ����� $��U% -�� � $��� .������� ��D�G��� G�U-� K)��% 
-��� $����J���� 4�<-�� -��� !��- B�� ��U�I�' $!�- $����� ������ !�-�� ��- d#��� ����� 
��J� ��)�� -��। K�� B ��=�� !�-�� � $��� ��- d#���� -��J J��/ ��D B�� $����J����� 
N�� ��+�� � -��� %� -�C�� (����� -��। B#�� .������� -��-% $����J����� ��J� 
��)�� -��� !��- B�� ��� -��-% K��� N�� �����/ 23 -��। ��- $G`% -�:+- (�� 
.)��-��� K��� fD% K���� $��J�£< K�J�� ���� (4�4���� $��, ��# A� �<#�) B�� 
$��J�£< ��%� $J� (,��� �N, ��# Ac �<#�) K��� ���- J��/K#�� ��- .������� ������- 
��)�� -�� K��� ��'��� ���- ��'। K��) ����� ��J� ��J� ��'��� ���- �'�� ���� ����� 
K��� N�� �-�, \��*, ��D�G��� ��U/ B�� %���� K\�� (,:�� ��+�� -��� !��-। K�� �� 
#��#�� ����� #�Y .���.��� #�\�*+ ����R+ .D। BD #�� K��� 4�4���� $�� B�� ,��� �N 
������ #Q� .�� \�� Kg� $�। �-J�QR �?���? -��� �� K���- ���S*S+ ��=�� $��� .����� 
�#���� \�� ���-। $�� 
��� .)��� ��) ��- �4�-<#� -�� #��) ��+��� ���q f�+� ��=�� �� 
��� -��J। 

 
 


�Q�/- 
$��s ����� K�� ��«� 

r�/_/c^ 
 
 
 

--------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ u_ \ 
 

���� (#�� 
d#����� ��%�� 

$%��-����� 
 
 
 Ac $� ��4+ K��� �����- ��'� $!�- ��� -���GN 4��-��� #-�� $��� B-�/ #����- %��� 
-�� _ % #����- $��- B�� A % =��� ���Y��� ��#. B�# - -��। ��%� ����� ���� ��'��� 
���- �#y�- ���� #�? $#�����, /�-�-��#� $� B�� ��'��� �!�� $��-�� )������# K�J ��� 
��,���� -��। ����� ��,������ #���� (���R� %� $��-� ����) $��� .�। ������* K���- 
B-�/ ���! $��� $G�� ���� K��� �����- %��� -�� -������� ��� ���। 
 

�D B�(� $��� #��' B���/�� ���- %�- ��Y��� B�# K���- $/��E�G ��G�# #����- 
-�:+�Q Z�-�J ��� %���। #��! K��� $J�/ ,�D�-) $��� ���+� $��। �:� ��=�� K��� $J�/ ,�D 
B�� K�����D ,�'��/ B-% 
R+-���- N�O��� =�� %�- $�%��� -��J ��� ��)�� .�। ��-
��� �%t�#� -��� �� $�%� K������- ��y -��� ���+� $��। ����� !��� $�� .�। $#��� 
�-J�QR �� ] $/��E�G ��G�#� #������/�Z� (�/B9�/) .���� K�� ����G��- ��� K�। 
$��)�� )��-+�� $!�- g��- ) 4�%+���#. �-J� $��-�- ��� K�। #�+���/ A_-A� %�- B-�� 
�w )���� -�� -'� #����- ��.���� -������� $�� .�। -������� ������ #��! #��! 
#-��� B- .�� -�� $�U�� ��N $�U�! =��� ���Y��� ) ��- d#��� $��� (.�� -�� 23 -��। 
$�±, $��, ���!, 4', �-�, \��* B�� ��D�G��� ��U/, d�f���- ��� ���� (.�� -��� !��- B�� 
���� !��- ‘‘KV� �4% ����’’। ����� ��+ $�* .�� -�������� �,��� $J�/ $J�/ \�� rz-rA 
%�- B-D \�� ��-��। 

 

����� #-��- K��� ����y�� $�� -�� $������ ���- ��� -�� .�� $������ #��! G�U- 
-�� $��� ��U' -��� B�� ] ��=�� )������ $��/� d�f���- ��� ���� (.�� -��� !��-। B ��=�� 
����4�� 4��� �� (�4���� #��! $� ��U� /�Y��� �J� $# ��U��� #��! $-���� ��' $�U�� N�±� ��=�� 
/��Y�� $�� B�� ���C (.�� -��� !��-। (.���� G�� �t� .�� �!�� �t� .��� N��� .�� 
$J�' $��। 

 

B #�� �/B9�/ �Z��/+����� ] ,¯����- �%t�#���� -�� $�, B��� K��� $- $- K�J। 
K�� K������ #��! K��� ����� $���� -!�) ���। �� ] �2�� ��� $� $����� $#D r�-re 
�J��� $����- B�D B��� ��� K#� .�4J B�� B��� #��� $�����- $����� $���� #��! 
‘#.��#’ -��� .��। �
�-:�� %���� K��� N�� B ������� #��4�� $��� ����4�� -��। ������ 
���,{ ��� $!�- �������� ����� �i I��� !��-। #w�� ��+q ]���D #-�� �J���। $� K#� 
$#-D ���� B�� -��G� $��- $-� ��� -��� ��� ��� ���। B #�� -��-% ���')�����- �%t�#� 
-�� $�, $����� ��#��� �- � B�� ���% �' �-�? .��U-��4- N@� ���� ������- -���� �'�� 
���। -���� �'�� !�-�� ������- ��- ���� !����� $�� B�� ��� $�, ‘$��� $��� -��G� .���, 
��� I�/� ���� .���।’ 

 

#w��� �� B-�/ \�� #-��- �#�� B�� 2-�� 3�/ ) Z�� B� $��। ��)��� �� 
��#������ ���% �'�� 4�D�� ������- �#�%�� � $��� ���� $#���D ���% �'�� ���+� $��। 
���% �'� $�D $�* .���J, ��� %�- $-���/+�� ����� $�� .��� B�# (.�� 23 -��। $��� $��� 
���% �'�� .���। $��� $��� ��Y��� ��#����, $��� $��� -��G� .���। 
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$#�� $!�- ��s�� K� B- %����� ��� ��)�� .�। $#��� ��-&��� $�Y� 
$��%����� $��- ��y ��=�� �J�। $#��� ��%� ���� #-��- ���-�� $��। $#��� $�Y� 
$��%����� $��-��� ���� %��� ���� $�, ���� #���q��+� B��-�� �J��। �ZN�/ ��� $��� .�� 
��� B�# ��y -��। ���� #����� (�� �z-ez % �J��। \�����- �� N�O��� $-���/+�� ����� 
��%� ���� �#�,������� $����� K#�� ���+� $�� B�� $����� K#�� �� K� B-�/ $J�/ \�� 
��� ���। \��� #�? ��%� %���� �w �J� B�� \��� �,�� $-� K��� �J� �। $-N $� � ��# 
B� ���+� ���� $# 4�� ���। ��� �-J�QR �� ] B-D ���i B- B- -�� \��� ��D�� $Z�- $� 
B�� K��� (�� �-!� ����4�� -��� !��-। �� K��� ���� K�# �� K���- �%t�#� -�� .� 
$�, �.��� $- $- ���������� ���-� �����J�, $- $- ���%� ��R G��9 4�U�� �����J B�� $- $- 
$��? 

 

���� #-��� K����� ���� B-�/ ��-���� ��U� N�C�� $�� .� B�� ���C� \�# ������ 
-�� $�� .�। ����� ��� B-% B�# K������- ��y -��� ���+� $��। �� K��� �S��+ �:� 
K��� ����� ��� %��� 4�D�� ����� #-��- $� \�� K��� ���� B�� =��� B��#B �%-3� 
.-#. r�-re % ��y �J�� $#��� ��y -�� ����। 

 
�-J�QR ��� $�%� %��,� B�# #-��- B-��- $!�- ] \��D (.�� -��। Z�s �%-3� 

.-�- (.�� -��� #�� $# ��� ‘Zs �%-3� $��� ���� .��� ����/��� G�U-� G���� -��� .���। 
$��� �.���# �� ������ .��� ? ���4��, $��� #��-� &�� -� ���� ��।’ ����� -���~ ������� 
��� K�# B�� B-D (����� ����4�� -��। 

 

���� #w��� -���~ &� B�# ��� ��!�� �������R ���� �� ���� #-��- (.�� -��। 
����� $4��/ $-N 4�<-�� -��� 4�D�� $# ���� 4�<-�� ��< -����। B�� Z�i�� #��.��- $��� 
����4�� -�� ) �-!� B�� �g��� ,�*�� �������� -��। ���- ���! ���� ��D�� $G�� $�� B�� 
$#��� ��� (�� &� ) ���� ����/���� ���.�,��� ����4�� -��। B�� ��� 4��� $,�Y ���; 
��!� $G�/ ��� B�� ������ ���,{ =� $!�- �i I��� !��-। ��s�� ��� ��!� ����9% -�� ���! 
$��� \�� ���-�� $��। 

 
Z�i�� #��.� \�� ��-�� #-�� -�{�� $,�Y ��'। Z�i�� #��.� #-��- N���� -�� 

����J��, )�� ����4�� -3- �। K� � .� -�� �� K#��, �������� 
��� .��। 
 
rA ����� #-��� $#�¤ B�# %��� $�, K����� �� ����� $��� $��, K����� K% 

$-�!�) $��� .��। rA/�� ���- ��%� ���� ��D�� $������D N�O��� $-���/+�� ����� #-��- B-�/ 
f�/ -�� ���! $��� j��- NC�� ���+� $��। j��- NC�� ��% -�� B-�� $�J� �i -�� .�� 
$�U�� $��। ���/ j��- $�Y� $��%���� $��-#. (�� r�z %�- NC��। j�- ������� ��?� ��� 
K�? K�? ���V�। ����� ��! ��.����� #����- $���-�� $�± ����, ��D�G��� ��U�/ ���� �!�� ��/ 
���� ���4U�� ����4�� 4����� !��-। $�*���� ����� -������� ��� ���। $#��� $� ÙJ�� ��D 
#-��� N�� �-!� ����4�� -��। ����� ��G#�� B�# ���� ����-� $�� -�� #-��� �� 
������ $�। ����� ����� N��.��� ���- ��G#���� %��� ���� -�� B�� ��J� ��J� j�-&���) 
$��� !��-। N��.��� ���� ���� $���� ����� -��J ��� ���� ���' ��U' -��� B�� $#��� (!�� 
$�Y� $��%����� $��-��� e % e% -�� ��� &�� -�� .��� -��। ����� �#�,������� B- 
B-% -�� �������� B-���� J�% -�� ��U' -���। ����� #��� ��� �-�/ J�% �y�-���� 
�#��D !��- B�� ���� $%�'� ������ -���� ����-��/+ ����.� B-% �#��D। ��U' -���� $��� .�� 
] -���� -��' ����.� $��- ��� ‘�#Y� G����’ ��� ��D�G� N��� ���� &�� -�� K� &�� 
-���� #��! ��� ‘��/+ G����’। #��! #��! N�O���� J’% J’%�- ��U' -���� .���। 
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K�� ) K��� $J�/ ,�D -���(#�� ]�� �:��� Á�� �J���। K��� ��%��� �-J� 
#�������+ -�� &�� -��� �S�+��.S��+D DV�-:�,��� ��' ��D। G�� &�� �Q��,� .�� K��� �.�� 
(N3� N���) B�� K��� $J�/ ,�D��� .�U/�� N��� N3�� ����। K��� ���� ,� -�� ��' !��- 
B�� #�? �Q� -��� !��-। 

 

B .�����t� ��I����I #��� Z�s �%-3� .-�- B-�D ��U' -��� B�� �%t�#� -�� $�, 
‘B��D $���.��� �%�y�� K)� �N� $-� $#����� .���। .�� %��� .��� $����#� ���%��#� $G� $� 
��� $.���।’ ��� N@� ���� K�� ���� #�� ��!�� -!� ��� $���.��� .� �। K� B -!� ���� 
#��! #��! ���- &�� -��। #�Y #�Y ��� ��' �� B�� ��� ‘KO�. $����� B��� ��4�� $D, 
��4�� -�।’ B/�D ��� $�* -!�। $��*� ���- =��� (,������ Z�s ���2� .-�-) ] B-� ��U' 
-���� .��� -��।  

 
B ��=�� #-��- .��� -��� (�� #w�� \��� �w-��  .�� ���। B�� K-�� $�\�V{ .�� 

��' ) $�\ Z�-�� !��-। .�����+ $�* .�� #-� �:� ���i�- �-c %� �� ��� $/� N�O��� ���� 
$G�� $�� B�� K� rz-rA %� N�� $!�- ���/4��� ���V�। $# #�� ���- %���� �J�। ���� 
�������� -3R 4�<-�� -�� K�+�� -��J�। $-N �� $�*����� �� B- Â�# ��� �� -��� 
4�D�J�। K��� $-N �� B ��R� $!�- ���i ����� %� K� B-/� &�� �,Q� -��J�। 

 

���/ 4��� ���� ���� ,�*R �:�� 23 .�। G�� ���� K��� ������ ��+��� ���/ 4��� ����D 
����+� #��� ���/ 4��� $��� .�� ��� 4�� ���। 

 
)�� 4�� ����� �� K�� ] ��+ $!�- B-%�- N�C $�`�' ������ $���। $# #�� K��� 

,�D Ni ������ ����i�- �Q� -�� ��� $� ��C� K���- ��U4�। K��� $-N $D B���। �-W ] 
����i 2�� � $��� 4�� ���। 

 

B���- K�� $���� �J��� $#�� $!�- NC��� $4�� -��J���। K��� '�4'��� K��� 
$��.� N�� $!�- $�� -’�/ ��� ��'�� ��' ���। $# #�� K��� ����D B- $�Y� $��%����� 
$��- %���� �J��। ��� B-�/ .�� �J� �। ��� K���- ������ $��� ��� B�� ��� .�� ���� 
K��� .���� ��U� ���� $���� $�* $4� -��; �-W ��� �� ���� �। -��R ��� .�� ��� .�� 
��)��� �� #��� K�#�। K�� ��% ��% �n $4�� -�� .���� ��U� ���� $G�� B�� K��� ,�D�- 
#��! -�� ��� ���+� N��� NC�� $4� -��। N��� )C�� �� .C�< �� ��J�� ��4 ��' ��D। ��+ 
$!�- K�� ,�D�- E��� Kg� $��� ���+� $�D। 

 

��+ $!�- N�C K��� ,�D�- K� ��D �। ��� -�� �-J� �S��� E�� B-�/ ��'��� Kg� 
$D। $#��� !�-� ����� � $,�� K�) �S�� B- E��� ���� Kg� $D। Ni E���� %�- 
��.N���� Kq��- $#��-��µ �-J�/� #�= .D। ����� $#�� $!�- Ni ����i� #�.���� (!�� ��� 
B- K����� ��'� B�� ����+�-��� %���-� (��G�����) ��D B�� $#�� $!�- ���i���.�� 
���'�� -�� ,����� %���D&�' $�`U�J। 

 

��� ��Q K��� ,�D Ni ����i� ���q $#��-��µ� G�� #�= .�� )�C। ����� .�#������ 
�4�-<#�� �� ���-) ,���� ��C��� .�। 

 

  B��� N�O������ $�, Ni ��+ $!�- $#�� ��� 4�� ���i (��R $�U�4 �����J�। 
 


�Q�/- 
����R (#�� 
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$��s ������ $.��# 
E��- $��O���'� 
$��s -��'E�� 
$%��s ����� 

 
 
 ��- .����� d#��� r�cr #�� B�(� ���#� (!� #[��. $j����� -��'E�� �� �.��� 
(�����M) $��� $� Ù�J। $��� $�`U�JD (!�� ���� $���� ��X� ���-� %#�����R� �����i 
��'�&����� K& ������ ,��,S� -��। B��� .����� d#��� �����M �y�� ���- ��'। ] #�� 
������M� JG� N�� (B��������!) Z�i�� ��#�D �J��। �y�#��; ��� ��#�:. �J�। ��- d#��� 
�y�� ���- �'�� ��� ����@�� %� ��#�� $�J� B-�/ ���� K����� -��। �-W f,+������ 
��- d#��� ���- $��� $G�� B�� &�� -�� .��� -��। B �� �y��� K��� ��% $��-�- 
.����� d#��� &�� -�� .��� -��। B \/�� �S�+�� K�� $\�*��'�� 4���� $��-�� �J���। ��- 
d#��� �����M Ni 4��% $��-�- .��� -�� $#��D $j����� ��?� 4�� ���। 
 
 .�,��� 4��%�- �� $#��� �y�#��; ��\�� ���' B-� -�� $������� &���� .��� 
-��। -��- �� �� .����� d#��� $j����� -��'E�� �� �.�� (��� -�� B�� $%����� 
(.���� ��U4% ������- .��� -�� ¥� 4��  ���। 
 
 ���'� $��� ��%���� -��J B-�/ NU4� =�� �� $#��� ������ ��Y�������- &�� -�� .��� 
-�� B�� ������- �S�� ��Q� -�� $���/ ���� ��U�!। 
 

 -��'E�� ����� �.��� ��,���,N x���� -�J ���� #q�+�R $.U�/ ���� �� ������� #�� 
.C�< .����� ���.�� �/+���� &�� ����, .�U/��� B�� ��J ���- $-���� $��� K�� K.� .D। #Y� 
#�� ��% ��Y��� D��K� K���- ��� ���� 4������� ���Q� -��� ��� ¥� �.��� $,��� 
���- ��'। ���� ��� $��� �� �w �J�। 4������ -��J B-�/ ��0��� K�� ���- ��' B�� ���D 
K��� ��=�� &3�� ���� \�/। ��Y��� D��K� ���/ K� ��s K���- $��U% -��� K�#�। 
 

 &3�� K.� ��=�� K�� Ni ��0��� rr �� ��.��� �J���। .����� ���.� #�E 
-��'E�� ��� -��। BD B��� �� K�� �:���� #�Y ������.� -��। -��� t� .���D�। rA �� 
�� ^ % �� $#� ^ % �����#. Ni =� ������� #�� K���- $��� $G��। �� $#��� 
K���- -��'E�� Z�- ������� ��� ���। Z�- ������� ���- ����� ��! ��+�� DN�� -�N�«��� 
-��J -��'E�� $��)�� ��G�#� B- �:� ��������- ��.��� $���� -#�D %��D -��J $���� ��D। 
B �:�� K��� �-/ �J� d����4-। 
 

 Z�- ������� $� Ù�J K�� Z�- ������� -��J #���/��� ��G�#� ����y�� u % $��-�- $4�� 
) $�J� .�� $�U�� $-���� ��' ������ ����y�� ���� ��U'��� ��=�� $�U�� ����� $���। Z�- 
������� �� $#��� ��=� -����। K�� $�`UJ���� K��� $4��, $�J ���- .�� $�U�� ��' ������ 
��� B-�/ ���� ��U�� .�। ����y�� $�U�� ���� #��D�- $�%� &�� -�� .���� ���+� �����J�। 
���� $,��� K����- #-�� K//�� ���- $���� -#�D K�# B�� #��D�- %��D -��� ��� 
%���। $���� -#�D B- B-�/ %��D��� ������ ez (*�/) /�-� ��� ��� %���। $�U�� ���� 
���i����- $�%��� ���+�� ��-�� ��U4/�� #�� &�� -�� .��� -�� .�� %��� $���� -#�D 4�� 
���। ��-�� � /�� A % 
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�� $#� #��D�- $4�� ) .�� ��U�� ��=�� ���� ��� ���� 4������ $�J� K���-#. .�,��� rr 
%�- ��� K�#। ��U�I��'� �,�� ���� 4������ $�J� ����� #�� �#��� �:� ��� K��� ���� 
����J�। 4������ $�J� #��D�- ��D -���� .� B�� #���D�- ��-/� ���� ��U'��� ��� .�। B- 
B�� fD $���� #�Y #�Y K�� $�J ���- $.�� ��'। #�Y #�Y $������� &�� ��*+� .� K�� 
�<QR�< ���/�� 2�� ��' �s��# 3� -�� �:��< ��' !��-। ��M����� #��D�- �:� $,�� 4�� ���। 
K��� ��� $-�/ $��� ��I�� ���� $#`,������ &���� K.� .D�। ��� K�� ,�� _-� \�� �:��< 
��' !��-। 4�����- B-D #�Y -�-�� B�� �:����� ����� $-���.� 4��J�। ��� rA/�� ���- .C�< 
��'�� /� �'�� K�� t �G�� $��� N�C ��#, $- ��' /��J। �%t�#� -��� ��� (�q $!�- 
B-% %��q ���i� -¦
� $,�# K�#। ��� ��'� ����� $%��� ��D��w� ��� %���। ��� ���� &�� 
����� ��� $# %���। ��s�� N,�� .���&�' ���� ��¿��� #£��� .D B�� ��¿��� .��� ��U� 
���� ���� #�.��� -�� । N,�� ��i .��� �� $4���� ��U� ���� B�� 4�����- ���-�� -���Q _�� 
��� $���� ��D �:���&��� 4������ $J�/�J��/ -��J�। N,��� ��� ���� N��=� .D। ��D��w�� 
$��-�/ #�U��� ���� �Q��� (-�� -��। ��s�� K�� ��� .�� ��� �� ,��#�� $�D। ���� 
-��-��� $��-�/ K��� .�� $!�- ���V{ .���J� �-W ��� -�� ��b� ��b��- ��� $��� �� 
��� .�� #Q� .D। ���� $�`UJ��D $,�� .�� K�#। N,��D ,���� Kg� E.�R� �#��q E.R -�� 
B�� ,����� ��X� ������ $4`���� .��/ (��� -��। 
 

 
 


�Q�/- 
$��s ������ $.��# 

^z/zc/c^ 
 
 
 

--------------- 
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Z�s KH�� -��� K.�� 
E��- #��/�� 

������.�/, ����� 
 
 _C� B�(� r�cr, .����� ���.�� ������.�/ (����� �S�+ ��+q ������.�/ ��#,�� 
�J���। .����� ���.� (����� #�Y #�Y K�� �S�+��%� E���� ��'��� Kg� E.R -��। -��- �� 
�� $���� K�� K��� �����i ��#,� B�� �Z#��#��� $���� K�#। ������.�/ �.��� 
��!���� K�� ���Y������ ���,{ Q�̄  Q�̄  �� $���� ��D। K��� ��#,�� $��-�� �-J�QR �� 
%�- ���i K���- %��� $� ���Y������ ���,{ Q�̄  Q�̄  �� $���� ��D। K��� ��#,�� $��-�� 
�-J�QR �� %�- ���i K���- %��� $� ���Y����� K���- $��� $G��� *'�� -���J। B ��� 
$��� K�� �S�+��- ���� ¥� $�� .D। ���Y����� $��U% ��� K��� ��J� ����J�। cD %���D K�� 
�� K��� �S�+��%� E�� ��#,�� -��+�� �J���, �� �n .����� d#� ���,{ ����,��� �� 
��- $!�- K��� ��#,� �\�� K#�J $���� ��D। .����� ���.� =��� ���Y������ ��� ��'� 
�\�� $G�� B�� ��/���% 23 -��। ������ �S���� #��E� ���� ��� $�। D���#�� ��� B-�/ 
�� B�# ��'। Ni ��� ������.�/ !��� %�- %����� �J�। BD %������/ %��� $�, K�� $- 
B�) $EG��� .D� B�� K���- ���-?�� ���-� (m� B�� K)���� ����� B-% ��Z�� ��� 
��,��i -��। .����� d#��� #�Y #�Y K���- ��� $G�� B�� �-�, !��', \��*, ���! (,:�� h��� 
��R+�� d��.- ��' 23 -��। ���Y�� 4���� K���- �:. $!�- f�/ ,����� d��� Ã*� $�� -�� 
K�। $#��� -��J ��� B-�� d#��� �-/ ��� K�#। B�� $!�- ������.��/ $G� -�� .�। 
�-J�QR �� f�/ -����#. B-�/ $�� D�M $#��� B�� .����� ���.�� -���� $��- K���- 
������.��/ ��� K�#। B�� $!�- K��� $4�� $�U�� B���k�� \�U�/� �-/ .����� ���.�� \�U�/�� 
K���- ��� ��)�� .�। B�� $!�- 23 .� K��� N�� d��.- ��+��। B��� K��� �n $��-�- 
��� K#� .���J�। BD \�U�/�� r_ �� ��y %����� -��। BD #�� K���- ���� K�%+� 
������, ���C� -�%, -�C�� ���g��S�- -�% D����� -���� $�� .���। �� J�'� 4', �-�, \��*, ���! 
(,:�� ��� #����R ������ �J�। 
 
 B��� K���- =��� $��)�� $j�� x��� K� .�। $#��� -��-�/ .�%� -����� K��� 
�:� ��Y������ $���� ��D। B���) K���- d��.- ��' B�� -���- ���g���� -���+ ����� -�� 
.�। B��� ��=�-��� K�� $���� ��D ���,{ =� $!�- ������ ��Y������ ��� K� .���। 
��.����� B��� N�� �� (-�� �»�� �q�� -����। -��� -��� ��.����� �:� ��Y������ N�� 
��!�� ��,���� K���। #�Y #�Y ��Y������ ��� ��� ���� $#����.� .��� -����। B,��� �R.��� 
�J� ������� ��� #����R \/�। 

 
 


�Q�/- 
Z�s KH�� -��� K.�� 

 
 

----------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ uc \ 
 

$��s ��<G� �.�� 
E��- ���«��'� 

!�� ) $%��- ���%��� 
 
 
 %���D ���#� (!� ���- ,��� .�� �G�� K#�� ��� ���� �#��� .��� #��� ��� u/�� 
#�� A % ���Y��� K��� K���- K/- -��। ���� ��� $�, ���� ���i�����, $����� -��J $���� 
K�J, ���� -�% ���Y����- $���J D�����। ���� K���- ����� ����� ����q #��-+/ ��N�# 
��� ��� B�� �� $#���� .��� ���� $��। �� $#��� K���- (!�� �%t�#� -�� $� ���� �- -�% 
-�? ��� N@�� ��� $� K�� ‘�/-�’ K�#��%� d��� -��। K��� N@�� �� $#��� ����� �%t�#� 
-�� $�, �/-� $-�� �4% .���? N@�� K�� ��� $�, �/-� ����� ����� G�/��� .� K����-(���� 
-���� %�। �-W �� $#��� ��� $� $��� %�/ ���� .���, $��� ‘$���’ ����� .���। BD ��� ���� 
,�*R ����� K�} -�� B�� �#����/ $��� m�q �#����/ K��� ����� $4�� ���। ] #�� $J�/ 
4�-�� K��� .���� ����� N�� ���-�� $��। .�� ��J� ��U�� ��=�� B-/� �w-�� -�Q ��y -�� 
����। B ��=�� fD �� K/- ����। �h��� ��� K���- �-J� 3�/ $��� $��। 
 
 �:��� ��� K���- $-���� ��� $�U�� $%����� ��� K�#। K#�� #�� ���� �-�, \��*, 
���!, $�, �� ���� ����� !��-। $%����� K#�� �� K���- fD .��� ��� $�U�� B-/� �,��� #�Y 
I����� $��। BD #�� K���- N�Y ��=�� ��� .�। I����� ��=�� .���� ) ��D�G��� ��U/ ���� 
(.�� -��� !��-। (.�� -��� #�� K���- �%t�#� -�� .� $�, ���i����� -�.� .��U, .�� $��- 
$�����- $��� $��� $��� ���- N����-� ��� J��-��। N@�� ��� $� K�� $��� ���� �।  B�� K��� 
���? K��� �h&R ���'�� $��। ����� -��� ��� K���- $%������D ��y -�� ����।  
 
 ��� (���% $�, BD #�� B-% �� $#� ��D�G��� ��U/ ���� K��� ���� K\�� -��। 
G�� K��� #���� 4��/� ��U� $,�Y ���। BD #�� K��� ������- ��=� K�0�%- �� -�� 
�4�-<#�� ���=� -��। BD ��=�� K���- 4�� ��# $%�� K/- ����। $�� 
��� .)��� �� K�� 
$%� .�� $�� .�� K�#। 
 
 

 

�Q�/- 

��<G� �.�� 
 
 
 

------------------ 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ uu \ 
 

�� $��.�£� 
���%��� -�������� �#��D 

 
 
 #�-��� ) $�#�-��� -�+4������ -��% $������� %� ��- #�-�� �� ���+� $��, �� 
K�� ��3 K�!+- -��� ���� ��%� ��'���U�� ��=� -���J���। $��/� ��� �' ���। -��%D 
N���q� � $��� K�� -��% $������� %� �.�� K�# B�� ���� #.-����� $����� -���J �-� 
$���� %� $%����� #���� $�/ ���� K#��� $4�� -��। �-W $#��� -���� $��*�- ����.� 
��M��� �2 ) ����� ��E.��� ����.� ���Y����� ��.��� ���V�। #�.�# � -������ %� K�� 
$�J�� �(�? ��?� ���� ��-��� $4� -��। K� $# #��D %�- ���Y��� $%� $.Z )��Z+�� .��G 
�� K���- ��� $G�� $%� $��/ ��� B�# .�� $�U�� �����*-,��� ���.� ������ (.�� 23 
-��। �-�, \��* ) ��/ ���� ���! ����। (.���� $4��/ K�� �� ���q -��� .D, �� K���- 
$-�������� !��� ��� ���। ����� ��! K���- #��� (.�� -�� .�। ��?�� ���I K��� �- ) ��� 
%��' B� B- \��* ���� ���� K��� �- $G�/ �������� ����� �i��� 23 .�। $# ��=�� 
K���- �� !��� $�� .� �� ] �2�� K�� ��) �� �4����V ��� �.#� -�� B�� (.�� -��� 
!��-। $#��� \�� ���- ]��� �����.�,��� ����� -��� �� K���- -������� �� $#���� 
.��� $#���+ -��। 
 
 -������� $��� �� $%���� ���Y��� �#��D ���� ���i�G`�%� .��� �.� .���J, 
����� ������� ��.���� %����y $�� $� ‘‘D�� ���� #���-KC���� K)���-� $�)�� �-��। D�� 
.����� �).��-� ����, .����� ,�D�-� ����।’’ 
 
 B �i�� $���� �� ��- d#��� K��� N�� �����*-,��� (.�� 23 -��। K���- $-�/ 
��R ������ K�? K�? -� ���� .��� -�� .�� ��� n��- $��। ���� K���- ��� G�/�� $���� 
�� $�� �-J�QR $���) -��। B #�� K�� t� .����� $G��। ����4���� B ������ ���� �� ��� 
.�� ���, ����� K���- $�%� -��3������ �-/ ��� ���। $# �%t�#���� 23 -�� B�� ��� 
$� ���� -�% ��.��� $���J? $����4- N@� ���� K��� ��U� ���� ���� ��� B�� K���-, B-% 
Z�i�� ) K� B- ���i�- %��� ���� ��� $�%� ��% ���' 4����� $%����� K�#। K���- 
K���� 3�� �w -�� ����� ���+� $��। $#��� f ��# ��y !�-�� �� B-�� 4� ����� �� -�� 
��D�� B�# ������ ��D। 
 

 

�Q�/- 

S� $��.�£� 
 
 

--------------- 
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����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ u� \ 
 

�8��� K.�� 
E��- K�f���� 
!��- �4����y� 
$%��-���%��� 

 
 
 r_D K�� ������ K�� �� ���%���� �����J��� �� ��.��%� x���� #��� �� 
$#���� -���|� -��J ��?�� K���- $EG��� -��। (!�� -���| ��� ���� �����- ����4�� 
-��। $#��� $��� (.�� -��। ��D�G��� � ) ���� ����, $�� ���� �����*-,��� ����4�� -��। 
����4���� ��+���� K�� t� .����� $G��। N�O��� ������ K���- �nQR ��� ����4�� -��। B 
#�� ������ ���,{ =�� ��D�G��� ��U/ ���� &U���� !��-। ��D�G��� ��U�/� K\�� K��� ����� 
Z� ���-� f�/ ��U� $,�Y $��। ����4���� �� K���- -���|� ��S�� %Y�� &�� -�� .��� -���� 
%� ��� ���। %�- ��Y�� D��K� $# #�� #��� #.������� -�� &��� .�� $!�- K���- �Q� 
-��। -���| #��� �� #��� ��� ��.��� ����� �� K��� #��!� #�? /�-�-��#� ) ����� %��� 
$-�' ��� ���� $-��������� =��q��� -��। ��� $#�� $!�- $J�' $��। 
 
 ���i����� � ���# ��Y����� ���I ���I ���' -�� ���,{ B��-�� $�� B�� ���' !����� 
��/��/ -��, ���* .��� -��, $������ N�� �����-,��� ��+�� -�� B�� ����� (,� �� 
$#���� %� N���`- �.�#�� ��� ��� $��। ���� $������ N�� (!�� ����4�� -��, ����� 
��� &[�Y� �,�� ��D���-�y��-� � ���-�� ���। B- B-�/ $���� N�� c-u % ����4�� -��। 
����4���� �� ��+����� ��.����� �n% B�� ���� $��। ���� (-����D B ����4�� -��।  
 
 ��?�� ��!-��� ��� -���| ��� $�� B�� $#��� ��+� ����4�� -�� B�� &�� -�� .��� 
-��। $I��-I��' -��-) $���� $#���D &�� -�� .��� -��। ���� ��#�-�����-.�U#-�3 ��� ��� 
$��, ,�� ,�� -��'-������/ ��� $��। 

 
 
 


�Q�/- 
�8��� K.�� 
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\ �z \ 
 

$��: K�J� N�� ��«� 
E�� - �4����y� ��%���'� 

!��-�4���y�, $%�� - ���%��� 
 

d���� ���#� (!� ���- �� $#��� �4���y�� -��| -��। B��� -��|-��� �� =��� 
E����#��� (��R� ,�� -�- ,���� ) -�- E�� $!�- E��¬�� 4�� ���। BD #��� K�� ��- 
������ #��� ��� fD ��D� �S�� K��� �2���'� ������'�� 4�� ��D। K�� B-�� ������'� 
#�{-�/ ��� ��� F��%� -��J B- ���- �4����y� .�� ��� ���- ���+����� .�� BD fD ��- .�� 
f�/ ��- d#� $��I�D ���' B�# !���। B��� ��� (���% $�, Ni F�%�/ B� �S��+D D��K� ���.� 
$,��� $��। Ni ������'� E���� Ar- AA % $��- ] ���'   f�/�� $�Y� $��%��� KU�J $,�� 
����� ��,y %����� %� B���� ���। �-W �-�/ ����� #��� #��� 4�����- .�� �� $#��� 
������- �\�� $G��। Ni Az- Ar %�- ��� -���| ��� ���� ���,{ (����� .��� -�� B�� 
���&��  -�U-'� ���� ,��#�� $��। BD \/�� ^-_ �� ��� ������'� E���/ �� $#��� �� ��- 
.�� �\�� $G��। �� $#���� N��=� #|�-+ E����#��� �S��+D $/� $����J�। B�� ���� K��D 
����� Kg�� 4�� ���। G�� �� $#��� $#�� E�� $!�- -�N�- ) ���� ���� �। B���- 
E����#��� ����� K� NiE��� !�-� N�4� � $,�� ��B ��)��� �#��q $ B�� �� $#��� E�� 
.�� 4�� ��)��� �� E����#��� ����� $��/��-��/�� K�� %� ����� �w-��� (��� -��। K�� 
Ni ������'� E��� .�� K��� ���2��� ��'� f�+��� (A ��D�) ��)��� %� d��� .D। B�� $�* 
����� ���- �)� $�D। B���- �� $#��� ������'� E�� ) ��+���� E���� ��I��� ] ����� �w-�� 
��� x�� ��%� $�। K�� ) K��� ,�D �3 ��J�� ��� �� ��� x���� �-�/ $�`J�D �� .C�< 
-�� ru % �� $#� ) _ % ���Y��� ��%�-�� K����� f%�- �\�� $G�� B�� B-% K���- 
�Q� -�� B- ��N9 &�� $J��'। �-W $���� $��.��� &�� K����� f%�� B-%�- ) � $��� 
K����� #��� K� B-�/ �3� ���� ��� .�।  
 

�S�+ .��D K� ) f% ���')���� ��3��� $���J� $��-�- Ni x���� #��� $�U�� $����J। 
�� B-% K���- ��� $�,’’ D�� $�`�,� #�� K� -�U.� ���� $.U। %���� K�� $� �3 ��J�� ��� 
%��� -�% -��� ���V। �� $#��� ����� ��� $�,’ $��� D�9���� ��� ���� $.U’’ %���� ��� $�, � 
,�D K�� D�9�� ���V �। K�� %��� -�% -��� ���V। �� $#��� ����� K���- (� -�� $�,’’ 
D�� $���,�  #�� K� J�V� ��� ����� $�� K��-� .�� $J�' $���, K� ����� K)���� ���-� ���/+ 
-�U.�, x�� -��% -�U.�, J�� -�U.�, ����N -�U.।’’ N@�� K�� ��� $�, ���� K)���� ���, J�� B�� 
����N #���D ,���� ������ $��J। ���� B��� K�J ���� #-��D ��U�/ ���-?��। BD #�� �� 
$#���� #�!� ���Y��� ��%�-���� K���- ������ ��� $�’’ K�� ,� ���� � K��� ,����� 
d#�। B��� ��.����� K#��� $4�� -���J। ����� ���� $�)��� K��� B��� ��%� ����J।’’  
 

K�� #���� B/� ����# -�� B�� ��� $� ‘‘,�D K�� !�-� � K���- ,���� ��C���� 
���=� -��।’’ N@�� ��%�-���� K���- K��# $�� B�� ��� $� K�� $-� �4q� -��� �, $# 
���= K��� -��J 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

�C- $#D ��.S��+ K�� �Q� -�� $�, �S��+D K� $#D f% ��3��� $��-�- �� $#��� 4����+- 
.�� G�/���� �� ���! ����J। B,��� ����� �� $��- f�/�- K��� -��J ��� K�#। B�� K��� 
-�J .�� �3 ��w���� ���  Ni ��3��� f%�- �%��� -�� ��U��। ��:�� K���-#. _%�- �-J� 
�S�� -���~�� -��J ��� ���। -���~ K��+ $��-��� -�J $!�- %��� 4� $�, �:� ���i�� -���। 
%���� ���� ��Y��� %��� ����� N�O��� fD �:���- (.���� ���+� $�� B�� ����� N�� ���.� 
��+�� 4��� !��-। ��+�� 4�� ��=�� Ni -���~ ����� %� ����� ���� ���+� $��। ���� �� 
� ��� ���-?� �%y���� ���� ����� N�� K�) (��,��� ����4�� -��। BD #�� K���- %� 
����� ���� ��� .�। K�� �� ���, -���~ K���- ��� ‘‘�C- .�� $�`�,� #�� K��-� .�� D�9�� 
�, ���� �������।‘‘ 
 

��:�� _%�-D �S�+ ���- ��� $��� 23 -��। B��  B-�/ ����� -��J ���� $!�� ��)��� 
���+� $��। B #�� B-�/ $���/ ���� Ni �:�f�/� ������ #�? -��' $-�/ N�Y -��। B�� 
����� �����/ !���'�� ��� ‘‘��Y��� K��� ��'� .��, K)� ,���� $�� ������ .��।’’ 
 
 

B��� ]  f%�- &�� -��। B-% B-/� ��!� KJ'��� !�-�� ��� ��!� �Q� -�� K��� 
&�� -��। G�� ��� ��!�� ��% �J/�- 4�� ���। B #�� ��QR ��- $!�- f% ���'����- ���'#. 
��� K� B�� K��� -�J $!�- ‘‘$���,� #�� .���-� B-/� ��� ���%�� K�’’ ��� ��� $4�� $� 
B�� ����� .�� ��U��। ��:�� ����� B-%�- $� ^z-^� �J� ���#� ���- �J�� ���- ����� 
!��-। ����� $4��/ $# t� .������ N��� .�� ���- $%�� -�� ���� ��� N�Y -�� B�� ��� 
&.�h��� �' ���-�� $��। B ������ �-J�QR ����4�� 4������ �� ��� .�� $�U�� ���'� ��J� $�U�� 
$�� B�� ��� ���i�- $%��� ���' .�U-���� ���+� $��। B #�� ���� K���- ��� ‘‘$���,� #� K� 
4����� D�9��।’’ $�� ��D� #-�� K#� 23 -��। ��?�� ��I $!�- $�� -��-�/ ��#� ��� ���'�� 
���� $�। ��� ��� ,�Y� F��%� -��J B�# %�- �� K���- ��� -��J $Z�- �#�� B�� �%t�#� 
-�� ‘‘$�`�,� #��, K� #�4 #�4 �����D�� K)������� ���/�-� $��� -�U.�, x�� $-� J��� -�U.�, 
K)� ����N -�U.�।’’ N@�� K�� %��D $� ‘‘#� D�9���� 4� ����, $-�D K��� $�. .���।’’ $%��, 
.��� )�, ���-?� $-� ����- .���। B�� K���- ��!������ ��� K������ -��। B #�� K���- 
B-�/ �#����/ $��� $�� B�� Ni (� &�� K��� �%t�#� -��।  
 

��:�� D�9��� $���J $���� �� -�� K���-, #Y�� ) ���'� f%�- B�� ���'� �3 
f�/#. -���|� ���- K#�� !��-। -���|� �-/ F��%� -��J B�# nD��� ���� �z-ez % �� 
$#� $#��� ���। ����� #-�� $��� K�#। $��� ����4� %�- ���Y����- $��� K�� 
#�������� %� ����� ������ %��D।   
 

$#�� $!�- �:� #-��- -���| ��� ���। ���'��� f%�- B-�/ K���� -�C����� 
��y-�� ����। B�� K����� F��% $� �#��D �%t�#� -���J�  ��� \�� �#�� $��। B�� 4� $��� 
$��, �#����/ $��� $��। 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

-�C���� ��y f%�- ������-,��� ���� 23 -��। N�Y ��=�� ���C, �Z, ��D�G��� ���� 
���� ��+����� .�� ��� -�� ��/��� !��- B�� ������* ������- G�/���� �� ���! ����� !��-। 
$��� _/�� ���- $��- f�/�- $J�' $��।  
 

��:�� K����� f%�- ] \�� ��-��। $#��� B-% &����� ,�*R,��� K.� $��- .�� 
��U�� ��=�� �J��। #w��� #�� ] K.� $��-�- \� $!�- $�� -�� ��X� ���- ��-���� ���� ���� 
$���/ ���� ��U�4�� .��� -��। K�� B �:�� Ni \��� %���� ���� $����J।  
 

B��� ����%� %� �%� -�� K#�J���, �� -��| D4�%+ K��� �'�� ��� 2� 
$-��K� ��C 2�� 4��। K�� �� \�� ��� $-��K ��C -�� 2��� #W� -�� B�� ���� ��-�� 
4��/�� K���- ���i $��। 
                                                                                                                
 


�Q� /- 
$��:K�J� N�� ��«� 

                                                              
 
 

------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ �r \ 
                                                           

$��: $#������ ��R 
E�� - �y���D 

!�� - �4����y� 
$%��-���%��� 

 
 

r�cr #��  rrD �%�� $��% ������ $��� rr-^z ���/ �� $#��� ) ��%�-���� K���- 
�:. $!�- $E���� -��। ���q -���/� #�#���� DV�� K��� .��� ��J� ��' $�U��  ��%�-��, �� 
$#�) ���q -���/� #�#��� ���J� #.����� !��� ��� ���। ��?�� ���� ��D�G��� ���� ) .�� 
���� $��� (.� -��। (.��� #�� ���� $���/ $����V� B�� NO�# -��J�। _��D� ��?� ���� 
�����.��,��� N�O��� ������ (.� -��J�। K�� #�� K��� $4��-���� 4� -��� $��� 
�-}���-��-�� $4.���� 3��q��� -�� B�� ������ #�? %����� J�� ���� !��-। 
 

B��� ��� (���%, )�� K���- $EG��� -�� J�'� ) K��� ��'�\� #�? ��/��/ -�� 
B�� #����* K& ������ ���� #�? ��'� ,��,S� -�� $��। K���  K����, K�� K)���� 
����� B-% B-�� -�+� �J��� B�� �#.����� K�y���� #�� ����* -�+�<���� (��+ 
-���J���। 
 

!��� $��� �� �� N��� ���- ���� �/�-�� $��.�� �Z ���� ����� !��-। B� #��! 
�-�,\��* ) ���! #��� 4��� !��-। B ��=�� _-� \Ä� /��Y�� $��� ) N����� ������ ����4�� 
-��� !��-। 4�� ���! !��� �J��� B�� ��3� ,��� ����4�� -��। $��%�� �� .)�� #��) ���� 
$#�.�� �!�� BG����� %� $-� ����� $���। ] -, �� � $���D $��%� !�-�� .���J। �n��� 
����� -�J $!�- ��� 4�)�� .���J�, ��� ) ���� $���।  
 

4��!+ ���� ��� � .�%�� /�-�� ������ K���- $J�' $��।   
                                                                                                          
 


�Q�/- 
$��: $#������ 

       
 
                                                            ---------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ �A \ 
 

$��: .���� N�� KJ��� 
E��- �����'� 

Z�-\� -������.�� 
!�� - .��-���� 
$%��- ���%��� 

 
AA$� B�(� ��- ���.� �.�� ��%�� ��� -�� $�। �.�� ��� -��� �� 4�����- 

��;#����� B�� ����- .��� �R.��� 4����� ���। 
 

A^ $� B�(� ��- ���.� ) ��.���� K����� �����'� K��R -�� ���� ��'�\�� 
��;#����� -�� ���. %#����R�- ��� ���+4��� ����� -��� !��-। BD #�� ���� c % $��-�- 
.���-��। BD#� $��-�- (!�� $���/ ���� ��U�4��, ��� &�� -�� .��� -��।  K�� B�� K�) 
B-% &3��3�� K.� .D।K��� #��� ���� ���� �i I��� !��-। �n $��-�- BD #�� $���� 
��D ��M����� �-�, \��* B�� G�/���� �� ‘‘�--’’ -��J B�� ��3� �-!� ,�*�� ������� ���V। 
BD #�� ^ % $J�� \��� J���� N�� N�C Kg� ��� �J�। ����  _ �� ��+q ] J���� N�� ��# 
!��-। $-�3� '�4'� �� �����-����� �D। ��� �� K����� B��� $!�- ����� -��| ���� �� 
���� ���/�� $�� K�#।  
 

��p��� ���#� (!� #[��. (�R-:Å��� (4��) E�� ���.� 4�����- $!�- �\�� $G�� #�? 
��3* $��-����- $��J B- ��D -�� B�� �-!� ��+���� �� r_� %�- ��D -�� $������� 
&���� .��� -��। ����� ��'�\� ��/��/ B�� ��;#����� #|SR+ >�# -�� $��। E�� $!�- #�y�� 
$������ ��� ��� ��� B�� ��-�- #��� #���D �*+R -��। 
                                                                                                


�Q�/- 
$��: .���� N�� KJ��� 

u/rr/c^ 
                                                          
 
 
 
 

------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ �^ \ 
 

��G-��  D#��� 
E�� - $#����� 
!�� - ���+����� 
$%��- ���%��� 

 
A� $� ���4+� �� ���%��� �� D��K� -�+�� �J� $# #�� K�� D��K� ���.���� ���' 

-�� =� $!�- =��q�� ��� $����। K� B ������� %� K���- B�(��� e ������� ��- 
.������� ���%��� �.� $!�- $EG��� -�� $-�������� !��� ����� %Y�� ��� ���। N����, 
K���- $#��� .��� -�� .��।K���- ] ��� ��� $����J� -��-% #����- $��-% -���� 
���Y��� �����। $#��� K���- %��D -��� %� $J��� $�� -��। �C- $# #�� $�*����� �� ��� 
�� -��� #����� $���� %� ����� (�� ������ %��D।�������� ����� ����� B-% ������� 
.�� K���- ��� �� -�� K#�� ����� $��।!��� (�4���� ����� �/N�)��� ��� �� -�� B�� 
��U4�� $�* ���� �.#��� ����� $��I�� K��D (�4�� /��- ��� ���- 4���D। $#���) �� 
$#��� �J�। ���� K���- ����� $EG��� -�� !��� ��� ���।�#��� K���- $���,��� nD��� 
-�� .� B�� ���i�G`% $-�!�� , ‘#�y��’ ��'��/ $-�!��, -�% ��.����- .��� -��J D����� (� 
�%t�#� -��। �-J�QR nD� #.� -��� �� K�� t� .����� $G��।t� $G��� �� ] �� ��-��� 
K���- K��� �%t#� ��� 23 -��। $# #�� �-J�#���- ���Y��� $��� !��� B�# %����y $�� 
$� K�� ��� 
���, ,�D, �!�� �����- .��� -���J। G�� ����� K��� N�� (.� 23 .�। �-J�QR 
�� K�� t�  .����� $G��। t� .����� $G��� K�� K�� ��� �� -��� 4�D। �� K���- (¶�� 
$��� $�)�� .�।  

 
��� ���/�� K�� t� �G�� $����। ��:�� K���- K��� �%t�#������ %� )�#� -�Q 

��� ���। $#��� %�- $�%�#.  B-% -���~ ) �ZB#�� �J�। $#��� K��� ����� ) 
K���
%�� ������� K��� -�� $)�� .�। $#��� ���� K�) J�% K#��� �J��। B��� 
��G#���� ��%��� ���� D����%�� �-J� ���-.�� �� N�O��� J’% $- $�J� .�� ) $4�� $�U�� 
%�� N�C�� �3����� ��! ��� ���। B��� K���  K���- ��y����� ��y -�� ����। B ��=�� 
K���- !���  K���- !��� $��� f���� �%t�#���� ) (.� -��। (!� #�� �� K���- �-J�D 
$��� $���। ��� 4�D�� (#�� ���। -��- �� �� #���� ��� �� -��� ���। ��) -�:+��Q� 
����4��। 
 

$���� �� $��� ��/�� %�- ��M��� .������� B�# K���- ���%��� -��C��'� 
-������� .�� ��J� ) $4�� ��U�� ��=�� ��� ���। $#��� ��� ����� �� K��� f’���� B�� 
f’.��� -'� $�U�� .�� �� G�U- -�� /�� $��। /�� $�)�� ��=�� �#�� N�� ��/ ���� B�� -�% 
$��-�- $����J ) ��'� $-�!�� K�J �� %��� 4��। f’\�� B ��=�� $��� ����4�� -���J। B� 
G�� K��� �-��� ���� �i N�C; K�� t� .����� $G���J।  
 

-������� ��+�� ��+ $�* .�� K���- ���+�� #w��� ���- !��� �S��+�i ������  
��C��। #������ �y� ��=�� $��� ���� $��� B���/�� ���- �� J’%�� #��! K���- $-��/+ ��� 
���।�-+�/ $!�- K���- $%� ���� =��q��� -�� .� 
 

f’�� �� $%� ���� �,�� B-% -���~ -��-% ��4�#. ���। $# #�� ����� $��� 
��#�J���। � $���D K�� B�� ��� B-% ��� -��J 4�� ��D। $#��� K��� B-D -!���� 
�%t�#� 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

-��। #�q�*%- N)� � $��� K���- �’\Ä� -�� ���J N�±� ���- -�� �/-���� ���+� $��। 
���+� $������- K���- �� N��� B�� ��!� ��4 -�� �/�-�� $�)�� .�। ] ��=�� )�� ��� 
�����- NO�# -���J, .�#�.��# -���J। ������ ���,{ (����� &��� ���� ��-�� -���J। f’\Ä� 
�� �t� ��=�� K���- ����� .�।  
 

���� K��� %�- ��G#�� B�# $Z�- $4���� ��� ���। $#���  B- �w \�� N�Y  
��=�� �� G�U- -�� ��U' -���� ���� B�� ��3*��Y f�/� D/ $�U�� $��। ] D�/� N�� K��� ��� 
���� .���J�। #���� '�4'� -��� ���! \��* ) $�� (.�� -��। B (����� K���- $�' $!�- 
A\Ä� ���� .�। ��=�� K�)   f’%�- B�� ���? $��।  
 

B� f’�� �� ��� ��/�� #�� ��U4% #����- $��- B�# K���- #. Ar %�- Z��-। 
$��/ K#�� �� #-���� .�� ��U�� .� B�� -���� -��' ���� $4�� -� -�* ��U�� .�। ��:�� 
K������- j��- -�� $-�!�) ��� ���� ����� .�।��=� �:�� =��/�-  �� �� .���J। �’B-�/ 
\�# �!�� $J�/ \�# %�¸�J�। $#������ �� B-  B-%�- #��� $!�- ���� ��� $��� !��-। ��� 
����� �� 2�� ���� �3 %��D -��� $�� �H .� $��� -3 ) ��������� �H $��� $��।����� 
.��-�� KJ'���� �� �H �-J�/� -�� $,�# K#�। B�� -�� r�%�- #��� $!�- ����� �� 
K���-#. K� B-%�- $%� ���� �G���� ��� K�#। $#��� $4�� ) .�� ���� $�� B�� $#���D 
�%t�#���� 23 -��: ��� $- $- K�J ����� �� �� B�� ‘#�y� �’ ��'� $-�!�� K�J ��? 
#�q�*%- N)� � $��� ��!�� 4���� ���� .�� ���-�� (�4�� #��! K\�� -��� !��- B��� ��/ 
����A/^�/ ���! ���- ����। K�� t� .����� $G��। t� �G��� K�� ���� �i $���� ��D। Z�i�� 
B�# K���- Ã*���� ��)����� �� ����� .�%� ���� ���� ���� ।K��� #��! %�- $�-��- 
�#��% �����- ��� ��3�,��� ����4�� -��। .��-����  $���- $��� ��J�� ���# $-�/ -�-���- 
�����J।�# ���� B��� %���:� ��=�� $�U�4 K�J। $%����� �,�� ��% ����� $����- 
$����J। ����� -3 -�{� ) �4<-�� >� 2�J। 
 

B ��=�� c ��# ���� !�-�� �� re D �Z�#�� $,�� ��U4/�� ���i ���.�� $%����� 
$%����� ���� $,�Y K���-#. #-� �y��- $J�' $��। ��+��� �Y� ��=�� K�J। K�� $-� �-� 
-�% -��� ���� �।  
                                               
                                                                                                


�Q� /- 
��G-�� D#��� 

 
----------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ �_ \ 
 

.��#� $��� 
(��µ: KGJ�� K�� �� 

E��-  #�����'�, !�� ) $%��- ���� 
 

Au $� ��4+ cr K��� 
��� �� ��'���। $��� rr/rA/�� B-�/ ��- $#���� ��'� B�# 
!���, $%�� -�� ���� ��'��� ���- 
����- $��� ���। �� N� �/�#�D�-� ���x� -��J��। ���Y 
��� ��=�� �/�#�D�-� ��� $��� ����। �-J�QR ���D ��� $���� 4�U4'�� $���' K��� 
����- 
&��-�� $����J। ��� K�� $��� ��� �, �/�#�D�-� ) ���� ��� ���। ����� ��#�� !�-� 
����� �� -���� �। K��� f�/ $J�� ��� ��! ���। ����� !��, D����� !���� �� -��% 
���। -�% 23 -�� ���i ����� ��Q। 
 

K��� K´� �Z,B#,��, �J��। $#D ���� ���� N���Ni !��&���� $��J। ���4� �����J, 
$!�-�J B�� $#��� $!�- !��� ��+�� $G�#+ -�, �� -� D����� ��� K�� ���i����� -���| 
������ -����। ����� ���i���.� ]#� !��&���� ����� 4������। B�� -�� -�% B���� 
4��J���। K�� ���,{ !�� \��� \��� -�% -��� !��-, #�G�� ) $�� K�#। K��� ��/ ��®� ��� 
],��� %���� I�U�- ��� -�% -��J���। K�� �� d��-��� !���� K�J B- ��'���। $��-% 
$-N $D K�� B-�D �J��� ��®� f�/ ���। 4�����-� \���'� #� ��>? �S� �:#Y $,`��- B-�/ 
��=�। 
 

,�¯ ��#  (����� �� $D)। �� $��� rz/rr/�� ���- ,�� ��{�  -��J���। .C�< -�� 
A% ��- $#� B�� _% ��%�-�� B�# K���- !���� $��� ���। ����� $%�� -�� $J�/ 
��®��/#. !��� ��� ���। ��� ��®��/ ��- $#� $��� ������ ���। !���� ��� ���� ������� 23 
-��। !���� �� �n ��- $#� B�� ��%�-�� ,��+ �J�। �� �� ��U4�/ $J���- ��� B��J�। 
����� #�Y #�Y &�� -�� �। Z���� B�� ��%��� ��' $�U�� d��-S�� F��%� ����� Z����� ���� 
r_/r�\Ä�। B ��=�� K�� �t� .�� ��'�J���। ��� ���� ��� $!�- ���� !��� ���C $G�� 
����। K��� �� '��� �� ��=� �J� �। ] ,��� K�J। B-% ��%�-�� B�# ‘B��� ����’ ��� 
N�� ���! ����। K��� t� �J� �। �������� ������ ������� K��� (�R �,Q� $��। K��� 
�4�-<#� -��� ���: K�� #�= .�� N�C। K��� $#D   ����� ��'��� �G�� K�#।   
 
                                                                          
 

#�Q� /- 
.��#� $��� 
A�/c/c^ 

 
 
 
 
 
 

------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ �� \ 
 

��%� N�� ��Æ� 
E�� - ��%���� 

!�� ) $%�� -  ���� 
 

���q -���/� $��-��� -���R� ) #����.-:� ��!�� N�� �,�) -�� ���-?�� d#��� 
N�O��� E���/ ������ -��। (�� Azz/A�z ��- d#� ) ��%�-�� K� ��� $,���� ���- #�? 
E�� �\�� $G��। B��� ��R -�� $��� ���� D���S��+ K�) f��� ] B-D E�� ����/����� ������ 
-��। 
 

$��-% \����� �J�। B %� ����� ���-��� $��-D BD $\��) %��� �����। ��D ��- 
d#��� (!�� E���� $��-��� ��� 23 -��। ���� $��-% ��� ����� ��� $!�- ���� ���Q�-:� 

�=��� �!+�< ����� ���� ���i ���.�� $��- ��� #y. -���J ������- K���� -��। ��:�� 
����� B-�/ ���� �-/ ��� ��� B�� ��� $-�/ Ni ���� ���� $G�� $��। BJ�'� $���/ ���� 
��U�4��) .��� -��। ���� �-J� $��-�- &�� -��) .��� -��। B�� -�� ���� $#�� �c% $��-�- 
.��� -��।  
 

�:� ���i��� ���� K��) �J���। �-W  K��� $4.��� $���� .)��� K���- �:� ) ��Jy 
$��-��� #����� ����। K�� ��- d#���� .����t ��%� $4���D #�\�/� .�� $����J। 
 

��- d#������ B-�/ �� BD #�� ��'�\�  ��/��/ -��।(�� �zz \� K& ���� ���'�� 
$��। B $��'� ��'�&��� ���� �S��+ $��'� ��'�&��� ���� �S��+ $��'� ��'�&��� ���� �S��+ $��'� 
��'�) �J�। �S��+� $��'� ��'� $�&�� $����� -���J� $#&��) K��� ���'�� $��। 
 

���� �n #���- ��.��� N�� ���.�,��� ��+�� 4����। BD ��+���� ��-�� ���R� .� 
$J������� ��, #�� �����.�� B�� -����� $�����। B-���- ��- d#� -���� N�� ����4�� -���J 
��� $��� $��J। 
 

��- d#��� $G��� ��! E�� ��/ -�� $#��-���, /�-�-��#�, �3, J���, .�U# ����� ��� 
��� ���।  
 

B \/�� -��-�� ��D $�� 
��� .�।  
 
 


�Q� /- 
��%� N�� 

 
 

-------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ �e \ 
 

K�f� .����  
E�� - ��%� ���  

!�� ) $%��- ���� 
 

_C� ��%� $,�� ���� rA� %�� �� ��- d#� ) ��%�-�� K����� E�� �\�� $G��। ���q 
-���/� $���-�� ����� ��� �����J $� ���i ��.��� $��- ] E��� !��- B�� E����#��� ����� 
!�-� ��)��� ���=� -��J। ���q -���/� $��-��� $����� $�)�� ��'� \� (!�� ��/��/ -��। ����� 
K& ������ �S� u/� �/ ���' ���'�� $��। 
 

B #�� �% $��- ��'� $!�- ������ ���V�।����/����� ����� �Q� -�� &�� -��। G�� 
���� f%D ���� ���। E�� $!�- ���� �%�#���� #��! �3, J���, ����� ��� $� ����� N�� 
����+� %�। 
 

BD ������� K�� �:� .D।���� K���- ���i���.�� $��- #� $. $EG��� -��। ���� �� 
(!� ��+��� K���- 4', !��', �-�, \��* B�� ���! $��� (.� -��� !��-। ����� ���� K��� 
�’.�� ��J� $�U�� ����� #��! -�� #��-+/ .�N# -���| ��� K�#। 
 

-���| ��� K#�� �� ���� K���- �%t�#���� 23 -��। K�� ���i���.� �- �? K�� -� 
%�- .��� -���J B�� K��� ��� -�% K�J? K��� $#D #�? #Y��� $-�!�� K�J B�� K��� 
���� $-�!�� K�J �� %���� 4��। K�� ���i���.�� $��- D B�� ����� $-� ��� %��� ���� 
K��� N�� �����- ��+�� 23 -��। $���� ���C ���� B��������',��� ����� !��-।��+����� 
A/^ %� K��- ����। B� #��! 4', \��*, ���! $�� K�JD। 
 

�-J�QR �� �� ^/_ \Ä� B��,��� K��� N�� ����4�� 4��। ������� 4��� #�� K��� 
.�� ��J  ��' ���� ��U�� �J�। ����4�� 4������ �� K���- B-�/ \�� �� �� �y -�� ����। 
����4���� B- ��+��� K�� B-��� t� .����� $G��।  
 
 

�y� ��=�� ���� K���- 3/� B�� ���'� %�!�� ��-��� $��� ���। (#�� ������� #��  
���� K���- -'� ��.��� ���।  
 

���� �� K��� K��� 
% /�-�� ������ ���q -���/� h��� K���- ��i -�� ��� 
K�#। 

                                                                                                            
                                                                                                               
                                                                                           

                                                                                                            
Q� /- 
                                                                                                            K�f� .����  

------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ �c \ 
 

$��: .��#� K�� ����-���  
E�� - ���4����  

!�� ) $%�� - ����  
 

r�cr #����  ��%� ���#� (!� ���- ���� �.� $!�- �n �� $#��� B�# E�� $\��) 
-�� ���B� �w-���। K���  ��'��� K�� ) K��� 3; �� J�'� $-N �J� �। �� $#��� K���- 
���� $Z�- \� $!�- ��� -��। ���� #�Y #�Y K����� fD%�- $��� (.� -�� K� ���  ‘‘��D 
���i���.��- $��� ��# �� ���� $-�!��’’। $#D  #�Y K��� K����� E���� $��-�- \�� ��� 
-���| K�# B�� $#��� -��- %�- .���) -��। ��� ����=�� �- �� K� %��� ���� �D। 
-���| ��� B�# K��- B�� ���� %����� � %�- B- \�� ������। d��- #-�� f��� ) 
��-�� B�� rr/rA /�� ���- fD $!�- ��% B�# ���� \� $!�- B-% ��� ��� -�� ��� $�� 
B�� �� �%t�#���� -��� �� ����� ������ -�N�- ����� K��� -�N�- � $���D \�� $��� $��।  
 

K����� -��-% -'� ��.������ �J�। $��% ���� ����� ��� � ����� $��% K��� �- 
�%�#। d��- fD��� -�� K����� e%�- B-D %����� -���' �!�� ��-� $��I� N�� ����� 
���। ����� $�� 4�N��� ,�� K� $�#��� -��D��� Z��। ��w K��� $-N $��� ������ �। 
(����D ���,{ %���� $!�- $��- ��� K��� B�� ���B $��� ����� -������ $!�- �-J� �S�� �H 
2� $��। ��- $4���� K� $���� $���� �। r_�� K���- ���� (.� -��� �� r� ���� �� 
����� ��G#�� #. �% B�# \� $!�- K��- ��� -�� ��� ��� B�� K���- ��i���.�  #|�- 
�%t�#���� -��� �� $-� #w� � ��)��� $��/� ��� ��� B�# K��� fD .�� ���J� fD Z���� 
#��! B�� fD ���� ��� ������ ���/�� ��U�/ ��U�� ,�*R (.� -��। ����� (.� �t� .�� ���� �- 
-���J %�� �। ��� �� K��� t� .� �� $��� K��� .���� ) ��� N3� 4��'� �J���� K�J। 
rc ���� ���� ���� K����- A/�� K��� \��� ) ����� \�� .�� A_/A� %�- ����� 
-������ $!�- �-J� �S� ��� ���। #��D ��D -�� B- #�Y &�� -�� .��� -��। KO�.� DV�� 
K��� ���� &�� ���� � ��� ) ���� �� ��' ��D। �� $#��� 4�� $�� (�� $,���� ���- $-� 
�-�� B- $���-� ��'� Kg� $D B�� $#�� $!�- K��� K����- ��� ��D ��� ��)��� %�। 
��'� ���� K��� ��� #��! K� #�Q�< \�/ �D। �� $# ���� �����J�।  
 
 

                                                                                                 
�Q� /- 
                                                                                              .��#� K�� ����-�� 

 
 
 

----------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ �u \ 
 

$��#�£< ������ ����  
E��- #�Y �����'� ,��.�  

!�� - ����M 
$%�� - ����  

 
r�cr #���� ,�¯���#� (r� �����) ��#��� ����� ���� ����� �S���� ����� !��� 

-��| $!�- B-�� ���-?� �� $#���� #�Y� ��%��� -��| ������ -��� %� $��� 4�����- 
J�'�� �J�। �C- ] ������D K�) Az/A� % �� -�-����� ��.'� $��.��� $!�- b�Z $��/ $���� 
#�Y� ��%���� ���- 4�� ��#। #�Y� ��%��� B�# ���� ��%���� 4��+���- (��QR -��। $-� �-� 
f*-:�-����- � $��� ���� K� -���|� ���- �)��� .�।��)��� ��! ��- d#� K����� 
��'��� ���-D K���- ) K��� ���'��- $���� ���। D���S��D K��� 
��� %����  ,�� ��'� 
$!�- #�� ��'। G�� d#� K��� ��2'��- Nf+�� ��� $�, ‘‘D�� ��'���, $��� %��� $.U���J ,�� 
��)।’’ ��'� %���� ,�� ��'�� ��D�� 4�� ���। K�� �� ��- $G��%� .���� �� ���� $���' 
����� ��'��� Kg� $D।��- $G`% �� $�`' ���� $#D ��'��� ���- ��'। K�� �� Ni 
��'�)����� ����� $����- %�'�� ���।��- $G`% �� Ni ����� $����- ����� $����- � ��� 
K���- $%�� -�� ��� .�� $!�- �J��� $�। K�� �� ��� $� ���� ���� K��� �� .�� $-�����, 
$����� ���� ��� ���� -��। �� ��- $G`% Nf+�� ��� $�, ��� K���- ���� $������, K�� 
$����� ,�D K� ���� K��� ����� $��/� $��।BD -!� -��/ ��� K��� .�� ��� $%�� -�� ����+� 
��'� .�3 -����% ���-� \�� ���- ��'। �<�� K��� N�� �����- ����4�� K�} -��। K��� 
������ N�� �����*- N���� �*+R ) ��+ -��� K�} -�� $��। K�� �� ��4�� ��=�� 
���/�� ��' !��-। �� ����4 ��� ��#� �:�[ -�� ������ �� $#���� ����� -�� ��#� 4����!+ 
-��� %� n-�� $��।BD #���� 2� �� -�-����� K� ) 4��% K��� -��J B�# ��'। K���- 
���� K�) ��� $�,$����� 
��� $-�!��, $# ��- ���i $G`%, $# ��- ��/ -���J? ���� #� -!� 
Nf+�� �%t�#� -��। 
 
 

�� K�� ��� $�, � �, #� ��!��, ���� K��� 
��� )#� �-J�D  -�� �D �� $# $-� ���i 
$G`% �। ��R�� �#���� K��� \�� ���- �O��� 4����। \�� ���- $-� �-� ���/� ����B ���� 
$���� ��� �। ���� 2�� ����- ) �����-�  d���� �#���� $���� ���। -��R K��� 
�� B-% 
���¯ ����- ���#���। �� $#��� K���- %��� $�, ���� B��� !�-, K��� ��D�� $!�- B�� 
K#�J। ����� -����� ��I�� $��� K�� �S�� B-/� ��'�� ���- J��/ ��D। $#��� ���� $���� ��D 
$� K�) B-�� ���#� B-�/ �.y� $����- $%�� -�� /��/�� -��J ����� -����#� ��/���� 
%�। ] $��� K�� K�) �S��� ��'��� Kg� $D। B� ����D ���� ��%�� $J�' -���|� ���- 
�E#� .�।  

 
                                                                                  �/�#�. /- 

                                                                                  ������� ���� 
 
 
 

------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ �� \  
 

g���� #����� $���  
E�� -$#�����  

!�� - ���+�����  
$%�� - ���%��� 

 
d4� ���# #����- �<���� 23 .�� �B E���� (�� (���- ��'���D K��Q�� %� ��0�� 

-��। BD #�� B-�� ��- ���.� ) ���Y������ �� d#����� $!�- ���%��� ��! K����� E���� 
#�? ��'� \� ���'�� $��। (�R ,�� ���� ������ ���J�J� ����D 2�� $�U�4�J �-W ���� #�.�# ,� 
-�� %3�� K��Q�� ������ N�O��� ��0��&��� ���� K����� -�� �J� ����� $-ND $�U�4 $D। 
] �� K����� ��'�� �S� c% ��3* B�� ��.�� ���� ��। 
 

B�� B-�/ ��+ �J� K����� ��'���)। K�� B�� K��� fD $��� ) B-% ,������- 
��� $#D ���+ K����� -��। ��� �· �S� $!�- �� $#��� K����� �Q� -�� &�� -��। ] 
&���� ]���+� �� % ���� ���। &3�� K.� ��=�� K�� $��4U $��J।   

                                                                             
 
 

�/�#�. /- 
                                                                              #����� $��� 

 
 
 

---------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rzz \ 
 

$��: �%� K��  
E��- $#����-��  
!�� -���+�� ���  
$%�� - ���%���  

 
d���� ���#� ��I����I #��� �� $#��� K����� E�� $\��) -��। K���- #. K�) 4�� 

%�- ���। �� $#��� ���i ���.�� $��U% ���.�� $��U�% BD �)�� BD $\�� ) -��। #����- ���.� 
) ���Y������  $��!,��� ��C� B ���/ K����� �%t�#���� -�� $� K)���� ��� $�� $- B�� 
$-�!�� K����� /�-� ��)। #��! _�/�-� �J� �� ���� �J��� $�।  
 

��:�� �:� ��U4 %�- K����� K�Y�� �����Z -��� ���+� $��। B�� ] ��=�� #��� 
$!�- ��D &�� -��। 4��% \/�=��D ���� ���। K��� ���-� N�� B�� �� .��� &�� $��� .D 
B�� ,������ $�U�4 ��D। 
 

�2�� ] �� $������ N�� ����4�� -���J। E���� ��'�\� ��/��/ -�� #|� ��.�R 
-���) ���� -��+R� -���। 
 
 
 

                                                                                    
�Q�  
                                                                                   $��: �%� K�� 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

--------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rzr \ 
 

g���� �Ç��R  
E��- $#����-�� 
!�� - ���+�����  
$%�� - ���%��� 

 
 
d4� ���#� B-�/ ��� K�� ,���%� #. ��'�� ���+ Kg� ����J���। #����- �2�� �� 

K����� E�� m����� ���� $��- ��U%�� ��U%�� K#�J� �� K����� $���� $���D $-� �-� 
#���Q�R � -�� �!�� $-� ��-� ��� � -��D &�� -��। ���� 4���/ &�� -�� ���+� #-��- 
.��� -�� ,������ ���+� K� #-�� ���� $���) &3��,��� K.� .�� $��4U $��J। ����+� #�� 
��- -� -�� ,���� Kg� $D B�� $�� 
��� � .)�� ��+q $#���D �J���। 

 
                                                                             
 
 

                                                      
 

 
 
 
 

�/�#�./- 
g���� �Ç��R 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

--------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rzA \ 
 

K°�# K��  
E��- #�����'�  
!��- ����  
$%��- ����  

 
A�$� ��4+ ���� K�� �� \����V �� ] B��-�� K���� ���* �' �' ��J $-�/, D/ ���� 

$����-Z d��� -��।  #��� ��� ��� ���� BD -�% -��। 
 

���� 2���� G%���  ���% �'�� %� K�� \��  $!�- N�C �#�%�� G%��� K%� 
$�D। K%� $��* K�� �� #�{� ���% �'�J��� �C- $# #�� c j�- ����/��� K�#। ���� K���- 
���% ��C�� ��=�� $EG��� -��। K�� G�% ���% �'�� %� #�� (�!+� -���) ��- ��+��� 
K���- $# #�� $���। K���- $EG��� -�� ����� 23 -��। ����� ��D�� ��� �%t�#���� 23 
-��। $����-Z -��� d��� -���J B�� $-�!��? K�� %��� ��� �
�-�� -��� d#��� K���  N�� 
$���� ���C ���� B��������' $��� (.� 23 -��। ������ B� $-� %���� �J� � $���� ����� 
(.��� K\�� $�`�J�। ����� $4��/ ������ ���,{ =� $!�- �i I��� !��- B�� ��� .�� $,�Y 
���। 
 

����� $4��/ K�� �4<-�� -�� B- #�� ����J��� $� KO�. $��� B� ��4�� -�� B�� �� 
��� -���। B-!� 2� ���� K���- $J�' $��। BD #������ K�� K��� ��'�� �,�� (��� -��।  
 

��'�� �,�� (��� -�� K�� $���� ��D $� K���- &�� -��� %� A/^ % �#��D 
��D�G� ��� (?� .�V। #������ K�� ���� � -�� (������ %�- ��.��� #�.��� ��'�� ��J� 
���- ���� ������ �� E��� Kg� $D। B�� �� ��# ��D�� $!�- K�� K��Q� -��।   
 
 


�Q�/- 
K°�# K�� 

 
 
 

------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rz^ \ 
 

$��J�£< B#��.��� 
E��- �� ,�Y���'� 

!�� ) Z�-\�- �#��%�M 
$%��-���� 

 
 r�cr #���� %���D ���# ��- ���.� K��� ����� ��'� �� ,�Y���'��� (�� �z/ez % 
������� ���। K�� K��� ����� ��'��� ��U4 ���#� B-�/ $J�� ��� \��� ���� ��# K�J। K��� 
#��! K�) u/rz % ��.�� \��� ���� ��# �· -��J। B� #�� K����� ��'�� ���� fD % 
��- $#� ���- ��'। ���� ���- �'�� #��! #��! ���� $� $����� �J� ���� ����/��� $��� 
$�`'���`�' -�� ������ $��� #Q� .�। �-W K��� $-��� ��®� !�-�� %� K�� $�3�� ���� �। 
��- $#��� fD-fD% K��� \��� ���� ���- ��'। K��� ���� ) ,�D B�# ���� ���� 4�D�� 
B-% ��-�#� ����� ���- ��D�G� ��� ���� K�� B-% K���- \��� ���� ��� $G�� K��� 
�-/ .�� K��� ��U4 ���#� ��®� �J��� ��� ��J��� N�� $G�� ���� K��� N�� �����- 
����4�� -��। K��� ��2 #q� -�U��� !��-। ����� $# K��� ���� ) ,�D-B� ���- ��D�G� ��� 
�� % B�# K��� �����- ����4��  23 -��। fD% ���� (�� B- \�� K��� N�� �����- 
����4�� -��। ����� ���� 4�� ���। K�� �t� .�� ��' !��-। ��� K� \�� �� K��� t� 
�G�� ��D। 
 
    
         �/�#�./- 
          $��J�£< B#��.��� 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rz_ \ 
 

$��J£< ��.�� ���� 
E��- KN��N 
Z�-\�- ������/ 
!��- �#��%�M 
$%��- ���� 

 
 r�cr #���� K�� ���# B-�� $,�� ���� (�� �z/ez % ��- $#� K��� 
���� E��� 
�!+�< KN��N ��- E��� ���। K�� c ���#� ��2#. \����� K�J। $,�� ������ K��� 
��� 
����/���� �H $��� \� .�� $����� ������ ���। c % ��- $#� K����� ��'��� ���- ��' B�� 
\��� ��%�� ���! $��� ��%� ���� $G�� B�� K��� ��2 #q��- K��� �-/ $!�- $%�� -�� 
�J��� ��� ���/� #��! KJ�' ���� .��� -��। ����� K���- B- B- -�� c % ��- $#� 
�����- ����4�� -��। (�� A/^ \�� K��� N�� �����- ����4�� -��� ��� K�� t� .����� 
$G��। ��� K�\�� �� K�� t� �G�� $��� 2�� ��D $� K��� ��% %��- ��- $#��� $%�� 
-�� ��� -���| ��� ���। �������� 
��� .��� �� K� ����� $-� $��U% ��� ��)�� ��� �D। 
B-D ��� ] E���� (�� rz/rA % ��.��� N�� �����- ����4�� -�� B�� (�� c % ��.���- 
����� -���| ��� ���। $�� �-J� �� �4�-<#� .��� �� K�� #�= .�� N�C। 
 
 
         �/�#�./- 

  $��J�£< ���.�� ���� 
 rc/rz/c^ 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rz� \ 
 

$��s %3� D#��� ������ 
E��- 4������ 

!��- ��.�%����� 
$%��-���� 

 

 Ae$� B�(� ��- ���.� ��\���'� \�U�/ ����� -�� �&��� ���- �E#� .�� !��-। 
��\���'� $!�- �&'� ��)��� ��! ����/ #�U�%��� ���.�� BD ���/ (�������� K�0�� ��?�� 
f’���� &�� J�'�� J�'�� B&�� !��-। Ae$� B�(� #-�� u/�� ���- ��- ���.�� B-�/ �� 
-������ ��� ���' ��'��. $���\��/ ���� ��/��। B�� B�� $!�- ���+��+� E��#�S�. ���i���.�� 
��3�� (������ -���� $4�� -��। B���- ��- ���.�� ��� B-�/ �E���� �� NO���' $�� $!�- 
����* $j ��� �#��%��M� ���- ���� -��। ��! \��/� F��%� -��J ���� ���i���.�� (�������� 
#£��� .�। ���i���.� F��%� ��� ��' $!�- $����� -����� &�� J�'�� !��-। ��- $#��� 
���i���.�� BD ���-+� K��R ��I�� �����। G�� $� -’% ��- $#� F�% ,�� K�J �-� $���� 
%� $j $!�- ��4 $���J� ���� #��D �.� .�। B��� �.��� #���� Az $!�- A� %�� �� 
%�� $��J। 
  

B��� $j�/ NO���'� $��� �G�� ��� B�� ����/ B-/� �� ��� ����� ���i���.��- 
K��R -��। ���i���.� �� $#��� �J� �। G�� K������� 4�� ��U/�/ E�� ���� ���'�� $��। 
  

��'��. $���\�/ $!�- \��/� F��%� �S�� (�� � ��D�। ��- ���.� ���i���.�� $��-����� 
��-/ $�� J�'��� %� ��'���. K?�� ���'। B�� B-�� #-�� $!�- f��� A/� ��+q B-/�� 
��-/ $�� J�'�� !��-। B���- K������� E���� %#����R ,��#�? .�� ��'�\� $J�' ������ 
!��-। K������� E�� $!�- $��-% #�� ��)��� ��/��/ ���� � .� $#%� 4������ (��� 
#��\� #�#��:y E�� ��.��� ���� !��-। B#�� ���� ��'��. ��%�� ��/ -�� B�� ��%���� 
$��-���/ ���'�� $��।BD E���� (�� B- Z% (rA) �² ) ��� $gR�� �.y� ��'� ��- ���.� 
m����� $��। B�� ��?�� K������ ������- ��� ����� ����� -��। 
  

B#�� �E��+� ���/ NO���'� $��� �#, B9, ��, B� Z�- ������� ����� \�U�/ =�� -��। 
BD�� ��'��. $!�- NO���'� ��)��� f�+����� -��J ��?�� B- �:��- ��- ���.� &�� -�� .��� 
-��। K����� 4������ E���� (�!��- ��������� ��Q- KH�# #���� ��� �2���'� 4�'���� �J�। 
��- ���.� BD E��� ���- E���� (�� ^z % $��-�- ��D� ��U' -���� .��� -��। KH�# #���� 
��%�- ��U4���� %� B-�/ ��-���� ���� $�� ��' B�� ��!� Z����� !��-। ��� $J�/ $J�� ����� 
$��U�% ��-�� ���' ��� B�� K´� K´� ��� Z�-�� !��-। �C- BD #�� B-% ��- $#� ��-���� 
���' K�# B�� KH�# #�����- ��-�� $!�- Z�Y�� ����। ���- ��#��� �-� �%t�#� -�� .�� $# 
��#��� ��� ���4� $�� B�� ���� $-��K ���G !�- ��' 2��। B��) ��- $#���� ����# .� 
�। ��� ���- �%� -��� ���। KH�# #���� �!����� �%� -�� B�� ��� ���� ���� .�%� 3����/ 
���� ��!� ���- ) -����� �'�� !��-। �-W B�� -��) ��- ���.� ���- $�.�D $���। BD E���� 
�� ��� %�� (^z) #��! ���-) ��D� ��U' -���� .��� -��। 
  
                 #�Q� /- 
         %3� D#��� ������ 
                u/�/c_ 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rze \ 
 

#��J����.� K���%� 
��.%����� 

���� 
 

 r�cr #���� eD $#�~�� e/c % ��%�-�� K���- ��,�� $���Z ��� B�� �-!� ,�*�� 
�������� -�� B�� K���- ����� -���| ��� ���। $#��� ��� ���� K��� fD .�� B-��� -�� 
��U��। ���� ��%�-�� -��9�� ��%�� �.�� K���- �%t�#� -�� $����� -��J -�/� ��D�G� K�J? 
-�/� $E�Z K�J ) -�/� .�� $���� K�J B�� ���� ���i���.�� #��! $�������� -���। B�� ����� 
-��J K����� $��� ���� ��� ���C�� ��)। K�� ��� %���� N@� -�� K��� -��J fD/� �y�- 
K�J �� K��� �%
 B�� ��� ���� B-/� !��� %�� $�)�� .���J K� ��/� K����� ��#�� 
K�J। ����� fD% ��%�-�� B�# K���- �-� 4' \��* ����� !��-। $�� K�� \�� ������- 
��+�� 4������ �� K���- B-/� \��� ���� ��� ���। $#��� ��� ���� fD% ��%�-�� ���C 
���� ������ ���,{ =�� (.�� -��। ����� #w�� .�� K#��� ���� (.�� -�� ��� ���� Ni \��� 
���� B-/� %����� ���-� #��! $�U�� $��� \�� B-/� ���� $m�� $��� ���। ��� rz/r� ���/ �� 
B-% ��%�-�� \��� ���� (��� -��D ���� ��,�� ���� ���। ��� �/c ���/ �� B- B- -�� 
_/� % ��%�-�� K��� N�� 4', �-�, \��*, ���! ) ���C ���� (.�� -��� �� ���� 4�� ���। K�� 
t� .����� $G��। ��� K�� \�� �� K�� t� �G�� ��D। ���� #-�� $��� ��- $#���� f�/ 
��'� ��%�-�� -���| B�# $� Ù�J। B�#D K������- .�� ��U�� ��=�� $���� $��� ��- $#��� 
��%�-����� #��! K���- ��� .��# �.#� -��। ����� ��%�-�� -��9���� #��! K���-K���4� 
-��� �� ����� ��'��� -�� K���- ) K�) B-%�- NO���'� ��� ����� #�� ��?�� ��- 
$#��� �-�, \��*, 4' ���! ����। �-W .��������� K��� (�� -�C�� �:�� !�-�� %� K���- ����* 
(.�� -��� #����� #����� ��� �। K���- NO���'� ��� ���� B-/� 3��� ���� ��� �y� ��=�� 
$��� $��। ������ A/^ % ��- $#� K��� �-/ ��� B�� ���!� �� ���! $���� �� K���- 
$��I�� 2D�� ��- $#��� ��/ ���� ���� K��� ���-� N��� N�C ��'��� !��-। BD,��� _/� % 
��- $#� K��� ������ N�� NC�� K�� t� .����� $G��। ����� -� $� ���� K��� N�� 
��+�� -�� ��� �����J �� K� K��� ��R $D। ���� fD/�� #�� K�� t� �G�� $��� $���� 
��D $� $-� $��- 3��� ���� $D। �� �� #-��� .������� K��� #��! $��� -��।K�� ���- 
K��� ��+���� \/�� -!� ���� ���। ����� $# -���|�- #��! -�� K��� 3�� K�# B�� 
K��� ����� �� �� (.���� ��� $��� ��� �#��.�����- ���#�� $�� B�� K��� N�� $� $-� 
����4�� �� ��+�� � -�� .� ��) ��� $��। ����� -���~ ���+�� B-% Z�i�� Ã*� ���� 
��� K��� 3�� $���- B�� K��� ���� ���Q� -��� �� -��-/� B�%-�� ���� ) �-J� ����� 
���� ��। ����� K�� ]&�� ���.�� -��� !��-। ����� .�� K��� N�� ������- $-� ��+�� 
-�� .� �। �� ���� �� B-% .������� K��� �-/ ��� B�� K���- �%t�#���� -�� K��� 
�-/ ��D�G� �D, $E�Z �D, ��� %���� K�� � ����� $# 4�� ���। ��� �-J� �� �� K���- 
�y����� .�� $�� -�� ��D�� ��� ���। $#D �� ��.%����� .�� B-% $��-�- ��� ��� ���। 
-���~ ����- K���- $Z�- �%t�#� -��, ����� BD $��-/��-  
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

���� $4��? K�� N@� -�� �। ����� K���- K��� �y� \��� ���� ��� $��� $��। K� K��� 
#��! $� $��-/� �y� �J� ���- $�� -�� ��D�� ����। 
  

r^D $#�~�� -��-% ��- $#� �y� \� .�� $�� -�� ��� ��� B�� K���- ��� 
$�����- -���~ Z��-। K�� ����� #��! ��D। ���� $��� $#��� -���~, ��%�-�� -��9�� ) 
.������� ��# K�J। K�� $#��� ��)��� #��! #��! $-U�� $G��। -���~ K���- ��- ���� ��� 
$� ���� ���-?� �%y����, -���� K�� �%y���� D����� $%��� $%��� ��। K�� Ni -!� ����� 
-���~ K���- ���i $��। B�� K��� B-/� K��/ ��� �-/ �J� ��) ���� $��। K�� ��'� 4�� 
K�#। K���- ���� (�� -��R �J� K�� ���i $��������- $���� $��� ����� B�� ������- 
%���� ����� B�� ��- $#� ) ��%�-����� $��� #���� ����� �-/ $�`U�J �����। ��� G�� 
��%�-���� K���- �y� -�� B�� ��%�� ��+�� -��� �� ��- $#���� .��� ���� $��। 
 
 
 
 

#�Q�/- 
���J����.� K���%� (�����) 

��.%����� 
h�������� 

���� 
_/rA/c^ 

 
 
 

-----------  
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rzc \ 

 
$���%�� $.��# 
E��-�S�+ ��.*��� 
Z�-\�- f�+��� 
!��- NO���'� 
$%��- ���� 

 
 r�cr #��� �������� ���i ��� 23 .�� K��,D��-�� ) K�� #��� $��%� ���#� 23 -��। 
  

K�� ���# K��� $��% ���� -��� %� NO���'� .��/� N����� ��'� .�� �)� .�� 
��D। NO���'� $��j�� ���|� �-/ ��- .����� ���.�� -��| �J�, ���� K������- ��� $G�� 
B�� K����� ��- (� �%t�#���� -��। $�� (-) $,�/ -��- ����J? (�) $`-�� $- $,�/ ����? 
(�) $�� ���%��- $- $,�/ ����? D����� �%t�#���� -��� �� K����� ��%�� /�-� ��#� ���� 
(�� r�z /�-� 4�%+ -�� $�। $#��� _/� % ��.��� N��=� �J�। ����� K����� $J�' ���� 
K��� -��| ��� .�� �/rz �% ����� -��� #��! #��! Ni ��.��� -�% $�`�'��  K����� 
�-/ ��� B�� K������- $Z�- ��� NO���'� $�� \��� ���� ��� ���। $#��� ��� 
��g�������� ���� ���-�� ���� ��%� �w -�� ���� ��D�� B�# K��� K���4� -�� K������- 
$��� $G��� � ��U�4�� �����। K��� ��%�� �-/ B�# ����� -!���+� #� 2�� ��D। ����� 
�#��q $� K������- .��� -���। K��� ��% �4q� ,��� -�� �- -�� ��� B�। B� #�� 
��%� ���� K�� #����- 3� .�� ���� ��' ������ $�� -�� $� B�� K������- ��%� �w -�� 
���� ���। ����� K�� #���� #�? ����� $�����/ 4�%+ -�� ��� �3 %��D -��� �� ���� J��� 
���� %��D -�� ���- .��� -��। 
  

����� K��� B�# ��%� $���� B�� D��-���- $�� -�� ��� ��)��� #�� K�� $����� 
��)��� $4�� -�� B�� K���- A/^ % ��� ����� $4�� -��� K�� ��R�R 
�-�� -�� $%���S�+- 
_/� /� ���! $��� B- $�`�' ���#� ��'� B�# ��' ��D B�� t� .����� $G��। Ni E���� ��% 
$J�� K��� ��#��/ �J�। ���� K���- $��� $#�� �µ -�� t� �G�� $��� K���- K����� ��'� 
B� $��� ���। D��-�� ����� .�� .�� ���i ����। ���� D��-���- ��� ���� K�� #���� �� B-D 
������ .��� -�� fD%�- B-D =�� $G�� ���� B�� K����� ��%�� (�� r�z/Azz�� /�-�� 
$��% ���� ��� ���। 
  

K�� ��'� K#�� �� #�? \/� ���� ���। E�� .�� _/� % $��- ����/��� -���| ��� 
Ni ���&��� B� -�� $���� ������ %�। ����� B-/� j��- -�� Ni ��� f�/� ��.*��� 
��D� B� $��� ���। E����#� $#�� .�� ��� f�/� ����� ��'��� ��� K�#। ��'� K�� �� 
K��� $���� ��D K�� #���� ) D��-���� #�? ����� (�� �����- $������/� �4� B�� ���� J��� 
4����� .��� -���J ��� �4� $��� ���। ����� ������- E����#� -�� $�। K�� #���� �� ��+��� 
_/� % $J�� $��� ��� ����� .���J। K� D��-�� KD, B, �h��� ��*+� J�� �J�। K�� D�� KO�. 
��- .����� ���.�� #.�������� .�� .�� $-� (-��� �Q� $����J���। 
 
 

#�Q�/- 
$���%�� $.��# 

A_/rr/c^ 
 
 

---------------
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rzu \ 

 
$�`�,� $��s ��J� N�� K.��� 

E��-�' ���.��� 
$���- f�+��� 
!��- NO���'� 
$%��- ���� 

 
 B-�� (%���D ���#) NO���'� $�� $��� ��U�'�� �J���। B� #�� B-% ��%�-�� ) 
c/u % ��- K��+ K���- ��� $G�� B�� ��� $� K�� ,9 ����+-, K�� ‘‘���i-� b�D’’। K���- 
(!�� NO���'� ����/��� -���| ��� ��� $#��� K���- (!�� �%t�#� -�� $� ���� -��- $,�/ 
����J -��-? ��� N@�� K�� ��� $� ‘‘$`-��’’। BD #�� K���- ���-?� �%y���� ���� %� 
��� �-W N@� $�D�। �� ��� �। K��� ���� B-D ���� �J� $� ‘‘�� .��� �� .�� ���� KO�.’’ $��� 
-�� -��� ����� KO�.’’ ‘‘$`-� ��-+�� $,�/ ���J KO�.’’ D�����। 
  

�� ��- ��+� ���.� K��� .�� ��J� $�U�� fD �� $�U�� N�±� -�� ���J� #�Y I����� 
$��। B�� 4���- h��� (.�� -��� !��-। �-W K��� ���� ] B- -!�।  
  

 f�� �� K���- �#��%�M �� ���। $#��� K��� ���'-4�� $J�/ -�� $�)�� .�। K���- 
���� �#����� �?� /���। BD #�� K���- ���% �'�� �� �। ���� ����� ,��� (.�� -��, 
G�� ���� ���C ��/� �' �-��� ��+ .�� ���। K�� ,�*R ,��� -��� .�� ��', ���) K���- 
$�.�D $�)�� .� �। K��� ���� 4� ) -��� $��� ��%�-���� �.��� ���� \�����। K��� -����� 
N�� ���'� $��� #S���� ���- ��� -�� ��U' -���� ������। BD #�� K���- �-!� ,�*�� �������� 
-����। 
  

r� �� �� B-/� $�%� B�# K���- ��� $� K�� K���- �n�� K�� $!�-D �4�। 
K�� $� B-/� ‘‘�����’’ $��- ��) K�� %��। �-W B�� K���- � $%� ��� B��J B�� ����� 
-���J। ��� %� K�� fs���। K��� ��U�/ ��#������ N�� $-��� ����4�� -�� �। K��� 2�� 
-��G� ) �.y��- ����। BD ��� K���- $J�' $�� ) �#��%�M .�#������ ,��+ -�� $��। 
 
 

#�Q�/- 
��J� N�� K.�� 

 
 
 

--------------
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rz� \ 
 

$��s G%��� -��� ����-��� 
E��- 4� $��.��� 

!��- NO���'� 
$%��- ���� 

 
 ,�¯ ���#� ^�� ������ $,�� e/�� #�� ��- �������� #.�������� $`-������ 4� 
$��.��� E�� $\��) -��। E���� 4������- $\��) -�� $��/ rc %�- ���। B� ���� B-% �J� 
�.y�। rc %�- ��� (!�� ���.'� $��.��� $���� r/� \�� �����w -�� ����। ����� $F- 
��'��� NC��। ����� ������- (!� (� -�� $� $����� $,�/ �����J� -��-। ��� %���� ���� N@� 
$� $� K��� #��D ���\ $,�/ �����J। �� ��.��� ��� $� ������ #��D ���\ $,�/ �����J� ��� BD 
B��-�� ���\ e $,�/ $���� �- -��। BD ���D ��- -�-����� ��D�G��� ��U/ ���� ) ��%�� $�± 
���� ����� !��-। ��+����� ��/ ���% ����/��� ������� -��। 
 

#��� ���� ������- ��'�� �,�� K/�- ����। #-�� $��� NO���'� -������� $�%��� 
#��� .��%� -��। $#��� ������- ��� $� $����� ���i�����। $����� ��.�������- $����J� D����� 
D����� ��� ������- (.�� -��� !��-। B-�� �� ������- ��� ��� ��-��, $#��� B-/� 
�w-�� -�Q ����� #��D�- K/�-�� ����। A�� �� r/� 3�/ $��� $��। $���� ���� $#���D 
������ (g�� -��� .�। ������- fD �� G�U- -�� B�� fD .�� G�U- -�� ��U' -���� ������ �/e 
\�� -��। ��-���� ���� � �� !��-। BD #�� (���- �� ����� N�� �-!� ����4�� -�� .�। 
������- (� -�� $� ���q -���/� $4�������- $- .��� -���J। -�� -�� $J�� ���i����� .���J। 
$- $- K)���� ����� ��Z��, $- $- �.y� D�����। �-W ���� $# -!� ���� �
�-�� -���� ����� 
N�� 4������ �-!� ��+��। � �� �� A % ��.��� ) B-% �� ��� �� .�{� �� ����� 
#.����� ������- $J�' $�)�� .�। A % ��.��� ) �� #��.� ��-���� ���� $�%��� -��J ��� $� 
BD #� $��- ,��। B�� K������- �Q� -���J। B�� #< $��-। BD $��-&����- ��� ���� ��.�� 
������ ��% ���Y����- K�� ����। B��� -!�� ����(�Q�� ����� $J�' $��। 
  

����� �� $J�' $�� �� ��� $�� $� $����� ���q -���/� #��! $�������� ��� B�� 
$��-%�- ��I�)। ��� �� � -� ��� $��������- ����� ��� B�� $#��� $��������- .��� -��। 
$4�������� -!� �� #� -�% -���। 
 

#�Q�/- 
$��s G%��� -��� ����-��� 

 
 
 

----------------  
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rrz \ 

 
g� ����� -��� 

E��- K� $��.��� 
!��- NO���'� 
$%��- ���� 

 
 %� ���#� ��I����I B-�� $,�� e/�� #�� K� $��.��� E��� ��- ��+� ���.� $\��) 
-��। ���� (!�� ��/���% ) ��� ��;#����� -��। BD #�� K� $��.��� E�� .�� u/� % $��- 
��- ���.� K/- -�� ��� ���� K�� �J��� B-%। K��� B-��� ����� K�� ����� -!�� 
‘‘����N’’ K���- (!�� ���.'� $��.��� f��� ����� �-/ K��+ -��| �J� $#��� ��� ���। 
$#��� K���- .��-�� $�U�� f���� $����� �,�� �4< -�� 2D�� ���� B�� ��� K���- 4���- h��� 
(.�� -��। K���- �� (.�� -�� �� K�� ���I ���I t� .����� $G��। #��D�  �,�� .�� 
B-% ��+� K���- �%t�#� -�� $� ���� %��q�n $���.��� �'� �'� $�� ��'�- .���। ��� ���� 
����� B��� $Z�- K�� ����� ��� $�����- $J�' $��। 
 
 fD�� K���- BD,��� ��C���'� -�� $�U�� ����। BD fD �� K���- �-J�D $��� $�� 
�D। K�� ������- ��- ��� ��� -���J $� K�� �:� ���* K���- BD,��� -� ���� ,��� 
���% .��। ���) K���- $��� $���D। fD�� �� K���- B-/� 3�/ $��� $��। 
  

���� �� K���- �#��%�M 4��� -�� $��। �#��%�M ����� ��� K��� N�� ��+����� 
�����*- ����4�� 4��� !��-। K��� �� �:� ���*) ] ��- ��+���� .�� $!�- $�.�D ��� �¡D। 
�#��%�M $%�� !�-� ��=�� K�� ��- $��-�- 2�� ���/�� $��� $G��� $����J। 4�-� ���� #��� 
���� $GU�' ��R ������ ����) K�� $����J। 
  

fD ��# K�� $%�� �J���। BD #�� K���- �� �� ��/����। fD ��# ��� �� ��� 
���� ���� ���'� .�� ��' �� K���- $J�' $��। K��� #��� ���� B�) Q��� �4� ��+��। 
 
 


�Q�/- 
g� ������ -��� 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rrr \ 
 

$��s .������ �.�� 
E��- ���J��-�y 

!��-NO���'�, $%��- ���� 
 

 
 r�cr #���� ��p��� ���#� r� ������ #-�� $��� �S���+� ����'� -��| $!�- B-�� 
���-?�� ���#� K��� ��'� $\��) -�� K���- ��� ��� ���। ����'� -���| ��� ����� #�� 
���/� ���!, ��D�G��� K\�� B�� �#��� \��* ) 4' ����। �� $#���� ,�*R K\���� G�� K�� 
���/�� ��' ��D। ����� ���/� ���!�� %���� ,�� K���� ��=�� ����� #��! -���| $��� ���� 
.D। -���| ��� ���� ����� $��.�� �Z ) ��D�G� ���� �����/ -��। �� -�-�����  K���- 
B�,��� $����J� $� K��� ���� ���# I��# ���। ���- ��D�G� ���� $%��� K\�� -��� G�� 
K��� ���-� .�'��� #|SR+��� $,��� ���। (!� ��� -���| ��� ����� �� B-���D ,�*,��� 
�����/ -���J�। ��� $#���� �� �� -�-����� K� �����/ � -�� Q�q ����। ���� �� �!+�< Az 
����� #-��� K��� ,�*R,��� $��.� ��U� ���� 4��� ���� ������ N�� fD% �� $#� N�C �U�'�� 
!��-। K��� -��J ���i��� #w� 4�D�� K�� �
�-�� -��� �3 BD�� ���? (�� -��। Ni 
-���| K�� fD��� �J���। BD fD���� �,�� K�� ���� -�� $�, A� $!�- ^z % $��- (��. 
��� B� $���/ B�� ��D�G� ���� #����� ��=�� &�� -�� .��� -��। �� $#��� K���- ��� 
$�, ���� ��� ���i��� #w� � ���� ����� ��.�� $����� ��=�) B�� .��। Ar ������ #-�� 
$���� K�� ���i ��D। 
 


�Q�/- 
$��s .������ �.�� 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rrA \ 
 

�y-�� �%O�� �.�� 
E��- �����4� 
!��- NO���'� 
$%��- ���� 

 
 r�cr #���� ��p��� ���#� ru ������ ��#��� ����� �������� 4���q� G�� ����'� 
�� $#���� -��| $!�- rc % �� $#� ) c/u % ��%�-�� ���� ^/� ^z ��s #�� K��� ��'� 
�\�� $G��। B��� N�O� -�� ��� $�, K�� =��� #�Y� ��%��� B-�/ #�E�� ���*� ��' ����, 
��J�'� K��� ��'���D ���i�� $���� K# ��)�� -�� B�� K�� #�+�-�� ������- #.���� 
-����-BD #���� g�R���D ������� K��� ��'��� �� -�-����� $����� $��। f,+�����s K�� ] 
���� $`-� $!�- ��'�� N�� NC��D �� �#���� K���- ��� $G��। ��s�� ���� K���- �-J��! 
$`-�� ) ����� ��?� ���� .��/�� ����'� -���| ��� ���। ���� #��! #��! K��� ��'� $!�- 
Az/A� .�%�� /�-�� $#��� �.� �� -�-����� ��� ���। -���| $)��� �� K��� $4��-��� 
$������ ���� $�U�� ��!�� N�� ����� ,�� ,�� ��� ���� K�} -��। ��� $�U�� ��!�� N�� ��� 
����� ����*� �- ��=� .�� ���� ,�i�,��� J�'� $-ND ��I�� ���� �। 
  
 B���=�� K�� K� �s��# $G��� ����J��� �, �C- ] #�� #�.�#� N�� ,�#� -�� �� 
%�� ��� ���� BD �� -�� K�� $������ ��!� $!�- $/� �JU�' $G��। ��s�� �� -�-����� K���- 
$��/� B¡-�/ ��U� ���� ���C� N�� ,�*R,��� K\�� -��� !��-। ��J�'� ��D�G� ) ���/� ���!�� 
K��� ���C� 4��'� �JU�' ���। ���C �i %�� ���। �� -�-���� B�,��� ��/ ���� ���! ���� $�, ] 
���! $���D N��� .�� ��' ��D B�� K��� Z� .����� #|SR+��� $,��� ���। BD,��� K���- 
,�*R (.�� -��। K�� �� �� �#����� ,�*R ������/� G�� �t� .�� �'��� �� -�-����� 
�����/ �w -�� ���।(#���s ��� $��� ���� $�, K��� #��! K��� $J�/ ,�D $�����-) ��� ��� 
���। B�� ���-) ��D�G�, ��/ ) $��.�� �Z ���� ,�*R,��� �����/ -��। B� ,��� ���� $����J� 
$�, K��� $J�/ ,�D�/ �t� .�� ���/�� ��' ���। ��� #��� $�. ����� ��� �J�। �� �#���� K��� 
$J�/ ,�D�- ���� $��.�� ��Z� #�.��� K���- ��/��। �� $# �
�◌�-�� -�� �� ���-) $��� 
�����/ -��। ��� .�� $# #}�� �' ,�D�- �����/ -��। ��s�� fD ,�D��� �-/ $!�- 
���i��� $��U% ��� %��� %� ����� K���- ��� ����� #�Y� ��%���� ���- 4�� K�#। $#��� 
$������ Z�i�� ��- B- ����i�- ��� ,�*,��� �����/ -�� $J�' $��। ����D ���� ��J���-��y 
E��� ���- ��' ���i�������� ���� %�। $-�) �-� ���i������- � $��� ����� K������- 
���'� -���| ��� ���। $)��� ���) f’,�D�- K��� ���/� ���! ���� �t� -�� $G�� $��। 
(�� fD ��� !�-�� �� ���q -���/� #�#� $�`s KH�� -���, $�`s $����� ��.��� ) =��� ����� 
���i��� #.����� K�� ) $J�/ ,�D $-��-�� (��R $�U�4 ��'� 4�� ��D। B��� N�O� -�� ��� $�, 
N����i ���i�� ��� #.���� � -��� �� .�� $-� ���D �� �#����� .�� $!�- K����� $�.�D 
.� �। 
 


�Q�/- 
$��y-�� �%O�� �.�� 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rr^ \ 
 

B# B� KG��� $.��# 
#�� D«��p� �/, B��-, �/ 

E��- 4� $��.��� 
$���- ���.'� $��.��� 

!��- NO���'� 
$%��- ���� 

 
 $� ���#� r^ ������ $��� rz /�� #�� K�� ��'��� ��# �J���। B� #�� ��- ���.� ) 
���Y��� $��/ rzz % K��� ��'� $\��) -��। K���- (!�� �%t�#� -�� $� ���� �ZN�/ $!�- 
������ B�#�J� $-? ��� N@�� ��� $� #��D -�% $J�' ������ B�#�J K��) $#D #�Y ������ 
B�#�J। BD -!�� ��� K���- ��'� $!�- ��� ��� B�� $�� ��'��� NC��। ��� (���% $� 
���Y��� ) ��- ���.� $j $���� $��.��� K�#। $j� $����� �� K��� N�� �����*- ����4�� 
K�} -��। �-�, \��*, ���!, B�� 4���- ����� !��-। ���� K���- ��� $�, ���� ��D�G� $j�� 
���J, ���� -�+� )#���� K��� $������- D���� �����y�� rr % ��D�/�- &�� -�� 
$����J� B�� K��� 4��% ���Y����- J��� ���� .��� -���J�। B�� ���� $/���G��� #�.��� ,����� 
#�Y $�������� -���J�। BD #� -��%� %�D ���� ,�� �ZN�/ $J�' ������ B�#�J�। BD #�� 
-��-% ���Y��� BD #� -!�� N�� #�Q� (�� -�� ���� K��D ���= -�+4��� �J�। 
  
 BD #�� K��- ���� BD #�? -!� 
�-�� -��� B�� K���- ���� BD -!�� N�� B-�/ 
����� 
�-�����i K��� -�� $��। K���- ������ ���� ����। BD #�� K���- B-/� �w-�� 
-�Q �w -�� ���� B�� #�� #�� $�� -�� .��-�� ��U�� ��=�� ���J� #�Y N�±�,��� I����� 4���- 
���� N�±�,���। B��� ���� ����� �� K���- ��/�� (��%��.�) $%�� =��q� -��। $#��� 
r_ �� ����। BD #�� K���- B-D (����� ����� -�� B�� ��- ���.�� ��0�� -���� $�। 
B��� r_ �� ����� �� K��� ��� B-/� 4�%+��/ ���� $.��-~�� $���� ��-� -������� ��� 
���। $#��� K���- (!�� B���� B������ ����। 
  
 BD #�� K���- (���- �� A \�� -�� -�% -���। BD -��%� ���� �J� ���/ -�/�, \�# 
-�/�, ��0�� -�/� D�����। B J�'� �� �� $� $# B�# K���- ,�*R ,��� (.�� -��। B- B-% 
K��- B- B- �-� (� -��। K���- �����, ‘‘$��� $��- ��Y��� .���, $��� $��- �.y� .���, 
$��� $��--� #�+�� ��%� �, �.y� .���, ) .����� ��J .���, $!��� $�� ��� \� $� ���- -��'� 
$����- $�����।’’ BD #� -!� ����� K� K���- ����� -��। K�� $����J $� BD ��=�� ��� 
$-N ���� $�� ���) ���- �:� ��=�� �'��� �'��� )����� ���� ��� $�� B�� Ni �:� ����i� 
��� $������� &���� I�UI�� -�� ���। BD #�� K���- B- $��� ����� ���। ������ (¶���� 
$-� %���� �J� � $���� !�-� $#���D ��)�� ) ������ (¶�� -��� .���। #-�� $���� �� 
���x�� -�� ����D ,�� $��� .���। 
  
 K��� #£��� �#��%��M� B#�Z) %�� ���#��� #��.��- $��� $G�� .�। ���- �������� 
fD ��-�� ���% K��� -��� �� -�-����� ���/�� .��� -��। 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

K����� $� \�� $����J� $# \�� ��� $��� .�� Azz/A�z% ���� ���-$#D \�� czz 
$��-�- $����J�।  

 
#�� #�� ��-� $!�-- -����/�� D�����%« F��¬ ��� $�� D�������� -��� %�। 

B��� ��� K���- (� -�� .� $� $����� N�� $� $-# K�J �� #�� �-�। BD #�� B-/� $J�/ 
-�Q K��� .�� N��� B-/� ��Z� #�Y $�U�� I����� ���। B�� $4���� �/e D�¬ �S�� fD $4���� 
N�� fD/� ezz ��)����� D���É- ,�Ê m����� ������, $#D ��D�/� ���- $4�� !�-�� .�। BD 
��=�� $-� $-� #�� 4���- ������।  
  
 BD,��� e ��# K���- K/�- $����J� B�� (���- ��D K���- ����� -��। e ��# ��� 
B-�� K���-#. K� ez %�- $J�' $��। BD #�� ���� ��� $� $������� #��D�- ��G -�� 
$�)�� .’�। ����� $� $����� K� ,�� � -�। 
 


�Q�/- 
B# B� KG��� $.��# 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rr_ \ 
 

$��s ���4�U� �� 
E��- 4�'�� �����'� 

Z�-\�- #���� 
!��- NO���'� 
$%��- ���� 

 
 r�cr #���� A�$� B�(� ��-���.� ���-+� K����� E�� ���R -��। 4�'���#-� 
�#,B9,�� ��?�� $!�- ��-���.� ��-/ $���� K�} -��। 4�� �� ���� .�U�/�� K����� E��� 4���� 
K�#। ����� $����� K����� E����#� ���C� ���� ����� ��'। �� E����#� ���C� ���� ����� 
��'� �� ��-���.� ��-�� -��� �� &�� K�} -���। K� B-�� E���� ���� ���-�� ��'�। 
��- $��- %���� ���D���J�, ��.���� %��� .D�� ���.� -���� B�� ��- ��'� .D�� ���.� 
-���� ��D .D�� ����। ���- (��R� ,�� ��D .D�� � 4��.�� ��.���� &�� -���� .��� -��। 
  
 r�cr #��� A�$� B�(� $��% �������� BD ���/�� ��-���.� ���-+� K����� E�� 
K��R -�� B�� �e %�- ��D -���� &�� -���� .��� -��। BD ������ K����� E���� r�z 
��� ��'� m���D�� ,��,S� -���� $��। $-� ��.��� D��.�� -�� �D। 
 


�Q�/- 
$��s ���4�U� �� 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rr� \ 
 

KH�� ��%� ���� 
E��- -)��- 

Z�-\�- NO���'� 
$%�� ���� 

 
 4�U����� �� ��-���.� K�# K�� )��� N��=� �J���। d4� ���#� AA ������ BD \/� 
\�/। K���- (!�� ��-���.� ��� $4�� ��U���� ��J $!�- $���� ���C ���� $���,��� (.�� -�� 
B�� K���- #�Y -�� K����� E���� ���- 4�� K�#। K���- (!�� K��� ��'� ��� K�# B�� 
K���- ��� $��� ��'� $!�- K����� .�U#, ����� ���� .��। �� ��� K��� .�U# ����� �D। BD 
-!� ���� #��! #��! K���- B� (.�� -�� $� �� K��� K� $-� t� �J� �, K�� �� 
�t� .�� K��� ��'�� ���� ��' �D���। ��-���.� K���- ����� ��f-� h��� #�? ���� 
$��U4��� K�} -��। B�� B�,��� (.�� -�� $� K��� �-, ��� ���� �i ��� .�� K#�। ��� 
K��� (��R� �,Q� 4�D��� B�� ����� K��� fD/� ��#� K�J K���� K��� ��#� fD/� ��� 
K���- ���i ���� $�। �� ��-�#�� �� K��� fD/� ��#� ��� K��� ��'� $!�- 4�� ���। 
��-�#�� ��)��� �� K��� �� B�# K���- $��� �4<-�� K�} -��, �4<-�� 2� ��'� (�������� 
B�# K���- ������ -�� \�� ��� $��। K���- ��-�#�� ��� d4� ���#� AA ������ #-�� rz/�� 
#��। 
  
 B ������ K��� ��-�� _/�� #�� ��-�#��� �� B-�� K��� ��'��� K�#। ��-�#����� 
K#�� �S��+ K��� �� �� %����� 4�� ���। ��- ��+��� B�# K���- K��� ��� $��� �� $-�!��। 
BD -!� 2� K��� �t� .�� ��' !��-। K��� t� �� �G�� ��D !�) $��� ��-�#�� K��� 
��'�� ���� ����J। K��� ���- � $��� K���- ��U��� G��/� ���� K\�� K�} -��। K�� K.� 
��=�� ����� K��� �� K����� K#� $��� ������ �� ��'��� �����J। �� K���- ��� �� 
$�/� $-� ��'��� ���� .��। K�� ����� BD���- 4�� �����J। BD -!� ���� #�Y K��� ��'� 
$!�- �� ��'��� 4�� $��। 
  
 d4� ���#� Ae ������ ��-���.� K����� E��� K�#। ��?�� ����+ K��� ��'� (!�� 
K��� ��'��� ��-�#�� B�# N�C। Ni ������) K���- $#D -!� $��� ��-��� $-�!��? K�� %��� 
$�D K��� ��-��� $-N �D। BD -!� ���� #�Y #�Y K���- K��� $�� h��� (.�� -�� B�� 
����� ��f-� h��� ���! ����। BD ���! $��� �t� .�� ���/�� ��' !��-। BD,��� ��-�#�� 
K���- fD��� ������- ����4�� -��। 
 

�/�#�./- 
KH�� ��%� ���� 
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\ rre \ 
 

g� ��!-:Å #�.� 
E��- $,�'� 

!��- NO���'� 
$%��- ���� 

 
 K�� ��'�� #��D�- ��� ������ Kg� ���� NO���'� $!�- ^ ��D� �S�� $,�'� E��� 
K����� E���� (�� (���/ ������D (�� Kg� ����J�। .����� $�� K����� ��'�\� K� ��' 
$���� %�#�� �����। ��-$����� �O��� $��� ������ ������ NO���'� B�# $����� �#���� ��Y��� 
,�D��� ��� ��� ��/ -���V DV��� K��� &�� -�� ��Y��� ,�D��� ����J। ��-�� 4��/�� ���- 
$���� $���� NO���'�� K&�� $���.�, �� .�V K&) $� )��� #�Y $��� �����J। #�? 
���/� &���, -��%, x��, ��'�\� ��N ��N -�� m��J। ���I ���I $�� ���V ����*� K�+��। BD 
K&�� $���.� ^/_ �� NO���'�, �I�-'�, $\�*����, \��/�, 4�\�/� ) ���� E���- B- B- 
-�� E�# -���J, ��J����&��� ���' ���' .� -�� ��U�'�� K�J। B� .���J $� NO���'��� B-/� 
���� ��+q �#����� $��� ,�� #��D ������ $��J। BD,��� c �� -�/�� � -�/��D B-�� -�4��� 
�� �#����� ��J� ����J। ����) $� �#�� .�� $��। r ���#� ���� $���� $���� �#��� �� $�� ,��� 
.�� ��� $�U�� N�C�J। K��� �n �w���� ��� ��� ��� ��- �#����� .��� ���V K� �#���� K��� 
�w���� B-/� B-/� -�� ���� ���� $����J। �Y��� �#���� )��� �� �����J� ���q -���/, ���q� 
�� ��� -� ��-$���- $� )��� .��� ���� �����J ��� �.#�� �D। BD ���q -���/� ��- �J� 
-��-% =��� ���Y��� ) -��-% ��Y���। 
  

BD,��� K����� ��R�� ��&�� -�/�� ������। r ��#, A ��# $-�/ $��। 
��� ������ 
��� 2�, ���- B-/� �� ��D। %��� Ac ����� $,�� � /�� #�� $���� $���� B¡-�� $��- J��/ 
K#�J। ,�D�� �q�� -�� ��- ����/��� .�� ����? $���� � $���� �����/� G�U# .�� $��। #��D 
J��/ ������ ������ �-W .�� $��� $,�'� E���� 4����- �#���� ) ��Y��� �#���� (���q -���/) 
�\�� $G���J। J��/ $���� ���#�D� ��'�� �,��, $J�/ %Y��� �,�� 2�� �'���, �-W $��� 
K����� #�����4� NO���'�� -��-% &9� K���- $���D �4� $G��। ��� ���� ����N 
�������J#, $����� K�। �3��� .�� B�# $����� K��� �����- ����J, ,�D�- ����J, �w� 
�3R�- ����J, �w� %���- ����J ) K� _ %�- ����J। ��3R ��� 23 -�� ���। K��� �:� 
�����- ����J, �:� ���� ��� #.� -��� � $��� K��� $-��� B�# Kg� ��। �� K���- $� 
-�QR �- ���� $����J ���� ���� �। \�����- ��� t� �G��� $����� K����� #�? 
�%�#�� ��/ -�� B� %�'� -���J B�� �#���� ��)�� ��)�� -���J। �#���� ��)�� $�* -�� 
K����� ��' ���� $�U�� /��� /��� rA ��D� .U�/�� .�U�/�� #�Y�  ��- =�� ��� $��। )��� 
$���� $���� cz/uz % ��-�#�� j�- ��� ���Q� -��J। K����� $��� �� .� %���� 
���*&����- $��� $G���। �-W $����� K����� j��- ���� NO���'� $�� -���| ��� B���। 
.�%�� .�%�� ����/��� ��U�'�� K�J। K����� $��� B-% ��- -���~ $����� B���, ����� 
$������� �� ���� ��) B�� B-�/ $� ) r ��# -��% ���� $��। ���� $�)��� �� K����� 
4��.��-��D 4��.�� \�� $��� ���। B-�- ��%�� ��+q ���-�/� BU�/ ���। �� .��� K� $-��� 
��%� ����� �। #������� ��# ��# -�/��� ������ K� 2�� $���� ��� -�¦� K�+��, ��-G�/� 
-�{�, 4����-� #��� #��� �H, ������� %'� %'� -!�, 2� � ,�� 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

��N�� NC�। 2�� �� .�� ����, B�� $��� �� �/-�� ����� �। ��� �*+�R $-� %��� �/-�� ���� 
�D, �����) �। BD,��� #��� ���� $-�/ $��। #-�� u /�� #�� ��%� ���� $�� -�� K���- ��� 
$�� -���~�� -��J। -���~ ��� %���� $-? K�� ����� K��� $J�/ ,�D। $# �- -��? ��, B 
��'। $-� ���/+ -��? K)���� ����- ,�����#। $# $-�!��? ���� ���� �। $- ����� �? %�� 
�। BD (��� N@�� -���~�� ��� ���� K& J�/�� !�-���। ����� ��� ��U4�� 4�) �� %���� 
$-�!��। �-W K��� B-D N@� %�� �। ��% ��� #������ � $��� B-% $%����- Z�- ��� 
B�� ��� 4����- ����� 4��'� ���� $G���। $%�� 4���- ����� K�} -�� ���। )���- K��� ���� 
�4<-�� -��J, )�- K� $�� �, K���- ���। -� t� .����� $��J, %�� �। t� �G�� $��� 
NO��'�� B- ����4� \�� ��4�� .�V। K��� �i�i $�. $��� -��) ��� $.���, $-N ��� ,��, 
$-N ��� �-J� ����, B�� ���? .���, K��� rz $��। K��� �����- \�' ��� ���'�� ���। $J�/ 
,�D�- 4���- ����, %���- 4��-��� 4��-��� ����� 4��'� Q���Q� -�� $G�� K� K��� $#D 
#��(� �w� �3R�- &�� -�� .��� -��। B���- K��� �� ��%�-�� d��� -��J। ��4��� ��� 
�����J� NO���'�� !�-�� .�� D�� &�� -�� �����। %��y� ��=�� !�-�� ������। B� �� 
.�V $-D �� )���  B� %�����- ��-��। %���� K��� ,�D, K)���� ����� B-�� -�+�, 
NO���'��� �� �' K)���� ����� $��D K#�- � $-, %�����- #��D �4��� B�� 
,������#���। $# B-�� ����J� K�� .���� !�-��� � �-W �������� 
��� .��D। B�� $-� 
�h�� $D। -�4��� �� #���� .��D !��-। �-W .�� %���� K% K� K����� #��� $D।  

 
Q���Q� $��. ��'� �G����। %��y� K�=�� NO���'�� !�-�� ������। NO���'�� fs� 

f�+�� $��� \�� ��# Z�-�� Z�-�� -�U����। 
  

K�� $����J (���� ��- d#��� $-�!� $!�- ���- ��� B� ���i���.�� �� ���� �n 
���-�- &�� -�� $����J। B-�� $���� $���� B-�/ ���-�- ��� B�# K��� ��'� ��J� &�� 
-�� 4�� $�� �-W ���-�/� $��/� ����+ &�� $����J। $# 2�� ���J K��� .��/� $J�' ��), K�� 
��U4�, K�� $-� ����� -���। ��� ��U4�� � ��) K� B-/� &�� -�� $��� $G�, ��R� #.� .�V 
�। �-W $-� $��- ��� -!�� -� ��� �। �����* #w��� ���-�/ ��+�� -��� 23 -��- B-/� 
��� ��), $-N B-/� ��� ��)। �-W $-N #�'� ��� �। -��R �#����� ��-4�/� $����� ��%�-����� 
��.���� $����J� $� ����-� �:��� � .)�� ��+q ��� ��.���� !��-। #w��� �� ��%�-����� 
$����/ ��� (�R .����, ��� �:�� �4�
�� $#D ��q� =��� �� $�)�� .���J ‘‘�� ��� % �!’’। 
 


�Q�/- 
g� ��!-:Å #�.� 

NO���'� 
���� 
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\ rrc \ 
 

,���� $\�* 
!��- 8���� 
$%��- ���� 

 
 r�� d���� (������) (!� ����/��� B��� K�#। ���� ��'��� -�� /.� ���� B�����k��� 
���। ���-� e /�� ���- ����/����� =��� ��.������ ���� $��)�� �Z��� $!�- $-����# $�� ��/ 
-���। ����� ����� 8���� ��%�� ��+�,��� ��/ -���। ��/��/ -��� �� ���� ��%���� ��-&�� 
\�� K& ���� ���'�� $��। 
  
 ������- ��D�� ��X� ���� ��.������ $J���� .���� -�� B�� ��/��/ -�� ) $��- .��� 
-��� !��-। K��� �.�% -:* ��+��- ��+�,��� .��� -��। K��� ��#�) ��/��/ -��। 
  
 ���� #-��� K�� ������ ��D। �����' ���� ����� ��! K�� $���� ��D ^z/^� % 
��Y��� ) �.y��- ��.����� .��� -���J। 
  
 K�� K��� ��'� ��/ .��� �� �� ������ ���V��� �� $���� ��D $� ��X� $/��� �.y� 
��y� ‘‘��� ��y�‘‘ ��.����� #|SR+��� >�# -��। $,�6 $G�� ��y��� �,���� #�? ��E.&��। 
 
 
 
 

�/�#.�/- 
,���� $\�* 
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���������� 
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\ rru \ 
 

%�� N�� 
E��- ��I���� 
!��- 8���� 
$%��- ���� 

  
 ��- d#��� 8������ ����� ��=� �%��� -�� $��� �� K������� B��-�� ������ 
-�� 23 -��। B #�� N�O��� B��-�� $-� ��Y��� �J� �। ���� (�R ,�� ,���� B�� �,�q�� 
E���¬�� K����� -���J�। B ��� d#��� ��.������ ������ %��� ����। ��- d#��� K#�� 
�� ����� #.����� ��.����� #���#� ��%� -���� -��। ����D ��Y������ ��=��� -!� ��- 
d#���� -��J ��� B�� ����� �������� %� (�4���� -��। 
  
 ��.������ (���4�� B�� ����� #.�������� ��- d#��� B�(��� $��*� ���- ��I ���� 
E�� ������ -��। ��- d#� ) ����� #.����� ��.����� $��/� E�� $\��) -��। E�� B� ,��� 
$\��) -�� $� E���� (�� $-.D ������ �����। E�� $\��) -�� E���� #�? $��-% %�� -��। 
$��-% ���� ��I���D #�? E�� ��/��/ -��। $�� �-J� ��'�\� m�����) $��।  
  
 �:� _zz/_�z $��-�- ���� ���.�,��� .��� -��। ���� ] #�? $��-�- ���-��� $��- 
%��D -�� .��� -��। ���� B-D %����� B�� B-D ��/��� N�� rr� %�- %��D -���� .��� -��। 
#�? E�� ���, ��� K� ���� ,��+ .�� �����J�। $����- 4�)�� ��� 2�� ��� K� %��/ ��i� $��� 
J�'� K� �-J� $��� $�� �। 
  
 BD E�� ������� �n #���- ��R�� »����) ���� .�� -��। 
 
 


�Q�/- 
%�� N�� 
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\ rr� \ 
 

KH�O�. �� 
E��- �����'� 
!��- 8���� 
$%��- ���� 

 
 ��X�� ��#- $����� ����.� ���q -���/� #.����� ��- d#��� Au$� %���D ������ 
K���- 8���� $!�- $EG��� -��।  
  
 $EG����� �� K��� fD .�� ��J� $�U�� $��। $��/� ��� ���� B� ,��� BU�/ ��U�� $� 
.���� �i 4��4� �w .�� ���। ��U��� �#.� ��R� $��� .�� !��-। �-W ��) $��I� ���� $� B� 
$4��) ,���. B�� -�-� ���? ���Q� -��J। 
  
 $EG��� -��� �� K��� N�� ��+�,��� (.�� 23 -��।4', ���!, �-�, \��* B�� 
��D�G��� ��U/ ���� ��/� 23 -��। B #�� $� #�? ���Y��� ) ���q -���/� $��- ]��� �J� 
���� B ���? (�R ,�� $���J� B�� ����� $4.��� $��� �� .�V� ���� Ni ���? ���� $��� �:�[ 
$��� -��J�। �-J�QR B��,��� (.�� -��� �� K���- %��� -�� ���� $%����� $)�� .�। 
$%����� B-�/ $J�¼ K��� ����#.� (�-��� �y� -�� ����। $%����� Ni \�� $��-�� �� 
��% #����- $��- K��� -��J K�#। ���� B�# K���- $�)����� ���� ��� ��� B�� K���- 
(!�� $#�%� .�� ��U'��� ���। ����� ] ��=�� K��� ��!��- ���/�� $C-�� ���। B #�� K��� 
��J� �#}�,��� /� .�� !�-�� .�� ��� ���� ���+� $��। 
  
 ���.�-, ����� ���+� �� K�� ],��� ��%� ��� ] #�? $���-�� K��� N�� ����4�� 
23 -��। (!�� K��� ] /� ��J�� N�� �� ,�� 4�-� $� �G��� /�� ] �G�� (#}��s �!�� ] 
%���� $��/� �G��) ���� �/��/ (.�� -��� !��-। (.���� ��R�� �4<-�� -��� ����� �!�� 
�����- $#�%� �� $��'� ���� ����� ���� �-!� ,�*�� �������� ��� ) (�R���� n��- ��� B�� ] 
�� � -��� ���। 
  
 BD ��=�� (.�� �-J�QR 4��� �� K�� ��#{ .�� ��'। K�� ���/�� ��' ��D। D������) 
$� d#��/ (.�� -��J� #}��s $#) ��q .�� ��'। �� ���/�� ��' ��)�� ��=�� B-�/ �#��D 
3��� ���� K��� ������ ���,{ $%�'�� $�/��� !��-।��/���� ��R�� $4��/ �� K�� �t� .�� 
��)��� ��������� �� K���- #���-,��� (.�� �w -�� �%t�#���� 23 -��। -�% ����/��� 
$����J, ��.��� $����J, ���i���.�� $���-�� $-�!�� K�J, ���� $-�!�� $����J D����� (� 
�%t�#� -��। 
  
 
�,���-,��� K�� #�? �-J� �
�-�� -��। �-W �%t�#������ G�U�- G�U�- ���� (.�� -��। 
(.�� ) �%t�#������ ���� $�* .�� K���- ���+�� �y� -�� ����। 
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 ����,��� K��� -��-�� K���- �%t�#���� -��। ��� �Ë���% $� (���- ��D 
K��� N�� ����4�� 4����� .���J। (���- ���D K���- ��� .���J $� K��� #�? ���D ���� 
%��। #������ K�� 
�-�� � -��� .��� -�� .��। 
  
 ��� (���%, K�� $� \�� !�-��� B #���� ���� $# \� $!�- ��%�- #w��� �� .�� 
��� ���� $�U�� $4�� -���� -��' ���� $�U�� $-�!�� $� ��� $��। ���� K� -��� �G�� K�#�। 
#}��s ����� .��� -�� .���J। 
  
 $(�#�Z��� #����R Q�� $\�*R�� $(�Q�� K���- $J�' $�)�� .�। 
 
 


�Q� 
KH�O�. �� 
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\ rAz \ 
 

���- (#�� &[ 
E��- ��X� $/��� 

!��- 8���� 
$%��- ���� 

 
 ��- ����/��� B�� ���Y������ ����4��� �� B��-�� ���-�S3*, ���--�����, ��2�� $�� 
���� -�� ���,{ =�� ����* -�� ,���� 4�� ���। r�� d���� ������ ��- $#��� B��� (��� -�� 
। ���� K#�� ��D B��-�� ��'�\� ���'�� ���#� ��%� #:�� -��। ���Y�����) B #�� ������ 
��/��/ 23 -��। ��=�� $(�Q�� ���� .�� %R�R B��-� ���� -��। ���� $��-��� N�� .�� 
���� ��/��/ -�� \��� $�* #��/�-� $-�' $� B�� ��-�- .��� -��। 
  

B- f���#� ���� ���q -���/ ��C� .�। ���� ����/������ #��! $�������� -��। ���� 
N<#�. ���� ��%�-�� d��� -���J�। 
  

��%�-���� E��� ��/��/ -���J, $��- ��� ����/������ ���। ����� -��। �3-��J��, .�U#-
����� ��� ��� $��।  
  

���i���.���� $���-�� E�� B��-�� !�-�। %�R ����� !�-�� ���। 
  

����/��� E��� B�� ���,{ B��-�� ������ -��, ���* .��� -��; $������ N�� 
����4�� -���J। 
  

���Y����� $� #�? ���#��� ������ �J� ����� $%�� -�� ,� $����� ��#��� -���J�। 
K�� ��%) Ni ��-��� ���R� .���J���। B�� rA/r^ \�� uz/�z %�- ��#��� -���J�। 
��.����� ��y� $,�6 $G���J� B�� ��y��� D/ ���� ��?� -���J�। ��y��� ��E.&�� ���.�,��� 
$,�6 $G���J। 
  

�Z�#���� ����- ���* 
��� %�����J। BD ��� 
������- ����Ì� -��� BD ���# 
#-��� �� �J�। 
 
 


�Q�/- 
���- (#�� &[ 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ ���� ��,�� \ 
 

\ rAr \ 
����� ��R� ��# 

#�N! $#¤�� $��Z, ���� 
 
 ��� ����� K��� #��D ������D K�J। #�w� KD 4��J, \��� $�� .��� N��� $D। ^�� 
d4� ��� rz-^z/�� e% ��- $#� K����� ��'� $���-। K��� �� K-���R�� ��� 2�J। 
��-�#��� ���- K��� 
����- Z��-, ����� \�� ���- K��� #-� �.� ���� ���� ���। K�� #-� 
�.� ���� ��D K� �� /�-�-��#� �J� #� ��� K��� 
����- ��� 4�� ���। ��� rr-^z/�� &��� 
K)��% $����। ��� 2��� K���G ���� $���' u%�- &�� -��, e% ���� ���, A% $�U�4 
���-B-% �4@, ���% ���। K��� 
��� ] �� ���� ��� ��-�#���� &����। 
  
 ����� K�� K��� _ ���#� ��®� ��� ��D��� �� ��D� $.U�/ K��� E���� ��'� ��D। 
)�� $!�- -��-�� $.U�/ �n ��Í� #�� ,���� $��� ����। $�� 
��� .�� $��� K�#, K��� 
$-N $���� $D, ��'�\� $D। 
  
 #|SR+ �#.�� �s#.��, 2�� ,���J B�� ��R� ��� K� -’�� ��U4���। 
 


�Q�/- 
����� ��R� ��# 

c/c/c^ 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rAA \ 
 

-�%� �H�� ����- 
���� #�� 

���� 
  

Au$� ��4+ f��� ��/�� #�� K�� ,�� $��� ���V��� �� $���� ��D $� K��� ��'�� 
4������- ���#� ) ��.��� �\�� $G���J B�� ��%�� ����� ���! ����J। ���� ��%� $,�6 \��� 
�,�� (��� -�� B�� B-% �� $#� B-/� ��/����/- 4�D�% ��D�G� K��� ���-� N�� $4�� 
��� B�� (!� (� K���- -�� $�, ‘$��� ��Y��� .���, � ��.��� .���, $��� K)���� ����� $,�/ 
����, ��% $��-� K)���� ����� $,�/ ���� $�� .��,� ����, ����� ���D K)���� ����� D��-�/Z 
$��� $�. .���। �� ���� K���- ��'�� ��D�� ��� K�# B�� B-/� j��- $����। ] j��-� �,�� 
K�) c/u % $��-�- $���� ��D। ��� ���� ����#��� �.��� �Z,B#,�� ) )������ B-% 
��G#���- $���� ��D। �Z,B#,���, #��� ����� �i B�� -����� N�� �' B-/ ���+� �� $���� 
��D K� )������ ��G#���/� ����� B- ���/� ��U� ,�6� $���� ��D। K������- j��-� N�� 
�#� .� B�� fD ���� fD/� $��������� ���� ��U�'�� !��-। BD #�� B-/� ����/���  B�, �� 
B�# K���- ����� (� -�� $� ��� ��Y��� .��� � ��.��� .���। K�� ��� $� K�� ���-?� -� 
$��.�G% .���। �� B�,��, ��� $���.��� KD�Z���/ -�Z+ .���। ��� N@�� K�� K��� ��G�#� 
KD�Z���/ -�Z+ ���- $���D। �� $# K���- $J�' $�� �-W K� #��D�- ��� ��� ���। K�� J�'� 
����� K�) B-/� -��R K�� ���U�,��� Nf+ ���� ������।  
  

cD %���D $�`����� !�� $!�- -��-% ����� K���- .��� .��-'� ���� ������ B#,�Z, 
) $-��/+ ��� ���। �-W K�� $-��/+ $� ÙJ�� K��D $-�/+ �w .�� ���। �� K���- ���� $%� 
.�%�� ���C�� $�)�� .�। B��� ��� (���% $� BD #�� fD�� K���- �-J� $��� $�� �D। K�� 
�� $%� .�%�� ���� $� ÙJ���� �� $#��� �n K)���� ����� $��, (�G#� B�� ������� 
��G#���- $���� ��D। ����� (����-� ��=�D ��� $��4�� $���� ��D। ����� -���� ���� 
4��-��, ��4'� .�� $��I�D .�� �����J K��� $-N �� ,�*R,��� �#�=। BD #�� K�� $#��� 
B-% (�G#��- $���� ��D ���- ��- ����� $!�- ��� .���J� B�� ����� -������� ���- 
,�*R,��� ����4�� -�� .� ��� G�� ��� ��!� ����� .�� ���। $# ,¯���-�- �� $#��� 
���i���.�� b�D �.#��� ���। BD ,¯���- BD #�� 2�� 2�� $�-4�� ���� 4���J। 
  

K���- ������ $� \�� !�-�� .� $# \�/� �J� ��� $J�/। $# \�� ,��,��� �'�%�� �z % 
!�-�� ����। $#��� _ �� % -�����- ������ !�-�� ���। (���-�- ‘-��’ .�� 2�� !�-�� .�। 
$-��-� '�4'� -��� N��� BD #�� !�-� �। 
  

K�� $%� .�%�� !�-� ��=�� $���� $���� $� (���- �� ������ �� $#��� $%� .�%� 
$!�- ��- -�����- $%�� -�� ��� ��� $��। ����� K� $-� ��� K��� $���� � �� K� �G�� 
K#��� �। 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

 �� $#��� (���- �� �� K������ $!�- $� #� $��-�- ��� K��� ����� (ÎÎ��� ���� 
#��-+/ .�N# ����� ,�*R,��� /�4���� -�� B�� ����� ���� .� ������- $%� .�%��� ���C ���� 
K#��� B�� ��� ���' ‘%��D‘ -�� .�। ����� -�-���, ���� �� -�{�-��/ ��- #�� K��� 
2�� $����। ��� ��-�&���- $%� .�%�� ��� K#���। ����� -��J K��� %��� ������ �� 
$#���� �����*- ��+���� -!�। ���* .�� ����*� N�� $� -� �' ��+� .�� ���� �� K��� 
K�� %�� �J� �। BD #�� K����� ��� B-��� $��� ���- ,�� ) Z��, �� $����D ��� .�� 
$��, ����� -!� $�� �S�� !�-। ���) %�� ����R� %� ��D $��� .�। 
  

K��� $� 4���� $��- ������ B- 3�� !�-���। ������ (¶�� ] 3��� �,���� B- 
$-��� -��� .�, ��� G�� f�+�w 3��� �,�� !�-�D �#}� .�� �'���। 
  

�D %���D K��� K���-
%�� ����-�'� G�� B#, �Z, ) $-�/+ $!�- �zz /�-� 
�#�-N���/� ���� %��� �M�� -�� । BD #�� -��-% $��- $%� .�%�� K�# B�� K��- ��� 
$� $����� %��� .�� �����J। ���� K���- $%� .�%� $!�- $�� -�� 4�� ��D/k�#-B� ��G�# 
��� ���� ����� �%t�#� -�� .� $� K�� -�% ��.����- .��� -���J। K���- ����#��� ‘‘$�,�� 
$�#’’-B� .��� .��-),�� -��। BD $,�� $�#-B� -���Z� ��G#�� �J� -�+� &�%���। 
  

B��� ����� �� (!� K���- -�+� &�%��� (� -�� $�, $��� -���(/ .���, K�� �� 
��� $� K�� B� $-� -�% -�� �D ��� %� K�� -���(/ .�� ����। �� $# K���- (� -�� $� 
���� -� ��.����- $-�/�J� �� ��+�� -���J�। �� ��� ��� $� K��� %��� K�� $-��� $-� 
��.����- ���� �D �� ����� N�� ����4�� -�� �D। �� $# K���- ��� $� �C- .���। $��� 
%�Y�� #�, -�। K�� �� $,�� $�# B� #£���� #�? %����� %Y� #�G -��� !��-। BD #�� 
-�U�4�� K��� KY�� $-�/ fD ,�� .�� ���। �� �� K���- BD,��� -�% -��� .�। (���- �� 
#-�� e/� $!�- r/� ��+q, ����� r/� 3�/ $��� ��� B�� A/� $!�- K��� e/� ��+q \�# -�/�� 
.�। -��R ���� $,�� $�# B� K������ #�? %���� ���x�� -��J ���i�������� ,��। A� �� 
K�� �� \�# -�/�J��� �� B-/� ����� \��#� �,�� ���� ���V� ��� G�� \�# '�J�। ��R 
#�? �� $#��� ��%�� 4�� ��� B�� ��� $� ���i���.� K����। 
  

^� ��� ��� �� \�# -�/�J��� �� $#�� ���� -���~ #�.�� N�� ���V�। $# 
K���- $��� �#��D����- ��� K���- ��� $4���� $� Ù�J ����। ��� $4���� $��� $# K���- 
(!��D $����� ���� B-/� ��� -�U�� K\�� -�� B��  ��� $� $��� ���� �n� ��.���-� ��� -� 
���� K)� �n� ��.����-� K)����- D�� ����। BD #�� K���- $# $-� -!� ���� #����� $�� 
�। $# K���- $����� ���� K\���� �� K\�� -��� !��-। BD #�� $# ��� #.������- ��� 
K���- ���� ��-� $�U�� /��Y�� ����। K���- ��� ���� ���� $���U N�±� ���- I����� $��। BD 
#�� -���~ #�.�� N�� ����� B�# K���- ��� ‘‘���� $����-� ��� -�� $���’’-BD ��� $# 
K���- $��/� $����� ���� K\���� �� K\�� ) �g��� �������� ���� !��-। �-J�QR ����� �� 
K�� �t� .�� ��'। ����� ���� K���- K� $����J �-� K�� %�� �। K��� �� t� �G�� 
K�# �� K�� $���� ��D $� K�� B-/� -���� N�� 2�� K�J, K��� #��� ����� �#.� ���!�। 
BD #�� -�+� &�%��� $#��� K�# B�� K��� BD ��=� $��� $# ,�*R,��� $��� ��� -���~ 
#�.���� N��। #�Y #�Y $# K��� �4�-<#�� ����=� -�� B�� ��� %��� ���� $� A �� �� -�+� 
&�%��� -���~ #�.�� N���- �4/���� $,�� $�#-B ���� -�� $��। �������� $,�� $��# 
B-% ��M���  
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

D��� �J�। $# ��Y��� (�� ,�� ����.�� -����, $# K���- ����� ���, K��� (�� ,�� ���.�� 
-����।& B�� K�� �� $#�� $!�- J�'� $��� K�# �� $# K��� .�� ��� Q�� $4�� $�। 
  

� �� �� -�+� &�%��� K���- ����% -�� $��। BD #�� -�+� &�%��� K���- ��� 
$�� $� ���� $-� #��D ��.������ #£��� ���� �। B�� ��.����� $� $�����- $-� %����� � 
$���� ���। ���� #� #�� ��.�������- B�'�� 4���। 
  

r�$� %���D K�� $,�� $�# $!�- ��i .D। BD #�� K��� ��=� B� ����� �J� $� ��� 
4��� �G��� ������ �। K�� B-/� ��l� -�� $���� ��#�� 4�� ��D। $#��� K��� G������� 
#�Q�< ��D। $���� ��D $� K��� ������� ��=� ��� �����। -��R $-��� � $���) ���� 
-��/���J। K��� fD $J�� �� ��?�� $G�� -�� �� $��%��� -���J ��-D ���� $-� ��� $��� � 
$��� K����� �� 4���J। 
 
 


�Q�/- 
-�%� KH�� ����- 

rr/c/c^ 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rA^ \ 
 

-��� K.�� 
��, �Z, K� 

���� 
 
 Ac$� ��4+ ��=�� ���� K�) \�/। ��-�#��� ����-,��� #��� �.� \���� !��-, 
K����� #�Y ����.��) $�� ,�� �J� �। K�� $���� )��� ���4� � -�� B�� ����+� ��=�� 
%� (a� .D। Au$� ��4+ K���- $/���G�� ���� $.Z $-���/+��� $Z�- K� .� �� %����� 
��C��� .�� ��� ��G�# 4�� K�#। B�# $��� K� .�� ���� ��-�#� #�E ���� �\�� ����J ,��� 
,��� �� ��� K�� ��I�� ������। K��� .������ (#���� ��D�G�) %�� ��� $)�� .���। �� �� 
���s K����� r^c %�- ��� K�# B�� �� %�� ��� $�। K����� $��*�- ���� �� B�� 
$�#����- $��*�- ���� ��� �,��� !�-�� ���। ���% ��'��) #�� ���+� -�� ���। �D B�(� 
��+q K����� #��D�- B��� K/�- ����। ��, ), ��, &��� �- .��� �-J�¡D %��� ������ �, 
f���� $-� ��� (�� $���� �। $�� ��I��� ��� 4��J ��M������ #��!। K��� �y�, �:��� K#{। 
eD B�(� ���'�� -�� ��� ���- $-�!�� ���V ��� �, ��� $����� $%����� ��� K#���। �,��� 
#��D�- ���-�� ���। rr� $#�� K����� �y� -�� ������, ��-�#��� ��.���� !�-��। 
  

cD B�(� $!�- �/e % -�� $�� -�� K��+�� 4������- �\�� �����*-,��� (.�� -��� 
!��-। $%����� �#��D ���C $%���' -�� ���। ��- $#��� ��!�,��� ����� 4������J। 

 
K�� ���#� $��*� ���- ���� D,��,K� B� N��� -��9�� ���� K�� #. #��%�- 

4�%+��/ ���� ��-� #��D�- �%t�#���� -��� !��-। ] ���#D K����� #�.%�- ��� ���� #��D�- 
��! -���� �� N���� ���� ��D�� $�� -�� ��� ���। K��� (r) ���� #������ KH�� ��{�, 
(A) d#�� K.��, (^) -��� K.�� .�������, (_) ���« ���- %��� %����� (�) ���- ��-+ 
���J��� (e) �#��D KH�� ���G K����, (c) �#��D K��� .���� �� $#�� �y� !��-। 

 
$%� ����� ���N� �.���� ���G� ��D��� ������� #� K��� $���� ������ B�� 

���i���.�� #� ��� ���। Z�s K��� ��%� K����� ,����,��� $������� -�� B�� #� ������� 
����। �*�� $���� �� -�� K����� #��! $�������� -�� ������� ����। 
  

$����� �,�� N��' -�� ���� ���� 2D�� $G�� ��/ ���� ���!���J, ��D�G��� ��/ ���� 
$���� $#��� ���/���J, ����� ����� $k�� ���� ��� ���� N��' -�� $G�� ���C  ���C� N�� 
$,�6�J। #�? ���� ��i ,��, �t� .)��� K� ��+q ������ B�� ��!V,��� �������� -����। 
��� ‘�� -� ��.��� $����J#।’ $#�~�� $!�- K��� ��3�� 4�%+ ���� D�������� 23 -�� । 
K��� ��3�� 4�%+ (r) K�� K��R -��� $��J ���Y������ (A) #����q �#��D ���C���J #��D�- 
#��D�- K#�� %� (^) �� #����. $4�� B�� �� >�# -��। (_) �#��D��� Nx�� ���� N�@%�� 
#:�� -���J। B- B-�/ (� -�� K� ����� !��-। ��� ����� -��� #.� -��� � $��� #� 
�-�� 
-�� ����� d��� �����/+ �?�� -��। 4�%+���/ K�� B��p ������ K��� �:��� $��� �J�। 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

K�� �:���� (.� &�� !��- K� ��D��� #� ������� K�� ������� K�� $��� !�-���। 
K�� ��I��� K�� ����� ��� $�� B-�� 
��� .��D .��। 
  
 ����� ���%  $��%� 23 -�� ���������� ��-$���� D�� ��U4���� %�, $#D #�Y 
���i���.�� ��%� -��� -�� $���� -���� $����� -��J। 
  
 rcD �Z�#�� 2���� $��� $�'/�� ���� ��i .�� K��� $%� $�/ $,�Y ���i� ���# $D 
B�� ��%� NO��# $G�/ ��'। 
 


�Q�/- 
-��� K.�� 

r�/e/c^ 
 
 

--------------
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ rA_ \ 
 

���N���� 
.�%� $��.� K�� $��Z 

���� 
 

  
 K�� $J������ ��� E���� ��'� 4�� ��D ����� ��� .��� �� । /�-�-��#�, -��'-$4��' 
�-J� �। !�-�� )�� $!�- Ac$� B�(� K�� �.�� K�# K��� ��#��� -��'-$4��' $��� %�। 
Au$� B�(� ��� $,��� ��#� $!�- K���- ��-�#��� ��� ��� ���। $�s -s $��G������ -��J 
.��%� -��। �%t�#���� -�� B- $�%� K���- ����� $#�����# ��� ���। K���- BG, KD, 
DN-� $�%� $������ )���� -��J $��। 
  
 B-% �#��D�- ����� ���। #�Y #�Y K���- 2D�� $G�� ���C ���� �3 ��/��� 23 
-��। K�� t� .����� $G��। �-J�QR ��� t� �G��� �� ��� ����y�� $/� B� B-% #������ 
�-�-4'-\��* ��!V� ���� 23 -����। K�� �4<-�� -��� !��-। ����� $�D K#�- � $- ���! �-� 
����� !��-। 
  
 ��-��� K���- /��� /��� B-�/ \�� $��� K#���। B� �� $!�- (���. #-�� ��-�� 
$�� -���� B�� ,�*R,��� ������। K���- �%t�#� -���� B#, ��, �Z, �- ����J, ���� �- -��J? 
� ����D ������। #�? ���� ���� �i � I�� ��+q, t� .��� � .)�� ��+q ����� -����। 
  
 K�� $��.�� D�/���%« F��¬� ��G#�� $#�.�� #� ��� %�� BD -!�D ��� ����J�, ��D 
����4���� ���� ��� $��� �J�। K�� ���-� ���� �����J #� ��� ���i�#���� �����J D�����। 
K���- ] -���| �� ��# ���� K/�- ���� B�� (��. ����� -��� !��-। 
  
 K����� $J�¼ B-�/ \�� ��G#��, �������, �����-, ����� , ����� -:*- g��- #��D�- 
B-� ������। #����� $-� ����� ��� �, #w��� K�� �· �-J� ����� ���। ��� $,��� ������ 
(¶�� -���� $�� -��� ���+� #���� $��� .�� ,�*R,��� ����� -����, B-#��! ^/_ %�- 
������ (¶�� -���� �#����, $��� .�� ����� -����। #����� ���� B-��� ������ (¶�� 
-�����। #-��� K����� $�� -���� ������ $�������, $k ������, %Y� ������ ��� �)���� 
�,�i ��=�� -���� ����। (¶�� ���- �,���D -�� $G����। ����� $4��/ #��� ���� \� .�� 
�����J�, ���J ��# ��U% %�� #��� \�� B¡-�/ ��-�� ������ #:�� .���J�। ���I ���I B-���- 
K#���। K��� ,���� -�� �#��) ������ �। #w��� K� ���� #���� ��D�� \�� ���� ������। 
�� ��# ���� K���- $��J� -��� $���। 
  
 A�� $� A� %�- .��, $4�� $�U�� ��� ��� #w������, ��-� !��- ���, B-% k�D,��) 
B-% �#, )। ��� 2��� )��� $j« ���'�� ��� &�� -�� .��� -���J। )� ���� ��- �����-) 
�J��। 
  
 ����� $!�- (��. ��� �����/�� �� rz/rA % -�� ��� $�� K� �G���� �। (���. 
�� $��- B�# K��� \� ,�� $����। 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

 %���D ���#� $��*� ��- .�� 2��� ������- ��'��� -�� ��� ��� ���� �n �S�� ��� 
���� $�����/ ���� ���4�� .��� -����। 
  
 ������ b�/ ������- ��� K��� ������- .��-�� ���/�� $,�Y $G����। ����� 
������ ���,{ ��� $-�/ ��� B�� &�� -�� .��� -����। 
  
 K�� ���#� A/^ ������ K����� rz/rA %�- $#�����#� ��Z� (�D����� B- \�� 
��� ���। B��� ��� K#�� �� 2��� B� K�� ������- .��� -���J ����� $-� ����-� �� 
�.#�� $D। �#��� ���*�- ���� .��� -���J ] #��। B�(�� ������- ����J� B-��� K��D $�U�4 
�J���। 
  
 B��� K#�� �� ��)�� ��)�� B-/� ,���� .���। ����� -� -��� !��-। 
  
 K�� ���#� rA/r^ ����� D/��������� %� ��� $�� B�� �� -!�- $�� ��.��� .��� 
-���J, ��-�#�� ��3�� ��� -���J, �� �������J D������ -!� ������ K����� ���� #D -���� 
$�। �4< -�� 2D�� ���C ���� ���/�� $#�%� .�� ��U�'�� !�-�� ������, B-/� $.��� ���C ���� 
��/����। �� �� ] ,��� ����4�� 4���� �����*-। 
  
 $#~���� $�* �!�� ��p��� ���#� (!�� K��� ��3�� #����- $-�#� 4�%+ ��� B-�/ 
-�� $�� B�� ��� ����D $%����� ���C�� $��। ��-� $!�- K�) �����i $-# K��� ��3�� 
K�#। K��� #��! $Z���/ ����%�Ð/ #��N� .-, D«��p� Ki�� $4`����, S� $��.�£�, Z�s 
K�#����� B�, ��, ��, B#, ��#�� �.�� D����� $��-��� ��3�� ����� )�C। 
  
 ��p��� ��# $!�-D ����%�Ð/ #��N� .- #��.��� $-# )�C। f�/� �.����� .��� �� $-# 
�w .�� ���। 
  
 Au$� �,�� �4�C $���� K�� 4�-�� $!�- ����? .���J। ���i ��D Au$� �,��।  
  
 K�� ���i $��� ��#��� ��#। K��� $���� ��'� #� ���'�� #|SR+ >�# -�� $��। K��� 
������ E�� $!�- E���q�� ������ $������J। 
  
 K�� 2��� d��- ���,{ =� $!�- $������ ��� K��� B�� $#�����#� A/^�/ =�� 
$��� ���,{ #�� DV��#��� ������- $,�� -����। 
 
 


�Q�/- 
��, %��� 
r_/c/c^ 

 
 

-------------- 
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\ rA� \ 
 

g� ��i�� $# 
E��- -�%����, Z�-\�- K��D��� 

!�� ) $%��- ���� 
 
 r�cr #���� r� $� B�(� $��% ������ $��� rr/�� #�� ���� $j%����� 4�-���� -�+�� 
��=�� B-% ��- ����/��� K����� ��G�# K�# B�� K���- Z��-। K�� ��� �-/ N��=� 
.)��� #��! #��! K��� ���J ��D�G� ��� #�Y -�� ����� -��| #��-+/ .�N�% ��� ���। $#��� 
��� K���- $�� �-J� (� �%t�#���� -��� !��-। $��s- (-) -��- $,�/ ����J? (�) -� %  
��.��� $���J? (�) B� B� ��# $-�!��? 
  
 K���- ��� ��)��� �� K��� f.�� ��J� ���� ��� ���� $�U��  $G��। ����� (���� 
-��� !��- K� -��C� $�����, $��.�� �Z ���� ������ #�? %���� (.�� -��� !��-। (.�� -��� 
���I ��/ ���� ���!� �� ���! ����� !��-। Ni (-��� (.�� -��� �� �#�����/ K& ����� K��� 
#�? ���� $4�� ��� ���'�� ���� !��-। B-/� B��- )��- ���!�� ��R�� J/G/ -��� ����� 
K��� ��� 23 -�� ���।BD,��� #w�� u-^z ��+q ����4�� -��� �� �� % ����/��� K���- .�� 
���� ���� ��� 4� ���� $���- ��'� $� Ù�J ���� K�#। BD ��� K���- #��� $��� B-% ���J 
K� f’% fD���� ��D�G� ��� r� G��� $��/ ��� ���। ��� �� $#��� ��� f’.�� ���J ���� 
��C $��'� -�� $�U�� $G��। K� f�� B-#�Y -�� $�U�� d,�� ���� ��J .�� ���! $��� $G�� 
$��। $G�� $�)��� �� K�� ,�#�� ,�#�� (�� Azz/^zz�% ����� �� K��� ����� ���/� ���� 
���। ��� �� K�� ����� ���� ���/ ��D। $#��� Kg� ��� .���� ����/ ���� $G�� B�� $#��� 
K��Q�� %� ���� ��4 #�? ���� Z����� $��� $-��-� �- ��U�4�� (�� ^/_ \�� $#��� 
-�/�D। ����� �� .�� N�C ������ ���� /�N �#�%�� D��� #��.��� #��! �#�%� (�Y�R K��� 
$��� .�। �#�%��� D��� #��.� K���- ��'� ��+q $� Ù�J $�)��� ������ ��!� #�.��� -��। 
����� B� ���� ���� ������ ������ K��� �% ��'� ���� Kg� $D B�� �������� 
��� .��� 
�S�+ ��+q K�� ��'��� $!�- ��D। 
 


�Q�/- 
��i�� $# 
r�/c/c^ 

 
 

--------------
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\ rAe \ 
 

$��� ��R� �! 
Z�- ) !��- Z������� 

$%��- ���� 
 
 %� ���#� $��*� ���- K��� ��!�\�/� .�� ,���� ���V���। ��� �J��� (�� u/rz .�%�� 
$��-, #��D K��� ,���� ���। ��� $!�- #-��� u/�/�� ���- K��� �� $.�- �-J� ��{���{� -��J 
B� #�� ^/_ ��'� ����/�� K�#। #�Y #�Y ��- $#��� &�� 4����� �n $��-�- .��� -��। B�� 
�n $��-�- ��� ��'��� $����। (���- ��'��� r�/Az % -�� $������ ���� $�। )���D 
���-� N�� �����- ����4�� 4����। ��- \�U�/ I�NZ�Y��� K����� ��� ���। $J��&���- B- 
����� -�� &�� -�� #��D�- .��� -�� 2�� K������- ��� ���। )��� ���� �z/ez % $����- 
$����� ���,{ ������, I�NZ�Y��) ��- $��� $�����। ��- -��% �'� ���������� �'� 
$����- $�����।  
  
 ��-�#��� K������- _/� �� ����। )��� ^/_ �/ ���� �J�। B-�/ B-�/ �#�/� -��J 
A/^�/ $��� ��� B�# ������। ��- $#��� $%�� -�� ���� f�/ $��� �-J���D ����� ��-�� .�� 
4�� �। �� ��-�#��� ,�*R,��� d��.- ��' -�� &�� -�� .��� -��। ��-�#��� B-�� 
#�#�� \�� !�-���, ��� �� K#� ��+q K����� N�� ����4�� 4������।  
  
 K�� $� ��U���� �J��� $#��� r�/re�/ $��� �J�। #�/ �J� u/rz�/। ��-�#��� �� �� 
������ N�� d��.- ��' 4������। (�� #�#�� ���,{ =� $!�- ��- $#��� K#��� K� K����� 
K����� N�� ����4�� 4������। ��- $#�� ����� �������� .�� �, $������� K����� #�YD 
!�-�� .��, $%�� -��� &��। K����� N�� B-D #�� �/c�/ -�� ��- $#� ����4�� 4������। 
���,{ ,��� ���� ����� $�` Q��� ��:@ -����। K����� _ ���� ���� r�� ,�� �����J���। 
B-%�� #��! ���%�� -!� ���� ��� �। K��� )��� �.y� $��� $��� �J��� �-W #��D K��� 
��#��� ��� ���4� ��D। K����� ���� �Ñ�N% ����� ��� �। #��D�- $-�� ��'� ����� ������। 
  
 K��� !�-�� K�) (4�� $����- ��� K�। ��-�#��� �� K����� ��%�-����� .��� 
���� $��। (���- ��%�-�� B- B-%�- ��� ���। K���- B- ��%�-�� ��� ��'��� ��� ���। 
  
 ^/_ �� ��%�-���/ K��� N�� ����4�� 4����। ��%�-���/� $�` ) �� ��*� -��� &�� 
-��� $����। B��� )�� $!�- ��%�-���� �� B�� $�`��� #.����� ������ ,���� 4�� ��D। 
$#��� $��� ��-�� -���| !�-���। $�� 
��� .�� $��� �G�� K#���। K�� �� c/u ���#� 
���s#�� �J���। 
  
 K�� ��� ��+��# $-�� K��� -�� #��%-���R �[��� ������। )��D K��� �4�-<#� 
B�� -��%� ���=� -��। 
 


�Q�/- 
$��� ��R� �! 

A�/c/c^ 
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����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ re^ \ 
     

K���� $.��# $4`���� 
�Z, B#, ��, ��· B��-� 

�������� 
$%��- ���� 

 
 $J��������� ����@�� %� K�� #��-� ����� 23 -�� B�� ����� -��� ����D K�� 
Ar$� $� #-�� �/�� $�%� ������ -��� ��' ��D। K� #�Y #�YD ��-�#�� ��.������ K���- 
����� -������� ���C�� $��। 
  

����� -������� BG-KD-DN (�GÒ D�/���%« DN�/)-B� B-�/ \�� K���- K/- 
���� .�। $#D \�� K�� J�'� K�) �z/ez % �y�। BD BG-KD-DN B-/� ��,�-��� =�। #��D 
\��� $��I�� %���� ����� ��!�� ���� 2�� !�-���। A_ \��� ���� ��� B-��� #w��� K����� 
$��� �����। �4� ,��, Z��, (�� �����। )�D ���� K��� � ���¯�. $\�*R� -��J�, rA �� 2�� 
��� $����J���। #����� $#�� $!�- ���- DV� $�� -�� ��� $��� K� B- \�� BG, KD, DN 
B� ��G#���� D�������� -���� B�� �����*- ����4�� 4������। #w�� K//�� B-% %����� 
�� #������ B�# B-/� ��� $!�- �� Z�-���। BD ���-B ^z $!�- ^� %�� �� !�-���। ����� 
�� Z�-��� ���� ��D ��� ��U'����, ����� ����� %���-��' �J�� $4�� K� $�J ���- .�� $�U�� 
��'� -�� ��� $��� $G����। (���-�� �� �� $��-��� K� .���। ��� -�� $��� $G�� 
.���। B-���� -!� K�� $-��� ,�����। B/� $J��। ���i���.�� B-%। ���- �� ����/��� 
��G#�� D����� $�/��� ����� ����J� �� $# ����J�-‘‘K�� ��Y���’’। ������ ��#+ ��'। 
������- ����i -���D K% K��� BD ��=�। -��%D �-J���D K�� D����� �������। ���- 
$�,��� ���� .���J� $# -!� K�� ����� ������ �। ����� BG, KD, DN $!�- BGG, KD, �/ 
(�GÒ D�������� �/�) B� K9��� B� ��, DN�/-B K���- K/- ���� .�। BD BG, KD , �/ 
DN��/ K���- �% .��� ���� ���� .� $� K�� �������� ����# %�/��� ) ���#� %�/����� 
czzz .�%�� ��.��� .��� -���J। (!�� A �� ����� 4�D�। �� K���- �� NU4� K� ��!� �4� -�� 
I����� $���� ���=� -�� .�। ��� �� ���/ #�� �����J�। ����� $���� $��� K�J ‘ ����- 
$4���’ $#��� I����� ������ ���=� K�J। .C�< ] \��� ���- %� �'��D $��� K�) ��% 
$#��� I���J। ����� �- ��� ���� ���� I��J�। $#D #�� B- ��G#�� B�# ����� ‘‘$���� D-
$��-�-� .�� $����। ���� ��� $D ���� ���.��� .��� B��D#� $.���’’।$#D ��.S��+ K�� �C- 
-���� )�� �� ����J ��D ���� $����। B�) �� K�J K�� ‘��J��O�.’ ��� ��!�� ���� �����। 
B-% ��.��� ����%�Ð�/� #��� K���- 
�-�� -���� $)�� .�। ���+�� ’� $-��/+ K��� ��3�� 
B-/ $-# ����� -�� .�। ��D K�� ��I�� ��� $- K���- %���� $��� �J�। K��� $�/��� 
��' B-% ����/��� ��G#�� K���- ��Y -�� ���- ‘‘��� �n� KV� $�/��� ���� $����-� %��� 
$J�' $���।’’  K�� #�� .�%�� ��.��� ���� 
�-�� -���J ���D ����(�Q�� BD N�i, K��� BD 
$�/��� �Z�,� $.Z $-��/+��� ��C��� .� B�� $#�� $!�- B-% $�s -�+� K���- $���� K�# 
) �� ���� (� -��। ��� ���D �Z+�� ��#��� K���- r�� $#�~�� ����# %�/���� ��� B�# 
(�� K'�D .�%�� ��.��� ���-g��-��� #��� ����� N<#�. $���� %� ��U' -���� .�। $�%� 
������ (BG, KD, DN) $�%� #�.�� (BG,KD, �/), $�%� K���� 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

$.��# (�Z�,� $.Z�-���/+�� ����� -������) �� K��� ����। ��.����� K���- $��� ��4�� 
����� .��� $���� %� 4�<-�� -��� !��-, .C�< ����� ���� $!�- B- ���'� ��.��� k�D,�� ,�' 
$C�� ����/��� ��G#����� #��� B�# ���� !��- $�, $# (!�� K���- �4�� �����। -��R 
K��� ��!� ��'� �J� B�� ���� ��U�' �J�। ��� ����� #�� ����J�, ‘‘B�- ��� $����� ����� ��� 
KO� ����? -��� �।’’ ��D $���.� K���- K��� -������� �G���� ��� �����J�। 
 
 $-# 23 $.��। $-�/+ ��# ����� �.��। K����� ��� $��� #������ %� $#�~���� $��*� 
���- K���- ����� $#¤�� $%�� �y� -�� ����। BD $%����� B�# K��� ��, KD, �/ (����� 
D�,����� �/�)-B� ��+� -��� �'�� .�। $%���� $!�- $��-��� ��� $��� -������� 
����� -���| ,�*R ����4�� -�� �� ���� �!� $�� -��� $4�� -��। B��,��� $%����� �� 
-�/�� !��-। ��D��� %���� #�Y K����� $-� $�������� �J� �, ��� �� ���� K#��� ����� 
���� �-J� �-J� 2�� $����। (�� #�� ��# �y� ��=�� �J���, ��D (��Q,��� K�� $���� -�% 
-��� �����। �-W �� (��R -��� -���J ������ 
�����, K�� ����# -���� $� B� ����4���� 
�� .��D। .���� K�� $���� ����� � �-W ������ 
������ �� #S�+ B-�� NC��D। ��D �� 
eD �Z�#�� -������ G� -�� B�� cD �Z�#�� ���i���.� K����� $%� $�/ ���� ���� K��� 
$����� ��'। $%� $!�- $����� ���/�� (!� ���Q��� K��D K��� $4�� $��� f’$G�/� �ª 
I���J�।। 
 


�Q�/- 
K���� $.��# $4`���� 

rr/c/c^ 
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\ re_ \ 
   

��.��� $��� (������) 
E��-d����� 

Z�-\� ) !��- �����.�/ 
$%��- ���� 

  
 A_$� B�(� ��-�#��� -�'��'� .�� �����.�/ K�#। B�#D -�'���'� B��-���D rzz 
N��� $��-�- .��� -��। ���� ��%�� $����¼ D����� B��-� K& ���� ���'�� $�)�� 23 -�� 
B�� ��� $�� ��/ -��� %�, ��#����� ���-��� \���'� #� ��/ -�� 23 -��। 
  
 $� ���# B��� ���q -���/ $#D #�Y ��%�-�� ���.� �C .� ����+�-��� �%� K�� G�-� 
���q -���/� $4������ ���i .। #�E �����.�/ B��-��� ��-�#�� 4�D�� ��%�-����D ����4�� 
4������J $���। 
  
 g��R ���#� $��*� ���- �����.�/ �.� B��-��� �� �.y� �J� �-J� .��� ���� #��D�- 
��#��� ���+ ��Q�� -��। B��� E���� ���- .�� ��'�� E���- E�� ��� #��D�- ��#��� -��� 
!��-। 
  
 K�� K��� 
���,$J������, ����, ��, -�-�, -�-��� ����� $J������ #��D D#��� ���� 
��Q� �D। �-W ��%�-���� B� ���) ����4�� -��� J��'�। B���) �#��� $��-�- .��� -���J। 
  
 AA$� K�� ��� ��/�� ���- �z/ez % ��%�-�� K����� ��'� �\�� $G��। (!�� ���� 
���i���.� ��� ���4� ���� !�-�� 4�� ����� ��। ��- ���-��� -��। (!�� K��� ,�D 
(��� &. $���D �4��J� ���� ��%�-��। ��D $# J�� ���� ��J $��� ��J� ����� $4�� -���J। 
N�� $!�- ��4 ����D ��%�-���� ��� $G��। )�- �-J� �S� ��� ���� $�����/ ���� ��� $-�/ 
.��� -��। ����� ���� -�-� B�� ����� ��'�� ��%�- �-J� �S� ��� ���� �#��% ����� B�� ��� 
�� &�� -�� ��!� #� N�'�� $��। #-������ K��� $##� ��� N��� -��। .��� -�� ��'�\� ��/ 
-�� #� ��� 4�� ���। K��� ���� $�U�4 �J��� �����.�/ �.�� 4�� K�#। ��'��� $-�� B-% 
-:*�R B�� K��� cz �J��� �:�� �������- $��� K�#। 
  
 -��@+- ���#� rA/r^ ����� .��। ��%�-���� K��� ��� K����� E���। �'�/�� ��� )��� 
$!�- ���i���.� $����&�� -����। ��D �%� K�� �Z+�� $�� #�? B��-� \���'� $,�6 >�# -�� 
��J���� ������ -�� $G��� %�। ]�� K����� ��'��� $���- B�� �������- $��-�U!� ���� 
%�'�� $-����# $�� $��� ���� ���'�� .��� -��। K& ���� ������ K��� -�-�� �� ��� ��� 
��� �4<-�� -���J��। $�* ��+q #�? B��-� ���'�� >�# -��। $,��� $��#�- :��#,��� .��� 
-��। ���� ��Ñ, E��� $������ ��%�-���� ��� ��� K�#। ��%�-���� #������ �����- ����4�� 
4����� ���� $��� &�� -�� .��� -�� ��?�� $G�� ����। ����� #�.��- ��%�-���� &�� -�� .��� 
-��। ��� ����/ ���� N��� �%� K�� �#�, 4������- ��%�-�� �\�� !�-���। )��� B-�/ \�� 
$��-��� %��D -����। (���-�� rz�/ $��- $����' -���D .���। K�� B-�� B- $���-� 
#������ -��� ���� $����� \��� �,�� 4�� 4�� �i ��'�J। ���� ��C )����� $�� .�N�# B-�/ 
-�Q �#��� $��-�- %��D -���J। ����� E��� B- ��'� $!�- #��D ��� B� .��� -��। Z�- 
������ \��/ (���. �#��� $��-�- %��D -���J $�����/ ����। 
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 B- �:� ����� ���� �#��� $��-�- $-�/�J। $# ��C $#�%� .�� ��U'��� ������ �। $��- 
��� ����� ‘���� �4� .) �� D�� -�/�� K��� -� .�। ��'���' ��# ��' $������� -�)  -� 
.��, K���) -� -� .��।’ 
  
 D#.�- ����� ��'��� ��- $��� Kg� ����J�। �� #��) $-N $�.�D ����। #�? 
B��-��� #���#� ��%� -���� -���J���। 
  
 E�� E���q� $!�- ����-,��� �.y� $��� ��� ��-�#���� .��� ���� ����� ��%�-����। 
BJ�'� ��%�-���� E��� E��� ���- ���-��� $���� N�� �����- ����4�� 4������J। 
  
 �����.�/ !��� ��%+���� E�� B�� #���E��� �n $��� ������� .�� ��.��� -���J 
��*��� $-N �� ���� ��' ����। 
  
 ��%�-��, K�-��� B��� ���* 4��,��� \:R� -����। K��� �� .� #�? ��������� 
��%�-���� B� ,��� #��# K� :��# ����4�� $-�!�) 4�����। ��� \��/ ��' ��U�� ��=�� B- 
���# _/� �/ $��-�- ��� -�/� ��=�� $����J। ��� #|SR+ -�/��� � �· $-�/ $J�' �����, J/G/ 
-�� $�* .�� $��। .��' ������ (�����.�/ !��)  ��Å� ��.���- ��� $�`��� -�J $!�- $%�� -�� 
$-�' ��� K�) ��U4%�- ��� )� ��� #��� &�� -�� .��� -��। ����4�� 4���� #��� E���। 
��,B, ��� B- $����- ��� ����4�� 4����� J��� ���� .��� -��। ���� ���C� B- \�� )�� ����� 
���* $-�/�J। 
 


�Q� 
��.��� $��� (������) 

^/u/c^ 
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\ re� \ 
 

$��s �.�f� D#��� B��Z�,��-/ 
!��- $-��������, ����� 

 
 B�(��� Ac ������ ��#�� $��U% $��� %� �.�� 4�� K�#। �-W ����� ������� $#�� 
��#��� ���� -�/���� %� $!�- ��D। �-W $#D �� ���� f’/�� #�� ��-�#��� K����� ��#�#. 
K�) ��-&��� ��#� $\��) -�� B�� K����� ��#�� �,��� $��� ��%�� ��°� ����� !��-। 
K��� K´� ��%� ���� $�। #�Y #�Y K��� K´��- ��� $G�� B�� ��U� $4�� $�U�� $G��। ����� 
��G ���� B-% K��� �-/ 4�� K�# B�� K���- ��� $G�� B�� K���) $4�� .�� $���U $G��। 
����� K���- B�� K´��- ��#�� ��D�� ��� ���। K�� ���-��� -�� ���� !��- K��� 
��#���, K��� ��.��%�। ����� ���� K���- ��� �w -��� ��� K�� K� $-� -!� � ��� 4�� 
-�� !��-। K´� ��� �'�� #��! #��! $%��� $%��� -����� �'�� !��-। �´�� -����� �'�� %� 
��U�- $%��� $%��� �y��-� ��U/ ���� ����� !��-। �´�� ��# (�� uz/u� �J�। ����� ��� ���� 
���� -����� �'�� !��-। #�Y #�Y K���-) ��D�G��� ��U/ ���� ����� !��- B�� ���� !��- 
-����� ��� -�। ������ ] ��=� $��� K£� -�{�-�/ -��� !��-। �£�� -�{�-��/ -�� $��� 
B-% ����/��� ��#�� ���� 4�� ��� B�� K£��-) �y�- ���� ���' ���� ��� .���� ��6 ����� 
$4�� -��� �� B-% ����/��� ���� ��U�- ���� $�� B�� $#�� .�� ���- ��#�� ��D�� ��� 
K�#। K��� .�� B�� K´�� .�� B-� -�� $�U�� $G��। ����� K������- $4�� ��U�� ��=�� 
rz/rA �% .�U�/�� ��� B�# B- %����� �#�� ���। K��� ��# ��'। B� ���I K�� ��� 4�D�� 
K��� B�# ���� K�} -��। ����� K��� $#��� ��# !��-। ��� _/� ���/ �� K�) u/rz % 
$��-�- ��� ����� ����� K����� �-/ ��� B�# ����। ����� ���� #��D B-��� .��� �� 
����� ���� $!�- B-% ����/��� ��� )�C B $�� �� � B�- ��� �- .��। K����� ���� B-% 
$J�/ $J�� �J� ���- B�� K��� �´��- ���� $J�' $��।��� (�� K�� \�� �� K��� ���'� �H 
��D। B-/� ���' B�# K����� #£��� !��� B�� ����/����� ��%��D ������ -�� K������- 
���'�� NC��।����� ���' $J�' $�� �-J� �S� ���� ���' $!�� ��'। K������- ��'� .�� ��°� ���� 
����� $G��। ����� B-/� \��� ��%�� �-/ ��� ���� K����� #��� $4�� ���� $�� B�� \��� 
���� K������- ���-�� $��। \��� ���� K��� ���- #��D #��D�- B- %� $��� ����। ��� 
����D $,���� K���� �H K��� -�� $,�# K#�� ������। K��� %���� ���� ���-�� $���� 
��D (�� Az/A� % $��-�- ����� ����� ������� ��� ���V K��� ����� ����� ������ .�� 
��� K�#। ����� K������- ������ -��� %� ��D�� ��� ���। ������ -�� .�� #��D �%� 
-�� $��� �� K��� Ni %����� ��� B�# $��� $��। K��� #��D ���% ��' ��# K�J B� 
#�� ����� \� .�� ����*� �4<-�� 2�� ��D। ���� K��� ���R� -���� )��� ��� K�} -�� 
�����J। B� ���� B-% ����/��� K����� 3�� 4�� K�# B�� (����-�  ���� �C-�� ) (����-� 
$��� B-/� -���% ���� ��� ���। #w��� �� K����� %� ����� ��� K�#। K��� ����� �� 
#��D�- \����� ���। K��� $-� ��� ���� -�/����। ����� �� K����� ���� ���N�� ��- 
B-% $��-�- \� .�� $�� -�� ��� ���। ��� #��! �- $� ������ -��� �� K��� K����� 
3�� ���- ��� B�# $��� ��� B�� K����� #��D�- %����  ��� $����� $-� $��- ���N�� 
#��.��� #��! -!� ���� �। ��� $-� $��-�- 
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��� #��! -!� ���� $��� ���- K��� &�� -�� ������। ����� �� ��%� ��- B-% $��-�- 
��� ���। �-J� #�� �� K��� ���- ��� B�# $��� ���। ��� ���� �� K����� 3�� B�# 
�%t�#� -�� G-� $-� .��? $���� $-� .��? ����� K��� f% N�C ��U'����। ����� K������- 
$�� -�� ��� ���। B-/� ���C� ���� ��� ���� K������- 2�� ���� K��� f% ���C� ���� 
2�� ��'। ����� K���- B� $%��� B-/� $���� ���C ���� ���C K\�� -�� $� K�� #.� -��� 
� $��� J�/�J��/ -��� !��-। K��� K���- $Z�- ��� 2�� ���, K�� ���/�� 2�� ��'। ����� 
K���- -�-&�� (� �%t�#� -��। 
$��s- 

(1) $����� ��D�G� $-�!��। 
(2) ���� ��D�G� ���J �-�।< 
(3) $����� E��� $� r�/re % $��- ��D�G� ����J� ����� �� ����। ����� $�� $- 

�J�। 
(4) $������� E���� -��� D,��, K���� $��� �����J। 
(5) ���� J����� �-�� K)���� ��� -��� �-�। 
(6) ������ ���%��� ���/�-B ���� �J�� �- �। 
(7) ���/�-B $# �- ����J�। 
(8) ���J�� �- �- ��� .�। 
(9) %� ������ ��� �-।  
(rz) $����� ,�D $-�!��। 

 (rr) ���� �- -�।  
(rA) $������� E��� $� $�%� $�� ���- $����� $- $��� $%����� �। 

 (r^) ,���� $- �����J। 
 

 #������ $�%� ��.�% K���- #�&�� (� �%t�#� -��। K�� ����� �3 !�-�� � $��� 
�-J� �-J� (��� N@� 
�-�� -�� K� $� &��� $��� %3�� $#&��� 
�-�� -�� �। ����� ���&��� 
��4 �R+� -�� .���। 

 
(1) (!�� ���/�� N��' -�� 2D�� ���। ����� $���� ���C ���� \��' B�� ����� ������ 

����� !��-। ���C ���� ���� $�* .�� K��� ��/ ���� ���C� N�� N�C �4��� �� 
��'����। 
 

(A)�h��� �% -���� .��� 4�� ��� I�U�-�� I�U�-�� C�� -�� \��' B-/� 4' -���� ���� 
$J�' ���। 
 
(^) �� N��� ���� ��!� ��4 ���� B-/� \��� ���� ���� #�Y �/�-�� ������। 
 
(_) �?�� ���� ���� ���� �?�� ��� $�U�� ���/�� $��� $G����। 
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(�) (���- ��'�� ��'�� ���C ���� B�� �y��-� ��/ ���� ������। 
 
(e) K/ ��% -�� ��'��� ���� ��� �������/ 4�%+ -�� $��� $��� K#���। 
 
(c) (���- .���� (�� KY��� #SU4 ���-�� ���। 
 
(u) �� Z�N -�� ������। 
 
(�) (�� A_ \��� B-��� ����� ���। K� ������ (g�� -���� ��� ����� #�� ������ K� ��� 

K#�� #�� ������। K������- B-��# ��� �� ����� �� K����� rc %�� B-/� ���- 
#������ $�%� ��.�% #��D�- $Z�- ��D -�� ����� B-/� ���'�� K������- NC�� ���। 
K��� ���'�� N�C ��'। ����� K����� ��'��  �-/ ���' !����� K������- ����� $��। 
K���- ��� Ac$� B�(� K� $J�' $�� %��� rz ������। 

 
 
         #�Q�/- 
             $��s ���.f� D#��� B��Z�,��-/ 
         rc/^/c^ 
 
 
 

------------ 
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\ ree \ 
 

g� ����! 4�¼������� 
������, ����� 

 
 K��� ��+�� ��# �u �J�। r�cr #���� _C� B�(�� #-�� u-^z ����/ ,��� ) 
�!�-�!� ���-?��� ��� $��Z)� ������ 2�J B� #�� f’% ��.��� ) ��% ��M��� K��� 
��#�� 4�� K�#। ��.��� f% K��� ��'� (������। ���� K#�� #��! #��! K�� $��Z) �w -�� 
$�D। ���� $#�%�#��% K��� �-/ 4�� K�# B�� K���- �%t�#� -�� $����� /�-� ��#� $-�!�� 
$���J? K�� %��� $�D K��� $-� ��V� /�-� ��#� �D। K�� K��� ��� ��J� 4�U4�� ��% $��/�  
����%�� �J���। ���� $#D %� �� -���� K��� �-/ (4�� /�-� ��)�� ����। ����� ����� ���� 
$!�- B-% ����/��� K��� ����� \� .�� K��� 4�-� -����� ��#�- K��� �-/ ��� K�#। 
����� K���- B�� ���- ,� $���� /�-� $-�!�� $���J? ��� � ��� ��) �� � .�� $������� 
f’%�-D &�� -�� ���� .��। K��� %��� ����� /�-� K��� $-�!�� �����। �� K����� f’%�- 
�������� ��U' -���। ����� B-% ����/��� -������- �Q� -�� &�� -��। #�Y #�Y ��� ��- 
$,� -�� &�� $����� ���। ��� ��Q�RD $# ���� ���। ��� �� K���- �Q� -�� �h��� &�� $J��', 
&���/ K��� B- .��� ����। &�� $��� K��� ��� .��/� (�� ���� .�� ���V{ .�� ��'। ����� 
K��� K��-/� &�� K���- -��। �-W KO�.� ���* -3R�� &���/ K��� Z� .���� B- ���� 
����। #��! #��! K���- ��� $G�� $��� 4�� ���। ��'� .�� $�� .�� ����� #�� K��� ��#� 
��/��/ -�� ��#�� #�? �-J� ��� ���। ���� Ni �%�*��&��� ����/������ #�Y $� f’% ��.��� 
B�#�J� ����D ��/��/ -�� ��� ���। K�� \��� $��I�� ��' !��-। ����/��� ] ��D K��� ��'�� 
���� ���� rr %�- &�� -�� ���� ��� ���� K�� 2�� $�U�4 K�J। ����� &�� -�� ���� .� ���� 
.� K��� ��'�� N@�� K��� ����� �w� ��#�(�[ $Z���/ ����%�Ð/ �.�� NO�. �9� B�� ��� fD 
���Q� ��� $��J���-  ) �%{�. B�� ��� ��'��� ��% ,�'��/��, B-% (�G#� ) f% ���Q� 
,¯���-। K��� ��'�� N@�� Z�i�� ��J� N�� �� B�� ��� �� ) ��� ��'��� N��=� K�) 
��% $��-। K��� ��'�� �S��+ #�� 4�R ��� D����� rA %�- &�� -�� ��� ���� rr % ���� 
���। ��� ���� K�� �Y� B�� �w ��=�� $�U�4 K�J। ���� 4�� ����� �� K�� K���� ��=�� ��' 
!��-। $#D�� $��� ��/�� #�� f’% ��.��� B�# K��� \� .�� -������� ��� ��� ��� ���। 
����� c �� ��+q 2�� K�� ����� ,�*R m� ��� � $��� $��I�� ��' !��-। c �� �� $\���� 
���N�� #��.��� ��'� .�� �.� K�� ��- B-% $��- K��� %� f� ) 3�/ ��� K�#। 
����� .�� ��� $#�� 2ª*�� K�� #�= .�� N�C। K��� .��� $��-� ��' �����J�। ����� K�� #�= 
.�� N�C। ��+��� K�� �w B�� K��� ��� .�� �Y� .�� $��J। K�� B�) $����� ���* -:��� 
$�U�4 K�J K� �-। 
 
 
        �/� #�./- 
       g� ��� �! 4�¼������� 
        r�-^-c^ 
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\ ��� \ 
 

���  !,  �, #$�� #�� �� 
%��- '(����)��� 

����� 
 
  �*�� ��(���$� ����� ��������� ��� (�� ')। #��� �����) ��, -���। '!�� '%�( 
.���� ����� �% � '��) ����) �$�� �/�� #�!। 0���, ���!� !��� ������ ��(1!2�� #��� 
��3�� ��� '%�( ��� ��) ��)। *%�� !��(45 $�6�! ��) �7�) �8�7��)���� !��� $��0� (��। 
�8�7��)�� #���( �09�!���� (�� #���( (2�:���: ��) ��)। '�0� #��)���� !��� $��0� 
(����� 02 ��!�) ����। '!��� !������ '�0� #��� '$��!  ��  (�5 $������� �;� �� ,(��� 
��$  �� #�< ���( �;�। $=�> (�� �2 �!��,  �! #���( ����� ?@ (�� �� !��, ��� 
#�A (��। #�� 9� $����) '/��। 9� �/��� #�� '��� '�0� #��)�� '$��! !���। '�0� 
#���( �09�!� (�� ���� '(� ��01��( ��� #;? #�� 6C� ��, 2��� #�;। �����  (�5 ';�D 
(������ ��) ��), ���� '(� �����  ��( ���< '�)�। *E�� (��� F�,��< ����� (���; 
����� �� !������ ,(��� ��$ #���( ���, '��$�� '�0� ������ #��)���� '��)�(  ( !�) 
�F�(>!� (�� ��G�F�)�; '!�$�� #��( ��( '��� '/�� $�� �। <�( #�� ���� 02 ������ (�� 
�(H ��� '�)�। !I2����� #6J K, ���  ��  (���= �F� .�� '�)। 0���, ���!� LM ������ 
#��� '�0� !��$��� !��� ��) ��)। '!��� #��( �09�!� (�� �� ��N��� O!2�� #����� 
!��% ��� (�� �� <�� �( '��? #�� 6C� '�, ‘';���’, ��� !��, ���� ������� ?@ (��। K�, 
���, .�� ���=�)�; �(� �09�!� (��। #�� $2�G ����;��� (��R �� #�� '����� ��(1!2�� !� 
���, !�-$ (���;। 0���, ���!� S� ����� ��4T �!��,�� K���� ����� �)��� (����। ��GF ���5 
!�) ��� ��� ���2 *E��, ��)���, $����� '��<)� !� (��� $���, '��� $�� '�� ������। !����� 
����� ��� �, !I2����� �(;� �F� .��  �� #6J K, ��� ���। ��� F�,�� ����� '����� #����� 
��� �I (���;��। ��� #7� #��� '�0� #���(  ( �2��(5 ��U�5 '�)। '(�54 '%�( ����) ��) 
 �! !������ '�0� #��� '$��! #���( .�VR.��� ����� ?@ (��। #�� 9� $����) '/��। 
#��� #� F���� W��� �;� �। �� '%�( �(;� �(;� ����� ���। �!��,�� ����� (���� 
�)���.���। ��/0 'FX����, Y�,��� ��2W '��)��Z� '$��!, ��� ��$����� �$��  �� #�00�� 
$(,  , ��,  �, ��@� #��  �� !��, #��� !��% �;���। ���� #7� ��! *�) #�� �9� 
%�(���। #7� ���! #��� '��) ���T (����5� 'F)���2� !��$��� (��; ������ (�� #��� ���3� 
02 �(H '(� (�0 $)�  �� ������� $�)�;। 6�� '%�( �( ��4�� #�! 0��� ����� #���( 
���3 '�)। �� ���3 '�) �� #��� 9� �;� �। ���� !��Y #55�� !�) *�2$ �[� '��(��� ���� 
(���� (��Y ���) '�G�� ��,�� ��) '��। ?��� ���N����� ;��� ���) 0��$ (���;। ��� ��)  �! 
���5�) $�2� (���;। 6��� �� \����) ��%� �F� (�� ����� ����� '��� '/����। ]$2^���� �.�� 
'��)��5 _��(�) ��� ������� � '�<)�� 02 ��/ _��(�) ���। ��7�;�Y� $�,U���� ������( 
��W(�( ��� ��) �7�) ��� � '�<)�� 02 ��2�F�� ?@ (��। ��;��� 6�� ?,�)  (�5 '(� 
�` ���) F�� ��� ����� ,��(�a( �( ���. 6��� \����) ����� (����। 
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'��)��� �V4R (�� '(� '(� 'W�� ��c� ';���( ��!�) ��c��5�( '��)��5 ���) $�2� (�� �(H 
'��)�5�( '��� '�)। '0�� (�� ���(d��� ��W .���� #�; ��� '0�� (�� 0���e� '�(�4 (���� 
'5� '�(��4। ]�� (��, ;��Y ���) $�� �� '(�5, 6�� '%�( '/�� ���) $�2� (���;। ���� f/�M 
$�0�� '��( ���� ��)  ���। (�4� ���!  �� '�0� '����)> #�� '��)��� 6�� �(%2 ��2�F�� 
(���;। $�0�� $�0�� '��) ��V4�� $�)�;। 
����( ����� (�� '0�� (�� '��)��5 '����) h��( ���� 
��)�; ��(�!���।  (, '��)� 6�� i/� 0 #��4 �V4R (���;। 
 
 
 

!�W�/- 
���  !,  �, #$�� #�� �� 

j/S/�S 
 
 
 

--------------- 
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����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ ��f \ 
 

O!)� #�� ,��� 
 !, ��, <,  �, ,,  !, (#��4) 

����� (2�:��:,����� 
 
 LM'� '� ��� �Y�� �� #���( �/m ,�:���0�J� (��; ��4R (�� $)। '!��� $������� 
'�0� ��!�� *%� ���= ���) '��� *$�� ?@ (��। ��� ������ !�d 0��� (��Y ���� �F> (�� '/�� 
���)� ����� ���= ���) '��� *$�� ?@ (��। !����� �.�3 ��n���,  , *$�� F��।  ��� 
#���(  /, #,,  � �(�5  (5 '!��� ���2 ���� ������। �� #�� �9� $�) ��Y। '!��� 
�� *�) So 0 �e� ��n�) �;��। LM5� %�����  , �o 0 �e��( '��� $���। ���p�� � 
(��, 63 %����� '��� $���। 
  

!�����  (��� ���2 �����। ����0� !�) �0� (��� 02 L ���5 (�� !�) �����। ��� 
'��� !�) ��7��� �� $�� ��� 6�� �����5 ?@ $�) '��। ���\ ���\ �e���� ���) 7��Y� F�(� 
���p�� (�����। 
  

����2� �@ *�) �e���� '��5� �!�� $)। ��� /�� ���� *�) q��� ���2 ��)��� (�� 
'/����। �� �����  *$�� (�� $��� '���.���। 
  

 (�� F�� ��GF0 ���(��� ��� ��) #�! ����� ��  �.��� ��G�� �;��� '� ��Y� $�) 
���� F��� ������ �। ����� ��Y���� ���� $�G5� < $�� ���) '$G�5 '��� $���। ��;� ��( '!��� 
���= ���) ����� ����� ��) '����। �� $��� '� 7@� ��� ���Y�) ��) ���r। 
  

�e���� $�2� (��� !�) '�0� <�� ������ ��0 #!���  �� ����� $�2� (�� $�� ����� 
���� ��� (�� ��) '����। ��� ����� $�2� (�� $���। 
  

(�)(0 ���3���$�� ';����� 6�� ���( �� '�G�� ����� ���= ���) *$�� (����। 
  

 (�� !��� *([���  (0 '��(�( ��� ��) #�!। ���( ]sF� !�e$ (����। �� ��� 
$�� �t� $�� '�X�Y  �! 63 !��� *([��� '���(� ���( ��5 !��� ���% ������ #� ����� ���� 
.����) ���$�� ]sF�। ���5� #q��� ��Y '7�� ��� ���) ��,�/��� ��G5 ���) #q�� (����। ��� 
���( ���� #��� ���( ��G5 ���) #q�� (����। 
  

 ,.��� *�) #Y�, ��! ��� ��2�F�� (��। *�) �M 0�(  , q� $�� ��) �7�) $�2� 
(��। 
  

S�'� 0���, �o 0�( �e����� $�� (2�:���:� *�,���� U��� ��) ��)। '!��� S�� 
'!�uv� ��4T  , U��� �e� (�� ����। 
  

(�)(0 ���3�/X0�( ��� ��)  �!  (�� '��� *$�� (��। *��2(�� ���3�/X0 ��� 
(�)(0 ���(�( ���� '���) ��,�� '�� (�� ���= ���) ���5�) !I2�� ���( q�� ��) #!���।  , 
.��� ����� !��� ���� /��� < ��� ��F �7�) '��(� $�) �7�)�;���। ����� �09�!� (���� .����� 
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'(�%�) '(�%�) 'a�� F��;। ����  � ��2�F���� ����< '7�� �%2 *(�� (���� �।  ( ��! ��� 
�����  (�� ���� ��) ��)। ��� �����  #� '(� �� '��� ��)�। !I2�� ���( �� �e���� 
]��� �� F��F ���) *��2�(� ���(  (5� (�� .�VR '0��� #q�� (����। �� $��� '� ���(� 
$�Y '� ���\ '.�N '7�।  ,��� �e� ��n�)  (5� LMM 70 'a�w !��� !���, *��2(�( 
�������� ��! ��)��� (��� $���। 
  

o=� '!�uv� ������ U�� $�� ����� '!x�� '0�� ��) ��)। '!��� (�[4�W ��N��� %�(�) 
'0� ����� '(� �����5 $)�। 
  

#����� !��%  (0 ��=� �;�� �e�। (��R '!, ��=�  ( -��� #] ��7��� �
�(�� 
(��) '�0��� !��% '7����� $)  �� '�0��(  (5� FY ��7�)। /�� ��� ) ��! '0� $�)�;���। 
 
 
           !�W�/- 
        O!)� #�� ,���  !,��,< 
          Lo/S/�S 
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\ ��j \ 
 

E� 7R��� !�(�� 
'(����)���. ����� 

 
 �j�� !���� L�'� ��F4 #�� #���( '!��� (�0 (��;���। '��� ��5�� !�) o 0 ��( 
'!� #���( '!��� F�� #�!  �� #���( E� �0�> .�� < 07����( '(� (%� �09�!� � (�� 
��� '/��  �� !��,�( (���y���5 ��) ��)। '!��� ��) �7�) #���( ;�Y� ���( ��0�( 
��,�/�, '���� ���= < ��5 ���) ]G��, *$�� #� ���%� �� ���% ����� %��(। �����  ,.��� '��� 
��5� ��4T ����� �� �0z�$ ��d�� 6�� ����� '/�� '��� #���( #����� ��Y��� ��) ��)। 
����� #��� ��Y� �7�) #��� �Y .�,�( '��G0 (�� �(H ��G�( ��Y� � '��) q��� ���2 '�� 
!��$��� '� '/��5� �;� �� '.�N '/��  �� ��� <�� #] ����) '{)। #��� �Y .�, E� �?��� 
!�(�� #<)��� ��7 (���। ����� #���( ��Y� $�� �$�� ��) #!�� !�)  (0 '���F 
����5��� #���( ���Y < ]Y �(� '�) ����� 02। #�� ���Y ���� ����,  (0 ��|��� ����5��� 
���% ���) �� #��� ��� $�� '/�� '�)  �� �(%2 .�V�) #���( 7���7��� '�)। ����� #���( 
(���y���5 ��) #�!। '!�� $�� ����� 7�Y��� (�� #���( (2�:���: ��) ��)।। '!��� 7�Y� 
$�� ����) ��4�� � '(��54 ��) $��0� (��। ����� (�R4� #���( �0�9! (�� '����� �(5 ��( 
<)����! ��<)� '7�;? #�� �
�(�� (��। ����� #���(  (5� q�� ��) ��)  �� '!��� 
$�<����� #���( �09�!���� (�� '��� .�, '(�%�) #������( ��� ���� #� � $) 
�(�� (��� 
'� #��� �(5 <)����! ��<)� '7�;। �(H #�� '(� (%���, ���0 � $��� �@ #��� ��;�) 
 �� ���= Li5� '�� ����  �� #�� 9� $����) '/��। *�) q:�����(� ���2 #��� 9� �/�� 
��,। ����� *�) oM 0�( ����� ����� '(�)�54�� 7���4 ��) ��)। '!��� ��) �7�) #��� '���� 
;�Y ���) ����� ����� 7��Y $�� ���)। 7��Y $�� ����) '�X�}� ���2 �F� (�� ?,�) ����। ����� 
���(� 6�� 6�= ��5 ���) �F�� %��(।  , .��� '��� ��5� $�� ��(�� ��5� ��4T '�X�}� ���2 
?,�) ����� �� #��� ��,�/��� '7�Y� ���) ����� %��(। ����� �� #��� 7�Y��� (�� '(�)�54�� 
7���4 ��)  �! '��� '�)।  , .��� *��2(�� ��2�F�� (��� �@R �^��) �� ���5� �F�� !�N 
!�N �� 0 #���, ���/ < '7X� ��( �� �2��3 ���� ��)। �� �� �� ��  ( '��� ����� 
���। #� ��� F�,�� *~�� (�� ��)  �! ���। ��)��� (��� F�,�� ��� #�A (�� ���। 
 ,.��� �,  �*� ��4T #����� 6��  (, 6���) ��2�F�� (��� �� �,  �*� '�0� #������( 
���(। #��� Si 0 '�0��� �(5 $��0� $,। '�0� !��� '�5��: '��� �� #���( �09�!� (�� 
�� $�� '�����( '(� ������ ��� ��) #�!। #�� *�� 6C�� ��� !2�� #��  (0 ������, 
#��, <)����! �F� �। #��� �Y .�, #<)��� ��7 (��। ���( ��!�) � '��) #���( ��� 
#�। ����� '�0� F��0�( '��� S� 0�( ';�Y '�)। '� F��0�( '��� '�) ���� $��� �@R, 
���� '!��, '(�   �� #�  (0 �� � 0��। <��� F�� 0�( (���: F��04� 02 ��) ��)। 
���� �/�� #�! �। ����� #�� �,  �*� 63 S� 0�� !�N (2�:��: $�� ���3 '��) ��Y� 
F�� #�!। 
 
         !�W�/- 
            E� 7R��� !�(�� 
         ��/S/�S 
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\ ��M \ 
 

t� 0�$� 
!�,���, �!, �, ,F, ��$�� ��.�7 

����� (2�:��: 
 

SM'� ��F4 �� '7���]�� ?@ $) ����� (2�:���: '!, !�) #�� $�!������ ��6�5�� 
�;���। ��� #����( �M5�� ���( �/� 0��  ( ��|��� �� $!��5��� #�!  �� ��� '����� 
�e�। 
  

SM ������� �� $�� *�� ���� �/f ��� (�� $!��5�� 'F( (����। ���� ����� '� '(� 
��@V ���V '����� ���(�) '����;�।  5�  (5� ��$�� �;���। ��,  �*� ������ !����( $!��5���� 
��/ ���� '� !�d ��$���� *�R < ,Z��� .�) $!��5��� #E) -$R (�� ����� !��,�( ��� 
���� � 5�� ���( �0 �0 q�� �/���) '��� ��� ��) ��)। 63 ��$���� !��, �;�� ,, ��, #� 
< '�N� '��0���:� < '�!����( '��(��� h�, (2� < ��?। *%�� ��G��� #�54����� q�� ��) 
#5�( ����। 
  

63 ;) !�� q�� .}��$���� �;��। 63  ��(��� ���� ��$��� ��� '!, ��(�!��� K’0 
q��� ��0� '0�� (�� '.�N _��( ��Y  �� K’0 .}��$��� 6�� ��2�F�� (��।  (0 .}��$�� 
'��5 '� ��c� �;��� ��  , �����V( ��2�F���� /�� � $�) ��)। 
  

 , q5�� �� 63  ��(� $�� o 0 �.t3 '��� �e� ��$����� '!x�� '0�� ���=�) 
'�)। 
  

'��� ��3��  �� K’0 �!!5��  �� #)� �;��� ��0। !��,�( $!��5��� �e� (�� 
����। K,��! $!��5��� �!!5�� 0�0��.�� q�� %��( ��(� ��/��।  (5� q�� !��,�( �e� (�� 
����। *�) *������ ��(�!��� 63 q��  �! ���!� F������। K, ��! �� !��, '��� ��3���� 
��Y��� #E) -$R (��। 
  

 (�� '��� '�  (0 ��N��� ����(� '�$ $�� �3 '�� (�� ��) ���( $�2� (��। 
';���5� '�V (%� �;��� ‘‘��, 
����� '��� '��� ������ �।’’ 
  

(2�:���:� �.��� �M � ��(���� ���� K,0 �9�� ����F� ��$���( �V4R (�� $�2� 
(�� $�)�;। ����� ��� <��� ��Y �;���। K0 ��?< �;���। 
 
          �5�!�$ 
             t� 0�$� (!�,���) 
         LL/S/�S 
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'��� '��$�! 6��$ 
-��-'FX7�;� 

%��-�\(�7�;�, '0��-����� 
 

�j�� !���� �i, ��y��� LM/Li 0 ��( ����5��� ��� *�) ��5�) #����� ��Y��� F�� 
��)। #����� ��Y� 'q��< (�� #���( �� ��� ��(�� #�� q� $�� '����) #�!। !�N !�N K0 
��(�!� #��� K’$�� ��� '/��  �� 7��;� ���) ��=��Y� (�� K’$�� '�G�� '/�� '�)। ����� 
q��� ���2 _��( ��)  ��  (0 F�(� q��� ���2 ?�) �;��� ���(< ��� '/��  �� #��� �(�5 
��) #�!।  (0 !������ #���( �09�!���� (��� %��(। '����� .�, ���3���$�� (�����? 
'����� -��� ()0 ���3���$� #�;? ���� ���3���$��( #����� ������� '�X�; ��<? ����� 
!�]��� (%�� 0��� #�� �
�(�� (��। ����� #���( ���)t (��� ���  (0 ��|��� '/� 
�����5�� o/i 5� q��V '��� '�)। !�N !�N #�� *�) 9� $����) '/��। ����� ����( '��5�  (5� 
(��=� ���= ���) !�d ����� #q�� (�� #� �09�!���� (��� %��( !��2 (�� ���� '����� .�, 
���3���$�� (����� )। ����� #�< f/j 0 ����5��� #��� �(�5 F�� #�!  �� ���� *��2�( 
'(� (%� �09�!� � (�� ��5 ���) ���%� �� ���% ����� %��(। ����� ���2  (0 ';�5 �L/�o 
�;��� ��$��� ';�� �;�। '! #���( L/S $�� �t� '%�( 0�� (��  �! #��� ���( #q�� (��। 
����� #�� �9� $�) ��Y।*�)  (q:� �� #��� 9� �/�� '��� #���( U���� '������) ��) 
��)। '!��� ��) �7�)  (5� #(Y�� !��% K’$�� \����) '���� ���= ���) !��� ����� '��� *$�� 
(��� �@ !�d ���� '/�5 �3 '�� $�� %��(। *�) �i/LM ���5 #���( ����� �� #�� '� (� 
9� $����) '/���; �� #�� ���� ���� �। ����� 9� �/�� '��� #�� '���� ��, #��  (5� 
q��� ���2 ��Y ��;। ����� � �� #���( ���.z 6���) *$�� (��� ��  #�� $�G5�� F���< 
 (n� $�� �2n�� !�� '��� � ����� 02 #���( *$�� (�� ��� '�)। #�� #�� ��� ��n�) 
q���  (5� '(��R ��Y %��(। #���( ���� K�� �� #��� F�(�5��( ';�Y '�)। ����� '�0� 
L�'� ��y��� #���( ���(। o/i 0 ����5��� ������ (�� #���( '�0��� !���  � $��0� 
(��। '�0� #���( �09�!���� (��� %��( ���� !�2 (�� ���� ���3���$� '������� ��Y��� #�! 
�(�? '����� .�, ���3���$�� (����� �( �? '������� -��� (�0 ';�� ���3���$� $�)�;। 
!�]��� *��� 6C� #�� �
�(�� (��। ����� '�0�  (0 !������ ���(। 63 !������ '�0��� 
�(5 #!�� '�0� ���( #��� (��  , '��( '(� '��V� )।  �( 7��Y��  (�� ��� ��Y��� '��� 
 �!�। ����� #���( 7��Y�� (�� #��� ��Y� '�XG�; ���) #�!। �%4�> L�'� ��y��� #�� ;�Y� 
��,। ����� #�� ��Y� �7�) �� ��! n��) 'FX7�; ��0����  (0 ��3���� �(5 �F�(>!�) .�� 
$�) 6�=।  � #�� F�� �/�� '��� ����। �(H (�0(�4 (�� ����� �� '(� !��%42 #��� ',। 
 �< '�q �[�� $�� #��� ������ ���.z n�� �2%� '��� (��, #�� �!�n $�) ��Y। 
  

'FX7�;� !�(��� ��( ������� ��;� LM/Li 5� (��� *�) �M/fM 0�( *��2( �� *�) 
f/�M 0 (�� '��(�( �2��)�5 ���) ��G�F�) #�� ��� (�� L/S 0�(  (, ;���� ���2 .�� ;���� 
��� '�G�� 63 (�����W ���� '/�� ���)�;। 63 ��� 6��  (5� 8�0 #�;, '!���< ��) �7�) 
�2��)��5  
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F�04 (�� ���� '/�� ���)�;। ��(�( 63 ���� 6�� '� 8�0 ��� $�) ��� ���� ���� *�) 
SM/oM 5� (�� fM/jM 0 '��(�( '��� ��G�� '����;। '� !�d '��( ��(�!��� 'FX7�;�) '����; 
 �� ����� (2���� #����� ���� '����;  � ���2 ���(���, ��R�%4�। (��R ���� (������� 
������ �$0�� ,�2��� ��4�� ���) .���� ����� !�) ��(�!��� ������( ���  �� 'FX7�;�) ����� 
(2��� ��) #�!। ����� [��!.��� $�2� (�� ��G�� ����।  ,.��� ��q4 ) ���! 'FX7�;��� 
��(�!��� �MM/�iM 0 '��(�( $�2� (��। ����� ���2 '��) < ��@V 6.), �;�। '��)����( 
L/S �� '��� ����� 6�� �����( ��2�F�� (��� �� �2��)��5 F�04 (�� ���� '/�� ���। #�� 
'�  7�� �� �;��� � ()��� *�) LM/Li 0 '��(�( ��( ������� ��;� ��� #55�� �� *���� 
o/i 0 (�� $�2� (�� ��G�� ����। 
 
          !�W�/- 
             '��� �$�! 6��$ 
         �M/iM�S 
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��>/� �$�� '������>/� �$�� '������>/� �$�� '������>/� �$�� '����    
������ %��, '0��-(���)� 

 
 #����N� %��) (�0 (��;  � !�)  (��� ��( ����5��� 7��Y �7�) %�� �q�� ')  �� 
#��� %��� ��/ o 0!$ '��5 �L 0 ��� ��Y। #����� *��2(�( 7��;� !�N K, $�� '�G�� 
'���� ���= ���) .�V *$�� (��� �� ��5 ���) ���%� �� ���% ������ #��� K5� ��G� '.�N ��) 
 �� #��� !��� ���� '/�5 �3 \��� %��(। �����  (0 ����5��� #��� ���(� 6�� 6�= ��5 
���) ��Y���� 'F��5 #��� ���(� $�Y '.�N ��)। ��� #�  (5� ����5��� #��� ���) �2��)��5 
F�04 (��। ����� (2��u ��0�//� '$��! �7.� #��� '�), �L 0�( �5� '0�Y� (�� K,0 
(�� !��� !��� $�� '�G�� $�5 '��)���)�  (5� ��� ���� ��) ��)  �� '!��� ��) ��)  �� 
'!��� ��) �7�) 'F�� '�G�� $�G5� ���� �.�� ����) ]�� (�� '�)।  ,.��� ��GF '0�Y� ]�� (��� 
�� !�4��V '0�Y�) �;��� #�� < #����N� %��� <, �! !��$�। �� #������( ]�� (��� ��) 
��) '!, !�) ;��6��$ ��(  (0 (����  �� ,8��$� ��(  (0 (!�, <, �! !��$��� 
�(5  �! ��� ��� �iMMM 5�(� '� #��� 0� ��G�F�) '��। !�N !�N <, �! !��$� !��� 
0����� �� (2��u�� ���4�� ��G� $���� ��G� ';�Y '�)  �� ��G�( (2��u�� 7��Y�� ��) 
6=�)। ����� #���( ]�� (��� 02 'F�� '�G�� $�G5� ���� ���2 ��) ��GY (��)। �� #�� (2��u 
!��$��( ��� !2�� #���  (5� /��)�� #�;। #�� '(� '��V (�� �,, ��$����� #��� ��� ��%2� 
��� #��� �(5 #��� !v�I ����;। �� (2��u #��� 'F���� ��G� ���� '�)  �� ��� 
#7���(��  � ��F�� (�� $��, #0  �( %��)  (5� q��� ���2 ��) '��� ��<। K,0 ����5��� 
#���( ��)  �!  (5� q��� ���2 '��� '�)। q�5�� ��0� .�N� �;�। ����� ��(�!��� o/i 0 
'��)�( %��) ��) #�!  �� ������( ��) ���� #e 6���! �C %��(।  ���( ������ ��V����� 
\Y #� �[�� #�A $�)�;। �� #�� �FT� (��। #���( '�� #7���(�� ]�� (�� �����, ��, '�V 
'F�� (���� �%4�> ��0�5�  (5� '0��� '*��� ���� ��0� ���� ��)। #�� ��� 'F���� �� ���� 
���� q� $�� '����)  (5� ����� ��� ���) '���� ���=� ��2 ���) !��� ���� F��� �� '.�� $�) 
'7��  (5� �[� '��(�( '���� ��,। ���( '��� #�� 0�Y�) ���  �� ��� ���� #���( �(;� '��� 
'�। '��(�5 #���( ��� ��Y� ��) ��)  �� #���( '��� '�)। ����� #�� .���� #E) ',।  
 
  ��� ����� (2������: #����� ����  �! '7�� #��  (�� ���� '��� ��Y��� ��,। 
�7�) #��� ';���( ���( #��� h� ��0� ���� '�)। �� #�� '���� ��, #��� h� ������ (��Y 
��Y #�;  �� ��� 7��)� ����� ���� �(;�, ',। #���( '��� '! '(G�� '/��  �� ��� #�� 
'��� ?�� ��, '�����( ��( ���$� '��� '/���; '!, �� $�� #�� ������ (��Y ����� 
(���;। ����� #�� #��� !�d q5� ���� ���। 
 
 


�W� /- 
��>/� �$�� '���� 
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E� !�(� *!�� 'q�VE� !�(� *!�� 'q�VE� !�(� *!�� 'q�VE� !�(� *!�� 'q�V    
-��-#6�Y)�, '���-$�5 ��Y�)� 

%��-Y�,�, '0��-����� 
 
 ������� 'FX7�;�) ��(�!���� $��� #��� ��� ��Y। ��(�!��� 'FX7�;�� $�,U��� 
#������( ��) ��)। '!��� ��) #����� q�Y 5�(� �)!� !� �(;� ��) ')। ����� *%�� 
#���(, 0��� < �2�: ����, K’0 ��(�!� ��G��� ���= ���) !��� ����� *$�� (��� %��(।  , 
.��� *�)  ( q�� *$�� (��� �� #��� K�� '�G��  (5� #(Y�� !��% �� 6�� ���) \����) ���= 
���) !�d ����� *$�� (��� %��( '�0� �� 'F)�� '��� ��! #�;। #�  (�� #���( *$�� 
(��� %��(, #�  (�� #���( *$�� (�� '��� $�!�� %��(, #� ���� %��(, �� ����� 'F�� �5�� 
��G �0e����। #��� !�d ���� $�� �3 \��� %��( ����� '� �( $) #�� ���� ���� �। *�) 
�� q:� �� #�� 9� �/�� '��) '���� ��, #��� ���� #��� K’�I� ,��)�; < !��� (���� �!� 
��Y #�;। ����� ���� $�� #��� ������ 2�) �3 \��;। *$���� �@ ����� < #��� ���� 
/��� ��)। #��� ��� '��� F�,�� *E��  � !��� ���। ��� 7I '��) #��� ��� �I (��� 
%�(�� ,5 ��)  �! ���� ������। !I2�� �� #������( U���� ������� �(5 ��) ��)  �� 
'!��� ��) �7�) ��0�( ��5� ������ ��=��Y� (�� 0�Y�) 'F�� ��G��। #� ��0�� !��% ������ 
'�� ���) '�G�� '/�� #��� *$�� (��� %��(। #��� �[��) ��� ��� (�� �F>(�� (��� %��(। 
�� �[�� ���। 63 �[��� ��� #����� ��%�) �Y�� %��(। 6$� #����� ���� '��) �Y�� %��( 
63 ��� '��) #��� �[�� ����R (��। ����� ��, $�� ���)� ��� ���� '�)  �� #��� ��5��� 
%��(। ���� �09�!���� (��� %��(, '����� ���3���$� �(�?  �� 'a�� 0��� �( �? �� #��� 
���, �, #��� 'a�� 0��� < #��� ���3���$�< ,। ����� ���� ��� ���) ��(�!��� S/o 0 
#������( ������ (�� ����� 7��Y�� ���� ����� (2�:���: ���=�) '�)। '!��� ��) 
#������(  (5� q�� ��e (�� ����। ��� �M/�i ���5 ��  (0 $������� < �/f 0 ����5��� 
#����� �(5 #�!  �� #������( �09�!���� (��� %��(, !��2 (�� ��, .���� ���3���$�� 
'a��-  '��� �;�� �(�  �� �(%2 .�V�) 7��� ���� %��(। ����� #��� ����� (�� '(� 0��� 
'�,�। ����� #����� $�� #��� ��=���� (�� ������� !��% '�G�� �M/�i ���5 !�) ���) ��� '� 
 � ���2 ��� !��2 (%� � ���� �� $�� ]�� (�� $�2� (����  , ��� #����� ���( �e�( ��� 
����। #��� 0��� '�, '� #��� !��2 ���; #����� '��( $��Y�) �7�)�; ����� '��G�0 #��� 
 ���  �!�;। #��� .���� ����� 6����2  ��� #�! �,। ����� #����� ��0�(  (5� 
q��� ���2 �i �� '��� '�)। � () ���� *��2( ��, ������� !�)  �� ��)��� *E���� !�) 
�(�, q��V ���%, ,�2��� '��� $���। ����� '!�� $�� ����� '(���)��� %��) ���=�) '�)। <��� 
 ( ���� %�(�� ���� '(��54 io ����)  (�5 ����� ���)� (�� ����� '!x�� '0��� $�!������ 
'��� '�)। '!��� ��N��� �F�(>!( �;�� ���� #������( �F�(>!� (�� !�n (�� '����। '!��� 
�L �� %�(�� �� '(�54 '%�( 0��� ��) ���3 ��. (��। ����� ��Y�  �! �F�(>!� (�� !�n $�) 
6�=। 0� ���!� LM ������ #��� ��� ��Y  �� '!�uv� ���!� L ������ ������� *%� 'E�� 
'��0��5 '�� #�K�� !��$��� '(�54 '%�( ���3 ��,।  
 


�W� /- 
E� !�(� *!�� 'q�V 

�-�-�S 
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'��� ���( ��(���'��� ���( ��(���'��� ���( ��(���'��� ���( ��(���    
-��-�F�7�;� '��]����� 

��(q�-(������ 
%��-Y�,� 
'0��-����� 

 
 �j�� !���� �, 0� ���� *�) '.�� F��5�� !�) LM/Li 0 ��0�(�� < ����5��� #��� 
��!�) ��)।  �� ��!� 'qY�< (�� ��!�� ���2 _��( ��Y #���( ��� '/��। #���( ���� !��% !��% 
��G��� ���= < ��,�/��� ��5 ���) #��� ���)� ������, q���, $���� #N�����  �� ������ ���.z 
�7Y�) �7Y�) *$�� (��� %��( #� �09�!���� (��� %��( �%�� ,, ��, #� '(�%�)? '��� ��,�/� 
'(�%�)? '��� .�, '(�%�)? ��� 0���� #�� ��� '�, #�� �(;�, 0���। ����� #��� ��Y��� 
#���( q�����( *$�� (��� �� Y�,� ��) #�!  �� '!��� ��)  �! #��� *$�� (��� 
%��(  �� �  (, (%� ��� ��� ���� %��(, #�� �
�(�� (��) *�) K’q�� #��� ������ ���.z 
0�)7�) *$�� (��� �@ #��� ���� $�� �3 \��� %��(। #�� 9� $����) '/��। ��� #�� q�� 
�� 9� �/�� '��) '���� ��, #�� ��(������  (5� (�W  �� '!��� #�< �L/�o 0 '��( 
#����� ��n�) '��\�� ��Y #�;। ����� � �� 63 ��(�����) ����� �� #���( �����  
����5������ (��; ���=�) '�)। ����� '�X;�� �� #���( !���(5 $�6�! ��), o/i 0 ����5��� 
��5 #� '���� ���= ���)  (  ( (�� ���% �(�, q��V, #� *$�� (��� %��(।  (0 ����5��� o/i 
$�� �t� $�� 0�� (��  �! #��� ���� ���% ���� 63 ���%�� #��� ��5� ��G� ��Y ��)। #�� 
�9�  $�) ��,, ��� q�����( �� #��� 9� �/�� '��� #��� *$�� (��� %��( #� 
�09�!���� (��� %��( �%�� ,, ��, #� '(�%�)? ��,�/� '(�%�)? '��� .�, '(�%�)? #�� 0��� 
'�, #�� �(;�, 0�� �। ����� #��� ���� ?@ (��  , .��� !���(5 $�6�! K’�� K’��� �;���। 
*�) !� !�), #���( *$�� (��। 63 K’��� #���(  (5� ���< �� (��� '�) �,। '!�� 
$�� #���( ����� !�� '!x�� '0�� ���=�) '�)। '!���  (��! !�� �� %�(�� �� #�� 0��� 
��) '�� $�) #�!। �(H *���� #���( '(��54 $��0� $�� $�।  , .��� o/i ����� '(��54 $��0� 
$��� �� �������� 
��� $�) ��)। #���( ���� *�� (��R #��� �Y .�, �;�� #<)��� ���7� 
 (0 (�4�। #� #��� ';�� �;� ���3���$���।  , K,5� (���R #���( ���  �� *$�� (��। 
'0� '%�( '����)  �! K’��! �F�(>!� (��� �� !�n $�) 6�=।  �< ������ ���.z n�� ���� 
'��Y� (��।  
 
 
 


�W�/- 
'��� ���( ��(��� 
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E� ��) ([� �CE� ��) ([� �CE� ��) ([� �CE� ��) ([� �C    
��$����, ����� 

 
 �j�� !���� �S'� '� '��0 ������ !(�� �M q�5(�� !�) #�� '7�!� (��� 02 ��Y� 
$�� '�� $,।  � !�) '���� ��, K’��� ��G '!�� 7��Y  �! #����� ��$���� 5�6 (���5 
q��� !���� '%�� ��)। #�� � 7�Y� '���� !�N !�N '7�!� � (�� ��Y� �/�� ��,। ��� �M/�i 
���5 �� 5�6 (���5� 'F)���2� '!�0�!��0 #��� ��Y� F�� #�!  �� #��� !�N !�W�� (��� 
�� #���( ���, F��� 5�6 (���5��, '�0� '������� ���F) �� (�� ���r। ���� 6$� ��) F�� 
#!��। #�� !�� �� ��� !�N 5�6 (���5� !��� F�� #�!  �� '���� ��, 5�6 (���5 $��� 
��0� �I। �� 'F)���2� #���( ���  ��� i ���5 ���W� (�, '�0� �(;�W�� ���2 F�� 
#!�; । ��GF ���5 '��� � '���, ��WR ��( $�� K5� ��( '!�� 7��Y  �! #����� !��� '%�� 
��)। #�� 7��Y� ���( ��(���, '���� ��, 7��Y� ���2 *�) �M/�L 0 �$e� < ��!��� ��! #�;। 
����� 'F)���2� '�0��( #���( '����) ���,    ( ����6 $�), ���  (0 ��G '!� 7��Y 
$�� ��/ ���) '�� #���( 7��Y�� 6=�� ���, #�� 7��Y�� <=�� !�N !�N 7��Y ��54 (�� 
��$���� $�� #�� ��,� �t�� .���)��� ��(  (5� 8�0 #�;, ��� �t�4 ���( #� (�G=���� ��7� 
#�;, '!��� ��) ��)। '!��� �7�) #������( 7��Y $�� ���)। #�� 7��Y $�� '��, '���� 
��,, � ���  (5� 7��;� ��F o/i5� ;�7� #�  (5� (�=�� 7��;  (5� ���( 7�; $�� � 
;�7�]���� 02 ���� ��Y�;। '�0� ���( '���, ���(। '��(�5 ��� '�0��� ���( ��� (��; F�� 
#�!। ��� $��� �;�  (5� ��। '�0� �� ��� ��� $�� $�� ')  �� L-o ���5 'F�) '���� �� 
���( �0�9! (�� ,�) �()� $�)? '! ��� ��। ����� �� ��� ��� $��� ���) ���,  , �� ���)  , 
'��(]����( 0��, (��� �����? '��(�5 �
�(�� (��। !�N !�N ��; $��  (0 ��(�!� 
��,�/� ��) '�X�Y ��� (��; F�� #�!  �� ��� q��Y  �� ���= K’5� #q�� (��� !�N !�N '! 
���5�� ��Y ��)। ��� L-o ���5 �� '! ��0� ��G(� (�� '!�� $�� F�� ��)। ����� #����� 
!��,�( ��, (�� ��GY (��)। f 0 ��(�!�� ���2 ��0 ��,�/� ��) �� ���( #����� '%�( 
*�) LM/Li 70 �t�� F�� ��)  �� #����� ���( ��0� ��) %��(। #� ���( i 0 ��(�!� 
*��2(  (5� '��5� ���= $��� (�� #����� !��,�( q���  ( ���Y #� ��0�) K’���Y ����� �� 
'��V #����� !��,�( ���) ��Y ���7�) '$GF�Y '5�  (5� 7��4� ���� ��) !��,�( '��)��5 F�04 
(�� #����� !��� ���� W���W� (��। ��� #������(  (, 7��4� ���2 '/�� ���) '��)��5 
���) ��G�F�) ��G�F�) ���5F��� ���) ���� F�� ��)। ��( '!��� F�� ����� *�) ���5 ���( �� #�� 
���(�� ���� ���� � 7��4� 6��� 6�=  �� #��� !�N #�<  (0 '��( ���� ���� 6��� 6�= 
W���W� '�$ ��), LM/Li 70 ��d� F��� �� ���5�� ��Y ��)। ��� �(;� !�) �� '! '!��� ���� 
��)। #��� '��5  (5� '��)���5� '��GF� '��7 ��Y '�� $�) �7�)�;�, #�� #��� 7��;� ���) '�5 
'�G�� oM/iM 70 �% F��� ��  (5� ��Y� ��,  �� '!, ���Y� ����( #���( '���  �7�) #�!। 
#���( ��� ��<)���� �� #�� '!��� %�(�� F�,�� ���Y<)��� �� '!���� .�) #���( ����� 
�
�(�� (��। ����� ���� #���( ������ (�� O.�� ��� ���Y $���]�Y ���) F�� ��,  �� 
'!��� �7�) '���� ��,  (0 '��( 'X(� ��) 0�� ���) ���� ��;  
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���;। '��(5� #���( $���]�Y ���) #!�� '��� 'X(� ��) ��� ���� F�� #�!  �� #��� 
������� #���( �� ��� (�� '�)। #�� ���(�� ���F���� ��(  (5� -��� !I2� �5�� !�) 
 (5� ��Y��� �7�) %�(�� 02  (5� 0�)7� F�, �(H � ���Y<)��� �� '!���� .�) 0�)7� ���� 
��
(�� (��। #�� ��� #��� #� F��� ��3 �, �� � ��Y�� o 0 '��(  (5� �3�) (�� 
#���( ��) ���F���� U��� '��� #!�� (%� ��� !�e���� ��� q��5 '/�� '��� #�!। #�� 
'!��� #����� ��n�) ��Y %��(। �� ���� �M-SM ���। '!, !�) '(�5F�G���� $�5 $�� 0���� 
��(  (5� '��( !�e���� ��� q��5 #���( '��� ��Y����Y (�� ��$���� F��  �! ��� '�)। 
�>WR�> ��$���� $�� 0���� < #�< F��0 '��(  (5� ��G��� ��F�� ��) '!��� F�� ��)  �� 
� ��F��� (�� #���( ��$���� ��) #�!। #���( ��$���� ��)  �! '(��$t� '�7��� ��!�) 
'���  �� �0�� ��(  (0 ��3���� �F�(>!�) �M/�i �� �� #�� !�n $�) 6=�� ��3��  (5� 
7@� 7�Y� .�Y� (�� #��� �������� !(��( .���� ���=�) '�)। ����� #�� .���� �7�) �!��� 
$�!������ *�) K’��! �F�(>!� (��� �� !�n $�) 6�=  �� �������� 
��� $��� ����, ��������� 
F�� #�!। �������� 
��� $��� �� #�� 0��� ���� #��� !�N ������( ��� '<)� $�)�;  �� 
#��� !�N ������(  (, 7��4 ��G�� ���� $�)�;� #�� ;�Y� #� !��, ��( ���� '7�;।  
 
 
 


�W� /- 
E� ��) ([� �C 

L�/�/�S 
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����� '0��� ��$���� %��� �������� '0��� ��$���� %��� �������� '0��� ��$���� %��� �������� '0��� ��$���� %��� ���    
��$���� $�!������ ��( '!���� (��4������$���� $�!������ ��( '!���� (��4������$���� $�!������ ��( '!���� (��4������$���� $�!������ ��( '!���� (��4����    

 
 ��$���� %�� '%�( ��$���� $�!������� �t�� *�) '(�)�54�� ��,� $��। �������� $�� 
 (5� !�(��� (�GF� ��d� ��$���� %��� ���� ���4 ��) ��$���� -���� ���2 ���) ��4�� ��4T 
�7�)�;। ��$���� $�!�����5� �t�4 ���� �v�। $�!������� !���  (5� ��=, �t��4 �M/�L ��� ���F 
��Y�, ����� ��$���� ��0�� #� 6C�� $�!������� !�N, ��7��� !�(��� ��d�। � ��d�� ��F, 
 (5� ��� ��  �� � ��� 6��� $�!����� '%�( *�) �MM 70 K�� 6C� ��WR ��( �v�  (5� 
8�0। �j�� !���� �i,  �*� �� '!��� ����� '%�( (���7|, '(�5F�G����, �������� $�) 
��$���� F�� #�!। ��$����  �!, ���� ��$���� $�!������ q�G�5 n�� (��। ����� ���2 '%�( 
*�) �iM 0 ��$���� %��) !� !��)� 02 '��� '�)। ��|��� �� '!��� ��$���� '�X�;, �$e�, 
#<)��� ��7 < ;����7 (�4���� ��Y�-q� ��5��5 (��)  �� ��!��� ��7  �� 0����� ,!����� 
(�4���� ;�Y� ����� !���� ��) ������(, ]�� (�� ����। �� '!���� ��$���� #!�� �t��4, �(;� 
'��( .���� F�� ��) #� ���� .���� ��) �,  ���, #����� �����) '�Y��r� ������( ��� 
��) '!�0�!��0 $�!������ ��) '��  �� '!��� ��)  (5� @�� ��e (�� ����। '�0� #�; 
�;� ��5� (2��u। �� '!���  ,.��� ��$����, '(�5F�G����, (���7|, ��������, ,�2��� n� $�� 
'��(0�( ��� (�6�( '!���, ]�� (�� ���� #� ����� ���� � ����� ��$���� $�!������ 
��)  �!  (5� �� q�� ��e (�� '��� ���। ���� *���� !I2�) �M/�L 0�( '�� (�� ��) 
$�!�������  ��)�� ���2, $�!����� '%�( *�) iM 70 �t�� iM/�M 5� 7�4 (�� #�; '!��� ��) 
(�6�( 0��, (��, (�6�( '��)��5 ���) ��G�F�) ����, #��� (�6�( ��, (�� ]�� (�� ����। 
*���� !I2�� �� ��( L/S ��6� ]��� �� ��$���� ��0���� '��(0 '��। *���� !I2�) ]�� 
(�� '��( ����� ��� ��$������ ���.z n�� ;�Y�) '7�। �� '%�( �� '!��� ?�� 7��4� ���� 
��) 0��, (�� #� '��)��5 ���) ��G�F�) ����  �� ��(�( .���)��� 8��0� 6�� ��) 02�T 
��n�)  (5� �d�) .��4 (�� �d�� ��� '�G�� 8��0� 6�� $�� '/�� ���।   .���, ���� 
0!����R�( '����;। #� ���.z  ��(� '%�( !�e�� '��)��� ���  � o/i �� �����( ��2�F�� 
(��� �� ������(< � !� 7��4 '��� ��G�� ����।  ,.��� *�) S/o �� '��(�(  (��� $�!������ 
���� $�)�;। '( � �������� 
��� $��� ����, ��$������ n��) 0!����R '!��� �7�) ��( 
'���� ��) $�!������� �t�4 ���( ����V� 7�I ��<)� ��) �। ��( (�� ��( (��Y ���) ���� 
�7�) '���� ��), *�) �M�5� �� 7�4 (�� *�� 7��4 i/� �5 (�� (��< ��%�, (��< ���, (��< ��, 
(��< ������ ���5�, ��Y #�;। ���< ��q4  ( �;� ��� $�) '7�;  �� '!��� '(� ���4 
%�(�� (%� )। #�� ��0 '!��� �7�) ��q4  (5� �;� ��<  (5� ����V� ��%�, *�) LM/Li5� 7�4 
< ����V� ��( $�Y ��,।  
 
 

 
                             
�W�/- 

'���!�V ��!।  
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#,�� $(#,�� $(#,�� $(#,�� $(    
-��-(F���� 

%��-��$���� 
'0��-����� 

 
 ��$���� %��� (F���� ��( '!���� q�G�5�� 7R$�2�� �R4�। (F����� ��( ����5������ 
(2�� �;�। '!��� *�) �MM 0 '��(�( 02�T (�� '�<)� $)। '� �MM 0 '��(�( 02�T (�� 
'�<)� $), *%�� ������( K��  �� K$�� ��� ���) '�G��  (5� #� 7��;� ���� �� 6�� ���( 
\����) '��� ���= ���) < �e��(� ��G5 ���) ?�� ������ ���.z '0�Y�) ����� %��(। *�) S q�� 
����� �� ���� �9� $�) '7�� ���5�� ����) '/�� '��� '�)। 9� �/��� #��� ����� ���5�� 
?,�) ��5 ���) ���=� 6�� 6�= �;�� %��(  �� (�6�( ;��� ���) ��� ������ ���.z 0�)7�) '(�5 
'(�5 ��R �����) ���) '/�� ����। ����� 6�� O��$( ��Y (��� ��  (5� 7��4� ���2 ��) '/�� 
'��� �(;� ������ (�5� ����� ������ 6�� ���) 02�T ���5F��� ���) F�� #!���।  ,.��� *���5 
7��4 *�) i/� 0�( '��� ���.z 6���) ����� 6�� ��2�F�� (��� �� 02�T ��n�) ���5F��� ���) 
������।  ,.��� *�) �i/LM5� 7��4 �MM 0�( 02�T (�� ���)�;।  
 
 
 
 


�W�/- 
#,�� $( 
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���$��� �!�$���$��� �!�$���$��� �!�$���$��� �!�$    
<)���Y� 

����� 
 
 �j�� !��� L�'� ���F4 ��( ���$��  (�5 �� !�d '����(� !���) F�� #�! 
<)���Y���। ���� 0!����R�( '0���t�4( ��� ��)  �! '����(� 6=���� (��0 ���7�) '�)। '!, 
!�) #�� !���� ��, '� 'F�]�5)� '��<�) '�� ����� !��$��� �(5 $�� ��( ���$� <)���Y�� 
���( ���r।  , !���� '��) #�� n��) 0!����R��� 0��,। ��G�� ����C�� 02 '� ��5�(� 
'����; !���� $�)�;। '!, !�) #��� q�� �;�� @d� #�� !�4�� (7��4 Lf ��6  ��*!), 
 !,  �, $( (7��4 �o ��6 �2��!|��), !��� #$��, <)�� #�� ('F(��), #,�� $( ('��54��), 
,�� #�� < #��� <K� (��):�2�) 72���!5 ����� 72��, �����! ���;�। #��� !��, ��6�5�� 
��n�) '��� �;���। (��R  ;�Y� 0���� #� '(� ����C� �;��� �। #�� #��� *([���W '(� 
�2�) (��� ��� 0����।  ��� $=�> � �� �%4�> L�'� ��F4 '��� ��5�� !�)  (�� ��( '!� 
'���� ��/! (����) *��� (��। ��/�! *��� (�� *%� 'F)��� ��n��� 0�� @d� #�� 
!�4�� !��$� < <)�� #�� !��$��( *%� $�2� (��। #�� ����� �(�5 �;���। ���� $�2� (��, 
q� $�� '�� $�) '7�। �(H ��W�R ����) q�� *��� (�� ��� '�, '( 0���� #�;� (��;�  �!�। 
 ��� ��� *�)�0 '�, 63 K’0�( $�2� (��� �� q�� ���n� �2 !��, '��w� ��F #E) 
(��� /�� ����� ��( ���$� (�[4( 8��/�)��� '(� W�� (��� �����। �(H ��W�R _��(, �� 
����� !(��( ��GY��� ��� �� #��  (5� #������ < '�<)���� ��2��4� n�� #��7�� (�� 
%��(। �^��)��� q�� *��� (�� ��( ���$� 0�� !��� #$�� < 0��  !,  �, $( !��$��( 
[��!.��� $�2� (��।  �� #,�� $( ('��54��) '( ��,�� '�� (�� ]�� (�� �(H '!X.�72��� 
]���5 ��� $��� ���7, /�� 0��� '�G�F ��)।  
 
 *�) L q�� �� #��� �� !��$� (!$(��� '�� �����) #��� ��/! q��  �! ��( '� 
#��� �� ���  �� ��� '�, ��( ���$� F�� �7�)�;। �� #�� 63 '7�� n� $�� #�*(�� 
 �� ��Y� �/��  , �[��2� (%� ��R (�� 9� $����) '/��।  ,.��� (�4�� 'a�� (�4F����[e�( 
���� $�2� (��। ��� ���� �$�� $ ���� <)���Y� '��<�) ��/ । ���� 0Y��� K�5� 'a�� 7��4 
!��$� < 'F(�� !��$�। <)�F�2� 0�� #�� #�� !��$�< �$�� $ � ��।  
 
  , �[� '�$]�� *�) o/i �� ��Y %�(�� �@ ��F ��) �(H !>(���� �2�n� $)�  �� 
!����R ���V (��� !�$! (���। ��� (�)(0�( !��% (�� #�� �[���$]�� !>(���� �2�n� (�� 
 �� (��n (��। ��� ��( ���$� ��0��� '��V F��� '���� 02 ��� '�, '��� '( $�2� (���; 
����� ����) ��<। ���� ���V�( .�� !���� ������ (��� 'F�� (��। 
 
  ��� ���\ ���\ #�� '��� #!�� %��(  �� !��% !��% q�� F�� ��,। 0���� 
����C�� 02 #�� E� �����% F���4� �$���)� ��Y��� #E) (��। �(H ��,  �*� ������ 
 (0 ��( 
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'�0� <)���Y� ��0��� #�!  �� n��) �������� < Kp[�(������ ��)  (5� !.� (�� '� �$e� 
!����)� q���Y� ��5 (��� $��  �� �$e� !����)� '��)��� 6�� ��2�F�� F����� $��।  
 
  ��� 63 ��,  �*� ������ <)���Y�� ���.z  ��(�� < #������ ��5���0 ?@ (�� 
'�)।  �� ��$����� !��F�) '��� [��!��� ;�� ����। #�� '� -��� �;��� '!, -�� 63 �� 
��5���0 ?@ $�� � -�� $�� �2� �����) ��,।  
 
 

     
�W�/- 
���$��� �!�$ 
     L/i/�S 
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��� (���� ���� (���� ���� (���� ���� (���� ���������    
-��-���0)� 

��(q�-���0)� 
'0��-����� 

 
 �j�� !���� S '� 0�, ����� !(�� �5�� ���( i 0��  (5� ��( '!�� �� #���( 
�0 ��Y� $�� ��� '/��। 63 �� *�) iM/iL %�� ����5��� 7�Y� ���0)� -�� �q�� '/��। !(��� 
���� -���� �.2T�� *��� (��।  
 
 ��( '!��� *%� ��� �09�!� (�� '�, #�� �$e� � ��!���। #�� ��0�( �$e� ��� 
*(�� (��) #��� 6�� ��,�/��� ��G5 ���) #q�� (��।  �� 63 -���� E� ��� (���� ���� '(�%�) 
#�; �� 0��� F�)  �� #���(< ���3�/X�0� !�$�2(��� ��� �F��� (��। 63 n� $�� E� ��� 
(���� ����� ��Y��� ���n� ��( '�0��� �(5 ��) $��0� (��।  
 
 ��( '�0� �� ��� '�, ���� ���3�/X0 �(�? ���� .���� ����)�� (��� �(�? �(H #�� 
�
�(�� (��  �� ��� '�, #�� U��� ��W(�� (��  �� O��( $��0�� ����) 6��n� #�; !����� 
63 ��.���7 ��%2�।  (%� ���� ��  (5� (��=� ���= ���) .�VR.��� #q�� (�� /�� #��� $�� 
���) *F�� �3��� $)। ����� #���( <��� ��!�) ����। '!,��� ���)R *!�� F���4��( ��!�) 
���= ���= ���) '��� *$�� (��� %�(�� '! ��(5 �F>(�� (��� %��(। ��  ( 0 ��N���  ! 
'�0��( !���� '�) '�  ( 0 ��N��� ����( ��( '!��� ��� ��) �7�) �����( ��2�F�� (��;। 
 , !����� '�0� #����� ��!�) '��� F�� ��)।  
 
 �� #����� ��� �2 q�� ��) ��)। #����� �2 q�� ��) ��<)�� 02 ���4� (�� 
�>(��� ���(d��� L 0 �����। � q�� �7�) '��� '� ���F� ����! ���  (0 '��(�( '��� 
*$�� (�� '/�� '����;। 63 '���(� !��� ���� ���) �3 \��;।  
 
 #���( < ���)�( 63 q�� ��) �7�)  ( '!�� ���=, ��,�/��� ��G5, ��5 0��� < q��V 
���) ���.z 6���) '��� *$�� (����।  , .��� �� f-SM $�� ��(�� S5� ��4T ���.z ��( '!� 
��4�)��� *$�� (��।  ,.��� *$�� (��� �� #����� ���� ���) �3 \��� %��(। �� ���� 
*$�� �I (�� ���4� '�) '�, �� 0 ��N���  �( ����� ��@�� *$�� ?@ (���। '!, ���4� ���� 
#����� ��0�� $��� ���5 ���= ���) '�)  �� ��� '�,  , ���= ���) ���  �( �2�( *$�� � 
(��� ��� '������� $�2� (�� $��। �� �@��) $�) 0�� �W�� 02 ��0�� ���������� *�� 
$,।  , .��� *�)  ( q�� ��0�� �������� (��। �� ��( '!���  , �������� 6��.�7 (��� 
%��(  �� #e 6��! (��� %��(। ��.���  , !�qV4�( 6>!�$ ���� %��(।  ,.��� ��0�� 
�������� (�� *�) 9��t2 $�) ��Y। ��( '!��� #���( #5 n�� '�)�5 F�04 (��। ��(� 
K’0�(< �  (, .��� '�)�5 F�04 (��। ����� q��Y '�)�5 ���) *�) K, ,�w ���� W� (��। 
�� #��� �[��� ���� ��Y %��(  �� Y�FY� $�� ���� %��(। '!, !�) #����� ���� $�� 
�3W��R� /�� '�$ �!�Y $�) #!�� %��(।  
 
 �� ��( '!��� �[� �� (�� #����� 6�� '�� '��V( ���) '_�( '�)। '���� 6�� 
�� ���.z ���� (�= F�� '�)। #��� �� 0���� ��n�) �[��� ���� ?�) %��(। #����� 6�� 
F�����  
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

(��=�  ( *(�� !��� ��6��� �;�5�) '�)  �� ���.z n� $�� '��a�� < '(��!�� '�� �;�5�) 
'�)।  , !�d (��� �� '�����,�)� !�$��2 #] ����) '�)। 6���2 #����� ���Y�) ����। �� 
*�) �5� ���0। '�0��� ��G�� ��0�� �� ��( '!��� q��� ��0� ���$� $�� �I (�� F�� ��)। #��� 
����  q��� ��,�� '��� � ���� ��� �2�n� (�� ��) ��0� �I (��। �� ��( '!��� F�� ��)  �� 
#] ���� %��( �� #��� ��� (�� 6�= ��GY�,  �� q� $�� ��,�� ����� 02 ��0�) #q�� 
(�� �(H ���$� '%�( �I %�(�) �� �(;���, '���� !A� $) �,। ��� �@��) $�) < #]�� 
��.��V(� '��� *�R ��GF���� '�V 'F��
��  (5� ';�5 ��0� ���% '��� '.�N '/��  �� ��� (�� q� 
$�� '�� $�) ��,। q� $�� '�� $�) #��� ��0 �(5n  (5� ��7�� *��� (��। ��7� $�� �� 
0 �� ���( F�� ��,। ��( '!��� �� -�� $�� F�� �7�)�;। #�� �$� #�� ���  ( �2��3� 
��Y��� #E) ',। '!�� $�� #��� #��)�� #���( ��) �7�) �F�(>!� (��)।  
 
 


�W�/- 
 ��� (���� ��� 

o/o/�S 
 
 

----------------
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ �fM \ 
 

!���� (���� �%!���� (���� �%!���� (���� �%!���� (���� �%    
-��-���� ��N� 
��(q�-��G�0)� 
%��-'(����� 
'0��-����� 

 
 L�'� 0�, (�j��) ���� ��( ���$� -���5�( �q�� '/��। #��  , !���� '��) �����) 
��,  ��  (5� '������ #E) �,। ����� 7�� ��4T ���� '%�( ��( ���$�� ��4����F� �(;� q5� 
�����( (��। '! �� �[�� $�r�। ���� !(�� j5�� ���( #��  , q5�� !���� $,। 01( 
�2��3� ����� h��(  ( 0 ��( '!� �V4R (�� q��� ��,�� F�� #�!। '!, !�) h� '��(�5< q� 
$�� ���h '�� $�) #�!। �� #�  (0 ��( '!� ���( q�� ��) ��)  �� ��� 6�� �����( 
��2�F�� F���)।  
 
  ,.��� �� 0 ��( '!� ��4�)��� ��� 6�� ��2�F�� F���)। ��� ��  � $�� $�� 
�W� ��<)�� 02 ��( '!���� �� 0�Y�) ���। �(H ��4� ��( '!��� �� '��� �। �[��) ��( 
'!� �� q� $�� '�� $�) #�! '!, !�) #�� <��� $�� F�� #�!। #!�� ��% ���( #��  ( 
q��� ���� (�G��� '���  �� !��� (���Y ��2F���� (�� �3 '��7 %�(�� '���। ��$��� �)! 
���� Lf �>!�। ��� 
�n��� �;�� ����) 9� $����। #��( �2��3� K’0 ������$� (2�� 
6�� � �� ��( '!��� �����( ��2�F�� F���)।  , -��� *�) �����( ��$��� 6�� ��( '!��� 
�����( ��2�F�� F���) �  (, ���।  
 
 


�W�/- 
!���� (���� �% 

o/o/�S 
 

 
-----------------
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ �f� \ 
 

��� ���( ���� ��� ���( ���� ��� ���( ���� ��� ���( ���� ((((��������������������))))    
%��-�������� 

'0��-����� 
 
 Lj'� ��F4 #�� ����� '0��� '(��)��� %��� �!�e)� ����� /�G�Y $�� ��( ���$�� 
#���R� ��� '��) '!�� $�� '��$���Y� %��� �T74� (��� ��( -��� �7�)  ( ��! 
������$� (��। '!�� $�� ����) '��$�7Y� %��) F�� #�!। '� ���!� j ������ #�� #���  ( 
#���)� '��G�0 ����� �$�� F�� #�!। ����� �$��� �Y�5��) #���(  ( ��$��� '��� ��e (��। 
 �� #���( (2�:���: ��( '!�� �(5 '�X�; '�)। (2�:���: '�X;�� �� ����5��� !������ 
#���( �09�!���� (��� %��(- ���3 ���$� '(�%�)? ���� '(�%�) 'a�� ')? #�� ��� *��� 
!�=( 6C� ���� ��
(�� (��) #���( '���� '��5� ���= ���), F�� ��,�/��� ��G5 ���) #��� 
���), $��� < ���= *$�� (��� %��(।  �� *$�� '��V $��, ��, '�G�� #���( '�X�} ���=� ���2 
'/�� ����।  , .��� S/o q�� '�X�}� ���2 ����� �� #��� q�� ��) '��।  �� #��� F������( 
*$�� '��� #���( (�0 (���। (�0 (��� ���\ ���\ ���= '��) #%�� �e��(� ��G5 ���) ���= 
#q�� (����। �� ����� ���2 ���� K’;5�( F�6��� .�� '��� ���। #��� 'F���� !��� f/�M 
0 '��(�( ?�� ���= ���) ��5��� ��5��� '��� '/�� '�)। ��( '��(�( ��(�� �5�� �� $�� 'F�� 
'�G��, $�� '�G�� 7�Y��� 6�=�) (2�:���:� ��,�� ��) '��। $�0� '%�( �(;� '��( ��G��� ���) 
7�4 '��GY����  �� ����� 7�Y��� (�� ��) '�� ������( ��, (�� ]�� (�� $�2� (����।  , 
.��� *��2( �� ������ ����5����� 7R$�2� (����। #��  ( ��! (2�:���: �;���। #�� '� 
()�� (2�:���: �;��� � (�)( �� ���� ���� �/f �� '��(�( ���.z 6���) $�2� (���;। 
#��� 6�� ��4�� F������ �� #��� ]��� ��4�� $�) ��)। #�� 63 ��� #��� h� �(5 
(2�:��: $�� '��( ���/� ���=�) '�,। ����� #��� h�  (0 ��|��� $��������� �(5  ( 
0 '��( ��) ��)।  �� ��G�( ��( ������ (��� �� ��� '�0��� �(5 �7�) #��� 02 
!������ (��। ����� '�0� #���( '��( ��� #�� '�����( $��������� ������� ���3 �����। 
$�������5�� �� �;� '(���� ��G। ���3 '���� !�) #���( '�0� ��� ���� ����  �, ����� 
��,� �7�) $��0� $��। ��� $��0� � $<, �� $�� '�����( ]�� (�� ���� $��। ����� K0 '�|�� 
����� #��� !�N ���) #���( ����� ��,� '�X�; '�)। '!��� ��$��� !������ #��� '$��! 
!��$��� �(5 #���( $��0� (��। #�� '!��� $��0� $�) ;��5� 02 ����d (��। ����d �|�� � 
(�� #���( �������� %��) '����� (��।  ���  �!, #��� �!�� $)। �� ��! �!�� ��n�) 
(�5�,। ����� �������� 
��� $�) ��)। 
 
 


�W�/- 
���( ���� 

o/o/�S 
 
 

--------------
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\ �fL \ 
 

'��� ��$K� ,!���'��� ��$K� ,!���'��� ��$K� ,!���'��� ��$K� ,!���    
-��-'�Y� 

��(q�-0������ 
%��-���!� 
'0��-����� 

 
 �i, #7� '.�� ��� F��5�) !�) #���(  ( 0 ��0�(�� �.��R ��0�� $�� ���  �� 
��0�(�� (2��� ��) ��)। '!��� ��), #���( 63 ��0�(�� '���� ���= ���) .�VR *$�� (��। 
 ��� '!��5���� ���4�� #��� 'F�� '�G�� �5�� ���� ����� (2�:���: F��� '�)। '!��� ��) 
'F�� ���� '�)  �� '�0��� �(5 #���( $��0� (��। o/i 0�)7�) '�5��: '���� �� #���( 
(2�:���:  /, #,, <, '� $�0�� #5�(�) ���(। *��2( �� !(��  �� ��(��� $�0� $�� '�� 
(��� !�)  �� $�0�� _�(���� !�) *��2(�( .�VR *$�� (����। #���( $�0� $�� '�� (��� 
!�)  �� $�0�� _�(���� !�) *��2(�( .�VR *$�� (����। #���( $�0� $�� '�� (�� ���$�� 
��) '��  �� *%�� '���� ���= ���) *$�� (��� �� ��5 ���) ���%, FY, �(�, q��V, ��5 ���) 
������ 6�� 6�= ��F�  �� !�4���V ���)� ���) @� ���) *$�� (��� �� �!7����5� #] 
������ ���.z n�� 'F�� �����। ���� #���( �09�!� (����, !��2 (�� ����, '����� !��% '( '( 
�;�। ����� #��� ���� $��  ( ��6� �3 ��) $�0��� ���2 '��� '�)।  , .��� #Y�, ��! 
#���( ����� (2�:���: ����� �� �.v� ���!� *%� ���( #���( '!�� $�� ����� '!��� 
'0�� ���=�) '�)। '!��� '0�� #!�� ����, #��� !�d ���� /��� ��)  �� �`�) ;5/5 
(��� %��(। � ���!� '��V� ���(  ( 0 '�0� (�)(0 ����5����( !�N (�� '!��� '0�� F�� 
#�!  �� #����� LM/Li 0�� *��2�(� ���� $��  ( ��6� (�� �3 ')। ����� ���!v��� � 
������ ����� $�� ��|��� O!2�� �2� F�� ��)। � �� ����� ����3 $)। ���3���$� '0� ���� 
���� ���� ���� #��� '0� $�� '�� $�) #�!।  �� '!, ��, #�� ��Y� F�� #�!। #�� *�) 
#Y�, ��! ����� (2�:��: $�0�� �;���। 63 $�0�� #��� 'F���� !���� ��5� '��( *$���� 
�@ ���� ��)।  �� *��2( �� !I2�� �� $�0� $�� LM/Li 0 (�� '��(�( '�� (�� ��) '��, 
������( #� �/�� #��� �।  , .��� �� '��(�( ���� ���.z 6���) $�2� (���;।  
 
 

  
�W�/- 
'��� ��$K� ,!��� 

                                                                                                        LL/o/�S 
 
 

---------------
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����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ �fS \ 
 

'��� ��;�� #��'��� ��;�� #��'��� ��;�� #��'��� ��;�� #��    
-��-$��(��� 

��(q�-�������� 
%��-�������� 

'0��-����� 
 
 �j�� !���� �o, #7� SM/Si 0 ����5��� $��(��� $�, U�� $�� '��� �M q�5(�� !�) 
$��(��� -��� ��)। ���.z ��� .�7 $�) ���� -���� ���2 _��( ��Y। ��GF0��  (�5 �� #��� 
��Y��� F�� ��)  �� #���( ��� '/��  �� �09�!���� (��, ���� �$e� � ��!���? #�� 6C� 
'�, '�, #�� ��!���। ����� #���( �09�!� (��,  , -��� �$e� #�; �(? #�� 6C�� ��� #�;। 
#�� �$e� ��Y� '����) '�,। ����5����� #���( ';�Y ���) �$e� ��Y�) _��( ��Y। #��� ��Y� $�� 
�$e� ��Y� ����� �t��4 #��� ����� ��Y���  (0 h����(, � !T��� ����, .�� ��z� (��;�। 
����5����� ���( ��� '/��  �� q��� ���2 ��) ��)। ��� 6�� *�) '�Y q�� !�) ��4T �����( 
��2�F�� (��� �� �� '! �9� $�) ��Y '!, !�) ���( '/�� '��� ����5����� �$e� ��Y�� ���( 
F�� ��)। �$e� ��Y�) �7�) 63 �� ���7� ��G0�� %��(। ��(�� ��5�� ���( ���� E� ��� (���� 
��Y��� '_��(। ��G� ��Y��� ��0 h����( �;�। ��G�� $��, ��� (���� h�, ��G� ���� #� 
�[��)0 ��G� '��। ��G� h� q��� ���2 (�G%� '!��, (��;�। ��G� ���� < '�� ����e�) ��! �;���। 
����5����� 63 ��Y�� �.�� _��(, K0 q��� ���2 _��( ��Y #�  (0 '!�x ���� %��(, #� 
 (0 ��� (���� '���� $�� ��� '$GF�Y 5��� %��(। �� '��� ��G� �� �F>(�� (��� %��(। 
 (0 ����5��� ��G� �����( ���= ���) '��� *$�� (��। �(H ��� (���� '���( q��� ���2 ��� 
� '��� ���(< .�VR *$�� (��। ��G� h��( S/o 0 ���� *�) K’q�� �����( ��2�F�� (��। �(H 
� !�) ��� (���� �Y .�, !���� (���� (�� <  (0 �[����( $���� (�� ��Y��� �;��। �(H 
����5����� ����� ��Y��� _��(, ����� K0�( ��� '/��  ��  (5� q��� ���2 ��) ��e (�� 
'��� '�)। ����� ����5����� 63 �������� 6�� �����( ��2�F�� (��� �� #��� $�,U��� F�� 
#�!। �(H ����� !�N '� �2�2 ���54 -���� �.�� �7�)�;� ���� -�� $�� $�G! ���7� ,�2��� ��� 
��) #�!। ���� '(� '��)� 6�� �����( ��2�F�� F���) �,। '� K5� '��)� 6�� �����( 
��2�F�� F����� $) ��� ���2  (0 ��!��� #� �^��)0 �$e�। ����� 6�� ��GF0 ����5��� 
�����( ��2�F�� (��� �@ ����� 
�n2 '.�N ��Y। ��( �V��� ��<)���� �� ��4��� ���� 
!�n $�) 6�=�;। 63 q5��  ( ��! �t��4 ��� (���( ��( ����5����� ��d� '%�( ��� '/��  �� 
���( (2��� ��) ��)  �� ���( ���� ]�� (�� $�2� (��। �����, 63 q5� q�5 ��)। 
 
 

                                                                                                         
�W�/-  
'��� ��;�� #�� 

                                                                                                         i/o/�S 
 
 

--------------
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\ �fo \ 
 

��(�� F� ���(��(�� F� ���(��(�� F� ���(��(�� F� ���(    
�������� 

����� 
 

#��, �!��(, < ,6�!  , ��0 ��( '!���� $��� ��e $,। ���� #������( �\(�7�;� 
��) ��)। �\(7�;� ��) ����� ��% #������( �e��(� ��G5 ���) .�VR *$�� (��� %��(। 
�\(�7�;� $�� 'F�� '�G�� 7�Y��� (�� !��!� ����� (2��� ���=�) '�)। '!���  (5� q��� ���2 
K’/�5 ��� �;�। '!��� K’$�� ��;�� ���( ��� ���) '�G��  (5� 0����� ���(� !��% '�G�� ����। 
��� '��V #��� '!�� $�� ��,�� ��) �7�) ;�Y ���), '�)�5 ���), ��5 ���), ���= ���), .�VR 
*$��, FY, q��V, ���%, ���) o/i 0 ����� %��( #� �09�!���� (��� %��( '(�%�) ���54 #�;? 
'(� '(�  ��(�) ������ (��;? '(�%�) 'a�� ��);? ()0 ��( '!� '���;? .���� (�� 
'�[�� 'a�� ��);? ���� .����) (2��u � '�0� ,�2��� ����� #� �(%2 .�V�) 7��� ��� < 
*$�� (��। 9� $����) '/��� *$�� (�� ��� ���। 9� �/�� '��) '���� '���� #��� ��%�) 
���।  ,.��� K�� K��� #��� 6�� �����V( ��4�� F������ �� ��, ��y��� #���( ����� 
(2������ ���=�) '�)। '!��� K�� %�(�� �� '�0� #��� '�5��: ')। '�0� #���( 
�09�!���� (��� %��( ���� ��� (���  �! �2�) (��;, � �=( (��;? ��� 0���� #�� ���, ��-
'����� ,Z� �W��%4 < ���[.t��� 
������ 02 �h ���� ��� ����� $) �� $�� #�� �2�) 
(���;। � (%� ���� �� '�0� #��� *$�� (�� �I (�� '�)। ����) #���( $�0� q�� ���=�) 
'�)। ����) #���( $�0� q�� ���=�) '�)।  � �� �� ��  ( ��$��� #���( '7��� $�0� $�� 
'�� (�� ]�� (��� ��) ��)। ]�� (��� #�7 '�0� 0��� '��� #��� �(5 F�� ��)  �� 
#���( �/���) ��) #�! #� ��$����( �� � .�V�) 7��� '�)। '!, �� �%42�> ��, ��y��� 
#���( ';�Y ���� ��� '�0� K0 '!�x!$ #���( ����� �$�� ��) #�!  �� '!x�� '0�� '��� 
��)। ����� ��( '!��� #$� $�� %��(। �.v��� '��V� ���( '0�� �t�4( #����� *��2( 
#!���� ���� $��  ( ��6� '%�( K’��6� ��4T �3 '0�� �t�4( ��)�;। �3 � ���� .�V *$�� 
(����। �, ���!v� #��� ����� '0���� $�� ���3 ��,। �������� %�� �, ���!v� ����3 $)। 
f, ���!v� #��, ��, #����  , �� 0 �������� %��) F�� #�!  �� <, �!,- � �(5 $�� 
��0�(����� '�(�4�� ��) ',। ����� #��� ��������� 'q�V� (�� '�, ����� �(5 �h�h 
#�;, ���� o/i ���� ���2 ���3�/X0 ��/�! 0�� ��<। ������( �(;� ��� $�� �। 'q�V� (��� 
() ���� ���2, SMM/oMM ��,�/� #����� ��/�! 0�� $�) ��)। ���!v��� '��V� ���( 
(2��u !�/6�� ,,��,#�����( !�N (�� �������� F�� #�! #��� ��G� $��� #����� 6��� 
(�� �h�h ���� '�,। ����� �N�I�� ���4�� _�(� �7�) #����� �h�h ��G� �(5 0�� ���) #�!।  
 
 

                                                                                                            
�W�/- 
��(�� F� ���(  

                                                                                                           L/o/�S 
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\ �fi \ 
    

'��� #��! !�C��'��� #��! !�C��'��� #��! !�C��'��� #��! !�C��    
-��-(��� $�5 
��(q�-07�� 

%�� < '0��-(���)� 
 
 �L-�-�� !��� ��(�� ��5�� !�) K’0 ��( ����� �h�h!$ (��� $��5 #��� '��(�� 
 �! �0�9! (�� �!��0 ���� '(�%�)। #�� 6C� (�� �� '�� ���� ������ �। ����� #���( ��� 
'�����( #����� !�N '��� $��। (��R '�0� !��$� '�����( '��(�;। #�� ����� !�N '��� 
�
�(�� (��� ���� '0�� (�� #���(  (5� ��(!�) (�� (���)� ��) ����� !�) 'FX$�! < (���� 
7���� 8�0, '���� ����5��� ��$��� ���, '�X�;��� !�N !�N  (0 ����5��� #��� �(5 F�� #�! 
 �� #���( �0�9! (��, '.�5 ���); '(�%�)? #�� 6C� (�� 'X(�) ���)�;। ��� #��� 7���� 
6�� ��-F��5� FY (�! ����। #�� ���5�� ��Y ��,। ����� #���( (���)� ����� ��,� ��) 
'7��  (0 '�0�  �! #���( �0�9! (�� '����� ��Y��� ()5� �e�( #�;? #�� ��� #��� 
���Y�� '(� �e�( �,। #�� �e�( ���) �( (����। #�� �e��(� (%� �
�(�� (���� #���( 
'�0��� ���4��  (5� q�� ��) ��<)� $)। '!, q�� '<)�� !�N !�N *�) �i/LM 0 ����5��� 
 �! #���( q�� ��) '(6 q��!, '(6 ���%, '(6 ��5 ���) �F #��� '(6 �� '���� ���= ���) 
'��� *$�� (��� %��(  �� ��¡� $�!�� %��(।  ,.��� *�) �i ���5 ������( ��2�F���� �� 
#�� 9� $����) '/��। *�) #�� q�� �� #��� 9� �/�� ��,। ����� #���(  (5� �I(�� 
'(�=�) ��) �7�) ��0� �I (�� '�)। #�� '!��� �7�) ��, #��� �� ���5 '��( '!, q��� ���2 
��4�[� ��n�) ��Y #�;। ���(� ��GF5�� !�) #���  (0 ����5���  �! #���( '!�� $�� '�� 
(��  (5� �Y q��� ���2 ��) ��)  �� ���5�� 6��Y (�� '��)��) '�) �����  (0 q��Y� 6�� 
 �! F�Y। K0 K$�� ��Y� ���) ���। K0 K���)� 6�� F�Y, #� o/i 0 ��5 ���) ���) �F�� 
%��( ����� #�� �9� $�) ��,। �i/LM ���5 �� 9� �/��� #��� �I (�� '��� '�)।  ,.��� 
o/i �� �)��� ������( ��4�� F������ ��  (0 (2��u  �! #������( �I q�� '��� ��) 
 ��  (0 ����5����( �09�!� (��  ����( ����� '�<)� $�)�;? ����5���5� 6C� (��, �। �� 
���4� '�), ��Y���Y�  ��� 02 ����� ��)  �!�।  , ��� (2��u F�� ��)। ����5���5� #����� 
02 ����� #�। #��� 63 ����� � '��) 6$� '/�� '�,। � ���!� �i ������ (2��u #���( 
%�� $�0�� ��=�)।  �� LM ������, (2��u (���)� $�� ���� $�) ����� !�) %��� <,�!,'( ��� 
��), ;�C�� ��( '��(5� !v�I .�� (�� '��G0��� '��।  , '��( ��� '��V� � $) ��$��  �( 
��3 (�� '���। �����< <,�!,- � ���4�� #���( L� ������ %��) $��0� (�� $)। <,�! #���( 
�0�9! (�� '����� ��Y� '(�%�), �� �(, ,�2���। ����� <,�!- � ���4�� #���( '0�� ��) ���� 
$)। '!��� '0��� �.�� ��$����� #���( S/o �� ���� ����� (����।  , .��� '0��� ���2 
*�) ��GF ��! %�(�� �� #��� -���� 0!�����R� 'F��) #���( 0��� '�)।  
 
 ����� ��Y� F�� #�!। ����� F��� %��(। o/i ����� ����� F��� �� �$(��� $��(� 
#���( '�(!�� ����! '�)।  
 
 

                                                                                                      
�W�/-  
#��! !�C�� (�)���) 
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\ �f� \ 
 

'��� 0�@� ,!���'��� 0�@� ,!���'��� 0�@� ,!���'��� 0�@� ,!���    
-��-(���$�5 
��(q�-07�� 

%�� < '0��-(���)� 
 
 �j�� !���� j, #7� #�� !�� $�!������ �V��� 02 ��,। $�!������ ����� !�N !�N 
LM/SM 0 ��$��� < 0���) �����!)�  �! #���( �q�� ��) ��� '/��। ����� #��� K$�� 
 (!�N '�G�� .�V *$�� ?@ (��  �� �09�!� (�� '��� '��( '(�� ����5��� ����? '��� '��( 
'(�� ��$��� ����? !�c� ���7� '�� ';�Y '�7�। '��� \�5 ���7� '�� ��� (� '�)�। #�� ����� 
(%� �
�(�� (��। �� #���( '��)��) #��� ���(� 6�� S/o 0 ����5��� 6�= �F�� %��(। #�� 
9� $����) '/��। *�) #�� q�� �� #��� 9� �/�� #�!। ����� i/� 0 ��$���  �! #��� 
����� ����� $�6�0� ��/�! ��) ��)  �� '!��� ��) �7�) #��� 'F�� ��G���,  � !�) <, �! 
'!��� F�� #�!  �� #���( �0�9! (�� '����� ��Y��� ()5� �e�( #�;  �� ���� ()5� 
����5��� < ()5� ��$��� '���;? #�� 6C� (�� #�� '(� ��$��� < '(� ����5��� ���� �,  �� 
#��� ��Y��� '(� �e�( �,। �� <,�! #���( ��� $��� '� @��� �;� '!, @��� ���) #��� 
���= �M/�L5� ��Y�< q� ����। %��) ��) ��)। '!��� ��)  (5� �� q��� ���2 ��0� �I (�� 
'��� '�)। ��� ���� '��� F��5�� !�) ��0 �����!)� <,�!,- � ��/�! #���( ��) $��0� 
(��। '! ��< <,�! #���(  (, *� �0�9! (����। #�� �
�(�� (���� '! ��< <,�! #���( 
���= ���) .�VR *$�� (��। ����� �`R�) ���¢ $�) #��  (5� ��� F�,�� <,�!  (5� �����!)��( 
 ( £�! ���  � ���� ���। ����� �����!)��5 #��� 02  ( £�! ��� ��) #�!। #�� ���5�(� 
����� �� #��� #���( ��) '!, q�� '��� '�)। #�� �� '0�� '����4 F�(��� (����। '0�� 
*��!( #��� ��� �Y�� ��� '��) #���( ��3 (��� 02 %��� <,�!,- � !�N '��7����7 (��। 
��� 'F��) #���( i �� �� ���� o5�� !�) �� q� $�� '�� (�� <,�!,- � !��� $��0� (��। 
<,�!, #��� �=(�� ���� ��) #���( ���3 '�) #�� '!, ��,  (�5 ��(!�) ��Y� '�X�;। 6���2 
'� %��� <,�! �;� ��$���। 
 

 
                                                                                                        �5�!�$ 

'��� 0�@� ,!��� 
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\ �f� \ 
 

'��� #��� ���� �'��� #��� ���� �'��� #��� ���� �'��� #��� ���� ���������    
-��- <��Y� 

��(q�- ������ 
%��- ������ 
'0��- (���)� 

 
 #V�¤ ���!� Li ������ '��� ��5�� !�)  ( a�( ����5��� ��0�(�� ���� *�) �MM 0 
#��� ��Y� �q�� '/��। #�� �� <)���Y� U��� ��E�� (��;���।  � !�) (�)(0 ����5��� 
U���� �.�� _��( #���( ��� '/��  �� �e��(� ��G5 ���) .�V *$�� (��� %��(। ����� ����� 
7�Y��� (�� ������ %�� ���T (���5�� ��) ��)। ���T (���5� 'F)���2��� �� F�� 'FX����। #���( 
'!��� ��) ��<)�� �� F�� 'FX���� #���( �����-��<, ��3���� �V��� .���� ��=�<�7। ��3�� 
!��$��� ';�� !��/ ;����7 (�4� �;�। ���T (���5� 'F)���2� ���4� ���� #���( '(��7Y� ��d�� 
����4 ]�� (�� ���� $��। �(H (2��u #��( � '��� (���)� ��( $�������� q�G�5�� ��) ��)। 
'!��� ��) �7�)। '�� < '��$�� �� ���) .�V *$�� (��� ��  (5� q��� ���2 ��0� �I (�� 
'��� '�)। #�� q�� _��(, '���� ��, q��� ���2 #�< ;)0 '��(। ���� F��5�� !�) 
#������( q� $�� '�� (�� #��� '��, '��$�� �� < ��G��� ���= ���) *$�� (��, O�K2��( �( 
'�<)�� �� #�� 9� $����) '/��। �� q�� �� 9� �/�� ��,। #��� !�d ���� ����� 'F��5 
W���W� $�) ���.z 0�)7� '/�5 �3 \��;�। #�� �2%�� �`�) ���¢ $�) �F>(�� (��� ��7���। 
#��  (5� ��� F�,�� #���( ��� � ���) *E��  � ���। �� �� �� #���( '�0��� �(5 
��) ��)। '�0� #���( '��� ��, ��� ��/�( ���4� ���   '��(5��(  �, $�!������ .��4 
(�। ���� #���( $�!������ .��4 (�� '�)। '!��� K’��! �F�(>!� (��� �� #���( '�0��� 
#���� (���)� '0�� ���=�) '�)। %��� �����7��( F�� $�0�� 5�(� '���� �� �����7� #��� ��(t�� 
�����54 '�0��� �(5 ��=�)  �� #���( ���4�V� ����! (�� '�)।  
 
 

                                                                                                    �5�!�$ 
'��� #��� ���� ��� 
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\ �ff \ 
 

'��� #��� (��!� �'��� #��� (��!� �'��� #��� (��!� �'��� #��� (��!� ���������    
-��- ��4��, ��(q�- F� *�7��� 
%��- '�X�����, '0��- (���)� 

 
 #�� O!)����� F�(��� (����। L� '� ��F4 ����� ��, ��(-���$�� ���� F�� ��)। '!, 
!�) ����� ��, '%�( #���(!$ �� ������( ����� ��,�, ������  �� 0� �e� (�� ���� $)। 
0��e� %�(�(��� #���( ���) �� �2���� (���) ����। !��� �� ����� �2���� (��� $���।  
 
 !(��� LM $�� Li 0 ������( ��� ��) �7�) O!)����  )�����54 ��<�)� 02 ���5 
(��5�) ��। '(� !�) ��Y '�G�� ��) '��। ����0� O!�(��� ���� �2�$�� (�� $���। ���.z *�  
(��। �(H #�� !� !�) �(;� 0��� ��� ��0�( ���4�V *��R (��� 'F�� (���;  �� *([���W 
�(;�, 0���� �। !����( ;�6��� #������( !�� (�) �� ����। '!, � �� ����� �����-*��2( 
�� !(��� � ��� (�� @�5। �W��� '(6 ��� ����� 'F��� ��$�� ��� 6�� '�� #!��� K��4�7। 
���( '�� ���), ��,�/��� ��G5 ���), ,��(�a( ��� ���) '��� *$�� (�� $���  �� ����� 
#����� '���  , .���, ���2 '�)।  , .�) '(6 'F��� �।  
 
 !�� �� �� #���(  !,�� (��=��  � 0��e� (�� ����। #��� ��Y� ��( ���$� ��$�Y� 
���) ������ '!�� '%�( _�(��� ��) �7�) ����।  , !�d ����� ���)  )�����54 ����� ��6�5 ���) 
����।  
 
 �(;���  ,.��� ��2�F�� F������ ��  !,��, 0�(���)� !��$�, #�, #, !��$�  �� !��% 
��0 ����� ��� ��) ��) !����( ;�6���। ��0 ������� ���2  !,��, !��$��� '�$�W� 
�$�!�� !����( ;�6��� #�� (�� ����।  
 
 #���( �09�!� (����  !,�� !��$� '(�%�), '(�%�) �( (��; ��  �� ���� (�0�( $�2� 
(���;�? '!, !�) #��� ���)� ������ '�� ���) #q�� (����। ���)� #N��� ���5� F�� ���)  , 
!�d �%2 !�=(.��� ���� 02 �� *�)�7 (����। �� ���) #¥���� ��%�) #q�� (�� �3 '�� 
(����। !�) !�) q q ���� #q�� ����� #� 0��� 'F���। '! !�) '��(0�( �[� '���(� 
'��G0����� 02 ����� ��/�! ���=�) �����। �(H *([���W '(� !����, #��� 0���� �। 
���V�( '(�� '��G(� '�)�� 02  , 'F�� F����� $���। !����( ���$�� '��( ��� ����� '� 
'������� �$�, #$� < ����G0 '���(� !�d '��G0��� ����� ��/�! ����। ����� '%�( �� ���� 
;��5 ��) #�� 
������ '�Y ��! �t��4 !���T ��� $�� .���� �7�) #E) ',। '!�� $�� ���\ 
���\ -��2 <����� ���54� !��% �%�(�%� �t�4 ���(d�� _��( ���������� 02 �� ���� ��� -$R 
(��।  
 
 

                                                                                                  
�W� 
'��� #��� (��!� ���  
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\ �fj \ 
    

E� �F���! !�(��E� �F���! !�(��E� �F���! !�(��E� �F���! !�(��    
-��- ^��(-�� 

����,�$ 
(���)� 

 
 �j�� !���� #�� ��! '��0 ������ !(�� �5�� !�) ����5���, ��0�(��, ������)� ���� 
*�) iM/�M0 #����� -��� #�!  �� �$e� ��Y� �q�� ')। !(��, ����5���� (%� ?� ;�5�;��5 
(�� ������� 'F�� (��। �(H '� '� ��( ���) -���� ��,�� '��� F�) '!, ���(, ����5��� ���) 
'q��। #��, (��,, '�����, '.���, ������, E� �� ��Y� '%�( '(�%�< ��,�। ����� ��( '!��� 
 �! #����� ()0�( ��� '/��  �� ��� ���� ����6�(�, ���3 ���$��(� ��� '���<? #��� 
����� (%� �
�(�� (��। !��% !��% '!���, �����( ]�� (�� $�2� (��। ����� #����� 
F��0�( #����� F��0�( K, $�� '�G�� �¦� ��� ���� ��) ��)। '!��� ��) #����� !��,�( 
���5�� '��)�)। ����� �M/�L 0 ��( ����� #����� ���=� 6�� �F�� %��(। �����V ��� 
���� ��) �7�) ���� ����  (  ( (�� !��,�( 7@ 0��, (��� �� 0��, (�� ���� '/�� '�)। 
 , .��� !��,�( 0��, (��� �� #���( �=(  (, 6���) 7��) ;��� F���)  �� ���� ���� '/�� 
'��� !��, F�� ��)। �(H ����� ';���5� #��� ���� $�� ���rz � (��, '/�� '��� ��)। /�� 
#�� '(� ��n��� #�� ��� ��n�) ���� ���� ��Y %��(। ����� q��Y $�� ���) '���� ��, �3 
\Y�;। F������( 'F�) '��� '(�%�< '(� '��( ',। ���� ���� ���� ��� ���) F��� %��(।  (5� 
��; ���� 'X(� �� ���) ���r�। #�� 'X(�� ���\�( ������ (�� ����� .�,, #���( �� ��� 
(�� ����? ���\ #���( ��� ��� ���� ����) '�)। #�� 'X(� $�� '��  (0 '���(� ��Y��� 
�7�) #E) ',  ��  (0 ��3�� ^��� �F�(>!� (��,। #�� '!�� $�� ?�� ��, ��( '!��� 
#����� �$e� ��Y� #]� '��� ���Y�) ���)�;  �� ��( '��)� 6�� �����( ��2�F�� (���;।  
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                              
�W�/- 
�F���! !�(�� 
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\ �jM \ 
 

'��� �$�K� #��'��� �$�K� #��'��� �$�K� #��'��� �$�K� #�� 
-��- '����Y)� 

(���� ���� 
(���)� 

 
�j�� !���� f , ���!v< '��0 �[$¡����� !(��� �5�� !�) #�� .����� ��� ?�;। 

 � !�) � 0 ��$��� ���h!$ #����� ��Y� �7�) #���( ���(। #�� '���< �I (�� ����� 
!����  �! $��0� $,। #���( �0�9! (����, '����� ���� '(�%�)? #�� 0��� ��,, q����) #�;। 
#�� #��� �����( '��( ��,। ���� ����� !��% !�W�> (��। ���� �����( ��� '����� �Y ';�� 
'(�%�)? #§� ��� *�� 6C�� ���, ';�� '(�%�) �� #�� ���� ���� �। ���� #§� < #���( 
!��% (�� ��(������� (�������� ��0��� ��) #�!। '!, !�) ���T (���5� �����  (5� /�G(� 
/�)�� (�� �2�2 '��(0�( '!�� $�� ���Y�) '�)। ����� #§�!$ #���( < �2  (0�( 
���T (���5� ������� ���4�� 7Y�, ��� ���� ��) ��)। ��� ����  (5� q� �;� '!��� ��) 
#������( 63 q��� ���2 �(;� !�) ����। ����� #���( ���� �(��� ��) ��<)� $)। ����F� 
 ( ��( ����� ��,�/� 6GF� (��� !��% !��% #�� ���� \�G���) ��Y। !�G��� (�5�� (�5�� ��� 
�� ����� ���( F�� ��,। #���( �W2 (�� 63 ����� �[��� 2�)  ��������Y.��� ]�� ;�Y�� 
%��(। #�� ��� ��� ���� �7�) 6�=  �� $�G5�� %��(।  � ���2  (5� ]�� �7�) #��� $��� ���7। 
� ��n���, #�� F��� %��(।  � !�) �2  (5� ]�� �7�) #��� ���) ���7। �� #�� ��Y 
��,। ��Y ����� ����, K5� /�)�� $)। #��� #§� < '!, '��(5��( ���� ]�� (�� $�2� (�� 
���� '/�� '�)। ��� �(;�WR ��  (0 ��0�(�� �� !�G����) #���( ���� 02 �<)�� $�) 
��)। �� #�� �[� ��n�) ����� ���2 ��Y %��(। #���( �[� ��n�) ��Y %�(�� '��� '! �� 
��� $�) F�� ��)। #����( q:� ���( �� #��� (�)(0 *������ #���( �[� ��n�) ��Y 
%�(�� '��� '! �� ��� $�) F�� ��)। #����( q�� ���( �� #��� (�)(0 *������ #���( 
�[� '0� 'X(� ��) #��( #�� 02 ��)। �(H #�� '�G�F #�; '0� ���� ������ (�� #���( 
'X(�) ���� ��Y� ��) #�!  �� #��� �F�(>!� (��)। '�� 
��� $��� �� #���( (���)� 
$�!������ �F�(>!�� 02 ���=�) '�) $)। '!�� $�� �(;��� �� #���( ��0��$� $�!������ 
��=��� $)। ��0��$� $�!������ ��GF ��! �F�(>!� (��� �� #�� ��Y� F�� #�!।  

 

�W� 

'��� �$�K� #�� 
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\ �j� \ 
 

'��� �e(�� t@� ,!���'��� �e(�� t@� ,!���'��� �e(�� t@� ,!���'��� �e(�� t@� ,!���    
-��- ���5)����� 
%��- (��������, 

'0��- (���)� 
 

�j�� !���� ���!v� ���!� f ������ ���5)� ���� -��� � 0 ���3�����  �! #E) ')। 
����5������ (2�� �;� (�������� %�� (�6�J��, #� ��0�(�� ��$�� < ������)���� (2�� �;� 
(�������� '�� '���। ��( '!���� '�0� < (2��u %�(��� (���� ���� %�� ��( ������)। 
 

f, ���!v� ���3 ���$�� �� !(�� f/�M5�� !�) ������ q��� ���2 .�� ���r���।  � 
!�) ��0�(��, ����5��� < ������)� ���� *�) �M/�M 0�� ���$R� ���5)� ���� ������ ��Y� F����4( 
$�� �q�� ��) '7���]�� ?@ (��  �� ���3 ���$�� *��� '��� �t��4, ��( $����� ���$�  �! 
������( $���)�� !��� ��� '/�� < ��� ������( *$�� (��� (��� %�� (�6�J�� ��) ��)। 
%�� (�6�J��� �t�4���(  (5� #� ��7�� 7�4 (�� ���� f5�� !�) ������( '!��� ��) �7�) 
��, (�� ��GY (���) '��� 7��� ]���� $�2� (�� 63 7��4� ���2 '/�� ���5F��� ���) '��� F�� 
#�!। 
 

��� ���� ��( $����� ���$� ���5)����� -��� ��)  �� 63 -���� *��2(5� ��Y� #] 
'��� ���Y�) '�)। '��)��� 6�� F���) �����( ��2�F��। #��� ���� %�� (�6�J�� �/�� #�!। 
#0< ���5)� ����� ��( ��Y���, q� <�= �,। 
 

��� o/i �� �� ��( ���$� (�2�R��� -��� ������� ��)  �� �� � 0�� ��( '��)� 
6�� �����( ��2�F�� (��। ��� ���2 (�2�R�����  (5� '��)� �� #�;)�। '��)�5 ������$�� 
����� < !�e��। '!, '��)�5 ��( $����� ���$�� ��(�� $)  �� ��� 6�� �����( ��2�F�� 
F������ �@ '! 9� $����) '/��। ��( $����� ���$� '!, -�� $�� (�������� F�� #!�� '! 
9� �/�� ��)  �� ��� (���� ��� !���0 '����� � ��� ���� (��� 7��) ��Y ���) ���� ��)। 
 

��( $����� ���$�� (2��u %�� (�6�J��� '� ��( ������) %�(��� '!, ��( ������� 
!����  (5� (F��� ���) �C4� ��(�� �;�। '!, ��(��� *�) L/o �� �� �� L/o 5� !�e�� ��$��� ��� 
���Y ��� ��n�) .�!�� '��� '��। 
 

#����� ����  , '� 7�Y��� '� !(� ��$�� F���/�� (���� ������( 7�Y� $�� ����) 
��( �����) ��)  �! ����� 6�� �����( ��2�F�� (�� ��� '��)��5 F�04 (�� $�2� (�� 63 
��(��� '/�� ������। 
 

 (�� K’0 ����5���  (5� ��0�(���( ���;, #r� '��d #<��� �����) ��< �। �� 
��0�(��5� ������(  (5� ��Y��� ��) ��)। ����5������ ��� '��) 63 ��Y�� ��@V ��$�� !��, 
��Y� ';�Y ';�Y �2� F�� ��)। ��0�(�� < ����5��� K�5 63 ��Y�� ���2 _��( #� '(� '��( ��G�0 
��) �। �� ����5��� K�5 63 ��0�(���( ��� #r� '��d '����� '��� '(�%�)? �� ��0�(��5� 
������( !��% ��) �0 ��Y� ��)  �� ��( '!��� ��� ��Y� �7�), q��� ���2 _��( ��Y। ���� 
'����  
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��), q��� ���2 63 ��0�(���� ���� ��! #�;। �����  (0 ��( '!� q��� ��,�� F�� #�! 
 �� 63 ��0�(���� ���( ��,�/� ��� ����। #�  (0 ��( '!� ��� �[� ����� 6�� �����( 
��2�F�� F���)। ����� �^��) 0 �7�) �����( ��2�F�� (��। *%� 0  �! ��0�(���( ��$��� 
���� %��(। ����� ����� (�0 '�V $�� ���� (2��� F�� #�!। ��� 63 !���� ��0�(�� (2��� 
;�Y�) �Y�� 63 ��0�(�� #� (2��� � �7�) '(�%�) '� F�� '7� ��� #� '(� '��G0 ��<)� '7� 
�। 63 q5� $�� 0�� ��) '� ��( '!���� $�� '%�( ����� #��) �� �I���� h�, ��, '�� < 
'��)�� '�$�, ��)�।  ��( ���T (���5 0����� ,!���� �� ��!��� ���7� '���(��< )।  
 
 

                                                                                                
�W�/-  
'��� �e(�� t@� ,!��� 
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\ �jL \ 
 

'��� �0��� (���'��� �0��� (���'��� �0��� (���'��� �0��� (���    
-��- K74���� 

%��- (�������� 
'0��- (���)� 

 
�j�� !���� �.v� ���!� �M ����� '��0 �N���� #�� ��0��� '�� '����� 02 ��, 

 �� '�� ���� ��Y� #�!। K74���� U���� !��� ��0��$� (2�� �;�। �^��)��� ��0��� ����� !�) 
K74���� U���� !����� ��0��$� (2�� '%�( (�)(0 ��0��$� #���( ��� �09�!� (����, 
‘‘'������� -��� ���3�/X0 #�;?’’ #���( #�< �09�!� (���� '����� .�, '(�%�)? #������( 
��� ���� $��। 6C�� #�� ����� #����� -��� '(� ���3 '/X0 �,  �� #��� �Y .�, '(�%�) 
�� #�� 0�� �। �� ���� #���( q��� ���2 ��) ��)। ����� ����� ��G��� ���= ��)  �! 
#���( ����� %��(। ����� 'F��5 ����� ���=, '.�N ��)। ����� �`R�) #�� �9� $�) ��Y 
��,। #��� �� #��� 9� �/�� #�! �� #����( '��� F��5�।  (0 ��$��� #��� �(5 
#�!  �� #��� K$�� '�G�� q��� �R4�� !�N \����) #��� ��G��� ���= ���) *$�� (��� %��(। #�� 
�9� $�) �Y�� #���( ����) ���5�� '/�� ����। ����� #��� 9� �/��� #�� ����� .�, 
#���(  ( £�! ��� '���? �� '!, ��$��� 6C� (����, ��� $�� �। �� �[��) #�� ���¢ 
$�) ��Y %��(। '! ��, ��(�� ;5�� !�) ����5���, ��0�(��, ��0��$� < ��$��� ���� *�) iM-�M 
0 $������� ������ (�� K’0 '��(�( ��� ��) K74���� ��0��$� (2��� #�!। ����  �! 
#���( '��� ���� %��( ��� '(�%�) '�����( ����, $��। #�� �
�(�� (��, ��, ���� '(6 
'(6 ��,�/� ���), '(6 '(6 '���� ���= ���), #��� '(6 '(6 ';��� ���) #���( ����� %��(। 
����� ����� 'F��5 #��� !��� ���� ���) �3 \��� %��(। #�� �9� $�) ��Y %��(। ����� 
$������� '%�( '� K�5� '��(�( ��� ��)  �!�;� ������( #��� �� '��� #��� !�N  (, 
0�)7�) '��� '�)। ��� ���� #��� ���� q�!���� ������� ��)  �� �o 0 '��(�( ��� ��) 
(�������� %�� (�6�J�� '��� '�)। ����� ���2 �;� � 0 ���3���$��, 63 � 0 �h !��� ��� 
��Y।  � ���2 #��� #§� #���( ;��Y�) #�� 02 ���T (���5� 'F)���2��� �(5 ��। �(H 
'F)���2� ��� #7��� (�� �� $) (�� ����। �� ���� ��<)� .�� $) �। #��� #§� �/�� F�� 
#�!।  � ���2 ���� #��� '���� ��, U���� �t��4 ����4 K�5  �� ���� ����4 �5� (�� '��GY� 
$�)�;। �� #��� ���� 02 �� ]�;���। #��� ���� #��� �����( #��� 02 'F�� (��� 
����। #��� �����  ( �I� ����� (2�:���:� ����5��� ,!��y� �;��। ���� ��� (��; 
'5���/� (��  �� #��� !v�I !��(;� ��d���� ���। �� ,!��y� ���T (���5� 'F)���2��� 
�(5 '/� (��  ��  (5� ����� �F�= ��=� #���( ���3 '���� 02। ����� '��� �L5�� !�) 
���T (���5� 'F)���2�  �� '�0�  �! #���( ���(। #�� 6C� (�� #�� '$G�5 '��� ���� �, 
(��R #��� !��� ���� ����� 'F��5 /��� '7�;  �� �2%� (��; !�4�N। ��  (0 ����5��� #��� 
�(5 ���=�) '�)। #�� ��� (�G�� .� ���) '�0��� �(5 ��,। ����� '�0� #���( ��� ‘‘���� 
���3’’। �� ���T (���5� 'F)���2� #���( ��� ‘‘'����� ';���( ��) ��<’’। #��� ���� #���( 
'��� 02  (5� ���� .�Y� (��। �(H ����) 6=�� �� ��n� #��� �;� � ��� #�� 
����<)����( �/���) '�,  �� #§�� (���G .� ���) ��Y� #�!। ��Y��� #!�� ��  
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?�� '���� #��� !�N '� K’�5 '��(�( ��� '����;� ������( #�� ���Y #!�� ����, 0��, 
(�� �t��4 6����� 7��4 ��G�� '����;। #� %�� (�6�J�� '� �� 0�( ���  ��;� ������( %�� 
(�6�J��� �t��4  (5� #� ��7��� �.�� !��,�( 'F�� '�G�� ��) ��)। '!��� ����� ���), 7�4 
(���) �����V ��� #55�� !�) ��, (�� ]�� (�� '��� '/��।  �� �������� K’�5 (���� ���2 
�� 0�( ��G�� ����। #�� ��Y�  �! '�Y ��! �F�(>!� $��� �� !�n $,।  
 
 
                                                                                                                  
�W�/-  

�0��� (��� 
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\ �jS \ 
 

'��� ��0�, !����'��� ��0�, !����'��� ��0�, !����'��� ��0�, !����    
-��- ��$���� 

��(q�- ���)�(�G�� 
%��- (��������, 

'0��- (���)� 
 
 �Sff !�� LM'� #�� '��0 ������ ��( ���$� ����� ���/� ��� ��) '� F� .��� ���� 
���� 6�� �����!� ��Y��� ���3��$� %��(। � ��� '��) *�) oM/iM 0 ����5��� ��$��� < 
��0�(�� � ������ � -��5� 'q��< (��  �� � -�� '%�( f 0 ���( ';���( ���। ����� ���� �� 
�09�! (�� '����� ���3���$�। '��������( ]�� (�� ���� $��। �(H ���( ';�� ()5� 6C� '�) 
#��� 0�� F�V (��। #��� ���3���$� , �� ���3 ���$� '(� '��� ��) #��� ����� '��� �,। 
';�� f5��( �� ��$���� ��(  (5� -��� ��) ��)।  �� '!��� ��) �7�) �� �(� *� 
�09�!������ �� !�]���( ��, (�� �!�)। ����� ��5 ���) �� �5 (��� �� ���%, ]��  �� 
�e��(� ��G5 ���) ����� ������ ���.z 0�)7�) ����� �@ ����� ������ ���.z n� '.�N ��)  �� 
����� 'F��5 �3 '�@�� %��(। ���  (5� #� ��7��� ���2 ��) ����� f 0�(  (  ( (�� 
0��, (�� '/�� '��� ���� (�������� %�� (�6�J�� F�� ��)।  
 
 � ���!� L� ������ �)�������� ��( ����5��� ��)  �� '!, -��� �7�) ����( !�����( 
�09�!� (�� '7��I� ��Y� '(� ���(। ����( !���� 6C� (�� #�� ���� ������ �। ��  (5� 
��( ����5���- ��� �(? ���� ����� �? - , ��� ���( !�N !�N '��)��5 ���) ��G�F�) '��� '/�� 
����� '7��I� ��Y� �7�) '��� '(6 ��Y��� ',। ����� ��� ��Y��� #] ����) '�)। � #] 
����) '�<)� '��� -���� �$e�-��!��� !��, ;�5�;��5 (��� %��(। ����� � 0 �$e��( ��( 
����5����� ��� '/��  �� ����� ���   -���� !�]�� ����6�� ��Y� '����) ��< ��$�� '������� 
';�Y '����। '��( ;)0 ��0��� *��R� .�) !�]�� �$e� ��Y� '����) '�)। ��� ���� !�]��� 
�$e� ��Y��� #] ����) '�)। -�� iM/iL ��� �$e� ��Y� ���� #] ���) ���Y�) '�)। ��� � -�� 
'%�( ����� !�) � � 0 '��(�( ]�� (�� '��� ��d�) '/�� '��� ��)।  
 

 
                                                                                                          
�W�/- 

'��� ��0�, !���� 
                                                                                                          �j/�L/�L 

 
 
 

----------------
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'��� ��)�� #�� ��'��� ��)�� #�� ��'��� ��)�� #�� ��'��� ��)�� #�� ��    
-��- ���� -�� 

��(q�- 0����� 
'0��- (���)� 

 
 �Sff !���� ��� E��R ����� ���� j5�� !�) *�) SM/oM 0 ����5���, ��0��$�, 
��0�(�� < ��$��� ����)� #��� ��Y� 'q��< (��  �� #���( �09�!� (�� #��� ';�� #��6�� 
'(�%�)? ��� *�� 6C�� #�� ��� '(�%�) ����� ����� �। �� ��$��� #���(  �� #��� '�\ 
';���( ���)� ���� !��Y ���5�� 'a� (���)� �)� ��)  �� '!��� $�0�� ����)� '�)। ��� ���� 
$�0� $,�� ���$� (��)� '�0��� !��� $��0� (��। '�0� #���( �09�!� (�� #��� ';�� 
#��6�� '(�%�)? ��$��( ��� #�)� ���� ���� #���( ;��Y)� ���। #�� '�0��� (%� 
*�2��� (��। �� '�0��� #���� #������( ����� (2���� '������) �)� ��)  �� '!��� 
#����� !�N #�< ��0 �;�। ��� q�� ���( ��  (0 ����5��� '!, q��� ��0� ����)� q��� 
���2 _��()� #��� ';���( (����:� ����� !�N K, �� '=(�,)� '�)  �� '���� ���= ��)� .�V 
*$�� (��। ����� #��� ������� ���( ���� �I (��)� #����� !�N '� #� ��0 �;� ������( 
����� �� ��$��� �� �9� $,)� ��) �� ���� �I (��)� ��)� q��� ��0� �I (��)� F��)� ��)। 
!I2�� �� #���(  �� #��� ';���( '�0��� �(5 �)� $��0� (��। '�0� '!,  (, *� ��� ��� 
�09�!� (��। �(H #�� �
�(�� (��। ����� #����� %��� $�0�� ��=�,)� ���। '!��� o/i �� 
%�(�� �� #��� '0�� ��=�,)� '�)।  � ���2 ��� ����( �t�4 ���(d��� 7.4� $,)� 'q�V� (�� 
��$�����( !�e$ (��)� ���)� #�)� $�0�� ���� $,)��; ��$�����( Lo q��� ���2 ;��Y)� '�<)� 
$6(। #��� (���)� '0�� '��5 �M� 0 #!��� �;���। ��$�� ���2 '��5 o� 0�( ;��Y)� '�)। 
#���< � o� 0�� !�N ���3 ��,। #���(  �� #��� ';���( '��5 � ��! LL �� '0�� ����।  
 
 
 
 
 
 


�W�/- 
'��� ��)�� #�� �� 

 
 
 

--------------
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'7X��N ����!'7X��N ����!'7X��N ����!'7X��N ����!    
-��- ���)�R��� 
��(q�- 0����� 

%��- '��(!� 
'0��- (���)� 

 
 �j��- � LS'� '� ������ ��(-���$�� .�) .����� ���( ���� (��। ��(-���$� ������� 
0������  �! #E) ')। ������ ������!$ '��(!� %��� ���� ��$�������� ���=  (5� #� 
7��;� ��F ���� (�5�,। !(��� #�� < ���) (���� !�$� !�,�(� #�� 02 #��� ��)�� ��Y��� 
#!�� ��% (������ ����� ���2 ��(-���$�� !��% '��� $)। ��(-���$� ��0�(�� < ���T (���5� 
'F)���2�!$ -�� ������� ���r�। ��(-���$� #����� K’0�( #�� ��� �� #��� 
������� !����7 � '��) '%�� ��,। ��(���$� ���T (���5� 'F)���2��( �09�!� (��  �� #��� 
����� '(। 'F)���2� ��� '�  �� K’0 ����6। ���) (������ (�!, < ��/�!� '(���, '��(!�) 
��� q�¢ �I� �;��� ���T (���5� 'F)���2�। ����6�� (%� ?� ��( ���$� #����� ��� '� 5�(� 
�)!� �� #�; �� ���) ��<। #��� 5�(� �)!� '!����� ���) 0�� �.W� F�,���। (%� !�4
 ���) 
�����। �� ��(-���$� #����� $�� '�G�� '/����। (�������� 8��0� ���� ��d�� ���� ��, (�� 
��GY (���) '�)  �� ]�� (��। ���) (���� ��� ��?��� 02 �!$��)� ���� ����� (��; 0�� 
�.W� 'F�) �2%4 $���। ]�� $�� ���) (������ �W '.� (�� #��� ��%�) ���7। ���) (���� �$� 
$) #� ���) (������ �F>(�� < ��( ���$�� ��.>! $��! ?�  �� 0���� (%� �FT� (�� #�� 
�9� $�) ��,। ��%� ���) �3 \��� %��(। K’�� � ��d�� ���� ���� �9� ��n�) ��Y %��(। 
K’�� �� #/��� ���J� ';���� ��� $�� ���� ���� ���0 #E) '�)। '!��� #���( �F�(>!� 
(��।  
 
 ��3���� �F�(>!�� !����7 �;��� �। (��R ��(-���$� �� ������� (�� '�X;��� ��� �[��2� 
(��R $�) ��GY����। #/��� ���J� ��Y��� �� ��� ���� ��q4 #Y�, ��! �F�(>!� $��� �� !�n $�� 
.���� F�� ��,।  
 
 

                                                                                                              
�W�/-  
E� '7X�N ����! 

 
 

---------------
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.���� '��� F���4�.���� '��� F���4�.���� '��� F���4�.���� '��� F���4�    
�]Y� '���, ������ 

 
 �f,  �*� ������� ��( '!��� �2��( '���� '/��। #��� #E) �, #��(��)� -���। 
<���  ( ��! %��(। #��� 
��� ������� #<)��� ���7� �s� !���( �;��।  , !���� *F�� 
$�) '7�� 7[$
��� #����� ����� �
�([�� 0��)। ?��� �$e��� !� #5q� (��Y)���� #E) 
��r। n� �;� K74�, F������( 0�, ���!� '��� �����  � ���R� (���� �;� �। #��� 
(��Y)���� #E) �,। <��� �� �� S��5 -�� !�tR4 �$e�� ��!। '� ���! #�� #5q� (��Y)���� 
#E) �,। #��� �@R F��C4�� ��Y��� %��(। <��� #�< *F�� '��( #E) ')।  
 
 '� ���!� '��V� ���( ���!��� (��Y)���� '�X�; �@R F��C4�� ��Y� _��( ��e�, q� !� 
¨�! (�� <��� ��( ;�6� (��। !�d -�� �� '!��� ���Y�) '�)। #��� L/S $�0�� '��( ��)��� 
��7�� #E) �,। �� '!��� ��7� (�5� ?@ (����। #��� ��7��� ����� 0��� �.�� '��� 
�M5�) �����, '��� o/i 5�� ���( 0� '%�( 6�= ��7��� 6GF� 0�)7�) �!���। !(���  �!, �� 
'!��� ]�� F������। ����  (5� #q5� ��%� 6F� (���; !��% !��% ���� '7�;। � .��� '�Y ��! %��(। 
'�Y ���!� ���2 #��� .�� '��� �����, '�)���  �� #��� �! '��) �;���। ��7� (�5�� %��( 
#��� ��;��� %��(। '0�)��� �!��2 �[���$ '�����। �[����$� 6�� #��� ����� #E) �,।  
 
 ��(�!��� *�2$ ���V ��� ��� $�2� (���;। � ��7�� ��, ���) '�Y ���!� ���2 L 
$�0���� �� '��(�( $�2� (��। <��� #����� �� ���� #E) ��)�;� ����, '��� ���� '7�;। 
��,� ��GY (���) #����� !��(;� ���� ')। �����( ��2�F�� F���) �!��2 ���� 6��। #��� 

����( ��� '/�� ��( '!��� [��!.��� $�2� (��। -���, 7�| ��0�(���� #����� 6�� F����)�; 
�(%2 ��2�F��। #5q� (��Y)�� '%�( #�� '$G�5 '$G�5 ��,��� �� ��,� ����� (�� ������� 
���.z n�� #��7�� (�� %��(।  
 
 

                                                                                                          
�W�/-  
.���� '��� F���4� 

                                                                                                         LM/j/�S 
 
 

---------------
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,���K� $( �0�����,���K� $( �0�����,���K� $( �0�����,���K� $( �0�����    
��2W, 80���$ (��0 

������ 
 
 *������ ��( ���$� ��!�2 '��(�( $�2� (���;। ���� '���) a�( .�C4 (�� '��( ��� 
#���। *%� ���( ]�� (�� $�2� (����। ���� ���( 0��, (���;। �!��2 ��� ���� .�!�� 
'����;। '��)��5 ���) '�5 �F�Y '/�� ������। #��� ���R� �iMMM �� '��(�( ��( ���$��� 
$�2� (���; !�d �������।  
 

��%�$�5�, ��<)�� (�5�)����� !����T) ��( n�� ��( '!��� '7�� '��(0 !� '���� 
#�!। '��(0 �� .����� ��!��� $�� ����� �। ��( '!��� !��,�(  (� (�� K�4� '��(��� 
';�Y �3 !�%4 '��(��� ��(��� '�� !�G��� (�5�� ���। !��, !�G��� (�5� ?@ (���  (  ( (�� 
]�� (�� $�2� (��, ������ '���।  

 
,)��$)�� !����R W�� '�<)�) ���(, ��,�� '����)। 0@�, #��7��, $�,, ��$����� 

(��)  �� 
����� !�-��� ���¢ .t��(� ��)�;���। ��,�� '������ ��( '!��� ����� ��� ��) 
�7�) [��!.��� $�2� (��।  

 
�!��2 '��) ��V4�� $�)�;  , �$��। ��( '!��� ��� '��) ���� �7�) '��)��� ��� ��) 

#!���  �� ��2�F�� F������। ��Y� ��Y� _��( ��5 (�� !� ¨�! (���; �����)�; �!��2 ��Y� q�। 
������ ��$�� (���0� ��2���(�  �� ��� !��% #�  (0 _�(� ������2���)� ;����( �h!$ 
��( ���$��� '7X��� �%�� 6�0����  ��(�� '(�  (�5 ���(�� '%�( ��� #�। �� ��2�F�� 
F���) <��� 6�� �%2 '��� 02। �(H '(� (%� '�� (��� �����। ��� <����( $�2� (��। '��) 
K0 ����; '����� $�2� (��� �(H '(� (%� ���� �। ��2�F���� ���� '��Y�; �(H '(� (%� '�� 
(��� �����। ��Y� ��Y� '%�( ��( '!��� ;�7�, ���,  !� ��) #!��� '0�� (��। #��� (��; 
���3 ���$��� #!��� ����� 0��� (��Y, ��<)�  �� ���.z ��� �)��� �����।  

 
 

                                                                                                     
�W�/-  
,���K� $( �0����� 

                                                                                                      LS/f/�S 
 
 

--------------
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6����% �C6����% �C6����% �C6����% �C    
-��-��0�� $�5 

��(q� < %��-�����0��� 
'0��- ������ 

 
 o=� '�, ��( ���$� �����0��� #�!। �� '!��� �$�� *��� (�� ����� 'ER�� (�(]�� 
'��(�( �$� ��5 (��� ���।  , !�) ����� ���4� '�) '� '����� ��5 (��� �(H q� K)�� � 
(��� �। ��( ���$� ��d�) '� !� '��(��� ��) �����, !��,�( ]�� (�� $�2� (��। *%� ��n�) 
�$e�, ��!���, '(� �(;� ���� �R4) � (��  (����� !��,�( ]�� (�� '����;।  
 
  (0 ������� (��; #��  , !�) ��� '� .�, #��� '��(�� *�) ��� 5�(�� ��� #�;, 
����  ]�� �W� (���। *�)�0 $�� '����� '$/�0�� ��) �<। ��� 6C�� '! #���( 0��) '� 
#��� '(� �FT� �,। #��� '(� W�� #��� (���� �। #�� #��� !�d �(;� ��� (��; ���\�) 
���) ��� ��� ���� F�� '7���।  
 
 #�� !����� ��� ��� ���� �����) '�Y����। ��(���� ���( �� �� '!��� ����� 
�2����( �/�� '�� �� #�� �� ��� $�) 5�6�� �.�� F�� #!���।  �� ���t� !A� 7� _�(� 
���) �$��� �.�� q��� q��� ��n� '�����।  
 
 ��( ���$� #!�� �� ��( ���$���� !$���7�  (5� �� ![�� $)। ���C4� (���  , ��, 
���.z ��2�F���� 'W�� ��( ���$��( ���F��� (���;। *%� ���( �����0����� ���.z �w�� ��5 
(���;, ����4� ��4��) ��Y� q� '.�N ��) ��)  �� �����) ���Y�) ¨�! (�� '�)।  
 
 '� ���!� '��V� ���( �2��(.��� ���.z 0�)7� '%�( '��( ���  � �����0��� '0�5 q��5 
 � ]�� (�� $�2� (���;।  � �� �;� � '� iM/�M 0 '��( $�2� � (���;। ��( ���$� 7�Y 
*��2( �� �MM �� (�� '��(�( $�2� (���;। *%� ���( ��, '��( ��� #��� ��, 
��������( ]�� (�� $�2� (���;। L) ��4��) ��( ���$� '� !� '��(�( ��� #��� ������( !I2�� 
��� ]�� (�� '����;।  
 
 *%� ���( '� !� '��( ���� $� ����� '���� .�7 ]�� (��, $�2� (���;। '��V� ���( '� 
!� '��(�( ��� #��� ����� *%� .�V.��� ����� (���� ����� '��)��5 F�04 (�� $�2� 
(����। ��( !�) #�� �0 'F��� '����; '� K,0 K, ��( '%�(  (5� '��(�( �� '5� ���� 
#�  (0 (�=�� �� �� ���) (����) K, .�7 (�� '/����।  
 
 ,)��$)� ���� !����R W�� 'q�VR�� '%�( K, F��0 '����, ����, (����, (���� �$�� 
#!�� ?@ (��। ����  , !�) �$�� #!��� ����� *��2(�(, ���T (���5� (�; '%�( ���(d�� 
�2�0 ����� ���7�) ��� $���।  
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�$�� ��0�(�� 7�=� $��� �� �$��� ����n�� �(;�5� =��� $��< ��0�(����� �2��(.��� 
-�� $�� -�� ��.�� F����) �� '��(�( ��� #���।  
 
 ��(�!� #!�� � ��! �M �� ��4T #�� ����� ��� ��� ���� #��� ����5 /2����� 
��) -�� $�� -��� q��� (��5�)�;।  , !�) ���(��� �� #���(  ( '��� (F�� ��(  �� ���.z 
��(!��0 '��) (�5��� $)। ��� ��2���) $�) #�� ���T (���5� !�N '��7����7 (��। ���� 
#���( �$�� #!�� ���।  
 
 0� ���!� �i ������ #�� �� ��� $�) �$�� #�!  ��  (0 '���(� !$�)��) ���T 
(���5� ��/�! ��,। ���T (���5� '!��5��� #�K! !�C�� ��)� #���( q��� ��;� ���(  ( 
0�)7�) �!�� '�)। � �� ���T (���5� '�v�����  (5� ������ �;�। ���� ���� �� '��(  �! 
(���5� ��/�! '��7 '�)।  
 
 ���T (���5� '���(�� �� !��, ��! �� #�� q��� ���  (5� @�� ��! #�;। ����� 
'��!��� ��G  , !�) *d�� (�� '� #���  � ��4T �$e�����( *E) ���r। ��� *��R
�� 
#���( '! '����) '�)।  , !�) ���T (���5� 'F)���2� !��$� ��� 6C�� ���, '� #0   
'���(� 7��), 7I $�)�; ��, �? �(H #���� '( ��
(�� (��� ���� '� '! #����� (�; '%�( 
5�(� ���� �? �� !��, F�� '��� ��)।  
 
 !�C�� '��3�� !��$� #���( ��� ��0� ��Y��� � �� ������ ���(�) ����। ���� �� 
'.�� $��� #�7, #���( �� ��� (�� '�  �� ��� '� '� #�� ����n�� 
�.���( '����, 
#���( 0�����, #�� �� #��� ��!�) F�� #!��।  
 
 � �� �� ���T (���5� '!��5��� ��3�� ��)� #���( #!�� 02 �F�= '�। ��� �F�= '��) 
#�� �$�� F�� #�!  �� '!��5��� !��$��� �©����� %��(।  , !�) (���]�� '���(� (%�� 
6�� .�!� (�� #�� '� '���(� (��; #��� !�d �(;� 7�r� '��� �7�)�;��� '!, '���(� (��; 
#�� #��� K��n�� (%� ���� ���  �� ��� (��; �(;� 5�(� F�,। ��� 6C�� ��� #���( .�VR 
7���7��� (��  �� ��( ���$� ���) #���( ]�� (���� ��� .) '���।  
 
 Lj'� E��R #�� ���� f5�� !�) �$��� �.��  (5� '$��5� '%�( �(;� '��) ��!�) 
�/��;���  ����n�) �����0��� 0��� �!�0��� (��; ��0�(���� #���( ��� ��( ���$�� (2��� 
��) ��)।  , !�) ���� #��� *�� ���(� 7���7��� < ��,�/��� ��G5 ���) ����� %��(।  
 
 (2��� ��) ����� �� �� '!��� #���( ��� '� ���� ���3���$� $2�)। ���� K�� $2�)। 
 , ��� ���� #��� 6�� ��2�F�� #�A (��।  (5� '��5� '���� ���= ���) .�VR.��� *$�� (��, 
��5 0��� ���) ���% ����  ,.��� #��� !��� ���� �3�3 (�� '/��।  
 
 *�) K, q�� #��� 6�� �(%2 ��2�F�� F������ �� #���( ����� $�0� �%42�> '!�(� 
��/!�� !��$��� ��!�)  (5� @�� �e� (�� ����। #���( �e� (��� !�) #��� ��(5 '%�( 
Lo5� 5�(� ���� ��) ')।  
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����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

#���( '� q�� �e� (�� $) � q�� #�< �f 0 �e� �;�। *�� K, q�� �� ��6�5�� 
�!��, 'F| $�) '��। *������, #��� 6�� �!��,�� ���% q��V ����� %��( #� �09�!� (�� 
���3���$� '(�%�)?  ��)� ��)�, ��� #�K� $�,, ��� �W��� ���  , !� #<)��� ���7� '���� 
'(�%�) #�;। ��,�/� '(�%�) #�;? S �� �� #��� 6��  ,.��� ��2F�� F���)।  , !�) #� 
'(� �� #!��� ���� _�(�) �। ��� q��� ��,�� '� '��( ���  � .�V.��� *$�� (��  5� #�� 
$�0��� �.�� '%�( '5� ��,।  

 
�M �� �� ���.z 0�)7� '%�( #�< �o 0 '��(�( ��� #�  �� ����� !�N #���( 

 !��< !��$��� ��!�� �.��  (5� ��)���� ���2 �e� (�� ����।  ��� ���2 #�� #���/ ��� 
 (0 ';��। _�(� '%�( #!�� ��% ‘���� $�5’ �w q��5 ��( '!��� ���( #5( (��। ���( #5( 
(��� �� (2��u  (5� '$��5��� F���� �.��(�� #�����Y� (�=  � ��� ������ ���.z ��)7�) 
'F�� ���। !��� ������ F��Y� < ���! ���Y K74I $�) <�=।  �� ';��5�� 6�� �����V( ��4�� 
F��� $)। $�0�� #�� �� �)���.��� #����� 6�� ��2�F�� F����� %��(।  

 
#���( $��0� (��� �� (2��u  0�0 #���( *� (�� '�, ���� ���3���$�, '����� (��; 

��,�/� #�;, '������� ���$� '(�%�) #�; #��� (�; ��। #�� ��� 6C�� 6K4�� ��� '�, #�� 
 (0 !����R �2�!�)� ���V, �2�!� (�� 0���(� ��4�$ (��, (��0, ��� �(;� �09�!� (��� $) 
��� �2�!� !��(4 (@। *�) #Y�, q�� (2��u !��$��� !�N #��� (%� (�5�(��5 $)।  

 
����� (2��u #���( *� (�� '�, ����  ��� 6K4 (%� '(� (�� �����;�? �� #�� 

�(;�5� .��� $�) ��Y। '(� #�� �[�5� #��� � �;� #��4�� F�(��� (���; 0��� ����� #���( 
��, ]�� (�� $�2� (���। #�� �� ���� ���5�) ���� ��7��� '�, �0�� #�� �2�!�)� '��( 
(��0, #�� ������ ��|��� �2�!�)���� !�N �2�!� (��, ���� #���( ��� '�)�� (��  �� *�� � 
�� �T� #�� ����� (��; � �� %��(-  , !� (%� !�2 ��%2� ���।  �� '!, !�N (�(]�� 
��|��� '���(� ��  (����� ��� ��,।  

 
#��� (%� (2��u ����! (��  �� #���( ���( 0�Y�) ��� ��� '�, '��� '��� '��d 

$2�)। #�< ��� '� ���� ��3। #0 �$�� (���/6 (��0, !(�� '��� ���� '����� q�� �/�� '�<। 
 � #��� (�।  , ��� #���( ����) '!, $�0� @�� ��) #�!।  

 
$�0� @�� #!�� �� #� '� �o 0 �;� ���� #��� (��; (�(��� ���� (�� �� (%� 

���� ��7��� '� .�, ���� '�� !(��� ��Y� ���� (��0, #����� *��2�(� ��Y��� ���� !���� ���� 
���� '� 5�(� �)!� �� ���7 ��, ���) #�����  �� '%�( ��G�F�) ��) ��)।  

 
���� ��5�� !�)  (5� '��5 (�� o5� @�5 <  (5� ���! ��) #�!  (5� �!��, #��� 

02। �� #�� '0��� '0��� ��� '� < @�5 #�� ��� �, '����� �/���) ��) ��<। '(� #0 �� 
�� $��� ?�� ��� '��) #�; #� #0 ?�� #��� 02 o5� @�5  ��;�। �(H  , $�0��� ���2 '�� 
'��5 #��� �i 0 #�;, !��, � ��<)�, (��0, #�� ��� �। �!��,�5 �� �/�� ��)  �� (2��u 
!��$��� (��; !�d (%� ���� ���।  

 
���� �L5�� !�)  (5� �Y \��Y�� (�� @�5 <  (5� ������� (�� #�� < ���! ��) #�! 

 �� #���( !��,�( !�N (�� '��� ���।  
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���� !��Y �L5�� !�) (2��u #���( ����) ��� 'Fv��� '��( ��=�)। #��� �� .) 
$�) ��) '� #�� *%��  (� @�5 '��� F�,� ��� $)��� ��� ��7 $�)�;। (��0, #���( '��� 
'/���।  (0 �!��, #���( ��) (2��u !��$��� !���� $��0� (�� #���( '���� '��) 
(2��u ����) �09�!� (�� ���� '��)�;�। #�� ��� '� $�G #��  , ��� @�5 ���! '��)�;। (2��u 
����) '$G�( <�= '� � #��� '�����( #��� !���� '��� $��  , ��� ��(����( #�A (��। 
 (0 �!��, K,�5 ��5� <  (5� #d ���7�� '��� ��) #�!। (2��u�� �(��� #�� �� '��) 
�/��। ��� #���( ����) #��� (��� 02 $�0� @�� ��) #�!।  

 
���� �� !(��� #���( ����) (2�u�� @�� '��( ��) #�!  �� #���( �(;� '��� 

'�)।  , !�) (2��u #���( ��� '�  � ���� ��Y� ��<  �� �=(=�(�� F���/�� (���। #�� 
��Y�� ���( F�� #�!  �� ��Y��� � �7�) ������ #� !� ��e '� !� (%� ��� ���)�; ����� 
*��2�(� ��!�) �7�) #�� �� ��� #�!।  , !�) '� ';���5�( ���� $�5 '%�( (2��u ��� #� 
��� ����� !�N '��� (�� ��� '� �e� #���/ #��� (��; (�(��� ���� (�� ��� ���)�; '� ���( 
��� ]�� (�� $�2� (�� $) ��� '� ��� #��� !> 7�� (�� $)।  

 
������ #��� q�� #!�;� � (��0, ��! �� �FT� (��;  �� !�) '0�5q��5 �� ��6� 

]��� �� '����।  
 
���� �� !(��� 6�= ��� ��) 0��� ���� '� ����� �e� (�� '����;� ����� !��,�( 

������ ]�� (�� $�2� (���;। �� #��� �e� #����/� (@R �[�� �� '.�! <�=  �� #�� 
'�X�Y�) '0�5 q��5 F�� #�!। '0�5 q��5 '�� (�)(�5 ��� '���� ��, �(H #����/� ��� '���� 
��, �।  (0 'X(�� ���\� !�N #��� (�� 0��� ���� '� ��� .��5�� �(;� �t�� K,5� ��� 
'.�! #�!। #�� '0�5 q��5 ����� \�G���) ��Y  �� ��� �.�� ���) !�G��� '(�5 ����� (��; 
#�!  �� �0 $��� #�� #����/� ��� ���� ��) ��� ����-��� (��; $��0� (��  �� ��� '�V 
�������� (%� 0��,। ��� '��� ��� ����-�� .) '��) �� '� ����5��� 0��� ����� ����� 
!��,�( '��� '/���। #�� ��0 !����� '7��� '! ��� ���(�) '��� ������ (�)(0 '��( '��( 
��� ���5� �2�n� (��। #�� �$�� ��! (��� %��(  �� ���3���$�� !�N �)��� '��7����7 (�� 
�$��� ������� #�� *�� (��� %��(।  

 
(2��u  0�0 ;��5 ��) ���(d�� F�� ��) ����$ (���। �� (2���� F��04 !������ 

'!��� %��(।  , !������ �� ����� ��)  ( !`��!� ��0� (��)� (����। �2��( $��� '��)��� 
���  � (2�:���: �V4 (��� ��7���। �$e� ��!��� ��� '(��� ��F�� �� �;� �- '���� 
���( ��) ���(, ��� #�� %��(। '���� '���� �$� *�) 0�t2 $�) '7�।  

 
#�� ���!� '��V� ���( #��� ��!�� !���� '%�( K�5 �!��, #���( '��( ��) ��) '� 

'�����( !������ !��$� '������ $2�)। #���( (2�:��: ��) �7�) !������ ��� '� #�� '����� 
0�� '�, ���� #����� ��N ��� K��� (��;�।  , ��� ���� #��� 6�� �����V( ��4�� 
F����� %��(। #���( ����� ����� !��� ���� �3�3 (�� '/��  ��  !��< !��$��� ��)���� 
���2 #5�( ����। � �� #�� '!��� �e� %��(।  , !�) #�� '���� ��, '� �� '!��� *��2( 
�� (2���� !���� ��N�������( (�)(0 ���� �t�2 ���� ��(� '����� 6�� #;�Y�) ������ �� 
 ,.��� #�� ���  
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$�) '7�� �d��e� (�� ����� '��)��5 F�04 (�� ��� �.�� '/�� ���। ��(�( #��� 0�� 
7�Y�� ��;�� ���( '���G !��� �$��� ���2 5����।  � /�� !�d ���! ���� '%�( ��Y '��। #�� 
  !� q5� �0 'F��� '����;। *��2( �� #���( $�0� '%�( ��� (�� (2�:���:� !����  (5� 
����� 7��;� !�N 
(�� (� ���) �� 6�ª� ���( '�G�� \����) ���  �� .�!R.��� *$�� (����। 
 
 ���3��� F��(��� #�� '0�5 q��5 LMMM $�0�� ��� ��0� 'F��� '����;। *��2( �� #�� 
'.�� '��� q��5 �7�) '� !� ��� ��Y %�(��� ����� 6��5�) ����5�) '�����  �� 'F� '�� $�� 
��� ��Y��� �7�) ��� �����।  
 
 #�� ��0� 'F��� ���V�( (����), ��d�) '5�, �d��e� (�� '��)��5 F�04 (��  �� ]�� 
(�� ����� '����;।  
 
��( ���$�� 'F�) ��0�(��, ���T (���5� '�v��  �� ��2�F�� '��� F����)�;। ��( ���$� ������( 
';�Y ����� ������� ������( ��4�.��� $�2� (����। �����0��� '0�5 q��5 ���.z !��) *�) S/o 
$�0�� '��(�( $�2� (���;। (� ����( '� �V4R (���; ��� '(��� �$!�� �,।  
 
 


�W�/- 
6����% �C 

�f/f/�S 
 
 
 

-------------
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\ �jj \ 
 

#/��� 6�� #$��#/��� 6�� #$��#/��� 6�� #$��#/��� 6�� #$��    
%��- �����0��� 
'0��- ������ 

 
 o=� '� �����0��� �$�� ��( ���$� *��� (��। ��( ���$� ������ '%�( ���� $�5 $�) 
�����0��� *��� (��। ����5��� �� ��( '%�( �����0 ��� �$� #��R (��।  
 
 i, '� ��( ���$� #��� ��Y� ¨�! (��। *%�� ��5���0 F���)। ����� ��«!����7 ��Y� 
�����) '�)।  , ��, ��( ���$� �����0��� '!�(� ��/!��,  !����< 'a0��� ��/!���( ]�� 
(�� $�2� (��।  
 
 ��( ���$� �� .�����)� %��) *��� (�� �� #�� #��� 0���� ����C�� �.�� 
��.� (��। .�����)�) #��� �0 ��Y� ';�Y #�� #��� �?���Y� ��]� (�5�)�����) F�� ��,। 
 ��� #�� *�) '�Y ��! (�� ������$� (��। ����� #�� ��� �!�n $�) ��Y। ���T (���5� 
'F)���2� !��$��� (��; �F�= ���� #��� �!�n��� ��� 0���)। #��� �!�n��� ��� '��) 
'F)���2� !��$� #��� (��; �F�= '�  �� ��� '� #�� (2��u  0�0 !��$��� !�N #��� 
�2����� #��� (���;, (��0, #��  ��� #!�� ����।  
 
 ���T (���5� 'F)���2� !��$��� �F�= ����� �� �����0��� F�� #�!  �� 'F)���2� 
!��$��� !�N '��� (��। ��� #���( '7��� %�(�� ���। �� �� �� 'F)���2� !��$� #���( 
'��( ��=�  �� (2��u  0��0� (��; ��) ��। (2��u  0�0 !��$��� (��; #��  , !�) 
 (5� ����d '�, '� #��� ';�� ‘‘(2��u �0)�’’ #��� ���2 ), '! #��� ���� ���3���� '��7 
���)�;।  
 
 #�� �$�� #!�� �/f �� �� 0���� ��( ���$�� (2��u  0��0� (��; #��� ��� 
��� $�)�; '�, ��� ';�� *��2( �� ������ ���3���$� ��)  �! ��� !�N '��� (�� ��)।  ��� 
*�) �MM ����5��� ��) #��� ���Y #��R (�� $)। #��� ���Y��  �! ��( ���$� #��� ���(� 
6��, #��� h�� ���(� 6��  �� #��� ';��� ���(� 6�� ��,�/� ���।  , !�) ��( ���$� 
#����� 'q��< (�� '� '����� ';�� (2��u �0)� '����� q�� #�;, ���� ���( '�� (�� ��<। #�� 
��� 6C�� ��� '� #��� ';�� ��Y��� �,, '����� ,r� (��� #��� q� !�F4 (�� '���� �����। 
�� #��� q� !�F4 (�� ���� F�� ��)।  
 
  ��( ���$� !� !�), ��� �V4R (���;। ���� ��0�(�� ���) -�� '%�( !�e�� ����� 
'��)����( ��� #���। ��( !�) ���� ��0��< '(� '(� ��Y�� 6�� FY�< $���  �� 
'��)����( ��� ��) '��।  
 
 ��( ���$� ����V (�� #<)��� ��7, ���3���$� < �$e�  ��� '��G0 '��� (���;  �� 
����� !�e$ $�)�; ������(, '��� '/���;।  � '(��� ��� �;� � '� ��( ���$� �����0��� 
'0�5 q��5 iM '%�( �MM 0 '���(�( $�2� � (����। '��V� ���( ��� �.�� ?�� �[� ��� .�!�� 
'��� '��। #��� �� $)  (��� ����� ��� '0�5 q��5, o/i $�0�� '��(�( ��( 0����� 
��4�.��� $�2� (���;। ��( (2��u��  (��� (%�, �;� ‘'0�5�� '.0 '�<।’ 
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*%� ��n�) '� !� '��(�( ����; ������( '0�5 q��5 ]�� (�� $�2� (���;। �(H '��V� 
���( ����� '��)��5 ���) 0��, (�� $���। ���(, ��� $��� ���(, .�VR.��� *$�� (����।  

 
#�� ��0� 'F��� S 0 '��(�( 0�� 7��Y� ��;� '�G�� ��d�) '5� '��� '/��� '����;। 

����� '!, (@R �F>(���� (%� #���  � ��4T (�� ���0।  
 
'��V� ���( ��� ��4�� �2��(.��� F��� %��(। ���!��� ����(��� ���  (0�( 

K,0 ��( ���$� ���) ��� K, �� K, ���( '5� �;G�Y '/�� $)।  , !�) #�K� 7/�� ��)� ��  
!��$��( '! ��0 ��� ����� ���2 �¬5 '_�� ���) #] �����) ��4�.��� ���( $�2� (��।  

 
���3��� F��(��� *%� S ��! #��� ';��� '(��� ��� ��, �। S ��! ��  (0 #��� 

��!�� ��2 *��� (��  �� ��� '� #���( ��Y���Y� '(� 0�)7�) ��(�, #�� (2��u �0)�� (�; 
'%�( ��� ��)  �!�;। '! #����� (��; (2��u �0)�� ��� '�)  �� ��� '� '! .�� #�; #�� 
'(� �FT� (��� �। '�� ��� ��Y����Y, 
��� $��।  � �� '%�( *�), '!, ';���5  �! (2��u 
�0)�� ��� #����� (��; ���) '��।  

 
��( (2��u  0�0  (�� 'q�V� (�� '�) '�, (2��u �0)� �=���Y)� ���� ����5���� 

$��� �2���� $�)�;  �� ���( ������ ��=� $�)�;।  , ��� #��� ����� ���) #��� (��; '�X�; 
����� '� #�� '.�N ��Y। ��( !�) ������� #���  �! ����� '� #��� (2��u �0)�� �[� 
��� ����� ���� .�!�� '����;।  

 
 
 

                                                                                       
�W�/- 
#/��� 6�� #$�� 

                                                                                        �j/f/�S 
 
 

--------------- 
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����0� '�7� ����0� '�7� ����0� '�7� ����0� '�7� ((((K��K��K��K��))))    
%��- �����0��� 
'0��- ������ 

 
 ��( ���$� �2��( ��2�F�� F���) !��� �$��। (�����Y� '����� K,���, ���;����, 
�����Y�, ��(�����, ��0��$�5, (�(����Y�, ��������, (�����, ���0���, #�(��=, _���7���, 
������, ����� $�5, �F�Y����� ,�2���  ��(� ��( ���$� !�tR4 ¨�! (���;, q���Y� ��5 (�� 
�����) ¨�! (���;।  
 
 ��( ���$�� �!��2 '��)� 6�� �����( ��2�F�� F����)�;। ������ 'q�V ���  ( �2��3 
< ��� ';���( ��( ���$� ��� ��) ��)। ��( ���$�� '��(�� ��� '��)��� F�)। #V�¤ ���!�  ( 
���� �� 0 '��)�( ��� ��) ��) ��( ;�6���। �� �� �� �� �� ��� �����V( O��$( 
��2�F�� F���)। �� �� �� ��2���)� ��n�) 7�Y� (�� ��Y� ���) ��)। O��$( ��2�F���� /�� �[� 
��n�) �;�, ��� �� �F�(>!� (�� ��G�F।  
 
 !�e�� '��)�( ��(�!��� ��� ��) ��)। ����, .�, ��( #(��� ����� �� ��( '!��� 
��2�F�� F���)। '�V ���� ���) ��) ��� ���� #��� ��� ��) ��)। ���� (�)(�� '��� 
�����V( O��$( ��2�F�� F����) ��4�[� ��n�) ����� ��Y� ���) ��)।  
 
 ��(�!��� ���.z n� '%�( '��) ��� �����0��� '!�����! ��) '���  �� �(%2 
��2�F�� F������। .��7�%� ���  ( '��)�( ���3���$�� ��W '7��)e��7�� (��� ������ 7�Y�� 
'�;� �M/�L $�� ��Y ���) '�G�� !��� �$� .�VR '��7 7�Y� F����) [��!.��� $�2� (���;।  
 
 �:� ���  ( ';���( ��(�!��� .�����)� '%�( ���  � 6��� �� \����) ���� �� �� 
'�� ���) ���5�)�;। '(� ����� '�)�। ���� '(�5 '(�5 ��R ���)�;। �� ��� � .��� \����) 
���5�)�; #� �� ��� �09�!� (���;।  � ��2�F���� ��< '(��� (%� '! 
�(�� (���। �� �� 
�� ��4�[� #�n�) '��)��5 ���) F�04 (�� $�2� (���;।   
 
 
  

                                                                                                         
�W�/- 
����0� '�7� (K��) 

                                                                                                        LM/f/�S 
 
 

--------------
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\ LM� \ 
 

'������ ��@,'������ ��@,'������ ��@,'������ ��@,    
-��- ��,(��= 

��(q�- ��0���� 
'0��- ������ 

 
 ��(�!� *%� #����� -��� ��) E��R ���!। #�� �� '7���4 -��� 
���� ��Y� �;���। 
(�=���)� -��, ��,(��=, ������ -�� !�tR4 ¨�! (���;। -���( -�� ��5 (�� ��Y�q� !� '.�N 
��) '7�;, �����) ���)�;। �!��2 �$e� '��(�( '0�� (�� ��!��� (���;।  
 

�!��2 '��(�( $�2� (���;। �� '��)�( ��(�!��� ��� �����( ��2�F�� F����)�;। *�), 
q��� '��)�( ��(�!��� �V4R (���;। ��0 '��)�( ��0�(���� ��� ��) ��) ����� ;�6� 
��0���� %��� ���� !�� (��;�� ��( n�� ��}�!���। ���7� !�� #5 �� �!��2 ��0�(�� 
����� 6�� ��2�F�� F���)। ���� �� �� O��$( ��2�F�� F���)। ��0�(���� ����� ;�6��� #�< 
�� '��) ������  �� ��� ���� '.�7 (����। '�� ��3 $�� �!�n ��n�) ���3 ���$��� '��) 
���5�( 6��� (��।  

 
#��� 
��� ([V( �;��, 0�� F�V (�� /!� /���� ��� (�0 �;�। ��� ��G��� #��� 

��Y����� �?� ���3���� '��7 '�)। #��� 
���< 6>!�$ .�� ���3���$��� �� '���। ����� '%�( 
���.z 0�)7�) '7�; �������। L�'� #V�¤ '7���4 U���� ���� ���3�!���� !��% #��� 
���< 
�;��। ��� *�) iMM �� �;�। � �� ��(�!� ��0�(�� ���� �MM/fMM �;�। ����� ��� $)। 
���3�!��� ����� .��� ��h� !���� �5(�� �2%4 $�) ��;� $�5। '!, !�) #��� 
��� ��( ���$�� 
$��� ��� ��Y। #��� 
��� !$ #�< � 0�( ���। !�� 0�� 6�� �����V( ��2�F�� F����) 
��4�[� ��n�) !��,�( ]�� (�� $�2� (��।  ��� ��0�(���� #��� ���Yq� !�tR4 ¨�! (��  �� 
��2�F�� F���)। ��(��� ��Y�� !��,�( $�2� (��। ����� ��Y� ';�Y �����) ��,। -���� �� -��� 
q��� �����) '��Y�)�;। #0 #�� �!$�) ��
 !�4$���। '���� '7�; '!���, '����; ��( ��4� #� 
�? ��0�(����� ��2�F���� ��.>! ��। #0 '�� 
��� �(H #�� �( ��) ��GF��� ���� ����?  

 
 
 
                                                                                                                  
�W�/- 

'������ ��@,  
                                                                                                                  LM/f/�S 

 
 

----------------
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\ LML \ 
 

#�� $�)��� ��#�� $�)��� ��#�� $�)��� ��#�� $�)��� ��    
�����0��� 
������� 

 
 (�4� #���(� '�[�� ��(�!��� ���� $�5 #�!। _��(, q���Y� ������ %��(। ��!��� 
��7���� ������( 
�7� 0��)। ��( '!��� ��� �$e� ��Y� '(�%�)?  ��� '%�( �$e� q���Y� 
������ %��(। ��5��5 $�2� ���� (��� %��(। �����0��� �$(��� *��!( ��$����$ ��$ (�!I�, 
���(d��� ����� 2�� '�� ���(� ��$� .�,���) #����� 
����� ����� !�tR4 !�%4( �;��। 
��� ����;�� '��d '����� '�� 
����� '��), ���r�, #��� '���� �।  
 
 i, '� VY�` (�� <�! .��*�s  !��< #��� ��Z�( (L)  !����< /)0�� �$�� #$��� 
(S) �2��0��5 ��0��� �$���( '��( #��) ���5� '�V (�� ������( ]�� (�� $�2� (��। ��Y�q� 
��5 (��।  
 
  ��� ��2�F�� ?@ (��। �����0����� 'FX�#� q� K)�� ¨�! (���;, ��5��5 (���;।  
 
 ��( '!��� �(�� '�) *�� ,6�) '%�( LM 0 (�� ���( ���� $��।  , '������( -�� 
'%�( ��� ��� �� �� '��(�( $�2� (���;। o $�0���� '��� '��(�( ��( '!��� $�2� (���;। 
.��7�%� ��� ¡�, !�e�$ ��� 7�Y�� ��;� '�G�� !��� �$� q����) ��4� .��� $�2� (���;। !�tR4 
6�N ��n�) ����� ;�� ,6�) '�� _�(� ������2���)� ;�� 7R��� $������( (�2��a�( *%�, 
#, !�!-'� *%�) ��4� .��� $�2� (���;। O��( $�2� (���;।  
 
 q��5� ���Y ��GY (���) ]�� (�� $�2� (���;। 7��;� !��% '�G�� '��)��5 F�04 (���;। �F> 
(�� ?,�) ��G��� '7�Y� ���) ���5�) $�Y !�tR4 '.�N '7�� '��)��5 ���) $�2� (���;, ���5�) 
��(�( $�2� (���;। '�G�� ���) #] 'F�� ����;, !�GF /��5�)�;।  
 
  !��<� �������� '���� ��( (2�� �;� '!��� �!��2 ����( �V4R (���;। /��� ��� 
�����!� ((��0 ;���) 6�� �����V( O��$( ��4���� /�� ��� �[��2 q�5। !�d %����, ��( 
'!��� �2��( ��4�� F����)�;।  
 
 
 

                                                                                                              
�W�/-  
#�� $�)��� �� 

                                                                                                            ��/f/�S 
 
 

---------------
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.���� ��R� �!�.���� ��R� �!�.���� ��R� �!�.���� ��R� �!�    
-��- 
��(��= 
'0��- ������ 

 
 L�'�  �*� #�� (�=���)� %��� ��$V(��e -��� ��, #��W�� 02 �� F�����( !� 
���rz ��n�। �$e� ��Y� ���.z n�� ��5 $�r, $�2� F��;। <��� '�X;���� ����, n��) �(;� '��( 
�$e� ��Y� ��5 ?@ (�� '�)। LM/Li 0�� ���.z ��� ��.3 $�) !(���, K����, ����, '.��� �� 
�� ���, ��  �� �2�2 ����� �h ��) �$e� ��Y� #��R (�� !� ��5 (�� q� ��Y� �����) 
'�)। #�� 
��(��=�� �/�� #�! i, '�। '!�� �;� $�5��� � ��, !�d  ��(� ��5 (�� ') 
Kp[�(�����।  
 
 �, '� !(��� ��( '!� *%� 
��(��=�� ��)। <��(�� ��� ��V4�� ��Y��� �7�) ��( 
���$� <�=। <�� '%�( %��) #!�� ��% ��V4�� ��� '%�( %�� ��4T (!�$���Y�) !�- �$e� ��Y� 
*%�� ��5 (�� �����) ���)�;। <�� '%�( ��( ���$��  (5� �� ��q��(��=� ���( �7�) q� ��Y� 
������ < '!, !��% ���V $�2�< ?@ (��। #�  (�5 �� 
��(��=  �! ?�� �$e� ��Y� '��; '��; 
!(� �$e� ���Y ��5 (�� ���Y�) '�)। (��� *����� 6�� �!��2 ]�� F����) !�tR4 ¨�! (��। 
��0�( $�2� (��। ����� ��( ���$� �/�� ��)। ����� '%�( ���7� !�� �� ��( ���$� 

��(��=�� ��)। -���( -�� �����) ���)�; #� ��5 (���;। n��) �(;� '��(  �� ����� �� ��( 
���$�� !��% %�(���। ��5 (��� ��� ���� �� ��5 (��� #�A (�� �� ��( '!��� ;�� ������।  
 
 (��Y)�� #5q�, 0����Y�, !���)(��=, 0���$���, ��eq�, '!�$�7��, ,���$�5 ��R��, 
��5���� ,�2��� -��!$ j�5 ,6�)� ��( ���$��� -���� *���5 '(���� q��� !� ¨�! (���; ��5 
(���;।  
 
 (��Y)�� #5q�� ��)���� ��7�� ��0 #E) ��)�;���। ��( ���$� $=�> (�� �q�� '/�� 
�!��2 '��(�( $�2� (��।  ( '��)�( ��)��� ��7� '%�( ���  � !��, ���� �����( ��2�F�� 
F���)। ����� ���� ���> '� ���) ���� '(�5 '(�5 ��R ���)�;। ���V �`R�-��®� '�<)�� 
�� '��)�5�( ]�� (�� $�2� (��। '��)�5 �2��a( ��� �;�। �2  (0 ��$���( ��� ��) ��2�F�� 
F����) ]�� (�� $�2� (��।  ��� ���(��� '��(�( ]��  �� '��)��5 F�04 (�� $�2� (���;। �� 
�� '��(�(  , '��(�(  ,  ��(��� $�2� (���;।  
 
 (�6���� '��� #�� ��0 '����;  (0�( ���3���$� !�e�$ ��0�(���� (�Y�� ���) 
(����) $�2� (���;। 
��(��=�� �5(�� � '��� ��$V(��e�� ��,। <��� '7�� #���( !��, 
���3���$�� F� �� (����  �� �h #�; �����। #�� <�� '%�( ���� �����) ��, ��0�����।  
 
 ��0���� %���� $���� 0����� !�- %���� !`�! ![�� (���;�। !�d ��Y�q� ��5 (�� 
�����) ���Y�) ¨�! (���; $�2� (���;। �$e� '(� ��Y�q� �;� � !� ¨�! (���;�। <��� ?��� 
�[�� ���T (���5� '!��5��� �;�। #�� !$ #�< ��0 �� $�0�� 5�(� ���) '(� �(� '!����� 
���� ��G�F। #�� �� (����� �;���। !��,�( ��!��� $�� $��  �� ��!��� ';���( ���) (��� 
$��  ��  (�5 ����n���� !���� (���� ��! ���  ( .}���(�( #�� ���) (�� '! !�) 
Kp[�(���� $�� '%�( ��GF��� 02। !�)5� �;� 0� ���!� '�V �%�� 0���, *%�।  
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 ��0����� #�; 
���!$। '.������ ��0�(��, ����� ���� *�) SM/oM 0 #����� ��Y� �q�� 
'/��। 
����( ���(�) ����। <��  �! !� �(;� ��5 (�� 7���7��� (�� F�� ��)। �(;�W ���� #��� 
 �! #� �� �;� !� ��) ��2�F�� F���)। �����  (�5 '��(�( $�2� (����।  
 
 O(��= ��0���� %�� -��� ��(�� jf 0�( $�2� (��। <��(�� !� �$e�। jf% ��$�� 
#0 �����। O(��=� *�) !� ��@V�( [��!.��� $�2� (�� ����� �%� !�4
 #�!�> (�� $���� 
0����� < ��� ��। � ������ ���\ 0N�� 0N��   ��Y� < ��Y� (�� �����) '�Y��r���। #��� 
!� �(;� ���5 ') ��0�(�� #� ��( ���$�। #�� '(� ��� �����) ���$�F�� ��, 0���, ���!� �� 
������। #�� #��� (��0 '��7 '�,। ��� ����, #���( !�!��� (�� ���� �� ��!। ���$�F�� 
!�-  ��(� ��, ��(����� .��। !�-  ��(�) ���!� ��0� (��)� (���;�।  
 
 ��y��� ���! (���! '�����( (���3���$�) �F�(>!� (��� 02 (�4� #����� !��,�( '��( 
��®� '�)। ����� ��% 7����5 '%�( #����� $�!������ '�� '/��। #��� �����)� ��$��� '��� 
���3���$�� �F�(>!� (���;। #����� ��. ���!�� $( ���3���$�� (2��� '7��� �7�)< ����� 
�F�(>!�  (���;। #��� !��, !� �(;� ���) ����� !�$��2 (����।  
 
 ���$�F�� ��( ���$��� '��)��� 6�� F����)�; �(%2 ��4��। '��)���)�, (�G�����, 
��0]@, ����7| %��, K)���(� ,�2���  ��(� '%�( �� '��) ���  � '.�7 (���;। #��� 0��  ( 
�$e� ��$���( �T�!©� ��n�) ��� ��) ��)। ��$�� ��� !�e�� �;�। �T�!©� ��n�) F���� 
���7� �(%2 O��$( ��4�� F���)। �!$2 �`�) ��$�� ;5/5 (���;। ��� 6�� F����)�; 
��4��। F���� �� ��$�� ;�Y� ��)। #��� ��� �F�(>!� (�� .�� (��।  
 
 #�� 
���!$ ��! (��;���। #��� !�4
 ��<)� !�©< 
��� ��) '(� �(�� �� 
(�5��r���। #��� 
��� 
����� !��(4 ���� �;��। #���( *�) ���� ���!v� ��! ��� ��G�F 
0��)���� ���2 ��) 
����� '��) �����।  
 

j, ���!v� '7X��� %��� ���$���� �8�0� 6�� ���) #��� 
��� ���r��। �� ��( 
���$� *�) #�!��4R (��  � ��n�) �8�0 �����,5 n�� (�� '����;�। '!, !�) �����,5 
'/�5 �80 ¨�! $)। #��� 
��� <���, �$� $। !� $����)  (��� 
��� �;� ��< 
������ 
�t�4��$t��4 $����� $���।  

 
#�� ���$�F� '%�( �)��� ���3���$�� 02 ����� ���=�)�;। ���� �� �� #��� <��� 

����  �! %�(���, '����। #��� 
��� ���3���$� (2��� ���\ ���\ '���। #��� 
���� �Y !�� 
�;� 
��� ������ ���5�� ��! (��। ��� '! !�� �tR4 $��� �।  

 
 
 

                                                                                                    
�W�/- 
.���� ��R� �!� 

                                                                                                   �f/f/�S 
 

---------------
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\ LMo \ 
 

6V� ��R� 6V� ��R� 6V� ��R� 6V� ��R� ���(���(���(���(    
-��- 0���q�5, ��(q�- '�X��� 
%��- 
��(��=, '0��- ������ 

 

 LL'� O���� \��(��= '%�( ��0�(�� < ����5��� 
@�(��= %���� #�!। *%� �� 

��(��= %���� *��� (�� �o 0 �$e� ��@V ';���( ��( ���$� [��!.��� $�2� (��। ��( 
���$� #����� ��Y�� ����, 0���q�5 U��� (2�� n�� (��। ��( ���$� #!�� S �� �� #�� 
#��� .�,�)� !�N -�� '%�( �����) #5q� (��Y)�� F�� ��,।  
 
 *�) L ��! '���� ���.z 0�)7�) �����) '%�( '��V ���2 $�) #����� -��� �/�� #�!। 
�$e� ��� '���( #����� 0�)7� ���� F�,��� �। �=( �� ����� ������ �, '���(� (��; 'F�) 'F�) 
'��� $���। !� 0�)7�) �  (, (%�, ����5��� #!�� ����<। ��0�(���� ����� �I(��� -��� -��� 
_��( �� ����� !�e� !�e� ����( �V4R (���;  �� ��� (2�:���: ��) '7�;।  , !�) ���� 
��@V����( ��� ��) ��)  �� !��,�( ��4�.��� $�2� (��। ���(  (��� ��� ��) '�� '! #� 
�/�� #!��� �।  
 
 #V�¤ ���!� ��\����\  (�� ��( ���$� < ��0�(���� #����� -�� #��R (��। #��� 
��Y�� ��;� (����7��� ���2 ���(�) '%�( !� �(;� '���;���। #��� ��Y�� 6�� ���) #��� 
����� ��Y��� _��( ��( ���$� K,0 '��)�;���( ��� '/��  �� q��� �.�� '0�� (�� ��) ��)। 
#��� '\�G��� �.�� '%�( '���� %��( �(H (��� �(;�, %��( �। '��) K,5��( �� q��� �.�� 
��) ��) �� ����� '(���� ';�5 ';���( #;�Y '��� ��,�� '/�� '�)। q��� �.�� '%�( '��) 
K,5�� (@R �F>(�� '.�! #!�� %��(। K,5� '��)� 6�� �� �� o 0 ����5��� �V4R (��। 
����5��� F�� ����� �� #��� '��) K,5�� (��; '��) '��� ���� �9� ��n�) ��Y #�;। ����� 
!��� ����� W��� �F�। ���� (��Y K�� ��)�;। '!  ( (@R �[�2। ���� � �� -�� '%�( #�< 
(�)(0 '��)�( ��� ��) ��) (2�:���:।  
 
 ��( ���$� %�(�(��� ���� *�), #����� -��!$ #�7 ����� -��]���� #!���। ����� 
#!�� ��� '���, !� '��( '� '����( ������ �������। ��0�(����  , !�) !� 0�)7�) ��G�0 ��G�0 
'��(0�( ����;। ��@V��� '!���, ]�� (�� $�2� (���� #� '��)����( ��� ��) '��। 
��(�( #��� �V4R (��� �� '/�� '��� '��।  
 

 '��V� ���( ��0�(����� ��2�F�� F��� <�=। ���� *��2( �� -���� �.�� '��� %��( 
 �� '���� ���( ��) ���(, ����� %��(। �� ���2 $�) ��Y� ';�Y -�� '%�( -��� q��� '�Y��� 
%��(।  
 

 '�� 
��� $��� �� F������( #�e� !�Y� ��Y ��)। ���V !� (� .��� '�� 7Y�� (��0 
#���)�7 (��।  
 

                                                                                                               
�W�/- 
6V� ��R� ���( 

                                                                                                             LM/f/�S 
 

-------------
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���� �% ��� 
-��- ���� 

��(q�- '�X��� 
%��- 
��(��= 
'0��- ������ 

 
 ��, O���� ��( ���$� 7����5 ��) \��(��= ���) (�5����� �� ���) ������ $��5 #�!। 
����  �! $��5� ���� 7����5 '��� -���� 6�� '�� ��Y। ��( ���$� -���� �.�� *��� (��� 
!�N !�N -���� ���-��@V *��R� .�) '� '����( ���� ������ 'F�� (��। ��( ���$� -��� *��� 
(�� *%�� ���� ���� �0�!�� ��5���0 (��  �� ��� j��� ��Y� ��«!�����7 ¨�! (�� '�)। � 
�� L 0 '��(�( ���� ]�� (��।  ���  (0 !�N !�N ���� ��) #�  (0 ]@�� ��� #$� 
$)।  
 
 L� O���� ��( ���$� < ��0�(���� ����) #����� -��� #�!। ���� 7����5 < �¡� '��5 
��) ';�5 ��� ���) -���� �.�� _��( ��Y। ������ '���% (�2��04�) < �$����� '����%� 
(���Y� '��(� ��5 (�� �¡� '��5 '��\�, (�� (��Y ��) ��)।  , !�) ������ '�� �%  � 
(�; '%�( 7� �LMMM 5�(� ')  �� ���( '��)��5 F�04 (�� ��� ]�� (�� ��4�.��� $�2� (��। 
 , �� #����� -��� �f 0 '��(�( ��( ���$� ]�� (�� '��)��5 F�04 (�� $�2� (��।  � ���2 
�0�� ���  (0�( ��( ��4� ���$� ����(� 7��;� !�N ��Y ���) �3 (�� '�G�� ��� ���)� 
(��; ��(��5� ���) #] ����) '�)। ��� !��� ���� #] ��� '7�� '! .�VR.��� �F>(�� (��� 
%��( �� ��( ��4� ���$� ]�� (�� ��� ��%�� ���4( ��� 6�Y�) '�)।  
 
  , q5� ��� h�� !���� $)। '(� ��( ���$� ��� h��( ���  � ��� !��� ���( 
[��!.��� $�2� (��।  , !�) W���� !�e�� ��� ����� '��)�( ��( ���$� !��� ���� '��)��5 
��) ��G�F�) ��G�F�) ��4�.��� $�2� (��।   !�) #�  ( ��$�� ����� 0N��� �.�� �����) �;� 
��� ';�5 � ';�� < � '��)�( ��)। ��( ���$� ����� �W2 (�� ]�� ;�Y��  ( ]���� ';��, 
'��)!$ �� 0, ���� ��)।  
 
 � �� #����� -���� '��5 F����� ��Y� ���� #� !� ��Y� ��«!����7 (�� '�)।  
 
 i, O02¢ ��( ���$� \��(��= '%�( 7����5 ��) ����) ���� $��5 #�!  �� $��5� 6�� 
(2�� n�� (��। � ��, ��( ���$� #����� -�� '%�( L 0 '��(�( $�2� (��। ��� ���2 
 (0 �;� n��) U���� '!��5��� (��� (�T� ���।  , !�) ��( ���$� U���� ��,�8�� ��5 (�� 
 �� '.�NF��� !� �;; (�� '�)।  �� ��,�8��� �.��� ;����� '�<)� �����/� 7� '��a�� '_�� 
#] ����) '�)।  , 7��� #] '.��� �7�), '!��5��� !��$� ]�� ��।  
 

 ��( ���$�  , !�) �M �� ���� $��5 (2�� (�� %��(।  , !�) ���� �2��( $��� ��� 
�V4R (��।  (��� #����� -���� ��( '��)�( ��(���$� �V4R (��। ��( ���$� ������ -���� 
�.�� _��( '��)��� 6�� �����( ��2�F�� (��  �� �(;� �(;� '��)�( ���� ��� (2��� ��) ��) 
 ��  (  (0�� 6�� �� �� (�)(0 ��( �? �V4R (��।  , !�) �M �;���  (5� ';�5 
'��)�( ��(���$� ����� (2��� ��) ��)  ��  (����� ��� 6�� F�� �����( ��2�F��। ��( 
���$� F�� ����� ��  , '��)�5�( 6��� (�� $)। S ��! ��4T  , ';�5 '��)�5 $�G5�� ������ �।  
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 f ���!� 7.4���  (�5 '��)� 6�� ��( ���$�  , !�) �����V( �����( ��2�F�� F���) 
��� �@ !T� *!� (��� �� '! < !T� ���� ��)।  
 
 Li '� E��R ��( ���$� ������� !$����7��) \��(��= '%�( 7� '��5 ��) ��� ��� -��� 
#�!  �� #;�� #�� < ��$� ���h�( ��� ��) ���� -��� #�!  �� !��� !�(�� ���  ( 
';���( ]�� (�� $�2� (��।  , !�) ��� �[�� '�� ��Y। ��( ���$� �� ��$� (���� ����� q�� 
#E) ')।  �� $������)��, '_��, ���� ��) ��� 7� ��0� (��  �� (�� ��)। �[�� '��V ����� 
!�) 7[$(�4� ��$� (���� ����( ]�� (�� $�2� (�� ��)। '� K,0 '��(�( ���� ��e (�� #� 
�����  (0�( 5�(�� �����) ';�Y '�)  ��  (0�( ���� $��5 ��! ]�� (�� $�2� (��। ���( 
$�2� (��� #�7 ��� �����5 (��  �� 7���7��� '�)। ���(  , !�) ';�Y '�) ���( ��� '�) 
'����� 0)����� ���� ����� �। ���� ‘‘ 0) ���(d� ’’। 
 
���3��� F��(��� 
��(��= %��� ��%(��=, �0$��, ��}�, �t�40�� ��Y�, '�X���, 0���$��, #��, 
0���)�, '0X!��, 7R���(��=, #���(��= *.[�� -�� �����) '�)।  , !�) �� '��(�( ���� 
��4�.��� $�2� (��।  , !�) ��}� -�� '%�( K,0 '��(�( (�=�� ���) (����) ��4�.��� $�2� 
(��। ����� ����� �;� ��( O!2 ��  (5� '��)�( �V4R (��� 02 ��) �� ���� K,0 ���� 
'�)।  , !�) ���� �� '��)�( �V4R (��।  (��� 
��(��= %����, � $�0���� '��� '��)�( ��( 
���$� �V4R (���;।  
 
 ���.z !�) #����� %���� *�) LMM/SMM '��(�( ��( ���$� $�2� (��। 
������ �� 
#5q� (��Y)�� U�� q��� ��;�  (5� ��(���� �.�� '%�( �i� 5� ��%�� ���� 6��� (�� $)।  
 
 ��( ���$� 
��(��= ��� (��� �� 
��(��=, (��Y)��, ����, ��6(��= 0����Y�  , !� 
0�)7�) (2�� n�� (��  ��  �� '%�(, ���.z 0�)7�) ������ F���)। 0����Y� (2�� �w�� 
SS5� -�� ?�� �$e� �!�� �;�, ��( ���$� !� -��  �(���� ���� (�� '�)।  
 
 

                                                                                                            
�W�/-  
���� �% ��� 

 
 

-----------------
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E� /�� .tVR ���E� /�� .tVR ���E� /�� .tVR ���E� /�� .tVR ���    
\��(��=, ������ 

 
 #�� ���� \��(��= -��� ]@F��R� ����23 ��Y� $�� ��0�(��  �� ����� ^��� �[� $,। 
��� \��(��= %��� <�! '!(�e�� !��$��� !�N '��� $)। 63 -�� $�� #0$�� ��( ���  ( 
�2��3�( ��� #�। ���( '��� *$�� (��� /�� ��G� ]$2^�� ���) �3 �Y�� %��(। #���( %��) 
��) #�!। '!�� %��) *�) oM 0 ��e �;�। ����� ��� #��� ����� ��,�/� ���) '��� *$�� 
(����।  � /�� #��(� ��G�, $��, �� '.�N '��।  
 
 *��2( �� '.�� ���� �e���� %�� $�� �(;� �t�  ( ��.t���� ��) �7�) $�2� (����। 
���� '7���  (5� (���5 �!��� �[� �2��3��� !���(4। ����� ';�Y '�)� *�)�0 ��� �� (���� 
����� 63 ���� ';�Y ���, ��(���� ��.t���� ��) �7�) $�2� (����। #���( '��� ��� ��) ��) 
'!�� #0$�� < ��� ��� ��3�/X0 0�� �����( ��� ��) #�!। #0$�� ��G� ����� �FT�) ���2 
����2�7 (��। #�� ���( ��� '� '����� ��� '���� 02 �$�� $�r  ��  5� ������ (%�, !����� 
K�� ����� �(;�, ',। �� ��� ��� ���� ��� '� #§� ��� '�� �����,, �(H ����� �t��4 '����� 
!��%  (�� #$�� (��। 63 ��� #���(< ��� !��% #$�� (��� $���  �� #���( ��G�( #$�� 
(���) ���� ���। �� #���  (�� #$�� (��। ��(�� '!, �[�2 !$2 (��� ���� �;��� �। '! 
�[�2 ��2T (@R �;���। '! #���( ��� �����( !�$��2 (��� (%� ���। ��� 63 oM 0�( ���� 
��) �7�) $�2� (��।  
 
  ��� #�� ��Y� ��,। ��� ��|��� ���$�  �! ����) �$�� ��5��5 ?@ (��  �� ��� �V4R 
'��� (��।  �� ���V�( $�2� (�� (�� �����।  � �t��4 ���V��� $�2� (�� ���� '/����। �(H 
�� ���.z ��� \��(��=�� #!�� %�(�) ��G�� ��( .�!�� ��� '���  �� ��( ���$�� 
��2�F�� !��(4 !�e$ (��।  , 02 ����� $�2� (�� ���5F��� ���) ��( ���$� 'F�� (���; ����� 
([�(��4� �0� F��� ����। ��( ���$� '!, !�) �$�� ���n� �� �������� ������ '0���t�4( 
�V4R (��।  ��� ����� ����� ���$� ��� ��) 7�� '(�5 $�2� (��।  
 
 

                                                                                                         
�W�/- 
E� /�� .tVR ���  

                                                                                                        �i/f/�S   
 
 

----------------
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'��� '���� #��'��� '���� #��'��� '���� #��'��� '���� #��    !����!����!����!����    
-��- 6C� ���7��;)� 

'0��- ������ 
 
 �!$���7 #�e��� 07R 
��°t�4 !$����7�� '����)�;। #��� ��/! #���� �I (�� 
#�e���� ���( !�Y� '�,।  
 
 #�� '7�!� (��� ����� !�) '��� '� K, �2�3��� �����  ( !�N '�G�� ]�� (�� $�2� 
(��। ����� ��d�) '/�� F�� ��)।  
 
 ���7�$�5 ��( ������) q��5 #�� F��/��GF0 ���V�(  ( !��% $�2� (��� '����;। ��� 
���2 K,  (0 ���� 0���� �;�। ���� ��d�) ���V '���� ��GF�< ��GF�< ��� �F>(�� (���� 
��GF��� #��)। �(H ����� !�$��2 (��� ��( ���$� !�$��2(���(< $�2� (����। ���V ���t4V � 
�2��3�(< !�$��2 (��� ������ �  , ��4� ��( '!���� .�)।  
 
  (�� K0 ���$ �2�3�( $�2� (�� ���� ��( ������) !��� \����) '��� ���= (�70 
���7�) ���� '����; 63 �2�3^) ���। ����� ��= ��d�� ���( ���) \����) '����;।  ,.��� �[� 
�2�3��� '����) �����V( < ��4����F� (��4 (�� ���V�( ���!� ���2 ����� 'F�� (���;।  
 
  (�� K0 ���(�( ��� ��) #!���। ?��� ��G�� ���3�/X0। ��( ���$��  (�5 0�$�0 
��, ���) �����) ���) ���7�$��5  �! ��� (�5���� !�) n��) ����� ^��� �[� $�) ��( ���$�� 
$��� ��Y। ����� ��� ��)  �! ����� 6�� ����V( ��4�� F���)। '��� *$�� (�� ����� 
�(5 ���3�/X�0� ���.z '7�� !���� 0��� 02। �(H 
����� !�-����� ����� '7�� �%2 < 
!N���� �� �� ��2�F���< *(�� (���। ��� �[��2� �t�4 ��$t��4< ����; '����� #����� '��� 
'/��� ����� �(H #�� #��� '7�� �%2 < !�N��� �� ����� �। ���(d�� '!��� ����� 
���(d� �0e���� ���� 02 F�� ![�� (���< ���� 0)����� ��� �[��2� '(��� _�� ��Y�;।  
 
 <)����� '�� $�60 < �2����(� !�d  ��(� ��( ���$� ��� (�� '!��� ��3���� 
(2�� *��¢� (��। #��� ���! �;� 63 (2���� ��� �(�5। !����� ���.z !�) ���.z ��n�) 
#�� ��( ���$�� ¨�!��( < ��4���� �� �[�2 '����;।  
 
 ��) !��$� �(�R F� ��! �$���)� ��Y���  (�5  (�� ��( ���$� *��� (�� । ���� ��) 
!��$��( ��� ���Y� '7�� n� !�t$ '����� ���, ��� �� ��� (��। ��� ���( ��� '� <5� �(? 
�� ��� '!, ���( �[�� �/���)�; �� ]�� (�� ���( $�2� (�� $)  �� ��� ���Y� !�d �t�2�� 
�0�! ��5 (�� ��) ��)।  
 
 '.��� '��! ���  ( �2��3�( #$���� !�) ]�� (�� $�2� (��। '.��� '���!� #$�� !��s 
(��� ������< 6���W� $)  , ��4���� (��;।  
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��( '!��� -���� ���.z �w� ������ (�� ����� '��)��� ��� ��) #!��� ��( 
���$�� (2���। ����� !������ ��� ��/!��7R 6��.�7 (����। !�) !�) ��4���� ��$����� 
(@R #�4�� ��\ ���� ?�� '����। ��� ����� $�2� (���� ��� �� $)।  

 
!����R O!27R ���� '���) *(���2 �$��� ��d  ��(�) 7� (����  �� ��d  ��(�� 

��$����� 6�� '0�� (�� �����( ��2�F�� F������।  , �[�2 (��� ��� '(� �%F���� �[���� ��Y 
'�� ��$�� 63 �%F����( '��� *$�� (����।  ,.��� ���� ��$����� 6�� ��4�� F������।  

 
 
 
                                                                                                 
�W�/-  

'��� '���� #�� !���� 
                                                                                                f/f/�S 

 
 

--------------
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!��� ��R� �!�!��� ��R� �!�!��� ��R� �!�!��� ��R� �!�    
-��- ;�F����� 
��(q�- ���Y� 
%��- \��(��= 
'0��- ������ 

 
 �S�f !���� �, O02¢ ������ \��(��= %�� $�� �o 0 ��¥��� ����� n��) ���T (���5� 
�����!$ ;�F����� -�� ������� ��)। !(�� '��� �����7R #��� ����� ��Y� #��R (��  �� 
�� �����) '�)। #��� !��, �(5n 0N�� �����) ��,। #�� #��� �Y '��) !����� �!��( 
����C�� 02 '����$�� '7��d�� ��Y��� '��� '�,। �������� ��� 63 ��Y��� �7�) '����$���� 
!�$��2 #��� '��)  �� ��� K0 '��) (��� ��� ��! (�)! ��) < (±� ��R� ��!�( (�)! 
�f) ��� ��) ��)। ��� '��)��� ��G0�� �7�) '��� '� (��� < (±��( ]�� (�� ��V���� ��� 
���� $�2� (���;  �� !���( '��)��5 ���) $�2� (���;।  ;�Y�< #��� #��) K74���(� ��!�(< 
]�� (�� $�2� (��। #��� ��� 63 ��� '���� ��,। 63 '��)��� [��!.��� $�2� (��  , ����� 
���$�।  
 
 ��� ���� �� �t��4������ �����7R ����) 63 -��� ������� ��)। �� #��� 
��� �� 
��� $�) ����Y -��� �7�) #E) ')  �� '!�� $�� �2� F�� ��)। �� �� ��� '(��� !���� 
0��� �����। ������� .�) #��� 0���� K, '��)  ��  ( ';�� ��) 'FX�(��� ��Y�� 0N�� 
#E) ',। #�� #��� ';�5 L ���  ( n�� '7�� (�� %��(। �2� #��� K, '��) #��7�� 
(�� %��(। 'FX�(��� �� 63 �������� ��� '�  , $�r ����� !|���� ��,  �( ����। �� 
������� #���( ��� '/��  �� <�! ��� %��) '��� $��।  
 
 '!, !�) #��� !�N� '��)�5 ������( ��� #����� '���� �, #��� (��; 5�(� #�; ��) 
��<। �� ����� ��� �(5 $�� SMMM/MM (�� $�0��) 5�(� �;��) ')  �� #����� %��) ��) 
#�!। #��� ��� K0 '��) �!$�) $�) ��)। ��G�� #E�)� 02 q���� %��( �(H .�) '(6 #E) 
���� 
�(�� $)�।  (0 ����� (�z� '��� !�) $�) ��� ��Y��� #E) '�)। ���$�( #���( %��) 
��)  �! *�) '�Y ��! #5�( ����। �� ��² ��R4� �[�2]�� '����;।  
 
 %�� $�� ������� ���.z -��� ������ F����) ���$ '��(��� ��� ��) �7�)�;  �� ��� 
��5�� ���( ����� $�� '���G ���� .��� ��) �7�) $�2� (���;। '.�� F��5�� ���( !�7I� ��� 
����  �� %�� $�� �(;�5� �t�� ��.t���� ��) �7�) $�2� (���;। #�� %�� $�� �� ����V� �F>(�� 
< (@R #�4�� ?��;। (�6�(6 �W� (���।  
 
 ��( ���V�( %�� $�� \��(��= ����5��� (2��� ��) '��  �� '!�� $�� �� 63 
�2�3��� �/���) #��� �� ����� ������ ���.z n�� '��Y� W��� �F� '����;। ��( ���$� 
'��$�� �� 7�� (�� 63 �2��3��� ������ ���2 *��� (���) �����। ��� ����� %����  � ���� 
63 ��.t���� ��) �7�) $�2� (��।  
 

 (�� *�) ji (�GF���,) 0 ���$ ���V�( ��� ��)  �! $�2� (��। *��2( �� �[� 
�2�3��� �� �09�!� (����। �(H '!, �� ����� !��,�( ��) �7�) ��, (�� $�2� (���;। 
!(���  (0  
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

�����  �! �>(��� �!#, (�����) '( 0��) '� ji (�GF���,) 0�� ���2  (0 0���� #�;। 
�� 63 �!,#, 63 �2�3�( $�2� (��� 02 ���4� '�)। *��2( ��  , .��� '.�� ���� �[� 
�2�3��� $�2� (���;। �!#, � ���4��  ,  ( ���! *�) �MMM ( ( $�0��) '��(�( 63 
��.t���� $�2� (���; ��� #��� �� $)।  
 
 #��� �(5 $�� Sf .�� '!��  �� iMM 5�(�� �����) #���( ';�Y '�)। #�� �� 
�0 ��Y��� F�� ��,। #�� #!�� �� #��� 
���� !��% '��� $)�। #��� ��� !|�� ���3�/X0 
$<)�) ��� '��G0 ��,�। �Y ';�� ������� !����< ��,�।  ,.���  ( ��4��T( < (@R ��n�) 
#��� �� '(�5�;। 
������ �� !��,  (��� $,।  
 
 
 


�W�/- 
!��� ��R� �!� 
�S/f/�S 

 
 
  
   

----------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ LMj \ 
 

#0�$�� #��#0�$�� #��#0�$�� #��#0�$�� #��    
-��- 7��e �����, ��(q�- (��C4���� 

%��- \��(��=, '0��- ������ 
 

�j�� !���� L�'�  �*� ��( ���$� \��(��= �$�� #�!।  �!, ���� \��(��= �$�� 
#] ���) !�d �$�5� ���Y�) '�)  �� 7R$�2� ?@ (��। ��( ���$� ���.z -��� ;�Y�) ��Y। 
/�� #��� ';�� '��� !�C�� �0 -��� %�(� ����� ) �� (�� �, #V�¤ '���, �� -��� �7�) 
#E) ')। � �� \��(��= < 
��(��= %��� ��( ���$� '���, �� -��� �7�) 63 -��5� !�tR4 
�q�� ��) '7���]�� ?@ (�� '�)। ����� ��( ���$� $�� #��� ';�� !�C��!$ '��5 ii 0 ���( 
';���( ���।  �� �09�!���� (��� %��( ��,�/� '(�%�)? ����0 ���� '(�%�)?  , (%� ���� 
%��( #� �(�, q��V, ���%� �� ���%, '���� ���= ���) *$�� #� �e��(� ��G5 ���) *$�� (��� �� 
����� ���2 $�� �S 0�(  (5� ����� ���� ��) ��)। '!��� ��) �7�)  (  ( (�� ]�� (�� 
$�2� (�� ����� ���2 '/�� ���) #�!। #� oL 0�( 7@� ��Y ���) '�G�� \��(��= ��) #!�� 
!�) 7� '���5 ��! !��� !��� !�C���� ������ ���.z n�� '��)��5 ���) '/G�Y '/G�Y �,�a��0 
 �!� �����) '�)। ����� ���( �09�!���� (��� %��(  ��� ���� ����0 '(�%�), ��� ������ 
'(�%�)  �� ���3���$� '(�%�)? !�C���� ������  �!� �����) '�) #����� n��)  ��(�� K,0 
(��2�� ��!��� ���7� ����� 'F)���2� #0$�� (���7� < ��$�06�� !���� (!��0)। ����� 
������( %��) ��)  �! $�0� q��� ���2 '��� '�)। ���� !(�� '��� #�� ��0���  �! ?�� 
��, '� #��� ';�� !�C���( n��) �������� ���4�� ��( '!��� ���( ��� \��(��= %��) ��) 
'7�;  �� .�VR *$�� (���;। ����� #�� %��) F�� ��,  �� #��� ';�� !�C���� !��% '��� 
(��। !�C�� �� #���( ��� ��( '!��� #���( ]�� (�� � �����< ������� #���( �W� (��� 
�। ��, #�� ����� (��; #��� 0�� �.W� 'F�) '��� ���� �( ���। #�� �������� �(5 F�� 
#�!  �� ����� ���)� 6�� '(G�� ��Y #��� ';��� 0�� �.W� F�,�� ���� #���( ���% ���) 
�t�� '/�� '�)  �� ��� #7���(�� !(�� '���  �!�। ����� #�� ��Y� F�� ��,। � �� ������ 
#��� ';�� !�C��!$ Lf 0�( ��� ���� ��) ��)  �� ������( ��, (�� ]�� (�� $�2� (��। 
���� '.��� #�� ����� �(5 '7�� ���� #���( ��� ���� 7� ������ ]��� �� '�� �,? '����� 
';���( ]�� (�� $�2� (�� $�)�;।  (%� '���� !��% !��% #�� �9� $�) '!��� ��Y ��,। 
LM/Li ���5 �� #��� 9� �/��� #�� !�C���� ����� 02 %��) ������ 02 ��,। �� %��) 
������( ���4� '�) #���( ]�� (���।  �� #�< ��� '! ���  �� $�� F�� � ��) ���( ]�� 
(�� $�2� (���। ����� #�� '!�� $�� (�G��� (�G��� ��Y� F�� ��,। #��� ';��� ��� ��� 
'!��� ��Y %��(। #�� ����������  (0 7��� ([V(। K’5� ';��� ���2 ���  (0 ';�� 
��4��� '�G�F #�;। ��� K, ��q� 0�� #���। �(H !�!��� �/f 0 '��(। ��� (�� ';��5��( ��, 
 , ��4T �Y� ���� �����)�;���। '! ';���(< $������।  
 
 


�W�/- 
#0$�� #�� 

��/f/�S 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ L�M \ 
 

#0$�� #�� ����#0$�� #�� ����#0$�� #�� ����#0$�� #�� ����    
-��- ���� \��(��= 

'0��- ������ 
 
 ���� < ���( $����� ���$�� $��� ��� �Y�� �� ������� �e��(� ��G5 ���) ����� !�d 
����� #q�� (��। #q�� (��� �@ ����� ������ ���.z n� '/�5 �3 \��� %��(। ����� 
������( \�� (��= %��) ��) #�!। %��) �(�, q��V, ���%,  �� ������ ���.z n� F�(� ���) (�F� 
(�F� (�� '(�5 ��R ���) $��-�� ��G�� ��n�) $�0� q��� '��\�� '/�� ����। #� � ��, SM/oM 
0 ����� ��0�(��, ���� ��!��� ���7� ������� ���4�� #��� ��!� 'q��< (�� o/i ��6� ]�� 
(��� �� ��!�� ���2 *��� (��  �� #���( '��7��2�) ���)� ��n�) ��� '/��।  �� #��� 
��Y�q� ��5��5 ?@ (�� '�)। �� ����� ��2 $��  (0 $������� ����� ��5 (�� ���R (��� 
���� ��5 �I (�� '�)। ���� #���( '(� (%� �09�!� � (��  2���� (��। \��(��= %��) ��) 
#!�� !�) \��(��= '�<)� q��5 ���;�6���� F��)� '��(�� ��! #��� q��Y, $�G5���, $���� 
������ < ���)� ������  �� ������ *���5 7�,�5 ��,�/��� ��G5 ���), '���� ���= ���)  �� ��5 
���) #q�� (�� ��� �@ ������ ���.z 0�)7� '/�5 �3 \��� %��(।  �� #�� 9� $����) 
'/��। ��� LM/Li ���5 �� #��� 9� �/�� '���  (5� ����) (�� #���( \��(��= %��) ��) 
#�!। �� #���( *$�� (���� �� ?�� #���( ��� ��� �����  � ';�� 0³ ���); '� '! #0 
���(d��� ��। #�� %��)  �! '���� ��, '�, #��� ';�� $�� �� ��G�� ��n�) $�0��� ���2 
#���� ��n�) ��Y #�;। #���( %��) '��� �� #��� ';�� ���� (2��u #0���� !��% (%� 
���� F�)।  (0 ����� �����( (2��u #0���� �(�5 ��) ��)। ���� (2��u�( 0��) '�, 
‘‘#�� #����� ��@�� �h ����;। �(H #��� �[� ���� '�� #� #����� !��% ��� (�� �,।  � 
02 '�� #��� ���� ��)� )। ���( '( #���� ��4�� (��’’? ����� (2��u �(;� !�) �FT� 
(�� #���( $�0� $�� ���3 '�)  �� #��� ';���( $�0�� ��) '��� '�)।  
 
 #���( ���3 '���� �� #�� #��� ';��� !��% '��� (��। ����� 'F���� 0� '/��� 
'!�� $�� '�� $�) #�!। ��� K, �� �� �%42�> �j ������ ���� K,5�� !�) ��� ���� #��� �L 
0 !$ ���( < �����( ��) �7�) ]�� (�� $�2� (��। ����� ������(  (5� 7��4� ���2 '/�� 
���5 F��� ���) ����।  
 
 
 

                                                                                                        
�W�/- 
#0$�� #�� ���� 

                                                                                                       ��/f/�S   
 
 

--------------
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ L�� \ 
 

E� ��� (�4(�� E� ��� (�4(�� E� ��� (�4(�� E� ��� (�4(�� ((((�N�N�N�N))))    
\��(��= 

'0��- ������ 
 
 �j�� !����  �*� ���!� ��\����\ ��( ���$� \��(��= F�� #�!।  �!, ���� \��(��= 
�$�� ��5��5 ?@ (��। #] �����) jM% ���� < q���Y� ���Y�) '�)। ��(���$� \��(��= #!�� 
 (�� �t��4 #��� ������� -��� �7�) #E) ',।  
 
  �*� ���!� Li/L� ������ \��(��= $�� *�) �M/fM 0 ��( '!� ������� ������� 
��)। ��( '!��� !���� '��� #��� ��������  (5� 0N��� ���2 �7�) #��7�� (�� %��(। ���� 
 (0 ��!��� ���7� ������� !$����7��) 63 0N� 'q��< (�� '7���]�� ?@ (�� '�)। /�� 
#��� *�R �W�� 02 ;�5�;�5 (�� ������ 'F�� (��� #����� �M 0 ';���( ���� ��� '/��। 
 �� #������( �09�!���� (��� %��(, ‘‘ '��´ ��!��� $2�) ? (����� ����<’’। #��� 6C� (�� 
#��� ��!��� �(H ���� #������( K, $�� '�G�� \��(��= ��) #�!।  �� %�� (�6�J�� ����� 
(2��� ��) ��)। ����� $��, �� ��,5������ !��% ��� ���) '�G�� �� 6�� ���(, ��%� ��F� ���( 
���) \����) *��2(�( ����� .��4 ���� ���2 ��%� �����) ���� < '���� ���=, '��$�� ��( < 
O�K2��( ��� ���) *�) #�� q�� ��4T #����� !�d ����� #q�� (��� �@ #����� ���2 o/i 
0 �9� $�) ��)। #q���� �@ #����� ������ ���.z n� $�� �3 \��� %��(। ����� ����� 
���) #������( %��) ��) ��)। ��5���� !�) #������( ?�� ���� %��( ���3�/X0 '(�%�)?  , 
���, #� *$�� (��। #������( %��) ��)  �! $�0��� ���2 '��� '�)।  �� '.�� ���� F��5�� 
!�) K’0 (��  (�� '�G�� '��5 f 0�( ]�� (�� $�2� (��। 63 ���� ��2 $�� #���(< 
���,�( $�0��� ���2 '��� '�)।  , q5� q5�� K, �� �� #���( (2��u�� �(5 $��0� (��। 
 �� (2��u #���( �09�!� (�� '��� '(� '�� #�;? #�� 6C� (�� #��� ��5� ����� '�� 
#�;। (2��u #���( ��� #�� '���( ';�Y ��� ��, ������( ��) �$�� #!��। #�� '���( 
q���Y� 5�(�-�)!� !� ���। #�� ��� (%�) ��0� $�) ��,  �� #���( < #��� F�F���� .�, 
���,�( ';�Y '�)। ����� #��� ;�Y� '��) F�� ��,  �� ����� !��% #� '��� � (�� �����) 
�����) �� (�5��� %��(। �������� 
��� $�� #��� #�� \��(��= F�� #�!।  
 
 
 

                                                                                                                
�W�/- 
��� (�4(�� 

                                                                                                                  �f/f/�S  
 
 

-----------------
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ L�L \ 
 

!TV� ���� _���!TV� ���� _���!TV� ���� _���!TV� ���� _���    
-��- !�������, ��(q�- ���!����)� 

%��- (�6����, '0��- ������ 
 
 O���� ���!� '��V� ���( ��( '!��� #����� -��� �7�) (����-��) !�- -�� ���Y�) 
���)�;। *%�� ��5 (�� ����� !�- -�� �����) '�)। '��( ������ 'F�� (��� ]�� (�� $�2� 
(���;। ';�5 ';�5 ��c� ��� #]� '/�� $�2� (���;। �M, O02¢ ��( '!��� #��� #�!। -���� 
'��(0 �� (�� '��$�� ����-��  (��� ���Y�)�; '!�$�� '!��� #� ��( '!� #!�� �। ��, 
!�d #������� '��( � -��� �7�) #E) ')। ��(�!��� ��0�(�� ���/�   ��� '��) ��)। 
��( '!��� !�d ����-�� �q�� '/�� ��5 (��� ��� �����) '�)  (, !��% LM 0 '��(�( ]�� 
(�� $�2� (�� < �����( ��2�F�� F���)।  
 
 � ������ #��� 
��� �����)  ( ��(���� �.�� ��%� 6GF� (�� �;�। ��( '!��� ��G0�� 
��G0�� 0� '%�( 6�=�) #�  �� � ��(���� ���Y, .�VR.��� ������� (��। �$e� ��� �(%2 
7���7��� (��, ��2�F�� F���), ��� ]�� (�� <���, $�2� (��। #��� 
����( $�2� (�� ��( 
'!��� #��� ��Y� #��R (��। ��Y�q� !� �����) #��� K’'5� ��? !T��( $�2� (��� ��) 
��)। #�� �� 'F�� (�z�(��5 (��� 5�(� F�)। #��� LMM.MM 5�(�, L '0�Y� ���  ��  (�5 #��5 
�;��� ('!���) '!]��� !� ���� #��� ';����� ';�Y '�)।  
 
 �F�Y��Y� '%�( ��( '!��� '��)��� ��� ��) ��) '.��7� 02। ���� -��� ���5 O��� 
(��  �  (�5 '���(� ��Y� _��( ��5 (�� ��Y� �����) '�) ����� 
����( ]�� (��� '7�� h� 
;��5 �7�) ��( '!���� �� 0�Y�) ��� ��� #��� ��Y�q� !� '7�;  � 
����( ������ #�7 
#���( �����। !��% !��% ��( '!��� '��)�5� 6�� ��2�F�� (�� ��T #]�� ���2 ��W� (�� 
��� 
����(< ]�� (�� $�2� (��। ���� �!��2 '��(�( $�2� (���;। 7I�4 -��� ��( '!��� �7�) 
-�� �����) ��0�( (�Y�� ���) [��!.��� $�2� (���;। ��V4�� $�)�; �!��2 ���। 
���� �[��2� 
�� #�� -��� -��� ������ ��7��� ';�� K�5�( ��)। ��,��� �� ��,� � '��) '$�5 �� (�� ��? 
!T� K�5 ��) i, E��R .���� ��,। '!��� ����!��� F���5� (2��� �;���। '�� 
��� $�� #�� 
�0 -��� �/�� #�!।  
 

 
                                                                                                               �5�!�$/- 

!TV� ���� _��� 
 

-------------
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'��� �����'��� �����'��� �����'��� �����    
��4�$� *�(X��� 

��� 6z), '.���, ������ 
 

i, '� ��( '!��� '.����� #�!। ��( '!��� #����� <)���� (������ '!����! O��� 
(��। '�0� %�(��� <)���� '�� $�6�!। '� ���!, ���T (���5 7= $)। 0� ��! '%�( ��0�(��� 
'��( .��4 ?@ $)। �, '� '�0� ,)��$)� ��/!����� ��) !.� (��। !��,�( '���� 02 (�0 
(��� ���  ��  < ��� �$e�  �� #<)��� ��7  ��� !� ¨�! (�� $��। �/f , '� 7�0������ 
'���� S/o 0 �$e��( ��( '!��� ]�� (�� $�2� (��।  � �� ��, ��( '!��� �)���.��� '��( 
��� Kp[�(��� ��� $�2� (����। $�2�� n� �;� '.��� '�)�q�5, <)���� (����  �� ������ 
'�q�) ��Y।  
 
 '� ���!� '�V !s��$ ��� �2���(� *����� #�! '.�����। !(��� 6�= '�����  (�5 #��4 
', (������। '(�%�) '7�; 0��� ������ �। ��� �2���(� '��( !� ��� ')। ����2� ��n�, 
��( '!��� '(� ��2�F�� (���; ,�2���। ��G�� #����� '�� $�6�! �� ���� �� �;�� 
#�$�<)� ����� �;� ���। #��  ( .}���(�( ��n� ���\�) ���। ������ '�q�� ���Y '� 7R$�2� 
?@ $�)�;�,  �< L/o�5 �[���$ ��Y �;�, ���� ��� ;�� ���� '),  �� ��n� '��5����5 ��\�� 
����। #�� ��( '!���� $�2� '��� ��F��� �;���। #��� ��(�5 !� !�) ����.�� %�(���। '� 
'(� ��n�� 02 !�4WR *�� %�(���।  
 
 ��( '!��� ���.z n� '%�( '��( ��� #��� �����  ��� ����� ]�� (�� $�2� (����। 
'!�uv�/��y��� ��! '%�( $�2� �2��(.��� '��Y ��)। (��R � !�) '%�(, ���.z %���� ���3 
���$�� �>����� ?@ $)। 0�/0���, ���! (��0� 02 #���( ���.z %���� '��� $���। 7�Y� '��� 
*%�� ���V ������� �(H ��� #���( '��� (��; #!���। ��y��� ���! $�2�� !��2� '��Y ��)। 
O!2�� ��! %����) '��( ����) $�2� (����। ]0� �5��� ���3���$�� '��( (���� '7�| ����� 
(��। ����� '��� '7� �� '!��� (���� '7�|<)��� '��( '����, �����, ��2�F�� (���� < $�2� 
(����। 
 

 ������( ��� #��� ����� '��� ��� �, ��� $��, �� '�G�� 7@ ��5��� ��5���� ��W 
9� %�(���। ���5�) ��(�( $�2� (����। '��V� ���( �� '!��� ]�� ��F (���� � (����� 
 (�5 q�� 0��, (����। 
������ �� q��5 '����� F�� F�� ��3 .��। #�� '����; 0��, (�� 
5��� 5���  (�5 7��4 ���5F��� ���) ������।  , .��� #��� ���R�, LMMM '��(�( ���� $�2� 
(���;।  
 

 ��( '!��� �� '��)� 6��< �����( ��2�F�� F����)�;। ��( !�) ����� Kp[�(����� 
.����) �!��,�)� ����) ��Y  �(� (�0 (���;  ����( ��� (����,। ���3 ���$� #����� ��, 
<����( ��� (��� $��। ��( '!��� *F�� �)!� ��) ��( '��( ';�Y ���)�;�। '���$�6�� 
 �� '�X���� %�� K�5��, ��( '!��� ��2�F�� F����)�; �2��(। ���3  �� ��� ���$�� F��� j, 
���!v� ��( '!��� '.��� '%�( �����) ��)। '��� ��) F�G������ (��; ��� < ���3 ���$�� !��% 
���� '�0�!$ !��, �$� $)।   
 


�W�/- 
'�� ����� 
�L/j/�S 
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'��� /��(�� �$��'��� /��(�� �$��'��� /��(�� �$��'��� /��(�� �$��    
(�����Y� !Y( 
'.���, ������ 

 
 ��( '!��� '.���) #!�� ����, ���V �� (��। '��) ���  �< �����( ��2�F�� (��।  
 
 '!�uv� ���!� ��\����\ ��� L5�) $=�> #��� ��Y� �q�� '/��। �M 0�� �� �� '!� 
 (0 ��0�(��  �� ��N��� µ�,.��। ���� *%�� #��� #§�� !��% (%� ��� #��� (%� �09�!� 
(��� #�� 6�� '%�( ��F '�� #�!। !������ �!��( #���( �e� (�� 7�Y��� '����। 7�Y��� 
��� /0�� '$��! ( �, ��, ��,  !,) '( ��e ��n�) '�����। 7�Y� ��(;�K� �$��  2���.��(�5� 
��Y� ��) ���( ���� 02 �(H ���( � '��) 7�Y� F��� %��(। ��,�/� ��Y �7�) �!��( !�������� 
���)� � 6�= ��)  �� �3��� $�� %��(। #��  �� ��3�� ���� ��Y����Y (�� 0)�� ��3���� 
(��; ��) �2���0 (�� �¶ (��। !������ �  (5� �� $��� ��\���। 7�Y�� µ�,.���( ����� 7�Y� 
'�)�q�5 ���� �, <)���� ��) F���। '�)�q�5 ���, �[��2 �;�। ��\���, #����� '�G�F '7���। 
����� ���� #����� L 0�( <)���� (������ ��) ��)  ��  (�5 q�� #5�( ����। ��,�� 
��$��� %��(। ���� F� �d� ��,�) (2��u�� (��; #������( ��) ��)। '!��� ��) ����� �� 
�0�9! (�� ‘���3 ���$� '(�%�), ��।’ #��� 0�� � ���� .�V.��� ������� (��। #��� �[�*�) 
$�) ��Y �� '0�� ��) #5�( ����। #��  �� ��3�� �$�� '��5����5 ����F� �;���। *������ 
�$��� !(� '��(� ��5 �I $)। ����!$ !�d �$� �F� $�) ��)। ,�����2 #��� #��)
0 
#����� 02 'F�� (��� %��(। 5�(� ���� ����� � �(;�5� �� $)। ���T (���5 �$���  , 
��n�) ������ ���(  �� #����� ';�Y '���� �!��T ')। #����� '���� '����;��� '!��� 
��( �3  �� �3���� 0��� '�����। L�� ����� �� ��2�F�� (��< '(� (%� �� '�� (��� 
����� �� #����� L 0�( ';�Y '�)। #�� ���Y F�� #�!। �M/�L �� �� ����5����  (�T 
!$(���� ���/� ��� '���� #���( #��� ���� V��` (��;। #)��� #��� #�� �� �� #�  � 
#!��� �;��� ;�� ,6�) (�4� ���।  
 

#�� '7��� 'X(� .��� (�� ������ �����) ��,  ��� #� '.����� #�!�। '.��� 
����3 $�� #�� '.����� �/�� #�!।  
 
 


�W�/- 
'��� /��(�� �$�� 

�S/j/�S 
 
 

-----------------
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E� ���� ([� ��!E� ���� ([� ��!E� ���� ([� ��!E� ���� ([� ��!    
!�(��� 
�n2 !$(��� 
'.��� 0
�n2 '(� 

'.���, ������ 
 
 Lf'� '� ��0�(���� ��� �L5�� ���( #����� -���� ��Y� �q�� '/��। '��(0 '��� 
.����� -��� ��$��� '�) ����, $)��� #!�;। �����7�  �!, #��� �� �09�!� (��। �� ���� 
!��% !��% #���( #5(��� ���। ��0�(����� ���2  (0 #����� ����F�  �� L 0 #��� 
!$��=� �;�। #����� ��Y� _��( !��,�( '-/��� (�� ��� '������� (��; �e�( #�; '����� 
���3���$��( !�$��2 (��;�। #��� ���� ��0) .tVR ��! (L) #�� (S) 80���$ ��! (02�=�) (o) 
$���� ��! ((�(�) (i) !��� (���� ��! (��Y����� .�,) (�) !$��� $����� (([V�R ��Y��) (�) 
'���7� O��2 (f) �2��� ([� ��! (j) '!)� #$�� (�M) @�� #�� (��) ,� #��। �����7� 
!��,�( %��) ��) ��)। ��% ���( ��� �2��� ([� ��!, @�� #��  �� ,� #���( ';�Y ���) 
#����� f 0�( %��) ��) #�!। ��% 01( ��0�(�� ��� '����� 02�=���� '���( ���� 
!��,�( ��G�F�) '�<)� $��। #�� �
�(�� (��� #��� 02�=��( ���। 02�=� �$��) ���, ‘#��� 
0���� �����) $��< '��)� ,Z� ���� ������ �, 5�(� ��� �����।’ ��0�(���� �Ws $�) 
!��,�( $�0�� #5�( ����। Lj'� '� !(��� ��0�(�� #���  �! #��� '���( F�)। #�� 
��
(�� (��। ��0�(�� �/�� ��)। #��� �[� #�  ( 02�=� �����7��( ';�Y '���� ������ (��� 
'! ���, (2��u ������ '%�( �/��� �� '��� ����। (2��u �;� (�)��। Lj'� '� '.��� ��( 
������� ���T (���5� !.� ��! #����� ��)। ������ '%�(< '0�� ���T (���5� '��( #�! 
#����� ��V�)। ������� ���T (���5� ����� ���(, #��� �Y 02�=��( �F���। ����  �! ';�Y 
'���� 02 ������ (��। #��  (5� #��! '���� $)��� ��GF���।  
 
  SM'� '� !(�� �M 5�� ���( (2��u ��0 �M/�L 0 �� '!� ��) #����� '���� ��)। 
#��� .�,��� �/f �;� �)!, (2��u�� �� ��� ��� (�z�(��5 (��� (2��u ��� #r� ';�Y 
'����। #����� ������ ,6�) ���T (���5� '!��5��� ,��)�! ������( #����� ��W !������ 
(��� ��V� (��। #��� 02�=� ��� ��� .tVR ��! �����7��( iMMM 5�(� ���� ��0� $�� '! ���, 
‘(���( #!��’। 
 

��( (�[4�W  (�5 �2�0 '� (�!,  !)।  , �2�0 (� !���.:, !����R ([V(, ���F, '�%�, 
����  ��� '�<)� $���। #����� ��Y�� ([V( �$�!�� 80���$ ��!, $���� (���� ��!  �� !��� 
([� ���!� ��� �2�0 '���� 02 ���� 5�(� ')। �2�0 ���( %�(�� ��( '!��� ���� � �� ]�� 
(��� �।  

 
SM'� '� ��� f-�i ��� (2��u!$ �o/�i  0 �� '!� #�!। #����� i 0 (�� $�� 

'�G�� L�5 ��� �M 0�( 7�Y��� '����। #����� f 0 ;�Y� #� L 0 �;� ����� -���� ��� 
 �� F�/2���� #�  (0।  

 
���� #������( ������� ��) ����� �� (�� '.��� '�)�q��5 ��) ��)। #����� i 0�( 

a��( ��!�) '��� ��� i 0�( ��� (t�� ����) #����� !���  (  ( (�� ]�� (�� $�2� 
(��। � ��GF   
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0�� ��� #��� ��Y����� .�, ���� ����, ‘��’ ‘��’ (�� (�G��;, #��� ?�� ���r। � ��n�) 
!��� ��� '%�( ���� #��� .�, ���� ��)। #������( ���� ����)  (  (0�� 0�2 L 0 (�� 
'!� �h ��) *�� $�) #����� ����� ��� ����। �� '!��� F�)� ��5����5( ��,�/� *�� 
(��� %��(। #�� ���, ����, !�) ��) \�G� '�। ��Y ��G�� ��n�) #��� i 0 ���� \�G� '�,। �� 
'!��� ]�� F���)। #��� 5��5�� (�� $���� ��Y ���� '/��। #�� !�G��� ���) ��� <���� F�� 
��,। ���� #�  ( ���( F�� ��)। ]�� ���� F��; #� �� '!��� 7���7��� (��;।  (�5 
(���7� �w ��GY (���� �;��� ���� ���( ��(�� %��(। #�� ���� 6�= ���� (�� �� 'W��� ���( 
������ %��(। !�� ��,� �t�� 5��F� �7�) '�X;�,  ( #���)� ��Y�। <��� L�� %��(। 0��0�� 
$�) '7�� ����)� -��� �����) ��,  ( �I�� ��Y�। <��� (<;� $�<������� (*�,���� ��W() 
��Y��� L ��! %��(। ��� #��� #$� ����� '��G0 '����। 0��� ������ #����� i 0�� ���2 S 
0 '�G�F '7�;, L 0 ���� '7�;।  
 
 -��� -��� �����) ���� �� �� 0��� �.�� '%�( 0���, ���!� '�V !s��$ .���� �7�) 
'�X;�,। ���� #����� ��Y�q� !� ��5 (�� ��) ��)। #����� -���� ��0�(����� !$����7��) ���� 
!�d -���� �$e� ��������� ¨�! (��। ����� '�� ��3 $�� #�� #��� ��������� �/�� #�!।  
 
 
 


�W�/- 
E� ���� ([� ��! 

�S/j/�S 
 
 

-----------------
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#��� (���#��� (���#��� (���#��� (���    
*.�V(, ��·��9� ��.�7 

�����0��� (��0, 
�5�)����� 

 
 '� ���! ��( ���$� ��%�q�5� ��)। � ��, j 0 �$e��( ]�� (�� $�2� (��। �!, <, 
('�.), ����� 0�����,  ����(< ]�� (�� $�2� (��। (���� ������� 'F�� (��� ���(< $�2� 
(��। #�� ������ ��) �����) '�Y��� %��(। !�d �5�)����� '0��� ���.z -��� �����) '�Y��� 
��7���।  
 

 0� ���!� *%� !s��$ ��( '!���� ��/ '%�( 'q�VR� (�� $), ��2��( (����( ��� 
���� ����� 7� �� $�0�� 5�(�  ��  (�5 ��.���� ���U�� '�<)� $��।   !���� �� '���� 
�� #�< .�� $�) ��Y।  
 
 ����� #�� �����0��� �����) #�!। ��%�q�5� %���� �MM- � '��� '��(�( ��( ���$� 
$�2� (��। ��2�F�� F���) �2��(.���। F�K)��, (�����Y�, (�G=�����, ��%q�5� ,�2���  ��(� ��( 
���$� ¨�! (��। *%�� ��5 (��, ��� �����) '�)।  
 

 ���.z !�) ��( ���$� ������� �7�) '��)��� 6�� ��2�F�� F���)। �WR F� ��! ��� 
 ( �2�!�)� i ';�� L '��) ��) �����)�;�। ������� !�e��  ��(� '%�( �WR ��!!$ ��GF 
';���( ��� #�। �(%2 ��2�F�� F������ �� ������( ��]� �$(����� ��=�)। '!��� *%�, 
�^��), �[��) ';��, ����� �WR ��!, ����� ';�D K�5 ';���( ��, ���) ��GY (��)। ���� ���5 
';���( ]�� (�� ����� �WR ��! $�54 '/� (�� ���� ��)। ��( '!��� �( �� (�� ';�5 K�5 
';���( ��G�F�) ����। ����� <����( ��!��� (�� ��%�q�5��� ���=�) '�)।  (�5� �)! �/f #� 
 (�5� �M/�� �>!� $��। ��(�(,  .��� ��( '!��� '�V (���;। (( ���  ( .}���(�( 
��� h�� (�; '%�( '0�� (�� �;��) ���, !��� ]�� (�� $�2� (���;। *�,���� ��W( #��� 
����( < ��� ';�� ��0�$��( ���3 ���$��( !$����7��  �� ¡�,� (��� 02 ��( '!��� ���-
';���(  ( !��% ]�� (�� $�2� (��।  
 

#�� �����)  �! �����0��� �[��) $��(� #��� ��z� $�<������� !��% !� (%� ���  �� 
��GF�� 6��) ���� ���। �����0����� F��04  �� (2��u  0�0। ��z� !��$� ����, ��� 
 0�0�( #)�C #�� ����� ��$��, ��GF� !A�।  0��0� �;� ¸��� ��<)� �.2�! '!, !��% 0�)�� 
< #�� ¸��� �7�) ��! ��) ��!।  , ��|��� (2��u�� ����! �;� ���� ��! '��� ���� Kp[�(��� 
$�� ���� �।  , �����!� 6�� �$e� ��� ,�.tVR ����! !$ #��� ���( '�G�F ��,। #��� '���� 
���/� (2��u�� '�� (��; �7�)�;���। (2��u �����, ‘�������� ��3 $��,, #��� #5�( 
����� ������ �।’ 

 

�i, �.v� ��( '!��� #��� .�, (��, !,�!, ;��) #��� (�,)���( ��� ��%�q�5� '%�( 
 �� �(%2 ��4�� F���)। ��� $�� ���)� '(�%�< �W� �;� �। '�V ��4T  7�� $�0�� 5�(� ���) 
'! *�R �.W� ��)। 
 


�W�/- 
#��� (��� 
�f/f/�S 

----------------
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'��� �!��(�� �$��'��� �!��(�� �$��'��� �!��(�� �$��'��� �!��(�� �$��    
%��- ��]� 

'0��- �5�)����� 
 
 ��( ������� n��) #<)��� ��7 < �$e� !����)� '��(��� 6�� �(%2 ��2�F�� F���)। 
���� !�-��� ���V��� ��� ]�� (�� $�2� (��। ��Y�q� �����) '�)। '��)��� 6�� �����( 
��2�F�� F���)। ���3 ���$�� .�) !����R� ���� -�� �w�� ��(��� �। *%�� ��]��� ���T 
(���5 7= (�� 63 ������� ��( ���$��( �5�)����� $�� ��]�) �% '����) ��) #�!। ��G��� 
���4� ���� ��( ���$� -���� ���.z �w�� ������ F����)�;। ����� 'ER�� '���(�� !����7 '��) 
��5��5 (�� *F�� �%4 6��04 (��। ��y��� ���!� '��V� ���( ���T (���5� �������� ���4�� 
��%�q�5�� (( ���  (0 ���$ ��!����( $�2� (�� $)। $�2�� !�) (�(� h�� (�z�  �� 
#(�� ��n� '��� �� ���V 'F���� 0� ����� �����।  ��( ��4� �� '!��� ((�( '�$�, 
'���� (%� ����; �(H �¢�� ������� ��G��� *�� ��e���� !$��.t�� � '����) ((�( *(���2 ]�� 
(�� $�2� (��। ��]�� ���T (���5 �e�  ��(� $�� �� ���$ ���V��� ����) '�)  �� ��( 
���$� ��G��� $�2� (��। ���� �� ���� !�4�� (��।  
 
 


�W�/- 
'��� �!��(�� �$�� 

L�/Mf/�S 
 
 

 
------------ 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ L�f \ 
 

E� ��� (��T '!E� ��� (��T '!E� ��� (��T '!E� ��� (��T '!    
��2��( 

!��(��)� (��0 
FD-�� 

 
�j�� !���� LS'�  �*� ��( ���$� '��$�0����� q�G�5 n�� (��। Lo'�  �*� ��( ��4� 

���$� !��(��)� %��� (�w� -��� !�4*%� ��«!����7 < $�2��9 F���)।  , !�) ����� !��% 
����� �% *��4( �$!��� �;� �2�2��� ���2 !��(��)�  ( K�[4C। �S, ���!v��� #�7 ��4T 
������ ���$� < ��0�(����� !��� !��).��� ���-$R (���;  �� !��(��)� %��� ���.z 
 ��(�) �$e� !����)� < ��!��� *7������ 'ER�� '��(��� �� .��� $)��� (���;। '! (��< 
(��< (�; '%�( ���.z �����R 5�(� #��) (���; q� ��Y� (��� <)��� ���) �� *�R �W�� 
�N�(���।  

 
Lo'�  �*� '� �� (�w� -���5 .��.t� (�� $�)�; '! �� #�� '!��� 6��n� �;���। 

q�� �t�2�� '� !(� �0�! �;�  �� *%�� ��5 (�� $�)�;। q� '%�( �����) '��(0 ��  ��( 
'!��( ���r� �� ����� (��; �� ��<)� '7�; ��< ��5 (�� ��)�;।  , .��� '���� .�7 '��(�( 
!�4
�T (�� $�)�;। �� �[��� ��, ��< '��Y���Y��� �� .��� q� O��� (��� ����� '�)� 
���T (���5� '��(। (�w��� #��R F������ �� �2�2 �� 0�� ���2 FD��� !�-!T� 
!��(��)�� '7X�� ��) !��$� (���� (���� 'q�V  �,  , ��,  � �$��)�( $�2� (���; ��4� ��( 
���$� ।  

 
#����� 'F��� -��� ��«!����7 (�� $�)�; Li'� '�।  ,�� ��( ���$� '��$�0��� q�G�5 

'%�( !(�� f5� �7�� !��(��)�� .t��t�4  �,  ,  , #�� !���$� ���Y�� #] '�)  �� 
'��$�0��� '/��� ��% �� 'F��� -���� (�;�(��; �� (�)( 0 K�[4C ��( ���$��( 'F��� -���� 
�$e���� ��Y�q� �����) '���� 02 ������( �.2%4� (��। !��% !��% ��( ���$�� 0�� ���( 
�����4 (�� 'F��� -��� _��( ��Y। ��( ���$� -��� _��( �������� #] ������� .�� ���) ��) 
 �� ����� !$�)�� (��� 02 !��(��)� %��� (�)(0 ����� '�����) (��।  , !����7 ������� 
-��� *%�� ��5���0 F���)  �� ��� -���� ���(��� ��Y��� ��«!����7 (��। #��� *������ 
�$!���  (0 7��� '��( �;�, '! ���� F��( �$!��� 0���(� �04 (��। ��� ��Y�< '! �� '�$�, 
��) �,, �(H !� 'F�) K���� ��V)  , '�, #��� *������ '!�� ��!�( ���� ��� ��) ��)। ��� 
0��� ���� ���( ��( $�2� (�� $�)�;। #0< ��� '(� ��� �,।  

 
#���  ( .�, ���� (��T '! !��(��)� (���0 ��,  , ¸��!� ;�� �;�। '��� %�(� 

�!A� $�) �Y�� '! ���3���$��� ��W� -$R < !��).��� 
����� !�-��� ���-$�R� 02 
!���T ��� $��� !�) ������, %���� ��( ���$� < ��0�(����� $��� ��� ��Y  �� f �� �(%2 
��4���� �� LS '� '!�uv� ����� $��� �$� $)।  
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

#����� -���� �$� 
� 'FX���� < �$� ����� 'FX����� (%�  �< .���� ����; �  �� 
(�< .���� ���� �। ���� K’0, #���( ���� ��� ��(���  �� ����� ‘‘�����’’ ��(�5 #0< 
#��� *���)� '�)�� $)। �!$���7 F��(��� ����� .t��(� �;� ��G�5 '�� '*���(� .t��(�।  

 
-��� -��� ���T (���5 7= $<)�� !��% !��% #����� -���< ���T (���5 7�=� $)। 

#����� -��� ��0�(���� (�)(��� ��2�F�� F����)�;। !��(��)� '�<)�� #������ *���� �¹ 
*��¢� �2�$��0��� ���� '��$ 'FX���� ��,  �, �$��)�( ��4T F��.��� ���� (���;। j, 
���!v� #����� -��� ����)  ( �2��( ��«!����7 F���) '��$�0��� q�G�5� ��0�(����।  

 
 
 


�W�/- 
E� ��� (��T '! 

�o/o/�S 
 

 
 

--------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ L�j \ 
 

'���  ���� ���� �!(���'���  ���� ���� �!(���'���  ���� ���� �!(���'���  ���� ���� �!(���    
-��- ��)���� 
%��- !��(��)� 

'0��- FD-�� 
 

#�� ���3 !�-��� !��).��� ���-$R (��। ��( $����� ���$�� $��� �(.��� �[� $�) 
]@��.��� #$� $�)�;��� ��� !��Ws ����R ��² ������ (����। 0!����R�( ���� $,�� 
�W� (��, �;� #��� �t��`। ��, Li '� ���F4� (�� ������ ��.��V(�� ���2 ��% ���� '!��� 
������( �!�2 (�� '%�( ��3 (��।  , K�!�$!� (��0 '�� '7���, h�, ���, q� ��Y� ������ 
���0 �2�7 (��। �0 0�� ���z (�� 
������ !�-��� \�G���) �Y���।  

 
!�4*%� �0 ';�� ��0�6���( ���3���$��� 'a��-  ����� 02 ����) �����। !�N !�N 

��0��)� ����q� ,6�)�� �����( ';���( ���*�R� 0��7�) '�����[(�� !�-��� �I���· .���� 
���3����� 'a�� (2��� ��=��� ��7���। #��� ��
�%4 (�4�>����) ���3�������� .t��(� -$�R 
 ��(� �������� F�� ����4�)� $�� $�� ��(5� �W� '��)�;�। '����  , F�� ��$t��4 ��4���� 
'��(0��� �W� (��, W�T $, �,। '�V ��4T ���3�������� 'a�� !�����T '���  �� ����� 
!�4���( !�$��2 (�� Kp[�(��� ����� ��0�(�� < ��0��$� ���$�� '��(0��� ��� (�� ,�2���� 
�2����� #��� ]@��tR4 .���(� �;�। '����KY�n �5,  �, #��� º�, (���;Y�� !���� º� < 
�F��Y���n 0��$� º��� !��% q�¢ '��7����7 n�� (�� 63 º��� ���3 '������� �!��� 
'��7�Y (�� ��G��� !0�� '��� ��G��� !��) !$����7��) '!�� '%�( ��e��, �$�a2�y < 
'��$�0���n ��( $����� �!�2����( ���(4� #��R F����) ����� *�R �� (��  �� ��e�� ��d�� 
��(���� 8�0 � (�� ���) ����)���� ��» ![�� (��। '�V ��4T #��� '7�� V���` ��( $����� 
�!�27R ���¢ $�) ��e�� �2�7 (�� '��$�0���  �! !���� $)। #���  , (��4(���� �����7R 
���¢ $�) #���( ����) '���� '7�� F��T F����� %��(। #��  �� ��e���� ��F��� $, �, < 
��0� 0���� *�� �W2 ���� �,  �� '�����[(�� ���3 !�-��� ��e���� ��5 (�� �,। Lf/j/�� 
,� #����( �M 5�� !�) 0��$� º�!$ F��� ,6�)�� ��0�(����� 6�� #��R F����) 
�/���� ��% (��2�� ������� (2��u�( '��(  � #���( ����) '�)। ��0��� $�,U���  (�� 
 (��� '�G�� '��� ��0���)� ,6�)�� 'F)���2� �;��( #$��  �,   !$  (����7 �(5��4� 
'��$�0��� ����5��� (2��� F��� '�)। '!��� #���( o �� ���� O��$( ��4�� F����) 
 �(���� ��(�0� (�� '/��। '�V ��4T #�� �� �� (��� �W� �� #���( ]�� (��� #��� 
'�<)� $)। �(H �������� ��( (�(��� ����� �� ��GF $�0�� 5�(� *��� �/�M/�� ,� ������ 
#���( '/�� '�<)� $)। '������)���� ���V (@R�) < !�¢ �F�(>!�� /�� '(� �(�� '�G�F 6�=। 
��4��� #�� 0��³[�, F���/�� (�� (�=। #��� !��% ��0���)�� ������ ����! < ������� '!< 
��� ��Y, ��G��� #��� �� ��n�। 

 

�W�/- 

'���  ���� ���� �!(��� 
�o/f/�S 

 
 

----------------
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ LLM \ 
 

'��� '7���� '$��! 
-�-'��$7�Y�, %��-!��(��)� 

'0��- FD-�� 
 

,� i 0�, �j�� '��0 ?����। �� '.�� �5�। #�� q�� '%�( 6�= �0� (�� ���0 '�V 
(�� #��� ����� ��0�� �0)��� (��� �� ��Y�� �.�� #�!। ��  (�� ��( ���$�  (�5 ��! < 
 (�5 (�� ��) #��� ��Y�� !����  �! ��GY�)। ����� ���� '��  �! (�)(0 #����� ��Y�� 
6C� ��� ���) < (�)(0 ��Y�� !��� ���) #����� !�tR4 ���Y5� 'q��< (��। � !�) #��� �Y 
.�, 0���� 6���( ��� '/��।  �� ���( ���$� ���Y�� '�G�� '��� (�)(0 ��Y�� �.�� _��(। 
��Y�� ���$� $�� '�) �,। ��( �!�2 ���$� #����� ��Y� $�� ������ %���, 7$�-�� '!��, ���, 
��Y�!$ *�) K, �W 5�(�� �0�!�� ��) ��)। ��<)�� !�) #���(  �� #��� #�  ( .�, '��� 
#��� �����(< ��) ��)। ��<)�� !�) ���� #����� �(5 $�� 5�(� ���� (��। 5�(� ���� �
�(�� 
(��) ���� #����� '��$�0��� (2��� ��) ��)। (2��� ��) ��<)�� �� #����� ��0�� (��; 
LM $�0�� 5�(� ���� (�� #� ��� '� 5�(� ���� � ����� '������( '(�5 '(�5 $�2� (��। �� 
#�� ����� �� 5�(� '(�%�) $�� '�� !2��?  , (%� ���� !��% !��%  (0 �����F #����� 
��0�� 6�� '��� *$�� #�A (��। #��� �� *�)9� �tR2 $�) ��Y�; �� � ��n�) 
#������( '��� �����F�� F�� ��)।  
 
 ��� �(;�W �� #��� #� (�)( .�, � !���� '��) #��� ��� �(5 $�� i $�0�� 5�(� 
��) '��$�0��� (2��� ��)। ��( ���$�� ����� i $�0�� 5�(� ��) #������( ';�Y '��� ��� 
#��� .�,����( 0��)। �(H '!, !�) ��( ���$�� ����� < 'F)���2��� ';��  �! #����� 
(�; $�� �M $�0�� 5�(� ���� (��। �� #��� .�,�)�� ��-, 
�(��  (��  �� ��� '�  � ��GF 
$�0�� 5�(� '��  �� ��� ��GF $�0�� 5�(� '��।  , F��3 (�� �� ���� #����� �(5 ���r� 
(2��u 
)� �� #����� *$��� ��s। ����� '��� (2��u '!, ���(  �7�) �7�) �09�!� (�� 
�( 02  �!;? �� #��� .�, ���� #$��#����� ���3� (%� ���� !��% !��% ���(< *$�� 
#�A (��। ��( ���$�� ����� �� F��3� (%� ��� �� (2��u�� '�0�0  (5� =��� $�) '7�। 
����� ��GF $�0�� 5�(� ��) #������( ��3 (�� ���। ��� ���� �� �����  �! ��(� ��GF $�0�� 
5�(� ��) ��)। 
 


�W�/- 
'��� '7���� '$��! 

 
 

---------------
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ LL� \ 
 

'��� !�/(�� �$�� 
-��- (�w 7� 
%��- /�5(;�Y 
'0��- FD-�� 

 
�i/��/�� ,� ��( ���$� #�����  ��(�) *��� (��। ����� ��4�� < ��5��5 #�A 

(��। ��G��� .�) �� '��)�� �� 'W��� ���\ ���(�) ��Y �� $����� ���$� '!��� �7�) ����� 
6�� ��4�� F���)  �� '��)��� 7���, $���� '!���, ���(��]�� '0���t�4( '(�Y ')। � �� 
*�) �i/LM 0 ��( ���$� �;�। 
 

L�/��/�� ,� *�) LMM �� 0 ��( ���$� #�����  ��(�) *��� (��। ��� �.�� 
�M/�i 0 ��( ���$�  �! #���(!$ #��� oMM �� '��(�( '��( 0���)� (��। *%� ��n�) 
���� #��� (�)(���  #�����  ��(�) #�! �� ���� #����� (�6�( �(;� ��� �,। '!, 02 
����� ���( !��, 0�� $)। ����� '!�� $�� '��; '��; *�) LMM �� '0�)� ';���( ��, (��। 
����� '������� �.�� '(� ���3���$� �� �$e� #�; �( �।  , !�) #����� ��, $��  (�5 
';���( ��, (��। ����� #������( (���� �Y�� 02 ���4� '�<)� $)। ���� #������(  , 
(%�, ��� ��� �09�! (���; '� '������� �.�� '(� ���3���$� �� �$e� #�; �( �।  , !�) 
#����� ��, $��  (�5 ';�� �$e� ��� 
�(�� (��। �� ���( �2�)�5 ���) �� 0�)7�) '(�5 
'(�5 $�2� (�� $)।  � !�) 6C� ��( $�� ��(���$� #��� j 0�( ��� #�� �। '$��)��� $(, 
L। �@� ,!���, S। /�(� ��$���, o। ,�}; #��। #��� i 0�� �� 0�� �। ������( #����� 
���� LM 70 �t�� ]�� (�� $�2� (��। ����� #����� ]�� (��� 02 *�� $�� ���।  � !�) 
� � ,6�)�� ��0�(�� (����� #�� ���$� ���� #�����   .�� *�� (���� ��(���$� #����� 
]�� � (�� F�� ��)। � �� ��( ���$� *�) iM/�M�5 ���Y �����) '�)। ��Y� ]�� ������� �t��4 
���� ��5��5 (�� ') ।  
 
 


�W� /- 
'��� !�/(�� �$�� 

LL/�/�S 
 
 

------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ LLL \ 
 

'0���� '��$ e� 
-��- /��)� ��� 
%��- $�5$�0��� 

 
             �*� ���!� *%� !s�$ ��(�/X0  ,  ��(�) *��� (��।  ,  ��(�) '(� *(�� 
*������ �2�n� -$ (�� $)�। SM'� OF� ��(�/X0 ��(�� o5� ��� /��)���� -��� '_��(। �7� 
����� '��)�( ]�� (�� $�2� (��। ��� ��Y� ��, �����) '�)। ����� #��� ��Y��� #�!  �� 
#��� ��Y�q� �����) '�)  �� ��5��5 (�� ')। #��� .���0� �R�0� ����( ]�� (�� $�2� (��। 
 , -��� '��5 f�5 ��Y� �����) '�)। ��e� ¨�! (��, ]�� (�� $�2� (�� '��5 � 0�(। #]� 
����)  (�5 ��?�( -���� !� q� ��Y� ��0�(���� ��5��5 (��  �� ��0�(����� ��2�F��  ��� 
��� '��� �;���। 
 
 


�W� 
'0���� '��$ e� 

�L/�/�S 
 
 
 

-------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ LLS \ 
E� ��R( F� 

*�� ��W(, ��5)� $�,U�� 
��5)�, FD-�� 

 

           �o, '�, ?���� �M5�) ��|����� ��5)�)  �! n��) *�,���� *��WR '(�� n�)� #d�� 
7��Y  �� '!,�� ��(��� ���4��4� ��WR.t�V4 < '(���$� -��� �(;� �(;� ��Y� ���Y�) '�), ����� 
��< ���� � !�d -��� ��2�F�� F���)। �i, '� ����� ��� ��, ���� ������ <�� ��5)� !��« 
!�F���� -�� �����) '���। 
 
            , ��� '��) ��, '�, ������ '.��� ';���5�( ��) ��5)� '%�( ���� (�� #��� ��Y�� 
���( �<� $,।  ��� ��� ���� .��  (0 ��(�� #��� h�  �� .�,�)� (�; '%�( LMMM 5�(� 
#��) (�� ��) ��)। ��Y��� �(;� �� �;�,   �� ���� (�� ���� ��(����� 5�(� '�)। 
 
            ��� .�) .�) �� < ��, '� -��� (��� �0 q� (���  �2 ��Y��� '7��� (�5�,। �f, 
'� �N���� #��� 0���� (���� ��। � �� n��) ]����, 'F)���2� < �2�2 ���) '��!$ 
��|���� ;$��, F�5��, ��6���N� �=��Y� < ])���� -�� #��R (��। ;$�� -��� *%�� _��( 
��Y�q� ����)  �� ���)�� S 0�( ]�� (�� $�2� (�� < (�)(0�( #$� (��। 
 
            #�� �0 ����C�� 02  (5� F��Y�� �2��7 ��2*�)�0�) �(;� 0���(��Y < �’ ���( 
5�(� ��) -���� �t�4 ���( ����� �(5 '\���� (��; #E) ',। ��Y�� h�,���, ';��, '��) , '� 
'����( '����; �;5�(�) ��Y। 
 
             ����n�) !(�� #55�) n��) i/� 0 ]�� *([��� '��( #���( #��R (��। #��� 
!�N �� �;��� 5�(� �)!�, 0���, (��Y, q�Y, (�� ,�2��� '(�Y ��) ��)। #���( $�2� (��� 02 
-���� ��WR ���( ��d�� ����4 ��!�) ����।  �� !� #��� ���4��4� 0���)� ��Y� < !�4�� ��Y�� 
'��(, #���( $�2� (���  , ��� '��) 0���)� ��Y�� (���) �[� ���� '�X�Y  �! #���( 
 ��� (�� '��( �W� (��। #�� ���3 '��) #��� �t��4�3 n�� #E) ',। � ����� ���� -���� 
#��� �[� ���� *�) LMM � ���� �!2 'W��, '\���� #Y��� #E) ��)�;�। *�) � 5�� !�) 
'��� ;$�� -�� �����) ��|����� #����� -��� _��( q���Y� '��Y�), �0�!�� ��5 (��। o 0 
��|��� #��� '���� �;��� '!���  �! ���.z n�� ��(��)���� ���� ��) ��(�� ���Y 0�� (��)। 
 ��� ���R� $��� $)��� #������(  ( 0�)7�)  � ]�� (�� ����(, �(H '!X.��72� ��V) 
#����� ��!�) '��� ���� ����� (t�� (t�� ��WR ���( F�� ��)  �� ����� �.�� ��(��)� 
(�)(0�( ';�Y '�)  �� ��0�( ���� ��) !�� ��d�) ]�� (�� ����।  ��� �� !���� F�R 
'�, �)! �M, '���7���� ���(, �)! �M < '7X��N ���(, �)! SM/Si। ��|������ !�N !�!�)  
n��) ]���� �;�। ���� ���4��4� ��,���N� -���� �$e���� ��Y��q� ���Y�) ���) '!���< L/S 0�( 
$�2� (�� '��� L5� !�) ��5)� �/�� #�!। ���3���) ��(��� ��Y� �/�� '��� ��Y��� '��Y� �.5� ��G 
��G (��;। '!, ������ -���� �2  ( ��Y��� ('� ��Y��5, ?�� '��Y� ��)�) ���� (�5�,। h�-���-
(2� ���� ���� '���)  ��(-<��( �;� ����  ( 0�)7�) � ��Y��� #E) ',। ���2  5�< !�2 
�(;� �(;� n��) ��!��� #����� ����C�� 02  �7�)  �!�;�, ��, '�G�F�;।  �� *��R $) 
K�)�� !� ���V �? ), *([� ���V< #�;, �F> .7���� ![�� ��/� $�।  
 


�W�/- 
E� ��R( F� 

j/i/�S 
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'��� #��� (���� 
-���  (F�)�, 

��(q�- F����� 
%��- ��5)�, '0�� FD-�� 

 
            #��� '�� '��;��> #�;)� '�7� ��.  . ��� �t�4 $,��,  (0 #<)��� ��7 (�4� 
�;��। 0� ���!� � ������ !I2� !��Y !��5�� !�) ��0 ���T (���5� '��( < ,6�) 
'F)���2�  �� (2��u!$ �L 0 ����5��� #�!)� #���(  �� #��� '���( ����� (��। '!, 
!�) #��� '���( �F��� � ����)� ��$��( �09�!� (�� #��� (���� < #�;)� '�7� '(�%�)? 
�� #��� '�� �2 q�� ���) (��। ��$�� �� ��(  ���$�  *���5 q�� _��()�  *�� q� $,��, 
�2 '��)���  ����� �;�,)�  �)। ���  �@� #���( ���। ��$��( ��� '� #�;)� < (�����( 
���$�  (��)� ��< ,�� '�����( ]�� (��  $,��। �(H #��� .�, #�� #����� (%� � ����� 
��$��( �e�( ��)� '��� *$�� (��। ��$��� #��� F�F� ��� ,8��$��( ���)� #�����  (%� �09�!� 
(��। #��� F�F� �� ���)��; '� <�� K,0 #��� '��)� ��Y� ��G������� '�Y�,�� �7)��;। ��( 
���$� ��$��( �����5 (���� %��(  �� ��� '� ��$��� '(�%�< ��) �,। ��, ��(�,)� ����)��;!। 
��$��( �� *$�� (���� (���� �9� (��)� '/��� ���� ��$��� ��$��( ����� (�����;�। 
 ����n�) ��Y�� �2�2 !(�� #�!)� ��$�����( ���� '� (���� < #�;)� '�Y�,�� �7)��;। 
��G$��(  (� � ����)� #����� K�� !$2 (���� � ����)�  ���$� $,)� #�!  �� ��� '�  #�� 
#�;)�। �� !��,�( ;��Y)� '�)  �� ��$��( �09�!� (�� '� '����� .�, (���� '(�%�)? ��� 
��� '� #��� .�, (����  �$��� '��(�� %��(, ��Y��� #�! �,। ����� ��$��� < ��$�� 
#§��( (��  ���J� $��5 �,)� #�!। '!��� ��$��( �� *(�� *� (��। ��0���� !(��, �� 
��$�� (%� .�� ��� �� ��( ���$� ��$���� K,0�(, ;��Y)� '�)। ����� ��0�(�� ���$�  
����) #��� ��Y��� ��,)� #��� .�, �@� #���( �����5 (��  �� #��� ��Y�� �!I�( .��N)� 
*�)  K, $�0�� 5�(� �,)� ��)। �[��)��� ��0�(�� ���$� < ���T (���5� '��(!$ �i/�� 0 �7)� 
��Y� 'q��< (��। '!�� ��$��� #��� /�/�� �(5 $,�� i .��� ����� < L�M�5 5�(�   �� #��� 
�@� #���� �(5 $,�� LMM5�(� (��Y)� �) < #��� '�� #�;)��( ����) ����� (��। ����� 
��$��� #��� ����� �(5 < .���� �(5 $,�� �� .��� �����!$ �(;� 5�(� �,)� ��)।  
 


�W�/- 
'��� #���  (���� 

�i/i/�S 
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E� ��� ��R 'FX���� 
*�� ��W(, #07� #�� 6c ���2��) 

-��- ���� ��(���� 
%��- '��)������ 

'0��- FD-�� 
 
          #��  (0 n��) 6c ���2���)� *�� ��W(। ��7� LM'�  ��� �j��,� #�����  -��� 
��( ���$� �����  n��)  ��������  !$����7��) ��«!����7, ��� �V4R, ��5���0, ]���V4R #�A  
(��। ,$��� #����� -��� io 0 '��( ���� ��)। '!�� !(��� #�� (�)(0 ;��-;��� �,)�  
��!)� '����  , ����n�� �,)� #��� #���F� (�����;���।  � !�) (�)(0 '��( #�!)� 
#���( ���� '� �Y�)� ��Y�) ��( O!2 #�!)� �q��)� '/��)��;  �� ]�� (��)� '��( $�2�  #�A 
(��)��;।  , (%� ?�)� #�� #��� ��Y�� ';�����)�( 6���� ����� '� '����� ([V( !��0)� 
���= ���)� �Y।  , .��� #��� -���� ';�����)�� �2 -��� ��,�� �����। ,�����2 #�����  
-���� ������� ��( ���$��( �,)� �� -��� F��)� #�!  �� !�d q���Y� ��«!����7 (��)� 
.t��.t� (��)� '�)। #����� -���� ���(��� '��( #�!)� #����� -��� ����(� ���2���) #E)  
�,)��;�। '!, ���E) �� � 0�� $�.�72 �$���� 63 !��2�� ���2 ��� $) �,।  
 
           #�� �� #����� ��Y�� !���� �t�4���( ��(�� ���Y ��GY�,)� #E)  *�s ';����� 6����  
�����;���। ������� ';���� #����� �W2 (��)��;� '� #��� '(�%�) ��(�,���;���। #��� 
'���� ��(�,)��;��� '!, 0N��� ���� ��( $,�� #����� �q��)� '/��)��;। $=�> �� $,�  
!(��  ( !��7  ( 0�)7�) ��(��� �=( $,�� �। �� #��� (%� �� '� '���� �����  ��(�,)�  
��Y�। #�� < #���  .�, �FC #F��42  6C�  ���( �7)� ';�D  (�5 0N�� #E) �,���। �� 
F������( .�VR ��«!����7 < ]���V4R (�����;�। �� #�� #��� �������� !��7 '��7����7  �W� 
(���� ���� �,। ��( ���$� ��«!����7 (��� �t��4 #����� ��¼ (��। ��( ���$� ��  #����� 
-�� ;��Y)� F��)� '7� �� #��� #��� -���� ���( F��)� #�!���।  � !�)  (0 ��( 
����� #�!)� #��� *F�� (��� '� ��( ���$� #���  , -��� #�!���;।  , (%� ?�)�  #��� 
#��� ����,�� #�A (�����।  � !�) ������� '���(�� #����� ��Y�� '��Y� �5]��  �,)� 
'7�। �� #��� ���\�� ������� '� ��( ���$�� (%� ���)� #����� '��G(� �����;�।  , q5�� 
�=( F���� �� #��� ��( ���$� #�!���;  , (%� ?�)� #��  �� .�, �FC #F��42  #���  ( 
��!��� ;����  ��..���(� ��Y��� #E)  �,���। �(H  �±W�R, ���\�� ������� '�   ��� 
����� )। <�� $,�� #��� ��Y�� ���( F��)� #�!���  �� ����4� �( (��4�� $,�� ��$� �FT� 
(���� ���7���।  
 
           LM'�  �*� ���� �L5�।  � !�) #���(  (0 ([V( '��( #�!)� ��� ��� #�����  
 ��� %�(� ����� )। '!, ([V( '��(�( �,)�  #��� ���� �5�� !�) ���$� $,���। q����� 
q����� �� ���� '�V $,)�  '7� �� ([V( '��(�5 #����� F����0���� -���  ( ������� ���2  
����)� #�!�। � ��� %��()� #��� ?��� ��,��� #����� ��Y� (L� �*�) #��� #��R 
(��)��;।  
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         #��� .�,�)�� #E) �,)��;� #� ��,� �t�� �2  (�5 ������। #����� !���� ��,)� 
LL'�  �*�  ���� #55�� !�)  #����7�( '!, ������  �,)� ��)।  '!, ������� ����, (R4/���  
��। � (R4/��� ���� ��( '/X0 7� '��5 �,)� ����� ��$��� �����;�। � ������ %�(� ����� 
) ���)� #��� #��� ��G����� %��� (������ -���  F��)� '7���। � (������ -��� f/�M �� 
�;���। (������ -��� ��( ���$�� �������� ��2�F��� ���¢ $,)� 6�=���। '!�� $,��  #��� 
(���7� ��Y�) #E) ����  �� '7��� ��Y��  !��,�( <��� �,)�  #�!���।  
 
         #���  ( .�, ,�|�)��। '! #����(� /���4 F�(�� (���। '!, /���4� #����(� !��$� 
#������( ��$�� 7��Y�� (��)�  FD-���� '0�)��7| '�XG;�,)� '�)। #��� � �� ��)�  .��� 
!���T ��� $,)� ������ ���%4� ������ �7)�  '�X;�,।  
 


�W�/= 
E�  ��� ��R  'FX���� 
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'��� #����  $( 
-��- �t�4 '7���d� 
%��- '��)������ 

'0��- FD-�� 
 
 
          '7���d� '���<�)  '���� 6C�  ���(  #��� ��Y�।   (  ������  ���3���$�  #�!)�  
��, ��G��)�  7�Y�  6Y�,)�  '�)।  ��� ���� '.��  '���)  ��(���$�  #�!)�  #�����  -�� 
'q��<  (��।  -�� 'q��<  (��)�  *�) �M/fM 0  '��( '-/���  (��। ��� �.�� #�� �;���।  
#��� �)! ii  �>!�  #��  (0 �[� '��(।  ��( ���$�  '� #���  6��  �5� ��2�F�� (���� 
��$� #��� ����!  �;�  �।  ��, !(�� q�� $,�� 6�=)� <0�  (��)�  ���0  ��Y��  ��!)��;   � 
!�) �0 ��0�(�� #�!)�  #���( ���)�  '/���।  ��$�� !��%  ��( ���$�< �;�।  #���( ���� 
��  #���  ��Y�  $,�� #���  F��0�( '-/��� (��।  ��$��� #����7�(   �� $,��  �������  
(��� �� ��5)�  (2��� �,)� ��)।  '!�� �)�  #����7�(  �.��� �e��(� ��G5  ��)� *$��  
(��� '� #� $�G�5��� �� 6�=��� �� ��3 �;�  �।  ��$��� #����7�( ���3���$� <  #<)��� 
���7� ������� (%� ��� ��� �09�!� (��)��;,  ���<  #��� (�$��<  �� ���  �,।  ��  ��( 
���$�  #����7�( !I2��  �� ;��Y)�  '�)।  #��� ��� (�� ��Y��� #�!।  
 
 


�W�/- 
'��� #����  $( 

SM/o/�S 
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'��� ��� #$��  
-��- �t�4 '7���d� 
%��-'��)������ 
'0��- FD-�� 

 
  �S, #7�  ���3���$�  < '7������  �o, #7���  ���(d� ���!  ��F��  (���  02  
�����  q�5 '��$�0��� '��  ��,� '7���d� '�� '����  (����  q��5�  �(5 #65 �!72����  (��; 
��, ����)�  ����  ���� '���)।  ��� i5� !�) ��( '/X0 ��5)��  ���(  '��  �,)�  ��,�� ,�|  
6�Y)� ��)   ��  '�� ��, ¨�! $)।  �o, #7�  !(���  ��5)�   ��  (���� q�5 $,�� #��� 
����5���  #�!)�  ��0�(�����!$ #�����  -�� 'q��<  '�)।  ��$����  ��0  '��( #�!)�  
#���(  ���)�  $�Y���Y�  (��)�  $�� ��G��)�  ��,�/�  ��)�  ������ ������ 7�Y��� 6=�)।  ��  
#��, ��  #$��, #��� ��0�!$ '��5 i�  0�(  $�� < '(��� ��G�� ��n�)  7�Y���  '���� 
$,���;  �� 7�Y��� ����)�  '��� ��� ����)��;।  ��5)�) �,)�  ��,)�<  '��� ���- ��,�/�  ��)� 
����) #�� �9�  $,)�  ��Y)��;���। 9� $,�� '���  !��,�( !�����.���  ]��  (��)�  ����� 
��n�  $,)��;।   � !�)  (����q�5  $,�� '�0� ����  #�!)�  #��� (�;  $,�� ��F��(�  
'���,)�  �)  '� #�����  -����   �����  '��  ��, #�����  ��$��� ���� $,��।  '(� W��  
$,��  #�����  !��,�( ]��  ���� $,��। ��0���  0� ��GF����  02  (�7�0  !, ��)� !I2��  
 (5� #�7 ��3 $,)�  !��, ��Y� �/��। i��! '.�7�� �� !���)�  6�= �(H  (�0 (��)� ��,�� ���� 
�।   
 


�W�/- 
'��� ��� #$�� 

Lj/o/�S 
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!�T�V (���� 
-��- ���� ��(���� 

%��-'��)������ 
'0��- FD-�� 

 
 
           '!��  �;� LM '�   �*�। #�����  ����  ��(����  -����  6�� F��  ��( '!�� �3 
��)  '$���  '���  #� ��� ��4�� < ��«!����7। �( ��.>! q5�। #0  '!����  (%� �� �Y��  
#� ��3 ������  ����  ���5�� ��(  !$���7����  �� ��������  ��� ��F��� ��� !�0�)  #�����  
-����  6�� ���)  ����)��  (��� '����  #�����  7� ;� ;�  (�� 6�=।  ����  #�����  -���  
$�2�  (���;�, ��Y�  ���Y�)�;�, !�� ��¼ (���;�, ������  -����!�� 7��)  ;���  F����)�;�, 
!�� ��¼ (���;�, ������ -����!��  7��)  ;���  F����)�;�  ����,  #��� ������ ���� ���5�� 
��! (��;।  
 
           LM'�  �*� !t�4 <=�� #�7 �2�2 ���� �� (�)(0�( ��$���) ���) #���  (5� 
q����)  ��Y�;���। $=�> !��, O$ OF (�� ������ ��7�। ?�� ������ ��|����� #!�;। ��, 
��Y����Y '� '����( ���� ������ ��7���। n��)  ��!������ ��Y� '7�� ����< ����� ��Y� $�� 
����) ���। #��� ��  �2���( !�� �Y���। ��( '!��� �� F����( ���) #����� -�� �q�� 
'/��। ����� !����� F�� #����� -���� 6�� ��2�F��। *�� ��Y��� ��Y��� #] ���7�) 
���� ��7�  � '!��, ���, '��Y< �t�2�� �0�! $d7� (��� ��7�  �� F�� �(%2 ��4��, 
�V4R $�2�, ��¾- !��(;�। -���� ���( �[� ���( '�� ���(, $�2�, h� !��� 
����( $�2� (��, 
���)� !���  ';���( $�2� (��। #� (�� ��«!����7। F�����( ?�� ]��� #<)�0 #� ]�� (��� 
!��% !��%  ��( '!���� O����F( $��!। !����� �� ��(�� !��Y  F��5�� ���( ���� -�� ';�Y ���) 
F�� '7�।  #��� ���� '�X�Y ���) (���;��� ���� #!��� -���, '����� *�) ��Y��� #]� 
.��.t� ���� q��� �5]��� ��Y '7�;। (�)(0 !�� ��� ]sn�  $�� '�� $�) #!���, (���� 
����  '(� (%� ',। �% ���) q���� ��7���। '����� ]�� '��)  ��d�� #������  ��Y��  *�N�R  
�4��)  ��Y #�; �[���$। �(  ( $�2��9! !��, #��� #��)-
0 < -����!�। $�) �( '��V! 
'(��� '����  .��� $�2�।  '����� ��� ';��  (!��%  ( ���( ]�� '��) q����)  #�;।  
 
        '����� (���� 'F��� 0� ',, #0 !��, ��%�  $�) '7�;। #��� '����� h� 'F�) ��)�;  

���� ���(, �� ���(�) #�; �[� !T��� ���(। 
��� ��� h��( '��( ���� !�) ��)�, �� !T��( 
0��7�) '���� !�) ��)�, '�� .�,�( ��( '���� !�) ��)�। �( �����( $�2�, ��4�� < 
�����V( ��2�F��। #��� .�V�  ',, #�� '��(  ,, *([�  q5�� �(;� ��� '����  'F��  (��;।  
#�   q5��( .�V�)  �� '�<)��  .��  #����� ।  
 
        ����� -���� (�)(0 �[� '��$� �(;� �(;�  !>(�0 (��� �°� 'F�� (��� ��7��� ���।  
-��� *�) �iM 0 '��(  ���� '7�। '�, #��� 7�4 ��GY�� ��7��� #� ��� *������ ]���� ��5  
(��� 02  �7�) #!�� ��7�  #� ���� ��7� ��( O!2  #��� #!�;। ����) #��� -�� $�� 
'�� $�) �Y���।  �, ���2 #��� '(� �(��  ( 7��4� �.��� '%�( �M/�L 0�( ���5F��� 
�����। #� '!, ��$t��4  #��� �� �Y�  $���)��  qt�R4\�Y  6�À�  ��(�� (%�। '!���  #���  
<���  ��/��  
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(��Y  ���)  ��/  (���;��� �(H #0 #�����  -���   ���  �$e� ���4� ����  ��!��� (��Y 
'�<)�  �t��  %�(�( #] ��4T ���� ����; �।  
 
          ��( '!����   , ��2�F����  ��<  #���  '(� �(�� K’  (5� ��Y� �;�  !��, ��� ���2 
#E)  ��)  '�G�F %�(�� 'F�� (��� ��7���।   .���  ]�� ��7���।  '!, o=�   �*���  �� '%�( 
��� ��( '!� #� ���� ��!��� ��7 ]�� < *������� �� ��( '%�( #��R। ����  F�� ���  
'(� �(�� K’  (5�  '��)  !I2� $<)��  !��% !��%  '\��� �� ����� ���� %�(�, '(�  �(�� ��GF�� 
'F��, �(H ���� �� �� F�� ��5 < ���  �V4R।  
 
         ���� ���4�  ��� #�����  -���� ��e� *����  ,�2��� ¨�! (�� ���  #� ���( '��  ���( 
��!��� $�� ���2  (��।  ��!��� $�� %�(�� ����� ���� '(�5 '/��।   .��� (�)(0�( 
'(�5<  '/��।  
 
          ��� LS'�   �*�  #�����  ���� -��� #��� ?@ ��3� '���, #� �����  ��Y�]����� 
#] ���7�) ���।  ���(d� (��)� ����� 02। LS'�   �*�  ��(���� -��5� !�t4 ¨�! (�� 
$�)�;।  !��, ����  '!�� .����� ���( �<� $���।  

 
 
 

 
 

  
�W�/- 
                                                                                           !�T�V (����  
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'��3�� '��$��� 
'���  ����� 
-��- ��;Y� 

%��- ��G����� 
'0��- FD-�� 

 
            ����� j, ��y��� �j�� ,� ��� �M5�। ���3���$�  !$ -�� ��$���) �� �;���।  ����Y� 
$,�� q���)� '!������  $,)�  0���)� ��Y�) �<� $,���; ��  #����( ��� ���5�।  63 ��Y�) 
$=�> �!��2 '7���]��� �� ?�)� À� ��;  ���( !��)�  ����Y�  ��(F���)�  ��Y�) F��)�  #�! 
 ��  , ��Y�� ��WR  ����4  #�!)� '����� ��,��� 0���)� ��Y� ��6��6 (��)� ������;।  ���V 
�F>(�� < (�z�(��5 (��)� *�R.�) ��$��Y� ���( ����,)� #�!���;। �� !� ���3 ���$��( ����) 
��)�  (� #�� -��� ��$)� '7���  �� �2���� !�tR4 0��)� !(��� ��$���� (2��� 0��,� ���)� 
(%� �����। '����� '����� #] #�< ���Y)� '7�  �� 0!����R�( ����,)� ��G�F���  02 ,���� 
(�����। �M ����� '.�� ��GF5� $,�� � $,�� ?��� ��,��� F����4�( �!��2 '7���]��� #<)�0। 
�� #�� ��0 �(.��� *�R ��GF�,� �FT� (��)� À� #��� ��Y�� ���� ��$��Y� 0N��  #��7�� 
(��)�  ����n��  �W2 (���� ���7���। �(;�W�R�  ���2  '��� '7� '�  ����Y� '!������ #] 
#]�)। #�< '������ ��( $�������� F����4�( '��( '��G0����0 (�����;   �� (�(]�� '��(�( 
�e� (��)� #��� ��Y�� ��WR ����4� ��d� ��)� �,)� ��,���; < *���5 ��Y� �����  (�����;। 
���)�� '��( '���)� ��$���7�( ]�� (�����;। ��  #�� ��0�(  ����� �� � (��)� #�< 
7.��  0N��  _��()�  ��Y���। '7���]��� �� �I $<)��  �� #����( K��� ���5�) ���� ���� 
��Y��  ���( F��)� #�!���। ��Y� #�!)�  0���� ������� ��( $��������  F��)� �7)��;  �� 
!��%  �e� (��)�  (�( '��( ��$���� (2��� �)� �7)��;।  
 
            �S, ��y��� ������ �����4� ������Y� -����  (0 ����� #��� '7��)e��7�� 0���� 
����)� $����� (2��� (F�v�) ���� (��)� '�)। /�� �o, ��y��� �[$������  #����(  '���  
)5�) !���0 ��( ���$� < ���0�� �� ��0�(�� #��� ��Y� 'q��< (��)� #���( ���)� '/�� 
 �� ����Y� ��0��� �)� #�!। '!��� #�� '����� ��,��� #�< F��0 '!������  ���!� (�) 
 (��� ���� (L) $�0� �/� ���( (S) ��� ��)�, ����- 0� #�� (o) #$�� '$��!, ����-��� 
���� < #�� !$ ��GF0�(  (,  ����� ��G��)�  �� ��,�  ��d�  $�G5�,)� �)  �� ��% ��% 
������� (���� %��(। #����( '���  7��5�) ��$���� (2��� �7)� '�XG;�� !��% !��%  !(��� 
'F�� (��Y ��)� ��G��)� '/��  ��  �((0 (��)� ���  $,�� ����)�  �)� S/o0  $����� ����)� 
 �((0�( '��� *$�� (���� %��( !��% !��% 6K4 .�V�) �( �09�!� (�����; �� ������; ��$� 
�(;�, ���\�� �������; �। #�� ?�� F�>(�� (��)� #��$� (��; /��)�� (�����; ‘‘'$ #��$ #���( 
�W� (�। ���� ����< � #�� #� !$2  (���� ������; �।’’  , (%� ����  !��% !��% $��-�� ��G�� 
��n�) �� 6�� ���( < ��%� ��F� ���( (��)� (2���� ;���� !��% �5(�,)� '/��। ,$��� (�)( 
����5� ���2 #�� 9� $���,)� '/��  /�� ,$�� �� #� �( q�5)��; ��$� #�� 0�� �। �� 9� 
�/��)� #�! �� ���\�� ������� ;����  6���.��7  'Á���� 6�� '���}� 7��� \��!)� ��,���;। 
�� #�� ���� ���!�) < W���) ��� (���  $,)�  ��Y)��;।  Y�FY�  (���� �������; �। !�d 
����� �2%2� < /���)� �7)��;। ��  
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���, ��� ���)� �F>(�� (��)� ��<)�� ��� F��$���।  � !�)  (0 $����� #�!)� #���  
'F���� �I ����)� ��)�  (�5 ���) (��)� �����<)�,)� '�) < ��%� ���)� !t��42� ���( 'F��  
(��)� ��(�,)� %�(�� ���4� '�)।  ,.��� (�)( ���5 %�(�� �� �`R�) ��%� ��Y)� ��� �/��,�� 
�� #��( �/� ������� F���। !t��42�  ���( ��(�,)� %�(�� ����7��)  'F��� ����F� ]Y� 
�;5�,)� '�)। ,$��� �!$2 �`R�) F�>(�� (��)� (�G��)� 7Y�7�Y (���� %��(। ������  (���� %��( 
'� #���(  ,�� (� � ��)�  �(���� ]�� (��)� ����)� '/� ���� ��G� ����)� ��< #�� ;���� 
6�� $,�� ��/�,)� ��Y)� #�$�2� (��। �(H ��( ���$�� ����� $�������7�( ���)� '�) '�  
#�� < #��� .�, ��(  ���3���$�  �� #�����  �(5 ;)5� ��,�/� #�;  �� #���( ]��  
(��)� ����� 02 ������ (���� ���7�। #��� ��( ��G�F)� %��(�� ��$�� 0���� #��� #�;।  , 
���)� '! F��)� ��)। ,$�� �� #��( �/� #��� 6�� ������( ��4�� F���। #�� �[�*�) ��n�) 
��Y)� %��()� �[��2WR ]��� ���7���। '����� ([��)  � !�) n��) ���T (���5� 'F)���2� 
$������� !�����!$ �%�) #�!)� #���( !�3 (��)� �)� 0��� ���  �� !��% ��4 ��� '� 
���3���$��  (�5 �� ����(� < #��� .�, #<�N�0��( F������ ���2 $��0� (��)� ���� $,�� 
���� �����  (0< 0���� ������ �। #�� ��  ���2 $,)� ��$���� �7���  $,�� ���3 ���.� 
#��) ,$� 
�(�� (��)� ��3 ��. (��। ����� 63 (2�� $,��  (��� ����)  (��)� ���Y�� 
F��)� #�!। ���� < 'F���� �F�(>!�) F���� (�5�,)�  (5� #���72 ��. (��)�  ��Y� $,�� ���,)� 
�7)� ����� 0�)7�) #E) �,���। ,$��< K,  (�� �� $������� F�v�  $,�� (2�� 6=�,)� 
6C� ��G����� ]�7�� (2��� F��)� ��)  �� ��0�(�� ���$� '����)  (��)�  #�����  -��� (2�� 
(��)� '�)।  
 


�W�/- 
'��3�� '��$��� 
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E� ����  (��T ]$ 
-��- ����Y� 
%��-��G����� 
'0��- FD-�� 

 
           j, ��y��� ��( $����� ���$� �^��)��� ��G������� #�!  �� ]�7����  (�5 #d��  
(��। � �� ���� '��(0��  6�� '(�  *(�� ��2�F�� (�� �,। �(H  #�����  ����Y�  -����  
'��(�� ��|��� #!�� ��� '��) h� ��� #��)  
0 !��,�( ��) ��$��Y F�� ��)  �� !I2��  
�t��4 ��Y��� F��  #�!।  
 
           �M, ��y��� ������  '.�� ��GF5�� !�) ��( ���$�  #�����  -��5�� �t�4 0�7��� ��( 
$�� #��R  (��। #�����  -���� '��(�� #� 0�7��� ���( ������ ����  �,। ���$ ��h  
0!�����R�  6�� ���4F��� ]�� �V4R  (��। #�� �� #��� ������ ���0 ��) 0�7���  ���( 
�����r��� ��   (5� ]��  #���  $����  �2��7� ���2 ��Y  �� �2�75� �;G�Y $�� $�� ��Y ��)।  
#���  !���  (0 ��$�� KÂ���V2  (0 ��?!$ ]����� $), �(H  �t� �7�) '���  #�< 
��0 ]�����  $�) ��Y #�;।  h� ��� #��)
0 '( '(�%�)  0�� �, �t�  ��$��Y  F�� ��,। 
-�� �� ���;, ��5��5  F��;, '��G)�� (���� ��$�Y '%�( '��� ���r। #��� �� ���(, ��$��Y�  
���2 'q����/��  (��;। !(���  ����  $����� ;��। !��, ������ (��;, ��, ���, .�,, !��, ���� 
'7���, ����� '(6 �,, ��<)� ��<)� �,, ��( '��(  (��� $�)�;। -���� ������� '<)�� 
'F�� (��;।  '(6 '(6  ����� ';�� '��)  h��( 0�7��  '��G0 (��;, #��< #��� h�,  (0 ';�� 
<  ( �>!��� .��7��( '��G0 (��� ��7���। �(H '(�%�<  ��<)� '7��� �। ���( 
�T�  ���r  
��$��Y '(���� #�;, �� �� '��G0���G�0� �� '�0�(�=� ��( n�� �����  !��% #��� 
�W��  
$)।  K’�� ��� ���� �(;� ��) �,। ������( '��� #��� .�VR (�z�  �! �Y���, h�-��� ��)  
#�� '�G�F #�; '��� #�e '(G�� 6=���, #��� ';���5< (�G��� ��7���। ����� #�� ';�����)  
��) -���  #!�� *d�� ��r। -���  �! '��� '�� �(;�  '��( #�;। ��4� ��( ���$��  $��� ���� 
'7�; #��� ��Y�� ����� i0 '��(। '( '(�%�)  �(.��� ���� '7�;  �� '(6 �=( (��  ���� ����; 
�।  
 
          '��� #��� ����Y� ��Y��� #!��� '!�� (�)(0 ��|��� '!� ���$� ��WR $�� 0�� 
 (��� ��)�, ��� .�, ��� ��)� < '��3�� #$���( ��� ��)  ����Y� ��0��� '���  -���� �.�� 
_�(���। #�� �� ��,�� �;���। �t� '%�( ��4� $�������� '����;���। #��� h�< ��,�� �;�, 
���( ,���� (�� #�� ����Y� ��Y�� ��� ���) F�� '7���। #��� h� �2  ��( ���) �2 0�)7�) 
F�� '7���। �� ��$t��4, #��� ��Y��� K�[4C��  _��( ��Y �2�2 ���� �;� ����� 6�� .�VR  
�������  (��। #��� .�7� ��!T� ��R��  (��; ��(��)� ��V �;�। ��� !��� �W��  02  '(� 
6��)  � '��� '! ��V �� (����। K-q:� ���2 '! *�R �2�7 (��। #��� .�7� L) ��.��7 '��a( 
��� (���;�। ������  �! #���  ��7R��( �[� ��n�) '��� 'F����  0�  ����� ������ �। 
������ -���� K,  (0 '��(�( '��( ��!T�  ��R��(  (�� '�,।  
 
         5� �;� #����� -���� (��$�।  
 


�W�/- 
E� ���� (��T ]$ 
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'��� !��!��  $( 
!$(��� �$!�� �W( 
�������� '��<�) 
��$�Y���, FD-�� 

 
        �M,  �.v�।  '!���5 �;�  LM'� ��0�।  ��$�Y����� ��N��� �� '�����  6�� ��$��� < 
��(�!��� '� ��4�  $�2��9 F���,)��;���  K�)��  
������  ,��$��!  �� ����।  
 
       �M, �.v�  ��� !(��  '��� ��$�Y���� ��|��� ��,, <)����! (����, ��$�K�  ��$ 
(����� ���t, ���(, �����, ���, ��@V, �[��( (�����  ��!� $,�� '0���t�4(  ���)� #�  �� 
(�$��( (�$��(  ����5���  ��/!�� !��$� ���(  ���)�  '��G(�  ��)�  <)2����!  (�����  �(5n 
��$��Y �� ��G��)�  �)� ��)।  '!��� 0������  ����� �h < 
)���) �h ��)�  �)���)�$�  
��n�)  $�2��9 F���)।  !(��  $,�� '���  ��5� ��4T   , $�2��9 ��2�$� %��(।  
 
       #��� (�)(0 #�;�� 6��, #�K! ';���$�  < '���  ;���� ��)�  $�2��9 ��$��Y�  0N�  
$,�� '����� ��,। !��% !��%  ��������  %���  !�$� '��7����7 (��।  �(H ��$��� ;�F�����  
(��)�  #����7�( ����) (��।  
 
       Ã�� K���� ��!��� ��7, 0����� ,���� < ��, �� ���  �������7�(<  , [��!  $�2���9�  
(%�  ���)��;।  '!,�� � q��(��  (  ( ���� #����( K,�� '��(�( $�2� (��)�  ��$����  
������  (��Y]��   (��� (��)�  '��a��  ��)�  ����,)�  ��)��;�।  
 
       �M, �.v�  ��5�� !�)   (0  !����( ��/!��!$  ���( <)����! (����  '����� 
#�!।  !��%  #���  *�)  ����  '��( ��$����  !��%  63 0�)7�)  �7)�  '�XG;�,।  $�0�� $�0�� 
���  ��@�V� ���  ��Y)�  #�;।  '(�%�<  '(�%�<  �[���$ ]��   (���  (��)� '��a��  ��)� 
����,)��;।  
 
        , $�2��9  '���)�  ��|���  !����( ��/!�� < �����  �������< �=( %��(�� ���� �,।  
� �?�� #��)
0�( ��� ���� �
�(�� (��।  ��$��Y�  6��� ��4Z ��n�) ��( ����� < 
�����$ W���W�  ��n�) ��Y)� #�;।   ��.��� �� '��  ��7�(  ��4�.��� $�2� (�� $,)��;।  
 
 


�W�/- 
'��� !��!��  $(। 

�/o/�S 
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'��� ,�}! 
-��� '0�)�� (�;�Y 

%��- '/� 
'0��- '�)����� 

 
         ��( ���$�  ��   ��(�)  *���  (��)�  ��������  !$����7��)  *�)  *��  -���, *���  
(��  ��  �(��> #<)��� ��7 '�[�[�e� ��Y�  #��R  (��)�  ��$���� �e� (��)� ������ �,)�  
#�!   ��  *(���2 ��d�� 6�� ��GY  (��,)� ]��  (��)�  $�2� (��।  ,$� ;�Y�  ��$��� *�� -�� 
$,�� ��������  !$����7��) ��0�(�� O���  (��।  ��� 63  ��0�(�����  !$����7��)  -��� 
-��� *��� (��)� ���$ 07R�( $=�> #��R (��)� ]��, '�)�5 F�04, ���=F�04  ���.z 6���) 
$�2�  (��।  ��( '!���   ,   ��(�)  *�)  oj 0 '��(�( $�2�  (��)��;।  
 
        �$����  ���\  �(;�!��2�(�  �� 6���  (�� ��), '��� �। �����  $(, L।  ����(� ';� 
'�<)�, S।  #����  $(, o।  #��� ���)�, i। '$�!� #�� '�7�, �।  '��$�;�� '�7�, �। $��0�� 
����, f।  !���� #$��, j। ��0� ����, �M। �(���, ��।  ��$K� �$��, �L।  #��� 7/��, �S। 
'��)K�  $(, �o।  #����  $(, �i। !��!�� $(, ��।  #��! !����, ��। ,)�(�� #��, �f।  
#��! ����(, �j।  0�����  ���� ,�2���।  
 
        ,$� ;�Y� ��( ���$���  ,  ��(�)  �� �����F��  '��( �e�  (��)�  *(���2  ��$����  ��GY 
(��,)�  ]��  (��)�   $�2� (��)��;।  �=��Y�)��  0�� $���� 6��$ ��( ���$��  ��2�F�� $,�� 
#��W��  02  ��$�� �0 ���Y�� ������ 
������� #��7�� (��। �(H ��( ���$� ��$���� 
���)� '/��। ��� ��$����  �2�)�5 F�04 (��)� $�2� (��।  
 
        ��( ���$���   , ,6�)� ��  ����  ,Z�  $�R  (��)��;।  ��4��� ,6�)� ��( '!���  
 ,  ��(�� 0�� #$!� !��$��� 6��  O����F(  �2�$��  (��)�  ��$��( ]��  (��)�  $�2� 
(��)��;। q5��  �����R  *(��  '� 0�� #$!� !��$� ���3 ���$����  !�$��2  (����।   , 
02  n��)  ���T  (���5�  'F)���2�  < '�v�� ��$�� 6�� ��2�F��  (���� %��(। �����V  
�����^)  ��$�� �� ��( '!����  �(5 0��,��  ��� #��W��  02  �I���·  .���� #E)  
-$R  (��।  �(H �������  ��$��( '!��  $,��  ������ '7��� ���)�  #�)�  ��( '!����  
�(5 $d�T� (��। ��( '!���  ��$�� 6�� *�)  i�� ���)� O��$( ��4�� F���)। �����V  ��� 
��0� '��V  
�(�� � (��) ��$��( ��( '!��� ]��  (��)� $�2� (��।  
 
         ��( '!��� ��@�.��� �0��!��� -�� $,�� 0�� #��� ���)�  ��(  (0 ���3���$��  
��Y�  #(��>  #��R  (��)�  ��$��( �e�  (��)�  ��( '!����  ������ �,)�  #�!।  ���  
��$��( \��T ��n�) '���q��  (��)�  ��$�� �(5 $,�� ���3 ���$����  '7�� �%2 0���� 'F�� 
(��।  *�) i�� ���)�  ��$�� 6�� O��$( ��4�� F���,���  �� ��( '!��� ��$�� �(5  $,�� 
'(� !���� 0���� � ����)�  ��$��( 02�T (�� ���) $�2�  (��)��;।  
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      ��( ���$� ��4��� ,6�)� ��0�(�� < �������� !$����7��) *���5 -��� *��� (��)� ���$ 
0!�����R� ��Y��� ��«!����7 (��। ��$���  ,  ��(�) *�) ��GF�5 -��� ��«!����7 (��)��;। 
'��, ��4���, '0�)�� (�;�Y, �5��Y�)�, �K)�, �0��!���। '� !�d -��� *��� (�� �, '! !�d 
-��� ��d�2�7� 07�R� ��Y� q��� ;���� 5���, ��0� 0���� *.[�� ����� < ��0�(�� (�[4( ��¾ 
(��)� �,)� �7)��;। ,$� ;�Y� ��( '!��� ��  ��(�) �� ��R�� ���� $,�� '!��� 7$� �;�,)� 
�,)� �7)��;। 

 
��( ���$�  ,  ��(�) 7R$�2�, ��� �V4R, ��«!����7 < ��5���0 (��)�, W�T $) �,। 

��$��� ��4�) n��� *��< (��( '�� (��)��;। ��( '!���  ,  ��(�� *���5 �$e� ��e� ¨�! 
(��)� '/��)��;। '0�)�� (�;�Y -��� ��( '!��� #�K� #���( �!�0�� ���0�� ��n�) 
�(��> #��R (��)� ]�� (��)� $�2� (��)��;।  

 
 
 
 
 


�W� /- 
'��: ,�}! 
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#�/0� ����#�/0� ����#�/0� ����#�/0� ����    
-��- �: ��� ��Y� 

��(q�- ��4�� ��0�� 
'0��- '�)����� 

 

#�� ����) ���} �������� �!$�) ���। ��7� 
����� #�e���� !�) �0 ��Y��� �;���। 
!�-���� *%� ���(  ( -�� $,�� �2 -��� #��) ���0�� ��Y��� #��7�� (��)� �;���। 
#�%4( ��n�$� ���)� !���T ����� (���� ���� �,। �[� ���� !��C$� ([V( �;�। ����� 
!��C F�V (��)� < O��( �0��� ��)� ��� (�� �� ��� (���।  

 

'!�uv� ���!� *%� ���( ��( ���$� �: �� ��Y� -���� �(5 �(���� ��(5 '���� 
(�����;�। �� #��� ���� 0��� (���� ���� ���= 0�� F�V (�����;�। �(���� ��(5 '���� 
(���� '���)� .�) 9� $���,)�, ���= ��$��>��R (��।  

 

����� �(��� �[��2� �� #��� ������� K���� ;�� ���)� #�!। �2 ���( '/� %��) ��( 
���$�� [��! ��2�F��� ��2�F���� $,)� #��� *�) !(� #��)
0 .����� ������ ���02 #E) 
-$R (��। #�� ��%4� �.��� �0 ��Y��� �[� ���� < ';�5 .�,�( �)� �;���।  

 

��y��� ���! ��( ���$� ��4�� ��0��� ����� n�� (��। ��( ���$�, ��0�(�� < ������� 63 
 ��(�� -���� �� -�� ����,)� ���� %��(। �n�)� !��C ��5���0 (��)� �)� ��)।  

 

�.v� ���!� *%� ���( n��) ��0�(���� !$����7��) ��( ���$� #��� ��Y� 'q��< (��। 
$=�> #���R� /�� #����� ��W #��7���� !����7 $) �,। #�� .�) q��� '7���� ��F 
����,)� %��(, �(H ��0�(�� < ��( ���$�� ����F�� q�� < ���$��� !(� �(;� �z �z (��)� ���W� 
(�� (��  ��  �� #���( '7���� �F $,�� 5��)� ���$� (��। ��( ��?�� #���( '���)� 
#�e 6>!��$� $,)� <�= < ��0�(���(  (�5 �M 5�(�� (�� 5�(�) '�5 $��� ��)� q� $,�� ���$� 
(��)� '�)। #�� �����F ��7�( '���)� .�) �F>(�� (���� %��(, �(H (�$��(< !�$���2 #�!�� 
'������ �। #��� .�VR �F>(�� '���)� ��$��� '�)�5 ���$� (���� #�� ��$���� ���) 0Y�,)� 
������  �� �� ���)� !�$� #��� ����� �[��2� (%� ������। #�� #����� '��, #��� F���� 
#���� (�� '�� (���� �। #�� ���} '��)। #��� �� ����� ��$���7�( ������ (���। 
�e (��� '������� '�� ��, '�� #�;, �(H �����F�� #���( ���( ���) ���% ����)� q� $,�� 
���$� (��)� ���  �� q��� ��0� ��)� '/���। #��� .�VR �F>(�� #(��� ����� ��$���� Ä��) 
 (5�< ��)�� ![�� (��� �। K,0 ��( �����F #��� 6�� ��4�.��� ��2�F�� (���। 
�����F��� ��2�F��� #�� 9� $���,)� '/��। *�) � q�� ��� 7.�� ���� 9� �/��)� #�!)��; 
#� ���� '��� #��� �!$�) �� ��%�) ��� �����;। ��4� ��2�F��� #��� 
�n2 ����� $,)� ��Y। 
#��� �!�n ������ 6��  ,.��� �� �� ��2�F�� (��  �� *���� #�� 9� $���,)� '/��। 
��0�(�� #����� (Y� ��$��� ���� %��(। �� �� ��  (�� 7.�� ���� �� < ';�5 .�,�( �)� 
��Y� $,�� �2 -��� ���) (��। ���!v� ���!� *%� ���( '�� 
��� $<)�� �� '��� �/��)� 
#�!  �� 0���� ���� ���3������� '!, ��0�(�� <!�� #���( $�2� (��)��;।  

 
 
 

�5�!�$/- 
��/!� ����  
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#��� '7�/��#��� '7�/��#��� '7�/��#��� '7�/��    
-��- �����Y� 
%��- '�7�7| 

'0��- '�)����� 
 
LL'�  �*� �j�� !��� ��,0��  �� 'FX��$� ��0��� ��(1!2 *��� (��। #�� �� '$��5� 

0��)���� (�0 (��। ��( ���$� �� *�� ���� !�©< 'FX��$� ��0��� *��� (��� �� #�� �� 
�n� (����� '� �( (��)�  , ��0�� $,�� ���$� $,)� ��,�� ����। �� '������ '� ��( ���$� 
��d�� �.�� �,, �� #��$� �� ��R (��)�  ( �� K �� (��)� $�G�5�� #�A (�����। �(;� �t� 
��<)�� ��  (0 ��( �!�2 #�!)� #���( ���� $2��! #�। $2��! #� �%4 �( #�� ���\�� � 
����)� '!�0� $,)� ��GY�,)� ��$���। ��( �!�2 #�!)� #���( .�VR.��� F��5�q�� (���। 
F��5�q�� (��� �� #�� ���5�� ��Y)� ��,। '���� ��Y)� ��, ��� $,�� #���( 'FX��$� 
*�(X�� ���2���)� 6C� ����� '���� �)� #�!।  ��� #�)� #���( ��� K, *� (�� '� 
���3���$� '(�%�)। #�� ��� ���3���$� '��� �,। #��� 0���� #��4��v� $,)� ��� '�5� 
���3���$��( ��;, .�� ���� ����! #�  � ���! ���3���$� '��� �,। �>WR�> ��( ��? 
��$�� �2�)�5 ���$� (��)� #��� �� $����  (5� #N�� ����)� '/��  �� ���  � !��2 (%� 
��। #�� ��� � �0�� #�� ���3���$� '��� �,। �� #��� �� $���� ���� �;} (��)� ���।  � 
��n���< #�� ��� �, ���3���$� '(�%�)।  
 
 


�W� / - 
#��� '7�/�� 
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0���� ���� ��5<)���0���� ���� ��5<)���0���� ���� ��5<)���0���� ���� ��5<)���    
-��- ��5(� 

%��- '�7�7| 
'0��- '�)����� 

 
�L/i/��,� '��0 �N���� '��� #����( �L q�5(�� !�) ��Y��� ��( ���$� $���� F���,�� 

#�� ��$���� $��� ��� ��Y। '( �� (�$��� #��� '�\ ';�� @�� #���� �� ��( ���$���� 
�(5 '�<)�) ��( ���$� #��� ';�� @�� #���( '��G0 (��  �� #���( ��$�� !��(4 �� �(;� 
�09�!� (��। #�� ��$�� !��(4 !� �(;� �
�(�� (���� ��$��� ��,�/� ^��� #���( '��� *$�� 
(��। ��$� ;�Y� �� ^��� ���( ���% ����। #�� ��$���� ������ (���� ��$��� #��� 6�� #�< 
(�=�� ��4�� F���) < #��� q� ��0� '��Y�,)� ��)� #���( �[�*�) ��n�) '/��)� ��)। ����� 
#��� ��Y�� �2�2 '��(0 ��Y� #�!�� #���( �9� ��n�) '���)� ��3�� �,)� #�!। ��3�� 
#���( �V� �� < ,�0(� '�<)�� �� #��� 9� �/��)� #�!। ��( $����� ���$� ���\ 
���\, #��� ��Y��� '�\ ';�� @�� #���( '��G0 (���।  

 
 

 

�W� /- 

0���� ���� ��5<)��� 
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'��'��'��'��: : : : #;�� #��#;�� #��#;�� #��#;�� #��    
-��- (������ 
%��- '�7�7| 

'0��- '�)����� 
 

LL'�  �*� �j�� !� ���3 ���$�� *������ (�� !�©< ��( ���$� ��,0�� < 'FX��$� 
��0��� *��� (��। ��( ���$� 'FX��$��� *��� (��� !�N !�N ��0��� (���/6 0��� (��। �� 
#��� '��(� ��5 �I (��)� q��� ���2 ��!)� %��(।  , !�) #�� ]��� F��)� '��(�� (�0 
(��। �� (���/6 '�V $,� �� #�� '��(�� F� O��� (�����;।  � !�) ��( ��?�� 
#����� '��(�� *��� (���। '��(�� #�!)� #���( ���� '�5�  (5� F� '� '��। ��� #�� 
 (5� F� O��� (��)� '�,। F� ��<)�� �� #���( ��� ��� *� (�� '�5� '���� '�� ���3���$��( 
.��, ��; ��)��;!, ��  � ���3 (�$� $�)? #���( ��( ���$� ��� \�5 ��$ ���� $�)। #�� ��� 
� �0�� #�� ���3���$� '��� �,।  , ���� !�N !�N ��( �!�2 #��� 6�� .�VR.��� ��7��Å� 
$,)� ���� .��, ��; ���� ����! #�  � ���! ���3���$� '��� �,।  , (%� ���� !�N !�N 
#��� ������ *�� �W (��  �� ]�� (��। ]�� #�!)� #��� 6����� �.�� *��� (��। #�� 
�� 9� $���,)� ���5�� ��Y)� ��,।  � !�) K,5� '��( #���( '��(��� �.�� *��� (��। 
#���( '���)� ��$��� ������ (���� ���7� '� '��(5� ��G�F�� ����।  , '��( K,5� #���( �F��, 
��$��� #���( ���)� #��� ��Y��� �)� ��)। �(;�WR �� ���� ���� #��� ��Y��� '��(0 #�!�� 
���7�। �� #�� #��� ��Y� *������ '��: �0� 6���( ���()� ��� .�, #��� 0�� '����) 
����)� '�� ���� #��� �F�(>!�� �2�n� (��)� ��<।  , (%� ���� !�N !�N '��: ��0� 6�� 
'FX��$� ��0�� $,�� ��3�� ���()� #��� �F�(>!�� �2�n� (��)� '�)। ��3�� �F�(>!� (���� 
(���� #���( #���72 (��)� �����।  

 
 
 
 


�W� / - 
'��: #;�� #�� 
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#$;� 6��$#$;� 6��$#$;� 6��$#$;� 6��$    
-��- '�)�%��� 

%��- ��)��� 
'0��- '�)����� 

 
'� ���!� *%� !s��$ ��( ���$� ��)��� ��� '��(�����) ��� (��। ��0���� ����t��  (�5 

�$e� ���4w� -�� ����,)� '�) < K,�5 ������ �2�3�( $�2� (��)� F��)� ��)।  
 
(�)( �� �� #��� ��)��� %��) #�!)� ����� n�� (��  �� #�A $) ��� ��4��, O��$( 

��Y। ��( ���$� n��) 0����� ,!���� < ��!��� ��7 !��%4� �������� !$�)��) #<)��� ��7 
(�4� < �$e���� ��Y�q� ��¾ < *�� ?@ (��। ����� �I(��� ��Y��� $�� ���) �� '����� 6�� 
[��!.��� ��2�F�� (��। ��$���� ��2�F���  ,  ��(�) �7�R� �� '���� !��� � $)। '��V� 
���( ������ '��(��� ��Y�< ��$��� ����,)� '�) < ��¾ (��।  

 
#��  (0 ���} ��h�। !����� ���E� (��)� '(� *(��� 0���(� ��4�$ (�����। ��( ���$� 

< ��$���� ������� #��� !���� !�!��� #] ����,)� ��)��;। ��( ���$� ��)��� ����� (��� �� 
#���  ��� %�(� !A� $,� �। #��� (�0  �(���� �I $,)� '7�। ��GF�� ��ÅV�R !��t� ��� 
-��� F��)� '7���। '!��� (�= ��h�� (�0 (��)� 0���(� ��4�$ (��। '� ���!� '�V !s��$ ��( 
���$� < ������� #����� -��� '�)�%��� #��R (��। *���5 ��Y� ��G�0)� ���(��7�( $�2� (�� 
< �� '����� 6�� �����( ��2�F�� (��। #��� ��Y��� ����� (��)� #���( � ��,)� #��� h� 
#���� ';� '�7��� 6�� ��2�F�� (��। '!, !�) #��� h� !�� ���!� 7.4��4� �;�। #���( 
��Y��� � ��,)� ���3�/X0 !�e$ (���। #��� h�� 6�� [��! ��2�F�� (��। ��$���� ��2�F��� 
#��� h� #��� ';� q5�n��, ��$��> ��R (��।  ,.���  ,  ��(�) �� ����( ��2F�� 
(���� (���� '�V ����! �2�7 (��)� ����) ')।  
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'0��- '�)����� 

 
i, ��0� �j��,� !��� ��( ���$� �Æ���� $,�� #����� -���� ���4��4� -�� ���7| #�!। 

���7�| #�!)� ���7| *�%��( ���2��) < �!�0�� ��$���� ����� n�� (��।  , ������ *�) SM 
0 ��( �����F < jM 0 ��0�(�� �;�।  

 
 (�� #�� #����� -���� ���� !����� ��7�� (�0 (�����;।  � !�)  (�� ��0�(�� 

#�!)� #���( ���)� '/���। ��0�(�� (����� #���( 'F�� ��G��)� ��0�(�� (2��� #��। (2��� 
#�)� �!�0��� !��� '� ����� �;� '!, ������� �.�� $��, �� ��G��)� �����। ������ #���( 
 (5� �� ��)� .�VR *$�� (��  �� ��0�(�� (����� ��� '�5� ���3���$�� '��(, '�5��(  � 
���3���$�� !�� ��5�,���;। #��� '!, ��5� #] ��)� '��Y�,)� #��� ���) =��!)� ����� #�� 
�9� $,)� ��Y)� %��(। *�) q�� '��Y( �� #��� 9� �/��)� #�!। ����� ��0�(���� ��� ��, 
���3���$�� '��(, '���( #��� #� ��GF�,)� ����� �।  

 
��� ���� �� ��( ���$��  (0 ��)( !������ #�!)� #��� 'F�� ����)� #���( ��� ��� 

*� (�� ���3���$� '(�%�) %��( �=( (��)� #��� (��; ��, '���( #��� ;��Y)� ���। #�� �� 
��� !2�� #��  (0 ���$ ���V, ���3���$� '( �� '(�%�) %��( �� #�� 0�� �।  

 
 , (%� ���� !�N !�N #���( ��( ���$� .�VR.��� F��5�q�� (��  �� ��� '�5� �=( (%� 

�� � $,�� '���( #��� �F���4��!� (��)� ���।  � !�)  (0 ����� #�!� ���� !2��  , 
���$ 0!����R�( ����)� '(� ��. $,�� �। �� ��0�(�� (����� t� '��$��� ��� '�5��� 
���3���$��( ���, ����(� ����। (��0, '�5��( ;��Y)� '�<)� $,�� �। �� 63 ������5 ���� 
'� '�5��( #�� '�V (��)� ��)� #�!। �� ������5 #���( �t�� #�)� ���� ����  ( (�0 (�। 
(�0 $,�  , *�%��( ���2���)� ��;� '� ��� #�; � ����� ��F (�)(0 ��� ���V .��!���;, 
����  (5� ��G� #�)� ��� ���V ]�� .�!�,)� ��)� F��)� ��<। �� #�� ������� (%� �� ��� 
���V ]�� .�!�,)� ��)� F��)� #�!। #0 ��4T #��� ���)� '!, ��7 ��$)��;।  
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.�} ���! ��( ���$� #����� ��)��� %��) #�!)� ��)��� #��)� ��}�!�)  (�5 (2�� n�� 

(��।  , ��}�!�) ��0�(�� ���$�� 02  (�5 *��WR '(� n�� (��।  
 
 �� $,�� *��WR*�s $,)� ��0�(�� ���$� ��)��� %��� ���4��4� -��� ���3 ���$� < 

#<)��� ���7� (�4���� ��Y��� ��,)� ��5��5 #�A (��।  , .�) �� $,�� #�� #����� 
��Y��� ���� ��� (�� ����� ) ���)� �2 ��Y��� ������� (�����।  

 
 (�� #�� #����� -���� '��: ��!� ���5�)��� !��$��� ��Y��� q���,���;���।  � !�) 

 (�� ��0�(�� #�!)� #���( q�� $,�� ���()� �����। �� #�� �� (����� #��� #� ��GF�� 
'(� �% �,। *�) �i 0 ��0�(�� #�!)��;�, ��� ���2 #��� ����F� �;� F��0।  

 
 (0 ��0�(�� (����� #�!)� #��� $�� ��G��)� ��$���� (2��� �)� #�!�  �� ��( 

���$�� $��� ��4 (���। ��( ���$� �� #��� 'F�� ��G��)�  (�5 �I(�� q��� ���2 �����। 
*%� �� #���( ��$��� '�� ^��� '��� *$�� (���� %��(। ��( ���$� #���( ��� '����� 
���3���$�� �� '(�%�) �=( (��)� �� '���( #��� ;��Y)� ���। �� #�� ��� �, �0��, #�� 
���3���$�� �� '��� �,।  , (%� ���� !�N ��( ���$� ��$�� ��K(� ��)� #��� ���(� 6�� 
.�VR.��� ���% �����,  , ���% ����� !�N !�N �9� ,)� ��Y)� %��(।  

 
�^��) ��� 63 ��0�(�� (����� #�!)� #���( ��$�� F�(� ��)� #��� ��� $���� �7 (��5)� 

'/���। �7 (�5�� !�N !�N #�� #��� �9� $,)� ��Y)� %��(। 
 
�[��) ��� ��( ���$� #���( ��$���� '$� '(�)�54�� ��,0�� ��=�,��  , ��� ?�)�  (0 

��0�(�� #���( ����  �� #�� ��$��( ������ .�Ç, #�� '�����( �(;� 5�(� ��� ���� #���( ��3 
(��)� ��<।  , (%� ?�)� '!, ��0�(�� #��� ��Y��� !���� ���। #��� ��Y� $,�� �Y .�, �i 
�� 5�(� �)� #�!�।  

 
�w� ��� ��0�(�� (����� #��� �Y .�,�)� !�N !�W�> (��  �� ���� (�� #���( K, 

$�0�� 5�(� ���� $,��, � $,�� #��� (�����( ����)� '/���।  
 
 , (%� ?�)� #��� �Y .�, ��Y� F��)� '7�।  � !�) ��0�(�� (����� #��� ��(� �.�� 

!�GF ��)� �;} (��)� !��� ��)� #Y�� !�N ��G��)� �����।  , (%� ?�)� #��� �Y .�, K, $�0�� 
5�(� !�-$ (��)� #��� (2��� �/��)� #�!�। ��0�(�� (����� '����)�� '$��!�( K, $�0�� 5�(� 
��)� #���( ��3 (��)� #��।  
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%��- �Æ���� 
'0��- '�)����� 

 
��( ��?  �� �w��� F�7| $�, U�� < *���7| $�, U��� #�!)� ����� n�� (��। ����� 

n�� (��� �t��4 ���4��4� -�� ���� ���/����� 6�� '�����)� $���� F���)। (��R F�7| ��0���� 
�t�4 ����4  (5� ��(� ��� < ��d� (��5)� *������ #�e�� 7�Y)� '����। /�� F�7| ��0���� 
���� !��« -�� ���� ���/���� $�� '�)। *%�� ��( ���$��� -��� *��� (��� �% '��(0 
!��� ��$��( ��,)��; ��$�����( ]�� (��)� $�2� (��। #����� -��� ��( ���$� �@ ���� ��J�� 
��Y��� ��)। � ��Y��� � 0 '��(�( ��)। � 0 '��(�(, ]�� (��)� $�2� (��। ��$�;�Y� 63 
-��� #�< �� '��( $�2� (��। ��² 63 -���� �[� < #$� '��(��� �� '�<)� $,�।  
 
�[� �2�3��� ����[� �2�3��� ����[� �2�3��� ����[� �2�3��� ���    
    

�। ���.tVR ���, ����-��0 '��$ ���, L। '!(�e�� ��)�, ����-,��)�!, S। �0�����$, ����-
#$�� 6��$, o। ��/(���$ ��J�, ����-�[� ;����� 6��$, i। �� ��)� ��J�, ����-�$��� #��, �। 
�$�� 6��$, ����-t� ��)� ��J�, �। ����;�� �$��, ����-�$��� #��, f। 0�/� #$��, ����-
 ��� #��, j। #�� ���$�, ����-<��)K��$, �M। (��� ';�, 
���-#��� ��z�, ��। �0� 
#$��, ����-#��� $��(�, �L। ���!�� $(, ����-��0� ����, �S। ����, ����-$�������$, �o। 
#��� �$�� ���5�)���, ����-�0��� �$��। 

 
#$� �2�3��� ��� #$� �2�3��� ��� #$� �2�3��� ��� #$� �2�3��� ���     
    

�। 07�I� ���, ����-�� ([� ���, L। ��(t� F� ���, ����-'���� (���� ���, S। �� 
'��$���, ����-#$�� 6��$, o। ��Z���, ����-#��)�� #��, i। #��� $(, ����-�@Z���, 
�। ,6;�/ ����, ����-�$��� #��, �। �@� #��, ����-0�/� #$��। �[� �2�3� �� #�< 
��$)��;।  
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#��� �� ��Y O02¢ ���!� ��\����\ ��( ���$� �� 'FX��$� $,�� F�7| ��0��� #�!। 

F�7| ��0��� #�!)� F�7| 6c ���2���) ��( ���$� ��$���� ����� n�� (��। ��( ���$� 
����� ����)� ��$���� '��!� �I� ���T (���5 7= (��।  

 
���T (���5 7= (��)� ��( ���$� F�7| ��0���� 6C� ���� -��]�� ���3���$�� ����� 

�;; (��)� �����।  
 
 ,.��� ��( ���$� 0!�����R� ���2  ( !`��!� ![�� (���। �� $,�� #����� -���� 

0!����R �2�2 -��� ���) #�A (��। O02¢ ���!� �L ������ ��( ���$� #����� -��� *��� 
(��। ��( ���$��( #!� '���)� #��� ��Y�� '��(0 !��, ���) (��। ?�� #�� < #��� .�, 
'��: #�� 6��$ ���J ��Y��� �;���। �� '������ ��( ���$� #����� ��Y�� ���2 *��� (��)��; 
�� #��� K, 0  ( ��(���� ���2 ��� ��)� (F��� ��� ��%�) ��)� ��(�,)� %��(। ��( ���$� 
#����� ��G�0)� ���$� (��)� *%� ��$�� ��K(� ^��� #��� ���( ���% �����, ����� ��,�/� ��)� 
'��� *$�� (���। ��,�/� ��)� ����� �� #��� ���) ��Y ��)�  ( 7��;� !�N ��G���। 7��;� !�N 
��G��)� #��� �� 6�� ���( �����  �� #���( �09�!� (��� '����� ��Y� '(�5�। ��Y� '���,)� 
'�<)�� �� #��� ��Y� #] ��)� '��Y�,)� ���। #���( 7��;� !�N  , ��n�) ��G��)� ����)� 
��( ���$� F��)� '7�। ��4��� #�� ��2���� �[�*�) ��n�) ��Y)� #�;।  
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07�I� ���07�I� ���07�I� ���07�I� ���    
-��- ���/��� 
%��- �Æ���� 

'0��- '�)����� 
 
��0�(���� �� ��( ���$�� !��% ����V.��� !$����7�� (��� %�(� ��  , -���� ���$ 

0!������ 6�� ������ '0�� ���!� #�A (��। ���/��� -���5 F�7| ��0���� ��� �(5��4�। 
��( �!�2�� < ��0�(���� F�7| $�,U���� !���� ����� (���;�। ��0�(�� < ��( $������� -���� 
���( #!� ���, #��� q� ��Y� ';�Y �2� ���) (��।  ,.��� #����� ���2 !�4!�) !`��!� 
![�� (��। .�} ���!� ��\����\�� '�� (�)(0 ��0�(�� ������ #��� ��Y� #�!  �� #��� 
��Y� �q�� '/��। ��Y� 'q��< (�� q� $�� #���( '0�� (�� ��� (��  �� �e��(� ��G5 ^��� '��� 
*$�� (��। ��0�(�� #���( *� (�� ���3���$��( () $�0�� 5�(� ���) !�$��2 (���;!? ���3 
��$�����( !�$���2� (%� �
�(�� (��� �� ���3���$� (��� ��< �
�(�� (��� �� ^��� ���( '0��� 
���% ����। ��?�� �� ;�Y� ����� !�) #���  (5� 'F�� �  (�� ���) ���। #��� (�; $�� �� 
5�(� �)!�< '0�� (�� '(�Y ')। ��4��� #��� 'F�� �F�।  �(���� �(;� '���� ��, �। ��;�Y� 
'��� *$���� /�� #���  (5� $��< '.�N ��)। ��4��� �[�%���� %�(� � %�(�  (, ��n�।  

 
���3���$� ��( ���$� < ��0�(������( !� !�) ��0$�� (��। /�� ��( ���$� < ��0�(�� 

���¢ $�) ���4��4� -��� ���/����� ���$ �� 0!����R�( ��� (�=��.��� O��$( ��4�� F���)। 
��( ���$� < ��0�(���� #��� ��Y�q� �����) '�)। ��4��� #�� !�4$���।  
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'0��- '�)����� 
 
��( ���$� �� F�7| ��0��� #�! �� #�� F�7| ��0��� �;���। F�7| ��0��� #��� 

 (5� '��(� #�;। '!, '��(�� #�� �;���। ��( ���$� F�7| ��0��� #�!)� F�7| 6c 
���2���) ��$��� ����� n�� (��। �� $,�� #�� ���3 ���$��( '7��.��� !�$��2 (��  �� ���3 
���$�� �% *��4( �$!��� (�0 (���� %��(।  (�� ������ *�) �� 0 ���3 ���$� #�!)� #���( 
���� �(.��� #��� '�)���� ��� ¨�! (���� ����? �� #�� ���3 ���$��( '�)���� ����� �% 
'���,)� �����  �� ��$���7�( #��� '��(�� @�5 ��<)�,)� ����) (�����। � ������ ��$��� 
'�)���� ��� ¨�! (��)� F��)� ��)।  

 
�=( ��� K,�� ��  (�� ��0�(�� #��� '��(�� #�!)� ���� (��!� ��� '(� '��(���� 

#�; ��(? �� #�� ������ $2�G #�;। ��0�(�� ���� (��!��( #����� ��(�� #�;। ���� 
���) (���� '��(� '��Y�,)� '�<)� $,��।  , (%� ?�)� #�� #� K,�� '��(�� #�! �,।  

 
 (�� ������ ����,)� #���( '��(�� #�!���। �>WR�>  (�� ��0�(�� #�!)� #���( 

���)� '/���  �� #��� 'F�� ��G��)� ��0�(���� (2��� �)� #�!�।  
 
(2��� #�)� '(� (%� ���� #�7 #���( '�� ^��� '��� *$�� (���  �� ����� ���7� '�5� 

'(�%�) ���,)��;��?  � �0� '���,���;।  , (%� ���� �� �� #��� '�� ^��� '��� *$�� 
(���� ���7�।  

 
����� #���( ���� '�, '�)���� ��� ¨�! (��)��;!  �� ���3 ���$��( '��� '��(�� @�5 

O��� (��)� ��<)�,)� �;!।  � !��2 (��)� �� ���3 ���$�� (2�� '(�%�)? #�� �� '(� (%�� 
0��� ���� ���� �,।  

 
����� #���  (5� !tFG ��)� #��� �� $���� #N���� �.�� _�(�,)� ���� #�� �9� $,)� 

��Y)� %��(।  , ��� 0���� ����)� #��� ��Y� $,�� '��(0 #�!)�  (�� ��0�(���( �(;� 
5�(� ��)� #���( ��0�(���� (2�� $��� 6��� (���। #0 ��4T #��� �� $�� ��)� '(� 
(�0(�4 (���� ���� �।  
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������������: : : : ����� �!����� �!����� �!����� �!    
"��- ����� !��� 

$��- %������ 
�&��- ��'����� 

 
()* +�,� () & ��&���� -����� "��� -�%, -�� �� -����� "���� ��/0 1��' �� 

���2���3। ��&���� -�%'� -���� ��� ��, ������ "�� !*�� -����� 1�5� ����'� ���� !*��। 
-�� �� ��&������ ��� � 6�* -�� "�� !*�� 1�5� ����'� ���� ����� �। �7/0�7 -���� 
���'� ��*&�� 2�5 !� ������ �*'� ��'। ������ �*'� ��&���� ���8�� ��� ���� ��'� ����� 
-���� ��� �%���� !��� ��9 ���। : !*�� ��� �%��� -��� ������ 5�� ;��!� ��< -�= 
���। ,$�� -��� ���< ��< ��>��'� -���� +�2� ?��� -<�� 5�� @���*'� ���� +�� ��� ��� 
-���� ,A �&B�%� ��� ��* ���C ���!�, ���� ���3 ���D* ��*��� -�3। -�� ,�A� &���� ��� 
� E&�� -�� ��� ���C *, -��� ���3 ��� ��*���F �*। +*6��� -���� : ��� G �� ��>��'� 
���� +�� ���� ���H ������ -���� ,��D� �� +*6��� ,!�� ���। (G* +�,� ������ -���� 
-��� �1�� ��>��'� +��2 �I��� ?��� ���D ���� +�� : ������ ��J�JK ������ �*'� ��� L��� 
����6��� ,!�� ����� $���। + ��M�' -�� �B� !*'� ��<। +* ��� N�'� -��� +� -O�' 
���: %��3�� !� %��!� -����� "���� F *5�'�� ��&���� ���8�� ���: ��� ���� ��'� ������� 
���'� )PP 2���� �����' -���� ��*&�� �&����' �*'� -�%�। ��*&�� �&����' -�%'� 
-��� ��� �%���� !��� ��<। +* �&����' -���� ;��� +� !��� ��� �%� ��� -� +� 
!��� ��� �%� ��� �*'� -�� ��*� 1���� !*�। +*6��� -�� ��*&�� �&����' �� ��% 
�3���। ��*&�� �!� ��C !F'�� �� -�� �&���� !*�� ���C ��*।  

 
 
 
 

�2�%�! /- 
���R ����� �! 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ ��) \ 
 

���R �3�S� 5 �!���R �3�S� 5 �!���R �3�S� 5 �!���R �3�S� 5 �!    
"��- ����� !��� 

$��- %������ 
�&��- ��'����� 

 
�T/U/G( *� ������ -����� )P/VP & ��&���� -�%'� ���� ����' -��� ��<�� 1������� 

�?��F ���'� ����। ��&������� -%� ��� -�� -��� ?��� ��1�� ����' ����*'��3���। ��� 
-��� ��W�% �3� ��, -�� ��� ���C���!� * �� ��� �D�' ��&F ��� �*। ��� ��� �%� +�� 
��&���� ����'� 6' ��*��� +* ����0 �� ��9� ���!� F ��&������� ������ �X� �3� � +�� 
%�Y! ���'�* ���91��� Z�� ���'� !�D� ����। ����� -���� ��<� ?� �[ �[ ���'� ��>�&'� ���!� 
���� +�� ��� ��� ,A ����� ���J� ���C���!���� $���� &��J� ��'� ��!���� %�\'6��� %�!��D 
���'��3%। ���C���!� ���$�' -�3 ���!� ���'� � ���� -&�� &D�] ��� ���। +* %�^ ��� ��� 
,A ��� +�� ��*����� ��>2 L��� %�^ ������ %� &�'J�' ���� ,!�� ����� $���। ���� ����� 
�1��2 -���� �B� ���'� ���� +�� ����� ��!��� -��� ��<� !*�� 1��'� ��'। -��� ���� : 
������ ��<� �3�� �। ��<�� ,������ ���: ������'�, -_�� J� +�� -�F ���� �7/0�7 -��� 
��<��� -�%। -���� �B� ��M�' ����'� ��$�' ��9�` ������0 ��� a��� +�� B� ����'� 
-�%�� -���� ��<����< ��*&�� %�� !%��2��� �*'� -�% +�� 6��9 ���'� ��'। %�� 
!�%������* $��� +�� ��� ��3�2� -���JD !*। -���JD !F'�� �� ��<� 1��'� -�%। ��<� -�%'� 
���� ��& ��9 %bc096��� ����� ���� �। ��d�e� �6�� ��3�/0 ��& ����� ��$� ?���*'� ��<'� ��*। 
����� -��� "���� f�C�� ���: ��� -��F �1��7%� ���'��3।  
 
 
 


�/� /- 
���R �3�S� 5���! 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ ��V \ 
 

!������ �!�� !������ �!�� !������ �!�� !������ �!��     
"��- ����� 

$��- ��N��� 
�&��- ��'����� 

 
&���* ���%� () ����� +��� ��� ���!� �g��g %�%�h� !*'� ����� "���� 5�� -\�0 

1���'। -\��0� ,$� 6��J ���C ���!�� ������� ��!���� -\��0� &��� ��'। ��i ��!���� 
,�� -\��0� ���� �2���� � ����'� 6����� ��&J� ������ ,^� ���। \�� ��� ���!� M��' 
����� -F'��� ��J ��9� ��: -�� 5 �!� ��<� j���*'� ��'� -��� ��<�� ���� ,��� ���। ��� 
���!�� 6�' "���� ) & %�Y�� ��� -��� ��%Jk�! -O�J�� ���'��3�। ��� ���!� � ��� 
1���*'� ��!���J�� ���� �J���� ��1F ?��� ����� !*�� �&���c�9� 2��'� ���!� ���। ��� 
;%D�� %��D�' �3� (� &। ��!��� 5C ������ 5�� ��?9 ) ?l� ���7 ��� ��9�6��� ��D�1�� 
1���'। ��!���� ��D�1��� %���* B� !���*'� ����। ��� ��� ���!� ��N���� ����'� -�%। ��� 
���!� ,M��� �� M��' &%����0 ��$�' ��� a���'� ��0���� B� ����*'� -�%।  

 
��� ���!� �� �%!�' ������ 5�� ��D�1�� ������ �1�� ��� �� ��!���J�� ��D�1�� 

!*�� ���� $���� &D ����H 6��� ������ ��� !' +�� ���9�F ���!�* ��F'� !'। *!��� /�� !*'� 
��� ���!� -���� ����� ���'� ���� 6��� ,!�� ��� +�� -�� B� !���*'� ������ ����� ���< 
����'� ����।  

 
 
 
 


�/� /- 
!������ �!�� 
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\ ��G \ 
 

!�&� 3�� ��'� !�&� 3�� ��'� !�&� 3�� ��'� !�&� 3�� ��'�     
"��- ��&9�J� 
$��- ��N��� 

�&��- ��'����� 
 
��� ���!� �)�� �� ��� !*�� ��N��� ��� ���'� �F'�� �� -����� (� ��&9�J� 

*5�'�� �E���� -O�/�� &D 6����� ������ ���&D -m' "!0 ���। -��� +���� �3�� F 
�3��� ��� F n* ��N %]�%! ������� ��&J�� -m' �'। -�� +�� -��� %!���9� !����� ���� 
��<��� �3���। ,�' �PP ��� ���!� (P* &���* ��&9�J�� ,��� ��� +�� �%*�� ��&9�J� 
,�$��� ������ ���D���' F "���� �D�D M�� ����� M�� ���'� $���। ���� ��� ���!� "���� 
���! ������ 5�� ��D�1�� ���। ()* &���* ���� ���� -��� ��<���F ��� ���!� !���� ���।  

 
() * &���* ���� ��&9�J� "��� ����� �k�� ��!* ��� ��N��� !�� !*�� �/� ��' �*। 

"���� !�>%, ����J, ��%�, 3�J� %�* �'� ��'। 6��� %���] ��� ���2 ���'� ���C������� 
��&9�J�� ��� ;%D��� ��M� &���� ����'� �6�� ���� ,�� -\�0 1���'। ���C���!�� 
-\��0� %o��� �2���� � ����'� (V* &���* %��� U2�' ��&9�J� 3��<'� ��N���� 1��'� ��'। 
��N��� ����� 3��<'� ��F'�� �� ,�' ,��D� ����� !*�� B�!� ��M�' ��-�����J�� 
���C������� 5��� ���।  

 
 
 
 


�/�/- 
!�&� 3�� ��'� 
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����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ ��T \ 
 

-_�� ����� 
,�� ��/� 

��/0 � 6���  5p ���D��' 
3�J��*'�R, ��'����� 

 
(UG( %���� �V�� ��19 ������  ��� ���!�  �� +����'  ,��� ���  +�� � 6��� 

!�*q���  ����� M��  ���।  ��/0  � 6�����  ���� 5 �! %��!� ����� -F'��� ��J ��9� �3��।  
�6r�  ���%� (�� ������ ��!�� �& ��<� !*�� ��Y ���'�  � 6��� !�*q��� ��!����  ������ 
�*'�  ��'।  ?2�� �����0  ,��� ���n �! %��!��� )�� ��$D6��� ;��!� ��9�� 1������ �� 
(V* �6r� ������  � 6���  !�*q���� ���2 &��] ��M�' ���21��� ���' !�D� ���।  
 

��� ���!�  � 6��� "���� ,��D��2 ��<�* � ���  1���'  +�� ,���2 ��<� !*��* 2���, 
�'%�,  �%��� J!� F %�s �! ���'� �*'� ��*��� �� �t ��u ���'�  �*'�  �J'��3।  *!�� 
���D  -F'��� ��J ��9���� +�� �!Y����  ��<� ?���* ����  /�� %��  ���'��3।  
 

*!�  3�<�F  ��� ���!�  5C q���� �!�� �����2 v�%  ���'� ����'��3  +�� �����'  
-%�����, ��*�w��� �*-��t�, 3�����  ����� %�K����� F ��B� J��H0��  �x����  -Z L��� 
j���*'� ��' +�� ��u ���'� �*'� ��'।  ��� ���!� ��$�  ���! �������  %�Y�!� ���  �Y�  
���'�  ��!����  ������ �*'�  ��'  +�� ��$D 6��� ;��!� ��9�� 1���'।  
 

(T* �%�yr� ������  -�� �& ��<��� ��M�  ���� !X�7  ������ ��*��� )& 
����%� ��!����  ����� !*�� "���� ���� -�%���3। �� -�� -O �/��$9  ��<��  ����* 
-O�J�� ���।  +� %�'  -�� 
1�/ ������ ��*��� �� 5C )&  ����%� -�����  "�� 
!*��  z& �����  ���'�� �Y�  ���'�  ��!���� ������� ���� �*'�  ��*���3। ���' ���2 ��� 
�%���� ��0 �3���  !*�� 3�<� ��*��� &D 6�H0  �17��� ������3।  ��N�� �$���F �&���c�9� 
��!����  ������ �*'� ��'  +�� ,�'  ���� ������ ��D�1�� 1������ �� 3��<'�  ��'।  
     

� 6����� !�*q���2� 1��9���W9 ,�' �)�2  ��  �����  ��!'��3। �� �����Z���� +����� 
M��'  +�� �D�D  +���� !*�� ,�' ()P & ������ ��� �%��� ���2 1��� ��'�  ����'��3�।  
 
 
 


�/�/- 
-_�� ����� 
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\ ��U \ 
 

c�  &�!� ��J� 
"��R- �c�9 1� 1��Y'� 

$��- �%��J�&� 
�&��- ��'����� 

 
-��� 
���  ���R -_�� ��S�%  +�& %���� �kH�।  %��� �� ���� ��<��� ��& ���'�  

&����� ��9�! ���।  ��� ���!� �%��J�&�  $��' ����� M�� ����� -��� -O �/�� &D  
��W9��9� +����' 1��'� ��* +�� ��� ��3��� -O�J�� ���'� $���। ()* ��{��� ������  
���C���!� �%��J�&�  $��  ��� ����� -��� �& ��<��� 1��'� -�%।  ��i ���C���!��� ����9�  
%��' -� �%��J�&�  $�� ����  ������ ����� � ।  ��!��� ��� ���!�� ,��  -\��0�  %��� 
�2��'� $����� � ����'�  + +���� 3��<'�  ��'�  ���6[  &�'J�' -O�J�� ���।  
 

5C  $��'  ��� �%��� ���C���!���� �����<� ���'�  ����' M��'  �����  M�� ��� 
+��  ��W9��9�  +���� �33 ���'� �'।  ��3�<�  ��� ���!��� ��&�������  %!�'��'  ���6[  "���  
��|%����J ���।  
 

�)��  ��{���  ������  ��'�&  ��� �%�  ��&����%! -�����  "��� �&�� � ���  
1���'।  �}��D  -�����  ��<���  z&  ��� �%�  F +�& ��&���� ��<�� -��1- ����1  
�[�[ ���'�  ���C���!�  F -F'��� ���J�  ��9����  ��>�&'�  ��<�*���3�।  ��F  -��  -��� 
��-�����  !�� ���'�  ����*'�  -�%।  -�����  ��<��  1������  ���>&��  ��  -����� ?��� ���D  
,���  ���� 6��  ����'�  -�� ���-���'�  !��  3��<'� �1d���  ��1  -O�J�� ���।  ����� 
������!�  -����� ?��� ���D  ,���  ��� +��  -��� ��� ���� 5n9�� ,A ���।  ��i ���-�� 
��>!�� ��3�* 5~�  � ��F'�'  -��� ����� 5�� ��*��� L��� ���� ,!�� ���।  -�����  ?� �[ 
�[  ���'�  ���>&��  ��  -���� �1d��� ��1 !*�� 2��'�  ���!� ���।  ,$��  -�� ��� �17��� 
���'�  5�X, 1�7��� N�'�  -��� ���-��  ��!����  �� &<�*'�  ���  +��  -��F  ��!����  ��� 
��' ��' ���। ��i ��3���*  ��!���  -����� �$�' �09���  ��� �।  ��� -��� ���-���� 
�&��  ���'�  ?� !*�� ���!� ���'�  ��&� -2��*'�  ���� । ,$��  -��  ��!������ ��  &<�*'�  
�����  ���$ ����'�  ����*'�  ��' +��  -��� 5�� ��9�6��� ������ ��9�� 1���'।  +* 6��� 
z& ��� �%� -��� ��$D  ��D�1��  ���� �� -��� %bc09 B� !���*'� ����।  �����  -���� 
����'�  1��'� ��'।  ���-��  ���  -�%'�  -���� ��$�'  ��� a���'�  B� ����*'�  -�।  +* 
6��� ��'��� �� : z& ����%� -�%'�  -����� 5�� ������ ��D�1��  F ��9�� 1���'।  
-�����  ��<��� ��  z&  ����%� F ��'�& ��&���� -�%'�  ��D�1�� 1���*'��3  �}��D 
+�& ��&���� �3�  -��� ����1�।  
 

�2�%�!/- 
��&�!� ��J� 
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\ �)P \ 
 

f�R ���R *�e% ��'� 
���f�D�� ���%�� 

�%��J�&�  � �  5[' ���R 
���'������, 1�"�� 

 
(z* +�,� 1�"�� �%����% !*�� �E ��� ;%D  -�%'�  ��s��'�  ��� ��� F ��s��'�  

����& ����� ���'�  $���।  �%* �� -��F  ,$�� 6�' ��s��'�  �!� �D�J ���'�  1��'� ��* 
-��� ������ !�%������� ���� -�%। �� !�%������  ��!*  �3� �।  ,1�� �H�  F �E  
�&�%�� �3�। -�� �%* �� ����  +��* !�%������  ���� ��2�*���। (�*  +�,�  %����  �!��� 
��M� 6��* ����  �J�।  ��� �%��� �� ��!��F  5�� ��� �����  �D�!�� ������3 � ����'�  
-��� g�  F �3��  ���'��J�� "�� !*�� ��%�'  �'�  -�%���।  
 

��i �%*  �� J6�� ����  �&  �%� -��� ��s��'�  � � 
�MD ����� ��%�'  -�%'� 
��&�  ������  ���D  ��� +��  ��!��� ���  �� ������  ��%� !*�� Z��� -F'�& N� �J'��3।  
������ ��%�'  ��*���  -�3 ���  ��!� -����� ���/�  ����� !*�� ���'� �&  ��� ;%D  
-��� ��%�� �6��  a���'�  ��< +��  -���  !���� ?�<F -��� 6�'�� 6�*  +� !����  ?�<  F 
���&����2 ��� ;%D�� !��� �'�  �'।  -��� ��%�'  -��� ��*�%�6�C +��2 �Y�� �3� ��!�F 
��!��� �3�'�  �'।  �Y���2 �F'��  �� -���� F -��� 6�'�� 6�*�� n*& ��� ;%D  ��%�  
!*�� ���!� ���'�  �'� �J�।  -����J�� ��� ��N�� !�� 5���� ���� 5X�*�� ����  +��  
-����J�� �� Z��  ���'� !�D�  ����� ��!� ���@��  -� ���� !*�  �।  
 

�E ������ ���'�  ������ -���  ��%���, ����� ��X ������ F ����-�� %���  ��X 
���� ��  ��*�����  ��>2 ��'� ,!�� ���'�  ����  -����J�� J�<��� 5X�*'� ��'� -%।  -!���� 
�$��� ��� ��N��J�� J�<��� 5X�*'�  ��'�  -�%���।  
 

()* +�,�  ��� ���!��  ��R �%��� -��� ����%  +��  %�%��'� &D  !�%����� 
���������� ���9� ���  +��  -��� 5�� ��� &����  !*�� � ���'�  -W�% ���।  

 
+���� ���C���!��  -\�0 �� �� �k�� ��*�� $���।  -!� ���C���!�� %�%D��  

-�%'� +��� �1��7%�  ���� +��  %`��! �/z ��� �%l�� ������9�  ��� ��� �6��� ���C���!��  
������ -!� ���C����� 6�*���  �1��7%�  ������  +�� ,�'�& ��������  �H��� ���C���!�� 
������ ��X�*���। -��� %�!� �� ���J���J !*� ��s��'�� ���C���!��  ���8�� �1'���D�  &��  
-!����।  +6��� 
�����  %�"�� 1���  %�!� -��� F %�"��  1���� $���।  

 
   (G* ��{��� ����  ������� ���& �<� ��M�'  �%�&���  �6R��� -���� �"���� ��� 
!'। -����  ��7 �%����� ������ ��' ��F'� !'। ���� �� -�9� ���9�� �’ ����29 �D��y *%!�� 
����6& +� ���2 !��&� ��� !'। ��1��� !��&��� �c��9  ����29�  %o��� +�&  %������ -���� 
���� ,!��  ��� +��  6����� �����  ���'�  �D��y *%!���� ��2 !��&� ���। �%��� ��R 
�%��� -���� �/D ���'� ���  5C f�C��  ���C��������  �1��7%� ��� F 6����� !�%����� 
!*�� �H� ��X�'। �%* %�' �1'���D� &��  -!����  �����  +���� �� ���!� ���'�  �D��y 
*%!�� ����6�&� ��2 ���  ��� +��  ���  
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�����  &��  -!���� %��$  f�C����  ���J����J -�3।  �%* %�'  +�& ���C���!�  !*�� 
%���8��  ��� ���� ��&���� %�/� ��'।  +*  �� -��� ������  &��  -!�� ��'��3।  -�� 
%bc96��� +* �1�X  %r�I  �
���� ���।  �� �D��y  ����6&  -�%'�  ��� J���  1< ��'  
+�� ��R �%��� F *%!��  ����6&  !�� F ��2  ��'�  ����  ,!��  ���'�  -����  ���!�� ����'� 
��'।  ��  -��� B� �3� �, ,�'   +�  ?�� ���  B�!� ��M�'  %�����  �&����'  ��X� 
!'।  %��$  %��$  -�=  !' ;��!� �'��।  ,����  %���  ������  ���� ,!�� ��� !*�  +��  
���� 6����� %�!� F ���C�������� %�!�  ���J����J -�3 �� �।  +*6��� ��� 1��'�  �J�,  
��%�' ��� %���� ���� ������� � �� -�  +�F ��>�1'�  -�3।   ��� +�& �%��!��  ������  
��� ����� -��� 6�'�� 6�*-+� ��2। -�����  ,�'  TP &�� �3�2 +��2 ��/  -���!���M�'  
�����।  �������� ����9  %�' �D��� ,���, ��'���F ��� ��*� �।  -��� f�*���2%  ���J, -��� 
��3�/ ���� ,��� ����� !', ��i  ,%����  �$�  �����F  ��!��� ��&�  ����� �, ���@ ���@  
,����� 1��� B�!� !*'�  ��<���।  -��� %����  ��*'�  -��� g�, -O�'
& F ��s��'��  
& %����0  -��� ���C� &D  ����H �1��  ���।  ��� �� !�&�� 2��� ���� ����^��  �������  
��'� ���� -�J� �� ���� ��N���  ���  !*�� ���C ��*। ��i ��!����  ��9��� -��� !���� 
-s�� 6��s'�  ��', ���� ��9�  ���2'� ��'।   
 
 


�/�/- 
f�R ���R *�e% ���� 
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���3�R ��'��� ���� 
"��R- �c�9 1� 1��Y'� 

$��- �%��J�&� 
�&��- ��'����� 

 
-��� ���� +�& %���D �kH�, %����� ���� ��<��� m� ��\' ���'� ��� ����  

%�%�� 1���'। ��� ���!� -����� �%��J�&� $��' ����� M�� ����� -��� -O �/�� &D  �D 
+����' 1��'���* +�� ��< ���%� �� -O �J�� ���'� $���। ()* ��{��� ������ ���C ������� 
�%��J�&� $�� ��� ����� -��� ����' -����� �& ��<��� 1��'� -�%। ��i ���C������� 
����9� %��' -� �%��J�&� $�� ���� ������ ����� �। ��!��� ��� ���!�� ,�� -\��0  
�2��'� $����� � ����'� � � "���� -��1 ����1 -O�J�� ���।  
 

���C������ -����� ��<��� -m' �' +�� -�� ��!����  �& !��� ��'��� ��[�  ���'�  
��F'�*। ���C�������� +*�� -m' ��F'�� %���� ��'�& ����� ��� ���!�� ��2 ��d>3�'। 
��� �%��� 5C %���� ��F'�� %�s %�s ��'�& ��&����%! G&% ��� �%� ��&� ���%� )* 
������ -����� "��� -���7 -\�0 ��� +�� ���C�������� � �� ����� $���। ��i 
�%d6�JD\�� 5C ���� �c��9*  ���C�������  -�����  ��<� �D�J ���'� �D  "��� -m' �*'��3�।  
��� �%��� +�� ��&������ ��� ���>&����& ���� �� �� ���C�������� � ��' �� "��� 
��2���& -�=  ��� +��  -F'��� ��J ��9���� F �!Y���� ��<��� ��|%����J ����� $���।  
 

��� ���!���� ���6[ ��<��� ��| %����J ��� ��� ,�' %�^ "���* 3<�*'� ��<, ��  
-�� 6�' -��� ����� %�s �D "��� ����*��� &D �1�� ���। ��i ��<� !*�� ���!� !F'�� %�s  
%�s* +�& ��&���� -���� -��� ����� !�� !*�� �3�*'� �' +�� ��� ���!�� ��2 %��9  
���। -��� ������ ���� ,!�� ���� �� ��!��� +�2� J��3� %�!� ��� L��� ��>��'� ����। +���� 
-�� ��� �17��� -�= ���। ��i ��N�� -��� �$�' +�2�F �09��� ���� �, ��!��� �!�� 
����� �� -��� ������ 5�� @�>��*'� ��<। +* 6��� G& ��� �%�* -��� ������ 5�� 
������ ��D�1�� 1���'। -�� �B� !*'� ��<�� ��!��� -���� ����'�  ����'� ��'। ,�' (P ?�� 
�� B� ����'� ��* +�� %�M ���� ���। ���� �� ���� (P2�� %�' -��� ����'  *C ��&������ 
1\��] -� ��& ����%� -����� ��<��� -�% +�� -��� ������ 5�� ������ ��D�1��  
1���'।   
  
 

�2�%�!/- 
���3�R  ��'��� ���� 
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3���� -!�� 
"��R- 1� 1��Y'� 
$��- �%��J�&� 
�&��- ��'����� 

 
�)�� ���19� %�' +�2� ���� �3� ��, !����� ���!��� +* �� +�� ��1�, �&�� ���� 

-�%'� �2���� ������ �। �%*&D ,$� ���� 6��� ��* �*। ���D ,$� ���� 6��� ��*�� 
�������। ��i �� ���������� ���D ��&���� -���� F !����� ���!�� ���6[ � �� -��1-
����1 3<�*'� ��<� �� -����� 6���� ��F'� %=� !*� �। -��� ����� ����M�� 6�� � 
����'� n�� +� -O�' ��<��� -m' �*। -����� -O�' ��<��� $���� �J�� %���� ��'�& 
��&���� &���� ����' -����� � ���� &D ��' +�� -������� &���* ���%� �G�� ������ 
���'� ����। �%�� !*�� �Y� ���'� -����� �&�� �%��J�&� $��' �*'� -�%। �E 6'6��� 
����' ��, ��&����� �� � ���� M��� F �M��� %b�~ -��� �6�J ����। ��3�<� $��' �*'� 
-�%'� ()PPP 2���� �8 %* ���'� �' +* ���9 �� -����� +����' $����� !*�� +�� ��&���� 
F ���] ����2�� �� ���� !*��।  
 

-��� �8 %* ���'��3 ��i ��&���� F ���] ����2�� �� ��F'�� ,�A ���� %� %�'* 
�
���� ���'��3। ����� -����J�� �%��J�&� $��� �%, +8 �� +� �J�  !�5�% �*'� -�% +��  
��$� ��1� ���� ����'� �� 5���� ���� N0D ���'� ����। ��� F �Y���� ��>2 L��� ���� ,!�� ���।  
-��� �17��� �� ��[����2 -�= ����� -�F ���� �� �&��� -?�� ���। +*6��� -�������  
)/G�� ��D�1�� F ���^ ���� $���। ��!� 3�<� ���@ ���@ ��2 L��� ���$ ����। �$��� -��� 
��&���� F  ���]  ����2 ����� ��&�  !* �*।  
 

-��� ��'�& ��&������ �J��� ��3� 2��� ��F'�� 
���� !*���। ����� -�����  
��2 !*�� )PP 2��� �*'� -������� &���� F ��D�1�� !*�� ��!�* ��'। ����� -��� -� ��<� 
?�� $������ �।  
 

��� 
��� !*�� -��� -����� ��<� ����'� -�%। ��<� ����'� ���� ��<�� -%����� 
��&���� F !����� ���!��� ��2���& ���'� �*'� �J'��3।   
   
 


�/�/- 
3���E -!�� 
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���R -_�� !��� 
"��R- �c�9 1� 1��Y'� 

$��- �%��J�&� 
�&��- ��'����� 

 
��� ���!� �� �%��J�&� $�� +��� ���������� ���6[ &�'J�' ��� ���'� ��%�  ��  

-�� -��� ������%! �%��J�&� $��� �c�9 1� 1��Y'�  "�� !*��  -O�/�� &D �c���9� -O�'  
��<��� -m' �*'� ,�' +� ��% ������!� ���। ��i ���C ���!��� !X�7 ��� ,�� -\�0  
1���*'� �%��J�&� $�� ����C ��� +�� ��� ���!���� F ��&������� �����<� ���। +*6��� 
���C���!� ,$�� 5C �%��J�&� $�� �� ��C ���। �� -�� -��� -O�' ��<� !*�� ������%!  
-��� �& ��<��� -�%। ��<��� ��'� �� ��M��� �� ��� ���!� F ��&���� ���!� 1������ 
!*�� �%��J�&� $��' ���C�������� �?��F ��� +�� ,�� -\�0 1���'। +* ,�� -���0�  
%o��� ���C���!� ��&!�� !*'� ��< +�� �%��J�&� $�� 3��<'� ��'� -O�/� &D 3�6s !*'�  
��< +�� ��� F ��&���� ���!� �%��J�&� $�� ��� ���। �%��J�&�  $�� ��� ���� �� $���  
��W��9�  "��Z�� � ��� 1���*'� ���C ���!���� ���!� ���� &D ��!��� 3<�*'� ��<।  
 

)*  ���&�� ��� ��&���� F ��� ���!� �c�9 1� 1��Y'� "��� ,��� ���। �c�9 1� 1��Y'�  
"���� &%���� ,��0� 6�' ��<� ?� 3��<'� ���' ���। -��F ��� ���!���� -%� ����'�  
��<�� ���H ���H %� ��<� 3��<'� -O �/� ���। ��� !����� ���!��� ���� 3�� ������ ���C�����  
���'� %�Y!&�6��� Z�� ���'� !�D� ���। ��i -��� ��<�� �������J9 ��<�  !*�� ���!� ������ 
%�'2��� ��* �। ��* ��<��� ��&� g���F ����'� ��<� !*�� ���!� !*'� ��<। ����� ��<��  ��� 
���>&��� �*�� ���� �*। ��� !����� ���!��� ��<� � ��� ���'� 1��'� �J�� ��<� �F'�� !*।  
��<� �J'� ���� �� -��� g� �B� ��M�' ��<'� -�3। ���� -��� �� ��!�� ��$�' ��� 
a������3। -��F -�%'� ��$�' ��� a���। -��� g�� B� ����'� -�%। ����� -��� g��� 
��� ��3� �&B�%� ���। -��� g� -���� ��'�& ��&���� F z& ��� ���!� -����� ��<��  
���D �a��� +�� ��<�� -��1-����1 ���>&����>�& -�= ���। �� -�� -��� ��� !�� ���'�  
��<�� ��3� �@�>��� -<��� ��<�*'� -�3। ��&���� F ��� !����� ���!���  -����� ?��� ���D 
�[�[ ���'� � ��� ��� F ��<�� ��3� ��' +�� -��� ���� ,$�� ������ ��' +�� ��� 
-����F ����'� ����। ,$�� +�& ��� !����� -��� ��� !�� !*�� -���� �3�'� -� +��  
�&�� �c�9� 2��'� ?��� ���D �*'� ��'। -��� �� ��� ������ F ��[����2 ������3। -�� 
��� ��' ��' F �17��� ������3 ��i  ��3���* ��� !�����  ���!���  -��� +��  -��� ��� 
��� �$�' �09��� ���� �। ��� -��� ���� ?� !*�� ���!� ���'� ��&� -2��*'� ��� +��  
n*& ��� !����� ���!� ��&�' ��!��� ���� ���J�। ,$� & -���� ��*'� -�Y -O!���  
!*'� �J� +�� -���� �����H� 5���' -��� ������ 5�� ;��!� ��9�� 1���*�। +*6��� 
���� ��& ��N -��� ������ 5�� ��9�6��� ��9�� ��� +�� ��� B� !���*'� �J��  
-���� ����'� 1��'� ��'। +* 6��� -���� n*��� -��� ������ 5�� ���96��� ;����1� 5���' 
��D�1�� ���।  
 


�/�/- 
���R  -_��  !���। 
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"��R- ���?��'� 
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��� ���!� �%��J�&� F ���J�K ����� M�� ���'� M��' ����� F ��&�������  %!�'��' 

������� -������  "��Z�� -\�0  ����।  !X�7 "���  ,���  ���'� ��� ��u  ���� +�� 
�%!�'  ������  5��  1���*�  �}9�  ��D�1��।  ��� ���!�� ��D�1���� 6�'  5C +�����  ,�' 
%��  ����- �����J0 �&  ��<� 3��<'�  ��! 6���� +�� ��D��  %��c�  "��� -O�'-���&��  
��<��� -m'  "!0  ���।  
 

&� ���% ��� ���!�  �%��J�&�  ���  �����  -�� -��� 
���  ��<�  �D�J ���'�  %cn� 
� ��  "��� ����*'�  �3���।  -J�  ���% -�� �&�� %]� ,%� ���।  %]� ,%��� n* ��% �� 
���� �%�M  $���' ����� ��<� !*�� 
����  ��<�  ���?��'�' -m* �*।  ��  -��� 
�MD ��D�] 
�c�9� �3�।  -�� ��  �'��� f�C����  �H�  �D�!�� ������।  
 

��{��� F �6r�  ���% ���  ���!�, ����� , ��&����  -�-��� F -� ����%�  
��D�1�� ��� �k��  ��',  ��� ���!�  "��� ,���  ���� %����  "�� 3��<'� �D "��� -O�J�� 
������।  �6r� ���%� () ������  ��� ���!�  F ������'�  -��� 
����  ��<�  -\�0  ���।  
��� ���!��� -���� ���'�  ����  +��  !�� !*�� -��� �&��  %]��� ���2�� ����'� ��'�  
�%���* �N� �� ��D�1��  ���। ��!���� ��D�1���  -�� B� !���*'� ����।  ���� �-) &  
��N  -��� �%�M  ���!� 5�� ������ ��D�1��  ���'�  -���� B�!� �M�' ����'�  1��'� 
��'।  ��� -��� 
��� �D�D -O�'
& M��'  f�C���� %!�'��'  -��� B� ����*'�  -�।  
  
 
 


�/�/- 
-��'� ��J� 
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+f�6���2 %����  �1d���� 
�&Y���&��, �%��2 

 
�V��  ��19  �6�� ����  !*��*  ��� ��9�  !��'��  �� �%��2 �!�� ����95 &��� ���।  

���@ ���@  & %�����0�  ,�'�&�'  ��&���9�  &D %�'  ���।  ��i �X�  +�,�  ���& ������  
!*�� ����95  -��� �&�����  ���  !'।  +* %�'  ��!��� +�F ���� �� ����  �� �� ��9] 
����95  &��� ���'�  �����।  
 

�X�  +�,��  �7����  D����  �D����� �%��2  �����  ��9��  �������  %�!� -���  
!'।  ��!����  �� �c�9 !*��* +* %�Y! &��J'��3� �� !��'�� ��  �D��� ��2 ����� ���� +�� 
��!������ !�D�  ����� ����।  ��* ��!��� -���� ��� ��  ��� ��� ���!�  -�����  -\�0  
��� ��!� !*��  -�� -������� -m' ����। -�� ��  ��!���� +*  -W�%  ��* ��,  ������ 
��� ����� ��<'�  -��� ��%�' ��F  ��!� !*��  -�� ��������  -m' ���। ��i n69�JD���R : 
�� ���� ( ?�2��� %�'  5C �D��� ,!������� ����  ���'�  �D &�'J�' ��X�'  +�� �%��� 
�D  +��2 ��2� ���&� ���'�  "!0  ���।  
 

D����  �D��� ���%�2 -��� ��<�  !*�� ,�'  +���  J& �c��।  : �� ����  �� 
?�2'��  %�'  ��� ;%D  6��9  �� ���  ��� F � ���  &��  �D����� %���  ��><�'। ����� ��� 
!*�� ,�' )P  &  ���  ;%D  �D����� 1�������  ��&� �'।  ����  ��'�& 5p��M  ��91���  
-�|'�g �D�!�� ���'�  �D����� 5~�  ���� ���!��  ��� �  ���'� ����।  �� �c!c��9* ��!���  
�D�����  �6�� ,���  ���।  5C %�'  ,!���� �����J0  �17��� ����� $���। ��  ��9�  ���!�  
,!���� �������J�� !�D� ���'�  ��!����   �gZ��  ��&���  !^J� ���।  ����� � ?�2���  
%�'  ����95 &��� ���'�  �D���  !*��  ,�' V-G �^�  2��� ����  5X�*'�  �*'� ��'।  5C ��� 
�T ?��  ����95 $���'  &J0  ���!� !*�� ���� �*।  ��* ����*  2��� �F'�  %r�I  ��3�* 
&�� �।  
 

 

�/�/- 

%���� �1d���� 
(z.U.Gz 

 
 
 
 

-------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ �)V \ 
 

f�R -_�� ���� 
"��R �3�����% 
$��R ��W�$ 
�&��R �%��2 

 
z( -J�  ���& �s���� %�'  U ?�2��� %�'  -����� () & ��� ;%D  F  %������0  

��&���� �3�����%  ��&��� -�%।  ��!�� �c��9  :  ��&��� ��� ;%D  -�%  �*।  ��&���� ���8��  
q���� ��/�, ���� ���% F �!��� ����%� ��9�� ����& %���* �3�����% !�*q��� ��*��� &D  
-��� ���।  �%��� ���] ����2 JX  ��� !*��। ���!  &J0 6�'  ���D��'  5��M�  !*�।  
��'�  ���2  -���- -���1�� �� ��� ���!� �3�����%  +����� ������J��  +����� +��  
%�����  ��91��� F  ���!� !*�� -J� �������  ���  ���W9  �%�*�।  ��3�/�0�  ���D  
-������� n*6��J n* &�'J�'  �'�  ��'।  -�� : &�'J�'   ,�' G �7%� ���7  f�C���  
������3।  %�����  ��91���%! -����� ��!��J� �V  &�� 5C  q����  ,�� ��/��� ����% 
�'� �C  ���'�  ��< ��'� ��>��'�  ����  +��  -����J�� ��W��9�  $�� &J[�$ ��� �'� 3��<'�  
���� ���'� ?� !*�� ���!� ���'�  �d��' �*'� ��'। �����J��  ��W9��9�  �3�����% "�� F  
��&���� zG&�� ��>��'� ��� "���� ���� �'� ��'।  -�����  �V &�� �d������J  �1������ 
"��� �'� ��'।  �%���  -����J��  ������� ���<  ��3� ����  ���D  %�����6���  ��>< ���'। : 
%�'  -�����  !�� ��3��  ���� �C6��� ��>�� �3�।  n* ��� !*�� ��� ���!�  F  ��&���� Z��  
����� $���।  -�� !��� F  ���' Z���� !*'�  ������� ����� f�� ��*। �E ���  ������� ��� 
���< Z�����  ��M�'  �!�� �������  ���W9 -�%।  �%��� ,��D��� 6��6��� �/D  ���'� ����  
%���*  �����1��� Z����  ��!���7 ��0 ���'��3।  ��� ���� �3�����%  +����� zG &��  
���X  �'�  ����  ��M�' Z�� ���'� !�D�  ���'��3।  -�� -!�  ��M�' ���  "��� �J'� -m'  
�*।  �%* ��  ��!���  �!��  !*'��3  ��!���� �� ���  ��F'�  !*�।  
 

-_��  ����� ��r��,  -_�� ����,  %�Y� ����, �!������ F ��!�� n* �3��, ���� 
�����  �3�����% ��&��, �3�����% !�*q����  ,�� ��/�, �3�����%  ,�*����  q�� ��/�  +�&, 
&��  -!��, +���% ����, �&�� 5 �, ����  ����, �%�� 5 �!, ;�'�� -��, ���%��S�  -�� 
F �D�D। z(��  -J�  ��� ���!� F ��!����  ��1�J0 Vz  & ���!  &%����0��  !�D� ���'�  
/�] !' �*। (�� �%�yr�  �3�����%  ��&�� F "�� j���*'�  ��' F ��-������  5�� ������ 
��9�� ���।  
 


�/�/- 
-_�� ���� 

 
 
 
 

--------------- 
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����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ �)G \ 
 

-��S�% �%��&��  *%��� 
$��R ��'����&�� 

�&��R �%��2 
 

��� ���!�  +����  ��'��  ��&�� $��� ����  ���W9�  +� �2��' (G� & ���!  
������ �o�96��� !�D� ���।  -&F �%��� �E ���� ��< -�3।  +����  %������  "���  
����K �?��H�  ������� (z& ������  Z��  ���'�  !�D� ���।  ���  ��3�  �!����  �� ��F'�  
!���R 
 
+�* ������ 6�C +�* ������ 6�C +�* ������ 6�C +�* ������ 6�C �!���� !��R�!���� !��R�!���� !��R�!���� !��R    
 

m�����K �?�H-�z (%�����), �!����� �?�H-zG (:), ����� �K �?�H-(T 3�� (:), 
�������0� �?�H-U(:),  �/��'� �?�H-VT(:), %������� �?�H-)(:),  5��Y �?�H-V)(:),  
1������ �?�H-)P(:), �!�Y �?�H-)P(:), ���� 1� �?�H-(�(:), �k� ���! �?�H-(P(:), 
����� ����� �?�H-��(:),  ��� 1� �?�H-)T(:),  ��� 5�S-zT (���$5��), ���R  ���3� -��-
zP (%������), ���R 3�� �1d�����-��(n��J), ���R -_��  !��3�-�) (���$5��), ���R  -_�� ����-
(z(:), Z�,%[ ��%-G�(&�f�� ��%��), m� ������� ��%-GP(&�f��-�<"��), m���0 ��%-
V�(:),  ���R &����  5�S -��(��%� �%��, ���R ��S% -��-)P, *%9�� -��-zP(%�����), -�� 
-��-(V (:), ���R *5%�� -��-z) ('�"��), �&� -��-zV(:). ���R ��&� -��-zP(��[���*), 
���R -'�� -��-zT(3������), ���R -_��  �5�-z)( *������),���R -R  ���!�-(T (��*& 
���), ���R  -_�% %�~��-�P( ��f���),  -_�� J���-�)(:), ���R  ������� �!�� �1dR-�P (:), 
���R ��^��  5�S-�) (:), ���R ���� 5�S-�) (-�J��),  -_�� ����-�P (:), ��*'�  -���  
g�-��(:),  ��*'�� -��� ���'-G (-�J��), ;�'� -��-z) �(��&���), -R ����� -(T (:),  
��&��o� -��-z) (�<���), ���R ���3� -��-�)(?�s���'�), ���R ���!� -��-�P(:), ���R  -��� 
-��-z)(:), ���R �J���� 3�F'��-�P(%�����), ���R F'���� -��-�P (��$��� ��<�), -'� 
����-� (3���), ���!�o� *'�&-G� (1�<��*), ���!� -�� (?�s���'�)।  
 
 


�/�/- 
-��S�% �%��&��  *%��� 

��.U.Gz 
 
 
 

---------------- 
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����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

\ �)T \ 
 

-_�% �%���!� 
%���9� ���%�� (5[') 

m��s�, �%��2 
 

f�� �����' $��� ��M�'  -���� �� ��� ,A ��� !'।  -�� ,�06�'  %� ,�A�  5~�� 
��3�*  &�� �  5~� ���� $���।  +�� -��� 5�� ��D�1�� N� !'।  1<, ���$ +�� f�8� ��2� !'; 
��i  -��� ��3 �$��  ��3�  � ��F'�' -���� F�'���'�� ������'  M��]��� ��� !'।  �%��� 
����� ��*  ��� &�]���  ��s������  1\�� %��$ ��>��  1\ ?����' ��� ���� $���।  ��*�����   
�"6�J ���' Z>���  �����  $���।  ���� ���$�'  ��' ��'  +�� Z��  ��� ���� �_  ���� ��'।  
��� �&��3  m� �s�M  %��� ����� $�� ��� M�� J0!�D�  ��� !���।  ��2 ���'  ���H�� ���$ 
��F'� !���।  j�] �%J���2  ���' ����� ���q� ����� !���। +* ��� ��D�1����  ,�\'�  ����  
-�� ,�06�' - �!� ���3  ,�0�6/�  ���� $���।  ���0  + 3�<� -� ���  5��' �3�  �।  
+����M�' (���  (UG( %  ��9] $��� +��  -����  �����  ,A  ��� !'।  �}��D  +�2� ,A 
�3�  ‘‘ ������J �� ��&� ��09� �D�y ���� !D�'?’’ -��  ����� -�� &�� � (���D  5n9�� 
5~� �����)। ����� ��  -�� �%!D  !�' ��* ��  -�� �����,  !�� %����� �`� �$� 
*5�'  ��5��� �� ������ !D�', !�� ��6  ���C �� ��! ��  *3���' !�� ���3  ��! &�]� !�'।’’   
+2� ����� �� �D��y  ����� -����  -��� 5��M  ��91���� %��29����2 �����  ���� ����� 
�� � �&B�%�  ����  -�� � �� ����।  �� -���� �& �%��!� ���' �%, F (��6) ��� �� 
�%,F (�f6)- +� ���'� ��� ���� ��� ���3 ��X�'  +��  ��� ��3 �$�� %��29����2  -�� 
(�*�� (UG(*�  ������  -����  ����'  ���& ���J�� ��� ���  
������� �����' ��' 3��< 
+�� ���  �!>�2 �!>�2  (P ��*�  n�� ��&?�2  *5�'� ��F'�� ���9� ��'।  -�� ,�0 6�'  ���'  
�!>�2 ��&?�2 ��d�3। ��i  ��&?�2  �J�'  -��� �^�� !' �। ���0  -���� m��s�  �$�� ��� 
����&  %��29����2 ��F'� !'�।  ��* -��� �%Y���� �D��b -2� ���  �%��� m��s���  %��$  
���J����J ���� �� -���� 3��<।  
 

�%��� ��F'��  �� ������  ���$�  !�� ������ ���� +�  ��%��<�  ��� M�� Z�� ��� 
!�D�  ��� +��  ���H�� ��>��  f�8� ���' ��2��� $���।  
  

+* %�^ ��D�1����  ���D ��2� -��� ���3 �1����'  !�' $���� �� !��  ����R  -�� 
����& !F'�� � ��% ��� �$9�7 (UG( %�� &� ���%� ��H  ����  ��&?�2 �$�� m��s�  �������।  
-�� �D��y ������� %��!��� &���  �������  +��  ���   �*6�� -��� %��$ �3�।  -��� ���<�  
��J�� ��F'��  ��$  ������ ���<�  ��J���  ������� 5~���  �����  5��� ��'�& ����2��� 
+��  +*  ����2����� +�& m�����  +��2 J��<� ��3� ��>��,�' zP ��*� ���J J��< 1�����।  
+* ��M�  ����  -��� 6�� !�'  ��< +��  -� m��s�  ��F'�� �1]� �D�J ���।  �����2�� J��<� 
��3� ��>��  2��' ��� ������ %�^ 1��<� 5�X ��'।  +* ��M� ����  -��� -��� ��&?�2 ����  
1��  -�%। ���D ���H N��3  ����2� ��>�1�3।  ����2��� +6��� ��D�1����  ���0  ��� �&��3।  
�c�9  ���� ���C���!�  ����5<� ��� 6�s�� + ��D�1�� ���� ��� !�'�3।  ���0 �% ����5<�  ��J��� 
,�� ��kM��' m���।  
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����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

�� M��  ��� �%���  ���'-�3���� ��� ��' �H90 ����3 N��3, ��� 
1�/  �����।  : 
%�'  ��� �%���  m� �s�  �!��  ��kM��'  �������  ��<� j����� $��� +��  ��<�M  %��  
�������  ��2  ���  ��� $���।  ���D  ����� ���2�  �� ������  ���6���  �����  5��� ��3� ��3�  
�&�% ��2 ��� �'।  
 

��� ���!��  ��D�1��� ���� "�� !��  "���]��, �!� �$�� "��� "��� �!>�2 g�-���%! 
���' ���। ��i �%���F ��!�* �*।  ��� �%���  "��� a���  %��  �D�C�����  ��� �����  
��� F �����  ��& ����।  ����  ���C���!� ���� � -�% +&D  �<� ��!���  ��F'��। ���� 
��!���'  �3�  ����* �/�  ���'�3, ���� ���� ��� �%��� ���� ��<�3 ���� ����� �����।  
 
 
 
 


�/�/- 
-_�% �%���!�। 
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\ �)U \ 
 

%��%�S� -!�� 
����� ¡��9 

m��s�  ���F�' ��� 
�%��2 

 
�(��  �� �����  m��s���  ��$  J��<�� w�¢0��<�'�, �����  ���' !�>�2'� ,�' z) ��*�  

���\�  ���'�  ���F�' ��� ������� �� �����  -m' �*।  �%���  ��d>�3'�* -��� �����  
-%[ ���'�  -6�%  ��*�� $���।  -���� ��� m��s��  ��� !�����  ���!�  ���>&���>�&  ��� ।  
-��� -� %��� �� ��F'�  5�1� �! ���'�  �������M  ���F�' ��9��kY !>��'��  ���। +� �c�  
-�%'�  ��%� �� ����� 6k��D�  %I�  ������  � ���@'�  �D���D^  !*'� ��<।  +�2� �� m��s�  
��6����  ��*���3 ����'� (�z.).G( ���)  5�X'�  ��< +��  ����9� ��� %��J�>  ��*'�  ���'� 
��<।  �%��  !*�� %��%��  -��� ��� m��s��  �$� ����  %����J  ��*'�  %!��9�  +�� ���  
����� %��!��� %��$  �$9����9�  ���'��3���।  -�� F ���� ¡�] ���! ��*'�  ���2� ���!�  !*'�  
��< +��  ��� �£�f�  ��/ ��m�� ����� �3���।  
 

����  ��  !'��� ��  -<�*2�। -���9�� -��� %��� ���6[ 6��� 6���  ��g %�h� 
!�����  ���!�� +�& �D��y F ��&  ;%��  5��M�  +��  -��� �� ���'�  %I�  &����  
1��!।  �� -���  ����  �$� %����  �3� �, ��  !*���3�  ��  -��� ���'�  ��1� ���2 %��'�  
��*���3।  /�0��� ���D  ��� �����  %��!�F  -�%'�  5��M�  +��  -���*  �� %��%��S  
-!�� ��C �����  �D��y  -���� ��!����  ��%�  ����� ���।  ��'� ��� ��*'�*  �����  
&���  5X�*'�  -���� +�2� �< �����  -%���  �!�%��  �?��'�  ����।  -� ?��� ���D  ��!��� 
-���� m��s�  F'����M ��!����  %����� -* �!f  ���'�29��� �'� -�%।  
 

-���� ,$� ����2�D�� -��!���� ��2 !��&� �����  ��� -���� �&B�%���� -�=  
���। ��!��  �&B�%������  %��/`  ��H'  �3�  1�������  ���J�� ��� �* ��, �'& �������  
!�D� ���'��3, %�D 6��� !*�� ���C���!�� ���� �'� -�%��� �� �।  ���C���!��  ���� ��!���, 
��!���� �� ���H��, �� 3�<�  m��s�  �����  �7���� ������� ��� �����  -���� F ��!�� 
�3������  ���$�', �����  -�� !�D� ���'��3।  -��� �����  ��� %��%�� !�D��  ��6���J  
-�3।  �� 3�<� ��� -����  ��'�& %��&��9�� ��-���, ��!����  -1��-�D�!��  �&B�%���� 
���'�  -����  3��<'�  �D  ��� 1��'�  ��।  
 

+�& ;%�� -�%'�  -����  ��9� 
�� ��!�� %�!� ��*�� ���।  -�� �7/0�7 ��!��  
%�!� �J���।  +�2� ��� �'�  -���� ��%�� ����।  1����9�� ����  �J������� -� �g�g 3�<� 
-� ��3� �*।  -���� ��H¤  ����'�  +�& ���2 �1!�������  ;%��  ���� ��, ‘‘�� +� ��� ���  
�� 1¥� �� -�J'� -� ��� ��!� !D�'’’। ��'� ���2 �� -���� �%* ����� !*�� �-z ����2� 
��^�  �c�� �D  +� ������'� �����  ��' ��F'� !'।  �%��� -��� %�����1� +�& ������  
������� ������ %�/�7 ��*���। �%* ������ ����2� �-z& !����� ���!�� ���� -���� ���2�� 
��%��� -��� ��'� ,A��� &&9���  ���'� �����। ��� ���� $���, -� ���6[ ����  �&B�%���� 
���'�  ,�'  n*--<�* ?�� %�' �D'  ���।  %ID�  %��J� ,�',  �� -���� ��W9M  +�2� 
�����'  a���*'�  ���!� !*��  ������  ���'� ���।  �� -��� ���%� ��M� �� ��!�  -& -� 
-�� 6�H�'  ,���  ����� �������3  
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�।  -2���M�'  ��<'�  ,$��* -��� ��0 ��< -��� %�9��¦�  ���' n���� ����6�� �$�।  
�����  +�� +� ,���2 %]� F g��  �$�।  \�� &���� ���'  ��!c��9�  ���6[  ,����� -��� 
�1���� %��� �%���� �� 6��%'�  -�%�� $���।  
 

-�F  n*& 6e  ������ �%��� ��'�� �!�%�� ��Y  �������।  +�&�� 6��  ���'�* 
&��, -� +�& -��� �����1�। %ID��  ��| -�����  &D  -2�� ��2 F f��  ��'� �J�। 
%��$�  :  n* 6e����  ��'��� !*�� �6DM ���'�  f��-��2 ��*�, -��� L���  ��3���*  
%=���  !*�  �।  n�� ���' !�>�2'�   +�� �k��'  ��� -2�� ��M�'  -��� ������� ��M�  
+������ ��C!�  !*'� ��<।  

 

��� ���� -22��  ����  n& ;%�� -���� �D ��/  �'� ��'  +��  -��� �� 
1�������  ���J�� ��� �*, ���C���!���  ���J�� ���'��3, ��'�& ������� !�D�  ���'��3  
*�D��� ,A  ���'� ��%�*�� -�=  ���।  �&B�%���� ��!���  ������3� ��!������ & �� �����F  
��$�  !*��� �!।  ���X  L��� ��¥�  ��', %�D  �$�  � �����  &��� +�*  ��H ���'�  ���� 
���'� E>��'��  ����� $���।  ��!����  ��� ���  �$�* -��� ��3  �$�� ��*���3  � �� 
���'�  ��!��� -��� ,��  6�H0  1�2'�  ��'।  !�� n* �r�  ���X  L��� -���� ���� ,!�� ����� 
$���।  &��� ��� ����0  ��� ��M�'  +� �������- ���%�  ��9�� %!D  ����� !'  �*।  
��!����  ����� �1��2  -�� �� �� ��M�'  %�B�  !���*'�  ����  ����� ���� �।  �6��  ���� 
����  -�� ,$�  �� ��� a���  �%���* ���'�।  ��� ��F'�  &�'J�Z���  ����� F  ����'�  ��!'��3, 
!�� ��'�  3�>*��  ���� �।  ����  �� ��� �'� -����  �&B�%� ����  ��!�� 1��9����� ��F'���  
��C�  ���J :  ��2� �� & ����  ��9�� �/  �� ���@��  -��� ����  �3�  �।  ,��D�H  ����  
����'�  -�������  ��'���,%�� ���� &D  ��2M  �����  ���< �'�  �J�।  �%��� ��d>�3'� 
-���  T-(P & ��'��  !*���, *!����  ���D ����* -��� �� �1�  ,�', �$���~9�  ����� 
���� �।  �$�  ��� F ��X��6���  ��H� �3�।  +� %��$  %���� ��� �S9��  �D�M� 3�<� ��* 
���'�  �%�*'�  ��� ��'��� �����।  �� ��'��� ����  &�� �।  -��� ��� ��'���- ,%�� ��3�* 
!*�  �।  �� 3�<�  -�� n����  5���%�।  �-z ����2�  ���D  ��'���-,%�� F ���� ��� ��1 
���'�  !�� ��� ��*'�  -�%�� !'।  �Y������ ;%��  F !�F'����� n*���� �8�'��। 

  

-��� -�%'�  ��� ���  ��� M� �*�� !*�।  +�2� ���� F +� ���  1� ��*�� ��F'�  
!*�। n���� -2��  ��2 -� f�*�। ����� j�, ��3�* ��*�� ���� �। ��!c��9  ��!c��9  ������ -
���&���  �$�* �� ��<�। ����� ��<'�  %�9��C��  - �!�  ��* -!��-��!���  %r�  ���'�  
�*���।  ������  -��� f�*�-��2 ���।  6����  ��� �D�M�  �*, ��* 6����  �$�  5p��0  
������ %�!%F  !*�  �।  

 

-����J��  ��  ���  �����  ��!�� n���� �Y������  ;%���� ���H�� F �g�g �*'�  
N*'� $���।  -�����  ���� ��!���  ,����]��  ��� ��'��  ����।  -��� �� ���  � ���  ��!� 
N���  �1��  ����।  &����'  +� ,��� �����  ��� &<��� �3�, ��!��� -����� ���D  !*�� 
�� ��!��� �2� ���'�  ����'��3।  &����c0D  +����'  -��� �3���, ���&* ���6[  �1!���� 
;%�� -�%'� ���� ����'�  ����  ��'�� �!%��� -����� %�!� X���-1�����  ����।  ���$�'  
��������  ���  %��!�, ���$�'  �s�I� *�D��� ���'� �Ds ����। -� �r�  ���X L��� Z>�� ��'� 
&��'��  *�D��� ����।  ��5 ��5 ����M� !*'�  -���J�� �!Y�� �J����, �!Y��  �'�� ���'� J��� 
���।  
 

+��� -�����  %��$�  +�&  ���� ���� ,�' ((2�� %�'  ��'��� ���� &D 
��M�6��� ,!���� ;%���� ���� ���� ���J�। +� %�'  +�& %������ ��&� -�%�। ��9�� 
;%�� ����2�� ��'���� �$�  &��'।  �����  6�H�'- ���� �� ����  &�� �।  ��!��� �-z  &� 
��'��� ���*���  
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���% �'�  ���!� !*�।  5�� !*��  -���  &� ���'� ������� ��, ��!�� !�� ��� L���  ��>��'�  
-�J- ���3  ;%�� ��!��� �����  ���< �� +��  Z��  ���'�  ��!��� ��� ���'�  ��!��� ���� 
1��'�  -�%�।  +��6���  ,���� �-(&�� �k��D  ����'��3���।  �D��b� ���D ��&� ������  6�~9 
�3�।  +* �%��D  ����� �����  ���<  ����H�  ��&� �C ��*'�  ��� ��� ���2�- ��&� !*�।  -� 
;%����  ����H�  %��$  �����F Z��  ���'� !�D�  ����।  
 

n*- +� �� ��>�  ��'�* ��!���  :  & �� ���'  �'�  -��� ��9�� ����।  +��6���  
���6[  5���'  -���� ������� ��D�1��  -&  �1� ���J� ���'� ��'��3।  ����� �1��2 ����  !*�� 
�C  �3�2'�  ��<�।  /�0 /�0  ��E>�  !*��F  ��!��� ��!�* ��� �।  ��/1�� �� ��!���  -����  
��'�  �����  &����Y  �'��3।  �-z�� ��$�  ����2D��  -��!���� %�/�7 ��*'��3।  ��!��� 
%�!% ���'�  -��� ���C� �$� �&B�%�  �����  �Ds !��% !��%'�  ����, ‘‘%��� ��, ��* �����  
��� ��! �D� ��!�’’।  
 

+��� ��� ����  U2��  %�'  n& �Y������ ;%�� -�%'�  ����H  ���'�  -���� ��� 
��%�*�� ���J�।  -�� ��� ���C���!��  �k¦���H� F ��'�& ������� ������ !�D��  �D�����  
�s��s6���  ��9�� 1���*'�  +������ �1�  ���'� ����।  ��9�D�� ;%�� -��� ,�� ���� 
%�'  $����� -����  -��� -���  ��� -�'�  ����'�  ��'।  -����  ����'� ������ +* 6���'�  
-��� %s� T-(P & ��'��  -�� ����'�  ����  ��!��� ��>�����3  -� ����� ��<���3  F n�� 
��X  ������3।  -����  ���� ��*'�  ��!��� ���2� ���] ��6 ���।  ��!��� !��������  �$� 
���� �, -��� ���D��*  ��!����  !��������  %��$  ��$���$  !*�।  
 

���!�� -�� ����H9 �3���, ��09�  ����  -�� -���� f���'� ��� ��%�*�।  ��'� 
���  J���  ��'�  -���� ���C� -���  ���  +��  ���&  ���J ����� &D  +�& %������ ��&��� 
!�F��  ���'�  -���� ���� ��X�*'�  ����  ��� ��� -�� ' �� $���'�  
�MDJ� ����0 3��2 
�*'�   m��s�  !*�� ���2'�  ��<।  ��� ���!�� !���  -�� ���2 �(�� ��Y �3���। 

 
 


�/�/- 
%��%��S -!�� 

(G.(P.Gz 
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\ �)U \ 
 

���R ���&&�� *%��� 
�&�� ,��%��� ���% 

���� � 
 

%����  ��*���  �&��  ,��%�  F ����� %������ ��� ���!�  ���'�  �'�  �J'��3।  ���� 
�� �&�� ,��%���  �D�CJ�  �*6��  -���  ��%�'  -�%'�  �&��  ,��%���  F �����  
%������2�f� ���� 5�S  %��!��� ��9��]�  %���� &��*�।  ���  ��§� &���� ������ 
56'�� ��� ;%D��  Z��  ���'� ��9�6��� !�D�  ���।  
 

U* +�,�  %���� ���  ���!�  -����  ��%� !*�� ���'�  ��!����  ������ �'� ��'।  �E 
,���  ,A  ���।  5C ,�A�  5~� �  ���� ����'  -���� �k��D�  6' ����' +��  �%�����%  
�'�  ��*��� ,t�� �'।  �%���  �7����  �������  �����C  �&��  ,��%���  %������\��  
&�� �6/� ��*  +��  ����%  ��&��9  ���*�� ���D  ���।  
 

%���92 !�*�% %ID��  �� "�� F �!��� -������  !*�� ��-�����J�� ���'�  �'� -�%'�  
k��%6��� ��D�1��  1���*�।  ����  ��-������  ���2 1�7��� N��� ��*���। !�' - �!, ���9�  
���, *%����� ��� + �� ��D�1��!  ��� ���!��  +* k��%�� n�'��  �%6D���� !�� 
���*'��3।  
 
 


�/�/- 
���R ���&&��  *%��� 
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\ �VP \ 
 

�J���� ���� 
$��- �%�� 
�&��-���� � 

 
��� �%���  zPP & ������  ���6[  ,���� !�D� ���। �}��D +* +������]J�9  1��J�3 

"��� ?��� ���D z�& ������ Z��  ���'�  !�D�  ���।  
 
  ?2�� �����0  ,���  ��, 5C "���� &��  �D�C -���� 5�S�� ��<���  %ID�'  ���6[  
��9��'� ���� +� %�s ����� !*'� ��&���� +�� ��� �%����  ;����1� 5���' ���! &%�����0�  
��<�?� ��©, ,j�, v�% F ��67%��� %�����1� ����� $���। ��i  ��&����  +�� ��� 
�%����  ����� 5C  "����  %�[��2 ���M� �3�।  ?2�� �����0  -�F ,���  ��, 5C  %��'*  
��'�&  ��&���� +��  ���  �%�  ��!���'  �� �3�।  +�& ��&����  �J��� 5C  ��<��  
-<���  $���'�  ��!����  �Y�� �$� ���� +�� %�^ �k~�]  ��� �%����  �09�J�1�� ��'।  %�s  
%�s*  ��'�&  ��� �%� ?2�M�� 5��M� !'  +�� ����9�  ��J�  L���  ?��2  �/D ���'�  
-\�0  1���'।  +* ;����1�  -\��0  ��!���  -O�/��  &D  ��^�' ���!�  !*'�  -�%'��3� 
��!����  ���DF  ����* Z��� -?��� �1� �e�'  ���2'� ��<। ���c?�9  �������  5���F  1���� 
���'��2  1�&9।  ���  ?2�M��* z� & ���� ��!���7��0  ���।  ��� ��'�&�� �� 5� �  
��� !*�R (() ��W� ���S��, (�) �!�Y -1��9D, (z) -_��  ���3�, (�) ��$�  3�����'�, ())  
��ª ����।  
   

*!� 3�<�F  �� +����� F �D�D  +����� zP& ������ %�Y!���R  &��] ��M�'  
���21��� ��F'�  !'।  ��0�I "����  &�� �D�C  &�� �J���� ������ ?��� ���D  ���  L���  
��>��'�  ����'�  -Z j���*'�  ��'।  ���  ?2�M��*  �J���� ���� %��!� -Z�  ���<'�  ���� 
��।  
 

�Z<�  *5�'� +��  �D�D  +���� !*�� �E ���'��  ���'� -�'� ��� ����1�� ��9�� 
F  ������ ��D�1�� 1���'।  ���  �%����  +* ;����1�  �D�!��� +* +����� ����� UP & 
���� ���  �D�J ���।  
 

 
 


�/�/- 
���R �J���� 5�S 
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\ �V( \ 
 

���3�R 1��6� 
"��- ������<'� 

$��- w�¢0���<'�  
�&��- ���� � 

 
-�� ���e ���k!�  ������!�� ���। �����  ���� +���� %�%����  -� ���&।  -��� 

���  6�*���  �*।  
 

����������  
�����  -�Y�� -�=  !*��  ��� ���!�  �~ *5�'� ����� M��  
���।  &� ���%� ���H� ����  ��� ;%D  F  ��&�������  ��D�1�� F k��%��  �k�� ��'।  M��'  
��&������  "���� F  *5�'�� �E �%b�~ ��u ���।  &���* ���%� (G �����  ��� ����, �%�� 
���� F 1�> ���� J6��  ����  -��� �& ��<�  !*�� ���'�  �*'�  ���  ���!��  ������ �'� 
��'।  -���� ����'�  ��� ���!���  -�Y ��1'� F�X, -���  \Y ��!����  ,��0  +�2�F  
��'��  %ª��  ��� �*।  ��&������  ���'�  ���� %�'  ��!����  ��2 �E  -����-���� F ���'  
&<�*'�  ��<'��3। 5C ��&������� ��2 -�� ��* \Y ���'��3, ��&����Z��  -��� %�!� �� 
���� �����H� �D�!�� ���'��3।  
 

��>1 �� ��� �����1�� -����  ��!����  ������ F ������ -2��*'�  ����  F -��� 
�c�9�  ���!� 5�� �����H�  ��D�1�� ��� F  ���C���!�� %���� &�� �� � �&B�%� ���।  -�� 
���C���!��  %r�I &�� �  �����  -��� 5�� \�� !*'�  ,!�� ���।  +* ��>1  �� ��!��� 
-���� �J�%�  ����� ��9] ��'  �*।   
 

-���� ���'�  ����� ������9  ��&����J0  ��� �����1���  !*�� ,1�� �� F "��� "���  
��u ���� �����  ��*'��3�।  ;%D���  ��D�1���  �E��� -�� B� !���*'�  ����'��3।  B� 
����'�  ��*��F  ���� F ��6�  ��� -��� n«9� �����  ��D�1��  ������3। �%* �$�  6����� 
-&F  -��� 6'  !'।  
 

-���� (G*  &���* J6��  ����  ��&������  ���'�  ���� �� (T*  &���* -��� �� 
��%���� "���� ���C���!��  ���8��  &��  -!�� %��!��� ��2 -����  ���  ������  ���'�  
���� ��  %����  �����  5C ���C���!��  ���8��  �(��  &���*  J6��  ����  �E  ���C����� 
�'� ������<'�  ��� ;%D��� ����� F  ����� -\�0  ���।  !X�7 -\��0  ��� ���!� F  
��&������ -O%��90  ���।  -\��0� %�'  ��!��� %���  -��� 5�� ��D�1��  ������3�।  
���C����� 6�*��  -����%! (�& ��� ;%D  F  ��& ��&������  �"`��  ���'�  6����� 
������  ���&D  �'� ��।  ��!��� -��� %o���  ��&���� F ��� �����1��� &��] ���2 1���  ��।  
���  
���  !F'��  ��  -�� ������  ��&D   !*�� �& &}6c��  ������<'�  ����'�  -�%।  

 
 


�/�/- 
���3�R 1��6� 
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���R �����! ��'� 
�D��&�� 

m��s�  �%����  �D�� 
m��s�, �%��2R 

 

-��  -���  �3��-���'�����  a��� ��X����  &D a��� ��F'��  ��^� �X� -�3  ��� 
����� &D  (z* +�,�  �!�8�  �'� w�¢0���<'�  ��&���  ����% ��d>3��  %�s %�s  ��� ���!� 
���� �$�� w�¢0���<'��  5�� �D���!���  �����  -�=  ���।  +* %�'  �& ���� ���� ��' 
+�� )-V & -!� !'।  w�/���<'� �$�� �F� !�'  ������  ����!� ���  ���� ��  ��d>3�* 
��  ����� ��*  ��/�0 ������ ��&��� ���C���!�� �D�b ��� ���!�  ���� -\�0  1�����।  
,�'  ( ?�� +* -\�0  1��, ���� �$�� �D���6��� ����� F �����  ���� !'।  ��� ��* +�� 
���C�����  !��!� !'।  
   

������ -�� -NJK  �%���� �D��� ��M� ���।  (�* +�,� V2�� %�'  �$�� -NJ�K� 
5�� -\�0  1��।  ��� ���!�  �!���y�� ��� -NJK F'����� ���W9  ����0  ����।  ��� 
���!�� +* ��M�  �%����  �D����  5�� �$�� ��'������ +�&  �2�����  �����2� ����� 
��' +�� %�s %�s ;6�� w��&� �c�9 ����  ��M��� ���C���!��  �D��b �2���������J ��� ��'। 
�% ��& �������� 5�� �$�� ��1 �����'  ��< +��  -�������  ��� ��, ��� ��>1�� 1� ��� 
����।  
 

���C���!�  �����  ��M� Z�2�'  %�s %�s w�/0��<�'��  ���� ��3� !�2 ��'।  ��� ���!�  
-NJK  ����0  ���� ���* ���� %��� �!� 1������  �$�� �?�� ����  +��  �k���  �� �J����H90  
���� $��� ।  +* %�' �%���  ��  ������  ���� ��' ����* Z��  ��� !�D�  ���।  -��� �� 
!'  ��� ��� ���!��  ��M��� ���  �2����� �����2� ���C���!��  �D��b  � &��� ��� 
+��2F  ���C�����  �%  �� ��� ���!��  !�� �$�� ��!�* ��� �।  ��� ���!�  ��W9��9�  "�� 
Z����  ��|%����J ���।  -���  -Z�� ����!�  ���� �����  ��*  +��  ��'�& -�����  
�D����  %o���� ��&� 6�s�� �1��  ���3, �� -�� ��3 ��&� ���'  �����'  +�2�  �1��J��  
���'  ���  ���� 1��  -�%।  ���  ���� +�% -�F  ��'�& ������ �%!�' ��M�'  ��>�<�'  
$���� ����� ��*।  ���  ��@��� +�2� �d�� ��>��  �3�।  -�� %�>��� ���2 �d��2��� ���  
���� ��'  -�% +��  �%!�'  ����Z����  �d��'  ���� ��'  5~�  ���� �����'  ��*।  
 

-�� �� ���  ����� ���� �������, ��  -�� ��^�� 5�� ()-(V  & ������ �k� 
��M�'  ����� ��* +��  �����  Z��  ���J  -!� ��M�' ������� ����। 1������ �$�� N�� 
Z��  -� ���-���H���  ��0  �17��� �6�% -�%।  
   

��R�� -�� w�¢0���<'�  1��  -�%।  -�� w�¢0���<'� ��d>�3* ����� ��* ��  
w�¢0���<'�  �$�� ���C���!�� �D�b ����  ��'  w�¢0���<'��  5~� ���� ����'���<�� ���� 
�"%� !��।  
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�>�1��  ��19 5��’� +��~�।  ��� %��< ((2� �� ��d� (�2� ।  ���� n'�2�  ����  ��H  

���� !��।  ��<�E�<� ���  �!��2�  �$�� 1���2 ���' ���<�'�3  ���- ��&��6�� !�5�%� %��� 
��^�'।  ������ �%��D ����H� 3�2�3��2-��5�� *2 2��3, ��5 �� ����2 ����2 J�3 ���2 -�3- 
��5 �� �����  ���2� ������ �������  %��� ����  ����  ����� 6�s� J��<Z���  +�  ��^�' 
&�<� ���3- %���*  ����  +� �$� - �D�����f ;��� ����, F���  1���  ��$  ����  %k�� ����, 
F���  -%�� �����  � -�����  + &���।  �� �<���  �s��I�� ���9�R  -�� E��� ����� �F 
����, ��^�-?�2 �� ��3�  -�3  ������ %� �I ���  ����।  + ���9�  ���D  ���� ����� -�� 
��&F- F���  %��$ ������ ��� %�� �f-*�2 ��^�� ����  �����3 +��2 J�3।  +��* ���� �J�  
Z��� �_।  ��^��  ���HZ���  ��� ��� -O�/� �����।  -�� ��d�<  1��  +��� -�����  
�c�9���  ����%।   
 

����%�  ����Y�'  ->�����  1����'��  ��1 ��>�<�'  ������ !��'����  +��2 �6' +�% 
$��� ��>�<�'�3- ;��� ����^� (��9��� ;��� �����) ����%� %���, �6�'�  %��� ����2 
�D�����f।  F��  �fs��� ����3�  �।  �� - ��*  Z��  ��F'�  N�'����  �� �?�>7 �?�>7 ���3 
�6�'�  ����2 J�<�Z���।  -�  J�<��  -���!�  ��H8�� Z�� 3�<�3 F���  1�� ����।  !�'��� 
6�*�'�  ��� ���'  ������ �6�� 1��  +���।  &����  ���'  §��R ����� �����  J�<�  �$�� 
�����  ��-�����& !��9��। ��� ���  �D�����f %���'  �$ ��� ����  F���  �6�'�। ����� 
2�'�� %���9���  ���f ��� 1�� �J���।  
 

�2�����  ����� ��J� ����[%�  -!����  ��<���।  ��5 �����  �।  �����  -�  
��5�� �2�����  ���� �����। !��9���� �2����� ���J����J ����[  ��� ���'�3���।  ����%� 
%�9�  +� ��/�  ����� -� �!��� %�9�  ������ ������H90, ���J�, ����J�, �®, +% +� 
-�,   -� 1�*�& ��2����2��� +�2�� �_।  ���@ ���@  ��� �6�%  -%�3  Z�� ��F'�  ���cH�9  
����� ��0  -�9��।  !�'��� 6�*, �%��� 6�*, ���!�� 6�*, ����, ��!�,  +����, -���, 
�F���, ����, %�����, ��&�, -�%, �����, -&��, �&'� -��� %��*  !����- �����  ����  
��� �$�  �*।  ������ +� ?��  �_ N�3- -� ���� �� !��  ��&� ¯7��82��� �1���' ����। 
�$1 -���  �� �%!�'-  ���� ����� ��3�  �* ��।  
 

��  �<���  �%��  %ID��  �$�। ��� T2�� ����  ���  %��!� w��  ����3�� ����  
%����������  +� -�J 1�2J�>, �����, ����, ��&��!���  & ����  !����� ���� J�&9  5�X�3��  
�s��n9�।  +� ���k�� ����  ���।  ���� �����'  -Z j��3।  + -Z �6����  %��D  ����� 
�*।  -���  ���H��  
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���91���  +6��� �����  ��F'�  ���� �।  %���� !F & ��। ���  %��!��� ��<���* ��� ����� 
%ID�'  *'��!'�- 6���� a���� �,�%�f�  !�5% -� *���������� �$�� �D����� �J�' �2¥� , 
F��, ���&���, ���� -��, !����, ����� �!��% ��&�  +%����  ��' ���2�  ���3- %��������9  
��%�3। ��� %��!��� �,% ������'�  �� �%��� 6�*, -�� -� �%��� ���� !�>2�� !�>2��  
+�%�3���  �5����92 ��9]।  �5����92  �$�� +����  %��&9�  &E�� !��  �J���।  ��5��  
����� ����� �।  � +� ����2 -���'  n��<-��1�< �J���।  ����% +�% +�2� ���� ��H  
���3।  ����� ���� �J�'  ���  + ��8 ।  
 

�% ���� -� ���  ��& !��� �- ��� ����� ������� � ����।  %��� ��� ����% -2��  
$�����।  & ���� �����5 &���  ����3।  ����F �%*  ��M�।  ���  ��&�����J ������ -F'�& 
����3 ��3�2�।  ��i Z���  -F'�&  $����।  $���� -��� -�k�-����� -�9��।  �c�� ��-1�� 
&�'J�'  ������ ����2 ����2  ��8��  �����'  ���>'�  5X�3। ��@�� ������ 
����F ����  ���!��&� 
�%%� �����F'���-���2-�&�� -� ����-�������  �^�Z��� j����' ����  & ����  ��।  
 

3������ ��19  '2�' a���  �����  �$��  6�s� 6�s�  �����' &�� 5n96�H�  +��� 
����*�3, �2¥�  a��� �!�� ����9������  &D  �����5 &���  ����3।  -� ��� ��  %����� 
-*  &���  ����3 *�D��� *�D���। +� ��'� ���2 ���* ����] 1����9 �f�6� �!f���'�29���� 
%����� ������ �����% ���%�� ��&� ���!�o�  %���� %���� +� ����2 ����'�� ��' ����% 
!��&�। F� ���� Z��� �����' ����� ��� ,1�� �� �!%��� �3��  ���� !��।  %������ %��$ 
�®����  -��� �� ��H8। -��� �����, +%� 3���� ����� -���  *।  !���n� �1d����  %��!� ��  
��!�����  !�* ����।  F��  1�� �J���।  ��3�/0  ��  ��!�����  !���  ��' ���� +���।  ��!������  
!� 3���� ��&� !���- -����� �����  ��� ���� �����।  -��� &��� ���'�3���R /�[ ����%�  
-� ����0  5�L�J -��� ¡�]। +� ����� ���� ������ �।  ��!����� !� +�� %������ �� 
����  �����। %���� -����� ��� ���'  �����- &��� ���� �- �!�  ��� ����� !�'- ��3�� 
�� ��H8�� �������। �J�D� ����� ��� �����।  ��� ���D  �% �������  ,1���� 3��� !'�।  
+��� F�� ��!�����  ��'  -��� 1�� �J���।  -��� ����%* �Y�  �*���।  
 

+J����2��  ���� ����  ���$�  �$�� ��'�2� ��5��2  -� ���2 �&�J�<  ����3���। 
�%Z��� ���'  ��� ��� ��3�2� /���  ����0  �����।  + %�' ���� ����� �$��  ��� ��� -��� 
�%��� �����  J��2� n’�� ���C ��&��� !��।  
 

�>�1�� ��19  ��� �$��  %�����  ��19- %����  %��< '2�  ��9] -2�� ��<�3��� �%* 
�c�9��� ����%।  %�����  ��19  %����  a���  ����� �$�� 6�s� 6�s�  �����'  &�� 5n96�H�  
�?�H�  �����, �2¥� n���  �����2� ��9]  �����5  ���$�, ����3।  �� ��� ?�� ����� �����- 
����� ���2� ��9]  !�2 ��&�� ����।  �����* -��� 
Jk�!  �]���0�  ���� �!���%����।  
�?�H��2 �����  �� -���  ��&��6��  6��  1�� ��F'��� �6�� -2�� �<� ����Z��� ������।  
��^�' �!>�2* ���� !��, ���  ��^�'  ������ ���!� ����2 ����2 ���  -� &��  3�<� �D ��� 
����! �*।  �!�J��  a���� ��^�J��  %��  �����  ����! �cD।  ����@�  �$�� ���'�  
��&�� ��9] ��?9  + ��*���  ���D  ��^�'  +�2� �����F  -��� �1���  ��<�।  
 

��^�'  ������ ?�� �����  ���HZ����  �% �� 5v9W�% 1��।  ����� ���� ����� ������� 
%�'2�  ��9] �*।  %��*  3�2�3  ������  ��&� &�2��� ��'  ��6��� ����3 ������।  �$�� 
�$�� ��H8���  ���Z���  ����2 ����'  ��C�� 3��2 1���3  ��^��  n’�����  ���H -� ?���<�  
��>���'।  
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,���2  J�<��  F���  ��&� ��'  ��% -�3- 1������� ��� ��� �����3  ����J�, !�°� 
����J� -� ������  ���।  F���  +�! %�9�  �!<� ����  �%* %�� -���� ��F !��% +��� 
-���। ��� ����� +� %��9��?  ����������  ���!-��g  ����H�  �����  ���W�  �D�� �m¦  
�%����!��  ����������  +�! +�����  ���� ��� �%* ��!c��9  -��� ���3  !�%D§� ���  �� 
!', ��� ��।  
 

��&��6�� 6�  �$�� �����'  n����  5���%� ¡�] ��!2��� �2��!>1�<  �� D����  
����1�  �%����� %��� !��&� !���, �� ���2� %�B�  ����  ����� ��M�। ����1�  �%����� �X� 
%���*  ��2�����  F��  ������ +�2� ����H� ���। Z���  -?��� ���2� @�>@��  !�' �J�3। 
����* ��< ��'�3  ��3�  ��<-6��<।  ���  -s��  +>�2- �1�� n�2� �I  ���  ���  ��2���  1�*���। 
��i �� +Z���  �।  !�>2�  n�2� ��>��3 $� $�  ���।  �69�% !�' �J���।  ���F  +�J�'  ���� !���।  
 

+���� �� �����  ��^�'  ��� ��*।  ��2���� !�>2��  *��  !���  �।  ��i ������ �।  
��^�� F��  ���'  �N���  ����' ���Z���  ��6���  3�2�3- �� ��� %�'  ��� ���' ���  !�' 
��F'� �
�6����  ��3�* '।  ��� �%����� %���� ��2���� �����  �����  1��� ���< ��F'�  -�  
+��2 ���।  F�  ��� ���' �!>�2 �J���।  ��'��� ���������� ����<  ��^�'  F��  -��� n'�2� �� 
� &�� ��s��� ����� W� ��! �1���  �<���- �1���  �<��� �&,��,F’�  ��3�� �J�2 +� @��< 
�C�C ¯7��8 -� ���-6�>�<।  ���F  -�� �!>�2 1���3-�!>�2 1��3  -��� 1�� �����  ���HZ���।  
���, -��  +��  -��� 1�� �����  ���HZ���- -��� %��* ��  ��>1�� 1�*।  +��  �%  &D*  
-�����  ����� ,��  ����� ��� ��'��  �*- ����� %��$  ����� ��� �$� �*।  %��*�  �1���* 
+�2� %x^ 6��।  %��* 6��� ��±�।  
 

+ ���Z���  �����  �� 1���  ��$  -��� ���1� ��  ������* �k�DZ��� ���2  5X�� 
��J���-  ��� ��>��� 1�*���- ��^�' -�  ��3�� ���� ������� �- ����  ��&� ���/���  
&�'J�2��� 3�<�- ��� -��� ��6c�� �� �6�>��  !�� N�  ����3-  ,18 �]�9���' -�� �� 
5�²�]।  ����� �³  ���< �����'  �%�\2����'�2�  ��2����  5X���।  �D��y  ���������  
������ �����  ��^�'  f������ ���� ������ -� +�2� ������� ���।  !��� �%�� ���3�  +��2 
��>1� ��$� ������।  �D��yF'�����  ���3�  ���%2� ����  ��$�2� f����� ����  ���, ��� ��6�/  
!�6�JD  !'���  ��  �%*  ��$�2�  ���- ������� %��$  @J<�  ��� ������ ����3���- ��i ��' 
���� �����- �����k� �%* 5��� ��$�2� !��� $����* �% !�'�3  & �� ������ ��C�  5}~ 
�����।  -� �� 1��  �- *��  !���  F���*  ��% ��<।  
 

��%¡����  %��� ���'  �����*  +���� ¡��  ,�s�0�  ���� �������- ������ ��'& 
6�*�'� (��9�� ��������  %���� %�^��  ,��) ������  J�<�2�  ��< ��'�3।  ¡���� ���� �����  
��<��  -�s�  6�~9  �N��� 3�5�-F����  ������ ���% ,�s�0  6�~9  & ���� ��।  -�� ��>�<�'  
�J���। !X�7 +� �$1����  f��� %�r� ���� -��� 1��� N� �����।  

 
�� !�*���29 6��� %��� ���'  ���   ����9�  ���  ���' �!>�2  1���3 -��- -�� �� 

���H  *- ����'�  ��� �x  ���।  ���  ��%����%9�  ����  +�% -� ��^� ���'  !�>2�� %�!% 
!��� �- �]�R  ���X�  ��D ���'  �!>�2 F���  ���Z��� �S�� %=�  +�<�'  1��  ����, ��* 
�����।  ��%��9��%�  ��D  ���'  !�>2�3- -� -��� %´� �1��' 6�
� !�'  5X�3- ��� -X����  
�� -�J� +��2 �k��।  +* �%*  ��%���%9- ����� ��>�<�'  �s�I� ���  �?�H0�  ����3��R +�����  
%�"��- ���C� %�"��- +����� %�"�� 
������ %�"��।  -��� �1����  %��� �6�% 5X�3  +��2 
����2 �ª- %��� ��>�<�'  �Ck�� ����3 �s�I�- ��X 6��9 ����, +� &%��e।  -�� �%* %���e�  
��@ ���'  !�>2�3- !X�7 �� !��� 
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����� %�"�  ��'*  N� !�' �J�3।  �]�R  �����% �$��  %����  �% -6�%* ��'�  !�'�3-  
��s���  ���C���!�  J�X�  !�'�3- F�� �J�� ����� �$�� 
�����  �����  �$� �?�H� ����3- 
�����% ���  5�k�� ���'�3।  �J�� �����  �$�� ���� ��� !�'�3, �s�I�  ���C���!�� %��$  -�3। 
�s�I� ��� N� ��3�2� ���� !��� (���F ���  �� %�D  ���  ,���0�  !'�)।  
 

��%���%9- ��!���J� ���<  �����'  ��>2��  ��^�  ����  ��d�3���-  + �$ -%�� ��/0  
���J�3��� ���� ������ �।  ��^�  �����  ��^�� F��  ������ �C����  ���  �’�2 ���'� 3��।  
��^�� F�� ��� �’�2  �D�����f �1µ  ���� +�% Z��  ���'�3।  �’&  �����  �� &�� ।  �C����  
���'�  3��Z���F  ��^�  ���� +�J�'  �J�3।  -��� �� ���'� �� %��� +�% ����� ����� 
��2����  -� ��^�' ��@���� �9��' +��2  ��C�  !�।  ��^�'  �$��  � �  &�� $��� 
�C����� &��2 ����> $� $� ���3- �’&  ����I�  �%�� �%��2�'  -OE��  ���' �3��- �� 
�� ����� - ��&�  ����  ���!��&�  +%� ������  ;��k� �6�2* �� �3���  ���$�'?  
 

+* ���c��9  -��� -� ��� �c6c��  �*- �* ��� 5����F । -�� !�>2�3... !�>2�3  ��&� 
?��� ���- !�>2�3  -��� ��&� +�� -��� -O&--O&��� ��>1��� +� 
�$9��  n�9��'  
����k�~ ��'- -�  -���  1��� ��$� +%� �k�DZ���  ����  ����3 -� ����3। ������  ���  
��*��  (�!%� !��� ��3�)  F������ ��^Z��� F �� +� ����2 v�%t�- ��^�  �3�2 �3�2  
?�Z��� ���< %�Y� 3�*�'�  t��  ���0� !�'�3।  �’&  F�� +���  �����- ��� �!%��* �� �� 
����।  
 

+���D�� ���f  -� �D����2��  ����f� %����JM��  ������ ��� �’&  ��H8 ��^�' 2!�  
����।  -��  ���2�  2!��  2!��  �����  %��� ���'  ��� !��। !X�7 +��2 ��/��  ��u $��� 
��3�  ����  1�*���।  ������ ����^��  %����� �������� -���0  ��Y +�& ���3  §�  
�����'R  ������  -��� ��� �J�3- ������  ��F  -� ���� ���� �*।  +��� ���� !��।  ��@��� 
��� ��s���  !'���  ��&�� ��>1���� &D* �����  %��$  2!�  ���� +�%�3 +��]  ����'।  
�$�Z���  ����3, ��� ���  ��K���  !��9��  %!��9���*।  �%* ��s���  ;%���2  -& -� ��>�1  
-�3 ���  �� &��।  
 

��B�  J��H0�J����  ���3  +�%  N��� �����  ��<���  n’�2 ���  ��'�3।  -�J�  ����  
��H8�� F���  !�D�  ����3- ��<�� �6�� a���*।  +���*  ������  ����f�  F��  + ��H8 ��>�<�'  
��*� ���' �?�H�  ���3,  �����5  �����  1��2� ��9] ���$� ��� !�'�3।  +* �?�H0�'  -���  
1���  J��F  ��3�2�  ���$� !���।  �����  -�^ -�^ +�J�'  �J��� ���'�  ��&��M -��� ��%�� 
���� ।  ,�'  �����2�'  ��%�'  ��d>�3���।  ��%�'  ��d>�3  ��  ��� -��� -��"M !���।  
 

%�����  ��19  %����  �����5  ���$�  ���� �� ��^�'  �����'  ������, �� ����H�  
���3�।  !�&�� !�&�� ���H  59W��% 3��2 ������-  ����� �� �����  ��p�, ���X  ���@�- !��� ��� 
��'�3 ��� �� �D�। %�^ ���� 3��2 ������ �!� �$�� J�>�'� ����।  ��� ��>���  ���� & ��  
���!� !'���  ��  �!��*  1�����  �����  ��8�����- "�� ��9] !'��� ��d3��� � - ��i  ���\�� 
F��� F ���0� ���$D  ���*  ,���[ !�'�3।  *'��!'� -�2¥��  ������� �!��� 1�*��* "���* 
���H�  ���� v�%�B  1����'�3�- ���������� VV !�&�� "���� ���D  zP !�&�� "�� F�� 
���<�'�3- 1����'�3 ��� *��!��%�  %�  1�*�� &?D F ?k0D�� !�D���8।  
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���'�  ��&��� ���  ���� �J�'  ������ +� �6c��c�9  ��9��]� �k�D।  ,�06�'  ���H  ��  
�� �%!�', �� ��  
���� ���� ���� +2� ���* +�2� ,�����। ��>�� -?��< -!���  �3�2 �3�2 
��p�  -�  ���>2��  ��2��%! +� ����� �$��  +� ��� ��� �6�s  ��  ��� !��  !�&�� !�&�� �-
���।  ,�0  ��>1����  -���  �1��' ����� �����* *h�- -¶� ���� ��� ��'��  �*।  ��%�  
Jk!����� �%�� ��^�'  +��  �� ���  !��� %�'  +� ����9^ ��M�'  �����3 - �����  ����* 
��� �� %c�9D �����3 �� � ���  ��' �। �6D^ ��� ��<�E�<�  ��� �$  1��� �J�'  �� ��!��  
F ��N  �� �!�>12 ���'  ��<, �� �6�s�3, ��&�� ��  �  5�³  �J�3- ��� ���* �� �� ����।  
-���  -O�'  �%��  +��6���  ������� %�'  -3�<  ���'  ��< ���'� ���  !�f�f  n'�2�  
�6�s�3- +�F  ��� !�>2��  ����3 �- ����� ����� ���  ��� �C।  
 
    ����/0  ��>�<�' �$�� ��s���  !�'  ����������  ���� ������* ��-��� -� ��p����  + 
��9��]�  ��M�  ����� �����- ����� %!D  ����-��&� �/���� -O�!�� j�� ����3 ����।  
�����  1��2� ��&��  � ��&��*  !��9����  ����2 ����2 ���Z���  :  +����� ��^�  +�� �3�2 �3�2  
&��Z���  ���-J����  3��2�3��2  N� �����।  -��� %��* -��� Jk�! �]��0  !���।  1��2�� ��'� 
����2� ���D* ���  ���<�  ���� ���  ��'�2�  Z���  -F'�& N��  �����।  ��� &��� 
�����3���, �� !�6�J���  &��� 6�'  �!�  �3�<  ���������- �����  F��* !��9���� ���91��� Z��  
1����'�3- ��& �� �%�� +���  �%��� �!�� !�'�3 ��5 ��� ��� �!%�� &�� �- ��� �� 
���  *��!��%F !'��� �� F���  �$�  -� ��5  ����� �।  
 
   %ID�'  ?�� ��% ��% �E ���  
���  ����� ������� ��� ���� %/�  !���।  �%* ,$� 
N��  ����� +* ������ ���- N�� ����� �?�H��� -��< ��u ��, �s�I� �V��  ��19  �6��� 
����������  
����� �?�H�  ����3 +��  ��� ���C���!��  �·����� ������  ��'�3।  +* 
�$�2�  N�  -W^  !�'�3���- -�Y�F !���।  ���D  ��� ���H�C  �?�H��2  %�D  ���  
,���0�  !'�।  ��� ��*  ��<��  ��J���  %��� +����&��<  & �����F ��8����� -��� ��<��  
N� �����।  ��� ((2�� ���� -���  ��%�� %���� J���  �����  ��%� n'�2�' F��  n’��  f�����, 
+ ��%� +��2 ���������। ����2�� $���  n'�2� ��¸�F'������  ������।  ��¸�F'������  ��%� 
�$�� +�� n’& ��0��� ��� ��' �J���।  ��%��� ���9� �¹�����  *'��!'�-�2¥�-6�����  !��9�� 
���!��  ��������� �c����¦ n’& ��s���  �R%!�' ����  +���� %r�  ����  6c��u� !���।  
 
   ���������  ��%�'  a��� F��  ,$�� 6�s���  F��� X���� ?��� ����-,����Z���। �����  
a�����  �6D]��।  ��<��  �6��� a��� ?� �$�� �2�  ��� ����� (P �$�� VP �3� �'�%� %��  
���H��।  F  ��<��  +�& ��c F  +�& ���'�� �H90  �����  �����  
���, ��- ���� -� WN<-
��N�<� %���।  +�  & �� ?���]  +��2 �3� ���<��� ��p�� ���� a����' ����� ��� %���º 
��'�2।  ����� ��'��2� -J�' &����' ������ F� ��1 ��!����2��।  �1����  %��� ������, 
�%* ���@ ��N� !�<-�J�<Z��� @�� @�� ��� �<�3 & �����  !��� ���  ��*�����  J� ���'।  
����/0  -� %!D ����  �����।  ��%��  ��3�� �1���J��  ��$  ��>�<�'  ������ �% �k�D।  -<�  
!�'  �J�'�3���।  -�&� 6���  +%� ����  �� ��� %!D  ����3- �� ��J�  !�' �J���  �।  ��  
-�� ���H  !�' &}����!  
 
   ���������  ��<�  �$�� ���<�'  -%�� %�'  !X�7 F��  +�% $��� ��><���� F��� �����  
���<����  �%*  ����2 �����  ��| ��8�2� %���। ��<��  %��*�� �Y����  ���  ����  �f��  +� 
�&B�%� ����� F2� ��?  ������ ��5  ��� 5n9 &�� � ����F  ���� � ���F  F�� ��9�  ��  
�%����  ���@��� �1��  �����।  +� �09F  �����  &�� �$1  ��s���� �����  ��  �%���  ��� 
+�2� �$�F ��@��� � 
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�$��  ��@�� 1�*���  �। N� !��� ��9�  �����  -� ���'���2� ���>1� । �� �%���  �17��� ���  
����  ��J���  �������� ?� �� -Y��  +��  �<� �D����  ���'� !D�'।  ���� J���1 
(���C�����) !D�' �!'� ���।  ����F  ���� !D�'  ���� ?���। ��������� �� ���  E&�� +2� -�����  
�����  ���<��  ��8 ��* �� �����  ��9�  ��9���� �����0  ��<�� $���।  �1����  %���  
��� 
F 3�2  %]��� +� ��9� ��9�� %!D  ����  � ���� ��H2�'  ������ �J[� F���  %�9�� �J��3�  
�����2� ���'�  F�� E��< ���'  �<��।  +� ���$�� ��>�� ����/  ��>1 !�� �c�� �X��  ����  
����� �%* ����'  & ���2।  ����� �� �� ��� ?2 ?2  ��� �����'  �J��� F�� %��*।  
 
   �1����$ ���' �k�D ����3���- -� F�� ��� -��� ��%�'  a���  ��� �� �����- �%2�* 
�6���3���। ��%�'  ��'�3  -��� ?�2  �3��� ���<� ��- +�2� ��������  j����' ��� %ID� 
�$��*  ����� ����  �<�� N� ����3 -� ��>�  �1�� ���'  �<�3 �»���� ।  -��� 1���2  
��p�� ���D  �<�2 3�<� �3�2 ���2� +�&�� ��& ����� ���� �D�2��  �@�'�  �����  +��  
�� ��� +���  �� �'% �3�2�2�� F� ���'�  �����  ���'  �%* �1����$�2�� ��>< ����' ������।  
5�S�D  & ���� -��� ��%��  �J2 6�s���� %��$  %��$* ��d�< �J�'  ��3��  ��� 6��9 +>��� 
������2�� ��� �����।  �]�R  ��>�1 $����  ���� ��� �% �1��  ��� ���� !��।  ��  ?� �3�<  
���� ���&।  ��� ���R & ����  !���  ��� +6��� -��� ��0  $��� ��� ���।  ����� - �!�  
5�� ���'�¥�  ��� ������� �1��  ��।  ������  F�� ����� �।  
 
    - �!�  �� *��- F�� -� -�����  ��%�� ���� �J�  � ��। ��i %������ ��� -��� 
F* �1��� ��$*  ��% $�����।  ���  ��  F�� ��%�'  a��� ��<।  +6���* ���2� ���2 �J�।  
 
   ���� %����  5�X  �X� ��� ������ ��  ���'� ��&�� +����'  -� -��� $��� 5�1�  
'।  %��$  %��$  -X��  2��� ���'  n�2� �����  �X� ��� ���'�  ��&�� �$�� ����@�  ������  
����  ����  �����।  �����  ��$  ���'�  ��&���� ����<  ������  +����  J��<।  n& ������  
%��!� J��<��। F��  -���� $�����।  ���$�'  ����  �� ����  &���  1�*��।  �����  ?2�  
�����  &����� ��� &��� ������  �� + n& �k�2�  %�������।  ��� ��� �k�2�  !�*������ 
+����  J��< ���J�< ��� ���� �����'�3, ��v^  a����  �$ �����।  ��<�E�<  ��� F���  %�X�  
���1'  &��� ���� �।  ���  +����� ������  -� �D���� & ����R ���� 2!� ����।  
 
   %������  ���� ���� ���'�  ��&���� �2���  �%����� ��'���� %��$  ��><  ����'  
��&�� Z��  ����3  -&F  ��� �����  �!%�� ��F'�  ��'�। ����� �% �!%�� ��F'� ����  
��� �� &��। 
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������� %c� ����� 

���-���!�� ‘*���� !�’ -\��0�  F�� 
n�2 ,�����    

;��� -&�� (�F () ��¶'���,(UG� 

 
 


����� %�"����  ,$� nJ9 
*���� !� 

(�&
  ��I���) 
  

JD����&� 5}�C 3��� %2� !�'  N�'  �<�� �&�� -�� F ���  %s� �����, -_�� �5� 
F ��� �3�2 6�* &J[�$  ����&�  3�� ������h� �!��%। -� ?�� �� �$9�7   +�2�-��<2�� ���� 
N� !���  ��� !��������  -\�0।  �I���� ��� �1�� 3�2�3 ����2।  
'��\'  -�|' ��g� 6'��  
J&9� %�^  +����2� ,�b��।  ��{������  �� !�������  �?�� �����3  !�  +����।  ���� 
��J�3, �"�f 3�<�3  +� ���� -Z �����।  �����Z���  �% ��� &����  ���' a��� ?��� �6��� 
�<��* ?�� -Z 3�<�'  ��<�3।  �% -Z�  ���<�1��<, -%�����%! �� ��3�  ��!D�^ +��� 
������ -^� ��9] ���< 3����� !�' ����।  *����  !��� ����������  ���0��F  �����\�� 
,������ ���' ����।  
 

�¼  2 �¼�  -F'�& N�* �� ��@� ����।  ��i  ��6��� -Z  !��� %�^  ?�� ����  �� 
��� ����/0 -� F���  ��/  ,������  ��'� %=� !��।  -Z�� ����!�  ���� \��*  �!% �!%  
��� 3�<�'  �<�3।  +�%��£ !� F  ��X�J���  -Z j��  5X���  ��5 ��5 ���।  �����  ���  
%<��� ��^F j��3।  F��� �$�� �6�% -%�3  �k��D  �x0�����  ����H�  -�9��।  -�����  
5<�3  ��� ��  ���'�  ��%I��  ���%। +� ���1� �6d���  ������।   %��� J��  �� j��3   
j�] -Z�,  ����, �29�� �J�f, -� ��%� 
'��\'  -�|'��g�  %�o���  ��67% J&9 
��6��H���'��� &} ���'�3।  JD����&� 3��� F�� N�' -�3  1��& �k������  �c6c�� ��'।  ��$�� 
-�!�� 5��  ���'  ����2Z���  %� 5�<  ����।  ���� 2D����� �� �����2� �* ��2�3।  ����� +� 
��>��F J�<�' 3����  +��$�-F��$�  ?��� ��� J������ �/D  ���� �1��  ���3।  
 
   ��i ��5��* !���  ��3����3  ����� ����� �।  N��  �<���  !������� !���  �6���  
,���  ����, ���� %�!% ��'�।  �c�  �$�� +� ����J ��  ��� ��� 3��< ��'  @�>�� @�>�� ����2, 
������ �J���, �"�f, �29��, ���2। �1��  ��>���� -����  @���� ���'  2D��  +�% $�����  
������  ����<। N� !���  ���1�  ��_ �J����H90।  +� �_ +� -�J ��� �� ��* �����।  
 
   !X�7 �&����  �� !���  +* ,18  ��|����  -� ?c�9@�<�  ���� �J���Z���  -������  
���D  ��<  +� �� ���� : �c�9H9  ��0  ,��������� �����'  ��F'��  ��� �$ �*।  �k��D  �� 
F��� ��{������  �� �?�� ����3 %� ��� ���'।  
������ ������  ��!��  F�� -OE�� ���  
�!� ��9���'? �1��  �&�<� -e9  !�'  +���  �&�� -���।  !X�7 ��&���  �$�F  ��� �� �<���।  
 
   �k��D  ����� F  1������� �?�� ��'�3।  *����  !��� ��/0  ���� ���� ���  %<��� 
��^�� �� -Z ���J�'  ��'  !����� ���!�  �� ��^��%�  ���-���H ��N �k� ���� %��* ��>�1�  
�f�s�' 3�2�3�  !�� �6�� ���� -m�'�  -��'।  +�2� F�� %�%�'* ���, @< �k��  ������  
��� �!�� -� ��� 
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-�Y����  �����  !�'* �!��, *����  !�   �����  �1�����  +�2� ����� -m�। ���� �J��  
�����  &D  +2� %���/� �cJ9।  
 
   ��i  +��� �% �cJ9  �����  �/�  ���� ������  �।  ����  ��� ��� ���  ���'  ��>�1�  
�f�s�'�3�  ���� ���  ���* ��� $���<  �<���  
�����  ���� ���2�� ��� !��������  ����2 
���'।  +* ���  %<���  ��^ %��| *����  !���  ��3 ���2�� !���  Jk! ��/����  ���'�29�� । 
&�� Jk! ��/�  �<�� �2����  �$�%�%�  %���' ��| �3��।  
 
    �* -� ��/�  �s* ��>� &J7।  +� ��*�� �� ?�2 ��� -6�% *�s� �� ?2�� �� । 
���!��  ,�D/6��� ��*��� ��3��* %��$ ��� &�<� ,  ��* +* ��������  ��6��H�� %b��9  
�����  �c�9 ����* ��>� �3� �।  ��� T2�� ���� f��%�� %!%6���� -�n� �� ��>�  ?�� �����  
&D  +�2� ��� ���X�'�3��।  �� Jk!��/�  ��D��� �1d����  �� ����3�� +�2� ��3� !�� ����  
!'  -& ����।  +�  ����  -� 6���* ��>�  -�%�।  *�����D  ��'�& ��/� 1�� �J�'�3�� 
����� -m�'�  %I��। ��i ����* ���।  !��  ��/0 3����  ��'�3  ��/0  ��>���  ��F'�  
�� ���6�  ��'?  ��>���  ,�� ���'� ��'�3  � ��/����। +* ���'� ����* ���  ���� ��D��� 
�1d������ %������� ��>� ��������  ���'�29���।  
 
   ��^��%����  -�9��  �17���  -� �k��D  �x0�'  ������ N� �D� 6�s��� �1d����  
%��!���।  �<�� �2���  �$��  5�X  &����  ���'  ����� 1�*��  �� �D����।  ->��� 5X�� 
��D��� %��!�।  �� %�9��, + �� ��6��H��!  a��� J�� �� +� ��/%����। 1��3  ����1  ������ 
�19�।  
 
   ��/%���  1��3  �!�%������! ����% �6��&�7%�। �% �!������ +� &����!� *��!�%। 
��D���  �1d���� ������ ������ N��  -Z -� �J���Z��� �����!�  6'��  J&9।  
 
   �)��  ���19�  ��6��H���'  ���  �����  ��%� !���। ��i ��� f�����  � %�o���  
��,  
����  ����K ��J] ������ ���  �V���  ,6���� 
�J� &�����  �-��� �6��  !���।  �6��  !���  
+� �^  ����� ��!D�� ½�� J���� +� �k��D������। �^�R  ��6��H���'��� ��%� !���  �।  
��ª  ���������  *��!��%� &����!� !�D��B, ��u, �H90, ��|%����J, v�% -� ��D�1�� 
���<��  ��6��H���'  ��D��'�  +��  �$��* N�।  Z���J���  �$�� �J�3  *����  !�  +����'।  
 
   ��i %�ID  -* &���  ����3  !������� %�^�� ���। ���0  !�D��B �� 1����'�3 �� 
%�2�  &���� 1�'� ��W��%���।  ���  �6�� !��� %��$  %��$  ��>� ���@  ����� ��!D�� !�&�� !�&�� 
����  &�� ��>1����  ���J��  3�2�3  �!� �3�<  ����� -m�'�  %I�� ।  *����  !��  F  
-�����  ���� ����  ��>�3�3�  ����F  &����  ���J�� ����� ��>��� ����।  ���� !�������  
!���  ,���2 ?��  ���� �6�s -%��� ��3����  ���<�'�3, �c�D�� �&�H��  �� �1���  ��<�3  %� 
���2 ��' �J�3 -� ���� ���'�3  %��� ���� !�D�  ����3  ��9�6���।  
 
   +� ��>�� ��>�� n’1��& ��>�1 �J�3  �� ��d�� ���।  ��� ��>�1 �J�3  �����, �&�� 
-��, �5�, ���'��h�, JD����&� 3��� -m' ��'।  ��>�1 �J�3  -� +��2  �3��  -� !���   
+�2� ��/ �$��F। �% ���  &�<�'  �R%�< ��>�<�'  �3�  ��'���  �X%� ���'।  !������� ��  
���� ���' �����  ��* ���� ��>�2�'  �����  ��%�� ����� �3�  �।  ��>�1 �J�3 ��'�& !���  
��3� %����0  ��91������  ���'�29��� -O�J��  ���।  ���  %<��� ��^� ���%Y� 1b��  ��, 
��� �3�� �3���� ��'  -m' 
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��'�3�  +* %����0  ��91������  +��2  ?��, ���� ��� ?�� +�% -m'  �'  -��� n& 3��।  
�%* 3�� n&�� ?��� �6��� �3<�  ��>$�  ��� ���'  �a�� %������2�  ��&�' ��% ���2�'�3  1b�� 
��।  ���� n- n��� +�%�3�  !�������।  
 
   �&�B% ����3� 1b�� ���� ��5 -�3 ��� ������ ?��। 1b�� �� %6�'  5~�  ���'�3�  
� ��5 �*।  -���*  N��  !�������  ?�� a���  -� �����।  !'��� ������  �3���  �%�D��� 
����� ��, ��i F���* +�& �����D6��  ����3�  -��� �3��<� ������  ��f�2 !�'।  1b��  ��� 
����� ?��  ���!�  �$�� ����  ���J�'  �6��� -m' ��' ��>�1  �J�'�3�  -��� n& 3��।  ��i 
��>1�� ����� ��'�f9  &���।  1b�� ���'�  �1����  %��� ���� Z��  ��� !�D�  ��� �%�D��।  
 
    +* �k��D�  -��s  �$�� ���� ��>1���  ����* -J���  ��� ��6��H���'  *��!��%�  %�/�।  
�6��  �$�� 1b��  ��� ��� �����  �� ��0 ��-�� -�9
�  �6�% +���।  1b�� �� 6�����  
!��������  �����2 -!� ���� �� �k��D�  -�J ��H ����� �� ,�0 6��  �� f�� �f�� ���।  
1b��  ��� ¯�' �%  f��� %�<� ����� &D  -���  !�'  5X���।  ��' ��'  +�J�'  �J�  1b��  
��।  n��  +Z��* ������  �����  ������  ?� �$��  �� f�� �6�% -%�3।  
 
  1b��  �� ��&�  �X��  ��>�  ��� ����� 1�*���  F�� &����, �/�, -!� � �k�।  � F�� 
n’&�* &���� F �/�। F�� 1b��  ���� 1D������X�  �� �C -��2� �&�6 ��� ��� �������। 
��3�* ���� ������� ��� ���2।  1b��  �� ��@���  �k��'  F���  �&6  N���'  �J�3। ���2  ����  
����� 3��� ��i ��� ��F'��� �� ��� 1b�� �� F���? ��� ��� ��� �� �* !���� ���3।  1b��  
���  ���k¯�'  �D$�'  ���1< ���'  5X���। ��d�<�- ��d�< ��� 1b��  ��, ��� ����  ->1�  ����  
&��  �6�&�'  ���<�'  ���  ��&�� ��>� ���'।  
 

�%* �6�& ->1�  1��H  �f�� �J��  ,�0  +���  �3�� n�2��।  ����� 1b�� ��� %�!���D  
��&� �2� ��>� ��� �����'  3�2���  ������ n�1�� �J�।  ����� %�'  1b�� ��� 5�S��D  ��� 
�J� ��, ���� -�����  ��, J69����0�  ���'� �1�' F  -�  -� �!7 । ����  ��>�1 $�����   
����  ������  �$�  �� $���� ��।  1b��  ��,  &��   �%* �����  �3��Z��� -& ���$�', 
��� -�3।  

 

*���� !� �$�� ��W���D���'�  ���� �����* !��� ������� ���� �����। ����� 
����* �����'  �J�'�3�।  ������ �3�  ������� ��91���  ������  *5%��।  *5%��  ���� ������� 
@�>�  �X��  ���'  ������  ��� �6��� �3�  !������� �� �J���Z��  3�<�� �D^ �� +� 
!������� �u N��3�  *5%��, �������� %� 6�J �J'�। ��i  �6��  ����  !�������  +�%  �f�� 
������  *5%����। ��3�* �����  �, N��  ������ �� ��3�  ����� �3� ��q�2,���, 2�� %� ���� ���  
+�2�� �� +�2�।  

 

�D����2�  �� �D���2 �%J���2  ��'  �'।  %��� �'।  �'%� ����� ,A* 5�X  �।  ���� 
��', *5%����  ��� �[� +2� ��F, �[� F2� ��F �[�। �!��  ���<� -���� �� ���� -�� ��� 
*5%���� f����� �[� ���।  *����  !� !�D���B�  %��������  -��� %�/�  +* *5%��।  �6�� 
!��� %��$  %��$  �&�� -���� @�>� ���' ���'  �����  JD����&�  3�� �$��। @�>�  ���'  ���� 
�J�'  f� ��2� �6�s �J�  �5���।  �6�s f� ���'�  �J�3� �$�� %����J2� ����* �J�।  �5�  -� 
5�X  ��><��� ������ �।   
  

�5��� -����R  ����  ����* ��/����  ���'�29���� ���� -m'  ��।  ���0  �k��D  
1��9���� !��'�� �� F>7  ���� ��% ��'�3।  +�&�� &D  %��*�� ������ �� �k��D� ��§��9  
���� !��� 
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��� ��d�C��� �*।  �5� �%* ��!c��9  6�H06��� �k��D  ���� ���3�।  +� �x0�0�0�0��  �1�'  �k��D* 
�m'।  ��i !X�7  ��, ����, �3�2 6�*, ������  �$�  -� ��� 6��HD7 &���� �$�  �� !��* ��>1�� 
-��¾� -��� ��w !�'  5X���  ��� µ��'।  
 
   �% +� ��>1�� 1�'।  6�H06��� ��>1��  1�'।  &��2� +�  ��J�J� ��H  !�'  ���� 1��� 
��? -����  �$�� !��������  ���_ ��� �6�% +���  �5���। �k��D �� ��� %�[��2? ��� 
��>1�� ,'�%।  �5�  ��� 6�s� ��  �$�� /����  �C�C  ��!2��� J�<�' J�<�'  ���� ���� ��� 
��< �*�  ���  !�'  �<�� ��। ����  ���  �5���  �3�2 6�* ���'��h� �!��% F �&�� -��  
����  ������  ��� �5��� ��' ��' &�� *�K�'��  %��!���  ?��।  �%��� ��� !�����  
���!��  !��� ����9�  ���� �!�� fR ���9&�� %�!���D   ,�$��� �1��7%� F ���  !�%������ 6��9�  
�D�M� ��� !'।  +�� �k��D  -� &���� +� ¯�'  ������  ���!�  3�<�'  ��'�3 *����  !���  
1������।  
 
   �V��  ���19�  �6���  *����  !���  �����*  �k��  ��<  �%���*  ���� ��'  N��  ���।  

�����  �%��� �3�����  Z��  ��F'�  ���।   -� -����  ���'��  ��8��।  +��  �$��* N� 
!��� ���������  ��� !��������  ��67% ��� ���8� ���� N�।  
 
 
 
 
 

------------- 
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������� %c� ����� 

&J[�$  !��  ���-���!�� J0!�D�� F�� 
��'��2  ,�����    

;��� �c�9��� ��¶'���,(UG
� 

 
!�������� ����  &J[�$ !�!�������� ����  &J[�$ !�!�������� ����  &J[�$ !�!�������� ����  &J[�$ !�----((((    

�>�1���  �%* 6'��� ����  ��� +�2�� �>�1���  �%* 6'��� ����  ��� +�2�� �>�1���  �%* 6'��� ����  ��� +�2�� �>�1���  �%* 6'��� ����  ��� +�2�� (U (U (U (U ?�� �D��!��� �3��?�� �D��!��� �3��?�� �D��!��� �3��?�� �D��!��� �3��    
 

a��� ��W���D��'। &J[�$  !�।  %��69�% ���'�29��।  ����* �J�'��।  +� ���2 �D��!���  
+�2�� (U ?�� -O�J�� ��� �$�� ��� -O �/�  ����3।  ��&�� �/�  ����3  !�����  
���!��  ����9� !���� �$��।  �D��!��  ����9 nJ9I�'। ���@ ���@  ��� �� �I  !�' ���। ��$�  
�@� �@� �� �� �� ���।  5��'  �* ������।  ������ �J���Z��� �_।  ����H�  -�9��, ��[�� 
�_, %�* ��� ��� �6�% -%�3�।  
 

+�2� �� ��  ��3�  %�'  �]� �]� �D��!�� �$�� ��� ���� J��2��� ��9]  ��� ��� 
��� W�%- ,W�% ��'�3।  +� ��� ����  ��� �1��  ����3  �D��!����  ���!��� n�'�2���,  
�� �� ��67% !�D����� 1��3।  a��� ��W���D���'�  &J[�$  !���  %����0  %b��� m�  ����� 
Z! -��� ���3 �)��  ���19�  6'��  6'�� ����� ��6B�� �09� ���3��।  
 

��� +* nR
�¿� �����  +�& %�/� !�' �3��। �D��!���  ��� ���� a��� ��< 
�k��D�����  ���� �����0 �$�� ��&�� ���2� ���d���6��� �/�  ����3। ��� ����3  �)��  
��19  ���� ,�'  ((2�� ����  -�� ,�D�� �u��À�  �$�  ���'�  �/���&��M ��%� �$��  !�� 
����।  ���� !�����  %����� ���!��  �������  !����  N� ����।  ��^�' ��^�'  ���H  

�RÁc�96��� ������f ;���  ����3।  J��<Z���  /�,  J����  1��1�  ���3।  �$�  ��� ��%� 
�$�� ��^�'  ��  ��<���*  ����& -���� �&�B%  ���� -�� ���$�' ����।  -�� &J[�$  
!��  ��� N�  %��* -���� ���� ��H� ����।  ����, �!��� ��M�  ��� 5~`, ��  ���  %�'  
%����� ���!�  ����  ����। ��W���D��'  +����* !�� +���  ,�� �/DM�।  
 

-��  ���� �। m�  �����  Z! ����3, ����&�� �$� N�  -�� ��� 6' ���' ��*।  
6����� ���� !�� ���� �, !��  �� ��� 3��।  !��  ��M��� VP/GP & 3����  %��$  -��� 
-���  !�'�3।  �����  �$�  �6��  -�� !�� ��F'��  �%��] ����। ����  %��*  +�%��$  ����� 
-� ��>1��  %��* +�%��$  ��>1���।  F����� F 6��� ����  -��  ��&� ,�0  �/��� �������  �6��  
!��  ����।  
 

��� �� ����� ((2�।  1������� $� $��  6��। J��< �?�<� 1��1�  �I ।  ��� �^। ���@ 
���@  ��� �6�% -%�3  �c� �$��  JJ������  �Â�J� ‘‘&' �����, ���J��� �&�J�3- ���J���  
�&�J�3।’’  !���  3����  !���  �J�2  ��>�<�'  -�3।  %��* 6��%x]!  ����� ����  ��� �$� �*।  
%��* �&��  -����'  ���"^।  
 

-�� ������� ����M��  ���@�'  �����।  -��� �$�'  ��5 ��W�% �����  �।  ��* 
����  -�����  5�� !����  ���� ��� ���0  �*।  +� ,�'  �) & 3�� ���!�� ����� M�� 
-m'  ����  &D �7/0�7 !� �D�J  ����।  &�� � ���� +� ���$�'? %��D*  �� ����� !�� 
�����3��,  
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� !�������� ����!H9� !�D����8� ����� !�'�3��। -����� !�� ��� ���!� -\�0 ��� ��� 
%��< ���2�'। +� -�J* -��� 1������ �J���Z��� -F'�& �������।  
 

�%�� -��� ��*����� Z��� �_ N��। N��3��� ����J�, �29�� ����� F ���@ ���D  
2D���� ,18 �_। -����� ;%D ,����� -�J -��� ���� !�� �3��� ����� ���D ��5 ��5 !��� 
3��� 5X���, ��5 ��5 %��69�% ���'�29���, -��� ��5 ��5 ��&��� ���* -O�J�� ���� �1��  
���। -�� ��3�� ����� � �� ��D ���' %��69�% ���'�29���� ���� �J���।  
 

!����� ;%D�� �� !�� a��� ��<�3। -�� ������ ���� ,���2 �� �[ �[ ��� ��>&�3।  
-��� ��� Z��� �_ ��d>3����। -�� ��3�� ��� ���' ������। ���� ���� %��69�% ���'�29���� 
� �� ���� +�J�' �J���। !����� ;%D�� !�� a��� ��<�3। -�� ���� �D��!��� a��� ��<�। 
������ ;%D�� �[ �[  ��� ,���2 �� ��>&�3।   
    

!�� ���� �*। !� -\��0� -�J* ��nD7 ���J����J �3[ ��� ���'�3� F��। ���F  
����3��� 3����� ��� ��&' 5 ��% ���2 �<�, ���� ���� ,!�� �����, -��� ���� ��� ��'  
-%�। +� ���@* ��3 �$�� Z��� �_ ��� -%���। Z��� ��_ -��� �]� -O� ��>�� 5X���।  
+� ��� -�� �D��!��� a���। �� ��� ,�' (2�।  
 

�V�� ��19। %���� �6���� %c�9 5X���। -�� �D��!���। %����� �D��!��� $�����।  
%����� -��� ��� N�� �J���Z�� -� ����H�  -O��[� �6�% -%�3 �� +�%�3। �� J�<�' %ID� 
!���। -� ���� ��' �। (U ?�� �� -�� ,�0 !��� ��' ��^�' Z� Z� �� ��<�*। ��F'�� 
2����' ��2�~9�  ��� ���'�29��� ��*। ,��%� %�]�H 6��1���9�  ��%�'  -m'  �*।  
                                                                             

-;��� �c�9���, (V ��¶'���, (UG�  
 

!�������� ���� &J[�$ !�-� 
�!��% �F��� 

 
&J[�$ !�� ����^� !����� ;%D��� ����9� -\�0 N� !�' �)�� ��19 ��� %��< 

���2�'। 3���� ����!��� !�' �� ������ ����� -m' ��' ,�0 ��>1���� �1�� ����। �’& �� 
��>�� 3��� 5X��, ��5 ��5 ��&� ��/* -O�J�� ���� �1�� ����, n’+�& %��69�% 
���'�29���� ���� �J��। &J[�$ !�। $9 !�5&। �U � �/। ��/ n& 3�� $����। !���� F 
%��� ��%। �)�� ��19 %����� +�& ����$ +�%�3��। ����� ����� ����^�� �!�� !�������� 
$9 !�5�& -\�0 1����' ,$�* a����� �U � ��/।  
 

��&* �� ��� 5��M�। ����^�� ;%D�� +� �!�� !�� ���� ���� �� ���0� ����।  
��* %�� ��W��% ���� ��&��� ��2���* %��1�' ����� -m' �6���3��। ;%D�� ��&�� 
���' �J���। ����� ���� ���� +* �N ;%D��� �% �� 5 �% �% �� -Y! ����� Z! ����, 
!�� ��nD7 %�����! �I। ;%D�� %�19 ��*2 %��$ +��3���। ��&�� +��� ��>< ����' w�� ��� 
����। +��� E��< ���' �<��। +��� ;%D�� ��� +�2� �"�f 3��< ������। 
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���3 ��� ��5 ��>�1 ��'। w��� %��� F ��� ����$ ���� �J��। %����� ��� ��� +�% 
��� ��&* ��N��� $���' ,�0 ��%&9 ����। !������ J��' Z�� ���J�। ����J��� Z��� ��_ 
���F ��� n&�� %��$ ��< �J�'�3�� ���@�� ��i �"�f ��J��� ��� ���'। ��� ����O�6��� 
-!� !��। ����� Z! �����, �J�f 3��<* !����� ;%D�� �/ �$�� �����' �J�'�3��, ���� 
�6���3� %��* ��H। ��5 ����J��� Z�� +�� +� ���* �J�f 1��&9 ��>1�� �����। ��i 
���d���6��� ��>�1 �J�'�3�� !����। ��� �� ���' ���� ���' �C @��3�। ��&� ��&� 2�2�� 
��� ��C� ���� ��&* �1�� ��� $���� �1�'�3��। ��i ��� �C �I ���� ���� �। 

 
!���� ��% �/ ��!��� ������ ��� �I� %��� -� ��� ����$� �k���!। ��/ ��C� ���� 

�������� 5��' �*। �!�� !��'�� �� + ��/ �% ��/ ��>�& ��<���। ������� ���'�3 �������* 
!�D� ����3। !����� ����' ���cÃ। ��� �1�� ��C ���� ����� 5�\�। !���� !�' ��% ��'�3। 
�1]� ���3 !����, %��� F ��� ����$ +�� ������ 3����� ���1�' ���0��� �$�। ��� �1]� 
���3। ��* !����' ���� ���F �1]� ���3। !X�7 �� �<��� ��� ��/� �'�2 ��� 6�s�। �1�� 
���� !'��� ������� ���� �k��D���� �$�� +��$। 
  

�� ��H ���। !��� �6��� �J��� Z��� -F'�& ��� �J�3। !���� �1�� ����। ��*� 
���' ��1 ����। ��i ����� M� ���$�'। ���� ���� !���Z�< ���' +Z�� ��� ������� ����। 
���� ��� �� ���' �C @��3। ��� ��C� ��J ��� �J�3। ,�' ���� %��$ ���� ��� ������� ���� 
?��%� ���D -m' ���। +��� +��� �$�� ��� -� %���। ��19 %��� ��9] !���� + ��M�' 
���2�'�3��। 
  

%���� �����5 ���� �F'� !���। &�� ������ + ��$ ����� %�' ��9�k� !������ 
����� ��'। ��� !������ a��� ���f�D�� !�%������� ��' �J��। ��� ��'����� �1��7%�� �� 
!���� %�M !�' F�X। 
 

-;��� �c�9��� �z ��¶'���, (UG� 
 
 

!�������� ���� &J[�$ !�-z 
 

�)& 3���� ���D ��� +�& 3�<� ��5 +��� \�� �3��� �$�� �/� ���- 
!��� 3��� ��� 2��2��� ��C� ���� 

 
����� ����� %�*& �����' ��>< ����� !�। ��'�2� ��*। ,�� ��*� ��&। ����� 

‘‘�e� �e�’’ �_। ����J��� Z��। %��* +�%��$ E��< ���' �<��। ����� +�2� �<�1<� ��� 
�!� �k��D� !�� ���� §��9 ��� !�' �J��। -�� a��� ��W���D���'� &J[�$ !��� 3���� �$� 
���3। !����� ����^�� !��'�� �� �) �� ���19 ��H ���� !��� 3��� -m' "!0���� ��� 
��'�& 3���� +��6��� Z�� ��� !�D� ���। 
  

m� ����� Z! ���R ����^�� � �N��� ��8� k�D ���� %�D ��%, ��� F %���% ��%%! 
,�' &� �>�1��� 3�� !��� 3��� -m' ��' �3�� -O�/�� &D। +���� %���% 3�<� -� ��5 
F��� \�� �3��� �$�� �/� ���। ��� ����3 %���% +�2� ��>�2 ��>�2�। ����� %�*& �D�D��� 
%��$ ��� ��� �3����। ���� %��� ��3� ��>< ����� !���। ����� J�&9 5X��� ���� J�। %���� 
��� !�������� ����J��� Z���� @�@<� !�' �J�। !��� 3�� ��� 2��2��� ��C� ���� �*���। 
%���% 
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��>�2 ��>�2�, ��� ���� Z�� ���J�। ���J�3� ��� ��>��। ���F %���� %��$ E��< ���' �<�� �X� 
�k��� ����। 

�k��� ���3�� &��] 
  

�k��� ���3�� &��] %���%। -O�/�� &D -m' ��� �J�'F %��* �k��D� ����� -O%��90 ���; 
�k��D�� ��>�� ���� ����� �। ��i N�� ��>�1 ��'�3 ���। ��>�1 ��'�3 ��� +* ��9� !�D����8� 
&��] %�/� F ,�D/��9� �!%���। ����� ����, %����%� ��>��� ���% 5�< �J�3 ����J��� 
��C���� Z����। ������ ����' @��3� /� M�� J��'� �&��� �1�� ���F ��� �C �I ���� 
����3�� �। ��&� ������ 5� ��C ��� ����' ���cÃ !�' ��<�3��। 
 
 ��&� J��'� 2�2�� ��&� �C ������ ����' @��3 ��� @��3*। ��3���* �I !�� � ��� 
�C���, ��C� ��J ���3 �। �D��8& ��� ����� ��i �D��8& ���� �� ���'। ���� ����J -� 
J��'� �J�K 3�<� ��� -� ��3�* �*। ����J �3>�< 2����� 2����� ��� ����J� �3>Ä<� 2����� ���'* ��� 
;��� ���� �D��8&। 3���� 5�� %����� ��0��� �k���!। ,!��� �� ��� �&�J -�3 +��। 
��C� ����। !��� 3�� ��� ��C �6�% �J�3। 1������ ��� �@��। N�� �J���Z��� �_ F ����H� 
-�9��[� 3�<� -� ��3�* ���� ��' �। ����� ���* 1���3R �k��D� ���� ��% $���� 5�� ��� 
������ -%�3���, -��� ���� ��� �1���� %��� �6�% 5X� 6�< &���� ���� -%� 
¿ ��s 
����' !�&���� ���� �k��।  
 
 -3�< -3�< ��>�� �%%� �k�� ���'�� &���। �k��� ���3�� %���% !����' �����। 
!��� 3���� 5�� ���� 2D��। !X�7 ��� �1��� 5�' !�। %���% -� ���� � ��� ���� 2D��� 
a����। �V�� ��19 ������� F %������ ��� ���� 2D���* ��2��� -O�J�� ���। �G ����� 
���� 2D��� ��� $��� %=� !��� �। �G ������ �6���� ���� !��� ,�0 ��' ��� 6�' 6�' 
���� 3�� �$��। 
 
 +�J�' �J�� &J[�$ !��� 5~� ���W9� ��^�� ����। %���% 6�' �%�&� !�। !���Z�< ���' 
+Z����। ����� Z! �� �����5 ���� ���� �� ��� ���'2�� �$�� +����� ��^�' �����' 
-�%। %���%�� ������� ���� !F'�' %���% ,�0 ���� ����। ����� Z! ��� %���%�� ��' 
�1��7%�� &D a��� ���f�D�� ���& !�%������ ���' -�%। ����� 3���� ����' !�D� ����� 
���!� %����%� ��3 �$�� N��3।  

-;��� �c�9���, �) ��¶'���, (UG� 
 

!�������� ���� &J[�$ !�- �    
��!��%�� ���2 ��<�3� ��N��। �����H� ,!���� ��� ���� ��& �� ,�' -����    

�� ����� ��* ��>�� ��>< ����' Z�� ��� !���-    
 
 �V�� ��19 %��� ((2� !����� ;%D�� ) &�� ��� ��' +��� !��� �6���। ����� ���' 
���6[ �/, !��� 3��, ����Y� �$�� *�^�R ���/` ���Z��� ��' ���� ������। !��� ���X 
��@��� -�J 
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�$��* +��2 ����2 J�9 ���< ���� !�'�3�। ���Z��� �%��� ��' +��� ���2 1��� ��F'�� &D। +* 
) &��F �%��� ��' �J�। ����� �X� J��9� ���� ������� ��>< ����' Z�� �����। %��* %��$ 
%��$* ���2�' �<���। 
  

m� ����� Z! ���� �V�� ��19 %����� �$�। ��� ���� �D��!���। 
1�/  �����3 
����' !�D��B, ��67% �k�D। ��� ����3, +* ) &�� ���D ��� �����K ����� �1�� 
�����3। -� ��5�� �1� ��� ��/ %=� !'�। ����� +��� ��>< ����' w�� ���� �� !����� 
����� %��* 1�� �J� J��< !�>���'। 
  

!'� ���� -��� ����� ���� &�D* �J�। ���X� J��9� ���� �*��� -J�0� ,��0� �R,�0 
��!। !X�7 +* �k��� t� �$�� +�& ���� 5v9W��% ��d�< �����। ����� Z! ����, -�� §� 
������ +* 6�JD�� �D�C �����K ���। 
  

&�� *�K�'���� %D�����'f �D�����' ��� 3�� ��� ��<�3 ��� �����K ���। ��� 
-��� �V�� ��19 �6���� �$� ����। ��� �6��� !����� ;%D�� ��D��� ���L��' 6��1��9�� ��� 
��' -�% ���X। m� 6��1�9 !�� +�& !�5& �252�। +�%r�� ������'� +��2 ��/ $����। 
����� Z! �����3 !��� 3�� ���� ��' +�� ��� +�& ������ ���� ��� ��' -%���। 
���H�C �D��C� ���6cH�' ���� �$9 �m0�� ��91��� ��� �� !���। 
  

��D��� 6��1���9� ��� ����। ��&�� +�� ��� !���। ,!���� ����। ���� ������� ��2 
���' ���$ ����� ��*����� ��>2 ���' ����3�। ���� ,!�� । ���� �17��� ���3���, ���� ,!���� 
��w6��� %!D ���� � ���� �3�< ����� ������ ���3��। ��� ��� ,�$9� &������ ���� �3�< 
��F'�� &D। ������ �$��� ���� ��!��%�� ���2 �<�3���। ��N ;%D�� ,!��� ��w�� -��� 
���<�' ���। 
  

�����H� ,!���� ��� ���� �� ��& ,�' -���� !�' �J�'�3�� �� ������� ��* 
��� ��>< ����� !���। ����� �%* ����1� ����J��� �_। ���� ��& +���' �<�� �k��D� 
�����। ����� Z! ���� ��� �V�� ��19 ���X ������ �c&��� ,�D�� ���9�� a��� ��W���D���'� 
��9 ��6��J� ��D/ f{� J��Y 1� ����� �k���! �����3। ��� J� ���� �3�। ;%D�� ��>�� 5��< 
��� N*�' �����3� ���2 1��� ����� &D। 
 

-;��� �c�9���, �U ��¶'���, (UG�। 
 
 

‘‘&J[�$ !��� ���X �V�� ���19� %���� �� ��9§�9� 
�k�D �����3 -��� &���� �$�� �2���q�� ���J�' 

���6 �D�����' ��� ��� �����3’’- 
 
 ��� �2���� �D�����' ��� �����3 �)�� ���19�  !�D����8� ¯�'������ �k�D �%* 
�������� ,��d�� ��W���D���'� ��<7��d���� ��D��� fR c�� 5 �� %��$ ����H %�/�7���। 
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,A  : -�� �� �)�� ���19� !�D����8� 3�� �& !��� �����3��? 
 
5~�    : !D�> -�� &J[�$ !��� ���X �V�� ���19� %��� ���� �� ��9§�9� �k�D ?�2�3� ��� 3�� 

-��� ��%�� &���� �$�� �2���q�� �D�����' �����3���। 
 
,A  : + 3�� ������ &D �� -��� ��� �c�9����À� �3�, � +�� !X�7 ��� �� !F'���
    ���� ��'�3? 
 
5~� :  G* ��19 �s�I�� �%�!��F'��9� 5�D��� 6�H�0� �� �$��* -��� +�2� ���0� !�'�3� ��           

   +��� +�2� ����2 ��3� �����9 -%�� ����। ��* �� �$��* ���6[ %6�, ���6� ����,      
   ���/�6 ���3�, ���� ���3�, �D�����f *�D���� 3�� -�� ����� -�= ���। 

 
,A : �D������2 �� -��� �&
? 
 
5~� : �, F2� -����� ��W���D���'� �2���6� �6,�f,F, �2� �D�����। 3����� !���-���� 
   ��/� ����� &D ��W���D���' +�� ���� -��� �E �D����� F &�2� �x���� ��'�3 
 
,A : �D������2 -��� ���3 �����3�� ��? 
 
5~� : +� &��� ���� �J�� -���� -��� ��3�� *��!�% ���� !'। *��!�% �$�2� ���3 + 

&D �� +Z��� *��!��%� ����' ���� ���� 5�1�। G* ���19� �� -����� ��W���D���'� 
3�����J� ��3� �3�� +�% -���� ���, ‘‘%D�� -����� ��W���D���'� *�������� 
*�K�'���� ��6��J� �x���� ���' +��2 �'D����% ��� ;��� ���� !�� -�� F��� �$� 
+������ 5�<�' ���� ������ �। +� ��� F�� +��� �s�I� ��� ���&��� �!���� %��$ 
�$� �X� ��� -���� ��� ����8� ���<�� ��' �J��। -���� �s�I�� ��<�� +������ 
�6���� +� ,����¦ ��' ��F'� !���। -�� ,$�� �D����2�� Z�� ��2� 5���� ���� 
�����। ��� �6���� +�2� ��/ ��' ��F'�� ��� -�� ������ �%��� �%���� 5�� 
��& ��% ��'�3। ��@��� �s�I�। ��� f�� ;%'� &�� *%��� %��!� F ��> ���� 
��&5�S %��!�। 

 
-�� a��� �s�I��� %���� �����। 3���� -���� �s�I�� %��$ ���1' ����' 

���। ���F ������ ��>� %��$ -��� %�/�7 !�'�3�। ��� �%��� �$�� 5�X +�% -���� 
?��� +� ����0 ��' �J��। -��� ��>�� !�� ���� ��D] %]�9�0 ����, ‘‘c�� 5 � 
-���� �����2�� ;��� ��� ���� !��। -�� ����� ����' N�� +���� -��� �����%�� 
���3 ��3� ��� ���� 1�*। ���� -��' �$� ��F, ��6���* �!�� +�2� �����2�� -��� &D 
;��� �����। -�� ��H����� 6�H0 ���' ���।’’ �s�I�� �© �� -��� ���3 ��p� ��N� 
-������ -��J�' ��©� �� �� !���। +� ���* ��W���D���' +�% -����� ��<7 
��d�� ��6��J� �D�D ��/���� ���3 ���� �����। N� !� -����� ��&। ��6�J�' ,�� 
fR &E�� !�%! ,�' %�� ��/���* -���� %!����J�� ���� ��J�� U �� ��& ���� 
�� ��H !� -����� �����2��। +� /��� �� ��C �3� ,�' %��� ���������D���। �29 
F�'�6 +� �_ ��� ���। ���!�� ����9� %��' +� �D�!�� -�%�। +* %��$* -��� ��$�' 
���0� +�, ��� ��� !�D���8, ��|%����J �� �J���Z�� !' �� !�� �� -�� �D�����' ���� 
����। +�� �% �$��* �D������2 -��� %��$ ������। 
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,A : -�� �� 3�� ����� N� ���? 
 
5~� : ���� ?���� ���@ !X�7 ���2 �_ N� -����� %���� ?�� �6�s ��'। ���D -��� 

�� ��2� Z�� ��*�। -�� �6���3��� �� -�J� ��* !'� 3������� 6' 
������� &D ��>�� Z�� ��� !��। �$�� -����� ��W���D���'� �3���� -����� 
���9� F %!����J��' �� %�^ !�� ����� ;��� ���3� ���* n’+�2� !'� 
���Á���� !�'�3। %��� ���2� +�2� -���� ���D ��2����। &���� ���' ���@ 
���@ &J[�$ !��� ���� �������। ��i %�" +����2� -�J �$��* ��nD7 ��* 
���2 ��'��� �I�����[ �3�। ���� &J[�$ !��� +����' �� !��� ��3�* ����� 
������ �। N�� �J���Z��� �_ N�3���। ��i §� ��@�� ������ �� F��� 
n��/* +�2� �3�2���2� �<�* !��। %��$ %��$ -��� �D�����2�� �$� �� ��< 
�J�। ���/� ���� ��J��� �� %��� !�� -� ��������� -�� 3�� ����� 
����। 

 
,A : -�� �� �D����� ��%�'�3�� �� �� ��*�� �$�� ���� ����� �? 
5~�  : +�6��� �D����� �%� !�'�3� �� ��*�� �$�� ���@�� ��� 5��' �*। ���0 

��9�� -<��� +� 6��� �%� !�'�3� �� N�� �D������ ��� ��� ��� �3�। ����� 
�D�����2� ����� ���< ���' ���<� �3�। -����� &����Z��� +�6��� ;��� �� 
�I ���� ���F ��¥� ���� ��3�2� ��>� �$�� ��'। : ��>� ���' �D������ ���2� 
��*�� ��� ��� ������। 

 
,A : �D����� 1��� ��� ��? 
5~� : %��� G2� �$�� T2�� ��D��9� %��'। &���� ���' �/D ����� �� &J[�$ !���        

%���� ���X ��3� �3���� ��� ��*�� -� !�� +�� ������� ��*� ��>< �� 
!�'�3, ��* -��� %�Y! �&�J ��'। +�� -�� �D����� � ���। -����� 
�D������2� +�2� ����H Z0 +* ��, +�� ��*�\���� ���' +�* %��$ �_ ���� 
���� ��'। ��* -�� �2��� %��$ ��*�\���� ���J ����' �D����� 1��� �����। 
��3�/�0� ���D* ������ �� �3��Z����� +� ����3 Z�� ��� !�� F +�& 
+�& ��� ��< ����। ��� �%��� -��� !��� �6��� 1�� �J�। -�� 6����� 
-��� �����' -%�� !'� ��3� %�' ��J��। ��* +* ��>�� -�� �2�2� ?����' 
-��� �2���6� �%�2� %��$ ���J�' 3�� ����� ��J��� �� �X�6��� 5�X�3 ���। 
+2� ��H ����* -��� &���� ���' �����' ������ ��, -��� ��3�%��D� 
������ ��� ��' +�%�3। -��� ��* ��� ��>< ��� !��। -�� �� �c��9� 
����� �2�2� ���3 ���� ��� 5�� -��� 3�� ����� N� �����। 
 

,A : -�� �c��9� ����� 3��2�� �2� �� ���3 �����? 
5~� : -��� �� !��� -��� -�J� 3���� %���3� 6����6��� -�%�। -� �� 3�� 

����� �J�' -�� !'� -��� ¯�'§�9� �k�D ��� ����� ����। -� !���� ���3 
-��� �2� �3� �। ���2 �$� -�� : %�^ �k�D ���� �!���!� B� !����' ��J��� 
�� !�' �J���। -&F nR� ��� ��� -�� �� �2�� 3�� ����� ������ ��!�� 
�� 6���� !���। n�2� �k�D ���� -��� �2��� ;�?9D ���< ���। ��i �� +� ��3� 
�1]� ���� %�' �3� �। �� �!�� �L��' ����� ��*� ������ +�& ���<� 
���<F'��� ���� ��'�3। �% ��% ��< !�� �&�< ��� /�� 1�*�3। -��� �� 
!��� �% ��� ���< �����' ���@��� �1�'�3� �� 
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�% ��%���। ��i ��9� ��� ���!� ��� ��� �$�* N�� 1�'�। ���� Z�� ��� 
���� !�। ���X� ��� �$9�7 �c�9���W9 ��� ���!� +�2� ��>�� ����' 3�5� ����3�। 
�%��� ����3���, F�� �1'��� ��% ���'�& 1� ���� -� !��% ����%� F -Y 
5 ��% ���2 �<�3। 
 

,A : ����Z����� !��� �6�� �$�� ��6��� -� !���? 
5~�  : ������� -��� �1���� %��� ���� !�'�3 F ����� ����� 3�� -��� �D�����'  

��'�3। ����� ���' ,$�� !��� �6�� �$�� �k���! ��� ��� -� !���। 
�k���!Z�� +� %� +� &�'J�' &�� ��� !���। +�� F����� ���' ������� ��& 
������ ��� -��� F�����* ��*� ��>< ����' +� %����� Z�� ��� !�D� ��� 
!�'�3। �� !���  +�2� ��� ��< ����। 
 

,A : &�� ��� �k����!� %��D� ���� -��� ���0�' ��Z��� !�� ��� �� !�'�3�? 
5~� : -��� �� !' ,�' GP/TP &�� �k���! +� &�'J�' &�� ��� !�'�3�। 
 
,A : -��� �� �� !' �� FZ��� %�* 3����� �k���!? 
5~� : -��� �� !' 3�� 3�<�F !��� ����, �����'�, �����19 +�����F +�* %��$ Z�� 

��� !�'�3। ��� ��� 6���� ���<�1��< ��� �'%� ���� -��� �� !' ���� 
3����� �J� �!%��� !�� $���3�।  

 
,A : -�� �� �����3 �� ��5�� Z�� � ��� �3�< ��'� !�'�3? 
5~� : � ��� ��*� ��>< ������ ��� �� �� �%��2�� Z�� ���� ���9� ��'� !��� �% 

�� ��3� ��� ���%���� ���� ��!c��9� &D �����' �3� +* ��>�� n’& ���� 
%��� t� ��� �k���! Z��� ���D N�' �<�। -� ����Z����� Z�� ��� ���� 
!���। Z�� ��� �� �� �%��� %��* ��'� ?��� &D +���� �3�< 1�� �J� 
�%* ��>�� : n’& 5�X ,�0 6�' ������ ��J���। ����9����� ����� +�& 
-��� ��%�' +�% -m' ��'�3�। �% +�& 3���� ����$ �!%��� !�� $���3�। 
a���' +�%�3� 1����� *����65 ����। 
 

,A : -�� �� -��� *�� �� %� 3�� ����� �����3��? 
5~� : �, -�� -�J* ����3 �� -�� �$�� �$�� ����3���, ���3 �2� �����' ��'। ��* 

-�� %� 3�� ����� ����� ��� -���F 6�H0 nR� !��। ���0 ��� �� 
����f�&�� ���' %� ���Z����� �X�� J��9 ���� !��� �% 3�� -�� ����� ����। 
��0 F�� ��3�/�0� &�D 1�� ����� ����* -��� �������� %�%D��� &���� 
����~�� �$� �1]� ���  -���� ��%� �3�< 1�� ���� !�'�3�। 

 
,A : -�� �� �2� %��$ ��� ��' �J�'�3��? 
5~� : � -�� %��$ �'�2� -��� ������ @�>�� ��� �� ��� ��%�'* �� %!���� ���� 

��*। -� + ?2� -��� g� 3�<� -� ��5 &�� �। ��*�� ��' �J�� !'��� 
����* �&� ���� +�� -&�� +* �c�D�� ���� -�� �����%�� %��� ��� 
���� ������ �। 
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,A : -�� �� +* �2� %��� %��� ,��� ����? 
5~� ��� 1������ ' ��% ,���� ,����!c��9 -��� -���� ���D ���2�3। �� �� 

�&� ����। �� -�� ��� ��< ��* �� �� +2� +�% ��' ��'। +�� ���%� 
�x0�' -�� 6�J�3���। ���!�� ��� 
��� !��� ��� (G* �f�%r�-+� ���� -�� 
-�^ -�^ ,��� ����� -��� +* �J�� ������ �$� +�� �/z �� ���* +2� 
-�� %��*�� &����� F ��'��� ��� -����� ��W���D���'� 3��, ��/� F 
�D�D��� +2� �������। + ��� N� ��� ������ %������� -��� ���3 �E 
2���� �����' +* ������ ���&�� ��� �$9�7 -%� �2� 1�*��। 

 
,A : -�� �� ���& !��? 
5~� : -��� ���& !��� ,A F�X �। ����&�� ��� -�� !����� �%2� -��� ����� &D 
  ����2 /�� !��। 
 

a��� ��W���D��' : ��9���� +� ��D�' 
  
 ������ ��% %]��� ���� ���� ���D�� ��� %����� 1\ F ����� ��"!���6� 
%!���J��� �� �D��� 1\��] ��` !' ��� �D�� ���9 a��� ��W���D���'� ��/� ��9��। �)�� 
��19 ����� ���91��� !�D� �$�� N� ��� ��'� ��9��' +* ��9�� %�?�2� !' +�� \��* �� +� 
%�%�!� �� ��6 ���। ��� ��W���D���'� 
��� �1]�� ��%��� F ��� %������ ���H������������� 
,���2 ��/� ����� ���H��� ���� !' F ��H -?��� �f�%r��� ��@����@ ����� %��*�� !�D� 
���� +� ����À� ��� !'। 
 
 ��i ��� ��3�%��D� ��/� -�J* ����D�J ���' F ��� ���!�� -���� ���&' ���0 
+* �!� ����À�� �������H ��� ���9��� !'। a��� ��W���D���'� ��/� ��9���� +��2 �1� 
��1 ��F'� �J�। 
 
 ��19-+�,�� ����� !�D� ��� !'। (UG( %���� �V�� ��19 F ��� ��3����3 %��' ����� 
!�D� ��� !�'�3� ���� !��- (। fR J��Y 1� ���, (��9), �। ��D/ +, +, +� ���h��� 
(%��D��·) z। fR �&D����9' Z!X������ (*���&�), �। fR �&��� �!�� �� (�k�~�� ��B�), )। 
&�� +, �������� (6c���D�), V। &�� ����� -�� (���), G। &�� +, -�, ��, ����� (���$9 
���D�), T। m� ���L��' 6��1��9 (���� ���$9 ���D�), U। &�� +�, %���� -�� (��/� J��H0�), 
(P। &�� +�, +, %���� (��/� F J��H0�)। 
 

1����� �$�� ����^ 
 
 ����^�� !�������� ��'�& ��/��� 1����� �$�� ����^ ���। ���� !��- (। fR +, 
��, +�, !����� �! (*%���� *��!�%) �। fR +���� !� (�����)। a��� ��W���D���'� �%�8���2� 
%�%D�� �$�� ��!qk� !-(। fR +���� !�, F �। fR �����-*-����। ������� �"���� ��� !' F 
��� !�&��, �L��' ��&����� ���M� ��Ff�£5 ��& F a��� �%Å�� �&�� ���� !' ���� !��- (। 
fR -��� ��'� (*��!�%-), �। &�� ������ *%��� (�����), z। &�� -!%��� !� (*���&�), �। 
&�� %��5�S (%��& ��B�), )। &�� ��!n �! (��), V। &�� ����n� !�%� (*���&�)। 
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����� ����� �"����� ����'�� &��� ��� !' ��i -O�J�� ��� �$�� ��� �D�J ��� 
��>�1 ���� !�� (। fR -!�� ���� (�����), �। fR F'��&5� �!��। ����� ���9� %b�~ 
���&'��� ��0%! (� �3� %m� �����8 ��' !'। (। &�� -�n� ��h�� (��Æ ��B�), �। fR 
���&���� -!�� �1d���� (��Æ ��B�), z। fR %��F'�� ������ (*���&�)। 
  

1����� �$�� ����^ F -2� ����� -��� ,�` (। fR ���!�o� ���h��� (�����)। 
  

������� %�����6��� %���� ��� ��'� !'। (। ��D/ ���� �1d���� (�����), �। fR ����� 
*w�!�� (�����), z। fR �%��&�� *%��� �1d���� (*���&�), �� %�^ !�5% �252��� �&��� &D 
�D������ �F'� !' (। &�� �J'�%5�S -!�� (�!�% !�), �। &�� &E�� !� (�!�% 
!�)। 

 
(�* �f�%r� -� ��� ��k9� �k� !�' ���� �!� !- (। ��D/ ���� �1d���� (�����), �। 

&�� �����h� !�'��� �1d���� (�����), z। &�� -��'�� ���� �। fR -��� ���'� (*��!�%), )। 
��R %�]�H 6��1��9 (*��!�%), V। &�� �J'�%5�S -!�� (*��!�%), G। &�� ����n� !�%� 
(*���&�), fR �'&�� �!� (��/� F J��H0�)। 
 

-� ��� ����� ��>�& ��'�- (। fR ����� *w�!�� (�����), �। fR �%��&�� *%��� �1d���� 
(*���&�), z। &�� -!%��� !� (*���&�), �। &�� %��5�S (%��&��B�), )। fR ���h��� 
��' (6c�J��), V। &�� ��!n �! (���), G। &�� F'���� -!�� (�����), T। fR -���� -!�� 
(��/� F J��H�), U। &�� &E�� !� (��9), (P। fR +% *%��� (*R *��!�%), ((। fR ���� 
(��/� F J��H0�)। +��� ��%I� ��� 3�<�F +��� 5�� !����� ,��0 ��F'� ��' -� ��� %�%D 
-%����h��� ���� f�*����। (�c�9��� (( * &��'��� (UG�)। -�-��� -��� ����� ���>& 
����3�, ���� !��- (�। &�� -�n� !�* (��9), (z। fR +�, -�, ������ (*, *���!�%), (�। 
&�� ������ *%��� (�����), ()। fR ����� �!��% (6c�·) *�D���। 

 
��>�� ��� �D�J ���- 

 
(। fR %���'�� ������ (*���&� �। fR -�%�� �!�� (�$9���), z। &�� �!�� �%��!� 

(�$9���), �। fR F'��!n� !� (�$9���), )। fR ���&���� -!��� �1d���� (��Æ ��B�), V। fR +, 
��, +� !����� �! (*, *��!�%), G। fR �&' ��' (���$9 ���D�), T। &�� c� ���!o� ��'� (��Æ 
��B�), U। fR �����'� �!��% (���$9 ���D�), (P।। fR �& �� �!�� �� (��Æ ��B�), ((। &�� 
-�n� ��[� �1d���� (���&D), (�। ���%% %����� %�F'�� -�� (�^·), (z। &�� &'�� 
-��� (��Æ ��B�), (�। ���%% ���&'� �� -�� (*���&�), ()। fR F'��&5� �!�� (��/� F 
J��H0�), (V। fR �F� &�!� (��Æ ��B�), (G। fR &E�� -��'�� (���� ���$9 ���D�), (T। m� 
&'����� %���&� ( ���$9 ���D�), (U। m� nJ9���% 6��1��9 (���0&D) , �P। fR + �2 ������ �!�� 
(��Æ ��B�), �(। m� ��J��� �% (%��& ��B�) F -��� ����। 

;��� �����, T ��¶'��� (UG�। 
�>�1�� ���19 &J[�$ !��� �%* 6'�� ����� �k�� 

 

\ ���� ��K ��� \ 
 

+��~��� �>�1�� ��19 ���2� �$� 6����* -��� J��' ��>2� F�X। ,�� �3� ��19 ���% -�% 
-� �� ��< �>�1�� ���19� �%* 6'�� ����2� �$�। a��� ��W���D���'� &J[�$ !��� 5�� ���  
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���!�� ��9� !����� -�� +�& ,�D/ %�/�। +�F ���@ ���@ ��W�% !' �। +�� %��D, � 
¿, 
� ��� �?���� ���D �% %�'2� ���2�'�3। -�� $����� &J[�$ !��� ��/0 6��� �L���, �z) � 
��/। ���19� N���* a��� �!� 5~` �3�। ?2� ,��! ��� Ç� J���� +Z���। %���� ?�� �$�� 
5�X* ���H �� �� ��� ����� &D 5}�� !�' $�����। �!�� �� ��� &À�-�À�� ���D : 
���2F J�<�' �����। -��F %�^ �� ���2�, �D���f ���3� ��� ��� ((2�� ���� !�� ������। 
���' ?����' ��<�3��� �À/�0� ���D। !X�7 ��$�� ��3����3 ������ +� ���2 ��_ ?�� �6�� �J�। 
%&�J !�'* N� 1����9�� N�� JJ������ 2� 2� �� �_ -� ���@ ���@ �% �_�� 3���' Z� Z� 
Z�� �_ +�� ���� ���X� ��>�� ��>�� 5X�3�। �� !��� !��� ���� ���� ���@ +/��0 �6�� 
�<��। +� �J���Z��� �_ &��� N��, �À�F ���� �����। +* ��M�� ���D ��< ,$�� +�2� 
?���<�' �J���। �� ��� ����� ��@�� �� !���। %�X� ��3� �M� ���� � ���� �� �$�� �����' 
�<���। ��' ��' ��/0 ����� �%�< ���' �� ���' 5X���। �%��� �%>�<� ���3 -��� ��'�& 
3�� &�<� !�'�3� -�J*। %������ ��>&���। ������ �� ���� �%>�<� ���3 ��� �� ���� ��। 
%���� �3� -����� !��� %!-%b���। ��� N��3 �% Z��Z��� N���* ��* ����� (5~� 6�)-
+ 1�� �J�'�3� +�� �%��� ���� �J�3। ��5 ��5 3��� FX�� �$� ����� -����। ��i ����� ��3 
�$�� -�� �� ���� ����Y� ���' ��' ��' 5~� ���� ���� F ��$���� ���3 �J���। ���� 5~� 
��<�� %�^ -��� �6���। ����2��� !�� a��� 2�19� -����� 3����� ��>�& ��>�& ��� ��� +� 
%���� ���X �!�� ������ ���3 Z�� ��� ����3। +� +�2� w�� ��'�� ���3 -� �17��� ��� 
��Z�� ��&� ,�0 ��H �W�% �D�J ���3�। ��5 ��d�< ������ �1� ����* ���� �% ��M�' Z�� 
��� ����3। +�F 6���� ���� � + �k�D +��� ��^� F &��], ���F �� !' 
¿। ���@ ���@ 
������ 5�� 6��� ������ �J����H90 !��। ��� ����� M�� -Z ���J�' ����। +� %�' 
+�%r��� %��� f�*�� !��2 j��� ������। 5~� ��<�� ��'��2 ��<�� ��'��2 ���F -Z 
������। ���@ ���@ 5�� �$�� ��1 %��& F ��� ��-+� -���� �J��� ���� ����3। �� 1����9� 
-������ !�' 5X�3�। -� �%* -����� ���� �J� 5~� ��<�� %���� ���X �� �� ����2��� 
����J� F 6��� ������ �J���Z�� �H90 ���3 ���91���। +� %�' ������ +� +��2 J��<� �!� 
�!f ��*2 �I ��� �$�� ����। ���/0 �$�� -��� 1�� ����। %=��R ���� ��� �X� �X� Z�� 
!�� ���, ���H ���3 ���। !X�7 +� %��' ���� �J��� %���� �! !��� ��� �$�� �P/)P & 
����2��� ��/0 ��<�� ?��� ���� +��� +�� ��&� �6�� ����� ?�� a���। ����� ?��� -��� &�� 
+�� +��������< &���� ����2� 5�� Z�� 3�<�� ��J���। ��'�& 1�7��� ��� ���� �J��� ��@�� 
������। +� %�' ��/0 ��<�� �����'� �,'�$�� ���' �����' +��� ����J��� ����। ��>�� ���' 
��* �J2 ������ ��� ���' �����' a��� �<��� !��� ���D। �� -� -�� ����2������ ����� 
������� � -�� ,$�� ����� F �%�� �$�� &���� �����' �� ���� ���09�� �J��� F N�' 
�����। �%��� ��'��2 ��� J�3 �3�। +��2 ���2� f�� (����) ���9��� ���3 ��' �3�। +���� 
6����� J��3 5�X। ��H ��9] J��3 � 5�X ���9��* N�' $�����। !��� ��D �� N�� Z��� �_ -� 
1�7��� ��� �����। +����, ������ ��� +6��� F�� �� ���' 5X� ��@���। +� %�' -��� 
���3* ��'��2 Z��� �_ !�। -��� ��$� �%�&� ��'���� ������ ���� +�2� ���� �J�s��� N�� 
�����। -�� �� 6���3 �� -���� �%�� �$�� ��� ��� ��' -�%। ��i -���� F�� ����� 
��@�� ������। ��@��� F�� ��� �J�। �1 �$�� ‘����‘ ��� f�� ���। +�& ;%D %�<� ���' 
��d�< ��� �J�। ��6��� �3��� �%6��� N�' $����� ��3� %�' । +� %�' ���9� �$�� 5�X -��� 
����� a����� +�� �%�� �$�� 5~� ��<�, ��� %���� 
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��X F %���� �! !��� �� ��� ����  ����� �%��� ��8����� ����� ��J��� -� �� +�% 
-���� ��� ��' Z�� ���� �%* ��!c�9 Z�� ��J���। +� %�' ���� �J��� %���� �! !��� ���� 
-Z। %���� �! !��� ��/0 �c�9 ����0� �< +��2 J��3F -Z j��� ������। ���@ ���@ 5~� 
��<�� ���� ����� -��� ��� !�' 5X�3�। -� ��@�� ����3��� : ����� ���$�F -Z ���J�'�3 
��� �%���। ��*��� ���� !��� ���DF 1�� %�^ ��� �J���Z�� -� -Z। 
  

+� %�' ��� +����� -&��� �_ N�� �����। ��3�/�0� ��D -��� ��'����� 
-&� ���� �J�। �� !��� -&��� +� ��0 %�� +� ��H¤ %�� -� ����� �� N��। 
�J���Z��� �_ !X�7 �I !�' �J��� ��i �I �3� ��!c��9� &D ���। -��� 1�� �J���Z�� ��������। 
�6���� ���� ��*�� �����5 &���� �?�H0� N���। �� 6����� ���� !�� ���� !' +� ���91��� 
-� ����� �। ��i +�2� �%9� !�' ����* ���� �J��� +��� �%��� �����' $��� 3����� ��� +� 
Z�� ���3। �� ����� � ��' -���� +6���* ��$� �1� ��� ������ ��D ��% �*���। 
  

���� !�। +� %�' -��� ��3����3 ����Y�' ����� �$� N�� �����। 3���� �$� ���3 
�� ���� !�' -�� ������ ��&� ���� ������। �����' ���� �%>�< ��$�' ���� J� ��� ��� 
����2��� ��>�<�' -�3 -� ��'�& 3�� +��2 ��� ������ ��� ������ �1�� ���3। ���� -��� 
��$�� ���3 ��F'���� F���� �� �J�s���� +2� ���* ���। +�� �% -� ��5 ', -����� !��� 
�����'�, %��� �,' �,'�$ ��। ��>�� ���' ����J��� ���� %� �$ ���� ��' ���� ��!c��9 +��� 
Z�� ��� ���� �J�3। -��F -� �Èk�� ����� �। 
  

-����F ���� !��� ���। �� ��� �$�� ������, �%�� �$�� +���� ��/0 ����� 6��� 
�J*2 ���' �D����� (+� ��2� %������ ���� F2� �3� D���� �D��� �� ����^�) 5~� ���� 
��' ������। -��� ��� &�<� ��� !��� �%���। F��� -����� �%�� ���9� ��� +�& ��� 
�%�।  
  

�� �3��� -��� ��'�& 3��, ��'�& ����, ��É� ��'�& �����'� J'���$� n* 
�3�� ���� F ��� �< 6�*, -� %��* �3� %�*���। ���Z��� ��� �?�� -��� %��* ��%�3���। 
%�*���Z��� ����� 6�H�' ����2������ ���3 ������ ���3� F��� �3�< ��'�� &D। ���3� F�� 
������ '। %������ F��� �� ���H? +�& ����2��� F��� -���� !�' �%�� ����� -����� ��3 
�$��। F��� ��' ��'�& ����2��� �%�&� 5~� ��<� ���X 1�� �J���। 6����� F��� �3�< ����। 
-����� -��� : ���Z��� �! ���� -��� ���। ���Z�� ��' +D��%��£� %���� ��^� ���' 
�%�&� �c�9 ����� �J�2� ��*�� 1�� �J���। �J�2� ��*�� ��/0 ���� +��2 �< J��3� �J�<�' &�<� 
����� ���Z���। +* %�' -����� %��$ ,�' %��%��D� ����2��� �3�। +�� ���� %��* �3� 
-���� ��g %�h�। F��� ���' ����2����� ��><���� ���/0। +�& �%J���2  ��� ��� ��� 
%��*��। -����� ��5 ��%, ��5 N�' $�����। -��F ��� !�' �3��� J��3� ����<� 5��। 
+Ä*��� ��� �%��� -����� 5�S��D ��m� F ��$D 6�H�' \��J� J���J��� ���3�। ����2� ��@�� 
����3��� ���� ��@���, ����! �������� 
��� ����' �����; �� ������ &' �����। ��� ���&���F 
�������� 
��� ����' �����। -��� �� �Â�� J���J��� �������। + %�' +��2 J�<�� �!� ��% 
����%9� ��� �$�� +�% F��� $���। -����� %��$� ����2���� +�& %���� +��2 &���� ���3 
�J���। ���� ��3� ���9� ��'� !��� ��@���। 
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 �%�� �$�� -����� ��'��2 6��J 6�J ��� ���6[ ���� ��' �J��� ��� ��' -��। 
-����� ����2�� ��' �J��� fR Z! X������ �� ���'�29��� $���� �%* ����। �%* �����-+� 
�%>�<� ���3 ���Z�� ��� ��< �3�, �%>�<� ���3 +� Z�� ����3 ���@� �J�। +��2 ��� ������ 
%��� ��&��� ��K��� ���, ��$�' 2���, ����� �1!���। �%�� �$�� ��' �J��� ������, ����� F 
1�����' ��� ��' -��। ,���2 ���' F�� ���>& ���� ��� &���� ,�0� -�3 ���। -� ��>&�3� 
���� �������, ?�<, �%����� *�D���। 1�����' +��2 ��� a���� ����3� �। ���0 ���� ��&�  
�I �3� �6�� �$��। ��&� F�� �6�s ����। a��� ��5��* ��F'� �J� �। ���Z�� +�������� 
���<-�1��<, ��3���� 3�<� ��3�* �3� � �%���। +�&�� 3��� 5�X ����� ����� F 
��� 
������ ����� ����� ���। ����� ����' -�� ����2������ +�& ��' ���� �%Z���। 
-����� ��1 ���� ���। ��1 ����� -���। �%>�<� ���3� ���Z�� ��� ���। ��� ��� 
��^�' -�J* &�� ��� �3�। ��' -� ���Z��F &�<� ����� +Z��� ����। ��� �'� �J��� : 
����� +� %��� ������ ������ ��<��2�� (����� +% +� !��� ,�6��®� ��<�)। %��� ���' 
a���� � ���� ��3 ���' a����� : ��<���। �1���, ������� %�Z�� ���* ��>&���। +�������� 
���<-�1��< %�2��%, ��¸, ����� �D� 3�<� ��3�* ���� �J� � �%���। ����2����� ���� �&�%�� 
��>�& ��>�& ��' ����। ��� ��� ����� ��C� ��J �3� � : �����। ��� -%��� -��� %��* +�� 
&�<� !��� -��� ����� ���3। ����2����� ����� ����� F 
��� ������ ����� ���<����। 
  

-����� -��� ��� ��� �����। ��^� ���' �%�&� 5~� ���� ��D��� �J���Y ����� 
��%�� %o�� ���' *5F�2�% �����'� %���� &J[�$ !��� ���X� �c�9 ����� 6��� ��F'�� ���' 
a���� ���। !��� ��* ������'� %��� �!�� ������ %��| ���Z��� ���3 &�<� ���� ��J��� 
���Z��। ��� �� ������ �� ������ fR ����� ��%� �$�� ��� ��� ��' -%�3 �%��*� 
���� F �D�D �3�2���2� ��^�� �� ��$�' ���Z�� �29�� 1����9�� ��� ��� �����3�।  
  

n& ��& ��� -��� +� +�2� ��� �! ���3���। ��� &�'J�' �%�� ����� ���� 
!�>2�� Z�� ���� &D ���< -%�3�। %� %�'* -��� J� �?>�H �%�3��� F 1��3���।  

 
��Z��� ��� +6��� �! ����3 �� �*। ��H �� ���2� �2� �3��� �� �3� �����'� 

%�����। ��� ���� ��F J�� �3�। ���D ��d�e $���� &DF !�� ����। ��� ��' ���X� ��@����@ 
����* !X�7 ���Z�� ���'���� �17��� ��� 5X��� ���� ���X� ��/0 ����� ��^�2� ���'�3���� 
���X� ���� ��>< ����'�3 Z�� ���� &D। +* %� %�*������* �D����� ���3 -����� �$�� -���� 
��� ���X ��' +�%�3��� F��। %�*������ Z�� ��� ����3 -� : �3�����'�� �17��� ���3 +�� 
3��2 ���� 1��� F����। ��@��� +��� -����� ����। -����� -�J ���� ��� ��' ��d>�3�3� 
�����F ��>< ����'�3। । ����� ���D +�& ��� �&��� �&��� �_ ��� ����-�� -'�� �<�3�। 
�D����� ���3 �� ��% �3��� �� �&��3 +* �3���2 &J[�$ ����&� 3��। ������J�K �3��� ��� 
��<�। -�J� �� ������ -� +� �I�%! +�% 5�X�3� ��� !��� +� �I�� ���। Z�� ��� ����� 
%��*��। -��� ��� ���� n&� ���2� 2��� 2��� ��' +�%�3। %���* ���� fR �J���Y ����� 
�k���!। ���� ���, ���� J�। /���/� F ���k� %��� ����। ���� ���� ��$� ���' ���� ���� !�'�3। 
-��� %��$ �� �3���2 ��� 2��3� �% J��Y ����� ����2 ���� ��� ‘�����F �����3! ��� 
-����� -� ���� 6' ��? �� �6��, -�� ����� ����� ���� ��� �?>�H %����� ���%! N�' 
�<���। ���� �k��D� ���� ��>�<�' $���� ��M� $���� ��M� �� -��� �3� �। �1�� ���& ��< 
�$�� 6���3��� +* ���@ ���$ ���� ���� Z�� 
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����। +� %�' 6���3��� ��� �� -���� Z�� ����3, -��� �� ��6c�� �*। �� !��� ��@�� 
����3��� �। +* �<�� �� ��M�' ��/0 ���2�3 ���� ���� �। +� %�' -��� ��$�� ���3 
���'-�3����� F �p���� ��[� N�� �����। �1�� ���� ���� %�*���, �����'� F ������� ��p��� F 
���'-�3��Z�� �k� 
��� ����� �3���� &�<�' ��� ��[����2 ���3। ��F ���� ����। ��5 ��� 
1��� ����� ��5 ��5 ��� ��F'���। +* %�' ������ �� +�& Z�� ���'F !���Z�< ���' �!�� 
������ ��� ���' +�J�' ����। ��$� ���� ���� ������ ����2���� J�<� F �%��D ����2��� �3� 
�%���� ��� J�<� �� ����2��� �*। 1����9�� +�&� ���� ��' ���'- �3�� F ��p���� ��D ���' 
��' ��' ��^� ���D �J���। ,$�� �J�' a��� �17����� ?��। �17���� ?�� �3� �। +� ��!�� 6�' 
��>��3�। ��>� ���3 ��� ���� 1�*�� �% +��2 ?�2 �����' ���। ��� ���' F� ?��� ����0 �� ?�>�2 
�3� ��� ��1 �����' $���� 1�*���। ��!���2 -���� �/�� %�� ���� ���। �� -�� ��̂ � 
����� ����� a��� ��<। 
  

+* %��' ��&����J� ���� �J���Z�� !���। +� +�2� ,18 �_। �$�� �$�� �J����H90 
!���। +�2� ����* n’�2 �� 5�< �J��� ��@�� ������। +6��� ��/0 ��2���� �%���। 
  

+� %�' +�2� ���� +�% ������ ��&� �<� ���। ��&�' �<� N� 6����� +*��� ��H। 
����2��� ��* +�%�3। ���� ���� +��2 ����, ����2��� '। �����2 ��� ��� �� �n। ����� �* 
���\ ��� ��^�� F����। ���, !�� +�%�3� ���'��� ��2���f9 !�%������ ��' ����। -�� -�3 
N� -����F ��' ����। ,$�� ���� 1�*�। ��@�� ����3��� � �� ���। ���, �% %��$ ����। 
��^� +� ���q��- ��� ����2��� �*। J��' �%* 1�� 1�� �C ��' F� %��$ �����' �<���। ���% 
��&���� ��3 ���' ���� ���� F���� ��� ����2��� ��'�। ���� �&� ���3 ���& �<�� &D। 
�%�� �3� N\��� +�� &���� ����&� %�'। 
  

�n -���� �&����� ��� ���' ���<Js�� ���� ��' �J�। +� ���@�� ������ ���' �� 
��� ��� �����। ��� F���� ���� -����� !��� +� ,�C 3�� %���9� �1d����� %��$। �% ��' 
�J��� ��� ��9M� ������'�। �%�� �$�� ,$�� ���JK F ��� �&"�� �������� �������� 1�� 
��*।  
  

�% 6'�� ���� &J[�$ !�� �� !�D��B !�'�3� +� �% �k�D �À� ���� -��� %�^ 
����� ��̂ � ��!c��9 ����̀  !�' ��'। +�F -�� ��&�� ��W�% ���� ���� �... ��� ��>�1 -�3। + 
�� %��D! 6���� �J�� �� %���3� �� �33 !�' ��'। %� ��3�* 
�¿� �� �� !'। -�� �� ��� 
+� ���� �?��� �%�� !� &���� ��D%s� F �I�-��I��� ��� �2� ���X ��' �J�'�3���। ���19� 
N��� +�F ���@ ���@ : ���� �$� 6���� 6���� �}' !�' ��*। �%* �?�� +�F -��� 
��^�� ��w ���?�� ���। 
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������ %�� ����� 
a��� ��W���D��' -���%� +����' ��� ���!�� 

!�D��6�� 
;��� ����� (U &��'���, (UG( 

 
�>�1�� ��19 F ��� ���� 

\ �&�� !�%� \ 
 
 ?����' ��<�3��� �!�� ������ %��� z� r��� +� ���� Ê�2 ��<���। -����� + 
����� +� ���� ����� �����' ���%��D� ��6��J� ��D/ &�� ���h��� �% ���� ��3��' 
���'F ?������ �����, +�$� ��>� g�� ���3 ����। �� ��� -�J +��� ��^�' J�3 ���� �� 
�D�����f ��'� !�'�3� �%����!�� +��� ,$�� �� ���2 %���' ���� -�%। 
  

�%* %� f������� ��2�� �_ !���। +� ��3� ��* ��� ;%�D� ��W���D��' +����' 
-\�0 N� !'। 3�����%Z���� ��� �$�� ;%D��� �J���Z��� -F'��& ���h��� %��!� ��M� 
!�' F�X +�� ���' ��� ��' ���� ����� F&� ���। +� %�' &J[�$ !��� ���3 J�&9 F�X 
��9� ��� ;%D��� �J���� -F'�&।  

 
1������ �J���Z��� ��_ -��� ?�� �s ��' +�� �� �!c��9 ��W���D��' ���f�D�� �%����� 

����* �� !��� ����v�� -F'�&। -�� �� ?�� ?������, ��� �c��9 ��W���D��' ���f�D�� �%���, 
��� ��/�0 �!�� ����। �%* -F'��&� %�s %�s ?� -������ !�' 5�X ��!c��9� &�D। -�� ��3�� 
�$�� ���@�� J�<�' ��<। 
  

-��� �3���2�� -�� -� -��� g� ���@�� N*�' �1�� ���। �3�2 �3�� 6�' +���� �C 
!�' ����� -� N�' �$�� N�� ��>��3�। -�� ���@�� ��< �$�� ��'� ��!c��9 �1]� ���� �1�� 
���3���, �� !���? 1������ ���� �J���Z��� �_ -� ��^� ���' 6��� J�<� 1��� �_ �������। 
�X� +� %�' &J¤�$ !��� �c�9 ���� -����� z�� ��<�� �J�2� �6��� ���2 ����2��� J�<� 
�a���। �����* 6��� ���2� �_ +�� -����� ��&�' ���$ F ��¥� N� !'- ‘��&� ����, ��&� 
����’। 
  

�X� +� ��* %� Ê��2� ��&�' ���$ ���� -�= !' �J�3 +�� %� ��<�� ���� ���Z��� 
F�� ��&���। ��, ������ +�� �3�2 6�*�2 �D ?� �$�� 3��2 -��� ?�� +���। �� ����, ‘����’ F 
��� ���' ������, ����2����� ��<� �?�� �����3। -� �����-+� �2������� ��*Z��� ���2 ���। 
-��� ?�� %���� ���@�� N�' ���� �����। ���� ����� ‘F�� ��� ��&� �6�s -�% ��!�� 
-%��, ��&� ���� � -���। 
  

��<��� -��� �'%� +� -�O' �3��, 5� +* %�' ����� +� �6��� ��>1�� -�� �D�J 
��� ���� ��J��, ‘-�� &s�� �@���� ���D ���' �������’ +�� ÊD�2 �3�< ��3 ��� ���' ��*�� 
���� 5�D� !��। -�� -� �� F�� &���2 �����। 5� ����Y�� �2 �3>�< ����� 5�D� !��। �� 
-� -�� F�� &�<�' ��� �����, ‘��� -��� ��� ��* %��* +� %��$ ��� �����’। 
  

+� %�' n�2� ;%D -����� &����� ��� ���' ��d�< +�% ÊD��2� ��3�� ��&�' 
��>�<�' �J�। ��&��2 �3� ��J�� ����� &D ��� �� �&��� +�2� ��*5f ���' ����� ��&�। -��� 
����Y� �$�� 
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��!c��9 ?�� a�����; ��i -��� ?��� ��&� ��J���� %�!% !��� � ��� �_ !�' ��'। +� �À ��* 
;%D n�2� 1�� �J� ����� ���� ���� +����� ÊD��2� ��3�, %=��R F������ ��&� ���� 
����� -F'�& N�। -�� ��&� ���J�' ���' ���@�� N�' �<���। 
  

�k��D -%[ �� !���, -��� %��� - �!�� ��0 ���� ��J���। ��/�0 -����� 
��&�' ���$ ���� �$���3� ��i -��� N� !��� ‘���� ����’ -� ���$। 6��� ���2� n<��� ��� �%>�< 
���' FX� ���� ��_� ���@ �&��� N�� ����� ���h��� %��!��� J��� -F'�&-��*��!� 
* � �E ��!�o�n� ��%��� �!। 1��-��>1��� N�� ����� 5�� ������ �<�� �_, ����� !X�7 �$�� 
�J�� ��। 
  

��*�� 1������� �J���Z��� -F'�&-+� ��* -����� ��*��� ��&�� 5�� Z�� !���, -� 
��'�2� �����2� -�9�� �6�% +���। (�/(� ��5- Z��� �_ N���। �� !���, ���� ������- ��� 
�J� ���H। ��� �� ��<2�। ����� -����� �����-+ %� ��3� �^ !�' �J�। ���2 ���� ��� 
N��� fR �&D����9' Z!X������� 1�7���, ‘��%]�- �����।’ ��� g� F ���'� �� ��� �f�� 
5�X�3��। ����-+� %��� ��>�� Z�� ��� !�'�3�। 
  

5� ?��%� 5�� ��<�3��। fR �&D����9' �)�� ���19� ��F ��'��� &���� �3�� +�� 
�G�� ���19� %���� ��>�� ���f�D�� ����& �' !'। ���h��� %��!���  ÊD��2� ��&� �6�s 
�J�'�3� ����2���� ���2� ��¥�'। ���h��� %��!��� g� +�� ��>� ���, �&D����9' ����� J��� 
-F'�& N� ��� ��' ��1 ���3��। ��>�� ����� �$�� -��9��� 1�� ���� �����3 +�� ���� 
��@�� ����� �� ��1 ��>��� ��<�� ����&��� +����� ��&�� 5�� !�D� ��� !�'�3। 
  

�� ����3�� +��� ��� ��' 1�� �J�। ��1 ����* ����� ���� +� 6'��! �k�D। 
���h��� %��!��� �H�� �3��� �3��� �� ��]� ��!c�9। �% ��� ����3� ‘�� ��� ��F’। ���� 
��� ����� �� �% +� ��� ��� ��' �k��D� ����� a�� ��<। �3��� ���� ��< �3�� ���h��� 
%��!�, ��>� ,�' zP �3� �'q �3�2 6�* +�� (� �3��� 6��|�2। +* 1��& �!���� ��C� F�� 
���' �!>�2 ���' ���h��� %��!��� g� �&D����9' ����� ���� ��� ��। 
  

�c�9 ����� ������' ��D��� -_�� ��h�� %��!� ����� �� -��9 1�� �J�3 +�� 
�&D����9' ����� J��� -F'�& ���� �J� �����-+� %��� ?��%� F�� �$��। �� ��h�� %��!� 
��%� �$�� +�& ���� ��1 ���� ���' ������� ��&�' +* 6'��! �k�D ���� ?�� a��� ��<। 
+��� ��h�� %��!� ��>�� ��' ��1 ��� -�%। + %�' �&D����9' ����� gËË�, %���6� ���'�29�� 
�$�� ��>�  �*6����F �f�� +��3��। 
  

��>�� ��'�& ������ ��� ���� ����� +����' �&D����9' ������ ��>� ÊD��2 ��' ��। 
�X� +* %�' -��� ����� +� �J�2� ���3 -��9 +�% ��<। +� -�J* ��h�� %��!� ������' ��>� 
?�� a��� ��<�3�� +�� %���* ��&� �I ��� ����। ��<�� ��J�� ������ ��3 ����� ��&� 
���' ;%D�� �&D����9' ����� ÊD��2 �a��� +�� ��>�� ?� �$�� ��� ��� ��' ��'। + �$� ��>� ��3 
�$�� ����। �G�� ��19 �&D����9' ����� g�� %�s ���f�D��� ���� !' +�� ��>�� %��$ ��� fR 
�&D����9' ����� ���f� ���� ���' ��><�*।  
  

�����3��� ��>� ?��<� ���3 Z�� ���J +��� �$�� F��� ���' �����'�J�3 +�� f� !�� F 
f� �� ��� !�' �J�3। B� %bc09 �3� +�� ��� 6����6��� �� -��� %��$ �$� ���3��। ��� 
�&�� 
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���� �2�2 �3�। ����3��, ��*2 %�*f2� ������*&f ��i ��� �!�� ����'��* -�3। 5� 
����3�� �� �� �&B�%� ���� ��* ��>�� Z�� ��� !'। +��� -�= !��� -����� �����-+� 
5~� ���� ,�' ��� J& �c�� %���� �! ��%��� !��� ,�6���� ��<�� ��&� 6�s�� �1��। 
  

‘���� ����, ��&� ����’--� ��&�' ���$, ��¥�। ��3�/0 1����, ����� �$�� �J�। ���� 
���� ����2���� ���D F��� ����� ���� �&��� ��&� ������ -��� n��� �1�� 1���'। 1������ 
���� Z��� �_। �6�� !���। �$�� �$�� -����� Z��� �_ !��। %��� U2�� ���� �!�� 
������ ���3 +�2� /�0 ��*� ���' +� ���s��� ������� �����, ‘-���� ��<�� ��*�� ����� 
�, -����� �?��F ��� !�'�3।’ ���@�� N�' ��& ��& �� ����� !'� �����5-+� ����� 
��&�� ���� ���' ‘�?��F’ �����। ��� ,���� �����, �����5-+� �$�* !'� ���3। +� 
?�������� �� +� ?l�� ����1� �J���Z��� -F'��&� �D���\� ?�2�' �!�� ������ ���3 
+�2� �&�� �_ !���। �� !��� !�� �����। 
  

�À/�0� ���D ?�� ������ JI �6�% -%���, ��&�� ��1 ��&�� %���D ��>� ���' 
���<� ����<� �� 3�* 5�< +�% �<�� ��J���। + !�� ������ �!%D 5�?�2 !�'�3� �����' �� 
"��� -m' ��'�3���, �%* ���W�� ��� F���� +� ������ ��3 �$��। �% -���� "��� ����� 
���' &�<�' ��� ��>�� ����। ���0 �%F ����� �� N��3�, ‘,��%� -_�� !�*�'� �D������ 
%���* F* �����-+ �)�� ���19� ���� ���� �J�3। +* �����2 !��� !����। -����� z� r� 
�����-+� �c�9����� ������ Ê��2 &��9� ,��%� F'���� ����'�Ì� �% �����19 �3�। ��� &���� 
1�� ��!c��9 �%* �)�� ���19� ����* ���2 �J�3। ��>�� ��>< ����� !�'�3� ��D��� ���h���, 
��� �3��, 6�*, 6��|� %�s Z�� ��� !�D� ���� &D। -��9 ���%�� Z�� ���� E��� ����* Z��� 
�c�9/�0 �% 1�7��� ���' ��< ��'.... ��� ��* ��� Z��� Z�� !�' �J�3- ��� ������ F�� ���2�' 
��<�3 ��D��। 
  

Z�� ��H ��� ��9� �N�� �k� ���!� 5�� ���$ �����3� +�� !������ ������ ���2� ,18 
���< ����। ����� ���� �%�� �$�� %�� ����* !���� 5�X ��><�' +�� 3��2 �����' ���' ��&� 
�I ���। ��� %�^ &���' �C ���J �J�3, �% ��@�� ����3� � ��� ���$�' Z�� ���J�3। &��� �c�� 
!���� ��� ����2� ���/� ��� ���� �� Z�� ���J�। -�� !������ �&B�%� ���' ����3� �� �% 
?�������� +�� �� ��&�' ������� ��&�', ��� �� ��>� ?�� 6��s +�� -��� ��5 ��� ��&��� 
�� ��� �% ?���� �?��� ��&� �����। 
  

�����* �%����!�� ���� %�/�7 &��c��� ���� ��D �'%� �J����� !������ &���� ���� 
�1�� ��� ���-‘���� ,��%� �!�?’ !���� ��� 5�X, &��9� %���� F�� E>। ����H ����� ��'�& 
ÊD��2 a��� ��<। �� ��� ���� ����3��� �% ����2 !�� ���' ���, ‘&' ������� ����2� !D�'?’ ��� 
����2 ��'�2� ����� +��’ 2���� ��2 �3�। &��9� ,��%� !������ ��� -J��� �� ���%� 
��� ���' �D��� 1�� �J�'�3�। 
  

��2Z��� !��� ��' 3�>�< ��' ���@��। ��� ���� ���� ����' ���� ��'� �����J, -�6 
������� Z�� ����s’। ���* �!< �!< ��� F�� ��1 ����' -� +�� n& F�� ��� ����। +� 
��* �% ����� ��' ���h��� %��!� +�� ��>� ��%�� �D�D��� ��� ��' -%��। ½Í���� 
���h��� %��!� 5p
�� ���� �<�3��-+� %�' 5��� 1��2�?�� ��� +� �K��� ;%D। +� 
�� ��!c��9 Z�� ��� !'! 
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 �%* !���� �� �k��D� !�� �$�� 3��2 +�% �� �����3� �� -��� N�� ��' �����-+ 
����2��� -%�� �_। +� ��3� ��� �� �� ��� ÊD��2� ��&�' ������� $���। F �� ����3� !'� 
+ �����-+� ��5 -!� ��M�' ��&�� ���3 +�%�3। �%>�<�� -��� j��3�। !���� ���X� ��&�� 
�3e��$ ����, +� ;%D �g !��� ��&�� ���� ��% ��6' ���3। !���� 3��2 ����Y�� ,��] ��' 
+�� ��H ��9] ��� �%��� F* ÊD��2� ��&� 6�s�� �1�� ����। + !������ ��3 �$��* ��� 
����, �!�� ������ �6���� �k��D� �$�।  
  

���� �� ��2�� ��। !���� ��� 1����, -�� �����' ����� �$�� �!�� ������ ���� 
�����' ����3-1��& ��K��� ;%D �!�� ������ F�� ��>�<�' -����� �����-+� ���� ��� ��� 
-�3-+� %�' �� !�' �J� �%���- ����� ���2 �J�, !�������। ���>'�, -� �!�� ������ ��3 
���� n�2� ���� 3��2 �����' �J�। ���� �J� �% ��!c��9 n& ;%D �!�� ���� �$�� ���f�D�� 
����&� ����<� ����� ��*�2� ���� ��d�< �������। ��'� ���2 ���* +��� +�2� J�<�। �!�� 
������ F�� ��<�3� n�2� ����2���� ���। �% J�<��2 ��� ;%D n�2�� �gZ��� ��' 1�� �J�। 
��'� ���2 �� -� +��2 J�<� +��� +�� ��� n�2��� ��' 1�� �J�। �% �� �3� �V�� ��19, 
N\��� �!�� ��D��� ���h��� %��!��� g�� ��3 �$�� N��3-। 
  

��, �V�� ���19 N\��� ��>� ÊD��2 ��� ��>�1� ��� �%��� �a��� +�� ���� $��� ‘-F� 
+� -��� !D�' F ����� !D�'?’ 5��� &�� �� �< ���H ���H -� ��5 &���� �*। ��0 ��>�� 
%�^ ?� �[ �[ ��� ���>�& +�� �&�%�� �33 ��� ����। !'� +* ��� +� -��� �3� 
!����। ���h��� %��!��� g� F !���� +* �����-+� ����� �$�� &J[�$ !��� ���X ����f�&�� 
���' J�9 ��� �E �k���! �% J��9 ���� ���� �����3��। 
  

��h�� %��!��� %�sF "��� +��� ���� !', 5�F ����f�&�� ���' J�9 ��� ��� ��>�� 
����� �$� ���। ���h��� %��!��� g� ��� J��' ����3��, -�� ����Y�' ��>�<�' �3���। 
����� ���� -��9 �JK� ��� (�/(� �3��� 1���2 �3�� ��' +�% ���h��� %��!��� ��� 2���' 
��' �J� J��9� F���। �� ���� !' -� ��� ���X �3� �। �3�� 1���2�� J��9� ���� ��* ��� 
F�� Z�� ����3�। 
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������� %c� ����� 

J0!�D�� ��3� ���� ;��� ����� (� ��w'���, (UG� 
 

�?������ %����: F��� ��� �� 
J0!�D�� ��3� ���� 
f: ���&��o� �!��% 

 
���� f: ���&��o� �!��% +�& ��B��। �)�� ��19 ���� a���' ��9� ����^�� �%��� �� 

!�D���8 1����'�3� �� ����%���� ���6[ *5��2� ���D ��$���$ ��� ���fF�� ���� F 
��� �������H �2� ����f9� ��� ����। : �2��� ����H ��� ��� ��� �I�� %�!���D ��������' 
�,�0 ���। ��, (UG( %���� ��@����@ ’-�����0�’ �������� �$�� ’%���� ���1��'’ �� ������ 
!'। 

 
+3�<�F ��$���$�� %�' ��� �%��� �� %� %������� �_ ����3� �%Z��F �$�%��D ����� 

��� ��� +� �D�C� ���D�� �,�0 ���। �� ���% -�����0� �������� �$�� ’%���� ���\��'’ 
�� ������ !'। �z�� �f�%r� ’�������� �6&�69��’+ +* ��~9� 3��� !�'�3�।] 

 
�)�� ��19 (UG( %���� ������। �%�'�+�2�� ���� �J���Z��� ��_ ?�� �6�s �J�'�3�। �&�J 

FX�� ,$� ��!c�9 �$��* � ����3� + -� ��3� ' ����^�� �%��� -����� 5�� @�>���' ��<�3। 
����� ��19 ��� ���/� ����3, �� !' �� !'। -��� �� 
�'~��% �����, � ���� ���� �C���? 
�������� �� a��� �3�< ����� �� � ����3�, F�� ��� F��� ���� ������ %���� ���'। 

 
��i ���� +�� -��� ��� +����* $�����, -����� ��&� ���। �� !�� �%* ����, �� !�� 

��� ��-�� �À� ���� �����। ��i �%* 6'��� ���� ?�� 6�s��* ��@���, ���� +�% �J�3। N� 
!��� -����� 6��JD ����%D�। �� ,A �&�?�3� ��� +* �I��� ���2�' -%�� -���, -%�� 

����� । !X�7 �6�s ��F'� ?���� 6�� ���2 �J�। 5���� ���� �1�� ����� �� !�� । �� �� 
%��� -�J +��2 ,A, �s�I� ������ -�3 ���? ��i �� 6��� �% ���? !X�7 �� +���, ��� 
�%���� ���6[ *5�2Z��� ��'* +�� ����� %��$ ���fF ����� ���J����J �����। 

 
���fF ���� ��' f�'�� ?����� -��= �����। UP ��2�� ���' �J��� �� �>�&�3��� । !����� 

���!�� ��Z���� +�� ����� %��$ �$���~9� । �&��� ����� 5��' �*, ��* +'����� ���J�' 
���� ���। �6�% -%�� ��J� ��9� �N��� J��। *�����D ��&����J ����� ��*�� ���� -��= 
!�'�3। ��� �%���� -J��� �J�<���* ��5 %�*�� ���&�' ���� %���� &����� �1�� ����3�। 
-����� ��%� �$�� ��*����� �c�� ��&����J। 

 
�%�� ,18 Z��, ���� ���J ��'। ���@ ���@ ��� �%��� -���� ���% �3��<। ���� ���� 

-��� !�' ��' 1�������। ����� -��� �k��� ���� Z��। ���@ ���@ �6�% -�% 6��� �J���� �_। 
+�2� ��� Z��� ��w�� ��� +���। ��@��� -����� ��� ����� &}6���� &D 1�� -���7%J9 ��� 
�!�� !�'�3। -��� +�2� ��� ���� �J� -Z�� ����!� ����-��&����J ����� ��* ��<�3। �% 
����� �$� &��� 6����� �। ���� 3��2 ��* &����' -Z ����� &D। -��� 3��2 -�% ���fF 
����� &D। 
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*�����D ���fF�� N��3 ��� ���8���� J��। &���� �� ��J ��% !D�& �� �2। ��� �$� 
����3 �� ��@�� +� ��!c�9F ���� !'�। ��i � ��3���* ��W�% ���� 1�'� �� �s�I� �Y� 
!�'�3। ���fF N� 1���3 -� �a�� ���� �^��� -����� ,�� �$DZ��� 2��� ����3। !X�7 ��� 
+��� -��� ��Å���� J�� ��'�� *& �� ����� �� �2��� �,&�� । �� -� N�2� +D�2 *5। �%� 
F'�*� ��� ��। ��5�� �Y� ���� ,A F�X � F�� ������� Z�� ����3। %����� F��� ��� ����। 
�$�Z���' �� ,18 -?�� ��J���। ��!�� +* ���3 ��� ��9���। 

 
+� ,��0 �����* !��। %�s %�s 5�X �J�' �2����f9�� +� �%�&�%��& ��� ���' ���fF %��$ 

���J�' �����। +'������� ���D�� N�� ��J���। ����, ��, ��<�� %��* �� 1������ &�<� 
!�'�3। ���@ ���@ &����' �J�' ��*��� ���� ���>& �'� !'-��5 F���� -%�3 �� �। +��� 
n�� ��� ,�' %���2� %�'* ��<�� ��5 � ��5 +'����� ��� ��� ��% ��'�3 �� ���� ��'। 
%���3� �2� ��� %=� !'�। �2� -�3 �)��� ��� F �V��� %����� ��� �%���� ��&��� ���D 
�$���~9�� ���। 

 
�D �$D �2�� �*, ��� �� -�3 �� -& +��� ��� N��F �� �� ��6c�� &��J, �� �09� 

���� /��� -��� �*। ��9���� �% �� 5 �%। ����������  ����� F ����� ����� ����� !��। 
��^�� �D�����f %���� !��। + �$� ��5f §������ ���D�� ,1�� ���� E��� ��� ��� ���8�� 
��26 2�� +D�& F�'� +D�& *���� +8 5n9��। ��26 !�� -��� �$9�7 ��s�����। 

 
-��� � ���� �� ���� !�� ���F ���� E��� N���। -������ ���� ��� +� ����� 

���D� ��'�&�� ���qk� ���� !��। (���8���� 6�H�') �% ���q�� !�� �k��D�8। �D��� ���� 
���� ��'� !�� ���� �D����2� %��* 6�� ��� ��@�� ����। ��* �%* ���� : ��!c��9* ����' �3��� 

��� ������ ����� F ����� �����। ����� ����3��� ,���������। �% ����� ���� ��*�, � 
����। �����' �����3��� ?��। 

 
��� ���8�� -��� E��� ��� ��6��� ��<�Z��� � ��� ���� !��। ��<�� %��*�� ��*�� +� 

��>< ����' �6��� ��>�& ����� !�� 6�� ���। M��' %!���J���� L��� %�C ���� �%%� �D�C��� 
����� -2� ���� ,�'�& *�D���। 

 
����M� J��' E��� ����� ���8��-+�2��� 5�~&� �3� � �©
��। ��� �&��3��� : J�� �3� 

���"�f'�� -���� ����। : J��' -�Y ���6[ 2��J92 ����� ��� ������, %��*�� &������ 
�� ;��� ���� ������ ���% 5�<�' ��'� !�'�3। �� %��?���� �\�� �3� ����-+� F��, 
2D�����v�%� ���� �D�!�� ����3 ����% ����%� 5�� ��� �%���। +�2 �3� �V r� *5�2। 
��� �&��3 +� ’*���’ �3� ��09� ��&। ��� �!f ���'�29�� �,�%�f� !�5%। 

 
+* �V r� *5�2 !�D� ����3 ��: ���8�� ���'�h���। ����3, ���� ���� ��F'� !�'�3� 

���� ��F'�' �!� !�'�3 �%। X�8� ��$�' ���� !�D� ��� &���� ��3� ���<�� ��>�� ��^�' �2� 
��' ��F'� !�'�3 ��� �k���!। +* �V r� *5�2 -\�0 ����3 ��&����J ����� ��*। %��1�' 
5 �% �3� +* �V � *5��2�*। ��� ������ ���q�� �!�%�� ��09� ��&�� ��� !�'�3�- �f,+%, 
+,+�,+�-�f���2 �� +D�f����Æ2� ���9�� �। ���@ ���@* ���� �����। ��Å�� ���3 ’�D�2 *& 
&�� Zf। �D�2 *& +��%��l। �� �! *& *5�&� +6���$� �! !D�& J2’। 

 
�%* +6���$� + �3� 2D���, ����'���% ��*���, ���2 ����� *�D���। ��W���D��' +���� 

�?�� �3� ���� ��� �$�� ��� ��* &��< T( � *5�2। ��/0 ��� �$�� TT � *5�2 F 5~� 
��� �$�� 
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�V � *5�2। ���� +�%�3� &J[�$ !�, *���� !� F ��'��� !� �$��। %��1�' ���� ���� 
+�%�3� &J[�$ !� �$��। �V�� ��19 %����� ���� ��Å�� F TT � *5��2� ���D �� ��$���$ 
!� �� ���2����2 +*��। 

 

��Å�� : ��W���D��' +����' -����� ��& !��!� !�'�3। -���� ���2����2 %��D�2� 
����* !��। 5~� +��� ����'� ����। 

 

��Å�� : 1�7���। ���* ���� �J�3 � ��5 -!� �� �Y� !�'�3। 
 

5~� : -�� +�2�* �3Y ���। ��� ���� �J�3। ��Å�� : TT। -��F ������ +���। F* 
��&�2* %!& । ��3� &��� 1�*�� �। -��� ���3 1�7���। 

 

�D��D� ���� ,�'�& �* 5���� �$�Z���� । F�� �� ���F ‘�Y�’ �'�, %��*�� !�D� ����3 
�% �$� +� �1�' §�6��� &���� ������ �। N�� ���'�3��� �!�� ������ �$�: : ����* 
�f���*2 ���' ���Á��0 ?2��� !�'�3। ������ ��1� ?�� F��� �$�' 1��& 3�� �����' �3�, 
��&�� !�D� ��� !�'�3। +�& �����' �J�3। �G�� ��19 %���� ����� �J�'�3��� �!�� ����। 
��@���� �����2 %���D /�� !�'�3। 

 

N��� ������ ��1� ?�� ���� -m' ��'�3� ���� 3�� �3� �। ��i �3� ��� -����� �����* 
���H। ������ 6�s� ��>1, ��'��� �C। ����� ���� ,18 ���Á��0 ?�2�' �����H �!�� ���� 
���% ����3� ��� ��9����। �)�� ���19� �%* ��������� �� ��H !�' -%�3�, E��� +��� 
��Å��� ����� �� �k���! -�3 %� %���' �����। %���' ����� !�� �� N� !F'�� -�J। 
����1/�� �]����। �k���! %���� �D�!�� ��� !�'�3��� ��s������। �� !�6�JD��� �D�!�� ��� 
!�'�3� +* ���&, ��& ���H �����F !�D� ����3� : ��N��। �k����!� �!%�� �����3� �V � 
*5�2। 

 

��Å�� �&�B% ����3� �V � *5�2��, ��&�����J ������� �k����!� %��D�। 5~� +�%�3� 
�J�� ��H !'�। ��i %��D�' ���। �D�b��%� �k���! ��i : %��' %���� !'�। �V�� ��19 
%����� ���� ��'� !�'�3। ���fF�� N��3, ���8�� �J�' ����� 3����� ��5 -�3 ���। �%2� 
����� ��* %���� !��। ��* !�'�3�। 

 

�G�� ��19 %���� ����3��� *���� !��� ��3�� ����� ���< %��� ���' ���� ���2 �k���!। 
*�� ���* %��*�� ������� &D F6��� ���� !�'�3� ��3� �k���!। ���� ��s����� 6' ��', �� 

���� ���। �����3��� &J[�$ !��� %���� ���X ����f�&�� ���' ;��� J�9 ��� ��'� J0���। 
��%���� ��� �� n’+�& ������ ���������� -%�� ����� ���'�3� ��� %����, �� 
+��� ���� �%* J��� ���!� �����F ���� ��' ��' ��� �%���। 

 

�&�K��' �� !�D���8 1���' ��� �%��� ��� ��� ��� ���9�6�%F ���'�3��� � ����। ��Ï�� 
����3� TT � *5�2�� �� F��� �g &�� ��� !�'�3, ��* : &�'J�' �%���� ���� !�� -�^ 
-�^। ��� �����' +��� ���� -��� �&�J 5X���। %������ ��� �� �����3 �� N��3 ��� ��3c* �� 
��W�% ���� � 1�*�3��� �। 

 

� 1�*�3��� � 
���� ���� �� +� �< ���� ��� +�%�3। �� !�'�3�, ��� +* �����D� 
��2�� ��� -��� %o��� %��$ ����H� �� ��>1�� %����J ���? �%�� +��� -%��*, ��i �) ��� 
�%* ���� +�$�F �� �&�J�3���, �� �%�� -%�� -��F �� $��� ��।  
 
 

-----------
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������� %c� ����� 

��� �%���� !��� ����2D�� ���8�� 
���'��h� �!��%-+� ���'�J�] ����0 

;��� ����� (T ��w'���, (UG� 

 
�1�K�� �!���� �k�� 

����2D�� ���8�� ���'��h� �!��% 
 

(����2D�� ���8�� ���'��h� �!��%, �$���$� -J���� ������ n* r� -%��� ��� 
�1��� �����3 ������ 3��, ��� ���� N��3, ,$� +����-������ ���C� �$�, ��� -& ���$�'? 
�)�� ���19� ����� ���� ���< ��' �J� ��>�� �cD ��� -��� + ?�। 
 

-J���� ����� �$�� 3�<� ��F'�� �� !��* N� !�'�3� ��� �¡�] ��m�। ���D ��� 
���m� ��� ����। �3������ !��* &�� ���� ����3 ��� । -*,+% �% ��� ���* ��� ?� 
�3�<�3��। %�J� ���< ���'�3�� ���। ������ ���2 �J��� &���� U�2 �7%�। �%�� !��* 
*�K�'���� ��� ��� ���। ����� �3�� ����^�� �d-���!���।) 
 

(�� ��19 !��* ������ ��>� ���@ 1ª���, ��9�D^��। ��� ��19 ��'�& %!��9�%! ��� 
�s�I� ��� ���&��� �!���� %��$ +� ;�X�� ���J ��। ;�X�� ��� Z���c09 -���1� !'। F���� 
�� &�� � -��� � +�2� �&�� -����' ��>��3� ������। 5�F ��� ���'�3�� n��9 -%�3। 
��* ��3�2� �J���'�� ���r ����* !���। N� !��� �����' ��&������ ���� ��। ()* ��19 ��� 
�����। �G�� ��19 �³� +� &%6�' -�'�& ��� !���। �T�� ��19 ��� -� &��� -�%�। 
 

�)�� ��19 +��� �%* 6'��� �������। �� &�� -��� + &���� !��% J� %���3� ���3 
��' ���� �%* ���। ����� -��� ?� �6�s ����’’। ?� 6�s�� +����� �/ �/ ����H� । �)�� 
��19 %ID� !��* ��� ��� �D^। ��i +� �D^��� ���@F �� !���, 5� ���� �< ¡�], ���m�]। 
��� ,�' ((2�' ��� ���& 5X���। -��� n��6�* ��� ��� F�� %�� ���� ���3��। +� %�' 
n�2� �3�� %��*�� ��¥� ���' E<���<�' ?�� a��� ��>��� ��J���। ���� ����� ����2��� F��� &���� 
F�� Z���H90 ����3। F��� +�&�� J��' j� �3�। -��� �%�� �� �����। ��� �&��3��� 
-��� �%* �&�� 6�*��� ���D +�& &������� Z���� �!�� !�'�3। �% ���� -��� 5�� 
���' -��� +� ����@� F��� $���। �^ ������ %1��� ��� ���' ���m�] 6��� �J���Z�� 
1��� ��J���। 
 

5� +�2� �D��%�& ��>�<�'�3��। %���2� ��� +��6��� X�' ��>�<�' �*��। �� &���� 
�% ����� �%* ��><���* !�� �k��D�� ��0 ���� ,��/�। �6�� !�' +���। �� -����� N������2 
����' �D�$� �1��� ���@ �� ��H����� �� ���2� �k�$���� ���� ������। +� %�' 5� +�% &����' 
��$� ���' ¡�] ��%6��� ��><���। -�� ���� ������ ����3��� ��3�� ��>�1� 2��� ������। 
����, ���$�' ���। ��3�<� ���J����J ���� %=� !�� �। 
 

��� ���@�3�� &������ ��>�� � ���� ���@ �%!�' ��N��� 5�� ��D�1�� ���� ����। 
��� ������ �। ��>� ¡�] 6�� ���� ��>�� N�� �����। &���� 5� ����, ��� ��&, ������ 
%�' 
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 �*। ��ª �Ð �/�� ���'�3 ��3� ����� �D�M� ��। �2���� ����� ��J���F !���, ��i ��F'� ��>� 
!��� �। �� !��� ��%�� 1������� ���Z��� J�<� ���<�' �J�। 
 

���2� n���� -F'�& ���� �J�। &����� ��>� ���' 1���� ������ +�& 5���� ���� 
-s�� ���' ������। 6�' �!� !�' �����, ‘���� ����F’। 5� �6���� ���� 1�� �J��। &������ 
E<���<�' 5��� 5�X +�% ��&� ��¥� ���' �6�s ������। ����1�� -����� %�� +�% �����-
‘���8�� ���'��h� ��>!�, 5%�� ���� ��>!�। -�� ���� 5��� ��s�� ���J�’। ���� �� !��� 
%��� ���� �� �3>�< ����। 
 

-��� 6�|� ���� ��� �����’ F�� ��1 $���। ��i F�� ��� �$� N��� �। �& -��� 
6�|� &���*�� ��1 ��' �J�। &������ �[�[ ��� ��>�& ����� ��J��� %�^ ?�। ��>&�� ��1 1�� 
�J���, -W^ !��� -�J* ���� +��� -��� । �� !�� ��3�* ��@�� ���� �। -���F 1�� �J� 
��'�� ���� ���� ��1� ����। ��3�/0 �� ��'���� �$�� �J�। ������J�&��� ����� - �� ���3। 
� ���' !'��� F�� 1�� �J�। ��*�� ��9 %���' ����� �J���। 
 

��i 5: +�� ������! �����, +� -�J ��� �1�� �IF !�' �����! n’�� n’!�� ��� �@����� 
�@����� J�<��� ����3 F��। ��$�2� @��� ��<�3। ��C �6�% ���� f� ���2�। -3�< �<��� 
���2��। 1�7��� ��� 5X�� �J���। ��i ��� -�J* 6�|� ��� �1�� ���, ‘����o� 1�7��� ���� �। 
F�� -��� +�% ��� ��p���� ���� ����। -���� ��� ��� ��' ��' �2� ���'’। 
 

1��� $��� �J���। ���<� �1�� j�� 3�* !���। ����� �6��2� +� �cD ����' !�!���� 
��� 5X���। j�� �J���-!�', +��2 ���H ���! %�9!��� !��� -&। ��� &��� ������, 5� 
��$���� ��&�� +� ���� 5��'!� !�' �����' �3��। ��i �L��' ���� F�� -��� F� �� ��� 
�&B�%� ��� �����, ‘����!��� �� ��'�’? 5� ��69� �1�~ ����, ��D�8�� ���'��h� �!��%। 
 

-��� F�� �����- ‘���� ����^� �&Y����’। ��i +�2� -s�� ���� 5� ��>� ��H ��0� 
5p��0 ���� ‘+���� �&Y���’। %��$ %��$ Z�� ����� ����1 &������, 5� ��< �J��। 
&���� �^�1�� ��>�<�' ��H ����� �� -��� +� -s�� 5>1��� ���� ����। ���� Z�� !���, 
�’�2� ��>� ��$�' ��>��। -� n’�2� �%�� �J�। �� !���, ����� �C ���' 5� ���' ���' �J�� 
����� ������ �� ���� -� �����--� �C��0��Z���। 
 

��i ���@ ���@ /�0 -�� &}�', ��>�� ��� �k� �����-N�� Z�� ��J� ��M�' ���� ��' 
����* �����3। ��� �� ��� ��>�1 $���� ���� �? ��1 ������ ��C� �D� ���2��, N�� �6���� 
-��� ����%, !�!���� ��� 5X��� �*-�*-�*। ���$� ���' %��� ���� ���2 �J�, ��� +��� 
�cD��� !�!���� ��', ���F ��H !���। %��� !���, �����5 6�s� ��3�/�0� &�D । �� ���H 3��2 
+��� �1�-��1�। �1�' ������ �� ���H �»%&� ��� �C 3�>�' ��$ ��। 
 

����� ��[�' �%!�' !�' �3�2 ���2 ��N ���� ��' n��6�* f�: ��&� -_�� ������� ��%�' 
3��2 �J���। ��>�� ?c0�/��F &��� ����� �� -��� +� �< %�9�� !�' �J�3। -��� !�!���� 
-�9�� 5X�। ��i ��[�� %�' ���$�', %�]�� ����� �*। ������ !��, ��� -��� &������� 
-�%। ��* ���< ����� ��k��� !��� ��&�� %>�� ���' ���'��� ��$। �&�K�� �J���। �d�� ��� 
!��� %�' �J���Z�� -�= !���। 
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����H� �k��D 6'�� -�9���� ��D ���' F���� �J�' ��d>3���। F��� ���2 �J��� ���2 
��। ����� ���� +��� -��� a���'। -��� �< 6�* f�: -�&�� ��� ���' 3��2 +�% ��' �J�� 
-�����। &������ ���F %���3� ���<�' j����' �:
 ��� ���'�3। ���F ��&��<� ��������� ���C 
��d�&� ���8�� �3�� +�� ��'�2� ������ ����3। +* !��� ��>� �����। ��>��F �����' 
����� !���। 
 

�$1 -����� ���� ���, -��� ������ %�·F, F���� ���� ����� ��H ��9]। -����� 
&D* ��>�� ��3��� -�J "!0 ���� !��� +�2� �3�� 1�����, ���� %���� ��� ���1' � ��'। �� 
n��9�J -� �D$�� ��D ���' ���2 �J� ��?9 U2� ��%। �$ �1�' ��% �$���3 ���3 -�� ���� ��>�� ��� 
-�% ���। ��i �* -�&� ��� +�� � ���। ���� -�� ��' 3��2 +�%�3 +* ��9�����!��c09 
J���� ��� ��5 ��� -�3 ���। 
 

��� 
��� !���। ����� �D�' ����� !��� 1������। N���'� ����� ������ ��J�'। ��>� 
-���� %�� �3��� ��N�D� ���� ��>���' N�����’’ ���J� %��* -& +��� ����, ��i -��� ���� 
��J�3 � ��? -��� �� ���� ����� �$� �� !��। �� -&F ��� +�� �। �� -��� ���� 
�* ��?’’ ��N� ��� +* -��� ��� ,�A� &��� �� ����? 
 
 

-���%% ����!�� ���'��h� �!��% 
 
 
 
 

---------------
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������� %c� ����� 

a��� �,%¡���� 5�� 2D���� 
������H90 

��������� J0!�D� ������ ��0� (UG� 

 
�,%¡���� %o�� ���' �� ��&�$ �J�3 �%2� �3� 

a���� �%��8 -������� %<� ��6�� 
& �� ���!�� �L��' �2 

-��'& -!�� 
 

�,%¡���� %o�� ���' �� ��&�$ �J�3, �%2� �3� �%��8 �������� �2-��&��� a���� 
5�� J0!�D� ��6��� & �� ���!�� �L��' %<�। +� �%2� 
��� ���������� ��� ���% +�� 
+� %�' �����%9 ���% ��� !���। �%* *����  -& �s �������� J�< 5�X�3� �J���� ��d��� 
����,�` �&���� ��X�� ���M ���%����� +� Z���c09 ?�>�2। 

 
a���� %���������� ¡��2� ��� ,�' 5�³� ����-Z�� �J���� �� �� ���D। 

 
���C����� ’���% ,��D��2 �J����� 1�� ����9'�c09 ���!�Z��� +� ���� ��� �k$� 

�k$� %~� ��' ,��� ��', ������� %� ?2�� %���"� +�2� -�� -�3। ?2�� ,18��, ��� 
��67% �� -� ���0�� ,�k� ��1��� +�*। ����� %��< %�� ����2 ����H� 5�� ��6��H���' 
-\�0 F ���W�%D !�D����8� %���9� *��!��%� ���D �,%¡���� ?2� �%����0 5� ����JD ��3� 
'। 
 

+* ¡��2��� ��� ��� *'��!'�� %����� ��%������� ��� �D��� ,�D/ ���e�! ���� 
���'�3� �� �% %�' �%��� ��% ������� -�Y�� ��D] ,�2 �3�, �� '। ��� %7 F ���¦ 
%�������J0 �% %�' ,���D6��� ���������� 
�������� ,��, ���C� ,�� %�$9 &��J�'�3। �� 
���������� ���C���� ����H� ��© �� v� 5X��� �%%� %��������� ����8�� �� ,��6�� !���-
����� ����� fJ�' �%2� -��� §� �3�। ����� !�&�� !�&�� ���6[ ���� ,��¦� �� %�M� 
��6��� %�$9 &��J�'�3� ��� %��!��� ��>� !^ ��C���� ���� &�0D, a���' �� �D�D M��� 
%���������F ���� %�$9 ���'�3�� (��3�%��D� %��������� 6c���� ���D* ,A���� ')। ��’3�<� 
+� ��� �I� �3��, ���� ��% ��2���, -Ð� &����, %^�' ���D ,!0 �D��� ��� @�����' 
���� �। 
 

%���������� ¡�� ��/� +* %����0 ������2� ���D* �g���� ���e�!���� %����D '। 
+��� ���� +* ¡���J�'����� ����� ��Ñ'��� ��6���J +��3। ���� �]�D ���� ��©� 
���� ����। �%�/�� ���F �!��� ,�0���� ,���¦� �,%¡���� 5�� �%� ��/��� ,�'�& ���� 
��� ��? ¡�� *���� v�% ��� ����* �� %�1� %��������� �����` ?2��, ��’'। %������� 
*5�' �� ¡�� ����2� %�%D ��� �L��' %����� ��%���� ���� !�' %�9�/��* �� ����� 
�D�%� ����, �% �$�F "!���JD !�� �। +�� w�%-!D�2 �&����J0 �% �$� &���। ��� 
������� ��'���� ��� ', �����À� �Ò�' �,%¡���� 5�� �)�� ���19� ���� 2D�� �$�� 
����H9�0� ���J� ���� ��'। 
 

��< �3� -�J� �,%¡��� ����H9�0� �� �$�� �I�-��I� F ���� +* ?2�� ���0 
%b��9 �E -���1� ����3। %�" ���2� ���<�' ��� ��� ��'��, ��� �/ ���] �,' ���H�� 
���91��� !�D�� 
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��� ��� D�'%s� �D��D� �� ���C ��*�� �$�� %6D %���&� ��/ 5��M� ��� %=� !'�, 
�,%¡���� �D����� ��* ?�2�3। ��5 ����3: %������� %��&�� 6�� F %x^ ��� ������ &�D 
+2� �3� ����� -^��� 5�� ,��� !����। -� +� ���� ���: �,%¡��� �J������ ,�� 
-\��� &�D %���/� �1d�� ,��¦� ����3� ��� !'��� 6�'� �$D ����� ���3 ��5 ��d>�3 
���'�3�। ��5 ��5 ���: �% ���� �,%¡��� �E %������ -2� ��<�3 ��� ��� %c� �$�� ��� 
!'��� %����� ���%����� ���3 ��d>�3�3�। +* %����J2� ���� 3<�� 1�'� +�� ���2� ������ ���� 
��' ���* �6�� ���� -\�0 !' । ��� �� %��< ��2� !��, -�� �,%¡���� -m' ��� ���D 
!���। -� +* ����0* �% ���� ¡��� ��� ��/��� ���0 %b��9 +�2� §� ���0� ��� -��� 
��/ ���2� %=� !�'�3। 
 

+�/�� �)�� ���� �,%¡��� n’�2� �!%D&� �2����� ���� 5� � 
�6����6���* -�%। 
 

¡��� ,����� �� ���2 ���* ���� n’�2� �� -�% +� ����H -��-%��������� ���। 
+* 6e���� ���6[ ��&���� �!�, 5������ ��*�w��, %���������� -Ð� F ���%����� 
�¡�&���29%! %�9�* ���2����2 ����1�। 5n9 ,
� ���m� ����� F *���&��� ��� ,�] �$�� 5C 
-��-%��������� %I� ��� !���। ¡���� �D��&�� &�� ��S�% -��� !��� ��� ���� ���' 
����: %D��, 1<� J��' ��’�� �� ��>&�3 6e����। 
 

�/ �©
� F ����H 6�H�� �D�!�� �$�� %!�&* ���� ��� %=� ��, %����� ?�>�2 �� 
�%����% �$�� ��5 �2����� ���3। 5C -��-%��������� � ���' �%* 6����� �/�� 
5�X�3�� �X�*, ��� ��© ��� ;���DF �3�। 
 

�2����� ���� +* ?2� ��� �$9 !'��� �! ���, ��� + �$�� �,%¡�� -\��0� ���0 
%I� ��� ����। 
 

+ %�'2� %�" �!��� 5�� %������À�6��� +�����J -\�0 1��3। 
 

���� ¡���� ��3� �� %���� ���� �J���Z�� -�%�। ������� ����f� ���3 ‘
��&’ 
���% �$�� �����' -�� J6�� �I���� -�[ ��&��$ ��< �%��8 �J�2� 5�³� ���� ������ ���� 
��>�<�' �3���। +�2� ��¸�F �3� �। ��i �% %�' +* -s2�' ��3�%��D� n�] ���� �I����� 
���D %����� �� 1��1� �I ���� &�D Ç� �D�����f ;��� ���3�, *2- �� ���X� Z>�< ���'। 
 

+�2� ��¸� +�% �%��� -2�� �<�। 1��� ���� J���� ��¸� ?����' ���f�D�� ����&� 
���� 3�2���। -�� �&�� ��� ��� ���� ������ ����3���। -���� +�2� -�&�����' ����' ��। 
������ !�*����29� ,��� �J�2� ���3 ,$� ���� �����-J�3 -�  �� ���� �D�����f ��� !�'�3। 
�%2� �����' ��&9 !��� �J�2� %��� �J�' %bc09 �$�� ���� !�। �I��� �$�� ��'�& ���� 
+�� ���, �D ���� ��। -��9 -%��। �%���F �D�����f। 
 

��¸�F'��� ���, %D��, -�� -� ��� � f� ���3। 
 

-�� ���� �����' -��� �%��8 �J�2� ����--�&������ ��%�' �% ���� -� ��F'� !� 
� �,%¡���� %o��� -���� ����' ��¸�F'��� 5��F !�' �J�। 
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-�� ���D !��� �,%¡��� -m' ���। ¡�� �D��&�� ��S�% -� �����'� ��'� 3�<� ��5 
�� �3� � । ��'� ��*��� �J�2 ���� ���' �����3। ��S�% ��%�' ����� &D -�'�& ���3�। 
 

��9� �5�&� �!�n� !��� +�� ��&�69���� ��%� F �� �&��F ��'���� �2������ �1�� 
�����-��* ����� � । ��H ��9] �!�n� !��� �����, ��i �� -� -���� �,%¡�� �$�� 
5��� ���� 5��' �3� �। �% 57�©�� %��$ &��� ���, -����� %��� �1d��$�' -��9। J�<� ��� 
��� ���� � । ¡���� +�2� ��/ ��� ��2��� 3�<� �� -� 5��' ��! 
 

+� ��* �% n�2� %!%D&� �2����� �� +���। �,%¡�� -\��0� %��$ +* ��� ���� 
��� ���J%c� ��'�3 ��� ,��¦� ��� ����। ��� �,%¡�� -\��0� �� ���0* $���� � ��, 
+�2� ���0 -��� ���3 5� ����JD ��� �� !'। 
 

�����'� ��'� -���* ���9�� -���� �������' ��5�K ��*�� �$�� ���� ���' 1�� 
�J�'�3�। �%>�< F ��*��� �J�2F ���� �3� । + ��<��� ��5 $��� �, +� +�2� ���0� ��'�� 
&�D* %�9�� L��� ��*�� �$�� ���� ��'� !' । -�� �� ¡��� +��-��� �^ ¡�� +���� । %�^ 
-��� �6���। J���� ���DF �D� 1���*�। ��� !��� �$ �I। 
 

1������ 6'��! -\�0 1��3। ������� ����f� 5�� ��2� ��d�< ���� । ����� ?� ?� 
�_। -�� ��*��� ��J�, ����J� -� �29�� ����� JJ������ ��67% ��_� ���&D +�� +�2� 
�%���' ��% -�3। ��&����J -� ��W���D��' +����� ��� �$�� �J���� -F'�& -%�3�। !X�7 
��9�� ��� ���% F *5�%�%� ����$�' +�2� -��� j�� 5X���-%�" +����2� �� ���� ���� 
§�। &����� ��>� ���' -��9� 1������ �/D ��� %=� । �E%��D� ��� ���@�* ;%D ¡���� %o�� 
���' ����� �³�� ���� ����। 
 

+�2� ���* ������� ��� �J�2� ���� -Z ���J�' ��'� !'। -����� ���� ����� ���>'� 
-� -Z�� ���� 5<�� $���। ����� +� %�' ������ �!��� ��D6��J ����� ����f� ���� -J 
���� �J�। 
 

�� +�$� %�D* ��, �� ��!� �c�9����À� ����'� v��%� ��6��� ���3-J0!�D� 
1��3। ��i ���� &���� � �� ������' *��-� ���!�� %��$ ������ �%���� ��� 1��3। 
��&�����J ��� ������� �D�J�&� ���� ,������ �<�* ���3। ����� �!��� J��Z���� �D�����f 
������ �%���� �$ �I ��� �����3 -� ��W���D��' +����' Z���H90 !��। 
 

+* ����0 ����M��� ���DF �!��� ���6[ �ª�� �� %� ���C���� ���H !�������� 
,������ ���3� ����� +�2� %�!%� �� �%��8 �J�2� ����� %o��� %������ �D�����f %k�� ��� 
�J�3। �,%¡���� f� ���� �%�\2����'�2� ��H ��'���� J� �?>�H �� ��>1� J��2� �J�3, ��� ���� 
%ID�� %�'* +�2� ��<� ��� ���� !�'�3� +�� ��� ���� ��'�2� ��¸� ���� !�������� ,��� �$  
�I ��� ��'� !' । -� �%���* +��� nR%�!%� ����, ���� ��������, ��¸�1��� J6�� �I���� 
J� a��� ���' �< ��^�' �D�����f ;��� ��� 1��3�। 
 

,����� *'��!'�� ���!� ������� ���f ���' ����� %�' +*��� ���� ���'�3, �6' 
$����' ��^� ���q�� ����3। ¡�� ������� ��&�� ��>� ���' %������ �����3 %�>�&�'� ���!� �� 
-���� ��g %�h� ��2� +* �$ ��� ������ �!��� ���� �"%� !�� �J�' +* �D������f� 
%o��� !�'�3। 
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,��D� ���* ;%D�� J��< �$�� ��� �D�����f %���' ����। ��i ���H� ���� ���� �D������f� 
5�� �Ó ��� -Z ����' ��� । ���� ���'* ���� �/` !�' 5X� +�� %�s %�s �� -� ��*��� 
����© J�&9 5X�। ���e�!���� �� ��% %k�� ���� &�D* �� ���� +6��� �&� Z�� �3�<� !’� �� 
', ��À� �J������� 6�' -��"^ !����� ;%D�� ��&��� ����� �k��� &�DF �Ô�'�&� 
��J�� �2���3। 
 

��� ,�' ��2�� ���� �< ��^� �$�� ¡�� ����� �/D ��� ��'�& ;%D Z�� ��/� ���। 
���� -�� 6���� ����� ��, +2� �,%¡���� 5�� -\��0� F'��9�। 
 

�D�����f 5�X�' �� ���<�' ���' ��F'�� �� ;%��� ��5 $��� �। �� ����2� ���D* 
����� J�� �$�� ��3� ���� *2, ���X� 2�����, �2 +� �� �3�2 �3�2 -^ ��-���<� ����� ���� 
+� ��^� �I ��� ���। +2� �3� ����� &�D �%!D  +�� ��5�� �J���� ���D � ���' �I���� 
Z�� �3�<� 3�<� �$ �3� �। ��i �,%¡���� ����� J���� �a���� %�!% ����� �3� �। -�� 
�6���3��� �/` *'��!'�-;%�D� +* &���' �J���Z��� ��� ¡��� +�% ��<�3�। 
 

�6�� ����� ���� a��� �!��� ��'�2� �ª��� -��� ��|����' ��� !�' 5�X�3�-
�J������ 5�� -\��0� ���<�2� �� �3� ��� ���� +�� �% %�' �%!�' !�&�� !�&�� 
J���%�� ��© �3� �J��� +* ��0 F ��6��H���' ����M��� ,�D/ %�/�। 
 

+� +�2� ��* �,%¡���� 5�� -\�0 1����� !'। 
 

�I��� ��/� ���D -�� �� +�2� �%��� �3�< -� +�2�' �J�' �%�3���। �����' 
�����' ����� ��� 5��' ��� �� �3� �-+�2�� �� +�2� �1]� -���� -�[ ��� ����3�। �� 
����� ���� z�� ����f� ��<��� ��� %��!� %���������� +�2� ,�A� &��� ���' ����3��: 
-���1� ��?9M�'� !�� ��� F�� %�' ����। +* ��� �� ��-��� -�� �� %�' ���� �? 
 

6���3��� �� %�' ��� ���'�3 ��’1�«� ?�� �� ��D����� �%����!��� ������ &�D 
��$� �� �। -��� �1]�� %c� �3[ ��� +�2� 2D���� �_ �6�% -%��� । 3��2 �J��� +�2� &����� 
���3। �% ���� +* ,$� +�2� 2D�� ������! ������ ����%� �s �$�� �3�2 +�2� 2D�� (+� 
��) J&9 ��� *5�%�%� %��� +�% ��><��। 
 

2D���� �2� ¡���� ���� ?����' ��'� !�'�3। -� ��'�& ;%D 2D���� ���3 3�2�3��2 
���3। ��F -�� �6�� 5X�� ����� ��, �,%¡���� 5��F ����� %��%�� -\�0 1���। ��i 
����!c��9* 6����� %� ���W�%D ?2�* ��� ����� L��� -& ���� %=� !�'�3। 
 

�/ �$�� ��� !��� ,A F�X �। ��$���� �D���®'�� ���' �����' ����� �$� 6�����। 
��$���� ��3�� ��&� ���� ������, ��'����  5�� ����Z��� ��®� ��>< ����' ���� !�'�3���� 
*'��!'�� ��2�9 -� %����������� �Â�J� ��1�। ��3�� �%>�< ���' ���� �J�' ������ !��� 
�*-�I���� -��� �1�� ��� �%=�। ��/� ���� ���� -%�� %�' ��®�Z��� �2� ��$��� ��' 
�J���। %�^ ?2�2�* ���2������ ���D। 
 

-�� ���� �%���� ���3 +�% ���>3�*� +�2� 6'��! �_ ��� ,$� ��� +�% ��/� ���D 
�<� । ��� ��3� �1]� ���� �c��9* +�2� *%����� ,18 ���J -���� 5��< ��� �Ê�� �$��! +* 
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 *%������� ,18�� +� ���� �3� ��, -�� �� �Ê��� ��<�3, �� ��@�� �����। -��� 5�� ���' 
���� -��� ���2 ��� ��/� ��� !'। ����� %� �^। �’�2� ��'���� ����0 -�� ��< �3���। 
-?��� ���� ����� ��'�� 5�< �J�3-��*�� �$�� %�* ���� ��'। 
 

-��� 5�� ��$���� +�2� ���2, ��'���� *2 ��< -�3। �X� �� ���2 �� B� ���� 
���'�3, &�� �। 
 

��29 F �D���� ��� ��� 5�< �J�3, �1��� 1��� �*, %�" ���� *�2� Z>�<��� ��� !�' 
-�3। ��< $��� ��M���* !��-�� ��< ������ ��� !�< �6�s�3 �� �। ��> ��’2� 5X��� ������ 
�-+�2� ���� ���� �C @��3�। ������� ��� M�� -?���� �D$� ���< 5X�� ��J�। 
6�����, & ���� ��� ��/� ���* �� /�] !��, ��’ '। ¡��� ‘‘�� ��/�’’ ��M� %b��9 %�Y! 
���� ����9����� 5�X +�% �® ���' w�% ��� ����। -�� ��>’ ��2� �2� �2� ��$���� ��3�� 
��&�� ���� �J���। 
 

�� �6�� !�' �J�3। ��i �!��� %�9�* �D��� �J���Z�� 1��3। �!�� ����9 1��3� 
&���� �। �%>�< ���' ��1 ���� ��* ¡���� ������ ����� ���'�29�� �$�� �����'� ��'� +�% 
-���� ¡���� f�*�� ��� ��' ��'। -�� �%��� �Ê��� +�% �%���, %�^ ���� ��C �6&�। 
 

��'� 3��2 �J� +�2� ���s -�� -��� &�D। ��i ��� ����2� ���DF �% ���� -%� 
�-¡���� ���� ����0 �� ;%D�� a����3। ��� ���r ���� -�� +2� ->1 ���� �����3���। -��� 
��’ �2� �2� ��3�� ��&� ���' ��[� ?��� ���� �J���-�%�� �$�� ������� ���� �%�\2����'�2� 
��'�� �?>�H �� J��2� �J�3 �%��� 5��M� !��� ����^ ��M�' । �� �����& �3�2 �������� F 
��¸�1������ -m' ������� ����� +* ?�Z�����। ��'�& -���� ��� ��' +�2� �1d��� ��1 
�����' ����। *�����D �,%¡��� -� ��� ����� %����� ��<�� ���D ;%�D�� ,��� ����3। -�� 
�%* ?� �$�� §� F��� ����� ����3���। 
 

+�& ���<��� �����: -���� +�� �$�� ����। +�2� ���* -\�0 !��। 
 

���<�: ����� ���$�'? %������ ��� +���* �3���--� ��^� �I ����3 �D�2����। %� J��< 
$����� !�'�3 F���, ��5�� ��� ����' ���� ��*�। 
 

��i +� ��� �� -%�3, %� �c� �$�� ���� ����, �����। 
 

������� 1�*�� ,�� -\��0� -"!* ����� ���D ,��। &�� ����, !'��� ��� ����� 
��91���, %���� ��6��� !����� ;%D��� %x��%� ���D �����3� ��� �09� ���। �,%¡���� ��3�� 
���� ,�����* ���� -m' ��'�3 !������� ��<� ���'। %���������� +* �,%¡���� 5�� 
-\��0� ���02� �� -��� ���3 §� !�' 5X���। +* %�^ ��� ,������������� ��� %I� 
���� ���� �����-����� 5�� -?�� !��F %=� !'�। 
 

+* -�\���* *'��!'�� ;%D�� �,%¡���� 5�� @�>���' ��<�3�-������ ���� �,%¡���2� 
5�<�' ���' �J������� ^ ���* �3� ����� 5�S�D। %������ �I����� ���D �� �J������ ����� 
%x��%� ���D �����3� ����� v�% ���� &�D ��2M -m' ���� �,%¡��� ��� �H90 �
�6���� 
��3� '। 
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Z���H90 %����� ���� ��� �ª�� ����' �k�� ���� $���। ;%D�� ������� ����f� 5�� 
��>�<�' ��*����� � 5>�1�' -�3। 
 

+�& ��D �D�C�� �����: +��� Z�� -%��, -���� %�� ��। 
 

,A ���� ���: -�� �� ����? 
 

��-1��& ���� ��'���� ����� J�32�' 5�X -���� �2� ��'���� F���� ��' �J� । 
��1* %����� �%�&�। �%�\2����'�2� �6���� ������2� �D-,��D��2 ���H -\��0� -���' 
%�' Z�3। ,�' ���-1� �& ������ ������ %��� ������� ��9�� ?��� ��<���।  
 

-����6��� +� ��0 +�% �&�B% ���: ���� ���$�' �3��, ���$�' Z�� ���J�3, 
������ %�9�* �C ��? ���< ������ �����। ��� ��� ,A। 
 

���] ��� ��। �������� �Ï�{���� ��g�। +���* ��& ��� $���। ����� +��� -��� 
��'�&-�%* %��� �������� ����Z���। 
 

+�& -��� ���1' &��� 1*��। �����: -�� ���� �' �D�%� ���-���� �ª �$�� 
��� �< 6�*-+� ��<� �������। + %�^ ��3�* &���� �। ����� ���� ������� ����f Z�� 
���'�3। 
 

��&�� %������� ���� 1�*� ��� %�2�* ���$D ����� ����� ���3। 
 

+��� -\�0 !�� -��� ��/ ��>1� %=� !�� �, 1�� : ’���'। +�& ,^�� 
����। ���] �3��2� �/��0 +�2� ���s ��' +��� F� ?� �$��। -���� n’&� ��� n’r� ’���' 
��' �J�। �'�� ��19 �$�� ���� �%!���J 1���3-���% --���� �I। 
 

�% ����0 ���2 �*। ��>1���' �J�' ��d>3���। ��� �/* ����� �*। �k�H ��6��J� +�2� 
��$�� ��F'� �J� �����। �� �C @��3� /� ���'। +* ��$���* �V�� ��19 F ����9� ��� 
��2��� !'। ��*�� �k��D� ��6��H��। 
 

���� -���� +* M�� -m' ���' 1�� �J��, ����, �%�\2����'�2 ,!���� ���e�!� �����। 
%���* ������ ���� ���� %��� ������� �%�\2����'2 ��!��� ����। ,��D��D� ���3 ��� ���< 
��58 ����2 �3�। ���� *�����D &��� �����3 ��, ��&����J F ������' ���e�! !�'�3। ��� 
!�'�3 ��9� ���!�� %��$। ��s��� ����� F �%���� ��>< ����' !�D� ��� !�'�3। �<�* � ��� ���� 
��5 �k��D�� 
���� ���� 1� �। 
 

%������ 5�� ����� ?�>�2 ;��� ��� !�'�3�। ������ ;%D�� �%�\2����'�2 ,��� ���� 
+* ?�>�2 �$�� -\�0 ���� %�^ ,t�� ����� �3�। �%��8 �J�2� �6�� ���� �D�����f %k�� ��� 
���� ,�������� &D ,t� �3��। 
 

%���� ������ ��2�� ���� +�& +�% ����, +� �J���Z�� �I। ����& ��^�' 
�����'�3। �����5 5�X�' ��'�3 ��� �?�H0� ��� !��। 
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�&�B% �����: -���� %�� +���? 
 

!'��� %��* 1�� ���, -���� �< ��^� ��9] ���' -�%, 1��। 
 

n’ &� ��� -���� ��' +�� �%�\2����'�2� ,$� �J2 ��9]। ���] %��$ �3�। 
 

��� ��s�, J�' �JK� �$1 ���� -��� ���' 6���� +� �&�<� &��� �3�। ���]�� �����: 
������ ����� �%�8� �&�<� ��F--��� &���� %��$ ��� ��। *�� ������� �Ð ���� J���� 
������। 
 

��w� ���] ��* ��� ��i �%F -��� %��$ �����' +���। 
 

-_�� J� ����f +�2� ��¸� ��F'� �J�। �����'� %�' +�& ����: !�%������ ���� 
�। -!���� ;%D�� ���� ��' ��'। 
 
 
 

----------------
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������� %c� ����� 

�'���� �D������ ��� ���!�� !�D���B� 
F�� n�2 ,����� 

;��� ����� �(�� &��'��� F z ��¶'��� 
(UG� 

 
�'���� �D������ ���� �~ F ��: ��9� &�!�s��%! 

�� �� ���J����� Z�� ��� !�D� ��� !' 
%���F'�� -�� �� ,�~ 

 
�)�� ���19� ��������� & �� *'��!'�� ������ ���!� ���������� &J�� 5�� @�>���' 

�<�� �� ���� �� �'���� �D������ �� ?�2�3�? 5� ����JD �� !����� ���!� �� %�] 
�D������ %��1�' ���� !�D��B 1����'�3�, �'���� ��� ���D �D��। �'���� �D������ 
�� %�^ ���J��� %����� ���%�� F �&�F'� -2�� ��<�3�� ����� ���D ,�' ��5* �����' 
-%�� �����। 
 

���J��� %����� ���%����� ����� ��5 ��5 �����' -%�� �����3�, ��i ����F �Y� 
��M�' $���' ,�k� ?2�� �$� ���� &��� �����। ���&* ��� �/��*  �'����� �� ����D� 
���� +��2 M�� �����1�� �� ����' !�D����� 1����'�3�, ��� ,�D/��9� ( &�� ��3 �$�� 
-��� �%����� ?2�� ����0 ���'�3। + n&�� ���D +�& !��, %���� ����^�� �J��Y�& 
���!�� �%��8 ����2D�� *����h��� +�� ��� & !�� �'���� �D������� ��%����� 
��91��� m� ������! ���। m� ������! ��� �D������ �/d� ��9 ����। ,$���C 
����2D�� *��� ��>�1�3 %bc09 ���d���6��� । ��� &���'�3 ��, ��� ��>�1 $���� +�� ���C 
%�"��� ���"!�0� �$� ��� ���� �� +��� ��W�% ���� 1� �। 
 

�U�� ��19 ����2D�� *����h����� !����� ���!�� ������� �"���� ��� ��' -��� ( 
& %����� ���%���� %��J +��2 ?�� �Y� ��� �����3���। �P�� ��19 ����� 1��2�� %�' +�& 
!����� ;%D ?�� a��� 
'��\' -�|' ��g� %�!���D +* ��& ���%���� 5�� Z�� 1���'। 
����2D�� *����h����� %�J� ��� � & ���%�� %��J %��J* ,�0 !���। ����2D�� +� 
J��'F Z�� ���J +�� ��� �� ��� ��, ��� �k��DF !�� ����। Z�� ��� ;%D�2 �����' ��F'�� 
�� �%��� +�& %����� ���%�� !�D����� ����� ���� -�%। 
 

+ %�' *����h��� ���� 6� ��� ��< $���। ���%���2 ����� ����� +�% ��� �X� 
!D�' ���J��� %� ��� �!� �J'�। +��� �k�$��� ���� ��� -�% ? ���������। ����2D�� *��� F 
�D�D�� �� ?�� �3�� ��� ��*�� �%�Ï ��!��� ���� $���। *��� +%�' ���� ��, ��� <�1<� 
���� ����3। !���� �¹� �1���� ���� +�� ��>�� Z�� ��J��F �� -��9 *��� 5�X ��><���। 
���'��66c� *��� ����� N�� 5�X ��><���* ', ��� !�>2��F ����3। ��!c��9 %��À �X� ���� 
*��� ��� ������� %����� +���f���� ��K��� *���{���� ���J��� �����' ����� �1�� %�·F ��� 
�D��1 �$9 M� ��6 ��� ���� ���'�3��। 
 

��� �X� ���� ������ !��, �����' ���� !��, +* �� ���� �$��। ���� ���� +�J�' �k� 
%!��9���� ���� -������ �����' *��� ��3�� &����� ���3 �J��। 2�� ��� &���� ������ �_ 
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!���, ��*�� %1��� !�' �J� ,!��। ��!c�9 ���r � ��� ��*�� ��� ���� ���। �� ��� -F'�& 
!F'�' ��� ,!���� ,!�� 6��� 6c� ����3, �17��� ��� 5X� �%। *��� J��'� ��C ���' ��d< 
����, 1��� �I����। 
 

+� ���D Z�� !�� $��� ��i 6�JD 6���� *�����, +�2� Z��F ��� J��' ���J�। ���� 
��d�<, ���� �!>�2, ���� \� ��� *��� �����' +�� �I��� �k��D���� �$��। %����� -���' 
��� ����� +� ��� %!��6c�� ��' ���� �?�� ��>�<�' "�������� ��� ���H। �� ���'� ����� 
����� -!� *���। ��� �� ����, ���� �%��। %���] �����' 1�� �J�� -��� ��� ��� 
���C������ %��J ���J ����। 
 

*��� -���� &����, �Y� ��M�' ��� ?��� &���� ���' ���J������ Z�� ��� !�D� 
���� �����3 । +� &�'J�' ���J��� �3���� 6���� ����3�, ��� ����� !X�7 +��2 !����� 
�%��� �J�' Z�� 1����' %��*�� �����'� ��� । ����� N� !��� ,18 �J���Z��। *��� ��� 
%�J���� -�91�7��� ���3 +�� Z����� !�' ���� �����3। 
 

��� ���� -%�� �'�� !�� �J��Y�& ���!�� ��: ��9� *'���� �����। �'���� 
�D������ !�D��B �%* %�?�2� ����3�। �c��: ��� ���9��* 1�� +* !�D��B। +3�<� ��&� 
%����, �D��y &��!� &���, ��&� ���!�o� *'��% ������ (+* �N �& !��� Z�� ��� ��&� 
-��'��� *%���, ����2D�� %���!5�S +�� �%��8 ����2D�� -����� �!�� �%��&�%! 
-��� ����� !�D� ����3।) 
 

�D��y *������ !�'��� (+* ���%���� ��k�� ���� � ����� ��*� !���� 1����� !') 
��: ��09� ������� ��k�� �U�� ��19 ���� � �!�� �J����H90 N� ��� !'। �D��y -J�������� F 
%������ ��&� %���� +�� -��� ��� !����� �����1 ����' 5 ��% ���� ��9�� F !�D��B 
1���' ��� *��� &��। 
 

%������ ��&� ��'& %���� %b��9 ����2D�l *��� �� ��, +* ��N �D��y ��� 
*%���%! �E ������ !�D� ����3। ��J�� ������� �� +* ����� �D�����l ���� ?��� 
��<���� +�� ���J��� �����* Z�� ��� !�D� �����। 
 

�'���� �D�����l �� %�^ �!�� ���J��� %����� ���%����� �$� ����, ����� ���D 
��'�3, ��: ��09� &�!��J��, ��: ��09� -��'��� *%���, ��&� �����, ��&� ��!nh���, 
�D��y E��, �D��y ���� -�� ����2D�� ����, ����2D�l +���� !�, ����2D�l ����9 
(f����), �D��y -*'�� -��, ��: %���5�S, �%��8 ����2D�l -����� �!��, �%��8 ��: 
!���� ����, �D��y ��� *%���, �D��y �%�S� ,���। 
 

,�D/��9� ��� ����� ����0 
 

+��� -����� 5� � ���� !' � %�Y� ��� ����� �$�। ��D���D��' ���& ���C 
$���' %=��: !�������� �D�D��� %��J �Y� ��� ��' �J�'F +�� !�D� ���� ��&���* 
��$9। 
 

!'� ���� �6���3� ��� %����J ���@ +��� !�D� ��� ����। �/d� ���9� �� ��D���D��' 
���& ���C $���� &D ��9� �N�� ���� ��>�1�' �����3�, ��i �% %�' !'��� ���� ��@�� �����, 
������ 
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��� ����� �1�� -�3, -�3 ��6c��। �����1��� +* 6���� &D !'��� ��� ��� -�&� ��>�1 
-�3, ���W� *��!��% ���&� �!�D�� +��2 &��] ���� �!%���। ���� �' %��%�0 �!�� ����� 
m� ��� ����� %�/�7��� "!0 ����3��, -��� ��� ����0 ���'�3। ��� &���'�3, ��6��� 
������ �k�� %]� 
�� �D-m� ������$ �~�� !�������� ��D�1���� &&9��� ��� �¦��6��� !�D� 
���3। ��� &���'�3 ������$ �~�� ��� Z�� ��� !�D� ���� �����3। 
 

���� ���� %b��9 ���� �J�' ��� ����� �1���� &� ��>� ����। ������� ��� �1�� ���3 
���� -��� �% ����� /�� �*। ���� q�� ?��� ����Y�' ��� ��� !���Z�< ���' -���� �&B�%� 
����3�� ���$�' ,%�� ���� -�� -s�� ���' *����' ���� ,%���� &�'J� �����' ��*। �� 
��� ��� ��� -�^ -�^ +��2 �� ��� �%>�< ���' 5X�� ���। �� -�� : ����Y�' ��% +� 
& ���� ���< ��2�3���। 
 

-�� ��� ��� ����� ���� �%!�'6��� ��������� ��� & �� 5n9�� ��� +2� +�2� ����� 
�&�% ' ��&� ��& ��। +��� -� ����� ���� ������� %�!% ��*�। �� �� N�� �6���3 ���� 
&J�0� ��� �3��, -� -& ��� ����� +* n�69�J। ��� /���/� %�^ ���! ���� ��J�, 
��$�' �D��8&, �1�� F !�� ��>�� ��M�' 5���9��� �'��* �w�Jf ����% -�� ��� ����। 
 

��� ����� &�� �Y��� �'����� ��9��]� ���!�� -��� ��3� ��� +�� ���� ����: 
 

�U�� ���19 �D�l��l 
 

J� ���19� �U ������ ���� � �D�l���l ���J��� ���%�� ��%����� ��91���%! ,�' 
���� �D�C�� �w�Jf �!f ���'�29���� ���2 �����' -2� ��� ����। ����� �����0� %��< 
��2�' �P � ��� +r���� *5��2 ��3� �J���Z��� -F'�& N�� ��F'� ��'। ��� �� ��* 
-��� ����� ��* �D�l���l� ���6[ +���� �$�� %�^ ���J��� ���%�� F �D�D ��91����� 
�w�Jf �!f ���'�29��� ��' &�� ���� $���। +�� +* %��J -����F -��� %����� ��%Jk! �$�� 
��� ��' -�%। 
 

���, ���, ‘‘��%�����, %����� ��6��J� %����0 �D�C����� -2� ��� !'। �P � 
+r���� +� ��� ������ ���%�� ��: ��09� &�!��J��%! �D�D ���%����� +� -����� %��J 
-2� ����। ���� �� n���� ,��%�� �&: �%: F %������ -��� ��, ��: ��09� &�!��J��-+� 
J��'� &��� ���� �� ���' ��� �1�� ��>�� ����। �� ��� ������� �&�B% ��� -���� ���$�' 
��' ����। 
 

��� 5~�� 5C & ��L' ���� *§�!�� q��� ��' ���� ��� &��'। ����� ���� �w�Jf 
���% ,��J�0� -����� �) J& ��/�0 +��2 J��9� ���� ��>< ����' Z�� ��� !' । ���� 
+*6��� Z�� ��� !�D�� �k�D -��� %�� �Y� F �w�Jf �!f ���'�29��� �w�J�f'�� �$�� %�� ��� 
���%�� �& �& ��/ ��% ������ ���। 
 

+� ����* ( �� ���19 ��%�,�` �%���2� �����%� ��&� !��%� (+%, +%F) +�� ��/� 
��6��J� �D��y ������� ��' +�*6��� ���� Z�� ��� !�D� ��� !'। *�D�%�� �D�l���l 
��&��!� ���!�� ���%�� �D��y �]�& +�% 5C & ��L'�� ���%�' ��� �� +�& +�& ��� 
+6��� !�D� ���� %��' ������� �, ���0 ���� +� �� ���J����� !�D� ���� !��। �D��y�� 
��� ���' +� 
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�� ,�� 1��& ���%���� +� +��2 ��<�� ��>�� ��' +�* &�'J�' !�D� ���� $���। ��� 
�D�D %���� +� +��2 ��<�� ((� &��) ��>�� ��' !�D� ���। 
 

+� ���D ��09� &�!��J��, *'���� -��, ��&� !��%�, ��: ����, *�K�'��%9� +�& 
��y, �w�J�f'���� %!���� �����, ��'� %������%! () & ������� -�� �1�� ����। +6��� 
%ID� ��9] !�D��B 1������ �� (� & ��%����� ���� �$�� ��'। %ID�� �X� ����* +��2 
��K��� ��'� -����� ?��� ��3�� &���� ���' 1��� 1��� �f�� -���� ��� ��, ‘‘���� ?���<F� 
�����' ��3� ��� !�� � �w�J�f'�� %��!� ����3।’’ + ��9] ��� ��� ��� &�� �k��D� ��������� 
��>�<�' $���� �%* �k��1��0 ���। +� ���D ��'��2 ����' �6' ���' ��'। 
 

��� ��� &�� ��� %��J ��, (� & ��%����� ���� �3� ���� !�� *§�!�� !�* 
q���� %!���� ��D�/� n* ���, ���%! 1��& �%�Y� F 3'& @<����। �%* ����� ���� ��6��� 
���� ���2�'�3 ��� �09� ��F'� �� ��� ��/ %=� !'�। 
 

+���  �6��� ��&��!� ���!�� �%* & �� �D��y �]�& +�% +* �Y� (� &�� %��*�� 
�w�J�f� ��91��� ��� �3�< ��F'�� ���9� ��', +�� �& �& ���& ���J ��F'�� &D E��� ��' । 
�% %�' %!���� ��D�/� n* �3���� �&B�%���� ��� �� &��� ���� ��, ���� �w�J�f� ��91��� 
, �X� ��* ������� : J��9� ���W9 ��' �J�' Z�� ��� !�D� ���। ��� ��� &� �� %��� �� 
�1���� %��� �� �� ���J��� !�D�� �k�D ���� +�� �%* %��J ����� �����2 ������!� ��� ��2� 
�%!�' �3� ��� 1�*��F ��X F n:%��D !�' ��><���� �� ���� : %�'* 5��M� & ����� ���< 
��2�� ���9� ��F'� !���। 
 

�»�%C ��� ��� -��� &�� ��, ��� N�� ���"f �!f���'�29���� ����&�� !�D� ���� 
�����, �w�Jf �!���'�29���� ������ ���� �� � +�, +� ���&���l� J��f9 �D�l��l-+� 
���6[ *5�2 !�� &���k� ��'��� ���J����� ���! ���!�o� ���f'���� ��/0 ,��] Z�� ��� 
!�D� ���� �����3। +* ���!� ���� �J�' ��� ��� ���� E E ��� ��>�� �����3, ���� +� 
6�� �����'�3 �� +2� +�2� ������ �D����, -��� ���� 1��1�� ‘‘$’’ !�' �J�3। 
 

��� J6�� ��?9 �:W�% ���� ���, ‘‘���� !' +%� ����� &D* -�� �� �� �k��D� ���@F 
��>�1 �3��� +�� +�F -�3। -��� ��%� F �w�Jf �f���'�29���� ��@����@ &�'J���* ��: ��09� 
&�!��J��%! �� & ���%�� F ������ �D�D ���J����� +��2 J��9 ���21��� ���� ���� । : %� 
������ ��2�1��� ��F'�� %�' J��9� ���� ��>�<�' -���� ��'�& ����� �/d� ��9 ���� !'। 
 

�%�� �$�� ����� ��* ���! ���!�o� �H2�f'���� ��/0 ����� J��9 ��/` ��'��� 
�k� ���!� 5�� ������ ���' ��|%����J ��� !��। ��� ����f�&���� %�!���D J��9 ���21��� ��F'� 
!'। ��� ��� ���, �% %� �k� ���!� ����� -�� +��� ���2 ��>�< ���� ���� ����। -<�* �� 
��!��� $���� �� ��� ��� ��� ��%�' ��d>3�� %�' ����� �� +��2 �k!����� ��� 6��9 �k���! 
(%=��: ���� � �!� �$�� -�) �%* ���! ���!�o� ���f'���� ��/0 ��� ���' ��' ��F'� !��। 
 

����2 ��^� ���' ��F'�� %�' %�^ ��^��2 ��C ��� !�' �J�'�3�। J� +�,� ��% �$�� 
���� � �D�l���l %����� ���!�� �J��'Y� ��6�J +�, -* F�� ��& ���� %�' ��� �� �k�D 
�����3 ��� �09� ,%��J ��� ��� ���, +�, -*F� ��D�1�� �$�� �w�Jf ����%� %���� 
!�D���8 ��� 6�� 
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�3�। ��&� �%����� +� -*F *5��2 ������� +���� �F'� !�'�3, ����� ���D ��� �� ����* 
���� +�%�3। 
 

J� -J� ���% ��� ��� �%, +�, +*1, + ���� !। �%��� ��� ��%Jk�!� ����* !����� 
;%D��� ��� ��� ��F'� !�। +* %��'� ��6B�� �09� ���� �J�' ��� ��� 57%�!�DK� ��© 
���, %����� ��& ����3 -� %ID�' ?�� ��% ��� !�������� ����� %��D� Z��3। �/D ����� 
�� �� ����� ����� %��D� ��<�3। ���� + %�^ ��� � ��� !�। + e�D �� -��� -��� 
��' -%�। 
 

�� �� 6����, �� ��9�� F �C /' �����3, �� �k$� ��'�। ,������ �F'� !��। �� 
�!�� �� �� ��� �%� �� 6��� ���� ���0� !��। 
 

-;��� �����, �( &��'���, (UG� 
 

N�� ����� -� ����� 
 

���� �, �U�� &��'���। �2¥� �'�&� ���� -��� ��N�� X�8� ��$�' ��s��� ���� 
;����1���' *E�� !�D���B� �'� -*��D���F !�� ����'�3। & �� ��� ���!� �� �� ��9�, �� 
��9� -� ��H8 �3� �� ���� � �D�l���l� !�&�� !�&�� ��s���� �����, %�����, ��%����� 
������, ��% �� ��$�� 1��, !��, �� ��>�� ��M�' ���k� ���, �1�� ��>�� ��M�' ����� �& �1��� � 
����� ���� ���F %=� '। 
 

�'���� ��!��<� J��9 �����'� �3� ,�1� %6D��� ��� ,���। *��!��%� ��8� �D�CJ0 
,����·��� %6D &J��� ��2 J��9� %�s + �E ,�1� %6D��� L�� ���� -&��� %�%6D ��� 
&����� ������ !�&�� !�&�� �3� -�JF + �ª�� �3� %�%6D %�qk���� +��2 &���। 
 

��i +* �'������* !����� ���!� J� �)�� ���19� �� �$�� �� �!���� -� ��9���� 
,��0 ���� �J�3 J6�� ��D�8 ���� �J6�� ���2� ��1, J��9 +�� &�J��� ���D, -&��� ���H* N�� 
', 6��HD��� ���HF �� ���� ?k0�' -� 6�' ��5�� 5X��। 
 

�t�: �J�2� ���� � �D�l��l* �3� +��2 �%�*���। �%�* �3� !����� ���!� -� ����� 
�������। �%��� ���� �� ����3 !�&�� !�&�� ��s����। �%* ��6c��2� -& +�2� ���M�। 
�'���� �D�l��l +����2� ��!��< �ª�। 5>1� �1� । ���$�F ��3�2� %��� 6c��। ? �0 -� ��� 
�� 6��। 
 

J� ����� m� ��� ����� ��' -�� �D�l��l +����' ��d>�3। �D��l ��3� ���� 
��'� J& +Z��� ��* !���� f� ���� -���� n�2� ��D�8 ������ J�9 ����। 
 

���2 %���' �%��� �� ����' !�D���B� 
�/� ����� ��* �� ��� 6'��� ���� 
��9������। �����। ���Z���� 5��* %����� ������। -� -�3 %����� 2���, ������� ��³, 
%����� ���1�'� ,���। ��� ���� � ����� %���� m� �1~������ ��% &��, + J�9�2�� �� ���, �1� 
�*, ���, !���� ?�<, 1���, 2��� F � !�' ��F'� ��3� 2��� ��F'� �J�3। 
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5p��M %����� ���%����� ���1' ,���। ��� ��� �� + �D�����l ��?9 �3� ��� 
�/d� ����9 ��'��&� �3�, F �%�� -�� �� ��?9 �� ��� +��� &��� �������� ��& �����, 
56�'* +* ��s��� �� ���9� ,�D/��9�। ����2D�l ��09� &�!�s��, ��'�& ��&�, -��9 
+f���� ������ �D��y �����%! ���2 �� &�� ��� +�2� ^� ,$� J��9 ��F'� �J�3। 
 

+��2 ��� ��!��� ��� �� !'। %��� n��� -�� ��^�09 ,�]� ?��� ?��� �����Õ -��� %�s 
� %�Y� ��� ��� -� &��� ������ ���� �%��। ���� -���� �! �� J�9 �������। ��� ��� J�9 
!�� ��'�� ����� ��3�2� �2� ��� ����3। ��� J�9 �$�� �6�% -%�3 �c�� JI। +��� �%��� 
+�������� ��< ��'�3 &��� ���<, �J�K� 2�����। �D�l���l� �6��� +��2 ��X। �%��� 
�!���y�� 5X���� ���। 
 

��� ��/�0 -��� +��2 ��X। �%2� ��3�2� �1�। %�^2� &�'J� &��< ��'�3 J��9� �� J�9। 
,���2 J��9* �%��D �����। -� ��X2�' 3�<�' ��'�3 �� �� �%!�' ��s���� !�< -� ��$�� 
����। ���$�F ��< ��'�3 ��% �<� ��$�� 1��। �c�9���� ����2 ����2 ���2 �f��� ������� -���� 
��� ���। �����* ���@� ��' �%��� ���2 ���2 -��� 1��� ��'� !�'�3। !�&�� !�&�� ����H� ��� 
+��� ���2 1��� ��'� !�'�3 ��� ���� -���� &�����। 
 

�&�� ,��% F ������� ��� !�� + ��9] ��� ��'��2 J�9 ���><� !�'�3। %�Z��� ��><�� 
%�' ��J��। �%�Y� ��� ��� z)/�P �3� �'�%� �3�2���2� ���H2� -� �%�� -�� �r� !�°� 
J<�� �,dÃ। 56�' ��?9 �� ��� + %����� 3�5��� ��& ����� । J� �G�� ��19 ����� )2�� 
���� ���'�29�� ����� ���2� -�3 ��� 56'�� �w�Jf ����% �f�� ��' ��'। 
 

�%�� �$�� 5��� ����� ��9] ����� : ����% -2�� ���� !'। ����� %s -��� )P & 
���� �3� : ��/ �Y�। �U�� ��19 ����� ���� 1��2�� ���� ���� ����� ��' �w�Jf ����%� 
����� ��� J�32�� ��1 ����� �,' ��s��� 5p��M %����� ���%����� Z�� ��� ��9�6��� 
!�D��B N� !�'�3। ,$�� +�& +�& ��� F ��� ��<����< ���B ��H ���� &�D z/� 
&�� +� %��$ ���< ���' �1�� ��>�� F ��< ���' �C ��� !�� ��>�� ��M�' : ��� J��3� ��1 
��' +�% Z�� ��� !�D� ��� !'। 
 

���� �6�� ���� ����� ���21��� ��'� !'। F�� %��*�� &���'�3 �� ����� �1���� 
%���* �]�: ������F ���� ������ �� ��� !�'�3। ��� ��� F �%���� %��$ ���� �Y� �3� 
����� ���D ��� -��D� ��& %������ &D n’1��&�� ���� ���� %��*�� zP�� ���19 �� ��� 
!'। ����� n&�� �� ��� !'� ��i E��� �3��� %����� 3�5� +����� ��*�� ���� ���� ����� 
�। 
 

�% E����* ���� �%�� ��� ��'�3� ,��0 ��>1�� &D। ����� �1������3 �%* ��6��H���' 
��Z���� 6'�� 3�� -�&� ���D��। + ��9] ��2��� &�� �J�3 ���� ���� ��' ���W� + &?D�� 
;����1� !�D���8 N� !' �w�J�f'�� ���� ��k��। !�D���B ��� %!���J��� �3� ��09� ���&� 
!�'�� ��। -�29����� ����2D�l ���, ��&� %���� -!��, �D��y �������, �D��y &���� 
*����, ����2D�l ��09� ����9, �%��5���2 ��6��J� ��&� �%���, ��&� ���^��, ��&� �%�S�� F 
�D��y ����। +* ��N��� ,�D/ F ����/6��� ;����1���'  %!����J�� ��� ���� � *§�!�� 
������ q���� �,����� ��%�,�` ����2D�l ��09� +�, �� -�� F ���� � ®D�8�f9 �D���� 
���s��� �D��&�� -���। 
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�% -&F ���� �' �����' ��<���। -����� ��>�& ��� ��� !�� -��� �$D 5�?��2� !�� 
��� M��' &%����0 �� ���। &���� ���������� �%�� -�� -���� &���'�3 ��, ((� � 
�w�J�f� �� �%��� �E ��!���� +� �� ����� �&��%! ��!������� �D�l���l ��� +��3। 
+��� 6��JD �� ���0�� ?�2�3 �� �% &�� � %����� 3�5�� ���� �L�� *§�!�� ������ q���� 
5���� %� �'�2 ��/ �E �� ��� ��9���� ��!���� �Y� �3��। ����� ����� -�91�7���� 
-������ ����& ��5�� 5X��� ������। ��� ���!� ���� � �D�l��l �$�� VP/GP & ���Ö�� 
��!���� 5��� ����3 ��� ������'��� ����� %�� *�%��{� �&��� �!�� -���� &���'�3। 
��3�<� : %�' -��� ���� �����'F �J�3। ���� � ������'��� ������� ��� ��� ��� %����� 
3�5���* 1�� !�&�� ���H�� !�D� ��� !�'�3। 
 

*§�!�� ������ q���� ��/� ���!�o� F'���5 �! �D�l��l q���� ���s�� ��/��� 
+��� -���1� ��� N��3 +��� ��� !�&�� ��s����� �� ��� !�'�3। 
 

: �� ��/� !��, �K��, %�*� F �%�����। �K�� -� �%����� ��� !�&�� ��s���� !�D� 
���� ?2� %��Y ,��� ���� %�' %�*� �]�D ����3� ’*�' ��3 �!�, ������ !D�'’। �N��� ��3 
�$�� �D ��� �]�D -�� ��� ��' ��? 
 
 
 

---------------
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������� %c� ����� 

���'0J�K �’& 3���� !�D� ���!� ;��� *�~��� ) &��'���, (UG� 
 

�������� ��� ���+ + ���2- 
 

‘‘F�� -���� Z�� ����3। f�C�� f����, f�C��’’ ����3� ���'0JK 3�����J� %6���� 
(T �3��� ��0 �������� �!��% ����। �G�� ��19 !����� ���!�� J�<�� ��_ ���'0J�K� ^ 
������ �6�s �J�। �!��� 5��© &�����' %��*�� ��' �������� �!��% ���� ,t� !�'* 
�3���। F��� ��*��� J�&9 F�X। !����� ���!� $��� ��><�'। �U�� ��19 !����� ���!� �!�� ,��� 
�����। �29���� J&9� 2D���� ���� 6��%x^ �!���%� ������ $��� �!� �3�<। +����� 
&�����!� ��� �!�� ��� +��� �k��D� ��6��H��। 
 

�� %����� %ID� !�'�3। !����� ���!�� J�<�Z��� ?���3 +����-�%���� । ���� 2� 
��&��� F��� ���9��' �1]��¡� ���� %!��9���� ��' 6���3 �� ��� ��'। +� %�' ���'0J�K� 
�7���� &�� ���D�� ������� *�s�� !����� ���!� F��� ���9���' ,��� ��� F��� -\�0 
�����। !����� ���!�� Z���� -!� !�' ���� a�� ��<। ����� ����� ��C �6�& ��' ���9���'� 
�/��। -!� ����� ��� �1�� 3��2 ��' F� �� ����� ���3 । ���, f�C�� f����--�� ��>1���, 
-���� ��>1�� !��, ��>1��� !�� -��� %��< %�� ����2 ��s�� 6�*-�����। ��i ���$�' f�C��! 
�!�� �� 6���� ��&�, 1������� �� -�9 ����H� ��0 !�!����। f�C���� �6��� ��� ( 2�' +* 
��0 ����,����� ,�0��'� ���� �D�$� ������ -���� ���� �J�। �!��� ^ ������� �&�J 
5X��� -� +��2 -�9 1�7���। 
 

���6[���� ,��6�� ������� ���� ���� ��&���� F %��qk��� �/��* %��� �&9 ����, 
���D���' ��/�� �/��F ��� ,��6�� ���1' 6�
� !�' -�3। ���� -& -����� ���D �*। 
 

F �� &����, +�� ��� F�� ����' ��� !��, F� +� �,' �������� �$��। F �� 
�6���3� F�� -%��, ��g ����H� 5�� @�>���' �<�� F��� �6/� ��� -� �g ��'। 
 

��i F�� +���। �T �� ��19 ���� ����^��� !����� ���!� F��� 5�� !� -\�0 
1������। �1~ ����� ����* ����� -2���� �J�'�3�। J�&9 5X��� !����� ���!�� -�|'�g। �1~ 
a�� �<��� F��� 2���&���� 3�����J� ���9���'� �/���। !����� ��!� +��2 Z�� ���* /�] 
!'�, ���� 1���2 Z�� ����3, F� �k���!�2 ���9��' -Z ����' ��� ���D 3�>�< ���'�3। 
 

�Y� !�*q���� %����0 %b��� +�� �D�D ,��¦��� %��$ &�<� ��9��� +�� ���6C 
�1~�� -��� 6��� �। 
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������� %c� ����� 

‘‘��!��%�� ���2 �<��� ��N��’’ ;��� ����� �P &��'���, (UG� 
 

��!��%�� ���2 �<��� ��N�� 
 

F�� �� F��� ����� �C�C ��� &�<�' ��>���3� �� ����* ��>�<�' ��>�<�' ���2 
�����1 ��!��% ���' F���  ��Ç� ���3�। �G�� ��19 ����� । !����� ���!�� V�2 &�� a��� 
�$�� �� �Y� ���'0J�K� 5�S�� �F� !�'  ��?9 (P ��*� ��$� n’����* 1����'�3� !�D��B। 
������ �J��� -� �29���� ��� ���' j���' +����� ����'  ���'�3� �%��D ?���<�। �����H 
���'0JK �!� 5���© +�% �&�2 ��%��*�� ,18 ,�������� %o��� !'। 

 
��� !����� �%�D�� !�D��B 1����'�3� ��g ���! ���-����H� 5��। +�� ��� &�� 

����� @�� ��< �k�$��� ��� �$��। ��%��*��* �3� &�� &�%��� !��� ��<�। ��� �3�� &���� 
f�*'��f9� �����। ���'0JK �!�� %���� ����1�। &�� &�%��� !� F ��� g� !�D� %b��9 ��3� 
&��� &D -�� ����� ��%��*� "���� ��<� ��*। ��<��� ��5 �3� �। �3�����'�� %��* �D� 
-O�'
&�� ���3 -m' ��'�3।। ?2��2 -���� &���'�3� !��� ��� +��2 �������। 

 
���%% !� ��� ����। !���F �%�� &�� !� +�� ����� %��$ �k��D� %����� ��>�<�'�3�। ��� 

�1��� -&F �%����� 6'��� �k�D 3�� !�' -�3। ��� ��� !��� ��>�1 �J�'�3� +� �% �� 6�� 
��� ���� ���� �। ��i �%����� 6'��� �k�D �% 6���� ����� ����2*। !��� ����3� �G�� 
���19� n�2�' %��--2& ����^�� !����� ���!� -����� ��<��� !�� ���' 1������� Z�� ���� 
$���। �� ?��� ���@�� -��� %��* N�' ��<। 

 
��i ��3�/�0� ���D* ��&�� %��� ��*��� F +�, +��& ��' +�% !�������� J���J��� 

���� ���� -����� ?��� ��*� -%�� ���। -��� +�� +�� ��*�� -�%। !�������� -������� 
��*�� +� -��J�' n’%����� ��>< ���'। ����� ��<�� ����&F F��� ���<�� -m' ��'�3�। 
F��� %��*�� F�� !�D� ��� ��^�' ��' �J�'। ���D ��� -�J 2��� �'%� ��2 ���� F�� 6����। 
!���� ���� -%��F ��!�* ���। ��� ���� ��F�2 1�&9 ��� ��� Z�� ��� ���� !�D� ���। 

 
-�� -� ���� (������ ���) �� ����� ����� ��3 �$�� ��<�� �6��� ����� ���>�& +�% 

+* ?2�� %o�� !*। -����� ���� ���� -o� f�C�� f���� ��� -����� �$�� ‘‘6��&�’’ 
2D����2 ���� ����3��। �� ���� -o�� ���� �$�� ��C� ���� �*�3�। ���� ���<1��� ���' 
/�M��� �C �I ���� �1�� ���3�। �2������ f�C�� f���3���। f�C�� ���'�3���, ��i 
+����2�� ����~�� �$� �6�� f�C�� -�%�। �� 1������� �J���Z��� ,18 �_ -� 
�k��$������� �x0� F 1�7��� �� +� ,�' �*�3� ��*��। 
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*�����D -����� ��� +��2 ?�� !�������� -Z j����' ��'। ���� -o� �� ����' 
�J�s�����। ��>1�� �1��' ��� ��M�। -���� ��� ���?� �$�� n� +� ���� ����। -�� n� 
+� ���� -o�� ����� ���3 ���� ��� ��� n� �� ��� ���� ���$�' -�3 �&B�%� ����। ,$�� 
���� ����� �k��D %���� �J�� ����� �1�'�3�। ��] -�� ���� -o�� ��]���� ��@�� ���� 
����3��� ������ F� ���� �����3। 
 

+ �$� N� ���� -o� +��2 ��?9 �:W�% ���� -������� N�� ����, ���� ����� ����� 
���� ��<�� ��>��� J��3� ���' -���� ��� ��%। %ID�� ���� ��� ��H �RW�% �D�J ���। 
 
 
 

---------------
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������� %c� ����� 

��� ���!�� �&�K�� -\�0 ;��� ����� z +�,�, (UG� 
 

�&�K��' ����' ��8� 
���R %�*��� *%��� 

 
��� +�,� 5����� +��~� %��। +��2 ,6��। �����J�K� +��2 �C�C ,6��। ��� 

��'� ?��' ���D* �k�$��� *��!��%� ?k0D�� �N��� -\��0 ��� �J��� �� �� ,�0: ��©� !��� 
�����JK, 3�* !�' �J��� "��� �� "���� ��% "��। ��H9�� !��� �����J�K� ��� �� ���। 
��C� �D� ��' �J��� ,���2 "���। %k�� !��� �C �� �% �� ���� �J��� ������ �C %���e। 
 

�)�� ���19� ����� ������ ��� ��9� ���!� �� -\�0 1���' a��� J����, �� ��N�� 
�29�� -� ����J��� ��������� 1���' ���<Js�� 5~� ����� ���%Y���� F�� �� J���%���� 
!�!���� -�9�� -� ��0 1�7��� ,��v�� !' ��� ��/0 ���� �� �����JK��%� N�� -���9 
F ���cÃ* !'�, ,����� �����3���, ��� ��� +�% &���'� !�'�3��� ��� +���� J6�� ����� 
�^���� 6s ���। 
 

�)�� ���19� ����� ���� �����' �6�� !���। %J���%��� ,�06�' J�� �3�< �����J�K� 
"��� +�% 6�< ���� ��J���। ,��D��� ���� ������ 3�� 
& !������। J]�DM� �X� �* %bc09 
��1� "��, N�� &�2��� %r�, 2��� �'%� �&�%�� ��3�* �* %��$। N�� +�2� X�>*,  +�2� ��>1�� 
,�1��। �V�� ���19� ��� ���� ��'��2 ��� J��� ,�' %�^ ���� ���<Js� �����' 1�� +��� +* 
�����J�K। �� ��6���* �����3 3��2 +�%�3। ,�' ,��D��* 
& ����[। -����k����� ,��D��* 
1�� +�� �����J�K। -� �����JK��%�? �%��' +��� �����J�K� ,��D��। �!��� ������ ��� 
�� ����, ������ ����, 6�*�� 6�*, ����� ���। J��� ,��D��� ���� ��� �� �����JK। ����� 
�%����� �*, %� +�। 
 

�����H ��� +��� �����J�K� ��6��H���' �%* %����2। �k�$��� ?k0D�� �N�� �!� 
�$�� �k�� �������। �\ �k��। �% �k�� �����J�K। *�����D �!��� ����* 6'���� �� 1�� �J�3 
�!�� �& �& -��%M��। 3�3� �k�� ��' ����' ��'�3 ����। 
 

��� +�,��� -�J� ���� �����J�K� ��� M�� ���� �J��� +� 1��� �©
�-����2��� 
-%�� ����। 
 

�����H �6�� !���। �����JK��%� �� ?��� ��1�। %!%� ���� �J��� ���� -� 
�29���� �_। ���� �����' 5X��� ?�� �$��। �� ����� ������ 3�2�3��2 ���� ��J���। N� !��� 
k��% !�D��B 1������� ���� 1�7��� N�� ,�0 ��>1���� -��� ,�1��। �N�� ����6� ,t�� ��'�3�। 
�����JK�� �?�� �����3���। �/��� ���D ��� ���2 �� ���� ,t�� �' �����JK��%� �� ?��� 
��1�। �@��, @�<, �����, ?��� 3�� �� ����� ������ %��* -O�J�� �����। ��i ��� �2¥�� 
���D�� �w�J�f'�� ���� ��!�* ��'� ��5��। "���� �� "�� ���� j���' �����। ����J� -� 
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2��J��� ,18 -F'��& %���* ��1���। %��� 1�� �&�&��, %�6�fD� F ����Y� *5�'�� 
������� 5�� Z��, ��|%����J, ��©, ��H9�� !��� �����J�K� �� ������। ,��D��2 ?� -\�] 
!��� ���2 5*�'��। �����H !�D���B� %���` ?2���। ��9� ���!� ���D�� �w�J�f'�� ������ 
���9� �� �$�� �J�। ���� �J� +� �C�C ���!�। 
 

,�� "�� �$�� ��� +��� �%��D �k��D�। �� �� ���। ��C ��K� ���, ����� ���� &<��� 
��N� ���, ��� ���� �$�� Z�� ���' �32�� �<� ��N� ���k� ��67% ���, ���'� ���, ����� ���, 
��9� �����1� �� ��C� �� �*�' ��� �����J�K। 
 

,���2 �@��-@�< ���-�f���, -� ���� �$��F ��F'� �J��� �%��D ���। +� ��� ��<� 
�*, �� ��<�� /�� !'�। ,�� "���* ��9� ���!� ��<� ?� ���<�' ���'�3। �!Y� +����Z��� ���<�'�3 
����। +��� �%�&� F ��� ��'�। ����� ���X ��< $��� ���� ��&� !����' ��F'� -� &�� 
��>�& �����3 �����J�K� ����। �� �%��� ,��D� "��� �%��D ���H�� !�D� ����3। �!� �$�� 
-%� ��� �����1� ������ ����� �& !��� �J�� ���'�3 +����� �������। 
 

��Y�*� f���� %<��� %���� ����� ���� �%�D�� +� M�� ,�' H�2& ������ !�D� ���। 
����Y�� +� ��<��� ��9� ���!� ������ ��D�1�� ���� �J�' +J��& ��!���� !�D� ���। ����� 
��X F "�� ���' �� "����%� 3�2�3��2 ��� ,�06�' �� �� �%��� 5�!�% 6�� 1����'�3 w�� 
��'��। �E �����1� ��� +��� �%��� ���/`6��� ,<�3�। �&�� M�� *�^� ���k� ��67% ��� 
������� ���� �����3 �����JK��%�। ��� ���>&���>�& ��� 6�*�'� ���k� ��� ���� %�B�!� 
!�'�3 +����� ���H। ���'�� ����� ��3 �$�� �3��' �'�, 6�*�� ����� %��� ����, 
%]�%=�� ���� �3��� %��� !�D�, ,6k�� ��0 �k�D ����� ��C ��6B�� �����JK��%��। �% 
��6B�� ��� +�,���। 
 

�&�K�� v�%����� -��� ����0- 
 

On the night of 25 March a severe measure was taken by the army, against the 

fireservice in the city. I dit not then realise why these innocent people doing essential 

humanitarian services were butchered in that manner. The wholesale arson atarted in 

April together with the perpetual curfew during the night poignantly brought home the 

realisation that the massacre of the fire-men with their equipments and vehicles, ytet 
unheard of inhuman history, was part of a calculated plan, to deprive the people of 

any means of extinguishig fire after atroncious military action. Almost every night 
flames of fire and smoke could be seen in the sky and it was from the direction of the 

smoke that people guessed about the ara which was set on fire, although none came, 
out to enquire about the fire as the city was in the grip of curfew. During the whole 

week when houses were being burnt people were leaving Dacca in still larger 
numbers and this time the exodus was as true of the new city as also of the old city. It 

was estimated that population in the city was reduced to one-third of its previous size. 

People in their desperation to leave the city and take shelter in the safer region of the 

country-side abandoned their houses leaving all valuables to be looted and plundered. 

Men, women and children crossed the Burigana and began their long marches from 

the other side of the river. It is with great difficulty that we resisted the temptation to 

join the evacuees. Everyone we 
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met during these days either told us that he had left already and came back to look 

after the house by day or that he was contemplating to leave in a day or two. As the 

night crept in and with it the curfew the whole atmosphere became one of gloom and 

despair. 

 

While the pendulum of our heart swung between life and death and we were 

thinking seriously of crossing over to the other side of the Buriganga our milkman, 
who hailed from jinjira dissuaded us from doing so. He told us that people who had 

moved out already were in great troubles. The exodus made life in the area difficult. 
According to an estimate the population in Jinjira had swollen to about one hundred 

thousand. Then suddenly came the catastrophe on the night following 1st April, 
similar to the one that occurred on the night following 25th March. On both occasions 

the da preceding was a Thursday. On both occasions the morning hours of Friday 
witnessed the greates massacre. We were awakened from our sleep at 5 A.M. on 

Friday the 2nd April by an equally severe and deafening sounds. It was still dark and 

time for Morning Prayer. Were Thursday nights and Friday mornings favourite 

operational hours for the army of the so-called Islamic State? Was the morning Azan 

on each Friday to be replaced by the furious sound of guns? These were the questions 

we asked ourselves. At  once we went up to the roof and heard roaring sounds still 

raging while the smoke enveloped the entire southwest of the city. The roof of 

Mitford Hospital was made the base of operation and guns were fitted there. It was 

reported t6hat thousands of lives were cut short in Jinjira in this big military swoop. 

Those who sought safety from the city during the last six or seven days fell easy 

victims to this unprecedentede barbarity of the army. There were a few lucky souls, 

however, who miraculously escaped even from this massacre. We heard pathetic 

stories of several brothers returning from the mosque after  Morning Prayer when they 

were lined up by the army men. Every time one brother was aimed at by the gun he 
looked to the eldest brother for guidance. The eldest brother advised him to rememder 

his Lord till at last when his own chance came the man in charge of the operation ran 
short of bullets and the victim escaped after slight injury. We heard stories of people 

hiding in pools of night-soil, or pounds covered by water-hyacinth, stories of mother 
separated from children, of brother separated from brother, and of wife separated from 

husband and yet eluding detection by the brutes. The army plundered the Jinjira 
Bazar, robbed many people of their wealth and destroyed crores of rupees worth of 

food-grains stocked in the area. The whole operation was directed against fugitives 

from Dacca, amongst whom, they alleged, were two leaders of the Mukti-Bahini, 

whom they searched relentlessly. For quite sometime after the incident the story got 

currency that the army people asked every villager about these two leaders saying, 

"Khasra, Monta Kidar hai"? (Where are Khosru and Montu?), and that in their utter 

disappointment in not finding them there they indulged in wanton ravatges. Our hearts 

palpitated in silent agony. As the sun rose the whole JInjira looked dark and sombre. 
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������� %c� ����� 
“& ����� 
���� ���2�F -���� ����� ��� 

�’’ 
;��� ����� (U &��'���, (UG� 

 
��[�' �©���� !�' +��� ���%% -!���� 

& ����� 
���� ���2�F +���� -���� ����� ��� � 
 

�% ¯�'������ !�D�� �09� �� ��H !��� ���%% ���� �!�� -!���� nJ8 ���' 
��@��� �» J�<�' �<�3���। ��w ����� ����' ��� ��� �� !�' -%�3� ��� �����C। 
��[�&�<� ��© ��� ����: ��>�� ��>1���� &D -,�0 �1�� ����3। +� ���� ���� ���� J<� 
%�%���� %���3� ���� �!� �3�< �c��� J�>�' �����'�3। ��i & �� �%���� !�� �$�� ��H ��9] 
��>�� ��>1��� ������ �। 
 

�D���� �1�2�* ��>� �k��D� ��F'�� !�' ���� +���। ���%% ���� �!�� -!�� %���� 
�c�9 ����^� ����� 1�� ����%��� ���%�� ��E� ��%�5�S -!���� g�। ��>��� ��%� �3� 
1�"���� ��!�<��� ���F�' �������। J� ((* �� ��5&��� f���'�J9 �$�� �� �%��� ���� ��� 
��' +�% !�D� ���। 
 

����� ������ �Y� J�� 1�"��। ��� 1���� ��19 +��� ������ �� ��'। %�9� �%!���J। 
��^�' ��^�' ��� &��� ���3�� %�����!। &��� ��6��� �Y� J�� ,��b�। ���� -� ���e��!� 
J�� ����� ������। %�"���� 5S���� ��D ���'* +�J�' 1��3�� ��� 1���� �����%���। %�"�� 
���� �% J��� ����� ��������* +��2 ��%�5�S -!����� ������। ����� +��� �)�� ��19। 
 

��� �%��� ���< ���?� �� @�>���' �<��� ��g ��s������ 5��। +� ;����1� 
�!�D���B ���� 5X��� ����। ��s���� ��C !�� ������ �%�D �%���। ���%% ���� �!�� -!�� 

1�/ ����� +* !�D��B। �%* ��67% ��Z���� �$� �09� ���� �J�' ���� �!�� -!�� �� 
-���� ��' �J�� +� �,�������। +��� �� +� ��� ?2�� �09� ���� ��J�� -� -�� �� 
��%1�/ ����� ����� !�D� -� v�%��B� +� ����!H9 �1�। 
 

���� �!�� -!�� ����, -��� $����� ��!�<��� ���F�' �������। ����� 
���s�����91�����* %��D�' ���� �3� �%���। �)�� ���19� -�J -��� ����� �/� ����3। ��i 
�)�� ���19� ��� ?2� ,��! ?��� �J�। ���� !���� 1������ -����� 5��। ��2���&, �!�D� -� 
��� ��9�� 1���� ���91��6���। ����� +��� �G�� ��19, �%�D ���!� N� ����� ����� �H90 �!��% 
Ø�% �D�{��, �D��f��� ���& F �����?�2 +����'। 
 

+����� ��19 �� �%���� �������� ���� 1�� �J� 1�"�� J��। -��� N� !��� ��s��� 
��। ��� +�,� -��� ��%� �3�< ����� +� ��<��� -m' ����। ���0 �� �%��� -� 
���s����� -��� 
����� ��>&�3। ��� ����� �3� ��s��� ��91������ %��$ �$� ����। ������ 

������  
��/ �J��� ��& ����। 
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+�,� ���%� ) ����� ��9] -��� �%���* $���। ) ������ -��� &���� ���' ������ 
-����� ,������ ����� 1�� *�K�'�� ���&��o� �1d����, +��5�% ���%�� -_�� !����, +�, 
-� ��, +�� ����� �������� 1��� ���� ��' ���2 (( &�� &��* ��� !�D� ��� !���। 
 

%��� ((2�' +* !�D����� ���� -��� ->��� 5X���। �%��* �����' �J�' 5X��� �P � 
�1d���� �&�� -!�� ���f, f�: %��%�� -���� ��<���। �%��� $���F -����� ����� �3� �। 
��* f�C�� %��!��� ������9 ������� ��� f���'�J9 +� ��<���। (( �� ��9] �%��� -��� $���। 
���%% ���� ���, +* (( �� -����� &��� �f�� -��� n:��� ������। -����� !���� �$9 
�����' ��F'�' -��� 
��� +��2 �1� 6��J���� &D f�C�� %��!��� �3���� ��X� 1�"��। 
 

���F�' �����-+% D���� �D���� ���� ����% ��� +��5� �3�। ��i �%����� 
��91����� %��* �3� ���s���। �1��� �^�� ���� ���� �3���2�� -��� 
���� ���>& ���� ��। ��i 
�1��� �D���f2 +� �&�!�� �����' �3���2 ��3� &���� �
���� ���� ���� ���F�' F'�1 +8 
F'�f9-+� ���s��� ���%�� F'�%9��� �f�� -�। F'�%9� �� �3���2�� F ��� ���� f�: %�%�� 
-���� ��� �%���!�� %�� ����� ��' ��'। �%��� ����� ��$D ��D�1�� ��9�� 1����' 
-��� 
���� %I� ��� ���। 
 

����� n& �� �%��� %��J ��' F'�%9� ��5&��� f���'� "���� f�C�� %��!��� ��<��� 
�J�' !��&� !'। ���� -��� %��� �$�� -��� 
����� ��' 1�"�� ��6���� �F� !'। ����� %�s 
f�C�� %��!� F ��� �3��F �3�। ��$ f�C�� �w�&� ���3 ��% $����' �� �%��� -��� 
����� 
����' ���� �c�� ��' ��'। ��3�/0 ���* Z��� �_ �� ���% 5���� f�C�� %��!�। ���2 
������ ���D �� �%��� ���� -�% +�� f�C�� %��!��� 1�"��� ��' �J�' �3�< ��'। 
 

-��� 
����� !�D� ��� ���� ���� ��F'� !�'�3 ��� f�C�� %��!� -���� &��। 
���%% ���� �!�� ����� +�% 5X�� a�����। ��� ��%I� ��� 
���� %I� ���। �%�D 
�%���� !��� ��%�5�S �!�� !�'�3। %�� ��9�D^ ��s��� ���� +��2 &���� ��%� !���। 
&�� ���' ��%�5�S �c�D ���� ��� ��� F 
&��� �,���। ��� -� +* %�Y� �k�$���� ���� 
-%�� �। ��i ���� �J�� ����� ����, -� �Ù�!� n�2 �3�� ���' ��� -� �Ð���। 
 

��6�` ((* ���� ����� &��� ��� +��� ������� ��H ����� ���� । �� �$�� +�� 
+�� T�2 ��% ���2 �J�। ��67% �&�� �I��� �&�� ����� -���' @��� ��� 
������ %c�9 
5X���। �!�� ��%�5�S�� 
¿%�� %�� !�'�3। ���C� �%���� -����� ��� -� �Ð�� &�� 
%�Y� !��, %�$9� !��, +2�* ����� ��� +���� %�]�। ��i  +* %�]�� ���@F ���%% ���� 
�!���� +��2 ��� -�/�R & ����� +��2 ���F ��� ����2 ����� ��� �। ����� ���� � ���� 
���� ��� -��� %���* ���� !�D� ��� -�� ��� ���2� �����। 
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������� %c� ����� 

��&� �&'�� �������� 5�� ��� ���!�� 
��9���� ����0 

;��� ����� ��� &��'���, (UG� 

 
��&� �&'� �� n�9�� ,������ J�< �����3�� !����� 

�� �%��� �� ��>� ������ ���&�� 
5�� @�>���' ��<�3� 
�&�� -!�� ,�~ 

 
�������� ���C����� ��� �'� ��&� (��9��� ��09�) �&'� �� !����� ��� ���!�� 

����� ��w ,������ J�< ���� ������� ��&!�� ��� ����3�� �� ��>� ,�� -�\�� ��2���� 
Jk0D �Ò� �!�%�� �� �%��� k��%6��� @�>���' ��<�3� ��>� -O�'-
& ������-���&�� F��। 
 

����� +* ,���!�%�� ���%� �$�� ��!�* ��� ��9� �&'�� 6�'�� ���À�[' %�M�� 
�%�'� ���-��f9�� ���%�� &�� ���&��o� !�। 
 

1�"�� �!� ������� !��� �� ��J� ������ �&'� �� ������� -���0 -O�J�� ��� 
1�"�� �$�� �®���� �����' ���'0J�K +�% ��d>�3 �� &�� ���&��o� !�* ��>�� ���'0JK 
�$�� a���' ��' -�%। �%�� �3� (V* ��। a��� �!�� �3� �����5। ���0J�KF %ID� �$�� 
�����5 &��� ��� !�'�3�। +�* ���D ��� ��>� J�<��� ��f\% 3�� +>�� 3��2 �J�'�3�� 
���'0JK 2���9���। 
 

��J� �&'��� ��' -%�� �� ���� �� �V�� �� ���À�[' %�M�' !� �� %r��� �� 
���%�� -�3 %��*�� �f�� ��� �%��� ��9� �&'�� %�s ������ ��� -O�'�� -�3 ��� 
&��� 1�'। &�� ���&��o� !� ��@�� ����� ���� ?��' -%�3 ��� �%��� ��9� �&'�� %��$ 
��>� -O�'��� �$� �J�� ��� �%�M��� �&�!��� ��%�' ���� -�% +�� �����r ��J� �&'��� 
��>� ��%� �$�� %����� �D�M� ���� $���। 
 

��i 5���C ��� M� � ���' ��H ��9] �T�� �� ��� ��>�� ����8�� ��>� +� ����� 
��%�' ��'����� &D ���� -�% +�� �%�� �$�� z�� &� ��>�� -��� �&F��&�D�� %��69� 
+�%®D�� �f��{� &�� ���&��� �!���� ��%� +�� +�F ��� ��� �&F��&�D�� %��69� �f���2 
�f��{� &�� +% �� -_� �!� ��%�' M��]��� ��� !'। 
 

+�* ���D (z* &� ������ ��� ���!�� ������� +�% !�� ��' &�� ���&��o� !��� 
��<���। &�� ��9� �� +* !����� ���� ��k� ���3�। ��9� �� ��J� �&'� %b��9 
�&B�%���� ��� +�� &��' ��, +* ��<��� ���� ��J� �&'��� �����3। &�� !��� ��3 �$�� ��� 
%n~� � ���' ��>� �� �3��� �3�� f��F �&B�%���� ��� !'। f ��9� ���� ���È��6��� 
&��' ��, J� �� �3�� �% ��� ������ �����। 
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%�^ �1�� �D$9 !�� �� �%��� ��>� ��<� � ��� ���। ��i ��J� �&'�� �%�� � ���' !����D� 
!�' ���� ��'। ����� -�J &���' ��', %��D �$� � ���� -���� �D������ ��' ��F'� !��। 
 

+���* &�� !� ��@�� ���� %�9/0 ��>�� ��%�0 ��� !��। �����* �� �%���* ��>� 
��3� ���J $��� ��5। +* ��M�' ��� ���'� �%���� �� ��� 3��2 � ���% �$�� +�� 
%������� a��� �3�< ����� �D�M� ���� $���। 
 

�D�M� ����'� (�� &���* J�<� JD����& ���� ��3 ��&� ���' �����' ��>�� n�2 
��2������' �J�' F�X। 5�S�D �3� ����8�� ��J� �&'�� ����� ��%�' �J�' -����: FX�। ��i 
%��'� �D����2�� ��9] -%��* ����� ��2������ ���� !�' ��'। +* ��M�' ��>�� ���3* 
"�����f +� �I�� ��%�' �J�' F�X। ��i +��� ��>��� &�D  ���/� ���3� +� ����2 ���'। 
&�� !� +��� �J�' 5X��* ��>� +* ����� �I�� g� ��>�� &�� ��, ��9� �&'�� ���� �1�X ��>��� 
!��� +�%�3। �1�X2� &�� !���* ���� +�� +�2 ��>� ���3 ��X���� &�D ��'��� ���* ��>�� 
���>& ��� !��। 
 

��>� ���3 ���� ��9� �&'�� �1�X + ��<��� ��� ��� +��� �� ��@�� � ���� ��� ����� 
�* ����� ! +�� �1�X2� ����� 1�। ��>� �I�� �3�� �1�X2� ��� ��� ����'। +�2 %�D* ��9� 
�&'�� ���� ��� ��J� �&'��� ���' ��� ���/� ����' ���� &�D ��� ��>� �I�� �3��� !��� 
���'* +��2 �&F��&�D�� %��69� &�� ���&�� �!���� ���3 ��X�। 
 

+���� %ID� ?��' -%�' &�� !� ��>� +* �I�� ��%�' ����� �� -m' 1�। ��>����� 
-��� ����� M�� ����� -W�% ���' ���� ��>����� ��X��� !' %c������� +��2 �3�� ��<���। ��>� 
�I�� �3��* ��>����� J�<��� ��� +* ��<��� ��' -�%। +��� �3�� +��2 ?�� ��>�� -m' ��� 
�। 
 

��i ����* ��>�� ����� ���� ���-��!�� ������� ��<��2 �?�� �����3। &� ���� 
%�g &F'� ��<�2�� %��� ��>�<�'। +* ���� ,�� �3� �D��y %�h�� -� �D��y -���। ���� 
�6��� a��� ��9� �&'� F ��J� �&'� %b��9 ��>����� �&B�%���� N� ���। &�� !� F ��>� g� 
�&'�� %��$ ����� %b��9� �$� �
����  ��� ��। ��i �D��y %�h�� &�� F ��J� !��� %��$ 
����� ��J� �&'�� +��2 Ú� 3�� ��� ��� ������ ��>�� �&'�� %��$ %b��9� �$� 
���� ���। 
��� ��>�� &�� ��9� F ��J� �&'� ���$�' -�3 �� ��>�� &�� �। 
 

+* ��9��' ����� ��>12�� ���� &�� !� F ��>� g��� %����� ���!�� +��2 J�<��� ���� 
�������J� ����< -� !' +�� +��� ��d1�� ����9�2� %��� ��>����� %�ID ��9] J�<��� ��%�' 
���� !'। +���* ������� &�� !' �� ��J� �&'��� �"���� ��� !�'�3। +��� ������� �L��' 
��&��� +���� ?����' -��� %c������� ��%�' +� �3�< ��'� !'। +�� �$�� ���� ���� "�����f 
&�� !��� �I�� ��%�' -�% +�� �%�� �$�� ���� -�% ���J�>�' ��� ��&� ��%�'। 
 

5� ����JD �� +* ��* &�� +% �� -_� �!� �%��W��� ��%� �$�� ��J� �&'� F &�� 
-_ �!�� +�� +�* %��$ &�� ���&�� �!����F ���-���!� �"���� ��� +�� )* &���* 
������ &�� ���&��o� !� ����%� ���& ���J ���� �%* ���% �$��* �D��y %�h�� ��>�� 
�"���� ��� �D������ ��' ��'। 
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�D����� ��>�� +� -* *5 (��� *�6�®�J� *5�2) ����% ��� ��2� ��9] ��%�' 
���� !' +�� ��2�' ��>�� q�� ����f� �%�� ��' ��F'� !'। 
 

�%�� ,����� -�J ��>� ?�<, -��2 ���� �'� !'। %����� ���C $��� %�·F ��>�� ��3�* 
���� ��'� !'�। 
 

���� %���� ��>�� +� ��� ��� X�8� 1� ��*�' ��' ��F'� !' �D��y %�h���� ����%। 
%�h�� ��>� ���3 ��>� ����À�� �$� &��� 1�'। ��� ��>� ��� ����À�� �$� �
���� ���। 
�D��y %�h�� +�� ��>�� ��$D����� ��� ��6�!� ��� +�� ���^ �!�%�� ��>�� ;�nD��� �� ����� 
E��� ����'। ��i +���F ��� �$� -��' ���� � ���� �D��y %�h�� ��>�� !�&�� F'��2� 
5Û� -���� ��1 N*�' ����� E��� ��'। 
 

E��� �� ���� ��>�� ��>� �%�� �17 ��� N*�' ��� !�� ���<� F��� @����' ��' ��>1��� 
��F'���� n�2 ���DÛ� ��Ü। ,�' 1�� ?�� �%!D �x0� ��>�� �6�J ���� !'। 
 

���� -��� ��>�� �D��y %�h���� ��3 ��' ��F'� !' +�� %�h�� -��� ��� 
����À�� �$� &��� 1�'। &��� 1�' ��� ���&��� �!���� %��$ ��>� �� �� �$� !�'�3, ��� 
6���� 1�� ����� ����À� ����3�� ���। &�� !� + %� ��3�* �
���� ���� �D��y %�h�� 
��>� ?��< ,18 -?�� !��। +��� ��>� �%�� 1�«� ?�� !�&�� F'��2� ���� j����' ����� E��� 
��'। 
 

���� +�2�' ��>�� �%�� +�* ���� j����' ��'� !'। ?�� ��'� ���* ��� �%!D �x0�' 
1�7��� ���� $���। 1�7��� ��� ��� +��2 �$�* ���� $���: -���� +�����* ���� ���। 
+6��� ���� ���� ����� �। 
 

��� �� �%!D �x0�' 1�7��� ���3�� �� ��>� ��&�� %��� +�% ��>�<�'�3��� +�& 
��X� !�������। ��>� +* ��0 -��9 ���� !' !��������2 %*�� �����। ���F ¯�' ���� !' 
����' 6���\�] !�' 5�X�3� ����H� F�� ����H� +* �¦�� &���� ����। -� ��* ���� !' �% 
�%�Å�� �f�� E��� ���'�3� ���� ��6�' ����। ����3�, ��� &�� -%�� �_ ����* �� ���� 
j����' ��' -��� &���2 1�� ����� %��$ %��$* �� ���� ��6�' ��'� !'। 
 

+��Ý �D��y %�h�� ��>�� -��� ��'��� �&B�%���� ��� +�� �� ���� ��9�� 
1���'। ��>� ��3 �$�� %����� ��� +��2� �� +��2 ���k�� �����' �'� !' +�� ��� %���* 
�%Z�� �3>�< ���� -��� ��>�� �%Z�� ����� ��� !'। +�� �$����� -��� �� �3>�< ���� !'। +* 
��M�' ¡��] F ��%[��' ��� ����� /���F !����' ����। +���� !�&�� F'��2� 5Û� -���� 
��1 $���' ��� �k�� ��CF ,�' !����' ����। �� F ����� ���D ��� ��$9�D* ��@�� ����� �। 
 

�V �� &���* ������ ��>�� *��� �®2%�Þ�� ����2� (-* +% +% �%) 3�5��� ��' 
��F'� !'। +��� �3�� �����' ��>�� ���2 ((P & -2� �3��। ����� ��>12�� ���� ��>�� ��� 
��� ��[�?��� �< �< ����  �� 6��� ��& ��'� !'। +* ���& -��� +�&�� ��>� %��$ ��J��� 
!'। ��� !�� �&F��&�D�� %��69� &�� +% �� -_� �!। ��>�� n&� ,�' ���'� ��*� �c��� 2D�� 
�$�� �< �<  
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������� ��� ��� �2� ���2 �<  �� 6�� ��। ���� ��* ��� ��>< ����' ��>����� +�& 
+�& ��� ����� ��'� !'। +��� ��� +* ,$� ��� ���� �� J�� 6�� F J�� f��। 
 

���� %���� ��>� +�� -��� ����� ��$�� 1�� %bc09 �����' ��'� !'। 
 

+��� ���6[ �����' ��>�� ��'��� -2�� ����� �� V* -J� ��' ��F'� !' ��� 
*�6�®�J� �%���� (+�-*�%)। ��&� ����� �3� +* ����� ,�� +�� +��� %���� F�� 
��9�� ���� ���'�� ���C �3� %������ ��&� �'�&�। ����� +��� $��� -��� �&B�%���� ��� 
+�� ���� ���k�� ���� ���। ��i ���k�� ������� �� ��� �%* ������� ��9�� -��� N� !'। 
+�2�� �� �� ��� ��� +�* ���k�� +��� �� +� ���� �J�3 +�� ��>� %��� �� �3>�< ���� 
-��� +* +�* ���k�� ����� ��� !�'�3। 
 

U* -J� ��>�� �L��' ��&�����  M��]��� ��� !' +�� +��� ���6[ ��/ ��>�� ,�' 
��< ��% -2� ����� �� �(�� �%�yr� ����' ����J�� ��X��� !'। �%�� �$�� zP�� ��{��� 
��� ���C ��। 
 

*�����D ��&������ ����� ��>� ��<��� !���� 1����' %�9
 ��2��2 ��� ��' ��'। %�9��H 
J� (z* �f�%r� ���� ��>� J�<��2F ��' ��'। 
 
 

---------------
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������� %c� ����� 

‘��9���� ���f9’ ;��� -&�� z ��¶'���, (UG� 
 

��9���� ���f9 
\ ��!� -&�� ,�~ \  

 
������: ’�!������ &2� �$��’ ' ����� ���'� �<� �3>�< &} ��'�3�� �� �%��� ���' 

�% 6�J��$��� F�� &D�] &��� ��>�� �!��� ��^�' �2� �2� !�D� ����3। �� �%�D�� !'��� ��� 
���� �1�'�3� F�� ����� k��% !�� ����। ���� !' +�/�� F�� N�c %��* !'�, ��9���� %� 
���f9 3��<�' �J�3। 
 

������ 6�J��$� �3� ������ �&��� �����&��� $��� ��?���� ������� +� ����� 
� �����। ���'� +� �3� �� +��2 ��� %]� ����� ��'* ���� ��0 ��� ��� !' %���X ;���D। 
 


���� ���'�J �D$� ��>� ��F ���2�। +�* ���D ���� ��� +� *'��!'�� @�2�� ���!� । 
J� �� ���%� +� ������ F�� 1<�F !��� 6�J��$���� "���। !�D� ����� ����� ���� ����� 
��6��� �����। 
 

+ ���91�� !�D���B� ���DF 6�J��$��� F�� ����� ������ �। F� ��!���0D �%�D��� �� 
�� ���%� &��J�'�3� ����* !�� ��� ����� �C����%�। F�� ���� ���� ��' +� �����&����। 
����� �D��b ��� 5�� 1����� !��� �!�� ������ ��D�1��। 
 

%�� ��� 6�J��$�। + ����M���� �k��D�� ��� +���� ������0� 5��' ��� 6���� 
��J��। 6���� 6����* +� %�' +� �� �1]� !D�> �k��D* ��� ��0 ���� !' F���* �� ��!�* ��� 
��? 
 

6�J��$� ��d���� -m' �� +���। +� -� ����D ���' ' �t��� ����� ���� ���� 
N� ���, F��� -M� �&9�� -,�0 �1�� 1����� ��J���। 
 

���� �� ��J���� �À �’���* ��������� *'��!'� F� ,�� ���0 -�H90 ��6� ���। 
-� +* %�����J 6�J��$� F��� ��3 �$�� �&� ��� N� ��� ��� ���!�� %� �J�� �$D। 
 

+� ��9��' ��W�% 6�& 6�J��$��� F�� ��&� ?��F ���� ���। -� ��� ��>�� �*। 
6�J��$� +� �'��� %����� �D��b ��' -��� ���� -�% �& "���। 
 

+�* ���D 1���� 6�J��$� ��>� �c� �/D �&9�� ��$F +�J�' �J� ������। �J��� 
���C���!�� %��$ J�< ���� ?�� ���J����J। 
 

+���* +� -%� %����J। &� ���%� +��� 6�J��$� �� �%���� ��x0 ����� ��>� �& 
"���। +���� ���C���!���F ;��� ���� !��� �$�����। �) & �� �%� �%�� !�%�� !�%�� 
��J���� ������ +�%�3� ��i ��� ���D ��� �/) & �D��b ����� �����3 �����2� /� ��' 
��>��� ��>���। ������ 6�J��$�� "���* ��'�� �����  ����� ������ !�'�3। 
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+��� -� 6�J��$� F��� �D��b ��'�। F��F ���@�3, +2� ���* ����9। �9������� ��* 
E��� ��� &���� �$�� �k� 6�J��$��� �� ����' ���� ����� ���� J� +� !�&�� 2��� ���q�� 
��'� !��। 
 

��i 6�J��$� ��F &���� � F� &D -�F n:%! 6��HD7 ���/� ���3। +��� 
��&������� !��� ��� �<��� 6�J��$�। ���� ��' +� �����&��� %����� �D��b। 
 

�� �%��� +��� 6�J��$�� 5�� ����� �!����� ���/�� -�'�& ����� । +� !�2���� 
���� �!��� ��^�' +� ��>< ����� !��� &�E� �1d��$�'। �%��� ,����D ��� �s���0 ���� 
���� ��'�& �� �%�। ����� n’J��3 ��< F� n’���' ��>�� +��2 &��� ��>�� &D�] �!��� 
��^�' �2� ��<�� F�� �!�57%��। ?����� ��&�$ ���\��� �� -��� �� ���� +� �%* 
�1d��$�' ��F F� ���! ,��0� §Y ��'�3। 
 

+��� ���� n’�2 �� n’�2 &���� %��$ ��>�� �� +�� &�� �’�2�� 1����' ��� ������ ����। 
6�J��$� �’6�J !�' �J�। �%* �’6��J n’&��� -��� �!� ���\�� ��H ��� & �� ���� -��� 
���� +� �%* �1d��$�' +�� +���* ���� ���� �J� F� ���k� ���%Z���। 
 

+��� n’�� ��� ���%Z��� : ��^�� ���2� %��$* +����� !�' �J� +� %�'। 
��������'� 6�J��$� +��6��� -��� ���� �J� ������ �c���0�� %��$। 
 

���� 6�J��$� ', -�F n’& ���C�������F F�� +�� ��� �����&��� �!�� !�D� 
����3। 
 
 
 

-------------------
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������� %c� ����� 

��� ����9� ��D6c�� ;��� ����� T ��¶'���, (UG� 
 

��� ����9� ��D6c�� 
/�' ��F'� ���H�� ���� �� 

����� %�C ��� ����? 
\ !��%� -���� \  

 
��� ����9� 5~� �c�9 ���02� �� ��� %����� 1�\� ��� ��D6c�� %����M�? ��&��� 

a���� ��YM�� ���M� ��� ����9� 5~� ���02�� ������ 6c��c�9 �,�%�f� !�5�%� %���� N� 
!�'�3, ��� �$�� ��3�2� �6���� ����* +�2 ���M�। ����� &�'J�2�* ,�' &��< ��'�3, ��Z� ��09� 
����J �6�� �� ��J� �����%� ��� ��K। 
 

+* �@���2� ��1 �< �< ��'��2 J��9 +�� ����� 5>1� M�� *�^� 3�<�' ��'�3 
�������� ��M +�� ��$�� ����। ���2� %��$ %�� !�' 3�<�' -�3 !X�7 ����� ���@� ��' �। 
&�'J�2� �� %��D��� ����� ��^k� ��� �$�� �� -& ��@�� 5��' ��*। ��� +����� ����* 
&���'�3 ��, ���� �%��D ���H�� ���� ��� �,�%�f� !5�%� ���D ��' !�D� ���� �� J��9� 
���D ��>�� ������। 
 

�k��� ����� J�9Z��� �� 6�� ��' �� ���� %��$ %��$ ���Z��� -��1� ��� +�� 
%�s �%��D q��, ����&� �* ���% 5X���। +%� ����� ���D ��'��2 ����� �r� 1�� +�� ���!� 
JX ���� ��!�� ��� �1� �J�'�3�। ��� ����9� �6k� +* ,��^ ��� !�6�J� 6�*������ %���� 
M� �� ��1� !�'�3� ������� ��^ -� 6| ����� ���@, -& �� &�� ���� �। 
 

��� ,A &��J �� +�� �� �%* !�6�J� ����� 6*��� ��5, ���� �%!���J -�Y���� 
%�' �%�D *'��!'��� ��!��� ����� &D �,�%�f� !�5�% ���C !�'�3�; ,A &��J ��, +�� �� �%* 
3�� 6*��� ��5, ���� N�� ����,��� ��$ ��' &��] -O�� ���J�� �cD !��� ��� ��>�<�'�3� 
& �� ��� ��!�� �����? 
 
 
 

----------------
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������� %c� ����� 

%�6���� ��'��2 !�D� ���!� ;��� %���� (( ��¶'���, (UG� 
 

-� ��>X���� -� � �� �?�� %�6�� &�� 
-& ��>��3: -��� %]��� �����' ��F 

 
�!��� +��?�' &���� ¡��] �c� ���� -� �1~������� &D ,�� ���«�� �%��D 

������ 6�< &�� +��� । �%* ,��k�� %�Y�� %�6�� -& !�!���� ���3। 
 

!����� ������ ���� �� %�6�� ���� �k�� ���� !�6�r� �� ��>�<�' -�3। �� �� ��� 
�&B�%� ��@� ��X। !'��� ���� -��� �%��� ������� �����' ��F। �� ���2] ����� ���< 
����� @�� ��<�3। �� ��� �!%�� �����3। ������ !��2, ���X, ?��2, 3�<�' �%��D ������। 
+��� +�� ���� !�' 5X�� +� ������ ��!�<। 
 

��9��� ;����1� �� ;$ ;$ k�D ��H !�' �J�3। ��i +� ��'��, ����� ���� ��>�& ��<��� 
+� ���%। +�� +� �6��J� 
���!��� %�6���� !���� �&������� g�। �² �%� ��% ��'�3। 
����* ��� �3�2 ��� %�]� ���� �� �$� ���। ��i ��� ���@ � ��� �। ������ ��N �� 
,���6 ������* ��[� �$�� ��'। !���� ����� �$� �&B�%� ��� !���, ��i 1��� 1�!��� �����' 
-�3। ��� 6�H� �* ��� ����। �� �� ���� 1�*�3 �$1 �© �� !�' -%�3। ‘‘���J�K� ��F'�< 
"���� ���� +��2 ��� -�3। �%* ����� ���� �J�� ����� ���� ���Z��� ������ 3�<�' 
��'�3 +���� F����। F�* ���@ N�' ��'�3 !���� ��&������ �����2�।’’ ���� �k���� 
��?9�:W�% ���� �$� ��2 ��� �&������� �D�����। !���� ��&������ �'% !�'�3� ��� z) 
�7%�। ��9&�� %����� N�। �D��CJ�6��� ��� %��$ ���� �����3। %������, ��], �kÃ, ,�D'� +�� 
����'� ���H। 6��HD� J<�� %�n�,%��� ����À� ��� �3�। �3�2 %�%��। �� ��� � 2� ��p�-
�� ��� %��$ ,$� ���1'। +� ��� ) �2 %]�। 
 

��������� ���%������ ��*6�� �f��29����� ��� +D��%%�2�। +� 5�� �69� ��� ��� 
%���� %�%��। G* ���19 �s�I� ���9� ���� ‘%�� �������� �’I। ��* ���& ���J ���। ����� 
�)�� ��19 ��' +��� ������ ���� ? ��%��[ +� ��6��H���' ���। ���� ���� -Z -� ��[�� 
����। !���� �&����� �����। +�% M� ��'�3� ����J�K� ��F<�� "���। ��i �k��D� %��$ +� 
%�"�� ���F �% ��>1�� �����। ‘‘������� �$ �* �� -�3 ���3।’’ (�* ��। ��� +��� &���� 
��H ���0�� !���� �&�����%! -�F �(�2 �ß�� ,��0�। ��� ��&� &��6� -C���� ���1���' 
"�� �?��F ��� !���। +�� �� & ��� �<���। ����� ���< %�����6��� ��>< ��� !���। ����� 
k��% ��D�1��। ����� ¯�'������ 1�7��� !'� �� J��3� ��1 ����Z���F @�� ��<�3�। 
 

��i ��N��� +�2��� ���� �3� �। !X�7 ��'���� Z��� -F'�& N� �J�। ����� 
����� �%* ��9§�9� 1�7��� ���� ���� ��� ��� ��� ����' �J� ��� ��' �। 
 

!���� ��&���� -� �*। ��i ��� �������� ������ 3�'� +���� �^��� !' �*। ����� g� 
5p
�� � ��>���F ��� n’J8 ���' �»���� ��6��� ��@��� ���� @��3� ����* ��� ������ 
�����0 ���2� ��@� �����। 
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%�6���� ���'���� F ��kM��' ������� ��� �� ����* g� ����� �k� ���'� �$� ,$�� 
�� ��<। (UG( %��� %�6���� ��9�1� ���� -F'��� ���J� ��/ ,�0�0 ��<�3 ��>��� ���D 
��'�3 &J��% %�!�, f�: Z���% %�!� +�� ����� �k� ��'। ��i -&? �% -& ��� ��������। 
%�6��� �!���� ���D �D�� !���� �&����� F ����� ����� ��<� ��������। �������� +�& ��% 
���3 
���!��� ���� ���। ��� & ���!��� ���। 
 

+� 
���!���, ���!���' -& ������ ��� �3�' �J�3। �L��' �3�� ��9� ��'। �'% ��� z� 
!�'�3�। a����� n��1� ����9� �J�f�5 *1�&9। +�& 6�� �����'�<। �M� ��à �k��। ���� 
�D�!��। %�6���� ��9� ��' ���2 ���� %��� ��%��2 �6�% F�X �% ��9� ��'। -& -����� 
���D �*। !����' �J�3 �/ !�6��JD� ���@। 
 

T* �f�%r�। �6�� ���। �D�D%! ��9�F �� ��'�3 ?����'। !X�7 ���!�� ���2 -F'��। 
%����* ?�� �6��J �J�। 5�X ��><���* ���� �J� 1������ ���D�� -�-��� ��� ���!�� ��'�& 
����� %��� ���� �g ���� ��� ��>�<�' �!�� �k���� -����^� ������ ���3। 
 

����� ��9�%! �D�D ��'�&�� ����* +� ��6c���� ��' ��F'� !�। ��3�/0 �^। 
����� ��'��2 Z��� -F'�& +�� %�s %�s ¯�'������ 1�7���। ����� J6�� �����, %� ��H। 
�3��� +� �k�D���!� ���� +� %�' ��&�� -� %������ ����� � ����� ��'। �3��� 3�� 
���� ��� !�5��5 ��� ��>�� �����। ‘‘�� ��9� -&�� �Ù! ������D ���H, +�2� �2� �$� ��� 
��� �6D�% �* -� -& -��� ��9��� + �� ���0��।’’ 
 

n��1�>� ���9 �$�� ��9� ���'� %��$ ���� &���� ��H %s� !�'�3�� ����� +�& !�� 
%c�9 ��] ��'। ��H �'%� 6e����। 5C ����9� +�& ��M ��91���। %c�9 ��] ���'� g� ��� +���� 
��2� ��� ��� ����। ����� ����� +�� ��[�। 
 

5��� 1� %�!�। �'% ��� �T �7%�। %�%���� ����e�� ���2�' 5X�� �D���� ��� ���� 
���* +* ����9� %�s F��,��6��� &�<�। : +�* ��� ����� ���� !�� !�'�3� &' �J���� 
%�!��। �D��CJ� &��� �3�� ���, M��, à, ��] +�� �kÃ,�D'�। %�9��H �� ��D �'%� �D�C ��� 
!�� ������ %�!�। n��1�>� ����9�* +�& ��91���। ��9���� !�� !�� ��!�* ���, F��� %��� 
%��$ ������ %�!�� -��E�� ���� !�'�3� T* �f�%r��� ����� ����। 
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������� %c� ����� 

����� �&��2�* �� ��D6c�� ;��� ����� (U &�c'���, (UG� 
 

����� �&��2�* �� ��D6c�: ��/� m��� 
3�� ��H�-��H��� ����] 

�%* �C���� 
 

‘‘-��� �J�����J !�� -����� ������� &�'J� -�3। 6��� �J�' -m' ����, ��>�1 
�����। 6�*, -���� ���� ���$�'? -����� �� -� ��� �$ �*��� �।’’ �,' ��%��� %!��9���� 
&D ��k��� %�����' %!���� ��D��� ��&�5� !��� +* �$�Z��� ����3�� ������ �&��� 
�����%� ��D��� ����k� �������। (UVU %���� ��19 ���%। -*'���� ���JD�� 5~�%c�� �C����%� 
'� %����� ��%� *'��!'�� %����� ��% &����� ��� ���* ����� ���D �$� !���। 
 

��i �। ��D��� ������� ������ �����। ��>1���F ����� ��� ,�0। ��� +* ��7��9�! 
�]��D� %�/� ��F'�� &D �%d6��JD\�� ��D��� ��&�5� !� -&F ��>�1 -�3। (UG( +� �)�� 
��19 *'��!'�� & �� ���!�� -\�0 N�� �� ��D��� ������� �����' �3��। J�*��I� �!����� 
%�Y�J�K �J�'�3��। ��F'�� %�' ��� %!��9� ��D��� -��� ������� ����3 2���-�'%� 
�F'�� &D ��5 ��� ���� ���� ����� !��� ����F ��&� -�3। ��i ��9� ���%���� !��� '। 
��� �'�� &D ������ +�%�3��। ��i ��� ��' -� ���� ���� �����। 
 

(UG( %���� zP�� +�,�। ���� �����*��� ����&� � ��*� ��/0-�c��9 ������ ����� 
��1 ��� ��� �� %!��9� �%�'�� ���1���� ���� �� m� ����1�>� ��' F ��� ����, ��9�� 
���1���� �������� m� N�� ��0 1\��9� F J�0��� ���1���� �������� m� �1~�K ���'� %��$ 
��� ��� �%���� Z���� ,�0 !���। 
 

��<� �J�'F ��!�* �* 
 

����� �����*��� ����&� 5n9 ��6��J� ,�� ��D��� ��! ���!�o� �%���'�� ���&���� 
��� "���� ��<��� �J�'�3��। "���� ��<� ����* �%����!� ���� ��� ��' ��'। ����� ��>� -� 
��� ���>&��� ��F'� ��'�। 
 

��� ���& ���J ���� ����� 
 

�%�'�� ���1���� ���<"�� �!����� ��JW��� �����%� &�� -_�� �!�� �� ���%� 
��H���� ���& ���J ��F'�� &D �F� !�'�3��। ��i ��>� ���& ���J ��F'� -� !'�। �� !'� 
+ n’& ��D��� !�D� ����3। �� �%���� !��� k��%6��� �!� !�'�3 ����� �!��� ����� 
%��& ��9� F ��&����  ��� &�� *'���� ��!��& -��। 
 

+�,� ���%� �J�<�� ���� ������� ½�� ?��2 ��� %��$ -��� (P &�� +� %�s !�D� 
��� !�'�3 +� ���। 
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-� ��� �%���� -O%��9�0� �c�9��E��9 (�* �f�%r� �$�� (V* �f�%r��� ��� +� 
%��' ����� ���-+� ����� -*&��� +��¦ ��&���� ��9� ����� �&�� D���� 6�*% �,�%�f� m� 
���� ����&9��� %=��: !�D� ��� !�'�3। ��H ���� ��� ���&���� �&�� �3�� । ((* �f�%r� 
���� ���C ��F'�� �� ��� ���&��� �&� �$�� ��� ��� -� !'। ����� -� ���� ����� ��� 
���>& �����। 
 

�� �� ��D6c�� 
 

�J�2� �&��' ,���2 �!�� �!����', $��' -��1 ����1, �� �� ��6c� -�3 ��� �] 
�*। ���, �>�1�, �ª�� ', ����� �� �� +��� !�&�� !�&�� ������ �����3 +� ��D6c��Z��� 
���D 5� � ���� �� ����� �!�F %�� �!����� ���!�2, &���J�K� ���, �����JK, ½��� ?�2 
(����� �!��� ���3) %��!�JK +�� ����� �!��� ���3 �f�9 �%��� !��� ��3� +�� �������। 
 

+%� +����' ����H� !�<�J�< �%��D ��< -�3। 6�� ��� � ��� !�� �� �� ' 
!�&�� !�&�� ����H� ����� ��>�& ��F'� ����। ����� �!��� 5���© ������0� ���� �E ���H�� 
!�D� ��� !�'�3। 
 

J�*��I� 
 

+ 3�<� J�*��I� �!��� �!��� ���9, ������ !�2, �!�, +�� ;%'����� !�&�� !�&�� ��g 
�%!�' ���H�� k��%6��� !�D� ��� !�'�3। %�Y� J��� +���� �$�� �E ?��� ��, ������ ��� 
+� ������ ���%� 1����$9 ��� !�D� ��� !�'�3। ����� �!��� 5���© ���M� 5~� ��� M��� 
��¸�1��� -!�� 5�S �f�9 �%��� !��� ��3�� +����� !�D����8� +�& ,�D/��9�। 
 

J� ��r� ���%� T ������ -�� �� ����� ������� -��� ��¸�� ���>& ��* �� 
&�o���<� ���%� ��� ��!�� &�� ����� -���� D���� ��9� �!%��� nÈk����� F ���C ��d& ��� 
��� ���!��� %�C ��� ��'। �� ��� ���!�� �&�'��� -���� -2� ��� ����� �f9� !�� 
��' ��'। �%��� -���� (� �� -2� ��� ����। -2� ��M�' ��K��� ����� -��� n’!�� ��>�� 
@����' ���� -���� �����H� ��D�1�� ���। ��� �� �� -���� F -��� %��$ -2� -��� (z 
& ������ �$�\�� ������ !��2� +� /��'���', �&��, ������, J�*��I�� -�� �!��%, 
����, ������<�� -���� -��, ����� 5��!��� ��¸�1��� -�� F �D�D %��*�� ���� (P 2�� 
%�' �f�9 !��� ��3� ��' ��'। -��� %��� ��& ��K��� ����� (+��� ���D -&�� �� 
��� +� %������ ��� ���C��!�� !��� �!� !�'�3) ���� ��>1&�� �$�\�� �&��, ������, 
-�� �!��%, ���� F -� +�&�� ��� �� &�� � -��� %��� &��* ����3। �� -�� 
�I����� %����J ��' ,�06�' !���Z�< ���' ����� &s�� �����' -O�/� ��� +�� ��� %����J 
���@ �����' ��*। 
 

�� -�� �f�9 !�� -2� �3��� �� �%��� z�P & ���� �3�। ����� 5�� �� 
�����H� ��D�1�� 1����� !�'�3 �� �09� ��� ��' �। 
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������� %c� ����� 

’’-��� 6�*�� ������ !�D� 
���� �’’ 

;��� *�~��� �� &�c'���, (UG� 

 
‘‘-��� 6�*�� ������ !�D� ���� �’’ 

 
;%'� -��� �!��% ��� ���!� F ���C�������� n�9�� -\��0 ���'�� ����^�� ��9� 

& ����� !��� w�/���<'� �!� !�'�3। w�¢0���<'� ��C !F'�� �X� -�J� ��� k��% 
!�D���B� ����� ���। -J���� �$�� �6r� ���% ��� ��� "�� %��*�� ���� -�%। �%����� 
��M� %b��9 ���C���!��� ,�'�&�' %���� %�����!� 5�S��D। ����� ����' �!�� ����^�� �N�� 
����9�� ��� "���� ��<� �?�� ����। 
 

��� �3�2 6�* ;%'� -�&�� �!��% (��� �J���� ���!�� %�%D �3��) ����F -��� 
�!��%�� %��$ �"���� ��� !'। �f�%r� ���%� V ������ ((UG() �� 56'�� �1�� ��>�� ��M�' 
!�D� ���� 5�S��D ��D6c���� ��' ��F'� !' �� -��� �!��%�� �3�2 6�* -�&�� �!��% 
& ����� ���3 ��' ��� ���,-’’-���� !�D� ��। -�� ��&�� ���C���!�� %�%D 
���� 
���3। -��� 6�*�� ������ !�D� �� �। ��� ���9�H। -�� �3�����H। -�� ������!�। -���� 
���� ���� !�� ����� ��� /�� !�� �। -���� 6�* �����!� ���2 ��N%]��� ����। �ß�� 
��N����� +��� ���� �। F����� ����N� ���� �� ��5 -� �k�$���� �*।’’ �% -��� 
-��� ��c9� !���। J�&9 5X��� ����J�। �D�D �P & ���&���� %��$ ���2�� ���2�' ��< n* 
6�*-+� W� ��!। +�* ���'� n’�3�� +�* ��E��9 &���� ��H �C ��Y� ��9] �a�� ���' ������ 
�%D �D��� ����� -��� 5�9� ��� ���' �J�। -��� �!��% a��� !�*���29 ��� +� +f�6���2 
3�<�F ���� � �&�� -F'��� ��J ���9��� %�%��� %�%D F �J��&�� -F'��� ��J *5�2 +� 6�*% 
�,�%�f� �3��। 
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������� %c� ����� 

������� ���3� +��� ;��� %���� z ��¶'���, (UG� 
 

��N ����%���� v�%��B� -� +� 
��D�': ������ ���3� +��� 

 
���������� ,���2 Jk!�s �� +� +��2 ��D6c��। ,���2 �62� +� +��2 �!�� ����। 

� �� �D��� ��J] ��* ����' ���। ��^k� ���X� ���2 ?��% ���J -�3 �!���� �C। ��%��� 
�!��� ��c�� ��%��� ������� ��^�� ��2��� ����2F !����� & ����� +��2 ��D6c��। �����1�� 
+* �%���2�� ���0� ����3� ��9�� ���� F ��D6c����। 
 

!��'�� �� ��W9��9� +���� �$�� ��0, ��0�, �3��, ���<� ���91��� %���� ��� ��' 
-%��� +���। F��� 5�� 1���� ��9��। ��9���� ��9 1���� ����� !�D� ��� ���Z��� ����� 
-������ ���21��� ���' ���� !���। !�D������ ��� %�/� +* ����� 1������� �E � ���� F 
��$�� ���� -&F 3�<�' -�3। 
 

�D��� ��%I�� ��� ���!�� �¦���� ��9��� F ��*���� �!�D�� ��� ��9i� ���!� 
,��� !�� ���� ��� %��� �� ���। M��' %��&��9��� ��%I� 1����' *�����D* @�2��� ����� 
-������� ���� &�� �$�� �E ����� 5��� ����3। +%� � ������ ���D +��2 ���� 
&�� ��!��� ��� ���� ��� !��। 
 

����Z���� -������ ��F'� ������ ����� 3�<� �D ��3� L��� !�6�JD �D�C�� %�C 
��� %=� '। ���� ������ �6�~�� : �����2 ��� ������ ��� ���0� !��। ���0 �����2� 
!��� ��>�1� 1��< ��'�3। -��� +��2 ���� %�C ��� %=� !�'�3 �%���। +* �����2 ������ 
$��� ���� 1� "���� &�� �D�C�। ������-������ ���� -��� n�2 ���� %�C ��� !�'�3। 
%=� ���� n�2 ��%��� �!����D���'� ����>& n& �!Y� ��D����� ��� 5��������� ���0� 
����3। ��>� ��g� &D %���� ,�%� �%��� 1��� &�� %��&��9� -����� ,������� &�� ��, 
���6[ +���� �$�� �������� ��� +� !����� ��� �%��� ��%��� �2����� +��1�K ��&��� 
������ ,�k�~ 1����$9 �����। ���� ��N��� ���3 -O%�90 ����� � ����� !�D� ��� !���। 
����� �%* �k����!� 5�� ������ ,�k�~ 1����$9 ��� ���Z��� ���� ��F'� !���। 
 

+* +��1�K* ��N�� �D�b �����3�। +�� �$��* ��N�� �������� %�!���D ���� "��� 
!�� ���' ��s��� �-������ ��� -���। ����� ����� 5�� 1������ ��9� ��D�1��। ��9�� 
���H ����� +* ��2��� ����� ���3 +� !�D� �����। ��>1�������� F ��2������ 3�<�F -��� 
��'��2 ��D6c�� ��'�3 ��%�����। �%Z��� !�� ���2'� ���, %������ ���, ���%� ��'� ��'���� 
$��� !�2� 6��J�, ��n'�� 1� ������। +%� ��D6c���� �� ��s��� ���ª��, ��H9��, ��-����� ����!� 
-O� -�&� !�!���� ��� ����3 ��� �!�%� ��5* ���� ����� �। 
 

������ ���H��� !�D� ���, ����� �%����2 j����', %b�~ ��2 ��� �kH���� J���� �N 
&��* ���, ���X� �%� ��� ���* +%� ��N�� /�] !'�, ����� v�%�B �$�� �/� ��'� 
��/� F ��9�' 
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,��¦�, +��� %��&� ��Y� J�&9�F। %D�� ���& Z` !�* q���2F +*%� ��9� �N�� ��|%�����J 
6��6c� ���। �&���� +����� ���6C ������ �k�� %]� %D�� ��, �& Z` (U(U %��� ��%��� 
������� ��^�� ���� +* q���2 M�� ���। ��� ����%���* q���2� ����0 ��� !'। +* q���� 
%�[��2 ���M� ��>1����� ���। +���* �3� � �N��� +��2 �D�b। ���c�� ��� ��9��, ��� 
�H90, ��© F J0!�D� 1������ +�� �$��। � �N��� &��� ������� ���C���!�। ���@ ���@ 
���C���!� ��� �%���� -\�0 ���� 5���C ,������ "!0 �����। ����9� -\��0� &D ���C 
�%��� q���2�� �D�!�� ����� ��9 �!%���। 
 

��* ��� �%��� ��/� ,��¦��2�� ��|%����J ���। ��9��� +* q���� ��� �1µ ����� 
�*। q���� ��B� ��6��J� ,�' �P !�&�� 2���� �x���� +* %� �/�B�!� �N�� � ��� 
���'�3। 
 
 

-----------------
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����� ��� ������ : ��� �� 

 
������� %c� ����� 

�%��&JK ���� ����� ��3� !�D�-���!� ;��� -&�� � ��¶'���, (UG� 
 

+����� ,�D/��9���� ��3 �$�� ����^����� k��% ������B� ���!�Z��� +�� +�� 
�����' -%�3। �����' -%�3 �� 6��� ���� � ����'� �6k� ���� �$�� ��� ��0 ���� �3����� 
�3��' +� �ª ?��2 &��* ����� -� ��� ���� 3��< ���� ���। �%��&J�K� %���&��2 �X� +�� 
&��* ���� ���& �D�¯� !���। 
 

+%� +��� n’���� ?2� '। +�,� ���% !������� �%��&J�K ,����� �� �$�� ' 
��% ��� ���� �� �� +� �����k�~ ?�2�3 । -� "��� "���]�� ���H !�6�JD��� -�9��� ��5�� 
5�X�3। 
 

+�� ��� �%��&J�K� &��*���Z���� ����/ z !�&�� ���� ���� ��<�3। -� �� �Y� 
�)�� ���19� -�J �!�! ��9�D^ $����� ��-* -�� �G �� +�,��� �� +� &���!� �,������� 
���0� !' । ����& ���c� %=� +* ?��2 +�<�' 1��� 1�*�। 
 

���9� ,��¦� �� +% +% +�  ,����� �%��&J�K� -F'��� ��J, D�� ���C���!� -� 
���&� ���!�� �E ���� %�/�7��� ��'�3। ���� &�� �� �G�� +�,� �$�� ��>1 �� ��� ���� 
���-���H ���9���H �� ��� )�� ������ !�D� ����3। 
 

-& +%� �$� ����� ��% ���*��� "���2� �$� �� ��< �J���। ��&���� $��� +* "��� 
J� �3� �6r��� ��� +� %��' ���� !���� ���। ��� +��2 ���� ����' �B। �$1 +* +��2 
��� ���, ���H F ��N�� ���� ��� ������ & ���� !�D� ���। ����/ � �� ?���<� j����' 
��'। 
 

+�F -�J �� ���% �%��&JK $��� ������� ���� ��< (GP &। ���*��� -� ����� +* 
n&�'J���* ���C���!� ��� ��\�� ���� ���� ���'�3। 
 

+6��� �!�D�, ��2���& -� ��|%�����J� �����H� *��!�% ?�2�� �1���� %��� �6�% 
F�X +� +��2 "���� 3��: ����*, ��&����, %�*�����, �%�����<�। 
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������� %c� ����� 

-� +� ��D6c��� 1�"���� �����<� ;��� ����� z ��¶'���, (UG� 
 

-� +� ��D6c�� 1-� +� ��D6c�� 1-� +� ��D6c�� 1-� +� ��D6c�� 1����"���� �����<�"���� �����<�"���� �����<�"���� �����<�    
*'��!'�� & �� ���!��� +��� ��'� !�&�� ���� !�D� ����3 

�&
 ,����� 
 

1�"��, �( �� &��'���। +* �!��� �����<�M J���� � ��!� ��&���� ���� +��2 ����!H9� 
��D6c�� -��Èk� !�'�3। J� zP �� ��19 �$�� �f�%r��� ,$� %`�! ��9] +* ��D6c��� ��9� ��� 
���!� ,�' ��'� !�&�� ������ !�D� ����3 ��� ���� ��� !��। ��D6c��� M��2 -���� 
�����'�3 J���� � ��&���� %��| �������� ��%� -!��। 
 

J� �)�� ��19 �$�� (V* �f�%r� �������� 
�� � !F'� ��9] +* !�D���B� �H�� -�* 
��� 
1�/ �����3। +* ��?9 %��' ��� ��>� ������* �3��। ��%� -!�� -���� ����3, J� 
zP�� ��19 �$�� �f�%r���  ,$� %`�! ��9] �����C �k��� �� 3�<� ,�D! %ID�' �<� ����2��� 
��!���' ��>1 �$�� 3' ��� ���@�* ���� ��' -%� !�। 
 

+* !�6JD���� �1�� ���< ���' ��>�� $�����। ����� ��D6c���� ����' ���' ���Z�� 1�� 
�����। +* !�6�JD��� ��D6c���� ��* ���' ��>< ����' Z�� ��� !�D� ��� !���। ����� �D 
+��� ����2��� ��� ��' ��D6c���� +�% ���Z�� ��� ���@�* ��� �D� %���' ��' ���। ��%� 
-!�� -���� -��� ����3 ��, �'��� +* !�D���B� N��� ��� ��>���� &D ��D6c��� ���� 
+��2 J6�� J�9 � ��� !'। 
 

��� ��'� ��� ���� +* J6�� J�9 6��9 !�' �J�� %�D��� ���Z���� ���� 1�<�' �D� 
%���' ����� �D�M� ��� !'। -��� ������� ��%� -!�� +* J��9� ��� �$�� %���D ���2 %���' 
��>1�2 ������ 5X�। ��>� ��� �%* J��9 ����/ ��>1 !�&�� ������ ��'�3। +* ����!H9� 
��D6c�� 1������� ��!�< ���' �?��। ��D6c��� 1������� ���/`6��� 3�<�' ��'�3 !�6�JD��� &���-
���< &��� ,6k��। ���2�� ��'�3 1�� 1�� ��^� ��C� ��J �� ,��0 ����3 �� J� �f�%r��� ,$� 
���� +��� ��'�’� ������ !�D� ��� !�'�3। 
 

��D6c��� ���� !�>2�� %��' ���2�� -�� �J�2��� %�D2F ����� ���'�3। +�� ,���0� !�� 
��, ���F�' ���29 ��® +�� �D�D ����%� �� %� !�6�JD ���%�� ����>& ��'�3, ��>��� 
�����* +* ��D6c���� !�D� ��� !�'�3। ��%� -!���� ��� ��D�1���� ����� ��Z����� ��9� 
��� ���!� +* ��D6c���� ��'� !�&�� ������ !�D� ����3। ��� ����3 ��, �'��� +* 
!�D���B� N��� �1�� ��>�� ��M�' ��D6c���� -� +� �� ������ Z�� ��� !�D� ���� Z��� 
-F'��& !�6�JD��� ��* ��� ��><��� �D�� �k��D6�' 1�7��� ����� ��� ��� ��*���� 
%�*����� ���J�' Z�� ��� ����� ���� ,���9� !'। 

 
�'��� +* ����!H9� !�D����8� -�F n*& %�/� ��F'� �J�3। +�� !�� J���� � ��!� 

��&���� �����'� -_c� &«��। 
 

--------------
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������� %c� ����� 

"��� "��� ��$ ��$ ��D6c�� �c�9��� � ��¶'���, (UG� 
 

"��� "��� ��$ ��$ ��D6c�� 
\ �c�9��� �����29 \ 

 
�������, �2�'�����, -NJK ����'� +�� 1�"���� �����<�' %á�� ��� ��2 ��D6c�� 

-��Èk� !�'�3। + %� ��D6c���� !����� *'��!'�� ;%D�� J� �)�� ��19 �$�� N� ��� J� ’��% 
��� ��'� ��� ���H�� ���91��� !�D� ����3। ������, �2�'����� �ª�� ��'��2 +����' ��� 
!����� ���!� ��'� �/ ���� !�D� ����3। + �ª�� +��� ��� M�� ����� F ����H� !�< 
��< -�3। ������� !����� ���!� %������À� 5���' +* ����' !�D��B 1���'। F�� ������� 
�!�� ��� ?�-��<� v�% � ��� ,��0 ����� �1�� ��� ��, ������� ���� ��� J0!�D� �� v�% 
1���'�। 
 

��i �!� �$�� +�2� "���� ���� +Z���* ���� ���� �N ���!�� �!2���� ���9������ 
�1µ। ������ �!�� ���9 ������ ���� ���M� F'���� ����� +����' +�� �%, +%, �f, �J�f�5 
+����' F �®�f'���� ����2 �N ��� ���!� ��s������ !�D� �����। +* %�� +����' ��� ���� 
+�F ����H� ��$�� ���� +�� !�< ����� ��F'� ��' । ������� ���f�D�� ���& 3������%� 
����' 3�� ��� ���!�� %�%D �3�। : %�� ��� %�%D�� �E ��s����� ��� ��' !�D� ���। 
���������� ��/0 �ª�� @�����X +�2� ,�� ���0�&D� ���। 
 

@�����X �Y�� �N ���!� �������� %�!���D -Z ����' %� ?�Z��� ���<�' ��'। +* 
�Y�� ����/ ��� ����2 2���� %b�~ v�% ��� !'। @�����X� ��c�� -2?�, ����'��� ��'��� 
��J�� ���C ������� %��kÃ ,������ �D�M� J�< �����3�। +* ��'��� ��J��� ��'��� %�" ��������� 
%����! !�' $���। +* ��J� +����' +����* �N ���!� ��'� !�&�� ������ !�D� ���। +� 
�6�� �H�� �3��� ���� �$�� 1� � �3��� ������ %��D�* �3� ����। 
 

��� ���!� +* ��'��� ��J� ���2 ���È�� ���� &D ��W9��9� +���� �$�� !�&�� !�&�� 
������ ���c�9� ��� -� +�� ������� ���' ��'��� ��J� ���2 ���È�� ����� $���। ���! 
"����%� J�3 ��2�� �
���� ���� ������� ��9'6��� !�D� ��� !'। +* +����' ����� �D��� 
�D ��� ���! ��s���� ��/ �2�� $��� n�! �D����। �5����, �������� -� +��2 ,�� �Y�। 
+* �Y� !������� %bc096��� j����' ��' F "���� "��� a��� ���! ��s������ !�D� ���। 
�����&��� �!���� �!�� ��� ���� �� M�� ��s������ ��>< ����' !�D� ��� !��� �%* &�'J�' 
��C� �&�'�� �*���। 
 

�����&��� !����� ���!� ��k9� ����k� !F'�� �� �%��� �� ���� �3� %��*�� !�D� 
��� !'। ��&���� ���� ��<� �X���<'� 
�����X +�� �D�D +����' !����� ���!� ���] ����2� 
%!����J��' �����%��D� ��s����� !�D� ���। �2�'����� �!��* ��'� !�&�� ��s����� !�D� ��� 
!'। �2�'����� �&��� �D�D +����' �� %��D� ���! ������� !�D� ��� !' ��� ,�k� �$D 
5�?��2� !�� ���2 !�D�� %��D� -��� �k�� ���� ����। 
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����'� �$�� �������� %���� %�M�� +��2 ���� ��� !�'�3 �', ����^�� �%� +�� ����� 
���J%�&������� ����'� �&��' J� ’���% ,�' 1� � !�&�� ������ !�D� ����3। �!��� %��D� 
���� �J�' J0���H� %�%D &�� -�&&�� �!�� -¥�% +��� +� ���k���� ��� ��, ����� !�D� 
��� !�'�3 ����� ���D ����� VP 6�J* !�� (V �$�� �) �3� �'�%� ������ F ����। 
 

�c�9����� ;6��M %�������� ��!�� !�%� &���'�3, J� ���� �f�%r� -NJ�K 
�J�'�3��� �����v^ ������ ��^� �1� �����। -NJ�K ��?� ��� 1�� �� ������ ��� �09� 
6�H�' ,��� ��� ��3���* %=� '। �%�� -NJ�K� ����1�� ��>�<�' 6�H� !����' �����3��� 
^c���k� ����H� ��� ����। �%��� -O%��9�0� �c��9 +* %�^ ������� !�D� ���। -NJK ;6�� 
��%���� ��2 J� (V* �f�%r� ��9] �3� �k��D����। ;6�� �!��� ���� ������ �� ��� ��' 
-�J�K� +* ��D6c���� !�D� ����3 ��� �!�%� +� ��9] ��F'� ��'�। ��* -NJK �3� ;6�� 
��%�� ���3 �k��D����। 
 
 
 

---------------
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������� %c� ����� 

��&��!�� J��9 -��� ������ ;��� ����� � ��¶'���, (UG� 
 

��&��!�� J��9 -��� ������ 
-���� ����Z����� �N�� ���21��� ���'�3� 

(�&
 %�������� �,���) 
 

��&��!�, ��� ��¶'���।- ��&��!� ��W���D��' ���F�' ����� ���� ������ 6��9 -��� 
J��9D� %I� ��F'� �J�3। ;��� -&���� ,����� F ��&��!� �&�� %������� *5�'�� �&���� 
�%�\2��� &�� ���!�o� -�� %����� !�D�� �� ��9� ��� ���!� +* J��9 ��>�� ����। &�� �J�3 
��, J� �3� �T�� &� ��� ���!�� ����' ����� &�� -�� %����� ��� ��' ��'। 
 

+* �������� ���D �7���� ;��� %�"���� M��' ,�����F �3�। &�� %����� %���92 
!�5�% ��' ��' +�� �%�� �$�� ��&��!� ��W���D���'� +�& ��D����� ��<��� ��' ��F'� !'। 
+��� ,�' +� %`�! -2� ���� !'। +��� )* &���* ��� () & �D�C� %��$ &�� %����� 
�&�!� !�� ��' ��F'� !'। 
 

�%��� ���&����� &�� ���F�' ��91����� ���2�' ���� ���� !'। ��9� ��� ���!� 
�k���!�2 ���F�' ����� ���� ��' ��� �Y���� ���D ���। ����� ���� +��2 ����� J��3� ��1 
����� %���* +��2 J�9 ��� !'। +��� ����� %���� �&�� ��� J��9� ���D �X�� ���' ���'��2 
���' ���>1��� !'। +* %��$ ��� �$�� ���2 ��' ����� %��*�� ��9�k� ��M�' J��9� ���D 1��� 
��F'� !'। 
 

��i +��� ���D ��&��!� �&[� *���25�2� ��' -_�� �����, �D������� &�� ��6� 
��'� ��§��� %�!���D J��9� ���D �$�� ��� ���� 5�X 6���� �����' ��'। ��������� ���� 
-%�� �� +��� ��3 �$��* +* ����!H9� ���!� &�� �J�3। 5� � ��� ���� ���� ��, 
������ 
�� ��&��!� ��W���D��', ��W���D��' *2�����, ��� ���!� F ��&���� �D�b ���'���'�, ¡�� ,6k�� 
M�� + ���� �� �� J��9� %I� ��F'� �J�3। 
 

+ 3�<� ��� ���!� -O%��9�0� ��D��!� �c��9 �!� ��W���D��' ��/� 3�� F ������ 
����&���� ��� 5��� ��� !'। �!��� ��W9��9� "��%�c�!� !�&�� !�&�� ��s����� ��9� ��� ���!�� 
k��%6��� !�D� ��� �r� J��9� ���D ��>�� ����। +����� J�� ���2 !�D� ��� !' ��� &�� 
,�D/��9�� ����0��� &�� �J�3। 
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������� %c� ����� 

�����* -& ½�� %���� ) ��¶'���, (UG� 
 
 

�$���� 5���/ -� 6�< &��� � +��� 
�����* -& ½�� 

 
���������� +��2 M� �� �����*। ��2��� ��� ��� ,1��� -�3 ��� ������]। 

��� 6C ,�0 +* ���2�� ��0 ��� 6������J 5Û� !�' F�X। +����� ,��1 ����9 �����*�'� 
�$। ���������� +� �< �$ -� ���$�F �3� �। ���� ��' +* �$2��� 2��� ,�' +��� �0 
���2� ��<� ����� !���। 
 

�$����� %�' ��aD �D��C�� + ��2 �� ����। �$���� 5���/ �%��� ����। 6C&��� 
+�% 6�< &����� +* �����*�' । �%��D %��c %[D�%�� �������� ���� !�' 5X��� �����*�' �$ 
?�2। 
 

J� +�,��� ,$� ���� +* �����*�' ,��� ����� ���-��d�&� +��2 ��। ��2 ����� 
��Y��� �%����� 2���-�'%� F �c�D�� -%�����। ������ +* ���D�� �$2��� ��J���� -Z। 
��'��� ��� ���< ���< 3�* !�' �J� �$�2। ��� �%��� �$�2 ���<�'* /�] !��� � । +� �k�� 
��s���� � �$�� ���3 ������ &D 3�* F �'��Z��� ���� ���@�* ��� ��' �J�। 
 

�������� �$�� �1����� &D ���µ ��� ��� +�2� :��!D��। 6C&�� ��ZK� 
�����* -� �&�J 5X�� � %!%� । 6�C �$��� -� -%�� � +���। �$�2F ����� �� ��� J�< 
5X�� �। �����* ����� ���� �&�J $���� v��%� *��!�% !�' ��� !����� + :��!��%� �$�2�� 
���µ ��� �$�� ��'�। +����� �E ������ �"���� ����3। ��9�� ����3। !�D� ����3। ��� 
!�������� %��$ &��2�3� ������ ����' ?k0D �����1। ����* �$ �����' ��' ����� !��������। 
+���F �$ �����'�3� ����' +���� ���!�o��� ��J। �����*�' �!� !�6�JD ��s������ ���D 
,$��* �� ��< �����* q���� ,�C ��/� ���� ����� �$�। ���9'�� ���J� �3�� ���� ����। 
��� g� ��^È ���k�। ��� ��2� �3��। �k��' �3�� !���� &J[�$ ����&� ���0&D ��6��J� �k��' 
��H9� 3��। 
 

����� %�s* ��<��� �3� �J������J� %�'। U* +�,� ���� (�2� । ��� ��[� ���3��। +� 
��>�� 5X�� !��� ����। ���0 ,��0� 6�' ������ ����। ���� (�2�� ���D z/� ��� ��d<��� 
-��� ���� +��। ��k�� �� -�3 �� �8��� ��? ��� ���!� ��^� ��� ��� �1�� �� ��>�� ��>�& 
��� ���� �����? ��i ?��� �� ��6�H0। 
 

������ ���2�� �3� �%��D ���&��� -� &J� ��X। +* ���&���, &J����X� 
��������* +�& ���� ������ %�C ��� ��� । ���� ���� ��� �<��। �3�� !���� ��<���*। 
��� %�s �/) !�&�� 2���। !���� �6���3� !'� 2��� ����* ������ �3�< ����। ��* +�J�' �J�'�3� 
�������� !��� ���' ��� ������ 3�<��। ��* ���@ ��� +�%�3�। ����F ���� �J� � ��9� f�� 
��~�� ��। 

 

���� $��' ���� ��' +���� । ���� ���� +�� ��� �3�� !���� +� 5�� ��$D ��9�� 
1����� !' +��F �8 ��H !��� � n�2 �ß�� ,���। ���� ����� �� ��H ,�'। !������ &���� 
����  
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����� ��। ��! �"���! ��� #�� $�%�� �� &'����� (�)�*�#। +��� &�, -��� ����� ��� 
������ ���� ���.! /���। ����� (���� #�0 � #��� $��*� $����# $0��* �। 
 

+�� ��1 /�2���� ($��#����), ��� &6���, ($����� #����) /�� ��� (�� ���7��), 
�8� ��)# (�#��), /�� ��0���� (��� ���7��) (��� &6��� ($����� #����) -��� 9 0 �� � 
0�� $��#। ���� ��� +�� $��� ������#&� +��� �����! $:�# ;/9 ��!� �6���=� #������� 
��0��� ��� ���। &��� $8�� ��>�� । ��0���� ���� #������� -��?� ���� ��!@���� ��A। ���A� 
��� ���� +#*� ��� ���� �/�� ��B��। 
 

��0�� $:�# @��� -&�� +#�* #��C�*=। ?��� �&���D� -E�) $!। ��>� ��� &�>�#� $�>�� 
$��# ������� #��� �� �F�G� #�� ���� �����। ��% ���� 0� /B���। #��C��*=� ��8 
&�����C��� ��>B #�� ���� H9�* ���I�#। &��� �����C��/ &�=0 J��� ���� ��� +�� ��� ���� 
-���� K��� �����। 
 

+C��� H9 0�# ��>B��� ������। ����� -� ��� ��� �। ������ ���# ������ L�� #�M��� 
#� ��CN& #�O!� #����। P�� 8����। &��! $�I ����� �� Q����� �B� ����� ����� $#���-
�8��S��।  
 

+ �S� $:�# -� ���� 0�/�� �। 
 
 
 

-----------------
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������� &6� ����� 

��0�/�T �� $&���� ��F���U� 
�V� &���� W $XY����, HZ[\ 
 

��0�/�T ��=� ���&���� ��F���U� �&��F 

�V� (����! ��>�0 ��%�� ���1 

 
#���]�, ; �� $XY����। + $0��� (�&� �F�&� $#^ ��0�/T % +� ��_��=� +��#� ��� 

(���� ��=� ��# ������ ���� ��� ����I� ��B, ��:�� ���� ��>�0 ��%�� ���1। (����! ?NQ��*� 
��1 ��#�� ��=��� C��� 
�V�। L�#����� ��� ?M� ���� ���G� ���#������� 0��C6���� (�� 
���’ ��:�� ���� +�� ����I� ��B ���1aC��� ��B :�#�� $��� ���। 
 

�������� &���� &�G�� +#0 (����� 0���1 $�, ��=� �������� + �b�� &c��&� 
��0d #���� #�� +��#��# $#� #�� e�& #���� ��� ��# #���� +� ��%�� ���1। 
 

G��� ������ 0�* ����# ��=� ��# ���� ; ��0�� ��,��� ���� ��FC6���� ���.��� 
#�����। ����� ��_=��=� $#� G�� ��G��� $&�#f�� -�� &���� &�G�� (������# 0�� $�, 
(���� ��_=��=� +��#� $:�# ��,��� ���#����# +��� ��� +� &��� ��� ��# ���� ��=�� 
8����। ����� ����� #��#0�� ���, �� +#&��: $�>�� �g� �� ��=�g���G�� L�#���� ���� $X�� 
���। 
 

��0�/T :�� (�� 0�� ����� -��, +#0 (�FV��=� -�K& $&���� +�� [W �N&� 
��@ +#0 (������# -��� ��# 8�b�F#� #����� #:� 0��। ��0�/T :��� ��*��* 
��h&����/ +�� ��� ��=���� #����� �. $!। +#��� ���#�� i���! ��=� ����� +�� ����� 
8�>!���� H\j 0 -����g������# �� #����। ��# ����#��# �����# ��F�8�� #���� +�� 
�������� &�����/��� 9A� $� i���*�# &k6= e�& #�� $�%�� �����। 
 

+ :��� +� $#� i�� $! ���� 8��, $���� ��h&����/, ��* +�� ��� ��=�� #�� 
���। (�FV��=�� �����) (#��, ��0�XX�/T! ��=��� 8�� �� ������। +��� +# ��B��� \ 0 
��0�#�� +#�* ����#��# �I=�) (�gM ��� ��B�� �F�F $��# ���� ���� $��। ���� +#�� 
��0�#�� +�� ������ ������ $��#0 $&! ��B� -7�) #�� ;[ 0 $��#�# ��F� #��। 
 

��� +��! ��gM ��� � L�� #�M�� ��, $&! ��B�� 9�* ����#��# ��� ��� �I=) #��� :��# 
+�� ;/9 �� �� ����� �g���� ����� +#�* ���� C�&�� $��� ���। 
 
 
 

------------------
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������� &6� ����� 

�#����/�T� ��F��U l��# ����� W $XY����, HZ[\ 
 
 

�#����/�T ��F��U 
$&! ���� ������� $��%�� ����� ?�� 

&��!�# ��! #�� P�� #�� ���� 
(�0
 &�������� $(���) 

 
�#����/T, \�� $XY����। �#����/�T ��=� ������ ������ �����# ��� $�0� 

!X����� &k�#= K’ +#�* �:F l��# �����-+� \9$� 0������ &��F�� (#���� �����। +! 0QF 
��� �����#�� �#����/�T $�, ��C��I#� % C������� &g�� #�����, �� C�I�� (#�� #�� &'� ��� 
�। 
 

HZ[H &�� 0���! ���&� $��I� ���# +! ��#g�� ����8 �#����/�T -�&। $& +��� 
+�&! �� #�� ��� �����U। (�F� ���, 8�]�, �b��, +��# -�% $��� #�� $��# ��� ��� 
+� ����� �� #��। ��� ��m�F ���#��� $��#! ��f�। #��0! ��f� �����&� ���� �#��*� �C=� 
�������, ���� ��� $��B ������ �� #���। ���# (�� C�� ��&��� ���% �� #���। 
 

!X����� $��� ��f� -� ��%�� ���1 �। #��0! ��� /)��F�� ����� ��Eg��� #��� 0F 
+! �-���� �:�#�:� ���. #���*� ���F�� ��f���� -��� #�� +! ��� $�, ���=�I $#� 
$��#�# $#� �#� ����� #�� ��� �, ��f��� $� ���=�n �0 �0 #�0 �� #��। ���� ���� +! 
#�*��� ���# ��o�. ��� ���� �X�� +��। 
 

C�� C�� ���� �0 �0 #�0 �� #���। !X����� -� +# X��� 0��� #�� $�, 
&����# #�g=��V� ����� ��B� #�?�# ��=�.��� #�� 8��� � -� ��f���� ���� ��� :�#�� ���। 
+!C��� �����8 ��� ��F��U ��Eg� #�� (�:��# (p�� &ka #��। ������ #�*��� ��_�& 
#��� (:� ��� ��� ���� �/��0� $��� 87��=�। + ��B� #� �&��F ���I $� ������8� ���� (�) 
������, ��� &�A#�:F $�� #�� ��F. K�� �F����। 
 

��/^ �: $�q� ��# +# CS���# ��F. ���� ���I। #���� &���% $! ��>�8% $! । 
+#*� V�S 8���� $��#� 8����1��, ���, �������� �a &�G��� +#��� ���r ���। �����8 
!X����� �A�N +# ���� ��� ���� +! �������� &#��# ��� ��� $/�। +! &�, ��� �B� 
������� ��� �g� +#0 $�!� ����। ���� #�?�# $���! $���। g��&C��� +��� &#��# ��F� 
#��। +��� ���F ��/ ����� $0F� ��� #�0� $�q� $� ���q�##C��� �V� $��� $/�। 
 

#����*� ��� #�� $:�#! $���। /�8��*� $������� &�a#�* ������� $��%�� ����� ?�� 
&#��# ��! #�� ��>B #���� 0]���� P�� #�� ��F� #���� &#��#। P�� #��� &�� #�0� ��X 
���� ��8 ����� ��B ���। ���F &�, &�, ����8�� ����� �&��F��� P�� ���B��। �#s ���� -]� 
���� $#? #�0� ����� �2#���� &�����/ L�� &�>��� ���� ���� ��#�6� �/�� L�,�� ?�A ���B 
0��� &����.� %����। #�0� �X�� +�&��। �#s $/�*� ������*� $� ���� ��� $/��। 
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��_� ���� +#0 $/���8��� �g� -!0���। 
���, u� ���� �#����/�T� ��&��, K! $��� 
(��� % &����। (��� ��, +&�&, ��� #�� ��V#�� #����� #���/T @���, -� ��� $��* C�! &���� 
#���0 �B���। ����8 !X����� +# ���� ��_� �����# ��B� $:�# ��� ��� -�&। ����� �f��#� 
��� ���� ��_� �����# ���� K! $���� #��� �8�A $���� %��� �#����/�T -&�� 0F । ���gCv 
K! C�!-! +�& 0]���� X�>�� �� $��। K�*� $����#! +! �Q��# ��F� #��, ��_� �����# $��B 
$��। 
 

��_� ���� -0% $�>�8 -��, ��� $& ��>8� ��>8� �- 0��wg� ��G�। $��� ��� ��_� ����� 
$���� ��B� % &k�M� $���C 0x# ����� !2 ���/�� !X������� �� ���V&�# ���� �g��� 
K�*� $����#! �� #������। ��#��f�� :��� $��L#F�� ��X&�� &�@g���� +#0 ��f� CS���# K! 
$���&� ��� ��� �����8 !X������� ����। ��� �� $���-K’0 i�0���*, +#0 �F��y#���*। 
C�!���, 0���!�� &��! #��A� ��u� ���। �:�#�:� ���. #���*� -���� %�� �X�� +��� ����, �� 
#�� #�0#�= । �A�N +#�� &�P��� &V� ���I�# ��� ��� $/� 0]����। %��� $#? ��>8�� 
����� Q��# !X������� ��� $:�#। + 0���� �&��F ���F� #���� !X����� ��� ����8 
&�8���� &������। +! $�� $/� ��� �v������ ����8 ����g�M� #:�। +��B� ��� �� �k*, Qg)F 
���, l��#�� ���� ����8 �g�:��� -� $#� $��� $#� #��� ��� �#� $#? ���� ����� �। 
 

+! ����� #� $���� $� &�=�� #����, #� ��� $� �� #����, #� ��C��/��# 
?w��� ��=��&� #���� ��� &��� $!। ��� #�� $:�# $#! �V� ����। z�V), ����������� ��F� 
#�� ����� $��� $������ $�� #���� ��=��, �A# $��� ��f�, ��&��� #�?�# $& $���� 
#���। ��� ���� (�g�M� $����� ����� $� &#� &�F 
��� ����, ���g����, ���g���� ��C��/� ���B 
��! ��� $/�� ������# +��� G��.��� #�� ����� ��#���� ���Ca $#�^ ��#g�� �� ��{�� 
������ -� #��F�� ��0�#��, ��0����, -� ��� ������ #��O�� +�� 
�Q��I� ��X&�� !-8�0=��� 
����। 
 

!X����� ��| 8������� ���=8���। ��0 i�) #���� 
)=, /� *�#�, 
)=���#�� (Cg�� 
�6�F�� �0�&, -� ��� ��8���� ������ ��#� &�E �������। +��B� �:�#�:� ���. #���*� 
$��/&�0�� ���# ���# ��� -*# #��, ���. #���*� ���F�� $��*� ���#� /� ��:=� ������ K 
+#0�# $��B ������। ��# &�� *�#� i�) #��% $& �F�v�# ��F� #�� �����। ��� ��m�F 
�:�#�:� ���. #���* *�#� -����� &�� ��0��� ��� -���� #�� -��� #����। 
 

��f� (�)C�� ��&��� ���% +! �����8 +� ��� $:�# �V� ����। �����% ��F� #�� 
�����। �]C &��� ��# +#0 ��f� �F�&��� (�)C�� &������� ��&��� ��। ���#% ��F� #����। 
�����8 ��Q=#�� +# ��& % ��C��I#�� ��0d 8����� �#����/T�# }��� ���)� #��। 
 
 
 

----------------
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������� &6� ����� 


����� +���, ����� -�, ��, &��� -0% 
+�� � 

l��# -0�� W $XY����, HZ[\ 

 
/�B�� �~ ���! �� ��-’+! ���� -!����’ 


����� +���, ����� -� �� &��� -0% +�� � 
 

’$0A���) � -&�� -��� #�a� ����, -�� +��� :�#�� ���� �।’ #:� #�* ����� 
C����_�� $����&� �#O�� /��*= ����� ���� ��� $���#�� !&���। ���� ���� $#>�� $X���� � 
�N&��� $��� $���#��। X�>���� X�>���� #�>���। ��>� C��/� �F�� �� ��� �� ����। + �g�F �B 
$������#। + �g�F �B ��=��.#। �:8 �#��V) �6��=% $���#�� ��� &�/��� $����� &��: ���A 
��*����* #����। 
 

C����_�� $����&� (������ ����� �)�� (&�� &��� $����&� ������� &��� �(� $0A���)। 
[H-+� $� ���& ��# ����� $����&� ������� �(� $0A���) -� ��� $��� C��� (&�� &����# ��� 
��� ���। 
 

��C���/ ’’%�� ��f�। C����� 8�। -%���� ���/� &�:=#’’। �#s $����&� ������ ?�#�| 
�����’’ &� ���:F &� ���:F।’’ ��� -����� -�� #��। #�a� $��� $8���� 0� ������ $�। &��F! 
�&����) �F�v�d� ���#��� ����� �)�� (&�� &��� +#�* �����। + ������� ������� ��/� ;j 
�N&� ���� �&��F ���� U��� -����# ?��� �����। -� �� &��� $����&� ������� C����&�� 
/C��C���। 
 

����� ��&% #��� #�A��C���। -��� ��V�)! ��:�� ��� ������� &����। &#� K:�, 
&#� $��� �&�� ��&�� C��� $��� +��� +�&!। $����&� $��* $��* $�����! ��� ��� #�=0���� 
&T��� ��v ��� #�=�m� 0���� $(�)�। -� +��� ���# ���#��! ��� #�0 #��� ����� 
����। +��� ���� ���& $���� ��� ���� ���, ����#� ���। #�&���� ��! ��� ��� �, $#��� 
-� ���� ��! ��� #�A�� ��� ������� ��। 
 

$����&� (������ ����� �)�� (&�� &��� 
������ �� -0 ���� ����>0। ��� + 
�.�=� &k�#= $#� &�A# �:F! ?�Q��*� ���। $����&� ���� ��V���� #������ ��&������� 
L�v��, �&= $��/� #������ 0#�F�) y���� #�=8��� &� ��� �2���f� �C���F��� &����I ?��h। 
 

$0A���) �X�� -&��। ���� �X�� -&��। -����� ��_�& ��� -0% $�>�� -��। + 
�������� �g��F ��� ���� � । ��� $�� ���������, &��0����। ��� $#� �� :�#�� ���� �।’’ + 
�g� ��_�& ��� &��! ���� -i�� (�� P��। + (��V� ����� $� -� $�I ��� 8��1 � । /C�� 
?N#|� -� (��V�� ����� �� #�*��। $����&� �(����� ���&& (C� ��N&��� ��], -���� $8�� 
#�� $���, $#� � $#� C��� #�#� �����# �X���� -� ��� �#� । 
 

���V�C��� &#��! #��� #�| ���# �#� �.�F #���। $����&� C�!& �(����� ��& 
&���� ���� ���� +�� $:�# ��/� ��P����� �� �� ���� U��� -���# ��� ������ 
���� ��� 
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��B�� ��B�� i�� ������ (�.�� (�.��। -� �� ��� &'� ����� ����� �)�� (&�� &���� ��N 
��C6��� X��!। +��� ��, /���, ��f� ��&����� $#� ��:=#F $!। -��� &��! +#! �������� 
&�&F । 0��� ��= ��)=� +��� $#� ��� ��8�� $!। $����&� ������� !?�� ����, -� !�� -�� 
���� -������# $���! (� #���� ’-���� �# ����� $#� ��� ��� -!��?’ �0U�&� #���� 
’$#� ����?’ ’-���/� �B ����’। 
 

����� ��# -��� -���8�� �� ���� �����, ’-���/� �� �!���� $� ���� ���� 
-��। /�B�� �~ ���! �� �� $�, +! ���� ���� -!����।’ &��F! #� /C�� ��C6��, &��! + 
�C�� ��C� #���। �� �� (��) (��) &��! -0 +! ��C��� ��&���। 

 
 

 
--------------
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������� &6� ����� 

#���]� % ��0������ (��0���� 
��_���F���) /)��F�� 
�� 

&���� � $XY����, HZ[\ 

 
#���]� % ��0������ /)��F�� 
�� 

 
#���]�, W! $XY���� (��, +&, +&)। ���Ca &6��� ��� $:�# 0�� $/��, !������� 0]�� 

����� +�� ����� ��/� 8��� ��/� Z ��& ��� +��� ���&� ��0d 8����� #���V \j,jjj 
$��#�# ��F� #��। ��0�� ��0�� ��B� ���B�� $�� +�� �/�)� �������# /g����� #�� �:���� 
����� �������� C����� &����.� ; ��!��� ���F &�E &k�M +�� ��B�Q� ������ ������ �:�� 
e�& #����। 
 

+ &� +��#�� ���F z�V)��B��� +�� -��?B� &�8�!�� $��� V��iE। $0��� (�� &#� 
��*-��0�� ��* % e�& #���� &��� $0��� 8�� -�:=# &�#* $��� ������। V��� �����) &k6)= 
��� ��=�� #��� #�0 &ka ��� ��F� +�� e��&� �����) �m/�) �g�� ���� ��� -��"� #�� 
��1। 
 

��# ������ ����� +�� ��8��� ���Ca ��*-��0��, Q���B� $�� +�� ��& $:�# �m&��F# 
���#�# ��� +� �U�� G�� ��� ���। ����� C��/F �# Q�*�� $& &k�#= +��� �#�� ��� ����। 
����� ��� ��� ��%�� ������ ����� ���F +#��� ��������� 0�� -�� -#��� ��� +# ���# 
0��. �X�� -&�� &V� �����। 
 

��+&+&-+� (������ �#* ��� 0]�� ������ ��=� ��F�8���� #���� �)=� #����। 
��� ���, +�(� ���&� � ������ ����� ��B� $Q��% #�� �]�&� 8��� �� +�� \; �N&� ��@ 
���&��# ��F� #�� �� ��� ��B� ��* #�� &�E �#�� &��#=* ��?�& ��� ��� +�� ���#% ��� ��� 
���। &��#=* ��?�& -��� H\ 0�# � &�� ��� -� �� +�� &������ ��� ����� -*�# ���� ��। 
���� &#��� $8�� +�� ��� $�>�� y��# #�� �U�� G�� ��� ��%�� ��। 
 

+#�* P��� Q�� ����� ��� -&� +�� $8�� ���� $�%�� ��। $&��� ��� �m ��C�/F�# 
�� ��>�� ��� ��>�� ��G�� $����� ��B :�#�� $���� ��। � &� ��C��/F� ���F ����� ��#�� 
-!0��� J� ���^ CS�# ��� $���� ��। ��>� /��� ��:� V� �8�% ��� $�������। 
 

��0���� ��_���F���� 
 

��0���� ��� ��, &, &-� ��� ���� (#�� &���Q= � ��& ��# ������ ��F�8���� ��. 
�g��. ��1 ��_���F���� ; 0 ��V#&� H� 0 ���&=����� #�=8��� ��F�। ��# ������ ���� 
��_���F����� $�&� �0�&�� � ����� ��� �6��F� �����) (�� \\ �V �9 ��0�� *�#�। 
 

�������� &���� &�G�� ����I (������# ��_���F����� $��0��� 0�� $� ��# ����� 
#�g=# e�&#g� �0�&���� �6��F� �����) �:��: ���) #��� +#�* #���* ����/ #�� �����। 
/� +�(� ���&� �g��� &���� ��# ����� ��_���F��� (�,�) (��� #�� ���Ca �� +�� ��X 
$#���*=��� #F�k G�� #��। (:��! ��=� ����� ���� �����* e�& #�� $��।  
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��� $0��� ��&� �F�F ��# �� &k6)= e�& #�� $X��। &#� �� ��X $#���*=�� % 
�F�F #�=8���� ��&� +��# ��!�z�� % $����*�� ��=. ������ ����� ��*��* #��। &���� ���� 
���&��F� ��C��/� (�� L: $���&, �:=��� ��C��/� (�� L: $�����X $���&, ����� ��C��/� 
��L�� L: -�� $�� $��EX� #���� +�� �F�F ?���G #�=8���� &�V�N i�) #�� +�� ������ 
������ �� (#�� 8�b�F#� #���� ��। 
 

+�(� ���& H9, HW +�� ������ �:�7�� ��# ��C��/� +�&��&��* (�X&� 0�� ������� 
����, ����� ��C��/� +�&��&��* (�X&� J� &���T &����� +�� �E� ��C��/� $L���*� 
0�� ��� -~�� #�!����# ��&C� $:�# ��� ��� ��F� #�� ��। ��=��� �# Q��� ���� ��� ��� 
+# 0�� ��%�� ��� +#0 ��F��#�# ��F� #��� �� ��� $����# +#0 ����*��� ��X&���� 
&��: ��& #��� ���F #��� �g��. $:�#। 
 

��_E &6�� 0�� ��� $�, (�v ?�8��= 0�� &���� $���&! ;j 0 ��F��# +�� �F 
K’0 ��X&���# ��F�� +#�* ����#� (p� #������। +�# 9�* C��/ C�/ #�� ������। (:� ���E 
�g��F�O, \� #�����), ;� �� ��� ��&��) +�� 9:= $���Q�� । ����B� -��� 0�� $/�� $�, 9 0 
��F��# y�# C��= #�� ����� ��� \�$� +�(� ��_���F��� $��B 8�� ���। �#s ���� -� �X�� 
-�&�। ���� ��{� ���#E�� 8�� $/�� ��� ���� #�� ��1। -��� ����� ���� +#0 ��� 
&���������# 0��� $�, $#����� $0��� ���� �#�*! ; ��0�� $��#�# &����G #�� �����। 
 
 

---------------
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������� &6� ����� 

��*���� ������ ��# ������ ��=��� �6�=��� � $XY����, HZ[\ 
 
 

��*���� ���� ��!����� ��=����#% ��� ������� 
 

��0�� ��!��!��� +# ����। �,�2�� -���� &�i ������ ���I $�� &�B� ������� 
$��� ����� ���I% &�
�� $��/� �������: $��I�#� ���� ���: ����� �������� 
��� #���। 
 

-� +*���! &�i ������ e��&� ���� ����� e�&% �����= ��� ��B। ’’-���# $����� 
�� #���, #�� ������ -��� i���� ���I�# ��>8�%। $������� $����� #&� $����� -��� ���I��� 
$�����।’’ �g��F��������� C���� i���� ��) &�#�� -��= #����� ������ ��# ������ l&F��� 
�#*। ������ ����� ���# ��F� #����। ��=�C��� /���� 8��B� ?�A�� ��F� #����। ����� 
��F�#��O� (�FV��=� ���# -��� #���� #�a���0�B� #�| $����1�� ����� + ��=�.� #���� । 
-��� #���� ����, 
����� &�i���� K’��& ��=. -��� +��#-$&��# ������ C��! �����। 
 

��f���� -��� ������ ���� ������, �#s +� ���F% -����� ��#��� ���A�&�>*� ��� 
(p� :�#�� ����, #� ����� �����8 ���,��� 0]���� �� i��� ���# ��B। ����� ����� ��� 
#���� 0F +�/�� -&�� ��। ���� ���# ����#�� ������� ���� �� &��u ���� i���# 
-7�) #��� -�&। i���� ���I +#�� $����� �� ��� ���A�&�>*� ��� ��� ��� ����� ��B� 
#��। ������ ����� ��o�. ����� Q*� $���। ���� ���� ��*��। �#s ���,��� ���#E�� �&����# 
�/��#��� ����� ����, ���=� #���,�� 0]�� ���X0 -~�� ���� + ���0��# ���� �� #����। 
 

��! (������ $��� !1� (�� ���� ���। ���� $������ +! 0]�� ��! �: ��>0�� $8�� 
#���� &�=V)। -��� $�>�*�� $&! ��:। ����� Q������ �&�0� $:�# $*� $�� #���� HjW ��� 
��@ -%���� ��/ &�:=# �g� l&�� -�� �����# । Q*� Q*��� HW ! l0F��। l&�� -�� ����� ��� 
$����� ����� ���I। %�� #�>���� । +� ���� Q*� &����#���। ����� ��=��� &��8�� �����g� 
�\ ����� ���#�. ���� %�� ���� +�& ���� ��Q�� ���B 0�� ��। ��� �� (�� K�*�। 
 

&#�� ��>8*�� ���# /�> �Q�� $�। Q�� Q�� ���# &��!�# $�� #�� ��� ���� $�>�� ��� 
���1�। �g��� +#��� $����#% %�� ��F� #����। ����#% ��F� #��� ���B�। �g� ������, 
L�v�� ������� ���* ������� ���# C�!�#% %�� ��F� #�� $/�। ��#�| �g� ��� #�. 
����, ����8�� $������ ?�� ��F�8�� #��। ��� ��� ��C���/ ��=���� +�� #��0�। +! 
i���� -��#0 ���# -��� #����। ��# ���� ���*�� $�>�8�� $&। ���: �� -�� ���# ���* 0��� 
-!��� ��� ���� ��������� $8���� ��!�� ���1���, �� #��#0 ������# ���u ��G�� �U� 
��� ��B :�#�� $�����। 
 

-��� $����� +#�* �g� +�� #’0 $��# ���� ��� ��>�� ��� ��B -��। %�� &��F�� 
����� #���V \Wj 0�� ���� । Wj 0�� ���� ��# ������ l&F। ������� $���� ���� ���,�� 
���� ����� &�E �#�� ��* #����, Q�� Q�� �a �a #�� ���I��� ��F� #����। 
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-��� #���� -���# ����, i���� $� +��#�� $��� $��# ��F�, ��� ��=�� ����� 
$&���#�! +# ���� 0���� ���� ���F ��0�# -B�� $��� &��#�� $����� ���। l&F�� 
+�&��� ��!�X� ���� ��0� $�����#। ���,����� &��� ��0��� ��T��� ���, $���� ���� #��� 
������ ��� ���X0 0]�����। ��� �� �#�� K��! +# ������ $#���� ����# $X�� ������ 
������ l&F 0��� %��� ������# ��F�8�� #����। ������ ����B ����*�# $#�� ��� &�� $/�। 
 

+#*� �� P��� -Q��� ����* �E� ��� $/�। P��� �~, ��� �~। &#�� ��>8*� $:�# ’*�। 
��F�8�� ��F�� �����#��� ��O����� 8����। ����#��, -�=�8N#�� । i��� -J� ������ -��� 
�F i���� -��V� (��&� �m ������। &� +#�#�� ����, ����� ��A, ����� ���� &�, �g��� 
&��F� ��>B���� 99H 0। ���, ���#, �g�, ��F ��&�। ��� ���I��� $��� $��� ��� ���� $�>�� P�� 
#���� ��=���। +���! ���~�� ��C��� ��&��� #�" ���#E�� ��=� ��&# ��*���� �����# �V 
��!��!-+ ���)� #�� $/��। 
 
 
 

---------------
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������� &6� ����� 

�� $&��� %�# ���Q� ��>8�� 
���#����� 

l��# ����� ; $XY����, HZ[\ 

 
 

�� $&��� %�# ���Q� ��>8�� ���#����� 
 

���� $���� ���#��� 0�� �&��0���q�� A�#��/�> �����! �����&�। ���* ��� \\$� 0���!। 
��#�� 9*�। $��#�� ��& ���� �&��0���q��। +� &�� [/� 0 �� $&� +�& ��>�# ��� $X��। 
��� #:� ���� $8�� #����। �#s �� $&��� ��� $#� #:�! �� �। %�� %�# 0��� ����% 
$���। ��! �� ���� ���। 
 

Q��I, �#�, 8B, :��B। +# �/��B, �������। %��� +#0 ��� ���  K�*� $�>�� $X��। 
��� $��� $��� ��� ������� ��� $/��। $# #� ����� ���� ��� (������/�� �� ��। 8��� 
:�#��� &� ����� ���:। -� ������E। %��� #F��k ��%��� -�/ $8#����। ����� $&�# ?]�&। 
��� �F��� #�� ���&। 
 

+�# ����# ����, ’’�m� ?��� ��#�� ��� �/��।’’ &��: &��: ��� &��� ������� 8���! 
:�#���। %��� ���� ���� X�*���� �� /B��� /B��� #F��k �/�� $�q>����। #F��k -��� ����* 
$8����� #�#P��� /�y� $/�y� �� $&� +�/�� +��� ���� U� ����!�। �� �� +��� ��� -�� 
�0� #��� ������ � । -0 -��� +���! $�I। 
 

$# 0�� �, %�� ������ �। Q��� ����f�� �6F ��*���� ?�� -���# �&�� �����। 
&��& &b� #�� �����, -�� +#0 $��L#F�� 8��, ���V� ���I। $8��� ��% । $��� C6� $�����। 
+�� �g���� ���#�� �����&�� $X�* �B��� ��� ��। ���, $8���? ��,��� $& ���#�� ��������। 
��>�*� &��: -��� ��� $�>�� $X�� ����। �� -&��� ����0� &�� �����। ��� �0�� �� 
8�!��। +� ���, ��>�� ��� ���B��% ���। 
 

����0� -�QD� ���# �� �� ���� %��� �0U�&����। -�� ��# ��# ���,��� ��F� 
#����, -�� +#0 &����# ��X&��। -�� $������ ��!�X� $y�� ������ !�F���। %�� -���# 
���! ���B���B #��� :��# -�� ���� &� �#�� 
�#�� #��। +��� �� ����, �&�#?���*� �#�� 
��X&�� +���। ����% +#! ���� (� #��� :��#। -�� &� �#��! �
�#�� #��। +��� C� 
$������, %�� -���# $��� $X���। 
 

+��� %�� $#����# +#*� ��� $0�/�B #�� -���। %�� ���*��# -��� ?�� $��B 
���। 8�� ����� ��F�8��। #��B, ->8B, :��B। +# &�� ���% J�. ��� $/�। &2F� $�� +���। 
+��� %�� -���# ���Q� ��>8�� ���#�� ���। �# ��0= ����। %�� -���# ��>8� $:�# $�� #�� ��� 
+���। 
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$&! ���6��=� ��� ��G� -�� C�I�� $������ ������ �। ��{� ����� �����, -�� ����। 
$���� 
������ 0F �� �� -]��� #��� (�:=� #���। ��>8� $:�# $�� #�� ��� +�& %�� 
-���# ����! +#�* #�V ���#�� ���। ��>8� -� #V*�� ������ ��� +#�* $���� । $&�� $:�# 
��>8�� ���F ��#�� ��%�� ��v� ��/ $���� ���1���। -8�#� ��Q*� $���� *��# +�& -���# 
-7�) #�� �&�। 
 

L� ���, L� ?� % L� ���#� ���A ��� ��� �� ��&�� ���। -��� ��� G�� �X�� 
$/�। ��� � *�� ���# -���# $& Q� $:�# %�� $�� #�� -���। C����� +��� ����� $��� 
$X���। � ������ �। ��0� ���% $���� ���1 � +�� +#�* �2#�� Q�� ���#�� ���� +#0 
�&��! ���, $�� ����� -��-��� �B। ��� ���� �� $���� �� ���� +#�* 8�*� ���� -� !���y# 
��*��। ��� K�*� 0����� &��: ��>��! �!���। 
 

&#��� %�� -���# $�0� ��0�� #��� ��� $/�। $&��� -��� �����#% $�����। ���� 
&� (� $�0� ��0��। $#� $0��� ��B�� &��F� $���? �����, 0�� �। 
 

A�#��/�>�� #� $��� -�? �����, -�� ���। 
 

$�0��� 0��� A�#��/�>�� $��� $��, $#� ��� ��� ��,�� $����! ��# $&��� 
���,����� $��� $X����। +��� #�=��� #��� -���# ��A��� ����। ��# &K���� ���� #�=� 
-���# $��B ���। 
 

+��� -��� +#��� $�0� ���# ��� #�����। 
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������� &6� ����� 

��0�� (��)� ��F����� ��#&�� �&/���* 
XF���� 

�6�=��� � $XY����, HZ[\ 

 
 

��0�� (��)� ��F����� ��#&�� �&/���* XF���� 
\ +� + ����� ���� \ 

 
��#&��, #���]� 
 

��#&�� 0��� ��>�B�� ��V)-��{� ���# �g�� $��� ���� $���� $Q�� &������ +��#� 0��B 
#���� �� ���� $� ���� (�&���* $��� ���� $&�* +#�* �&/���* XF����। �#s ��� �� ��-! :�#�# � 
$# ��#&����&��� +*��# ��F����� ���! 0��। ��/� ��* ���& +! XF����� ���Ca $#��� ���Ca 
#�V % $#�A�� ���Ca $&�� +�� ���� $� ��F�8��, ��� �I=) +�� ���=8��� /)��F� 8����� ��� 
0�� �g�:��� !�����& ����। 
 

���-���� ��-�� ��#&�� :��� ���Ca i��/�T ��� ���� i�� ������ ���� ���-
���I��� ��� +� +�� ��#&�� 0��� ���V��) $y $:�# ���#-����� % ������� ����� +� +! 
��F������� ��=� �� $&��� ��� #���� �/�)� ��, $���� !��, �� #���� ��0�� ��0�� (�)। 
 

$y $:�# ����� ���� -� i�� $:�# �]����� % #����6����# ����� +� %��� ?�, #�� 
#������ ����� ?��� ?�A�� K’��� ?��� ���� &����� C� $�������� ����� ?��� ��>*�� ���F 
#�� ���� #������ ����6�� �������� $y :����� ������� � ����� ?�� �g����� #��� ���=� 
$��� ����। +��C��� &�����C� �g� ��-$����� $�!��� #�� ���� #������ ���Ca $#�A�� ��� 
$�0� /���=�0 % ��� $��&��� ��-$����� ?�� 8������ �����# ��F�8��। ��0�� $�� �� �� 
#����, ������% ����� ���F #�� ����। 8����# -� 8����# +�� �����# ��F�8��� 00=��� ��� 
����� /C���� $C�, (��! $C�& -&�� ��-$����� ��#X�*� #�) -�=��। �#s ��F���� �-
����� �����&�� &��#�� 8��� ��B $��। ��# ��# ��-$���# ���N#�� G��! �g��F��) #��� 
����� -� ���� ��� ��� $�>�8 :�#� ����� &�U��� $�� ����� ->���� $& #������ ���Ca $#��� 
��>�� $X�� ����। 
 

��/� H�� $XY���� $& #������ (����� ��������� ����� ��� ��#&���� +�, �& + 
0�� -~�� -?��� % :��� $&�#O ��X&�� +�� 0#��# C�v���/� % (�FV��=� &�#��� 
#������* $���� �/�������। ��{� #������*�� ��#��! $C�& +� �>8� /2। ����� �v �>8� /2! 
���। + #������ $����! $� #�V Q����� &�=�! ��C� #��� $����� ��v� 8�� $& ��v K/=�2� 
-��&। �C��� ��#��! &���! $���� $���� K�* 0��. $����� /�� +�� &�F �g� +#�* #�>A�� /��। 
 

/�� ���*� (��F�#� L��� $����� +��� ���� ����� ��F�� (��# #��#�* ���। 0x# 
(�FV��=� 0���� + /�� ���*�� $� &�E ��� +��� ���� ����� $& &�E ����� �&��F ��� 
���I�# ������ $��� 8����#� (���� ��E0 #�� ����। ����� $& &�. &U��� $�� PB $��� +#�* 
�8�� $#�A�� $X�� ���� ����। ��� ��m�F, $&! �8�� $#�A�� �6�=���! ��* #�� $�0���� PB �� ���� 
S�F 
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���*�� �0  ��>�B� 0�B� #�� ���� ����। ����� $&! ��>�B�� �C�B &�U��� $���# $X�� ���� 
����। 
 

&��� ��� ��I�v ��>�B�� ��z ���� ��#�#! $&! �8�� $#�A�� ��=C��� �g��F��) #��� 
�����। +��C��� (�:��# ��=�� $��I ��#�# $8�� $�>�� ��!� ��>B #����� ��� ����� /�0= 
?A��� ���  �������� �u ����I C6���|� ���� �/�)� (�)। -� +#*� +�/�� $/���, $����� 
+#�* ��#��। ��#���� ��{� ���B K�* -� /�¡ + /���% $����� #��#�* ��� ����� -� /���� ��8 
$����� -/���� C�� +# X��� 0��। 
 

0x# (�FV��=� 0���� � &� $�����-#�>A�� /���� ��8, +! -� /���� ��8, -� � 
-/��� C�� 0��*�#� ��>B��! $�� ��� �B�� �&��F C�!-$���� �0  �-#"��। -� +# (�FV��=� 
��#���� �6�= ���B +#�* C��* /��=� �8� $����� 0���� $�, +#�* 0��. $��#�# ���-�� $�>�� +! 
/��= $X�� ���� ���*8��� ���� ��� $�����। ����B� +�, �&, + -?��� &����% + ����* �m 
$���#� ���� ���� ��� 0������। ����� ��#��� #������ �C���। 
 

&,� $&�#O ��X&�� &���� �6��=! ������ $� !���y# ��* ���� ��# +��� $��# ���� 
����। ��>� $�g�d -��� $& ���* ��>�0 $����। $����� +#*� &�!8 $��L= -� �&��F l�KF��# ���। 
$& Q��*� ����! $����� $�� �#�� &����# % $�&����# $���#� $����#। +��� ��,��� &����# % 
$�&����# $��#��� ?�, #�� !���y# ��* ���� ���� ����। &���*� #����� Q��� $�����। 
 

&�=�! $��� ���, !�p�: ���V� ��G�� ��B ����� ��# #�/0�� ���&���� �F�v/� 
�8�A % ��������# X�*�। ��#&�� $��%�� ��&������ ���� ��)^ 8^, ?��^ 8^ % J���� 
8^�����# ��/� #��# ��& ��� + #������ �� $&���� #�0 #��� ����� ��� ��# Q*�� 
(�FV��=� ��� ���� -���# 0������ $�, +��� ����� ��F�8�� % ��F��U $��� $& C�� ��� 
��#���! ������ $8����� �#s &����/ $����। 
 

��)^ 8^ -��� 0������ $�, (�� ����! ��� ��� $��#��� $8�� $�>�� 0���� ��V�)� 
�B ��! ��!*�*� �6�=���# $������ ��� $��� z�� $��� ��F� #�� ����। ����� ���� ���� $��� 
/�= #�� ���� ����� $���� ������#! $&! /��= ���*8��� $�%�� ����। 
 

�)�^ 8�^� % ��� &,���� ���=��� /�=P�� ��>B�� -0% �&��F (��) ����� ��� ���� 
$0�� ���� 0��। ��#&���� (��� L�v�� 0�� �#��� -���, ��� ����# 0�� -~�� ���� % 
-~�� ��� +# &�V�N#��� 0���� $�, ��# $&���� #��F�� $�0� ��0�XX� ��&� /���=�0, 
#F��¢ %���K� ����, &������ ��EX� �� % $��%�� ����� ��#�%����� $�g�d +�� G��� 
#���� �������� $��/&�0�� ��#&��� &� ���# $���#� (�)�� Q�*। 
 

��#&�� :��� (�F�� -%���� ��/ #�=� \9 � -=S� !?���� $8����F� 0�� -�� 
-���X�# +�� ��#&���� ����� ���v����� -~�� ����# % �&��# +! ��F������� ���=C��� ��F� 
#�� ��। 

 
 

--------------
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������� &6� ����� 

8�>����� -* ���&� ��C��I#� l��# ����� [ $�Y����, HZ[\ 
 

8�>����� � ���&� ��C��I#� 
0F�. ���IP����# ���-�� $�>�� /��� �&/����*� 

-P $�%�� ����--- #�% �� ���� $X�� ����--- $8�� ���� 
$�� ����--- ��>� $C�, $X�� ����--- 

 
8�>����, \�� $XY����।-8�>������&� ��Q= � ���&� $&! ��C��I#��� ��P���� #:� -0% 

C���� ���� �Q��# ����8 ��T��� $�0� l���� % ��� $��&� &����# $/���f� ��C��/� �%#��� 
��F�8���� #:�। ����� ��CN& ��#�� ��O�� �m �� &.��# ��������। ����� ����� �m ���, 
��I=�� ����� #��#�’ ����। 
 

#�8 ��#��*% +��� ����& ���&�� #��� $:�# ��>8�� �����। �#s +���! $�I �। 
���v�����, C����� ����� !�F��� -�F���� #�� (�� ��>8 ��0�� $���#� (�) �����। ���I�# +�� 
���*�� ����। !* % ��:� ���B ��F� #��। 
 

���-�� $�>�� 0F�. ���IP����# ���� ���B $X��। $8�� ?�A�� ��। ��>� $��, ���। ��:� 
�8� #�� �� $�>�� ������ ����। ��� +! $�0� �%#� ���I ��F�� &�� ?]��& $��� ?A�। 
��F�*� ��� ��� #��� -f���#। +! Qg)F 8����� ������ +#�. �(� ��� ��� % &���। ������ 
$���� $& ��/�� #�#���� F�� ��>���� �B���। $& ���v������ &���# % -%���� ���/� &�:=# 
��� ���� $��#��� �g��F� C� $����� �m *�#� -��� #��। 
 

+ ��B� ��h�£ $��#���* % Q���B�P��� 0,� ����� $�0� ��&���� #���=� #:� ¤�) 
#���� $��। $&! ���� ���*����� ��#। ��� ���=��! ���|� ����� ���������� (��� ���)0F $#^ 
���� ��0���� �V �V *�#�� &k�। [H-+� [ ! +�(� $:�# �� �� 8�>����� 0]�� ������ 
�����U। 
 

$&�� &#�� Z *� 9W ����* K!�* ��¥� &F��� $0* 8�>������&��# -���#� #�� $����। 
�� �� +# *�� 9j ���* P���I=)। ����I� ���F -#�� $��8 ��� $��>���। 8������# e�� �� 
��C��/F� -�=8�N#�� । ����� �� (�� Wjj $��#। -� ���! &��: ���* 8�� ���� ����I� #��X�� 
i�� $:�# i���.��। 
 

+� ���� &2F�� $�0� !X������� $�g�d Wjj l&F % �u $����! [��* $��* �B 
&����# �&����# �� 8�>����� (��� #��। #���]� $:�# 8�>����� -&�� ��: ��E�� K’���� ���� 
���=���� P�� 8����। 8�>���� +�& $*#�#F�� @��� -E�� /��B। -&�� ��F���� �� +# �g�� /� 
��� ��B� $X��� ��: /��* ����� ���� +�� �g���# P�� #�� ��F� #��। +���# 
����� &�i����� 
����� -E���* �Q�� $X�� P�� ��B�� :��#। 
 

�� ������ ����� �*=�� % #��� $:�# $/����I=) �� #��। ���� (C���! ���� $����� 
��B ��E��। ���B�� $�� ��_=G i���� #��B-�>�8��* ��B�। +����! ���* ��� ����� �CF.��। #��# 
QD� 
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*�� ���� +�� ����� ���Ca ��E�� #�?�# $���* #�?�# P�� #�� ����। $&�� 8�>���� #���0� 
0x# ���&� W 0�# �� #��। 
 

Hj! +�(� $:�# �� �� +��� #����X?-+� ����। #���X?-+� &�A# &��&��� +�� 
0&�����)� #��� $/�� ����। -� + &�����/ ����� 
���7� ��!�X�P��� &�7� ��� ����U 
$��� ?A�। $& ��! #��� �L���!* ���� ����� #��#�* +��#�� Q� ?�B�� $��। 
 

��� ����! �- #��F�� -� ���, -� ���&, ��0�#�� % ����� #���*� &�&F��� �#:F 
��=��� ���� ��� ��B ���.�(� 0&����)। +�� #�?�# ���.�� :�#�� $���। 0���� -� 
��F�8��! ��� +��� (�� ��= । +��! ���#��� &k� ��| #���। ��| #��� ����� ��f� ���F�I� 
+��#�� Q�P���। ���� $:�# ��0� 0���� ���� �����। ��� $��� $/�� ���* ���**�#�। 
 

+��� !�,��! (�) �������� �� ��0�� ���� $��#। $�Q� �����=� 8�>���� $��%�� $�� 
+��#� ��� ������ #&�!���। +#��� #�?�# $&��� ��� $/�� -� $#��� $��>0 ��%�� $�� �। 
+ +��#� ��� 8�������&�� -���#� G�। (���0�% $#? $&! +��#�� $��� &��& $�� �। 
 

0x# (�FV��=� -���# ���, %�� ���=C��� 8���# ���� ���*�� V���V� #�� 
�&/����*� -P ���/�� ���, ��� ���-�� $�>�� %��/�� ���F K’8�� �� -�� #�� ����। 
+����% ��� (�) � $�� ����� $X�� ��� ����। + ��B� ����� ��>B #����% P�� #�� ��। 
+�� &����#���C��� ��F����� 8����� #���V K’��0�� $��#�# ���=C��� ��F� #�� ��। 
$&!��� ������ ������ +�� �&��F ��=����8� Q*�� ��� &�V� ��� ����� 8�>���� $��%�� 
$��। 
 
 
 

--------------------
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������� &6� ����� 

��0���� ��_���F���� ��#������� 
��F�, ��* % ��=�� 

-0�� [ $XY����, HZ[\ 

 
 

��0���� ��_���F���� \\ �V���# *�#�� &k�M e�& 
0]�� ������ ��F�, ��|� % �����# ��F�8���� g��& #���� 

 
��0����, W! $XY���� /� ’��& ��� ��=� ���#E� ����� ��������� $� ���� ��F����� 

8�������� $& &�� ��0���� ��_���F����� ��0 ��V#&� H� 0 #�=8��� ��� �। � &�� 
�0�&���� ��# ���� ������ ����� � ��_���F����� (�� \\ �V �9 ��0�� *�#�� �� V�� 
#����। 
 

/� �7��� 0x# &������#��� �#* ����) ��#��� ��0���� ��_���F����� $��0��� 
��#������ ���� ��_���F����� V��� �����) ��=���)� 0F /�A� ����I #���*� ��&2��� 
#���� ��I� ?�]� #��। ��� ���, ��=� ���#E�� ����� /� ��� +�(� ���&� �g��� &���� 
��_���F��� #F�k��& (��� #�� +�� $0��� ��, -~�� ���X ��, �0a�� ��, -*=& ���¦� $#���� 
���¦�, ����*��� &���� �L�=���D, +§������D�� @�� ���¦� +�� �m ��X $#���*=��� ����� #F�k 
G�� #��। 
 

��=� ������ ����� ��_���F����� ���� �����* &k6)=��� e�& #�� +�� $0��� �� % 
�F�F ��&� #���� ���¦���� P��� V�� &�� #��। ���� ��_���F��� ���¦� �� +�� ��V#���  
$#���*=�� % �F�F #�=8������ ��&� $:�# ����� �0�&�� +�� /g�G���� ����� ��* #��। +��# 
��!�z�� &�6��� ��E#��� +�� �F����*�� &�6��� �c����% ��� ����। 
 

?v &������# &��F��� ��C��/� (�� L: $���&, �:=��� ��C��/� (�� % �������� 
¨��� #����� ����v &�&F $������X $���&, ����� ��C��/� ��L�� L: -�� $�� $��EX� #���� 
+�� �F�F #���� ��V# % #�=8���� &��: &�V�N #�� ���#E� $&������� ��CN& ��F�8���� 
#���� &�i� #��। 
 

��_���F����� ��0 ��V#�# ����� ->���� ��>��� ��&� $:�# ��#B�% #�� ��� �/�� 
��F� #�� ��। +>�� ��1-�F�:���*�§� +�&��&��* (�X&� 0�� ������� ����, C�I� &�����F� 
+�&��&��* (�X&� J� &���T &����� +�� �E� ��C��/� $L����*� ��� -~�� #�!���। /� 
H9!, HW! +�(� +�� \W$� �Cr� ������ ����� ��&� $:�# ��� ��� ��%�� ��। + ��B� HW 0 
�© ��=���� #�=8��� $�� +��0��� ($���i�X��), &�!X�� !&��� (!?�L +�&�F�D), ��X#�� ���� 
(�����), #������ (%��#=& +�&�F�D) -�K� -�� (ª�!���), -~�� ��0�, $����«� !?&�X 
(&�!�#� ��%), $����«� -X0�� (/�L=), -~�� ����# (/�L=) -~�� %����� (-�=��� ��%), 
$#���� -�� ($�����), -�K� ����# ($�����), �� ���� (/�L=), %���0� !�� (��%), +�� $��� 
����# ���� ��F� #��। 
 

���� &��F�� ��C��/� $�#8���� #�0� &����, �F:���*�§� $�#8���� 0�� ���0��� ���� 
+�� L: -�� $�� $��EX� #������ ?�� ��=����8� ��F�8� #��। #�0� &���� -��� +�� ���0��� 
�����# �f� ������ ��� �/�� ��Q= 8�� ��& ��� ����� ?�� �#:F ��=�� 8����। ����� 
�����I# ��F�8���� X�� 0�� ���0��� ������ ���I�, ���� �v��� ��� :��#। L: -�� $�� 
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$��EX� #�����# \9 QD� ��� $��B $�%�� ��। +�� $��� $X��� C� $����� ��>�# #�0 #��� ���F 
#�� ��। 
 

X��� ���:= ��U��� (�� L¬ ��X#�#% $iX��� #�� �f� ������ ��� �/�� -*# ���� 
��। (�� -*�� ��� ��� ?�� �#:F ��=�� 8������ �� ��>�# $��B $�%�� ��। 
 

��_���F����� +#0 #�=8��� 0� $�, $&��� ����� �F��"� ��_���F��� ���� ��* #�� 
+�� #����� $���&� �m ������ ?�� �����# ��F�8�� #��। ��� ���, +#0 �g��� $J)�� 
#�=8���� �� +�� ;\ �N&� ���&� #F��#% ���� $���! $���। ��� ��� ��# $&��� +�! 
���� ��� $� +#0 ��F��#�# ��F� #��� �� ��>� ��)� $�������# +#0 &����# ��X&���� 
/g�� /� /�!�� ���F #��। 
 

��_���F��� +��#�� �&��F #�� ����� �� $:�# -�% �m ��� ?��� #�� $��� ����। 
��_���F����� ��% -��� ����� $0��� ���� �#* ��& #���� । ���# #�� � #��� ���F #�� 
����। ��� #�� $:�# 0�� ��� $�, $0��� ���� �#* �6F��V �� ��0�� ����� #�� $�%�� 
�����। 
 
                                                                                                               ��, +&, +& 
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������� &6� ����� 

g��&��� -��# 
�V� 
C����_�� $���& 

-0�� � $XY����, HZ[\ 

 
g��&��� -��# 
�V� C����_�� $���& 

(0
 ��2) 
 

+#�M��� $� ���& �� 0]�� ����� -7�) #�� �� ����� &�®����# ���C���� 
���:(#�� Q�*���। ��������� /)��F�� #�����# ���� �F�� 0]�� #F��¢ -��� $����& ���#! 
��z Qg� C�� ���1��F� &��: �������� +*� ��f� l���� #�����। �:8 0��� ��=��)=� +��� $#� 
(� $!। 0��� ��=�)= ���=���I +��� &��! U� �0= #��� ����। $& �������� + #���) $����� 
&��F��Q� �:� ��f���� &k�#= ���� +���0=#, �� ��B� \W $� ��8= ���� �� ������# ��F���U 
��A��� ��, �� ��F���U� ��O� #��F�� �*¯� �� �������� $�� ���0��� $�g�d + $���� &� ���I 
��f� ��� $/�� ��+� ������# ����E� #��� ���, ��&��� ����� ���। ����� ����0=� + &� 
���#E���� ��� 
�V� $��� $/�� ���������� &�=�। 
 

#F��¢ -��� -��� ������, ���#E� ��&������ 0F ��f�G� ��f���� 0F, ���=� 
$�q���� 0F। ���#E�� :�#�� ��� &���!�# ��&��� ��� ���। +# ��=��� $����&� ������� $& 
����0� &���� $#��� �0U�&� #�� । 
�C���#C���! ��f��� ��� 0��� ���� �����। -��� ��% 
���/ :� :� #�� #�>������। ��� ��� $:�# ���� /2 $����� -&��� । �����, &��!�# ����0� 
&���� $#��� $����� ���। $8��� #�0� -� #���� �*� $��� 8��� �। -� ��� ����d ��=) #�� 
������ $����&� C�!& �(����� �& &���� ������� ?��। -����� &����F#���� G��� 0����� 
!&����� #��F�� ��O� �%��� �K��� 0x# $��� #��# ������, ’’+����# ����E� #��� ���, 
!&����# ��>8��� ��� +&� (���� e�& #�� X��� ���।’’ �(����� ���&& ��N&����# ���&�� 
������, $����� ��f�, $����� C����� 8�, -%���� ���/� &�:=#।’’ 
 

��� $����� �#C��� ��# ��=� ����� ��0=������ �&��� ���� ��,������ Q���B� ������ 
������, ��! #�� $���/� ���� �� �� ��,����# ��F� #���। ��B�Q� ��*��* #����। ���� 
$����&� &#��# ���&����। ���#����। C� $�������।। ��%��� ��: $����&� -� ��&������� 
#’0 ��������# ��F� #�� $/��। 
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������� &6� ����� 

���0��� ��F� % ��° l��# ����� Z $Xz����, HZ[\ 
 

���0��� ��=���� ��v �:
 &�=
�. 
���F� ��| �I=) ��h&����/ &�=� +#! #����। 

\ -���� !&��� $(��� \ 
 

���0���: ���������� �&FC�O�� ���� $�� ���0���। #�*����C��/� $�� ���0���। ��� 
��V)-�6��= ���� &��*, ?M�-��{�� ��� �, #�� $��� 0,� ���� ��� ����� ���*� ���C6��। 
#������, ���f�, #�b ��C=��, *�? ��� 
1 &���� &�� ��/���� ���0���। #�b 
��C=��� ���� ���� +#�� ��� &#� ��Br� ���*� ���I &�>%������ �����&। 
 

Q�� Q�� $8���! #�� $��� ���� $��� �������� -����g���)��� -�f ���� :�#��� +! 
0��। $���� �g��,� ���� ���� ����� g�F��� ��_ #�=�� �0 ���� /B� $����! #�� #���� &�>%��� 
������� ����� %A����। ���� $���]��� C�>�0 C�>�0 $���� $���� 0�/��� ±f। +� $!। � 
$!। Q� $! । �C�* $!। �� $!। $& � $!। 
 

����� $:�# l&�����। l&����� $:�# ���0��� 9W��!�। -��� ���0��� $:�# A�#��/�> ;� 
��!�। l&����� ����� �B �B ���*� /��P��� P��� Q�P��� �6F, ��> ��> #���। $�� ��! $����� 
����� ��{� (��. #�>8� ��B��� $!!-���#��� ��#� $�E� !�*� ��B�P��� C6��F� /�) #����। 
���0��� ��=. ��:� K’���� �� �� ��B� ����� $�%�� �����। �6F �C�*�� +#*�-K�*� #�� ���I 
�X�� +�&��। -��� �X���। ���0��� ����� ��>8, �� ��!��� ���F e�&*� -��� �F��#। 
 

$!, �#��! $!। ����I� �&�� ��� ��� �8� ��� $!। $! ���-������� �#�8�-���8�। 
����% $� $#�:�� ���:=�। ���� $:�# $�>������, K’� ��!��� $��� &���. +��#�� �CF.�� &�� 
��!� ��=. $#� 0�&�� $!। #���V �� ��� ������ ����� ��a�6� &�=����। ����� ���� ���। 
%�� ���A ���A ��0 �����। ��#� �� Q�� ������। ��&��� /�!���। ���� ���=�) ²�� �60�� -f 
#����। $!-$!। �#�� ���I �0 $��� ����&�। ���������� &�= ?M�� (�.�� +! $0��*�! $��� �� 
�� $&���� 0��-��� -��� &��8�� V��iE �����। 
 

���0��� $0��� $L���* #����� ����, -�� ��� ���0��� $0��� &���. +��#�� ��, 
����� -��� �� ��� -�� -�³#�� &������ $#� +��#�� �/����। + $0��� �8�/B :�� 
+��#��, ��� ���� (8O �B�! �����। -� $& �B�! ��� $�� ��Q=G���। ���0��� $:�# A�#��/�> 
$��� &B�#� L� ���� ����� $��* $��* ��� /���� �। &����* �: ����� ��� ��� ���� ���#��। 
��F� -� ��� �I=), ��´, -� Q� �����। $����! ��!, $&���! +#! #:�। &� $������ 
���IP���� +#! �����। ��Ca #���� । ���0��� ���� ��� #� ��B� -�� �� ��|� ���। �&��F 
Q���B� ���*� &��: ������ $�%�� �����। 
 

���=������ �� $&� % ����� �������� !�T�� ������ 0F�. ���I�# ���#�� ������। %�� 
����� $��� $�� ��?�& $������ ��� -&��� । 8������ �����# ��F�8��। i���� Q�� Q�� ���# 
$������ $�� 
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#�� ��� -&���। !���/� ��C��/� %��#=���� ���� �� $&��� �m $��#�# ��F� #����। ��F� 
#���� ���/T :��� ������� &�#=� !����� 0�� X0��� �����#, $���/T :��� ��X&�� 
!8�0= -�K� #�����#, ���=����� :��� :�L= ��X&�� -������# �>8�/�B� +&, -! -~�� 
�����#, +&, -! �#��� $���&, +�� -��� �m ����� #�=8����#। 
 

���=����� ���� ��B� �]� 
�GF�#�^� L�v�� $��0��«� $���& ����,-���=����� $:�# 
���0��� -&�� ��: $�� $&��� #��� Hj 0 $���#� #�#�� ��%�� $/��। ��� ���F K�* ����। 
���/T :��� $Q�B���f i���� 0x# (�!��� @����V# ����, �Cr� ���& ��� �����6� +# 
-����� ?�� �� $&� % ��� &����/��� $0�� #�� Q�� ���# �����# ��F�8�� 8�������। 
�L�&r��� Z ������ ��0 �� $&� ��Q��* i���� 0x# 8�� &.��� 0�� %�� ����� �����# 
V��� 8����:= #����। 
 
 
 
 

---------------
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������� &6� ����� 

“��� ���!�# P�� #�� $�����’’ l��# ����� Hj $XY����, HZ[\ 
 

“��� ���!�# P�� #�� $����’’ 
\ $��¬ #������� (�M \ 

 
��#� $Q�B��qB ������ ��V) (��. #��� ��B�� e�&p�� ��>�B�� $&�� -���# ��� 

������ ����� #:�। ������� ����-���� �� ����!�� $/��। ��� ���!�# P�� #�� $����। 
f�� /��� ��>8�* P�� $��/��। 
 

��� (&��-����� $�����C ���� $/��। +� ��� ���* ��!�� -�8, &����� ���। 
 

$&�C� ��)� �0�����-���-������C $��� ���� $/��। 
 

�V� ��)� $Q�I--��� 
���, -� K�* $��� ���� $/��। 
 

$&����-����� ����, +# $����, K! ��!�� ���� $/��। +# $���� $#��� -��। 
 

���� ��&-����� $��� ���� $/��। 
 

������-����� �����C ���� $/�� K!*� ��!��C ���� $/��। 
 

$�8-����� C/� &��0 C]� ���� $/��। % $��� ���� $/�� $��� ��� ��!�� ���=��� 0� 
�!��। 
 

�g��-f�� $���� ���� $/��। 
 

&#��� #�|-�����C ���� $/�� ���। -��� ��#, ���#� #�| ������ -�� $&�� 
#�����B�� e�&p��� ?�� ��>�B��-������, $�/���, �V� ��)�, ���� ��&, -� $��C� ��)�� �� 
-� 0��� ������ ��%��� $������J� #:�। 

 
�#s -�� ����/। ����� &#��� �� -� #:� $&�� ���� ����� �����। &��� $�� +#! 

#:�-#���� $���, #��� 
���, #���� �� $���, -��� ���#! 
���, ���, &��!�# ��������। ���� 
����� -� 0�# �������� �����8 ��# 0]����� ����। \9$� ���8=� #�� ���� ������ ����� 
e�& ��C�� ��#� ����� &�=� �� #��। ����� ��O����� $:�# (�8� ��f�% $���! ����। 
���� #�����B�� ��f��* �������� \[$� ���8=� ���� *F��"� &�����F e�& #�� $��। 

 
��f�&� ���� #�����B� -0 ���� ��A $:�# ��{� ��� $/��। +� &��: #�����B��� 

-�J� $��* Wj 0�� (�)�� #���� 0]�� $&���। -�� $&�� ���� $#������ ���* ��� -�� 
�/�������। �#s ���*� ��� -� -�� �����, +��� ����� ��� ���� �������� ����� -�0�#। 
���� -0 &��! ��v -#���� ��8 -J� �����-��! $&�� -��� &��: �����! +#0 ������� 
�����# #:� ���� $��� �� #�������--�� ����� ����X &k�#= ����� �� �A#�� �����। ��! 
��# ��� ���I -���# �Q�� ������ &�� ����� �� ���� ����� 
���, ����� $���--- !�F��� 
!�F���। ��� #�����B��� $��* [jj ��� ����I� ��&G� ���। ����� ���F 
���0�-$(��f�/��&� 
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$��* Wj 0�# ��F� #�� �����। 
���0�� ��& (�� [j ��� ������। ���# ���� ���A �F�F��� 
&��: ��!� ��>B #���� ��F� #�� ����� \� $� ���8=। ��� u� +�� �� ����� ��� &.� C���� 
-J� ������। 
 

����� �g��F� ��-���=��� 0w��। #���B���! -�J� ��� &��0C]�। &��0C]� $&�� 
\[$� ���8=� ���� ���#� &��: &����� ��>�B��% �� #����� ��� u�� (&� $���� #:�-। �0�� 
���=��� ���� -� $! -�� ���� #�����B��� ����� 0��* ��>�� �v। 
 

���� �� ����� 
 

#�����B�� +# �g�� �� �(����� $Q�I। ��& �j ����� ��। K! /O $��� ����� ��� ��� 
$X�>*�। -��� #��� -&�� ����� �CB $A��। ��! ��# ��� &���� $��I -�� ��� �#* �/�� 
�0U�&� #�������’’ -�� +� #�� #�>��� $#?’’ ?M�� ����#। �#��! (:�� ���� �����। 
�� $8���� ��� $� ��>� C��/� $ ���� �� �!���। �g��� ����! ��>�B����� +#�* X�*X��* �v 
$/������ �� ����# $#��� ��� ��� �����6 �V���)� $Q�I। 
 

$#? �#�� ���� �। -��� ����� (�� W ����� ��� �D�8^ $Q�I -���# ?M� ���-’’ 
-��� �����# $��� $X���� $& 0F A�#�� �� #���।’’ ->8�� $8�� ���� �g�� (������ �� $��� �? 
-� ��>8�* ��� &.��# $����� -���# ���, &��!�# C��&�� -��� ���# ($��� &�.�I $Q�I) 
P������ ���� $/��। K’�* ��� �T�, &T�% ���� $/��। �g�� +� $��� -���# -� �#��! ���� 
�����। ���� �� $#>�� ?�A��� $&�� ���� ���A ��>�B��। ������� 0�� #�a�� -��% -� �#�� 
�0�U& #��� �����। 
 
 
 
 

------------------
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������� &6� ����� 

$# #’*� ��F� #���� ��� %�� �C=� #���� 
�� $&���� ����a�� 

l��# ����� Hj $XY����, HZ[\ 
 

 
$# #’*� ��F� #�� ��� ?�� �C=� 

#�� �� $&���� ����a�� 
\ -���� !&��� $(��� \ 

 
/�!��2: +#��#*� (�� � X�* &�� $����� $Q��। $���� X*#। ��#�� +# ��# ��#� 

��&�� ���0F� ����� ?�B�� ��� $8��� ���� +�& �B�। � ����& � $��� +# &��: ��#P��� 
���&�� #�#���� ��Q=_�&। +! $& G�-�� +# 7�B���&# �&�C���� l�#���# �����, ���� 88=� % 
$�������� 0F ��=�) #������। 
 

���% ��� 0��� � $� C��IF� +# �� $&��� ����O� $/���� $��� ���। ��� ���I 
����� g��& $���। $#��� #�#��? ���-����� ��G? $8������ ��B? ��:�� ���� �#��� A���? � �#��! 
��!�। �� #�>8� #�0 ���� #���। &� ��>�� $X����, ��>B�� ��%�� ����। ��, ���, �����, �, K�, 
���? 
 

#� 0�� � । /�!��2�� $���� ��#= +� #:� ����। +&, �L%-� ����G���� ��� G�� 
C��(�� ��X&�� 0�� -�00�� �# -��� (��� 0���� ����, $&��� #� $���#� (� �) #�� 
����� �� ��� ���� ����� �। 0�� �# ���� +#�� $�0� $L�#��। +#*� �6�� ����� ��� 
��& -��। +#0 &������ $�0��� Q�� ��#���। $�0� (��) #���� �#��। &�������� 0��� $���। 
$�0� &� ���#��# -��# �#��। &������, ��� 8���¶! �:=�N ��� #� #�� ���% ��>8�’ 
$��#�# $&��� ��F� #�� �����। 0�� �# -��� ����, -����� ��-��� $��� �� ���� $# 
#� $��#�# ��F� #��� ������ ��� ?��! �C=� #���� %��� ����a��। 
 

H� +�(� /�!��2� ��� $:�# &�!�#�� 8�B �X��� ����������� $��#� ���� । �A�N &��� 
���#�� $��� K�*� $��� +#��� ��/� ��� (�)��) $�qB��1। $��� ���#��! $���� K�*� 0��। 
��E�� ����= +#�* ��B��� ���# �B�� ���। ��� #��#�* ���/�� ���� ��B� ��B��� 0����� $#� 
�8� $!। ��*#��A� $�B�� -B��� ��� �B��। �A# ��B�� &���! 0�� K��� :�����। ���&��� 
$���� ���# ��� ��>�� &��� #��B ��� ��0�# 0�� $:�# ������। K0 ���#। +#0�� ��& 
#� �� �VF #���। %�� ���# K�*�# ��� �X���� %��� ���# ��A �X���� ��>B #�����। 
 

����� $#���� ���: ������। ���:� ��¯�� K0� $�qB ���� �� #����। ��� (:�0�# 
P��#����। �A�N +#*� ��X ���� $& ��B $/�। -� ?A� �। �����0 $�! �X�� ���#���� ��� 
���#% P�� #����। +#*� -��� ���� $& +���� �B���। ��V�) %�� 8�� $/��। $��� �� $�� 
����। -��� ��! $#�:�% ���#�� :�#� -� +#�* $��� $����� +���। -��� -�� ��V� P�� 
��%�� ����#� #��� $/���। ��� �����। $��# �/���� �#s ��V�)! /�/� #�� ���� ��� �v ��� 
#����। 
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����� &� $�I ��� $/�। $��#� ���� -��� ���� 0� ���&� (:� ��#। #���X?। ��E�� 
���� $��#� Q�। ���� &����# /�B� -&� ��%�� #���। $0F�N��¨���� ���। �� ��� K�*�। �A# 
-��� Q��� #��� K�*� 0�� :�����। /�B��� 8��-��>8�* $���। �8N#�� #��� (��)� C��। 
 

�#s /�� ���� $��� 
� $�� ��1 �। 0�� 8�� $/�। %��� C��/F �# Q�*�� 0�� �। 

������ �� ����� ���#=� ������� +#�* $���� $Q�� G��� +# $#��) +#�* /��=� ���* ��0� 
$��� � #�� ��� ��� ���F $:�# ��#P��� $���� ���% ��%�� ���। 
 

+�� $#� ����, ����� $���� K���� �� 0�� ���� � $#� ��। ��� $��� &�v #�� &r� 
�। ����� ��� /�� V���V� #�� ��#g� #�� $X�� �����, E $X�� ����� $#�*। 

 
 

 
-----------------
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������� &6� ����� 

�PB�� ��# ������ ��F�#��O� %�� K�* 
(����� 

&���� \ % \j $XY����, HZ[\ 

 
(���� ��FC6�� $:�# $C�& -&��� 

����I� ��) 8�N#��- 
&������� -��" ����� ��� ��-! ��� 

 
----0 $:�# (�� &M�--�� ��� -�/� #:�। -����� P� +�& -E�� $������ �PB� 

$0��� ��/��� #����� +#�* �*/���� �����। �PB� ��� ���� �� �#��! /�B %�A�। +#*� 
�*�� Q�� :�� +�� X����B�� ��0� �O��� +#�* #��A� #����� $����� ���। -0�#� &��-��:� 
�� ��� /������ -� 0,�� C��। -����� P� -f $/�
��� +�� $C��O� $/�
��� +! �g�:�� 
$��B ��# �6��=! ����� ����� �#s $&�� +# &�, 8�� $/� -��� �� C�!। ��� $�>�� �PB�� 
$&?0�/B�� -f -J�� &#�� $��� ��& ��& +! &������� &� Q*� ������। ������ ��# 
����� �/B� ��� #��� ��% -J�� 8��0 &��� % �� 0 ���� ����। ������ ����� ��0 
&����# �PB� $������� ��{� ���# �L�i #��0 &B�#� ���_= P�� #�� ��F� #��। +��� �C�� 
���� &�f� &���, �,� &��� +�� G��� ��K����� +#0 �g� ���^�: &�#��। ��0! ���� 
�PB�� (�v �����&�। +! �� &���-���� ���� $#>�� $X��� &�������। �PB� ���� !����&�# 
���# ��� +! &��� ���� -0% $�>�8 -��। �PB�� +� $��# #�! -�� ���� +! &��������# $8� 
�। ��# �&�F��� 0QF g��&��� ��% -0 $&qC�/F7�� $�>�8 -�� +! &�������। ���/�� �#���� 
$/�
����# �0U�&� #����, -�� ��>8�� $#� #��? $��& ��� ����,’’ %�� -���# $# $� 
��F� #��� �� -�� ���� ���� �। -��� �� C�! �� $��� ��&���। �A�N $&! ���6��=! ��B�� 
�C��� ��#��� #��#0 ���,���। %�� -��� C�!��� $��� $���। +�&! C�!��� ��� $�>�� 
$X����। %��� ��� ��%��� &�� -�� �����, -���# ���, %��� ��� $���� �। �g� ���! 
$����� -���# %��� &�, $��। �#s -��� C�!���� -� �X�� -�&�। +#���# ��,B +�& 
-���# 0�����, ��# $&��� ��E�� ����� /��= -��� C�!��� ��>�� $�����।’’ &��������# �0U�&� 
#���� -���� &��! -�/ ������ � $#? &������� (��FM�� ����, $& ��# #:� ����। (�� 
&#��! #� ��� $��B 8�� ��। Cv�� +�& -����� ��# ������ #����। �#s &��Q� &���� 
������ ��I� #�����। -��� #���� �F�� #���। %�� ���� %�� #��, %�� ��# �F�� #����-
#:� ���� ���� ���C�I� &�������� ���-$8�� ��� ��� ?A���। &������� ����, ’%�� -���#% 
���B�।’ ���� ����! ��# $&��� -J�� �F��C��� (��� #����। -��� &��� �f�# ��� �����, 
’*�#� #�>��-*�#� $��>-%�� -��� ��>8�� *�#� ��/! ��� $/��, �#s ������% -&��� *�#�� $�>�0। 
+! $��� -��� ���A �L ���� ��# $�����। &�&�� %�� -���# $����� C�� #��� $�����। 
+#�� %�� -���# ��f��� &��� ��>B #���� �����, #��� #��� ���? -�� $C������� %�� +��� 
-���# $����X���। %�� -���# �����, ��·� ��� #����� �B। +��� �A�N 0��� %��� �# �� 
�%���� -���# $��B ���। -�� $�>�8 -��, �#s %�� -���# $�� ��F�8�� #����, ���� $�>�8 
:�#�*�! -{�=। 0��� 8�!���, ��* ��& -��� % ������� ����� &�i� #��� $#����#? ��� 
���� ��# #� #����। �C�V% #����। ����� i��� �/����। 
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+#*� -�*� �� $���� ��! $��� ��>8���। -����� �� �) 8��, �*� /�, (�� ��0�� *�#�� 
��&����� &� ��* #�� ��� $/�� %��। $8���� &��� $����� �#s �#��! ���� �����। ��� ���� 
Cv�� $/��� �#�� &����F ���� $��। ��! ���� 8����� �����। 
 

-J��� �6�=���#� ��/�� (P�� (:� -E��) $����� &������� ����-� $� %��� +#*� 
�� #6� -��। (�� (����! #�) #�a�� -%��0 -�� ����। +#�� +# $��* ���, ���� ��, 
��>8�%-��>8�% #�� 8�N#�� #����। � $���*��# 0��! #�� #6�� $X�� $��� �����। -�� (�� 
(����! +�#� 8�N#�� ����। &�������� ������� -�� ��#6�� ��� ��� ��# �8� $�����। -�0� 
+! ��/��� +#�* Q��� $����� $����� ����I� �v $��/ -��। #6�� �#�#�� -� ��:�� 
����P��� +��� $��� ���। #� �������, �)¸�� ���I +��� 0]����� ���� ��� ����� $# ��� 
��&�� ���� ����? 
 

�PB� ����� ��� ����� +�� &��� ����8� &���� -J� -0 -��� Cv -� P)i������ 
-/�� C�� ?�A��। �#s -J��� $&! ����8� ���P��� -� $!। �0�U& #���� $�� &r�2। 
-�� �# C����? ?M�� ��� ��� ����, ’%�� ���! $�-!� #�0 #����। %�� /)�C�* ��� �। 
$�� ���0��# V��� � ���� ���� ���! �F�� #�����। %�� ��F�8���। ��F�8����# ���E $C�/ 
#���! ���।’ 
 

-J��� ��f�� P���� -E�� $����� &������� ����, ’’-��� ������ ��%�� C�!���� 
+��C���! :�#�। �#s �&�F�� ����� ��=�C��� ��F� #����। ��:�� ��� $��* 0�>�* ��>��। &���F 
&��� #���B� +#�* /���� ��� ���। ��� ����, ���� �F�� #�� -����� ��� �। ���% %�� 
-����� $�����। �g� &��6 ���/�� �#���� $/�
���! ��� ��� C�!�# ���� �!, �PB���&�% �������� 
����� ����8� $_��u���� ���* C�!�#। ���� -� -&�� �। 
 

�PB� $������� 8������! ��� 0]����� #&�!��� 
 

“�� 0� ���&� $��� �� (:� &���। �������� ��� -��। �A�N !D�� ¹�� %���*� ��� 
$:�# $C�& -&��� ����I� #�) -�=��। ’-���# ��>8�%’ #�� $# $� �8N#�� #����। +#*� ���! 
$:�� $/º ������, $& -� $!।’’ #:�P��� ���� ���� ��?�� ?A���� �PB� $��%��� +#0 
��G ��,��� #�=8���। 0��� 8�!��� -�� �&�F��� -� �# g��&�� $�����। ?M�� ��� 
0����, ’’�# $��� �! ���। %�� &� #����। ��,����� &��! ��� %��� ��  $#�, $� ��,���! 
$������� -����� -&��� ���#! ���� ��F� #����। +#�� +#0 ���� ��,����# ���� 
#��#0 ����*��� ����� ����� $y� ?A����। ����� #�0 $�I ��� �� ���� ��� ?�� �����I# 
��F�8��। +#0 ����*��� $��#*��# %��/�� ���� ��� K’�� &�� #�� ����� &�, ��:� ���/�� 
��&�� ������। ����� +#0 ?A��� ��� ���A� ?��। $0�� #�� %�� 0��. ���I*�� ��BP��� 
+�� #�� $C�, ���। ���I*�� ������ -� ���� %�� �� �!। +��� $��#*��# -� C�!��� �� 
��F� #�� ����। ��# �&�F�� $���� -����� ����! ���I��� +�� ����C�� ��F�8�� #�� ��F� 
#����।’’ 
 

�0�U& #����, -����� %�� �#�� ��� �!? ?M�� ��� ����, “�,�2�� �&����/ 
-�f��� ��� $%��� ��,��� #�=8������ %�� V�� #�� �!। ���� &��� ���� �! ����� �g��F ��� 
%��� ����।’’ (&,7�� ��� ����,’’ +#�� $�0� 0�#� &����# $�L�#���*=��� -���# L�#���। 
����� ����� �� $:�# �v���� #��B ������ +#0 ��¥����# $L�# -� ����। ��� ��� ��>�� 
��� +�� ��� 
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��� ���� ���� ��>�� -���# $�0� �����, +-$����। +��� #B� $�0��0 m#�� ����--�C $��� 
��%। -�� $�0� 0�#�� ��� $:�# �V� $����� ��*, �#s � �v���� C�!�* $�>�8 -�� ��� 0�� �। 
$��I� ���# (�PB� ��B�� �6��=) %�� $��%��� ��,��� #�=8������ ��F� #����% IB�c #�����। 
$������� -����� ���� ��,������ ��F� #��% %��� �v ���� �g�� ��% $��*�। �PB� 
��B�� �6��= %��� IB�c X�>& �%��� -��� $�>�8 -��। �#s $������� ��FC6���� ������ ��%�� 
C�!�� -� -&�� �। $������ &�!��� �� ([j) 0����� &�#=��� !�,� ���� -������# �V� 
#����। �#s +! ����� [�* ��& $#�* $/�� $���� -������ �g� ��,������ #�� ����!। 
 

��� 0����� 
 

�PB� $��%�� $���� +#0 &�!���। ��& (�� [j ����� $���। +! �g� ��� &���* ��& 
#��*�� ������ ��=� ��# �&�F��� ��F� #�� ��� &����। �&�F��� ��F���U� $& +#0 ��� &�V�। 
“-�� �6��= -��� $��*��&�*� ����� &F��। -�� ��� *# *�# �����। �#s �PB� $���� -������ 
��,��� C�!��� �v $��� $��� -�� ��� $��/� ��� $/��। -��� ����� -�/� �� ���& $!। 
-��! ���, +#0 ���I �� �� �v���� ��� &���� -� �# #�� ��>8�� -�� ����! 0�� ��� 
$��� ����� &����। -���� �#��! 0�� �। -�� $#� #�� $�>�8 -�� 0�� �-%�� #� 0��! 
#���, �#s -�� �#��! ���� �����। ���v -� !�O��� l&F -����� �V� #�� m0��---।’’ �PB� 
$��%�� $�� $:�# (�� ;jj /0 ��V�) +#�* �� #6� $����� �/�� &�!��� ��� #:�P��� 
�����। �������� 
��� �%��� �� �PB� $�%��� +& �L % &���� ������&� +! (:� -&�� 
��>� ��������। ��# ������ -��� ��� ������*� &k6)=C��� &����# �&�F��� ���� ���। ���� +! 
K’��� ���B�* �F���� #���� #&�!��� ���&��। ���� ��,������ ��#�&�F -� ��� &����/��� ��� 
-���, ����� +! ��B��� 0��! #�� ����, ��B�� &��h +#*� �g�N #6�� ��F� #��� �� �g���� 
$X�� $�%�� ����। ��B�*�� -?* �#�8� &��8�� $��� ��F� #�� ���� ��� �� ��। #��) +�� 
$:�# #6��* ��� \j /0 �6��। ��B�*�� 8������# ��Q= � ���& Q�& -� 0,�� (�� C��= �����º 
��#������ $&P��� ���¼�� #���� �। #��) 0,��� ���� +! �#� +#�* ��B��� ����� 
��,������ $�� ���! $��B $��। ��� ��! �, ��=� ��#-$&��� +! ��B�*��� �� -� 0���� 
-·�% �&����। ��� ���� ���� +��� -&� 0����� ���=�n। %��� $#? ��>�� ���� ���� �!। 
��v� $��� ��=��� ��F ��� ��,������ ��>�0 -���। ���� 0������# �0�U& #����, ��� 
#�0 ��,���� �g���� +! #6�� $X�����।-’’ �# -� ��� m0��! ��_�& #��� �! -��� ����! 
#���V 8��-��>8 �� ��� +! #6��� $X����। 0]���� ���#�� ���#�� $����� m0��, -�� �# #��। 
-�� ���P��� ��>�� ����� 8�!���। �#s %�� $�� �!। %�� -���# �����, ’��’ ���� ��f� ���। 
+!�& ��� �#? ��/���! “0��� 8�!�� $����� &���! �# %�� ��F� #����।’’ �g� ��� 8����, ’’�# 
��� &����! -���# %�� C� $�� �। (:�� ��,����# ��� -��, ����� ��� $�>�� ����� �C�� 
#��B P>�0 $��। +��� �� $��*� �C�� 8�#� ����, � �� 0��! #��। $#�*�� -��� ��� ��# 
$:�# Q��B ���� ��&�� 0��! #����। %��� ��� �!। #�a�#��* ������ �#��! ���। #� ��¥��� $� 
#�>���� m0��, �# #����। ����*����� ������ ���I�# P�� #����। ����� -���# ����� ’!�� �# 
�A����’। -�� ���F ��� #�0 #���� m0��। �#s %�� -���#% ���B �!। $�� $���� ��,������ 
-�� -�/! ����� $����� &�� ��%। -�� %��� +! ���# -&�� $�!�। $/��� $/��� -�� 
��# ��,��� &�����# &���� #����। �#s ����*����� +*� 0��� $��� -���# &�f� #�� Q��B 
��!�X� ���� ����। ��� ��� &����� 0F! -���# ��>�8�� $�����। %�� m0�� 
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�B �B &�����#% 0��! #����- P�� #����।’’ ���� ��#=-$���L� +#�* $ª $����� ���, ’’+��� 
��*�, %��� H*�, +! �#� ��# &������ ��� +! $ª�! -�� m0��। %�� C��C��� ��>�� �����% 
-���# $���। -���# &�f� #�� ��� ������, ��� ?�� -��� 8�#��� � #�� ��� &����। #��# 
��& ��� � $��� -��।’’ ��B���� ���� ��# ��=���� �����*� &��� � $���! �� #��*����। 
8�#����� �6=������ #:� $&�� $& ���� -�� ���� �!। ��� �g� ��_�& ���, ���� +��C��� �� 
�� ���I�# ��F� #��� ���� ����� +# ���A� C���� �C��� +# /����� 0F �8.� #��� &�� 
$#�:��? �PB� $�� +& �L-% ������� �6�=���#� ��A*� +� #��G�� ���)� �����। �PB� ����v 
�%��� �6�= ��m�= ��=. +! �������� $# ��¥��� -&�� �����। �PB� ��� ����v ����� �A#!, 
�#s +! ������� (�� Q��� $��� -� $����� ����I� ��v $C0� �m #��B-0��� !�F��� �v�v 
��G�� ��B���। ������� ?�� ���� ��?�0 ��=���� &��8�� �B (��) ��%�� ���। +! ��?0�* ��� 
&k6)= ����I� ��v C��। �vP��� 0�� ��� 7��¬ 0��* $��� ���। $#���� ���� ���* #�*�� �� 
0��* ��>�� �v $#�* +! ��?0 ���¼�� #�� �����। 0��! #�� ����I� ��v $ �� $���� 0F! $��� 
�� ��?�0 �v 0�� #����। �v $���! ����� �v���� �g�� 0]����� ��B��� $��� । �PB� 
$����� -� $�� &��h $����!�� -������ #� ���� ��¥����# $� ��#�&� -� ��� 
&����/��� ��F� #���� ��� ���&� $!। #� ���� ��6I $� +! K&F��� ���� (�) ������ -� 
+#�. �&���C��� �g��F�# $�� $���� $#? ���� �����। �PB�� ��# �&�F�� ��,������  ��� 
���, ’!���#� ��8� ���� $� (�g��F ����) ?A� $�%।’ ---$��� #�� $������� % ��� -������ ���� 
��=��� -� ��F���U� ����! ����� ���8� ���� �6)= ��� $/��। 
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������� &6� ����� 

����� �����U l��# ����� H\ $XY����, HZ[\ 
 
 

����� ��#������ �����U 
\ �0
 (����� $(��� \ 

 
����: ���� ����� $�������*= % X��� Q��* ��,������ $� g��C��� ��F� #�� ����, �� 

$��� ����� �N#��� $0�� 00 ��*=�X� #�� ���� ��। ��=��� $������*= X��� Q��*� #:� ��� 
��#। $������*= 00�#��*=� &��� +�� &��#=* ��?& &��h। $�&� ��,������ ?�� ����� ��F���# 
��/ ��� 0]���� ����� (#��F ��������# $�������*=� (��� ��: ��/� $���� #�� �� ?��� ��:� 
��8 ���� ������ ������। 
 

-� � ��G�� 8���� ��F�8��-8B Q��I % 8����#� -Q��। $#� $#� $V�� � ��G�� ?�� 
$�����* ���� $��>8��� ���� । ��V) � $& ���� ��� ��V) 8���� +! ��=�� । ��� #�� $:�# 
$#� 
�#�����v -����� $8�� #�� ���� �C��� ��F�8�� #��� �� �U� ��� �B�� ���# ����� 
����, U� �X��� -��� $������ ���� �6��=N। 
 

+#�� -��� ��0� $��� +#�* �g��F� #:� ?�]� #���। &#�� Hj*� ���। $�������*= ���, 
% $/T� ��� ��Q= &������ +#0 ��,���� ����, ��>*��� % �F�F �/��� #��A� $����� ���� K’0 
$&� ��*��1 -� K’0 $&� �� ?��C�/ #���। ��� ?�� ��F�8�� 8��� ��� ��� ��� ���� ���1 
-� �c)�� #�����1। ����� ��� K’���� ���B $�>�� �� ?��� ��:� ��8 ���� ������ ����। 
 

��� :�#��� 0��,�� % /��� $/T�। ��� ���� /� #�� $/T��*% ��&��) #�� ����। -� 
8���� 8����#� ���B। (���* ���B� &��: &��: ��� $���* ��8�B ?A�� ��/���। � ���. ��G���! 
��� ��� ���� ���� ���1��। �#s ��� -� ��� ���� $& $0�� �!� �। �#s 8����#� ���B 8���� 
��F���C���। -� +!C���! &���� ���� +#�* ��,��� 0��। ��� ��� $&! A�O� ���� $��*��# 
����� ��U�� ���� �6�� $X�� ���--��� ��� +#0�#। -�� &�� �B���। 
 

����� $���� 00�#��*=� ���� X��� Q��* ��,������ +� 0��! #�� ��F� #�� ���� +�� 
$��P���� $�* �8�� ���� $X�� ����। Q�*�* -��� 00 &������ ��&�� �A# $���!। ����� 
�E��� $C� #�� $&!&� �g��F�:���� ��,������ #�) -�=�� 00 &������ #�� $�q>����। ��� 
$�������*= % ���� X��� Q��*� +!&� ��F��U &�F #��� � $��� 00 &���� �N#��� C��(�� 
&����# ��X&���# ������� #������ $� ��8������� &��� $� + ���� #�0 � #�� ��। ��� 
?M�� ��� $������� �g��F� ��&��। �#s ����� &�� $��*�। ��� ½���c� �7�� �2 ��� +#���� 
���� $/��। 
 

-� +#�* ��FC6�� �8� /]�����। ���� ����� $#^G� $:�# ��� $�B ��!�। $������*= % 
X��� Q�*, #���& Q�* (Cg�� 0��/�� (:�� ��,������ ��F�� 0F $��� ���% ��� ��=� ��# 
������ /]������#! ����� g��&��� ?���v G� ��� $��� ������। 

 

&����� ��� ���� % i�� $:�# ��,������ ��� +� $0�#�� $������*= % !?, +X, �L 
¹��� 0����� #�� ��। ����� ��F ��� ��� $&! &� ��C�/F ���� ��u ��,������ $��� ��� 
$�>�� 
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$���� $#�^� &��� ��>B #���� 
���7� �u ���� ���� ’z�&’ ������, �v�¾� $��� ���*�� �B��� 
��C�/F��। ��F�� -�/ y�# C�� �� ����� ��� ��%�� ���� �� $&! &� ����� ����I� 
-�=�� ��E�� -������ &��! ����। �#s ����� $�� ��B�� ��!�� ��%��� ?��� $! #���X? 
�����। 
 

$&! -�=�� &�F #��� � $��� $��� ����� $��L� +# �F�v 0���� ���� ��� ���B����� 
���। �F�&, ��� ���# �VF #�� ������ ����� P�� ��B��� -� ����* ��� ��� $& ���*�� �B���। 
������ ����� (������ #� #��% �����# �F�v�# ��F� #����। ���� $���� ����� ��� $0������ 
����� $C�& -&���। �#s #��% &��& ���� � ����� ��X #���। 
 

���# ����� -�0�� ����# &�v #���% $&�� $:�# ���# ?�A�� ��� �����। 
$#� ��=���� 0��� ����� ���#% ��F� #���। �#���� 0]���� �A# #���� P�� #�� -� ��F� 
�। �F �¿�। +��� $:�# �� ���� 0��!, �#s &��F�� #���� �-$&! �����# (������। +����� 
Q*� 8�� ������� । ����� ���� ��F�� 0F ���� $����# $��� ��। 
 

&#��� $8���� &��� ��� ��A $��B� $�%�� y�# C��= ��,��� ��� ��%�� ���� -� 
QD����# �� �6F y�# �X�� -&���-/]������� ��B �!��� �#��V) -�/� ��%�� $&!&� ����I� 
���� $��P��। ���� ��� ��v �%��� �� /]����� ��� $:�# K! y�# ��:�� ���� ��%�� �/�����। 
 

��� ������ 0F /]������ �CF.��� ���V�� ���# $����� +# g��& �g�F। +#���# ��� 
��B -��, $&���# +#�* #�#�� ���1 -� �6� ��� +#�* ����� ���� -� +#�* #�#�� ��& ��>���1। 
�� �� ���I $��� ��� ?�� �������� ����6)=। 
 

C����% ���# ���/ &g��� $J� 0�� ��� �F�� ���I�# #�#��� $*� ��>�B ���1। 
 
 
 
 

-------------------
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������� &6� ����� 

8�i��� ��FC6��� &2� �6�=��� H;! $XY����, HZ[\ 
 

8�i���� \j�* ��FC6��� ��,��� ���U 8���� 
\ �6�=��� (����� \ 

 
8�i��, H\! $XY����। -8�i�� ��� % ������ +��#� &��� $0��� -��� Z�* :���� 

������ �� $&��� &�=���* \j�* ��FC6���� ��,��� ���U ���� 8�������। ��� % ������ 
+��#�� Hj�* ��FC6��� ���F -*�*�� /�B ��>8 ��0�� #�� ��,����# ��F� #�� ����� ��� ����� 
��1। 
 

+ ��B� $��*= +��#� +�� $C��F���# +��#��� &���Q= Z ��&�F��� ���I�# ��F� #�� �# ���� 
#)=X��� ���� C��&�� $��� �����, ��� $#� ���&% ��>�0 $�� #�� &'� �। 8�i�� ��� % 
������ +��#�� Hj�* +�� i�� �b��� $/�*� ��>�8# ��FC6�� !�����F -�� Q��� $�����। 
 

+&� ��FC6�� ��,��� ��F�� &�A# &��F� ����� ��%�� ���� �, �#s +��� &�#�� ��� 
�F��# ��&2� % �:F &�i��� 0F +�/�� -�& ��� ��F���U� �F��#��&� +#*� -����# 
&��F�% �)=� #��� ����� ��� ��_�&। $#� $#� ��� 8�i��� ��� $���#� &��F� H ��� ��� 
��� ���� #���। 
 

�#s -��� �� ��, ���Ca :��&� + &��F� �.�: �� ���� �>B��� । ��� % ������� 
-� ��/�, %�����& #����, $����� #���� % X��0 $�#&� $/�*� ����B��� +��#��� +��� 
\j $:�# \W ��0�� ��,���� ��:�� ���� ��%�� ����। +��B�% ����� 8�>�/�%, ����� ��0��, 
�������, #����Q�*, % $��*= #���� !�F��� ��FC6��। 8�i�� #F�D��D % &��#=* ��?�&% ��0�� 
��0�� $��#�# ��� ��� ��F� #�� �����। 

 

i���b�� ����_��! % &���#��O� ����B, ��?0�, ��*��, &��#���� +�� ��>������ 
��b��% ��0�� ��0�� ��,����# ��F� #�� �����। $�&�#��� ?��F��/ &�E +��#�� �����*= &�i� 
��#*� #�A #�0। -��� �F�v/� ��CU�� ������ &��� 8�i�� $0���� �� ��� ��,����# ��F� 
#�� �����। 

 

���Ca ��FC6���� -�0� �m �#�#�� !�E�: ���V� ��G�� ��%�� ���1। ����� 
%�����& #���� ��?��� % ���������� ����B� +��#�P����� ��#���� �m �#�#���� ��Ed 
-�0� ��%�� ����। !�����F ��?��� +��#�� ���Ca $&��*# *F�", ����B� $��� ���B� ���F 
��#P��� #�#�� $���� $�����। 

 

&���#��O� ����: �����B #��# ��0�� ��,����# ��F� #�� �����। ����_��!��� 
$0����/T +�� %�����& +��#��� ���I 0��� #��� G����#^ G�� #�� ������। ��E�� y�#, ��& 
+�� $y $:�# ��0�� ��0�� $��#�# ��� +� -*# #�� ���� ���� +�� (���� Wj 0 �:�� Hjj 
0 #�� ��F� #�� ����। 

 

+ &�E +��#��� �&��F #�� -�0� $���� ��%�� ���। ����I� ������ #��B-$8��B, 
0���, &F��O� !�F��� +��� $&��� ��B -��। G��� 0&�����)� ���� ��� ��� ����_��! % 
&���#��O� ��FC6��P����� HW $:�# \W ��0�� $��#�# ��F� #�� �����। 
 

+ ��B� ��?0�, ��*�� % ��>����� !�F��� :����% (�� �������� /)��F� 8����� �����। 
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������� &6� ����� 

8�>����� ��#������ ��F� ����� 
-��� #���� 

�6�=��� H; $XY���, HZ[\ 

 
8�>����� ��#����� % ����� 
��F������ 8�b�F#� #���� 

\ �6�=��� &�������� \ 
 
 #���]�. Hj! $XY����। -#���]� $0��� ���f� 8�>���� % ��� -������ ��=� ������ 
g��&��� �m �:F ���� ���� (#�� ���1। $#�� ��� 8�>�����! ������ ����� % ����� &����/� 
��0�#��, $��0���� ������ �����P��� (�� W ��0�� ���� ��,����# ��F� #�� ���� $X�� ������ 
��� -��#� #�� ��1। 
  

?��s +! $��* �f� ����*�� -�-��� ������ ������ -�&��=�)� ����6��= ([-H\-
[H!�) &����#��� ?���� �m ����0���, #��0 % ��_���F����� ��� ��F� #��� 8�b�F#� ��� 
��%�� ���1। 
 
 0�� ��0��� ���� $8q����� �B C�! L�¬ ��0��� ���� $8q���� +# &���������# ���, 
8�>���� ���� ��0���G� 6���� ��!@��� -�-��� ����� #F�k G�� #�� ����� (��-+� ���=�� 
�� +��#�� +# ���&� ��0d #���� #��। ��*���0 % ���=8��� ��F� �� ��Fx���M# ��� ��>B�� 
��� ��� 0��। +#�� -�-��� ������ #��#�* ����� i�� �b� $:�# -/� 8��0 ���� 
��,����# ��8�� �0����� (#��F ��0��� P�� #�� ��F� #��। #��0 % ��_���F����� ��� $���! 
���� ��� ��� $�� +�� +��� #�?�#! �X��� $��� ���� ��� 0�� ���। +#�� ��� ����G���� 
��� $��� ������#% ��� ������ #��#�* ����� �B $�� % ����� ��=�� #�V ���  -��� (�� 
\j-\W�* $���� &��: �#:F ��=�� #��। 
  

�m $8�� ������� �� l0�# -��= ��X&���� ���X�� ������# ��� �X���� -�� &�F 
�#s ����� $& (�� +# ��& �8� ��� ��B���। ��� &�,� ��C�/F��� �# ������ �� ��� ���� 
���� �। 
  

������ ������ ��&��=�)� �6�= ���6��= XF��&� -�-��� ����� &����#��� ?���� 
����0��� �� �� #��। 8�>���� $*���X��� &�#��� !�T���� 0�� &���K� �# -�-��� ������ 
�N����� #:� ���� �/�� ���� �# #�� ��� K’0 #�=��# ��F� #���� +�� ��� $#� #�� ����� 
�g��F X�>� $:�# $�>�8 $/�� �� +! &����������# 0�। 
  

[! �L�&r� ��� +#0 &����C�!0�� 0�� -~�� ����# % �����*� 0�� $�����K� 
���� ����� ?�#�|� +# i�� $:�# $X��� ��: ���-����� ����� ��� ��� ���। +� 6���� 
��!@���G� #F��k -*�#�� ����। ?v ��� ��%��� �� ��� ��� ������ &��: $*���X�� 
$��/���/ #��� ?�]��� �F�v����# &#��� ���v $��� ��� ��� -_�& $��� ��। 
  

&�2F -! :�#�� ��0 �/�� ����� ��� $�� ����� �#��� &'�% ��� �। &#�� $��� 
+# $���� $*���X� $:�# 0��� $��� ����� $��>0 #��� �/�� 6���� @���� �#*��=� ��E�� 
����� �g� ��G�� ��%�� ���। $&��! �#�� +#*� ������ -��#� �� 0�/�� 0�� &���K� �# 
��� $��B 
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������ &�8� ��� %�A। +�� ��>�# ��� &������� $q#� #�� &�� �B�� &V� �। ��� ��� 
0��� ���� $�, ��� ��&� �F�/ #��� ��� #��# ���* ���! -�-��� ������ �����P��� ��� 
��&�� $�q>�� ���� ��। $&! ������ �� ����P��� ��# ����0����# ����� �0 �0 ��&� $:�# 
��� +� ��F� #��। 
  

������ ���F ����� �F������� ?�1� ��C��/� +�&�F�D �F������� &������*�LD 0�� 
$0������ ���?� ����, $����#��� 0�� ��#&�K� ����, $�#��# 0�� #��� -���, �F������� 
!�����  0�� &�X?�� -����, % K’0 &����C�!0�� �0��� ���� % !�S& ����। #g�I 
��C��/� +#0 $(��0� ��X&�� 0�� X��0 -����% -�-��� ����� #�g=# ��� �। ������ 
���F %������ K’0 $�#��# ����, ���� ��1 ��0���� % ���X�0�� �#। 
  

������ ����� % ����� &����/� +����� 0��0 &.�P��� ��#�� ��F�#�O 8���� ��� 
8�V�& &�V� $��%�� ��&������� $&�*��� +�&��F´ 0�� X0��� ����। +�(� ���& 8�>���� 
������ ������ #��� ���� �%��� ��% ��� ��&������� #��0 ���v :�#�� ��=� ������ 
g��&��� &�V� ��� -�� ��� +�� ��� $L�� ������ ���#!। $������� ��X& &�6�� 
$����?�& ������ % ��0�#�� ������ #F�k #�� ��। 
  

���. ������ &�����/��� +! &�E ��� 8�>���� ���� ��0�� % ��_��=� +��#� &�6�� 
��F�, ��*, ��� ��=��, % ��h&�����/ +# ��#�� ���&� ��0d #���� #��। ���=8��� /)��F� % 
�m ���� &��d � #��� ���g�� �� #�� 0�� X0��� ����। $��, �b,��E�-Q�*, $q#� &�6� % 
���Ca i���b�� ��� ���� ���� ������ ��,������ ��� +� ����� #F�k &��h ��=��#�V 
�����I# ��=�� #�� ��F� #�� ����। 
  

+#�* -� /�� ���=� #�� ��� ��] +! -� /���* ��0���� ���F�� ��� ��=#। -� 
/���*� ��8 �X��� #��=������ P����� ����! KC=�/���� ��F� #�� \j-\W 0�# +#! ���� 
i�:� #�� ���� $X�� ���। $��� �g��F� &��F� $��� �� $&�� $L����� ��� #�� ����। 

 
K0 $L���� �)=� 

 
$���� $L�� ����� % /�� (&�� +! &��������# ��� $�, /C�� ���� +�& ��#������ $��# 

����� $#���*=�� $:�# ��� ��� $��। $���� %���*� ��� �0¬ -�¬ ��¬ ��0�� �:�� -¯�& -�� 
��!@��� �v�v �g��� p� $����� �����, C�,� !�� 0��� &�X #���। 
  

�g� $�� ��� ���� $X��� ���� +�� $C�� � ��� ?�]��� ��=�� #�V� G� ���@�� 
#�� $X��� ����। 
  

‘‘#� -����# $� +! $��# $�����, #� �� $������ !�� � #���� �� ���� ���� � 
����।’’ -�V��� &��: ��� �����। ��# &�� K’+# #:� ���� �/�� ������ ���� %�� ���% 
$����� ��� 0���। 
 

 
 

-------------------  
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������� &6� ����� 

l&������ ��,��� �� ��C���� 
+#�* (�FV ����) 

&���� H9 $XY����, HZ[\ 

 
l&������ ��,��� �� ��C���� 
+#0 K¬��� &�V� &���!�� $�/� 

 
K’&.��� 0� $�/� &���!�� ����। $�/� &���!�� ���� ��1 l&������� ����. 

��?�&� +�� $&�*���´ ��C��/� ��#6�� !�T���� ���� X0��� ������ ��। ��&0� $8��� 
$�/� &���!�� ���� $&�� -��� #��� ��>� 
���, $��� % C��h� ���� ���� #���� �������। 
  

��� ����, HZ[H &���� H�� +�(� -��� 0��� $&! C���� ���)�� $L�# -���। 
-��� �F�v/� 0��� ���! ���� ���� ���&। ��� �����, H�� +�(� ���#��� ���# (�� \j 
0 ������ ���#E�� l&F -����� ��,������G ��&C�� -�&। ���� &��! -����� ��! #�����। 
  

-��� &��B �� ����� ����0 ���C� (���) �� $#���। ������ ������ C�� $& ���# 
$8�� ��� �����। -��� 
���� /��� ���� $#��� ���X $������। 
  

�����* $#���। $#��� ���X ���B $X�� ���� ���, $#�� ��� 0� ����� $�����? $��� 
-%���� ��/�# &�: �F��? +! ��� ���� -��� 
���, ��� C�! H� �I= +�, ��, +&-+� ��� ��X#�� 
!&���, ��� C��h +&, +&, �& ���V�:=� -����� $���&, ��&�� ���� �m� -���# ��� ��� 
���। $��* $����* �� ��� -���� /���� &��: ���� ���। ���� 8�� �। �#����! $& ��� -����# 
��B�� �। -�� ���# $0�� #�� ������ ��� -���� $#�� $:�#।  
  

��?�&� +- $&�*���´ ��C��/� ª�!C�� ���,��� -��� $���& l&F��� &��: +�&���। $& 
��&�� $���#�, ��!�� ���। $&-! ��������� &� ��� ���। ��� +# C�! ��0�% ������  ������ 
������ #����। $�/� &���!�� ��>� &���� �B C�,�� #���� ���� �/�� #�a�� $C�, ��B����। 
��# �#�� ���� $8��% ��� ���� �����। 
  

��� ����, ��&� $:�# %����# ��� $����� ��>8 ���* �� -�� #��#*� P��� �~ 
����। ����� +! P���� %��� &��!�# +# &��: ��F� #�� ����। -��� &��! ����� 8��0�� 
-/��� (��U� #������। -��� ����0 ��� ����, 8�8� % C�!��� (�F���=�� 0�F ?w�� ��� 
(�� P���। 
  

�� /�B�� &2F� ����। -&�� $�0� P�, $�0� 0��C�, #F��¢ �������, #�=� ��X। 
���� -����� ����� ?�� #��� �&���। ���) ?�M0�, ����. % K�{.�� ��F ���� ���� 
#�*����। 
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\�� +�(�।  HZ[H &��। -��� 
����# ��� ��� ����� ����� ��। ª�!C�� -��� 0���� 
-��� 
���, $���, C��h   (����� C��/F �# Q�*���। $& 0���� ���� �� $#�:��। ��� �� ���� 
&����/-&�����।  
  

$& � �� #��#0  ���,����# ��� +�& -����� ��&� ��* #� ��� $/���। -����� 
������*� $��*। $�� &��� 
�1�fF �����। ��&�� (�� Wj/�j ��0�� *�#�� ���Ca �0�&�� ���। 
$&&� �#�� ��� $/�। ������ l&F ����� ���! -����� l&����� $*#�#F�� @��� ��� $/���। 
  

$&��� ��� ����� -� �����। #���V �jj $:�# [jj। &��! +# +#*� &#�) #����� 
(��#g��, 0��. &�V�। $&��� -��� ������ l&F��� l�8���#�� $�����, ���� ����� ��Â��6)= 
�**#���। +��� -������# ���� ?��� ��S�&�� &���� $�� ��। ����� K’��& �� -��� ��#�� 
8�� -�&।  
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������� &6� ����� 

‘‘0]����� -��B% ���I $�����।’’ l��# ����� HW $XY����, HZ[\ 
 

0]����� -��B% ���I $����� 
\ ����I (����� $(��� \ 

 
/�!��2�¬ ‘‘����, �� $!। #�#� $��>B�। 8��� ���� �। 0F�A� ��/�। $�� �����। ���% 

-�� +#�*। $��* Hj 0�� ������। -�� +��� ��� �# #�� ���� ����?’’ 
  

��*� (����� (��� +� �� $J)�� ���। �#s $�� $��� $#����#। ‘‘�। $#�:�% ��!�। 
����� ?��0=� &�&���� 8�#�*� Q����� �� $&��� ����� +#�� ��� ��� $/�। ��� ��� $/�, 
8��� ����� &�� l0� ���&� H[ ������। ��� $/� -��� C�h��� ��� ��� 8�#� +�� �������� 
��� ��0 � $/���� $��, ����� ������ $��, -� ��T $���#। %�� $�� -� �X�� -�&�।’’ 
  

��� $���� ���#=� ��FC6���� �����% ��F� #�� �����। ����� ����� ������ $��B����। 
-0 + i�� #�� $& i�� +�� #��। ��B� ��* �����। �#�� $!। @���� $�� $��� $�� �#��% -� 
����� $!। (����� $���� ���� ����� ��� K’���। +� ��& �B�0�� -A���� ?��, $Ã +� 
��= ?w����। ‘‘&��#���� ���� ����I� &������ ��� +#�� -��� -��� ��>B��� 8��� ������, 
�#s -��� $���� 
����# �X���� $��� $#? $��* C��h �� �B ��� �0�U& #��� ���� -��� ���� 
$#�:�� �� -�� ���# �# #�� $�������? $#����# +� $�� ��� ������? ‘‘�� ���� &�:=# $����। 
(��� �B�� 8��। �B� ��B� -� $#� ?��� $!। $� #��! $��# ���# �B��! ���। ����V� 
$����# 8�#��� $��� � $#?। &���F �#�� 0�� -�� ���। 
  

/�!��2� +����0�� $X�&=-+ #�=�� &������ -�K� ����#। ��� �� $&���� ��8���� 
��B� $�����। +#�M��� $� ���&� ��������। ��a�� ��B�� Q�*�� ��B��। $�0� -X0�� $L�# 
��A��।����� #��A� �F�G� #��� ���। 
  

$/�� ����# &����। ��� �� �*�। ����# &���� ����, &�������� �� +� �� $!। 
$& $�0� -X0���� Q� $:�# K0 $��#�# $�� #�� ��� +�। &�������# &�������, $#�� C�!�� 
! $����#� ��8�� $�� �/��। �� &������ 0���, $������� &��� $��/� $����। %��� K0�# ���A 
��B� #����। �&��!�# m#�� ���, ! $��/�#� ��8� #� $��। 
  

$��# K’$*��# ��� �X��� % $8�� �2 #��� ��� ����। ����� +#, K!, ��, 8��। ���� 
8���* P��। #�*� ���/�� ���� �*X* #��� #��� %�� ��� $/�। ����� ����� #�X� ���� P����� 
���A $���� ����� -��� �� �� ����I� &���� $&��� /��= $X�� ���* $�� ����। $���� ���#= 
+�� +��� ����� ��F� #�� ����� +! (�,�)! ���� ��� -��। ��� -�� ��, ��� 0� /���/��� 
���। 
  

-��� $� $���� &�=
 $#�B ��� ��F� #�� ����� ��B ����� ����� ���� ��B�� ��a 
���। ��:�� 8��। $8��� ��>�� ����� ��� ����। P����� #VP����� ��B�� ���*�� ����� !*। ���� 
��v� ��/। ��#�# P�� ��8 � #�� !�*� ?�� -��B ���� �����। �8N#�� #���� ��� -� 
-������ 
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��B�� $���#�� P��� �~ �� �� P�) ������ ��! ���� ���# ���� !��#�y# �# ���� $��� 
$X����। 
  

$���� ���#=� &��h %����� $��L ��B�� -�K� %��K� �� ����। #���0� ���। 
���v������ ��V $& P�8��g�M #��� ��� ���# +#��� � K-K��� ��� ������। $�I ��� �! 
������ (:�� ��� �2� �#&���� ���� ��#�� +�� ��� �����# ��� ��। ���� -���# 0�����, 
‘‘%�� (:�� -���# �&�#?���* ��X&���� #��� ��� $/�। -�� ��v +��#�� ������� #��� #:� 

�#�� #��। 
�#�� #��� ?��� ��� �। %��� $���#�� -��� ��������� &�A# ��� ������। $�0� 
��� � ��! -���# +# QD�� 0F $��B $�� ���� ��� ��, ���� �X�� ��� -��� ���� ���� 
$�%��� ��% #�?�# ���� ��� �। �/�F� +# QD� �� �X��� ����। $�0��� �0U�&������ �� 
#�X� ���� P��� Q�� ��� -� $8�� $�>�� �� ���� ��=��। $&! Q�� ���� ����� $:�# -/� 
+#0 ���v $&��# �v�¾� % ?�, ��G�� ��� $���� $�����।’’ ���� 0��� -��� &���! 
��� ��� $��# ��� -�� -� 8����1 �#:F ��F�8��।  
  

���� ����� ��T�� $��0���´� $�0� ������, ����8 $��0���´� $�0� -X0��� 
$�X�*F�´ $%��0 ��0C�, \Z #F�C����� $�0� ��&� ��0=� +�� $�0� $�� �� % #F��¢ 
�##� /�!��2�� $���� ���#=� &#� ��F�#�O % �I=�)� 0F ����। $�0� $�� -�� ��&� ��0=� 
#� $���� $� &��d ��) #���� ��� $#� ��&�� $!। 
  

C�������� ����� X����B Q�* % �� Q��*� ��!�� ��F��=� G�� �m $��#�# �� $&��� 
��F� #����। �PB� $0��� �����#�f� :��� $��#���% ��� +� +��� ��F� #�� �����। �L�,�� 
-%���� ��/ $�� +#��� ?���, ������� ����� -!0��� J� ��0�8^ l�� (������); ��� 
K’$��� +�� /X�� ��# +# �F�v�# ��F� #�� �����। 
  

&�f�/�T +#�� &C�� #:� ��� $L�# +� $8����F�&� H; 0�# ��F� #�� ��। 
&�!��/�T� +#�* ���=�� �������� ��0�# ��%��� ��%��� ���� #F��k $L�# +� ��F� #�� 
�����। ���� ��# ���v $&���� &����� #����। 
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������� &6� ����� 

����� ��# ������ �����U l��# ����� HW $XY����, HZ[\ 
 

����� ��# ����� �����U 
\ �0
 (����� $(��� \ 

 
����¬ ���� ����� $#^G�� $�� $�� % $�� ��!�� ��E�)= +��#� 0��B ��� ��,��� 

���� -� +#�* Q�>�*। +�(� $� ���& 0]�� l&F�� ���� $����� +��#��� �m ��,����# ��F� 
#����। +��� ���F ��� (����� �F� $:�# -&� $y�� ������। (:�� ����� &�=
 ��* #�� ����। 
����� ��F� #�� ���� +�� $&! &� �g� $��P��� $�* �8�� ���� $X�� $��� ���� ���� #�� ��� 
��� /C��� ����� ���। 
  

$����� % ����� Q�*P��� �v &�� ���* J���#��! ����� ���� ���� �/���� &�=���#। 
$�� #���� +��#��� (���F ��� ��#�&����  &����/� +#�� ���,������। � &��� $�� #���� 
+��#��� ��� �� ���� ��! $#� ��,��� �/����, $& -� $X��� $#� ��%। ���# ��F� #�� ��Å>�� 
���� ����। �����/� �b-������� ������! ����� ����� (�� ��#��। 
  

� &� #������ �&��&#��� ��# ��,��� $��#�=8���% ����� ����� ��#��। ���|� ����� 
����� /g�&��i�। +! +��#� $:�# �F�F /��� $���� &�, ?��� #�� ������ ���� :��� �����/� 
0�� #������ �g�����*। �L?�* #�� ��B� $X��� ��: ��� ����>0 �������। +! +��#�� 
-����� $���*��� &��� ����* +#*� $L��� -��। +! $L���� $C���% ��V� ����� �m ��,���� 
�g����। 
  

/� �L�&r��� #:�। ��� 8��� +#���Æ-� ��,����# ��F� #�� C��= #�� ��1 $�� $���L� 
+#�* P���। ����� ���� ����� 8��#��� ��:� $��#0 $�� $���L �� $�� #������ -J� 
���! $&�� $:�# ����� ��� ��� ��F� #�� � P���� $X�� $��� ��। � &��� ����� $#? 
C���� ������ � $� $�� $���L� �� �FE &B�# +! ���� +#�* P��� ����� $���� ��,������ 
��� $��0! $��B ?�A��। $������L � &��� $#����& ���7 ����। $#����& �� ��� -7�। ��! 
&�K� i���b� $:�# $7���� +�& $C�� $:�# ��! ���। �#s ���� ������ &�!�� ��0��! ���� 
-��V��:= -����� -J� ��। ���� 0���� � $� $���� ���� -J� �����, $&��� ����� 
��,������ ��)X�>�। ����� ������������ &������% ��=� $&��� ��,������ �:= ��| % ��F� 
#����। 
  

��������� ���� ��:Q��*, ��0��� �F���# &2�� �g�� ��� Q��� $�B����। � &� 0��/�� 
$#� ��,���� #��� $��� *�#� $����! ���# ���v����� ��� ��� -��� $�������*= ��G��� 
0]�� $&���� #���। $&��� ��� &�=
 �6* #�� ����� ���# $��� $X�� ��। + ����  ��F� ��# 
Q�*��। ������ ���F ����� �F�*��=�* $���L� �, &F�� !#��� $���L� �&��´ �F�&��� #�b 
����, -�% ���#। 
  

+��� ��� �� ��=��.# �g��F Q*�� #:� ����। ���� #Ç���� % $q����� �F�&� -�� 
������। Q*�� �� $& �F���# �/����� �F�&�� 0F #��# ��0�� *�#� �����। � *�#�*� ���� ��� 
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&�:��# ��� ��#� ��#8�� �F����&� #��� +# $������´ 8� $���। �� $& �����% ����� +*�! �� 
��� 0���� $�I 8���� #��। ��!�� ���V� #���� K0 ��। $�! ���6��= � $������� ��� ���# 
��#B�% #�� ���� ��#����। ��#�� ��*� ��FQ�>�* $�������*=, $���� ���V� #���� ��=� 
��#�&���।  
  

H[/H� ��� ���&� � ��� �C=�# % $��0����। �g��F ������� $0�% ��,��� ��) � 
���&�����# $��� #:� ����। #�A C�I�� $& (����� #�����- ��� (������� ���# ���� ��F� 
#����� ��=�C���। ��=��� ��� ���� ��B $�>�� $�������*=� �&���-+ �� ?��� ��:� ��8 ���� 
���������। 
  

����� 8������ ��� $��� 8���#। 8����#� (���* ���B ��� $��� $#�* ��& ���1�। -� $& 
��=�� #����। &��*� ��� K���। ��� &�:��� ��� ��=�# �:���� #��#0 ��,���। 8����#� ���B�� 
�c)�� ��� ����-� $:�# $8�� K�*� $����� �/�����। 
 
 
 
 
 
 

---------------- 
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������� &6� ����� 

%/�>� ���#E����� ��F���U� 
-��# ��F�� 

�6�=��� HW $XY����, HZ[\ 

 
%/�>� ���#E����� ��F���U� 
-��# ��F��¬ #6�� ��� $! 

-�� ��� /��� ��� 
\ �6�=��� (����� \ 

 
$� $#? %/�> ���� ��#��! $���� ���� ����� ��F��=� ���� ��� ���� %�� ���=� 

������ �:8 ��� &�f� $&���*� ����! ��eE ��0 �&��� ���*। +� ��V�) $��� ���� �&��F 
��,��� ��#g� �g���� p��#g� ��G�� ��B -��। +�! -� ��� &��F �6�� +#�* ������ ��#� #6�।  

 
&�
�K ���� 0��� +�� �F�F #��0 �F������ 0F #6��* +��#�� ����I� (C6� ?�#��� 

-&���। -� +V�) +! #6��*� �� ��� ��8 $:�# $�I ��=. $#�� /��� % ��#g� ��� -� ���! 
$��� ���1। +#�� &���� ��� ��� ��� $&��� ��� �8� ���% -� $!। ����� ��v� ����� &��: 
���� +#�#�� ��� $/��। 

 
-� +#*� +�/�� $/��! $��� ���� K’�* �B $�? �*�� Q�। Q��� $C�� ���� -�� �m ��B। 

��8 ��B�� ���*�� ����� 0����, 0���, �F�´ % �F�F $����# ����1�। +# 0��! �� ���, 
+P��� +# �� +#��# $���#� �, �� �� ����I� �F�½� #��B। -� $����� 8�� 8�� �v +�� 
$& ��v� ��Eg�� #6� ��=. �VF #�� ���। 

 
#6��*� $C��� (:��! $� �g� $���* $8��� ��B �� $#� ?���G $���#� ���! �� ��। 

+�! 8������ $��� ��� �m ��� �F��v� ��:� ���। ����P��� ��8� �m ����� $C�� �.��=� ���! 
�� ��। &�v #��� $#�! ?��� $!। +��� ��0 �&���� �#*��=� ������� �� ��&������* 
���7� #�� ?M� ���# �#���6� $/��! $��� ���� ��>�� $��� +#�* �&�0�।  

 
��� ����! ����� ���� ��B��*। �&���& #�� �:�#�:� #���0 ������ �F�&���। �� 

!S�&। (�� �N&� ��0� �²?�� �8���� �g��F ���I=#� ����� �� #�� ���� ��� %�& ���� +! 
������� ��B���। �#s ��� ��&�� $C��� $���! $� $#? 8��# ?A��। $���� ���� K! Q��� 
$C��� ��=� ��F�� (��) �8�। +#�* Q�� ��# ��B ���� -��। -� ����*�� ����� �&��F 
��,���� ��v� ���। 
 

 
����� ��,���� ��v 
��0�� -��� ->#� 

 
0����, $�%���� &�=� �v ��B�� -��, &�=� Q��� $�%���� +�� 8���=��_। 0�� $/��, 

?v ������ �F�&��� ���&���� &�����/��� $�&� ��,����# ��� +� 0��! #���� ����� ��v 
��� 
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����� �E ��T� #�� ��� Q��� ��0� % 0���� ���,�� ��। $��� -��� ���� &�0��� 
�����। + ��#�� �g�F $8��� � $���� ��_�& #�� ��� �। 
  

-� �� $&��� �� ?]��& $��� ?A���। ��� �# ��-!। !�S�&� ��B�� $C�� #�>8� #6��* 
���* ���� C��* #�� �����। +�% $& #6��� $C�� ��B $��� ���। #6��*�� �m ��8� ��,���� ��� 
8��� �����। -� +� ����! $��� ���। (8�� ��v� ��/। G��� ��������� &�����/��� �� $&��� 
#� ��,���� 0�� (��� ��=�C��� ��=���� #����, +! V�S %/�> ���� ���! +#�* V�S (���)F 
���� ��� ����।  
  

/� HZ$� �L�&r� +! ���&��� +��� -�&��=) #��। 
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������� &6� ����� 

‘‘�����I# ��=���% ��� 
��� ������ #���’’ 

l��# ����� H� $XY����, HZ[\ 

 
‘‘�����I# ��=���% ��� ��� ������ #���’’ 

\ ��X �����*=�� \ 
 

‘‘-��� -¶��# �# �g��F� ��� $:�# ����� -� $�� �?’’ &�V�N#���� ����! (��* 
$#����� �����। ����� -%���� ��/ $�� +�� 0���� ���I� &�&F, ������� $/q��, ��m� ���m� 
������ �B $���। ��>� -«� +�� �F �� C�!��� &� #�#��� $:�# ��#�� +�&��। 
��� 
������ �,� ��>�B�� -0 ����� �&��F (��� -Q��� (����� ��eE ��1। $���� ��&� 
�������! ��� ?�A��। 
 

-����� (:� ���# E�C��� ��:��� ����=� �� ��&���� ���। ��� ������ ��� 
-��0� #�|� �J�. ��=��-+� $��# :�#�� $# -��� -¶� ��>8��� �? $# -.0=���# ��=��� 
$#� -��� $�q����� � -¶�� ��6�F 0���� 0F। +#�. ����G� #�| $�/� ���� ���� ��>� 
��� 
��� ��m� ���m� ������ &��: ��� $&! ���¤�)�� ��P���� #:�। 
  

��� ������� �#C��� \W$� ���8=� #���� ���*��# u� ��� +�� �2�-��2��� �&��F 
������ &��% ��� ������ ���। &#��� �������� ?M�� +#��� ��� ��� �������- ��=� +! 
$&������� ���� + $���� &�� 0/)�# $��B ���� �# C��� -�� ��� ��0� 0�� �V� #����। 
-� -���= ��_�&� 0�� ���m� ���� �0
 ��� $:�# #��� ��8�F� ��। 
  

C�I) �c)� ���� ��#������ ����� ��� ��� #�� ��>�# &���� #����। ��_E &6�� $0��� 
+! Qg�)� ��� �� (:�� ���# ���8�F� #��� 0F �� ���� ��F�8�� 8����। ������ �� G�� 
�P� $��B���, $���# $���Q��� �v�v #�� ���� ��) ������ $:�# -�' #�� !��#�y# �# 
��=. ��/��� �����। ��F�8��� �� ��� ���� $��*� 7�� 7�� ��E0 ��� �B��� ��% ��� 
��� ������ +#*�% #���। &� &�� ��� +#! #:� �����, ‘‘-�� -��� 0/�)� ����� �#�� 
���� �� ����� ������ �।’’ 
  

&��F! ��� �� �����। ������ ����� �� ��� ��� ��� $#�* $X�� L� ���� $���� 0F 
m#�� 8���� �� �c)�� ��� $#>���� ���। �#s ��� ���� $A�* K�*� +#*�% #�>���। (�� ��� 
+�# +�# ������ ���� ��>� K! ��, K! ��� $#�* ��#��, $����, ��� �����I# ��=�� 8������� 
��% +#*� $#>�� %�A� ��>� �g�C��� �2 $A�* K�*�। 
  

$�/� ���� 0�� ��>� 
���� $&! g��& �g��F� #:�। ��� &�F #��� ���� � ���� $&! 
Q*�� $#� �)=�। ���% ���� ���� ��>� ���� � 0��� 8��- �#C��� 
��� ������ ���* i�) #��� 
��>� 
���� ��  ��� $(���#� ������ -���#। 
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������� &6� ����� 

���#/�T� +#�* ��FC��� &�*����� ��* l��# ����� H� $XY����, HZ[\ 
 

���#/�T� ��FC��� 
&�*����� ��* 

\ &�������� $(��� \ 
 

���#/T¬ H\! $XY����। -���#/T ��#���� &�*����� :��� +#*� ��FC6��� &2� ��%�� 
$/��। &�*����� ���*� �#* $��¬ ������ $���& ��# 0x# �F�v� ����Fv ��B�� �C*� � #�� 
�m ��� ?��� #�� �����। ?���#g� ���P��� $:�# ��# ��x&F��� ��=��.# g��&��� 
�V� 
��%�� $/��। 
  

���P���� ���-�� ��B ���� ��>��। $8�� ��� #��B ���� 0B���। ����� �C�� #��B $��� 
�����। (��F#�* ��� /�� #�*� ��G�� ��%�� $/��। + ��B� ��#P��� ��:�� ���� % ��B ��%�� 
$/��। G��� �������� &�����/��� ��# l&F �� �� ���I�# ��F� #����। $������ �I=) #���� 
+�� ����� ����� *�#� ��* #�� �����। 
  

/� � ���& +��� ������* i�� $:�# �����& &��� WW, ���� &��� 9W, ���! 8^ &��� 
;j, �����Q�I, -%��� $���&, /�,��*�� i�� $:�# &���� ���, #��� ���, L�¬ ��0� &���, �g)��#��. 
���, #����� $:�# ��v�� -��, ����i�� $:�# #��� ����, #�?��� $:�# ����� X�#�, -��� 
$:�# �:�^ #�=#��, ����B� $:�# �F�� &���, ���0��� $:�# �����# g��&C��� ��F� #�� �����। 
��������� ���� &�#��� L�v�� ��^ $Q�I% $���! ���। 8� &�*������ ��������� u� -C���)� 
C��8��= ;W-$# ���� �I= #�� ��F� #��। ��� #�=#���� HW �N&��� ����# $8�� ?��B $X�� 
��F� #��।  
  

+�� #�� %�� #�P��� ��C�/F ���I�# +��� ��=�C��� ��F� #����। ��� &�A# 
���&��F� ����� $#���% ��%�� ���� �। ��� � ������ ����� ��F�8���� +# ��� 
��C��I#��� ¤g�� ��� &CF��� �6���� #��# ��� :�#��। 
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������� &6� ����� 

��)���� $C��� %����� #���� �6�=��� H[ $XY����, HZ[\ 
 

��)���� $C��� %����� #���� 
\ ������� ���� \ 

 
$C���� ��=� ������ ����� g��&��� ����� ��=���� ��F�#��O� �����# ��� #F��k 

���� $���& % &������ �&��#। +��� /)��F� % 0QF �����#�� $� ��C��I#� % &c�& &g�� #����� 
�� ��)=��। /� 0� ���&� (:� ���# +! ��� -� ��� $��&� &������ $C����� -�&। $& +��� 
+�& (:� ��� 
�C���#�� $����� -�' #��।  
  

��!�7��X�� ���. #���*� ���F�� $#��! $Q�I)� #���� $�, -����� $#� C� $!। 
�#����C�� (��F�# #�0 #�= #�� ��। -� ��f���� ?����F ��� ���� -���� i�� % 8��b� ��� 
���� (��F�# �0 ��B� Q�� �X�� -&� $(�&�L´ -������#% &����) V�� #����। ���=��� 
&���� ���F �X�� � +�� ��¬�� ��� ��8��� P�� #�� ��F� #�� ���। 
  

+ -��� -� 0]�� !������� &����) V��� �.���� ��� ��� �I=), �:= &�i� % ��*���0 
+�� ���F�� ���#��। + X�>��� ���F��! ����� Qg)F #���, ��&� % ?���F 8����:= #�����। 
(:��¬ $� ������� &�f�� $��� ��� ��� ��CC��#�# ���. #���*� ��O� �� ��0�#�� ���� &����# 
������ �X�� %����� #������ L�#� ����। L�#�� �6��=! ��� ���BQ��� 8�����#� ���� ��: 
��0�#�� -� ������� &����) C��� $Q����X�� #�� $��� $#�:�% ������ $��� � ����। 
  

��¬�� ?����.� � $��� �������� &������ ��)���� %����� #������ $��� ����। 
$&��� �(#g�� �� ���� -� &������ ���#� #��� �f�# -� $�����* ��� �0U�&� #����-‘‘C��� 
$� $������F��� ��B#� �/��, -%� ���v������#� ������ ��� $�q����’’। +�� #�� K’+# QD� 
-*�#�� $��� �������� ���F�� (:��¬ *�#�, ����� $��� ���� #��।+K’�*� +#�*�# ���) 
#���! ����। �� � ��� ����� �2#��� ������ $����*� -Q��� ���� ����। + ���#�)�� 
��#��� $� �B��� $#�� $&! 0����। + ��F�#�O % �����#��� ��� (�FV��=� %������ 
+�§�#?�*C !�T���� $����«� �����, $*#�#F�� ��X&�� 0�� �&��0�� !&���, &���L�C��� 
!�T���� 0�� -�� ����� % �&�� -�� +�� &�#��� !�T���� %����� ?��।  
  

&���� % -�K� �� ��>। ��>�� /� 9A� $� ��� 8�� $����� $Q�� % %����� #����� +#�* 
����� ���� $/�� �.��) ��G�� ����। ���. (���0� ��!�� $��� ��� ����� ��� ���� +�� 
����� /������� (�� (�� �g�� ���� ����। + #������ ���8�� !������� 0]�� ������ -� 
������ �������� �����#�� % ���F�� #���� +� $#� C�I� $! $� ���������C��� È� $��� 
$��� ����। -��� #����� ��!�� ��&� ��� :�#��� +�� $&�� ��� +�& ��X& #��� ����� 
$8�������। 
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�#s ����8�� +�� -����� ?�� ��V��C��� $��I) #��। ����� (�� ���6��= �g��F� �� 
P�����। + Q*�� #��#�� �� -����� ±�L���* ª�!C�� -������# ��� ��� ��� ���#� 
����� [�� ��=. -*�#�� ����। -������� ��#�� �g��F #���� ���� �/�� +�§�#?�*C !�T���� 
0�� ����� �� &0� ��#�� #�| ����--�� %�# ��>8��� ������ �। -�� 0���� ����� 
-��� $#? ��>8��� �। C����� ������ #��� ��� &����) #�=8��� ���&�� $��B ���� ����। 
  

+ ��_�& ��� $�0� $0���0� ���# ������ #��� + #����� $/�� �:F X�>& #���� 
����� $#? ��� ���� � ��� �g�#�| 0���  +�� $& ����! %�# $��� $X��। �� -����� ��{� 
�g��F! $C�������। +� $#� ��� ��� � $� ����� ��-�����0�# ��F� � #����। $���* ���� 
��>�8�� ��>�8�� ������ -� ?]��& $X�* �B���। 
  

#����� $�É ��?& ����� �����#��� $#^G�। ����� �� ��� $��&� &������ #� $���� 
$� &�=�� #����, #� ��� $� �� #����, #� ��C��/��# ?w��� ��=��&� #���� ��� &��� 
$!। ��� $���& ��| 8������� ���=8���। ��0 i�) #���� 
)=, /� *�#� (Cg�� �6�F�� �0�&, 
-� ��� ��8���� ������ ��#� �������। 
  

+ ��B�% ���. #���*� $��/&�0�� ���# ���# ��� -*# #��, ���. #���*� ���F�� $��*� 
��"� /� ��:=� ������ K’+#0�# $��B ������। ��# *�#� i�) #��% ���# ��F� #�� 
�����। K������*� $����«� ?]�� #Ç��� ����� +#0। 8�XF���� ���. #���*� ��O� ��0�#�� % 
����� ���� %�# ����� $��। +�� #�� &�i ��#���� ���  �� ��E�� #�� �����#�� -� ��F��U 
8����������। 
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������� &6� ����� 

�*�������� $0����� ��FC6�� l��# ����� H� $XY����, HZ[\ 
 

�*�������� $0����� ��FC6�� 
\ �0
 &�������� $(��� \ 

 
�*�������, HW! $XY����। -��=� ��#����� /� ����� \�$� +�(� �*������� ��� #Ê� 

#��� �� /� � ���& A�O� ��:�� ����� �������� &�����/��� ��0�� ��0�� ��,����# ��F� #����। 
(#��, ��� �F�v��� #�?�# ��� 0�� $X�� ������ #�?�# �� ���Ca G�� /�= ��>�B ���*8��� ���� 
$�����। +! ��I-��। &®�� �*�������� $0��� �CF.�� +#�* ��FC6�� -��¼g� �����। 
 

+��� �m #�� �����। #��#�* #���� ���* ��>�B #�#���� &2� ��%�� �/����। +#�* 
/��=� ���F ; $:�# 9 0, $#�:�% �� $��� ���I�# ��F� #�� �����। ���� #�� ��1 +��� 
($0��� �CF.��) Wjj �� $��#�# P�� #�� ��F� #��  �����। �g� �F��v��� ���#! $� P�� 
#�� ��F� #�� ����� �� #�#�� $��� ����� #� �� �। #�#��� �����*� ��S ±� $��� ���। 
  

�g� �F��v��� ���F ������� $��# �����, #���� ���F $����# $��� ���� �/����। +���! 
Q����� ����� J��� #��F�� $�� ������� ��&P�, ��:�Q�*�� �&, %, ��) �F�&��� ��T ��_�& 
&� �� � 0�� $�����g#�� &.����। 0�� �/���� +��� ��! #�� ��>B #���� P�� #�� ��F� #�� 
����। 0�� �/���� $� +&#� ���I�# �� ��! #�� ��>B #���� P�� #�� ���� �� ����* ����I� 
���� $C� #� $�%���� +�& -Q�� #����। $0� ���� ��6�� �&��&#��� �F�v�� -���# 
0������ $�, �� ���I P���# P�� #�� ���� �� �g��F�c�� #��� �m $���#� #�) -�=�� 
���� ��� $���। 
  

���� -��� 0������ $� K��� \*� $:�# W*�� ���F #�0 ����। 0�� �/���� $� ������ 
$0��� -*Q� #��B���� l�8���# ��F�#�O 8����� l&F�� �*��������� �X�� +�&! �N#��� $�0� 
���� ����C�0� ���=�� �j/[j 0 $��#�# $0��� ���F P�� #�� ��F� #����। 
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������� &6� ����� 

����&��� �� $&���� ��=��� l��# ����� H� $XY����, HZ[\ 
 

����&��� �� $&���� ��=��� 
��§C��= �#�#�� 
#����C��= ���O 

\ �0
 &��������� \ 
  

����&��, HW! $XY����। - ����&�� ��� % ������ +��#� &��� $0��� [�* :���� 
��#-������ ����� &�=���* H\�* ��FC6���� ��,��� ���U 8�������। ��� % ������ +��#�� 
W�* ��FC���� ���F �m �#�#�� ��%�� $/��। ��� ���F L�#������, $#%��*����, �B ��0��, 
�?���#=* % #�����B�� ��FC6���� &� ���# �#�#���� &2� ��%�� $/��। 
  

/� +# &��� �6��= ����&�� ����� &���� -�� $���L� +#�* ��#��� ��§C��= �#�#�� 
��%�� $/��। ���� #�� ��1 ��#�&��� ����&�� ��� $:�# ������ ��%��� -�/ ���P����# 
*�#��� *�#��� #�� ��§C��= #�� ��#��� L����� ����। (&,�¬ ?�]� #�� $��� ���� $� ����&�� 
��� ����v ���� ��F��� �� ����� ���&f��� #�����B�, �B ��0��, �?���#=�*� �2#�� /���� 
K�* #���C��= �#�#��, ���- ?��� #��।  
  

����&�� ��F ���� (����� zË��� ��� +��� %���� �&��F /�= % �&��F �#�#�� 
���V� ��G�� ��B :�#�� $��� ���1। �#�#�� P���� ?��� % ���� ��B ����� 8* % #���B� 
*�#��� *�#��� ���। 0�� $/�� ���Ca +��#� $:�# $��#0 ��� ��� �� ���� P�� #�� ��F� #�� 
����। ��� � &� ����� #�# +���! ���*8��� ���� $X���� -� #�# ��� ���� C��&�� $��� 
����। 
  

��� ��g�/�T� X0� % 8� -��/���� ��X� ��# 8� +��#�� K’0 ���&f� 0���, 
���&�F��� ���� zË��� �� /��#�*� % ��� �� ��>�� ��G�� �&��F ��� $C�& $��� $�����। +��B� 
��#�&��� ����&���� &�8�, V��� % &����� ���� #� �&��F ��,����# ��F� #�� $� C��&�� 
������ ��� ���& ����� �� $#� #���! ��%�� ���� �। 
 
 
 

--------------- 
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������� &6� ����� 

��h�£, ���|� ��I=� 
#�������B� 

�6�=��� \; $XY����, HZ[\ 

 
��h�£��h�£��h�£��h�£, , , , ���|� ��I=� #�������B����|� ��I=� #�������B����|� ��I=� #�������B����|� ��I=� #�������B�        

।। /��f��� ��&।। 
 
 �0��B� /�> ���% #�������B� +�#���� $��� /�> �। /�!��2� ��#���� ������B� :��� +! 
/�>*��� ����� &����� /g�G��B�। ��f�-��&����� ��&G�। �������� ����� ���� +! /�>��� ���*��। 
+# &®����� &��: ����� -��# &®����� �2�d�6)= &k#=। ��_=��=� /�>��� ���,����� #� &�� 
#���� $8�� #���� +��� ��,� ��>����� �#s $#����! ����� $& $8�� &X� ��� �����। + /�>��� 
&����� ��f�-��&��� /g�G +# �������� $��� $���, C�!-$�� ��, ����। 
 
 
����� -�f���� +# ��=��� ��=� ��#����� ��F�8���� ���� ���� 8����� ��_=��=� 
:�� $Q�B�Q��* +�& -E�� $/�B ��&। +�� $:�# ��!� 8����#� �: $Q�B�Q�*। +#�� + /�>��� 
$��# 0��� ������ ��Ì! %! ��P��� -�-����� /�>P����� ��F�8���� ���CI�#�� ��0�d� &g�� 
#���। #:�*� �A#! X����। #���� ���F! $Q�B�Q�* &��h ���Ca i��� ��F�8���� �������� �� 
����। 
 
 Q�-��B� ���B�� ��! #��� ��/���। ��, $����� !�� � #��� ��/���। ���I ��� ��� 
P�� #�� ���� ��#���� ���� ����� ��/���। Q��� �0�&�� ��*���0 #�� ��� $��� ��/���। 
$��#P��� �������� ��� �B���। ��F�8���� ��CN& ��%�� #�������B���% +#�� +�& ��¯� �����। 
$Q�B�Q��* ����� ���,������ +# #����। %! ���,��� #����� K¼g�#��� ��#������ &����F 
&�:= $��� ��!�X� +�� �F�F �u�u ��� ��� ���� ��/��� #�������B�� �F��� ���*� ���#। 
 
 �#s ����& ���� ��B� $:�# ������। ��� ��_�& ����� ��# ����� #�?�# ����� � ���. 
#���*� $&���� &C��� $& -_�&! $�� �v��� ���������। �#s ����& ���� 0���� � %��� #:�� 
?�� ��_�& #�� ��>8��� #���� ?��� $!। ��! ����& ���� ��>�8�। #�������B� ?� ���F����� 
$&�7*��� ����& �����# $���� ���� 0��� #����। 
 
 0��� #���� @���� ��V# $/��0�� �����# +�� -��� ��#�#। �I=) #���� X�����, 
�/�������#। &�� ���&� /C=��� X������ ?�� +# +# #�� %! ��P��� �I=) 8����� X����� 
�����v  ��� $&��! ���� ���। $�* $:�# /�B�� ��B +#�* $��� �g� ���। -� �/�������# �I=) 
#��� �� ��� ?>8� #�� ��>�*� &��: $�>�� $�����* ���� ��# �8�� $��� $X��। i��*� -P ���/�� 
���*� &��: ������ ������ �����। 
 
 ���� ���� ������ ����� ����� 8����# $:�# �Q�� ��� $X��। (�� [ �� $��#�# @���� 
���A ��� +�& $��� (��� �� #��। $������� /�>%�� ���v $Xq0 �F��। $! &F��। ��* $������। 
$������� /�>%�� $/���#� -%��0 $���:�। -%� ������ ��� !X���� �F��। +� #�� ����! + 
/�>�� �:�#�:� ���. #���*� ��X $:�# ���*� #��� +��� 0����� !&��� -� ��&��� ���/� 
$���#��। ���� -_�& ���� $/��� + /�>��� $��#���। -���� ������ �, $#�:�%। ���#E�� 
$&������ 
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-����� e�& #��� -�&�। -����� ���� #��! ����� #��F। /�>��� &�� ���� $��#P��� 
C����� #:�*� ����� �A#! �����। 
 
 +��� $:�# ����� ��F�8���� ���� $�I ���। $��� ���. -&��। �#s �# $� ���.� �� 
����� &��� ���V� #����- +#�� -�/% ���� �� ����� �����। �#s $��� ���� ������ $&�� 
-� -��V�� $#� �:! ����� &��� :�#��� �। HH! 0� #F�������B�� &�� $��#P��� $����� 
��� ��� #�� ���� $�>�* #��#� ��# l&F Â� ����� /�>��� ���# ���* -&��। 
 
 ����%, ����%, $� $���� ����� ����%। %! $� �6�� �&�F ��# ����� ���* -&��। -�" 
��B�� ��B &��� i��*��। $��� ���I ���B� $0��� $� $����# ����� �����1। ��B� ��%�� ����)� 
����, �F $#� ���# � ���#�� &��! /�>��� ��_=��=� V�S ��� ���F ��>���� ��B &�>��� %���� 
������ :��#। -��� ���# �� -� ���*� $V�� ��� ���#�� ��B। ����� #�a� :����� ���# ��/� 
��� ��। &��! -��/��� �FE। 
  
 ��B� ��B� ���# /�-��/� 8��-L�� $:�# �� #�� &��� �� $�� ��! ����� ��� 8�� 
$����। (�������� &�=(#�� ?��F�/ $�� &��% +! ���  ��P����# $#� ���� $���� &��& ���� 
#�������B�� �&��� $��#P���। ���,������ +! ���� ��F�8��� C�� ��� �B��� /�>��� ��f���। 
���� /�> $��B ������ C���� -J� $��� ���#�� #��� ��/���। #��) ����� ?���! %! 
�&�F��� ��F�8���� ����*� ����� $���। �A# +�� &�� &��� +�& ��>B��� ����0 #����0 +�� 
/�>��� �F�F ������। $����� ���� � +�� $:�#। -����� �F�/ #�� 8�� $���� � $�����। 
-����� 0� ���� ���% $������� -��� �V� #����। 
 
 :��# ��>�B������� ��f���। ��! $��, +��� $��B -��� $#� #�� ��!। +�� $#� �� $�� 
����� �F�/ #���। $#� �� $�� $�²��� #���। ��� $#�� +! K��=� ����� $��B ���� ������। 
��%�� �2 #�� ��������� ��f���। /�>��� ���¶���� �&��. ��� ��f���� �6�F�� �0�&�� 
��&������ Q�� Q�� +� 0�� ���� ���� ���� ���,������ $#���g�� $:�# �0�&��P����# 
��>8��� ���। &��! ���� ���,��� #����� $&! K¼g�#������ ������# (������ #���� 0F 
(������ /�B ������। 
 
 ��¬�� -��# �� $&! K¼g�#����� +-/�>�� ����� 8����� -&��! 8����# $:�# ����� 
�Q�� $X���� /�>��� $���#��। $����� -� +C��� -����� 0�-��� ��*���0 #��� ����� �। 
-��� $������� V�� #���। -����� $����� ��>8�� ��%। X�>�& ?�A����� $&! ���,��� 
K¼g�#�����। �#s $&�� �#�� +#*� #���� &��& ���� ����। #��) $&�� ��� �� ����� ��-! ���! 
l��� �������� /�>��� $��#P���। �#s $&�� +-/�>��� $��#�� C����% ����� $�, %! K¼g��#����� 
����� 0���� &�=�� Q*���� 0F �# 0QF IB�c #�� ��&��।------(�&k6)=) 
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������� &6� ����� 

lC���� ��F�#�O l��# ����� \9 $XY����, HZ[\ 
 

lC��� +#���! lC��� +#���! lC��� +#���! lC��� +#���! 9999����’ ’ ’ ’ $��#�# P�� #�� �����$��#�# P�� #�� �����$��#�# P�� #�� �����$��#�# P�� #�� �����    
\ �0
 &�������� $(��� \ 

 
 lC��, HZ$� $XY����- HZ[H &���� +�(� $:�# HW! �L�&r� ��=. + Z ���& ��=� 
��#������ �&�F�� ���������� �F�� �� �f� lC��� ��& +�� ���CI�#�� ��0d 8��������। 
�������� ��F��U 8�������, lC�� +�� -�/T +��#�� �� �� ���# #���� �����, &.����� 
��:, -��� ��# �����# #���� u�����, &.�����। 
 
 /� HW! +�(� ��#������ ��� $&��� lC���� ���Ca +��#�� (�� 8���� ������ 
$��#�# P�� #�� ��F� #����। � �� !z��������� -�/B�� ���A! \Wj 0 $��#�# ��F� #����। 
 
 +��B� lC�� z��0� #��� $����!�� ?�� ��>B #���� �>�8� 0�# P�� #�� $�����। 
$�0� !X����� ��� ����� lC���� �F�&���, ��� -%���� ���/� &C���� 0�� ���?� 
�����#, ��� ����� lC�� $�q�&C�� &�&C���� �&�f -���# +�� lC�� !?�� #���*� 
&C���� ����� �F�&��� -���� ���X0?�� �����#। 
 
 ��>8��� ����� (�!���� @���� ��V# J�������>��, #���0� ��� $��#��, @���� ��� 
$&���, ��� &��0#�=� &�M��, ��:� �C���� -%���, +�� ���0� ������ ��) $���� X���� -��, 
-���� �����# �&�F 0]�� ������ ��� $:�#। 0]�� !������� �� $&��� lC�� z��0� �#* 8�. 
$��/�B� :����� ������� ��� ��� ��� �#*G $�� #������। $&��� ������� &�=
 ��* #�� 
$����*� -Q��� ����� ��# �8�� ��F� #�� $�Q�� (�� $ ��� C��&�� $��। 
 
 /� $� ���&� ����� &����� ���# ��=� $�0� !X����� ���0���� +�� �#�� :�#�� (�� 
$�B�� $��#�# ��� +� ����� ��F $:�# (�� ;W 0 u�����#� ?�� �����# ��F�8�� 8���� +�� 
��#� $��#��� -�/�T� $�Q�� 8�� P�� #�� ��F� #��। /� HW! +�(� $:�# \\$� +�(� ��=. 
+#*�� &���� ��� ��=� ��# ������ �&�F�� lC���� ��)�� ��0��, 8# ��0��, ���8 ���, #��0 
$��L, �&�0� $��L, ��?��&�F�� ��X& $��L, �&� ��0��, ���B ���, ���� ���, ����&� ���, �&��� 
$��L ���� $/�� �f��� &�=� -P ����� $��। X�� $#��* $#��* *�#�� ���&� �� �� $/���-
P��� +�� �����#�A� ���B ��! ��� ���। lC�� ��0�� +� &k6)= e�E6�� ���)� �����। 
 
 
 
 

---------------- 
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������� &6� ����� 

$X��� ��# ������ g��&��� 
#���� 

l��# -0�� \9 $XY����, HZ[\ 

 
���F�, ��h#�O % e�&�U! %��� #�0 ��� 

$X��� ������ ������ g��&��� #����$X��� ������ ������ g��&��� #����$X��� ������ ������ g��&��� #����$X��� ������ ������ g��&��� #����    
((((�0
 &���������0
 &���������0
 &���������0
 &��������))))    

 
 $X�, \\$� $XY����- �V���# ��)�:=�� 
��� (�F���= % �:�� #�=8�b�F �� �%��� 
�� $0��� V�V�� % /)��F�� -�% 8�b�F#� ����) ��%�� ���1। 
 
 (#��, $X� ��#���� H �V \j ��0�� ��)�:=�� ���F !�����F (�� H �V H� ��0�� �X�� 
+�&��। +��� ���|� S�F��� ������ % ���#g� &k� $���� 0F /)���I� &��&F� $�g�d /�A� 
#���*P��� Â� #�0 #�� ���1। 0�� $/�� $�, /� \;$� +�(� ��# �������� $X� ��#���� 
(���#��� &�=(:� ����� -~�� #�����# P�� #�� ��F� #��। ���� $X� ����� (���#��� 
$�%��/T, -���� % �������� #��#�� $��#�# ��F� #�����। ��Q=�� ��=. $�%��/�T� 
y�"����L� ���_= �m �#"�� ��B :�#�� $��� ���। ��� ?�#�| +#�* &�#��� C� &��h 
��FC6���� ���� $���(��#�# ��� +� ��F� #�� ��। 
 
 +#! &��� ��=���� ���8=D &����� #�=#�=� -~�& &�M���# ��� � 0�� &�, $�>�� P�� 
#�� ��F� #��। $X)� #���0� ��_=��=� +#�* $/�� ��FC6���� ����� $:�# �m $��# ��� +� ��F� 
#�� �����। + �g��F� (�FV��=� +#0 $��#�=�� #�� $:�# + &���� 0�� $/��। +��B� ���Q�* 
$��%�� ����� ���_= �g� ���# % �/�)� ���#�# ��F� #�� ���� $X�� $��� �����। 0x# 
?K=C�I� $���� ��6�� +# ��,��� CS����#� ��B��� ���* ��@� $���&� -J� ������। 
��������� ���#% $���! $���। �������� &#��# ��F� #�� -� $��� ���*�# ��� ���। ��� 
����� ��� ��%�� ���। ��# ��=���� ��� +��#�� ����� �F�v&� ; �����# $��#�# ��F� #�� -� 
Hj\ �* Q� C¤�C6� #��। $� ���& $X� $������� ����� $L���� �m ��X&���# ��F� #�� 
��V� #�� �����। 
 
 ��# ��������� &������ +�/�� +�&��� #��F�� ��#��� (��&# $���� -��� ��। 
$X��� e�&�U ���8���� % ��|#��0 $�gd ������� $&। �F�v/� ����� ����=� ��� $& �m 
����� $��#�# ��F� -� ����� ��B�Q� ��eE #��� &����� #����। ��0�#�� % ��� ������ 
�������% �m ����� $��#�# ��F� #����। $X� +��#�� ������� -� ���� ��� ���� &�� 
+�% �m �#"�� ��%�� ���1 ��� 0�� $/��। 
 
 
 
 

---------------  
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������� &6� ����� 

�PB�� ‘��a� C�!’ +�� -��� 
#��#0 ���)� ����) 

&���� \� $XY����, HZ[\ 

 
�PB�� ����8� ��� ‘��a� C�!’ 

----0 +#���� �v����� 0 +#���� �v����� 0 +#���� �v����� 0 +#���� �v����� -��# ��̧ E-��# ��̧ E-��# ��̧ E-��# ��̧ E�#�#�#�#    
    
 ��a� C�! $#�:��? �PB�� &��� ��! +#�* (�। �PB�� -��8-#���8 &��! 0�� +! 
C�!�*�#। ��& $��� �। ��� $��� ��� ���-��!� ��� �����। ��a� C�! ���� ���! �FE, Q���� 
#��0� $���। ��>� #�0 ��� ������ &�, $��/����/ ����। J��# -� #gI#��� ���� ���B #�� 
&k#= G�� #��। �PB� $0��� �6��= 8f��!&� -� ��{�� ��.����, ��>8����� (�� (���* ���! 
��>� ����8�। ������# $����� $:�# �PB�� ������&# ���G� -� $/���f/T ��=. ��>� �� 
������ ���� ���B ��� ��B�� -��। @�� 0���! ��� ��� -�f���� &�, 0�B� ����। �PB� 
$&Í�� ��!@�� $:�# +&,+&,�& ��� #��� �� ��� �PB� -����� �# #���0 C��= �। ��� ��U� 
��C�/ $:�# +!8+&�& ��� #�� +#! #���0! ��,+&�&�� C��= �। 0�� -~�� ��a� (:�� 
���� �������� ��� !?�� �PB� $0�� ����� &��/A�# &k��#। ��� �g��F� �6�= ��=. ���� 
&�/A�� &C����। ��a� C�!-+� �g��F 
�C���# �g��F �। ��=� ��# �&�F�� ��=�C��� ��F� #���� 
��>�#। HH! �Cr� ������ ��# �&�F�� ��>�# ��� $�>�� ��� ��� ���। ��� ��>�#! �, �PB� ����� 
&������� $:�# -��� ���0�# $Q��% #�� ��# ����� ��� $X��। ��a� C�! $&�� ��>� C�!��� 
&�,! Q���������। �#s ��� 0��� � $� ���� -�-��� ����� ��# �&�F��� &�, !�����F! 
IB��c� 0�� �����। $&���� &6�= %A�� �m �6��=! ����� �2#��� 0]���� ��>� ��B� �Q�� $X��। 
+���! ��a� C�!��� &��� ���0� ������ +#0 �Q��#। ��� $�>�� $X�� ��a� C�!���। $��* 
C�! ��a�% $���! $�� �। ��� ���% ��>�� ����। y�# $����! #�� +#&�, $8q�0 ������ ����� 
$����# ����� �� %��। ����� ��# ���� #�� ���I $����! y�#�* 8�� $/� �m�6��। ���� &�Î� 
��� ����� ���� �X�� -&��। �#s ���:F &�Î�� �# -� ��# (���� $��� ���। ��� +��� ��� 
$:�# �6�� ‘��)�� ��*’ ��# 0��/�� #��� $8q� 0�#! +# ��! #�� ��� $8�� $�>�� P�� #�� ��F� 
#�� �����। ��� �� ���* �/������ ��a� C�!��� -���
0। ��>�� &��! $&�� 0]����� 
������ ���# ��� 
8�V $�����। +#�* $���� ?�� -� +#�* $�� 0�B�� �A# +#�* ��! ���! 
��B -��। ��B��� ��a� -� ��a�। K! C�! $� /��/�� ��� ��� -�� -� ����* C�!��� 
&�,। ��# �&�F�� +#�* ���% -���-
0��� ��f�� 0��/�� #�� ���� $�� �!। ���F ���! 
+#&�, +#G�� &#��# #�� $��� �����। 
 
 �PB� $0��� +! ��� &�/A# -!��� -���� #���� ���# ��� -�f��� $�gd $���� 
#���/��� �/����। ��� ��� -�f�� 0�B� :�#�� �m��� ‘%����D’ ��:�� ��� -��/�� 
#����। +����� 
����� -�f���� &�, 0�B� :�#�� ��� ?�� $�� +�&��� �g��F� �������। 
-��/�� #�� ��� +��� ������ ��& ��=. $�>�8 ����। �#s HH! �Cr� �������� &�����/��� 
��� �B��। ��>� &�, ��� ��B��� (������ ���v����� &�!X�� !&���। &��� &�, ��a� C�! 
�8���� Q����� -��। 
 
 
 

------------- 
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������� &6� ����� 

��z��0 (#��F /)��F� l��# -0�� \� $XY����, HZ[\ 
 

$�q�C���0�� ��z��0 (#���F /)��F� 
0]����    $����� $0�*�� K! ��0��$����� $0�*�� K! ��0��$����� $0�*�� K! ��0��$����� $0�*�� K! ��0��    

$��#�# $�����$��#�# $�����$��#�# $�����$��#�# $�����    
 
 $�q�C���0��, \9$� $XY����। ���#E�� ������ ����� $�q�C���0�� ��#���� ���CaG�� 
$� ��F�#�O 8������� $&&� ��FC��� 7�� -��¼�� #�� ��1। 
 
 + ���� +#�* ��FC6�� $����� $0�* $:�# -��¼g� ��। �:�� (�� K! ��0�� $��#�# ��F� 
#�� �� +�� ����� ��� #������� ���� ��V� #�� ��। 
 
 $������ ������ ������ +#�* &����� $#^ �����। $&�� $:�# ���� $q % &B# ��: 
&�i $0��� ����� 8�������। $������ ��-����� ���v��� &�Q�*� ��। X�� ��_=��=� i�� 
���������, $�����, z�þ)i��, #��/�>%, -�����, ����E, $�����#��� % #�&����� 0�6F ��� 
��B। 
 
 $������ ��# ������ &�f� Q�>�* �����।+��# �:�� $q�����% �����। +�� $:�# ���� 
���F�&� ������ e�&�U 8������। ���� $q 0���0 % /����* �F���� #���� +�� �� $:�# 
#6���=� i��� $/����I=) #����। ���� ���Ca G�� ����� 8����� ����I�¬ �������� ��� ����� 
�F�F #F��k ��� $����। 
 

(#��F ��F� 
 
 +��B� /� H9! $� ������ l&F�� $�q�����0��� ��z��0� ?�� ���Ca $��#�# ��� +� 
(#���F P�� #�� ��F� #��। (�FV��=� G��� �����&��� + ��F�#��O� ��#���� +��� C���� 
����� �। ������ 0]�� ����� ?�]��� ��� &�E :����&��# ?v z��0 &���� ���� ���=� $��। 
 
 C�� -��"� (�� +# ��0�� $��# �:�� ?��G� ��� ����� &��� ����������&� ��� 
����, #����� ���� % ?E�� ��0��# -� �� +�� z��0� ?�� �!�� P�� #�� ��F� #�� �� +�� 
��� ����� ����� $X�� $��� ��। ��� ���� (��) $�>�8 $/�� ���# #F��k ��� �:�� ��F� #�� 
��। 
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������� &6� ����� 

$�q�C���0��� -��� ��FC6��� 
&2� 

&���� \� $XY����, HZ[\ 

 
$�q�C���0��� -��� ��# ��FC6���$�q�C���0��� -��� ��# ��FC6���$�q�C���0��� -��� ��# ��FC6���$�q�C���0��� -��� ��# ��FC6���    

&2� ��%�� ���1&2� ��%�� ���1&2� ��%�� ���1&2� ��%�� ���1    
 
 $�q�C���0��, \W$� $XY���� (+�)- $����� $0�*�� ������ ������ ��=���� &�V� +� 
+#�* ��FC6�� -��¼g� �����। +��� (�� H ��0�� �F�v�# ��F� #�� ��। ����� �g����P��� 
#������� ���� ���B $X�� ��। 
  
 ���� 8� ��/��� ��{�� -�8���� -� +#�* ��FC6��� ��� ��%�� $/��। 0&�����)� 
&������ ����� +�* -��¼�� #����। J��,� #���0� �6�=���# +! ��FC6���* ���। +��� 9; 0 8� 
��/� J��#�# ��F� #�� ��। �g����P��� +#&��: +#�* /��= #�� $��� ��। 
 
 &���������% ��>�� -� +#�* ��FC6�� -��¼�� #����। +��� 0]���� Wj 0 ��C�/F�# 
��F� #��। C�/FP�) 8��0 �V� ���। ���� ���� �#s -�� ������। +! ��=��.# Q*� ��>��! 
�)=� #��। 
 
 -� +#�* ��FC6�� -��¼g� ����� #���?B� $�� 7�&�+। +��� +#�* #��� 8�]��* #�#�� 
��%�� $/��। 0]����� -� +#�* ��FC6�� ��� $�q�C���0�� $#�*=। +��� ;W 0�# ��F� #�� 
0]����। ����� �g����P��� /��= #�� $��� ��। �����B��� -� +#�* ��FC6�� -��¼g� �����। 
$�q�C���0�� ��� $:�# K�d -�� ��!�। +��� $� #� $��#�# ��F� #�� ����� ��� &�A# &��F� 
+��� 0�� ����। 
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������� &6� ����� 

$/������� &�/�� ���� /)��F� l��# ����� \� $XY����, HZ[\ 
 

$/������� &�/�� ���� /)��F�¬ -�0� &���� ��>�8�$/������� &�/�� ���� /)��F�¬ -�0� &���� ��>�8�$/������� &�/�� ���� /)��F�¬ -�0� &���� ��>�8�$/������� &�/�� ���� /)��F�¬ -�0� &���� ��>�8�    
��� #�=8����#% ��>8��� �������� #�=8����#% ��>8��� �������� #�=8����#% ��>8��� �������� #�=8����#% ��>8��� �����    
\    &���%��� -�� �� (�M &���%��� -�� �� (�M &���%��� -�� �� (�M &���%��� -�� �� (�M \    

    
 ‘‘-�/ -���# P�� #�। -���# P�� � #�� -��� $��#��� $����� P�� #��� ����� 
�।’’ ��=� ������ ��# ������ &��� ��>�B�� $#� 0���� ?�v � +*�। +! ?�v +#0 
$���(��# �C=�# ��,��� ��� (��&�#�। +! (��&# ���� +#0 $�X�*F�D -������ -�0�। 
��*���� $/������� &�/�� ���� -��� (�� �� �����# ��C�/F ������ &�, ��=� ������ ����� 
P����� #����� +>�#%। 
 
 #:� ������� ���&& -�0��� &�,। &���8����, �� &.��� 0� ���&& -�0��# ��� 
$��/� $����1�। ��� ����, (�� �� ��& ��� $/�� $& $!- +� 
�Ï� ���� �� �� &�। K¬� 
#���� �# ��� ��� %�#! $�� �����।’’ 
 
 ���� ���I�#- ������ ��u ���� ���I�# �A# ����� #������ ����� u�-&.� -� 
-���
0 ����� $#? $#? ����� ��>�B�� $�����%- +# &��� ��!� ��>B #���� P�� #�� 
$�����। ����� ����� ��� $X�� ������ ����� ��#���। 
 
 ���&& -�0� -��� 0����, ������ ����� K�* ��� ��Cv ��� ���#��� $/�������� := 
$�,� &�/�� ����। ����� $��&� ��� G��� ���,�����। (:� ���* ���#��� �6� ����� �CF.��, 
��� ���* +#! &�, (��� #�� ����� ����� #������। (:� ���* ���� ���# ����� (��&# 
0�� -�0�, (��&�# ��X&�� 0�� ���K]�, +#�?DF�D 0�� &�!X��� -���, !V� 
&������*�LD 0�� P�0�� $���& ����#���,&�#��� +#�?DF�D 0�� ��a� C6>!��, #g�I 
��X&�� 0�� �#�����, &�#��� !V� ?a� ��X&�� 0�� ���&� % $���i�X�� 0�� �?X &� 
����% $��� #�=8��� % J��#�# ����� ��#���� ���� ��! #�� ��>B #���। ����� ����� P�� 
#�� ��F� #��। ���&& -�0� 0����, $/�������� +! ��F������ &�, $� &�E ��# &����# 
��X&�� (�FVC��� 0�B� ��� ���� ��1, $�0� $��%���, #F��¢ $������ % $�0� !?�����। 
 
 +��� ���F (:���v K’0 :�#��� ��*��� -� �g���0 :�#��� ²_�����। ����� 
���,��� #�=������� $��/&�0��� #:� ���� �/�� ���&& -�0� 0����, \W$� ���8=� #���� 
����� �� $:�#! +��� ���,������ ?N��� $��B �/�����। ��>�� ��f���� -� $���(��# ���#�� 
&�8� ����I� ��B�Q� ��� #����, ��*��* #���� ��I� &k�M, �#s �#�� ���� ?��� ��� �, 
#��) �� ����! &��=&�=�। �#�� ���� $/�� ����� ‘‘!��8�0 $#� ?�� ������/#� �# �F��।’’ 
 
 ���&& -�0� ���, +&�E $��/&�0�#��� �� #���� �� C�I�� �)=� #�� ��� �। ������ 
l&F�� P�� #�� ���’ ��,����# ��F� #��� �� ��� $��B 8�� �/�����। �#s +&� ����� �g� 
0��� -��� 
0��� ����� #��� $��� $���। ��#��� +&� ��C��/F� ��� ��8 �� K/=2 
��*��� �� 
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���� /�= #�� $&P����# ���*8��� ���� ����। +� -�/ ����� ���F $:�#% Q�B, -��*, #�� % 
�F�F �6�F�� S�F ��*��* #��। 
  
 +��B� +! ���� ��,������ ‘����*��� $X� -��/�’ ��� ��� ��� C� $����। X�� ��� 
�b��� ��,����� &��#��� ���� �F�/ #�� $#�� (�) ���� #�� $��� ���F ��। ���&& -�0�% ��� 
+# $��* C�! % &.���� &�, #�� ��� +��#� $��B 8�� �/������ i���। ���&& -�0� 0����, 
-�0� &���� $/��� ���v�������� ����� /�B� �F���� #��� ������, &����F #��� $8�� #���� 
��C���। +��B� ���v����� (:� ��G�� ������ ������ $�0� -&��� $/�������� ��� 
������� ���v�������� -7��)। 
 
 ��! ���� ��F�#�� 8������ -�/ �������� 0��� $8����� $�0� -&����# $# $�����। 
����� ���� #�=8������ ��>8���� -��� ��0�C= ������ &���# $�X�*F�D -�0� �������, -�� 
$�����, -���# ��� ��� 8� $�����, �#s ����� ���� #�=8������ $���� �। �#s ��� ��� $#� 
�p ��� � ����� �.��। ��! $���/� 8����� ��!#��� ��F� #�� l����8#��� �g��. $��� $/�� 
���� $/��������� ���#। $� ��#���*�� ����� $X�� ������� ��C�/F ����I� ���, $/��������� 
&���C6����� 0/) $& ��#���*� �� ������� ‘���� &�/�’। 
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������ $����6�� ����-��� &���� \ ��8=, HZ[\ 
 


������ $����6�� 
������ $����6�� 
������ $����6�� 
������ $����6�� ����������������----������������    
।। ।। ।। ।। -��� #��&� ।।-��� #��&� ।।-��� #��&� ।।-��� #��&� ।।    

    
 ����� �m 
Ï ��#���� ��� ��� �g��� ��� -��� �#�# $#^ #��। l��� $:�# ����� 
���� ���� $:�# ��� $& ��������� ��b�। ��! �����# $&! $�� �6��)� 0F +! ���g�� &.��� &� 
-~��! ���� &�F #��� �����। +�� #�� 7��¬ $#�* ��� -����� ��� 0��। ��_���F����� 
$:�# ����#�M� �Li� ��C #��। 
 
 ����� �� ��� $���� $�I -~��� ��� ���� ���� $XY������। ���� ����� �� ��#�&��� 
�i&� ���� ��&��B��� ���#। $&*� #�����, ²_��� % ��0����� ��E�� &����/G�। #��#0 $���� 
&��: -���% �u ��� ���#�� ��� ��&��B���� +# $/�� 0��/�� $&! &��। %��� ���F +#0 
��������� ��F� #��� -�7�� &r�) � #��� $��� P�� ��>B��� C�� #��। ����I! ����* ��� 
$��� ���� C�� &cE ����। $����# ���� �� ��B�� $&���#! P��। &�E ��&��B�� �Q�� $X���� 
$&���। $�� #���� ��#���� ���v &�i������। 
 
 Z! +�(��� Q*�। + �����I# ��F�8���� !����& (#�� #�� ��� �। +�&L $��� ��� 
����� $8��� ���� ����� $������*� ��F�8��� 0�� (��� ��C�� ��� �����। �&�F��� #��=#��� 
$���� ��6�� ��>�B�� +# ���B- ��� :�#��� $�I &r� #�>�B Q���� ��������, �#s ���# ��� 
����� ���! �g�� ���। 
 
 ���� ���� �� $���� $��� ��>� -��--#�Ð�� ���# -����� $�� �� $#� �#�� 
���� $C������ 8��� #�� &���� -� ������। +� �B -Q�� ���� &!�� $#� #��। ��� ����# 
��� �B��, -]��� #��� (�:=� #��� ‘‘����! +� ��8�� #���’’। $������# $����� �0 #�� 
������ ��>� +! -#�� -�=��। ��>��� -�� �6)= �����। +È� ����� ������ ��v� ������ $�� 
-0 
���, �#s K¬� �� +! ���B� ����% $��� $��� ����� ��>� &���� 
Ï। 
 
 0���! ���&� ����� &���। !�����F! ��X0?�� -����� $��* C�! ���?��, ²_��� 
-%���� ���/� $&�7*��� % ��>� $��� ������ ���0 $��B �2���� C���� ���B ������। $&��� 
�/�� (p�� % (��V) ��� -��� �� ?N����� &�i�� �� #��� 0F। 
 
 (�� &��B 8����& +���-%��� ���#�� :�#�� �� ��>� ��V -� -��/�� #�� :�#� 
&'� ��1 �। C�!��� ������-���0 ��0� $��� $���, 0���! !�F��� ��� (�� 9j 0�� 
$�����#� �8.�� ��� ����� ���# ��*��। !�����F #�87� !������ $0�� /��� &����) V�� $Q�I)� 
#���� $0� ���� -����� ���� ��� ���F �#��*� -��� &b��% $�����। ����% K’+# ��� 
$/��। ²_���� ���,��� % ������� $��� $X���� ��>�#। +! &�� ��� #�*��� ��� ��� 
��&��B���� ���G� X���=� ��F#�� 8�#��� +#�* #��*��। +*��#! ��� &� $:�# �����G� 
$C������। �#s ��>����� % ���,����� ���� �Q�� $X���� ��>� +! -J� ����� -��--#�Ð�� 
�B ��#�� ��&��B�� -%���� ���/� (��) $�� % #�=��# $�I #���। H9! 0��� ������� ����� 
�0  P��� -Q��� ��� ������� ��) #���। ���� ��� $/� +#�* &��� ��,��� ������। 
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$#? �����#�� $:�# ��F���� ����  l��# -0�� � ��8=, HZ[\ 
 

����� ����� #�8 �#����� �#��� �b���� �g������� ����� #�8 �#����� �#��� �b���� �g������� ����� #�8 �#����� �#��� �b���� �g������� ����� #�8 �#����� �#��� �b���� �g��    
$#? �����#�� $:�# ��F���� ����$#? �����#�� $:�# ��F���� ����$#? �����#�� $:�# ��F���� ����$#? �����#�� $:�# ��F���� ����    

\ -��� $���& ��� \ 
 
 ‘?��� -*�A� ��� �F��। #�M��� ����� �F��, �������। -?� � �#�&�#� $�� �F�� $� $��। 
��%, $�� $������� ��0= #���।’’ 
 
 ��# 0]����� #:�P��� ���#� �� $����� -��� $���&। �A# $��� ��� ��#g� #�� 
�~P��� $����� -�����। #F�D��D +��#� $��B -��� ��{� ���#� �������� i��� �/�� 
?A��! $��� ������। -��� $���&�� &��:। -��� $���& ���v ������# $/��� �:F &������� 
#��0 �����0� ����। ��# ������ ���� ���% ��B। ��Q= 8����& ��������� ��# #�*���� �� 
$&qC�/F7�� ��B� $��� ��। ��B� $��� ��B� $X��� ��: /�>��� ��&� �O��� ��B�� #��� $��� �� 
+#�� �&�F� &��:। $&! �&�F��� +#0 -��� $���&�# $���� ?����v #:�P���। ��� # �� 
+P��! &��F &��F! $���� �� ��� �� ��>�� ?�, ��G�� -*�* �����। ����� #���� #���� ������ 
���Ca �,(�F, ���1a #��। ���6� -��� $���& $����*� $C�, ���P��� ���*8��� ���� 8�� �� 
-� Q��� ���#। �� $����= ½���। 
 
 -��� $���&�� #�� $:�# 0�� $/� #F�D���D� �&��F ��F���U� #����। ��� ����, 
$&�C �X¦ +F�r������ %, �& $�¬ #�=� -~�� ��!��� ��� ��F�� K’�� �� -� �� 
�&,+�,+!8-+। ��>� ��� ��%�� ��� /F���� �&��� �� &��h ��{� ���#� �������। ��>� 
�����* &����* �����*� �8� ���। +! $#�k��� $#���*=�� ����� #F��¢ $���� C��/F% +#! 
���)�� Q�*���। 
 
 -��� $���& ��>� ��CU�� $:�# -��� 0����, �&,+�,+!8-+� ��&=� ��X �������� 
-~�� ����# +�� ��� &,� X0� -�� % +#0 &������ +�, -! ��� ÑI� -�� ��%��� ��: 
��%��� �#*��=� ��0�� #��� �X¦ +F�r������ �&��!�� ������# P�� #�� ��F� #��। +��B� 
�&,+�,+!8-+� �&�0��� !����#% ���� P�� #�� ��F� #��। ��F� #��� -�/ �&�F�� !��� 
&�����# #���� �B ���� ��� J��� &��: ���� #���� -�g�M #�� $���। �#s 0x# �&�F ��� 
��#g� #�� ���, ���� /���� +# ��%��� #���� C� �B� $�� &F�#��। 
 
 -��� $���& 0]����� ���F�� ���#�� &k�#= ����, ��,������ ��� +� (:�� 
-!, +&, -!, ��¬�� $&�� $:�# �H9 +�, -!, !? +�� ��� 9jZ �0, +!8, �#?-+ ���A�� 
$��� ����। �H9 +X, -!, !?��! ��# �0U�&������ 0�F #�A�� ��=�� 8����� ����। +�, !, 
+�&� 0x# #�=8��� ����� ?�� 0�� $�, ;j$� ��8= ��� $iX��� �। H9 �� ��� #F�D���D� 
$C�� ��# $&������� 0]����� ��� ?�� �����I# ��F�8�� 8���� 
 
 ����� ?���� #�� $:�# #F�D���D ��G��� �N#��� &����# ������ ��,��� 
#�=8������ �������� �������� +#�* �f� ������� &2� ��%�� $/��। $& 0������ $�, WW � 
�X¦ $��0��D 
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-�*=����� XF����� $#���*=���� ����� $:�# �b�� ��� ���&� K’� �>8�¶! 0 $����# � &�� 
-*# #�� $��� (���� ���� ����� ?�� �����# ��F�8�� 8����� ����। ��� -��� 0�� $�, 
����� $&��* �#��*� �6�� ���% (���� ����! $C�& -&��� $������ #�) -�=��। $&! &��: ��=� 
��# $&���� l����8# ?]�&e� �����&� &�, ���� +# ��=������ �g��F� &g�� #����। 
 
 (���� ���#�� 0x# &������ +�& +!&� $����� $# $#�:�� ���� ���! +#�* ����#� 
(p� #�� $����। ��¬�� &2F� ���! ?v ��� $������# ��=���� $����*�# ��A��� ���� ��=���� 
G��। #��� #��� -� $���� ������ ��!�� ��� +�& �������� #�#���� �� ?���=��� ��� �I=�) 
��� ����। +#�� +#�* $����# +!C��� ���� $8q�0 ��=�� 8����� $����* &�U� ������ 
$X��। �#s ���% K�g=M�� ���# $���! $���। �x8�F ��G��! ��0��� ���&� 8����:= #����। 
$����*� ����� U� �X�� -&�� ��# ;� QD� &�� $��/���। 0�� ����� ���, $8q� �� �� 
���# $#^�� #���/��� ���A�� $��� ��। ����� � ����� �f� ������� ���&f���� ���)�� &k�#= 
��� �#��! ���� ���� �। 
 
 ��� +#�* ����� ������� #:�% ��� ?�]� #��। \W$� $&�¢r� $0���� $:�# ����� 
���# #F�D��D ��� -&� ��� $&:�� +X, -!, !?-+ ��� ?�� ��C��� ��=�� #�� ��। 
$&��� ��� H\ � +X, -!, !? �F����#� Hj � ��� �m ������# �f� ��G�� $���� ��। 
(������ � Q� $:�# ����� �8N#�� �� $����। +�� +#! ?���� ���� �����# ��=�� 8������। 
+!&� $������ $�q� &����)�¬ ��X&����! ?��C�/ #����। + &r�2 ����� ?�� -��� ��� 
�f�������� �������� &����)�¬ �� C��/ C�/ #�� ���� ����। (:� C��/ ��� �����, ����� C��/ 
��� ��F��&� +�� �g��� C��/ #��# &.��� ����। ��� @�� #���0� &�f�� $������ $¨� #�� 
��#� ��A���% $�����। 
 
 ����� ?���� �)=� $:�# -��� ��# �:F 0�� ���। �������� #F�D���D� �C��� 
-��� i�?� $&� l��� #�����। ����� ���� �� �A# +�� +#�* $&� $:�# HH; 0�# ?��� 
#�� ������। &��! 0���� ��G�� :�#��% ����� ���F (�) ����� � ����! 8��। -��� ����& % 
����F� �C��� ���&�� ��� ����� ���� +�#����! $C�, ��B���। ���· #�#��&�� $��P�� �&�F 
��=���� ���� �� #�� +����। 
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���-�������% $���! ���� l��# -0�� HH ��8=, HZ[\ 
 

������������----�������% #&�!��� ��� $:�#�������% #&�!��� ��� $:�#�������% #&�!��� ��� $:�#�������% #&�!��� ��� $:�#    
$���! ����$���! ����$���! ����$���! ����    

  
 #!��]�। ?M� ������ -��8-#���8 ��� ��0�� ��0�� ����� &�/���। +>� $��* -�% ; 
C�!। ��� +>��%। ������ ���� ��B�*�� &�=�� /�/� #���� �� �� ��=)�:=�। $#��� ��A, $�q��� 
��A, %��0 �&�� -� %���v %���v ���0-+# 
/=�� ������� C�� :�#��� + ��� ��B� 
&���V)। 
 
 ��� ��� ��� �#। &��! ‘$(��i�&C ��!�OL’। +#���# &����# 0�.� �� ���=� $����! 
���1 +�� �F���# ���� ���� ���I �� #����, !�� ��* #����, �� (��) Qg)� #��� �������। 
��� X��* �#�� ���� �, ��� L�#�� -]���#... #�>��� -� #�)� �CV� #���... -]�� ���� 
+! ������� ���I��� ��>8�%... ��>8�% &�� ��-$�����। ... -]�� ��� ���� $8����। ��,��� 
0����# &�=i�&� e��&� ��� $:�# ��>�8���� ���... 0� $Q�I)� #���� ������। �#s �������, 
��>� C�! -� �F�F #��#0 ����� � $& 
������ 
�� ?��C�/ #���... $���� $���� 
��,��� -0 #��� ����। #&�! ���&���� ���� ��=��.#C��� (�) ���� ���� ��>���। 
 
 ��� �������� +# ���# ��_���F����� ���। �>�8�� ���8=� �� $& ������ ��� % $y�� ��� 
���v������ #��O�� ���v ��। ��� ��� ����*�����। ���� �A�N i�� $Q��% #��। �� $�I ���। 
��0� ��&। $&��� $&�� +����� �h ����� �������। +# C�! K� C�� $��� ��&��। +#0 
#���� �&�0�� �/�� $#��� $���%��N #�����... �A�N ��B� �Q�� $X���� &����# 0�.���, ����� 
�A�N P��। +�# +�# 8�� C�!�# ��:�� P�� #�� ����C��� ������ %��। $&! &��: -�% HH 0 
&�/���। 
 
 �B m0�� ��� �B��, �F�/ #��� $�I �¬_�&। ���� ��� �&��� ���। �F +# C�!��� 
&��� K�C���� :���। ����� C�� ����! ��� $/�। +#0 /�B�� ��B�� %0�� Q�*� ?��!... $& 
+# ��=��.# �g�F। 
 
 ... ���� &#���� �g�F -�% ��=��.#, -�% ½�������#। ��� ��B��� $��� &g�� ���� 
#������। �� �� C�v� �CB... ���*�� ��B�� Cv�� -�,��... 8�N#�� #�� #�>���... /B�/�B 
���1... ��# 8��B��1 $#? $#? �g������ 8������� �v��T� ���* ���� ��:�� �����। $���� $� 
$#� $���#� $8��� 0� -�&। Cv�� %>��� &N#�� #��। ����� �����B�� ���A� ���A� ����� ���* ��� 
���। +! ���� ���* %�� &�� ���� �����। 
 

 +��� #&�!�� +#�* ����#% ��=�C��� $�����। $& ��� �����! -/��� ���� �/��#। 
$����� Q����� ����� ����*�। �� $&� #��#��� P�� 8���� Q��. ����*�� ?��। ���, !_�! 
 

 $/�#�� i���� ��&� ���B� 0x# +! ��F�#��O� $�:F ��#। #���� $����� ��� $���� 
&�0 ��� $& ����*������ &��: +��� -�& % �����B� &�v #���� $��। ��>�B�� ��>�B�� ��� $�B 
$& -��� ���=�% ���1��� ��� 0�� $/��। ���0�X��� ��_�&Q��#��% +��� ��1। 
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������� &6� ����� 

��#�� ��O��� -��# ����C6�� l��# �����  \� ��8=, HZ[\ 
 

��#�� ��O��#�� ��O��#�� ��O��#�� ��O��� -��# ����C6����� -��# ����C6����� -��# ����C6����� -��# ����C6��    
$/����/T $/����/T $/����/T $/����/T $L�C����D $&D��� -�0�$L�C����D $&D��� -�0�$L�C����D $&D��� -�0�$L�C����D $&D��� -�0�    

��B�� -�� 8��B��B�� -�� 8��B��B�� -�� 8��B��B�� -�� 8��B, , , , ��B� -� �&��F #�#����B� -� �&��F #�#����B� -� �&��F #�#����B� -� �&��F #�#��    
\ &�������� $(��� &�������� $(��� &�������� $(��� &�������� $(��� \ 

 
 $/����/T, H�! ��8=। - $/����/T �&% $L�C����D ��X&। ���#E�� $&���� +#*� �v 
Q�>�*। + Q�>�*� ��# #F��¢ X��0 $����«� #���.�� �F�� ��# #F��¢ $&���। ��,���� 
&�i��� �m�� ��� ��T� #���� +��। 
 
 ��# 0]����� $/����/�T� +!G�� #&�!��� l��� #�����। #&�!��� �,� ������-?�-
���� $8q����, $/��0�� $8q���� (�) ������ %��� ����। #� $� ������-?�-���� $8q���� +��� 
$�����g#�� ���v&�i��� (�) ������ ��� ���&� $!। 
 
 0]����� #��# $#�:�� ��F� #���� &� Q*� ���I 0��� �����। �! �L�&r�, HZ[H &��। 
����� �2#��� $�� ��# 0]����� \W$� ��8= HZ[H &��� ������ �� ��>���� ��B��� �A# $��� 
+ ���� ���v ����� % ��� ������ $�q: -Q��� �������� ��� $/����/�T� #F�k $��B $��# 8V�� 
�.���� &�� ��B। �&��F ����I� �g��F�#^ ����*��� #F��k ���I ���� #����। 
 
 $#? �/���� �(�0��� ¤g�� �8��� ��ÒI�), $#? �/���� ���� &��F� �È�) #���। 
¤g���8� ���# $�����। #F��¢ X��0 % $&����� #�V $������ ����� 8��B� E6�, $8� ��B� 
�:�� Ó�?0 ���#! $8���� ��� ����� ����� ��� +�&��। �#s ������ &��F� $#? �È�) #��� 
�����। #F��k� &��� !�*� E6�� ����, ��B, #F��k� &��� $���� 0��/��% ���� ���B� $��� 
+�� #F��k� &��� ��� �C�� $0����� 0��� +�% 0�B�� ��B ����I� ��:�� ���� �:�� �g� 
����I� #�#��। �# #�� +� ���&� ����� ? 
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������� &6� ����� 

+#�* ���#� $���/��� 0F �����* 
0���� ���&���� 

�6�=��� � +�(�, HZ[\ 

 
+#�* ���#� $���/��� 0F+#�* ���#� $���/��� 0F+#�* ���#� $���/��� 0F+#�* ���#� $���/��� 0F    
�����* 0���� &���� Q�*�������* 0���� &���� Q�*�������* 0���� &���� Q�*�������* 0���� &���� Q�*��    
\ 0�� !&��� $8q���� \ 

 
 +#�* ��� +�, +�, �0� 0F /,�&�/� $&�� �v&�/� ������, ������ L�¬ $��E�# 
$8q����। /,�&�/� ���Q� ��{� ���B� ��FC6���� ��>�B�� ���* /)#�� ��>�B !������� ��=� #�g=# 
��� �#�� ����I� ��� ?A���� &�� %��� � ��� ½�� � ��� #�OU�। + K’$*�� +#*� :�#��% + 
���IP����# ����� ������ �। �p�¬ +#�* +�, +�, �0� 0F! ����0 $��# (�) ��������� 
!������-C����� 0]�� ������ ����। &®�� -��?B� $��%�� 0���� ���# ��>8��!� ��V�) 
/,�&�/� $������� ���� ���* /)#�� ��>�B \��* ��� ?A� ��। 
 
 Q*�� �����) 0�� ��� $�, /� 0� ���&� �������� +# &�� K’0 ���v����� $��# #��� 
?���F ��� /,�&�/� +��#�� -�& +�� ����f�!� ��# i��� -J� i�) #��। -��V�� 
0F ����� ���� ��� +#�* ��� ���#� $���/�। 0�� ��� $� (�:��# $��#� �� ��v�b�� ��>��� 
$#�^ 8�� ����� ������= ��>�� +#�* ��� ���#� $���/� ��� �����# ��T��� $&�� ��?� 
&��&�� -7��)� �&��. $ +�� $&! ������ ����� �2#���� &�����/ ��>�� ��?� +��#�� 
�CF.�� (��� #��। !�F�&�� 0x# G��� ����� ���v�������� ��G� &r�2 ��� &����# 
(C���� &���� $��। �� $&��� �NV)�N -��V�� �F�G� $�। +�� ���v����� K’0�# 8����=# 
$:�# �Q�� $X��। $����� ��B �u ��� ������ �&�����0# �� #�� ���� +�, +�, �0, �* 
/,�&�/��� 0�� $X�� �� ����� $8��� ���� ���� $����C� #�� ��!�� $����� -�&। �#s +�, 
+�, �0, �* $#�:�� $X�� ������ ���� $& G� �8� ����� $������। +���# $&! �����! $��I� 
���# �#����C� ��� ���v����� K’0 -��� ��T������ ��?� +��#�� (��� #�� +�� &.�=�) 
��>��� +�, +�, �0, �* ?�A�� ��� -�&। ���� ��T��� ���� ����Fv �u ?A���� ?����F 
����� $�� ���# ��। $& &�� ����=�v G��� ������* &���� ��� $� ���v����� K’0! �u ?�A�� 
��� ��_=��=� ����f�!� �:�� L�,�!�� #���� Q�� $&*� $��� ������ $/��। +�, +�, �0, 
?����� 0F �� �� ��#0]����� ����f�!� % L�,�!� i���� ������। ��# ��=��� ���v����� 
�#��� �u �#���! &2� $��� ��*, ��� ����� �����I#�� $:�# $���! $�� � +! K! i���� &�� 
������ ���I। ���, �g�, ��� ���I &��! �� !������� 0]����� ?wM��� ��#��। �#:F 
��=���� �� ���� ?C� i���� (�� &� ���I ���I ��� ��� -�& +�� ������ �0U�&������ �� 
����0�# $��� �F�F��� $��B $��। ��� +! ����0�# ���� ��F� #�� /,�&�/��� ��{� 
���B� ���* /)#�� ��>�� ����। 
 
 ��F�#��� 0]�� ����� % ����� $��IF �������� ����� -�� +# ������ �F����� +! 
���P��� ?A��� ��। ������ -��� 
0��� $� $���* �g���� &�v #��� $����� ���� ���¬- 
 
 (H) -~�� /� (\) ����0 ?�� (;) &�� ���� (9) ��&��� ���� (W) #�� ���� (�) -��� 
��&�� ([) -~�� ����# (�) ���� ���� (Z) -��� X��0 (Hj) -��� ���&� (HH) %�� -�� (H\) 
&��� ���� +�� (H;) $/���� #����। 
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������� &6� ����� 

-��# ���� /)���I� &�&F 
0��� �# &�#�� 

l��# ����� Hj +�(�, HZ[\ 

 
-� +# ���� /)���I� &�&F-� +# ���� /)���I� &�&F-� +# ���� /)���I� &�&F-� +# ���� /)���I� &�&F    

0��� �# &�#��0��� �# &�#��0��� �# &�#��0��� �# &�#��    
    
 ;9 ��� ��@ 0��� �# &�#�� \W$� ���8=� #������ ��0���� ����� +# $/�� G�� 
-J� �������। � ����! $�B*�� ���# ������ ����� 0�� &�#���� ��0���� ����� 
��)���0��G ��&C� $Q��% #��। $&! &�� ��B��� #��#0 �6�&k#=�� -��� ��B� $#?! ��� 
�। 
 
 ������ -C�& $��� 0�� &�#�� &2F�� ��>� ���0��� ��B� $��B �F� -J� ��� 
���=� $�। +�� ��0% -��/�� #��। �#s �����#� ���) ��� &�F #��� � $��� +�� 
#�=��F� -���� ��� -B�!*�� ���# ��§� #�� -%���� ��/ ��X�&� ���# ���� #�� �6�F�� 
#�/0�� &����� ?����F। 
 
 ��:���F ��� ������ ������ +#�* 0���� &«��� ��B ��। $&���! 0]���� P���� ��� 
���� �। P�� #��� �� �������� ��>� ��� y��# #�� ?�A�� ��� ���। 0�� &�#�� /� &����) 
��=�8� ��0���� � (+!-;[) $:�# -%���� ���/� (�:=� ���&�� ��0 (�:=�� ����� (����Ô�� 
#�� +�� ��0���� $0��� ���F &�=���# $C�* $��� 0���� ���I�� &�&F ��=��8� �। ��0x��# 
0���� �� $:�#! 0�� &�#�� -%���� ���/� &�, 0�B�। HZ�\ &���� /)-�f�� $:�# �� 
#�� ��� &� &��! ��,���� ���#���� 0F &�i�� #�� $/��। 
 
 ��0���� $#��*=� +! ��) +F�L�C��#* ��� �� &���� ���F! &��� �g�� -#I=) 
#������। ��� ���� K’��� ��0���� ?�#� &����� $&�7*��� ��=��8� �। ����C�I�, &��v�, 
&��&�, 0��� �# -%���� ���/� #�=� ���� 0��� C�! ��� ����8� ����। 
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������� &6� ����� 

����� 6�8^ �&��% ��>8�� 
����� 

l��# ����� H; +�(�, HZ[\ 

  
����� 6�8^ �&�� 

/� ��� +!/� ��� +!/� ��� +!/� ��� +!    ��� �� $&������ �� $&������ �� $&������ �� $&���    
��>�# ����C��� ��F� #�������>�# ����C��� ��F� #�������>�# ����C��� ��F� #�������>�# ����C��� ��F� #�����    

 
 ��>� +#��� !�1 ��� ��� $��� $���� ���*�� $�I �¬_�& �F�/ #��� ����। $& !1� 
��� �6�) �����। $���� ���*�� ��� ���� $�����। ��� �B ����C��� (�) ���� ����� ��>�#-
#��� $#? �� #��% #���। 
 
 /� ��� +! H;! +�(� 8�i���� ��6�� ��0� ���� /B� #��O_�� C�� ��>�# ��F� #�� 
��। #��O_�� ���F����A� (������ ���� 6� �&���� #:� ����। +�(��� (:� ���# 8�i�� ����� 
�� ������। H; ������ ��# ����� #��O_�� -7�) #��। ���� 6� �&�� �� ��f�� (�:=� 
#�����। 
����� $Q�I)�� �� 8�i�� ��_���F����� (�� 9[ 0 ��F��# &u�# -J� ������� 
$&���। l&�� -�� -�&�, L¬ +, -�, ��]#, L¬ -�&�����, L¬ $#���!�� (����� �� 
?�]����/F। 8�i�� $:�# -/���� ��%��� ��: 0�� +�, -�, �&��#�% #��O_���� -J� 
�������। 
 

 ��# ������ �i/��� ��� �� &��! #��O_�� $��B C����� ?����F �%� ��� ���। ���� 
6� �&���# ��%��� #:� ���� ��� ��0� ��। �������, ��� ���� �� $���� ���*��! ���। 
��# ��B����B� ��% ���# ��0� #�� $/� �। +���# ��#����� Â� +�/�� -&���। H;! 
+�(� ��#����� #��O_�� C�� (��� #��। 
 

 $����� -�/! ������ �/�����। ���� 6� �&�� �� ��f�� (�:=� #�����। 0x# 
&���?�� ��>�# $&�� $:�# $*���>8�B ��!�� ��� +�&���। ��>� $8���� &��� ��f� ?�B�� 
�������। ����� ��>�# ��F� #�� ������ g��&C���। $�0� ���* P�� #��� ��% &����?�� 
��C������ P�� ���B��� 6� ����� ���#। ��� ���*�� ��B����। $��� ��� :���B ��B ���� �� 
��। 
 

&��V� 0��� 
 

6� ����� 0w HZjH &���। l����! ��� ���g-���g���� �। -* ��� ���& /g��F�/ #��। 
��� � ���� ���=� ��। $&��� ����� $��#�� 8�#��� #��। HZ\\ &��� 8�i�� $X�� +�� ���� 
#��। ����� #�#��� ��। HZ9� &��� ÑI���� (���� #��। ������� l��F�: ���� �/�� 
#��O_�� ����� #�8 i�) #��। HZ9[ &��� -��� 8�i��� �X�� -�&। 
 

#��O_�� ���F���A 
 

��0� $����# $����B� $����� ����� ���। $& 0F +#*� $V�C ��� ��। �� ��?0� 
:��� $#� ���F��� ��� �। ��?0� :��� $������ $����B�� &�����/� 0F ��� /�B �������� 
#��O_�� ����#� ��f�। �6)=�, -���&# ���F��� ��� +�*। ��� ��?0� :�� �, $���� &� +��#� 
$:�#! ������ ��� $&��� $����B� #��� 0F। ���F����� �0
 L�#Q�, &��&�� $*���X� 
$��/����/, ���� ��k, $0���*�, ��& !�F��� ���। $��* (�� \ ��� *�#�� &k�M � ����� 
$&���। 
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������� &6� ����� 

������� K’�* /)&���� �6�=��� ;j +�(�, HZ[\ 
 

������ K�* /)&����� &2� ��C������ K�* /)&����� &2� ��C������ K�* /)&����� &2� ��C������ K�* /)&����� &2� ��C    
    
    �����, \�$� +�(� (��&&)- +��� K’�* /)&����� &2� ��%�� $/��। +#�* ����� 
#F�D���D� #���, -� +#�* ��� $:�# 8����!� �6�� &����/T i���। +#�* ����I /)��F� 
��&2�#��� �� + /)&����P���� &2� $�। 
 
 #F�D���D� #���� /)&�����*�� (�� K’� �F�v�# ��F� #�� ��। L�¬ �0#�� �# 
+��&+�#% +��� ��F� #�� �����। l&������� #’0 ���B������#% +��� ��F� #�� ����� ��� 
0�� $/��। $*���X� % $*��i�X ��C��/� &������*�LD $&�� $:�# ������ -&�� &V� 
������। 
 
 &����/T /)&���� ��F�#��O� -� +#�* �����V�। +��� HZ 0 ��,��� &����# ��X&�� 
% l&�#�# ��=�C��� ��F� #�� ��। +#0 ��X&���� ��#* $:�# +#�* X�*� % �8�A ��%�� $/��। 
���� #�� ��1 $& ��X&���* +#0 #F��¢ ����। ��>� u�� $��� ��� ��>�# 8�#�� $��B ������ 
����� ������ ���। 
 
 ��F�#��O� ��#�� &����# ��X&�� % $0������ ��� ��>�� % $8�� ���� $X�� ������ ��� 
���� #�� ��। 
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������� &6� ����� 

��F��# ���0��� ���� -0 $����& ��� 
$�>�8 -�� 

�6�=��� Z $�, HZ[\ 

 
��������� ��=���� ���������� ��=���� ���������� ��=���� ���������� ��=���� �VF ��#������#������#������#����    �F���F���F���F��    

��F��# ���0��� ���� -0��F��# ���0��� ���� -0��F��# ���0��� ���� -0��F��# ���0��� ���� -0    
$����& ��� $�>�8 -��$����& ��� $�>�8 -��$����& ��� $�>�8 -��$����& ��� $�>�8 -��    
\ 0�� !&��� ������ \ 

 
 ��0���� ��_���F����� �" ��C��/� ��F��# 0�� ���0��� ���� ��# ������ �&�F 
��=���� &�V� ��� -0% $�>�8 -��। (������ �� \W-+� ������% ��_���F��� ¹��� ��& /� 
#����� ���। ���� /C�� ��� $/��, �#s $&���# �VF $! #����। 
 
 ��>��� &�, /� #����� ��>��� ���F ���#! ���� ��f� ��F��#। $��� $� &����# 
��=�� �� ��� $/�� �� #���� 0�� ��� �। /C�� ���। +#�� $���#� ���*� �~ �� &��! ->N�# 
?A��। !�����F #��#0 ��# l&F ���# ��B�� ��_���F��� ¹���। ��F��#�gf ��% ��& 
-��। l&F�� #��� +�& ����� �0�U& #��� ��/���। ��f� ��F��#/) ��0����# ��&��� ��� 
���8� ����। �#s ����#�� ��B���� ��F��# ���0��� ����। 
 
 ��� ��0�# $& ��� ���8� $���� &��: &��: l&F�� ��>� ?�� ��=�� 8����। $�� 
�#��V) ����� #�� ��>�� 8�� ���। ��F��# ������ +#��� $��I �,�2�� ���� &��: �� ���� 
��� ���। +��� ��0���� ��_���F����� ?�� ���� ��# �B ��� $/��। 9A� +�(� ���v����� 
��0���� ��� % ��_���F��� +��#� ��T������ ��� $:�# ��v #��। 
 
 H;! +�(� ��#������ (8O -7��) ���v������� ����� #�g=d �����। +��� �� �� 
/)��F� % ��=��। H9! +�(� C�I� ��C��/� +#��� ��f� ��F��# J� &���T &�����# +�� HW! 
+�(� �" ��C��/� ��F��# 0�� ������� �����# ��# $&��� ��� ��� ��=�C��� ��F� #��। 
 
 ���� &���� ����� ������� �������I #�0��i�� $:�# ?��� #�� $/��, �#s ���� 
������� ������ $#� ��� -0 ��=. ��%�� ����। ��F��# ���0��� ���� ��_���F��� ����: 
C�� :�#��। \W$� ���8=� K¬&� $��� &�F #�� ��� ��0�# ��F. �&��� $��� #�����। 
 
 0�� ������ �2��/=, ��>�� ���� ��f�, ���� &��! &���. ���7� #����। +&� #:� 
�8.� #�� 0�� ���� 7��! ���&# �c)� $C�/ #��� ��/��। !&��� �V�� 0F ��#����� $� 
�¿� ���r #����� �� $��� ���0��� ���� &���� ���=� ?�� -G� ������ ��&����। ���% \W$� 
���8=� �6�= ��=. ��� +#0 ��>�* !&����¿� ��&��� ��&��� ����8� ����। 
 
 !������ +�� ��� $������ $&������ ���������� ���� 0/�)� ?�� !&��� �V�� 
�0����� $� ��F�8��, /)��F� -� ��=�� 8�������� �� $��� ��F��# ���0��� ���� ���=� ?�� 
-G� ������ $X���। 
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 +! #���) ��� HZ[H &��� Hj! $� ������ ��0�# ���0��� ������ ������= ‘$����&’ 
��� ����8� �। ��>� +! �� �����=�� #:� �����C��� ��_���F��� #�g=�V�# 0���� $� +�� 
+� �� $:�# ��� &��: $����& ��� $��/����/ #��� ������ 0��। Hj! $� ������ ��F��# 
���� ��0�# ‘$����&’ ��� ����8� #��। 
 
 ��# &����# ����� Q*��* 0��� ���। H\! $� ������ &����# #�g=�V ��F��# 
‘$����&�#’ $iX��� #��। ��0���� ��_���F��� ����: C��� $������ +#�* $��y ��� ��>�# ���� 
��। +# &�V�N#��� ��F��# ‘$����&’ -���# 0���� $�, +��� :�#� ��G�� &����) l&F�� 
���# �#:F ��=�� #����। 
 
 ��>� �����, ��:�� ���*� ���: ���� ����। HH �� ��� ����: C�� ��>�# ��=�� 8����� 
��। + &�� ��_���F����� $#� &�#�=� �2�! ��>� &�����F +�/�� ��� ��� ��� -���# 0����। 
 
 � &�� ����: C�� &����# ��X&����� ��X& ���। ������ ��_���F����� ��#������ 
&����/� ��F��# L¬ ����, L¬ �#��� $���& % L¬ ���?� �����# ��� &����# ��X&����� #��� 
������� #��� $���� $�������। ��_���F���� �f� :�##��� &����# ��X&���� $��*����* C��! 
�F���� $������, �#s &����) l&F�� �#:F ��F�8�� 8������ ��� ��F��# ‘$����&’ 0����। 
 
 ��_���F���� HH �� �f� ������ �� +#�* /�B��� #�� &����# #�g=�V ��F��# 
‘$����&�# ���� ��� ���। ����� ��>�# ;/9 �� ���� ��। +! &�� ��0���� ��_���F����� 
���&��F� ��C��/� ��F��# L¬ #�0� &���� -����#% ��>� &��: ��� ��%�� ��। 
 
 ����� &����# ��X&���� ��F��# ‘$����&'$# �� �#� (� #��। �#s ��� ����� 
�F�� ��F�8���# ��:� $��� ��� �&«�� 0��। ��� X�� ��>�# &����# (���� ��*��� ��A��� 
��। ��*��� ��>�# ����� ��!� ���� ��। +��� ��>�# ��Q=�� ��� ��F�8�� 8����� ��। 
 
 �#s ��0� ��F�8���� #:� ��F��# $����& �#����! ���� ��0� । $��I �#��*� �gK $��& 
��� ����, %�� -��� ?�� $� ��F�8�� #����, �� ��� -� �# ��C ���। %�� -��� &��: $�� 
C�� �F���� $�������, +! ��� ��� 8�� #�� �!��। ����� ������, ��F��# ��=���� X�� ��� 
#:�� $�! ���� ���� ������ $X��। �A#�� $���� #��� ����� � �6��=� &� Q*�। 
 
 ��*��� ��F��# $����&�# �� ��& +#�* $��� #����� �f� ��G�� ���� ��। ��� ����� 
$������� $� ��>� ������� ���E
È� ��*�� $0����� ���# -*# ���� ��1। ��*��� �f� 
:�#�#��� &��� ��#&����# ��X&���� ��F��# $����&�# #��#�* (� #��। 
 

&�P��� (��� #:� ��� ��=��� �� #��� ����� �। �#s #��#�* (��� #:� ��>� 
-0% �� -��। ��>�# (� #�� ������ ‘‘-���# $��B ���� -�� #��0 $��/�� #��� �# 
�’’? ?M�� ��F��# $����& ���� #�| 0��, ‘‘$������� l
��8��� &�#���� ���� -�� #��0 
$��/ ���� ��0� ! ?‘‘ 
 
 ����� (�, -%���� ��/�# ����� #�� &k�#= $����� ����� �#? ?M�� ��� 0��, 
‘‘-%���� ��/ � �X�� �C�M�� ��=�8� ��� ������ +�� ����� $C��* 0���C #�����। &����� 
-%���� ��/�# ����� $Q�I)� #��� ��� ��=�8�� �6��=! �� #�� ?�8� ���। ��=�8�� ��� ���# 
����� $Q�I)� #���� ���#�� 0�� $������� $���- ��! +*� #�� $���*! ���v&,� ���।’’ 
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 �g��� (� ���, �6�= ���#E� 
��� ��� C��� +�# ��� #�� $�� �#�? ?M�� 0�� 
$����& 0��, ‘‘C����� ���� -X/��E�, #�}�� % ���=�� ���� $��* $��* ��� ����� 
���C���। 
&����� C��� ����� ��� ��� � #�� :��# �������� 
��� ���% ���# ��� #��� �।’’ 
 
 ��*��� �f� :�#��� &�� $� �����8= ���# ����� ���� $���� $& ��� ��,���। � �����8=�* ���� 
���� ��!��� 0/��� $��>0��� % �&/���* +� ��� ��� ��F��# $����& -���# 0����। +��B� 
��*���� $��* �����/� ��� ��,���। $&% ���� ���� $/��� $��� #����। 
 
 ��*�� $0�� �f� :�#�#��� ��F��# $����& ����*���� &��&�� ��� $:�# �#��*� ���v 
$�������। $0����� ���_=� +#�* ��&�� -����� ��� +#0 ��� ��>� ����8� ���। -����� 
��>� ����8� ��F��#�# �f� $���� $��� $/��� ��>� &��: &�V�N #�� +�� ��>� �f� :�#�� 
&����*� ��_���F���� +�� i���� ��B��� $�q>�� $��। 
 
 ��*��� ��Q= �� ��& �f� :�#��� �� HZ[H &���� W! $&�¢r� ���# ��v #�� $��� ��। 
��F��# $����& ���v $��� 0������* 8�� �� +�� $�� 
��� �%�� ��=. 0�������* $���� #��� 
:��#। $�� 
��� �%��� �� $XY���� ���& ��� ��0���� ��_���F��� �,� �X�� +�&��। �#s 
-0 ��=. ��� #��0 $��/ $��। #��0 $��/���� �F����� ��>�# (� #��� ��� $��& ?M� $�, 
�# ��� #��0 $��/ ����। ��/� ’���&� $��% ��� + ��=. $�। 
 
 ��F��# ��=���� X�� ��F��# $����& ��=��� P���È�� �&�G ��� ��B��। ���� 
���� ��� ��� C�/��। ��:�� ����*���� ���*� -Q���� X�� ��� ��E�¼� $/�����/ $��� ������। 
 
 �6��=� $#� ¤g���# ��� C��C��� ¤�) #��� ����� �। +��B� $���V) #:� ����% ��� 
��V #� ��। + ��G�� ��� ����� ��F��� #��0 ��� ��� ����� �#� $& ��I�� &�f� �����। 
��F��# ���0��� ���� $����& ��� +�% ��0� ���8� ���1। 
 
 0�� ���0��� ���� HZW\ &� ��#� ��_���F��� $:�# �" ���u +�, + ��& #��। HZ�9 
&� ��� $�����)= ��_���F��� $:�# �" ���u +�, + �Li� ��C #��। #��8� % �&��* &�#��� 
#���0 ��F��� #��। HZ�[ &� ��� ��0���� ��_���F���� $��/�� #��। 
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������� &6� ����� 

/�0���� �u #������ #��#0 
#�=8���� ��F�#�O 

�6�=��� Hj $�, HZ[\ 

 
�u #������ #�=8������ +��u #������ #�=8������ +��u #������ #�=8������ +��u #������ #�=8������ +�, , , , ++++, , , , + $������ +� ��F� #�� ����+ $������ +� ��F� #�� ����+ $������ +� ��F� #�� ����+ $������ +� ��F� #�� ����    

 /�0���� �u�/�� ��|�� �� $:�# ��# ����� ��,��� ��X&����� &�f��� $8��� $���� 
:��#। ��! (:�� ��X&����� ��F� #��� ?����F $���/��� &��� &�����C��� ��>B #���� ��। 
�#s +! &�E ��X&����� �������� $��#0��� #�a�#��* % ������� ����� $&! &���� 0F 
V�� #�� $��� ��। 
 
 +! &�� /�0���� �u�/���� -���&# ���8��# �z�/�L��� #����]�� #���=�*��� #F�D��D 
$:�# $���#¢�� $���/ $&��� -�& +�� ��# ������ $&���� &��: $/�� -���8� #��। $&! 
&�� ��,��� ��X&����� �0 �0 $#���*=��� 8�� $��� ���=� $��� ��। ���� �� ;j$� ��8= 
(HZ[H) ��# ����� ��,��� ��X&���� $#���*=��� ����]��� #��� �0����� ����� ����� ��* #�� 
$�। ��� \�� +�(� ��=. (��F# �� �&������ ��,��� ��X&����� $#���*=��P���� ��� ���� 
��È� ��F�8�� #����। 
 
 ������ ��#������ ��F�8��� ���� ��� ��# ��,��� ��X&�� ����� ������&� /�0���� 
$��B �����# ������ $��� :��#। ;�� +�(� ��F��� �z�/�L��� #����]�� � 0 ��X&���# 
��#������ ������� ��#� 8�� ����� ���=� $��। +! � 0 ��X&�� ���� %��#=& �F��0�� 
0�� +, $# ������ $8q����, L�¬ $�0� ²��� !&���, $�L����� #���& &����, %����X��� ��X&�� 
������� ����, % -��� K’0 ��X&��। 
 
 +! &�E ��X&�� % ��>��� ��������� +#�* ���& #�� +�� K’�* /�B��� #�� ��� -&� 
��। ���& ������ +�� ��T������ &��: ��#����� ��,������ ������ ���1�। /�B�P��� �� 
#���=�*��� #F�D���D $�q>�� �� �z�/�L��� #�����]��, %����� ��# +#�* ��T��� ��X&���# ��& 
$:�# ����� ��0� /�B��� ���� $�। 
 
 0�� ������ $8q���� �� �z�/�L����# ��,��� ��X&����� $���*� !D��#�D�D��� 
����� $���� ������ #��। �#s �z�/�L��� $#� 0��� � ���� /�B� ��� #F�D��D $#���*=���� 
���# 8�� ���। -� ��&�* �� ��# ������ ������� -��� ��#�� ���# 8��� :��#। 
 
 ��& ��#�� +�, +, + $������ +�& :���� ��#����� &#��# ��8 ����� -��� $��। 
���&� �������� $����«���� 8�� ���। �F ���,����� ���#E�� ��%��� 0F +#�* y��# 8�B 
�����f��� ���# ���। ����� ��� ��,��� ��X&��/) �0 �0 /.�FG�� ����� 0F ��#�� 
L�#��� ?��F�/ ��� ��=� $&��� ��X&����� $������� $C�� $��� ���=� $��। 
 
 +! &� ��X&���� �������/= �� $������� ������ ��>�B�� :��#। +#�* �0= #�V 
��X&���� ��� -&� ����। $0����� ����0� &�� $�I ��� -&�� $��� ���� ���� �C��� ��� 
�0���! $�L������� !������� ���0 -��� #�� $। ���0 $�I ���! +#0 �&��! $�L����� 
&������ $� ���� (��F# ��X&���� ���8� ���� $�। 
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 $��� ��1 $��� ��X&��/) ?��h ��� %�A। �&��!�# ��>��� �������� $���#�� ��!�� 
���V� #���- + #:� 0���� �������/=�# $C��� ��� -&�� 0F -��� $��। �#s $#? ��0� 
��� � + (E���। �� &#�� $�L����� &�����# ��!�� �/�� ���V��� �������� $��#0��� 
&�Î� $���� 0F ��A���। 
 
 $�L����� &���� �&��!� &��: �� ��!�� +��। &#��# &�Î� ���� ��� -��� 8�� 
$/��। #�V) ��� ��=� $&��� ��� $�L����� &�����# ��!�� 8�� $��� ����� $��। ����� &���� 
�� 8�� -&����, ��� $���� �� $� �&������ ��,��� ��X&����� #��� $:�# &�E 0���, 
$��0�, Q�B % *�#�-��&� $#�B ��1। ����� ������ �� ��,��� ��X&����� ?�� ���� 8���* 
P�� #��। 
 
 +#! &��� ��!�� ���V��� ��,��� ��X&����� �������� $��#0% +! P��� �~ ��� 
��। �#s ��% ���� 0��� � $� ����� -� 0��� �g�:��� ���� $��B ��,��� ��� 0w��C 
#��� ������ ��=� ����v P�� #�� ��F� #����। +�, +, + $������ P��� ��~� ���! $�0� 
������ $8q���� +�� $�0� ²��� !&��� ����� $������� ��� $�L������� ��������/=� &��: 8�� 
��। 
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������� &6� ����� 

��=� ��F�8���  
��� %, �& 

�6�=��� \j $�,  
HZ[\ 

 
������ ��=� ��F�8��� ���� ���� %������ ��=� ��F�8��� ���� ���� %������ ��=� ��F�8��� ���� ���� %������ ��=� ��F�8��� ���� ���� %,,,,�& ����#�& ����#�& ����#�& ����#    

�g��F� $#��� ��� ��B���g��F� $#��� ��� ��B���g��F� $#��� ��� ��B���g��F� $#��� ��� ��B��    
\ ��� !&��� \ 

 
 /� ��� H�! +�(� �7��� ���#�� 8�i�� ����� $#� (�FV��=� ��� ����� ��0��: 
$���� +# ��� 0�� /�B�� &��� K’��� K’���# ���� ��eE +#*� $��#�# ��>�� ��G�� ������ 
�&�F��� /�B��� $Q����� $��� :��#- ��� ��� �{�! ���u $��#*�� %�� ��B���* ���� &��� 
�V�� $��� #’�*% ��B :�#��, ‘‘$#��������� %�& ����# +����L’’। 
 
 &'��¬ �&�F�� $iX����� �� +C��� -� $#� ��,����# (#��F ��0��: (��=� &�#��� 
�����# ��F�8�� #���- �#s $#�������� :��� C��(�� ��X&�� 0�� -~�� ����#�# ��� ���� 
��! #����। ��� ��! �, 8�. /�B��� ��� �� ��E�� ���I�# &�V� #�� %�& �����#� /��� 0���, 
���A, �#�, Q��I ������। 
 
 +C��� &��� ���#� ���� ��� (��V) #���� ��>�# $#���������� +� ���0� #�� &2F��। 
����� &������ �������C��� ����# &������ ?�� 8���� �����I# ��F�8��। +��� ��A��� �� 
���# #F�D���D� 0]�������। H�! +�(� ���#� $��� 0]����� $:�# +# X�>�# 0�� ����# 
��>� #�#�� ��&�� $*���X� #�� 0�� $�, #�#� $� ��� ���v� ���� #��। 
 
 ��� $��� ��� #F�D���D ��- ����# &������ &��: $��� #��� 0F। �#s ��� ����� 
$�� ��। !-�, ��� �� $&���� �J��F /���/���0 �� ��&�� �X�� -�&। \\$� +�(� &#���� 
���# ��� -��� ��>� #�#�� ��&�� $*���X� #���, 0��� 8�!�� #�#� ��>� 0F �#�� #��� 
$����� �#� । 0�� �����#� #�#� #�� -�� &���� -���# 0����, \\ ������ &#��� $& 
$*���X� #����� +�� ��#�� $���� -� ���# 0���� ���� ���। 
 
 (:�� ����� -,�� % ���, +��� ����� -,�� % �� $#�* +�� $��I K’$8�� ?��B $X�� 
$�%��� �� ����# -� $���V) $�>�8 :��#�। ���&v �� ��¸�� #�| 0�� -�� ����, 
����# ��{� ����� ���B�� -��� ��&�� -J� ������- $&�� $:�# ��B� $Q��% #�� ��>�# ��� 
��� -�& +�� -��� *�#�-��&�, 
)=��"��, $��L%, $&��! $���, #��B-$8��B, y�", &�F*�#&, 
������ +�� -����� ������ &��*=�X�#* ���� ��� ���। 
 
0�� -�� 0�� $�, ��� ����#�# $��* $��� $:�# ���-��� #�� ���I #����- #��) ��� 
���� �¬&.�। ����# &���� 8�i���� #���0��* @��� $����B� #��, 8�*/�> #��0 $:�# ��+&�& 
��& #������। ���% ��� ��B� ��� ��#� $0��� �./=� l���F���0�� :��� ��8�� 8� i���, �:��� 
��� ��� + 8�8�� ���-���� 8�*/�>��! ���� -x���। 
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 0�� -�� 0�� $�, ����# &���� -%���� ��/ ��0���� &��: (�FV % ����VC��� 
���0�� $:�#! 0�B� ����। ��#�� �&����/ -�f�-��= $:�# 0���� $�I ���6�= ��=. 
�����#� ��0x��# &�:= % #��=#����� �F��F��� ������� ��� ���। ��� ����, \W$� ���8=� 
�� \�, \[ +�� \�$� ��8= ��=. ��V�) ���=� &����.� $*#�X $:�# -�' #�� ��,����*, ���/B 
!�F��� (�F. +��#� $:�# �&����/ -�f��#������ 0F ����� ������) �u +�� $/������� 
&�i��� #��0 ����# &���� ��F. &�7� &�����/�� ���� +�&��। 
 
 ���� ����# ��� ����� u� +�� ���* ���&.� $��� $/��। +�� &��! #�� -�� 
&������! $��IF ���&�� 8�i��� �&��& #���। 
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������� &6� ����� 

��0������ ��# ������ ��=���� 
(�:��# 0��� 

�6�=��� \\ $�, HZ[\ 

 
��0������ �&�F������ ��=������0������ �&�F������ ��=������0������ �&�F������ ��=������0������ �&�F������ ��=����    

(�:��# 0��� �����*= (#��(�:��# 0��� �����*= (#��(�:��# 0��� �����*= (#��(�:��# 0��� �����*= (#��    
    
 ��0����, \H$� $� (+�)। -!������� ������ �&�F����� ��0������ $� /)��F�, ��=��, 
�I=), e�&�U 8����� $/�� ��� +#�* (�:��# 0��� �����*= $�� �����। &®�� ��0���� 
��_���F����� &�0#�F�) ��C��/� ������� % ��V#/) &����F��� +# 0����� ���F�� �m Q*� 
?�Q�* #����। 
 
 ���� �>�8��* i�� $:�# + �F����� �m �:F &�i� #����। //)���B��� 0x# $0�� 
(�FV��=�� �����) 0��, ���� ��0� ���&� +# #���� ���� ������ ����� i��� ���# 
$���/��� &�����F �>�8� 0�# P�� #�� ��F� #��। $0���* P����� �%�� &��% ���q�##C��� 
$�>�8 ���। HZ[H &���� $� ���& 0��/&��� i��� ������ ����� ���. #���* /A�� ��� H[ 0 
i����&��# +#��� #�� &�����C��� ��>B #���। ����� $�� $:�# $���/��� P���� &#��# 
��F� #�� ��। +��� !������� ��=� l&F�� \H9 0�� ?�� ��=�� 8����। +� ���F H9W 0�# 
����� #�� �� +�� �������� $iX���, �I=) % ��C��� ��=�� 8����� ��। ��F�8������� ���F 
HWZ 0 ���I % WW 0 ����� ����। 
 
 +��B� ������ ������ �������� ���� Wj 0 ��=���� �����। +&� i���� ;jZ�* Q� 
-���#C��� ���B�� $��� ����� +�� $��* [j[�* ��B� V��iG �����। ��# ����� $�&� Q� ���B�� 
������ ���� W ��� �Z ��0�� \jj *�#�� ���� &k�M � �����। 
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������� &6� ����� 

��0���� $��L#F�� #���0� 
#’0 ���� 

�6�=��� HH 0�, HZ[\ 

 
��0���� $��L#F�� #���0� #’0 ���� 

���)� ���� 0���# ��>�� �#�����)� ���� 0���# ��>�� �#�����)� ���� 0���# ��>�� �#�����)� ���� 0���# ��>�� �#��----    
������� ��� ��#�) #�� ������������ ��� ��#�) #�� ������������ ��� ��#�) #�� ������������ ��� ��#�) #�� �����    

####’’’’�* �������&��* �������&��* �������&��* �������&�    
    
 !������� 0]�� ����� �F�F 0��/�� �� ��0���� $0��� �&��F ���I�# �� #����। �� 
#���� ��0���� $��L#F�� #��0 �,�� #�0� ��a��, -��� -�0��, -��/��, #�0� #���� CS, 
&�!X��, #�!���, ��a�, $��EX�, �&��, �&��0 % ���&���#। 
 
 #�0� ��a��। ��F. $8� +#�* ���। +#0 &�i��� ������। ������ ���#�� -����� 
�i��#। C� �# �0�& ��� 0��� �। H� �I= $:�# W� �I= ��=. ��� ���#�� -����� ��¨�� 
$����। 
 
 #�0� ��a��� ��B� ��0���� $0��� %/�> ��#���� #�0���B��। 0]�� !������� ��#����� 
���#g� -��� ��� (#�0�) &k6)=C��� �&�����/�� #��। +�� &��� W� ��I=� ���V� �� ����। 
��� ���V� ��� ���� �!��। $��� ��� $&! ���6��= ��� $/��� ��0������ �#�� ��&2� 8���। 
��&2�#��� ��#������ +#0 ����� ��E�� ��>�# $��� ��� #F�D���D /�L= ���� ��� ���। 
����� -� ��>� $#� &2� ��%�� ����। ���#E�� ���#� $��B��� ��C���/ ��� ����� -� ��। 
&®�� ������ ����&� ��, $��L#F�� #��0 (�� �������&� ‘���� #�0� ��a�� ������&’ ��#�) 
������ ?���� #��। 
 
 ���#�� -����� -��# &�i��� ��# ���� W� ��I=� (��) ���� -��� -�0��। ��F. 
����C�I�, ���# ����। L�# �� ‘$�����’ ��� �2���� �#* ��� �(� ����। ��� ���&�� ���� 
���! $�����। ��0����G -.0=���# $����# ��?�0# ���*=� �F�� &�&F ����। ��� C�� �/*�� 
��0���। $������ ���� #������ $������� #���0� C6��6�= ��F��# ����। +��� ��� #���]� 
#F�D��D @���� &�#��� ��FV ����। !������� -���� K��=�/�6)= ��P����� ���, $����� % 
$������ $��* C�!�# ��� -�"�� #�� ��� #�����। �#s +#�� �� ����� +�& ��&� $:�# 
$����� % ��� �����# ��� ��� $/�। -� �X�� +��� �। 
 
 �*#��C��� $�>�8 $/��� ��� $��* C�!। -� ��! $������ $���� ��B��� ��, C�!-$����� 
&� C�� +�& �B��� � $��* C�!�*� Q��B। ������ ��� ���� -��� -�0�� ������& ��#�) #�� 
�����। 
 
 &�f�, &�J�, +# #:�� ¤�*= ���� �� $����� &�P�� P) ��� #�0� #���� C�S�। ��0���� 
$��L#F�� #���0� &��8�� $8� ���। #�0�- #�0��� +#/�� $��& #:� ����। ��� �� �g��� 
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��I=� ���। $���� $/�����/#��� #���]��  ��� ����� ��B� 8�� ��। #���]�� (�F�� �F�������� 
+#��� $��� #�0� $/������/� (:�C��/! 0]����� ��#�� ���। #�0��� $����� ?�� ��# 
��F�8�� 8��। ��� -� ����� $#� &���� -��� ��!�। 
 
 ��0���� $��#� ���� ���, ��� ��� -��/��। �&�G ���� ���! ��� ��0��� 
#���। ��� ���� H� ��I=� ���। ��>� ���, �� :�#�� �������। K��=�/#��� ��� ��0������ 
����। ��#����� ��>�# ��#B�% #����। ��# �0U�&������ �� $��B $��� ��। 
 
 ���V� ���� ���F #�� ����। ��� ���V� ����। ��& #���। ����� #F�D���D $L�# 
-� ����। P�� #�� ���� ��। ?�* ?���� ��#����� Qg)F !1� 8����:= #����। ������F����� 
����� +#0 ��0x��# $���# �������। 
 
 ������ ��� -� $���� �������&� ‘‘���� -��/�� ������&’’ ��#�) #�� �����। 
 
 ������ -��� $/��� ���v������ &�, $��/����/ G�� #������ $� K’0 #�=�� 
#�=8���, ��>�� ��� #�!��� % &�!K�। #�!��� �������&� $#���। -� &�!K� *�!���। 0���� (�� 
��>�# ��� #�!���, &�!K� ��# K¬&���&# #�0 #������। �#s ����� +! #��0� +#�* K�=� 
��� ����� ���� G��� ���,��� �����। ����� -� ���r ���। +#�� K’0�! +#&�, $�I ��� 
$/��। ��! ������ ���� #�!���, &�!K� ¤g�� ��� :�#�� �8�#��। 
 
 /���B�� �: ���� -/� ���  ��#������ ��� $:�# �����) ����� 0F �L=��-+� ���# 
Â� +�/�� ���1� �����8= ��a� % �� �D�, �&��0, ���&�� +�� �&�����। ����� !1�� �Ö�� ���B 
�B#��A� &���! ���Q� &«��� ��B $&!&� ��C�/�� ��। ����� +# ��!� $���/��� P���� 
���*�� �B� +�P��� (�)। 
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������� &6� ����� 

��# ��������� e�&��U� #��� 
#��#�* ������&# ¤g���8� 

�6�=��� \; 0�, HZ[\ 

 
��# ��������� e�&��U� #�����# ��������� e�&��U� #�����# ��������� e�&��U� #�����# ��������� e�&��U� #���    

#��#�* ������&# ¤g���8�#��#�* ������&# ¤g���8�#��#�* ������&# ¤g���8�#��#�* ������&# ¤g���8�    
\ ���0K� ���� \ 

 
 ���#E�� ������ �� HZ[H &���� H9! +�(� �,���� ���#�� l&����� $:�# (�����) 
�g��� ���� ����* ��B�� ��B�� ���0��� ��� �� ���=�� #���� �� ���#! ���)� #��� 
����� $�, ���� ��� + $���� ����I�! �v ��� $���� $���� �, &� �#� ������&# 
¤g���8�P���� e�& &�� #���। 
 
 ���0��� ��� ���=�� #���� �� &'�� H[! +�(� $��0 �7��� $��� Z/Hj *�� ���# 
��T��� ������� #��#�* &�>�0��� /�B� ��� ��� $:�# +��������B P�� #��� #��� ��V�)� ��#� 
��E� ��� C��� &����.� ���# +�/�� $��� :��#। �#s $8��L�,�� �#* ‘‘�×� 0��� &�>�#�’’ ���� 
+#�* ��E�� &����/G�� � �]� +��#�� &�i��� ���-0��� ���=� -�/���� +#�* �F����#�L ���� 
$��। 
 
 ��E�� ?�� �F����#L $���� $��� ��# �&�F�� V�� ��� ?A���। +�! (������ ���&�� ���� 
�F����#�L� G� $:�# �6���]�� ��v���� ��#�*� ���� +�#� �� +# �������, ��!#��B�, ��0��� 
% ��¶������ �#���� ������ ���B�� ������ #�����। $&���� &�8�!�� $������# % 
½�������� Q*� ���� $� ��T��� ������ ��!#��B� ���&� G��� +#�* (�:��# ���F����� ��) 
��V# 0�� $����«� $��E� -���# ��� ��� -�&। ���& ��) % ���� $8����� ���#��� ���# 
$��E� ��� �������� $0F� ��� +�� +#��� ?��0=V� &.� ����। ���# ���� �# ������ +�� 
��� ��0 �# ���� $8������ �� -0% 0�� ����। ��# $&��� � G� �F�/ #�� 8�� ����� �� 
$��� $/� $��E� -�� -� ��B� �X��� �। 
 
 ��� ?��/�#�� ������ $��>0���>�0 �� #��� ���#� $��� $��� $/� $��E��� ��0� ��� 
�×�0� &�>�#�� ���� #��# ��?� P����� ��G�� ��B �����। 
�C���! ->8 #�� $/�� $� /�� 
$#�* �F����#L ��=��)� ��C����/ $��E� $���� 0F � +��#�� ��,������ ���F (:� ���� �। 
���� $��E� $#�#���! ��0���� &��: ��0�# 0�B� #���। 
 
 ������ �� �� $��� H/\ *�� ���# ���� �X�� -&��� �� ��: $0��� (�8��� 
(HZ;\ &) ��!@�� $8��L�,���B�� ���� &�>�0��� ����� ��� ���# ��B। $8��L�,� ���� ?v 
!?���� $��L= #��=��� % ���Ca (������ (�)�#^। $��L= #��=��� C��* (�� ������&� 
#��#�* $��* $��* #�V ��Cv ���। 
 
 +&� #�V $0��� �g�M� $8��L�,� $0��� #��=���, $8��L�,� L�#Q�, $8��L�,� ����F 
�8�#N&��� % !?�� #0���&= $���&=� ��X&P��� ���F��� ���। + ��B�% � +#! +��#�� $0��� 
�g�M� $�&�#��� HZ;\ &��� ���=� $8��L�,� ?����F����� +# ����* $�����&� $8��L�,� �� 
�0��& % �����# ��!�z�� ��� +#�* ¹��% �����। ������ ����� (:�� $8��L�,��� ���# $��� 
+��������B P�� #�� @���� ��U� C� % ��X& Q��*�� ���# ��B। 
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 +� ����! ��# +#�� $&� ���* -�& $8��L�,�� $��L= #��=����*��। (:�� C��C��� 
$��y�� C��*� ���Ca #�V ���*�� $�� +�� +#&�, #��# G�� -P ����� $��। ��� +# QD�� 
���F (�8�#���� + $��L= C��* $���� $���� ���B ��! ��� ���। X�� $��L= C�� ��V� 
!?���� \\ ��0�� �����&�� ������ $�#L= % -�I�,# ������ ���B ���। 
 
 $���L=� (�� HW ��0�� *�#�� -&�����&� ���Ca ������� ��{� �����। $8��L�,�� �� 
$���� +#�* ����* $����� �&f�#&� $8��� $*��� -����� +�� ��/� \W ����� &��#� #�/0�� 
���B $/��। $8��L�,� L�#Q��*% $&��� ��� ��0� ��Ed�# �*�#�� ����� �����। 
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������� &6� ����� 

‘%�� L�v�� $�����’ ‘��������� /)��F�’ ������ ��)�, 
����I &��F� 

HZ[\ 

 
%��%��%��%��    L�v�� $�����L�v�� $�����L�v�� $�����L�v�� $�����    

 
 ‘‘��� $��/� -� ������� &�i�� �। �� &d� ��� !���0=�� $��L#F�� X��= +!L $@���L 
l��� #�। �F��# �vV��� 0F (p� :�#।‘‘ HZ[H &���� \H$� ��8= �� ���������� ��:-(�.�� 

����� ��� �� ����� �� �&��* �8�#N&� ������F����� ������ ?���F #�� $� #:�P��� 
������� ������ $&��� -���N
/=#g� �C=�# ��N(�) �&��* �8�#N&� ������F����� (�� ��F 
�8�#N&# ��F��# L�¬ ���&��� -���। 
 
 ��������� /)��F�� ��=����8� % g��&�� ?����) ���_ ������। #��# ����*� Q*� 
�#s #� �F��, #� ��Eg�, #� ��=��.#, #� KQ=*�, #� ��=±�=� �g�F, #� l����8#�� ��� + 
��F�#��O। ���~�� �� ���~� ���_ $� !����& &g�� �����, ��������� /)��F�� #��� &��#�� Ø� 
��� $/��। +� �B ��F�#�O $#� C�I�� ����, $#� #�� ����, �# ����, $# ����� �����? 
���������� +# $#��* �������� Q*� ������ #��� ��� +# $#��* !����& ����� ���। �� � ��� 
+ g��&��� �m ��F�� ��� ��B ����। �#s �� �# &'�? � &'� �। &����� + !����& ������ 
:�#��। + !����& $��� ��� �। + !����& $��� ���� �। +��� ������&# �F:=, +���� !����& 
�F:=। 
 
 + �F:= !�����& ���� L�¬ ���&��� -����# (#�� #��% +# �F:= (��&। $# ���# ��F� 
#�� ����? $#� #�� ���# ��F� #�� ����? $&q�F ��= $�����F $��#�*�# ��# ��=� ���� �# #�� 
P�� #����? +��� ���I�# ��F� #�� �, ������# ��F� #�� �����। 
 
 ���8=� �&����/ -�f�� �� ���! ��F��# ���&��� -��� �� +# #��=7��� 
�����)� #���।। �&�����/� X�� �F�F��� #�0 #�� $/��% ��>� �� -�% #�0 $��B $/�। 
&��� �# Q*�� ���1 �� ��� $� $8���� &��� ±� $���� $���। ������� $&�#-$&��#���� 
$L�# X��= +!L $@���L /A� (�gM ���। (���0�� S�F��� ��� ��#P��� �F��#* l��� #�� 
���Ca G�� �%0�� #�� �����। ��� $� $���� ������� � $� #��# /0 �6�� ������ ����� 
$��B -&��, +��! -Q�� #���, +V�� X��= +!�L� (���0 ���। 
 
 �F�>, &��F &��F! ����� +�& ��=����8� -7�) #����, �&��F� $��#�# ��F� #����, 
�/�)� $��#�# -�� #���� -� ��F��� &��&��� -��� ��BN /���� �8�#N&� �� #����। �#s 
���I ��&�����# �� ���  �&�F�� P�� #����, P�� #�� ������� #����, ��F� #����, �� ��>�# 
$#? X��= +!L ���� -�&�। $#? ��X #��� -�&�। #��) ���! ���� $�I ���I, ���! ���� 
$�I $&�#, ���! ���� $& !�����&� $�I ��#। 
 
 H�� +�(�, HZ[H &��। &6�= &��� (#g���# $��� $�����। ��v� ��} ��1���� ��1 
8������#। �&��* ��� -��� ����� #����। \W$� ���8=� #�� ����� �� ���! 
�¬Ù��=C��� 
$�,� $��0��D, ��#�� !, ��, -�, -&��, $��0����, !?%�*�&, #F��L*, $0�&�&, #F��L*, 
�����, ��� % ���#�� 
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�&���*� ���Ca +��#�� ���v����� /A #�� ����� %�� �����# -Q�� ���। #��# ���� 
$C��! �&��* $0��� �� �� ��!� &���. +��#� $:�# &�E ��{� ���#E�� l&F�# ��F� �:�� 
�����B� #�� ���8=� ���F! &�E ���/T ��#���, $�q�C���0�� ��#��� % &���/T ��#��� 
���v������ �6)= #�g=d���� 8�� -�&। ;�� +�(� ���v��/� ��,��� ������ �&��* ��� ��� #�� 
$�। ������ ����� �����*#� �����f� % &��h 0�/�� -J� i�) #��। �����! �� �� �g��� 
�� ��# ������ ���� ���। &��� ���� ��>�# ��>�# P��� �B। �� �� -�� &.� �v�v -�� 
��� ��&������� ���G ��। ��� $&��� (��# (�F�� ��F��� ��F��# ���&��� ���)� ���� ���� 
Q�B� #�>*�� &��: ��� ������ #��0 �� �����। ��&������ -��� $!, ��� $!, �:F $!। ���� 
�#, ���&��� &���� -��। +# ���� �u 8���, �F ���� �F�F &� #�0। �! ��8= $:�# -��� 
�� ���� ����� ���। ��# �&�F�� G� % ��������� ��� &�=��v ���� ���v������ %�� ��>���� 
�B�। &�E ��� �� 0�6F। (�)�) ��>8���� -��� ?i��� �����&� 8���� i���� -J��- K/=� 
����� &�V� L�¬ ���&��� -� ��� $��/�। 
 
 ������ (�� L�¬ ���&���- ‘‘-��� (��)। -�� ��,������ $&��� -����� :�#�� ��%। 
$����� �� ���#, ��0��� ���� ���*�� #�0 #�। +�� $:�# ��=� ����� ��#�� ��� $#� ��C 
$!।’’ 
 
 L�v����� (��- ‘‘$#�:�� ���� -����? -��� L�v��। $��/� $X�� -�� ���I $X�� 
-��� $�� $#�:�% $��� ���� �।’’ 
 
 $&! �v��� Z! +�(�। !����& :��# $/��। -.0=���# ����-��� C, #�� $0�C� 
#�C��� ��� ���F #�� ���)�u&� #�#P��� ��# �Q��# �&��* $��L�#� #��0 ��&���� 
$Q��% #�� �CF.�� (��� #��। ��F (�#��। ������� �F�vd &ka $/q��)= &���= ��F��# 
���&��� -��� ���J�. #�=��। ��B� $��/ (�#��� ���# &�/� ?�8�� #’�* �� $&� L�¬ 
���&��� -����# $��> $��� ��� $/�। ��&������� �6�=-��V) $#��) ���&v &��0 Q��&� ���I 
��>B #����� ���#। �����। �, -�� &�r� ������ $X���। �# ������, $#� #�� ������। ���� �# 
���? ��C �#? �g�:��� ���I �# ��_�& #��� -���#? ���_�&F Q*� �# ��_�& #�� ���। �, ��F� 
��_�&-���_��&� %�� �C=� #�� -�� ������ ��#? -�� -���# $�� ���_�& #��� ���� �। 
C/�� ���% 7����� �������। �F�>, ��&������� �8��8��� ����#�� �������# ����)= #�� P�� 
#�� ����। P�� #�� ���� Ú�I ���&����#, ���I ���&��� -����#। 
 
 Û&M��� /)-�f��� L�¬ ���&��� �������- ‘‘$� &CF 0/�, /)-�f���# �� 
#��� P�� #��� �। ��� ���� �F���� #��� ������� �� �� $��/ 8���� ���।’’ 
 
 +#-K! #�� ���* P�� #�� ���� ��>�#। �g��F�� (�) V�)�#� �C�� $�I ��� $/�। 
(�)�(� ���� ��V#�# ��&�) #�� ��) ��u��8��# L�¬ �F��� #��. ����, &�#��� $&�# 
�����K� ����, +F�r���� 8��# $#���� ?]��। ¹�. ���� ������ &����# V���। 
 
 L�¬ ���&��� ���� ����&��� !�����& +# ���� -��=। �# &�«��� ��v ��>� ��� 0�� 
�। ������� $:�#! ��� ���� ÜC�I�। ��>� #�0! #:� ���। ��C�/-�6�= C���� ��� ���� -&�� 
��&��� ���LD& $XL������ &C����। #��#��� $��L#F�� #���0 ��F�#��� ��� ���� (:� 
$J)�� ��������� �F��। 
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 $&��! ��� ��F��# ���&��� -����� (�� % (:� ��=। ��! $&�� #���! ��� 0�� 
������ ����। -0�� $&����=� L�¬ ���&��� ���� /A�6�# #��0 �����=� % ��CU। ��) 
L�v�� ��&���! ��� ���� �6�= ���#E� $��L#F�� +�&��&����� &����) &k��#। �X��. 
V���&ka L�¬ ���&��� $��L#F�� &��C=& +�&��&����� �g�(�� (�����# ��v���� #�� 
$����। ��� ���� +#0  ����� �8.���� % &�/A#। ��� �m 0#�F�)#� (������ (������। 
���! (���� #��  
���#E�  
+F�r���� $#��। 
 
 ‘‘-��� $�*�# &��F #��� �� -��।’’ 
 
 HZ�9 &��� ��� (���� #�� 0�������� �2-#�F�) &����। ‘‘�20� $�� -���’’ + �6� 
�c ��� + &����� ?��F��/ �&��*, $�q�C���0��, J���/�, ���/T, #���]� % $��������� + ��=. 
H9�* �2 �8�#N&� ������� ���F�� #��# ��0�� $��/��# �g����v �X���� $��� �����। ��V)-�6�= 
+�����F��� + (������ &��� ��Eg�। 
 
 L�¬ ���&��� -����� -� +#�* #���= ���� �&��* �×� ����)� &����। +� ���F�� �m 
K�����/F �×� $��/��# �8�#N&� #�� ��� :��#। ��� -�% (���� #������ �v8�� % �m�6� $��/ 
����� $#^। �m $��#% +� ���F�� ?�#g� �����। 
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������� &6� ����� 

‘%�� &������# $�����’ ‘��������� /)��F�’ ������ ��)�, 
����I &��F� 

HZ[\ 

 
%�� &������# $�����%�� &������# $�����%�� &������# $�����%�� &������# $�����    

    
    �0����� -���� &������# 0/�� +#�* ����� ��। +! ���*� &��:! &k#= ��� 
����-!; �����&; +��+, !?��, -!’�। 
 
 ���������� 
����� 86B�.È� $��� (�#���6�= ��=. �g�*� zL#���� #��=������ (��, ��, 
�&) ���� ��� �/�� $�&� &�������#� ��A��� &���� ��� �m ?�i�� ��� :�#�� ����� ���F 
�0����� -���� �F��। +��� ��, ��, �&’� &���� $Q�I#��� #| $:�# ��� $C�& -�& ����� 
(����, �#s $��� ��� � +#�* $Q�I)� ��#� $:�# -����� &�������� �0����� -���� ��� 
���A����। #��# ��& -�/ ��=. &��! ���� -i� ��� ���V� #�� :�#��� ��>� ��A��� &���� 
$���� 0�F, -� ���# ��� C����� �# K�. &��& $��#*��। &��B [ $#��* ��,���� 
������ 0F 
�g��F�# ����� ���A�� ��� $#� #�� ��� $&�� ���A���� ����� �� ���- ��������� ��# ��=� 
������ ��F�#�O -� e�&����� ��� ���A�� 0��/�� ������ ��_ ������#। -� ���v�������� 
+# +#�* K¬&���&# ��C�� &k�#= &���� (#�� #�� ��(��)� #�� ������ ���������� 
���I�#। -���� ��>�# ����� ��� ��� H\! �L�&r� K��� K�*�� ��>� +#�. �(�0�� ��� $:�#। 
$& �� ��>� �(�0, ��>� u�, ��>� HH �0��� $��� ����, Z ����� ���� -� $��� ���� ���# ��¤�� 
$������ ����� �(�0�# ����� $*��� $:�# ��� ���1 �&�F��। $��� $���-$���P���� -#�� 
-�=���% �����8��� � +�*�#� *���। 
 
 ���# ��� ����� �� $��� ����, ����, ���� ����� ����� �X�� -&�� ������ ���V�� 
#�� #��*����, ���&& -���� ��Q=_�& $X���� ������ �#s &� �#��! �Ý�। 
 
 �������� ��������v �%��� &�, &�, ���* +�&�� ��>� �2���2� ��>� &N&���&� 0F 
(��&� 0����। ��>� �C=�#��� (�� J�� 0����। �#s �0����� -���� -� �X�� -�&� ��>� 
�(�0�� ����। 
 
 &������# 0/�� �0����� -������ ����8�� ��Q=����। �����G��! ��� 0�B�� ��B 
+! $���� +�� $& &��! ��� ‘�&�C� +� ����*��� $/�0*, ‘l��# ��]��’ !�F���� &�, &���� 
�। 
 
 +��� ��� ����. ����-!’� (:� % +#��� &������# ���&�� $��/ $� HZW� &���। 
����=� ��=��� +! (�����# ���! &���# �6�= ���#E�� /�B $���� +�� HZ�9 &��� +� &k��# 
�। ����>0 ���� �� ��=. ��� ���� +! (������ &�#��� #�=#�=�। 
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������� &6� ����� 

$���/� ����� ��F�-#���� ‘��������� /)��F�’ ������ ��)�, 
����I &��F� 

HZ[\ 

 
$#? C���� ����� $� $���/� �����#$#? C���� ����� $� $���/� �����#$#? C���� ����� $� $���/� �����#$#? C���� ����� $� $���/� �����#    

+C��� ��F� #�� ���+C��� ��F� #�� ���+C��� ��F� #�� ���+C��� ��F� #�� ���    
 
 J� $���/�8^ $Q�I। +#�* ��। +#�* !����&। K¬G �&��� ����I� #�F��) ������ +#�* 
(�)। ��>� 0���� +#��� ��� ‘&��� ÑI����’। $� ÑI������ �������� ��B�% &�i ��_�0�B� 
����� �F���। +�� � � &g��� ����! $���/� ���� $�>�8 ����। �#s $�I ��=. ��� ��0! ��>8�� 
�����। ��=� �� $&���� ���� ��>�#% (�) ������ ����। �����8��� ���� ��&� ���� +#�* 
��6�F 0����। 
 
 &�#�=���� &��! $&! #�������� $#� /���# (�) ��� $�>�8���। (��)� ����� ������ 
���F ������ ����। ��� $���/� ����� $��I� �(� ���*� ��>�# $��B ������ ����। (C6� &�6� ������ 
-��#�� $&�� ��� ���* ��=. 8�N#�� ���� $Q�I)� #����� ���� ���=�। �#s $���/� ���� $��� 
�!��। ������� &���F�� $8��% #��� ���। ������ -�"�� ��� ��"� ������� ��*, �#s 
-#�¤# C���� �g��F� #:� $��� �� C���� �����। 
 
 �>�8�� ��8=। C��� ��CN& ���। +! �� ������ ���# ��� �� $&��� $� ��F����� 
8�������� ��� #�) #���� !�����&� ����� #���� #����� ��>�� :�#��। ��0���� ��#�� &�E 
���*� C�� (#�k�। i��� ������ ���1 /���&�। &��! �����1- �6�� ��# �6��, ����� 
-J��� &2��। ��=���� ��� $:�# �¼g�� ����� (�F��� (��F�#�। 
 
 ���� ��#�� &6����� +��#�� ���#! +�! ���F ��� $��B ������ $/��। &�E +��#�� 
���� ��� +#�* ��� ��B�! $� +#��� (���। E�, �¬��� ������। ����* +��#� 0��B +#*� 
#����� &��� ÑI����। &�E ��B�*�� (��� $���/� ����। #������ �0= (�#��� ��� #��*���� 
0���� &���Q=#��। ��>� +#��� &���G� +! #�����। �¬&, 0���� +#��� &�:� ��� #������ 
J��#��। �� $��I �B. $���� J��#�� &��! �� +�# +�# 8�� $��, �� ������ -� &��0 
��� ��>� +#��� &�:�। 
 
 ������ % &��0 #������ �������। ���� ��Q= &��� ��� ��� ����� &��: #��*����। �>�8�� 
���8=� �� &��! �� +�# +�# 8�� $/�- ��% %�� �����# $��B ����। 0���� ��>�# ���% %�� 
��>� #��� ���। ��� K���� ���� �� ?w� ��� ?A��- �� %��! ��� ��>� +#��� &�:�- �¬&, 
0���� ��Q=���� &�8�। 
 
 -��� #������ ������� K’0�� &��:। �� &6�=��� &�� ������� $��B�0�B #����। 
-��� -��� -��� ->����� +# (�#���� ���F ��& #:� ��1� -�����। 
 
 �>�8�� ���8=� ���� Q*�। &'��¬ +�(��� (:� &��� �:�� ����� $��I� ��#। $&! 
K��=�/ ����� &�A# ����� -0 ��# %��� #���� �� $!। ¤�) $! $&! C���� ������� #:�। 
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 �E� /��। ��� �¬���। &��� ÑI������ $/�* (����� �������। ������, !?&�X ���u, 
C6���&��, &��0 $&! C��� ����� (���। $&! :�:�� ������� �A�N +#�* ����*��� 0�� +�& 
:�����। �� ��� K���। ��>8-��0 &�u l&�# /�B� $:�# �����। ����� &��� ���� C��� �u। 
+�# +�# $/�*� ����P��� -Q��� $C�, $X���� %��। ����� #��# ��?� X�>#� P�� ��B���। 
$������ $���/� ���� &cE ��� ?A��। &��0 ���������% &cE। ��=���� ����� ��� �f�#*� /0= 
#�� ?A���। ���� #��# ��?� P�� ��B��� $& +��������B। 0]�� �� $&���� ?�F� ��!�X� 
/�0=�� ?A�। P��� ��m��=m -%���0 ���� �E��� $� C, ����, &��� +��#�*� $� $#>�� ?A�। 
?C� ��V $�� �#��V) ���� P�� �����। $& ���� �� $&��� &����� #��� ������ �। &���F 
+#0 �u��V)�� ��,��� ����������� #��� ����0� ���� �� $&���। �# $� $C�� ���� ������ 
$/�। 
 
 ��,��� ��� &��0 $&! ¤�)�� ����! �����# ��B� $��B ������ $��� ������। ���� ��% 
��� #:�� #)=��� #���। $C������ ����� ���� ��� ��, 0wC6����! �����। 
 
 ���� &#��। ����� $&! C���� Q*� ���� $8���� &��� �� �� #���। &cE $���/� 
���� % ��>� C�� &�#�=��� Q*�G� $���� ��8 $�� +��। &#�� �� (�� &��B &��*�। $���/� 
���� ��8 $����, &�� /� ���� �� $&��� $� e��&� 
�V� $��� $/�� �� �����# #���। 
+�� &��� ���* ����*��� 0�� #������ &��� +�& :���। /�B�P��� C��= &�u l&�#। �� $&� 
��=���� &��-&#��� -/�� ���� -��� C�� ��� ?A��। +# �0�� -�"�� �*� $� ��� $/� 
��>�। ���% ��� ��# #��� �g��F�# C� #�� �। ��>� &,� &�:� (&�#�=���%) $#� $� ��I�B 
�B��। &cE ��� ?A�� ����%। 0]�� �� $&��� ��8 &��!�# ��! #�� ��>B #���। ��=���� 
#��#0 $���/� �����# ��� ?��� $/�। ?�F� ��!�X��� ��������� ��>�B�� ������� �g� $&�� �# 
������� $#? 0��� �����। 
 
 +���# ��8 &��! C��� +! ����� &��। $��V� &����/। (:�� +#�* ��B��� &����/ ���� 
����� %��। ����� ��=���� $8��� ��B�। ��! $&�� ���� #��#0 ��{� �g��F� ��� $:�# $�>�8 
$/�। �#s +#0 ��>8�� ����� �। ��� C����&�� +����#। +����� ���*�#। $���� 0/)�#। 
$���/� 8^ $Q�I ��� ��� ��=���� ���� &,��� $��>8��। 0]���� ����� ���  $����*� -Q��� 
+#*� �F 0���� ��&� +� ���। 
 
 &�:��� $&�� &��! (�) ��� $�>�8��� &��F। �#s �X�� +�& ����� ����# ���� ���� 
-�। ��� ��=� �� $&��� 8�� $/�� ���# +&���। +�&��� &�#�=���। ��B�-�B����। ����� 
(�)�(� $���/� �����# +#��� $����। �, J��C�0 $���/� �����# ���� -� $���� �����। %�� 
�� $���� +�&�� $L����� �� $���/� ����� ��� ��� +�&��। 
  
 �����I ��>� $������I -��¼g� ���� ��a�Q��� $�����। ?��B ��� ��B����। ���# ��>� 
&,��� V� �8�। �v ���� ���� ��V�) ��#�� $/��। �#�� #���� ��v� ���� ��� ��B -��। 
��=�� ��>�# ��� ��F� #�� V�. ���, ���� ����� &��� 0���� ��0=� &#� �-&k� ��� $/�� ��| 
#��। 
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������� &6� ����� 

!�MX��#� &�������#� $���� \W$� ��8= 
����� &����# ������ (�FV ����) 

‘��������� /)��F�’ ������ ��)�, 
����I &��F� 

HZ[\ 

 
�g��F�� ���¤� ���� �#�� $! �g��F�� ���¤� ���� �#�� $! �g��F�� ���¤� ���� �#�� $! �g��F�� ���¤� ���� �#�� $!     

$�>�8 :�#�*�! ��� ��¤�$�>�8 :�#�*�! ��� ��¤�$�>�8 :�#�*�! ��� ��¤�$�>�8 :�#�*�! ��� ��¤�    
    
    �g��F�� ���¤� ���� �#�� $!, $�>�8 :�#�! ��� ��¤�। #:�*� $� $# �������, �A# + 
���6��= -�� �� ¤�) #��� ����� �। ��� #:�*� $� �&�F �� �����T� �#�� � �0 0���� ��E� 
��CU�� ���� -�� �� ���= ���= ��C� #����। -� � #��! �� ?��� �#। &�V�N �g��F� ��� $:�# 
$�>�8 ��%�� $& $� #� �B ��¤� �� ������ �� ��C6��� �F����, $& ��C��I#��� ¤g�� �� �� 
#��, �� (#g�! ��0�# ��0� �0�U& #��� (�g�M ��, -�� $�>�8 -�� $��। 
 
 +� 0��� $���� 0F -���# �X�� $��� ��� �>�8�� ���8=� $&! C�"� ����। $� ���� 
-��� -*�* (�)� (�)�.#� ��G�� �C�� ���� ��C� #���� (����V� �g��F�c)�। �VF #���� 
+#�� ���I 0s� m-m�#��। -� }���� $�I (�. 8���� ����I� 0�� ��� #������ $���� 
����) ?���&। 
 
 l��# !�MX�#-+� &k��#�� ��C��/� +#0 &�&F ��&��� &����)�¬ ����� $���� 
��X�& :�#�� #:� -��� ��� �। �#s 
C�� ��� � ���। -·� $��� ��� �CF�&, &#�� &#�� $& 
��&�� �X�� $#� #��। &#�� ��*�� ���# ��X�& -&��! +�L*� &�� $L�# ����, $�I ���)�� 
$��*����* C��� ���#! �� ��1। -���# +#*� +�L*����� ����� ���। 
 
 +�L*�����*�� �v�F ��I� ��� $��*����* +�#�। &��B ���*�� ���F! -��� $��� $�I ��� 
$/�। $/��� $(&¹��� +�� ����� $&�� $:�# &��0 �F��� ��%�� ��� ���#=� �6�=��#G &���# 
$(�&�LD C��� (/)C�) #���। &���# $(�&�LD C��� ��{� ���#� X�*����� ?�� +#�� 
$��# ��>�B�� -��। -������ ���6� $8�� ��� ��� ����� -� ����� +�� $& &��: ?��= ��� % &��� 
$����# ������ &����# $&���। +��� /��=� ���V� -� $�F�g�� #��� �����B� �8M�#% 
C�������� #�� $����। $&��� ���#V) ��>B��� ��! 
�E#� $��� ���� �। �X�� +��� $(&¹���। 
#:����=� +�� �����& $C�& -�� /�2 $� ��C� #���� +#*� Â� �����=�� &��। (C�� &6�= $� 
-�� % &'��� ��)� ��� ?��� ������, �B. $���� $� �� ��miE (��। + ��G�� ��&�� �X�� 
�� #�� ��: ����! �&��0 C�! (����) $L�# ���� ‘‘���, 8� ��X�& $��� ���।’’ $# 
�0�U& � #��! ��#��� ��� ���� $��� �&���। ��� ���� ��/��, ‘‘&��#�� ?�*���* ��� 
���1। �� ��1 +#*� C�I) ���)��� ���# -��� +�/�� ���1।’’ +�� $��� #:� ���� �CF�& 
-��� $!, �K��� �v�F�*� $#� &��M� ��>�0 $���� �। ���=�� �� ��X�& �X�� +��� ��� �� 
’*�। ��B����B $(& $:�# +�L*�����*� -��� -����E# &����� #����। �� $# 0���� #�� 
(C��� $# $#� ��! + &k�#�� -� -���� ��� $���� �। ��� ��*�� ���# �&��0 C�!�# 
�����, ‘C��-&�� C��� ����� �� ��1, 8�� ��&�� �X�� ��!।’’ ��� 0��� ����, ‘‘$#� #�� 
���, #�/0 $�� #��� ��� �?’’ (��FM�� -�� -� �#�� ��� &��8� $��� #���� �। 0���� 
!�MX�# �&��0 C�!� (�), �&��0 C�!� ����� +� $ �� (�����, &����� ���-#�� ��C $!। -�% 
�#��V) -��� #��� �� ��� ����, ‘��! ��� 8�� ��।’ �#s -��� 0�� $# ��X& $��B $��� 
!�1 ��1� �। �# Q�* � Q�* �� $���� % 
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0��� $#q�6��� $��� ��&��� -���#। ��� ��� +/����*�� ���# -��, -��� $���& -� 0�� 
��X�&� ��#-� #��� �%��� ���� �/��0���� ���#। �#s ��%�� -� ���� �। ����., 
/C=��D ��?& (�,C�) +� #���#��� $��� $:�� $/� ��#-��� 8�#�। (&���� �g��� &«��� !*, 
#�A, $����-�¯�B� $����#L। �� ��� �.� &�E �: 0��B + ��G�। -� !�¬E� 8b� 8��)� �CB। 
#���� ���� $����� L���, #���� �� ��>��� ���A। + L��� -� ���A ����! ���I 0,������ ������ 
$��� #��� �g�(��U। �� �� C����� + �# &'�? -���# ���)��u� &«��� ���A &r� #�� ���� 
:�#� �# �#��� �? ��� �� �� -�f� ���� + $C�� $�, &��F ��,��� -0 $0�/��। 
 
 $&�� $:�# /�B� Q����� -�� �X�� +��� ��X�& �#s -��� $���& -� 0�� �X��� 
�। J�8�) C�&� #�� ���� 8�� $/�� $� ��� /.�FG��। ��X�& �X�� �&��0 C�!� ��8� ���� 
Q��*�� $��� $��� Q� �6F। ��� 8�� $/�� ?��� ���=� ��C�/�� #�V। $&��� �� �
�C���# 
��G�। &#��! #�� ���� ��& -��। ��� ��� $��# -&��-���1, $���� C�/! ��)। ����� 
$8��� ���� C��� ���J� �0U�&�। ��� $���� �������� ���# ��# ����*��� +�/�� ���1। -� 
+#0 ��) (�� $�qB��� $�qB��� ���* +�& ����, +! ��� ��� $����, ����*��� !#��� �� 
�Q�� $X����। $&��� $/���P�� 8���। -���� �#�� 0�� �#? -��� ����� ��! ?B� ����� #:� 
�����। �&��0 C�! ����� ��� ��� Q�� 8�� $��� �����= ����। ��m��=m $*���X� -� &���� 
&�i��1�# $��#0�� -/�� !�MX�# ��X& 8b� ��� ?A�। �#s $& ��� 
�V�)� 0F, ��� 
�����*� ��0��! ���0=/��� &��: -��� &k6)= $��/����/ ������ $X����। +�V) $� $*���(D���� 
�~ ��1� �� E� ��� �B�, ��a #�� $�%�� ���� $*�X�X� $��/����/। 
 
 -��� �� -*�* (�)� ���V� #��� 8�� ���6��=� 0F। ��� /C�� ��� �� #��। -� $& 
/C����� &��: ��]� ���� �#* ��� �#*�� ��� ��/� $���/��� #)=������ $��-$�� /0=, 
�&��� ����I� (�)X�*� -�=��, ����, C�h, 0���� &#�) ����� e�। ��#�� ���# �� �� ��#�� 
��O��� ?wM ����। +�! ���F -��� ��8� #F��D $:�# +# �* $*�� ��@�* -� ��X& ��� 
-����� $��#� $:�# -��� ���� #��# �F��#* �&/���*। �g��F ��V) � ��� ������� ��V 
$*� ��1 ��V) ��=. +#*� �#�� $��� ���। +�� (�)�.#� ?N#|� -� $���/� % $�/��� 
/0=�� $C�� ���� ��� $�I ��� +�। -��� �2#��� ��#� ��0���� ��0��:� $8����*� $���� 0F 
�&��0 C�! -� $�0� C�! $��� ��>B��� !�MX�# ��X�&� ��{� (�.�G� ������ 0����� ����। 
 
 (C�� �0�� ��G� �2#���� ��PA� ��#� &���# /C=��D ��?�&� ��# $:�# �� ���* 
-&�� +#�* &����# 0��। �&��0 C�! -� $�0� C�! C����, 0��*� $��� #�� !�MX��#� $��B 
���� ����)/�T� ���# ���1। �#s ����I ����� $& ���)� *��* $/�। &�r� �X�� $��� $���� 
�&��0 C�! ����� $����� ��B $/��। -� ���! ���� �v�v $�� �����, -����� $#�D ��। 
$���/��� ����� ����* L� #��� ��8 ���� /O��� ����)= #�� $����� $/��। �#s 0�� ��% 
±f�� ��� ��B�। $# ���� L�v�� L�#��? $#� L�v�� -&�� + &��। -��� #��* (�)� 
���� ���# �g���� (�FV #���� ������ ������ �g��F। 
 
 �#s +��� ����# ��¤��� $�I �। +#0 ���* +�& ���� ��8 -����� $/!�*� 
&��� +#�* (�)�� �v�v $�� ��B -��। &����/ ���� +# &�� -��� �U�� ���8� $& �F�v� 
�g���� ��� +��� ��X�&� -�,��। $& +#0 �#��। ��� ��#�* �� -���* *�#�, ���� 
���Q�B, -� +#*� &�!�#�। $# 0�� +! -��*� *�#�! ��� ������-���0�� �a�u &�i��� 
�6�� �#�। 
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 $��� ���� Hj*�� ���# (\�$� ��8=) ��# #�� + ��B�� % ��B�� ?�� ���� &����� 
�g���� ��A��� ���� $/�����/ �&�0��। �#s �� � 0�� �#�� C�!�*� �g���� ��A��� &'� �� �। 
 
 ������ ����� �&�0�� ��&���)� �� -��� -��� ���=� ��C��/� #�V $��� -J� ����। 
0�����C6�� ���� �� ����� �#��! �� $!। �&��0 C�! �� ��� ���� ���� -�V� #���, ‘���’ 
����#������ $��� $��� ���� �#� $# 0��। &��B ��*�� ���# +#�* ����I ��~ -��� 8��#� 
��� ?A���। $�0� C�! ����¬ ‘‘+*� *F��"� �~।’’ �6�= ���#� 0����� X�># ���� ?>�# $��� 
$�����-�F�> ��!। ���* *F�" ������ $��L ��� +�/�� ���1। /.�FG� &'��¬ ��0����/। $&��� 
�# ��F��U 8���? ������ ��� �� $#� $#� +��#��# e�& E6�� ���)� #���� �#��! ��� 
0��� �� ����� ?��� $!। ��� ��C&�� �&��� �� -� $/������/� $���B �VF #�� ���1 ���I0 
C��= L0 L0 &����# ���� C�B। ��V) ���#� 0���� ���� ��C&�� �&��� ���� ���# ��#��� 
0�� �B� �� 8���* �� �&��� ���� ��{� ���#� +#�* (�8�� $Q�� ��&�� (�8���� %�� ?�A 
$C��� $���/��� P�� �I=) #���। $�0� C�! &���� #�� ����, ������ $#? ��!�� ��#��� �। 
��!�� $:�# $���� $��� -�  �V� $!। �V� (#g�! ��� �। #��) �VF #������� ��0��: $#� 
$����#L �#��� #�# ����� �8� � :�#��% #�V) �� ��! $���/� $:�# !�MX��#� ?�� P�� 
�I=) #�� ��1�। + $� �Þ�) 0B ����:=� ?�� 0��-$7�� $�*���। $��� /��� P��� $8��* 
!�MX��#� ��{� ���#� 0����� ���=� �-� #�� ���*�� �B���। -� $& &��: -��� #’0 
#�% -J� ��1��� $*����� ����, -��� #�% �� -�����-*������� ����। 
 
 0�� �g��F� + ���#�8��� $���� 0A� ����� #:� 
C���! �� :�#�� #:� �, �#s �� 
#���� ���� $(�&� #��#0 #�=� �2�। ����P�B ���� ?��� ?�A +�& ���� ���� ����� ��&� 
$:�# �#�� C�� -��� �F�G� �����। $# 0�� -�% #�#�� +��C��� :�#�� ���। -����% 
K���A� $��� �। �#��V) �� ?v #�=� �2��* +#�* +���������� ���� #�� C�� ���� $/�� 
��#��� -��। �#s $& ��%��! ��� $�I ��%�� ��। ��� -� ��#��� ��� �X�� -&�� ����� 
�। ��8 $:�# $C�& -&� &����� A�#�� $� ����I ���)� �~ �� $��� �~। ��� ������ $& �~*� 
-� �#��! �, ���� C�,�� �~। $& �~ $�I � ���! -��� $C�& -&� $&! ����8� -%��0। 
$����� +#*� *F�" +�&��। ��>�B���� !�MX�# ��X�&� ��{� ���#� $���B। ����� -� $���� 
�� �। ��#* +# $����� -%���0� &��: &��: :�:� #�� $#>�� ?A� !�MX�# C�। ���*� ������� 
�� ��� �B� $*���X� +#�8T #V�*। -��� ?w���� �� ���*�� �B��� $�����। + C��� #�V) 
����� �� $!। �� �� $�0� C�!� ��># L��#, 8���*� $8�� $:�# ����� ����, $����� ���� $��� 
���1 �# �। &�, &�, +#0 ��{� ���# &�� +�& ��#��� ��8 +�� 0���� $��� Q�� -P 
��? ��? #�� ����। 
 
 ��F� �� �� �# C���� &g�� ������ �� �.�=��� 0��। ��� -��� �� $# 0�� 
����:=� +#*� C�&� +�& ��� $�>�����। �� ��1�, �{� ��>8�। %�� -���# ����� ����� �। 
���6��= -��� (p� ��� ����, �G� #����, $�� #�� $��# (��) ��>8�� $8�� #��� ���। �#s �# 
C���? 

 
���=� ��C�/ % ��&�� �V� ��C��/� ������ +#*� ��-&�� X�* ?>8� ���*=�� %���। �G� ��, 

���*=��*� �L�,�� ��&�� �V� ��C��/ (��� #��� ���। ����� $&��� ��X�*� 0F &���V� /�= 
��: ���� ��� $�B ���� ���G� 0� $&#��। +�� 0� $&#� $:�# $�� �&>�B ���� $�� 
$���� �L�,�� $��� ��� ����� ��B���। -��� 0�� �� $#� �� �� $�, &F��O� ���� +C��� 
��%�� &'� �। &�, &�, &F��O�P��� ���=� ��C��/ $��� ���� +�# +�# -��� $/��� ��&�� �V� 
��C��/। 
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-P�� $����� ����� ��� �� -����� /��� +�& ��/��। �#s $&���# -����� #���� ß�V� 
$!। ��&�� �V� ��C��/ +�& -�� -� !������ ��� ��X�*� /�= ���� ���X�� �B��� ��8। �#s 
���� ���। 0� $&#��� ��0� 0���� �2। (�)�) ��v�� *��*�� #��% �� $���� &'� �� � 
-��� $���� $��� $&! /�= ��: ?�A +��� ��&�� �V� ��C��/। -0 C��� $#� #�� +*� &'� 
�����? +� �# -��� ���� &'� ! 
 
 $���� ��0� ���� ������� $8�� �F:= ���� �� -����� &��� �!� K!�* ��#�, +# 
-P� -���6�� �� +�� K!, 0�� ��0� $��� $C���� �&>�B ��: ������� $8��। ?>�# $��� 
$�����, $���/� ���� K!�* ���I 0s &�V�N ���6��� �� !�MX��#� &���� ���#� $��� $���� 
-�,�� ���8��� #���। ��� �# -� #�� ��� । ����P�B ���� -��� -*0 ��&�� �V� ��C�/ $:�# 
-&��� ��#� *�!�&-+� ��X�& +�� ����� $&�� $:�# ����P�B ���� ���� $C���� �&>�B ���� 
����� ��8। &�F -����#g� !�MX��#� $��� Q� $:�# -P �� ��B�� ��B�� �G��� 
Q�P���� $��� Q��। ���! $C�� ���� (�� ?w���� �� -��� ���* $/��� $�%����� ���#। ����� 
$& �’X�* $���� ���# ���7� #�� (��� #���� ����� ��B���। $�����, $(�&� #�=� C�!���� 
-�/! $&��� -J� �����। ����� ��B�� $��* $��* $���-$���P��� �� (�)X�*� 8�N#�� #���। 
/g�#�=� ��{��� Q�*�� ��>��� $�B� ���� $X��� (�)�) $8�� #���। #��), -P �� !�MX�# 
��X�&� &�=� ����F��। 
 
 �A# �� $! $# +#0 $� ����, -���� +�� $:�# $���� �L�,�� %���# 8�� ��। 
������, !�MX��#� #�=� % &������# -���, ��! +� C� ����� -��� �� �� $���� *�#���� 
����। +�#� �� +# $���� *��#�� -��� 8��0 +��� �6�=���# -� ����� 8��0 8�� $/� 
�F���#। �&��0 C�! ��>*��� (8O �F:� $���। -��� L�# ����� ���B� -,�� $:�# �� ����� 
����� �v��� ��1। !�MX��#� ����. ª�!C�� #��� -����� $���� $��� ��� &��: -�% 
�#��*� ��� $/���। $�0� C�! ����, z�þ) �8��)� #��� -��� $��* C�! $�)� :��#। $&��� $��� 
����� ���*� #�*��� ����। ��� ��m�F, �� \� $� ���8=� &2F�। 
 

&� �: -����� 0�� ��� �, #��� +�/�� +��� &����F��:=। + ��B� % ��B� + /�� % /��� 
$C�� ���� -��� +�& $�q>���� $/������/� �6�=��#G $�� ��!�� ����। �6� $:�# �� $C�& 
-&�� ��m��=m $���/��� P��� -%��0। $�� $���� ��=�)��� %C�� z��0� ?�� �O���� 0]�� 
!������� ���I 0s� ������ K0 $��0 /��L=�� ���# ������ P�� ��B��। � � #�� ?A�� �*�� 
Q�P���। ���! �C�� ���� ���� % ����� &�#�)= $�� ��!�� ���� ���� ����� -��� ->���� -��� 
����P�B ���� ���� $��� ?A��� z�þ) �8��)� $�� &���� ��E��। ���� Q�� �� �। +���# P��� 
-%��0, ����I� -�=8�N#��� -� �F���# ��&�� �8.�। \[ ������ -**�� ��#� $���� $:�# 
$Q��I� �� ‘‘&#�� &��*� $:�# &�2F-! ���� $%�� �����।’’ 

 
-��� $����� +���। 8�� $/��� $� ��� ��&�� ���#। $&��! �&��0 C�!� &��: -��� 

$��� #����। $���� +�&�� !�MX�#-+� e�&E6� -� ��eE /��� ��G�। ��: ��: �VF #����-
�� �� ���� ������ ����I� �g����। �&��0 C�!� �B -�� ��� ��� $�* �!�� ���� ���� +&� 
Q*� ��� +#�� � +#�� �Fv #���। �#s $# 0�� $& -�� ��� �6)= ���� �। 
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������� &6� ����� 

���!�� #F��L* #���0 ��# ������ 
������ ����) 

‘��������� /)��F�’ ������ ��)�, 
����I &��F� 

HZ[\ 

 
��������� Q�>�* ���!�� #F��L* #��0��������� Q�>�* ���!�� #F��L* #��0��������� Q�>�* ���!�� #F��L* #��0��������� Q�>�* ���!�� #F��L* #��0    

\ ��F��# $/���� �0��� 0�� $������ \ 
 
 
�����?M� ���������� -� ��>8�* (������ �� ���!�� #F��L* #���0% #�0 8��� 
�6�)=��F�� ������ ��C��� #��0 -0 &�/��। (���0�� �0�&�� �� ��=� ��# ����� 
���1�FC��� � #�� ������� �� +# +# #�� $0�/�B #�� ��1। #���0� J��g��� 0F ���& $8�� 
8���। &�! +#�� ��� ���। -� &� �C��! ��� +#�� �6�) ���। �#s �6�) ��� � #��#�* 
������ (��)� �C��, +�� �X�� -&�� �। +�� ��1 ��F��# $�¬ #�=� �0��� ����, 
��F��# ����� ��, ���� -�K& &�M��, $8q�#��� /�0� % $8q�#��� &!0��। 
 
 +��� ��=��.# �g��F� #���� ���� $/�� -�% +#*� $/�B� $:�# �� #��� ��। \W 
������� ���� ��#�� ���# !������� l&F ������ ��F���U� ��� �� ���!�� $�q>�� �� 
���!���� 0&�����)� &��: &��: ���!�� #F��L* #���0� &#� $J)�� #�=8�����% $���� 0F 
&�i�� #��� ���� ��: ��। $&! &�� ��=�� (�2#��, ��F��# -�K� ����� �� (��m�) % 
��F��# ��X#�]�� (��=��� #F��¢), $�g�d #F��L* #��0 (���V� �� /�B $���� ���� +�� 
���!���� $& &��#�� +&, �L, ��, % 0�� ������ ?�� (��=��� $�0� % �������� &�#���� 

��� ����� $L���* $&�7*���) +� &��: $��/����/ G�� #�� ��। (!� (:�� ���!�� (���V� 
����� /�B ���� 8���L�,�G &���# !, ��, -�-+� $�0� -�� %&���� ���=� �� #�0 #�����। 
+# ��=��� ��� #F��¢ ��� ?a�� � % ��� ���0� /� $:�# $�0� ��� ?a�� �)। 
 
 +��� ;j $� ��8= /C�� ���� #����� $:�# ��# ������ \W $���8 $��0���D� H $#�k�� 
l&F �� ��� &.�=�) ���!���� ���� ������ 0&�����)� ?�� ����� ���  ���Q���� 0F 
���)��u &��� ��� ���� ���� +P�1���, �� ���!��� ��� #F��L* #���0� ������� &�i��� ��� 
��B� -� $#? ��� �। +��! ��� K�*�� ����� �i/���# (���� #��। +��� +! ������ ���# 
������ $� ��� l&�#�� ��6=� #�� ����� ���#���! ��� + #���0� #�=8���। 
 
 +��� H�� +�(� �� ������ $:�# -/� l&F�� �� #�� ���!�� ����� �F:= $8�� 
#�� �� ������# ���!���� �’��!� �6�� ��I������ $� ���� $�%�� % ���=�E #�� �� ����% 
���!�� #F��L* #���0� ��V# % �F�F $J)�� #�=8������ �� ����&��। ��� ��� #��! �, 
����� ��V� $�%��, &���� &�����, ���v������ �&� $��/���� ����d $� + #���0� 
#�=8�����। W�� ���v������ ����� l��� #��� C��% $� +! #���0� #�=8�����। ���F $& &� 
#:�� �����)� �F� #�� ����। 
 
 +� �6� (&�, -&� ��#। +��� 0�-���0��� ���� 8���� �#����। #�% ���v����� 
�������� ���# +�/�� ��� -��� ������ -�&। +���# ������ ����� (����! ��������/ 
�������� (8�� $/������� �u�u % �� l&F &����� #�� $X��। $& &�� $�0� -�� %&�� 
&������ ���=�� #F��¢ ������ ?�� ���v ������# Close up #�� C���� 8�� $/��। #F��¢ 
��B �!� ���V� ��G��। ��# ����� X�>#� ��A $��� ������= ���!��� (��� #�� H�! +�(�। 
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 + &�� + ���� (���� ���!�� #F��L* #���0� �F�F &��! (��)� ����� #��0 �F�/ 
#�� 8�� $/��% #��#�* (�)� + #��0 �F�/ #���। &'��¬ + (������ �����। + (������ 
&� �#���# �V� ����� 0F! ����� + �F:= $8��। +���! +#0 $8q�#��� /�0� ��� ������ 
������ ���� ��� (:� ��� l&�#। ��FV #�=� ���� ���# �0 &�!�#� ���� ���A������ 
���!���� ��G� $��� -&��। #�=�F�� + ���(�) $��#�* ��� ����d ��� #��� �� ���!�� 
����� ���# +P�1��, �� ������ ������ ��=� ����* +�& ��� �V ����)= #�� $��। ��� 
(�)�� $�� /�B�� ��B #F��&� z��0� ����। ��� ��=� ����� ��� ���� $�� -�% �m $���(��# 
��,���� ���� $���� &��: ��E� l���� #��0 ��/��। -0% #F��&� z��0� ���� ��E� ��>B�� ��# 
#"�� ��%�� ����। 
 
 +��� ��� $��� 8��*�� ���# ������ ����� #���0 ���# ��FV #�=� ���� (��m�), 
��F��# -�K� ����� �� (��m�), !��#�y���� $����«� -�� % ��F�V� ����8=� -��� X0��# 
��� ��� ���। -��=� +#0 �&��� ��X&���# &���F�� &«�% ���� $�����। �F�F��� &��: 
���#% ���� ��� $�>�� ��� ���। ���Ca #F��k� ���Ca $���#� #��� ���� ���à� �। +����# +�� 
��=�C��� (��� #��। +��� (�&
È� ��FV % ��F���#� ����� ��>� ���� ���� ����� Q�� 
��� ��%�� �� ����. ������ /F���& #��O�� �z�/�L��� K����� #���। �z�/�L��� ����� 8� 
������ &���। $�q��# CS��% $����� % &��=���� V�� (��= #�� ����� ��� ���*�� #���0 
$/�* $�q>�� $�%����। ¹�. ��&a V����= 8���* (�)� #���0 +�& $& ����� 0F �&�0�� -J� 
���। ���� ��*� C��! #�*�। 
 
 +��� +��� H�! +�(�। #���0 ��� 8���* (�)� -��- ��FV, ��F��# ����� ��, ����8=� 
-��� X0� % �&��*�� +F��*LF�D ���&�� -��। 8�����# 0(�)���, ��> ��> #���। +#*� 
:�:�� C��। ���� ���� + E��� $C�, ���!��-#����� &B�# Â�/��� -��=� /�B�� -%��0। 
+#*� ��,��� ��� $� 8�����# ����0 #���। &����� ��FV #�=� ���� % ��F��# ����� �� 
K����� ����� $��� ��F�V� ������� ?�� ���� ��J���� 0F $/��। ����� &�� �&��*�� 
+F��*LF�D�# ����� K0�� 0F ÑI� -�� ��� $/�� (-�/� ���� (����� X�� K0��! 
�# ��� X��� �/����� % #�� �F:� ������)। �&��*�� +�*LF�D &����� &�!�#�� #�� ��F�V� 
������ $/* ��� ��� �#���6� $/��। +� &�� $��� H r� $/* $C�, #��#*� -��= y�# #���0 
���# ��B +�� ��F�V� ������� ���# +�/�� ���। 
 
 +! ���* -&��� #����� $:�#। +��� �����# ��� H\ ��T�� $��0���D� #F��¢ 
!#���। +! ������8� -���� $0�%���� ��FV�#, ��F��# ����� ���# % ����8=� -��� X0��# 
Q� $:�# $�� #�� $/�*� ��8 �&��। ������ ������ &��: ��� ����� 8� #��#0 ������। +��� 
���F &� 8�!�� $��� ?��F�/� ��� ���!��� *���*� ��� ����8� �������*। +! �����8 ��F��# 
����� �� % ��FV #�=� ������ ��� ��� �������/= ���� ���:F ����� $��। -� +! ���:F 
������� ?�� �C�M #��! #F��¢ !#��� ��� % ��� ��8���� ���� $��B $�� ��F��# ����� 
���� (�������� 0���#। ��F�V� ������� $�� ���# +�� �&��� ����� ���# ��� $�����* 
-� ��������� ��=� -Q���� �� -Q�� ���� :��#। ��FV +# &�� /�0= ?A��, Don't 

torture him, if you want to kill him, better shoot. ����� +! ��=� -Q��� +# &�� +! 
�C=�# $���(���#� ����� $�� +! $���� ���� C6���� ���*�� ��B। 
 
 ����� 8�� + ��F���U� -� +# ��F��। ��FV�# � +#! ����� $�%�� ��। ����� 
�����8 #F��¢ !#����� &��: #�=��� #:� #�*�#��* ��। #�=� ����, ‘‘-�� -��= ��X&��, 
-���# +�� 
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���� �F��। -��� ������� ��8�� +#��� &����# -����! #��� ����।’’ (� #���, ‘‘+#0 
-��= #�=� +#0 #F��¢�� #�� $:�# $& ��=��� $��� ����, -���# $�%�� ��1 � $#?’’ 
 
 �#s + �����8��� #��� &#� ���v! �g:� $/���। �&��-½�� ������I �g��F� 0F (p� 
���, ��� $:�# ���� ���� Q�B, ��#* $:�# $�� #�� ���� ��0� % #���0� 8��� �� +����� 
��� ��� �����d। ��0� $8��� $���� +#0 �&��! ���! $8���� &��� $:�# ���! Q�B ���� ��� 
��0� ���� ��� Q�B ��� ���*� $#� ���/ ��!-! $����� �g���� $�B $8�B $����। $���� 
$0����� ?]��&� &��: ��� ���� �0�&�� % #���0� �6�F�� �0�&�� y��# �����। +! 
�������I� $#� C���.� �����, -��V &�:=�� $8�� #��� �, #��� � #�)� �CV�, ��6�F 
�(�) �CV�% 8�!�� �। ��� 8�!�� ��>8 ����*� &��। ����� ��� ���V�� +�/�� $/�� 
������� &���� ��। �&�� �/�� $/���� /���� ����, �# $� ��B ��B #�� �B��, $���� $/� 
�-��� $A�>* B� $��� $���� $/�, ����� ��� ���� -]��� #��� $� �# X����� #���, $���0�� 
$�I #�� ����, I am ready. +��� #��# $&�#��� �E���, �E��� C�,��� PB�� PB�� PB�� 
���* -%��0। �����8 ��� 0���� #�" !������� l&�# !#����� $�/��� ���* P�� +# 
+# #�� + ���� $��� ��� ����। ����*� ��� �B�। -� $��� $/� +#�* ��� V�) 
�, ‘‘�� 
-����, $�����# $��� $��� ������ �।’’ 
 
 +��� (�)C�� ���* �� #���0� ���� ���� �0�&��, ���� $���� $#? �!� �। ����� 
���� �� ?]�& #��� #��� \ r� $/* ���� $�� ��1� $& &�� ����� 0� �B��� $/�* 
#�=�F�� ���� &�M���� ?��। ���# ���� ��� ��� $ª�� ���� ��>B #���� �� �� K�*� P�� #�� 
��F� #����। P�� K�*� ��� $�� $C� #�� $����� ��� ��। ��� $�� +���� �B��� $ª�� ���F। +� 
#��% %�� ���. $�� �। -������� i��� ��>0�� ��/� #���0� 8�#��� $# $#�:�� -��। +�� +# 
i�� $:�# ��� ��� -&� ��C�/F $8q�#��� &!0���#। ���# ��� ��� +�& #���0� &��� 
���!��-#����� &B�#� ����� ���� ��>B #���� P�� #��। ��� (�)�� $�� ����� ���� ����� 
��B $/�। 
 
 +�� #� 0�� �0�� $���#� ��v� $ ���� ?�� $C�& 
������ ��� -����� #��� �� 
0���� &�%/�� ��� +�&��। +��� �v ��X� ����। $��� ���� �। $#� 
������ �v�# ?a� 
% &0�� ����� &���� (���0 ��। -� $& &�� ��1 ��F�8���� % ��F�8������ ��0� ?� ��� 
�v। 
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HZ[HHZ[HHZ[HHZ[H::::    -��/�-��/�-��/�-��/�, , , , ��������������������    

    
 ���* P��, ���* �~, ���* ��/ ��&� ��á��। +#�* $8���, +#�* ���� +#�* ���#। ��&� 
��á�� -� +# �� $����«� !&��!� ��á�। ��� ����� ����� -��/� ���&� +#0 
0/)��F $�����)F ����� �F�&��� ����। 
 
 ��� ����� ��� �� +�� -%���� ��/��। ���# $��� ���� �� -�� $&�� ������। 
+#�M��� +�(� ���&� (:����# &������� �0
 $��*�� #�� ��� $:�# ������ �6� �X
�- 
‘‘�Ö/�T’’। ��&� ��á� ������� #��# �� -�/! ��� ��B�� ����� ��B�� ($��B�) -�00 
��á��# �� $&��� ����� ¨�*X�= $:�# ���,������ !����� ��� ��� ���। -0 ��=.% $& -�00 
��á� -� Q�� �X�� -�&�। -�� �� 
�� ¨�*X��� ��>B���। 
 
 ��&� ��á� ������ 0��0�� ��� $/� ���,������ ���F। �� �� ��� �]���। +���# 
���� ����#B #�� ��:-Q��* &��� P�� #�� ����� �� $&��� ���� ������� ��। 
 
 +#�� ����� /)F��F &�=����8� +/��0 ��,����# ��� �� $�>�� ����/T }��� ��� 
���*�� P�� #�� ����। ��� ���F +#0 CS���# ‘‘L�¬ �D�’’। ��� (:� P��� -%���0 ���6��=! 
�U� ��� ��B �� Q���#� ��/�8��। +/��0�� ?�� (�� ;j/9j �* ����* 8����� 8�� ���। �#s 
������� !1� L�v�� �D� ��� �। $�I ����� ���# ��� -�� ��G�� U� �X�� $��� }�� % 
��>� ��v ��� C����� $#� +# ��&������ $��� C��= �। �g� ��0�� ���F 0��0* ��á�� 0F 
-0% ������� $��# ��Q=_�& ���B। 
 
 +���# ��&� ��á�� �]��� 8���। ‘‘��&� ��á� /���� �F��, % 0������#� -���।’’ ���,��� 
$��* $��* $���������� ����% ����। ��&� ��á�� 0x# �.�, ����� �2� $��>0 $��� ��&� ��á�� 
#��� $��� *�#� ��%�� �� #��� +�� ���# ����� ��B��� �X�� -&�� ������ 0����। $& 
����� �2��* �C� ���� $�0�, #�=�, &��! ��� �2� $��#। ��>��� &�,! ��� ?A��&� #��। 
��+� ��� $#� C� $!, �8.� $!, -�"� $!। ���# $�� �����! � ��b $�0�, #�=� ���# 
����� ��0� /�B��� #�� ��� Q��� $�B���। $& ������� �� ��:� -����F ����� ���� 
(������* &'��¬ �g�� ��=�� ��,���)। �2�� -����F $���, ��_�& #�� ��Q= $�B ��& ��� �X�� 
+�� ���� �0/g��। ����� �2��* ��:F� ��� �। &��F! $�0�, #�=�, ���# &��! ��� ��� 
������� �� #�� ��&� ��á�� ��B���। ��&� ��á��# ���� $��E ������, ��&� ��á�� ���# ��, u��# 
C��� +�� �F�F -� &��!�# $�*�, $���, $��E, 8�8�, �2� !�F��� ������ ���� �� $&���। 
 
 ��&� ��á� %��� �2�d $��� ��{. ��� �g��F� ��� $:�#। +���# $��0 ��&� ��á��# &#�� 
��#�� #F�D���D /�B� #�� ��� ��� -��� $��� ���। �� ��B��� :��# �� ��/�8�� K�*� 
����*��� $� �&�C� $��I��# ���# $8��� $8��� #�� ������ �� -�� ��0 $8��� $�����। #F�D���D 
$��0 ��&� ��á��# ��� �8, /� ��0� -� ���� 8����। +�� (�� l��# H/\ ��0�� *�#� ��8 
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����। +� &�! ��&� ��á��# �� #��� ����। ����B� �� ��B��� -�& �� $�� $/��� $����% 8� 
����, #�X, #��, �����!। ��� �2��d� 0F! +&� #���, (��)� C��% #����। $#� -� 
��,��� ����� #��� /����, ��, ��&� ��á� �� ��,��� ��� �����! �.�, �2�। ��! +� ����� 
#��*�� $8�� � #��*�! �
�C���#। 
 
 +�! ���F +#�� -�� ��0 ��� ��B $/��� �� $&���� ����। ��� �� �*�। -��� 
����� ���# ��,��� +�� ���v $Xq�0� &�f��। -���# ��� $/�। �g��F� ���� ��>�B�� ��# 
+�������� Q��-(��Q���� �C�� ���� $�� ���0��# /�� ���� ���#E��� &��� #��= $/�� ��B� 
$���� �A#! �#s -��� ���� $:�# �v $�� #�� �� ��:� ������)। 
 
 +��B�% ����� �L�= ���� ���� $� ��CN& �g�F $����� �� ����% ����) 0��/। $�� �B 
+#*� -/���� � ���! ���F $��, #�>:�, ����� $��I# ���* ���* &�0�, + P��� �I=) �� ��� 
&,��� ��F�। ����! $�� �B +#*� ��F��# �I=�)� /�= ��B। $�&� $�����, ��-$����� &,�� 
����/ ��� �B���, �V��� (#�� #���� ������# $�����* ���� ��F� #�� +! /��=� ���F $X�� 
��। +����# #�#��� $��, $��#� ��#�B $��। $��� % ������ &������#/) $���0��# ��&�� #�� 
������� + /��= (�� 8��-��>8� $����# ��F� #�� �����। ?v /��=� ���F ����� +�������� 8��, 
�r� $�)� /�>:� 8��, ����, ��B�, &�������, #���0, ��:�, ����, -���8� $/�E&� $��#� �Q �Q #�� 
��:�, +&� ��0 $����� $�B�8�B $�����। �L�= �� ��� ?���G ����� #F�k। 
 
 ����- $&��� ��# #��# ���B ��� C�,� #�>�8� 8��B ��%�� $/��। ��� ��0 $����� �L�= 
���� $���� $Q>I� !f���� ���� $� #�� /���* -0% ��F�� &�V� ��� ��>�B�� -�� ��� L��� 
�*#��� X�>�&� ��B, -��-���� $�>B� �v���� �#�� �#�� Ó�?0, $z�&���, ��B�� ��B +�� *�#��� 
*�#��� �F��O0 -#���� ��# &��� #��B। #�� /��*� ��� -0 #:� ���� ������ ��� �{� 0�� 
$�� #�*� �&��� ����# �I=) $��I X�>�& $��� ����� ��� L���। 
 
 $&�� +#�M��� ������ $�-� ��/� +#���� $�-� ���। ����� #F�D���D �8/��� �B 
-���0। ���&��� +�& $��0#�� �� /�B� #�� ��� $/� ��&� ��á��#। &�, $/� ��� ���� ����� 
����, %��X 8�>K। +! 8�>K�# ����*����� $��E ��� L�#���, +�&! ��� $������, $#�� #����। �#s 
$&�� $��0#�� �� �A# &��� ��B� �X��� � $��� u�, ��, #F�, C�!��� &��! �8.� -� �"�� 
���&�/�� ����L��� ���1। ��� �� �A# &��B +/��*�। 
 
 &��� ����� ���� &�2F -! :� :� #���। �A# +! &�� &'��¬ IB�c���X# K’��� 0�� 
/�B� C��= ��#�&� +�& �Q�� $X�� ��&� ��á�� ��B�। �F����*� &�F# ��C� #�� ��&� ��á�� #�� 
C�h��� ��¬ ��� !&��� -#f ����� ��&� #F� $0F�N�� +�� �F�F ����� $�q��� ����� ��B��� 
&���� ����। &�, &�, (�8�� *��#�� -� $/* $C�, ��-&�� 0 $&� ���# �B���। ���#! $�� 
��&� ��á�� $��* C�! $/K -� C��h 0�]��#। $�>�� $X�� %��� ��� -� $8��। ����-����, �����8�� 
���T��#� ���� ��� 0� �����#� -��� �F��, ����% ��&� ��á� �#��� �F��। �B�& #�� ���� 
��!�X��� ��>* ���� $/K� Q��B। $/K $8�� ��>�� ��G�� �� ��� $L�# ?�A ��B $/�। �A# +�� 
&��� -� +#*� /�B� +�& ��>B���� ��B�� $/�*। ��&� ��á� -� 8�>K�# ����� ����! ���6��=� ���F 
/�B�*� m"�� ���� $����� $/�। $��0 ���� ��B�� ���F $��� 8� ��� ���� �� $���� �#s -0 $/��� 
�। +*� $� +!C���! ��� ��� � ��>! ��� IB��c� ���F ���� #�0 ����� #�� ��1 �� �{� K��=��F 
�। ��B�� ���F 8��� #�a� -� -%��0 ��� $��� 8�>K ���* +�& (��� #�� �f��, ���# $��� 
$��0 ���� +�& 
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$/���, $����%, #�� $��� $�� $&! &� $��E �2����! ��। $/K�#, 0�]��# ��% $���� #���। 
����� &�, #� ��=�� ?����F ��� ��B���! $��E�0 �� #�� ��� ��� ��� �����8�� ��-��। 
����� ��� $�>�� $X��। ��V�) ��&� ��á�% ���# ��B��। +&� ����à� �F���� $��� &����) U� 
$��� $��� $� ��:� ��� ��>�B�� :��# ���। ��&� ��á� ��� �B��। ��� ��>����, $8�� ��>����, 
��� $/���, �� ��!� �6�� ����� ��� ����। +��� �� ����� 0��/� $!। -� ��� ���*� ��8 ��8 
$&��� ������ ���I ��& #���। ��� �*C6�� $��� +# #��/��। $&��� ����� ��>���� +�� %��� 
����! %��� #�� $��>B����। 8�>K, 0�]�, -� $/K�# $&! #�� /���� &�, $�>�� $��� #��#0 $&� 
��&� ��á��# �X���� ��� +���, ?���F $��*� ������ �#�� $��। ���� &���F �#��-��� HZjj.jj 
*�#�! Q�� ���। ?���F �&�� ��। -��� ��� ��>����, $8�� ��>��� ����, ��&� ��á� #�#��� 0���� 
+# ���* -��� &�� ��। #:�*� ���� ��IO�� �� 0m�� �� ����*���� ����� ���� $#>�� $#>�� 
#�#��� ���� #�� ����� (�) �CV� $8�� ���*����* ���1। ���# ��]- ��, ��*�# ($��*����) 
+#��� ��� +&। �� #�>��� #�>��� ��*�# ��� +��। �#s ������ ��>��। ���# ���, ��*�# 
-��� ���#� &�, +#*� $A#�%। 
 
 �� ��*�# ��� ���# $8�� ����, $8���� &�E ��� $� +�#���� $�I����� �� ��>� $C�, 
$����� +� ��& ��á��। $8�� $�>�� $X] ��IO��। $�I #:� ���# $L�# ��]- �� +! $�I $���। 
������ /��=� #��� %��� $�>�� $����� -��� /�=% ��� $/��। $����� &��! ���� ���� $:�#�, 
-��� �g�����# ��� +�& C�� #�� ��X #���। �#s �� -� ���। ��IO�� ��� �g���� ��� 
-&�� $���। 
 
 ������ $��* #�� /���*� ���� $���� ����� &�#��� #����!�#� #���0� ��) �k���# 
+#&�, +#! /��= ���*8��� ���� $����� �A# ���! ���� -0 ���* P��, ���* �~, ���* ��/ 
�8��� ��& ��á�� $���# ���*8��� ���� $/� %��। �#s 8�>K, 0�]�, $/K� ��� $#�:��- + (��� 0��� 
-0% ��%�� ����। 
 

--0�� +�, #��� 
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��#� ��_���F����� ���� $#�D�� 
����� 
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HZ[\ 

 
��#� ��_���F����� &��� �(� ����� 

!����!����!����!�����&� +# ��� �&� +# ��� �&� +# ��� �&� +# ��� &�V�    ��������������������    
    
    ���&6� $�। ��#� ��_���F����� ���-���� &#��� �(� �����। ��� #��#�* �V��� +! 
���*�� ��� ��� ��_���F��� �,�! �, &��� #��� ���� �(�-����8�। &��� �(� ���� ‘�����’। 
+! ‘�����’ ��� ��� ��=� ��#-$&���� ����। 
 
 �>�8�� ���8=� C��� ��CN& ���। ��� ���� &#��। &cE (���* ���6�=। ��=� ����� -7�) 
8���� 0/a�: ���� ��_=��=� ������B���। ��� ���� ��� ������-���0 ��� :�#�� �����B� 
$#���*=���। ��=��� \�$� ��8= &#��� -7�) 8���� ������B���। ���=C��� ��F� #�� �������� 
$����#, �������#, u��#। ��=��� ��������#% g��&C��� ��F� #��। ��=��� �������� ��B�� ��0�� 
&�0��� #��Q�� #��। ����&��#�8�8�M ������� ��0�� #��* ���� ����। &��: &��: +#0 �C��� 
���# �B�। ��������# $*� ��!�� ��� $/�। ����� ��B�� -�,�� %�� ���# -*�#�� ����। 
 
 ��=� �&�F� $�����-�g�� l����8#��� ?wM %��। &cE /g���6। ?wM ��!�X� -� (��� 
m"���� #��� �&��� ��6। 
 
 (�M ������� ���* $/� /g���6�# ����� -��। ��0Ü �&��� ��6� ��>8�� (�)�) $8��। 
 

+ Q� % Q� #��, $��* Q��� -�,�� ��*����* #��� ��/�� �������� �����6 ��)�। ��>8��� 
-(�) $8��। 8�N#�� #�� ��*�� + Q� % Q�। �&��� /g���6� -��= (�M ������# +�*�#� ��8��� 
#�� �। 

 
 
��� �)�0� $� ���* +�� �&��� u��# �V� #���। 7�� ��=��� (�M m"�� 

���#�� $&���� ��� ?A�। ?�F� ��!�X��� -Q��� %�� ���*�� �B���। ����-$�q��� #��� ���* 
+��� $��*��� ���। &#� Q*�� +#��� (�FV &�V� �������� +! $����*। -� &��! $��* $��*। 
%��% $������। ����� -�0�# ��=� �����8��� ���� g��&C��� ��� ���। �����8��� C�� 
%��% (#�k�। �&��� ���� ��� %��। $&���� Q*�P���� (�FV &�V� %��। ���! ��� ����� 
���F �B�*। $& 0�� $& $����� ��0% ��=���� ��#�� �����। ����-$�q���# �V� #��� ���� $��� 
��� ���* �/����� ����� Q��। &��: &��: ��=���� ?�F� ��!�X��� P�� ��� $8����� -Q�� #��। 
 
 ��� $&�� (��) $�>�8 $/�। �)�0� ���� -� ��� u��# ��F� #�� ��=��� ��������# -�,�� 
+� ��>B #���। +#0 �&�F $&� ?>�8�� ��� ��!X  । u� ��"� ��� ?A��, $�q�B �/�� 
����# 
0�B�� ����। &��: &��: ��=��� ?�F� ��!�X��� P�� ���* +���। &��: &��: ���*�� �B�� ���। 
P��� -Q��� ��� K�*� ��� ����� ��� $/�। 
����# ��>8��� �/�� ��� ��0 (�) ����। P��� 
-Q��� �������� $��% 00=��� ��� $/�। u��# 0�B�� ��� ��� ���*�� �B��। ��=��� �# $C�� 
�� 8�� $/�। ��=���� P�� ����# -�� #�����। +#*� P�� ��� ��# $C� #�� $����� $/�। 
‘‘���% -�� 
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$�>�8 $/���। �#s $&���# -��� ß�V� $!। V�G� $:�# �v ����� �����। P�� ��A ���� 
$����� $/� ���% -�� ����� �। &��! �� ��� $/��, -��� $�>�8 -� ��C �#।’’ �(�0 ������� 
$���� �F�:� ��� #�a��C0� #�| ����� #:�P���। 
 
 P��� -Q��� 00=��� ������� ��=��� 8�� ����� ��% ��#V) $�>�8 ����। ��� QD����# 
�� -��� %�� +�&���। %�� ��� �����# ��� $/���। �����# $��� ����� 0F 8�N#�� #�� $&�� 
����� ���Å। ��# C�� &��& ��� ��� ����� ����� -���#% ����� &��: ��� ��%। -���% $�� P�� 
$��/��। ��=��� ���# ��� ����। �����# ��� $/���। -��� �X���� $��� -_�& �������। #�8 ��� 
� $&�� &����� -� ��� C�� ���V� #����� ��� ����� 0F। ��=��� ��� -�� �����# -� 
�X���� $���। ��=�C��� ��F� #�� 0/a�: ���� ���A। 
 
 Q*�� �� $8q� �� ��=. �����B��� ��B ��� �������� $���, �����6 -� u�� ���। 
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$�¬ #�=� L�¬ ��� -�&�� 
$����«� 0���,�� 
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$�¬ #�=� L�¬ $�¬ #�=� L�¬ $�¬ #�=� L�¬ $�¬ #�=� L�¬ ��� -�&�� $����«� 0���,��-�&�� $����«� 0���,��-�&�� $����«� 0���,��-�&�� $����«� 0���,��    

\ ���&�� �# -���� \ 
 

 ‘‘-��� ���� +#*� ��E� ���� ���� ��� ����, #�=� ������� ���� ����� -��� %�� 
$:�#! %�� $��। $�����# -��V�� 0�F ��E� ���� $/���। %�� $����� %��% -7�) 8����� 
����। 
 

 #:�P��� ���! ��� ��!�� +�& ��>B���। &�u ��#�&��� ��>�# /�B��� ���� ��� 8�� 
$/�। ����� ��� -� �X�� -�&�।’’ 
 

 ��#-������ ������ ���� ��� 9j �X¦ +F�r������ #����� ��X&�� $�X�*F�D #�=� 
L�¬ ��� -�&�� $����«� 0���,���� ��� ���&& $0���a&� 0���,�� ��¸�� #�| #:�P��� 
����।’’ 
 
 ‘‘������ ���* -� ������ ����I� (�� C����&�! ��� ��� &��8�� �B �����। �� � ��� 
$# +� ���? -��� 
��� $#� �F�� #���। ��� $# %�� -��� 
����# ��=�C��� ��F� 
#����? ��� ��,���-+*�! �# ��� &��8�� �B �����?’’ +#*� $:�� $:�� #:� ������ ���&& 
$0���a&� 0���,��।  
 

��� ������� +#�M��� ?��� ���8=� +#�* Q*�। #���]� #F�D���D ?� ��G -��= 
��X&���� 0��� #X����। -���8�� ��I�-���������� ���&��0�# &�6�� ?N��� #��� ���। 
?v #X����� �z�/�L��� !#��� ��X, $�¬ #�=� !��#�� ����#, $�0� -/� $������, $�0� 
&���� ($���8 $��0���D� $��#) &� ��# ?���G ��# -��= ?��G� �����। &C�� �&��. $�� 
����-������ &�i��� ��� &��0�# +��������B C��� ��F� #�� ���। �#s (E���� ��������� #��� 
$�¬ #�=� 0���,��। �, �� ��� ���� �, �&'�। �g�(�F� ��� ��� $&�� (E���� ����� ��� 
��>�B�� ����। 

 

-� +� �� $:�#! $#� #X����� 0�� 0���,���# L�#� ���� �। ��� $��� 8�!��% 
���# ��#�� $��� ���� �। 
 

 +� #’�� �� &����0��� !��#�� -��� 
����# $L�# ��A� +�� #F�D���D� ��!�� $��� 
��� #��। ���� ���&& 0���,��। 
 

 ����� +��� �>�8�� ��8=। $&�� ��� &��*�� ���# �z�/�L��� ��X $�¬ #�=� 0���,���# 
$L�# ��A� ¹���। ¹�� $:�# �X�� +�& ��� -���# 0�� -0 ����� $���� %�� ����� 
��,������ %�� ��>���� �B��। %��� #:� ���=�� ��! �� �����। #:� $�I � ���! #F�D��D 
+��#�� ���� ��C $/�। ���� -��� -� Q���!�। ��� $���/�, #��� -� *F��"� ��~ ��� ��� 
��?�� ?A���। ���� ���� #F�D��D +��#�� ����I� �&��� �8N#��% ��� ��/���। 
#F�D���D� ��!�� -P���� $/�। -��� 
��� -����� &�Î� ���� ��/��। 
 
 $C������ $����� -����� ��&�� &«��� -��*���� /� ��&�� %�� #��#0 ��& -��। 
$� -��� ��!�� $���� � ����। 
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 $�¬ #�=� 0���,�� ����� ����� ��� �f�। -� ��! ��� $X� #�� ��� !?��*� 
��,��� l&�#��� &����/ ���� ������ �/�� ������ ���v &�i��� ���# ��� ����। �6�������� 
��� ��� !?��*� ��,��� l&�#��� ���� ���� ��� �� ����� ����� ����! ����। -��% 
$������� #����� +�& ����� ��1। #:� $�I #�� �z�/�L ����� ?����F ��!�� +�& ��>B���! 
��{�� ������ ����� ���# ���� $�� +�� ���--��� ��!�� ��%�� 8��� �। 
 
 \Z$� ��8= ���� ��� ��� $��� 8�i���� #������ ��� #��� �/�� ��,��� l&�#��� ���� 
$�¬ #�=� ����� ��� �����। 
 
 ;j$� ��8= ��� &#��� +# �� ��T��� ��� ��&� $:�# ���# /�B��� ?�A�� ��� $/�, ����� 
-�/ -��V�� 0�F ��� -���# +#*� ��E� ���� $/��। +��� -�� ��� -� $#� $��>0 
��!�। 
 
 
��� $!, Q�� ����� $!। K��� ��� #�>���, K� $!। +# $X�>*� ���% $!। Q��� ��!�� 
$/���P�� 8���। ��!�� $����� �: �2। +# $X�>*� ���� 0�F �*X* #��� -��� &.���। ��� 
����� ��� $���। ����� $���। #:�P��� ���� ���� #�a�� $C�, �B�� ���&& 0���,��। -� 
�A# $&! &�� ���&& 0���,���� $��* $��� -��X �����- ���� 0�F -��� -]��� #��� #� 
$#>����। ����� $:�#! -]�� �g�� ������। -� -��� $&! �g��� ��� �� #����। ���� 0���� 
$�����। 
 
 �g�� � ��� $���������� ��>8��� $���, ���&v �� ���� ���&& 0���,��। 
 
 +��C��� #’�� ������ #�*�� �� �����8�� ������# #F�D��D +��#�� +#�* @��� 
-*# #�� ����। $&! @��� ��,��� -��= ��X&�� % l&�#��� ��# �������# -*�# ���� 
������। 
 
 ����� +�(��� �������� &��� ���&& 0���,�� #F�D���D ��G��� ���#��� ��,��� 
��X&�� % l&�#��� ��=�C��� ��F� #�� ��। +��� ���F ��� 
��� $�¬ #�=� 0���,��&� 
$�X�*F�D X��#, #F���* m��, #F���* ���� -��, $�0� !&���, $�0� ����#, $�0� 
����K� 0������ �� ��� ¤�) -�� ��� ��� -���# ���। 
 
 ?�]����/F $�, 
����� ���C� �� #���]� #F�D��D +��#� $:�# �&��F ��FC6��� &2� 
��%�� ���। $& &� ��FC6�� $:�# $�¬ #�=� 0���,��&� �/�)� ��,��� -��= ��X&�� % l&�#��� 
�#�#�� ?��� #�� ��। 
 
 ���������� &�u ����� �:����/F ��=���� &��: $�¬ #�=� 0���,���� $������I &����G 
#��। 
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������� &6� ����� 

L�¬ -����� ��F�#�O l��# ����� \9 0������, HZ[\ 
 

%�� ����C��� ��F� #�� %�� ����C��� ��F� #�� %�� ����C��� ��F� #�� %�� ����C��� ��F� #��     
L�¬ -�����#L�¬ -�����#L�¬ -�����#L�¬ -�����#    

\ �T�� -��� (�M \ 
 
 ��=� ���#E�� ������ ������ $�I ���6��=� ?wM��� +#0 #�) ��#�� �N#��� $�* 
�F��"� $��L#F�� ��X&�� L�¬ -���� $������ $8q����। 0]����� �����*� -Q��� ��>��� ��� 
�/����� L�¬ -���� $8q����� &�E ����। 
 
 +! ��=� ��F�#�O�* Q�*��� ����O -���&# +��#�� H� � ��E��। Q�*��� $&! &�=0 
����8� ��B�*�� &��� $� ��B��� ���&� �� ��& K¬&� 0�� #��*���� $�/� $�� ���0�� ����। 
Q*��* Q�*��� $�/� ���0��� �&��� �g��� &���!। 
 

�� $&���� -�&��=�)� ��� $��� -��� ���#� ��! -�f ?]��&� ��� ?�A���� 
L�¬ -���� $8q����। +��� $/��� $/��� ��� $� ���v�������� �8�#N&� #����, &����F #���� 
&��:=F ������ *�#� ���� ��&� ���� ����� +! &���F &�X��F ?����� ½�� ��� ��� $&�� 8�� 
#�� Q�� ��& :�#�� �����। 

 
 ��� $��������� ��>� ���� &B# ��C��/� &���# 8�X !�T���� 0�� ����� -�� ���# 
&��: ��� ��>� ��0� /�B���। ����v ��#� /�� ��v �%��� ���v� -
��� ½���# C���� $����� 
��&�� $�/� ����� -�� �� +�� ����� �����6 ������� ���� 8��% &�:� ������� $&! �����। 
��>�� (:��! ���* �/������ H� � ��E�� $&! ��B��� $� ��B��� $�/� ���0� ���� ��f�। 
 
 ��>�� �/������ $�/� ���0��# ���v� ��� 0����। �#s ��>��� ?���F &X� ���। ��% 
���&��� $���/� ?>�8�� ������ ���1� +! ��B���। -� �A# $&! ���6��= ��>��� /�B� ��B�*�� 
&��� �/�� ��>B���! ���� ����� ���F ��#�� $��� -�f ?]��&� ��� ?�A���। 
 
 ���6�= ��� $��� � #��! ���� ��>���� ��B��� /�B�*�� ?��। +#*�� P���I=�) ���� ��>��� 
#�� ������� /�B��#। 00=��� #�� ������� /�B�� -��������। P��� -Q��� L�¬ -���� 
Q*�G��! ��� �। -� ��� � /�B�� 8��# ��� -���। 0�� ����� -�� ���� ���� +�& 
P�� ���/। $�/� ���� ���/ ����। ����� �����6� ��:�� ���� ��>�� P�� 8�� ���। ���� 0F �V� 
�� ���। ����* ��� P���C��� -�� 0�� % $�/� �� +�� ����� �����6 $#���� �/�� -J� 
������� ����� +#�* ��B���। ��� $&�� $:�# ��>����# ��A��� �� ��&������। 
 
 ��� #��#�* QD� ���! ���� ����� �u $X�� ���� K’��� ���� -�&��=�) ���F ������ 
&���F &�� -�/! ����� ���� ��F���U� ��#��� ���)� ��� �#��� �g��F��) #��� ���� K’�* 
��� &.��� 0� L�¬ -���� $������ $8q�����#। 
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������� &6� ����� 

������ ������ &����/� -�-������ 
��F�� ��#�� #��#0 

&�����# ���8�� 0���� ����&� 
����I &��F� 

HZ[; 

 
$�I �� $�I #:�$�I �� $�I #:�$�I �� $�I #:�$�I �� $�I #:�    

��F��# ���� $8q���� 
 
 $8q�! �L�&r� ��� $C��� Q�� C�,��� ���� $8q�����। ������ ���� ���� &��G �E� #���। 
����� -��� ������। $��L% $��B ��� ��� ��� ��� ��/��। &�E ��_���F��� ��B� �¬���। 
���� ���� C����� ������ �����। K +#*� /�B� C��= ���#.�� $&� ���� ���� ���* 8���। 
 
 ��_���F��� ��B�� ���� $8q����� â�* ���% $������, ����� &�� ��� ��8� +#*� â��* 
:�#��। ��� ��� $��L% ��� ��� +# &�� u��# $L�# ����, $��, -� ��� -*8�]� QD� 
��#� -�� $�� 
��� ���। $& &�� /��� 
�� ��� �G� ��_�& X��* ?�A���। 
 
 +�! ���� u� +�& +#��� �0�U& #��� ��� -� +# #�� 8� ���� �#�। &«�� 
0����। ����� 8� $��� ����� $��B ?A��। 
 
 ����� $��B %A�� �� ���� $8q���� $/�&� #��� %��� 8�� $/��। ���� #��B-$8��B% 
�#�� ����। #��) �������� &��! �� C�/�C��/ #�� &�&��� #�0#�= &���। �� $&�� +�& u��# 
����, ��% $����� 0F ��� /�� #�� $�����। ���� $/�&� #��� ��%। ��� ��� ��0� Q�� �/�� 
8�� ->8B��� ��/��। �&�G u�% $/�&� #��� ����� 0F �� ��B���। 
 
 ��{. �� 8�� ->8B��1 ���� $8q����। $��� �� ����� �# +#। +� &�� ��8 $����� 
$/�* �~ $��� $/�। $# $� ��0� ��¯��1। ���� $8q����� u� ?>�# ���� $���� #� ��&� #��#�* 
��,��� $��� ��0� ��¯��1। ���� $8q���� $& &�� u��# ����, :�# $���� ��#�� $!। &�� +�&�। 
��� ��� -��� 8�� ->8B��� ��/��। u�� &��: ���� $8q����� � ��� $�I #:�। 
 

+� &�� ��8 $:�# ��>� C�! %��� +�& ����, ���� C�! -���# ��8 L�#��। 
 
 ���� $8q���� �0�U& #���, -��� �� #�� �����? 
 
 �F�>। 
 
 ��T��� ��� ��� -�E -�E ��8 $�� $/��। ���� $8q����� u� ���� $8q���� �#s ��% 
-���#� ��। ��>� 
����# $#? $� ��� ��� $��� ���� +#:�% ��� �� ���। #��) ���� ���# 
L�#�� +�&�� &��! #� ��&�, ��,���। 
 
 
 
* +#�M�� ������ ����� % ����� &����/���� ���� &�Q�*� ���-���I ���=���I ���������� �V �V �/���#� ��F� % 
��=���� ����) ���� (��& $��� �� &��F % &���:=F� ����। ���������� ��# ����0��� +! ���� ��F���U� ��#�� �����। 
-��� $#�� ��� #���� ?����) ?�G�� #���। HZ[; 0���� ���&, ����I &��F�� ���S� &�����# ���8��� +! ��2�* H9 
�L�&r� ‘[H ������ ‘-�-���’$�� ���� g��&C��� ��� ����0������ u���� &�V�N#���� �C�M�� ��8�। 
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 ���� ���� ������� �� �! ��� ��� ����। ����� ���� ������� �� �!�# $�% ���। 
$������ �&�' ��# $��'�( �) �#�� �%��। ��� *��, ���� ������� ����� ,'-�' �-�.� 
'���, �������� ��/��� �'�0�#? 
 

 ,'0� ���� ���0 ���0 ,'�( �%�� �� � ���2� '��% �&�' 3 ���# �����, $�%, $�� 
���। ���� ������� $�4 $�4 �5 �( ����� ���0 ��� �6��। 
 

��7��' ���/�8� 5�#��� ���������7��' ���/�8� 5�#��� ���������7��' ���/�8� 5�#��� ���������7��' ���/�8� 5�#��� �������    
 

 ��� �� �������� ���% �� ���/�8� 5�#��� ������� �9�' ��� �6�#�%�� /#-�� 5�'� 
����#। ���� ������ �������� ���0 ��� $:�#��� �;'< �%�। �'= ������� ���> ���/�8� 
5�#��� ? ����( ��!�� 5@�6��� 0�'�� ���। $:�#-
- ,��' 9�� ������ 3��B� '�� ��� 
9��' ��# ��� �6�� �������6 �%�( C�D ��E/�� 5�#��� �������� ����#। 
 

 $�-��� ,�� ��-�'����� ���FD �G��H� ��I���7��# J��( �� � ��� - '����। ��� �। 
��� �� � ����6 �K� ��'��� '�% �0�' �������6� �2'�� �-� ����� �6�# 3��L� 5���।  
 

 ���FD �G��H� M����� ���' $�-����� ,�� 5��-� 5��� ��E/�� 5�#��� �������� ����#। 
��-�# '!� �!�� �� ��E/�� 5�#��� ��-� ���� ����। 
 

 ‘���/�8� 5�#��� ������� �'�0�#?’ 
 

 ‘,���D $�%।’ 
 

 ‘$����� ��/��� �� � ���0 '0� ����, �� �' ,'(� �G�' ��।’ 
 

 ��E/�� 5�#��� �G�' ����। ���/�8� 5�#��� �������� ���0 �� � 9�� ,�� ��D��� P��। 
9� �-�.� '���, ‘$����� ��/��� �'�0�#?’ 
 

 ‘6�!��� $�%।Õ 
$���� �� �� �' ��� ,���%, �#���Q $�% $�����  ���0? ���/�8� ���5��� 9� 

�-�.� '���। 
 

             ‘$�%।’ 
 

 ‘$���� �'�0�# ��# ���R ��'?’ �/� ��� 9� �-�.� '���। ‘-�� �।’ 
 

 ‘��S, ,(� �'� '0�।’ 9� ���' 5��, C# ����। ���/�8� 5�#��� ������� �� ����, 
‘�2' $�% $�� '��! ��� �D।’ 
 

 ��0T�� �� � �6����� -7 �� 6�� ��� U���। �'= ��� $� �6��� '��� �। 9� ��7( 
��� '�� ����। ��� ��7( ��� $��� ��D��� P�� ,��। �� � 9� �� ����, ‘$�� �� ��V 
�����।’ 

 

,'- $�-��� -�#�� ���, ‘$�� ��� $����� ���#� ����। $�� $� 'D ����। 
$� 3� ��� $����� �7��। $��� ,�D ��' �/�� ���# �����।’ 
 

 ���/�8� 5�#��� ������� �� 52�E ����, ‘$�� ���@ ���# ��� ����?’ 
 

 ‘$����� ���� �� �7�L� $�%। $�� ���।’ 
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 ��� �� $��� 52�E ����, ‘P�!(� ��� �D?’ 
 
 ‘�, �, ��'�� �D। $�� ��� ,�D $��� ��� $���।’ 
 
 ���/�8� 5�#��� ������� ��> ����� -7 �� ��!���। �� ��!���� $�6 9�� ���' ���'�# 
����, ‘$�� ��� �7�# �'%� '���, ���� P��!��R� �'? $�� ,�D ��� $����।’ 
 
��7��' $��#�� ���� ���7��' $��#�� ���� ���7��' $��#�� ���� ���7��' $��#�� ���� �    
��7��' ����M� 5�����7��' ����M� 5�����7��' ����M� 5�����7��' ����M� 5���    
    
    ,'���0 $-�� 0�'�� ���#�%। M’-�D ��W��V �0�' X�# ,' ���0 ��� ,���%��। 
,'- ��'��� ��#�%�� Y�'� ��I���7���#� ����� ��C��6, ���- D���-� ��C��6। $�� ��7��' 
$��#�� ���� ,�� ��7��' ����M� 5����� '0� ���%���। 
 
 ����� ��# ����M� 5��� ��-� ���� �%�! �Z� $��#�� ����� ����# ��� $��। M’�Z� 
,' ���0 0�'�� ���' $�� 0��', ��5� 0��'। 
 
 ���FD �G��H� �'�� ���(�# $��#�� ����� P�� �C�V�%। 6�!��� '�� ��%�� �%�!�% 
$��� ���। �����   M’�Z� ���� ’(�� ���' �4� '���%, ���G� *��%। ’(�� ���' ��� 
$��#�� ����� 9� ��%�� ����&� ���# ����� ,'�( ��� 6�!� ,�� 0����� ��I���7���#� 
$����' ,��'�� �[��। '�#'- ��-�'�� �����। 
 

$��#�� ���� ,�D ���7 9�� ���0 M’,'(� ������ �������' $��� �����%। ����M� 
5����� ���0 6�) ���� $�6 5���� 5���� 9��' ����, '���(� 32�' ����� ������ -7 C���� 
'�� ��-�� (�-�� '�� ���। ����M� 5����� 9� �� ������� �7�7 '��- �74। 

 
�'%�B\ �� ��-�# '। ��-� ����� $��#�� ����� �%�( C�D। ���� ��-�� ���� �� �!�#। 

$��#�� ���� $� ����M� 5��� �� ]D�T��। ,'- $��#�� �����' ���� �-�.� '����, 
‘$��� �� $��#�� ����।’ 
 
 ‘57� ।’ 
 

 ‘$�� ��D�� $��।’ 
 

 ,� ��# ����� ���� �!��� ����M� 5����� ���'। �-�.� '����, ‘$��� ��?’ 
 
 ‘����M� 5���।’ 
 

 ‘$��� ���।’ 
 
 ��D ��# ����M� 5����� 9� ,�� ��-�� ���� �� !���। , ��̂7 ���� ��� ���_̀  5�# 
�� �!�# �D��। $��#�� ���� ,�� ����M� 5��� ,'��� ��� ���' ��'���। ���� �� ��� %��� 
%���। �'= ,�'���� �W�� ����। %��� %��� ����� M-� $��'��� �� � ���' (����M� 5����� 9�) 
���'�# $�4 $�4 $�-������ ���0 �� ��!���। $��#�� ����� 9� -���� ���# *�� ����� 
����� 6��#� ����� ����� ���� �� �� ��# ���#� 5�R। 
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GSGSGSGS        ����-�� 5' ������-�� 5' ������-�� 5' ������-�� 5' ��    
 
 ��� �� ��� ��<��# �� GS ����-�� 5' �� �������� ���D�' ��# ����� ���� J��(� 
���� ���# 0�'��। �'��� $��� ������# ��-� J��( ��� ����। cdD �G��H� ��� �C��� ��� 
P�� �0�' 3�2 ���- �!��। ,'��� ���� ��-� J��( �6�� ����� $��� ��� ��� ,��। 
,�� �� ��# ��� -�� �!���, ,'(� �_�� $�-��� ���5�� �'%� ���' T��� ���# ,' Ce����'� 
���� �� ��%। ���0 ���0 ��� ���� 3�2 �6��। ���D�' ����, ‘��� $����� ,��'�# Y��'�%। 
������ ������ 0��'�।’ �� � 9� �� �� � -7 ��-� 5��� f>� U��� '��%। ��� GS ���' f>� 
���� G�'��। -���� GS �� ‘,�� �����’ ��� ���� ���# ���(��� ��7��' -�� D���D��� 
]D�T�� ���# ����। 6)-g-� '��� ��6��। ,���' $�-��� ���5� ��� ���# �� � J��( 
,�� Y��' �-�.� '����, ‘,(� GS ����-�� 5�'� ����?’ 
 

 ‘57� ।’ 
 

 ‘��� �'�0�#?’ 
 

 ‘��� �6�%।’ 
 

 ‘�'� ��C��6� ��7��' ���।’ 
 

 ‘��B�-6��>\� �'h।’ 
 

 ‘57� , $��� ���'D �� -�%।’ 
 

 ,D ��� ���� GS ���� C�D�' ��# D���D� ���5��� ]D�T�� 3��L� 5���। GS ���' 
�� � �� �-�.� '����। ����� �� �' P� �0�' ��D�� ,�, �� �D ��'�(� T��� ���# �� � ���� 
�� �� ���� 6i��7� ���' ��# �����। �������� ���D ���'�# �D��� ���_̀  5�#। 
 

 GS �� 9��' ��� �6�#�%��, ��� �0�' ,�� f>� ����। 9�� ���0 ? �%��� �� � ��> 
'0�। �'= f>� ���� ��� $� �/�� $���। 
 

GS $��� ���#�GS $��� ���#�GS $��� ���#�GS $��� ���#�    
 

GS $��� ���#� �;�'< ,'�( 6) X���� �%�। ,'�� ��4� ���# 6�!� �����# ���R। 
52�E ��� ����। 6�!� 0�����। ,���' ��� ���� ���- 5�# $��� ��� 5�# �6�%, �'= ��� ������ 
6�!� ��# ��� $�%। ,� $�-�C��� ���'�'� $�-����� ���FD �G��H� ���� ��� C��� 
��#�। 
 

 GS ���#��� J�( ���� ���#। ���FD �G��H� �'�� $((�# ��#-��� ,�� ��(< ���, 9�� 
6�� ���� 6��# �� �!� ���� ��� ��#���� '��%��। C���%��, '�/�< 32��D �������� ���D�' 
��# ������ �'� -�#6�# ��� ����। ,�� ��# $�-����� ����'�� ,�� 5��-�। ���� �� �' ? 
��#���� '�� ��L�# ��� ��# ��� �6�। 
 

 GS ���#� �� � 9��' �'%� ��� ���� �����। $�-����� ����'� ��V �' '0� 5�R� ��� 
�'3 �����। 
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��i�> �h C@����< 
 
 ��i�> �h C@�����<� ����6��� �� �' ������ ������ '���%��। ��� �%�! ��� ����। 
�'= ��� ��� 
����� ���� ���� ���#�% ,��� �0�'। 
 
 -���� ��> �� ��i�> �h C@����< ��� �C���D P�� �0�' 3�2�%��। �0����� �4� '�� 
���G� *��%। ����� $�j' '��� ����%। �'�� �� ���! $( �' #। $�j�' ����� $�6 
���# 
k��' �G�' ����%��, ��� 
��� 5�# ���R�� ��, ��� ��lD ���� �����' ����� �����। 

k�� ���� �0<�E ��i�> ����� �! �%�� '�'���# 0�'��। 
  
 ��i�> C@����< $�j�' �74 ,� ��# ��-�# ��m�। ��-� ���� ���� �C��� Y�'��� ,' 
��V��� ���'। '� �� ��। 
 
 3M<�� �-�.� '���� ‘'D 57�#?’ 
 
 ,� ��# ��i�> ���� �����# ,��। ���'�( �� � �� �-�.� '�� �� �' ��# ���� ��D���। 
��i�> ���� �-�.� '���, ‘$��� �' �����?’ 
 
 ‘���, ���� '0� ���� �।’ 
 

 ‘�'�0�# ��# ���R?’ 
 

 ‘����� ����।’ 
 

 ���� ���' ���� �0�' �(� ��D�� ��# �6�। ���� �� ���� ,�� ��D ��> ���� ��# ������। 
 
G�n�� $��� �������G�n�� $��� �������G�n�� $��� �������G�n�� $��� �������    

op H� ����� �q�� ������# 0�'�� ��(�/�G< 5��������� G�n�� $��� �������। ��� 
���� ���# 0�'�� ����� $r�� ��s�, ���� ���# $�6 G�n�� $�����  �t�' �%�। �'= 
������ ���5� ,'��� ����� ��! X�n u�'�� ,,�(, ,�, ����' ��� ��� $v�#� -�7। 
��� ���5� $��� ���5��' ����, G�n�� �������, �t�' 3�2�# ������' $v# ��। 

 

cw �G��H� Y�'�# �� C����# ���� 5������ ����� �><\ '��%। '�/�<7� ���%। *�� �'�� 
$((� �0�' M��� �����(� ��<i '�/�< 32� 5�। 

 

$��� ������� C���%��, , /� �' ,'��� �7 �'� -�#6�# $v# �#� ��# �'� ���� 
$��� ,�� ,'��� 5�������(� P��� $���। 

 

�� � 9�� DR� �%� � �� ��� ��� 5। $��� ������� ��T��D। 9��' ����, $���' 
��� ,'��� 5�������� ����D 5��। G�n�� ���> $�� ��� � ��D ��� �' ����? ����� ����, 
$�� ���� ��!����! ���� �/����। ���� U��� �0�'�। $�� �/��� ���D�' ��# �7 �'�0�� ��� 
�����। $��� �������� 9� ����, ���� �2' ���� �/���- ��5��D 5�#�%। ����� '�/�<7� ��# ��� 
'�� ���# $��� $� $������ ���#� 5��। 
 

 $��� ������� 9��' ������ '0� ���� �� '�/�<� ��' $�6D ��� �/���। ����� 
�'������� ,'�( �( ��# 6�!��� �6�# 32��। ����# �� �'������� �C��। 
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 6�!� '�� 5�������� �6�� G�S �������। 5�������� ��� �5'�<��� ��� �� �' ���� ���'। 
,D M��<�6 $� 3� �'� ,���% 5��������। �� �� ����, G�n�� ���5�, $�� �� ,��D 
��!�% �� $� ��!� �/��� ����� �। ,���D �0�' ��। G�n�� $��� ����, ‘�, �, ����# 
���D�' ���� ,���%। ��!� �/�� �����' ��# $��� ��T�� 5��।’ 
 
 ,��� G�S ������� �6�� ��(�/�G< 5��������� �X�x��� G�n�� ����/� ���0 ���� 
'���। 3�F�7 ��� ��� ����#' ,'(� $v�#� ��&��4 '�� ��, '��\ �� ��' G�n�� 
�������� 5��������� �'��g����� $v# ��#�%��। �� G�S �������� ���'� ,'(� $v# 
���R��। �'= G�S ���/ $��� ��������' ���'� �'� $v# ���� �y� 5�� �। 
 
 ��S�� G�S ������� ���>< �� 5������� �%�! ��T��। C�D���� ����# ���� �'����� 
$��। �'����� ���। C�D����' ����� ��� ����। C�D��� ��� �5�� ��L�। G�S ������� �� 
����, ‘���, ����>� ���� '0� ��� ��� ��# �। ,D ,� $���' ����%� �'= �'%�B\ �� $�� 
��� �� �� �� 0�'�� ����।’ 
 
 G�S ������� ��!� �/��� -7 6�!��� 32�� �2' ,� ��# '�/�<� ��D�� ���- 32���। 
C�D��� �� � 5�� ��� �� �' �0�' ���� ������ '���। �'= ��� ����# ����D। �� �' ����, 
‘$��� 6�!��� ��Gz� ��j $�%। �'%� �C����। $�� �2' �2' ����# ��� �% �����।’ 
 
 ����# �/���। 9� ���0 ���0 {�'�� ���# ��� 32��, ‘�' ����%���, ��D '�/�< ��� '�� 
���#D ��� �/���।’ 
 

 ��� ����, ‘�2' $�% �2' $�%। '�� ,�'���� �m���D ��� �����।’ 
 
 ���� M�(� �0�' $��� ����� �><\ *T 5���। ������� ����&�# ��� ��D ����� �><\ 
����%�� G�S �������। ���'� ���! ���। ,'(� ��D�z���� ,�� 0����� ����� ���। '�#'- 
$���� �����। G�n�� �������� 9� ,'(� 3 �' ���# ���# ����� ����%�� �� ��� ����, ���� 
3 �'{� �' ���#� �। ����5# $��< ,���%। ��� ��� ��0T�� �6��। �7����(�� ��� gT[ ��� 

���-9�। '��\ ����� ��s��� ����# 5��� , ���� ���'- $��-���#� '����। 
 
 ��0T� �0�' ��� �����#�%, ,� ��# '��� ��� ���- 32���। 
 

 9� ����, ‘����5# $����� ����#D $��< ,���%। �' '���� ,�?’ 
 
 G�S ������� 52�E ���_̀  5�# �6��। �' '��� ���{ 32�� ����%�� �। ,��������C��� 
����, �, ,���%, �� ��-� ���� ���। 
 

,'0� ���D ��� ��� ���� 3��7�6 ���। G�S �������� �� �� ��� 32��, ‘$�� 
�'�0�# ���R�?’ 

 

��� ����, ‘���, ������ '��%, '��\ ����� ����%�, , ���\� �'� �7���� P(�� 
�� ���' ��� ��#� 5#। 
 

 ��� ��� ��� ������ ��-� ��m� ���� ��6��। ,���� ������ ��-� �� ��# ����� 
0�'��� �'= ���� ��-� �Z। ,���' G�S ������� ��-� ��m��R, ��E'�� '�� ������' ��-� 
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����� ���%। �'= ������ �'� ��!��r �D। ���' �� ����� �C�� �0�' ����, C# ���� 
�। $�� ��। $�� $�%। 
 
 ��� �/� 3��� �2�� -7 �� ��!���। ,� ��# $�-����� $��� ‘57�|� $�, 
$����� ���0 ,��� ���।’ 
 
 ‘�' �7���� �'�0�# �����?’ 
 
 X} '��� G�S �������। 
 

 ‘$����� ���0 ���।’ 
 
 ‘�7�Q(� ��� $��। 
 

 ‘�'� ��'�� �D।’ 
 

 $������ �� �' �P�� �����। $�4 $�4 ��� ��D�z������ ���' �~�� 5��। 
 
�5�M��5 '�#��� 
 
 ,���� �5�M��5 '�#��� ��� '0� ����। �'= ���� ��� *T 5��� ���� �0�' ��� ���। 
������ �(�� 0��'। ����� $�6 �� �' ���' ��!� �%�! ��� ���� ������ '���%। �'= ��� 
��-� 5�। '��\ ��� �74 �%�� ,'�( 3�7�� ���#। ��D ��� ����, ‘��� $���' ����� 
5��। '��\ �07g��� $��� 3�7��� ��6��।’’ 
 
 ���FD �G��H�। �'�� ����# ���� �6� ������ �_������� H� ��( ��6��� ,'�( 6�!� 
,�� �5�M��5 '�#����� ��!� �0�' ,'(� �_�� �� !����। ��'B\ 6�!�(� ����� �� �!�# �0�' 
����� ,' ��# ��� �6�। 
 
 �'�� ’(�-��(�� ���' ���� Du�5��� �(���/�। 
 

‘�' '���� '�#��� ���5�?’ 
 

'�#��� ���5� ���' �C# ����। 
 
���� �� ��(�। ����&�# 9��  ���0 ��� $�% ���। ,� ��# ����� (��� ��0�# 

,'�( ���' ,' �̂�� ����� ���' ���'�# $�%। , ���� �� � 9� ����, ‘���� �C��� ���, ���� 
���'(� �'C��� ���'�# $�%।’ 
 
 ��Z7 %’(�। �5�M��5 '�#��� ��� ��� ��� *��। ,' ��# ��'��' �G�' ����, 
$��� -7 M’�(� T�( ����#�। 
 
 �5�M��5 '�#��� X�#D 9��' ����, �����, $���' �� �'� ��# ��# ���� ����। ������ 
�� ��# $��� -7 �'%� '�6--'�� $� ��6���( ���� ����। $� �'%� (�'�। �5�M��5 '�#��� 
$��� ����, ‘$�� ,'- �������'। ���� $���' ��D 'T' ������ ��5� ���� �।’ 
 

 ��'��' ��� T�( ������ '0� ����% ,� ��# ����-�# ��m�। ����(��� ,���%। 
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 ����(��� ,���% , ����� ���#D ��� Du�5���' �(���/� '���। �' '0� 5�#�% �'3 
-�� �। *�� ���� �6� ���B� '0� ��> 5�#�� �� ��� ������ �(���/� ���� ���R। 
 
 $������ ,���' ��-� ��m��R। ��� ���� ��-� ���� ���। ,'0� ��� 3��� ��GT�� 
�6��; 9��' ����, ��6�6� $���' �'%� (�'� ���।’ ��� ��� �7�Q ���� ��6��। �� � 9� �� 
����, ‘(�'� ���� ��� ���� ���R� 'D?’ �5�M��5 '�#��� ����, ‘� ,'(� C���� ���>�' ��� 
�D।’ 
 

 9� �� �' P��� ��D�� ���� ���� �। �'= ��� ����D। 9��' ����, ‘$���' � ���� 
��� ����� ���D�' �����।’ 
 

 D�����7 ��� ��-� ���� ���#�%, �� �' $������ �� �!� '��% �� �� ���� ���-� ������# 
3�2 �� � ��GT�� Y��' �!���। 
 

 ��GT�(� ��� �!। �7 ,' ��-�� '��% �5�M��5 '�#��� �� �!�#। P��� ��{����{ �� � 
9�। $������ P�� Y��' �5�M��5 ���5��' ����� ����� �। �� � 9��' ,'�� P�� ���� ���� �����# 
����� 3��7�6 '����। ,� ��# ��<�� '�% �0�' �5�M��5 '�#��� ���� ,�� �� !���। �-�.� 
'���, ‘$���� '��' ��?’ 
 

 ‘$��� �� �'?’ ���� ��q� �-�.� '����। 
 

 ‘�5�M��5 '�#���।’ 
 

 ��V ��V �� � 5�� �����। ‘$��� ���0 '0� $�%।’ ��� ���� �� �' ����&�# ��# ,���। 
 

,���' ���� -��! U5�� ��E'��। $������ �� �' �(�-�5 ��! ��# ���R। 
 

,� ��# �5�M��5 '�#��� '�2 '�� ����, ‘$�� ��� ���RD। $���� $��� 5�� 
���� �।’ , ��� ��� ,'��� ��% �/�� ���D�' ����� ��D��। �'= $������ �� �' ��D 
�����6 ��#�। 
 

����-3�F �5�������-3�F �5�������-3�F �5�������-3�F �5���    
[U��' D��/��'� '��<��<�5� �;��' -�� ����-3�F �5����� 9� ��6� _�-�5� 

�����-� ���̂��� 3�� �C�� '�� ,�( ���� 5�#�%। (D���-� �0�' �����)] 
 

����-3�F �5��� �%�� ���������� ,'- �7����� �������'। D��/��'� ‘��� 
���07’ '����( ���D �����। 

 

cp�c ��� ccD �G��H� �C�� o-dw ����( ���'4�� U�7��� ���<�� ,'�� 3M<C�>� 
���' �� �' �� � ���� �0�' ��5�\ '�� 5�7� '��। ����-3�F �5����� ��̂���5� �'� ��� - 
���#� ��#�। 

 

-�� �5��� �������� w H� ���������6 0�'��। -�' G�n�� �%�� , ����� ����'। 
��i� ��� M��̂'����� ��D G�n���' ��V '�� ��� ����# X��� '��। -�� �5����� ����# �%�� 
��-� ���� ���� M��̂'����� �&�' 3 ���# ���' ��� ����� P� �����# ���� ���। �2' ,D ��# 
��6� �5��� ��GT��� ��-� ���� ��� 5। ����-3�F �5����� 3�� �� ,'- M��̂'���� 
-� 
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�!�� �� -�� �5����� �� ,�� ���� -��� ��#। ����- ���5� -�� �� ��� ���'�# ��'�� 
'��। �� ���� ���' ��GT� �0�' ����&�# ��# $��। ,��� M��̂'����� -�� �5����� 
�%���' ,'�( 7���' $�� ���, �������� ���D�' �C���� ��GT�� ��� ���� ���<� ��#। 
����� ����-3�F �5����' ,'�( 6�!��� '�� ��# ���#� 5#। �'�0�# �'3 -�� �। 
 
�6#�� 3�F $5����6#�� 3�F $5����6#�� 3�F $5����6#�� 3�F $5���    
 
 cd �G��H�, �V����। Y�'� �5�� �� ���% ,'(�� '���/3। �'�� ���! ���(�। ,'(� 
��D�z���� ,�� �� !�� 5��� 5�3� �(3(���� ����� ����। ��� �0�' ��9 �/d - ���' ��� 
�� !��। ���� �%� D3�/�< ���। ����� MD- ,�� X0�� �����# ������7� ��C��6� �-��� 5' 
���5��� ����# ����� ����#। ,��� ���� 3�� ���# $����� ��-�# $P�� '��� 0��' $��� 

��� (-�� �T� 5' ��'��� ��'���) ��-� ���� ��। ,'- �&�' 5��� '�� ������ ��� �� � 
���'� ���0 �&�' ���6�# �-�.� '��, �6#�� 3�F �'? 3� ���, ����# �D, 5��� '��- �6�%। 
���' M�(� �� ���, $�� ���। $����� ���0, �� �' ���- ��� '�� ����। $��� 0�'��� 
$�-���� '������। '������ ����(��� $��# C�D -,� ����# $��� ��� $��। $��� 
��� 
����� ���, $��� ,��� �� ,���%, 5��� �'� �'%� -�� �। ���� ��� �C��� ���, ,��� 
�6#�� 3F� ���5� 0�'��। C�D ,� '����# ,�� ��� ��4 T� �%% '�� ���# �6�। P�� $��� 
,' ������� C�D �%�, X�'��� ��I���7��# ��!, ��' ��# ���- 5�� C�D�' �� �- ����। 5�� �6�# 
���� �����#��' �-�.� '����, �6#�� ���5� �'�0�#? ���� ����, 5��� ��%� ���� ��; �2' 
'��%। ��!����! ����� �6�# C�D�' P�� ��# ,�। ���� �!� ,'- �����#��� '�% �0�' 
,'(� 6��%� �%��# ��# ���� �� �� �� �' ��# ���। ���� 32�� $�6 C�D ������� C�D�(�' ����, 
‘_T��' ���� �(���/� '���।‘‘ �̂�����\ '��� �6�# '�s��C-� '�� '0�g��� ���%�� ��7��' 
�6#�� 3�F ���5��� ���। 
 
 , �%� Y�'� ��I���7���#� %����� ��� ������ ��� D��5�� ��C��6� ��� v��# ��B' 
,�� �5�� 5��� %����� ��7i $� - 5�3- �(3(� ��7��' �6#��3�F ���5��� ��� ���5�� 
5��� ��<��i' C��� 5�7�� �_�<'��5�। ,� $�6� o��� ��-� ������ �6#�� 3�F ���5��', �5�� 
5��� X�C�� �MM� �5�� ,�� $� ,'- 5�3- �(3(� -�� -�T� 5' ���5��' ����(����� 
,�� ��� ��# M�� '!� �-.������ '���%�। ,� '��\ �� ��� -�� �6�% 5��� D����� %�� 
���P� %����� �� D�R �� '��� X������ 5� X��� ��' ����� ���0 �5����6�� '���। ���� 
$�6 ����H� ���� �6#��3�F ���5� ���_� ��������# ����� ,'�( ����� ���#�%��। �'= �� 
��� �� ��(� $�� ���। 
 

��� ��5���F� ��5��� 
U��' �����, � -��#���, cp�o 

GS $��� '���� $-��GS $��� '���� $-��GS $��� '���� $-��GS $��� '���� $-��    
'���#� �-��� �C!����� 0��� ���'^���� ~���� �%�� $-�� %��-��� �����D ��7i 

������ �%��। Y�'� ��I���7��# �0�' /���6�\�� ��'G< C�V� H� ��# ����'��� ���B�# 3��\< 
5�# 
\<��' ��। ��I���7��# �0�' �����# $-�� J�D� ��/����� ����<��� ��# ��7��' �5���� 
�E'��� ���'4� ���� ���5� ,'��G���� ���6 ��। 
 
 ���� �0�' X��B�\� -7 ���' ��n���-7 ��2��� 5#। ���� ���5��� ��� ���� ,�� 
'�̂�[ ���V����� C���� ����� �����। ,-�7 ��� ��'���� ��#�� ���� 52�E ��> '�� ��#। �T��# 
5�# 
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��� �� Y�'�# �����' ���C<� '����� �C����� '��% ��'���� �Z� ���# ���2 ����। ���2� 
3��� ��� ��B�E'���� �����6 �� ,�� ��� ���������� ���Cs ��'��� �5����7���# ��7��� 
'��। 
 
 ,'��# ��� -6s�0 �5����7���# 6�\� ��C��6� ��7B �%��। ���� �0�' ��� 6�\� 
���9� ����>. �5���� 3s# ��.� � '���6�� ���7� ��B\ �'�h ($D, ,, ,�, �(,�() ��। 
����� ��� �E�����' �%��। ��7��� -��� $-�� ��̂� ��# $� ,'��� ��n���-7 ��। ,��� 
��� �7������ ��I���7��# �0�' 6�\����9 ����'��� �G~�, ��P��.�� G���( ,�� ��� ���0< 
�;�'<� ����.�� �G����� �। 
 
 ,%�!� 6�\����9 ���|��7� -�7 ��� ���� ��-'�# $�5��#� ��.� �����, ��n���-7� 
/��� 6�\� ����� ,�� ������ $�5��#� ��.� ������ �/��� ��<���� 5। �7������� ��� �'%� 
�� ���<B�\' ��7��' �%��। ���<B�\' ,�� L�#� ��7���'� ��� ���' ��#� 5#। �'= ��, 
C�D������ '0� �C�� ��� �/�� $��। 
 
 �
�C���' ����L��� �T ����� $�6 '�#'�� $-���� ���0 $�� ���6����6 �B� '��� 
�����। 52�E ���' ��� ��# ���#�� ��� ����� c�D �G��H�। $�� ���� ��!�� ���n �������� 
�H�<�� $�#�-� �74। 
 

 '��-� ���� ���� $-���� ����# ���� �����, *�� ���n���5�� '��% $-���� �Z��� 
-�7 ������ -���#�%। ���� ��� ����# ���#�� 3�z� '��%, ��D ,��� ��D ��> ���। 
$-�� �/���%। �'= ���\, B���B� ���5, ���#���-���� ��7C_�� �0�'। ����( ������� $��� 
9� '� ��� *T '���%��। 
 

 �� �' ��# �'�z�� $�-������ ��#�� ����/� ���' %�(�%���। $-���� ���� ��6�� 
�C���। ��D ��6�� ��<���5�� '�� ��� ���5�� �� ��( ��� cwD �G��H� �'��� ����� ����# Y��' 
��!। X0�� ���� $-���� ���� ��C����� ��� �� �' ��# P��� P��� �'�� ����� ����#। 
 

����� ������ $-���' ���� ���� ��� ��# ��#। �%�( ����( �� ����� ���# ����%�। ��, ��� 
��� ����� ���' -�!�# ��� ���, ���� ������ ��V���, ������� $��� �%��, ��' ������ �%�! 
���। �'= �'3 �� � '0� �����, ��*�� ,D ����' X�����D X�| ��m� ���� �/�� ���#�%। 
 

 ���� �� PQ�� -�7 ��Z7 $D 3�2 ��#। �� $-���� �%�( C�D ‘DC�� ����’-,� 
�;��' 5������ �����, �! C����� D��< �3- ,�-�x� ����' �6���� ���� $-���� �Z� 
��#�� -�7 ��C��� ���� '��। �'= �'� /� 5#�। ��> ��<i ���' ���#� �6� c�D �G��H� 
���'��, GS ������5 $��� '�#'- .��g\�� ����� ����। 
 

$���#�� �5�� 
U��' �����, � -��#���, cp�o 

 
$$$$, , , , , , , , ����, , , , �6���� �6���� �6���� �6���� ���4�/� 
 

 $,,� �6���� ���4/��' $������ -����� ccD �G��H� �'�� ’(�# �� � �6������6� 
���� �0�' ��� ��# ��#। ��� ���5�� ��- -��� ����# ,���%�। ����%�, $��� ���0 �'%� 
'0� $�%, ��D�� $��। 
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 ���4/� �� �� � # ����� ��*�i� �C��' �'��� ��# ��#���� '��%��। �����' 
����# ���� ��� �D -������ ���0 �����# ��। 
 
 �����# ����� ����5_�< �0�' �� ��� -��� *T 5#। $:�#
-, �Z���Z� ���D ��� ��� �- 
�����# ��!। �'= $'��'C��� '���/3 -��� '��# ������ �� ���Z� '�- �Z 5�# ��#। ,�� 
,'(�� '���/3 ���� 0�'�# ,D ���Z� '�- $� *T '�� ��#�। D�����7 -����� D������ 
���7 ��� ������ �_�<����� ��/ �����(<�� ������� ���F��� ��\��s 5�#�%��� ���Z�'�����। 
5�#, ��� �' -���� ,D ������� ���F�D �%� $���� ���5�� �������� D��-<। 
 
 ���4/�� ��� �- �����#D -�� �6��� ��� -������ $~��� B���� '0�। -�� �6� ,D ��D 
�C��� D��/��'� '��<��<�5� �;��' -�� ����-3F� �5����� �~/����� '0�। $��� ���'� 
��!��� ����� 5�� ����� '0�। 
 
 ��� C�D�#��, $:�#
-���, �Z���Z���, ���#� ��-���� ����� ��7C_���� ��6��� �� 
�� �- �/���% �� � ���। �'= �, �'� �Z� �� � �����। 
 

�-�� $5�� 
U��' �����, od �G��H�, cp�c 

 
G�n�� ���5�y� ����<-� 
 
 �� � ��V ��>��� '0� 5�#�%� ,'������ ���< ����� ����S ��D� ������। Y�'� 
��I���7��# t���, 3��-��_\< �������, '�6- �!�%��; (�'��� (�'��� �'%� $���S ��5���6 
$�&���� �����, ���\�� D�7���। ����� o��� ���< '��/<3 ������ ��# ���(���D�'�� �� �' 
%��( ���� �����%���। $�� �%��� ��������� ���, $v#�Z��। '0� 5#�, ��� $� ����� 5#�। 
 
 
������ �� ��I���7��# ,��'�# �/�� -����, �� ��4 �X# ������ P�� ��� ������ 
5����# �6�%, ��� $�% �� ��� ���7। 
 
 �'� ���5�y� ����<-� *�� G�n�� �%�� �, �%�� ���- ����, ��-��� ���� �7�n, 
�%�� ���'। 
 
 ���5�y� ����<-� ���� ��6�� ��M��#� 0��� ������ ~��� cp�c ���� c�� ,�X� 
-�~5\ '��। cpd� ���� ��� �7���' ��� '�� '�'��� ����6� ��'��� 5�D  �� �0�'। 
����� '�'���� �X���G�x '��- �0�' cpd¡ ���� $D,,�,��,��� '�� Y�'�# ��� $�� ,�� 
cpwd ���� Y�'� ���G'7�� '��- �0�' ,�,��,��,,� �G~� ��C '��। G�S ���5�y� ����<-� cpww 
����� cp�� �CH� Y�'� ��I���7���#� �5'��� ���G'7�� ��/��� ��� ���6�� '�� ,�� �5� 
5�#�� �_�< ��<i ? ���D ������ �%��। 
 
 *��%, G�S ����<-� �'%�'�� ���E P��C��� ��-���� ��V ��n 5�# ��!�%��। �� � �'%�(� 
����# ���� ‘'����’ ���'�# �������5'C��� X'���� �� � ��-���� ����# X��Z। ,%�!� ������� 
‘6\��n’ ���'�# ��� ����� X�Z ����� ��� *��%। ��� DR� X'�� '���%��S ���-�¢ 
��� ,'(� �D �����। �� DR� �_\< 5#�। 
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������ �_�< ��5_��< cp�c ����� cd D �G��H� �'�� ¡-�£ ����( �� � ��I���7��# 
���C� �0�' $�-��� ���5�� ����'�� �� �' ���� �� �� ��# ��#। �7�7 �5�� ����-���� ��V 
������ ��-���� '��% �� � ��̂��5 ���#� ��# d2� -��#���, cp�o ������। wD -��#��� Y�'� 
��I���7��# ���-��� ���� �� � ����5 ��/ '�� 5#। 
 

GS ���5�y� ��T8��� 
�5�� ����-��� ���\ 

����� ,'��G��, cp�� 
 
GS /#-�� �5�GS /#-�� �5�GS /#-�� �5�GS /#-�� �5�    

 

��' 5����� ���5� � ��� ���5�� 5��� ��5������\ '���% �7����� ��B���� � 6��>\� 
D���(3�(� ��7��' GS /#-�� �5�। 
 
 $����� MC<�67 �� � ����� � �� � ���|��7� X�#�- �� ����� �����# ����- ��D 
$��� ���' 5������। ��' 5����� ����� ��W� ���-�#� �y��� 5�# L��# ��*��� ��5���7 
$��� ����7 ����-���� �� GS /#-�� �5� ���5��' 5�7� '�� 
����� ���C� MD �� �_��<। 
 

cp�d �� Y�'� ��I���7��# �0�' '�̂��[� ���0 ,�,, ��� '��। ��V ��V $����'�� 
'����G� ��( '���- ��7# '��� -7 ,'�( �̂�� ��C '��। ��/��7� ���0 cp�� � �¡ �� 
���� �0�' �0�z�� ,�,, � G�� �� ,G��'� �G~� ��C '�� ,�� ���� �/�� �� Y�'� 
��I���7��# ���L $D,D,$�-, D|��¤�#� $(<� ��C��6 ��7��� *T '��। 

 
��� 7���� ,G��'� ,������#�, $����'� D|��¤�#� $(<� ,������#�, $����'� 

�C��'��� ,������#� ,�� $����'� ,������#� /� 5�#�� ,G��'� ,D ����( ��L�� 
X�/��� ��H�� �%��। 

 

���� �%� cdD �G��H�। ��� ���5�� ��( ��� �'�� ¡-�£ ����( �w/�- ��I���7��# 
�'�#�(<��� $�� ,�� �5� ���5��' G��'। G�'�� ��V ��V ��� P��� ��-� ���� ��� 5 ,�� ��� 
���#� ���0 ��� $���� ���। ���� ���� ��-� � 5�# ���' ���0 '�� ��# ��# ,' �-�� 
-�#6�# ���� �� �� ��L�#। 

 
���������� 
����� ������ ��� �%� GS �5��। ���n ��~��� ��� ��C��� �5�#�� 

'���%��, �'= 
����� ���� ���� �����। ���#�% �'�� 
��� ����� ������ 
��� ���(। 
$- 
��� ������ ���(�' -�!�# ���D ��� ���'���� -7 Y�'� ��I���7��# ���-��� ���� P����# 
$�%। 
 

���S $���� D���� 
�_�<���, �D �/¥#���, cp�o 

 
,,,,,,,,    �'�'�'�',,,,    ,�,�,�,�, , , , ���F'���F'���F'���F'    

�� �� ����-��� ,'������ �G��H�� �5�� � ���� - 5�#�% -�� ,, �', ,�, ���F' (�5� 
��#�) �� ��� �7��। ��� �%�� Y�'�� 5�D�'�(< � --�'��(<� ,'- ����� $D��� ,�� X�7�� 
$D-��� � ��-������ -�� $r�� ���/ ��I���� �-7� ���। ��� �%�� ��7 � 7�#���� 
X��'। 
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 cp�c ����� o�� ,�X� '���# ���V��� �� � �#���L ���C��� ���� ,'- ��V��� 
���'�' ������� �9 ���� 5�7�� $�#�- '��� -�� ���F' ��� X����� -�� ,�� ���'�(�' 
���� �����< ��̂�7� 5�� �0�' �B� '��। ,�� '�� ��'���5�� �5����6��# ��D �������� 
�'%�B�\� ���7D �� � ���C� �P��� '�� �£/¡£ ��3| g�� �%� �!। ��� ���!� �C��� X��� '�� 
��(���- '�� ,�� ���!� �%�( �0�' *T '�� �'��' �&��'� ��� ���� �� ! '��#। C�67z�� 
�� ���� -�� ���F' ,�� �� � �������� ���7�� �B� ��। 
 
 , P(�� �� �0�'D �� �' ���! �%�! ��� ���� ���। �'= 3��� ��� ����%��, ‘��4 
��V��� ����� MC<��67� '��� ���� ����� $�� �^0� $:�B�� ���� '���� �'C���?’ 
 
 $:�B� ��� '���। �#�� �� �' �(� ��# �6�%। �G��H��� ��{����{ ���#। $��� 
���D �� -������5�� $:���<�\� ����� ����� -7 ���� $~�5 ���B� '��%��� �2' ,�� 
���#, cdD �G��H��� �Z7�# �� � ���!� ���� ,�� �� !���� $�-����� ,'�( ��D�z����। ����� 
��# ��� ����, ‘,�X��� M¦D ������ �� �/�� ,���% D��$��§ ,���� �/�� $����।’ -�� 
���F�'� �������6< � $:�#
- ,��� �� � �/�� $��� ��0� ���' ���� $~�5 ���# $�%। 
 
 �������, ����C�>� � �����'��� -�� ���F�'� �#� 5�#�%� ��� d� �E��। �� � U��'̂ 
���� Y�'� �-��� ���'6��। 
 

��6<� ��-� 
�5�� ����-��� ���\ 

����� ,'��G��, cp�� 
 
 

-------------- 
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������� �_� ����� 

��6� ���-� �'C��� '��(�#�% 
���n����� ��g�� 

U��' ����� d -��#���, cp�o 

 
��6� ���-��� ��>��P��6� ���-��� ��>��P��6� ���-��� ��>��P��6� ���-��� ��>��P    
��g���� '�#'�( '0���g���� '�#'�( '0���g���� '�#'�( '0���g���� '�#'�( '0�    

 

 ���><� �� �_��<� $���# �0 ��� ,�6�# �6���, $2�� � ����G� M6<��̂� ��D ��!�(�� 
���'। ��D��� P��D ����%�� ��6� ��� ���-�। 5�������D $5�� -���� $���'। ��!�(�� 
3��� '���D �5�� ����- ,(���� ���� ,'(� ��0� g-��� 2� D, �'= ow�� ����<� �� ����� ��! 
��� ��� �'�0�� ��D�। $- ,��� '�� �����, ,�� '�� ��D ���� '� '�� 5��� ���F ���(� 
���� ��� '���%। 
 

 5���%�� ��6� ���-�, �'= ������ 5��� ���{ �'� -�� �u� ,' ��>¨��� �%� #�# 
'T\ 5�# 3�2�% �� � ������ �̂��। 
 

 ow�� ����<� ��D C#��5 ���। �Z'�� ������ P�(��� ��%��# *�# ��� ���5� *�%�� 
��D�� �����# ��©4 Y�'�� $�<��। 3��-�# ,' ,' ��# 3�2 ���%�� ���। 
 

 �2' ,�� ,' ��5_��< g��� ,'�( (�'��� -���� �C� '�� �%�( �%�� ������� ���# $�4 
'�� ���6। �Z'��� 5���! g��(� '��!�# ��#�%�� ��� ���5�। $� ��D MS�5 ����D �������� 
���' �&� '�� ��# �6�#�%�। ��!��� �� �%�� ��6� ���-�, $� ��� M’�%��। 
 

 o��� ���<- ��4 �� �%� '���/3। �6���g��� �r ��� 0����। �4ª ��!�(� -��! ���� 
,' �C���' ��C��>'� ��0� ��!� '�� 3�2�%। ���� ����| ����'� ���7���# ��' '�� ���� �! �! 
'����� ���g��� $��� ����� ���'। C�# -����g��� ��<i �Z '�� ���� �����। M���� '���/3� 
���7D , ���� � ���� '�� �! �%�� '���� ,�� ��� %����। 
 

 ��� ,���। ��D $ ��� '�� ���। D#��5#� ���� �5�«C��� �����# �����# ��� ����̂� *�D 
��-��� ��L� ��{�� ����� ��6� ���-�। ��D '�����H � '�� �%�( �%�� $� ��{ �%���' ��# 
�� ��� (��' X������ G�n�� ���5��� ��!��� $v# ���। �7���' �! �%�� '���� ,�� 
��53F� ���5� ������ �7���'� �� ��� �G�V�#। ��� cc(� �0�'D ������6�� ��r '�� ���� 
��6�� �-�6�!। '�'(� ��� '�'(� ���� ��L�# ��6� ���-� o��� ����<� ��D C#��5 ���� 
*�� �� � $���� ��!��� �6���g��� �r। ��� cc(� �0�' �C�� w(� ��<i। �� ���� ,C��� � 
������ �� � ,�� �� � �i���� C��67 �' �� P(��� $-� ��� �� C���� ���� �। 
 

 o��� ����� �'��� ���� M’�(� ���0 ��# ��� $��� ������। ����� ��! ��� , ���� � 
���� '��। ���> �6��-���� ,' ���� �0�' ��' ���5� �� �' $2���� � ����G� ,D ����# ��# 
$��। 

 

c¡� ����G $���� �_�<'�� ��5_�<�( ��\ '�� 6��� 5�# �6�� ��6� ���-�। ����- 
‘$�� �� �6��-��� ,'(� ����# 0��'। $��� �! ���# 5���� �� �iS�¬�। ��, -���D, $��� 
����, -�, ���# ��5��, ��� ������5 ��� '�#'- ,'���0 �%��� �6��-���� ����(���। 52�E 
,'�� 
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��'���5� �P��� '�� �/���� ����(�। ,'- ��/��� $���' -����� �� $���' ����� 
�¬����� �7� ���� 5��। -�� � �' 5��। �2' ��D ��5_�<(��� C�>\ ��5�� 5�#�%��� $��। 
'!�C���D ��D ��/����' �����, ����� �'� $����� � ������� $�� ,' ��-� ��!�� �। 
3��� �� 3��C��� -����� �� C����C��� ����� ���0 � �6�� ���� �7 �K� ~5\ '���। �� 
���7 5�# $�� ����� ��, $��� �6��-�� ����# ���� $�% ����� X��7'�' $��� ���0 0�'�� 
���� 5��। $��� '0�# ���� ��-�� �' ���� $����� '����, ��� ���� ��-� 5�# ��# ,��� 
$������' c¡ � ����G� ,D ����(���। 
 

 c¡ � ����G $��� X0� ���� '0� ���� �6�# $��� �5�� �/��� ��6� ���-�। �#�� 
$�-<� �_\ ,D ��!�(��� �� ����� ���� �'� $������ �_�� 0�', ,'(� ��M� ��<i �%� �। 
-����� ��� �P >� �/d D�� X�4 ,'/��� -�#6�# �P >��P �> '�� ����%�� ��� ,�� �������� 
��4 ���7��। 
 

 �iS�¬� ���#�' ,DC��� '� '�� ��� 0�'�� ���� ���� ��' �/�( ���R� �� �। ��� /��( 
�'%� ���� �����, *�� ��5�#C��� ��'��R�� ������'। 5#��� ��5��#� 'T\ G�' $��5��#��� 
���� *��%��। X5�� ��'-���5�� ,' ��2� ��/��� ��C� '���%� �� � ��5�# ��L��'। ��D 
��/��� ,'- {�!���� ��~5 '�� ��� �� '�� ��# P� �#��- ��~5 '�� ���#�%� '�#'�( ��#�� 
,�� ,'�( 'H�। 
 

 �&� -���� ̂��� ��'-��5������ ���5�� ���7 ,D ��/����(D �%� �'%�(� �7��z�। 
 

 ����|� ,D ��!�(�� ���{ ��' MS� U��7� �̂�� ������� ���� ��6� ���-��� ���' 
$ '� 5�# �6�% ���� ,D ������D ��� ��� X0� $���� ����' ���' ��� �����%��- , �̂�� 
�� � '��% '� 38� #। 
 

-U��' ����� 
 

��6� ���-��� ��V ����> ��B��'�� 
 

 �G��H��� M���। �V�Z�� �o � ����G� ��!�� ����� ����� P�� ��� '0� ���%�� ��6� 
���-��� ���0। 6� �%��� �&� -���� M��<>5 � C#�� ��5_�<g���� '0�। �\<� '��%�� ���... 

 
o��� ����<� ����D �! �%�� '���� ��� �6�% �����। 5����� ���� �����। ���� ���L 

����� ��D �%� $��� �����# C���। 
 

�� ����� co �����। c¡ � ����G� ��D ,'��� '�� 6�̂5 $����� �#� 5#। 5�������� 
��5����� -�� '�(��R��� $��। ����� �� �� X5�� �%�, ����� ���7 M’- ���� ���>�'���� 
���C� $�<G �/���<� ���'� �%�। ,�� '��<� $��<� X5����� �2' ������। 

 

,'���� P(�। $��� ������ P�� -���� $� ��5�� {6!� '��%�। �&� -�� -������ 
�� �%�� �57 '��� ����%� �। �'� ���� �B� 5�# �6�#�%�। 
 

 ���� ��D ���� M’C�D ����� {6!�(� ,'(� ���� �'�� *T 5�#�%�। ���� {6!�� ���{D 
�( '�� P��� ���7 ���C� $�<G �/���<� ,'- ��/��� Y�'���। ���� ��� '�� �5�«C��� �� 
-�����' �����, ���� $-'�� ���� ��!���!� '�%। ,C��� �6����� '��� $��� ������' $��< 
'7��; ��# 
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���। �� M’�(� 3�q� '�� �� �� ������' ����' ���� 5��। -��� $� ���� '���� ��� ����� � ��� 
�� �7�L�� '�� 5��। ��� ��E'�� '��D ��/����( '0�g�� ����%�। $�� X0�� ��0� 5�# 
�6�#�%���। �'= ��B�\D ����� ��# �����# ���� ����� P� �0�'। ,'(� �5�« ��̂� �� $����� 
��� ��B� '�� �����# �6� P� �0�'। 
 

 ��/����( ��� ����� �� ��6� ���-� ��� C��>7� '�<�K� �L� '�� ���। �� ��D ��� 
��/����(� -P7 $���\� ��4 P(� �X���GQ �0�' *T '�� ��4 3�� �5��D ���� -����। 
 

�'= , P(�� �� �0�'D -���� ���� $�� ���i 5�# 32���। ������� -7 ��4 ��# 
�� �����6 �� -���। o��� -���D ���G'7�� '��- 5�������� 5����� �i� 5���। $����� -��� 
,��� X0� ���। �0� �� �' ������ -7 $����� '�3�'D ����� ��#� 5� �। P��� ���7 ��57 
�¢\�# %(/( '���%��� ����। �' ���%��� ��' 'T\��# $��5��#���� ��6�#। 
 
 wD $6� -���� �����# �6� ���� �0�'। '�#'�� $�6 �0�'D �����# ����� -7 �� ���� 
�����R�। $���' ���%� $�� ��� ������ ���� ��5�� �/d PQ� �����' �'� ��� ��� �। 
-���� ������� �� ��{�� ������ �� � �����#�%। � $��� ���i 5���। ��� ��� ��! ��> 5�# 
��#, $��� ��®� ����� �� ��� ,��� � �� ��� ���� �� ���। ���� M’(�# ������� ��# �� ��� - 
�!���। ��� - ��� -, ������' ��� -। �'= -���� �'�0�#? �i��� ��� �- $�� �� ����5��� 5��� 
C� '����। 
 
 ������ ���2 ��2���� ��� �5��। $��� �%���' ������ ���%। ,��� �/���# ���। 
5�������� ��/ �0�' �'%�D ���� �%� �। �'� $�6D $�� , �;�'< �-�6 5��� -7 ���2 
�����%��� ��<�। ���i� -7 �� '�<��' ��2��� 5# �� �� �� ���'� 5���। 5#��� ���7D 
���� ���5�� �'3 -�����' g� '���%। $���' ��®� ���# '�<� �/�� �6��। �'= $����� 
��� '!�'�!� ���� $��' �/�  ��!���। 
 

 $6� ����� ���>� ���' -������ ���2 �����। , ��# $��� ��*!�� ���� ���� ����� 
0�'�# ���' 5�������� C��< '�� 5���। X���� M’PQ�� -7 $���' 5�������� ����� ����� 
��#� 5���। ���6� ����� C� '�� ���� �0�'� ���'D $����। ���� ��0�# 5�� ���� 5����� 
X5����� �����# 3���� ����� �2'���� P�� �0�' �����!� '��� -7। ,' /� �' ���2(� 546� 
'�� ��- ���0 '�� �� ��<i ��� �% ����� �����'। C�>\ C# ��6��� ���� -7। �'= $��5�' 
G�'� %�!� �'D�� $�� '��� ������ ��। 
 

�2' ,C���D �'�( �6�% $��� ��। ����7 �� �'%� ��# �%�, �� ���#D ����� $��� �%�( 
�����। MS�-U�7 �¢\� ��5�� �� �'%�D ���� $(�' �6�#�%�। X�� ��5_��< ,'�( ��&5 ���# �P�� 
��̂�7� ��-�[ �� �' �� �' �� '�(��� $�����। 

 

�X#-�� %�!�# $�% �������'। -���� � �'� $�% ���। 
���� -7 $� ��i� '���� 
�। �'� $��5 %�!� �� �' �� ����� ���7 �� $� '���� �D। 

 

,'0� ��-� ��C.�� �0�'D ��{�� �����%���। ��� ���{ ���{ ���� 3�����g��� ��� 
5�# $����। �'�0�# $��� ���'� �i���� $� ,D '���6�̂5 $�� $����� -���� L�#�[D �� 
�'�0�#? 
 

 �CH��� ���>� ���'D ��{�� �����%��� �G��H�� �'%� ,'(� P(�� ���R। $��� �&� 
-��� ��D��� ����� $��� �'� 3��# �%� �। �'= ���-¯�� ��((� �%�। $��� *��%��� C��� 
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���������' ���� 
�'�̂� ���� ��D ��D �V�Z��' 5�7� '�� 5��। �� ������� '�'���� 
?��5���' -�C� ����� -7 ��D $����� X��B� �%� ,'(� �Cs��। D�&��-�� C�>\ ��> 5���। 
���D ���# ���6�%�। �' -�� ���-¯���� ���� �0�' !�� DR� '��%� �। ��� ��!� $'�� 
��\�� ����� ��> 5���। 52�E �P�>\� '�� 5��� ��lD ����> �P�>\� X��� '�� 5��। ��4 ���� t�i 
��5�। �������� �'��D �P�� ����� ���-¯���� ������'। �'= �'�0�# �� �P�>\�। ��# �'�( 
���R�। ,�' ,�' ������ P����� ��� �6�। ��0�� '��% ���-¯��(� ����� ���� X��B� '��� '��� 
'� ���� P����# ��!�%। P�� C�V��� ������©��� '����� '('( ��r। ��{��� ��� �� �� �6�%। 
 
 �D �G��H� C��� 
�'�̂� ��� 
��� ���������'। �� ,' �7 ��C_��। 
��� 
���������� 
�'�̂�� ����� ,�������� '�� ���R� $��� ��5 ��'। ������ '� ��%� ���� $��� 
-7। $�� ���� '��%��� �����' ��®� ����, �'= 
������ 
�'�̂� $� ��� �X#-�� ��̂�7� 
$��� $��� $:��' ���� ���� '�� �����%�। 
 
 �G��H��� �� g��� X���� ���� �� �� ��C��>'� 5�# �� !����। c� ����� �'��� 
�� ��' $��<�' ����# �#� 5�R� �� ��� ���-��� ���� �0�' *�� ��� ���C� $�<G ��/��� 
M-�' ����# �#� 5#। X���S $��<�' �°̂��# ����� -7 ���C� $�<G ��/��� ��#�6 '�� 5#। 
,�B�� ���C� $�<G ��/��� M’-�' �/���# �#�� ���0 ���0 $��< X5���� 3R°̂� 5�# ��!�%�। 
X0� ���' ��� $�� '���%� ��, ����� ��# ����� �7�L� �#� 5��। �'= M��� ��<i �� ������' 
�0�' ‘‘-# �����’’ ©� �C�� $��� ��6� �� C�>\ �'� �B�� �6� ���। 
 
 $����� P��� ���7 '��! *�'���� -7 ��� �� �� �%�। ���� ���(� {{ '�� ���- 
32��D ���D �� �!�# �!���। ��n� �� ��� M’�(� ����। X5�� ���� ����#' ������� ��#�- 
�� �!�# �%� ����&�#। '�2�� C��� �� ����� ���'��' G��'�। 2�|� 5�# ����� ���'� P����# ��!�%। 
�'� '0� 0�'�� $���' ���� ���। $��� ����� ���' '�2�� C��� ���'�# �� ��� ������ 
0��'�। 
 
 ��-� ���� ��� ,�� ���� ’(�� ��#। ���� ��� �����\ ���� ,���%�� �'= ��%� ��� 
,'�� U�7�' ��-� �#� ��L��� ���� ���#�%�� �������'। ���� 5��� *�� �#����� ��( ���0 
��# ��� �6�(� ���� �� �!�# �����' ��{��R��। X0�� ��� ����G�� '��� ��#�। ���> M’PQ� 
��# ���#�%�। �6�(� ���� �0�' ���� '0� *� ��-� ���� ��� ��D �� ��!��� ��� �C�� 
�0�' ��E'�� '�� 32��� ������ $�� ���� � ��-�। ���� �। ��# ����D ��� $������' 
���� �/���। ���7D ��# ���� ��� $������' ���� �/����। �'= ��-� ���� ��� ����� $� �� 
��# ���। Y��' ��!�%�� �6�(� ���7। 
 
 ����� ����� �0�' '� ��� '� ��� 5������� �� ��� 5�# $��% $:���<�\� -7। 
 

U��' ����� 
cw � c� �G��H�, cp�o 
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������� �_� ����� 

�5�� ������ 5' � _T� 5' 
����� ���'���7� �������� '�̂> 
��I���7��# ���<� 

cp�o 

 
�5�� ������ 5' ����'����5�� ������ 5' ����'����5�� ������ 5' ����'����5�� ������ 5' ����'���    

    
 -���� 3±��� ��# '����� �-��� �%�( ��&� ~�� �0�' ,���%� �� , ��I���7���# 
�!�*� '���। 
 
 ������ 5'�' �'� �%��D ‘����� C�D’ ��� G�'�। ��� �%�� ��I���7���#� ,'- 
����� %�����, %�� ������ ����' �;��' ,�� �#�����5� %�� ���̂�̂&� �7��। 
 
 ��I���7��# �V� �� � ���̂[ �������� 5# 
����� $�&�� ����<� X0� �� �0�'D। 
X�7B ��~���� -7 ow�� ����<� (cp�c) �� ������ �� � ��-� ~�� �%�( ��&�� ��� ��। 
���n���� �5�#��� -7 ����� ��� ���v� '�� ���'��� ���n���� ���6�� '��� 3��� '�� ,�� 
��' �T\ �%���' C���� ��2��� ��5��7 '��। 
 
 X�# d ��� ��� , C��� '�- '�� ���R��। �'= ��-�'�� � ��<� ��'������ ���� ,�!�# 
C���� ���#� �� '�2 5�# ��2 �� ��� ��� ,' $:��#� �5����6��# �0�'�0� ���i '���(� 
'�G< X��7' ���n������ -7 �-�6�! '��� �B� 5 ,�� ,C��� ��' �����' ,��'�� ���7 ���# 
�#��� �� � C��< '�� ���'6\ C���� ���� �B� 5���। �'= ,' ��<��# ,-��>#�( �'(��<� L� 
5�-�6��� ��-�'�� � �����6\ -��� ����। ������ 5' ��-� ������ '0� ��{�� ���� '����� 
��� ��। 
 
 ��L� �� ��� �������-' 5�# ��! �� ��� ��-D C���� ��� ���#�� �L '�� ,�� 
����� ��# ���' ����� ��!� $��। ���� �%� $6� ����� c£ �����। ��� '��% ����# ��# ��� 
���� ,� ��# ��!�� �����' M�� ��-�'�� � �² U�7 �P�� �/��। ����� ��� 5�� �����। 
�� �' M���� ��!�� �� �!� $!�� �0�' ��� ��# $��। �� � �� $�� c� -�' �7�7 ��!� 
�0�' ��� �'(��<� ��-��� ,� X��7'�' �� �(� ��V 5��-�� �� �� ,�' ,�' g�� '�� 5�7� '��। 
�%�( ��&� ~���� ���( ���� 5# ���-�X��'��� ��n। 
 
 ��� 6!�� �� 
k �����%�� ������ 5' �� �'��( ������ 5' �� � � 
k �/� '���� 
-7 ,�6�# $���। �5���� ��̂�7 �D, �D ��̂�7 �� � $���<�। 
 

�5�� _�5�� _�5�� _�5�� _T� 5'� 5'� 5'� 5'    
    
    %����� ��� �X# ,'�( �� �T। �� ����� o£ ������ (cp�c) ��I���7���# ,�� GS 
$��� ��� ����'����� ��V ���� '���%�� ���। GS ����'����� �����< ��# ��� �� ��� �- 
~�� �%�( ��&��। �5�� ������ 5' ����'����� ��V %�#�� �� �0�' ���n�������� -7 '�- '�� 
���R�� _T। 
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 -� ���� _T ,���%�� ��I���7���# � - ���n����� (�6����) ��#। ��' �����' ��L� 
���� $��� ��� �� �%�( ��&�। -���D ����� od ������ $��� ��� $�� �~�G D�7��� ��# 
�/d - ���n������5। %�������� ������<���# ��L� '�� MD ���। ��I���7��# ,��'�# 9�, ���, 
'7��5 ��L��� ��B' � '�<������� ��L�� '0� ��i� '�� ��� ��I���7���# �'� �%�( $z�\ 
'�� ���n�V� 5�� ��� �� '���, ��D ����<� �! $z��\� �'� �07 ���6�! '�� $6� ����� 
(cp�c) o ������ �%�( ��&� ('�����) ��� ��। �'=, �� ��� �'� ��� ��'��� ����� ���/� 
-��� ����। ��' 5��#�� �� $6� ����� c£ ������ �� �' ,�� ������ 5' ����'����5 ��' 
���'�' �� �(� ��V �� �� �%�( ��&� ��-��� 5�7� '��। 
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         �5�� ��� C�D ���� 
��� ��-# ���� ���7� c¡ �G��H�, cp�o 
 

�5�� ��� C�D�5�� ��� C�D�5�� ��� C�D�5�� ��� C�D    
    
 ���n���� �5�� ��� C�D�#� �̂�����\ '��� �6�# '7��� ���-��y� �5��� ����, 
‘‘cp�c ����� ow�� ���<। ��� �B�� ���#�[ ��#��-� ��9 ���5� ���\� 5��� P��' ���5���। 
��� �*��n ��# {� ���# �!��� ��9 -6�\� 3��। $����� �� ���� �%��� �6��-���� 
������6। ��-�����6� ����� ���5�� 3�� �� ������ $z�\ *T 5���। $��� '’C�D $����� 
,� ,�, ��D�/�, ������ �&�' ,�� 5��� ����� �~�G ��# ,g���। ��-� ���� ������6 
����!। X0� '�3Q�� 5��D ������ ³� ���6 ��� %��( $��% ��-����6 �0�'। ��%� 5�( $�� ����� 
���7��� �/�� ���#� '�#'(� ��D�/� ��# $��� �6��-��� �/�� ,���। 
 
 ����<� ��g��� '�(��� ��\<�# C���� ��7 ���#। Y�'� X�# -�_7 5�# $��%। ���D 
�����R। ,� ,' ��# ���G��� ��-� �-#�� C�>\ *� C��� �����। ,���' ���� ($����� 
����� ��!�) �0�' ��� ,���, ���� ��� ��n। o� ����� ���-���Q� ,'(� �'�;�� ���� 
������� �6�# �70< 5�#�%। ����� $��� MD C�D ,��' �^� ����� ���6 ���#�% X������ ����। 
 
 Y�'�#� X������ ��~�� *T 5�#�%। �� ����� X0� ���' ���RsC��� 5��� ���´��\ ,�� 
g�� ����# ���% ,���, ����। D�����7 ��� '�#'�( µ� o � ���� �0�' Y�'�# ,�� �6�%। 
,� ���7 -#���� µ��� ��V ��¶�# �6�# ���� 5#। ,' ��!��� �9��9� �Z� �����S ���� 
�'%� �9 $����� ����# ��# $�� 5��� । ,�� �� �0�'D ��z#C��� '�- *T 5���। $��� ��� 
'�#'(� ������ �����#�%। ,g���� ���7 ��#�% ������� ���#�� �¯� ,�� ���6� � �-���(�� 
�~�G ��B� XC�̂�। D�����7 �3���'<(, ���'��� � �-���’� ���� ��� '�#'(� ���´��\ P�(। 
$I4 5��� ��, ��' $��� *�� ,'� D। �7�� ���% X�������� �E����। ,���' $����� '0� 
����� -��-�� 5�# �6�%। ��� ����� ��-�'��� ���� ‘��DG’ 5�� ����। ? ����D $��� ��!� 
�%�! ��� �6���। 9�-���-'7���� �7� ���� ,�� '����� 5�# ����i �������� ���� '��� �70< 
5���। ��� ����� ����� ��!�� ��( 5�# �6�%। $��� Y�'� 5�# $����-6���!�� �0 ��� ���� 
5�# ����i �������� ����i ����। 6���!� P��( ���� ���0 ���0 �� ������ 5��� ��� ��! 
�6���। ��# ���#� 5��� L��# '7��;। ����� '�#'(� �� '�(��� X�� ��5_��< ��̂�7� $��'�#। 
'7��;� ��'�'D ����z�� /�#���� � �#��G ����� 5���। ���0< ��� $����� ��7C_��� ���' ��� 
,���%। $����� ����� 5��� ,'(� ���'। , ��# $����� �� U���<� �� � �C�V �6���। ���� �� 
5��D �� ��> ���� '�� ���� ��'। ��4 ��n $� ��5� ��# ��5_��<� ���7 Revolt '�� �����। 
��6���( ������ �� '�� ,' ���·� 0����� ������ P��>। ������� B�E������ � ��̂�7� C�# 
--<��� ���5 -�� � �� ��n ���� �'��¸�' �����। ��B�\ $��� �7�7 �5������ �7�7 
���· � ���'�' P��#�  '�� �/���%। 5�D��# �/�� ~���� ��4� ��� $��� X�\ ��# �������। 
 
 ����� �6�# ������ 
����� ����� $� ,' ���। ���� '���� ���'��� X���¢� ���� 
��-3�F ���5��� ���0। �� �' $�6 �0�' �����। µ� '7��� ,, �', �&'���� ���0 ���� '�� 
�'��( -�����, ‘‘,��� $��� �� �Z 5�# $��%।  $�� ,'� U��'। $�� ��� '��� ,���% 
$��� 
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'��� $���। $���' ���� ��2�। $��� �B��C� '��\ ��{�� ����� ,�� �� ����� ���� 
'��|�� '�<� �T8����� ���� '�- '��� �� �7�L� '�� ����। ���n����� ���{�� ��g��� 
�'�(�% $��� ? �� �����D। 
 
 ,���' ���n����� ���{�� ��g��� ³� ,�6�# ���%। X���� ���% ��P><। X����D �'%� 
� �'%� ,��'� ��n 5�R। ,�'� ��# (�������� o£ �' oo ������) �%�( C�D ���4��'� ���2 
�����-��� µ� ��# �����_� ���� , ���R। ��#���� ��� �¯�� �� ���0 ����। ���� ����� ����� 
���!, ��©4 ����। �D �� ���0 ��> ����। 
 
 $� ,' C�D (���) �� �!�D '��% o � �����। ��� Y�'� �'h�# '���6��� (��� �� 
�����\ B��� ������6 ���n ��#।) ��'�� �!�D '��% ����� �\�V�। ,'�� ����� ��> 5���। �0�� 
,��� �\������। �� �0 �� ,�� �����% Y�'�#। Y�'�� �� �� �� '�#�'� �7����। $�� 
�'= �� ������ ���#[ ���� ��> '��� �����। ���� �/��� ��0 ����# C�D��� ��<��i' ��̂�7� 
'0� *���। ��� �;_\< 
��� 5��� �� '�#' $�6 ����' ��> ���� �6�% Y�'�� ¹�6��। 
 
 ,���' c£D �G��H� �7�7 C�D�� �6��-���� ����# ,�� ��� �%�%। ������' ����� 
,���% C����� D3��/। ���� ���� ��DG 5���। ����-���#� ������� ��� /�#�� ,º��� '�� �0�' 
���� 0�'��� ,�� $:���<\ '���� �� ������ '��%। 6�!��� ���� ������ ��# ��<'�� 
C�D�(�' (�/¡ �%� ��� �#�) ��� ��� B�� '�� �%�! �����। �'�0�# ��# ���#� 5��� ���� �'3 
-�� �, �'�0�# ���� '�� ��� �'3 -�� �। �� ��� �P�( �����%, ���� ��j �� �- ��D� 
�'�0��।  ����� $��� ��5������ ��� ��n '���। MS� *�� ,D �� ��� $��̂�7 �!�D '��� X��\ 
�� ���%���। �'= ��-�#� �_�< �2�� �_�<B�\ ��� 5�������� 5��� �5�� 5�#�%। 
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������ ��-���'� 

THE TIMES 

MARCH 30, 1971 

 

 ‘At Dacca University the Burning Bodies of Students Still Lay in Their 

Dormitory Beds… A Mass Grave Had Been Hastily Covered…’ 

 

From Michel Laurent 

(An Associated Press photographer who evaded the Army in Dacca and toured 

the devastated areas.) 

Dacca, March 29. In two days and nights of shelling by the Pakistani Army 
perhaps 7,000 Pakistanis died in Dacca alone. 

The Army, which attacked without warning on Thursday night with American 

supplied M24 tanks, artillery and infantry, destroyed large parts of the city. 

Its attack was aimed at the university, the populous Old City where Sheikh 
Mujibur, the Awami League leader, has his strongest following and the industrial 

areas on the outskirts of this city of 1,500,000 people. 

 

Touring the still-burning areas of fighting on Saturday and Sunday it was obvious 
that the city had been taken without warning. At the university burning bodies of 

some, students still lay in their dormitory beds. The dormitories had been hit by direct 
tank fire. 

A mass grave had been hastily covered at the Jagannath Hall and 200 students 

were reported killed in Iqbal hall. About 20 bodies were still lying in the grounds and 

the dormitories. Troops are reported to have fired bazookas into the medical college 
hospital, but the casualty toll was not known. 

Despite claims by the central Government in West Pakistan that life is returning 

to normal in Dacca, thousands are fleeing the city with only the belongings they could 

carry. Some pushed carts loaded with food and clothes. Only a few persons have 

returned to Government jobs, despite the order of the military regime. 

Resistance to the Army has been negligible. Pakistanis are obeying military 
orders to turn in weapons. 

The Pakistan national flag is again flying from most Government buildings. It 

had been replaced in the past 10 days by the green red and yellow “Bangladesh” 

(Bengal Nation) flag of independence. 

In the old City, large parts of which were destroyed, elderly men and women 

poked among the smouldering ruins of their homes. 

Army lorries and armoured cars patrolled the almost deserted streets. Cars were 

pasted with Pakistan flags to avoid drawing fire from Army patrols. 
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Bodies still lay sprawled in the streets where they had been caught in the Army 

cross-fire. Shanty towns by the railway had been burnt down. 

The people still appeared stunned by the shooting and deaths. 

The Government went to extreme lengths to prevent a large contingent of foreign 

journalists from witnessing the Army’s intervention and the subsequent violence. 

Thirty-five foreign correspondents were detained in the Dacca Intercontinental 

Hotel and only this reporter and a British correspondent evaded the Army cordon and 

subsequent deportation of newsmen to Bombay. Later the Army at Dacca airport 

frisked me and seized film and notes on Dacca. 

At Karachi, the police forced me to strip, my luggage was searched again, and 

film was seized.-A.P. 

 

THE TIMES (LONDON) 

APRIL 2, 1971 
 

Political and Intellectual Leaders Being Wiped Out in War of Genocide  
By Louis Heren 

 

The Pakistan Army is alleged to have waged a war of genocide in East Pakistan. 

The objective is said to be the elimination of the political and intellectual leadership, 
and it might well have been achieved. 

Old religious enmities are also said to have been revived. Thousands of Hindus 

are alleged to have been slaughtered by Muslim troops. 

This and other charges were made in London yesterday by a young man who left 

Dacca earlier this week after spending the past two years there. For many reasons his 

name cannot be revealed, but I know him to be a level-headed and responsible man. 

He confirmed that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the East Bengal leader escaped the 

carnage, but 11 members of his bodyguard were killed. 

The Sheikh was arrested by troops last Thursday, held in the Adamji school for 

two days, and then flown to West Pakistan. he is believed to be held in Multan. 

According to this informant, a systematic pattern of physical and psychological 

destruction became apparent even during the first night of fighting of March 25. Soon 

after, if became clear that certain groups had been selected to be the victims of 

completely unrestrained brutality. 

These included Awami League leaders, students (who are the most radical 

members of the League), professors and their families, and any Hindu who could be 
found. 

The Army commanders had apparently concluded that the students were the 

nucleus of a future Bengali independence movement. The professor represented the 

East Pakistan intelligentsia, vital for the administration of a future independent 

Bengal. 
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The reason for killing the Awami League leaders was left-evident. As for the 

Hindus, my informant is convinced that the troops were led’ to believe that they were 

the malign force behind the secessionist movement. 

No single observer could possibly have observed all that went on during the five 

days of fighting, but what follows was actually seen. 

At the University of Dacca, the residential dormitory Jagannath hall was reserved 

for Hindu students. Tank tracks led to the wall of the compound, which had been 
blasted down. 

Outside the building there was a fresh mass grave. Inside blood streamed from 

every room which had also been looted. There were bodies of six savagely-killed men 

in the servants quarters nearby. 

In the apartments of the faculty staff, children were seen shot dead in their beds. 

The dead bodies of what appeared to be the entire family of a senior professor, were 
found in another apartment. 

Outside were seen the bodies of students still clutching lathis, or bamboo staves, 

in the other predominantly so, the stench of dead and burning bodies was so 

overpowering that the survivors walked about with cloths over their noses. At least 
seven or eight bodies were seen in the rubble of ruined buildings and on refuse 

dumps. 

In tow of the old city's largest bazaars, one entirely Hindu and the other 

predominantly so, the stench of dead and burning bodies was so overpowering that the 

survivors walked about with cloths over their noses. At least seven or eight bodies 

were seen in the rubble of ruined buildings and on refuse dumps. 

In one House, my informant saw the still warm corpse of a man who had been 

shot to death minutes before. It was surrounded by his wailing wives. 

This is what was actually seen. What follows is an account of what happened 

during the five days of the fighting. Parts of it are reports received by the informant 
from friends before he left Dacca. 

The Army moved in, in force, to occupy key points of the town shortly before 

midnight on March 25, President Yahya Khan had departed for Karachi only a few 

hours before, and the assumption was that the troops acted on his personal 

instructions. 

According to official spokesmen, the Army had been warned of a plot to 
barricade all the approaches to the cantonment shortly after the president’s departure. 

Barricades had certainly gone up throughout the city, and from midnight until noon 

the next day, Dacca echoed with the sounds of firing from heavy artillery, heavy 

machine-guns and other automatic weapons. 

Throughout the night, there was the glare of large fires and tracer bullets. 

By dawn, a large pall of smoke covered much of the city and drifted slowly 

northwards towards the wealthy suburb of Gulshan. Fire were also seen in the Bihari 

area, the scene of communal friction earlier in the month. 
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“Shoot to kill” curfew was imposed upon the city of March 26. Soldiers were 

seen firing with automatic weapons at the house of Colonel Osmani, a retired Bengal 

Army officer. 

Shooting and fires continued through the night, but less violently and the curfew 

was relaxed for five hours on Saturday March 27. 

During a walk through the newer part of the city, destroyed barricades and 

squatters, huts were seen every-where. 

In the older part of the city, near the police lines, there was complete destruction 

everywhere. It was understood that the only strong resistance to the Army took place 

here, with the help of policemen and troops of the East Pakistan Rifles. They were 

said to have been massacred for their temerity. 

Refugees were already beginning to leave the city. Most of them carried only a 

small bundle of clothes. 

The curfew was again lifted on Sunday to allow families to buy food but the New 

Market was almost completely destroyed. 

At the Ramna racecourse, the two small villages and shrines of ‘Hindu herdsmen 

were burnt and utterly destroyed. Many bodies were seen in the rubble, and the few 

remaining villagers were dazed and terrified. 

The conclusion drawn was the East Pakistan would be without political and 
intellectual leadership for at least a decade, and perhaps a generation. 

 

THE NEW NATION 

SINGAPORE. APRIL 6, 1971 

Editorial 

THE HOLOCAUST IN EAST PAKISTAN MUST BE ENDED 

 

Eye-witness reports from foreign residents evacuated from East Pakistan paint a 
more horrible picture of the carnage that has been unleashed by President Yahya’s 

troops than had been suspected. 

What has been happening is nearer to genocide. An army suppressing a revolt is 

not in a picnic and a certain amount of unnecessary killing, however deplorable and 

misguided, was to have been expected. 

The way the army has acted, it is now clear, surpasses anything that could pass 
for legitimate use of force. It has resorted to wanton murder of civilians including 

women and children, in a deliberate plan to achieve submission by stark terror. 

And the army is not succeeding. The resistance of the East Pakistanis, thought 

unorganized and largely unaimed, gets more stubborn every day. The army’s writ 
does not run beyond the major towns. 
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Given the normal difficulties of communications in East Pakistan, the army will 

have to be several times its present estimated size of 70,000 before an uprising which 

has the backing of practically the whole population can be put down. And when the 

monsoons arrive in six weeks from now, the army’s mobility will be further impaired 

in a drastic manner. 

Official Pakistani reports themselves cannot conceal any longer that the normalcy 

they have been anno9uncing is very far from being restored. “The factories are at a 

standstill and there is mass absenteeism from government offices. 

If it was a misguided decision for President Yahya Khan to have ordered his 
armies out, to persist in it is an act of irresponsibility of such cruel magnitude that the 

world’s conscience cannot continue to accept it as a matter that Pakistan only can 
decide. 

The East Pakistan holocaust must stop. Appeals to see reason have been made to 

Rawalpindi by India, Russia and Britain. More countries must join in this effort to 

demonstrate that the voice of humanitarianism cannot be stilled by pedantic 

considerations of internal sovereignty. 

 

THE TIMES, LONDON 

MAY 19, 1971 

Road of Death 

Peter Hazelhurst 

 

 SABRUM, May 18 

  

Thousands of terrified and impoverished Bengalis who have attempted to flee to 

India during the past fortnight have collapsed and died of exhaustion and starvation 

on the roadside. 

Many others on the grim 75-mile march from the Chittagong district to the small 

Indian border state of Tripura are expected to meet with the same fate, refugees told 
me today. 

As many as 500,000 Muslim and Hindu refugees have already poured into the 

state of Tripura, and most of them crossed here at Sabrum, where the river Feni 

demarcates the Indo-Pakistan border. 

Permiless, exhausted and in a stupor many of the refugees described the tragic 

flight from their homes in the Chittagong district, about 60 miles to the south. 

Shamsuddin Ahmad, a farmer, aged 40, who has lost his wife and five children, 

fled Chittagong with his youngest daughter three-year old Rohina, when West 
Pakistani troops fired on his village. He said his wife was killed by a bullet as the 

family fled. 

Speaking through a Bengali interpreter, he said; “I was separated from the rest of 

my family as we fled. I don’t know what has happened to them. After searching for 

them I started to walk to the Indian border with Rohina. 
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“We had no food and no money. She collapsed after six days of walking. I carried 

her for a long time but she died in my arms. I buried her on the way. I have no one 

now.” 

The bewildered farmer said he saw hundreds of other refugees dying on the road. 

The stronger members of the families would huddle next to the exhausted and dying 

men, women and children. When they died, they buried them in nearby fields and 

marched on to India. 

The tragic stories of many other refugees are similar. Mr. A.Z.B. Raha, a 48-year 

old supervisor at Chittagong port, fled when Pakistani tanks moved in on his village, 
four miles from the centre of the city, last month. 

“We started to walk north towards the Indian border. We saw people dying all 

along the way. Others were lying on the grounds exhausted. The first to die were the 

babies, then further along the road the old and children collapse, and then the 

women,” he said. 

We found Dr. Choudhury, a medical practitioner form shulteepur village near 

Chittagong, among the 200,000 homeless migrants who have flocked into the 

southern districts of Tripura. He was in stupor. 

Dr. Choudhury claimed that he marched towards India in a daze after the army 

encircled his village and killed 19 members of his family last months. “There is 
nothing left,” he said. 

Dr. Rathin Datta, supervisor of the general hospital in the border town of 

Agartala, north of Sabrum, has so far treated 300 East Pakistanis who had bulled and 

shrapnel wounds. 

“These people were lucky,” he said. “Most of them live near the border and 

managed to get through to us for treatment. But I fear that thousands have died and 

are dying from their wounds, starvation and exhaustion on the road from Chittagong. 

His 267 bed hospital is now overcrowded with an additional 300 wounded 
refugees. All the refugees claim they were deliberately shot by Pakistani troops. 

Two sisters, Rohina Begum, aged 16, and Jinat Begum, aged five, have bullet 

wounds in their legs and arms. Rohina said her entire family was wiped out when 

Pakistani troops fired on their small boat as they attempted to cross the River Feni 

into India last week. 

Dr. Datta asked: “What do I do with these children when I have to discharge 
them? They have no one.” 

A railway engineer from the nearby junction of Akhaura had a bullet wound on 

his head. He cannot believe what has happened. 

“Why should they shoot me? I am an important government servant. I told them 

this when they were looting my office and house.” But a soldier said, “Kill the 

bastard’, and when they shot at me I fell to the ground and pretended to be dead. 
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 “They burnt my house and all I have. What am I to do? I am 55-with a family 

of 10, and I have nothing now.” 

The road from Agartala is as tragic and sorrowful as the over crowded refugee 
camps. With fixed stares and utter hopelessness written on their faces the frail 

Bengalis march northwards in search of shelter and food. The stream is never ending. 

Schools and Government offices have been turned into huge dormitories but 

space is limited and most families are in the open. A great number of women and 
children have constructed pathetic grass huts. 

Sanitation is non-existent, the heat is stiffing, and the stench is unbearable. Pools 

of stagnant water are seen everywhere and an epidemic could break out at any 

moment. 

 

THE SUNDAY TIMES 

20
th

 JUNE, 1971 

 

POGROM IN PAKISTAN 

Teachers, Writers, Journalists Eliminated 

Magistrates shot, Doctors disappear 

Gestapo-like raids, rape, extortion. 

 

LAST WEEK the Sunday Times published a first-hand report by Anthony 

Mascarenhas about the excess of the Pakistan Army in East Pakistan. Now we have 

had news-more up to date and detailed and perhaps even more horrifying of what is 

happening in East Pakistan. This is not by Anthony Mascarenhas, but it comes to us 

from academic and professional sources we know to be unimpeachable. 

A NEW campaign of terror has begun in East Pakistan. its aim is to eliminate any 

possibility of another secessionist uprising or political challenge to the unity of the 

state. 

The Military government in Dacca has ordered a two-pronged follow-up to its 
defeat of the Bangla Desh forces in the field. First, all public servants, teachers, 

writers, journalists and industrialists are being screened. 

Second, anyone considered potentially dangerous is being “eliminated”. Army 

intelligence has already begun arresting and interrogating teachers, journalists and 

other influential Bengalis. A list of suspects, thought to- be either supporters or 

sympathizers of the secessionist Awami League has been prepared. 

They are being classified in three categories-white, grey and black. The white 

will be given clearance. The grey will lose their jobs and may be imprisoned. The 

black will be shot. 

Action against the Civil Service has already begun and 36 Bengali District 
Magistrates and sub-divisional officers have either been killed or have fled to the 

other side. 
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When army units entered the towns of Comilla, Rangpur, Kushtia, Noakhali, 

Faridpur and Serajganj, the local magistrates and the police superintendents were shot 

out of hand. 

Civil servants on the grey list have been transferred to West Pakistan. They 

include Taslim Ahmed, Inspector-General of Police. When the army struck Dacca on 

the night of 25th March, the police revolted and fought for 18 hours. 

A new element in the regime of terror is the Gestapostyle pick-up. Some of those 
wanted for questioning are arrested openly. Others are called to the army cantonment 

for interrogation. Most of them do not return. Those who do are often picked up again 
by secret agent known as RAZAKARS, a tern used by the volunteers of the Nizam of 

Hyder- abad who resisted the Indian takeover of the State in 1948. Razakars literally 
means duty to the king or State. 

By night and day parts of Dacca are sealed off by troops searching for Hindus, 

Awami Leaguers and students. Everyone must carry an identity card. Cars are stopped 

and searched and the entrances to the city are blocked by checkposts. 

If the jawan (infantryman) at the post finds anyone without an identity card and is 

in no mood to listen, a trip to the cantonment may follow. 

Dacca is frequently shaken by bomb blasts after which security is tightened and 

areas searched for “miscreants” the army term for members of the MUKTI FOUJ 
(liberation army). 

Whatever the army has completed, its task of clearing an area of “miscreants” it 

is replaced by the militia. These are tough frontier people who are considered more 

ruthless and less disciplined than the regular army. They are paid three rupees (about 

18p) a day and are lured to East Pakistan by the promise of booty. 

The persecution of East Pakistan’s Hindu minority and the surviving elements of 

its Bengali nationalism has a quality of casual horror about it. 

Shanker, a college student of Jagannath College, escaped to a nearby village on 
27th March. Two months later he returned alone to see what remained of his home at 

Thatari Bazar. Two non-Bengalis spotted him, shouted “Hindu”, “Hindu” and chase 
developed. The boy was caught and taken in procession to the mosque where his 

throat was cut.” 

Abu Awal, the district magistrate at Bhola had the reputation of being a loyal 

government servant. He protected the non-Bengalis population when the Awami 

League rose in revolt and prevented the Police station armoury from falling into the 

hands of the Mukti Fouj. 

When they attacked on 1st May, he went to receive them. The Brigadier in charge 

of the action asked him to resume his post. He had hardly turned his back on the 

officers, when a sepoy shot him with a rifle. 

About a dozen Bengali army officers were transferred to West Pakistan. They 
laid goodbye to their families and reported at Dacca Airport to board a PIA flight to 

Karachi. 
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The families have not so far heard from them. When they inquired at Army 

headquarters they were told that they bad deserted. The mutilated body of a major was 

delivered to this family with a letter of regret that he had committed suicide. 

The whereabouts of Brig. Majumdar, one of the best known Bengali officers, is 

unknown. He stayed with his Punjabi colleagues when his Bengali troops revolted in 

Chittagong. When his family asked about hi, they were told that any inquiry would 

invite trouble. 

On the right of June 2, an army jeep entered the Dhanmondi residential area of 

Dacca. A Government officer called Huq was dragged out of his house and taken to 
Kurmitola army cantonment. 

His wife telephoned Shafiul Azam, civilian head of the East Pakistan government 

who contacted army headquarters and was told no one called Huq had been brought 

in. 

 An industrialist, Ranada Saha, was told to arrange a gala evening for army 

officers at his village home in Mirzapur. He went to discuss the arrangements and did 

not return. 

Troops surrounded the house of a civil servant called Amin. He was taken away 
in an army truck with his aged parents, his wife and three children. His brother was an 

officer in Bengal Regiment which revolted and is now leading the Bangla Desh 
resistance near Comilla. The Amin family returned two days later without Mr. Amin. 

A captain entered Mitford Hospital in Dacca with two soldiers on 15th May, went 

to Ward Two and led away Dr. Rahman and another of his colleagues. They were told 

they were needed to work in Mymensingh. Their whereabouts are now unknown. 

Other troops went to American-run Holy Family Hospital but there were no 

surgeons, there. The hospital is now considering Closing down because many of its 

doctors have fled including the renowned child specialist, Dr. M. N. Huq. 

At Sylhet, all doctors except Surgeon-General Dr. Shamsuddin , fled across the 
border when the army entered the town. A major found Dr. Shamsuddin in the 

hospital theatre and shot him point blank. 

Most of the senior Bengali officers of the PIA are missing after being picked up, 

including Mr. Fazlul Huq, Deputy Managing Director for East Pakistan and Captain 

Sekander Ali, chief sector pilot. Since the military takeover the airline has dismissed 

about 2,000 Bengalis. 

Razakars have seized the two children of Major Khaled Mosharraf of the Bengal 

Regiment who deserted to the Mukti Fouj. The children aged six and four were first 

taken as hostages by the army. Their mother escaped to India. The children were 

released but then retaken. 

Relatives of missing persons believe that the Razakars are junior army officers 

working independently in league with non-Bengalis. Some families have received 
ransom demands and one case is know of money being paid without success. 
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The Razakars have now extended their operations from murder and extortion to 

prostitution. In Agrabad in Chittagong, they run a camp of young girls who are 

allocated nightly to senior officials. They also kidnapped girls for their parties. Some 

have not returned. Ferdausi, the leading Bengali singer, narrowly escaped a similar 

fate when army officers entered her home. Her mother telephones a general whom she 

knew and military police were sent to her rescue. 

A recent development is the return to duty, duress, of a number of Intelligence 

Department official who went absent in March in response to Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman’s call for non-cooperation with the federal government. 

They are now obliged to submit the names of “undesirable persons” to the army, 

which is taking care not to pick up the wrong people as it did on the nights of 25th 
and 26th March. 

On those two nights, the army killed more than 20 University professors. Of 

these, Dr. Moniruzzaman of the Physics department was shot dead instead of his 

namesake in the Bengali Department, Mr. Monaim of the English Department was 

similarly killed instead of Mr. Munir, also of the Bengali Department. 

Some University teachers reported for duty on 1st June at the instigation of 

General Tikka Khan, the Martial Law Administrator, but some of them have since 

fallen into the hands of the RAZAKARS. 

The activities of RAZAKARS are known, if not overtly approved, by the military 

administration. Occasionally, they are a source of concern. Recently the 
administration managed to induce a few hundred jute workers to resume production in 

Dacca. On 29th May three of their trade union leaders were taken away in an army 
jeep. By the following day the workers had fled. 

The PROBLEMS of return for the 6 million refugees seem insuperable. In Dacca, 

Jessore, Rangpur, Ishurdi, Khulna and Chittagong their houses and shops have been 

taken over by non-Bengalis. 

Backed by the army on 28th April, they cleared Mirpur and Mohammadpur, two 

residential districts covering 15 square miles in Dacca,” of their entire Bengali 

population, killing everyone who had ignored an advance warning to leave. 

In Jessore soldiers surrounded the house of Mr. Masihur Rahman, an Awami 
League member of the National Assembly, and non-Bengali civilians went in killing 

everyone. A 10 year old boy jumped from the first floor and was shot in mid-air by a 
sepoy. 

Organizations caring for the refugees who came into East Pakistan at the time of-

Partition and the Razakar backed ‘Peace Committee; are publishing press notices 

inviting applications for “allotment” of shops and houses left by Bengalis. 

In Chittagong locked shops and houses in Laldighi and Reazuddin Bazaar were 

broken open by the army and handed over to non-Bengalis. Nearly all sequestered 

property now has signboards and name-plates in Urdu, the lanauage of West Pakistan. 
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In the villages the houses have been distributed among members of the right wing 

Jamat-e-Islam and Muslim League which were humiliated in the last election by the 

Awamil League. 

All Hindu bank accounts have also been frozen, together with those of suspected 

Awami League supporters. The manager of the British National & Grindlays Bank in 

Dacca was the only banker to have queried the directive. 

Bengalis have also been forbidden to approach major rail way, port and dock 
installations. When 5,000 labourers returned to work in Chittagong docks on 1st May, 

they were driven away. The installations are now run by military, naval and non-
Bengali personnel. 

Senior railway officers in Chittagong were shot and the workers colony burnt 

down. In Dacca, Ishurdi and Syedpur no Bengali dares approach a railway junction. 

At Dacca and Chittagong airports, 250 porters were flown in from West Pakistan 
to replace the Bengalis. 

Three thousand Punjabi police now patrol Dacca while Khyber Rifles from the 

North-West Frontier and Rangers from the West Pakistan border, man police stations 

outside. 

Most of the 10,000 militiamen in East Pakistan Rifles who revolted in March 

have either crossed the border or are hiding in the villages. Those who responded to 

an amnesty call surrendered in Dacca on 15th May, they were seen being driven away 

in open trucks blindfolded with their hands tied behind their backs. 

A few days later hundreds of naked corpses were found in the river Buriganga 

and Sitalakhya. 

The East Pakistan Rifles have now been renamed the Pakistan Defence Force and 

hundreds of Biharis have been recruited. They are now being trained with rifles and 

machine-guns at Peelkhana. 

On 28th May, in the Khilgaon district of Dacca, 100 suspects were picked up 

after a bomb damaged a non-Bengali shop. 

At Motijheel, a non-Bengali, demanded 10,000 rupees (about 600 Pounds) from 
his neighbour, threatening to hand him over to the army if the money was not paid 

within 24 hours. 

A radio and camera retailer in Stadium market, Dacca found his stock missing on 

the 12th May, and reported the incident to the Martial Law Headquarters. That night 

during curfew, the shop was set on fire. 

Begum Majeda, a housewife, was fetching water from a street tap. Two Punjabi 

policemen tried to lift her on to a truck. She screamed and the Punjabis were beaten 

off with sticks and stones. That night whole of the Bashabo area was set on fire. 
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It is now considered unsafe to wear wristwatches on the streets in Dacca and 

transistor radios and television sets are kept hidden at home. Soldiers sell looted 

transistors, TV sets and wristwatches at between 3 and 6 pounds each on the streets. 

One officer Colonel Abdul Bari has deposited on crore of rupees the equivalent 

of 833,000 pounds-At the State Bank of Pakistan. 

Efforts are now being made to clean the cities up, just before the sponsored visit 

to Dacca of a small party of foreign journalists in May. The bodies of students were 
removed from Jagannath Hall and Iqbal Hall in the University Campus and debris was 

cleared away from the shelled areas of Shakharipatty, Tantibazar, Shantinagar and 
Rajarbagh. 

Schools and colleges have reopened but there are few students. On school with 

800 students before the fighting reopened with only ten. 

Most young people between the ages of 16 and 26 have crossed the border to join 
the MUKTI FOUJ Training camps. 

Their widespread fear is that to be young in East Pakistan is to be killed. They 

nurture the hopes also that they may one day live in a free BANGLADESH. 

 

THE HONG KONG STANDARD 

June 25, 1971 

ANOTHER CENGHIS 

 

For hundreds of years, the name of Cenghis Khan has echoed through history as a 

byword for cruelty and butchery. 

In the 20th century, it seems a Pakistani namesake of the great killer is 

determined to out-do his grisly predecessor. 

Pakistani General Tikka Khan-with modern nicety known as the “pacifier” of 

rebellious East Pakistan-is commanding fierce, Punjabi and Pathan troops who are 
running wild in a fearsome blood bath. 

There is overwhelming evidence of murder, of senseless slaughter of children, of 

rape, or prostitution organized by and for senior army officers of wholesale, 

maddened, crazed, blood-thirsty determined massacre. 

Cenghis Khan, for all his bloody faults, at least built up an empire in the course 

of his career. 

Tikka Khan and his gang of uniformed cut throats will be remembered for trying 

to destroy the people of half a nation. 
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SUNDAY TELEGRAPH 

London, August 1, 1971 

PAKISTAN ARMY ON CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY 

by Clare Hollingworth 

 

President Yahya Khan is expected to visit East Pakistan today or next Tuesday. 

He will arrive in Dacca at the height of a psychological warfare campaign by 

Bangladesh guerrillas. 

This is designed not against the West Pakistanis or the Army but rather to 
frighten the Bengali population from areas of future action. 

The guerillas claim they will soon take “dramatic action”. The Bengalis have 

been warned not to go near the airport. 

There was a clash of Friday, night, at Farmgate, an industrial suburb between the 
city and the airport, between the guerrillas and the army. 

The exchange of automatic fire and loud explosions could be heard throughout 

the city and six guerrillas are reported killed. 

Far more serious was the destruction by the army” of three Christian villages of 

Loodaria, Nalchata and Laripara near Dacca, situated on the branch railway line 

which runs from Tongi to Arikhold on a high embankment. 

This is the first time the Defence Forces have been involved in the burning down 

and flattening of houses of purely Christian communities. The guerrillas had derailed 
a train some miles away along the line-I saw the results of this action. 

At the, moment these villages are completely surrounded by water and many of 

the men who live there work in offices and hotels in Dacca. They say that between 

3,000 and 4,000 Christians have been rendered homeless and a few hundred were 

taken away by the army for questioning. 

Although these4 events took place on Wednesday, I have been unable to obtain 

any comment from the military spokesman, who has not been available since then. 

The Catholic clergy in the area are deeply concerned by this first attack on remembers 

of their, community. 

 

AL HAWADITH 

Lebanon, August 20, 1971 

WAR OF ANNIHILATION 

 

The Pakistani officer stood in one of the small villages of East Pakistan Bengal 

and told the hungry public gathered around him: “My men are wounded and I want 

some blood. I want volunteers”. Before waiting for a reply…the soldiers rushed 

forward, selected some young men, threw them on the ground, and pricked them in 

the arteries. Blood began to flow and continued flowing until the young men died. 
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This is one picture out of dozens of others which take place every day since the 

present regime in West Pakistan declared a war of annihilation against the opposing 

“people” in Pakistan. 

The migration of millions to India, therefore, is not strange. They have fled from 

massacre and hunger. 

 

EL COMMERCIO, 
Ecuador-September 2, 1971 

SLAUGHTER OF 200,000 BENGALIS 
by Alfonso Rumazo Gonzales 

 

The slaughter of 200,000 Bengalis in East Pakistan can only be described by its 

true name: Genocide. The crime has been perpetrated by the West Pakistan army 
under the orders of the tyrant who governs there: General Yahya Khan. This figure of 

200,000 given by Leon F. Hesser, Director of (U.S. Aid Agency) A.I.D. rises to 
300,000 in British calculations. “This has been like a Greek tragedy” expressed the 

British expert sent there with help. 

What did East Pakistan, inhabited principally by Bengalis, ask for? Autonomy. 

The western sector of the country is separated from the eastern one by 1,600 
kilometers of Indian territory. How can it exist in these conditions’? Is it fit that a 

country should have its territory in two parts at a great distance from each other? This 
request for autonomy last March was answered with guns and arms even to the extent 

of sending to the grave of such an incredibly large number of people. A U.S. 
commentator stated that only the Second World War had produced crimes of this 

magnitude. 

And it is not only that so many have perished-this crime continues even though 

in-smaller numbers now-but that 8,000,000, plagued by hunger and terror, have 
crossed the frontier and fled into India. The Indian Prime Mi9nister Indira Gandhi 

received them and is now the intermediary for the distribution of the aid received 
from the U.S.A., U.K. and a few other countries. For the next six months, many 

millions of dollars will be essential if those unfortunate people are to be saved from 
dying of misery and hunger. 

The tragedy has increased even more. The whole of East Pakistan appears 

menaced by famine. By November, the shortfall in the food requirements and the 

actual production will be 4,000,000 tons of rice and wheat. Even if this shortfall is 

obtained, how can it be transported in a country whose roads and bridges are 

completely destroyed by the war of liberation? The patriots have tried at every point 
to prevent communication by the soldiers of the tyrant Yahya Khan and continue 

obstructing the criminal repression by destroying roads and bridges, even though 
thereby the danger of starvation is coming to them as fatally as the destruction they 

have been experiencing. 

This whole game with its devious and deceitful maneuverings is developing with 

the neglect of the main problem: the human being. Not one of the countries who have 

granted help to those unfortunate millions, have condemned the monstrous genocide 
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committed there with such fury and ruthlessness. The whole world should have risen 

up in arms to denounce the terrible slaughter. Nobody has spoken; not one has done 

their duty of defending the right to life which is clearly the focal and fundamental 

point in the Charter of Human Rights, fully observed in “theory” only. The man of the 

twentieth century-said Russell-is more ruthless and cynical than that of all the 

previous centuries. 

 

THE AGE 

Australia, September 11, 1971 

THE LOST MILLIONS. 

By Max Beattie 

 

More than 160 days after the first East Pakistani massacres, ragged, sad-eyed 
Bengali peasants are still walking into what they believe is the haven of India carrying 

their naked babied with them. 

Astonishingly, as many as 40,000 still come every day. This is a movement of 

people the like of which the world has rarely seen. Indian officials now say freely they 
expect the influx-more than eight million have arrived already-to rise above 10 

million will before the end of the year. 

The September refugees talk of shootings, and rape almost as commonly as did 

the forerunners five months ago… 

 

SUMMA MAGAZINE 
Caracas, October, 1971 

A COUNTRY FULL OF CORPSES 

 

The extermination of the Jewish people by the Nazi regime, the atomic crime of 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the massacres of Biafra, the napalm of Vietnam, all the 

great genocides of humanity have found a new equivalent: East Pakistan. Despite the 
world press having supplied a clear exposition of facts, the people do not appear to 

have realized that at this moment-and again in Asia-millions and millions of human 
beings face destruction of their life and motherland. 

The fact can be briefly summed up: East Pakistan has been invaded 5 months ago 

by the army of West Pakistan, may be their own brothers. Its inhabitants have been 

murdered in thousands, its women have been raped; children and aged are dying of 

hunger and cholera, and more that eight million persons have carried out on of the 

most dramatic migrations in history, crossing the frontier and taking refuge in India, 
the country with which once Pakistan was untied. 

A pathetic view of the tragedy is given to us by the fact that in a single night in 

the city of Dacca were killed 50,000 persons by the invading army. Between 26 

March-the date of invasion-and this moment, the dead reach more than a million, and 

every day 30,000 persons leave East Pakistan and take refuge in Indian territory. 
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THE NEW YORK TIMES 

November 17, 1971 

EAST PAKISTAN TOWN AFTER RAID BY ARMY 

Fire and Destruction 
 

A task force of West Pakistani troops visited this town Shekharnagar, East 

Pakistan, of 8,000 on October 27 and destroyed it. 

Apparently informed-mistakenly, according to residents-that a guerrilla group 
was here, the army attacked without warning in motor launches. Towards the end of 

the 20- mile trip from Dacca the launches’ engines alerted Shekharnagar’s population, 

most of which fled into nearby ponds, cannals and paddy fields. 

Shooting into houses and huts as they advanced, the troops set fire to nearly every 

building. Surviving residents pointed to the fresh graves where 19 villagers were 
buried. 

The concrete schoolhouse was stripped of its furniture and doors: which the 

troops burned to cook their evening meal, and a rice mill was destroyed. The village’s 

stock of freshly harvested rice was burned for the most part, and some 300 cows and 
sheep were slaughtered. 

A large quantity of wheat that villagers said had been sent under a United States 

aid program was reportedly loaded into the boats by the troops. 

A warehouse filled with bags of phosphate fertilizer was burned and most of the 
bags were destroyed. 

Several buildings belonging to the mosque were burned down and the Hindu 

temple-there are about 400 Hindus in the community-was burned and sacked, and its 

idols were smashed by gunfire. 

Even the local post office was sacked, and the villagers say the troops took away 

its stock of stamps and money. 

“Do you see this?” a villager said, “They even destroyed our fruit. Banana trees 

like these take a long time to grow, and the soldiers heaped up burning straw around 
them and destroyed them.” 

 

NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE (U.S.A) 

November 22, 1971 

BENGAL : THE TIEM OF REVENGE 

 

The ghostly remains of recently burned villages scarred the semitropical 

countryside. Bloated corpses, entangled among white and purple water hyacinths, 

floated in the canals as reminders that the verdant landscape was a scene of tragedy. 

Along with Clare Hollingworth of London’s Daily Telegraph, I had traveled 45 miles 

outside the capital of Dacca-and into the heart of one of the “liberated” zones held by 

the Mukti Bahini guerrillas. The evidence-living as well as dead-of civil war was 

everywhere. Hundreds 
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of peasants watched our small dugout during the three-hour trip through the 

swampland canals, but none of them-not the children tending cattle, nor the fishermen 

repairing their nets nor the women carrying mounds of mud to repair their flimsy 

palm leaf houses-returned our waves. “The reason for their seeming sullenness,” 

Mukti Bahini fighter told me later, “is their sufferings. 

There is hardly a Bengali family left that has not lost one or several of its 

relatives”… 

…In ramshackle towns and tiny villages, people were quick to tell me of daily 

executions carried out by the army, of wanton destruction and brutalities. In one small 
village, everyone seemed to know the story of a 14 year-old girl who was raped by 

twelve soldiers and then killed-together with her day-old baby. Inhabitants of another 
village recounted how two soldiers had been captured and taken to the martial-law 

administrator when they demanded two virgins; the next day the village was burned 
and 38 people were killed by the army. Several times during my trip into the rebel 

area, I saw Pakistani soldiers loot stores and help themselves to anything they wanted. 

To the Bengalis, such barbarism is a stimulant to their hopes of a free state. 

Everywhere I went, Mukti Bahini rebels and sympathizers were talking about the 

coming hours of judgment. At one river crossing, I came upon an army sergeant 

beating a Bengali with a huge stick. He stopped when he saw me, and later the 

Bengali told me, “it’s like that every day. But the day of revenge is coming and it will 

be terrible.” 

 

THE INDIAN EXPRESS 
December 20, 1971 

BODIES OF DOCTORS, JOURNALISTS, WRITERS 

AND PROFESSORS DUMPED IN PITS 

 

 (Despatch from C. S. Pandit, datelined Dacca, December 19, 1971) 

 

In the last week before the surrender of the Pakistani occupation army, about 120 

intellectuals, including top doctors, professors, journalists, both men and women, 
were spirited away from their houses during curfew hours under military escort. 

Nothing was hears of them until about 36 bodies, with hands tied behind, were found 
dumped in the pits of some brick kilns. 

The shock of the tragedy spread, like wild fire among the people who started 

thronging the place. Among the dead were the bodies of Dr. Fazle Rabbi, a top 

cardiologist of Dacca Medical College: Dr. Alim Choudhury, an eye specialist, Mr. 
Nizamuddin, a journalist representating the BBC and one of Pakistan’s two news 

agencies, Pakistan Press International: Mr. Shahidullah Kaiser, a well-known author 
and joint editor of a magazine: Mrs. Akhtar Imam, provost of women’s hostel of 

Dacca University; Dr. Santosh Bhattacharya, Professor of History; Mr. Sirajuddin 
Hussain, news editor of Ittefaq and many others. 
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THE AMRITA BAZAR PATRIKA 

December 20, 1971 

CALCULATED LIQUIDATION OF INTELLECTUALS 

BEFORE SURRENDER 

 

 (Despatch by Arun Bhattacharjee from Dacca Secretariat, December 19, 1971) 

 

The Secretary-General, Ruhul Quddus, of the Bangladesh Government, harshly 

accused the Pakistani army generals of calculated liquidation and mass murder of the 

intellectuals of Dacca before surrender. 

 

Mr. Quddus was in tears when he said that the best doctors, professors, 

administrators and intellectuals of Bangladesh were killed to cripple Bangladesh. 

When I pointed out that Pakistani Army General Farman Ali and his staff were saying 

that these were done by the para-military forces and the Razakars, he said, “I know 

with certainty that the plan to liquidate them was hatched by these Generals in Dacca 

cantonment, and on their specific orders, the para-military forces arrested them and 
killed them inside the cantonment”. 

 

 

THE TIMES 

London, December 30, 1971 

INTELLECTUALS BUTCHERED BEFORE SURRENDER 

Peter Hazelhurst 

 

No one will ever know haw many intellectuals, doctors, journalists and young 

men, most of whom were not involved in politics, were rounded up and herded off to 

disappear for ever. 

Mrs. Moshina Pasha, the wife of Prof. Anwar Pasha, Assistant Professor of 
Bengali at Dacca University, if at present visiting the big pits in which the mutilated 

bodies of Bengali intellectuals were discovered to identify the body of her husband. 

Like many others, Prof. Pasha was taken away two days before the Pakistanis 

surrendered to the Indian army and driven to a razakar-execution camp. 

Two colleagues, Mr. Rashidul Hasan, Lecturer in the Department of English, and 

Professor Santosh Bhattacharya, Professor of History, were rounded up on the same 

morning by the same group of armed razakars. 

The Pakistani prisoners-of-war maintain that they know nothing about the 
atrocities, but evidence has been produced alleging that the razakars were acting 

under the direct orders of a senior officer. 

A memorandum discovered on his desk is said to have contained the name of one 

victim, Mr. Nizamuddin, with the comment “motivated stories”; Mr. Niamuddin’s 

name was ticked off. 
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The solo survivor of this pogrom, Mr. Dalwar Hussain, the Chief Accountant of 

the Greenland Mercantile Company of Dacca, said that on the morning of December 

14, several razakars pulled him out of his house. After placing a blindfold around his 

eyes, they drove him by bus to a camp on the outskirts of Dacca. 

He was forced into a room. A little later, the cloth around his eyes slackened and 

he discovered that he was in a room with a score or so of other prisoners. Some of 

them had been tortured. Toe nails had been ripped off and toes amputated. 

After an hour they were interrogated. The prisoners identified themselves as 

doctors, lawyers, professors and journalists. They were forced into a bus and driven 
out to marshlands on the outskirts of Dacca. 

The Razakars led their victims to a big tree where about another 130 prisoner 

were huddled. Several prisoners asked the Razakars why they were killing fellow 

Bengalis. “One of them told us to shut up and gave an order”, “finish the bastards 

off”, Mr. Hussain said, “they started to shoot prisoners with rifles, and others are 

simply bayoneted to death. I managed to slip the rope off my wrists and made a dash 

towards the river. By a miracle I escaped”. 
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��6�i���6�i���6�i���6�i�    
� ,�X�, cp�c 

,�� �0�' ,�� �'� C��>7�� ���! ����,�� �0�' ,�� �'� C��>7�� ���! ����,�� �0�' ,�� �'� C��>7�� ���! ����,�� �0�' ,�� �'� C��>7�� ���! ����????    
 
 D%����� ���� ���� ���� ��'� ��V� '���% ��' �� 5�। �'= ? �� ���'�� ���7 ���� 
��#�% ���� �� ,��� �'�0�# ���! ���� �� ���� -�� �। �7 �'3D �' -��? 
 
 ? ���'�g�� '��D ���� �_�< ����� �%�! ,���%। �C�(-���(, �� ����7 �;�� �%� �� �/�� 
���� ����� �Z'��� ��� -�C_�� �%�!�%। ��%� �� ��� $� ����� ��6������ ��7������ 
�̂��, ���� �-�� C��>7E। C����� ���� ,�� �� ���'� C�!� �� �W#D ���#� ���# �n 
���( ���#�� $��# ���� ��'(� M�� 3�2�%�। �'= �n ���( -�(� 'D? ,�� ��� �'%� �^� �X�`, 
���', ��� � ��*� -�� ����� D%����� �����# M��%। ���'�� ���7D ����� ����� ��s�-���#�-
���#�। ��� -�� ��। $� ��� ����D 
�L7�B�� �� �#�-'�� ��R '�� ���_� �7�6। 
 
 5�������� ���(�� ���� ���%, �'= ����� �� ��_�� (�'�� ������ 2� D �D 2� D �D। �� 
'�� $� ���-�»� 5�R �। 
 
 $��� ��� 5������� ����%, ���� ��� ��� �0�' ���{�-��0�# ����>� ���� ,�6�# 
$��%। ��� *��%, ������� ��' �� ���-�»� 5�R। ����� ����। 
 
 -5� (�� ���_�? 
 
 -$� '� '�� ����? ���'�# $� '�F '��(? �%� ��� �� ��' ���। ��D ,' ���� '�� ���# 
�� � ��� �� ���%। *�% '7��; ��' ���-G�� ���� $�%। 
 
 -�2' -��� ��� �� ������� �6�� -�#6� ����? 
  
 -�� �2' -�� �। ��D, ���� P��� 6�� �-��D ��� � ���#D ���। ��\ ��� '���� 0��' , 
����D ���। 
 
 ���D �� 5� (� �0 ��#�% �� #। ���� ��� -��� ���� ���� '��%� ��� �¯� �0�' 
5������-����'� ��� ���� ���%। /�� ��� C�! ���। L��# ����'� ����#��� �������। �'= 
��� ��� �-��� 3�F��7D ���!। '��\ ,��� ���#� ��� ���( �-0�'� ��0�� ���� ���'�� %D 
�%�। ���#�� $�6 ���'�g��� ��� -��� ��� L��# ����'� '��% ���z '�� ���# ���R। D����- 
-��� ��� ���� ����, 3D 57�C ���Q $�#�� ���(�। �������� �� �7 �'�0�� 2� D � ���� �/�� 
$��� -�#6� ���7D ���� �D। 
 
 ��� ,' �5���� ���� C�67�� ��� �� '��� ���� ���� U��'? ��T\ M��<��6� ��# ��� 
,'(� $!��� 0�'�� �����%�। %D�#� ��� ��M�, ����, �'�0�� �� ��V ��� ���# �%e Y�'�� 
�7�L� '���%�। �'= $��� ,�6�# ,�� (�'� ��� ¯��|� '��% ����� ���� ����� ����� ��0�� ��� 
Y�'� ���� 6��%� G��। 
 
 ���� '�'g�� ������ 6�%���# �� $��' ��� ��#�%। �><�� ���7� ? C���D �'�(�%। 
-�� 6� �C-�%, �� ����7 -���-'��! $�% ��� �C-�%, ��M�-����� �C�-�%। '��! $��� 6��#D 
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*�'��R। ���� �� ���>' ,D '’ ���� ���7 $� *�'�# �। ��� ����D *�� 5�R, '��\ ���( ��� 
$��� �C�- '���-'���। �����# '� ��� ����g����। ����D ���(� ��� ¼�। 
 
 $��� ,�6���D �����̂ 5�# �6���। $��� �' ��'�� �0�' $��%? ���� �� ,�� �(�'( 
5#�। �(�'( �-5�� ��� �G��� ���� �। �0� �7��G�'� 5�# �6�%। '����� D�-'� $� ���i� 
(�'�, MD-D। ��V ��#�% ��D '�6-। �'= (�'�� �'� '7��;D ��� $� �� ���' ��#� 5�R �। 
 
 -$����� ,'(� �(�'( '���# �7� ����। �i�S '�#' �� ���G�� �7�। ����� ����� 
���2D�� �����D ���। 
 
 �(�'( '���# ���#�� B��� 0�'�� ����D ����� U��'। ��� '’�� ���-G�� ���� ��� 
���D ��� �7 �'�0�� ���� 5�� ��#, ��� ��� ��� C���� '0�। 6�%��� �%�!, ��W� ������ ��D�� 
��-�'� ��0� �6�-��� 2� DD ���� '��% �X#��। �� �_�< ������ �C�( %�!�� �����%, �� ��W� 
������ 6�%���(�� -�7D �� ��#� �'���? 
 
 �'= ���� �/��� �? 
 

�, ���� $� �/��� �। �'�0�# �/���? �� �'%� �%� ���( ��#�%। �� ���( ���� ��� 
���� ��� �%� �'%� ��। ��(���( ���� ���� �6�# ��� ���#�%। 5���� �|��� 5� (��� $� �'����� 
'��% ,�� ����� ��� ��� ��6। ���� �%�। �'= �� P�� $g ����, ���#��� ��� (��� ��6�, 
�%����� ��� '�(�� ��6�, ��� �' $� 0�'� ���? 

 
�'= ��� $�#��� ��6 ��'�� '�� �� 5��� �/��� �? �� 5�� �/�� ��#, �'= ,� 

�'�0�# $�#��� ��6 ����? ,� ��� ���D ������ ��6। 
 

$��� ���' ,�6�# ��  ���' U��7� ��6� '7�;। ���� �����#��! ����/ �����D�(� 
���। 

 

,D '7��; X�# ����� 5�-�� ���-��T>-��*। �5&�-������-��̂�। ��̂� ������ �6�(� 
����'। ������ ������ $(�� ����। ��� 0��' �����। ,���' �5&��। �\< �5&� �D ����D ���। 
����� C�6 ���� �-���। ����� C�6D ��>��> '��। ,'- ����, ��� -�� �%� �o ���P। ,� 
��V $�% *�� ��-�� ����। ����(� ��V '�� $�� �����। ��� ����(� �����%। ��� '�� 
�/�� ��� ���� '��� ����� -��(�-,D �'� $�� ,�� ���'� �C���। 
 

 ,��� ��0���%� ���F d££ ~�� ���, c££ ~�� G�� $� c££ ~�� $��-�� #�-। %’���� 
��� ,' ��V ����\ '�� �����#��! ����/ �����D�(। 
 

 ���{ ,'(� �! ��'��। $� �6�(� �#' �'_�। ��'��� '�<������� ��� ��� ���, �'= 
,�� ? ������ �'� �! �'��� ���6 ���� ��#�, ,D �� �B�। ,D '7��;� -��(�� ,'(� 3 ��। 
/�� -� �� !��� ��# �। ��� 
�L7�B�� ��&��4 ,� # �� ��� ��W�i 0�'� ��#। ����>�S �><� 
��!��। 
 

 ���� ������ 2� D ��#� ����� ���� $��� �� �� 5�� ���� ,��� ,�� �� ���� $�%। 
��0�� ��� ����, ����, ������� �� �� ���F। ��� ¼����� �C��। ��D �����! /��(�# ��#�D 
���#�-। ������ X0� ���( ���7 ���'� '��% ������। ��'(� �0 ��<�5���-��5��� �5 �( ,�� 
���'D X0�� ����C� ��� ��'(� ���# �/��। ��( ,D ��#� �57 '��� ���� �। 
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 ��'��� '�<��� ��0� '���%, ��� ���7� �0�'D ��#। ���\ �|��� ��� '�G< 5����# �6�%। 
��0� �� !��� �' $� �� �- ����?  ��'��� �'��\� ����� �� ��� ��!�%, ���� $��# $� ,'(� '�G< 
'���# �7�। 
 
 ����\� '�s�� ��V ��/��� �2' ��D�� ,' ���!� '�s�� ���7 ��' �/�E। ��� ����> 
.� $�% ��� �� 5� �। ,'��� '�� �! �SI�� ��R। $� G�'�� �' �� 32�%। ���� M�(� X�# 
�2�� �����# $�� $� �'। ���!�' �P�� '7��;�D '��� ���' C�! '���%। ���! �_�< ����� �0�' 
,���% ��� ��' '7��; ���# ��� �6�%। $��� '��% '�%�'��% �'�0�# ,' $:��#� ���!��। ���!�' 
����� �'3 �D। ����D *�R, ����D �� ���� ���R ,�� ���_� �7�6 '��%। '7��;� C��X�� 
��/��� ,'(� 5���� �_�' $�#�- '�� ����, ,�' ��# '� '�� ��� ���? 
 
 ���!� ��' �0�' ��� �/���# ���� ����' �'%� �%�� �� ����%। L��# �%�� ��'? �, 
'7��;�D �%��। ��-�� �0�' �'%� ��, ��, ������ �'� {��! ��# ��� �6�%। '� ���z 5#? ����7। 
$- ��� ��� ��� �#�� �7�����। 
 
 ���#��� �%��(� �5�� 3�2�%�- �'� �� �T���6� 5���। '7��;� �'��� ���� ���7 
��D �T��6 �D। X�� X}, ,��� '�? X�# �'��D �2' '�� �/���%, ���� �/�� $� #। -�� 
�, ��'�� ,��� '� '�� ���� �/����। ��(�� ��� ����5# ���� X}। '7��; ���'�D C���, 
,��� ��'�� �'�0�# ��2���? �'%� �'%� ���' �� ������ ��D�� ��# ���#� 5�R �� ��� *��%। 
’��� �����D ��2� ���� C����� ���7 �����D ��2� ���। ��'�� $����� -7 ,� '��%, ���� 
���R, ���� ���R, $��� '0� *� U��'।’ 
 
 '7��;� ��D�� �%��(����(� -(��। '7��; -�#6�� ��� �- ���' ,���%। �'%� ���' 
�������� ��0 �0���%। *�%, ,D '7��; �0�' ��' '�� $��� �(�'( ����? $�� �, �, ��� 
���- '0�। ,��� �� ���' ��#� �Z। ��, ��, �������D ��> ����। 
 
 ��� ���� ���7D, '’- ������ ��� %�� -�� �। ��� %��� 5#� ������ -�#6� ���� �। 
���' ��� $�6D¦ ,��' ���' %�!�# �!��। �'� ����7n ���!��, �0�� �'��� ���!� ���#�# 
$v#। �'H� 5#� 6�%���#। ����� �0v� �� ����6 ��̂�7। �0�� �'� ��E��V �!��D �� ���� 
�'�0�#? 
 
 �/��� ��0 ������� ��4�� M’���� ,� ��'�'D ������। M’,'(�  ��-���!� ,� 
����'��� �����। ����7 ���', U5 U�। ����� 5�# 32�% ��� ��'। ,��� -�7 �'�0�# '� �7�L�? 
 
 5������ �0�' ���� ��> $��# ��' �� �� 5� (�� *T '���% ����� 6i��7� ��> 5�� 
�'�0�#? 
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EVACUEES NARRATE ARMY ATROCITIES 

BY NARAYAN DASS 

HARIDASPUR BORDER 
(Check-post), April. 

 

The Pakistani troops advanced further from Jhikargacha on Sunday morning, 

uprooting as they went hundreds of panic-stricken villagers of either side of the 

Jessore Road. The refugees took shelter in Petrapol reception centre recently opened 

by the State Government for them. The Pakistani troops who faced a stiff resistance 

from the freedom fighters, set fire to many villages and killed many people. In some 

places they forced the people to open their shops at gun point and hoist the Pakistani 

Flag. 

Walking along the Jessore Road with some of the member so the Mukti Fouj. I 

saw many people with their belongings coming towards the Haridaspur border. In 

some houses, people were seen packing up to leave their homes for safer places. 

While crossing over to Haridaspur side, a middleaged man Torab Ali of Benapol said, 

“Can you imagine how sad it is to leave the ancestral home?” Despite this, Torab Ali 

has a firm belief that Bangladesh would be completely liberated and they would be 

able to return their homes. 

Over five thousand people from village including Navaran, Jhikargacha, Sarsha, 

Benapol and Jessore town have been given shelter in Petrapol camp and in another 

camp in Mama  Bhagne village near the Bogra border. Most of these villages have 

been deserted. More than 350 families crossed the border on Sunday alone. 

Narrating the atrocities committed by the Pakistani troops on the unarmed village 
people Mrs. Hosne Ara of an adjoining village of Jessore told this reporter that the 

Pakistani troops entered every house of their area and asked them to raise slogan 
“Pakistan, zindabad”. If anybody hesitated to raise the slogan, he was immediately 

shot dead. They looted the belongings of the people, snatched ornaments from the 
women and later they were killed. In reply to my question as to how she could save 

herself, she said “As the army men were rushing to our village I started running 

desperately carrying my three-year-old child and took shelter in a bush, I spent the 

whole night there and next day I came to the house of my relative in Benapol in a 

vehicle provided by Mukti Fouz. After four days I crossed the border. I do not know 

what has happened to my husband who went to a local hat in the evening”. Saying 

this she burst into tears. 

A 60-year-old man Harmat Ali Mandal of Jessore town who lost three of his 
sons, could not talk to me as he was weeping all the time. some people were seen 

consoling him. 
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RELIEF STEPS 
 

Meanwhile, the State Government have made elaborate arrangements to provide 

succour to the distressed people in the Boyra camp. The Bharat Sevashram Sangha is 
doing laudable service by providing food and other relief materials to the evacuees. A 

swamiji of the Sangha told this reporter that they had opened a medical unit in the 
camp with two doctors to nurse the sick. Over two dozen volunteers of their Sangha 

were working day and night organizing the relief works in the camp. The Sangha was 
also receiving donations from different social organizations. 

Most of the people in the camp have already been vaccinated. Proper sanitary 

arrangements have also been made. 

According to official sources there has been a steady exodus of panic stricken 

villagers during the last two days across Rajshahi border. Although, the actual number 

of evacuees who have crossed over to West Bengal could not be properly assessed, 

according to local people, at least 6,000 crossed over to Raninagar, Bhagabangola and 

Jalangi thana areas of Murshidabad district on Sunday. 
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900 REFUGEES KILLED ON WAY TO INDIA 

 

Coochbehar, April 28, About 900 men who were trekking towards the Indian side 

were just butchered by the Pakistani Army men according to eyewitness reports, says 

PTI. 

Six refugees, who with multiple bullet injuries arrived at Haldibari from Domar 
Police Station area of Bangladesh today and now in hospital said they were also 

among the victims of the Pakistani Army firing but somehow managed to escape. 

They said about 8000 people, belonging to a community while coming towards 

India were intercepted by the armymen who persuaded them to stay in the army camp. 

The armymen then picked up all the ablebodied male members of the group, forced 

them to line up and machinegunned them. The rest of the exodus ran helter skelter in 

panic they added,- 

Our Dinhata correspondent adds, reports now available regarding ransacking of 

Banspachai-the Indian enclave within Dinhata PS in Coochbehar district-reveal that 
during two days infiltration of Pak Army into the enclave and indiscriminate firing 

has caused loss of about 150 lives and almost all the houses gutted. This enclave had a 
population of about 300 persons rest of which have crossed over to India through 

Dinhata borders. 

Pakistan Army also entered at 10 A.M. today into Dhirkhata and Shiberkuthi the 

adjacent villages of Indian enclave and killed many civilians by firing. Some with 

bullet injuries were being treated at Dinhata hospital. 
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��\�0<� $6� ��7�5�S ���7� ��!�% 
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 '�'���, �D ��- 5�����!� �5�� �������� �0�' ����7 ��\�0<� $��� 0�'�# ,' gT�� 
���7� ���� ���#�%। �'����5�� �-�� '�<̂�B ��>#�( �;�'< ��W��V ��'���' �����H �7�L� 
~5�\� ������ -���# ����%, U��' 6�! ����� 5�-�� ���> 5�����!� $��%। �-�� '�<̂�B 
$��� ����%, �5� � ����i �����< '�� ���� �6�#�% ������ X�# ����� 5�-�� ��\�0<� ,���% 
,�� �����i� ����� $��� ��D� 5�-�� ���> ,���� $��� -7 ���B� '��%। 
 
 �'����5�� �-��� �%��(� �5� 5�����!��� , ��<i ��! ��B�� ���� ��\�0<� ,���%। 
���Cs ���7��# C� �'��� ���� ��!��� X0� ���' , ��� L� ���#� 5�#�%�, ,� ��� ���#� ���R 
�। �� ��\�0<��' $'���� ���# ��� '�(��� 5�R। ,D ��5�# ��L�� X��'���� -�7 �-�� 
'�<̂�B ��-7 ��'���� '��% ���� ,�� �>���� ���#�%। 
 

�'����5��� ���#� �B ��\�0<� 
 
 �'����5�� �0�' �-
 X����� 5���� �����-< -���R, �������� �0�' ��\�0<��� X����D 
�'����5�� �-���� ��0� ���7�# $��%। , ��<i �'����5�� �-��# ���Cs ����i ���# ��#� �B 
��\�0<� ,D �-��# $v# ��#�%। ,D �-��� '�#'�( ����� P��� ������, ,�� ��' ��'��� 
����� ��'��। 
 
 ��'��� �7�L���# D�����7 �w�( ������ X�# ���� 5�-�� ��\�0<��' ����� �7�L� '�� 
5�#�% ,�� ����� C�6 �B��D ~�������  ����!�g���D �L�#� ������ ���\� 5�#�%, �E��¬� 
$�� �� ���> ��4�� ���I< �0�� ����� ���2 ��-��� �����, ���� ���# ‘%�3�’ '�� �'� ��� 
��0� g-��� 2� D '�� ��#�%। ��'��� ������ �� 3�2� ��� ����� ��D��� ���� X����g���� 
�#���� ��5���7� 3�� �C<� '�� 0�'�� 5�R। 
 
 �'����5�� �-��� 5�����!� � ��5�(� ����i ���#D ���� ������ $��%। 
 

,' ��Cs U����7 
 
 ��\�0<��� �� �� , ����� $v# ������ ,�� $v# ��#�%, �� ��� ���7 ,' ��Cs U����7 
�B7 '�� �6�%। ��< � �¾���#� �'� ��0<'7 �D- ,' ����# ��� ���D ��V���। �������� ,'D 
������ MD �¾���#� ���' ,'�� ��s���!� '�� ���R। ��� --��� ��R। ������ $:�#
-�� 
��� ����# '��%। ���������� 
������ -7 �� �� �!�D '��%, ���� X��7�5' ��� ���� -7 
��� �7�~-'�� P�� �/�� ���� ���D X��B� '��%। ��D ,D ������ $���0#��# ���� ��¿, ����7 
²�(g�� ���� ���% �। 
 

�Q�� '0� 
 

 ����g�!� �-
 X����� ����%S $( �%��� ��#� ����-���' 5����# $- D�������  �� 
'7��; $v# ��#�%। ��' ���7�� g���� ��� ���� � ���' 5�7� '���%। 
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 ��#��� ���� ��/' 2�'��6�  �5�� ��'�� �������। �¾�� ��' U�7 2�'��6�  �5�� X��� 
'�� ,�� ���� ���' ��# ���'D ���<���� g�� '�� 5�7� '��। ��' U�7 $��� �_��< ����� C�6 
���' �5� �%�! ��� ��#। ���� �S
 ���e-,'��� ����D �5�� �%�। �� '���%� ��' U�7 ����� 
�'%� B�� '��� �। �'= ��<� ��' U��7� �'( ��-����e� ����� �D। 
 

 ��/'�' g�� '�� ��<��� ��#��� ��� ���' �&�' ��' '��। ��D ���� ��#� �' �� ��2 
,�� ��V ��V �&��'� g���� ��� �� ���(�� ���(�# ��!। ,D ���� ��#� ����!�# ��� P��(� 
���' ����#। ����� ��' ���' �� ��� 5�# C��� �����i� ���' �����R। ��#� ����� ��V 
�C�! ��!। ��� -���� ��<��i' P(� �'��' u�< '��। ���� ��#��' ��V ��# X�# ,' ���5 
�� ~�� P��� D�������� $�� ,�� -# ����� ��~�� ��5�� '���( �������� '7��; $v# ��। 
,��� �%���� ��#��� �� ���#�% �Q�। �Q�� À�#�����' '��5� ,� '7��;� �'��� ����। 
�Q�� '7�;���� � '�<���� �! �X#, �! $�- 5�# 3�2�%। 
 

��! �B ��\�0<� 
 

 �������� �0�' D������� �5'���# ��! ��B� 3�� 3��Á� $6� 5�#�%। -#����� 
��~�� ��5�� '���( ��' 3��Á�' ����_��7 ��s� '�� ���7 �����5 '��%। 
 

 ,D '7��;� ����� C�6 ���' ,���% ���������� 2�'��6� � ��� �0�'। ,��� �'( ��' 
���5�� �� �'07 ��7������ P(� -�� �6�। 
 

��������D d �B 3��Á 
 

 $6����, �D ��- �������� �0�' X�# ��� �B 3��Á ����i �����# ������# ,�� 5��-� 
5�#�%। ������� �-
 ���'���7� �5�� cw �B। ��¥� �5'���# ,���% c �B �� 5�-�� 3��Á। ,D 
�5'���� �-
 ���'���7� �5�� ��� �£ 5�-��। ��'��� �_�� ,D ��� ���#� �6�%। 
 

,'�( ���̂���� ������� ���7�¢� v� ���h��� ���5 ������# $6� 3��Á��� ��5���7 ,�6�# 
$��� -7 ��-7 ��'��g���' ,�� $i-<���' ��L�g��� X�� $��� -���#�%। ��� ����%, 
3��Á��� -7 �'�h� '�% �0�' ,� ��<i �'�� ��5��7 ���#� ��# �। 

 

'���6� �0�' X�� ������(< X'��, X�# w£ 5�-�� 3��Á 6� ,' ���� ����i �����# 
'���6�� ,�� 5��-� 5�#�%। ,��� ���7 c� 5�-�� 3��Á�' '���6� �5'���� ���( o��( ������ 
������� �7�L� '�� ���#� 5�#�%। 6�! X���� X�# ��� 5�-�� 3��Á '���6� �����i ,�� 5��-� 
5�R। 

 

'���6�� �������� ��\ '���(� �B �0�' $����� ���7�¢�� '��% ,'�( ���'���� ��� 
'�� ��� 5�#�% ��, �����i� ���� �0�' $6� 3��Á��� �;�'< 3���n ��� -��� '��� �� C���� 
������� ���'�� �� ���#� 5#। �70�# ���-��������� ,D ������6 C���� ,�� 5��-� 5�� ����। 
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PROFF OF GENOCIDE AT AGARTALA HOSPITAL 
 

New Delhi, May 20-The general hospital in Agartala presented a picture of the 

inhuman atrocities of the Pakistan Army on the innocent East Bengalis, writes a UNI 

correspondent after a visit to the border areas in the eastern region. 
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Hardly three kilometers from the East Bengal border, the 260 bed hospital was 

overflowing with patients mostly victims of the trigger-happy Pakistan Army. 

All its wards were crammed within-patients when a party of Indian and foreign 
journalists visited the hospital on Wednesday. It has 530 patients, more than double 

its capacity. All available space was occupied by patients. The crowding was more 

conspicuous in the surgical ward where the patients were those riddled with bullets or 

bit by shells. 

Among the pathetic cases were a boy of 13 and a girl of nine. Both of whom had 

lost their eyesight because of Pakistani shelling. The doctor treating them said that 
despite all that he could possibly do, restoration of eyesight was almost impossible. 

Mr. Shamsuddin Ahmed, a railway engineer, had a heavy bandage on his bead. 

Ho was shot by Pakistani soldiers who entered his office. About to retire from service, 

Mr. Ahmed said be was railroad engineer in the Akhaura Junction across the Tripura 

border. One afternoon last month several army personnel entered his office and threw 

away the files. Later they started spraying bullets. He and his colleagues ran away. 

But before he could escape he was hit by a bullet. His relations brought him to the 

hospital on April 18. 

Mr. Ahmed said that he never participated in any political activity. In a voice 

choked with emotion he wondered what he would do to support a family of 10 

members. He had all on a sudden become penniless with his house and belongings 

with the same compound of his office burnt down by Pakistani soldiers. The only 

consolation was that his family was safe. They were in the village at the time of the 

incident. Later they crossed the border to be housed in the camps of evacuees. 
 

MASS KILLING 

 

Mr. Halid Hussain (27) was undergoing treatment for shock and exhaustion. He 

left Chittagong on April 27, when the Army after taking control of the town started 

indiscriminate killing of Bengalis. He was not at all interested in politics. But after 

witnessing the massacre of his people he has decided to join the Mukti Fouj 
(Liberation Army). 

Asked whether the Mukti Fouj would be able to win independence from a well-

equipped occupation force Mr. Hussain recalled the fight of Algerians and Tunisians 

against the mighty French and said that if these countries could win freedom, Mukti 

Fouj could also liberate Bangladesh from the Pakistan Army. 

He said that the Pakistan Army’s aim at present was to kill Bengalis, whether 
they were Muslims or Hindus. 

A Muslim girl of 13 said the Army asked her family of twelve including father 

and mother to get into the house. They later set fire to it and went away. The girl 

miraculously escaped while all the other members of the family died. An old lady in 
the neighborhood rescued her and bro9ught her to Agartala. 
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BULLETS SPRAYED 
 

Mr. Narayan Paul (11) was standing at the gate of his house when he was hit by a 

bullet on the knee. He was taken to Comilla Hospital by his brother. Later he was 
brought to the Agartala Hospital when the whole family evacuated to India. Asked 

whether he would go back to his school in Comilla Paul said he would not go back. 
He is studying to class four. 

Another student Subal Kanta Nath 917) has a fractured arm as a bullet breaking 

the bone of his hand. He was running away from his house after the Army had entered 

the house and started  firing in all direction. He does not know what happened to the 

others members of the family. His father owned a grocery shop in Chittagong. 

Safiullah (30) lay on his back with bullet injuries on his chest and abdomen. He 

was shot while, escaping his house which was set on fire by the soldiers. Hailing from 

Feni town in Noakhali District, he did not know about the fate of the rest of the family 

including his wife and two children. Some volunteers carried him to the Tripura 

border. 
 

INTELLECTUALS 
 

A member of Pakistani intellectuals were housed in the Narsingarh refugee camp 

in Tripura town. 

A Muslim Professor of Chittagong University who did not want to be named said 

that the aim of the Pakistan Army was to liquidate all intellectuals, technicians, 
businessmen and artists. It wanted only some ‘salves’ to survive. 

Bhikku Mahadev Jyoti Pal, head of the Buddhist community of Pakistan, said 

that the Pakistan Army had burned down the monastery in which he lived and the 
village surrounding it last month. Six young bhikkus were killed. 

Miss Nomita Ghose, an artist of Dacca Radio, said soldiers took away young girls 

before setting fire to the houses. 

The correspondents who visited the hospital and the evacuee camps also drove to 

Sabroom in southern Tripura, one of the important points of entry for the victims of 

Pakistani persecution. From Sabroom the correspondents saw across the Feni river the 

town of Ramgarh in Shambles. All the huts on the banks of the river have been burnt 

and razed. A lone Pakistani flag flew over the Government building which was the 

only structure which was not damaged. The flag was the symbol of the Pakistani 

occupation of the area early in May after a bitter fight with the Mukti Fouj-UNI. 
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FLIGHT FROM TERROR & BUTCHERY 

To The Majority of Bangladesh Refugees the Memory of the, 

Ravages Wrought by a Ruthless Enemy is Fresh and the Future Void 
 

BY MANOJIT MITRA 
 

BETWEEN Tripura’s border town, Sabroom, and the Chittagong Hill Tracts of 

Bangladesh flows the narrow and grimy Feni river. One morning in the last week of 

April, while crossing the river by a country boat, I could see thousands of Bangladesh 

refugees behind me at Sabroom, thousands more waiting on the other bank to cross 

over and countless others fording the river at shallow points, their meagre belongings 

on their shoulders. Guns were blazing about 15 miles away and the exodus was on. 

This was one of those scenes which revealed so much in one instant. One would 

only have to see the milling thousands, the stamp of terror on their faces, their 

eagerness to cross over to safer territory and the fatalism with which they had 

accepted the ordeal of sleeping on the streets to know what they had been through. 

Ramgarh, the border town of the Hill Tracts, was still occupied by the Mukti Fauj, but 

the Pakistani Army was pushing ahead. They had ruthlessly shelled and burnt villages 

along their route, from where these thousands had fled. 

Sabroom was the most crowded border of Tripura in the third and fourth weeks 

of April when nearly 200,000 refugees arrived within a few days. In other border area, 

refugees have started coming earlier. Tens of thousands had arrived from Sylhet, 

Comilla and Noakhali districts of Bangladesh through the Sonamura, Kamalasagar, 

Debipur and other borders. Travelling from Agartala to these different borders for 

days together, everywhere I found refugees-in roadside camps, schools and colleges, 

private houses, fields and the streets. 

The worst scenes I was were, however, at Sabroom. Thousands of people were 

living on the streets and on the premises of the thana. There were interminable queues 
for chits being issued to bona fide refugees. When I entered the thana, several old 

women approached me to help them get their chits. While one member of each family 

stood; in the queue, others looked for food. The old people slept under improvised 

tents. The children evidently unable to comprehend what had befallen them, played 

hide-and-seek. Many people looked for food, but not all of them had the money to 

buy it. Some families squatted near the river, offering their utensils for sale. These 

were their last belongings. 

There was an acute shortage of drinking water. District officials had grown 
panicky; some of them said one or two cases of cholera had already been reported and 

if the congestion was not relieved, this would turn into an epidemic. Trucks arrived 
occasionally to take groups of refugees to camps. Cycles, brought along by some 

across the border, were tied on the side of the trucks. Women, children and fatigued 

old men scrambled aboard, guided by energetic young men who kept up their spirits 

despite 
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everything. Some were too tired to speak; occasionally, I saw one or two people 

craning out their necks from a speeding truck and vomiting. 

Camps were being set up in different areas, but the authorities found it difficult to 
cope with the rush till the first week of May. Some of them said the population of 

Tripura was about to double. 

Most refugees belonged to the poor peasantry but here were middle class and 

some rich families as well. Most of them came to Agartala town from where some 
proceeded to Calcutta while others put up with relatives and acquaintances. There 

were affluent lawyers and doctors and engineers who had trekked for days on end 
along devious routes to dodge the marrauding West Pakistani soldiers. A lawyer left 

behind his two houses and tree cars and entered Agartala with his wife and son. A 
field actress, who had been signed for more than 3 dozen films, walked through rain 

and mud for 48 hours and came to Agartala. An architect came from Dacca with his 
wife and child, expecting to get killed any moment on the way. 

No every one of them was, depressed. It was an inspiring experience for me to 

meet a group of teachers and writers from Bangladesh at the Polytechnic Institute at 

Agartala. Some of them were from Chittagong University where they had helped 
Mukti Fauj fighters and seen action. Each family was cooped up within a single room 

of the institute, where the food was cooked and all members slept. Evidently, they 
were used to good living in Bangladesh, but this catastrophe did not appear to affect 

their spirits much. 
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ESCAPE FROM TERROR 

A report of the International Rescue Committee Emergency Mission to India 

For Pakistan Refugees, submitted on July 28, 1971, by its Chairman, 

Mr. Angier Biddle Duke, to Mr. F.I. Kellog, Special Assistant 

to the Secretary of State for Refugee Affairs, Government of U.S.A. 
 

Introduction. 

On March 25, 1971 began one of the largest mass movements in our time of 

people fleeing in terror to a neighboring country. Six million Bengalis, Moslems and 

Hindus, have streamed out of East Pakistan, their homeland, to West Bengal, Assam, 

Tripura and Meghalaya. Thousands on thousands of new refugees arrive every day, 
and the pressures on India generated by this West multitude of destitute refugees are 

mounting dangerously. 

On July 5
th

 , Chester Bowles, a former U.S. Ambassador to India, wrote in The 

New York Times: 

“Unless two rather unlikely developments occur, South Asia is in imminent 

danger of erupting into a tragic, needless war. 

“These developments are: First, that the ruling West Pakistan Government turns 

away from the path of terror against its own subjects in East Pakistan and agrees to a 

settlement that will stem the flow of frightened, homeless refugees into India and 

second, that the world community soon mounts a massive campaign to relieve India 
of the burned of supporting nearly six million refugees who have already crossed the 

border.” 

Political solutions for the return of the Bengali refugees must be found; and it is 

imperative that other nations and other peoples to create time for such a settlement 

share India’s shattering burden of caring for the refugees. It is incumbent on 

American voluntary agencies to assume a reasonable share of this responsibility. 

Humanitarianism and enlightened self-interest are twin motivations for strong and 

immediate action toward alleviating one of the most tragic and potentially explosives 

refugee crises of our time. 

The State of Pakistan consists of the East and West provinces, which are 

separated by a thousand miles of Indian territory. The population of the East is 75 

million, outnumbering the West, the seat of the national government, by 25 million. 

Both areas are predominantly Moslem, though eight million Hindus live in the East. 

In elections held in December 1970, the Awami League of East Pakistan won a 
majority in the National Assembly for all Pakistan. Negotiations to form a new 

government resulted in a stalemate. On March 25th the Pakistani 
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Army and police poured into the East and undertook a campaign of unparalleled 

fury against the Bengali people. it appears that some 200,000 people were killed. 

As the extent and gravity of the refugee crisis emerged, the International Rescue 
Committee sent a mission of five volunteer leaders to India, headed by IRC’s former 

President, Angier Biddle Duke. Its other members were I. Morton Hamburg, an IRC 

Vive President. IRC Board members, Mrs. Lawrence Copley Thaw and Thomas W. 

Phipps, and Dr. Daniel L. Weiner of the Einstein Medical School. The mandate of the 

mission was to obtain a first-hand picture of the refugee situation, and to initiate an 

emergency programme for East Bengali refugees, the professionals in particular. The 

IRC Board of Directors felt that it should focus on a segment of the overall problem 

not exceeding the capabilities of a voluntary agency. Moreover, the survival of 

Bengali teachers, doctors, writers, artists, scientists, academicians, and cultural 

leaders is essential for the – survival of their nation. 

The following pages describe the Mission’s findings, recommendations and the 

outline of a programme the International Rescue Committee has undertaken to 

implement. 

 

1. The Scope of the Problem 
 

The near-apathy with which the world has reacted to a refugee emergency, the 

magnitude of which beggars anything we have witnessed since World War II and its 

aftermath, can perhaps be explained-though not excused-by the helplessness with 
which most of us react to what appears as an elemental disaster of unmanageable 

scope. 

The mass terror unleashed by the West Pakistan Army and police had a selective 

thrust. As the New York Times put it. 

“People have killed each other because of animosities of race, politics, and 

religion; no community is entirely free of guilt. But the principal agent of death and 
hatred has been the Pakistan Army. And its killings have been selective. According to 

reliable report from inside East Pakistan, the Army’s particular targets have been 

intellectuals and leaders of opinion-doctors, professors, students, writers”. (Anthony 

Lewis, ‘Measuring the Tragedy’. The New York Times, June 7, 1971). 

IRC’s Mission to India was able to verify through interviews with refugees that 

this was actually what happened. People were taken out of their houses and machine-
gunned in the streets. Men, women and children were bayonetted to death. Women 

were raped. About 200,000 people were reported to have been killed. Millions of 
people began their escape into India. At that stage, they consisted mostly of Muslims 

identified with the Awami League and the political opposition to the West Pakistan 
regime. 

Later the terror of the Pakistani Army was turned against the Hindu minority who 

constituted about one-tenth of East Pakistan’s population. To quote The New York 

Times report from Faridpur, East Pakistan; 
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“Although thousands of “antistate” Bengali Moslems have been killed by the 

army, the Hindus became particular scapegoats as the martial-law regime tried to 

blame Hindu India and her agents in East Pakistan for the autonomy movement….. 

The army also forced Moslems friendly to Hindus to loot and burn Hindu houses; the 

Moslems were told that if they did not attack Hindus, they themselves would be 

killed.” (The New York Times, July 4, 1971.) 

The Indian authorities have established a quite reliable registration procedure. By 

June, 3, the refugee population had reached 4.8 million, of whom close to two-thirds 

were housed in camps of all descriptions in Assam, Tripura and Meghalaya, east and 

north-east of East Pakistan, but mainly in West Bengal: 
 

State of District    In Reception Centers With friends or Relatives 

Assam - - - 81,800 65,677 

Tripura - - - 381,373 363,464 

Meghalaya - - - 186,052 49,332 

 West Bengal.  

Nadia - - - 214,788 170,951 

24-Parganas - - - 503,467 179,250 

Maurshidabad - - - 134,507 15,953 

West Dinajpur - - - 763,664 511,555 

Jalpaiguri - - - 140,402 165,000 

Coach-Behar - - - 189,755 210,875 
Malda - - - 92,139 

 
2,707,947 

254,513 

 
2,022,570 

 

(Figures prepared by the West Bengal Government) 
 

By June 15, the number of refugees had gone up to 5.8 million, of whom 3.7 

million were living in camps. With the outbreak of cholera in early June, news of 

which spread into East Pakistan, the border crossings did slow down. Yet once the 

cholera threat subsided, thousands again began to pour over every night, despite the 

desperate air of tension the Pakistani Army has tried to maintain along the border by 

mortar fire to which the Mission can bear personal witness. There is no indication that 

the exodus has been halted. If the present trend continues, the figure is likely to go to 

seven million before July is out. Seven million people is the total population of Cuba. 

When will this situation explode who knows? The voluntary agencies are 

performing a humanitarian service. But they are just as importantly trying to help 

India endure the severe internal pressures and thus buy time in the search for the 

solution  that must come. In that sense they are making a contribution to World Peace. 
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II. The Refugees 
 

The refugees, many of whom have walked distances of up to 150 miles; appear to 

have travelled from cities and villages relatively near the Indian border. There are 

unquestionably large numbers of Pakistanis who are unable to escape because of their 

more central location within East Pakistan. They have come to India initially by way 

of the usual border crossings and along roads normally travelled. With the closure of 

the borders by the Pakistani military, large numbers are continuing to infiltrate 

through the 1,300 mile border with India through forests and swamps. These groups, 

with numbers sometimes up to 50,000 in a 24 hour period have for the most part 

settled along the major routes in India. They are found wherever there is a 

combination of available ground and minimal water supply. Many of them have 
avoided camp communities and have "melted" into the countryside. The refugee 

camps may vary in size from small groups to upwards of 50,000. There has been an 
extraordinary effort on the part of the West Bengal and Indian Government to 

organise these camps and supply them with at least minimal amounts of food and 
water. The camps are frequently located adjacent to existing Indian villages. Attempts 

have been made to set up camps on higher terrain but this is frequently impossible. It 
is obvious that much of the refugee areas will be under water during the monsoon 

season. 

The shelter, when it does exist, is of three main types- small that-ched huts made 

of locally available material, small low tent made from wood frames covered with 
tarpaulins supplied by the relief authorities, and, where available, cement casement 

and drainage pipes are used for shelter. At present, all tarpaulin material within India 
has been exhausted, and attempts are being made to use plastic material. Water is 

usually supplied by one or two pumps within the refugee area. These are hand-drilled 
wells which are equipped with standard single lever pump. Sanitary facilities are 

almost not-existent. Initially small slit trench latrines were located within close 
proximity to the area of the refugee villages, but attempts are now being made by 

authorities to place larger, better designed facilities at least some distance from the 

camps. The inadequate drainage system, the shallow wells and inadequate sanitation 

make cross contamination an obvious sequence. There is a critical need in these 

camps for some type of adequate sanitary facilities-even more acutely a need for 

power-drills so as to facilitate the speed with which they can be constructed and 

improve the depth of the wells. Adequate facilities in both these areas with adequate 

separation are probably the single most important need for maintaining some type of 

minimal health conditions. 

The refugee diet is dependent upon food supplied by the relief authorities and 
those small amounts which they can supplement by local purchase. This consists of 

rice boiled in open clay pots, some powdered mild which is occasionally available, 

and dall, which is a lentil type of bean used for a thin soup. In a few isolated cases 

some green vegetables had been distributed, but this is the exception rather than the 

rule. At this point, the diet would be classified as barely adequate. 
 

III. Health Conditions 
 

The physical appearance of most of the refugees shows the signs of hardship, low 

caloric intake" and inadequate clothing. The children see to be doing reasonably well 
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under the circumstances, but in both adults and children there are seen large numbers  

of skin infections, gastrointestinal disturbances with vomiting and diarrhoea, and 

chronic cough with upper respiratory infections. In the camp hospitals there are the 

ever present cases of cholera and other gastrointestinal diseases. The cholera problem 

seems now to be under control. However, with the combination of increased rain from 

the monsoons, deficient health facilities plus the influx of new refugees, it is quite 

clear that there will be again an upswing in the incidence of cholera. 

Health care among the refugee population is rudimentary. Mobile units for mass 

inoculation programs and the distribution of a few simple medications are active 

within some of the camps. Fixed facilities in the terms of field-type tent hospitals 

have been opened up in or near other camps, but here again these units carry only 

about 20 to 30 inpatient beds (stretchers). All that can to offer some intravenous or 

oral fluid therapy for the gastrointestinal problems and cholera. Medical supplies are 

being received and distributed to these fixed facilities. However, due to the lack of co-

ordination of the medical effort, many supplies are arriving which are not needed 

while others are in short supply. 

At the present time in terms of the general refugee population, the acute need in 

for material for shelter, particularly with the advent of the monsoon season. There is a 

need for better water supply, particularly wells with a deeper water table and with less 

chance of contamination. Properly designed sanitary facilities are mandatory. The diet 

at present would appear to be just about able to sustain the adults and children, but 

food is going into short supply again. 

A major problem is in the infant refugee population. There is no food or food 
supplement available to bottle-feed these children. Mother's milk is, of course, 

inadequate. A severe and critical shortage is therefore present in the powdered milk-

glucose supplement powders used for infant formulas. Without this being placed in 

immediate supply, there will conceivably be many more-neo-natal deaths due to 

malnutrition. 

The next few months will bring increased numbers of refugees and additional 
strain on the meagre existing supplies and facilities. Malnutrition and disease will 

become more prevalent. Relations between the refugees and the local villagers must 
deteriorate. The financial burden for the West Bengal and Central Indian government 

will be impossible to bear. Morale will sink to even lower levels as the situation 
becomes desperate. 

Food and medical supplies must come from outside sources. Distribution of these 

materials is possible but there must be more medical and paramedical personnel made 

available and mobilized. 

 

IV. The Refugee Physicians 
 

The refugee physicians who left East Pakistan maintained some liaison with other 

professionals and physicians within India. Very few of them are in the refugee camps, 

most being in and around Calcutta, living with families, friends and relatives. The 

East Pakistani medical establishment is the product of seven medical schools offering 

two 
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different degrees. The M.B.B.S. physicians are from five-year school and the RFP are 

from four-year schools. There are also some paramedical. The general faculty of the 

medical schools was for the most part senior physicians, and many of these were 

killed or are unaccounted for. Approximately 1,500 East Pakistani physicians have 

left the country, the majority of these being younger men. The medical degree does 

not accredit them to practice in West Bengal and so far only 150 of them have been 

employed by the West Bengal Government. Most of the refugee physicians have 
registered with the Bangal Desh Red Cross which is under the direction of Dr. A. 

Hoque. In this group are mostly what we would classify as general practitioners with 
relatively few specialists. They retain only their own clothes, a few personal 

belongings, and virtually none of their medical equipment. They possess no medical 
supplies and are consequently unable to practice medicine. Nor have they any means 

of support or means of supporting their families. They exist by living with other 
families. 
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INFLUX OF REFUGEES FROM MARCH 25 TO DECEMBER 15, 1971 

 

Serial Number Name of State. Total Influx. 

(1) (2) (3) 

1 West Bengal 7,793,474 

2 Tripura 1,416,491 

3 Meghalaya 667,986 
4 Assam 312,713 

5 Bihar 8,641 

       Total-    9,899,305 

 

DISTRIBUTION OF REFUGEES IN VARIOUS STATES IN INDIA 

     Refugee Population as on 

     December 15, 1771 

 

Serial 

Number 

Name of State Number of 

Camps 

In camps Outside 

Camps 

Total 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

1 West Bengal 492 4,849,786 2,386,130 7,235,916 

2 Tripura 276 834,098 547.551 1.381.649 

3 Meghalaya 17 591,520 76,466 667,986 

4 Assam 28 255,642 91,913 347,555 

5 Bihar 8 36,732  36,732 

6 Madhya Pradesh 3 219,298  219,298 

7 Uttar Pradesh 1 10,169  10,166 

 Total- 825 6,797,245 3,102,060 9,899,305 

 

TREND OF INFLUX 

 

Month  Average daily. Monthly arrivals. 

(1) (2) (3) 

(PERSONS IN 

THOUSAND) 

1 April 1971 (10th to 30th) 57,000 1,921,00 

2 May 1971 102,00 3,158,00 

3 June 1971 68,00 2,056,00 

4 July 1971 26,00 797,00 

5 August 1971 34,00 1,055,00 
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6 September 1971 57,00 804,00 

7 October 1971 14,00 425,00 

8 November 1971 8,00 217,00 

9 Backlog  166,00 

                                  Total- 9,899,00 
 

 

LIST OF REFUGEE CAMPS 

(EASTABLISHED DURING THE PERIOD FROM APRIL TO NOV. 1971) 
 

Sq. No. District Name of camps Ref. No. 

D4 North District Ambasa 1 

D3  Kamalpur 2 

E3  Kumarghat 3 
D3  Miles 4 

D3  85 Miles 5 
E3  Padmabil 6 

E3  Shrinathpur 7 
E3  Uptakhali 8 

D4 South District Bagata 9 
D4  Chandrapur 10 

D4  Dhajanagar 11 

D4  Harina 12 

D4  Rishyamukh 13 

D4  Kakraba 14 

D4  Kalachara 15 

D4  Kawamara 16 

D4  Maichera 17 

D4  Phulkumari 18 

D4  Rajnagar 19 

D4  Shrinagar 20 

D4 West District Amtali 21 

D4  Barjala 22 

D4  Brajapur 23 
D4  Chechuria 24 

D4  Dhanpur 25 
D4  Gandhigram 26 

D4  Hapania 27 
D4  Ishanpur 28 

D4  Khowai 29 
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Sq. No. District Name of camps Ref. No. 

D4  Madhupur 30 

D4  Matinagar 31 

D4  Melagarh 32 

D4  Mohanpur 33 

D3  Simna --- 

D4  Teliamura 33 

  ASSAM  

E3 Cachar Chandranathpur 34 

E3  Chargola 35 

E3  Dasgram --- 

E3  Harincherra 36 

E3  Kathal --- 

E3  Lakshminagar 37 

E3  Silkuri 38 
E3  Sonakhira 39 

B2 Goalpara Borkona 40 
C1  Fakirgram 41 

B2  Mankachar --- 
C2  Nidanpur 42 

C1  Sarfanguri 43 
E5 Mizo Demagiri --- 

E5  Pachang --- 

E5  Rotlang --- 

E2 North Cachar Hills Haflong 44 

E1 Nowgong Hojai 45 

E1  Nilbagan 46 

E1  Sidabari 47 

  WEST BENGAL  

A5 24 Paraganas Hasnabad --- 

A5  Taki (2 Camps) 48 

A5  Basirhat (5 Camps) --- 

A5  Swarupnagar (7 Camps) 49 

A5  Baduria (5 Camps) 50 

A5  Gobardanga 51 
A5  Maslandapur 51 

A5  Kalupur (4 Camps) 51 
A5  Media 51 

A5  Ichapur 51 
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Sq. No. District Name of camps Ref. No. 

A5  Sunita 51 

A5  Banipur 51 

A5  Pairagachi 51 

A5  Lakshmipur 51 

A5  Sadhanpur 52 

A5  Sahara 52 

A5  Barakur --- 

A5  Digberia 53 

A5  Dattapukur 53 

A5  Manapukur 53 

A5  Barasat (3 Camps) --- 

A5  Mamabhagina (2 Camps) 54 

A5  Marighata 54 

A4  Bagdaha 55 
A4  Helencha 55 

A4  Ganrapota 55 
A5  Salt Lake 56 

A5  Nilganj 56 
A5  New Barakpur 56 

A5  Dogachia 57 
A4 Nadia Karimpur 58 

A4  Palashipara 58 

A4  Betai 58 

A4  Nazirpur 58 

A4  Banpur 59 

A4  Chapra 59 

A4  Dompukuria 59 

A4  Purnaganj 59 

A4  Java 60 

A4  Bhaluka 60 

A4  Bhadurpur 60 

A4  Muragachha 60 

A4  Dakshinpara 60 

A5  Kalyani (7 Camps) 61 
A4  Shikarpur 62 

A4  Majdia 63 
A4  Bhajan Ghat 63 

A4  Asannagar 63 
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Sq. No. District Name of camps Ref. No. 

A4  Badkulla 63 

A4  Ulashi 63 

A4  Ranaghat (2 Camps) --- 

A4  Shantipur --- 

A3 Murshidabad Daulatabad 64 

A3  Kaladanga 64 

A3  Baruipara 65 

A3  Choa 65 

A3  Hariharpara 65 

A3  Karimnagar 65 

A3  Nischintapur 65 

A3  Rukunpur 65 

A3  Sahajadpur 66 

A4  Amtala 66 
A4  Jhowbona 66 

A4  Madhupur 66 
A4  Nowda 66 

A4  Patikabari 66 
A4  Maganpara 67 

A3  Bhagirathpur 68 
A3  Bhatsala 68 

A3  Domkal 68 

A3  Katakobra 68 

A3  Sadikhandiar 68 

A3  Sahebrampur 68 

A3  Choapara 69 

A3  Hukahara 69 

A3  Jalangi 69 

A3  Kazipara 69 

A3  Natial 69 

A3  Sagarpara 69 

A3  Sahebnagar 69 

A3  Ashoke Kunja, Lalbag 70 

A3  College Commerce Hostel, Jiaganj 70 
A3  Darapnagar Primary School 70 

A3  Nawab Bahadur Institution's 79 
A3  Lal Boarding, Lalbag 70 

A3  Muslim Hostel, Lalbag 70 

A3  Mission Hospital, Jiaganj 70 
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Sq. No. District Name of camps Ref. No. 

A3 Murshidabad College Commerce Hostel, Jiaganj 70 

A3  Govt. Sponsored Free Primary School No. 1. 

Jiaganj 

70 

A3  Do No. 2. Jiaganj 70 

A3  Maharaj Bahadur Hall Jiaganj 70 

A3  Darapnagar Primary School 70 

A3  Dilfarbad Ganja Farm 70 

A3  Nashipur Rajbati 70 

A3  Nishadbag Pry. School, Lalbag 70 

A3  Mukundabag Jr. Basic School, Lalbag 70 

A3  Shripat Kumarpara, Jiaganj 70 

A3  Mahanta Ramdas Aulia Primary School, Jiaganj 70 

A3  Kurmitala Camp 70 

A3  Ashoke Kunja, Lalbag 70 
A3  Mackenji Hall, Azimganj 70 

A3  Puratan Dharmasala, Azimganj 71 
A3  Nutan Dharmasala, Azimganj 71 

A3  Nowlakshya Garden, Azimganj 71 
A3  Don Bosco Institute, Azimganj 71 

A3  M. Strimal's Godown, Jiaganj 71 
A3  Raja Bijoy Singh Stable, Azimganj 71 

A3  Dehipur G.S.F.P. School 71 

A3  Raja Bijoy Sing Bidyamandir Hostel, Azimganj 71 

A3  M. N. Academy, Lalgola 72 

A3  Lahore Shed, Lalgola 72 

A3  School Boarding, Lalgola 72 

A3  Guest House, Lalgola 72 

A3  Basic School, Lalgola 72 

A3  Madrasa, Lalgola 72 

A3  Girls School, Lalgola 72 

A3  Manick Chak 72 

A3  Youth Reception Centre, Lalgola 72 

A3  Raninagr, Goas 73 

A3  Raninagar 73 
A3  Nabipur 73 

A3  Katlamari 73 
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Sq. No. District Name of camps Ref. No. 

A3 Murshidabad Rakhaldaspur 73 

A3  Sheikhpara 73 

A3  Rambag 74 

A3  Habaspur Primary School 74 

A3  Bagdanga Primary School 74 

A3  Patamari Hanumantanagar 74 

A3  Akheriganj 74 

A3  Kharibona 74 

A3  Nashipur 74 

A3  Bhagwangola High School 75 

A3  Kalukhali Madrasa & Primary School 75 

A3  Bhagwangola Primary School 75 

A3  Asanpur Primary School 75 

A3  DArar Kandi Primary School 75 
A3  Ram Chandramati Pry. School 75 

A3  Bhagwangola  75 
A3  Bhurkunda 76 

A3  Sahapur 76 
A3  Manigram 76 

A2 Maldah Bamangola 77 
A2  Pakuahat 77 

A2  Maheshur 77 

A2  Gouljoi 77 

A2  Paul Transit 77 

A2  Pakshaghat Open Air 77 

A2  Gajol 78 

A2  Dohil 78 

A2  Hatimari 78 

A2  Kutubsahar & Adina 78 

A2  kanchuadanga 78 

A2  Eklakshi 78 

A2  Rahutara Mission 79 

A2  Kendpukhur 79 

A2  Bulbulchandi (2 Camps) 79 
A2  Rishipur 79 

A2  Singabad (2 Camps) 79 
A2  Aiho 79 

A2  Bahutera Mission 79 
A2 Maldah Harishchandrapur 80 

A2  Bishapur 80 
A2  Kushidah 80 

A2  Tulshihatta 80 
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Sq. No. District Name of camps Ref. No. 

A2  Masaldaha 80 

A2  Bringol 80 

A2  Borai 80 

A2  Konua 80 

A2  Chandipur 80 

A3  Golapganj 81 

A3  Kaliachak 81 

A3  Mothabari 81 

A3  Baisnabnagar 81 

A3  Pagla Bridge 81 

A3  Bangatola 81 

A3  Gayeshbari 81 

A3  Sajaopur 81 

A2  Cabindapara 82 
A2  Malatipur 82 

A2  Kharba 82 
A2  Kaligram 82 

A2  Ashapur 82 
A2  Paharpur 82 

A2  Nalahar Chatremohani 82 
A2  D.E.B. Dak Bungalow 83 

A2  Mahadipur 83 

A2  Nagharia 83 

A2  Raigram 83 

A2  Milki 83 

A2  Kalindri 84 

A2  Mathurapur 84 

A2  Nazirpur 84 

A2  Bechutala or Manikchak Diara 84 

A2  Araidanga 84 

A2  Ekborna 84 

A2  Haripur 84 

A2  Paranpur 84 

A2  Ratua School 84 
A2  Debipur 84 

A2  Samshi 84 
A2  Baharal 84 

A2  Bhaluka 84 
A2  Bahado 84 

A2  Bhagabanpur 84 
A2  Khapur 84 

A2 West Dinajpur Kaldighi Godown 85 

A2  Gangarampur High School 85 
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Sq. No. District Name of camps Ref. No. 

A2  Naya Bazar High School 85 

A2  Shibbati Station Junior High School 85 

A2  Chaloon High School 85 

A2  Sarbamangla 85 

A2  Sukdebpur High School 85 

A2  Thengapara High School 85 

A2  Nehamba Jr. High School 85 

A2  Bulbari Centre 85 

A2  Jahangirpur Jr. High School 85 

A2  Ratanpur Free Primary School 85 

A2  Tapan High School 85 

A2  Rampur High School 85 

A2  Chakbaligram Basic School 85 

A2  Kardaha High School 85 
A2  Daralhat High School 85 

A2  Rampur High School 85 
A2  Chakbaligram Basic School 85 

A2  Kardaha High School 85 
A2  Vior Jalalia High School 85 

A2  Tilom Jr. High School 85 
A2  Laskarhat Panchayat Office 85 

A2  Patiram High School 85 

A2  Nazirpur Anchal Office at Jhorna 85 

A2  Barkali Jr. High School 85 

A2  Amritakhanda Anchal Office at Kamarpara 85 

A2  Malancha High School 85 

A2  J.L.P. Bidyachakra 85 

A2  Khadimpur Girls High School 85 

A2 West Dinajpur Nadipar N.C. High School 85 

A2  Chingishpur High School 85 

A2  Beltala Park High School 85 

A2  Khashpur High School 85 

A2  Hilli High School 86 

A2  Trimohini Rural Library 86 
A2  Teor Bharat Sebasram Sangha 86 

A2  Muralipur Jr. Basic School 86 
A2  Panjul Anchal Panchayat Office at 

Ramkrishnapur 

86 

A2  Dhalpara Free Primary School 86 

A2  Muralipur Free Primary School 86 
A1  Daspara 87 
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Sq. No. District Name of camps Ref. No. 

A1  Lakhimpur 87 

A1  Chopra 87 

A1  Patagora 87 

A1  Matikunda 87 

A1  Thakurbari 87 

A1  Ramganj 88 

A1  Goalpokhar 88 

A1  Darivir 88 

A1  Rashakhowa 88 

A1  Atiakhori 88 

A1  Sujali 88 

A2  Fakirganj Reception camp 83 

A2  Jaidevpur Madrasa Reception camp 89 

A2  Safanagar Reception camp 89 
A2  Kumarganj Reception camp 89 

A2  Gopalganj Reception camp 89 
A2  Radhanagar Reception camp 89 

A2  Botun Reception camp 89 
A2  Dharmapur Reception camp 89 

A2  Malone  90 
A2  Naoda 90 

A2  Dalimgaon 90 

A2  Maharajahat 90 

A2  Rampura 90 

A2  Banshihari 90 

A1 Darjiling Kantivila 91 

A1 Jalpaiguri Sannyashikata 92 

A1 Jalpaiguri Amaidighi 92 

A1  Jatiakali 92 

A1  Manuagach 92 

A1  Sakati (2 Camps) 92 

A1  Berubari (2 Camps) 92 

A1  Patkata 92 

A1  Drangi 93 
A1  Panijehati 93 

A1  Rangdhamali 93 
A1  Gumirapara 93 

A1  Manikganj 93 
A1  Sarulla Camp 93 

A1  Polytechnic 93 
A1  Blaramhat 93 

A1  Panbari 93 
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Sq. No. District Name of camps Ref. No. 

A1  Bandhunagar 93 

A1  Jalpesh (2 camps) 93 

A1  Mauagach 93 

A1  Dabgrach 93 

A1  Dankimari (2 camps) 93 

B1  Haldibari 94 

B1  Dewanganj 94 

A1  Duars Co-operative Rice mill camp 95 

A1  Bashilarganga Bagjan 95 

A1  Dangi 96 

B1  Lakshmikanta 97 

B1  Rangati 97 

B1  Agrabhasa 97 

A1  Matiali 98 
A1  Barodighi 98 

B1 Koch Bihar Dewanhat Railway Station (2 camps) 99 
B1  Makkati Pushnabanga 99 

B1  Dhunpur 99 
B1  Natuarpar 99 

B1  Rajarhar 99 
B1  Madhupur 99 

B1  Pundibari Girsl School (6 camps) 99 

B1  Patlakhawa Complete Basic School 99 

B1  Karalirdanga Camp Nos. 1 & 2 99 

B1 Koch Bihar Dineswari Jr. High School 99 

B1  Kharijakakribari 99 

A1  Dewangaj Transit Camp (Girimath) 100 

A1  Sweedish Mission Camp 100 

A1  Huraerdanga Camp 100 

A1  Haldibari Jute Godown (2 Camps) 100 

A1  Changrabandha High School (5 Camps) 100 

A1  Jamaldah Somi Permanent (3 Camps) 100 

A1  Hanirhat School 100 

A1  Dhaprahat School 100 
A1  Dangerbat School 100 

B1  Jaldhowa 101 
B1  Jorai 101 

B1  Buxirhat 101 
B1  Deocharai 101 

B1  Balarampur 101 
B1  Balabhut 101 
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Sq. No. District Name of camps Ref. No. 

B1  Jhowkuthi 101 

B1  Paglarhat 102 

B1  Ratherdanga (2 Camps) 102 

B1  Nagarlalbazar (2 Camps) 102 

B1  Baramaricha (2 Camps) 102 

B1  Gosairhat 102 

B1  Dakalirhat 102 

B1  Dakghara 102 

B1  Khalisamari 102 

B1  Chhotosalbari 102 

B1  Baraunidanga 102 

B1  Karjirdighi 102 

B1  Ranirdigni 102 

B1  Ghogrardanga 102 
B1  Krishnana Colony 102 

B1  Basantababurdanga 102 
B1  Suanghat 102 

B1  Changhat 102 
B1  Nakati 102 

B1  Kaliganjerdanga 102 
B1  Baghmarardighi 102 

B1  Bamandanga 102 

B1  Golenwhati (3 Camps) 102 

B1  Nagarlalbazar Sukandighi 102 

B1  Dewantskot Joyduar (2 Camps) 102 

B1  Jatamari 102 

B1  Chhatlabazar 102 

B1  Baramashia 102 

B1  Bhogramguri 102 

B1  Ashokebari 102 

B1  Angardata Parodubi 102 

B1  Patakamari 102 

B1  Ghoksardanga 102 

B1  Burihat (2 Camps) 103 
B1  Khalisagosanimari 103 

B1  Kaliganj 103 
B1  Basantirhat (2 Camps) 103 

B1  Bnetaguri 103 
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Sq. No. District Name of camps Ref. No. 

B1  Kisamatda SAvam (3 Camps) 103 

B1  Boradanga 103 

B1  Nigamnagar (3 Camps) 103 

B1  Kharkharia 103 

B1  Balika 103 

B1  Putimari 103 

B1  Chrabari 103 

B1  Petla 103 

B1  Rashbarir Math 'A' 103 

B1  Baranachina 103 

B1  Chhotofalimari 103 

B1  Jamadarerbosh (5 Camps) 103 

B1  Sitai School (2 Camps) 103 

B1  Kayterbari 103 
B1  Chamla 103 

B1  Adabari 103 
B1  Balapukuri 103 

B1  Brahmatarohhatra 103 
B1  Bijalichhatka 103 

  MEGHALAYA  
C2 Garo Hills Baghmara 104 

C2  Dalu 105 

12  Chandabhui 106 

C2  Chichengpara hat 106 

C2  Haljati Hat 107 

C2  Machangpani 108 

C2  Ampati 108 

C2  Chebenang 108 

C2  Myneng 108 

C2  Sibbari 109 

C2  Bikona 110 

B2  Porakasua Hat 111 

B2  Kalaipara 112 

B2  Dimapara 112 
E2 Khasi & Jaintia Hills Pongtung 113 

E2  Madan Lynetd 114 
E2  Madan Baitah 115 
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Sq. No. District Name of camps Ref. No. 

E2  Sowlong 116 

E2  Amtrong 117 

E2  Diengrai 118 

E2  Amlarem 129 

E2  Amsohmaleng 120 

C2  Dalot 121 

C2  Lalpani 121 

D2  Mowasora 122 

D9  Pancharing 123 

D2  Munai 124 

E2  Syndai 125 

D2  Shella 126 

D2  Ishamati 126 

D2  Mylliem 127 
D2  Wahrengka 128 
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PARTYRS IN THE LIBERATION WAR 
 

Professor: Dr. G. C. Dev (Phil), Munier Choudhury (Beng): Asso. Prof.: 
Mufazzal Haider Choudhury (Eng.), Dr. Abul Khair (Hist.), Dr. Jyotirmoy 

Guhathakurta (Eng), A. N. M. Moniruzzaman (Statistics): Asst. Prof.: Dr. M. A. 
Muktadir (Geol), Dr. Fazlur Rahman Khan (Soil Sc.), S. C. Bhattacharya (Hist.), 

Ghiyasuddin Ahmed (Hist.), Dr. Sadat Ali (I. E. R.), Lecturer: Ataur Rahman Khan 

Khadim (Phys.), Sharafat Ali (Maths.), Anupadhyayan Bhattacharya (Appl. Phys), 

Rashidul Hasan (Eng.). 
 

Medical Officer: Dr. M. Murtaza; Teacher Laboratory School: Md. Sadeq. 
 

Other Employees: 1. Abdullah Bhuyan, U. D. Asst., I. E. R.; 2. Khagendra 

Chandra De, bearer, Philosophy Dept.; 3. Abdus Samad, Guard, T. S. C.; 4. Dajjulal, 

Sweeper, T. S. C.; 5. Abdus Shahid, OLabour, T. S. C.; 6. Pir Muhammad, Peon, 

Registar's Office; 7. Sulaiman, Guard, Rokeya Hall; 8. Chunnu Mian, Gardener, 

Rokeya Hall; 9. Abdul Khaliq, Gardener, Rokeya Hall; 10. Ahmad Ali, Liftman, 

Rokeya Hall; 11. Nurul Isla, Bearer, Rokeya Hall; 12. Hafizuddin, Bearer, Rokeya 

Hall; 13. Priyanath Ray, Guard, J. N. Hall; 14. Sunil Chandra Das, Guard, J. N. Hall; 

15. Dukhiram Mondol, J. N. Hall; 16. Shamsuddin, Dightguard, J. N. Hall; 17. 

Jawharlal, Gardener, Botany Dept; 18. Dasuram, Gardener, Botany Dept; 19. Sirajul 
Haq, bearer, D. U. Club; 20. Ali Husain, bearer, D. U. Club. 21. Suhrab Ali Ghazi, 

bearer, D.U. Club; 22. Shivapada Kapuri, guard, J. N. Hall; 23. Sri Mistry, Electric 
worker; 24. Abdul Majed Ghazi, guard, Engineering office; 25. Sunil Chandra De. 

Guard, J. H. Hall; 26. Nami, Guard, Rokeya Hall. 
 

Students : Fazlul Haq Hall : 
 

1. Sikandar Ali (II M. Sc.); 2. Abdus Salam (1 Hons, Statistics); 3. Nazrul Islam 
(III Hons. Beng); 4. Ghulam Mahbub (1 Hons., B. Sc., Bio-Chem.), 5. Mustafa 

Husein (III B. Sc. Hons., Sol Sc); 6. Abul Fazl (I M. Sc., Bio-Chem; 7. Abul Qasim 

(II Hons.). 
 

Students : Zahurul Hall : 
 

1. Zafar Alam (II M. Sc.); 2. Helanur Rahman (III Hons;); 3. Jahangir Munir (III 

Hons.); Abul Kalam (I M. Com.); 5. Abul Taher Pathan (II Law); 6. Saleh Ahmed (II 

Law); 7. Ashraf Ali (I M. A.). 
 

Students : Surjya Sen Hall : 
 

1. Zillur Murshed Mithu; 2. Badiul Alam; 3. Shamsuzzaman; 4. Abdur Rahim; 5. 

Ataur Rahman; 6. Amirul Salam; 7. Atiqur Rahman. 
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Students: Haji M. Mohsin Hall : 
 

1. A. K. M. Mirajuddin; 2. Lt. Samad; 3. Nazamuddin Bhuyan; 4. Anwar Husain; 

5. Syed Nurul Amin; 6. Khondkar Abu Taher; 7. Jahangir Haidar Khan; 8. Zahirul 

Islam; 9. Musharraf Hussain; 10. Manzur Rahman Chaudhury. 
 

Students: Salimullah Hall: 
 

1. Wahidur Rahman (III B. A. Hons.); 2. Samad; 3. Nizamuddin Bhuyan; 4. 
Anwar Husain; 5. Syed Nurul Amin; 6. Khondkar Abu Taher; 7. Jahangir Haidar 

Khan; 8. Azhirul Islam; 9. Musharraf Hussain; 10. Manzur Rahman Chaudhury. 
 

Shahidullah Hall: 
 

1. Jalaluddin Haidar (1 M. Sc., Applied Physics). 
 

Jagannath Hall: 
 

1. Swapan Chaudhury; 2. Ganapati halder; 3. Mrinal kanti Bose; 4. Monoranjan 

Biswas; 5. Ramani Mohan Bhattacharya; 6. Kishori Mohan ?Sarkar; 7. Ranadaprasad 
Ray; 8. Subal Chandra Chakravarti; 9. Satyaranjan Das; 13. Kesaba Chandra haldar; 

14. Nirmal Kumar Ray; 15. Bidhan Chandra Ghosh; 16. Sibu Kumar Das; 17. 
Shishutosh Datta Chaudhury; 18. Rakhal Chandra Ray; 19. Upendranath Ray; 20. 

Santosh Kumar Ray. 21. Jiban Krishna Sarkar; 22. Satyaranjan Nag; 23. 

Rupendranath Sen; 24. Murari Mohan Biswas; 25. Bimal Chandra Ray; 26. Prabir 

Pal; 27. Niranjan Haldar; 28. Kartik Seal; 29. Paltan Das; 30. Sujit Datta; 31. Niranjan 

Saha; 32. Harinarayan Das; 33. Dines Chandra Sikdar; 34. Niranjan Chanda; 35. 

Subrata Saha; 36. Susil Chandra Das; 40. Subhash Chakravarti; 41. Ajit Ray 

Chaudhury. 

 

'Basuntika,' Diamond jubilee mention following names, but has not identified in 

they are students or employees: 

 

Sibu Modak, Matilal De, Budhiram, Deguram, Bhiruram, Manbharanram, 

Monilal. 

 
Guest student martyrs: Latifur Rahman (Haji Asmat College), 7 Badruddoza (J. 

N. College). Mahtabuddin (Bajitpur College). 
 

 

-History of the University of Dacca, 
Published by the University of Dacca, 1981 
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NAMES OF UNIVERSITY TEACHERS 

RAJSHAHI UNIVERSITY 

 

Prof. Qayyum, Habibur Rahman, Sree Sukha Ranjan Samadder, 

NAMES OF M.C.A.s 

 

Mashiur Rahman, Amjad Hossain, Aminuddin , Nazmul Haque Sarker, Abdul 

Haque, Dr. Zikrul Haque, Syed Anwar Ali, A. K. Sarder. 

 
NAMES OF JOURNALISTS 

 
Sirajuddin Hossai, Shahidullah Kaiser, Khondakar Abu Taleb, Nizamuddin 

Ahmed, A. N. M. Ghulam Mustafa, Shahid Saber, Sk. Abdul Mannan (Ladu), Nazmul 
Haque, M. Akhter, Abul Bashar, Chisty Helalur Rahman, Shibsadan Chokravarty, 

Selina Akhter. 
 

NAMES OF PHYSICIANS 

  

Md. Fazle Rabbi, Abdul Alim Chowdhury, Shamsuddin Ahmed, Azharul Haque, 

Humayun Kabir, Sulaiman Khan, Kaiser Uddin, Mansur Ali, Ghulam Murtaza, Hafez 

Uddin Khan, Jahangir, Abdul Jabbar, S. K. Lal, Hem Chandra Basak, Kazi Obaidul 

Haq, Mrs. Ayesaha Bedoura Chowdhury, Al-Haj Mamtazuddin, Hashimoy Hazra, 

Naren Ghosh, Zikrul Haq, Shamsul Haq, A. Gafur, Mansur Ali, S. K. Sen. 

Mafizuddin, Amulya Kumar Chakravarty, Atiqur Rahman, Ghulam Sarwar, R. C. 

Das, Mihir Kumar Sen, Saleh Ahmed, Enamul Haque, Mansur (Kanu), Ashraf Ali 

Talukdar, Lt. Ziaur Rahman, Lt. Col. Jahangir, Badiul Alam, Lt. Col. Hai, Maj. 

Rezaur Rahman, Maj. Nazmul Islam, Asadul Haq, Nazir Uddin, Lt. Nurul Islam, 

Kazal Bhadra, Mansur Uddin.** 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
* Y�'� ��I���7���#� ��B'6�\� �� ������-c-, 3����� 5�#�% ��� ,��� �� ��� ��g��� 3��� '�� 5� �। 
** Y�'� ���  ̄~�-��#( ���G�'� D�̄ �(3�(� �_�� �����n $��� '�#'- G�n���� �� ���#� ��#। ��g�� ,D �������� ���> 
���e� 5�#�%। 
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OTHERS 
 

 Zahir Raihan (Litterateur), Purnendu Dastidar (Litterateur), Ferd us Dowla 
(Litterateur), Meherunnessa (Litterateur), Altaf Mahamud (Artist), Danbir Ranada 

Prasad Saha (R. P Saha), Jogesh Chandra Ghosh (Ayurved Shastri), Dhirendra Nath 
Dutta (Political Leader), Shamsuzzaman (Chief Engineer), Mahbub Ahmed (Govt. 

Officer), Khurshid Alam (Engineer), Nazrul Islam (Engineer), Muzammel Haq 
Chowdhury (Engineer), Mohsin Ali (Engineer), Mujibul Haq (Govt. Officer). 
 

Districtwise List of Martyr Educationsts 

(except University Teachers) and Lawyers 
 

Districts and 

Divisions 

Primary Educationists 

Secondary 

College Lawyers 

1 2 3 4 5 

Dacca 

Faridpur 
Tangail 

Mymensingh 

37 

27 
20 

46 

8 

12 
7 

23 

10 

4 
2 

1 

6 

2 
- 

2 

Dacca Division 130 55 17 10 

Chittagong 

Chittagong 

Hill Tracts 

Sylhet 

Comilla 

Noakhali 

39 

 

9 

19 

45 

26 

16 

 

4 

7 

33 

13 

7 

 

1 

- 

1 

4 

1 

 

1 

2 

4 

2 

Chittagong 
Division 

138 73 13 10 

Khulna 
Jessore 

Barisal 
Patuakhali 

Kushtia 

48 
55 

50 
3 

28 

15 
31 

21 
1 

13 

2 
5 

4 
- 

4 

2 
4 

- 
- 

- 

Khulna Division 184 81 15 6 

Rajshahi 
Rangpur 

Dinajpur 
Bogra 

Pabna 

39 
41 

50 
14 

43 

8 
22 

10 
12 

9 

3 
9 

1 
- 

1 

5 
4 

2 
2 

2 

Rajshahi Division 187 61 14 15 

Bangladesh 639 270 59 41 
 

(1) Total No. of Educationists (other than Universities)          968 

(2) Total No. of University teachers                21
        Grand total         989 

 

Onslaught on Intellect and 

Intelligentsia by Nurul Islam Patwari 
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INDEX 
 

A 

Agartala, 2, 3, 9, 11, 526, 549, 551-52 
Ahmed, Choudhury, A. B. Kaiser, 3 

Ahmed, Ghiyasuddin, 573 

Ahmed, Iqbal, 5 

Ahmed, Nizamuddin, 574 

Ahmed, Shamsuddin (Engineer), 510 

Ahmed, Shamsuddin (Physician), 575 

Alam, Khurshed (prof.), 4, 

Ali Farman (General), 538 

Ali, Sadat (Dr.), 573 

Ali, Sharafat, 573 

Ali, Sekander (Captain), 530 

Ali, Syed Anwar, 575 
Ali, Yousuf, prof. (of Jamat), 7 

Amin, Md. Nurul, 6 

Amrita Bazar Patrika, 538 

Assa, 553, 555 

Awal, Abu, 528 

Awami League, 9, 521, 523, 527-28, 531, 554-55 

Azam, Golam, 7-8 

B 

Baganbari 5 

Bangladesh, 3, 5, 6, 7-8, 521, 527, 529, 532, 538, 

545, 546, 551, 552, 575 
Bangladesh Flag of Independence, 521, 

Bangladesh People of 3 

Bangladesh Red Cross, 558 

Bazidpur, 91 

Benapol, 545-46 

bengali, 1, 3, 537, 539 

Bhattacharya, Anupadhyayan, 573 

Bhattacharya, Santosh (Dr.), 537-38, 573 

Bibi, Amina, 3 

Bihar, 559 

Biharis, 7 

Bombay, 522 
Britain, 525 

C 

Calcutta, 558 

Central Shahid Minar, 6 

Charshindur, 6 

Chittagong, 525-26, 530-32, 550, 575 

Chittagong Hill Tracts, 551, 575 

Choudhury, Mufazzal Haider, 575 

Choudhury, Munir (prof.), 537, 573 

Comilla, 2, 3, 5, 527, 529, 550-51, 575 

Coochbehar, 546 
D 

Dacca, 1, 2, 5-7, 7-8, 9-11, 521-22, 444, 528-533, 

534-35, 537-39, 552, 575 

Dacca Airport, 538 

Dacca Cantonment, 538 

Dacca College, 7 

Dacca International Hotel, 522 

Dacca Medical College, 537 

Dacca University, 4, 6, 539, 523, 537-38, 574 

Dastidar, Purnendu, 574 

Daukhandi, 2, 3, 
Day, Ranendra chandra, 7-8 

Demra, 10 

Dhaleswari River, 9 

Dinajpur, 575 

Ducsu, 5, 

Duke, Angier Biddle, 553-54 

E 

East Bengal border, 549 

East Pakistan, 522-23, 525, 528, 530-33, 534-

35, 553-56 

East Pakistan Rifles, 532 

Esso Company (at narayangonj), 2 
Europe, 3, 4, 7 

G 

Gandhi, Indira, 533 

Gazaria, 1, 5 

Geneva, 1, 2, 4-11 

Genocide, 522, 525, 533, 549 

Ghorasal, 7 

Ghosh, Jogesh Chandra, 577 

Ghosh, Nometa, 550 

Gope Bag, 5 

Guha, Sree, Gopal Krisana, 10 
Gulshan, 524 

H 

Haque, A.F.M. Fazlul, 4 

Haque, Zikrul, 575 

Hasan, Rashidul, 538, 573 

Hindu, 1, 5, 7-9, 523, 528, 553 

Hollingworth Clare, 532 

Hongkong Standard, The, 532 

Haque, Abdur, 575 

Hoque, Doctor, 558 

Hossain, Amjad. (M.C.A), 575 

Huma Rights Commission, 1,2, 4-6, 7-11 
Hussain, Delwar, 538 

Hussain, Sirajuddin, 537 

I 

Imam, Mrs Aktar, 537 

India, 2, 3, 9, 525-25, 554, 556 

Indian Express, the, 537 

Inhuman killings, 29 

International Rescue Committee 

Emergency Mission, 553-54 

Iqbal Hall, 6, 521, 532 

IRC, 554 
Islam, Mian, Tajul, 5 

Ittefaq, 537 

J 

Jagannath College, 528, 574 

Jagannath Hall, 6, 532, 574 

Jalpaiguri, 569 

Jamat-e-Islam, 7, 531 
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Jatra Bari, 5 

Jessore, 530-31, 545-46, 575 

Jhikargacha, 545 
Jinjira, 378 

Jinjira Massacre, 378 

Jogesh, Doctor, 10 

K 

Kabir, Mafijullah, 378 

Kaiser, Shahidulla, 575 

Karachi, 522, 527 

Kari, Abdul, 1 

Kari, Reazul, 1 
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Y�'� �������, oc, od, o�, �£, ��, w£, c�o 
Y�'� �¯�G#��, �o, �� 
Y�'� 5�, �o, ��, �� 
 

����    
��-3�F (X���¢�), wo£ 
��-, '�<�, �ww 
�� ����-��, c�, cp, �c 
��|�����, ddp 
����'��� /-��� '���, c�� 
����'���, ������F, od� 
����'���, ������ 5', wc� 
�����, $��, d�, d¡ 
���'<, ��/�(7�Q, ��¡ 

��-6� �, op, �o 
���/��#�, ��S '�<�, c¡p 
 

����    
��, v���# '^�, oco, oc� 
��, v� �����, �d, �w 
���, '���� '���� (��, �), wo 
���, ����� ��\�, c¡� 
���, �����, ���, ��¡ 
���-��� d¡, cdo, cd�, cdd, cdw, cd¡, 
cdp, cw£, cwc, cw¡, cwp, �pp, do£, 
doc, d�� 
������, ��5��� ��6�, cpw, cp� 
���� ����, �p�, d£c 
��, ����_� dpw 
���, �6���h �h, �d�, �d¡ 
����0 ������, ow� 
����0, �5�����, ow� 
����, v���� ������, cw� 
M6<����, ¡p, p£, o�� 
M6<���� ��-��5� '7�;, o�� 
M����, �½�6�G#��, dp£ 
U��' $-��, �p¡ 
U��' D��/�', d¡w, d¡�, d¡�, d¡¡, 
w£¡, w£p 
U��' ���'4�, �ow 
U��' �����, pw, p�, ��£, d£�, wc£, wcc, 
wco, wc� 
U��' �����, d¡o 
U��' ��~��, ��� 
U��5' ��!, cpo, ocw 
�������� 0��, c¡d 
���I�� ��, �wo 
�><\, c�, o£, ow, �o, ��, ��, d£-dc, do, dd, 
dp, w�, ww, w�, �c, ��, �¡, ¡�, ¡w, ¡p, p£, 
pc, po, p�, p¡, c££, c£¡, ccw, cop, c�c, 
cw�, cc�, o£o, oo£, �pd, d£o, do£, doc, 
ddd, ddw, dd¡, dwo, d�d, dp� 
��><��, o£o, o�c, od¡, odp, owo, ow�, 
owd, ow�, o��, o�d, o�¡, o�d, o�c, 
o¡�, o¡¡, o¡p, �co, �cd, �c�, �oc, 
�oo, �o�, ��£, ���, dcw 
����|, cd, �o, ��p-d£, �¡c, �¡o, dpp 
�����D, d££ 
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�6� , �p, pc, po, ddc 
�#���!�, oc� 
�#��6�, �p 
�#�����, c�, o� 
º��, ow� 
-T�, o�p 
�����., d£�, dcw, d�£, d�p 
�5�7�, ��¡, ��p, �p�, �pw, do£, dd�, 
dwo, d�£ 
!�D�, oc£ 
#���-��, �£ 
��(��, �£, �d, ¡c, ¡¡, p�, pd, d£p, dw�, 
dw� 
��(�� �����' �-�, co�, cod 
�0 �-, �' (��7��'), c¡ 
�0, ������\�, cpo, cco 
��'�# 5�7�����, ��� 
���#\6�, ���, ��d, d¡� 
���&�, �d 
��� ��<��, ccp, ��p, �pd, d£o, dc£, d�d 
��� ���<�� �'h, cpo 
����, �G, ,�, �� ��, �o 
���., d�o, dd¡ 
��/�����, c�� 
�#�-�, ��£ 
�-��� D����, w� 
_�, ���5�y� $��, dw, d� 
�T8��� '�<�, (� � ���� '��|��), wo£ 
�T8��� ,�, ��, wd 
�Ts�� '�-� (%�����), d�w 
��#�����, �od 
����    
��(#�, o��, o¡£, o¡c 
�(�#�����, odw, o�¡, o�p, �p¡, dd� 
�Ä���, oop 
��� (��D��� �����C�D-��), �c, �d, �w, ��, 
�¡, �p 
�q, �w� 
��W�� -���, �d 
��W�� ���'�6���, c¡£ 
��'-���, p�, od¡ 
��' �����, co£, ���, �p¡ 
��' �*, cp, pd, cd�, d£o 
��' �/�-, w�, �d, cc£, ccc, 

��' ��<�, �p, ¡£, ¡d, pc, po, pp, ccw, 
c�c, c�o, c�d, c�£ c��, c�p, c�w, ��� 
��' ���5�, d�, wo, w¡, wp, �£, ��, ��, 
�p, �£, �c, ¡¡, p¡, c£c, coc, coo, cod, 
cdp,  cw�, c�c, c��, c�� c�w, o£c, 
o£p, oc�, oo£, ooc o�c, o��, o�p, od£ 
odo, odd, odw, od�, od�, od¡, ow£, 
owc, owc, owo, ow�, owd, oww, ow�, 
owp, o�£, o�c, o�o, o�¡, o�p, o�£, 
o�c, owc, opo, op�, opd, opw, op�-
�££, �£�-�£�, �£�, �£p, �cc-�cw, 
�c�-�cp, �o£, �oc, �o�, �od, �o�, 
��c-���, ��d, �¡�, d£�, d£p, d��, 
d�p, dw£, dwc, dwd, dwp, d�w, d¡p, 
wcd 
��' ���, co, c�-cd, cd, cw, c�, c�, c¡, 
oo, o�, op, �o, ��, �d, �¡, �p, d£, d¡, 
wd, ww, w�, �£, �c, �p, ¡d, p£, pc, c££, 
ccc, c�o, c�d, c�w, c��, c¡�, c¡�, 
c¡p, cpo, cp�, cpw, cp�, cp�, o£o, 
oc£, oco, ocd, ocw, oc�, oc¡, ocp-oc, 
ood, d££, dc¡, w£�, do�, d��, wc� 
��' 5����� ���5� o¡, wo, w�, cc�, cw�, 
c�p, c�� 
���'4� -���# �V�� c£p 
���'4� �-&����, cd�, cw�, c��, o££ 
���'4�� �����, co£, ���, �p¡ 
��'4�� ���'�, c�, pp, co£, cdc, d�w 
���'4�� ���5�, co£, ��� 
���'4�� U�7, ¡�, c£p, ccw 
�� �����, cc�, cc�, cc¡, coc, cow 
������ �����, dw, pw, cc¡ 
������ ���5�, pw, oww 
������ ���, oc, oo, od, ow, ��, do-dd, 
c£p, coc 
����, c£�, cwo, cw�-cw�, c�£-c�¡, 
c�p, c�£, c�o, c��, c�w, c��, c��, 
c�p, c¡£, c¡o, dw¡, d�¡, wcp, wo£ 
���� �-��, c¡£ 
���<�����, cw£, cw�, cw¡, cwp 
�����' ��7����, oc, od,  o¡-op, �o, do-
dd, dw-d�, d¡, w£, wc, wo, w¡, wp, �£, 
�d, ��, �p, �£, �c, ��-�w, ��, �¡, ¡£, 
¡c, ¡�-¡¡, p£-pc, p�, pw, p�-p¡, 
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c££, c£w, cdd, cw�, c�c, c�o, c��-��, 
c�p-¡c, c¡d-c¡�, c¡�-cp£, cpc-cpo, 
cp�-cp�, o£c-o£o, oc£-occ, oco-ocd, 
ocw, oc¡-ood, oow, o¡£, o¡c, o¡d, 
o¡�, op£-opc, op�, opw-op�, op¡-�£o, 
�£w-�£�, �£p-�co, �c�-�c�, �cp-�o£, 
�o�, ��£, ���, �¡w, d£o, dc�, dc�-
dc¡, dwc, d�£, d�o 
����, $��#�� ��7��', w£o, w£� 
���(�# 5�7�, cpp, ooc 
��, �G, ��, w� 
�����-���, od£, odd-odp, �p¡ 
������, �o, �d, ��o, ��w 
����� �q, �o¡, ��o 
���!�# 5�7�, cpw, ocp 
�_�<���, �ow, �o�, �p¡ 
�X�t��, �o¡, �wp-��w 
////    
/�'� �-� $�� (���i'���(� ��#���7�), cpw 
/������, w£, �w¡ 
/���, ��5 ���5�y� (�G, ��), w£ 
/���� ���, ¡�-¡¡ 
/�T', ��/�(7�Q, ��¡, dp¡ 
/�����!#�, �o� 
/�����!#� ��' U�7�����, �oo 
�/\�, op£, �£d 
�/�����, $S 5', �£ 
����    
�º, ,��5�, pp, c££ 
�'����-��, �d¡ 
�g!�, pp-coc, cod, co�, c��, do�-do¡, 
d�¡, dw� 
�g!� ��·�� �-�, cc¡, co� 
�g!� ����� ��D, c£� 
��� ���5�, ���, d��, wcc 
�~��, �d 
���!� ���, ¡� 
��7C_��, pp, oww, owp, �¡�, �p£, �pc-�pd, 
�p�, dd�, dd¡, dwo, dwd-ww, d��, dp¡, 
wcc, wo£ 
��<� ��' ���, co, �pp, dc�, d�c 
������, o�¡, o�p, odw-d�, o�w-o��, �d¡ 
������, $�#��� ��6, o�¡ 
������, �-�� ���i '���(, o�� 

���I� ��, odc, od� 
����, �½�6�G#��, ��� 
����, ��-�, cop 
���', v� ��<�h, c�, cp 
�!g�, odw, o�¡, o�p 
�!g�, ���i '���(, o�p 
�V�Z�, p�, ood, �o£, �ow, �op, ��£, 
��p-�d£, �w�, �wd, �w�, d£p, do¡, d�� 
�Å ���, �w 
��6����, ¡d, ¡w 
��g#�, o�p 
���6�5�(, ow�, 
��P���!�, c�� 
‘��V��� ���>�, c£c 
��V��� �-�#�, �p 
��V��� �����, �¡ 
��V��� ��-�'��, op 
�������� P�(, o�, �d, dc 
��&���, o�o 
����, ��-�, cp� 
����, ����, �d, �w 
�������� /� �!, c¡ 
����, ����6��h (X�/��), �o 
����, GS (��7��'), d�¡ 
�����P�(, o¡c 
�� �����, o��, o�p, o¡w, o¡� 
����, d£� 
�������, �c, �� 
�����, 5������, wcc 
��#��� ���'����, �o¡ 
�����, o¡o, �o�, �o�, �op, ��£, ���, 
�wc, �w� 
�������-��, �d, d£ 
������ ���n ��~��, op 
��������, oc, �p, ��, �o, c££,  oo�, oc�, 
ocd, oo¡, o�£, o��, o�¡, �c£, �cc, ��£, 
���, ��d, �dc, �d�, �wp, �p�, �pp, d££, 
d£�, d£p, dc�, dcp, do£, dwc, d�p, dp¡, 
wcc, wc�, wd�, wdp 
�������� ��-��C��, �w� 
�������� X�'��� ��I���7��#, ��p-�d£ 
�������� ����� ��L�, o� 
���������� ���'�, ��, pc, �wd 
���������� 
�����, d¡o 
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��5������, o�� 
½�Å\���!#�, p�, �c¡, �od, �po 
��, $�, ��, �5G �'�#�(<��, o£, oc, oo 
��, ,�, ,�, d£�, dc¡ 
��, ��, $D, d¡o 
��, ��, ��, �op, d¡o 
���� $z�\, cco 
���� �5!�, �¡ 
��#�� ��-��, �cw 
��.� 6��>\�6��, �op 
��I�7��' X�����, o�d 
��5���, cp, od, ow, op, ��, ��, ��, �£, 
�o, ��, pc, pd, c£c, ccd, cc�, cc�, cc¡, 
coc, co�, cow, co�, cd�, cdp, cw£, c�¡, 
c�¡, c¡o, c¡d, c¡�, cp£, cp�, cpd, 
o££, oc�, o�c, oow, oo�, o�£ 
��5��� ��-�'��, op 
��� �5��, c¡, cp 
��CE� U�����'��, do, dc� 
������, ���S -T� D����, c�� 
���!6V� ��, cp, oo, o�, �o, �d, �p 
��6�, $�%#� ($S ��6 '�<�), o�� 
��6�, 5����, cwo 
��6�6� �����, �£c 
��V� ���-��Q, p�, co¡, cop, c�� 
���#��( ��-<, o�, c��, o£¡, o£p, oc�, 
ocd, ocp, odc, odd, od�, od�, ow£, 
ow�, ddw, dw£, dp� 
��̂(� $��, o�w 
��̂(� �������', ��£-�c 
��̂(� 5�D '���, Y�'�, ��c 
C@����<, ������#, (��7��'), ��p 
C@����<, ��i�>, (X�/��), ���, w£d, w£w 
Ce '�-� '���� (%��), d�� 
C�#� �� $����'�, co 
C���, o£¡, oo¡, o�£, o��, o��, o�o, 
o�p, o¡�, �£�, �£d, �£¡, �c£, �co, 
�c¡, �o�, �p£, wc�, wdd 
C����� �����, c£p, cc£ 
C����# U�7, cd� 
C����I�� �5���, d£w 
�C���, o�d-o�w, ddw 
�C���, �#���� '���� �������, o�d, o�w 

�C���, ��#�P�(, o�d, o�� 
�C���, ���i '���(, o�d, o�w 
C��@�, �o�, ��£ 
C�TV�����, c�d, c�w 
UC��, w�, �w, dwc 
UC�� 0��, �� 
UC�� ½�-, �o£ 
 

����    
�D�F� �������, wco 
�'���, '7���, ��¡, ��c 
��-�, $r��, c¡� 
���6� �����, �co 
���, ,, �(, ,� (X�n u�'��), w£w 
�����, dpw, dp� 
������, �£ 
��� �P�> ������, �cw 
��������, ooc, oo�, ood 
��T8���, �����, c�, cd 
��T8��� GS, c�, wco 
�|�, ��� '����, oc¡, ocp 
�|�, �6���� ���4/�, cow, co� 
�|�, %��� 3�F, cc�, cc¡ 
�|�, /�'� �����, cc�, cc¡ 
�|�, ���S $-�M�, c£p, cc£ 
�|�, v� ���� �h (��7��'), c¡ 
�|�, �B��� (G�S), odo 
���', ,, $�, (GS) d�w 
�5�� 5�, �op 
�5� GS /#-��, wco 
��5����, ocw 
�#���� '7�Q��Q, ���, ��c 
�#����5, w�, w�, �£, ��, �w, ��, dd¡ 
��D-��, opc, op�, op�, �£c, �£o 
��D, cc�, cc¡ 
��s�, $�M�, dw� 
��s�, $r�� (������), w£w, w£� 
���'6�, ddd 
!����� -�0, cc� 
�����6�, c£c, c£d 
����3,  o�, o¡, w¡, cow, c�d, cdw, cd�, 
o�d, c��, o�w, o�� 
����', ��S '�<�, ��� 
����', G�n��, o�� 
������6, �£, �c 
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����', GS (�_�< ���'4��� 6C<�), cd 
���<�� � �'�(<, cpd 
�����, D��#��, o�� 
��� ���5�, oc, op, dd, c££, ccc, ccd, 
c�o, o�d, �po, dc�, d�o 
��Q� ���G, �� 
��(�/�G< 5�������, �d¡, w£� 
��2�, �-����, �wp 
��-<����, w¡, wp, cp�, dcp 
����7���', d£, dc 
����7���' ����� ��D, oo, o� 
����(���, ������, cw� 
����(��� '7�;, dp, �d, c��, ocw 
��#�, $r�� '�F�� (Dx���� �� �����), o£, oc 
��#�, $r�� �����, odc 
��#�, ���', ooc 
��#�, ���5�y� D���D�, dpo-dpd 
��#�, ���� (��-��5�), �o 
��#�, 5��/-3�F ($S ��6 ���), �� 
������, ��, oo�, �op 
������ 0�� ���i '���(, oo� 
���n�/�-, w�, �£, �£, pw, c££, c£d, 
c£w, c�d, cw£, cww, o£d, oc¡, ood, 
o��, oww, ow�, owp, o�o, opd, �pc, dw£ 
���n���5�, oc, od, op, dd, d�, wo, wd, 
ww, w¡, ��, �w, po, c££,  c£o, c£�, 
c£�, c£p, cco, ccd,  ccp, co£-coc, c�o, 
c�¡, cwc, cwo, cwd, cww, cw�, cw¡, 
c��, c�d, c��, c¡c, c¡o, c¡w, c¡�, 
c¡�, c¡¡, cp�, cpw, o£�, oc£, occ, 
oco, ooc, o�c, o��, o�p, odo, odw, 
od�, od¡, owc, o�£, o�d-o��, o�¡, 
o�p, o�£, o�o, o�d, o¡£-o¡c, o¡d-
o¡w, o¡¡-o¡p, opc, op�, opw-op�, 
op¡-�££, opo, �£o-�£�, �£�, �£�-
�£¡, �cc, �o£, �o�, �od, ��£, �¡w-
�¡�, �pc-�p�, dcw, d�£, dd£, ddw, 
dwp, d�c, d�o, d��, d¡£, dp£, wcc, wc� 
���n ��~���, w� 
���n���, ww, cdd, cwo 
���n�����, �¡, �£, ��, ¡w, pw, c£¡, cc�, 
cc¡, co£-coc, c�c, cdo, c�w, c�¡, c�c, 
c¡�, o�c, od¡, o�o, op£, �£d, 

�£�-�£¡, �cc, �o�, �o£, ��£, dw£, dw�, 
wc¡ 
����-<�, v� ���, �pc 
��-�5��, o��, o��, o�o 
���-�6�, d¡p 
���-�, ��6�, wc� 
�������, '7���, �c� 
��x�6�, �¡¡ 
��x�, ���S $�%� 3�F, cdw, cd� 
���_<-� G�S (���G�'� ��/���), cw, ��d 
������ ��6, w�, o�c, o�£, o�c, op£, 
o¡�, opd, dw£ 
������ 5�, ��-�� 
��E��F, XC�, d£�, dcp 
��P�, wo, o�d 
��P� (G�S �-7����<# 2�'����� '7�), co, cw 
���'�����, GS (��7��'), cw 
����<-�, ���5�y� (G�S), wco 
�������, $�� -�� (��7��'), d¡p 
�������, �6���� (,�, ��), �c 
������, '�F��, owc 
���5�y� ��, cd�, c¡c 
����C� ��-��, dwd-dww, d¡£ 
 

����    
�����, cwo, cpd, cp�-cp¡, o££, o£c, 
o£�, o£�, oc£, oco, ocd, ocw-oc�, oc¡, 
oo£-ooc, ooo-oo�, ood, dp£ 
�����, '7�Q��Q, c¡d, c¡p, cp�-cpd, 
o¡�, o£p-oc£, ooo 
����� ��·�� �-�, cpd, oc£-occ, ooo 
��6�i�, wdo, wd� 
����6��h, (����', ���� f>���#), d¡�-d¡d 
 

����    
�3/, $r��, ��c-��d 
��, $r�� (G�'�� �5 �C����), ��o 
���, ��, doo-do� 
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����� ���: ������’’ �[����� ��m�&�n ������� ��C 

��o  D %��W ���  ��S N�M� "��। 
 
    
    
    
    
    
8� �8� �8� �8� �    
�p��d� �p��d� �p��d� �p��d� 9::q9::q9::q9::q    

((((�$��� N�� ���r ��$��� N�� ���r ��$��� N�� ���r ��$��� N�� ���r �))))    
\��'�s ��@�\��'�s ��@�\��'�s ��@�\��'�s ��@�    

    



 

 

 

���������� 
����� ��� ������� �� �� 
    
    

%&'$��(� �������� �� ��%&'$��(� �������� �� ��%&'$��(� �������� �� ��%&'$��(� �������� �� ��    
�)* �(&��+�)* �(&��+�)* �(&��+�)* �(&��+    
/'�/'�/'�/'�----� � � � ����������������    

�������� ��@���+�������� ��@���+�������� ��@���+�������� ��@���+, , , , 8� �।8� �।8� �।8� �।    
    
    
�-��//'�-�/9-#-9/<5/�����-�/<=<                                         ������ q: O�u��� 9::q 
 
/'�  :  Ov�� ��� @G��2� 
 ���+� �" ��� ��@� (/'�-�) 
 
'��  :  $�� /%���� /��0#� 


R��� ��� 
/����2 "�1�� ��������2 
����$ h�$� (7)2 ���) 
�����, 8� �। 

    
��W+ :    ‘‘���������� 
����� ��� : ������ (�; ��)’’ ����2A�&� ����K 'w� D OB�x�� ��� 

O�����। 
 
�I� : ��y� :> O�u��� 9::q ������� N���। 
 
 
��"��+, 
 _���2f ��W�+ �I���f N����� ���) '�s ��� O���+� 'w�, �'z��2 ��C D OB�x� 
/������  ��W�+�f �[���� @I3�H ��A�&� O����� '��  �� "���। �(&��+  �M2  
��2��@�/O������� 'w� ���2�G�� -����) /#�� '��  �� "���। 
 
 
�����f : �&2� ������ । 
 
 N��� ��lN��� ��lN��� ��lN��� ��l0000    

    
    
    

((((Ov�� ��� @G��2�Ov�� ��� @G��2�Ov�� ��� @G��2�Ov�� ��� @G��2�))))    
������������+� �" ��� ��@� +� �" ��� ��@� +� �" ��� ��@� +� �" ��� ��@� ((((/'�/'�/'�/'�----����)))) 

    
    



 

 

 

���������� 
����� ��� ������� �� �� 
    
    

' ��� �  )�' ��� �  )�' ��� �  )�' ��� �  )�    
        
 '���n /�� �� $���� $* ��� 
����� ������� C��"�� - �n O�I�* ���। /� N����  
���������� �<5� ��� 
����� ��� -�� �{�I��2� 
����� ������� C��"�� N�����  ��S -  
/%i���+ ���। ���������� 
������ C��"�� '&+�� $* �<55 �� �{ ��� �� �� 
���������� 
����� ����� C��"�� ��� D ��A& ' E �"&  ��। ����.�� D �)�)2�� �$�+ ����� 
$* 
����� ����� D 
����� ����� ������� ���" D ��@�C�I�2  �� �� �  �� "+। ���C 
#�|�� ‘���������� 
����� ��� ������’ �[����। �������� �� ���� �)* �(&��+ �<>9 �� 
�; ��� -C �[���� ' ��  ��। - _�r��* %�o�  ���n� �}��� ���*%�&� OY�H ���Z��� 
#�� -C �[����। 
 

-C �[���� ' �� "D+�� OE ���� ���* ��� ����� ~  #����+ ��+। -C �[���� 
����� 
���-��W+  � � %��W&�  ��2� PQR�I&2 /�#���] �"���� �*�^� "�w -�� "��। � � ~  � 
)� �+ ���������� ��2�� $�%�L�� - �n �M"{ O�� N����� 
����� ����� D 
����� ����� 
' M� C��"�� $�� /)�  ���2�� ���{ ���� ��+�S -�� -� e���*�� O�  %��W&�  ��2 �*���� 
�n��w।  
 

-������+ %&'$��(� �������� �� ���� �)* �(&��+  �M2  ���������� 
����� ��� ���������� 
����� ��� ���������� 
����� ��� ���������� 
����� ��� 
������������������������ �[���� ����2A�&� ����H�n O�*H ���+�����%� ��� N��� ��  ��। 
 

�������� �� ��  �M2  - � � - �n $���+ PQR�I&2  �2 ���� ���+R N������  O�2& 
 ��+ N��� /%i������। -�C �\�K�� �[����� ��W+�I�@ ��I&2 O������2� /��� �� N�B�  
�\�2�\��� ����2A�&� N'�& /@j�  ���S। N��  ��, ����2�A� �[���� ��o -%��W ��� @��"�� 
/�n��� �.� "��। 
 

����� -C  �2 ��� ��y�� OY�H ���Z�  ���S, N��� ��y��� NH��   M���� D �*��� 
$���w। 
 
 
 
 
 
:5 �p��d� 9::q (/%���� /��0#�) 


R��� ��� 
"�1�� ��������2 

    
    



 

 

 

���������� 
����� ��� ������� �� �� 
    
    

�������������������� 
 

�������� 
����� ����� C��"�� ' �E� + ���*����j '���&* �&  ���n� ��# /)�  -C 
���� ����"� ' ��� ��� 2 e�n  )� ����  ��S। - ' �E� _{��K D %o, -� �I� _�r�* D 
 ��2���� ��� 2 ����W \��'�s  �2 �2� $�� "��� "��#$�� �"�� ��0���� ����। 
 

������+� D ��%M"�� _��K /)�  ' �����* ������I" ��2�@  ���n� ���*�MX ����. 
\I�� � ���� �)����* /@j�  ��S। ��y�� �z�� �� �z� ��� �������� �������� g��2 ��� ���.� 
 ���S, ��0���� N���@�-������@�� ���*�� �����$ D �������� $* �I�*�� _���� ���+ 
' E ��0��+� �"�+��  ���S। N����� / � �H�* S�3�C ����P��� ������ ��o  D 
%��W ���  ��S _���� "�w। ������ �)���� �I��I� /)�  _����� /@j�  �� "�+�S। ' ���� 
����P��� '���&2 �&  ���n O�����  �� ���+�S। 
 

'�+ ���3 �� ��� �ML��*��� ���� /)�  '�)��  ��2�@�� �� ���+R ���  ���S ' �E 
��+��$� ���\` %��W �MX। ��y�� $�� "��� "��#$�� �"���� /�M�R - ���+R �)��) �L� D 
NH�� ��� ���% ���  ���S। 
 

'���&* �&  ���n� � � ���*�  -�� ' �E� %��W �M��  ��y��� '����+ \I�� �� $* 
N�� O��W �*��� $��C। /�C ��B '+�� ���������� ����j  �� D �������  $�� "��� "��#$�� 
�"���  ��y� ����W O����� $* Z��� ��B ��&  ��। 
 

���\` �I�� ��%M"�� D �����@�� ���) ��2��@� ����P��� /)�  N����� 
����� ����� - �n 
����2 , '���&* D ����. �@� /����+ N���, N��� - N�� /��W&  ��S। ��%M"�� ��I�+ ���� 
- �n ��+� N 2�C\� %o� �"�+��  ���। O�����n� D O���mM� ����P��� \��W*�� ��%M"�� 
"�� ������j� ���*�� /�P��� �I� ������ ���% ������$� "�� ����। 
 

' ���� ����P��� ��o  ���$ D %��W ���  ��S ����M� "�� N����� Z� ��)2  ��� �� 
 ��। 
 
 
 

 
 
9; $�, 
�<>7 

��#$���"  �����#$���"  �����#$���"  �����#$���"  ��� 
/@+���*�, 

'���&* �&  ���n, 
�������� 
����� ����� C��"�� ' E। 

    
    
    

    



 

 

 

���������� 
����� ��� ������� �� �� 
    
    

\I�� �\I�� �\I�� �\I�� � 
���������� 
����� ����� ��+���� �<5� ����� 9; ��@2 /)�  �= �p��d� ��2H। -C ���+ 

���������� 
����� ����� ���% ��� 2� ���� ���l �� � S� ��n�S ��� �)* D ������ ���" -�� 
/����� D�� �\�K  �� ���������� 
����� ����� C��"�� �@� D ��A�&� ���+R O��2� "+ 
���f��� C��"�� ��� D ��A& ' �E� D��। %&'$��(� �������� �� ���� �)* �(&���+� 
O��� -C ' E�n '���L� "+ -�� -�  �$ �Q "+ �<5> ����� $��+��� /)�  (�����j Aj�*)। 

C��"�� �@�� ���+R'�s "��D -C ' E 
����� �����G�H ���� D �)*��I" ' ���� 
����H �"&  ��। -�  ��&, �� ��� / � �n�� ����W  �� ���������� 
����� ����� ���� 
- �n ��%�H ��� �n�� C��"�� �@�� /.�� ����.�� D �0�L�� �.�  �� -�� �� M��� ����� 
-�3�+ ��D+� �JK� O�*H e�"। - $*C N��� C��"�� �@�� ������2 ���� D �)* ' ��� C 
O��  PQR�I&2 ��  ���S। -� #�� ���� D �)*���C  )� ����, �n�� �� �� D �������" �� 
�.�  ���, �n� ������ ��%�� �.�  ���। 

-C �.* ���� /���C  �+ �n ��� ��%M"�� ������I" ' ���� ����H ' E �"&  ��। -C 
����'�.�� ' �E� ���� - �n ����W ����@* ��W+ /��� /�+ -C /�, ������ ����"� ��+���� 

����� ���� ��  "D+� ���D - ��*D ��� PQR�I&2 /�, 
����� ����� ����� ����n �n\I�� 
��+�S। 
����� ����  -C �n\I�� /)�  ��w`  �� /��� ��+ �। -C �n\I��� �n����- ���  
���f����� ��� O�\�"�  �� ��+- ��� O����2 ���&��C 
����� ����  O��*����  �� /����। 
��C ���f������� 
�� $�� S�3� 
����� ����  ���� ��� ���C +। -C ��������� 
����� 
����� ���� ' ���� ���% -� �n\I�� ��G�H e’�V �������" ' ���� ����H ' E �"&  ��। 
-� #�� ' �E� ���� ' ���� ��� E� ����� ��y3�+ : 

 

')�� �V�   �n\I�� (�:;-�<;>) 

����+ �V�  �n\I�� (�<;>-�<5�) 
�M��+ �V�  ���$�%� : '��� 

@��)2 �V�  ���$�%� : '���� ��������� �{���� 
��� �V�  ���$�%� : /�������*� 

WL �V�  ���$�%� : %&���*� 
�s� �V�  ��� 0�� ������ : �� ��� D /��� ��� 

Oj� �V�  %&"�*�, ��&�)2� ����� D '����%  �n� 
�� �V�  ��� ����� (�) 

��� �V�  ��� ����� (9) 
- ��� �V�  ��� ����� (q) 

���� �V�  ������ '���G+� : \��� 
G�+��� �V�  ������ '���G+� : $������ D ���\` ��� 

@��2�� �V�  ��l$�� 

���� �V�  ��.�{ �� 

/W�3� �V�   ���v�, �[�v� D ��2z 

 

 

 



 

 

 

���������� 
����� ��� ������� �� �� 
    
    

@�� 

��� ��� E�+ 59:: �ML� ��A�&� ��� E� )� ��D ����"� �����& ����� "�+ ��D+�+ 
N����� ����H �����2  ��� "+। �� ��� E� O���+� '���n �� '�+ <:: �ML�, ��2���n 
�;::: �ML�� ���* ���"P��� ��A& ��`  ��� ���$n ���r O������� "+। -C �\�K�� N����� 
 �$ -�%�+ ��+। 

���� D �)*��� ����"� �*����� ������� N��� �*��  D /�������� /����S। ��� �n\I�� 
�d�� ���� D �)*��� �"�& � S�n� ���� �M�j\B� O��d  ��। N��� ��� /�C�� �)* D ����C 
�n\I�� ��� ��`�����  ��� ����H �C, �� ���������� ��2�� \I���� g���j* D -��� 
����� ��� $%�&� N�� N ���� ���% '�*.\��� $�3�। O)2�{ /��� �n�, N�X�� D 
 ��2 �&, -C \I���� $%&�  ���f������� ���  _��� D ���@����  ���S, '��� /��� ��G�H 
���� D �)*C -C ���  ����G�� \��� ��$��� "�+�S। -C �M�j� �& /)�  N��� ���������� 
O��� ��yn�� �� �I�-O���� '�*���2  ���। �<:; ����� ��%\�% /)� C �n\I�� ��G�H ����-
�)*��� ��`��� �Q  ��। N��� ��  ��, ���������� ���f������� �*��*�+ -C �Q� �����n 
����*��$2�, '�*. D ���f��"*। 

�<:;--� ��%\�% -�� �� ��--� �� �<7: ��� ��2H ��*��2� - ���2 ���+� N� / � 
���� - ��� ��`���  �� "+�।  ��& �<�� /)�  �<7: ��2H -C \I��� O��L� � � ��$���  
N�X�� ��2\����+ �M�n�������� N�X���� OH\I2f �S�। �<7: ���� %M"�� ���"�� '0��� 
�( 
����+ �K���� ������ '��L�� ����� ��"� �S�। N� �� _���  ���S�� ����������C 
���*�PQ $�%�L�� O��������� /�� -, / , #$��� " । �<7= ���� ���H O���\��� ���� 
 �\�� ���"�� '0���� /� �������  �� "+, ���� ������ 
�( ����+���� '��  ���"��  �� 
"+। �<75 ���� \��� ��\�% ��� 2 ��_z�*��n ��� E� /��W&�� �� 
��� D ���2�\i� ����� 
'��L�� '�@j� "+, � � /� '�@j� �*)2 "+ -�� /�\��� ��� 0� '���L� "+ ���� 
�+K����� 
��W+�n ��I&2��� _���.� "+। -�C ���&���� ����2� ��� ���������� $%�&� �}��� 

�+K��� �)� 
������ $* �����  �� ���"���  '�+�$ "�+ /��� /�+। -C ���"���  
'�+�$�  �I�2  �� �����S -� ��0 ����C - ��� ��`����� "�+�S। 

�n\I�� ��G�H ������ e�n ��� ��\f। ')� ���n /�W "�+�S �<;> ���� NC+�� ���� 
.��� ����� ��+����। -���  �� ��\�$  �� "�+�S - �HC �V ��� E�� �ML����*�� ������� 
���  �.* /���- / � ����W ���"���  �M�j� �& /)�  +। 

�n\I��� /���+ /� ���� ���� D �)*��� N��� �"&  ���S /�P�� "��� /%�$n ����s, 
���2����z�  ��2����&�, / ��n2� ����� ��� 2� �����n2 D ��+,  ��� �����n2, ��$���  ���� 
 �2�I@� D '0��, $�\�� '0��, N�X���� �����n2, S������ '0�� D N�X��, %&'���G+�, 
��������� '�����, ����j �*�f��&2� '���&* ���.� D '��, ��$���  ��, �� ��� ���2� D 
���.� C�*���। 
����� ����� ���� D �)*���� /���+ ����"� �� ��0M��� "�+�S 

�\��� \���C।  ��& -C ����� ���% ���� ��l $�3� "�+ ��3�S�। #�� / �� ���������� 
O\*H�� +, ���� ���l� ��W+��� /$�%�3  �� O���"��2 "�+ /��� /�+ -�� ' E /�\���C O��� 
"+। - �*����� �*�f%� p��+��, �@�o��, ��.�{ ��, �M�� )�, �� ��� �)��, �&� i�� D 
�����G�H ������ �)*���, ��f -�� �+ ���f���"� D �������� �� ���� '����  �{����, 
$������&� ��G+ O���"&,  ���n %o, ���M��, ��l$��, ���\` /���� ���2����z�  ��2����&� 
'\M�� �� ���� �)* D ���� -C ����"� OH\I2f  �� "+। - /.�� N��� ����W\��� $� 
/����S ���� ��2������&� ���\�� '��#�� / � #�y  � )�� । -C �.* ���� /��� 
%&�"����%��� '��0��� �)* ����"� /@j�  �� "�+�S। '���n ��� ���I� ��� �I� ���� 
��`�����  ��� ���  ����W �.* ���� "�+�S। ��� /��� ���� ���"���  PQR O$2  ���S -�� 
/�P�� ��� ���� �n�� �������" �� ��.� "+ � /�P�� N��� ' ���� �I� /)�  �"&  ���S। 



 

 

 

���������� 
����� ��� ������� �� �� 
    
    

��y@ 

-  ��$ - �nC N����� '�� ����@* �S�, ��o  �n�� ��o  ���� /� ��o  ������& ��*0 
"+। N����� / � �H�* /C, OB��� ��� � /C, �$
 �*��*�-����W&D /C। N��� �JK�L D 
����. ���\�� N%��%�3� �$�+ ����� /@j�  ���S। -C �I� �.* ���� /���C ����-�)*��� 
��S�C, ����� -�� ��*��  �� "�+�S। - /.�� N��� ��� -Cn� � �� 2�� On�n /����S ����  ���� 
'�����R .�� � "+। ������ �)�)2��C ��� �� \I�� � D PQR �� �)��)\��� ���� ����। �JK� 
$�����&C - ���� �n�� ' M� �"��+ । $������&� ���* O��� �����2�� Cw� �� ���&� 
D O'������ "�+ D�o, / �� ��C $%�� ��* /)�  /��%*�� /�M�R� O\I*�+ ��n। ���������� 
/�����D ��C ��n�S। N� ��C -� �� �� �� ��%o�� ���� OH\�2f  �� "�+�S, /� �� �� 
��%o N����� $���+ ��$���� /.�� "+��� ���* \I�� � �� /�MR �"&  ���। ��� - �K��� 
O�  N�%C ���������� 
����� �@H� - n� /���� - n� $���� ���2j �.*��\���� OH������ C 
���� ���� ���। N��� �"�Q�"� @������ /$�% Do� O$� %�S���� ��+C ��� %o- �o����। 
��  $��� "�� -� ��n�C $�� �� ��। 

��� �*��  '������R� '�� ��n� � "+��� '��#��� �D "�+ )� �� ����। -� e�n�  ��&, 
')�� ��[� ����� ������ �� ������� '�, ����+� O�  �)* D ���� "��� � N�� �� 
���.�� /��%����%  ��D ��D+� ��+�, � S� /.�� /��%�����%�D �����% ��n�। ���C�  N��� 
$�+%� ���� /@�+�S -�� \I�� � O���+� PQR ������ ��� D �.* /����S- -C�nC �I�  )�। -C 
��� �n\I�� D O*�* ��� - C\��� O��M� "�+�S। 

���3 �� ��� �ML�� ���� ���� D �)*��� ���"���*� ��  /)�  ����� ���� "��। ��� 
N����� ���&� -C /�, �� ���� D �)* -��� ����"� ��C�� ��+�S। ���������� '�+ '���n 
/�� C / � � / � \��� 
����� ����� ���% $�3� �S��। ���� ���� �*�f�� �*�f�� �� �n�� 
_�� "�+�S, �� ���R%�)�, �� �*�%, ��l����� ��, O�*�@��, ���3��  ��"� 0�� 0�� %�3 
_�o�S। -� �����& O����  ��  �o। ��S�3� ���� ��l $��3D �S� - ��� 2 ��)2 D '���G+� 
-�� '���� ��������� �*��  �{����। ��C ����"�  �$ ��I&2 "�+�S �� ��� ��+ �। /�� D 
������� �)* ����"�  �$ ��C / �� ��3�� ����, /�W ����+ /�iyS���� /��W&� /�+� -�C ��� 
+। -� $* ���2 ���G�� D ��G+��� '�+�$। 

����� ���+� $* N����� ' �E� N+�; �e��� N����� /�� ��D ��� @��$। -C O���+ 
-C �����  ��$�  ���� ��0��+ ��� �� \����� ��W+। ��� N��� O���* ����� ��.*  �y���+ 
��3�S��� -�� ���I� �#� "�+�S ���� 
����� �����G�H �)* D ������ �\�K\I�� ��@� "�+�S, 
���2��+ -  )� ��� ��+। -� -� �� �� D _`+�� O��.� ���� ���। �)* D ���� ���"  ��� 
�%�+ N����� /� O�\��� "�+�S ���� -  )� ��� +�+। 

������ ����"� /.�� N����� '�@j� �S� �*��  -�� /��������। �*�f%� /��%����% S�3�D 
- _�r��* N��� ���\` ���+ ����� �+ ����� ' ��  ���S -�� ���f����� ����, ��.� 
'��L�, ����� �� �s�, �[�%�� -�� C_�+ ���W���  �2 �2��" ���\` /Z&�� $%�&�  ��S 
/'�&  ���S  �+  "�$�� '����� � � e��$ \��� N����� ��3� /����। '���n ��$��� , 
S��, Z��  -��  MW  ��%o�� ���)C /��%����%  �� "�+�S- � � ��%�\��� +, �*�f%�\��� 
/ _ / _ ���+ /%�S �$
 ����"� ������। N����� $���� N����� ��3� � �����  ��& 
�"���� N��� e�n ��W+ �.*  ���S : ')��, C��"���� PQR ��� 2 O��@���, ��� #�� ��� 
 ����*  ���WC ������ ���" �� ���.&  �� )��  -�� ����+, �\�K"� ���+- ����W  �� 
 ����  ���� '���G+�+ N����� �� "�+�S /�, C��"�� '&+�� '�@j��n �� ��� "D+�+ -� ���� 
D �JK�L�� ��� 2 ��y�� ��)j   
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��X"� -�� #�� ������ '���� ���*�� ��� �E� C��"���  ��M�  ��� ������2 O�I&2��%��� 
������ C /� ��y�� /�� ��+�S। �*��  �*�f%� /��%�����%� ���*�� -C ���*� N��� O� n� 
 ��n�+ _�o�S। �� ��� _��*��%�  ���& C��"���� ����.�� ��� 2 /� N���, �� N����� ���� 
�VP�� ���  ��� ��� N��� ��  ��। 

-S�3�D N��� �.*  ���S, -� O�� �  ��SC ���� D �)*��� ��+�S �� ��y�� "��S�3� 
 ��� ��$� । O�� C � S� /S�3�S, � � "��� /��� ���+�S। N���  ����  ���� '�*���, 
������� ������ "�� /�P�� O�  /��� ���\� _{� "�+ _o�� ����। N��� �I� ������ #�n� �� 
/��� O� � C ��y� �I�  �� /#�� ���+�S। - /.��D O�� C #�n� �� ����D �����% ���� ��$� 
"�- O)2�{ ��y� "���� �����n ��� /��C  ��� \��W*��� N��+। �� �� ���� ����"� �*����� 
/ � O�p2*�] ���  ���। #�� ���� ��D+�� $* N��� �*�f%� O����� D '+�� @����� ����, 
NC%� @�� �M�j  ��� ���� �। O)@ -  )�D ���* /�, 
�������G�H ���� ���C $���+ 
C��"���� PQR�I&2 _� �&, ���  �*�f%�\��� �� '��L�%�\���  ��.%�  �� ���� _�@� +। 

-C ���% N��� e���� ���% _���  �� /�, -C ' E �Q "��� N�%C 
����� ����� ����j 
/����� O� �  N��� "����+�S। #�� ��y���  ��S ��.� ������ ��D+�� � ��� ��y��� 
��.�{ �� �"�&� �����% /)�  N��� ���� "�+�S। 

-C�� �������¡� ���*C N����� -�%�+ /��� "�+�S। #�� N����� -����G�H /� ���+�� 
g��� "�+�S �� O����� ¢�n ������� -�� \��W*��� ������ /.�� 'JK�  ��� �"�+  "�� 
����। /� �)*%� #�y  /)�  ���w �� �I�& "D+� �� ��। ��� "�� O' ���� ������ /)�  � ��� 
\��W*�� N��� ������ ��%M"�� "�� �� /)�  ��2�@  �� O����f �V ' ��  �� -C #�y  �I��&� 
/@j�  �� ����। /���-������� e���* ���� ����"� /@j� O�*�"� ���� - �H $Q�� ���C N��� 
��  ��। - ���� .�� "�� -  �$ e�"�� "��, -��  -n� ��I&2  �� O��� "�+ _o�� ����। - 
�*����� ��+�  �2�I@� ��#���+  "�� ��X" /C। 

���� -�� �)* '���&* ��&� $* �� �� +-���*����j - �n '���&* �&  ���n %o  �� 
(�����j Aj�*)। 

8� � ��l���*���+� '�f /'�-\�C� @*��]�� '�*�� C��"����� '�#�� ��#$���"  ��� -C 
'���&* �&  ���n� /@+���*�। 

 

 ���n� ���*�� "��  ���n� ���*�� "��  ���n� ���*�� "��  ���n� ���*�� "�� :::: 
p� ����"_r� N"��, '�#��, C��"�� ��\�%, 8� � ��l���*��+। 
p� N���x���, '�#��, ����� ��\�%, @£��� ��l���*��+। 
p� �#� N�� N X, ���@�� , C�~�n_n O# �������� ~��p$, ��$��"�। 
p� -���� " , ���@�� , 8� � ��e��। 
p� / , -�,  ���, ���@�� , $���+ N 2�C\� D �[�%��। 
p� / , -�, �"��, �"���%� '�#��, C��"�� ��\�%, 8� � ��l���*��+। 
p� ������ ��� "�Q, �"���%� '�#��, ������� ��\�%, 8� � ��l���*��+। 
$�� "��� "��#$�� �"��, ���*-��@�। 
 

' �E�  �2��MX ���2j ��[� $* ������� ��S�C  �� '���&* �&  ���n� ���� /��  ��। 
'���&* �&  ���n /�P�� �\�2� D �"&���%* �  � �� ����������� ��@�C  ��।  ���n� ��2�}� 
����H����+� /� � � ���� D �)* '���&* ��� �"�� "+, / ����� /�P��C ��[ OH\�2f  �� 
"�+�S। ��[� $* /�� M� �������� � S� � S�  ���n � @  ��; � S� �� ���� D �)* �� ��[� 
_{ �W2� $* /"�{ $Q�� �� ����"� $* ���2� /�। ' �E� �. /)�  ��y��� -C ���2� 
�)����* ���  ��  
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"�+�S। ��� --/.�� O�  ��+ ' E�  /�� e�" ���*�� �}��� "�� "�+�S। -� C /�� �� 
%&*, ��� D�� 
�\���   �$ /��� ���H e���* ������ ���� ' �E�  �2���� �"���� /��� 
"�+�S। ���D  �2��� /��% /)� �S -�� O�� ��� /.��C �#�D "�+�S। ��� ���" �)����+ 
"+��� "+�, O�  ��+ %�3�+ /%�S। #�� �V����W �����$ O�*�+ /��%  ��� "�+�S। 
����W\��� �n\I�� �V �� �� -C ������� ' n "�+ /��� ���+�S�। _��"�&
�� ��� ��+ /�, 
�<:; ����� �I� /%�$n ����s�n ��D+� ���w� �। �n\I�� ��V� $* N��� '���&* �[ /)�  -C 
����s�n _�M�  ��। � � '���&* �&  ���n ���I� ��� �I� ���� �� ��� �.����। ��C �I� 
���� ����"� /@j� ��\��� /+� "+। 8� � /%�$�n -C ����s S��� "+�। / �� ��� /%�$�nD +। 
C�����* �n\I�� �V�n /'�� @�� ��+। -C /%�$�n� #�C� /�� @.�� OH���� �S�, "o�{ O* 
 �%�$� JK��� /\�� �I���I���� O���+ ��D+� ��+। ���$��r ���� ��n N����� �I� ���� 
��y$�� �%�+ O������ ���Z��� ��D �� ��D+� ��+�। -� �I�  �� ���� "�C� ��n2 ��+�S। N� 
��� "+�। ������ �� _�M��� N ���C �%�+�S। - /)�  '���&* �&  ���n� �� ���  �$ ���y� 
D ��L�  ��� $* On� N�" D NH�� ��C �*f "+। ' �E�  �2���D ��y��� -C O�\I��� �)����* 
��2��� ���+�S; ��y��� ���2����� ��0��+�  ���  ���, '�+ /.��C �#� "�+�S। �n\I�� ��V� 
������I"  ����G� O���+� ��$��� "�+�S। O*�* ���� ������ /�����D  ����� -C ��� 
O��M� "�+�S। '���n ��VC ��2z D  ���v� /�+� "�+�S। /�W ��� ��)� "�w � � ���� ��2z 
-��  ���v�; #�� ��o ��� ��. / � ���  � N�S �� - $�� $�� ��� "��। 

'���&* �&  ���n� ����H �S� ������I" �I� /� \�W�+ N�S ����C S��� "��; � �  ��2�.�� 
-�� ����W O������ /��� /�+। ����� D C���$� \�W�+ �I� ����P�� N��� �� �� �� ���+�S। 
��S�3� _e2, �"X�,  N��� D Q� \�W�� /�� � S� PQR�I&2 ���� O�����" �� ��� OH\�2f 
"�+�S। m��X�\�+, #����, $��2�, $���� D C�X����+ '\M�� \�W�+ /�� � S� ���� D �)* )� � 
���D ��� O����  �� -�� ��[ /����� �� /�+� -�D ����� "+�। -P�� \��W*��� $�* 
$�� �C�। '���B �� D �������  )� ����@�  �� / � / � ���� ���.s  �� "�+�S, ��� /� 
/.�� N��� ����W\��� �.* /����S ���� �I��� �� M�� � ��n। 

��2��� N����� ����" '�+ ���3 �� ��� �ML�� ���� D �)*��� $�� "�+�S। -� /\�� �; 
"�$�� �ML� S��� "�w। ���  ���� D �)*��� S���� ��C�� ��+ ����। -S�3� ����"� '�G+� O�*�"� 
)� �+ N�D ������ ��%M"�� "��। -P��� PQRD  � +। O)2�{ -P��� D�� %��W&�  �� -�� 
��� D�� �\�K  �� ' E-' ���� �VP��� ��C��D �� �)* ������ ���f����� D 
����� ��� 
��G�H �[ ' ���� ����� O����� /)�  ����। - �����% �¤�����  �� /�� D $���� 
��)2C 
- �H O���"��2।  ��& - ��� 2 �� /��� �JK�L �)*��� $��� $��� ����� N����� O����� �� 
/��� �\I2� D �w� "��। ��S�3� - N����� OH O��'�&�� _{�; ��C - ��� 2� '���n S� ��� 
�¥, ���+R D N��" ����.�  �� /�� D �� ���� g��   �2��*� OH\�2f। �JK� '�+ '���n 
Nc��@� /��C ����� O\�*��+� ��B $�3� �n���� ��G�H �)*��� ����"� $* ��+� 
N 2�C\� '��L�  �� )��  -�� - ����"�  �$ D -� D�� %��W&��  �2�I@� O�*�"� ����। 
���������� ���f����� D 
����� ����� �*����� - ������ ��0��+  ��� �����% �M�j ���\��� 
�� ��- ����W\��� -  ���& /�, - ������ - /���� ��20��� $�����& O���"&  ���S��, �� 
�� ���� ����� ���% /��%����% �� �M�� ����, �� �� �)* N 2�C\�--� ���" ��M���   ��� 
)� ��। - �����% ��j  �� e\2�%*$  S�3� N� � S�C ��� ���� �। 

' �E� ����� �����& ���� D �)*��� ����"�  ��$ 
��¦I�2\��� ��3� ���+ ��y�� N����� 

�,�<����� ����=� ����� ����� �����  >��� ?�
���। 5 �<$��� ��=� ���.��, ���@�, �
�A B ��C� ��� 

����!D��� E�FG�<��
। 9��� <���H�, ����� 5���&��, 9��� ��I���
��� +J����, 2�K�� ������ ����L��, 

�������� *����D�� ����L��, -���� ����� ����L��, ����� ���� ����L�� 5�� 
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$���+ N 2�C\� D �[�%�� ���\`\��� N������  ��"��*  ���S। �������� /'� C�~�n_n, 
@£��� ��l���*��+ ��e�� -�� ���$���  ��� n��n "��D N��� � S� ���� D �)*��� /��+�S। 
-S�3� �)* �(&��+, '���.� �(&��+, ����� �(&��+, �������� ��@���+ �[�%�� -�� �����  
/%��+X� ����s� (�p, -�, NC)--� /�i$�* �����*  ����-�0���$ N��� ���"  ��� /����S। 
��y��� ��G+ �"����%��� $* N��� ��y��� '��  M���� ���  ��S। 

�*�f%� _��*��% D �*�f%� ���" /)�  O��  ������ ���+ ' E�  ��"��*  ���S। 
��y��� ���* � S� �� -��� _���  �� ���C ��%� ��  ��S। '�f ������ ��@����� N�� ��§� 
/@i���� � S����*  �I�*�� ���� ' E�  ���+�S। ������ ���������� 
����� N�X�� -�� 
��� 2  ������ �����*  ���� -, -�, -, ��"��� /�i$�* N��� /��+�S। '���� �������� 
N�X���� ���% $�3� O��  ��y��� ������ ' E�  ���+�S। ��y��� ���* ����� ������ 
�_#, N�$$�� "  \IC+�, p� -���� " , N��� N��, ����D+�� /"��� D $�"� _r� N"���� 
�� _������%*। ����� "�� � S� �I�*�� ���� ���o�+�S ��"��e� "  -�� /��X �� C¨��"� 
/��"�}�। ���$�%� �� �� -�� 
��� ����� /������ ������ ����"� /.�� ����� ��"��*-
�"����%���  )� N��� ���M� "� � ��y�� "�� "��� /�i�#  C���, �De� N"��, ��§e� "���, 
N�e� �����, /��¨� �KPs, ������ ��� /@i���� D N��%��  ���। �n\I�� ��2��+� � S� PQR�I&2 
���� ���+ ��"��*  ���S ���_r� _��,  �$� $�#� N"��, O$+ ��+, C���C� /��"�}�, 
��� �� ��, /�� N�e� $���, p� ��§�-_�-�"�� -�� N���� " । C���  ���� %���, 
�����x��� ���, _{��  ��H ��, 
� /@i���� D /�$� /��0�  
����� ����� ���� D �)*��� 
���+�S। _����� � ��  N��� NH��  �*��� $���w। -S�3� N����� ����� ����"� ����n 
 �2 ���� ���% $�3� ��+�S N�D O�� । -C 
E ������ ��y��� '��*� � �� _���  �� 
��� +। N����� N 2�C\�--� ���� ���.& ����+ ��y��� � ��� �� �������� _{� �"���� 
����� ��+�S। ��y���� D �*���। 

���� D �)*��� ��*�� ��@�C�+� /.�� '���&* �&  ���n� O���  M����� ���) ��&  ��S। 
 ���n� ���*%& ��� g��2, �¥ D N�" �" ��� �������� '���B �� D �I�* ��@��  ���S। ��y�� 
��� �������� ��*�� ��@�C  ���, ' �E� _`+ -�� ����W  �� �V��I�"� �)*��M�� D /�i �2 
�M��� $* �I�*�� �����2 ���+�S। - /.�� N��� ����W\���  ���n� /@+���*� '�#�� ��#$���" 
 �����  )� NH�� \��� ���% ��&  ��S। 

���� ���" ��P��� ' ���� �*����� �������� �� ���� �)* �(&��+�  �*��� $��C। 
-C ���% �������� �� ���� ��A& ��\�% -�� �� �'z��2--� '��D N���  M���� 
� ��  ��S। 

�����W N�D  �+ $��  )� ���� "+- 
����� ����� �������" ��P��� /�S� ��+�S 
��y��� NY�H Z� D ���� ����, ��y�� -C ' �E� @��$ %��W - g�+� N� §����� ����, 
N#�� /@i����, ��" N"�� /�$� -�� D+��"e� " । ������ @� ��� ���+�R +- %��W&�� ©M"� D 
' �E�  ��$� ���% - �c��+ ��y�� ���� D �)*��� ����"�  �$ "�� �Q  �� ������I"�� 
���", ��S�C, �����+ �"�+��, /'� �� g��� �&, ��A& ������-��2���  �$ ����� D �� �&2 
���+� ���* ��`  ��। -S�3� �� ���� ��l�� D ����� @G��2�� Z� D �L��  )� _������%*। 
'����  ��  /)�  N�e� "������ %\�� ���+R���� -�� ���� �{���� ' �E� 
�\���  
 �$ �2 O�*�"� ����� ��"��*  ���S। 

���������� 
����� ���� ��y�� Nc��� ���+�S, ��y�� ��2���� "�+�S, ��y�� �*�% 
� �� 
 ���S, ��2�*��� '�� I� ������� ��y�� /���'��� ������� O��� /����S, ��y�� N�����  ��2� 
��) '�� ��"I��2� /'�&�
�� ��y��� � ��� _�r�� %\�� Z�� D NH��   M���� ���  �� 

����� ����� �������� -C ���" N��� /���� ����W� "��� ���� ���w। 

"��� "��#$�� �"�� 
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���������� 
���� ����� C��"�� ' �E� ����  ���@��  $�� "��� "��#$�� �"���� 
N ��  �M��*� �� �)* �(&���+� e’$ _���@� � S� �� ' �E� ���+�R �S�� -�� -��� 
���@��� � ���+R N��� D�� O�2&  �� "+। "��� "��#$�� �"���� $��r��+ ' �E�  �$ 
��L�\��� -�%�+ @��S� ��� ��� @�� ���� ���A� �� /��� /��� /����S�� N� S+ �� ��A�&� 
$* /'�� ��o��� "�+�S�। -C ' E ��0��+�� $* ��y� NH��  _{��" D ���� ���Z���  )� 
N��� �Z��@�K ��&  ��S। 
 


����� ��ª��� C��"���� ������ �� � D ��A�&� PQ���+R ��� 2 ����j � �� ��@� 
�S��। #�� "��� "��#$�� �"���� �M��*� �� ' �E�  ��$� 
�\���  %�� �*�"� "+�। 
'���&* �&  ���n� %o �I�2���� )��  -�� -C  ���n  �M2  O������� ' �E� OH\�2f / � 
��W+ �����2  �� "+�। �I��2 %M"�� ���� �\�K�� -��  �2�� %��W  D O�#�  �2@������ ��+ 
' �E� O���j  �$ @��� )�� । ��� ' �E� $* ��2���� ���+� ��������� $* ���� D 
�)*��� ���" -�� /�P���� ����� ��%�{\���  ��� "�+�S ��� ���� �V��I�"� G� O���+� 
��A�&� �������" �� �.�  �� ��+�। / � / � �/V� ��W+ ��� 2� ��2�s ���� D �)*'��s� 
���dC ��� - ���  ��&। 
 

'���&* �&  ���n  �M2  O������� \I�� ��n ����2� �VP����D O������2�\��� ��`���  �� 
"�+�S। N����� �I� �.* �S� ��P��� ������V� ���* P%� D ����%� ���v�* O.�̀  ���� -�� 
���2j ���+� ���* � � �/V� ��A& D ' ��� ��`  ��। -  �$ ��L�\���  ��� �����C ���+R 
���� N��� ��)2 "�+�S ��� \���� ����। 
 
 

/  -� /��"��/  -� /��"��/  -� /��"��/  -� /��"��    
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����� ��� ������� �� �� 
    
    

���� '�B� ��� ����� (�) 
 

��� ������� ������ �� �/V ��\f  �� "�+�S। ���2 + ��� ��+� -C ����� ' M�� ��@�� 
 �� ��\�$P��  �� "�+�S। 
 

')� \��% -���S '������ ����� ����&, /��"�� ��@2 /)�  /�-$� ��2H -� �� �S� 
'�������I� । ����+ \��% OH\�2f "�+�S / ��+  ����� O��� ����n� ����� �n���� (��* 
�p��d�� "����� ���"�� @I3�H Nc���2& ��2H)। �M��+ \��% ��+�S �� ��� �������� �� �। 
 

��2�� �V ��� ����� (�) '�&�� "�+�S '�)��  '������ ���� �n���� ��+। '������ ��� 
/��"�� �S� �������� ��0M�, /��"�� - ��G�H �����+ ����& /$��D+���\��� ��*0  �� "�+�S। 
 

��@2 ����� �*��  %&-O�"����%� �I� / � 8� �+ "����� ���"�� N ��  NG�& -�� 
��� ������ /�� C_�nP���  ��� �& D ������ /�� ��, S������ NG�&, ����$��� D ��� 
$%&�  O���� "�*�� (�M� ;-=, =-5, ��-�q, �7-�<, q9-7�) ��{.�&  '���G+�+ /���� ��2� 
��� ������ C_�n��I"- C~ /��%� /��$��z, C-��-N� (��2��� ��-�p-N�), ����� '\M�� Q�� 
��y3�+। /��� ��� -�� ��� C_�n O���  ��S� /��� ��� �*��  %&-O�"����%� �n\I���� 
����� -C ��{���� $%�&� 
���{����� �Mk ��G+ ��)2� '�� '������ ���� ���&� "+। 
����2� ��� �� ��$+ O$2� PQR�I&2 �I�2��2 �"����  �$  ��। 
 

'�)�� \��� - ��� �S� O��%�o�, _���� 0��+ /�MR�\2� -�� O�*����  ����� ��x� 
- �n '�� �¢ ���"�� ��Q�� '�+ ��� $��� Nc�.�� ���+� '+��-�v�� -  O�� �3�C। 
O����2��� - �S� ��� ������� -  ��V� ��2�+। - ���� '������� ��f� '�)��  ���$+ �n� 
���D ����� �*�%, ���R D O����"�� ��� O��*«� ���2���� %\�� /'�&�� _{� �S�। - 
��G�H %n����� ��*�� /��� �{ ��� '���� -��$���  �G+� ��V� �I� / � 8� � /)�  �Q 
 �� "�+�S -�� ��� �M)  �M)  �������� '��*  /$��� �n� ���� ���� ��� "�+�S। - ��*��� 
/��� �{ ���  *�z��zP���� O����� C~ /��%� /��$��zP��� ���\` �*�n���+, /�� �� 
/��%�, 9+ /��%�, q+ /��%�, 7)2 /��%� D >� /��%��� \I�� � -�� ����� O�#������ �Mk ����H 
D ��� ��� '��L��  )� /�� -���S, /��� -���S N�������  ���"� C-��-N� _C�P��� 
���+��@� /�M�M¬�, S��-$��� '�������� ��.* �Mk\��� - �\I� ���R�I&2  �2 ��V� ����&। ��2� 
S�3�+ �3� '������ ����  ����"�  ��� ��.* ���$�%�� %&'$��(� �������� �� �� -�� 
�{ ���  �2� (O��) -�. -. �$. D�����  ��2����+   �� ���f���"� %o�� ��W+D �����& 
-���S (�M� �97, 97;-975, 9;>-9=�)। 
 

'������ ����� ����& ������ ������ ���" D ��`���  �� /���nD �"$���* �*���� �S� 
�। "����� ���"�� O�� 2� NG��&� �� �� "�+ ����j �*�f�%2 ��{.�& \��� �n�� ����& 
����� ��)2 "�। - ��W�+ ��C 
����� ����� _K� ��� - ����� ���) $�3� ���\` �����  D 
/������  /�M�M�� ��.�{ ����I�"� _��C �\2�  ��� "�+�S ���*\���। -S�3� �����+ '&�� 
‘'������ ������ ��������’ - �*����� �I�*�� N � �[ ���  �$  ���S। ����2��� ��@� N�D 
� S� �[, /�� ‘�. '��&� �����+’, ‘���f����� + ���’ '\M�� ��)* D ���* '������ ����  
_«���  �� �����S (�M� 7=-7<, ;5-><, 9=�)। ��-��� �� ����&D ��� '�������� 
��������  ���� ����  
 
 



 

 

 

���������� 
����� ��� ������� �� �� 
    
    

O� ��� ��"��*  ���S (�M� q>=-77>)। ��� /�� ������ ���"�  ���� )� �+ - �*����� 
��l2��2� ������ \���� ' ���� ��-��� � /)� C ��"��* /D+� "�+�S /���। ��f��� /)�  
' ���� e’- �n ��� �� ���D /D+� "�+�S (�M� q>=, 7q�, 7q7, 77=, 77>)। ��� /��%� 
/��$��z, C-��-N�--� O���+  ��2��+� �I� �*�f��%2� '�K ��.�{ ��P��C - �/V� 
����®���  �$  ���S। 
 

��.�{ ��P��� O�� ��� %M"�� "�+�S� ����� - ��p��� OB�\I� $���+ 
������ C��"�� 
���W��� _��*��%। �¨�%�p+�� ����� /������#, /�$� /$���� (O��) / . -� ��#_��"� 
��.�{ �� e’�n�" (�M{ <=-�9>, �=:-�>7) /��  �+ �n �I�*�� ��.�{ �� ����� - ��p��� 
%��W  �� ���� ��l�� �*�f%�\��� �"&  ���S��। 
 

��%M"�� ��.�{ ��P���  e’\��% \�%  �� "�+�S -�� '�������� ����&�I&2 ')���� ��� 
����� (�)-- -�� '�������� �� / ��+  ����� O��� ���\` /�u�� ����n� ����� ����& 
�����&�� ��.�{ ���� ����+���� -���S। /��� /)�  '������ ����2� ��%�o� �����  )� �Q 
"�+�S, /��� �� O��P�� W�� ����� (9)-- ��`����� "�+�S। -\��� ���������� ��� 
����� 
������� '������ D ��%�o� '�*���� ���2� ����� - �n �I&2�B �� ���� ���� /@j�  �� "�+�S। 
 

��[� �����W 
�( O�*��+ -���S ���������� 
����� ���� O���"& ���  ���+ /%���� �� 
%&���"�� PQR�I&2 O����� ����& (�M� 7;:-7<;)। '�)��  ���2 '����.� _`��� N���  
O����� ���� '�)�%� ����� �}������I�  '������ /\�� �3�� ��� G��� /%���� �&� i���� 
���  /��3 /+। -C O���+ �+��� ���"�� ����� / i�� �"���� O�� OE ���+� ���*C O�  
/%���� ���"� %�3 D�o। O�  ��� 
��¦��2\��� ���+ O���� D�� �\�K  ��D O�  /%���� 
���� �M�j "+। ����� �.' �{����, ��"� D Nc�*�% 
����� ����  ��#�*$  /�i�f  
���&���� /�iyS��� �����\��� �"�+��  ���S�। /%���� ���"�P���  �2 �� ���������� /%�n� 
�&��% $��3 -�C �*��  D ���@� �S� /�, �� 
�( �/V ��`����� "D+�� ���� ����। � � - 
�*����� ��)*� ���Q 
E���  ���& (/��"�� /%���� ���f�������� g��X �{����� ����� 
����& /��� ��D+� ��+�) ����� ���  �+ �n ���"�� �{������I�"� '�����R�I�  �@� -��� 
���� ��� ����� "�+�S। 
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8� �, 9q/� N%~ �<55 

 

�-�)*/7C-9;/55/7�7>�- 
����� ������� C��"�� �@�� _�r��* g��  ������ '�f 
����  $�� "��� "��#$�� �"���  �)* D /���� �(&���+ ����W \��'�s O�#��� ��� �<55 
��� ��� $���C "C�� $
��)2 -  �{���� $* @��f �\�K�� ��+�%  �� "C�। 

9। @��f� ��2����+� ��� ��y"�� /�� D O*�* �������� ��C��। 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/231                                                                          Dated: 18-7-1978 

 

RESOLUTION 

 

In connection with the Writing and Printing of the History of Bangladesh War 
of Liberation the Government have been pleased to constitute and Authentication 

Committee for the Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh War of 
Liberation” with the following members: 

 
1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed Chairman, Department of History, 

Jahangirnagar University 

3. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies, 

Rajshahi. 

4. Dr. Enamul Huq Director, Dacca Museum. 

5. Dr. K. M. Mohsin Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca 

University 

6. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, 

Dacca University 

7. Dr. Ahmed Sharif Professor and Chairman, Deptt. of Bengali, 

Dacca University 

8. Dr. Anisuzzaman Professor, Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong 

University 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman O.S.D., History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberation Project 

 

The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 

(a) To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 

included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

(b) To determine validity and price of document are required for the purpose. 

 

 

 Syed Asgar Ali 

Section Officer 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/10493/(25)                                                               Dated: 13-2-1979 

RESOLUTION 

In partial modification of Resolution issued under No. 51/2/78-Dev/231, dated 

18.7.78 Govt. have been pleased to reconstitute and Authentication Committee for the 

Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh war of Liberation” with the 

following members: 

 

1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir 
Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 

Chairman 

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed 
Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar University 

Member 

3 Dr. Anisuzzaman 

Professor, Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University 

Member 

4. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda 
Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies, Rajshahi. 

Member 

5. Dr. Enamul Huq  

Director, Dacca Museum. 
Member 

6. Dr. K. M. Mohsin 

Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

Member 

7. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun 

Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca 

University 

Member 

8. Dr. K. M. Karim 

Director, National Library and Archives, Dacca 

Member 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman 

O.S.D., History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project 

Member-

Secratary 

2.      The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 

To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 

included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

To determine validity and price of document are required for the committee. 

 

 

 M.A. Salam Khan 
Section Officer 
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%&'$��(� �������� �� ��%&'$��(� �������� �� ��%&'$��(� �������� �� ��%&'$��(� �������� �� ��    

�)* �(&��+�)* �(&��+�)* �(&��+�)* �(&��+    
8� �।8� �।8� �।8� �।    

    
    
    

����----��������////9999////>:>:>:>:////C��"�� C��"�� C��"�� C��"�� ( ( ( ( O�� O�� O�� O�� ) ) ) ) �99>=�99>=�99>=�99>=                                    ��� ��� ��� ��� ��������----:<:<:<:<---->q >q >q >q C�C�C�C�    
 

����s����s����s����s    

8� � ��l���*���+� C��"�� ��\��%� O�*��  p� / , -�, /��"���  ��"�� �$ ���+�R� 
O����f ���+R �"���� �)* �(���+� O��� “�������� 
����� ����� C��"�� ��� D ��A 
' �E�” ' E ���@��  ��� $
��)2 =-<-�<>q (�I�2�²) ����� "C�� q:-=-�<>7 ��2H ��� 
��&2� ��2���� ��+�%  �� "C�। 

 

 

 

...             ...             ... 
 

 

 

�.�- 

/��� ��# �� �"�� 
_�-��@� । 
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��" #������� $���    
    
%। $���� ��" #�������� ����'�      ...    %-*+    
    
 ��,�-��� ◌�  /�� ��0� 1�� ���2� ����23�4   ...  %    
 ��,�-��� ◌�  5��� ����6� 5�, /� �����   ...  8    
 ��,�-��� ◌�  19�� ���� /��:���,    
     /6���; ��< =� >�<, �������� /<���0�  ... %?    
 ��,�-��� ◌�  /�@� /������� /2���    ... %*    
 ��,�-��� ◌�  1���< 1�� �����    ... %A    
 ��,�-��� ◌� /��� 1��� 1�� 1�:, 5�-1B,�����  ... %C    
 ��,�-��� ◌� 1� D� �������� (�����)   ... %G    
 ��,�-��� ◌� ���< �� /��2�H� 1��, 5�-1B,�����  ... %I    
 ��,�-��� ◌� /��2�H� 1� /���2�, 5�-1B, ��@�J0 ����� ... %8    
 ��,�-��� ◌� /�� (=��) 1����� /2���   ... *%    
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 ������� ��� ����� 

 । ����� ��� ��������� ����" ����� #���$��� ������  %&  

 
���� '������ ( �)�� �� *�+�,� 

��-�.���� '�� ��/� 0�� ���)� ����)12�* 
 

 4�)��� ( 4�)���5 0�6���� ��7 '� ��� ',�+���+� 58�5�� 0�9 )7 ���� ����:� 
����� �;�"/<� 0(7��� ���5� 1�� '��=����� ��� #�� #> '��= ���7 ����:� '�����)� 
������� �)����5��7 ?@'� ��A/ ��������� ����)� 5")�B� A���7। ��C #> )�B�� ����D� 
4�)���5 0�6���� ���/ 'E�� ����:� ����� ( '�����)�� �,�। ��� ���"
<�- 

 '� '�� '��� '�����)�� G�B #� H�75� 'E�� 4B H�75�7 '�����7 ���� )�� ��� 
��� H�75� 4E/�. '���� 'E�� G�B ��I� )7 '�> H�75�7 ����-��  1�� �E� JKL ���� )7 
#�� '�+� ���� �����> '�> H�75� 'E�� ������ 0��� )7। (#��� 1�N� ��� ��7 '�, ����:� 
������ ����� 'PQ7���,  %&  'E��> #> ����D� ��:��7 ���� E���। ����> ���" )7 '� 
����:�� ������ ������ ������D� �,�)।  

 '��)�� ����S #����7 �T����� G��B� ��U '�� ',�+��+ '5���J�� ����7 )7� �� 
'���� H�����" ( ����� ��5�H ����� '�� V���� 0W��( ��(7� ��7� �E��� ����:� 
������� #<� G�B '�����7� (���WX E�� ��/��7) ���" )7 '� ����:�� ������ ����� 
���������� H������"� 1�� 5")�B�� ����D� ���/ 'E��> ����,�।  

  �� ��A/, &  'E�� ����:� '�����)�� 1Y��Z 'H����5" ���WX ���7 �����) ���WX 
�B�[���[ �5�7 ��\� ���। ����� ���B ��7�H )��� 

 ( ) '�� 'H� �+]� ��, ���8�� >^�/ ���8। (?) '�� 'H� ����� ')��� ��H�, �H-(-��,  _ 
�$�W�। (`) 'H���� 4�a� )���� ��, A�P 4� 0��/ ^�P। (_) '�� 'H� #, #, '�, �7�H�, '��� 
������। (@) '�� 'H� 0��� ')���, $�>��b 'H����, >[�� ���W/��� >�+���Hc। (d) '�� 'H� 
(��, 'A7���B�, B���� ����1���+ ����। (&) '�� 'H� ��� 0�� ��H/�, ��e $�>��b�, 
����+��� >�+���Hc (��- $�>��b� ��f�> #� g�c���+/। (h) '�� 'H� ��iI� ��, 'j��� ���W/� 
k� ������ #� '��7�+/�� ��^�� 'H����। (%) '�� 'H� '���� ���, #$H�+B�[ 'H����। ( l) '�� 
'H� J� )���, A�P 4� �� 'H���� ^�P। (  ) '�� 'H� ��( P��� 0�� ��, ���W� #�P7��/ 
#$W�>H��, 5W/��[ 4� >^ ����:�। ( ?) �m�5�$7�� 0���� ('�� 'H� 0����) ('^� 
���8��, ����), (���-�H-(-��, %-�$�W�)। ( `) '�� 'H� H� V�� ��)। ( _) '�� 'H� ��H� 
0�a� ��H�। ( @) '�� 'H� ���H���, (��-#�-(-+� 'H� >7��)7� ��। ( d) '�H� 'H���� 
H�����। ( &) '�� 'H� ��)�a� '��। 

 

 

 

*  %&  ���� '�����)�� '5��76� ��W��5 �B��n ��� ���� '������� ��/�� �,��। 
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G�B ���WX #����7 '�����7 ���� ����/ ���J��� ��� �AS� ���� )7, '��- G�B��� 
E���, ��(7�, '��, ����), '��5����5 >�B���। ��,�o� $�+�, �B�� >�B��� ���� )7। �p�A�� ���A/� 
5")�B� ��� )I�.> )��� ��)�� ����:�� G�B5" ?@ '� ���A/ ��������� ���B� JKL��"/ H�75�7 
#�> ���E #�> ���7 ��U��� G�B, >-��-0�, �����, 0���, �E� H������"� 1�� 0q�" ( 
5")�B� A���7 ��W���! #��> ���" )7 '� ����:� ������ ������� ���/ ����D� �s7> �,�।  

  @> ��A/, & -# '����$[ 'H� >7��)7� �� ����7 #�� �U�t� '�� ���H��� �)�� ( 
0(7��� ��5 '�u��5/� ��U ��Hv��� ���B�, -��� ):�S�, 4�)���5 0�6� �Wu�� �;��/ 
'����$[ )�1�� (��/�� 5"W�) #�� ���WX ���7 ���WX �W�7 0���A� ���- 4������ ����� 
4t���� ���� �B�[���[ 1�����N��� 'H������� ��U '5�� =o�w A��। 

 '��)�� 0��/ >�+���H�c-# �,��� ( �����" '������ ��/�B ��� #�� A���P�� �����, 
'�HB> 0�� ����:� ������ ������� ���/���� 4���" ���� ����। 

 ?@'� ���A/� ����/> ����S ���/ ����:� '�����)��� '� ��: 1Y��Z ��U��� 4�P��� 
�,��, ��p����� ���WX 4H�)��� ��p��� �� 'E�� ����7 '�(7� )7। ��7�H ��U��� 4�P����) 
��,� ��U��� G�B ��s� ����:�� ��I�7। ���/ ����:�� 4�Z��� ��x��� G�B��� ��U '� ��: 
��U��� G�B �,�� ��p����� ��� ��� )7। '�U� '��H���[� ��� G�B�� ����S #����7 '��" 
��� W����� V���� 4H�)���। 

 '� ��� ��U��� 4�P����� 
 
 �� 'E�� ����7 '�(7� )7 ( ��7�H�� 4B ��� '�(7� 
)7, ����� ���A7 �E�q��� ( ) '�H� (��/��� ��/�) ����� '������P, A�P 4� 'H���� ^�P, 
�������� 0��/। ��� �,�� @&-�m�5$ ')$���7�+/���� (����) �m�5$ '�H� (�m�5$ '�H��� ��H 
)�y �m�5�$� 4����� f� ��� #�� ���A��� ���)। '�H� ����� '������P�� ��I�7 ����N� _E/ 
'�U� '��H���[ #�� ��Z�� #�H ��x��� 4�P����� ��7�5 ���। 

 (?) �m�5�$7�� �H�����। ��� Az{�� �B�[���[ >^ '�U� '��H��[�� '�[���� ���8�[ 
�,��। ��p�� ??'� ��A/ ���� �B�[���[ ��7 0�� )7 #�� 5u)�6� 4�Z�7 ���� )7। ��p� ��U 
�,�� �B��n 0�� 0)��� 'A|����। �B��n 'A|���� (��/��� '�H�) ��/��� ���������  d-
'�U� '��H���[� ���8’�। 

 (`) '�� �� ����a� )��� ��। ��� ?7 '�U� '��H���[ H7������� �,��। ��p�� ??'� 
4E�� ?`'� ��A/ ���� �B�[���[ ��7 0�� #�� ����( 5u)�6� ��� #�� ��p� Z�� '�� �� 
������ H7������ ?7 '�U� '��H���[ ��I�7। ���" '�� �� ���� `?-��x�� '��H���[� ���8�� 
�,��। `?-��x�� '��H���[ �� ��H '��)�\��� ��7�5 ���। `?-��x�� '��H���[> ����7 ?@'� 
���A/� ���� 5")�B� A���7। #,�o�( ��7�H ��U��� 4�P����� �B�[��[ #����7 ���� )7। 
������� ��>��� '��5����5 'E�� �;�"/ ��~� ��� )7। 

 '�U� '��H��[�� ��7��+ �B�[��[ 'E�� ����S #����7 '�����7 ��� )7। '��, 
�E� '�U� '��H��[�� ����� �B�[��[ 'E�� 'A|5�,� (����S #����) ��I�7। ?7 '�U� 
'��H��[�� H7������ 'E�� ��p����� ���yX ���� HB #� '��;�� ��I�7 +�U�>�। 1e 
'��;��� ������ �,�� '�H� ��P1N� (��/��� �m�5�$7��-A�P 4� �������� 0��/)। 4B #��+ 
'��;�� ��I�7 �7�����)। 1e '��;��� ������ �,�� '�H� �K� >���� (��/�� '�� 
��/�)। 
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G�7���� 4��Z� `7 '�U� '��H��[�� ��7� W��5 ��We ��� ����S #����7 ��I�7। 
����N�7 4��Z� _E/ '�U� '��H��[�� ��I�7 m�-"���o7�7। 1e '��H���[� ������ �,�� '�H� 
(��/��� ��/�) ����� '������P। h� '�U� '��H���[ �,� Az{���। ������� ��s� ����:�� 
��I���� 0��" 'A�� ��� �BE/ )�7 Az{�� �)� ( �6� #����7 '�����7 ���।  l� '�U� 
'��H��[�� (B��� ���W/� �B�+���7, ��� 4������> ,����� ��7 5�I� )�7�,�) ?@'� ���A/� 
����/> ����7 ��� ���। #,�o�( dl_ �P� >�+���Hc >1��+� ��7 ?@ H ��U����� (��� 
'����->-���� �,��� 0�� ��H>) ��� ��� )7। ������ 0��� 4�+� ��� ���� ��)� ��� �>। 
��,�o� ����7 4�Z��� ������ G�B5"-'�� ��5�� '��H��[, >�x�7�� �B�+���7, dl_ 
���>� (7��/��,  _& >PB��g (7��/��, ��f�> #� g�c���+/ �B�+���7, '^� ��f�> �$���, 
5�H���� 4$/B�c PB�b��, ���>� 4$/B�c �$���, '^� ��f�> �$���, g��H+ �B�;, �P� 
#B�����c ( ����:�� ���� ���)�� ��: G�B����� 4�� ��7��7 ( A����� ��� ��� ���। 
��U����� '� ��� ��� )�y ��x����� ��� ���"�<� '���7 '�, ���� ��U��� ���� ��U��� 0>-
�u���� WU���� H5�"� 1�� J�� A����� �-� )�� �। H5�"� 1�� J�� A����� 0����� ��7�- 
���� ��5� 
�W����। ���H> ��x������ )��� 4� �� E���7 0����� 4� ��7 0>-�u���� 

�W���� ( 07�� 0�� 'A�� ����- #> ����"> 0����� ��, 'E�� 4� ��y। 

 4�)���5 0�6�� A������ ���)� �KN�) (>�x�7���� ������B���7� ,��) 0��� 
4�P�� ��7> '��� ��� ( 0��� ��+ 'E�� ������� ��। ���)� ��KN�) #W��� 0��-��(7� 
����� 0���� 0��� 4�P��� ������ '�H� ���7�� ')��� �H���� ��� '� ',���+ '� #�� '� 
0��। 0�� 0��� 0��7 ��� ���A7 '�> #�� H��> '�, '��)�� 0���� �B�[��[ 'E�� '�� )�� 
'�(7� )7 � '�HB 0��� ��U '��� ���� 0��। ��� #��� ���)� ��KN) �� 0��� 4�P� 
'E�� '����7 ���y� �� ��:�7 '�H� ���7�� ')����� )�(7����� '��� 0���P ��� P�+� ���� 
'7। 

 ���� �KN�) 0��� ��+ #�� )�(����� ��u/� ��� P�+� '����� ��E� H��7। 0�� 
�KN�)�� ��)� ���7 ��� (�� ��,� )�� �। #��� ����:� ����� ���+/� 'A7���B� H���P��� 
0�� W��z� �� ����7 0�� ( ')��+� >[����[�[��� E��� �� ���)� �KN�)�) ,�������� 
'�u�L #��+ ,�� ( 5"���-�W ���,� ')��+� >[����[�[��� '�|p�, #�� W��z��� �6� ��� ���WX 
'��5� '�7। � ���,�� ���)� �KN�)� '��5� '�(7� P�+��+ ‘�� ����’ �����7 '��� ��7। ���� 
�����7 �KN�)� P�+� '��� ��� '�H� ���7�� ')��� 0���� '$�� ���, '� ',���+ '����� 
��+ 0�� ( '����� 0��7, '� '�� #�H ,����� '� ',���+ ���,�� '�uL ���7�,�। ��� ���� 
������+� ��� #� 0���� '���। �� 0�� '�H� ���7�� ')����� H��> '� 0�� ��I� ��,� 
����� ����, �, '� '�� '���� ,����H��� ����� � । #� 'E�� '�H� ���7�� ')��� 0���� 
0�( '��� ��6�)� 'A��� '���। 

 #���  @> ��A/ 'E�� ?`'� ��A/ ��/S >7��)7� ���� ���� 05� ( �U�t� '�� ���H��� 
�)���) 0(7��� ��5 ( ���WX ��Hv��� ���� ��U 0���-0���A�� 4{5��� �E� �� 0��� 
��,�+� 0������ �,��� '� ���� �9�� 0(7��� ��5�� ���S��"/W��� -��� ):�S� ����। 0��� 
��U��� 4�P�����( ��x������ ���5���� '��W��� �-B ����� � 0(7��� ��5 -��� ���� �� 
��� (0(7��� ��5 �����" �;��� H�� ��H12��� '�����+� 1�� �W�� ���)। 

 ?`'� ��A/ �����B��� ,�� ( 5")�B�� ������� ����7 ���B� ��U���� *�� *�� 
���������� ����� ( ����� ����� 1������ )7 #�� ?_'� ��A/ ����� ����:� B���� 0(7��� 
���+/� '����$[  
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(7��� ���) 0�( ��7�H ��s� ����:�� ��Hv��� '��� ���� �B�5 ��� ��(7�7 0����� 
�� ��6) )7 #HB '�, )7��� 0���A� '���+> P���� )7 �>। 

 ?@'� ��A/ 0�� 0����W��� ����� A��+�7 �B�[��[ 'E�� ��>�� A�� ��> 
0��7
H�� ��U '��� ����। aW/�5B��� �)� 'E�� 0��� '��� �P��� ��� ��7 %+� '��H ��7। 
0�� �B�[���[ #�� '��H� 0��� ��- � �5�7 $�>�� )�� ��>। ��(7�� '+���� ��x��� 
4�P����� 1��Z� �,�। ����� �� ���o ’+�7 0��� ��- ��>। '���� ����> '������P ')��� 
(��U���) 0��� HB 4��-� ���,�। 0���� '���> '� 0��� ��+ ,��+ 0�� #�� H��7 '�, '� 
0��� HB ����� _+� 'E�� 4��-� ���,। #�E� ���> '� ��U ��U ��� ���+ 'E�� ',�+ #� 
+���� ��5H '�� ��� 0��� )��� '�7। 

 1e �A�I��� �����,�� ` -�P� '��H��[ 0�+/����� �B��n (��/�� '�H�) ������ 
0�� 'A|����। ��� �����,��, ` -�P� '��H��[ 0�+/����� ������ 4�P��� ��/� H��)� )��� 
��� (?@'� ��A/) '��� 0o�>+�7 ���/� ���7�, 4�B ���� (?@'� ��A/) ��� '��H��[�� �)�� 
����� HB ���� E���� )��। �)�� 0>-�u���� �-�� HB ����� ��� )�� ��� H�� #�� 
0�( ��� '� ���( ��S-�u���� �-� ���� HB �)�� ��(7� )�� ��� #�+� ����� ��7�H�7 
4��� ( '5�����K� ��U ��� )��। 0�( ����,�� '�, ��� ���/��� �� '�� ��U��� 4�P��� �� 
'H�7��� '��H��[ #���� 'E�� '��q��> ��>�� '��� ����� � (�� 'E�� ��- ��/S 
'��H��[ �)��� 1�2��B '�� � )7)। 1e �B��n ������ 0�� 'A|����� ��- 0��� ��+ 
�A�I��� #HB> ��I��� �9� )�7�,� '�, ��p� '��H��[ #���� ( 0��� '�� �������� H�75�7 
�,�, ������ ��� ��p+������ '�o�। 

 �A�I��� 0��� ):5� )(7�� �� 0�� ��,�-" 4
�: '��� ���। #����Z�7 �� ��� ��/�B 
'� �AS�7 4�Z� )�7 ��o #�� 0��� ��: ���� *���� E���। 5W�� �AS�� �� 0��� ����� ��-� 
�t� ��>+ '�P�+B�[ ��:��PH�� �)�� (��� 0��/ >�x�7���/� �B��n #�� ���� ���)�� ��U 
'$���+�� �,�� #�� '���� �)���� 5B���� >�x�7�� �)���� ��H ����) #� ��+ ��>। 
��:��PH�� �)�� 0��� #��S *�� �t� �,�� #�� 0��� a’H� ���� ���� '���� ��Hv��� 
����Z��� 1�� 0���A� �����। ��p�� �B��n ������ 0�� 'A|����� �A�I��� ���t H��>। 
a’H� ��,�-" �AS� ��� �)�� �5�7 0(7��� ��5 ( ,����5 '�u�5/�� # ��� '�|p,���� ����S 
'>। '�� ������� ����� �t� ���)� �KN�)�� (������ ����7) �E�� ��� '�(7�� ����S '>। 
'�� ���)� �KN�)�� ��� ���� ��U ��U '�� ������� ���B�� �U�t� '�� ���H��� �)���� 
��+ # ��� 4����� '�|p,���। ��:��PH�� �)�� ����, ��p� ��7�H W�>, ���� ���� 
������B���7� >���� )� (��/�� ���H/[ HVK� )� )�) ( ���WX )�� ��7�,, �������( # ��� 
H���� ,����( ����� ��� �����। #> ����S ��7> 0��� a’H ��p� �H
 +�7�+� 5�o��� �)�� 
�(� )> (��� ��7 ��+�)। �� 0����� +�7�+� 5�o� ` -P�� '��H���[� '5�+ '�|p�, �� 0��� 
'���� ��> '�, ` -�P� '��H���[� '5+ ���7 A�P 4� 0��/ ^��P� ������) _ ���������� 
#���� ^�P ��� '�� )�y। 1e 5�o��� 'H� 0��� )���� ��, A�P 4� 0��/ ^�P, ����:� 0��/ 
#�� 'H���� �+]� ��, ������, >^�/ ���� �,��। 1e 5�o�� ��,� ��7 @l/dl ��� '����5�o� 
�,�। ��7��+ 5�o��� W��� '���5� ��5���, ��7��+ 5�o��� ����7���� ��>�P� ��5���, 
��7��+ �o �o g��� ����� ����� '��=�� ( 4��) G�B �,�। 0��� ��:� ���/��� 1����E ���7 
������� ��,� 'P�� 0�5 A�� ��>। �� �)�� '���H 
�W����W��� A���P�� ���,�। �E�� 
0��� ����� ?d � �o�� ���)� �KN�)� ���W�� �5�7 ��:���� H��> #�� '�� ������� 
���B�� �U�t�� ��+ 0����� ��� '�|p,���� �E� ���। #,�o� ���� (�KN�)) ��� ���� 'E�� 
4B� A�� ����� �����/ '�>। '�� 
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'�H� ���7�� ')����� ��+ ��� ���� '(7� P�+� ( �� ���� �����7 ������ P�+� �,�। 
0����� �E� �� ���)� �KN�)� ���� ���> �AS�7 ��o। ��,�-" �� 0��� ��:��PH�� �)���� 
W�> ( 0��7
H�� ��� '�7�� HB '��)�\����� ��>। �������( 0��� ��:���� ��� H��> #�� 
���/ )(7�� HB 4B�B �t���t� #�� 0��7
H�� ��� '�|p,��� ���। '��� 'E�� 0��� 
�B�[���[ �P�� 0��� ��E P��/�5+ ,����� #�+� ����+ ���,��� ���� ��o। ,���� P��/�5�+ 
����t��� (�B�����$) �u�� ����,� '� �)�� G�B���)�� '� ��: 5�o� �5�7�, ���� �B�[���[ 
�P�� 0��� � ����। 0��� �� ���,��� ���� ��o �� ��7�H ,�� 0����� ���A7 H��� 
A�7। 0�� '�����)�� ���A7 � ���7 ��U��� ( ����� ���=, J���� ���� 0�, ��� H��>। �� 
���� 0����� 5�o� A��� HB #�+� H�75� ������ ��� '�7 (�� ��� ��7 #5��+�)। �B�����$ 
4��q� ���� ��> 0��� '����� '�����)�� _ ��� '���5� ��5��� 5�o� (���� �W���) 
��7�H G�B P��/�5�+� ���� 'I�� ��y। 0����� 5�o� #�+� E������। 5�o� ��7���� 
P��/�5�+� ��,����, �5�7> ,����� 1�� J�� A����� �K ���। P�� ��U ��U '����,� ,�� ( 
����" ���= '����> ���� ��7। ����� 0��� �B�[���[ 0����� '��� �P�� 0��। ��,�-" �� 
0�� 0����� Az{���� ����7 0��� ����� ��U '+���P�� �E� ��� #�� H��� ���� '� Az{���( 
��s�� G�B�� �)�� ���) H������"� 1�� ��/�W��� J�� ���, #�� )�B���� �K ����,। 
0��� ����� ��U �E� '�= ���> 0�� ����7 ������� 0��� ���� #$�W���+ H�� 0�� ���)� 
'A|������ '+���P� ��� ��p�� ���� ( Az{��� ��x��� '�����)� ��u/� 5")�B�� ��� H��>। ��� 
���+� ��/S '+���P� '��5����5 �,�, ��� ��> 0����� ��� 4���B J��� 0(7�H 0��। ������, 
J��� ( #7���/�+ #�����) ���WX H�75�7 '5���J��� 0(7�H ( ��1 ��1 ��� 0J ���� 
'���। #��7 �������� ��x����� ����7 ���) *��S H������"� 1�� 0q�" ��� '���5� ���7 
��/�W��� 5")�B� �K ����,। #W��� ������� 5")�B� A���7। '�=���� '�����)� �B�[��[ 
'E�� +B�� ��7 �)�� 0q�" A���7 #�� 4���B '���� �������"� 0(7�H ��>। #W��� 0��, 
��>+ '�P�+B�[ ��:��PH, �B��n #���) 0��� ��7�H ������� �A�S� E��� ( 4���7 ��� 
��+�>। 

 0����� �����-# ��x��� '�H� ��� ���1�2 (�H-#>A-��1 �P� >�+���Hc >1��+� 
4�P��� ������ �,��) ����� *�� 'E�� 1�I> ��p� ��,�����) ��: ��,� J�,�7 ��7 �� A�� 
���y�� �� 0��� ���� �H��� ���, '��E�7 ���y? ��� ���, ��� 4�P�� ���y #�� 
4�P��> E����। '�H� ��� ��x��� )��( 0��� #�H ����� �t� #�� #�> ���E >�+���Hc 
'���/ ���। 0��� 0��7
H�� 4���> ���� �A��। ��� A�� ����� ��7 4�EB W�=�7 
0������� ��J�� �+��e ��� ( 0(7��� ��5�� 5���5���H ���। 0������� ��6) ��� 
����� W7 ���> )7��� ��� A�� ��। ��p� #<� �+��e ( 5���5����� 0��� ���> ���"� ��� '� 
4B�B ��x��� 4�P���( '��� )7 ��U��� 4�P��� ( G�B��� ��U 4�<� a�/B�)�� ���,। 

 ?d'� ��A/ ���� ���o ���+�7 0�� 0��� 4�P�� ��>। '���� '�H� ���7�� ')����) 
'�H� P�K�� ( '�H� ��H/� 1��Z� �,��। ��p�� ��� 06 ( )���)��� ���,�� #�� 4�� ������ 
���� ���y��। '�H� ���7�� ')��� 0(7��� ���5� �� ( ��U������ �� ���� �E�7 '��� 
�,��। ��p�� 0����( ���� '��� ���। �� 0�� 4�BS 4
�: '��� ���,���। 0��� ���� ��(7�� 
>y� � E��� ���( #�+� ���� '����, �����> 0�� �)�� 0��7
H�� ��U '��� ���� HB 
'�H� ���7�� ')����� ��+ ��7� *[�� HB ��>�� ����� 4���� A�>। ��C ��� 0���� ��>�� 
��(7� 'E�� ��~� ��� #�� ���, �)�� 4�� ��U��� a�u������ ���� '5�,। '��)�� ���� ��U���, 
���H> ����� �u���) '��� ���� 
�W����W���> �)B ���� ����� �, ���H> '������ #� ��>�� �� 
�)�� ����� 
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4���� ���� ���� �। 0�� 4�P��> '��� ��7 a’+� ��/S ��� �>���। #��7 >1��+� '�� 
��7�H ��U��� G�B 0��� ��+ #�� �)�� W7��) ����Z��� ��� H��7 #�� #����Z�7 ����� 
�� ��/�B �� 0��� ��+ 'E�� H��� HB 4��� 0{�) 4��-� ���। 0�� ������� ��,�+� ���� 
'�> ( 0�( ��,� ���7� HB G��/ �)���� 4��-� ���� ���। ����� 0o�>+�� ��7 0�� 0��� 
'��� '��� ��> #�� ����� �� ��- ���� ���� 0��� ����> '������P (��� ��+ #�+� '^5� 
E���) 0���� H��7 '� ��� ��+ 'E�� ��x����� '^5��+ ��7 ��7�,। ����> '�������P� ��, 
'E�� '^5� '��o '7�7 0��� #�+� W7 )7 #�� 4�BS �AS�7 4�Z� )�7 ��o। ��� ��> 0����� 
����� ���o�� '�H� �(��� (���5���- _% >PB��g (7��/���� ������ 4�P���) ��+ �5�7 
'^5� '��o '7�� �E� H��> #�� 0��� ���� ��U��� �,��� ���> ������� �E�( ���। 0��� 
�E� �� '�H� �(�� ���, ��U�������� ��x����� ����� �- ����� ���� �। ��C ��� 0��� ��-
A��H 4�P��� ���� ��� ����7 E��� ( *������ �E� ��� #�� 0�( H��> '� 0����� *���� ��7 
#�H 4�P��� ���� �� ��7 ��)��� E����। ��� ��H� )��। 0��, �B��n #�� #�� ��:��PH 
( '�H� >���� ��� ����7> E���। ��C ������� J��� 0(7�H #�� ������, J��� #����7 0J 
��5��� '��� 0����� '���+> *�� )7�। 

 ?&'� ��A/, ���� ���o ���+�7 0�� 4�P�� '5�� '���� ��> '�, ��+� >-��-0� g�� 
4���B ��>�P� ( 4��� (4�J����� 4�� ��� �e ��5��� '���� ��>) ��7 �B�[��[ 
#����7 ����,। 0��� 4�P��� 4�� ��U��� ����> 0���� H��7 '�, >-��-0� �B�; #�� 
��H����5 ����� �B��; ��x����� ����W��� 0q�" ��� #�� �V >-��-0� ( ������� ��/�W��� 
)�B� ����,। # ��7 0�� 0��� �)��� 0��7
H�� '�� ���� ��� � '��7 ���> �AS�7 ��o 
#�� 0�� '�H� ���7�� ')����� ��I��W��� H��> '�, '� '�� ����� ')�� 0���� 4S� 0� 
*[�� HB �)�� '��� )��। ��� '�H� ���7�� ')��� 0���� �)�� ����� 4���� '�। 4���� 
��(7�� �� 0�� ���� ��+�� ��7 '�H� #�, #�, '�|N�) >�x�7���� (�H-? >�+���Hc ')$ 
'��7�+/��, >^�/ ����) ��U ��7 H��� �)�� A�� ��>। 

 '��� ���� ��+� 'E�� ����� d+� ��/S '���� ����P1 �,� �। 0��� ����� ��E> 
'����� 4���B ���� �)� ',�o ��>�� A�� ���y। #7�����+/ #���� ��� )��� �� 0��� 
A�- �� 
'����� �� )���� 

 P��/�5�+� ��� 0(��� ')��� ����/�+� ��: ��pA� *����o #�� '������+ (����- 
dl/&l �+) �����7 ���7�,। 

 >��+ '���$ 0��� W����� H�� #�, 0�, �� ('��� 0�P���, ����� 4� 
>P����)-����7 ��>। '���� ����� ���� ��� ��> '� � #����7 ��x����� ?@'� ( ?d'� ��A/ 
��:�7 ������ �������> '��7�, ����� ���>�� H*BW��� )�B� ��� ��:�� 0������ ���+�� A��� 
���7�,। >��+ '��$ 'E�� '�� )�7 �� 0��� ')��+� >[����[�[���� ���, '�|p,��� �� 
$����� �� ���� ������ 4�P�� ��1 ��1 ��� 0J ���, #�� 4���B �u� ��� ��o ��7�, #�� 
4�� ��� 0J� ���,। � ��:� ���7 ���� +B��� A����� )�7�,। +B����� 'A>-#� ,� ���� 
��:�7 �,�।  

 '��� 'E�� 0��� )�������� '�H� '�|N�) ���)��� ����7 ��>। '���� '�H� '�|N�) 
���)��� ',�+ W�> H�� 0�P1�2|��) (��/�� H�7[ '��q+���, (7��/�) ���� ������B���7 
>���� )�, H5X�E )� ( ^�P '��7�+/��� ���� ��x����� ��W��� H*BW��� ,�� ( ��-���� )�B� 
����, ���  
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����" '� (?@'� ( ?d'� ��A/ H�� 0�P1�2|��) ���� ������B��7 ^�P '��7�+/��� ��� ��� 
W��5�� ��W��5� 4�B- $� �PH 0)���� ����7 �,��)। H�� 0�P�1�2|��)��( ��x����� )�B� 
���� 'A�� ��� ��C $� �P� ��p�� �-� ���। )������� #����7( 0��� ��,� ��,� ���o*� 
W��W�� '��� #�� ��7��+ ��� ��:�7 '���� ��>।  
 

 )������� 'E�� 0��� �����  _ � �o�� 0��� ���� #$�W���+ H�� 0�� ���)� 
'A|����� ����7 ��>। ����� ���� ��� ��> '� '����( ����:�� ��/� '����)�� G�B�� �V 
'����� J�� ��� )�B� ����, #�� ��� �=/" ���, ����7 '��7�� 5�o��� ���� �B�[���[ ��7 
'5�,। 
 

 ����� ���, 'E�� ����7 ��7 0��� �1 ����/+ )�7 >���� )�� �(� )>। �1 ����/�+ 
��H�� �;�"/ W��W�� 4�Z�7 '���। 0�H���� )�7 �� 0��� '�� q���-# '�|p�, �� '���� '�� 
��,� ���B� ��� '���� ��>। >���� )��� '5�+ '����� �� ���I� ���B 0���    H�� �u���) 
#�> ��>� ��o ��7�, '���� ��>। ���B��� 'A)���> ,�� ��� ���"� )���। )��� ��: ��H� 
H����� ��pA W�U� 4�Z�7 '��� #�� '�7��� +B����� '5��� ��5 ( 5�/ '��� ���y�। )��� ���B ���� 
��7��+ ��- ��H� ��� ��o E���� '���। 
 

 # ��7 �V '��� )��� 'W�� ���� �u� ���J�� '���,�। )� 'E�� '�� )��� ��7 ���I� 
���B ��7��+ ����+ 5�/ '���� ��>। H������"� ���� ��� ��> '�, �V ,���� )�B� ��� � ��: 
5��/ ��� '�7� )�7�,। >���� )� 'E�� '�� )�7 ��:� ���7 ����� ��7 #� #� )��� '�7���( 
+B����� 4�� '5���� ��5 '���� ��>। #��� 0��� H5X�E )��� �W��� ���� ���। '����( 
>���� )��� �� #�>W��� �u� ��� ( 5�/ ��� ��� '���� ��>। '���� ��7�H ,�� ( '����� 
���� $� �H �� '���) ��-�, ,�� ( '����7� )�� ��� �=/�"� �K" ���)� ��� ��>। 

 H5X�E )� 'E�� '�� )�7 '����7� )��� ��� ���7 '������/ 4��q� ���� ��7 
'�������/� ������� 4��Z� �)6� ��6��+ �;"/  �� 4�Z�7 '���। �)6� ��6�� '� ��: �)6� 
���� �,� ������� )�B� ��� )7 #�� ����� ��7��+ �u���) 0��� ��:� 'E��> '���� ��>। 

 '������/ 'E�� )�>���+/ )�7 J��:� #����7 ��>। J��:� 'E�� (7����� '���$ 4�� 
���o*�� 0J ���� '���। 0��� 5W/� )�1�  (��/�� �UW�) ���7 '�|N�) ���)��� #� W�>�7� 
����7 (17���) ��>। '����( ��� ��+ ��� )����� ���)� ��u/� ���) H������"� 1�� 4�B�A�� 
( 5")�B�� ���)� ��। '��� 'E�� >��P�� 4�P�� 0J ���� '���। ����� 0��� ����� 
��� 0(7��� ��5 4�P��� �\��� 4�P��� ��: �5H�� ��:�7 ��o E���� '��� #�� ��,� ��,� 
��5H �� 4B ��,� '��o� '���� ��>। 0(7��� ��5 4�P� 'E�� ������ )�7 0��� ��H����5 
����� �B��;� �\��� ��>। �� ��7 ����� ��+� ���H। '���� >�x�7��/-#� '�H� #���� ���� 
0��� ��H����5 ����� �B��;� '� ��:���� *+� H��� ���� �� )���� 

 ?@'� ��A/ ��� �����+�� ��7 ��/� ��� )����� ���)�� G�B�� ���� ����� 4��� ��7 
��H����5 ����� �B��;� A����/� 'E�� 4���/� )���� ��� #�� J�� A���7। �������( ����L� ���E 
��H��� 0��-��E/ ���� J�� A���7। #W��� ���� ��� 1W7 �- ��� A���7। #�� ���� �� ��� 
���)� '��q��> ����� ���� ��U H7��W ���� ����,� � �� 'W�� A��+�� ��7 ��� )����� 
���)� +B��� ��7 0q�" A���7। +B����� 0q�"( ��� ����� W�>�7�� ���)� ���। ?@'� ��A/ 
������� ?d'� ��A/ ����� _+� ��/S #� �5��o ��� )����� ���)�� ��U ����� W�>�7�� �A� ��� 
���। 
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����� A��+�� �� ����� ���)�� '5�����K� ��7 '�= )�7 ��7 #�� ��7 ���� ����� W�> 
�)�� )। ��7 ���o ��� 0����/" ���। ���� ���> �����7 '��� �-� )। '� ��: ����� W�> 
�)�� ) ����� ��� ��x����� ����� �B��;� ���I #�+� ����+ 5�/ ��� ��� '�7। '�H� #���� 
���� ��:���� ��� ��7 0��� ������ >��0� �B��; ��>। '���� ��� )����� ���)� ������� 
A����/�� �B�����$ �u�� ��� ����7 0��� ��,�> '���� �����। '��� 'E�� 0��� ����� A��+�� 
��7 �B�[���[ �P�� 0��। 

 

 �B�[���[ '�|p�, 0�� '5�,� ���। ����� @+�� ��7 0��� ��7� ������� PH��� ���� 
0���� H��7 '�, '��q+����7+ 4�P��� ��7�H ��Z ��/A��� `+� ���� �������) �7����) 
�o� ���7 �7����) ����� ��7 (����� 4������> �7����) ( +�U�>��� 4������) ��x���  `-
#P-# '��H���[ G�B�� ����/�+��� '�� '^��� �\��� '���� 0��/ �B�����$ �u�� ����,� '���� 
1e `+� ��� E����7  �����)� ( 4�����)� ����� '��7����� #� H�75�7 ��po ����7 ���� #�� 
���� ( �7� ��-��K=��� ����� ��� ����� ��� ',�o '�7। ��� ����� '��7����� �B�[���[  %-
��5�� �B�+���7� ��7 ��7। #�� ��j� '��� ��7 '� '���� '��7����� �=/" ( 4�B�A�� 
���,�। # ��� ����� �� 0�� '�� ��/� ��H '��)�\��� H���� ��>। '�� ��/� ��H�� � '��7 
'�� ��/� ��(7���� (�H#�(-  >�+���Hc, 'H$ '��7+/��, >^�/ ����) ��+ ��>। ���� � 
'��7  _ �$�W� ')$ '��7�+/�� 4�P��� '��� ��>। '��� 'E�� '+���P�� '�H� )�H� '��� 
'�7���� (�H-? >�+���Hc  _ �$�W�) ��� �=/" ( 4�B�A���� �E� H��>। 0��� �E� �� 
'�H� )�H� '�7�� ���)� 4�BS a�� ���� ��� ��� '� ��� ���� ��,� '>। '�� >������/( 
��� 4�<� ��7��+ *+�� �E� ���,। ��� ���, # ��: H*B ���/������ HB ��7�H 
4�P���> ��7�। #�� ��/��� ����Z�� #� #� ��/��7 �5�7�, �� ��p� ��- �� 4B '���� 
4�P����� ��-( 07�� '(7� �9� 7। '�� ����7 4�P����� '���=> G�B�� '��� �¡7 
'��7�,। ��� 0��� ��I�� ���W�� ����� '��� 0��� ��+ ��p� 4-��� ���� ��� -�� A� #�� 
0�( ��� '�, 0�� '� �¢�H� �E� ��� ��p�� J�)5�� � ���। '�H� )�H� '��� '�7�� 
���)��� ��U '+���P�� �E� '�= ��� 0��� '��� 'P��� ��E �)�� 0��7�� ������ ���B��7 
��U�"� #� �B�+���7 ������� 1��Z���� '�� 'H� �+]� ���� W�=" ��� ��>। �� ����� ���o 
,+�। �tB� ���o ���+�� ��7 0��� ��7� ������� PH��� ���� aH ��x����) H��� 0��� '��� 
0��। PH��� ���� 0���� H��7 '� ����Z�� ���> W7��)। ���� ���/� ���7�, ���W/ 4� 
����:�-# (��/�� ���W/ 4� ��������) �5�7 Az{���� ���A� 0��। 0�� ��� A��� A��� ����� 
0��� >1��+ '� ��: ������ ��7�, ����� ���>�� �����7 '���। #�� PH��� ���� 0���� 
H��� '� ��� ���E a>H ��x��� ��7�, ���H> '� �� ��� ������! 0�� ���� ���A� ��7 0��� 
�� �����5 �� '��� ���� �����। PH��� ���� A�� ����� �� 0�� �AS� ���� ��5��� '� )I�. 
#� �B�+���7 ������� #��� 1��Z� )(7�� ���" �� E���� ���� #�� '�= ��/S #> ���� )��� 
'�, ������� )7��� �� '��E�( ��I��� )�y #�� '�W��� ����� ��y। ����� Az{���� ���A� 
��{�)� �E� �� ��������� ����� )��� '�, Az{���� ���� ����:�� G�B�� '���)7 0����� 
��U������ ��+ ����H� )�7�, #�� '� HB> ���A��� ��)���B ���� �B������+ ������� Az{�� 
'�|p,���। >������/ �tB� ���+�� ��7 �B��n #���� ��- '��$(�� 0��� Az{�� '���� '��£ 
'�H� �H7�1� �)�� (��/�� �m�5�$7��)-#� W�=" ��� ��>। '����� '�H� �H7�1� �)�� 
�U�t� '�� ���H��� �)��-#� �- 'E�� ������ 
����� '*�="� ��� #�� ��: ��U��� 
'�����)�� ���B, >��0�, ���� ���)�, ����� ���)� ( H�����"�� ��� )����� ���)�� 
��K�� ��� ��� ������� �A���� #��� 'E�� ���/� ( ��� ���� 0)�� H��। #�� ��� ��H�� 
���e����� ��>�� '*�="� ���। # ��� '���� �� 0��� ��7�H 4�BS 0�6� )> #�� 4�� 
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����� �P�� ��>। 0��� ����� ������ '� Az{��� ��� ���)� ����H� )�7�, #�� 0����� 
��������� ���� ��7�,। #� �� 'E�� 0�� ��W��� ���� 4��{)" ��� #�� ��W��� �B�[��[ 'E�� 
'�� )�7 �5�7 ��� ��� '� �AS�> ���� ��5���। ��� %+�� ��7 �B��n #���� ���P� #��+ 
W���H� ��� ��� ��>। '�+� )�y : &> �$���� ’&l 0�� #�� ��>+ '�P�+B�[ ��:��PH 
0����� '��� ��x��� 4�P������ 1��Z���� '+���W�� '���� �����" ��/�A�� P��P� 
'���,���। 0(7��� ���5� ��- ��S�=H� P��P�� ��x��� 4�P����� ����> �- 'E�� '��+ 
�o�� E���। q�� q�� ���> �- �B�5 ����( 0�� #�� ��:��PH ��� ��- E���। ��� �����+�� 
��7 ��7� �7� �� (��I�) 0������� H��7 '�, '�� ����+� �W���� '�H� ���� (��x���) 
���/��� ��� �����+�� �� '+���W� 4��� '��� �t ���� )��। 0��� ���� �����7 ����� '�, 
���� '���� '��� '+���W� '���, #� �� '����$[ 
7� '+���W�� ��/�A�� ���� ��� ��y 
'���� 0��� ��� �����+�� �� ��� ��� '�� '���� 4������ )�� �। ���� 0�( ����� '�, 
��� ��� '���� 4������ )7 ��� 0��� 4B '�7��� '��� ���� ��� ��/��B� 4����e �7�� ���7 
'��। ��C 0����� �E�7 �"/��� � ��� 1e ��7� �7� �� ��H> '+���W� �t ��� '�7। ��C 
��-"> '�P�+B�[ ��:��PH '+���W� 4 ���। ��7� �7� �� �¤��7��� '+���W� �t ���� 
'�P�+B�[ ��:��PH ����7 4 ���। ��C �7� �� 0����� '��7�]� � ��� �u��7���( '+���W� 
�t ���। #����( ��:��PH '+���W� 4 ���� 1�B� )�� �7� �� ��:��P�H� )�� ��� 'P��। 
�� 0�� ��5��¥� )�7 �7� ���� H���� ���� 'A�� ��� 1��-���B� ���7 �- 'E�� '�� ��� 
���� '� '�|�o �5�7 #�+� ',�o� ��7 #�� 0����� 5���5��� ���� E��� '� ‘���� ��U�� '������ 
��� ����U।’ # ��7 '��¦ '�|�o #�� ���� ��� ����7 ��7 ��7। ���� 0�� 0��� 4�P��� 
������ '�H� ���7�� ')����� �����W��� #�� '�H� ����� '�|���W��� H��>। ��� *+�� 
��S A��। '�� �� ����P� �W�����L �� ���B����� ��S ����+ 5I ��� )7। ����+� ��:���� 
���u���� 0���� #�� ��:��PH��> '��=� ��� )7 #�� 0����� ��K�� '��+/ ���/�� )(7�� �E� 
����� ���। 
 

 �¤��7�, '���� ����Z��� 4��� *+�� 0������� )�B� ���� V��� '���7। '�H� ��� 
�B��n #���� 0�( ����,�� '�, '��)�� 0��� 0��7
H�� 4��� #�## ( #���# #�� 
4���> 0(7��� ��5 ��E/� '��)�� 0�� #�� ��:��PH aH> 0(7��� ���5� ��E/� ������ 
0����� aH�� �u��S���� ���: 'W�5 ���� )��। ��� %+�� ��7 (?&'� ��A/  %& ) �B��n 
#���� ���� 1����e �E� �� 0�� ���> *���o ��>। ��,�-" �� 0�� �B�[��[ 'E�� ������� 
����S '> #�� �B��n #����( 0��� ��U ������� >�U� '�>। ��C '� '����A� H��� '�7 
#�� 0��� �- 'E�� ��� �H ��- A�� ��7। 0�� A�� ��� ��:��P�H� ��- �5�7 ���� 0��� ��U 
������� �E� ���। '� ������� '���� ����S ���� ��� ������ �। 

 

���� '�������� 4WBS��� ��,� �E� 

��-�.���� #7�� �����$�� #�, '�, ����� 
 

?@'� ��A/ ����� A��+�� ��7 ����= '���7� ��p� �H
 ������ �)�� ��7 ���� �6�� 
4���" ���। ���� ���)�� a>H 4�P��� (�§��B #�H 0��( �,���) #�� #�H 
'+����7��� '���7��+� ���, '��� '�7� )7। �tB� ���o ���+�7 '������ 'E�� '+���P�� ���/� 
'�7� )7 '���7� ^�+/ ���� HB। ��� 0++�7 #�+� ��>�W+ 5�o��� ��� '����$[ >7��)7� �� (# 
5��o� ¨�>W�� �,� #�H ��"/�) ���� '������ 'E�� '��H� '���7�-# 1�I �� #�� ��U ��U 
���� A�� ��7। �  
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����� '����$[ #�� ��। '����$�[� #W��� A�� ��(7��� 0��� ���� )� '�, )7��� 'H���� 
)���� �� -��� ��� ����, #�� >7��)7� ���� '���7�-# ��� ��s� ����:�� ���I�7 ���7�,। 
#��� 1�N����5B '� 'H���� )���� �� ����7 �,��। 

 ?@'� ��A/ ���� 0�� ����� 0��� ����7 �,���। ��� ���+�� ��� W�=" '5���J��� 
0(7�H ��� '����। 'W�� ��� 'E�� H�����" ���� � �E ���7 {���� ���� �����y। 

 ?&'� ��A/ 0�� 4�P�� 0��। '�> ��7��� '�� ������ �,�� #7�� �����$�� H�P� 
�����, ��� ��I�I ����� �)���� ���� ���)��� ����A� �,��। 0��� ��U��� 4�P����� ��p� ���E 
'��� ����� #�� '���� #> ����Z���� 0����� ������� �B����� ��p� ���E 0��� �����। ��� 
����, '� (7� 1>� +�A ��> '� 4� 4�P���� ���P�� '� ��� ��’। 0��� ��p�� 4����� ����� 
��� '� ���>�� '$�� ��S� '�। #� ���B ?%'� ��A/ '�����)� ���� ���)�� ���, ���� 
��)��B 'A�7 ��I�7। ��� '� ��)��B ���� 4
���� ���।  

 `l'� ��A/ ��� '���� ����>�� '$�� W�=" '�। ��� ����, “'����� ���> H� '� 
'�����)� �.���� A����y। 0�� ���� ��)��B ���� 4
���� ����,। ��C 0�� ���� #+� 'I���7 
����� ���� ���� ����, �। ��: ��U��� ��>�+�� #�� ���� ��(7� 'E�� 4�B�)�� ���y #�� '� 
��: ��U��� '+����7��� # ��: ����� ��H ���� A�7 � ���� 4���/� ����� HB ,��+�� '��� 
����।’’ 

 #��� ����� `/_ ������ �E� ���� )���� A����� )7 ����� 0������। #7�� 
�����$���� ���/� �,� ��� '��E�( '��� H���7� '��� ��7 �E�� '� (7��/� �+ ��� )7 ���� 
��� H�� ,�WU )�7 ��7। 4������ '�����)�� ���/� �,� �B������ ���� HB। # HB #7�� 
�����$�� H�P� ������� ���� ��� ��s� ����:�� ���I�7 '�(7� )7 #�� ��� A���� 'E�� ����: 
��� )7। 

 #� ���B ��: �U��� 4�P����� ��s� ����:�� ���� ��� )7। 0��� ,��+ ����। 0��� 
����� ���E '��5����5 ���� ����,��� �। �H7�1� �)���� W�=" 0��� ���,���। '������� 
���� '�, �7����) #����7 ������� A��,। �� ��>+ '�P�+B�[ ��H/��� ��� 0�� HB 
��I��� )7। '�( �I��� ����� ���E '��5����5 ���� �����-��� #�+� E�E�� ������ '� �-B 
����,�। ��>+ '�P�+B�[ ������� 05������ ��I��� )7। '� W���� �5�7�,� #�� ����� 
'������P� ���)�� ���E '��5����5 ���� �-� )�7�,�। �� '� �P�� ����N� 0�� �� ��� 
���)�� )��� ��� ��o। ��� ���� ',�o '�(7� )7। 

  ?> '� 0��� ���� �B�5 �����। ������ )�7 ��~ �(� )���। �~ 'E�� 0��� '����� 
'� ������)� #�+� {�� �����7 ���7�,। ��E ���� ������B���7� #� ,���� ���E 0����� '��� 
)7। '� ��� {���� ���o�� 0����� 0¡7 ���7�,�। 

 
���� '�������� 4WBS��� 0�( ��,� �E� 

��-������ 0�a� ���� �6���    
'$���+ A�P 4P ^�P �������� 'P���/� 

(H� & - �$���� & ) 
?`'� ��A/  %& -# ����:� ���� 1���- ������ #� 0S����W/��� ��A��(7��H� 

0�7�H ���� �E� )�7�,�। 0���� '�����)�, ���� ���)� ( '| ���)�� � �B����$� �B���$ 
������-#�  
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���7L '�(7� )7। H��H���� ��U #> �B���$ 4����� �E� �,�। 'PQ7��� ����� ?d ������ )I�. 
��� '���� '� �B���$ ����� ��� )�7�,। 0�� #�+� 0s�/ )���। 0�� 0��/ �$W ')$���7�+��� 
#�� ��"/� 5���� ���E '��� �����। '���� 0�( ��7�H 1Y ��: 4�P��� �,��, ���>�� 
'�� '� #� 4
�:�� 0�Z�7 '�����। 

?h'� 'PQ7��� ��s� ����:� 'E�� #�+� '���7� ���� ���� �6�� 4��� ���। '�+��� 
'������� '������ '�����)�� '���H �,�।  

 �� ��A/ H���7 ���=��� G�I� Z�5� '*�="� ��� )7। �� 'E�� ���B� �� ��s� 
����:� 'E�� '�����)�� '���H 0��� E��� #�� ��B) #� ���B� ��o�� E���।  

���� ���� �6�� '��� 'E�� ��U��� ��/A����� ���H '��5 ���� ���� E��� '��� 'E�� 
��� '�����)� �����6��� �7w ��H��� ���, ���� #�� �����6�� ��H� ��7 E���। 

&> ��A/ �U�t�� W�=" '�(7�� �E� �� ��s� ����:�� G�B�� #� 1�ª5H� 4�Z�7 
�,�-��� �� ����, �� ����। ���+��7� ��� '�� 5��5�� �u�� � )(7�7 ���� #�+� 0�: )7। 
'��� ��: '����)�� '���H�� HK�� 4�Z� '�������� HB �H�5 �� ���/ ���� )�7�,�। 
4�)���5 0�6�� �K )��� �� ���� ����� G�B ���B� �u�� ���� ��5��� #�� �����6� ( 
'�������� A������ #�gc$ ��H� ��� �K ���। #�� ��U��� ( ��s� ����:�� G�B��� 
���B ��6), 4����� �u�� )�� �K )���।  

 ���� ���)���( '��=� ���� ��s� ����:� 'E�� ��������� 0� )�y�। #7���P��� 
���WX H�75�7 ��U������ ����7 ��s� ����:����� ��7�5 ��� )7। 

 ?h'� ��A/ 0�� #�(�$�� �������� '$�� ��� ���� ,��+ ��7 #�� 4� ��7 �����7 '��� 
�����। '�� ��7�H #�(�$�� 4� ��7 �����7 �5�7�,�। 

?h/?%'� ���A/ ���� ���)�� �B��� 'H+J����� ���+ ��5��� �K )7- ����N�, Az{�� #�� 
'� ��: H�75�7 ������� A��, � ��: #����7 '���� �=/" ���� HB। ���+ 5� �P+ ���� ���H 
'� ��7 ��U����� �,�। ��C � �� � ���H ��s� ����:����� ��7�5 ��� )7। ?%/`l'� ��A/ 
���� ���)�� Az{�� '���� '��£ '���� �=/�"� HB ��7। '��� 'E�� '�H� �H7�1� �)�� 

����� '*�="� ����,��।  

?@'� ���A/� qB�� $�1- #� �� 0�� ��H�� ����:� ���� ���)�� ���B ��� '�� 
��� ����,��� �। 

0�� ?%'� ��A/ ,��+� HB ����: �����। a> �«��)� ,��+ '�7� )�7�,�। 0�� ��>+ 
'�P�+B�[ ���J��� ��U '��5����5 ����� #�� `�� #��� ������� ���� 4��{)�"� HB W���� 
����� 'A�� �����। ��C '��5����5 �B��Z�� �K '��� �����। 

 ?> '� ������ 0��, 1>� ������ �����, ��>+ '�P�+B�[ '�H� (4�����« ��>� 
4�P��� -��K� 0�� 05������ '�|p�,।) 

    

 

----------------------
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����� ������� �E� 
��-�.���� '�H� '����7�� ')��� 

 %-  -&` 
��A/ ����� �E� �«��)� ���� ?? '���A�� �������� 0� )�7�,�। ������� #��� 

E���� H�75� '�7� )�7�,�। #�� ������� >��0�-#� ���E ����� ���WX H�75�7 >[���� 
����1���+ �$1�+ ���� HB W�� '�7� )�7�,�। (�� (��� 0���� >��0���� ���� ��6) ( 
4����� 0��� *�W�� )7। (��� #��� 0���� 0��� ����� ������ '� )7��� ��,� #�+� *+�� 
���� । �B��n �57���� ���E( 0��� #�B����� �E����/� )�7�,�।  

?@'� ��A/ '��� #�+�� ��7 '�H� H���� (��s� ����:��), 'H���� ^�P 4�P���, ')$ 
'��7�+/�� >��0� 0���� ��p� 4�P�� '$�� ��I�। �� *[� ��/S 0�� ��p� 4�P�� ��� 4�P��7�� 
�E����/� ����,। ����� ��� 0���� ���� '�, '������ '{P��� ��� )�7�,। �)�� #�� 0���� 
��7 ��7। 

��� 0����� �����+�� ���� A������� 'E�� '5���J�� �K )�7 ��7। 0�� 4��� ����, 
'�, ?? '���A ��U��� >��0���� 1�� 0q�" ����,। 0���� *�� �6� ��� ���� )�7�,� 
'�����( J�� #�� �o�,�। ��� ��-A��+�� ���� '5���J�� #�+� ��� ��7। 0����� '� ��: 
��U��� >��0� �����7 '��� �-� )�7�,� ���� ����� H�75�7 �5�7 J�� ,�po�,�। H���� ���7 
'���� '���� ���� 4���� �6� ��� ��7 ���y। ?d'� ��A/ I��I�� J��� 0(7�H ��� '����।  

?&'� ��A/ ����� �B��n 0��P (��x���), '� #> ')$���7�+/��� ��H �����, 0���� 
#�� ���, “>1 0� # 5�2��, >1� 0���� �B��n ��P� >H 4���� # 5�2��। 1> 0� '5�>� +� 
�+ >1 01+ '��E।’’ 

 &> #��� ��/S 0���� #��� �6� 4�Z�7 ���� )7। �6� 4�Z�7 0���� 4�� 
�H������� ��� )�7�,�। ��C '�� ��/�� A����� )7�। ��� 0���� ����:�� ���I�7 '�7� )7। 
� ���� �V ��U��� >��0��� )�B� ��� )7। �6� 4�Z��� 4���� )�B� ��� )7। 

��A/ ����� �u��7 �«��) ������� ��U��� >��0��� ���������� H���7 ����� 1���� 
����,� �B���$ {�1��� ������ ���7�� �+�u�-� ���=/। ���������� '������ ����)� ���B 
�E� H���7 ����� #��� 1���� ��� )�7�,�। �B�c ��7� ����� # ����� 1���� ����,��। 
��� ���� u��� W��� )�B� ��� )7। ������7 4��Z� ��7 ?@ll ��U��� G��B� d ������ ����� 
4t���� ������ �-� )�7�,�। ���� ���> �6� )7। 0� ����� ��I��� )7 u��� 4�B�A�� ( )�B�� 
��BW��� '��)�\���� �6� ������। ����/� ���� �H��(/#� �� ( #�� �����-� ��7 & ������ ��U��� 
G����� )�B� ��� )�7�,� ����+ '�7��+� ��/� 0*���। � ���� ���� ������ '����,� ����� 
4��� 
����� ��{��� '��5 ���7�,�। ���� ��� #����7 4�����q�� ���/�: ����,� 
����:����� ��B- �\�� ����। 

���������� ��*/ 7 ����� 
����� ��{���� #> ���)��  lll-#� �� ���B�� H�� 

������ HB 0���.�5/ ����,�। 4��� �U� 4�Z�7 �� ��� ���,।  

      
�-�� '����7�� ')��� 

         %-  -&` 

----------------------- 
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������� 0�( �E� 
��-������ '��� 0���P 0�� ����� 

 ?-_- %&_ 

 

 ?`'� ��A/ ����:� ���� �,�। � �� 0��� ���� �,��� '�� #�+� ���/� ����� 
4��-�7। ��C aW/�5B��� '�� ���/� ��>�। ����� ?_'� ��A/ 0����� �H
 �����S ������� 
�B���$ {�1��� �+�u�-� ���=/ ���������� ����� 1���� ��� )7। #�� '� ������ 1a/�� '��� 
�,�, “��s���� 0�� ����� ',�o�� W�5 ��(, '�) � #���> '��� '��5 '�� ��� ����75�।’’ 

 ��s� ����:���� # ����� '��� 1���H� )�7 (�I #�� � ����� ����7 ���� '������� 
���I�7 '�7। #> ����� 1������ ����� ��5��-#� '���� ���P� ��: '�b�, 1>� #�� 'A|���� 
���I�7 '�7� )7। #�� ����( ������ ��� ��� '� ����( ����� 1���� ����,। ����� 'E�� 
'����� ��� 0�� '� '������ ��U��� >��0��� �E����5B ��/���� ��U ������ ����� (5�$/ 4� 
4��) ���7 ����� 1���� ����,। 

 ?_'� ��A/ ���� ������7 4��Z� ��: ��U��� >��0��� ��� ��� )7। ��s� ����:���� 
0������� ��� '�, '�� ���)��� &> ���A/� '*��=� A�� �P� >7�)7� �� '���, #�� ��5�5�> 
-��� ):�S� ��� )��। '��� #� ���S ����H ���,। ������ ���> 4� H�� ���7 ��¡�� �K। 

 ?@'� ��A/ �u)j����� ����� ��/S 0��� ��s� ����:����� 1����e W�7� 0���� ����� 
����,���। ��C �� ��� ������ '� �*��� >7��)7� ��� ���� ��7 '���� ����S ,�o�> ���� 
�B�5 ����, �� 0�� ��7� ������� �)�� ����� )� ���)��� ��U '��5����5 ���। ��� '��� 
'��7�+/�� 5�$/ �$1�+ 4�P��� �,��। ��� 0���� ��>�� �5�7 ����� ��� ���/� ����। �� ��� 
��7 0++�। 0�� ������ >���� )�� ��>। ��C '���� '���� ,������� '���� �। 0�� '���  
'E�� ������� �)�� H)��1�2 ��c�� ���o�� ��>। ��p�� ��: ��=7 4�5� ���>। ��� 0��� �E� 
��������� ����� � ��� ��7� �� ')����� ��U '�� ���)��� ���o� ���� �(� )। ��� 0���� 
�� ���� )�� � )�� ��� H���� ��� ����। 0�� #�� )������� �)�� '����7� ')��� ��� 
#5����+� ��/S ��p��� 4��-�7 ��5�� (7�/��� ��� E���। 0��� aH 0����� ��5��-#� 
'���H�� ��,� #�+� ��� 0��� ��� ���/ ��� ���7�,���। #��  @ ����� Hv� ����)��� # 
����� '�|p�, '�>। #,�o� 0��� 1W�7 0����� 4��5���� W����« #��( �)�� ��7� )������ 
�H���� ��� '�, 4��5���� '���� $������+ A��� G��� )�7�, ��� �� 0�5 0���� ��� )�7�,�। 
��� ���� '�, ��� ���, $������+ A��� 0�,। #> ����� 0��� �)�� ��7� ������� ������ )� 
���)��� '��7�+/�� 5��$/ �5�7 H��>। ��� 0������� ���/� ���� '� '�� ��� )���� )�� 
���B�� 4������� 4��5��� A�� 0���। #��� 0�� 1��Z� E���, '����� ��>� �5�7 ��¡�� 
�( #�� aH �)�� ��7�5 ��। ��C aW/�5B��� 0����� '� �����5 0���। 

 ?@'� ��A/ ��5� ���  +� ��pA ����+ �E� J��� 0(7�H )7। 0��� ���B��> ������ 
'������ �B����� ��¡�� ��y���। 0����� �)�� 0������� ���/ ��� ���7 ��� '� ��s���� 
0������� 0q�" ����,। �� 0��� ���> ���/ ���/� ���� 4��5��� ����� HB '�� )�7 ��o। 
��C '���� '���� J��� 0�5> ���� ��: �������� 4��5���) ���� ��7 ��7�,। 0��� �� 
��>�� 0���� �� A������ 'E�� #�#��H/ #�#��H m�� P�7�� 0����� 1�� 0��� E���। 
�� 0���  
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4�B���7 )�7 #���-'���� '�|o���|�o ���� E���। 4D ���B� �����7 '��� �-� )7। ���� 
���> �6� )�7 ��7। ��� _+�� ��7 0������� 0����/" ���7। 

 ` � '5�+ ��/�B�� ��7�H ��U��� >��0� ��s����� ��K�� ��� ���। #�H 
'�P�+B�[ �) d H ��s� ����:�� '���A '��H���[� '��� �)� )7। #> �� ���� ��U������ 
��U ��/�B�� #�H ��x��� >��0� '��)�\� ����( )�B� ��� )7। #> �� ����� '�uL ���7�,� 
5�$/ ������ ��7� H�)K� )�। '� ��� �)��/���� ��7 '����7 '��� �-� )7। ����7 4��Z� 
��5��- #� ��� '���� '��£ ��� '�|p�, '�7� )7 '�, 1>� ������ '�P�+B�[ ��"/� 0�a� 
�)�� 0(7� 0������� ���/� ���y ��: '���� '��5����5 �t ����� HB। 0����� ��/�B�� 
4����+��� ������� ��)���B #� W7��) ����Z��� �E� ��>�� ��/�B�� '�b�/1>�/��(�� ��/S 
��: >��0��� H���7 '�। ?d '� ��A/ ���� ��+� ��/S 0����� #>A-#P ()�> �¬����7�c 
'�+) A��� E��� ��� ���B�� ?d'� ���A/� *+� ��7� �)�� ����� ��>��� ���>�� H���7 
���7�,��। ��� ��� '�= ������ Az{���� ����,�� '�, 0����� ���> �6� )�7 '5�,। )7��� 
��,�-" �� 0��( �6� )�7 ��� #�� 0� ���/� '���� ��7 ����। '����� ��: ��s����� ��� 
��। Az{�� 'E�� )������� ��)�� 1e ����� �����S� 'A|�� ��/S '�|p�, '�7 #�� 0����� 
'���H�� 4����"� ���� HB '� ����, '�, 0�� ���� 'E�� ���,। �;�"/ ���� 0����� 
�7w"��� A�� #���, #�� >��0�- #� $�>��b� 'H���� �m�5�$7�� '��� 0)�� �6� )�7�,। 
'����� 
����� ��{��� ��p���7 �o। #�� ��: ��s� ����:����� �6� ��� 0���� �����+/ ��(। 

 
������� ���� ��H����5 ����� ���)� 

��-�.���� '��� 0��� 0�� 0�6* 
#�, 0> 4� �����, ��� E��, ���� 

 l- -&_ 

 %&  ����� ?@'� ��A/ �tB�7 0�� ��H����5 ��H�W/ 4�P�� ��H ���,���। 0����� 
��H�W/ 4�P��� ��>�� �) ��-�® H�� �o �o 5�, ( >+ ��+��� ���7 �B�����$ G��� ����,���। 
�tB�� ��7 # ����� A������� ,�o�7 ��o�,� '�, ��� )����� ���)� ��H����5 ������� ��H�W/ 
4�P� 0q�" ����। # ����� '���� �� 0�� ��� ���o ’+�� ��7 '�H5�p( E��7 ��/�B�� 
����� ��/��/��� ���� '������� ��� )�������� ���W�� �� �� H����� HB '+���P�� 4����� 
���। ���( ��� )����� ��u/� ��H����5 ��H�W/ 4�P� 0q�S )(7�� �9����� �E� ���, ��� 
H��। #��� 0�� '�H5�p( 0��� '+���P� ��� H��� ���� '� �� ��� )�������� ��7 
hl/%l�+ ��� g�� ( H�� ����� E��� ��:� ��� ��H����� ���� ���� ���� '����,। ��H����5 
��H�W/ ������� (�� ��� )�������� #� 1�U )����� ����� �� 0����� 0�0> #������ 
)���� )�7 ��। #��� 0��� ����� ��H��W/� 4��5�� 'E�� ��7�H ���� 4� ��7 )�������� 
'�= �e��6� ��/S ������� #�� ���)� ���� HB ��H����5 ����� ��H�W/ 4�P��� A������� 
��H� ��7 �T� 4��-� ���� E���। 0��� ����� ��>�� ��: ���� ��W�7 ���7 ��: ������ 
#������ 4t����yX ��� 'P��। 0��� ��>�� 4�� ��� 'E�� ��� )�������� ���-« J���=/�"� 
�� ��,���। 0��� ��� ��H� ��7 �T� 4��-� ���,���। 47����� ( '+���P��� ��: 
'��5����5 �t )�7 �5�7�,���। 

 

 

 

*  %&  ����� ����/ ��H����5 ����� ��H�W/ 4�P��� '�����$� '���� #-#�-0> �)���� ��/�� �,��।  
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���� �)� 4t���, ���, �E� ( �:®। 0����� ��B���� ��� )������� �E� ��H����5 ����� 
��>�� )��������� '5+ (��- ���) 'E�� '5����=/" �K )7। 0��� ��� ���� H��� '�>। #�� 
��� ����� ��"�" ���)� ���� 'A�� ���। (�� 0����� '�|)��I ����� 'W�U '�7�� HB W��� 
4�, '��, ���� ( +B��� �B�)�� ���। 0����� (�� ���*����W��� �u��� ���� '5����=/" )�� 
E���। 0��� �E�� 0����/" ���� #�� 0����/" ���� ���� '���� a�/���( 0��� '���>�। 
�U�t� '�� ���H��� �)���� &> ���A/� 1��� 0)�� 4���7� 0��� 0����� ��� )��� '� 4� �,� 
�� ���7 ��: ��� )�������� ��"�" ���)� ���� 'A�� ���। #�� #W��� 0����� ����B 4� 
��7 ��� )�������� ��"�" ������� ( ���)� ���� ���� 0��� H���� ���� �ū  ����� 
��7 �� ��� ����� '�������� ���,���। 0����� ����� 'W�U '�7�� HB (�� 5W�� ���� 
��H�W/ 4�P��� 1�� ���� �+��$ �B����� ��>+ '��� ( '��g�� ���7 0J ����7 '�7। '���� 
��� '����� ��K�� ������� �u�� ����,� 0����� #� ����7 ��� ����)� ���K W��� �°�W�� 
)�7 �)�� )। 4��� ���*���� W��� 0)� )�7 '����> �u��. ��o E���। 0J�� '���)� ���� 
q��> ������ )�� E��� #�� ��: �B���� ���o W� )�7 ��7। 0��� 1��7�S� � '��� ,���� 1�� 
�5�7 4��-� ���� E���। #�� ��� )�������� ��"�" ������� ���� E���। 0��� �B������ 
A������� '���)� 0J�� ����7 ��,���� ��� ��>�। 0� 0����� ����� '���� ��7> a�/� )�7 
��o�। (���� ����, '�� 0� +B����� 5H/ ( �u��� �� '5����=/" A��,�। ���� ( '���� �A� 
0*��� 0����� ��7��+ ���� �B������ ��A���*�� �+� (7��/�� ���+�� ��� ��o। P�� 0����� 
��� ����)��� A������ ,�o�7 ��o �H �H �������� Z� {)" ��� A������ ��S 0J, 4����� 
'���� ( ������ 5H/�� ���B ��"�" ������� ���,� ��� �����। 0����� 4�� ��� ����)��� 
������� ���� ���� �)�� )�� 0�� '����, 
A�-। #�� W��� ��� )�������� ���)� ���� 
���� ����� 4t��� '��+ ��7। 'W�� )�7 ��7 #�� '��� 1�I ��7। #��� 0����� J�� ��7 ����= 
)�7 ��7 '��� 0��� 0� '�� 1��7�S� ��> �। >�����B ��� )�������� )�H���� V���� ����( 
0����� ����� #�+��� a�/� )�7 ��o�। ���� �B����� ���� 0������� �6� ��� #�� ,���� 1�� 
'E�� 0������� ��A ����7 #� ���+� ���E #�� �6���� ��p+ ���7 ��H��� #��������� 0*�� 
���� �K ���। 0���. #� )����� ��� �� )���� �6�� ¤��� 0��� ��E�7 ��H��� 0*�� 
���� 0��� ��E� 'P�+ �P�� ���7 �e �o�� E��� #�� �.-"�. 4�� )�7 ��o ��>। �� *[� 
�o 0�� �� �P�� ��>। 1 /� ��/��/�, #�0>, ##�0>, )�������, �������, ��7�, ����)��) 
0��� ��7 '�o�� ��� '���� ��� )�������� )��� �6� 4�Z�7 ��+��� )7। ?%'� ��A/ ����� ���o 
A��+�7 ����� �.���� ����� ����� H�� >,#, 'A|���� ��H�����5 0����� ����� ��>� 0�� #�� 
��� )�������� '�H��� ���E ��E���E�� �� 0������� ���/� '�7� )7- “0� ������5 A��� 
��(, 0�76� ��� 'W�� ,7 ���H ��� �B������ '������5 �����+/ ���5�, 0(� 1)�> '������5 
���)5�- >��� )�����5�� 'H�7� ���)5�।’’ 

 
��-�.���� 0� 5�" �������� * 

4�P� �)���� (�����), ��� E��, ���� (���) 
%- -&_ 

 

 ����)� 0�a� �����, '��H��\� )�, �������� �)��, ��H/� ��)12� #�� 0�( 4B�B 
�t� ( �)��/��) 0��� ?@'� ��A/ ��� ��+�� ��7 ��(7�- ��(7� ���  _ � �B����� ����,���। 
��� '�|� 

 

*  %& ����� ?@'� ���A/� 
����� ��{���� ��7 ��H����5 (��H�W/) ����� ��>� (7����� 4����+� �,��। 
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#5����+�� ��7 ���� ������ >��0� ')$ '��7�+/�� 'E�� '+���P�� ��� )����� ��u/� ��H����5 
����� ��H�W/ ( >��0� ')$ '��7�+/�� 0q��"� ����� ��>। '+���P�� >��0� ')$ '��7�+/�� 'E�� 
0������� ���W��� ��� )�������� '�������� ���� HB G��� E���� ��� )7। 0��� 0����� 
 _� �B����� '��+ �~��H ����)� ##�0>, )������� ( �����" ����)� 1��Z� �,���। # ����� 
±� ��H����5 ��H�W/ ������� 0�0> ( #��� ')$���7�+/���� H���� )7। # ����� '��7 ��H�W/ 
������� ��� 4�P��� ( 1Y��Z ��/��/� ���> �$1�+�� #�� ��� ����)�, �������, ##�0>, 
#�0>, )������� ���>�� 4���� ����¢� ��� ��� )�������� '�������� ���� HB G��� ��� 
#�� ���B��� �$1�+�� '�����7 ���। �.���� ��H����5 ����� ��>�� ����� ����� ��� 
��)H�)� ( 0�0> ��� ��PH1�2 0����� #> ��� ������� '�uL �� ���। 

  

����� ����� ( 0�0> 1W�7> '�= �e��6� ��/S ��� )�������� ��K�� ��o ��(7�� 
HB �����7� W�=�7 ���-« ���/� �� ��� �H �H ���7�L A�� ��। #��� ��H����5 ����� 
��>�� ��: ���� ��W�7 '�7� )7। 0��� ��� ����)�, )�������, �������, ##�0>, #�0> 
���> ���W��� ��H� ��7 )����� ��� ���)�� 4��-� ���� E���। #��7 47����� #�� 
'+���P� �� ��,� 4A� ��� '�7� )�7�,�। ��H����5 ����� ��>�� ��>�� �) ,��-H�� �o �o 
5�,, �>+���^, >+- ��+��� 'P�� �B�����$ G��� ���। ��H�����5 ���� ���� ��E ��E �V ��: 
'¨ ��+� )7 )����� ���)�� 4{5�� ������� ���� HB। #W��� ����� ( ������� G��� ���� 
��B ���7 ���o #5����+� '��H ��7। ��� )������� ��� ���o #5��+�� ��7 ��H����5 ����� ��>� 
A������ 'E�� ��>+ '��� ����� ����� 4{�� )7। #� ���B A��,� �u��� ���� J���=/", ���� ( 
+B����� 5H/। ��� )�������� )����� ���E ���E 0��� ���> 0����� ����B ��>�P� �6�� ��7 
(��� )������ ��"�" H��� ���� E���। (�� 0����� �ū  ����� '��� #��� ��5�. ���� ( +B��� 
�B�)�� ���। 0��� �+��� � '��� q�� ��,� )+�� E���। 0����� 0������ ��� '���� �o�� 
�o�� �)�� )। 4��� ��K"W��� 0)� )�7 �u��. '����> ��o E���। 0� 4��� 0)� '�) 
��7 ��"�-� ���� ��E/ )। ��� )����� ���� 0����� '�|)��I ����� 'W�U '�7�� HB 
#��� ��H����5 ����� ��>�� ��� �B����� ��>+ '���� ( '��g�� ¤��� 0J ���5�7 '�7। 
0����� �V 0)� '���� � ��� �B����� 0+�� ��o ��S 0J� �°�W�� )�7 ��)���. ��" ���। 
0����� ��� ��+�� ��7 4����� '5����=/�"� ��B ���7 0�� 0��� 4� 'P�� ���7 0��-� 
���� HB ���� �)��� ��>�� A�� ��>। 
 

��-.���� ���P �� '��)�\� 0�� * 
0�/$ ���->c��b� 4� ����� 

��0���, ��H��)� 
`-?&_ 

  %& ����� ?@'� ��A/ ���� 'E�� 0����� ����� ��>� ���, �:® ( E�E�� W�� 
����H ���,���। 'j��� 0�/ 'P��/-# 0��� ��>� ��� 0++�� ��>��� ��/�B�� ����)� ���� 0�� 
�� $���� ��7 ��� ���H ��U��� ����)��� 1��²� '��7�,। 0�� '�� 4��U��� ����)���> 
��>� 1��Z� ��>�। (�� �tB�� ����> 0��� ��> 'E�� �$1�+ �B�5 ��� '��E�7 1��( )�7 
�5�7�,� ��� '���� )��� ��>�। �� $���� ��7 ��������B� ����)�� #W��� 1��( )�7 ��(7�� 
*+� ��H����5 ����� ��>�� >��)��� 0� *�+�। ���� 'H�� ��H�W/ ��>�� # 4�Z� ,�o� '�£�7 
��> 'E��( 

 

*  %&  ����� ?@'� ��A/ ��H����5 ����� ��>� )������ '�H� �)���� ��/�� �,�।  
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'��� ��� 4��U��� ����)� ����� ��Z 4�P������ ���/� ( ��/��� #������ 1�UW���, ������� 
>��)��� #> �E�, 4��� ( 1��-� ��� ��\���W��� #�����5 1��( )�7 �5�7�,���। 4��U��� 
����)���� ��H����5 ����� ��> 'E�� #W��� 1��( )�7 ��(7�� �� 0��� 0�X ������ �E� 
����� ���� #�� 0��� 4�� ��U��� ����)���� )��� 4� ���7 ����� ��>�� ��� ������E 
������� �o� �)��7 ���e ���। ����� ��>�� A���+ ������E A��H )�������� ���E ,7H 
��� ��� ����)� '�����7 ����। 0�� ��� �AS���eW��� ����� ��>� +)��� �,���। 0�� #� ��7 
'����� 'E�� 4��5���� ��p�o '��7 ��A ���,���। #� ��7 4��5���� �W���� '+���P��+ '��H 
1I�� 0��� ��/�B�� ��7� A�.��� ��� 0���� '+���P� ���� ���। 0�� '�|�o �5�7 '+���P� 
�����। 4��5���� '�> '+���P�� #� W���w: ��p��� ��p��� ��;� �³ A���A��� 4��+ ��³ 
���,� “����+��� ')$���7�+/��� �V ��� 0��/ g�� ��> )�7 ���o�7 0�,। (�� #-�� ��H��� 
0q�" ���� ���y’’। '�> W�� �³ 0��� ���,���- “(��� 0q��"� �-B��� ��H����5 ����� 
��>, >-��-0� ')$���7�+/�� ( ���� ������B���7� >���� )�।’’ # �E� ���> '�> �³ :® )�7 
'5���। “'� ���,? '��E� 'E�� ���,’’? 0�� A�.��� ��� #�� �´ ���� ���E ���E '+���P��� 
��> ���yX )�7 '5���। ����)��� '+���P��� # ������ ����� ��>�� ��/� A�.��� ��� ,�o�7 
���y���। # ������ ��� ����)� 4��5���� ���� ,��+ #�� '+���P��� ����� �;��/ �� �´ 
���� E���। # ��7 0�� ��>� ��� ��H����5 ����� ��>�� �.���� 0�-0> ��� 
��PH12��� ���E ��� ����7 '+���P�� '��5����5 ��� ���� '������ 'E�� ��U��� �³ 'W�� 
0�� ��� '����� ��H����5 ����� ��>�� ���� ���9 '��7 0��� ����� ��:���� H���� ��� 
�.���� ����� ����� >,#, 'A|���� ���)��� �� ��,� H���y ��� '+���P� ',�o '�। #���� 
0��� ����)��� #�� ��H����5 ����� ��>�� A���� ��U��� ����)� ���,��� “4� ��(, 4� ��( । 
0����� )��� 4� ���� ��(, 0��� (��� ������� �����, ���)� �����।’’ '�= ��/S 4��5���� 
���� ��p�o�7 0��� )������� �)��/��� ���P�+� A�.���� ��H����5 ��p���7 ���� ���,��� “0����� 
)��� 4�  ��(, 0��� �o���, �o�� �o�� �����, '�= �e��6� ��/S �o�> ����� � '�µ����� 
��K�� ��C ��,� )+��� �, )+��� �।’’ #��� 0�� ��H�W/ >c��b� ���)��� ����7 �5�7 ���� � 
'��7 0����� 'P���/� ������� 0��� ������� # ����� H���� ��� ��>� ,��+ 0��। #� 
����> 0����� 0�-0> ���)� ����� ����� >,# 'A|����� ���E 0���- 0���A� ��� ��>� #�� 
���, “'����� (��� K��� ����� � '�� �����>, '�� 0����� ��� E���> W����-।’’ ��C �� 
��� 'E�� ��" ��pA���� '���� 1��7 �,� �। ����� ��>�� ��� ��U��� ����)�> �� 4� ��7 
(����� ��"�" ������� ���� HB �B���� ( �B: )�7 ��o�,���। ����)��� ���,���, “0�-0> 
���)� 0�� 4��5�� ���� ��, 0����� )��� 4� ���� ��, 0��� (��� ������� �����।’’ #��� 
0�-0> ���)� 4��5���� A��� ���7 ���� ��U��� ����)��� ���> ��5��� ���� 4��5��� ���� ��� 
��� ��� ��7�H ���� ��>�P� ( J�� )��� ���� '7। # ��7 A������ 'E�� )�H���� H�� 
��H����5 ����� ��>� ���� ��� 0����� 4��5�� 'E�� ��� ����7 4� ��7 ��7। #��7 0����� 
4�P����� ��>�� ��/�B�� �,��। # ��7 ������� 'P��/ 0��� �����, 0�-( )��PH�� �)��, 
���H/[ ���/H� ')���, ������� 0��� )����, ��7� '��)�\� 0�� (P�+�� '����7�o) ���> 
���W��� 0����� ����)���� ���E ���"� ���������� ��p�o�7 '�uL '�7�� HB G��� �,��। 
��H����5 ����� ��>�� ��: ���� ��W�7 ���7 ��: ����)� ��>�� A������� ���+�� ��7, ,���� 
1�� ��� 'E��, ��p�o�7 'E��, 5��,� 0o��� 'E�� ��H� ��7 ��� ����� 4��-�7 �,���। '��� 
)������� ��H� 0)���, )������� 0��� ')���, 0SH/���� �B����;X P�+�� '����7�o ��7� 
'��)�\� 0��, )������� 0��1� �)��, ����)� '��)�\� 0��, 0�( ����7 )�������, ��7� ( 
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����)� #�� '�£�7 ����� 'P���/� ������� ������ �)�� �u��B�� '��7�]� � ��� ���� ���� 
��p�o�7 ����� ��>�� ���>�� # �������� �����  ���� '�uL ���7�,। (���  ����� �����। 

  

0��� A������� ,�o�7 ��H� ��y��� (��� ������� ���� HB। )I�. '+���P� '��H 
1I���। '+���P�� #� W���w: ��;� ��U��� ����)� �³ ���,���, “���� �B�[��[ P�p�o 'E�� 
���, #��� ��� ��� 0��/� g�� '������ ',�o ����/ ��H���� ����  #�5��y-’’। #���> 
0��� ��U��� ������� �³ '+���P� 'E�� 'W�� 0����, '�> ���H/� �³ ���,���,  “'�H5�p E��� 
���� ���7 ��� 0��/ g�� ��H���� ���� #�5��y।’’ #��� 0����� (7������ #� ����� �³ 
��� 1I���, “�7����) '��$ 'E�� +)��� 4�P��� ���,, ��� 0��/� �V g�� ��� '������/ ���I 
#�� H�o� )�7�,।’’ ��,�-" ��> '����� ��� ��� #��+ �� )��� 
7��q7 '���5� ��7 
���W��� 'A���� ���� �+�� �+�� �� 'P�� 0����� ������� ��>�� 1�� ����� �B������ ��:� 
��� ��,�a� #��> 0����� �B������ ���� J�� �=/" ���। ���E 0����� ��>�P� 5�H/ (�I। (��� 
J���=/�"� H��� '�> 0��� ��\���W���। ��� ����� �E� 4{5��� ���� ��,� '�� ���� ��7। 
��:�7 (��� ���J��� ��o E���। 4���� ��� �� ���� ����� '��� '�> 4t���� 0��� 'A���� 
���� ��,� )�+ ��7। # *+� *�+ ��(7�� ��,�-" ���> ��H����5 ����� ��>�� ��-- ���/ '��� 
)��������� ��� 'E�� 4����� '���� ���� E��� ��� ���� । #��� ���� 1§��� ���� '���� 
���� E��� 0����� ����� ��>�� �����-#� 1��, 1��-���/ '��" 'E�� । #W��� ���� 4����� 
'���� ���� ���� ����� ��>�� ���/ ��� 'E�� ���� ��o 0����� #����� 4WBS��। 0����� 
��>�P����� ��U��� ����� �)�� �� ��"�" ������� ��� ���y� ��� ����� 4����� '����- #�  
��������� ��p�o�7। 0����� �V ����)� ����� ��>�� ���/ ���� (��� ��"�" ������� ���� ���� 
�)�� )। 4���� ����)��� ��>�P� ��7 ��,� )�+ 0����� �B������ ���WX ����� H�75�7 ��H� 
��7 (��� ������� ���� E���। 0����� ����)���� ������� ( �ū  ������� �\��� (�� 0�( 
�-« )�7 0����� ����� ��>�� ���/ ����� �B����� ��>+- '��� �u��� �� �=/" ���� ���� �W��� 
���� ���,�। (��� 4����� '5����=/�" 0����� �B������ A������� 0J ��� ��7, 4��5���� 
'�7�� 'W�U ��o ��7। '������ '�(7��J��� 'W�U �o�� E��� 0�: 0�:। (�� 0����� 0(��� 
��>�� 'E�� '���� ���,�, 0� ��>+- '��� ����,� 0����� ����� ��>�� #������ 4WBS�� 
���� ���� (�� ��( ��)� ��7�। ��� 0����� 0o�>+�� ��7 (�� ���7� )�7 0����� 
�B������ 4WBS�� ���� ���� 'A�� ����,�। 4����� '���� )�y�, 0J�� W7��� P���� ��7 
��>+- '���J�� #��� �� #� �o�,� 0����� ����। A������� 0��� +B��� ( ������ �� P�+� 
W�=" 5H/ ��,���। ��� ���� #W��� 4H '���� ( ������ '5����=/" ���� ���� 0����� 
0(��� �W�� #�� '5�� 0����� ����)���� ��>�P�J��� 0��� 5�H/ (�I। ����� ����7 
0����� ��� ��7� ���B�� P�+�� '����7���� '�u�L, 0����� ����)� ���7�, �����, )��PH, 
��7� 0� ���)��� ��>�P��� J���� ���+�� ��o ��7। 0� 4���� ��� �� ��,� )�+ ��7। 
0����� ��� ����)��� 4����� ������� ��� ���y�, ��"��" �B������ '�> ��S 0J�� ���� 
��p�o�7 0����� ��� ����)��� �����q�� ���)� ���,�। 1§� '����� 4{5���� K�� ���y� 
��W/� W���। 0J q�� q�� ��H����5 ����� ��>�� 1�� ����� �B����� ,�o�7 �o�,�। 0J�� 
'���)� ����7 '�> '��7 0�� W��� ���B 0����� ����7 ��� ����)� ������� �u�� ���� ��7 
4���. 0+�� ��o ���K W��� �)�� )। 0� 4���� ����)� 0J ( '����- #� ���� 0�: 0�: 
��,� )+�� )+�� 0����� ��� �����-#� ���� 0��� E���- 0����� ��� ����)��� ��( 
������� ��� ���y� ��� ��q��। ��>�q��P�� (��� 1§�� 5H/ ��,���,  “'������5 ������� 
����, )���7�� '� ��(, �> '�� ����� ��� ��(U�, ���� ')� ���75�।’’ 
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0����� ��� ����)��� (��� ��EB� W�p(��7 �� � ���7 ��"�" ������� ���,��� (���। 
��C 0����� ��� ����)��� ( 0����� ����� J�� '�= )�7 �5�7�,���। 0����� 4��5���( �� 
���� ���� '�� 1��7 �,��� �। '���� (�� '5����=/" ���,��� 1§�W���। 0�� 1��7�S� � 
'��� ��,� )+�� )+�� ����� ��>�� ��- ���� 4��Z� '*�o�� 0:����� ��,�� ��:� ���7 
0�����5� ���B ���7 A�� #�� ��" ��A�>। #��� 0�� {���� ���� �5�7 ������ ���e ��{��� 
�p���7 ��o। 

 
����� ������� ������� 

��-�.���� '��)\�  0� '���)�* 
>c��b� 4� ��H�W/ ����� 

��-0�-��, ��H��)� 
?%- -&_ 

 

 0��� (7����� '�+�+ ��,�-" ��� E���� �� ��H����5 47����� ��¦�� K� 'E�� 0� 
#� ��U��� ������� �³ '*�="� �����, “4� 4�P���/ 4P #� 4B��W � B��� 4P >c��b�� 1>� 
'����$ +� '�7�� '��7�+/��/।’’ ')��+� >[��-��[�[���� ��s��� '5�+ �)���� ��U��� ������� 
W���w: �³ 0��� 47����� '��+ '��H (I�� �� #�� ��H����5 ����� ��>�� ��¦�� K��� 
47����� 'E�� ���/��"� ��(7�� �� 0��� �w: )�7 ����,���। #��� ��#���, >c��b� �) 
��� ��Z ��U��� ����� 4�P��� ���� ������ ( 4B�B Z�� ���WX '��� ( '�b��� ���7�L 
�,��, 47����� ���P. ��H����5 ��¦�� K� 'E�� 1����e ���/� ��(7�� �� ���> ')$ 
'��7�+/��� A�� '5�� 0�� 0��� #� f�+� (`&H �����) ��7 ������ E��7 �5�7 1�I। '���� 
0�� �������� ���WX '���� ��/�B�� ��� 'P��/��> H���7� '���� ��>। ���� ������� # ��7 
E�E�� W�� ����H ���,���। )I�. ����� (������ �����) ��¦�� K� 'E�� 0��� 47����� '��+ 
��U��� ������� ��;� �³ '��H 1I���। '�> �³ ����,���- “��� 0��/ W��� ����, +B��� ( 
'���5� ��7 0����� ��¦�� K� '*��( ��� 'P���,। (�� '5����=/" ���� ���� ��p�o '��7 
1��� 1�I 0��, 0����5�� ��s¶ ��� '�(7�� HB- (�� W�="W��� '��7 0��,- '����� '� 
'���� E�� #�5�7 #���, 0����� �-� ����, ��pA�(, 0����� ��pA�(।’’ '�> �³ ��� ���y�- 
“��H����5 ����� ��>� �������� )���� )�7�,, '����> '5���J�� A��,, 0����� ��� ������� 
�o�,, '������ 47����� '�>A 'E�� 0��� '�� �� ���y �, �� ��� �:® )�7 '5�,।’’ 
��-�"> 0��� ����� 0����� ���� �����7 '����� 0���� �u��� ���� ��>+-'��� 1o�,। ����, 
+B�� 0� '5����=/�"� W�=" 5H/ ��,���, 4���B ����=� ���P�+� 4�)�7 ��X�� '��� 'W�� 
0��,���। 4�Z� 4��� ,�� H�� '� ��p���7 �o�, '�> 4���B ����, +B��� ( '5����=/�"� 
0J�� ���B। 'A���� ���� '����� 0J 0� 0J, ��S 0J�� '���)� ���� ���,, ��H��� 
���� ���,। 'A�� �P���7 '��)�\������ 0��� '5�+� ���� �����7 '����� '����( W�=" J�� 
0�9 )�7 '5�,, ���o *� ���,। '�> W7�� ( W7��� '5����=/"( 0J�� '���)� ���� 0�: 
0�: 0����� ���� #�5�7 0��,���, 0����� 'P��/ ��> ������ E��7 H���7� )�7�,�। 4��/��� 
)��� �,� ���I 0� 4��/��� )��� �,� �����" ��>�P� 0� ��� ��1� J��। ������ E��7 #W��� 
��� E���� �� #� ���E (��� '*��(� ���B ��o �����-��o���� ���� ���� )�� 'W�� 0��� 
0����� 'P��/�� ���WX H�75�7 ,�o�7 ��H� ��� ��� 0� 0��� ����)���� ����� )��� ���  

 

*'��)�\� 0�a� '���)�  %&  ����� ?@'� ��A/ ��H����5 ����� ��>� 0�/$ ���->c��b� 4� ����� �)���� ��/�� 
E������� ������ �� �� '���� HK�� +)�� �5�7�,��। 
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���I �,� ����� A�� '��� ��� 0��-�� HB। 0�� 0��� 'P��/ ��7 ������ >+������ �W��� 
��H� ��7 ��� ����� 4��-� ���� E���। 0��� ����>-�>। ���" ������� >y� 0����� �,� 
�। 0��� �u��B� ��������� ��p�o�7 �ū  ��E ��7�,���। ����B ��>�P� ��7> 0��� ����� 
������� �����। ���)� �����, �o��� ��C ��,� )+��� �। ������� 0�� 0��� ��� 'P��/ ��7 
'�> >+������ ���WX H�75�7 ,�o�7 ��o ��H� ��7 ����,���। 0� ����� 0���� '���,��� 
0J�� '���)� ����, ��� ���) ��� ,��-H��� ��)� ��� ����� ���� ( +B��� ����� 
��������। ��� ��+�� ��7 0��� '���,��� 0����� 'A���� �\��� A���+ ��� ��� '����� g�� 
A�� '5�। g���� ��,� ��,� ���y� ���� ����� ‘$H’। ������ >��0� ���)�� ���E 0��� ��� 
0��/��� #� *[� ����� ��*=/ '�����। ���� ( +B����� ��P�+� 5H/� 0��� ���> ����̄  )�7 
�o�,���। ��,�-" �� '����� ��� 0��/ '�> ��� g��J��� ��7 �P��, ��� ��,� 0�( ���+ 
g�� 0��,�। � 4����e g��� �,� ��*�=/ ���/�: ��U��� >��0� �6���। 0����� �\�� ���7> 
��� ����� ��� g��J�� >��0� �6���� ��7 ����/ #�5��y�। 0�� 0��� ����)���� (��� 
(�� J�� �=/" ���� ��=� ����,���। (��� 5�o�J��� #�5��y�-���> A�� '5�। ��,� a�+ 5�o� 
E����> 0��� #� ����)� )I�. (��� ��� J���=/" ����> (�� ���> g�� E����7 '�� ��o 
������� ����। W�=" m�� P�7�� �K )�7 ��7 0��� ����)���� 1��। 0����� 1�� �o�,� 4���B 
'{�$, 0���( ��o�, 
7��q7 '���5� 'E�� �u��� ���� 4���B J��। 0��� 0����� ����B 
��>�P� ��7> ����� ��"�" ������� ���� E���। ��,�-" �� 0����� J�� '�= )�7 '5�� 0��� 
J���=/" ���� ���� 0�: 0�: ��,� )+�� E���-0����� )��� ����B ��>�P� E����( (�� 
����� ����� 4t���� '�> W��� ����, +B��� �)� ( 4���B '���5�, '{�$ ( ��� G�B ��7( 
0����� ���� ���9 #�5�7 0��� ��)� ��7 �>। 0����� aH/7 ����� ��e� ���� (�� 
�E�� 0��� ��)� ��7 �>। ����B ��>�P� ���7> (����� ��7 #� *[� ��������� �� 0�� 
0��� 'P��/ ��7 ��,� )+�,���। 0��� 'P��/ �� ��,� A�� �5�7�,���। 0�� 0��� aH/7 ����)� 
��7 #��> (��� ��K�� P�>+ ���y���। )I�. '����� (�� ���-(��� ����� '��� 0�� (��� 
'*��(�7� ���� ��o ��(7�� W�7 ��,� )�+ A�� 0��। ��,� #�� '����� #� ������� ,���� 1�� 
#� ������ ��p�o�7 0�,। 0�� ��� '5�+� ���� ��(7�� ���E ���E '�> ������ W����� #�� 
0���� �W��� ��7 �5�7 ������7� ��,� ����� Z�� 0¡7 ����। ��C '� H�75� ����� �� � 
���7 0��� '�> W������� �����/ 4���7� ��� ������7� ��,�� ��:� ���7 '����7 �o���। 
0��� #� ����)�� �E��� 0��� ���> ��+��/� 4�����« ����� ����� ��X� ���)��� ����7 �5�7 
0¡7 '>। ��� 0����5�� ��E� �· ���। 0��� ��� ���o�� A�-�:� '��7 ��� ,���� 1�� �5�7 
'����� ��� 0��/�� >+������ �W�� ���� 0����5�� ��A/ ���,,- �� 'W�� )�7 �5�7�,�। 
4�����« ����� ����� ��� ���� 'E��> '��7 0��� E��� ��� 0��/��� ��K�� P�>+ ���� ��� 
��C 0��� ����)���� J�� '�= )�7 ��(7�7 #�� 0��� ����� P�>�+ ���*����W��� ¸�S )�7 
��(7�7 ��B�"����� ��U��� #����7 A�� �5�7 ������� '����� 'P�� ���7 ������ ��U��� W�>��� 
'�(7� ',po� ���U '5�x ��� ��B�"��� ������ ,��-H��� ���E ���� �5�7 '������ ��U��� 
H���� ��/���W��� ��)� ���� E���। ���� �� ��+� '��H �5�7�,�। 0�� 0��� )��� ���� 4A� 
47����� '�++� '����� ��� �A� ��� ���7 ����� �� ����� '�b� '$$ '�����। ������ E��� 
��)� ��> �����, '��� 'E�� #� ��U��� �³ 'W�� 0��,�- 'H�� ��� 
�W���� ��� '�> �³ 
���,���, “������ E��,’’ ��-�"> #� 4��U��� ������ 47����� '��+ ��� (�I-'�� ���� ��)� 
'��� '����� )�7।’’ 0�� '�� ����� ���� 47������ ��U��� �³ '��� '5��(  
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'���� ��� '����� �W�L �)�� ��7�,। 0�� #��� 0��� 47����� '�+�+ 4A� ��� ��B�"��� 
������ #� ��U���� ����7 '��� ���/��/� ���H�� H���� ���H �o�� �5�7�,���। ���H�� H��� 
�B���� A�)� ��,���> #o��� ������ �। ���H '��= '�� )�7 #�� ����� #� ',�+ *�� ��� 0�, 
#� ��7 '����� 4���B ��U���H ��)��� ���P�7 ���P�7 0��,, ��,� ��������� 5�o�। 
��)����� '���� #��> ��U��� ������� 0J ���5�7 ���7 ��+��+ �K ��� ���। >�����B ��� 
'����� 5�o� a�+� ��)������ ��U��� ������� ��³� ���5�7 ���7 A�� '5���। 0��� ��)������ 
�������� 0� �>�� ������ �- 0�� 0��� ����)���� ��H� ��7 ��)������ 1�� P�7�� ���� 
���/� ���� aH ��)��� J�� '��7 ��o ��7- 0� �� ��)��� '�|�o �����7 ��7। ����� �� 
��B�"��� ��U��� ����� '�p�A ��7 ��)��� ��³ 'E��। 0����� J���=/�" ��U��� ������� 0�X 
��� ( ��)������ )���� ( ��³�� 0����7 ���> W��- ��: )�7 ��5��� ���� ������ E��� 
A�������। #��� 0�� �������� ��:�� ���� �� ��� )�7 {���� ��*/ ��:� ��� 0����� ����)���� 
��7 4H��� ��E 4�u�B )�7 ��>। 

 
���� �)�� ��� ������� 

��-�.���� '�� (4��) 0��7�� ')��� 

 

4�)���5 0�6��� 0��� ��"/ ��E/ �,�। 0�� ���� '������� �¤��7 '�U�� �,���। 

 ?@'� ���A/� *+�7 ��-�® )�7 1�I। 0��� ��U��� 4�P������ ���E �E� ���� ���� 
0���� �K.���)�  ���। ����� 0���  dH ���� 0���-4���A� ��� ?&'� ��A/ '������ 
'E�� �����7 ��>। '�H5�p ¨�� PB�b��� ���, #�� '��� ���e���)� 5I )�7�,। '���� >��0�, 
0���, ��H��)�, ,��, �u=�, ¡��� ���> �,�। 0�� ���� '�uL )��� '>। 0��� `@l H�� 
1��� �,���। '�H5�p '�� ��>�� 4������ �$�Pc ��7 ?%'� ��A/ ��������� ���E ���� ��« 
)>।  ?d H ��� '�� )��)�, `�+ 5�o�  �� #�� 4�� 0)� )7। �V 4�( 0��� 1��� ���। 
4� ¤��� 0��� ��5/�I� ( ���� ���7� )>। `l'� ��A/ ����� �)������� 0���  lH '��� 
���� '�� )>। 0�5 'E�� 0��� ����� ����� '� �������� #B����� ��� 0�,। 0��� #B������ 
��o ��>। ������ 0�� ��� #�H >��0� (��� �)�� )। ���� 7H '�� ���� '�p�A 0��। 
��7 �,� ��� ���o ��+�। ` '� ��A/ '���� �B���+��� 0��� '5�+� ���+ )��������� ���, ��� 
'����� 4�Z� �,�। 0��� ��� `+�7 0q�" A���>। #�� @H ��� '�� ��� )7। 0����� 
'���� -7-�� )7�। 

 'W�� ��pA+�7 �������� �B��� '�� ( 4� ��7 0����� 1�� 0q�" A���7। (��� 
���� �+��� � '��� ������� 'A�� ���। ���> ���yX )�7 ��7, '�� ��,� �)�� )। 0���) ���H 
��� '����� )�� ��� ��o। ����� �,�  �� #���। 

 

����� P�p�o� �������* 
  %& ����� �p�A�� ���A/� '�> W7���� ����, ��� �E� ���������� ����=�� '���� ��> 
W���� ����� �। (�� ���� �)��� �e�B�7 W����7 '���� HB 4���/�� '�� #���। (�� H����, 
#���� (��� ��- '�1 '>। ������ ��/A��� 'E�� ��:�� ����� ��/S, ���-� ����H��� 'E�� 
�)��� 

 

*�����7 ����S�, '��n�(  %&  ���B�7 ������ ���B '� ��A� “���� J��’’ ��=/� ������ 'E�� ������। 
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'�)�� ���= 0� {���� �u=� ��/S H������"� ��: :� 'E�� (�� �;�"/W��� ���yX। ��> 
��s�� ���� A�q� HU� ���)� '�� ��� ��,-��A�� � ��� ��/{��� 0q�" ��7 '�� #���,�। 

 ��� �����+�� �� *�o '��� ��p+�7 ��p+�7 #�> ��U (�� ������B��7 4~�, �����5, 
������7 >��0� �B�����, ����� �B����� #��� E��7 E��7 P�p�o�� P�p�o�� 0q�" ��� 
�����। ���> H��, #���� ��H����5 ����� ��> ,�o� 0� '�� H�75� 'E�� ���� '���� ������� 
��7�, '���� '5�, '����> 4����  ������ A����7 '5�,। ��C #� ',�z #�+� �B��q�( 0�,। 
#> ���+� ��C ��� �� '���> H��। 

������ 'E�� ������� ��:�7 ����� ��p�7 ���� ����� )�, $�>� G��� ����� 4�P�, 
'��� 'E�� #�+���� #�5�7 '5�� ������ P�p�o। ��,����B� G�B '���5�-��>�P� ��7 #> P�p�o 
0q�" ���� �5�7�,�। ���� ��sS �� ����� ������� ���� 0��/ ���+� �+ �+ �� ')� 
P�p�o+�� ���� #�5�7 A���,�। #��� ��K ��, 'E�� '� ������� 0��� ���� #� �E� ���� 
�D�( ���� �����। 'W���,�, 4���� ( 
y�6 ����� )�B����� A����7 ����, #�+� ��"���( 
'�)�> '��� �। ��C P�p�o+�� ���, '���> #� ���� �u������� ���� '���5��� J�� ����� 
4WBE/� H���। (�� W�=" A��� 1�I ���,�7 '5�। #+� �� #�+� ����� ����� ���� �E�। #� 
����B P�p�o� H��7� �����, ����� #� �o ��)� )��! ��C ����� � ��� 1��7 �,� �,  (��� 
���B ��7�H '�> J���� 0)� )�7�,। #��� P�p�o� 'W�� 'E�� ���� ��7���� ��>�P��� �� 
'��� '5�।  

 #��� a’��- ��� �K )�7 '5�। ������� ��E #��+( H��"� '>। *�� *�� ��H�-H���� 
�t। ����� '�� ��o�-�� '>, ��� * * '���5� 0� ��>�P��� ��� ������� �E 0� a> 
����� ���oJ�� 'E�� 'E�� '�p�� 1I�,�। G�B�� '�� #�+� '���7��7 ��o �5�7�,���। 

          P�p�o� 'W��� '� '��E�7 0�,, ���� �� ���,- ��,�> ���� '���� ���y� �। 4�� ��- 
4t��� P�p�o+�� ���B 1���e H�75�7 ��H� ��7 ������������� ����� �-B ��� J�� ,�po�,�। 
��:�� 0���7 G�B��� ���� W���� ���> '���� ���y�। P�� #>��� (�� '���-" �o�> A����7 
'��� ������ �, ����� ���� '��� 'E�� �u�WU ���। 

 P�p�o� ���B ������������� 1N��� ‘H7 �����’  � ����। 0q�"������� ���B H��7� 
�9�� )��)� )�7�,�। ��C �s�����"���� G�B��� ����� '���� �A¶ '��� ��7�।  

 P�p�o� ������� #W��� #��� ��� G�B�� )�+�7 '���, #+� ��B ��B> 4W���7। 0�( 
0s��/� �E�, ���� P�p�o� ���B 'E�� '���5� A����7�,�। E�� �� P�p�o� �������� )��� ���� 
'���5� '�(7� )7 �। #���� �6�� ( ��>�P� ����� ���। #> ���+ ��)���/ #> '���5� 
'�� ��� ����� )��� #���? 

 ����� �)N�� '����� ���� #� 1��+� 0�� '��7�,। #+� ��� P�p�o� �������� ��H 7। 
����� ��U '��5 ���7�,� #> �)N��> ������A� ���� J�� ��� ��7��+ ��5���। '��5 ���7�,� 
���� �E�+� ��I�W��� ��� )�� �। ���/� #> ������ '�u�L> ��� #> ��������� ��*�+� ��� 
G�B��� )�+�7 '�(7� �9� )�7�,�।  

 ������ ��U '��5����5 � E���� P�p�o� �������� # ��H )�� ���� ��)� ��� �। 0� 
'���5��? ��� ����� �)N� 7, �������� �)N�� 4���> # �E� ���,� '� ���� �)��� ���B  
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#��+��� '��� 0�, ��� )��� #��+ '���5� 0�,। '�> '����+ )�y ���� J�� ��� ����A� 
���� ��¹�। �� ��� '� #> '���5� ��{) ����,�, #���� '�-> H��। 

  ���-
������ ���5 ���B�� 1a/ '��� ��="A6� ‘�� J��’ ��� #� 4���/ ���)� 
�����,��। ���)�� '�> �E���E� J���� 
����� 0�6�� 1���- J���� ��" ���7�,�। ��C 
��B ��B> #�� '�1 J�� �,� �। ������ �A��"�7 
����� 0�6���� #> �)����� J�� ��� 
0�B� '�(7� )�7�,�। 

���� J��� �B����+� ��C '� ��� 7। ��B ��B> '� J���� ���। '�> ������� H�§�,�, 
�o )�7�,�, '�> ������> ���� #> ��E '+� 0�। �7� 0� ��? ����� '��I�� ��A> �,�। #> 
�7��> '� J�� ��� ���B�� )�7 1�I�,�। ��� �����" J����� 'A�7 '� 
�w �,�। ��� ����A� ����, 
#� �E�+� ����� H�� �,� '�, 4��� �����-0��� ���� J��� ��, 'E�� ��W��� ��)��B 
'��7�,, W��������( '��7�,। 

 #> ������ #� 4�� *+� *�+ �� ����� ��� ��I 4EA ��B। ���� J��� H��� #�� 
#� *+� *+�। 
��� ����� 0�6���� ��j��/ #�� '���+� '�� ��� '� �;�"/ ���� '5�। 
0� �� �E� '� W��� '5� '�। '�� ��� ���������� ��s� ����:��� ����A�q� )�� 'E�� 
��e ��� ����- #+�> ��� �B�, ��, H��w )�7 ��po��। '���� ����= ��Hv��� ���� ��U ��e � 
)��( '� ���WX �)N�7 ��Hv��� ��/���� ��U '��5����5 �-� ��� A��।  

 #�+� ��=�7 '� ����6�) �,� '�, ��B ��B> (��� )�� 'E�� '���� ��e ���� )�� 
��� ��{��� ���� )��। '�> 1�2�B�� ���� '��� '� #> '���5� 0� 4B�B 4��� ��{) 
��� ��7�,�। 0� #> ���� J��� �W��� #�> ��E� ��E� 0�( ��7��+ ',�� ���� �*�� 
��p�o�7�,�।  

�p�A�� ���A/� '�> ��W��=�� ������ ��� ��6���� ����7 ���� �����। (��� '�> 
G����A� )�B� 0�  ������ ���� ����)���7 1\� ��� �����,�। ���� �)�� )���� 0� 0���� 
0�)�(7�। ��� ���B aH/7 ��)� ���� ��7 �)N�7 �)N�7 *��� '� ��������� '�|�� ( ��5I 5�o 
�����,�। ��� #> ��)� 0� ���� ���A7 '��7 ��� ��7����� ���B �)N�� '������ ���� 0� 
���= ��� �A� ��। 

 ���� ������ ���, #> �)�� ������ ���� 0�( '5�+� ��7� ���= ��� E���, ��� 0��� 
(��� ��W��� ���� ���� ������। ������ ��+� ����+��� '5��76���� ���, '�|p,�� '��� )7�। 
���� �X�X ��� ��� �t� ��� �P��,�।  

 �p�A�� ���A/� �� 'E��> ��º�� G��B� �� *����o-'������+ 'W�UA��� >y����� ��I��+ 
��� A���,। #����� �E� �«��) �)��� '5�+� ��7� '���� '���� ��+ )�7 '5�। �)��� ���= 
W�7 0p��� 1I�। #W��� '���� '���� ��� ��+ )�7 ��7, ��� ���� �� ����? '�=���� �� � 
'��7> ���� )��? W�7 ����)��� ���= �� ���� �E ��p�H ��7 �। 

 '�� '������ �������� W�7 '���� ����� A�7 �। #> a��/� ��/������"� 4�Z� �AS� 
��� 4�Z� )�7 1I� ����। ��,� #�+� ����> )7। � �7����� #�� '���� A�� ��+ ��� ��7 
���� 0� ���� 4�)��7� ���� )�� J�+�7 ��� ��� '����, # ��,���> A��� �। ��C �� ���� ���� 
'�?     
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#��� �)N�� '������ 4��� )�7 '��� ���� 0� ��� ���� ����� '���� '���� 
'W�U �:� �:� A�� '�� ��� ��7 ���y। '�=���� ������ #> ��H! ���� )����� )�7 '5�। ��C 
#�+� ���> ����� 0�� �B����+� ����� ���� �>� �। ���� ����� ����� ���� 'A�7> #> 
a���)��� ���H )�� ���7�,। ���� 0� ��� �U��� 4�BS ±���� ��U '�> A�� �)N�� *�� *�� 
W�5 ��� ���। ��o�� '���� ����� �� ��,�+� A�� '��7 
�:� ����� 'P��। )���� ��H+� '��� 
'P�� 4�u�B )�7 '5� ����। ��� ��E�� 1�� �u��B� ����7�� ����,। ���+� >�����B ,�o�7 ��o�,। 
����+���� H�� ��� �t� ��7 �P��,। 

 #��� a���)�� ���� 0� '����� ��H ���� �����5 ��7�। #����� ��BW��5 5B��� ��� 
#� ���B�� J�� ���� ����+���� )��� ����7 ���। 5B��� >�����B> ����+���� ������ ��� 0��� 
��7�H�� ����7 ���7�,। ��,�o� ������ ��K�� ��� �B�e5� 0�q�� �,�। #���� ������ 
J���� H�� )�7 ���� '�� ��,��� ��B���7� E���� )�7�,�। �� ��� 4�� )�7�,। ���� #��+ 
H��� ��� 0��,�। 0�/���+��� �7���� ���, #�� ��� H��+� #�+� ���o� ���� ��po��। (�� 
0�5 'E��> G��� )�7 �,�। #�+� ���� '��7 ����+���� '����� ��aB�5���� #�� ��� H��+��� 
�*�� 'P��। ����� ���� ���� ��� ��7 ����� 0:��7 A�� '5�। ���� '�> '� '5�, ����� 0� 
�P�� 0���। �P�� 0��� � '����। 

  

�������� ��� �������* 

 

 #��� ����� �u��7 �«�)।  

 W����7 '���� ���P. #��+ ����� �A���� )���- ���� �)� 'E�� ���o �������+�� ���� 
'�� #� H�75�7 ����:�� G�B��� ��U ���e�������� ��� A��,। ���+� A�~�B��, ����= ��� 
���� 'H��� '������ ���,। ���� �� �� ���������� �� H�75� 'E�� ���e���)�� ��q7��� 
����� ��(7� ���y। ��C ���� 'H��7 ����� ��������� �A¶��� '>। 4��B ?@'� ��A/ ������ 
������ )����� �E� ������ ��H�����5� ����� W�>�7�� ���L��"/ ������� ���7�,�। ���������� 
���e��{���� >��)��� #> ���)� 4����"�7। ��� a> �� ���� ���7"5x �)��� ��{��� W�>�7�� 
������ '5�+� ��7� ��>�P��� 1�� �W/� ��� 0���� ������B�7 �����-� G�B���� a> �� ��/S 
0+�� '����,� �)�� ����� '�7�। ����� ���B ���� ���A�7 1��B�5� W���� {)" ����,� ���� 
���> �K" ( ������; 4�W���� ��� ���7 #������> ��pA�। 0����� #> ��{��� W�>��� HB ���� 
'H��� ���= �U�W��� 5�/���� ���� ����। ��C �����? 

 ����� 'E�� ���� ���� 'H��7 ���e��{������ '�� ��o� �� '>। ���� 'H��� ���= a�� 
��� ���, ���> #�5�7 ���y, 0���> ��� '�,� ��o 0�,।  

 ���o �������+�� ����� '�> H�75�+� '��E�7 ��> ��7 ����/ ( �������� A��। ���L �;��/ 
4���� ��I� ���"� '>। '�1 ��� ��W��, 

       '�1 ��� ������, 0��� '�1 ��� H7������। 0��� #� '���( 0�, ���� #> W����7 
�A��"��� #��� 5�pH������ ��� 1�o�7 '�7, ��C 4������ ���=  #�� ���B ��� ���� ���। ��� 
'�  

 

 

*���B '� ��A� ‘������� ��{��� ��������’ (05�  %& ) ��� {�²� “(�� ����� H’’ ��=/� ������ 'E�� ������। 
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����� ��� ��> 7, ��H��� �D�� ��)���B ����� 0��� �¤J" ��� P����7 P�p���7 '����। 
>������/ ������� 1�� ����:�� '����K ���� '���� 'P���,। #+� W����7 '������ �A�� 7, 
��B-��/��� '������ : ������� '�> W7��) �u�B '��� #���,।  

 ��>��� '���� #+���> ��� H��, ��C �I� '�� H�75�7 ��� '����,� #�� ����� P��P� �� 
'�> �;��/ ����� �� '�� j� ���"� �,� �। ��,�o� ��B�� #� �� A���� *+� *+�, '� 
�)� 'E�� ���o �������+�� a��� '�> ��*=/ �;��/ '� 0� ��E� *���7। 

 ���� ��>��� '��� ����� ���, *+�+� ',�+ )�� ����। ��C Z��7W��� *+�+� ��K" 
1��H� ( 1.���)� �u�� ����,। 0��� #� �t� ��� �H
 ���H *+�Z�� �5�7�,��। W�5Bq�� 
��� ��U 0��� '��� )�7 �5�7�,�, '�>HB> #> 1�N���5B *+�+� �;��/ ��,�+� 0������� 
���� ����,। 0H ���� �������� H��o #> ���� '� ��: *�+ A���,, ��� ��+��� ���> �� 0��� 
����। 

 ����:��� '����K ���� _I� #��� ( @> #��� ���� a> �� ������� 1�� '���� 
'P���,�। ����� �� ����� '��+ '5�, >�����B ����:�� G�B �� ���e���)� '�1 �������� 
���� ����। ����� )I�. #��� '��� '5� ����:�� G�B�� ������ ��� ����� HB ,��+ 
0��,। JH� 7, ��B-��/��� ����� '��� #���,।  

  ��p��� ����o� )�+ �)���� ���B�� �����)�+ 'E�� �H���� ��/S #��+ ��:� A�� #���,। 
��>� ������� �E, �H���� 'E�� ������ �� ��>�। G�B�� #> �E ��� #�5�7 0��,�। ����� 
��� ��7��’ G�B। G�B���)�� g��J�� #��� �� #� ���,� ��� 0��,�। ����� ��U �+/��, 
���+, '���5�- '�� ��,��> 0W�� '>। ���e���)�� ‘a�u�����’ '���J���� ���� �����= ��� 
����, A�"/ ��� �����7 �����7 '���। 

 �����)�+ 'E�� �H����, ������ ��pA���� {��। #> ��pA���� {���� ���, ��*=/+� *�+�,�, 
'�>��  `> #���। �E�� '5�+� ��p�A� G�B��)� g��। #> g���� �W7 'E�� G�B�� ��,�+� ���� 
#�5�7 #���,। �E H��B। ��� ���� ���� a�+-#��+ 4�� ��)�� '�|��)�� '��� '���-���o� 
0o�� 'E�� 1p����p�� ����,। G�B�� ��sS �� #�5�7 A���,�। )I�. #� ��7 ��S �N�- ��u���� 
A��� ���7 Jo�� Jo��-���� ����� ������ 5H/ '��� '5�। 4�� ����A� �+/���� 0(7�H। ��� 
0(7�H> 7, #�+� '5���� +����� �,+�� #�� #�+� g���� 1�� �o�। g���� 1�� G�B��� ���B 
V�o�)�o ��o '5�। #� 4��B����W��� 0q�S )�� )�� #+� (�� W���� �����। (�� �� ��� 
�T��-� ��¼� ���B #�� ��o�,? #> 4�A�-4H�� ��/�t� '��� ���� �� ��� 0��-� ����? 
����- �)H 7, (�� �+/�� ��7 0q�" ���� #���,। (��� ��U �� '��� 0�, '� ����? #�� 
���B�7 �o �� )�� � �� � )�� #�� #W��� 0q�" ���� ��)� ��� �। ���� 0q�" ���,, 
���� '������o� 0o��� #� ����|��� 4��5�� ��� 0�, '�, ��:� 'E�� ����� '�� ���> 
'��� ��7 �। g�� ��7 '�> ���� #�5���� 1��7 '>, '��� )�� ���7 ')p�+ '��� )7। ��C '�+� 
'�����> ����� 7। (��� ��U ��� �+/�� 7, '���5�( 0�,। #����� �u��� �� ��7� ��p� 
'���5��� J�� g���� 1�� #�� ��o�,। �E� ��/��7> G�B��� ��7�H ������W��� H�� )�7 
��o�,। G�B�� 0� '��� � ��� 0����� 1�� �W/� ��� �+/���� '5����=/" ���� ��5�। ����� 
'���5�( 4����� ��H ��� A���,।  

  #>W��� ��7� *[� ��� a> ��-� '5���J��� �=/" A��, #�� �������� ��� ,�o� 0� �� 
��� '��� ����। #> ��7� *[�� ���� ��� G�B��� ���K" -7-�� )�7�,। �+/�� 0� '���5��� 
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'5���J���� ����� �� g�� G�B )��)� )�7�,। #��� ���B� ��7 #����, 4����- 4�u�B '5���� 
���)�� �� �����" -7-�� )�7�, �� ���� (I� �9� �,� �। ��� #> ��=�7 '�� ��6) '> '�, 
'5���� ���)�� '������ �o �� 7। 4����� ��� ���7 (�� ��E� ��e���� । #��� 0�( ��,���� 
#�5��� '5�� (��� P�p��� ���B ����� 0+�� ��o ��(7�� 0��� ��7�,। #> 4�Z�7 �����)��+� 
���� �P�� ��(7�+�> (�� �U� ��� �� ���। 

 4�u�B ���e���)� '5���J�� �=/" ��� ���� )�7 '5�,। ��� �9�� #+� (��� A��। (�� 
����W '����7 0�( a�� �;�"/ (��� 07��� ���B '+� ��� A�>�,। ���-G�B�� 0���� 
�����)��+ �P�� ��(7�� ����S �)" ���। �E� ��+� g�� #������ 4A� )�7 '5�,। �)� ( H��� 
G�B��� '�) 4B�B g��� '����> ��� )���। #��� (��� #> '����� ���,� �P�� A�� �����)��+� 
����। 4A� g�� ���+ #> ����� �u���A¶ �)���� ��:�� 1�� ��o �>�। '�� ��,��� '�J�� �W��� 
��o �,�। 

 '��� '��� '>, #> 4�Z�7 0� '��� a� #�5��� �������� ��H )�� �। (�� �Z� ��� 
��� �����)�+ 'E�� 0��� �� ��� 4�W�� �K ���� )��। ����- ��E� ��e���� '�> ��=�7 
��6) '>। 4�Z� ������H� ��� �� )�� ���� 'E�� 0�( '��� G�B 0���� ��7�H )�� ����। 

 #��� ���e���)�� �E�7 0�� ���। ����� ��m 0q��" 0���� ������B�7 �����-� ���-
G�B�� ���K -7-�� ��" ��� ���,�7 '��� ���B )�7�,�, ����� �K 0� �> �K ���� 
���B�7 �,� ��� ����� H। ����� 4��� ���B �,� ������ #��+ �+/�� 0� #��+ '���5�। #��� 
���B '�1 ���� ��7�, ��� a’H H�� )�7�,�। 

 (��� *�p�+ 'E�� ��7� ��>� ����। '��E�7 '�> *�p�+ #> �E�+� #���� ����> H��। (�� 
'�> *�p�+ 'E�� 'H�7� ',����� ��7 ���। 0� ����� ����D�+� (��� ���, ���� ���। ',���� 
�� 1N��� 0�)��� )�7 ���- 0���( E��� 0����� ��U। 0���( #��� ���e���)� 5�o 
'����� �E� W���,���। 0����� �7H '��� A�> ���। 

  �, � 0����� �� fB� ���� #> �����H> ��E�। ��� '��� '��� ��� '5�� ����,� W��� 
)�7 ����। 0���� ��� A����� �-B �����। '���� (�� '� )I�. 0����� A��� ���� � ����। 
#� 0�( 4�� ��H 0�,, �� 0���� ���� ����। ���� ���� 7, ����> )�� 0�����। 
0���� � ���� '� ����! 

 (�� ���, 0���� �� ���� 0��� ��> ���� ��H� 0�,।’’ 

��C ���o���� �� #�+� �+�� '��5�,। #�H �´ ����, #�� ��� 0����� #��� #�� 
#> ��: '5����� �����7 ���, ��)�� (�� 0����� 1�� ���� '��। 0����� ���o-J���� '�= 
����। 

 “#> 4�Z�7 �� ���� ��� 0��’’ #�H �´ ���। 

 ���o� 0�� �7��! �E��> ��� ����� A�7 �, ��� ���� A���A����� ��� 'P��। �E�+� 
W�� '���7 �। ��)��( 4���7 )�7 ���� )�y।  

 0��� ���� ���� (�� �� ���� �, (��� �� ������ �� ����>। #> 4�Z�7 #��� ����7 
'�(7� ,�o� ��H��� ��pA���� 0� '�� �E '���, �। ��� 0��� HB ���, �। 0�� #> 4~��� 
���>� �E� 'W��> ���,। #� #�+� �E� '�1 '�� ��� ���� �। )�H�� ')��, #�� �����> '���� 
',��, 
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����� 
������ HB �o�> ��� A���,। #��� �� ����7 '�(7� ��7! #��� �� �T� )��� ���� 
'�(7� ��7! 

 >�����B ���+� ',����� ���, '�|p�, '5�,। (�� �� '�p�� ���o���� ���� #�� Ao�( ���, 
'����� W����� � ��� 1���H� ��³ ��� 1I�, ��� '�� '�µ�� ����7 ���� 'A�� ���, ��)�� 
0��� ���� '��+ ���A����A� ��� 'P��। ���o��� ���> A��। #��� 0� ����� ���� '�� �E� '��� 
'5� �। ���e���)�� '������ ',����� ��)��B ��7 ��: 4~�+� *��� *��� ���-� ��� '���। ��� 
���� �� ����� ����D����7� ���� '�> a���)��� ���H ��p���7 �o�। 

 #> �����H ��� '��������� �� 0��� H�� �। ��C #> �����H�� ���L��"/ ��{���� 
���)� ���� ���� ,�o�7 ��o�,। '������ ���=  #��� �E� W���� ����� �। 

 ���� ���-G�B�� ����� ��E� ���� ��� ���� HB �����)�+ 'E�� �����N�� ���� '��5 
#> {���� �� {�� 4���=/" ��� A��, ��7� *[� ��� #> '5��� �=/" A��। ��C ����� �-B ��� 
���� '5��� ,�po�,�, ���� �� 'E�� �V ����, ����� ����,�p7�� �5���� ��>�� �� 4~�� �� 
'���7 '��� 1�I�,। 

 

 

----------------- 
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��� �������� Az{�� 
 

������� ��� ����� 
?। Az{���� ��� ��������� ����" ................... ... %&  

 
'��� Az{��� '�� ��� 


����� �o�> �K )�7�,� 
��-�.���� '�� ��/� �H7�1� �)�� 

 

 `�� ��A/,  %&  ���। ��7 ���� ���o 7+�। #> �E� ����:����� ��K�� K�� ��po���� 
�E� ���������� 
����� ���� ���W��� ��p���7 �o�� �B����� �E� ����B 0���A�। #���� ���� 
( Az{���� ����Z�� ±� 4��� *+�,�। ������ ���)�� 4B�B ��U��� 4�P����� 4�Z� )�7 
1�I�,��। ��p��� ���� ��> #��+ �AS�> ��� '��7 �P��,�- �� ��� ��7? �� �����? ���WX 
������� ��7 ��p�� ���-��� ,��+ 0��,�� '�H� �H7�� ���,। '�H� �H7� �� �,�� h� >^ 
'�U� �B�+���7�� ��U��� 4�P������ ���B ���/�Y ��� 4�����। 

 #��� #��� &> ��A/। �U�t� 
������ $�� ����। ��N, ��� �� ��,� 0�, ��> ��7 
���� )(। *�� *�� ��5/ 5�o '���। 

 h� >^ '�U� �B�+���7�� 4�P����� #�� 4� ���� '��� 4)�� ���> �� ����।  

 ���� h> ��A/। 0��� '�> ����। (�� aH ���� 4��-B 0��� 1�I #�� ,���। '�H� 
�H7�1� �)�� 0� �B��n 4�� 0)��। �����) '*�="� �;��/ #��+ ��j� ����D� ��7 aH� 
0���A� ����। �I� )��� �����) '*�="�� H�B 1���e ��)��/�+� HB 4��-� ���� )��। 

 ��C �� 0��� '�> 1���e ��V�/? ��? ���? (p�� H��� #> ����= ��V�/�+ 0��� 
��> �� ����� ������)� ��E/� ��/ 0S����� ��7 #�5�7 0��� H�����"। #> ��V�/�+ 
0��� ��> �� �T( ��/��� �;��/ ��j� ��� ���� ���� ���� ��� ����। #���� >7��)7� 
����� ���H��� 0���A�7 । h� >� '�U� '��H���[� ���U��� 4�P����� K����� 4��-� ���� 
��5�� 0���A�� P� �� )7? 0���A�� 4S���� ����:�� ��u/��-� #� H*B�� Aq�S। '� 
Aq�S ��U������ 1�� )�����। '� Aq�S ���������� 1�� ��/� 4�W����।  

0���A� A��,�। 0� #���� 0��,� H�)�H '����> G�B। ����� ����� 4���, 
'5�����K�। H�)�H '����> '� �� G�B 0��,� ������� ±� ���WX Z�� ��7�5 ��� ��I��� 
)�y�।  

#�� ��7 $��  #��� '�� ��/� #�, 0�, 'A|����� ��, 'E��  &> ��A/ ��� ���o 7+�7 
Ag{�� '^�$7��� ������ 0> ��� �«�� ���  $��� �E� J« G�I� 4���� )>�- A��H ������ 
���)��   

 
 

 

*  %&  ����� ��A/ ����� h '�U��� '����->-���� �)���� '�H� ��� ��/�� �,��, ����/����� '�� 'H���� #�� ��¾���। 
'����+ ?d'� ��A/,  %&? ���B�� ‘G��� �����’ 'E�� ������।  
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������ 4�P����� ���B। #�� A��H )�y '�� ��/� #�, 0�, 'A|����, '�H� �H7�1�  �)��, 
'�7������ '�H� 0�� 0)�� 'A|���� ( �B��n 4�� 0)���।  

◌� �� �� ���,�? G�I��� �K��> ��/� 'A|���� ����Z�� �;��/ �H���� ����,�� '�H�   

     �H7���।  

◌� (��� W��5�� '��� ������ �� )�y (�� )���� A�����।  

��/� ���� ��p�( ��> ����। ��C �� ��� ��7? ����> �� #> �´। #�- �����)। ��/� 
'A|���� ��j� W��� ��N, ��� 4W�BÀ�> #���� �E। ��� �E� ��U��� ������ 4�P��� ��� ��� 
4W�BÀ��� 0)�� H����। 

 ��� 4W�BÀ�। ����:�� ��u/��-� ��K�� ��� �����)। >���H ����� ��K�� �E� 

����� ��{�� ‘����)� ����)�’ �� 0� #� ���� ����)� �����)। # �����) 4��B9���। ��� 
4W�BÀ� ,�o� ���D ��,� 0� '>।  

 (�� A��H ������ 4�P��� ���� ������)� ����D� �"7�। �I� )��� �B�[���[� 
'^� ������ #���� ��U��� �m�{�$7�� #�, 0�, �H������� # ����D� 'E�� ��>�� ����� 
)��। �I� )���। '�� ��/� #�, 0�, 'A|����� '�u�L> ���� ������)� ����� A����7 ����।  

 #���� ����:�� )����� ����� A��,� ��������। ������ 4�P������ 1�� ����� �H�5 
�u�� )�7 1I�,� 0�( ���। 0� #��( ���� '5��76� �u�� A����7 ��{) ���,�� ��� '����� 
�.����। #�> ���B ����N� 'E�� ��:���� ��� 0��� ��5�। 

 ���� �B�+���7��� 0� )� Az{���। ������� ���� )�� ��5� �)��� 4��U������ ���o 
���o। Az{���� ?l�� ����A '��H���[� G�B��( ��� ���� ���� '��=��� 4������ g��� ��� 
'����7 '�� �)��। ����� ��H �,� 4��������� ���E ���� ��+��+ ���। 

 ���������� 1�� ��/� )����� ����� '���� #�� ��� '�����)�� 'H���� )���� �� 
? '� ��A/ Az{�� �B�[���[ ���� 0�B��7� ��� )��� ��B�¶ 'W��H�। #> ��B�¶ 'W��H> ��s�� 
������ 4�P������ ���*�=� 0� 'H���� )������ #��+ ',�z 1�e�� ������ 4�P����� j� 
����� ����� �� *��7 #���,। )���� 4�B��X।  

 ��B�¶ 'W��H 'H���� )���� ������ 4�P������ '� �A��> �����। ��� �� ���*�=� 
0� �E����/� A��,� ��s�� 4�P������ ���E।  

 �� #� ���*�=�? ����� #� �P�P��? ��6° )�7 1�I�,� '�H� �H7�� �। '�|��� 
#�H�� ���E �E� ���� ���� �5�7 ��po��� 'H���� )������ �I� ��,�। ��po��� '�, �P��। 
�E� ���� ��5�� ��5��+� ���E 0� a’�� �H�5 ����� 'H���� )������ �E�� ����।  

 'H���� )���� �� �E� ���,�� ?l�� ����A '��H���[� ������ 4�P��� '�� ��/� 
P����� ���E। 4�� �E�� ���B 4��+� '� ������ ���/��� ��> ��/� P������ ��� 1I�� 
'H���� )����- '�� P����, 4�W�� (#B���) ��� ±� ( �� ���7� ���B )�� )��। 0����� 
��- '�1 '� )��)� � )7।  
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0p��� 1I�� '�H� �H7�। #��? �� )�� ���y? � ��> ������ ��� ���� #� '�|HB 
��-��� '5�� �m�5�$7�� �H������� ����7। �E�7 �E�7 ��� H��� A�>�� 'H���� )������ 
�P��� 1�2�B। ��C �m�5�$7�� �H������� '� �EB �,� 4H�� ��� ���  ��N, (�� 0���� ����� 
��� �। ��� H����, 'H���� )���� �� 4����� K�� �,�� �� ��p�� '� *�� �����> '�7� 
)7�। 

 ◌� �� ����� ? H��� A�>�� '�H� �H7�। 

 ◌� �� )�y ����E� �P��। 

 �H7� ��N, �P�� 7- ����+ ��,�। ����+ #� Aq��S '����, (��। �m�5�$7�� �H����� '�� 
��� '� �E�। ���� ??'� ��A/। ���   +�7 Az{�� >-��-0� '�b� �P���� #$H�+B�[ �B��n 
��P� #�� '��� ���� '�H� �H7�� ���E ��� ������ ��N, ��7 ��� ±� #�5�7 0��,। 
0����� �����) '*�="� ����> )��। 0��� ��� 0����� 0Z� 0�,। 0�� �����) '*�="� �K। 
>-��-0���� ��)��B ����। '�H� �H7� ��p�� ��p��� ����D�� �E� H��। >-��-0� #� ��)��B 
�;��/ 0���A� ���। ?@'� ���A/ �B��� ����� *�+ '5� �B�[���[� ����" �B��Z�7।  

 ���� 'E�� ')���n��� 1�o #�� 'H���� ����� ')��� ��H�, 'H���� 0����, '�H� 
'H���� ��I� ��, '�� 'H���� '������� �� ����। �m�5�$7�� �H������� ���� 'H�� ��� ��� 
��7 '5�� ����7। '�> ���E ��7 '5�� '�H� 0�� 0)�� 'A|������(। �m�5�$7�� �H������� 
Z�� 0���� ���e )�� '�� ������। ��/� ��5��� ���7L ' >-��-0� #� '�b� ���8�� 
�)����।  

 #> ������ 0����� )�7 (�I ������ G��� ( 4�P�����। #> ��> JK�� W��� 4��Z 
)�7 ��B���7� )�7 ��o '�� ��/� 'A|����।  

 #���� Az{�� �)�� 1��H� q��> '��o A��,�। 4� '����> H�)�H '��7���� ��K�� 5�o 
'���� )�y� ��� �������। 4� ����� ��� ���� ��s�� G�B��� )��� '�|p,�� � ���� ��� HB 
��:�7 ��:�7 G��� ��� )�y� �B�����$। #> �B�����$ ����7 ��:� �������� ���H ��5��� )�। 
������ G�B���। ���  l+� ��/S A�� #> �B�����$ ������ ��H। ���   +�7 4�P��� ������ 
H�H�7� 0��Á�W��� '�H� �H7�� ���, ���/� ��I��� #� '��;�� G�B ��7 �6�� ��(7�� 
HB। #> 0��Á� ( �)�B H� ���/��� 4E/ ��p� ���, '���5�B )��। ��� ��7 ���o #5����+�7 
H�H�7� ��H #�� ���� '|���)�� #��+ g��� ���� '=�� �)� �B�[��[ 'E�� �6��� ���� 
�(7�� ��� '� ��C ��:�� �B�����$ ����7 ����7 '��� ��� '��� )�y�। 0{����� �� #�+� �o 
�B������$� ���� ���� '��7 ��� g�� ��p�o�7 ��o ��> '�, 'E�� ,��+ 0�� #��+ $H 5�o� 
�B��n ������¢��� 5�o� 'E�� '��> 0�� '�H� �H7�� ���, )�� ��� ���� +��� +��� ��7 
�� ��:�� ����।  

 ◌� ��s���� '5���J�� �K ����,। �)��� �V '��� )��)� )�7�,। ������¢����� 
1���H� �³
� 'E�� �E� �7�+ ��� ���। �� ���� �H7� W�>, #�? ��� 0� ���+। 5W�� �AS�7 
����7 �� '�H� �H7� ����� �HB��*/��=  ��� 1�I- 1> ���W��। 

 ���E ���E ��� ������¢����� ��� �P�� '��� ���। ����, �B�+���7�� G��� ���� 
HB 4�� 0)����� ���/� ����। 0� '�> ���E ���/� ��I� �B�+���7�� ��: ��s�� 4�P����� 
'{P�����।  

 ������¢��� ±� �P�� '5�� '=�� �)��� ����। 0� '�H� �H7� �P�� #�� g���। '� 
��s�� ������ 4�P����� ��� ���E '�(7� )�7�,�, ���� ����, V��� ���� '5�,। �6�� '��� 
)�� �।  
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0����� #� �P�� '��� )�� �B�[���[। ������ G�B ���� ��� ���E ���y�� ��p����� >����7 
����। ��>�P� '��$ ��� ����� ��7�H )�� ����।  

 ��p�� �P�� 0�� �B�+���7�। #��> ��� ���E� ��s�� 4�P����� 4� ���/�"� ���/� 
���7 ���, ���� #� 0����� )��� �6�। 4�P����+ 0����/" ���� ��� g�� 'E�� '�� g���� 
��s�� '|-'����� ���� ��>�P� ��� ��� �������( 4� ',�o 0����/" ���� ���। )�A��� 
��s�� '���� ���> 4����/" ���। 

 #��� ��� #��> 5��o ��7 ,��+ �� 4�P��� ������ H�H�7�� ���o। ���� '�� �+���> 
*�� 'W�U 1�I 0�� H�H�7�। 0� ����> '�H� �H7��� '��� W�� '���� �� A��� (�I। ��� 
���"� �,� ����D� 4���7� '�H� �H7� �6�� �6� ��7�,। H�H�7��� '{P��� ��� ��7 
'=���)�� �P�� 0�� '�H� �H7�। ��E 4�P���/ '��� '�H� �(���� ��� �� �E� ����> '�H� 
�(�� 1.P�N )�7 1�I #�� ������) ��p� ���E '��5 '�7�� �E� '*�="� ��� ±� �B�+���7� A�� 
0��।  

 #���> '�H� �H7� '+���P�� Z��7 H��� ( '������� 4�P������ ���E '��5����5 
'A�� ���। ��C ��1��> �� �। �� '+���P� #Â�A�x� 4����+��� H���� ���>�� 
'+���P� ��� h� >^ '�U� �B�+���7�� �����) '*�="�� �E� H����। 4����+� ���6 ��p� '� 
���/� H���� ��H� )। 

 ��� '�� ��/� #�, 0�, 'A|������( '+���P�� '��5�����5� 'A�� ���। ��C ��p��( 
���। ��� ���,�� #> ����> ����:�� G�B�� JK�� 4��Z #�, 0�, 'A|������ )�B� 
����,���। 

 �K )�7 '5� �����) । ��� �� a�+�। �B�+���7�� 0o�>���� �� ��U��� G�B�� #���� 
��� ��p����� �� �E� ��� '�H� �H7�। ���> #�����B #> ������)� ��� ��p��� ��"/ ��E/�� 
�E� '*�="� ���। ��p�� H��, '���� 
������ HB ��p�� H� ���� ����। ��,� G�B '=���)�� 
'��� ���� ���>�� ��7 '�H� �H7� '����7 ��o �����*��+� ��E। #���� >-��-0� #� 
'H�7���( �o�> �K ����,��। �����*��+ ���� ��p��� ���E '����,� �����( '��5 '�। 

 ?d'� ��A/ ����। 0�5� ���� ���� �)�� �B��� )�B��� A����7 ��H���� ��"/ ��u/L Z�� 
����,� ����:�� ���)�। 0� '�> 0�6 ���� )��> ���/�~��7 ������ ��� �P��� A��,� 
���� ����" 0� 4�W6 �����7� ����। ��C ��)��/ ��7� ���> ����� ����� )��� Ã� )�7 ��7। 
���� )�7 ��7 ��
��। Az{���� ����� ��� �� ����� ���, '�|p,��� �� #� ��K �w��� 0p���  
1I�� ����। 

 Az{��। ����:����� �-B )�7 ��po���� Az{��। ?&'� ��A/ �����> ���� '����> )�7 
��s� ����:� 'E�� #�� '5� ����� �¤��7 ������ �B�+���7। Az{��� ����� ����D� G���� HB 
��I� ���� ')���n��� ��I��� )7 Az{���। ��U��� G�B�� J�� ���, '� ')���n���+ P��+� ��� 
'�7। #�> ���E ����� ��� ����� )�� ��5��� �¤��7 ������ �B�+���7��। '|���)�� ���H�)�H 
������ ��7 0�� )7 �6��। #�� �,� a> �B�+���7 G�B। '$�7��, #� '��7�¨ +B��( ��5��� 
)7 #> ���� । H�)��H� 5� 'E��( '5��� ��-� )�� E��� �)��� ����। 

 #> ����+ ��e� '��������7 '���-" �+�� E��� �9� )�� � #�E� ��U��� G�B�� 
�����,��। ��> �)� ',�o ����� 0�5> �������� �E� H���7 ����� HB '�H� �H7� ?&'� ��A/ 
�tB�7 Az{�� '���� '��£ ��। '���� '��£� ��/��� '�H� �H7��� '��7 1.P�N )�7 (�I। ��C 
�� ���� 
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���? #��+ ��� ���u�� '��� 0��� �� �,p�o 'P��। �� H���� ��� ������� #�� '�������� 
'���� ���P.? #���� '���� ��/��� ������ '*�="� ���,��- 0� ��� ����+� ���B '�H� �H7� 
W�=" '���। ��C ��� ���+ ��� )�7 '5�। '�H� �H7� ��� �� ��> ����� '����,। �� ��� 
����� 4�Z� ������� 7। ���u�� '���� ��p��( �,� 4��। W���� )�y� ��A7, �e�B '�� �Wu�� 
��7। 

 ��7 '�o *[� '��������� �� ��� G��� ��� ��p� '�> ���)���� W�="�+। ��H> '�+� 
��� ����� #�� >���H��� ��I ���। 

    > #��� ��/S �����*��+ 'E�� ��p�� Az{���� ��� A����7 ��। ��p��� ���E ���� ��s¶ 
)�7 �5�7�,��� ?l�� ����A '��H��[, ����N� 'E�� ��7 ��(7� @`-�m�5$। 0� ��s¶ )�7�,��� 
������, ���� 4��U������ *�� *�� *�p�+ '5�o�,�।  

#����� ,�o�( Az{���� #> ���� ��U������ ��K�� ��5��� )�7�,��� '���7+� 'E�� ��7 
0��  d� �$�W� ( �E� ������ �B�+���7��। 

 `l'� ��A/ ����� '�H� �H7� 
��� ����� '���� '�£ (Az{�� '���� '�£) 'E�� 0� #� 
���)���� W�=�" �U�t� '�� ���H�� �)���� 
��� ���������� ������ ( '�����)�� ���/�Y 
������ '*�="� ���। 

 #> ��> a�+ ����:�� ���� 'E�� '5����=/" ��� '���� '�£�+��  �� ��� '�(7� )7। 

   > #��� ����*�+ #���� 'E�� 4�Z� ����7 '7�� �� ��� ,�o�7 ��o 0������� 
��:�"/ #����7। # ��� A�� ���5o, ��U����+ #����7। ��� A�� �Â��H���� ��E, �W����। ��� �K 
)��� �� 'E��> ��� ��� H�����" ����= ��� ,���� #�� '��5 ���7�, ���)���। 4� ����,, 
'g�� ��7�,, ����L� ���E �o�> ����,। 

 `l'� ��A/ Az{�� '���� '�£  �� )�7 ����� �� `�� #��� ��� ���o ’+�7 ���/�B 
Az{���� '�� #��+ '5�� #���� 'E�� A��� ��� )7 0� #��+ '���� '�£। ‘0��� '���� �����’ 
���7 ��� )7 #> '��6� 1����। #> 5��+ 5�>��� H�B '� ���� '���� #���,� ���/�B Az{���� 
����S ����� ����� H�� �)���� �� '��7। 

 
>^ '�U� '��H��[�� '�[���� *+� ( ������� 

��-�.���� '�H� #���� )� 'A|����* 
&-  - %&` 

 

 ?_'� ��A/ �m�5�$7�� �H�����, ��/� )���� ')��� ��5��, �B��n '��)�� (#$H�+B�[) 
Az{�� �6�� ‘#�, �W, '��7��’ H�)��H� 4���-'5�����K� ������� �B����� 0���A� ���� HB 
#� 1Y ��/��7� ��\�� '��5 ���� A�� ��। 0���� ���/� ���7 �� �m�5�$7�� 0����, 
')���n������5 ���� 'E�� 0��� �� ��p�� H������5 Az{�� �6�� ���I�7 ����। 

    

    

    

    

* %&  ����� ���A/ �B��n ��� ��/�� �,��। ��-�.����+ ����� #���$��� ������ 'E�� ������। 
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')���n�� �� Az{�� '������� 4���" ��� �� 0s��/� ���E '���� ��> 
'�P+B��[ 'H���� 0�a� )���� �� (��-(-#�, ����:� 0��/), 'H���� (7��H�, 'H���� 
����� ')��� ��H� (�H-(-��,  _-�$�W�, ����) #�� �m�5�$7�� 0���� #�� ���> ')���n��� 
���� 'E�� #���,। ��C �m�5�$7�� 0��� '�> ')���n��� Az{�� �6�� A�� ��। ������� 
'���� ���E ���E 0��� ���> 0s�/��¥� )�7 '5��� ���" ����� 05� 4��B���� �,�। 

'H������� 05��� ���E ���E ?l-�����A� ��-( '�P�+B�[ ��/� P���� >-��-0�-�� 
‘'� 0��। A� ���� �� 'H���� ����� ')��� ��H�  ?l-'����A� ��-(� ���E ?l- ����A 4�P�� 
A�� ��। ��C 0��� 0s�/ )�7 ��> '�, ^��-'f+ ,�o�> ��� 5��o�� ��� ,Ä���� ?l- �����A� 
4�P�� A�� ��। >-��-0�-�� 4�P��� '��-# 0��� ��~ ���+/� �B��Z� ���। '���� ��7 `l/_l 
H 4�P��� 1��Z� �,��। �m�5�$7�� �H����� ( �m�5�$7�� 0����� HB 0��� ��7   *[� 
��/S 4��-� ����,���। �m�5�$7�� �H����� ��+�� ��7 '��+/ 'E�� 0���� '+���P�� ���+/ �K 
���� ���/� ����।  

 ���+/ G)-V�N�o #�� 0�6� ���E �K )�7 ��7। �E� ����5 'H���� ����� ')��� ��H� 
'�H� �� '�( (#�-#�-() '� �H��� ��� '� 4��� H��� ��� �� ����। ��� ����, '���� 
#> 4��s� ����Z���� ��>��� ��,� �AS� ��� �9� 7। ����� ')��� ��H� ����, �E�� 0� 
'5�>� +� �� �����>H$ 'W�� ��। $�-+ 4��। f� P� >(� �P1A��। 

 ����� ')��� ��H� 0������� ����। ��� 0����+>�+ >H '5�>� +� �� (W�� 'W�� ��। 
(7��/ )�$/। �$�W�+ >(� +�>� P� 'g��। 

 �m�5�$7�� �H�����( '��� '�|� A��+�� ���� ')���n�� '���5 �m�5�$7�� 0����, 
�B��n '��)���) >-��-0�-���� 0��। ��(7� '�= ���� �� �m�5�$7�� �H����� 0���� ��� 
'� ����= ����" ��� ���� A�� ���y। ��� 0��� ���, “��� 0P+�� >(���Å” 

 ��� ���E �B��n 0�� 0)�� 'A|���� (#-0�-(-��) '��$�B�� 'A� 0�-#� HB ���� 
0��। �� 'H���� #�> ')���n��� ���� �(� )�7 ��। 

 ?_'� ��A/ ������ >-��-0�-�� '� E�E��  W�� �-B ��� ���y���। 0����� '�����+�� 
5�$/ #� ���B� ���o�7 '�7� )7। 

 ?@'� ��A/ ����� ��/� #�, 0�, 'A|���� (A�P >cg�b�, >-��-0�-��) 0���� ��: 
4��� 'H�7������ ���7 ���� ����। ��: 'H�7���� ���WXW��� 4�5��>H ��� )7। 

 #��� 1�N� ��� ����� '�, '=���)�� 4��Z� 4�� '�U� '��H���[� ����= '�� 4��� 
�,� �। >-��-�� 'E�� '�o�� ��>�P� ���� ��� 'A�7�,�। 0��� ���� 'E�� �B��� '��7 ������� 
��7 '��� ���/� '�>। 4�� '�U��� '��7�+/�� ����� �B��n 4�� 0)�� 0H '�� ��� '�� 
��� 0� ' �>। 4�� '�U��� ��,� G�B #B�$W�c ���+/ �)���� ����:�� A�� ��7। ����� ����� 
�)���� ��: 4���, 5�o� H�� ���� )�7�,�। ��� �� 4���, 5��o ���� G�B��� ���, �,�। 

 ?@'� ��A/ ���� 'E��> Az{�� �)��� ���WX H�75�7 H�����" �B�����$ �u�� ���� �K 
���। ���7H�� '��:�� 'E�� �B�����$ ������ ���� HB >-��0�-���� ���/� '�7� )7। ���E '���A 
'��H���[� #��+ '��;��( �,�।  
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'�P�+B�[ ��/� #�,0�, 'A|������ �B�����$ ������ ���� ���7L '�7� )7। ��� ���E 
�B��n 0�HH �B�����$ �������� ��H ����� ���,���। 

 ����   +� 'E�� A���+ ��/S ��� G�B���S ��7 ��� ?ll 5H ��:� ������ ��� )7। 
�V ��� ���7�H� '��:���� ��:�� '��o ��/S ��। G�B����� '����> a����� ����� '�7� )7। 

 '��� ���o ��+�� ���� '������� g�� '�J��� 0����� G�B ��7 �B�����$ �������� 
���H ���y� ��: ¨�>W�� g�� 'P�� ���7 ���। 

 ���7H�� '��:���� '���o ����� H������ )�7�,���। ���� ¨�� ���7 �B�����$ G��� 
����,�। #�� '���� ���o�7 �eu�� ���,�। '��5�� '��5�� '� #������ ���� ������ ��� 
�����,�।  

 H���� ,�WU ���� HB ���B )�7 ��/� #�,0�, 'A�����  ���/�� #� ��1� J�� ',�o� 
)7। #�� ��H '��� 0)� )7 #�H�� 4�Z� ��� '��A�7 �,�। ��� ���� )�������� W��/ ��� 
)7। 0� ����� ���� 4{�� � )�7 #�, 0�,'A|����  G�B���S ��7 '������� �P�� 0��। 

 #��� ��/� #�, 0�, 'A|����� ���E 0��� '��� )7। ��� 4�B�S a���� ���E ��� '�, 
#> J���+ ��� ����:����� '������ HB ���/� ���7�,���। 

 �tB� &+�� ���� 0����� #� '��;���� 'H�+ #����7 '��� ���/� '�7� )7। '�H� 
����� '��)� (��x���)  �B��n 0�HH '��;���� ��7 'H�+�� �(� )�7 ��। 

 ? '� ��A/ �m�5�$7�� �H����� >-��-0� ��� ��U��� 4�P�������� '$�� Az{�� �)��� 
����� �7w� 0� #�� ��U������ '� 4�E� )7���, a��-a�/��� �\��� )�� � )7। '����� �-B 
����� ���/� ����। �������� 0��� ��: 4�P��� G�B��� ��7 �)�� ��>। 0�� ��H 47����� 
������� ��>। '���� �B��n ��P��� (#$H�+B�[+, >-��-0�) ���E '��� )7। ��� ���E 
Az{���� �$-�� #�� #�-��( �,��। ��� 0++�� ���� 47����� ������� 0J ���5�7 '�7� )7। 
�V ��� >-��-0� ( '�U� '��H��[ ����Z�� �7w� 0�। ��� HB �$-��, #� �� ��� 0�6� 
) #�� ���, '� ��s� ����:�� G�B�� E���� ����Z�� 0��� ������ 0��� ��� ���। 

 ��E 0�� '|���)�� ��s� ����:�� 'H�7������ )��� 4����) '���� ��>। 47����� 
�������( ������� '��� �5�7�,�। �� 0�� �m�5�$7�� �H������� ���। ��� ���� '� #��� 
'|���)�� '�� '����� �)�� '��� ���� �। 

 ��/� #�, 0�, 'A|���� '��� �o 4��Z �,��। ��� a�� 0�5 )��� �B�E� '��7�,��। 
��� ���, ����Z�� �o ����� 0������� ������ E���� )��। #> ��7 ���� 'E�� �B�n 0�� 
0)�� 'A|���� '+���P�� A������ '�7�� ����� ���। '+���P��+ #�,0�, 'A|������ ���� ���। 
#�, 0�, 'A|���� '+���P�� ��E���E�� �� 0���� ��� ����Z�� �o �����, 0������� 4�BS 
����/� ���E E���� )��।  

 ?@'� ��A/ ���� '��� ����� �� ��/�B�� 4�Z�7 �B��n '��)�� 0���� ����, ��� 
'��7 �o 4��Z। 0�� ��� ��� H�75�7 �$1�+ ��� ��)�� ���� ��� ����7 E���� ����। 0�� ���� 
�\� )���।  
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4�P�� 0��� �� �B��n '��)�� �� �����7 '�। #> ��7 '�H� '�5 0��, ��� �o� 
���/� ���7 �� '� 0H��� ����Z�� ��� �����। ��� ��7�H )7 ��)�� ������� �$1�+ ���� )��। 

 ��/� #�, 0�, 'A|����� ���E( 0��� '��� )7। ��� ���� 0�� ����� HB '��� ���y, 
#�� 0��� ��- E���। ��7�H )�� 0��� ���E '+���P�� '��5����5 ����। ��� ����Z�� �����। 

 ���� �)� 'E�� 4�� '+���P� ��>। �t���t��� ����Z�� '�� �H��� ���,���। 
������� ����� '�, ���� ��� ��,� H�� ��)�� 0���� '� H��7।  

 ��� ���o #5��+�� ���� 4�� '�U� 'E�� '�H� ��� �(�� 0�� '+���P�� ����, >-
��-0� ��-( �� 5��o 0�, ��J���> '� ����� HB �L� ���I�7 '�7� )7। ���" ���� ���/� 
'�7� )�7�, #��W-'��7�� 'E�� �L� 4��� 0���$ ����। ��,�- �� ��� '+���P�� ����। 
��� 4��Z ���� 5��o� HB ���� )�7 0�,।  

 0�� �����, 5��o� HB ��� '�7� )�7�,। a’�� ���+ ��� 0��� '+���P�� ����। 
�m�5�$7�� 0���� ��� G�B���S ��7 '��� ���/� ���7�,। ��� ��I��� 0�� '��� ��� ��)�� 
0��� 4������ )��।  

 0�� H��� �����। 5��o ���y। #> ��7 Az{�� �)� 'E�� ^B���$/ �B��-#� W�>� 
'A7���B� #�, #, ����� 0���� '+���P�� ����। ����� '�� ��� '��7�,। 0�� ����� � 
��� ���� ����7 ����� >-��-0� #� 1�� ��s� ����:���� )���� A����7�,। ���� �����) 
'*�="� ����,। ����� ��U��� ������ ���)�� '������( �����) '*�="� ����,। 

 '+���P� #Â�Ax 4����+� '� ���7 ��U��� �,�, ��> '�� 4������ )7�। 0�� ����� 
���>�� �����। 0�� ��/� #�,0�, 'A|����� ���E �E� ���। ����� ���)� ( #�, 0�, 'A|���� 
�� �E� ���,�� �� 0�� 4����+� '� ��� ����� ��E���E 0���� ��+� ����। 

 �E� '�= 0�� �����, �B�� 0�� �� ���,। ��� ����, ���� ���� 4��� 0�, ��: 
'H�7������ ���7 ����। ��� �L� 4�P�� 0��, ��� H����। 0�� ������� '�H�, ��7� 
�������, '��7�+/�� ��^�� ( 4B�B�����( '$�� 4��� '���+ 'E�� ��7 ��� ���/� '�>। ���� 
���/� ��7 ��>�� ����� ���E ���E  '���� ��> ?l-����A 'E�� 4�� J��� 5��o 0��,। 5��oJ��� 
0����� ����� ��:� ���7 �)��� ���� '��� '���� ��>। ��C ��,�-�� ���B �� 5��o 'E�� ��7। 
0�� ��>�� #�� '���� ��> 5��o 'E�� '�����)�� '���H ��A ���,। '��7�+/�� 5�$/ 'E�� 5�$/ 
������ 'E�� '�|�o #�� 0���� ��� '�, ?l '����A� ��: '��� 4��� ��7 5��o 'E�� ���,। 
0�� ���� ����� ���� A�� ��(। '� ��(7�� ���E ���E '��7�+/�� 5��$/� '���H�� ^B�� +� ���/ 
��� )7। 

 4D-�"� ���B ?l-�����A� '������ '��7�+/�� 5�$/-#� �-���� 1�� )���� A���7। ��V��/� 
���B A����� 'E�� '5���J�� �K )�7 ��7। 

 �� )���� ')��� ��5�� 0���� '+���P� ��� H��� A� '��E� 'E�� # '5���J�� )�y 
�� '� )�y। 0�� �����, 0�� ��,� H�� �। ��� '���A '��H���[� '������ 0����� '������ 
1�� '5���J�� ,�o�,। ��� ����, “$�-+ (��। 0> 1>� g�> +� ��g�� �� ��A��7� >P ��$$। 
0>  
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1>� '�$ ��> P� '�U� '��H��[। '�7�� >H '� �$P���c ��+�> ��> � #B�� >1 �B��n 
#��। 0> 1>� �� �� P�^/ �B� +� '+� >1 01+ ¬� �� �$1�+ K�। 

 A������ 'E�� ��>�P�, #�-#�, �H, ?"  �+/���� 0(7�H ,�o� 0� ��,�> '��� ���y� �। 
# ����Z�� A��� E��� a-*[�� ��। ����� 5�H/ (�I `"  �+/���� 0(7�H। 

 ��/� ��5��� 0��� '+���P� ��>। ��� ����, '� '� 0��� ����� A����/�� J�� ,�o�, 
��,�-" �� a-�� ����+� ����� )7।  

 ��� ����7 '+���P�� ����, “>H >+ #$W�>HB��� P� �� +� ��� +� 4�P� #� '+� >1 
01+? 0�� H��� ����� '5���J�� �t � )(7� ��/S 0�� 1�A. 7।” ��� ���E ���E ����7 
������� '5���J��� 0(7�H '��� '5�। ���E ���E +B����� 5H/( '��� '5�। 0�� '� �$1�+ 
K�� �,���, ���� `" �+/���� '5��� ��o। ��H�-H����� A����/� ���7 4��� '5����=/" )�y�। 
0�� ���B )�7 '+���P��+ ��7 H���� 1�� 4�Z� ��7 ��7 E���। ��/� ��5�� 0��� '+���P�� 
���� ��� '�� 4�P��� 0�� ��)�� ���� ��/� ��5��� ���E �E� ���� '�7�� HB। 0���� 
����, '����� '�� 4������ )�� �। 0�� �L� 0��। ��C ����� ��� ��+ 'E�� '�� ��o� 
��(7� '5� �।  

 ��,�-" �� '5���J�� ��,�+� ��� ��7। ���)� 'E�� '� '� ���,� 0��� K�� �V '��� 
0�, ���E ���E 0�� ��x��� �B��n 0��7���� �º
� ��� '��7 1Y��º ����� 0��� ���, 
0���। 0���� ��� )� ��>�� 0��� ���E ���E )B��� 0� ����7 ��� ��+ '��� ��� )7। '��� 
)(7�� ���E ���E �B��n 0��7�� ���, $�-+ (��। >1 0� + # ��H�� 4� (7��। PB�b >H 
�B�+ >1 0� 0$�� ��> ����।  

 0�� ���� ��/� ��5��� ���E �E� ���� ���। '� 0��� �E��� ��/� ��5��� ���E 
0��� �$1�+ K� 'E�� �E� ���। '� 0���� ���E ���  �$1�+ K� 'E�� �E� ���। '� 0���� ���E 
��� �$1�+ K� 'E�� '��+ # ��7 ��7 0� ���, W�5�� 'A�� ���� ���� )�� ���E ���E ��H 
�)�� 0��� HB '�����7 ��� )7।  

 '���� '���� ��> ��U��� G������ �u��B� 0�/��। '�1 ������ ���� ��� �A.��� ���,। 
'�1 ���� HB ������y। '�1 �w�7 ,+P+ ���,। 0� ���E ���E '���� ��> ��s� ����:�� 
G�B�� � ��: '��������( '�7��+� J��� ���y 0� ���,। ���5����� H� �V� ,�� )�7। 0� 
>�7 ���� ���� �W '�) )�7। ����=/ ��U��� G�B��� 1�� ��s� ����:�� G�B��� ��/�� ��Ey 
A��,�। ���� ����=/ 4�Z�7 ,+P+ ���,� ��s� ����:�� G�B�� ����� 5��� 1�� ��+ ���7 'A�� 
����,, ���� ��o����o ���� ���� ��7।  

 0���� �)���� #� �)�� ��� 0� 05�� 4$/�� '��� )�� �W >�7 ��� ,����। '��� 
>�7 0y� ')� )�7। #� ������ a��� ��������� ������ ��� ��)� )�7। '���� �� ��� )�� 
4�W�� #� J�� W� ')� ����।” ���E ���E 0���� ��� “'�P�+B�[ 0�� ����� (��U���-0��/ 
#$���� '���) ��� �H6� )�7। 1���� �� '�7�+ ���� E� 1� +�>� �� )�� 1��� ��A� ��7�। 1� 
�� #���)��� ��� ' )��� ��� ���7�। >� ���7 )��� >�7 ��7�। 0��� )�� ������ )�7। ��� 
7� 7� ���� ��7�। )��� 1��� ���� �o �o� #)�� ��7�।” #> G�B�+ 0��� ���E ��� W�� 
�B�)�� ����,�। 0��( ���� 4����� ����, 0��� ���, E����। '� ���, “',���) �� )�� �H6� 
���)5� '�� 0� W� �H6� ���)5�।” 
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  'W�� )(7�� ���E ���E +B���� 5H/ '��� ��o�� E���। �B������ 1�� +B���� '5����=/" 
A��� E���। A������� ��)��o� 1�� �� >�~ �+/���� '5��� �o�� E��� 0� A����/�� ��U��� 0)� 
G�B��� '5��o�� ( 0�/�� ����� #����7 #� ��W��=�� #�� ��W.��� �u�� ����,���। ����� '��� 
'5� �V ��U��� G�B�� A����/� 'E�� '�7��+� ���� ��� 0� )�y 0� ������� >-��-0�-�� ��� 
��- ������ )�y। #��� 'W��� '����� ���E ���E 0� ��7�H ��s� ����:�� G�B�� �o ���I 
��7 ����� '���। 0� ���E ���E ����� '��� �����+ �K )�7 ��7। ���� �� W�=" 0�/�� �K 
��� �� ��s� ����:�� G�B�� ��>�� 0��। ���)� 'E�� 'W��� a-�� ��1� J�� ',�o�� ���E 
���E 0�/�� �t )�7 ��7। 

 0��� ���� '� �� ����)��� '{P��� ��� 0� )�7�,���। ������� ��p�� )7। 'W�� 
���+�� ���� #�H ������� #�� 0���� �H��� ��� “��H�� ('gH���) ����� )�7।” 0�� 0U�� 
���7 '������ ���E ���E ������� 0��� 1�� '^5� 1�I�7 ���, ,�) ,�) ����( ����� )�7। ��� 
a�� 0�5 '�o ��� +��� ����)���� '�� ���� ���� 'E�� >-��-0� ���� ��I��� )�7�,�।  

 ��,�-�"� ���B ������� #��+ )��������� ���/� ��� ���, ��� '�� W� ��p���। )������� 
#�+� ��� ��7 0��। 0�� a> )�� ��,� ���� ���E ���E '� 0���� '�� �eW��� '�p�� 'P��। 
0�� ���, (:�� �V� 'H7��� +�>+ )�7, '� ��� ��� 0��� ��H� �V� '��+� )�7। 0�� )���� )���� 
���, )����� 5��� ')� )�7। ��� '� 0��� ��p� #�+� ���E� ���, ��,�-" �� 0��� ������ 
�)���+ ��p� ���� ������ '�p�� '�7। 

 #> ��7 0����� ������� '�H� KV� 0��, �7� ������� '��7�+/�� ��^�� ��.P����( 
'�p�� 0� )7।  

 ��,�-" ��� ������� �)���� '�p�� 0� )7। ���� 0�� J����� 4�Z�7 '�����। #�+� 
J�� ��� '��+ ���� 4�� ���� '�� )�7 ��7। �e �o�,�। ����( '�p�� ���� )7। ��s� ����:�� 
G�B�� 0������� '����7 '����7 A�, ���+�, )���7�, ���y�। ������ �)���+ 0��� HB A� 0�� 
��(7��� ���� 4��� ��� )7। '� #�� ��� ��7 ����,� ���।  

 0��� ����� '�������� ���� A� '�(7� )7। ��� ��= �� ��� '-�� >�:�: ���। 0�� 
#�+� ���� ��7 ���, '��7 'P�, '�� 4������ )�� �। ��C ������� '�H� ( ��7� ������� ��.P� 
�)�� ����( A� j�/ ���� �।  

 �p�s� ����:�� G�B�� >-��-0�-�� ��)��o� ��A '������ '��� 0J ����7 '�7 0� 
��)��o� 1�� `" �+/�� 0� +B��� ���7 4��� '5����=/ ���� E���। 1�� 'E�� ���B��� a-A���+ 
J��( 0��� E���।  

 ?d'� ��A/ '��� #5��+�� ���� 0����� '��7�+/�� 5�$/ 'E�� ����� #��+ ��U��� G�B >-
��-0� �� P�+�� ���I� '¨ 'E�� 4���. ���+ J�� ,�o�� ��7 d H ����:�� G�B �u��B��" 
���। ��7  ?/ ` H ������W��� 0)� )7। ����� '� ������ �K ���। ��s� ����:�� G�B�� 
���� �-B ��� J�� ,�o�� E���। '�= ��/S G�B�+ ����� J���� �u��B��" ���। 

 ?d'� ��A/ 'W�� &+�� ���� ��� G�B�� '��� '�������� ���� ��/7W��� )�B� ����,��� 
������� #��+ g��� W��/ ���� '���� ��>। 0��� ���� ���7( �’������( 1�� ��� ��7 
'��� '����   
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��>। ���B� ����� A��H G�B )�� �� ��� ��� ������� �� ��7 ���y�। ���� ���� G�B�� 
��7��+ ��� ���+�� ',pA�o�7 ��7 '��� '���� ��>। 

 #> ��7 ��7�H ��s� ����:�� H��7� 4�P����� '���� ��>। ���� 0���� ��p�� 
4�Z�7 '��� a�� ���� ���। #�H ?l-'����A� '�P�+B�[ '��7�+/�� ��^�� '�p�� 'P���,�।  

 '��� ��+�� ���� ��/� P���� (?l '����A� ������ 4�P���) >-��-0�-�� #������ 
0�� #�� 0���� ��p�� 4�Z�7 '���� '��7 ��-�X )। ��� #� )��������� 0��� ��p� ���� 
���� ���/� ����। 0�� '�P�+B�[ 0�� ������� �E� �����(  ��� ��� ��p� ���� ���� ���/� 
'�। 4����� ����� ������� '�H� KV� 0�� ( ��7� ������� '��7�+/�� ��^�� ��.P� ����� 
��p� ���� '�7� )7। 0� ��.P� �)���� ���।  ���� #��+ '�5��P� ��7 '� ��: '��� ��)��o� 
1�� �� 4B�B H�75�7 0�, ������� 0·���/ ���� 0)�� H��(। ���� ��� ���� )��� )��  
1pA� ��� 0�� ��)�� ������� '�1 ����� �। ��-� ��� ��: ��U��� G��B� )���� ��p� ���� 
#� H�75�7 #���� ���� ���/� '�। ��> ��� )�। 0���� ��� '� ���� �5�7 ����� ���E �E� 
���� ���। ��� ����� 1�� 0� '�� 4�B�A�� ��� )�� �।  

 0�� �5�7 ����� #�� ��� ��> �����। @ll/dll H ��p�� 4�Z�7 �,�। ����7 ��/� 
P����� ���E '��� ���� ��� 0���� ���, “#B�� )7�� >1 (7�[ +� '5� >1 �B� '5�। >P >1 
(7�[ +� '^ > 4�P��� '��, '5� #�)$। '�+�� '5� ')��।” 

 0�� 4B��� �E� �H��� ���� ��� ���, ���� 'E�� ���/� '��� ������( ',�o '�7� 
)��।  

 0�� aH ����)� ��7 '��� +��� 0�� ��>। (��� �)���� )������� ��x��� W�=�7 
0��� �)���� ����)���� ���, ���)� �� 'W��� ���� �� ���� )�B� �� । 0�� ��� '��7 
#�+� ���� '��7 0��� �P�� #�� �����। (:�� 0� '��5 '��������� P�[� ��7�। )����� �� �� 
����। )��� #� ��� >7�� 07�, ��/� ��� ' ����7� ��-#�-#>A ', $�e�� '� �� H��� '�� 
��)�� '��� �� ���7। )�� 'P� 'E�� ����� 0�7�U। # ���� �u��B� )�� 'E�� '�p�A ��>।  

 ����� 0��� ��/� P����� ���E '��� )7। 0�� ���� ���, 0��� '���H�� ������� 
'�� �B�Z� 0�, ? ��� ���। 0����� '��� ��7 ����� ������� �B�Z� �K।  � )7  ���� �� 
����।  

 ��� 0��� ��� >-��-��-� ���� '�� ��s� ����:�� E���� �। ���� ����� '�� 
4������ )�� �। #��� ��� '��� ���� >-��-0�-��� ����� H�75�+� )� ���7�H� '��:�� ( 
'������� '������ ���o*�। '���H�� #�� ��� ����7 0�� ����� ������� �B�Z�� HB ���। 
0� ���, 0����, '�P�+B�[ �����, ������� '�H� KV� 0�� ( ��7� ������� '��7�+/�� ��^�� 
��.P� �)���� ',�o '�7� )�7�,। 0��� ��>�� ���y। ��������� ���� 'E�� �¸7���c '��� ',�o 
'�7� )��। ��� >-��-0�-��� ���� ���� '�� ��s� ����:�� G�B E���� �।  

 >-��-0�-�� 'E�� '�� )(7� ���� �,�। A����� 'E�� #��� #��������o '5���J�� 
A��,�। �u��B�� )��� ��7 �V ��� >-��-0�-�� #���� 'E�� '�� )�� �-� )>।  

 >-��-0�-��� ��>�� #��+ ���+ 0����� A��H 4�P��� �,��। 0��� ��E ������� 
��>�� ��7 0��� ��>। 0���� '��� ���� '� 0��� 'E�� �o�, ��� �� )�। '���� ���E ���E 
����   
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>-��-0�-��� 'W���� 4�Z� H��� A�। 0�� 1��� ��"/� a-#��+ �E� ���� ���E ���E ������� 
0��� ���E 0��� ���। '���� �,�� '�H� '�H�1� �)�� ('��$�B�� 'j�����) '�H� 0���P 
('��$(��H�), �B��n ����� (0��/ ��f�> '���) ( �B��n '��)�� (#$H�++B�[, >^ '�U� 
'��H��[)।  
 
 ����� ���B #�H ���, 0��� '�� �� ���,���। >-��-0�-���� ��s� ����:���� 
P��� 0(7�H ����,। H���� 0�� ���, #� )�H����( 4��� '����� ���� '�7�+ ����+ ( 4B�B 
���� ���7 u���W��� )�B� ����,।  
 
 # �E� '��� ���> '�H� '�H�1� �)�� ����� �.-"�. 0��� ���E �)��� ���� A�� 
'��� ���। �������� ����� ��7 0��� ��������� �� �)��� ���� �(� )>।  
 
 Az{�� �)�� 0��� �� '��� �)������� ',�+ ',�+ 4��� ��7 ������� )�7 #��� (��� 
',�+�,��+ ���,। 0�� 0��� #� 0��7 ���o�� ��� ��+�7 ��> #�� '���� ������ ���।  
 
 ����� 0(7��� ��5 4�P� 'E�� H�� #�, 0� ��2���� ���E �E� )7। ��� 0���� 
Az{�� ������B���7� ��/�� >-��-0� #� ���� ��� ���।  
 
 0�� ��7�H ,���� ���E ������B���7� ���� �(� )> #�� 
��� ����� '���� '��£ 
(Az{�� '���� '�£) ��>। '���� �B��n ����� 0�� W�>7� >-��-0� �� ',�o  A�� 0���।  '� 
H���� ���, '�� 1��7 � '��� 0·�5�� ���,। '��� ��,� � ��� ���� ������B���7 ����� �E� 
�����। '� 0���� ��(7�� HB ���। 0�� �����, 0�� '������� ���� ��> ���y। ,����� ���E 
5��o�� ��� ������B���7 ��>। '���� >��0������ ��5�I�  ���।  
 
 0�� >��0�#� '�������� ��� ���� HB #� �����7� �eu��7 >��0���� *+����� 
�E� ����� ���� #�����5 ��s� ����:����� ��K�� ��� ���� ����� �ū  ��E '*�="� ���।  
 
 >-��-0�’'�� ��7 '��E�7 �� ���� )�� ����D� ���� �� 0�� ����7 
��� ����� 
'���� '�£ )�7 '�H� �H7�1� �)���� ���E '��5����5 ���� 'A�� ���। '��� � '��7 '���� 
'��£ #����� �� ��H ���। ��>�� ����� �� '��� A������ ��+��+, �������� A��,। #�H 
,Ä���� W�7� �B��n ��� �� ����। ��� ���E '���7��� E�� 'E�� 4��� ���)� ���� ��>। 
'���� �)���� �)�����  '���। ������ )��W��� �� )� '� '�����)�� '��� 7। �a��� E�� 
'E��  l/ @ )�H�� +���  A�(7��� �� 0��� ��6) )7। Az{��� 0��� a�� ',�+���+� 4����� 
���� �� 0�� 'P�� ��E �(� )> #�� 'P�, '�7�����, ��>H��, ������, ����N�� ��7�� ��H��, 
'A|2{�� #����� '�b� �������� ���7L '> । 'P��� ')$���7�+/�� �,�। ����� >��0�, 0��/ 
��H��)� >1-(�+ �� ( ,������� ��7 ��s� ����:����� ��K�� #� ��e���� ���e���)� 5I 
���� �-� )>। '���� H�� ��H� 0)��, H�� HKV� ��>7�� #�-��-# '� W��� 'E�� 
0����� HB 4��� ��{) ���� 4����� ���। ���� ����� 'A�� A���। a�� �� '����7�� #��$( 
( ��-#�-#P �������� ���E 0����� #� 1Y ��/��7� G�I� )7। '���� H�� ��H� 0)��, 
H�� HVK� ��>7��, H�� 0���� ����, #� �� # 1��Z� �,��। 0����� 4����� ��7�H 
������� H��> #�� ��#�#P ������ ����,� ���� 
���� ���।   
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 0��� �������� 'E�� W��� ����S ����� ����� �B�Z� ���>। '��� �� �B�Z� ��� )7। 
��� ���E ���E ��+/�� ���^�� 0����� ��7�H�7 �H�� ���� '��� ���( 
���� ���। 
 
  0��� 0����� #����+��� ��s� ����:�� )����� ���)� 'E�� ��e ����� HB A����/�� 
��e���� ����-� *�p�+ G��� ���। '� �� ��:� ���7 )����� ���)�� A��A� ���� �9��� �,� '��� 
��:�� J�L��"/ '���J��� �$���>+ ���7 1�o�7 '�7� )7। '��, 'A|2{��-������ ��:�� $�����7� 
��� 1�� �o '��� )�����+ ���, 'P�-������ '��(�7 ��:�� �o '��� ������+ m�H। '�7������( 
4�� JKL��/ m�H 1�o�7 '�7� )�7�,�। ������+ m��H� �L� '������� ��H '���� HB ���B�� 
�+]� �� �����/� #���,�।  
 
 ������� 0����� 4����� ���)� ���� ��s� ����:���� ������� )�7 ��o। ���WX 
H�75�7 A���� 4��� ����� �� 0������� ������ ,�o�� )7। 
 
  ������-'�7������ ������E �� �� �V ��� )7। ��� '�uL ���� HB ������� ��.P��� 
W�� '�7� )�7�,�। �V�� ����� A��� �� W���  0���� 4��� 4W��� ��,� )+�� ���B )>।  
 
 ����B ��,� 4� ��7 W��� 'E�� ���� ���� #� �� # �K� )� ����-�� 0���। ���� 
'��� 0����� '���H �¤J" 1.��) 12��� ��7 ��È� ���� ����� '���। 
 
 ������E ��s� ����:����� 0q� ���)� ���� A����� ���7 �V ����� G��� ��� )7। 
��C ��s� ����:���� 0����� ��e���� 4����� '��� '�7����� 'E�� 'P� � #�� ������ 'E�� 
'P�� ��E '�� ��E W��� 4��� ��7 4{�� )7। ������+ ����� ���+ ��7 #��� ��� A��। 
����� ������ 0q��"� ���� �+��� � '��� 0����� '���H ��,� )+�� 0��। 0����� 4�� 
-7-�� )�7�,�। � ��> ����:�� '������� �� ���� 0+� ��� ����- '�7������ ��s� ����, 
'P�� 1�� ���� ( �������7� *�+ #����7।  
 
 ��s� ����:���� #��� J"����� 4��-� ���� �� 4���/�� 'P�� �� ��� �*�� 
'P��। 0����� '��� ������� )�7 ��� *É�� �� ������� �V ��� 'I���7 ����। ��C ����� W��� 
0���� 4��� ���� �+��� � '��� 'P� ,�o�� ���B )7 #�� W����� �����S �5�7 #���� )7। 
�� �,� '� ���।  
 
 #������ 0��� ���> #���� )>। #����� 'E�� _ '��;�� G�B ��7 �W��� �������7� 
*�+ ��V�� �� ( ,�5��>7� ¬�[ ���� 4��{)" ���� ��>। ��� '����)� #��� 4���/�� 
,�5��>7�� ����� G��� ��� 4��-� ���,���। ����� ��,����B��� ��)�� �� ��� )�� '�> #�� 
4���/�� ����� 1�� )���� A����� )7। 4�� ���v�B �)� )7। #��� ����� ��� '��� HB 
'�� '��� '�o �� ��/S 0�� �>। ���B )�7 ��� G�B���S ��7 W���� 0��� )7। 0���  � 
'�b�� �E� ��/��7 '�H� �H7�1� �)���� '�u�L ��5�I� )>। 0��� ��,����B� '��� ����� 
'�������P� '�u�L ?� '�b�� ��� ���।  

 


�-�� #���� )� 'A|���� 

&-  -&`  
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�B��n ����� ������  
�u���� Az{���� ������� 

��-�.���� �B��n ����� ���� 'A|���� 
?l- l- %&` 

 

���A/� ?? ������ �B��n )�K (#��^B�[ 1>� ������, >-��-0�) ��«�> 'E�� #�� 
0���� ��� '� 0���� '�H� ��P��� (#$H�+B�[, >-��-0�) ����7 '��� )��। ??'� ��A/ ���� 
0��, �B��n )�K, '�H� ������¢���, �B��n 4�� '�H� ��P��� ����7 '5���। 

 

 H�� ��7��� #�-�� # #�� $�e�� ��X� #> aH 0(7��� ��5 ��/�( '���� �,��। 
0��� �Z� ����� '�, #��� 0���-0���A� ��� ����� 7, ��> 0��� Az{�� ������B���7 
A�� '5���। ����� ��7 0��� ��� ���/ �,��� '� '�1 0����� 4���" ���, ���।  

 

 0��� 0(7��� ��5 ��/���� ����� ����D� ���t �H��� �����। ���� ���� '�, '�� 
���)� ��Hv��� ������� 0�� ���,। 0��� ����� '�, 0��� 0����� ���E 0�,। 0����� 
�- 'E�� ��� �I� ���7 '�� ��o� �� 0W�� ��> ��)�� 0��� ��,� #�+� ���� ����।  
 

 0��� ����� ������ '� ����� '�� ����� '>। 0��� ����� '� 0��� ����� ��� 
'E�� ���� 0�,। 0���� ���� 'E�� ������� ��7 05������ 0����� H����। 
 

 ?`'� ��A/ '�H� ��P� 0������� �Ê� E���� ����। ��C ��,� #�+� )�� ��� ��� 
��( H�� �। 0����� 0���-0���A�� �E� '�H� �H7�1� �)���� H����। ���� 0��� 
0��� 0��� ����� '� 0��� ����7 ��� ���E E���। #� 0�5 '�� ��)P�H�� ����Z�� 4�5� 
������ HB '�H� �H7�1� �)�� 0���� ����,��। 0�� ���� ����Z�� �����7 ����� '� 
0������� ����:���� ��6) ( 4������� 'A��� '���,। 0���( ������� ����� ���� ����, �। 
'�H� �H7�1� �)�� ����, '� ���+� $��-#� �� � 'E�� ��� ���� 0��� �� ���)� ����। 
��)P�H ��� '� ����Z�� #� ������ 0��� ���" ����, ���? ����� '� ��� '� 0y� �I� 
0�,। 
 

 ?_'� ��A/ '�H� ��P� 0���� ��� '� 0(7��� ��5 '�u�u6 ����� '�� ����S #�( 
0������� H���। ?_'� ��A/ ���� ��� '���� '� H5" ��:�7 ��:�7 �B�����$ G��� ���,। #� 
�W '��7�� 'E�� 4��� ����� ���� H5" ���� ���y। 'H�+ 'E�� '������ ��/S ��:�7 �B�����$ 
�u�� ��� )�7�, ���� '�����)�� '���H A���P�� ���� � ����। #���+� 0�� �H7�1� �)�� 
���)��� ��I����।  
 

 0����� G������ ���� #�+� 0��� '���� '����। �� )��? �� ���� )�� � )��? 
��>��� *+������ G�����( ��E� 1�¤� �,�। 0�� ������� �H�5 �,���। ?_'� ��A/ ����:�� 
'�����)�� a>H '�H� 'H���� Az{��� >��0� ��-'� #���,��। ��� H��� ������ aH�� 
���E ��� �m�5�$7�� ��H������ (>-��-0�-�� ������ ���/�� � #$�����g+�) ���� ��7 ��(7� 
)�7�,। # ���+� �H7�1� �)���� H��>। 0����� ��-( '�P�+B�[ ��/� H�H�7� ���� '� 
�m�5�$7�� �H������� ���� ��7 ��(7� )7�। ��� ��� ��� ���,�� '� �m�5�$7�� �H������� 
��7 ��(7� )7�। �m�5�$7�� �H������� H�75�7 �m�5�$7�� 0������ ������ ����� ���e ��� 
)7।  

 

 
* ����� #���$��� ������ 'E�� ������  
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?@'�� ��A/ �m�5�$7�� 0���� 0����� ��-(�� ���/� ���� '� 0��� '� �B�����$ 
������ ���। “4� �B�����$� ��^ �� �¸7�� #B�+ #� ��”- #+� �m�5�$7�� 0����� �B���H �,�। 
#B�+ #� �� ��+�� 1�� 0����� ��-( ��� #B��PB���� ���,��। '=���)� '��q��� #� 1�� 
(7�5 ���7 �B�����$ �u�� ��� )�7�,�। � �B�����$ ����� ����� #�+� '��;�� �$�+>� ��� )�। 
������� ������� �����। '� # 'g�� (7�5 '� ����� A��+�� 0�5 ����� � )7। ������ 
4�P��� 0����� '�����B�� >�x�7������� '$�� � (7�5J���� A��� 'm� W�U�� �K ����। 
H����� ��� G) V�N�o ���,�। ����� ��/S � �B�����$ ����� )�। ���7H�� '��:�� ��/S ��: 
�B�����$ ������ ���� ���/� '�7� )�। 0��� 0�� ���,��� '� 0(7��� ��5 )�> ���� 'E�� 
'�� ���/� ���। 0�� '�H� ��P��� ���E '+���P�� '��5����5 ���। ���( ���� '� '�� 
���/� ���( ���। ���( ���� 0�,।  

 

 0��� �B�����$ ������ ���� '5���। ?@'� ��A/ ��� %+� �5�� ��: �B�����$ ������ 
��� )�। H�����" 0������� ��� ���� ���y�। “0���� #�� ���� �। 0�����> -�� )��।” 
H����� #�� ���,�। 0��� ����� '� 0����� ��H��� >y�7 0��� ��,� ���, �। 0��� ��� 
���/� ��� ���,। �a��� 4B '�� ���/�( 0��� ���y �। ������ '� '�� 1���7 ')�� 
�B�����$ �¸7�� ���� ���/� ���y��। 
 

'=���)� 'E�� ���7H�� '��:��� ��/S �$1�+ '���� HB 0����� 1�� ���/� '�7� )�। 
0��� �� �$1�+ ���,���। �� ����A '��H���[� @+� 5��o 0����� ���� ���7 �B�[���[� 
���� A�� '5�। � �� 5�o��� '5�����K� ( #�����( �,�।  

 

��� ���o #5��+�7 '�P�+B�[ ��/� H�H�7�� ���E '��� )7। ��� 0���� '�H� �H7�1� 
�)���� Az{�� '��+/ # �$1�+ ���� ��� ���� ����। ��� �H7�1� �)���� ���� ���� ���� 
'� W�7� '�� ��� �>। �H7�1� �)�� ?d'� ��A/ ����� A�� 0���।  

 

 ��:�7 ',���� #�+� 5�/ ����,�। '�> 5�/+� W��+ ���� 0���� ��� )�। 0�� �H7�1� 
�)���� ���� # ��� �����। �H7�1� �)����( # ��� H�����।  
 

 ��� ���+�7 0�� '=���)� �B�[���[� '5�+ '5���। '���� �5�7 J��� 0(7�H ��� 
'����। �u��� �� J�� )�y�। �B��n 4���� '+���P�� H����� '� �B�[���[� �W��� W�="  
'5���J�� )�y। 0�� ����� ����, � '���� �I� �� )�y। �B��n 4�� 0���� ��I� ��� '��� 
'A�� ���� ���� #�� ���� H���� ����। #� ��7 ��,� ��U��� G�B�� '5�+� ���� 0��� 
'�����। ���� 0���� ���� '�, �B�� '���A '��H��[ 0����� 1�� )���� A����7�, #�� 
0����� 4���� '��� 'P���,। ��/� #�, 0�, 'A|������( (>-��-0�-�� A�P >cg�b�) '��� 
'P���,। 0�� ���5 ���5 ������� 5��o�� 1I���� #�� 0��� ���E '=���)�� #>+E '�U�� ��7 
0����।  
 

 #>+E '�U�-# #�� ���� '� ��: ��s� ����:�� 4�P�������� '{P��� ��� )�7�,। 
'�H� �H7�1� �)���� ���/�� #+� ��� )�7�,। '�H� �H7�1� �)���� ���E 0��� '��� )7। ��� 
���� '� #� 'E�� ���>  )�y �B�+���7�� ������ 4�P���। ��� 0��� ���� '� '5���J��� 
��� ��� ���,। # ��� '���� �� ��� �B�+���7 #� ������ 4�P��� '�� ��/� H�H�7��) 
4B�B ��s� ����:�� 4�P������ '{P��� ����,। ��� (��� ���>�� '��� 'P�� )�7�,�। 
����� '�H� �H7�1� �)�� 0���� �B�+���7 #� ���>�� #� H�75�7 #���� ���� ����। 
���>�� #� H�75�7 #���� ��� )�। ��� �� '�H� �H7�1� �)�� '+����� 1�� 1�I �eu�� 
����। ���   
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����, “0H 'E�� 0�� 4�� '�U� '��H���[� 4�P��� 0�� ���������� 
����� ���� 4��{)" 
���� ���D '*�="� �����। #�� 0��� ���/��> ����,� A���। 0���� ���> 0��� ���E 
E����। #� #��� E��� 0����� HB ����� 7। 0��� ���> �����*��+� ���� ���, '���� 
�5�7 0��� ����,� ��45/��>H ��� #�� 0����� ����/� ��/Z� ��/��" ���।” 
 
 ?d'� ��A/ 'W��� 0��� �����*��+� 0� #�+� a�� �5�7 '�|p,���। '���� 0��� ��¡�� 
���� #�� ��45/��>�H� �����। ?d'� ��A/ #W��� '��+ '5�।  
 
 ?&'� ��A/ �t�� ��7 '�H� �H7�1� �)�� Az{�� '���� '��£ '5�� #�� W�=" ����। 
W�=�" ��� ���� '� 0��� 
����� ���� ��« 0�,। 0���� '� '���� 0�,, ������ ���)�� 
��K�� ��� �K ���� ����। ��� ����� ���S���� '��J���� ��)��B #�� �)����5�� ���� 
����। '�������� 
����� ���� ��q7W��� 4��{) ���� ����।  
 

 ?h'� ��A/ ���� �� 0�� � W�=" '���� '�£ 'E�� ��o।  
 

 A�z��� '���$ 4������ ����:� '�����)� 0����� #B���� ����,�। 0���  l H 
�,���। 0��� (��� #B����� ��1[�� ����,���। 
 

 ?%'� ��A/ 0���� ���* 4������ ��7  ? *[� #��� ����:�� '�����)�� ���E 
0����� '5���J�� ����7 )7।  
 

 `l'� ��A/ ������7� {�� 4������ #��� ����:� '�����)�� a�+� '5���� �������� 
)�B� ��� )7।  
 

 #��� �����    ������ �����*�+ m�H 4����� A����� )7। #��� ����:� '�����)� 
0����� 0q�" ���। #> ���� 0�� J���K�� 0)� )>। 0�� ����:� '�����)�� )��� ��� 
��o। ����� 0���� ���� ��7 0�� )7। �6� ������ ���� )7। #�� 4��= ��/�� ��� )7। ��B) 
0���� ����� ��� )�। ���� �B�[���[ 0���� ���� )7। 0��� ���E 0��� 4�� ��6 �,�। 
#��� ��1�� ���� 'E�� ��� ��7 ��(7� )7। H� ��� ��/S 0��� 1�� 4�B�A�� A��। �W�� ���� 
0��� ��K�� A�H/��+ 0� )7। ��� )�7�,� 0���� '��+/ ���/�� ��� )��। ��C �$������  d 
������ ��� ���)� 0����/ ���। 0�� ��e )�7 ��>।  
 

 #��� ����=W��� 1�N����5B '� �����*��+ #�� {��� 0��� ��E {)" �����। ��E���B 
��I ����,�� '�H� �H7�1� �)��� �������� 
��� )(7� ��/S 0��� �o�> A����7 ���। #� �� 
��� ��7�H )7 '���� HB 0��� ��" '��।  
 

0����� �B�+���7�� ')$���7�+/�� �,� {���। `l'� ��A/ ������7� {��� 4����� A����7 
0��� a�+� �������� )�B� ���।  

 

 A���H��� 0��� ����-� ��B) G��� ����,���। ����:� '�����)� +B�� 0q��"� ���� 
�+��� � '��� 0��� ��,� )�+ ��>।  
 

 Az{�� �����*��+� ����   > #��� ���� h+�� ��7 ����:� '�����)� W�=" 0�+/���� 
P�7�� �K ���। 0�� #�� '�H� )�K 0����� 4�Z� ��/��-" ���,���। 0����� G�B ���B� 
�,� ��7  
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`@ H। (��� ���B� �,�  ll-#�( 1��। 0����� #�H ����)� #> ���� ���� ��7। '�H� )�K 
m��H� 1�� 0)� )। 0)� )��� �� 4����� ���� ����� (�� ���� ��7 ��(7� )7। ����:� 
'�����)�� ��m 0q��"� ���� �+��� � '��� ��,� )+�� ���/� �����। 0���� #�H G�B A�� 
'��� ���। 0�� ����� '� '����� ��( 0�� 0��,। 0�� ��7 '5���। )I�. 0�� ��H�� ����:� 
'�����)� ��u/� '*��( 4�Z�7 '�����। 4B ���> ����� 4�� ���� A�� '��� �-� )7। 0�� 
'g~ 'E�� '�� )�7 A������ A�>�H '^5� ���7 J�� ,�o�� '�����। ����� #�+� J�� #�� 
0��� '����� ���5 #�� 0�� JK��K�� 0)� )�7 ����� 1�� ��o '5���। 0�� W���� ��5��� 
'� �T�� 0���� ��� 'P���। 0�� (��� )��� ��� �o�� 'A�7 0�)�B� ��� �u��B�� '¡7 ��� �Z� 
�����। ��C '^5�+� a�� �,�। ��> #+� �9� )� �। 0�� W���,��� (�� 0���� ��� '��� 
'P��� ��C �T�� 0���� ��� ��7 ��7 #�� �6� ��� ����। ����� 0���� ���� ���I�7 '�7।  


�-�� �����  
�������� 0��/   

 
Az{��� ��� ������� 

��-�.���� �m�5�$7�� )�K 0)��� 'A|����* 
 &- - %&@ 

 
??'� ��A/ 0�� Az{��� 0��� �B��n ��P� 0���� ����, h� >^ '�U� '��H��[ 

4�� ��U��� 4�P��� 0�,, ����� ��U �B�e5�W��� '���� 4�Z� �;��/ 0���A� �� #�� 
�����) �;��/ �E���/� A���(। 0�� �B��n ��P��� �E��� ?`'� ��A/ h� >^ '�U� '��H���[� 
'��� ��> #�� 0��� '���/ '�+ �B��n ������¢��� 'A|���� (��/��� '�� ��) �B��n 4�� 
0)�� (��/��� '�H�) '�� ��)P�H�� �)�� (��/��� '�H�), '�� ����� ���� 'A|���� (��/��� 
'�H�) #� ��U '��� ��� �E����/� ���। '�H� �(�� �� '��� �,��। ��C '��)�� ��� ���7�, 
'��)�� ��� ��U �E� ���� ��)� ��>�। 

 
1��� ��"/� �K" 4�P����u6�� ��7 0�� �B��n ��P��� ����7 �t�7 0�� #�� '��� 

'E�� �B��n ��P��) Az{�� ������B���7 #� 4�B����� ����7 '�|p,�>-�� ��� 4��� ���o 
’+�। 0��� ��H� #��+ WÂ(7�5� 5��o �,�। � 5��o�� ��� 0��� �5�7�,���। � �W��� 
#���# 0��1� �)�� ��7���, $�� ��X��) 0�( ��7�H 1��Z� �,��। �W�7 '���� ��/��= 
4�Z�, 0����� -���, ����:� 'E�� G�B ��7 0�� >�B��� ��7 0���A� )7। ������ ���)� 
5������ '��� 0��� ��s� )��� '�, ����:�� '���� �L� ��U������ ��K�� #�+� ��,� ���� 
���y। �W�7 h� >^ '�U� '��H���[� �K 4�P����u�6� ��U 0����� >-��-0� ���)�� 
4�P����u�6� (?H) ���� ������� )7 #�� ����S '(7� )7 '�, ��� ��� ���)� 0q�" ���  
0��� ��U����� #���U ������� 5o��� #�� ����A� H��� '��। 

 
?_'� ��A/ ����� 0�� ��«�> A�� ��>। ����� ����/ 0�� #�� �B��n ��P� 0� #���� 

����� )>। �E� )7 '�, ����:���� ��� 0q�" ��� 4E�� >�U� '�7 ��)�� 0��� �����) ����� 
#�� �B��n ��P� 0�5 �����) ���� '� 0���� ��� '���। ��P� 0�( ����� '�, 0�� 
>c������  

 

 

*  %&  ���� �B��n ��� ��/�� �,��   
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��� ��x������ 4��� P�7���� �� 4���H� ��� ���7�, #�� ����( '����� 1>�-# ��> ����। 0�� 
��H� )���। 0���� ��� '��$ (7�$/ ����, “�m� ��� 1$ P� ��”- 4E/ )��� Az{��� ��� �K 
)�7�,। 0����( �����) �K ���� )��। #�� ��: 4��U������ �6� ��� �� ��o����o �9� 
Az{��� �B��n ��P��� ��U ����� )��।  
 
 ?_'� ��A/ ��� 'W��� 0�� ��«�> A�� '5���। 0��� 1>�-# ������� '�H� �,� (��U���) 
H��� )�। ������� '�H� 0���� �� ������� #� ���। 4�)���5 0�6�� A������ 4��U��� 
#-��( #�� 'H-��-(�� ���� '5��� '�H� ��� �)\���� (1>� ������) ������ ��������/ 
�����। 0�� ����7 ���/ E����� #�� ����� ������ 1>� ������ #�� 4��U������ �� 
0q��"��� ����� A��,। 0�� �W0>�� '�^ )�1�� E�����। ?_'� ��A/ �tB�7 �B��n P�K� 
��6�� 'E�� 1>� ')$���7�+/��� 0��। �B��n H�7�� 0��� 4���� ��7 ?@'� ��A/ �tB�7 
��«�>�� 0��। �B��n P�K� #�� �B��n H�7�� 0��� K�� H�75� ���। 0��� ��H 
�E���/� ��� ��� %-`l 'E��  l+�� ���� *���� ��>। #� ��7 0��� 4$/���� ��H� ��]� '�7 
#�� 0��� '+���P��� �E� ���। 0�� '+���P�� '��7 ���� '� ��> '��+ '5�,। ��� 4����+� 
���, �B��n ��P� �E� ���� 'A�7�,��। 0�� K�� �P�� ��> #�� ���+ ���� �� 0��� 
'+���P� 0��। '+���P� ��� H���� #�, 0�, ���2��। H�� ���2�� ���, ?l-����A '�U� 
'��H��[�� 0q�" ����,। �)�� ��� '5�����, 0�� �����) ��� #�� Az{�� �)�� A�� 0��। 
0�� ��P��� ��U �E� ���� A�>���। ��� ����, “��P� ��� ���,, '� #��� �>। #��� 
0��� '+���P� '����, ����, H�� #�, 0�, ���2��। H�� ���2�� ���, “��P� ��� �7��� 
��� #��+ '��$ (7�$/ ��I��� ����,, '��+ )���, �m� ��� 1$ P� ��।” �� 0�� 4�Z�+� ������। 
��> 0��� K�� #�� '����� ��� #�� ����S �> 4��U������ ��� ����� #�� Az{��� �(7�� 
)�। '��=�� �o�� ��7 4��U��� 4�P��� 'H�5 ��7 #�� ��� �H���� ��� '� 0�� '����� �B� 
���,। “��>� ��,� '5�����, #�> �P�� 0����, '����� *���(”- #> �E� ���> 0�� A�� ��>। 
5��o�� 1I�� ���y #� ��7 #� 4��U��� #-��( 0��� ���� 0��, #�� ��� �B��, ��>� 
'5�����। �� #��(�� 5��o�� ���� ��7 0�� ��>� ��>। ��>� '�|p�, 0�� ������� '�H��� 
$��� #�� ��: �E� ���। ���� ���, ‘‘'���� A��� ��7 ���� E���। ��p�� ��H��� '��� ���� 
'���।” � ���� 5�$/ ������ �,��� #�H ��x���। ���� '$�� 0����� '������7 ��: #-���� 
$���� �����। 0��� ���E� #��(�� ��� 0�5> 1��� ���I�7�,���।  5�$/ ������ 1�� ��� 
'E�� ��A ���� ��U ��U ���� 0�� ��t ��� #�� 4� '��o '>। 0��� �E��� '��7�+/�� 5��$/� 
��U��� G����� ��U ��U '�����7 ��p�o� ���� ��H� ��� E���। V>��� '�>, ��: ��U��� 
G������ 1�� )�� ��A '�� 0��� ��� #�� 4��U������ 1��� E���� ���।  '�� 4��U��� 
���� 'A�� ���� J�� ���� V��� '�>। ��U����� ���� �,�, ��> V>����� ��U ��U ��: 
��U����� ��A '�� 0��। '��� ���� '�(7� )7 #�� ����� )��� 4�-'5�����K� ����  '�(7� )7। 
0�� �� 1>� ������ '�H� ��� �)�\���� ��� ���� '5���। ��«�>�� �� ��J��� ��7[ 
�,�, '� ��7�[ 0����� >-�� 0� ���)�� _/@ H ��)���7 E�����। 1>� �������� ����� ����> 
#�+� ��7[ �,�। '� ��7�[� 5�$/ �,� 4��U���। 0�� �� ��7�[� 5�$/�+�� ��� ��� #�� 
����� '�H� ��� �)�\��� ����7 ��>। '�H� ��� �)�\� �� *����y��। $���$����� 1I�� 
#�� ��� 0���� '��=�� �o� '��� *���o '5��। ��� 0��� �����, “0�� �6�। �������� 

��� )�7�,, 0�� 1>�-#� ���7L ��7�,।” '�H� ��� �)�\�� 4� ���� 'A�� ����। 0�� 
Vp��7�� ��� '�>, “4{�� )�� �u��B।’’ ���� �����, “*�� E���, '�� 4������ )�� � 0���।’’ 
#> ��� ��>�� 5�$/ '��� 0��� K��� ���� ��>। K�� '�|p�, '����� �B��n¤7 1�I ����,। 
������� �����, ‘‘'����� �6�। #��� 
���।” ��x��� �B��n H�7�� 1I��� 'A�� ���, ��C ��� 
0�5> ��p�� �6� ���   
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'P��। �B��n P�K� ��I� �,�। '� ���� )�7 �����। “W��> )��� 0�� '����� 4�5� )�7 
���������� '��� �����।” ��� �� ���o #5����+� )��। )�H�� )�H�� H�� ��E '���,। 0�� >-
��0� '��;��� _/@ H�� 1>� ')$���7�+/���� '��� ���� ���>�� ��7 ��� ���o ��+�� ���� 
Az{���� ��E �(� )>। ����� ����/ 47����� ���P� 0��� 4���� '��;��J����� '���H ��I�> 
'�,  ��: 4��U������ �6� ��� ��«�>�� #���� )�7 Az{���� ���� �(� )(। 
 

 ?d'� ��A/ 0�� �� Az{�� �)� 'E�� &/h ��>� a�� �,��� �� '����� '�U� 
'��H���[� ��7�H G�B ��+7�� ���� '�|po��y। ������� �H���� ��� H���� ��� ���)� 
0q�" ����, #�� '�H� �H7� �) h� >^ '�U� '��H��[ �����) ����,। ���� ��+7��� #���� 
)��। 0�� 4{�� )�� '�H� �H7�� ��-�. ��>। ���� �H������� ���� ����, “�B��n ��P� 
�)�� ��� ���, 0��� h� >^ '�U� ��+7��� #���� )��� ����� 0��� �)�� #�� ���� 0q�" 
A������।” 0���� ��� ��U E���� ����। 0�� '�H� �H7�� ��U 'E�� '5���। #��� '�H� 
�H7�� ����� ��H ���� E���। ��+7��� 0��� ���> '�H� �H7�� '�u�L ��E '>। �����*��+ 
������)� �B���W��� A�� ���7 ���y�।   > #��� �������� A����� 'E�� �u��� �� '5��� 
'P��� E���।  
 

� ������ 0�� #�� ����� ��� 'A|���� JK��<�� 0)� )>। 0���� ��+7�7 ��7 ��(7� 
)7। $�� �� ')��� (4� ����=�) ��+7��� 0��� 4�����A�� ���। ����� 0(7��� ���5� 
'���H {�� 'E�� {���S�� ��7 �P��� E���। >�����B �����*��+� �� *�+। �����*�+ ��� 
Z�� �u^� ������ )�������� ����7 0��� 4����A�� ��� '��� 'E�� �Â��H���� 1��7� ��� 
Z�� ����� 0�� 'A|����� ���o�� ����। ����� 0�� 'A|���� ���)� 0���� (=���� ���7 #�� 
'���-�· ��� ��Z ��� '����। P�K�2 (0��� �B�+��B�) �� ��7 ��U �,�। ��������o ��� 
Z�� E��� 4�Z�7 ��x����� 0����� '��p�H 0��। �� 0���� '�A��� ��� ���> ���/� A�� ��7। 
���/� ��P�>�H �B��; ���> 0¡7 �>। '���� �A��.��� �� 0�� ��Z )�7 1�I। ���/� 'E�� �����7 
�$���� ����� �E� �«��) '+���P 0��। '+���P #�� '����,� >-��-0� ',�� '���� #�� 
����� ��U 4B�B��( �,�। 0�� (��� 'E�� ��> #�� 0��� ���� '�� ��o।  

 

  / ? > �$���� �Â��H��� W����7 '�����)� ���� 0�� ����� ��U '��5 '�> #�� 
'�� ��e )(7� ��/S ��� A����7 ��>।  


�-�� )�K 0)��� 
 &- -&@ 

 


��� ����� '���� '��£ �B��n W�>7� 
'�H� #�, #�, #, W�>7�।* 

 

?d'� ��A/ a���� �B��n ��P��� ���E 0����� ��7 0�� H��� ���� '�, #��+ '����-
'�£ 0����� ���� ��7�,। ?h'� ���A/� �tB� 'E�� ?%'� ���A/� ��� ��/S 0�� #> ��f�� '���� 
'��£ �,���। 0��� '� ��7��� ��B- 4�W���� K��7> # 0���B।  

 

��� ��V�B ��f�� '���� '�£ #�� ��� ���H�5� 'E�� �A���� 
��� ����� '���� '�£ 
��� ����A� #> ���)���� '���� '�£�+ '5�o��� '���� )�7�,� Az{���।  

 
*  %&  ���� �B��n ��� ��/�� �,��। ����"�+ ��A� ‘���e���� 7���’ {², ����,  %&_- 'E�� ������  
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'����-'�£�+ '���� )�7�,� Az{���� �����*��+। ?h'� ��A/ ����� �����*��+ '�H� �H7�� 
���E ��-�. ��� Az{�� �)�� 'P��� ��E 0�� �E������ ���� '���� '�£�+�� ���� ���। 
��,�-�� ���B> � '���� '��£ ��/�� ^��P� ���E 0��� ���A7 )7। '���� h� '�U� 
'��H���[� '�P�+B�[ ������� ���E( 0��� '��� )��� '�P�+B�[ ����� '� ���7 '���� 
'�£ 'E�� '�H� �H7�1� �)���� ����� W�=" ������ �A�� ���,��।  

 
 '��� ��s� �����$�� �����H� ���� 0q��"� �� 0�� '���� '��£ �P�� 0�� #�� 
'�P�+B�[ ������� Z���W�=e )>। '�H� �H7�� ���/� 4���7� '�P�+B�[ ����� '� ���7 
�����*��+ �P�� ��।  
 
 '���� '��£ 4�Z����� '���� 0��� ��H �,� � ��f�� '����-'��£�’ A������ 
'�����7 ����-� ���)��� ���� ��� � '��£� '5���7�� �-� ��� #�� '���� '�£ �A�����B 
�����, �����+ ( �� ��E�� ��o '�-�� #B�ËW ��� '�(7�। 0��� j� �� 0�,, '����-'��£ 
E������� 0����� ���E ���� ��H ���� ����� '���� '��£� 4WBS�� 0�� ��(7�� 4���� 
���7 0�� &�+ ‘���’ >��B ����,���। �E�� d�+ #�� ���  �+ ��� >��B ��� )�7�,�। '�H� �H7�� 
���/� �,� '�� ����� �� ��E�� '���� '��£� ���B�� �A�� ���� 0�5 4��B> �� '�� 
4�P����� ��o 'A� ��� ���� )��। '�P�+B�[ ����� '���� '�£ 'E�� �����*�+ A�� ����� 
��7 '�H� �H7�� #> ���/��� �E� 0���� ��� �5�7�,��। '� ��7 '����-'�£ 'E�� 0�� '��� 
����� #�� ��E�� ��I ����, ��� ��J�����> 0�� 0��� >���7�� ���7�,। ��� ��V�B, #�� ��H 
���� ��7 0��� �� #� 4�����" ��f�� 'A��� H§ )�7�,�। ���� �¤�� '>, '� ��7 0�� 
H�)��� ��B�� '5���� '�� >7���� 0��P���� ��/���� ( H��-'A�� 0���� 4����� ��� 
�����,�। ��p� �E� �� 0��� ������> �� �o���, �� �o��� ��p� ��f��-��Z� ‘�B���^�> 
������� ¬[’-#� �E�(। �� 0�,, #��+ ��E��7 '���-��� ���+ '��+ ���7 ��� (�� 0�� 
��� ������ 0����� ��{���-��Z�� �� ���7�,��� ‘'�U� ������� ¬[’। ����/����� 
���������� #� ����� 4���� ����,�� ‘���e�P|H’। 
 
 ?h'� ��A/ �tB�7 '�P�+B�[ ����� ( 0�� 4�-" 0��� 0���A�� �� Ì�� 01+ 
'*�="�� ����S �>। '� 4����� ��f�� '���� '�£ 'E�� Ì�� 01+ ����� '*�="�( �A���� )7। 
'���� '��£� '*�="� 4���7� �E����� Ì�� 01+ �����( )�7�,�। '���� '�£ 'E�� �A���� 
0����+ JKL��/ ���/�� ���>�� �H �H )���7�� ��7 �B��n ��)��, �B��n ������, �B��n 
>��, �B��n (7���, �B��n W�p>7� ( 4"B��B� ���, �����+/ ���� 0)�� H���� )�7�,�। 4��B 
#> '*�="�7 '���� H�75�� �� 1�N��� )7�।  
 
 0����+ JKL��/ '*�="�7 ��� )�7�,�� ‘�H �H 4��� ��7 ������*� �7��� �B��n 
W�p>7�� ���, �����+/ �K। #> '*�=�7 �����+/ ���� Z� �)���� ������*� �7�� #� 1�N� �,� 
���" ?%'� ��A/ ����� '��� '5� '� Az{�� �Â��H��, Az{��-��«�> '��$ ��� )�H�� )�H�� '��� 
�H �H ���o� ���� ,��+ ���y। 1�N� ��� 0��B� '�, ?h-?%'� ��A/ ���� ��, #, #�, H�)�U�� 
���H�)�H 'E�� ��x����� Az{�� �)�� 4�B���� '���� ����,�। '���� #� �K ��7� H�75�7 
0J ��� ��7। 0J�� P������ �� )�7�,��� Az{�� �)�� ���� ��>����  ������ A��,। # 
4�Z� '��� '������� '������ ��� )��� '� �6�� �� 4B 4� �,� ��> ��7 ��"W�7 {���� ���� 
,��+ ���y�। ����� ���B �� '�uL '�(7�� �� '�1 �,� �, ��> ���� 4��*��W��� {���� ���� 
A�� ���y�। ��� '������ 0��� #���� ��� ��5/�I� ���� 1�2��B> ��f�� '���� 'E�� 4� 
��7 '������ 0��� #���� ���  
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��5/�I� ���� 1�2��B> ��f�� '���� 'E�� 4� ��7 ������*� �7��� �B��n W�p>7�� ���, 
�����+/ ���� ���/� �A���� )�7�,�। �L� ����� #� H�75�7 H���7� ���� )�� #-���� '*�="� 
�A�� ,�o� 5�BS� �,� �। ��� ��V�B, #> '*�="� #-���7 '����-'��£ 1��Z� ��7�H�� ���E 
0���A� ���> �A���� )�7�,�। 
 
  '*�="��+ ��7���� �A���� )��� �� Az{�� ������B���7� ����S 1��A��/ $b� #, 0�, 
��N� 0���� '+���P� ���। ������*� �7��� #���� )(7�� #> '*�="� �;��/ ��� ���E 
0��� 4�� 0��� )7। ��� 0���� 4����� #> '*�="� �A�� �t ���� ���। ��� ���e '� '�, 
#> '*�="���� ��� ���> �5�7 ������*� �7��� #���� )7 ��)�� )������� �s7 #> H���7��� 
(�� ��,#,#� H�)�U�� H�)�H 'E�� '���� ����, #��� )�(7�> )����( ���� ����। $b� 
��N��� #> ���e��/  1����� 0��� 0���� '���� ���P� ‘������*� �7���’ #���� )(7�� 
'*�="��+ ����� ��� ���� )7।  
 
 a�7�� >��)��� '��� ��� ��f� )�7�, ���� �-B ��� '5�, '�, �E�� 45/��>H ���  
)�7�, #�� ��� '*��=� )�7�, �����), )�7�, ��f�। ��C 0����� ��������� �B�����+ *�+�, �;�"/ 
�WX ���। #�-�� �E�� '*��=� )�7�, �����), ��� )�7�, ��5I- 0��� �E�� �����) ����,, ��� 
�K ����, �����)���� ��5I। ?d'� ��A/ 'W��� '� 0����� �����) ���� )�� �� 0��� 4���> 
?@'� ���A/� ��B����( H���� �।  

 
������� �o�>* 

'�H� #�, #�, # W�p>7� 
 

>y� �,� �tB�� 0�5> �B�[��[ ��� ���; ��C �T� ��e �u��� H�B ����N� 'E�� '� 
?_� #P, #P (¬�[7�� 'P��/) #�5�7 0��,, ���� ��p�� '�(7�> �E� ��/�B )�7 ��po����। 

 
         �� ����� @+�। ?_� #P, #P-'� ���)� ���� HB ����N�� ���� 4{�� )���। '�U� 
'��H��[ 0� >-��-0� #� ���  l? H '���� �����7 ��5�I� �� ��7 #> 4�W��� 0��� '�� 
)���। 0���� 4�� ��¢� ��s�� )����� G�B���� '�������� ���� H�B 0����� ��� ��� 
#��+ #>A-#�-�H ��7��+ #�-#�-�H 0� ������ ��>�P�। #� 4D���B� G�B ��7 ����� 
#��+ ����5�I� �B�+���7��� ��K�� ��� ���� ��(7�� ��p�� '� �� ����+ #�� ��� ���"�� '� �� 
������ )�� ���� '��� �� 0��| 1���® ���� ����� �� 7; 0��� �+� �,� �� ������� 
ju)�7 1§� : '���� ���e ����7 1�«; '-��W, 'q���, 0���5 1���H�। ������ I��� ��E�7 4{ 
�s�. ����A� ��� ����D� ���� 0��| 4��� �,� � ��। 4B ��,� ��� � E����( ���� 
���A�7 �o '� �H���� ��7�H )7 '�> ��)�, '�> 12���, '�> 12�« ���"� 0��Í� �,� 
0����� ���। 0����� #> 4�����7 ����� ( aH/7 0������ '��� ���e���� ��p���7 �o�� 
��e ���7�,�। #,�o� �,� ��� �K���7� 4��� �K� �� ������ ��s� �u��B� )�� 'E�� 1��� 
��� 0������� ��P���B� 
/a7��� '�|p�, ���7�,। 0H 0��� # ��B7 �ū �� ��W ����, '�, ��B 
( B��7� '�> ���� �A���> 4B�7�� ������� ���� #W���> ��)��B ��� E���।  
 

 

 

 

* ‘���e �����’ 7��� {² 'E�� ������।  
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0�5> ��� '��7�,���, �T���)� 'P�� ���, �W����� m�H '����7 #�5�7 #���,। 
4�#�, �� ±� ����� 4{5�� ���)� ��� ��7 ��> 0����� HB �U�। 0��� �E��� 0(7��� 
���5� ��7�H ��/� @�+ �����" ����)" g�� #� )��H� ����। �� 0��� G�B���)� ( 
H������"� ���B��> '� #�+� �������)� W��। ����� 'A)��� '��� �� )�y� '� 4������ 
��x�W�� '��� �~�, '-�W, 0�q�� ������)� 0J� P�p�� 1�I�, #�� �� aH/7 ��{���� ���B��> 
'� ����� )�� A�7। A���� �,��� ����:�� ���H/�7���� ��� '��=" ( 4�B�A��-1.��o�� 
H52� ��E��� +����� +����� ��� 'W�U 'P��� 0H ���> '� �������।  

 
       0�� 0��� -�� ����  l? H '������ _�+ g��� 1I���� #�� ���� g���+�� ��7��+ J��� 
��Â 1�I�7 �����। 0�� ��H #��+ '��+� ��>���� A�o ���� 0�5 A����। 1�2�B� #�5���� 
���E ���E ��E� a���� #� #��+ 1���e Z� ��p�H '(7� '��� 'E�� �T� 1�� ��P��B� ���E 
�A� 0*�� )�� ��7। �W���� '��� 0����� ������E� �u�B 4����"�7। ��:�� a���� )�H�� 
)�H�� ���= W�o H���7�,। ����� ���B ��-������� ¡���> '���। ���� ����� �� '��5�। 
)�H�� ��º� '�> '��5� 0��� ����� ������ ��� �����,�। 5� ���� �)��� ���WX Z�� >7��)7�� 
'����7 '�(7� ��/� ���)� ��u/� 4���/� 0q�, ��/� )�B�, ������ 4�B�A��, ����=�: '�U� 
'��H���[� H(7������ ������W��� )�B� ���� ��� #�> ���B ����+ ����=� ��� '�|p�, '5�,। 
'� '����W��� #> �����*������ 1���e ���: '�(7�� HB ���� ����। ������ ��> ���� '���� 
'�� ���� '����� ��� '�U� '��H��[ ( >��0� #� H(7��� 4���� ��¢� )�7 �T� '�������� 
���� HB #�5�7 ���y �� ���� 0�6 0�)��� )�7 1I�। ��V��/V ��� '��5� ���� ��5�। H7 
�����, '�U� '��H��[ �H6����, >-��-0� �H6����। #���� ����� '�1 '�1 G�B����� �� ���7 
#�� ��W��� ��)��B ���� ����� ��> ��7 �)��B:।  
 
        0����� G�B '����> g��J��� �� ���� ���� #�5�7 A���,। #� ��7 #�H ���o� '��� 
��� ��E� ����� '���� 'E�� ��5���+ ��7 #�� 0��� )��� ���� ���। ������ �B�� 0�� 5��� 
���= ��,� '�(7�� �� 0��� -��� �>। #> � 0��� '������ ��5���+ (��5���+ ` ��+�/ �,�); 
0��� H(7���� ���B �����7 ��। �u��� #> �)��W��� ( 0S�����7 ��� ��� �u����7 0��� 
� W�� 1I�। 0� #�H #��+ g��� ��� ��7 #� ¨�� '��������� ��7 #�। '�1 '�1 
���B���{�( ��7 #���।  
 
        0S����� ( W������� '�> 1�)�� 0����� ��� 0�6 1�¤� ��� �����,�। '�� ��� 
�� W��� ���� '��� �H�� '� '��� ��{) ����,�� �� W���� 0H( ����� )>।  
 
        �tB� �� d+�। 0��� ������7 '�|p�, '5���। �T�� ���� '�(7�� HB Z��+ ���> 1���e 
�����A� )�। ��E� $�>� ��)�o #�� ������� 0� ��>� a�� ����। �T� $�� #�� ���� 
����t��� 0�, #�� �T�� #J�� )�� ���� ��:� ���7> 0��� )��। ��> '����> ��H� 
'(7�� ����S ����। 0�� '���� ��H� '(7�� ����S �>। ��� ��,� #��+ ��� �,�। � ��� 
'E�� @ll/dll 5H ���� 4E/�. 1�� ���� 0�� ��H� '(7�� ����S �>। ����+ #��+ ������ 
���)�� HB '�� #�+� ���� 7। ��� #+� ��,�> ������। 1�2�B �,� ��� ��/�� ��H� �T 
0������� ,�o�� ���B ��� �� ����� ���� ��H� ��� ����। #+� �,� 0��� ���D 
����D�। H���� 
K� '��� ��7� ����+� ���B ����D� G��� ��� ����। 0��� ��H 
f�+� �������� '$�� ��� ���-�� 0��� ����D�� �E� H����� #�� �H �H Z�� �� 
��o����o �9� ��H� '(7�� ���/� �����। 0��� ���/� 4���7� #>A-#�-�H’+� $�� ���� 
��)��o� ������ �P+ ��� )���। 
7� >-��-0�   
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������� ���)� W��� '���5��+� ���5 �>��। ���" #> W��� '���5��+> 0����� ��� )���7�� 
#�� ���A�7 �o ���। 0�� �������� ��7��+ #�-#�-�H’� ��H� �I� ��� �����। 0��� 
���/��� ���> ���+�� ��H� ��7 ��। ��H��� 4�Z�+� )� 4��+� >���H� U (>1) #� ��। 
4E/�. $�� ���7 #�� ��,� 0����� G�B। '���� 'E�� �T #�5�7 0��, '��� '�> ����� 
���+� ��po���� )���� �� '����।  
 

        ������ '�|p�,> '��+� ��>�������5 #��+ '����� 0��� ���I�7�,��� �T� 4{5�� �;��/ 
��� ���। #> ���B '� ��� ��7 #���, '� �T 0����� 4�Z��� 0� '��� a�� '>। ��� A�� 
��pA ��>� a��। ��� ���� ���� ���� 5�o� A����7 0��,। '� '����+�� ���I�7 �,��� '� ��x������ 
���+ �5�7 ��:�� ����� #��+ '���� 'E�� ��5���+ ��� �P�� #���,। '� 0���� H����� '� 
��x������ ��� ����� '��, ��p�� ����� �B�H #�� �� '� #�+� ��p��� 1�� ��( �����। �� 
0��� ��6) �>� � '� ¬�[7�� 'P���/� G�B��> #�5�7 0��,।  
 

        0����� 4�Z��� &l/hl 5H a�� �o #��+ 5�, �,�। H������"� ��)���B 5��,� '��+� 
$��+� '��+ ��:�� �I� ������ 'P�� )���। 5��,� $�� ���7 0����� ��6� #�+� �B�����$ �u�� 
)�7 '5�। H�����" ��:�� 0���� 'E�� ��,� >+ #� >�:�: ���-« 4�Z�7 ����।  
 

         #� 4D ���7 H�����" ��W��� 5��,� � '��+� $��+� '��+ 'P�� #�� >+ ��{) ��� 
�B�����$ �u�� ����� 0H �� W���� 0s�/ ���5। G�B��� H���7 '�(7� )��� '� �Tv�B �� 
�B�����$ ��P ���� HB 5�o� 'E�� ���� #�� ��P ���� HB #��� H�� )�� �� ���� 
#�����5 �T� 1�� J�� ',�o� �K ����। ����= ��� W��� '���5� ¤��� 4����� J�� ,�o��।  
 

       ��7 #� *[� ��7 0����� ���-�� ���B '��+ '5�। �t� �� &+�। 0��� �T���)�� 
4��-�7 1.���� �>���। 0����� ���� �T���)"�� 1��Z�� ��7 0�X ��� �� )���। 0��� 
��,�-" ���-�� ��> �\������ ��p���7 �o�� �����5 #���। �T���)� ���� ���� #�5�7 0��,। 
�B�����$ '��� ����� 5��o J��� 'E�� '5�। ��,����B� ����)� 5�o� 'E�� '�� �B������$� ���, 
#���। #�� '�1 '�1 >+J��� ���� a�� 'P�� ���� ��5���। ��,�� 5�o�J���( �� '�> ����> 
#�5�7 0��,�।  
 

        �tB� �� '��7� ���+�। �T�� �� �B�����$ ��P ���� �B: #�� ���7 0����� $������ 
W��� '���5��+ 5�H/ 1I�। �K )� �T�� ����। A����� 'E�� '��� J��� 0(7�H> '��� '��� 
��5�। ���� '���5��+ 'E�� �� ���� ���� 'g��� ��1� '�� )�y। 1Î '� �� �u�B। �T�� #� 
��,����, 4���/� 4�Z�7 '��7 0��� � ��p���� '�A 1I�। �� �� �����- '����� (��x�����) 
#��� �� ���� ��U����� ��� ���� ��� �। #� ����-��> ��U����� '��������� H���7 '��� 
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��-�.���: '�� ��/� ��)P�H�� �)��’* 

?@-h-&` 
 

Thursday, the 25
th

 March 1971. All offers of 8 E. Bengal were ordered by Lt Col 

Abdur Rashid Janjua, CO of the Bn, to clear the barricades made by the public in 

different areas of the city of Chittagong. A complete passenger train was brought by 

the public in the darkness of last night and put on the main road railway junction as 

barricade at Sholashahar near our battalion location. One of the full company under 

Capt (now Major Sadeq Hossain and almost all offrs of the battalion incl Lt Col 

Janjua were there on the road railway junction to remove the train.  

 

All civ public from around and labors of the local Indutri9es assembled there and 
started shouting not to remove the barricade. Capt. Ahmed Din (one of the Pakistani 

offr) got annoyed and said-“the only medicine to stop these bastards is firing.” Lt Col 
Janjua was worried to the extreme to remove the barricades so that 20 Baluch from 

the Cantt can rush for the help in case of any danger. He probably could not believe 
his own battalion even.  

 
With lot of efforts, however, the train was removed. It took us about 5-6 hrs to do 

that. More than hundred vehs got jammed on both side of the road because of the 
train-   

 

*  %&  ���� '�P�+B�[ ��� ���� �,��। ��-��.����+ ����� #���$��� ������ 'E�� ������। 
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barricade. Public did not retaliate much with us probably thinking that we belonged to 

the E Bengal Regiment They were not very happy either with us. Some of the young 

students standing at a distance asked Maj (now Col) Shawkat- "Are not you in our 

group?" They probably expected E Bengal Regiment to join the public then and there, 

Major (now Col) Shawkat gave a little smile and replied-"Let the time come you will 

see." 
 

We could smell the overall situation all around was getting worse. Public were 

shouting all over the city. Proce3ssions were marching, barricades were made to stop 

communication. Most of the shops were closed, Groups of people were sitting here 

and there and discussing god knows what. One of the company of 8E Bengal under 

Sub Abdul Quader was sent along with a company of 20 Baluch to Chittagong Jetty to 

unload the arms- ammunitions freshly brought by SHAMS form Pakistan. Army was 

trying to unload the ship. But the public did not allow him to do that. We felt that a 

serious incident will happen. 
 

I myself with Lt. (now Captain) Shamsher Mobin Chowdhury were3 detailed in 

the evening with a company to guard the sholashahar Cantonment road by night so 
that no more barricades were put there. 2/Lt. Mohammed Humayun (Pak Offr) was 

also with me. Sometime at 11 o'clock night, while having rest with the coy at K-

Rahman's COCA COLA factory, I received a tel call from the city. An unknown 

person in a panic and hurry was trying to pass an important message to some of his 

relative in the factory and asked my identity. I was no duty here3, I replied. The man 

thought me as one of  the Police guard there in the factory and said- "we have 

received a telephone call now from Dacca that firing has started there,  Pakistanis 

have started killing the public en mass and all are trying  to face them." I thanked the 

unknown man for giving me such an information in telephone and dropped the 

receiver.  
 

As we approached a little towards our unit at Sholashahar I found Subedar Sabed 

Ali Sarkar rushing towards me and whispered in Bengali to reach the unit line 
immediately. I understood the rest. Rushed with my troops at sholashahar and found 

Major (now Brig) Ziaur Rahman getting all of our troops closed together in the line. 
 

It took about an hour to get all the scattered troops from different places together. 

Maj (now Brig) Ziaur Rahman took over the Command of 8E Bengal and addressed 

the troops for few minutes- Tigers, Pakistanis have started killing Bengalis en mass 

they have already disarmed some of the E Bengal battalions, they have decided to kill 

all of us. They already trapped me but luckily I was saved. We will have to organize 

quickly and face them at any cost to save the country, are you all ready to do that with 
me? We all agreed and promised by the name of Allah to do that. 

 

One company of 8E Bengal had already moved few days ago as advance party to 

Kharia Cantt. In Pakistan. One company had to come from 5
th

, 6
th

 and 7
th

 E Bengal 
battalions in Pakistan. About a company strength troops had gone on privilege leave 

before they were proceeding to kharia; and a total of about 250 troops were available 
with 8E Bengla at that moment. Few months ago. On 30th October 1970 the battalion 

was born at sholashahar. As the unit was due for moving to kharia, all arms  
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ammunitions, equipments. Stores, vehi8cles etc were kept ready there. This battalion 

borrowed some 150 rifles of 303 type form EBRC, one   106 mm RR and two 3 inch 

mortars form 20 Baluch without any ammunition for the training purpose only. Which 

luckily remained with the battalion. The sholashahar market where the battalion got 

raised was not an ideal place at all to defend it by staying there. Moreover, it was not 

possible for the battalion to operate conventionally at that very moment without 
having anything. So the decision was taken to leave the area for the time being to 

organize somewhere outside the city and operate unconventionally  
 

At 2 O’clock morning, we left the unit line with all troops and arms-ammunitions 

available with the unit, crossed the Kalurghat road railway bridge and bade a 

temporary hide-out in the village. Next morning we got Capt. (now Major) Harun 

Ahmed Chowdhury who escaped along what maximum of his IPR troops, arms, 

ammunitions form 17 wing Captain and joined us. It was God's mercy that we got 

such a huge number of arm-ammunition and readymade troops Many MCAs, leaders, 

well wishers met us there. A rough plan was made and in the darkness of the evening 

we kicked off for the city again. 
 

I took a temporary shelter with my company in a village on the other side of the 

Kalurghat railway bridge. Entered the city in complete disguise of a street beggar 

along with one of my sepoy and located the important positions held by the enemy in 

the city. Some of the high hills and the building s were under  enemy’s hand where 

they had been continuously firing from. Many of the high hills and building s were 

still unoccupied by anyone. Students were driving the hoodless vehicles at the 

maximum possible speed pointing their shot guns, 22guns outside. They were 

collecting food etc in Awami league offices and distributing them to many student 

fighters. Ansars Plices, Mujahids, Ex-defence personnel's etc. 
 

On 29
th

 March 71, I was ordered to take defence on both side3 of the Kalurghat 
bridge and it was complete by that day. In the afternoon, one of the Pakistani C-130 

flew over the bridge giving a doubtful look. We heard at night that some of the 
commando paratroopers were brought from Comilla and landed at Chittagong airport. 

At 8 O’clock night a motor launch approached our defence towards the bridge with a 

very powerful searchlight on. I told my troops not to open fire unless they were 

ordered. The steamer after having an over all look from a distance for half an hour got 

a side of the bank of the river and after sometime left the place. We did not know 

what had happened Whole night the troops remained awake in a suspense. Early in 

the morning at 0430 hrs we heard some firing sound very close to my defence. 
 

Early in the morning on 30
th

 March 71, a civilian named Mohammed Asaf 
approached me and started shouting 'En' 'En' Major (now Bring) Ziaur Rahman was 

with me, looked at my face and told to take a pl and face them. Having a big 
commander with me, I felt much courage to go for the first operation myself. Took a 

mixed pl of E Bengal an EPR in an army vehicle and started. The civilian guide 

Mohammed Asaf led us to such a place where the whole pl of mine came straight 

under en fire. We jumped out of the vehicle and took shelter behind some cover of 

houses and bushes. After approaching   
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a little ahead we could locate the en posn. It was a triple storied big building of 

Agriculture department where the ends had taken shelter and started firing form. 
 

En had located my pl and opened up with MG and LMGs. The whole pl of mine is 

now on the forward edge of the small built up area hardly 400-500 yds away from the 
en building. Once I tried to get a little more closer, the en MG opened up and I fell 

flat on the ground behind a small tree, it could not hit me.  Sep Noor Mohammed of 

EPR with his LMG No. 2 started following me in the front behind the cover of the 

fold of te3h land. En now opened up with all of his weapons.  Along with civilian 

Asaf I crawled a little more ahead behind a sand dump and now the building was 

under my SMGs.  range. The building was now almost encircled from three sides at a 

distance of 100-200 yd.  Exchange of fire started between my pl and the en. It was 

easy for us to locate the en inside the building through the glass panes form 1st floor to 

2
nd

 floor. Suddenly a Rocket Launcher was fired from the building and that below a 

small mango tree behind which Sepoy Noor Mohammed of my pl was firing from his 

LMG. Miraculously the LMG No.1 and No.2 were not hit immediately after that 

another Rocket Launcher was fired now on my position which, God knows how, 

slipped on the top of the sand dump and burst behind me. I fell back and now started 

using my Rocket Launcher towards the building and that became very effective. At 
1030 hrs. Two en Sabre Jets arrived over my posn. Staffed and bombed the Radio 

Chittagong which was about 1000 yds in front of my present location and was 
occupied by our troops under sub sabed Ali Sarker. 

 

We could not capture the building during day time, immediately after the last 

night we encircled the building and started guarding it so that en cannot escape. No 

firing was there at night. Early in the morning nest day, I took the platoon and charged 

inside the building and found the following inside it:- 
 

Five en dead bodies, a half- dying Lance Naik who died later on and an alive 
but severely injured sepoy named Mohammed Akbar. When asked he said that he 

belonged to Hamza Company of 3
rd

 SSG (Command) battalion. A pl of 30 men 
under command Capt. Sajjad came at night and occupied the building with a view 

to blow up the Kalurghat railways bridge. The rest of the en fled a way in the 

darkness of the night leaving the following things behind:- 
 

MG 1A3 one LMG 7.62 Chinese- One G-3 Rifles-two, SMG-one, SMG 7.62 

Chinese- two,40 mm Rocket Launcher-there with Rockets, Wireless set GRC-9 

one, complete  with all accessories, 7mm  Walther pistol- one, vary light pistols- 

two, commando knife- one, commando belts-7 pairs, commando boots-7 pairs, 

commando barets-8, 7.62 ammunitions-2,000 in belts and magazines and huge 
quantity of explosives.  
 

Thousands of public got together in the building and started cheering us. We 

collected all those captured arms and ammunitions and brought to my defence, 
unfortunately, en Sep Akbar also died on the way out of severe pain. The Chawkidar 

of the same agriculture building and the other public took those en dead bodies and 
buried them on the North-East corner of the building. In the afternoon Major (now 

Brig) Ziaur  
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Rahman paid a visit to my defense. He was very glad to know about our success in 1
st
 

operation and to see the huge number of captured arms-ammunitions. 

 

Simultaneously, the battle was continuing in the city also. Capt. (now Major) 

Harun Ahmed Chowdhury and Lt. (now Capt.) Shamsher Mobin Chowdhury had a 

toughest battle at Chawkbazar in the entrance of the city where the 20 Baluch had 
used the tanks also. Many important places were coming under our occupation one by 

one. I extended my defence line further ahead from front of Radio  Chittagong upto 
the river Karnaphuli occupying Ispahani, Lever Bros, FIDC etc. on 2nd April 71, en 

first time used 3 inches mortar on my defence. They burnt hundred of houses, shops 
etc. by using the Phosphorus. 

 
I was ordered to shift my defence and occupy the Chittagong-Kaptai road junction 

facing Chittagong Cantonment. A complete village covering about a mile-long 

distance was occupied by one of my company. Chittagong Cantonment was a mile in 

front and Radio Chittagong was behind my defence. This defence of mine was strong 

enough undoubtedly but the line of communication form the main defence at 

Kalurghat upto my position was too far and there was a big gap behind my position. I 

had been blocking the en from the front for two days alright, but I felt those were en's 

secondary attacks or false attacks. On 7th April en attacked Sub Sabed Ali's position at 

Radio Chittagong with a complete battalion and occupied it. 

 

Major (now Col) Shawkat, Who had been guarding the longest coastal areas en’s 

landing from the ship and approaching from behind, fell back today and took over the 

command of half lost Kalurghat defence. I contacted him and asked for the help He 

gave me a new plan to take main defence at Madanaghat Bridge on the road 
Chittagong- Kaptai and to operate 2 miles ahead of the main defence in front of the 

enemy. One of the Ex Corporal Karim, a brave man, joined me with about a company 
strength of mixed troops. I made my permanent and strong defence on both sides of 

the Madanaghat bridge and started pushing the en from the front. Side and the rear.  
 

Major (now Col) Shawkat gave me a task to raid the en's one of the strong post at 
montee tannery 2 miles ahead of my defence at 1st night on 9th April 71, with which 

he wanted to coordinate a mortar fire support to me and one of his operation over the 

en's position at Kalurghat. There was a village named Baniapara and Chowdhurypara 

very closed to the en defence which had to be used as hide-out and forming up place. 

The village was about 500 yds long and 200 yds wide and all around it was big open 

gap which was covered by en's fire from Montee tannery. It was not possible to cross 

that open gap and occupy the village during day time. I took a strong platoon and 
occupied it before 1st night on 8th April 71 and kept sitting for the whole day and 

praying for the evening to come. Thank god, en could not locate us, otherwise he 
could easily have encircled and killed us. In the evening we got closed to the tgt at a 

distance of 50-100 yds. We say a military car arrived with some 10-12 soldiers and 

started disembarking. As it was not possible for me to recede the tgt during day time I 

could not correctly locate the en disposition and assess their strength. I did not enter 

the buildings for physical assault. But we opened up with al weapons at a time. I had a 

Bihari L/Nk Salahuddin, whom I   
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used to suspect, played an important role in that operation by using 83 mm  

Blendicide against that en mil dodge and the buildings. We fell back quickly within 4-

5 minutes. Immediately after that our Morter opened up and started firing from 

Kalurghat. We came to a safety distance and observed the shells bursting more or the 

Kalurghat Bridge on en position and recaptured it. L/Nk Naib Ali became first Shahid 

of 8 E Bengal in that operation at Chittagong. 
 

En tried his best to capture both Kalurghat and Madanaghat on 9
th

 and 10
th

 April 
71 with more than a bn str but failed. On 11th. PNS JAHANGIR and a regiment of 

field artillery started tremendous pounding from morning simultaneously on both the 
bridge. A Coy of 31 Punjab was pushing me frontally from the main rd Chittagong-

Kaptai axis. It become very difficult to hold them anymore. I had to bring a pl from 
the depth, other side of the bridge, and put in front. It cannot be expressed the amount 

of fear we had because of the en by shelling. En pressed harder on the Kalurghat 

bridge and captured it. Capt. (now Capt) Shamsher mobin Chowdhury fighting 

gallantly got hit and caught by the Pakistanis. 

 

I was told to hold my position for sometime till the main bulk of our force could 

withdraw at a safer distance. I was now alone holding Madanaghat Bridge with 2 coy 

str. At 1400 hrs en started pounding again from JAHANGIR tremendously this time 

around the bridge and on my defence. More than a coy on the other side of the bridge 

and less than a coy was on the en's side of the bridge towards Chittagong city. I got 

another brave civilian of that area named abdas on the other side of the bridge and 

told him not to leave the place until I came back. Once IK crossed the bridge and 

came to my forward line, the en attacked the position and covered the bridge by fire. 

 
If I had allowed the en to come a little more ahead, we would not have ever 

crossed the river then. En arty was shelling on our rear now to block the withdrawal. 
Many thanks to god, a furious storm started and I thought it an opportunity and let my 

forward troop fall back by country boats through river making a long detour. After 
two hrs we could come on the other side of the river and joined my main defence 

without any casualty. It was not possible to remain this side of the river bank also, as 
the bridge was intact and the en shelling was still continuing, so I decided to withdraw 

and take an alternate defence at a suitable place few miles in the rear. Suddenly, I 

remembered Abbas and thought, probably the area was shattered by the en shelling 

and he must have left long ago. But still I felt deeply to have a look to that area along 

with Ex-Corporal Karim and my batman Sep Manik Mia of 17 Wing EPR. It was 

beyond our imagination to see the brave man still standing like a solid rock by the 

side of main road with his vehicle and waiting for us. He was with me throughout the 
liberation war in many risky places. He accepted that as best award. 

 
I took another temporary defence at Noapara College, few miles away from 

Madanaghat, by the 1
st
 night same day . En did not cross the bridge at night Next 
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morning on 14
th

 April, I received more troops from here and there who had been 

deserting from the battle and put them in my defence. One of them was Havilder Arab 

Ali who was the driver of Brig MR Majumder. He escaped from the Pakistani cell at 

Chittagong Cant. Was mercilessly beaten and half dead. 

 

The greatest blunder I made there I left my troops under a senior JCO of EPR 
there and went to the rear at Kaptai with Ex Corporal Karim to know the location of 

our main bulk of force who left Kalurghat yesterday. After reaching at Kaptai I came 
to know the our forces had already left for Rangamati for onward proceed to 

Kahgrachhari. I found my troops running scatteredly. En had already attacked my 
position and shattered everything. Out of about 2 coy str I could collect hardly 2 

scattered Pls and with that I started withdrawing in search of our main force in the 
rear. 

 

I reached Khagrachhari on 13
th

 April 71 and met with all officers and troops. 

Major (now Brig) Ziaur Rahman, who had been holding many en fronts like 

Shobhanpur-Chhagalnaiya rd, Karerhat-Chittagong rd, Nazirhat-Chittagong rd and 

also our front, came there at Khagrachhari and gave us a new plan to hold Rangamati 

front by the axis river Chengi. We all came back to Mahalchhari on 14
th

 April and 

made our Tac HQ. Troops were reorganized and distributed for different places. 

Major (now Brig) Ziaur Rahman took Capt. (now Major) Khalequzzaman, Capt. 

Aftab Quader and a pl and left for Ghagra RH on 15th April 71. I took a pl along with 

Sub Khairuzzaman of EPR, Ex Corporal Karim, two civil offr-one was Mr. Ishaque a 

Chemical Engineer of KPM and the other was Mr. Murree of Chandraghona an 

International Football Player, two brave students-one was Farooque Ahmed and the 

other was Shawkat Ali (both of them Lt. now) and left for Burighat bazaar short of 
Rangamati Sub. Abdul Mutaleb with a pl left for Kutukchhari short of Rangamati by 

rd. For few days we had been raiding, ambushing and harassing the en around 
Rangamati. On 17th April, an en pl in motor launch bumped into Capt (now Major) 

Khalequzzaman and Capt.  Aftab Quader's island blindly and suffered by casualty.  
On 18th en with a coy str in 2-3 launches encircled Capt: Khalequzzaman's island, 

pounded heavily and attacked. L/Nk Munshi Abdur Rob of 8 E Bengal died gallantly 
in that operation. En contacted Mizos and had complete control over them during last 

few days. They reached around Mahalchhari our Tac HQ and started operating. We 

were called back and asked to guard the Tac HQ. 

 

On 27
th

 April, en about 2 coy str along with more than thousand Mizos 

concentrated near our Tac HQ. Unluckily one of our recee patrol bumped into their 

hide- out. Finding on other alternative, en had to launch an unplanned attack on Capt. 
(now Major) Khalequzzaman's Coy, ahead of Tac HQ. Major Shawkat sent me with a 

pl to reinforce Capt. Khaleq. By the time I reached there found Capt. Khaleq's Coy 
was more or less encircle. I blindly dashed with my pl and occupied Capt. Khaleq's 

Coy left over trenches and opened up. My right sec under Sub. Saqbed Ali fell just on 

the nose of the en but made a good effort to let Capt. Khaleq to extricate safety with 

some of his troops. I  
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fell with two Secs under the direct frontal fire of the en. Hundreds of Mizos in green 

camouflaged uniform running in front towards us through jungle. Sep (now Nk) 

Razzaque LMG man of left Sec killed many in front but finished his all ammunitions 

and started shouting. Only one LMG of right sec now was still continuing. But still en 

was probing forward having lot of cas. I shouted for my left sec comd to pull back 

followed by right Sec. Once we fell a little back, Major Shawkat opened up the MG 
from Tac HQ on to the en. I pulled my pl intact luckily and joined Maj Shawkat. Sub. 

Loni mia of EPR one of my sec comd showed extraordinary bravery in this operation. 
En kept his momentum and now started pounding with 3 inch mortars heavily at our 

Tac HQ. We did not have a single 2 inch mortar even to retaliate. We could see the 
pak troops kicking the Mizos form the rear to advance. We had to hold a wider 

frontage to stop en advance by running from left to right and encouraging own troops. 
It was our misfortune Capt Aftab Quader got a burst on his left chest which pierced 

through the right and died with few seconds. We lost another of the bravest soldier. 

His dead body was sent along with two students (now Lt) Shawkat and Farooq 

through en hy fire to Ramgarh and buried respectfully in front of the post office. 

Immediately after the 1
st
 night we pulled back.  The Tac HQ. Which we had been 

holding for half a month, we saw burning. 

 

On 28th April, we reached Guimara via Khagrachhari and took another defence. 

Next day, we got signal to fall back to Ramgarh, as because the en was pushing own 

forces from Karerhat-Nazirhat sides simultaneously towards Ramgarh. On 30th Col 

(now Gen-retd) MAG Osmany paid an honorable visit there, met our troops and 

ordered to hold Ramgarh for 24hrs. Capt (now Major) Oli Ahmed with his Coy was In 

defence at Chikanchhara 5 miles ahead of Ramgarh and I took my Coy and took 

defence as reserve at baganbari BOP a mile short of Capt Oli's position. En attacked 
Capt Oli's position with a bn supported by arty. He resisted the en with maximum of 

his effort effectively and fell back to Ramgarh. En now was in my front and started 
driving having a continuous interval, in the process he also suffered a good number of 

casualty. On 2
nd

 May 71,from 10 o'clock morning till 3  o'clock evening, we had been  
vengaging and holding the en too right. Then they started using the arty heavily. 

Many of the en shells landed very close to us, but we were miraculously saved. Once 
at Mahamuni Buddha Mandir, 2 miles ahead of Ramgarh, one of my pl along what me 

got stuck and could not be extricated while falling back in leap frog manner, one of 

Sub lLoni mia's, Sub Anwar of 8 E Bengal came out daringly with his LMG 

straightway on the road and gave me covering fire and by that only the pl come out 

Now we were under observation of our own MG at Ramgarh. Once we got a side 

Major Shawkat opened up with MG for last. We left Ramgarh alos, last piece of land 

of Bangladesh, and crossed over to Sabrum in the evening. 
 

 
����� 

     ��-�-	
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Az{��� ��� ������� ( ����U� �E� 
\ A�� 0*���� '�> ��� \ 

 

?@'� ��A/,  %&  ���। �u)j�����। 
 

4B�B ���� ���� ���� &+�7 0�� 4�P�� '5���। '���� '�|p�, '��� ��s� ����:�� 
'�H� >���� ��� 0�,। ��� 0���� '���> ����, “��� ��P�, 0���� ��K" ¸�S '����y। 
4�� ��+�� '5�, 0��� (�� ���7। �Â��H�� �5�7 ��7��� ��¡�� � � '�? >y� )�� 0H> 
'��� ����। 0�� ������ 4�P����� ��� '��।” 

 

#+� �I�, 5� ��7� �,��� ���B 0�� '�� ,��+ '>�। ��¡���� 0��� ���> ��7�H 
�,���। ��� '�H� >������ '����� 4
�W���� ��o����o 0��� W���� ��5��� �, ��� 0��� 
��6)�� 0�( *�W�� �����। ��p�� 0�� ��S 5��7 H��� �����, “�B��� �B��। ��C �B��, 0�� 
'�� H�� 5� H��7��� 'E�� �� ,��+ ����� ��� )�7�,।” 

 

“(�E� ��� ��। 0�� ������ 4�P����� �����7 ���� ������। 0��� �����, ��� ,��+ 
�x�� ����।” '�H� >���� ��� ��� A���। 

 

'�H� >���� '� ������ 4�P����� #�H ��7��� �� 0��� ���> H����। 0���� 
Az{�� �)��� ��>�� #�� 0��� G�B��� ��j�/ 'E�� a�� ����� H�B '�H� >������ # ��A�� 
0���� W����7 ������। 0�� ��p� �E�7 ��� � ���7 ��U �����/�� HB �����, “0�� '������ 
H��, 5���� '��+/ #����7 H��� (�� G�B�� J�� A����7�, 4�� '��� ���� '5�,।” 

 

‘4�� 7’- '� '�� ��,�> *�+� #� W�� '����7 ��� ����, “��� #�H ����� 
a’H 0)� )�7�,।” 

 

#��� ��� ���� '�|��)���2��� )��� P��+�7 ����, “���� '�� ���H��� �)�� ������ 
���-��� ������� 05��� ?&'� ��A/ )���� '$���,।” 

 

“0�� #��� ��� ��� '��+/ #����7 '� G�B�� #��������o J�� A����7�, ��� �� 
0����� 4�P�� ���( '��� '5�,।” 

 

'��� '��� ?+�7 0�� >-��-0� ��� �P�� �B�5 � ��� ��/S '�H� >���� ����-" 
0���� ,�7�� ���� 4��� ����। 

 

>7��)7�� ���E �������7 '�|p,� '5�, ��� # ���7 #�+� JH� ,�o�7 ��o। ��� �W/����5B 
'�� �)� 'E�� #� ��B�� �;��/ ��s� )(7� '5��� �। ������ '����� #�+� ��Hv��� 
P7����� 0W�� '�7� )7। ��C # ����� (��( �W/� ��� '5��� �। ���� 'E�� '�> ��V��/ 0�� 
0��� ��� �P��� '+���P� ��� ��� G�B�� ��������� ���� E���� ���/� �����। ������ 
���o� �� 4�Z�W��� ��7A��� ���� ��5���। 

 

Az{��� '�� _+� `l ����+� ���� $�� H�P� 0��� ����7 #��। �� ��� 0��� �9��B 
����,� ��7 0���A� �����। ��C ���� ����� '�� �W/����5B ��� 0��� ��>�। ��� h+�� 
���� $�� 

 
 

* '�H� (4��) ��P�-1�->���� ��A� ‘�- ���� �����7’ {²,  %h  'E�� ������।  %&  ����� ���A/ ��P�-1�->���� 
�B��n ��� ����� >��0� '�b� ')$���7�+/�� Az{��� ��/�� �,��।  
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H�P� ����� '�� ����� #���, ��� H��� HB 0(7��� ��5 4�P�� ���� '5��। 0�� 0��� 
#� �t� �B��n ������ 1�2�� ��7 4B�B ���� 'A�7 #�+� 0�5> ����� ����� '��7 '7�� 
HB ����� �W��� '5���। ��(7� '��� �K ����,, #� ��7 #�H 0(7��� ��5 ��/��) $�� 
H�P� 0��� �P�� #��। ��� �� h+� `l ���+। 
 

“�� )�y 0���A� �B�E/ )�7�,। '����$[ >7��)7� '5��� ���A� A�� '5�, ��� '��� 
���y ���� �B�[��[ 'E�� ����:�� G�B�� +B��� ��7 �)��� ���� '����7 ��o�, ��� ��� 
#���,।” ���� a’H> 1�¤5-1.�º�7 #��� 1���H� �,��� '� ����� ��� ���7 '� �E� ���,��� �।  

 

 ‘‘0�� �� ���B ����� ���,?” ��� 0�� $�� H�P��� �H��� �����। 
 

 ‘‘)B�p। ���� 'E��> 0��� # ��� '��7�,। ��� '��7> 0����� �� H�� ���2��� ����7 
K�¤�� G�I�� ����� )7। G�I��� ����S 4����� H�� ���2�� 0������� 4����� 0���� 
����� ��/��= ����Z�� H���� ����, #�� 1���e �B�Z� {)" ���� HB 0���� 4����� 
H���7�,। #�J��� �E� ��� 1W�7 #�+� E���� #�� 5W�� 0�� ��7 0��� ���� ������। 
����� a’H��> ��=X '����y�। 0�� ��� '����, '� '� ��� �A� 5��7 ���, ‘‘#��� 0��� 
����।’’ 
 

 ��( 0��� )�� W���� E���7। ��V��/� HB 0�� 5W�� �AS�7 $��� '5���। (���� 0{)� 
05C���� �Z� �u�� 0��� (�� ���। 
 

'�����)� +B��� ��7 �)��� ���� '����7 E���� �s7> ���� W7�� ��,� *+���। �� 
A�>�� ����� ��,�� �E�> #� 0����� W��� 1�A�। `�� ��A/ 'E��> (�� ���/A��� ��U������ )�B� 
����, ��� ?_'� ��A/ Az{�� '���+/ ?l H��( '��� '��� �)� )�7�,। 0��� ��� '��7�,��� 
���������� ��/�> (��� )�B���� A��,- ����, ����, �����, �����, G�7����, ��H��)��) 0��� 
4�� H�75�7 J�� A���,। ?@'� ��A/ �t�7( #� ���7�� *+� *�+�,। Az{�� >-��-0�- #� a�+ 
(7B����� '�+> ����� ������� ���E '��5����5 ���� ����,��� �। #� '�� �� *�+�। ��6) 
0�5 0�5 'E��> 5W���� )�7 1�I�,�। 

 

 #�� ±� 0��� �����+ 'W�� 1I���। ����:� '�����)��� 'E�� 'H��,, (����� 
'�� H�75�7 #���� '����7 '�7� )�� ') u����� '> �� (�� ���� ���� �। >7��)7�� 0���� 
���� �B�5, 0���A� �B�E/ )(7� #�� �B�[��[ 'E�� '�����)�� '�� )(7�- ����,� �����7 #�+� 
'�����7� )�B������ ��j� 0W�� ���y���। 0��� 0���� ���,���, ������ ���)�� ��U��� 
G�B��( (��� )�� 'E�� �:�� ���� �। 
 

 # ��7 ��H� 'W�� 'E��> 0�� '� #� 4��|��� ��)� 4�W� �����। �� )��� 0��� 
'W�� 'E�� '� '� 0���� ���, 0��� ��H� H�� #�� 0����� 4B��B� H�� �-�� HB # 
����e� ��K�� 4��B> ��p���7 �o�� )��। #� �� 0�� ‘)7 
����� 4H/, � )7 P�7���� 
'��7��$/ �u��B’ # ���� #� A�� ����S ����। $�� H�P��� ������ “0����� '=���)� #�� 
�B�[���[ �5�7 ��U��� G�B����� 0����� ��U '��5 ���� ���। ����� '��(�7 �)�� 0��� 
���-�P��� '��� ����।”  
 

 ��(7� 'E�� 1�I> 0�� )����)�� >-��-0� ��� �P��� 'P� �����। '���� ��U��� 
'H��(’�� 0��� ���/��� 4��-���> �,��। ��p����� �����, “#-�� �� P�p�o�� �¤��7 
�������� ���/��+   
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���I�7 ��। 4��5�� �7w�" �����। ����:�� G�B��� K� 'E�� '�� )�� '��� �। '|-���)� 
��� �P���� ��� 'E�� )���� )�� ����। '����� ����-����� ��,� G�B '�����7�� �B�Z� 
�K। 0�� 0��,। 

��� �� h+� _@���+। 0�� '�=����� �� 0��� ���� '��$Z ���W� �B�5 �����। 
0����� �E� �-Z� 47B����� ������ ���� 0����� 5�o� ,��+ A����। 0��� ���� ¨�>W�� 
����� #�� '�,�� ���+ aH �-�। ��m 1��H�7 ���> 'I�p+ ���o��y���। ��:� H�����"B। 
0����� 5�o� ��> 47B����� ������ ��,����, #�5��y���, 1��H� ��> ��o�,���। #�+� �K 
'�� q����7� (�� 0���> H�� #�+� ���P�7 1I�� 0��� �AS�7 ',� �o���। 0�� ���. �P�� 
'����। #�� 'E�� 0�� 47B����� '^��� #B��+� '���� ���y���। ���������� �B�Z� �)���� 
07B����� '^��� A����� �,� ��+� ���� '*��। ���� '�1 ��6) ���� � ���� '�HB 0�� 
¨�>W���� 5�o� 0�: A����� �����। 0����� #����� ��P�B �,��� 4�B�S JKL��"/। 4WB�S��" 
���������� �$1�+�� ���e >-��-0�-#� #��+ f�+��� '�������� ���� )�� 0����� _ H�� 
(����� ��� ���� )��। 0��� '��$/ 4���7� ��s� ����:�� �B��n )�7�� #�� ������� 
)���� #> f�+��� ����� �,��। ���� '���� ���> �,��� ��U���। 0����� H����� #��� 0��� 
��H ��s� ����:�� G�B �,���। 4�K�W��� 5��� 4B�B #������( >-��-0� f�+� 4�Z� 
���,���। ��� 47B����� ������ #> f�+��+> ��� ��s� ����:�� 4�P����� ����� �$1�+�� 
�,���। 

 '5�+ '�|p,��> �)���� ��w� H�� E����7 �����। ��U��� ��w� �)���� �,���। '� 0��� 
H���+ 'W��� ����� 4���� �����। 0��� �B��n )�7���� K��� ���� �5�7 H�� E������। 
'����( #�H ��w� ��)��� ���y���। 

 ������ 0�� )�7���� ��-� ���� #�5�7 '5���। ��7� ��V��/� ���B ������ ��,� #�+� 
*+�� ���y, )7 �P� )���, � )7 0��� ��E� 'W� ��� #�+� ����+ '����7 ����। '��=��+ ���B 
)�� Az{���� >-��-0� '�� ���A��� ���� 0� '�� ��U��� 4�P��� E���� �। #> �AS� 
0���� ��,�+� ��)�� ��� ������ -�"��� HB। 

0�� ��� 0�: ��H�7 � ����� #�� �t����W 5��7 �����, ‘‘)B���� )�7�� *����7 
��o�,� ���?’’ 

 #> '��� ��7�, �B��। 0��� 5��� 
� �A�� '��� '� 0��� �������। H����� ��/�� 
P�� ���7 0�� '����� ������� ��� 'E�� �� '� #�+� ��7 '� ��� '����� '������� ��A 
����,। ��H� '����� 4��-�7 ���o�7 0�� 0��� �H��� �����, “�� ��,� �I�I�� 0�, '��।’’ 

 ‘‘�� �I�I�� )B�7” H��� ���7> '� ��H� ������। 

‘‘�fH 'W��� 0�� �B��, #��-’’ 

 ��� �E� '�= � )��> 0�� '�5� ��� ����� (� ��� �����, 0�� a���� )�7��, 
'������ '{P��� ���� )�y। )I�. '� ��� ��:� '�� ���� 1��B�5 ���> ¨�>W�� ����� ±� 
#�5�7 0�� #�� aH�> )�7���� ��E�7 0*�� ���। ���E ���E 0��� ��� )�� ( ��� '��� 
'P���� #�� '+���P��� ��� '��+ �����। ����� ����� �B����� *��S ������� )������ '$�� 
0�� HB '��� ��I����। ������� )���� 'A�� ��,�� ��,�� 1�I #�� �B���+ ���7 ��o���> ����� 
#�� 4B ��)���� ��� (�� ��p���7 �o���। )������ 0+� ��� ��� )�� ( ��� '�p�� 'P�� )���।
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)�7���� K��� ���� ��o��� ��w��+ #�-" )�W� )�7 #>�� 4Ï�� *+� '���,�। )I�. 
�� �� ��� '� #��+ �+��� ���� '�|po �����। ����� �P��P� ��³ ����, ( ��s� ����:�� #�� 
�� ��V��/> #��+ ����+ ��p ��� A�� '5���। 0��� �A� )�7 ��� �o���। �B����J��� 'E�� G�B�� 
'����7 �o�� ��5���। �E��9� 
�W���� 5��7 0�� �����, ��w� W�� ��� J�� ,�p�o�,। ����� 
���>�� ������W��� ��o���� ���/� �����। 4B ��H ��s� ����:�� G�B 0����/ �����। 
'� ��w� J�� ,��o�,��� '� 4� 'P�� �����7 '5���। #> f�+� 'E�� 0��  l H '���� '��(�7 
�)�� 0��� �9��B ���-�P�� �-� ���� HB ��I����। 4B����� )����)�� 0��� ��U '��5 
'�7�� ���/� �����। ���yX f�+�J���� ��U '��5����5 ���� HB ���WX ���� ��7�H 
���/���)��� ��I���� #�� A�o�S ���/��� HB ���>�� 4����� )����)�� 0��� ��U '��� ���� 
���/� �����। 

 4�BS ��P��B� ��U #��+ a����B ��H ����� )���। ¨�>W�� ����� #�� aH �)���� 
�B���, ���� H�� ���X ��� # ���H �)�7�� ����,। 

 ��� ���o +�7 0��� )����)�� '�|p,���। ¨�>W�� ������� ���/ ��� 0��� ��W�7 ���7 
5�o� 0�: A������ ���/� �����। )����)�� 'H��( #�� #��(�� 0��� HB 4��-� ���,���। 
���+ 4��5��o� ����+> 4����� ��"/ �7w�" �,���। ��U��� '���� ��� ��� 4��5���� ���� 4� 
( J��� HB ����� )�7�,। ��� #���� 0�5 0��� �Ð-+-�Ð ��>�P��� ������/ ����� ����� 
A�� )���7�� ( '5���J�� '��7�,���। #J��� �����7 0����� �H�� �,��� 1¤u�, �� ��� ���> ���H 
'��5�,���। 

 )����)��� ��H�+ ���> JKL��/। #��� �,� ��7 `ll ��s� ����:��->-��-0� G�B। 
#��� ���B 4������> �,��� ���7� 'H��( #�� #��(। ����� #��� ���W�� ���� )�� '�� 
0��� ��� �P���� A������� #����7 �,��� 4��U������ * ����। #,�o� '�� ��,����B� 
������ '��� 4��U���� ��U ����� ���, ��� 0�5> ��� '��7�,��� #�� ������ ( 4��U����� 
���> �,��� ��������� 4���� ��¢�। ���H> #��� '�� �� )�� '5�+� �B����+� �� )�7 ����। 

 4��5�� 0����� �¼�7 E���7 0��� ������H� 4�Z�7 �,���। ��� #��+ ��� ���� �,���, 
'�1 ��� '5���7�� P�p� ��� '�7 ��)�� Az{�� '������ 'E�� ����� '|���)� ��� �P�� 'E�� 
����:�� ���)� 0����� ��A�� ��A�� ���� ,��+ 0��� ����। 

 0��� �E�� ��{ #���� '*��( ��� 'P���� ���� '�� ��s� ����:�� ������ � ����। 
#��� �K )��� �Tv�B��� '{P����� ����। 

 ���A/� �¤��7 �«��) 4�� ��U��� 'H��( #�� #��(�� ����S #����7 ���I�7 Az{���� 
>-��-0� ��� �P��� ��s� ����:����� '�����7 ��� )�7�,���। Az{���� >-��-0� ������ 
�,�� '�� ��/� 0�a� 0�HH '��। ��H��� 4�Z� ���uo ���� HB ����� ���/�� ��� #> 
�B�Z� ���,��। 

 #>�� ���� >�B���� �B����� �E�� 0�� ���> �A�S� )�7�,���। ��� '����� '�, #+� 
0��� ����- 1�����> '��5�,। ���", #� H�75�7 #�J��� �Tv�B ��(7� �� '�|W��5B� �E� 
7। 

 0�� '�|��� 4��5��� ��U������ '�����7 ����� �B�Z� ����,���। ���� '��� 0�� ��� 
��U��� '����� A����+�, '����� ( 0A�" ���-� ��� '�����। #����� �������� 4�,��7 ���: 
�)���� 4��5�� �)��� 4����e �$1�+ �����। 4������ '-�� ����� #> �$1�+ �o���। P�� 
4��5���� ���, 0� '�� ��s� ����:��� E���� ����� )��� �। 0��� #> �B�Z� ���> ���H 
'��5�,���। 
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  �� ���  l+�। 0�� 0��� 4�P��� ����6�7 4�Z�W��� ��7A��� ���,। W�=" -��� '��� 
���,���। 1��H�7 5�� ����7 ���y�। ��� �� �� aÑ�� '��7 '�����। G�B��� >�����B 
4��� '�7� )�7 '5���। '|-���)�� ��� �P�� 'E�� '�� )���� )�� �� ������� ���� HB a�+ 
f�+� #� ���B> '����� ��I��� )�7�,���। 0�� ��s� ����:�� ��A�>�� ���7� 'H��( ������� 
'�H� >����-#� HB 4��-� ���,���। 

 '��<� ��6) � ���> ������� '�H� 0��� 4�P� K�� ���� ����। 0�� ���� ���� 
�����। ����� �����, “�������-'�H� ���)�, 0�� '�� *����y��। �)�� �� *�+�, H�� 
��,�?” 

 ‘‘� �B��’’- ���W���> ��� H��� ����। 0���( ��� ��,� H��� �। ��� ��� '���, 
'�, G�B�� 4���� ��¢� )�y #�� ��� #+��� 0��� '�u�L 4WBS�� ������ �$1�+� 4U ��� 
�� ����,��। ����:�� ��u/�- 5")�B� ����D�� ��I�� '5���7�� �-� ���7 �m�5�$7���� 
��A� ���� ��� ��> # �B����� H��� ����। ��� ��7�H '�P�+B�[ ��/� # �B����� H��� 
'����,��। # �o���o '5���7�� �����S�� 0�����> ���H '��5�,���। 

 �������-'�H� )I�. 'A�� �A�� '���� ����� ��¡�� �- 'E�� A��H G�B '����7 #�� 
��>�P��� '��7��+ ��p� ����� (�� ����,। 0�� �� �uo��³ �����, “�������-'�H� ���)�, 
0���� '{P��� ��� )���। A�.��� ����� ������� 'A�� ����> ��" )�����।” 

 ��p� )�� '���p ��¡�� ��- ��7 ��(7� )���। #W���> 4�BS '5���7��� ��U ��� ��s� 
����:�� 'H��(�� '{P����� ���� '�= )���। # '5���7�� �-� � ���� 0����� ��: 
����D� 'W�: '����। # '-�� 0����� 4�Z� ���uo )��� 0�5> ����:� '�����)� ����� 
'|���)�� '������ 0����� 0q�" ��� �����। 

 #� ��,� ���> >-��-0� ��5B�� '��;��� ���7�L ��7��H� 4��U��� 'H��( ������� 
'������ 0��� ��- $�����। >�����B ��s� ����:�� >-��-0� '���� ��,� #�+� *�+�, ��� 
0A ��� 'P��। ��C ��� 4�Z�7 ����� 0� ��,� ���� �,��� �। '��, '5�+� #���� 0����� 
G�B�� 0�5> '*��( ��� 'P���,���।◌� 

 ������� 4�P�� �����> '��� '� ��� 4����। �I� # ���7 '�H� >������ '+���P� 
#���। 0�� ����W�� ���� ����> (��� 'E�� ��� ����, )B���� ��P� #��� ���� (��� �� 
���,? 

‘‘#����� 5�$/�� ���/ 0�, ���, '���� #���,।’’ 

 ‘‘0y�। ��V��/� HB ��� E���, ����� )I�. �´ ���, ������� '���� '��E�7?’’ 

 ‘‘��� )7��� K�� *����y। �E� ���� ��p� ���E?’’ 

 ‘‘)B�, �7� ��� '+���P�+� ���� �� �।’’ 

 ‘‘0�� #-�� ��� ���, '��� ��I��y। ��� #��> 0���� 'P� ���� �����।’’ ��6) 
����� HB 0�� 0��� ��,�- ��� ���E 0��� A����7 ��>, G�B�� �$1�+ ���y ��� �� ��7��+ 
H�75�7 '��� #���,, ����,� �I� 0�,।’’ 

 #��� )I�. ��� �´ �� ��]� '����। “��C �B��n )�7���� '+���P� '�1 ���, � 
'�?” 
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‘‘()! (� '+���P�+� �����। #>��� (� (�� 'E�� #���। ��6� #� ��� A� ��(7����।’’   

‘‘>7��! ��W )����� �W '� A��� A��7 ��� '� ���7। '�H� >���� ����।’’ 

‘‘�����> ��7 ���।’’ 

  #����B A��H ����> ������� '������ '��� 'P����। ��>��� '�1 H���( ������ � 
0��� K�� �� *+�,। '�H� >���� '+���P� '��� ����। 0�� #��+ '��7��+ 'A�7 ��7 ������� 
'�H��� 5��7 ��� �����, 0��� 4��� #��� ��H ��� �s7> �����, 0�� '��। #�> 
'�H� >������ ���E 0���� �E� ���� )��- 0�� '�W��� ����� �I� '�W���> H��� ���7 �E� 
� ���� '��� 'P����। ����� ����,? 

 W�7 ��p��� ��p��� 0��� �E�7 ��� �\�� H����। 0�� >������ ��� $��7� ��� 
������� '������ ���� ���, ����W�� �����। (����� �E� '���� HB 0�� ��E� �A� ��� 
����W���� ���, �� ������। 

 ‘‘)B���� �B��, 0�� ������� '���� ���,।’’ 

 ‘‘'���� ���)�, 0��� ���, 0� '�1 0�, ��? '�H� >���� �´ ���। 0�� ��1E 
���� )�� A��� ���7 '������ ���� �����। ��� #��� '�1 '>। ������� 0��� ���/� �� ��> 
����। 

 ‘‘��C �B��n ��P� '�� (��� �,��, '��E�7 '5�� ���। #���( 0�� '+���P� 'A�� 
��� ���� '�W��� ���� ����� ��� '�W���> H��� ����, �B��n ��P� #> ��� ������� '�H� 
>������ ��7 '��E�7 '� '����7 '5��।’’ 

‘‘'��> 5o�o?’’ 

 ‘‘� �B��। �� ��, �I�I�� )B�7। ������� '���� 4�B�S 4�5� H��� ����। 

 ‘‘�V� 0y�! 0H ����� HB 0��> �$1�+ 4�P���। '+���P��� ����> 4��-� ����। 
A������ ���/ �u�� �����।’’ 

 ‘‘�I� )B�7 �B��-’’ 

 ����+ #�+� a�sS� '��+ '5���। �6� ������� '������ �)��7 #�H ��U��� 'H��(�� 
���� )��� ���� '� 0��� '+���P�� ��,� 1������ ���� � ����। 

 ���  l+� _@ ����+� ���� ���7� ��U��� 'H��( ������� H7�� ��� ���� '�, ��H 
'�= )�7�,। #� ���B 0��� Az{�� �)�� >-��-0� #� ��� ��s� ����:�� G�B 0+� ���� 
�-� )���। ����S P��oJ�����( 0��� �������� ���/� a�+ '�|p�, '5�, ��� ��� '����। ���/� 
a�+ '��7> ��� h+� _l���+ 'E�� %+� `l����+� ���B ���� �� P��o� ��s� ����:�� G�B��� 
���W�� ��� )7। ?_'� ���A/� ���� �� 0�� �¤��7 ���/��+ Z�5�� ����� ���, '� ���/� ��(7�� 
0�5> �E� ���/� 4���7� ��7��+ P�p�o�� ��U��� '���� ��H ����� ��� 'P��। ��� 4��B �¤��7 
���/��+ Z�5� )�7 '5�� ���� 0� Az{���� ���� �(� )7�। 

 ?@'� ��A/ ���� �¤��7 ���/�7 A�o�S ���/� ���W� �� 4�� '����> Az{���� ���� �(� 
)�7 ��o।   
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#���� Az{�� �)��� ���yX f�+�J��� ��� '��7 �o�> '�£J���� ���� #�5��y���। ��� 
�����6��� f�+��+� ��U '��5����5 ��� '5� �। #+� 0��� HB ���> ������ ���" �,���।  
'��, ����D� '������� �T�� ���� ���� �6� �B��)�� � ���� ���� ��� ���7L �,��� #> 
f�+��� (��। #�� ���7 G�B 0�-'7� �t ���� ����� ���� �6�, '��+/ #�� '|-���)�� ��� 
�P���) ��{ #����7 0����� �7w" ����� �)H�� )���। �����6��� '+���P� #Â�A~ 
4����+��� '5��� A���� *[� ��> A��� ����� HB ���/� ���7�,���। ��C ?@'� ��A/ �tB�� ��> 
'|-���)�� ��� �P���� G�B�� '5��� �����6�� �5�7 ����� f�+��� '������ '{P��� ��� 
'P��। P�� #��� 0����� �o #�+� -�� )�7 ��7।  

 
 1�����7 ��� ������ �T G�B� A��A� ������� ���� HB a�+ f�+��� ��I��� )���। 
#��+ '��;�� '��(�7 �)� ����-�� ���7�L �>���। ��7  ll G�B�� a> 4E�� ��H�� ',�+ 
',�+ ��� W�5 ��� 0{���� '��$ #�� 4B�B JKL��/ #����� '���o '���o �o�>�7� HB 
'�����7 �� )���। ���� G�B��� )����)��> ����-� ��� )���- ���� '��E�( ���� '��� ���� 
���� '����� '��� ����। ���5�o� G�B��� ���, ��I��� ���/�7 ������� 'P� ��� (�� �W��� 
'���  �� ��� '���� #��+ '��;���� ����-����� �B�Z�7 4�Z� {�)" ���� #�� 4���� 
G�B����� ��� �o� ���7 Az{�� A�� 0��� ��� )�7�,���। 
 
 )����)� �B��5� 0�5 �6���� #��+ W�� ��I�� �)����� ����� #�� '�= ��/S ��� ��� 
��(7�� HB ���/� ���7 ���   +� _@����+� ���B 0�� '��(�7 �)��� ��� �P��� '�|p,���। 
#��� '�|p�, '|-���)�� ��� �P��, '��+/ #���� #�� �����6��� (�� 0q�" A������ 
1�2��B ����S #����� G�B��� HB 4��-� ���� ��5���। 0�� 'W���,��� >^ '�U� 
'��H��[�� '�[�� #�� '=���)�� '�����7 h >^ '�U� '��H���[� ��U��  G�B�� �B�[��[ 
��� ���� �-� )��। '��H��[�� '�[���� ����� �,�� '�� ��/� 'A|���� #�� h >^ '�U� 
�,�� '�H� �H7�1� �)��। # aH�75�7 ��U��� G�B��� ���B� �,���  ��7 ?lll #�� ��s� 
����:�� G�B �,��� 0����� _ll। 
 
 ��� ��   +� `l ���+। )I�. ?l ����A '��H���[� G�B�� �B���� 'E�� '����7 >^ '�U� 
'��H��[�� '�[���� ��U��� G�B��� (�� )���� A������। 4��5���� 5�$/��� )�B� ��� �E�� ���� 
'�J��� ��� ���। 4B�B ��U��� G�B ��( *����7 �,���। 4��5�� ����� ��> ����:��  G�B�� 
���/A�� )�B�����7 '��� (�I। '� ���� ���� #� )�H����( '��� ��U��� G�B�� )�B� ���। #��� 
���� ��U��� G�B��� 0����� '��7�+/��J����� ���� ��o #�� 4��� ���� ���� ��7 ����> )�B� 
���� E���। ��� ( ������ '��7��+ ���7 ���A�7 ���� )7। 
 
 #> )�B����� 'E�� '��� ��U��� G�B H�� �-� ���� '����,��� ���� A������ '�|o��� 
�K ���। '�1 '�1 0��� �P��� #�� '�> '���)=/� *+�� ����" '�7। 4B��� '=���)�Z h >^ 
'�U� '��H���[� ���� ,��+ ��7। #> '��H���[� 4������ 4�P��� #�� ��� G�B �,��� ��U���। 
 
 ��,����B� G��� �B�[��[ 'E�� �����7 '=���)�� h>^ '�U� '��H���[� ��U ��� 
��7 #�+�� ���� '��5����5 ��� '������� 0q�S ��U��� G��� #�� ����� ��������5/� ��" 
�-�7 #�5�7 ����� HB ������� 4����� H��7। '�> W7��) ���� ��U��� 4�P��� �B��n #�� 
'������ 'E�� ������ �-� )�7�,��। 
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>�����B '��(�7 �)�� ����-�7 0��� >-��-0� f�+�J����� ����5�I� ��� ��� 
���A���� H�B #> ��)��o�> #��+ 0����� W��� �A���7 0��� ��� �P�� Z�� �����। 

 
 #> W�� '��(�7 4�P������ ��7��+ ������ ��� ����। '��(�7 �)�� 4�Z� ���> 
'������ 4�P��� #�� ����� �������5/ 4�BS 1.���)� ��U 0����� ��)��B ���� #�5�7 
#��। ���� 5��o 'E�� 0����� �H���� ����� ��)��o� 1�� 0���-����� 'g~ ��o��, �� 
'+���P� ��> Z�� ���� #�� 0����� G������ ����� G����� �W�� ��)��B ���। 
 
 0�5> '��E�7 '��E�7 'g~ ��o�� )�� �� '��� '����,��� #�� ��7�H 'H��(�� 
Z�J��� '5��� '����7�,���। G����� �E�Z�� 'g~ ��po�, ��� �� '���� HB '��(�7 �)��� 
A����� *�����। ���/��/���� ��)��o� ���� ` >�~ �+/�� Z�� ��� )���। '��(�7 �)�� 0�( 
��7��+ W��  �V���B� 4�P��� ����� �������5/�� 4B '�� ����� Z�� ���I�7 '�7�� HB 
4����� H�����। 0����� �E��� 4�P������ �������5/�� 4B� ����� Z�� ���I�7 '�7� )��( 
4������ '��(�7 4�P��� #�� ����� �7� ����S� ( ��K= 0��7�� ��� '����� ��K�� ���� 
0����� ��)��B ���� HB ��)��o> 'E�� '5��। >������/ ��� '��7�,��� Az{���� ��� 
����S��/� P��o� >-��-0� G����� 4��U��� G�B��� ��� ��� 0��� ��U ��� '����� ��K�� 
���� '��5 '�7�� HB Az{�� �)��� 1�2��B �(� )(7�� ����� ��y। #���� '������ '|-��� 
�P�� #�� '������ ,�o� ��{ Az{�� �)� #����, )����)�Z  >-��-0� ��> #�� >-��-0� 
��� �P�� �� 0����� ��/ �7w�। 0�� 'W���,��� h >^ '�U� '��H��[ #�� >^ '�U� 
'��H��[�� '�[����  G������ ��7 '�H� �H7� #�� '�� ��/� 'A|���� '������ 0q�" ���� 
#�� 0q��" �s7>  ���� �P��� 4H/ ����। ��� '����� ��K�� ��� ���q� {)�"� 
1�2��B ��� h+� `l ����+ �� 0�� ���� '���$� ���W� �B�5 ��� ��> $�� H�P� #�� 
H�� ��7����� ����,��� h >^ '�U� '��H��[��  ���� '� ����+ H���7 '�। ���� 0��� ��� 
�K ���� �E� #> '��H��[�� H���7�,��। ��� ��7�H '�, � ���� ��7 ? *[� ���7� ���B 
)����)� #�� Az{�� 5��� 4B�B #����� @ll 4��U��� G���, 'H��( #�� ��7�H >-��-0� 
4�P����� 0��� ��� ���� '����,���। 0��� 4��Z >-��-0� G��� (  'H��(��� 
��)������"/ ���/q��� ��"/ '5���7�� ���� ����D�� HB> 4��U��� G��� ( 4�P������ ��� 
��� �9� )�7�,���। 
 
 ��E��� ��P��B� �� ���   +� _@ ����+ ���� 0�� h>^ '�U� '��H��[ #�� >^ '�U� 
'��H��[�� '�[���� G������ ��P��B� ��� '���� H"B 4��� 0{�) 4��-� ���,��� 0� 
W���,��� �s7> ����( ?l ����A '��H��[�� >�����B ��� ���� '����,। �E��� ��P��B� �� 
��> ��� �P�� #�� �����6� ����� H�B 0�� 0��� ����S P�p�o� >-��-0� G������ 
05� 4��-�7 1§�� �,���। 
 
 >�B���� 0�� '���� '�£, '+���P� #��Ax 0q�" (  ��� ���� 1�2��B 0��� 
G�B��� ��I����। 0��� #> '��(�7 �)� �P���� �I� 1�������> �,��� '|-���)�� '��5����5 
'�£। #�� 'E�� ������ '��� '5��� ��7�H ����:�� '|-'�� (��� '*����P�� ���,। �I� 
#> ���7 '|-���)�� #��+ 5��o 0{������ ���� #�5�7 '5���। 0��� �+/�� 'H��( ������� 
0>H��2 5��o '���> ��p� 4�Z� 'E�� '�|�o #�� �����, “�B��, 5��o�� ��7�H '|-'�� 
��7�,। '���� ��� '�= ���?” 
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0�� �����, “�, #� 7। #+� '��� )7 ��/��-" 5�o�। ��:� ������ 0�, ��� '���� 
HB #���,। �� )7 G�B��� 0��� �o �� #> ��:�7 0���। '�> �-B���> )�� 0����� HB 
1��। #����5 4�� '����� '��7 �����।” #�+� ���> 0����+ 5��o #�> ��E A�� '5���। ��C 
G�B��� �o ���+ 0� #��� �। ���+ ���� �� a’�+ 5�o�> �P�� #��� #�� �B�[���[� ���� 
A�� '5���। 

 
 ����/����� H��� '����,���, �E� 5��o�� ��� '�H� �H7� '���+/� ���� ���y��। ��� 
������ 4�P��� '�� ��/� H�H�7�� ���/�� #�, �W, '��7�� H�)�H 'E�� 4��� ����7 
�B�[���[ 0�� HB ��� �(� )�7�,��। ^B���$/ �B����� Az{��Z �1 ����/+ ����� �B��H�� 
H�� ����� �� 0��� ���/� ��7 h >^ '�U� '��H���[� �P��� �� ��� 0�5> '�H� �H7� 
��� ������ 4�P����� 0���� '=���)� 'E�� '����7 ��o। '��H���[� �$1�+ 4�P��� 0��� 
���/��+ ��। ��� '��7> �B��n ������¢��� '�H� �H7��� E������ HB '���+/� ���� �(� )�7 
��। ?@'� ��A/ ��� �� ��7 ���o   +�। ?l ����A '��H���[� G�B�� #> ���B >^ '�U� 
'��H��[�� '�[���� (�� )���� A���7। h >^ '�U� '��H���[� G�B ( 4�P����u6 ���� # 
��� H��� �����। ����/ 1�N��� �¤��7 5��o�� �,�� �B��n ������¢���। 0{���� ��/S �5�7 
'�H� �H7��� ���� #�5�7 ��(7�� HB �B�����$ ������ ���,��। ������¢��� '�H� �H7��� 
��/��= ����Z��� �E� H���� '�H� �H7� h >^ '�U� '��H��[ ��>� �P�� 0��� #�� ��� 
4�P������ ��U ����/� ���7 �;��/ 0���A�� ����S '। '�H� �H7��� �)���� �E� 5��o�+ 
'���> ��7� ������� 0>H��2 1���H� )�7 0q� ���� 'A�7�,���। '��(�7 �)��� ����� #> 
�o��� 4����� 0����� #�-#�-�H #�� ���+ ��~���� �����/� 0(��� ���B �,�। 0��� G��/B 
� ���� '�H� �H7� #�� �B��n ������¢����� �)���� 5��o a�+ ���+ ��~���� '5���7 1�o 
'����। 0��� �o ������� HB 4��-� ����,��� ���> 4��|���W��� '��� ���� aH '�p�A 
�5�7�,��। 
 
 >1�+ ��>� �P�� '�H� �H7� #�� ��� 4�P����� ������ 4�P����) 4��U��� 
4�P������ '{P��� ���� ����S '। 4��U��� 4�P������ '{P��� ��/ '�= )��� ��> ����� 
���, �B�[���[� )�B������ ��� '�|p�,। 
 

 h>� '�U� '��H���[� #�H 4�P��� ��� 
���� ����,��, “�B�[���[� *+�� 
�B����� ��v¤��� '��� '�7। '��H���[� �K 4�P������ ��7�H ��> >^ '�U� '��H��[�� 
'�[���� G������ H�� �-�7 ,��+ '��� A�। 4B�� ? l ����A '��H��[�� 0q� ����� 
0�*��� )�� ��� �� ���� ���। #> ����E/��B� P��> '�= ��/S ����S '7� )7 '�, #> 
��/��7 �B�[���[� ���� ��(7� ����� ?l ����A '��H���[� ��K�� 4� ��� '������ )��। #��� � 
����> 0��� '=���)� �B�5 ��� ��+7�� ���� 4{�� )>।” 
 

 #��� #> ���-� �;��/ 0�� 0�5 ��,�> H���� �। h >^ '�U� '��H��[ #�� >^ 
'�U� '��H��[�� '�[��� ���� ���7 ��� ���I�7�,��� '�> $�� H�P� �P�� #�� �� H��� 
������। ��,�+� 4v��/B )�7 $�� H�P��� �H��� �����, “0�� �� #��� ���E '��5����5 ���� 
�����?” 
 

 “0��� ��� '�� h >^ '�U� '��H��[ '�|p�, ���7�,। ��� ���� �)� ',�o A�� ���y। 
'��H��[�� '�[���� ���E  '��5����5 ���� �����”।- $�� H�P� H��� ����। 
 

“�7� ��� #-�� ��, �5�7 (����� E���। #� ����,�> 0����� �7w�"। (��� ���E 
��\���W��� ���� H�75�J���( 0��� ��e ���� ������। 0H��� ���> �� A�>�� JKL��"/।” 
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\ ��� ������� \ 
 

 Az{��, ?d'� ��A/। 0��� �P��� '+���P�� ��� #��� '� ����:�� '���� '|-*�p�+ 'E�� 
4{�� )�7 )����)�� 0����� ����-� ��B�)� (�� 0q� A����7�,। >-��-0� g��� #> 0q�" 
���)� ���। �T��� �A�� )��)� )7। ����:���� )����)�� '�� ���� 0�� ����। ��5�I� 
������� '��������� HB ���� ����> �,��� �। ����� 4{��/� ���+ )����)��� �E� ����-� 
��B�)� �\��� )��> 0����� G����� ����:����� �-B ��� J�� A������। ����:���� *+�� 
0������7 ����̄  )�7 ��o। �V ���B� )��)� )���। 4����= ���� ��,� )+�� ���B )���। # ���7 
4�� #� '+���P�� H����, hl 'E��  ll�+ ���� ����+ #��+ �W7 ����N� 'E�� Az{���� ��E 
�(� )�7�,। ����N� 'E�� '�H� ��)�� Az{�� '+���P� 4����+��� #�E� H���� '� �.-"�. 
0���� �� 4��)� ���। ����� ��(7�� ����> 0�� ����:�� �����+�� #B����� ���� H�B 
#�H 'H��(� '�u�L )����)� 'E�� #� '��;�� G�B ��I����। )���� '���5� #�� W��� 
'���5� ,�o�( '��;���+� ���E �,���  `’’ �+/�� ( ���+ ��~��। 4������� ������ ������� 
���� ����� ��]��� 0���� '+���P� ��� ����। 0����� ��P��B� HB '��7� ���� �B��। 

 ��� '������ 0����� HB '��7� ���,। ��� A����7 ��, ���uW����� ��e �K। 0��� 
5��� 
� �,��� 0���5 1�¤���।   

����N� 'E�� Az{��5��� �T��- �,��� ?_ ¬�[7�� 'P��/ '��H��[ ( �P� >�x�7����� 
#��+ 4�� #�� ����� ��U  ?l ������+�� �+/����)� #��+ ��। ?d'� ��A/ ���  +�� ���� ���� 
Az{���� ��E ����N� �B�[��[ �B�5 ���। ����N� 'E�� Az{���� a�L #�� ��>��� ��,� '���। 
����� ��E �V���B�� ���W�+/ #�� ',�+ ',�+ '��� �,�। G�B A��A�� �������� H�B ����/> 
H����� #J���� 4������ 'W�U 'P���,���। ��> ����:�� �����+�� 4�� '-�� ��� ��:� 
',�o *��o ���� ���� 4{�� )�� )�y�। #�> ���E �P� >�x�7���� G����� '���J��� '�����( 
��� A��,���। �� ')��, ���/ ����D� 4���7� �W���� '���� �B��� -�� ��� ��� ���� )�7�,���। 
����N�Z @` �m�5$ ������ �m�5�$7�� >���� ��P ��H> ��{ ������ '�u�L �,��। �W��� '��� 
'����� ���� ��7 ��5�� '��� �m�5$ ������ ������ '����� ��7 �� ���  )�7 Az{���� ��E 
�(� )�� #�� ��,� '��� '5�� �+/�� #�� >�x�7�� >1�+��। ����� ��� '5�� '��� '����� 
���� ���� '� 4{��/� ���� ��U '��5 '�7। ���/ �� 4:��7। �m�5�$7�� >���� ��P #�� ��� 
���)� Az{�� 'E��  _ ��>� ���� ������7 '�|p�, '5��। 

#���� >��0� '���� 
7��q7 4� ��:�� ���/ ����� #��+ 1A� H�75�7 #B����� ��� 
����,���। ��:�� ��s�� ��,� a��> ��5�। 1A� H�75��+ 'E�� ��:� #�� ��5� '�� ������ '��� 
���y�। �o '���J���� �����B ���� '����7 0��� '��� �m�5�$7�� >���� ��P ��� ���� �,�� 
���" '���J��� ���������  �� )�� ����� ��- '��� ��� )(7� �9� )��� �। ���B�� ��V��/ 
������7 '�|p�, ��� ���> ��7�,�� '� 0� ��� ���+ �7���N��� ���B> Az{���� ��s� ����:�� 
'����� ��U ����� )�� ����� #�� �����> ���� ����� ��U������ ���7:� ����। ��C )I�. 
���> ��� H���� ��/�u). AB����x� ��������� )��। >��0� '����� #B������ ��� #�� ��� ��7 
4��/� G�B ����)��� )�7 �o���। 

#> #B������ ��� '����� )��)��� ��� ��� ��(7� �5�7�,���। ��>+ '���5��� ��p�  
��p� J��� ����� )�7�,�� ?_ ¬�[7�� 'P��/ '��H���[� ������ 4�P��� ��/� ��)��� ���) 
��7 &l 
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H ������।  ����« ����)�� ���B�( �,��� �A��। �m�5�$7�� >���� ��P H�� ��pA���� H�B 
�� ��"��" ,��+�,�� ��)��o� ����। ��7�H �U�( ���� 4��� �����। W����: G����� 
)���7��, ����) #�� 4B�B �H���� 'P��> ��"��" ,�+�,���। �T��-� ��,�� 4�� ���� 
0����� 4��� 0(��� ��>�� �,��� ���� ��U ��U> ������H� Z�� 4�Z� ��7 ���� J���=/" 
�K �����। #� *[��( '��� ��7 #> J�� ����7 A����। >�����B ����:����� �+/�� �)� �W��� 
'��� 4��q� ��� ����� 4{��/� ���� ��U '��5 �����। #> ��7 0����� '���� ��7 ` ��>� 
��� #�� ����/� 4�Z�� ����� {)" �����। #> W7��) ��*�=/ >��0�-#� @ H JK��W��� 
0)� )7। 

 ����N�7 �T� ��K�� >��0� '����� #> #B����� �,��� 0����� 
������ >��)��� #> 
�E� ������ 0q�"। ������� *+�� JKL #�> ��a������ �,��� '�, #> *+� ����:�� G�B��� 
Az{��� 4���� ��,� ���� ��� ����D� �B�)� ��� '�7। Az{��� �T��� '����� ��/�« �,��� � 
��� ����N� 'E�� '����� �u�� �,��� #���� W���। #> #B������� ��� 0��� #��+ 47B����� 
���/� �� 'P��। Az{���� Hv� ������ ����7 %_ �$�W��� ��/� ��P ')$���7�+/���� ��U �E� 
���,��। ��� ���,��, 0����� 4�� '��� )��)� )�7�,। ��������� ��-�" ���� G�B��  
0+�� ��o 0�,। ����� G�B ��I���� 4����� ���,। HK�� �W���� ����� ��� )��)���� 
������ �B�Z� ��� �����। 

 ����N�7 0���( ��,� '��� )��)� )�7�,���। 0���( ��7�H �,�� �� G��B�, 4� #�� 
'5�����K���। '�> ��)���/ ����S #���� 'E�� '� �� >��0� G�B 0��,��� ����> �,��� 0��� 
��� W���। 

?d'� ��A/ 'W�� �5�� �B��n )�K �)��� ��pA ��>��� ���B #�� �o��। ��p� G�B�� 
1Y ��³ “H7�����” '��5� ���� ���� 0��,���। ��C �)��� 1���³ #��> E���� )��� 
�������। ��7�H G�B�� �)� ',�o �����*�+ '���� ���� '��� '��� '5���। ��,�-�"� HB 
�B��n )�K ��Ò�S )�7 �o��। W���� “�T�� �� ��)�� ��������� �)� ��� ��� 'P���,?” 
#> W��� ��p�� ��,�+� )����� ��� '�7। ��� '��� '5��� '�, #�� '�U� '��H��[�� '�[�� #�� h 
>^ '�U� '��H���[� '���। ���� ���> ��+7�� ���� ���y���। �)�� '����� 0�5 0��� ��s� 
)(7�� HB ��� �����*�+ �mH '����7 '�H� �H7�1� �)���� ��U '��5����5 ����। ��p�� 
�����*�+ #������> E���� ��� )���। P�� ���/ ����D� 4���7� �)��� ���� 0��� ��U '��5 
'�7� ��� ��- 0� �9� )��� �। 

 �Â��H��� >��0� '��;��� ������ �,�� ������� ��PH। ��� a�+ >��0� '��;�� 
��7 0��� ��U '��5 '�(7�� HB �Â��H�� �B�5 ����,��। ����( �����*�+ #����7 E����7 
'����> 0��-����� 4�Z� {)" ���� ��� )7। ��� ��� 0���� ����। 0��� ���E '��5 
���� ����� #+� 0��� q��+ �,��� �। '�H� �H7� 0���� �����*��+ E����7 ���7�A��। 0�� ���� 
0��� ���/��� �E� H���� ��� 0���� H�� �)�� '�1 '>। 4��B ��� '��� '5��� 0�� 
���� �)�� ��� ��� A���,। 

 0��� ���� �)� ,��o�। ���WX H�75�7 �A� �o�> )�y���। ��C *+���� �)��� 
����Z���� '����� ��7 ���y��� �� '���+> 0��� HB 4���� �,��� �। 

 �Â��H�� #�� ��«�> 'E�� '� G�B�� 0��,��� �����*�+ �m�H� ���, ����� E����7 '�7� 
)�y���। ������7 ��� �o� ����� �A� ��*�=/� �K ���5�o� G�B�� 0��� ����,��� �। �)�� 
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'� �’H G�B �,��� ��� ����� ��� ��� ��� A����7 ��(7� ,�o� 0��� 0� 5�BS� �,��� �। '|-
���)�� ��� �P�� #�� '��+/ ��e ���� ����D� 'W�: '5���। 

 '��� %+� �5�� 4�� 1pA� ���7 �)�� ')���n�� '*���*��� �K �����। ��7� H�75�7 
H�����" '�J���� ���� �6���� J�� ,�o���। ����+���7 ��- `l ����J��� ���� 'E�� G�B 
0�� E�����। 4�)�7W��� ��� 0��� '�> 4�Z� 0��o �>���। 0����� ��A�� �,���, 
�B�[��[ #�� '|-���)�� ��� �P�� 'E�� �T��� '������ � '�7�। ��C >� '�U� '��H��[�� 
'�[���� 4������ G�B �)� )(7�7 #�� h '�U� '��H��[ �)� �B�5 ���7 (��� ���7 ����:�� 
G�B��� '������ �)H�� )�7 1�I�,���। *+���( ��>। +B����� ,�,�7�7 ?l ����A '��H���[� 
G�B�� �B�[��[ 'E�� '����7 �o���। 

 '|-���)� ��� �P���� ����:�� G�B�� 4��B ���� 0+�� 4�Z�7। ��{ 0{���� 
'���$� JKL��/ Z�J��� �,��� >��0� G�B��� ����। )����)��� ���, ���ū  ����-� �B�Z� {)" 
����,��� ��� �T��-� #��+ '����� ��-( A��A� ��� �9� �,��� �। #��W��� (��� 
��H��� ���B '��5����5 Z���� ��A�� 0��� 4����� �B�)� ���� '����,���। 

 Az{��� ����:����� ��)��B��E/ '�� ��,����B� G�B ?d'� #�� ?&'� ��A/ ���� 'E�� 
��������5 Az{�� ���� �6�� #�� '�|p,�7। �����6� 'E�� �������� 0{���� #����� ���� 
4{�� )�� E���। ��� '����� 4�� #��+ k� )����)� >��0� ��� �P���� ���� 4{�� )7। 
)����)�� 0��� >��0� ���)� 0�5 'E��> ��e���� ����-� ��B) 5�o �����,���। 

 ������� ��*=/ ������ )�7 ��o। �m�5�$7�� >���� ��P� G�B��� ����� #�> 'W�� 
��o�,���। '�, ����� ��- 0� ���� 4{�� )(7� �9� �,��� �। #> ��7 ')���n�� '���5 
'H���� ��II� �� ����N�7 1��Z� ) #�� G�B��� �����A� ���� 1�2��B #� H*"B ��EB� 
W�=�" ���� “�)6���� ����A�7 ��U����� '������� 4�P���, G�B #�� ����� ������ ���H�� 
)�B� ��� A��,। '����� ����� �-� � ���� ���� ����> ��" )�����। ������� {)�� HB 
'����� ���� #�5�7 ��(। ���� ���� ��। >���� #�� ����:��� '����� �-� ��।” ������� 
{)�� #> ��m )��)� ����:�� G������ �� �B��� �H*���� �u�� ���। 

 ��� �o� ��E 4{�� )(7� �9� � )(7�7 �m�5�$7�� ��P ��)��o� �W�� ���7 #��+ 
������ '������� ?l ����A '��H���[� ��U ����� )(7�� HB ���I�7 '�। 4�� ������ 
1���� '��� ����� 4{�� )�7 ����� 1�� ���� 4�Z� {)���� 0����� G�B��� �*�� 'P��� 
���/� '�। 

 �t� )�7 0��। ���� ����> 1W7 ��- J�� ����7 A��,���। ��*=/ #���� 'E�� 
H����� q��� a�� ��� '��� E����( #����� �K�� 0����� G������ ��U '��5 ���7 
����� #�� 4B�B ��B��� �����) ���� E���। #��� ���� )��)���� ����� Z�� ���A��.��� 
�B��Z�( ���� E���। '�|W��5B� ��=7 �,��� ����� 4���> �Tv�B��� ��,����, 'E�� ����� 
����+ 4�Z��� ������� 0����� ��/��) ��� A��,�। 

 1���� ����� �Tv�B��� 4{�� )(7�� ��� '��7> 0��� 0����+ #B������� 0�7�H 
���। ����:���� 0����� #B������ ��o ��7। #> �¤��7 #B������( �T������ 4��� )��)�  
)7। W�� ����:���� ����� �u� �U���� 'P��> �� ���� '�|o��� E���। 4���> �E W��� 
{��J����� ���� �o�� ��� ��-�® H��� )���> ��" )���7।  
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>�����B >��0� '��;��� '5�����K� ��7 ����= )�7 0��। 4������ )����)� ��� 
�P���( ���WX Z�� �����) ���� ���� '5���J�� 0� '�� �,��� �। #> ����Z���� 0�� 
������� '��;���� '�,� ��� �)��� 1���º �� ����-����� 4�Z� ��� �����। Z��+ 
)����)�� 0����� 4�Z��� ���+> �,���। 0��� ��mW��� '5���J�� #�� �� G��B� 
��7�H�7��� 4W�� 4�W� ���। 4EA '�> ��V��/ #J��� ��{) ��� a����B �,���। #���� ��U����+ 
'E�� 05� >��0� '���� �B�[���[� 4���� ����{: )7 #�� ���5o #����� 4�� a�+ >��0� 
'��;��( ��� �o� �E ��� 4{�� )�� ����,��� �। # ��7 0��� ���� a�+ ���D �E> '���� 
�,���। )7, �B�[���[� 4��5�� ��� ��� 4E�� ������)� HB W����� ���E '��5����5 ���। 
4B�� �9��� �B�E/ )�� A�o�S �²� �)���� '��=��+> ����A� ��� ��7 ��� �� �����। 0�� 
�E� �²� {)�� ����S '> #�� ��> ���5�o� #��+ '��;���� ���I� �E ��� 4{�� )�7 
�B�[���[� '�,� 4�Z����� 0����� '����� ��U '��5 '�7�� ���/� �����। 4�� 
'��;���+�� �W��� '��� #����7 ��e���� ����-� ��B) 5�o ����� ����� ���� �o� ��E ����N� 
'E�� �� '���� ��� G�B Az{�� 0��� � ����। 

 

 ?d'� ��A/ �t� ���o h+�� ���� '|-���)�� '��5����5� *�p�+�� ��� G�B��� 0��5�� �- 
��� '5���। '��(�7 ��)��o 0��� +B���+�B�� ')$ '��7�+/�� 'E�� ����� #��+ ���H�� ����� 
0��5�� ������ '��� ���y���। ��7�H '������� �B��e(  ����� ��U ���H�� '��5 '�7। #> 
��7> )���� '���5� ��7 4�Z����� 0��� #�H ����> '� ��V��/ 'g~ 'E�� ��E� ������ 
4�� #��+ ����+ ���� 0*�� �����। J���+ 0�� ���H��� ��� 'E��। ���E ���E �T�� 0����� 
4�Z��� (�� 
7��q7 4��� ��)��B �B���W��� J�� A����� �K �����। ������ '5��� 0����� 
A����/�� �o�� E���। �������� '5���� ������ +�����J��� W7��)K�� A������ ,�o�7 ��o। 
��7� ����+� ���B> �T��� #��+ �� +�>5�� ��� *��+ 'E�� 0q� A���7। 4��B #> 0q� 
���E ���E> ���)� ��� )���। ��,�-" �� 4����� 'E��( )���� )�� E���। ��� a�+ )����> 
����� ��� 'E�� 0��,��� ��� (�� '�� ������ ���� �����। ��� ����:���� �A�� -7-�� 

���� ���। ���� 4{�� )�� �B�E/ )�7 ���� ��,� )�+ �5�7 ����� ���ū  *��+ 'E�� 0����� 
4�Z��� (�� 4����� J�� �=/" ���� E�����। 
 

 4�K�W��� 0����� )����)� 4�Z��� (�� ��7� �P� )���� )���। ��C ������> 
�T����� )+�� ���B )���। ?d'� #�� ?&'� ���A/� ��B���/ ����� �� )�y��� # ��� '� 0� 
'��)��� �। J��� ��� '5���� ������� ��: �)� '�p�� '�p�� 1I�,� ���� ���। 
 

 # ��7 0��� 4�Z��� '�,�> +B����� 0(7�H '����। 4B '���� W��� 0����� 
4�Z� ��� ���� � '��� �T�� �B�[��[ 'E�� +B��� ��7 4{�� )�y���। '��(�7 �)��  
0����� 4�Z� �T ¤��� '*��( 0�X )�7 1I���। 4EA '���� +B����� ��� 4� 0����� �,��� �। 

  

��7 a’*[� �� ������ '5��� �=/" #�+� ��� #���। # ��7 0)� G����� 0��� ���� 
'���^ ��7 0�� )���। '� �,��� �7�� �K। �������+ ��5� ���o�A��o ��e 'WH�। ����+ ��� 
���� ��� )�7�,���। ��K ��� ����� +��� �5�7 0��+ ��º '� �H��� ����� “�� 0��� �u��B 
)��?” ��� �u���� �,��� ���� ����� �B���� �H����। #��� '� 0� ��,� ���� ���� �। 0��� 
4���� ��> �Wu� �w�7 '�( 0����� ��� 'E�� )����7 '5���।  
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 ���� #�� 4B�B Z�� u��� 4�W���� ��E��� ��P��B 1.P�N >7��)7� ��� ���)��� 
�B��� 5")�B�� ,�o�� ��� ���। �������� ����� 4�W�� #����J����� ��"� ���� �� ��,� 
'��7�, ��> �� ����, #�� #�� Z��  ���� A����7�, 4�����q��। ��C ���( '��� #�� 
4���� ���7� ����:� '�����)�� ��K�� 0����� 4�����W7 ���e������� ��"�" ������� 5�o 
'����। ��C #> ������� 4�B�)� ���� �,��� a����B, ���" 4� A���7 H������"� #����� '�� 
'�� 'g�� �,��� �। '��� ����� 4�J���( �,��� ������� 0����। #���� 'g����« 0����� 
������ G����� '����> ��5�I� ����-� �B�Z� 5�o ����� 'A�7�, '����> �K )�7�, ����, 
+B��� 0� 
7��q7 4� ¤��� �T ��-� ��\��� 0q�। #> ���� ������� )����� '�������� 
���� �5�7 0����� '5�����K��� �H��� +� ��o। 
 

 #> 4�Z�7 '��(�7 �)��� 4�Z� �B�5 ���� HK�� ��7�H '��� �����। �� A������> 
�T���। q��5�   *[��( '��� ��7 ��� ����:� '|���)�� ����J��� 0����� (�� 0q�" 
A����7 0������� �B�: ����। #> ��+�7 4�Z�7 0�� 0��� G�B��� '���7��� E�� #����� 
���� ��� '��� ���/� ��> #�� '��� 'E�� �B�[���[� '�,� ����� #�� )�� ���। J�� 
�=/�� ,�,�7�7 �� ����> Z� �B�5 ��� A�� ��7 �����> 0�� *��+ �B�5 ���� HB �� ��o�>। 
#�H �K ���H ,��( 0��� ���E �,���। 0��� A��,��� ��C ���� '�� �E� �,��� �। ��: 
�����+ �,��� ��7���yX। ����o ��=X��7 ��: �)� '� 0yX। ��:�*�+ �,��� H�����B, �� 
)�y��� �u��� 5��। �� �� �,� ��� ���+� ��� 'E�� ���o '� 5��+�� 0����� ��� )�7�,। 
���� �6�� H�)��H� �����, 'q, (���� 4t����yX {�� ����,�> #��+� �� #��+ 0��� 'A���� 
���� 'W�� 1I�� E���। W��q�S Ó��7 ��)�o 'E�� ���� �5�7 ��, �P�� ������> �� ��� 
#��+ ����+ 0����� ��� ���7 A�� '5���। ���E ���E 0��� �A� )�7 A��� 5�� ���o�7 '�>। 
 

 ������ '��q����7� ���, '|-'����� a�+ g�� # ��7 4t����� ���B 4��-� 
���,���। 0�� �����A�� ���� #�5��y���। '�� '�� �� 0����� ��)���B #�5�7 0��� �?  
��)H/5��� '�� '�� �� H�� � ��������� #� �� *+�,? 0����� '���� '*�=� �� ���� ���,? 
#�� �� �E�� W�� 0��� ��E�7 *����� ���y���। ������� ��,����, #�� #�� �E� W���� 
W���� ��> ��:� '�K�� '5�, ��> a�+ 5�o�� ')$�>�+� ��m 0���7 0��� 'A�� ���� ��7। 
a�+ 5��o 'E��> G�B�� ���P�7 ���� E���। 0�� ���� #��+ ��A�� '��� '��+ ��� )(7�� HB 
'�|o ��> �T G�B��( J�� �=/" �K ���। #��+ J�� #�� 0��� $� )��� ��� #��5�� ��5�� 
�A� ��]�7 '��+ �,+�� ��o। 0�� ��V��/ '�7���� 1�� ���P�7 1�I �A� '��5 (���� �5�7 ��o। 
����� ���P�7 )���5�o ���7 0��� ���� '�|�o A��� E���। '�,� ��� E��� '|-'����� 
#�����E��� J���=/�� ��। ����� a��, ����� ����� )��,�o� )�7 '5���। 
 

 0��� ��� 1K�� �� W7�� �w� )�y���, W�= �e ���,��� #�� g�1H���� #��+ 
4�� )�+� ��/S �,�o ����,���। '�7�� 'E�� ���P�7 �o�� ��7> '��� )7 ��,��� '��5 #> H�� 
)�7�,। '���7��� E��7 '�|p�, '��� 0��� '������ ���> '���� H�o� )�7�,। `’’ �+/��J��� �� 
0����� HB '���� )�7 ��o�,���। ��� (J���� '���� '�� 4���� �,� �। '��g���� 4W��� 
0����� ��7��+ 5��o( 'P�� 0��� )���। 0�� '+���P�� H�� ���2���� �+/��J��� ��7 
��(7�� HB 5��o�) ��1�� ��I��� ����� #�� G�B����� ���/ �����D� H�75�7 �5�7 �Ê� 
)(7�� HB ���/�  
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�����। 0����� 0�� �,��� '��� 'E�� �B�[���[� (�� 0q� A����7 �B�[��[ 'E�� �A�� 
'5���J�� 1��� ���� ������। 
 

 0����� �WX ��:�7 4{�� )�� )���। �B�[��[ ( �)��� ��B��/� ��� �)��+ �� 
�T�����। 0��� ��,� '��� 5��o�� #�� ��,� '��� ���7 ')�+ 5S�BZ��� ���� �(7�� )���। 
A���H���� ��,� ���� �)��� 1���º '�|p,��> '����� 0��� #�H >��0� ����> ���7 ')�+ 
�)��� ���� �P��,। (���� '��E�7 ���y�? 0�� A�.��� ��� �H��� �����। ��=X ��º '� H��� 
����� 0��� ���,> �B��। '� 0��� �����, 0�� �B�[���[� '�,�� #����7 �5�7 0����� 
#�� )(7�� HB ����,��। ��C #�H 4�P��� 4B�E ���7 G�B����� ��7 �����*�+ '���� 
���� A�� '5�,। 0�� 0��� A�.��� ��� �H��� �����। '�� 4�P���? 
 

 ‘‘0�� ��� �� H�� � �B��।’’ 
 

 H�� )�X� #�� $�� H�P��� �´ ��� H��� ������ '�H� �H7�1� �)�� 0����� 
'����� �����*�+ '���� ���� ��7 �5�7�,। 0�� 0(7��� ��5 '����� 4����� ����� ���� '� 
�H7��� ���, 0��� G�B��� ',�o ���� ���� (�� �)�� 0��� ���E '��5 ���� ����। ������� 
$�� H�P�, H��� )�X�, 5� 0(7��� ���5� '��q+��� H�� ��X�, H��� ��7��� #�� 0��� 
��7�H �����*��+� ���� �(7�� )�7 ��। '5����� '^��� ���, ���� '�H� �H7�, '�H� �(�� 
#�� 4B ��7�H 4�P����� ��-�. ��। 0��� ���E �)��� �o�>�7 4�� '7�� HB ���� 
�H7��� 0��� G�B��� ',�� ���� ���। '�H� �H7� H��� '� '�, ��� '�����)� ��5/I�� 
��> ��� 0��� ���5 '��5 '���। 0(7��� ��5 '���� �P�� #�� 0���� �� �E� H����। 
4��B '�H� �H7� #�� ��� ���5� 4B 4�P����� �)��� �o�>�7 0� 0��� ���� �। 
 

 ���� 'E�� ��( ���� '����> ��� G�B 0� )�y���। ����� ����N�� @` ���{$ 'E�� 
#�� 4B�B Z� 'E��( ��� G�B�� Az{���� ��E #�5�7 0��,���। �)��� (�� ���7 ')���n�� 
A]� ���y���। #���� ���������� ������ ���q '��o '5��� �)�J"। ��/� �� 0����� ��A �� 
H���7 ����� 1o�� '��� '5���। ��C �B�[��[ 'E�� �T G�B�� '����7 ���>�� '�J��� ����7 
'P��� ���B ���� ��5���। ���( ��u���- ����+ ������� Ó��7 {�E� ���������� ������ ,�� 
���� '�� ��> ���, 'P��� �����। 
 

 �B�[���[� 4���� >��-0� G�B�� 0��� �E� 4���7� �� G�B��� HB 4��-� 
���,���। 0��� G�B��� �����*��+ ��7 ��(7� )�7�,। # �E� ���� ���� H��� �����। ��> 
������B���7� ��� 'E�� �B�[���[� (�� '� )���� ����A���� ����D� 0�� >������/ 
����,��� �� 'W�: '5���। 
 

 #����Z�7 0�� 4� #�� '5�����K��� H�B W���� ����� ���S ����। W�����, dl 
��>� �E 4��q� ��� W���� #���� '��� ����� '��� 'E�� �s7> 4�, '5���J�� #�� HK�� 
�H���� ��{) ��� ���� #�� #��� ���5o 'E�� ��,� G�B ��7 #�� �B�[��[ 0q� ���� 
������। 4��� HB W���� �(7�� )(7�� ��]��� 0�� ����S �-���� ���E ��E���W��� 0���A� 
��� ����� HB 47B������ ���5�o #��+ ���/� ��I����। 0��� W��� '�|p,���� �� 0���A� �K 
���� ���� '��� � )7 '�H> 0�5 'E�� # �B�Z� �����। 
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\ ������)� 4W�� \ 
 

?h'� ��A/ 'W�� �5�� �T�- �B�[��[ #�� '|-���)�� *��+� ��B��/� ��� �o��� 
+�>5�� ��� #���� ��� ��� '7 #�� 5��� '�£Z�� ����/+ )�1�� ����� ��� �P�� Z�� 
���। ������7 '� �T���+�� 0��� ���)� ����,��� ����( #�� �B�[���[� ��U '��5����5 
Z�� ���। 0����� '������ G�B�� ��� #�� )����)��� ��� ����-���B�) 4�Z� '7। 
)����)�� 0����� ����-���B) a’W��� ���H ��5�,���। �E��, #> ����-� �,� �����6�, '|-
���)�� ��� �P�� #�� '��+/ #����7 �T��� HB 0��� ��E V���
K�। �¤��7�, �T��� ��� 
4��� 0*�� ���A���� HB( �ū  *�p�+ �)���� #+� ���H ��5�,���। ��E���B >��-0� G������ 
�����*��+ 0+���� � )�� '��+/, �����6� #�� '|-���)�� ��� �P�� 0q� #�� ��� ��� 
0����� ��- �9� )��� #�� ��)��> ����� 5������ ���� '����। '��+/ #���� 'E�� �T G�B�� 
���� '���7 ��7����> 0{���� '��$ ������ ��� +�>5�� ��� ���7 '|-*�p�+� ��U '��5����5 
Z���� 'A�� ���। ��C ��m ��������� ���� ���B����> ����� ��,� )+�� )7। �T�� )7��� ���7� 
)�7 4{�� )�� �o��+ ��� ���� ������। ��C ��:�7 ��:�7 #> ���� ��=�=/ '���-7 �,��� 
4��B9���। '���-7 #o���� H�B> ���� ����7�W��� #> ��A�� Z�5� '��� ����N� 'E�� 
4{���� G�B��� '�(7� )�+ 1��Z��� HB 4��-� ���� E���।   

 
 �����o� ����� ��>�� ������ �������( 4�BS ��)������ ���E �T G�B��� ������� 
���,���। ��C ����� ����� 'g�� #�� 4�W��� � E���7 ���� '���-" �+��� �����। ��*�=/ �V 
������ ����� )��)� )7। �T��� q��5� A���� ���� ������ �������� Z��+ ����B�5 ���� )7। 
 
        ���� ?%'� ��A/। ����� �T����� 0{���� '��$ 4��q� ���� �-� )7 #�� #��+ ���� 
���� �������o� ( 0>� PB�b�� �o� )�7 �1 ����/�+� ���� ���I�7 '�7। �1����/�+ 4��B 
0����� '��� �,��� � ��� 0�� #� f�+� ��e�;X #��+ ���� (��7 `lH) � #����� 4�BS 
JKL��"/  Z� '��+/ W� ���� ����� HB ���I�7�,���। 
 
 �T��� 0����+ �� '��$7���� ������ ����� '|-W� 'E�� '����7 ��, 0>, # 4�P��� 
��+��/� #��+ '��� ��B ���7 �$�� �)��� ���� #�5��� E���। ��7�H �EA��� ����� ���� 
�o�� ����:���� ������� ��/�W��� )�B� ���। #��� #�Z�� 'E�� ���� ����� ����� '7 #�� 
±�5���� ��)��o� 1�� 1�I ��{ #�����+ ��� ����7 ��� ��� '7। '��+/ �����-# ��  
0����� G�B�� ����/� �o�>�7� HB 4��-��। ���� 5W��W��� ��)���B� ��B��� ���,���। #�� 
��)��B ����> '� '�� ����B ���� �T��� ������� ���� ������। 
 
  #>�� ������ #� 4��� �B�e H���� ')��� '���$ #��+ #B�����c ��I���� HB 
'��$��� ����H 'P� ���। # ��/S '��$��� ���H 0����� �;�/ �7w� �,���। ����H� 
���+> JKL��/ Z� ���/� �)�� 0����� ��,� G��� '�����7 �,���। 0����� 0)� G������ 
��7 '��$��� ����H� $�e��, ��/ #�� ,��,����� ����> ����� �B: �,�। 
 
  ���/ ��E� #B�����c�+ �P�� 0���> $�e�� #�� ��/�� ±� '����7 0��। ��C 
#B������c� ��H� �����> '����7 0�� #��� �Tv�B, )��� ����� 1�B� )���7��। �-«��� ���E 
���� )������� W��� ���WX Z�� 4�Z� {)" ���। �t� �5�� 0��� #��� �T G�B #�� 
4�Z� �� G������ ���E '��5 '�7। ��/A~� )������� W� #�� ���/��/� 0����� #����7 '�� 
0�� #� ��=X �����। 
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 )����)� #�� '��+/ W�, # a�+ Z�� ���� 0����� ���ū  *�p�+ �,���। �� ,�o� �)��� 
���WX Z�� 0����� ',�+ ',�+ ���yX ��J��� ���� �T������ '�������� ���,���। ��C '��= 
����N� 'E�� �� �T�� '�(7�)�+ q����7� ���, '�|p�, '5�� 0{���� #���� 'E�� 0����� 
G�B��� )����)� *��+�� ��� 0�� ,�o� 5�BS� E��� �। �)��� 4��/� H���B� ��-�" {���� 
���� A�� '5�,। 4��� ������ �����S� ����( A�� ��7। ����> '�� '��� )��� )�7 ��o। 
H�����" �I�> 'W���,��� '�, '����K� ��)��B ,�o� ���� H7��W 0����� ��- '��� )��। ���" 
>�����B> ���� '���, 0����� G�B�� W�=" 4�)�7 4�Z�� ���B ��� ���,���। 0����� 
'5���J��� �����) �,��� ���> ��। #�H G����� )���� 4� 4���H� )�7 '5�� ���� �� 4� 
� '�7� ��/S '�> G����+> 4���H� )�7 ��o। '�1 0)� )��( ��� ��E��� �A��.�� ����� ���� 
4B� Z��S��� '�� '�� �B��Z� 0����� �,��� �। #��� #���/��7 ��7�H�7 ��� ( ���B 
������)�( '�1 �,��� �। 0��� +B���+�B�� ')$���7�+/��� 47B����� ����� 0���� '�� 
'��5����5 �B�Z� ��/�« � E���7 ���WX ��U� ����� G������ ���E ���/-�� '��5����5 ����� 
�����। P�� ��/��= ����Z�� 4��)� )(7� #�� '� 4����� �� ���/� '�(7�( �9� )7�। # 
,�o� �����7��� HB ����) ���B�( �,��� ��+। 0��� '��5����5 #�� ����)�� 4W���> 
-��{Z )�7�, '���। ������7 0����� 4�Z� ���X )(7�� ����� #�H ����� ��)��� ���P� 
�� *[� �� ��>। ����� ��(7�� 0� *[�� ���B> 0�� �� ��,� G�B ������� 1�2��B 
���I�7�,���। ��C ���� ������� a> ��>� a�� '�|p,���� ����/> ������� �� *�+। 0����� G�B�� 
��-� )����)��� ���� �P�� 0��� E���। 0����+ ���+ �,��� 'g����« �T G�B��� ���E 
�� 4�B�)�W��� �� �� G�B #�� 4�B���B��7 ��B���� �����) '��5 )�y���, 0�� �� 
4�)�7W��� �� '���,���। #�>W��� �� '��� 0����� ������ '���H( �)� ',�o A�� ���y���। 
 

 0�� '� �7H G�B ��7 ��� �K ����,��� ��� ��U #�H( �� G��� ����� #��+ 
��� ����+( '��5 ���� �����। q��5� �T G�B� '�������� ��� 0����� G�B�� ¸�S, 4��X 
)�7 ��o�,���। 4���> ?@ ������� ��� 'E�� # ��/S #� ��V��/� H�B( 'A�� �t ���� �����। 
0��� '��(�7 �)��� *�p�+ ����/+)�1� #����, '��$��� ���H, �$ �� �)� #�� )����)� ( '��+ 
������7� ���� 0�� �� G�B ( 4� �����) ���«� ��B���7 )��� )�7�, �������। 0� #> 
��B��� ����� '�> ��/��7 0��� G�B��� 4����{: ��� '���� ����7�W���। 
 

\ Az{�� �)�� A�o�S �o�> \ 
    

 `l'� ��A/। �)�� �� ����P1 A��,। ��� 'W��� #� W����� Az{�� '��$��� ���H 
)��������� HK�� ��W��5 4�Z�W��� 4��� '+���P� ���,��। #�+� 0�5 H���� ���7 ��� 
����7 �u�B '����,। #��+ 5��,� (�� ���������� ����� 1o�,�। ��7�H ������ ������  
�7��� #��+ ',���� '�> ������+ ����7 'P��� ���। ',���+ 4�y�
�L( 5�, '��7 1��� 1�I 
#�� ������+ ���� 0�: 0�: W�H ���� E���। �I� # ���7 �A 'E�� G�B�� 4�BS ��Z ��:�� 
��� ���� ��>�P� ��� ��� J�� ',��o। J����� ',���+ �uSA�B� P���� B�7 ��A ��o ��7। G�B�� 
')� ')� ��� ')�� (�I #�� '� Z� �B�5 ���।  
 

 '���� #B�����c ����� 4B '�1 �������+� ��)���B #�5�7 0���। )��������� ����+ 
5��o> ����:�� G�B��� �) ���,���। ���� ����� )��������+> ����+��� �B��; ���"� 
)�7�,���। ������ $�e��, ��/ #�� 4������ '��5� >�����B> )������ �B�5 ����,। 0� 
�e������ ������ )�� 'E�� ������ ���� #������> 4��E/ ���� 4�)�7W��� �u��B� HB 4��-� 
���,��। 
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������� �B: ���"� '�£ �1����/+ #���� '��� #������ A��A��। a����� ���B 
�������� '���+/� ��� 'E�� ��P�� �o� )�7 #��� '�|p�, ��7 #�� ���*�+, '��(�7 '�� 
#�� '��$7���� ���� ���� 4{�� )�� E���। ',�+ #��+ �� '��+/ �)��� ����( �� ��o�7। ��C 
�)�� 4�Z��� 0����� G�B��� ����+ �u���� ����:����� ��,� )�+ ����� Z�� 0¡7 ��� )7। 

 

 #�> �� )����)��( ���� h+� 'E�� ��*=/ A��� E��� ����:���� ���7� )�7 ���� 
'��5 A��,���। '|-���)�� ��J��� ����> �� ��q7 �,��� q��5� ��*/ d*[� ���� ���� 
)����)��� (�� '5����=/" ���। ������ ,�,�7�7 �T�� )����)��� ���� 4{�� )(7�� 'A�� 
A���7। ��C >��-0� '����� a���)�� ���� 0q��� ���� 4{5�� ���W �B�E/ )�7 �T�� ���� 
���)�� ��)��B ��E/� ���। 0� *[�� ���B a�+ ���� A�� 0��। #�� '��� ��o �����+� 'E�� 
0����� 4�Z��� 1�� q��5� ���� )���� A����� E���। 0����� '�� ������� ���� )���7�� 
�,��� �। '�> ��7 ��H��� '�� ���� E����( �E� 7। ��> �T ����J��� 0���� ����� ��/ 
0����B ��:�� ��� ���/�Ô 0����� (�� '���� �=/" ���� E���। ���� ����� >�y���� ��U�� 
(�� 0*�� )��� E�����। ������ '�|�����¢� ��� �T� ����J��� #�+�� �� #�+� 'g~ 
'��� '��� ^B��;� ��� A��,���। 0����� ��� '�����( ��"�� *��+ 0��o �o�> ���� 
E�����। �o�> ���� ���� 4���> 'g�~� ���B �u��B�� �����। 0)�( )��� 4��। ��C 
4����� '���� �=/�� P�� ����� 4����" ���( �9� )�7 (�I�। ����� ���� G�B��( ����� 
������ ����� 0� '���- )����)� �-� ��� �9� )�� �। '5���J��� �H��( ����= ��7। ���� 
��>�P��� (�� '��7��+ ���5�7 ��A� �T��� ���E )���)��� �o�>�7� HB ���� )���। 
 

 ������� ���B �T�� )����)� ��� ��� ����। )���)��� ��� A��,��� 0�*[�� ����। 
�Tv�B ���B�����B� P�� A�o�S P��P� �� )�� �� '���� �5�7�,���। 0����� G�B�� '�,� #�� 
����-Az{�� �o��� #�Z�� 4�Z� {) �����। �)���5���� ���( 'P�� 0��� )���। 
 

 )����)� ���� �� �T��� ����� �u�� �o��� '��+/ �)��� (��। #+�> �,��� �)�� 0����� 
��/��= *��+, ��/��= 0��। ���WX ��� 'E�� 4�Z��+� (�� ��7����> )���� )���। ��C  
������> 0����� G�B�� �� ���)� ���! #��� #��� +B��� �)�। 4{��/� +B����+ ���� ��:� '��7 
(���� ���� 1I��> 0����� G�B��� +B����� ��� '���� 0*��� �� 4��H )�7 �o���। +B����+ 
4���H� )�7 'E�� �o�� '�,� 4B�B +B��� #�� ������ G�B�� ��,�+� E��� ��o����। # ��7 
�9�� 0����� ��e� ������ ���,���। >�����B 4��B �T�- 0����� a�/��� ����� '����,���। 
0����� G������ �� '5�����K� ����= ��7 #�� ��>��� ���E ��� ���� �����5( ��7 �;�/ 
���yX )�7 �o�,���। 4a� W��=B�� �� ��� '���� ��)��B ���W� �9���( �,��� �। 
 

 ?�� #��� 'W��� �T�� 0��� )���� �K �����। )���� �,��� �������D�। ��� `lH 
G����� ��K�� ���� 4�� ��7�,��� ����:����� ����� #��+ �B�+���7। a�+ '��;�� ���� �E� 
0*�� )��� �� ��P��B� ���E ���)� ��� )7। #��� 0��� 'H����� )���� A��� E���। a�+ 
����-� '��;�� #��� 4B ��� 'E�� 0q� �K ���। ������ J���=/�"� ,�,�7�7 #�� #�+� 
#�+� ��� ��)�o '��7 1���� ���� 1I�� E���। #���� 0����� ����������� G�B��� '5���J�� 
����= )�7 ��7। #���� +B����� ��� 4��+( 4���H� )�7 ��o। ������ ���)�� 0�5 0�5 # 
��7 a�+ +B��� 1��� 1�I 0��। ���� '5�� 4��|���W��� '��� 0����� G������ ��7 ���> 
'� 4�Z� �B�5 ��� 0��-� ���� �-� )�7�,���। #W���> '��+/ �)��� �� *+��� #�� ���E 
���E 4���/������ HB Az{�� 5��( 0����� )��,�o� )�7 '5���। �� ��7 �,��� '��� ���o 
 ?+�। ��� `lH >��- 
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0�-#� aH/7 G��� �T��-� #� �B�+���7 G�B ��e� 4�B)� '���� #�� 1���/��� 0q��� 
���� ` ����( '��� ��7 ����� 4�Z� 05�� '��� �,���। ���H> #> ���H7 ����� 4��B ��)� 
( ��q��� ��)���� Ã� ��� ���� ���� �। 
 

\ W����� ���E '��5����5 \ 
    

 #����� �E� �«��)> 0�� 4��� ( '5�����K� ��{�)� 1�2��B W����7 ��u/��-� ���5 
'��5����5 ���� HB ���5o ��>। '��� 'E�� ���K� '5�� W����7 ����S �-����)�� (�� #� 
#P) 4�P����� 0��� ��U �E� ��� #�� 4����� 05����� '�uZ��7 ��/��/���� ���E 0��� 
��-���� �B�Z� ���। ��7�H����� W����7 ��H����� ��(7�� �B�Z�( ���� ��� ����। 
 

 ?�� #��� 0�� 05���� '�|p,��� ������ 0���� ��#�#P-#� ���7� 4�P��� ��� 
����7�� 4�P�� ��7 ��(7� )���। 0�� ��� ���, 0����� �o�>�7� 4�Z� �"/� ��� ������ 
��)���B� 4����� H�����। ��� ����7� 4��� ������) '�£�7 ������� 4����� ��7�H ����7 
0���� 4��-� ���� ����। 4��-� ��� ,�o� 0��� 0� '�� 5�BS� �,��� �। 0���� 
05����� #� 4��� Z�� ��7 ��(7� )��� #�� '����> #� ��- 0�� ������ �>���। '���� 
���� '����� ����)� ��7�H W����7 4�P��� ��/�7q�� 0���� �H������� ����। ���� 0��� 
���, 'E�� ����:� '�����)�� 4�Z�, ����� ��e, '�� ���� 4� ���� �B�)�� ���, >�B��� 
��=�7 �EB ��{) ����। ���� 0��� 4��� H�� #�� �� ����" 0�� ����:� ������ ���)�� 
��K�� 4����" ����,��� '� ��=�7( �´ ����, *+���� �;��/ 0��� �H
 �u��W�U, 
������)�� �9��B W��=B. ����D� #�� 
����� 4H/� 0��� �� �� 1��B�5 ��7�, ��( H��� 
A�>��। 
 

 #��� '��U 0��� 0���A� 4�B�S JKL��/ #�� 0S������ ���B 4���� )�7�,���। ���� 
���> �)��W����� �,��। ��� #��� 0���A�� ���� 'E�� 0�� ����� ����, #�� ����> W����7 
������ ���)� #�� �� #� #P-#� '5��76� ��W��5� '���। ���� �� '�uZ��7 W����7 
4�P������ ��U 0��� ��*/ 0���A� )���।  ������� ���� ������� ���B�w� ¡� �A� ���-#� ��U 
0�� G�I�� ����� )���। ��� 0A�( �,��� �t����W। ��� ���,( 0�� 4��� #�� ��,� HK�� 
�H������ HB 4����� H��>। 

 ���B�w� 0���� 0��� ���7 ����, ��N� 'E�� H��� #��> ��� 0��� HB ��,� ��)���B� 
�B��)� ���� �����। # ��7 0���� ����� )�� ��N� ����� HB( �Ê� E���� ��� )��� ।  

���� Az{�� 'H��� ��7�H ��Hv��� '�� 05���� '�|p,��। ����� ��7 0�� 
����7 ¡� �A� ���-#� ��U '��� �����। ��� 0���� H���� '�, %?�� �� #� #P �B�+���7 
'E�� HK�� �W���� 0�� ��,� 4��� '��� ����। 0��� 4BB �H������ A��)�� �;��/( ���� 
4��)� ���� ����। 0�� ��� ������ #� '���7 ��� ��7  l ����+� ���B ��7�H"�7 
�H������ #��+ ������ ���� ��� 'P��। 0(7��� ��5 '����� )��� '��+ ���� ���7 0�� 
��> Az{���� ��E 05���� �B�5 �����। ��E %?�� �� #� #P #� ������ 4�P��� ��/� 
'*��=� ��U 0���A� �����। ��� ��-� 0���� ��7��+ ��> '���5�, ��>�P�, )B���{�$ 
#�� ��,� '5�����K� �����) ���� HB ��� �B�+���7�� ���/� ���7 'P���, #�� '�J��� 
>�����B> ���K� E��7 '�|p,��� )�7 �5�7�,���। �H��J��� 0���� '�7�� H�B �B�+���7 
')$���7�+/�� 'E�� ��-#�-#P #� �B��n '��)� ����� 0��� ��U> ��I��� )7। 
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 Az{�� �)��� (�� �7w ������ �� ����:���� {���~��� ���� ,�o�7 ��o। 
����:����� #��+ ���� )�+)�H���, P�+�,�o, ���7")�+ #�� �)7��� )�7 ���5�o� ���� 4{�� 
)7। 4������ ��U����+ ��«�>, #�� �Â��H���� ����( #��+ ��� ���� 4{�� )�� E���। # 
��7 0��� {���~��� 1�� 0����� �7w ���. ����� ����S �>। # 1�2�B ��� '��� �T 
G�B��� �)��~�� '��"I��� ��� ����� ���B��> �9� �,���। #W��� ����5�I� '5���� ����( 
���B�� q��¥�7 �T� ��e-7 ��� ����� 1�� A�o�S 0*�� )��>  )�� ��I� ���-�। #+� 
0����� ���, ������ �,��� '�, #> ����*/ ��q7�7 0�����( )����� )�� 4���B 4���B H��। 
0����� ���� ����� HB ����� {)" �B���� 4B '�� ���D �B�Z� �,��� �। # HB 4��B 
H�����"�� ( �����) a�W/�5 '��)��� )�7�,।  

 

���5o 'E�� a�+ >�� 0� f�+��� Az{�� �)��� ��7 ,7 ��>� a�� W��+7��� #�� 
'P|H��� )��+� ���B ����-����� 4�Z� {)�� HB ��I��� )�7�,���। 4B a�+ >�� 0� f�+��� 
P�+�,�� )�+)�H��� )�7 �B�[���[� ���� �)�������� ��)���B ��I��� )7। �B��n )�K #�� 
0��� ��7�H 4�P��� d�+ '��;�� ��7 �����*�+ '���� ���+> ����-����� 4�Z� 
��7�,���। �I� # ��/��7 'A|I� #��� 0��� W��� 'E�� 4� ( '5�����K��� �E� �����) ��>। ��� 
���A���� HB # ��7 0����� ����� ���)��� ����/BB: ��� )7। ��� ���)�� ������ ���B��� 
JKL)� Z� 'E�� ����7 JKL��/ ��� ¬[J����� ��I��� )�। �B��n ��� #�� '�P�+B�[ 
#H��H� '�u�L #K� a�+ '��;�� W����7 #���� ���7। ������ ��>� a�� Az{�� '�b��� 
��e���� ���� HB '���� '�|p�,। 0����� ���� ��e �u��� HB ��/�« 4� ( '5�����K��) 
#��� #��+ '��;�� W��+7��� 4�W���� �(7�� )7। #�� 4B #��+ '��;���� ��7 0�� �)7���, 
P�+�,�o )�7 ����7 Az{�� �B�[���[� ���� 4{�� )>। #+� �,��� #� �����B 4�W����। ��:� 
�,��� 4�B�S �����। ���w� �W7 ���� �,��� �¤��7। ����������� ��7���� H��, 0� #> H�� 
J����� ��7 4��/� �E> 0����� 'I�� ��7 '��� )�y�। 0����� #> A��A��� ��� '5�� ����� 
1��7 �,��। ���", '�� ���� '���7 0����� A��� )�y���। '��� 0��� W����� ��E 
���7�� W���w: 4���B H�����" #�> �E ��� 4{�� )�A,�। ���( 0��� ���> '������� 
'��=��� �,���। #�� 4��� �����7 '����,���, �E��� �T����� #��+ �)��� ���� ��,����B� 
'����� ����5�I� )�7 A��� W�� '��� 0��� ( )����7 ���¢� '������ ���B �� 0��� �~� 
)7। 0��C�� ���W� HB ���� ���e����� ��I� ���B� 'A�7 ��7�J ���o�7 �)��� ���� ����� 
����� �E� '�W��� ������ ���,��� '� ��� ±� �T  *�p�+�� '�|p�, ��7। 

 

 ���7")��+ '�|p�, 0��� �t�� ����/� ����� HB 4��-� ���� E���। ����� ����B 0)�� 
{)" ���। ���7")�+ 'E�� 0����� ���e '����� ��H�)�+ ��/S '�|p,���� HB ��7��+ '|��� 
�B�Z� ��� )7। 0��� �,��� '�*�yX 4B���� '|��J����( '�� ,> �,��� �। ¸��S�� 4����� 
0��� ���> *����7 �o�,���। ��,�-" �� ��=� ����7 �u�� '�� 0��। 0��� �u���� �W�H 1§�e 
0����� ��A ���� ����� E���। ��H�)�+ '�|p,��� 'W�� )�7 '5�। #���> ��� '���� 
�B�[���[� ��+ 0����� '� '���� �,��� �T� 0q��" ���� ��,� )�+ )�+)�H���� ���� A�� 
'5�,। ��H�)�+ '�|p�,> 0����� HB #��+ �9��B *�p�+ ���H '�� ���� 1�2��B ±� ��/��-�"� 
��H �K ���। '��H����H� �� ��7� ��>� ���� 1����7� A� ��5�> 1���e Z� �)���� ��/��" ���। 
��7 ��U ��U> '� ���� �(7�� )���। ��5��� �B��H�� 0S������ ��U 0����� 
�5� 
H����। ��� ���� ��)���B� ��� �B��Z� ����,��।  
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������� ��)�o '¡"�� #��+ ���yX ',�+ ��)��o� (�� 5�o 1�I�, 1����7� A� ��5�। G�B��� 
#��� ',�+ ',�+ ��� W�5 ��� ��7�H�7 �EB ��{), ������� �B�Z� #�� 4B�B ���H� W�� '�7� 
)���। #B��� k���( ��� ���� ���� )���, ���� ���� 
D���� ���7 �T� '��������7 ±� 
�(7�� )�� ����। ��7�H����� ���D *�p�+ Z���� Z��+( '��� ���� )7। �-���B) ��/��"� ��H 
��������� �;X )�� #> Z��� ���7L '�P�+B�[ #H��H� (�� B: ��� 0�� �����*��+� ���� 
4{�� )>।  
 
 �����*��+� ����-����� 4�Z�� 4������> �,��� >��0� G���। ��E��� ��/��7> 0�� 
�� Az{�� �)�� ��������� ���5 ���� ��« �,���। ��> 0��� ���5 '��5 '�7�� HB Az{���� 
����S P��oJ��� 'E�� 05� >��-0� G������ 4{���� '�H� �H7� E����7 '�। >�� 0� 
G������ ��� �����*��+ '��� ���7�,��। h '�U� '��H��[ #�� >� '�U� '��H��[�� '�[���� 
��,� G�B��( #��� '��� '�(7� )7। �� �����7 �����*��+ �� d�+ '��;�� �,��� ��� G�B ��e 
�,��� ��7 #� )�H��। 
 
 0�� �� Az{�� �)� �7w�" ����� HB �� '����� ( 4����� ��B���7 4��-� 
���,��� �� 0���> ���/�� 05� >��-0� '����� �����*��+ 0+�� ���� )7। 0����� 
G�B��� �����*��+ � E����7 0��� ��U �)��� ���� '��5 ���� '�7� )�� 0��� ��P��B� ���E 
'|-���)�� ��� �P��, ���� �6� #�� �B�[��[ ��� ���� ������। #� P�� ����:���� 
0� �� G�B 0�� ���� � #�� 0���( '���� ������� �;�"/  �� ��� ���� ������। '� 
'-�� 0����� ����� >��)�� )��� �;�"/ �WX��।  
 
 �� ����" H���, �����*�+ ��� )�7�,��� a> �«�) ��� #�� #> a> �«�) ��/S 0����� 
#����� G�B�� ��7 '�� ���H> ���5�। 0����� �K 4�P����� aH/7 ��� #�� 4��B 
��)��� ���5 #��� �o�> ����( G�B�� ��C '��5B ���7� 4�P����� 4W�� ��mW��� 4�W� 
���,���। 4��B 0����� ���7� 4�P������ ���B�( �� ��� '��� �,� �। #��� ���B 0��� 
'�H� �(�� �Â��H�� A�� �5�7�,��। W�� ����� �W����> #+� )�7�,�। ����� ��� ��H> 
�Â��H�� �B��5� ����S ��7 �����*��+ 0����� G�B��� ���E '��5 '�। 
 
 #��� 4����� ��7�H�7 4��� '�� �,��� �। `l` ��>�P� ,�o� 0� �,� ��7��+ 
)���� '���5� #�� a�+ `’’ �+/��। >��-0� �+/�� 'H��( a�+ �+/�� ���7> 4�����B ��H 
����,��। ��� ��7� ��1� �+/�� '�� ���7> ��� �T G�B��� #����� H�75�7 �B: ����� ��E/ 
)�7�,��। ��� #��> ±� Z� �����/ ��� ���WX H�75� 'E�� �+/�� ��5�� E���� 0����� 
�+/���� ���B� �I� �� ����:���� �� 4��� ���� �B�E/ )7। 0����� ��������� aH/7��7 �T�� 
������> ��,� )+�� ���B )7 #�� ������= ��7 a�«�) ���   > #��� �����*��+� ��� A�o�S K� 
'7। �����*�+ ��*�=/ 0��� '��� G���> )���>�> aH 4�P���( '�> ���+���� 0)� 
)�7�,�। �B��n )�K JK�� 4�Z�7 ���/�7 0¡7 ���, 0� '�P�+B�[ ����� ��� JK�� 
0)� 4�Z�7 ����:����� )��� �6� )��।  
 

�����*�+ 4�Z� �����/�� �� 0�� 0��� ���5o )�7 *��� ������� ���� 4{�� )>। 
������� G�B��� HB 0��� ��,� 4��� ���W� 1�2��B ���5�o 0���� ��,� ��7 4��-� ���� 

)7। ���5�o '�H� �H7�� ��U 0��� '��� )�� ���� 0�� �����*�+ 4�Z��� 0������ �E� ���। 
����� ��,� 4� ( '5�����K� ��7 '��H� ������� ��E �(� )>। ������7 ���� 0����� G�B�� 

�T� ���E ��"�" ��o ���y�। 
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\ �E� �������� ����� \ 
 

_I� #��� Az{�� �)��� �� *I�� ����:���� q��¥�7 �����*�+ '���� ���� 4{�� )�� 
E���।  l> #����� ���B '���� ��+ ���� ����� 4�Z� ���ū  ��� '����। #> ��7 �T�� �,��� 
0q�"���� #�� 0����� W����� �,��� 0��-�����। ��C ��*/Z�7� 0��-���� 4�Z�� E���� 
E���� 0����� G�B�� 1�B� )����7 'P��,���।  

   > #��� ���� h+�7 �T��-� '5��6�H ���)� �����*�+ 4�Z��� (�� 0q� �K 
���। '|-���)�� ����J��� 'E��( '5����=/" �K )7। �B��n )�K #�� '�P�+B�[ ����� 
'���� ��s� ����/ (�)��� ����) 4{��/� ���� '�u�L �,��। 0����� ��� 4�Z� �,��� '���� 
���/ ����/।  

 ��,�-�"� ���B �T��� '5����=/" ��m�� )�7 (�I। #> '5����=/�� ,�,�7�7 ����:���� 
�\������( ����� ��7 '���� ���� 4{�� )�� E���। 'g~ 'E�� )�K �T��-� 4
�W���� 
�.���� �-B ��� ������� ��� '����� ��>�������+� ��( '��। (��� 4�Z�+� '���। �E� '�= 
� )��> )�K �����+ �A� �BE� 4�W� ���। ��m �w�7 )�K ����o ���y���। ��>+ 
'���5��� #� ��� J�� ���� ��� ����,। aH ,�� ��o����� )�K�� ��� '���� '5�o�7 ��7 
#�� '� ��H> ��7 '�|�o '��� ��� )�7 ����)� 4�Z�7 ��o ��7। ���� #��+ ��>�q����� 
��+7�7 ���I�7 '�7� )7। #� 4D- ���> ������� )�+��� J�� ��5�� '�( 4A� )�7 ��o। �� 
��� ��7 A������> �o�> A��,���। ����� �T��� )��� ��6 )7। aH 4�P����� )����7 0����� 
G�B��� ����� �;�"/ 'W�U ��o। ���� *�p�+ �B�5 ��� ��,� )+�� �K ���। '��� ����� �5�� 
�����*��+ 4����� ����-� �B�Z� 'W�U ��o #�� 0����� G�B�� ���/�B Az{���� �E ��� 
���5�o� ���� 4{�� )�� E���।  

 ��E �)��,�o�� )I�. ����:� ���)�� ������ '��;��� ���E ����� ��*=/ '��� ��7। 
��� ���)�� ���E ���yX������ ���H���( �,�। ����:� ����� #>�� ���H���� 0¡7 #�� 'g�� 
���7 W����� ��K�� �����)��� �.����7 �)�7�� �����।  

 1����7� A� ��5�� 0����� '� '��;�� *�p�+ Z�� ����,��� ����:����� ��m 0q��" 
����� '� #���� ����B�5 ���� )7। (���� Az{��-���� �)��o��� ������7 �� �A� �o�> 
A��,���। Az{���� ���� �T( 4{��W�� ������� ���� HB 0����� '� G�B�� '���� 4�Z� 
{) ����,��� �T ���)� ��/��-" ������ �)����5��7 ����� (�� �A� '5����=/" �K ���। 
'5����=/�" 0����� ��-� �B��� -7-�� )7। 0��� �e-7 #o���� HB 0����� G�B�� 
���������� ��� 0��। �T G��B� 05� ������ ���� 1�2��B> '���� 0����� 4D ��7�H 
G�B 'E�� ��7 #�� #> 4���� ������ G�B�� ����� �������� *��+ ���ū  ��� 5�o '����। ��C  d> 
#����� ���B �T�� 0����� �������� 4�Z��� (�� 0*�� )��। ���� '5���6�H ���)�� �)�7��7 
��7� �P� )���� A���7। '|-���)�� ����J��� �� �B��� W��� '5����=/" ���,���। ���( 
0����� '���� ���� 0*�� ')� �T��-� �A�� -7-�� ���।  

 ��������� ����+ ��BS 4~�� �� ,�o�7 ��o�,। #> ���7 ����7�� '��)������ G��B�E 
���7 0���5�� ������� H��� #� 4B �����" *+� *�+ ��7। ���+ �,� #�����  & �����। 
��� ���� 0����� h+�7 H�� ��H1�2 0)��, H�� G�7� HK� >����, ��"/� (4��) 
#�,#,�H (���� #�� 4B�B ��Hv��� '�� G��B�E ��� #�� '�|p,�। '�u��5/� ���� HB 
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����� {��J��� 'E�� ��,����B� 'A7�� 'H�5�o ��� )���। '��� 'A7���� 4�������� )��� �,� �। 
'���   +�� ���B 4B�B '���� '�|p�, '5��। �����/� #����� '���H #�� H� �~���� ������ 
��������( ���H �B������7 '*�� 0Õ��� 1��Z� )��। #��� ����> '��� 5"-�H��w� 
�������� ������� 1�¤��� 4��� �;X )7। '�� ���H��� �������� # H�75��+� ���� ��� 
)7 ���H�5�। '�� ���H�� �)���� �� '*�=� ��� )7 ��¾��� �)����। G�7� HK� >���� ) 
1�-��¾��� #�� W����« ��¾��� '�� ���H��� �)�� �� ��� ������ H�S�� ����5��� �6�। 
>��0� #� #��+ f�+� 4Z�7� ��¾��� G�7� HK� >������ 5�$/ 4� 4�� ��� ���।  

 #����  h> #��� �T ���)� 0����� ������� 4�Z� ,�WU ��� ���� #�� 'E�� 
0����� G�B��� �������>�� �s�����" ���� )���। 0��� H���� �������>��( 0��� 4D 
��,� ���� HB E���� ������, ����� 0��� ��� '��� )��। #> a��H� 4�Z� ���� A��� �� 
����� H�� �,� �। G�B��( q�� 0Z� )����7 'P��,�। '�� 4�Z� ����-�7 ��H��� '��5B�� 
�;��/ ��H��> ��6)� )�7 1I�,���। '����� #�� ����� 4����� ��)���B �T�- ����+ ����> 
>y����� P��P� ��/��" ��� A��,�। #> ���+�7 ��J����� 0����� ��A�>�� '��� ����� 
�,� ��,� W�� 4���। �A��A��� �²�7 ��� )�y�। 4��� �u�� ���� � ����� 0����� H�7� '�� 
0��> �,� �। aW/�5Bq�� 0����� �������� ���)�� ������Z ��� �P���+ �,� �"�U 'E�� 
�V����। �9��� #> ����L� ����"> ����� ����Z�� �;��/ 0����� A��)�� �;��/ ��� �P�� 
��,�+� 1���� �,��।  #����� 0����� ������ �P�� 'E�� ��� )��� ‘'�W���> ')�� *��+ ���� 
����� HB �ū  ����-���B) �A� ��’। 0��� 1X� ���"� 4��� A�>�� H��� '����, ‘#+� '�� 
'5���� ���, W��� 4��� '�� ��7�H �>।’ (> H��� '5���� ��� �;��/� �> �o� H���, �, 
W����� ���, 'E�� ��7�H�7 4� ��{�) ������� 4-��� �� 0��� H��� �। '5���� ���� 1X� 
4����� ��7�H '>। #> 1�e�+ '� �� 4���, '� ���7� �u�E��� 4B�B '��� '��� '5���� ��� 
A��,�, '��� ��� ��/����A� ����> ���� ��7। ��,�o� 0��� ��� '5���� ��� ���,��� �। ���E 
���E �A��� ����� �o�>( 0����� ���� )�A,�। '���� '�� ��7��+ Z�� 0����� G�B�� 
����-����� �B�Z� {)" ��� �T��-� 4{��W�� ���������( 'A�� ���,�। �A��� �E�� #> 
����� �������� 'g����« ',�+ ',�+ '5���� ����( ���������� 'W��� ��I��� )�y�।  
 

 #������ ����� #> G���� 4���> ������W��� ����� �����। ��> 0����� ����� #�� 
������ ')$���7�+/���� ���, 0����� ������ 4������( '���5�B )7�। ��A�>�� �H�� 4�Z� �,� 
0�����- 4E/�. ����-��� ���������, ��p����� G�B( 4�P������ ���, ����� �B����+� ������ 
)���। '� ���7� #��+ *+�� �E� ���,। �� 0�� G�B ��7 �������> #����7 �T� ���E ��� 
���,���। `’’ �+/�� '5���� *�+�� �,� 0����� #�� �T�� �� 0����� ����-���B�)� (�� ���� 
'��5 A��,���। �T( '5���7 0)� #�H G��� 0���� �H��� �����, ‘0�� 0������� 
������ 0��� ���7�,��, ��C ���P���� ��K�� 0����� ���� �B�)�� ���, � '�?’ # 
��´� 0�� '�� H��� ���� �����। ��� 0��� 0�� �,�, '�= ��/S ��7�H�7 ��)��B 0�� �����>। 
#+� 0��� a���� �,� ��� ���� �����। ��/�« 4��� ��(7�� >�U��� 1�� �W�� ���> 0�� 
'������� ���Ö�� ���7�,���। 
 

 '�= ��/S �� 4� ��(7� ���y� � #�� '������� ��/�« 4��� '�7� ���y� � '� 4�Z�7 
G�B��� *�p�+ 05�� E���� ���/� '�7� 0����� HB ���> 4
�:�� )�7 (�I। #����L(, 0�� 
0��� ���)��� �ū  ����� ��7 ����� 4�Z� �-� ���� ���B ���,���। # ,�o� 0� '�� ���D 
�E �,� �। '�� '�� ��7 �� )�7�, G�B��� 0��� �5����5� ���� �B�)�� ���,। 'g~ ��� 
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'E�� '�1> ��" )����� A�7 �। ���� ����� �7��� ���> ���� 'A�7�,���, ��C �A��� ����� 
�����5 q��> ����� )�7 0��,�।  
 

 ?l'� #��� ���-'����� a�+ �B�+���7 ��/��e ���7 �������>�7� (�� �A� )���� 
A���7। A�o�S 0*�� )��� ����/ ��7 ?_ *[�> ��� ����J��� 0����� 4�Z��� 1�� 0*�� ')� 
A��,���। ���+ '��o�� ��x���� #�� 4B�B ����-����� �H���� � E���7 '�� ��e���� 
������( 0��� G��� ���� �����। 4�� ��7> G�B��� '��7��+ ���7 ���+ ��o�� '����,। 
1���� 0y�� G���� �H����( �,� �। ��> 0����� �B����� #�� 'g~J��� ������ '5���7 
'W�U ���,���। '���� H�75�7 0����� G�B�� �T� �)H ������ ���"� )�y���। �� 0���� 
����,���, �T�� #> ��7 #7�� ��^/ '�� ��-� ���� �K ���। 0����� G�B�� #> ���� 
)����� ���E ����A� �,� �। )��)��� ���B� ��o�� E���7 4�Z� 'E�� ���� )+�� �K ���। 
�T��-( )��)� �� )�y� �। ���� �� �P� 0q��" (����� ������ G�B )����� )7। 
0����� +B����� ��� '5���7 ����:�� G�B��)� 0+�+ �� ��7 �� *É� ���. ���� E���। 
�+���� 4�Z��� '����,����B� G�B( ��S �° )7। �t�� 4t���� 0����� G�B�� ����/� 
4�Z� �:�5�� ����+ �-���B) 5�o '����। #> ���7 �T��-( 0q����� G�B��� ���E 
��7��+ +B��� #�� '��5 ���� ��*=/ ��m�� )�7 (�I।  
 

 0����� G�B�� �:�5�� ����� 4�Z� ���ū  ���� ����/> '���� �T� ������ '5��� 
#�� �o�� E���। ��U��� '����� �� ���B ( ��� �����) ��� ���y� �। #��� '5���J��� 
'��5� '�(7� ��I )�7 1�I�,���। ��� ���� '�= J���+ ����= � )(7� ��/S *��+ 05�� E���। 
�T�� �� +B��� ���� ��7 0����� ���� 4{�� )�y���। �:�5��� 4�Z� �+���7 ���� a�� 
)�7 1I�� 0�� ����)��+� ��7� ��>� ��-�" �)�J�� #����7 G�B��� ��7 '��� �Z ���। 
#��� ���/-��s� ����� #��+ ��� E���7 �T��� ±� 0{5� �9� �,� �। 4{���� �T� 
+B����� 4{���� E����� )�� ����� 1�� ��� '����+  �� ��� �����। 
 

 �� ��7 ��B���। 0����� G�B�� ���> ¸�S, 4��X। ��� ���� ±� �)�J���� 
����-����� 4�Z� 5�o '���� #�� ����/� �o�>�7� HB 4��-� ���� E���। ���� ����� 'A��� 
*�� �,� �। ����:���� ���/��� ��U 4{�� )�y�। �)�J��� 4a��> 0��� ����� ����)  #�� 
+B����� 0(7�H ������ ��� ���y���। ���7� ���E ��N� ���7 0�� '����+  ���� ���H )�� 
�����। 0���� �)�7�� ���,��� �� #� #P #� '�H� ���। 

 ��� &+� �5�� '����+  �� ���� �� �B�Z� �;X )��� #�� '�H� ��� '�> ����> 
���K��� ��E �(� )�7 '5��। 0�� ����� '������ #��+ �P1�H 0J ����7 ±� ����� Z�� 
0¡7 �>। #� #� ��� '���� 4�����)� )7, ����� ���+, ��C ������" 0� *+��� �। 0��� 
�P1H�+ ����� �,�। 0��� ��U 4����e '� #��+ �P1H �,� ��( '��� ��7 4���H�। 'W�� )�� 
0� ��� a*[� ����। #�> ���B '��� 0�����  �� ����> )��। �� 0��� ���� �)�J��� 
?@��>� a��� ���5� 'E�� �P1H ��7 0�� ,�o� 4B '�� �E '���� �,� �। +B��� #�� 4B�B 
5��o q�� ��+ 'E�� ��+�� )�y�। ��� `+�। 0�� �� ���7� )�7 �P1�H� HB ��� ��I����। 
0����� �H
 '�� �������� �H�� �,� �। P�� �;�"/W��� �� #� #P #� 1�� �W/� ���� 
)���।  

 ���� 0��� ±� �)�J�� *��+�� 4�Z� ���,���। 'W��� 0��� ��� ����/B�� ���� ����� 
)��। W7 �,� #> ����/B���� 0�5> �T�� #�� � ��o। '���  �� ��� ��7�। +B��� #�� �o�� 
����Z�� ������ 0��� ���" ���। >�����B ���5o 'P��� ��E '�H� ��� ��� �� '�, '����+ 
 �� ��� 
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�9� )7�। #> ����� '��7 ��� ±� ��7��+ �P1H ��7 ����7 0����� �)�J�� 4�Z�� 0��। 
��� �� '��� _+� । #��7 ���5�o� ��� 'E�� 0��� ���� 4{���� #��+ H���� 0��� 0��� 
H�� ��o। '�H� ��� H�� 'E�� '�|�o #�� 0���� #��+ �P1H ���7 ���, #+� 0�� ��� ��H 
����। � '�+���( '�� ��H )��� �। '�= ��/S A��E/ �P1H ��H )���। �"/������ �������"� 
0(7�H ��7���>� ��� 'E��( '��� '5�। '����+ �;�"/  �� )(7��� 4����� a�sS�� 4��� 
)���। 0��� a’H� 0�6 ��� 1I��� ‘A�.���’। 

 �Tv�B��� ��� �� �� ��� ��>����� a��। #��� '�,�> �,��� 0�+/����। ���� �E� 
0���7 0��� ��o����o *��+ ����/B���� ���H )�� ��>।  

 #> ���+�7 ��V��/ ����N� '�b� 'E�� ��(7� 0����� #��+ �7��� '��;���� 4B #� 
��� ¬�[ A�� '��� )7। 0��� ���, �)�J���� �� #��� '��� '��� �,� �, ����� 4������ >�� 
0� ����� ( ��H��)�। 0����� G�B��� '����W�5> �)��,�o #�� ��7")�+ #����� ��*�=/ 
�B��u� �,�। 0����� �)�J��� 4{��/� 4~� �,� ��7 �� ��>� ��:u�। #> ��:�"/ 4~� �-� ��� 
4���)��/। ����N� '�b��� '��;��� ���, ��,� W�� 4� �,� �� ���� ��7 '5�,। 0����� �,� ��� 
a�+ ��>+ '���5�। ����J��� �,��� ��> '����� `l` ��>�P�। #��+ `’’ �+/�� ��(7� '5��( 
'��+ 0� '�7��� A����। 0�� ����� ����,��� ��� #�� G�B ��7 a> �B�+���7 �Tv�B�� 
�s7> '���-" 'I���7 ���� ���� �। ���7")��+ G�B 'A�7 0�� '� ��� ���I�7�,��� ����� 
0��� 4S� a�� ��5��। #��� 0���� #> a>�� �T��� 'I���� )��। �T�� 0��� 0�� ��e 
�;��/ ��6����( 0W�� '��� �.-�. 0q� ��� �����। '���� ���/���� ��)�o� #���� ��/S 
��7 ����। ���� ���B ',�+ ',�+ ����, �+��। G�B A��A�� #J��� 0o�� �)���� ���H ��5�,���।  
#> ���� #�����+� G�*/B �,� ��7 a> ��>�। '���� ��s� ����� #���� #������ ���� 1���� 
��/S 0����� 4��-� ����� )�y�। G�B���B� '��� � E���7 0�� H� ������� �� '��� ��7 
����� aW��5 W�5 ���। #��� a���� ���/ ( ��s� ���� ��I�>। 1�2�B �,�, ���� #�W��� 
A��A� ���� ���� a� 'E�� �T�� ����� ���� '�, a�+ 4~� H��o> 0��� ����-����� 4�Z� 
{)" ���,। ����D� 4���7� ���� ���� #�5�7 �5�7 #� H�75�7 ��7 ��o #�� #�W��� 
)���J�o ���7 '�� ��I ����� '����� '�,� A�� 0���� ���� �T�� ����� '�,� )�+ ��(7� 
'���� � ��7। #�� 'E�� 1�I 0��� #�+� ����BW���> 0��� ��75�7 '��� E���। '5��� ��, 
'E�� #�� �����B ����� ���� ��(7�� #> ��q7� ���WXZ�� '�� ��7���� ��� A��। #�� 
�T��� ���� H§�7 '� #� #��+ Z��> �~�� =�+H ��� ��U��� '�� ��7�,। 4EA 0����� �,� 
��� ���H�� ����। ����� ��/S 0��� ��H�+ A����7 '��� E���। ��� 'E�� '�1 # �u�B '���� 
�*/�� �� ���� '���� 1W7 ����/ 0����� ��� �� 'E��  a> )�H��  G�B ����-����� 4�Z� 
{)" ���,।  

#> 4�Z�7 0����� ������� G�B�� '���� ��+ ��:� �W�� ��� ������H� Z�J����� 
����-���B) 5�o ����� E���। �tB� �5�� 0����� ����� �;X )7। �����+ ��,� ���7� HB 
4��B> ���H '��5�,���। ���� 0����� ��o� �\��W�5 H��o �T� ������ '5����=/" �K )7। a> 
�� ��/S �� 4�B�)� E���, ��� ���� #�5�7 #�� 0q�" ����� �। #���� 0��� ���( �� G�B 
#�� '�|p,�7�। # ��7 #� �� ���� '��������। ��s� ����:� 'E�� ��������B�� G�B #�� 
�o�7 �T�� ����+ �"�U� 0��� '��� ��� G�B ��I��� ��5���।  ?l #� #� �+/���) 0��� 
4���� ��¢� #��+ ����� �B�+���7 P�+�,�o, �o�7 )�+ ���7 �)7���� ���� #�5�7। #��� 
4{��W���� P�� �)7��� #�� ����)�+ �)�J�� #����� ��B��/� Z�� 0����� ��� G�B 0+�� 
�o�� 0���� '��� '�7। #> 4�Z�7 0�� ���7)�+ 'E�� G�B ��(7�� 0�� ����B�5 ���। 
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\ ���5� W��W�� \ 

?@'� #��� ����:����� )��� ����)��+� �� *�+। ����� �� ��� 'E�� ���5o 
4�W���� 4{�� )7। ����)�+ ���5o �o�� #���, ���7")�+ �)7��� ���5o ��E �¤��7 �� #�� 
�)��,�o ���5o �o� ��� �u��7 �� 4{�� )�� E���। ����)�+ 'E�� ��5o ��(7�� ��E 
��)�oJ��� ��� ���� HB ����:���� ���/���� #J�y���। 'P� ��� �W��� '���� ����( 
��,����B� �T��� 4{�� )�y���। �-��� ��� #> '���� ���,> #� �e-7� �o�> ��*�+� )7।  

 ����)�+ #�� ���5�o� �������� Z�� ',�+ ��H�� �)7���। �T�� ��W��� '� 'H��,��� 
0��� ���5�o> Az{�� '�b��� ��� �P�� Z�� ����,। �E��+ 0���� ��B, �;�"/ 7। #��� 
0����� ��,� ����� #�� ���B �H�� �,���। 0��� �,� 0����� 0)���� �A��.��� HB 4Z�7� 
#��+ )�������। #,�o� �,� ',�g #��+ 'g�� �B�;। #����� �¤��7 �«��)� �� 'E��> 
���e�������� #��� 0��� 4� ( ������� �B�)���� 'g�� ���y���। ��� ��7�H� #�� 'E��( 
����,� ������ ����� 0����� �,���। ���5o 4��B 0����� �� �\���( ���� )�7 1I�,���।  
���" #+�> �,��� 0����� �7w"��� ��/��= �)���� ��� �P��। ��> 0��� Z��+ ����-�� HB 
�9��B ����� ����� {)" ���। #HB 0��� ��7��+ '���  �� ��� 'P��। ����� �;� ( 
��e� ���� �-B '��� ����� �9� �B��� #���� H��o �9��B �T )����� Z�J����� ��e���� 
����-� 5�o ����।  

 �"��|��5� ��� 'E�� �� �)7��� #�� ����)��+� ���B 0����� '�� G�B ����� 
1�����5�� �,��� �। G�B��� #��� �T��^�� ���B ��o ��(7�� W7 �,���। ��> ��� ����� �� 
G�B ��B�)�� ��� �)7��� #����7 ������ ����,���।  

 4B ��E 0��� ����/ �)��,�o�� 0����� G�B��� (�� >�����B �T�� )���� 
A����7�,���। 0����� ���)� �� 0��� G�B ( 4��� 'A�7 ������ ��� ��I��y���। ��C 0��� 
����� ��,�> ��I��� �����।  

 #����� �u��7 �«��)� ���� 4Z�7� �������� ����� ���/�Y ������ ������ ���� ��,� 
#�+� 5I ���। �"�U�"� �������� ��C ���/�Y ������ ���� 'E�� '�� 0��� ���। ����: 
4�W�� ��q�S '�� 0���> ����� �,� �। '� '�� ����B �T 0q� ���)� ���� )��। 
0����� �×�� #+�> �,� '�> �����/ )�> ������ #���� ���/�। ����-��� ��:� �A��� ���E #> 
0����� '�� �;�/ �,� �। �T� 4{��W�� ��,� ���7� HB )7��� ������ ��� ��7। ��C 
��"*��� �o�>�7� �7��� ��7�H�7 4��� ( ��� ,�o� �T�� �� ���� �AS� 0��� ����� 

Ø���। '�1 '�1 #> ���e 4���� � ���> �����7��� #�� 4�U� 0��� ���7 ���y��। 
4�A��> 0����� G�B�� #> 4�u�B ������ (�� 0Z� )����7 'P�� #�� #� 0�� 4�:L �;��/> 
����� ���B ��6) '��� '�7।  
  

����:���� �)��,�o 0q� ����,��� ?&'� #���। #��� �,��� ��7 �� )�H�� G�B� 
a�+ ���H� �m�5$ #�� ����:� '�����)�� #��+ �7��� ������ '��;��। 0����� G�B��� 
��)�o� #����7 ����� 'g�� �,� �। 4� ( �������( 4W�� �,�। ��> �)��,�o��( 0����� 
����/�7� �\��� )�� )7। ����:���� ���H���� ����� ������ ���I�7 ���7 #��+� �� #��+ 
)���� A����� E���। �E�� ������> ����� '� )���� �B�E/ )�7 ��7। )����7 ���H��� ��K"W��� 
-��{: )7। '�, 'E�� ����:�� ������� A���� P�� ���H��� '�,�( ���� ����,��� �। #� 
�� �������� 4� ���7 #� W�� '����y��� '�, '�� ���H� ������ 'A�� ����> ���� J�� ��� 
)��। ��� 5�o�7 A�� 
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���H���� ��7��+ ',�+ ',�+ �� '��q�� ��7��+ �+�� '����7 ��)��o� (�� ������H� 
Z� ��� ��� '7। #��� #> H�75� 'E�� 0����� 4�Z� #�� ���5o 4�W���� �o� ������ 
'��� ���y���। 

 
��� ����Z�� q��> �U� )�7 (�I। 0����� G�B ���B�� 'A�7 ��7�J '��� �Tv�B ��U���  

G�B��� ��7 �*�� 'P��। �K 4�P��� �B��n ������� 0��� #���> )���>। �A� ���� ��7 
#�+� ������H� Z� ��� ���� HB '� #�5�7 �5�7�,��� ���� ��U��� G�B��� ����� 
�s������" '� ��)��B ���� ����। ����� �P� )�7�,���, ��C �����> ��>+ '���5��� #� 
��� J���� ��� '�) �,X ���yX )�7 ��o। ����� �� �u��B ��" ����,��� �B��n �����। #> ���� 
�E� #�H 4�P��� )����7 0����� G�B��� ��� 'W�U ��o�,���।  a’H ��� �(�� ( P�K� 
(��� aH> '�����)��� ������« 4�P��� )�7�,��। #�� ����> ¨�>W�� 0���� �T��� 
J���� �u��� ���B ���7> �B��n ������� '�) 1��� ��� 0�। ���5�o 0��� �E����5B ��/�7 ( 
������ ��/���7 ������� �u���) ��P ���। 

 
 #����� ?% ������ �)7���� ���, ��� �K )7। 0����� 4�Z�Z��� ����� H�75��+ �,��� 
'����, ��C a’���� ',�+ ',�+ �+��� (�� * HU�। #> HU��� 0o�� ���7 �T�� 0����� '�,� 
A�� 0��� ������। '� ����Z���� �����) *��+ ���5o 'E�� 0������� �;�/ ���A,X )�7 �o�� 
)���। 0����� ���, �� ��X� ���� �� ��,� �,� �। 4������ �����> 0�� ���5o 'E��। ���+ 
�,� ������। 'W�� 'E��> 0����� 4�Z��� (�� �+/�� '�����7� ���B�� ��7� �P� )���� )7। 
'�����=/�� ,�,�7�7 0����� ���� 4{���� �T� 4{W��5 �,��� ��7 a>�� Z��7 �����। '���� 
��I ���7 a> '��;�� ������ #�5�7 0��,��� (�� #��� 5�H� ���B 0���> 0����� 4�J��� 
5�H/ 1I���। #> 0���� )����7 ��V��/� ���B (�� W7 ( 0���� >�:� ���-« )�7 ,�o�7 
�o���। ��*/ a> *[�� 4����� �o�>�7 0����� ��7�H )��)� )��� �� 4����= 0����� 
G�B����� �A�,o�� ���� �s�����" ���� ���/� '�7� )���। 
 
 �)7���� ���� �� ���5�o� �� 4��B9��� )�7  1I���। ��A�>�� ���¢� �B���� �,��� 
�T�� 0����� 4������ �B��e��� ����= ��� �o �o ���E/� ���� W��� 5��� �E ��7 �t ��� 
���7�,���। '� ���7 ����� )�H�� )�H�� '��� �����7 ��:� ��� ���7")�+ 'E�� �)7���� #�� 
����� ���5o )�7 'P� �� '����7 ���K�� �5�7 0¡7 ��A,�। ��C �)7���� ���� �� '� �E 
�t )�7 '5���।  
 
 ����)��+� ���� �� ����� ���� ��/�� ����7 ��� ��� 0��� ��,�> ���� ������ �। 0��� 
0����� ���)��� ����5�+� ��� ����� ����,��� �। #> ���)��� �,��� ���WX ���� '��� >�� 
0� ����� 0���, ��H��)�, ������ ���)�� '��� #�� ��� �«�) ������ 'g���7� �� �"�U� 
����7 '�7� �� ���e�����। #>�� ���� ���B ��B�� �uÍ��� 4W�� �,��� 0����� ����/�7� 
#��+ ���"। 0����� ��� G�B�� #�+� ����� ������ ��7 ����� HB ��¡�� ( �A��.��� �B�Z� 
��� ��7�H )�7 ��o�,���। ��)�� ������� ��7> 0��� #�+� ��*�� ( ����5�I� ���)� 5�o 
'���� '����। 0����� 4������ G�B��> >�����B 4�����( ����� )�7 �o�� )�7�,���।  
 
 '�> 1�2��B W����7 ������ ,7 ��>� 'W��� )���7 #�+� '5�� ����� Z�� ��� )7।  
W����7 ��u/��-� 'E�� 0��� ��7��+ ���� '��7�,���। ���5o 'E�� ��,� ��,� �H�� #���
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��7 0�� )���। ������� HB '� )��������� �B��Z� ����,���। ���� 0)���� '���� 0� )7। 
#��� ��� 'E�� #�+� 4���� '���> ��W��� 0����� ���)� ��5I�� ��H �������� �K )7। 
 
 ���H� 5�� 5�I� 4Z�7� �������� ����� �� 4B�B '���� 
��u�� 0���7� 'A�� 
���,��। ��H�+ �,��� ���> a����B। �������� ���)� #�+� 1�N����5B ����� #����7 ����� 
��� ����� � ���� ����� '�1 0����� ������� 
��u�� '��� �। ����� ��E��� 4�Z�7 
���������� '� '�� #��+ 4~�� ��a� �9� G�B��� H�o� ��� '�> #���� ����-�� �B�Z� ��� 
'��। ��7 � � ��� '�> ��7> #> ����S '7� 1�A. �,�। ��C '��� '5�, ��u/�- ��� ¬�[> 
��� ���� 0{)� #�� ��� ��� H7� )��( A�>�,��। 0����� G�B���B� #�� ����� ������� 
'��-�� �"��|��5� ��� 'E�� # �B�Z� �,��� 4��:�। �� H�75�7 ��� ���� �K G�B�� ,�WU 
)�7 ��o। ���� '��5����5 �B�Z�� 4W��� 0����� '����� ���yX #�� Z��7W��� ��o '��� )7 #�� 
#> ��o ��(7� 4������ '-��> �,��� �-B)�। ��> #��+� �� #��+ #���� 0����� )��,�o� 
)�7 '��� E���। 
 
 `l'� #��� �)��,�o� G�B�� ���5o #�� '�|p�,। #�� 'E�� ����� ',�+ ',�+ ��� )��� 
������� ���� 4{�� )7। (��� 0��� 0�5 ��u/�- 0������� ���5o ',�o '��� ���� E���� 
0�� ���7�,��। #> 0���� '���� �5�7�,���, )�> ��B�� 0����� ��7�H�7 A��)�� ��+��� 
4��E/। �� ��)��B �B������ ��� ������ '��� ��� ���� ���E/B 0����� �,� �। ��C 4��� 
��� `l'� #��� ����> 0����+ �� 0��� '����। �������� ������� HB ���5o �-� ��। 
>�����B �A�,o� 'E�� 0��� G�B ����7 #��,। )���7 0����� ����� �s������"� HB 
���5�o� ��>�� ��,� G�B '����,। ���� �T� 4{��W�� ��,� ���7� HB ���� ������ ���� ����। 
�T���)� ���5�o� ��� ��7� ��>��� ���B #�� ��o�,। 0����� G�B��� 4��/� �� )��"�� 
��:�7। 
 
 4��B ���/�Y ��u/��-� ��, 'E�� ���/� ��(7�� �� ���5o ����-�� HB 1��Z� 
������� '���� ���>�� H�o� ��� )���। ����:�� G�B ���� W����7 W���� ���� � ��o �� 
���)� ���� HB W����7 '�����)�� #��+ ��( ���K�� A�� #�। W����7 '�����)�� #> 
���-�� ��,�+� W�� ��������� �u��  )�7�,���। JH� ��+�,��� '�, ���5o ����-�7 W����7 G�B��( 
4�� ��� ����। ��C '� ��� ��,�> *�+�।  
 
  �� '� 'E�� �T�� ���5�o� 0������ #����� (�� '5����=/" �K ���। #��+ �� ��� 
�o� ��� 4{�� )�y���। 4B #��+ �� ���5�o� ���/-��-�" ��)��o� ���� #�5��� E���। #> 
��)�o #�� ���5�o� ���B ��,�+� H�75� #������ '���� #�� ����।  �� '� ����5� ���� #> 
��)��o '5��� �T ������ *�+�,���। 
 
 ?�� '� ����� ����:���� ���7� )�7 ���5�o� (�� 0q�" �K ���। ������ �A� 
'5���� ,�,�7�7 ���� �o���E 0����� �E� ����-���B) 'W�U '�7। '���� 0*��� 0����� 
������J��� 'W�U �o�� E���। #���� '�> ��)�o #�� ���5�o� ��B��/� Z��+�� '��p7�� H�� �u�� 
��� )7। #�� '��p7�� 0o��� �T��� �¤��7 ���+ ���5�o� ��BW��5� ���� 4{�� )7। �tB�� 
*[����� 0�5 �T�� �)��+� ��B�~��� (�� A�o�S 0q�" A���7। #�� 0����� ����-� �B�Z� 
'W�U ��o। #��� #� *É��( '��� ��7 0����� G�B�� �T� (�� J���=/" 4�B�)� ���� #�� 
������= J�� P����7 '5�� ���� 4t����� 0o��� �s����� ���। 
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 (���� ���K��� ��� '������� ����6��� >������/> 0��� 4WBS�� ����� Z�� 
4����" ��� )�7�,���। ���� �N�+ H��o ����+ ,�+�,���। W����7 #����� ���o*� #�� 5�,����7 
�5�7 J�� ��5�,���। W����7 '�����)� #�� ����S �-����)"�( (��-#�-#P) >�����B ��� ��� 
'g�~� 'W��� 4�Z� {)" ����,���। ��� ���� ����,� 4����� ���,��� ���।  
 

 # ��7 �T� #��+ 47B����� ���/� 0��� ��� ��>। (�� ��� �,� “���5�o� �����)� 
')$���7�+/�� ��� ����,।”  
 

 ?�� '�’� #> ���� �T�� ���5�o� *����o�� 0J ����7 '�7। ��{ ��H�� #���� ��� 
(�I। 1 /���� '��7�� ����� 0� 4�����7� 'W�� ���7 a�� �� ��)�o '¡"�� 4j� '��� 'A��� 
�o�,��� '����> 0����� 
�Ø� '�> '�� ��� HB 0��� ��� ��� A���,, 4����� ��� A����7 ���। 
��C ���� # ��� A��� �� 0��� '�1 H���� �।  
  

\ �W��� '���� ��� \ 
 

���5o )������ ����/�7 0����� �� ���� 4�Z�। )���7 ���D ����P�� Z�� 
���� �����( W����� 0¡�7 'E�� �T� ��K�� ��� ���� )�� # �E� '��� '�����> '�� ��� 
����,��� �। ���5�o 0����� #�+� ��S� �,� '�, '�+� 0����� ��H��� '��। '������ 
����,�> 0�����। ��C )��"� W����7 #���� a�+� ���B ����+ ��E/�B 0����� �� 
Ø ���� 'W�U 
'5���। 0����� '�1 '�1 ���� �� '�p���,���। ����� 0*��� ��E� )�7 ��(7� 4���� 
'����,��� #�+� '*���� ���B �� a�+ '� '+� ��7 )��"�� ���� A��,। ���� ����, ����� ���� 
)���7�� #�� J���B E��। 

 

 #��� ��� �o�� �W��� '���� ���, ������ �o�> 0�X )�7 (�I। W����7 �� #� #P 
���)�� �)����5��7 '���� #��+ 4�� 0��� #� 0�5  �� ��� ���7�,���। #��� 0����� ��� 
'������B� �,� ��� #��� ��। #��� 4������> �,� 0��� ������ 'g�� ��« '������� 
���e�����। '��� ����-�� ���7L ��o�,��� > �� 0� ������� P�K�2�� (��। 0����� �-B �,� 
�T�� ���� #> JKL��/ '��� �B�)���� �����5 � ��7 #�� ���� ( ����N�� ���E �����5 Z�� 
���� � ����।  
 

 ����)��+� ���� �� '���� 1�� ��� 'E�� 0��� G�B ��B�)�� ��� '���� ��- ���� 
0����� ��/��e ��7�5 ���। 0��� H���� '����+ ��� ���� HB �T�� ���7� )�7 1I��। ���� 
)��+ ���� ���� '�����7 ����,���, ��7��+ +B���( ��� ��� ��/S A�� #���,���। ��� 'E�� 
�T��-� ������ '5��� #�� 0����� (�� ���,���। +B���J��� 4{�� )�7 0����� #��+� �� 
#��+ �B�����  �� ��� A��,���। 0����� +B��� �� ��� ��7��+ ',�+ )���7�� E����( �� ��� 
'�� '�� 0����� ���, �,� �।  
 

 +B��� ( ������ �A� '5����=/�"� ,�y�7�7 ����:���� ��7����> �� ��� )(7�� �BE/ 
'A�� ���। a��� ����� G�B�� ����E �������� ��/S #�� a’����� J��� ���B ��o ��7। ������ 
���� 0���7 ������� '��� '��� 0��� J����� ���� E���। 4��+� '� '�� 0����� ���E 
+��5/+ ����+� ���� ���� #W��� a���;���( '��� G�B 0��� ���/� ���। ����� ���J��� �� 
���7 W���� W���� ��5��� ���� A�� ��7। #> W��� '���-�7� �� �T�� �� ��� )�7 '��� 
����� 'A�� �B�5 ���। 
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 (���� ����N� �B�[��[ 'E�� 05� ��������� ��+ 'P� �)��� �� *�+।   > '�’� 
���B ���� �W��� '���� ���, #�� ��o।  
 

 ����:����� #> ����� �T��� 0����� a�+ �B�+���7 �,���। �-�S�� '���� ���, 
#��- #�( �����B� ���e����� �� A�o�S �o�>�7� HB �:�। ���� �� �K )7 ���।  
 

  ?> '� ���� 'E�� ����)��+� ����J��� 0����� (�� '5����=/" �K ���। 4������ 
��� ���o �T +B���J����� ( '��� ��7। ����:���� 0����� 4�Z��� 1�� #�� ��s� ���� 
��ÕH���� �u�� ���। ����   +�7 ��s� ����� '�> '��7�� 0o�� 'E�� '����7 a�+ '��;�� �E� 
)���� �K ���। ��C '����,� ����� -�� 
���� ��� ������� ��,� )+�� )7। ����� ��,� ��7 
�� A��A��। '��� `+�� ���� �A� '5����=/�� ��U ��U ���� 0��� )���� �K )7। a�+ �T 
�B�+���7��> )����7 4�� ��� '��� ��7। ���� ���� ��7+��� 0����� '�������( �A��� 
'5����=/�"� '�������� ���� )7। ��7 4��/� ���e�����> �� '���� 0*��� 0)�। ������ 
0*��� ������J��� ��� �o�� 4����> H��S ����� *�+। 0��� )��)���� �o��� ��/S 
����,��� �। �� G�B( '��5 )�y��� �। ��*/ ��7 ��/S ���e������� ���B ����� ���� ��� 
'����। '��� @+�� ���� ������ '5����=/" �t )7। �T�� �� 0����� 4�Z� 'E�� 0����� 
`ll 5H ����। ��� #��+ '���5� #�� a�+ ��>+ '���5� ���7 0��� #��� '�������� 
���,���। +B����� 0*��� 4�J���  �� )(7�� ���/-" ��/S '�J��� ���� �q� �� ��� A��। 
#��� 0����� G�B�� ��� `l` ��>�P� ���7 J�� A����� E���। 4�A��> )���)��� ��� �K )�7 
��7। ����:����� ����7 ���B�7 0��� �,��� ���> ��। 0����� '��� '�� W����7 �����S� 
��,����, 4�Z�� �,��� ���� '�= ��/S �s�����" ���� '����,���। #��� 4������> �,��� 
JK�� 0)�, ��C ��� ����� ����� 'W�� ��o�। 
 

 �� �tB� )7 )7। �W��� '���� 4a�� W����� ¡�5� ����S P��o। #�� 'E�� #��+ ��A� 
��:� ��)��o� 'W�� ���7 05���� 4�W���� ��� �o�� �5�7 �����,। #> �tB�7 ��:��+�� 4B 
'�� '��� �,� �। ��� ��U 'P�� ��,� '��� ����� ')�+ A��,���। #��� ���B '�1 )�+�,��� 
���I�� W� ���7, ��7�H�� 0��� �)����� ��� ��7 ���y���। ��E 0����� #�H 4�P����� 
���E ����� '��� )�� Hv� ���e����� ��� ��� )�� ���� ������ ��7��7 4�W��� H��7। ��� 
���S $� )�� 'E�� �e ���,���। '���� ��y���� +�����7 #�+ ��7 a W�5 )�7 �5�7�,���। ��� 
��p��o ���y�। ��� '� ���� #�+� )���� W�� P��+�7 4�P����� “H7 �����” ��� ��Wy� H��7। 
����� '� 4B��� ���E ���� 4t����� ���B #�5�7 ��7।  
 

Az{���� ������� ���� 
��-�.��� : '�� 'H���� (4��) ��� �(�� 0�� ��� 1�� 

 

�� �� ��W��� 0�� #������ 
����� ���� H�o�7 ��o�,��? 

1�  %&  ����� H��7��� ���� '���7+� ^�P ���H 'E�� 0���� Az{���� '=���)�� h� 
'�U� '��H���[ '����� ���7 ��I��� )7। ��A/ &  #� �E� W��5 0�� ,��+�� �,���।  @> ��A/ #� 
���� �� 4�)���5 0�6�� ��� 'H����� )�y� #�� >������/ &> ��A/ &  # �U�t� '�� ���H��� 
�)�� 
 

 

 %&  ����� ���A/ '�H� ��� ��/�� �,��। ��-�.����+ ������ V�� 'A|���� ��A� ‘#������ �"�U’ {² 'E�� ������। 
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'��)��(7��/� 1�B�� W�=" ����, �� 'E��> 0��� ��U��� G�B�� �AS� ���,��� '� #�+� 
5��5�� ������ #�� '���� 
������ HB 0����� ���>�� ��p���7 �o�� )��। Az{���� 
'=���)�� h� '�U� '��H���[� ������ �,�� �� ��/� H�H�7�। '�H� �H7�1� �)�� 
(����/����� '�� 'H���� #�� �)���B ��¾��� �,�� #> �B�+���7��� '���� > ����। 
'H���� �H7� #�� 0�� ,�o�( h� '�U� '��H���[ 0��� ��7�H ��U��� 4�P��� �,��।  @> 
��A/’ & -#� ���� 0�� #> �B�+���7� '��5�� ���। ?@ '� ��A/,’ &  ���� �� )�B���� �K )7, 
�� 
W����> 0�� ��U��� �)���� 0��� �� ��/�B '�+�> ����,। #�� H�o�7 �o�� �� ��,�> 
'>। #�+� ��/�B �,�। ��: ��U��� G�B�> ��/�B �,� #+�। ���> #�� ��p���7 ��o�,��। ��,� 
��,� G�B )7��� �����5 ��� ����� ��,����B� G�B 0�5> ��� ��o �5�7�,��। 0����� '��)�� 
��U��� �B�+���7 �,� '�> HB 0��� ��� ��o�। 0��� 0����� ��/�B ����, ���। ?@'� ��A/’ &  
���� �� 'H���� �H7��� Az{�� �6��� ���� ��I��� )��� ���� '�> ��7 'E��> 
����� ��� 
0����� �- 'E�� �K )7। 
 

 1e a��/��5� ��� ��7   -`l ���+ ���7 0��� '+���P�� H��� ������ '� ����7 
)�B���� �K )�7 �5�7�,। 
W����> 0��� ��� ���� ����7 �� )�B���� �K )�7�,, �s7 #+� 
���� ���������B��� �K )�7 �5�7�,। ���" '�����)� '�� ��� #� H�75�7 ����� ����D� 
���/�� ��� �; # H���7 ����D� �� H�75���> #�> ���7 ���/�� ���> 
�W����। 0����� 
��/�B 0��� 0�5> �I� ��� '����,���। ���" ?@'� ���A/� 0�5 'E��> 0�6�� '� K� ��y�, 
'� ��� ��> 0����� ���e ��� )��� �B�����$ ������ HB ����� H5"�� )+���� HB, �� 
0��� ����� ��K�� ��H ���� �I����� ����� �। ���/� 0��� '�> A�o�S 4�)����5� ��7 
'E��> 0�6���� ��� 0����� ��E/ H���� �K ���। ���H> ?@'� ��A/ &  ���� �� )����� 
���)� ��U��� )�B����� ��p���7 �o�, �� 0�����( ��.-�"�W��� 
����� ���� H�o�7 �o� 
���� 4B '��( ���D �,� �। 
 

 ��U��� )�B���� �K )(7�� ��� ���7 �9�� 0����� ���, �E� '+���P� ����,�� 
Az{���� )�X� W�> (Az{�� 'H�� 0(7��� ���5� �.���� �W����)। �9�� ���> Az{��� 
���>�� H���7 ���7�,��।  
 

 0�5> ����,, 'H���� �H7� #�� 0�� #�> �B�+���7� �,���। ��� '��)�� 0��� A�>�� 
���7� �,��, '��)�� ���> 0����� �������� ���7L ��� ����,��। 0�� ��� a�� �)���� 
��H ����,। 
����� ����� ��A� ��/��7 0��� '� #�> �B�+���7� �,���, #+� 4���> )7��� 
H�� �। '����W�5 H������"� ���"� 0��� 0���� �,���। 0��� #�> ��U �,��� #�� #�> 
��U> �����) ����,���। 'H���� �H7�1� �)��( ��� ���u���� 1�N� ����,� “0�� �����) ��� 
'��+/ 'E�� �P�� #��> �(���� ���, #���, #�� �(�� 0��� ���E )�� �������। ” 
 

 �� #> '� a���)��� ��H 0���� ����, #� ��,� 4BB �B�[���[� ��U��� 
G�B���( ��/ ��E/ �,� #�� ����( 0����� �� #�5�7 0��,��, #+� 0���� �����,�� ��? 

 1� #+� 0�� ���� ������ �। ���" ��H����� 0�� ���� Ho���� �। ��C #+� 
��H��� �,� �। #+� �,� 
����� ���। #�� H���� H��-���"� �´ H�o� )�7 ��o�,���। ��,�o� 
4B�B '�b� 'E�� ��U��� G�B�� #J�y�� ��� '� �EB 0����� H��� 1��7 �,� �। '� �EB 
H�� � H��� JKL '�7�� ��7( �� 0����� �,� �। #��� �� 0��� ���� �� �,�� 0��� 
�� #�� ',�����7�� ��7 ����N�7। ����� ������ �;��/ �AS� ���� 4����( �� 0����� �,� 
�। ���H>  
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��.-��W��� 
����� ���� ��p���7 ��o 0��� 0����� ��/�B ����, ���। 4��B 0��� 'W���, 
4B ���>( )7� 0����� �� #�5�7 0��,��। ��� �B�[���[> 7, 0��� �� ����, ��: 
��U���> #> ���� �,��। ���" #+� �,� ��U��� H���� �´, ��U��� H���� 4�:�L� �´। 
 

 �� ���������� 
����� '*�="� '����� �� �A���� )�7�, ��� 0�� ���� A�? 
 

 1� #+� #��+ �����/� �´। '�����  
����� '*�="� '�+� ��7 �� ��7 ����/ A��� E��� 
'� 'H���� �H7� ����,, � 0(7��� ��5 ����,। 0��� H����� ��A�>�� �E� '��� )7 
Az{�� '���� '�£ 'E�� )�X� W�>�7� �º> '���� �E� ���,��। #+� ?d'� ��A/’ &  4���¶ 
a’+�� ���� )�� ����। ��C '��)�� Az{�� '���� '�£� '��� �w ��� �� ��e�;X �,�, '��)�� 
���� '������ '� �º ��� ���। ���H> ��� ��� )7, �E� '����� ��� �����)� ��º 
������ 
�E� 1Y���� )�7�,�। ��’)�� 0�� ��� '�, Az{���� )�X� W�> '�> �����)� �º। ��� #+� ��B '� 
���� 4E/�. ?&'� ��A/ &  '�H� �H7�� '*�="� �A���� ��> 
����� ��� JKL��"/ '��o '7। 
 

 �� ?&'� ��A/ &  '�H� �H7�1� �)�� �� ����Z���� �����*�+ g�c��+��� ��5�I� ��f�� 

��� ����� '���� '��£ '5�� #�� 
����� '*�=� ��I ����? 
 

 �� ?@'� ��A/ &  ���� ����7 )�B������ ��� ��(7�� ��> 0��� Az{��� 0����� 4��Z 
��: �B�+���7�� )��� ��7�,���। 0��� 'W�� '����� '�, �� ��o� �B�[���[ ����:� 
���)� �7�w� +B��� �,�। 0��� �,��� '=���)�� ��� a’��>� a��L। 0��� '�����, 0����� 
)��� '��( +B��� �,� �। #�� '�� 4���( 0����� 4E/�. h� '�U� '��H���[� )��� �,� �। 
>�� ����/> h� '�U� '��H��[ ����:�� A�� ���� ��� 4������ 4�> ����:�� ���I�7 '�7� 
)�7�,�। 0����� )��� ��� �,� ��,� ��>�P� #�� #� #� �H ���� 
D���B� 4�। W��� '��( 
4� �,� �। 0��� ���E> 'H���� �H7� 0��� ����। 0��� 0��� ��� '����� '� 0��� ��� 
'=���)� ����� #� �W�� 4�Z� ��� #�� #> 4�Z�7 ��� +B��� 0��, ��)�� 0��� +B�� 'I���� 
���� �। ���" +B�� IB������ �� '�� 4�> 0����� )��� �,� �। +B�� 'E�� a ��+� '5��� 
,�o��> 0����� 4�� G�B ���� ����। �� 0��� ����S ���� '�, 0����� � #���� 'E�� 
��>�� A�� ��(7� 1�A. #�� ����� a��L 'E�� ')$���7�+/�� '�� ����� 1�A�। # ,�o� 0����� 
4��Z 'H�7���� ��E '7� 1�A�। ��E ��7 ����� �B����+� �����7 ����� ���� ��(7� 1�A�। 
0��� '��H� �E�� '5��� �����*�+। '���� 'W������� ���� 0��� ��A/ ��� '5���। ��" ��� 
��7��� �,��� #�� 0N�)� �� >y� '��� 4E/�. ?d'� ��A/’ &  #� ���� h+� �� %+� ��/S ��7��� 
�,�। �����*��+ '�|p�, 0��� ���> �P���c �����। #�� ��,� �� �$ 0� 4�P��� #�� 'H�7�( 
�,��। #> �P����c ���S '7� )� '�, 0��� ���WX ��� ��We )�7 Az{�� �-�� HB ����:� 
���)�� ��K�� 0q� A����। 0����� 0q��� ��� �-B��� �,� '��+/ #�� �B�[��[। #> 
����S '7�� ��7 0(7��� ���5� ��,� '�u�u6 0����� ���E #�� '��5 ���7�,��। #> '�� '5� 
?d'� ��A/’ & -#� �E�। ��� 0��� '��H��� ��7�,��� '��E�7 �� *�+�,���। 0�� #���� H�� 
��7 ���� �)� *��� '�����। 0�� +)� '�7�� ��7 0{������ '���o 0��� H���� (�� #��+ #� 
#� �H ���/ P�7�� #���। 0�� '��( ����� H�� *����7 'P�� '5��� #�� 'H���� �H7��� 
����:�� '�����)�� 4�Z� �;��/ 4��)� ����� #�� '�W��� 0����� ���� ��7��H� 
�����।  
 

 ?&'� ��A/’ &  �� )7 'H���� �H7� ����� �K ���� '� '����� #�+� '*�="� �A�� ��� 
�����। � ������> �tB�7 �����*�+ g�c��+�� 'E�� #+� ���� ���। '�� ��7�H 0(7��� ��5
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'��( � ��7 ��� �.�� )�7 1�I�,��। ��p��� ���B �,�� ��P�� �K� >����, 0��1� �)�� 
�� ��7���, )�X� W�> #�� #� 0� ���2��। ����( �9��: ����C ��7�,�� '� '��$(�� 
�U�t�� ��- ��,� �A���� )(7� 1�A�। 4������ 'H���� �H7� �� ���� ��� #��+ ��o�( 
���� ��� ���। ?&'� ��A/’ &  �tB�� �� Az{���� �����*�+ g�c��+�� 'E�� �A���� )� 
'H���� �H7�� (�.���� '�H�) W�="। 
 

 �� 0��� ����� ��A�>�� W7��) ��� '��E�7 #�� �� ��*�I� )�7�,�।  

 1� �E� W7��) ��� )�7�,� �����*��+   > #���,’ & । � ��7 'H���� �H7� 0��� ���E 
�,�� �। ��� `l'� ��A/’ & -#� ��> ���5o A�� �5�7�,��।  
 

 #> ��� ���A��� 0��� ����� )7। G�B �,�� 4�� '�U� '��H��[ �� �$ 0� #�� 
Z��7 ��,� '
y����� '�� ,��, ¡��� #�� 4B�B ���� 4� ��{) ���� '����,��। #� ��,� 
'���H। 0��� ��- �,� ����:� ���)�� a�+ �m�5$। # ,�o� �"/P����� ����� '� '| H�)�H �,� 
'��+ ���� ����� )�7 �����*��+� ��,����, ��7 #�� (�� 'E�� 'W�� 5� ���7 0����� 
#����7 ���� �K ������7�,�। ����� �m�5�$� '� 0�+/���� �,� '�> 0�+/���� ���7( ���� ���� 
���� E���  l> #���, ’&  'E��।   > #��� ����� ��,� G�B ��)��� '����� #�� ��,� G�B 
���W� #� '����� ��� H7����� ���� ���� 0����� ���� 4E�. �����*��+� ����� ���� 4{�� 
)�� E���। Az{��� 0����� ��- #�� ����� ������� �,�� �B��n )�K, ����� ��� 'A|����, 
'�� ��)P�H #�� 4B ��7�H 4�P���। #> 4�Z�7 0����� '���H �E�� ����� ����� ���� 
����:��। �� �T H7����� ���� ���� #������ �����*��+� ����� (�� A�� #���, ��> ��� 
0����� '���H ����� ����� '� ���� ���W��7� �� ��)�� '�1 । �� 0����� �- P�7�� 
���� �K ����। �T��-� '5���� 0*��� �B��n )�K #�� ����� ��� 0)� )��। ��)P�H 
A�� 0��� '����,��। �����*�+ ',�o 0��� ��+7�� ���� A�� #���।  

 �� �� 0���� '��+ ��H �,��? 
 

 1� 0��� ��7 ���o ���’� �� �,���। #> ���� ����:� ���)� ��"/�U ��� ���A��� 
����,���। �m�5�$7�� ��II� �� ')���n�� 'E�� (��� ��- #> ��� ���A��� ����,� (��� 
'H��,) 

 �� #> ���� 0����� ��� 4� �� �,�? 

 1� 0����� ��,� ��>�P� �,�, ��,� #� #� �H #�� a�+ �� >�~ �+/�� �,�। #> �+/�� 
a’�+� '��( 4����� �B��Z�  aiming sight �,� �। 06��H ,�po�� )�।  

 �� 0����� ��- )��)� '�� )�7�,? 

 1� 0����� ��- '�� )��)� )7�, (��� ��- ��H )��)� )�7�,� ��( ��� �����, 
��� ���B� 4�� '��� �,�। >������/ h> #��� 0� #��+ ��� ��*�+� )�7�,�। �� ������)�� 
#��+ �� �����*��+� ��7 #� ��>� 1��� #��+ �u�= W� ��� ��� ��7�,�। ������)�� ��e 
�,� #��+ f�+�। �������� (��� #�� �o�7 �)��� ���WX Z�� 4�Z��� 0����� G��B� ��U 
0��� '��5����5 ���yX )�7 ��o। 0�� ��7�H 4�P����� ������)�� ����-���B�)� (�� 
0q� A������ HB ���� '�1 �� #J�� 1.���)� )�� �। ��� 0��� �E� '������� '�� 
����� ��� 'A|���� ��,� G�B ��7 0q� ���A��� ����,��, ��C �u����/ )�� �����। 
1��C #> 0q� 
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���A������� ��7� ��7� 0�� ������)�� J���� �)� )�7�,��। #�� 4�Z�7 0�� ��H ��� 
 lH G�B ��7 %> #��� )�(����� )��a ��¹�, ��7� ���)� #�� >^ '�U� '��H���[� 
��7�H ��-�$-0��) ���� h-`l ��� ���7 �u�= W�� 4�Z��� ��� *��+ 0q� ���। 0��� 
0q�� ��7 ?lH ������ ( H �B��n (  H ��������)) �)� )7 #�� ���� � '��^ ',�o 
�����7 ��7। 

 �� �����? 

 1� ����� 0�� �����*�+ m��H� Az{���� ��� ���/�� ����,���।  l> #���’ &  ��� 
'���� ��� '�����)� ��+7�� ��������� ��� 'E�� 0����� (�� 0q� ���� 'A�� ���,। 0�� 
��> �B��n ������¢��� 'A|������ ��,� G�B ���7 ��+7�7 �������� ��I����।   > #��� 
'W������ 0�� ��H ��+7�7 ��������� 4�Z� ���� '����। � ����� ���� h-`l ��� ���7 
�B��n (7��� 0���� ��� ��I��� ��� '���� ��7 ��� 'E�� 0+�� G�B ��7 �����*�+ 
0q� ����,; �B��n )�K JK��K�� 0)�, '�� ����� ��� 'A|����� '�� ��� ��(7� ���y 
�। # ����� '��7 0�� (7����� ������ “0����� '������ #���� ����� 'A�� ��, ����Z�� 
W��W��� 'H� �(, 0�� 0��,”। ���� %+�� ���� 0�� �����*�+ #�� '�|p,�>। (��� �5�7 0�� 
'�H� �H7�� ���E 47������ '��5�����5� 'A�� �����। 
 

  ��� 0�� ����� ���>�� ��,� ��� 0��� �����। '�� ��)P�H�� ��*�+ �$�P�c 
4�Z� ���� ����� ��-" � 0��� �����*��+� �$�P�c� ���> ��,� )+�� ����। 0��� ���> 
�����*�+ 'E�� ��+7��� #���� )���। #�� '��� 'E�� ���> ��6�� �(� )>। 0��� ���E G�B 
�,� ��7 _@lH (�.���� >�� 0� ����� #�� '�U� '��H��[�))। 
 

 0���  ?> #��� ��6��� '�|p�,�,���। � ������> ��«�> )�7 ��U����+ '�|p�,। 
��U����+�� 0��� �$�Pc '��� �� �)��,�o�� �B�+���7 ')$���7�+/� Z�� �����। '�� ��)P�H 
�T� (�� 0*�� ')� A���,�। ��C ������)�� �B��� 0q� �+�� E��� aK) ���� �����/� 
'�7���o� ��� Z�� �$�Pc '7। '��� 'E�� ��� >�x�7���� ������B��7 #������ ��E/�W��� 
�$�Pc ��7 �T� '�������� ����। '�= ��/S 0��� ���/� '�������  _> #��� '�� ��)P�H 
��� ?ll #� ��,� '��� G�B ��7 �)��,�o�� 0��� ��U ����� )। ,��+ 'W�5�� �B��n 0P��� 
����� (0�+/����) 0��� ���, � ������ 0��। �U �S� ��)�� ��� �B��n 0P��� ������� 
'�H� �H7� 0��� ���, ���I�7�,��। ���� 0��� G�B��� ���WX Z�� ���WX 4�P����� '�u�L 
�$�Pc ��� ��I����। 

 0��� �-���B)�� '��� Z�� 4�Z� ����� '�J�� �,�� 

  । �B��n 0P��� ������� '�u�L ��7  ll G�B ��U����+� ��5o���। 

 ?। �B��n ������¢��� 'A|����� '�u�L  ll G�B ��U����+� ��BZ�� ���o*��+। 

 `। '�� ��)P��H� '�u�L ��7  ll G�B ��U����+� ������ ��BZ��। 

 _। ������� ��������� '�u�L ��7  ll G�B ��U����+� �����,�o #������। 

 4������  @> #��� ������)� ��U����+ �)�� '�|p�, ��7। ��H� ����� ��7 �����))��� 
0)�� ��� 0��। 

  d> #��� #� ���B 0����� ���> ���/� Z�� 4�Z� ���। �B��n (7����� '�H� 
�H7�� ���/�����7� ���5o ���I�7 ���7�,���। ��� �B��n ����� ��� ���)� ��7 ��5o� '�^ 
)�1�H 
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#�H 4�P����) #� f�+� ������)�� (�� ��p���7 ��o। 4�BS �P���� ��U �B��n ����� 
������)�� 4�P����) ��7 ?lH ��� G�B�� �)� ���� ��E/ )। ���� G�B �����7 ��7। 
4������ 0����� ���e���)�� ��- '��( -7-�� )7�। �B��n ����� ������ ��� *��+�� 
�P�� 0��।  &> #��� ������)�� ��7 ?lH G�B #��+ �~����5 '��� ���� '����7�,�। 
�B��n ������¢��� (� '��� �,��। ��,�-" ��> �������� ����� '����,� '� ���� 
���e���)�� �-���B�)� ��,����, A�� #���,। ��� '���� J�� ',�o� ��K ���। ��C �B��n 
������¢��� ���( A�� ����,��। �;�/ �~�+ ��� #����7 A�� 0�� ���> ��� J�� A����� �K 
����। #�� �~�) 4������ ������)�  �� )�7 ��7। ��7�H ������ ��E/ )�7�,�। #> ���� 
���e���)�� ?H ��� 0)� )�7�,��। 

  h> #��� ��� '���� a’�+ �~ ( #��+ j�$����+ G�B ��7 �AU� �� ���7 4{�� 
)�y�। '�� ��)P��H� ��,� G�B )I�. J�� ,��o ���। 

 ��� '���� ��,� -7-�� 
���� ��� ��,� )�+ ���� �5�7 �$�Pc ��7 '�� ��)P��H� (�� 
0�+/���� 0*�� )��� E���। 1W7 ��-� ��*�=/ '�� ��)P��H� '�� -�� )7�। ���, ��� 
'����� ��,� -�� )�7�,। ��C ����� A�� 0����� (�� q�� ��o�� E���। 
 

  h> #��� ����� `+�7 ������� ������� ��p� �� ��7 ����� ,�o�� ������)�� d �+ 
A��� G�BW��/ g���� 1�� #B����� ���। #> #B����� `l 'E�� _l H ������ �)� ( a>-
���+ 5�o� ¤�� )7 । 

  % '� #��� ` +�7 ��� '����� #��+ �o ����� �� �B��n ������¢��� 'A|����� (�� 
���o*��+ �B���W��� 0q� ���। ��� '���� � ��7 #��+ H�� 'E�� ���+ �+/�� ,��o�,�। ����� 
���)"� �B���W��� 0q� A����7 4{�� )�y�। #�� ����Z���� �B��n ������¢��� ��,���> 
E���� ����,�� �। �� �B�c ��7� ��c� 0�a� �� (h� '�U� '��H��[) 4�+����+� )���7�� 
'���5� )��� ���� ��7 ����� ‘0�� J�� A����7 ���y 0�� ���� G�B��� ��7 ��,� )�+ ��’। 
�B��n ������¢��� ��7  ll ���e���)� ��7 ������ ��,� )+��। ��C �B�c ��7� ���c 
0�a� �� ������)�� '���� 0*��� ��" )�����। '��� ��c� 0�a� �� ��c��� ����� ��� '¡� 
1���� ���7�,��। ?l'� #��� '�� ��)P�H � Z�� �� #�� ��c�� �,X '��)� 4������= #�� ��,� 
'5�����K� ��7 *��+�� �P�� 0��। 
 

 � ��> 0�� '�� ��)P�H�� ����� ���I�7�,��� ���H� 1�H����� 0����� 
��E/ ��H 
���� ��- �� �����7� HB। '�� ��)P�H �V ��� ����� ��/S '�|p�, ��� '��� '�, ����:���� 
���H���� >�����B> )�� ��� ��7�,। 0�� 0��� ��� '���� ������)� ���H���� ��7 �)��,�o� 
���� 4{�� )�y। ? '� #��� ������)�� #��+ '��;�� �6��W�U� ��� Z�� '�� ��)P��H� 
(�� ��p���7 ��o। ��*�=/ �������� ��,� )�+ A�� ��7। 0����� '�� -�� )7�। 
 

 ?`'� #��� ������)�� ��7 ?ll G�B ��U����+ 'E�� �)��,�o� ���� 4{�� )�y�। 0�� 
�B��n ����� #�� '�� ��)P�H�� ��I���� ������� ���� HB। ?_'� #��� �����,�o ��� Z�� 
4�P���¤7 ��� ���)�� ��������� )। #> ���� ������)� '�� ��,� -�� 
���� ���।  
 

 ?@'� #��� ��� '���� �AU� �� #�� ��/7�� A� ��H�� )�7 ������)� �)��,�o 4�W���� 
4{�� )�y। ��)�,�o 0����� �B�+���7 ')$���7�+/�� �,�। 
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?d'� #��� �B��n �����, �B��n ������¢��� ( '�� ��)P�H�� ��,�+� ���,�7 '��� 
�����। � ������> �B��n ������¢����� ��7��A� ��H��� �o ��)��o� (�� �$�Pc ��� 
����,���। ���" � �E> ��� '����� 4{�� )(7�� �9��B #���� �,�। '�� ��)P�H�� �$�P�c 
������ ��H��W/ ���� 0q��"� HB #�� ��7�H� �B��n H����� ��)���B� HB। �B��n 
������� ��I���� �o� ��E ������)"�� 5���E K� ���� HB। 
 

 ?@'� #��� 'W������ )������� ���)� ����)� ���� #�� �������� ������ ���5 h/ l H 
'��� ���7 '��� '��g��� ��I����। #> ���+ W������ ���H���� 0Ù�7 ���� ��o�,�। 
'�|W�5B��� ���H��� �� #��+ )��� '��+ ��(7��� �B�: �,�। '��� ���+/ �����7 0��� ��E/ )7। 
0����� ���+ ��� ')$���7�+/�� �)��,�o�� '�|p�,। � ����� '���  ?-`l ��� ���7 �B��n 
������¢��� 'A|����� 4�Z��� (�� ���H�� 0q� A����7�,�।P�� 1W7 ��- ��*=/ '��� ��7। 
0q��� A�� ��o�� E��� ���H���� �- 'E��। ���H�� �,� ���B�7 4��। #> 4�Z�7 0�� '�� 
��)P�H�� ��7  lH G�B ��7 �B��n ������¢����� ��)���B ���I�7�,���। '�� ��)P�H (��� 
'�|p�,> �$�Pc ��7 �-ZB�� 0q� A����� E���। ��C �B��n ������¢��� ��� ��E���� J�� 
P����7 ��(7�7 �WX �WX ��E ��,� )�+ 0��। 0� *[� J�� �����7 '��  ��)P�H  @lH ���H��� 
)�B� ����,���। ��C 4�� ��- �� ������ 4{�)B ��� 4���B ���H� ������ '�1�7� �� ���� 
���� #�5�7 0��� E���। '�� ��)P�H�� ���H��� A����� 'E�� �*�� 'P���,�। ��� '��7 �B��n 
����� #�� �B��n ������¢��� '�� ��)P�H�� 1��� ��� 0�� HB 4{�� )��। 0��� �� 
')$���7�+/���� A������ �$�Pc ���� ���,���। #�� ����Z���� ?&'� #��� 4���¶ `+�7 
������)��    #�� ��x���� ?�+ '��;�� �)����5 ��7 #5�� �� ���H� �B���W��� 0����� (�� 
0q� A���7। ������)� d�+ �+/�� ���7 0q� A����� E���। A������ ��� 0J 0� 0J। 0�� 
�B��n �����, �B��n �����, P�K� ������ #���� W�5 ��� ���7 �)��,�o ')$���7+/�� �-� 
���� H"B 0��" 'A�� �����। ��� '���� ���H���� ��7 q��5� 4{�� )�� E��� 0���� 
����� ��7। 4EA 0q� ���)� ���� HB 1����5� '��( W��� �+/�� 0��� ���, �,� �। ��� 
�Ð + �Ð ��>�P� ( ����B )���� '���5� ���7 0q� A������। �B��n ����� ��� #������ 
��� ���� ���� �T� J���� �)�� )��। �u��� ���� J��� ���B �(�� P�K� ( ����)� ¨�>W�� 
0���� 5��o�� �B��n ������� �u���) ��7 ���5�o �P�� #��। �B��n ������� �u���) 
���5o '��� ���� G�B�� 0��� ���, A�� 0��। 0��� �� #�� #� 4�Z�7 �,���। �� 
0��� ��: ���)� ��7 � ����Z���� ��,� )+� �9� �,� �। ��> �tB� ��/S 0q� A����7 '��� 
)�7�,�। � ������ ����� 0���� �)��,�o ',�o ��: G�B ��7 0��� ��5o�,�o ��� Z�� #�� 
'�|p,��� #�� �$�Pc ����। 
 

 ?h'� #��� ��5o�,�o 'E�� 0�� '�H� �H7�� ���E 47������� ���B�� '��5����5 ��� 
0����� 4�Z�� �E� �/� �����। ��� ������)�� #��+ �� 0����� 4�Z� '��� J>���� )�7 
���5�o� ���� 4{�� )�y�। 0�� 0��� ���)� ��7 J>������ �$�Pc ����। 0����� �� ��e 
�,� ��7 _@lH। 0�� ����,�o� ��H�� ���5 '��� �����। ��H� 0����� ���E '��5 ����। ��� 
0��� ��U ���� 0���A� ��� �5��� ��: ��e ��7�5 ���� ��� H���। ��H� ����:����� 
������� ����। ��{ �5 1�H��� 0����� ���E '��5 ���7�,��। A���� 1�H������( )7� 
0����� ��)���B '����। ��C ��H� ����� ���7� ���������� HB ���� 0����� ����- A�� ��7। 
���H��� '�� ��,� 0�5> 0����� �T )�7 ��p�o�7�,�। 
����� ����� ’��� �5 1�H��� 0����� 
��/���W��� ��)��B ����,। 
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?%'� #��� ���� '�H� �H7� 0����� ���5�o A�� 0��� ����। ���" >�����B ������)�� 
#��+ �� ����)�+-�)7���� )�7 ���5�o� ���� 4{�� )�y�। 4�� �� ��W��� m��H q��5� 
0*�� )��,�। 0� #��+ �� 0����� ��,� ��,� 0��,� J>��� ���5�o� ��E। '�H� �H7� 
����)��+ �B��n (7����� ��I��� #�� 0����� A�� 0��� ����। 0�� ?%'� #��� �(7�� 
)�7 ��� ?+�7 ��: G�B ��7 ���5�o '�|p,���। `l'� #��� ���e���)�� ��� '����� ��/� 
(����/� ���� 'H����) #�, #, �H (����  ���5�o 0����� '��� '5�� #�� Az{���� ��: 
������� ���। ��/� (���� ��� ���� )��। 0���� ���/� ���� '� '�� �����> 4S�: 0���  
a�� ���5o�� ��e ����� HB, ���� ��� ���) H���) ���> ������ W���� 0¡7 ��� ����। 
 

 0�� �B��n ������¢���, ������� ������� #�� '�� ��)P�H�� ����� ���)� ��7 
�B��n (7���� ��)��B��E/ �)7����� ��I���� ������)��� ������� ����। 1W7 ��- ����� ��*=/ 
)7। ������)�� #��+ �m�5$ �� ��� 'E�� ���5o 0q� ���। ?�� '� 0����� ���5o )����� 
)7। ���> 0��� ���> W����� ���K�� 0¡7 ��� ���B )�7�,���। ��7 �� �tB� d+�। 
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��� �������� ����N�-'�7�����-���� 
 

������� 1.� ����� 

`। _E/ '�U� ( 4B�B ���)�� ����N�, 
'�7�����, ���� 'H��7 ��� ������� 

��-�.���� �m�5�$7�� �����  

'������P  %&_- %&@ 

 %&  

  

 %'� ��A/  %&  0���� ���� '������ 'E�� A��E/ '�U� '��H���[� ')$ 4�P� ����N��� 
���� ��� )7। 0�� ??'� ��A/ 0��� �������� ����� ������� '��� ����N� A�� ��>। #�� �tB�  
���o ���+�7 A��E/ '�U� '��H���[ �5�7 '��5�� ���। >1��+ '�|p,�� ���E ���E> ����� ������ 
0��� G����� '�� 1�¤�। 0��� H��� ������ ��x������ ������ #�� '5��6�H 0�+/���� ���)� 
'�U� '��H���[� A����/�� ����� � ��� '���5� ���5�7 4�Z� ��7�,। ���/� '���> ���>�� 
)�B� ����। ��x����� '������ �-�� 4H�)��� #�� ����D� ��7�,। ��x������ ���/������ _E/ 
'�U� '��H���[� G������ �� ��m 4��S�= ��� '�p�� 1�I�,�। 0�� '�|p,���� ��U ��U ���� H��� 
A�7 #� ����� �� ��/�B ? 0�� ����� ���/ E���� ���/� ���7 #�� 0��-��E/ �)�� �¤J ���� 
���/� ���7 ����� ��S ���। ���� ��� ?`'� ��A/ ,��+� �� �,�। ?_'� ��A/ ���� &+�7 0�� �E� 
4�P�� �����+/ ��� '�P+B�[ ��/� ���H� )�7�� ���� ���,। ��� A��E/ '�U� ������ 4�P��� �,�� 
#�� ��x��� �,��। '�P+B�[ ��/� ���H� )�7�� �� 0���� ������ 'A�� ���� '� 0��� '������7 
��� ��� ���� )�7�,। #�� >1�+ ���t �� ��=�7 0��� 0���A� ����। ���> 0�� �� 0��� 
4�P�� '���� > ���� 1�-����� ��H ���� ��y��� ���� ��7 ���o ��+�7 �� ���H� )�7�� �� 
'$�� ��I���। 0�� 4�P��� �W�� ���� '��� ���H� )�7�� �� 1�¤�। ��� 0���� ���� HB ���� 
#�� H�� '� 0���� JKL��"/ ���H� ��7�L ��7 0H> ����N� 'E�� �(� )�� )��। 0�� 1�� ����� 
'� V��� ��� )7 0�� �s7> ���। ��� 0�� #��� )7 #���, #�� 0��� ��7�L '��� ���� ��y, 
#����Z�7 >1��+ 'E�� 4B ��75�7 ���I�7 '�(7� )7��� 0��� ��- W�� )��। ���� 0��� ������ 
'A�� ����� �B�+���7�� 0��� 4�P��� 0�,, �������( ��I��� '��� ����। ��,�o� >1��+ ����� 
������� #W��� ��I��� )7 �। 0��� �e�B �� ��� ���� �B����+� ���> JKL��/ '� HB 
'������> '��� )��। 0�� ���� A�>��� 0���� �� ���� ��7�L ���7 ��I��� )�y। ��/� ���H� 
)�7�� �� ���� '� ��� #���, �����+� ����� 5� ��� H�75�7 Â���²��� ����= �.�� ��7�, 
#�� ���/��/� ��¾ W��� ������� 4��� ��7 �B��� W��� ��)��B ���, 0��� ��� 0�, W��� 'E�� 
'�� 4�������( )�y। #> �� ���� 0���� _E/ '�U� '��H���[� #�+� '��;�� ��7 '���� '��� 
)��। #�� ����� �� ���� )��। 0�� H��� ����� #�+� '��;�� �� ���� �� '�� H��7� 
'�H��� '���� ��I��� '��� ����। �����"� 1�-��� #�+� '��;�� ��7 ��( ��7 �। 0��� 
�e�B ���H� )�7�� �� ��,�+� 4���� )�7 '5��। #�� 0���� ����, �I� 0�, 0�� �� #�� 
0�� 0���� #�+� ��� '$�� ��I��। ��,�-" ��� ��/� 0��� 0���� '$�� ��I��� #�� ����, 
�m�5$ �������� ���, >���� ��P #�> 0���� '$���,। 0���� ��7 ��/� ���H� )�7�� �m�5$ 
�������� ���, '5��। �m�5$ ������ 0���� '���> ���� 0�� '����� HB> 4��-� ���,���। 
����= #�+� JKL��"/ ��H 0�, �� #���� ���� ,�o� 0� '�1 �;X ���� ����� � #�� '�> HB 
0�� '������> ��/��A� ����,। 0�� ��� ���� 0���� ���� ���� �। ��� 0��� ����, '����� �� 
#�H ���7� 0�P���� #> HB ����� ��� )�7�,। 0�� g�� ,�o� �����5�� >��0�-#� #��+ 
'��;�� 0�,। #> �o 'P��/ #� '�uL 

 

 
 

* ����� '�����P #������ ���A/ _E/ '�U� '��H���[ '���� > ���� �)���� '�H� ��� �,��।  
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'�(7�� HB #�H ���7� ��U��� 4�P����� �����। ����> #���� ��U��� 4�P��� ����N��� 
���� 0�� # �B����� ����� ���� ����।  
 

 0�� ����� ������ '��� 0���� )��>। 1��7 �� 0� '> �� ��+��� ����� ���, 
0��7 ��� '7� ��7 '�+���> 0��� ��- �U�। 0�� �m�5�$7�� ��P�� �����, '� ���H� W�� 
0���� ���y ��� #�+� '��;�� ���7 �� )�� �। '��;��� 'A�7 '��� G�B 0���� '�7� ')��। 
0� ')$ '��7�+/���� ��U '��5����5 ����� HB #�+� ��e���� (7����� '�(7� ')��। #,�o� 
'��)�� 0�� 4�� a�� #�+� JKL��"/ ���H ���y। '��)�� 0��� g�� #� HB 
7��q7 W��� #�� 
)���� 4��� #�� �+/�� >�B��� #�� ��E� ����� '5�����K� '�7�� 4���� '�7� ')��। �m�5�$7�� 
��P �E�� ����, '������ '� ���H� HB ��I� )�y, ���� #�� W��� 4����� ����� )�� �। 
0�� 1��� ����� '�, 0�� '� JKL��"/ 4�Z�� �E� �A��� ����, ���� 0��� ������ �� 
4����� #> ��: W��� 4����� ����� )�� ����= ��� '���� ')$ '��7�+/�� 'E�� ��o����o 
��)��B ����� 0�� ��। 0��� �e��B �m�5�$7�� >���� ��P ��W�$ )�� #�� ��/� ���H� 
)�7���� ���/� ���� 0��� �� ��7�H �� '� 0���� ���7 '�(7� )7। 0��� ���{�$7�� ��P� 
��, 'E�� >1��+ �P�� #���। #��> �B�+���7�� #$H�+B�[ �B��n 5PP���� (#� '�H�) 
'$�� ���/� ���7 ����� ��: �B�+���7 'E�� '��, '��, ?@l H�� �� G�B�� 0�P� 
'��;���� #���� ���� HB। 

 5PP���� ��� ����� '�, �B�+���7�� W��� 4��� ���� 0�, �� ��7 �(। '5�����K� 
#� W��� '�� ���� #���� ��� ��� ��7। 0����� ?d+� 5�o� �m�5$ 'E�� '�(7� )�7�,�। �� 
'����> ���� #�� 4��� ( G������ G��� ���� �tB� )�7 '5�। #> ��7 0�� #�+� 4
�W���� 
*+� '���� ��>। ����-" ��/S 0�� #�� 0����� '���H ���� )�y��� ��-" ��/S ���H� 
)�7�� #�� 4B�B �m�5$ ^�P #� 4�P����� ��� �-B ���� E����। 
 

 0�� ?_'� ��A/ �tB� ���o ���+�7 ��(7�� HB G��� )>। �B�+���7� '� ��: ��U��� 
4�P��� 'E�� '5� ���� ���> 0��� ����� ����/ '��� #�� '��� ��� '5�। #��� ���B ���7� 
4�P��� �,�� �B��n ��� (��/��� '�H�) ���� 0�� #> 1���� ����� '� 0�� A�� ���y, 
#�� *��o���� ��,� �>। #� ����> ���7�। ��� '���� 4*+ *�+ ��)�� #> _E/ '�U� #� ���� 
g�� #� ������� ���� �6�: ���� #�� ��� ��7�H )7 ��� ��� �B�[��[ 'E�� '����7 0��� 
#�� 0��� ���E '��5����5 ���� 'A�� ����। �tB� ���o ���+�7 0�� 0��� �W7 ��7 
�����5��� ��E �(� )���। ��� ��7 ?+� 0��>+�� ��7 ��-���o7� �)��� 1���º '�|p,���। 
'���� ��:�7 4�� �B�����$। #> ����t���� HB 0����� #�5��� 4������ )�y�। #> 
�B�����$ W�U�� W�U�� �)��� ���� #�5��y���। �)��� ����� '� ��� 0�, (�7�H ����/� ���,) 
'���� ��-���o7�� ,�� H�� 0����� ���� '�7। )�H�� )�H�� '��� #�� ,�� ��:�7 ��7 ��o #�� 
��� '��� '�(7� )�� �। 0�� '������ '�uZ��7 '������ ���E �E� ���� A�>���। (���> 
0(7��� ���5� ����S #���# ��Y� ��7� #�� 4B ��7�H 0(7��� ��5 #�� ,������� 
0���� H�� '�, ���/ ������ 4�� ��75�7 �������� 0��� J�� A����7�, #�� ����+��� A��A� 
'�£�7 ���/�� ��=� '*�=� ��� )�7�,। ���� 0�( ��� 0����� '�U� '��H���[� G������ 
>y��u�W��� ����N� 'E�� ���� ���I�7 ���y #�� 0��� 0����� '��� '�� �। #> W��� ��7�*[� 
�E����/� )7। >�����B '�H� ��P�7�� H���� (��/��� '�� ��/�), ��� _E/ '�U� '��H���[� 0� 
#�+� '��;���) ��-���o7��� 4�Z� ���,��, ���( *+�Z�� 1��Z� )। ���( ����� ������ 
'A�� ���� ���� �B�����$ #�� 4B�B ����t��� ����7 'P�� )7। ��C ����( ���� 0����� 
4����� ����� ��H� )7 �। ����� ����� ��7 '�H� ��P�7�� H������ �B��; ��>। '���� 0��� 
�E����/� A�� #�� ����� 
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0�� j� W�=�7 H���7 ��> '� '�U� '��H��[ ����������> '��H��[, �� ����� �o�� ��U��� 
H���� HB ���,�7 E���� �। #����Z�7 0����� ���� '�(7� �I� )�� �। 4����= ���� ���o 
��pA+�7 �� '�uZ��7 �B�e�� 0������� 0� ���� � '�(7�� ����S '। 0��� �����5�� ��E 
0��� ?@'� ���A/� ����� �(� �����। ��(7�� 0�5 '�H� ��P�7�� H������ 0���� '$�� ���/ 
��� ����� #�� 0��� ��U 47����� ���P� '��5����5 ����� ���/� ���7 '5���। 0�� ���� 
��+� #5��+�� ��7 ¡��U�� '�|p�,। '��� 'E�� �����5� ����� ��:� 0��� H�� �,� �। �m�5$ 
')$ '��7�+/�� 'E�� 0���� ��� '�(7� )�7�,� '�, �����5� '��� )�� '�|�W���H�� )�7 '��� 
)��। ¡��U�� �W7 ��� ����7 Z��7 ��,� �B�e�� �H���� ��� �����5�� ��(7�� ��:� �9�t 
#�� H��� ���� '�|�W� ��H�� )�7  ��(7� ��7 4E�� 0� #�+� ��:� 0�, '��H� ¡��U� )�7 HU� 
#�� ��)��o� ��B ���7 #> ��:� 4��-��u� �� a��L� 0�� #> '��H� HU��� ��:� ���7 
�����5��� ��E �(� )���। '� ��:� ���7 ��(7�� �E� �,� '� ��:� ����B�5 ��� ��)��o� �E 
���7 �(� )��� #> ��:� ��� ����� �,� ��> 4�� ��� a��� ?+�� ��7 �����5�� �5�7 '�|p�,। 
'���� '��7 $���������� 0�� 0��� ,�1� Z�� ���।  
 

 a���� '��7 0�� #�� '�. ��)��� �����5��� A������ *��� '��� 0�� '��� ����Z�� 

�W����। 0� ��,� '��g�� ���+/ A����/�� ���I�7 ��>। Z��7 �B��e��� ��U 0��� 0���A� ��� 
���� ���� '�� 4*+ '���� *�+�। >��0� #� '� a�+� '��;�"�� �E� 0���� ��� )�7�,���। 
����� '�� ���� '>। >��0�#� #�H ������� #�� 0��� ��7�H ����> �����5� 
#7������+/ 4�Z� ���,�। ����� ��U '��5����5 ��� ��I� '�� 1�� ��>�। ����� 5��� �+ 
5��$/ J��� *��� H��� ������। ��: ��s� ����:�� �B��H�� #�� 4�P����� ����7 A�� 
#���,। Â���²� �� 4������������ '�� �A¶ 0�� ���H '���� �। ?@'� ���A/� ���+� #W��� 
������� ��7 #�� '��g���� ��� '��+ '5�। ��: �B����+� 0��� ���, '*�o���� �� )���।  
0��� �� H�5� 0���� #��� '�|�� ��� ��I��� )�7�,। #�� �� ��,� ���� ����,�, �� ��> 
��EB�। 0�� ��: ���� 47������� ���B�� ')$ '��7�+/��� '��5����5 ���� 'A�� ��� ��C '�� 
'��5����5 )� �। #> W��� a��� ��/S A�� ��7। 0�� #�� '�. ��)��� $��������� ����6�7 
����,���। )I�. 0����� #�� ��� '�7 #� ��x��� 4�P��� #�� '�� ��7�H G�B 
�����5��� ��H��� #���, #�� '���� ����P1 H��� ��� Z��7 H������� 1�� 4�B�A�� 
���,। '�> ���+ 0����� �B��;� �\��� ���7 '�|�W���H�� ���y�। 0����� '��¦�� '�> ���+� 
4�P����� $���� HB ��I�>। #�� �� ���� ���7 ���y� �� '��¦ ����� 0����� �B��; 
0��� 4����� H��7। 4�P����+ �B��;� �W��� 0�� #�� 0��� '���� 1��Z�� ���t 
0s�/���� ���। #� W�� '���7 '� 0�� #��� 0�, #+� '� H�� �। �E����/�7 0�� H��� 
���� '� `  ��~�� '��H���[� '�� ��,� G�B ����+ 'E�� '�|�W���H�� #�� a> �� 0�5 �B�; 
����,। 4�P����� )��W�� #�� �E����/� 0���� ��6)� ��� '����। ��- '� $��������7 
����,��� ��- '� '^5��+ '��E�( � '��� ��H� )��� ����। #�� ��6) 0�( *�W�� )7। 
#��� 05� ���t( 0���� 4��)� ��� )7�। #+�( 4�B�S 4
�W���� ��,�-" ��� 4�P����+ 
��� ���� ��7 A�� ��7। #�� ��(7�� 0�5 0�������� ��x�� '��H���[ �B��; ��(7�� HB 
0�w" H��7। 0�� ��(7�� 0��� ���7 4�P����+�� ����7 �����। 
 

 '�> ��> ������ Z��7 H������"� ���� 0�� H��� ��> ������ ��,� #�+� W7��� 
4*+ *�+�,। ��C '�1 ��I� ��,� ���� ���� �। 0�: 0�: '������� 0�( ��� ��> '�, ����7 
��� '�����)�� )�H�� )�H�� '��� J�� ��� '��� 'P���, #�� ����,। ���������� 4B�B 
H�75���( ��� ���)� '�> <� u��� 4�B�A�� #�� )�B���� A����7 ���y। )�H�� )�H�� '��� ���� 
',�o H� 
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��pA���� HB ��>�� A�� ���y। ��� '����)�� +B���, ���� #�� 4B�B 4��� ��7 ���/�=, 
���), ��� H������� 1�� ��/��A�W��� 4�B�A�� ���,। ���� �)� #�+�  ������ ���"� 
)�7�,। 0�� 4�-" ��� 'E�� �AS� ���� E����� 0��� #� ��/B�B ��। 47����� '�+ '����� 
V��� ���7 ')$ '��7�+/���� ��U '��5����5 ���� 'A�� ���� ��5���। 4�� 'A��� ��( '�� 
'��5����5 )� �। ���( 0��� 'A�� A����7 '��� �����। 4�-" �� 0���� '�. ��)��� #�� ��� 
��� '� ')$ '��7�+/���� ��U 4�� ��� '��5����5 ��� �9� )�7�,। 0�� ��o����o '�|�o '5��� 
47������ �E� ���� HB। �� 0�� �E� ���� A�>, �E> 4����� 'E�� ��/� ���H� )�7�� 
����� �B��n 0�H�� ��x��� H��� '�7। ����� ���, '�� �E�> ���� ��� �9� )�y� �। ��� 
#+��� ����� ������ ��/� ���H� )�7�� #�� A��E/ '�U� #� ���� 4�� ����N� 'E�� ?@ ������ ��-
���o7� #���,। ��/� ���H� )�7�� 0���� H���� �� ��,� 
�W���� #�� ��� 0��� H���� '� 
4�� �L� ��� #���� �����5� �����/� 0���। 0�� ���� H����� #��� �� ��S #�� 
0��� #��� E���� '�� ��7�H> �> #�� 0���� �P�� 0��� 4���� '�(7� ')��। ��� H���� 
0���� �����5��> E���� 0��� ����। ��,�-" �� 0�� 0��� 47B������ �E� ���� 'A�� 
���। #��� �B��n 5�PP���� (#� '�H�) ��U �E����/�7 ����� ������ '� �B��n 5�PP���� 
���+ '�� ��x��� 4�P��� 0�,। '�HB �� �E� ���� ���� ����,� �। 0�� ��� ����� �� 
�����5 ���� �� '�H� ��P�7�� H������ (��/��� '�. ��/�) 0��� ��U �E� ���� ����। 
0��� ��,�-" ��� '�H� ��P�7�� H���� 0��� ��U 47������ �E� ��� #�� H���� ������ 
��� '�����)� 5")�B� A����7�, #�� #���  ������ A����7 ���y। #> �E� A��,� ?d'� ���A/� 
�tB� '���7। ��P�7�� H���� '������� ����, '� �� '��� ���� 'E�� �����7 ����N�� ���� #�� 
m�þ"���o7�� ���� 0��,। '�H� ��P�7�� H���� #�� �B��n 5�PP�� 0��� H�� '� 
m�þ"���o7���( ��tB 0> H��� ��� )>7��, #�� _E/ '�U��� #+� ���/��� ���� ��� )�7�,। 
��C m�þ"���o7�� H����� ��tB 0> WU ��� ���,� '�� ����,। #����Z�7 ����� ��"�7 �� 
�� 0��� ���, H��� A�>��।  
 

 0��� ��- # ��´� H��� '�7� ��I �,�। 0�� ��7  ll ��>� a�� 4�Z� ���,। ��: 
��������� 0� '��E�7 �� )�y '� ���t '�� �� �,� �। ���� �)�� ��� ���)� �B��� 5")�B� 
A����7�, #�� 0��� 4�� H�75���( ����,। ��Hv��� '����� ��U #> ��V��/ '�� ��B- 
'��5����5 '> '� ����� ���, '�� 1���� '�। #����� ������ �uÍ�� #�� ��/�B���� 4B���� 
������� ��� 0���� ���o� ���,�। #> 1W7 ����+ ��o 0�� 0��� �AS���e )����7 'P��। 
'�H� ��P�7�� H������ �����, 0���� ��,�+� ��7 ��(, 0�� ��,�-" ��� ��� #�� ��U ��U 
����� '�� ���> '� J�� A����� � )7। '���H�� �����7 ��S ���� 'A�� ��। �AS�7 0�� 
0��� ������ A����/�� ��7A��� ���� �K ����� #�� #� 4�Z�7 �AS�7 ��E� *����� '��� 
��5�। 0�� ��� ����� #�� '�. ��)���( (��/��� �B��n) '���� ��� �,�। 0��� ��U '��� 
��U��� G����� �,�। ����( 1�¤� )�7 0��� �����S� 4��-�7 �,� 4����= 0��� ����� 0���� 
A�o�S ����S ��� ���B ���। #> 4"B��7� ��K�� K�� ��o��� )��। ���( '�� ��Hv��� ���/� 
'�> ��V��/ �,� � ���( �U�t�� '�> &> ���A/� '*�=�� �E� �� ��o '5�। ��� ����,�� “#��� 
*�� *�� a5/ 5�o '���। #����� ��{�� 
������ ��{��।” 0�� '�. ��)����� '$�� ����� '� #> 
��V��/ 0�� 
��� ������ 0�5�B 
���� �����। #�> �� G������ ��� ��( 0H 'E�� 0��� 
0� '�1 ����:��� ��� 0�5� >। 
��� ������ ����� 1�o�7 ��(। #� 'E�� 0��� 
��������� ��K�� ��È� 0�9 �����। �� G������ G��� )�� ��। #�� 'E�� 0��� ����� ���� 
�(� '�� #�� _E/ '�U� '��H��[�� m�þ"����7��� #���� ���� )��। '�. ��)��� '� #> 
���/��� 4��-�7 �,�। 
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'� '�|�o �5�7 ���>�� 0��� �����S� �E� H���7 '�7। ��,�-" ���> 0�� ��� '���� 
�U��a/���� '��5� “H7 �����”। 0�� ������� �E�� ��S ����� #�� �����7 ����� 0����� 
#� 'E�� '� ��{�� �K )� '�+� ��I #�� ���������। ����> ��H�� 
��E/� 1� / '��� '�� 
(H���� #�� �������� ������� HB 0��7
H, 0�E/� �� #�� �� ��,� ������ �B�5 ��� 
0����H/ '�(7�� HB ���� E���� )��। 0�� '���� '���� '�U� '��H���[� G����� ���> 
�ū  ����D 'E�� 0��B��5� �W�� ��7 ���� )�7 0�,। �E�� 47������ '�H� ��P�7���� 
��U '��5����5 Z�� ��� #�� ���� ���/� ��> '� '�( G��� E���। ���� 0��� �����, ����N�� 
��:�� ���� '�7�� �����। ���� 0��� ����� '� 0�� 4�� ��5�5�> m�þ"����7��� '�|p,�। 
>�����B 0��� ��: '��� m�þ"����7��� �(� )��� HB G��� )�7 ��7। 0�� '�. ��)����� ��U 
��,�-���B� G�B ���7 ¡��U�� ���I�7 '�> #�� '���� �$�Pc ��� ���/� ��> ���� 0����� 
��(7�� ��E '�|�W���H�� 'E�� ��x�� '��H��[ #�� ���� ���� � ����। �����5� 'E�� HU��� 
��E ��� �����+�7 0�� 0��� �W7 ��7 �(� )�7 ��>। ��:�7 0����� 4{�� 4�� ��� �,�। 
���" ��: ��:�7 �B�����$ #�� '�� '�� H�75�7 ��:� '��+( '�(7� )�7�,�। HU��� 4�� 
H�75�7 ����+ 5�, '��+ ��:�� 1�� 'P�� '�(7� )�7�,�। #> �� ����t� 0������� '��+ '��+ 
�� ���+ 'P�� ������ ��� 4{�� )�� )��। �� ����t��� ���,> 4�� '��� �����7 '���,� 
0��� �� ���। ��> ���� ����� ���� 0��� '�U� '��H��[ #�� ����� ���� �� m�þ"����7�� 
���� 4{�� )�y, ��> ���� 
�����/W��� #�� �B�����$ ����7 'P��� #�� ��:�*�+ ������ 
���� ��)��B ���। ����� �)�7��7 #�� ��q7��7 0����� ��- �9� )�y� �� ���7� ���B 
#�5�7 �����। #W��� 4�� �²� 5���� #�5��� #�5��� 0�� 'W�� ��pA+�7 ���,�o�� '�|p,���। 
#��� 0��� G����� ��,�-" ��¡�� '7। #��� #�� 0�� 0��� 47������� ���B�� 
m�-"����7��� '��5����5 ���। � 4�:��� ��/� ���H� )�7���� ��U 0��� )7। ��� 0���� 
0��� '� '� '���� �� ��,� �I�I��। '�H� ��P�7�� H����( 0��� ��U �E� ���। '� ��� 1�¤5 
���� ��� #�� H��� A�7 0�� '��E�7 #�� 0��� '� '��� )�y। 0�� ����� W�7� '�� ��� 
'> '�� 0�� 4�� ���, #�� '5�,। ���� 0�� ���7 0��� �(� )>। ���� d+�7 m�þ"����7� 
'E�� �� ��>� a�� �������� '�|p�,। #�� '�H� ��P�7�� H������ ��U 47B������ �E� ���। ��� 
0���� H��, ���� ��+�� ��7 ��/� ���H� )�7�� #�+� �P���c '$���, (0�� ��� H��� 
���� '� ����N� 'E�� ��x�� '��H��[ #� #�+�  '��;�� '�> ���7 0��,�।) �P����c� �E� 
�� 0�� ��P�7���� ���, ��� '���� �� 0�� ��E� 1�¤� )�7 ��> #�� ����� ����D� 
���t ��6)� )�7 1�I। 0�� ��P�7���� ��> ���/� ��> 0��� HB 4��-� �� �। ��7�H 
)�� ��: ��x��� 4�P����� ��/� ���H� )�7���) '{P��� ��� 'P� #�� �� ��x��� G��� 0�, 
��� ��। 0�� 0��� �(� )�7 '5���। ��� ��� '���� m�-"���o7��� �� )�7�,। ��+� ��H�� 
�� ���+ 0�5 ��/� ���H� )�7�� '�H� '(7�H, �B��n 0�H�� �P����c ����,�। 
#����Z�7 '�H� ��P�7�� H���� '�. ���� (��/��� �B��n) '�. )�K (��/��� �B��n) )I�. 
'�> �����7 ���� ��� #�� ��x��� 4�P������ ����� 4� ���/ ���� ���/� '�। '�H� 
'(7�H �H� ��H #�H ������ �,�� ��� ��,�+� ���� '�(7�� 'A�� ��� ��C '�. )�K L��� 
��A��7 ��� '� 'A�� �B�E/ )7 #�� �� ��x��� 4�P����� ���� ���������� ��� '{P��� ���। 
>�����B ���� �U��a/��� ��>�� '� �� ��x��� G��� �,�, ����� ��� ��� #�� ���� ���� '�(7�� 
'A�� ��� ����� A�� ���: ��� ��� )7। m�-"���o7� �T��e ��� ���������� ����� 1�o�7 
'�(7� )7। ���+ �,� ?&'� ��A/। >�����B 0�� m�-"���o7�� 4�� ��X��+ #�� '5�,। 0��� ���)"� 
#�� ��P�7���� ���)� '���   +�� ���� ��\��� )7। 0�� ������ 0��� �E� ��/�B )� '� ��: 
#���� ��e )�7�, �� �T� 0q�" 'E�� �-� ���। 0�� �E��> 4�P������ ��7 #�� G�I� 
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��� ��� �� ������ ������� �� ��� ���!��� ���� "�� ��� #$�% &��� ����'� (���। 
&��� �� ����'�* �#��+ �,� -�, &��� -�/� ���� 01�� -��� ��2� ������ ��� 3��� 
��� ��� ���� �*���� -#����# ��!+ ��4 ��� ������ ��� 3��� ��� ��� ����5 
�*���� -#����# ��!+ ��4 ��� ������ ��6��7 ���। 01�-�9��! -�:� ���(�� -;�� �#��< 
��!+ ��4 ��� ������� ��6��7 ���। 01�-�9��! -�:� ���(�� -;�� �#��< ��!+ ��� = ����� 
��4 ��� �#���< &� ���< /��< ��� ���।  
 

 �� ��������� 3 ����(��� �;� >�<� -��?�� ���@�* ���। &� ��<� ���<!�� ����A�� 
���� B��5���C*� -;�� DE#� "�� ���। -�/�� �9�! ���� ��<� �������9�" 3���� ����� ���। 
�,�C� B��5���C*�� F����!�� ����# ��� F����!�� ��<� & �+��5 �������9�" ��!�5 ���। 
����G ��"����� -�H�I ��<� -��?�� ���* �#���<� ���� DE#� "��� (� ���@�* -��। J��K�� 
����� #��; ���* #�E��� &#��, ��(��"� ��� &��� ��,9#���� 3#� ��!� ���� -�H�I 
(��!��� D�#���M -�(� -(����) -��O -�*। �� ���<� #��; ��P�� -��(���Q� -� #� 3#� 
-�:� ���(��� �,� ����� #��; �C�� "* ��� ��P����� D�� "��"� ��� �*���� ��� 
-�:� ���(�� -;�� �����* ��*। �#��< �"� ��!+ ������� ��R*� ��� "*। B�þ5����*��� &�� 
-�#����� ���#�� #�K -��O����O ���। �� �"���� ���#� �,�� (�� ����। ��� D���+ 
0S#�"�, #�"#� ��� #�E��� �,��। ��� #� #�* &����� #��; �,��। ��� ��� ��FT�* -�#����� 
#�"����� ��<��� ��*�( �,� -�� �#� #����", ����" -��O��, 3#����� ;���-��R*�� �����, 
�F��S#�, &�;!� #�"��� ��� D��+ 0S#�" ��� 0U��� ��* ����,। ��� ����� D*�����#� 
������ ���������� #�7 -(�� ��� �"���� ���#���� ���, ��� ���@�*�, -�, -�(� ����� 
-������V� -�H�I W;! -�K� -��(��Q 
����� ��� ���, ��� B��5���C*� -;�� �#��< ��!+ 
��7�! ����� �X��4 ����,। Y #�* B��5���C*��� &��� #��; (�� ���"� 0�U @����, #�Z� 
��*� ���� ��([��� -����� #�K &���F� "*। ��� ������� &�� &��� �������� #������ 
#��; &��� &�O���� �;� ���। ���� &���� #� ��� #�"��� #"����O�� ���। ���� &���� 
�(\�#� ��� �� ��� �� ��� ���F���* #"�*�� ��� ��*। &�� ����� D����� (���, -� -���� 
0���* ������� ��] -;�� ��� -���� D^�^ &�� ��6��7 ���� ���� ��"�� &�� &��� �� 
������ ����� &��� #�6� R ��4���� ���� ����। &�� �� (���� -�, &��� ���, �� 
-O�����_� &�, �� ��* -��� �� ����7� -#����"��� -@���* ���� ���� �। ���� �� ���!� ��* 
&O������ F�� ��।  
 

 �� #�* B�þ5���C*�� ���� DE#��� ��P��� 3#���� #��; &��� DE��!� 3#���� 
-��?��O�P �C�� "*। ��� ����7���� D�� "���"� "�* &��� ����A� -#�����#� ���� 
�2���#�5 ���। `a-� ��F! B�þ5���C*��� �X�#� �;� ���� "���� F���*। ��� &��� ��( 
3#�� �"�� "। -#��� #%��* ����7����� ��<� -��� ���<! (�;� D�#%�� ��) ��( D�V#�� 
��� b ( �#��"� #" B��5���C*��� &�#। �� ���< &����� DE��!� /��<� �������� ��C ��* 
��� D�V#��#" #� �X�#� ��� ����� O�C� c�# ��� ���। B��5���C*�� 0�� ���� "���� 
&��� F��� ;��� ��� &����� ������ &��� D����� ��4���� "�� ;���। &�� �� D����� 
3 �� ��(�� ��� ��#���� � ���� -��R�* ��� D�� (�*O�* ���d= ��� ��� ��� &� ��<� 
���� ��#��� ��!+ DE#� "R*�� (� ���!� ���। &��� �� ���<� #�K e��� -;�� &O� &� 
���< #���� ���&� ��� �f��* -�K��� ��,� 3#��� -��O����O ��� "*। �� #�g��� ���< e��� 
-;�� ����#���� DE#��� �� ����< ���"��� D������ ��� ���!�7 ��� ��� e���� ���� 
�2���#��5 ���� ���।   
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 &����� ���� ����� &� -�� ���h� �� ��K��� -#����"�� &� -�� ���� #��; 
-��O����O "*�। D��� (�*O� #$�% &�� #?95! D%���� �,���।  
 

 &�� (��� ��� -� -�(� #�V0A�" (��!��� �B�O�i*��) �*��#�" -;�� ������O�P 
��# ��� �f��* -�K��� ����� ����,। &�� &��� (��� ������ -�, -# ��� ���T��* 3#� ��* 
e��� D� ���� ����� ����'� ����,। �� #����� &�� D���* 0�fj ��� �F�+� "�* ��C। ���5 
&�� (���� e����� ����7����� D+���� >�<� �B�Oi 3#� &�,। ��,�C� #�k�(�*� ���"�� 
<����, -O���6�( ���"�� ���� ��� ���� ���"� &�,। �#� D��+ ��4���� ��� &���� 
����^ #�l�। ����< ��� -#�� ��_�� D' #���� 3#� R D^ ��* &m� ���� ���� �,� 
&����� ��4�� Dn���� ��T ���। &��� #�K -�(� #�V0A�"� -��O�����O� -�� ����� �,� �। 
B�þ5���C*� -;�� ������OP ��!+ -�� #��#�� ��7� � ;���* ��� #�K -��O����O ��� D#o� "�* 
��C। D;F ��� #�K -��O����O ��� ���� ��*�(। �� � "�� � #�!���� ��,���� -��� ��� ���� 
�। D�� -FT�� �� &�� ��<� ���� -��R�* ��P�� ����� �����। ����G ��"����� -#� ��P� 
��#�* -#�(� ������OP ���@�* �����। ���� ��7���� ���p�* �����। -�� ��,� ���� &�O ��� -� 
&��� #�K -��O����O ���। ��� #o� "��  &��� #�K -��� ���� D����� (���। 
 

 ���� ����G ��"��� �V�� ��# (��* -�(� #�V0A�" ��� #�7 -#��� B��5���C*�� 
���� &#�,। -�(� #�V0A�" ��� ���"��� ��* B��5���C*� -�:k�, ��� ��� &��� -"i -��*�<!�� 
-���*���C��� &�#। &����� >�<� ���� -��O����O "R*��� &����� ��4 R ����� -��C ��*। 
���� &��� ��# &�����  ��q�S ��!�r� #$�% &���F� ���। &��� (��� ���� -�, ����7���� 
&����� &m�5 ���� ��;T �7�� ��d ��� &��� ����7����� &���5� -�:�� #$�% ���sq5 
��� ��� �#���+ 0��� "� -�, ����7�� ���"� &����� 0�� ����, -"���G�� ��� �� ��; 
e���� ��� -;�� &m� ���� ����। �� ��; &m�5 ���� (� ���� -�/�� ��; O�����< 
&#�� ���� ��� -�/�� ���5 ���C ����t� ���� ���� ��� #��; #��; -"���G������OR ����t� 
��� �X ���"� ����� ����।  
 

 -� ��7�! ��4 ����� &����� &*1��� �,�, -# #� ������� 3#� ����� ���� &��� 
���, 3#� �,� �। -#� (� &�� &��� u��#�� -���� ��� ���"�� D����5� ��� &m��5� 
-��� #o���, -#� (�*O�v����� �i�Vw -R*�� ��6��7 ���। �� #��* &�� (��� ��� W;! 
-�K� �� (� �x���� 3#� ���� ����A�� ����5 (�K���*� �����u� E�i -y�� �"��* �,� -#� 
#� 3#���R `z-� ���F!� �� ��<��!� ��<� E��� &J* ��*�, ��� &��� ���!��� D����* 
&�,। &�� �� D����� ����� ���, -��� ���@�* -�� ��� ������� &�R ����5 -��* ���#�� 
��� ����A�� ������ ������ �"��� ��� ���+ -<?� ��"�C ��� �� (�*O�* �������9�" OC�� 
���!� ���। ����� 0�� �� ���!� ����� -�, ����A� -;�� ��� ���"� ���#��, -�*����� ����� 
F�k������ ���� DE#� "�� ����� -� ������� ��� ��� ���� -�R*� "*। �� ���� &�� ��� ��� 
&�0C�, �#��, ���CF������� ����7�� -#� ���&� -��yv����� ��K��� ���&���� ��_�� 
���� �C�� ��� ���d। �� #���� -��* &�� ����G &�0�U�� (��!��� -�(�) ��@�� ��,� 
-���( ��* ���� ��K��� ���&���� ��* #�g��� ��� �� #� -��yv��� ��P������ ��� -;�� 
��4 ��� ��*। -�K� -��(��Q ���&� ��� ���* (#�����5� #�g��� "����* D�� �*��� 
��� "��"��� �� ��P����� �� #� D��� -;�� �����* -��� ���� "*। �� #� ������� �� 
B��5���C*� -;�� ����A�� -O���� ��!+ &�� #�7 ����� ��4 ���� #�;!� "� ��� ����A� �"��� 
�������(�� ��� ��<� (�*�O�* ��<� ���������" O�C ����। 
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 ������� ���"�0�U @���� ��� #�Z� ��*�� ��FT�* &����� �%� ���]� ��,� #�C� ��R*� 
��*। #����+ &��� #�K &O����� -(�� ���#� ��. #��O��� #�K #���S "*। ���������� 
/<���� #$�% ��R ����� -�� ���5� �,� �। &��� ���, ��7���� (��� -��� ��� &���� 
(���� -� � #$�% ��� ��� 0c!� ��H!���� (����। ���� &�� D^�^ R -O�����_� 
-�R*�� (� D����� (���। ��� #�"����� ���|�� ���* F�� ��। ��*��� �� &��� #���+ 
�����*  ����� -#����"�� z}�� �i� ��� ���t�� -�(� -(���� O�(��� ( �� #�K -��� 
"*। ����R &�� /<����� ��7���� ����5 ���। �� ��!+ &��� -���� #�"��� ����।  
 

 ���� ���#� `/W ������ ����A�� #����+ ���O��� ��< ��!� �� � �( R#��� 
(��!��� D�#���M -(����) ��  ��� #����+ -�:k�, �� &��� #�K ��� -��� "*। ��� �;� 
&��� ���, #����� &����� ��!�� ������� #$�% R*����"�� " ��� ��� ��� ��� 
&O������ F�� ��। ���� �� #%��* &��� -"i -��*�<!�� -���*���C��� ��!� R#���  &���� 
-�(� #�V0A�" -�. ��!� ���� (��!��� -�(� -(����) ��* ��<� 3�@� ���। �� 3�@�� 
&��� ����� ��!�� ������� #$�% #?95! ��� ���� \�� ���। &�� ���� &�R (���, &����� 
-� ��4 &�, �� ���* -��� �� ������"��� -@���* ���� ���� �। D��#I� �%���] -;�� �� D� 
-�� (�*O� -;�� D^�^ R -O�����_��� ������ ���� "��। �,�C� ���� &��� D����� ��� "* 
&��� -�H���* ��([��� -����� #�K -��O����O ��� D�� ��O�O� &����� �������� #���� 
O@ ��� "0� ���� &��� ��"(!O��� 
��H�� ��� ��� ����� #�* ��([��� -�HI ���। ��� 
&����� �4�� ��p�� ����� ��� &O���� -;�� ������ F�� -O��। ��,9�� �� �}� ���� 
�K�%�� -�HI�� 
���� ��� 3#*� (_� �#����� D��*� ��]��� ��� ��(0�U &"����� 
������ ��� �������� #���� O@ ��� "*।  
 

 �� #�* �%���] -;�� ���#�V �� �B�Oi*�� ���� &����� -"i���*�<!�� &�# ��� 
&����� #�"����� ���|�� -�। ��� &�� -FT� ��� &����� #"�*�� ���� ��� -# #�"��� �,� 
O5�। &��� F��d��� "���� ���  ��� 
*�m* "���*�� �<!��। ��� -# #�* &������� ���� 
#���� ��� ����V� ��� #���� v�� #�"��� -�R*� "*। �� �,� &����� ������� -F�* D�� 
O�। �� #��* �B�O�i*�� ���� &������� -�(� �(*�0� �"�� #$�% ��7���� (�� ��� 
���� -�(� �(*�0� �"���� (��!��� �B�O�i*��) #�K ��* &�#। ��� ���, ��� ���"�� 
�Ft &m��5 b� -�K� -��(���Q� ��;T �*��� "�*�, ��� ��� ���� (� ��� ���, D�� 
O�#���� 3#� &�, ��� ��� &���� R -�(� #�V0A�"�� -�(� �(*�0� �"���� ��,� 3#� 
-�R*�� D����� ���। &�� ��� -�(� #�V0A�" �( �( ���"� -;�� >�<� ��4���� -��?�� 
O@ ��� -�(� �(*�0� �"���� ��< -��5 ���।  
 

 �� #�* ������"� &�OP, B�þ5���C*� ��� �����!� �����#�9�" &����� #�g��� 
���"�� R�� ��� ���� &m� F����� ;���। �� &m� ���  *��" _� ��� ��� -�, ���p 
���� } -;�� a /Q� D��� ����� ����<� ��� -���$� ���� ;���। ���� ���#� -��q ������"� 
���� ���"�� #"�*��* -"���G�� ��� O�����<� #�"���� &����� &�OP ��(�� 3#� D���5 
���*। &����� 3#��� �X��� ���� ���"� ��� ,����� #�g��� #�C��� &m��� ���� D#"�* 
"�* &�OP -;�� B��5���C*��� ��,� "�< &�#। B��5���C*���R �X���"�� #��; &����� 
#�g��� ���"�� �Ft #�/q! "* ��� ���� ���#� -�q ��!+ &��� �X�#��� -@���* ���� ��� 
-�q ��!+ �X��� #��(�*� ���"� ���� ���"� ��� -O��6�( ���"�� �Ft &m�� &� �<��� � 
-��� &��� >� ��7�* ��,� "�< -O���। &��� 3#��� ����G &�0�U�� -�H�I &��0C��� 
��# ����# ��� 0�� ����* 
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�������9�" �F� ���। -�(� #�V0A�" ��k� ���"� ��* ��������� ���� F�� ��*। ��� ���"� 
B��5���C*� -;�� �� ���<���* ��4 ��* &�# ��� &��0C� &m�5 ��� ��� D�� �*��� 
��� "��"� 
���� ��� ���� �2���#��5 ���� "*।  

 &�� �� #��* ����A�� ����5 -� ���< �,� D;!�S W -�K��� �� -��?�� ������� -�. 
��"��� ��� -�. ����_��� (��!��� 0 �*� ����G) -�H�I &�R ��,� 3#� ���@�* -(����� ���। 

 

 ����A� -;�� ���� ���#� �z/�� ������ ��� ���"�� ����< �� � * ��* ���< O�C��� 
3#� R D^�^ ��* ���#���� ���� ���d�। -�. ��"������ -�H�I W;! �y -�K� -��(���Q� �� 
-��?��� 3#��� �X�#��� �� ���<�� >��� �����<�* (�K���*�� ���< ������� ���। �� 
�������� �X�#���� ��;T �*��� "*। #�/q! ��* ��kF /�� ��*� "*। ����#��� OC� -;�� -�� 
������� ���<!�� &m�5 ���� -FT ��� ��� &����� 3#���� #�"�#��� ��� -�:���� ���, 
���!�7 "�* �V�� -��� ���� "*। �� #�/�q! -�. ��"��� ��� -�. ����� ��;y -�:���� ��� 
������5��� ���F* ���*�,�। -�. ��"��� ��k� 3#���� ��* ��7�� �9�! ���� ������� ��� RkS -��� 
��#�,�। �� �X��� � * ��� �������-�� ���p ��C ��*, �� -# ����� 0�� ��� -���( 
���* v�� ,�C�� ;���। ��� �<� O�C� ��7� -;�� ���#�iQ ��� ��C ��*। ���� O�C�v��� -;�� 
����#�� ��V����V ��� ��F ���� -FT ���। ���R ����� ��;T "��"� "*। -� #� ����#� 
O�C� -;��  �� ��� ���� ���� ���� ��7�� 0��� (��2� ����) �O�* ���� "* ��� -�. ��"����� 
0�� &m��5� �7�� -*। ����� -�. ����_� &�� ��7�� ��2� ����! -�K� -��(��Q-�� 3#� 
��* 3��� �,�। -# ����7����� 0�� &���S �Ft &m�5 F���*। ��  ��� >� ��� -;�� &m�+ 
"�* ��� ��(��� �� "��"� -��� �X�#���� ����� ������� - �K ��*। �H���" -V�� -��� 
���� ����A�� ���� �����* ��*। �� ����� V�� -�. ��"��� ��� -�. ����_� &���� #�g��� ���< 
`�< -���O� ��< "���� -���O� ��� D(� ����V� &"� ��� �"� �X -#���� ��, -;�� 
�,��* -*। -� ��c7 O�C�v��� �X�� -V�� �O�*�,� �� -;�� ��*� "�(�� ������� 0��� ��� 
"*। �� �� �� ��� ���* (#�����5 &�R `�< "���� -���O�, ��*�<� ����V� ��� -�� ��,� 
-O�����_� �� �X�#� �����* ����� #�* ������ -V�� ���* �O�*�,� &������� -�:k�, -�*। �� 
����� V�� &��� ��������� ��*�(�*�� #���*� ��� ���<�,� ��� ��� ���"� -�� ��,��� 
����A�� ����5 DE#� "��� #�"# -���*�। 

 

 �� #�* &��0C��� ��� ���"� B��5���C*�� ��� -;�� &��� &m�5 F���*। �� 
&m��5 ����� `z (�� �� "��"� "* ��� ��� ���"� &��� B��5���C*��� �2���#�5 ���। 
���� ���#� -��q ��� ���"� ����A� -;�� 01� ���� B��5���C*�� ��7�* DE#� "�* �` � 
���Q*�� -V�#! ��* #������� ��� ��� -*। ��� ��2� ��� -;�� &m�5 F����* ���� 
�*������, OK�#�O� ��� -�� -*। &�� �� ����A�� �������(�� ������� -���� ������"� 
����� &m�5 F����d� -#��� ��� ���F�� ���,���। OK�#�O��, �*������� �X����� ��� 
-��* ����G &�0�U�� ���!� ��� W;! -�K��� -i�� -��?�� ��* �#��� 01�� F������ 0F� 
��"��C ������9�" �4 ���� ��� -#� ����� ����A�� ���5 "�� W;! -�K��� &�V� -��?���� 
0�@�* &��� #�K ��* OK�#�O��� ���< >�< -��?����� ���� ���। #%��* �� &�� F������� 
���< -�:k�, ��� �X��� D��� #$�% -��<����< ��<� ����5 ���&���� ��, -;�� D�O� "� 
��� -#� ����� OK�#�O� ��� �*�������� �X��� 0�� &m�5 ���� �#��+ ��। ����G 
&�0�U, ����G O�VV�� ��� ��( #�������� -�H�I &�V�, F���! ��� -i�� -��?�� ��* 
- �� ��kF<�* �X��� 0�� &m�5 ���� (� ���� ��� ���!� -��। �� &m��5� ����'� �,� 
-� ����G O�VV�� ��� ����G &�0�U �9�! ��� 
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-;�� �X��� OK�#�O� ��(��� ��, ��� ���* ��V��u< ��� � ��� e��� OK�#�O��� 0�� 
&m�5 F����� ��� �� #��* #������ ��� &�V� -��?�� ��* �*��������� 0�� -� (�*O��� 
&��� �X��� -"i -��*�<!�� - ���,���, -#��� &m�5 F�����। � >� &m�5 �� #�K F��<�* 
�_ "��। &m��5� �@� �� ���< &�O #������ ���#�� "��� -�H�I W�! -�K��� �<!�� �� >� 
��(��� 0�� -O��� ,�kC��। ��� �����<�* �� ����'� D���*� &�� �� �� -��?�� ��* 
�X��� /��<�� e��� ���। -#�� �<� �<� ��� �H�T �C�,�। F����!�� -�� ��� (��,�। &������� 
"�<� ��� - �K ���#� ��7�* DE#� "�� "�d�। �� #�* &��� �� "�d� &��� -� &����� �@� 
��; ���d � ��� �� #��* ��<��!� ��<� ���C� ��<� -����� #�K -��� "*। -#R ��( ����� 
D�#���M #����� ����4 �,�। �� ����4 &������� �X��� D��� #?��! ��� �9�� -;�� �� 
-����, -# #$�% &��� ��7���� ��� -�*। �� ����4� #�"���� &�� ��� &��� ������< �� - �� 
��kF<�* &����� ������ -�:k�, ���। &m�5 ���� #�* ���!T �,� ��� F��<�। -��"�� &��� 
-����� -�:k�, -#�"�� ��F<�* ���'��� &m�5 �_ ��� ���। �X -#��� D���S ����� D���� 
��� ��,�  *��� -O���v��� �� ��  ��#�7 "�* ��C। ��,��5 ��� ���� �� ���� OK�#�O� 
��� �*������� -,�C #�������� �2���#�5 ���। &��� ���� �� #���� OK�#�O�� &��� 
�������9�" O�C ����। �X�#��� OK� #�O�� ���!�7 "�* �#��� ���� DE#� "��� -FT ���। ����� 
�;� &m�5 &��� ��;! ��� ��� ��� ��C� -O��6�( ���"�� #"�*��* ����#��� �<, &��� ���C 
��!+ DE#� "* ��� /�k�< O�C -����। &��� &����� �#�� ����� ��(��� ��(� ��4���� ��� 
���� ��� �X�#��� �#��� ���� DE#� "�� ���� -��। �<, &��� ���C�� �X�#���� -� /�k�< �,� 
-# /�k�<�� W;! �y -�K�-� -i�� -��?�� �<!���� #"�*��* ����G &�0�U D���S &m� 
���। �� &m��5 �X��� F�� ��kF<� O�C��� &v -��O ��* ��� ����� `�/�� ( "��"� "* 
���� �<, &��� ��C� -,�C &��� -�,� "�< ��*। 

 

 ������� ����A� �������(�� ��(��� 0�� ��� ���"� �Ft &m�5 ���� �_ ��� ��� 
D�� �*��� 
���� ��� ����A� �"���� #�=��< -�C ���� �9�!���� ������� �X�� ��� ���� 
#�;! "*। &�� ���&�-�� ���< -��?�� ��� ��,�#���� -�K� -��(��Q-�� 3#� ���* 
�������(�� �������9�" &�R ��� &�-�� ���< -��?�� ��� ��,�#���� -�K� -��(��Q-�� 
3#� ���* �������(�� D����<� 0�� ����#���� ��� � (� �,� -� ��� ���� ��� -;�� 
&��� -,�< -,�< ����t� ���<! -O���� �� D��m� ��� ����A� �"�� ����7�� D����� 0�� 
D���!� "���� F������ ��� ������7 ��� ������। ��� "�� &��� D�� #�* ����� D����� 
0�� �<!�� "����R F������। ��� ��*� ��� -#���� D�� -��� "��"� "�। D����q ��� ���"� 
���� #%�� #�* D���!�� �� ��(��� 0�� �a�� -���F -��(��Q� #�"���� -O��6�( ���"� 
��� <������ #"�*��* �Ft &m�5 F���*। �;�� �X�#� �9�! ���� &m�5 F��� ���। �� 
&m�5 &��� 3#���� #��S ��� -�* ��� �X��� D�� -��� �"� ���&"� "*। ���� 
�X�#��� ���5 ��� "�� &����� ��(��� 0�� ��,� ��� ����! <���� R �a�� -���F 
-��(���Q� #�"���� &m�5 F���*। �� &m�5 D+���� F��-��kF /�� ��*� ;���। &����� 
v���� �X��� D+ ��� -;�� �z� ( �"� �� &"� "*। ��� <���� ��� -O��6�( ���"�� �Ft 
-O����q!�5 ��� ��, ��� "�� �/�� -V��� &���� ;���* &���� ���� "�* �� D��� ,�C�� "*। 

 �� ���� ���&� (R*��� ��;T #�"�#� ���F* ���*�,। ����q ��� �� ��C �� 
��*��� �;�, -� �X��� v�� ���� ���� �� 0�1�(� "�* ��C�,� -�, ����� �"��� ����� 
#���� -��� �� ��!��* ‘(* �����’ ����� ���* ���C�* ��C ��� -#� #��* "@�S > !�O���� ��� 
��;�* v�� ���O ��� 
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-# ���� ��*। � ���� &��� � ( 3#� ���� *�* ��� b/�� ( &"� "*। �� #� &"���� &��� 
��,� ��* &�# ��� > !�O��#� ����� �F��S#�� ��6��7 ���� ���� �। � ��� ��( &"� 
�_5 ,���� �;� �� ��C ��* -��< v�� -��O�,� ��� �S�5�S D����� ���� -�� ������ � 
;���* -# ���� ��* । 

 ����� OK�#�O�� ��� &��0C�* �X�#��� &��� �S�� "�* R�@ ��� ������ &��0C� 
��� OK�#�O��� 0�� &m�5 F���*। (� ���#� �;�� ������"�� �` �� ��Q*�� -V�#! <����, 
���� ��� ���� ���"�� #"�*��* &��0C� -��R�* -y� ��� OK�#O���� 0�� �Ft &m�5 
F���*। �� &m��5 W;! -�K��� -i�� -��?�� ��,�<� ��F� "�< &(����, &��0C� -��R�* -y� 
-;�� &�� ���� �9��! &��� �������9�" O�C -����। �� �������9�" �#��<, F�E��, e��� -��R�* 
�����R �X��� ���"�� -;�� ���� ���� #�;!। �� D���v��� 0�� ��� ���"� ������ &m�5 
F���* ��� ������� ��/W� ( ��� 3#� "��"� "R*�* ���� &m�5 -;�� ��7 ;���। 

 -� ���# -(���� R#��� &����� -"i -��*�<!��-� &�#। -# #�*  ��q�S ��� ���F��� 
�� ��� "�� -# #$�% &����� #�K &���F� ���। -(���� R#��� &���� ���!� -� ��� 
����'� 3��� ��� -V��। �� ����'�* &��� &����� ���4����� >� ���"�� f��� ���F���� 
���� �r� ��। &��� ����'� ��� -�, ����7��� #�K ��� F����* -��� -"�� &����� ��4�� 
&��� ��C��� "��। >� ����� ���"� O�C ����� "��। �*��� ���"�, �� �y -�K� -��(��Q, 
���&� ��� D��� &�#! R #�� !�##-�� ��� �i� � O�C 0@�� ��� ��,�#���� �*��� 3#� 
��* ����� -#���� -��?�� O@ ��� "�� ��� -#� #� -��?�� �X��� -��O����O �����* 
����t� ����� F����* ����। �y -�K� -��(��Q-�� ����� ��� �� ���<���*� ��* �B�Oi O@ 
��� -#� #� �B�Oi �X��� /�k�<� 0�� &m�5 F����� ��� ��*�( "�� �����H�����v����� 
�������9�" O�C �����। -�#� ���� ������"�� ��_�� ��� ���� ���\� ��* &����� ���, ��#�, 
�������R -u�� ���* ��<� D�*��� ���"� O�C ����� "��। �� D�*��� ���"� -,�< -,�< �� 
��� -��?���� �� 4 "�* ���������� � ��� ���� ��� �( �( ����� �X��4 ���� �#� 
�*��� ���"�� -��?�� ��� ��v��� ����  �� ��� ��( ���� ���� -# (� ����� ���F���� 
(� �*��� ���"� -;�� -(�#R �� ��#R����� ���F���� (� ��@� "��। �� ����'��� 
&��� &��� 0�A� ��� -� �*��� ���"�� D7�^ ����7�� �*��� ���"�� D7��^� ��� "��। 
��� D�*��� ���"�� D^�^ "���� ���� "�� ��� �����(� -F�*  ��� D^ -�R*�� ��*�(  
"�� �। 

 

 -(���� R#��� &����� #��; ���� " ��� ��� &������� &��# -� -� �� 
����'� ���� ��C����C ���!�� "* ��� ��� -FT� ����, ������� ���������� "�(�� "�(�� 
-���  ���� �O�* &J* ��*�,। D�� ���� &����� ���, ��� ���� �F,� ���� ���। &�� &��� 
-"i -��*�<!��� ��<� -u�� ���? F��� ��� ���। �� -u�� ����? ��� = ���� -u��-�� ���! 
���। ����q ��� ��� ���"�� -��O����O �������� ��c7 ��� -�*�� (� -i������ -u��-��  �� 
����G "�*�� (��!��� -�(�) ��� "������� ������ 0�� ��7 ���। D�� #I�� &��� -�� ��,� 
-i������ �<� -u�� "�* ��*। �;��� &�� �#� �<�v����� e���, ����A�, B��5���C*� ��� 
����A�-F�E�� -�� ��� ��� ��� #C�� ���@�* ���। ����� � ��( ��� -� ����<��� #o� ��� ��� 
-��R�* ��� c�# ��� -�*�� (�। �#� ���( &����� #��F�* �C D#������ #H�T "* 
-i������-�� #�P������ D ���। &��� "*��� ��_� ��� ��� -V�<���� (� -i�<���<�� ��� �
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����� D� -���� #�P�����। �#� D#������ ����R &��� ������< -�� ��� ��7��� -�� 
��,�#���� ��� c�# ��� ���� #�� "� ��� V�� ����7����� -��O����O �����- e���� #�K �� 
#� ��� ��v����- ��T "�* ��* ��� ����7��� ���� R (���;� #�"��� ��� "*। �� _� 
D��� -�q ��!+ F��। 
 

 &�� &��� -"i���*�<!�� -���*���C� -;�� #���* ����A�� ���, ���O� ��� ��� ��� 
���। -#�� -;�� ����A� ��� e��� ���, "R*��� &��� ��� �#� (*O��� -O���� �S���� F����� 
D�� #�����(� "*। &��� -u�� ���? � #��* D�� �C "�* ��* ��� "�(�� "�(�� -,����� 
&�� -u�� ���� �_ ���। �#� -,����� ���� D����� &�� �*��� ���"�� ���� ��� ���। 
�;� D���* 3#���� ��� D�*��� ���"�� -������ ;��� ��R*�� R �F��S#�� D��+ D#����� "*। 
&����� ���, � �,� �#�, � �,� <��� �*#�, � �,� ��#��। D�� #�* �� #� "�(�� "(�� 
-����� ��R*���� (� &���� ���������� - �� ��� = -�� �i��� (���#�i) -;�� �#� 
-(���9�!� &�� "�*�,�। -�� -�� #�* �#��� ����� "��R "�(�� "(�� -����� ����� 3���� 
"��C ����� ��#�� �,� �। -���� ��� -��< &��� ��� 3��� ��� ��। D�� #�* �� �� ��* 
-� `W /��� ���� ��� ����� ����?� -��� -��� -��*�, ��� &���#�  ��, -�� #�* i�� 
,�C��। ;���� (� -�� &J* � ����* D������ -���(�� �H�T�� � (�� "���। -�� ���� ��� 
�,� � ���� ��� ���"�� ���� "���। ���R �� ��T� � ��� &�� ����? -���(�� ���� #� 
#�* "��# ��� 0SV�A  �� -�����। ��� #��� �*��� ��� O5���"� �������� #� ����9� D���� 
���� ��(��� ��� ����* ��*�,�। &�7 &�7 D������ ��,�<� 0=�� "*।  ��� #���� �0; ���? 
3��� ���� (� #�"��� -�*। &�� &O����� ����V �i��<!��Q-�� #�K #���S ��� ��<� �0; 
����?� D����� ����* ��। ����� ��,�<� &�;!� #"����� ����� ��� ��� &��� -������ 
��FT�* &��� -���/� ��� ��� ��<� ���? O@ ���। � (�*O�<� ��"��C� 0�� ��� (K��� 
� �� -�� ��<� #�6� (�*O�* D���� �,�। ����7�� "����� &���� -;��R ������4 �,�। 
����� &�� &��� ��*� -"i -��*�<!�� ��� ���। � ���?�<�� -��� (�*O� �,� ��� &�� �� F�� 
"�(�� -����� ���� ;���-��R*� ��� -u��-�� ��6��7 ���� ����। � ����? &�� �*��� R 
O5���"�� 0 * ������ ���4���f�� -u�� �_ ���। � #�* ����A�� ����5 &��� -� #� -#��� 
�,� ������� ��* ��� #���#�� O@ ���। � #�� -#�� -"i -��*�<!�� &��  !*���� ��� ���। 
����G &��� (��!��� -�(�) -�. ��"��� ��� -�. ���� �� #���#�� -;�� ��� F����* ���d�। 
��� -;�� ���< -��?�� #������ &�� &��� ���<�*���� D��� ���#���� ��2���!� �����* 
����� -O�� /�k�< ��� ��� ��� ��� -;�� -�*�����, ���#��, ����A�, F�k������ ��7�* 
�X�#���� 0�� D�� &m�5 F����� ;���। 
 

(���� ���# �X��� ���< ��4���� �� ������� ���4 -#���� "�� -;�� ��4 ����� (� 
�x����O F�k���� -;�� i�����*� ���� DE#� "*। #������ &�� &��� ���<�*��� &�O -;�� � 
#$�% ��� -��*�,�। -# ,������ ��< ���< #������ ��O�� �X -#��� ������� ���� (� ��� 
�,�। ��� >’���� "���� -���O� ���O�* �X���� D����* �,�। #��� �� <�* �X�� �x����O 
������� D����� ���� -�:k,�* ��� ��� >� ��� -;�� &����� -��?��� -������ �X�#�� 0�� 
D���!� -O���v�� F���*। ��� ��x� ���� D�� �X�#� "��"� "*। 0 * ���� � #�/�q! 
�X�#��� ���!�7 "*। 0��*+� � -��� �X�#��� ��,� "�< ��* ��� &��� �x -;�� -�� DE#� 
"R*�� -FT� ���। ��� ����R ���� ���7 "�* F�k����� �V�� ��*। � -��?�� ��� F�k���� -;�� 
����A�� -�� ��*��< -#�� R -���#�� c�# ��� -�* ��� ���"� ����!� ��!��* D����� &����� 
� ��4 ������� ��� ����� -FT� ��� ��� ���� D#�;! "* � !*��� -;�� &����� 3#���� ��� 
-O����
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���"� ���#��-F�E�� -��R�* ����� ���#�� R -F:UE���� ����5 -��R�* -#�� ��� ��7�� -#�� 
c�# ��� -�* ��� F�E�� ��� ����A�� ���� -��O����O ����� #?95! ����!7 "*।  
 
 01���x�� �#��, �6 �O, &��0C� ������� � H���x�� �� &��� -#����� #��; 
������"�� ���" #�/q! ��B�� "�d�, -# #��* ����A� ���5�x�� ��*�� ��(�� ��� -F:UE�� 
Dx��R &�7 &�7 ������"�� #��; #�/�q!� #9���� "*। &��� W;! -�K�-�� �� -��?��� ���< 
��<� ��� ���&� R ��(��"���� ��* O�@� #�g��� ���< (� ���#� �;� #M��" ��*�� ��(��� 
e��� F�E�� �"�#C���� 0�� ������ D��� O@ ��� �9�"�� &��� ��4���� ��� -����। �� 
V�� F�E��-e���� ���� -��O����O �% "�* ��*। ������"�� ���� � D���� ��B ����m*� -��� 
-�*। ��*�� ��(���� ��< -� ��7�* -#���< �,�, -#<� - �K -�*� "*। �,�C� ����A�� � ���� ����5 
��O������ -� -��R�* -#���< �,�, -#<�R 0�C�* -�*� "*। ������"� e���-F�E�� �"�#C� ����* 
-����� (� ��-� -� #��� ,<�* >� -��?�� 3#� ��* ����5� ���� DE#� "*। -��� ��<�� 
#�* &����� ���< ������� �� ��*�� ��(���� 01�� ����#���� 0��� D���!� "���� F���*। 
�X -#��� ��*�� ��(���� �� &�O � ����� "����� (� ��� �,� �। V�� ���� #?95! 
"�F��� "�* *�*। �� /�� ����� �� �X�#��� ,� K "�* ����A�� ���� ���* ���। � ���� 
�X��� ��* z� ( "��"� "* ��� &����� -#� �� >�< � <�� O�C� -O������_�#" c�# ��� 
-�* ��� ���< O�C� ��� ��� -*। &����� ��� >( 3#� �"� ��� ��( &"� "* ����  
�X�� ����A� �����6� D��� -;�� &����� ��*�� ��(���� ������ D����� 0��  �q5 ��� 
 ��� ������ #�"���� -O����q!5 ���� ;��� ��� #�K #�K � D����� 0�� ����* &m�5 ���� 
-FT F���*। �X��� ���< ��4���� -��u�� ���<! -FR�� "�* ��*�� ��(���� �9�!��� ���* &����� 
D����� � �� ������ -FT� ���। ��� -�. ������ -�H�I &����� ��<� -,�< �� ��� ���"�� 
-��u�� ���<!�� ������� ���। �� �������� �����"�� �� ( �"� "*। -�. ���� ������"�� ��,� 
��R*� ��� ������� ���C�* -�*।  
 

��*�� ��(���� D����<� 0�� ����#���� F�� ��C�� ;���। ������ -O��� ��� ��� 
&����� D����� 0�� ��B "�� ;���। D����< -��� �� &� �<���� ���� � - �� &�� -�. 
�����l����� ��<� ��,� "�< -F:UE�� ;��� ��(���� ��< �� ��� D��� 3���� ���!� ���।  
�����l��� ��k� ���� ��* -F:UE��� &��� �� �� �������9�" O�C -����। � �������9�" �� 
���� ��� ��� O�C -���� "*। W;! -�K��� ��<��< ��*�� ��(��� ����A�� ���� ��� ��� ��(� -*। 
����A�-F�E�� ��7�* ��*�� ��(���� -� -#���< �,�, -# -#���<� ����5 D����< O�C -����। ���� 
0�� ���*I �,� ���A� -;�� ��� ���"��� ���5 ���� DE#�� ���� -�R*�। &����< ��<��� ��2� 
���� ��� ��� ��O���� -;�� -� ��kF� ��7� ��*�� ��(���� ���� &�# ��� 0�� �������9�" O@ 
���� ���!� ���। ��(��"� -��?��� ���*I �,� ���5 ���� ��� ��� ��*�� ��(�� "�� &�� ���� 
����5 F�E��-����A� �"�#C��� 0�� D��� O�C -���� ��� ���5 -;�� �X�#���� DEO���� 
���� -�R*�। ��,� ��,� ��� #_ ��k� -��< &��� � D����<� F����!�� ��k�� ���। >� #M�" ��� 
�X�#��� ��4���� "�* R�@। � D����<� -"i -��*�<!�� -F:UE�� ;��* ��� ���। >� #M�" ��� 
�X�#��� ����A�� ��� -;�� � D����<� 0�� >�< -��?�� ��* &m�5 F���*। ��� �X��� -�� 
��,�#���� 3#� "��"� "R*�� ��� ���� &m�5 �% ��� ���* �2���#�5 ���। �X�� &����� 
D����� 0�� ����� ������ -O��� F����* ��*। 

 
�W� (� #��� �<�* #�* ����#��� *� ��(�� "�* "�* -F:UE���� ���� DE#� "*। ��� 

���� &����� ��<� ������� ���<!� V�k�� *� ��(���� ��< ��C ��*। �X��� ��* �� ( "��"� 
"* ��� 
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����� DEO�� ���"� "* ��� ��,� "�< ��*। �a-� (� #��� �<�* ����#��� D+���� `�< 
���<���* ��* >� ��� -;�� (���#�� ��� -V�� ��� -;��) ��� &m�5 �_ ���। ��B 
������ -O���� ���� &����� #g����!� 3#���� ��,� "�< &#�� ���� "*। ����#���� &m�5 
#%�� ��!+ F��� ;���। #%�� #��C #��<� ��!+ ����#���� &m��5 &����� -F:UE��� D����< 
#��<�* "�* ��C। &� -����5 � D����<�� ;���� ����� D%���� �X�#� f��� ������T� "��� 
&���� �,�। ���R ����#���� #�7 ���� ���� D+� `�� ( "��"� "�*�,� ��� &����� 
��� ���� #���� �,� ` ( �"� ��� W ( &"�। ���R -F:UE�� �X��� ��� &m��5� ��� 
-;�� &� ��� ��� ���� � ��� #%�� #��C #��<�* &����� -#��� D����< ������O ���। 
 
 -� ���# �� &����� �X��� #�K #g��#�� F��,�, -# #�* &��� ���4������� �X 
���"�� ��,� ����� &m�5 F���* ���d�। `� -� -� >( ���4����� (���� ��� -��� ���< 
����Q-<���� ��� �9k�� �X��"� ���< u���� ����A�� ��< 0�C�* -�*। -O������� &� ���< ���<! 
-���f�� ;�� &m�5 ��� ,*( ����� ������� �"� ���। -O������� "��� "��(OP ;��� ��( 
����� #�� �w���� R >�( ����� ����� �"� "*। � �������� �"� "R*�� #���� -��* 
������"�� ���< -,�< �� (��(�� ��) "��OP ;�� ��"���* ���4 "*। -O������ ���� &m�5 
F����* ����� F��(�� �"� ���। 
 
 � #��* e����� &����� ����t� -,���� *�< #����� D�V�# &m�5 F����* ������5 
/<�*। -#v��� �,� -#�m<����*< �����, "���� �����, -y< �����, -<���V� ���FP, #��/�< 
<���!��, ����7� D�(�� �� D�V# � H��। �#� &m��5 F��( ��� -#� D�V#�� ��� >( 
3#�� �"� "*। 
 
 ����A�� ����5 -O:����� ��� ��� &����� ����t��� ����#���� 0�� &���S &m�5 
F���*। � &m��5R ����#���� a ( 3#� �"� "*। 
 
 ����#��� ������� ������� ���*��� ����q ��� ����� 3#� #���� ��C��� ;���। ����� 
�<� -��R�* u�� �� �X��� (� -�� ��� ����� ��* ���d� `� -� -� &����� ��<� -,�< 
������� ���� "��� ��� ��C। �� V�� &����� "7O� "* ���(&�� �, }z �� �� ��� ��� 
&� &� �� -��। 
 
 ``-� -� ������ ��(��"� ����G &�>� "��� -�H�I ���< -O���� �� ������� 
�����* D����� �X��� ������ /�k�<� 0�� D���S &m�5 F���*। � &m�5<� �X��� ��, 
-;�� ���F���� ��� "*। �X�� � ��� &m��5� (� ���� ��� �,� �। ��(��"� ����G 
&�>� "��� ��<� �X��� D����< - � ��� � ��� ���� ���। �X�� ����� D����� � �� � 
D���!� &m��5 #?95! "�F��� "�* ��*। � &m��5� V�� ��� &��� (��� ���� -�, �X��� 
��* �z ( "��"� "�*�, ��� ����� ���� W( ���� ��*। 
 

`z-� -� ��� &C��<�� #�* &����� ������� ���<! ��<��C� -(�C���� ��< �X��� �<� 
u�� ��� �<� &�&� ����V�-�� (�� ������� ���। �� �������� �X��� ��* `� ( 3#�� u�� 
��� (��#" c�# "�* ��*। `a-� -� #��� #��C �<�* ��<� ������� ���<! #������ &�>� �"���� 
-�H�I �z ( -��� ��* ����A�� 01�� �/������� ��� ��� ������� ��� ��# ;���। �X��� 
��<� -��u�� ���<! � ( D�V#�� R `z ( 3#� ��* &����� �������� V�k�� ��C ��* ��� 
#?95!_�� c�# "�* ��*। `} -� -� �6 �O -;�� ��< ��<� ����� #��C ��kF<�* ��< ������� 
�#���� ��7�� 
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0�� �X��� ������� ���। � ��������� V�� �X��� a ( -��� �"� "* ��� ��<� (�� R �<� 
i( c�# "�* ��*। �X�� ����� �H���"v��� -���� ����* ���। -��u�� ���<! ` ( ����#��� 
(���� D���* ���� #�� "*। -� ���#� ��p����p -V� ��� ���#���� ���p -��R�* �B( 0�C�* 
-�R*� "*। -��R�* �B�(� 0�� ��� -#���� �� ( �"����� �,�। �������R -# #�K -��� -V�� 
"*। 
 

 `� -� -� ����G &�0�U�� -�H�I ��< ��4���� �� �#��� 01�� ������C�� ��< 
�z�- ��0� ������#  ���O�* -��R�* �B( c�# ��� -�*। ���� � ���< �X��� (� ������� 
��� ��# ;���। �X�� �B�(� ���� DE#� "*। �� �� &����� �� 3��� "*। �B( ��!+ -�:k,�� 
&�O� ��� -#��� �������- ��  �* -#�� -;�� -V�� F�� ��*। ����G &�0�U ��� ��� 
���<�� ��* �!�� ��(��� �X D����� 0�� D���S &m�5 F���*। � &m��5� #�* }z-
���� &� &� �� #�"���� �X��� ��*��< ������� c�# ��� -�* ��� #�K #�K � ��x �<!���� 
#�"����R -O����q!5 ���। ��� �X��� b( -#� �"� "* ��� ��*��< ������� c�# "*। 

 

 &��0C� -;�� &����� D��� ������O ���� �� &�� &��� ���� &��0C�� 01�� 
&(���� E��� �#K������ ��(� -R*�� ���!� ���। -�. "�_�� -�H�I ��< ���&� -��?�� 
��� W;! -�K�-�� ��< ��<� &(���� -��R�* ����� �,� ������� #C� ��� -�� ����� 0�� 
�������9�" O@ ���। � (�*O�<� �,� ��<� 0kF� ��� �� i� ���� ����# �� ;����� � D����< 
���� v_I�95! �,�। ����#��� �;�� ��p�� ����� -� &��� � (�*O��� ������ D��� ��*�,। 
�X�� &��0C� ��� ���� �� - ���,� -� ���� ���� �#��< &��0C� ���� -u -��O����O 
����* F��� ����। � (� �#���<� ��� -;�� ��< ��� ��P ��� ��*��< ��O#" ������� -;�� 
����5 ��@�*। �#K���� -y��� ��,� 01�� ����� ��< -�. "�_ ��*��< ����Q <���� ��� -�� 
����� ��F &�O� ��k�� -����,�। � -u�< ����� 0�� ���* &#�� #�* ����� &/��� 
���F��� "�* ��*। �� ��,��� ��� ����7� ���"�� ��,� 3#�� ��� -��R�* ��!F����� -m ��* 
&�# � -u�< -����� (�। ��� ��� -#���� � ���< -�. "�_�� �9�! �����'� �������� ��C 
��*। �� V�� ��* `� ( ��� -#� �"� ��� ���� -��R�* ��F!���#" -#�� -;�� �����* ��*। 
�� ��,��� �� -�. "�_ �#K����� -��R�* �B( �W� ��0� ������#  ���O�* 0�C�* -�*। 
������"� � -#���< -����� ���� (� -��R�* ��!F��� R &��� #�P�� �#K����� -��R�* -y�� 
(�� ���। ����  -##� #�P�� ���� -��R�* -#���<� ��< ��(��� ������� ��� ��"������ 
&�। -�. "�_�� ��<!�� ��<� #������ ���#�� "� (��!��� #������ -�(�) � #��*�� D����* 
�,�। ������"� ��*��� �� #���� �� ����� -#�� -������� ��( &�o ����,, �@� -# #�* 
#������ ���#�� "��� �<!�� ����� ��� ��� -O��� ,�kC�� ;��� ��� #�K #�K -�. "�_R ��� 
3#���� ���* &m�5 F���*। ��� ���"� � &m��5� ���� �<��� � -��� ����� #�7 #�P�� 
-V�� -#�� -;�� ���* ��� ��� -# #�K �#��<-F�E�� -��R�* ��� ����� (� �F���� �% 
"�* ��*। � #�/�q! ������"�� ��( -��� �"� "*। 
 
 ��,��� �� ������"� &����� &(���� ��(��� 0�� ���� ���* -O����q!5 ���� 
;���। ���� ��p�� -����,� -� &(���� -;�� &����� D����<�� ��� ���� � ����� �#��< 
e��� -��R�* ��� ���� ���� ����� ����� �। 
 
 `a -� -� ��,� ��,� V���<� -��u�� ���� &(���� ��(��� ��2� ����# �� ����� ��@�* 
&����� ��(� ��7���� (���� (�। ��� #�!����� �#� ��� �� &����� "��� ���!�7 "�* 
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���* ���। &���R ��� -#� ���"�� &��0C� D���� -,�< -,�< �� ���@�* �������7 ��� ����। 
&��� (��� ���� -�, B��5��C*� -;�� u��� �� ���< ��P�� ������ �����"� ����� �#� ��� 
#�P�� &��0C��� ��@�*। � ��� (��� -��� &����� ��< �� B��5���C*�� ` ���� ����5 -�� 
����� ��F ��� ��k�� -�*। ��� ������"� ���* �������� #"�*��* �#� ��� #g�% (��� 
���� ��� -#v�� 0�@�* -*। ��� ���"� � #��* -�� ����� ��<��!� E���� -�������� ��@�� 
#��! ��� -�* -�, -�� E���� ���< ���4���"� ��� ����� -�� ���#�� ��� ���� -# E�� 
���C�* -�*� "��। � #��!��� -/�q5�* ����� ���� ���!��!� E��v��� "�� -���( ��� ��� 
#C� ��"��� ���। �� V�� &���� ������"�� O������� 0�� ������� #H�T ���� ��;T -�O -��� 
"�*�,�। 

 

 � ����� ��������1� #g��� &��� D�� (�*O��� &�� "�। &����� ��( D���"� ����� 
(� -� #� (�*O�* &��� ����� �,�, -#��� &��� -#���v����� #�%� &� (����V0) (��� 
���� ���!� ��� ��� � ���!� ������� #V� "*। ���R E����#���� ������"��� #"����O�� 
���� -�� �d� �,� � ���� �����  �* �#� ��������1� #H�T �����। &����� #�%� &��� 
-/�q5�* D�� V� "* ��� E����#��� &� ���� #H�T ��� �। ���� &�� B��5���C*� ��� 
&��0C�� ���p `�< -�� -#�� 0�C�* ���। �� V�� &��0C�* ����#���� D����<� (� �#� 
��� D7�^ #�����" ��;T D#����� "*। ���� ���� &��0C��� -"���G���� #�"���� �#� #����" 
���� ���� "*। 

 

 ��� ���"� &����� &(���� ��(��� 0�� ����� F�� ��C��� ;��। ����� `<� -��?�� 
���� #���� &(������ &� ���� ����5 ��O�� ��< &����� DE��!� D����� 0�� &m�5 
F���*। � &m�5 #��� �<� -;�� ��<� ��!+ F��। &����� 3#���R &m��5� (� ��� �,�। 
��* �� ( �X�#� "��"��� �� ���� &m�5 �% ��� ��* &��� �2���#�5 ���। 

 

 -�� ��,��� �� (� ���# ����7�� 3#� &��� ��������� ��7� ��� -�� ����� 0�� 
&��� ��(��� ���� DE#� "*। ���� ��� -#���� �`� ��Q*�� -V�#! &����� D����� 0�� 
&m�5 F���*। &����� DE��!� ��O� ��(� -;�� � &m�5�� -�� ��*��� ��V� ��� -�*� 
"* ��� (� ���#� -��q� ���� &m�5 &��� ��B�� "�* R�@। ��� ���"� &��0C��� �`� �� 
��  ��� �<!�� ��� ��z ���� -��� ��* &�#। �#� ������ -O���� &/��� ��� �` � 
��Q*�� -V�#!-�� ��� F��� &����� DE��!� ��(� #��<�* "�* R�@ ��� �X��� D+� z� ( 
"���"��� �� &����� ��(� ������O ���� ���� "�� "*। 

 

 �� �� ��,��� �� (���� ���# ��� ���"� &��� &(������ ���� ��� D����� 0�� 
&m�5 F���*। &���R ���� ��������� #C� R -�� ����� 0�� �` � ��Q*��  -V�#! ��� 
������*�#" &m�5 F���*। &m��5� �9��! �Ft -O���v�� ���� ;���। &��� � &m��5� (� 
&�O -;��� ��� �,���। &m��5� �;� ��!��* �� ��� -#��� #����� ���� &����� 
D����� ���� DE#� "�d�, �� &����� �<!�� ��� -��O� ����� D+���� ���/�`� (�� 
�� -����� "��"� ���। ���� &����� D����� -�� -�� (�*O�* e��� ��C ��� &����� ���� 
&m��5 &��� ��� -#���� "�<�* ���। � #�/q! ��* >� �� F��। &���R �H����\ �,���, 
-������ D������ &��� &����� /�k�< ,�C��� �। �X�#���� ��;T "��"� "�d� ������, ��� 
����R �H����\ &����� � D����< ��� ���� (�। ����� ������ -O���* &����� ��(��<� 
����� �*��� "�d� ��� ���R &����� 3#���� &�����# "���*�। &����� D����< &����� 
���!��!� ���]� &O���� �����6��� -�� ���<� �,�। �� V�� ������"�� ������ -O���� 
���<�� ���p ���p �����6�� 
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�O�* �C�,�। �����!� ��] &����� � D����< -;�� ��� &��� F����* ��R*�� &��1 ���। ����� 
�����6�� ��� "R*�� &����* � &��1 ���। &��� �_��* "�* -�C ��# ��� F������ �� 
&(���� D��� ������O ��� �#K������ �� D��� O�C ����। 
 

 ��� ���"� ������� -;�� DE#� "�* ���,�C F� ��O� ��� ��� -*। �� F� ��O�� ���� 
������*�� �� -��?�� ��� �*��� ���"�� ��<�#" ��<� ���4���� /�k�< O�C -����। -�. "�_ 
��p�� ���� -�, ��� -#��� &��0C� -;�� (���5 -;��) ��� ������� -;�� (01� -;��) ���,�C 
"�* ��� �#K����� ��(��� �/�� -V��� ����'� ���,। -�. "�_ ��� ���"��� �H;� ��� 
01� ��� ����5 &/�� "��� � ����'� -*। � ����'� D���*� ���,�C F� ��O� �;� 
&m�5 ���� �#��+ -*। (���� ���# ���,�C F� ��O� ��� F� ��O�� ��� ���"�� /�k�< #g�% -# 
��7���� ������� -��O�C ���। ���� ��� ��<�� #�* W;! -�K�-�� �<� ��<� ��� ���&�-�� 
�<� -��?�� ��* -O�� ��; -,�< -,�< ��� �� 4 "�* ���,�C ������"�� D����� � �� 
#�"�#� #��; e��� ��C। � D���S -O�� &m�5 ��� -#����� "� $ ��� -�*। ����� ��,� 
��p���� �� ���� -�*�� &�O� -�. "�_�� �� ��� ���"�� D+� ,*<� ������� -E��i� #�"��� 
c�# ��� -�*। ����  #�7 ��� ��� ��� ���"�� #�K "���"��� �C�� F��� ;���। ����7�� 
3#��� &���S &m��5� �;� ��!��* "�F��� "�* �O�*�,� ��� ����� ����� - �K ���*�,�। 
-# (� ����!� ��!��* �� -�. "�_�� -,�< -,�< ��v�� F���O��� #_ ��� -O�� ��7�* DE#� 
"�* ��<�� �� ��<� ������� c�# ��� ���d� �� 0��*+� � -��� ��� ���"�� 3#��� ����� 
"����* �����* -��� �_ ��� ��� ��� ����� -�� -��� v���� �"� "*। #��� #��C z<� ��!+ 
���,�C F� ��O��< #?9! -�. "�_�� ���� ��# ��*। � ����� V�� ����7����� z� ( �"� 
��� &����� "��� W�< -���O� R ��< "���� -���O�, -�� ��,� ����V� ��� D(� -O���v�� R 
�F�� �#� ��� ���C--F��C "7O� "*। 
 
 ����G O�VV�� ��� ����G #������ -�H�I ���4�#��� �6 �O ��� ��������� 
�X�#���� 0�� D��� &/�� F���* ���d�। `�-� -� ��� a<�* #������  9�*�� -�H�I >�< 
-#�� ���< ��x�� ��* �X� �������� ��(��� � �� e��� ��*। ���� �X��� `<� ������� 
���� ���< ��x���� #�"���� c�# ��� -�*। �X�� ����� 0�� ���� &m�5 F����� -��u�� ���<! 
"���� -��� O��� #�"���� �X�#���� -�� ��,� -��� �"� ��� ��� ���� ��,� "�< &�#। ��� 
(��� ���� ��* -�, � &���� "����* �X��� � ( -(�#R ��� a ( 3#� ���� ��*। `b -� -� 
���� ���4���"�� ����t��� ����A�� ��< ��������� -��R�* �B( 0�C�* -�*। Y ��� #���� 
����7�� -#��� ����A�-B��5���C*� #C��� ���, �/�������� ���< -��?�� ��* &�#। � 
-��?���� &����� -#��� #��� #��C ,<�� #�* D���!�� ������� ��� ��� �������� 
����#���� D+� ��( D�V#��#" �z ( -��� "��"� "*। ����#��� &/�� -��* ���*� "�* 
 �O�, �������i�, ���C��, V�����(�� � H�� E��v���  ����* -�*। � ,�C�R �X�#��� �� ��x 
�<!�� ��� ��� �� ��  ��� �<!���� #�"���� ��;T ��� ���!��!� E��v��� 0�� -O��� ,�kC�� ;���। 
 

 `b-� -� &� ���< -��u�� ���<! ��*� �O*�#��U &"����� -�H�I ���"���� ��� E��� 
�X��� (� ���< ������� -��� ;���। ����#���� ��< -��?�� (K���C�� ���� ���d� ����A�- 
B��5���C*� ��7� ���*। #��� #��C b<�* ����#���� -��?���< ��*� �O*�#��U�� �������-�� 
V�k�� ��C ��* ��� ����� `z (�� �� -��� "��"� "*। �X�#��� ��,� "�< ��# ����* ������  
-O���� #�"���� &m��5� -FT� ���। �� &����� ������� ���<! ����� D��� ������O ���। 
�X��
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���!��!� ��v�, ���"���� ������ E��  ����* -�* #��; #��; ������� #�"���� -O��� ,�kC�� ;���। 

 

 �������� �X D����<� 0�� &����� F�� &��� ��C��� ;���। `z -� -� &����� &� 
���< -,�< �� D���!� "���� ��� ����#���� � ( -(�#R ��� z ( 3#��� �"� ���। ����� 
`�< �<!��R c�# ��� -�*� "*। `} -� -� �X -#���� ���< -;�� �#���� ��7�* ����� ���� &��� 
3#� &�� -FT� ���। #��� }<�* ���4���"� ����#���� � ���<�� ������� ���। �������-�� 
V�� �<� (��, �<� i( c�# R �X��� a ( -��� �"� "*। �X�� #��� DE#� "�� � -��� 
�2���#�5 ���� ���� "*। 

 

 `b -� -� #��� �<�* ����A�� ����5 ��(����� ���/� �X��� �<� ������ &����� `( 
3#�� -O��� �O�* -E�i ,�k�C  W ( -����� �"� ��� ��� ����� ����V�v�� ��� ��� ��* 
&�#। Y �� #��� a<�* ���#��-����A� -�� ����� 0�� &������ ��< ��� ��k�� �<� 
-��R�* ��P5 R `�< ��O ���F��� ���। `�-� -� (O=�;��/� �X D����� 0�� -�. 
�����l����� ��<� ��� ��<�� #�* D���S &m�5 F���*। � &m��5 ��< ��<� `�< �� ��x 
�<!�� `�< ���i*�� -���O� ���"�� ���। &m��5� V�� �X��� �a ( -��� "��"� "*। 
&¡����� ��< -��u�� ���<! `�-� -� B��5���C*�-����A�  -���i� 0�� 0(����� -#��� ��< 
������"�� ��"����� 3#����� ���? &m��5� (� ��@� "*। &����� ���<� #�K ����t� 
������M ��,� -���R �,�। ����A� ��� B��5���C*� � >� (�*O���� ������"�� ��4���� /�k�< 
�,�। B��5���C*� ��7� ����� O������� (� ����q (_�� �,�। 0(����� �B(�� c�# ��� 
����#���� O�������� ��"� ��� �,� &����� ���। &��� ���< ��� ��<�* 0(����� �B(�< 
D���S "���� ��� ��� #V���� #��; ������� ���O�* �<� ¢�� c�# ��� -�*। � D���S 
"����* �X��� �� ( �"� ��� � ( &"� "*। 

 

 ����G O�VV���� -�H�I W;! -�K��� �# -��?�� `a -� -� �������� ��,� ��2� 
������, ��(�� R #�O������ �X��� D����� ��,� #��� W<�* -���O� ��� }z �� ��&� 
&�#" e��� ��C। �X�� ����� ��,� "@�S ���4��"�� D������ -�� "�F���* ��*। #��� z<� 
��!+ &����� ���< �X D����� 0�� ��B &m�5 F���*। � &m��5 �X��� -�� ��*�<� ��n�� 
c�# "�* ��* -����F� -�(� >����R �"� "*। 
 

 �� -� -� &����� �<� -��u�� ���<! ���<� ��< �X�#���� D��� #$�% �;���#%�� 
��*। ���<� ���< ���� -���� ��* -� ����#���� ��< (�� �( 3#��#" ���< E��� ���� ���,। 
(���< E���� ���� ��# ��kC�*। ����� ���� -;�� � ( ����#� (�� -;�� -�� "�* E���� � ��� 
��*। &����� -,�< ���< -���� ,�k�C ��� ��#" (���< c�# ���। 
 

 �� -� -�--�� &����� � ( 3#��� ���< �� #������ &�>� "�  9k�*�� -�H�I 
������� -��R�* -y��� ��< D����� ���। ���� �� �;���#%� ���,�, -# #�* ��� 
-#���� >�( R-�� ���� O��,� 0�� ��# �9���5 ���O�* &����� D��� ��k(�,�, ����� -��� 
-V�� ��� v�� ��� -��� -V��।  
 

 W;! -�K�-�� &�V� -��?�� -�(� #������ -�H�I ��� F���! -��?�� m��G 
O�VV���� -�H�I �������� ��� �6 ��O ����#���� 0�� ��� ��� &/�� -"� ���d�। �X�� 
����� ��,� � ��,� "��"� "�d�। &����� �� >� -��?��� -#� �� ���x �<!���� #"�*��* 
������, ��O��, 
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-O:�K�� � H�� (�*O� "�* �X-D����< ��* �� ��� -;�� �/�� -����,� ��� ����� &m�5 
F����* ���d�। D��� �£� #K� "�* �O�*�,� -� ����#���� ��� ����� ������ -;�� ��;� 
-�����R #����O �,� �। v�� ��� �<!���� -O���� #�"���� &����� 3#���� ����� -# D���� 
;����� #?95! ����l� ��� �����,�। �,�C� ���< ��� �������� ��7�* &����� ������� ���<! 
`W /Q� ������� -��� ;���। �� V�� ��� ��� D^ #����" ��� ����� ��� ������ "�* 
��k�C�*�,। ���� -��R�* ��� ���"���� ��� ��� -FT� ���R ��V� "�*�,। ���� ������� ���* 
�#� #����" ���� -FT� ���। -#���R ���� &����� f��� &m�+ "* ��� ��;T �*���� #g��� 
"*। �������* ����� ����� #���� - �K �O�*�,�।  
 

(� ���#� � ������ &����� F���� ���� �<��� � -��� ���� �6 �O ��� �������� 
D���v�� ������O ��� *��� -��R�* -y��� ��< ����� �� /�k�< ��� ���। #g��#��� 
������� -;�� �X�#��� (� ���#� �;� ���� ��!�7 ��� ��,� "�<�* -�R*� &����� 3#����� 
(� �,� ��<� ����< #�V�� R �H��I। ��� &��� -#���� #� 3#����� ����� ��_��� "*। 
��F! ��# ��� -� ���#� �;� ���� �� ��� ���"� D���!�� ����� 3#�, ����, ���� ���"�� 
#"�*��* &����� 0�� &m�  F���* �� &����� 3#���� D�� #�"�#��� R ����I� #��; ��� 
��� ��� -#���� D�� �*��� ��� ��� D����q -���� �O #��* ��� ���"�� ����� ��4 R 
#�P���� #��� ���� "�* ��,� "<�� "* ��� #�!����� &��� ������ D���� -;�� ���  ����,  
��� ��� ���"� ��� ��� &���� 0�� &m�5 F����*�, । ������� ��� �6 ��O �;� �� ��# 
�� &��� ������"�� 0�� ��� &m� F����* ����� ��4���� D��� -;�� �����C� ���। �X 
-#� F�� ����� �� ����G O�VV���� �6 ��O ��� D��� O�C -����� ��� ��������� ��k� 
DE��!� /�k�<  ���� ���!� ���। 

 

�� &�� ��� F����d��� ��� ��� &�7 &�7 �� ��B�� "�d�, �� &��� -#���� 
&"� ��� �"��� #����R -��C F��,�। -# #��* &��� 3#�� ��� O5���"�� (� �F��S#�� 
��6��7 �,� �, ��� &��� #�K -#����"�� � ( i�4�� ����G &���� �,��। D�V#���� 
#'��* ��k��R &�� ��<� -��?��� ���t�� ����* ������� ��*�O ����,��� ��� ������� 
����G &���� i�4�� "�*R ��( -���� �"�#�� ����q �H���I� ���F* ���*�,��। &��� 
&"��� #���� �� -�� -��C ��* ��� D�� #�* ¤� �F��S#�� D ��� D�� 3#�� �� 
O5���"�� -,���� �4�* "�* ���� -��� ;��� �� &�� ��p�� ������ -� &��� -#���� 
�F��S#�� ����� ���� "��। � (� ����G &������ ������ -;�� -i�� ��@�� ��� D�� #I� 
&��� -"i -��*�<!���� ��< ���< �F��S#��* ��� ���� ���!� ���। e��� -;�� ��,� #���� -,�� 
-��* &��� -#��� ��# &J* -*। ���� ���� >� ��( �F��S#� ������#R �,�।����R &���� 
� �< "�#����� OC�� (� D����� (��*। �#� -,�����* ��* ����G &���� ��*��<  ��k���� 
���O�� &��� -"i -��*�<!���� ��< ���4�������� (� �;� �������� "�#������� � �1 ��� 
���। ��<� #�6� ��O��� � �� 0kF� ��� ��+ ������� � "�#������< D���� �,�। �;�� 
"�#������� ���"���� (� &����� ���, ¥q���� �� D�^���F���� #�P�� ��,�� �,��। ��� ���R 
&����� �� �� ���< ����G &������ -�H�I #�7 ��������1 #�1R ���� ���� "�#������< 
O�C ����� ;���। ���� ���� 0�A�����O� -�O� #��V*� ������� >� -��* <��� ��� ���� -��i��� 
,��� i���*�, &#�� -����, ����G �#���� -�O�, #����, ���#��U ����। �#� -,�����*��� �� 
��(��� #�� R &��� ���O ��� �� ��� ��@�� ���J� ��� ��� -��� &"� 3#����� ��� 
O5���"�� -,����� -#���¦q� R �F��S#� ��� ���d�। ��� -�im# R �%� ���]� 
��� �� ��O� 
#�K -��O����O ��� D�� ��T Rq���� -��O�C ��� । ���p ���p &�� ��<��� <���-�*#� -#�� 
V�� -;�� ���� ������ �� ���* Rq���� -��O�C ���। (� ���#� ���� �� -;�� i�§ ���  
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(���#� ��K���) &����� �� "�#������� �;� �� ���� ��# -��O -�। �� ��,� �� �� i�§ 
����� &� �� �%� i�§ ��V_A�" #���� -��* �� -;�� ��# -��O -�। ��� >(�� ��� 
�V&��#�# �C�,��। -��� ���4����� #���� �� ����R ��# D�� -*�� (� &E"� �,��। 
���� ����� ���� #� #�� R &��� ���O ��� &����� � "�#������� �� �� ,��< ��#�,�� 
���H 9���� �X��� "�� -;�� ��4 ���� (� । ����� #�K &��� ��7���� &��� "*  ��� &��� 
�� "�#������< O�C -����� (� ���< ����'� ��। i�§ ��� R i�§ (�V_A�" &���� &��# 
-� ��� D���� ���#� ��¨����� ����� ���H 9��� (� #� ��,� ���O ���� ��� &�, ��� &��� 
��� �������� -��i��� ��#��#�*��� ���, &"�� (��� ��� � "�#������ #�P���� ����� 
���� ���� �����। � ��������� &�� i�§ ��� R i�§ (�V_A�"�� ��7���� #�P���� ������ 
������ ���!� -��। &� -#� #�K ����G &������ ������ -;�� &� ��<� ���, ��J��O�P 
#�6� (�*O�* ��"��C� 0�� D��*� "�#����� ��!��5� (�  ����'� ��� ���!� ���। &��� 
#�K � �������  &����� ��� -#���� ��!� �� � �( R#���� (��!��� D�#���M -(����) 
#�K ��7���� &���F� "*। ���� &�� &��� -#��� R -,����� �F��S#�� -��F�* D���� �;� 
(���। ��� &���� &��� "�#����� 3���� ����'�* 0S#�" -� ��� #�K #�K ��� "�(�� <��� 
�P�� -�। �� ���#�  ���� ��k�, ��@ R , ���* &��� ��J��O�P `�� -��i� "�#����� 3��� ��� 
-V��। i�§ (�V_A�" ��� F�� �� "�#������� (� Rq���� R D�^��F����  #�P������ ����� 
����। &����� "�#����� �� 3���  "�d� �� &"��� #����R �� �� -��C� ���d� । 
i�4���� ��;T D �� �,�। �,�C�R Rq���� D �� �,� &����� ��<। ��� ���R �#� D#������ 
����R &����� -,�< "�#������< &�7 &�7 �95!�K "�* 0@�,�। ���R �v�� ��k� ��� ,�� /� �,� 
���R 0S#�O!� -,�����*��� ��FT�* #�7 �����<� ���+��*� "�* 0�@�,�। #���� 0�@� #�7 
"�#������� ��� = ��kF� R*�i!v�� ���� �( "��� -����� ��� ���©�� �����। "�#����� -��O�� 
���C -��*� -;�� �_ ��� ����� ��=���=�, -#���¦q� #� ��,� ���� �����। ���� #�K &��� `� 
(�� ���� -,�����* ��# -��O -�*। ��,��� �� i�§ (�V_A�" R i�§ ����� ��FT�* ��� �� 
���#� ��¨��� i�4����� #"�*��* &��� � "�#������<� (� D�^���F���� #�P�����#" Rq���� 
-��* ���। a ���#� ���� � "�#������<  ��*� "�(�� &"��� �F��S#� R D�^���F�� ���� #�� 
"*। � "�#������<� &� ���< D��� �,� -� ��< ����� �� &��� -#����"�� -,����� R 
O5���"�� ����� &��� -��C ��*। ���� ��p�� ����  ��� ���� ������� &"� "* ��� �F��S#�� 
D ��� ���� ���� �। ������� #��* ��� -#���� ��!� R#��� "�#������< �����! ��� ��� 
�<��� &��� 0=� ���� (� 0S#�" -� । -#�G$� ���# O5�(���� ����������  D��*� -��#�iQ 
3#*� (_� �#��� ��� ������ (�� ��(0�U &"��� "�#������< �����! ��� ���  �� 
 9*#� ���#� ���।  

`a -� -� ���� &����� ��<� -��u�� ���<! ����A�� ��<��C�* ������� -��� ��# ;���। 
�X��� ` <� O�C� ��� ` <�� #�* ������� �� V�k�� ��C । ������� ���<! #�V���� #��; ` �< O�C� 
���# ��� -�* ��� -#� #�K W (�� �"� ���। �X��� ��,�� O�C��< V�k�� �C�� &�O� 
�����* ��*। `a -� -� ��� a <�* ����G &�0�U�� -�H�I ` �< -#�� �#��� ��2�� �<, 
&��� ���C�� �X��� D����� 0�� D���S D5����� ��� ��� &m�5 F���*। #�K #�K �<!���� 
#�"���� &C����C� �X D����� 0�� -O��� F���* । � &m�� �X��� � <� ������ ���# "�* ��* 
��� ��( -��� �"� R ` ( �X�#� &"� "*। ���� &����� 3#��� &m�5 -�q ��� �( 
D���� F�� &�#। 

�� -� ��� ��<�* ��<� ��<� -� ��"����� -�H�I ����A�� ����5 ("���"��� ��� ��� 
�X /�k�<� 0�� D���S &m�5 F���* ��� �X -#���� �` ( "��"� "*। ����#��� �� 
�#���
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���� ����� F�� ��C��� ;���, &�� ����i< ���*� ������ ��<� -��?��#" �#��� 01�� 
��<�����* D��� -R*�� ���!� ���। 
 

�� -� -� #%�� } <�* &����� � �< -,�< -O���� �� ������� (��Z�) -�H�I �������(��� 
�X�#���� D���� &/�� "��� (� ��@� "*। ��� -#��� �� ����� D����� 0�� ��# 
����� #�%�� �(� ��7 �,� ��� � #�*�< #$�% &����� ���* -����� f��� ��� &�O -;��� 
#�E" ��� �,�। ��� -#��� �� ��R*�* ��7 �,�, -# #�* &����� -O���� ���< ����� 0�� "@�S 
-O���� ��k��� 0�� -;�� -O����q!5 ���। ��� �X��� �� ( "��"� "*। Y �� #��C � <�� #�* 
&����� �<!�� ��<� �#K����� �X D����� 0�� -O����q!5 ���। �� V�� �X��� � ( �"� ��� 
} ( &"� "*।  `a -� -� -F:UE�� �����F! -���i "��#�!�� ��(���� ��< ��7�� �B( #?9! ��� 
0�C�* -�*� "*।  

 

`a -� -� ����� W <�* W;! -�K� �� ���R�*�� ���<!�� ���#��-F�k���� -��R�* ���� 
��� ��k�� -�� O�C� ���F��� ���� (� ��@��� "*। � ���< ��� ��k�� ���#�� ��� -�*������ 
���p ���< -��R�* �O� #?9! ��� ��c7 ��� -�*। -V��� ��; ���R�*�� ���<!� -,�< ���< 
-F:UE��-F�E��  #C��� 0�� ���< #�� -����� ��� �B�(� 0�� ��� ��k�� -�*। ��� b<�* ���< 
�(� z ( ����#� #" -V�� ��� -;�� &�#। �(��< �� �B�(� 0�� -�:k�, �� ��� 
�������� "R*��� �B(�< #?9! ��c7 "�* ��*। �� V�� � ( D�V#��#" ��( ����#� �"� 
��� D� ` ( v_�� ��� &"� "*।Y �� #%��* ��( -O������ "��� -E�i#" -F:UE�� 
;��* ��@� "*। ;��� #�=��< ���/� ��< �X��� ���< ������ �,� । -O���� ���< -E�i ,��C 
�������< ���# ��� -�*। V�� � ( �X�#� �"� "* ��� ��,� ���* -���R &"� "*। �� -� -� 
-F:UE���� &� ���� 01�� -F:UE�� ��*���(�� -���i� 0�� W;! -�K� �� �� -��?��� ���< 
��<� "@�S �X��� `}  (�� ���< ���� �9�� -;�� &#�� -���� -��* ��C����C ������� ����। 
�X�� ���R � D���!� &m��5 "�F��� "�* ��* ��� ���� I��� O���� ��7�� ��2� ���� #�� 
��C। ��������� V�� ��� ��( �X�#� �"� "*। &����� -O������ ���#�� ����O�C� ��kF� 
��7�� 0�� -V�� E���� ��< ��� ���� ����। �X��� ���< �� <�� O�C� � ����� #��; 
#�/�q! #?9! ��c7 "�* ��*। `a -� -� W;! -�K� �� ‘B�� �’ -��?��� ��<� ��<� `�< � ��x 
�<!��#" #%��* -F:UE�� ;��� 0�� �<!���� #�"���� D���!� &m�5 F���*। D���!� �<!���� 
-O���� &/���  ��� "���� -���O��� &/��� ����� ��;T "��"� "*। 

 

(� ���#� W ������ ��� >�<�� #�* W;! -�K��� ‘�’ -��?��� `<� ��<� �<!�� ��* 
�X��� D���� -O�� ��; ���� ��� ����� ��� ����5 ��OC� ��(�� ��� ��� D��� -*। 
- �� -���* ����#��� �� ����� �������� 0�� D#��! ��� -/���V�� ���,� �@� -# #�* 
&����� 3#���� ����� 0��  D���!� �<!�� ��� -��� O��� #�"���� &m�5 F���*। ��� -#��� 
� D���!� &m��5 #?95! "�F��� "�* ��*। &� /Q� ��!+ ����� �� -;�� -���� ���� (��� 
&�# �। � &m��5� V�� �X��� ��* �} ( �"� R z ( &"� "*। &����� ��( 3#� 
���� v�� -��O v_�� ��� &"� "* । � &m��5� �� /Q� ��� �X�� �� - ���,� &����� 
3#��� D��� ������O ����, ��� ����� &"���� ��,� ��* ����� �� ����� ���,�, �@� -# 
#�* &����� 3#��� &��� ����� 0�� �f��* �V� &m�5 F���*। ��� �X��� &���R z ( 
�"� "*। ���� &����� ���<! D��� ���O ��� F�� &�#। Y ��� #��� } <�� #�* &��� &� 
��<� ���<! �X��� ��(���� D����� 0�� D���!� &m�5 F����* � ( �X�� �"� ��� ��� 
��(�� &"� ��� । &����� &����< �� 
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��� �<�� #�* ����A�� ����5 #�*�O�(��� F�E��-e��� �"�#C��� �<� -#�� 0�C�* -�* 
��� ��O����� -��R�* -#�� 0�C�* -�*।  

 

 �� (� ���< -i������ ���<!�� ���#���� ����5 ��@� "*। �� ���< ������ ���#�� 
-�*����� �"�#C��� 0�� <������c�#� ��� ���� ����। #��� z<�* ����A� -;�� �X� `�< (�� R 
���< u�� -�*����� ����� ��; ����� &/��� c�# "�* ��* ��� -# #�K W( ��� D�V#�� ��� 
}( 3#� �"� "*। ��� -#���� `�< -��?�� ����A� -;�� �������� 01�� &�# ��� -��R�* 
����� #��; #��; *��� -��R�* -y��� ���� DE#� "��� -FT� ���। W;! -�K� �� � -��?�� 
�X��� � DEO���� ���� -�* #��� �<�� #�* �������� �9�! ��� -;��। �X�� ���� ����� V�� 
��,� "<�� ���� "*। &����� v��� ���� ��� -#���� `z( -��� "��"� "*। #��� �<�* ��� 
-#���� &� ���< �� ����A� -;�� ���< -u� ��� *��� ��� ������ ���� &#�,�। � -u�< 
*����� ����5 &����� D����� 3#���� f��� ������M "*।  &����� -O���v��� #��� �X�� 
�<��� � -��� ��;T �*���� �� ��(����� �2���#�5 ���। �� W/z /Q� ��� �X�� ������ 
-O���� #"�*��* &��� *��� ��!+ DE#� "�� #�� "*। ��� *��� -y�� �� ���� ������� 
3����� ���7 -# #�* &����� �<!�� ����� 0��  �q5 -O���v�� F���* ��� �X��� ��;T ��� 
���। �X�� ��,� ��,� "�< *��� E��� � �� D��� ��* ����� ������ 3��� ���� �_ ���। 
Y��� �X��� ���< -��u�� ���<! �#��� ���� DE#� "*, &����� W;! -�K��� �i -��?��� 
��<� ��<� ������� D���!� ������� ���। ����#���  � �������- �� V�� ,� K "�* ��* ��� 
����� D+���� `�( -��� "��"� "*। �X��� ���< &����� ������� ���<!� ��C� -��* ����� 
D��� &C�����C� ���� �����* ��*। &����� ���< �� ����A�� ����5 ����� ��R��� ��< 
����#���� (� ������� -��� ;���। #��� a<�* ����#��� �������� ���V�� � ��� ��*। 
����A� -;�� ��� -#���� ��( D�V#��#" �<� ��<� E���� � �� ���* ��# &����� ������� 
���<!�� �/�� -V��* -FT� ���। ������� ���<! �S�5�S ��,� ��,� "�< �O�* �X��� #�K ���� ��M "*। 
� ��� /Q����� ��*� "*। ������� &����� ������� -��?�� ��� -��* -�. ��"��� R -�. 
������ -�H�I �S��S ������� ���<!�� #�"��� ���� (� ��O�* &�# ��� ���� ����#���� 
���<�� �/�� -V��। ����#��� >� ��� -;�� &m�+ "�* E���� � �� �����* ��C ��� �������� 
#�"���� � -/��R -;�� -����* &#�� #�;! "*। � #�/�q! ����#���� z( 3#� �"� "*।  
 

 Y ��� ����� ��<�* �F�*��� &����� &� ��<� ������� ���<!� V�k�� �X��� ���< 
���� �� ( "��"�  "*। W R z� (� ���� ���#�� F����� -�� ����� ���p ��� -��i# -y��� 
���< (�(�� -��R�* -#���< #������ ��<R*���� ���< �� 0�C�* -�*। Y��� ���� &� ���< 
�� F����� ����A� #C��� �"���*� ��(���� ���< ���< ��� c�# ��� -�*। �� >� �� ��� 
F������� 3�>���� u�wV�!���< c�# ��� -�*� "*। �� V�� #�7 F������� ��>�S #����" �% "�* 
��*। ��������v�� R �% "�* ��*। ��� �X�� ��# ����� E��v��  ����* -�* ��� ��<���( R 
-��*��� 0�� ������ D���F�� ���। 
 

 &����� W;! -�K� �i -��?��� ��<� ��<� ��� (� #��� �<�* �#��� 01�� F�!� 
��� (�*O�* ������� -��� ����। �X��� ���< -��?�� >��� �`<�� #�* &����� ������� �� 
���� ��C ��*। &����� v���� ����� �`( 3#� �"� "*। ��� &����� ��( &"� "* ��� 
��� ���� ��*। ����#��� ���!�7 "�* Y (�*O� -;�� �*��������� ���� ���* ���। ���*�� �� 
�X����� &����� &� ���< ������� ���<! -��� -V�� ��� ����R �*��������� ��< ��C����C 
�X��� &m�5 
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���� (� ������� ����। �X�� � ������� �� V��� ��C ��* ��� #?9!£�� ���7 "*। � 
�������� �X��� b( -��� �"� ��� ��( &"� "*। � >�< ������� �� D�� D^�^ R 
-O�����_� &����� "7O� "* ��� �X�� � ����� -;�� F�� ��*।  
 

 �� #��* �������� ����5 -��R�* �B( ���<� ��7�* ��#��� E���� -#�� �6 �O E���� 
-#�� #?95! ��� 0�C�* -�*� "*।  
 

 &����� -"i -��*�<!��� � ��� &�# -� ��� -#��� ���*���C� -V�� /�< ����� ����*���� 
(� #����� ����"�� ��� ;���। � #���� -��* &����� ���< ��<��� a� (� ���� ���*���C��� 
��@� "*। � ��<��< ���*���C� -V�� /��<� ��< �X��� (� ������� ����। ��� (� ��� ��<�� 
#�* �X��� ���< �� -#� -V��/��< &�# ��� -:������O ��� "�� ;���।  �X�� �� ��� 
��p��� ������� ���< -# #�* ����� 0�� v�� F����� �9_ ���। �� V�� -:���< #?95!_�� 
c�# "�* ��*। ����#���� `�( -��� "��"� "*।  
 

 &����� ���< ��<� -�. ��"����� �"���� -�H�I ��� (� ���� ��*���(���� ���� 
��(����� ��/� R (O���"��� ��F���� �X D����� 0�� D���!� &m�5 F���*। ��� -#��� �� 
#�"#� &m�� "�F���* ��*। &����� 3#��� ��� -#���� ������� -E�i ,��C b( ����#��� 
�"� R z(�� &"� ���। ����#��� ���� "�* ����� D��� ���O ���। ���� &����� 3#��� 
D����< ��� ��� ������v�� c�# ��� -�* ��� �X��� ������4 D^�^ "7O� ���। 
 

 &����� ��< -O���� �� ����A� R ���#��� ��@��� "*। ��� (� ����A��� -O���� ���< 
�X��� ��� = D����� 0�� ���< -E�i -,��C ��� ��� -#���� ��;T �*��� "* ��� #�7 
����A� �"�  ��#�7 "�* ��C। Y ��� F��( -O����� -i������ ���<! (�K���*�� ��< ��� 
���� ���< �i�(� ��P ���F��� ���।  
 

 ���#��� -� -O���� ���< ��@��� "�*�,� ��� -�H�I �,� &�>� ��=�। ����#���� 
���< O�C�� 0�� -E�i -,��C ��� ��� z( �"� "*। � ���< ������ �� ��< ����#��� -� 
/�� ;����� ��� � �� `�< -E�i ���� ���। ���R ��� -#���� ��;T "��"� "*। �� V�� 
��� -#��� ���#��� }` /Q�� (� #�%� &� (��� ��� ��� D�� ���!�q  -����� 0�� 
D���F�� F���*। &� ���< �� ���#��� ����#���� 0�� -E�i -,��C। �� V�� ��,� -��� &"� 
"*। &����� >�< ������� ���<! V����� ��� ��*�� ��(���� ��< Y ��� ������� -��� ���� ��� 
-#���� >�< O�C� ��� #��C F��<�� #�* V������� ������� �� ���� ��C ��*। ������� ���<! 
��<� O�C��� c�# ���। -�* ��� ��<� O�C�� ���#�� ���। -��q� O�C��<� � �� ������� ���<! 
`�< -E�i ���� ���। ��� �X��� �(  -��� �"� "*। ��*�� ��(���� ��������R ����#���� 
z( -��� �"� "* ��� &����� ������� ���<! ���< �<!�� ��� ��� -*।  
 

 &����� ���, #���� &�# -�, R*��� ����� �<� (� ���# e����� &#�, ���������� 
��!�� ������� #$�% #��(��� /<���� D�O� "R*�� (�। ������� ����7��� �F���� #�7  
&+(!���� -��� ��p��� -FT� ���,� -�, ���������� ��!�� ������� 
� ����। � ��� ��R*� ��� 
&�� R*��! ����� �<��<� D �;!�� ����� ���। &�� ��p�� -����,��� -�, R*��! ����� ��� 
����7��� &�;!�  #�"��� -�*, ��"�� -#� &�;!� #�"���� ����7��� #���^ -��� R ��� 
���F����
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��� ��;T #����� "��। -� ���� -"�� R*��! ����� �<��� ���p�* ���� "�� -� ���������� ��!�� 
������� -���<� 
� ���� *। ��� ���������� D������ ��� ��� ���"�� &*1���� -�।  
 

 � ��������� &�� -O����� ���< ���� e��� �"�� ��� = (�*O�* ������5 /<��� ��� 
����7����� �"� ���� (� ���@�* ���। �� ���< W@� (� e���* -O�� ��; �R� "�* ��* ��� 
�� �� #���� -�:�, ��*। �� ����� ` ( -,�� b� (� #%�� #��C #��<�� #�* �(=�" �� �0� 
���( #� -y���� #��� -E�i ������5 /<�*। &� ���< -E�i -,��C ����� ��� #%�� &<<�*। 
Y ��� &� ���< -,�< �� e��� ���Q���Q� � �� ��( ����7�� D�V#���� ��C�� � ��� 
>��� >�<�� #�* -E�i -,��C। ��� D�V#���� O�C��<� ���#���� "* ��� ��( -��� &"� "*। 
���� �� #%��* ��!� �0( D�V�#� � �� -E�i -,�C� "*। ��� ��*�( ����7�� ����� �"� 
"*। ������� ���< ������� -* -�, R*��! ����� �<� -"��<� �Q����Q�Q��� D��� ���,। � 
��� ����� �� ` ( -O���� a� (� #%�� b-�z ����< -"��<� �Q����Q�Q��� ���� ��� ��� 
R*��! ����� �<� � -"��<�� -V��� ������* ;���। ���� �� ����� O�C��� ��� &�# ��� O�C� 
��F -��� -"��<��� � ��� ���� ��� -# #�* -O����  ���< O�C� �� ��� ��< -E�i -,��C । 
�� V�� O��C�< #?9! _�� c�# "�* ��* ��� ��<��!� ��( ��P��� -#�R �"� "*।  
 

 � #�7 /<������ ��� ����� ��!��!�O5 D�� #"�(� ���������� ������� #?��! 
R*����"�� "। �Q����Q�Q���� �������5� ���� �,�� ������!�। ���� �@�� ��p�� 
-����,�� �9�! ����7��� (����������) ��!�� D��� 
� ���� *। �� /<�� �� ��� ����� �<� 
-��� �V�� �O�* ����� ������<! ���������� ������� #$�%  #�@� /<���� ���� ���। ���� ����� 
������<! ����7��� &�;!� #�"��� � -�R*�� #������ ���। &+(!���� -��� �<� �,� ����7��� 
��� �� ����< ���(*।  
 

 ��(���� -��R�* -y��� ��< ��FC� E��� �X��� ���< D��� �,�। �� D����< 
�X��� *��� ��� ��(���� -��R�*  -y��� ��, -;�� #�����"� (� ���ª� "�। ���O� 
-;�� ���< -���i� ���<!�� ��FC� E��� �X D����� 0�� D����� ��� &m� ���� ���!� -�*। 
��� (� ��� <�� #�* � ���< E���� -O�� ��; �X D����� � �� D����� ��� ��� D���!� 
&m�5 F���*। � D���!� &m��5 �X��� ���� #?9! ���H«�� -��� -�*। &����� ���< -�� ��,� 
����#��� "��"� ��� �X D��� -;�� #�� ��C। ��� �����R �X��� ���� ����� D%���� 
��* `/Q� -O���v�� F��� ;���। ����#���� D*�����# ����#( &����� D*�����# ��� ��C। 
��� -��� ��* ����#��� ����� 0c!� -"i -��*�<!���� (���d ���4���"� &����� 0�� 
 *��� &m� F����d। &����� ���!� �� &��� �� �� ���। �,�C�R �X D��� -;�� ��� 
��� -s�O� -��� ��* ����7� �(6����, &�((  ��� �(6����, �}�� ��P�� �(6���� ������। 
-O���v��� �Ft &R*�( ��R F��� ;���। &��� ��p�� ���� -�, &����� ���< #�� &#�� ��R 
��� ���"� ��(��� ���� ��*� /Q�  -O���v�� ��� ����I� ���F* ���d। � #�/�q! ����#���� 
��( �"� R �`( &"� "*। -�� ��,�#���� 3#� ����� ��(��� v����� "��"� "*।  
 

����7���� #����+� ��<��!� ;��v����� ��2� ����7�� ����� ��� ������*� ��*�O ���� �_ 
���। �#� ;��v���� ���� ������ 3��� ��� D����� ��4���� ���� ����। ����A�� 01�� 
#�v��� ;����� ���� � ��� ��4���� ���। &�� �#� ;��v����� &m�5 ��� ����7����� 
��#���� DF� ��� -�*�� ��<� ����'� ���। 
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D��� D����� ��<��!� ���CF� ;�� &��� (� ��<� ����� ���5 "�* ���C�* �,�। -�� ���CF� 
�� � �� ���*� &��� -O������ -O�� ��; e��� ����A� ��� V������� ����*�� ���। �� ;���<� 
D����� -O�� �;v��� -���<� ����� �,� �। ��2� ����7�� ������� ��� -#���� ������� 
��@��। &�� ���CF� ;�� &m� ���� (� ��(�� ���< ���� ��@��। �W� (� ���  �<�* �� 
���< D���!� ���CF� ;��� 0�� &m� F���*। ;��* �"���� ����V ��� ����� ��;T ���� -�*। 
��� D����q &����� -���i� ���<!� "��� ���� ���7 "*। �� #�/�q! �X��� b( �"� "*। 
&����� �( -��� v_�� ��� &"� ��� ��( ����( "*। �� V�� ���CF�  ;�� �X��4 "* 
��� e���, ����A� ����� -O�� �; ����� "*। 
 

 e����� W@� (� -� ���<�� ��@��� "�*�,� -#� ���< ����� ���!���� F����* -��� ;��� 
���� 
� ���� ������ ����7����  �V���* &�� � ����। e���� ���# ����� ���� ����7����� 
#?9! ��� �*�� � &�# ��� (� �� -O���� ��  �S�� �,�। ���< ��� (� >��� `<�� #�* 
�0 ����!�<� ��� FI�� ���< -E�i ������5 /<�*। �� V�� #�7 -���( �0 ����!< -;�� 
�����* ��* ��� -������< �% "�* ��*। �� ���� ����� W<�� �� D�V# -�q "�d� �@� -# 
#�* R*���� ����� �� #��� `�< -E�i ������ /<�*। �� V�� R*����  ��� ��(��! �% 
"�* ��*।  

 ����� *��� -�� -y��� ��< -O�i�0�� � �� �X��� ��,�#���� 3#� ����� /��< 
O�C �����,�। �� #���� W;! -�K��� � -��?�� (��� ����। -�(� #���� ���< ��<��� #�K 
&� &� ����V� R �<!�� ���* � /��<�< &m��� (� ��@�*। #%�� #��C �<�* � ���< �X��� 
D���� ���5 ��� ���* ��,� D����� ��� ��� D���!�� Y -O�i�0�<� 0�� &m� F���*। 
&� &� ��� �<!���� -O��� -O�i�0�<� ��;T ���#�� ��� ��� ��*��< &� &� �� -O��� 
-O�i�0�� � ��� ��C ������5 /<�*। Y �� ����� "������� #������ -�H�I *����� -��R�* 
-y��� ���� &����C� -;�� ��� -�C<�� #�* �X D����� 0�� &� &� ����V� R �<!���� 
#�"���� &��� &m� F����� "*। �X�� � &m��5� (� -���<� ��� �,� �। ���� �f��*��� 
&m�5 &�� ����। � &m��� V��R �X��� ��;T �*��� "*।  

 � #�* �X��� D��� -���� -���� �,� -# #� D����� ��,����, ��� ��� -#���� 
F��F��� ��7�� 0�� ��� ���� ���� "�*�,�। �W� (� ���� V���"�< -��R�* -y� -;�� 
}��/b�� O( 01�� �X� ���< �� >���� �������� E��� -��u���� �� (� �O�*�,�। &� ���< 
�� O�(������ ��< &��� -� ���@� ���  ����* ���*�,��� -#�< -����� ���,�। ���#���� E�� 
-;�� #%��� #�* ��� -#���� ���< V���"��< ��(��� D���� -V��� ��; &����� ���� ���� 
����� ���� ��C ��* ��� ���v�� ����� ���*� F��� V�<�� ;���। ��� ����� D�� -��� 
"��"� "* ��� ����� ����  *��� ���H«�� �_ "*। � ���v���� V�<�� �� ��<��!� D��� 
-;�� ����#��� ��� ��*। ����� D%���� ���� �@� ��p�� ����,� � � �������5� #�@� ���5 
��? ���4���"�� f��� &m�+ "�*�, - �� ��� -#��� �Ft ��� -O���v�� ,�C�� ;���।  �� 
-O���v�� ��� b<� -;�� ��� �<� ��!+ F��� ;���। �X�� ��(��� -����� 0�� ��� ��� �<!�� 
��� ������ -O��� ,�C�� ;���। &����� �9�� D���� -��u�� �*� &��, �*� &��, ��F�R ��F�R, 
� H�� c� ��� ��*। ��� &��� �����!� E���� -������� ��� ��� -� &����� ���� ��� ��� 
-#���� ��(��� -O���v���� D+���� W�/z� ( ��� -#� "��"� "�*�,। ���� #���� 
����#��� ��( �B�O�i*�� Y D����< �����! ���� ����A� -;�� &�#।   
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 ����#��� �� >/!<�� ��  ��(���� -��R�* -y��� F��!���� ��� V���"�< ��!+ ����� 
-��u���� &��� -(����� ���। ���O�� D���� &����� -��?�� �X��� �� ���!���� ��!���5 
���� ;���। ��� (� #���� &����� ���< ��<� ����#���� -��u���� ��;� 0�� ������� 
����। #��� a<�* ��� -#���� ���< �� ��(���� -��R�* -y� -;�� �R� "*। �� ���< 
&����� ������� �� ���� ��C ��*। D���!�� &����� -������ ����#���� 0�� "���� -���O� 
R D��� D�^� #�"���� -O���v�� F���*। �� -O���v���� �X��� b( �"� R ��( &"� "*। 
�,�C� &����� -������ �F�� D^�^, -<���V� -#<, ����#� ���<��� R &�R D��� �(�# "7O� 
���।  
 

 (� ���#� �f��* #M��" &��� ���, ��� &�# -�, �X��� -O���6�( ���"�� ���< ���<��� 
(��) ����A� B�����C*�� �#���� -��i ����� ������ D��� �"#��� ���"�� ���,। ��� ���"�� 
*���, ����� ��, �<, &��� ��C� (�#��*) � H�� �X D����� (� �� ����v�� -;�� 
#�"������� -O��� ���� "�। �� ����v��� (� ��� ���"�� 0����4 D���v��� 0�� &m� 
D�� #�* ���!��� ��� -�� �। &��� ���, &�R ��� &�# -�, ��* �z� ( ��� -#� �� 
����v���� ����"�� R ������ ���। �� #���� ��R*� ��� &�� -�. ���*� ������ �� 
������ D����< &m� ��� c�# ���� (� ���!� -��। W� (�� ���< �� (W;! -�K��� �i 
-��?��) -�. ���*9 ������ -�H�I ��� (� ��� #��C ��<�* �X D����� ���� DE#� "*। #�7 
��� F��� �� ���< ����A�- B�����C*�� ��7�� ��2�� #��������� F�� ���� 01�� - ��� -�:�, 
��� ����� ���< -O�� D��� 3��� ���। �}� (� #�7 �� ��� ��� -�. ���*9 ���� ��� #�K 
��� ��*�(�� ��* ����#���� #������� D����< #?95!_�� D�#%� ���। �� D����< 
��"���� �� �� ����� &�,, ���� ��"������ ��� �� �� D�^� #�"��� ��"��� -�*, D����<�� -�:,�� 
(� -O�� �; ��, ����v�� ���� -�� ��� ����, -�� #��* ��� -#��� -��� #(�O ��� ����� 
������v��� D��� -��;�* � H�� ������� -# #�E" ���। ���� -�. ���*� ���� #��� "��� 
&�O� ��� -O�� /��<�� -V�� &�#। �b� (� #�7 �� ��� ���<�� ����#���� #$�% ��7���� 
��� ��� ��� ��� /��<�� &m��5� ����'� ��� ���!���� #$�% ������� ���p�* -�*। #�7 
�� ���< &m��5� (� ���� -*। 
 

 �b� (� - �� F��<�* -�. ���*��� -�H�I &����� ���< ��� -#���� ���� /�k�<� 0�� 
��, ��� -;�� D����� ��� D���!�� &m�5 F���*। ��� -#��� ����� ���� ��* �,�। ���� � 
&m��5� (� -���<� ��� �,� �। -#��� ����A� -;�� ��� -#���� >�< -��?�� -�v�� #��� 
�X��� /��<�� ��4���� ���� (� ���d� ����R ����� ��J���� (� D#��! ��� � D����<�� 
��* �,�। &����� ���� D���!� &m��5 ����#����� /��<��  �q5 ���H«��� #H�T "* ��� 
D�� �X�#� &����� v���� �� "����� ;���। &����� -������ ��*��< (�� R �<�� u��� 
-E�i ,��C &v ���O�* -�*। ����#��� �� -���  �� "�* ��C -� ���� ����� -"i -��*�<!��� 
(K� ������ #�"����� ��;!� (��*। ��� -�� ��,��5  *��� ��� F�� ��� &����� 3#��� ����, 
O��C ������ c�# ���। ��� ������� #��� "�* ��* ��� �X��� ������� ��4 ��C�� ;��� R 
����� &���� ���< (K� ���� /<���� -�:�, &����� -���i� ���<!� 0�� &m� F���*। -�. 
���*9�� ���< �� &<�� ��C �����  �* &m�5 -�q ��� E���� -O�� ��; -�/�� ���� 
�2���#�5 ���। �� �2���#��� #�* ���� ��� ��� ����7�� (K� ���� f��� &m�+ "*। 
���R #�7 ���� ����1 0���� ��� ���� #�V���� #��; �X��� &R��� ����� F�� &�#। ���� 
�� ���� D� ��; &��� ����A� B�����C*� ��� #C��� 0�� &�# ��� ����� #C��� -#���< 
0�C�* ���* �( /��<�� ������ �V�� &�#। 
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 � &m��5� V�� ���R -�. ���*��� ���< ����#���� ���� ��� ��� &�� ����� 
��� ���R � &m��5� V��V� ����#���� (� �,�  *��"। D+���� z�/�� ( ����#� � 
&m��5 "��"� "*। �H���"v�� ����#��� `�< -�#����� ���# ��� p�t� ���� ����A�� ���� ��* 
��*। � ��� ���* -������ (��*। ��,�C� O��C, ��� #�P�� R �� D���� ���� ������ -O��� 
-�v�� c�# ��� "�*�,� �� �,� ����� ��� D��+ ����� �����। &#�� ��; ���< -� -#�� 
0�C�* ���* &�# ���R ����� O������� 0�� ��;T ����� #H�T ���। � "����� �� �X -#��� ��*  
`/� #M�" #�7 -#��� ����� ���!���� #?9!_�� �% ��� -�*। ����#��� ���� ���" 
E����#���� 0�� D���F�� F���* ��� ���C/� ���C�* -�*।  
 

 ��� (� &����� �#�� D��� -;�� ���< -,�< �� �O����C ��� (�*O�* ������� ����। 
#��� �<�* ��� -#���� ���< -��u�� ���<! #��� ���� ����� <"�� &�#। ����#���� �� ���< 
D#��! ��� "@�S &����� ������� ���<!� ��������� ��< F�� &�#। &����� ������� ���< � 
#�����O� D����* �,�। D�� ��< -;�� ����� #�7 D^ v�� F����� ;���। D���!� v��� &/��� 
��* ��( ����#� �"� R z( &"� "*। ��� `( �����* -��� #�� "*। 
 

 ����#��� �b� (� &����� D��� 3������� 0�� -O��6�( ���"�� #�"��� �Ft 
&m�5 F���*। � &m��5� ���� �<��� � -��� &����� D������� ��<��< 3������ ���O ��� 
��� #�K #�K ����#���� ���< �� 3������ ��� ��� -*। Y �� ���� -�(� #����  -F:����� 
-�H�I &����� � -��?�� - �� ���� 3������* D����� �X��� 0�� �Ft ���� &m� F���*। 
"������� #������ ��<� �������� ��� -;�� ��� #������ &�>� "�  9�*�� ��<� ���5 ��� -;�� 
�X�#���� D����� � �� D����� ��� ��*। "������� #������ ��<��� &m�� ����#���� 
 �q5 �*��� "* ��� ����#��� "������� #������ #���� D����< ������O ��� ��,� �����* 
��*। #�K #�K ����#���� � �� ���H«�� #H�T "* ��� �X�� #�E 3������ ����� -;�� �����* 
-��� �_ ���। `/Q�� ���� �Ft &m��� #��� �<��� � -��� ����#��� D����< #?95! ��� 
������O ���। � ����� V�� ��� -#���� ��( -(�#R#" ��( �#��� "��"� "*। ��� 
D����< -;�� D�� D^�^ R ��� #�P�� ��� ��� "*। 
 

 �a-� (� -�. ���*� ������ -"i -��*�<!��� ��� &�# -�, ����#���� ���< ��<� 
#�O����� � �� -�u��� ���� (� -��� -��� -O�,। -�. ���*� �S��S ���< ��<� ��* 
�6 ��O� ��< ¤� ������� ����। #%�� }<�* ����#��� -V��� ��; ����� ���<� -�q D���<�� 
-�. ���*� ������� ���। �������� ����#���� a( 3#� �"� "* ��� ���� ��� -#��� �6 �O 
E���� ���� �����* ����� (�� ��kF�*। 
 

 (� ���#� ��p����p -�. ��"��� W;! -�K��� �� -��?�� -;�� ���< ��<��� ����#���� 
����*���� ��7� c�# ���� (� ����A�� ����5 -��5 ���। � ���< �b� (� #%�� �<�* ����A� 
���#���� ��(*��� -��R�* �B(, ����A� ��O���� -���i� -#�� 0�C�* -�*। �� -#��v���� c��#� 
V�� ����A�� ����5 #C� ��� -��R�* ����*�� �% "�* ��*। Y ��� ���< ��(*��� ��� 
��*���(���� ��< ��*��< �����u� ���� 0�C�* ��M�� -;�� e���* ��>�S #����" �% ��� 
-�*। ����#���� ���< ��<� #%��� #�* -F:��’� ��< -��u���� � &�#। �� ����#�� ���<�� 
������� ���� ` ( ����#� �"� "*। ����#��� ��� ���!��!� E��v��  ����* -�* ��� 
D���F�� F���*। &����� -��u�� ���<! ��� &� -�, ����7����� ��* �� -��?�� 3#� 
��*���(���� 01�� ���< -O�i�0�� ���� D��� ���,। -��u���< �� -O�i�0�<�� -�:,��� 
-O�� ��7�, ����#���� 
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������ ����� R D��� ��7���� ��� ��* &�#। � #���� -��* -�§ ��"��� �� (�� ���< 
����t� ��<� ®��#��i R �<!��#" ��� �`<�� #�* �X D����� ���< -�:�, ��*। ���� ���< -,�< 
�� ���@�* D����<� #�!��q ��� -* ��� (��� ���� ����#��� D����<�� -��� #��!���9�� 
����� -*�। ��� �<�* &����� ����t� ��<��< D���!�� ����#���� ������ D����� � �� 
D����� ��� ��� #�K #�K ����#���� 0�� "���� D�^� #�"���� v�� F����� ;���। ����#��� 
D���� v���� "��"� "*। ���� &����� ����t� ��<��� 0�� ���� &m��� -FT� ���, ��� �� 
��;! "�* ��*।  
 

 �b� (� ��� a<�* ��*���(���� ����5 &����� &����< ��<� ����#���� `�< �������� 
0�� &m�5 F���*। �� &m�� } ( ����#� �"� "*। ����#��� ���� #�7 ��� D����� 
�<!���� -O��� ,�C�� ;���। &����� �� ���< ���� -��R�* -y��� ��< ��*��< <��n��c�#� 
��� ��7�* ���� ����। ��� -#���� ���< (�� ���� Y ��7�* ��R*�� ��; ����� 0�� ��C ��* 
��� #?95! ��� c�# "* ��� z( ����#�R �"� "*।  
 

 (� ���#� ����#��� ����A� �"�� ��#���! ����* 
� ���� ���� (� #�7 ����� 
����� -*। #����� D�V#  �� ��� F��� (� ���� #����� ��!F������ ���� ���।  �"��� -���� 
R ����" F��� ���� �6�7 ���। ����7����� � ��FT� ���;! ���� (� W( -O����� ���< 
���� �� (� ����A�� 01� ���* -O���� ��� ��� ����A� �"�� ��@� "*। � ���< -E�i R 
-yO� #�K ��* ��*। ���� ��!+ �"��� � �� ���< vM D���� ���< ��(��� /��< O�C। 
����A� �"��� ��� = (�*O�* ����#���� <"���� ��v�� #$�% ���� ��7���� ������� -��O�C 
���। ��� (� #%��* ���#! ���n, ����� ���n, ((���<! � H�� ��� �� �� ����#���� 0�� 
-E�i ���� ���। �� V�� ��( ����#� �"� R z( &"� "*। Y ��� }( -�P���� 
���< ���� ���� &m�5 ���। ��� `( ������*� �"� "* ��� ����� ���< O��C ���E7 "*। 
�� ��*��� �� `�-� (� #���� ���< &� &� ����V� &����� 3#��� ����A� �"��� ���< 
��* ��* ��* ��� ����A� ���� �6��� R �"��� 0���¯� 0�� -O���v�� ��� ��� ����7���� 
��� ��O��� �� -,�<�,��< ���� ;���। �#� ���!������ V�� ����A� �"� R ��� ��<��!� 
������ -������ &��� ����� #�"# �V�� ��*। D���� �"� -;�� ����� F�� ��*। �#� 
&m��5� V�� ����7����� ��# ����� F��� ���� ��FT� ������� ��;! "*।  
 

 ����� ���� ����#��� (� ���# ����� ������ ����� &��� ��4���� ���� -FT� 
���,�। ����#���� ���!����� ���  #H�T ���� (� ��� ������� ��7 ����� (� -�(� #���� 
W;! -�K��� � -��?��� ��< ��<� �<!��#" ����� ��� ��2� ���� ���@�* -�*। �� ��<��< ��� 
�<�* ����#���� D����< /��� ��,� -��� #�� "*। #��� #��C z<�� #�*  �9�!��!���� ��� 
���� ��(��� /��< ��� ���। ���� �����q� #�K #�K� ��, -;�� -���O� R D��� "���� 
D^�^ ��� �<!���� #�"���� �X D����� R�� D�� ��< -;�� "���� F���*। ����#��� ���� 
-���* ����� D����� ��,� �� ��< -;�� &m��5� (� ��� �,� � ��� �� V�� ����� 
D+�§��� �( -(�#R#" �`( "��"� "*। ����#���� ���< ��4���� �� ���� ����� ��� 
D��� "�� �#���� <"��� (� �O�*�,�। �� #�����< &����� -����� (���,� �। ����#���� 
#�K &����� ��<��< ��  *��� #�/q! ���,�,  -# #�* ����#���� <"���� ���< �#�� -;�� 
-V��� ��; &����� ��<��<� ��,� D��� ��* &������� �/�� -V��� -FT� ���। &����� 
��<��< #�K #�K D����T ����#���� -/��R -;�� -����* &#�� #�� "*। &#�� #�* &����� 
��( -��� &"� "*। ����#��� ���� ����� �� D��� &��� ��4���� ��� -����। 
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&��� ��� ��� -�, ������"� ��*� -"��� ;��� ��< ��@���*� �� ��� -O���� ���� ��x� 
f��� -��u���� ���। � ��� �� &�� -"i���*�<!�� -;�� ��< ��<� "������� �O*�#��U�� -�H�I 
-"��� ;���� -��5 ���। �� ���< D�� ������� D��m� ��� ��0����6 b���� 01�� R R 
-O:����� "�� #�� ���� 01� ��2�� FC����� E���� ��< ����� vM /��< O�C -����। "������� 
�O*�#��U FC����� E���� ��< ����#���� �x�� ������� ���� (� ��� ���<�� ��* ��� 
���C ���< D��� O�C -����। ����#��� ���[���4� <"�� #���� ��2� "�� ��@���*� �� 
���* ��x DE#� "*। �x�< ��  z�O�(� � ��  F�� &�#, �� "������� �O*�#��U�� ���<! 
-���O�, "���� -���O� R D��� D^ "�� D���!�� -O���v�� F����� ;���। ����#��� 
D���� "��"� "*। �x�<� #���� �x�<��  ��<� F��� ���� ��* � C���� -FT� ��� ��� ��;! "*। 
���� D�� ����#� �x -;�� ����� p�� ���* ��C ��� ����R ���� ����� v��� &/��� ���� 
��*। �x�<R &����� -���O��� v���� ���E� "�* ��* ��� -����  �O ����#� ����� ��C 
��*। ��� ��*�( #�����* D� ���C 0�@ ������ #�� "*। �� ��x ����#���� D+�§ }�/b� 
( -��� �,� ��� #�K �( -�#����� -���R �,�। "������� �O*�#�U��� -������ �x -;�� 
D�� D^�^, -O�����_�  0��� ���। -#��� ����� z<�� #�* ������"�� ���< -"���G�� 
����� �� �x�< ��� -���(�� ������� -*�� (� Y �����* D�� -/����V�� ��� ��� -�� 
-��(��� � -��* -"���G���< -V�� F�� ��*। � ����� #���� ��* �� -;�� -�C /Q� F�� 
���!��!� #�7 ������ ���* -������ �9� -;�� �� ���� ���। ������"��� -��F�* ��� ��9!�7 
"�� -��� ���* -����� ����� D�� -��C ��*। ���� ���4���"�� 0�� &��� &����� "*। 
"������� �O*�#��U ��R �� ������ -����� ���, �����+�� �*� "�* ����( ���,।  
 

 #������ &�� &��� ���<�*���� D��� -� -��?���< ���#���� ����5 -�*������ 01� 
��2� Dx�� ��@��� "�*�,�, -# -��?���< R � Dx�� ������"�� ��_�� ����� ���!���� 
F���*। F�k���� -;�� ������"� -� ��7� -�*����� ����� (� ���"�� ���, -# ��7�* �°������ 
��< a� V��<� ���< #C��#�� ��c7 ��� -�*। �� ��,��� �� ������"� �2���#�5 ���� 
#������ &�� &����� -�H�I ���4���"� ��*��� ;�� &m�5 ���। � &m��5� V�� ����� 
������� #�"���� ���* -������ 0�� ��;T D���F�� ���। � ;�� ��� ��� -*�� V�� #�7 
����� ���4���"�� �*��5 F�� &�#। 
 

 ��� (� &����� `�< -O���� ���<! -"i���*�<!�� -;�� ��@��� "*। � (��  ���< ����A�� 
���� ����±� ���� 0C��� (� ��� &�R � (�� ���< ���<!�� B��5���C*�� 01�� ����# 
O��#��� ��<�� (� ��@��� "*। `�-� (� �;� ���<!�< `�< �����u� ���� c�# ��� -�*। �� 
V�� -�*����� ��>�S #����" #?95!£�� �% "�* ��*। �f��* ���< B�����C*�� 01�� ����"�� 
`W-� (� #%��* ����# O���#� W V�< ���� 0�C�* -�*। �� V�� ����# O��# e��� ���*OP 
&�OP ��� �#���OP ��R*�� -y�v���� #����" �% "�* ��*। �� V�� �#� ��R*�� -y�v�� 
"�� ��>�S #����" #���*� ��� �% "�* ��*। ��� ��' �����v��� ��;T ��� "*।  
 

 ���O� -;�� ���< ��<� ��(���� ��� D����� 0�� "���� ���� (� ��@��� "*। �� 
��<��< ``-� (� &����� /��< -;�� ��(������ ���� DE#� "*। #%��* ��(���� �X D����< ���� 
��«���«£�� -��� ���। ���� (��� ���� -� ����#��� -�� D#��! ��� ����� D���� &,। 
``-� (� - �� W<�* &����� ���< D���!�� -O����; �X D����� � �� ���� ��� &m�5 
F���*। � &m��5� ����#��� #?95! "�F��� "�* ��*। �� &/��� &����� -������ "��� 
�����
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��* �z( -��� "��"� "*। &����� ��( &"� "*। &m�5 ��* �� /Q� �� &����� 
-������ ��,� "�< &�#। 
 

 &����� -��� ���<! ��� &� -� ����#��� �#��� 01�� F²��� ��� ��<���C�� ���� 
DE#� "�d। � #���� ����� �� -�§ ���*� ���� ����#���� F����!�� -;�� ������� ���� (� 
W;! -�K��� �i -��?��� ���< ��<� �*�������, ��*����� ��� 3��� ���@�* -�*। �� ���< 
��<� �( �( (�*O�* `�-� (� #��� �<�� ���� D��� -*। ����#��� #�7 ��� DE#� "R*�� 
�� #���� &����� D����� #��� 0���� "*।  
 

 ����#��� &����� 0�����A��� D����� z� -;�� ��� O�(� ���� ��# �C�� ����� 
-;�� &����� 3#��� ����#���� 0�� &m� F���*। � &m��5 ����#���� b( �"� ��� 
��( &"� "*। ����#��� ��<� ��,� "�< -��* &��� &m��5� -FT� F���* ��� -# -FT�R ��;! 
"�* ��*। ���� #�7�� 0 *��� -O���v�� F��� ;��� ��� #%��� #�* ����#��� ��,� "�< 
��*। ����#���� �2���#��5� #�*R &����� �*��������� ��<� ������� ���5 ��� -;�� 
&m�5 ��� -�� ���#�� ���। ��,� "�< �O�* ��<���C�� 01�� D��� -* ��� �������9�" 3��� 
���� ;���। `W-� (� ����#��� �� ��<���C��� ����� ���������" 3��� ���� ;���। `W-� (� 
����#��� �� ��<���C��� ����� ���������" 3����� ��7 �,�, #��� ��F<�* &����� ��*����� 
R 3��� ����� -;�� �X��� ���� ��� ����5 &����� ��< ��<� &��� D���!� &m� F���*। � 
&m��5� V�� ����#���� a( -��� �"� "*। &����� �( &"� "*। 
 

 -�*������ 01� ������"� -V� -;�� -�*����� ��!+ u��� <"� ���। � ��� &����� 
-�*����� -O���� -"i���*�<!�� � -�:�,। -#�� -;�� &����� `�< ������� ���<! -��O���*� ��� 
�(���� ��@��� "*। `�-� (� �� >� ���<! #%��* 0����4 >�< ��� ������� ����। ���� ��7��� 
���< ����³ <��n R ����³ ���#!��� ��� ���� ����। #%��* ����#���� >�< u�� -V����� 
���d�। �� u�� >�< ������� ��� -�:,��� �;� u���< ����Q <��n ���� ��C ��* ��� #�K #�K� 
c�# "�* ��*। ���� u���< ��,9 "�< ��R*�� -FT� ��� ��� ������� ���<! ����� 0�� v�� F����� 
;���। ����#��� 0��*�+� � -���  u�� -;�� -����* ������� -FT� ���। ���*�� �X��� 
��,�#���� v���� ���� ��*, &� ��,� ��5 ��* �����* -��� #�� "*। � ������� � ����#���� 
`�< u�� #?9!_�� c�# "�* ��* ��� �`( �"� "*। &����� ���<! D�� D^�^ "7O� ��� 
��� �(��� ������� ���<!R �X��� ���< <"���� ���� &m� ��� `(�� �"� ��� `(�� 
&"� ���। &� ���< ���<! `�-� (� ����#���� -��O����O ����� T ��� -�*�� (� -�*������ 
���"�(��� B�(, F²OP ��� ���OP -(�� ��0�w B�( #?95!£�� c�# ��� -�*। 
 

 ����#��� ��<���C��� ����� ������ ����� D��"� ���� ��� W;! -�K��� �i -��?�� -�§ 
���*9 ������ -�H�I ������� #�#�* ������7 ����। 
 

 ����#��� ����� ������� D��� -;�� #�#�* �6 �O ��� ��� -*�� -FT� F����। 
&����� W;! -�K��� �# -��?�� �6 �O -��R�* -y� ��� -(�� -���i!� ��F� ��7� ��!+ 
��(��� -��� ��4���� ���������" O�C�,�। � D����<� (� ������"� F�E��-e��� -��R�* 
��� F��� ���� ����,� �।  -#(� #�#�*� ����� -FT� �,� �6 �O -;�� &����� �����C� 
���। �,�C� � D����<� (� ���� ������� �,<�"� -���� &����� �9� /��< �,�, �� ����� 
���� &�� ����,� �। D����� -FT� ���R ����� ��FT� ��;! "*। `W-� (� ����� �<�* ����� 
������ D��� -;�� 
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����#���� ��<� -��?��, �#��* �<, &��� ��C� -;�� ��<� -��?��-�� >� -��?�� >��� 
-;�� ��# ���*������ ��< ����� "*। ����� �<!�� -���O� ��� ������ #�"���� &����� 
�6 �O D���� &m�5 F���*। �Ft -O���� #"�*��* ����#���� �� ��4���� ���< �6 �O 
-��R�* -y�� ��� O( ��2�� -(�� -���i! #C��� ��< ��!+ -�:,�� #�� "*। &����� 
3#����R ����� ��n�� -;�� -���O� ��� "�´� -���O��� v���� ����#���� �F�� �*��� 
���� ;���। >/Q�  -FT�� �� ����#��� �� DE#� "�� ����,� � �� &m� �% ��� -�* 
��� ��,� "�< F�� ��*। � &m��� #�* ����#���� `W( "��"� "*। ����#��� ����� 
���*������ D���R ���� ��* �������� �9� /��<�� F�� ��*।  
 

 e���* &����� -O������ ����� ��( F����* -��� ;���। ��>�S #����" ���� 
� ���� ��� 
� F�� -#(� ���� `a-� (� ����� ��F<�* �#���OP ��� ���O�R ��R*�� ����� ���< ���� 
c�# ��� -�*। �� ��c7 �����< D� >�< ������ ��� ��* �,�C ��C ��*। �� V�� ������� 
��� -�k(O�R�* ��>�S #����" D������ ��� ��*। �������5� �@� ����� ����#���� ���< 
-"���G�� �S�5�S 04 �����* -O������� D�� -��(����( ���। &����� -O������ ������ 
�V�� &�#। &� ���< -O���� �� �#���O�P� ���<� ���� ��R*�� ��� ����*���� 0�C�* -�*। 
����#��� ��<��!� /��< "�� (��� ��� ��# ���<�� ���� -FT� ��� ��� ���� 0�� -O���v�� 
���, ��� -O���� O��< ������ �V�� &�#।  
 

 ���* -������� &��� #���� ��� -�, ����#���� ���< (�� R <"���� �� ��*� 
#������� -;�� �!����(�� ��!+ &�#। � #���� -��* ����G &�0�U -������C�* ��� 
��������� ���< ��� ��<��� #�"���� ������� ��O�*। `}-� (� #%��� #�* ����#���� <"���� 
�� -������C�* &����� �������� ��C ��*। ��� ����#���� b( -��� �"� "* ��� ���� 
,� K "�* �����* ��*। �� ���� `b-� (� #%�� }<�* ����#���� ���< (�� ��������� 
&����� �������� ��C। ������� ���<!� v���� (���< ���E7 "�* ��7� -;�� ��C ��*। (��� 
��kF( ����#� �,�, ����R #�K #�K �"� "*। &����� ���<! D^�^ ��� ��� -*। 
 

 ����#��� ����A� �"��� �9��! �������(�� �����* -� /��< O�C�,�, &��� ��*� &m�5 
��� ����� ������7 ������। -�§ ��"��� ��� ��* -�, ����#��� #%��� �� &� ����� ������ 
-;�� ����� &�# �। ���� -�#� ��"������ ;��� ���� �������� ���� ��# ;���। � #���� -��* 
-�§ ��"��� >�< ��<��� `W-� (� ���� �X��� �������(�� /��<� ��*��< ������ c�# ���� ���!� 
���* ����A�� ���5 -;�� ���@�* -�*। � ���< D�5���� "�* �X��� �������(�� D����� ��,� 
-�:�, ��� ��� ��<�* D����� � �� D����� ��� D���!� &m�5 F���*। �;��� ���� ����� 
#���� ���< ������� -E�i -,��C ��� #?95!£�� c�# ��� -�*। ���� &�R `/��< ������ 
c�# ��� ���� #��� "��� &�O� �X D��� ���O ���। �� D���!� &m��5 ����#���� `�( 
�"� R }( &"� "*।  
 

 ����#��� ��(*����� -� ��7�� -#���< &����� ����t� ���<! 0�C�* ���*�,� -#�< 
#���*� ��� -����� ��� -V�� ��� -# ��7�* &��� ����� F���V�� �_ ���। -�§ ��"��� &��� 
���< ����t� ��<� ��@�* ��� �� ��<��< `�-� (� ��(*��� B��(� ��< ������� -��� 
����#���� D����* ;���। ��� `<�� #�* ����#���� >�< O�C� ����A� -;�� Y ��7�* &�#। 
O�C�v�� �� B��(� 0�� ���* F�� �_ ��� �@� ��� &����� ���<! ����� 0�� v�� F���*। 
#�K #�K� O�C�v�� �*�5 "����* B�( -;�� ���� ��C ��*। ��� >�< O��C� ��T "�* ��* ��� 
b( ����#� �"� "*। 
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 (� ���# �;� #M��" &��� -"i���*�<!�� -;�� -O������� ��(�� ���< ���� &�� 
V������� ��@��। ���������, ����, ��[(�, �C*� � ��� ;��* -O������� ��� = ��� �� 4 ��� 
-�*� "�*�,�। �� ��v�� ����� �( �( �����* �O�** /��< O�C -����। ���� ���� ��,�#���� 
����7�� ������� "��� ���। ���� ���� �( �( ������ ;��v�� -��� -;�� ����� ������� 
����7����� ������� -��O��, -#� ;��v��  �� ��� -��� ���। �;�� ���� ���F� D*����# 
-y��< c�# ��� -�*। ���� -O���� ���t�� ������ -�H�I ���� ;��� 0�� `}-� (� ��� 
��<�� #�* &m�5 F��� "*। � &m�� ��( ����� #�� �w���� R >( ����� �"� "*। 
-O������ a<� ����V� ��� ��� -*। ���� ;��� D*����# -y��<R c�# ��� -�*। �C*�� 
-O������ ��� ��* -�, ����������� �i&��� �w���� R ����� �# &� ����� ���< ���* 
������� ���C�� vM &���F�* ��7। � #���� -��* ���� -#��� 0���� "�* ����� 0�� &m� 
F���*। ������ �C*�� D*����# -y��<R c�# ��� -�*। �C*�� -O������ ��� ��* -�, 
����������� �i&��� �w���� R ����� �# &� ����� ���< ���* ������� ���C�� vM &���F�* 
���7। � #���� -��* ���� -#��� 0���� "�* ����� 0�� &m�5 F���*। ������ �C*�� 
D*����# -y��<R c�# ��� -�*।  

 �X��� ���< -,�< �� ��[(� ;��� <��"�"��< ��# D��� -*। ��[(��� -O���� ���< 
����� D����< #$�% ��«����«£�� ��� -*। `b-� (� ��� ��<�� #�* `�(��  ���< 
-O������ <��"�"��< ����#���� D����� 0�� D���!� &m�5 ���। � &m��5� V�� 
����#���� ��( �"� "* ��� ����#��� <��"�"�< D��� -;�� �����* ��*। 

 ����7� -��iR -;�� -/�q5� ��� "* -� `b-� (� #%��* -(���� -��§ �*��"*� �� (���� 
0�U��� ���<  v_I�95!  �q5 -��� � #���� (��� -��� &�� �*��"*� ����  �q5�� 0���� 
#$�!� (����� (� ���< ����'� E"5 ���। �#$�% &�� &��� #���#�� ���t����� &��� 
-"i���*�<!�� � -i�� ��@�� ��� ����� #�K &���F� ���। &���F�� �� � �#���+ -�:�, -� 
 �q�5� #�* ����7���� #�!����� -��iR -���� (� ����� �( �( ������ D���� ����� 
"�� ��� #��!���9�� ����� ��,9<� ���;� "��। � #�* ����� � #��!�� &����� (� &�� �� 
#��! #����O। ��,�C� &����� �����R "�� �*��"*� ����  �q�5� #���F� (���। � (� &�� #� 
#�� -#�� ���t���� ���!� �����, ���� #%�� #��C �<�� �� -;�� �� �*��"*��  �q &�o "��, 
�@� -# #��* &��� -#���� #� �����* ������O ����#���� R�� ��B &m�5 F�����। � 
���!� D���*� W;! -�K��� � -��?�� *������ ����#���� D����� ���� �� ��� -;�� 
DE#� "* ���  �q5 &�o "��� ��,��5 ���� ����#���� 0�� &m�5 F���*। ����#��� � 
D���!� &m��5 "�F��� "�* ��*। �� #��; #��; &����� �<!���� -O��� ����� 0�� �C�� 
;���। ����#���  ����� D����� F�����!�� -�:C���:C� ��� F�S��� ��� �������� ���� ����� -FT� 
���। #�K #�K &����� -���O��� v���� ����� D���� ���� ��*। &� /Q� � ��� v�� 
F������ �� &����� 3#��� �X D��� ������O ��� ��(��� /�k�<�� �V�� &�#। � ���� �b( 
�"� ��� �� &"� "*।  

 Y ��� &����� ���< -��?�� �<!��#" -�§ ���*9 ������ -�H�I �@� Y #�* ��<���C��� 
�X D����� 0�� D���!�� &m�5 F���*। � &m��5� V�� �X��� ���� -�� ���H«��� #H�T "*, 
�� ���� �*��"*��  �q5 ��,�। � &m��5� V�� ����#���� z( �"� R ��( &"� "*। 
&����� -��?�� �X��� 0�� &C�� /�� &m�5 F����* ������ ��,� "�< &�#। 

 e����� Y #�*�<�� 0���� ���� (� &�� z�( -O����� ���< ���� ���@�* ���। �� 
���< `}-� (� e���* -�:�,। ����� -,�< -,�< ��� �� 4 "�* e��� �"��� ��� ��v���� -�� 
�(=�" �� �0 ����p�, ��"��O, ����� ��, #��/�<, F���(�� � H�� ��� ������O #%��* 
�*��"*� ����  �q�5� #�* -E�i ������5 ��� -��<�O�C��� ������#  ���O�* ������5 /<�*। 
��� ����#���  
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F����!�� -,�<�,��< ��� ��� #�7 e���* ��<� &��n� #H�T "*। � ������5v�� V�� e���* 
&����� ��K����� ����� ����� &��� �V�� ��* ��� ���� �*��"*��  �q�5� #���F� (���� 
&�6� "*।  
 

 ���O� -;�� `�< �<!�� ���* ���< -,�< ���� -O����� 01� ��C ���* ����A� �"��� 
���� ��@��� "*। � ���< ����A� �"��� ��< �O�*  �q�� �@� #��* ����A� #���!< "�0�#� 0�� 
�<!�� f��� -O����q!5 ���। ����A� #���!< "�0�# ����#���� ���!�� �’� ��� D�V# �,�। �<!���� 
-O��� ��# D�V�# �C�� ��, -#���R ����#��� ,�<�,��< ���� ;���। ����A� �"��R ��*� 
����<� ���� ����� -�� &�#।  
 

 ����A� -;�� ����7����� ���< (�� R ���< �<�� O��C ����5 ���d�। -�§ ��"����� 
���< ������� ���<! �� ���<�� #%��� V������ ���< &m� ���। ��� (���< #?95!_�� c�# 
"�* ��*। � �������� ����7����� `W( 3#�  �( D�V#�� �"� "* ��� �( D�V#��#" W( 
&"� "*। D�V#���< -�§ ��!� �,���। 
 

 -�§ ��"����� &� ���< ��<� �@� Y #�* �������(�� �X D����� � �� D���!�� 
D����� ��� ��< -���O�#" ��*��< ������ ��� -�*। ����#���� ��( ��� �"� "*। 
 

 � ,�C�, ��*���(��, -V�, ������*�, ���#��, �������, F����� ������ ���R �<!�� R 
-E��i� #�"���� ��� D����� 0�� ������O ��� _�� &m� F��� "*।  
 

 �*��"*� �� �� ����,� -�, ���  �q5 ���* ��� ��K������ ��+ ���� ��� &��� ��� 
��;�� &���# ��K����� ����� D���F����  9�� ����, ��� &����� #�7 ����� (��C #�v��� 
������ ��� �2*� ���p �O�*�,�� -�, ��K����� ��� (��� �� ���*�,। 

#�^  ������� ���� W;! -�K� -��(��Q 
#���S���§ -�§ ��!� ��V�*�� (���� 

�a}� #�� ��� ��F! ������ &�� &��� F��;! -�K��� �� -��?�� 3#� ��* ����A� 
-#����# -;�� B�����C*� F�� &�# &��� #��; F��;! -�K� -��(���Q� &� ��<� -��?�� �,� 
��� ���t�� �,� ��( ��2� ����7�� �#�*� -�(�। &����� ��@���� 0�U�� �,�  ����� 
#o��� &m�5 -�������� ���� (� B�����C*��� �O�* ���������" 3��� ���। ���� ��� ���� 
����� -�, F��;! -�K�� &��� ��K������ ���� �#�*� -��y �,���। &��� F�� &#�� �� ����A� 
-#�����# F��;! -�K� -��(���Q� &��� >� -��?�� 3#� -;�� ��*।  

 

 B��5���C*� -;�� &�� #� #�* ����A� -#�����#� ���� >� -��?��� #��; -��O����O 
�����। � ������� &�� #������ &�>� R"���� ���"�� �����। 

 ���F!� ������ -;�� `W����� ��!+ ����A� -#�����#� D
� ���� /<����§ 

 �। &����� �0�< ����� F������ ��2� ����7�� D�V#�� ��� -(�#R��� ����q ��� 
&�<!���� ���"�� -������ D
� ���� O������ �� F���V��।      

 

�a}� #���� ���F! W;! -�K� -��(���Q� -�(� ��� ��!�� �,��। #���S����< ����� ����i��� ������ -;�� #�����।  
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`। ����� -���* -���O� &����� �0�< ���, D�V#����� ��#��, D^�O�� ��� 
-��*�<!�� O��i!� ���� ��(� ��� ����। ��� ���� -���* -#�����#� ���"������� ��(� 
;���। ��,�C� &�����  �0�< ����� F������� 0kF� ��"��C ����� � ��� । �(�\# ���� ��� 
‘‘&��� -u�� ����, ’’। 

 

�।  �0�< ���� ���Ei ���t�� R ���Ei ���t�� D��� D�V#����� D������� 
�����!।  
 

W। &����� -���� ���@� F��;! -�K� -��(��Q D�V#�� R -(�#���#��; �B�O�i�  D�V#�� 
R -(�#��� 3��� -����9�� �������O�� (-�<�
� ���� ��������� ,* ���# ����� , >���� "*)। 
-���� ��@ ���� (� D� -��(���Q� ��<�� ���<!�� D^�^#" ��*�O ���। 
 

z। ���R #o��  ����* &m��5� (� &����� 0�� ,��<� ������� -�� ����-
��q�&���� ��� "* ��। ��� F��;! -�K��� ����t� D�V#�� R ���Ei ���t�� -(�*������ ��� 
, ��� ��� �d����*� ,��< ��� ����। 
 

�। ��F! ���#� �b/�a ������ �0�< ���� ��� ��* �����<�� #�* -O��6�( ���"�� 
��( ��K��� ��# ��� -�* -� -#�����# &( ���� F��;! -�K��� 0�� ��2� ����7���� "���� 
F�����। � ��� ��R*� ��� ����G OVV��, -�V�<��Q ��"���, -�V�<��Q ����, -�K� 
-��(���Q� >� -��?��( ���� -#�����#� � ��� �,� ) ���!� -�* -�, #� -(�*� ��(��� 
D^�^ D^�O�� -;�� ��* -� ��(��� ���, ����। F��;! -�K��� 3#��� -������� -#�����#� 
D���  ����7��  �0�< D^�^ #"���� 3��� ;���। -# ���� -�� "���� "*�। `�-� ��F! - ��� 
#��� D��� D^ (�� -�*। ���� D^O�� -;�� ���"� ���� (� ����� ���, -�� 3��V*� F�R*� 
"*�। F��;! -�K� -��(��Q ����t� D�V#�� ��( -(�R 0�����A��� D�V#����� ���, -�� 
3��V*� F� ��। 
 

}। ���Ei ���t��, ���<���* ���t�� #M��" ����� 3#���� 0�U��� 0���� ����, -�<� 

� ���� ��������� ��<� D
� ���� ������।   

       
b। ����F!, (�a}�) �}�< O��C (�#���, -�� -��p��) ����A� -;�� �#��< ��@��� "*।  

F��;! -�K��� ��( #������ #��#�� "� ��� ��( (��K���) -����� �� � *�� ��<��� 
��@��� "*। �� � �* ��2� ����7�� 3#�R �,�। >� ��� �� � * ����A� -;�� B��5���C*� 
&�#। ��7�* -�����i �,�। B��5���C*� -;�� �� � *�� ��* �#���<� �����O�� -�:,���� 
(� &���� ���!� -�R*� "*।  ��7�* ��7�* -�����i D��m� ��� �����O�� -�:,��� �� �� 
���O। �z��F! &�� �����O� -�:�, R ���!� -������� B��5���C*� &#�� �7�� ��। ��� &���� 
��� "* -�, D���!T����� (� &���� ����P���� #��; ;���� "��। � ��� ��R*� ��� &�� 
����A�* -<���V� �����। ��K��� &�V#���� ����q ��� ����G O�VV��, -�V�<��Q ��"���, 
-�V�<��Q ���� ��� -(�#R�� ����t� D�V#���� &���� B��5���C*��� �V���* &�� ���� 
���। �}/�b ������ &�� R &��� F��;! -�K��� D��� 3#�� B��5���C*��� &��� -��?���� 
�V�� &�#। 

 
0�����A��� &�� #�6"� "�* ��C। &�� #������ R"���� ������ ����A� -#�����# -�K� 

-��(���Q� D�V#�� R -(�#��� ���, ��� ��@���� -�, -�� ���������� ���� -� &�#��! � 
��� । ��� ��*�( "* D^ ��* ���� -� -����* &�#।  
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�� #�6" ��� D����# #H�T "��� �� &��� -��?�� ��� -�(� #���� -R*��(� 
-��?��� 0�H1 D^�^ R -O�����_� ����A� -#����# -;�� &� "*।  

 
B��5���C*��� &��� R*���� ����� #��j ��� ��k���� >� -��?�� ;���। &��� &���� 

�,�, �� >� -��?�� 3#��� ��2� ����7���� D���!� &m�5 F����* D^ #��!5 ���� ���� 
����। �� #o��� &m�5�����"� ���� (� &�� &��� -��?��� ��� #���� -R*��(� 
-��?��� -(�#R��� ���!� ���, -� ���� &����� (� &����� ����?� F������� ����� � 
��� ����। &� ��� ��*�( "* ��� Y#� ����� -;�� &m�5 ���"� ��� -��� ����।  

 
&��� �� #�7 ��( ��� #����� R �k��*���� #��; ���� "*। -��, -�(� #���� 

-R*�( #� #�* &���� -F��� -F��� ������। -# ��*� &���� �(�\# ���, ����� � ���, 
��(� -*�- �v���� 0�U�� ��? &�� �����, �i�O� �����<# ��� ��(� -*�� ����5 �� ��( 
��� "�d।  

 
B��5���C*��� &�����9�� ��� = ��(, ��� ��� = -(�#R��� #��; -��O����O, � ����µ� 

���, ��� #�!� ���� ���( -�V�<��Q "�_ &���� #�!��� ��� #�"��� ���। -# �#� ���( 
0S#�"� �,� ��� D��� -������ -��5� -��O����।  
 

�#K�: 0�A����O� -� ����A�� #��; &����� B��5���C*� ����?� -��O����O �,� ����� 
-<���V��� ������ ��� ���< �#O��� -#< -�<� D
� �������� ����A� �B�Oi -"i���*�<!���� #��; 
-��O����O ����। � #�* &�� ��� D
�7�� ������� �,���। &�� #�#�* �F+� ����� -� 
����A��� D^�^, -O�����_� ��� 3#�� ���E7 "��।  
 

`W-� ��F! #%�* &��� -���� -���� ����A�� ��� -;�� b<� O��C� &��� B��5���C*�� 
���� &#�,। �9�!����'� D���*� &����� ����?� ��<�� ���<! ������� D��� -*। O��C 
��,����, &#�� �� ��p�� ����, -�(� ����� -������V ��� -��?�� ��* B��5���C*� -;�� �`� 
���� �9�� #����O�� ������r� ���  ����* D������������ D�  �S���� �% ���� (� 
&#�,। ���� ��� ���� ����� -�, -�(� ����� -������V ��� &��� -;�� ��K����� ���� 
�#�*� -#��� ���<���*� e��� -;�� ��# -��O�� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��k�� ����A� -;�� �}� 
���� �9�� #����O�� ���@�* -�*� "*। ���� F��;! -�K��� ���< ����V� -��?�� &� 
-"i���*�<!�� -��?�� ����A� -;�� ��*।  
 

-#� ���� -�(� ����� -������V -�§ ��"����� #�K ��* &�# ��� ��� -��?�� 
&����� ����? ;���। -�(� #���� -R*��(� #��!��5� 0������ (� &��� -�������� &���- 
&���F� ���� ���� ��। ��� & ��q, ��K�� �<��� ��p��� #�� "�, -� -���� �������� 
-�������� ���� &��� ���। #��� �;� ���� ��, -#�� &�� &� -�V�<��Q "�_ ��� ���� "� 
�� - �� -�, &����� ���F���� (� ��( ������� D� \ D�V#�� F��;! -�K�� -��O ���* 
����A� -;�� &��� ���< -��?���� ��5 V�k� -;�� ���<��� &�O� -�� ��� ��* ��#�,।  
 

-�(� ����� -�������V� ��< ��<� �#O�� -#< �B�Oi -"i���*�<!�� ���* -�*। &��� 
�#��+ �� -� &��� -#< ��� ����� -�������V� -#< -� ��� �����*�w�� -��O����O ���� 
#�� "* । `W/`z ����� #���� ��� ��� -��?�� ��* #����O��� ���� �R*�� "�* ��।  
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`z-� ��F! #%������* ����A� -;�� ���!� &#� -�, &��� -��� &#�, ����� ;���� R 
����� ������ ���� "��। &��� ;���� R ����� ����� ����, ��� &��� (���� � ���� &#�,। 
��� &<<�� #�* -����� -� -�§ ��!� ����� ���(� "�*�� �� ����A�* D���� F��;! -�K� 
-��(���Q� ���� -��?��v��� ��* B��5���C*��� 0���� "�*�,। ��# ��� ���� ��� &#=। 
-#(� �B�Oi ���t�� ��k�� ����A� -;�� F��;! -�K��� ��* #� -��� ��*� ���@�* ���*�,।  
 

���(� "�*�� ���� &#�� �� F��;! -�K��� D��� �¶£� �,�§  
 

(�) �� -��?�� #����O��- ��� ���t�� -�(� ����� -������V।  
(�) �� -��?��- -"i���*�<!�� -��?�� &� ���<���* -"i���*�<!��- B��5���C*���।  
(O) }�/b� ( -��� ����A�* �0�< ���-�� �"��* ��*��(�।  
(/) �� ��<� ����A�� (�K���*� ��>�S E�i -y��� �"��*। �� ���t�� �,� ��*� #������ 

��, �, (���।  
���(� "�*�� �� B��5���C*� -�:k�,� `z-� ��F! ��� �O��<�* &���� ���� ���� -�, 

&�� -� &��� -��?��� 3#� ��* B��5���C*� -;�� �� ���� �9�� ��"��(��� ����� ���, 
�������9�" 3��� ���। ��� >’<�� #�* �R� "�* ��<�* ��"��(���� -�:k�,।  
 

#��� ,<�� #�* (`�-� ��F!) &��� ��� &#�, -��?�� B�����C*��� -V�� -��� "��। 
-��� #����� &� (��� ��� "�*�,।  
 

#��� #��<�* �R� "�* ��<�* B��5���C*� -�:k�,। �� ���� &#�� �� /Q� ���O, 
-�� (#����5 �C �C O�, ��7�� 0����V�� ����%��� #H�T ����,�।  
 

B��5���C*��� -�:k�, -��� -#��� #�%� &� (��� ��� "�*�,। &�� B��5���C*� -�:k,�� 
#��; #��; ���(� "�*�� �� &���� ����� ���� �O�* ������� ��^ ���� ���!� ����। &�� 
��k�� ����� -� ��^ ���� -O�� ������ Ot�O��, -O���v�� "��। ��� -F�* &�� ��(� �O�* 
���� R��� ��, -;�� D^ ��* &#�� DK���� �����। ���(� "�*�� �� �;��§ -F�*�,�� -� 
-�(� #���� -R*�( �O�* ��*�(����� ��4 ��*�O ��� �������� ��^ �_�। &�� D;!� 
�4��� �C���� (� ���(� "�*�� ���� ���, �� ��;�� DK���� ����� -� &�� ��( �O�* 
���� R��� ��, -;�� D^ ��* &#�। ��� &��� �;�* ��(� "��।  
 

`�-� ��F! -��� ���<�� #�* F��;! -�K��� �#O�� -(�#R ��*� #������ ("�� &���� 
���� -� ��� D*����# �Q���#G ��� >�<� -y��� ���� �� ��;���; ���,। ���� ��� 
�F�+� R 0�fj -����d�।  
 

�Q���#�Gi -��#(v��� �,�§ (1) Send tank ammunition, (2) Send helicopter 

to evacuate casualties (3) 50 boys of East Bengal Regimental Centre have 

deserted ...some with weapon and some without weapon.  

 
� #�7 -��#( -��* &��� (��*� D�V#��O5 -�§ "�_, -�§ ����, -�§ &���� ��� 

0�1�(� "�* ��C। �� &�� �#O�� -#�< �O�* -�(� ����� -�������V� #��; -��O����O ��� 
��� D' -FT�* ��k� #��; &��� -��O����O "�* ��*। &�� ��k�� -F�7 e����*� �����* Y 
-��#(v��� ��� ��� ��k�  
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����� (��� F��। &�� ��k�� ��� -�, &��� 3��� ��� ��k�� ��C����C B��5���C*�* -��?�� 
��* &#�� (� D����� ���। &��� #��; �� ����� -�������V� ��;���; F�� �� #���� 
-R*�(, -�§ &�(�� #��� ��� ���(� "�*�� �� &���� ��� ��· �H�T�� ��!���5 ���,�। -#� 
(� ��� -��� �;����!� F����� #o� "*� ��� ���R #����O� -;�� -��� �;� ����। ��� 
����,�� -�, ��� ����� D����* &�,।  
 

��� �� -;��� &��� (��*� D�V#���� ��C����C -���� �#��+ -��� (� &���� 
��C����C ���,�। &�� ���<���*�� D��� v_I�95! ��*�( (��*� D�V#���� ������� 
D����* �,���। -��, #����  �� �#��+ #��*�����O� � "�� #���,� �t "�* ���� ��� ��(��� 
���� D��*�(�* "��"� "��। &�� D+�§ ��( D�V#�� ��� ��( -(�#R�� F9C�+ �#��+ 
-��� (� #������ #�* ���। #%��� #�* &�� �d��H� ��� 3#����� ����?� #��� �O�* 
��kC��। &���� -��� ���� -�� ��*�( 3#�� ����� ���� ��*�( ��#R �,��, &���� �/�� 
��� ��� ��� -�, ‘‘#��� -���� ���� -� �� "�d �� &���� &����� -F�* D��  �� -���p। 
&��� D�V#����� ���� ���� �����* &�,। &����� -���� ���!� &��� (�� ���* ��� ���� 
���। &���� ��� -��� -��� ��� ��� "*� &����� ��0�� ���� �। &��� &O�������� 
���� -� ��� ���C� ���� �R� "�। ��� #�K ��(��� D^�^ ��* ���। 3#���� �� ����� R 
#�"# -��� &�� ��� O��!� R &���µ� "��� ��� >’��( D�V#�� R -(�#R’� �f��f¸ &���� 
�#���+ D��F� ;��� -;�� ���� ���� ���� ��। �#�O� 0�A����O� -�, &��� -FT� #��R >����� 
��� ����� -�������V� #��; -�� -��O����O ���� �����।  
 

`�-� ��F! #%�� ��� �*��"*� ���� -����  �q5 ��5 &��� ��K��� (��*� D�V#���� 
&��� 0�1�(� ��� ��M "�* 0@� ��� &���� ���� D^ "��� ���� -��� (� ��C����C ���� 
��O�। &�� ���� &��� ��k���� D��� �����। #������ #���� -R*�( ��� -�§ &�(�� &��� 
��k��� ���/�z� O( �9� -;�� &���� ��"��� ���d�। &��� D\���� �� F��( ��#R (�"�� 
"������� -����*� -"��#, �"�� "������� ����, "������� �"�� ��*� ��� "������� �0�#) 
#������ &���� ��"��� -�* ���� Y >( ��P��� D�V#�� &��� 0�� -�� "���� ���� � ����। 
��P��� D�V#����R #������ #(�O �,�।  
 

`}-� ��F! #��� #��<�* &�� -�§ &������ #���� -R*��(� ��� ��@�� ��� ���� ��� 
"* �� #���� -R*�( -��# &����� #��; �7� ���� &#�� �� -� ��� -yO� ��� b 
���O��( v�� D�� #���* -*� "*। &��� 0�U�� �,� �4���"� ��<� ����� ���F��� ���। 
��,��5 �� &��, -�§ "�_ &� -�§ ���� >�( �- �#- R #��; ��� D�V#�� -��#� ���� ���। 
D�V#�� -��# ��P��� D�V#����� #��; &��� -B�V��y ����� "�। �- �#- R��� ���!� ��� -�, 
&����� �4���"� ������� #�* ��� -�� ��K��� ����#/����� ��� ��� ���� -� v�� ��� 
"��� ��� "*। &��� #��� }-`� ����< -B�V�y -<���� ��# &�,। �� #�* ��( -(�#R 
���(� "�*�� ���� ��� -�, #���� -R*��(� -��?���� ��<� �������� "�*�, #����� ���(� 
"�*���� #���� -R*��(� -��?���� ���� -��� "��। ��;� -��� ��� ���(� "�*�� �� ���� 
#���� -R*��(� -��?��� ���, -��� 0��� "�। &�� ���� ���� ����� ��� ����� -�, ������� 
� -(� � ��� ��R*� �@� "�� �। #����� �;�� &��� D�V�# ��� । R��� &���- &���F�� �� 
&��� #���� #���� -R*��(� -��?���� ���। ���(� "�*�� ��� ���( "��। #���� -R*�( 
�� ��� -yO�   
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&�� (� ��� ��� -��� 0��� "*। &�� &��� ���� ��� ��� ��� -� &��� -yO�<� -# ��� F�* 
��� -# #�K ��� ����। ��� -# &�� "* ��� &��� #���� D�V�# ���। ��<� ��k���� D�V# 
��� "�*�,�। ��( ��2� ����7�� D�V#�� ��k���� -e��� ���� -�§ ���� &� -�§ "�_ ��k��� 
>���� �O�* ��kC� ��� &�� &����� #���� &�O�� �������� #������ ��� -/�q5� ��� ��� 
���������� ����� 0�C�* ������� ��� -� ���� &����� #���� &�O�� �������� #������ ��� 
-/�q5� ��� ��� ���������� ����� 0�C�* ������� ��� -� ���� &����� �6�। ����#��� ����� 
(���� ���*I &����� ��� ���� -� -�0 -�� ��K��� D�V#��, -(- �#-R, �- �#-R #��; -�� 
�;� � ���। �������� -�, ��2� ����7�� �`/�z ( 3#�� ���� F��;! -�K�- �� #��; �,� 
&��� ���!��� D���� � ���� ��* ��� #��* ������� �6� ��� �� (�*O�* (�� ��� ���� 
"*। ��� �4���� &����� ����� #?= "* ��� F��;! -�K� -��(��Q� ��* #� �<� -��?�� 
��� #?9! ��� #?95! D^�^, -O�����_�, ����", �#��� ��* ���4���� p�k���* ��C।  
 

`}-� ��F! #��� ��<�� ���� ��* ��/�z "�(�� 0A�#� (�� &����� ����? F�� &�# 
��� ‘(*����� c� ���* &����� 
�O� (��*। D^ ���5 ���� �� -���� -���� &��� -�� 
��*�( D�V#��, -(�#R ��� ��#R ��<� D��H��� "�* �C�,�� �� D' #��*� ���� 
(���� �� ����< �����!�। ��*�(�� ��5��� ���� ��` -;�� ��W �i�E  � ��!+ "�*�,�। 
��*�( &����- ������ ���,�। >�( D�V#���� -�� ��*��� &� -F��� ��C�। &�� ��(R 
��<� D��� ��H��� "�* ��C�,���।  

 
#��� ��<�� ���� &�� #� -��?���� ���!� ����� ���� B��5���C*� �"��� F�� ����� 

E��v����� -� D��� -* ���� ��� ����7�� ���� "���� -;�� �*���� #g��� � "*। /Q� 
>�*��� ���� &����� ���<���* B��5���C*�� F�������!� E�� -O��� D��� -*। -��� &C��<�� 
#�* -�(� ����� -������V ��k� -��?�� ��* B��5���C*� -�:k�,। ��7�* "�(�� "�(�� -�����i 
D��m� ��� &#�� V�� ��k� &#�� -��� "�*�,�। ��� &#� ���� &�� F��;! -�K� -��(��Q R 
B��5���C*�� ��4 ����� ��k� ���, "7�+� ��� ��� ��k� ���!�� ����!� ��!�r� ��!��5 ��� "*। 
  

����A� -#������# &����� -� #�7 -��� �,� ����� #�K -��O����O ��� &����� #o� 
"*�। #����� ������� `}-� ��F! ���� ����� -� &��� 
����� #�E��� D�� E"5 ����,। �� 
-"��, ��!� ����� -������V `a-� ��F! (�K���*��� &����� ��<��� #��; -��O����O ���� #�� 
" ��� ������ &����� #�E���� �;� (�� ��� ���!� -� (�K���*� -;�� -����* ��# 
���<���*� -��O�� ����।  
 

&��� ��� (��� -����, -� ����A� -#�����# &����� -� #�7 -���( �,� ���� `a-� 
��F! &����� #�E���� �;� (��� -����,�। ��� -�H�I� D ��� ���� -�� ����� ��� �����। 
��-� ��F! ����� F��<�� #�* -#�����# D���� F��;! -�K� -��(���Q� }�/b� ( 3#���� 0�� 
��2� ����7���� F������ -;�� "���� ��� ��� ��* ,* /Q� ����� �� &����� F��;! -�K� 
-��(��Q �0�< ��� ��� ���। �� ���� ��2� ����7����� D�� �*��� "*। F��;! -�K��� 
b/�� ( -(�*� �"�� "। �� ���� ��*� #������ ��, �, #���� D#����5 ���I ���! ���। 
  

(�K���*��� -� ��<� �,� -#<� `a-� ��F! -�� "�* ���4#�E��� -��O -�* ��� ����A�- 
���#�� -���i ��*� #������ ��, �, (����� -�H�I ��*��< #�V��(� ������� ���।  
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����A�- -�*������� #�^ ������� 
#���S���§ -�(� O�VV��* 

`�-b-�a}� 
 

&�� �� ���,��� ����A� �B�O�i� ����� -��§ ��V &����� W;! -�K� -��(��Q�� 
�� 4 ��� >�!� ��� ���* c�# ��� -���। -#�"�� W;! -�K� -��(���Q� ���< -��?���� ����� 
���@�* �#���< D����� �� �� ��P�� -��(��Q, ����A� ���Q���Q D����� `W�� ��Q*�� 
-V�#!- �� � ����t� ���<���* ���* &m�5 R -/��R ����* c�# ���� ���� -J* - ���,�। ���� 
� ��(  �� ���� #?= ����,�, ��� &A�"� �"��� ����� ����'� #V� "*�। � ��������� 
����A� ���Q��Q -,�C B��5���C*��� �O�* D��� -��?��� #��; -��O -�*� -J* �� ���। &�� 
W;! -�K� -��(���Q� �;� ���t -�§ ��!� ���(� "�*���� ��p�� ;��� B��5���C*��� �O�* 
D��� -��?��� #��; ����� "��� (�। ��� ���  ���� -��� �,�� ��� &���� ��� ����# 
����। ��� &��� �;�* �� wi " ��� ���!� -��� (� �B�Oi ���t���� ���, ��। �B�Oi 
���t�� ��k�� ��k� ���"� ��* B��5���C*� ����� ���!� -�। -�§ ��!� ���(� "�*�� -V�� &���� 
`�-� ��F! �<�� ���� ���� -��?�� ��* B��5���C*� ����� (� ��� "�� ���। &�� ¤���� 
#�K ���< �<�� O��C�� -��� ������5 D^�^ ��� D����4 -��� ��* ����� (� ��� "�। &�� 
�<� ��<� (�K���*��� -��� ��� ��� &���<� ��<��� � ��� -��� ��� ���Q���Q D����� 
��K��� D�V#����� ������- ���(�� ��� -�*�� ����� (�। &��� &����� ������- ���(�� 
����� (�*O�* #���� �����, -�� �<� ���� &����� 0�� ����� #�6" "� ��� &����� 
����'� ��F�� "�* -��। ����� &�O ����G 0�U�� (��!�� -�(�) #��; �;� ��� ��� ��k�� 
D����� ��� &����� ������v��� ��� -�*�� ����� (� ��� ����� ����� (�*O�* -� #���* 
-�। ����G &�0�U�� -# #�* FuE��� �� -�K� -��(���Q ���� ��� "�*�,�। &��� ��k�� 
���Q���Q -��� ���। `}-� ��F! �X�� ����A� ���Q���Q &����� ��������� -EV��� ��� ��� 
����� 0�� D����q� D���F�� F���*। ��� �i�#$� ���4���"� ����A� ���Q��Q �/�� -V�� 
�X�� ����� -,�C -�*। `b-� ��F! ����G &�0�U ����A� ���Q��Q -;�� �����* 
B��5���C*�* &����� #��; ��# -��O -�। 

   
W;! -�K� -��(��Q�� B��5���C*��� &#�� (� &�� -�§ ��!� ���(� "�*���� ���!� 

-���� D����� ���। ��� &��� �;��� #����� B�°5���C*��� &#�� ���!� -�। ����� 
#����O�� D���� -�(� ����� -�������V� ���"� ,�C� #��� B��5���C*� &�#। 
  

`W-� ��F! B��5���C*�� ��- �#- � (�� ��SV�� "�� &��� #�K -��� ��� (��� F� 
&��� �� ���। &�� ��k�� ��� ‘�@� #��* &��� &����� ��!�� #�� ���।’ ��� F�� ����� �� 
&����� ���<���*�� ��P��� D�V#���� ��# �(�\# ��� ��SV�� "�� -� ��#�,�। &�� ����� 
���, -# &��� &��* ��� &��� #��; ��� -��� ���� ��#�,। ��;�� ��� ����� #�6" �9� ���। 
&�� -�(� ��V�*�� (������ #�7 ����'�� �;� ���। -# ���� ��� #�7 ��K��� D�V#��, 
-(-�#- R ��� �- �#- R��� ��* ��<� # � -i�� ���, ������� ��� �����- -#�"�� #����� 
#(�O ��� ��� ;���� "��। `z-� ��F! ���� &�� -�(� ����� -�������V� #��; D*�����# �;� 
��� ��� #�7 �������  
 
 
 
 
* �a}� #��� W;! -�K� -��(���Q� �"#��� ����G ��� D���h� �,��। #���S����< ����� ����i��� ������ -;�� #�����। 
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#$�% (���। ��� ���, &��� #����O� -;�� &( ����� B��5���C*�� ��; DE#� "� ��� 
-����� ��� ��� ��P��� D�V#����� -�V��� ��।  
 

��� `<�� #�* -�§ ��!� ���(� ��, -�(� #���� -R*�(, -�§ &�(�� #��� ��� 
D��� D��K��� 3#����� -�V��� ���� ����'� ��। -# ����'� ��;! "*, -�� -�(� 
#���� -R*�( B��5���C*� �#���� -�y "�0�# &��� _�� &��� ����  ��! ��� ��<� F���( 
-yO� ��* ��� "�* ��# �,�।  

 

`�-� ��F! #��� #��C a<�� #�* # ���� #�7 D�V#����� �<� # � i��� "*। ��� �� 
&�O - �� #��C F��<�� #�* &�� D*����# -#<�< c�# ��� ���, -�� � D*�����#� ������ 
B��5���C*�� #��; ����A� �B�Oi -"i���*�<!���� �;����!� "�। #�7 -<���V� -��O����OR T ��� 
-�*� "*। &���� �<� ���� "�*�,�, -�� D*����# D����<���� � (�� ���� ` (� ��P��� 
�,�। D*�����#� ������ -�q -��O����O ��� -�(� ����� -�������V� #��;। ��k�� D����� ��� 
D�� #I� B��5���C*� ��# &����� #��; -��O -���� (�। 

  
&��� #��� ��k���� ��# (�C� "�। #��C a<�� #�* -�(� ��V�*��, -�§ ����, -�§ "�_, 

&��R -(- �#- R’�� ��k�� �/�� -V��। &��� ���º�" ��� ���������� ��� &�O�� 
���� ��� ��� 
-�(� ��V�*�� (���� ��k��� 0�U�� ��� ���, ‘‘&��� &� ����7�� 3#� �, &��� �� 
�������� #������ 3#��। &���� &����� �6�। ������� -FT� ���� �, ���� ���� ����।’’ 
��"9��!� ���� #���,� /�< ��*। }` ( ����#��� "��� R � ( ��� D�V#���� -EV��� ��� 
`�-� ��F! B��5���C*� �X��� "�� -;�� ��4 ���।  

 

-�(� ����� -������V ��� -�§ ��"��� ��� #��C ��<�* B��5���C*� ��# -�:k�,। -�(� 
����� -�������V� "��� W;! -�K� -��(���Q� -�HI -�*� "*। ���� -�(� ����� &����� 
#����� B��5���C*�� F������ D��� ��* �������9�" OC�� ���!� -�, -��, �X�� 
B��5���C*� &m�5 ��� &����� c�# ��� ��� ����। B��5���C*�* &����� -"i���*�<!�� ��� 
"*।  
 

&���� �b ( 3#� ��* -O��/��< ��@� "*। e��� -;��  ��#�7 (�� �����* &#�� 
;���। &�� ` ���� ���� `z� ( ���*�� �����, ���- &� ��* ��<� -��?�� 3��� ��� 
-V��। �H��* ��� ������� ���"� W<� #���� -(�<� #�"���� &��� �����* ���V ���� ;���। 
��� &��� ���"�� � ( &"� "*। ��� &2��!� ��q* ����; -�� &m�5 ��R �_ "*�।  

 

�� #M��"� ���� &�� &��� -��?���� ��� ����V��� f��� #�l� ��� -V��। z� 
������ -�(� ����� -������V &���� &��� ���"� ����G ��"����� (��� �"�� ") "��� ���� 
���। ��� ��Q*�� -V�#! -;�� -����* ��# &����� #��; -��O -�। ��� "��� ���*I ���* &�� 
z� ����� #��� a<�� #�* D��*� -"i���*�<!�� -���*���C� F� ��O�� -�(� -�������V� ���, 
���।  

 

-�(� ����� -������V &���� ���, ���� ��P�� -��(��Q �#��< -;�� ����; 3 �� 
"�* B��5���C*�� ���� &#�,। -#(� W;! -�K��� �<� -��?�� ��* &(���� /�< ��(� ��* 
�X� B��5���C*� �� e��� ����� ��; ���� ���� "��। -#��� &�� ��C����C &(���� /��< ��� ��� 
#%�� ����� ��(� ��* ��। ���� ��# &�� `* -�K�-�� ����G ��#��� (��!�� -�§ 
��!�) #��; -��O����O ���, ��� &�OP �����* D��� ��*�,��। `* -�K� -��(��Q -�(� 
��(� -��§ ��V0A�"’� -�H�I (*������ ���Q���Q ���º�" ��� ���Q��Q -;�� -����* &�#। 
�*��#�" "�*  
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B��5���C*�* ��# ��� &����� #��; -��O -�। &��� -# #�* ����< ����� -��?��OP, 
B��5���C*� "�* �#���<� -��*�� �� ��!+ �X ��4 R 
��� -����,���।  
 

}� ����� �� >§�(� /<� /�<। &�� - ���,���, �X�� �C -:�� R ��x� #�"���� 
������� -FT� ����। -#�"�� &�� #�7 -:�� �A��� ���� ���!� ���। D�� ����q� �<� �<� �x 
&�O�P� ���� ���d�। &�� ����� ;���� ���। �x�< � -;�� ��x &�R ¤� O���� F��� 
;���। R� � �� ��P��� -#� &�, ��� ��* &��� ��-�� �(R }z ��-��-&�-&�-�� #�"���� 
v�� ,�C�� ;���। �x�< -;�� ��* ��� &2��!� -���� �x�< -�#����� ���4��� f���  ��! -�����। 
��( ��� &"� "* R ��� ��;��� �F��S#� ��� #������ #���� ��� -,�C ���। �� #�* ��� 
���� &����� 0�� D���S "���� �_ ��� -�*।  
 

�/W �� �� ����G ��� (��!�� -�(�) ��< -��?�� ��* ��# &����� D���"�� -�। 
&�� &��� ���"� ��* -���*���C� ��� ����!� ���!� -�R*� "*। >��� �������(��� D����� �� 
�H��* ��� W;! -�K��� ‘�#’ -��?���� ��* ���� ����� ���!� -� -�(� ����� -������V।  

 
�W� ���� �;� #�V��(� &m�5 F���� �X� ��_��। Y�� ���� OK�#�O�� W<� 

��<�R �<� � ��x �<!�� -#���� #�"���� �X D����� �/�� &m�5 F����। -�(� ����� 
-������V �<!�� -#��� -�HI -�। ��k� D����� &��� 3#���� ����� ���C�* -����। ��� `<�� 
#�* �X��� 0�� &m�5 F����* �� ( �X 3#� R �z/`� (�� &"� ���। &��� #��� 
������ �V &�#। ` ( #���� &"� "*।  

 
F���� -#��� D����� �� &���� �#���-������� �����* -��� ��� "*। �b� ���� 

&�� �#��� ��; �R� "� ��� -#��� /�k�< O�C ����। OK�#�O�� �X��� ��� -���� �� �#��-
�������� v_I -��C �O�*�,�। &��� -�:k,�� ��<� -��� "*। �� &�O� �X�� �#�� ��(�� R 
�#�� -��R�* -y�� /�k�< -O�C -V���,। &�� &��� ���? �*�������  (������� �����* ��� 
���। &�� -��� ��� ��p�� ���� &��� D��� ��� ��<� #�����(� D���* -�।  ���� &J* � 
��* �( D���� -;�� �X��� O������ ��� ���� ;���। ����#��� �#�� ��# ���" 
(#�����5� 0�� D���F��, ���, �q!5 F����� ;���। ������� "�(�� "�(�� -��� ����#���� 
D���F���� "�� -;�� ��kF��� (� #���+ D��m� ���  ���� F�� ���d�।  

 
�b� ������ ����� &�� �#�� ��(�� R �#�� -��R�* -y� &m�5 ���� ���'� 

���। � ��x �<!���� #�"���� "@�S ��� �X��� 0�� &m�5 �_ ��� ���। �X�� -��"�� ��� �,� 
�, -#�"�� ���� � &m��5 "�F��� "�* ��C। � D������� ��� -�C /Q� ��� F�� ��� �� 
#�V�� D������� �,�। �X�� �� ��!+ -�� ��n�� 3��� ����। V�� ���� O��C -��p�� D^ -V�� 
-��� ��(���� ��k�C/� ��� -����� �O�* &J* -*। 
   

��� #��C F��<��� &��� &m�5 ���� #�* �"#��� -��, ��। &�� ��<� �$� O��,� 
0��� 0�@ �X��� D��� -��� �� ��� &��� 3#���� ��<��  �O ��� �� ��� ���* �/�� -V��। 
���< ��� �; �X��� (� -���� ;���। �.z ��x ���< ��x�� ��� -,�< D^ R �<!���� #�"���� 
�X��� 0�� -O���v�� ,�C�� ;���। �� -O����q!�5� V�� �X��� }<� O��C c�# "�* ��*। Wz/z� 
( �"� ��� }�/b� ( ����#� &"� "*। �X�� � &���� &m��5 ���!�7 "�* �#�� -,�C 
&C�����C ���<�  
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���� �����* ��* ��� -#��� �O�* D��� -*। ����� #�* ���� ��c7 O��C R D�� �H���" 
-V�� -��� ��*।  
 

� ��� (�*� V�� &��� 3#���� ����� D�� -��C ��*। �#�� �� ��(�� ��� ���� 
�� &��� -"i���*�<!�� �#����� ��� ���। D��� &�� (����, �X�� �#�� ��� ���� (� 
&��� ����� ��4 #x* ��� &����� 0�� &m�5 F�����। 

  
(� ���# -�(� ������� ���!�� ���w�"�<, -V�, -�*����� �����* ���। ����� �9�! ��!+ 

���� �#�� ��� ���� #�� "*�। �� ����� ����!�*� �� �X�#��� ���* �������� #"���O��� 
,�C� ������ -;�� -�� "��� �।  
 

����A�� #�^ ������� 
#���S���§ -�(� &�0�U* 

`�-��-�a}� 
 

���1��� `z-� ��F! ��� �` <�� ���� ����A� ����� ���? ��P����� &m�5 ��� ��� 
O5"��� ���। `z-� ��F! ���� ���� �#��R �i�#�� -EM�� ��� ���Q���Q ��* &�#। -# #�* 
&�� ����A� ���Q���Q �,���। `�-� ��F! #���� &�� �� &��� ��#� ����6�* ��# �,���, �� 
O��C�� ��� ��,� #��� -����� ��� -����� ��� &�� -���। Y �� &���� -�(� (���� 
(D��K���) ���!� ���*�,��, -������ ���� D*�����# �i0�< ���� "��। &�� ��� ��<�� ���� 
�� �i0�<�� �,��� Y #�* �#��< -;�� ��P��� -���F -��(��Q-�� �#-R D*�����#  �;� ���। 
-# #�* &�� ���� ��� ��(� �� R �� -O�� ��� ��( ��P���� �� ��� D*�����# �;� ���। 
-���F -��(���Q� �#-R-� �;�* ��p�� ������ -� J��K�� -� #�7 ��¨��� 3#� �,� (����� 
-������V #��"� �� J��K�� �,��) ����� &m�5 ����, ��� (� -���F�� -��� ����,। � 
#���� -��* &�� �� ��� � #���� J��K�� ��@���� ��� -FT� ���, ��� ����9��! ��K����� 
-<���V��� ��� -��< -�*�* Y (_�� #�����< J��K� -�:k,��� #o� "*�। ����� -������V 
#��"� ��� � -���R J��K� -;�� ��� ��#" #�� ��C�,��।  

 
`} ������ &�� #����5 -����� ��� &��� 3#���� ���!� ���* ��� -�, ��� &�� ��� 

�`<�� � �� B�����C*� -;�� �V�� � &�# ��� -� ���� "���*�� ��* ���Q���Q� ����� ���< 
(�*O�* D���� ���। ���!T (�*O��< &�� �@� ��� ���*�,���।  
 

&�� #����5 -����� ��� ����� #������ F�C E���� � �� ���* B��5���C*�� ���� 
�R� "�। >��� ��<�� ���� ��;���� ��P��� 3#��� -ux ��<�,�। ��� ���� &���� �F�� 
�����। ��� ��;���� ����A�- B��5���C*� ��7�* ���O� ��(��� ��,� ��K��� &���� &<� ���। 
����� &�� &��� ���F*�� -����* ����� ��p�� -�, &�� ��K��� ��( ����G, ����q ���( 
B��5���C*� ���d। D�� �;� -���5 -�*�� �� ���� &���� -��<�#������ ��� B��5���C*��� 
-�:k�,�* -�*। &�� B��5���C*�* ��� -�C<�� #�* -�:k,��। &�� �O�* -��� #�� ��P��� 3#��� 
��¨����� -EV��� ��� -V���, ��� -,�<���<� 3#���� ��¨��� 3#��� -��� -V���,।  
 
 
 
* �a}� #���� ���F! W;! -�K� -��(���Q� -��*�<!�� ��T�� �"#��� ����G ��� ��!�� �,�� । #���S����< ����� ����i��� ������ -;�� 
#����� ।  
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&�� �� B��5���C*��� -�:k,�� �� ������ B��(� ���, ���* (�� -��� -���। Y 
(���<�� &�� ;������। Y (��� ��*�( ��¨��� 3#� ��� ��( ����G ��"��>� "�#� 
(��P��� ) �,�। &�� �9� -;�� ��¨��� 3#���� ����G ��"��>� "�#��� -EV��� ���� ���। ��� 
>§��� ��q* ��¨��� 3#��� ���� -EM�� ���� �����। ����G -�:��� O��C ���� ��� �����* ��*। 
��� `b ������ Y ����G �� ������ ����* ����A� -;�� B��5���C*�� ���� &#�,� �� 
������ B��(� ��< W;! -�K� -��(���Q� 3#��� ���� B�� V�*�� ��� "��� ���। Y O��C�� 
��( ��¨��� 3#� ���� ��* R >( &"� "*। Y ����G ��#��� �,�, ��� ��¨����� ��*���� 
"�* ��� �H���" ��#��� ��*��* ��� &C��<�* ��� -�*। � ���� ��� -�*� �;� R -�q। 
������ &� -��;�R �H���"�� ��#��� ��*��* ��� -�*� "*�। (�X��� &�h��� ��� ��� -�*� 
��� -(� � �� �� &�,)।  
 

`b ������ &�� W ( D�V#��#" D��� 3#� ��* B��5���C*�* �i�Vw ��। `} ������ 
�R� "�* ����� -������V #��"� J��K� -;�� ���� -��?�� ��* `b ����� #���� B��5���C*� 
-�:k,� ��� &���� ��� ��, ��� -�� ��-�-� �� -�� ����(��� &�# ��"�� ����� &��� 
(����� -������V) #��; -��O����O ���� (� -� �#��< -���*���C� �<-��y�< ���@�* F�� ��। 
����� -������V #��"� `b ������� B��5���C*� -;�� �#��< -���*���C� �< ��y�< F�� ��। 
-���*���C�* ����� -������V #��"� ���? -����। 
  

B��5���C*��� �W� ���� ��!+ ���������� ����� R�C ��� ���* ���# �@� ��� F��। 
Y #�* �#-�i-R �,�� ����0�U &"���। ��� �� ���* ���#� "।  
 

B��5���C*��� ��� ���� (� -O��/��< ����G &�>� O�VV��, ����G �"�� R 
��"����� �"���� Y /�< -�������� (� -����* ��� "�*�,�; ���5 Y ����; ��� 3#��� 
(�"��( ��� 3#� &�� ����। -O��/�< �F� ���< �x/�<। 3#��� ������ ��� &������ 
�i�Vw ��* �,�। ����� ������ ��� -#��� -�V�<��Q "�_� ����।  
 

`a ������ ����� W<�� ���� ������"� B��5���C*�* ���� -;�� -�C->/Q� ��� 
-�����q!5 ���। �� V�� ��( -�K� -��(���Q� 3#� �"�� "*। ��� -�K� -��(���Q� ���, 
-�� -�� D^ � ;���* ��� -u�x� � �� ��# ;���� "*। 
 

�� ������ &��0C� -;�� �S���� ���-&� (��!��� ���i&�) ��*� #������ -O���� 
&�$*� &��� #��; -��O����O ���। ��� &��0C��� �i�Vw ��*�,��। &��0C��� ��� &�- �� 
3#��� ��P������ -/��R ��� ����। ����� �� ������ #����� -O���v�� "R*�� �� ��,� ��P��� 
3#� ���� ��* R ��,� ��� ��C। ��� } ( ��P��� �����* ��*। ����� Y } ( ��P��� 3#��� 
E���� � �� ��¨����� ��� -��� -V��।  
 

B��5���C*��� -� #�7 ��P��� D�V#�� ��� ��C ���� "���§ �) -�§ ��!� ���(� "�*�S 
��, `) -�(� #���� -R*�(, �) -�V�<��Q &�(�� #���। ������� B��5���C*� -;�� ��O�, 
��"��(���, #���� "�* -���*���C� ��* ��R*� "*। ����� �������  ����* 3#���� ���, ���* 
-�*� "*। ������� ��¨����� "��� ���� ���� ��� Y ��P��� D�V#���� -���� ��¨������ #��; 
����� ���"�� ���� �� -�¼��� ����। 
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��� ���� }� &�� B��5���C*� -;�� &��0C� ���। ���- 3#���� #��; -��O����O 
�����। ���� ��� -� ���� &��� #��; (��� W;! -�K� -��(���Q� #��;) ����� "�* ��� ����। 
���� &��� ���, ��,� D^ F���� &�� D^ #����" ���� ��(� "�।  ����� ���-&�-�� 3#��� 
&��0C�, OK�#�O� R 0(��#�"� B��(� &������ �i�Vw -*। &�� &O����* ���#�V-�� 
#��; -V�� -��O����O ��� ��� ����� ���, ��,� D^ F��। ��� ���� �� ���� F�। -�§ ��!� ���#� 
#��; ���� -V�� -��O����O ���।  

 
�/` ������ &�� &��0C�� &R*��� ���O� #"# ������ #��O ��� &O����* ���#�V-

�� -�§ ��!� ���#� &�O -;��� ���F* �,�। ��§ ��# �� "�(�� v�� R ���� ��� ����V� R 
��,� �����#  ���� DK���� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� -�। � D^ -�*�� ������� -� �³�� "* -# 
�³�� ��� B��5���C*�� ��-�-� &�� &(� #��"�। B��5���C*�� ��-�-� &�� &(� R 
��SV�� "�� #�Z� #��"� -�K� -��(��Q��� ��R*�-��R*�, O��C ������ ���* �F�� #�"��� ����, ��� 
F�� D���*। 3#� (�� &�� &(� �� ������� �9��!� &O���� �O�* D�^� ������� -��O����O 
����,��। 

  
B��5���C*� -;�� -�(� "�����A�" ��"�� (��� ����A� ���Q��Q -;�� �����* ��#�,��-

����G � �< �� "�*���-����t� D�V#�� (��� ����A� -;�� �����* &�#) ��� ����G 
#�*O��� (-� ����7�� �����* -O�,) -���*���C� ����? D� ���( ���@�* -�*� "*।  
 

&�� �� ����A� -;�� �����* B��5���C*� �R� ��� �� -� ��* ���� 3#� -��� &�# 
���� ����A� ���Q���Q -�����*� "�* ��P������ ��_�� ��� ����,�। �� V�� ��* �-W �� 
��P��� 3#� ���� ��*। ��,� -�K� -��(���Q� 3#� �"�� "।  
 

B��5���C*� -;�� &�� �z/`� ( ��-��-� -�  ���� ���@�* ���। ���� ���# &�� 
(��� ���� -�, 3#*� (_� �#��� #��"� 3 �� ��#�,। 3#*� #��"��� D��"� ���� -�, 
B��5���C*��� ���������� ����� 0C�, ��� -�K� -��(���Q� D��� &�,। &�� 3#*� #��"��� 
&�� (� �¢i���< ��@��� F���� ��� &#�� ��(� ", ��� -�q ��!+ ��� &#�। � #��*� 
���� &�� ��� = -(��* D*�����#� ������ ��� ��� ��O��� -� -��;�* ��¨����� ��� �� ���। 
&�� (��� ������ �*��#��" -�(� #�V0A�"  &�, R ��#����� ���< -��?��  &�, -�(� 
���0� �"���� -�H�I। -�(� #�V0A�" ���< ����'� ��� -�, -�(� ���0� �"���� 
���"�R ��k� -��?�� ���� e��� ���Q��Q &m�5 ���� R ��� ����। � #���� &�� -�(� 
����� -������V #��"��� (���। ��� � ��� -��* -���*���C� -;�� B��5���C*��� F�� &�#। 
���� ��� "�* ���� #��� -��� ���4 ���  �� ��� ��( ���� �����। ��� #�V0A�" #��"� ����� 
���<���* ��* B��5���C*��� F�� &�# ��� -�(� ���0� �"�� #��"� 3 �� B��(� ���, 
�i�Vw ��* ;���।  
 

����� -�(� ��#� �� -��?�� 3#� ��* &�OP �i�Vw ���* ;��� �W� ���� ��!+।  
 
B��5���C*��� �,��� &��, 3 ��� �,�� -�(� ���0� �"�� ��� &�O�P �,�� -�(� 

��#�। ���� #��� -���*���C� F�� ��।  
 

-�(� #�V0A�" R -�(� ����� -������V #��"� �� B��5���C*��� ����� "�� �� 
���� �#���+ &#�� F���� -�, ���� ����A� ���Q��Q &m�5 ���� ��� ��� �F+� ��� -���� 
����A�   
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���Q���Q �����#���� ���[#� ��* -O�,। Y ���[#��� #��; ��� ��� ���� ���� �, �� V�� 
D�� 3#� ���� ����। -�q ��!+ -�(� ����� -������V #��"� �#��+ ��� ����#���� -O���� 
������ /��*� ���� "��। 
 

�W ������ ����#� B��5���C*��� ���� -;�� v�� ���; V�� ��,� ������#" ��,� ��¨��� 
3#� ���� ��*। � #���� ����� -������V #��"� -��* (���� -�, B��5���C*� -,�C -� -�K� 
-��(��Q &��0C� F�� &�#। Y ������ ���[#� �����u���� -V�� &�O�P� ��,�� ��� -;�� 
&m�5 ���। �� V�� -�(� ��#� #��"��� ��,� 3#� �"�� "*। �W ����� #��� -;�� ����� 
��!+ &�OP R B��5���C*��� ���� &m�5 F��। �� ��� &�OP R B��5���C*�� #��; -�� 
��� -<��--��O����O �� -����� -��O����O #o� "*�।  
 

�W� ���� &�� B��5���C*� ����� -;�� (�y�! ����!Q��� ����n) ����(���� ���C -;�� 
i����* ����� ���� ` -���< <��� ��* ���। Y <��� Y�� -���*���C�* -�(� #�V0A�" #��"��� 
���, (�� ���। �W ������ #����� ���� &m�5 "�d� B��5���C*���। � #�7 ����9� D���� 
� ���R &�� ����I� #��; � ��( #���� ���। &�� ������� -���*���C� -;�� �V�� ��# -��� 
&��� ���"� ��,� ��,� &��0C� F�� ��#�,। &�� B��5���C*��� >’��� �9���� D*����# -#< 
��* B��5���C*� -;�� #C� ��; -���*���C� "�* &��0C� F�� &�#।  
 

�z� ���� -�(� ����� -������V &���� ���, &���� &��0C�* 3#���� -������� 
���� "��। &��0C��� ��/W� ( 3#� �,�। &�� �z ������ &��� ���"��� ������ OK�#�O��� 
���� ��� ��� �i�Vw -��� �����:�� -����* ���। �z ����� ���� ����A� -;�� -��� ��� 
���[#� OK�#�O� &�# ��� OK�#�O��� B��(� ���5 ���� ��(���� ���� ���� �i�Vw -* ��� 
-�K� -��(��Q B��(� 01� ���� D;!�S &��0C�� ���� �i�Vw -*। �� � ���� #���� -���� 
B��(� ��< -�K� -��(��Q �i�Vw ��*�,�, -#��� Y 3#���� #��; -��� ���� (� &�� m��� 
��� ���d���। ���[#��� &���� -��� &��� ���� D����� v���q!5 ���� ;���, ��� &�� Y 
p�k�� ��* -u�x �O�* 3#���� ��� &�# ��� ���"��� "��� ��� �� ����� #���� ��� &#�� 
��� -�K� -��(��Q -u�x� ���, F�� &#�� �@� ��� D' ��,��5 &�O -� ���� ��R���� F�� 
&�#।  

 
�� ���� OK�#�O��� �� ���� -�K� -��(��Q ��� D�� ���� ������"� D��� ���,�। 

Y �� ������ W<� -;�� ������"�� -O��6�( ���"� &� /Q� -�����q!5 ��� -;�� ��*।  
 
����� �<� -;�� ������"� &��� -O��� ,�C�� ;��� ��� &m�5 ���� (� ��O�* &#�� 

;���। -�K� -��(���Q� -#��� D���5 ��� ��� ��� �� ����#��� ��� ��� -��q 
����#���� #��� �<��� � -��� #� -�K� -��(��Q 3#� ��,�� ���� F�� &�#। ���� �,� 
��� �#��� -��7V� �����; -# &� �V�� &�# ��। ��� "��� �,� ����� ��-��-�( R b "�(�� 
v��। ��� #��; -� ` ( -#� �,� ����R F�� -O�। ����� -u�x� � �� -;�� ��� ���� ;���। ��� 
-O���* ��� ���"�� ��( D�V#�� ��� R ` ( &"� "*। #�#�� ��* #��C ���’ 3#� ��� 
"*। ������� v�� �� V����* ��* �� �X�#��� ��� z� O( �9�� �,�, ��� -# ��,� �V�� &�# 
�। �9� -;�� ����#� F�S��� ��� ������� &�#��!5 ���� ���, ��� ����� �� ��� ��। ��� 
�� ����#��� m��� ��� ������� -u�x� ���, &�#, ����� ��� -�q #$� >’��� -E�i ���* 
��,� ����#��� &"� ���। -�q ��!+ ����� ����#���� ���, ��� ��C। ����#��� ���� 
-�*�< ���* ��k�F�* "��� ���। ��* #��C ���’  
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����#� ��� ��*। � #���� �� ���#��� D*�����# ����� -"i D�V�# -��5 ���,� �� -�K� 
-��(��Q ����� D*�����#� ������ #�@� ��� (��� ���� -�, -�K� ������"�� #��C ���’ 
3#��� "��� ����,। �� 3#� ���� �� ������"�� ����� - �K ��* ��� ����!� `/� ��# ���� 
&� &m�5 ��� ��।  
 

��� &��� ���"� &��0C� ��-R-���� �i�Vw -*। ��� &��� D��� >’( -�V�<��Q 
��*�O ��� "*। ��( ����i< D�V#�� ���*9 ����। ��� ����� �,� �#��। ��� �#���� 
#���#�� ���t�� �,��। D��( -� -�V�<��Q "�_�� ����। ��� �#K�� #���#�� ���t�� 
�,��। "�_ R ������ ���, �� -��?�� R &��� ���, >� -��?�� 3#� �,�। -�� #�* �#�� 
-���y� R �#�� �� ��(�� ������"� ��� ���� �����। ��� �#K��� ����,C� �< ��y< ��* 
#� #�* ���4���"�� D��� �,�। &�� ����� �� ����� ��� ���< ���?  �����! �����।  

 
�}� ���� ��� ��/�� ����< -�(� ��V�*�� ����� R &��#" ��kF( D�V#�� R �� ( 

3#� ��* &��0C� ������"�� -#���� ���� �,�। B�( 0�C�*�,� �z ( -�K� -��(��Q 3#�। 
���� D�� D���* &��0C� ��-R-��’ -� �V�� &�#।  
 

��!� ��(�� D�����§ (�-�a}�: &��0C� �� "R*�� �� �������� ���"� ��!� 
��(��� (�C� "*। �������� ���"�� 0�U�� �,� ��� 3#���� "��� ��� #���� �����। ��� ���� 
R��� ��* -O�। ������"�� 3#� �,� �� -��?�� &� �������� ��"�� ��< -��?�� �,�। ��� 
� �� ���< �,� D�*��� ���"�।  

 
&O���� -;�� -� ��7� OK�#�O��� ���� �O�*�, Y ��7�� 01� ��� "�* �������� ���"�� 

-#��� �i�Vw -*। Y ��7�� 01� ���� ���< ��� �,�। ������"� &��0C� -;�� ��!� ��(���� 
���� DE#� "* 01� ��� -;���। ���� ��� ��� "*। ����� ���* ��# �9�!���� D;!�S �������� 
���"�� ��, ��� -;�� &m�5 ���। �� V�� �������� ���"�� -#��� ,�  K "�* ��C ���� �,� 
D�*��� ���"�। �� ��,� 3#� �,� ����� ���� "���"��� ��¡� "*। V�� -�*��<� &/��� �������� 
���"�� } ( 3#� �"�� "*। -�q ��!+ �������� ���"�� D�*��� 3#���� &� -��k( ��R*�  
��*�। ���� ��� ��� �� �� ���� F�� ��*।  
 

#�^ �������� ����A� 
#���S���§ -�(� �����l���* 

��-�-�a}W 
-�(� ����� -������V -�K� -��(���Q� �� -��?�� 3#� &��� -�H�I ���* ����A�-

F�k���� #C�� (���#���� ��,����,) ���� ���#� �� ����� ����7�� -#����"�� �z<� � * 
&��� ������� ���। ��� z<� O��C #?95!_�� ��c7 "*, ���� O��Cv��� ����A��� �V�� ��*। 
 

���� ���#� �a ������ ����7� -#����"� -O��6�( ���"� ��* &����� 0�� &m�5 
F���* (��O����*)। &����� D^�^ ��R �F�� �,� �।  ���R ���� &����� D^�^ ���d� �। 
>’��  
 
 
 
 
* �a}� #���� ���F! ����A� -#�����# -�V�<��Q �"#��� ��!�� �,�� । #���S����< ����� ����i��� ������ -;�� #����� ।  
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��!+ &��� ��B ������� �����। �Ft &m��5� ���� �<��� � -��� &��� ��,� "�<�� ���� 
"���। R��� ��* `}� ( ���� �O�*�,�- �H� -�"v�� O�C��� (}/b u��) 0@��� #�* &��� -���� 
-����।  
 

������ `� ������ &��� ���#�� -,�C -��� ���� "���। F�k����� �� ����7� 
�������"� -�����q!5 �_ ���। ���#�� -;�� &��� ��*�� ��(��� F�� -O���। ������ `} ����� 
����7� -#����"� ��*�� ��(��� &m�5 ���। Y ���� R��� D�� 3#� "��"� "�*�,�। 
������ ���� ���� D�� 3#��� ��� ��R*� �O�*�,�। 
  

������ `a/�� ������ R�� &��� &m�5 F���*। R��� >�<� &m�5� ����I� #��; 
���"� ��� "*। &����� ��� D���� "��"� "*।  

 
&�� ����� -F:���� ��� ��(��"� ���"�� ����G�� ��*�� ��(���� ������� ���*I ���* 

����� -�������V� ������ -F:UE��� F�� &�# ��� i�����*� ��� ���� ������< ��� (�*O�* 
�������9�" 3��� ���।  

-� ���# ����7� -#����"� ��� R���� ����O�i� ��(��� &�# ��� -�� -O���v�� ���। 
��� &����� ��4���� /�k�<� �;� (��� -��� R�� ���#�� F�� ��*। -� ���#� �W ����� ����7� 
-#����"� -O��6�( ���"�� #"�*��* ��� R��� -;�� &����� 0�� �Ft &m�5 F���*। 
&m��5� ���� �<��� � -��� &��� ��,� "<�� ���� "�।  

 
&��� -F:UE�� F�� &�#। -O��6�( ���"��  ��� -O����q!�5� ���� �<��� � -��� &��� 

 ����� ����O�� F�� &�#। &����� -�� #����" �,� �।  ��� D^�^ �,� �। v��� D �� �,�।  
 

-F:UE�� -;�� ��*�� ��(�� ��!+ #C�� ����7���� ����*���� -FT� ���। �i�#$� ��!+ 
����7� -#����"�  Y ��7� ���* F��F� ���� �����। ��* #�7 ��� - �K -�*� "�*�,�। �%��� 
-�:����� -;�� ,�O���*� ��!+ (� ���#� �;� ���� -�(� �(*�� -#����"� ��� `� -#���� 
-#����"� #�g��� ��� ��<� �(��� �������9�" 3��� ����,�।  
 

����A�- -�*������ #�^ ������� 
#���S���§ #������ -�(� ��SV� �"�� 

�b-a-�a}� 
��-� D;�� ��-� ��F! (�a}�) #������ �#��(�� "��� #�K ��* &�� -F:��"� -�:k�,। 

���� ���q� #�#���� #��; -����  *��" �������� �;� ��7���� ��� &���F� "*। 9_� "� R 
D��� #�#�O5 e���#" ������ #�7 (�*O�* ��� ����4� ��!���� �F� ���� ��� ��� �� 
������!�� ����5 ��। ���� #��� &���� -� -�� ����� -���� #�E" ��� �X� 0�� ���� &/�� 
"��� �7�� ��� ���। ���� #�!���� #�"��� ���� ���|��R -� ��� &���� ���(���� ��* 
��। -#��� �S���� ��-�-� �����’ -�� #�K ��7���� &���F� "*। 
 

`�� ���� D�§�� &�� -V��� �O�* -�(� �(*�0� �"�� (��!�� �B�O�i*��, -i���< F�V 
D� y�V, �������� &��!) #��"��� #�K ��� = �����! ���। -�(� �(*�0� �"�� #��"� &���� 
������$ � ��� -�*������� ������ ����� O�C ����� ��� ��/����* �X�� ���� ���� ���!� 
���। ���  
 
 
 
 

* ����� ����i��� ������ -;�� #����� ।  
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#�� ���� D^ #����" ����R ���|�� -�। -V� -;�� �V�� -�K� -��(��Q, ���-&� ��� }� 
( ��H� �*��� 3#� #�E" ��� R -�*������� ������ ����� O�C -����� ����'� ���।  
 

W@� ����, �a}�-#�!�;� ��/���� �����!§ �*��*�� g�5 ��� #�!�;�� ����7� 
-#����"�� O������ ��� ���� (� ���#���� 01�� ��/���� �����! ��� ��� #������ (_� R 
#����� (½���� ������ ����� O�C -����� �� ���T ��� ���। �� #�* -�*����� -(��� -i���< 
������ #��"� ��� ���q� #�#�O5 ��# &���� (���� -�, >’��� ����#� �"���� (�"�( 
���O��� ���5 ����� ���� D��� ���,। � ��� -���� �� &�� �S�5�S _�� &�� (�"��), 
���<-D�V#�� #��"�#" F��( ������ -(�*��� ��� #���� ���5 ���� 04 ���� ��@����। ��k�� 
�� -;�� �V�� ��# &���� �2*�� ���* (� -�, -#��� ����� -:�� ����� D� ��,�� -� । 
D�§�� z� ���� -�*������ D�9���!� -�:��O�P� -#���< c�# ���� �#��+ ��। -��  ��� 
3#��� �� ���#���� 01�� ��/������ D��� ���,�। ��*�( -��(��"� R &#���� "���� 
D^ ���* ������� ����� ���। ������ D^ R ������� º�� #�E�"� 0�U��� -V��� ���।  
 

�� ����, �a}�: -V� ;�� -;�� D����T �b �< "��� -E�i #�E" ��� -��?���� �V�� 
&�#। ��’��� ������� &���-&�*� "���� "�* ��C &��� (�। ��� -����, D^ &� ������� 
#�E�"� �F+�* D��� "�* ��C। � #�7 -���� &��� #��; �,� ����� "��i-&0�<� �;�R �F+� 
���। 

 
}� ����, �a}�: #������ -����, "���*�� &� ������� #�E�"� 0�U��� "�k<�"�k�< ��� 

- �� ,’<�* ����? -V����� ��� -���� -V��� ���-&� ��� D��K������ ���� #�/�q!�। ���� 
-��?�� ��* -V� ����� �#��+ ��� #������ �#��( -V� ��R*� -;�� ���� ;���� ���। -�� 
&����� "��� ��*��< ����V� ,�C� &� ��,�� �,� �। ��k� �;��� -��?�� -��� &�� ��( 

F�� ������� -���� (� -V� �R� "�। -V�� ������� -��� -F:��"��� �V�� &�# ��� 
-�*������ #�7 ���q� #�#� ��� &R*��� ��O -�H��O!� #�K (_�� ������! ��#।  

 

b� ����, �a}�: -�*������ -i���< ������ (�� �P�� #��"� #��� -���� ������� 
&���F�� (� &���� -i�� ��@�। -�*������ ������� (� ��O��� -�। ������ ����G 
����� "� #��"� -��?�� �����! ��� &���� ��*�(�* ���!� -�।  
 

a� ����, �a}�: �X� ����* #���� D^ ��� -���� ��* V���*�i! ����� ��* #�<�� 
� �� ��� ��। �-�� ��;� -�<�*� -y��� ���, &�R ���< V���*�i! �i�Vw ��� ���। 
 

��� ����, �a}�- ���#��� �;� #���#��� ���§ ��� ���� ��!� ����4� ��_�� �_ 
"* ��������� ���। -�*������ ���q� #�#���� -�R*� F���� <��� V���*�i! �i�Vw ���"���  �O 
��� ���� ��� ���#��� #��� ��<�*। -��� �`<�� #�* ��� -���� ������"� ��/���� -;�� 
���#���� ���� DE#� "�F,। #�K #�K ������� ����� O�C -����� #��' ��। ���#���� #���� 
01�� ����4�� ���� -�R*�� ����'� ��* -#� D�#��� ��(� -R*� "’�। ��� }� ( -���� 
��* �� D� �� F����। #�K >�<� ��-��-�( ,�C� ���� #�� ��� ����V� �,�। ��� ��* �X� 
D����* RkS -��� ��# ����� #�%� � <� ��!+। ��,��5 �� �X�� �� &����� -��P� � ��� 
F�� &�# ��� ��#�K -O���v�� �_ ���। &��� � D���!� &m��5 ������"�� >( 
-�V�<��Q#" `� ( 3#� �"� "* ��� �� ( &"� "*। �� ��"9��! #���� ��* ������"�� 
3#���R -���O�, �<!�� R &�<!����� -O���v�� �_ ���  �H�T� �� v���q!5 �_ "���। ��* W /Q� 
-O���v�� ����* "*। �X���� >�<� u��� &v ��� ��*। m��� &����� -O�����_� -�q "�� 
;���। #����" R #�"�����  
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-�� &�� �,� �। D�� ��� ������"� �*���� -;�� #�����" R 3#� -��* �fv5 ��4 ��* 
p�k���* ��C &����� 0��। ���(� D�� 3#���� ��* ��,� "<�� ���� "�। V�� ������"� 
���#�� ��� ��� -*।  
 

���� 9_� "� #��"�, �O�����#" D�� >( ���q� #�#� `<� ��-��-�( R W<� �#-��-
&� &��� "��� D�!5 ���। ��,� ������� º�� ���* -�:��OP -#�� 0�C�* ��� ��� ���#��- 
-�*����� #C��� -��O����O ���d= ��� ���� #�� "�।  

 
`�-� ����, �a}�-��;� -�F�*�� ��������� ���§ ��� ���� #������ -#�� c�# ���* ��7 

;���* - ��� ��������� -�:k,���� ���(�� -;�� -<���V�����O ��� -���� -�, ���#��� D����� 
���[#��� -�*������ ���� DE#� "�d। &�� �S�5�S -��?���� V�-� ����* #������ �#��( 
#��"��� -� ��<��� ���t�� ���4 ��� ��� #����� �(½�� #��"��� �f��* ��<��� ���t�� ���4 
��� ���। &�� ��( �H��* ��<��< -��?�� -"i���*�<!��#" ��* ��;� -�<�*� D� ���� ¤�O���� 
,��< �O�* -y��� �9�! ����� ���*I #������ �#��( #��"� R (½�� #��"��� 0�� D�!5 ��� ��� 
&�� ��2� �� ���� ���*I ��। ������� � �;�R (��� -�, &����� D �+��5 -��O�����O� �� 
-�� ���� -�, -#�"�� -�q �4��6� ;��� ��!+ -� -�0� �2��#�5 � ���।  
 

&�� ��(� ��<��� ����� -#���� ��(� 
"�7 -����* ���। � ���! -�q � "��� 
"@�S ��*� �#��( #��! #���� f��� &���� -����� -� �X�� m��� ��� &����� ��(��� 
���< ��# -O�,। &�� -F�* -��� #�� #��� �X�� ������� � �� ���* ��* �� -��?� m��� 
��� �� ��� &����� ���� DE#� "�d �� ���5� ��� ��* �। &�� �S�5�S �#-��-&�’�� 
������ v�� �_ ���। ��*� �#��(R ��-��-�(’� ��"���� �X� 0�� &/�� ���। ���� -O�� 
&��� #�7 ��<��� 3#��� ��#��; &O� �X� ������� &"� �� �"� ���� #�� �,�। ���� 
����� V���-&� -��?�� �fv5 -��O ����� #����<� �� #�"������� D�^� f��� ¤����O DE#� 
"��� -FT� ��� ��V� ����; "�* &"� R �"� 3#������ #���* ��* ��,� F�� ��* ��� 
����� &����� 0�� &�<!���� ��� �<!���� -O����q!5 ���� ;���। �9�! ��� -;�� �� &��� 
�f��* ��<��� �-��-�(’� V�*�� �X���� 0�� �C�,� �� �X�� ����� 0��R (�f��* ��<��� 
0��) D��� -���� ���� ;���। ���5��� &��� ��( 3#� �S�5�S �"�� " ��� ��( 
v_�� ��� &"� "। &�� ���� "�* ��<��� `�� O( �2��� ��<� -i���� ���� -�:�C ��(�5 
��� &��� ���। �X� >� ��<��� �� 3#� &��� �;� ��(��< ��� ��� -V��। � #�* &�� 
&��� ��<��� &����� ������ �f��* �i�V�#  ��(�� ��� ���। ��� ����* �X� O������ 
��� ���� v�� &�o ���। �� #�* "@�S ����� ���-���� -#�(� &����� 0�� i��  ��� �� 
�� ����� &m�5 F���*। ���� �F�� �����5 v�� -,�k�C ��� ���� -���� -V��� ;���। &����� 
-#: �O� -�, #�7 v�� ��� -����v��� ���¾h D��� ��� F��� ;���। �X��� &� �� ��x 
DE#� "R*�� ���� �,� �  �� &�� �9�!���� D����� >� ��<��� -�� #�C� �� � -��* 
&��� ��( -(�*�� ����� ��� &�� ��@��। � #�* �9�! ����� E��v�� &v� ���  ��� 
-���। #�������� �V�� ��# (����� -�, �9�!����� >� ��<� ����� 
-
 D��� -;�� 3#� ���� 
��* D� -��;�R F�� -O�,। � �;� -���� �� &�� ���� "�* D���0� �i�Vw ���। � ��� #�%� 
��!+ -O���v�� ����* "*। #�%�� �� ������"� -��� -�u��� �_ ���। ���� &����� 0�� 
V���<� -�u� ��@�*। &��� #�K >’/Q� ��!+ ��� "*। ���� �����* D� f��� v�� ���� ;��� ��� 
��,��5 �� ���� F�� ��*।      
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#����� ��� ��� ���� �� D�"�� &� D��J��� &��� D��+ ¿�+ "�* ��C। ��� ���* �;� -�� 
"�F,� � &�����। �������* ����* ��� ���� ���#��� "����* -V�� ��� ��� #��C ��<�� #�* 
&�� &��� -������� ��* -#������C D� ���� �R� "�। � #�* ��7�* -�� (O�5� #�C��� �,� 
�। ����� ���C� -��� �-#?��� &�� ���O ��� D�� &J* ��* F�� -O�,। -#������C�� 
-�:k�, i. ��V( #��"��� #���S ���। &����� ����q ��� &���� -��� ��� (�C�* ���। (i. 
��V( ��� -��*�,�� -�, &��� ����7� ���"�� #�K ���� ���� �O�*�,)। ����� ��� &���� R 
&��� 3#���� ��R*�-��R*�� ����� ���।  

 
`�-� ���� - ��� �X��� ����* DE#� "��� ��� -����। �9�!�� ���� &��� D��+ ¿�+ "�* 

��C। ��,�C� �������R -�� �,� �। ��� �X���"�� DEO�� -��� ���� �#��+ ��। ��� -# 
D���*� -#������C -�� -y��� &0<�� �#O����� ��,����, ������� ���<! �#��। ��,��5 �� 
�X���"�� -(�*��� DE#� "�� ;���। �;�� &��� v�� F����। �X�� �’’ �<!�� R -���O� -;�� 
v�� F���*। -�� ��,��5 ��� F��। -���F -��(���Q� ��*�( 3#� "��"� "*। ������� &����� 
������� -�q "�* -O�� &�� &��� ���"��� 0�;� ��� F�� &�#। ������"� -#������C ��� 
��� -F:��"�� ���� DE#� "*।  

 
&�� &�����C�* ���< -O�� 3�@� ���। ���� ��!���� ����� 0S#�" -��� ��*। ��*� 

#������ R*���0A�" R �#"�� ���H 9�� ����;! &��� #��; ��� F����* ����� (� ���\��� "।  
 
`W-� ����§ &R*��� ���O� ����T ��!� (�� &�� 0A� ��*�� #��; &��� #���S "*। ��� 

��!� ������"�� ��_�� ��� F����* ����� (� &���� #�"# -� ��� ���4�������� ;��� R 
��R*�� �2*�� -�। ��� �;������ ��  ��� -;�� D^�^ &�� (� ��� ��7� �@� ���� (�� 
 ���� F�� ��। ����� #������ R*���0A�" F�E�� ���Q��Q -;�� ��# &��� -��?���� 
-��O�� ���।  

 
`�-� ����§ "������� 9� -��"�g��� #�K ��* �������� -y��� ����5 �� &C��� ������� 

���। #���� ������"�� �( �#O�����#" >’��� O�C� ����� #�* ��-���( f��� B�� ���� 
����� ����� O�C� T "�* ��* ��� >’( &"� "*। ������"� &"� ���4f*�� ��� D� 
O�C�#" �����* ��*। ���� "������� 9� -��"�g� D��+ #�"�#���� ���F* -�। ���� >�<� 
����V� 0��� ���।  

 
`b-� ����§ �#��� ��"(�"��� #�K ��* -#������C�� -��� ���। `a-� ���� ��*� #�V 

��� -#�� ��* -#������C &0<�� �#O��� ����* D������ ���। ��,��5 �� ������"�� 
����� O�C� DE#� "�� ;���� #�V V�*�� �_ ���। V�*��� #g���� O�C���� D���(� "�* ��C। 
#�K #�K �X�� ��(� ��* ���� V�*�� �_ ���। >’�� /�� ���S -O���v�� ����* "*। ��� 
������� -�q "�* -O�� &����� -(�*��� O�-e��� -�*। �X���� ��( v_�� ��� &"� "*। 
���� ������"�� v���� ���< -,�� R �� �H� ���� ��*।  

 
��� -�-�O��*�� ���§ ��*� �#��( �� ��<� -���� ��* �O���*� -#��� ���, ������� ���। � 

(�*O� ���* ����� (��#" ����� �-<� ��� ��,� �9�I �(�* -��� DE#� "��� #�* ��*� 
�#��( ������"�� 0�� F�� &m�5 F���* ��� �;� R -�q O�C����� 0�� D��� v�� F����� 
�-<� ����� O�C� #?95! c�# "*। ���� �z/`� ( ���#� #�K #�K �"� "*, ��*�( 
&"� "*। ����5 ����#��� �’’ �<!�� R -���O� "�� D����� -O���v�� �q!5 ���� ;���। ��/! 
#�* ����� �� 
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��*� �#��( ��<�! 0�;� ���। ����#��� ���� ��*��< ���C�� &v ����* -�* ��� ��( 
���" E����#��� "��� ���। � ���� "������� �_� &�� R D�� ��( ���4����� v_�� ��� 
&"� "*। ��*� �#��( D#�� #�"# R ����I� #��; � ��� ���F��� ���।  

 
�� -�--V���<� ���� #�/q!§ -F:��"�-F²OP ��7�* ������"�� F��F� �_ "*। ��� ������� 

���� #����O ����। D����q �� -� ��*� #�V� -#�� ��* ������� ���<! �#��। ���5 D���� 
���� �� ����� ���[#� -��p�� u�� F²OP -;�� -F:��"�� ���� DE#� "�� ;���� &��� 
D���!� &m�5 F����। &����� �� D���!� &m��5 ��� -(�*��� �����!�����9� "�* ��C। 
����� �7�� -*�� �9��!� -�� ��*�( ���#� �����*� "*। ��"9��!� ���� ����  ��� -���O� 
f��� &������� ���� &m� ���। ����#���� -���O��� v���� ��� ��� &����� >’( 
��� ���4�#� (�#����) �"�� "। ����� ��(�� ���C &������C� ��(���� ��2�� #��/��*�, 
D��(�� ���C -�*����� -(��� ���O�P। ���� &�� &��� 3#� ���� ��* �"��f�*� ��V�� 
����� ���-&R*��� ���O� ����T ��!� -F:��"�� -"��<� (��*��� �����, �����C�� 9� -��"�g� 
#��"��� ������� �����C��� #����� ��� "*।  

 
b� -� &��  ��� -;�� -�(� ����� -������V #��"��� &���m�� D^ &* ���।  
 
a� -�-����* �O���*��� ���§ -V���<� ��� R D������� �� (#����5 R ���4�������� 

���� �� ��� #�"�#� #x�� "*। ��*� #������ R*���0A��� �O���*��� ������� ���� ���!� 
���* ��*� #������ (����� #�K ��* &�� �X���"�� ��!�S���� R D��� �� ���� 0�U�� 
-F:��"� �R� "�। -F:��"��� ������"�� O������ �� ��� �O���*�* -V��� �9��!� ��*� #������ 
R*��� 0A� ������"�� ����� ���&�  ���� ��( -(�#R#" ,*( 3#��� 0�� &m�5 
���। #�K #�K �X��� >’( 3#� (-(�#R) �"� "*। O�C���� ��7�* ��C ��*। ������� &���R 
���-, -O���। �@� -#� ��"9��! �X���"�� &�R >’��� O�C� ��# �C�। &�o "* 0 *���� 
&m�5 &� ���� &m�5। ��* W/z /�� -O���v�� ����* "*। D����q �X�� "��"� 3#���� 
��* -F:��"�� ���� F�� ��*। ���� �X���� ��;T �*��� 
���� ���� "*। � ���� ��*� 
#������ R*���0A�"� ����� v�� ���O ��� ��� #���� &"� "। ��� � ���� D#���� #�"# R 
����I� 0À� �HT�+ ��� ���। ������"�� 04 D���(� O�C���� 
������ ��R ��/! ��*� 
��# ��7�� ���� 0�� ��C ;���।  

 
�S���� ����7� ��(���� �9�! ���� ���§ ����#���� -F:��"�-�°���� #C�� &��O�� -��C 

��R*�* -#� ��7�* ������� ���� ����'� ���। D����q ��� -� ������� ��� ��# ;���। ��,��5 
�� -��� -O� ����� �#� � ���# ��,� ,Á���� R ��,� #����� -������ ���#��� �°������ ���� 
DE#� "�d। �� ���#� `/� �� O( -�,� #����� O�C��� &�R �� ���[#� DE#"� "�d�। 
�;� O�C���� &��� &/�� ���। V�� ��*�( 3#� ��5 "���*। ��"9��! D� ��� 3#��� ��� "�* 
�<!�� R &�<!����� #�"���� ���� &m�5 F����� &��� -#�� -;�� ����� #�� "�।  

 
��� -�, �a}�-���O�P ������"�� ���(*§ ���� -��� ��� #������ R*���0A��� ������� 

���� ���!� -�� ��� ��*� &��� -"��#�� ��7�* ��� �9k��� ���!� ���। &��� -"��# ��� 
��#�* &��O�� ��� ;���। �°������ ��<� ���t�� "������ &��� ��� R ��� -#�� ��* �� 
D� ��� D��E"5 ���। ��,��5 �� �X���"� ���4���"�� D���!� &m��5�  �* ����� O_� 
O�C� #��� -��� DE#� "�� ;���। O_� O�C���� �9k�� ���� ����� 0�� ���* D��m� ���� #�K 
#�K  
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�Ft &R*��( -#�< ��*� "�� 0���� ���� 0�@ ��*। �Ft &R*��( "����� ���#��� ��� 
&�nE7 "�* ��C -� ���� ��*�( D^ -V�� ��5��5 ������ -FT� ���। D�� �_ "* &����� 
-O���v��। ��*�( "��"�R "*। (�� ��*, �X�� �����* ����� #�* (#�����5� "��� >’( 
���#� ��, ���� ���#� f��� &"� "*। �X���� -V�� ��R*� -�� D^�^ &����� "7O� "*। 
����R #������ R*���0A�" D#�� ����I� #��; ��� ���।  

 
�`� -� -F:��"�� -�C���� 01�� ��6��"��< �X��� 0�� F�� &/�� "��� (� &�� �� 

��<� ���4�#� ��* ������� ���� (� D���� ���� ;���। �� -F:��"��� ������"�� ����< /�k�< 
D��� ���,�। � #��* ������"� vMF� f��� ��� ��* D���!� �� ���<���* 3#� ��* 
&������� �/�� -V��� -FT� ���� &��� -#�� -;�� -�� ����� �����* -��� #�� "�। ��� 
������"� &����� ���� � -��� ��6��"�< ��(���< ���C�* -�*।  

 
��� -�§ ��� ����� >’<�* ��� -���� -�*������ �#-�i-R >� O�C� ���[#�#" &( 

�°���� �����!� -O�,। ����� ����O�� ����� -�R*�� (� "������� 9� -��"�g� �� ��<� 
3#� ��* F²O�P� ��< -�� �� (�*O�* ������� ���। � �������� �#-�i-R #" ��*�( 
3#� &"� "*।  

 
�W� -�§ ��*� &��� -"��# �������� -y��� ���, ��*��< ��� ����k ����। ��� 

����#���� O�C� D��m� ���� �9��!� ����� �< -��p�� u�� -# �� D��m� ���� #�* u���< 
��C ��*। D����� ��� ��� "������� 9� -��"�g� ��k� ��<� ��* F²O�P ������� ���। 
�°���� -;�� DEO��� ����� ��� -��p�� ���#���� ������� ��� z/� (�� �� ���� #�� 
"*। D#��;!� ���� (�� ��*, ��( ��!�R ��� �"� "*। ��� ���� -��*���� E���<  ����* 
-�*।  
 

�z� -�§ ��*� #������ �#"�� �� ��<� ���4����� ��* } ���� ���* -"k�< �����C�� ��2�� 
������ ���/����� ��� "����� ���"�� -,�< ���< ,�0� &m�5 ��� -#�� -;�� ������� 
�����C� ���� #�� "*। ��*� #������ �#"�� ���� D��+ #�"�#� ���F* -�*।  
 

�b� -�, �a}�-#��"�(���� ��� c�#§ R*���0A�" ��� f��� #��"�(���� ����< c�# ��� 
���#��--�*������ -��O���O ���d= ��� -�*।  
 

�a-� -�-�O���*�* ����* #�/q!§ �*� &��� -"��#�� ��� �#���� ���!� ���* -O��� 
������� ��� ��# ;���। #��� a<�� #�* �( ����#� -��� <���� ��� ���#�� ����� #�* 
�O���*�* -�:k�� -��k�� ��� �������5 -���<�����< ��*� O( �9�� 0�C ��* ��� �( ���#� 
�"� "*। � ��� �X���"�� ��� ���,���� �� -��?�� 3#� ��* /<���� 0���� "�� &��� 
O�-e��� ���।  
 

`�-� -�§ #������ R*���0A�" ����� ��(�� ��(���� ���? &m� ��� �� ( ��(������ 
"��� ��� ��� ��< ����V� 0��� ���।  

 
`b -� -�§ ����* -#�� ���t���� &���m��  ���� �V����w -��O ���* ��,� ������� 

��* &�#।  
 
`a -� -�§ ����� "�< -;�� �z (�� ���< ��(���� �� &#�� ;���� "������� &��� ��� 

������� &m�5 ���। -�q ��!+ �z ( ��(����� "������� ����� "��� ��� ��C ��� �"� 
"*।  
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#�^ �������� ����A� 
#���S���§ #������ 3#*� -O���� &�$*� 

`�-�}-�a}� 
 

`�-� ��F! #��� -��� &��0C� -��?�� -"i���*�<!�� -;�� ��( ��*� D����<� �#K������ 
&�# ��� ��� -�, e���� D��� ��� ����� ����A���R &����� -���(�� -��� -V�� "�*�,। � ��� 
����� �� &�� &��� -���(�� -O��� i���। ���t &�� &��� "��� ��, &� -�0 �#�*� � 
;�����। �#��+ -*� "�, �<� ��R���� #�7 ��2� ����7�� ���&��� &( ����� ���� -�q ���� 
"��। ���� #���� ��� ��@��� "�, #�� ��R�� -,�C D^�^ ��* &��0C� �#��� "��� #��� 
#���� "R*�� (�। `b-� ��F! #��� &��0C��� �O�* ����� "*।  

 
`a-� ��F! #�7 ��¨��� ���&� &��0C�� (#�����5� #�"��� R #�;!��T "�* &��0C� -��?�� 

-"i���*�<!��� &m�5 F���*। ��,��5 ��� F��� �� i�®0��&��� ����� D%���� >�< ��� -V�� 
�����* ��*। &��0C� -;�� W ���� ����5 (#����5 ������� �/�� -V��। >�( -����� ��2� 
����7�� ����V� ���* v�� ��� "��� ����,�। ����� &��� �� ��<� ���&� -#��� ��R*��� ���� 
���* �#�(�� e��� ��C। �X� �� #������ R �� ��*� #������#" �W(�� -#��� "��� ��� "*।  

 
-��?�� -"i���*�<!�� -;�� #�7 D^�^, -O�����_�, D*����# -#<, -�� &��� #���* �#��� 

"��� #��� ©��� ��* &�#। >�( "��������� ��*� #������ ���* �<� ��<� ��C� ��� ��� &��0C� 
-��R�* -y�#" Y �����* �i�Vw 3��� ���।  

 
`�� ���� -�(� ����� -������V B��5���C*� -;�� -<����V�� &��� #��; �;� ���, ��� 

&���� ��<� ��<� ���* 0(��#�� R &� ��<� ��<� ���* OK�#�O� -��R�* -y�� �i�Vw ���� 
���!� -�। W@� ���� >�< ��<� 0�A��� (�*O�* -�����* ��� "*। z� ���� &�� ��(R 0(��#�� 
F�� ���।  

 
�`� ���� 0(��#�� R OK�#�O� B�( &���� T ��� -�*� "*-����7� -#����"�� -��O����O 

���d= ���� (� ���� ����A� -;�� #��#�� B��5���C*� &#�� � ����।  
 
�W� ���� ����7� -#����"�� ��<� ���Ei ����A� -#����# -;�� B��5���C*�� ���� DE#� 

"*। 0(��#�� B��(� "�(�� O( �9� -;�� ��<� -��?�� -;�� -�� ��7�� >���� ��� ���* DE#� 
"�� ;���। B��(� ��F &����� ������ �,�। �X�� &����� ��,����, &#�� �� ����� 0�� V�*�� 
R�� ��� "*। &����� �� &F��� &m��5 ����� D���� "��"� "*। -:���� ���� #�7 ��� 
-��p�� ��� ��*�,�। Y -:��� ���p ��� &������� ����,� -�, ��( D�V#��#" �}� ( 3#� 
R��� �"� "�*�,�।  
 

����� ����7�� 3#��� -�,� �O�* &�<!���� R �<!����� #�"���� &����� -O����q!5 ���� ;���। 
&����� ���, -�� &�<!���� �� �<!�� �,� �। B��5���C*��� ����G &�0�U�� ���, ��� ��@��� 
"�*�,� &������� #�"��� ���� (�। &����� -��� B��5���C*��� �O�* W;! -�K��� ��0�� ��*�। 
(#����5 ����, -� ���� ��� &��0C�� ���� F�� -O�,। ����7����� �Ft &m��5� ���� �<��� � 
-��� &��� (&����� >� ��<� 3#�) 0�;� ��� &��0C� -��R�* -y�� F�� &�#। ����� 
B��5���C*���R &����� -�� �i�Vw ��। ��� ���� "�* &��� 0�;� ���।  

* ����� ����i��� ������ -;�� #����� 
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0(��#��� �Ft ��� -��* ����7�� 3#���� �� ���<���* 3#� OK�#�O� "�* &��0C� &#�� -FT� 
���। &����� �� ��<� ���&� "������� &#U� &��� -�H�I OK�#�O� B��( �i�Vw ����*�,�। 
����7�� 3#��� -#��� -�:,�� �� ��<� ���&� ����� 0�� V�*�� R�� ���। �� D���!� 
&m��5 (�z� ����) ����7����� �( D�V#��#" &����� }�/}z( 3#� �"� "�*�,�। ��( 
D�V#���� ��� R 3#���� ��� -#��� ��R*� �O�*�,�। ��<��<� �i�Vw >�� -#��� ;���। 
����7�� 3#���R ����� �i�Vw �(��� ���। ����7�� �B�Oi ���t�� Y ���<���*�� 0�;� ��� 
�� &� ��<� ���<���* OK�#�O�� ��@�* ��� >� ���� ���� OK�#�O�� ���4�V:(��� �i�Vw c�# 
��� &��0C� -�:,�� ���!� -�*। ������� 3#��� ����� p�k���* ��C ��� v�� ,�kC�� ,�kC�� &����� 
�i�V�w F�� &�#। &�<!���� R �’’ �<!�� ���* ���� R ���"i V�*�� D���"� -����,�। ���&� 
-��"�g� #��V ��*� ��R v�� ,�k�C F��,�। ����7�� 3#��� ������� e��� ���� -�*�< ���* ��k�F�* 
"��� ���। ���w ��*� -������� &����R ������� e��� -�*�< ���* "��� ��� "*। } (�� 
v_��£�� &"� D���* &O���� "�#������ ��@��� "*। �b� ���� ��<�-�� D��� 3#� 0�;� 
��� &��0C� F�� &�#।  

 
�a-� ���� ����� ���&� -��?���� -¿�( ��� &��0C�* ����� ��� "*। ���� W;! -�K��� 

�<� -��?��R ��#�,� ����G &�0U��� -�H�I।  
 
`�-� ���� /�*����< R �<� E��� &��� ����� ��� �i�Vw ���।  
 
``-� ���� OK�#�O�� �� ������� &��� �( ����7�� 3#��� "��� ��� R ���� "�(�� F�� 

������� 0��� ��� z<� ����V� R ��<� -yO�#"।  
 
`b-� ���� &����� >< ��<��� ����G &�0U� &(����� &#�� ���!� -�।  
 
��� -� &(����� &��� �� ������� 3��� ���। ����7�� 3#���� ���< -��?�� �#���<� 

����6��� -;�� &(������ ���� &#�,�। &����� >�< ��<�! ��#K� ��� (�*O�* R����� ������� 
���। �� �������� ����� ��( �"� "*।  

 
��� -� �#K����� �����* �� �������� � ( ����7�� 3#� �"� "*।  
 
�b� -� �� �����* �� -���i � ( ����7�� 3#� �"� "*। ��( &"� 3#��� ��� ��* 

&#� "�*�,�।  
 
`}-� -� ��(���� �����* �� -���i W ( ����#� �"� "*।  
 
`a-� -� �#K����� �����* �� �������� � ( ����#� �"� "*। ��-� -� �#K������ &� �� 

�������� �� ( ����#� �"� "*। W@� (� >�< �������� a ( ����#� �"� "* �#K����� �����*।  
 

����A� R -�*����� -(��* #�^ ��������� &�R ����5* 
\ �C ������ ��� \ 

 
�i!�� -����* &O���� ��# ���-,�,। ����� �’<� �� -��< -O�,। ���4���"��  ����� 
F�� 

-����� (� &� ����� ���� ���4����� �;� -������ (� &����-������ ��� ���,���। ��� &����� 

* #���� -# ��F� ‘������� #�E��� ��������’, �������, &Oy �a}� -;�� #�����। 
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�� -������ ��� �� ��C����C ����� #%� ��R*� #"( *। D����4 &E" -����� "*����� 
#�6" �( "�* �C�! ���� �"� -;�� ���� ���F� �9�� �,��, "�#������ ���4���"�� ��-����� ( 
&"� -���� ��*�,। -#��� �O�* ����� #�K -��� ���� &����� ��� &�� ��<�� ����।  

 
��� ��(<� �� ��� #"(! &��� -� ����7��� -O��*6� �� ��O� -��� � ���� �� ���5 ��? 

����� D���* �� #�6" -�� (�O��� ����। ��� ���!���� -�� -�����, &����� ��� -��� -�O 
-��� -"�� �। &��� -� ���F*#9�<��� ��* �O�*�,���, ����� ��(<� #"( "�* -O�। -��� �O����<� 
-;�� #%�� ��!+ &��� ����� ���� ����� �� ���"� ����। &��� �� -"�� ���� -� �;�� ��,�<� 
&CT -��� ���,�, ��� �;� ������� ���� ���* &����� #?�!<� #"( "�* -O�।  

 
#�#�� F�� (�*O�� F��( ���4������ #�K &��� &��� ����,। ���(� #��; �;� -�q ��� F��;! 

(�� #�K �;� �_ ����� F��� 0@���। &�� �Ã ����,���, &�� -�� (�*O�* �C�� ��� (�� 
"�*�,। ��� 01� ����--# (�*O�� �� �C����� �� �;� -���� �� &��� F��� R@�� �;�� -��। 
�� -�� ��� �’�� &�O �C�����* �� ���� ��� ��� ��#�,। -# �;� �� ���  ��� -��� ����!  

 
�C�����?  
"��k, �C�����। &��� ��#F�� -#� 
' �q� �����<� ��� - �# 0@�,�। &� �H����< - �# 

&#�,� Ä��� ��Å �H��� -#� ������ ��;!�, >O!�, >O!�। ��"�� &��� -#� �� ����� -Æ"/ &J* 
�C����� E���<R ����� &v� ���C ,�� "�* �O�*�,?  

 
R�� -�� ������ "���� ����,� &� -#� #�* &������� -#�� -;�� ���9�� �,��? 
 
R�� "���� ����,� ��-�, D;!�S ��-� ���� ������।  
&��� `z-� ������ �;� -#��� ���। ��� �� -;�� -#���� �,���। �� &2�! ���, &� �� 

DÇ�� -��O����O!  
 
&�� ��� ��C����C �� �� �"�#� ��� -����� &��� F�� �%� -#� `z-� ���� ������� 

�C�����* &J* ��*�,���। �k��R &����� ��,����, �,��। ��� &��� ������ -���, �k��� -�� 
��� (��।  

 
&��� �’( �,��?  
 
&��� ���4���"�� ��( -��� -#��� �O�*�,���। ��� Y �’�< ���� ���� Y Dx�� &�R 

��kF( -����� -u�� ���* &����� ���� #�K ��4 ��� ��*�,��� ��� &�����  ���4�������� #���� 
��kC�� ���।  

 
�� �’��� �C������ -������ &�����, ��(��� &� (�� �� E"5 ��� ��*�,�। &��� 

#��� �������� #�#�� ���,���। &��� ��� -;�� R�� -;�� �C �C ��, ��� &���। ���� ��k�� 
��=� ����, ���� �� &���। ��� ����� -���* #���  �O� ��O ��� -����। ���#� �"6� &� ���#� 
��#���, &����� (��-����� ����� �,� �।  
 

0�� -;�� ���!� -��* &��� `a-� ���� ������ F��6�� �9�!���� e���-����A� #C��� ��<� ��� 
0�C�* �����। �’�� -;��� F��6� Dx�� ����<����� -�� -��C�(�� F����d -���� ���d���।   
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��*����� ���� ��� ��<� ��,� /<��� -#<� �� �� D��� ����,���। &����� �� -,�< ���<R 
-#(� 3��� �,�। R�� ��<� ��,� D/< /<��� &���R ������� F�� ��� ;��� �। R�� ��� �� ��� 
;���� � -�, ������<� ���� ����V� "�� �।  

 
`a ������ ��� 0�C�* -���� �� R�� -��;�R � -��;�R "���� �����। ��� R��� -#� "����<� 

-��;�* "�� -#<�� "�d �Ã।  
��� � ��* -��� ��;� /����� -"�� �। R�� ���� #������� F����� 3#� -��p�� O��C #��(�* 

�� �C�����* ��# "�� ���। R�� �� ��� #�6" ���� -����, -�, &��� ���� ��# &J* ��* 
&�,? ��� �� -���  �½�� #�* �,� �। R�� �;��� ���v�� ���C�� &v ����* ���। R��� #���� 
�x�� -;�� q�<। ������� &��� ���4���"�� -������ R��� �H�T� &C��� ��k�C�* �( �( #���� �x�� 
-;�� q�<। ������� &��� ���4���"�� -������ R��� �H�T� &C��� ��k�C�* �( �( ��(� ��* 
��*�,। R�� �;��� -�� ���� � -��* ��2+ �� ����� c��#� ���( ��O�* F���,�।  

 
&��� �;� #����O ��R*� ��� ��� #�K F��<� O��C� 0�� ‘B��’ ��� F����। &����� ����<��� 

 �q�* ‘B��’ �;�� ��� ��� #�K 
*��m* ��� v��� �� v�� F����* ��R*�। ;����* � ���� �� ��� 
m��µ�* v��� �� v�� F��� ;���। �� ��<�� v���q!�5� V�� 3#�--��p�� F��<� O��C� �� � 
-"��� F��। &����� �� �Ft &m�5 -�q ��!+ R�� #"� ���� � -��� ��5 ��* �����।  

 
��-� ������ ����� �<� �;� ��!। ����� -� �f��* ��! �_ "�* ���� -#<� ��p�� -��� ����� 

����� ��� �। ���� ���Q��Q ��� �� �9�। ��� �f��* ��!<� -� �� ��C����C �_ "�* ���� �� 
&���  ���� �����। �� �� /�� �� -�� /�� ����� R�� 3#� -��p�� O��C� ���,� #��(�* F�� ��। 
R��� &@��<� u�� ���< &R*��( �;/�< ��k���* �� ���(�*� ������� ��� ¤����O ,��< &#�,�। 
D���� ��p��� ����� >’� (�� �� "�� �। R��� #�K �<!��, -���O�, ����V� -�� ��,�� D �� 
�,� �। R�� ���� ������ ���� ���* ����। R�� ��#� -�� �C ��<� ������� -/��R ��� -V��।  

 
&����� ���4�������� ���� F��( -#� -/��R-�� ���� &<�� ��C -O�,। &����� -/��R-�� 

#����� "�d �� -�, R��� &���  �� ���� -���� ���d। ��� �� #�7 -����� � �C ���4������� 
-��;� ���� &�, ��� ���� -��;�* -��;�* ��(� ��* ��k�C�* &�, -# #?��! R��� ��6���� ���5� 
-�।  

 
�C����� E���� D����#���� ���� -�� �C ��<� D�� ��_� �� ��_�(��� -J5�� -���। -#(� 

E���� ���� R��� �� ���� ����( &�,। �� ����(v��� -#�� ���4�������� ��� ��;T #�"��� 
����,� �v��� ���� &J* ��* ���� �X��� -��, -��, ��� ��� ����,�।  

��<� �;� ���� ����q ��� 0�A� ��� ����� ���[#���� ��_�� ��� -� &���� �C�� ���,��� 
�� *, E�� -;�� ��� ��� -��� ��# &����� #�K -��O ���*�,�। >���’ -��� *, &��� �� "* 
����� #���� >-�� "�(���� �� "�� �। -���v�� ���M� �� ,��< &#�,�। ����� "��� ���@�#�k<�, 
��!�-�A� -;�� �_ ��� �6�� ��!+। �� >§#�"#� -���v�� �� "���*�� ��* �<!�� &� -���O��� 
��_�� �C�� ���� ,��< &#�,। ���� 0È�� ,�C� � �� ��� F��! ��� ��<� �;� 
���� ����� "�� 
-�, ����� �� 0È��� &����� ���� �� ��4 R D����5� #H�T ��� �����,�। R�� ����� (*c� 
&� ���< O(! ���� ���� ,��< &#�,�। -#� O(! �X��� ��R  �*� ��k� (��O�* �����,�। R�� 
-�� -� ����"��� "�* ��C�,�। � ���� /<� -� /<�� ���� �<�  
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&��� ��R &�� ���� �����। D�� #����5 ���q -� -���� i���, 
������ i��� �� D#����5 

 9���� E"5 ���� ����, �� D� \�� &����� &� ��R "*�। �� ��� /�� >� ��� >� ��� ��� 

F��। &��� ����� &J�* ��k�C�* �X 3#���� ��� ��� ��� ����,���। &� �� ��M (�� ����� 

�S#���� "���*�� ��* ����� ��� -�<��� #o� �� ��� F���,�। �<!�� O(! ���,, -���� V�<�,, 

-���O� F��,, E���� �� E�� &v�  �� ���C ���d, ��� R�� -�  * ����� �;�  ���� -O�,।  * 

-��* ������ �9�� ;��, R��� #���� m��� -��C F���,।  

 
�� >’/��� ���� �� #����5 ���q ���� -O�,। &��� -� F��( -/��R-�� ���� &<�� ��C -O�, 

����� ���� >’( (�� "�*�,। �� >� /��� ��� R��� D�� �"�#��  ��� ��� ���*�,। "�(�� "�(�� 

#����5 ����q� �� � !�� R �������� �9��! ��� ����� �����!� OO� �� F�S���� R�� -�� -� "� $ 

"�* �O�*�,�। �� D� \�� R��� ��R "*�। �� �H�� &��� -���� -����।  

 
-�q ��!+ &���� -#�� �� ���� (*��  ����,���। &����� #����#���� ���4����� -#�� -� 

���I  R �5F���(! -����*�,� -# �;� "*��� -�0 -���� (��� �। ��� �� Dx��� #����5 �Hq� 

(�� -#�� -� ��4, #�"# &� -������� ���F* ���*�,�, &� -�0 (��� &� � (���, &��� �� 

-����  ���� ���� �।  

 
-�q �H��। ���[#��� �5��� ���O ��� ��5 ��kF���� (� -� -����� ����, 0c!���# ,��< F���,। 

����� -�, -�, ��M, 0È4 (�� ��� ��� "���*�� 0k�F�* ��C� ��� F���,।  
 
&��� ��, -;�� -�� ��,�<� #��� ��( ��P��� 3#� R��� D(�� D�F� ��; ,��< F���,। 

����� &�� ,�C� R�� -� &� ���R (�� ��C�, �<� R��� (�� -�। -�� ��� (���? ����� ��� 

�V���* -�, ���� ������� #�"# ��!+ -�। &�� -#� #����O<���  �� ���� ���( ��O����। &�� 

���� v�� ��� ��( ��( ��� R��� ��(���  9����� �����। #��� �O�* -�����, R��� 

���(� ���� ��( ��R ����। &�� �� v����� &��� -#� D#��M ��(�<�� #��M ��� �����।  

 
�� ���� ��( R��� -;�� D^ ��* -*�। -#� D^ ��* ��� (��� "��� ���� �����। ���5 ���� 

&��� (�� �C� -�, &�� ��(R D�� �। �� -� -���, &��� "���� �� (�*O�* ��<� ����< ��� 

"�*�,�। ��� ���5 �� #�7 0�1(��� /<�� ���� &��R �� -<� ����। ���� �F��S#�� (� F�� 

���� � "�#������।  

 
��� ���5 � �;� ���,��, ��� -�K� -��(���Q� ��( #������। �� ��!+ ��� ��� 

;����। ��� �;� ��p��� �C������ ����� Y���� ���#���M।  
 
��� &��� -��p�<� -� �� �C  �� -��p� -#<� ��p��� &�R ��*��� ����। ������� �� ‘��-

D ���* �%�� �r�*’ F��� F��� �� &2�! ��� &� �� D������� ��� ����� -����� #�K -��O����O 

"�* ���d! ��(�� ���� -��� D#?95! ���"� �� ���F� ��� &� ��( ��# #?95! ��� ���* ���d। 

�� -�� -#�� "@�S F��6� �Hq� #����� &��� �� ����F� #"��!�� #�K -��� "�* -O�। ��� ���� 

����, �� �C������ ���� ��� ���4�������� *, ���� ��(��R  �� ���� (�C� �,��।  
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��-� ���� ������ ����7�� 3#��� �� �f��*��� �C����� &m�5 ��� �� ��� ���4���"�� 
-������� ����� #�K -�������� ����, �� #����5 ���q -#�� � �C���* -��O ���*�,�, � �;� &��� 
-#� ���4���"�� -����� ���� &�O� ���,���। &����� F��6�� -#� ����F� �Hq� ��!��<� ���� 
���� ��* ��kF-,* "�(�� �Hq� -#�� � �C���* -��O ���*�,�।  

 
���� ��� -� ������ O����� ���(�*� p�� -�<���� (� #��� ��<�* ��* "�(������ 

����#� ����* �� Dx�� &�#। O����� D� \�� -;�� ����� �� �� ���5�� #H�T "�*�,� -�, �� 
�����* ���4���"�� -�� �C ����� /�k�< ��*�,। ����� #?95! ��� ��2É ��� -���� #n' ��* ���� 
-�� �C����� �7�� ��* ���� ��# "���� ���। ���� F��6�� >¡� ���� �9��! -������ -;�� &�o 
��� F��6�� �� ���� ��2�� "�<����� ��!+ #�7 ���� ��7�* ��(� -*। ��,�C� ��,� �9�� 
-���O� R ���� -��� ����। ��-F�� �’ ����#� ���C� - �� e��� ��C ��� ���Cv�� &v ���* 
 ����* ���� ;���। ��� ���4���"�� -������ �� /<��� -;�� �� �9�� #�� �O�* ����� ��� &J* 
��k�( ��*�Ê "���������� ��p�� ���� -�, ����� "���� ����� V#�� �O�*�,। -�q ��!+ F�������� 
E����#���� 0�� ��� p�� ���<�* �� �4���� ���q������� �� ����� ���Q���Q �V�� F�� -O�। 

 
    \ ���4���� -V����4���� -V����4���� -V����4���� -V�    \        

 
������ �;� ��O� -�*������ -V� �"�� ���4���"� O�C 0�@�,�। -�K� -��(���Q� -�(� 

�(*�0� �"�� �,�� �� ���"�� #�O@� R �*�। -�K� -��(��Q R �-��-&� ���"�� (R*���, 
�����, &#��, ,��, #����5 ���q-��� #��� �� ���"��� #���� "�*�,�। "���*�� ���� ���� ��,� 
����V� &� �6��। ��,�C� ��!�, �A�, ���@�#�k<� ������R �,�। �� D^ #$� ���, #���,� -(���R 
���� ����, �<!�� &� -���O��� ��_�� �C�� ����� (� 3��� "�*�,�। �� ����  ����R ����� 
-�, �� -F�*R ������ D^ ��* R�� ����� 0�� "���� ����। ��� �� -# #�* ��, �� ����R 
��,-�� "*� ����।  

 
���4���"� �7�� -��� (� -��� #�* ��*�। ������ �;� ����� &m�5���� ���-3#��� 

���< �� -V� �"� ��� ���� (� ��F! ��� ��O�* ��। ��� ��(<��� �� #"( ��� �� ����,� 
��-�@� *, ���!���� -#<� ����5� "�* -O�। R�� -V� �"�� ��# -�:,��� &�O� ���4���"� ����� 
�; -��� ��� ��kC��। ���� ��� ��������� �C�� �� *, ���4���"�� -������ ��(��� &C��� -���  �� 
��� ���* &m�5 F����* �X���� �� ��� D��� ��� ���� -�, -�q ��!+ R�� ������ -;�� -�,� 
"�< -��� ���� -"��। �� -O� �;� ��0�। ��� �;� ��0��� (*-���(�*� F9C�+ �Ë�1 -"�� �। 
���� >’���� ���� ���� ��*���� #�/q! /<�। ��� ���4���"�� -������� "��� �Ft ��� -��* 
&m�5������� ��� F� "�* -O�। �� >O!� ��;, �� (���5 ��� >�!q! ���4�������� ��_�� (*��  
��� #"( �;� *, �� ���� -O�� ��;T �*���� #g��� "�� "��। �� #��<� #?��! ��2� "�* R�� 
����� �� ����; &m��5� ��(<� ��O� ����।  

 
�� ���� ���4���"�� ������� #�E���� �;� D����*� ���#���M /<�। ��� ��������* D� \ 

-�(� �(*�0� �"�� ��� ��k� #"������� ��;�  �� ���� (���, ����� ����� ��� *, #9F� ���। 
R�� ��Ì� ��4 �H�� ��� �V�� &#��। &�#+�T� D���� -�, ���� ����� &m��5� #g��� "�� 
"��। ��� -#(�  * ���� F��� �। �X ��� ��� -"�� � -�, ����� ��_�� #�E�� F����*� -��� 
"��, &������# 0U�M ���4������� �� �H�#��' E"5 ����,। -V� �"� R ��<��!�  
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E���x�� #�( #�( �� ��C -O�। ���4���"�� �Ft ���@� /��* ���,�* �O�* (K����"�� -���� -V� 
�"��� &m�5 ���� (� ���� �� �� ����'� 3��� ���।  
 

���� ���#� ��� �O। ���� "@�S D������� ��� >�<� ���� �Ft O(! ���� #��� �"�<��� 
����5 ��� F��। R�� ��� D��� ��!���5 ����� &�#�, -����_ ���� >�<� /��� /��� v_I�95! 
����7� 0�� -���� -V�� F���,। �������5� �Ft ��� #��� �"� -�k�� -�k�� 0@�� ��O�। #����5 

���q �� ��<� &���� /<�� (� ������� ��� �,� �। ���� 0�¾�+ "�* ,��<�,��< ���� ��O�। 
��,� ��,� -��� "��"�R -"��। �� ��� ��,��5 -���� -V�� ������5 /<���� �� -#� �"�� ��-���v�� 

��� �V�� -O�।  

 
���� &��� R�� ��। ��#� &�O��� ���� ��� -���� -V�� F��। ��� ���< ���� D� \��� 

��� ���* �"��� #����5 ���q D�� -��� #�"# #x* ����,। -���� �������5� ���� �� ��� &���� 
���� "*, -#� -�:��<�R ���� ��,�<� &*1 ��� ��*�,। ���� ��O����� \� "����* ��O��� �� 
,��<�,��< ���,� �, D;�� �� -��� �� (�*O�* � C ��� ��k�C�* R��� "��� &m��5� #����O ���� 
���d� �, ���� @�t� ��;�* &���� ��� F���,�। &� ���4�������? ���4������� �� ���,�?  

 
-#� ��������� ��p��� ��k�C�* -�(� �(*� � !�� ��Å -"k�� 0@��, ���4���"�� (R*�  ����, 

&��� ����� (� 3��� "�*� >#���� ��_�� ���� -���,, ��� &� &�����  * ��! ��,��R*� -�, 
&��� Y ���� >�<��� ���� &m�5 ��� ���<�� -V�� ,�C�।  

 
���4������� �������Å �Ã ���, &����� "��� -�� ��Q�*��m��V< ���� -�, &��� -��  

��� �� ����v���� ���� ���?  
"��k, ��Q�*��m��Í ;���� &��� &�O� R��� �V� �V� ��� ���� ������। ��� ��-�� ;��� ��, 

&����� ����V� -�� &�,। �� ����V� ���*� &��� R��� �� ���� -��, �� R�� -�� ��  ���� 
����� �। (R*�  ��#�, �"�� -�-#�7 0kF� ���� &�,, ����� 0�� 0�@ R��� ��� ��� v�� F����� 
;��। � �*����� ���4������� �� ��� �� �� ����! (K� ���� -V�� ���*�,, &���� �� -� ���� 
�? �� ��"9�! -��� *, (R*�  ����, ,��< F� #���।  

 
��� ���!� -�R*� *, -�(� �(*� #��� &�O ��(� ����V� ���O�* ,�<��। ����V����� -������ 

-,�< -,�< ���  �O "�* ,�<�� ,�<�� �"��� 0kF� 0kF� ����v��� ,��� �O�* 0@ �C�। �� ����v�� 
-���� #�* -����� &O��� ��# ��C -��� ����, ��� -#(� �� ��6���� �F+� -�, ��6����  * -�। 
#��� ���� ���� >�<��� ��� ��� v�� ,�k�C F���,। ����� � ��� &m�+ "�� "��, ���� F����� 
��;� �'�R ���� �����। ��� ���� ��2+ �� ����V��� �O���� - ��� ��# �O�*�,�। ���� 

(�� -�, -# -��� ����� ��� &m�����। ��� ����R -� &m�+ "�� ����, �<� ����� (�� �,� �। 
��*�<� ������ ,���� 0�� -;�� ��* ��� #�K �� p�k� ����V��� v�� ,�<�। &� ��� #�K #�7 
���4������� ��R v�� F����* ���d। (�+ ����<�� D��� -��� D�� ����<� Îc!���# ,��< �����, 
-���� -���� &�����; �����* -O�। v����� ����<� 0´�� ��  ���  ��� �9�!���� ,�<�। R<� 

��<� �����  ��-���C -�q "�* ����।, ��� (��  �O�*�,�,  �+ ����<�� ���#����q ������� #����+ 
�O�* ��C�,�।  
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(*, ���4���"�� (*! (*, 
��� ����� (*! ��(*O��!  0U�M "�(�� "�(�� (��� (*c��� -V� 
�"� ������ "�* 0@�। #��� -��� 0@� 0S#��। ��4O��� ���� 
��� ������ ����� ���� ��� 
0C�,�।  

 
 \ F²O�P� ��� \  

 
���4���"�� -O��*6� �� ��O� F� ��# #���� ���, #�����  ��--��p�� ���� ���[#� -V� 

-;�� F²O�P� ���� &#�,। R��� �� F²O�P� ���� -F�� ��C�,, �� R�� -#��� ��<��< � ��� 
,�C�� �। ��� -��* ���V�* 0@�� #������ ��SV� �"��। -�K� -��(���Q� ��SV� �"��, ��� �� 
Dx�� ���< ���4���"� O@ ����,��। 3#���� #���� �x��-q�< (�� �� "��। ���� ������� 
���� "�� ��� ��,�<�  ��� "�* -R*� �����। -��k( ��� ��� D' #��*� ���� ��� ,*( 

���4�������� (C ��� -O�।  
 
#��( ���q #���< ����V�। �� #���� ��4 ��* R��� #�K -�������� ���� ��R*�<� �@� "�� 

��? ���4�������� ���� ��( �� �Ã<� �����,��। �;�<� ��;�� *, �<� ��<� >§#�"�#� ��(� "��। 
D;F "���, #�* -�, ���4���"�� ��4 �H�� ���� (� -�-#��*� ��*�(, ��� ���� �� ��Å���� 

�#���� ���� ��( "��#� ��� #�� �C��। -F���� #��� �� /<� /�< ����, &� ���� ��# ��# ��� 
-����! �, ��,���� �, O�(! 0@��� #������ ��SV� �"��, -� ���� -"�� ���� ������� ����� "��। 
&����� -F���� #��� ���* R�� D�� ��� "�#�� "�#�� F�� ����, � ��,���� "�� ���� �। R�� 
&����� D�� �4 ��*�,, ��� �����* R�����R ��,�<� �4 ���� "��।  

 
��7�� ���� ��<� �C ����� ��<� ��k(�। -� -� ��� ��<� ���� -������ (� ���� �� 

�<v�� �� (C ��� -����,�। D���� "�* -O�, -#� ���� ���� -���� "* �, �<v�� -�� �,� 
-��� ��C &�,। F²O�P e���� "�� 3#���"� O�C�v���� �� ��7� ���*� -��� "��। #������ ��SV� 

�"�� &� ,*( ���4����� -#� ��<� ��k(�� -�,� ��(� ��* ��kC����। ���� -;��� ��k�� -#� 
"�������� �#����� ������� ����, �<� ���� >§#�"�#� ��(। ��k�� (���, ��k�� ��k��� (�� ��* 
�,���� -���� F���,। ��� �� �� ��<� #�* &�# �� -(��� ������ ���� p�k���* �C�� 
"*। ���4�������� (��-�H��� ���*�  H�� �F1  ���"�। D��������q ��� "�*R ��k��� ����� ��_�� 
F����P ���� "*। ���4���"�� ��*� #������ ��SV� �"�� ����, ����� D��� "�d -��� �� 
D���।  

 
��� -��� �;� ���� #�* �,� �। �9�� -;�� D��< #�����  ���� O(! -��� -O�। Y -�, Y -� 

&#�, R��! ��k�� #��( #���< ����V� ��* 3��� "�* ��kC���। -#� D��< &R*�( m��� ��< 
-;�� ��<�� "�* 0@�� ��O�। ����� ��<� ����� -��� -O� #�����  �� ��;� ����� 0�C�* ¤����O 
,��< &#�,। 0�1�(� �����* ��k��� DK-���Kv�� -� �¢���� �� �H� &� ��@ "�* ��।  

 

#�����  �� ¤� &#�� "@�S -;�� -O�। � -;�� 0��* �,� �, ����� D�H�� "�7� v���� O��C� 
<�*���� F��� V��<� "�* -O�,। ��� #�K ��v�� ����V��� &R*�(। ����*, &��n 3#��� p��p�� 

��� O��C -;�� ���V�* ��7�* -�� �C�। ��� -#� D�H�� "�7� v���q!�5� -� -�q -�। 3#���� 
���� ���� #���� ���� �,�, ����� ���� D��� "��"� "�*  9������ ��। ��<� ����� ����V��� 
&R*�( -;�� �O�* �A�-��H��� �7Ï�� &� ���+ �V�� ��।  
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3#��� #%�� �H�T ��* �= �= ��� F����� ����� ��� -���� ��O�। D�H�� �X�� �� ���  * 
-��* �����* �O�*�,? �, R��� ����# -�, ��<� ����� "*��� R�� &��� ��� -;�� &m�5 ��� 
�#��। ��7�� >’���� D�� -p��p�C-(K�। ����� ��p��� R�� -��;�* &J* ��* ��# &�, -� 
(��! ��� ��� R��  ��� -# ��q�* #�6" -�। �� � "�� ����� ��_�� �� ��� "���� ���� #�"# 
-�� �।  

 
F²OP #�H� Dx�। ���� ��# D���� ��<��< ��� ����, �� &�� ��* ���� ���� ��#�,�। �� 

Dx�� ����� ��( (����� �#����r� ����� �,�। ��� ��, -;�� ��� -��*� ���� ���<� &��* 
���� ,��< ��#�,। ���� ���,� ���� ����� ‘���� -���� �� -�0 -�’। ��� "@�S -� (�� -��;� 
-;�� �� �*���� �� ���< V�k�C 0�@ ��k�C�*�,! -� (��, "*��� R�� ������� ����� F����� ���* 
-/��R ��� -V���,! ��� O�, &� ����< -p��p��C� &C��� -� ��( ��� �X �����* -� �� 

�;�� �� -� ���� ����! R��� ����V�v�� �� ��� �� O�� D�F* ���� �� ;���।  
 
��,� #�* �§��� -��< -O�। 3#���  ���,�, ����� D�H�� �X�� #o�� �����* -O�,। �� ��� 

v���H�T� #��� R�� -�� ��� ��k�C�* ;����! ��� ��"��R R��� O������ ��� ��� �����। ���� 
-�� �k��*�� "�* �v�� "��। ���� "��"� "�*  9������ ��*�,, R�� ����� ��( ��( ���  ���� 
0�� ����,�। �@� -# #��* &��� ���v�� ����V� ��#�K O�(! 0@�। v��� �� v�� &#�, ����� 
-�। 3#���� ���� �� D�� &�,  ���� 0���, D�� D�� ��7�*। D�H�� "7O�� D��+ ����� #�K 
���� ��� ��� v�� ,�kC�,। ���< v��R �H;� ���d � 3#���� ����  �q5 "��O�� ��C -O�। ���� ��<� 

#���� ��* &��� ��� ��� v���q!5 ��� F��। ��� ����� #��� -�� ���!T ��� -�। �� ��� 
��,��5 >���� ���� ���f�%�� F��। ������� 3#���� "��"��� #���� m�� -��C� F���,। D�� 
��� D�H�� ������� �� �����5 �*��� "�d �� -��p�� -�� 0��* �,� �।  

 
D��� -��� &��n� "�* 0@� 3#���। ��� ��<� &�O� ����� �����, (����� �#�����r� -#� 

-����<, ����� #�"���� ����� (� ��# -O�,। -# D��+ F��� -���, F������  �� ��� (� ��� -# 
�� �"#�<� ��p�� ����! �9���!� ��<� ��k(�<�� ���� DK��� ���!� ��� -# ���, &��� #�6" "*, R�� 
Y ��k(�<�� -�,� ��k�C�* v�� F����* ���d। �@� �;�� -��, �� #�6"<� #���� ��� (�O� 0�F� �,� 
��� ���5 �� �;�<� R��� ���R ��;�* &�#�।  

���� R��� ����V�v�� ������� �§�� "�* -O�। 3#��� ��  ��O  �O "�* D�� #+�!�5 �� 
��� ���* ��O�* F��। ��<� 79�<��� -/��R ��� -V��� "��। ��� #����, R��� ��<�R -� #�� 
�C�� � ����।  

 
���4���"�� (R*��� ��<� ��k(�� &C�� -;�� #���,�� -���,�। 3#���� ���� ��p�� ����� 

���� ��� �।  
&� �� ��"9��! -��� ���� #�* -�। ��� ����� #�� �C�� "��। �� #�/�q!� ���� ���* ���� 

��<� &�� ����,�, ��� -F�* D�� -��� ��( "��#� ���� -����,। ���� ���� 
d�6 ,��< ��� ����। 
��( ��( ��� #��( ���4����� R��� �H�T ��C�* -p��-p��C� &C��� D�H�� "�* -O�। ��� 

��,�<� ���� �����-#%�� 3#��� ��# #�V���� #�K -#� ��<� 79�<��� -/��R ��� -V��। ��� �� 
-��� ��#? -���, ����v�� ����� ���� -���� ����* ���* ��4 &���� 0�C F�� �O�*�,। ��<� 
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��k(�� -�,� ���< (��5� -�। ��� ��<� 0��� D��v�� ����!�(� -��� ��7� ����M ��� ,�C�* 
��C &�,।  

 
-#����� ���� #�#�� `� ( 3#� "��"� "�*�,�। &� ���4���"�� (R*� #?95! D�� D���* 

-����* &#�� -����,�। -� -���º�"� ������< �X��� #�"���� ����� (� ��O�* ��#�,�, �� 
��*��� ����� ���4������� ����R ��� ���।  

 
-#�� ���4�������� "��� /� -��* ���[#���� F9C�+ ��� ���� "�� "�*�,�। F²O�P ��<��<  

��� �9�� ;��, "��"� �%���� ��* O��C  -��p�� ��� R�� ��;� -"< ��� �V�� ��#�,Ð ��� �� D��� 
&� ��Ñ� R��  ��� -��� �����। �� ��*� ���� R�� &��� �� ��� 3��� "�* F�� F²O�P� ����। 
����� ���  ���<� ����  �� ���� ���<�* -��।  
 

���[#��� &��� "���� ���� &#�,, �� ���<� -�:k�, �O�*�,� F²O�P। #������ ��SV� �"�� 
�� -#��� -�, D��� ���4�������� ����R -�0 -�। ���� -� ����� ������� ����? R�� -#�� 
&d��� /� -��* /�� �V�� -O�,, ����  �� ���� ��� ������� �����। F²OP�� ���� R�� ����7�� 
���5� � ��� ,�C�� �। ���� ���� ����� �����। R��� "��� -�0 �� -�"�� ����? #��� Dx�� &�n 
,�C�* �C�। F²O�P� ���q /����C -,�C ������ ��O�। R�� R��� �� ����� ��� ����* ��� ����।  
 

��� F²O�P� ���< ���q �� �;�<��� ��,���� -�� ��� ����� �। �, ��,���� �, O�(! 
0@�� ���, � &�� ��,���� "�� -�� �। &� ��� -�0 � ��*, &�� ���� ���, ���� �O�* R��� 
#�K �C�� ���।  
 

-� �� -����<? �� ��k� ��? �, ��k� �� &��� (�� -�। -�� ������� -���  ���। ��( 

�H� ��4 3#��। &� ��( �H��� �� ���R ��k� (���� -�q ��v�� ‘&A�" &A�"’ ��� ���<�* 
���d��। ��( #����5 ���q। -�0 -���� ��k� -�� D#����5�I� ���F* ��*�। ��� &( -���� 
�� ����q D���* ���< ����q D��9� �����! ��k� - ����� #�M &v�� (��O�* �����,। -���� "�(�� 
"�(�� ���q  �* D��� -#��� �� ���< ���q �H� �Ò? ��Å -/�q5� ����, ��� ��� -��� "*, &�� 
���� ���, &�� ���� R��� #�K �C�� ���। ����� &�O �� �"�� ��v��� ���� ��<���R ��� -��� 
-��� ����, ��� &��� (�� #�;!� "��।  

 
���� ��k� �"[�q�, ���� ��k�� ��H1 ����� (� ��;T -FT� ����,�। ����,�, ���� ��� ���q, ��� 

0��� ���C� "�*,, ���� �� ��� R��� #�K �C�� ����? ��� ���R -�� ���� ��� ���� �, �H� 
���T�� ���V�<� &k��C ��� -����* �C�� /� -;��। ��k� �� �HT��+ D����5� "�* ��k� �_5 -,�� 
��k�� -i�� ���, ��kC�R &½�, &��R -����� #�K ���। -����� �� &��R R��� #�K �C�� ���। 
-,��� �;� �� ����� ��� &�6 0À� "�* 0@�। >’(�� "��� >�< ����V� ������� �������� 
������� #�E��� ���� ���।  
 

&(R R�� -#� ��<� ��k(�� -�,� &J* ��। R�� ����-��� �������� ��# �X��� &O��� (� 
D��� �F�1 ����� ���� ��O�। ��,��5 ���� �9� -;�� -��<�  ���� O(! -��� -O�। "��k, ����� R�� 
&#�,। -���� -���� 3#���"� O��C ������� ���, ��# �C�। 3#���� ���� D���� ���,� �� 
��<� ��k(��< #�����F�। Y�<��  ��� ��R*� ����� ��� -�� ���� #o� *, ��� &(R -� 
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-�0 ����� &m�5 ����� (� �� &C��� RkS -��� ��# ;���� ����, �<� ����  ���� �����। 
 ���� � ���� 
� ����R *। ��� R�� �� �1��<�� ����� &#��� �� �� ��( 3#� v����� "�* 
��C -O�। #��� -���� -��, -� �� ���� ����� ��� ��� 7�<�� &C�� -;�� v���q!5 ��� F���,। 
#�K #�K� 3#��� �� ���� (��� ���। ��<� ��k(�<��� �� ��� p�k�� p�k�� v���q!5 F��। ���� 
-#� 7��� -�, -;�� &� -�� v��� �� -��� -O� �। 3#��� ��<� #�* D���� ���, ����� ,��< 
-O� 79�<�� #���। 0��� ����V� ���O�* ��� �� ���� ���* ���* -#� 79�<�� -�,� �O�* ��kC��, 

�� -���� -��, -#��� �� �H��� �4�4 �H���" ��C &�,। ��� D^ ���� -�� ��,� -#��� -�, 
��� ��*�<� ����!�(� -��� ��C &�,। R�� ��p�, �� �H��� #�K &�R ���� �,� ���� D^#" �����* 
�O�*�,।  

    \ -#������C -���y�-#������C -���y�-#������C -���y�-#������C -���y�    \        
 

F²O�P� ����� �� #������ ��SV� �"�� -�*������ ��� = Dx�� ������� #%�� ,��< F���,��। 
��k� �� ��"9��!R ��J���� D���� -�। ��� ���[#���� O������ #?��! �� ������� �� ��· #%�� 
�H�T ��* �V��,��। ���4���"��  vMF���� ��� �� #���� ��* &#�,। &� -#� #9� D�#�5 ��� 
����� ���4���"� -����� #����O ���d, -#���� �X��� 0�� /� ���* F���,।  

 
������ -�q  �O। ��� �� ���� 3#� ����A�� ���#�� -;�� -u� -�*������ -#������C -y�� 

��# -�:k,��। ��SV� �"�� �� ��� ��R*�� #��; #��;� ��k� #"��!���� #�K �����! ���� �#��। 
��� -"��, R��� ��� ����* �v�� -�R*� "�� �, -#������C -y��� �� "����������� 0�� "���� 
���� "��। -���y�� FC�R "�* &m�5। "*��� -#(� ���4���"��� -�� ��,�<� �9�� ���� "��, D�� 
�*��� ��5 ��� ��� "��। �� -"��, �� ������� ��,���� V�© ��� -�R*� F��� �।  

 
��� ���� &� F²O�P� ����� �� #��( ���4����� ���* F��� �। ���� &� &�O��� �� 

&C�� -;�� ��� *, ��� ���� ��������� ������, ���������। R��� 3#�#���� �C �� *, &m�5 
���� "�� -�� ��,�<� ��4 #�E" ��� ��� "�� -#� D' #��*� ����� �x��( #�^ ���4������� 
-#������C�� �� (C ��� -O�। D��� ���9� (�� �O�*�,, 3#���� #���� �� -F�*R D��<� -���। 
���"��, �� ��4 ��*� R��� #�K -�������� ���� "��।  

 
���!T #��* 3#���"� -u<� -#������C -y�� ��# -�:k,�। ���4���"� ���,� -�� ��<� (�*O�* 

�����* �,�। -u<� ��# -�:k,��� #��; #��;� ����V����� ���4������� ��>�SO���� ,��< ��# -u<��� 
-/��R ��� -V��। #�K #�K ���� -u�� &���"���� ��� ��� v�� F����� ��O�। R�� O��C� 
��P<���R ��� ��� v�� ,�C�,�। ��� �� ��P -;�� ���V�* ��C ��5 ��* �����। V�� ��� ��"� 
-u<� DF� "�* -O�।  
 

����� ��������� �� ��� &m�+ "�� "��, ���[#��� �� �'�R ���� �����। ����� /<�<� 
�� ¤� /�< -O� -� ��<� #�* R�� "� $ &� 7Ï "�* ���। ���<V��!� 0�� -�� �C�� ��O�। 
R��� ���� ��*�(�� ����� -;�� ����� &�O� ���4�������� v���� ��5 ���� "�।  
 

���� >’�� �_ "�* -O� ���। ������� ���������� ���4#�E��� -���y��� 0��� � ���� 
�C�� &� -��;�R /�<�, ��� -��� ��*�। -�*������ -#������C -���y� �(� ��5�* "�*  
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;����। ��* �� /�� ��� �� �C�� F��। �� ���� �k*���(�� �� ���[#� �"� "�*�,�। 
���4�������� ���� ,*( �"�� "��।  

 
������� ���<� F������ ,�C�* ��C�,�। ��� -��* /�� ���� ���� &m�+ ���-3#���� #�"��� 

����� (� -F:��"� -;�� #�����  ��� ��� ���� 3#� /<���� ��# -�:k,�। ���� ���-3#���� 
-��< #���� ��kC�� &C������ 0��। "��"���� ��� ���* ���4�������� #���� �� &����� F�A�-� 

��# ��k�C�*�,। �� D���* ��� F����* ��R*�<� ���!����� ���+� ���। ���4������� ��  �� ��R 
��� �। ���� -�� ��>�S O���� ��# &m�5 ����,�, -��� ���� /<��� -;��� D�H�� "�* -O�। 
���[#��� ����� -�, -�, ��R*� ��� &m�5 ���� -FT� ����,�, ��� ����� -# -FT� ��;! "�।  

 
 
 

------------ 
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#�^ �������§ e���#�^ �������§ e���#�^ �������§ e���#�^ �������§ e���----�*��#�"�*��#�"�*��#�"�*��#�"----<�K���<�K���<�K���<�K���    
 

������� #9� ����� 
W। (*������--���*���C������ #�^ 

�������� `* -�K� -��(��Q R 
D��� ���"� 

#�������§ -�(� -(���� (D�) 
-�, �� #�V0A�"* 

........... 
�a}� 

 
�W/�z� ��F! v(� ,�C�* ��C -� &����� ���<���*�� ��^ ��� "��। � v(��� ���� ��,� 

#����R �,�। &����� ���, ��,� ��*�(�� D����4 D^�^ �,�। -#v��� (�� -�R*�� (�� ���!� 
-�R*� "*। &���R -#� ���!� ���� (� 3��� "�d���। �� v(��� ��������� �}� ��F! (#����5 

(*������ -;�� <K� ��!+ z� (�*O�* ����%���� #H�T ���। ��� &����� ���� #�����" D#������ 
#H�T "*। �������* &�� �;� ��������i �O�* (#����5�� ��� -�, &���� &����� 0�� &7� 
����। &�� �} �S#� #����� ���"��� F����� ����, D^ ���"�� ���� (�, �V���* -���� (� *। �� 
(�� &����� 0�� &����� &�� ������ "��। &���� ��� � ���� ��� &����� 0�� &�� ����� 
�� -��� &� -�0 -�। �� �;� �� ���� ��� -� &��� &��� ���<���* ���t���� #��; -��� 
���� F��। (��� ��� -;�� F��-��kF( O5���� -�� &��� #�K &#�� ���<���* ���t��-�� 
#��; -��� ���� (�। -#��� ���<���* ���t�� �� &��# ���� -� &����� 0�� &�� ����। 
&������� ����# ���� ��� �� ����%��� #���* -V��। ��� &����� #����� "�� ��� &��� -�� 

�(�� ��������� �C� �। #�7 ����%��� #���* -V���� ��� &��# ���* ���� F�� -O�। ��� -�q 
��!+ -�� ����%��� 0@��� "* ��। -�q ��!+ &��� ��(��� �O�* ����%��� 0@��d���। ��� 
������ -�� &��� �������i #���d��� D������ (#����5 &��� �������i #H�T ���,�। �� ��_�� 
-�� �C� ����� � -R*�* ��� -#����"�� -F��� &��� #�6" �( "�* ��C�,���।  

 
�a-� ��F! #��� ��<�� ���� e��� �B�Oi -"i���*�<!�� -;�� &����� ���, D*�����# �� ���! �� 

-��#( ��@��� "* -� “The Commander with his escort is coming to have lunch with you. 

He would visit Gazipur Ordnance Factory. ���� 0�A� ��� ��*�( -�, O�(���� Di!��w 
V�������R �£� ����%���� #H�T ��� "*। ��� -#��� &����� ���<���*-�� -���( �O�* O�(���� 
Di!��w V������ -��#�iQ �i���� �B�E�i*�� ����0A�Ó (��2� ����7��)--� D
�7�� ������ -;�� 
0��� ��� "*। (��k�� V������ -������ -/��R -�� -����,�)। � -/��R -;�� 0��� ���� &����� 
-�� -�O -��� "*�। �`<�� ���� ��<� -��#( &�# -� “I had cleard some barriacade. Now I 

am at ‘Chowrasta’. I am using the civilians to open the barricade. You also clear the 

barricade from your side and meet me enroute. If there is any opposition use 

maximum force.” � ��� ����� �� &��� &����� -���(�� ��* (*������ -;�� ����%��� 
#���� #���� DE#� "� ��� �B�Oi ���t��-�� #��; ��7�* ����� "�। 

 
 
* �a}� #���� ���F! (*������� `* -�K� -��(���Q� -#��� �-���t �"�#�� -�(� ��� ��H�� �,��। #���S����< �a}z 
#��� OH"��। 0�A�� -�(� -(���� (D�§) -�, ��, #�V0A�"� ��m��+�� ������ #���S���� ��5!� (������� -#�����#� 
/<����� ������� �f�� ���� ��� `* -�K��� �S���� D���*� -�§ ��!� (D�§) ��(� &��9� ���� �� -� �ab� #�M��"� 
‘���F���’� ‘� =��’ ��q!� ����� ���< ������ ���� ���। �>1�� ����!� #��* ‘���F������ ����� -�(� -(���� (D�§) 

#�V0A�"� ���< ������ ������ "*। �v�� ���� ��� #�K #�����(� "���। 
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�� �#�K ��� ����� -�, &��� ����%��� ��(��� ���Ò�� ���। ��� ���Ei ���t�� 
���E�i*�� (�"��(� &���� ��� ��� #K��� (O5�� ���* ����%��� ���Ò�� ���। ����%��� 
#����� #�* -�� ��,�#���� -����� ����� ��� "*। -��� ��* -�C<�* ���Ei ���t�� ��� 
-���(�� ��* (*������ -�:�,। � �#�K ��� ����� -� ���Ei ���t���� #��; -� #�7 -��� 
�,� ����� ���� ��( -�§ ��!� (&�<!����), ��( ����G (&�<!����), ��( -�(� (&�!��), 
��( ����G (�V���u), ��( ����G (����t�) ��� }� ( -(�*� F���( �����(�� 
#�l� �,�। ��� (*������� ���� ��� O��!� ��� ����, “Nobody can stop us. We can 

move to any direction wherever and whenever we want to move. ��� 0�4 ��� 
 �� K��� &��� �� "��� -� &���(�t��  ��� (* ���। (*������� ��# ������ D�V#���� 
(*������ ��(��C��� e���। ��� }� ( -(�*� ��#���� ����� ��* -O�। 

���Ei ���t�� �� e��� -;�� (*������� &#�,��, �� ���� &����� 0�� -�� D/< � 
/�<, -#(� &��� #?95!£�� ��� �,���। -��, &������� ��^ ��� "�� ��� ��<� &���� 
&����� ��� ����R �,�। ���Ei ���t�� ��#��� e��� #�7 (�*O� /��� /��� -���� ��� �+�� 
���,�� -� � ����� ���� -�? �� &�� 01� ���*�,��� -�, ������ ������� �� -�, 
-���� ��"9��! 0�1�(� (�� f��� &��� &m�+ "�� ����। ��� #����+� ������� ��, ���� D' 
#��*� ���� &������� #���+ D� ���� �R� ���� "�� ����। 01� ���R �§�9� �,� ���R &��� 
��� D���� D+�!�"� 0�U�� ���p -V���,���।  

���Ei ���t�� ��#��� -e���� #��; #��;� ��� ,�C�* �C� -�, ��K��� 3#���� ��^ ���� 
(� e��� -;�� -#����"� ��#�,। V�� 0�1�(� R ����� (�� &��� D' #��*� ���� 
(*������ -��m�#�-� �� ����< ����%���� #H�T ���। ��<�  ��! �����"� O�C�, -�<� �� 
�*��#�" -;�� (*������� ��#�,�, �� ���* -��R�* m�#�-�� 0��� ����< �� ����%���� 
#H�T ���। ��;� -���� #��; ���Ei ���t�� ��!� ��#���� ���!� -� -� `� ����<� ���� �� 
����%��� #���* -V�� -"��। ��� -�� ����� #H�T "*, ��� -� �������� ��4 ��*�O ��� "*। 
��!� ��#�>� "�#� �� ���!� ����� #��; #��; -�(� ���� -"��#�� (��!�� -�§ ��!�) ���!� 
���� -� ��k� -��?�� ��* -� �� ����%��� #���* -V�� "*। -�� #�* T � ��� -�(� �� 
�� ����%���� #��� -�:,�।  

��� -#��� �O�* (��� ���, &��� ��� -�, &����� /��C���� -�� ���5 -�। ���5 
&����� #��; ��R D^ &�,। &����� ��, -;�� ��R D^ -*� "* ��। (�� �� ��,� � 
�� ���  �C -@�� (��� ���� ���� -�� ��k��� #��; &��� ���। -����� ���� ��( �,�� 
&R*��� ��O ��!� (�� "�����A�" ��� &� ��( �,�� J��� -�� &�>� -�������। -#�� �,� 
�m��� ��� (*������� "�<���। ��* �x�� "�(�� -����� #����� �,� -#���। ��� (�� 
����%���� � ���� �,� &� ��,� (�� ����%���� D�� ���� �,�। -���� �,�� ��(���� 
����। -�(� �� ������� -������� ��p��� #�� " -� &������� ��R ��^ ��� "*�। ���� 
&����� �;�* ����# ���। -���� (#����5�� ��p���� -FT� ���,�� -� ���� -� &� -�� 
Ot�O�� � ���। (��� ���p ��R 3" 3F ��� Ot�O�� F��,�। ������� -�§ ��!� ��#��, ���Ei 
���t�� (�"��(� R ��� u��# -#��� �O�* -�:k,�।  

�������i-�� ��(���� ����� ���� D������ (��� #����� �,� ��� D�� ����� ���R -�� 
(#����� �,�। ��+ � ����� -��� -�� 0�1�(� �,�। ���5 ���� (�� � -� -�(� ���� #��; 
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�������i-�� D�� ����� (��� #��; �� �;����!� "�*�,�। (*������ ��!+ -� ��7� -y��� 
���� F�� ��* -# ��7�� -�q���+ -�K� -��(��Q-�� u��# -�����* �,�। ��� ��,� ���� 
-�R*�� �z ����<� ���� ���Ei ���t�� (�"��(� &���� ��� ���"� ��* ��# ��*। -�K� 
-��(��Q-�� ���� 3#� ������# -;�� ��*। ���Ei ���t�� &#�� #��; #��; -�(� ���� &��� 
-�* -# -� ��� -#����"��� -�,� #���* ��* ��# -���y�� ����� ��;� 0�� (���� #��� 
-��� -�����* ���। -�(� �� �� ���Ei ���t���� ���� -� -���� &��� #��; -��� ���� 
F� ��� �� 0�U��� ���� ����� &#�,। ���Ei ���t�� 0�1�(� "�* ����, “I do not want 

to see them. Tell them to get away and deploy troops.” 

 

-�(� �� ���!� -������� 3#���� -�����* ���� (� &��� ���d��। � &��� �� 
��� 3#���� O������R ���Ei ���t�� (�"��(� &������ m�� �9��! -��� -���� -�,� #�� ��। 
-����� -�,� #�� -��� -��� ������ (�� &��� 0�1�(� "�* �C�। �� ���Ei ���t�� 
-�(� ���� ���!� -� (��� 0�� v�� -,�kC�� (�। ������ ��� ��( -�(� ���� v�� 
-,�kC�� ���!� ���d�� ��� D�� ���� ��� -�(� ���� ��!� ��#���� ���!� ��� ���,��। 
��!� ��#�� Y��� �,��।      

     
���� ��� ���� ����� -�, <�K���� &����� -� ��Q�(Q �,� ����� ���� -R*�� (� 

��<� u�� (-�i�V�i!) <�K��� -;�� (*������ &#�,�। Y O�C� ��(���� ��< ��# �� ����< 
(��� � C -���� ��*। ���� - ���,� -� &( "�<��� ��� �� -���। ���� ������ /<� #?��! 
#?95! D\ �,�। "@�S (��� ���� -;�� ��,� -��� ������� �/�� -V�� ��� ��� -� #��� ��P��� 
3#��� &����� v�� -,�kC�� (� 3��� "�d। -��������� &����� #��; -��O ���* ��P���� ��_�� 
��� ���� "��। u���� ���� ��� ��#" } ( ��K��� 3#� �,�। ���� "����� "�� �� ���� "�� 
��,�� �@� ���� ���� �। (�� ��kF(�� ��� ��* ��* ��� ���< /�� ������� �% ��� ����� 
D^�^ -��C -*। D�^� ���� F���< F���( ����V� ��� F���( �#���( �,�। ��� �� ��� -��-
��� �� -�� ���� �����*  ��# ��� -� &����� ��kF( 3#��� (�� -��� "* -��� -V���, ��� 
&��� ����� -��* -�� ���� �����* &#�� #�� "�*�,। �� ���Ei ���t�� ���� -�*, “Fire 

and Clear the barricade” -�(� �� �� ���� ����� �� �;� ��0O� ��(��� ��� ����� 
0�@�* v�� -,�kC� "�� ��� ����� -/�q5� ����। � -/�q5�* (��� ���p -��  *- ���� #x�� 
"*�। ����� ��� (��� ���p ��(�� ��� ��� v�� -,�kC�� ���!� -�। � &��� -���� �� 
(��� ���p ��<�  * R  ���� #x�� "*। -�(� �� ���� v�� -,�kC�� ���!� ���*�,�� ���� 
�����* ���� -� ��F� ���� v�� ,�k�C ��R। -��"�� v��<� �O�* ��<� O��,� ���� -��O�, -#�"�� 
���Ei ���t�� �<� -��� ��� ��O��µ� "��। ��� ���!� ����, “Fire for effect”����R (��� 
���� ��<� CFC "�d�। ����R ��� �����* ���� 0�� ���� -��� ��R। ���� -� v�� ���,�, 
-# ����V�<��� �� ��� 0�@�* ���,��� -� �� "�d� -# &����� ���� ��� ��� v�� ,�kC�,। �� 
-��� ���Ei ���t�� ��M "�* ����, “I want one dead body per bullet. If you cannot 

handle the situation I will employ my troops.” �� #�* (��� ��� -;��R v�� -,�kC� 
"�d�। ������� ������ &��� ���5 ���� -��� -�(� �� ���� �@� ��� v�� -,�kC�� ���!� 
����। v�� ��( -����� O��* ���O ��� -# ���<�� ��C ��*। �� V�� (�� ,� K "�� ;���। 
� #�* (��� ��� -;��R  �q5 ��� v�� -,�C� "�d�। (��� v���� -�K� -��(��Q-�� 
��,�#���� 3#�R &"� "*। � #�* (*������ ��(��� D���� �#�(��� 0�� -;�� ���Ei ���t�� 
(�"��(� &������ ��� ��� �#-���( V�*�� �_ "*। &����� -#: �O����§ ���E�i*���� O��* 
�� ���O�। �� (�� ��� 3#���� ���� -�� 
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��,��5 v�� ����* "*। ��� -#����"�� v���� (�� ,� K "�* ��*। -�K� -��(��Q-�� 
���� 3#�#" &�� �� ������# �,��� ��� v��� &R*�( �� ��,�#���� 3#���� (�"��(� 
&������ u��#-�� ��,� -�����* ���। �� >�<� 0�U�� �,� (��� "�� -;�� 3#����� ��kF��� 
��� ��� ���Ei ���t���� D�  0�U�� ;��� �� ���"� ���।  

 
� �t��� ��* �� ��� ����<� �� F�� ��� ���� #?95! ����� (����4। (�� F�� ����� 

�� &��� �������i ���� -V��। ���� ���Ei ���t�� e���� ���� F�� -O�� ��� ����� &�O 
���!� ���* -O�� (*������ R O�(���� -F:��7� ������ ���� #�%� &� (��� ���� (� ��� 
&��� ��� -O�� D*�����# ���� (����� (� �� ��� ������� ��F "�*�, ��� ��( "��"� 
"�*�,। &��� ����� -��k( ��* (���� -�, >�( -��� �"� "�*�, ��� ��,�#���� &"� 
"�*�,। ���Ei ���t�� ����� #�* -F:��7�* ��,� -��� -���� ��*। ������� ,� K ���� (� �9� 
-;�� v�� -,�k�C ��� ��� >( -��� ���� ��*। &"���� #���� (�� ��*�।   

  
&��� ���!� D���*� #�%� &� (��� ���। #%�� ��kF<�� ���� ��kF( ����k( -����� &��� 

�#�(��� ����� �� �� -;�� 0��� ���। ���* -����� #�"���� ��� &����� -������ #�"���� 
�A��� F����* ���� >��� ��!+ W�< ����V� 0��� ���� #�� "�। ��-F���� �� OV�O�kR -;�� 
�#����(�< 0��� ���। D^�^ ��k�( -�� ��� ��!+ Y -���* #�%� &� ���� �,�। ��� ���Ei 
���t�� -#��� � ;��� ��"�� &��� �������i ���� -V��� ������। -�� "��"� "��� �। 
-� ��� � ��������� -�������� ��� "�*�, ���� -�K� -��(��Q-�� 3#��� ����� "�* 0�@�,�। 
Y��� ���� z ( ��K��� 3#� D^�^ ��* �����* ��*। �� ���� W�< F���( ����V� ��� ���< 
�#-���( �������#" �,�। #%��� #�* D*�����# &��� ���Ei ���t���� (����� -�, &����� 
�� ��0t v�� ��F "�*�, ��� &����� ��,�#���� 3#� &"� "�*�,। >( -�#����� -��� �"� 
��� -�� ��,�#���� &"� "�*�,। ���R ��� ���� -�  �� ���,, ��� ��� �� �� ���� "�� 
�����। -�� ��� ����,��, why 63 round spent and only two dead?   

 

���<���* ���t��-�� ��!�� ��� ���*I ��� ���<���*�� �H«�� ��� ���। ��� �� �(�� 
��������� ��� #�� ��7�� ��,�� ���� �����। ���Ei ���t��-�� ��, -;�� ��k� 0�� ���5 
��!�R -��<� ���� �� ��� u���� ��kF( 3#� -;�� D^ ��* &����� ��_�� ���"�� ��� "���? 
��� ��kF( -� D^ ��* �����* -O�? ���<���* ���t�� ������-�� (��� ���*�,��। ��� 
��k� (���� ���Ei ���t�� #�T "�। -�q ��!+ ��� ���Ei -"i���*�<!��� ��( �O�* ��k� �4�� 
-�� ���। ����� �9��! &��� #��; �����! ���। &�� ���� ����,��� -� ���5 ��!+ � 
&���� i���, ���5 &�� e����� ���� �। -��"�� ��� ���#� D������� �,�� -#�"�� ��� 
-#� D����� �9� ���� (� `�-� ��F! e��� ���Ei -"i���*�<!��� &#��। -#��� ����� #��; ��k�� 
���Ei ���t�� (�"��(� &���� ����, -������ ���<���*� �V�� -��� "�� �। ���� -y� 
-"i���*�<!��� �<�FÔ; ���<���*�� /<���� ��* ��+ "��। ��� �� -;�� e����� -;�� -��� ��� 
"*। -#�"�� ��� &� ���<���*� �V�� -��� ���� �। &���� ���!� -�R*� "* -� ��!� ��#�� 
-y� -"i���*�<!��� �<�FÔ; ��� ��� D�������� &�� -� ���<���*-�� ���! �� E"5 ���।  

 
`z-� ��F! -��� ��<�� #�* &���� ���Ei -;�� (���� "* -�, ���E�i*�� �(�����, -#Q�� 

������Q, �y -�K� -��(��Q, F�E�� ���<���*� &#�, ��� 3#���� 0�U���  �q5 -���। 
&��� (���� "* �� ���<���* ���t�� -�§ ��!� ��(� ���� 0�U �� ���<���* ���t�� 
�"�#�� &#�, ��� ���R &( -�:k�, ����। ��!� ��#�� &���� ��<�� ���� -<���V�� ��� 
-�, -�§ 
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��!� ���� �� ���<���* ���t�� �"�#�� &#�,। ���R  ���� -���। &��� �� "�*�, ��� 
(� -�� &V�#�# ��। -���� �� ���,  ����� (� ���। 

 
-��� ��* �<�* ���E�i*�� �(����� ���<���*� -�:k,� ��� &��� #��; �� /Q� ��!+ &��� 

&���F� ���। ��k� ���, ��,� �Ã ���� ��� ��� ��������� (��� ���� ����। &��� �� "�d� 
��� ��,� ���� F��d�� ��� -/����< ��������� ��� ���� ��,� ���� #�"# ���d�� �। -��� ��* 
&C��<�� ���� -�§ ��!� ��(� ���� ���<���*� -�:k�, ��। -��� ��* ��<�* ���E�i*�� �(����� 
3#����� 0�U��� ��  �q5 -�।  �q�5� ��! �� �,� -�, &��� 3#��, &��� #������ ���!� 
-������� F��। ��� #���� �� ���� -� �� &��� ��� ���� ���� "�। ����<��*� /Q����� � 
���������  �q5 -�। ����� -�§ ��!� ������ ���<���*-��  �� ���p�* -�। ��� 3#����� 
���, &( -;�� -�§ ��!� ���� -������� �� ���<���* ���t��। -��� ��* ��kF<�� ���� ��� 
e��� �R� "�* ��। ��� ����� &�O &�� ��k�� ����,���, #��� &�� &����� ���<���*� �� 
��#�,। ��� &( ���<� ���� -;�� ��। ��� ��� ��� -� e����� ��� ��� ������C�� 
;����। �� &�� 0���� ���� ����, -� ��� ��� &����� ���<���*� ;����, ��"�� "*� 
&( &����� #��;� ;����।  

 
���E�i*�� �(����� F�� ����� �� &�� ���<���* ���t�� ������ -���� ����+ 

-O�����O�95! ��([��� D���� ��������� ���<���*�� 3#����� ��� �� \�� ����। ��� ��k� 
��� �� #?95!£�� � (���� ��k� #��; -�������� &��� ���� ����,��� �- ���R &��� �� 
-;�� ���9R #o� ���<���*�� 3#����� ��� �� ��k�� \�� ����। `z-� ��F! ��!+ ���<���* 
�� ��� -�����* �,� ��R ��k�� ���। -i�*��Q<� ��- �� -��?�� �*��#�", �� -��?�� 
<�K����- �� >� -��?���  �� �,� &��� 0��। �� ��<� �,� ���(²��� ������� �i�����। 
-#��� &��� ���< ��P��� ��<� �,�-�� ��<� ��P�� -��(��Q, �� ��<� -���F -��(��Q, ��� 
�� ��<� ��Q*�� -V�#! -��(��Q। ���<���*�� ���� -��� #� (*������ ������# �,�।  

 
`z-� ��F! ��� ��* ��<�� ���� ��!� ������ -,�� e��� -;�� -<���V�� (��* -� ����� 

��#�* ��*�<� -���� -<���V� �� ��#�, ��� ��� ���* ��� "�*�, -� ����� (������ 
����1� ����� "��। Y �� ���Ei ��³�� _�� &����� ���<���*�� ��( ��P��� D�V#�� 
��!���� �,�। ��!� ���� ���� ���!� -� -# -� ���&� -"i���*�<!��� -<���V� ��� -#�� 
-;�� ��,� &�i! O�i! ��k� ���C�� ���@�* -�। ��� ���&� -;�� �� "* ��  �#�* #�"��� -F�* 
���@�*�,�� -� ��� ��� ��,��� &�O ���&� -;�� ��#�,। &�i! O�i! ��k� ��#�* ��@��� 
"�*�,� ���, �� ��� &� (��� �����।  

 
`z-� ��F! ��� ��* �`<�* -(���� �<Õ� �� ���<���* ���t�� ��!� ������ #��; 

-<���V�� �;� ��� ��� ��� -� O�(���� Di!��w V������� -O�����O F��,। ��( ���*I��� 
D�V#���� -�H�I -� -#��� �� -��?�� 3#� ��@��� "*। O�(���� (*������ -;�� ��<��!�। 
-#��� -�� -O�����O "�� �2*� &��� ��� -����। ��� -��"�� �<Õ� �� ��(� ���!� ���*�, 
-#�"�� Y ����� ��* ��<�* �� -��?�� 3#� ��( D�V#���� -�H�I -#��� ��@��� "*। 3#� 
��@���� �� -#��� -��� -O� -�� Ot�O�� �,� �। &��� �� "*, ��k� 0�U�� �,� ���<���*�� 
#�7 3#���� -���� F������� ,�C�* ���� ���� &��� ����� "�* ����7�� ��H!���� `z-� 
���F!� ����'� ��7��*� -�� ���� #H�T � ���� ����।  
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`z-� ��F! ��� ��* � <�* ��!� ��#�>� "�#� �� e��� -;�� -<���V� ��� �(�\# ��� 
-� -������� D��� ��? e����� -�� -�� v���O���� &R*�( ��,। �� -<���V� ����� ����� 
e���� #��; #�����--�#����� #�7 -��O����O ���,= "�* ��*। e���* -� �� �� "�d� ��� -�� 
���� &��� ���d��� �। `�-� ��F! #��� -���* ���<���* ���t�� ������ ����� -� O� ���� 
�� ��,� /<� /�<�, ��� F������� -� #�7 v(� �<�, ��� ��������� ��<� 0�1(��95! ������ 
����( ����,। � ��"9��! � ������� &����� �F+�- ��� ��� 0�F�। -��"�� e���� #��; D� #� ��� 
-��O����O ���,= "�* ��* -#�"�� &�� D*����# -#�< �O�* e���� �� "�d �� -���� -FT� ���। 
`z-� ��F! ���� -<���V� -��O����O ���,= "��� �9�! ��"9�! ��!+ &�� �0��< D*����# -#�< -� ��� 
��( F��,� ��� ���< ��7H� �5!� ��F -�R*� -O�§-  

 

���Ei -"i��*�<!���- z} ���E�i �,� ��³�� -y� &� #��--y� �,� �È����� 
�0�<v���§ �। �b ��P��, `। �` ��P��, �। `` -���F -��(��Q, W। �� ��Q*�� -V�#! -��(��Q, 
z। �� �V� -��(��Q, �। W� ���< ��Q�*��m�V< -��(��Q, }। <����# -©�*��- �v��� #� 
e���* �,�, b। ` �y -�K�, (*������, a। ` �y -�K�, <�K��� (� -#<v��� e��� -;�� ��#�,�)। 
�� D����<� #� ��P��� �,�। D*���# -#< ��� D*����# -< �� ��� ��( ��� -# #$�% ���� 
��������� D�O�  ����� D�O��� (� ���, -�, D*����# -<-� ��� ������*�w�� �� �� 
-y�� �;� ��� "*, �� D� -y��� -���( ��� #��* Y #�7 �;����!� ��� ��*।  

 

`� -� ��F! #��� }/b /�<��� #�* &�� ��� ��!� ���� D*����# -#�< ���। -#<<� 
(*������ ��(���C� D�V#!�# -�#-�� �9�!���� �#��� �,�। &��� �� -#�< ��� �� -#�< �;� 
"�d�। &��� -#��� -�:k,�� #��; #��; D����<� ������*�w �����! ��� D� F����� F�� &�#। 
������*�w�� �����! ����� D��� -y��� #��; &����� -��O����O ���,= "�* ��*। &�� 
D����<��� (��P��� �,�) �(�\# ��� -� ���� ������*�w -� -FP ��,? &� ���� -y� -��;�*? 
-# 01� ��� -� e��� -;�� ���!� ���*�, -O�����O�95! &�"�R*�� (� ��� �� -�< D�� -y� 
"�* ����� (�। (*������-e���-<�K��� �� -�< ;���� ��� ���!� ��R*� -O�,। &�� ���� 
����� ��,��5 &�O D*����# -#< -� ������*�w�� �,� -# ������*�w�� �V�� ��R। -# 01� ��� 
-�, #��� &��� -#< &� -�� ������*�w�� �,� �। &�� �� ���� ����� -� D��� �0�< -� 
������*�w�� &�, -# ������*�w�� ����R �� -#< ��। -# 01� ��� ‘‘&��� -# ������*�w (�� 
-�।’’ &�� ���� &� ��,� � ��� ��!� ������ #��; D�V�# �V�� &�#। &#�� #�* ��7�* ��!� 
������ ���, “There must have something serious happened in Dacca. That is why 

Dacca station does not want us to hear the conversation” ����� &�� ��( ��K��� 
D����<��� -O��� ���!� ��� Y -#< �� 0�� ��� ����� (� -� �� �;����!� "*। &�� D�V# 
����� #��; #��; &����� ���<���*�� �(
 D����<� &���� ��� -� �*��#��"� -��?�� 
���t�� -�(� �_� �#��� &��� #��; (_�� �;� ���� F�। -<���V� -��O����O �,� � ��� 
��� D*�����# �;� ���� F�। �*��#��" &����� �(
 D*����# -#< �,�। &�� -#�< ����� 
�� -�(� �_� �#��� ��� -�, -# ��*� "�(�� -��� f��� -/��R "�* &�,। ���� ���, -� �y 
-�K� -��(��Q ����� #��; -��O ���।  
 

���� ��� ���� ����� �*��#�" ���&� -"i���*�<!��� -�(� �_� �#����� -�H�I 
&����� �� -��?�� 3#� �,�। ���&�-�� 0�� ���t�� ��( ��2� ����7�� D�V#�� �,�। 
���&� 0���* ����� -� ��(� ! -��?�� �,� ��� ��* D������� ��K��� �,�। 0�� ���t�� e���� 
���!��� #�7 ��2� ����7�� 3#����� (���&�) �i!�� -;�� 0�;� ��� 0�� -"i���*�<!��� 
��* &�#। ����� #���� 0�� -"i���*�<!��� �,� ��* z�/�� (। (�� �� 0�� -"i���*�<!�� 
�/�� -V�� ��  
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-"i���*�<!��-�� &0<�� -�����<��� ��K��� 3#���� ��"����� D���* �,�। -�(� �_� 
�#��� (��!��� -�§ ��5!�) ����m��V�� 0Z
�� (#����5�� � ����� -;�� F�� ����� ���!� 
���d�� ��� �R &��# -� -�, #�* &#�� &��� &����� ���� ��� �। #����� ���� � 
D���* -/��R �,�। -�(� �_� �#����� &��# -��* (�� &�7 &�7 #�� ��*। &���� �� -# 
� #�7 /<� (��* �� &�� ���� ����� ����#��� ��( ��। #�* &#�� #� ��,� ���। -# 
&���� -#��� &��� ��,� 3#�� ��@���� (� D����� (���d�। &�� ���� &��# ���*�,��� -� 
&�� ��@��� -FT� ���।  
 

&�� D*����# -;�� D�V�# �V�� &#�� #��; #��; &�� -� ��( D����<��� �@� 
����,��� Y D*����# -#�< ��� ����� (� -# ��# &���� ��� ��� -�, #���, &���� F�� 
&#�� ��,��5 �� -# &��� �V����*�w -FP ��� D��� -y��� �;� ��,�। &�� �9� -;�� ��� 
��<���� ��� -����, -� -� ��v��� -��� -����,। ��P��� D����<� ��� #$�% ���!� F���� 
e���� D����<�  �q5 ��� ��O��µ� "*, ��� ��� -# -� &� ���� �� ������*�w�� � &�#। 
���� O���� -� ��� ���!� -�R*� "�*�, -# -� -# ��� F��।  
 

� ��� -��* &�� ���<���*� ���t�� ��!� ������ D�V�# ��� ��� ���� � #�7 ������ 
(�*��#��"� ������ ��� D*����#-�� ������) #� ���� ���। ��� ���� &�� ��� -�, #���, 
&����� �� ��,� ��<� ��� �����। �� � "�� ������� &����� &*�1� ����� F�� -��� ����। 
��� F�� ��* &��R ��,� ���� ����� �, &��R ��,� ���� ������ �। ��� �� &���� 
�(�\# ����, �� ��� �����? &�� � �����! ����� -� �*��#��"� ������� �����। e���� #��; 
&����� -�� -��O����O -�। �� ��������� �*��#��"� #�"����� (� &����� #�7 3#����� 
��* -#��� F�� ���। &��� 0�U�� �,�, &����� 3#����� �*��#�" �O�* ��#�u< ���। 
&� ������� ��� ��� ��� ��,� ���� "*, ��"�� &��� -� �� #��; "�* ���� ����। ��� �� 
����, e��� -;�� ���!� ,�C� ��  ��� � ����� ��। &�� �� ����� -�, &�� e��� -;�� 
���!� - -� �*��#��"� ������� ���� �����, &����� -#��� ��V�#!��Q ��@��� �����। 
��� &��� �;��� e����� D*����# -#�< �;� ����। ��� -�� 01� -��� �। &�� ���� 
����� -� �� &��� ��� ��,� � ��� ��"�� &����� 3#����� ����1�� (� &����� -� ���*I 
��*�, �� "*� &��� ��� ���� ���� �। ��� ��� ��<� /���C�* �C��। `� -� ��F! ��* 
��<�� ���� -(���� �<Õ� �� �S���� #��� �9�! ����7�� #����� &� (��� ��� ��� Y 
&��� ���!����� -��iR�� �F�� ���� ;���। #����� &� (���� �;� �� 3#����� ���� �� 
0�1(�� #H�T "*। e���* -� -����,� ��<� /�<�, ��� ��<� & �# ��R*� ��*।  
 

`� -� ��F! #��� ��/�� <�� ���� -����� ��<� &��! -"���G�� ���(²����� ���� 
����� ���d ��� &��� &#�,। ��� ��* (��� ������ ���� ���(²��� -;�� ������� ��d। 
���� ��p� ���d e����� -� ������� �,� �� �� ��C����C �� ��� ���� ��F ���। � ��� ����� 
�� ���<���* ���t���� &��� ����� -�, #���, “There must have something serious 

happened in Dacca and that is why they are running short of ammunition is being 

lifted by helicopter.” 

 

`}-� ��F! #��� ��!+ e����� �� /�<�,� ��� -�� ��� ����। ������� ���� &����� 
��( ��� �� e��� -;�� �����* &#�� #�� "*। -# ��� ��� -� e����� -�� -O���v�� "�*�, 
��� -����,� -��� ���� �O�*�,। -# &��� ����� -�, ��¨��� 3#����� -�k�� ��* -��;�R ��* -��� 
-V��  
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"�d। -# ���<���*� -�:k,�� #��; �� 0�1(��95! �������� #H�T� "*। �� &�� 
���<���* ���t���� ��� -�, e��� -;�� &�� -�� ���!� ���d �। ���<���*�� �������R 
�����। &��� ��� -��;�R ��#�u< � "� ��"�� ������� "*� &����� &*�1� ����� F�� 
����। &�� ���� &��� ����� -�, &��� &����� 3#����� ��* <�K��� ��� �*��#�" F�� 
���। ��� 01�� ���� -� &��� -,�� ���� &�,। -��� ��* >’-<�� ���� e��� -;�� ���Ei 
���t�� ���E�i*�� (�"��(� &���� ���<���* ���t��-�� #��; D*�����# �;� ���� ��� 
����, “our troops are facing some difficulties at Tongi, Send a company to do some 

shooting.” &���� ���<���* ���t�� �(�\# ����, �� ��� ��*? (*������� �� ��� ��<� 
����V� -��?�� �,�, ��� ���t�� ���� -"��# -F:����। ���<���* ���t�� ���� ���� �� 
-��?���� ��@���� (�। &�� �� ����� -� �� �� -��?���� � ���@�* <�O�� ��� �। 
��( ��P��� D�V#�� ��@��� �����। O�(���� Di!��w V������� &����� -� -��?�� �,� ��� 
���t�� �,� ��( ��P��� D�V#��। &�� ���� ��@��� �����। ��� �� ��� ���� -��� �,� 
��¨���। Y��� &��� <K��� -�� ��,� �C �C -O���� &R*�( ��। D�V#���� &� D�������� 
�H;� �H;� �BV ��� <K� -;�� ��� &�� (� ��@��� "*। ������ <K� -;�� �V�� &#�� �� Y 
D�V#�� ������ D�V#���� ��� -�* -� -#��� -�� ��,� "*�। ��,�#���� (�� <K� ����� ���, 
����%��� #H�T ���, ��� ��,� -O���v�� "�*�,। -# �R ��� -�,  “Since there was a 

barricade near Tongi Bridge the troops from Dacca did some sporadic Firing. 

Incidentally I was also challenged by the Dacca troops.” ��� �� ��� -� &��� <K��� 
����� #��; #��; ��2� ����7�� 3#��� &����� #����� (&����� D�V#��#") >� "�� 0��� 0kF� 
��� -�*��<� iO�* D�V#���� ���, ��* ��*। &����� 3#����� #��� �0�V�! ����"� �,�। 
D�V#���� �� ���� 0kF� ���* ("��t#-&�) �� D�V#�� ��P���  �q�* ����� ���©�� ���,�। 
��� �;� �� ��P��� �#���v��� ���,�, ‘‘-��, ���� ��P��� �  �#� ��*�।’’�� �� "* ���� 
��K��� D�V#�� �� ��� "�� 0kF� ����*�,�। �� ��� "�� 0kF� D���* ����� D�V#����� #��� 
����� #��; #��; ���� (����� D�V#����) >§� ���� ���। &����� D�V#�� ����� #��; 
/Q����� &���-&���F�� �� �V�� &�#।  
 

&�� �� /<� ���<���* ���t���� ��� ��� �R ��� -�, “Sir, it is about time that we 

take some actions, otherwise it will be too late,“ ��� �� ���� &�� �� ���� ����? 
&�� ���� �����, “If you are so afraid of taking any action then I am going to take 

some actions. As far as your safety is concerened you can go to cantonment and tell 

them that thay (2 E Bengal pers) have all gone and no one listens to you. You will not 

be blamed for it as you have come only two days before. Neither you know the troops, 

nor they know you. If you want we will tie you and leave in one of the rooms and the 

Dacca authorities will not doubt you.” � �;� ���� �� &�� 0��� ��<� �F+� ��� -���� 
����� ��� ����� &�� #�7 D�V#�� -(�#R'-�� � ������� �BV ���,। -� ��P��� D�V#�� 
<K��� ��� ��� �O�*�,� -# O�(���� �V�� � �O�* (*������� F�� &�#। (*������� &��� >�( 
��2� ����7�� D�V#�� ��� ��,�#���� ����7�� 3#� �,�। ����� ���� -O��� ��������! 
F��,�। &�� �<� ��� ����,���। ��� � D�V#���� ������ Di!�� ��� O�(���� ���@�* ���।  
 

`}-� ��F! #%��� ���� ��,� -��� e��� -;�� &�#। ����� ���� ��� ��� -� e����� 
-����,� "�����t "�*�,। �� &�O ��� �� ,�C� &� ����� ���, ��� ����। `}-� ��F! #���� 
��( -��� ����J� -;�� (*������� &�#। -# ��� ��* &�# -� ��!� #���0�U -��§ ��(� 
����J� -��R�*  
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-y�� e��� -;�� ��#�, ��� -#��� ��# &�,। ��� &��� #��; �� -�§ ��!� ��#���� 
#��; -��� ���� F�। &�� Y -���<�� #�K -O��� -��� ��� ��� -�§ ��!� ��#�� ���<���*� 
-�, 0� e���*। ��!�� ���<���* ���t�� -�§ ��!� ����। &�� F�� &#�, -�� D#����� "�� 
�। -��� "* -�§ ��!� ���� ���<���* ���t�� �� (*������ &#�� #�"# ���। ��� ��� #�K 
&� -��� "*�।  
 

`b -� ��F! #���� �*��#�" -;�� -�(� �_� �#��� &���� ��� ��@�* -� `}/`b -� 
��F! ���� ��� -#����"�� 0�� ����7�� ���&��� "���� F����*�,। �C�� ���� F��,। �� 
��������� &�� ���<���* ���t���� ����� -�, &����� ��O�O�� �*��#�" ����V�#!��Q 
��@��� �����। &��� -�q ��!+ �� �#��+ -� -�, -��"�� e���� #��; &����� -��O����O ���,= 
��� �*��#��" &����� 3#��� &m�+ "�*�,, -#�"�� &����� �� ����� #�"���� ��R*� 0�F�। 
�*��#��" -� &����� 3#��� ��2� ����7����� f��� &m�+ "�*�, ��;� &��� ��0�� ����। 
&����� ��;� -O�� ����� ����� 0�U��� �,� -� (*������ -;�� #����� �� #��; ��* ��R*� 
��� ��;���� ��2� ����7�� D�V#�� R 3#����� ��^ ���। � ������� &��� �� ����'� 
3��� ���। ���� ����� ����'� � (� ��� "�*�,� -� O�(���� ��� ���(²���� &����� -� #� 
3#���� &�, �������R ��� #��; ��* � ��� ��"�� ���� "*� &<�� �C��। -��"�� ���� -���* 
����� #���� -O�� D#����� "�� ���� -#�"�� ���� ������� #����� #�* -��, -*� "*। -��, 
O�(���� ��� ���(²���� -� #�7 ��K��� 3#� &�, ������� -O��� #���� ���� "��। &��� -� 
(*������ -;�� ���d �<� #��� (��। ��� O�(���� ��� ���(²��� 3#� #���� -O�� #�6�"� 
#H�T "�� ���� � (� ���� -� ��K��� 3#��� -O��� -�� "�* &#�� ���� ��� ����'� E"5 
��� "�*�,�। &��� ����'� E"5 ��� "�*�,� -�, &�� #����# D^�^ R -O�����_� ��� 
��,�#���� 3#�� ��* #��� ��<�� ���� �*��#��" ���� ���। ��� -�§ ��!� ���� ���� 
-������ ��* #%�� #��C }<�* �R� "��। �� #�*<� -� O�(���� ��� ���(²����� (���* 
-�R*� "*, ���� ���� -� �@� Y #�* -����* &#�� ����। R*����� #��; �<�R �@� "���,� -�, 
Y #�* O�(����, ���(²��� R (*������� ��>�S #����" �% ��� -���- ���� � #�7 (�*O� -;�� 
&����� -�� "�� -�� D#����� � "*। O�(���� ��� ���(²���� -��� ���@�* R����� Y #��*� 
���� -�� "��� ��� -�R*� "�*�,�।  
 

 `b -� ��F! #��� ��<�* #�7 0fH1 D^�^ ��� ����" ��* &�� �*��#�" D� ���� 
���� ���। ����� #�* -�§ ��!� ���� �� &��# ���*�,�� -�, ���<���*�� ���� -������ ��* 
��� #%��� #�* �R� "��। &�� (*������ -;�� -�� "��� �� -F:��7� -;�� #�7 ���C�� 
���������� ����� 0×* ���। #��; #��; #�7 -(�*���� ���p �� D 9��9�! &�6� �"�A�� 
#H�T "* ��� #��� 0A��# ‘‘(* �����’’ -s�O� ���� ;���। &��� � * (*������ -;�� -�� "��� 
#��; #��; (�� 0A��# -V�< ��C ��� &������� ‘‘(* �����’’ -s�O� ���* D����5� ���। 
����� ���� ��,� -��� (�� &��� �� ���,। -� #�7 -�H���* -��� &����� ����'�� ��,�<� 
& �# -��*�,��, ��k��� ���� D��� �,�� (�� &�>� -�������। ��� ��( J��� -�� 
�,�� ��� &����� ���<���*�� ���� -������ ����� (� -�#����� u��, ��#, O��C� ����� 
����,��।  
 

<�K����� ��,����, ����� �� -���� -���� D����� -;�� D^�^ #�l� ��<� (�� O�C� 
&#�,। Y O�C�<� &����� � *-�� ���, ��# ��kC�* ��� &����� O�C��� ���������� ����� 
-��� ���� "*। ���� ��� -�, &���� ��<� D���� �_। &����� -���( ��(� ��* &�,। 
&��� ������� ��� ���* &�#, -� -�� D/< � /�<। ��,��5 �� &��� <�K��� �"�� ���� 
���। -#��� ���t���<!#" �� 0SV�A (�� &����� D �;!� ���। (��� �� 0S#�" 0U��� -���  
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&�� ���� D����5� "�। ��� �� �� ��� ��<� �F+� ���,��� -�, &�� �� ���� F���, � ���( 
&�� �� ��� ���? � &��� -�0 &�,? ���R ������ ���� �,���, D������  ���R �� �,� �। 
���5 &�� (�� &�� �� ���� F���, �� ��� ��;!��* ��!��#� "*, ��"�� �H����t� #�(�। ��� ��� 
(��� 0�V�A�� -��� �� 0�#��"� #x�� "���। <�K���� ����� �� -� ��( &���� ���� -� 
-�(� �(*� ��� ��( F�E�� -;�� ���������� 
����� -/�q5� ����,। � �;� �� &��� #�"# 
�fv5, ��v5 -��C ��*। ���5, �� &��� �� � ���5�� #H�T "* -�, � ���( &�� ��� �। 
 

<�K����� (O5 &������� -� ��� #�"��� ����,� ��  �q�* ���� ��� #o� *। 
�������� -��p�� ��<� O�C�� D����� - �K ����� #��; #��;� -# D����� ���� �����* -�*। 
&�� &��� #�7 3#� ��� ����" ��* <�K��� #���!< "�0�# -�:k�, ���।  
 

<�K���� &����� �� -��?�� 3#� �,�, ��� ���t�� �,� ��( ��P��� D�V#��। 
<�K��� -��?�� -"i���*�<!��� -�:,�� #��; #��;� -��?��� -(�#R &���� ��� -�, -# O� ���� 
-��?�� ���t���� ��^ ��� -����,। &�� �� #�7 -��?���� ����� ��� -�§ -�������� 
����� -��?�� ���t�� ��*�O ���। &� #�7 -��?���� �� ��� -� -����� #��� �*��#��" 
F�� &# ��� �*��#�" -�:k,�� �� -������� ���� ���!� -��। �� -;�� -�§ -������ (��!��� 
����G) -������� -��?�� ���t�� &� -������� ��, -;�� � R*��� F�� -� -������� ���, &�� 
-������� ����� -��?�� ���t���� &��� �"�#�� -��� ���d! -����� ���� -������� #��; ��* 
&#��। ��� &��� ���, �*��#�" -�:k,���। -��"�� &�� �*��#�" ����� (� ��C��C��� �,��� 
-#�"�� -��� >�<�� ���� &�� �*��#�" D� ���� �R� "�। ������� �� ���!� ���* &�# -�, 
(*������ -;�� -��� � &#�� &�O ���� -� <�K��� ���O � ���।  
 

<�K��� -;�� ��*� ���� ����� �� �;� ����%���� #g��� "�। ���� ��� ���� 
�����, e���� ��� ����� ����� (#����5 <�K��� -;�� �*��#�" ��!+ ��7�� ���p ���p 
����%��� #H�T ��� ����। �;� -� ����%��� &�� -���� ��� -#<� �,� ��<� ���@� ���। 
(#����5 -#<��� &v ����* ���*�,�। ��� &v ��R  ��,�। ���<� ������� T "�* 
�O�*�,�। ��� &��� � *�� D�� �9� /��� -�� -�� (�*O��� �� ��7� ��� -��� "�*�,�। 
��7�* ��7�* ����%��� ���� DE#� "�� &��� -�� #�* -��O ��* ��� ��� ��* ��<�* &�� 
��4�O�,� -�:k�,। ��4�O�,�*R <�K����� �� ��,� -��� D^�^ ��* ��"��� ���d�। ���� &����� 
0�� v�� ���� &�O� &��� ������� ��p��� #�� "� &��� ����� �X �। &��� ���������� 
3#��। �� �� -��� -����* &�# ��� ��7� -����* -�*। Y ��� &��� ��4�O�,� ����( ��<��। 
&����� #��; ����� �,� �। (#����5 &����� ����� ����� ���।  

 
- �� "��� &�O� (*������ ��� <�K����� -���( ��4�O�,�* -�:k�,। -�(� �� 

(��!��� -�§ ��!�) &���� ��� -� #��� ��# -O�,। &�� �� �(�\# ����� ���<���* ���t�� 
-��;�*। 01�� ��� -# &�# ��। &�� (*������ -;�� &#�� �9��!��A��� ����'�� ��,�<� 
����� "�*�,�। �� �¶£� &����� -������ (*������ -;�� #���* &�� �;� �,� #%�� #��C 
#��<�*। ��� ���<���* ���t�� ��� -�(� ���� ����,�� � #�* ���� ��� b <� ���� (�। 
#�* �,� ��� Y ������!� #�* #����� (���� #o� "�*�,�। ��� ���<���* ���t�� �� �@� 
���� ����,�� �। #�%� #��<�* -�(� ���� &��� ���� -� #�*<� �����! ��� #��C #��<� 
��� ��R। -�(� �� ���� ����,�� -�, �� &� #����� �� #�* #$�% ���� #����O "��� �, 
��� �� #�*<�  
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D������!� -;�� ��*। ��� / D%����d= �,�। ��>�S �% �,�। -�� -� ��<� ;�;��  �� ����( 
���,�। ��� �@� b<�* D*����#, -�<� D�V#�#!--�#-�� �9�!���� �,�, -#�� -;�� ��( ��P��� 
3#�� &����� ��( �#����� ��� ��� v�� ���। �� v��� &R*��(� #��; #��; F������� 
-O���v�� �_ "�* ��*। -��"�� &����� -��� ��( D��(�� 0�� -�����* ��� "�*�,� ��� 
���� #(�O �,� -#�"�� &����� -����� ����q �*��� "*�। �� -O���v���� ��,�#���� ��2� 
����7�� 3#�� ���� ��*। �;��� -�:� b<�* ������#� ����� -� (�� O�C� ��kC��� �,� -# (��� 
��� ���<���* ���t���� ����� �;� �,�। ��� -# #�* ��� O�C�� ���, � �O�* ��( ��P��� 
D�V#���� #��; D�V#�#! -�#-�� �f��� ������� ��k�C�* O' ���,��। ��� "*� ��� Y 
D�V#���� "�� -;�� #�� &#�� �����। D;�� ��( ��d ��� &�# �। ���5 Y #�* ��k� Y 
(�*O��� ;���� �;� �,� �।  
 

-O���v��� �� ���<���*-�� -���( #�*�� -����* &#�� -����,�। O�(���� -;�� 
�� -��� -����* &�# �� ��P��� D�V#�� ���� -�R*��� ���� ��k�� "��� ���� ���� "*। 
(*�������� -��� <�K��� -�:k,�� #�K #�K �� -O������O� #H�T "*। -O������O� #9���� � ��� 
"�*�,� -�, (*������ -;�� �� ��K��� 3#��� -����* &#�,� �� ��2� ����7�� 3#��� 
&����� 0�� &m�5 F���*। � �;� ���� #��; #��; &�� -� D�V#���� &��� -��� �O�*�,��� 
��� 0��� &�m��� v�� F����� "* ��� -# ���� ��*।  
 

� #�7 /<�� �� &�� �H�#��' E"5 ����� -� &������� �� �H��� ��!+ #�E�� 
F����* -��� "��।  
. 

`a -� ��F! #���� ��4�O�,� -;�� �*��#�" ���� ���। ���R �9�I �,� ��� �� ���� ���R 
�� �; D��m� ���� &����� ��* �� /Q� -��O�,�। �*��#�" -�:k,�� #��; #��; -�(� �_� 
�#��� (��!�� -�§ ��!�) ��� -�, O���� &C��<� ��!+ ��2� ����7�� ���&���� #��; 
�C�� ���� "�*�,। � �C���* #��� ���� -O�,, ��� ,*( ,�C�। &����� -�� �*��� "*�।  
 

-�(� �_� �#��� &���� �*��#��"� /<�� -� �5!� -� �� 0�A� ���,। `� -� ��F! 
�*��#��" �y -�K� -��(��Q-�� -��?�� R ���&�-�� -��� (#����5 ��H!� -/��R "�*�,�। 
�� ���&� -"i���*�<!�� -�����<���� ����� ��K��� 3#��� ��"��� ���d�। ���� (#����5�� #�� 
-��� ���� ���� #�� "�*�,�। ��� 0�� ���t�� (��2� ����7�� D�V#��) F����� ��� ��K��� 
���&� -������ ��� -� O���� -����� D�� �T ���,। &( -����� -�y ��। &(��� �i0�< 
-��� D� -��?�� (-# -��?��<� �,� #�7 ��P������)। &( ���� -������� &� -�� �i0�< "�� 
�। -����� "���*�� (�� ���* -�y ��। -��"�� F������� ��<� ;�;�� ������ �,� -# ����5 -�0 
"���*�� (�� -�*�। #��� D^�^ ��* ��� ��� ��,��* ��* ��C। ��� ��* �`<�� ����� ����7�� 
���&�-�� 3#���� ���&�-�� �� D^�^, -O�����_� �,� �� ���� ,���� 0�� ��* ��* ��� 
#�7 ����" #����� ��� ��kC ���* ���� �� #�7 O�C� y�<! ���� -"i ���< D ��� �� -� 
#�7 &��� ���&�-�� ��K���� -� ������� /����d -# �������� 0�� ��C ��� �y -�K� 
-��(���Q� -��?��� ��k���� ��C। ��� ��* #��C �����<�* ���� -<���V� -��O����O ���,= ��� 
-�*। -�(� �_� �#��� R -�§ ��=� ���&� -"i���*�<!�� -;�� ��* &� ���� �9�� �#-�t-�� 
-�y "�0�# /����d��। ��� #��C ���<�* -�y "�0#-�� 0�� ����� ����� ��� ��� D�<����<� 
v�� -,�C� "*। �;�� ��� -<���V�� -��?��� #��; �;� ���� -FT� ���। ��;! "�* ��� ��� -�§ 
��=� -�,�� ��(� ���* -����* ��� ���� F�� ��। ��� -#�� -;�� �*��#�" �"�� ��। 
#���  
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� "R*� ��!+ ��� -��?��� #�K -�� -��O����O ���� �����। - ��� �� -��O����O "* ��  
 �q5 ��� >� ���� ���� -O���v�� F��,�। �� -O���v�� -��� >�<�-&C��<� ��!+ D���"� ;���। 
�� -O���v���� � ( ����7�� ,�C� &� #��� ���� ��*। D���T � ( ����7�� 3#��� 
�*��#�" -(�� ���� "*। &�� �*��#�" -�:k,�� #��; #��; � #�7 /<� ��� ���।  
 

`a -� ��F! ����� F��<� ��!+ ���<���*-�� #�7 -��� ��#�u< "*। ���(²��� 
��Q�(Q ���� -�:k�,। &�� �*��#��" -�:k�, &��� ����!� ��!�r� ��!���5� (� #���+ -;�� 
#�7 ���&��� �*��#��" ��# ��#�u< "�� Di!�� �����। ����� &�� �*��#�" ����� 
D*�����# �O�* ���������� �� (�*O��� ����� D*����# ���0���� &�, #����� ��� ��� 
�� ���!� ����� -�, &�� -�(� #�V0A�" (��!��� ���E�i*��) �f��* �y -�K� -��(��Q ��* 
����7����� ��_�� D^ ���5 ����,। ��!��� �*��#�" ��� <�K��� -(�� &��� �*�5��� 
&�,। &���� -� -���� &�,, ��� ��K��� ", ��� ���, -� D^ &�, ��� ��* ����7����� 
��_�� _�� ��kC� ��� -���� ����7����� ��� -;�� 
��� ���� #�^ #�E�� �_ �_। ��* 
�� /Q�� ���� &�� -�� 0�#�"��P� #�C� -����। -� #�7 (�*O� -;�� &�� �V����� -��*�, 
-� ���� D^ ��* ����7����� ��_�� �C�� ����,, -##� (�*O� "�- ���(���, ��(��"�, ����, 
����, �vC�, ���T*�, B�Ó�5���C*�, "��OP, -V� ��� F�E��।  
 

`a -� ��F! ������ -(�� �i������-�� #�7 D�V#���H6, (���* ��� ������� 
���q��� ��!��F� ��-� � ��� ��-�� ������ ��* �� 3�@� ���। -#� 3�@�� �� ��� ��� 
���F��� ���� "�� ��� ����'� ��। -(��� &�-�H«�� ��� ��� #����� ���"��� ����º�� 
#����" ����  �� -�#����� ���# ��� ��-� R ��-�� -�� 0�� �7 ��� "�। ��k�� -�� 
&E�"� #��; � ���*I �� E"5 ����,। ��� ���F����  �� &��� "��� ����। �� 3�@�� �R 
�#��+ -*� "� -�, ��� ���F��� ���� "�� D^��^� ��*�(। ��� -#<� ����� (� &����� 
������� ��]  ����� ���, &����� �7�� -�� ��� �����। ��� �� �#��+ -*� "� -�, &����� 
��( ��-�-��� ��A� ��@��� "�� &����� �7�� ���*। &��� ��-� � (�� 3#*� &�># 
#������ ���������� �9� �"�#�� ��A��� &����� � �7�� ��H!���� ���, -�� ���� (� ��@���� 
�#��+ ��। � �#��+R -*� "� -� ���� #����+� ����� ��@���� �9��!  ����* #���+ ��� ���"�� 
#��; -��O����O ��� ����� -� ���� &����� E"5 ���� ���। �� ���! &�� ��( D�V#���� 
(����G &�((�� �"��, ��!��� -�(�) "���*�/�< ���#�V-�� #��; -��O����O ���� ��@��। -# 
R��� -�:k,�� �� ��-�#-�V-�� ��( D�V#�� ����G ����(��� #��; -��� ���। -#��� 
����G ,�C�R &��� >’( D�V#�� �,��। ��( -�§ ��!� �#"�। ��� �,�� ��Q���(w-�� 
-��� ��� &� ��( �,�� -#����� ���#�V ������Q। ����� ��, -;�� &����P� #�C� 
-���। ��k�� &����� #� ��,� ���* #�"��� ���� ��� ���|�� -�। �� ���|�� -��* &�� 
#����� ���� -(����� ���।  
 

�� -� ��F! #��� ��!+ ���&�, ����� �T -�K� -��(��Q ��� ��,� &���� -u����M 
-�#����� -������ ��* ���< ���"� O�C ����। ��� -���#���� �,� �� -;�� #��C �� "�(��। 
�*��#��" �� -�:k�, �� &��� #��; D�� -(�#R ��� �È����� D�V#�� �,�� : �। -�(� 
�_� �#��� (��!�� -�§ ��!�)। `। -�(� ���� -"��# -F:���� (��!��� -�§ ��!�)। �। -�(� 
��#� (��!��� -�§ ��!�)। W। ����G &�((�� �"�� (��!��� -�(�)। z। ����G �(�( 
&"�� -F:����। �। -�§ -O���� -"��� ������ (��!��� ����G)। }। -�§ ����"��। �,�C� ����G 
���0� �"�� (��!��� -�(�) ��� �*��#��" ,��<�� �,�� ���� &�� #��; ��* ��। ���� 
���� #��; #��; -# &��� ���<���*� -��O -�*। �,�C� D�#���M ��(� �_l��� e��� -;�� 
�*��#��" -��O  
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-�। �*��#�" -;�� ����� ��; >�( -��i��� ����(� i�4�� ��* ��। ���� "�d  
i�§ &�>� �"�� ��� i�§ &"�� &��।  
 

�*��#�" -�:k�, &�� ����7� -#����"� -��;�* �� ��, -# ��� -R*�� (� &��� 
D*����# ���* ��<��� ���। ��� -� #�7 ��� ��� �È��� `a-� ���F!� ������� ��� ����q ��� 
0�A����O�। Y �� �W �i� �-�� -"i���*�<!���� ��!� #�>A�" ��� ����� ���E�i� ���Ei 
-�(��� ���� -� �;����!� "*  ��� ���� �È����� 0�4 ����q �����!�95!। ��!� y�V ������ 
���Ei -�(��� O���O���( ��� ���,��, “You have been routed by rag-tags. You people 

have no shame, How could you be routed by unarmed people? You need kick. 

However, tell your commander, if he needs any help, we will send air sorties. We are 

in any way sending two air-sorties to Kushtia circuit house. We have been able to 

tackle Dacca which did not bother us much. We are really concerned about Kushtia 

now. We have captured 8.E.B.Hq. We are now proceeding towards Radio Station.In 

the process we have suffered a lot of casualties. Send a c-130 (Transport Aircraft) 

tomorrow to Chittagong, so that the dead and the wounded can be sent Dacca. If it 

cannot come then send an  “Allwate” (Heliopter) to naval base at 10-30. If c-130 can 

come then. “Allwate” is not required.” ��� ���� �� "*� e��� -;�� �#� (�*O�* ��-
��V�#!��Q ��@���। &��� &��� �F+�� ���5 "�* ��C �� �(R�#�� -��#( ���� -� b �y 
-�K� -"i���*�<!�� ��� ��� "�*�, �� #��; #��; &�� ���� �F�+� "�* ��C -� -�(� �(*� 
(��!��� ���E�i*��) ��� ���� ��* "*� ��� ��C -O�,। �������* -#��� �� -�� D�V#�� 
(���� �,� � -� -�HI ���� �����। &�� �� �� �#��+ ���� -� D����Ì e��� &m�5 ��� 
0�FS -� e��� -;�� -�� ��-��V�#!��Q ����� � -��� ����।  
 

�� �#��+�� ��7�� £���*� ���� (� �È����� ����'� ����- ;! -�K� -;�� ���� 
������"� �*��#��"� ���� � &#�� ���� -#� (� ����� ��� -u����M -�#����� 3#����� 
��* O�@� �� -��?�� 3#� ��"�>���� /��< ��@��। &� -��?�� �-��&� �#��(OP /��< 
��@��।�� -��?�� ���&� ��� &���� -u����M -�#����� -��?�� OV�O�kR�* ��@��। �� 
-��?�� ���&� ��@�� <�K����। �� -� ���F!� ����� ��� � #�7 (�*O�* -�:k�, ��*। � ,�C� 
&��� >� -��?�� -��� (���&�) e���� ��2���� ������, -��g���� ��� e��� �����6� �����* 
����7� -#����"��� ��� ������ ���� &m�5 ���� ���!� ���* ��@��। &�� &��� ���<���*� 
��� ���&�-�� ���< -��?�� ��* e���� �9�!��� -;�� &m��5� ����'� ��। � ����'� 
&�� � (� �� -�, ������"� ������ ���,� -� &��� ��� ������� &m�5 ��� ��"�� 
��2���� ���* ���। ��� ������� -��k�� -�*�� (� �9�!��� ���* &m��5� ����'� ���। ���� 
���* &#�� (� &�� -� ��7� ���"�� ����,��� �� �,��� �*��#�" -;�� ������OP-3 ��-
��#��� -u�। ����� ��#��� -;�� ���* -"k�<  ��O� ���* ������� ��� "�* e���* �9�!��� ���* 
&m�5 ���। �� ����'�R -� ��� ����� ��7���*� "* ���R ����� ���।  
 

�� -� ��F! &�� �� (�*O�* (�*O�* ���!� ���* -���( ��@��d��� �� O�(���� 
-��R�* -y��� -y� ��y�� #��� #��C �O����<�* -<���V�� &��� #��; �;� ��� ��� ��� 
-� >’��� -(< (K� ���� (*�������� �����#  �q5 ��� &m�5 ����, ��� ���V� ���,। ��� 
��* �z ���< �� &��� -<���V�� ���� -� &� ����� (K� ���� (*������ ������# �C �C 
-���� -V��,। ���� ���< &R*�( "�d ��� ��#��� &v -��O -O�,। � #���� �� &�� 
�7� 
���# -V���� ��  
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- �� -� &��� �@� #�* -����* �C�� -����,। &����� �� -�� �f�� ��� � -� &��� -��  �� 
����। ��� �@�� ����,।  
 

&��� �9�!����'� �� -���( (�*O�* (�*O�* ���@�* ���। &�� &��� ���"� ��* �� 
-� ��F! -u����O ��#���� ���� �R*�� "�। D'#���� �?�<!���Q &��� �� #��; #��� -��� 
����,��� �। ��� D' D' ��� O+����� ��@��d���।  
 

�*��#�" -;�� F�� &#�� �9��! &�� (O5�� &��# ����� -� &�� &��� ���<���* 
��* �X���"�� ��_�� &m�5 ���� ���d। �� -� ��F! &�� &��� -"i���*�<!�� �*��#�" -;�� 
������OP ��¡�+��� ���। ������O�P ����G ��� (��!�� -�(�) ��� &� ��( D�V#���� 
#��; -��� "*। -# �� ���C�� �,�। ���� ���� #��; #��; -#R &����� #��; -��O -�*।  
 

�� -� ��F! ��!+ &����� -��� O+�� ���� ���� DE#� "�d�। ���� #�!�;� �R*�� 
"�*�,��� ��� ���� ����� ��!+ e���� �9�!�x� ��#����, -i��� � #�7 ��� �O�* D��� ��!���5 
���,�। -#�� &�� ������O�P D��� ���,���। �� B��5���C*� -;�� ���< ��� &#��� -� 
-�(� ����� -������V (��!�� ��!�) B��5���C*� #���i� � ��k� �*�5��� -����, ��� ��� 
&��� #��; �;� ���� F�। &�� �� ��k�� &��� ����'�� �;� ����� �� ��� &���� 
D����� ���� -� &�� -� e��� D� ���� DE#� � "�* ��� #��; -��O����O ���। Y ��� &�� 
B��5���C*��� F�� ���। &��� 3#���� ���� e���� D� ���� DE#� "�d� &�� ��k��� &� ���� 
����। -�(� ����� -������V �� ���� F� �� (��� (� B��5���C*�* ��k� #��; -��� ���� 
F��। &�� �� B��5���C*�* -�:k�, �� ����� -#��� �,�� �। ��� ��� -#��t-�-���t -�(� 
��V�*�� (���� (��!��� -�§ ��!�)--� -��#( ���* ��@�। ���� &�� �V�� &�#। &�� -��� 
B��5���C*� ��� -#�� B��5���C*� -;�� -V��� ��; >’��� (K� ���� &����� ��C� ���। -�� 
��,��5 B��5���C*��� ���V�-�� ��� ����# O��# R�*� <��n��-�� 0�� -�����q!5 ��� ��� ��� 
&v ��� ��*। &����� 3#���� ���� 3 ��� �,� �������R (K� ���� >�<� ��k�( -�� ���� -FT� 
���। ��� � -��* ���� ��#�����R -��k(���k�( ���। &����� #%� -��;�R ��*�। ���< �,� ��� 
����।  
 

-�(� ����� -������V -�(� ��V�*�� (���� ���V� &��� ��< -� -��#( ��@� �� 
�,� �È£�§ “Do not go towards Dacca. You will be banging your head against wall. 

We have liberated an area whole of Brahmanbaria Subdivision and a part of Sylhet. 

Before taking any further action on Dacca, we should jointly liberate this whole area 
and then go for Dacca. I had already contacted Indian BSF officers and they have 

agreed to help us. I could not come and meet you today because I am going to meet 

Brigadier B. C. Panda of BSF who promised me to help us. ” 
 

��� ����'� &��� -��<����< �,6 "���। ���5, &�� (�� -� �� e����� ����7��� 
-� #�7 3#�� ���  ��� D^�^ &�, &����� ��� ��  ��O� ��  �OR -�। ��� ���� &��� 
��4 ��� ��<� ����'� ��� ���� -#� �F+� &�� ���,���। ��� &�� �� �#���+ &�# -�, 
&����� � ��� ��C��C� ��� e��� &m�5 ��� �@� "�� �। &�� �� &��� D�V#����� ���!� 
-�� -� ���� e��� D� ���� DE#� "�*�, ���� -� �È£� -�����* "*§ �� -��?�� -� e���-
��#��� ��7� ��"��� -�*। �� -��?�� &�OP &� ���� -��� -� B��5���C*��� F�� &�#। 
e���� �9�!��� R ��2��x�� -� #�7 3#�� �O�*�,� ����� #��; ������"�� -,�< -,�< #�/q! "*। 
&��� #��; ��!�M D*����#  
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-#< � ;���* #��� #��; -��O����O ����� �T "�*�,�। ����q ��� ��2��x�� ���� �,� ����� 
#��; ����� �9� (����) ,�C� &� -�� -��O�����O� ����� �,� �।  
 

����� -�������V� #��; &��� �� -��� "* �� ����'� -*� "* -� &��� ��4 ��� 
B��5���C*� ��� �#��< �� ��7�5! Dx� ��4 ���। �� ����'��� &�� ��7���*� ���� (� 
&��� -"i���*�<!�� ������OP -;�� �#���<� -���*���C� �<, O��i!� ��� ���� ���+��� ���। 
���� 0�A� ��� ����� -�, �*��#�" -;�� ������OP �� 3 ����(�� ����� #�* &����� 
����"v�� -��� (� ���O�C�� R*�O�� R�*��� -��� ���* -��< (�*O� ��� "* ��� O��C ��� 
���� ����� ��� "*। �*��#�" ����� ��� -;�� #����� D^�^ -�R*�� �� �z�� ����V�, ��* 
`�<� ��-���(, ��,�#���� -yO� &� � �� ������� &�� &��� #��; ��* &�#। &����� 
���4O� D^�^ ,�C� �� &�!# ������� �,� &����� ����� #$�।  
 

��� ���� &����� �*��5 -� ����� �,� �� �£�§ -�/�� ��2� ���C ��#���-
�������-e��� ��7� &����� #?95! �*�5���� �,�। B������C*� #���i� � -�/�� �9�!���� -���� 
&�� &��� 3#����� -�����* ����,��� -# (�*O�v��� "� 01�� &(����, ����� &�OP ��� 
#��F�* ����5 ������, 01�� �#���<� -�����, ������� ��� -�R�� ����OPR &��� �*�5��� 
�,�। B��5���C*�* �9�! ��� ���5���� -�(� (��!�� ��!�) ����� -�������V� 3#��� �,�। -� 
#� ����� ����� �*�5���� �,� �� �,� B��5���C*� �"�, -O��5!/�<, 0(��#�� ��� ��� 
OK�#�O�। �S���� �9�! ����7� -��iR� -/�q5� D���*� e���� -�#���#! (-#�"��R*��!� 0���) 
-�#����� ����", u��, ��# ����� "*। �� u�� ��# f��� >� ���� -V�#! 3��� ��� "* ��� �� 
���� `�� ���� <�K����� ���� �R� "* ��� &� �� ���� ��#���� ���� �R*�� "*। -� 
����� <�K����� ���� �R*�� "�*�,� &��� <�K���� -���� -��?�� ������� ��7�* ������� 
���। �� ����� ��* ����<� -��� O�C� �,�। � ������� �� #�6� "�*�,� -� ����7�� 
-#����"�� -����,� -��� "��"� "*। "��"��� #���� ��� ���� �। ��� -������� -��� ��* -� 
&"���� ��* ����� (� ,*��� O��C ���"�� ��� "�*�,�। �� D������ &�����R ��,� -��� 
���� ��*। �� ��� ��� -��#�(� ������। �� ��2������ -������ ������� ���� ��!+ ���, 
���� ���� ������ (K� -;�� ��� F����d�। 
 

-� ���� 3#� e��� -;�� ��#��� �R*�� "�*�,� ���� &����� -��?��� f��� ��#��� 
��� ��kF����� ��p����p (�*O�* &m�+ "*। �� &m��5 ����7��� 3#���� �� �*��� "* 
��� ���� ���, "�< -��� ���� "*। � /<� /�< `�� ����। ���� e��� -;�� ���� ���"�� #�"��� 
F�*। -��"�� ���� ���"� D��� (�*O�* ��7 �,� -#�"�� ���� ���"� -#�� ����� #�"���� &#�� 
�����। ��� ���� ����� &�<!���� -�� #�m* "�* R�@। &����� 3#���� -� (�*O��� �,� -#� 
(�*O��� ��kF����-��#�����  �q5 ��� &�<!���� -O����q!5 �_ "*। &����� ��< �9���A�� -�� 
D^� �,� �, ����V� ��� ���< -���O� �����। ��� &��� ����� ���� (��� ���� �����। 
� ��� ���� Wb /Q� ���S &����� 0�� ����� -O����q!5 ���। ��� ���� &�<!���� -O����q!5 
,�C�R (K� ���� R &����� 0�� ����� ��� ���V� ���। �X� #��; ��������� ��� �� �,� 
&����� �;�। 3#���� � ��� -O����q!�5� #g��� &� ���� "*�। ��� ���� ,� K "�* -�,� 
#�� &�#। &��� -����,� #���� 3#���� 3 ��� ����� ���� #�� "� ��� �9�!����'� 
-������� 3 ���� �9�!���� ������� B��(� ���, -�����* ���-���� ����7�� 3#���� ��� ����* 
3 �� -�:k,�� � ����।  
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��� ���� �� ����'� �� -�, -��"�� &����� 3#���� �� -#�"�� ����7�� -#���� ������� 
���� (� �i�*�� �� E"5 ���। �� 0�U��, ��7�/�<, -��R�* B�(, -��i B�( - �K -�*� ���� 
�X�� D�� #"�( #g��� &#�� � ����। �i�*�� ��-�� �;� &��� 3 ���� ���, �������� B�( 
- �K -V��। &� ������O�P� ���, -��i ��� -��B�( >�<�� - �K ���। 3 ���� B�(  �K��R 
����'� ��।  
 

W@� ���� -��� "�* -O� ��!� R#��� (��!��� -(����)-�� #��; &���� 
-"i���*�<!��� -���*���C���। ��� &O���� -;�� -���*���C��� &�#। &�� �;�� ����# ���� 
����� -� ���� -#� R#��� ���� &��  ���� ��� �F���। &�� ���� �F�� ����� �� (�� -� 
&��O�� ���� (� -O�kV -��< -����,��। Y ��� &�� ��� -���� -� �(*�0� �"�� (��!��� 
���E�i*��) F�E�� -;�� &��� #��; #���� ���� (� &��� ���, &#�,।  
 

��<� �;� ��� �����, W@� ���� 
����� #�E���� �� �7 �C ��। -#�� &��� 
-"i���*�<!��� D�� �#�*� D�V#�� ����� "�*�,��। ��k�� �,�� ��k�� "��§ �। ��!� R#��� 
(��!��� -(����, ���� R -:�� ���), `। -�(� �(*�0� �"�� (���E�i*��), �। -�(� ����� 
-������V (��!�), W। -�§ ��!� #���0�U -��§ ��(� (��<�*�i! ��!�), z। -�(� ��(� �_l�� 
(��<�*�i! -�§ ��!�), �। -�(� �_� �#��� (-�§ ��!�), }। -�(� ���� -"��# -F:���� (-�§ 
��!�), b। -�§ ��!� &�>� �� (��<�*�i! -�(� -(����, ��!��� ��-��) ��� D��� 0���� 
�,��। Y �� &��� ��!� R#����� �������� #����� ���"�� #�!����*��� ���*I �� E"5 
���� D����� ���। ��� -# ���*I �� E"5 ���। It was decided that day, that the operation 

for liberation war to be conducted under one command and the commander being 

colonel M.A.G. Osmany (now rtd. General osmany). 

 

Y �� &��� ��!� R#����� �� D����� ��� -� �� ��Ì -"�� ��([��� -����� f��� 
-� #���� O@ ��� "*। ���5 ��!+ #���� O�@� � "�d ���5 ��!+ &��� -�� 3������ 
#�"��� ��� �। Y �� D��� �#���+� ���� �<�R #���7 "� -� B��5���C*�-�#��< ������ ��� 
���F����  �� &��� 0�� �7 ;����। ����A�--�*����� ������ ��� ���F���� ��� ���F���� 
 �� -�(� (��!��� ��!�) ����� -�������V� 0�� �7 ��� "*। F�E�� ��� ���!�� F�E���� ��� 
���F����  �� �,� -�(� (��!��� ���E�i*��) �(*�0� �"���� 0��। �� �#���+� �� &��� 
��� ��� ������ 3#� -�����* ���।  
 

W@� ���� &��� ���"� �È����� �����* ���4 ;���§ ��* >� -��?�� 3#� 
��#�����, �� -��?�� &(�����, �� -��?�� &�O�P, �� -��?�� �������, �� -��?�� 
�#���<� -������ R ��������, �� -��?�� #����� (�� -��?�� &��� ��(� ! -��?�� �,�)। 
����� 0�� >�<� <�© -�*� "�*�,�। �;� <�© "�, ��� ����� "* e���� ��� -;�� ���[#��� 
&m�5 �H�� -��� ������ ��� &�O�P -�#� 3#�� &�, ����� #�"�����;! ����"� ��� 
-O��/�< �����* 3#� -�����* ����। �f��* <�© "�, ��� �#���<� ���� ��� -#����"�� 
&m�5 �H�� ��* ��"�� -������ 3#���� #�"�����;! -� -�:� ���(��� 3#� -�����* ���� "*। 
�#� -��?�� ,�C�R -�(� (��!��� ���E�i*��) �(*�0� �"���� D������ F�E���� 3#����� ��-
��V�#!��Q-�� (� &���� �� -��?�� 3#� ���� ���� "*। z� ���� ���� &��� ��, -;�� 
F�E�� D� ���� �R*�� "�* ��*। ��� -# -��?��� D���*� �,�� ����G �(�( -F:����।  
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B��5���C*� -;�� -� ��7� ����A�� ���� F�� -O�, -# ��7�� 0�� (� �����  �� �,� -�(� 
(��!��� ��!�) ����� -������V� 0��। ��� -# ���*I ��� ���� (� 0(��#� ����� ��< �� 
-��?��, O�O� #�O�� �� -��?�� ��� -O��/��< �� -��?�� 3#� -�����* ���। 
 

 -��"�� &��� #��� 3#���� D �� �,� -#�"�� �y -�K� -��(��Q, ��4 ���&�, ����� 
��� &���� -u����M -�#����� -��� ��* �� #�7 -��?�� ��O!@ ��� "*।  
 

 3#�#���� &����� �� ;���* W@� ���� -;��� &�� &��� -"i���*�<!�� -���*���C��� 
���< -u�� ���? ����। Y -u�� ����? ��* }�� -;�� b�� ���� -u�� ��d�। D' #���� 
D�V#�� ��� ����<� ��* &�� �� -u�� �_ ���। &��� -� #�7 D�V#�� �,� ��k�� ��k��� 
 
 
-��?�� ��* W@� ���� �È����� (�*O��� -�����* �,�§ ����G ���0� �"�� ��#�����, 
����G ��#� &�O�P, -�§ ������ �������, ����G ��� #�����, ����G &�(( -����� 
��������, ����G �(�( -F:���� F�E�� D� ����, -�(� �� -���*���C��� ��� -��?��� #��;, 
-�(� �_� �#��� -u�� -�R*�� (� ��� -�§ �B�"�� &��� -"i���*�<!��� y�V D�V#�� �"�#��। 
z � ���� ����G �_l��� &��� #��; -��O -�*। (�_l��� -��O ���* ��� �������� &�� 
(� ��*������ F�� ��* ��� `�-� (� ����* -��O�� ���।) 
 

 &���� �#��< -;�� 3 �� ��� ��#��� ��!+ 3#����� ������ ���� "�। ���� ��<� 
�;� ��� ���� ����� -�, (*������ -;�� -��� &��� -����* ��#�, Y�� -;�� &����� ��R*�-
��R*�� ������� -�� �F+� ���� "*�। ���5, &��� �� -����� �,��� Y (�*O�� (#����5 
&����� ����� ����� ���। ��� ��R*�-��R*�� ������� -�� �F+� ���� "*�। ��k�� &����� 
��R*� ��R*�� ������� #�"��� ����,�� ����� ���� ��*�(�� �� ����q ��� 0�A����O�§ 
��#����� ��(��� �"�� (��( #’��� ����(��), &�O�P -��§ ��V0U�, B��5���C*��� 
��4 ����� #�Z� ��Ø�, ��� �#���<� #��� -F:���� R -��"�g� &���# ��Ø�।  
 

 W@� ���� &�� �#��< D� ���� ���� ��� &��� -� -��?�� 3#� -�����, �������� 
���@�*�, ����� ����� ����'� -���� (�। -�:� ���(�� �O�* -�(� (��!��� ��!�) �F1�P 
��1� #��; &��� #���S "*। -#��� -�(� �1 ���� ���� -F:����, ��,�#���� ��4 ���&� 
��� &���� ������M -�#����� -���(�� ��* �� ���"� O@ ���। &�� -�:� ���(��� �O�* 
����� ���, &��� ��� 0�U�� ��4 ���। &��� 3#�� ��� ����� O�@� ���"� ��* �#��< 
-(���� �X��4 ���� (� �� ����'� E"5 ���। �#���< �� �� ���<���*��R -��� 3#� 
�,�। &��� ���, �� &��� �(
 �� -��?�� 3#�� ��� ��!� ��1� f��� O�@� &��� ��* >� 
-��?�� 3#�� �,�। &��� �#��+ ���� -�, &����� ��< -� 3#� ��*�, ����� f��� �#��< 
�X��4 ���� "�� &����� >� ��!��* �� &m�5 F����� "��। �;� ��!��* #���� ��� 
���5�x��� ��4 ��� ��� �f��* ��!��* #���� ��� 01��x� ��4 ���।  
 

 �� �;� ��!�* #?= ���� (� ����7�� �� 3#�� #���� ��� ���5�x�� �,� ����� 
����(� ���� ����� -;�� &m�5 �_ ���। �� -��?�� -����� -;�� �#���<� ���� ��� 
#C� ���* �#��< D� ���� DE#� "*। �� -��?�� -Vx�OP "�* -����� ��� DE#� "*, &� 
�� -��?�� -�R�� ����O�P� ��� -;�� #���� ��� ���5 ��� "�* �#���<� ���� DE#� "*।  
 

 ���� ���#� ��kF ������ #���� ��� ���5 ���� �� �t���� ������"� ����(� "* ��� 
���� ���* ��� �����<��� ���� /�k�<�� ����� "*। z� ���� #���� ��� #�E ���5�x� ��� 
#����  
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��� 01�� �#��< �"� �X��4 "�* &����� "7O� "*। ��4 ���&�-�� ��,�#���� -��� ���� 
#���O�P �,�� ����R 01�-��2� ��� -;�� �#���<� ���� DE#� "*। Y �� ��!+ &����� 
&*1���� -� #�7 ����� �,� �� "� : #�7 #���� ��� ����5 ��� ��2�� #�7 Dx�, �#��< 
�"� ��� �����O�। &����� ���, 3#� �,� ��� �y -�K� -��(���Q� �� -��?�� ��� ��4 
���&�-�� �� -��?��, ���� #�7 ������� �/�� ����। ����7��� -� 3#�� �,� ���� �� 
���<���*��R -���। ���� �����<��� ���� /�k�<�� ����� "�*�,�। ����7����� ���, &����, 
������ ���  ��� D^�^ �,�। -� ���<���* -#��� �,� -#<� "� �� ��P�� -��(��Q। 
 

�;� ��!�* -�q ���� �� &�� &��� 3#����� ���!� ���, -�-����� �� &����� 
�*��5 ��*�, -#��� -� �X�� ���" - � � ���� ����। -# (� #(�O �H�T -��� -# ������� 
#����� ����� ���। �f��* ��!�* D����� &�� #��; #��; �_ ���� ����,��� �, �(� -�, 
�X[#��� #���� &����� -F�* D�� -��� �,�। ��� #����� ����� � ��� �9!" ��� ���� ���। 
 

��� 3#����R �� -�� D
�7�� ��������� �,�। ����� �����R -��� -��*�,�। 
&�#��!�5� �d� ;����R ����� �� &���� �,� -�, &�#��!5 ���� ����� #����� -��� 
-V�� "��। ��� &����� (� ����R F�������! ����� � ��� ���" 3��� ���। &��  �� �F+� 
���,��� -� D� -��;�R -;�� ���� 3#� &� ��* ���। &�� B��5���C*� ��� &�OP -;�� 
-�� 3#� #���� ����,��� � ��(� -� �� ��#����� �C�� F��,�। ����7����R �� ��� 
;����। ���� ��&�� -V���� -�t��� ��� �#-��� ������ #�"���� �#���< ��-����#!��Q �_ 
���। &����� ��� 3#�� �� �,� �, D^��^�R D �� �,� ��;T। &��� D��� 3#� �� ��� -��O�C 
��� ��* -# ������� &���F�� (� -�:� ���(��� -�(� �1 (��!��� ��!� �1) ��� ���� 
���� -F:����� #��O ����� "�। �� #���S��� /�< b� ����। Y �� -�q ��!+ �� �#��+ -R*� 
"* -� �X�� -��k�� -�R*�� (� -����,�#���� -�#����� -����� ����� ��� ����7����� �9��"� 
��2���� ���* �"C� -����� �� -�� ����� -� �� #�����O �����O��� ��� -;�� (�9�! ��� -;��) 
(K��� � �� ���* �����<��� ���� /�k�<� 0�� &m�5 F����� ����। � #�7 -��� ����� ���� 
���*I - ���� ���� -F:����। a� ���� ��!+ -��� -��O�C ��� #o� "*�। ��� D����� 
����7�� ��-��V�#!��Q -�� "�* ��* ��� a� ���� ����O� ���� ����7��� &����� 0�� 
&m�5 F���*। �� &m��5 #������ �C�� F�� ��� D����q &��� ��,� "<�� ���� "�। � 
�C���* &����� >( 3#�� �"�� " ��� ��kF( &"� "। ���� �"�� "�*�, ���� "�� 
"�R����� ��(� -��#��"0U� R ���w��*�  &�>� �"��। �X����R -�� "��"� "*। ����� 
�9���A�� ������ -O���� ���� &��� �<��� ����,��� �। ��� ��� *, ����7�� (K� ����R 
&����� 0�� &m�5 F���*। 

 

-#�� -;�� &��� ��,� "�< &��� -������ �9�" ��!� ��� ���  ��q��� ��� ���F���� 
����'�� (� &��� -�:� ���(��� ����� "�। Y�� ��!� R#��� (��!��� D�#���M 
-(����), -�(� ��(� 9_l���R (D�#���M -�§ ��!�) -�:� ���(��� 0���� "। -��"�� 
&���� �#��< R ��#����� ����� ����'� ������ ���� "�*�,� ��� ��#����� ��� F��,� 
-#�"�� -�( ��(� 9_l��� ��� -�(� �F1�P �1�� �#���<� ����� ���F����  �� D�!5 ��� 
"*। -�(� 9_l��� �#�*� "R*��� ���� D���*� ��� "*। -� #�7 3#� ����� (� &�� �#��< 
��*�,��� ������� -��� &�#। ��� ���� ��!+ `* �y -�K� -��(��Q -;�� �� -��?�� 3#� 
�#��< ��� �� -��?�� 3#� �F<�O�� ��@���� �� &��� ��< ��� �y -�K� -��(���Q� >� 
-��?�� 3#� -;�� ��*। ����� f��� &����� e��� -;�� DE#��� �� �B�Oi ����7�� 3#��� 
-�������� ���� "�d�। 
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 &�� �� >� -��?�� 3#� ��4 ���&� ��� &���� ������M -�#����� (O5 f��� 
�� ���<���*�� �� 3#� &��� 3��� ���। ����� f���� &�� ����7�� 3#����� -�������� 
���� �H����\ "�। ��� &(����, 3 ��. &�OP. ������ ��� -O��/��< �� �9�" 3��� ��� 
�X��� D����* Rk� -��� ;���।  
 

��� ���� -;�� B��5���C*� ��� 3 �� �����* ������"� -"���G�� ��� (K� ������ 
#�"���� &����� D��� #?��! ����� ��� �;� #�E" ���� ;���। &����� ��< -�� 
������c�#� ���� �,� � ��� �� ��_�� ��,�� ���� �����। ����#���� �S���� -��C 
��R*��� ��� ���� &�� ��,�#���� ������ -u�� ���* 3 ��, &�O�P� ���� ��@�� -� -�/� 
��� �9�!����� �����v����� &��� -�� ��4���� ;���� ����। Y #�7 -,���� B��5���C*� 
-��R�* -y��� ���, ��� ���"�� (�O� ���� f��� &m�+ "*। V�� >( �_5 �"�� "*। �� 
���� �y -�K� -��(���Q� ��( 3#�� �,��। ��� �� �#��� -��"�g� -��"#�। -u�� ��M -� 
-,���< �"�� "* ��� �� (�� -�। Y �� &����� D������� -��-D�i!���� (� -�:� ���(�� 
-��� "*। &m��5� �;� �� &�� -�:� ���(�� -;�� ��/�W� ���� ��� >’<�� #�* 
B��5���C*�� ���� �R*�� "�* - ��� ��* z<�* B��5���C*� -�:k�,। B��5���C*��� -#�� ��!� 
-�(� �,��। ������"�� &m�5��� ���!���� -��C ��R*��� &�� #����� -� ��(� ! -��?���� 
-����,��� ��� -#� -��?���� ������� &����� -������ #�"�����;! ��@�। &�� B��5���C*��� 
-�:k�, � ��� ��� -� #����� &��� -� ��(� ! -��?�� �,�, ���� ������ D� ���� �R*�� "�* 
-O�,। D*����# -#< � ;����� -��O����O ��� ��� &��� ��� -�� �T�� "�d�। ���5, ���� 
#��; ��,� ���� "�� &���� ���� f��� D;�� ��( �O�* -��O����O ���� "�। �� ��������� 
&�� �� ��(� ! -��?���� �d� ;����R �V���* &�� �����। #����� ����� ����� ��� 0�U�� 
�,� -�, ��� ��� ����� &��� ���5 ��� ��"�� ���� -� ����"� R -O��/�< �����* �9�" �F� 
���� ����। �� ��� 0�U�� �,� �X ��� -�/� ��� �9�!���� &��� -� �9�" 3��� ����, -#<� - � 
��� �� "�� B��5���C*� -�:k,�� �9��! ����� -� ���� ���� ����। ��,�C� -�/� ��� ���!���� &��� 
-�#� 3#� -�����* &�, ����� #�"���� -� ���� &#�� ����। �� ��(� ! -��?�� ������� F�� 
��R*��� &��� ����'� ��7���*� "�� �����।  

  

�W� ���� #���� B��5���C*� -���T�� �O�* �� ��� ��k��� �V���* &� ��* -#� 
����'� ���,���। �� #�* ��* #��� #��C ��kF<�* ��� -#����"� &��� ���"�� 0�� 
 �q5 ��� &m�5 ���। �� &m��5 ����7� -#����"�� ��* �� ���<���* 3#�� -�� ��� 
-/k�q 3 ���� ���� DE#� "*। �� ���<���* 3#�� &�i�®�<�’���#�< ��� -��<� ��x� #�"���� 
-�/� �� ���* �������� ���� DE#� "*। �@� �� #�* ��#���� ��<��!� -�� �� (�*O� -;�� 
�9���A�� ���� f��� ������, &�OP ��� 3 ���  �q5 ��� -O����q!5 "�d�। ��� ��� *, ,*��� 
�V-b� (K� ���� B��5���C*�, &�OP, 3 �� ��� ������ � H�� (�*O�v�����  �q5 ��� 
&m�5 ��� ��� #��� #��C ��kF<� -;�� >��� #��C ��<� ��!+ m��O� ,* /�� &����� 0�� 
&m�5 F���*। �� (�O� ������ &m�5 F��,� �� ,*��� -"���G�� f��� ��*���� ���� 
��#��� -;�� ��* >� -��?�� ���t�� &����� ��,� -�/�� �9�! ���� D���5 ���*। ��� �� 
����� ��� -��� ��*। �� ���� &����� ��< -�� �9���A�� ���� ��  ��� D^�^ ��� 
������c�#� ���� � ;���* &����� 3#����� ����� -�� - ��O ��*। ���5 &��� F����!� 
-;�� &m�+ "�। � ��� -��� ��* �`<� ��!+ ��� F��। �� ���� 0 * ���� -�� �*��� "*। ��� 
&��� 3#��O5 ,� K "�* ��*। ����� ����� ���� &��� -�� -�O -��� "�*�,�। -��"�� &��� 
��< -�� ��(� ! -V�#! �,� �, ��� B��5���C*�� 
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��<��!� ��"��(���� ����� ���। ��"��(��� �����<� ������� (� 0����O� � "R*�* &�� 
�#���<� �������� &��� ������ �9�" ��!�5 ���� �_ ���। &�O�P� ���� ���� �"�� "�*�,�� 
��k�� "��§ ��-���� �#��(�� �#���, ���w-��*� &��� "��, �#��"� ��V�0U�, �#��"� &��� 
�"�� #����।  
 

�W/�z� ���� ��� ��* ><�* ��"��(���� ����# ��� 0��� -� ��� �,� �� - ��O ��� 
��� ����# ��� �9�! ���� ��"��(����� ���, ��<� �9�" ��!�5 ���। ���R �W� ���� &����� 
B��5���C*� -,�C ���� "�*�,� ��� ���R ����7�� 3#���� >� �� ��!+ B��5���C*� �"�� 
-e����। � >�� ���� D��� B��5���C*��� -O����q!5 ����,। ����� ���� &�7 &�7 
��"��(����� ���� DE#� "*। ��"��(��� ��� ���� (� ���� �� ��� (� 0 * ��; &�#। `�-� 
���� ���� ��"��(��� ��� ���। -��� ���� ��"��(��� ��� ��� -#�� ���� &����� D����� 
0�� -�����*� ��� �9���A�� ����� ���* ��� (K� ���� ���* -O���v�� ���। &����� ���, ���� 
&m�5 ���"� ���� -�� D^ � ;���* ��� ����7�� (K� ������ &m��5 &����� 3#���� 
��� &����� "�*�,� -� ���� ���� -�����  * -��* -��।  

 

��� 3#��� ��"��(��� ��� ���� #��; #��; &�� ��"��(��� -;�� -���*���C� ��!+ 
����%��� #H�T ���� (� -�� ��,�#���� ��� - ��O -V��। &��� ������� -�� �C ����� �9�" 
3��� ���। ������� ��� ���� (� ������"� &����� 0�� ��*���� &m�5 ��� ��� -�q ��!+ 
`b-� ���� -��� ��kF<�* ������� ��� ��� -*। �� &m�5 ����7�� -#����"� ��* >� 
���<���* 3#� -�����* ���। �C�� #��� b<� -;�� �_ "*। ��� -#����"� ������� &m��5� 
(� �9���A��  ��� D^ ���"�� ��� ��� -� -O�����_� ���� ���"�� ���, �� �,� "�� ������#  
��� &�j* ����। ���(� -#��� ����� -O��� ��# �C� -#���� &v -��O -��। ����� ��� 
������ 3��� ��� &��� -� �9�" 3��� ����,��� -#<�R �,� -�� �(���। ��� &����� #��; 
����V�, �����( ��� -���O� ,�C� &� -��  ��� D^ �,� �। -��� ��* �`<�� ���� &����� 
D����� F�� ���� ��� &v  ��,�। ���R &����� -(�*��� -�0� ����� -ux ��� ������ -,�C 
��*�। ������ ��� -u�x ��# �X ���� ���,�। -��� ��* #��C ���<�* ����7�� 3#���� 
������� ��� ���� (� &����� D����� ���� ��� ��� DE#� "* ���  �q5 ��� -��� ��*। 
&����� -���O�, �����(, ����V� ����� DE#� "�� ���d� �। ����� -� ��� #��� DE#� 
"�d� -# ���<��� v�� ���  9���Å� ��� "�d�। �������� �� � ��� ��������� ��� F��,� �� 
&�� �������� ��2� ���! ���* D�� ���< -,�< 3#�� ���� -�§ �������� -�H�I ��@�� ���� -# 
����� ��, ���* &m�5 ���� ����। ��� &m�5R -�� V��#9 "*। #����� ��� ���� �� 
&����� -O�����_� ��* V����* ��*। ��� ���5-��2������ �� D���� 3#����� -O�����_� 
�������� V����* ��*। D*����# -��O�����O� ����� � ;���* ������� -O�����_� ��@��� #o� 
"* ��, ���� ����R -�� ��� ���� �����। ���� ��<� -�� �(�� /<� /�<�,�। �� 
&����� 3#����� -O�����_� V����* ��*, Y ��"9��! ����7� -#����"�� ���� Y���� DE#� 
"�d� �����R -O�����_� V����* ��* । ���5 &����� 3#����� �� -O�����_� V����* ��* �� 
���� D��� -,�C ���,�* &�#। D�£� ������"�R ���� &����� ���"�� ���� DE#� "�d� 
����R -O���v�� � ��� ��,�� ���� F�� ��*।  

 

�� D��� #����� � ;���* ����"9��! ������"�� ��,� 3#�� &����� �9��"� � �� e��� 
��C। ��� &����� D��� ��� ��� &����� (�� -�� �T�� "�* ��C। ���� �������� 
"���"��� ��� "*। D����q &�� ����� ���� ���� ���� "� ���� -� -�,� F�� &�#। �� ���f ���� 
D#�� #�"�#�  
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���F* ���*�, ����� ���� �g����� ��*�(�� �� ����q ��� 0�A����O�§ �। ����G ��#� 
(��!��� -�§ ��!�), `। ����G ��� (��!��� -�(�). �। #������ ���� (��!��� #������ 
-�(�), W। "������� �����, z। �#��"� -#�����, �। �#��"� ��=�, }। �#��"� ���*� (�"�� )।  

 

�� ���� &��� D��� ����7�� 3#�� ��� �� "��R `}� -;�� ��� ( "��"� "�*�,�। 
��������� ���� �#��"� ���� ��� �#��"� ��"(�"� ��"��� ��5 ���। ��,�C� -�� ��,�#���� 
&"� "*। ������� -;�� #���* &�� ����� �#���<� ������ ��* &�# ��� �� ��� &��� 
�9�" 3��� ���� ���!� ���।  

 

��������� ����� �� -�#� ����� &��� �*�5���� �,� -#v��� "�, 01�� J��K�, 
���*7�OP ��� ����5 -���*���C�, ����6���, �#K����� । ����7� -#����"� e���� ��� -;�� 
��"��(��� ��� ��������� ���� &#�,� । ����� ��� �F� �� ��Ì -"�� �#���<� 3#���� #��; 
-��O����O ���। ��� ���� ���*� "�* �#��< "��R�* R B�����C*�-�#��< "��R�* ����� �*���5 
&�� (� &��5 -FT� ���,�।  

 

&�����R -FT� �,� ���� ��� ���� � -��O����O ���h� ���� � ����। ��� �#K����� 
-;�� ��"�(��(�� ��!+ �� �������9�" ��!�5 ���। ����7���� -������ e��� -;�� 3#� �� 
�#���<� #��; -��O����O ���� -FT� ���,� �, ���� ����A�� ��� -;��R B��5���C*� R �#���<� 
#��; -��O�����O� -FT� ��� । ����A�� ��� -;�� -� #�7 3#� DE#� "�d� ����� ���� -�R*�� 
(� -�(� ����� -������V ����A�-B��5���C*� "��R�* ��� ����A�-B��5���C*� -��R�* ����� 
0�� �g����� (�*O�* ��� - �K ���* 3#� -�����* ���, ���� ����7�� 3#���� ��� ����* 
DE#� "�� � ����। -� #� ��� - �K -�R*� "�*�,� -#v��� "�§ 0(��#�� "��R�* B�(, OK�#�O� 
��� &��0C� -��R�* B�(।  

 

&��� �g����� ����5 ����7�� 3#����� DEO�� -��� ���� ����,��� � : &����� 
3#�#���� �,� ��। ��,�C� &������� �� 
'#����� 3#� ��* ��� = �����* �������9�" 3��� 
��� ����7�� 3#����� ���� ���� "�d�। D������ ����7�� 3#���� �� (�*O�* ��#�uÙ 
�,� ��� ����� 3#�#����R -��� �,�। V�� &����� ���R D'#���� 3#� ��* ����� 
DEO���� -@���* ���� #o� "*�।��� ����� 3#�#����� -��� �,� �, ����� ����� ����� 
D^�^R �,�। -��"�� &��� �#��< "��R�*� 0�� -���*���C��� �������9�" 3��� ��� -����,��� 
-#�"�� ����7�� 3#��� Y �9�" - � ��� DE#� "��� (� ���*� "�* -FT� ���,� । ���5 �#���< 
DE#� "�� "�� Y �������9�" - � ��� ��+ ��*�( �,�।  

 

-����� ��� ������� &����� -� �9�" �,� -#v���� �� "* `W-� ���� ������ । �� ���� 
����7���� ��* >� ���<���* 3#��#���<� �� ��� -;�� -�����* ���।�� ���� ������"�� >� 
���<���* 3#� ,�C�R ����� (K� ����R -�����*� ��� &m�5 F���*। �� ���� ����7����� 
-��#���� 3#� "��"� "*। �� ���� -�HI ���*�,� ����G &�(( (��!��� -�(�)। ��� F������ 
����G &�(( -(< (K� ������ v���� &"� "*। &����� ���� �"�� "�*�,��, ���� ���w 
��*� &�>� "��, �#��"� -��"#�, �#��"� ��"��� -"��#, ��*� #��� &��, �#��"� ��"#0�U 
-��A�, -��(��"� #��� �#�º। 

 

-�����-������� ���� �� ����7� -#����"��� ���"� ���� (� �#���< &����� 
3#�#���� ��!�M �,� �। ��� ���� D�� #"�( ��� ��Ì� �#���<� ��� -;�� e���� ���� DE#� 
"�� �_ ���।  
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-���*���C� ��R &����� D�� �,�। ������"� -���*���C��� �����# ��� ��"�(��(���� 
���*7�O�P� ���� F�� ��* ��� �#��< -;�� &��� DE#��� ����#���� J���O�� ��# 
-��O����O ���। �� -;�� e���-�#��< -;�� &��� DE#��� ����#���� J���O�� ��# 
-��O����O "*। �� -;�� e���-�#��< ��7� ����� �*�5��� F�� ��*। ��� -���*���C� &����� 
�*�5��� ;���* ������"� #"�( F���V�� ���� ���� �। -�� -���*���C� -;�� F��_/�< 
��!+ F� ��O��� � �� ���* -� "��R�*<� F�� �O�*�,� -#<� ����� ��5 V�k� �,�। ��* ����� 
��� ����7�� -#��� ��������� #g��� "��� ��� ���� -�� "��"� "���।  
 

�#��< "��R�* &����� �*�5��� ;��� ��!+ &��� -� ��� ��� ����,��� -#<� �,� 
�;�O� ���। ��� �#��< "��R�* ���� �� &����� ����� ���� �����* -V�� -O���� 
R*���V*�� �_ ���। ��� �� ��� R*���V*�� ������ ��� ���* ����। ��� �� -;�� 
&����� ����� ��� ���� �,� -O���� R*���V*��। &��� -� #�7 ���? �����,��� �� �,� 
���� -O���� ������ ��� ���� (�। ��,�C� ��,�#���� -u�� ���? �� ��� ������ ��� 
���� ����5 -�*� "���। -O���� ����� ����5 -�*�� (� -� #�7 ���? -���� "�*�,� -#v����� 
&����� �wu��� ,�C�R �%���]  ��� -;�� &��� -����,�#���� �wu��� -��*�,���। ��� -� 
#�7 -u�� ����? �� ��� ����� ����5 -�*� "��� -# ���?v���� �wu��� #�7 &������ 
�,�।  

 

-O���� ���"� #��% ���� >-F��<� �;� ��� �����। ���������� 
������ �� ���4� (� 
#�7 (O5 (�*��� R -O���� ���"�) ���4���"� �"�#�� ����F� �,�। �� ���4 ���"�� >�< D�� 
�,�। ���<�� �*��� ���"� ��� "�। D���< -O����-���� O5���"� ��� "�। � ��v��� �������� 
#���� ���*�,��। ��� &����� �%���]  ����� ���, &����� �*��� ���"�’’ ‘‘���4 -V:(’’ ��� 
����F� �,�। ��� O5���"� ��i� V��<�� (�V, �V) �"�#�� ����F� �,��।  

 

�<� &����� (�� �,� -�, -O���� ����� ������ -�� (* ��� #o� *। -�� (* ���� 
"�� &������ �*��� ���"�� �����। &���� �%���] ��� � ������� ���� �,� �। ���R �<� 
����� D(�� * -� -�� (* ���� "�� -�v��� -V�#!-�� �����, ��� -O���� ����� ������ -�� 
(* ��� ��* �। &����� �%���]  ��� -�v��� -V�#! �� �*��� ���"� O@ ���� ��_�� �� (� 
�,� -� ���� "*� �� ��� ��� ����7�- ��� ��� -��� ��* ��"�� �S���� �9�!����7� ��� 
���� #?95! #��� -� ���� ��� ����। ��� &���R -������ 3#�� �,���। ��� ����� �#� 
������! &��� ��R �5!��� ���� ��� &��� -O���� ���"�� #��; #��; �*��� ���"�R O�C 
����। 

 
-���*���C�-F��_/��<� ��5V�k� -;�� ��kF�� (� ������"� ���*� "�* R�@। &�� �� 

-���*���C�� �9�"�� &�R #��H� ���� (� ����q ����'�� ��7 ;���। ���5 �<� ��� &��� 
�i�Vw� �,� � �<� �,� &��� -"i���*�<!��।  

 

������"� -���*���C� ����� &*�1 &�� (� m��O� `� �� ��!+ ��� F����* ��*। �� 
��� �� F��,� �� &� ��( D�V#�� &��� #��; -��O -�*। ��� �� ����G #���� &�� 
 �k�*� (��!��� -�(�)। -�#� D�V#���� 0�� -���*���C� ��� ����  �� ��� ���� �,�§ ����G 
��� (��!��� -�(�), ����G #���� &��  �k�*�, (��!��� -�(�), -�§ -������ (��!��� 
����G)। � ,�C�R &��� ��,�#���� ����(� ,��R �,��। ��k�� "�� �"�� -#��� &"#�, 
&�#�� "�#�, V(� -"��#, &�#�� �"�� (����!����� �k�� #��� �������� -#����"�� ���� 
�� ��� D�V#�� ")। ���� ���� -#��� ������ D������ �"�� " ��� &�# ��k� ���( 
(��� �V�� ��। 
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-���*���C� �9�" ��� ���� (� -� `� �� "�*�,� -#� ���� �� #�7 D�V#�� ��� 
3#���� ����� R #�"�#���� -� ���F* ���*�, �� ����q ��� 0�A����O�। �� `� �� �C���* 
���� ������"� -���*���C�� 0�� ��* >� ���<���* 3#� ���* ��kF��� &m�5 F���*। �� 
&m��5 ��k�� ����� &����� ��, -;�� -���*���C� �� ���। &��� >��� ����� ��, -;�� 
��_��� ���� #�� "�। ��� �H��* ���� ����� 3#�#���� R D^�^ �� -��� �,� -� -���*���C� 
Y��� &� ��� ��� ��*�। �a -� -� -�q ��!+ -���*���C�� �� "*। -���*���C�� ���� ���� 
��"��� ��5 ��� ���� "��§ �#��� -������ &��, �#��� ��v ��*�, ��*� �(�� 0U�, ���w 
��*� &#��� ��*�, �#��� &��� OV�� ��*�, �#��� &�� &(�  �k�*�, �#��� (���� 0U�, �#��� 
&�� ��*�, -��(��"� �O*�# 0U�, -��(��"� &���# ��*�।  
 

�� ��!��* �g����� -O���� D�����v�� ����q 0�A����O�§ 
 
������� �������, �W-�§ ��������� ���� �� ��� -#����"� B��5���C*�-�#��< #C� 

���"�� ���� �_ ���। ���R Y #C��� ��� ��� &��� ��� - �K ���*�,��� ���R ���� ���' 
�; 3��� ��� -��O����O ����� ���h� ���। ����� ����*��� ���� -���� (� ��������� ���, Y 
�� ���' #C��� 0�� ������"��� ������� ���� (� �W� -� ������ -�§ -�������� -�H�I 
�` ( 3#��#" ���< �� ��@��। � �� Y (�*O��� ��� ��* ><�* -�:k�, ��� ���' #C��� 
0�� >’��� <������c�#� ��� -��� ���� ���� R� -��� ��# ����। #������ �H�T "�*�,� ��� 
#��� ��* b<� ��!+ � #C�� ��� -#����"�� -�� O�C� � F���� ����� ���� ��# ;���� "*। 
�H�T�� ���� #��� � �( ��R*��� ��<��!� �� E��� &J* -*। E��� �� �(! ��C��� �� ���� 
��J�� ��d� �� �#���<� ��� -;�� ��* �� ���<���* ������"� e���� ���� ���d�। �� 
� �*� #��F�* �;� O�C��< �,� ���< (�� O�C�। Y (�� O�C��< ���' ��;� ���* ����� #�* 
<������c�#� ����� 0�� �O�* ��C ��� #��; #��; ��c7 "�* ��*। �� O�C��< c�# "��� �� 
&����� 3#���� -#��� (Y ��C���) ���� ��# ;��� ��� D��� ��!���5 ���� ;���। �;� 
O�C��< ��c7 "��� �� ��� -�,�� O�C��< ¤� �v��� -FT� ���। V�� -#�<R ����� 0�� �O�* 
��C ��� ��c7 "��� #��; #��; ��� 3#���� ���� -��� O�C� -;�� ¤� -�� ��C ��� ¥ ����� 
E����� �/�� -V��� -FT� ���। &����� ������� ���<�� -��< �` ( -��� �,�। &� �X���� ��� 
�� "��R ��* W�� -��� �,�। &����� -���( �� -��� -� ���� ��* -/��R "�* ���d, �� 
���� �X��� 0�� v�� ,��C <����<���� 0�;� ��� &#�� ���� "*। ����7� -#����"� ����� 
-�,� ��* �� ���� ��!+ ��R*� ���। ���������� ���4����� ����� #�!�;� <������c�#� ��� 
���ª� "�*�,�। �� �������� >’��� ����" ������� ��c7 "�* ��* ��� Y#� O�C��� ���� �,� 
����� D������ "��"� "*। �� �������� ���� D#�� #�"�#� ���F* ���*�,�� ��k��� ���� 
�g����� ��*�(�� �� ����q ��� 0�A����O�§ �। -�§ -������ (��!��� ����G) `। -#��� 
(,��) ����!����� -�§ (�"��) �। &�# (��!��� -�V�<�Q)।  
 

���*� F� ��O��� �������§ �z/��� -�, �a}� #-�z/��� ����G ���0� �"�� �`/�� 
( 3#�� ��* ���*� F� ��O�� �#��< #C��� 0�� �� ������� 3��� ���। Y �� ��* �� 
-��?�� ����#� �#��< -;�� B��5���C*�� ���� ���d�। ����� ��* ><�* ���� ���� Y 
��������� - ��� F�� &�# ��� F������ -;�� &����� 3#���� ����� 0�� -O����q!5 ���� �_ 
���। Y �������� <������c�#� ��� ���ª� "*। � ������� �� ���!��� �,� -� ����#� ���"�� 
�� -��?�� 3#���� ���� D������� �"� "*। ����� O�C� #?9!£�� c�# "* ��� >’��� 
O�C� ���� "�* ��*। &����� 3#� #���� -��� � ;����� -# �� ���O ��� ���, F�� &#�� ���� 
"*। ��� F�  
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��O��� J������ ��, -;�� (��� ���� ��* ��* �z (�� �� ����#� �"� "�*�,�। �� 
�������� ��k�� ����I� ���F* ���*�,� ����� ���� 0�A����O� "�§ �। ����G ���0� �"�� 
(��!��� -�(�) `। "�R*����� &��� ����� (��!��� #������)।  
 

-���*���C� ������� ��� -�, �a}� #- ��� �� -���*���C�* ���4 �,��। ���*� F� 
��O�� �� -��?�� ����#� ������� "��� �� ����� -����,�#���� "��"� "*। ����� #�"����;! 
F��_/�< -;�� &��� ��,�#���� 3#� ����� "�* B��5���C*�� ���� DE#� "�d�। -���*���C�� 
��< ���� ����* ������� "*। �� �������-�� -�HI ���d� ����G ���। � ��������R 
<������c�#� ��� ���ª� "*। ����#���� ����� O�C� c�# "* ��� -����,�#���� 3#�� 
"��"� "*।  
 

-��"�� &����� -O���� ����� -�:�� �,� ‘‘�" �t ��’’-�X ���� ��� ��(� �� ���। 
��� &����� 3#��� ���� ��M � "�* �X� 0�� &/�� -"� ��,� F�� &#�। ��,��� �� (�� 
�O�*�, -� Y �������� ��* W�/z� ( ����#� "��"� "�*�,�। -���*���C� �������§ �a-� -� 
�a}� #--���*���C�� �� �� �� /�<। ����!� �,�� �� ������* ���4। ����#��� �� 
�#��< #C��� 0�� ��� ��� ������� "�d� ��� �� ������� �������� �� ����� ����q �*��� 
"* �� -���"* ����� #�"�����;! ����#���� ��* >� -��?�� 3#� ����5���C*� -;�� �#��< 
D� ���� &�#। -#�� ����� -���*���C�� F� ��O��� ��<��!� ������ F����� <������c�#� ��� 
��k�� &����� 3#����� �#��< #C��� 0�� R� -��� ��# ;���। �� ��������� -�HI ���d� -�§ 
-����!�। ��� ��� -��� �,� �z (। � *-�� �;� O��C�< ����� 0�� ���* F�� ��* ��� ��� 
V��<�। �� �f��*, �H��* O�C� ��� D��m� ���,� #��; #��; >��� O�C�� ���� ��c7 "*। 
-�,�� O�C��� -� #�7 ����#� �,� ���� O�C� -;�� ��,� -�� ��,� �9�� �� -���� �*��� 
����� "*। ����#���� > !�O����§ Y -���� ���@� ��<��!� �����* &����� ���� -��� 
-���O� ��* R� -��� ��#�,�। ��� ����#���� ���� ���� ����� "�*�,� ����� ��* #��� 
-���O��� v���� "��"� "*। B��5���C*� -;�� 3#� ��# -# #� �H���" R &"� ���4��� ��* 
��*। �� ���f &����� ��( -��(��"� ����#���� "��� ��� ��C। ��� -# �����* &#�� #�� 
"*। � �������� ����#���� ����� ����� D^�^ ��� ����� O�C� &����� "7O� "*। �,�C� 
����� ����� O�C� ��c7 "*। ����#���� "��"��� #���� ��� -;�� �z� (�� �� �,�।  
 

-�§ ��!� (D�§) ��(� &�>� ������ ������ 
‘���F��’ 

�� -� �ab� 
 

 `z-� ��F! �a}�। #��� a<� �� ��<�� ���� �B�O�i*�� (�"��(� &���� &���� &��� 
D�V# -;�� (&�� �� e����� �` � ���<���* ��P�� -��(���Q� �#-R �,���) -i�� ���� 
���� -� -������ -#��t �y -�K��� �#-R ���4 ��� "�, ��!� ��#���� D�#��5 ��� "�*�,। 
���<���*�� ���*I �� E"�5� #�* �B�O�i*�� �(����� (����+ �y -�K� -��(��Q�� -#Q�� 
���t��, ���� &�O� �� D;!��S `W -� ��F! �F<�O�� -;�� &� "�*�,�) -������ ���<���*�� #��; 
���F* ����* ����। ��!� ��#�� ���*I ���p�* ���� ���� �। 
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Y ���� D���*� &����� ����� �<� -;�� W<�� -�� #�* �B�O�i*�� �(������� #��O 
(*������� ��� ��� ���<���*�� #��O ����F� "� ��� ���*I �� E"5 ���। Y#�* ���<���*�� 
��� = -��?�� ��� ��<��� D��� �¶£� �,�§ 
 

(�) �� -��?�� �*��#��"--��?�� ���t�� -�(� �_� �#��� (��� -�(� -(���� ��� 
D�#���M)।  

(`) �� -��?�� <�K����--��?�� ���t�� -�(� ���(� �����, D��K���।  

(�) �� ��<� ���(²��� ����� �i�����-O�i! �"#���।  

(W) �� ��<� O�(����� Di!��w V�������-O�i! �� �"�� �"#���।  
(z) ���<���*�� D���T��� (*�������। Y #�* (*������� ��g�4 D�V#������� ���§ 
  

 (�) -�(� (��!��� -�(� -(���� D�#���M) ��V0A�", -#��t � ���t।  
 (�) -�(� (��!��� �H�) &#(�� ���V, -��?�� ���t��-D��K���। 

 (O) -�(� (��!��� -�(� -(���� D�#���M) ���� "�#�, -��?�� ���t��।  
 (/) ����G (��!��� �B�O�i*��) &�((�� �"��, ���i(�<��Q। 

 (¨) ����G (��!��� ��!�) �(�( &"��, ��0, ��।  

 (F) ����G (��!��� �B�O�i*��) -��"�g� ��#�, -��?�� D�V#��।  
 (,) ����G (��!��� �H�) -��"�g� ��*�(, -��?�� D�V#��-D��K���।  

 (() ����G (��!��� -��� "* ����7��) � �, -��?�� D�V#��-D��K���। 
 (p) -#§ -�§ (��!��� ��!�) -������, -��?�� D�V#��। 

 (Ø) -#§ -�§ (��!��� ��!�) �B��"�, -��?�� D�V#��, �#O��� D�V#��।  
 (<) ��( i�4��-��K���। 
 

(�) �� ���<���*��� #��; (�C� `�/`z ( D��K��� �,�। �� �#�K &�� ��<� ���� F��, 
�az�#��� ���� ��R*�� ��� ��P�� -��(���Q -���y� ���, ��� ��� �� -;�� ��P�� 
-��(���Q� ��� = ���<���*� ��*� �S#� ����+ ���&�-� ��� D��� y� (�� 
F����� ���। -�K� -��(���Q� #�K F������ D� \�� �� #��� ���F* �,� �। ���<���*�� 
-���(��� � �� &��� ��,���� �9�! ���F* �,� -�(� ��V0A�" ��� -�(� ���(� 
������� (D��¨��� D�V#��) #�K। &� &�� �� ���<���*��� ���*I �� E"5 ���� ��� 
�� &��� ��� #����� ���"�� ��� #$�% -�� ���� �,� �। Y �� O �� ���� 
����+ �y�! ����t� ���t�� -(§ �<Õ� �� &��� #�K -<���V�� �;� ���। ��� 
�;�� &���� �(\�#� ��� Y Dx��� ����q ��� O�(������ ������� ��। &�� 01�� 
(��� -� D
� ���� ��,� ������� "* ��। ��� ���� ���� O�(����� V������� 
&����� 3#�#���� ����� -��?���� 0=�� ���� ��� D� -��?���� 3��� D���* 
;����। �����*�, -��"�� -�(� &#(�� ����V� -��?��� �� ��<� O�(����� �,�, ���� 
��� -��?��� D���T�� D;!�S, >� ��<� O�(����� ���@�* ��� ��� -�(� ���� 
-��?���� (� -�� ������ (� 3��� ;���� ��� ���। D��� ��� ����� #$�% &� 
-�� ���� &�# ��। � #�* &��� �� &����� -�� ���5� �,� � e��� �"�� �� "�d। 
D��� #%��� ���� 
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&��� ��#� -;�� (&��� V������� #�� �� e��� ���Q���Q `�/` � -��V��*� 
�����, ��!��� &�(( �A���) ��*���� -<���V�� -�� D(�� -��� ������� ����4�95! 
-<���V� ��� 01�4 ���, ��� ��� &�#।  
 

`�-� ��F! �a}�◌§ Y �� #���� -��iR’� ��� (��� ���� -�, e��� �"�� ‘‘D��!���� 
#��*� (��’’ ����V0 -�R*� "�*�,, ��� ��� = ���!�� �’ ���!���� -��iR ���V� ����। Y #� 
���� &���� ��(��� ���� ���4O� ��!��* ����m*� "��R #��TO� ��� ���� ��R*� #o� �,� 
�, -�� ��R &��� �*������ 3#�� �"#��� ��( ��� ���d���। &�� D*����# -#<-�� 
���, �O�* -��� -�, &����� -#�<� �����*w��� ������ e��� ��³�� (*������, <�K��� ��� 
�*��#�" &�,। &����� ��Ã� -�� #>1� D��K��� D����<� -�* �। Y #�* &�� �B�Oi 
���t���� #�K D*����#-� �;� ��� D��� &kF ���� F��, ��� ��� -�� �+�� � ��� ��C�* 
-O�� ��� ���� -�, �� ����� "�� �� -��������� ���(� (�� i��� "��। Y �� �*��"*� 
���� -����  �q5 #��� �� ��£� ����m*� #H�T ���, #��TO� ��� ��,� ���� ��* �। ���"��, Y 
�� #���� ��� ������ (*������ #�7 D�V#��, -(�#R, ��#R ��� 3#������� ���� 9� ��� 
������� #����� �H«�� ����� 0�� v_I ��� ��� ��� -�, D�� #�* ��(��� ���4O� 
D� 9��� Î�c! 0�@ #����� �i0�< ��� ���� "*। Y �� >����� �� -;�� -��� ���V� e���� 
/<�� ��,� ��,� &����� ��� ��# -��k,�*। ��,�C�, �����# ��� &�����5�� ���� &����� � ��� 
��,� F�x�� #H�T ��� ��� -#� #�* &��� "� $ "�* ���। �� �;�* ���� ��� �����!�����9�। Y 
�� ������ ��,� D�V#�� -(�#R��� #�K �;� ���� #�*-����q ��� #������ 9_� "� (�S���� 
 ����M #������ -�(�- ��� D����� ����G �"#��� D�#� E"5 ���-
����� ���� ��� 
������� ��� ��) #��* ���� ��� -�, &����� ���<���*�� ��^ ���� -FT� "�� ����। &�� 
� ������� &�7 ���� -FT� ��� ��� Y ��� #%��* D���!� "����� -�������� ���� �� 
��*�(�* �����, D;!�S D��� #��H� ���, D���#���� �"�� ��*�O ������ ��6��7 ���। #%��� 
���� &��� D*�����# ��� ��� -�, �*��#�" ��� <�K���� Ot�O�� �_ "�*�, ��� &�R 3#� 
���@�* ����� ��4 �H�� ���� "��। �� D���* &����� �� ���<।  
 

`}-� ��F! �a}�◌§ Y �� -�q ���� &����� - �� ��<� #��C ��<�� ���� -�(� 
��V0A�" &��� �����* ��( ��#R ��� ��( �#��"��� ��* &�#, ��� -�, ���� &����� 
-� ��<� ���(²��� ������ �i����� �i0�<�� &�, -#� ��<��� -���। �����  �q����, 
����7���� D���!� ��� &����� ��<��� 0�� /��+ D���* v�� F����* -��� -V���,, ��� ������ 
��� >(� (�� ��* �����* ��#�,। ������� -�� ��,��5 �(\�#���� ���� ��R ����� �4�� 
#$�% &�� #�6"� "�* 0�@���। &�� ��� ����� -�, Y /<� #��(��� ��+ ��� ��*�(। &�� 
-#��t-�-���t�� ����� ����G ��*��(� -�H�I ���< ��<� ���@�* Y /<�� ��+ ���� ��� 
#�K Y -��� >�<��� ��@���। �� 0���� #���� ��<� ��7�§  �� -�����। ��� -�(� 
��V0A�" &���� ���� -�, &��� "*� ��!����5� � ��� &�,, ���� -�� -� F��F� ����,। 
���� &��� � -���� ��!+ ��,� ‘�� ’ ���� >/!<� "�� ���� । �� &�� ���!� ����� -�, 
����G ��*��(� -�H�I� ��<� ��<� ��� �R� "�* <K�-(*������ ���(²��� -F:��7�* �O�* 
&��� (�� D���� ���� । &�� ��( V(��� ����(� �� Y (�*O�* �O�* ��<��� #�K ����� 
"��� ��� /<�� ���+ 0���� ;���। Y �� &�� ��<� ��* ���(²���� #��� }.b<�� ���� 
-�:k,��। ���� ��� ��� � ��� �O�* -��� &����� ��<� �"�� ���*�� &�, ��� ��� Y >(� 
-��  �* �����* -O�,। Y��� ��� ���"�� &�R >�< ��<� �i0�� &�, । ���"��, R��� ��R*�� 
���� e���� &��! ������� �"���� ��� j�� ��,� 
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&6�( ���� ������। ��<� ���t�� &���� (����, O� >� ��� ��� ��� #�� ��� 
-"���G������O -O�����_�, ���� ��� ��§ ��§ ��Q<��n O� ��� &�<!����� -O�����_� -O�,। 
&��� Y Dx�� 0���� ;����� -����� -�, ���< -"���G�� ��� ��� ��� ���� -O�����_� 
0@��� "�d। Y /<� &��� �� F�� ����m*� #H�T ���। &��� �� "�, ����7���� ����<��� 
������ D��� &*1���� &�, � ��� ���5��\ -���,, ���5 &��� ���4O� D� \��* 
������ ,�C� D����4 -O�����_� 3#���� ��*�(� &�# � �� &#�� �;� �। �az� #��� 
���"���� ���!�� �’� &����� ‘‘V�y! ���’’ �� ‘‘��0F �������’’ ��F "�*�,� �।  ���  �� 
�� -F�� -���� #�K -R*� ��<� #��� R�� -;�� F�� &#���। -V��� ��; ����G ��*��(� 
-�H�I ��<��� (*������ F�� ��R*�� ���!� ����� ��� &�� O�(���� Di!��w �i����� &��� 
-��?���� -���� -O���। -#��� -��* -����� -� Y -��?��R -�� ��,� ����(�� �F�1 &�,। 
R��� &�R -����� -�, &��� -��?�� ,�C�R >� -��?�� �� ��R�i�#’� -��� ��*�,। ���� 
���, D^ &�, ��� >�-�� #M��"� 
' #����� ���� ��� -��*�,। ��� #��� ��¨���। R��� 
#����� -���, ��,� D��� ��!���5 ���, ��,� O���O���  �q5 ���* -��� �O�� #��C �O��<�� 
���� (*�������  ���m�+ � ��* �V�� &#���। ��7�/�<, ��(�� ��* (�9� �,� ��� #���� 
� ��� ��<�  ���(�  �� �,�।  
 

-"i���*�<!��� �V�� ��# <�K��� ��� �*��#��"� D���� &�R D���� �;� (��� 
������। � ,�C�R ��� = ����� �;����!�R ��� &#�� ;���। -��"�� �� ��!+ Y ������ -�� 
D/<� �� >/!<� /�< ��, &�� D�V�# ��# �#���। D�V�# �#�� �� #������ 9_� "� �;��� 
R����� 3#���� #$�% #�7 ��� ���� ��� D� >� (�*O�* ��� &���� ����। #���� 
�����!�����9�  ��R &���� (����। ���� F�� ��R*�� ��,��5 �� ����G &�(( &��� D�V�# 
��# ����, “&����� ��^  ���*�� v�� -��* -�*��-������� �� ���� &� &��� "���*�� "��� 
;��� #��R ��� ��!� "�* ;�����?” &�� ���� &�7 ���� -FT ����� �� -�, 3��!"� "�*� �, 
#�*�� #� ��,�� ��� "��। ���� F�� ��R*�� ��,��5 ��� -�(� �� &��� D�V# �����* e��� 
��� ���� D� ���4 ���� &�� ���� ��� ���� �;� ���। �� ��,��5 ��� -�(� ��V0A�"�� 
&��� D�V# �����* i��� ��� ��;� -#�;�� ��� ���� ��� -�-&���� ‘�*� ®�i’ -�� 0�1�(� 
"�* ��C�, ��� � D���* �� ��� -��� ����। ��� &���� ���� -� &����� 0�1�(� "R*� 
-�� � ��* �; #���,� ��<� - ���F�+ ���� "��। (�#K� �<��� ���, -�, &����� 0����4 
��;���; �F��� ����(� ��� ����� >�  �q��� "�*�,। ��;���;�� ����� D���� �� ��kC�* �� 
�����,)।Y D���* >��� O�C�* -O�। e���� #�K -�� #����O �� ����� F��। &����� ��<� 
#��C-��<�� #�* D*�����# �B�Oi ���t�� &��� #��; �;� ����। �;�� (��� F���� -� 
&���� ������ D��� ��। &�� 01�� (����� -� &��� ��<��!� �����* -�� D/< /�< ��। 
��� <�K��� ��� �*��#��" D���� ��;T D���� ��� ���d ��� -#����� -��?�� ���t���� 
&�R 3#� F��d ����� ��4 �H��� (��। ��� ���� -� R��� 3#� ��@���� ����� ��, ���� 
Y���<� -����। ��� &�R ���� -�, “>ÒH�������� ���*7� ��� "�d”-<K� �B( ��T ��� 
-V���,। Y �� #%��* <K� ����� &��! D����� ����; �� -��?�� ��� ;����, ��� ��*�( 
"* ��"�� 01� ��� -;�� ��# D������ #"�*�� ����। �� ��� -�R*�� �� ��;T #��* ��� 
�n�� #H�T "*। 0�fO���� �F�1 &��� #%��� D����* ;���।  
 

Y �� #%��* �9� -;�� D;!�S (*������ -;�� <K��� &��! ������� �Ft��* &�� ��Ï 
"�* ��C। v�� ��� -����� &R*�( ��� -O���v��� ����� -��� &��� �� "* ��� &��! &�-
�H«�� 0=��� (� #������ #�"��� ���, �, ��� ��������� ��¨��� "�����\ -��� 0�@�,। #������ 
��� = 
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#9� -;�� ��R*� ��� �����* -����� ��� ��� �5!* ���,। �� "� &��� -��� "* "� ����!� 
<��O!<, ��� � D���* �*������ &�O�� ��;!�। <K�� -O���v��� &R*�( -;�� ��R*�� �� &�� 
-�(� ��V0A�", -�(� ��, ����G &�(( ��� #����� 9_� "��� ������� ��!����F� ���� 
(�� &��� ��(� �����* -i�� ��@����। (�� #�K (*�������� D��� #$�% ��<� ��� ����� 
���� #��� �(�#<�  �� ��� ��p�� ����। ����� ���<���*�� D��� �,� (*�������� (����� �� 
��(��C���। ���t FI��� � ��� D��v��� �C �C -����� �����-�� #��T। ��!��� �v��� 
�"���� ���#� ��� �"���� ��!��*� ��� = D�V�#� ���( ���ª� "�d। ����5 
' 0kF� ��k�F� R 
-O<। �� -O< ���* e���� -O�<� >�*� ���©< ��/ ���� E�0t #���(� ��@। ���@� ���� �C 0kF� 
-����� ������ ����� �����, ��F D�V#�� -�# ��� (��*� D�V#����� ;���� (�*O�। -����� 
-��#� ��*�_�। ����� ���� <�-&�-�# ��� D� ��( -�(� ;����। ��2��� ���� ����� �,� 
�#R’� (�। � ����� #��j ��2� ��� 01� -��� -;�� �_ ��� 01� ���� ��7H� &� ���< �C 
-����� ����� ‘��’- �� �� -����। ���<���*�� #�7 D�V# �� �����-� �,�। �;� �����-�� 
#�K �f��* ����� �� #��#�� -��O����O �,� �। ��F -�� ����� -;�� /��� &#�� "�। Y �f��* 
�����-�� 01�� &�R ���< �C -����� ����� ����� ���� ��7H� �,�। -#<� �F� u��#-�� 
�#��#��। ����� ����R -�R*�� ��� ��,� ����� ���* -/�� �,�।) ���� ��# -�:k,��� &�� ����� 
-�, ������� �� D#"�, &����� ��� -;�� -����* -��� "��। &����� ����� �� ? -�0 -�� 
01� ���� �। &�� ��� ���� -�:��� #g��� ��5। &��� �� �F+� -��� -O� -� &����� ��º 
��� �� 4 ��4 ��* e���� ���� ��O�* ��R*� &"���� �����, ��� &����� ��*�( #�7 
���<���*�� �� (�*O�* ���� 9� ��� ��� -#<� �*��#��"� #o�। � ,�C� (*������ ��(��C�� 
��,� ��,� #����� -��*�<!��� &����� ��,�#���� -(�#R ��� ��#R ��� -#������ V������ &�, 
��� &��� �� "� -�, &��� F�� ��R*�� �� ��� ���"�� �;� &�m�� Y#� ��������O!� 0�� 
����। -#�(�� &�� #������ 9_� "��� �(\�#� �����, ‘‘��#� V������� �� "�� ?” ��� ��� 
01�� ���� -�, ����� (�� &�� �F+� ���� �, &��� ������� &������� E��� ���@�* -��, 
��� -#����� ������ ����� -����� ����। �� &�� ���� ����� -�, ���� ���� � ���� 
-� � ��6�7 "�* ��* । ����� &�� ����G &�((�� (���i(��<Q) O�C�� ‘� ���������<’ D;!�S 
�*<� (��, i(, ��� F��� D���* &�, (��� F�����। ��� -� ���#���� ����, ���� &�� 
&6�( ���� ������ �<!�� ��<� ��� ��,� 3#�-&6�( �� ����V� ��<� (`z/��)��(��� 
"���*�� ��� -O���-��_�#" 0@��� #o� "��। �� ��<� �Ã -;�� -O� -�, D���T -���( ��� 
O�(����� ���� &�, ������� �� ��� -R*� ����। �� -�(� �� -
d��H� ��� ���� -�, ��� 
��*�( "* ��"�� ��� ��( ‘m#-���³’ ���* -"k�< OV�O�kR "�* �*��#��" ��* ��R*�� -�HI 
-���। �� &�� �� ��� -V����, &O������ #���� �� ���<! O�C��� <�K���� "�* �*��#�" 
���� ��� ������ &O������ #%��* �R� "��। O�C�� (� -FT� ��� "�� ��� ��� #o� � "* 
��"�� ���* -"k�< �R� "��। �<� ��� ���� ��, &�� ����+ -�(� ��V0A�"�� �� ���!� ���, 
-��"�� -����� V������ �� e����� �� (���� �� ����A��� ��� ������* �,�), -����� #�#�� 
��<� ��। &O������ #���� D;!�S `b-� ���F! �<!�� ��<� ��� �� ����V� ��<� ��* <�K��� 
�R� "�* ����। ��7�* ��� -�� -��i ®� ��R -#v��� #�V ����। -#����� ���* -������ #�K 
‘�<���’ ��� ��� ���� Yv��� -���� ����� ��� ���� &����� D���T -��� F�� ��R*�� �� 
Yv��� �% ��� ����। <�K��� -�:�, -#����� -��?��� ���*I �� �� D���*�I ��* ��� ��� 
Y -��?�� #��� �*��#��" ���� 9� "��। &��� #��� &O������, D;!�S `b-� ��F! ’}�, #%��� 
�� ��� -;�� �R� "�।’’ 
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-�(� �¼, ����G &�(( ��� #������ 9_� "��� 
 
 ���*�I� ���(� ���!� ���* 
�����। ����� #����� ��� "� -� &����� �� ���� -O���*�� -� �(�* ;���, -"�S ��*�(�* 
��� 9��� -����� ����। -��m��� -� D��¨����� (`�/`z (, ���� ��R &����� #�K �,�) 
-� (��� � ����, ���5 -��O��*��� "�� &����� &���� ���!�#��� ����� �;। ��� 
������� -��k�� -�R*�� (�� &O������ `b-� ��F! #���� #� u��#�� ���� 9� ���� -���� 
&�� #�^ ������� &*�1 &�� (�� &�� &��� ‘<�-&�-�#’ -�(� ��V0A�"�� �<!�� ��<� ��� 
���< ����V� ��<� ���* -#��� ��@��d। 
 

��#� ���� ��� &��� ��(� V������� #$�%� ��<� �F+� "�। ���� e��� ���Q��Q। 
����� #�K -�� -��O����O �,� �। �F+� ����� -� -����� ��� e����� �O�* ������� ����� 
��* &#� �� ,�0� -;�� #���* -�R*� ��* ���। -#�(�� ���� �� D;!�S `b-� ��F! 
'��5� 
(�� e����� ��R*�� D���� -F�* ��� <K� �B�( ��<� (�� ����� D5����� ��� D*����# -#�< 
��<� -��#( ��@����। -�q�5 ��!+ &� -�� 01� &�# ��। 
 

Y ���� �� &� -�� /<� Y Dx�� O�< ��। D��� -���� ����q ��� e���� /<����� 
��� = ����5 ��� = #9�� &����� ���, ��# -�:,��� ;���* 3#����� ���#� 0�1(� -��C 
���d�। ����q ��� Y �� &����� ���<���*�� ��<� O�C�� ��� ���� (O�C�<� ��,��� &�O 
-������� (�� e��� R*��!��� �,�, ��� -# e����� &<�� ��C�,�। `} -� ���F! 
'���� 
����V0 ������ #�* ���� R*��!���� -�0 ���� -�* O�C�<� ��* �0��< F�� -���। O�C� ��* 
&#�� #�* <K� �B�(� ®��� (�� &<�� ��* ��� -#��� &��! ����� �_ "�* ��R*��� O�C� 
-V�� ���* -"k�< (*������� ��# -�:,��।) &��! ������� ��;��� �����5 ��;T ����m*�� #H�T 
"�� ;���। 
 

`b -� ��F! �a}�◌§ �9�!����'� D���*� &�� &����� #��� #��C &< �� *<�� #�* 
(*�������� #�7¡ � ������ u��#�� (��¨���, D��¨��� #�) �� (�*O�* ��� ������� ���sq5 ���, 
��� (��� -� -�(� ��V0A" #��"��� �<!�� ��� ���< ����V� ��<� ���* <�K���� D���� 
0=��� (�� ��@��d। 
 

&����� #��� �� <�� ���� �� -�(� ��V0A�" ��* 3��� "�* �O�*�, �R� "��� 
(��, &��� �� "�  -� O�C�� �����^ � "�� ���� �#-R �"#��� u���#� #�K ���* -"k�< �R� 
"�� "��, ��� -#� ��������� &��� ��� D����4 �0�V�! -R*� #o� �R "�� ����। ��� 
-�(� ��V0A�"�� -i�� ��� #��<���# &��� >� -#< �0�V�! ���* ���। Y #�* -#§ -�§ -����!� 
0���� �,��। Y #�* D��� ���(� � ���R <�K��� ��� �*��#��"� ����� (�� ��;T 
0S��Å� �,���। #��� -;��� �*��#��"� #�K D*����# -��O����O ���d= �,�। 
 

��* #��C ��<�� ���� -�(� ��V0A�" ��� ���<! ��* �R� "�* -O��। R��� ��R*�� 
#�* ���* -���( ‘(* �����’ ������ c� ���* ����� 0S#��"� ���,�। &��� ���5 "� -�, 
&����� ��� ���* -������ -(��, ��� �� D���* &����� u��# -O�� D��¨����� ���� ��R 
&����� #�K &�,, �� ���� -�, &����� <�K��� ��-��V�#!��Q ��@��� ��<�  �kR�����। 
-#�(� #����5 �������� ��� ���* #���* -�R*� ���  * -������ ��<� �<��� D� * �� 
���� "�। R��� �R� "�* ��R*�� ��,� ��� #����� ��� &�� �B�O�i ����� -��#( ���@�* ����� 
�� ��� -�, <�K����� D���� 0=�� #����' &�� -�(� ��V0A�"�� 0�����A��� 3#�#" 
���@�*�,। ��(� ����� -�, -�� #�6" ���� &����� 0�� � &�#। 
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���� &��� �F+� "� O�(������ -��?��� #�K �� ��� ‘‘-��-D�i!�Q’’ ��� ��*। 
&����� #��C �O��<�-���<�� ���� Y -��?�� #������ F�k� ��*� ��<� O�C� ��* &#��->� 
���� &�O -� >� ���<� (*������ -;�� R��� ��* ����� ��F�� ��* -���। ����G &�(( ��� 
#������ 9_� "� ���� &��� ���, ��* &#��। &�� ������� ����� -�, R�� (F�k� ��*���) 
�� ��� ��। ����� ��,��5 �;� ���� �� &�� #������ F�k� ��*��� ���!��� #����� �� ��� ���§ 
 

(1) #%��� #�* -;�� ��� ���, ���<���* -"i���*�<!���� #�K -� D*����# -#�<� 
#����O &�# -#<� ���� �����। �� #���� ���� ‘‘�� #��C #��<� ���(’’ �� 
-;�� -����� �R� "��� ����� �_ ����। 

(2) ����� �_� �;� ��( "�� Di!��w �i����� -� D*����# -#�<� e���� #�K 
#��#�� -��O &�, ���� T ��� -�R*� ���� &����� ��� e��� D;���< #�K 
#�K � ��*। 

(3) Di!��w V������� �� O�C� &�, ��� &������ ��<� #o� O�C� ��� ��� ��� 
��� Y O�C�#�9" ��* �*��#��"� ���� ‘�� ’ ����। 

(4) ‘��� �’ #�* Di!��w �i����� ���� ���<���*�� ������ "���*��#�9" ��� 
-O�����_� ��<� #o� ��* -���। 

(5) ��, R, �i, �#’� -��� ��<� #o� #��O ��* -��� ��� ���� -��� ����� � 
������� ���!� ���� -� Y �i��� -;�� �9�� #�� -���, ���5 ��� ���� &��! 
�������� ����� "��। 

 
#������ F�k� ��*� F�� ��R*�� �� &��� -�*�� "� -� -�(� &#(�� ���V ��� D��¨��� 

-��?�� ����t��� R��� -;�� #���* &�� ����� ���� F�k� ��*� �£�º�� 3��� "�� ����। 
��� &�� ���� &��� #�K ���<���* -"i���*�<!��� ��x ���� (�� -i�� ��@����। (*������� 
#�� ��¨��� D�V#�� ��� -(�#R�� -� ��� ���*I�� ���� ��* ���d�, ��� &����  ����� �,� 
-� #���,�� �!�� �� #����5 ��� F��,। &�� -��<����< ��� D��¨��� D�V#������� O'd��� 
&��� &������ ����,���, ���� ���� � ������� &kF ���� � ����। &�� D��� ���p ���p 
�����-R���� -��* -,�<��< ���!� ���* ���d���, ���� ��� #�����  �q�* ‘‘<��� &�’’। &��� 
�(
 ��;T �F+� �,�-D� (�*O�* �� "�d �� � "�d �� #�@� (�� �,� �- �� ���º��"� ���5�� 
�� "�� -� (��, ��� #V� � "* ��"�� ��(� ������� ��� -,���� e��� ���Q���Q, ����� 
���5�� �� "��, ������। 

 
(&( �`/�� �S#� ��� Y ���� �;� �F+� ����R ��;T &����� "�*  ��C। Y ��� 

 ��q�S �,� D(�--��������� �,� ����� -��5�।) 
 
�#� ,�C�R &��� (�� ��*�( �,� -�, O���� ���� <¼��� ‘&��! �������’ �� �� 

3#� &�,, ���� &�,, ��(� ���� ���9� ��!+ ��*�, ��� &���� ‘�� ’-�� #�* ����� ���� 
-�R*�� ���� ���9� &�,। >���� ��R*�� ��� &�� ��(� ����� �� ���,���, ��� ����G 
&�(�(� �����* ��� ������! -�(� &#(�� ���V�� ��,� 3#� ‘�#�<!’ ���* ���@�* -�R*� "�। 
���� ��� -�R*� "� -�, <K��� -�#� 3#� -�:�, �O�*�, ���� #�K ‘�����’ ��� ��#� ��� ����q 
&�O� ���� &����� ���<���*�� ����� i( O�C� -�<� <K� �B�(� ���, ��� �� -V�� -��� 
&#�� ���� "�*�,�, -#<� �� D���* &�, -����� (�� ��� #o� "�� ‘��� ��’ ���� ����� ��� 
&#��। �� �����* &����� >�<� #����� "�। ���� ., �� D��¨��� D�V#���� ��� -��?�� 
-;�� D��� #�* #���* ���� ��� <K��� ��� -�� D/< /�< �� "�� �;� -F�<<� D��K� 
D�V#����� 0�� ���* ����। � D�V#�� 
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-��� >�<�-&C��<�� ���� ��� #%��� ���� �V�� &�#। -# (��*  -�, <K��� ��� &��! ���� 
����#� ���� F�* �, ���� ��� ��� #�K� #����� ‘�i# &�!’ ��� �(\�#���� ���, ���� ��� 
��P����� �;� ���� 0��� #�6" ���� ���। 
 

 ��� -"��, Y D�V#�� (�*������ -;�� <K� �R� "�* ��R*�� �� ��,���5� (� ��J�� 
��� 0��� ��(� �����* -O���। ��,� #�* ��� -�(� �� &��� �����* ��# -�� -�, 
&����� ��� ��� ��P��� ��� D��¨������ ���, V�k# "�* �O�*�,, D;�� ���� &kF -��* �O�*�,। 
���5 �"�#�� ��� -�, &����� -�� -#��� ����Q�� ��,� ��@� �#� ��*��� �����+�� ��� 
-V���, Y ���� #���� ;����, ��� -# �;� ����� � ��� ,�C�* ��C�,। &�� ���� &�7 ��� 
����� &�R #���� "�* -��� ��� &��  ���, � ������ �� ��� ��*। �� ��,��5 ��� ����G 
&�(( &���� ��# ���� -�, ��( ���* ,����� &��� #�K -<���V� �;� ���� F�* ��� 
-��� ���� F�*। &�� D'�5 ���� &#�, ��� ���� ����� (�#K� ��� -��� ���� -�, ���R 
e���� #�K &����� -<���V� -��O����O ���d= "�* �O�*�,� ���R (*������� ���* ���FP ��( 
���,� ��� O�(���� V�����  ��!+ &����� -��O����O �,�) �� �� ��� -� ,������ #�K 
‘�0�V�! ����"� D���* -��� ��� "*� �@� "�� � ��� &����� � ����� D��¨�������� 
����+��  �� -����� -� -�� ��,� D/< /<�� ���d  �, &�� ‘�0�V�!’ � ��� ��<� ���� < 
��<! ��� ���Q ��� ��F -�� &#���। Y ,������ (��� �� &��� �� �� ��) #�K 
-<���V�� �;� ��� #%��� #�* -O�<� #��� -��� ���� #�* �����। ��F -�� &#�� �� -;�� 
���� < -������� #������ 9_� "� ��� D��� #���� #�K ‘�i�<�# <�� &�’ D;!�S ��k<��< 
��q�* ���!���� ���� ��7 �,���। � #�* &�� ��;T �F+��� ��� 0�fj �,���। ���5#�9" �,� (�) 
-�(� ��V0A�" <�K��� -�:k�,�, ��� ��� &�O �� ����, ��� �� ��!+ ��� ��, (`) 
�*��#�" -��?��� #�K #��� -;�� -��O����O ���,=, (� &����� ��� ��� -����-�-��7� #V� 
� "�* ��"�� ���5�� ��, (W) ���º�"�"�  ��q�S ��, ��� (z) &��� V������ ��� -,���� ���� 
���Q��Q &�, �����  ��O� &O������ -;�� �� ���5�� ������। &��� �� �F+���4  �� -��� 
"*� -�0 #�6" ���� ���� &�� ����� #�K ��� ���। &�� ������� 01��  ����� -�, #� 
��,� ��� ��� -�� ��,� ;��� ��* �, ���5 �����5 ��R*� ���� � । ���, -��� ��* W<�� ���� 
��� ��R*� -O� -�, -�(� ��V0A�" <�K��� D��m� ��� R����� -��?�� #��� �*��#��"� 
��; ��*�,। ��,� &�7 "R*� -O�। 
 

 �� &����� -�*�� ‘��T ���< -��-D�i!��’, ����q ��� ���(²����� ��<� ��� 
O�(������ -��?��� #�K। ����G &�(( ��;T (���� p�k�� ��* ���(²����� ��<��� ��� 
&#�� #%��� #�* -���� ����� D*����# ���� ����� ��� ‘#������� ����’ ��R*�� #�K #�K 
-� ���� -#����� ��� �i�K�* ��(� ��6���7 -����* ��C। ������ �i����� -e���� 0�� #� 
#�* �C���C, ��� Y #��* ��� -��� �,�। Y (�*O�� R-�# �� D���*� �,�� �� D��¨���। 
����G &�(( ���� -��* ���� -�, ��� ��#�, ‘#����� D� �� �iw’ -��i! ����। >� ��� 
&�O -� >�( -��� &����� ��<� -;�� �����* �,� , ������� �����y ��� ���� "�*�, ��� �#-
R #��"� &O������ ����� ‘#����� -��<! ���!��’ ����। � ��� e����� D���� ��R*� ��!+ 
����G &�(�(� 0�� -yO� ��� ��� �,�। ��#� /<�����" Y �� O�C�* #%�� "�* ��*। 
#%��� #�K #�K R����� D�V#���� 0��� "�* R�@ ��R*�� #�* #���� -�R*�� (��। #%��� 
#�* �� ��,� &�O ��� -���� &����� �*��#�" -��?��� #�K D*�����# #����O ��� "�*�,। 
Y -��?�� ���t���� ��( #������� ��� (���* ����� -� -�(� ��V0A�" ����� #�K ����� 
"R*�� (�� <�K��� -,�C &�R ��O�* -O�,, ��� &���R �R� "�d। &�� #%��<� ��<� O�� 
"R*�� D����* �,���। Y �� #%�� -;�� Y Dx��  
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����Q �,� �, D��� �,� O�� D%���। (��� -(��,��� -�, <K� -;�� &��! �����u� ����� 
DV ��� ���*�,�--��� "* ���� �� &����� 0�� D����� F������ (��, ��� D��� &���R 
��� -��< ���*�,���।) ���� � �� -�(� ��, D��� D�V#�� ��� -(�#R’�� ���� ���* 
-���(�� #"�*��* &����� #���� 0@���� (�� O�C� ��6��7 ��� -V���,��। ��� -"��, ���� 
&<<�� #�* ��*�(�* -�������� &��� D�V�# ���� 9� ���-����<���  �q�* ���� ��� ‘R’ 
��। &�� ��� b-�� ��§ #�* ���!� ��� D;!�S Y #�* -;�� &����� ‘�� ’-�� ���!���� �_ "��। 
��� Y #�* &����� -�� ��( ��� 0@�� #�*<� ��<� ���,�* ����, -�� ��� 0�� -� 
��<� ���*I D��!� �,� ��� ����� (�� &� ��<� #��*� ��*�(। &�� �� ��� b<� Wz ��§ 
#�* ��!��5 ��� �����। 
 
 �� &�O ����G &�((�� ��<� ���!� -�R*� �,� -�, &�� &����� ‘�� ’-�� D;!�S 
���� �_� #�* -�R*�� �� ��� ��� �� -#�� (>�<) -���O� ��� �� -#�� (>�<) 
����*���# ����Q- <���� O� ��* (*�������� -F:��7�* �O�* <K�� ���� ��� -��� -��i ®� #H�T 
���, ���� &����� ��� � #�* <K�� ��� -;�� ��� &��! -�� Ot�O�� ���� � ���� ��� ���� 
��*। &��� ‘Di!��’ -�q "R*�� �� ����G &�(( &��� #�K "�� �����* ��� ��(� ���( F�� 
-O��। 
 
 �������� -�, Y #�* ��!+ >���� /� -;�� -����* &#�� #�*��� ���� < (������C 
����"� D���* �,���। Di!�� -�q ����� �� ��F� -��# ��# -���  -�, D��¨��� >’( D�V#��-
����G ��*�( ��� � � ��R*�� -<���� ��# ����� ����� ���d। &��R ����� #�K ��# ����� 
����� -���� ��� ������� ��,� �;����!�* ��7 ������। ��p��� -�, &����� ��� #$�% #?95! 
D\�� ��� &���� �#� � ����C -��� 0S�Å। ���R ��,� "�*R ;���-#�� -O�। 
 
 b<� W� ��§ �� b<� W` ��§-�� ���� &�� 0��� ��(� �����* 0�@ -O��� -���� ��� 
3��� "��� (�� । 0��� D%��� �,�। ��F -��#� O���#� &��� -;�� 0��� 0�@ D%���<� &�R 
-��� ��O�,�। &�� �� ����� -�, ��<� D���� ���। -�� ��<� ���� ‘�����’ �_ "�� ��� 
D��¨������ ��^ �� ��,� ���� �� &��� ���, -�0 �2* &#��। �� &�� 3��� "�* -�। 
&����� �� �,� -� #�K��� ����7������� ��^ ���, ��� ��� ���� ���� -�* �� v�� F����� 
"��, ��� v�� F����� "�� �;�#o� 
' ��� ��M- ��q���� (� -O���v�� ��kF��� "��। 
 
 ���!T #��* �� Y #��*� z-�� -#��t &�O ��F v�� ����* �_ "�* -O�। ��,���5� 
���� ��� �Ft�� -�� -��C -O�। &�� �� 0���� ���* ��<� ��<� #��! "�* 0@���। &��� 
���, �� -�� "���*�� �,� �। D' ��,��5 ���� ��p�� ������ -� -�� -��� #�^ ��� D;F 
��C����C �� �<�� �#k�C -��* 0���� ���* 0�@ &#�। &�� ��<� &���µ� "��� &����� -�0 
"��। ��� �#k�C -�q "R*�* ��� ���*� &R*�( �% "�* -O�। #��* -��C -O�। ��,��5 ��� 
&R*�� -���� &� ��( -����� -(�� ���� 0��� 0�@ &#��। -��q�4 -���<� �� ��p�#k�C�� 
�� �;���4 -���<� ��� 0�� <F!����<� &��� -V��। ��F� -����< �� �(�\�# ��� R�@ 
‘‘-�: "��*’’। 0���� -����< ���, ‘‘&�� ����G � �, -�?’’ ��F� -����< ��� R�@, Ø��, 
� � -�k�F, ������ -# �#k�C -��* ���� ��� ��F -�� -O�। &�� D� � ����� -�, &�O� 
-���<�, D;!�S -� 0���� ���� ��* �O�*�,, -# "� ����G � �-D��¨��� ��� #�^। �� ��,� 
���� ���R ��(� (��  ��i���। ���5�� �� &A�" (��। "@�S -�*�� "�, ���R -�q, R��R 
-�q, /<� D(��� ��<�  � ��� -��� ��� �। ��<� #��! -;��, ������� &C�� -;�� � �� 
#�K �;� ��� �(\�#� ����� ‘‘������ ��, ��F -O���v�� F��, -�?’’ -# ���, ‘‘(�� � #���, 
R�� &����� 0�� v�� ���,, -��� &�� -<���V��  
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���i(��<Q�� �� ���।’’ ��p��� -�, ��� ����# -� #�7 /<� &��� D\���। ��� ����#<� &� 
��<� ���� ���� (�� &��� ��(� �����* ���� ���� ���F�P� -<���V� -/������। (���� 
-�0 (��� -��� �। ��,��5 �� ��p�� ������ -�, ��F� -;�� #��� F�� ���d ��� &�� -��� 
����, �, &<�� ��C -O�, ����G � �� "���। Y D���* ��� ��<�। 
 

`a-� ��F! �a}�◌§ #���� -����� �� -���( ��� = ���� "���*�� ��* ��(��C� �/�� 
-����,। &����� 0�� �C� �"��। -���(R ���� "�� ;���, &��R �F+� ���� ;����� �� ��� 
V�6 -�� ��� ��* ��� -;�� -����* ��R*��। ��� ��7�� £� -�R*� #o� "�d� �। �� -��C 
F��,�। ��* #��C �O��<�� ���� -��� &R*�( -����। ��,��5 ��C -����� -�, >’-<� �V-b� 
-� ��(��C�� -� D��� 3#��� ;��� ��� &����� O�C�#�9" ;���, -#� Dx�� ���V� ���,। 
��p��� e���* #� ��� "�* �O�*�, ��� &��! ��O�O�� &#�,। -��� ><�- &C��<�� ���� -����� 
��(��C�� #g�� D�� 3#��� �/�� -V���, ��� -���<!�� ����� -/�q5� ��� "�d, ‘‘-#��t -�K��� 
���� ���� &�,�, #���t�� ��।’’ &��� �� ���R ��� -/�q5� �B�O�i*�� �(������� ��� ���* 
����। �� ����G � � &�O ��� &�� ��,� #���t�� ���� ���� "���। �B�O�i*�� 
(�"��(�, �B�O�i*�� "�#��� #�K b--���F -��(��Q �,�। �B�O�i*�� �(������R #�K ��* 
�O�*�,���। 

 
&�� -�� ���fq ��* ���� ��। &��� ��5!� -�� /<� -�R ��� D#�� ��� ���5 ���� 

���� ��"�� &�� ��;��F���� ������ -�। 
 

        -
&�>� ���� 

   -�§ ��5!�(D�§) 
 

-�(� -(���� (D�§ -�, ��, ���V0A�"� ������ 
‘���F��’ �ab� 

 �� -� �ab� #���� ���F��* ‘
����� ����� #9F� ��!’ �� �������� -�§ ��5!� (D�§) 
��(� &�>� ������ -��� ���< ��% &��� �H�T�O�F� "�*�,। ��� ��� ���%� ������ 
����� 
������� #�* ��k� �(
  9����� R�� &������� ���� �O�* #� D��+� �4���� D����5� 
����,। �� ���% ��5!� D����� &��� �� &2��!��µ� � ��� ���� �। #?95! ��%�<��� ��� 
��� �OC� ���"� R ��¾��+�� ��;�  �� -����,। ���� ���� ��%�<� R�� &���F� ���� &��� 
-�� �d� -�। ��� >-���< 0�A����O� /<�� #���� #?��! �;� ���� ���� ���� "�d। 
 
 
�����-01����� ��,� ��,� ��-�����* &��� #���S��� ������ "�*�,�। ��� 
#���S��� ��R ��0�� "� ��� -����� �� ��(� �H��I�� ���� ����� D� ��* �,� �। 
#����5 ��� �� /�<�, ��� ���� ���� -FT ����, ���। 
 
 -�§ �§ ���� �f��* �y -�K� -��(���Q� ���*I �� E"5 ���� ���� �� �� ���<���* 
(*������ -,�C �*��#�" F�� ��*। ��� �4������*� �� ���<���* (*������ -;�� �*��#�" 
��R*�� ������� #?95! ����'� ��� ���� ����, ��� &��� ��� ��� ���!� D�#���� ��( ��� 
�O�*�,। �� �9�! �9"9�! ��!+ �� ������� �(
 -�� 0����O �� ����'�� �,� �। ��� `�-� 
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���F!�  0�H�� ���� �O�* �����,§ Y�� ������ ��,� D�V#��,-(�#R��R #�K �;� ���� #�*-
����q ��� #������ 9_� "� #��* ���� ��� -�, &����� ���<���*�� ��^ ���� -FT� ���� 
����।&�� � ������ &�7 ���� -FT� ��� ��� Y��� #%�* D���!� "����� -��������� �� 
��*�(�* ����� D;�S D��� #��H� ���, D���#���� �"�� ����O ������ ��6��7 ���। 
 

���� #��"��� �� �4��� D��� � "�* ����, � , ���5 ��� �� �+�� &����R 
D�9����!�� R #������� 3��;����R ��K� �" ��� ��� &��� �� "*। �� ���<���*�� -� 
��^ ���� -FT� "�� ���� �� (*������ R ��� ���!��� �������#���R &���F� R 0�f�O� ��q* 
�,�।��� �} ��F! �������#��� (*������ -;�� <�K� ��7�� 0�� �� -;�� W��<�R -��� ������i 
3��� ��� -����,� ।����� Y ������ (#����5 &����� ��^ ��� "�� - �� 0�fj "�* ����� 
���� �"�#�� �������i 3��� ����,� -#��� &��� -�� ����q ���� ,�C� `� ��F! ����� ��!+ 
���, ��2T �,��� �<� ��� �� ��� �F+� ���� �����।  
 

(*�������� (O �� ���<���* #������� ��� ��R  ���� � । �� �� ���� 
#��"��� R - ���� �;� * । ��� &2��!� ��q* �� -� ��� `� ��F! ������� �;� ��� �� -� 
�� ���<���*�� ��^ ���� -FT� "�� ���� &� ��� ��� Y��� �� ���"� ���� #�7 ����� E" 
��� । 
 

���� #��"��� D�O��� (� ����, -�, �a ��F! �a}� �m��� ���E�i*�� (�"��(� &���� 

*��m* D^ #�l� �b ��P�� -��(���Q� �� -��?�� 3#� ��* �� ���<���*�� ��^ ���� 
D� ��* e��� -;�� (*������ ��#�,��। -#�� ��� �� ��<���* #�������� -�� m��< �� 
3��;�� ;��� �� "�� Y��� �� ���<���* ��^ ��� "�। -#�� ���E�i*�� (�"���( &���� 
��(��C��� e���� ���<����� #��H� ������ ���� -��� &�����R ��^ ���� -FT� -;�� ���� 
;���। -�§ ��!� ��#�>� "�#� (�S���� ���<���* ���t��) ���§ -#��� ��� ���<���*�� 
���t "����*�,��। 
 

`} ��F! Î��H�� ���� �O�* -��� �� (�*O�* �����,, <K�� -O���v�� &R*�( -;�� 
��R*�� �� &�� -�(� ��V0A�", -�(� ��, ����G &�(( R #������ 9_� "��� ������� 
��!����F� ���� (� &��� ��(� �����* -i�� ��@����। ���� ��# -�:k,���� &�� ����� -� 
������ �� D#"�, &����� ��� -;�� -����* -��� "��। &����� ����� ��? -�0 0R� 
���� �। &�� ��� ���� -�:��� #g��� ��5।’ 
 

���� #��"��� ���%� ��<���� #��,�* �C D#�� Î�H��। #�@� �;� "� #%��* &�� ���� 
�;���� #��#�� ��� -� &����� &� (*������ ;��� 0�F� *। ���� &�R ��� -� ���<���*�� 
�*��#��" ����� ���� #�7 ����'� ��� -V���,। &��R &����� #�K F��। &��� �;�* 
���� �F�+� R 0�fj "�� -���। ���R �<� 0�fj "R*�� �� �;�� �,�, ���5 &��� �� ���� ���d 
�� #"(  �q�* "�d ���º�" ��� ��� ���5�� �� "�� ���� ��R -�� 3#���� D(�� ;���� �;� 
*।  

`z-� ��F! ������ �� ��� �� ���<���*�� ��H!I �� E" ��� �� -;��� &�� ��� 
#�K #�K �,��� ��� ���<���*�� �������5�È�� ������� #?��! D;!�S ���<���*�� 3#���� -� 
������� ��H!���� ��_�� _�� ��C�k��� (� #?9! ��� ���#� R #����� ��� 3��� &�, �� ���� 
& ��# R ��K�� -���p��� -FT� ����,।  
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`}-� ���F!� &��� F�C�+ �#��+ �� -� (�������� ��# ;��� &����� ��� #o� * ��� 
-#��� ���� #��"���R &����� ����'� #?!�� ��7���� ��� ���। � ����'� &����� 
D�� &�O� ��� �,� ��� �� ��7�� ���5� ���� �#��+ -#��� ��। �� �#��+ -*�� �9�! ����! 
��!+ &�� ���� -�������� ��� ��,� ���� �����, ��� ���� #��"� �� �� #�* ��� �� �� 
��������� &����� ���<���*� ��#�,�� -� �� ���� #?9! ����# ��� &����� ��� #o� �,� 
�। ��� ��� ���R "*� �� D' #��*� ���� &����� ��� �� -��p� #o� �,� �। ��� `}-� 
��F! �� &��� F9C�+ �#��+ �� ��� &�� ���� -�������� ��� ���� #�"# -��*�,। ��� #�K 
-�������� ��� �� ���<���*�� ������� R &����� ����'� #�?�! &���F� � ���� ���v�� 
���R �,�। 
 

(�) -�§ ��!� ��#�� D�#��5 ���,`z-� ��F! -��� W<�* -�§ ��!� ������ �� 
���<���*�� ���*I �� E"�� (� ��@� "*। -�§ ��!� ��#���� &��� -� ���� ����# ���� 
������ -# ��� -�§ ��!� ������ ����# ���� ���� ��,��� -�§ ��!� ��#�� �� ���<���*� 
�;� -;��� &����� #�K ��4 �,�� ��� ��� ��� ��R &����� #��� (�� �,�। ��� -�§ ��!� 
���� ���� ��R*�� �� -;��� ��P�� -��(��Q F������� �,�� ��� ���<���*��  ������� 
��< ��� �,�� #?9! D����F�। �� D' #��*� ���� ������� #?9! ��� ��� �� ��p��� 
D���� �� #����O &��� "*� ��� ���R ��� ��� �� &��� ��< ���� ����। 
 

(�) � ��F! ����V0 (��� ��� ����7�� ��H!�� e���� ���" (O�� 0�� -� "����\ 
F����*�,� ���� ����7�� -�#� ���<���* D��E" ��� ��� ���� -�§ ��!� ���� #��"��� 
���<���* �` ��P��R �,�। `z ��F! �� ��� &����� ���<���*� &�# &�� ���� � ���F!� Y 
"�����\� �;� �(\�#� ����,���। �� ��� &���� ����,�� �� ��,� "*�; ���<���*�� 
-���( >’���< V�k�� &R*�( ����, ���। ��� ��� ��� &��� #�6�"� #H�T "*। ��� ��� #�K 
� ���� ��� ���� ����,��� �। Y�� e��� �"�� -� �� /�<�,� �� �2*� &(R -�0 - ����। 
 

���� #��"� �����, `} ���F! #%��* ��� 0���Ï ��� -� &� ���� ;��� #o� *। 
��� ��� ����7����� �� ���O ���� �#��+ - ��� � ������� ����'� E" ���। ��� �5!� 
D�#��� ��� ����'�� ���!������ �_ "* ���� #��� ��<� -;�� D;�S `b ��F! #��� ��<� 
-;��। 
 

��� ��(� ����, �� ���<���*�� ��( D��K��� D�V#�� ���(� ����� R &�� ,�C� 
���� #��� �,� ��� ���, D����F��। &2���!� ��q* �� -� �� ���< #?9! D(�� R D�F� 
������� �� ��� ��� �� �C ����'� ���� ��� -V���! &� `} ��F! #%��* ��� &����� 
-i�� ����-’������� �� D#"�, &����� ��� -;�� -����* -��� "��।’ &� &���R ��� �;� 
-�� ��* �*��#��"� ���� �R*�� �����।  
 

`b ���F!� -� �5!� ��� ���*�, ��� 0�� �+�� ��� &��� ��� �@� "�� �, ���5 Y�� 
#��� ��<�* &�� (*������ -;�� �*��#��"� ���� �R*�� "�* ���। -#���� /<����� #�@� 
����5 ����� ���� ����� ���� Y�� ��� #�K �,�। -�� -�(� ��, ����G ��#�,����G 
&�((,����G �(�( ��� -#��t -�V�<��Q �B��"� ����।  
 

��� ��� ���%� �� (�*O�* �����,-’ � #�* &�� ��;T �F�+� R Î�fj �,���। 
���#�9" �,� (�) -�(� ��V0A�" <�K��� -�:k,��� ��� ��� &�O �� ���, ��� ��� �� 
��!+ ��� ��।...।’� D���� 0�� &���F� ���� �O�* ����� "* -�, Y #�* �f��* �y -�K� 
-��(��Q (*������,O�(����,���(²���, <�K��� R �*��#��" ����M ��� ,�C�* �,�। &����� 
��4 �H��� 
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(� &��� F��d��� ,�C�* ;��� D��v���� #���* ��* (�*O�* #�/�� "��। �*��#�"��� #��� 
����� "R*�� 0���4 (�*O� �"�#�� -��, ��*�,��� ��� -#��� ���<���*�� D��� D�� �� 
�� ��� -�:k,��� ��� ��<� ����'� E" ��� ��� �� ����'� D���*� ���<���*�� ��,� D�� 
��* &�� (*������ -;�� #��� ��<�* �*��#��"� ���� �R*�� "�* ���। &� ���� D�� Y��� 
#%�� #��C #��<�* (*������ -;�� �R*�� "R*�� �;� �,�। &�� ��p�� ����, �, F�� &#�� �� 
���� #��"� &��� (� -� �� 0�fj �,��।  �*��#��" &�� -�� �XR -�������� ���� ���� 
-� &��� (� ��� 0�fj ;����। 0�fj &�� �,��� -� ���<���*�� D����� ������ -����* 
&#�� ���� ���। ��� 0�f�O� ��� ���5 "R*� 0�F� �,� �� ��� ���<���*�� ���� #����� 
��* ������ �*��#��" -�:,��� ��*।  
 

`a ��F! - ��� �� ���<���*�� #��� &��� #�K ��4�O�,�* ����� "*, �� &�� ����� 
�(\�#� ��� ������ D�V#�� #��"� -��;�*? �� D��� &���� �� �;�� ����, -� ���� 
��(���C -;�� -����* &#�� #�* D�V#�#! -��#� �������� �#-R #��"� R ����G � ��� 
(��( D��K��� D�V#��) ��k�C�* ;���� -����,। �� ��������� ���� #��"� Y (�*O�* ��* 
-O�� -# ������� ��� -� ���sq5 ���*�, -#<� �� #���� D���� *? &����� �9�! ����'��� 
`b ��F! #%�� #��C #��<�* (*������, O�(���� R ���(�²��� -;�� ��� #�* #����� �( �( 
��!�� ���O ��� �*��#��"� ���� �R*�� "R*�� �;� �,�। ���� #��"� �� #�*#9F� �����! 
��� #��C &<<� -� ����,�� �� ��� -����। 
 

��� ��(� �;� D���*� #��C &<<�* ��(��C� -;�� -����* ��R*�� �;� �� ��!+R ��� 
-q�� -;�� -����* ��R*�� (� ��� �,�� � ��� b <� W` ����< ��� ��� �����* F�� �� 
��� -#��� �O�* D���� ���� ;���, -� -�0 ��# #�K ��� ��* ����। -���� ��� b<� �� 
����< (*������ -,�C F�� ��R*�� �;� -#��� ��� b<� W` ����< ��� �����* �V�� -O�� 
-�? �<�� �� ��� ���<���*�� #�K ��R*�� ��5 �,�? 
 

����G � �� "��� #��� ��� &<�� ;���� -� �5!� ��� ���*�, -#<�R �� E"5���O�? 
��� �2*� �� ;���� �;� -� -#� D��2� ��v���� &��� #�!�5� #�^ -;���,, ��R ��^ 
D���* ;����।  -#���� -# D�2*�� R #n<�* #��* ��� #�K D^ � ;���� �� D
� ���� �,� 
�? 
 

��� ��< &��� &�R �(\�#� -�, -O���v��� ���� �� �� ���<���*�� #��� F�� 
&#�� ���� �� -� F�� &#�� ����� � ���<���* ���t��? ����7���� -�� (*������ 
��(���C -/��R ����,� `a ��F! >����� ��। &����� #�K ����� "R*�� Y���+��� ��� -#�� 
#��� ��� ;��� ��"�� `b ���F!� #������ R `a ���F!� >��� ��!+ #�*<��� �� ��;T �,� �? `a 
���F!� - ��� �� ��(��C��� ����7�� ���� ���"� ���V� R -�����q!5 ���,� ��R �� ��� 
����� � �� �������� #����O ���? 
 

`a ��F! >����� �� e��� -;�� -#����"� ��# (*������ ��(��C� -/��R ��� R ���� 
#��"��� �6� ��� ��* ��* ��� �S���� ��2� ����7�� ���@�* -�*�� �9�! ��!+ D��� ��K��� 
D�V#����� ��* ����R -#�� ���� "*। Y #�* -#�� ;������� #��* D��� ��K��� D�V#����� 
 ��O� �� �� ���� ��Ñ�� -�q �,� � �� ��� ��� ��H!���� #�* ���"���� ���5 �� �,�? 
D��� ��K��� D�V#����� �� ��� �� -,�< ���< -#�� O���O��� ��� ���� "�*�,� �� ��� 
;���� (� -� ����q ����� ��� "�*�,�? �#��� (��� �� ��� ���� �����?  
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���� #��"� -�� ��� ��/! ���% -��;�R � �;� -���� -� �S���� ��2� ����7�� 
���� ��* ��R*�� �� ����7���� �� ����� ��*�,�? ��� -�� ��;� -���� -� �S���� ��2� 
����7�� ��* ��R*�� �� ���� &��� ��P�� ���<���*�� ���t -�*� "�*�,�।�B�O�i*�� �(�����, 
-�§ ��!� ��#��,-�§ ��!� (���, -�§ ��!� �*��# &�R D����� -�� ���t -;�� D�#���� 
��� �S���� ��2� ����7�� ��* ��R*� "�*�,�। ���� -�� -�0 ����� ���t &� �V�� ���। 
0��� ����� 0�� -� D����q� R 3����F� D���F�� F��� "�*�,� ��� �FÉ -�� &(R ����� 
D���� ����� ��* -O�,। 
 

-�§ ��!� ������ 0�� &��� ���4O� -�� -��  �� ���fq -�। ��� ��� ���%� 0�� 
��,� &������� ���� �O�* &���� -�#� �;� ����� "� -#(� &�� >§���। ����� - ���,��� 
-� � ���%� 0�� -�� �+�� ��� �, ��� 0�F� * ��� ��� - �� -����� -� ������ � ���� 
D#�� #�� "�* ;����। ��� &���� ����� "�। 

 
(*������--���*���C�� ������� ��� 

#���S���§ ����G -O���� -"��� -������ ������G -O���� -"��� -������ ������G -O���� -"��� -������ ������G -O���� -"��� -������ ��****    
    

`z -� ��F! #���� e��� ���Q��Q ��� <K� -<���V�� ���F�\� #�K -��O����O ��� ��� 
������� ��। (*��������  (#���� �� ��_5 ��� 0�1�(�। ���� -<���V�� &����� ���� 
D��E" ���� (� ��_5 ��� F�� ���� ;���। >��� ���<�� #�* <K� -<���V�� ���F�\� ������ 
(��� ���� -�, ��P��� ����t� ���<���*�� ��,� #����5 -��������� 3#� <K� B�( ��� ��� 
(#�����5� 0�� -O���v�� F����d। �� &��� ��p�� ���� ��� ��� ��� (#�����5� 0�� 
-O���v�� F����d। �� &��� ��p�� ���� ��� ���5� ��� -� ����!� &m�5 "*��� &����� 0�� 
����। 
 

���� &��� ��\������ f��� &m�+ "��� �� ��� (*������ ������#� F����!� ����� � 
��� ��"��� ���। &�� ��!���� ;������* ��� ��* #��C �����<�� #�* e��� -;�� -<���V� -O� 
��� -# -<���V� ����,�� -�V�<��Q -(���� �<Õ� �� 
*�। ��� &��� D�V#�� ������ -�§ 
�§ ������ i���� ���। &�� -�§ �§ ������ #�K -<���V�� &��� ��� ��� -�§ -(§ �<Õ� 
���� -<���V��� �;� (���। -�§ ��!� ���� D�V�# &#��� �9��!� ����* �<Õ� ���� ��i�# 
-<���V�� ���। ��� &��� ���, (*������ Di!��w V������ ��� (��� F�। D;!�S (*������ 
Di!��w V����� (#����5 &m�5 ��� D^�^ ��� ����। ���(� ���� ��� ���� (� &��� 
��£� ����� E"5 ����, -# �;� (��� F�। ��� (���� &�� ����� -� (*������ Di!��w 
V������ ��� �������� (�� �। ��� &����� #�K >’�< D*����# -#< &�,। ����� #�K -��O����O 
��� �������� �;� (���। �� #�* -�§ ��!� ���� &��� D�V�# F�� &�# ��� &�� ��k�� 
�<Õ� �� R ��� ��i�#� -<���V��� �;� (�����। ��� �� &���� ��( D�V#���� -�H�I 
�� ��<� 3#� (*������ Di!��w V������� ��@��� ��� ��� Di!��w V������� ��� ���� 
���। &�� ��� ���!��� ��( �����। ��,��5 �� ��*�( D�V#�� &��� �i0�< ��� &#��। 
��k��� #�K #������ �������� 0�� &���F� "*।  
 

`z-� ��F! #��� &<<�* -��iR�� #����� &��� -/�q5� ��। �� �� -;�� &��� #��� 
D��+ �F�+� "�* ��C ��� �� ���� ���� -# ��q�* &���F� ���। ��� -�q ��!+ �#���+ -�:k,��� 
-�  
 
 
 
*�a}� #���� ���F! `* -�K� -��(���Q -�V�<��Q �"#��� ��!�� �,��। ����� ����i�� ������ -;�� #����� #���S����< 
�a}� #��� OH"��। 
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&��� (*������ -;�� -����* �C�। ��� -����* ��R*�� �9��! &��� Di!��w V������� >� ��<� 
3#� ��� ���(²��� ������ �i����� �� ��<� 3#��� �;� �F+� ��� ��� ������� �� ��� 
&����� ���p &�� ���� -# ��q�* �F+� ���। � ��� `�-� ��F! (*������ ��<��।  
 

`}-� ��F! #���� &��� #��� ���� -�§ ��!� ������ ��,�<� -(�� ��� D*�����# 
�*��#��" D���� -��?���� (���� ����� -�, ���� (#�����5� #�K -��O -�* ��� 
#�g��� ��� ��( ���। -�§ ��!� ���� �� D*�����# �*��#��" -�(� (��!��� -�§ ��!�) 
9_� �#����� &����� �;� (���� ���� "�� ��� ������� (#�����5� #�K ����� ���। 
 

`b-� ��F! ����G (��!�� -�(�) &�((�� #���� ��@��� "� ���(²��� ’’������ 
�i�����’’ ��� -#��� ��� �O�* &����� ��K��� -��?���� ��� -��� �� ��� ���� -�� "* ��� 
&����� ��R*� ��� -� -�� "*। � ��� ��* ����G &�(( F�� -O��। 
 

#��� ��<�� #�* W<� u�� R �<� (�� ��* &��� �� -��?�� DE#� "��� 
�*��#��"� ����। &�� <�K��� -;�� -O���। ���� -��?�� ��* -�(� ��V0A�" �*��#�" F�� 
��। ����� ��; �� -��� ��;� ���� "�� ���� R ’(* �����’ c� ���* &������� 
O� (��*। 
 

&�� <�K��� -�:k�,� (��� ������ -� <�K���� D���� ��K��� -��?�� �9��!� 
(#�����5� #�K -��O ���* ��( �_ ����,। �� &��� #�K ����� �#�U�� &��� ���� &�#। 
����� �#�U��� #�K ��,��5 &��� ���� �� ��*��< O�C�  #�E" ���� ���|�� ���।  
 

&�� &��� -��?��� 3#���� ��< �O�* ������� &��� &*�1 ����। 04 -��?��� 
-��?�� ���t�� �,�� -�(� ���(� ����� (��P���)। ��k�� &��# ���* �����  * � ���� (�। 
#%��* i���������� ���(� ������� #�K ��,��5 &��� ���। ��� &�� &��� ��� �� R O�i!�� 
��* (��� ��7�* -�_��� (*������ -;�� &����� -��?�� &#�, ��� -����� (�। ��,��9� 
����� �� D�� �9�� ���< O�C�� &��� -���� ���। �� "� &����� 3#��� (*������ -;�� 
&#�,। &�� i���������� �V�� &#�, �� #�* i���������� -O���v��� �� -��� -O�। -#�(� 
i���������� � -�:k�, &�� &��� #�������� -i�� �������< �(�\# �����। #������ �����, #��� 
��,� �, #� �@� &�,। -O���v�� -�q "��� �� i��������* �O�* -��� -�(� ���(� ����� R ��� 
#��; &�R z/} ( ��P��� 3#� &"� R �"� D���* ��C ��*�,। ��H���� -�(� ���(� ����� 
R ��� ��P��� 3#��� &��� D�������� ������� -FT� ��� ��� v�� �_ ���। &����� 3#��� 
���� v�� ���� ���� &"� R �"� "*। �� #�* &����� (*�������� 3#��� <�K�� -�:k�,।  
 

(*�������� 3#��� <�K��� -�:k,�� ���� &���� &��� -��?��#" �*��#��"� ���� 
DE#� "�� ��� ��� ����R ����#��"� ���� �R� -�*। &�� �� �"� ��P��� 3#���� #���* 
-V��� (� (#����5�� D����� ���। &��� O�C� ��R #�E" � "R*�* &�� ��(� ��*��< 
O�C� ��C����C #�E" ���। �� ��� ��* ��<�। &�� &��� 3#���� ��* �*��#��"� ���� 
DE#� "�। ��7�* D�� �������i ;���* -��� �9� DE#� "�� ������ �। 
 

`a-� ��F! - ��� &��� ��4�O�,�� ��,����, -�:k,���। &����� �9��! (*������ -;�� -� 
-#����< �*��#�" �R� ���*�,� ����R ��4�O�,�* -�:k�,�,�। ���� �*��#��"� ���� �R� 
-�*। &�� ��4�O�,�� ��* -O���। �������R ��,� 3#� �,�। #��� ��<�� ���� -�(� 9_� �#��� 
�*��#�"  
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-;�� -<���V�� ����....&����� ��,� -V�� ��R*� ����"��� B�( 0�C�* ����। &�� -�(� 
9_� �#����� ����� B�( 0C���� �� -�� -�� ������#  -�। -�� �� &��� ��< 
&�� ��0t ������#  �,�। �� ���* #o� "�� &�� -FT� �����। &�� ����"��� B�( 0�C�* 
-�R*�� (� ��,� �V����। ����"��� B�( 0C���� (� ����'� ��d���। �� #�* ����� 
�#�U�� -#��� -�:k�, ��� ��k�� &��� <�K���� -V�� &#��� >§� ���� ���। E���� R 
&������� -���( �� D�� (�� "�*�,। ���� &��� B�( 0C���� �;� �� &��1 ���। 
-�� F����!�� E�� �,�। ��P����� ����� D���F�� ����, � (� E����#� B�( 0C���� ��� �� 
-� ��। &��� ��<R D' ������#  ;���* B�( 0C��� #o� "� �, ����� �#�U�� &��� ���, 
��<� ��7� F����। ��� ��7� � ;���* ���� ���� ������ �। ����� -#�� -;�� -#�(� 
�*��#�" �R� ���। ����� �<� -;�� W<�� ���� �*��#��" -�:k,���। �*��#��" F����!�� 
���������� ����� 0C�,�। &��� ��kF<� -��?�� �� �*��#��" ����� "�*�,। -#�� -;�� 
&����� D����� ����'� �_ ���। -�(� ��V0A�" �� &����� ������ D�V#��। -#��� 
(#����5 R -�H�H6 0Z��� #����� ��!F������ #�K &��� &���F� ���। 
 

��-� ��F! `* -�K� -��(���Q� D�V#�� R 3#��� �*��#��" �,���। �� #��*� ���� 
��� = (�*O�* ��� ��@�� R -��O����O ���। #���+ ������ #�7 ���&���� ��� ��� #���+ 
����� -,�C �*��#��" -�:k,�� (�। `* -�K� -��(��Q �*��#�" -;�� ����7�� 3#���� 
��_�� ���� D��E"5 ����, � ��� ��� = (�*O�* ��@��। D*�����#� ������ F�E���� ��� ���। 
F�E���� b� -�K� -��(��Q R ���&�-�� #�K ����7� 3#���� ��� F��,, -# #�7 ��� &��� 
���। ��(��"�, ����, �vC�� #�K &��� -��O����O ���। ��� (��� ���� -� ��(��"�, ����, 
�vC�* ��P��� 3#��� ��_5 ��� ��� -��*�,। � #��*� ���� �� ���&� R #���� 3#� &����� 
#�K -��O -�*। ��( #�������� ����t �� -��?�� 3#� ��@��� "� ������ O�C-����7�� 
3#��� �*��#��"� ���� DE#� "�d ��� ��� -��k(��� ��� ��� D��$ ����। ����� &��� 
�#��+ ���� `* -�K� -��(���Q� #�7 3#� ��* -u� ��#��� "�* e���� ���� DE#� "���। 
�� #�* ��� -���� ����A�� W;! -�K� -��(��Q ����A� -;��  B��5���C*� -�:k�,�,। �� &��� 
>�< -�K�  -��(��Q ��� "R*�� �#��+ �� ��� e���� ���� DE#� �  "�* �*��#�" -;�� 
-u� 3 �� �R� "��� ��-� ��F! ����। ���� `* -�K� -��(��Q 3 �� R ������OP -�:k,��� ��� 
����। 
 

����G (��!��� -�(�) ���*9� �"���� ����t ���&�-�� ��<� -��?�� ��@� "��� 
��#�����। -�(� (��!��� ��!�) ����� -�����V B��5���C*� -;�� ��( D�V#�� ��@��� 
3 ���। 3 �� -;�� ��� ������OP F�� -O�� -�(� ��V0A�"� #�K �;� ����। �#��+ "��� 
&����� B��5���C*� ��R*��। &��� B��5���C*� -�:k,����। F�E�� -;�� -�(� (��!��� 
�B�O�i*�� ��� -i���< F�V D� y�V, �������� &��!) �(*�0� �"���� �#���<� -���*���C� -�:k,�� 
�;� ��� "���। ��� &��� `* ��� W;! -�K� -��(���Q� #�7 3#� -���*���C�� ���� DE#� 
"��� �;� (�����। 
 

&��� `* -�K� ��� W;! -�K� -���*���C� -�:k,���। `* -�K� -��(���Q� �� -��?�� 
&�OP ��@� "*। D� &� �� -��?�� �#��< F�� ��*। &�� &�V� -��?�� D;!�S &�O�P 
-�:k�, ��� ����। &��� #�K D�V#�� �,�� ����G ��#�। ����G ��#� �,�� -��?�� 
���t��,&� &�� �,��� -#��t-�-���t। ���� &��� ������� ����� O�C ����। (#����5 
&������� �;�#��� #�"��� ���। ��,� &#�� R -��(��"� ��m�< ���। ��,� �*��� 3#�#" �� 
��<� 3#� ��@�� ������� (&�OP -;�� -�C ���� ���5 ����)। 
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&����� b� D;�� a� ���� ����7� -#����"� ��#��� ��� ��� -*। ��� ���� 
- ��� z<�� #�* ����7�� ���� ���"� "@�S &�O�P &����� 0�� -�����q!5 �_ ��� �<� #���� 
-(< f���। 3#� ���"�� #�K &����� �� ����� ��� F��,। ����7�� 3#� 3 �� B��(� ��2� 
���� �,� �� ���<���*�। �� -��?�� �����#���< ����* -�* &�OP �"��। D� ���< ���<���* 
��@�* ������। #��� &<<�� #�* &��� ����� -;�� ����7�� 3#���� f��� &m�+ "�। �� 
����� ��� �_ "�*�,। -��� ���< ��!+ ��� D��� F��� ;���। &����� ��/�` ( 3#� Y ���� 
�"�� "। �z/�� ( &"� "। &�� ��� -�(� ��#�R #���� &"� "�। D���� ����7�� �� 
��<� 3#� ���� �"� "*। 
 

-�(� -� �� ��V0A�"�� (����� &����� �������। ��� &������� 3#� ���� -R*�� 
�;� ����। &��� 3#� ���� ��* ����"�� ���। ����"�� -�:k,��� �� B��5��C�*�* -�(� 
��V0A�"� #�K -��O����O ���। �� #�* ��( ���4���"�� -,�� ��<� -"�t� ��* &����� 
���, &�#। &�� 04 -"�t�* B��5��C�*�� -�(� ��V0A�"� #�K #���S ���� (� ���। -�� 
&�� �� &"�। -�(� ��V0A�"� #�K #���S ���। ��� &���� -���*���C� ����� �����! -�। 
&�� Y�� #%��* -���*���C� -"i���*�<!��� -�:k�,। 
 

-���*���C�* &���� (���� "��� �������� �i�Vw -�R*�� (�। B��5���C*� R 
-���*���C�� ��p��� �������। �������� `z-� ���� &��� &��� �i�Vw 3��� ���। ��� 
��"��(��� B�( - �K ���। &�� D��+ D#�� "R*�* &O���� "#��<��� F�� ���। "#��<��� 
>’#M�" ;���� "*। ��� -� &��  &��� -���*���C� -�:k�,। ��R �������� &����� �i�Vw �,�। 
����7�� -#����"� �� ��"��(��� ��!+ -�:k�,�,। -���*���C�* -�(� ��V0A�" &���� �� 
��<� 3#� ��* ��"��(��� ��@� ����7�� 3#���� -��i ���� (�। -���*���C� -;�� ������� 
"�* ��"��(��� -�:k,�� &��� �� ��� >� �� -��O ��*। 
 

 
�*��#�"-e��� �#���<� #�^ ������� ��� 

#���S���§ -�(� ��-�(� ��-�(� ��-�(� ��, , , , ����, , , , ������������**** 
�`-W-}� 

`a-� ��F! `* -�K� (*������ -;�� �*��#�" "�* -�(� ��V0A�"� -�H�I ������O�P 
&�#। -�(� ���� "�#�, -�(� 9_� �#���R �,��। &�� ����� #��; -��� ��� &���F� ��� 
�#��+ �� 
����� ���� -��O -���� (��। ��� ���C �O�* ��-���� -� ��� F�� &�#। ������"� 
�� ��� &����� #��� ��� -��*�,�। ����� #��C ��kF<�� ���� ��� ���� ��# 3 ���� R��� 
-���� -V�� ��� ������O�P� 0�� ���* 0�C ��*।  
 

��� �<�� ���� B��5���C*�� ���� �R� "�। &��� #����* b��’� 0��� �,���। -#���t 
-�K��� ���� ���<���*#" ��7� D^�^ ��* ���� ���। 
 

��-� ��F! - ��� B��5���C*� -�:k,��। R�� -;�� -���*���C� F� ��O�� (�#��<) ��� #��� 
b<�� ����। R��� -�(� ����� -������V &�O -;��� �,��। -�(� -������V F��;! -�K� 
-��(��Q ��* �,��। ��-� ��F! ��!+ R��� �,���। >�< -�K� -��(���Q� -"i���*�<!�� R��� 
���। >�< 
 
 
 

 
*�a}� #��� ����G �"#��� ��!�� �,��। #���S����< ����� ����i��� ������ -;�� #�OH"��। 
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���"� ���� &��� &���F� ��� ��( ���� �#��+ -R*� "*। Y ������ ���#�V-�� D�V#���H6 
&����� -"i���*�<!��� &�# ��� &��- �#� -�* #o��� #� ��,� #�"��� -���� (�। ��5!� 
��V0A�" -�(� �(*�0� �"���� #��; &��� ��� ��� ����G �(��(� -�H�I �f��* -�K��� 
���< -��?���� �(*�0� �"���� #�"�����;! ��@��� "* F�E���� ����। D������ ����G 
&�((�� �"���� -�H�I -#��t -�K��� D�� ���< -��?���� �#��< ��@��� "*। 
 

���� ���#� �/`������ ��!� ��V0A�"� ���!� D���*� -�(� ���0� �"���� -�H�I 
�S���� ���&� ���"� ��* ��#��� ������"�� ��������� "*। ����� ��� "*। ��� ���"�� �� 
-��� ���� ��*। D������ ���4���"�R ��,� -��� "���*। 
 

����G �,�#,�� ��#��� &� ���< ���� ��!� ��V0A�" &�O�P (����A�) ��@� 
������"��� ������� ���� (�� ��� ������ ����। ���&� ���"� ��� �� ��� -�K� 
-��(���Q� `z/�� ( -��� ��* ���< -��?�� O@ ��� B��5���C*� �"����� #����� ��@��� 
"* ��(� ! �"#���। #����� �O�* &���� D^�^ ���� -���� (�� ���< -u�� -#Q�� ����। 
 

��� ���� &��� 0�� ���� "��� &�O�P� #��j ������� ����� (�� �X� -�������� 
����। B��5���C*� -y�� -�:k�, &��� ���"� ��* &��� &���F� ���, �� #�* ��� ���"�� 
W�< #���� -(< -�C /Q� ���S &m�5 F���*। &��� ���"�� D��� -���O� ��* ���C� ,��� 
�O�* &m�5 F���*। ���� -y� -;�� F�� ��*। R��� &��� �"�# ��� ��( �#����� "����। 
���� &��� �R� "�* &�OP -�:k,��। -�(� ��#��� #��; &��� ��� ������� ���। ��� W<�� 
���� ������� -�:k,��। 
 

�W� ���� ��� ���� &�OP R ������� -O����q!5 ���। #��� #��C *<�� ���� ��� 
���"� (���� ��� v��  ���� ���� &�#। ��� D^ ���"���� �_ &����� -�� ��,� -��� 
"����� "���।��� ���"� ���� 0�@ �C�� &��� ��,� "<�� ;���। Y�� &�OP R ������� ��� 
���� ����� ��� -�����q!5 ���। &��� ��,� "�<, -#���R  �<��� �����। ������� &����� 
-�,� -"���G��� ��� ��� ���"� 3#� ���*। #��� ��,� ����  &m��5 �<��� � -��� ��,� 
"�<। R��� -�� ��,� -��� "����। �z� ���� ����A� -(��� ��"��(���� -�:k,��। &����� >�<� 
���"�� ��* W� (�� �� ���� ��*। &�OP R  ������� D������ ���C/� ���C�* #?95! c�# ��� 
-�*। -���(�� "��� ��� -��*��� -(�� ��� ��� ��* -��� ;���। ��"��(���� ����# ��� 0��� 
B�( - �K R��� &�� D��� ���� ;��� ��!� ��V0A�"� ���!�m��। ��7��< B��5���C*� ��� 
�#���<� ���� -��O �,�। 
 

�}� ���� #%�� }/b<�� ���� ��� ���"� �� ���<���* &�<!���� R D��� #� ��,� ��* 
&m�5 F���*, O����<R ����� �,�। #��� &����� 0�� ���� &m�5 F���*। D�� ��� �� D� 
��� -;�� ��� ��� "�* &m�5 ���। #������ ��� "*। &��� z ( ���� ��*। ��� ���"�� -�� 
�*��� "*। &��� ��,� "�< �������� �O�* /�k�< O�C। -#��� ����G ��#� ��� �� ��* �,��। 
&����� /�k�< �H� ���। ��!� ��V0A�" -������� ���। 
 

`�/`` ���� ��� ���"� �� �B�Oi 3#� ��* &����� 0�� &m�5 F���* -��� �`<�� 
����। ����� ��� �_ "*। &�<!���� �<!�� ��* &m�5 F���*। &����� `z� �� �,�। �� ��!��* 
"���"��� ��� "*। ��� ���"�� W��/z�� ( ���� ��* ��� ����� �*��� "*। ����§ 
-��O�����O� D ��� &��� ��,� "�< #%�� }<�� ����। &����� `�/`z ( ���� ��* Y ����। -�q 
��!+ >� -��?��#" -���*���C� -�:k,��। &��� �#��< "������।  
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������� � ���� ��� �� ��! "������ 
��#�$ ��% ****����' ()��� *��������' ()��� *��������' ()��� *��������' ()��� *���� 

+,-.-/0., 
 

�������� �� �1��� '��(�-�� + � ���� �2�। 4'�  ��5�� �2�  ���6  �� (7�� 
(�% ��� 9��), ������� *�<� �<=� >� (��?�), ���� ������� �� ���@�, ���� ������� �<�� 
��, ���� ������� ��<� *���� (�% ��� 9��)। 
 

+A*� ��BC '��(��  (�C�-������ *��� �� ����CD ���� <�। ��� 4'� 
*�1� ���EC���� B������  �����-���B� �  ��� ���C� *��� ��। F��' @����� �� ��<�� ��<�� 
G��� 2��-<�� ��, ���?, �H� "IJ�� ��� ������� '��(� *�1� ���EC�� *K���  ��� *BD�  ��। 
��L��� ������� ��-* �M��  ��5�� )��� (��� 2��-<���  4�N��  �� *�O��)�� ��� *�, 
(���� B�� ��। 4�H�  �� *��� ���� *� +� *�L� *��<���P� �� * �M��  ��5�� *�<� QR� 
'������ * �M��� 4'� *�1� ���EC���� S�4�5 ��T��� ���� �2�। *�<� �R� '����� ��'�  
<���  B�� *��� ����2��। � 2�#U �� <�� B�� ���। 

 

+.*� ��BC @����� �� (����� 4'�  ��5��  �� (7�� ��9 '��(��  ��)��� ���� 
���?� ���� � ���  ��। ����� ��9 '��(�-�� 4�N�� I�VU *�। �����  ('��  �� �E 
������V� ��� (������  ��W *����� ��� ���, �� *X�  @'<�� ���� * � (���-
(���B�  �� B��� �, ��� * 4  �� (�� ��< >��  �� ���  *��� *)��। * � ��L��� ��� * � 
��"B��� ��Y �� ����� ’ *��� ����� >�� 4� � ����  ����2 � �� �����O।’ 
 

+.*� ��BC ��� � *���� (��, ����' '�[� *��1��� ��� \��� *� ]� ��� ������, 
��<����O ��� 9�� ^����� ��_�U। �� (�� ����' �=��  (/,`Aa) ����� *� ]� ��� 
��� 9��  ^���� ��L������ 4�� (b�U B������2। (����� � E *X�  ��� �!�! <�� ��� 
��� ����। �  ��c� �d X� �� �!���CU  �� � ��� �=��  �����। ��� � 2�#U �� ���  
������� �� ���@� (��?�) ���  ��� 9�� �������� (�<� (����� .� e�E�� (��� ��� 

���b� ��9 �!�! <�� *���� ���C� *� ��� ������ ��'�� �14�E�� *��� ���। �� (�� (� 
�=� �����, �9��  �� ������� ��� ������ ����2। �  ��c� �d X� �� �� <�� *�� �। 
����� ���� B�� ���। �f�� ��� ��� ����� <� ���'�  g ���E ��� *��� ��। � h (�� ��� � 
*���O� ��� ��� �'��� ��� �=� � ���� ���' ��� *��� B�� ���। �������� (�<��� ���X 
(���  X�  �E� ��E ��। (�<� (���   ’’ *��� *�� (< �� ��i�  ��5�� � O���।’’ ��� ?�j�-
������  ��। �� (�� (�<��  ��� *�, (�� ��L��� *2��। �E� ��������। (��� ���� ��� � 
*���O� (�2। �#�� �  k�� *��� *��। �� �� ����@� (���  �<����� �c�  ��� *BD�  ��। 
����� ������ �=� ��� *��� B�� (��। @'< � �� ���� �R (���  �c�  ��� ���� �'। 
����� �f�� *X�  ��� a/0 E� ��Cm ��� 9���� (������  4'� *�1� ���EC���� *�n� �14�E 
 ���। �14�E *��V ��9 '��(��  �  <��O�� <��  ��। 4'�  ��5��  �� (7�� ��� ������� 
*�<� �<=�� >� (������  4�N��  �� ���, ‘*<��� *��O ��� * � �14�E  �< <R�� *�� ���। 
��� *��O �c ���।’ ����� ���' ������  B�� ���। 

 
 
 
 

  
* ����� � ��1��� ������ *X�  ��OJ���। 
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��� "�� /p K�E �� ��� (��� �9�� *�� ��  �'�� (q�D�) (����� .� e�E��  4�N�� 
 �� ��� ��� *��r �14�E (�2 ������  ��TW���� <� ���। � h * 4 �14�E�� ��TW��� �। �� 
(�� *�� ��   �'���  ����� (< ���� (�� � �=� �14�E  �� ��� � *���O� ���। (�� (� 
�=� @'< @' ��<�� �14�E� <� @'E� �� � *���O� ��� ��TW����। �� � 2�#U �� ��� 9�� 
�������� ��� 4���E �<� ������ ��� ��,�E, e�E��� �������� *O���� ������ (��� 9��) @'E� 
B�� *sO� ��� (��� e�E� �������� (�<��  *O��� �  *� ���C� ���� ���। 
 

(����� ������ � ���� ��t�� *��<���P� /, � �1�I��� (���� '�� � �14�E�� 
������� ����2�) �  e�E� ^�� ��T��� ���� �2�। ��� "�� ���W ���E�� ��� �E�$ � E� >��� 
(���< *��� *O�। �� ��'�� *I��� *�  �� < ���L��� '��(� �2� ������  >��  �� 
*��� *)�� ��। �=� �� ���X ���X ��� ��� � *���O� ���� ����c� *X�  ��t�� *��<���P� 
e�E��� 4�� )���� (�u  �� *��। ������ ������ �����<� � E *X�  (�� � �E ��� � 
*���O� 4���  ��। �' O� ��L���  ������ (/g+.0) ��R�  ��'। ��R�  ��t�� *��<���P� 
e�E��� 4�� )����  ��� <� ���C� ��'। ����' *��9)� (/+g+.)-*  � �E ��� � *���O� ��' 
*�����-*���� *X�  ���WT� �X �f  ��� <�। �� (�� 4������ �� ��L��� '��(� �2� 
���'�  4�N��  �� �����, ���� *���� ��L��� *��  �� ���L��� *��  * 4 *� ��B ���� *BD� � 
 ��। ��� * 4 *BD�  �� ���  >��  �� ���। ����� ��t�� *��<���P� e�E��� ���X (����� 
������� >�� ����� ��। *I�� ��Cm (+a *� ��BC) ��t�� *��<���P� ��9 e�E��  v��  �� ��। 

 

+a ��BC � ������ (�� ��R�  ���C� ����� *�O��)� ���� *w�O� *���� <�% ����� 
� ���-(H�x ( ��, <� ��L���� <�। (��� ����� ���' �� 4����� *X�  ��B ���� ����। 

����� (�� ����' �=�, ����' *��9)�, ����' ��R ��� (���  �� < ����' ��� 
������� *�<� �<=�� >��� * ���EC�� (b�U  �� । *�' * ���EC��� @’< ���������� B��< 
��� 9�� *<��� �2�। (��� ��L����� ���' ���� ����� 4�� )����  ��2���। �� ��� 4'� 
 ��5�� ��� ���EC ��� *�2 ��  *X�  (����� 4�� (b�U  ��� *BD�  ��। � h (��� *��� 
*)��। 4'�  ��5��-�� ���EC� ���X (����� >�� ����� ��। ��� ��' 4'�  ��5�� ��� ���EC�� 
��d�O�2�� ���  ������ *BD�  ��।  
 

������� ��� E�L�'��� ��� *��1 *�� ��'�� b����� 4'�  ��5���� ���EC ��<� *�। 
�� ����' �=� ���� b���  ��  ���6  �� (7���� � E B�� ���।  �� (7�� �=��  *��� 
*)�� ��� B�� *sO� ��� �=�� 4�� k�� )����  ��। �=� ��<� *���� ��� O��� >�� ���O 
�'।  ���6  �� (7�� (��� �� ���O��< O��� ���� ��O���� *BD�  ��। ��� (�O' �=� 
 ���6  �� (7���  >��  �� *��� *)��। �'I��� ��� ���X� ���'�  >��  �� *��� *)�� 
��। ��� ���X ���X' B����  *X�  <�� ��� ����� �J���� ��� ��� ��� �J���� E� ��� E� ��� 
 �� "��C  �� K��� *�W��। ����� (��� (��� ������� *�<��� ���EC�  (b�U  ��। +a*� ��BC 
��� � ��TBE�� ��� ���� (�����  ��2 (y���CU  ��। ����� (��� ��L��� '��(��� ������� 
*�<��� ���EC�  ������� *<�� ��?�'।  

 

���� 4�H�  �� *��� ���� *� *�L� *��<���P� ��-* �M�� (+� *�L�) �����  *�<� 
QR� '���� � *�)�E��P ��=� ��������� kz��� ��� � ��� ���5��’� 1� �������� �2��। 
�� *O���>�� (�u �� �� (����� 4'�  ��5��  �� (7���� ���EC *�<� QR� '������ 
4�� )����  
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(�u  �� *��। �� ���� *��� *X�  �� ��T����� ����� B�� �� । *�L� *��<���P� * �M�� 
*O���>��� ��� 2�IL ��� ��� ��� ���  ���� B�� ���। �����  �� < *��  �������� 
(����� ������ ���� ��<�� X��  ��� � �� *���� (������  ������  ��।  
 

��9 ��{� ��� 9�� '��(�����  ��_�U (�� �� G��� <�����U (����� 
*O�����R�, �!�!, �<���� ������� ����� ������ |��� ��� ��� ��� (����� �����-������� 
���G�  ��। +0*� ��BC (��� ������� �1�)} ��� X�� । '������ *�<� ��)4H�� (��-'-
��,��C���) <������� *X�  ��T� *�� < ��� E�L�'� ��� ������� (��। `p*� ��BC ��9 
'��(� ��� *�L� *��<���P� *�� < ��� *�<� ��)4H��,  ���6 ���4� ���� (]� �� 
R�Ot *X�  ��� *��O ���� '��(�-�� B�<C *) ���������� ��� � 4�~��  ��। *�<� 
��)4H��� ���C��  ���6 ���4� ������ *�J�� *n����O (��� ]� �� ���  ��� �'।  

 

`/*� ��BC (����� �� ]� �� ������ *��T2��। ������ *X�   ���6 ���4� ���� 
 �� �� '��(� ��� ]� � *<��� I�L� ��<���� � �E ����#�� ��� ���� �1�)} *� (/�� 
��"�); +�� ��"� (����� �  *� � (���d����� "X� *O���� ���EC, '��(�-��) � `/g. 
�������� (�@� ��� �, /,`Aa ������ �=� ����, /g+A0 *������ ()��� *����, /g+.0 
��R�� ����, /+g+. ���<, /g,0+ *������ (���� ����, /.`pa (�@� ���� , *������ 
��)<4�N, ��'@� ����, (�@� ��~�� "���  ���6 ������ ������ ���C�� ]� � *��T�2। ��EC-
���L ��� (��� � E� B�� *sO�, ��� � *���O� ��TBE�, ���  `p` ��'�)�, ��  *S�1 � 
�������� ��� ��� +�� ��"� ����� *��� ]� � ����� � �E (������ S��� (��।  

 

�������W "������% g' ��"� ��� (EE�� ��� �������W *���1 �� ��� *����' � E� 
O�W�� 4�� (b�U B���'। ����� O�W� �MQUCR�� v�� ��� ���। ���X ���X ]� � ��� *1���� ��  
*X�  �� ����� �� >�� O�W� ��� KE�G��� ���  �S�� ��� X�� । ���X *e (�� ��� 
*O����VCU  ��� X�� । (��� (b�U B�����' ���X ���X (��� S��� B�� ��'।  

 

��TB������ "������% ��"� ����� // ����� ]� �� ��TB������ (����� *�1� ���EC�� 
�1�)} ��� 9�� ^���� (b�U B����। ���� ����� �W�' B��। �' �W�' @’�� B��।  ���6 
������ ���� � ������� )����� *�J�� ��� B��। �' ���� ,pp/gpp �� ��� ����� ��। 
+p/+gE� O�W� �MQCR�� v�� ��� ���। ��� ���� ]� � *������ *X�  ����� ^�� ��TB������ 
(��� (����� 4�� ����� B���� ��� �� ��  *X�  *K���  �� *)��। *��� 6�� ���� *�2� 
2����� ����� X�� । �� ������ "B5 (b��U �E �� � *��� ��L��� ���d����� � '��(��� 
2�IL ��� ���। 2�IL ��� ���� I����� (O������ B�� ���। *���� ���� `� *���� *��O�� 
 ��। 

 

��������� *O���� ������% (����� 4��� 4�H��� *O���� ���EC ]� �� ������� X�� 
��� �� ���। "�� �  ��� ��������� *O���� ������ B������ �� ��"� ����� *�V �Y��� ]� � 
*<��� ��E��� S��� ����< ����� ���W�� �?�$  �� (����� ���EC� @’<�� ���� >�� ���O 
(@KCE��) । ��� ������� *������ (�@� �  (S��-������, 1� ��-@��� �c� X��-������ 
]� �) � ��<���� (��Q� ����� (S��-@��� ��c X�� ������) ��� ��।  

 

 ��E���� X�� �����% /0./ ��� *� ���� (��� �� ��� ������� *<���  ��E���� 
X�� ������  ��। �� (�O� �� *����  ��E���� X��� (������ K����W �������2� ��� 
S����  
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*��  �� < ���� *�� �  ����  ���2�। ���� S��� ]��  ��E���<, ���������O ��Y ����2�। 
X��� ��L��� �������� * 4 * 4 �������� ���X ������O��  ���2�। ���� ��E����< ��Y �2�। 
������ ��R�  (�� *��   ��� ���?���2���। ��R �O�� *��� ������� ��E���<-��������O 
 �� B�� *O�2। ��L��� ����� � ��)����� ��E���<  �� �  �� ��c����W *X�  E� �-
UC ��� 
����। ������ ��R ������  ���� *�� ��� ��� *� (���� ��L��� ��� ��L���� 4�� ����B�� 
 ��2। �� ��R�� 4�� ���� ���’� ���C�� . ��45 )����  ��। *� * �� �� ��� ��'� � 
*)�� B�� (��। �� F �� ����' (���  ��E���� X��� 4�� (b�U  ��। *I������� ��L��� 
�-��’ *  >��  �� ����  �� ��। K��  ����� ������ ���। ���� *X�  /.�E ��'�)� � "B�� 
*O�����R� 4���  ��।  

����' *��% ()��� *����, � /g+A0 
���������� ��'�)��, *��� *�1� ���EC��  

 ��E���W, ���<���।  
 

��� "B5 B��� ����� ��* 
*�<� ��, ��, � IQ�T'�� 

 

*� ����� *��V� �� । *�������W� ���� ��  ���6 ���� (��C��� *�<�) �����E� 
��� 9�� ��� � ����� "���#� �Q�� �B�  ��। *�<� �� "���#� ��G� S�U  �� ������ 
��� �� �c����। F ��  *X�  ��� "�� ������ (�� � X� �� (����� @’����� ��<� �����C� 
G�� "���# ���G� ���J�  ��� <� ��?��� ����। (��� ���X *��� ���� gp < *<���। ��L �! 
*���� ���� � �E I��� *���O�, .�E ��� � *���UO� ��� �� �>�� ��'�)�। <��O�� ����� 
(��� ���X *�� ����� ��� ��!� �����U �2� OU�। �� ������  *��  ���� (���  "�� 
(W�' ��'� )�����1C ��'  I��  ��� ����2�। (����� ����E��� *n�� ������ �� ����E 
��� �  I��  �� �2� � ���।  

 

�� *�� , �' ������  *��  ���' (�� ���� *X�  �O����� ��� ����� '��������� 
S�� ��Cm  I��  ����। ���� (��� ������� *E� *��� (���  (�� +p < *��  *���� ��। �' 
+p <�� ���� ��� ' �2�� ���� ������ *�� । ������ �����  ������ ���-���U� �M� C 
����� ���U� ��� �D �2� �। (�� ������ (�O' ���� *���� (b�U B������2�। � h ����� 
(b�U  ��C � ���। "���  ���' ����� (b�U ����� ��� ��O�। ���� ��� ���� ����� 
������J���� ����J� ��। ������� ���� *���  �� ���' (����� 4�� (b�U B������। "X�� 
���� (����� "���#� �Q���� 1�  ���� (b�U B����। (�� ��� *�<� ���� "���#� �Q���� 1� 
���  @�E I��� *���O� *����2���। )�� ��� ��#� (����� ��G� *I�  �� *I��� "���  �� 
�u� �� �। � �� ���� *���� (b��U� ��� �� ������ "B�� #�#�� ����� ����। �� ��  
�J���� ��2� *)�� *��� ��E *��� ���� ����।  

 

(�� �� �������� ���X (����� �W�' ���� ���������। � ���� ��� ^������� �2� 
�����। �������� �������� � (����� *<����� � 2�E� IW�  �O���2�। ����� * 4 * 4 (����� 
* �M��  
 
 
 
 
 
*‘���d���� � ���’ /0., S� *X�  �� ���।   
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���� *���� <�� ��Cm ��W����W  ���2�। ���� ���� *�V �� �f��� ������� �  �k�O1 
��� �  ���E���� ^�� ��� *�<� ����, *�)�E��P *����C� ��� (��� ��<��� 4�� ������ 
(b�U B����। (�� *� ���� �2��� (��� * �M�� *�1� ���EC���। (�� ������� ���� *����� 
��'�� 1� ����C *� @�E� *� � �2� *�>��� *B   ��� <��। ��X <�  *�-�����  ���d� 
 ��2 <��� ������ ���� *����� *s�� (����� * � *��  *'। ���  X� (��� ����� �� 
�, ��� ���� ��� "�� (��� ����V ��c��� 4�[  ��। (�� F *�� �E� ��L (��� @’< 
*���#��  ���� ����� ��<� *B   ��� <� ���?�� �����। ����  ������� 2��E  ����� 
������� (����� ��G��� 4�� ���� *O����VCU \R  �� �����2। (��� ��?��� *���#� @’< 
�)�� ��� <�����, ���� ����' F ��<�� (����� * � *��  *'। ��� �� aE� ���<। 
 

 *��� �� KE�� � �E ���#Y ����U� ����% *�<� ������ ��G��� 4�� �������� "�� 
�  ���E���� ^�� (b�U B����। �  ���E������ ^������� "�� app ��। �' ����� ^���� 
(b��U� ���� *�<� ���� � ��T� ^����� ��G�� X� � ��u� ��� ��TW��। )�� ��� ��T� 
* �M�� ��� ��G� *2�W B�� *��� ���� �। *�<� ���� *�<� ���� * �M���  (��� 
*�)�E��P *����C��� ���� ���B����) )�����1C ��'� *E���)��� ������ �' ^�� 4�?�� *���� 
����� <��। (��� ���X *�<� ���� ��� *�����P *����C� 4I��� ���X' * � *E���)�� 
*��O����O �2� �। ���� ��� *�<� ���� @< <��� ���)� (���  �' ����� ��?� *�, 
�������� (b�U ����y I��� �J�� *����2। ���� (��� ���� *�, �� ������ (b�U B������2। 
*�<� ���� ��� *�)�E��P *����C��� ^����� ��<� �2� (��� 4I� ����C। ����� ��<�� 
�� "B5 (b�U B������2�। *�<� ������ ^���� ���Q� �W�'  �� ��� �SO���  �����  ���� 
<� "�U�U *BD�  ���। �����V *�<� ���� ��<� n��� ��� (��� * �M��� +/ < *��  � 
������� ��=��  ��� ����E�� �XC�$  ��  ��'� *�2� ��� *O��। ����  *�)�E��P *����C�� 
"�U�U �W�'  ��� �� ��T� ^����� ��� ��� �W�� \R  ���2। (�� ����� * � ���' 
��'�। �@��� (��� "���#� ��' �2� * �M�� *�1� ���EC�� *X�  (W�' ��'� (�O। 
 

 (��� *� ��� �� ��� ��G� ���<' �����। (�� �� ���� *O�� � � �C�����Q� ��� 
��W�2। ��� ��E�� ���  (��� *�1� ���EC���� 4�� "�� ��E�  ����� *O��� ��� �W�। (����� 
��S��� ^�� �� ��� ' �� ���� ��। ���JIQ��� 
������ <�� ���� ��S��� ��T���� ��W�2। 
����� ��� ' <��� �' "X�  ����� *O���� (���< \���। �� 1� ��  ���� (����� 4�� 
"B5 B�� ���� ����। ��� h )�����1C �1�)} ��'� ���� �2� ����� 4�� "B5 B�� ��। (�� 
*�1� ���EC��� *X�   ��� ���X *��O����O  ��� ����2 �। )�� )�����1C �1�)} ��'� �XC�$ 
'��������� � �O������� ���� �2� ����� ���� <�� �u� �� �।  ������� *����� *s��� 
���� (��� � �E ��G� �2�। *��� �� *<����� ����� �2� "�� /g <। (�� ����� ���� 
@’< ���� ���?�� �����। � h �����  ��� *X�  �� �� ������I��� *O��� ��VC� ���� *� 
� 2��Q� ��O�� ������ �� ���� *X�� *��� ���� ��। 
 

 ��� �� ��E� ���<। (��� ��G� ���O  ��' �G  ����। �� <��O�� *��  ���?�� 
����� <���� �����, ����C� ��G� ��� "���#��Q�� ��B� ��� *B�������।  
 

�� �� �� ��  *X�  (����� 4�� (b�U B����� ����। (�� *�1� ���EC�� ��� 
*B������ ���  ��� ����। (��� ���' �< �< �!�! ��� *O�����R� ��L ����। ���� ��� 
(��� *� ���� ��  *������  *�� � � (����� ��! *���� ��  ���� <�� ��L ����2���। 
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(��� �����  ����� *���� ��� ����  �� �E ��� �� (��� ���� ��L *��O ���। 
��� �SO���  ������  ��� <� ��� � *���O��� ������� (��� >��  ��� X� ���। ��� 
@�E�� ��� (��� *��T2��� *B�������। (H��� ����� (��� ���' *���� ��� � ��� ����। 
(����� * �M��� ��9 ^��' 2�W�� �W��� (�� I�VU 4��� ��� ��W�2���। ���� ���� � -
(��� ��G� �2� ��W� ����[� �2=��� *� �� ����� ��। �� ���'�  �  G�� *��� (�� 
*�����  ��2 ���V  J���� " ��  ����।  
 

*B������� ��� (�� * �M��� ���'�  *���� ���, � h (��� �� ������ ����� 
����। ��� � *���O� ���� (���  �� �E ^���� >���VCU  �� �������� �SO���  ������ 
 ��� �#� ����, ��� ���C��C� �SO���  ���� ���� �#� �� �। (� ��� ����� � �SO���  
*?� �� ����� �2� ��u�- ��U (����� ��������। ������ ����� �2� (����� ����� ��>U। 
I����� ����� *X�  *B������ �Q�� ��� @' ��'�। � h �' @' ��'� ��9� *��� ���� (����� 
 ��2 �m�C� ��� �� ����2�।  

 

����� *��V� ��  ��। �� *I�� B��E�। ���� \�� >��  ���' ��O�� (��2� �, ���� 
��O�� (��2� K����W, O�2���� ������ ������।  
 

*I�� ���W B��E�� ���  ���� I����� �����m�  �2� ��2 *��T�2 �O���2�। ������� �� 
(����� �{����O� �Q�� "�� *I�  �� *)���2। (����� ������ �� ��  *�D  ���2 ����। 
����, ��#�U ��� ����। �� F ���m )�T�� �W� ��G�� ����� (��� ����� � ������ 
�����  ��� � *���O��� ������� ������ >�� B����� ��O���। (����� "����% (��� ����� 
� 2���' (�����  *K���  ��� *�� �। (����� ���� �� �2� �EC�� (� gAE� *O���। �R��� 
��� ������� 4�� (�� �EC�� *X�  *O����VCU \R  ����। *O���� �����  � ������ "�� @-�� 
���E �m� ��� ��G��� 4�� *O����VCU  ��2���। *��� �EC���E (����� ��G� *X�  ��� 
(��� ������� (�C������ �� ������  ��2�।  

 

�Q�C �?�� �� *���� *���� ���� (������  �MQCI��� �K�� *)��� <� "�U�U *BD� 
 ��2। "�� /, KP� ��� (����� ��L ����� *O���>�� ����� B��। �����V � �� 0E�� ���  
(��� ����' X��� *��T2��� �#� ����।  

 
������-(\Ot ��! "������ 

�k�O�1��� *��% ���4� ���� ��� "�� * 
 

������� *�<� ������� (��� (��� ���B� �� /0./ ����� /�� ��"� ��������। 
(�� +g*� ��BC /0./ ���� ���� *�������� +g *���B *��<��P *2�W +.*� ��BC ������� 
*��T�2। �������� '��(�-�� �  * �M�� ��� ������ ��� ]� �� ���  �S�� �' ���  ��� 
<�। `/*� ��BC ������ *��T�2। ������� *�<� ����� �� ]� � *X�  �����  �� < *�� �� 
������ *��T�2 ��� /�� ��"� (��� ���X *��O *��। ]� �� *�� < �� ��� *��� �������� ��� 
��� *2�W ����'���2�, �� ����� �����  

 
 
 

 

 
* /0./ ����� ���BC  ���6 ���  �C�� �2��। ����U�E ^��  ‘�����’ ` ��BC /0a`-� " ���� ‘������� *�<� ����� (��� 
�����b�’ �������� ��T� ��B� "����� *X�  �� ���।  
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(��� ���X  �� < '��(�-�� *�� < ��� 2�� � <��� ���X *��O ���� ]� �� ���C��C� 
��� �� ]� �-������ �W� � ���I= ��� �� ����-��K�VC @�CVC ���� ��� ��d�� ���  ��। 
���� *X�  ����� ��E ��� ��� (��� ���X ��b�I��� ���  �� ��। � ����� ��� ��� �� � 
�� �C���� '����� ��  ��KC। �� ����� *O�� ��  ��KC �  '����� ���। (<� � �' *����, 
(�� ���������� 
����� ����� '����� ���� �। \�� �������� ��'�)��-�� � �E ��������� 
����� � E� ���2, ����' ���� ���� �������� ��'�)��-�� ��O?  � ��� ��� <�S�।  
 

]� �-������ �W�   �'���, �������E, ��TB���� ��� ���� G�� ���� ����� �� 
(����� ������ ���O  ��� ��।  

 

/`' ��"� � ��� (��� (\O�t *��T2���� �� +� 'D *�L� *��<���P� �  * �M�� 
���� ��'। ���S�1��� ���� (��  ���6) * �M��  ��5��। ��� (\O�t "���#� �Q�� �B� 
 ���2। (��� ���X �� ,p/gp < *���  ��� ���X \�� ���dO� �!�! (�2। ��� (���  
����, (�� ^I���� ���� ������� ���  ���O� *����� k��<� ���� *��� "���#� �Q�� 
�B�  R। ��� 9� (��C� �SO���  ���� *���  ��� ���। ��#U �u� R��� ���। ��u� ��� 
�W�� ���� (���, � ���X ���� ���  ��। 

 

(��� /`' ��"� *��� 0E�� ���  ���O� ����� � E *��T�2। ��� �� *��T�2 *�� <�  
G� ��C����  ��� �Q��C' *���� *���� *�� ��' ��� ��� 9� (��C �S�� ���। *��� /p///E�� 
���  ����� ���X (����� ��� \R �� । ���� ��9 �� *BD�  ��, � h (� �S�� ��� ���� �। 
���� ��� *O���>�� B��। ���� � �� AE� `p����E� ��� AE� ��� 9�� ����� *<E "X�� � ��� 
4�� ���� K�� *O�। *)�� (��� ��X (����� ��� ��� (\Ot � ^I�� *���� *)�� ��� ���)� 
\R  ��। (��� ���� *��  *� �����  ����� ����2� ���� (�� � E� ��O�� ��� (����� 
4�� >���O��� \R  �� ������9 ����। ��� ���  *�K� ���� *������� O����E *X�  ��� 
�Q�C����C ������� �k�O�1��� (% ��� (��  ���6) +� 's *�L� *��<���P� / e�E� ��� 
��G�  ��2�। (����� ���� (����� ��G��� 4�� *O����VCU \R  �� ��। ��� ���� A/.E� 
*��� 6�� ���� *�������� *�� < (����� ��2� ^I��, (\O�t� ��2� ��� (����� 1� 
����C� ���I= ��� �� ����� (�u  ��। (��� �������� ��9 । ��� ���X *���2 �  ��c� ��d� 
"��C। <��, G�� ��� ( �� *X�  (����� 4�� (b�U। *���2 *�� < ���� ������ ��� 
*�������� (b��U K� *2�W <�� ��� �� �Q� ��� ������ (� ��4 ��4  �� ���2 ��W�K�। 
(��� ����� � 2� 
����� ��S��� B����  *X�  �� ���� *��D�।  

 

��� 9� ���� ������ (b�U //E� `p ���E ��Cm B��� �� । ���X ���� ������ 
(b�U� B���' X�� । (����� ���X �� *O�����R� �2� �� @' ���� ���� ���� *�V ��� 
*O�2। /,' ��"� ��� � `E�� ��� I���2 * � ��� ^I�� ��� ��� (\O�t *��� +� 's *�L�-
�� * �M��� ���X ����� ���� � � । ��<��� ��G� K��� *�����।  ���� � E +/, ��45 >�� 
(�2। * 4 �� ���� ���� ���।  ��U ��  �T��  �� (�O� �� ��� ����2��� ��' *�� ��� �2�, 
(� *�� * 4 � 2�' ���� ����। *��� `E� `p ����E� ��� *���� *���� '4�)�C ��� � < 
*��  ��2 *X�  (��� ���' � E B�� ����2। ���  ����� ���  ����। 4�N��, ���  
(y���CU  �����। *� (y���CU  ��� �� *���� *���� *� (����� +� 's *�L� *��<���P� 
� < <���। (\O�t� ��2� *��� 6��� ��� 9� *�������� *��  ���� �� ��� ���� 
������ (b��U #�#�� ����� �� * �M�� ��<��� G� 2�W�� ���� �� । *� ��9� � *��� �' 
���  ����2। ��  ���2 �' ��  ����  
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������ (�� �  �। I����� ���� ���X ���� ���  ���  X� �2�, �� (� ���� �। �� (��� 
*�V ���Q�C >�2। B����  *X�  ��� 9�� ����� <�� >�E�� (�� (� (����� <���� ����।  
 

(��� ��� B����� ����� �� >���O��� ���� � 2�' *'। *��  #����  ���। //' ��"� 
������� ���� �Q�C *X�  /,' ��"��� ���� ��� �  *��� ����� (��� <��E�2। ����V� <�� 
��� ��IQ��� � E  �  RU ���  �?�� ��I� �� �� ��� ����� *����2। (��  ��5�� ������ 
������  >���O��� ���� ����2 � ��� B����� *���। ��� ���� ����2 � #���� ���� ��E���। * 4 
(����� ������  ��� ��� B����� *��� � � � (���� ���� ����2 �।  ��U, ��� <�� � 
* �X�� *X�  * 4 ������  ��� � �, *  * �X�� ���  ��2 �� *�� < ���  ��2 � � ��� <�� 
�।  

 

��� � `E� `p ����E (�� ��G�  ���2 �' G� (����� 2W��� ���। ���� ���� ���� 
��� ���� * � �XC *'। ������� *�<� ����� ( �� ���  �������) �� @’< (��� e�E� 
 ��5�� �2��। (�� kz��� ��� ���O� k��<� ����C *���� (��� ��G� �2� (��� �����। 
e�E�  ��5�� (��� �� �<���  ���� �  ��G�। ���� ���, ���� (�� *�� K��� *��� ���। 
<����� "�� �Q� ���� ���।  
 

(�� �����, ����� �����, ����  ����� (����� ��� � 2�W�� ���। ���� ���� ���� 
��� ���� * � �XC *' । (��  X�E� ���� ���X ���X @’<�' ��4��4  �� ��\� �� B�$ ��  �� 
* T�� 4?�। ���, ����  ���R�V� �� ������ * �X�� ���, *�� �  
��� ��� � ? �����  �=�� 
(���� @�B��� �� *�� ����। �����  �=�� ��� (���O "�� /g/+p *�� �5� �� �� �� (�� 
(��� �Bm���d ������ *)��2। ����V� <��� ��  ��U�� ���Q�C X�� । �' ���Q�CE� (��� <��� 
� I��� �Q����  �� <�� �। ��  ��� �J��� ����� ��� ��TW�� � h �� <�� �� �� ����� 
'���s� � �� ��KC' ��।  
 

� E� ���G� ��� �����, ��� *X�  B�� ������ �XC �' � (��� (� ���  �� �। 
(<�  ��� �' �� *� (����� ,p/gp <�  >��  �� ����� ���� (����� 
����� ���� ����� 
(�� (�����  ��5�� ������  X� ���� (��' "X� �����। ��� (����� B����� *��� ��� 
���� *�T�B X� �, ���� *�� 
��� � ���। ��� *X�  B�� *��� (��� *O���>�� ��S�  ��, 
(��� ���  ��। �� ���� ���� ���� ��� X� �� (�9 (�9 <�� >�E�� (�� ��� (����� 
<���� ���� (� >��  �� *��� *)���। ������ ���� �� *�� ��। ���, ���� (�� (����� 
 ��5��, (�� �� I�� *���� �� (��� �{� *�� B��। ��� ����, (�� *2����� ������ ��� 
 ��U ���� ���� I��� ��� *<�� ��� (�2। "��� E� ��G�� *��� <������ ������ ��� *2�E 
*2�E  �� ���I=I��� ��G� ���O  ��� �����। ��� ����� k�zU���W���� ���, \��2 ���� +� 
's *�L� ��� ,XC 's *�L� *��<��P (�2। ���� *��� *��O ���। (H�� ��T�B�� ����� (��� 
*��� ���। ����� ����� ��� ����  ������ � ����� *�� <�� ��2� ������ x �� �����। 
@’< (��� @’ �T�� ��X� *��� ��\� �� ��4 ��4  ��  �T��। � E� ^��� � ��� �  ����G��� 
 �=� ��I�  �� *�  � ¡�� ����UC ��� *� (�� �����2। ���� �E� ��� #�[ KE�, ��� (��� 
<���� � E� ����V #U। @’< ���, ‘����, (�� ���� �? ‘‘(���� *O��’’।  
 

��� B�� *O�� ��9 ��� �E� K��� *����� ��� * 4 �� � (�2 � �। ����� ����� 
������ ��� ��� *O�, ‘���� (��� <� ���#�  ��।’’ 
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���' B�� *O�� �%�L�� (� ����� �E��  *2�� *)��। <��E� �� ���� ���� ��� 
��KC���� ���। �� *O���>�� ��, ��� *O�� *�� �#�' *��� *����। ��  (�� (���  ���� ����2 
�, ����� <� ����2 ����' �)�� ��'। /,' ��"� ���� *���  ������B�� ����� ����� ��� ��� 
�L� /p//g < <����� ���X *���। *��� ��T� �  (c। (���  ���  <�W�� ��� ^��B  �� 
� I��� *� ��� (c " ��  ���2 �� �?  ���� ���� �।  
 

����� *X�  * ��� ����� ����� (��� *X�  (� ����= ��। "���E ������� ��� 
(��� ���X �2��। �����E� ���� B� ��O�� ���� *���� (��� *� �������  �� ��� 4�� ����� 
�����b�� ��  ��। (��4W� (b��U� ���X �2��। ��� ���I= G�� ���I= ���� (��� ���X 
�2��।  

���E��BW�� ���*  
 

E�L�'� ��� ��� ��d ���। ��{� ��� 9��� ^����� ��C� (b��U� ��R�� �Q�C��L� 
*<��� *<���, ���� � S������ "�������� ��S�� \R ��� �O���2। I����� *���� ���)� 
�d������ �� -^����� ���¢ (b�U (� ���������� ��S��� ���V��� *O����� "�������� 
 ���� "B���� B�� B���2।  
 

����� ������ �� ��� E�L�'� *<��� ��� *��T2��� �����। E�L�'� ���� ���d� 4$�� 
B���2। ��<��X� @’���� "���E I�� 
��� ���������� ��� � 4W�2। ‘<� �����’ ��O��� ���� 
��� ������। � h ��9 (c -4$���� *�2� (�= ������  ���� 2���। ����� ���V ����� 
�O��� "�U����� ���� ����� ���� �। ( ����U� ��� �� @%����� ��  �� ��� (��2, ��d 
���>�� �� � �� �  �� -^����� ��� ��� B�� ����। ����� *�' ���¢ <H���� �� *�' ��9 
����� ���������� ��C�I��� ����  �� B���2। ��� ��� ������� *<�� � E�L�'� *<�� *X�  
�Q�� (�2 � h  ��� ���� �I��� X� �� �����। @’�� (�O' *��  (� ���' *��  ��� ���� 
��� �����  ���'। *���? *��� E�L�'��� ���V * �  �� ���� "������  ���? * �  �� 
��<��� 
����� �#�  ���? 
 

(< ���� ���������� ����V� � 
������ ��_ 4N�Y। ���� "����� ���V  �� �I��� 
� ���� ��� ��?�। E�L�'��� ���V-��� �����U ���V� ����� ��'�� �, ����� ����� ��L 
� ���� �� ������ B���� <� 4£�d। � h *�' ��S���� "¤�� * �X��? * �X�� �!, * �X�� 
B���� ��#� ���G�?  ��� �c�� � ��R�� *�� (� ���?-*��TE� �� ��C� �H� ��� ���  �� ��� �। 
"�������� ����� ���� (���' �' "¥E� ���'�  I����� �����2।  
 

��� ����� *�E� � ��� ��' ��� ���� "�������� <� ^��� ���। ����� ����� ������ 
(�2 � 2�����  '��(� ������ *����। G��� 2�� � ���� � �����  �2 *X�  ��'�)� B������ 
*n�� ���। �!�! ���� ',��,(� ������ ^����� ���� � 2� ��'�)� (�2। (� (�2 >�E ��  
������ ���� *���O�। �' ���' ���� (���  ���U��! ������, �����#� �� -^����� ���X 
�W�'  ���। �' @' ��� ��d-���KC� ���U�� �  ��� ����, *�E� �  ���� ����  ��� ���� �? 
���� �' � । � h ��� ���U�� ��' *��  � * , "������� ���� �����  

 
 
 
 
*���� *� ��B� ‘"������ ��S��� ��������’ (Os /0./,  �� ��� *X�  �� ���। <��O��E (��� ��E����W�। IQ�b�� 
���E��BW� ��� 4�H��� ����2।    
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���JIQ���  ��� ���� ���� ���� ����� �। ���� �������� <��W *� "�������� ��S�� B��2 ����� 
��� ��L ����� X� ��।  
 

�����V *�' (�¦� � �� ������' "��# ��� ��� *��� ���। �2  <�� �, 
"��#��C���� ���� *��� *O� �� -^���� n�� � �� n�  *����'  �� E�L�'��� ���  ��O�� 
(��2। ]� � E�L�'� �W� � @’���� S��>�� ����� ������ )�� ���= � ������9। �� ����� �' 
��9 S���� ���� ���������� K�� K�� �O�� ��� ����, ����� OR-��2�� * �W ��� ��� ��<��� 
*I��<� 4$�� B�����। ������� � ���� "���<�� �<���� ��E��E  �� ��� (��2। K��� 
*������ ����� ��§�� ��� *X�  ������� ���� �।  
 

S���� ���V "��U� I�� (� ��-'���� I�� *� *����  ���� ������।  
 

�'I��� ���V ������, �' ���¢ �\>�� ��I��V � 2W��� B�� (��2। ��� ���� �d�d 
X��� 4���  �� 2��E (��2 E�L�'��� ��� । E�L�'��� ���V xT�����। *���"��  �m�OU, ��� 
��R�� "�������� <� ^��� ��-��S�� ���V��� "B��-I�� K��� K��� ��' ����O 4N������ ��U� 
2W��� ��O�। (b�U ��� �� -^������� "X� ���� *�� ���E��BW� S���।  
 

'��(� ������ ^���� ��TB�E *n� * �E ��� ���� (¨� ����2�। ��X� @’���� 
*������W� (W��� ��'�)����� 2�� � ���� �� ��<� ��� ��T�W���2�। �� ����� �� 
(I��E� �� ����। ���� ��{m �� ��O�� (��2�। ���� *� * � I���  ��U (�2 �� ���� 
I����� �����। �?�$ ����� B��  ����  � >�� *���O� � ��'�)� O�<C 4?�। �J�D� �� ��T�  
��T�  >��� K��� �"¤� �� -^���� ������� ��� �W�� ��O�। �<C � ��m �H��X �  ���Q��C 
�d�d �U�#�� ���U� ��� *O�।  
 

"������ ��� *��Id�� ���������  ������� ��R�� � E�� �W�'  �� B���2। *�� 
� 2� �� �' �W�' B���2�।   
  

����� ��� �� -^���� ���d��������  �2 *X�   �? "������ *��� � E� *�2� ��E *O�। 
'������' ����� ��d �J��  ��� *�2� *X�  (�� ��  ^�� *��T�2 *O�2। ����  ���-�EC���� 
���� 2������E n� -*����' ^�� ���� ��O�� ��। ���d�������� ���  �#�  �� ���� ����� 
����� *O����VCU  �� B��। ���� I����� ����� *�, ��� *�'� < '��(�-�� *���� *n��� 
�I��� *X�  ������  "������  �� B���2। ����� ��� �2� ��� @�E ��� � *���O�, (� � 2� 
��'�)�। ��' ����' ����  ��� (� �EC���� ��R�� �W�' B����� �����।  
 

<�� �U  �� ���� *�V ��Cm ���  ���2�। � h �' "�� *O����VC�U� ���� ��� ����� 
 �#U *?� �� �����। "������ �� B����� ��� *I�L *O�, �� *n��� �' *�'� < *����� ���� 
� �� < ��� ����2। * �X�� �2� ���� ���WK� *  <��। * �X�� �2� ���� ���-��, I�'-*��, 
!� (� *2��������! ��� * �X�� � I��� "�U ���, *�' �����QUC  ���� * � �� ����  ��2 
*��T2��� � �, ��' �� *  <��! 
 

�W�' *X�� *O�2। ����  ���>�� � h ��� *O����VCU  ��' B���2। ���� ���� 
(b��U� �#� ���E��BW, *O�W�' (� ��� (������� S��>��। ����� �� �E� (>� *�'�� 
S���� K����W ���W 2�' ��� ��O�। ���� *O����VCU X����� ��� K�� K�� BW�� ��� �������� 
B����� *��� ��O�।  
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���� ����� *�� �����  �4��  *���' ��� �। ����� ��� *X�  �#� ������ <� S���� *��� �� 
*� *����  ���� "�U ��� 2��E �����।  
 

���E��BW S���E (���  �2 �����B� �। �' S���' (��� �� �C� � �f� �� � ������� 
( JV  *�� �c ��  (�@� �� �) ���W। �' ���E��B�W ��T�� *��� �� ������ (b��U� ��R�� 
�' "������ O�W �����2�� �� � ����� ��T��� ����। ����� ����� �� � ������� ���W�� ]��  
��T� (�� �2� ����� �J� �����  �c�� �  �T�� ���� �� (K��  �� *�, ��� �� ������ ���E�� 
���E�� �W��।  
 

���W�� (� ���� ���� �2�, ��� ����� ���'�  ����  ��।  
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��! "������% ������� 
 

������� �Q� ����� 
g। ������� � ���� ��� ��                    

��! "�������� ����U 
����� � ��1��� ������ ................ 

/0./ 
 
 

������� ��� � ���� G��� "������ 
                                     ��#�$ ��% ������� �,* ,�� )���4�N 
                                                     /p-/-/0.g 
 
    ��O� /0./ ����� "X� ���  (�� (��� '��(�-�� ‘��’ * �M���� +� 4'� 
*�1� ���EC�� �������� �2���। 
 +g*� ��BC ������ �$ ��� *"���1P '������ ���� ]� � ���O, �E«� ���� *��1� I�V � 
(��� ��� ��  �����  ������ ������, ��<����O (b��� ��� �������� *��2�� ���X ���X 
��������� '��(�-�� ��L��� ��� �� ����� I��V�$ ������ ����। �� ���  �$ ��� +� 
'��(� 4'�-��  ��5��  ���6  �� (7���� *<�����O�  (���  ��� (��� �'�� ����G�� 
(�� ���|�� �'�� 4�? *� ��L������ I�O� ��� KKE�� 2��� <����� ������2। 
 
    +.-`-./ ������ � �� *���  ���6  �� (7�� (���  ��)�� 1� �'�� (��� *� 
*�,(���� "�� �  ��� ���$ s��5��' �14�E  �����2, �� s��51�4  ���� (���  ��। 
������ (�� ��� ���X � �� � ����� @<�� ����  X�  �E� ��E ��। F ��� � �E <���  ���� 
*�� � 2� ������  ���6 ������� ����� ��� ������ ��� (��� ��� ��c� (�� K�IQ� �� 
*�, (����� 4�� ����� �'��। ����� (�� 4'� *�1� ���EC����  �� < ��L��� ����, �X� 
�������� (��), �������� ����<, �������� (���� ���� � �������� (% ��� ��  ��� � �E 
*O�� ^�?   ���� ����m �' *�, ������� *�� �। ��� ��� ����"�#�� * �� �'�� ������� 
������ (�� ���� �2� �����  ���� *<������ ���� ����  ���� *�' ��� *� * � ����G��� 
*�� ������ <� x �� ��'। ��9 ��L��� *<����� ��  ���� ��X ��� ��U ��Cm ������� ���� � 
����� (���  (��� *��। 
 
    ���� �� @' ��#� *�� ��� ���� � E� ��UC�� ����G�� ����<  ��। '������ ���L��� 
*)C��, ������� ���� '��(�, ���� *)��C, �<�1 n���, (��C ��O���, ��<���� '}n��� ��� (��C 
��� 4���E ������ "�� /`a< �2�। ������ � E� *O�� ^�?   ��। '��� ��� ��'�� �� �� 
���� ,E�� ���  (�� ����� *�L� *��<���P� ‘��’ * �M��, ���� ��O1�� '��(�  ���M �2�, 
�����  ��5�� �$ ��� *�<� QR� '���� ������� ��L ����G�� ���f (���B�  ��। ��9 
*O���� �����, ���� (��� <�� �2�,�����  ��O�  ��' ��� (�O (����� �� ��� <� 
�����C  �� ��� ��T��� �����O���  ���  ��। ����� ���� ���W 2�E�� ���  ���6  �� 
(7���  ���X ��� (���� (��� ��L�����O�  )�-'  ���� x �� *�, � h (�� �� � 2� 
*��  ������ ���� �2� ��������  � �  ���� *�<� ������  (���  ���� *�'। *�<� ����� 
��� *� � �E * �M�� �� � �E 4'� �   ���� ��  (��C� ��R�� ��c� " ��  ���� ���� �� 
��TB�� <� ^��� �'�� ����? ����� , *�<� ����� (������  �I� *� *� * � ���� ��� �, I�� 
�Bm�  ���� �।  � h F ��� (�� *�����  
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��' *�, ���L��� +p/+g < ��<���� * ��� ]�� �� �14�E \R  �����2। �� ��� , ������� � 2� 
*<��� *���, � 2� ��)��� �I��, � 2�  ���6 ������� ����� ��� �����  +g/`p <�� � �E 
 � *��n�� �14�E (�u  �����2। ��  �� < ��L��� *<��� *��W�'�� (��� � E (���� 
��� *�, (��� �   ���। ��G� ���' ����� *����� (�� �����  ��<� <��O�� X�� �� (��� *�' 
��� *� * � �Q��� * ��C�E�� OC�1 ��<��� (��� ������ (��� *�'। 
       
       �����  *�L� *��<���P� * �M�� ���� �� �� ���� �2� ������� ���� ���  ������� �W��� 
��� ���  ������� *������) *�����  (@' <' ��L���) 1� �'�� ��G� ��������  <��' ��� 
������� ���I�� ��� ��C ��� ���� ��I�  ��,*�x�� ������� (��C। �' I��� ���� ���W �E�� 
��� (�� ���¬�� ������ ���� *� (����� 4�� ����� �'��। ��' (�� ����G�� ���f *�<� QR� 
'�����  1�  ������� ��� ��?�'। � h * � 4~� ������ (�O' ���� "�����W �O��E�� ��� 
���L������ ��) �'�� "X� )���� (�� ������ ��L��� � < *<��� (�� ��। ��� @' ��  
�'�� �����I��� (�����!� O<C \R ��। �' ���� +. ����� ���� ���W �O��E� �'�� ���� 
�� �� ���W ��TB K�E � ��Cm �2�। '��(� *�1� ���EC���� @' ��� � (�����!� O<C� ���� 
�������  ����� 4�?। �' ��KC (?�� KP�� ���� ��L����� ������ �2� "�� ++p < (� 
���L����� �2� /`a <। ������� ��� B��। � ���� ���  ��� � S�� �'�� "�� /p//g ��<�� 
��L��� ���I� *��  ��L�������  �����, ���� � ���� �X��u� ������  ��। ���L������ ��� 
�'�� /+/ < ���� ��� ��� �� � ���� < (��� � E (���CU  ���� ���� ��। ������ 
(���CU  �����2� ������� ���� ������� *�<� �<=� ��T, ���  ������� *��9� ��T, ���  
������� �� ����@�, �������� *O���� ������, �������� ��<� ������ "��� �2�। ������ ���� ��� 
������� ����  ���6  �� (7��, � < �����)���C� ��)���� �2�। 
        
         " �� X��  *�, (�� � �� ���W (EE�� ���  4d 4'�- �� ���� �1C��� X� � 
* �M��>���  � �E ������� *���< ���� *�1� ���EC���� ����G�� <��'। (/) * �M��>�� �2� 
������� ��� � ������� ���X  ��, (+) ������� �<��4� �  ������� ���X  �'��� ��� (`) 
������� (�<<�� �� � ���X *��>���। (�� *����< �������� � <R�� �I�~�� "���<�� ���G� 
*��� ������ <��', ���� ������  ��। 
         
         �' ����� �� (�� *��<���� �!�O�� ���  �� ��� * ��� X� � /,.+E� ��'�)�, +a�E 
�����<, *�� � 2� *sO�, �  �# �T���� ��<�� `p` >��, "�� 2��� ��<�� 0 ���� >�� ��� 
(�� �����t�� ���  ��, ���� ��� �$ ��� *�<� ��C��� *�<� *<���� * ,��,��)4H�� 
������  *�'।  
         
         ���� 4�H����O� *� *�L� *��<���P� ��-* �M��� ������ (�� B����� ����� *<��� 
�W��� ��� *� *�<� ������� ��� x ��� *� (���  ������  ���� �������। ����� ���  
������� *������) *���� � �� "�� �E�� ���  � 2� *��  ��� (��� ���X *��O *��, � h 
KP����  �� (��� ���� �'�� ���। �����  *�<� QR� '����, ��� �L� *�)�E��P ��=� 
������� * � *��< ����� ��� �'। �f�� "�� ���W 2�E�� ���  �� (�� 4'�-�� *��� � ���� 
 ��� <� ����� ��'�� �I�� ���� ��'�� �2��� �� (��� ,/g < *��  *�<� ������  (��� 
��L F <��O�� *���  ��'�� <���� ���� *� *�<� ����� kz��� ��� ����� B���� �O���2��। 
(�� *�<� ������   
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 KE� �������� ����� ��� (���  ��� *�, ����� ���E����� *�1� ���EC�� <�������� 
�������� (���  ��� �� (��� (��� ��L *���  ����। 
         

         ������' (�� �����, ���I� � (����� ���O� *�� <�� ������� (��� 4'�-�� *��� � 
����  ���� ������ ��' |��� ��� ��',  �� (�� ����  �� *� ���� �� ��  ����� ��� ��'�� 
����� * � ���� ��� � ��� ����। ���I� *�� ��� ���� ������ �SI��O  �<  ���� (���  
������  �� ������� ���� �2�� �$ ��� ��-�-� (��C�� (��������O� I�'� *"���1P) 
<�� ��)  4�N IQ'��, ��C��� �5� �������1� <�� ^��� ����� �����, ��C�� ���� ����� 
(�� ���� ��� ����� "���। 
         

        ���� �� +0-`-./ ������ � �� *��� (�� ������ ��'|��� '��(�-�� *��  �� �������� 
��� ��  O�1C �� ����� ���X ����� ���� ��� � 2�T'�� ��  ���� ��X �' *� (��U ���  ���। 
4�H����O� *�, ��� � �������2� �������� ���<।  ��U �� (� O��m� �'। ���� *��� //E�� 
���  �� (�� ��O1��-�� ���  ������� �� ��<���� *���W � < *��  ���� *�����  (���  
���B� *�� *� ��� *���B *��<���P� � < ��L���  ���6 ��� (��� ��L *��O ���� B�। � h 
(�� ���  �����  ���� � ����� ��� *���  ���� ���,  �� (�� ��� ��9 �2���। � E� ���' 
*�<� QR� '���� ������� ��L (��� *��� ��। ��� ��� *� ����� *�L� *��<��P 
��������� '��(�-�� �����  X� \����2। ������ ^� ���� ���  �������� *��T2�'���2 
������  �� < ��L��� ��)��� ������2। 
         

   �f��� �� +� *�L� *��<��P ��������� ��<���W�� � ��� ��। ��� G��� (����� ��O 
��1���� � �E *O�� ^�?   ���� ��������� "���#� ��� ]� � (b�U  ��� ����m *��� 
��। �' ^�?� � ����m *������  (��  �� * �M���  <��������� ������,  �'��� * �M���  
��� ��{� ��� � ������ ��� *��>�� * �M���  ��� ��#U ��� � ������ ���� (��� 
*�1� ���EC�� * �M�� � 4'� *�1� ���EC���� ������ �'�� ]� �� �Q�C��  ���� (b�U B���'��� 
����m �'। 
 

     `p-`-./ ������ *�<� ��)4H�� � �� a K�E �� ��� (��� '��(� *)C���� ���X ������ 
��'|��� (���  �� ��� ��������  ]� �� ���  ��� ����� <� ���। F �� F ���' (�� 
(��� � E  ���B��  �� /,.p�E ��'�)�, +a�E �����<, �x *sO�, �  �# ��T��� ��<�� 
`p` >��, 2��� ��<�� 0 ���� >�� '����� ����� � E �9�m�  ��। ����� , *�L� *��<���P� 
� �E * �M��� �$ ���  ���6 (��C�� *�%  �UC�) ���� ������� *�J�� *n� ^I�� �'�� 
]� �� ��X ��� ��'। *��� ���W ���E�� ��� �' *���� *n ������� *s� ���O  ��। 
 ���6 ���4� ���� (����� ��� *��O *�। ���� "�� //E�� ���  ^I�� *��T2���  ���6 ���� 
����� ����� * �M�� �� ^I�� *s�� ����� ��'�� X�� �� (�� ���  ��� *�, ]� � ��'�� �? 
��� 4~�� ��� *�, � ������ � E� * �M�� (�� �������� ����। (�� �O�� (�O� ���  
���G�  ��।  
          

     (��� � ���� ���  �������� *��T2�'�� �W  ��X ]� �� ���  ��� �'। � h *1��� K�E 
��  *)���C� ���� <���� ������ ��TB *��� ��<�� �'�� (��� ]� � ����� "�� /+ ��'� �Q�� 
I�L� ��  G�� <L�� �����#�� ��� �Q�C���� �f��� �� ��G� �'। �' KE� `/-`-./ 
�������। ���� (��<� <�E ����� ����<�� <�� ��<��� ���� ������� � E �'�� (��� ��� 
������ ��'। 
 

         ����  *�L� *��<���P� � �E * �M��  ���6 ��'O��� *�J�� (����� ��L �������� 
`/-`-./ ������ *��� "�� @'E�� ���  *��O *��। *1���� ��  *)��C ����� (����� #�� � 
 ����  
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���� ��� ����� *�L� *��<���P� * �M���  *���� ��। ��� ����m �� *�, ����� ]� �-������ 
�� � ��9�� *)���C� *� * � �S��I�� "������  ����। (��� ]� �� �Q�C ���  (b�  ���। *�' 
I��� /-,-./ ����� ������ (��  ���6 ���4� ���� �� `’’ �EC�� ���� ]� ��  ��P��P 
������� '��(�-�� Ap < *��  ������ (b�U  �� ������ ��  *)���C� O�W� � ���� 
�����t�� v��  ��। �' ��� B���'�� (����� ������  �� (����� ��O *�� <�� ��� ���� 
�����। �����' ����"�#�� ��  *)��C ������� #���Q�U  ����� <� `-,-./ ������ *��1��� 
x �� <���  �� ]� �� ��9 ��� � n�  ��� ���? ®�'I�� �� �����EC  ����। �� (�O ( ����U� 
 �� ��� �'�� �' ��� "B�� �'���2� *�, � �E ����E ���d����� �� ������ �'�� ]� �� ���  
�S�� �'���2। (��� I�L� �'�� ���� @'�� � ������ (b�U�y  ��� � B���'�� ��  
*)��C ����� *1��� K�T�E� ��d �J��  ���� X��  ����� ����� ��'। (�� <���� ���� *�, (����� 
*�'��� 4�� (b�U  ����। � h (����� ++ < *��� � � �E �� *O���� ������ ]� �� 
�$ ��� ��  *��E� ��C�� ����� *��E�� ,-,-./ ������� ������ ��� ]� �-*1��� *���1 g-,-./ 
� ������ @' <��O�� �� ��� O�W� �� *�� � 2� ��  *)��C�  ����। �' @'E� �)� ������� ��� 
S�  �����2� �������� ��� �, ����' �=� ���� ����' ()���, ����' ¯� C ��=�। 
 
       `-,-./ ������ *��� ���� ////+ E�� ��� (�� � < ����'-�� ���)� ����� ��' *�, 
]� �� �x '��(� ���� ��W���2। ��� "�� /pp *��  ]� �� �<�t��� ������� O�U ������� ���X 
(�2। (�� � < *��  ���)� �B�? ���� O� ������  (��� ���� *��O���� ������ <��'। A-
,-./������ (�� ���  ������� �����- �� ���)� <���� ���� *�, ������� O� ����� 
�������� *��  ��� *��T�2�� F <��O�� ���� (b�U ��। ��� ������ (��� 2�IL �'�� 
�O���2। ��� �� ���  *�L� *��<���P� * �M�� ��  ���6 ��'O� ]� �-������ ��9�� 
"������ ���G� 2��W�� ���� ������ ��� �'�� �Q�C ���  B���� �O���2। �' ����� \��� (��� 
*��  <�� �����  ���� ���। (��� +p/++ < *��  ��� I�L� *�'� �'�� ]� �� (������ 
�2�। �����  +-,-./ ������ (�� ���  ������� ����<-�� *�J�� ,p < *��� � � �E e�E� 
*K�W���� *�� *s� ����� "���#�� <� ��?�'। A-,-./ ������ *�L� *��<��P B���� ������ 
����� ��'�� (�� ��������  (��� ��L ��TB����� *)�� 1�� �� ��?�'�� ��< I�L�� *�� < 
�� ��TB����� �����c� ��  S��� "������ ���G�  ��, �XC�$ �1�)} ��O�'। �� ���  ��� ��' 
*�, ��  *)��C *1���� <�� �'�� (����� 4�� (b�U  ��� <� "¤�� ����2। 
 
       .-,-./ ������ ���� <���� ���� *�, ��  *)��C � �� *��� (����� 4�� �����  ����। ��' 
��TB����� (�O /+-/, < *��  ���� � �E ������� ���EC ��O�' ������ ����' =��, ��=�, ��� � 
�2�। �?  a-,-./ ����� � �� (����  ���W ���W 2�E�� ��  *)��C �S�� �'�� X�� �� 
������� ���EC � ����O , �E �����< ���� (b�U B���� ������ ��  *)���C� "�� /gg <�� 
�����  ����� �� ���  �� �E O�W�� D ��। ��  *)��C F �� (� �S�� �� �'। 
 
        0-,-./ ����� ���� �E�� ��� ��  *)��C ���� � (�EC���� ��XC��D �'�� (����� 
��� ����� B����। ���� �  �'�� *���� KP� ����� �� ��  *)��C-������ `/ *���B *��<��P 
�2�-(b�U 2��W�� ���� ��TB �'�� ���2 B���� ���। ��� � 2�E� �9��� �'�� ��W � h (�EC���� 
)���� B���� X�� । (����� ��) �'�� B���� X��  �� '�� �EC��। *��� ���� g K�E �� ��� 
��  *)��C (��� (����� 4��� ���� � (�EC���� ���� ��XC ��D �'�� �������� ����� B����।�' 
���� ��  *)���C� ��XD #�� ��। (����� @�E *���O� ����� �'�� ���। ��  *)��C �'���� 
��XD #�� 
� ��  ���� (b�U 2��W�� ���� �f��� ��� *O������ ��<��� B���� ���। ����  
@'����� 
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(b��U (����� � 2� ������� ����� �'�� ���। ���� �4 , �f��� �� (��� ��f�m �' *� (��� 
�' (�G�� 2��W�� ^I���� ���  ��'�� *�L� *��<���P� ���X �����। (\O�t �O�� *�L� 
*��<��P�  ����� ���। ��� *���� �'�� � 2� *�L� *��<��P��  /`-,-./ ������ ���O� 
����� � E (� � �E "������ ���G� O�W�� *���� ��। � h /,-,-./ ������ �Q�C��9� (�O 
�'��' ���� � (�EC���� ��XC��D �'�� ��  *)C�� ����� B���� ���° @��� /+ E�� (�O' F 
�1�)} D �'�� ��� ��� ��� �� *�� < 2�IL �'�� ���। � 2� *��  *�K� ��� �'�� ����E 
*<��� �I�� B���� ���। 
 
      (�� � 2� ����  *�� �� � ����Ot �'�� �������� ��',  ��U (��� *2������ F��� 
�2�। ����� /g-,-./ ����� �� ������ (�� ��d�O�2� �'�� ������� *<��� ������� �<��4� 
�  ������� ��L *���  ���� <���� ���� *�, E�L�'��� (�O <��� C� ��� �� ���  ������� 
������� *�J�� '��(� ���� ��L ��  *)���C� ����� ��� �� ��� @' ��� � I�VU #�� ��। 
������ +p/`p < '��(� ���� ���। 
 
      ���� /.-,-./ ������ ��� � �� �'�� ��� 9� ���� *)���C� ,�E <L� ���� I�VUI��� 
������� ��� � ���� ��� �� (b�U B���� ������ � 2� ���I� *��  �u�Ot K��E ���� ��� 
���  �� �E ��� � *�� �K� ���W�� ���। �����  O)�O�T��� *�� � 2� ���I� *��  ���� ��� ��� 
��  <��O� ���W�� ���। ���� 2�W� ������ � <��������� ���� (b�U �'���2 ����� ����� ��'। 
 
      ����� (��� (����� ��G�� *�  �� < *��  �2� ������� ��� �1C���  �'��� 
*�1� ���EC��� )����� � ������K��E� �������� ���B����K��E �1�)} ^����  ��। � h ++-+` ������ 
��  *)��C (��� ���� � (�EC���� ���� ��XC��D �'�� (b�U B���� � ���� ��� । *���� (��� 
��� �� ��� �E� �� ����। +`-.-./ ������ (�� (��� �L� *�� ��  �'���  ���M 
X� � ��� ������� ��� � ����� (���� ��T���  4'�-�� I�� ���� (�� (�� )�������� 
��c�G��� �I�� ���� O�2Q����W� �'�� 1��� �'�� (��� ������� ]�� �� �x  �D (��� )������ ��W� 
*��T2�'�� ���� (O���� * ��� �1C�� ���� ]�� �� ������ *)���C� ���X ` *� E��� ���� *��B�� 
����� E�� ��'�� *��O��  ��। *����  ���6 ���4� ���� ����� �2��। ����� F �� 
*����� /A-g-./ �'�� ���� ��Y X�� ।  
 

��! "������� ������� 
��#�$ �� : ������� *�<� �<��4� �  

a-A-./ 
 

     +A*� ��BC *��� � E�� ��� ]� � '��(� *�1� ���EC�� *X�   �� (7���  ������� *��E � 
 X� ���� <� 1� � ��। �� �14�E �����E� �2� ���  )���� *���� (��L���)। ]� � *X�  ��� 
��, ������� *�E �  ��� �� *���� *� * 4 � X�� । ��' ���  )���� *���� ��T�  ��� 
����� K�� � E� <��O� B��� B��� ��T�W�� X�� । *��I�O���� *� ��t��� I�V� ����। ]� � *X�  4'� 
 ��5���  ��� ���� ��9 ��L��� '��(��  ��!  ��� <� ��� * ���, ���O�< � ���� 
>R��QUC <��O�� B��� ��� ��� ��� ��L������ * � �14�E � *���� <�। ]� � *X�  '��(�-�� 
s�)  �C� �� �c�� �� ���  (��� ��� *�, (< ����� ���� ��9 ��L��� '��(��  ���  ��� 
��� ��� ����m��C� ��� �� '��(���� ���f *�����  ��� ���C� *��� ���।  
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���  )���� *���� ������� *�E-�� *�2� B��� B��� �'  X�>��� *��� ��� ��9 
��L��� '��(��  �� <���� *��। ���  )���� ������� *��E +.*� ��BC (���  *I�� 2�E�� 
��� 4d *���< <��� ��� ��� *�, (�� (��� ��c��9  �� ��� ��L��� *<�������  
��TB��� B�। 
 
      *�' ���C� ������ ���'�  ��!  �� ��। � ��� ��-* �M��� �  e�E� '��(� �! 
���CU  ��� �
� ��  ��। ��! ��U� ���� ����m ��� �� '��(�’�� �mI�Cd �2� �। F e�E�- 
�� *�� �2� ������� )���4�N (���। 
 
      �' KE�� �� *X�  G��� |��,  ��<, ���������� � *��1 ���  ���<� *�JG��� 2���Jc 
� (����� ��O *�J�Jc, (����� ��L *��O����O  ��। ��T�� (������  *� * � ����G�� 
*�� �����  ��� ������ � ������O��� (��� *�। 2����� ���� �2�� 1�d�� (�@H�-(�-
������ � ��� �� �C��Jc, (� �2�� �1�I�� E ^��� (��� ��� ��T� �� �C��Jc, ���# ������ 
���� ((��O�� ��P�  ��<) ^��� (�@� ����� (��C��� '�����5 ��'  �����), <�� 
��) 4�N I�'��, �1�I�� E *������) ( c, ^��� <R� '���� ��� ���� G��� (����� 
��O *�J�Jc। *��<�))� ����� �����  (�@� ��=� � �����  *���� ��� I���� ��XC  
2����� (�@� ������ �2��।  
 
      +.*� ��BC  ���6  �� (7�� ]� �� ���C� ������ ��9 ��{� ��� 9�� *<���- 
��������  ��L��� '��(���� ���  ��� ���C� *� ��� �O��E�� ���। n��� ����� ,4'� 
 ��5���� ������ ��� * ���E�� O�1C * ��� ��� ���O�<�� ��9 ��� �� ��{� ��� 9�� 
'��(���� �!�! ��� *O�����R��� *������  �� ��। 4'�  ��5��-�� �������� ��-* �M�� 
�  e�E��  �14�E� <� *������  �� ��। O�1C  ��5�� ��) ��� �� @' <��  ��2  �� `p` 
��'�)� �2�। ��� ���  ��2 * � �!�! �2� �। 
 
       ��� �O��E�� ��� *�1� ���EC���� ����� *X�  �������� *�<� ����� 4H�� �  ��45 >�� 
)����  ��। ��L ��L "���  <��O� *X�  )������ \R ��� ���। *�1� ���EC��� �� +� 's *�L� 
*��<���P� � E� * �M�� (�G�  ��2�। *O���>�� \R ���� �� ��L��� '��(��� ���� ���X 
���� ���। 's *�L� *��<���P� ���  ������� �W��� ��� ����� (����� *<������ ��L *��O 
*�� ��� ����� �!�! ��L��� '��(���� ���� *��। *O���>�� B��� X�� । '������ '��(�-�� 
� 2� ����� ��L��� *<��� G���  �� < 2���� ������O��� * ��� ��� ���O���<-�� *I�P��� 
*I�L *I��� ]��  ��W �!�! *��  ��� ��XC ��। +a*� ��BC *I������� <�� ��) 4�N IQ'��, 
������ �  �����, 2����� (��� ����� � ������� ������O��� ������� *<� ��� ����� 
��'�� �!�!, *O�����R� �� ��L��� '��(���� *��� ��। 
      +a*� ��BC *��� aE� ��Cm @' ��# ����� �W�' B��। ��{� ��� 9����� ����� �2� "�� 
0`/0, <। // < *<���-����� *<��� *��� ������� )����  ��� �� /. *X�  /0 ��� >���� 
(y���CU  �� ������� )�����  ��2।  ���6  �� (7�� � ������ ����' �=� ���� ��� 
()��� *������ ���X ��K�VC ��� ��। 4�H����O� *�, ����' �=� ��� ()��� 
����� ��S��� 
 �UC� �R������ ���� ��� 1��� *���� ���m ���� � ������ ���X ���  ���2।  
 
       //< *<��� �����  ������� )���4�N � ������� ������O��� ������� *<�� �c� 
 �� ��। ��%�� ��������� � � ��L��� *<��� ���� *�<� ��)4H��� *�J�� ��O�?� ��� 
,/A * �M�� O?  �� <������� � E�L� ��I���� ����  ��।  
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         ����  ����� ����m ��� �� �����B� ����� *X�  ����E ����m� ��������� ����� ��Cm 
+,E� �����’� ��9 ��L��� '��(��  ("���  ������� ��<  �� *���) @' * �M���� ��O�?� 
 �� ������� *�<� (�@� ��� � ��� (��� *�J�� ��d�O�2�, �������, ������, <�������, K�E�'� 
��� � ��Cm *������  �� ��। �� (����� ��L ������� ����� ������ �  ��-��, 
��d�O�2�� ���@H�� ��-��, ��) 4�N I�'��, �O����  ���<� ���# x��� �����, ���) 
���N � ��-�� ���  ���� ���N � (����� ��L "��# ��� ����#I��� ������ ��� ������O�� 
 ��। �' ��� ������� ����� ���1�, *�<� ��)4H��� "�����  ���6 ������ ���� ��� 
<�� ��) 4�N IQ'�� I����� ����m �#� ������  ���6 ����<$ ��� ���O� �  �C� ���O�<� 
(a` �����) ���E����  �5��)- �� ���X *��O����O  ��। ��L ��L * � ������ � ����� 
I��V���  �C� ���O�<� (������  �������� (��� *�। ��� (����� ���� ��H��� � ������� 
*���< ��?�। ^��� <R� '����, ��) 4�N I�'��, (�@� ��=� (��C��� ������ ��� ��� 
�_�) � ���� *�J�Jc (��� * �M�� *�1� ���EC��  �'����� (������K��E) ��G�  ��2��। 
^��� <R� '���� ������  ��T� ���W *X�  <�� (��� ����� O�'1  �� ��� (�� ��� 
(����� "�������� ������ ��T�  *�� ����� ��। ������   �C� ���O�<��� ���X ���B� 
 ���� *��� �� I����� O�B�����W� *�s ��4� '}�� � �������।  
 
        ^��� <R� '������ *�J�� � �� "�����  � ����� ��{� ��L� �����_� ¨� ����XC 
�� � ����� ��L *��O����O  ��� B�� ��। ����m ��� �� ���I= ������� ������ � ������O��� 
I�� ��) 4�N I�'��� 4�� ��CU  �� ��। �� * � �!�! � *���� (��� ��XD �����U ���5 
*S�1 ��� +.�E �����< �����)  ���6 ���O�� � E *X�  ��'। ��� 2±���� ������� 
��� ��� (��� ���X  �<  ��� X�� । �2�W�� "���  ��� I��� *X�  (1��� ��� ���²Ot 
*X� ) '�5�� (��C  '�t���� �E� ��� ��� ��9� v��  ��� <� (��� ���  �< �����  �� 
����' B�� *���। +.*� ��BC �������� 4'� *�1� ���EC��� ��{� ��� 9����� ���  ��� �� 
�����m� ��9 ��{� ��� 9�� '��(����� ���  �� ��। 
 
       ��"� ����� ����� �  �J��� �Y��� (����� 4��  �������, �������, ������, <�������, 
��d�O�2�, �u�Ot, *O������ '���� G�� ��� 9� ���� ����� ��C��b�� ���� ����� B����। ����� 
^������� b��' *��W *��� X��  ��� b�� (����� ��L������ ����� *I�L *��� X��  ��� 
(��� ����  ��। ���� ������ )�� *�<� ��)4H�� ��T� ^�����m ��� k�zU���W��� ���  
B�� ��।  
 

������O�W� ���* 
 
 ��b������ ��@� S������ ��� I����� *������ "B���� ����� \�2���। ���������� 
���d����� �SO�� �M� C ( ����U� *K�VU�  ��2, ������� *<��� ������O�W ��  ^������ 
(� ���d������ ���� ����� ��� B��2।  
 

     �����  �2� (�O �' ������ OW (����� *���� ��<���  (��C�� '������� ����� 
� E� G�  �� ����2�। (<� � ��� (�����  ��2 *�' F���� ����� ��� ��� �� ��� ����, 
� h *��� �' ������ O�W � �� ���[���� �I��³� ���� ������ ����V� �� (���W <��O�� 
�����2�। *�' ���[�� ( ��� *2�E ���� �� �� ���� �J�E� ��<��RV�� ��' ��� � 2�E� 4��� 
��� 4�?�2�। 
 
 
* ‘"������ ��S��� ��������’ S� *X�  �� ���।  
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     ������� ��� �X� ������� *<�� ��� ��d ���। � h ��� 4�� ��xS���� I��� 2��� 
*�� (��2। @��C (�=। ����� �� �� -����� E�L�'� ��� �9O�  �� ������� ��� ��� 
 ���� <� ´����O 2�E (��2। ����� �' ��I��f�  ��XC  ��� ��� ��X� ������' ����� 
"������  ��� ���। �' "�������� K�T�E O�W *����� ��# ������ OW' ���B�� 4���d G�। 
���d����� �G�  ���2� �'���' ����� �X *���  �� ��TW�� ���। � h "������  ���  ���? 
"�������� �Q� ��d '��(�-�� *������ �  >R��QUC  ��< �� *���� B�� *O�2। ���� (��� 
(��� �' @���� ������ OW 2��W�� B�� ����। ���� ������ ����� ���� *���� �� ��। �' 
�� ����� ����' *�E� � ��d (�2 ��' ��� ����� "������ ���� ���।  
 
       ���d������ ��O? �� ���I= ����� 2�����  ��2 <R�� 1�  ��?���। *�' (����� ��W� 
���� � <��O� *X�  ++ < 2�� ������ O�W ��� *��T2�। ��� ���  ���� <� ^��� ��� �� ��E, 
� h ���� ���� * 4 (�O *X�  �! B���� �I�9 �2� �। ��� ������  (�O *X�  ���� 
'��(�-�� *��  �� "�d ^�����  �2 *X�  ��'�)� B��� ����2�। �'E� � ��#�' �2� ����� 
�u�। (� �u� �2� ���C�U *���"� � @<C� ����। � X� \�� �  * 4 �����  ��� ����� *� 
��� ++ < �! B���� �I�9 2�� *��� *�' @�CVC �� -������  *�� �����  ��� ��T�W���2�? 
� X� ��� ���' �����  ��  �?। ������ �E�' �2� ��9� KE�।  
 
        /`' ��"� ������ "X� ��KVC KE�। �‘��#� ���� >���VCU B��। ++�E ��'�)� ����#� 
*���O��� <��� B���2। 2���� ��� (W��� (y�O��  �� ���  ��2�। ����#� "�� >���VCU 
���� ����� ���� � <� ��� �� (�� ���। ��� <�� �O���2�, �' ���� ���� 2����� 
>���� "����#� � < n� -®�'I�� � � < <�� ®�'I�� ���� �O���2�। *�� � 2�E� �Q� *X�  
>�� ����� B��2�। �'I��� ���� *��� �� -^���� ��G� ��C��#�U� <� X��  ��T�W�� �W�। 
����� �SO�� *����� �� G�O� ��� *O�। "������ ������ ��# �E� � E� ����E ��)��। ��� 
++ < 2���� �' ����� ��d���� ����� ��� *X�  �' ��)���  �2��� ��� ��। ��� *#�� 
"���E ��, "���E Kµ� ���m �Q����। ���� /,' ��"� ������ ��� *X�  <R�� 1�  @' 
n� �����' gp/Ap < ���d��� KE�G�� ��� *��T�2 *O�। ���� ���� �! B���� ���#� � �I�9 
*������ �2�। ����� ��L ��'�)� � ��� � *���O�� �2�। ���� *��� ��� �� "������ ����� 
���� �  ��d���� ����� ��� ��TW��।  
 
        /,' ��"� ������ ��� @‘��#� �B5 ��� B��। *�V ��Cm ���� "��-(b�U ���  ��� � 
*��� �����#� � (���  ���U��! ������ �� -^���� "�U ��TB���� <� ¶vC���� *�2 ���  2�E�। 
2�E�� 2�E�� ���� *�2� *)�� (��  �������, K�E�'� ���� �O�� X���। "������ ��� ���d������� 
�S�� ��� �� -^����� �����d K�T�E�� �O�� *��� *�, *���� ����#� ^����� �J����>�� 
'�9� 2�W�� ��W (�2। ���� "�UI�� ������� ���  � >�� �!�! *)��' B�� *O�2। )�� 
����� �����d � �E n� , � �E <��, ,p�E 
���b� ��'�)�, /gp ��� *���O���, >��, 
 � >�� �EC�� *�� ���  ��  O��� *�� ���d������ ���� ��� *O�।  
 
        ���d��������  �2 *X�  �I��� ��W� *��� ������ ��� �� -^������ ���B�� �� ��I��� 
�Bm�  ��� ��O�। ���� I� *��� �O���2�। "���# ����� *B���� (W���। (b��U� "���� *��� 
���� ��  ���2� �  ����E ^���� ����� �X *���  �� ��T�W�� ����2, � h  ��C� ���d�������� 
*��E ����� /pp <� ��� �।  
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        *���� ����� �O�� *��T2� ]� ��। ��L ��L � �E ����R ���� ��� ��� ���� 
(y�O�� ��� ���d�������� 4�N��� *���� *)��� ��O�। *����R (���U� O<C� (� 
���·���U� ��¸ �U�#� v��-"��v�� ��� 4?�। � h ����� I� *�� � ���d�������। I� 
*�� � *�' ��9 ������ ��� �����U ����V�� ���� ��2� *X�  ���d�������� ��� ���O�� 
B���2�। ���#� ��  *BD�  ��� "������ �Q��� I�¹ ����� ���� �। ���d������� <�� �U 
 �� �¦� ����2� *� ���� � 2���' ���� �X *2�W *��� �। ����� �' �¦� *�V ��Cm �E�E 
�2�। ���� �X *2�W *���। �� -^���� *�O��  *��� � �X *2�W ���� �� �X ���� ���� 
����2�।  
 
 
         �' ������ O�W� ����� *�V ���U�� KE�। 
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��! "������%  ����E 
 

������� �Q� ����� 
A। ����E ���� ��K�E� ��! 

"������ ����� ����U 
����� � ��1�� ������ ................ 

/0./ 
 

�����E� "������ ��� 
��#�$ ��% �k�O�1��� �B~�t �~  * 

+,-`-.` 
 
        +g*� ��BC �W �W ���� ��� 9���� *� ��5����� B������2� *� ��� (��� <��� ������ 
+A*� ��BC। ��L ��L ���O�t� (����J����� "������ @OC ^���  ��� (�u  ��। "���E 
���Ot���� *� �� � -� E� ��º����। 
 
       +.*� ��BC /0./ � (��� ��W��� ��� ���������� I��V�$ ���  �� < ���� �� (��� 
(���B� B��2। ��  �� < 2�� ��� (���  ���, ‘‘����, ��� 9����� ��R�� (����� 
������  R।’’ (�� �����, ‘‘(��� �� B�'।’’ �"�Y��| 2����� �������� B�� �?  �। ��' 
(�� �����  �H��  �C� �� (�����)- ��  X�, ��� ��C��� *<���� ��। � 2��� (�O ��� 
]� ��� (����� ���O� ����� *��O��  �� ����2। ��T�  �2 *X�  I��V�$  �C��� <�� ����, 
�' *I�� �����,  �UC� �� ��� (���  ��� ����� (�� �' ���Q��C "9�। 
 
      +.*� ��BC ����� /0./ �। *��� "�� @‘E�� *<���� �� ��� ��W��� (���  ����� <� 
��� ��?���। �O�� *�����  ����� *I��� ��� (�2 (��� ��<������  �� <, �����  
������  �� < ���� 2��E  �E��� ����2�� ��� � 2� ����  2��। ���W� ��'��� *���� <��O�� 
����E I�W। (���  *���' � �� ‘‘<� �����’’ ‘‘<� �����’’ ��� (�c B�$ ��  �� 4?�। *����� 
������� ��� "�� /gp <�� �� *��  ����� <� ^���।  �� �E ��� � n�  � ���� ��T�W�� (�2। 
B������ \�� v�� ��� ��O� ‘‘<� �����’’। (�� ��� 4�?�� � ��  ��I���  ����। 
 
       K��� *I��� ]� ��' *<���� �� � ��� ��L ���B�  ���� ���� ����, (<' ��TBE�� *� 
*�� �� (�2 ����� ��� ����E�  ��d  ���� <� ����  ��। ��� ���B���� I�� (���  *��� 
��। (�� �������� (��� ���� <���� � ��  ��I��� <����� ��� ������X O�W��� (���  
4�?�� ��� ������   ����।  
 
    *<���� ���� ��W� *X�  *����� (�� ��� B������  ‘‘<� �����’’ <�v� 4?�� ��O�। �E� 
(�c I�� 4?�। ����<�W  �� IO����  ��2 "�XC�  ����, ��d ��� *�  ���������  
��� 
 ��� ����। 
 
       +.*� ��BC *��� ��TBE�� � E� <�� � ��TBE� ��� � n�  (��� ����� ���� ��� ��TW��। 
B������  \�� ‘‘ <� �����’’ v�। *���  *�� ��U�। (�� (��� !� � *2��������� �����, 

������ 1�  ����2। (���  ��� *��� ���। ‘‘<� �����’’ ��� � ����  �2 *X�  ����� ����।  
 
 
  
 */0./ ����� ���BC *�<� ���  �C�� �2��।  
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 ���Ot ����E *� (�c *��� 4�?�2। 
 
     (��, ���  *B����� � *<���� �� � ' O�W��� ����2���। ���' (����� ��� *�W ����� 
���C� <���। O�W� ���� ���� ��O�� B���2 ����9�O�t� ��� । *��� (����� Om��G� �2� 
������� B�-��O�।  ��U, ��� *����2��� ��� 9���� ¨��L��� ����� (�2। *I���2��� Kµ� 
@��� � ���� ������� *��T�2 ��� ��� ������  �C�QB� ^���  ��� ����, � h ��X B��� �O�� 
(����� ��  �������»� ����� ��� ����। � 2�#U �� ��' ��9�� 4��� �W �W O�2, ��X� 
'����� *��� ������ 1 ^���  �� �2�। ���� ��x��, *<���� �� � ���  *B������ (���b��' 
�>�� ^���  �� ����2�। � h �� ��W����W *� �M= ��� �� * 4' I����। 
���� ��� "��� �E 
��L���� � (< *<�O 4�?�2। ����� , (�� ����� �� (��� � ����� ��Cm ��9�K�E *���� 
�����।  ��U (����� ��<��� "���<� *��O����O �#�  ��� ���।  
 
       �������� *��T2�� *��T2�� "�� ��� //E� *��<�2�। (�� *<���� ���  �����, (< ��� 
����' X� � ��� (O��� �� *I��� ���� (����� ���O ����2 ������  ��� ���� ���O �  �  
�! � ������� ���2 �� *��� ����C�  �C��� S�  ��। ������� B�-��O��� ����<�� *��9�)� 
������  �����, ‘‘(< ����� <� ���� ¨�� ��� ������ *� B�-��O��E ����#� ����� ����G� 
 �� ��। ��� ��� 9���� * �X�� K�T�E ����� ����2 � ����E <����� <� @-B��< ���9 *��  
��?��� ��। � ����E (���   �� @����� ����' ���� ���।’’ 
 
       (����� ����' (����� ���G� ��������' ����2�। ���� � E�  X� ���� B�' *� �����E� 
�����O�� *�L� *��<���P� � E� * �M�� �2�। *�E��  ��5�� �2� *�<� ����� *������) 
(��C���  �UC�)। ���Ot *X�  ��� ��� �� (��� ��' ��W� (���� �� <��� ������ *�<� 
����� *������) �����O� *X�  ��� ���  ���H� *�������� ���  ����। ����E *2�W �I��� 
����� 4�N��E� *���� ����� � । <���� ���  �����, (����� �O�� ��  ���� ��� ��� 
������ *BD�� ����E ��d  ��� ���।  
    
        (��� ��W����W *��� ��  *BD�  ����, � h �XK��E ������» *����� �� �������� ���� 
��� *��T2��� �� (�� �� �� �Bm�   ���2��� *� ����� *������) � ��� ^�����m ��� 
(��� ^�����m ��� ����E�  ��d  �� ��� �����E ���������� ��� � 4�W�� *���� (����� 
"�� *�1� ���EC�� ^���  ��। ����E *X�  ���� ���������  ��d  ��� <� ���d��� ���B��� 
 ��� ������ ����। *��� ���  �C� ����� *������) (���  X� *�� ��� ����� (����� 
���������� '����� ���� I��� *��� ����।  
 
        <��� ������ O� ����' *�<� ����� *������) ��� ^�����m ��� ������ ���b�  �� 
B�� *O�2। *�<� ����� *������) � ^�����m��� *��� ����E�  ��d  �� ����� (���  ���H�� 
��X *O�� ������ ��। ��'���  ��  �� *���� � �� (��� ��<� '  ��� ���। 
 
      ���� K�� �� �। �Bm�  ��� ��O��� � ����� ��C���#� ^�� ��� � I��� �   ��। ���� 
*I��� *��� "�� ���W ���E�� ��� (�� (��� 
����� ��� ��S��� *2����� *���� *O���।  ��U 
(���  <��� ��� ����  ���� ���  ���� #��� (�2 ��� ���� ��L ������� -*O�����R� �  
�  (�2। (���, ��<����, ����� � �������� *�������� ^�� �� ���� 2��E�� �2� �� ������ 
*��E /gp < ��� �2�। �����  ��2 (�2 * �� `p` ��'�)� ��� �� ��45  �� >��। �' ����� 
^�� � ������� ��� ��� 9����� ��R�� ���  �� ���m' *�� ���।     
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    ��'��� , (�� ����E�  ��d  ���� *� ����� S�U  ���2 �� (���  *� I���' *��  ��� 
 ���' ���। �� ����� � 
�9 *���� �� ���' ���, ���� (��� ^���। �� (�2 ��' ��� 
�����B��� ��  �� ��� ����E�  ��d  ��। �� �� �Bm�  ��� ��O��� �' ����� ������� � 
^�� ��� � I��� �   �� ��� 9����� ����9�  ��। �?   �� *)���� <O�� ��d' �� �W 
��d ��� ��� <� G��� S��������� ������ (���  ��� ���। G��� S���������  ��2 �� �� 
(�2 ��� (���  ��2 �� ^�� (�2 ��' ��� (���  ����E ��d  ��� ���। ��' G��� 
S��������� *1�  �����, *����� (��� ^����� ��L ��L X� �� ��� ‘‘<� �����’’ v� 4�?�� 
B������ � ( �������  �T���� �����। �' (���< \� ���� ��  �� *� ��  ^�� ��� 
(��� ���� ��R�� �W�� ����2। ���  *B������  (�� ����� *�I��� *��  �!�! ��� 
*O�����R��� ���G�  ���' ���।  
 
      +a/+0*� ��BC (��� ^����� ��K��  ����। @' e�E� ���O�T �����W� ���� "������ O�W 
*����� <� ���?�� �����। ¨��L� *X�  ���Ot � B��RK��E ��� ��� (��� �� ����� ���O�T 
�����W� ��� ����' (��� ���।  �U, *����' � �W ��9� ���O�T �����W� ���� ����' *O�2।  
 
     ���� * �X�� (�2 ��?  ��� ������� �। I��� ��� ��� *��T2����। ¨��L� *X�  *�� < 
(�� "�� �f �2�। ��?  ��� ���� <�  �� <�  ¨��L��� (������ ��?����।  
 

        ����  ������� (����� "X�  ��M ������। ��������� (������ B-��O� �2�, �� ��L��� 
����<���� ��� ������  ���2। ^����� �����-�����, X� �� ���G� ��� *n����� <��O� ��' 
��T�� ���G�  ���2। B-��O��� ����<�� *��9)�, (�<< ���� ��  ���' ��। ���  *B����� 
�!�! *O����R� ��c��9  ��� ��O�। ���, n�  �� ���� (����� �������� <� �  <��O�� 
 ��2। (��� (�2 � ��� *<� �� <��O� *X�  ����� � E� �����  "��#U �2� (����� ^�� 
��� *��O ���� ��O�।  
 

      ����  ��� *���� (�R� B-��O��� ���  ��� 9���� (��2 B��RK��E ����� <�। ����� 
*����� ��9�� � E� (�2 ��� *�� <��  �2 *X�  <���� � ��9� ���� \�� ���V' B��� ����, 
O�W� B��� ���� �। �� � 2� ^�� �2�, "�� @' e�E��� ��, ���?�� ����� (�R� B�-��O��� 
��� । ��� *��T2�� �� ��� ��?�� *� ��� 9���� ����2�, (��� ¨��L��� ���  B�� *O�2। (�� 
���� �)�� (��  �����,  ��U (��� 4�N�� �� �� ��W����W ����E ��I���� �����।  
  

 `p*� ��BC ��� *���� ��� 9���� ¨��L�� ��� ����B�� (�u  ���2। `p/`/*� ��BC ���� 
¨��L��� "�� @' ��'� �Q�� "������ O�W ������ �' 4�N��� *� `/*� ��BC � ��� (�� ¼��L� 
(b�U  ��।  
 

       `p*� ��BC � ��� (�� (��� B�� e�E��  ��� B������  ¨��L�� (b�U  ����। *I�� 
(EE�� ¨��L�� *��T2���। ��� *���� ��� 9��� ¨��L�� *2�W *���I� ��<���� ���  B�� *O�2। 
��� D �  �� *���I���<�� ���  �� *¨� ��� ��  ����। B������ ^�� 2�W�� ��W�2�। 
�����  (��� � ���  �� *���I���<���� ���  ��� ����। ��9�� *�� <�� B��B� �  � � 
�f ����' B��। ^����� ��� �� *���I���<���� ���  ������� <��� ������ ���� B�-
��O�� ��� 9���� (�2। *�2� @�E� e�E��  ����� *��<� *���I���<�� ��9�� � ��� ���� 
B�-��O� ����d  �� *���I���<�� (���। ���� B�-��O�E� ¨��L� *X�  ./a ��'� �Q��। 
������  ��2 (���' *O���>��� (���< \���। *���� ������� (��� ^���� ������ 
���  �>��। � 2�#U �� @��� � *O���>��� (���< \���। *��� "�� (W�'E� ���। ‘‘<� �����’’ 
(����< ����� ���� *�  
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������ ��� 4?�। ������ ���� (����� ���� ����2। ������O� �I��� � 2�' �?  *���� ����� 
�। ���  ^����� ����� *���I���<��� ���  �S�� ���। ��� � ��� *O�2। *��T2��� 
*���I���<���। �� ���� *���I���<��� *� ½�� ��� *O�2। *�� < "�� *' ����' B��। 
��� CE ��4�� ��� 4?���। (��� ^����� (��� ��O�। <� ����� v��� ���� ���E� ������ ��� 
4?�। *�� < ����� � *��� (�����  ��2 (��� ��O�।  
 
      ������� *X�   ��M 4�?�� *���I���<���  ��M  ����।  ��U ��� *X�  (��� ����E 
(b�U  �� ������ ���। *<���� ���  � X� ���� ��� (���  X� *�� ���। *���I���<���� 
��G��E ��� <��O�� *��� *X�  @�E� "�� �W , ����E *X�  � E�  ���4W� ���, ���E 
*����� �������� ��� *���I���<��� (�� ���। ��� ���� G���X  ���H� �X�� k��zU���W�� *��� 
B�� ����� *���I���<��� ���� (��� ���। � X� *I�� *���I���<���  "��� K�T�E  �� ������। 
��� ��� (�u  ���� ���� * �X�� ��� ��� *����  ���4W�� ���  ���� *'। G��X ����E 
*X�  *���I���<�� ��9�E� ��  ��KC। ��' ���� *�����-��������� ��9�' *��2 *��। ���� � ��9� 
*��2 *���� (� � E�  ��U (��� ^����� �����E *��� ��� @�E� �W �W �� ��� ��� ���। �' 
�Bm�  �� (���  ��2 �� ^�� �2� �� ��� *�����-��������� ��9�� ����E ����� <� �G  ����।  
 
        *���I���<���  �d K�T�E ������ ������  ��� <� *<���� �� ��� ���  *B������  ����� 
*� (��� (��� �!�! ��� ^���� "���<। *�����-��������� ��9�� ����E *��� ��� @�E� �W 
�W �� (���  ��� ��� ���। *� ^�� (���  ��2 �� (�2 �� ���� @�E� �� ��� ��� ��� 
*�� �����  �� ����E *��T2���  D���� ������। *<���� �� ��� ���  *B������  �  X� ���� 
���� (���  (��� ���� *� � 2�  ���� ���� ^��- *O�����R� ��� ����।  
 
     ��� 9���� ����� ���I�� *��� ����� ������ ��� �W � ��� * � ���  ��� � ��#U 
��Cm � ��� �����E � ��� ���। ��� *�����-�������� @�E� ���� ��� I��I��� ���� *��� *�E� 
����� ������ ��� *�<� ^��� ��� ��O���। 
 
      (�9 (�9 �!�! � ^�� ��W�� ��O�। *<���� �� �����m �O�� ���1(�-�� ��L��� 
*2����� � ���  �� *���I���<�� ��?��� ��O��। ���  *B����� �!�! ��S�  ��� ��O��। 
(��� ^�� �� "�� ,gp <�� �� ��� *O�।  
 
      *���I���<�� � ¨��L��� <O (���  ��  ������  ���2। �O�����N �����, *������� 
����, (�<<, 1�� (��, (���), '����� ��� |��- ���<� 2�����  X� ¨��� ���X ��U  ��। 
^����� *���\�, �����-������ ��� ��� ���G� ��� *���I���<�� � �����E� <O �  ���� 
����� ����E�  ����d  �� �u� �� �।  
 
       '������ ��� *���� "�� @' e�E� ��� 9�� ^�� *������ "������ O�W �����2 ��� �  
e�E�-�� *��� ^�� ������� �#�  ��2। ^����� ������ *��� ������ ��� �W � ��� ���  ��� 
�। (��� ��� *����, ��� 9�����  ��2 
���b� *���O�, �� '�� �EC��, @' '�� �EC�� '����� 
(���  �!�! (�2। *��� � (��-����� �f  �� �����2। *�����-���������� @�E� *)�� ���� 
 �2 (�2। * � *� � ����  B��B�  ��� ����2 �। ���� ��L � < ��)���� (�2 <��� 
������। *�I��� *��  ����E (���  <�  ���' ���।  
 
         ,?� ��"� ��� (EE�� *�������  �2� ��2 "���#���Q�� ^���  ����। ���� (b�U  �� 
�G�  ����।  
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*������� "�� *�W ��'� 1�� � *�W ��'� ��T�� @�E�  �� e�E� ��?� �G�  ����।S�� 
S��������� ����� *� *� �>��� �?  X�� । ����� �f ��� ^���� B�� ����� Om��G��। ���  
^�� ��� ��������� (b�U B���� �' �G�  ����। ��� "�� ��E�� (��� � I��� *�����-������� 
(b�U B���� �� ���'�  ������ �����-1�� � ��T��� ^���� �� ��� ��� ����� �K�� *)��� 
��� ���  ^���� �������� ����� ��9 �����। 
 

� �� ��TBE�� *������� ���� (���' ���� *O���>�� 2�TW�� (�u  ��। ���� <��� 
(���� ���� ��O���। 
 

g' ��"�। ��' *��� ��W�� ��O� *O���>��� (���< ��' ��W�� ��O�। ���� �� '�� � 
@' '�� �EC�� � *���O��� ������� (����� ^����� ������9  �� ����। (����� ���  @-� E� 
��W��� (> ��� *O�। S�������� ������ (�u  ��। ^����� ����2���, ���� *� � 2���' �� 
��� ��� ����  (��� � ����। *��� "�� �����E�� ��� ����� @’��  *X� ' “<� �����” v� \�� 
*����। ����� ������ (��� ^���� ���  �2� ��2 B�� ����2। ���� ���� “'�� (��”  (���<� 
*��� �����। ���� *���� ����� �������� ��� \R ��� *O�2। �' (���< (��� ��L ��L ���� *X�  
*O���>�� *2�W� �f  �� *��� ��। � 2�#U ��� *����� (��� ^���� *��T�2 *O�2 ��� (����� ����� 
'����� 1� �2। “<� �����” v��� ����� *����� S�� ������ ��� 4?�। 
 

*)��E� I��' �2�, ��W�xW�� ���� *� � ��� *)��>��� D  ��� ��� ��� �����O ���� 
����। (��� ���' ���� *O���, ��9 ^���  (��� ��K��  ���� ��� ����� *����� *�I��� 
(����� ���� ����2 �?  *�I��� �������� ���  ��� ���। 
 

����� *O���>�� (����� 4�� (��� \R ��। ��� D �  �� ������� ����� <� x �� 
�����।  �< (�u ��� *O�।����  ��� 9����� /+�E �J���� ��� -���  *X�  ����� �O���2� 
��� ���� *���'  �� *��� ����2�। �' ���� (����� ��< *���� <� "�U ���। �J����>��� 
*���I���<��� ���?�� *��� ��। 
 

����  ��� *���� �� B��E� n�  �������� ����2। �E�� @�E�  ��U X� �� ����। �E�� 
@�E�  ��U (��� ��� 9�� ^�� ����E *X�  ����2। �����  ��U �����E ������� ��c��9  ��2। 
�� E� ��� E� ��� ��� (��2� ���� �����E ������� ��c��9  ��2 ���' �� ����। ����� , 
���  *B������  ��' ��� ��?���� ��� ��  ���� � �E * �M���  *���I���<�� *X�  n��  
 �� �������� ���?�� ����। ��� ����E *X�  ����� (��� ^�� ��� X��  ����� (��� ^���� 
�? �� ���� *�� �����  ��� ���� �' *I�� (�� ���  *B������  ���E� ��?����। ��� (��� 
@�E� ��I ��- (��� ^������� ��W��, ������% ��� ���� ����E *X�  ^�� ��?�� ��� (���� 
^������� �� *��� ��� ���� ����� ��� B����� *��� ����। 
 

*��� ��W�� ��O�। ����� *O���>��� (���<� ��W�� ��O���। �f �� ��� (��। 
@’��# *O���>�� B��� ��O�। � 2�#U �� \��� “<� �����” ����� v�। ������ (��� ^���� 
���  ��2 ��� *O�2। O�W�� (���< *����। �� <�v� ���� *� � 2�' ���� ����� � �  ���। 
*O���>��� (���< �� ���� �f ��� �O���2�। ����� ���� *)�� ��� *� �>��� D  ��� ��� 
����। 
 

*� �  �� *��  �����-(��  ��� (�u  ��। ������� ���� (��। (�c �E� I�� 
4?�। ���E� ��?���� *���I���<���। 
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����� ��2� �����  �� ���B� ��  ���� �,  ��U ��� n��   �� �������2। ���� *�T�E 
������  ��� �u� �। ��' (��� ^������  ��K��  ��� (�u  ����। *� *���� (�2 
����' "������ O�W ����� <� ��¨��  ��� x �� �����। ������� )<��� � �  �� * �M�� 
��� ��������� "�� @' ��'� (�O "������ O�W ����� �����। ���� * �X�� (�2 ��� ���� 
(�u  ����। 

 

����  *���I���<��� *�<� ��)4H��� ��L *��� ��। (�� ���  ����� ��� ���� � E� 
* �M�� ���?�� ����। *�L� *��<���P� � E� * �M�� (���  ��2 *��T2�-�����E� *�<� 
(�<<। ���  (�� ���?�� �����  ���4W�-*����-��T��� �c�-*O����Ot ��� �����E� ����� ��� 
��#U ���� "������ O�W �����। ����  (�� �������-�����E� ��9� ����d  �� ��� ��L ����� 
��� ���� ����� ��। 

 

 ���6 (�<�<� ^�� ��9�� ��� ����� *O����Ot ��Cm *��T2�। � h  ������ (����E 
*X�  "�� �� ��'� �Q��)  ��2 �� (�� �� ���� ��� 4�� *O���>�� 2�TW�� \R  ��। ��' 
*�� , ��� ��9 ��d ���� ���� (b�U  ���� ����  ����� *2�W �����E� ���  ������ *O�। 

 

����  ��� *���� ����X ��� �� ��9�� @���� ���� "������ O�W �����2। ����X ��� 
 ��� "À~�� ����। E� ��� E� ��� ���� <��� ������ �����X ���� ��' ���O���2 ��� @-
� E� OR� ��  ���� �O���2। � ���E� (�� (��� ^����� <����� �। ��' *��  ��9 ��d 
���� �����X� 4�� (b�U  ����। �' ����� ���� ��9 ��d ������  ���2�। ��� ����� 
����� *I�L �O���2�। ����� �f ��� (����� (b��U ��� �E �� ���� � ��� ����X *2�W 
������ �� ���� �����E B�� *O�। 

 

����   ���6 (�<�<� ^�� ������   ����� *X�  ���W�� ����� ��� ��#U ���� 
"���#��Q�� ^���  ��। 

 

.' ��"� /0./ �। ��9 ����E *<�� (����� ���� (��। 
 

���� �  <��O�� � ��� ��। ����E �����c� ��� ��«����� B�-��O��� (������ � ��� 
��। ������ �� (���  ��2 �� ^�� (�2 �� ���� ����� 4�� �����  �� �?  ��� �, ��' 
*<���� �� � ���  *B������  ��2 (��� ^�� ��� �!�! B�'���। 

 

a' ��"� � ��� ��� (�� �  ���6 (�<< <��- ��  ��� ��O��� �   �� ����E�  
��d  �� ���। �� ��� I����� ����m �#� ������ � < *�%  �C� ����'�� (��� ��� 
(���  ���� ���B�� *���। (�� �����, �  ���C (�� ��� ��� ��� (���  ^�� ���� ������ 
 ��। ��� ����,  ��' ���। (�� ��' ��T� ��L ���B� ��� ��� *O���। ��� ���E� ��Cm �  
 �C��� (��� ����  �� �� �? ?�   �� ��, � h *�E�  ��C �� ���� (�O' ��� 9�� ^���� 
(����� 4�� (b�U  ��। I����� ^�� (��� *��I�O� ���। 

 

0' ��"� ��Cm ����� ����E (����� ���� �'�। (��� ��� �� �2� �����c� ��� 
��«����� B�-��O� ���  ��। ��� "�� �O��E�� ��� �  * �M���  ���?�� ����� �� B�-��O��� 
��� । (� � E� * �M���  ��?��� �� (������� ��� । (� @' * �M���  ��� ��«����� B�-
��O� ���� �����E � �����c� ����� <� ��� ����।  ���6 (�<�<� 4�� I�� *��� �� 
����� ��� ��#U ��� ������  �� �����। 
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/p' ��"� (����� 4�� ���� "B� �����  ��। ���� '������ ��  ^�� *��O�W 
 ���2�। ������� ��� B��। (����� ^���� ��� 9����� (b��U� ���� �E �� ���� �। ���� 
�� � � �! ������  ��। (�9 (�9 (��� ^���� ��2� �E�� (�u  �� ��� ��� ��#U ���W 
(��। �����O��� * �M�� (��� ����� �। ��� ��������� (����) ���  B�� *O�। �����  
(�O' ��� �2� ��� (b�U  J� ��C � �� ����� ��� *�  ���6 ��������� ��L (*� ��������� 
���  ���  ��2�) ���� ���। 

 
��� �� ���� �� (�� ���B� *X�  ������� �_���� ��� (��2���। �� �  @KCE�� 

(��� O�W� 4�� �O���2�। *��� ��� �u� �2� a' ��"�। ��� �J�D ����। (�� O�W� B��������। 
(��� ��L � < ��O������ �2�। ��  ���4W��  ��2 (�� �� @�E� *��  (��� ���  �#� 
 �� �! ��� ��� >��  ��� *BD�  ��। (�� �� O�W�� ��1 ���W�� �����। � h ��9� ��� ����� 
�2� ��� O�W��� ��1� *��� �2�। � E� (����<  �� (��� *�2 ���  �� ���' O�W�� ��_U 
������ *)��। O�W� 4�� *O�। (��� ����-���  ��� (K�� *��O�2�। ��� <�� �O���2� @�JC~�� 
������ ���O� *��  �2�। 

 
��' *�� , *��TW� �� ��� ��� ���B���  ��� (�u  ����। ��' � �� *<���� ����� 

��� �k�O�1��� ����� ��L (��� *���I���<��� *��� ��। (��� � ��G� *��� *�%  �C� 
<����  ����E *����� I�� *��� �� ��� (���  � 2� ���� <� *����-����� �c�-����E 
��� �� ����� *��� ��। ����C� ��� �� ���' I���� B�� *O��� �� (��� ����E *����� ����� 
����� (���  *��� ��।  �C� <����  4~� ��L� � E� *�����  �����  �� ���?�� *��� ��। 

 
��' *��  ��� ��#U ���W I�VU ��� ��। ����� *�L� *��<��P  ���6 (�<�<� *�J�� 

("�U ���  �� *��� ��O�। ���� 4�� ���� ����� ��Cm ����2�। ����� �' (b��U� ���� 
�E �� ���� �। ^����, 2�IL ��� *O�।  ���6 (�<< ���� >�� *��O (�� ��। ��� (�9 
(�9 ��� *���I���<���� ���  ��2� �E�� ���� ��। ���  ^���� *O����Ot-]� � ��#�U� ���  ��2� 
�E�� ��O�। 

 
'��� Ot-*O����O�t �� ^�� �2� (�� "���#��Q�� ^���  ����। ��"� ����� �������� 

���� I�VU ��� ��। '��� O�t� ���� �����E� ��L��� ��-��, ��� ��� 9����� ���  �< 
 ���, (����� ���� ��� ��W।��� 9����� ��L������ "�� ���E� �' �JD�m ���� *���� ����। 
��� 9���� <�� � (���  � ^�� ��� '��� O�t "������ O�W �����2। (����� s����� *�n� 
'��� O�t� "�� ��'����  (�O �2�। ��� 9���� �����E� ��L��� ���� ������  *O����O�t 
� E� �<����� ���?���2��। '��� Ot-����E �W�  *��  B��B� �� ���� �f �2�। ���� <�� 
*� ����E *X�  ��� * 4 *O����O�t� ���  ��� ����� ��� �#� *'। )���� ����� � �E ��L��� 
���� ���� � 2� ��� (�� �। ���� �� <��� �� �� �� <��� �����' ��। ���� ����� s����� 
*�n� ��� ��� �� �Q� �1�)�}� ���� (�� (����� )���� *���� �� B�����  *X� । ��� <�� 
��T�W�� *O�। *����� R���। )���� �f  �� (���  �� < *O���, I����� �W �� �� ���। � h 
({�C! ��L��� ����, �   ��, >��  �� ����� �E� B�'� �। ��� (���� ���।  �  � ���-
����  �� �����, ���', ��� 9����� �� B�E�2। ��� ��W�2। ��� "��U ���� �,  ���U (�� 
��L���। x �� ����� ��  (��� *�1� ���EC��� ��� *���। ��  *<���� ����� �������  ��2 
�<��������� <� ���?�� ��'। �� O�W�E� ���� (����� *��O�2�। ({�C, ���� ��' ���� ���� 
(����� 4�� (b�U  ��। 
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"B� (b��U� ���� �E� �� � *��� ��2� �E�  ���� ����। ��� I��� *O����Ot-
*����-����� �c� ���  ���  ��� ��"��� *��V� ���  I�����  ���Ot ��� �� ��� *n�� 
 ��M ������। ����  ����� *�L� � ���  ^���� ��� (b�U "����  ��� � *��� (�9 (�9 
*���I���<��-¨��L� ��� I����� �����m <�� ��� ��O�। 
 

�����E ��! "������ ����� 1����� 
*�%  �C� (�@� ��* 

WAR DIARY OF SECTOR 4 BDF 

Date Time Place Remarks 

1 2 3 4 

02 Apr 71  Sheola ghat C/9 pl of 3 wing EPR which was deployed 

in area Baragram/Gazukati BOP having 

direction from Teliapara HQ come at 

sheola Ghat. 

05 Apr 71  -do- Capt Aziz of EBR arrived and took over 

comd of C/9 pl. 

05 Apr 71 2100 hrs -do- pl moved at Ranaping and joined EBR coy 

under comd of Capt Aziz. Tps adv towards 

Sylhet. Mr. Taymur, MPA met tps in area 

before between Golapgonj and Ranaping. 

He took over driving of veh of C/9 pl and 

met an accident on the way which caused 

minor injuries to 3 pers. Immediately after 

the accident Mr. Taymur left the place. 

EBR coy proceeded Ranaping and EPR 

stayed at the place of accident for the 

night. 

06 Apr 71 0930 hrs Ranakheli EPR pl moved in a base sent by Capt Aziz 

and joined EBR Coy at Ranakheli. Tps 

sheltered there till next evening. 

07 Apr 71  -do- EBR Coy moved to Daka Dhakin and EPR 

PI took def posn in area Fullbari/Bhaitiker. 

08 APr 71  -do- In the night EBR Coy advanced towards 

Sylhet. 

09 APr 71  Fulbari N/Sub Motiur Rahman of C/8 pl of 3 Wing 

EPR took over C/9 PI at Fulbari as per 

order received from Teliapara. 

10 Apr 71  Kadamtali C/9 PI moved to Kadamtali bus-stand and on 

reaching there at about 1200 hrs took def 
 

 
 
* /0./-�� ���BC  ���6 ���  �C�� �2�� 
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   posn. At 1300 hrs enemy aircraft (ac) raided 

EBR Coy posn in Kin bridge area and EPR 

PI in Kadamtali. En inf tps also started firing 

with small arms/3 inch morter/6 pdr. 

Exchange of fire continued for about 21hrs. 

En tried to cross Kin Bridge but could not do 

so and suffered heavy casualties. 

11 Apr 71 1000 hrs -do- EPR PI when digging in area Kadamtali its 

str was 14 only.  At about 1000 hrs en 

started interm ttant fire on EPR PI. After 

few minutes en was seen to adv through 

area KIN Bridge/Bhartakhola, where EBR 

Coy was deployed. This led the EPR PI to 

know that EBR Coy has withdrawn. En 

adv was obstructed by EPR PI till it was 

again fired upon with small arms/3 inch 

morter 6 pdr, supported by air raid. EPR PI 

withdrew from def posn and reached 
Fulbari in a civil bus in the evening and 

halted there for the night. 
12 Apr 71 0700 hrs Sheolaghat Moved to Sheolaghat and took def posn. 

-do- -do- -do- Maj C R Dutta arrived and took over Comd. 

11 Mjd/Ansr joined at Sheolaghat, advanced 

and took def in area Ranaping when PI str 

was twenty five only. Again more 29 
Mjd/Ansar joined the PI. Brig Panday and 

others arrived and carried out reccee in area 

Golapgonj and Fulbari/Bhaitiker. BSF unit 

under Brig panday arrived and dug def in the 

same area. EPR PI laid musk posn in 

Hatimgonj area and fired on a jeep which 
was advancing towards Hatimgonj carrying 

3/4 uniformed persons. The jeep stopped and 

the uniformed pers including SP, sylhet, 
surrendered pers raising their hands. They 

were arrested and brought to def area. 

20 Apr 71  Sheolghat A party of 1/10 was sent to destroy the 

sheolaghat ferry. They Destroyed the ferry at 

night of 20 Apr 71 and killed 8 en by 2″ 

Mor/LMG fire. N/Sub Motiur Rahman was 

left to destroy the ferry of, Kharglighat 

Baraigram in the night with a civilian by 

boat. Ferry of above ghats was destroyed by 

axe. 

21 Apr 71  Sutarkandi Capt A Rab joined. 
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�����E ��! "������ 
��#�$ ��% ���}���  *��� ���� 

A-//-/0., 
 

+g*� ��BC (�� �����E� /+� ���� �����O�� �2���। (�� '�E���<} 'B�<C �2���। 
/a' ��BC (����� 4'� ������ � �I�� ��� 9���� ��� ��  ��। �' ��� ��� 9����� ���X (��� 
�B�� �� ��� (��� ��R�� * � ��TW  ���। ++*� ��BC (����� �MQUC ������� <�� ��� *�। 4'� 
 ����� �2� *�<� �� � ��। *�� � '  ��� �2� @’< ��t���  ��6। ���O�t � < 
* �M��  ����� �2� ������� ��, (�, *B�����। �������� � <  ����� �2� ������� ��<��� 
����। ����O�t  ����� �2� ������� ��<��� ���� ��� 4'� *�1� ���EC��� � �E  �� * �M�� 
�2�  ����� �2� � < ��t��� �������। *�1� ���EC��� � �E �����EC e�E�� �2�।  ����� �2� 
(��� )<� ����। 

 
 ++*� ��BC ������ � � ���L��� '��(��  *�1� ���EC��� ��� (�� ��। (�����  �2 
*X�  �! ��� ���� ���L������ B�'�< �! '���  �� ��� 9���� *O�� ^�?   ����। �' ��G� 
*��� (��� 1�'�� )���C *O�� (���B�  ��। 4��G� �2� 4'� �������� *�<� �����@� '����, 
���  ���)<�H�� *B����� ��� (��। (��� ����E �1�� ��� ����’� ���X *��O����O  ��। `� 
����� ���X� *��O����O  ��। ��9 ��V� ��O�  ��'। *���� �O��  ���6 (��4�N�� ���X 
*��O����O  ��।  
 
 `p*� ��BC � �� ���� AE�� ��� //��t��� (����� 4'� �K�� *)�� (b�U  ��। 
(��� 4'� *X�  ������ �O�� ���I= G�� (¨� ����। (b��U �������� ���)� KE�G��' ��� 
��। * ���EC�� O�1C �������� ��<��� ���� ���� �। 
 

 O���' K��E (����� Ap/.p < '��(� (¨� *�। � 2� <�� ��� � 2� ��<���� 
(����� ���X (��। �������� *�<� �����@� '������ *�J�� � �E e�E�, � �E ���  
���)<�H�� ��� (�� �E e�E��� *�J� (��� �2�। ����C  ����� �2� �����@� '������ 4��। �' 
` e�E� ��� (��� ���' <�)�� �E O��1C�� ����<��  ���� *B������  ��2 ��'।  ���� *B������ 
 ��2 `/*� ��BC *��T2�'। ���� �O�� �����)  ���6 ������ ���� *��O����O  �� ��। ���� 
(������  � 2� �! ������  ��। (��� �����E� ��X �S�� �'। ��X ������� ��<��� ���� ��T� 
* M�� ��� (����� ���X ����� ��। ������� ��<��� ���� *O���' K��E X �� (���, �! 
'������ <�। (��� /.g <�� �� '��(� �2��� ��� � 2� � 2� (���, ��<���� � 2�� �2�। 
 

 (��� �����O�� *��T2��� +�� ��"�। `�� ��"� (��� �����E� ���  �S�� �'। ����E 
*���� * �²�  ��2 ��  ����� (����� 4�� >�� *2��W। (��� ���� �1�)} �'। ��  ������ 
���X (����� ��KVC ��। (��� ����E ��� ���  �� �'।  �C� �B~�t �~ <� Ot ��� s����� 
 ��2 �1�)} ���। (��� ����� �I��,  �C� �~ ����� ��'�� ��G�  ��2��। ������� ��, 
(� *B����� '��(�, ����� ���  �C� ��~� ��L X�� । ������� �<��� ���� '��(� *)��C ��� 
����Ot *X�  ������ ��<��� �1�)} *। 
 

 ��"��� a/0������ ��  ����� (����� 4��  �4P�� �E�  B����।  �C� �~ ��� 
������� �<��� ���� ��� * �M�� ��� (����� ������  ��� �����। �� ��� G� � ���� 
�����  ��। (��� �E �� ��XC �' ! ��2� ��E �����O� B�� ��'। 0 ������' ���� ������� ��, (�, 
*B����� ��T� * �M�� ��� (����� ���X ����� �। ������� �<��� ���� ������ ��<�� *X�  E� �� 
��<��� �1�)} G��m�  ��। ���� (��� *���� //' ��"� 
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�����O�� ��  ����� ���� ��� G� (b�U  ��। ��  ������ ����  (b�� (��� 
�E �� ��XC �'। �� ����= ��� ��'। �B �>�� (��� (��� �1�)} ����। ���� (��� �����) 
 ���6�� ���X *��O����O  ��। �����)  ���6 ���-�� ������� g+g <�� �� �����) 
������� ��O�� (��। ������� ����-�� *���1� (*��E ����E *X�  ���� *O�2) 1� ���  '��(�, 
��� ���  �����) ��<� *� ��"��� +p ������। 
 
 +, ������ �����) ����� �1�)} *2�W I��� B�� ���। (��� �� <��� ���� �। +g 
������ *I��� ��  ������ ����  (b��U (��� �E �� ��XC �'। +g/`p <�� �� ���� � 
��� ���।(��� ��2� ��E। ������� ��X n��  ����� ������ .g < '��(� ��� *�L� 
*��<���P� ����"�Y ������� ���� �। 
 
 (��� �� � �� ���� /+g <�� �� ^<�m���� (¨� �'। +g*� ��"� ��  ����� ���� 
*��T2��। (��� ��2� ��E ��� I����� ����m �������� (¨� �'। �� ��� ����m �������� *��T2��। 
(��� I���� �����)  ��M �����-� (¨� �'। (����� ������ �! <�� ��'। ����' (��� 
�����)-�� (���� ��'। ���� (��� � (¨� *�� ��� (��� *2�E *2�E ��� ��Id ��� 
���������� ���� �����  ��। � 2� �� �� �����)-�� ¶vC� ��)����� ���X  X� ��� ��� 
(��� ����� ��� �������� ����m ������� ��� ��d����� �1�)}  ��। ��������� ����� * 
 ���6 ������� (����"�Y) ��� ������� ��, (�, *B�����। ����C  �����  ���6 ��������� 4�� 
X�� । �� ��OC?  �� ��� \R  ��। 

 

��! "������� ����E 
��#�$ ��% ����' ��)  (���� 

a-//-/0., 
 

(�� +g*� ���BC� �Q�C *X� ' *��� *�1� ���EC�� �����E �2���। �����E� ��� �� `�E 
4'� �2�-/�, `� ��� /+� 4'�। /� 4'�  ���H�� * �E��W��� �2�। `� 4'� ��� /+� 4'� 
�2� ����E ����। *���  ����� �2�� *�%  % *� �c�� �� (���L���), *�� �-'- ��� �2�� 
*�<�  ��� (���L���), ���1<��EP �2�  ���6 ��� ��<� (��t���)। * ���EC�� ��s�� �2� 
� ��� ��L��� ��)���- ���6 (��4�N। *�<� ��, �,  �N�� *�' ��� �, ��, �� �2��। 
��O�� ��)��� �2� (���  ���� )��<। 4�H�� *�, I����� ���� ��'<��� � �� *X� ' 
�����E� �����O�� � �E *��<��P X� ���। ���� `/ ��t�� ��� �)-�� � �E * �M�� 
X� ���। 
 
 *��� *�1� ���EC��� '��(� "�� �2� �। ��O���� � �E ��� �� ��� ( * ��� ) �� 
(��� gp/Ap < �2���। /0/+p ��BC *X�  `/ ��t��-�� /�E e�E� '��(� *��� *�1� ���EC��� 
X� � \R  ��। /+� ����� /�E e�E� +,*� ��BC ������ *��� *�1� ���EC��� (��। *���� ��� ,/g 
< ��L��� �2�, �� � ���' �2� ���L���। 
 
 +A*� ��BC ���I= S�� *X�  ]��, �W� , �H� ��� ��<�� ��<�� <�� ����E ���� (��� 
X�� । ��  *���� ����� 4�� >�� B����, �x *������  ���� *��  ��� ��। ���� ��  ���)4 
B��2�। +A ������ *� � � '��(� ��)�� ����G� �2� ������   �JC�# *1�  (�� ����। 
+A*� ��BC (������  � �E  �� ���? *�� ( ��  (b��U� ��� *X�  �#� ����� <�।  
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+a*� ��BC � 2� ��L��� '��(� ��)�� (��। (��� F �� ��)�� (���। ��� (����� 
O�W���  �� ��� (�� ��। +a ������' (������ ��� ���� B��� ��� *� �� ��� ��� �� 
’*����� ��)�� ���� �, �� �� ��� (��� �����’।  ���6 ��� ��<� �E� ���। 
 

 `�� ��"� `/ ��t�� /+� 4'� (b�U  �� � ���। �' ��� ��� �� '��(��� (�O 
*X� ' <��� *��� F �� �!�!�� �����W �O�� (¨� *�। F �� F 4'��� ��t������ (b��U 
`< '��(� O�1C ���� �। (�������� *��� *�1� ���EC���� � �E A ��4��� e�E� X� ��� 
*n��-�� <�। `� ����� � �E * �M�� (�������� X� ���। 
 

 ,?� ��"� *I���� ���  `/ ��t�� (������ (b�U  ��। /+� ����� *�1� ���EC�� �I��� 
�� ������ ���� B�� ���। (������� ��  *��� ��� B�� ���। ,?� ��"� ����E *��� *X�  
���L��� '��(��� B�� ���। ��  *���� F ������� �� *X�  ��������� X� � \R  ��। 
 

 4�H�� *�, +.*� ��BC  ���6 *O���� ���� ( /+� ����� �� ��� 4'�  ����� ) ��L��� 
������ � �E e�E� �����O� ���� K�T�E�� ��� ���। �' e�E��� �S��C� ���E /p//+ < 1< 
O�W���  �� �����O� 1� �������� (��। �' ���� ®�'I�� �SU� ��� ���, ����� ���  ���6 
����� (��� (����� �c�  ��� ����। ����, ��'  ���6�  ���  �� ��'। ���X ���X 
��L��� '��(��� 1� ������� 2���� 4�� 4�? ��� ��� ��'E *���O� ��� ��<� *�। ���X� 
@’< ��t��� ����' ������ ���। � 2�#�U� ����  ���6 *O���� ���� ����� O�W��� (��। 
'��(� ���E 4�� *X�  )���� ���  ��। ���X ���X  ���6�� "�� ���' ��� ��। +// < 
(�� ��G�� ������ ���। 
 

 `� ����  ����� <���� �� � *B����� F ������ � �E '��(�-�� �� ��� �����O� 
����� ����2�। ��X  ���6 *O���� ������ �J������ \� �)�� (��। ,?� ��"��� �� *X� ' 
�� ����� O�W�  �� ���� ���� ���� E�� ���� X�� । 
 

 ������O (�c���� ����' �����  ��)����� ��������� ��{� ��� 9�� ���?�� *��� 
����2�। * �� *<���-������� ������ �2�। 
 

 .' ��"� � � �� ��� ����E ����� �������� *2�W �����E � ���� �c�� K�T�E O��W। 
F ���� ����� ����¦� // < ������  �� ����� ����  ��। ����E ���� � 2� (���, ��<����, 
'��(� "���  ��।  
 

 �� ����� �����E � ���� �c� *X�  O�W�  �� ����E ���� *��n����  ��� (����। 0' 
��"� *X�  /+' ��"��� ���� �� ����� ����E ���� "���  ��। ���d������ ���X �� ��� ��। 
�� ����� ��� ���  �� *�।  
 

 ����� ��� ��#U ���W *�L� *��<���µ� � �E * �M�� �2�। '��(�, (���, ��<���� 
���� � �E * �M��� ���� �2�। �� ����� 4~� ��  *X�  ���d������ 4�� (b�U B���� F 
������।  
 

 /+//` ��"� �� ����� ���� ������ B����। ���d����� �� 2�IL ��� ��� �� ������ 
"�� (b��U। � 2� '��(� *���� ��  G�� (��, *���� *�<� ��, (� �~ �2��।  
 
 +`*� ��"� ������ '��(�-(��� ���� `pp ��� I����� �����) ������ `pp �� 
^�� ����� ��� *O����Ot ��  G�� �1�)} *�। +,*� ��"� �� ����� *O����O�t� 
���d������  
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��G��� 4�� (b�U B���� � �� 0//pE�� ���। (����� ���EC ���� (b�U B����। ��� 
(�KP� G��� ��। �� ����� ��2� ��E ���। ���� I����� �����) I���� B�� ���। (��� 
'��(�-�� *������ *O���। 
 
 +./+a ��"� (��� ��� � �E e�E� '��(� �2��� *������। (��� ,/g < �2�। 
�� ����� (��� (����� ���  �S�� ��� \� (��� �E �� ���� � *I�� �WS�� ������� B�� 
*O���। *�<� �~ �  ���6 �� (����� F  ���M ��। (����� *�1� ���EC��  ��� �������� 
*B ���s ����� ��c *B ����s। (��� �� gp <�� �� '��(� ����। (��� �1�)} ���� 
�WS��, ����, * ��S�� ��� ����� ��c *B ����s। ��  ����� '������ *���� ���  �� *�।  
 
 *� ����� "X� *X�   ���6 �� X� �� ����� ��c *B ����s।  ���6 �� (����� 
���C� ���� ’��E �� ��’ ������ ���  ���। (��� �?�$  �� ��  (��C� 4�� (b�U  �� 
(��� K�T�E�� �)�� (��। 
 
 *� ����� +` ������ �� ��G� *X�  � 2� � 2�  �� '��(� ��� � �E e�E� ^���  �� 
�������� ������ �� � *�J�� ���� ��  G�� ��' �� ������ (b�U  ���। F ����� ���� 
(��� ��  K�T�E� 4�� `" �EC�� ���� (b�U  ��। � 2� *��  ���� X��  � ��� ��Cm (b��U� 
)��)� *����� <�। (��� /, <�� �� ����' �)�� (��। 
 
 +,*� *� *I���  �� �� �� ��� ���� I��� �! ��� (����� ���  ��O��� X�� । (��� 
"X�� *���� ��'�। (����� �WS��, ��c����EC, * ��S�� ���2 *)�� (����� *B ����s ����� 
B����। (��� �� ���E K�T�E *X�  � ' ��� ��9�� 4�� ���� �S���� �� ������ (K�� 
���� X�� । B������ � (b��U �x �� ��� ��� ��। �� ����� ��2� ��E )���� s�  ��। (��� 
>��� �¸ � *��� �� ���EC' ��9�� 4�� 4�? ��W, �� ��� ��2 ��  *X�  (��� >��� �¸ 
*����। ���2 �O�� *�����, ��S �WS�� `pp �� �� ��� �K�� *)���2, ��� ���  * ��S��� 
�K��� *BD�  ��2 �� ������ ��� ��। (����� �� � E�' �X *���� �2�। (����� �� 
*O�����R� "�� *�V, �!� ��  �� �<�। (��� ��2� ��E ������ *BD�  ��। �� ����� (����� 
��2� �����  ��। �' ��� *������  *�� � 2� *��  �� ������ ���� ��� ��। (��� 0 < ��9� 
��� I����� ��C ��'� �I��� B�� ��'। �� ��� ��� >�� 2�W�� 2�W�� ��O�� (��2�। (����� 
(� ��2� �E�� #��� �2� �। ./a < �� ��� >��  ���  ��� I���� ]��  ��W। (��� I���� 
F G�� g�E ��-��-�< ��W X� �� *��� � ���� "À~� ��G��। (��� ��' g�E �����< ��� 
��<� �'। (�����  �2� ��2 (��� (��� >�� B���'। � < ��L ��L ��W ���। ��� �� �� 
��2� ������ X�� । (��� �� ������ ��2� �����  ��।  *� ��  *���E ��W ��� ���  (�� ��G�� 
�c�  ��। *� �2� `/ ��t���� �������� *��9 *������। �' ��� I����� �����) ������ � < 
 �C� ��� �c��� (������  I����� )� ����<�� ��� ��। ���� �� ����� �' ��� � ��� 
 �� *�। (��� ���' I���� (¨� �'। (�� ,� *����  �C� ��, (�, ��~� *�J�� ���  ��। 
(���  ����� �2��  ���6 ��।  
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��! "������%  ��D��-B���1�L� 
 

 ������� �Q� ����� 
.।  ��D��-B���1�L�� ��! "������ 

��� 
����� � ��1��� ������ ........ 

/0./ 
 
 

B���1�L�- ��D��� "������ ����� ����U 
��#�$ ��% *�%  �C� ��, �, ���� *B����� 

`/-/-/0., 
 

(�� '��(�, ,XC 4'�-�� I�� S�U  ��� �Q�C *X� ' ���� (B���1�L��) �2�� @'< 
 ���6-�� ��� 4'�  ����� ������। ����� ���� � < �2�� ��L���। �� ���  ���6 �, (�, 
(<� *B����� (��C��� *�<�), ����� < �2�� ���L���, ��� ��  ���6 (��x�) ���� ।  
 

 �' 4'�-�� ���� �2� g�E * �M��। /�E * �M�� B���1�L� *�1� ���EC���, �� B���E �2� 
����m ��� ��। 4'�-�� ����m ��� � �2� ��#�U ������� ����� *X�  4~�� ���� ��� ����� 
��Cm। "��� �E * �M���  ����� �2� ��  < �������। *��E ^������� �2� "�� agp। ��� 
���� (����  ���L��� *��� ����� �2� /gp। 
 

 +p*� ��BC /0./ �। BjS�� *X�  (��� ���dO� O�W��E �W  ��X B���1�L� ��� *��T2�। 
+,*� ��BC � �� /pE�� F O�W�  ��' (��� !�  ����� ��� *��������� ��X  ��D�� ��� �'। 
(��� ���U �2� '��(� *���� । ���X B�� '��(� <��� B�< , < ��! '��(� ^�� । 4�N�� 
�2�, (��� �� ��� ��W� *�����  ��� ��B ������  ��D��� �1��’�  �2 *X�  g ��<�� E� � ��S� 
 ��। '�� �2�, F ��'  �< *���  ��D��� ���� ���  ��� �� +g*� ���BC� �Q�C��º' B���1�L� 
*)�� (���। � h *�������� �O��' O�W�E� (��� D ��� *O�। � 2���' *��V ��T�< *���� �। <�� 
*)�� ���?�� B���1�L� *X�  *� �� � (����। O�W� �?  ��� ��� ��� � `E� *��< *O�। (��� 
��� ����  ��D�� ��I����। (��� /g ��'� ����� �� O�W� ����� ��� *O�। ���� ��� (��-����� 
��W� *X�  ���E� ��� ��S�  �� <���� *�2� O�W��  *�T��  ��D�� *��T2���। 4?���  ��D�� ��� CE 
��4��। 
 

 ���� +g*� ��BC � �� ���W 0E�� *1���E  ����� ������� ��)�� *O���। *1���E 
 ����� �2�� <�� ������ � । ��T� ��)� � ���G� �2� � ' "�L�U। ��� (���,  X����C� 
��, B���� ��C *�V ��। ����� ����� ���)� 1� �� ���� ��� �'�<� ��)���� । ��-�-
����� (���, �� \��, ����� *O�� ��)�� "���<��  �O<�� � *B ��  (��� <�। 
������O (�c���� "���f �� *��� (���  *B  '���  ���  ��� *��� *�WE� *��< *O�। 
�� �� ���� ���¦ �f ��� *O�, ��' E� � (� 4?��� *O� �। B���1�L�� �� * � <R�� 
��G� �2� � ��' E� � ���X  �� ��� ����� ��  ��' +g*� ��BC �����  ��D�� ��� CE ��4�� ��� 
*O���।  

+A*� ��BC *I�� 2E�� K�� *X�  4�? ����c�� �O�� *���� *���� �� �Q��' ��9�� 4�� 
����E��� <���  �� ��� 9� ��! ������ *��  E�� ���� (� <���� ���� `p KP�� <� 
 ���)4।  ��D��� 

 
 
 

*/0./ ���� *�<� ���  �C�� �2��।  
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<�����U K�� ���' ��<� <���� ���� 4T�  *��� *���2। ������E� * � *� *K����E �� ��। 
�1-���  *E���)�  �� *<� ��� B�'��� ������ �  ? � h *E���)� 4�?�� �E�� * � ��W�' 
*���� �। ����� ������ ��' * �E �����2। ��2� *B�� *����� �����  ����� ��� CE ��4��� 
�?  ��2�' �X� �<�� |���  ���2 ����� ��� �Y�। �   �� �����' ������ �। �' ��Â��m � 
��G���' * �E *O� �� KP�। *��1� ��O� �2�, ]� � *������ ����� *"�S��E� \� �������। �� 
*X�  \I�\I � 2�' ����� ������ �। ���W aE� �  0E�� ���  �?�$ *K�VU�  �� �� �� �� 
‘���C�� �’ ('। ���) �� (����� ���d � ��  
�����। ����� ������, *��� �� ����2 
(����� *�' B�� � ��� ���#�� ��। (� �  ���Q�C�  ��D��� X� � ���B� ��  ���� �। 
<���� *�2� (��� O�W�E��  *�T�� ���� 4�����  �XC�$ ���'���� ���  �X��u� ��k O�W� 
B����� �����। I�O� I��  ��D��� ��� CE ��4� �2� ����� ��#U "��m ���G�।  ��<'  ��D�� ����� 
���� ���b�  ��� (����� �  ����E� *��� ��� ���O�। �Q� *X�  '��(�-�� *����  ��� 
��G�� (����� *���� (����� � 2�' ��� ����। *  ���� *�E� ��� ����� *I���2, �����' 
���� *�� ��� 2�W� (� � 2�' ��  ��� �����। ��� (�� ��  �� �E� *��� �� (H���' �����। 
*��� //E�� ���'�� *��T�2 *��� ��� *���  *�� ��U�। (��� <���  (��� *��� ���� ��9� *2�W 
���। 
 
 ���� � E� ��� ���� I�� *�, B���1�L�� '��(�-�� ,XC 4'�-�� '������ (�� �2��� 
"X� ��L���  �����। (��� �� (��� ��������  ��� O���� �� *��� G��� *��  �����'  ��� 
����� *� (��� ��L���। ��2�W� �' 
� ���� <������U� ���X ���B�  ��� �u� ���। G��� 
*�� <�� ���X ���B�  ��� �E�' � E� ���UC �����O ��  �� (�� O��W *X�  *�� ����� I�V�� 
*�� <�  1� ���। *�� < ���' *��T�W (��। ���B� *��� 4$����� ��। (��� (���� ��9 
������O��� (��� ���। (�� ������  "À~� X� ��� 4���� ���� *��� *X�  B���1�L� ��I���� 
��� �����। 
 
 (����  *��� /E�� B���1�L� (��� ��� �Y��� ����� ��9�� *��T2���। (��� O�W� 
��TW���� ���X ���X' (��� ��L��� 4'� ��������-*�<� ��<�� ���� ��� ��I���  �� ]� �� 
KE�� (��Q��C  ����U ���। (�� <��� *�,  ���6 (<� *B������ * �� � ���C� 2�W�' 4'� 
*�1� ���EC���� ��9 ���L��� *����� *� (E   �� *����2 ��� �!�O�� *X�  ��9 �!�! 
����� ����� G�� ��� �� *����2।  
 
 �������� *�<� ��� 9� *�������� � E� @��I��f� ���� (���  <���। *�E� �� *� 
+g*� ��BC ��� � *��� �?�$  �� ����� *X�  �$ ��� '��(� *����� 4�-�����  ���L��� 
*�<� ����� (�@�  ���� B���1�L� ����2� ������ � E� ���m <R�� ���E�-�� �<����� 
(���  ��� ����� <�। � h �� \� (�� B���1�L�� *' �� *�  ���6 ����� � ����� ���� 
���  �� +A*� ��BC *I�� ,E�� ���  ���6 ����  � ��� �������OC�  ��� ������ ������ ���। 
 
 ��' *�� , �������� *�<���  �2 *X�  (��Q��C  ��9 KE� <��� *��� (�� �� �� 
� E� �����m "�� *��T2�� ������। ���� ������  ��C���I��� ^��� X� �� ���C� ���� (�� (��� 
���I�� B�� *O���। *���� �O��' (�� (��� ��)���  ���6 (<� *B����� � (����� ���O� 
G��� ��-�� 1�% (������ �  � G��� �����  �C �C�, *������   �CB��� "������ <R��I��� 
���  �� ��?����। 1�% (������ *��� �� ^���' �2�� (��� ���#��। ��� *��� g ����E� ��� 
��� ��� 4��G� ���। ���� ���' (��� �� (�� ������  ��� � E� R���� ^�?   ����। 
+g*� ��BC ��� /+E�� �� *X�  �� ��Cm ]� � ��� ���� <����� (��Q��C  ��9 KE� � @KCE� 
��� (���B�  ����। ��C����b�� �G�  �� *O�, � ���� (��� �'��। ��X ���� (��� �� 
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��R�� "�����  ��, ���  �� ��� *��  ��' *��  ��<� "��U� ������ ���� ����IQ���  �' 
�\��d�  ���� ��� *X�  �#�  ��। ���' (���  ��9 �����  � *������   ��C ����� "�� 
��� *�� ���। (��� ���C� <���  ���� *�, *�' *X�  (��� ���C� ��' ���'�  (� (� 
 �< �����  ��� ���। ��9 �����m� �� (�� ��9 �����  � *������   �CB������ ���I����� 
(��� 4'�-�� * ���EC�� O��1C ���������� ��� � ����� 4�~��  �� �E��  <���� ��I��� 
�����। �E� *� � E�  � �W <���� ��T� , ����V  �� �� * � � � �����O���� ��G�� ��� 
���C�� ��� (� * 4 ���[��  ���2 � �, *�E� � *<�' �MQUC ���dO� *B��� ���d9� 
*�������� �� � E� ���W ��d���� *�������� ��R�� ���[��  �� *�  � �W B����t, ���< 
����' �� �����  ��� �����।  
 
 ����� (�� (��� ^�� � I��� �! �� >R��CUC <��O�� ��G�  ���� ��� >R��QUC 
<��O�� ������ 1 �J�D  �� '����� �����  � *������  ���C� ��� "�� ��C���� ��������  ��। 
'������ ������� ���)� �����m� (��� ^������ � ��G� �UC�  �� �<�O X� �� ���C� ��'। 
�' I��� �������� �� +A*� ��BC। 
 
 +.*� ��BC � �� . K�E �� ������� ����� * �M�� *�1� ���EC�� *X�  * �M��  ����� 
������� ( �̧� ��<� *��H� ������� ���)� <���� *�  ���6 ����  ��< ^�� �� ����� 
*X�  ����m ��9� ���� ������� ������� "���  ���2। (�� ���   ���6 ����� � 4�� ��� 
�J�D ������ ���C� �����। ���E� *��� (�� ����  ���2��� *�, ����� +A*� ��BC *I�� ,E� ��Cm 
 ��D�� *X�  (��� ����� �#�  ��' *��X ��  ���6 ����  *I���2� *�, �����m� ^������  
�{� * � � � �<�O X� �� (��� *���� ���। ��' ��� ������� ����� 4�N�� ^������  
B������ ���X ��!  ��।  
 
 ��' *�� , "�� /p ���E �� ������� ��<� *��H� <�� *�,  ���6 ����� (��� ��� � 
 ��� ������ � < ��L��� ����'-�� 4�� ��9��� >��  �� ����� ��I���� <���  �� ������ 
���। ����, ���� (��� ���C� ������ ����C� ������� ��� ���� >��� ������ ����� O�� *��� 
 �� ��। *O���>����  ���6 ����  � ��� �L��� ���� ���। � 2�#U �� ������� ��<� *��H� 
���m I��
�� �������� (���  � ��� <���। (�� ���  �I� ���� �J����>�� ��T�� *)��� 
(��� ��'। �'���' \R �� (��� ��� �� �±�� ����� ��� 9� *�������� � ��C। ����' 
����� ������- “I am in a point of no return. Either I have to kill the enemy or get 

killed.” 
 

  ��D�� ���C���� ��� ��% 1�% (������ �  ������  ��� �����। @'  ���1 ���� 2  
(T ���- ��D�� (���  ��R���  ���' ���। ��� ��  ���� ��Ã����ÃI���। �����m� 
^��������  <R�� �I�~�� B���1�L�� <����� ���� ���C� �����। �)���O� * �M���  � E� 
���CD ����  ��D�� ����� ��Q�� � E� ���CD G�� ����� ���� �� ����C� (����� ���#�  ��� 
���C� �����। �' * �M���  ����� �2�� ������� *��<�))� (���� (��C��� *�% '��(�)। @' 
 ���1 ���� F ��� �� �� �U  ����- ’’��4X ���s�C  ��� ��#U ��{� �U�L।’’  ����� 
���� (�� *�<� *������ (�� ���� *B����� (��C��� *�%  �C�)। 
 

 ����  ��D��� ��� ^������� � ����� ��d� 4�� � 2�E� (��� ���  �� �� ��। ����� 
�k�O1 *X�  +. *���B *��<��P �X� �� �'��} � �����EC ���E������ �  * �M��-�XC�$ "�� 
+pp ^��  ��D�� ��� ��  �� +g/+A*� ��BC ��� *�WE��। ����� ���X �2� ��C�Y����  /pA ��-
�� (�-(� (<��� ��G����) B�� �'B-��-�<, �����<, �����< � ��E����E  ��'�)���Q�। 
��� ���X 
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"B�� �����U *O�����R�, O�W� � *�����_ �2�। �����Q� I��� *��  � �����EC * �M��� )���� 
������ � E� �����U ')���n ���E������ "� �������U �' ��� (��� I��  ��' <�� �2�। 
(�� <����, ����� "B��� ��� ������ (�� �m�%��# ��� v���y  ���U�! ��� ��>U 
^����  � ��� �����  (b�U  ��� ���� �।  ��D��� ����� �����  �2�� *�<� *�����। 
��� ���X 4�-����� �� �2�  ���6 ��� �,  ���6 ����� � *�% (��4H�� ���। 
 
 (��� *��E ^������� �2� "�� .pp < '��(� ^�� । ����� �! ���� �2� `p` 
��'�)�, ����� �������� `p` �����<, ���< � ����� �������� ��BC �W� ,E� `.g �� E �����। 
*O�����R��� ����� � ����' �2� ���C�Y। �@��� �2� (���  ���� ��I� � ����#� *�� <। 
��)��� ���� (��� ���X �2� � ���  ���6 (<� *B�����। ��� I��� �2� �' *� (��� ���X 
�2� ��9 <�����U। 
 
 ���� ��� �� ������ (�� � 2� ����  (��� � ��<�����  � ���� *n��-�� �� 
(��� ������ �mI�Cd  ��। G��� ����� � (������ `p` ��'�)�>��� ���� �' ������  
����  ��।  
 
 (���  ��2 * � � � �)Ä ������� �� �)Ä *E���)�  ����� ��� ���G� �2� �। ��' 
*E���)� ��I��O� ������� *��W����� *���� "�m�� �)Ä ���Bt ���O�� *���� ��। 1% (������ 
�  ������� ������� �)Ä �B� $�� * ², 1�d�� � ÅV��� ���G�  �� ��। *�������� ��� ���� 
�������� * � � � ����� ���� � X� �� I���P���  ��� � 2� *���   ��D��� ���?�� 
*��� �� (����� ��O ���� OU������� ������� (��� ��9 ^�������� ������ ��������� ���G� 
 �� ��। (�� ���G� �� *
�����  ������  "���<�� �X�G�� ������  ���। *
�����  
������ ������� ���� �2� ��T��� ���?।  
 
 +a*� ��BC @��� /+E� ��Cm �����m� ��9 * �M�� (���b�� B���1�L�� ����� ��। 
�Q�C��� �� ������ �  * �M�� ^�� (�� ���'��� ���?�� ��' � �����-���'�� ��9� 
������  �� ����, *� ����� *X�  * � � � ^�� �� �!  ��D���  ������  ��� � ����। (� 
�  * �M�� ^���  F�� ��� � *���  ���6 (<��� *�J�� B���1�L�-*��W���  �TB� ��9� ���� 
(�� *��W��� ���?�� ��'।  ���6 (<��� "�� ���C� �2� ��� Om��G�� *��T2���� ���' *� *� 
������� ��<�))��� * �M��� ���X *��O����O  �� (���  �����EC *��। ��� �� �2� ������� 
��<�))��� * �M��  ��D��� ����� ��'�� ��  ���� (b�U  ���,  ���6 (<��� * �M�� 
����� ��#U ��{� * ��U-�XC�$ ��� CE ��4��� ��  ���� (b�U  ��� ��� � E� e�E� � 
*
�����  ������ � 2� ����  *��  �Q�C ��  *X�  *����� ��� � ������� *s��� 4�� (b�U 
B�����। (b�U �������dI��� � ' ���� �� ��  *X� ।  
 
 (b��U� ��� � ����� �2� +0*� ��BC *I�� ,E�। ��� ��� �E�� �?   �� ���� ����2� 
*�, (b�U \R ����� "�«��� (��� ������ �{��I��O *�  ���# g ��<�� *������  *��  
(b��U� ���X ���X' <�v� ���� ���� (b�U ��� ������  ����U  ��। � ��� *������  
���G�� I�� �2� 1% (������ �� � 4�� ��� ��T� ���� *�� , G��� 2�� � *
�����  ������ 
������� ��� ��Æ�I���' �M=  ���2��। 
 
 (b��U� ��9 (���< �MQUC, � h  ��C�#�� *��� *O�, B��B� �������� <� � � E� 
O�W� @KCE��  ��� ���� ����� �R ������� ��<�))��� * �M�� ���CD G�� ���CD ���� 
*��T2��  
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�����। ��' ���� ��� (�� (b��U� �� � ��� +, KP� ���2�� ��'। �XC�$ (b��U� �� �� 
� ��� �G�  �� `p*� ��BC *I�� ,E��।  
 
 "�L�% 4�H����O� *�, +A*� ��BC � �� /pE�� (��� �������� ��G��� * �M�� 
 ����� ������� ��<� *��H� �������� ��� ��?��� *�, 's *�L� *��<���P� "X� ����E����, 
���� ����� E�'O�� ��� ����B�, ����� ��9 ^�� � �!�! �� ��� ��L���  ����� *�%  �C� 
*��<4� <����� *�J�� *B�O�2�� ��G�  ��2। �' ����E���� ��  +,*� ��BC ������ ��$���  
�)Ä �������'�<� <� *B�O�2�� ����2� �����  ��µ��µ *X� । ��� \� (��� �� ����E 
� E� I��� (��। (�� �������� ������� ��<� *��H��  ���� (��� ��) *X�  ���� ��?���� 
*�%  �C� <�����  ��2। F ���� (�� �����2��� *�, ‘*���� � *���� *��� � ����~� ��� 9� 
*�������� ���� ����C9, �� *����� '�� ���§�, ���->U� � 2���� ����� ���। ��' �� ��R�� 
(�� (��� '��(� ������  ��� ���[��  ���2, ���������� ��� � 4�W���2। (� *  �   ���2 
<�� �। � h (�� �����, (���  ��2 ^�� (�2, ������� (�2। (�� (�� ����� � S�U 
 R। (��� ������ I��� ���� �  ��� �#� ���।’’ ������� ��<� *��H� 's *�L� 
*��<���µ� "X� ����E����� �O�� � ����� ��T�  ��2 *��T2��। � h ��  ���#�  ��� ��T�  �2 
*X�  * � �@~� ����� ����। (���  � ��� *���� �� +a*� ��BC (��� �' ���C �B�? ���� 
���� ��  �  ����V ���d������  ��� *��E���'� ��  ��' *�%  �C� <�����  ��2 ��?�'। 
�B�? ��T� ���� *��T2��� ��, � h �Ç� �� (��। ��� * � � � (��� *��� �Q���  X�, (��� 
 ��C ����  (��� >R� � ���� *���' ��� � *��� �����  ��µ���µ ��T� <���  �� B�� �� 
��� +0*� ��BC �����  ���)� ����E������  ��2 ����� ��?� *�, �����  ��µ���µ * � � � 
*O����� *' ��� ��� (�¦�� *', ��� ����� ����E���� *� �����  ��µ���µ *���' *)�� 
(��। ������� �' ����E���� +0*� ��BC ��� � ��Cm �����  ��µ���µ *)�� �O�� �!�! <�� 
 �� (� (�  ��< ��Y ��। \��2, �k�O�1��� ����� ( �̧� ���� @���� ��  ����' ����� 
�!�O���� B��� �9O�  �� । ���� `p*� ��BC � �� /pE�� �' ����E������ �!���� ^����� 
4�� B����C  *X�  (b�U � *O���>�� �VCU  �� ��। �' (b��U 's *�L� *��<���µ� "X� 
����E������ ��� ��� ^��' ����I��� ���� ���। \�� *�% ���)<4�N (��C���  ���6) � /,a 
< *<��� ��� ���� �����U ^�� <�� ��� ������ ��� (��� F *B�O�2� ��� �� ����� ��। 
����� �! *', ����� *', ���  ��W *'। ���� �x �D �����m I����� ����m ������ 
*�� <�� ���X *��O����O  �� ���� ��S�  ��।  
 
 ����   ��D��� ����#��� KE� ����, +a*� ��BC ��� *X�  +0*� ��BC ��� ��Cm ���m 
*O����I��� (����� ^�����  ��D�� ��� *X�  ��Q�� ���? ����� � <L�� ��G�  ��� ��। 
������� ��<�))��� * �M�� ���CD <���O�� *��T2�� �#� �� +0*� ��BC *I������। ����� 
*��O����O  �� ������  (b��U� ��� �� ��Æ�I��� ������ *��� �� ��� �X����� �!�!, 
*O�����R�, ÅV��� � *������  *��  ������  �� ��। ��� �� ������ `p*� ��BC � �� ,E�� 
�� ��  *X�  ��� C� I���  ��D�� (b�U  ��। (b��U� ���X ���X ����U ��� <O�U� 
OO������ <�v��� *��� �� ����#� ����� *I�L ���। "�� KP����  ����� ����� �� 
(����� ^���� ����� ��' � ������� * �²� �I�� ]��  ��W �� �  ��� X�� । 4����m� � 
*��� ����� ����  ����� ����� �!�! *)�� ���� ´�O���� �����' ��� �Y��� ���  ������ 
���। ������� "�«���� ���  ��� ��। ��������� ���� � ��� ����� ��� �Y� � ���C��C� 
��� � ����� ��9 ���' (����� �9O� ��। (��� ^���� ������  `p*� ��BC ������� B����C  
*X�  �K�� *��� ��x��Cx <�v� <� ��� *O����VCU  ��� X�� । ���� ������� *��E� ���)� 
����#� ������� (��� ��E���  ��  
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������� *���� "���~� (����� �9O� ��। ������� "���~� �2�- “Reinforcement not 

possible. Try to live on your own.” 

 

 ���� `/*� ��BC *I������ (����� (b�U ��������� �)� ��� �����। ����� *O���>��� 
������� ���# (����� ��X� �B� ����� ����  ��। �������� ����� �� (����  <���� ��� 
����� �2� ,p/,g <। ��� ���� ��)����� � ��' <���� �2�। O��m� � *��� ����� �f ��� 
���� @'�E <�� � � �E 1< O�W��� (����U  �� (����� �Q�� *I�  �� ��k O���� ��'���� 
���  ������ *��� *BD�  ��। (��� ^���� ���X ���X ������  ����U  ��। ����� I�O� �c। 
^�� ���� ����� *O�W�� (��� O�C �  �� �������� ���� *�' O�C�  *]�  *����2��� *�E� ���� 
<�� �। ����� "X� +E� <�� 4���C��� O��C ��W �O�� ����y I��� @KCE�� ��W। *�<� *����� 
�  �� < ������� *���� I����� ��L ��। �� ��� (�� ����� S��� 2�W�� ��W, � h �<�O 
���d�����, *������  � <O�U� ��� *X�  � �E ������ ��TB�� �����। (��� ���C�� 
4$����� ��� ���� �  � <�  ����  �� ����� ������� �� (��� ��� �Y�� <�� *��। ��� 
����2 � �E *2�� � E� �� �EO� ���� � < �����<���� ������  ����  �� ��� ����� 
� �E (L�� � �����< (��� ��� �Y�� <��  ��। �' *2���E� ��� �2� /a/+p �2�। �� ��� 
����� (�� *<�������। ����� "B��� � ^�-x�H��W �' *2���E� ���X *���  �� (� (��� ��# 
�u� ���।  
 

 *�' ����' *�% (��4H�� ��� ��� ��W। ���  ���'��� "�X��  �B� $��� �� +�� ��"� 
��� ��� ���  (�� ��� �Y�� (� ��।  
 

 /�� ��"�  ��D�� �MQUCÈ�� (����� ���� ��d ��। ���� ���������  ^��  ��D��� 
*��� �� � ^����� (�� ���'���� ���  ���?�� *�'। � 2� ����  ^�� ��>��, � 2�����  
���'���� ��#�U �������� � � 2�����  ^�� * �EB�T����� ��G�  �� । 4�N��-����� *X�  4~� 
���  ����� �S�� ���� �� �X ������  �� ����।  
 

 ����  +a*� ��BC ������'  �� ��� ��� �����C��� ���X *E���)� *��O����O G��  �� 
��। (��� �� (�2 *E���)�� (�� � 1�% (������ �  ����b��  �� ���� ���I= ��-��� �� 
 ��2 ����� ��� ������  ����।  
 

 �  �����  X� (�� I��� �। *��� *��� �� +a �  +0 ����� ����� KE�। ]� � *X�  
��� *���� *� ]� � ������������ 1���E 4�������� ����D ��#������� �< �< K�� ��  
*������� ����m KJU���I��� ����  ���2।  � ���� *sE���� ��� ��  *E���)�� � ��� ���� 
���� (�� � 1�% (������ �   �=�� *I�L ��W�2���। *��� ������  �� ����2��� *�, (���� 
�� "������ ��I���' S�U  ��।  ��D��, B���1�L�� ���� ����D ���d�OC �X� <�� '4�� '�� 
��-��-�, �����s�� ���� ����, �"�}��� )��� *����, '�t���� ��') 4�N � (��� �����  
�� *������  �����O, �I�XC�, ������ S�U '�����  �< ��C ���d  �� ����2�। G��� <�����U 
� 2�� ���< "���� ' (� (� ���XC� � ���������� �' ����� (���< � ��t��� "��# � 
����#I��� ����� ������  ���2।  
 

 ���[��  ��� ������� ��� ��C�� �f���É I����� ���X �����O ����� ���X ���X' (��� 
!��  *��� �� * � ����� G�� ���?�� ���� *B���2���, *�� ��� ��  ��¡�' �' "9�� 
 ���2�। � h (��� !� � *����� (��� ���X ����#��' �������� *�� � ����G����' X� ��� <� 
�J�"��� �2�, ��' (� ����� �� �। X� � ��� (���' E�� �E ��� *�1� ���EC���� � �E 
 �����। *���� *X� '   
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����� ���� G��� *����� ����� � ���� ��������  �JC� S�U  �� �� ��Æ�I��� ���B��� 
 ��। �  ��<� I�� ���  �T�� ���� ���, ��<' �Bm�  �� �� \R  ��। ���  *� �U�L�� 
*��� *����� !�-���-������ *���� X� �, ����� ����� � ����, E� �-���� *��T�2�� *���� 
������ ��� ���B���  ��। ��� 4�� *�1� ���EC��� (���  �� "���<��� 1�% (������ �  � 
���� ��)����  ��I��� ������  ��� ����  ���। "���<��� ���E�� ��<� *���, 
������� ]��  �� C ������ *����, ÅV����� ���G�  ��, ���  �!�!-*O�����R��� � 
*������m� *�'�E  ��, � <���� �x  ��<� (������  ��b�I��� ������  ��� ��� ���m 
(c *���  ���2��। ��� ����#�� ���  ��� ���, � h ����� *� ��t�� ��� �����2��, �� 
��b�I��� ���  ��� *B�� * � ����  � �।  
 
 ��� �� � ���C� ������  ��D��� ^����� ���� ��� ���'���� ��#U-��{� � �Q�C-
��#�U� �I= �I= �����  >R��QUC G�� ����O  �� ��। ����� *������ *X�  ���# ���� * ��� 
��  ���� ������ (����� ��2� �� ���� (��� � ���� ��� <� *<�� *�n���  �� ����।  
 
 ����  �Q�C���C� ������  ���6 (<� *B�����  ��D��� ��� J� ��9 �!�!, *O�����R� � 
O�W� `�� ��"� ��� "����V *�1� ���EC�� B���1�L� ��I���� ���?�� *��। *��� (�� � 1�% 
(������ �  ����� �� (����� ����C� ��� ��� ��W� ^���  ��2, �� ��� *���� ��� 
4��G� ���� )���� *E���I�  ��C������ Â�����U ��। ���� (���  ��2 ����� *E���I� 
��������E� <� (��� ��#�$ �� B�'��। (�� �Bm�  �� *�����, *� ��Cm � ��� ������ � 
( ����U� 2�W� (� * �X�� (����� ���d����� ��?  È� " �� ����। ���  ������ *X� � 
+/,E� ��B��� ����� 2�W� ����V � 2� " �� *�� �। �XB ������� (����� ���d����� ��?  È� 
��� ��� B����� ����� <� �J�"����� ��V�� <��� � ����� ����� ��XC ����� ��u�। ����� 
��XC 2�W� *� * � ���d��� *�� ���'<1 ��� ��� *�V ��Cm �%��V ��� *��� ���� ��। ��' � 
�����O (�� *���� *)��� ������ �। ��KC /g ���E ��Cm (��� ��#�$ �� *�� ��। (��� A 
�2��� *2�E *���, 1� �� ���  ��, ��  �O�<� 4�� ���������� ��� � ����� *�E��  *2�E 
� E�  ���� ���O�� K��� *�W����। ��  �B ��\� �� 4N��� � ����� ����� �J�D ( VCU 
 ��। *�' ���Q��C' ����  ��� *�' I�L��� ���I �E ���, (�� ��� (��� !�, �W *��� BM� 
��� ���� (�� @’B��-<�� ���#Y  X� � 2��। (����� ^�� ��� ����� *����� ���� 
��G�� I��� ��! ���� ��G�। *��� �� "�� � �� /pE�। ��� *O�  ��D�� ��� *"��� ��� J� 
�!�! � �������  I�।  ��D��� ���� (����� �I���� <��� *�>��� �2� <��m ���C। 
*E���I�  ��C������ ������ *�� 4$����� ���। ���X ���X ��9 ‘ I�’*  *�1� ���EC���� 
����� ���G� ��9�� 4�� ��� ��T���� �W �W  ��� � *���O�>�� I��  �� �1��e  �� ���� 
��। �� � �� �  ��Æ�I��� ���� ��� �>���� <��m 2���2��। (����� ���� �c� *�% (��4H�� 
���� � (��� ��X�� �����< ��T�� ��G�� *�' ��'�� ��� J� � E� <���� ���� ����� *��� ��। 
��KC /g ���E ��Cm ��� �W� ��� <��m ��#�$ ��।  
 
 (H��� �  '��, \�E� *�V  ��  ��C������ ������ ����� *E��� 1C�� � ���I  ������ 
>E��� ����, �?  ��� ��� (�� B���1�L�� 4��� ��� 9� ���� ������ ���� �����। B�� 
�����-<��� �W�'।  UC������ (����< ������ �� B���1�L�। �' ������O� ��B�  ��� )���� 
*E���I�  ��C������ �IC�  ������। ��� ������ ���� ���� ��� ��O�� ������ 4Ê�, 
*���� � �� E ��#�, <������ >�� � ����P-����b�)E )����-�� 2�� � (���<। ��� �W� 
���� ^����� ��9��9 ��� � � ����� ��� <��m 2��। ������ ���E�� ��#Y �� "X� ���� 
*���� B���1�L�� '��(� 4'�-�� "�d *�1� ���EC�� I��। ��� *O� (>।  ��C������ ������ 
I�O���� �?  
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*���E�� 4��G� �2��। ���� *����� ��#� *X�  \R  �� E���OE ��E, (> ��� ��� 2�� 
<��m 2�� 4�? *O��� �����  �������। ��� �� �IC�  *� �9 O���� O��2� 4�� 4�?� ���� �' 
( �� � <���� ����� 2�� *���� ���B���  ��। 
 
 �' ���� (����� ����V � 2� #�� ���, \�� � < *
�����  O��� *����� ����� � E� 
E� �� *��O ����� (�� ��। ��� B���1�L� ����� �?  ��#U I��O � E� ��W��  �T�WK�� ���� 
*���� ��#Y ��� *� K�E� ���W 2�' ��� ���। �� ��Æ�I��� �� ������ ���� �E�I� ������ �' 
<��m 2�� *�����  �< ����  �� *� ������  (�� ����� � <���� �����। 
 
 (��� �� (�2, �' ���I ����� ���� (�� *<�� ���� � E�  X� ���¬��I��� ����  
<���� ���� *B���2 *�, (��� �J�X��� 
��� *��>���� \�� ^��  ��XC B�', �À~O� ��XC�� 
�� �� (����� *',  ��U (��� ����� B�� �����<’E� *����� �����  ��� �! ����' (��� 
���  �  ����। 
 
 ������V �' �E�I ������ (�����  ��2 ����� S�U  ��  �� ��� ��। ��� *O�� *�, 
���� ������� *���' B�� ���� �' ��� � �)�Ë� ��������E *���� <�। 
 
 ����C� ��� �' �������� �������� (O�� <��� ������, ��T�� ��  �' �)�Ë�  �� 
(�� g/�E ������ ���É�  ��2 ���b  ���2। (��� <��� � \�� *���� �� �� B��i� 
���B��� � ��s�� ��� �)Ë *"�1� ��� �� �' ����� �)Ë�E� ���� ���� �������E  ���2�,  ��U 
�E�' *� ��Cm �����C�� (����� ���d����� *K�VU� � "���� ��)��< I��� ����� 
����B�� 
*�� ��� ������O � ��XC ( VCU  ��� *����2�। ��, ������E � ���� <��O� *X�  
�����  � *������  ��)������ �' ����� 
� J�� �����2��।  
 
 '������ I����� ����m ������  �2 *X�  � 2� � 2� `p` ��'�)�, +//E� �����<, � 2� 
*sO� � ����� �����U *O�����R� *����2���। ���  I��� *X�  (���  ��2 ����2�� *��� 
 ��� ����� � 2� ����) ���S� ���। ��T��� ���� �������� ����  ������ ������� *��bE��� ¨� 
��, * , �I��� ��� ������� �����_� ��� (���  �2 *X�  (��� �  �  "���< ��� � E� )�C 
 �� ��� *O��। � h F )��C� * � �<��' * � ��� *���� �, ������ (� ��#�$ *���� �। 
���� ¨� �I��� (��� ^����� *� ������ ����) ���S� ���?���2��, ���� ����#�� ��E,  ��W, 
ÅV��� *X�  (�u  �� ���� * � � 2��' �I�� ���। 
 

I����� ���X *��O����O  
 

g' ��"�, /0./ �, ��� � �� /pE�। ����m��C� <��O� X�� *X�  ��� (�� (��� 
��� �Y�� *�, ���� ��<4N� ����� ��� I�����  �� < 4i��G ��)��� (��� ���X *��� 
 ��� <� <��O� �����m ��G�  ��2। �X��u� ´�O���� (��� *���� ����� 4�B�। � �E 
<��� B�W +< ^��  ���X  �� ��� ����। ����m ��� ��� I����� ���E�� �� ����' *�%  �C� 
�'B, (�, Bb��C� (����m �#� ������ .A � ���E����  �����,  JÌO�) (���  *<�� (��L 
 �� S�U  �� � (��� �����QUC ����� IQ��� "����  ��। *���� *��� �� ��<4N� ����� ��� 
I����� ����m �#� ������ ('-�< ������� ���X। ������O �� ��� ��T�� \�� (��� �U�L�� 
(������m '�����। \�� B�'�� (��� ����� (b��U� I��V�$ ��� ��। (�� \�� B�'�� 
F ��� ���  ��XC   ��� ��� (��� �  �  "���<। ����� ��� 2Q। ��<4N� ����� (��� 
���� 
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*�, �X���Í' (��� �� ���। *�%  �C� Bb��� �� *��� (��O"�U ��� *O�� *�, ��' ��� 
���X  �� (� � E� *B� ��Î�I�� �� �����< ���� B�'��। �E�� ������� ��� (����� <�� 
�2� � ��� ��� (���  @����� ������� �� ��� *O�� �E�� * ��� ������� <�। �� ��� 
(��� ��� �Y� B���1�L� *X�  *E���)�� ��� (�� *� ��� 9� *�������� � E� �W �� 
���'���� ���  �S�� ���। ���� � E� ��� ���� I�� *�, `�� ��"� B���1�L�� ���� ����� 
B�� ��� ����� *X�  ��  *�������� � E� �� �S�� ��� �O��  ���Ot ��� �� (����� 
)�'�E� *��n���� �������� ��W � 2�����  "�U ������ ������ *��� ���� ��। ��' *�� , ��� *��� 
(�� (��� � < ^�� �  F *B� ��Î�I�� �� �����<’� * ��� ������ �E� ��� (���� <� 
���� *��� (�� ��� �Y��� ���  ´�O���� B�� (��। ��� �Y�� �� �2�� 1�% (������ �  
����� � (��� !�। �' ���� 
�I��� I���' ��� � E� ��V�W ��W�2�। ��' *�� , (�� ����� �� 
"���<�� ������� � ^�� *������  ��� �� ��G� (��~ (��। ��� 9���� (� �S�� ���। 
����� ������ �E� �2� �����  � (b��U� "��।  
 
 <��O� *X�  B�� (��� �Q��C *�%  �C� �'B, (�, Bb��C� (���  ��� � (��� ���� 
���� *�, ��B��' (��� (����� I��� �!��� ���, ��� <� ��� (���  ('�<-�� ��)�� 
*�<� ��, �, Ij�B���C� ���X ��C#U *��O����O ����� 4���� ����। ��T� ��<� *E���)� ����� 
����। *�' *X�  "��#U '���� �����)-�� ('�< ������� ��)�� *�<� Ij�B���C�  ��2 
*E���)�� ��C��V ��B���� �����EC ����� ��� <�� O�� "9���� (��� <� I��� �!��!� 
�������� ��C��V ��G� �  <��� B�'���। ��� (���  "�����' (��� ���� ���� *� (��� 
�1��� ��H�� ��)�� ����B��� (�2, ��Í' ��� ����।  
 
 ����  ��� 9� *������ ����� *X�  A' ��"� *I������ (��� �������� ^����G� 
(b�U  ��, � h ����� I��O�� ���U�� *  �W���! (��� ����� ��C���I��� "À~� �2�, �� C 
�2�। ���� ���� (b��U ��� 9���� 2�IL ��� ���। 2�IL ����� ����� �x "��U� #�#�� 
��, * �� ����� � 2� *��  ����� *������� "�U ��� ������ *��� ��XC ��। �E� �2� ��� 9� 
*�������� (b��U� ���� (����� �����  >R��QUC "X� ��<�, ��� <� (��� *������� � 
G��� <������U� ��� ����� � 4N��� ( ��B��� ��G� S�U  ��। (��� �' ������O (��� 
������ ��G� ���� �����C  ��  ���O�t� ��#�U ����� *������ *X�  g ��'� �Q�� 
��C�J~� ��� G��  ��। ���� I��� *�n����  ���� ���� ��� <� ������ �� -����� *�� ��� (� 
����  ���।  
 
 �����  <��O��� "����� ������ (�9 ��� (�� ��C�-*O��� *����� *s��� 
�����C� 4�?�� *)�� *����' *<�W� ���� �������� � I����� ���� *�� *��O����O G��  �� ��� 
.' ��"� �����º � E� ��� ���� ������� *n *O�� *s�� ��TW  ���� ���� (����� '�Ï� I��� 
�!�! � *������R� ��  �� ��� (��� @�����। �E� *� ���� @���� �2� �� *I�� *���� 
)���� ��'�, ��c�� ���। ����  A' ��"��� �� *X�  ��k O���� B��� ��O� ��� 9� 
*�������� ��-'�)��C��P *"�S��-<� � ( ����X। ( ����X ���� ����� (��� * � ��d �2� 
�। <���X� ���� ���� �����, * � ����� *������ *X�  (�u  �� ��#U ���  ����-�L�� 
�c� ��Cm ��� (��� (�~��� �2� �। 
 
 '��(�-�� g� 4'�-� ��G� �2� �����। ���  ����� �2� ���L���। ���� �Q�C 
��� �� ������ *���� '��(� *��������  "�� ���������I��� ��!  �� *����2�। �W�' 
��O�� ���X ���X  
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���  "�U ���, ���  (y�O��  �� �'�। ���� (y�O��  �� �'� ����� ����� ����� � 
 ��2 ��'�)� � *sO� �2�। 
 
 �$ ��� '��(� *��� *�1� ���EC�� �2� ������। *���� I�O' ��L���।  ���6 ����� 
(�����  �����) �  ���6 (���� *���� (��O����) �' @’< �2�� ��L��� ��)���। +A*� 
��BC (��  ���6 �������  ��2 (����� ���[��  ��� ��� <���� ������ � <R�� ��G� S�U 
 ��� �������� ��� ��?�'। � h @IC�O�, (��� *��� �� ��L��� ������� � <������ �J� 
����� ��Ð� �' @< ��)��� (y�O��  ��। ����C� �  �Y�� �� ��Cm �' #�[ ^���� 
���� ������� (�@� ����� � *�J�� ����� � h "B�I��� �W�' *��V ������ *��� ���� ��। 
���� *�������� ���  ������ ���। *����� ���� ��� 9� *�������� ���X �� �� ���� ��Y �� 
��� ��"� ����� +p ����� ��Cm ��� 9� *��������  �I�� *X�  �Q�� ����� ��XC ��। 
�$ ��� *�% ���)�<� ���� \��2, I����� ����m �#�� ���E����  ����� *�%  �C� *�K ��� ��T� 
�  * �M�� ^�� ��� *�% ���)< � '��(� ������ ��������XC ���������� ���E�� ]��  ��� ��� 
�I��� ��� 9� *�������� ���X ���  ��। � h @IC�O���� *�%  �C� *�K ���-�� +/` < 
^�� �� -������ ���� ��� ��W, ��� ���U��� (m<C���  ��<���  ���� ��È� "���b��� �J�D 
��। ��� I��� ����� ����m �#� ������ "��#I��� ������ ���E�� ]��  ���� ��Y ����  ���� 
�
� ��  ��। *�%  �C� *�K ��� ��� ^����� ��� ��<� ���E�� �)�� *��� ���� �।  
 
 �������C  ��U��� *������-����� *��1�� ��#U��� ������ ��� "��#I��� (��� 
��_�U (��� ��"� ����� /0 ����� ��Cm। 
 
 ����  *��������� ����m ���1� <�� *���)  ����� *B����� � ���'���� ����m 
���1��� <�� ������4�N (��� (��� ���X *��O��  ��। ������ 4�N ����� ����� ��)��� 
���� ����� (�� ��' ��T�  ���'�� �#U���#�U� I�� � ���'��� *"��� � � ^���� *�J� 
"��  ��।  ��D�� ��� B�� ��� ���� ������ ����� �����UI���' ���'��� ��T�  �C�� ��� 
 ��। ��"� ����� +/` ������ ���'��  ���1E  ���<� "�)�� ��) 4H�� ������ (��� ���X 
*��O��  ��। ���� (�� ���V *���"� � ����B���� ��R�� �����  �? �� � *���� *����। 
(�O' ����? (���  ��2  ���6 (<� 2�W� ����� * � ��)��� �2� �। ��' .' ��"� *��� 
�1C��-�� ������ ����#�� ^������� ���B���  ��� <� (�� ������  ������  ���6 � ���¦ 
 ��� ���� ������  � ��¦ ����� ��'। *��� �1C��� (�� �����2���- "On behalf of the 

Bangladesh High Command I hereby award Commission to the following persons 

directly in the rank of Captain to meet operational requirements:- 

 

(a) Mr. Toufiq Elahi Chowdhury. 

(b) Mr. Mahbubuddin Ahmed. 

(c) Mr. Md. Safiqullah. 

 

�' ��< ��)���' ����C� ��� ����� *�V �� ��Cm *���� * �M��  ����� ������ ��� 
 ���2। ����� ���� �2� ����' ������। 
 
  ��D�� ����� �� +�� ��"� "X� �L ��@C���� @%��� ���U���� ��� (��� *O�B�  �� 
��। (�� ��� �� *� ����� � 2�����  *��  ������ *B�O�2�� � ��� ����2 ��� *�% ���)< ��� 
� < 
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��L��� ��)���� *���� (�2। F��' (�� (���  ��2 4��G� ���� <� *�% ���)<�  *��  
���)� �B�? ���� ���C� �����, � h ���)< (���। ,?� ��"� ��' ���'����  ����� ��% 
�������  *�% ���)�<� *��T�< ��?�'। *�% ���)< ��� +/` < *��  ���X  �� �������� O�W�  �� 
(���  ��2 4��G� ��। ���  ��2 "X� �L ��@C����  RU  ���� ��9���� <��� ������ ��� 
(��� ��� ����� ��Ð� (��� ���X *��� �  ��� � E�  ��U ��T�< *����। ��' *�� , (��� 
���¬�� �� (�2 *� (��� ���G 4��(� ������ <���- ��W, '4�)�C, ��E, ' �'���P ��� 
 ��D�� *X�  ��� J� I��� � ��� � �!�!, *O�����R� ��� O�W� ���� �����  ����  �� *B�O�2� 
��� �� ��=�����  ����।  
 
 �Q��C' ����2 *� �������� (���'�� *X�  ` ��'� ��#�U) ����� �� (��� ^����� 
�1�)} ��'�  �SO���  �� �����  ��P��µ *X�  ��� g ��'� �Q�� *����2। ���  �U �2� �' 
*�,  ��µ��P *X�  (��� ��G� ����� �Q���H��  ����� (���� ��'�� ����। ������ (��� 
* � I��� �!�! � X� �� "������ ���É� �����m ���� ��<4N� ������� "���� I��� 
�!���� ���#�� X� � � � '��L  ��P���P� 4�� B�� �J�D  �� ����। ��� �� �2�, I��� 
*X�  � 2� �����U I��� �!��� *���' (��� �����  ��P��P (b�U  ��। ����  F �! (��� 
���#�� X� �� X� �� ����� *����2��� *� "����' ����G�� ��� 9� *�������� �� Q�� B�� 
����,  ��U <� � ( �� ��X ����� ��-'�)��C��P ��������' B��2�। I����� ����m 
�#������� I��"�Y ��)�����  ��2 "�� ��� ��� ��B���� �����EC ����� \�� (��� 2�W� (� 
� 2�' ��'�। ���� �E� *� \�� (���' �2� �� �� ����� �����। �I��� * �E *O� //' ��"�, 
/0./ �।  
 

 \ *O�����c "������ \ 
 
 /+ ��"� ��� (�� *�, ��� 9� *�������� � E� ����E ��� (��B� *X�  <���X 
*O�����c� ���  �S�� ���। ����� ������ �����  ��� *O�����c ���� *��� ��, ����� (��� 
����� ��� �� *I�9 ����। (��� #�[ *������� *X�  * �� �� �  e�E� *�� +�E �����<, 
/E� ���< � � E� E��¦��v��� *2�E  ��� �� ��� ���?�� ����� ���  ������� ������ �� � 
*�J�� *O�����c। ����� 4��� (��� ���C� �2� *�, �� ����� *� * ����' �±�� ����� 
����U  ��� � ����। /`' ��"� �' �SO��� ^���� ���X �±�� ���� (��� #�[ *������ �  
��k ��KVC ��। ��� �� ������ � �E <���< 1��� ��� ��� ���� 4~���I���� ������ *��� ���� 
��। ��� ��� *���� *� �� ����� � ' ���� O���W��� ����U  ��� *BD�  ��2। ����� 
������ O���W��� ��� �� ����� ��� ����� ���� ����, ����� ���� ����-����� ��� (��� 
*�2 ��  *X�  (b�U B����� ����। ���� (��� ��<� ���m �� E�� ��� ����। ��' 
��<������ ����� *�<� ��x� <��� � �  *E���)�  �� O���W��� �  * �M�� ^�� <R�� 
�I�~�� ��?���� <� ������  ����। � h ��� ���� �  e�E� ^�� ���?���2��, ���� ����� 
*��T2�� �����।  
 

 ����  \�� *���� ����m ����"�Y  ���6 *��c �� <��� �� � *�J���� �  
* �M�� �����U ��<���� �2� O���W� �#U���#�U ��Y। ��� 9� *�������� +/,E� *O��� 
O���W��� �W��� ���X ���X' ���� �� ������ ��� ��� �� ����� /g' ��"� ��������I��� 
O���W��� ����U  ��� �#� ��। �����U� �� ��' �� ����� ��k O���� ����� ���  
�S�� ��। /A' ��"� *IW������ ���G� (��� #�[ *������ ���X "B� *O���>��� �� 
�� ����� *IW������ ����U  ��। *IW������  ���� �� �2� ������� *�<� ��<�))�। 4����m� 
� *��� *� ��� ^���� ��� ��2� ��E ���। 
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����  ��O�$I��� ��  *������� � ���� ����� ����� *X�  (����� 4�� ����� B����। 
�' @' ��  *X�  (���� � ��2 ��  *X� ) ����� "����  ��� �� ^���� � �!�� (��� �2� 
�।  ��<', (��� ����I�O (ÑP ��') �¦��B�  ��� 4�N��� @' ��  *X� ' ^�� *�� �����U 
 �� ���2�� ��� (�� ��C��b�� ��� ��%"���#��Q�� O?  �� * �EB�T����, ���'��, ^�� ��� 
(��9�), *��W��� ��'�। � h /A' ��"� �����º' �� ������ ���� ���'���� �� ��। 

 
 OU"<��_� �������� �� �� 4����% ��� ��# /p' ��"� OU"<��_� �������� �� �� 
O?�� �� B���1�L��  ���������� �G��� ��<��� ��� *K�VU�  ��� ���X ���X' B���1�L�� 4�� 
B��� X��  ��k ���� �����। �����Ð� �������� �� �� ��G�  ��� *� B���1�L�� * � ��d 
��� ��� OU"<��_� �������� �� ���� (�Æ��  4����  �� ��� /.' ��"�। ��C�B  �� �� 
(���' �Q�C� '��(� * �M� *�1� ���EC�� ^����X���� (¼ �। ��� � �� /p K�E �। (�� 
���� ���"��I��� ��Y X� � ����� *s< � (�Æ��  ���G���� I�� ��� I����� ����m 
�#������� .A ���E����  ����� *�%  �UC� Bb��C�। G��� "���#� ���G��  ��� ���। 
(���  \�Q ���CD ���� 4��G� ���� <� ��� *��� ��। ����  "�� �� �������� ���� F ����' 
��� �Y� *������� *X�  ^I�� ��� ��� ���� '2����� ������� G��m���  ��। �' ����� *X�  
I����� �����’� @�� �2� "�� App O<। ������� X� ��� �� * � ���G� � X� �� ^����� 
�X�b�� *e�  ���� O�W���  �� (��� !�- ����� ��� �' "X������ �� I���� ����CU  ��। 
 
 *� ���� ����� � E� KE��  X� * ��� I���� ���� �। KE�E� �� �' *�, I����� 
���E�� ����CU  ��� ���X ���X' (��� !� ��<�  ���m ����� ��I�  �� ��4��4  �� * T�� 
*)��। ���X ���X  ����� ��G�� ��X�B। (��� !� ��#U �u� ������ ���E��  �E��� ��� 
����m *�। ��' �)�� (�� �� (��� *�' '2�������। �����’� I�L� K�� �2� � * � ��2����, 
�2� � * � *����� <��O�। ���E�� \�� ��� ���  ��E�� ���। 
 
 ���� /.' ��"� � �� /pE�� ^����X���� (¼ � *���  *�� ��U�। �XB ��� 
(�� *��������। �Q�C��� �� ������ �O�?� �� ���  ����� *����  X� (���' � h ����  
��{� �  �� ���  �� �u� ��� ��?�। ����  *��-������� �������  ���I������ 
^����X���� (¼ �� *��T�2 �� �G��� *"���1P ^��� <R� '����, "���_� ��<4�N 
(��� ��� �����। I�O���� *���)  ����� � �������  (�� *I�� .E�� ���?�� �����2��� 
����। �9 O���� ������ 4��G� � 2�����  ���¯�m '��(� � (���-��<������ ����� ^����� 
� ���  �� ��� (O� *"���1P � "���_��  ����� "��  ��। ��� � 2�#U ���' (�� 
 ���6 �����4�N (��C��� *�<�),  ���6 ���)<, (��� !�- �� ��� ����� ^�� ���I������ 
*���� 4��G� �'। OU"<��_� �������� �� ���� *K�VU� � ���� ���?� �� �' �O�?� 
�� ���  (�� �����  ��I��� ��'। ����� (�V�L  (���-(���B�, ���B�, I�VU � �����V 
����º *I��<� �� �' 4����� ��Æ� *�V ��। 
 
 *O����� ��V� *� ������ (¼ �� ������ 
����� ��Y ���� �� (��� ^����X���� 
(¼ �� 
������ 4�£V ��Æ��� �� ���W � E� F������  ���C 
���U�� ���� ��Y 
 �������� ���� � ��� (��' ��� ������ ��� <���� "����� ������ (��� !� *����� 4��G� 
�2��।  
 
 �)�� ���� (��� �G��� (W���� ��� �Y� '2����� �������। 
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���� � E�  X� ��� ���� (���  *�, /A' ��"�� �� *���� *���� ��� �Y� B���1�L� 
*X�  ����� ��� ���, I��V����  X� �Bm�  �� ��' ���C� ����� ��9 G��� � �Q���C� ����¦� 
E� �-����, *���-O��, ���X ��� *��� <��। ���C� ������ 1�% (������ � ,  ���6 *���)  
�����,  ���6 ������ ��� (��  �� < OU���� *��� � "�BÆ�� (����  ���W B�� * ��E 
E� � � (� �U *��� (��� ���X ��� ��'। G��� �� >���� B�4� � (E� �2� ��>��� (����� 
O�W��� 4�?�� *'। 
 
 /a' ��"� � �� *��� F �����m  ���6 (<��� *�J����� �  * �M�� ^�� *��� 
�� � � ��� �Y� ��� (�� B�� ��' *������� ��� *���� G��  �� (��� ��� �Y�। F ��' 
(�� *������ � ����� *��1 ��� ��� ��#U�����  �JC�I�� "��#I��� ��<� ���� ��� 
*������ *X�  �Q�C���   �O<�� �� ��� �� (��� "���#� �Q�� O?  ��। +p*� ��"� � �� 
/pE�� �������� *�������� ����d *�����  �C� ��, �, �<, ����� (��C��� ����"�Y 
*<����) *������ (��� ��� �Y� �����C� (��। *������� ���  �X��XI��� �����  ����� 
*���� ��। (�� *������  "���#� ��� �� ������ ��' ��� (��� �����  ��t����� �I�� 
���f ���  ��O�  ��'। 
 
 *������ *X�  �Q�C���   �O<�� �� ��� �� (��� "���#��Q�� G��  �� ��E � h "X�O� 
"���#�� <� �!�! ��� ��<-��t����� *� (��� �2� �, �� �Q��C' ����2। �' "���#��Q���� 
���B�� ����y  �Q�C��� �2� *� "���#�� <� (����� ������EC� �!�! �2� � ��� �)Ä 
������� �� �)Ä *E���)� ��� �1�O� �_����� ����y  �I��। ����Ð� +�E * �M�� '��(� 
^����� (�� �' "���#��Q�� ����X �u� ����QUCI��� O�W ����� *BD�  ��। (���  �2 ��� +�E 
` '�� �EC�� � � 2�����  *O��� �2�, *�>��� (�� ��<��IC *����2��� G� �  ���I�� "���<�� 
������  ��� (���। �' "���#��Q��� (��� ���X  ���6 *���) ,  ���6 ������,  ���6 
����4�N (��C�� *�<�) � 1�% (������ �  4��G� �2��। 4�H�� *�,  ���6 ����4�N � 
 ���6 ��9��)<�� ���� (��C�� *�<�) /p' ��"� ]� � *X�  ������ ��� (��� ���X *��O�� 
 ��। "X�  ÒL���QC� *X�  ������ (�� /gp< ^�� ��� ���)<� � *������  �s�  ����� 
��#U I��O ��<�IC ����� ������ ��<� *��� <� ���C� ��'। 
 
 +`*� ��"� � �� /pE�� ����m "���_� ���� ��<4�N (��� ��� �Y� 
*������� ��� 4��G� � ������ ���E�� �J�E� ��-�� ��% 1O��� ����  
�O� <����� <�। 
��KC ` KP� ���#�  ��� �� �J�E� ����X (��� ��� �Y�� ��� ���� ��<4�N ������� ���X / 
KP������ (���B�  ��। ����� ��V� �' *�, �J�E� ��-�� I��� *X�  ��� ������ ����C  ��� 
���X ���X' (��� ��� �Y�� 4Ê��� ������ <���� ��� � *���� �� � ��� ���� (���< 
\� �� E� (�9 � (����� I��V�$ 
�����"��Y� �u����। ���� ����X ����� *��� / KP� 
��� <�� ��<4�N ���<�O�� B�� ��। ��� ����� *��� �?  /g ����E� ���� +`*� ��"� 
��� � ���W ` E�� ��� 9� *������� (����� 4�� (K�� *�� (����� "���#��Q��  �O<�� �� 
*X�  *�������� �Q�C ����� ��Cm �¦��B�  ��� ����  ��। ��' *��  �������� (��� (��� �� 
 �� "���#� ��<� ��O�?� �� �'। 
 
 +, *� ��"� *I�� ,E�� ��� 9� *������� + ���E���� ^�� �� ��� (����� ��<� 
(b�U  ��। (��� ��� ��� � * �M�� ��<�� "X� (b�U  �� ��। + * �M�� ���� 
*��O�����O� <� ���� �������  (��� (� * � ���G� �2� �। �f ��� �' * �M��� ���X 
����� ��� B��। *I��  
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A E�� � E� / E 1< O�W���  �� ` '�� �EC��>��� ���?�� ��' ����� ��������XC। ��� � 2�E� 
�S�� ��� ������<  G�� ��<� ��� ��� 4�� ��x��Cx *O����VCU  ��� X�� । �� ��� ��� 
(b��U� B��� (��� I�'E�� ��<� *X�  ���<����� ��� ���< �� ��� �{�����U  ��� 
*BD�  ��, � h �?  *� ��� �Q�C� ��������-*�<� �� �� ���  ������� ���<�� �  *���� 
4��G� �� ��� ���  �2 *X�  ���< �2��� ��� F I�'E�� ��<� *��  �#" O���� �SO��� 
��� 4�� ��'��� )���� B����� X�� । ������ �2� �' *� ��� ��G� �2� �� *���� ��� �B� 
<��O��। ���<��� �� � �' ��k (b��U ����#� ��� ��� ^�� ������� �� ��� ����� (b�U 
"�� ��XC ���� 4�b� ��। 
 

����  ��� 9� ������ ����� ���E���� (��� 1���� � * �M�� 4�� (b�U B���� 
� �� A E��। ���� ����2� '��(� *����  ���।  ��<', "X��% (��� '��(� ����� *��T � *��� 
��� � h ��#�' ���� �' B����  ����� *��� ����� (b�U "����  ��� <� ��k "�BD� B����। 
����  ���<�� �� � �   �XB ��k ���<’� ��'��� )����� �� ����� ��v9 "��, ��' 
1���  *X�  '��(� *����� � *��� / e�E� ����� ��� ���  �S�� ��। ���<�� �  ������  
*���� *���� '��(� ����� Â�� ����� 4�� )����  ���। �E�' �� ��� � (����� B�� @IC�O�। 
" J� ��-�< ��� ���}-���  ��� ��� ���<�� � �  xT�����  �� ��Ð� *� '��(� ����� ��� 
��� 4�� )����  ��� �
� ��  �� � h ���E ���' �' '��(�-*��� �� e�E� ��� 4�� ����� 
B����। ��� ��-��-�<’� ����E ���<�� �� � �# *I�  �� �#U' ��� <�� *�V  �� *�� ('=� 
.... ���<4)। ��-��-�< ��� ����>�W ���� ������ (��� �#� ��। ���  ������� ���<�� 
�� � ������� ����,  J��� � (y����O� ÓU ������ <�����U * � ���' *���  ��� ����� 
�। "�#��C�� �����U <�� ���, ���<�� �� � ��-�< �� ��� ��k ���� (����  /gp < 
����� ��� ��, ��� <� ����� I��� ��� (b� "���� ��। '������, (��� ������ � 
* �M�� ���<�� �� � )������ (W��� *X�  ����m��C� ��� �� �{�����U  ��� �#� ��। 
����  1���� � * �M��� �����EC )������ �I��� #�U  ����� �� ����m��C� ��� �� �����U 
��। @%��� ��V�, ���<�� �� � ���� ���X ���X' (��� �EC�� ����� �EC�� >�E�� O�W���  �� 
�{�����U  ��� *BD�  �� � h �� �Q�� ������� ��G� �#�  �� ®�'I�� O�W� ��TW  ���� 
��9�� (W��� ����>�W ���� ��2� ������ ���। 4���m� � *��� �EC�� ������  ����� *������ 
� � � � ' ������ �{�����U  ��� ��। O�W� � �EC�� ��� �9O� ��। 

 
 ����  ����m ��� ��  (��� ����U� "�U��U ��� *�� �����  ��� X�� । ��9 �� 
*O���>��� ���� �� *���� (��� ������  �MQUCI��� ������ ���E *X�  4$���  ��� �����। 
��� (��� ��� �Y�� 4Ê��� ������ <���� ��� �� ���� v��  �� *BD� ��Ð� ���� * � 
�� 9Ô  ��� �����। 
����� ����� *�V�� ��Cm F ��� � 4Ê��� X�� । 
 
 

B���1�L�B���1�L�B���1�L�B���1�L�---- ��Æ�� "������ ��Æ�� "������ ��Æ�� "������ ��Æ�� "������    
��#�$ ��% *�<� �, (�, (<� *B����� 

+A-`-.` 
    

(�� �� B���1�L� '��(� , � 4'�-� � <  ���6 ������  �<  ��2। +`*� ��BC 
(����� ����m �����C� ��'। �)�� +g *� ��BC ��� ���W �O����E�� ��� । *�<� ���� *B����� +g 
*� ��BC  ��Æ�� �O���2��, +A *� ��BC *��� /+ E�� ���  B���1�L��� (��। 
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 ����� '��(� *�1� ���EC�� *X�  '��(� *�<� B���1�L��� �� (����� � � ��)����  
(��� <�  )����}� ��  �� +g ����� � �� /pE�� ��� । 
 

 ���� �)�� \��� ������� *�<� B���1�L�� ���L���  ���6 *��% ����� � ����� (�2। 
+A *� ��BC � �� ���W 2’E�� ���  *�<��  ���6 ����  � ��� ������ (��� ���W�� (��। 
(�� ��XR�� �2���। *�� ��� (��� ��L ��L *�<� ����� ‘��� <��� (�O��’? (�� �����, 
���T,  �< *�V ��� *O�2।’ (�� *�<��  @����� ��� *��� *��� �����। ���¹��� *�<� ��<� �� �। 
 

 /0.p ����� ��C�B�� �� ��� (�����  ��2 �B�? (��  � ��?� ��� ��t��� ������ 
�Q�C ��� 9�� (�2 ��� � E� ���� � ��?���। (��� �JX  �JX  I��� �����   �JC��#� 
���C�b�� *� ���� � ���?�� *�'। +A *� ��BC � ���  ���6 ����� � !� (��� (��� ���X 
 �=� ��E  ���। � 2���' *��� B����� �। ��� *�V����� �� ����, ]� ��� ��� X��  *�� 
(��� *�X� ���।  ���6 ����� � )������� ' �� ����' *��V ��{� ��� 9�� ��?���� ���G� 
 �� ��। 
 

 (�� � �� ���W (EE�� ��)�� ��' ��� '��(� ������� (���  ����� *�, ��t��� 
*�<� ���� � � ��t��� ��� ��?���� *1�  ��t����� �  ��� *O�2। (��� ���� ��c� (�� 
�J� ����। 
 

 +A *� ��BC � ��� (����� ��)�� ��������� ������ <���� ]� � ������ ��� ��<����O 
����� ��'�  ��  (��C E��¦ ���� (b�U  �� v��  ��� B���2-��� (�� a/0 E�� ��� । 
 

 � �� 0E�� ���  �������� ���<�� ���� (���  ��� ��� *�, (��� ���[��  ����। (�� 
���<���  ��V�  �� ��� ��� *� * ���� B��� ���� *��� ���, (* ���� B��� (�� �� �����m ��' 
�� ��  ��2 ���� �O���2���) * ���EC�� O��1C *� ��t��� (�2 ����� 2��E ���� ��� ��� � � 
��?���� 4�� <� ���। ���� ���<�� (���  (�� ��� *�� ���¹������  ��  ��  ��2 >�� 
��� �! (�2। (�� ����� (��� ¶vC� ��)��� *�<� ���� �� ��¹��� �� ��T� (�� ��Cc 
(����� ���#�  �� 4�B�। 
 

 (�� I���bm � ��� ���W ��'। ////+ E�� ���  *�<� ���� (��� ���X ���X (��� 

��� ������ ��� � ���� ��� ��< �� �<C��� ��'। ���L��� �� �2� ����� �!��  �� �  K�� 
�c�  �� ����। 
 

 +A*� ��BC *��� // E�� ���  ����� *�1� ���EC�� *X�  *�%  % *��% (���� (���L���) 
����  �� B���1�L�� 4�N��� � 2� ^��, @�E� O�W� ��� ���������। �' ��� (��� ����� '��(� 
 ��M *X�  *���� ��������। ��L ��L *�<� ���� (���  �  e�E� ^�� ��� ��<� ��� 
���। ����� *�1� ���EC�� ����� ��� *����2 *�, (��� ���[��  ���2। *�%  % (���� �����<�� 
��Cm ��� �' ����� \� �)�� ���। 
 

 '������ (��� I����� �����m� ��L *E���)� *��O����O  ��। .A �����)  ����� *�% 
 % Bb��C� ��� ('�<, �1�< ���' *O���� ����2। ���I=    ����� �� ������� �� 4��G� �2��। 
(���  *�<� ���� *��� B��E�� ���  *O���� ����� <� ���। (�� ��� ��� *O���। (��� 
‘��4)-���D- ���’ ������ ���B� ����  �<  ��� X�� । *��� ��TBE�� ���  *O�� *��T2����। 
I����� ��)������ ���X ��#�$  ����। (��� ���� '4�)�� � (�C�� ��< O�1C �2�। 
(����� �I�XC� <����� I����� ����)  ���6 ������।  ����������� (��� 2�� ����� ��� 
(�� O��2� ���� ��� *]�  �1C�� ��� �'। (�� *�<� ������ �� ��'। *���� � �E (�EC���� 
���E���, �   
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*|���® E��¦, �  ')��'�r ���E���� ^�� ����� (b��U� <� B�'���। I����� "�� 
����, (��� ������ ������  ��� ����2 �, ��� *O��� (����� ������  ���� ��� (����� 
�' B����� ��H� ��� ���� (���B�� <�। (�� (��� *��� ��� ��� B�� (��। 
     
 +a *� ��BC *X�  *n B��� ��� ��� I��� ����m *X� । '������ I����� �O�� �� ����, 
*��n��, �����, ÅV���� '����� ������ �<�� ��� ��� (����� ������  ��� X�� । 
 
 +A *� ��BC ���� *�������� ���1� *���)  ����� ����� ��� ���'���� ���1��� 
�������4�N (������ ��L (���B�  �� ��  ��Æ�� �M� C।  ��D���� '������ ��  ^�� B�� 
����2�। � I��� (b�U  �� ��� � ��V�� (��� �� �����  ��। 
 
  ��D����  � ��� 9�� ^�� (�2 �� <���� <�� '��(� ¯� C ���� ��� (��� 
@’� <�  ��?�'।  ��D����  � ^�� �2� ��� ��?  ����� *���� �। *�<� ���� (���  +0 
������  ��D�� (b�U  ��� ����। 
 
 �� I��O ��Id ���  ��D�� (b�U  ��� e�� ��। � �E �� ��� *I����� ����Ot ��� 
��� ����� �� ��� (��  ��< B���1�L�-*��W��� ��� ��'। �J��� �� ��� ���'�� ���  ��D��� 
���� ����Ot ����। ����C  I��� ���� *�J� ������� (��। (��� "�X��  �ÒG�� +pp <�� �� 
�2���। ���O���-*I������� *�J� ����� ������� �<�))� (���। 
 

 +0 ������    (b��U�  X� �2�, � h ��  ���U �' ������ �u� � ����� `p*� ��BC *I�� 
��TBE�� ��� (��� �  ���� �� I�O *X�  (b�U B���'। ������ (b�U B���'। 
 
 `/ *� ��BC  ��D�� �MQUC ��d ��। +gp < ��  ^�� ���� ���, � 2� ��� ��W *�% 
(��4H�� ����� ���� � <।(����� ���d������ +< ���� ���, � 2� (�� ��।                
 
 `/ *� ��BC � �� /p E�� ���  ��  ������ ���� ��� *�����VCU  �� "�� / KP�  ���, 
* 4 ���� ����। F ��' (�� *E���)� ���)� *���< *���� (���  ������� ���  �S�� ��� 
���। (�� / �� ��"� ������� ���  ��� �'। 
 

 `/ *� ��BC � �� 0 E�� ���  ��������� *� �� (����� �2� ����� ���X ����� *X�  
(O� ��  ������ ��KVC ����। ����� �����  ��D��� ���  ����� �������� <�। � h �k�<� ���� 
������ 1 X� �� ���� *��� �����। ���� ���d ������ + < ���� ��� ��� `/, <�  ��  ����� 
��� ��� ���। ����� *������ *X�  . ��'� �Q�� (��� ��<� �'। *�<� ������ ���C�b�� 
(��� �Q�� K�T�E    O��W।    * � I��� *X�  I��� ��!� ���#�  ��2���। (��� *�1� ���EC�� �2� 
���'��। (��� � �E *��n�� �2� ��>��� ���1�’� ������O��� *�������। ������� (¸�� ��� � 
�2�  ����� ��)���। g/A ' ��"� ��  ������ � �E ���BC� ���EC *������� ���  ��� (�� *��  
 ���। (����� �� ^��� �2�,  ��U (�O *X� ' (��� <���� *����� �����- ��D�� *���1 (��� 
(�2 ��' �� ���  �{� O��� ��T<�� (���। �������� ��  ������ /g//A < ���� ���, � < 
*�)�E��P��। (��� �x ����, *�E��  4���  ��। �EC�� )����  �� ��  ����� ����� �J� *�� 
��� ���। 
 

 '���Q��C +./+a ������� ���  *�%  % <����� (/� *�L� *��<��P)  ��2 (��� @’��� 
*���< ��?�' (����� ���X *��O *���� <�, � h ��� ���< ��। ��  �C� <��� ��9 �!�! 
��� ��������� �2��। 
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 g� ���� 4'�-� (��� +./+a ������' ��� ���?���2��� *������� <����� ���� <�। 
���C� ���, '������ ��� * � ���L��� ��)��� *��������  ��!  ��� B�� �� ��� ���  �c� 
�X�� ����  ���। 
 
  ���6 *��% ����  +. *� ��BC ���� ������� ��� ��!  ���� <�। � h �#� ���  
B����t  ���  ���6 ��9� ���� �#��  ����  ��। ��� ������ �I�� *X�  >��  �� ��t��� 
 ���6�  ����  �� ��।  ���6�� �L���� "�U �����। ��S �����  ��P��P ��� � (���  
*���� ����, )�� * �X�� +/, KP�� *��� ��G�  ��� ������ �। 
 
 /p' ��"� �� �O�2� ��' g� 4'� *����� <�। � h �� ����� �� �S�� ��� �X �f 
 �� *)�� ��� ��KVC ��। (�� I��� ����m K��� // ' ��"� *������ (��। 
 
 // ������ .+ � �����) -��  �C� * , ��, ���� �����) ('�<, g� O�1C�-���� 
���X (���-(���B�  �� ��� O�  ���� ����� KE� ���। (�� ��C� ��� B���1�L� (�� ��� 
*�<� �����  �����  X� ���। �� � O�2� *X�  �' ��' ���'O�� ��� /p E�� *��T�2 ��'।  
 
 /+' ��"� ������ *X�   ���6 ��)4H��� *���< *���� *� ���� I�VU (�EC���� ��� 
I��� ��!� (b�U B����� ��  �����। *� (���  ��2 ����� B�'�। (�� ���   ���Ot B�� 
(��� ��� ��� (����� ������   ���Ot ��� �����<���� ������ X� �� ���। ����� 
(����� ����� *�� � 2� �! ��� *�� ������ �)�� (��। 
 
 /`' ��"� ��  �����  ���Ot ���  �� *�। /,' ��"� (�� B���1�L� (��। /,' ��"� 
��  ����� ���'�� B�� (��। /g ' ��"� (��� *�������� K�T�E ����� *'। 
 
 /A ' ��"� *������� X� ���। F�� ���� '2����� ������� X�� । /.' ��"� ��� *I��� 
���<�O�� ^����X��� ��' ��_���V��� ��X ��Æ�� *��O *���� <�। '��(�-�� � �E 
* �M�� ��� �O���2���। ����= '��(� ����� �� *���'�� � � ��। ��9 ��"� ���E� ^�� 
��S�  �� ��। *� ��� *X�  * �M�� I�O  �� *���� ��। 
 

 ��D��-������� �Õ! "������ 
��#�$ ��% *������ *���) -'-����� *B����� 

/,-/p-.` 
 

+//++/+` *� ��BC (��� �Ö�����  �� < ��)��� �$ ��� �Q�C ��� 9��� ����S  
����G�� ��C����B�� <� ����m ���1��� <�� ������4�N (������ ����� (���'���) 
� ��� �'% /। *���)  �����, ���1�, *�������, +।  ����4�N ��N� �, ���1�, W�'� ,`। 
�����4� '����, ���1�, ��>��, ,। ��� *������ )���, ���1�, *O����c। 
 

(���B�� (��� �' �����m 4��� �' *� � E� �����  ��KVC �������। �' ^�?�  
�< �< ��� �� "������ O�W *����� ����m *�� ��। (�� (��� ��� �� ��9 X��� �������� 
"À~� ����। 

 
 +g *� ��BC ���� QR� �  ��-�� (���  *E���)�� <���� *�, ]� �� ��  *�� ����� 
���� *�� ��� ��W�2 ��� <O�U� 4��(b�U B������2। 
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 (�� ���  (��� ����� ������ (��� ������  ��। ���f�  �� <��� ������ *�, 
]� � *E���)� ���Bt  ��D���  ]� �� *�������� (b��U� ��� <�����2 ���  ��D�� ���Bt 
*�������� �' ��� <�����2 "X��  ��D��� ���X *E���)�� *��O����O  ��� *BD�  ����। � h 
*��O����O ��� (�O' ����= ��� ���। � < ������� �����E� ��<����O *X�  4~� *��, ‘�� 
���� ����2 �, (� ���d  ��� �।’ (��� ������  ��� �� (� * � 4~� ����� *O� �। 
 
 +g *� ��BC ��� ���E�� ��'�   ��D�� ����� <OU�  ]� ��� ��  ������ J��� 
���� ����  X� <���� *��� ��। *�' ���Q�X *X�  (�� (� ��� 9�� �� ���  �CB��� �'��� �। 
��� <O�� (�c���� ���X � �y�� *K�VU�  ����। 
 
 +g*� ��BC ���� *�������-B���1�L� �� ��W�  O�2 * �E ������ 1 ^���  �� �� ��� 
*��������  B���1�L�� ���X ����=  �� ��। *�������  ��D�� ��9�� ���� ���  ��?� ��� *I�LB��� 
*��� ��। �  �� ���  �' ���E� *I��O �����2�। 
 
 *�������� (���  ������  (�� (��� ��' +A*� ���BC� ���� *������� �� ���� ��9 
(��� � ��<�����  � ���  ��� <�। 
 
 +A*� ��BC *I�� *���। (��� ���U� ����2� *��������  ����=  �� ����2। (��� �� �� 
��9 <��� ���� �  �I���� �����C ����2 ��� "����  ��� �   �~��  ���<C ���� �  
������ �~�� È��m��� ����2। (����� 
����� ����� *"�U� ��� �� ����u��� ��<��� ��d 
�' <��� ���� �È��m��� �~�� ���� ���� �2�। "��� E� *��  ��� "��� E� *2�� (��� 
 ��2 ��I��� ��� �����2�। O���� ��Q�� ��Cm �' 
%·��C OU<�O��U �L�L�I��� � �y�� 
��I�  ���2�। *�' ���Q��C (�� *� ����B�# �J�X��� �W �W ��e��  B�#�V *���� *����। 
 
 ��S ����G��� (��� ���dO� �Q����� (�� �' �����m 4��� �' *�, (����� *� * � 
<��O� *X�  �!�! ��S�  ��� ���। ��� \����� I���' (����� �' ������  ��� ����। 
������% I���-��� 9��� F������  �������� �EIQ�� �� �E� ���D �2� *�, ���������� *� * � 
�����  �� OU�IQ�³� I����� ��XC ����'। ��' +A *� ��BC � ��� (�� @’� � �B�? I���� 
��?�'। � E� �B�? ��?��� ����2� ���� *<�� "���� �  ��2, ��� � E� ������ ��?�' 
*�)�E��P  �C� Bb��C� (��� .A �����), �� *������� �����m� I���� *������ �2�) �� 
 ��2। ����� �B�? I�����VC� <OU�  4�N�� ��?�'। @�E� �B�?��' (�� (��� �9�� ��� �� ��� 
�������� ������  ��। ����� �B�?E� ‘��J� ��<��’ ��� ‘��O�m�’ ��� �� " ���� �� 
+./+a/+0/`p ��BC- �� �����>�����। ‘*1�s�� ���<�O�’ �'�E�� � E� �B�?� )�E��sE  �� 
���[� ����2। 
 
 "X� �B�?E� ����� *<�� "���  ��% ����<C��  ��2 *��� ����2�।  �C� Bb��C� (���  
����2�� *� �' �B�?E� ��H�� ¶vC�  �JC��#�  ��2 �������� *"�U  �� ����2� ��� ���' 
)�
È� +0 *� ��BC *���' (I����) ������� (���  *���  ��� ��� ��?��� ��। 
 
 +0*� ��BC (�� *���' ������� ��' ���� *<�� "���  ���  �C� Bb��C� (���  ����� 
S�U  �� ��� G��� �����)-�� � �E *2�E �� O�1C �� ��� "��C  ��। (�� ���  �C� 
Bb��C� O�1C �� ��� �����C  ��। ���� *<�� "���  (���  (��)����� �Q� ������ ��C��� 
*�। 
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 (����� ^�?  �  KP� �� G��� ��। (������ ������ ��% �Q��<C� (���  <�� *�, 
(��� �B�?� 4~�� I��� �� ���� "���b�� (���  ��Í' <���� ��� ��� ���� ¶vC�  �JC��#� 
 �2 *X�  ���C��� ���#�  ��2। ���dO�I��� ��� (����� ��S��� I����� <O�U� � 
�� ���� ��XC <�� ��� B���1�L� �����m *B����� *B  *���s� ��Q�� I����� ������� * � 
� < �����  ��)����  ���X ��� *���  �� (����� �����  "���< �M� C (��� (���B� 
 ��� <�। '������ B���1�L�� ����� '��(� �� 4'�  ����� *�<� ������ ���X (��� 
*��O����O G���� ��। 
 
 `p*� ��BC � ��� *������� *X�  /a ��'� �Q�� B�����1�L�� *�<� ������ ���X � 
������� (���-(���B�  ��� ��'। B���1�L�� *�<� ����  ��D�� (b��U� "À~�� ��� ���m 
��9 X� �� ��� �����C *� *� (�� ������4�N (��� (����m ���'���� ���1���)-*  ���X 
��� ��'। (�� �������  *E���)�� *��O�����O� *BD�  ��। � h �� ��� ��� �?�$ *� *�<� 
������ B���1�L� ��)�� (��IQC� ��। �������  (�� I����� ¶vC�  �C �C���� ���X (���B�� 
��V��À~ �M� C �����  �� ��� ���  ��� F �� �f��� I����� *B����� *B ���s �������� 
� 2� �����  �!�! ��� (��� ���X (��� ��� � �������  �JC��#� ���X ���� (���B�  ���। 
(�� �� ������  4�~�<� �2���। (�� �#�  ���� �������  � 4�~�<� �2� �।  ��U � E� 
��� ����� ������ ������ (���  ��Q���C� � �E <����  ��2 ��� B�� ��� ��� *O��� ��� 
(*�<� ���� � � KE� ���f �� ����� �2�� �) *�, F <���� ����� + < >R��QUC ���d 
��� (�2 ��� ���� ��� <�� ��<4�N (��� (��C�� "���_�) ��� �����s�� (��R� 
'���� (��C�� ���� "���_�)। (��� @’<� <���� *I��� "���  ����। ��EC ��� ���L ������ 
��� ��TE��� ���� ���¨�m ¯�m �' @' ���d' ���� ��� ���������� 
���� ��S��� ���m 
>R��QUC IQ�� � S�U  ���2��।  
 
 (���-(���B�� �� ����� ������ ��T�� ���I= <�� K��� ���'��� ����2 ��� *��� 
*X�  ������ ������  *�������� ��� (�� �' 4�N��� *�, ������  *� ����m ���W ���� I���� 
*��T2��� ���। ��T��� 4�N�� �2� ��� 9� �� ���� �����K�� �� ��� *�������� ������ ��� 
(b�U�  ���IQ�  �� ���������  �b���d  ��� <� �c� "������ ��É I����� ������ ��� 
������O��� �� G�  ��। ���� ���� � , ��T��� �' �J�~� "�BD�� ��$��C (�� ���� 4���Ô 
 ��� �����। ��N�m �� *�, I��� �� ���� ¶vC�  �JC��#� ���X (����� �Q�C����m  ������ 
^�?�  ����� ��। <�� ��<4N� (��� ��� �����D�� (��R� '������ �����m� ��� ���  
����� ���G�  �� ���। ��C �� � E�, (��� ����� ���X *���  ��� ���� �����  ��2 �' @' 
<�� ���B� *O��  ����। ���� <��� B�'�� (��� ���, �' @' ���d (����� ����B�। 
 
 �� ��� �����m� 4�N��� @�E� <�� ����� *��। ��X �� � � "���f �� �J�D  �� 
����2�। (��� ������ 1 ����� �S�� ������। (����� O�W��� 
��� ������ ��� � 4Ê���� 
�2�। ��9�� @’���� <�� ��x��Cx <� ����� *w�O� ���� (������  ���C� <�����। �' @�E� <�� 
O�W� *� �����  ��2 
������ ��d���� "��  ������ "����� ����। ��� ��� ' (������  
�B�। S�������� ����� *����2� *� (��� * � *O�� ��$ �����  4�N��� �����m *K����)�� 
 ��2। ��X ��X *���� *���� 
�%·Q�C <�� "������ O�W ����2�, �! ���� ��� � E� @�E� 
�ECO�। ��' ���� ���� <£ ����2� ���d����� �4�¯���, ��� (��� ���¬�� ����� ����2��� 
*�  
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I��V�� "À~��, �����  "������ ��� ��K�VC <��d ��� �' #�[ #�[ �XB ���� <��' 
*<�O���। 
 
 �f��� ��� ��� (��� *B����� *B ���s *��T2����। �W �W ����V O��2� ���� @’��� *X�  
��9�� 4��� � E� 2���� �� (��U �J�D  ���2�। * � *�� ��� <�� �J�D�O�B� ���� �, 
B����  ������ ��-�� ��T ��T  ��2�। \¯��#� ×� B�T��� (��� �������  (��� OI����  �� 
�����2�। ��2� O�W� @�E� *��� (�� ��� ������ ���� ��� �� C��� ���X �����B� Om��G��� 
���  (m��<� 4�� I�  �� �>�����। ������ (����� O���� *��� ��4�� 4?�2�। "�� (� KP� 
B��� �� ���� � E� �� � K��� v��À~� *���� *����, (��� ����� ����2��� � (��� * �X�� 
����। �?�$ *�' I����� v��À~� *X�  *� �  ������ (y�� (���< \�� *����-‘��E’। ���� 
(��� � E� IW�  �O���2��� ���� �������� *����� (W�� *X�  � E� ����V� 2��� *�� ��� 
(��। ��� *�E� �2� I����� �����)-�� � < ������, (����� ���B� *���� �� *� 
(������  ����� ������� ��� B��। (��� (�� ��'� B��� �� (��� ������� *��T2���� ��� 
(������  �I�XC� <���� �����)-�� 4i��G  �CB��� <�� *O���� �<����� ��� 
*�)�E��P  �C� Bb��C�। (�V��O  (���B�� �� @�E� �����m *�� ��% /। (������  
(O��� �� *X�  �����  �!�! *��� ��� ��� +। I����� �����   �JC��#� ���X (����� ���O� 
��<�������� *��O����O  ���� ���� ��� ��� �X��u� "�BD� B����� ��� �L�f� *�� ���<��� ���X 
*��O����O  ���। ���� ���� <��� � *� (����� ���X <�� ��<4�N ��� �����s�� (��R� 
'���� ����2। 
 
 (�� ��� ������ ��<��� ���� (���-(���B�  �� �?   ���� *�, (����� ���X *� 
��<4�N ����2 �� *O��  �<������  <��� ��� *O���� �<������  <�����। *O��  �<����� 
(�c 4Ø��� ��� ��W����W  �<4�N ������  ���  ��2 ��� (��� ����। (��� ��<4�N 
*  ���  ��2 ��� (����। ���� ��  ����  (m�� I���  ���C ��� (��L  ���। *O��  
�<����� (������  ����2�� *�,  � ���� ���� �����c�� � �E �����  *<E ���� ���#� 
 ��2। ��� * � ��<������ (�� ���  *� �#��U ��H��� ���?�� *��� ��। ��� F *e�' <�� 
��<4�N � � �����s�� (��R� '����  ��H��� �O���2�� । 
 
 ���� (��� �  ���X ����� ��'। *O��  �<�����, ��<4�N ��� �����s�� (��R� 
'�����  ��� ��। ��� B���1�L� ��I���� ����  ��। 
 
 �' ���� ��#�$ ���� �� *X�  I��� *X�  (���  ����� �!�!, *O�����R� ��� ����� 
*��� X�� । (�� ��< "�� �  �# �� ��� �' ��9 �!�! I��� *X�  ��� (����। �' ��9 
�!�! *B����� *B ����s� ������ ���  I����� ����� *X�  ��� (����। (�� "�� "���  
�f��� I��� ����m ��I���� B���1�L� *X�  ����  ����। ���X X� � '��(� �� @�E� �� EC 
*�n�,  �� E� n�  ��� * � * � ��� ��C� �B� ��� n��� ��� ��� ���X ��O��� n��। �' 
�!�! S�U  ��� ��� (�� I�����  �O<��� �9��  �� ���� ��� *��������� ���1�-� 
�� ��� �������� ������  ����। 
 
 �������� ���  (��� I����� ������� *��T2���� ��� B���1�L�� *)�� (��� (��� 
��� ��� ����' *I�� ��� *��। �' ��� �  �O��W (�� �� �� ��2��� O� ��O��� �����। 
�!�!Ù *���� ��� ��  ���  �C� Bb��C� X� �� ��� �� ���  ���6 ������ X� ��।     
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��"� ����� /p ����� *X�  (��� �!�! *���' ����� (�� *����R� �� ���� ���� �2�) *X�  
��S�  ����। 
 
 +g *� ��BC ���� *�������, B���1�L� ���  ��Æ�� *X�  ����= ��।  ��D�� ��� B���1��O�� 
������� (��� ��� X�� । (��� ��� ��' *� B���1�L�� ���G� '��(� ����� ���[�� *K�VU� 
 ���2 ��� *�<� ���� B���1�L�� *�J� ����। (�� <��� *����2��� *�, B���1�L�� �����U 
'��(� �� *<����� ������I��� ���[�� *K�VU�  ���2 ��� ���������� ��� � 4�~��  ���2। 
B���1�L�� �' �����m '��(�-�� �����U ^�� ��� ���� I��� � ��� F������  ����m S��U 
����� �' ����� �� ��� *���"� ���������� �' ��� �� ���d����� '������ 
UC�#�� ���� ���� 
4�B�। B���1�L�� ���G� '��(� ��  ���6 (<� *B������ IQ�� � �' F������  �����m 
����VI��� 4�H����O�। *�<� ����  ��D�� *X�  +./+a *� ��BC B���1�L�� (�� ��� ���� �' 
�����m� "�� �J� ��XC <��। @'< �����  ��)����� *�J�� X��  *����  ������ ��� 
�����  "��#U"�Y �' '��(� �����  ��D�� *<��, ���� *<��� �x����, �������� � ���� 
���  )�������� *O����c K�E ��Cm ������ �����U <O�U� *B��� 
������ �Q�C���  ������ 
"����� �2�। (�<� ���� �������� *�<� ���<�� ����, ������� ��<�))�, ������� ��� � ��� 
(��� ��  *B� �����  X� ��� ��� �� �W�2। *�' @��C�O�QUC ���Q��C ��� (��� <�� (��� 
"��  ������ *"�Ú� �2��। 
 

 @’� ���� ����' B���1�L�� ���X *��������� *��O����O G���� �� ��� (�� *�<� 
������ ���X B���1�L�� ��#�$  ��। I�����  �JC��#� ���X (���-(���B�� ��V��À~ ���  
�����  ��। *�<� ���� (���  "���<�� �����  �!�u�� ���f ���U� *�। 
 

 ���� 4�H����O� *�, *O�����c� �$ ��� ��, �1, � <�� *����ÛÜ )��� �!�  
*�������� *�W��� ��� (E � ��W ��। ���  ���BC +./+a ������ *O�����c *)�� ����� ��c��9 
 ��। <�� )��� ��� 
�� �� ���� �' 
����� ��S���  *<�����  ��� <� �����  4$��� 
*��� ��� �'  @��C��O� ��� *O�����c *)�� ��। ��� ��� ��� 9� *�������� ���� ��� 
��W ��� �����V  I��� ��C���� �। ��� /0./ �� �1���� ���� ���d ��। 
 

 B���1�L��� '������ � 2� ����m ���  �C�QB� *�� ����2�% /। '��(� 4'� *�1� ���EC�� 
B���1�L� ��� ��� ���9 ��9 ������� ���¹��� '��(��  ��!  ��, +।  ��D�� *<��� ��� 9� 
*�������� *������ ���f ���� ������� ��S�  ��, `।  ��D��� 4�� � E� (b� ��� �� 
"� ���  �� ��9���  ��। �' ���� �� <��d *��O��� � ���  '��(�, �����  (��� 
��<���� ��� �����U 2�� <��। (b�U ��� ������ *��E����E ���Q�� ���। � ���  <�� 
������4�N (��� ���'��  ��D�� ��9� ������  ��� ��� '��(� (��� ��<������� � �E 
��  ��D�� ��I���� �S�� ���। �� ���  *������� *X�  '��(�, ��<����, (����� � �E �� 
��I���� ����। ������  "�O���-*I������- ��D�� *X�  '��(� �����  ��D�� ��I���� �S�� ���। 
�' ������ ������ *�J� *���  ���6 (<� *B��Q��। 
 

 "X�� ����m *�� ����2� *� �' (b�U +0 *� ��BC *I�� ��TBE�� ��� \R  �� ���। ��� 
�' ����m +, KP� ���2�� *��� ��। 
 

 ��� 9� *�������� ++ Ñ�P��� *)���C� ���  @' * �M�� ^��  ��D��� ���I= 
>R��QUC G�>��� ������ �����। "��O� 4�H����O� *� ++ Ñ�P��� *)��C *��  ��� �����EC 
���E������ � E� ��� �2�। ���� )����, ������, *�������E ���  ��4�� � ��� 9��� 
���� �����U �����  
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���E������ *B�� ��  *���। ����� 4� �Ý, �� E� �������� ��, "X�� ���d ������  ��� 
���� '��(� �� �2�� �Q���d- *������  �� ��। (����� �!��!� ���� �2� ������ `p` 
��'�)� ��� � 2� ����� �����<। '��(� 2�W� (��� ��� ��<�������  ��2 /p ��4� �� �QvC 
+p ��4��� ���� >�� �2�। 
 
 `p*� ��BC � ��� �������� G�>��� *X�  ��O�$I��� ��� 9� *�������� ���I= 
��G��� 4�� ��� C�� >���VCU \R  �� �� ��� ���X ���X (����� "��� �E ��G��� ��2� 
����� ��<�� ��<�� *��  OO ������ (����< ‘‘<� �����’’ v� *���� ��� *w�O� ���� ���� 
���d������� �S�� ��� X�� । ��� 9� *������� �' ��� C� (b��U, <��� �' ( ��)�E� 
�B$ ��� ��� ��'�)� 2�W�� � 2� 
���b� ��!� (����< �������� ��� I���_9 ��� ��W। �E� 
�����  ����� �2� *�, ��L��� '��(�-�� *<����� F �� ����� ���� ����� ��<����  
��O�?�  �� ������ ���#Y ��>��� �' (b��U� ���� �����  ��D�� *������� ��� �)���� 
���  ���2�� �W�� X�� । ����� �' �{������U (����� ���d�������� ���� � ����� ��>U 
�J�� ���। ��� 9� *�������� <� �' (b�U �2� �MQUC ��Â��m< ।  ��U, ���� ����� ����� 
 ��� * �X� *X�  ����� 4�� �' (b�U B����� ��� * ? �' �{�����U' ����� <�  �� 
��।  ��U "��� �E KE�� ���X ���X ����� ����� *I��O ����� ��� (����� ����� 4�~��~� 
�J�� �����। �I��� ��� ������ B��� X�� । �f��� ���  ���� ����� ��G� *X�  ��� (4E  �� 
 ��D�� *<��|�� ��� ��� CE ��4�� � ��� ��� X�� । ��� �E�' ����� <�  �� ��। (���� 
����� ���  �S�� ��� X�� । (����� �������� �� ��  *X�  *<�� |�� ��� ��� CE ��4� �K�� 
*)��, ���� �� ��Cm  ��D��-���'�� ��9��  ��  ��'� <��d� �I��� (����� (�~��� 
�2� �। ��� ���� (��� �' �� *X�  �c� *�)�E��P (��4H���  �2 *X�  <��� ���� *�, 
*�<� *����� ��� ���� ��)����� ��'�)��C��P-�� <� ��� ��� ������ <������ ������ 
��� �)��� । � h ������ ��� �)�� ������  * � �������� (��� ����� �। ��� �X� �X� 
@�CVC ++ �)�) �� ���� 'T@��� �� ��� ���। ���� ������� �X ��T<�� \R  ��। `/*� ��BC *X�  
���� ����  ��� \R  ��। 
 
 ���d������ ���X ��K�VC (����  +p < ��� 9�� ^�� ����� ����2�। ���  @' 
* �M��� ���  ^�� ���' <��� ���X ��K�VC ��� ��। ���� 4�H����O� *�,  ��D�� ��� 
���'���� ��X � E� ����� 4�� ���d����� � E� ����E ��� �  ��  ������Þ<  �� *����2�। 
*�<� *����� ��� ++ �)�)-�� � 2� ��)��� ��� ^��  O�W���  �� �������� ���  
�{�����  ��� ��� �' ���� ��W ��� ��� ����� ���� ��TB�� *����2� ���� �����C� S��� 
2�W�� ��W। ������ �����U ����V� �' ��� �� ����� �� �J�X��� '������� ����। ����� 

���b� ���U��!� ��R�� ������ S���� (���-�J���U�� ���DO�I��� R�� ��TW��। �' ��K�VC 
���� ��  �����U ���O��� ��� �� ���� ++ �)�)-* 4 ������ �)�� *��� �����।  W��, 
 ��9 �� * � ��� �� ���� ���� ���� * � ����� O�2 *X�  ��� C�� �����U <OU ���� 
*�� �����  ��। (��� /�� ��"� *X�  ���� �' S���� *�� <��  �2 *X�  �!�! *��� X��  
�� ���� ��  *�����  �2 *X�  �2��� ����2�। 
 
 (�<� � �E � ������  X� �� ��W, *� � E� �ECO� ��� ��< �� ����  ����U 
 ��, ����� ���� 
���b� �! �2�। *� ��<� ������� �ECO� ���� ��< �� ����  ���  �� 
��� ���� �!�! (�����  ��2 <�� *��। ���  ��D�� ���d������ ���� (��� �� (����� 
���� J� �!�u���� ����� ��� �O�� (��� ({�C ��� ��'। *� �!�! *)�� ++ �)�) 
�{�����  �� ����� X� �� F �!�! ���� ���� �  �# �� ���  ��� ����। ��� 
(������  ����<�  ���  
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����। ++ �)�)-�� �' ���<� ��� ���d������ <�� (����� ����� ��>U *��W ���। (��� 
�����  ��� X��  (����� ��<��� O�� �"���� X� �� ��� ��B��' �±�� ��{�����  (��� 
��������� ��d  ��� ����। � h �����  ���� �I��� (��� �����' ����� *� �  ������ 
*������  � I��� (��� ��U  ��� ���� ����। 
 
 (��� ���Q� �� ��W  ��D���� (��� `g�E O�W�, A�E (�-(� O� �� �����  ��'�)�, 
�����< ��� I��� *���O� ��� *O�����R� ���  ��, �� ���� (��� ���d������  ������ 
 ��� X�� । �' ��� J� �!�u�� ��� O�W� (��� B���1�L�� �� <OU�  "��C  ��, �� ��  
������ �������  ��� *E���I� ��G� ��C��#U  ��। 
 
 �' ��� ��"��� "X� �Y��� * � � �� � �E )����-*��� *E���I� ��G�� 
"������ ���X ��#�$ �� *���� ��� `�E ��� 9�� ����� *<E B���1�L� (b�  �� ��� (�KP� 
��Cm *O����VCU  �� ���  ��  <��O�� *���� �VCU  ��। �' *E���I� ��G� ���m �������� ���X 
�' KE�� ��������� (��� �B� S�U  ��, �� ���� ���� ����� (���W�� �J�D  ���2� �' 2��>��� 
�{�' ��� ���� �  <�S�  ��� ����V F������  IQ�� � ���  ���2�। 
 
 �' ��� ���d������ #�[ � �E ���   ��D��� *��� (��� �� ��� ��� �� S�  ��। 
(��� ������ *X�  ���  ��  ��'� 4~�� ���������� (����� "���#��Q�� O�W ����। ������ �' 
��� �� �����  *�J� S�U  ��। ���������� (����� @' * �M����  � ^�� �2�। 4~�-�Q��C 
(��� ���1Ct �k�<� 4I� ����C ]� � ��� (b�U "����  ��� "���#��Q�� ^���  ��। ���1Ct k��< 
(����� @' e�E����  � '��(� *<��� �2�। �' ��� �� *E���)�  �CB������ ������ ��� 
����� *���"� (����� 
����� ���� ����V >R��QUC IQ�� � ���  ��। 
 
 4�����H���  �� �E <��O�� ���X (��� �� ��� *��O����O �#�  �� �2���। ��<���� 
��� ����� ��  *����� �$���� ��� ���d�������� ��� �� ���f ����� �2���। *O����c 
�� ���� "���  ��� *������ )����� ������� (��� � �E #�[ '��(� ������  *O�����c 
���  *�� �����  ��� <� *"�U  ��। ���  (��� ���� ����� �� O����W K��E ��� 
*�� �����  ��� <� #�[ � �E ����� *"��U� "À~�� �'। (����� ���� 4�N�� �2� ������� 
�� ����  * �U?���  �� ��� ]� � ��� * � � � ��'�)��C��P �� (b�U�  "������  ��। 
 
 �����  "��#"�Y *� * � ���d�  ��2 �E� "����� *� ���I= <��O�� 2�W�� �W� #�[ 
#�[ '��(� ������ ��# �' �����  IQ�� � ���  �� ��u� �2�। ��� * � "��#U"�Y 
*������� �' "À~�� ��� * � ��' ���� *�� �। ���� *���"��� 4£��� (������  
*����2�, ��' ��  �� �u� � ��  ��� ���� ��� "À~�� (��� ����2���। 
 
 ��"��� "X� �Y��� (���  ��D�� �����, (\�� *�������  ��� ����), )������,����, 
��<�����  ��d��� ������ *K�VU�  �� ��� (����� �<
 ��������� ���'। \�� ��' �, 
*O����c *X�   ��D�� ���  ��D�� *X�  ��C� ��Cm *n B��B� B���  ��� \R  ��। (��� �' ��� 
����� � ���C� *�' gpp E� �� 4���  �4�  * � *���P �  ���। ���  I����� ���X 
(����� �' *�����W� �� *� (��� �� ��� �������� ��� �9��  �� ���EC�)� E *��E����E 
�������EC� ��C��� ����। ��"��� �������� ��Cm �E� ���$ �2�- �XC�$ (��� � �E 
��� ���C�I�� 
�� ���� "��� 
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���G� B��������। (�� �' ��� *��������� "��� I�� *��������� *�� � ��)����  ��' ��� 
��< �����  ��� �� "U�� �����  ��)����� IQ�� � S�U  ��। 
 
 ���� 4�H����O� *�, �' ��� �� �� I����� ��� ������ ������� , *E���I� ��G� 
(����� ��#�$ �� *� ��� �' ��d��� �����C  ��। ����� ����' � ' "¥ �2� *�, *������� 
�� �� * �X��? 
 
 (��� 4~�� <��' *�, �����Í' (����� �������� �� �� *K�VU�  �� ���। �' ��� 
(��� I����� E��O� �����’*� <�� ��<4N� (���� � �����s�� (��R� '������ ���X ��#�$� 
 �� ��� ��S ����G��� ��C����B�  ��। ��T�� (��� *� *� ��� ��Í' �� �� *K�VU�  �� ���। 
  
 ��"��� "X� �Y��� � *�V��  *X�  ��� � �E �� *��� *�। �' ��� ����� ����� 
*�� ����� �� I��� ��� "À~�� ��� \R  ��। (��� ��I�� *�, ��� 9� *������� * ��� 
 ��  ��� ����� *� ��L����� ����� �����#� ������ ��R�� ��!� I�V�� <��� ���� ����। 
 ��D��� ß�� �{�' ����� ����� *I��O �����2�। ��' "B�� ��'�)��C��P ]� � *X�  ����� 
(� \R ��। (���� ¶vC���� ����� �� �$����� <� ���#�  ��� X�� । (��� � ��� 
I���2��� *� <��� ���[ ��� ����� *�������� 4�� ��T���� �W�। ����� *������ �� 
(�����  ��2 ���9���  ���O���� �� ��� 9� *�������� �����  >R��QUC K�T�E� "��  �� 
����। � h �# �# <�� ��� ��T���� �W�� � E� ��T�  �2� *� ��� ����� (��� ���  ��� 
���� � h �� ��� ��<�� ��<�� *��� � "��U� ������। ���W � E� ��T�  ��� (��� "À~� �2��� 
�। 
 
 �' ��� ��� 9� *�������� ���X (����� "X� ��KVC �� ����������। �'��� 
��� 9� *������� *O��c�< ������ ������O��� (����� "���#������� 4�� "B� (b�U 
B����। �E� �2� ��"� ����� "X� �Y���� *��V� ��� । (����� '��(� ����� ���m ����� ��� 
���X �' (b�U *�� �����  ��। ������ ������ �����  ^�� ����� ��। "�� +, KP�� �' 
(b�U "����  ��� �� (��� �������� *X�  "���#� ���� ���2�� (�� ���� �'। �' "X� 
E�� �E ��� ���nE (����� ������� 4�� ����y  "���b��� �J�D  ��। �' "X� (��� 4���� 
 �� *� ��� �Q���H�� I���  ����� <��� *���� �� �! (����� �2� �। �����  �� �' 
 ����� (b�U ���� (������  ��1�4  �� *��� *�' (�EC����  I���� ������� (����� 
��G��� 4�� ����� ������ ������ (b�U B����� X�� । \�� ��' �, "���  (b��U ���� "B�� 
^�� ������  ��2�। "���  (b��� ���X (����� ������ *I�L ����� ��� (��� I��V�$ 
��<��� * � �����  ����� ��T�< ������� �। �@��� (����� �S��C� K�T�E>���� ���X *��O����O 
�#�  ��� �u� ���� � ��� * � �U�L�U �S��C� �X�� �{����C� ��G�>���� ���X *��O����O 
����= ��� �W�� ���� ��� �#�� ��� ������� 4�� *� ��R� "���b��� �J�D  �� �� ���� ���� 
��I� ����' ���� �����। �' � � � �E �S��C� ��G� *X�  (�� ��<� ����� ��G�� 
�{�����U  ��� ���� �'। �@��� �' ��� �VC�� �\I (O� \R ��। (����� ��G�>����� 
����[�� ��� *O�����R��� �I�� *��� *��। ����= ��G�>����� �' ��R� ����G���� ^����� 
����� *I�L *��� \R  ��। (����� �{�����U ����� X�� । �2�W� (��  ���d�������� 
�B� $���� * � �����G� �2� �। ÅV��� �I��� ��� ' ���� ���। �E� ����' ��������O� *� 
*O�����c� �� <��O�� #�[ � �E "���#��Q�� �  � � (yK��� �2�। ���� *�2� ��  2����� 
����U  �� ������ F K�T�E�  �� ���� 4�W�� *��। � 'I��� O���W� K�E ��� �����V ���1Ct 
�k< ��� (��~ B�� ���। (����� ��� ������ *<���� ��?� �� ���� ���1Ct �k< ������-�� 
������ B���। 
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 B����C�  ��� "B� (b��U� ���� (����� ��O?� @�C� ��� ��W�2�। "��� �E K�T�E 
*X�  �{������U ���� ��� (��� 2�I�O ��� ��W। (�9 (�9 ���'�� (����� (��~� ��'�� 
B�� ���। �����  ��D��� ���  �� *)�� ��� B���1�L�� ���  �S�� ��� \R  ��। (��� �' 
��� (b��U� ���� ��OC? ��� ����C����� ��� ��� �����O ������� �। B����C�  "B�� ��Â��m 
*��� *��। �����U <O�U� ������ *I�L �W�� X�� । B���1��O� �� ��� (b��U� (���� 
B�� (�� �� (��� ��� �)�� B���1�L� *X�  ����� *�2� *�������� �'। 
 

 "X� *�L� *��<��P% "X� *�L� *��<��P ����� *������� ��G�  ��2�। *�)�E��P 
 �UC� <��� "X� *�L� *��<���P�  ����� ��)��� �2��। +g*� ���BC� (�O' "X� *�L��  
������'�<� <� �� �O�2�� ���  ��?��� ��। (��� "X� *�L� *��<���P� ���X *��O�����O� 
*BD�  ��। (��, ������� ��� *�<� ���� �B�?� ������ ��C�� ����G�� ��� I��V�$  �C�QB� ���f 
���  �����  �� 
�_I��� �B�?� ������। "X� *�L� *��<��P�  (����� ��L *��O *���� 
(��� <��'। @IC�O���� (����� * � �B�?�' <��� ��'�। � ����' "X� *�L� *��<��P 
����� *������� �)�� *O�� ��� 9� *������� ����� ��!  ��� *BD�  ��� ����� ��KVC ��। 
�' ��K�VC � < �RU ��L��� *�)�E��P (����� ������� ��U  ��। "B�� ��L��� ^�� ����� 
��। �' ��K�VC� ��� ����  ���6 ���)< "�� `pp ��L��� ^���  ��� *B�O�2�� ���  �S�� ��। 
"����  �! ���� ��� *����� ����2�। 
 

  ���6 ���)�<� ���X (��� "X� *��� �� B���1�¹��। *� �� "X� *�L��� ���#Y, 
����= *�� ��� ��� *B�O�2�� � ���  ��2�। (����� ��! ����� � 2� ��� *��� *� (����� 
���X *��O����O G��  ��� B���1�L�� (��। ���  ��2 (�� <��� ���� *� ���� �� I��� 
�� ����  ��2 �!��!� <� *BD�  ��2�। (��� �� *��XI��� �����  ��� ��� "À~�� ��� 
X�� । 
 

 "X� �������� �� �� O?% �' ��� (��� <�� ��<4N� (��� � �����D�� (��R� 
'������ ���X *��O����O ������ ����। ��� (��� (��  ��2��� *�, �������� �������� 
�� �� O? ��� *K�VU�  �� ���। �' ��� (����� ��d���� "���� ��  ������ �������  ��� 
*E���I� �� (����� ��d��� K����)�� *���2�� ��� �� "�� Q� ��G�� *I���� (��� *� \�� 
��� 9� *�������� (b��U� ��R�� ��<����  "���#�  ��2��� �� �, (��� � � � � E� 
������ *�������� ��R�� (b�U�y  ��I�� B����� <�� ����2���। �' �����  ��<� 
<O�U� 4Ø��, 4£��� � �J� �� � ����� ���'�  ��������  ���2�। 
 

 *��������� * � �  G�� �������� �� ���� ��X S��U� "9����  X� (��� ��"��� 
"X� �Y���� ���  <��� ����। (��� B�W�m ��f��m� <� OI�� (S�� "��#�  ��� ��O���। �' 
��� �������  ��2 ��� 9� *������� (����� "���#��Q�� *I�  �� ��O�� (��2। ��"��� 
����� �Y��� �������� "B� (b��U� ���� (��� �{�����U \R  ��। ���� ^������ (����� 
����� ��  *���। (����� �U� ���O� �{�����U �2� "X� ��C���� ���� �����C ���<��� 
�QB� ���। 
 

 /+' ��"�- ���� �� �� ��U�U ����� ��� (��� �� * � 
� J�� ���� �, �� 
(����� ����� I�L�� \R  ��। � E� ��C�� ��Cm ����V� ����� �#�à X�� । ����#�� 
�� >�� ��XC�� (����� *������� ��� "���b�� �J�D  ��2�। �� �  �� E<  ��� (��� 
��� *����, �������� �� �� /A' � ��� /.' ��"� ��X S�U  ���। ��� (�O' (��  "�X��  
���G��� �M=  �� *)���2���। ���E ��V��� �I�~�� (����� G� ��C����  �< \R ����2 - 
��� *X�  �Q��  
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�<�� ���� ��� I����� ��� � *X�  ������ ������� �� ���� ���< (��� ���� ��� ��� �u��� 
���� (b�U *X�  �#�� <� 2±����U� ���G�  ��। 
 
 /A' ��"� ������� (���'�� �� ��� ����� ��)��� �2��, ��� �������� ��! ������ 
� < ��)��� ��� ���d���� ��� *) � (�� B�W�m ���G� �M=  ��� <� ���CD G��� ���  
����  ��। �� �2� ���m �� E�� ���। �� (��� (����� ������ �{������U� ��� ����। 
�S��C� ��� �� ���X (����� *��O����O ����= ��� �O���2। (����� *���� ����= ��� #�[ #�[ 
��� ���U� ��� ��9�UC ��� �� 2�W�� ��W�2। *�<� ���� �� (����� ������ "��। ��� 
��T� ��� K�T�E *�������� ����� ���2। *�<� ���� I�VU ��9 ��� �Bm��á�। ��� 9� ����� 
�� � �� �  (����� "���#��Q�� *I�  �� ��O�� (��2। (��� ���� <���� � (�  ��� 
���JIQ��� ���  (����� *�V K�T�E �E� �� ����� ������। (��� @��� �O�� (����� Om��G�� 
*��T2���। � E� �����U �� ^��� ���, ��T� ���� *K��। ��� ��E ����m *KTV� ��� (��� I����� 
����m ����~� ������ .A�� ���E������ *�%  �C� Bb��C�� ���X �' 4���# *��O����O �#� 
 ��  �<  ��2���। 
 
 /.' ��"� (�� (� ������� *�' F������  G�� 2�E���। ��W�� (���< �M=    
����2। � �� 0E�� ���  <�� ��<4N� (���, ^��� <R� '���� ����� ���X ��� *���� 
*��T2��। (�� ��T��� ��� ���� ����X���� ����। ���� (������� S�� *X�  � B� *B��� 
��S�  �� (� ����2। ��OJ��� *B����� ���� ��>�� �QC�L �। * �E�� � E� ���� *', * �E�� 
� E� ���� *���� �O���2। ��� ������ *���� <� �����<� (������ <� � 2� ��=� ����2�। 
������� (� (�� ´� � E� ��Æ��QB� "U�  �� *)����। ������ �� *������। (��� 
*�J�Jc�  O�1C �� ��� *���� ��  ��  e�E� '��(� � ��<���� *������  ��। ������� ����� 
��� O�1C �� ��� *���� ��W� \R  ����। (�� ��  �C� ����� � ����� ���X  �� �E 
����� ��� (���B�  ��2���। ��<�� @��  *��  <����� ����2 ��Æ��। ��� ���� �m�% 
�����  ������ ������� , )�E�S�)�� � �E�I  ���������। 
 
 ��� (¼ �t। ����� S���� ����V� � E ������ �� * � ��Æ� *���� �����O ���। 
(���� ��Æ���  X� *O��  �� *����2���। S���� ����V� �Q��J�D� I�V� (��� ����� *����2। 
���� *� �  �KE KE�� *����2- �������D, �â� । 
 
 *��� //E� �O�� �x"���#� ��Æ��� �QB� ��। (�� <���  �� <�� ��<4N� (���, 
^��� <R� '����, *<���� ����< ����� � ���  �� <�  ���� gp O�<� ���� 
*����U�  ��2 ��� ����। ������� O�1C �� ����� *�J� ���। ^��� <R� '���� ��I��� S�U 
 ���। ��2� ���W�� *<���� �����। ^��� <R� '���� �� ��� � 4�~��  ��2�� �� 
������� �� ����� B��C���  �K�� ��T�W�� �2��। � E� *2�E �� <���� ��O�� ‘‘(��� *���� �����’’ 
O�'���। � E� <���� <£�� "��#  ����। �� <�£�  ���� '������ �x��� ��W�2। � h ����� 
�� � *B���� ����� � �E <��� <���� �c� ��c� ���। O�1C �� ����� �� I��� ��_�I�� 
������ ��� 4����  ���। ^��� <R� 
��� ���C�I�� �������� "��Æ��  X� *K�VU� 
 ���। ����� �  �   �� ��_�I�� ������� ���B�  ���� ���� ���। �G��� ��É��� ^��� 
<R� '���� I�VU ��  ���। ��É���� �� "���_� ��<4N� (��� �������  ����� 
�dJ��  ��। *K�VU�  �� ��, �# �# �J������ ��B ��� 9� �����G ����2। (� �' ������ 
4��� � �E <��� "��Æ� ��I  ���2। *�' <��� ���� ��������। ���V �' *K�VU��  ��I�c� 
 ����। 
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(����� ����  �� < ���� * ² *2�W B�� *O��।  ���6 ���)< ��� ��������� "���#��Q�� 
�B�  �� ��� ����2। ������� (� (�� B���� (�����  �C�#��। ��X (��� 4���Ô  ����, 
� �E <��� (< <£ �� ��E � h (< *� ��\ <£ �� *�' ��\�  ��� �I�� (� S��U� <� 
��  �X ���W ���� ���। (��� <�� �' �X ���W *���� <� (�� �d�Q�� ���� ���। (����� 
 ���� �d�#�� ����� ���। �' ���Q��C (����� �Bm� ����, �����<�� <��� �W ��� *���, *��� 
����I�� ��C���� (� ����, *��� �  (��� �� (<� � �� *���� <� *�T�B X� ���? 
 

�� �� O?�� �� (����� ���X "X� *�L� *��<���P� � �� �U ��। *�<� ������ 
*�J����� (����� ^�� ���C�-���� ��� �� *������  �� ��। �' ��� 4�H����O� *�, 
 ���6 ����4N� ���  ���6 ��9��)< ]� � *������ *X�  ������ *�������� ����2�� ����� 
��"��� (����  �� ������ B���1�L�� (����� ��X ���� *��O *�। �' ��� (��� @< �����  
��)��� (����� ���X *��O *�। ��T�� ���  ���6 x��, ��� ���� *X�  ��2� ��E (����� ���X 
*��O *�। (� ��< �2��  ���6 ����। ��� ������ *������ *X�  ������ (��। ���C� 
�I���� �� "���#��Q���  (��� ��d����  ��� X�� । �' ��� (��� (� � < �� 
���d������  ��', ���  ��� (�Æ�� I��� �����  ������� *�� ��। ��� ���X ���B� ��। ��� 
������I��� "���#��Q���� *������ �2��। ��� ���  ���6 ��)4H��। ��� ���'��  ���1E 
 ���<� ��#  �2��। 
 
 ��"� ����� �J��� �Y���� ���  �' ����'  ���6 ���)< �I��� �������� K�T�E� 
4�� � E� ��)��<  �%�����  *�'1 B���। �' *�'�1 "X� *�L��� *�� < �2�। ���  �� 
���� ��� � 2� #�#�� �� ���� ���� (����� ��G� ���f ��B� ��� ��?। ��� ����� 
��� 9� *������� ����E ( ��� (����� ��G��� 4�� (b�U B����। �' (b��U ������� 
*O��c�< ������ ������ ����2�, ��� "���~�� (����� � 2�' �2� �। ��' (b�U ��� ������ 
4�� B�� �J�D  �� (��� ��2� �E�� X�� । �' ��� �������� *�<� ���<��� ���� �� (�� ��  
���d����� �' ���� ���� �। ��� ' ����� �। (��� ��� *<��2��� ��� #�#�� ����� 
������ "�� @' �����  �2�। *�' ��� �� �  �J� *�<��� ��� ��� 9� *������� �  *2�E 
*��������� ^���  ���2�। 
 
 (����� �{�����U ���JÃ�I��� ����2�। �{�����U� ��� � 2� �Q���� ������� *���� 
���। *������ *B  *���D (����� �)�� G��m���  �� ��। F�� <�� ��<4N� (��� �J�E� 
���� E�������� *B ����D (�� ��� F��� ��� ���J�� *�। F�� ��� ������� (����� 
*�1� ���EC���� 4��� >���VCU  ��। �' ��� C� (b��U� <� (��� *���E� ^��� �2��� �-��� 
(b��U (��� ��Â�m ��� ��W ��� ���������� ���E�� *�V K�T�EE� � *2�W ���� I���� �{�����U 
 ��।  

 ��D��� ��� ��D��� ��� ��D��� ��� ��D��� ���    
 
  ��D���� +a*� ��BC � ���  ���)4 4?���' <�����U ��� 9�� ^����� ��R�� "������ 
O�W *����। `p*� ��BC � ��� ����� � '��(� ������ ������  *�� <��� �������  ��D�� 
���� ��G��� +.�� ����B *��<���P� ��� (b�U B����� ��G��E ���  �� *�। 
 
 
 

 
* ‘�# "��U� ������’ S� *X�  �� ���। 
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B���1�L�G ,XC '��(� 4'���� 4'�  ����� *�<� ���� �� ���  ��<  ��D�� �O�� ��� CE 
��4�� 4�?�2��। ��� 9����  ������ ��� ��� * � " ���  ��D�� *X�  (y�#�  �� *����� 
(��� �#� �। +A*� ��BC *��� /E�� ���  ��� B���1�L� *��T�2 '��(� *����� ��O�?�  �� 
��� G��� ��<���  *�� � 4i��G �� ���  �CB������ ��L (���B�� ����� �। ,XC 4'���� 
��� �)�� *X�  �������� F ��� �� ����m��C� � � )�T�W� '��(� ������� <O�U� 
������O��� ��� 9�� ^����� ��R�� ��� \R  ��� ���C� *��� ��। +.*� ��BC � ��� *�<� 
���� / *�L� *��<���P� ��L���  ����� ��)��� *�)�E��P  �C� *�<�4� <����� ��L 
*��O����O  ��। ��� 9����  ����  �� +,*� ��BC �' *��<��P�  *B�O�2� ���?�� �����2���। 
*�<� ���� ���#�� ��C��V ����G���UC�  �� '��(� ������� ��<� *��H�� ���)� *�%  �C� 
<�����  ��2 � �E �B�? ��?�। �' �B�?�� ��� *�%  �C� <����  "������ (�c��� *��O ���� 
�' ����� ����C   ��� S��U� <� ������ <��। � h �B�?� * � <��� ����� *O� �। +a*� 
��BC *�<� ���� ���� ��� <�  ���d������ ������ ���  ��2 ����� ���C� ��?�। *��� ��� 
���d����� ���� ����� �������� ��� *�%  �C� <����� ���� 4��G� ��� ��� "X�� �B�?�E 
��W ��� ��� ��# ���[��� *��O *���� �u� � ��� �����  <���� *�। �I��� ��T� ���X 
*��� �  ��� <�� ��� �����  �� C  �� *�। �� ���U�� ����2�  RU। �' �� �XC�$ +a*� 
���BC' *�%  �C� <�����  ��2 ���E���� ��� ���  ����� �)�� ������ ��� �!�! <�� *���� 
���C� (��। 
 
 �����  ��P���P /� �)Ä �����} ���� ��L��� ^���� (�= ���� ��I�  ��� 
*����2���। +0*� ��BC ���� "X� *�L� *��<���P� *���� *B�O�2� *X�   ��P���P �)�� ��� 
�)Ä ������}� *��� �� *�L� *��<���P� ^�� ��� �! <�� � *���� (��� <���। � h 
@IC�O�, �� (�O' �! <�� *���� *�V  �� ^�� �� ������  �)�� ��¨�� ������। +0*� ��BC 
����O� ���� ��� 9��� �?�$ "X� *�L� *��<���P� K��m ^����� ��� �����  ��। 
�����K�� ��� �' (b��U ��  ��L��� *�� "�U �����। "�U ��� ������ *����2��� �� 
 �� < ��� B���1�L� �O�� *�<� ������ ^����� ���X *��O *��। 
 
 /� *�L� *��<���P� ��� ������ ��� ��� 9���� \�� *�����' ����  ���, ����� 
������-���<, ���-��\���� ����  ��। ��� 9� *�� ���� ��� ����B���� ��� *X�  @ã���V� 
�<��� ��� *���' ����। �)Ä ������}� ��L���  ����� ��)���  �C� �� � ��' ��� ��� 
��L��� �� �C�  ���6  �����  ��� @%�� ��C���� �� ����  ��। �' ����9���� B���1�L�� 
*�<� ���� ��� ��� �������  ���6 (<� '��(� ^����� ���  ��D�� ��d  ��� ����m *। 
 ��D��� +.�� ����B *��<���P� @'�� ^�� X��, ����� ��' ��� *<�� |��� ��G� S�U 
 ��2���। *�<� ���� ���E K�T�E��' ��C��b�� (K�� ���� ����m *। `p*� ��BC *I�� ,E��    
"X� (K�� \R ��। ������ ����� �� gE�� ����� ��' ��d ��। 
 

���� ��  ��� 9�� ��� ��,  �� < (��� ������ �O�� *<�� |���� "�� K�T�E�� 
*��O *��। `/*� ��BC  ��D�� ����� ��� 9�� ��G� >���� ��� (��� �� (b�U \R ��। 
�����C� ��� �� ��<�� ��<�� *��  �����-'��(�-�� ������� ��O�� (��। ����� ���� �2��� 
��T��� ���?, �c�  ���  �� �E `p` ��'�)�। <��� I�W *��W B��। @����� ���� ��#�Ô 
<������U� ����E �� ��� 9����� ����� K�T�E ���  �� *�। 

 
���� �� ��2� ��E (y�#�� *BD�  ��� X�� । � 2�#�U� ����' *�� < B����  *X�  

����� �K�� *)��। +.-����B *��<���P� * �M��� ��m� ���Q�C K��� (��। *K������ ���� *X�  
* �I���  
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"��U �#� ����� � 2� ��� 9� *�� @�E <�� ��� @�E 1< O��W��  �� ����� �f ��� ���'���� 
���  ������ *BD�  ��। ��� *��� <�����U� ��X� ���I= G�� ������ 1 �J�D  ��। � �� 
���d����� ^�� ��� *���� (����� *<��� ���'���) � E ��G� S�U  ��। 
 
 *���� � E *��T2���' ��� 9���� ���d�������� ��������� )�� *��  �� < ����� ��। 
 �� < ������� *BD�  ��� <�����U ����� ��2� �����  ��। ��X ����� <��� ���� "�U 
�����। ��� �' ����� ���� +.-����B *��<���P� *1�� * �M��� ���� @' �����  *������  
��L��� "�U �������2, (�� (��� *���। 
 

+�� ��"� *I���� ���  ����B * �M��� ����D ^��  ��D�� *X�  *����� ��W। ��9�� 
������ �1� <� ����� B��B�� ��» KE�� ���� S���� �X ��� ������� *BD�  ��। ��X  �4�  
*���� *���' ���� >�� 2�W�� X�� । � h ��OO��' ���� ����� � ¯��m�� @�C� ��� ��W ��� 
*O���>��� )����� ���। <�����U ���<' ������  �c�  ��। ����� ��� 9�� *�������� 
���� � *X�  +.-����B *��<���P� *1�� * �M��� �� �B���� ���2 ���। 
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    ��! "������% ����� 
������� �Q� ����� 

a। �����-W�'�-*O����O�t� 
��! "�������� ����U 

����� � ��1��� ������ .............. 
/0./ 

 
��������������������----*O����O�t� "������ ���*O����O�t� "������ ���*O����O�t� "������ ���*O����O�t� "������ ���    
��#�$ �� :  *�<� (�@� ����� 

++-//-/0.` 
 

������O (�c�� B�� ��� ���� (�� (��� �< ��W� )������ *<��� *O����O�t 2��E 
*I�O  ��2���। +g*� ���BC� ��  ������ ��C� ���� ���� ����� ������ ���X ���X ���������� 

����� ��S���� ��f�m �'। "X�� *O����Ot �� ��� (����� ��O ��)��� *�J�J�c� ���� 
���d��� �  I��� ���B���  ��� ��� �� ��� (���B�  ��। ���X ���X 2��E *I�O ��� ^��  � 
'��(���O�  S��-Ot � ��� *X�  � ���  ��। *�' ��� *O����Ot (����� ��O *�� 1�% 
)��� (��� � ���� *�J�Jc ��C " ��� ������  ��। 
 

+a*� ��BC *O����Ot X�� *X�  �! � *O�����R� ��� �$ ���  ����� X��� ��-��-� 
������� ������O��� ����� *<��� W�'� �� ��� ���� gp < ���d����� ��� *��T�2। *�' ��� 
W�'��� ��-�1-�  ���� ���N � � ����� *<��� ������E��P  ����� �����$ *���� ��C" �� 
������  ��। 
 
 +0*� ��BC W�'� �O�� <��� ������, ������ �� ������ ���� ���d������ I�VU ��� 
B��2। ��', W�'� *X�  ����� ��I���� ��� �'। ��� ��������� �  e�E� �� ��� �1�)} ��� 
�2�। (��� e�E� � *�' ��� �� 2��, ����� � � 2� *�L� *��<���P� *<����� F��' ���� ���� 
��E�� ����� �1�)�}� B����  *X�  (b�U  ��। (����� (b��U ���� I� *��� *�2�� ���  
������ ���। 
 
 `p*� ��BC � ��� (��� e�E� � �������� ��� �� ����� 2��-��� �� ����� ��� �'। 
� �� 0E�� ���  ����� ���� *��T�2। *�' ��� ����� ��� (����� ������ (��~ �2� ����� 
���� '��(� *��� *�1� ���EC���  ���6 ����� �  ���6 (������ ���X *���  �� ��� (�� 
� (��� e�E��� *<�������  �   ��� ��� �� ��O�  ��।  
 

*�' ��� '��(� *��� *�1� ���EC�� *X�  <��� ������ �����- �� ��� *���1� 
�¦���� ��  G�� �� ������ ���� '��(� ������ I�VU ��� B��2। ���� �������� ����� 
�SO��� ���f *��O����O  ��। 
 
 `/*� ��BC � ��� �¦����� B�� ��'। *���� '��(� ������  ����� ��I��� >R��QUC 
��� �� �1�)}  �� ��'। *���� '��(� ������ ������� ����  ���� ������ ���� ��� B����� 
�����। �'���   ���6 (���� �  ���6 ������  (� ��T�< ����� *O� �। ��� 
����� 
(�c���� ������  ��b� ��� ��� *��� *O� �। 
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`/*� ��BC *X�  ��� `�� ��"� ��Cm ����� *�������� B����C  �K�� ���� ��। � � 
>R��QUC ��X ������ 1 �J�D  �� �� � �1�)} ^����  �� ��। *�' ��� I����� ���� *��O����O 
 �� �� (�Q�  �! � *O�����R��� <�, � h "X� ���  ������ ����� ��� �'। (����� ���� 
�� (���  ��!� ����� �2� ��� OU�। 
 
 `�� ��"� �� �� ` K�E �� ��� �� ����� ����� *�������� @' ��  *X�  (b�U 
 ��। �����  �� ��� *���1� 4�� �¦���� ���� � ����� ]� � *��1 ����� ���� (b�U  ��। 
"X�� (�EC���� ��#�  �� � �EC�� ��� *O��� ��#�  ��� X�� । *O��� ��#�  �� �� ����� 
������ ���  �S�� ��� X�� । (����� ��� �2� +�E A ��45��। @'�E�  @' �U�L� ��� ����। 
A ��4��� *X�  �� ������ 4�� *O��� ��#�  �� *�� � 2�# ����� �SO���  *���� *O�। �' 
���  �¦������ A-��45���E *X�   �� �E *O��� ��#��� �� <��� *��O ������ (� *O��� 
��#�  �� ����� �। ��' ���� ��� ]� �-����� *���1� 4�� ��� A-��45���E ��� (��� <� 
�������� ��� ����। � h @IC�O�, ��� (���� ��� ��X �� ����� A ��45�� � B�� �  (E�  
*)��। �' ����� *��� (����� ��# ���� *����� (� * � 4��� �'� �। ����  �� ������ 
(�EC����� *���  �� < <�� �� � 2��-��� �� ������� *)�� ��2� B�� (��। �f��� ���  
��  ����� (����� *�1� ���EC���� 4�� >�� ��#�  ��� X�� । �����G�� (��� (�9 (�9 
��2�� ���  B��� X�� । `�� ��"� ������� 4I� ��# >�� ����� ��। (����� ��# @' 
* �M��� �� '��(� � (���-��<����-2�� ���  ��। �' ���� ����V ������� �2�। (�� '��(� 
������  ���6 ', ��2�W� � � ^��� � �2� ���I� *���� । ��' ��Æ�I��� ��� ���B���� � 2� 
������� ��। �' ���� (O���� VW�_ ������ (���� *�% ���4� ���� ����� ������ ���� ��� 
 ��। �' ���� (����� ��# /g < ���d��� ������ ���� ���  �� �����$��U  ��। ����  
�� ����� ����� ���  �� *�। ,?� ��"� (��� � ��� W�'�� ����� � ��� �'। *���� 
��I��� ����� ��� W�'�-����� *���1 ��'��� ��  G�� �� ��� �1�)} �'। *�' ��� 
(����� *<������ *��E ����� �2� �  * �M��। ������  � � (��� � ��<���� �< �< 
��� �� B�� ���। ��'��� (����� �1�)} ��� �d  �� O?  ��।  
 

.' ��"� �� ����� �� ���� ���  ����� (b�U  ��, � h (����� "B� (b��U� 
���� �� ��� �E�  X� �� ������ �। �� ������ ��2� �)�� B�� ���। �' ���� �� ������ 
(����  `p <�� �� ��� ��। ���� ("�U *BD�  ��� (����� �1�)} D  ��� �����। 
(����� ��# * � ����� ���।  
 

a' ��"� � ��� ��  ����� ����� (����� 4�� (b�U  ��। �� ����� *�'�� 
(�EC���� � �EC�� �������  ��। (���� ����� (b�U "����  ��। "�� g Kµ� 4I���# I�VU 
��� ��। ��� (����� *O�����R��� �I��� (� �E�  X� � *O� �। (��� ��2�� ���  B�� (��� 
���� ����। W�'�� (��� * �M�� ��� ���� ��G�  ��।  

 
0' ��"� ��  ����� W�'� �� ��� ���� ���� ����� B���� � ���X ���X ��'��� *X�  

��  ����� ��� W�'� ��� ���  �� *�। (��� * �M�� 2�IL ��� ���। � 2� '��(� *<��� 
I���� B�� ���।  

 
(�� ����� *O����O�t B�� (��। *�' ��� *O����Ot ����d �2�। *O����O�t ����� 

2��, ��� , '���� � �����  ������ *<������ ��� @�E * �M� O?  ��। ����� ������ 
"��#�U�  
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���G�  ��। "X�� (��� * �M��� *�1� ���EC�� *O����Ot ���� O?  ��। ��� (��� �< S�� 
��� ��� ��'|��� *�1� ���EC�� G��  ��। *� ����� "X� ���  ��  ������ ��C� ����B���� 
����� *<� G��� <������U� ���� (����� ��� �� <��  �� B��� X�� ।  
 
 a' *� *O����Ot *X�  g ��'� �Q�� ���� ��  G�� g�E ��<C *����' ��E ����� ���  
�����। (��� �� (b�U  �� � ��������O  �� ��<C>���  1����� ��'। ��<C>���  ��  �� ��� 
����� ‘�����’ ��  *2�E <���<�E�  (����� ���� *��n����  ���  ��< ������  ��। 
 
 //' *� � ��� ]� � *X�  ���� ��I���� �� E D���� ������ ��X ���� <���<K��E 
*<���Q�C  (E� �� ����। "��� �E �����  <���< *X�  ����� ��',  ��U ��� ��� ���� ��  
�� ���� ��# B� ����� *��O���� <� ���� �����। <���<�E�  ���� 1����� *��� ��। ��� 
<����<� ������� �� ��� B� ����� *� *��O�� �  �� �' ��X  ���� *2�W *��� ��।  
 

//' *� �� ��� �� ����� G��� � 2� ������� ������� "X�� *O����Ot "���  ��। ��� 
(����� *�1� ���EC�� ��� ��� (b�U  ��। "X�� (��� ����� ��k (b�U "����  ��, � h 
��� ����� (���  ��!� ���� �E�  X� � *O� �। (����� ��# � �E ��� ��-��-�� �2�। ��� 
B��  ���  �� ���� >����� ��� �W�� (��� 2�IL ��� ��W। ��  ����� ��� ��� S���E 
������ *��। 

 

 *O����Ot ���� �� I��� ��I���� ��� �'। ��X �x ��������~� ��� ���� ++*� *� 
��{���L� ���� ����m ���� I���� "���  ��। 
 

����� *������ � ���� G������� *������ � ���� G������� *������ � ���� G������� *������ � ���� G��    
////� *�L� *��<���P� �$����� *�L� *��<���P� �$����� *�L� *��<���P� �$����� *�L� *��<���P� �$����    

��#�$ ��%  ���6 ���)<4N� (��� �����b� 
+a-0-/0.` 

  

 +g*� ��BC ]� ��� "����� ���� <��O�� �  K�E�2� �� (��� �MQUC �<�� �2�। *���� 
* � *�� <�� ��L� (��� ��#�$ ���। * � F ��� ��E �2� <L��� ����। ���  +.*� ��BC 
*�<� (��C��� �k�O�1��� *1���E B�) �) s�) �������� *�������) �<��4�  ���� ������� 

����� *K�VU�  ���  X�� (�� <��� �����। (��� ^���� ���  � 2� <��� ������ (���  
� 2� <����। 
 

 +0*� ��BC /+E�� ��� ��������-�� ������ ��� 9�� /p. � �k�O�1� �k�O�1��� ( �̧� 
���� @���� (������  ������ *��T2�� ���� (��� ��L ��L <O������ *X�  ������� ��I���� 
��� ��'। �����  ��P���P ��� /+E�� *��T�2। ���� (����� ���E����� *��E .gp/app ^�� 
�����U� X�� , � h ��  ^�� 2��E�� X� �� (����� ���E����� ^������� �� �2� ,pp <। 
(���E����� ��{� ��� 9�� ������  X� �2� ��� *� <�'  "�� ���C  2��E�� �2�।) 
 

 `p*� ��BC, /0./ ������ �k�O�1��� @���� (����� ���E���� ��)�� �� ���  ����� 
��)��� *�%  �C� <����  ��� *�, (����� ���E�����  ��!  �� ���� ��� (����� �!�! 
<�� ���� ���। �k�O�1��� @���� (����� ���E���� �!�O��� �!�! <��  �� B���>��� �< 
���� ��� *। ���Q��C� ���� � ��� (����� ���E������ ^����� ���� 2�W�� ��W। 
 
 
* ��#�$ ������ �����  ��P��P *X�  `p ��'� �Q�� * �EB�T���� � <O������ ��� ��  ��� �EI *n���� �2��। 
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�k�O�1��� @���� B�� ����� ��L ��L (����� ^����� �$#U�$ ‘<� �����’ v� ���� 
���� �!�O���� ���� *I�L �!�! ��� ��� ���� ��� *� ��� (��� B����C�  (����� ��<� 
�'। (����� ���[���� ��� ������ ���X ���X ��� 9�� @' ���E���� (+g-*���B *��<��P ��� 
++�� Ñ�P��� *)��C) ^�� (������  �� ��  ���� (b�U  ��� *BD�  ��। � h (����� 
*<����� ���m �J��� � �#��� ���X ����� (b�U�  "����  ��। � ���  ����� ��)��� *�% 
 �C� <��� (����� *�J� ���� �
� ��  �� ��� ��)�� ��� X�� । �� (�� ���E������ 
*�J� �' ��� ��t������ (b�U�  "����  ��� "À~�� �' ��� *�I��� ^����� ��OC�?�  ��। 
*�� � *�)�E�P (����� *����� (��� ��L ���[��� *��O��  ��। 
 
 �I��� � �� (EE� *X�  @��� @’E� ��Cm ��t����� (����� 4�� ��� ��� (b�U  ��, 
� h "��� ���' (��� ����� (b�U�  "����  �� ��� ����� (b�U�  ��XC  ��� �#� �'। 
��� 9���� �Q�C *X� ' (����� 4�� (b�U�y  "À~�� � ��� �� ����2�, * � ���� �EC�� 
(b�U  �� ��� �� (����� ���E������ 4��'  ��। *�����, �Q�C��� �� ��� ��� 9���� 
(����� 4�� (b�U  ��, *����� ����� ��L (��� *���#U ��� B����� ���� � ��  �� (�� 
(��� ���E���� ���  ��P��P *X�  *����� �W�� ��f�m ����। 
 
 ��� 9�� ^���� (������  4~�, �Q�C � ��#U ��  ���� (b�U  ���2�। ��{� ��  
���� (b�U �  ���� ��{��� *���� ���? ���� ���� ������ �J�D� �� >��  ��2�। (��� 
��{� ��  ����'  I���� )�'�E� ������� *�� ���� ��f�m ����। ��{� ��  ����  I���� )�'�E� 
������� *�� ���� ��� *2�E *2�E ��� ��Id �'। (*B�O�2� �����  ��P��P *X�  /p ��'� ��#U-
��{��)  ��P��P *X�  *�� ���� ��� (�� (���  ����� ��)��� *�%  �C� <����  (����� 
��L ���[��  ��� <� ������  ��। � h ��� *���E' ��<� ��।     
   
 �����  ��P���P ����� ��� *�� � ��)��� *��)�E��P (����� *���� ���� �। 
��� ���m ����� ��� ���X ���  ��। ��� ����� ��� <� �������� �� �� ��T�  ‘‘��� 4~�’’ 
4������ IQ�V�  ��। *�� � *��)�E��P (�����' "X� ��)��� ��� ���� ���� �। ��2�W� � 
���� (��� ,p < ^�� ���� �। ��� 9�� ^��� "�� ,p < ���� �। 
 
 *B�O�2�� � ��� ���� �� (���  "���#� ���G� O�W ����। ���� (�� � ��� ��)��� 
�2���। ��< <����  ��� ��)���� (��� ���X "�� ++g < ^�� �2�। 
 
 `p*� ��BC, /0./◌% �'�� ���� <������U� ���)�' "X� <��� ������ *�, *�<� 
�<��4� ���� ����� BjS�� *X�  ���[�� *K�VU�  ���2 ��� ����� <� ��9 ��L��� ^����� 
(���  ���2।  �� < ������� � *���� 4��G� �2��। ����� � E <��� ������ ���� 
��������� 
����� ��� \R ����2 ��� 's *�L� *��<��P � '��(� ������ ^�� �  ��)����� 
��� 9�� �����  ������ ��R�� ���� ���S�U  ���2। � ��� ����� �� (��� ��� (��� 
^����� ���� ����� 4$��� *��� *�� ��� ����� ���m �J� ��। 
 
 `p*� ��BC, /0./◌% �' �� (��� ���E����� ��9 ^����� � ���  �� ��<���  
����G�� ��� ���d ��S�� �M� C ����� �����  ����। ����� 4�N��  �� ���#Y I�V�U <����� 
*�, ��������� 
������ <� 
����� ��S�� \R ����2। 
-'��� *� �� ���� *���� 
������ <� 
(y���<C ���� "À~� \�� ����' (��� ���E����� X� �� �����। ��� (�� �����, ���  ���� 
��� 
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 ��� '�� � X��  ��� *� * �E �W�� ����। (��� �d�� \� "���  *<����� ���� ��  �� 
4N��� *��� *��। ���� ���' *���� <� (y���<C ���� "������ �� ��� ��X S�U  ��। 
 
 *B�O�2�� (��� � (��� ���E������ ���  ��� �� * � *O�����R� �2� �। (����� ��L 
*� ��9 *O�����R� �2� �� �����  ��P���P� ����' "�� *�V ��� �O���2�। ��2��� � ���' 
� E�  �� *����  �2�। �����-������ ������� *��� *��। *��E X�, ���I= ����� ����� �'। � h 
2�� � <������U� ���b� ������� (����� �����-������ ����G� ��। 
 
 +�� ��"�% *B�O�2� *X�  ����� ��  S��� ���  ������� � �� ���N� �  ���� �  
* �M�� ^�� ��?�' "Ù���#� ���G�� <�। (����� S�� �����  ��P��P *X�  g ��'� ��{� 
��� )। *B�O�2� �� (��� *�1 * ���EC��। ��� *X�  �����  ��P���P� ��{� � 4~� ��� � 
S��>����� *��n���� \R  ��। �������� (���  ���� (�E-*<) ��� �������� *������ 'k������� 
*�J�� �����  ��P��P *X�  "�� / ��'� ��{�� ��������� ��   S��� ������� ���EC ��?�'। 
�������� (���  ���� ��� �������� 'k���� � �E ��� 9�� *��n�� ���EC�  �������  ��। ��� A 
< ��� 9�� ��� �� ��� a < >R��I��� (�� ��। 
 
 '������ .' ��"� ��� *���� *�, *�<� ���� *B����� (��C�� *�%  �C�) B���1�L�� ��� 
'��(� ����� ��� ���d��S��� *��O��  ���2। F�� (�� � E� <�� ��� B���1�L�� *�<� 
���� *B������ ��L *���  ��� ��'। ��� ��L ��#�$  �� ��� � E *X�  � 2� B�'�< ������, 
���e���I,  �� �E <�� ���  �� �E �� ������ ��'�)� ��� *B�O�2�� �)�� (��। 
 
 /p' ��"�, /0./◌% ���  ������� (����4H��� *�J��  �� < ^���  ��?���� *2�E 
�������� S���� k�< v��  ��� <�। k�<�E �����-���'�� �W ��9�� �����  ��P��P *X�  g 
��'� �Q�� ���G� �2�। *I�� ���E� ��� ���  ������� (����4H�� 4d k�< 4�W�� *�। k�<�E 
I�L�� )�� ���  ��P���P� B����C�  (��� ���E���� ^����� *��n����-�� �RU ��� 9� 
*�������� ^����  ��P��P ��� � *X�  � 2����� <� I�� *�� ��� �����। 
 
 //' ��"�, /0./◌% ����' ®�'I��  ��� �����  ��?�' * �EB�T���� X���  �� �E <�� � 
n�  ��S�  �� (��।  ��� ���� * �EB�T���� ����� ��X ��� ��� *�, ��� 9� *�������� � E� 
 I�  ���O�t� ���  �S�� ���। 4d ��� ����� ��  ��� ���� (������� S�� *X�   �� < 
(��<) ��<�����  ���  ���O�t� ���  �  ��'� �Q�� �������  ��। 4d �������� `E� O��W ��D 
�� ��� ��< ��� 9�� ^��� ��� ��।  ��� ���� � E� ���� *S�1 ��� �� � E� O��W� 
���  2�W�� ��� �� ��� ���  ��t������ ����E ��� �� ��� *� ��L ��L ���� ��। 
 
 /,' ��"�, /0./ : '������ ��� 9� *�������� ^���� *�������� ���  �S�� ���, 
� ��� *��� /,' ��"� (�� (��� ���E���� *B�O�2� *X�  ���� ��� *�������� ` ��'� �Q��C 
 �O<�� �� S��� *�1� ���EC�� G��  �� ��� �����-*������ ��9�� @���� "���#� ����G� �'। 
�' ��� '��(� ������ @’*E� * �M�� *��O��  ��। (��� ^������ "�� ggp <� ��TW��। � 
��� ��� �d K�T�E �2� �I���। (�I�� *������ *X�  /+//` ��'� �Q�C ��� )। (�� ��� 
O������ �#�  ��� <� �I�� ��� �� *�n��� \R  ��। 
 
 +/*� ��"�, /0./ : F �� *I�� (W�'E�� ��� (�� ��< +p < ^�� ��� �I�� �Q� 
K�T�E�� ��� 9�� ^����� 4�� *�'1  ��। (��� *�'�1 /p < ��� 9�� ^�� ��� �� ��� /g 
< (��      
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��। 4d *�'�1 (��� �EC�� ������  ��। (��� ,  < ^�� (�� ��। 4d *�'�1 ��XD  D ��� 
 ��� �� (������ , * �  �T�����E ��� ������ *����� (����� *�'1  ��� ����2�। 
 
 +`*� ��"�, /0./ ( �O<�� ���� ���) : +`*� ��"� ��� 9� *�������� @' ���E���� 
^��  �O<�� �� S��� (����� �Q� K�T�E� 4�� (b�U  ��। ���� (�EC����� ������ *�। ���� 
��KC 2� KP� ����� ��� B��। (�� (��� ^������  ��� ��� *������  �s�  ���� � *B ���D 
��� �� �� � "���#� ����G� ��� ���।  �O<�� ���� �  ���� ��� 9� *�������� "�� gp < 
^�� ��� �� � ��  (�� ��। (��� +g < ^�� ���� ��। ��  ������ ���X ���  ��� 
�������� �� �� ���  ‘�����b�’ 4���� "��  ��। 
 
 �� ����C� ��� �� ��� ���# *������  ���� � *B ���s ��� � ���  ��� <� 
�x��� (b�U  ��। � h "��� ���' ����� (b��U� ���� <��� ��' ��� "����  ��। 4d 
��� ���� ���I= ���� ���I= ���� ��� 9� *�������� "�� /pp < ^�� ��� ��। �' 
(b��U� "�� 4�N�� �2� *������ ���� ���  �� *���� ��� 9�� ��� � 4�~��  ���। � h 
����� *� *BD� ��XC ��। ��� ���������� ��� �' 4W�� X�� । 4��h � ��� � ����  �� ��� 
 ��� �����। *�������� ���� (��� �� < ^�� ���� � � ��K�VC �������� (�@� ��', 
�������� (��� ����� (�E-*<), �������� *������ 'k����, ���} ���  '4��) (��, ���} ���  
���<��� ����, ����' (�@� ��=� �IQ��Q�C �#�� � ����� ��� ��L ���  �� ���� ������ 
���B� *��। �W(TBW� S��� �������  �� �������� )��< (��� ��� 9� *�������� /g < 
^���  ���  ��। 

"��"��"��"������ ���� ����� � ���� ��� ����� ���� ����� � ���� ��� ����� ���� ����� � ���� ��� ����� ���� ����� � ���� ��� �    
����� �U�L�U 

 +` ��BC ������ '��-(� ������ <����� �����  ���M 
��� ������ ��� � ����, (� 
*�' ��� �� ���� *¨U���I��� ��T�W�� ‘O�1C �� ���’ ���। ���L����� "����� �����2�, � h 
����� *�' (��~ �E � �। +g*� ��BC ������ ]� � ���� '������� <L�-������ ��C� (b��U� 
��� �� ��� *��T2�, ������� ���V ���� I� ����� �Q�� X� , ���#��I *)�E �W�, *b��� O<C 
 �� 4?�-�� 4���d "������ B�'। �����  ��P���P  ���, �EC�� (� *���O�� ���� ��<�� 
��<�� ��  ^�� *������ ��� (�2, *�- * � ��� ���� ���¢��� e�� ��� *�� (��� ����, � 
 X� �Bm�  ��� ���� I�� ���2�� *O�। +A, +. � +a*� ��BC, �' �� ��� '��-(�-�� B���E 
 ���M <����� "�������� <� �J��¦� ��। 
 

 "X�� ��KVC KE� +0*� ��BC ������- ����� 4�� �, ��� *X�  ��'�� ����� 
 ��P���P� *I���। *���  ��P���P� *I��� *�L� *��<���P� �  ���E���� ^���  ��! 
 �� ����2�। ���� ��G� ���� *O�2, ���d (�c���� �����  ��P���P� *I���� ��� ]�� �2 - 
��! ��L��� ^���� ���[�� *K�VU�  ��। �� ���U�� �  ���, �� ���� I��  ��' <��, �� ��Ð� 
�' �����  ���� �%��¸ ��X� *��� *�� *��।  
 

�� C���Q�  ����G� ������ ��� (�O' *�L� *��<���P� ���O��<�� B���E� * �W 
����2�। ���[����� ����� ��� �, ���� ���O��< *I�L � 2� �! ���  �� ��� ��। ��� 
 ��P���P�  
 
 
 
 
* ‘"������ ��S��� ��������’ S� *X�  �� ���। 
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*I���' @’��# \R ��� *O� ����� ���। � ���   ���, �EC��, *���O� "IJ�� I��� �!��! 
������ ��<�� ��<�� ��{� ��� 9�� ^�� ��� ���  ��� � ������� ���  �� �  ���E���� 
��L��� ^��। �' ���  �#U B��� ����! 
�I��� I���' �' ��K�VC �x ��L��� ^�� ���� *O�। 
�� � ^���� ���  ���  ���  ��P���P� �f �����<� *I�L ��'�� ������ *O�। 
 

 �' ����� *���� *���� \�� ����� ��� �, ���� *<��� 2�W�� �W�। ���' ����, ���� 
���d��S�� \R ��� �O���2, (� ��� X� �� ��� *'। '��-(� ����� (�O *X� ' ��� �� 
��� ^��� ����2�। ���� ����� ����� ����� ��� *K�VU�  ��। �' �����-���[��� ���� *�J� 
����2��, ��T��� ���� ���E �� ����VI��� 4�H����O�। ��� ��� �����\ ����<C�, ( �� 
*���� (� ����V। ����� ����D )�E�� *������� ������ �����\ ����<C� �������� ���� �, ����� 
�����U *��� � ����� <�"�। *�' <�"� *��������E ���� �  �� *���� *�J� ���� ��O�� 
���। 
 

 ����� ���O��<�� B��� �2� ���L��� <������� ����। �����\, ( �� (� ����V ���  �c� 
 �� ��� ��� *X�  B��� * �W ��� ���O��< ���� *)���। *��� *X�  ���� ���’� ��'�)�, 
2�’� �EO�, � 2�����  *kO� ��� ��XD ������U  ���C< 4���  ���। ����� �' �!>���  
���[��� ����� (� ���[��� <��� ���� ����  �� *���� ��। �G� *���, ���� ��' �!B��� ��#� 
���� ���। ���d ��S��� ������ �W��� <� ���S ����� (� <�� �4 E�4�� *�����W�� 
(���O�� K�T�E  �� ����2�। ���� <��� ���� *X�  ��’� <�  ��2�'  �� ��� V�E< ����� 
����� ��'�)� B��� ��#� ���। ��� �  KP�� �� ��� *����2� ����। �'E� � ����� ����' ���� 
��'�)� B���� �, (,   , �- E� � (�~  �� ��। 
 

 *��� *�' (���O��' �' ����#� �� �� ���d�������� <� �����-������ (���< 
 �� ����2�। <�����U 
�%"�J~ ��� ����� (���C-[�� *��O���� ����� ����2�। *� �  ��Q�C 
�J��! K��� *����� K� *X�  *����� ��� �' ��U�� (���O��� ���� ��T��� �' ���d��S�� 
I�'��� <� ��=�  ��2��। �' *
������ � ��� ������  ���B���  ��2�� �����\ ����<C�� 
!�। 
 

 *�' ��' '��-(� �����,  ��P��P *X�  ������ (�� *�L� *��<���P� @’�’� 4��� 
^��, �����, (���, ��<���� ��� 2��-��� ��� ��� ���d������ O�W *���� *���। 
 

  ��P��P *X�  B���E ^������ <�� �u�� ����� ��G� ��C��#U  ��� *������2। 
���d����� ����� ���� ���E <���  ���  �� ���। ��� *X�  ���d������ ��S�� \R। *��� 
��� �’E�� �� *X�  *I�� ��Cm  ��P���P� ������ ��� �� �� -^�� � ���d������ ���� "B�� 
>�� ����� ��।  
 

*�' ������' ����� *<���  ������ ��'��� ��� \� B�� ��� 4�?। ���� *<��  �� *<� 
*X�  *����� (��� B�� ��� ��' ��� *<� "������ ��L ��L�-��L��� �� ��� >�� B��। *�V 
��Cm ��� ���� ������ *��� �� /`.g < �c� *<��� ��<� *I�L *����� (��। ����� ���� 
������ < �2�� ����~� �c�।  �E� `p ����� ����� KE�। 

 
 `p*� ��BC *I������ @’�� �� -^��  ��P��P *X�  *����� ��� <���  �� @’���  ���� 
 ��। � �� ��� �� B�TBW�� ��� , (� � �� ����� ��� । ���d������ @’��� I�O ��� ����� 
"������  ���� <� ��T���� �W�। �� -^����� ���� *�-���E ����� ���  ����  ���2�, ����� 
 ���� �����  ��2 ����� ��L ���d������ ��KVC KE�। �' ��K�VC �������� *�� �����\ ����<C� 
��� ���। B�TBW�� ���� ���d������ ���� (���� K� *��� �� -^���� I���_9 ��� 
 ��P���P� *I��� ]��  �W�। ���d�����  ��P��P ������  �� �'�।        
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 `/*� ��BC ������ ��� *X�  B�� ��'� �Q�� �����-��>�� *���1� ���� �������� S�� 
���d������ *n�� *�P�� *���� ��। '��-(� ������ <������ *�J�� �' *n������  �< 
B���। *��� ���, *<� *I�L *����� (�� "�� ��TB�  ���� *
��� �' *n�� *�P��� *��O �����2�। 
 
 � h "������ ��S���� ������ \�� ����� ����' ������ �2� � "�� � ' ���X �� ��� 
���>����� "�������� "À~�� B��2�। W�'��� ���1� ��� *��� �� ����D �O�� ��� 
4�����O �  ��d���� ���d����� O�W *���� ����2�। ����� ���� ��S�� \R ��� *O�2, �' ��� 
*��� ���� ����� (b�U  ��� <� ����� ����� ���  ��BC  �� ��O�� B��। W�'� �� ���� 
��<�� ��<�� *��  ��� ���� �� �2� ��' ��� �' ��� ���2�� *��O *��। �����-W�'� *���1� 
@’����� S��>�� ����� K K <�v��� " �M� ��� 4?�� ��O�। 
 
 W�'� �� ���� *����OW� ����� � �E ��d(�� ���d������ "������� <� "À~�� 
����। *�-��I��O� "�d ��)��� ������ (���� 4�����O �' ��d���� ���d������E O�W 
4�?�2�। ������ (�� �����  B� �� *X�  ���� S��U� �� � E� ����¦ B� �� ��� (� 
��<�� ��' ����� <�����  �� B��2��। � h 
������ (���� 4N�Y ��� ��� ��� 
B� ��� ���� *2�W ���� "������ ��S��� ��T���� �W��। *���� *���� ��� *�J��  "�� ��TB�� 
*����� �  ���d����� O�W 4?�। �' ���d������ <� X�� *X�  � ��I= *��� �  ��2 *X�  @’�� 
4��� ��'�)� � �c�  ��S�  �� ����2�। 
 
 ����� ����� ����� ������ ��L ��L *����OW�� �' ���d������ ������� ���  ´� ��BC 
 �� B��। ������ (�� �< ���� *n�� ���� ���d�������� ^���  �� �����2��। ����� ��<�� 
��<�� *��  ����� ���-����� ��X� ����2�। ���� ����� I��O<C� �XK�E ������  ���  ��� 
����� 4£���� 4£d ��� 2��E B���2�। 
 
 �' ���-���2� �M� C � E�  X� ����VI��� 4�H����O�। �O��< *��� ��� O�?� � �E 
�������� ���d������ ��� ������ �' ���-���2�� ���S�U  ���2�। ��� ���'  ��< � |���� 
2���। ���d������ *������� <� ��=�  �� ��� ����� ��� (����� *��� \�V�  ��, �E�' �2� 
�����  �<। �' �O���E ��� �� �J���I��  ���  �� ���d������ ��L ��KC�X ���b�  �� ������ 
�O���2�। 
 
 ��>�� � ���'�� �� ���� ��T�� ���d����� O�W �����2�� ��� ���d ��S�� ���B���� 
 ���2��, ��T��� ���� � �E *��� � �� ����VI��� 4�H�  ��� ��। ��� ��� ��>��� �RU 
���1� �����4� '����। �' ����  ����� "������ ��S��  ��C �I��� ���S�U  �� ��� 
��XD  J����� ���B� �����2। 
 
 /�� ��"� *X�  `�� ��"�, �' ��E� �� ��<�� ��<�� �� ��� ��TB�� ����� �� 
 ��P���P� ���� �R� ��� �'�। '���Q��C ���d�������� ��L ��� ��  �d#�� ��K�VC� �� ��� 
�� ���� K� ����2, *������� ���E  �� �। 
 
 ^�������� ��  ���� ��� (���  �!���� ��  ���� ��d ���� "B�। ������ 
���d�������� ����� (b��U, (� ����� *B��� *��� ��<�� ��<�� �#Y <��� I��O<C� ��� *� 
9�u� ��� �O�� ���� ����� ������ *)���2।    
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 ����� ��� ���d������ ����। �' ���E �� ����� ���V �  ���� �J�� *����2। � �  
���B� ��I���। S����� *X�  ��<�� ��<�� ���V,  �� ��� ���,  �� �� ����=I��� *� ��� 
������� 4T�B�� ��� ����� ���  2��E (��2। (����� ��O (� ����� (����� ���EC�  �C��� 
S��� S��� K��� "�������� ��U� 2�W�� *�W����। ����� *�' ��S��� ���� ��XC ���। *�' 1��  
��W� ���� ��� ��� 2��E (��2 ���V। ���� �' ��C� ����� ������ ��{º  �� ���� ����� �' 
*���� *���  ��d  ���, 
���  ���। 
 
 K��� *������ ��O�� (��� B�'�2। �' ���d��S���  �)�  �� ������ <� ����� � 2� 
 ��� B��। ��' ���d�������� <� K�� K�� ��=���=�� (���< B��2। * 4 ����� ���  (� �' 
��� , ���� ���d�������� <� K�� ����� ^���  �� B���2। *� �� ����2 *� ��' ���� B���2। 
��<�� ��O�� �O�� ����� ���?�� ���� । �' �����O *X�  * 4 ���� ��� B�� �। 
 
 �� �� �� �� ��� ������ B��2। ��<�� ��<�� *��  �K�� (�2  ��P��P� । ��-���� 
�D"�� ��� ���� ����W� ���� B���2।  ��P���P� *�2 ���  ��� ���। *�����  ����W� 
B���2, ���� ��� * � ��  ���� *������� �X � ���। ��'�)� �� �c�   ’<�� ����' �� (�2। 
S���� ���V ������� ���� ��� �� ��� ���� ��� 2��E ����2। ��C�, �H�, �����, *�<� *X�  
���?���TE� ��Cm। \�� ��' �, ��X� *���W *���W O��2� 4�� ���  ���-��  ��� ��� (�2। 
@���� � ��� ���� * �E *2�W ��'�� *����� ���' ��। � E�� � <��m �)�� *��� ��� �। 
 
 �����  ��P��P �  ����E K�T�E। ���� "�� ���� ��<�� ^�� X� �� ����G� (�2। 
��2�W� ��� E��¦ � I��� �!��! ������।  �� ’� ��'�)�,  �� E� ��'E *���O� (� 
* ����� � E� ��TB ��45 *O���  ��� ���� ���� "������  �� �u� �। ����� ������� ���� 
���m "���<, *� ��V�� ��c� *', � h � ���O \�� ���� ����' ��� <�  �� B�� �। �' 
"������ ��S��� ��T�� *�J� �����2��, ��T�� ����� � ��V�� ��������� �<�O �2�� �। 
 
 ��2�W� ���d������ (�� E� @�C��� �2� ����� *��O����O ���G�� �I��। ��� <�� �� 
�� ��� �����  ��P���P ��<�� ��<�� �� -^���  ������  �� ����, �XB *�' ���E� ��� 
�� ����� ��� �)�� B���1�L�� �O�� *��T2� �। (� ��� *��T�2� X�� , ��� �Q� *�J� ��W� 
*���। *� >R��QUC �¦E-���Q��C ����� ��d �M� ������ �� ������  ��� "���< �2�। ����� 
������B���� ������� ��I� *������ X� �� ��� (�� � 2� I��� �!�!� ������  �� *��। 
���� �����' *� ���� ��� <�  ��� �����, ��  X� ���2 �। ��� � ��V�� * � ��c� *' 
*�, ��� )�� *�'�� ����� ��� � E� "B� ����#�� ���U� ��� ���� ��� ���� �x ������  
���  ��� ����। 
 
 �������� �J��� ��� ������ ������ �����  ���  ��� �������� *�D�E� � E� ����� 
��� ����2�। 4���d ��� ���� ��R� �� -^����  ����� *O���� �X  ���  ���  ��P��P 
*X�  ��'�� *����� ��। ����� @’��# B�� ���।  ���, �EC�� (� *���O��� ��R�� ��'�)��� 
�W�', � �  @%�����  �XB ��C��m  �J��। �' ���� *���"�� 4��� ���d������� ���� ������ 
���B� �����2��। � h ���' ���¢���  ��� (� I��� *��� O��� ���� �' "������  �#U 
�E�  X� �� ����! ������� ��<�X ��d ��� ��� *O�,  � *���"��  �' ���� "�U �����2�� 
��� ����� * 4 ���� ����� �। ��� ��9 ����� 2�W�� ��W�2�, ����� �X>�� ����� *��I�d� 
�J����� �� �UC ��� �O���2�। *�' ���� ���d�������� ���� ���� *�T�B�2�, ���� ���d����  ��CO? 
 ���� �¦� ��� ��� *2�W ��'�� B�� *O�। �'I��� ������ ���d����� "X� ���C� �������Y 
KE�। 
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 ��"��� ���I�O। '������ �� ����� ������� S������ 2�W�� ��W�2। ���d������� ���I= 
���� (y�O��  �� ����� ������ 4�� *B���-*O�Y� (b�U B����� ����। ����� ��� *X�  
��-����� ��'� �Q�� �������� S��। ����� ��<���� ����' �����OW। ���� ���d������ � �E *O�� 
K�T�E �2�। ��� ����� *O� �����  ��P��P *X�  � 2Q ^�� �����O�W� ���  (��2। �����। �' 
�� ��E� *� )��  � ���। �G� ���� ���� 4�� ��� C� ��� ���� ���। I�O�b�� ���� ���� 
� �E ��'E *���O� �2�। �� �����O �  ����� *���! � h ���d������� ������ ��� ��< 
� <  ���6 (� @’< ��� �� ���। ��� ����� *O�2 ���� ��L (�2 ��TB��� <��, (� 
� ��� n� । ^������� ����� �’���  ���। � � <�� ��R�� ��<। *��  ��<, �' ���' 
���� ���� "������ *���।  
 
 �X����� ���� *�' ‘ I�’ �����O�W ��� *��T2�� ���  ���O�t� ���  B���2�। 
�����O�W� ���E� *���� ���' � ���� K *���-���W� (W��� *�' ��< ���d����� ��<� 
��� ����2�। ��  ^���� ��{m �� ��O�� B���2�। ����� ���� *���� @%���� *�  ��� X� �� 
���� �E� ���� I���� �����। ����� @�E� <�� ������ ���E� *����� ����� *O�2, �� ��� 
���d�������� *���O��E ����� �#�  �� O<C  �� 4?�। 
 
 � ��� C�I��� (b�m ��� �� -^���� ��I� ��� �O���2�। ����  ���� *���O� 
����� ����� >���VCU  �� B���2। )�� ���� (�¦S9 ��� "�U ��TB���� <� *���  *X�  
����2�, *����  2�E�। 
 
 � E� ����' �' I��Q��� �� ��T���� ��T����  ��P���P �O�� �' ����� *��T2�। *���� 
*���� �  ����� ����� *����� ���  ��P��P *X� । n� -*����' ^���� ��@�$ *��O 2��E �O�� 
�����OW�  * ²  �� � E� ����E ��� *K���  �� *)��। ���d������� ���� *�' *K���-�� ���� 
(E�  ��W �O���2�। *����� ������ * � �X �2� �। *�' ��< �������� *�V ��Cm ���  ��� 
 ��� ���� ����।  

���d����� (�@� �4)���d����� (�@� �4)���d����� (�@� �4)���d����� (�@� �4)    
    
    ���������� 
����� (�c��U \R ���� �?  �� � 2�  �� (�O'  �JC�# (�@� �4)�  
��� 9� *X�  ��T� 
���� ��� (��। ����� *X�  �����  ��P���P *�L� *��<���P� ��I�d 
����2��। '������ ���� ��������� 
����� (�c�� 4~�� ��L ��� O<C  �� 4�?�2। 

������ �' @�C��  ����  ��  ���� <� �����  �� �� +g-� ��BC ������ ]� � ����� ���  
���� � v���� ���� ��� ��T���� �W�। ��L ��L ���� "����� ��� "���b�� *��� ���। �#Y 
��� 4?� <��, ���� ���  ���#��I� (> ��� 4?�� ��O�। 
 
 �����  ��P���P �� *�L� *��<���P� �  ���E���� ��L��� ^��। ��{� ��� 9��� 
Ñ�P��� � *���B ������ ��<�� ��<�� ^���� ���� ���� �� ����' ������K�। ��' *I��� *I��� 
���#��I *)�E �W��� ���� "X� ���  * � ���m�V �� ���[���� I�� " ��  ���। 
 
 � h ��{� ��� 9�� �����  ��)����� ����� �����  ��� �����। +0-� ��BC ��Cm 
����V� ��� ��G� ��’' X�  � *  ������ �O��  <�� 
�I��� I���' ��� B���2�। � h `p-� 
��BC ������ �����  ��P���P� *I��� ���L��� � ��L��� ^����� ���� �  "B� ��KVC KE�। 
��{� ��� 9�� �����  ��)����� *�L� *��<���P� �!�O���� B��� * �W ��� ��9 ��L��� 
^����� ��!  
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 �� *)��। ��� ���E  ��  ���' ��#�� ��L��� ^���� ����� ��� ���[�� *K�VU�  �� ��� *<�� 
 �� ����� ��<��� �!�O�� ���  �� ��। 
 

���� @’��# ����� ��� \R ��� *O�। ��{� ��� 9� ^����� ����� ��L������ *B�� 
�x>�U *���। ��2�W�  ���, �EC�� '����� I��� �!�!, ��� 2�' ����� ����, )�� �' �����  
���U�� �� KE� 
�I���  ��’' KE�। KP� ��  ��� �' ���� B���2�। �' ��K�VC� )�� 
 ��P���P� @-�� � ��L��� ^�� ���� *O�। ����D ��L���  ^����  2�IL  ���   ��P��P 
*2�W ������ *O�। ����� *<��� ���d��S���� �E�' ���� �QB�।  

 
�' ������ (�� ��L��� ^����� ���� * � �JÃ�� �2� �, *� *����  ���� *� *�' ���  

�����। (�@� �4) (� ��T� ��X� @'< ^�� ����� ���� ��� *X�  ���B2= ��� ��W�2��। � h 
�' ���B2= ��G���� ��T�� ��T��� ����� �����। ��T� �' ��<� ���� ��<��� � E� '4�E 
O?  ��� ��� ��X ��� *�, ��T�� ���������� 
������ <� *�V ��Cm ��S��  �� ����।�' 
�¦� ��� ��T�� ����� ���� �)�� ���d������� *��O��  ���। �� ����� ��� ���d������ 
��� ��� ��� *O�2। ���d������� *��O���� �� *X�  (�@� �4) � ��T� @'< ��X� � ' ��L 
�W�'  �� ����2 ��� (�@� �4) (�� ��� �U�#� *2�W B�� (��� (O ��Cm ��T�� �  ��L' 
�2��। 
 

`�� ��"� ������ �  �d�d ����� ��� ���� �� -^���� ����� ��� ���C��  �� ��। 
���d����� ��� ��O  �� W�'� �O�� ����� K�T�E G��  ��। � h ����� ��� *2�W *O��� 
���d������ � E� ��� ��� *X�  ��� ��'� *��W  �Q�� @' ���� )������� �� -^����� 
"������ *���� <� ^��� ��� ���#�  ��� ��O�। ����� ��L �2� ��E� *���O�। �' ��E� 
*���O��� ���� � E� �2� (�@� �4) (� ��T� @'< ��X�� ����। ', ��, (� ������ a//p 
< *���� �� � @'�E ���B���� ������ �2��। ���� ������  ���� <� �����  2��� ��L �2�। 
�' "��������  ���E @'����� *���� K�T�E  ���2�, *���� ���#�  ��� ��O�।  
 

(�@� �4) ����2��: //' ��"� ��Cm ����#�  ��� ��L (����� *��� ���। /+' 
��"� ������ *��� /E�� ��� (��� �� *��� ����2, �� ��� �#�  ���� ����� ��  *X�  
� E�  �� �� �� <�� (����� ���  ��O�� (��2। � E� �Q�� *X ��' <��E� *X�� *O�। �� 
����, <���� (������� (����� *���� *����2, ��' ���� *X�� �O���2। (��� *��� ���' ����� 
*2�W ���)�� 4?���। ���X ���X (����� ��E� *���O� � ' ��L O<C  �� 4?�। � h ��� 
(�O *X� ' xT����� ��� <��E��  � E� O��2� (W��� ��� ��TW  �����2�। ��' (����� >�� 
���� ��C  ��� ���� �। <��E� FI���' � 2�#U ��T�W�� �'�। *��� �� (����� ��G�E� 
��C�#U  ��  ��B2�। ����� O��WE� *����  *X�  ����2�, *�' ���  ´����O 2��E B�� *O�।  

 
<��E� B�� ����� ���E  ��  ����'  ��P��P *X�   ����� *O����VCU \R ����। 

*O���>�� (����� ���� ��� ��W�2�। (��� 4���d <��O� ��T�< ��� (y�#�� <� (¨� 
����। Kµ����  ��� �'I��� *O����VCU B��। ��� ��  ��, �' *O����VC�U� ��� �X �{�' 
���¬�� ��� *O�2, ����� "������  ���� �� * 4 *'। ��' ���� � E� �����  �� ��{m �� 
����� W�'� �W  ���� (��� ��O�। (��� ^��C� ��� ���#�  ���2���, (�� , ��� (��  ��2 
��O�� (�� , ����� ���� � ��� *��� *��� ����। 4���d ��� (���' (��� ��x��C� ����' 
��<� ��� ��T�W�� *���O� B����� \R  ����। ��� � <� �� ����' "9� �2� �, ��' 
(����� ��E�  
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*���O��� ����� >���VC�� )�� ���� ���� "B�� *��  ���� *O�। �� � ���' ¶vC���� "�U 
��� ����� । 
 
  ��� ������ *O� ��E, � m (����� ��{m �� ��¨�� *��� ��� ��� �। � E� ����' 
���� � E� �W �� (����� 4�� ��� �����  ��। ��� ��!-��! ������ ���' ����2�, ��L 
*���O� � �2�, � h ��� ���� ����� *��<� �X ��� (���। (��� "X�� ����� �����, ��� 
�?�$ �  ��� 4�? *�����, ��� @�E� ��� I�O ��� @’��  *X�  ��TW���� �� (b�U  ���2 ��� 
(��� "�� *K��� ��� *��� ����2। 
 

(����� 4�� @��  *X�  >���VCU B���2 (��� *� >��� *�W� <���� ���� (E�  �W�� 
���B2। (����� ��L ������  ��� �� ���� �2� ���� ���' 2�IL ��� ������ �O���2। (����� 
���� ��  ��  ��TB< *���� ���� ���। � m ��� (��� (����� ����� ����'�। (����� ���E 
*��� O� ���m �#"��� ��L >��  ���  ��� ���2�� ���B2�। *�V ��Cm (���  ��XD * ����� 
���B� ���� *�' �J���-)�T� *X�  *����� ����। 
 

���# ����, �W�'��� �X ��� ����� <�  µ ��d �। ��' ���� (� *��� �Q�� � 
�O�� ����� ���� �)�� ��। '������ W�'� �' ><� 2�W�� ��W�2 *�, ��  ^���� �  ����E 
����� W�'� (b�U  ��� ����� ��� �O���2। W�'� ����� ���V (��¦� ��� K����W *2�W 
������ ��O�। (��� *�' ������' ��� W�'� ����� 4�� ����y  � � *�����VCU  ��। 
���Ç���U� (>� ���� ��O� W�'� ���। ��G� >R�� ��  �� ���d������ *������ W�'� 
��� *2�W *����OW�� ���  B�� *O�। 
 

���� ����� *X�  �  ����E ����E��� ����� W�'� ��� �����  ��। ����� ��L �2� 
����� ������ � ��L��� �������। ��� ���E� *���I 4£~ ��� 2��E ����2। ���� ���� *����� �� 
* 4 �2� �। ��� ��{m �� W�'� ����� K�� K�� ��� ��� ���E�� ��E��E  �� *�V �)�� *O� 
����� ����। �� W�'� ���� *������  �� �����  * � ���' �'� �।  ����� >5� EO� *�'  
������O ���� ����� 4�� ��� (����� "���Æ�  �� �� ���� ��’'  �� B��। 
 

�Q� ���d����� B�� *O�2 *����OW�। (����� ��L ���� �2� ����� 2�IL ��� *  * �X�� 
B�� *O�2। ���� (��� ��< ���d����� *X�  ���B2= ��� �W���। (��� �G�  ���� (���� 
��<��� ���� ��<��� �X *��2 ��� ���, ��<��� 4�����O' ���d��S�� B����� *��� ���। 
���# ��' "�� *��  � *  ��� (�����  ��9� ��' "�� Q� *��  � *  (��� � 2���' �'  
��S�� *2�W *�2� ��E ��� �। (��� ��< (� (����� *���O��E, �' (����� ��d, �' 
(����� ���। �' ��� (��� (����� �� ��X ����  ����।  

 
(����� "X�  �< *��� W�'� �O�� EO� >5��  4�B� �� ��#� *����। (��� *��<��O�� 

��� ��L *�� �����  ����। EO� ��� ���� ��� ����� ��E��E B����� ���B2�। ����� ��L �� � 
������� 'B2� �� �����O (����� �2� �, *��� ���� ���' (����� >������� B��। � m 
(����� *���O��� ���� ��� �   �� ��TW���! EO� "��U� I�� (y���CU  ��। (��� *���� 
�� *�' ���� �J�����5� ���G�  ����। ���� ���� ���' �� (��  �� < *���[����  ���� 
 �� ����। 
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���� (��� W�'� ��� *2�W *����OW��  ��2 ��K���� S��� B�� *O���। (��� �G� 
 ���2���, ���� (��� ��<��� 4�����O � �E �� ���d����� O�W ����। �' ���� 
���d������� *��O ���� '��  2�� � ��� ��� �I�� �2� । �����  *n�� ������ <� ���� ���� 
��� 4�?�2�। (��� 1��  *���� *���� ��  2�� � ���  ��� <�E�। (�� ��K������ *n�� 
*�P�� G��  �� �' ��9 ��#�XC���� *n�� ���� B����। ��#�XC���� ����� *�V ��Cm B�H�-���� 
<� ��TW��।  
 

����  ��  ^����� <����I� )�� G��� ������� ��X� B�W� ���� 4?�2�। ����� ��L 
*��O �����2� *B��, 1� ��, ���E�� (� >5� ������� ��। ��� �' ������O ��<��� )���� 4��� 
 �� ����। ���� *�2� �����  �� �� ��XC ����2, ��' ���� ��{m �2� *�, ���� ��-'  R  
� * , * 4 ����� ���� ���� ����  ��� �। ��K�����  ����� *B������ ���� (�� �2� ��� 
� < �� �� �����। (����� ���d������ ��� \� ��� E  W�। *� E� � ���� 2�W�� 
B����  *X�  ��<�� @' >�� <���� *��  �� <W  �� (���  ���� ��। (���  ���E� ��< �, 
�E� *�, (�O' ����� *����2�। ��� <�' ��� �� *��W�<�W�। (�� ���E� *���' ��K���� ��<�� 
‘ ���)4’ <���  �� �����2���। (����� ���d������ *2�E � E�  � ��� ���� ��L *�� ����� 
 ����। � h ���  ��� "���< ���� �, (����� *���O��� (���< \� ����� ���� (��� 
I�W��E >5�>�� *���� *���� 2�IL ��� ������ *O�। 
 

� m ����� ����2���, <��O�E� (����� ��# ����� �। (����� ��� ��� �����E�'  
��������  �< ���। � m ����� (�O ����� ���� (��� �������� *�V  �� ���� ���। �' �¦� 
��� (�� �� �� �� (����� �' ���d������  *I�L �����। ����� *� ���� ���-*V�� �� 
(y�O��  �� �2���। � �� 4���d ������O ���� ���� (���  ����  �� ��। ����� (�� 
(� (��� @' ��X� *�' ��� *2�W ���� )�������� *O����O�t।  
 

(��� *O����Ot �� ���� B²��K���� S��� ��� (¨� ����। *���� *���� ����� �  
���d����� O�W 4?�। (����� �J�D �'� *O����Ot ����� ��� । *���� �� ������-��O ���, 
<���� ��� "IJ�� "���b����� *���[������ �"���� ��<� B��2। ������ ���1��  ����� ���� 
��� <��O�� � < ���L����  ����O  �� ����2। *O����Ot ��� �� ����#� �Q�IC�� 
@OC
R�। ��� �� ����, ���� *�' @�OC� *I�� ]��  ��W ���� 4�� ����� B����। �' 
��� �� ��� �)� ��, ��� ��9 �� ��� <��W ���d������ "I�� � ��C��� �x >� *��W ����। 
 

� m (��� ��<' \��' *���� ���, ��  ���� (��� ��<�'  ��, ���d������ (� 
 4�  ��L *� �। �  �<  ��� ��� ���m * ����। ��� ��� (�O *X�  *E� *��� ���, ����� 
� <� � *��� *X�  "�U ��� �)�� (��� ��� �। (��� ����n������ *n�� �� ��I���E��   
���� I��  ��  ��< ��O��� ���। ���' @%������  �<। (��� ��< *�' ����  ��X �� 
��W����। 
 

OI�� ������ ��� �m�C�U (��� ��< *O����Ot ���� �O�� ]��  �W���। ��m ��� 
K����� (�2, * �X�� * � ��W��¸ *'। (����� I�O� I��, (��� * �X�� * � ����������� <�� 
��W ��'�। �   �� ���m ´� � ���m �� C��� ��L ����#� *��O����O ���G��  ����=  �� 
���� ��, *�' ��#� (��� I��  �� <�� �2�। ���� ��  ��< *��O�O�। (��� ��_� ��  �<  �� 
B���2���। *���� *���� ����-*���� *"�U ���G��  D  �� �����। * �E *)����  *E��S�� (� 
*E���)��� ���। *O����Ot ����� *��O����O ���G� ����= ��� *O�। � m �� �� C��� ��L �'  
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 �<>��  ���2��� *�, � �E <-"�U�� �� *E� ����। �'I��� (����� "�X��   �< ���Y  �� 
��� (��� ���E ���B� "�U� �������� � "��#�� �'���।  
 

�����V ����� �f �� * �E ���� (��� *��� ���। b�� *��W 4?� *���। (��� (����� 
*O�� (¨� *2�W " ���I��� *����� ���� ��X। ��X� ���V (����� *��� B��  4?�। I� *��� 
@’���� ��� �O�� (����� �X  �� ���। (��� (����� ����E��� ���E� �E �E ��¸ ��<�X v�� 
 �� *��<� ����� ������  �O�� 4?���। ������  ]�� ' B��  4?��� (��। (��� ����� *����2���, 
������  ��� < ��  ����� (�2। � h (��� �  ������#�� ���� ��T�W��, (����� I�  ��� 
B��� �। �� �� ���� �� *�� । 
 

(����� *��� ��� ��å�� 4�? ��T�W�� �����E ���। ��� (���  ��t��� ��)��� ��� �� 
 ���2�। �� I�� ��� '  �� X�� । ��' 4�� I���  �� (�� �' @%�����  ��� �� ��� 
*O����Ot ���� ����2। ���� *O�� *<�\�' ���K� ����� ���� ��� ��T�W���2। (�� ����E��� 
��)����� O�u��C ��� ���¬�� 4@C I�V�� �����, (�� �����  *�1� ���E�� *X�  ����2। 
*������� 4�� ���C�, *����� ��' *������ �! (��� ���� �� <��  ���। 
 

��� (��� ���C� \� ���  ��� ��  ����� ����� ���  �� ��। ���� �' �1C������� 
� 2�' ���� 4?�� ����2� �। ���� *�� ��L��� ����� �, ��� ����� �I��� ��!  �� ��� * ? 
(�� ����� (� *��� I����� ��� � ���� �æO<C� *�' ���C��� �����J�~  ����। ���� ��� 
K���W �O�� ��  ��  ���' ��W��W  �� (��� ���C� ���  ��। ����' *2�E � E� K�। *����  
��'�)�>�� 9Q�� J� ��� 4?�। ���� (��� ���� � E� ��K������� ]�� �� ��<�� ���� �f  �� 
OE OE  �� B�� ���� ��'��। �'��� "X� �J���� *�V। 
 

���� ����� �J��। (��� *� ��� �� ��� ����2���, ��� ���� *n<��� (� ���¦ ��E 
 ���  X�� �2�। � m �� ������ ��G� >R��। (���� (����� ��� �� *X�  *� @�E� 2�TE�' 
 ��' ���� ���। ���� ����� �����  *�2� *)�� ����d ���1��  ��?�� �O�� 4?���। ��� 
��?���� � E� ����' *�' ���L��� ���1� ��T���� ��T���� (����� ���� B�� ��। (���  ���  
*B�� �W��' *� ����� (���  �����E ���। (�� ���  4@C I�V�� ����� (�� �����   �J��#� 
 �2 *X�  <R�� ���C� ��� ����2। �#��U ������ ���O� ()��� 4�N *��H� � ���N  �� ����  
*1�  ��?�। � E� ��V� ��� ���� ��L �����C  ��� ���। ���1� ��� ������ (������  
� E� K�� ��� �����। � E� ����' ����� 1� ��� ����2� ���� ��� 4��G� ����। ��� K�� ��� 
]� ��� ���X ���X' (��� ��< 4�? ��T�W�� ���� ���  ��'�)� 4T�B�� �����। � ' ��L ���E 
��'�)� O�<C 4?�। ����  X� ����� ���E� � ��Cm �2� �। ���E *�� � ' ��L IQ������� ���E�� 
�W�। ���  �� �� �� �� ��� >�� 2�W���, �����  �< *�V  ��  ´� K� *2�W *����� 
�W���।  
 

*�2� *�� <�� * ����� (� �n�O�� *��� ����। � h *�2� �)�� �� ���� ��� *' 
(�����। (��� *� ��W� *��O 2��E B���2। ��#�U �� ��W�2, � E�  �< ���  ��� *O�2; 
*��E�  *�V  �� *��� ���। (��� 2�E�� 2�E�� �O�� ������ ���O� *�� �����@������ ���W�  
���� ]��  �W���। �����  �� ���� �W ����� �����@����। � h *���� �O�� ���� ��� ����। 
��� ��� <���� �����@���� ��C��� *O����O�t *'। �-' �� X� � �����@����, ��� I�' 
)��� ����� *�� (�2। *�� *�� �' �� ��C ��� I�'��� ��X�। (���� ���  ���� (�����  �<  
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B���। � h �  ({�C �' )��� ����� �f ��<�E� ���� ��'�� ��� ��TW�� *�। � m (����� ����� 
���  �� ���', *  <�� �   �� (��� (�� R� (� (�� 4�N��E� ��� *)��। ��>�� *�� �  
*K�� ��'�� ����, � m ��� ������ *B�� @’�E�  )�T�  ���� �����। (��¦� �J�D ��� �  ���) 
K�� ]��  �W� *�, ����� ��<�� ��E @�E� (����� ����� ���� �W��  �� �f  �� ���।  
 

'������ K��� �I�� *X�  >���VCU \R ��� *O�2। (������ * � �<� *B�� *O�2, (��� 
��'�� *X�  ���� >�� B����� ����। � h � E� ����' ��<��� I��E� ����� ������। '������ ���� 
��� B�� ��� 4�?�2। ��X� *���W *���W I�W <�� ����। �� �� (� ��� *2�W *����� ����� 
4��� X� �� �। ��G�� >R�E� ����� *���  �<E� ����Y *���' (�� 2��E *����� �W���। (��� 
2�E�2, (� )�T � (���<  �� B���2, ��L ��9� ��) ����।  
 

������, �MQUC �#� *��� ����� ������ *����� ���� �J���� O��� *X� ।  
 

" ��� ��������  *O����Ot ����� ��� � 4�� �' ��9 KE� K�E ����� �� ��G� O�� 
��� 4?�। �����  ����� (� ����� ������� ���d���� *  ��QC�  ��� <� 4�? ��W ��O�। 
(��� *� ���� �2��� *��� �� <������U� 4�� ��� � <���� (� ����B�� B��। *�V ��Cm 
(��� ��< F ��� *2�W ���U ��� S��� B�� ����। (��� *����' ��' *����' G���I��� 
���d����� O�W 4�?। ��2�W� ��KC���� (� B²��K����� ���d�������� ��L *��O����O �#�  �� 
B��2�।  
 

���U ���� ��� � E� �9 �W ��� *��� *O���। ����UOt *X�  (EE� Þ��E "�� *�W �# 
�U ��E *����' ��� ����� ���  ����। (����� ���� (����� �' ��E ������ �)���  �� ���)� 
��E��, (� ����� �� *�' E� � ���� (����� ������ <� �! (����  ���। Þ��E>�� �' ������ 
��� ���  *KT�V' B�� ����।  
 

�' ��� *��� (��� � �� ���d����� �' Þ��E>���  �I�XC�  ���� <� ���U �� S��� 
�O�� ���#�  ��� X�� । �����V �X����� Þ��E>�� ��� ���  ��2 ����K��E ��� �IW�। (��� 
(�O *X� ' Þ��E>��� 4�� �����  ���� <� *��� ��� �2���। ��� ������ ����� <� *BD� 
 ���2�, � h ���� �। (��� ���� �� ��E ���W�� 2�'  �� �����।  
 

/p' *� ����� ����UOt *X�  �� E s�����E ^����� ���� *����' ��� ����� ���  
�����। ��2�W� �' s����� � < *�<� *�J�� gp<�� �� ^��� �����। �' ^����� ��L 
�!�! �2� � ��� ���� ���� *����� ' B���2�। �� E s�����E ����K��E ��� �IW�। (��� ��� 
���U ����' �2���। �' ���E� (�����  ��2 ��� �O���2�। s����E� K��E �IW��� ���X ���X' 
(����� ���d����� ���  *K���  �� *)��। ���� (y���CU  �� 2�W� (� * � 4��� �2� �। 
(�������� ��� ���� ����� ���� (��� s�����E�  1����� �����। ����� *�<��� ^����� ��� 
 �� *���� ����। 
 

*�' ��' ������ ���� *X�  � E� ���-*����' �� ��� ������ *X�  � E� ^������  
�� *O����O�t� ���  �����। (��� �������� ���E�  1����� �����। (����� "�� >���VC�U�  
)�� ����� �f ��� ^������ ���E� 1��� ���। �' ����� ���d������ 4$���� �����   �JC�# 
���Æ ��� 4�?�2���। *O����O�t� ���1� ����, *�W �#� ��E ���W�� *����, ^������ �� 
*1���-�� �� �' ��9 KE� ���d������ "I�� ���W�� B���2�; �����# �����   �JC��#� 
��C���� ��� KE�2�। ��' (����� ��QC�  �� *���� <� ���� 4�? ��W ��O�।  
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*�' ��E� �2� //' *�। �' �����E� (��� ��# IQ�� ����� �u� �। ���� >YB��� ���� 
��� (����� ��G�E� <��� *����2�। *��� (����� <��O� *X�  *�� �� E� �Q�� ��� �� 
*����' ^�� ����। ������E� (��� �� ����' *E� ��'�। �� *E� *����, �� (��� "�� *K��� 
��� ����2। *�' *K��� *X�  *����� (�� ��<  X� �। (���  X� ���, (�� ���� � �� ^��� 
� ����  �2� ��2 �O�� ��W�2���। (��� I�O� I��, ��� (���  ���� � < ��� I��  �� 
����2�। ��' (���  �2 *X�  ��� (b�U (�¦�  ���। (� (��� ���� �"À~� ��G�� 
*���O� ���� �  ���� >���VC�� �����O *��� *O���। )�� ���� ���� ��  ^�� ����� 
����। *��� (��� >�� B����� B����� �x  �D ���� *�' )�T� *X�  *����� (��� *����2���। 
� h (�� ��< � ���� �#� ��G�� B�� (��� �����। ���� �� ��9 ��K�VC� ����� (��� 
O��� ��E� � (TBW ���O�।  ����  � >�� (���  ��� ��� *KT�V B�� *O�2,  ����  � >���J�D� 
��� ���� �#� *��� *����� ����2। )�� (��� �� �� * � � E� ����� <�£ �O���2� *�, 
���� >�� (���  ��C  ��� ���� �। � h (< ���� (��� *��� ���� ��T� ����� �����2। �'�� 
*����� ��� *��� (��� �' ��� *X�  ������ ����� �d ��� B���2। (��� ���� � ' ��L ���E 
>�� ��� ��� ����2।  
 

���� ���� ���d����� (�@� �4) ��T� �����< ��T�� ��T ������ (��� ���� ���� 
����।  
 

�   ���� �����? <�� ���E�� �  ���G�  ���? "¥  ���� (��। 
 

(�� *� <�� ����2, ��� �' ���E� <��� *����2� ��� (�� *  *�E�� ���� �<�� 
�2� �। '������ ��� �� ���d����� *�� ������ (��� ��E� ��� �� ��C� "B���� ��� 
�O���2�। ��� ��  ���2�, (�� �{�' (��� �' <��E�� �B� $��� <�  �2� ��2 * � 
1�������� �� * �� 1������  ��2 ���। ��' ��� (���  ����� <� *�' �� <��O�� ����� 
 ���2।  ��<' (��� ��# *�'�� <��O�� ������ �X �f ��� �O���2�। (E-�� �� ��� 
�B� $����'  �E�। )�� *���E  ��� (��� ���E� *��  4?�। F ��G�� (� � 2��� X� ��  
�KC�� ���� *����। �� �f��� ����m ��� <�� �B� $��� <� �1C���� ����� B�� *��� ���। 
(��� ��G� *� � � ��T�W���2�, ���� � 2�W� (��� ��TB�� (� * � 4��� �2� �।  
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��! "������ : ����� ���<��� 
 

������� �Q� ����� 
0। ����� ���<��� *<��� 

"�������� ����U 
����� � ��1��� ������ /0./ 

 
 

��! "������� `� *�L� * 
��#�$ �� : *�<� *��: (����� *���� 

....../0.+ 
 

/0./ ��� +g*� ��BC (�� ^������ *������ `� *�L� *��<���P� * ���E�� ��D�� 
������ ���d �2���। /�� ��BC '������ ���� <���� ���V� ������ ����CD ���� <� �f 
*K�VU�� ����"�#�� ^������� ��L��� � ���L������ �I�� "X�� ��k ���m�V *��� *�� � ��� 
���L����� ��L������ 4�� ������ B����। �' ����"�#�� ���E������ *<��� � ��)������ 
���� �! � *O�����R� �� ����� <� ���� *���� ��।  ��U, *� * � ���� *���� (' �JÃ�� 
�#�  ��� ���।  
 

*�' ��� (�����  ����� ��)��� *�:  �C� )<�  ��� (��t���), +� �����  *�<� 
( ��� (��t���) � �k�O1  ����� �k�O�1��� (�@H�� �� ����  (��t���) (����� ���E���� 
2�IL  ��� 4�N�� ��L��� ��)��� ���� ���I= * �M���  ������O (�c���� ��� ���I= 
<��O�� *���� ('-�JÃ�� �<�� ������ <� ��?�� : /। *�<� �<��, *�: *������ � +� *�: 
��) �� �� � �1 * �M���  ����� *<��� *K�W�K��E ��?��� ��; +।  ���6  (���)�  ^������ 
� ���<��� *���W� �����C� �>���W� ��  G�� ^�@���  �����OG� ������� <� ,p < *<��� 
���� ��?��� ��; `। ������� �����H�� � (�L��� *�<� ��)���$ *���� *  ��L ���� /e�E� 
���C����� ��?��� ��; ,। �EC�� e�E��� *<�����O�  �EC�� *��� ���� \�� ��'�)� ���� ����� 
����Q�� ������ ��4� ������� <� ��?��� ��। /. ��BC ������� *�E � I��� �������>�� 
���E���� *�1� �EC�� *X�  �k�O1 *�1� �EC���� ��_�U ��� (�� ��। 
 

(�� * ���EC�� ��s���� ������ X� �� ���E���� *�1 * ���E����  ��2 �����<� �2���। 
*�' ��� *���� ����G�� ���' I��  �2�। +, *� ��BC (���  ��� (����� ���E������ ������� 
*�<� ���� *  �k�O�1����� ��)�� 1� � ��। �k�O�1��� (���  � ������� *�<� ������  ��'��� 
><� � \� �JÃ��� ���X ���� ����� ���C� *�, � h (����� +� �����  *�<� ( ����� 
���X R����  �# �x ��� (��� (���B�  ��। ��� (����� �� (��� ��c��� I�� 4�� 
��। 
 

+a*� ��BC �>���W� *X�   ���6 (���) ��)�� (�� ��� *���� ��C�� ����G�� 
���f <���। �� +` �)Ä *��<���P� / < ��L��� ��)��� *�: ������ � 1� � ��। (��� 
��< R����  �# I��V��� �   �C��� ����  ��� ��� �� ��� (���B�  ��। ^������ 
*������� ��� *� @'�E ���E���� �2� F ���E���� @'�E� `/*� ��BC ���� �>W��� B�� ������ 
 X� �2�। (��� F ���� ^������ *������ ���  ��� ���m �'। *�' ������  ���6 
(���)�  �  n�  *O��� ��R� �>���W� ��� ������ <� ���� ��'। 

 
 
* /0./ ����  ���6 ������  �C�� �2��। 
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`/*� ��BC ���� (W�' K�E �� ��� +A�)-�) ���E���� � +` �)Ä *��<��P *O��c�< 
����� (����� ������ � 4�� ��� C�I��� (b�U B���� � h (��� �� C X� �� � �� /pE� 
��Cm 4I� ��# >�� ����� ��, ��� ���� (����� ������  "���  ��� ��XC ��। ��  ����� 
��'  ���� "B��  ��� X�� , *����� (y���CU  �, *������O�  � 2�  �� ��� �। *�' ��� 
(����� ��G��� B������ ���� �K�� *)��� *BD�  ��। (��� �� ���� ��� *������ *2�W 
)����W� ��  G�� �1�)} �'। ���X ���X (����� ��'�� ��G��� �� � � * �M���  �' 
KE� ��O�  ��। 

  
/�� ��"� ������� �����H�� ��� ���L���� *�<� ��)���$ *�����  ����  �� ��� ��9 

*<��� ��� )����W��� B�� (��।  
 

`�� ��"� *K�W�K��EE ��G��� �� � �1 * �M�� )����W� ��� *��T�2। *�' ��� (����� 
*��E ��d �2� ,gp <�� ��। ,/g ������ ���E�����  ��OC?  �� �� � ���E * �M���� I�O 
 �� ��।  
 

���E������ �����  ���d  �� �� *�<� �<�� ������ । /�E * �M��� ����� *���� 
��  ���6 (���)� । *�% *�������  *���� �� / �E * �M��� �����। (�� * �M��� ����� 
�9 �� (��� 4��।  ���M (���) ��� * �M�� ��� ���<���� �X ���� ^������ (��� �G� 
��। ^������ *X�  �� ��'� �Q�� a' ��"� ��  ������ ���X ��� * �M��� I�VU ��� ����। 
���� �� ������ ���E O��W�� �x �� ��� ����� ��। *�% *������ ��� * �M�� ��� 
��)����� ��� ^������ (��� �?  ��। (��� * �M�� ��� *�1� ���EC�� * �M�� ��� (�� 
)����W� *X�  *�������E�� ����� G��  ��।  

 
.' ��"� ������� �����H�� /�E e�E� ��� ���C����� B�� ���। (�� *�' ��' (��� 

* �M�� ��� ���O�t �1�)}  ��।  
 

0' ��"� �� ����� ���O�t (����� �1�)�}� 4�� (b�U  ��। �' ���� �� ������ 
��# �k�O�1��� ( �̧H�� �� ����  ��� ���B���  ��। � �� 0 K�E � *X�  �� �� , K�E � ��Cm 
��� B��। *��V ��  ������ ��k (b��U� ���� �E �� � *��� (����� *<���� ��2 �E�� X�� । 
�' ��� (�� �  �1�)} *X�  �� �1�)�} ������ ��� ���Ot ��<��� ��  ������ *K����� 
��W ��'। �� ���� (������  �#�  �� >�� 2�W�� (��� O��W� ®�'I�� ���� ���। (�� �� 
O��W *X�  ���)�� ��W �� ���  ���Ot ��<���� �I�� ]��  ��W। *��� *X�  �x  �D *�� ��� 
���Ot *�� *s� ��� (W�' ��'� S���� �I�� B�� ��'। *���� �O�� (��� *<�����O�  
*���� ��'। �� (��� ���� �d�d �2� ��� �� >����� �2�। *��� *X�  (���  )����W� 
���?�� ���� (��� * �M�� *�������E�� B�� ���।  

 

/p' ��"� � ��� ��  ����� *�������E (b�U  ��। *���� ��  ������ ���X (��� 
* �M�� �E �� � *��� )����W��� B�� ���। ����   ���6 (���) � *�% *�������� * �M��� 
)����W��� B�� (��।  

 

//' ��"� �� ����� )����W� (b�U  ��। )����W��� �� ������ ���X (����� 
���E������ I�VU ��� ��। � h �� ������ ��k (b��U� ���� �E �� � *��� (����� ���� 
���E���� B���'�� B�� ���। B���'�� �1�)}  �� * �M��>���  �£����� >R��QUC ��X 
�1�)�} ����� �� ���� �� ����� B���' (b�U  ��� � ����% (/)  ���6 (����)� 
* �M���  )����W�-B���' *���1 
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����� ��; (+) (�� (��� * �M�� ��� *K�W�K�E-B���' *���1 �1�)} �'; (`) *�% *�������� 
* �M���  *1�X * �M�� ������ ���� ��।  
 

/`' ��"� ����� ����� *O� �� ����� �>W� ���  �� ����2। ��' �� ����� �>W� 
<������E � ��TB���� *��1 ��� ���� ���  �� ��� ���� *I�� /,' ��"� (�� (��� * �M�� 
��� ��TB����-���� *���1 �1�)} �'। ��� + * �M�� B���'��' �1�)} ��� X�� ।  
 

/0*� ��"� �� ����� ��TB����� ��  *X�  ���� (b�U  ��। *�' �� �� ������ ���X 
(����� B�� KP� ��� B��। �' ���� �� ������ ��  ^�� ��� �� � (����� ��k (b��U� 
���� ���� ��2 �E�� ���� ��। *�' �� B���' *X�  + * �M���  ���� B�� (��� ���C� ��'। 
*�' ���  ���6 (���) � *�% *������ ����� *<������ *)�� B�� ���।  
 

+p*� ��"� ������� ���)<, ���  �������  �� (��, ���  ������� ���@H�� @' 
* �M���� ������ (��� � E *��T�2। *�' �� ��� *I��� �� ����� (����� 4�� (b�U  ��। 
� �� *X�  �f� ��Cm �� ������ ���X (����� ��k ��� B��। �����V �� ����� ��2 �E�� ���� 
��। ����  �� ������ �EC�� � *����-� I����� �����m�  �� < I����� �O��  ��� ��। 
)��, I����� ��-��-�)  �C� ����<C�, ��{� ���<����� �1-�� � ����� ������� ������� +p 
����� OI�� ���� (����� �1�)} *I�L ���� ���� *X�  /` ��'� �Q�� I�����  ������W� ��  
G��  ����'� *���  *n�� '�D�E4�E +gp <�� �� *<, ��, �, � *<��� (¨� �'। �' ���� A 
< *<��� �����$ ��U  ��। ����m ���b�  ��� �Q��C B���' � ���� �� ��� >��� *X�  ,�� 
�9� B�4� ��� ��'। +/*� ��"� �� ����� ���� ���  �� *�।  
 

I���� ��G� ��� ��"� ����� *�V �Y���  ������W�, *����� ��� (�L����� ���E 
������  ��M G��  ��। ������� ����)<�  (�L����  ��M  �����, ������� (�� *���<�  
 ������W�  ��M � <������E �B� ����� � < ���I� '�t�����  *������  ��M  ��5�� ������ 
���d  �� (�� 4d ���E ����� ���B���  ��।  
 

*�' ��� ����������  �����-'-B��  �C� ��, �, �<, ����� �����K�E (�� ��� 
(���  ���� *���  ����� ������ ���d  ��। /`' *� ��Cm (�� ���� *���  ������� ����� 
���  ��। (�� *���  ����� X� � ��� (��� ���E  ��M G��  ��- ���  ��M, ��L��� 
 ��M � ��  ��M। *�<� �<�Q� �  (��� � E *X�  �����I�� ���� * ��� �$ ��� *�<� 
��C��  �C� ��)���$ <���� `� *�L� *��<���P� �����  ��C��B� �। (�� (�L����  ��M 
 ����� ������ �����I�� S�U  ��।  
 

��"� ����� *�V �Y�� *X�  *� ����� +� �Y�� ��Cm *O���� ���� S�U  �� �� � 
�� ������ B��B��� ��X ������  �� �� ������  ��<��� � ����� #�� ���  �� ��। ��� 
���� 4�H����O�, <������E *����� *s� ������  �� �� ������  *��� *X�  "����  �� + 
n�  ÅV�, Ap �9� �B� � � 2�  ��W ��� (�� ��।  
 

+0*� *� *O�� �Q�� ��� *��� �  * �M�� *�L� *��<��P � '��(�-�� *<��� ��� 
���� 1�L� ��  G�� �� ������ O����X� 4�� ������  ��। *�' ��� �� ������ �   I� 
4d �X ���� �����। (����� ��� C� (b��U �� ������ �< ��)����� (����  `p < 
��� �� � � ��� <�� v�� ��। (����� ��# '��(�-�� <��� ������$ ��U  ��। *���� 
� �E ��(���-/p ������� *�E � � �E ��-��-�< 4���  ��।  
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+a*� *� ���<���-)����W� *���1 *������ k�< ���e���I ���� 4�W�� *���� �� ��� 
*����' ������ ��� ��। +0*� *� /p-/p ����E �� ������ �  * �M�� F ��X �S�� ����� 
��� (��� ��� C� (b�U  ��। *���� �� ������ ���� (����� B�� KP� >�� ����� ��। 
���� �� ������ // < ��� �� � +p < (�� ��। (����� ��# + < ���� �� � � < 
(�� ��। ��2�W� <� ����� "X� �Y�� ��Cm ���O��, )����W�, B���', ���O�, <���'���, 
��<�', (���W�, *O������, �£X��� *����� *s�� *�'1,  ����� � ������  �� �� ������ �x 
#�� ���  ��।  

��! "������� ����� 
��#�$ �� : *�% *��% (�@� �����  

.-A-/0.` 
+A*� ��BC � �� *��� *��1��� '������ ���� ���C�� �’ <���  ���  X� \�� ��'। �' 

��� ��<�� ��<�� b� <�� *w�O� ���� ���� *E�O��' ��E *�� *s�� (�� ��� ` ��'� ��Cm 
*�� ��' ���� *)�� ��� *��O����O ����=  �� *)��।  
 

+.*� ��BC ����� *X�  � < (��C  ���6 (����<�) (����� ���� ������ ��� 
�� ��� (����� ���O� �I���� *��d�� (��� *���� �� �� ������� ���W�� (¨� *। 
 ���6��  ��2 <��� ���� *�, ]� � *X�  � E� *E���)� (��, ����  ���6 ����<��  *��� 
*)��� ��� ��। KE� B�b *�' ��� *E���)��� ����  ���6 ����<� ��<' 4��G� �2��। 
��� *E���)�� 4~�� ��� *�, ��'  ���6 ����<��  ����  ��2। 
 

 ���6 ����<� ���I= <��O� *X�  ������ ��L��� �����, '��-(� � *�L� 
*��<��P�� 2��-<���  ��� � E� ����� O?  �� ��� *n��-�� ���G�  ��।  ���6 
����<� ������� ��L (�� X���� �O�� �, ��, *  � 2� ��'�)� *���� <� ���। � h �,��, 
��'�)� ���� ���� ��� ��� ���  ��'�)� ���� ����  �� ��। X�� *X�  (��� +gp�E ��'�)� 
*��O�W  ��।  
 

 ���6 ����<��� *�J�� (��� ��9� ��� ���� �1�)} �'। ��� ��� ���� 
��G��� �� *���� ������ (����� 4�� *���� (�u  ��। ��� "���< *�, F �� � �� /p 
E�� ���  �� (��� B��B�� �1�)} ����2��� �� �� *���� (����� ��G� <��� � *��� 
��9� *�� �k�<� 4�� ���� � 2� �� *�� ���� (��। ��L ��L (��� ����� 4��� (b�U 
B���'। KE�G��' � < *�<��� a <�  ����  ��� �#� �'। �' *�<��E� �� �2� *�<� 
�<�<। ����C� ��� ��9� �k�<� �� ����E�� �� *���� *�<� �<��<� �� ������ ‘‘�<�< 
�k<’’ ����।  
 

���� ��  ������ *����-�� ���� �E �� � *��� (��� *��� *X�  ��2� ��E  ��WS��� 
�1�)} �'। a' ��"� �� *����  ��WS�� (b�U  ��।  ��WS��� �1�)} �'। a' ��"� �� 
*����  ��WS�� (b�U  ��।  ��WS���� ` ��'� ��'�� (��� �E �� � *��� 2�IL ��� ��W। a 
������ �� *����  ��WS�� ���  �� ��� ����  OU����  �� ��� ���W-K� (> ���� ������ 
*��। ���� ��� *����� ���¦� ��E  ��। 0 ������ 2�� ��� S������ ���� *E�O��'��E *X�  ��9�� 
"�� �� ��'� *�� ��' ���� ��' ����  ��� �� *���� (����� ��� �� ��W����W "���  ��� 
� ����।  
 

*E�O��'���E� ���% (��� ����� "�� /gp < ���d����� � ��� �' ��� /g ������ 
(��� *E�O�'���E �1�)} �'। �� *����  ��WS�� *X�  � E� *n ��� ��' ����� ����� 
��9�� ���   
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�����। *nE� �� *E�O��'���E� � E (�� �� (��� �Q�C��� �� ������ ��� �Q�� *X�  
 ��  ��4� >�� 2��W। �' >��� (����< �� *���� O��W *X�  *�� ��<� *�। ����� (�� 
 ��  ��4� >�� 2�W�� �� *���� >��� �¸ *���  *X�  (��2� *�' ���  �����  ��। ���� �� 
(����� � E��C� �� �� (��� ����� 4�� (b�U  ��। 4I� �# *X�  ��� ���� ��� B��� 
X�� । �' ��� /, KP� G��� ��। �' ���� �x �� *�� ��� �� ��� (��� ��� ��', (� ��� �� � 
^�� ������ *��� �#� ��।  
 

��� *��V (��� �� ��9� �k�<� ���  ������� �� ��9�� �� *����� ��E� ������  
���� �#� �'। ��� F ���� ��E���<, 1� ���, ��� �VCU, ���� '������ ��L <�W� �2�। 
KE�G��' ����� ���E�� ����  �� ��।  

 
^������-����� "������� `� *�L� *��<��P     

��#�$ ��% ������� *������ (�@� ����   
//-/p-/0.` 

 
`� *�L� *��<��P�  ����=  ��� 4�N��� @�E� * �M�� *�)�E��P  �C� )<� 

 ����� *�J�� (��� `� *�L���  ����� ��)��� �2��) �>W��� B�� ���। @�E� * �M�� *�<� 
�<��4N��� *�J�� *K�W�K��E (���<���) ��?��� �� ���C���� ��T��� "��#�U� <�। @’< 
<���� ��)��� ���  �� < *<���-� ���X �2�। *�1� ���EC�� * �M�� '4�E ��'�  �#� 
 ��� <� ^������� *X�  ���।  
 

+/*� *)ç���� *X�  ��BC ����� "X� �Y���� ��>����� "������ '4�E +A Ñ�P��� 
*)��C *��<��P ��� +` �)Ä *O��c�< ������ * � ��C���� "��#U �QB� �2� �। +` Ñ�P��� 
*)���C�  ����� ��)��� *�)�E��P  �C� (���� * ������  ^������� O�����  ����� ���d 
 �� ��। ������ *�1� ���EC�� * �M��� ���'�  ��<���  �< �C 2�W�� ��� ���C���  �<  ��� 
��। +A Ñ�P��� * ��C-�� � 2� *��  (�����  ��C ��� �#�  ��� <� �!�! ��� ������� 
*�E�� ���� E��¦ ������ *����� I�  �� '4��E X� �� (�u  ��। �����# +` *O��c�< 
����� ����� � 2�����  *���O��  (����� '4��E� �!�O��, ���� >���, O����< "IJ�� �#� 
 �� ��   �� ����। ��  ��U �<���  ��� ���� ��� *�, (��� �' ��� � �#U���#�U� <� 
�>��� ���O���2।  
 

� 2�W�� ���� G��� <������U� 4�� �� � � ��C�� B������। ������O (�c���� 
��� <�����U *������� ^�� ��� ����� ������ �f  �� �����2�। ��' ��{� ��� 9�� 
^���� S��� �O�� *<��  �� S���������  �2 *X��  ��T� ���O�, �1�, �� ��� ��� (��। � h 
��L��� ^���� S��� *O�� <OU ������  ��� 2� ���� ������  ��।  
 

�' ��� �>W�� 2���� �>W��� *���� (�����  ����� ��)��� ��G�  ��2�� *�' 
I��� 4�� ���������� ��� � 4�~��  ��। ���� ��-��  *K���  �� *����2�।  ����� ��)��� 
�>W� *X�  *K�W�K��E B�� ��। *���� (��� @�E� * �M�� �2�।  
 

/g' ��BC (�EC���� *��<��P (����� '4��E� B������  ����� �  ��� \R  ��। 
(��� *K�W�K��E (����� ��-��  � ��� <�����।  ����� ��)���  �C� ��) (+` (�EC���� 
*��<��P) *  �>��� �f  ��� ������ <����। ��T� ������� � ��9  �< �f  �� ����2�।  
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    *�<� (���� ������ �-�� ������ ������ ��� �O���2��। *� ��� ����� *E���)� 
������2�। ���  *O�� �������-�� ������� ]� � � ���C��C� '4�E-�� ������� ��� 
*��O����O ����। *� ��  ���  ����� ��)����� ���C� ���  �� �। (��� � ��9 ������� 
*�<� (������ 4��G���� (����� ��-��  <�����। � ��9  ��C �����  X� \� ��-�-(� 
*K�W�K��E *O�� �। ��� '4��E ��� *O��। ��� (������  �� ��� ���� ���� ��� 
(����� 4�� * � ����� ��� � (��� ����।  
 

������� �k�O1  ��5�� (����� ��-��  ?� ��O�T, �>W�, ���<��� ��� ���C������ *� ��9 
^�� (E � ��W (�2 ������  4���  ��� <� ���।     
 

`/*� ��BC *��� ���W ���E�� ���  ����� *X�  �k�O1  ��5�� ��-��  *E���)�� 1�� । 
��� �k�O1  ������� ���X  X� ��� ��� @’E�� ��� ��)�� (��। ������� *�<� ����� �����  
��� *1�  ��?� ��� ��T�� R����  �# (���B�  ��। *�� ��� � ��� 4�N��� ��� �  I�VU 
*�, ‘���<��� ��)���, ����� (�� *<�����, (� ���  ���� ���� �  *������ *� (�� xT। 
��� '�� ���� *  * ��  ��5��, �<��� (�� �k�O1  ��5�� �  ��)�2 (� ��� � *����� ��� 
���। '� ���� *  '� ��� � �  � �2 ����E �� ���EC� * ����� ��� ����, (�� ���� ����� *  
��X  �� *� �� *  X�1C ���E���� �� ��)�2 ��� 9� �� ���  �)���� ���O�। ���� (��� 
�����  ��� xT (� ����9  �� (�� ��� �� I����� ���#- 42 ��� � �  (�� �  ���  �2 *�� 
*����O� �� �  ��� ��  �'�I  �2 � *����। ����� ��� ���1<�E��P *�)�E��P ����<�� '���� 
��� ��< ���� � `p < ����' ���X ��� ����� ��� ��� ��, ��� *��� *X�  ��� �>W� 
�� +A �)  �) ��� +` �)Ä *��<��P (�EC���� ^����� �)���� (�� <�-���� �>W��� 
'��(���� ��R�� (b�U B������2�।  
 

*���' *��� ���W B��E�� ��� +A �)-�) ��� �)Ä *��<��P ((�EC���) A,E�  I� 
��� *K�W�K��E� ���  ���। *���� `� *�L��� @�E� * �M�� �2�। ���� ����� 4�� ��� C�� 
I�VUI��� *O���>�� 2�W�� X�� । ������� ��� *�L� *��<���P� *��� �� *2�E �! ���� "���~� 
*��। KE�G�� ���� /` < ��� ��। O�����  ��5�� *�)�E��P  �C� * ����� ��� (��� 
 �� < ���� ��� � 4�~��  �� ��� �! ���CU  �� ��� ��� *� ���� ��  ���2� ���� 
'��(�-�� *�� < (�2। ���� *�<� �<���� ���X (���  ��। *�<� �<�� ������  B� ��� 
(������  ��। *�)�E��P ��)  ������  ��O�� ���� ���। �� *�% ��)  * ������ ���X 
 ���C  ��2� �� * ����� ���  ��T� <��� 4�?�� *� ��� ´� B�� ���। ���X ���X �����< 
*X�   ��  ��45 *O��� �VUC  �� �� ��� (����� ��< *������W KE�G�� ���� ���।  
 

(�����  ����� ��)��� �� ����� *X�  `p ��'� �Q�� ������W�� � �E (�� �� 
��� * ������  I�>��� *���� ��। ���� ��-�� <�� ��� �� @�E� 1< O�W� X���� ��� 
 ����� ��)����� ��9 ��L��� ^�� �  O�W� *X�  ����� �� ��� ��!  �� ��। ��O��@C���� 
��E� O�W� �����  I�-�� ������ *��� ���� ������� ���  B�� ��। �' ��� *�% ��)  *�% 
����<�� '������ ���X (���  ��� ��CX ��। *�% ��)  *�% ����<�� '�����   ��  �� 
*K�W�K��E� KE� ���।  
 

 I�>��� ������ �k�O1 *�1� ���EC��� ��� aE�� ��� *��T�2 ���  �C� * ����� �k�O1 
 ������� ���X (���  ��। � 2�#U �� (���  I�>��� ^�������� ���  ����� ��। 
^��������  
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@’��'� � E *B ���s ^���  �� ��। *���� ��O��@C���� (`` < �2�) ���'�  � E� �f �� 
����� ���� �f  �� ���� ��। *�% ����<�� '���� ��� ��) �  �� * � <��O�� ��� ����� 
��।  
 

(�����   ��2 * � ������� *�E � X� ��� ��'��� * � ��� ������� �। ]� � *X� � 
* � ��� ��' �'। � h ^������� (��� *��E /+p < �2���। (��� �� ��� �� C �2���। 
(����� ��� ' ������ ��� *���� �2�।    
 

+p*� ��BC *X�  `/*� ��BC ��Cm (��� * � �B�?�� ������� �। `/*� ��BC "B�� �B�?�� 
(��। (�� �>��� *���� ������ �, * � *�<� (����,  ���6 ����  ��� (��� ���  
(��� * ���EC��� ����2�।  
 

���� *��� /E�� ��� (��� ���� *X�  B�� ���। ����� (�� ��)�� *O���। *�'� *��� 
����� �)��2���। *�<� (�����  (�����  ����� ��)����� O�W���  �� K���� *�����।  
 

(�� ��W��� *��T2��� ��� *��� �����। ��� (�� <���� (���< \�2���। (�O 
*X� ' *�<� (������  ��C ���� ��c�<  �2�। ��' ����� *2�W (�� *����� (����। ������� 
(�� (����  <��E� ���� �<���  ����। *� ��� *�, *�<� (���� ������� *�<� ����� 
�����  +A�)�)-��  ����� ��)�����  ��2 ��� �O���2। (�� ��W����W *���� *O��� ��� 
�������-*�<� ���  ���6 (����� *�����  *���� *�����। (�����  ����� ��)��� ++A-
�), �) *��<��P ��)� *X�   ���6 (����� � ��������-*�<� ����� �����  4��G��� <� 
(��� �����2��। *� ����� (��� � ���� <��। ���� ��� ��G�� (����  ����� ��)����� 
*E���)� (�� �। ���  ���6 (������  +A�)-�)-�� ��)�� �������-*�<��� ������ 
<� ��W���W  ��2��। � h  ���6 (����� ���� ��� *� �'। ��� ��� ��-��  ��<��� 
��)�� (��� <� ������  ��2��।  ����� ��)����� ���C� ����  ��� "��  ��U �� *�<� 
(������ ��c�<   ��C ����-*����� ��� �< ��)� ��Ð� �  ���Q��C� <�� ��T� <�� 
��)��� ���� ��TW  �� �'।  ����� ��)��� (���  ���6 (������  *E���)�� ���, 
‘(�����, ��S�  �� ���� ��W����W B�� (�-���� *������� I���'  � ���� *���� ���� *��T।’’ (�� 
 ���6 (������� *E���)� ���5 *��E� ���� X� ��  ����� ��)�����  §
� \�� ��'। *� 
 §
�  �T��2� ��� �� ����। ������ (�� ����� ����� <� ��� ����� �। �$#U�$ *���� 
���  ������� (���1<�E��P) ����4H� IQ'è� (����) 4��G� �। (��� ���'�  �� C X� �� 
4���� �����2���। (����  /g/+p����E� ���� ��9 �������OC (��� ����� ����� ��।  
 

�?  /�� ��"� ��� +-,g ����E� ��� *O��c�< ������ *�� �� *O��� (����� *��E� 
n�}���E O����< � *�n� 1��M ��� ��W। *���� ��9 ����� (> *��O I��IQ� ��। �� 
I�VUI��� *O��� �VCU ���� ��� �R ��9�� 4�� ^�@���  �����Q� �2T�W E� ��� E� ��� ��� ���। 
 �� E� ����, �!�O��, ����[�� ������ >��� ��� ��W ���। ���� �������� /+p < ��O��@C� 
� �� a-`p-���E ��Cm ��� ��b�� ����� ��� �'  ���R�V��B� (b�U�  "����  ��। <��d 
 � X� �� ��� �!�! *O�����R� � X� �� ���� �{�����U  ��� ���� ��। ��� ����� /App 
�2� ��� ���� (���  I��� ��� 
���b� �!��! ���� �2�।    
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/�� ��"� *I�� g-`p E� �O�� (�� ��9 ������-���<�  (���� "�� `pp �2�) 
� E��C� S���� ���  ���?�� ���� �#� �'।  
 

���� (�� (��� ����� � E��C� ������ /E� *DO�, � E� �����< ��� � 2� 
*O�����R��� ���#�  ��2���। � h � �� a-`pE�� ��� (��� ���� � E� �EC���� *O��� ��� 
��W। ������ (�� ����� ���O  �� S���� ���  ���� �L���� *��T�< B�� ��'।  
 

(����  /+-`pE�� ��� *������ *X�  "�� g/A ��'� �Q��  ���6 (����� ������� 
��L (��� *��� ��। ��� �� (��� ����#��� ��� ������ (��� ��������� ����  �T� *X�  
�������  �� ��� ���� *�। (��� (����� ^������� OU�  �� ��� gp < *���� *����। 
����� (��� ������� *��T�< *�R���। � 2�����  >����� ^���  � E��C� ���Ot *������  
��������� ��?��� ��। ��TB< ��O��@C� ���� ��। ���  ���'�  �Q��Q��m *X�  � ���  �� ��।  
 

�Q��C ���� "�� ,-,gE�� ��� (�� ������� ����4H��  ��2 � �E �B� �E ���C����� ��?�'। 
*���� *�<� ��)���� *������ (��{� ��� 9��) ���� "�� gp < ��O��@C� �2��। 4d 
�B� �E ���  ��2 *��� a K�E �� *��T�2 ��� ��� ��C������ ��� *�<� ��)�����  ����  �� 
(����� �������� <� S���� ��X �S�� �। *��I�O����% ��� ���X ��X���� (����� *��� ��। 
��R� ����� *K�W�K��E *�<� �<��4�N (�����  ��2� ��?��� ��। � h *�<� �<���N� 4d 
����� ����� ��Ð�  ����� ��)����� ��� ������� *��� *X�  (��� �
� ��  ��।  

 
*K�W�K��E� ��K�VC *� ��< ��O��@C� �����$��U  �� ����� ��)�� <� ������� 

(���� �� (��?�)-*  ����� *��� ��। ��� ���X /+ < "��� *��� ����2�। *� �� �J���� 
���  ����'� �  ���<� (�����) ���� (�� � ��9� ���b�  ��� X��  �� ��X���� ����"�Y 
��। *� O�W� *X�  ���� ���X ���X ��  *���� >�� 2�W�� \R  ��। >���� // < ��O��@C� ��� 
��। (���� �� S���� ���  ������ ���। ���  2���� ��� ���E�� ����  ��।  
 

�� ^����� ������% ������  (`` <) ^�������� @’��'� �Q���C� �f �� ����� 
������ ��G�� ���� ����2� ����� ���'�  ��� @’E� ,g ����E >��  �� ����  �� ��। *���� 
( �̧�  ���� ��  � < ������ �J������ 9Q��� ��� *X�  ������ (��� �#� ����2�। 
(����� ���E������ "�� �� �� .g I�O ^�� ���O�t� � E��C� *������]� ��  <��O�� 
� ��� ��।  
 

(��� +/` �� ��"� ���C����� (b�U  �� ��� ��  ������  "����  �� ��। � h 
���C����� ��� ���  ��� ��XC �'।  
 

/+ ��"� ���O�t ��  ������ ���X (/g �E n�  *����') (����� ��KVC ��। ��  
������  ��C�9  �� ��। (�� ��� ������� ���@H�� �' �����  ��5  ���2���।  
 

/`' ��"� ��  ����� E���  ��� (����� 4�� (b�U B����। ��k (b��U� ���� 
�E �� � *��� (��� �{�����U  ��� ���� �'। ���Ot ��KVC \R ����� "�� @’KP� (�O 
����� *X�  ������� �$ ��� ��-�� ���Ot X�� �����C�� 4�N��� +0  ��I���� � < 
*�<��  ��?� ®�'I���� *��� ���O�t ��� (��। ��-��� ���X  �X�� X�� �� 4d ®�'I���� 
���B� <��� B����� ���  ����"�Y ������� ®�'I���� ���B� *��� ��। � h 4d *�<� 
(®�'I��) (��� (�O� ����B� �2�। (�� ���  B����t  ��� *� 
� ��  ��। ��� ���  (����� 
 ���M ��?��� �� � ����  �� ��। ��-��� � *S)���  �� ����2�। � h *� ������ *��� �#� 
��। 
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����� (��� )�����W�� ���  ��M  ����। � h ������ ��O���� (����� ��G� ��  
������ *O�B��IQ�  ��। *����� ���� E���  ��� (����� 4�� (b�U B����। ����� (��� 
B� �' (����� �����m�  �2� ��2) *� G��m���  �� ��� (�����  �r�� R��� *�1� ���EC�� 
�$ ��� ��� 9��� ������ G��  ��।  
 

++*� ��"� /0./ ��  ����� (m<C���  (' �é  �� �1C�� *���� *I��� (����� 
4�� "B5 (b�U B����� *��� X�� ।  
 

+,��"� /0./ ���� I����� ����� 4��� (b�U  ��� ��������  �� �'। F �� ���m 
�W �J�D �2� ��� (����� ^���� ����� ��L �E �� � *��� ���  *���  2�IL ��� ��W। 
 

+g*� ��"� `� *�L��� ��@C�OU ��{�-���<�����  �����W� |���  ��M G��  ��। 
��� ,XC ��� g� *��� 
����� ���� ��� S�U  ��।  
 

��! "������� �����  
��#�$ ��% �������� <��� (���� 

g-//-/0., 
+g*� ��BC (�� /p � ����� ����� 1�� ���� ��~���� �������� ��� ���� �2���। . ' 

���BC� �� ��t��� ��)�����  ’�� ���� *O��� ���E�  ��, *���� ��L������ 1� ��� �। �'�� 
*��� (����� ���U� ����2� � E� � 2� ��� ����।  
 

/p � �����  ��5�� �2� � < '4��। �� ���  ���6 +< �2�। (/)  ���6 I��j� �� 
�2� (��t���) ��� ���< ��L��� ����<�4�N�� g�E * �M�� �2� �' ������। � �E �����EC 
e�E�� �2�। * �M�>��� �2�% �B�����,  ��5�� �2� ������� (�@� ��=�, ����E ��OI����� ��� 
 ��5�� �2� ������। *��O����E ��� (��� �E * �M�� �2� ���  ��5�� �2� ������� (�� (��। 
��ES��� � �E * �M�� �2�,  ��5�� �2� ������� *����� 4�N। 4'� *�1� ���EC��� * �M�� 
 ��5�� �2� ����� ��। �����EC e�E�  ��5�� �2� ���  ������� Q� *������।  
 

+A*� ��BC �� ��� ]� �� ������� �������� ��� *����। ?� ��O�T��� 0� ���� �2�। ���� 
+A *� ��BC ���[��  ��। � ��� (��� *����।  
 

+.*� ��BC *���  ��5�� ����� ���� /p� ������ *E���)�  ��। *�' *E���)�  ���6 
����<� ���। *���  ��5�� �<����  ��, ���� * ? ����<� ��H ‘(�� I��j�’-��'  ���6 
����<��  ����  �’।  
 

 ���6 ����<� ��� 9����� ���� ���� <�� ��� �����m� ���  B�� ��। ���  
������� Q� *������ (�����EC e�E�  ��5��) O�W� ��� �����m ���। O�W��� ���������� ��� � 
��� � � * �M���  ��9� �k�< *¯�< ��� ���।  
 

*��O����E * �M�� ��������E (����। ��ES�� * �M�� ��9� B�� (��। �B����� 
* �M��� � 2� ��9�� ���� B�� (��। (��� ��9�� ���� ,pp/gpp <�� �� '��(� �1�)} �' 
�k< ��Cm। *�J�� �2��  ���6 ����<�। `p*� ��BC *X�  ,?� ��"� ��Cm ����' �� ������ 
���X "�� *��< ��� ����2। �� ����� �k< ���b�  �� ����� (��� �����। g' ��"� 
�� ������ ����  
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(b��U (��� ��2� ��E। (��� )����W� X���� �1�)} �' *2�j � �E ��� ����। ��9� *X�  
 ��WS�� *��1 (��� ������  �� X�� । /`//, ��"� (��� `�E * �M�� ��� ���������E (�� 
��  K�T�E (b��U� <�। (��� F ���� �E �� ��XC �'। (����� A/. < ���� �। (��� (��� 
)����W� B�� (��।  
 

��"��� +g ������ /p� ����� � � *)��C ���E����� ��� (��  ���6 ����<�। 
��O��� X���� *�1� ���EC��  �� ��। ���� (��� ��«� �1�)}  ��। (���-��<������ /+pp 
<�� �� *)C�� �2�। +g ��"� *X�  +A*� <� ��Cm ���I= ��� �� ����� ���X �5 ��� ��।  
 

+,*� <� *X�  �� ������ ���� ���� B�����  *X�  *���� � ���� �����  ��। +A*� 
<� (����� � � �1�)} *X�  ���d ����� ��2� �E�� X��  ��� �� ������ ����  (b��U 
�������� ��� ��W। ���� � 2� ���� �। ��� *X�  ������� *����� 4�N�� ���X (����� 
* �M�� *������E *���� B�� ���। ������� (�� (�� ��� ������ I����� ����Ot *��T2��। 
(��� *�������E ��� ���� �1�)} �' `p*� <�। (O�s� ++ ����� ��Cm ���� (��� �1�)} 
 �� X�� । �' ����� ���� *������E �k�<  �� �� �� �� �� ������ ���X ��KVC ������।  
 

��! "������� ����� 
��#�$ ��% *��% �R���� 

/g-.-/0.a 
 

+.*� ��BC ��� a K�E �� ���  (��� "�� +p/+g < ��L��� '��(� ����� ��� �����C 
�I�  ��। ���  ������� Q� *����� �' �����C �I�� 4��G� �2��। ��� ���'�  ���� ���� 
��� *�, *����� ��� ����' �����, *����� * � #�� ��� (�O ���' ���। � h (�� �I=�� 
*��VU  �� � <��' *�, �
�9 � ��G�� (� ��� X� � �u� �। �� (��� ��!। *� * � ��� 
(����� ���� ��� ����।  ��<' �� �����  *X�  (����� *����� �O�� �! ��S��� *BD�  ��� 
���, ���� ��� �� �!�O�� *I�L �!���� ��� (����� ���� ���G� S�U  ��� ���। �' 
�����C �I�� (��� ���' ���� ����� ����, � h �$#U�$ * � ���G� S�U  ��� ���� �'।  
 

(��� <��� *���� *�, ����  ��L��� '��(�  ���6 ����<� ����� ����T< ����2। 
�' ������� ����"�#�� (����� �Q��� �����C �I� ��। �!���� ��� ��t��� ^������  (K�� 
���� 
��# (�� 4d �I�� *��i�� �'। (����� �����C �I� �� B��2� �� ����� 
*�������� O������� ^���� 4~� ��� � � �E ����� � E��C� OJ�G ��W��� ��������O  ��2�। 
(��� (> *���� ���X ���X ^����� *���O��� >��� �¸� \�� ��'। �?�$ *���� ��' 
��t��� ^����� <��>��� (����� ������ � ���  ��O�� (��2। ���'�  S���� ���  ]��  �W�� 
��� ��। (�� ��<� QR� �  ��� � < ���G ��L��� '��(��  ��� � E��C� S��� ]��  ��W। 
�����  *X�  4~�� "�� g ��'� �Q�� <�  ��c� OJ�G ��W��� "X�� (¨� �'।  
 

+a*� ��BC *I�� *���  ���Ot X��� ��-��-�  ��� 4�N ������� � E 4��G� �'। ��T� 
���X �����C  �� "�� `p < 2���  *<�O�W  �� ��। ����m��C� I����� )�T�W *X�  � ��� I����� 
G���  �JC��#� ���X *��O����O  �� ��' � ���e���I (�� <� 2������  ��?��� ��। ���� 
��W�x�W�  �� G��� (����-��<���� � 2����� ��á�� "�� `pp < ���d����� ��S�  �� (��� 
������   
 
 
 
* 
����� ����� '����� " �  �JC  ��OJ���।  
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"��#U ����  �< \R  ��। ��-��-�  ��� 4�N ����� ���d�������� ����� �������� ����� 
S�U  ���2��। F ��' ����� *<��� I��� ����m��C� ��ES��, ��������E, ������f�,  ���Ot, 
X��� ��9 '��(� )�T�W>����� ����� ��?��� ��। �' ������ ����  '��(�����  ��! 
��I���� <� ��O�?� ��� � ����O ����� ���� ���G� �����  O������� ���  �S�� ���� 
<� (��� <���� ����2�।  
 

/�� ��"� ����  '��(� * �M�� "�� ������� *����� 4N� ��L��� '��(�����  
��K��  �� ��� 9�� ^����� �S��I�� "�������� <�  �� � *����� *s���  ��2 �1�)} 
*�। ����  (�� ´� ���d�������� @’�E * �M�� O�W ����। �' * �M�� @’�E�  ��5�� �2�� 
�X�b�� ��<���� ���< 4�N ��� (���  ��5�� ����< 4�N। ��<����  ���6 ���< 4�N ��� 
��� 9�� ^����� ���X ��K�VC ��� �। ��<����  ���6 ���< 4�N ��� * �M���� ������� 
*������� * �M��� �mI�Cd  �� ����2�।  ��5�� ����<4�N�  ��� * �M���� OL�BW� � 
 ���Ot X��� ��9� ��� ���E K�E ������� �����<�  �� ����2�।  
 

a' ��"� ��� /E�� ���  ������� *������� *�J�� ���d�������� � �E * �M�� 
��������E X�� *�1� ���EC��� ��G��� ��� 9�� ^����� 4�� ��� C�� (b�U B����। �' 
(b��U� ����' ������� *����� ��� * �M���  �����  ��WS�� �� ��� ����� ���  ��� ��।  
 

0' ��"� ��� 9�� ^����  ��� ��<����  �2� ��2 ��� �W�� (��� ���' ��� ��W। /,' 
��"� )����W� X��� 4��G� �'। �' )����W� X����' ����  '��(�  ���6 ����<� ������� 
���X (����� *��� ��।  ���6 ����<��� ���X F��� ����� * � ��)��� �2� � ��� (���  
I��� ����m��C� X�� IQRL������� ��� ��। (�� ����<� ������� �� ��� ������  ��CI�� S�U 
 ��। " J���# IQRL����� X�� *�1� ���EC�� F ��� ���d�������� � �E ����� *���� ���U� 
����2�। ����� *<��� ���I= G�� *X�  ����  '��(� ��<����-(��� ��� |��- ���<� 2���Jc 
��� ��� IQRL����� X��� (��� X�� । (��� ������  ��� 2��E * �M�� O?  ��। "�X��  
"��#U I�RL����� X�� ����' *��� \R ��। ������� *����� ��TBO��2 *X�   �4����O� ��Cm ���� 
��� ��9J� �� ��� ��� � <��W ���d�������� ���E * �M�� *������  ��। ������  ����  
'��(� ������� (�� (��  �4����O� *X�  *O��� ��t� ��Cm ��� <��W @�E * �M�� *������ 
 ��।  
 

 ��WS�� �� ��� ���� ��� 9�� ^���� ��G� S�U  ��� �� IQRL����� X��� *n��"�Y 
*O���� *������� ��?��� ��। ���� ��� J�  ��WS�� � ���C��C� 4������ ��)���� ���X *O���� 
(b�U B����। �' (b��U *�� � 2�����  ��� 9�� ^�� ����� ��।  
 

�O�?� �������� ������ ��-'-��  �C� ����� +,*� *� IQRL����� X�� *�1� ���EC�� 
�����C� (��। ��� 9�� ^����� ���X "������ ����� <� ���  ��WS�� ����� ���X' "����� 
���� ��� 4~� ���G (����� "������ K�T�E �<���  ��� <� ��Cm � I��� �! "���� (��� 
(��� <��'। �� )�� (��� I��� *X�  @�E �����< � @�E a/ ��-�� �EC�� ��'। �' �! @�E� 
���� ��� 4~� ���G ���E��� �1�)} �  �4����O� �1�)} ������  �� ��। ������ ����� 
"������� �' �! ���' )�"�Q ����2�। � h �?�$  �� I����� �����   �JC�# "�~ 4d �����< 
@�E� *)�� "���� ���C� *��� ��। )�� �����< @�E� ��W�x�W�  �� *)�� *��� ��।  
 

����  +A*� *� ��� 9�� ^���� I���  ����� ������� ���E��� "������ K�T�E�� ��k 
(b�U B����। ��� 9�� ^���� ���� ��9� ��� ��� *X�  *�� �VCU \R  ��। ���d������ I��� 
��!� �I��� ��� �� *X�  4�? IQ�L������ ���  �)�� (��� X�� । �Q��% F ��' ���E��� 
"������ K�T�E *I�L ���।   
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��! "������% ?� ��O�T-���<���  
 

������� �Q� ����� 
/p। ���<���-?� ��O�T ����   

��K�E� ��! "������ 
����� � ��1��� 

������ 
/0./ 

 

��!  "������� ?� ��O�T-���<���  
��#�$ ��% ������� *�<�  ��<� 4�N 

/+-A-/0., 
 

+g*� ���BC� �� ��� "�~ �L�f�� *K�VU�, ������ �'�� *"��� *���� ��� � � 2�' 
(�����  �� *��T�2 �'। �?�$ ������� �  �  <R�� 1��  (����� �� ����� *2�E  �C�  ���6 
���� (�� �  e�E� *��  ��� ���<��� *O��। *���  ��5�� *�%  �C� ����  ���� * ������ 
��L �  *� (���B� �'�। *I�� ���� ������ ��� �)���� (����। +A*� ���BC� *I��। (����' 
 ���6 ?� ��O�T *�1� ���EC��� 4��G� ����� <����  ��5��OU�  ��)�� 1�� �� ��?�'��। <R�� 
�I�  ���� �� ���� (��� ���'�  <��'�� ���� ���<� ��<�IC * �M���� �� � ���'�  ��� 
�� ����� ���� �QUC �����  ���< ���� �'�� (��� ����। 4��G� � ��' ‘‘�x� (�� ��’’ 
����� *� ���  ��< ���O�� ��W�।  
 

����  4'� �����  *�<� *������ x�� ����m �����C� ��O�W� ���  ������ �2��। 
�����  ����V  ���� 1�� �� ��?� �'�। � ��' �U ���< ���� �'�� OI�� (S�� ����� (�2। 
?� ��O�T E�4 ��#�U )��E�� ��W���2, <��� �� 1�� ���2, ��9�K��E ������ 1 ^���  �� �'���2 
'E ��X� � ���� �<�� ���� �� �� O�2  ��E��। 4'� *�1� ���EC��� (y�#��Q�  �����  �Q�� 
�B�  ���� ������� ��c��9  �� �'�। �� ��� "�� 0 E�� ���  *�<� (����, (��� <R�� 
�I� ����। ������' 2������� *��$ I�� ���V ����� ������2� *�<� ��V� ��O� �'�� 4�?�� 
���� "��, (� ��<�IC * �M��� �����  ������� ���)<�  *�� �� ���� ��<�� ���� ����� 
����'��। ����� ����� * �M�� �U"¤�� ��� � E� *���  ���� *)�����2। �� � ������ 
 ���6� �  ��� (O ���W��-�����, ‘‘� �� I�� ��� -(����� ��O-��O *�� B�� O�।’’ 
������� ��� ��� ����� *O�। (��� B��B�� \�� ��� *¨���। ��KC����E ��Cm � *)����  �< 
 ���� ��'�� ���O� (����� *�� । ��� ��L��� ^��� � ��G�E� *�� OI��I��� (TB  ���� 
�����। 1� -��� � X������ ����� *�  ��  ��  B��� B��� �� ��� ���� ��'�� ���O�। 
���I��� ����� ��L��� ^��� � � �����¤� ��R��� K� �'�� 4�?�। ���#� � E� ��� '�L��� 
� h (�� *�� ��O�  ��ê� ���� ���O���।  
 

����   ������ �  ����' �W  �C�� (���� E�4� *�n� ��?��� �'�, (�  ���)4 
<��� X�� � ��-���। � h ��<�� ��<�� ��#�� <�� � � (��� ����  ���� *��I����� ����� 
 �� ��� �� <��O�� *���� 1 G��  ���� B���। *�<� �  ���6 (���  ��L ��� ���� *O�� 
��� ����G�� (��~ (���� *BD� *। *�'�� *��� �� K�E �� ��� ���2��� 4�� >�� B����� 
��। )�� �� ������� *������ (�� KE�G��' ��� ��। (����� *��  (�� ��ë� �'�; (�� 
������O�  ��ê� ���� (���  �� < �� �C��� ����G�� �M� C �����C  ����� ��� � � 
(���B� *O�� ���� �'�।  
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(��� *�' ��' (+A*� ��BC) ����O� ���� ��L���  ���6 �<� (���� ������� (��4� 
� �� `p <�� � �E e�E� *��� ��� ���<��� �'�� (����� ��������XC ?� ��O�T (���� ���<� 
�'��। �' ��� ��{���� �2� "�� 1< ��� । (����� *�1� ���EC�� ���#U � E�4 *�n� 
�14�E ���� B���� ���O�। "�� �  * �M�� *��  '���� �����<� ����। +.����� (��� ?� ��O�T 
E�4 ��d ��t� �'� (����� ��C� >��� (K���। �' � �E �â�� ��\ ��� �'�। (����� 
�14�E B���� ���O�। '������ <������U� ����� I��L�� ��W���2, ������ ��#�U E�4 2��W�� 
���'�� \R  �����2।  
 

(�� *�' ��' ������� ���)<, ������� (��4� � , ���  ������� ���4� ����, 
�������� (�� ����� � ���  ( �̧� ��� ��  ��� �  *O�� (���B� �I�� ����� ����m ���� 
���� *I�� AE�� ��{����� 4�� (����� ��) �'�� (b�U B����� �'��। � h ���, ��� �� 
������ ������� ���)< �� ��{����� 4��� �'�� �� <�  ��L��� ���������� 
�������O��� �R ���� ����"�Y �'�� *�' �� �� ��� (b�U G�O� ����। (��� ����V �B�m� 
�'���,  ��U, �� � \R��' ���� (���, ������% ��� (����� 4�N�� )�T� �'�� ��� ��� (� 
�#� X�� �� �।  
 

*����� 4�� I���  ���� *�' �� B�� X�� ���। � h �� �C�����  ���C� ����� � ��' 
*� <R�� ���C��� ���#�� �� ��� �<�O X�� । �' ��� G��� (����� ��O (�����  �C�QB� 
<����� <� ��� ��� (����� ��L *��O����O  ��, � h ��������  ��� *� �����O (����' ���� 
 �� �'�� ��� (���� �<�O X�� �� (����� ��L *��O����O ������।  
 

+a*� ��BC *I���� ����V  ���U ��� �����)  (����� ��{����� 4�� (b�U B����� 
�u� �'� �। �E� �� ���� ��OW�'�� *O�। *���� �  R (����� ��� �� )�T� �'�� *O�� 
�� ���U�� �  �'��! (��� F���  (����� ��t��� *�<� �  ���6�� ��{����� �$���� *�� 
���W�� 4�?�। (��� �� ���  ���C� ��� ���� ��� �� C X�� ���। *�' �� ��<�IC * �M��  ��5�� 
������� ���)< *�'�� �� �� E�4 �14�E *�V  ���� I���b�m ¡��� �< ��2��� \'�� �� 
�Bm�� ��। *"�S�� ���)  ��� ����C� �14�E �2� ���� �XC�$ +0*� ��BC � �� *��� ���E��, � h 
*�' �� �?�$  ���� �� �� *��� B��E�� �����  <R�� *�n�� ��?��� �� ?� ��O�T�-���<��� 
��'���1 ��C��#U � ���¬��  ��� 4�N���। *�<� x�� ��< �����  *�n� ���f ��9���� ����'�� 
�����2��। ������� ���)< "I�� '����� ����� *O�� (��� ���CIQ�  �<  ���� ��  �Q� �X 
�S�� �'��। )�� ��X���� ���<��� �'�� ������ ��L��� '��(� *<������ � E <���� 
���� *�' �� @����' ���<��� *��� *�1� ��EC��  ��E��W��� ��L��� '��(� *�� ��� ��L (��C 
� '��(��� ��{����� ����� ��KVC \R �'�� �O���2। �  ����V �� �� ��� �<  �C�� �G� 
 ���� ��� ��W����W 4'� ���� �)���� (��। �� �f�� ���O� "��। (����' ��� ��O����� 
����<� <� (���  ���<�� 4��G� �� ��� 4����d ��V� �����  ��। ������  � 2�#�U� 
����' ���9�Q�� <���� ������� ���� *��� //E�� 4'�-�� *�V *�n� ��'� �)�� (��� ����' 
��L������ 4�� ����� \R  ��� ���C� ��� (���  *S)���  ��� (��� ^������ (��C 
*�1� ���EC�� ���� �����2। ���� (��� ����� ������� ���)<, a4'�-�� ������� (��4� � , 
���  ������� ������ ���� � (�� < ���  *<�� � ��� �'�� ���E  ��� � ����' ����m 
���� ��e� KE�'��� ��� *�' ����'। �� ��� 4'�  ��5�� �'�� (��� (��� �� ������� 
���O��<� <�� ���� �'��। ���Q��C ����� Bb�m ���� (��� ���� �Q� �'�। (�� (�� �d �'�� 
��L��� �� �C���O�  �! <�� � ����� ���C� �����। ��� �������V� ��V�  ���' � ��� � 
(��� (��� ���  ��� ��� ������� <�� *���� �'� � � �E�। ��e�  ����' �'��, �XB 
����  ������� �2� *]�। *O�E� �  e�E� E�4� �O���2 *�n��, �� � ��   
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*��  4'� ����� B����C G �����-���� K�T�E�� �14�E��। ��'� ���<� *��  ���  �, (��� ���� 
��L 4?����-*����� ���G�। �X���  ��5��OU ���C� ���)  (�-(�  ��� *�� <��� *O��� 
'����� �� ����� ����। ��� �� C��� ���� "¤�� B���। "B�� 4$��<-4N��� X� � ��Ð� 
�� � ' �' ��� � � �C�����Q� �'�� ��W�� *��� *O�। ��� �L����� (���C����D �'�� 
������� ���)< ���' ��b� �2��। ��� 4'�-�� ���� �#��Q�� K����� "���E ���B�� ��'�� "���E 
��L����  ��2 *��T2�'�� ���� �������� ���C� ��� ������ *�n� ���EC� ���X *��O����O ���� 
�'�। *�����  ����� * � *�' �� � ��� �', ���� �� �� K��W�'�� �O���2� ��� '।  
 

��� /pE� /a ���E। B������  �f ��, X�X�� I��। ������� ���)�<� �9�G� *?�j 
*sO�E� �?�$ O�<C�� 4�?�। *�<� (�  ���6�� *���#����� �����  �������� *������ 
<��� ���  >����� �'�� �� ���� ���� �'� �����' O�1C-R��� ��2���। '���� ������ �� ���Q��C 
(�� ��  #���C ������� O�<C�� 4�?� � ��L। *��  �< ��{�� ������ ���� �'�। (����� 
*��  ‘<� �����’ v� ���� ��<����C� *K�VU�  ���। X����� ���� ��� ����� )���� B���, ���� 
(��� ��� (��� �� �� �� �2� �। F���  *O���>��� )�T�  �  ���� �1C�� * �M��>���  
���C� *���� �'� �� ��{�� ���  ��% ���������  *��  ��2� ������ ��� ����  ?� ��O�T 
��?�'�� ����। ����� �f ��� *���� ����, ������W� '����� ���I= G�� B����C�  *��  2W�'�� 
�2�, ��'  �� ���� ��{�� �� ��C *�V �'� �। ��� h �� ������O �� <��O�� � 2�����  
��{�� ���� �! ������ *�। ��' (�� � 2�E� ��� ���O� (�����। �' ���������W ����� 
)������ �I�� ���� (����� ��L��� ������>���  ���� G��m���  ���� �����। ��������� "X�� 
*O���>��� ��¸ I���_9 �'�� ��W�� ��W��� ��������� (����� ��<� ����� ¨��U ��<�� 
��<�� ���d��O� ���V �����  �§ ‘<� �����’ v��� ���I= *w�O�� ( ��-����� ������  ���� 
����� ��� ������ ���I= " ��� (����� ������  ���� ���O�। *�' �� *I������ ��L���  ���6 
<�� (��� �f ��� O� ]� � ����  ���6 ���� (�� � ����� !��  ��� 2±���� ����  ���� 
X��  �u��% ^������ ������ 4�N���। � h ��k�< ����� � 2� �Q� ������ ��' #�Y 
<������U� ���� ���� ��W। ����  *�'�� *I������' a-4'� �'�� (�� ������� (��4� �  
���� �। �' ��e�� ����� IQ�� � ��� "�����। ��T���' *��O�Q� b�� *�' ���� ' ��<�� ��<�� 
*��  E�4� ����� �'�� ��W ��� ������ (����� ������O�� ��'�� (��� ��>U 4$���� ������ 
4�? ��� (����� ��������XC (O�'�� (��।  
 

+0*� ��BC � ������ ����� *O���>�� B���� ���O�। ����D ���� ����� �?�� X�� �� 
)����  ���� ������O�   ���  �� *O� �। (��� 2��, <�����U � G��� ���I= ��I��O� �£��G 
 �CB��� ����V  ���� ������ ��I��O� *�� ��� ������� 2�4� �'�� (����� "���<�� �� 
�������, *O���>�� � ���� �x �<���� ��� ���'�� ����।  
 

+0*� ��� �'�� `p*� ���BC� � ��। (�� ������� ���4� �����  �  e�E� *�� �� 
?� ��O�T *�1� ���EC���  ����d  ��� ���C� �����। ��� ��L ��L ��T��� ���� ��� �S�� �'�� 
� h �� #U *BD�� �� ����� �Q�� *I�  ���� � ������ *)�� B���� (����। �� ������� 
���)< ����� * �M��� � �����  �  e�E� *��  ��� ��T��'�� ��W ��� �� �� "�� ��E� 
�O�� *����� ������ *�V @���E ��Cm ���  ���� ���� ���¬��  ��। �����' (���� e�E� 
 ��5�� �<� (��� *B����� � �� *��  ��� 4'� ������ � ���I� ��d  ��। *�<� *���� 
�' ���' �< ���I�� ��� �। � ' ��� ��O�$ (b�U  ���� ���  ������� ���4� ���� 
��  (��C� *O���� ������� � ����� �L���� ���  ���� *<��� *�� ���¬��  ��। ������ � 
�������   
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�� ����� ���� ��9 �J���� ��� ���'�� ��)  ���� *)�� ��। (� ����  ´�O���� 
��'�� �I�� �� ��� 2� �X��u� *O�2O�2  ���� ��� *�1� ���EC���� B����C�  �J� "���#��Q�� 
�B�  �� �'�। ������� ���)�<� *�J�� ��T��� �<
 �1 * �M�� ����� (�� � 2� (���-��<���� 
�' "���#� K�T�E�� *������ ����।  
 

����  G��� ��-��-� <�� )<���  ����� *�J�� ?� ��O�T ���� *
�����  ����� O? 
 �� �'�। (����� ����� ��C����  �< *
���' ������ S�U  ����। �������  �C�� �?2� ����� 
���m-�JÃ�� � ����~� �<�� ���� ��� "���<�� ����� *����� ��  ��< ������  ��। 2��-
<�� (����� ����C X�� �� *� ������  �����2 ���� I�V�� " ��  �� ��� �। G��� ��� ���< 
��Cm �' ��S��� "B�� ������ � ��XC �����2। F �� (`p*� ��BC) �f�� ��Cm ����mG 
* �M����Q��� *�� < ?� ��O�T� (���� ����� ��। (����� *<����� � G��� <�����U 
(���  *�<� ��� ����  ���� ����� �QUC ����� (��� 4�� ��CU  ����। �J� ���� *K�� 
@��C��O� ��� �� �W ����� (���  ��  ���� �'�। ���  RU��� (H��������� �� ��U 
 ���� <������U� \I���V ��� (�� (��� ���E�����  ��OC?  ���� (O��� ���� <� 
� ��  ^����  ���� ���O��� ��� ����� I�V�U� ������ (��� �����I��� ��X ����।  
 

�' �� �� ���' ������� (�@� ����� � *�J�� (����� @' * �M�� ��� �  * �M�� 
��<�����  ���������� ������  ���� ?� ��O�T� +` ��'� (�O I��O�T� ��� "���#��XC ��?��� ��। 
���  ������� ���4������ ���� (����� �� * �M���  �  * �M�� ��<������ *���O�t 
��?��� �'�। �������� �� *�������� ���� �  e�E� '��(� ��� �  e�E� ��<���� ���ìt 
���� �c� "���#�� <� ��?��� *O�। �� � ���  ��C����� ��L �  * �M�� �����d ������ 
���� �'�। *� ����' (���-��<���� I�'����� ���  ����� (���� � ��� �'�� ���O�। �� ��� 
(��� ���1<��EP (�� ���) <��  ��� ������O�  ��OC?  ���� (��� ����C X�� �� ��  
������  ���� ���O��। (��� ����m ��� ��  @'�E ��� *���� I�O  ���� ������� (��� ����� � 
���  ������� ��<� ����� (���  �X�b�� ��OW ������� � R���� ��������� �����I�� ��CU 
 �� ��� ��£�d ��V�>�� ������� ������� �mOC�  ���� ��'% (/) ����m �#U���#U  �� 
(���  (���-��<������� ������O���; (+) ��� �� <������U� ��� �� ��� *��� ��� 
�M�~� ����~� ����  ��; (`) (��� ��<������� ��OC?, *
�����  ����� ��� 2����� 
�����  ��#�� ���G�  ��; (,) �f����É� ��L *��O����O �#�  �� ��� "���<�� ��V���� ��� 
 ��C���� �����  ��; (g) �f����É� *� * � �������� �<���� ������ ������ ��Æ�I��� �P�� 
����   ��; (A) �U�L�� ���  ���� ���CD *�� �  ���  ���� । ���I��� ��� � (��� 
4���� ���� ��������  �< �< �<������ ��� �� *������  �� �'�।  

'������ *�1� ���EC�� ��� �1C���� ���I= G�� ��O�?� ��e� �������� ��9���� ��� 
(����� � E (���� *��T�2�। ������ *��� *O�, �' ������� �1C��� (����� � < ��� *��  
(�� �'���2। *� �������� ( �̧� (�<<। *�1� ���EC��� B��< *K���� <�� � @' < ����। 
<��� (/) �������� �� *������ (+) ������ ���4H�� IQè� (` ������ (�� ����� (,) � < 
��<����  ��5�� ��� ���� (g) ������� (��4� �  (A) ���} ���  <��� (����। �' ����� 
#��� ������ (��� �  *�<� � �   ���6�� "�� //g < �� *���  ���  ��-������� 
��� ���' �2�  ���1, <����  ���1 �   ���1 ��)��� ��� ���� "��U, ��I���� 
����í � �����   "��#�U ���U (� ���C���� �' ��� �� ��9�K�E � ��G� ��� (����� 
^���D� ���f �2� ����V 
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���� )���। ��' ����C  KE�� ����"�#�� '�� (����� ��# �2� �  ����E ��)���। ��{�� 
�������� ���� �2� '��(�-�� /p,, (��C� a ��� ���� ������ ` <।  

`p*� ��BC �'��' � � S���O�t, |��  ���< ��� ��� �����  ��#� B���� ���O�। (��� 
���E���� 2�W� � ���� ����' �  ����E��� (��� � �  ���E���� ��<���� ��OC�?� �'�। 
�  �k�O�1� �� ��d ��� (����' \�� ���������� ) (��� ������ ^������ �� 2�4� (b�U 
 ����� ��� �� S�U  �����। �' ���  ���<��� �'��� ������ ��'��� (��� ��'���। 
��� �� ������ '��(�, (��� � ��<������� ����� ������  "���<�I�~  e�E� � * �M�� 
��C��� ���I= G�� *������  �� �'� ����V  ���� ^������- ?� ��O�T� ���� *��O����O ��� ���I= 
��9�� 4�� ���G� >R��QUC G���Q��। �'I��� b�� b�� 1�'� ���Ot, �����O�, I��O�T ��� 
��T�� ������, *���Ot, <�Ot, �����W� "IJ�� G�� �� >�� �#��Q�� ^����  ���� (�� �S�� 
�'��� "��� ��'���। ���� G�>�� �2� ��  �� �'�� �x �Q�� ��� *��O�����O� ��  ���� 
�� ����' ����=। � �2� * � ��<� �� ��<��� ���� �� ��G�- "G��� � 2�' <��� �। 
�XB (�Q�  ���� � ���� �MQUC �B�। ���� ��� ���� �����  �������� ������� �2� 
�MQUCI��� <������U� 4�� �IC����।  ��<' �����- ��C���� �2� ����L�।  

'������ ^������� `� *�L� *��<���P� *�� ��� ��L *��O����O  �����, ��� ��� 
������� �� * �M��� *�� < *���� �2�। ��T����� ��#�U ����� ���� � ��� (b�m �'�� 
��v9 ��G�� *��� �'�� ����� �'�� (�����2 ।������� * �M��� *�� < ���� �2� � ��� 
����� *�J� �����2��  ���6 (���)। ����' �4 , ������� ������O��� ^�������� ���  
�S��I���� "¤�� B���� ���O�। ��2�� ���  �Q��C  �X  �������� Q� *������� *�J���� 
e�E��� ?� ��O�T �����c��� *�)�<�  ���� ���O� ��� �X� �� ����<�� (��4� ���� � 
G��� <O�U� ������� �����c��  �� 4���� ��� �������� �����d  ���� *)�� �'�।  

`/*� ��BC। �f����É� .g � �����) ���E������  ��5��  �C� ����<C� ������� ��L 
*��O����O  �����। ��� �� � � ������ ���� "����� ����। ����� ��"� ����  �C� ����<C� 
������  (����� �S��C� K�T�E>�� �����C  ��'���, ��� (�����  ��<� ����V "����  ��% 
��T��� ��<� � 2� ��� �� ��d  ����। (��� ��T��� 4���� �� �< ������  ^�������� 
(��  �2� ��2 ��� ��'��� ��� �� ����। +�� ��"� �?�$ (��� ������  ����� �1�)��� ��  
(��C� ����"�Y *�<� ��, �E x�� (��� ���� *���  ���� (���B��� �'��। ��T��� "�X��  
(����� ��� � 4�J�� ��£ *���� �'�% ‘‘������� *�<� �����, (�� (��� *�� <�� *���� 
���d (�c��� ��T� �����2 ���� ���� ����। (�� (���  (��� ��L  �<  ����� �����O 
���� � ।’’ (�� (�c� ��L �����  S�U  ����� � (�����  ����� ������ ���d  �����।  

�#�U (��� (�� �� 4��� ���  �<  ���� ���O���। ���� `�� ��"� (��� 
���<��� *O��� ��� *��� �� �� ��� � *��� ��� *�� �  �CB����Jc�  ��� � �E �I�  ���� 
(O��� ���� ��� �� ��� (���B�  �����। ��� �� ���)  F�� `�� ��"� ?� ��O�T� 
�#��Q�� 4?�'�� *)�� �� (� ������� ���)<�  ����� �1 * �M����  ���� (�O �� ��'� *�-
��9�� *���W� "�� *�W ��'� �Q��C ���<���- ^������ "�� �W� � 4��  �� �'�। *���� �O�� 
��T����  ���6 (����)� ` *�L� *��<���P� �� * �M�� ���� ����� �। ������ ����I��� 
^������O��� �W�  
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�#���� ����� ^�������� ���  �S�� �'�� X�� । ,?� ��"� ������ IQ�V� �c�� "���#� K�T�E 
��C�U  ��। (��� F �� ���<��� � ?� ��O�T '��(�, (��C, (��� � ��<���� ����� ��� � E� 
*��X  ��5 O�?� �'�। (� I��O�T� ����� � E � �E <R�� �I� 1�� �� ������ *��X  ����� 
���� ^������ (b��U� ��� �� S�U  �� �'�।  
 

g' ��"� a 4'� ���<����� ������� (�@� ��<��� *�J�� �  * �M�� '��(� 0 
4'�-�� � �E '��(� e�E��� ^������- ��)����� ��� ��9�� ^�������� ��Q�� ��������� 
� E "���#� K�T�E ��C�U  ��। 4d ������ IQ�V� �c�� (����� ��L ����� ��KVC �� ��� ������ 
����'�� ���। *�'��' (����� ����� � �O��W "�� /p ��'� (O�'�� BM���� ��  G�� �O�� 
*��T�2। �� ���� //E�। �� � �����B� G�, �@��� O�� �f �� � ��V����� �J�D। ���� �4  *I�� 
��Cm "���#�� �� E� ���G� �'�� *O�। � h A' ��"��� �Q�C 4�?�� � 4�?��' @���� 
*O��c�< ������ ������� (����� 4�� ��k (b�U B����। ����� ‘'�� (��’ x¦�� ��L ��L 
(����� '��(� � *��<���P� *<���� �����I��� ���� ‘'�� (��’ ����� ������� @���� 
4�� ��T��'�� ��W। �L��@C��� X���� �< ����� "�U �����, �� � #�-��#� ��G�� "�U ��� 
���'�� ���। ���  ���  ���6 (���) �����C �I� 1�� ��, <�� *O� ���  ��2 *O�����R� 
�� ����'  �, * ���� *��� �� �� B���� ����। ��� *�'��' �f�� ��Cm �{�����U  ��� 
'�� " ��  ��। � h ��#U (� ���#�  ���� �'� �। �?�$  �� \R �'� ��� *O��c�< 
������ �<¢ *����, ��2� (���  �� �E E��¦, ��L a/ ������E�� �EC��। �� #U ��KVC B���। 
4I� ��#' ����� �'� ��� 2�IL �'�� ��  *��  �����O� �'��� �����O ��'�। (��� IQ�V� 
�c� "���#� K�T�E�� ��<� ����। ���� *���� ����� ��� �'�। (����� � E I��� ��� 
"������  �! � X� �� (��� �{��� (���� ���� �'���।  

 
�' ��� ������� ���)< * �M��� ��� ��� *���Ot �'�� ������� "���#��Q�� �B� 

 ��। ����  ��)����� ��9�� ��<� * �M��� ��L . ��� a ��"� @����� ����� ��KVC �� । 
*���� (����� ��< ����  �� < (�� � �x ��������� *���� *O��� @����� ���-�T�B� 
< ����� ��� ��  #��S9 ��। �'���� E��¦ ��� *O��c�< ������ *�� �����  ���� � 
������  ���6 (���), ������� *�<� (¸�� ��,  ���6 <R� �  ��� (��� 4��G���� ,?� 
��"� I��O�T�� ���Æ�  )����}� ����m ������ (��� (�����  �< B���'�� ��'�� ���O��� 
��� ��2� ���E�� �� ��'� s���� �d  ���� K�T�E O��W���।  

 
/p' ��"� � �� 0 K�E �� ���� E��¦ � *O��c�< ��� ��� (����� 4�� I�VU (b�U 

B���'�। "X� ��� (��� ������� (b�U "����  �����। ����� ��� *��� + K�E �� ��� (b�U 
B����। ����#� *O���� (K��� (����� @'�E 2� ��4��� O�-' D �'�� ���। ����� ����� �� 
���� (����� B��< *��  ���� �� ��� � 2� *��  (�� ��। )�� (����� *��  @' I��O 
��Id �'�� ���<����� *��  ���<����� ���  K�T�E �����C  �� � ?� ��O�T��� *��  I��O�T� 
����� � E �J� ��G� *�। �� ��'� s����� ���� (����� I�VU #�� �'�, * � ����� �'�� 
��  *O�����R� (��� ���� (��� <��  �����2��� ��� (�����  ��2 X� �  ��  �� 
��'�)� �c� � *���� ���� �2�। � ���' ���U� �2� (����� �' G� 2��W�� �'�� � � h E��¦ 
����� (b��U�    
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B��� F G�� 2��W�� �'�। *��� � ����� ��XD �2� � h I��� �! � X� �� (��� ����� (���� 
�'�।  
 

(��� (��� I��O�T��� ����� � E ��d���� K�T�E G��  �����। *�<� ��, �E, *������ 
 �C� * �  ��< (��� �। (�� ����<C� ������  ������2��� *�, I��O�T��� �� �'�� (����� 
*�� <�� ����� D �'�� ��� ?� ��O�T ����  �#�  �� �u� �'�� �। ��' *�I���' �4  
I��O�T��  �#�  ���� �'��। (��� @'<� I��� �! ��S�  ����� <� ��  *ED� ���� � h 
� 2�' �'� �। ������� "���_�  �QC�� ?� �� (����O�  *� * � ������ ���� (��� �����2��। 
� h ���� ��'�� ��  *��� �'�� *O�।  
 

/`' ��"� I��O�T�� ���� ���� � (���� �� *���� ��9� ����� ��2 ��  �'�� (b�U 
 ����� ��� �� ��। ����� ��� �� (��� �� E� ������ �������। ������� �� (����� 
* � *��  �2� �। ��' (��� ��W�x�W�  ���� *O��� ������� ���)�<� *�J�� �  * �M�� 
*���� ��?�'���। /` ����� �f��� ����� * �M�� ���Ot �'�� ��k�< �S�� �'�� ������� 
*��T�2। ������� @'�E * �M�� �� �� ��� �'���2� �� ������ �����O ������ ������� 4�� 
��� C�� (b�U B���'�� ������� a ����B �1 * �M���  �MQC R�� ��C@9  ���� *��। "B�� 
�����  �� 2�W�� ������ @���� � E �'�� /p O�W� ������� �9O�  �� ��O�� ���� ��  
*O�����R�, .g�E ��2��, "B�� *��, ��� � ��t��, � �E ������� *�E, � �E *��E� ��'� � � 
(�� ����� [����� �2�। ������� ���)�<� ���Æ *�J�' �2� �' * �M��� ��)����  ��U। ��� 
�' (b�U "����  ���� ���� ��T����� *� #�� ���  �� �'���2� ������ ��� ����� ��XD 
#�= �'�� ���, )�� ���� ��Cm ����� ��) �'�� (� * � ��W��¸ �2� � ��� �{�$ (b�U 
�'��� (����� K�T�E ��d ����।  
 

/.' ��"� (�� �f���É I����� �� ������ � �E ���  ��� *I�� ��TBE�� ����� �' 
�����m� ���  ������O�  Om�� G�� *��T2�'�� ����। *�<� ��, �E, *���� ����� X�� �� �U�L�� 
����� ���। (�� "�� @��� ��E�� R���� *��T�2 ��� ?� ��O�T�  ��5 *���s� ��L *E���)�� 
*��O����O  ����� *BD�  �� � h * � ��W� � ��'�� (��� �� ��c� <��O ��� (�� ��W����W 
��OW * �M�� *�1� ���EC��� B���� (��। ���� (����� ������  *�� �  *����� ��'�� 
�<�������� <���� ���� I��O�T� K�T�E�� "B5 ��K�VC� )�� (����� *�� < 2�IL �'�� 
��W���2। *�<� ���E *������ * � ��� �', ��� \����, ��� � �E �W ��� � � �E <�� ��� 
��C �# E� ��� I���� B���� �O���2 ������� � *O�����R� (�� <�। � h ���� 4�H�� *�, 
*�� 
��� ���� ��Cm ��� (� *��� �)���� (�� �'। ����' �4  I��O�T� K�T�E� *�J�� �2� 
���  ������� ( �̧� ����� � 4��। ����� � E ��9 KE� <��� �������। ��� <��'�� 
���� � �� (EE�� ��� "B5 *��O (b�U B���� E��¦ ��T�<��� � *O��c�< ������ �������। 
������ "X��  �m ��c��� ��� ���� ]�� �� *��<� ���Ot ���  ���� *BD�  �� � h (����� 
*<������ "�� "�������� ���� ���� IL�� �'�� ���। ���� ���� ��d �J��  ��% ����� �)� 
(b�U  ��। (����� ������ ���� ����� ��� ��L ���� *�� ��� "�� g KP� ����� ����� 
��K�VC� �� (����� *�� < 2�IL �'�� ���  �����O� �'�� I����� ���  B���� ��� ��� 
���  ��2� �B�TOW �'�� <����� �'�� X�� । ���� (����� ` < ���� �। ������ �����b�� 
�W�'  ���� ����#� �m�% +g/`p <�  ��� � /g/+p <�  (��  ��। ������ (�@� 
��=�, ������ >� *������ IQè� � ���)< (�@� ���� �' ���� ���� ����� ��� ���B� 
�����2। (����� ���� ������ (�@� �=� (�� ��G�� ��� ��9 �c� ��- 
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��C� �\�� �����  >��  ���� �J� ��  ���� �� ��� *)���� *��। G��� <������U� ������O��� 
��� ������� "�UI�� *��� � ��� ����  J��� *� ��G �'�� 4�? � ������ ����� �������� 
*���T������ (����� ���X *��O��  ��। �� � @'< �����$ ��U  ���� ��� �'�� (�2।  
 

�����  �������� /`//, ������� ��K�VC ���)< * �M�� ��  (��C�  ���� ��Cm 
<¸  ���� ������� (����� I�O���� "�= �2� �। �� � ���� ��� ��'�� ��#�U I��� �EC�� � 
*O��c�< ����� ��� (���, �@��� *�'�� � ' ���� ��� ����� *O� I��O�T��� "�� "���#� 
K�T�E I��L�� ��W���2। ��' �1 * �M��� ������ 2��W�� B���� (���। ��� �' * �M�� F G�� 
*������ X� �� I��O�T� ��� ��� �X�� �{�$ (b�U �'�� ��{�I��� �#� ��'���2�।  
 

�' * �M��� �{������U� ��L ��L <�Ot, �����W�, *���Ot "IJ�� G��� *2�E *2�E 
�#��Q��>���� ��2� ��E�� ���� �'�। �'I��� ������ �S��I�� (� (����� �{������U� 
���� B���� X�� �। ��� ���� �' ������� ��  ���� ������� �����' I��� �2�। (��� ��� 
�� ������� (� *O�����R� ����'�� @�C� �'�� X�� ���- 
��� ��� �� ������  ���� (���� 
���O�, <������U� ����� I��L�� ��W�- ���� ������� (����� "�� �f �'�� (���। (��� 
"��� \���� ��� (�� ���2 ��E�� (�����।  
 

"�� +p/+/ �� ��d X� �� �� ?� ��O�T��� �� �'�। G��� <�����U ��� 2��W�� S��� 
� I���� (¨� ��� ���O�। �����  ���� �����  ����� * � G� 2��W�� *�� (��� * � G� 
���  �� ��� ���� ��� �� ���)  �'�� X�� । (������ *�� ��� �� �2� � h (��� 
����G���� *�' ��� �� ��9����� �'�� ���� �'। ���� �4 , ���Q� �u� *O�����R�, 
*���� ��L ��� �O���2 � h (�� �� ��� *��� ��� �<�� *���� ���G�  �� 4�B$ �2�। *�<� 
��, �E *������ ����G���� (��� (��� ' �����I�� ��� �'�। (�� ������� �����, ���  
������� ���4� �����  (�� ++ < *�� �� *���O� � ���� �!�! ���� ?� ��O�T ��?�'��� 
����¦� E� � ���� � �Q���� O���� ���� ����� ��� ���� ��� (��� <�। ������ ?� ��O�T (���� 
*sE ����¦� �������� ��d � ��� ��� E� � �'�� �TB�O�W �)���� (���� � �E O�W��� *����' 
��G�� (���  ��2 ��CU  ��। (�� /+ < *��� � � �E O�1C ���� *���� O�W��� F O�W��E� 
������ ��'। � 2� �� ��� �' E� �  ���6 <R�, <�� ����<�� '���� �����, <�� (�@� 
�4) �����-*�� 4��G����  �C� ����<C�� *�)�<�� ���� ��� ��� �XC�_� <�� ���� (�� 
����� 
�� (���� F E� � ���<�O�� ��� ��। (��� ��T��� ��L ��' E� � <�� ����। *���� "�� 
/ * ��E� �� E� � �2� ����� ����� �XC�_��  ��2 *���� ��।  
 

/.' ��"� �O�� (����� * �M��>�� ���I= "���#� K�T�E �'�� ��O�W (���� *��T�2�। 
������ ������ ������O��� *���� "���#� K�T�E ��C�U  ���� \R  ���। /. ��� /a ����� 
���I= * �M��� *�� � 2� *��  ������ ��G�� ��I��� ����= �'���2� �X�� (E � ��W���2� 
��OW (���� 4��G� �'�। (����� *��  �� 4$��� ���  �� ��� ���� �J� "���#� K�T�E 
��C��U �$�� �'�। /a ����� *2�E *2�E  �� �E �� (�O ��?�'���, ��  �Q� (O�'��� ��� 
* � (��O�� *��� *O� �। (����� "�� /pA �E ������ *2�������� �2�। �' ������O 
������O�  ���'�� ����� G�� ���� ���G�  �����। �B� $���� � 2� *��O� ��� (��� � 
��������� G������  �� �'�। �' ��� (�����  ��2 * � 1�d�� �2� �। � ���  M�4��� 
����' �2� (����� "�� ����� ��� ����� ��L  �� < ��C �2�।  M�4��� ���� ������ 
��� *�  �<  �����2, *�I��� *��O���� *���� ����2 ���� ����' "�����।  
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���� �� +0*� ��"��� @���। (��� �� �C�  ��5����� ��� �� ��� �� ���� 
(���B�XC ������ 1� ������ ������2 �� ��� �?�$  �� �E *O���� �¸ *��� *O�। (��� 
(���B� G�O�  ��% ����� �'�� ��W���। ��G� (TB  ���� �  ����' (��  �� E� *�� 
(����� 1�'�- ��T��- ��2� (���� ��W�, ������ �� � ���� � @���� "��# (b�U �����=। 
 ��5���� *� ��� G�� B���� *O��। '������ @���� � �E *O��� (����� � �E O�W�� 4�� 
(K��  ��� ��� ������ (> ����� *O�। O�W��E�� ������� @����� � E �'�� (E  J� 
*O�����R� ��#� �2�, 4��� ����' (��� <��O�W��E� �2�, * ���� ���� ���'�� ��� �#� 
�'���। (��� ��� (b��U� <��� ���� ���O���। B�� KP� KP� ����� B���, ������� (��� 
�������  �� < (�� �। '������  ��� ��������� ��?��� ��। �����V E��¦�� ������� 
(����� 4�� ��T��'�� ��W ��� (��� �{�����U  ���� ���� �'। �'��� (�� ������� *O�, 
*O�����R� *O�, ������ �x *��  ����'�� *O�। ���  ������� ����  � ������� ���)< ����� 
I�  ���� F �� �f���' � 2� *�� <�� I<��� �O�� *��T�2��। ��"��� +p ������� *I�� �'�� 
� �'�� ������ I<���� K�T�E ��C��U�  �< \R  ���� ����। (�� ��������  �X����� 4���� 
���� �� <R��  ��< � ����= *�� ����  <W  ��� 4�N��� ��2� *O���। �' ���  @����� 
��� ��W����W <O�� ��� ������� ������� �d K�T�E O��W�� ����। ������ ��Cm' *�V K�T�E 
�2�। *�� 
��� ���� ��Cm �' ��G� ������ �2�।  
 

����� F ����� �XC�$ ��"� ����� �  \I#�U <���� ������� *� 
��� ������ �� �� 
O�?� �'���2। �����G�� *� ����� a ����� (����� ���d����� "�� ����m  �C� �� � �< 
����� (������  I�����  ������ 1�� �� ��?�। *���� �  <R�� �I� �'�। ������ *��O 
����  ���6 <R� � ,  ���6 ����<� ���  �� < I����� ��)���। ���d����� "�� 
�������� �� ���� �# �'�� ����� ��� �� ������  ����। ���� ��� ��� ��� �� ������ 
(����O�  ���C� ��  ����। (���� (����� �I�� ��I���O ���  �����, ��� �X����� 
�Q�U  ����� (��� ����। 4d �I�� ���  ���6 <R� �  ������  (��� ���E������ 
�����I�� ��CU  ����। ���� F ��' �f��� ��� (����� I<��� K�T�E�� (O�  ����। 
����� ��C ���I 4$��� � 4N���� (��� (��� ���< �'���, ��� 4������ ������ ��X� ���� 
��'���। ��� h ���  ���6 <R� ������  (����� �����  R�� ����O  ��� (��� (��� 
4$����� �'���। �� � 2��� �� "�� *����� (��� I<��� (����, ��L ������ "X� 
"���_� ��<4�N (����। '���� *<����� ��� ���� �'�, ������� ����� �J��� �'�। ��#�U 
I��� �'�� �"B�� �'��� ���I= � � ������ (���� (�u  �����2। ���� ���d ��S������ 
����� ¶vC���� �'�� 4�?�।  
 

0' *�  ���6 <R� (��� ���E������ �����I�� S�U  ���� ��� (�� ����� �� ��� 
������  �<  ���� ���O���। � ��� @���� ������� <O�� ��� �� �J� "���#� K�T�E ��C�U 
 ���� *)�����2। ��' (��� (����� �Q� K�T�E I<����� `/, ��'� (�O ��>����� � ���>�W 
��  G�� @'�E *��D ������ @'�E #�[ ^���� ��?���� ���G�  �����। +A*� ��"� �������� 
*������ *�J�� /p <�� � �E *2�E �� "X� �������  ��2 ��>������� ��?��� �'���2�। 
������ @���� O������ ���#U  ��� ��� ��2� (������  ��� ���। `p*� ��"� ����� �?�$ 
(b��U �' *2�E ���� + < ���� ��� �� + < >R��I��� (�� �'�� ��������� �� ��। 
���� �4 , ��>������� b��á�� *�� ����� ��W�'�� *�V ��Cm *�W * �M��� ��  �� ��। �� �  
* �M�� �� �� * �M�� �� ��� ���  ������� ��<� ����� (��� *�J�� @���� ������ 
K�T�E� ��= �E "���#� K�T�E ��C�U  ��। +�� *� �'�� <���' ����� "X� �Y�� �O�� ������ *���� 
��G�  �� 
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��� @����� �����  ^�� � B�� ��TB��� O�W� v��  ���� ���V #�� ���  ���� ������O�  
��C�  ����C  ���� ����। (��� ����� ��� ������ (��� *���� � �' �~� <�� �� ����� 
���  �����2। ��� �' ���  �x  �D� ���� ��KC @' ���  �E�'�� �'���2, * � 4£�d (� �B� 
<��O�� ��<� X� � ����� ���� *��� ��� ����� W�BW� ��Cm  ���� ����� �- \�� ����' ���� 
������ �����O K�E�। (�� ���� ���� �' * �M��� ���� ��#�$  ���� ��'���। * � * � ��� 
(�� *������2 �J�D� �� *O���>��� ����� ��<� ����� (�� ����� *��<�� �����   ���� 
�)�����2। (��� ��� ��<� ����� (��� ���Æ *�J��' �' #�[ ���E �IC�  ^��� � IQ�� � 
���  ���� ��"��U� �'���2�।  
 

���<��� '��(� *��� *�1� ���EC���� KE����  
��#�$ ��% ���  ������� *������ (��� (��  

/0-//-/0.` 
+g*� ��BC *X� ' ���<��� ���� 2��- <��� ���2� *�� ��� \R  ��। +A*� ��BC 

� ���' (��� �����  ��� <���  ���  X� \�। �E� �� (����� ���X� ��{� ��� 9���� 
(�c� ����2� ��� ��L������ ��R�� ��  X� ���2�। +A*� ��BC *��� ��E�� ���  (�� 
`p/,p < *��  ��� �4 E�4� �14�E  ��� ��'।  
 

+.*� ��BC //+ E�� ���  �������� "�� /+//` < ��L����  ����  ��। � KE��  * ²  �� 
*���� 4�~<� ����<  ��2�।  
 

+.*� ��BC *��� /+// E�� ��� ��< *�<�,  �C� ��� @'/��<  ���6�� ��{� 
��� 9���� �  ^�?   ��। *��� ���W ��E�� ��� ^�?  *�V ��। *�V ���� �� ]� �� ���X 
*��O����O ��� ��O��� *��E�  ��5���  <��� 4�?�� *� ��� ��� ����� ���  ����� ��। *��� 
*�1� ���EC��� /g/+p < ��L��� �2�। * ���EC�� ��D�� (�� ��'� *��c ��, �������� I��� ��� e�E� 
�������� ��<�� �2�। ���  ���'�  �14�E�� ���I= <��O�� ���?�� *���� �� ���� ���� �  
<��O�� � ��� � X�� । <��E� �� ��)� *X�  ����� �� *�' ��� (����� A- ��4��� e�E� 
�������� ��<� 4�N F <��� �#�  �� *O��� �VCU  ��। � h >��E� <��� � *��O ��)���  C��� 
*��O ���। �� B�����  *X�  *O���>�� \R ��� ���। ��� � ��TBE�� ���� ��9 ��{� 
��� 9����� ����  �� ��। <OU *�1� ��EC��� ��� �!��_ ��� ���। *��� *�1� ���EC���� � E� 
�Q�� ��� CE ��4�� Ñ�P��� *)���C� "�� /gp < ^�� ��<�IC �2�।  
 

 �� ��� ����� �O�� (��� ��G� ��� \R  ��। �!�O�� *X�  ��9 �!�! ��� 
����� ��� ����� ����2�। ��� ����� �O�� (��� ��<��IC /gp <�� ���X ���� ��Y �'। �' 
��KVC @' �� �� B���2�।  
 

��"��� ` ������ +/`E� <���  �� ��� CE ��4� *X�  ���� ����  �� ��#U ���  
���C����� ������ <� �S�� ��। *�������� (�O ������ �� ������� \ �� ������� * �M�� 
������  ���� *��। ���� (��� ���<���� �)�� (��, �)�� (��� �� �����O�� ����� �� � ' 
<�����U ��� ��L��� '��(� *��� *)��।  �C� ����  ���� <�� ��� ���C����� ������ *��� 
�#� ����2�।  
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+.*� ��BC ���<����� ����m ��� �� ��9 ������� ����� ���?�� *��� �� ��� *���� 
�� ��{� ��� 9�� '��(� �2� ���'�  ����  �� ��।  
 

��"� ���� ���<��� E�4 ����d ���� �� ������  ���<��� ��� �9�m�  �� (����� 
� 2� *��  ���C������� ���  ��� � 2Q *��  ^�������� ���  ����� ��� ���।  
 

��"� ����� /+//` ������ ^�������� �2� �Q�� ��� 9����� ���X (����� ��KVC ��। *�V 
��Cm "B5 (b��U� ���� �E �� � *��� (��� �{�����U  ��।  
 

��� 9�� *������� /g ��"� ������ ���<��� ��� ����� ���  �� *�।  
 

���<��� *<��� ��! "������  
��#�$ ��% ������� (�� (��  

...../0.+ 
+g*� ���BC� �� ������ ^����B  KE��  X� (��� +A*� ��BC � �� *��� <��� ���� 

��� ��L ��L (��� ����� <� "¤� ��� ���। �' �� *X�  2����O � (����� ���O� *�J�� 
<�����U ����� (��� �u��� � � ��9�� *���� 1 �B�  ��। �' ��� <�����U b�� ��� 
��W ��� <������U� �� "�������� (> ���� *��� ���। B������  � E� ���- ���,  �E-  �E 
��G�� �J�D ��।  
 

+.*� ��BC ��t��� ����� ���<���  ��E��W� '��(� *�1� ���EC�� (b�U  �� ��� ��9 
'��(��  ��!  ��� *BD�  ��। �' ��� '��(��� ��t������ "�� ���� (b�U B����। 4I� 
�# �EC�� �  ��� ����� X�� । (��� �1C�� *X�  ��x��Cx  ����� O<C \�� �������। �' ��� 
*���� ��' ��<� ��<�� ���� ������� I����� ���  ��� ����। �' ��� (�� (��� 4��G 
 �C �C�� ��L ��  ��  ���� �1C��� *��O����O  ��।  
 

+0*� ��BC *I��� I�'O� ������� ��G��� � < ��t��� '��(� �������� � � < 
��� �  >��  �� ����  �� ��। �' @'<�  ���  �� (�� R���U� ������� B�� ��'। *���� 
��G��� � < ��t��� �������� � � < ����'�  �<c� �c�  ��। ���� (�� ��U�O� e�E� 
*�1� ���EC��� B�� (��। ���� � < ��t��� ���} ��� �  >��  �� ����  �� �� ��� � < 
����'�  �<c� �c�  �� ���  ������ � ���� ���� ��'। ��� <�����U ���  ���E�� *��� *)��।  
 

)����W� ��K�VC ◌% +0*� ��BC 4����d KE�� �� (�� (��� ��9 <�������  � ��� 
 ��। )�����W (��� @' ��'� �Q�� X� �� ��� ��' *� ��t��� ^���� ���<��� *X�  '��(�- �� 
���� ��� *��� ���C����� ����� <� )����W�� ���  �S�� ���। �'  X� *���� ����' I�VU 
*O���>��� (���< \�� ��'। ��� ��� <��� ���� *� )����W� *X�  '��(��� �� ������ 
O������  ���2। �' ��� ����� �� ��� ��W����W (�� (��� <�������  ��� )����W� ����� 
��X ����������  ��2 *��1 î   ����। (��� ��<� *��� ����' ��t����� ��G� *�O��  
*��� ��2� �E�� (�u  �� ��� � 2� ^�� O�W� *)�� * �� �� ���?� ��� ���� ���C������� ���  
�S�� ��। (��� ����� ��2� *' ��� (b�U B���'। �' ���� )����W� ��<���� *���W . < �� 
*��� ��� ����� ���। � <  
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������ ����� ��� �� �! ��"!� ��! #�� ��$ % &� '�(�) *����� " +&� ��(�,� ���� 
�-�� ���। #( ��! / &� )�� " % &� 0) ��1� ������ ���� ���।  
 

���2������ ��������� ��&��& " ��3425 ��5�� #�6� ����� 7 ������ ���� )��� ���� 
*� ���2������� �������� ��&��2� 8��9���� ����� ���� ��&��& " ��:������ ���;। ���� ���� 
8�������� �2�<��� ���� ���;। #( ��� ����� �� ��� ���� =�&� ��! ���2������� ���& 
8��9��� ����>� ������ )� ��(। ���� ����� �� 6�!( �������� ������ ?��� *����9�� 
��@� ���� A��� #�� ������ ���B ��&��& '����� A���। 
 

/C( #�6�  ��! ��)�� ��)�� *��� #�� ���� )��! *� �������� ����'���� '�� ����! 
*�DE�;�;। ���)( ����� *� *�� 6���� ���!-� ���� ���। �� ��� ��)� ��)�� )��� ��$ 
#���� ��! ���� ����� ��! ���2������� ��������� ?��� B�E���! ��1 6A� ���� �������� 
������ 6�� *����9�� ��@� ���� A���, ��G ��;�@H �� ���� ������ *����� ���� �&��� � 
*��� ��;� �&�� A���। �������� #( ��! ��( ��� I!������ ���� *��� A���। ���J )�� 
���!�� ��������� ?�� '1�" �! #�� ���� ���� ��! ���&�! *��� *,��। K�� ������ 6�! 
LCC/+CC *��� ���� ��!। #( ��! ���2����� �������� ����� �!�> #�� ��!।  
 

//( #�6� I�!���� *A�� N &� N&� ��1�, %&� )�� *��B�( ����� ���2����� ��� #�� 
������ ?�� 6��<��� *���� �42H ���� A��� K�� �O��� �� ?<! �@ *A�� *����9�� �O ��� 
�!। #( ��! ������ ���; *������P� 6�! *�4 ��! ���। ���� ���� ���� �Q )�!��! *�������� 
���" *�� *������P� *)���1 ���� �����।  
 

/%( #�6� ���� R&�� ��! *���� ����! ������ �� ��� ?�� *�����42H ���� 
A���। #( ��! ���� �&2�� *A�� ������ ?�� *�����42H ���। ��;�@H ��� '��� �� ���� �� 
�&��� ���� �, ���� ��! ��;� �&�� A���। #��� ���� #�) ����( ���� ��1 #�� *�������&�� 
N� *�$� *��)���S� ����T ���!�� ������� ���; ��( #�� ��� ���; ������ 6�A2� ���। ��G 
*� )��! *�, ��� ���; *�� *�� �U�U " *������P� �(। �� ���� ��! ���� ,����1� 
*�0���!�&2��� '�� ��(। ����5 ��� ,����1� ���V *A�� �U�U ��! "�� *A�� ��" )"!� " 
���� ��! ��� /+( #�6� ����! ���2������� ���� ���� ���। #�� ���� ���2������� ���� 
*�� *W� <��������� ��"!� 8��� �0�,X ���।  
 

/Y( #�6� �� *���� ���2����� *A�� /&� &��Z�� <��� <��� �U�U ��[� ��! ���� // 
&�� ���� ������ ?�� �\�H '���!। 6�! / 3S� 6�� ��� '��� �� �� ������ &���Z� *����� 
���� ���� ���� N ) ������ + ) ����( ���� ��!। #( ��! ���� ����( *��5 *������ 
��A�� ?�� /&� �&2���� 9�� #�� ��1 #�� ��$ ��$ *� �;]�<] ��! ��!। ���� ��! ���� ��;� ��& 
,����1�� ���� ���� ��� #�� #( ��! ������ ��;� ��;� ������� ,����1�� ���� ���� ���।  
 

K ��( ����� 6�! +&�� ���� ������� ,����1��� ������ *�0���!�&2���� ?�� 6�� 
�\�H '���!। #( ��! ���� &��Z, �&2��, ����, *����� ������ ���। ��� R&� ��2^ 
�������� ��$ '�� ��(। #( ��!" ������ ����� �&�& A���।  
 

/R( #�6� ������� ���� �\�H ���। #��� <�4H ����� �� ���� <����� ���� '�� 
��(।  
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��U 6������� ���)���  
��@�_���5 �������� ������?`��  

/Y-//-/b7L 
%+*� ��'2 ��� ���)��� L� *�c� ���&��1��� R� ?(�- #� ‘��’ *��V���� �;���। 

���� �� ?(� *�0���!�&2��� �;���। R� ����� ���f�� �;� *��) ��� ����� (��h���)। �� 
?(� ���f�� �;� ��$��� )P� (���� #�� ���) ��h��� �;�। ?(� *�0���!�&2��� ‘��’ *��V�� 
�;�। ������ �;� ���?� ��। ‘��’ *��V�� ���� #������ �;�, ���f�� �;� ������� ��j� 
k���। ‘#’ *��V�� �;� '�������, ���f�� �;� ������� ����P[���। ‘(’ *��V�� �;� �����, 
���f�� �;� ������� ����� ���� (������)।  
 

���)��� ����2& ��?�� *���' *��)���S� #� =�&��� ��;� *��� ���� ����� ��U )��!��� 
*A�� �� � ���;�। ��� ���2� N ) �!����� *�& ��! ?(� *�0���!�&2���� ���� A�����। N 
) ���2� ���� #�) ��$��� ��������� �;�। ��� "��� *��� ���� �A����2� �O ��� ���। 
��$��� �����&��& ��� j) ��h����� %R����� j��� ‘*����� �8�� �" ��� ���l’, #( ��� 
������ ����� *�S��� ��� #�� ��� ‘��� ����-����� �\�H ���� �! ��� #�( �����, 
�������� ��;�@�H� ���� *������� ?�� �\�H ����।’ ���� �� ����^ ���� �\��H�।  
 

�������� <��� ��!�, ��!� ������� *������, ������� *������ �� #��� *�m�n %R*� ��'2 
������ 6�! %&� L+����& ?(�- #� ��� ���$��� (������� ?�� �\�H ���। ���� ?(� #�� 
*�c� *�0���!�&2�� ��� ��� �( �O��� ����। ��� �U ���� ������ �"��! ��! �����। K 
������( �������� �������� �\��H� *'o� ��� ��A2 �!।  
 

N/*� ��'2 ��2^ ���� ���&��1���( (?(� *�0���!�&2��) �;���। ����^ #����� 
*��V��9��� ���&��1��� '�� ���। N/*� ��'2 ����� *A�� �������� ��)�?�p Y ��?��� ;�1�� 
A��� ��� 3�E�&� ?��। #�( ���A ���� ����<��� �\�H ���। K ����� ����( �������� 
���)��� *A�� �����! ��!। �������� ���2������� ���� ��!। ��A �Q ������ )��� ���� ��� 
�!।  
 

��!� ������� ��?����� *�m�n #��& =�&� ������� ����h *�DE;�!। I�!���� *A�� 
�������� ���� ���)���� � ���� ���� *�)� �����h �0�,X �(। ������ ���� ��� 
���1 #� =�&� �� *�$� *��)���S� ��� �;�।  
 

���� R/b ( #�6� �����h� �� 3�& ��� ������ ����। ���� ��;� ��& ,����1��� 
�����। "��� ������� k��� ����� ��� *,��2 ��! ��� *A��( �;�। *�$� *��)���S� ��;� 
I��" �;�। ���� ���� ���)��� '�� �����। #��� ��?3� *���1 ��(। �������� ��j� 
*������� *�m�n K *���1 �0�,X �(। ��!� ������� *������ �� �����&2 =�&� ��! ������ 
��;� A�����। ,����1�- ���)��� �1�� ���� �0�,X ����। #�� *A�� ��!����)� ��)���� 
���q2 ��!� ������� *��!��[��� *�m�n �0�,X �(।  
 

/N( #�6� ���1 /% &�� ��! ��)��1�� ��� *A�� ����� �r�2��� ���! I�!����-���)��� 
��-�� ��� ��� *A�� �������� ������ ?�� B�E���! ��1 ��&2���� " &��Z ��!। ��������� 
����� �\��H #����� ���<] ������ *������ ���l]<��� ��;� �&�� A���। �O��� �r��2( 
������ ���)��� ��� ��� ��� *!। 
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��� ���� �� ���� ��� ��� ���1 �s! �(। ���� ���� �����^� ���� �8�� �(। ����� 
(<����! ����^ *A�� Y ��(� �<���) �0�,X �(। ����� %CC �� (���� ���।  
 

/7//R( #�6� �������� ������ ���� �0�,�X� ?�� �\�H '���!। ������ ��� " 
)����� (������ *������ ������ �� �9��� ��������� ���; 6��� ��� *�!। #( ���� ������ 
�� 3�&। #�� *A�� ��������h #������ �0�,X �(।  
 

%C/%/*� #�6� ������ ������ ��������h �0�,X �\�H ���। ���������h� �� 
3&��� ��������� ����। ���� ��" ��;� �&���। #��� ����^ ����� ���� �0�,X �������। 
�������� ��������h *A�� ��(������ ������ �������� ���� A���। R� ����� ������ ?(� 
���f�� ����T �'��, ��!� ������� �!���?`� ������ �������� ���� A���। �������� 6���& 
)�!�� ����� �� �9 �����! ��8 #���� t�� ��� �����u '���!, ���� ��)�� ��)�� �H '�?� 
���1�! *�!।  
 

���� %L*� #�6� v�� ���&� �!। *���� �������� (������� ���f"<�� ���� )� 
)��!। %+/%Y*� #�6� ���������� #�� ������ �� ��� ?�� ���� ����� '���!। ��#�#, 
�� ��� ?��" *���� *,��। ���� <���� �s! ���� #� �������। ������ ���A 6'�� 
*������P� �;�। 0������E" ��(, *���� ��� �U )�� ��(। *w�� ���V ���� *�"!� kP �!। *�� 
��x �"!� ��2^ *�)� �)!�?� ������ ���A A���।  
 

��U 6������� ���)���  
��@�_���5 ������� ��y� *����  

/R-//-/b7L 
��� #��>��� ���'2 b� ?(� *�0���!�&2�� z������E�� �;���। ?(�- #� ���� +�& 

*��V�� " #��& �����&2 �;�। *�0���!�&2��� �;� ‘�0’ *��V��, ���f�� �;� ������� #� # ���,)। 
P��!��� �;� ‘#’ *��V��, ���f�� �;� ������� ���� �� (��h���)। ‘��’ *��V�� �;� �'�����&��, 
���f�� �;� #�) ������। ‘��’ *��V�� �;� *���E��!�!, ���f�� �;� (<��6�{) ��h��� ��!� 
������� ��)2� ��। ‘(’ *��V�� �;� �|��1, ���f�� �;� ��!� ������ ��j� �����। ?(� 
���f�� �;� *�)� *����y� *����। *���f- (- ���f �;� ����T ���� ���। ��2�'�� �� 
*A��( ���� @��� �-�^� ��! ����- ����'� �����।  
 

%+*� ���'2� ���� ‘�0’ *��V�� ?(� *�0���!�&2��� �;�। ������ ?(� *�0���!�&2��� 
������)�� ��$ ��)������ )� #��& ������) �;�। + ) �������� ���!�n A�����। ��� ���� 
������ '��) *���" A�����। ���� ��� ������ ������� �@� ����� #�� }��� *������� 
�����&2 ����� ।  
 

%Y*� ��'2 ���� }���! ���2 �\��H� ��� *����।  
 

7( ���'2� �� *A�� ������ �(- #�- �0?�& *��1 ��!। �� *A��( �U ������ ��$ 
A�����। %N*� ��'2 *A��( ��!���� ������ ��; *A�� �U )�� ��! *��� *'o� �!। ��G ���� 
�U *���� )�� ��(�।  
 

��� *A��( *)��;��� %R*� ��'2 ���� ��� ����� ������ ?�� �\�H ���� ����। 
��( ���� ������� ���,�)� *�m�n %R*� ��'2 ��� ���1 /C&�! ?(� *�0���!�&2��� �� ��� ��� 
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���$��� (���� ������ ?�� B�E���! ��1। �(- #� �0?�&� )� ��� *A��( ?(�- #� '������ 
��Z�� I��� �;�।  
 

������� ���,) 6A� ?(� ���f�� " ������ ?(� �������� ���02� ?�� 9�� *;��1। 
%+*� ��'2 /C&�� ��;� ��� ���� �’) *��- ���, ��!� ������� ���?� ����, �)� ��y� 
*'D����, ������� #� # ���,) #�� ���?� �� ���� ������� *�)� ���)���p ������� ������ 
���!�;��� ����- ����'�� )�। ��( �������� ��� ����� ������ ���; #�� ��� *�!, 
������� *�)� ���)���p�� �~� ���� ���; �������� L )। ���� ��( *����! ��� #�� 
��� ��� �U ��! *����! ��1। ������� ���,) ��( '�(�) *����� ��! *�)� ������� 
�������� �� #�� 9�� *;��1। ����� ������� ��� ?<! ��@ *����9�� '��� A���। *����� 
���!�n �;� �� ���$���। %b*� ��'2 �������  ���?� �� <�� ��B����B� )� ��$������ 9���� 
�m�����H ���। 3&��& �;� ����5 
 

%b*� ��'2 *<������ ������� ���?� �� 3��� 3��� *���;�� �� �� �, #� ��! ���p� 
��� #� ����( ��Z�� *A�� ?�z #�� ������� ���?� �� ������� ���� �8�� ��� A���। ����( 
���p� *<���;� ������� �!��� ��;� ���� �। ������� ���?� �� �VrH2 ��, ���(�� �'�� 
� ,�� ���p��� ������ �� ��� #�� ?j2�� ‘���� #�" *�E�' �;’ ���( *W *����। ���p�" 
���A ���A ��(�,� ���� 9�� '���!। ������� ���?� �� "( 9���� �m�����H ���।  
 

���$��� (���� A����� 6���5 ������ ?�� #�� *��!�&2�� ���02। #� ,�� ������� 
�!�> �� ��z �;�। /�� #�6� *��� L&�� ���� ���� ?(� �VrH2 ��� ���� �@� �(। 
���$��� ����T ���� ��� #�� ����T �)� ���� ������ ���! )��� ���� ��� ��1 #�� 
���( �m�����H ���।  
 

%�� #�6��� ���� �����^� ��- (���� ?(� *�0���!�&2��� '�� ��� ������� *�)� 
���)���p ������� ���2�\��। ������ ����- ��)����" #�� )���!� �!।  
 

������� ���,�)� *�m�n ���� #��& *��V�� I�!������ ���� �8�� �( N�� #�6�। Lz� 
#�6� <r�4��~�� ����� ���� 6���@� �r�� �'� ���।  
 

%b*� ��'2 ���� ��� *���� R//C �& w�� ��� ������ z������E- #� ���� �8�� ��l। 
���� ��( ��� ��� �� ��)� ��! I��� A�����। *����� ���( ���� ���;। ��;�@H �� 
���� b&�� ���� )���� ���� *�$� *��)���S� *���। ����T ����, ������� *�)� ��� *� 
���� �����h �����~�� �(#� �0?�& ���� ���l। ���)���p�� ��~� �!, ��( ����! #��& 
����(�� *��&� ��(��� *���� *�$� *��)��S �V��2 ���� ��� ���। ����T ����, ��)� 
��� *)�!�� *����! ��� ���� ���( *�$� *��)���S� *���। ����( �,�� #�� ������� 
*�)��� �����&2 ���� ����T ����, ��� *��V�� ��! �����h '�� ��। ������� *�)� 
���)���p ��� ������ ��� ����� ���A ���) *��� *���� )�। ��G ����T ����, ��q�� 
���� ����� �� 3&�। ����T ����, ��� *��V�� ��! �����h *�DE;��� ��E� *�$�- #� N/L 
) *)�!��� *��� ��। ���� ?��� ��������� �\��H� 3&�� �A� )��!। #( L ) ���, 
���� %C/%+ ) �;���। ��G ����(� ���  �� ��h����� ������ *3��" ���। ���� �’) 
������ *����;; ����o��� ��� )�� �।’ ����T ����, �� 3&�� ����� 
���� ��� �����h 
*A��  
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��। ���� I�!������ ���� �8�� ��� �����h ?�� � ��� ����T �����,� ���A ��@�_ �!। 
������� ���,) #�� ����T ����, ����'� ���। I�!������ ��A <r�4��~� ����� ���� 
*�DE;�(। ����� ��� ���� I�!����- ���)��� ��-�! ���� #�� 0� ���� ����T ����, ��� 
*��V�� ��! 6���@� �r�� �'� ����।  
 

+( #�6� �������� //�& ��1� ��! ������ ���� �8�� ��� A���। N! *�$� 6A�� 
*������� 9�� *;�E�1। �������� ���� �8�� � ��! I�!����� �����! ��!।  
 

+( #�6� ������ ���� ��" Y ��(� ���� 'V���� ���  �� ��( #�� ����� ���� 
�0�,X �(।  
 

Y( #�6� �������� *������ *A�� ���)����� ���� �8�� ��� A���। ������ 
��(�,��� �!�>� ���� ���� ��� ���। j(- �� 3S� ?<! ��@ ����� ��� '��। �������� 
@!@�� 
���� ��� *������� '�� ��!।  
 

K ������( *��� �1�(&�- ��&�� ���� �������� #��& &��Z ��! ������ ���� �8�� 
�!। ���� �� I�!���� *A�� j( ��(��� �<��। ��� kP ��! ��!। ��������� �\��H ���� 
���l] ��! ��( #�� ���l] �� �! ��;� �&�� A���। ������� ��,������ ���� ��;� ��&। N! *�$� 
#�� *A�� ���l] ��! ��!।  
 

�������� �8�� ��� A���। ��1�3�� �� �9 ������ A���। ������� ���,) ������ 
��! ��� //&�! ���!�� *W��� ���� ���� #� 8��� ���� ��� *'!������� ��1��� �s! 
*। ���� �� 7C/RC ) �;���। *�( ���� ���� ��� ����� ������� ��� � ���। ���� 
"��� A���।  
 

7( #�6� ���� ������ ���  �� *����। *���� *A�� ��� *���� ��,������ R� 
����� *� *��V�� �;� ���� �������� ��)�! '�� ��!। �������� ��� ���1 ������ b� ?(�- 
#� #��& =�&� ��� *A��( �0�,�X �;�। ���� #( =�&��� ���A #���� �(। =�&��� *��� 
���� �����h '�� ���। *���� R � ����� ������� *�)� �� ������� ���2�\�� �������� 
���� �0�,X �( #�� �������� �� ��� ����(� �� �0�,X ���z�! *�"!� �!।  
 

/C( #�6� �������� �� ��(� �0�,�X� ?�� �\�H ���। �� ��(�� ������ ����� 
�&��� ��A2 ��। ���( ;�<$ ��! ��1। �������� <����E" ���  �� ��। <����E"�� ������ 
�0�,�X� �� 3�&।  
 

/C( #�6� ���� ���� ������ *;�1 *����h *�DE;�(। //( #�6� *���� ������ ?(�- 
#� #��& *��V�� " #��& =�&� �;�। ���� *����h ��A� ���� �0�,X ����। z������E" *A�� 
��� *��! ���� /N( #�6� z������E *�DE;�(। *��� *A�� ���� ����h *�DE;�(।  
 

/N( #�6� ������� �������� ��������� ����( ���� 6���@� �r�� �'� ���। ��� 
N&� *A�� ���� R&� ��2^ ,�!���� '��। ���� R&�! ���� ��������� *������� �� � )��� 
����। ��� %” �&2�� ���! *������� ?�� *���� ;�1�� A���। �������� �Q @!@�� 
���� ��� 
������ A���। �Q ������ #��� ��� �!। #��� ���� ��������� 3�E�& ��� ��� �(। j( 
w��<��2 ��������� ������� ?��� ���।   
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/L( #�6� ���� #( #���� ��� ��� ����2 �� �! ����;���। *�( ��! �z�_ ��� 
�������� ��,����� *A�� #�� ������ ?�� �\�H ��� ���। ���� �z�_ �\��H ;�<$ ��! 
��(। ���( ���l] �� �! ��;� �&�� A��� #�� /Y( #�6� �|�1 *�DE;�(। �� ���� +C/YC 
)�� �� �;���। �|��1 z������E *A�� ������� *�)� ���)��p ��- *����9��, *�� #�� I�� 
��! �� � ���;�। /7( #�6� ���� #��� �0�,X �(। �� ������ ���; #��& *����� 
�;�। /b*� #�6� �������� ������ ?�� �\�H ���। b&�! #��� %/N 3S� ��� ���� �� 
���� ��;� ��& <)��� ���  �� '�� ��(। #��� ��� ���1 %C*� #�6� ����� �0�,X �(। 
����  � *A�� &�� ���! *�1����। ���� <)��� *A�� ���<] ��� ��<x ��! ��������� ?�� 
�z�_ �z�_ �\�H '����� A���। R � ����� �� 3&�� ����T )P� ������ #��� ���। 
��� ���!n * ������। ��;��� �� 6����� ��)?�p #�� #� # �) "���� ��� #�� <�4H 
*�। ���� ����! @��� �,�� ��"!�� ?�p���� ���� *��� ����������� ��� ���� #���! 
��(। <)��� �� ��! ��x �;�। ���� ���������� ���&�� *A��( *�� ��x �"!� ��2^ ��� ����;।  

 
��U 6������� z������E- ���)���  

��@�_���5 ��!� ������� ��� ����� ������  
/Y-7-/b7L 

 
(����- #� b� ���� z������E�� �;�। ?(� ���f�� �;�� *�)� *����y� *���� (���� 

����-��), ������ ?(� ���f�� �;�� ����T ���� ���। *��!�&2�� ��W�� �;�� ����T )�� 
���� (��$���)।  
 

%Y*� ��'2 �������� ������ ���� )��� �"!�� �� 6�! /C//% ��)�� *��� z������E (���� 
*�0���!�&2�� *3��" ���� *'o� ���। ��$��� (������ )�����H�� *��� *A�� '�� *��� ����� 
���� '�� ��!। z������E ���� ����,? )��� ��� �!। %7*� ��'2 #�) ���� ����-�� (���� 
z������E ���� #�) �����"!����� 9�� ��� ���� ���। %R*� ��'2 #�) *��������� *;���� 
9�� ��� ���� ��� �!।  
 

%R*� ��'2 ����� Y&�� ��! ���� *��� �r�� )��� ������ *� ���� ����-���� 
������ ��$��� *)��"��� *�,��� ���� ��� /% 3�&��� ��!। %R*�  ��'2 ��� �&&�! '�8�� 
*���� *A�� ���� ��� *���� ���� ����-����� ��P�� P�� ��E1���� )�। ��� b&�� ��! ��- 
��$��� (������� �U )�� *���� )� *�)� *����y� *���� ���2� *�। ���� ��� /C-NC 
����& ��$��� ������� *�)� ���)�?�p #�� ������� ���,) " ���� ��$��� *)��"��� *�m�n 
���� ����-����� ��P�� B�E���! ��1। ��- ���� ����-�� (������ ��� ��� �!। "��� 6�! 
7C/RC ) �;�। *���' *��)���S� #�) ������� #�� ��;� I��" �;�। #!�� *,2���� ��!�) 
I��� �;�। ��� //&�� ��! ���� ��$��� (���� *���� " ������) *<�$ �U�U ��! �(।  
 

%b*� ��'2 *��� ��&�� ��! *�)� *����y� *������ ��� ���<�� 9�� ��� ���� ��� 
�!। ������ ���)�� ����T ���� ��� K �� ���� �����! I�!���� ����� *'o� ����  ��! 
)������� ���� *� *��'����1 #������ ��� ��1। )�H ��$��� (������� ���; ��E�� " ��� 
��������2�� *����2 ���। 3&� �� ���(�� 9�� ��� ���� ��� �!।  
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%b*� ��'2 z������E� ���� ��- ��"��� (NL&�) ��- ���� ����-�� (������ ���� ��� 
�!। ��;������ ��$��� (���� ��"���� *A�� ���� ���( z������E" #�� #���� �!।  
 

NC*� ��'2 ��- ��$��� (���� ������� *�)� ���)�?�p�� *�m�n <����E" ���� 6���@� 
�r�� I��� ���। K��( ���)����� ���z��1� *A�� R� ?(�- #� ����T )P� (����, ������� 
*�)� #�� ����6�{ *�)� #� �& *����, ����T ����� (N! *�$� *��)��S) <����E" ����� 
���; ���। #��� ���( �,���X ���।  
 

NC*� ��'2 ������ ���( I�!������ ���� �8�� �!। <r�4��~� ���) ���� �0�,X I��� 
���। N/*� ��'2 I�!���� *A�� *���' #�� ��h�� *��)���S� ��;� I�� ������ ���� �8�� ��� 
A���। <r�4��~�� 6�! j( 3S� "��� ���A ������ 9�� ����! �!। ���� ���� I�!���� '�� 
��!। ���� <r�4��~� *A�� #�&� #���! 'V������ �0�,X I��� ���।  
 

/�� #�6� ��������! 'V������ ����-� *�������� ���A ������ ����� ��� �!। 
����-���� ���0!�� �� ������ ���। /%&� ��2^ �������� "�� *A�� �&��� � *��� *��� 
j(&�� ��! ���� &���� ��! �8�� ��� A���। ����� Y&� ��2^ ����� ���A ������ ��� '��। 
��;������ ��$��� (���� *���� ������_ ��H ���। ����-����� j�&� &���� ���� Y-��?��� 
*����� ������� t�� ���� ��A2 �(। ���� ���;�! #�� <r�4�~�� �0�,X I��� ���।  
 

%�� #�6� ������ ��;� ��$��� (���� ��,����� ��! I�!������ ���� �8�� ��� A���। 
I�!���� *A�� j( ��(� ��� ����� ���A ������ ����� ��� '��। �������� ��$��� (����� *��� 
*A�� z������E #�� #���� �!! N�� #�6� <r�4��~�� ���� ����-�� I����� ���A ���� ��� 
kP �!। ������ ��� '��। ���� ���� ����(�� ���! �0�,X I��� ���।  
 

+( #�6� ����-����� ��E�)�!� #�� *���~�) ����� ����(�� ������ ?�� ����2�� 
����� '���!। �� ��(�� ��� ��$��� (���� ������_ ��H ���। ����( ��� �। ���z��1�� 
��$��� (������ ���� ���)����� ���� '�� ��!। z������E� ��$��� (������ ���� ���) �� � 
*!।  
 

7( #�6� ���� ����-�� I�� <����E� ?�� ����� '���!। #���" ��$��� (���� 
����� �!। *�; *A�� *�� ������ � ��"!��� ���� *��� *A�� ��;� �&�� ���� �(। �E'���1 
���! ���� #���� �( #�� *���� �0�,X I��� ���। /L( #�6� �E'���1" ���� ����-�� 
I���� ������ ?�� �\�H ��� #�� �9� *����� ������� �E'��1 ����� �VrH2P�� �����! 
*�!। �E'��1 *A�� ��$��� (������ �������� ���! *�4 �0�,X I��� ���। ������� *�)� 
���)�?�p�� *�m�n 6��u� *!� �! *� #�&� *��� )���� A��� ��2^ #�� *A�� *�? ��;� �&�� 
�। �`��� ����� *�� 
��� ���� �r�2 ���r��2 ��2^ ������ ������ ���� A���।  

 
��U 6������� ���)���  

��@�_���5 �~��� ��j� ����� 
%%-7-/b7L 

%+*� ��'2 /b7/ ���� ��� ���)��� *)��� �E'��1 A��� <��6�{ ����� ��,��� �;���। 
%+*� ���'2� ����( �� }���! I����� ����2� �\��H� ��� ��( ��( A��� + ) ���$��� 
����(�� 
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��U ��� z������E *)����! ���z�! *�(। A��� ��$��� ��������  ��! ���x�������� ���A 
��������� ���। #�6��� 6A��( A�� ���V��� ���x������ 6��@H *�� *���� �!।  ��! 
*�m�m~, (���� " ����� #������ 6��@H *��� ��) ���। z������E ?(� *�0���!�&2�� *A�� 
��$��� (�����H ����� �U��� ��! �E'��1 '�� ���। A��� ��(�,�9��� 6��@H *��� *�!� 
�!। �'�E�1 A�� ���V��� 6��@H *��  �� " ���'���� ������� ��� ��)" ��\! �;���। 
#�6��� ����! �{�� ��2^ #( 6��@H *�� '��� �;�।  
 

#�6� ����� ��B����B ���! ���)���- �E'��1 ��-�! <����E" ���  �� #��& ���� 
����-�� *����� ���A ���x�������� ����& ��342 �!। ���x�������� ���� *�������, (����, 
����� " ;��- )�� �;�। I����� <��� ��U� *�������� ���� � *��� ���x������� ��;� ��& #�� 
�E'���1 �0�,X *�!। ?�p��, ����-�� I������� �E'��1 6���� ���� *�!�। K ��!( ����>�� 
)� ��� ���� �������� *���)�� <��� �����^� ���; �<���1 ���  ��  ��^��� ���। 
��� ��) �E'���1( �� � ���� A���।  
 

%/*� #�6� I���� *�����42H ���� ���� �E'���1 }��� ��1। ���x�������� ���A ��342 
���� �� I���� �E'��1 A�� ��)���& �VrH2 ���1!� *�!। �Q *��� ���� ��!। ���x������� �� ��! 
���<]  �� ;�1�! ��1 #�� <���� 6��� ���।  

 
���x���� ���)���* 

 
�<�� ������ "�� ���)��� ���� #�� }���। # ���� *�( %+-# ���'2� ����, *� ����� 

m��� ����� ����-��� (������� �m�A��� ���� �'�-���Z� ��� �����।  
 

"�� I�!���� *A�� #�� ��� �^�2�H ����� ���� }���। �’���� ��h��� I��। ���� 
*}���� ���� 6A��( A��। I���� 6A�� A�� ��� ��� ��! *���� ����� 3�E�& ��� ���। ����� 
���� ����� �r�2- ��2���� ������ ������ ����� *&��8�� " *&���,��� *�������� ���l] ��� 
���। *�(��( *�4 ������ ���)����� ������ �m4� *�� 9P��� �������� #�� ��" ��!�) 
����o ��~� ����� ����� ���� *8,��� ���। #� �5��� " ���2��� ��$ # ��- ��) ��� 
��!�;� *�, ����� ������� *��� ��� ��~���� �<�� ��!�। ���� ���� *��� ���� 3�� *A�� 
*)�� "�z )��, �������� ����� ���)��� ��� ��� ��� ��!�;। ��" k�, *��� //&� *A�� 
����2o����� )� ����,? ���� *3�4H� ��l। ����� �o6�� ��� ����,? '���। ����� ��)�A 
)�r�, *��A�" )6�H�� ��1�- �� *(। ���( *� ��� 3�� ��A� 9�) ��� ����� ����� <��4�_ 
�V��2 )��- ��� ��� '���;�। ����&� �� #(<��� ��&� ��G ���� *��1 ?z�� ���A ���A #( 
<����- ���49��� ��� �����2 *��� ���� ����, ���� ��A� ���� ?�z ��E1��। ����� ���<] 
�|� *A�� ��Q��2Q ‘)! �����’ t� *��� *��� ����। ���� *�- �� )�!��! *���� ���4��� ���, 
*�( �� )�!�� *A��( ���'�! *��� �"!�) ?z�;�। �� �O ��� *�( <! " j<2���� *��B�&� *B�1 
*,�� ���! ���4 6�H ���� ��� 6��H� �A� ���� '�(�;�। *�� '��'�, 0��, *&��8�,, ����;� �O 
�A' ���9�� *� ������ ?�1 #�� ;�1�! ���l। *�� ��� *�( ��- ����� #� *��( �� �o 
��� ���� ���� �, ��G %7������� ����( # �A�&� *��&����& ���( *)� *,���; *�, ���������� 
���x��8�� kP ��! *��;। ����� *������ '�|�� �� ?�>)� ����� <!�� ;����! ?�z�;। #&� 
���( ���<��� ��<� ���; *�, #( ���x��8��� �����( *��� *�"!� ?�'�, ��G �����H ���4, 
��U ���4, ���� �� ��� )$� ������ ��P�� �1�( ����। 
 

 
* ‘6������ ��8��� ��������’ *A�� ������। 
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%Y-# ��'2 *A�� %R-# ��'2 ��2^ #�&��<��� ����� ����,? '��;�, ���4 ���� ��! 
?�z�;, ?�>)�! *,�& �1�� '�(�;। #���� ���- I���� ����^ �;� �। )�����H )��� ��- 
�-( )��� #� ����Z& I����� ��A�� ?�� �1��� �� B���;�। #� 6�� ������� ��x ?��� 
��! ��;, *� *�� ��! �� #�� ����� ?�� B�E���! �1�� ����। ���)���� (���� ������ ��E'� 
)"!� ��;। I����� ����� ��� #��। #��� ����� ���� ��^ ��! ��; ��&, ��G ����� 
���<�� �)�� �!। �r�2��$ ��2� #( (���� ����� ���������� ��@ 6�� ��x। ���)( ��! 
A����( #��� ��U " �~� ��� *,�� �����। 6�!�) ��� #��� �'���&� ��� ���� ��� ���� 
���। ��G ��� #�� I�� (����- #� ��E'� )"!��� ��U ���� �A�� �~� ����, �A�� �'���&� 
����; #&�(�� *�� ��� ���? I����� *�m ��!�� ���� ���, #�@�� ������ �� 6�!�� � ��� 
"��� *�D��� *0�� #� ,�E�� *,��� ���। #( ?�p�� ��! #�&� �1 ��� *<��)� ��!�) ��� 
���� (���� ������ )"!���� ���� ���H )���। I����� �@ *A�� �z�_ #� ���- 
����!�� 3&� *��� (���� ������ *������ �� �� ����। "��� ������� ��B�� ���" ���� 
�;� �। "�� #( �’�� ��� *<��� 6��� ��! '���;�। #��� �� *��� � ��� ���� 
��� ������ 
����� ?�1�! ���! ������ *3�4H� ���।  
 

�������� ������ ����� 3�E�& *A�� ���)��� ���� '�� #�। ���� %R-# ��'2 *��� %&�! 
‘)! �����’ t��� ���� ��� ������ ��� ����� ��P�� B�&��� *��� �\�H ���। �z�_ #<��� 
�\�^ ��! ?���^ ���- I����� ������� ‘����2&’ ��?�� ���! *���� ����� 3�E�& ��� ���। 
������ *;�& *;�& ��� ��<x ��! ����� �� )�!��! �s! ��। ��G ��� *A�� 6�H ��! 
*����! ��"!� ���" ��@ ��� �;� �। (���� ������ *������ �� ����� ���4 #( ����� 
������� *�( ��- �s! *A�� *&� *&� ��� ���� ����। ����� ��� ��� *,��� ��� *��� ��! 
���� �। ��G ����2& ��?��� ���� ��P� ��� I���� NC ��'2 ��2̂  ���@� ��� '���;�। #( 
�� ���� ���� ����� ���� ��� ���) ;�1� �� ���( ���� �1�। N/( ��'2 ������ *�( ��� ) 
I�� ���!� ��! #�&� ���1 ��! ������ *<�$ *����! �1�। #(<��� ���� �m���� ���� *A�� 6�H 
��E'��। *��� ��! K ���1� ���� ��2� �����" ��� �;��।  
 

���)��� *)��! ��U 6�������� ��" ����H  
��@�_���5 ������� *�)� #,�� �0-#-�0) 

%L-%-/b7b 
 

From 9.3.71 Major Amin Tarique, 8 Wing Comd, changed the Bengali Guard 
Comd, Kote and Magazine  NCOS and detailed Punjabi in their Place. He deputed 

few Beharis of EPR to act as security against 3 Bengali Army officers, sectors SM 
(me) and against Bengali JCOs, NCOs. These actions created a commotion among us. 

Capt Nazir Ahmed and Capt Nazrul Haque both being Bengali were QM and Adjt 
respectively in these days. I reported all these happenings to Adjt and QM.  

 
When 8 wing kote, magazine NCOs and guard comd were changed, I with 

Ataul Haque (shaheed), N/Sub Lutfur Rahman, N/Sub Moazzem Hossain. Sector 

QM/Hav Khandaker Abu Sayed, QM/Hav Bhulu Miah of 8 wing, Hav Nazim of  
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sector antitank platoon and with more NCOs and few others made plan that in case of 

untoward happenings sector SM (A Rab) will supply keys which he had kept earlier to 

open kotes and magazines gor getting arms and/ammos. Our plan for action was 

confined within few pers through whom men kept organised for any eventuality.  

 

On 17.3.71 Sector comd ordered QM capt Nazir Ahmed to make over all 
granade, Chinese arms to 26 FF Regt coys, who were at Dinajpur circuit house. In 

turn QM Capt ordered sector QM/Hav kh Abu Sayeed to hand over, but he did not 
make over.  

 
In the 2nd week of March 71 some non- Bengali JCOs/NCOs and ORs were 

closed from BOPs to Wing /Sector HQ to increase the non-Bengali strength and arms 
were issued to them for whole time. On 18.3.71 QM/Hav kh Abu Sayeed were 

ordered to hand over the key of sector armoury to N/Sub-QM Mohd Ibrahim (non-

Bengali), but he did not hand over, rather he issued all Chinese arms to all Bengali 

family pers for which he was charged on 24.3.71 Finding the situation becoming 

aggravated day-by-day, I drew up a plan to face sudden untoward incidents, if any, 

and face the enemy. 

 

As arms and ammo control were out of our hand, one day during my talk with 

Col. I played tricks with him stating that his non-Bengali securith could not get true 

political situation report from town as they were unable to mix –up with locals. So 

some trusted Bengalishould be deputed for this job who could mix-up with political 

parties and students freely and may bring correct information, Sector Comd having 

confidence on me, accepted my suggestion and asked me to depute 2/3 trusted 

Bengali boys for the job. Accordingly I deputed L/NK Abul Mannan, L/NK Motahar 
and Sepoy Mustifizur Rahman telling them to report to Sector Comd direct. I advsed 

them that during their report they would state that Awami League volunteers, students 
and N.A.P workers were being trained by Indian agents at dead of night in Rajbari 

mango garden and in other jungles outside the town and they had been issued wityh 
arms/ammos and they might suddenly attack EPR sector HQ, officers club and their 

bunglows. My motive behind this briefing to security team was that on hearing these 
reports C.O. most likely would call me and other officers and would ask far action. In 

that case my advice would be to dig out all round defence in lines, club and officer’s 

bunglow and there should be dawn to dusk `stand to posn’,so arms/ammos may 

remain in our hand in spite of kotes and amgs being with the Punjabis. Sector Comd 

accepted my advice and ordered for implimentation. Immeditely I did the work as per 

plan and by the grace of Almighty Allah not a single Bengali EPR lost their lives 

without battle. Also lives of MNAs/MPAs and students leaders were saved. 
 

On 18.2.71 Sector Comd insisted D. C., Dinajpur, Mr. Faizuddin Ahmed to 
promulgate carfew in Dinajpur but D.C.declined to do it. Officers of 26 FF coys, and 

EPR non-Bengali officers on DC’s refusal to impose carefew were trying to cause 

riots through their agents, mostly Beharies so that Army may get a chance to overrule 

D. C. and promulgate carfew. I managed to meet Prof Yousuf Ali in the house of Mr. 

Zaman (prop. Friends Electrical Stores) and a relation Bangobandhu and informed the 

situation. I informed the Awame League MNAs and other leaders through various 

Sources. 
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On 19/20
th

 March 71 Capt Adjt Nazrul Haque was removed and Capt Javed 

Feroz (Punjabi) posted as Adjt. Bengali suppt pl comd N/Sub Moazzem Hossain was 

changed by a Behari Comd. Due to all these happenings Bengali EPR pers at some 

stage became frustrated. Noticing this I informed them not to get nervous or frustrated 

rather remain organized and alert and wait for the time without exposing themselves 

first to be victimised.  
 

On 23.3.71 at about 09-30 hrs, over telephone Sector Cond oredred me to 
arrange `Bara Khana’ and variety function for the troops. At about mid day sector 

Comd again ordered to invite 26 FF Regt pers in Bara Hhana. At about 1600 hrs 
through my intelligence information reached me that a plan was made that during 

`Bara Khana’ half of The FF Regt pers would take food wth us and the rest suddenly 
would appear with arms and capture our kote magazine. At once I communicated this 

to my trusted Bengali troops to remain alert. By the grace of Allah, nothing happened 

in that night and the invited left the lines after taking their Khana smoothly, though 

some of them came with rifle.  

 

On 24.3.71 mental unrest among us was created by the ugly activities of the 

pak force in the shape of blank firing creating tension in the town. On and from 23
rd

 

March 71 I increased my night sentries with necessary instruction to keep watch over 

the movement of Pak army.  

 

On the 24
th

 of March 71 we saw the pak army placing some automatic 

weapons in the Circuit house compound at Dinajpur facing our lines. This activity on 

the part of the Pak army created tension.  

 
On 25th night at about 01-30 hrs I got up from sleep and sat for Tahajjat prayer 

and hardly I could finish it when I got a telephone call from my Adjt Capt Zaved 
Feroz (punjabi), who asked me to report at the sector Comd residence in uniform. I 

got perplexed. However, I put on my uniform and took my revolver and loaded it with 
view to shoot at least two in the event of any attempt upon my life. As soon as I came 

out of my gate I saw a jeep coming and when the jeep stopped before me at my gate, I 
saw two non-Bengalee escorts sitting inside the jeep. I boarded on the jeep and while I 

was passing by the residence of D. C. Dinajpur, I found the D. C’s bunglow encircled 

by the pak army with automatic weapons. After reaching the residence of sector 

Comd I saw all of our officers holding a conference and among them there were 

Bengalee officers, viz QM., Capt Nazir Ahmed, Capt Nazrul Haque, Asstt wing 

Comd, 8 Wing and Medical Officer Maj M.H. Choudhury and at the presence of my 

officers there, my mental unrest to some extent minimised. After my arrival there, 
Sector Comd informed me that in Dacca, Chittagong, Rajshahi, Khulna and other 

districts innumerable cases of arson, looting and molestation of women and all sorts 
of unsocial activities have occurred due to the failure of civil adm. So for the greater 

interest of public and the state, the Army and the EPR have taken over the the adm. of 

the country i. e . E . pak, now Bangladesh, from mid night. The Sector Comd asked 

me to inform lines over telephone asking them to assemble in the Recreation Room 

where he intended to address them. Accordingly, we all reached the EPR lines and the 

Sector Comd talked to men and talked to men and passed order to post pickets at the 

key points of the town, but it was found that most of the comds were non-Bengalees.    
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While I was going to retire, I got another telephone call from circuit house where 

army HQ was located asking me to reach there. On arrival at the circuit house I found 

Sector Comd, security Officer Maj Raja Siddique and Maj Durrani who received me 

with a similing face and asked me to write down in Bengali an order of curfew to be 

imposed in the Dist. I obeyed and I was detalied to announce it in my languae. During 

announcement I was escorted by the said officers in four jeeps and a guard of FF Regt 
behind me. Announcement started at 03-00 hrs and ended at 09-30 hrs. After it, I was 

ordered to take rest ofr the day.  
 

On 26.3.71 throughout the day Army and EPR patrolled the town and its 
suberbs and few standing pickets were posted for 24 hrs. Road blocks and obstacles 

were put up by the public for which army opened fire and killed several pers. At 
night, Army and EPR non-Bengalee officers arrested public leaders including Guru 

Das Talukder, Baroda Chakravarty and others and some Hindu merchants including 

Sogunlal Lahia and put them into jail.  

 

On 27.3.71 I was called by 8 Wing Comd and Adjt and was ordered to 

accompany the publicity officer to help him during announcement in the town. I 

carried out the order and returned from announcement at about 11-30 hrs when sector 

Comd oreered me to close all the available pers in the lines as he intended to address 

them. The sector Comd addressed the force repeating the speech of president Yahya 

Khan accusing Awami League and Banga Bandhu. 

 

After this, QM Capt. Nazir Ahmed and sub Ataul Haque with one platoon 

were sent to Thakurgaon. I felt the absence of Sub Ataul Haque very much as he was 

one of my ringt hand in the liberation struggle of Dinajpur. N/Sub Lutfar Rahman 
who was picket comd at Balubari was threatened by sector Comd unnecessarily on the 

Plea that he had instigated public to attack our 21/C’s residence. This was a pretext to 
remove him and to put a non-Bengali comd in his place. At about mid day some 

Behari came to Sector Comd and reported that Bengalees were assembling near 
Kanchan River and in other outlying areas of town to attack the Beharis. I went with 

patrol party and on return reported to the Sector Comd that this was false. Throughout 
the day Army and EPR patrolled the town. A 12 year old was killed by the army in 

Balubari area while he was crossing the road. 

 

On 27.3.71 in the evening the Sector Comd tried to go to Rangpur Brigade to 

bring some more army at the instigation of his non-Bengalee officers but he failed to 

go due to heavy road block. On return, he sent patrol party who killed about 14 

Santals who were residing near that road block.  
 

On 27/28
th

 night pak army called some of their enlisted mebn from their 
housed including brother of Habib, Chairman of Chehelgazi Union Council and killed 

them. Dead bodies lay scattered in three places i.e. in Rajbari jungle, four bodies were 

near Fulhat Bridge and about 8/9 bodies were thrown in the dithch of WAPDA band. 

During daytime people became very much panicky seeing these dead bodies. 
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In the meantime source report reached me that all the M.N.As and M.P.As and 

prominent town leaders would be called in a conference in the evening in Dinajpur 

Army HQ and after conference during a tea they would be killed. After it, leaders in 

jail would be dealt with and after at about 17-00 hrs attack would be lunched against 

Bengalee EPR. All available M.N.As/M.P.As were told not to attend the conference 

through our source.  
 

At about 10-30 hrs on 28.3.71 (Sunday) Hav Nazim came to me with tears in 
his eyes. He was ststing that about 200 men were killed by Pak army last night and 

some dead bodies were lying near his house and informed me that he had been asked 
by 8 Wing QM Hav Muslim Ali and Sector QM Hav Khandaker Abu Sayed to 

contact me for the instruction as to what step we should take now. I told him to wait 
for our zero hour and in case if I was unable to reach them, they should not wait for 

the order order but go ahead with the plan (i.e., our time was 1600hrs). It may be 

mentioned that Subedar Badsha Ahmed (Behari) was called from his border coy 

(Biral). Though 28.3.71 was Sunday yet Sector Comd and other non-Bengalee 

officers held a meeting in the office upto 1400 hrs. After meeting, an order was 

passed to provide one PI to subedar Badsha Ahmed for outside use with arms and 

weapons as per his demand. There was an army signal set in EPR line since the arrival 

of army in Dinajpur and NCO In-charge (Punjabe) was called to circuit house and on 

return to line he asked his Bengalee operator to close the set. Due to the demand of 

one PI str by Sub Badsha Ahmed along with 3" Mor, MMG and LMG and removal of 

wireless set from line we were compelled to shift our `H’ hour one hour and 15 

minutes ahead of our schedule time. As soon as officers left the office, arms Behan to 

be issued to the men of Sub Badsha Ahmed PI and with these arms men were 

deployed as per plan. Hardly our men could reach their position when first fire came 
from circuit house and we responded with 3" Mor and MGs, LMGs from our posn to 

that and another party started dealing with non-Bengalee EPR pers who had already 
made a plan to kill us along with their W/Pak brothers. By this time heavy shelling 

and LMG fire from both sides was in full swing. Firing was so intense and heavy that 
I could not instantly reach my R.V as my quarter was situated in between circuit 

house and EPR lines. Firing continued throughout the night with intermittent break. 
During this break I managed to reach R.V and directed the operation. One M.M.G. 

1×3"Mor was placed on the Kanchan bridge to cover any enemy approach through 

ferry ghat and RLY bridge. In the meantime all our heavy arms and ammo were 

removed to the circuit house on gun point by Cap Adjt Ahmed were removed to the 

other side of the river with the help of local public. Our MO with his family, Capt 

Nazrul Hoque with his family and wife of Capt Nazir Ahmed were removed to the 

circuit house on gun position on roof of Mission building which was at a distance of 
200/250 yds from our posn. In the meantime I sent instructions to all border coy 

comds and their BOPS to start operation aganist the enemy and join with us leaving 2 
men in each BOP and they did it.  

 

On 29.3.71 when fight started Hav Bulu Miah, Hav Kalam (Suppt Comd), Hav 

Sobhan, Hav Idrish, Hav Abdur Rahim (Shaheed), N/Sub Lutfar Rahman, Hav Nazim 

A/Tk Comd- all of 8 Wing, L/Nk Abul Kalam, Sepoy Awal, Sector QM/Hav kh Abu 

Sayed, 8 Wing QM/Hav Muslim Ali and L/Nk Motahar and Nk A. Aziz played a 

major  
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role in this fight in different front. Prompt and active response from the younger 

generation of Dinajpur was spontaneous and encouraging. 

 

On 30.3.71 whole day with intermettent break fight between pak junta and 

EPR was severe. Both used 3" morters and MGs and EPR who had a 6 pounder anti-

tank gun used maximum. This weapon had a very bad effect on the Pak army. They 
presumed that Indian Army tank entered into Dinajpur town to help EPR. In the 

meantime a good number of police from the town and subers, Ansars and Mujaheeds 
joined with us and this had increased our morale. Opreation aganist the non-Bengalee 

EPR in border and camp areas was almost complete by the 30
th

 evening.  
 

By the evening of 30
th

 March 71 we removed our extra arms/ammo and other 
heavy stores opposite to Kanchan river and establised our main rear HQ there. Enemy 

tried to attack our main rear HQ from two sides i.e. from the side of Chehel Gazi 

Mazar and Ghugu Danga side but failed and sustained heavy casualties.  

 

On 30 March 71 night at about 20-00 hrs when I was drafting few messages 

for our outlying coys Mr. Abdur Rahim M.C.A and Shah Mahatab Uddin M.C.A 

came to our help. We got all kinds of help including food etc. from the public and it 

was very commendable.  

 

9 Wing of Thakurgaon also started action throughout their wing and broder as 

per our earlier plan.  

 

During 30
th

 night fight was on. As our all the Bengali coy and pI comds were 

in border except N/Sub Lutfar Rahman, the leadership upto 30
th

 midday at different 
front was given by our valiant NCOs.  

 
By the early morning of 31st Mar. 71 Sub A Majjid, N/Sub Amir Ali Sk, 

N/Sub Moazzem Hossain, N/Sub Mir Mokaddas, N/Sub Mominul Haque with their 
troops joined with us. Now with the full strength of about 400/500 men we gave a 

heavy thrust on the enemy. Sub Sukur who was Coy Comd advanced towards 
Parbatipur.  

 

On 29/30
th

 night reinforcement with field guns were sent from Sayedpur to 

help Pak troops at Dinajpur but they could not reach due to heavy road blocks, 

obstacles and resistance by our force and local youths. By the mid-day of 31 st Mar 

71 enemy had sustained heavy casualty and finding to material help from Sayedpur 

Cantt, our Sector Comd Col Quraishi, 21/C Major Zubairi, Capt javed Feroz, Capt 
Chema, all of EPR, with Major Durrani and Lt Khokar of 26 FF Regt withdrew 

through Fulbari road where they were intercepted by coy of Sub Sukkur near Fulbari 
bridge and fight continued for some time. During this fight both the side sustained 

loss and the enemy changed their route. When they reached near Mohanpur bridge 

they got another beat by our force and withdrew through Rajbari- Raninagar road to 

Sayedpur leaving behind their deads and few transport they had with them including 

jeep of Col Quraishi. In the meantime enemy field gun started firing on us (EPR) from 

Bhushir Bander area and as such we could not chase the enmy futher. Those shots fell 

on EPR lines, D.C’s ground and police lines. 
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The whole night of 30/31
st
 Mar. 71EPR re-inforcement continued their 

covering fire but finding no reply from the retreating enemy our forces gradually 

advanced towarda 10 miles (`T’ junction), Raninagar Bhushi area keeping a PI under 

Comd of N/Sub Lutfar Rahman on the right of Rajbari dighi to meet enemy in case of 

their advance through jungle. We covered all the approach roads of Dinajpur town 

with 1 PI under comd of Hav Bulu Miah in new town area where Beharis had their 
concentration with arms, keeping another detachment under comd of N/Sub 

Mominullah in Mohanpur bridge area, and one more near Kanchan RIY station.  
 

By the 31
st
 midday we cleared the town from the enemy. From circuit house 

where the enemy had their HQs we recovered 5 students, some police, 5EPR jawans 

dead bodies and one truck-load ration, one truck-load ammo with some arms beddings 
left by enemy. Hav A Sobhan who led one pI from Kutibari EPR HQs to the town 

recovered 1× 3" Mor and 2 Chinese M.G. left by enemy from the roof of circuit 

house. At new town Sub/Maj Osman Gani joined with Bulu Miah’s force from 

Parbtipur.  

 

On 31st Mar. 71all the EPR troops and nearly 150/200 police, Ansar and 

Jujaheeds who had joined us took defensive posn. At about 0900 hrs Dinajpur jail 

gate Was opened and all the political leaders including Mr. Gurudas Talukder, Baroda 

Bhusan Chakravarty, Sagun Lal Lohiya and some other men including students were 

released. After clearing the enemy we brought whole town and villages under our 

control. Bangladesh flag started flying on all public and private buildings. SDO and 

other police and civil officials who hid themselves for fear of life were asked to reach 

town and resume their duties.  
 

On 30/31st evening Maj M.H. Chy, Capt- Nazrul Haque, Mr. Faizuddin 

Ahmed, DC. Mr. Hashem SP, Mr. Hannan Chy, Dist. Judge, Mr. Shahadat Hossain 

Ex-En, Road and Mr. A Rouf Ex-En, Building, Dinajpur were rescued with their 

family members by our patrol party of Hav Idris and taken to our rear HQs at 

Kanchan RIy station. Previously we had information that these officers had been 

killed by Pat army on 28/29 when they were under their custody. 
 

Although most of the BOPs of 9 Wing started their operation by 29th Mar. 71 

on having our information but 9 Wing HQs started their operation on 30
th

 limitedly. 
After eleminating their Punjabi Wing Comd and other non-Bengali pers they were 

hesitating for any futher action. On hearing this I sent a written order from my rear 
HQ on 30th at 1300 hrs through a motor cycle courier who was sent by Sub/Maj 

Kazimuddin for futher instruction. In that oreder I asked him to cover probable enemy 

approach from Rangpur and Sayedpur via Khanshama and Debiganj route. 
 

During Thakurgaon operation our QM. Capt Nazir Ahmed (Bengali) was 
killed by public when he made a frantic effort to save Capt. Navid Alam (Punjabi) and 

his wife, claming her to be his sister. Sub Ataul Haque, L/Nk joinal Abedin were also 

killed by the same.  
 

On 30/31
st
 (exact date not remembered) our Head Asstt N/Sub Taluker, signal 

Sub Majid, Hav/Asstt Kashem Mondal and other family pers for whom we were 

anxious came 
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and joined us from their hideout. N/Sub Asst Talukder was given the responsibility to 

protect the Kutibari SHQ/WHQ lines. On 1.4.71 entire force was deployed on 

different strategic routes.  

 

From 1.4.71 to 4.4.71 Dinajpur town and its suberb was thorouhgly combed 

out of Pakistani army and non-Bengali EPR elements. In this combing operation 
police helped us. All the shops, bazars, Banks and Offcers started functions; public 

transport started Plying.  
 

On 1.4.71 I moved my HQ to town area leaving Capt Nazrul Haq at rear. On 
arrival at town I extended our defence futher to: a.From 10miles to further ahed near 

Bhusir  Bandar bridge. b. From Rajbari area to Shibpur Nala to stop enemy advance 
from  Parbatipur and Sayedpur. c. From Ananda Nagor to Chirir Bandar area to stop 

enemy advance by train and Fulbari route. Sub Sukkur (B Coy of Hilli) made an 

attack on Parbatipur along with one coy of 3
rd

. EB Regt who joined with them.  

 

On 3/4
th

 Apr. one pI of Capt Asharf, 3
rd

 EB Regt who were sent by their CO 

from Sayeedpur to recee the Shibganj airport (Thakurgaon) joined with us after a 

great persuation. After recee when they were returning to Sayedpur trouble started 

and they were stuck up at Thakurgaon.  
 

From 2/3
rd

 Apr. 71 to 4/5
th

 Apr. 71 when our all the border people reached 

Dinajpur we reorganised our pI/coy and deployed them in different fronts Dinajpur 

Dist.  
 

All the public leaders including MNAs/MPAs, general public and student 

community rendered all possible help to us. The contributions of Mr. A Rahim MPA, 

Mr. shah Mahatab Uddin, MNA, Mr. Azizur Rahman, MNA, Haji Danesh, Gurudash 

Talukder, Sagunlal Lohia and other leaders during this period are beyond description.  
 

On 3/4
th

 Apr. 71 I, Sub Major Kazimuddin, Capt Nazrul Haque, Captain 
Asharaf 3rd EBR. Major M.H. Chowdhury and Major M.T. Hossain (rtd) who joined 

with us held a meeting at Bhatgoan Bridge and discussed our future poan of action. 
 

Having an exprienced and renowed officer like Major M T Hossain we set up 

an unified operational command keeping him as our head. Then we jountly prepared 
operational plan to disturb enemy concentration through fignting patrol. According to 

plan (1) one coy under comd of Sub A Majid (8 wing) was sent to Nilfamary. N/Sub 
Amir All Sheikh, and N/Sub Moazzem Hussain were with their pI comd and Hav 

Abul Kalam (now Sub) was with his suppt arms comd. (2) Capt Asraf of 3
rd

 EBR with 
I coy of 3rd EBR along with JCOs Sub Abdullah and N/Sub Nasir, 2 coys of EBR 

under comd of sub Hafiz with 2 anti-tank guns under comd of Hav Nazim were 

deployed in Bhusir Bandar Bridge. Here over all comd was under Capt Asharf. (3) 

one coy with N/Sub Kawser and N/Sub Zaidul Hussain was sent to Badargonj area 

where Capt Anwar of 3
rd

 EPR with 2 pI strength joined with our troops.  
 

Over a pI strength under N/Sub Lurfar Rahman and Hav Kibria was deployed 

on Rajbari and Raninagar road to stop enemy infiltration through the jungle road into 

Dinajpur town. Capt Nazrul Haque was made the operational Commander for EPR 
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troops Sub Maj Osman Gani who joined with us from Parbatipur remained in rear HQ 

for adm arrangement. I was holding the comd of Dinajpur and its suberb including 

Raninagar area. From 2/3
rd

 Apr. 77/78 BSP officers used to meet us and rendered 

valuable suggestion. We requested them for support arms but due to obvious reason 

they could not give it except small arm. Two 3
rd

 EBR coy under Major Nizam were 

sent to Ghoraghat area on a exercise plea. One coy of 3
rd

 was at parbatipur and one 
coy with Capt Anwar and their Sub/ Maj Harish had sustained a heavy loss at Sayed, 

but their Major force remained at Pulbari area. One coy plus str of EPR under comd 
of Sub Khaleque was deployed in Bhatagaon Bridge area.  

 
Nilfamari fight: On 6th and 7th April, 71 coy of Sub A Majid of 8 wing had a 

tough fight with enemy who used tank and field guns. In this fight enemy lost 7/8 
pers. We lost one EPR jawan and two Ansars and Hav Ishaque of EPR was wounded. 

During fight our I M.G (Vickar) and one 3" Mor were damaged by arty fire due to use 

of tank and arty our troops could not stay but withdraw to Debeganj. When enemy 

entered Nilfamari town they set fire on public houses on both the sides of road and 

killed innocent people. After Debiganj fight our troops fell back to rear Hq.  

 

Badarganj fight: On 8
th

 Apr. there was heavy fight with Pakistani army during 

whole day. Due to espionage by anti-Awami League elements of Badarganj enemy 

had early information about our movement in that area. Suddenly our men were 

ambushed by enemy but still our troops gave gallant fight. S.P., Rangpur, first came 

to recee the area with a Capt of Cav. Regt who acted as driver of SP. but could not 

bluff the eye of EPR who recognised the Capt. The Capt was killed and the S.P. was 

taken into custody. During this fight, Capt Anowar sustained injury on leg. Our two 

sepoys and one driver deid. Enemy loss could not be ascertained. From Badarganj our 
troops were withdrawn to Fulbari defence posn. From Fulbari EPR troops of N/Sub 

Kawser moved to Mohanpur Bridge and took defence posn and N/Sub Mominul 
Haque shifted his pI to Kawgaon area.  

 
Bhushir Bandar: On 7th and 8th there was heavy fight with enemy. In this fight 

also losses. Capt Ashraf who was overall comd deserted us. After the of Bhushir 
Bandar our troops took next defensive posn at 10 Miles (T. Junction). From here one 

road leads to Dinajpur (distance 10 miles) and another to Takurgaon Sub Division. 

Here I took over the comd on 8
th

 April.  

 

From 8
th

 evening enemy started shelling on our posn by field guns. On 7/8the 

April B.B.C team of Nikolas Tomalin, Alan Heard and Mark Taly visited this area.  

 
10 Miles (t. Junction); After withdrawal from Bhushir Bandar on 8th April 71 

our troops (exclusively EPR) with some strength took defensive position in 10 Miles 
area. I took over the command there on the 8th in absence of Capt Nazrul with N/Sub 

Matiar Rahman (Suppt comd), 9 wing, N/Sub Goran 9wing, N/Sub Rowshan 9 wing, 

N/Sub Mir Mokaddes Ali 8 wing, Hav Kalam and Nk Hakim (3" Mor comd). My 

defence was from famous Kantanagar Mandir area to Nashirpur jute research farm 

area. Distance was about 10/12 miles but strength was nearly two coys. Raninagar-

Rajbari road was being defnded by N/Sub L Rahman and Hav Kibria. 
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During Nilfamari, Bhushir Bandar and Badarganj fight we lost our 3" motors 

and machine gun and I had only 2X3" mor, two MGs and two antitank guns, which 

were not sufficient to fight against arty and tank attack. 2 miles ahead of 10 Miles I 

sent a fighting patrol to delay enemy advance.  
 

From 9.4.71 morning enemy started pounding our posn by arty guns which 

continued whole day night and next day on 10.4.71 they attacked us from three axis 

and fight continued upto 15.00 hrs after which we could not stop the enemy advance. 

In this fight we lost about ten pers. Among them L/Nk A Sattar and L/Nk Mustafizur 

Rahman’s name could be re4membered . 8 person sustained shell wound. We 

withdrew to Kharal P.S. side. We had second defence in Tobacco Co. WAPDA 

colony and rice mill area. This rear defence help up the enemy and they did not 

advance futher. While we were fighting the liberation war at 10 Miles, most of the 
MNA/MPAs excepting Mr. Rahim, MPA and destrict officials left Dinajpur and 

entered into India which affected the morale of our troops. For want want of heavy 
weapons we started loosing the battle now.  
 

An import bridge called Bhatagaon Bridge about 10 miles away from `T’ 

Junction in between Dinajpur-Thakurgaon road and its northern area which was the 

probable approach of Pak enemy from Sayedpur bifurcating 10 Miles defence was 

being defend by the following 9 and 8 wing J.C.Os and N.C.Os 1) N/Sub Motiur 

Rahman, 2) N/Sub Mond. 6) Hav. A. Hakim, 7) Hav. Nazimudddin under overall 

command of Sub. maj (D.A.D. Rtd) A. Rab of Dinajpur sector. Sub-major (D.A.D. 

Rtd) Kazimuddin was commanding the rest of the 9 wing E.P.R. force in Thakurgaon 

area. 
 

With the fall of 10 Miles and Bhatgaon bridge area on 10 April `71, 9 wing 
contingent withdrew to Thakurgaon area. For some times they resisted the Pak army 

advance from Khansama and Debiganj area. After the fall of 10 Miles defence 
Bhatgaon and Thakurgaon tactical contact between Dinajpur and Thakurgaon force 

was cut off. 
 

Fall of Dinajpur Town: on 14.4.71 there was a full in fight from both the sides 

I took right upto Rajbari. With me one pI of Sub Abdullah and one pI of Sub Nasir 
Ahmed of Khoshaldanga hat near Biral. On 14.4.71 after 7/8 hrs fight enemy entered 

Dinajpur town at about 15.00 hrs with tank and arty through two sides. In this fight 
we lost five pers of whom the name of Hav Miah Hossain could be remembered. We 

had posn to the right of Dinajpur-Sayedpur road, withdrew to Baragam border side. 
Troops who were on the left side of the road, withdrew to Biral border. At about 01-

00 hrs I with some men reached Baragram area. Some villagers gave us shelter and 
food for the night. Opposite to Baragram was BSF camp named Amlia. With the fall 

of Dinajpur enemy entered the town, set fire on almost all the wayside shops and 

houses and killed men. All our troops moved to bordering BOPs towards various 

directions. Rest of our men reached by 14 th evening through various routes to 

Baragram BOP.  
 

Fight in Biral area: with the fall of Dinajpur town our forces were divided into 

two axis i.e., one portion of the force had to retreat towards border of Baragram, 

Khanpur, 
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Mohanpur and Amlia (Indian B.O.P) side and another portion retreated towards Biral 

border where we had already rear head quarter under command of Capt. (now Lt. Col) 

Nazrul Haque and Sub Maj (now D.A.D) Osman Ghani. Biral is situated in the 

western side of Kanchan river. Peoples of the locality rendered all possible help to our 

troops. In village Tefra about 100 families of us were accommodated in Hajibari with 

food and other help by villagers.  
 

Enemy launched attack with the support of artillery on Biral area on 16
th

 /17
th

 

April, 71 at about 14-00 hrs. A tough fight continued for over 3/4 hrs. and enemy 

occupied Brial by the evening but sustained heavy casualty. During the fight our Hav. 

Nesar Ali of Ex-E.P.R. became Shaheed.  
 

After the fall of Biral our troops retreated towards Panchpara village, extreme 
border of Bangladesh. Here our troops were exhausted and tired and to some extent 

disappointed for want of heavy and medium arms and ammunitions, transport, rations 
and treatment for the injured persons. Thanks to B.S.F. and Indian political leaders 

who boosted our morale and rendered all possible help. Thus we got ready ourselves 
for an attack on Pak enemy. After Biral enemy captured Kishorganj B.O.P. which was 

next to Brial towards Indian border, Radhikapur. Our  plan was now to drive out 

enemy from Kishorganj and Panchpara area.  
 

As per approved plan on 2
nd

 May `71 at dawn our troops attacked Kishorganj 

B.O.P. area from three axis and there was a good battle. Students of Dinajpur also 

took part in the fight and both the side sistained good casualties. Enemy oped long 

range weapons from Biral approximately 15 miles away from border and 

approximately 10 miles from Kisorgonj B.O.P. Most of the enmy bombs fell on the 

refugee camps established by the Indian Govt. at the Radhikapur. One died on the 
spot and several got injured in the camp. This was willfully done by the enemy. So the 

Indian authority put pressure on Mukti Bahini to stop0 their fight agaist pak army. 
After tough fight Kishorganj was recaptured by our E.P.R. forces, Ansars, mujaheeds 

and students in the evening of the same day and enemy retreated towards Birol. 
 

On 3
rd

 May `71 Major Bedi of B.S.F. came to Radhikapur and advised Sub 

Maj Osman Ghani not to launch any frontal attack on Pak army which may cause 
heavy disadvantage in the training of Mukti force. To train future M.P this was most 

necessary. After this tactical action of M.F. was confined to raids, ambush and 
guerilla activities. In these actions our sepoy Tuta Mia became Shaheed.  
 

Next day on 4th May `71 pak officers arranged a flag meeting with Indian 

B.S.F and told them that Bengali E.P.R troops had killed over 50 pakistani soldiers 

during yesterday’s fight and had requested Indian B.S.F officers to handover the 

Bengali E.P.R. troops to them who had taken shelter in India. B.S.F. officers flatly 

denied that any Bengali E.P.R troops had been staying in and Indian territory. 

Thereafter we continued regular raid, ambush and guerilla fight against Pak army till 

June 1971. 
 

Troops under command of sub Major A. Rab who had withdrawn towards 

Baragram, Khanpur and Amlia border were recoganised and put on protective 

standing patrol around the area to stop further enemy advance.  
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A company strength of 3
rd

 Bengal Regt under command of Major Nizam (who 

was later on killed by own troops at Fulbari) and Capt. Anwar (now Col) joined with 

E.P.R. troops of Fulbari and Hilli area. After the fall of Hilli area they withdrew to 

Inedian Hilli side. 

 

At Indian Hilli our forces closed at Kurmail technical school and Subra area 
where E.P.R. troops of former E.P.R. 7 wing of Noagaon and a small contingent of 

E.P.R 6 wing (Chapai Nawabganj) joined with the forces of E.P.R.,E.P.R., Ansar, 
Mujaheed and students. It is to be mentioned that contingent of 3rd E.B.R. under 

command of a Sub. (name not remembered) and N/Sub Nasir Mia who were with me 
at 10 Miles area were also with me and remained active in Borsgram area.  

 
From Kurmail and Subra area regular raids and ambushes continued around 

the Hilli, Mohanpur bridge, Fulbari, Panchbibi, Joypurhat (Bogra) Dhamurhat 

parshipara area of Noagaon sub-division along with the Noagaon E.P.R. forces, Mr. 

M. A. Jalil, Mr. Baitullah M.N.A., Jahangir M.N.A and Amjad Hossain of Noagaon 

came to this area and opened 2/3 youth camps and Sayed Hyder Ali M.N.A. and Prof. 

Abu Sayeed M.N.A. of Sirajganj opened two youth camps to train guerillas for future 

fight. With the 7 wing EPR one Lt. (discharged) Idris B.U. who was sbsequently 

promoted to Captain, joined the liberation war. He was a great brave fighter.    
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*��; ��� ��B�� ���� *� ���� ���( ?(� *�0���!�&2��� &������� ��� #���� ���� *'o� ���; 
#�� ��)���� ���� ��� ���6�@�� ��;� #�&� ���� *'o� ���;। %L*� ��'2 ��� ?(�-#� 
?�6�� ������ ������� �U����� ��h��� 6��� ����!���� ����! *,�� #�� *���� <�� 
��$����� ��!�� ���।  

 

%+*� ��'2 ��2^ ���� ��(��� *�� ��� ��(�। %Y*� ��'2 *<�� ;!&�! ������� *�)� '��� '��� 
���� ����� #�� ��� *� ����� *� *� }��� (���� �!����� *W� *A�� 0���;, #�� ��� �� 
��l }���! ��;� #�&� 3�&�;। 
 

�!������ �A� ���� ��! #�) ��$��� (���� �������� ����� ��� *� }���! �� ���� 
��)����� ���� ����-���� ����� '����!�; #�� ������� (���� ������ ����; #�� ���� 
������� (���� ���V ��� ��� ��!�;, ����� *� *���� ��; ������ ��)���" ��) 
kP �P। ��G ��� ��� ���'! �)�u� ���� *� ���'! ���� ��y�� )��!। ���" # ����� 
����� 6��H ���� *�� ?��! �;� � �A��� ��;� ��� A���� ���� # �A� �� ��� ��) ������ 
���� �� �� � � ���। 
 
 
* /b7/ ����� ���'2 ����T ��� ��2�� �;��। ��@�_����& ��E� *�)� A������� ���! �m���। #( 6���� )� ��E� %C-b-
RN ������ ����� (���)� 6������� 6A���� 6���$� *���� #( ���A �����) ��� ����। 6������� ���� ��� /C� ��� 
��]����� ��!�;।  
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*�� ��;�@H ��� }��� *���� *�� *A�� ��� k�� '�(�� *�� )��� ��"!� *�� �। *�� 
��;�@ �� ��� �! (!���!� �� <�4H *���। ��;�@H �� (!���!�� <�4H k� *�� #�� ������ 
���2�����" 6'�� ��� ��।  
 

�������� ����� '������ ;�1�! �1�। '������ ������-��$��� ��$�-��$��� kP ��! *��; 
����4 ��� ��^����� -*���� ;! ��)�� ������ ��� ���। ���� ��$� �O ���� *;o� ���;��� #�� 
# ��! *�)� �)��� ���� ��;�  ��! #���# #�� #��0"� ���A ���� I�z� ��� #�� ���� 
*����� �� *�� ������ �m�W � �! ��� *'o� ���। (!���!�� <�4H #�� ������ ���2����� k� 
������ *��� *@�< #�� <���� �|�� �!।  
 

�����2�����r� �� �! �� �O��� ��! *���� *�� ���� �� �z�_ ��� *�)� �)!�?� 
������ ��
� k�� *����। *������ ������ 
����� *3�4� ��� ��। �� ���� �� *� 
�^�5��@ #�) ����!� ������ *���� 
����� ��8��� *�mn ��!�;। ����� �� ������ 
�|�� �� #�� ���� 
����� ��8��� ���������<��� B����! �1�� ����^ 8� �����।  
 

��� ���� �������� *�0���!�&2�� ��,��  �� ����� #�� *�)� )��� ���� 
����� 
��8���� ������ kP �����। ������ ������� 6A� ��2��! �;� (*�) �!����� *W� 
������ *���� A���� #�� (����- #� /7?(�-#� ������� ��&� ��� �! #�� *�9��� 
�������� *�0���!�&2��� )����; (�) ��)� *�0���!�&2�� *A�� *�� �A����2� � ��� ; k�� k�; 
(�) ������� �!�����9�����" ��&����!� ���� � ��� #�� �9���� ������ *�������� ���; *�� 
*���� ���� ����-����� �� � �;� �; (3) *&���,� �0��&2��S�� ��� �! *� �9�� #�� *� 
��- ��-� ���! ���� ����-����� ���� ����� ��; *� ��- )�!��! �^�5��@ �|�� ��(� 
��2^ ��!�&� 6�� )�!��� ���A ������ *�������� ���� #�� *������  ��! ;����� �A�� 
�"!��� ��� *�� *� �������� ��2�� ���� �� ���O ���� ���� ��� ��� � ���; (�) ��- 
��1� ��� w�� ����(�)� ��� ��; (') ;����� ��� *A�� <���S!�� *!� �� #�� ��;� ��;� 
�"!��� ��� *������� 0��� �� *�� )�� �!��`�� (��2�� *0���& �����) #�� ;����� 
*����y� ��j� )��� *� 0��� ��; (;) ;����� 6��@�H� ��� � ��� �� #�� ������� ��(�,� 
*�!� ��; ()) �U�U #�� *������P� *W�� *A�� ����! ��;� ��;� ���&� ��' ���� �� ���� ��� )$� 
������ �����! @��8- � �!; (B) 6�� *�0���!�&2��-#� ��;� �r�� *��w�����!� ��� � ��� �� 
#�� ������� �������� )� ���� ��!�� ��� ��; ( ) #�� � � �� *� #�� "��E *� �����5 
������ ��!�� *�0���!�&�� ��� ��� *����� #&� ��� �������� )� �r�2�  � ; (&) #���� ��� 
Y� ?(� (���� *�&� ��)���� (���� *�c� *�0���!�&2���� ���� "!����h ��� � �;� 
������� �!������ �����! ��;� ���2����� ���� �P �����। *�( ?(��! *�� ������� ��,��� 
�;� �। ��) ���� ����-�� ��,��� �;�। %Y/%7*� ���'2� ����� *��������� �� ���� ?(� 
*�0���!�&2�� *;�1 ��)������ �����! ���। *�( ������� ��� ��- ?(�-#� *���)�� 
"!����h #���� ��� ��� #�� ��"�� *;�1 �U�U ��! *� *���� ?�� � �! ��� ���2� ��(; 
(z) *���� �U�U *������P� ����! *,�� ����� )�!��! ����� ���2�  ��(। *���� ���� �� 
���O ����� ����� ��� �! #�� ����� ?�� ��"���� ����� ���� ����� ��; *��A�" ����� 
���।  
 

%7*� ��'2 ��2^ ������ 6��� '�� #�� ��)���� *�c��� "��E #�� "!����h� ��- 
(������ #� )�!��! �) �) *�0���!�&2��� #���� ��� �!।   
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%7*� ��'2 ������ *��� // &�� ��! ����� ������� �!���������� ��)����� �0-�� 
0���। ��� ���A �A� ��l�। ��� ���� *�; ��)���� ����� ��(�� '����2�� %+ ��h�� *��)��S 
*3��" ��� ��; #�� �������� �¡���2 ���� ���� *�!� ��l। ��G *�?( �����2H ���� 
6�� !। ��� #�� #��� ����� ���A( ��;। ��� ��� �! ��;� (����-*� #� *��� *� 
������� #���! ���। ����-�� ������ ����� �� ��3S� ���!� ���� �����2H � ���� 
����� ��(�� ?�� �\� '����� #�� ��� �&2� (�����  �� ��� ��!�;। ��G ��� ���� ����� 
�� ��� #� �� ���!� ���� YC ��(� ��'� ��-� (�"��E *A�� ��)����) ��"!� ���? # �A� *�4 
��� � ��� �0�� �!����� *;�1 ���� #�� ��� �����&��� ���� �"!�) k�� *���� । *� 
���;�; *����9�� kP ��! *��;-#��� �� *�� ��1��� ��"!� *�� �। ��� *'o�� ��" *�� 
��� ��"!� *�� �। # ���� ���� ��� *���� *� �91�� ��&2���� *��)��S-#� #�&� ���&��� 
��; *�&��� #� �<��^�� ����>� �0?�&� )� ��< ����� ��!�; #�� ���� *������ ����2 
¢��� �� � ���;। 
 

6�������� ������: ��� *�)� )��� �� �� ������ ����� *� %R*� ��'2 6A��5 #� 
�V�� (���� *,��2 ��&���� ��-� ���! �����! ��z�� ����0& ����)� #��0)�&��S *�)� ������ 
���;। #�� ����� *A�� ��)���� ����� ��-� �91�! ���l] ��� *��। ��A�! *�)� ���� ��� 
*,��2�� }��� *A�� ��(�,��2��S ��! ��)���� ���� ��-� ���l] ��� *���।  
 

%R*� ��'2 ������ ��� ������ ����!� ���� *���) ��! �91�! *�D�; *���� ��� j�n 
������ NC ��(�। ��G ��-�! �������0 A����� ����� ���� ��&�! �"!�� ��! �O�� ���1 
;!&�! *�D;�� ��!�;�। *���� ���! *��� ����� *���) *( ����( '��। �� ���� ��)�� ���� 
*��� ��� �� � ��~�। ������ ���� ��P�( �;� �। #�&� A�A�� ������ ����) ���;� #�� 
��1�� �"!�) k� #�� ��(& *��� ���( �����! *��। ��;�@H ���" #��� ���� ����-�� 
I����� ���A  ��! *����� ����� *����9�� ��!�;�; �O�� ��� � ���( ��� �O���� ���[� 
��! *�� #�� ����� ��-�9��� �;� �������0�rH2।  
 

�91�! ��3425 ��� 6A�� ����� ��(� *����। *���� #�) *�� ����� ��)�<2 ����� 
(X��c�� #�� �’’ j�!� ����� *���� *����। �������� *���� *��! ���� ���&� ���� *�� 
#�� ��2�� ���� �� ���O �������� u�� ���। ��� )��� ������ *! ���� (��&2���� ���&���) 
�����5 ����� *A�� *�� *£� ��=�( ���l � *����� ��-�3�& �O। ��� ���� 6�!( 8���� ��A 
��1� ��! ��! #�� ��������� #�� ���� ��8� ��� ��! ���। ���� )�� �;� *� ��&2���� 
���&����� +C/YC )�� *��� *��� ��� ���� � #�� ����� ����&� �y�� ���� ����2 ���� 
���H�� *(। *�( *��� 6A��5 ������ ����� *� 8��� ����� ��A �A�� *�w���-#� ��! 
������� #������ ��� ��)���� ���।  
 

������ ����!� %b/NC*� ��'2 ���� #�&�¤#������ ���&2 ��z����। #�� �;� "��E *A�� ��� 
��!�) ;�� " (���� " ������� *���)। ����� N &� ��1��� *�������� ��!�) 
����@ #� =�&� *�w����! *�� �! #�� ��-�� ���� ������ *���) ����� *� #������ ���। 
��&� ���1 ��t- �!। ��&� �!����� *�& ��� ��� �! #�� %N) ��� �!। ���� *��� 
<����- �� �! ������� ���� ������� ���। #( #������� ������ I������ ����� ��� 
�m�� ��!। 
 

�91��� �� #�&� #������ 0�V �;�; *�&� #�) ����T ���f ���;�। "��� ��� 
%C/%+ ) I��� 6��� ���l�। ��� ���( *� #���� ��� ��<��� #������ 0�V ��� ���� 
���; ����4 
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��� #� '������ *3��" ��� ������� �����2 ���� ���� ���� ��� ��� ��� � ���। 
*3��" ���� )� 8�� *A�� ��;� *��� *����1 ��� ��। #�� #�6� ����� 6A� ���� *3��" ��� 
������P� *�� ��� *!�� )� ���2����� ���! ��� ���� ������� ����� *� *��� "��E '�� 
���; *����� ���� *���� ����� ����4 6�!�) ��! ��1�;�।  
 

������ ����!� #������ 0��V *3��" ��� ��!�;� #�� ����T��� *���) �� 
�����2H ���। ������� *������P� ���x������� <���� ��! ��! #�� ����9��� ����� *,�� 
*�!� �!।  
 

�9�� A������� ���! �!������ *�)� ��,?`��� ���A ���� �A� �!। ��� ���� *�; 
�������h� ���; ����! (o *���� ��! ���� ��� ���; ��� ��; ; ���� *� "��� ���! ��� 
���A *�������� ���। ��� ������ ����;��; ?"��|��� ���l] ��� *�!��। *��� *A�� 
#�) *��� ���z�!�;��� ��E� ���;। ��G ��� ��"!� *�� ��� �����&� ���� �"!�� ��! *��;।  
 

"��E�� *�)� )��� ���� ���� ������ kP �����। #���� ��� ��"!� *�� *�; 
(���� *��V�� ��)����� ��A �&2�� #�� ���� <��� �U�U ���! ��z��� ��!�;। *�&� ��)����� 
��&��2� �1�� ��� *��"�! *W��� ���; %+ ��h���� #� *��V��� ���A �y������ ����2 
��!�;-%b/NC ��'2 ���� ����� ���� ��!���)�� ���x����� #�� 8���� *��� *��� ���!�;। #( 
����-�� *��V���& ���� *A�� �������H ��� ����� ��)� ���&���!-#� ���� ����) 
��)���� ���;�। *��V���& �Vr2P�� *3��" ��! ��! #�� (���� *��V�� ����� ?�� N (�| 
�&2�� #� *���� �42 ���� kP ���। ������� �������� ��! *����9�� kP ��� #�� ���@H 
*����9�� ����! �!। *�4 ����� ���� �������� *������P� *�4 ��! ��! #�� 6�H ��E'���� 
?�p��� ;�<$ ��! #��� *���� ������ kP ���। ��G 8���� *��� #�� ���x�!������ ���� 6�! 
���( ��� ��1 #�� ���� 8�� ������� ���� ��� �!। *�)� ����� #�� ����T *�)� (?� 
����!� ) ���x�������� ���� �~� �! #�� �1�� *W��� ���; ��� �!।  
 

�������� ����� ���( *<�$ ��1 #�� *�( ������� ��� #� *��V�� (���� ��! "��E 
*A�� N/*� ��'2 ��)����� ��A �"!�� �(। "!����h� ?(���� ���2� ��( ���� *� "!���h 
*A�� ����) �8�� �! #�� ��" *�������� ���� *� 6�� A���। ��� �������0 ���\� ��� 
*�4 ��2^ ��)����� �j�� "��&� (��3��& ��� ��� j( ��(� �r��) ��� ���� *���) ��! 
�� � *( #�� ������ �8���� "!����h� (���� ?(� (*���� +CC��U *��� �;�)-#� 
���A *�������� ���।  
 

*�( ���� ��� ��;� *��� "��&�! *��� ��)���� *A�� ;! ��(� �r�� ��'¥� (��)����-
"!���h ��-�� ?��) ���  �� (����-# �8���� *������ ���A *��� ��� #�� �VrH2 
*��������� ���� ���� ��!��)� ���। *�( ���� %+��h���� #��& *�w� ����� ����� ��1� 
��! *�( ��-�! ��� #�� ������ ����� ����2�� ������� #������ ���।  ���� "��� 7 )�� 
��� #�� #�)�� )���� ���� �@� �(। *�( �~�� ��; *A�� )�� ��! *� ����T ����� 
��� #� ��,��� ����� *�w� ���&2� *�mn ���l�  #�� #�&� =�&� *�w���# #���;�। "��� 
��� @!@�� �! #�� ���-������ ��������� ��! '�� ��!। #�� ������ *���)�� 
����� ��� *��1 ��!। #�� ���� *���) n��� *��� ��)����� ���� �8�� �!।  
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/�� #�6� *<�� ;&�� ���� ���� ��)���� ����� ��r�� ������ 6���@� �r�� I��� ���। 
������ *�w� ����� ��!�� ��� ������� ��� )�। ���� �r�2���� *�)� ������ *�m�n *� 
��- *���) ��z��� ��!�;� ����� ���A" *�������� ��� #�� ������� ��� �! *� ���� ����� 
*A�� �8�� ��! ��)����� �r�2���� 6���@� �r�� I��� ���। 
 

#���� ���� ��U������ ����� �����; ���� ��)����; ;��; (���� ���� #���)���� "��� 
*�D�; ��!। ������� ��)����� '������� ����� 6���@� �r�� ���� ��x���� ��� #�� ����� 
���\! 
<��� �U 6�� ��A *�����! ���। ������� ������ ��x #�� ����� �H2! ���� �@� �! #�� 
����� )��� ���� }��� *A�� �������� )� ���। /�� #�6� *A�� +( #�6� 6��� j’#���� ��� 
���� ����� '��; ��G ��)����� '����2�� �¦��h A���! #�� ��� ��' ������ 6���@� �r�� I��� 
�"!�! �������� ����  9��� ������ �� � �H2! ���� ����� #�� ������ ����4 *�� @�� 
���� �����। ��� *������� ��� *���) ���� ��! #�� 3����1 t�� �!।  
 

N�� #�6� <��� *A�� ��#�#,-#� #�) *�5 ��2� *� #�� *�)� ������ ��� j) ��,��� 
���� ���A *��� ���� ��� #�� ���� �� �������� 6�!�) �)�h� ���। ��� ������� ��;� 
��&2���� ,�!��-#� �����&2 ���� ��� ����� ����� *A��। ����^ ���& A���! #&� ��� �;�। ��G 
��� )���� *�; #&� ���� ���� ��� !; ��� ��� ��m2�@�� ���� ��� ��� *�� ��(�,� 
#�#��) '� ���� ����। ��G (�� ���� ����� *�; #� ���� ���; /%&� N (�| �&2��;#����� ?�� 
#�#��)-#��) #�� 6'�� �U�U *������P� ��;। ��( ���� #���� ����� *(। ���� ����� 
*�������� ���� )� <����! ����^ *A�� ��;� ���� ������� ���� ���! ����� ���� ������ 
�����। ��� ����  ���� ����� *� Y( #�6� ��� ��)���� �\�H ��� ��� � � ����;; *� �� 
*� ����� ��&2���� ,�!�� �����&2 *�!� �!। 
 

��)���� ���5 ���� ������ �;� ����� ��@ ��� *A�� �\� '����� #� ���&���! ��!। 
�� ��;� *��� ?>� ���� ���� ���� *��E�� *�!�� )� ��;� *����9�� ����। ������ ����!� 
�O��� �r�2@�H ���&���!�� ��@H ���� ��< ����! �� #�� �\��H� 6��� �(; (���� )��� 
������ �O���o *A�� ������ ����� *�� ����� *( #�� �� ���� ����।  
 

�\� kP �! Y( #�6� �O�� Y&�-7&�� ����। ������� ������ ?�� 6�� *�����42H #�� 

���\! ��U� ������� 9�� �42 ���� kP ���। ���� ���� ���x���������� �y��� *z�� ��! ��! 
#�� ����� �r�� *<� ��� ���� ����� ���� }��� ��1। 6�! '�� 3S� �1�(�!� �� ��)���� ����x �! 
#�� ���x������� ��)����� '����2�� ����� 6���@� �r�� I��� ��� *,��। ���� *��������  *�� ��;� 
����� *��� ��� �!। ������ ��@ NC/N+ ) ����� �!। ��)���� ����� ��( 6<m�� )�!�� *A�� 
����� �U�U ?��� ���। ��)���� ����� ��(�� �U���� *A�� 6�! �� ��)�� �U �� ��� 9�� ?��� 
��� �! । ���� ������� ����� ;�?� �������H ��� #�� *���� #���� ��! ���� ��x���� 
6���@� �r�� I��� ���। ;�?�� '������� ��( ����E ���� #�� ��E&� ����� *�1� ���� kP ���। ����� 
*����� �� ?`���� �m�o �!। #�� ������ �r�2��2� ��2��'� K ;�?� ��� ���� ���) ���x �!। 
#���� ������� ���� ����� ������ ?�� ������ A���। 
 

7( #�6� *A�� /C( #�6� ��2^ ���� ������� ;�?�� ��� ���& '����2�� *A�� �3�� *,�� 
#�� ;�?�� NCC/LCC ��)� ���� *�D�; ��(। ��G �������� ��( #�� ��E&� ����� *�1� �0����! 
�<��� ���! �\�H '����� *�� �o�� ��! ��1। ������� ��- 
!��\! �U�U; &��Z�������   
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����; �� (�| �&2�� (����� ��(��� ���� ��� ��� ����! ����। *�( ��! ���� )��� ���� 
*���� ������� %+C*A�� NCCI�� ��;। ���� ���; ��� �A�� ����E)। ���� )��� ���� *! 
����� ���&���!�� ����!� *�5 ��H2� �,��; *���'; ������-(-)���� ��� 7( #�6� ������ 
���A ���� 9����� ��! ��� �; #�� ���� *����T��� }���! ��! ��"!� �!। 6'f �\��� 
�y��� �������� ����� �VrH2P�� *<��� ��!। ������� *� #����! ��- �������� ����� �U�U 
����H ��� #�� ����! ��2��! 6���@� �r�� I��� ��� ������� ������ ���� ���2� *�!। 
 

#���� ���� ;�?� ��� ���� *�4 6�'o�! ��)����� ��!��)� ���। �� ��� ��"!� *�� 
*�; ����-� *�������� j( �0�<� I�� ����1� 3��& ���� ���� *'o� ���; *����T��; 
W���� *,��� ������। ����2�� ����-� *�������� ��(�,��2��S-#� �A� k� ����� ����� 
<����� kP ���। ��G ����� �q�� ���! ��� ��� *� ����-� *��������� *�������� ���� 
)� �����! ��� � *!� ��l। ���� *� ����� ��) '����! ��!। 
 

��� j�&� *��V�� *��� *A�� ?�z�! ����1�� ���� �8�� ��� ��2� ��(। //( #�6� 
����� *���! ������ ����� �� ����� ����r�� *�D�; �� ���� ����� ?�� �������� �&2� 
#�� ��&2���� ,�!�� ��l�। �� K j( *��V�� ������� ���  �� ����� 6���@� �r�� I��� ��� 
��G ����� 6���@� ��� � *���@H  ��! �!�। ���� �������� )��� ������ ����� #�� ��&2����� 

!��\! �U�U " ����� ��U I����� ��P�� ��;�@H �1�(�!� �� �&��� � *��� �������H 
���।  
 

#���� ��� /%( #�6� ���� *���! ���� *�������� ����� �&�& ����� )� ��) #� 
*��V�� I�� ��! ����� ��A �8�� �( #�� ���� ��8��� I�������� ;�?�� ?�� ����� '�� 
������ ����� ���2� ��(। /C��(� �A ���\� ���� �� ��� ��� *���� *� ������� ��� 
���& *�D�; *��; #�� ���� ��A 6�� ��-�� j ���� ��1�3� �����! ���1�! �8�� ��l #�� 
��� ��)" ��� *��!� *���� *���� । #���� �! ��� ����� #�� ��)���� ��"!�� *���1 ���� 
*�4 6���@� �r�� I��� ���।  
 

/%( #�6� �O��� ���� ������ 6���@�� #� ��)�� �) �r�� ��-� *��& *�!� �� #�� �1 
��; *��& ��������0� ���� ����w���� " ��;� ��( j ���� ���� ������। /%( #�6� �O�� ���� 
����-� *������� *���� *�D;�� #�� �������0 ����� *'o� ���। ����w��� *,�& *�� ��!�) 
I�� ����� �!। ������ N (�| �&2�� *A�� �8���� �������� ?�� *�����42H ��� ��। ���� 
��� j’��@� ����� �1�( '�� #�� ������ ���; ����� ����0& ����)� ������ #;��;���p�� ���� 
��� ’��� ��\� (�m���� ��) ?������ <��4� ��� �!। #��� /N( #�6� *<���� ���� ��� 
*������� ��)���� ��q������! ��2̂  *�D�; ��! #�� �� � ���� A���। ���� I���� ��" 
����� �&�& #�� ����� '������� 6���@� �r�� ������ ����। ;�?� ��� ���� )� ��" ����� 
'�� ������ ����।  
 

/N//L( #�6� ��� j�&�� ���� �m�o� �� 9���42H kP �! #�� ��� *���~�) ����� 
�����<��� *���42H kP ���। ��( *<�� ��� A��� ���� *������ ���A ���� �!����� #�� 
*&���,�  
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*�������� ���l] ��! ��1। *<�� ���1 ��E'&�� ���� ����-� *�������� #� ����0 I�� ���� 
I����� "�� BE���! ��1। #���� �! 6'f �\��H� ���� �&��� � *��� ���� I����� 
������� ��� �! #�� ���� "!����h� ���� ��� ���।  
 

"!���h� 6������5 *��� 6�! j( 3�&��! ��! ��� ���� #� ��)�� *�������� ���� 
��� N �� )�� ��E�) ��( #�� ����� ��! ��)���� #�� "!����h� ��B��� *������1� ��� 
 �� ���� 6���@� �r�� ����! I��� ���। #&� ��)���� *A�� /R ��(� #�� "!���h *A�� 
/%��(� �r�� �;�। ��)����� ���� ���� N+/LC ) ��� �!। #�� ���� I����� ����� 
#������ *<��� ��1।  
 

���� ���A �P� (���� ��� #�) ���x����� �;�। /+( #�6� *� <���� '�� ��! #�� 
/Y ����� *� ����� #�� ��� *�! *� ����2����� *)��� *)�� 6���� #�� ��#�#,-#� ���f�� 
���� ���A )P�� ���) *��� ���� '� #�� ��� ����� ������ ���� 6�� ��;। ��l� ��§" 
�P� (���� ���� *�( ;���&� ���A /Y( #�6� ����2������ "��� ���A *��� ���� *����। ��G 
#�� *�� ,�( �� �। *�� ������( ��"!� *�� �। ���� ��! �,�� �����।  
 

/7( #�6� ������ ���� ����-� *������� ������ �� ��� ?�� #�� "!���h 
����� ?�� ����� '����। )��� ������ ������� ���& #�� *������� 6'f ����� '���!; ��G 
������ 6���@� �r�� *<��� "!���h *�D;�� ��" �@� �!�। 
 

%/*� #�6� ��� *<���� ���� 6'f *�����42H kP �� ������ �� ��� ?�� #�� ������� 
�\� '����। ������ 6���@�� �r�� ������� *<� ���� �@� �� *��� ��&�� ����। 6���@� 
�r���� ���&( �;� �¨� ��। *���� ���� ����� (����- #� j ��� ��0 *��& �;�; ���� ��� 
��� �1�( '������ *<���� ���� ��- �U�U; *������P� �� ��� ��� ���������� *<���( '� 
#����! *�D�; ���!�;���। ������� n��� ����� "!���h�� 6�! ��- #����(; "!����h� '� 
#���� ;�1� �� ����� �!। *����( ���� ��8���� 6A� ��2��!� ����{।  
 

*@��<; j5�� #�� �����! ��� �� ���[� �� ��#�#,-#� ��!�) *��� ����� 
��� ��� *�; ����� *�)� ����� ��� #�) ��,��� ���� ���A *��� ���� '�। ����� ��� 
���A *��� ���� *����। *� ����� �����; ��� *� ���� ��- �)�� #�� �U�U 
*������P��� ��������! (����2���) *�D�; ��(। %%*� #�6� ��� ���� �� ��)��� ?�� ��(�,�; 
*W��; #�-#�-�) #�� *������P� ��! ��������! *�DE;����। *�DE;��� � *�DE;��� ��#�#,- #� 
j’��� w�� #�� ������ ��- �U�U #�� *������P� ��! ����2����� '�� *��। ��� ����� ��;� 
��(�,� ������ ���; *��� *��।  
 

#���� ����� ��� *�!� �� *� ��H2� "���� ������ ���A ����� 3��& (���)���) %N *� 
#�6� *��� ���� '�। ��E� ���2� ����!� ���� *���� *�D;��� #�� #( 6A� #�-�� #� ���A 
*��� �!। ��2� "���� *��� ����� *� #����� ����!� ���x ��� #�� ��� *� ��#�#, 
������ �U�U #�� *������P� ���� 6<m�� ���! ������ ����।  
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RE-ORGANISATION OF TROOPS AT RAJSHAHI 
 

(FROM the diary of brig. Gyas uddin chowdhury; BB Psc(Rtd) then Maj. Gyas;the 

Comd. of rajshahi sub-Sector-20-1983) 

 

After the force battle on 13 and 14 April with pak army at rajshahi town I pulled 

back my troops towards Nawabganj and took up a strong defence at Gdagari area. at 

that time I had with me 6 Win (Battalion)of EPR intact and some elements of 7 Wing 

(Battalion) who came with me from Nawgaon and those who followed me from 

Charghat company of thes wing. In addition approximately 200 volunteer freedom 

fighters stayed with the troops rest of whom left after loosing the initial battle at 

rajshahi. The pak force which recaptured Rajshahi from us after consolidating the 
position for Nawabganj on 17 april. On the way they met with pockets of resistance 

and went back to Rajshahi On night of 20/21 april; Pack army made a desparate 
attempt and contated own troops at night on forward position around Godagari. In the 

very early hour they launched an attackwhich was a dawn attack. I was expecting 
such an action from them . On 20 April I ferried across river padma opposite 

Godagari with 300(there thousands)303 rifles; 96 Bretta guns and 3 lacs of 
ammunition which I collected from rajshahiarmoury between 07 April and 13 April 

when rajshahi town was under my captivity . Ialso sent across 48 LMGs;4 vicar 

machine guns;6 3” morters; which were surplus in 6 wing Hqs as they were switching 

over from 3” two 81mm morters and new machine guns(latest AMerican version) and 

1400 rounds of morter shells. In addition Ihad many other types of explosives and 

armaments which I collected mainly from EPR sector after in fell during the battle 

with occupation forces of 6 wing Hqs located at located at Nawabganj wich remained 

Liberated till 21 Aprill and acted as our firm base.  
 

The troops who were in defence at that time had 60 LMGs; 6x81mm morters; 
10x2” mors; 6xLirat (an old model of British rocket launcher) and personalweapons; 

ammunitions and grenades with eah fighting members. Pak army always used 
unconventional and most brutal technique of assault by opening their fire of automatic 

weapons to all the built up areas and huts of the village; and firing with flame thrower 
so that the whole built up area is demolished and burnt to ashes thus not providing any 

shelter to freedom fighters and RR shells for softening the position prior to launching 
an attack. In 3 weeks time our freeedom fighters already got enough battle inoculation 

and gave a tough fight to the assaulting troops of pak army at Godagari. I started 

pulling back my troops in phases in a planned way across river Padma with the help 

of number of speed boats of EPR; available forpatrolling by evening of he day on 21 

april we withdrew alongwith all weapons and equipments on the other side of Padma 

just opposite to Godagari Police station. We just had 7 minor casualty.But the  

casualty of local people was quite heavy. I saw 24/25 injured persons being ferried 

across and 2/3dead bodies lying around the market area. We also carried sufficient 

amount of rice and pulse from the LSD godown located at Godagari. During enemy 

attack from 17April to 21 April the  occupation army used in average 3 air 

sortiesevery day of F-86(sabre) jest in our defence. They used mostly MGs and 

rockets against our troops; beside hitting the civilian population and killling the 

innocent persons. 
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����� " ����  ��� ��U 6������ 
��@�_���5 ������� ��� *����y� ����� ���� ����� 

CY-CY-/b7N 
%+*� ���'2� 3&�! ���� ���©� ��! ��1 #�� ����� *��4H *A�� ��x �"!�� )� ��U 

)��� �U ���! *�"!�� )� 6�� �(।  
 

�����! �U ��8�5 ����� ����� #���0��� <�(� �6�X��� ��5 �P!��� �<���� #�� 
�"!��� ����� ��))�� ���� *� �V��� ��� #�� ���  ��! ���x������ 6�� ������ *A�� 
#��& ���x ��8�� ����& �z ���। *�( ���r�n ������ ��$ ������� ��;� ��� ; (����; ����; 
��)����; ;��; ������ �� ���� ����& #� ���x����� �z ��� �!। ����� ����0& ���) *A�� 
NCN ���2� ��(�,� #�� ����� #���0�� *A�� YCC/7CC ��(�,� " *������P� ��8� ��� #�� 
����� " ��)���� *���0 ��Z�� ��� ��)� ��! A���।  
 

��)������ (������ ��� *���� �� � ���;�। ���� #��& *��V�� ��! ��)���� 
��<���� ���� ���। ��;� �r� ��"!�� �� ���� k�� ��( *�; ��&�� ��! �� #��& ���&���! }���-
����-����1� ��A ��)����� ���� ���;। ����T ������ *n�n /CC ) ���x������� ����� 
6�������� )� ��z� �!। 
 

���� 6A� ����� ���0����� ��������� �y��� �(। ��3�42 ��������� ����� <��� 
��U� ���� �&��� � *��� ��;� ��&। ��)������ ��� �� *��& �;� ����� ��$ ��� *����� 
�!��� ��� ��l�। ��3�42 ��- ������ ��� �!। 
 

/% #�6� ��)���� �VrH2 ��x ��� �!। ��� ���& *��& ����0����� ��;� �&�;� ��&��� ���! 
����! ��)� *!। *����" ����� *����-#� ���� �&��� � *��� ����� @!@�� 
���� ��� 
���� ��;� ��&। *��� *A�� ���� ���q�� (��)����) �0�,X �(। ��� ���2� #��& ���&���! 
7+ ������&�� ���� #�� ���� <��� �U ��! ������ ?�� �\� ���। 
 

(������ ���� ��� *���� �1���� %C/%+ ) ��� *�� 8��� }��� ���� 8�������� ���� 
���; #�� 3���1� �����! ���l। ��� *��! ��� #��& *;�& *��� ��! 8�� ��<���� �"!�� �(। 
8��� ���! k��� ��� ��� ���1 ��� *���� ��)� ��! ��;। ���� ,�!���� �P ���। �Q@ 
,�!����-#� �� ��� �@ *A�� *�� )��� � ���! ��� ���©� �(। ��� *���� ���! *����� 
���� �������v)’ ��� �����!�;। �������� �����; *��& ���� ���� ���1 ����! #�� ���z� 
I�!��� ��(�,� ���� ���! ��� ���1 ������ ���� ��� ��� *��� ���!�;। ���� <���;��� 
�������� ����� �U ��! ��)� ��! ��;। 
 

�1�� ���) 6������5 ���� ���� ��! ������ ���� ��;� ����'� ��� �1�� ���)� ��' 
#������ ��� A���। ���� L&�� ���� ��B�� ������ ���)� ?�� ���! ��;����� ���l। �ª ���� ��$ 
��$ ���� ,�!���� �P ���। ���� ��ª� )��� ��(। ��;�@ ?<! ��@ ��342 �!। +/7 ���& �� 
���)� ?��� �������� �Vr2 -« ��! ��!। ���� *���� L�& ��� *��� ��� ?��� ���। ���� 
�( '��) �����! *��� �@� �!। 
 

���q��� ��� " �����! �H����5 ���� ���( �"� ��� /N( #�6� ������ ���q��� 
���� ���x�������� ��$ *��� *�(। ���q�� ��������� ���A ����� ��� �!। ���� ������ ���x 
*����  
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;�<$ ��! ��!। ��� ���x��� �����_ �� ���। ���q� #�� *�( ��$ ��$ ������ �� �!। 
�����! ��� ���2 '�� ���! *������� " ������ ������ 6�! /+CC/%CCC *��� ��� ���� 
�s! ��!�;�। �������� ������� �3�� *,�� #�� 7CC/RCC*����� m���<��� 9�� ��� *�w� 
���! ���1�! *��� *,��। "( ���� ���� *A�� ���� ��� ��-'��) *�E�' �;���। ��� *������� 
�O��� ���� �"� �! #�� ��)���� ��� ��� *!। 
 

��U 6������-��)����-�91�-���� 
��@�_���5 ������� *��~��� ���?� ���� ��� ��\� 

%L-/%-/b7N 
 

%+*� ��'2 �O��! ?(� ���f�� �<��^��H ����>� �0?�&� )� ���& =�&� I��� ��� ����� 
���2� *�। ��� �& 3�&��� ��! ?(� �������� *�)� I�!j� ���� (��z�) *� ����� ?(��� ,�  
( ���� ���2� *�!� �!। �� ���& =�&� �U�U ��! I��� A���। 
 

%Y*� ��'2 ���� *���! *��!�&2�� ��02 ���f�� ���)�� ���� ��������� ����� *��!�&2�� ���02 
��02 �� ��� ���! ?�>�� ���। %Y*� ��'2 ���� 73�&��� ��! *�)� )��� ��; ����T 
��!��; *�)� ����� " ����T ���� �,)�� ?(�-# ��� #�� ������� *�)� ��j� ���, 
*��`��� ����� ?(�,�-( ���� ���2� *�। ,� ( ��� �!। *�)� )��� �� ���� *�, �� ���� 
��� �� ���। 
 

%Y*� ��'2 ���� R/b&�� ��! /CC*A�� /+C) *��� ��(� ��! ������ ��,��� �y��� 
#�� 7( ���'2 *�� ������� *&� *��02�m� <�4H ��)��� kP ��� #�� *¬��� ���� A���। *�)� 
)��� �� ��,��� �y��� I��' �f���� � ���� )� )���� ���2� *�। ����� /C///&�� 
��! *��!�&2�� ���02� *��� ?�� �z�_ #��& 9�� ���। #&� *���� �� '����2� *A�� ,�E�� 
�"��) kP �!। /C ���& *����9�� '��। ?�`�� *� %+*� ��'2 ���� ���� ��&� ������� =�&��� 
�U�U ��[� ��� ���� (����T ��!���� *��� ���2��) ����� ���� �� �m�o ��� ���� 
�����!। ����T ��!�� ����� #�� ������� ���!�� ����� ��,�� *0�� *���� ��� *�; 
��E'�� )� ����� I��� A��� }���� �� � ���( �����। #( �A� ��� ��� *<��� ���;��। 
*����9��� �� *�)� ����� *�� *�)� )��� ���� ������ ��� *� ��- ���� ����-�� 
(������ *� ��� #�&� ������� *�,�)�� ����। �� ��- ���� ����-�� (������ #��& 
������� 6��� *�����! ��� ���� �!। ������� ������ *A�� *�� ��! � ���� ���2� *�!� �!। 
���� ����-�� (������� ��������2�� *)��" *��� ���� �! #�� ������� (���� ����� ������ 
*�!। *�)� )��� ���� ��2�� ����� �U�U ��,�� )�� ����� �!। ��,��� '���2��q2 ������� 
(���� 6��� ������ �!। *��� ���&�-/&�� ��! ����� )�� ��,��� ���� ���)� �!। ���� 
����T ��!���� ��� *�; ��^����� ������ �U ��! *��!���!� 8���� ���� �8�� ��l। ����� 
#���! ���।  
 

%7*� ���'2 *�)� )��� ���� ���2�� ���& =�&� ���& �!����� *�& �� ��^���� 
��<���� ���� *�m�n �"� �!। ��^����� *��� '������� k�� *��!� �� �9; *����9��� �"!�)। 
��� �!������ "��E�� *�)� )��� ���� ���A *�������� ���; ��$��� " ������ �Q �m���� ?��� 
��� #�� ���� �� ������ �!�> ��! ���। *�)� )��� �� /LL ���� )��� ���। �����^� 
��"��9����� ���� ���-����� �~� ��� ���� ��!�;�।  
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NC*� ��'2 ����T ��!��; �������� ��� ���� (��2��� ��!� �������); #�� ��� �91� 
��<���� �"� �(। �91�� *��"�!� *W� ��W���� "��E�� *&���,��� ������ *�������� �@� 
���� ������ ���। #��� ���� �91� ����� ��(� ��(। �������� ��� ������ ����� ��(� 
���� �! " ��� ���A %+ ) (���� *�"!� �!। �������� ��� ������ ��������� ���f *�!� �!। 
��� ����T ��!���� "��E�� �,�� ���।  
 

NC*� ��'2 ��� #� =�&��� �U�U ��! �91� *��"�! *W�� *�D;�(। �������� ��� 
���� %+) (����; ��;� �����; ;���� ���)�� ���� ����� ����������! ���� ����-����� 
?�� �\� '���!। ����� ����������! "��� ���V �;�। #� *��)��S " ����� �U��U "�� 
��[� �;�। ��� '�� 3�&��� ��! ���� ����-����� I���� ��q2��2� �!����� *W�� " 
#������� ����2 *�w� 0��V �9 ����! �����! ��!। ���x�������� ����2� �\��H ���� 
NC/N% &� ��1� ��! ������� ���� �����! ��!।  
 

/�� #�6� *��� b&�� ��! �������� ��� ���� ��1!�� ��)��� #������ �0���� ?�� 
�\�H '���! #�� ����T r� ��y��� %N ) ���� ����-�� I�� " ����� ��������2�� 
)���� �� �! ��� *,��। ����� ��������2�� *� ��)� *�,�)�� *��� ��)�� ��! ���। #( 
�\� ��) ���� ����-�� I�� ��� �!। K��� N! *�$� *��)���S� #�) ��!� 
������� ���� ������� #� =�&� ��$��� I�� �;�। ������� ��� *0�� �� �!।  
 

K ������� �0����� b% *���& &���� �U�U �;�। RC w�� �U�U; *������P� �91��� ��! 
��� �!। #�� ������� *�,�)�� *�!� �!। *�)� )��� �� ?x ����� *��! �91��� ��� #�� 
�������� ��� ������ #( j5������ ��<���� ��,���� )� ��<~ )�� । ��� ����� 
��� *� #� �� *��� ��! #� �1 #�&� �\� '����� ���� ��� �;� �।  

 

�91� *)�� ¢��� ���� ���V  �� ��� ���x�������� 6��@H *�!�� )�। �������� ��� 
���� *;������� ������� 6��@H ���� A���। (������ ��� #���#; �0�� #�� ��8�� 
���4��� ��2��H ������ ������� #���! ���।  ��! 6��� ������ A��� ��"!�� �����! 
��~��- ���� )� #���! ���। #��� ���� �;�� ������� ��- �( ����� ���; ��� ��5- 
��2'����m~; #���# 0�x�� )���j� ����; 0�x�� *����� ��"!��; #0�<���& ���)?� ��; 
#���# ���)�� ���� ��¥����� 6���। ;�� *�m�m~ " ��)���� ���� ��2��H # ���) ��������� 
���। 
 

(������ *�)� )��� �� ��;� *��� ��3����1 3��& ��z���� ���2� *�। ��;� *��� ����)��h 
#�� ��;� *��� ��� �� ��z��� �!। (������ k�� *���� ���)����� *3���3�& *A�� N! *�$� 
*��)���S� ����T ���!��; ����T �"���� �'�z #�� #�) #���#�� �������� " j() 
��!� #�&� )��� #������ *!�� )� �91��� #���;। #���#��H� �����2 " *�)� )��� 
���� ����\�� ������� w�� " )��� ��2� " *������P� *�!� �!। ��� ������� 6�� ����! 
�U ��� ���। R w�� �U " j�& N (�| �&2�� ������� *�!� �!।  
 

�������� ��� ������ ��� �� ��z��� �!। ���� �� ���� ���� *0�� ��z��� �!। 
��� ������ *�0���!�&2��� (�91�) *��� ��� ��3����1 3��& �0�,�X ��(। #�� ����)��h� 
#��0" )�� ������p; ���)������� #���# ���� ����; ���)������� �6�X��� ����p� 
*���� #�� ���� ����� ���� ���� �)u�� �����2 ��� ��� ������ ��� )� �91� 
��z�(। j�� �� ��� ���� �91� ��� #�� ���� ���A *�1��� *����� ���। ��(�1����& 
6���@� �r�� I��� ���  
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�!। ���� �� ���� ���������� �\�H ���� )� ���A!� A��! (����) ��z�(। (������ 
�������� ����1� *A�� (/C ( #�6�) ���� ��<���� ���� ���।���� ��� ���� *,�� #�� 
��� *� ����� (/N #�6�) ��� *������� ����! 6��� ����; #�� *������� )�� *��; ����� 
#� �0�<� I�� #��0<�X ���;। /N ( #�6� ������ �0��; #��� �� ��� ��! ���o!�� ���� '�� 
*��;। ���� ������� �U�U " #������ ��-�(�!� ��& *A�� �&�� ��q�� ��! *��;। �� 
��� ���� *� ����! �����!� ��)��� ��z�(। �����!��� *'!����� (®���¯�) ���� *���� 
A���� ���� *�! #�� #��� A���� *�� � ��� Q��� *�!। ���� ����� #�� ��� ���� 
����� #�� )��!। K #����! )����� (����� " ������ ����¯� ��;� *��� ������ ���) ��° 
�m�o �����।  
 

��� ��� ������ ���A �����2 ��� ��<��� �\� ���'��� ��� ��!। ����� �;� /L( 
#�6�। ��� ������ ���2� ��( �91��� ���! *�)� )��� ���� ���A �����2 ��� *,�� 
����। /7 #�6� ��� ���� *,�� ���। #� =�&� I���� ���� ����1� #�� ���� ��-�� 
���� ��������� *�������� ���l] ���� ���2� ��(। ��� ���� /7( #�6� ���� *���� ��!।  
 

��� )��� ������ *� ������ *�; ������ ������� *�)� ��j� ���, *��`� /7( #�6� 
��3����1 3��& #���;। ��� ��� ���A *��� ���� ��(। %C*� #�6� ��� ��3���1� 3��& *�D;�( 
#�� *���� ��( �������� ��� ���� #� ��� I����� ��! 3��& *����;। ��� ���� ��� 
*�; /b*� #�6� ��(�1���& ������ 6���@��r�� ������ �8�� ��l�। *�( ��! *� 
��������� ?�� 9�� *;��1। ��������� Y ��1� o ��!�; #�� �Q I�� ����� ��!�;। ��� 
��@" ��� ����� ��!�; #�� ;�<$ ��!���;। ��� �������� ��j� ����� ��! ���� 
���)����� ��������� ���। *���� ��� ?�� ��U��'�� ��� �!  ��! 0�x����� ����। #��� 
�������� ��� ���� ����)��h� #��0"-� ���A *�������� ���। ;�<$��� ��� #���� ���� 
*'o� ��� ��G �� ���� �����। 
  

��� ��� �� N� *�c�� *��� ��(। *��� *A�� ����� *��V�� ���f�� ����! �����&� 
�������1� ���z�! *�!� �!।  
 

'�E��(����h-��)����� ��U 6������ 
��@�_���; �������� *����y� ,��?�p 

C%-C+-/b7L 
 

'�E��(�����h (����-#� Y� ?(� �;�। %L*� ��'2 *A�� ������ ��;� *����� ��(�� 
�<�^�� ����>� �0?�&� )� ��z��� �!। #( ?(� #� ���f��; ������ ?(� ���f��; ����T 
���p�" �� #�) ����T *�� ���f�� *A�� ������� *�)� ��2̂  ���( �;� ���� ����-��। 
��$������ ���� ��� ���� ����-����� ��!�� ��� �!। %+*� ��'2 *A�� ������� (������ ���; 
*A�� �U *��� *'o� ��� �!। ��G ��$������ ��~� )���! �U )�� ���� ���� �
���� ���। 
)�����H ������ ?�� ����� '����� #( �)����� ���� �U )�� ��( �(।  
 

%+*� ��'2 ������ *�c� *�0���!�&2�� ��)���� *A�� /+//Y ) ��$��� (���� #�) 
����?���&�� �����h ���। ���B ���B ���� *���� I�z� ���� A���। %+*� ��'2 ���� ��) 
����T�� ������ %+/NC ) ���� ����-�� (���� ��� 6�! *�1 3�&��! ��! ����� =�&� 
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*�0���!�&2��� �\� '���!। ����� ����V� ��$��� (������ ����� )�� �@��A2 "��� 
?�� ��ª� �\� '���!। "��� ��) ��� �!। %Y*� ��'2 ����-���� ����� ��)��� ��;� 
�5���! *����� 9�� ��� ���� ���। %Y*� ��'2 ��� ����h ����V� ��- ��$����� ��U �� �! 
�� '����� ,�( ����� �!। ��G ��;� ����� ��$��� �U�� ��(�� �f������ �)����� ����V� 
������� A���। �������� ,�-( ����! ?(� ���f�� ��� *�; ���� ��� ��(��� )������H� 
���A ��������� ��� ����� ������ ��z ��)� *�!� ��� #�� 9�� ��� ���� ��� ���। �A� 6���� 
����� ������� *�)� ��j �� ��� *� *��������� &���Z� ������� ���&�� �����! *�!� ���।  
 

%Y*� ��'2 ���� *��� ���� 'w8�� *�� *A�� (���� �!������ ��� ��( *� }����� 
��$��� (������� *� ��� ��� ��!�;। ��(�� ���� ��; ������� ���@�� )� ���2 ��� �!� 
�!।  
 

%Y*� ��'2 �O�� 7&�! ���� ��!�) ��$��� #���" �������� *��-,� �����; �������� 
)�)� ��� �������� ���p��� ���� ; �������� I�!� ��� �������� #�� ��;������ ��!� 
������ ���� ����-�� ��!�) #��"-� ���A ���� ���;���। �z�_ ���&���! �������� *�)� 
9�)�� �� ���� ����-���� *'���� (����! *0�� ��! ���। ����� #�� �'�� ���� 
��~± ����। ���� ���� ���2 �(। ��;�@ �� ��)���� *�c� *�0���!�&2�� *A�� #��& *���) 
���। *�&� �;� ���� ����-�� ��- ��,��� #�� *)�!���� �������� ��)������ ����! *,��� 
)� #�� ��$������ ��� ��� ��)����� ���� ����� )�। ������ ��$��� �����&� #( *���) 
��- �$������ )���! *�!। #( *���) ��,����� ���� �1�� ���A ���A ������ ?�� ����� kP 
�!। *����9��� ����( ��) ��,��� �������� �����! ��)����� ���� '�� ��!। 6�! j( 3S� 
*����9��� �� ���� �� ��$������ �!�> ��� #�� �U�� ���� ����-�� *)��"�� �~� ��� 
�!। *����9���� ����� ��;� *��� ���� ��!; ��;� ��� �!। ������ #�) ����� ��� �!।  
 

���V�� �Vr2P�� �) ���!�n ��� �� ��(�� )�����H *� ��� *�!� �!। /C//+ 
����&� ���� %/N ��)�� *��� ����V ��� ������ ������ ��������� ���� )�। ���� ��� 
����V� ��(�� #�� �<��� '����2�� �0�,X ��� �! ���� ����-����� �\� *A�� �@� ����� 
)�। �� ��)������ %+ ��h�� *��)��S �;�। ���� �����^� ��- ��"���� ���$������ 
*8,��� ��� ��;� *��� ��"���� A���; ���� ���( ?(� *�0���!�&2��� ����� ���� )� �8�� �(। 
%7 ��'2 ������ + 3�&��! ���� ��)����� ��$���� (���� #�� ��$��� �������� )�� �@��A2 
��)����� ���� �8�� �(। ��)����� *�c� *�0���!�&2��� ����-���� ��- *������P� #�� ����� 
����� �U�U �����! t�� ��� *�!। *�c� *�0���!�&2�� ����-�� ����T (���� ��- ��$��� 
(������ ���2 ��� *� #�� ��� *�; *������� ���A ��� ��� �� ���_ ��; #��� ��� 
��;� *��!�;। ��� ���(�� ���@�� )� j( ����&� ���� '�� *��� ���। �z� K ���!� ���� 
����-���� *����9�� #�� �9 ������ kP ��� *�!।  
 

����h *A�� /R ��(� �r�� *������1��� ��;������ *��� �0�,X I��� ���। ���� 
����-���� ������ ?�� �\� '���!। ?<! ��@� ���� *����9�� '��। ���� ��- ��- 
��)����� ���� �8�� ��� A��� *����9�� '���( A���। ��)����� ���;!�0�$��� ����T ��!�� 
"��E *A�� #�� ������ ���� ����� �। *�( ��! ������ *�� ��,��� � A���! ��� *�mn 
*�। ��)���� *��&2 *W��� ��& �0�,X A������� ������ #�) ��!� ��j� ����� ���� 
�। ����T ��!�� ������� *�m�n ���� ��)���� ���� ��� ��� *(।#��� ��)���� *������ 
����� )� ��E1��� ��<�� kP �!। 6�!( ������ ?�� ���� ����� ��-��� N/L��� ���। /N( 
#�6� ����� ��2̂  
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���� *�������� ��;� )�!�� ��� ��� *(। #( ��<��� %+ ��h�� *��)���S� ������( ��� 
�!। 
 

��)���� ����� ��( ��� ��� *� }��� *A�� ����� I�� ���'�3�&- �����1 ��! 
��)����� ���� �8�� ��l। ����� ��A ���� *�!�� )�� ������ ��;� *���-���� ; *��)���� ; 
����� K���� #���! ��!। �����1�� ������ *����� ���A ��������� ��342 �!। ������ *��� 
��;� �&�� ���� �!। ����-����� ��)���� *�D;� ��2^ ��-�� ��!� )�!��! ������ *����� ���A 
����� ��342 �!। �����! ���� ���� A���! �Q ������� ��" ���� ��)���� *�D�; ��!-
��q�������!। ������ �����@� *���~�) ����� ����� ��� ��1� t�� ���। �����" ��� 
����� �!। /N( #�6� *�4 ���� ����-���� ������ ?�� ��H�H �\� '���!। ��&2����; 
������ #�� ���� ����� '�� ��y���<���। ����� 6'f �\��H� ���� �&��� � *��� ���� 
���@�� )� ��;� �&�� ���� �(।  
 

����! ���� ����� �(-'�E��(�����h। *������1��� ����! �0�,X �(। %%*� #�6� 
*<�� *���! ����-���� ������ ?�� ����� '���!। #��� ����-����� 6�! /+C�& �<! 
����� �U�U ��! �\� '���!। ���� ��!���� ������ ?�� ��ª� �\� �!। ������ �Q 
*��� #��� ���� �!।  
 

%N*� #�6� *<��� ���� �¨� �� ��� ��! ��������, *����0�$� #�� ������� '�� ���! 
����� �(। ����T ��!���� ���2�� ��- *��� *����0�$� ����V #���� �!।  
 

�������� ���* 
 

��)����-#��>��� %b*� #�6�। ��)���� ��q�������!� (����� ��<���� *�4��42� ;�� 
���� ���� ��!���  *�m�n #��� *����� ����h ������� ����h A���� ����� ��� 
"��� *A�� �� ��� ��! ������ ����� )� I��� �!। ��� �� !&� *��) ��� ���&; j�2<��� 
*����� ����� *A�� ��!� ��� �� ��! ��� kP ���। ��A���� ����� *'��� ���� *� ��;�&� 
I������ ;��। �!��� �� ��l� #( j5������ ������ ���B *�? �� �,�� ���� �। ��@�H( 
����� ���� �� ��!�; *�� ���( *��� ����� # ������� ��,����< ����( ���। ���H 
������ �3��� (!���!� ������ ��� *A�� ���x� ���! ���������� ���4 �� 9�;। j�&��� 
*;�& *D�� ����� ���; �U�U *D��! ���� �� *������� *D��! *<�� '���;। ����� �O��� *<� 
��� #���! '���; �k����� ?�����। ��� *�D� #��&�। *�4 ���� )�� <���। �������� ���; #� 
���@�� *D�� ���� �!। *D��! ���� �U ���� ���� ���� *!। ���� kP �! ����। #� ��� ��� 
*<�$ #���! '���;। ����&� �r� 3��� ������ 8��&��� *�;� *,�� #� �� ����� 6��� ���। 
*����( 6������ ���!n �S ��� *�!� �!। ���� �� �� ���� 6��� ��� �� �����h� 
�������� ���S��S *A�� *<�� ���;� ��Q��2Q *����9��� �"!�)। ��6��2� �;� // �;��� 
#��& ����; #� �� )�� ��!�। 6A�� ���" #( ������ "�� <��� ��� ��!�; ��G *� <�� 
<���� ��� *��� �!�। *� ���^ *�������� #���! ��! *��-��h��� �� ��)������� *w| " 
������9��� ��� ��; *A�� *����! ���। \��� ��� ���! �������� ��)������ ��;� ���� ������ � 
���! ��� �&�� ���� ��� �U *��1 *! #����� �;��� �����&। #��� kP �! *�������� ��)।  

 
 

 
* I��� ����� %/*� ��'2 /b7%-# 6����� 6����� *A�� ������ 
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���� *������� ��1_���� ���� *��� ���2� ����!� ��) ��� ��� *�!। *� ������� 
��h��� �;� *���� *8�0 '�)2 ��� �!। ������� �� ��) ��h��� 3����l�। ��� ��!� *���f। 
6'f ���²���H� ���A ���A ������ ��� ��1। ����� ������ *8�0 '�)2 ��� ���� ��� �! '��) 
��)������। ���& #� ��1��� j’) ��)���� " ��) ����� �;�। ���� �����! ��h������ ���; 
��� ��! ���l�। ����� ��(�,� ����� �@� ��� �)2 ��� ?�z। ���A2 �@। �Q��2 ���&�! ��1 
��E') ���)�,�। (������ ��h����� *&� *��! ��!। 6�! #� *��V�� ��h��� " ��)���� 
�\��H� )� �8�� �!। ���@�� *D��! *��� ��� ��!�;� j )��; ���� ����� ��A���� 
������ 6�����2�� )� �������� �@� ��� *����9�� ;�1�� ��� ���। ,�� ������� 
��'��� ��! ��1। ������� <��<��� ��;� ��B�� ����� ���( *������� *D��! �,�� ������ �,�� 
��!। ������ ������� ��!��� *����� �� #��& #�#��); j�& '�� 
!��\! ��(�,��� *�� 
��;� �U�U ?��� ���।  
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��U 6������ : �91� 
 

              �������                   �r�                ����� 
/%। �91�! ��3�&� ��U 

6������ ����� ����H 
......................... .................... 

/b7/ 
                                

�91�� ;�� )��� 6������ ��� 
 

���������� 6������ ��8��� �91�� ;�����) ���� *���� ;����� ��� ?[� ��� �����;। 
�91�� ;���� #( ��8���� ���� ���! ����� ;�� ������� ���� ?�t2 ���� ����;। ���� #( ���x 
��8���� (����� �'� ���� ����� #( ����& ����( 
��m� ���� ���। k�� ����)� ;����( ! 
��� ��� ¢���� ;����" ����� ��P�� �1�( ���� �A *�� #���;। । ��������! ����@� # ��E'� 
�!��� *;���� #���� *���6��� ��� ���!� ��! ��������! ��<u ��� I����� ��P�� �1�( 
'����! �����<��! 6�H ��!�;; 6�H ���!�;।  
 

*���� ��x ���� ��� *�4 ��2̂  ��U ��8��� ���� ���; ;���� #( ����&�� <�� ���( 
��B�� *����;�। ��( ���'2� 6A� *A�� ���� ��1�! ��1�! �����0 �� ��(�,� '������ *w�� #� 
��� � ����;�। *;�& *;�& *;����" #( *w��- # ��� ��। #( *w��-#� ��� ���! k�� ��� !,  
����� *'�!" �1 �A�, ����� �&�" ��8���� )� *��� ��! ?z�;�। #&� k�� �A�� �A� !, ���� 
���2�@�� #( �A��&�� ��� ��� 6���H� ����;।  
 

����&� ��� ��� ���;��� �� ���;� '���;�। ;����� ���;�’ s������ ���;�; '�������� 
���;�; �����H ����4� ���;�-���;��� �� *�4 *(। �91�� ���� ����� ���;��� )!t��� 
������ ��! ?�z�;�। #� ���� ���! #� %+*� ��'2; *�( ���©�H�! %+*� ��'2। ���� �91� ���� 
#( ���&�� *�� *���� ?�`������ 3&� 3�&�।  
 

%Y*� ��'2 ��O�����! ;����� ���;� ��A *�����; ���( �������� ��� B����� ���� ��! 
s������ ���;� '�� #�। ;�� �� s������ *¬���� *¬���� �91� ����� ��)��A �� ���-��� 
t�� 6��t�� ��� ����। ��] B��1� �<�� *��! ����� �� �����-���s� ?�>)�।  
 

��� #���; (!���!�� ��$ *�� ���)��� ����'� *<�$ *��;। #��� #� �� ���� �� �m�o 
���; *� ��4�! ��~� *(। 3&�� ��� 6���� #� <�4 ��8��� �����2<��� *<�� �1��।  
 

*�( �� ��� j�&�� ��! ��� #�� *�D;��; ����� ���S��S *A�� #��� I�� �91�� 
?�p��� ���� ����;। #� ��_��2 ���o; "�� "��� ���J A��� ��-�� ��� �\��H� )� ;��& ���³ 

����� ��8���� ������( 'r2 ��� *,���� )� "�� "��� #( ��<�� kP ����;।  
 

���&� *���� ���� ���� ;�1�! �1�। 3��^ ���4 ���� *;�1 ?�z ���। (������ ��A 
�"!�) ?�z�;- 6������ '�(; 6�����। ;�� �� s������ ���;� *����! *��;। ���� ���� ����� 
 
 
 

 

 
 
* ‘6������ ��8��� ��������’ *A�� ������ 
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��A ��A 3��� 6������ ��8���� �"!�) �����;। *�( �"!��) 3��� ���4 3� *;�1 ��A #�� 
��E�1�!�;।  
 

����� 6������ ���� ���। ��G 6������ ���� �� �U *��A�!? ;����� �� *�E�� A��! 
���! *��� *A�� ��- ��(�,� *�� ��� ��! #�। k�� ��( !; ���� ��� ��� ���� �� �~�� �;�; 
*��� ���( ����� ���� '�� #���;। # �� �! *�� ���� *A�( ���� <��� �� ���> ��!�। ���( *� 
��� �~�� ����� ���� ���� ���!�;। ;����� *�( ��- �U ��)��� ���� <�� ��� ��। #( �’��� 
���� ��(�,� '������ ������� *� *w�� *��!�; �� *���&( ���6� !। �� *���; ��8��� *�� 
#���;; #� �� �8-���_ ����'�� ��! *(, ����� ��&��� ����� *�( &����( ���) ������ 
���।  
 

���� ����� ��A �Q �������0 ��1 ?�z�;। #( �������0 ��1 *����� ������� �� �� ��� 
�´�^<��� ��) ��� '���;। ;�� �� s����� ���(� ���; �����H ���4" ����� ��$ #�� *��� 
���!�;। �1 �1 ��; *��& ����� 6��� ���-�~ ��� *�!� ��l। ���)� ����� *(। #(<��� ��� 
*��& ���! *<�� ��! #�; ��" ��) '��;। ���; ��� ��� ���! "��� '��'��� �A P� ��� ��� 
���; "��� �\�H�� �'� ��� *,��� ���। 
 

I���� ��� ��1 ��! �91� ����� ���� ��'2 ��� '�� ���;�। "�� �������� �91� 
����� ���� #�� *�D;�। ���� *}���� #���¤� �A ���������� ���। "�� *�( �A ���!( '�� #�। 
;�� �� s����� *���� ������ �� I����� �m�o� �1��� ��)� ��! ���1�!�;�। I���� 
�������0 ����! \�� \�� #���! ���;�। *��� �s�!� �1�� *A�� ;�� �� s����� ����� 
�@� ��� 9�� ;�1�;�। ������ I���� ���������& ��! B�?��� *��0 ��� �1����� *���1 ���। 
#��� ��� *A��( ��� ;� ��)� ��E�1�!�;�। I���� #��� #�� *�D;��� ��$ ��$( 6�� 
9���42�� �y��� *���। ,�� #��� #�) ��H2��� //) I�� ���� ��!। I���� #��������1 
9�� ;�1�� A��� । #�( <��� ��� I���� ���@H ��� ����� ����� ��P�� 9�� '����! *��� 
A���। *��� �� ���1 �����&� �� ¢���� ��� *sH�� ;�� �&�� ������� 9���� ��� ��! ��1� 
��!। j�& (?�(�&0 ����� ��,��� *�����! ��E�1�! ����� ��P�� �1�( ���;�। ��� ��� �;� 
��� �!�। �91� ����� ¢���� ;����� *� �;� *��। ���( ���� �'� )��; ���( ���� 
<������। �� #� ����� ���x �~���� �´�^ ���s� " ������ ���'! ���! *� ;�� ��8�� 
���4��� *����� ���� ����o  � ��� ��� ��!�;�। ��� ������ �&� ��� ���� ���� 6�H ���। 
k�� *�-( ! ���( �� �91�� ��" ��!��& ��� �^��� *��� #( ���x��8��� 6�H ���� ��!�;। 
 

�)�j� ���� ��� #� �P (o�H2 ������� ���µ�-# �s! ��! ��� ���;�। ����� 
9���� ��� ��A�� ���� ?�1 ��!। �)�� #��& *6� '����; ���( ���A ���A *����1�" ���। 
�91�� ���4 #( ��- ��� ������ �A� <��� *��� �����। ��" #�) ������ �� #��� ����4 
��� ?�`� ���� �!। ��� �� ��P। #( ��P" *��� ����� �� ��¤� ���� ���� 6�H ���!�;�। 
��P ��G #�) ������� �^�। �91�� ������ ������� ��� )y; *�(���( *� ��� ���। 
�����" )¶<r�� ���������� *� ��� ���m<r�� ��� ���6��H 8� ��� ��!�;� #�� #( ���m<r��� 
���x��8��� *� �����_ ��H ���। ������ ������ ����( ��P� �m���� ��� *�"!� �!।  
 

�&&�, �)�j� ���� " ��P� �m���� �� ��� I���� j’<��� <�� ��! ��@H ���� #9�� 
A���। #��� B�?���� ���� ���! ��!; �� #��� ��! ��)���)�� ���!। #�� *�� ��(�� ���; 
#�� *��� ;���� "��� '������ *A�� �3�� *,�� 9���42H ���� A���। #(<��� �\�^ ��! I���� 
*��� *�1&��  
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��! *�;� ��&�� A���। I���� ����� ��� B�� *�&���� )� *�� ��;� *����� ��� ����� 
����V ��! ��!। *���� ���� "��� ���(�� 9�� ��� ���� #�� ����� �m���� *��w�� ���! 
���1�! *,��। #;�1�" #�� *�� ��(�� ���; ��'E) *���&��� �!�� *��� *,���;�।  
 

��� ���� %7*� ��'2 ������ I���� �91�� �& ��� ����� ���); �(& ���) ������ 
�� ������ ����)� ����� <� #�� *���� <� ��� ��� *��� )�!��! 3��& *��1 ���। 
����� ���� ����� ���) " *�W��?��� '����� ���1 *A�� �&2�� *�� ���& #�� *������� 
������� ����� ?�� �\�H '����! *��� A���। #(<��� ����&� �� ��&�। ��� ����" ���� 
����� *������ ?�� ��<��� �\� '����! *��� ����।  
 

*���B ���B #���-"��� ;����� ��$ 9�� ����! '��;�। j��� *��� I���� ��� *;�1 
8���� ���� '�� ��! #�� *��� *A�� *����� ��� ��! ���। #��� ���� ��;� *����� *��� *,�� 
�!। #�� ���� *������ �$� ?E�'�! 6��H� <! *����! �������0 ����! *��� ���) ����!। *��� 
N&�� ��! #( I���� ����� ���' ,��c��� ���� ���! ���l�। *� ��! ���' ,��c���� *<�� *A�� 
"��� ?�� 9���42H ��� A���। I���� 6��������� ����2� ��! ����� ���' ,��c���� �9 �����! 
*�!। *�( �9 ��|� ��P��� ����! ���! �����( #� ����& ��:���f� �m�o �!। #�� ��&��2� 
��1�9����� �9 ��� ��!। 

. 

*���� <��� *�; ������ ��1�&� �m~����1� ��� ����'�। I���� %b*� ��'2 ������ 
*�( ��1�� ?�� ���! ����� ���। *��� *A�� ���� '�� ��� *A�� kP ��� *����; ���� �P ��2^ 
��&��& ��� ��! ���� A���। #�� *���� 3�� 3�� �9 ���! �)� *��� #�� *��!��� ?�� 
������ ����'�� '���!। #� ,�� ���( �@{ ��!  "�z #�� ;��)�� #��� ��P�� *����� �\� 
'����! *��� A���। ���x������� ���� �����p� ��� #� ����� " #��& '�� ��� �। #( 
������p�( I����� ��P�� *����� �\� ���'��� ���;�।  
 

���� NC*� ��'2 ������" #�� ������ ��( '������ #��������1 �\�H '����! *��� 
A���। *���" ��������! ���� *�W ��?��� ?�� *A�� �&2�� *��; *���� " ���& ;��1 ����� �� 
)�!��! ��:��f 3&�!। ,�� ��;r *���" ���� !�!। ��G "�� ��U� ����& ��( 6��� *���� � 
*�; "��� ����� \�( ��� ���;�। #( �’�& ��� ;�� " ����� ����!� �\��H� ,�� "��� 
'�`�) I�� ���� *��;। #� *� ��� ���� #&� "�� <����( �����। #(<��� ��� �m���� ��� *��1 
'��� A���; ��� �� ��;� ���� ����( �Vr2<��� ���� ��! *��� ���। "��� �� ����� �|�� 
��l� ��B�� ����;� *� ���� "��� ��$ ?z�� ����; �। ��( *�4 ��2^ "�� ��� *A�� ��>� 9�&�! 
�1�&�( �������� ��) ��� �� ���। ��� �����( "�� *'���� �� '���'��� ��� *;�1 '�� ���! 
����� ���S���S� ���� ���� ���। "�� *� �A ���! ���l� ��� '������� 8��9���� ?�>)�� 
�m�o ��! ?�z�;�।  
 

#( ������� �� �� ��&������� *�D;�� ��  ��! ;���� "��� �A���� ���� )� 
��&����� ���&��� *<�$ *,��� *'o� ���;�। ��G "��� <��� <�� ���!� �<��� ;����� #�&�� 
)� ����� ��)&��� *�4 ���� �����।  
 

I���� ��&����� *A�� ��� ��� 6�H ��! ��� �1�� ���� ��&; ��G ��" ��;��r� 
#������ �� "��� ���� *��! A��� ��1�E�� *���। )�!��&�� �� *����~�h। #��� �Q  ��� ;�� 
�\�H���� ��! "��� �A���� ��� ��E�1�! ��;। �� j5����� #( ;���� ��। ��:!�U ���� ��� 
�����( "��� 
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���; �;�। �� �� �;� �� ��'; ���z-*��&� ��2� �`� #( ��- ����!��। ��( ��! "�� *������� 
��P�� ���1�!�;�। #( ��3�42 ��� ;�� ����� *���। ��G I����" �@� �� �! '�� *��� 
�����। "��� ���� ���) ;����� ���� ��� �1�। ���� ���( 6�H ��! ·tq��� ;��& �����।  
 

#���� �91� ����&��� ����V �� #� '�|���� 3&� 3�& '���;�। ���V&� �91� ��� 
*A�� �& ��(� �r��। ����V I����� ���� 6�! ���( �;� ��$���। ��G ��,����� ���( ��h���; 
��,����� ��$��� I����� ��U ��� *����;�। �� ����� ���� ���� ����� ���2��� ��P�� ������ 
����;�; ����� 9�� ��� ���� ��� ��!�;�। 
 

������&� ����V� ����� 3&��" #( ��� '��� �(� �, *���� *���� ��- �|�� ;�1�! 
�1�। ��� *��! ;���� ��� ��� ;��& #�। k�� ����� ;���� *� #� ��( !, '�������� 8���|��� 
�Q ;�� #�� *���� )��। 
 

����V� �<��� ��P� ��$��� I����� #( j�2��� �A� )��� *��� 8���|��� *������ 
���� ?�>)�� *}? ��! *��। ����V ��h��� ��,������ ��� ��� *�!�� )� ����" #�� ;����� 
��$ *��� ���। ���� ���� ���� *�?; *� ��� ����!�� ��$ ��! #���;। *�D�r��� ��2� ! ����; 
)�� �H ��� �1�( ���� #���;। *�����; ~�8�� 6<m�� �|� ��� ��)�� ��)�� *��� #�� 
���V&��� *3��" ��� *,��। 
 

*�������� ��1�� ��1�� %C ��)�� ?�z �1�। �� �� �’�� ���� #( ������ '����! 
*��। ;���� ��,������ �����2H ���� )� ���� )���। ��G ���� ��;���( ��)� ��� '�! �। 
���� }���� ������ ��m2��@� ?�� <��� ��� �x ��! ��� �(�। (������ #( ��� }���! ���! 
*�D�;�; }��� *A�� ?�1 #� *����P ���� )���� �@� ��� *���� ;�1�� ����। ��G ��;���( ��;� 
�� �। ���4 *@�� �9 ��! ?�z�;�। *�4 ��2^ ��)�� ��)�� ?�>�)� )��� '��� ��,������ 
���� ��! �����2H ���� *���। ��� #( ��,������ �91�� *�����& #� 9�� ��� ���� �!।  
 

��U 6������ �91� 
��@�_���: ��)�?� �� 

%/-CR-RN 
 

/b7/ ���। %+*� ��'2 ������ ��� ���1 ��&�। #���j� �� ��� #� �P #�� 3��  
*A�� *0�� ������। #@�� A��! *��� ���; )P�� ��� ��;। ��� #���; ������ �91�� ���� 
#���! ���;। j’����& I��� ��! ����। �'^� <���� ,���_ *(। ;�&�� ���� 0�5 )���j� ���� 
(#���) ��E� ���1�� *������ �������� ��E�1�!�;��। 0����( *�� #��। ���� ��!( ;�&�� 
;�&�� A��! ���)� ����।  
 

���� ���� ���� �O��� �91� *����"!��� A��� ��$�! %C/%+ ) *��� ���1�!। 
���� #���! #�� ����� ����� ((�S���)X ����|� ��,���) ��� )���� �!������ ��� 
#���; �������� ��)����� #�� ������ �\� ����;। ��)����� #�� ������! 6������ 
'��;। #���� ����� *A�� ����-�� I�� �91�� ���� #���! ���;।  
 

��)�� <�4H ����! *��� ���;���। ��� ��2��'� 6����� �;��� �। *�� ��)���� 
���� *��" (। ������ # �� �! ���� ���!n ����� ��B�� � *��� ���� *��� ���;���। 0�5 
)���j�  
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������ �� �" ���� '�(�� ����4 ������! !। ��)���� �$� ��� �Vr2 ��। 7C ����( 
��2�'�� ��� ��\! ��)����� #��; #�� ���2����S� ���� ��2��'� ��!�;। ���" ��2�� 
���O *� �z�_ �)�� ��! ·z��; ����; #� ����� *0�� ����^ *��� ��! *(। 6���& 
��Q�2( �r����। ������ �����( ����^ ���� ���। ‘‘����� �����; ��,��� (-'��2 �)��?�p 
����� #�� A��� ���� ����� ��2'�����H�" #�( ��। ��- j�2��� *B�1 *,����। �z�_ *� 
��� ���! *����! #��� ‘‘�� ��(&; �( #��?� �� ���f। ?( ���� *���W �� ����-�� ���2।’’ 
 

��;�@�� )� ����'� ���� �91� *A�� �& ��(� ��@�H ��1!� ���S��S। ����� 
���S��S ?>��। ����� ����� ����; ��1!��� ������� ����� ��� *��� !। ������ ���� �z�_ 
��;� ���� �। ��;�1�; �!������ ��� #���; ����� *A�� ��� ���2 ���;। �� �1��� %+*� 
���'2� �O��� ��! ;������ ����� #�� ;�� (?�!�� *�)�?� ���� �0�9� *�m�n �91� ��1!� 
�1��� ��B��� �&��� ����H2 ����� ?�� ��; *��& *,�� #�� (�&� -r� ���)�! �������0 *�!� 
��!�;���। ������ ����� ?>�� �91�-����� �1��� �������0 ���� ���। �������0 ���� *��� �!��� 
���� ���� �� #9�� �। ���������� 6������ ��1 ����� �^�5 ���� ��2̂  ��! '�(। (������ 
�'^�! <r� �;��� � *�&� ��� 6���H� ��!�;। ��� *A�� �� ��(� ?>�� ���&0����� �������0 
*��� ����-�� *���� ���� ���� }���� ���� ����)। 
 

������� �)��?�p #�� ��?� (���� ��) ��W�� ��$ ��! ��(�,� ���� ���2��� 
�)�� *�W �?��� ;��� 3��& ��1��। ����-�� *�� *����( ��� � �"!� ��2^ ���� �\�H 
'����� � #( ���2� ����� *�!� ���� ����� *,���2� ������� �U�U ����� ��(� ���z�! 
�����। ����� ����� '�� *��� �!������ �� *��A�" *�������� ��� ��! ��� *� *'o� '�����।  
 

A�� *A�� *������( *��� A��� *��& %C/%+ ) ;��-���� )���!� ��!�;। ��� ����" 
*��!�;। ����� ��! 0�5 )���j� ���� #�� ��� ;�&��� ?>� ����। �� ¸� ��� ���&0��� 
*�D;�� ���। �������0 ���! 6A� ����� �m�o ���� ���। *�4 ����� �-«�� *<�$ *¬��� ?z��� 
)���� )���� ��� ��$�� )���� )! �����; ��� ��$��� ����!�� ����; ����-����� 6������ ����। 
 

;�&�;, �������� *�D1��l। ����-�� *���� *� ��-� ��� #���! ���; *� ��-� ���! ;�&�;। 
������ ���� '�_��� ���; ��( 3�� *A�� *)�� ?z�। ����-�� *���� ���;। ����� �~�� ��;, 
���� �~�� ���� *����! ���। ����-�� *����� *z���� ���।’  
 

���&0���  #�� *�D;���। ��� *A�� 6�! �� ��(� �r��। *¬��� ����( ��-��,)�� (����) 
�� ����( ��-�! *����! #���। �������0 *���� �A� ����( /+/%C��� ��1�� ��! ��; ��&� �P 
��! *����। ��-�� j����� *���)��� ��1� *;�1 ��� *��� ���2� *�!� ���� (��� *���� 
�������0 *��� "����� ��� ��1�( ���1�! ���!�;���)। #�& ����& ��; ��-� )��1 �1�� �� 
���� ;�&��� ����� ����।  ���&0����� �� ���� ��; ��&� #�� �������0 �'�� ��) '��;।  
 

%Y*� ���'2� *<��। �r�2 ����� �r�2 ��� ?�� ���!�;। 0�5 )���j� ������ ��1��� ���� 
��-�! ������ ���� �� #�� ��E�1�! ��;। ������ ���� �� *)�� �"!��� ����� �<����। �� 
���( *��A�!? �)�u� ���� 3�1 *�1 )����; )�� � k�� ���� ������� ���� (#���) 
�����2 ���� �@����। (����2����� ������� ���� ��� *�������� ��& �����2H ��� 
����� ��������� ����;��)।  
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‘� �� '��� �।’ 05 )���j� ���� �������� \��। ����j� ���� ���� ����� ��$ 
*�������� ���� ���z�! 0�5 )���j� ������ j’��� ��(���� ;�&��� ����� �(�� ����। ��A 
*��� ����� *)�� 6���� ��� ��� �� ������� ��$; *����� <�4H ?��:। ���� �y������ 
"��� ���A ����� �। *����� ����� 6��� �। ����� ��,�� ���� ���। 
 

#��� ����� ��(। ����� ��(�� ����� ������� ��$ *��� ����। )���� �!������ 
���o!� ;�1� �� *���� *�������� �!�। ���o!�� *�4 ��� ������ ����� ���o!� �\�H ����;। 
#��� *�������� ���l]।  
 

��)�<2 (X��c��� ��$ ����� ��(� ��;�@H ����'� ����। � � ���� *w| ��E�1 ����� 
��(� ���� 6�� A����। *���f ��( �� �0�,X।  
 

���� �� �,�� ��� �� ���� ���&�। ��-�! *��� *�� ��1�;। ��G ��U� ����� ��� 
�H�। #��� , *���� �~�� #�� &�-&� *��� ��(�,��� ��� �&���&। k�� �)�� *�W ��?��� ;��� 
������� �)��?p� #�� ��� �$�� ���; ��E'�& NCN ��(�,�। *� j�^ ������& *;�� ���� ��$ 
%Y*� ���'2� *<��� ������<�! ������ ��2� ��� ������� P�� ��E�1�!�;���; ����� ����� <�� 
�� ����; (/) #���� �� �� (%) ���� )��� (N) #���j� �� �P (L)rP� ���!�� �����; 
(+) ���� �&&�; (Y) ���� �&&��; (7) ���� *��-��,) (;�);(R) ���� �)��; (b) ���� ����� (/C) 
���� *��� ��(��1;(//) ����� (
������ ��� ����!�� ���� ���);(/%) ����!�� *���� 
���� (�&2 ����)� ;��);(/N) ��)� ����!�� (/L) ����) (��2��� �91� *)�� �"!��� ��� 
�V���); (/+) ���)?`� (/Y) �& #� �r�� (*�-�) (/7) �]� (/R) I�!� *������; (/b) ���� ���� 
(%C) ����� (%/) )�����!� �������� (%%) ������ (%N) &�&P (%L) ���� (%+) *���� (%Y)# *� #� 
*�)�?� �� (��)�); (%7) (��!�� ?�p �����।  
 

������� *A�� *�� ��(�� j’�� 3���& ��2̂  ��-�� j( ���� *�!���� �1��� *;�& *;�& 
��� <�� ��� #��� ��E1���� ���2� �����। ��G #( ���2� *<�$ �&&�, ��&�� #�� ��-��,) �1�����! 
(?�(�&0 ����� (��2��� )�� �����)-#� ;��� 3�E�& *��1 6������ ��� #�� *����( ���� ���� 
�। ��, ����!�� #�� ���� " )����� '��)�� #��& �� ������� ���� 6A� 6�������� )� 
3��& ��1���। 6������ ���2� ����� 9�� ���� ��$ ��$  � ���� ��� #� �1�� *A�� ��� *��� 
��� �� �1���। ��� '������ *�������� �@�; ����� ���-6�� #�� ���2� *�D;���� ���!n 
���� #������ �� 
�, �h� (���� �)���� <�(), ;�� ����� �����, ���� (��Q� ���� *���� 
��~ ������� *;��), I�!� *����� ��� *���� (����2� ���� ��� *����� ���� ��� �) #�� 
��� ���,!� (�����2���� ��� *����� ���� ������� �� ���) ���� ���� �� ���� ��)�� 
#�) *����� *����� �� ��l���। ���� *�( ���2�� *������ <������ �A� �� ��� #� 
���� ��!।  
 

%Y*� ���'2� ���� ���1 ���&� ���� ��� *�� ����� ��� ��! �91� ���� }�����। ����� 
��� ���� ��� ���&0���; �m~����1� #�� ,����1� 8���� ��;� ��;� ��1� ���� �9 �����! �����! 
�����। ���� }����� �� ��� *���� ��-�� j’��� ���! j�&� ��(� #9�� kP ���। ����� 
(�����!�� #��& ���) ��� ���� �� *�� 6������ � *��! *�� ����^( ���� #9�l���। ��-� 
)�r�; *�� ���� *(। ��G ���������& ��� ���� ����( *�!���� �1�� *A�� ���� ����� 
�~�� �'��� �9 B�����। ���A2 ����। ���&�! �1��� #�) ������। ��( �91�� 6A� 
���x����� ��� �U �91�� ���&�� 6A� ��� *��� �x B�����। 9�� ���( �� #�� ��� �$��� 
 � ���� ��� �� #� 
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*�!���� �1��� '�� ��!। �z�_ �3�� *��! ��'��� ��� *�� #��������1 9�� '����� '����� 
#���! '��। )������ ���1 ��� ���( ���� ��-�� j’���� *�!���� �1�� *A�� ��������� �@� 
��� �<2�� ���x�������� ��:!�U ��)2 ?z���। #��� �’) ������ 9P�� )�� �!। ��G 
������� ��� ���� �� 6'f ����� �y��� ���� ������। B�?��� *���� ��(��� *W���� ��� *A�� 
9�� ��� ��� ����� ��! 9����� ��! ���� ���� �)��। 
����� ���� �U ���� �91�� ���&�� 
�)��( 6A� ����। ?x ������ ��-�� ����� *;�& '��!� *������ B�� ���� j�&� ������ 
��2'����� 9�� ��� ������।  
 

�������� *�� ��(�� j’�� 3���&� ���; �)�� *�W ��?��� ;�� *A�� ������� 
�)��?p�, ������� �P� (���� #�� ����� ���������� NCN ��(�,� ��)2 ?z���। �y�� ��� 
#�� j’ ��� *A�� �\�^ ��! ������ I���� A��� ��E1����। ��;�&� ��;� ��& #��� ����। #�� 
���! �1������ (?�(�&& ����Z� ;���� "�� *A�� ���& �~�� ��)2 ?z���। ?_����� ��� ���2� 
���� ��� ����� �)��^ ����Z� ;��� ��)� ��!�;��� �&&�, ��&�r #�� ��-��,)(;�)। j’) 
������ )�� ����। *�; ���� *A�� �z�_ �\�^ ��! ������ *���� ��'��� ��! ��1। ��;� ��& 
¸� ���� ���Z <��& �3�� *,��। �&&�, ��&�r #�� ;� ��� ����� ������ *�� �। ���� ���� �91�� 
�� ���& ����� *;��। *��� ���1 �����&� ���� ��2������� *���� ¸� ��;� ��& ��� *;�1 
*����। ������� ?>� ���1 �r�2 ��<���� 0������� #�� ����� ����) �� � ���� ����।  
 

��-�! *�� ��! #��� �91� ����� *���। 
����� ����� 6A� ��� ������ *;���� 6�H 
���!�;। *�)�� *'��9��� �¹��x। ��G ��� ��$ ���� ��; )�!� �~, #� �<r��r�2 �q��। 
��2� ������ ������ *�������� ����; ����। ����� ��&�! ���!�;, )!� ��!�;।  
 

%Y*� ���'2�( ������ #������ �� 
�; ,)��� ���� (,����1�) #�� '~ #�� ��� 
����� *� ���� #��& ��(�´�W�(� *��� *����1 ����;। ������ �����& ��(��´�W�(� ��� ���� 
��� ��!। �����&�� ��1� �����। #� ����� �����& ��O�� ��! ���� ;�1��� ����। *�0��( 
�;��� ‘‘6A� ���� ���� �91������ )!��<5 ��E') ������ ���’’। #��� �;��� #� ��2��� 
����� ����। �����4 �;��� �$�O� *�� ��)��� ������ ���2�। #�&� �A� ���� <��� *��;। 
���&0����� �� �������0 ���! �,�� ����;��� �� �>��1�� �y��� �!����� ��,��� #�) 
*��� 0�5 )���j� ������ ���� #�&� ���) ���! ��!। *���)�& ���� *��!�;��� ��� )��!। ��� 
������ *���। ���r� �� �! ����� �)2�� ���� ��E1���5 ‘‘#�& ���� ���2� । �) *A�� �������� 

���। ����� ������ �\� ����;। ������ ���4 *����� *� *���� �;; ��� ���� *� �U 
��; ��( ��! P�� ��1�"। ������ ������� 6������ ����। ����-�� ������ ������ *�4 
I���&�� ������ ���& *A�� �����1� � ��� ��2^ #�� 'r1�^ ��)! � ��2^ �1�( '����! ����’’। 
#( ���2��&" �����&� )��1 ���!�;���। �����& ���� ������ ���,� @!@��� �A� ?�`� 
����। ��� *<���;��� ���� �����H ���4 <! *��� ���� । #� �� *A�� 6���� ���� �����& 
*�� �����। #� �� 6'�� *�����m�o� ����" 
� �0��&� ��। ��!� 3S�� ����( �����& 
��(�´�W�(� *���� ;��� ��! ���� ;1��� ����। %Y*� ��'2 *A�� kP ��� /�� #�6� ��2^ 
6���� �����& *�� ����। �����&�� ����4 ���!n �;��� #������ �� 
�; '~ ��� #�� I�!� 
*����� (*��1�)-#� "��।  
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%Y*� ��'2 �O��! ��j1���� #��& ��1��� ��� �����2 �<� �����। ����'� *��4 )�� 
*�������� ������ 6-��\�� ��E' ������ #��& ��( ���f ��� ����5 
 

(/) ��)�?� �� (����!); ��2����!�; (����� ���!n) 
(%) 0�5 )���j� ���� (�"!��� ���) (���� #�� �'��_��� ���!n) 
(N) )�� ������ ���� �� (�"!��� ���) 6��� 
(L) )�� *�������� ���� (*��)�,,� ���); *�������� 
(+) )�� ���� ���, (�����W ���&2) 6'��। %Y*� ��'2 ����( ���� ������� ��@H ���1 

3��&  �� �����।  
 

%7*� ��'2 ���� �&&�। ������� ?>� ��1 *A�� �������� 9���42H kP ���। ��ª� )��� 
*�! ������ *;����। #( �� BS�; ������; 05 �&; ������ *;�� �����; *����� ����; ������� 
*;�� (���& �� *(); ���� ���� *;�� 9���; *��0"; ��,��� (���� ���; ���� ��� ���,!� 
��� #�� ���� ���� ���� ��s8� ���। ���� ���1 �&&�� ���� 05 )���j� ���� ����� ��( 
*A�� ������ YC )�� #� ���� ��! #��। NCN ��(�,� ���� ������ *;����� �������� 
����" �� � ���। j( ��@ 6'f *�����m�o ����। *�����m�o� ����( ������ ����� �1� ��� 
#���! #�� ����� ?>� 6��^ �& ��� ��� �����। (�� �91� ����� ?>� ����� 6��^ �;� 
�& ���)। ����� #�� ������ *;����� ��y��� 6�������� ���� ����� �<��� *��� #���! 
���� ������ � ������ । #���� ���� �������� <��� *����� ������ ��� #�� �&2���� 
*�����42 ���। ����� ��&�� �&2���� *����� �3��� ���� ���� �����; ��� *sH�� ;��। �m���� 
���!" ��� ���� ��� �;��� #��& #��� �~��। ������� ��x �<�) ���!�;��� ���� ���। �� 
��1 ���� )�1�! ��1 ��B��� *�E���;���।  
 

%7*� ��'2 ������ ��j1���! #��& ���� ���V ����� ���� #�� ��� ��$ #��& 6�A��� 
�'��_�� *��" *���� ����। ���� ����V� ���!n ��� ��?������� ������ )�� ��)�� 
*���� #�� ��E�� ������ ���� )� *�����, *���� �f�; ��j1���� ��� ��!�, ���� ���; 
��)�� ���� #�� ��" ��!�)�� ��! #��& ����& �z ��� ����। #�� ���x�������� )� 
��]� ��� ���� �������� ��� � ����। 6�A��� �'��_�� *���� ���!n ��!�;�� ���� 0�5 
��;�?p� �������� ����� । ��� #� ���! �91� *)�� ������ ����� �<���� �;��। K ���! 
�m� �!�� ���x�������� ������� *�<��� ��� #���! ��� #�) �'��_�� ������ �� ����4 s��� 
��$ ©������। ��E� ���1�&" ������ *��&�� ������ ������ ���� ���!�;��। ����2����� ��� 
*�� ������ ���� ��� �����_ ��H ���। ���x����� 6A� ���� �91�! 6!�� 6��H�� ������ 
��� *�� 0�5 ������� ����" �������� )�� #���! ���। %7*� ��'2 ���� ��� ���� #�) 
*�)� �)!�?� ���� 'w8�� *���� *�� *A�� �$�O� *�� ���)��� ��@ 
������ *3�4H� ��z 
���;। 
 

%R*� ���'2� ����। �& ����� *�W ��?��� ;��� �������� *����� ����!�;। ���� 
*����9�� �P �!�। *������� ���� j ) ������ ��E�1�!। #�) ������ ;���� *���� # <� 
���! �� *� *���;। *�!�� *3E�4 #���! ���! j�^ *;�� �� ��(�,� ������। ���A2 �@�। ;���� 
"�� *A�� �������& �;&�� �1��� ���&��। ��;� ��& �� ���,�! �1��� ��-�� ����� �2��!। 
�2��� *�!�� *3�4E ��� #��� �1���।  
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kP ���� #��������1 *�����m�o। %R*� ���'2 ���x�����" ��� ����। ��S�, �0?� ��!��� 
(��� ��)���� ��! !�!), ���� ����, ���� (�� ������� �����o ���&2�), ��P (���Z ��,���), 
���� �)��, �����, ��>�� ���� (���� 9�� ��� ���� �;���) #�� 8�� *A�� 6�! �’���� �~���� 
#�� *��� ���!�;। 6'f 6������ ��n" <��� *������� 9�� #�� �&2���� *�����42�H� �1�� ��! 
*��� ���1 ��&�� �� �������� \� ��� ���� }���� kP �����। 6'f 6�������� ����" �� 
#���! '����। *�'�� *0���� #�&� �� �������� *�� ��( ��� ��! A��� *���1 *�D;���। ���� 
��! *���� #��� �91�� �� ����6�!। )��� ���1 ,��c��� ��;� #��& *;�& ��1��� ;������� 
�����, �����, I�!� *����� ��� *���� ���� ��!�) )�1� ��!�;। ������� *��� #��& 3&� 
�� ��! *����। %C*� ���'2� ���� ����� #�� ��-��,)�� ���� �&� ����� ��! ���!�;��� 
*W�0!���� ���; ����� I��� *����� ���2������ *������ )��। j�& *���� ,�&��� ����। *� �� ���& 
�"!�)। ��G ���� ���� ���( *�!��� #�&�" �'1 ��2^ ���� t� t���2
 *����।  
 

3&� �� ����( ������� ���; )��� '�(��� *�( *���� ��; ���। ����� )����� %N�& 
*���� ��;। ����� #�� ����� ;�&��� #�� ��;�@�H� ����( �������� j�&� ��! #�� ���)�। ����� 
*�� ���( *��� �>��1�� ?>�� *� *�� )�!��! ��-�� "�� #( *���� j�&� ,�&��� ���। #�� ��;� 
���x *�� ��;����; )�!��! ,��� 9�� ;�1�� #�� ��� �1��।  
 

*�� (�� ��)� ������� ��1�� ?>� ���� *���� j�& ,�&��� ����। *� �� ���& ��। ��$ 
��$ #�������1, ��;� #��� j’�� �~���� 9��� �"!�º *�; *A�� �\�^ ��!�; *<�� �O��� 
���� �O���� ������ *���� 3��� ��E1����। ����� ¸� ��;� ��& �& ����� *�W ��?�� #�� 
������� ?>� ���1� 3��&�� �,�� *����। *����� ���� ��E, *;�1 ��E'���। #� ���1 �r�2 
*������ �H��D��� �91� ��� *��� ���� ��� *A�� �@� *��!�;���।  
 

%R*� ��'2 ���� ������� ����� *�m�n Nb ) (;��;�� #� #��& �� �91� *�D;�!। �U 
���� ����� ��(�,�; ��!��& *8�0 #�� ���& #�;#�;�)। ��� ���� "�� *�D;�!। ������ 

�<����<���( ��~�� �(। ����� ��(� "��� ��U ��� "��E! *�)� )��� ���� ��$ 
*&���,�� *�������� �����। ��� (,��,����� ���) ������ ���� #�� NC*� ��'2 ��) �91� 
���� ��� )����।  
 

%b*� ��'2। ���� *���! ��©�! *����� ���� �O���� ������ ��� *�� �&����� *�W 
��?� *;�1 ������� ?>� ���1� 3��&�� �,�� *��;। ��( 9{'� ���,� ���� (,��,����� 
*�D;���� ��� ��!। ���� b&�! ������� ����� #�� ����� *������� *�� ���। *��� //&�! 
(����-#� ��!�) #��& #�,#�,�) ��������� ������� ��� �& ����� ;��� �����। *��� 
������ �����&�� ��! ��� *���� �m~����1� 6�(���� ¢���� 3�E�& *A�� �&2���� �\� �P 
���। #(��� ������ ��, *A��" ���& #�,#�,�)� ��� ���! ��ª� )��� *����, �O��� ���! 
j��@� *����9�� �O �!। ���� ��"����� ��� #�) ����� ���x����� ��� �। 
 

NC*� ��'2। *��� b&�! *)�� 6���� ��� ��� ����� ��� ��z��� *�)� )��� �� 
#���;। *��� ���� *�)� )��� ���� ��$। ��B��� �1�� ����� ���� #����� *'����। ��2�$ 
#�&� �m� 6���!� ;��। ���@�� ��� ����) �� �����&2 �����। *��4 ����� ‘��� ��� ���� ��) 
!। ��� ����� *�D�� )���। ��) #���;। #� ���!n ����’।  
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    *�)� )��� �mj
�� ����, ‘‘���!n ������ �����। ����&���� ��( ������� ���x 
��2����!� ������ ���( ��) ����। ��� ���� �������� )� �(���।’’ 
 

�»�� <���� *����;��� #( ���4�&��। ���Z��। *�� �� <���� ������ � 
��� 
�������� ��� *��� *��� �����। ��G ��E� '������ �m��� �����! ���� ���������� 
����� 
��8���� #� ?�� ����!।  
 

NC*� ��'2 *��� ��&�! �������� �&2���� 6'� *�����42H kP ���। ���x *����" ��ª� 
)��� *�!। *��� /&� ���� �z�_ ��� *���� *���� �42H �O ���।  
 

*��� �1�(&�! ;�� (?�! ��2� �)]��� ����!(���~�� 8���) ��( ������ I�z�। I�z�� 
����'� kP ��!�;। �z�_ ?�1�)����)� �"!�) ��"!� *����। �)]�� #�� ��� ����� *�� �'� 
���! j�&� ?�1�)���) ;��& ���;। #�&� ���( *������� 9��� �"!�) #�� ��� �� ��( *���� 
�42H kP ����। ���( ��'��� ��! �1���। 
 

*�����42H �O���� �� 3��� *����� ����4 @!@�� �!�। *�� ��@�( �3�� ���� 
�����। ���x������ ����� ���� '�$� ��! *��;। *�)� )��� �� ����2& ��?�� ���� P� 
�����। �O��! ���� *��� ��(��1 #�� ����� #�&� ����  ,�����S #�� ���� �2�& I��� ��� #� 
�����। ����� *)�� ���� ���� ��(। *4����� �rH2 ���� �� �� #�� #�&� ��<���� B����! 
����� *�����। ���� ���l�। ��2����!�, *�����, *)����-# *)���� �� �¼�����।  
 

N/*� ��'2। ���� *��� j’�@( ���। ��� #��� ����T ���!�� #�� ����T 
�����,� *�m�n (W *�$� *��)��S ������ ��� *����! #���; #�� *3�1�3��& �� � ���;। 
N/*� ��'2 ���� ���� ����� ������� ������ *�m�n ���x *���� ����� ����)� 3��&�� *8�0 
'�)2 �����। *��w���� ¼��� �9 ����! ��1�! *�!� ���� ��� *����� 3�E�&� ����। ��� *����� 
3�E�& *A�� �@����� 9��� �� *��� *����। ����� �O���� *��&� �<�!� ��। ��G *��B� *���� 
� । *<��� *��� *���� ��� *�� �91� *;�1 �O����� ���� ������� ���� �������H ��� *��;।  
 

/�� #�6�। �����( ���� ��� ��½ ��! *���� ������ ����� �����!�; । ���� ���� 
��~� *}?। �����1�� *��� �¾� *A�� ����2& ��?� ����P�� #���;। ������� ���� #�� 
��E1���। ���� ��1!� ���S��S �\�H �����, ����� '�(। ��;� )�� � ���B � । ��� ���! 
*����! *����, ‘'��’ । 
 

Nb) (����, +C) ����� ������ *��� #�� %C ) ���x���। *��� ���1 #�����&� 
���� ��1!� ���S��S ?>�, �r�2 #�� ����- #( �� ��� *A�� *3��" ��� ����। j’�@ *A�� 
9���m�o '��; । #�( ���� ���� �\�H kP ����। ��G ����;� ?��@� ��� 8���� ��)�� ��)�� 
*��� �&�� ����-��� *�&��� kP �����। *�����42H �O ���� �� ���� ��;�&� #9���। ��G ��� 
*���� ������ 9�� '����! *��� ������। ���� ����� ������ �;���। ���S��S ��2^ *�DE;��� ��� 
������ #�&� ,�E�� ��z ���1 ���� �!। *��� �;��� ��@�H� *)�� ��"!�। 8���� *������ ������ 
)���� ���� ���� ���S���S� ��@H ��� *A�� ����'� 9E�1� ;�1�� ���� ���। ��� �� ���� 
���� �। *��A� *A�� #� ����;� 9E�1� *<�� #��� �� ��� ��z। ���S��S-#� +CC�) ?>�� 
������ *'����� ���� ������। *��� �� �1�(&�। ��1!� ���S��S ���� ����� ?1���। 
��~� ������� ��(�,� ���� ���,�! ���� ����� *���� �����। �� �_@�_ ��� ��@{ *�4 
����&�& ���� ��� 
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�����। ���� ���� �<2�� *��, �91�� #� ��� *���। ���� )! ����। ����-�� *���� 
�����2H ����;। �~� *����� #�� �&�] w�� <��2 #����� ��! �,����। ��G *'���� )� 
���� ���;�� �। ������� �����! #��� �'����� )��। *���( *3�4H� ����;��� ��1!�� �� ��� 
‘�������’। ���� %/ �& �� ������&� ���B ������� ���� ������ �����। *����� 0�x�� )���j� 
������ j’*'���" )��� ���� *�� #���;।  
 

��1!�� ���S��S #�) ����-�� ����T (����T r�) �� YR ) I�� �����2H 
����;। #����� �;� %/ ) ��h��� I��। )��� \�� �\��H� ��� *A�� #��� �@� ���� 
�����। *)����� ���� *<�$ "��� *�� ��� ��! #�� ��1�� #�� �E�& ���! �����! ���� 
���� ���� "��� ���� ���। ��$��� I�� ���� �;��� ����� )��~� ��� ���� ����। ��1!� 
���S��S ��;� '�(�) ��(�,� " 9�� ��"!� ��! । +R w�� <��2 #����� ��(, ��G �� �������� 
�U �;��� �। �U ����4u�� ����, *�9��� �;��� /C+ �� #�� ��-��-#� #�����। 
 

%�� #�6�। ����� #�-�� )�� ��¿� #�� #�� ��;� ��(�,��� 9�� ��! ��। ��E�� 
����� *�� ��� *��� ����T ����� ��� ������� �91� ��! ����। 
 

N�� #�6�। )�� ���P[���, *�� �� #�� *��,��!� ���� �91� #�� ?�� � ���। 
0�5 ��,) *'D������ ��$ ���! ����� ����^ ��� ��� *���� ��� � �����। )�� *�� ��� ���;( 
)��� ������ �$�O� ��� *����� ���� �~�।  
 

Lz� #�6� । �91� �"!��� ����� )�� ���� ���� �������� )�� ��! ����T ���� 
����� ��! �91� *�DE;���। ��� ��$ )�� ��� ��¿� #�-�� । ���� <�(�� ����4 ��� ������ 
����� ���� *6��<���� �<2��S-#� �� *3�4� ���। �� ��; #�&� �������&� ������&� 
���� ���� ��-#�-#,-#� ��2� ����)2��� �����;��� ���� <�(�� ������  ��)?p��� ���; 
��z���� )��।  

 

+( #�6�। *�)� )��� �� �91� #��। *)�� 6���� )�� ��� ����� ���z�� 
����'� �<� ����� । *�)� )��� �� )���� *�� ��� *��� /C+ ���� #�� ��-�� 
*)���1 ���� ���। ��� ���� ������ ���! �����0!�� '�&�)2�� ��$ *��� ����। ��� ��$ 
����'�! �z� ����, ��� *�� 6���� ���� ����� ���S��S ��� ��� ?>��|� ����x ���� 
���� ����� <��4��� ����-����� ��ª� �\� *z���� ������।  
 

Y( #�6�। ����^ *������� ��� #�� )���j� ���� ���� ��(। ���� ������ *��� 
������ j’)�� #� 6��� )��~� ��� ���� ������। �O��! )����� ��� ��&�! �����0!�� 
'�&�)2� ������ ��$ *��� ����। ��� ��&�! �����0!�� '�&�)2� ��$ *��� ����। ��� ������ 
j’*��& NCN ��(�,��� 9�� ���! ����! ���� #�� /Y( #�6� ������ ��� ��$ ���� *��� ���� 
����। )���� ��� <��� �<2��S�� ������ �� � )���! �U ������ ���� ������ 
)����।  
 

7( #�6�। 6�! ���� ����( ����� *��� ��� #�� 0�5 )���j� ���� ���� *A�� �,����। 
���x����� ��8�� ������ 6��@� ���;���। ��G ����� *�� ������ ������ � ��"!�� ��;�&� 
������� ���� ���� ���� । ���� <��� *��;, %�� #�6� *A��( ���x *����� ��!��& ����V <�� 
��� ���! ���@{ *w��- #� ��� � ����;��� । ������ ¢��� #��& ���V, *��� ��( ������� 
#��& ���V #�� �)�� ���� ��,��� ���z #��& ���V। (���� ������ ��� � ����;��� 
#0"!�02 ����2� ������& *�S�� ���� #�� ���!। ���� P� ��,& ����;��� *�����!। �91� 
����2& ��?�� 6��� 
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*��  �� ��� ��!�;�। )�� #� �� ����� ������� *������ , �0�)� #�� *��w��-# �����& 
(��� ���� ���!n *�!� �!। ���� ���� �,�� ���� ��� *)� ����� #���^ *0�� ��! �����, ‘���� 
*����;’। #��� �-�� 9&�"। ����-�� ����� #��� *����� )�� &���� �!� �(���। #���� *����� 
���x *����� A���" । #� *�� �mÀ�� ��� �। #��( #� 6�Á�। *����� ��( । ���x *����� 
���� #��� <�4H ?lmÀ� ��! ?�z�; । #��� �!� ����( ������। ��;�1� ������ ��� *��( 
���! *��~� ��A�'�1� ���!�;। jÂm�������" ������ *��� *'o�! ��;। �mÀ�� �,���! ��� )�� 
*�4 *'o� '������।  
 

R( #�6� *A�� /N( #�6� ����4 *�� 3&� 3&���� �। /N( #�6� ����)��h� ������ 
��,��� ���� �����p� ����� *��� ���� #�� ����)�h-����1�� �0�,�X� ��� �" �91� 
*A�� ���� ������ )����।  
 

/L( #�6�, ���� *A�� #�&� ��� ���। *��� #����� ��1!� ���� ��"!� *��; ��� 
��� ��! ��� ���� ������ *��� ���� ��� । /L( #�6� ���� ������� ������ *�m�n ���x 
*��� #��& �� ����1� 6���@�� )� ��z��� ����।  
 

/Y( #�6�, )�� #�, ��, ����� �����, )�� ���j[���, ��)��� ���� #���, 0�5 
)���j� ���� #��� #�� j’) (������ ���A ��! #������� ����� ����� *��� ���� *�DE�;। 
*��� ������( ��2� �Á_� #�����9��� ���@� ��� । K�� ����( ������ *�m�m�~� ��$ 
��@�_ ���� )�� *������� *��� ��� �! । /7( #�6� *<��� ���� *������� �"!�� �(। /b*� 
#�6� �O��! �02 ���� *���0 � �!� ������� 6����� )�� ��)?p� ����� �A2��� )�� 
���� ���, 
��½��� )�� ���P[��� #�� ���2���S ���� )�� ��j� ��]� #�� ��j� 
�����-#� ��& �91�� ���x��� �V��2 6����� *�� ���।  
 
                 

%%*� #�6� �91� ����� �� 3�&।  
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��U 6������5 ���� 
������� ��� ����� 

/N। ���� *)��! ��3�&� ��U 
6�������� ����H 

6������ ��8��� 
��������’8¯ 

......... 
/b7/ 

                                                
���� ���� ����� " )��� 6������ ���* 

 

(!���!�� )$� ����� %+*� ��'2 ������ ���� ���� #�� }��� �1� । ����� ���4 ���Z� 
�� �! �� ��&��l�। ������( #( ���� #�&� 3&� 3�& ���� । ���� �� �� #( ��Z� 
���;�। ��G *�( 3&� *� #� ��1����1 3&��, *�&� ���� <���� �����। #( ������( }��� ���� 
�\�H kP ��!�;�, ��G *�&� �<�� ������ । "�� %+*� ��'2 *�4 ������ ���� ���� #�� ����� 
���।  
 

��� *A�� ��(� '���� �r�� *����!������ ���; (����-#� ��,� । ��� I���� *����( 
#�� 3�E�& *��1 ���। ����� *��� *A�� ��;� I�� ���� #�� *w)��� ��� ��� �� । ��;�1� %7 
) I�� *&���,� #®�'h *�� ��� ��� ��� । ���� ���� ���� ����,? )��� ��� ���!�;�।  
 

��������� I���� ���� #��( �"!��� ����� ��2��'� #�,#�,# ����p� ����� 
<�����¯� ����� �"!��� ���&2� 0�x�� ����~� ��@� #�� ��" ��!�) ��)���� *�� " 
��2��� *8{�� ���। ���� "��� ���� ��� �1� , *�4 ��2̂  ����� ���(�� "��� 9��� ����� ��! 
���� ��!�;� । #� ��!���   ���( ����� �0,�� " #�,��, � � ���;�� *� ��� �\�^ ��� 
��E�� 6������ *��� । ��E��� ��; *A�� *6�� " ?_��� *��! ����� �������� /CC ) ��U 
�����" �� �� 6�������� )� I��� ��!�;�। ��@ ��x ��;, ��@H #( ����� ���� 
�������� ���� *;�1 *��� � । *�&��� ��x ��;, ��( ��!( "��� ��P�� �1��।  
 

%7*� ��'2 ������ I���� ����� ������� ��!। #�� �������� �U��� ����� ���� *;�1 
*�"!�� ���2� *�!। �������  #�� ����A2� )��! #�� �o<��� )���! *�! *� �0,��,����� 
�U���� ������ ��m2��@� ���; *;�1 ���� ��4� ����; । ��E� #( ���� ��;���( ���� ���� 
���� ����� �। #( ��! j’��@ 6A�� ���-����� #�� ��� 9���42 '�� । �� ��� *�4 ��! 
#���; । #( ���� ��) I�� ���� ��! । ��� I���� ����j� ����� <�(��� ���� ?���x ��@� 
*��! ���;�! *��। ��G # ��@�" "��� ��@ ��Ao �!� । *�( ������ ���� ��<��� �\�H 
����� )� *��1�)�1 '����� ����। ��� �� ���1 '��&� �� "��� ��)��� ��x �m�� ��� 
����2�� ����� �������� ?�� B�E���! �1� । ��G ����� <�(�!��" ��� *A��( I��� ��!�;�। 
I���� *� ���� �,�� #�� �\� ���� *� ��4�! ����� �� *�� ��~� �;� � । #��� ��  
������� !, ������ *;�1 ��&��2� ���19��� ;��� #�� ��A� *���1 *���1 ����� �s�!� �1�� 
��! ��������� ����� )� ���3� �� "� *��� ��� �;� । ����  *�� �;�(, *)����� ����� 
<�(�!��" ����� ��$ #�� *��� ���!�; । #(<��� ����&� ��� ���� ��� )�� �m���-,�E� ���)�! 
��� �;�। ��� ���1 '��&�� ��! j’�@ ��342 3&� । I����� ������2 �������( 6A� �\�H ��� 
। #(<��� ����2� '����� *A�� �\�^ ��! (!���!�� �����@� I���� ��<� ��! *�� । #( ��342 
%/ ) I�� ��� ���� �� ���� I���� ·t2q��� 6�H ��! ����� । �������� ���� #�)" ���� 
��!�। �����! ����� ����� <�(�!��।  
 
 
 

 
* ‘6������ ��8��� ��������’ 8�¯ ‘����� ���x����’ ��42� ��� *A�� ������ ।  
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%7*� ��'2 ������ ���� ����� ���� # �1�( kP ��!�;� । %7*� *A�� %b*�, #( �� �� 
��� �1�( '�� %Y*� �� %7*� #( j(�� "�� ���� ?�� ����,? )��� ����;� । �� ��n" K 
�� ���( ����� ���� " ;���� %Y*� ��'2 ������ �� ������� 6�������� )� *<��� *<��� 
6Ã>�� '����! ���l�। K #��& ���� ���� ���� *�� ��;� �U ��� ��� ��!�;� । *�( #��& ��� 
����,? �( <$������� ���� R//C ) I����� 9���� ���� ���!�;, ��G 6������������� 
����� ���� #�&�" <�$ ��1�।  
 

���� ����� 6�������� ������� �0,��-� 6A� *A��( ��\! <r���� �;�। �"!��� ����� 
*�� ��)�� ����� �� ��� ����&���� ���2 �m�o #�1�! 6������ ��1 *������ )� *<��� 
*<��� *'o� ��� '���;��। ��E�� j() '�-�|��� 8��� 8��� �m4���� ���� 3��� *��1�!�; #�� 
6�������� ������� ����� ·��� ��� �����; । ���4 *<��� *<��� I��� ��!( �;�। ��E��� #( 
����� ?_����� ��! ��� ��� �m4� #( ��������� ����� ��� ��� *���� )� ����� ���� ;��& 
���� ����।  
 

%R*� ��'2। %7 ) I�� *&���,� #®�'h ��� ��� ��! ������ ���! '���;�। '��� 
�m4��� ;�&�� ;�&�� #�� ����� *3��" ��� *,��। ����� ��� ���z���&�, ��2� -�`� ���, ���-
��� ��" �� ����� ����!�� । ������ *A�� ��� ����� '�� #�� ����� ��$ *��� ���!�;। 
��;�1� ����� ���� " ;���� ��� ��� ;��& #�� ����� ��$ ��E�� ��E� �����! ��E1��। *�4 ��2^ 
)�� 6�! /+ ��)��� #�� ��E1��। ����� �������� )!t��� ���� ��� *�E�� ?z�, A�A���! 
*�E�� ?z� ��P� ��� I����� � । #��� j’��@ 9���42H '�� । I����� ���� *����� " 
?]� ���� �U�U । ������� k�� ��(�,� ��!( �1�;�। )��� ���� ����� ���� �~�� �;�, 
����" I����� �@� ��� 9�� '����l�। I���� *&���,� #®�'�h� ����@� �s�! *A�� �1��� 
��E�1�! ��� ���;� । ���)( �����! �� ���" ����� ��� ��� *,�� ��) ��) �;� �-"��� 
*������� ����� 9���42H�� *<� ��� *&���,� #®�'h *���� ?�� B�E���! �1� ��^ 
��:����� ���� B�E���! �1�� ��( j5������ ��) । *�( ����H( ���@H ��2^ ��� '�� । ��)�� 
��)�� )�� #( ���� 6��@<��� *�� ���2�� ������ ���� � �����" ����� ����-,�&��� 
)!t� ���-I����� �� ����� �|�� ��� �����;� । ���� ������� �� ��! ���!�;�। ��( 
?]��� �U�U ���� A����" ���� ����� �A��A 6�!�� ���� �����। #��<��� 3Ä� ��!��� 
���� #� #� ��� ����� %7 )( ���� *�� । *&���,� #®�'h *�� ���x������ ���� #�� *��।  
 

)�!�`��� *��� ?z� ���� ����� ���4 । ���1� *A�� ��Å��� ��2^ �~t� ���� ���� 
3� *;�1 ��A #�� ��E�1�!�;�। *� ��- I�� *w)��� " ����� ���� )�!��! *�����! �;� 
���x������ 6��-�\��H� �r'���( ����� ���� ��;� ����� ��� ��!�;, ���� ���( �����! 
���!�;। ���� ����� ��A ��A )��� ��)! ���;� '��;।  
 

 ��� *A�� ������� ��� " �����1� ���" ��� ������x ! । ��� *A�� ��(� '���� 
�r��( (����-#� ��,� ���1�� ������� �r� ������ ������� 3��& ��� ��� ��; । ����� ����� 
*�1���� ��। ������ ��� ���! ��( *��� � *� �U��U� ��� ���! ��Ao ��x���� । ����� 
��E'��� ��� ����� ��Q8�� *A�� ����� ��x ���� ��� । #�& �A� �� ����� ���, *� ��������� 

����� ��8���� 6A� ��2��! ���� ?Æ�   <r���� 8�H ��� ���;, ���� *)��! *�( (���� 
������ *�� ��-n �;� �। ����� <�(�!��( #����� #���� ��U *���� ��G �U��U� ��� ���! 
���� ���( j�2� । ��������� ��� I����� �r� 3�E�& *A�� ��&�! *�!� ����� ��@ j5���� । #�@��" 
)��( ���� #���! #�। 
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���� ����� �1�(�!� ���&� ����� ��(�� �Q�r� ��2^ ;�1�! ��1�;� । ��(�� 8���|� 
*A�� ���<] �m4� ������ *������ ����� ����� ��� *A�� ��x ����� )� ������z�<��� #���! 
���;� । ���� ��� ��� #�� ����@� �r� 3�E�&�� *3��" ��� *,��। ����� �O���� 3&�&� #� 
¸�<��� 3�& ���!�;� *�, "�� �m4�- )��� #( ������ *A�� *����! �1��� �� ��! �� ������ 
��!�। ����� <�(�!��" # �\��H �m4���� ��$ #�� *��� ���!�;� । ���� ����@� *������� 
��`�� ��(�� ��E�1�! 6������ ���! '���;� ।  
 

������������� =�� �;� #( *�, ���� #(<��� ���� �� �� ��(��� ��$ *���������� 
�A �O ��� ���! "��� � ��(�! �����। �m4� )��� ����� ��1�� ��1�� 6�! ���1 ��)��� #�� 
��E1��। ���x������ #( ����& �������� ���� �����! #�� ����� ?y�> �)2 k� ��P� ��� 
I���� #���! #�� �\�H ���� ���� ���l� � । j’�@ ������ ��$ ��;�&� �r�n �@� ��� 
9�� ����! ��� '���;�। 
 

���!� ���A ���A ������������� ����� *��1 '���;�। "��� ���� �����! ��� I���� 
#&� ���<��� ���B ��!�;� *� #( ���m� 6������ �r�� *<�$ ��(�� *����! ��"!� ����� ��@ ��� 
��� �। ��( ���� *��������� }���! ������ ��m2��@� ���; ��- �� �&� ���� )���। )��� । 
)��� *�, ����� )�� ���], ������ ������ �����।  
 

��� ��z���� ��;���� ����( ����� *)& ������ *3�� �)2 *��� *��। �� k� '��� 
?�z ���( ?���� ���� �����! *���, *�( ���� ��- �|�&� 6��@H ��� �� � ��2��@H ���; 
। #�&� ����( 6'� ���²�� �� । *�( ���J ��-���&� )��� <�� �@�  ��� #�� �� #� *���� 
*,�� '���; । ��$ ��$ <!��2 '�_��� �� ;��&�;��& kP ��! *�� । k�� *���� *,�� !, *=&� ���B 
���B ��)����� �� *;�E *��� ��' *�� ���;, �� #� #� ���� *������� 9���42H ��� '�� 
���l । *����P ������ #( ����2� �\��H ��;������� *��� ����� *���, )� (�-� ;�<$ 
��! *��� ���� । ��P� ���-I���� #( ������� �������� *�1� *<�� ·t2q��� 6� ��! �����! 
*��। ��G ����� �$� ���( �����! *��� �����। ������ *<�� *���" ���x������ #��� ��U 
*���� ��" ����� ��$ �1�( '����! ���l�। ��;������� I���� ����� �� �! �H�@�� *,�� 
*��� ����o ��� ����� #( �m���� ,�E� *A�� �����! ��E'�।  
 

#(<��� ��-I����� �����1� ��� )�!�¶> �m4�-)�� ?`��t� ���� �,�� #�। ��x 
��� ���� ?_������ ��! ?z�। ��G ���� #( ?_���� �~-*�������� ���� ��4���� #� 
����� ;�!� *�� #�। #( ���x����� ���� �!� �"!��� ��� *�� ��)�� ����� %b*� ��'2 
������ �z�_ ������� Ç���� *���� ���� *���। # ���O *��( ��~� *( *�, ����� �! ��z 
���s� " ��P ?�>)�( ��E� #( �����m����� *0�� #��;� । #�A� ���� <�� ��� � *�, ���� 
����� ���x���� ��E�� 6�H ���! ���� ��! *��;, ��)�� ����� ��E��� ���� ����।  
 

��G #( ���x����� #(���( (�� !। �����1� ���-I���� ����� (������ 3�E�& *;�1 
6�H ��! ���� ��&, ��G *�4�@� ���� �। ?���^ " �������� ����� I����� ������� ��A �� 
�� j’��� -6A� ��k��!� ��� ����0�����  ��! ���x�������� �\��H� ���� �1�� ��!�;� । #( 
j( )�!����( 6'� ��342 3�&�;� । j( ��3�42� ,�� ����o ��������� 6�! ���(��( 6�H ���� 
����, *������ '��) 6�H ��! �����! *��� *����;�।  
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����)�h #����� ��U 6������ 
��@�_���5 *��)�,,� *���� 

%+-CR-/b7N 
 

%+*� ���'2� 3&�। ��� #�&�� ���� ������ 6���� )�� ������p ��#��� (����) 
����� ��8�� ���4�� )����, �����, ���� ������ �� �U ��; �� *������� )� *�� 
6�������� )� । 
 

%Y*� ��'2 ���<]  �� 6������ ��� � ��1 *���� �! । ;��& *<���� ��� ������ *�� 
����, �����, ;��, ����� *���, ����6�{ I��� �� ���� ���x����� ��1 *���� �!। 6�A��� 
�� �! �U ��(�,�, �~�� &�-&����� ��(�,� ��! ���� ��� �!।  
 

�91�� ��1!�� ��)��� ��� *A�( ��� 3�E�& �;�। ���'2 ����� *��4� ���� �����H *��� 
����� �U ��! ���-������ ?�� B�E���! ��1 । NC )�� �� ������ �;�। ����� *A�� ���� 
�\� '���! ��������। "��� 9�� #�� ���� । *����� 0��V ���� �9 *��� ���� ������ 
9����( *�� ������ ��� �! । ����� )����� }��� ��1 ����� �����2 ���!, ����� 
���� ��� ���&�!।  
 

��� #�� #��0" ������p ����� #�� �91� ���! *������ ���x����� ���� ���B��� 
��� ��;� �U #�� *�$� *��)���S� 6�! %C ) #�� (����-#� 6�! NC ) ��! ����)�h '�� 
��� । �� ������ ���; �;� '�(�) ��(�,� 7�&, ���2-LY�&, ��(�,� +/Y�&। 
 

%Y*� ��'2 �"!��� ����� *�m�n ��8�� ���4� �z ��� �!। �� ������ ��"!�, A���, 
*��, *�"!� �����! ��� � �"!��� ��� ���� A���।  
 

����)�h ����� ��1 ���� Y/7�& *;�& ���� ���� *��� ����, ��� �r�n #� ��(��� 
�� । #( ���9�� I��� ����;� ������  ��! *��� ���� ��U�।  
 

#�6� ����� 6A� �{��� ��� *���� &�$�(��� 3��& 7�& �| *��; ��� ������� ��! 
����� )� । ��� ��) *;�� #�� ��;� �U�� ��0���& ��! &�$�(� 3��& *�DE�; ,�E�� �"!�) 
��� �������� �&���! //�& �|�� ����)�h �,�� ��� ।  
 

��3����1�� 6������5 #�6� ����� ��B����B 6�! /+C ) *;���� ��� ��3���1� 3��& 
�0�,X ��( । ���� ���A ���, ��)2�, *����� ����!�, *������ *����" �;�। ���� (����, 
����, ����� *�$� *��)��S ��! 6�! /CC ) *���� ���� "��� ���z�! *� #��0" �����।  
 

��3���1��� ��� ���1 % ��(������ %CC �) ���� ���� ���'� � ��� *���� �0�,X 
��! A���। ��� ���� #��0" ����� ��) ������ �0�,X ���� 6�! +C ) (����, *�$� 
*��)��S #�� ����6�{ I��� ��!।  
 

���'� 3�& �@� ���� )� 6�! /CC ) *�$� *��)��S #�� (���� ������ *��� ��! 
��� #�� #��0" ����� �8�� �( । �����A��� *�DE;��� k��� ���'�� �� 3�&�; । �� 
���� �����A���� )$��� �<�� ������ 3�E�&  �� ���। "�� *A�� /C ��(��� ���� ��� 3�E�& 
��;।  
 
 

 
 
* ����� #���0��� ������ *A�� ���m���। 
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k��� (8���� �� �� *()। #��0" ������p ������� ����� ���� /CC ) �� <��� <�� ��! 
��� 3�E�& �\�H ���� ����^ �(। #��� �\�H '�����, #��� ��1� t�� ���� #�� #��� 
��) t�� ���� #�( ���!। ���� �\� ��� ��� % &�� ���� । #�( ���A ��) t��, +�& w�� 
@��8- #�� /b ) ������ ��� ��!�; k���। ���� *<�� *��� ���� �,�� ���। ������ 
#�) (���� *)�!� 9����� ��! ��� �!। ���� ����)�h ��������� ���z�! ��(।  
 

#�6� ����� %+������� ���� #��0" ����� �,�� ���� ��3���1� 3�& *A�� । ��� 
���� *��� ��3���1� 3��&। ���" *���� #��0" ������� ���A। ��� ���� �������� j��� /&�� 
���� �z�_ ��� �����A��� ���V �\�H ���। #�) ���������� ���!n *�"!� ��!�;� ����V�। 
������ *)�!��� ��s�� ���;���, �z� #�( ��! ���� �&2�� �\�H '���! '����� *A�� । 
NC/LC ) ���x����� "��� ���� �! ������ �����! ��! �U *,��। �������� ������ 6'�� �U 
?��� ��� । ��� /+ ) ?��� ��2� ��! ���� '������ ��E)�� ������ ������ ������ 
*������। % ) ��� *�$� *��)��S #�� R//C ) ���� *)�!� ��! ��3���1� 3��& '�� ���। 
������ �0�,X ��" *)����� ���।  
 

*� ����� 6A� �{��� ���, ��)2��� ��3���1� 3��&� ���!n ���! ��� #�� #��0" ����� 
�U ��8��� )� <���� ��(। ����^ �! L *���& &���� �U *�� ���। ���� ���)���� <����! 
��2��� ���A *��� ��� ������ #��0" ����� । ����� ��A ���� �����^ ����T ���!�� 
�������� ��� *��� �U ���! ������ ���� ���� � )��। �����( ���� �m�6��u ��! 
���)��� ��( । #��0" ����� �U ���� '�। ��2� ����� )��, #<��� �U ��\� ��� ��! �। 
#��0" ������� �-��"!�, �È� �� � ������� �'^�! ��A� 6�! ����� �;�। ��( ��2� ����� 
�
���� ���� #��0" ����� ��� �������� ��� । �������� �! । ��2� ����� ��� ��( �� ��� 
������ j’)�� �~� ��� । ��� *������ ��� ���z�! ���8���� #�� ;������ ���; 
������ �� � )��(। ;����� #�� ���8� #������ 6�'o�! ���� ���x ��(। ����� �,�� ��� 
��3���1� 3��&।  
 

 �,�� k��� ����)�h ��$���-������ �������� ��!�;। ��������� ����>�� )� #��" 
����� ��� �������� *8,��� ��� *)������ ��! ���। #��0" ����� " ��� ��3���1� 3��& 
�,�� ��( ����। 
 

 *� ����� %C������� ���� ��3���1� ��� ��� ���� ��� ����� ������ ��� kP ���। 
���� �\� ���। \���� '���� �� ���� ���� ����� '���! ������ ?��।  
      
          %N/%L ������� ���� ���� ��;� ��& ?`���1� '�� ���। ���� 6�! /+C ) �;��� ��। 
���� ������� ����)��h ��z��� �! । ���� *��& 6�! LCC ) �;���।  
 

 ���� ?`���1� *A�� %/N �� ���� ��©�_ ��3���1� 3��& ��� ������ ?�� ����� '����! 
�����! *����।  
 

 3&� 6������5 *�’� %+ ������ ��� ����� ?`���1� �\�H ���� ���� 3&� (���) 
���) ���। ���� ��� ¢��� �s! �(। #��0" ����� #�� ���, ��)2� ������ ���A। "�� 
*A�� (���� " *�$� *��)���S� *������ ���, ‘‘���� *�4 ��2̂  ���� �����, *�4����� �� U�-
*;�����!��� *���� ��।’’ #��0" ����� 6������ %CC/NCC//CC &��� ���! ���z�! ����। 
*�$� *��)���S� ��!� ���?p� ������ *;�1 *��� �।       
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*�4 ��! ���� /CC �) �;��� 3�&���। #��0" ������p ����� ��)  ������ 
��,���। L/+ �� ���� � *��!। 
 

����^ �!, #��0" ����� LC ) *;�� ��! �U�� ����)�h ���� ����)�h �@�� )�। 
#��� %CC ���x����� �;�। ���� +C/YC ) A����� 3�&��� । ��� ������� ���� ���� ���� *�4 
��2^ ����)�h #�� *�4��� ���। *�( �� #��0" ����� '�� ��। ���, ���, ��)2�, ��)���� 
��q������!� *���! ;�� �����" �����H �V��� ����� A����� 3�&��� । ��� #�� ���, ��)2� 
/C )�� ����� *����1 ��� 3�&� ���) �"� �( । ���H "��� ������� *�m�n /C ) *���� �;� 
������!। ���� ����� *�DE;�� *���� *���� #��& *w ���; ¿q��� *A��। ������ ��"!� ���� 
�। ����� ���z�! ���! ���� /% ) j’���� �0�,X �(। ������ %�& #�#��) #�� /C�& '�(�) 
��(�,� �;�। *w ���)� ���; ���� *����� ��1��& �������� <��2 । "� �( ����l �� 
�8�� ��l। ���-*���� *�� #���-"��� *3����,�� ���;। ��U��� ��( ����;। \�� LC/+C 
) ������ ���)� #�  �� #���� ��� A���। ��������� ���A *������� *������ ��� 
�������� *�����। LC/+C ) #� �� ��� ��� ,�!�� "�� ���� ���; ���� ���A /C�& '�(�) 
��(�,� " %�& #�#��) ��)2 "�z। \� ,�!���� ���A ���A ����& I��� ���&�� ���&�! ��1। 
������ �� *w� ?�z *w�& ��;� ��! ���! ���� *����� #�� �&2�� ���! �m�o� �� *���� 
;�1�� A���। N 3S� 9�� *;�1�� �� ���� )$� *A�� *�� �(। ���� *´�) *��h A���! ������ 
*�� @�� �!�। ��G / ��(� �r�� *� ������ ���V �;� *���� *���� �1�! ������ *;���� �� 
�����! ��!-�� ��� ���� �� ���� *��;। ���� ��;��r� #�� *����� *� ��(������� *,�� #���;। 
/C )�� *��� ��� #�� *�$� *��)���S� ���?p��� ��! 3�&� ���) ��( ��(������� ��E)��। 
*���� *�DE�; *����� #��& *D�� ��� ��;� ������ ��� ��l। *�D�r�� ��� ��(������� *��E)� 
��� ��! ��)� ��! ���@� ���� ������ �� �! *���� )�। *����� L ) ���� �����। 
��©�_ �O���� ���� �����! ��!। ���� �'^�8- ��! �1���। ��;�@H �� ����� �'�' �� k�� 
*���� #�� ;�!�� �� ������ ���� ���; *�����। ������ ����� j�& '(�) #�#��) #����A 
��)2 "�z। ���� �� *����। ��ª� *�� 9�� �! �, ��B��� �� ���। ��� ����( ��� ��� 
��� *A�� B�E� B�E� 9�� ���� ������। �� 3S� �� 9�� �O ��� \��� ��� �����! ���2o  �� 
#�� �� �� ��A���� ���A ����� �(। ����V #�� k� ������ *;���� �� �����!�;। *���) 
�U *��1 ��!�;, �)���� ��& ����;। �� ��8� ��� '��)�� ��� 9�� ��� ���� ��� �!। ��� 
����� �����<��� �\�H '���!-j 3S� ��� �m�o� �� �&2�� " ���� ��U� ������� 9�� '���!। 
9�� �O ��� ���� �����! ����)��h� ���� �"� �(। 
 

���)������� ����  ��� ��U 6������  
��@�_���5 ��j� ����, 6�x �H���4� ���� 

/%-//-/b7N 
 

%+*� ��'2 ���� ��� j�&�� ��! ���)����� A��� "�� ���� ���; #�) ����� ���z�! 
����� *�  *�, ‘‘}���! ������ ������ ������ ��!�; #�� (!���!� ���� �~� ��� ��"!������ 
���z�!�;। ��� ������ A��! #�� ����� ��$ ����'� ��� ��2�� ��2��H �P।’’ ��� *<�� 
*����� # ��8���� *��� kP-����� '���। ���)( ?�>�)� � ��! ����^ ��� ���। A��! 
���! *��� 
 

 
*����� #���0��� ������ *A�� ���m��� 
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��� �"!��� ��� ��2�" #� *��;। ����� ��$ �����2 ��� �z� *���, ������ 6A� ��) 
*���������� ��� � �O ��� । *�( ����!� ��3���1�� *,�� �O ���� ���!n ���! ���� *���� 
*'D������ ��z��� *���। ��� ?`���1� " ��� ����2� #����� ��)��2 ����� ���� )� *��&� 
��(�������� *����� �"� �����। ?`���1�� )6����� (#�-��-#) #����! ���� � A��� 
#�� ��!�h A���  6�����" ��1��� A��� ����! K #����� )P�� ���!n ���� ��2�� �� ��� 
��� K���� �"� ��(। 6A�� ��� ������ ��!�h A��! *��� '�(। ��G K #����� ��-�� �1 �1 
��; A���! ��!�h A�� ��2̂  *�DE;��� ��� � �"!�� )� ��;� �"!��� ��� ��2�� ��$ ��- ��4! 
����'� ��� ��2�� ��2��H ��� �,�� ���। ?`���1� A��� #�� *������ ��2'������ ��$ 
����'� ��� ����� ��2�� ��2��H ��� �,�� ��� । ���� #( ��!� 3S�� �,�� )������H� *� 
�^����� *����; ��� ���� �! �।  
 

��� %b/NC ��'2 ��� �$�O�� *�4 ��2^ ��8�� '����! ��"!�� ���2���� ��(। ��� #�& 
����� ���� " ;������ ��� � ���। ;������ ���!n #����� ��<� ��� *�� " ���2���S��� 
*��\&��� " ����2� ����� *)�� ���^ ����&� 6�� *�D��� ��(,?�p  (!���!� ��8��( ��! 
�;�� " ���!n ����<��� ��� ����;��। 
 

#( ���! ‘���)����� 
����� ��8�� ���4�’ �z ��� �!। �����)����� �"!��� ���, 
;�����, s��� ��� ��2���� " ������ ��2'������ ����� �<�! ���) ���� �����! #( ����& 
�z ��� �!। ��� K �<�! �<����n ��� #�� 
����� ��8�� ���4���" �<���� ��2��'� �(। 
#( ����&� �����H �;��5 (/) )�� ��j� ���� (#�,��,#)-�<���� (%) )�� ��j� ���, 
�� (N) )�� ���� *���� *'D���� (L) ����[�� *���� (���@) (+) ���� �-*����� ���� (Y) ��-
�(, ����� *W�, (7) "-��, ����� *W�। 
 

���)������ 
����� ����� �����! ���)� ���!n #( ����&� ?�� A����" ���� ���^ 
)P�� ���)� )� ��!��& ?�-����&" �z ��� �!। ���� ������� ���!n *�"!� �;� /b+L ���� 
�"!��� ��� ���! #�,#�,# )�� ��� *���y� (?�� ������� ?��। &���-�!�� ��8��� ���!n 
�;� ���� ����������� *)�!������� ?��। 6'���� ���!n �;� )�� ���� �,�� ������ ?��। 
 

���� 6A� *A��( ������ ��U� �6������ �A� )����। (������ ����� *���� *� 
�91�� ��2�!��H ���S���S "����� ���x������� ��� ����;। ��� *�1�� )6����� #�-#-
# )�� ��� ��(��� ��$ *�������� ��� ?<�! ��!�) ��2��� �91� *����। #&� #�6��� L 
�����। "��� ���! K�� *��� " �U � *��! ������ ��2���� '�~�(���� *��� ��� " ���� 
*'D���� �,�� #���। #����� ���)� )� ����� �,�� ���� *���। ��� �,�� #�� ����1� 
#����� 6���@�� ��� � *���� *����। ���H K ��! ����1� �@� ��� � *��� ������ 
��3�1����� �@�� 6�'o�� *�� ���( A���� �। ����1��� *�� )6����� � A���! ���� ��@ 
É  ��� ��)��2 ��� ���! ��� ��� *��� �।  
 

����1��� ��� ��!��)� A���! �91��� ��� � *��� *��� ���� *'������� ���!n ���! 
��z����। *��� *A�� ������ ��� ����� �U( *�!� ��!�;�। ��( *��� ����1��� ����� #�� 
����T (��2��� *�)�) )��� Q���� �� ��! #���$ �����2 ���( ��) ���� *���। ���� 
*A�� *�� ��;� ���x����� #���;�। ��� " ����T Q�� 6A��( ��0���& ��! ��- �� #���� 
3��� *�����। *����� *�, ���-����� ����1��� ������ � #�� ����1�� R/b ��(� ��@H ��� 
���!"  
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��� ��! ����1�-����� ���� ��-�! ?z�� ����। ���� *�)� K ��-  #����! ���! 
)�����H�� 6�!�)�! ?���� ���! ���।  
 

b( #�6� *��� L&�� ���� ���-����� ���� �\�H ��� ������ ;�<$ ��� *�! 
।��!�) ��� �! । ���� �\��H� �A� ���� #�&� <��� �( । ���2��� *�� ?��!" �;� �। 
���H, ���� ���! ��� " ����T Q�� *����� ��! ���। ��� *��� *�� ��� �� <�$�। #� j( 
�� ��� ¿q��� *A�� #�&� ���-��(�� �� ��!�;�। �O��� �� *��� *�� ��� #� #�&� ��&2� 
*�? *<�$ *����; *� ��)��� ��! �।  
 

����T Q�� ���� ����( ��U� �A� ���;��, ��G ���� " �91� ;�1� *��A�" ���� *'o� 
���� )�!�� �;� �। �_���� �0-�� )�� �P� ����� ���� ������ *'o� ��� ���o!� *A�� ��;� 
���� �� ��!�;�। ��G 6A� ���� ���� �\��H� ��( ���� '�� ��!। 
 

���� /C( #�6� ����� ���� ���� �\�H �!। K�� ������ *�� ����� �!�। 
��!�) 8���� *��� ���� ���!�;� ��G ������ ��- ����� ���mÀ� ��! ��!।  
 

��3���1� 6������5 ���)����� #�� ��� ��3���1��� 6���@� �1�� *'o� *(। #( ��! 
����)��h �_���� #�-�0-" )�� )�� ������p ��� #�� ����� 6�� ��)��2 ��� ?�� � 
*A�� ���। ��� ���� ��� ���)������ �;�� �, ���B ���B ����। 
 

����1� *A�� ���� �� ��� �91�� ���A *�������� ���। *��� *A�� *�� ��;������ 
(���� ���। ����� ��! 6A�� *�1� ��(। ����2� ���! )�� ������p�� ��$ �����2 ��� 
#��� ���� ���� ����1��� �� ��� ��� ������� �\�H ���� *6�8�� ���। ��G �����, 
����4 ��� w�� ¼�(<���� ����������� )� K �\�H �,� �! �(। ���� ��)�� 6�! j( 3S 
���¥�!" w�� �'� ���� ���� �। ��5�� <�4H �m�o " ������ *�)������� ���&�� *���� 3�� 
���&�� k�! *A�� z���! �� ���-�� ��� ��! #���;� �� ���� *��\�� ��� L&�! *�1� 
��#��� 0��������! '�� ���। 3S����� �� ��- �����" �m�o�� �<�) �,�� ���। ��" 
��!��& �\��H� *'o� ���� ����" �� \�&� )� �� �,� �! �(। 
 

�����4 /b*� #�6� ��� �����( *�1�� 0��-����� �� ��� ������ ������ ?�� 
�\�H ���। ?<! ��@( 6'�� @�� �!। ���� ��( ��3���1��� �� ��� ������ ���m��� " 
����)��h� ��U ����� K  � ���� ���। ��� ���� ���� ���; ��� ��� *�, 0��-����� 
���� ��@ ���� ���� ��!�;, ����� ���" *�"!� �! �(। ��� j) ��2� ��! ��� �"� ��( 
। ��G *�1� *�DE;�� �� K  ��� ��2��� �� ������ �8�� ��� *�! �(।  
 

%%*� #�6� ��� ����� ��3���1��� #�� ���)������� �@� ��� *�� ����� A��� #�� 
��3���1� " ���)������� �� �!।  
 

���x���� #� ������ ��,���* 
 

��� k�� #�) ������ 6���� �� ��#��� ��,���( �;�� �, ��� �;�� ���������� 
���x����� #�) �8���, #� �<2�� *����। ���x ��8�� kP� *�( 6A� @�H( ����)��h ��U 
6������ ��1 *����� *�mn ���!�;�� ���x���� #( ��� *���। k�� ����)��h( !, ���� 
?>��$( ?>�� ��! 
 

 
* I��� �����, /+ )��!��� /b7%-# �)�� ���� 6�> 6����� । 
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?�z�;� ��E� *�( ���� ��8��� <r����!। ���( ��E�� <r�4� ����;� ��2� ?������ । ���( ��E�� 
0����� ��2� ������p ���। �� �;� ��E� #, *�, ������p।  
 

 ������p �� �;�� ����)��h� #��0"। �H�� �,���! *�!�� ��A�� 6���<� #����� 
���4�� ����� �� ��� ��~± *��� *�( �E�'�� ���'2� *� <!�� ���� ����-�� �������� ����� 
���J ��4�x A��� *��� B�E���! ��1�;� 8�������� ��1 ��� *���& ����4� "��, *�( BÊ�-��@�« 
��� #����� ����! ����4� ��@ ��������� ��P�� 6A� ���� P�� ��E�1�!�;�� )�� ������p 
����� ����। 
 

 k�� P�� ��E�1�!( ��� @�^ A����-��� ������ ��1 �����;�� #� ����& ���z। 
����� ��� �U ��� ��� ��� B�E���! ��1�;�� �y������। ������� ������� ���H *����� �� �U 
���� ��! '����!�;�� �1�(, ��� ���A *��������! *����!�; '�_��� I��H�, �����!�; 
������2��।  
 

 ��3���1�� 6������5 �������� �8��<���� ��P�� ��3���1��� *� 6'� 6������ ��� ��1 
�����;�� �� #� ��©��! 3&�। �������� b( #�6� �� ��� ��! '������ �� ���� " t���� 
������� ���� #���! '��;� ?>���$� ���-�~��� ���� �� #( ��3���1���( ������� ���� *� 
)�� ������p ��E� ����� ���A2�, ����� ��x ��!। #��� j(�� #<��� #�&�� ��E'�� ��� 
#( 6������ #1���� )� ������ ����� ��� �����2 ���� ���� ��!�;�। 
 

 *��)� ��A ����)��h }���� ��A2 ��! ���� kP ����;� *�����42H। %Y*� #�6� 
����)�h������� "�� *�� ��� ��������� #( ��2� ��<���। �� #( ���� ������( ����H 
������ ���B %7*� #�6� ���� }��� ��1 ����।  
 )�� ������p #( ���! '�� �� '� #����!। '� #����� ���������� ��!( ��� *'o� 
���� A��� #��& ��U �� �z��। *'o� ���� A��� �U ��8��� । #( �U ��8��� )��( ��� 
3���� A��� #���-"���। ��� �� &�$�(��। *��������  �� ��� *������ ���x�������� 
���A।  
 �� #( *3���3���( ��E� ��� *���। ��2��� �m��� *� j( ���8 ��� *��� ����;� ��E�� 
�;��! ���� )�। �� *�( ��z �m���� ���� ��)�� �E�� *���� )��( ���B ��� }���! #���;�� 
*� ����� *��1�� ����। #���;�� ��� *����। #���;�� ��2���� 0���। # ��2�� �;� ��� 
��������।  
 ��G *���� #��" *��� ��� A���� �����। /7( *� ��� ��� ��1 �� �������� 
����। ��� ���� (����� ��2� �������� ����! ��2���� (�����। ��� ���� (����� 
���S���S� #��& *;�� *��� �����4� ��2��� ��E� �m������H� (�����। ��3���1�-����)��h 
��� �;�� �������� ��� *�( 6��<��� �PH ��$��� ��,����� ����� ���z�! *��! ���B ?`��� 
*�' ?�z�;� ��������� *'��। 
 

 ����'��-�!��� ��2�m� )�� �����p�� "�� *�4����� ��( ����� ��\�� ���&�! 
*��� )��( *��� �! %b*� *� ������ *���� *<��� ��� "�� *����! *�!� ��!�;� *�)� 
��,���)� )`�� ��-\��� ���&2��। ���� #� I����'��� ��! ���� B�E���! ��1�;� )�� 
������p�� "��। �m����A���� #( ����! ����^��� "�� ���� ����� ��\�� ���&�!�;� 
��2��x ���!।  
 # ����'�� �� ��� �(�� �����। �m���� 6��^ *�D�; *���� ���� ��E�( ���A �&� 
�����&� #� <������� *���� ��A� *��� ��� *��� *'�!�;�� #� *,�E&� ���। 
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��U 6������5 ������-����-,������ 
������� ������� ������� �������     �r��r��r��r�    ��������������������    

/L। ������-����-,������ *)��! 
��3�&� ��U 6������ ����� ����H 

����� #���0��� ������ ----------- 
/b7/ 

 
��U 6������� ������ 

��@�_���5 *�)� *����� ��� (���* 
 

������� ��~�� '������ ��� ���� ��1� �z���1!�� ��?������� �;���। ������� 
��~���� ��- ���� �� ��� *��0" *A�� k���। �� ��! ������ ���� �;��� �������� 
�� ������ ?�� B�E���! ��1। #<��� '�� #� %+*� ���'2� �������। *��0" " ���� ��� 
���,� ��B�� ������ }���! #�� ���� )�!��! ��� ����&����� ���� )��H� ?�� B�E���! 
��1�;। ��� #�� ��� *���� �� %Y*� ��'2 �O��! �z���1!� *A�� �|����� �������� ��A 
�"!�� ����। 
 

 %7*� ��'2 ���� /C-//&�! ������ ���� *�DE;���। ������ ��� �� ���। ����� 
*;���� ��(�,�, ���z, �`� #�� ���� ��U� ������� ������ ��� ������ ���l�। *����� ���� 
)��� ������ #�) *�)� )��� #��� #���; #��  ��! #�-��-# rP� (���� �h���� 
����! ���� P�  �� ��� ��!�; #�� *����( *�)� )��� ��;। ��� # ��� *��! *��� 
/%&�� ��! rP� (���� �h���� ����! *����। *���� ���^ <�1। <�1 *z�� *<��� *����। 
*���� �h�� <�(, *�)� )���,  ��! #�-��-# ��� <�(, ����� ��!�, ���?�p <�(, ����� (#E�� 
���( #�-��-# �;��) #�� ���� ���  ��! ;����� " ��)���� *���� �;��। ���( *���� 
���� �� ��! ����'� ���;�� #�� # ���� ���� �� ��� ��! �� <���;��। ��� *�)� )���, 
�h�� <�( #�� ������ ���A *��� ����� । *�)� )����� ��$ ���� ��� ���� �;� �। ��� 
���� �V��2 6A�� *��E)��� ���। ����� ��� ����^ ��� A�� ��� ��� *��� )�। 
 

 %7*� ��'2 ���� ���� 6���& A���� �!������� ������ ��� ��z���� *��� ��$��� 
I����� ;��&�� ��; ����� ���z�! *���� )� #�� ��)����, ����, ?_���� ����, ����6�{ 
���x��� ������� ���z�! ���� ���2� ����� #�� ���� � ����� *����( *w��-#� ��� � ���� 
��� ��। ��- �U�U *w��-#� )� ���� ��� ��। 6���& A�� ������ ���2� *)� ��! ��) kP 
��� ���। ���� *�)� )����� ���2�� )�!��! )�!��! ������� *w��-#� ��� � �����। 
 

 %7*� ���'2� ���� rP� (���� �h���� ��1��� �� �"!��� ��� *�� " ���� ���� 
*����� ��! #��& ��2���! ��8�� ���4� �z ��� �!। *�)� )����� ��@H�|��� ��2����!� 
��� ��) kP ��� �����। ��@H�|��� #���� ������, �&�!�����, ���� ��! ��z� �;�। #�-
����� ���2� *�!� �� ��- �U�U ������ ���� ���!  *���� )�। #�-��’�� ���2� *�� ��! 
��- �U ������ ���� ���� *�। 
 

 ��8�� ���4��� ���<] �� �z ��� �!। ���� �������� )� #��& �� �z ��� �!- 
����� ��) �;� �� ���x������ )� ����� *����1 ��� *�!�। w�X��&29�� ������ ���)� )� 
�!��H 
 
 

 
* ���� ���� 	
���� ����� 	���� ����।
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�� �!। *������� ������2 ���'���� )� " #��& ���4� �z ��� �!। *0���& ������, rP� 
(���� �h�� " ����� ��! # ����& ��z� ��!�;�। #;�1� ������ ����� ��;����; *�� ��!��& 
*w�� *�� *���� �!। #9�� �;� *��� ���2, ��� ���2� ��(¢��, �����&!� )����� ��1� (������ 
*w��-#� )�), �������� " 6������। ���� A��9����"  #�� ��� *w�� *�� *���� �!। 
#�� *��� ��)�� ��)�� ���� *���� ��x ���� )� *w¤�� ��� kP ���। *��� ����2 ��2�m�_ 
*w�� *�� �;�। #��� ��)�� ��)�� ���� *w�� ��� A��� #�� #��� ����� �U�U *�!� �!। 
��� ��- *w�� *���� ?�� )� ������। ����T Q�� *�)� )����� ���A A���� #�� ���� 
���9��� ?�� )� �����। 
 

 �!������� ������ ���� �r��2( '�E����, �����)���, �������& (�����  �� *�������� 
 �� ����;���। '�E���� *A�� ��)��� ���� *'D���� �!������� ������ ��� ��z��� ������ *� 
*�� ��Q��2 '�E���� �\�H ���� ����। ��� ������ ��;� *��� ��z��� ����। *�)� )����� 
���2�� ��� 6�! /CC ) ������ �U�U " *������P��� '�E����� ���z�! �����। ,������, 
�&�!����� �������&, ���� �����)��� (����� 9Pn�rH2  ��" ��� 6�! #� ��)�� )�� �U�U, 
*������P� ��! ��� �\�H�� P���� )� ���z�! �����। #;�1�" ���<] A�� #�� 9Pn�rH2  �� 
���� +CC )�� �U�U, *������P��� ����� P���� )� ���z�! ��(। �)���� ����)� 
*������ #�) ������ #�� ��u� ��<�� " *��0���� ����)� ;����� ���!��! ���� ���� 
*8�0, ����&< ���&� (����� �������� I��� ���� kP ��� ����� #�� #9�� ���<]  �� ���z�! 
�����। ������-�&�!����� *������ �� 6�� �;�, *����� ���� �����& ��! ������ �\�H ���� 
# ���O ���� ���� �;���। ��( �����& t�� ���� )� ‘���&’ ���� *���� I��� ���� *'o� 
���। #�� ��;�&� �,� ���" ���� �� ���2�� ���� �����। 
 

 (������ ���������� ����  �� ���x������� ��������� 6�� '���� ���� �&��� � 
*��� ��;� �&�� kP ����;। ��������� ����! ������ �U�U �;� ���( ��। *�)� �� 
*��A�" *A�� �U *����1 ��� ��! ��� �'^� ���� A���। �O���� <��� *A�� �U *����1 ���� )� 
��@H�|� ������ 6�� *�)� )��� �"!��� ��� *�� �P� (���� �h���� <���� ��z�। 
�U�U *����� ��� ;�1�" ���� *����� ���A *�������� ���" 6�!�) �;�। ���� �'^� ��� 
*����� ����-����� ���A # �� ��� *��� "z� ��� ��� �। ���" �������� ������ ��� ���! 
9Pn �;�। ���� �������� �@� ���� ����^ �(। *�)� }��� *A�� ������ ���� ��A� ?�� 
%�& �1����� t�� ��� ��(।  }��� *A�� �������� ������ ��-������ *�� *�������� � A���� 
#( �1����� %�& ?�1�! *�!��� ����� ������ ����� ��A ����� �m�o �!। *,��9�� o ��� *�!� 
�! । �������� ���� ����� ��� ���� � ���� ��� )� ������� #!�� *�(�� ��x���� ������� 
��� � ��� �!। �����)�� ���� ����� ���� *���� )� ��x���� ������� ��� � ��� �!। ���� 
���� ����A ���� � ���� ��� )� ������ *A�� +/7 ��(� �r� ��2̂  )�!��! )�!��! ������ 
��E�1 ����A� ?<! ���� ����� �8����� ���� *���� )� *�� ��!��& �� � ��1 ����। 
 

 ������, ���� ��! ���� ���� ������� }���� � ���� ��� )�" B�����z�� ��x���� 
������� ��� � ���� )� ��� *���� ��(। ���� *A�� ������� ���A ���� ��� ����� '���� 
��! ���� ���। ��( ������� ?<! ���� ��x���� ������� ��� � ��� #�� ���� #��& ‘v��&’ 
*��� ��( ���� ����� �����& � ���� ����। ���� ����A ��� � ��� ����� ��� #� ���1 
����, �� ���� �\�H '����। #&� �;� ������। 
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#��� ��( �����)���। �����)���� *�5 �)!�� ��$ ���� *��� �!। *�)� )��� ���� 
�����)����� <�� ���! ����� ��! ��������& ��। ��������&� �� � ��x���� ��� ���� #�� 
������ �( ���� *���� *�� ��� ��� *!�� )�। ������ *������� N/L #�6� ���� 
*���� *��� �� ��� ��������� ?�� �\�H '���( #�� %L 3S�� )� ���� *���� *�� ��x 
����� �@� �(। ��G ��������� 6�� '��� ���� *���� *�� *���@H �!��H ����� �����। 
���� *���� *���� ���� ������ ��) ���� �। ��������� N+ )�� �� ����� �!। ���� 
��������& �,�� �����। 
 

 ��������& #�� 6A�� ����� #�-��-# )�� ����, ;����� &��� #�� ������� ���A 
*�������� ��� �!। *�������� ��� ���� ���� �� ��� ��! ����� �E���� ���� ����� ��; ��� 
���! ���! *��`������� ��� � ���� *���� *���� ���& �������� %�& =�&��� �� � ��� 
���। ���� *A�� *��`����� ���� ��A #��& ��) �;�। *�( ���)� ��' #������ *!�� )� �� 
#��& *;�& ���� ���x ���। �!���� ��;� (���� �;�। ����� ��� �! ���� �� *��`����� 
*����  *��� ����� ?�� B�E���! �1� �� ���� *� ����2& ��?�� �� ��� ��������� ?�� 
B�E���! ��1। #���� ���� ����� ��&  8���� *���6��� ������� (®�����) ���A *�������� 
��� �!। ���� ������ �\��H ������ ���� )� #����A ��� ��P�� B�E���! �1�� #( 
������ *!� �!। ������ ������ �;� #����� ��������� ?�� B�E���!  ��1 ���� ��� 
����x ���। 
 

 �������� N/L #�6��� ��� b&�� ��! *��`������� ��� � *���� *��� ����� ?�� 
B�E���! ��1। *��`������� ��� � ��������� ������ ���� )� ����2& ��?� *A�� ��" I�� /&� 
)�� " %&� 0�) ��� *��`������ ���� #���! ���� A���। ��� *A��( *��`�����-����� ���� 
�� ��� #������ ���&2 ��������� ��1�� ?�� *8�0, �������� ��@� ���� A���। )�� #�� 
0) j�& @��8- �!। ���-*���� �&��� � *��� ��) #�� *���� *�� *;�1 ���� �����! ��!।  
 

 �!���� �� ��� (������ ����� ?�� *�� ����H B�E���! �1�� �����। *�)� ���� 
���� ��� ��� ���� �����। *���� *�� '��� ���� *'o� ��� ��A2 �(। # �\��H ����� 7b ) 
����� �!। #��� ���� #�) *�)� �;��। ������ ��@ ��) ���x����� ���� �। ����� ��� 
)�� �PH ;�� �;�, *� �\��H� �r��2 ��� ����� ��<���� '��� ��� #( �\��H ���8�H ���। 
��� �!� �� *��� ��� ���� �\��H ���8� ���� ��4� ����;���। ��G *� ���� *'��� 
,�E�� ���! �\��H B�E���! ��1। ����� ��� ���� �m� �� �! *���। ������� ���� )�� 
����6�{ (-#�-(’� I���" �;��।  
 

 ���� ���� ���� ��� *A�� �&2���� 6'� *�����42H ���� A��� #�� NC-#�-#�-�) 
*A�� ������ ?�� ��4����� 9�� '����� A���। ���� �'^� ��� *����� ����� ����& ��x� ���A 
*��� "z� ��� ��� � । *�)� *�D���� ����H +( #�6� ���� ������� 6'� '���� ���� �&��� 
� *��� �,�� ��������& '�� ���। ������ �\��H� �r� �@� �;� )�H�� ������ ���2���� 
���O u�� ��� #�� ���� ���2�- ��� । *�&� ���� ���� *����;���। 
 

 ��������&� �_���� #�-�0-" ���� ��� )� <�� �;��।  ��� ������ �z��� ������ 
���� ����;�� �। �������& ���� �� � ��! A��� �z� ��� �, *�� ���� ������ �� ��� 
�A� *)� *,���;�। ��( ��������&� *;���� ��� �� )��� ��� ������� ����� ���� �� � 
��� <�� ���। ����� #�&� ��q�� �;� ����� ��;����; �� � ��� ���� �\�H ���� ����� 
�। *�)� 
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��� ��������& ����� ���� �� � �(। ��������&� #�-��-# ��j� ���� ��� ��! ������ 
*�� ���2� � ��! ��� ��) ��� *,���। ��� ��� ��( ����� #�-��-# *�� ��j� ��)) 
����� ��������& #���;। ��� ���A ��� ��o *�������� ���। ��� ������ ��� ������ 
����;।  
 

 #��� ��� ��( #�&� )����) ��;� ����!�� ��;-��� �A� ��������" )��� #�� 
)���)&� �����x ��! ��1 ��;। # ��� ����� *� ���� *���&2� #�) ��W� ��,���। *� 
����!�� *����1 ���� )� ��� j�& ��0���& ��! ��~�� ��! 3��� ���� *���&2 ��( । *���&2 ���! 
#�&� ��0���& �����x )���)�&� ���; ��!। ��� �� ��0���&�& *A�� ����� ?�� )� ����। 
���� ��0���&�& �� ��!� ��® ��� ����!�;, �z�_ ��� �����& *A�� �������� *���� ;�E1�� 
A��� ���� *������ ¸� *��� *A�� �����! ���। ��� ��® ���� *���� ��(, *�9�� �~���� 
9�� �������& *A�� ���� ��A *���� ��( '�� *D�� *��B�( '�� '��� ��! *��;। ���� ��� 
�������( ?��� ��� ��������& ��! ���। 9�� ��! ��0����& ��� �����! ���� ��! I�z�3�&� 
A���� �s! �(। #��� k�� ��(, �������� ����A ������&� ������ ������ ���l। ��� 
#��� ���x�������� *w��-#� ��� � ��� ��������& �,�� ���। #��� ���� ����� �)� ��� " 
��� �$��� ������ �������& ���� �� �� ����� �O���� ����� '���!। ���� ����� 6���� 
���। �)� ��� " ��� ���� ����� �O���� ������ ���; ���B ���B( ���<] ?���! ����� �m�o 
���। 
 

 ����� ������ �'��� � " ����!� ������ )� ��������& ���x�������� ���� #� 
������ �m�o �!। ��� ����� ���� ������ <�� �r� ��� ���x������ ����z� ��� ����। ����� 
*�)� )��� ����� �����)��� " ��������&� <�� *�!� �! #�� ����� ������� 6���@� ��� � 
���m� ���� )� *���� *��� ���2� *�!� �!। ����� ��� ������� #�� ������ I��� ������ #�� 
����  �� �� � �( #�� ������ ��� " ���� #����! ���� ���� 6��� ���� � ���� ��� 
)� ��x���� �r�� I��� ���� A���। ������ *A�� *�� ��;��r�� )������ ���2����� ��� j( ���� 
������ ��E�1 ��� �8��� *z����� )� ��x���� �� � ��1 ����� A���। }��� #�� *<��� *A�� 
���� �������� ���� � ���� ��� )� )������ �� � �(। �r��2( ����; ������ �� ��6��। 
 ���A ��������� ������ ��� ���� �;�। *���� ���!( ������� �������� ���� ���� � 
*� ����� ���A ��!( ���� ���। �&�!����� �� ������ �!��H( �;�। *���� ���! 
��������� ���� *�� ����� �;� �, ���� ��! #��r� 3��� �������� ���� *�&�" ��� !। 
���" ������ *A�� ��;� �r�� ���� ������ ��E�1�;��� ���; ����� ��� *A�� *�� �\�H 
���'��� ��� �!। ��� ��U� �<��� *���� *�� �� � *"!� �!�। )������ ���2����� ��� 
j( ���� �� � *"!�� �� ���� ���� ��� ���) ����A �1 W�����  � ���� ���� ��� )� 
%&� W���� �������0 ��� ��� ���� �1���1<��� *��� *�!� �!। ��� )������ 6A�� bC)�� 
bC�& ��(�,� ��(। #� ���� +C�& NCN ��(�,� �;�, ���� LC�& �;� ��O��� �����। *�)� )��� 
(���r��2 )���! ���� ���� rP� (���� �h���� ��U� )� <��� *A�� +C�& #�-#�-�), %CC&� 
NCN ��(�,�, /+�& #�-#�-��, NCC&� NY-���� *8�0 " ��;� #���� *8�0 " ��|�� ��! 
���। ��� #�� ��U� *�� ��x �;� � �������� �����& t�� ����। #�� �U rP� (���� 
�h�� *�)� )����� ���� ���� *�। *�)� )��� #�� ��U� ���� ����� %&� #�-#�-��, L&� 
#���� *8�0 " NC�& ��O��� ����� ��(�,��� ������2 NCN ��(�,� NC�& *�। (���r��2( 
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��� ���� ����� ������ ���� #�� %&� ����� *)�&� ������ ����,� ���। ���� ������ 
����&�m�o� ,�� #��& �������� �| @��8- �!। #� NC/LC ) ���� *��� ���� ��!।  
 

 # ���� �\��H� ,�� )�����H <���U- ��! ��1 #�� 6�H<�! ������� *���( ��� 
*;�1 �����! ��!। ������ #���� )�r� ��! ��1। ���� ������ *��� ����2 ���� )� *�)� 
)��� �@� ��। 
 

���� ������ �� 6�!�)�! �)�� ��)�<2 �U�U " *������P� �����&!� )����� ��1� " 
����  �� ����! *!� �!। ������ ����� ?�� �\�H �����] *<�� ���� #( ��� � 
��!�;���। *��w�� *����1 ���� )� %L*� #�6� �O��! ��0����& ��� *<���! ��(। �Q��o 
����� *��w�� ��8� ��� ���� ����� �,�� ���।  
 

��� �� ���� P�� ��� ��; �� �z�_ �������� %C ��(� j�� ��~���)��� 
�� ��� ������ ���&2 ��� )��! L�& �����& " �� j�& *���& ��� �������� ���r� ��� 
�������� ���� �8�� ��l #�� ���� ������ �\�H ���� ����। ��� �_@�_ )������ ������ 
�� ��� ���� '�� ��(। )������ *�DE;�� *�DE;�� *��� �������� ������ ?�� ����� kP ��� 
���!�;। ��� )������� ������ ��� ���� ���� �� �� ���! *��� *���� �� ��� *���� <! 
*��! *��;। ��� ����� ���� ���! ����z� ���। ������� ���� *��! ���-����� u��r� ��! 
��� ?�� �������0 �m�o ��� ���� %�& W������ ?�� ����� '���!। /�& W���� *���� *��� ���1�! 
#�� ���& 0����! ���! ���� ������ ��� *<��� }��� ��1। 
 

������ ���� <��� �U � A���� ,�� ���� �����&9�� t�� ��� ���� �����। ��� 
¸� /�& *D��! ��� ������ �� ��� ���� *'o� ���। # ��! ������� ���� *D��� ?�� ����� 
'���!। #�� *D��� ���B ��� �!। ��� ¸� ���� B�E���! ��1 #�� ��� ��� �@� �(। 
 

������� *� ��! ���� ?�� *������� 9�� '����� A���।  ��� '�� ���@�� 6�! / 
3S� ��1 A���। ����� ��- ��- \��� ��� �r� �� �� �,�� ���। 
 

����� �����& t�� ���� )� ���� ������ (����-#� �������� ��j� ��]� ��� 
��������� ���A ��� ��& *A�� /�& ������&� ?�� ����� '���!। #�� ������&� ��Ao @�� �!। 
/%&� ��2^ ��4����� ?<! ��@ *����9�� '��� A���। (������ *����T��� ��" /CC-#� �� 
����� ������ ���1 ����� �!। �O��� ���� ���� �� � ���� �(। �������� �������� 
8��9�� ?�� ������ *�����42H ���� A���। ���� %Y*� #�6� �������� ������ ���� 6��� 
��� #�� ����� ��! ��Ao *����9�� @�!� ,�� ��� *���� ������ ���� @�� ���� �����। 
(������ ��3�42� ��! ������ ����� *������ �����  �� �����! ��!। # ��3�42 ��������� 
%+ ) ���� ��!। ������ *�? ���� ��!�। 
 

������� 6�������� ����H 
��@�_���5 ���?p� ����, 6�x #�-�& 

%R-CR-/b7N 
 

%+*� ���'2� 3&� ��� )��� ���� *&���,������ ��� ���1 &�-��&�� ����। ���� 
�h�� <�( �� ����� ����-����'�� )�। �!����� ���,� ���� ���<]  �� *�������� ��� 
}���� ����  
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��� *����। ���� ���� ����^ �( ������ ���� ���( ���� ��8 6����� �A� �U 
������ ���� ��! ����।  
 

 ��'2 ����� kP *A��( ����� ���� ���� *���) ���<]  �� )�<� ��� )�� �z 
���। ���-�\�H 3&�� *���� )����� )� ���(�� 6Ã>� A���� ���। ��8 ������ *)��� 
���<] A��, ?(�!, 8��� �<� ��� *�1�(। ���4 6Ã>� �;� *���� �� �� )�। 
 

 %Y*� ��'2 ��� #�� rP� (���� �h�� ���� ����� ��(� ����� ��)�<2 *,���2� ���� 
�xm�� ���। ���� ���( ��� ?�z�! 
����� ���� ��� ��� 6Ã>� ��� )��!। #�-��’� ���A 
����-����'� ���। ���� ��- *)��� ���!n �(। ������ "!���� ������� ��;� �;�, ���� 
������ *,� *��! �����! ��!।  
 

 %7*� ��'2 ���� #���’� ���; *A�� '��� ��! w��� ��� 6'�� �U ?��� ��� ��! ��(। 
�����&!� )����� ��1� �������, �h�� ������� ������ �U�U ���� #�� ;��, �����, ����, �����H 
*���, ;����� ��2�, �"!��� *
l����� �����, s��� �� ���� L/+ ��)�� ���x����� I��� ���। 
%7/%R*� ��'2 *A�� ����� ��(� #�� *��� ����2 (�$�O� ���2) ��2� *w��-#� ��� � ��� �!। 
?�)���� A���� *�)� )����� ��1�। )�<� ��� *�� �"!�� ��! *�)� )����� ���A ������ 
���'! �!। *� ������ �xm��! ��± ��! ���, ‘‘��� ;��&�� ��;, ��� *�� ���) ���� 0����।’’ 
%R*� ��'2 ���� �'�z ���z�! *�)� )����� ��! ��� #�� ���) ����(। ���� �0��� �������� 
����-����'� ��� ��8�� ���4� �z ��� rP� (���� �h��, #�-��-���<� 6��; ���?p� 
���� #�-�� ���� #�� *��������; ���� *���� ���, #�-��-������; ����� �� *'D����-��'�� 
��<��; #�-�� ���)2S ,)��� ��, *�)� )��� " #�-��-�0�,X; ��j� ����� ��, �"!��� 
��� �<����-�A2 ��<��; ��2�� )����, #0�<���& (?��,, Q��!� #���-6'�� ��<��; ��)� 
���?�p-���A *��������; *����!� ?p� #0�<���&-��Ë! ��<��। 6��� ��<���� ���A �0��, 
#���, #�0��, �����! ��<���! 6���� �V��� ������ ��) kP ���। �0�� �;�� ������� ����, 
#��� ,�P�p �����, #�0�� ��)� ��))�� (���� (����), �����x *)�� ����� 6�� *����� 
���� (����), *)�� ���� �!�� ���� ���, ���� #��0)��&S��" ������ ������� �;��। 
������, ������, ������� #����, �����&!� (�����  �� �0�,X *�"!� �!। ����� �<���" 
������ *��� *�� �;�। 
 

 (������ }���, ����� ���<]  � *A�� ��)�� ��)�� ��H�A2� �A� ��� *��� ��� kP 
���। ������� ���)�� ���<] �� ����� ��� � ��� #�� ��� ������� *�DE;���� ��� � ��� 
��) ���। *,� ���,� ������ �������&, ,������, ���������, �&�!�����, *,�, '�E���� (����� 
 ��� ���A ������ *�������� �;�। 
 

 #�6� ����� 6A� �{��� �h�� ����� (#���) ������ ��। ��� ������ *A�� �,�� 
���� ������ �� ��U� )�। ��E� ���� ���� ���� "�� ���!n ��1 �0�,�X�। ��� /+C 
)�� �� *������ �U, ����, "4�� �� �|����� '�E���� *�DE�; ��)��� ���� *'D����� �������। #( 
����� ����`� *������ �\�H ��� #�6��� 6A� �{���। ������ ����� NC )�� �� ���� �! 
"���। 
 

 ��������&" ���� ���z�!�;��� YC )�� �� *������। ����� ���� ������ N/L ) 
���� �। ������ #��& *��w�� ���&2 �;� ���� *��&������ #�� *��&� ������� *�������� 
������। 6�� A���� ��8�� ���4� �z ��� *w��-#� ��� � ��� �!। A��� ���A ������ �� 
��! *�������� A�����। �������� ��� ������! ���� ���2� #�� *�������� ������। 
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 %Y*� #�6� �������� �� 3�& ��� ����� ����। (������ #�6� ����� /C//% ������ 
#�� /b/%C ������ ��� ���� j’��� ����� '����! ������ #��& �| 0����! *�! #�� *����� 
�3��� %C )�� �� *��� ���� ��!। �Q ��� �!। ��A����" �Q *��� ����� ��!। �h�� ������� 
�A� �� *�)� )��� #�� ����T Q���� ��U� )� <���� ��z��� �!। �h�� <�( (������ %% 
#�6� ��;� �U ��! ������ ���। 
 

 %+*� #�6� *<������ *A�� �������� *���� ���� ���� ��� ������� ��� *A��। 
����� ��� *A��" ���� A���। ,������ *A��"  ������ ��'2 ��� ���� A���। L�& *)& 
���� *���� *,�� kP ���। �� ��Q��2 Y�& *����T������� ����� ;����� ����! *�!। �h�� 
�� ������ (?>� ����) " ��� ��@H ���� ��� ���'��� ���। ����2����� ����T �,P� 9�� 
����। �������� �h��" �;�। �h�� ����� *���) *� *,��2 ��! �����&!� �"!�� ���� )�। ��� 
��) ������ 0�x���� �����&!� �"� �(। ��G ���� *���� *,��� )� �����&!� � *��� *��� 
����� )����, ����� �� *'D���� #�� ��;� *;�� ��! ������� ����V '�� ��(। #� ���( �� � 
��B�� *��� ��� *A�� *������� *������ ��� *��� ���। �"!��� ����� ��;� *����" '�� *��� 
���। ����� )������ P���� (8��) *��� #��& )�� ��! j) ���x������� ����� +&�� ���� 
���� '�� ��� �� � *���� )�। ���� *}���� ��! 8�����: ��-�� j’���� *����;� ���x������� 
��)� ��! A���� *���। ��� ��;� ���x������� ��� "���� (���2������ "���� ��)� ��! 
������& ������ ���B �\�H ���� ���।  
 ��� �� �r�। ��;�@H ����( ���� �����<��� *���� *,�� kP �!। ��� " ¼�(<�� 
j’) ������� �� 3S� ��� A���। *���� *,�� #�&� ���� ��1� ��! P�� 8��� �"� �(। ;����� 
*�� ���!�;�। ���� ���� ��1� �@� ��� 9�� *;��1। ���� ���� )� *�E�' ��(। P�� 8��� 
*�DE;��� �h���� *���) *���� *� ������ �����&!� 3�E�&� �� 3�&�;। ��� 
�����z� ���� *���� 
��! �"� ��!�;। ����� ����( ��� ���A *��� ���� ���। ����( ��;� *����, )���� 
������� �"� ��! ���� *<������ 
P����z (A��) ���! *�DE;�(। %Y ������ ��� N&�� ���� 
��?������ �h���� ��A ���� ���। ���� "�� *A�� ������&� *���� k�� ���l���। 
 

 %7*� #�6� �"� ��! ���� N�& �1 ��| �Q �������� (%CC/NCC) ��~�� ��! 
������� *�DE;�( %b*� #�6�। ��s�� ���� �� ����^ �@� ����� 6�� �;��। ��� ������ 
����� 8�H ���। ������� ������h �h���� ��� ���4��� ���A *��� ��� ����-����'� ��� 
�������� �� �A� ���। *)���� "����� ���A" "��� ��@�_ �!। ��s�� ���� ��5 ����)2�, *<�� 
������ *�,��, ����- #��� ���A ������ 3�� �O�n �!। #��� �^����� " ������-����<r�� 
*<��� ��! �। 
 /�� *� *A�� 7( *� ��2^ �������, ��������� ������ �� ��� #�� �h�� *3���3��� ��� 
j( �| ����� �U, "4��, ¼�( ,�0�� ��!� �@ &���� �)�� ������ '��x ;�1�( ������� 
����)2�, *�,��, ����, ��s�� ���� *���� ������ ���� ���� *�। Y/7 �� ������ *;����� 
��!��& ��� <�� ��� 6�� ���� ���<] ��U ����4 ��@� ��(। ���� ��)��" ��@� �(। ���, 
�h��, ����� )����, 6�! RC ) *����, *�)� )���, ����T ����, *�5 ���� �� %�& �| <��2 
�U " ���� �)�� ��! �������� ���� �"� �(। LC ��2-��"!���� ��0���&" �;� ������ 
���A। 
 

 j��� %&�� ���� ���� ������� *A�� �"� �(। %�& <����! *<�� ��� ������ *�DE�; 
���! ����� ��� '�� !�!। #��& ��| *�)� )���, ����T ���� #�� ���&�� ���, �h��, *�5 
�!�� �;���। ���� �O�� Y&�� ���� ��������� ��56��� ���। 
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 ���� *)��� ��~�� #����! ������!� (?�!�� ���1���!����� ���& ���& ��� 
�����& ������ �\�H ���। ����" ��ª� �\�H ���। #� 3S� ���_ j’��@ *����9�� �!। 
������ �\��H #��& �����& @��8- �!। �� "�� �r�� '�� ���! ���� ;�1�� A���। ��� 
//&� *A�� /&� ��2̂  ��� '��। ������ j’�& ��| ��;� *� *��w�� �;� ���� *�� ��1 �9 *��� 
��!। "��� ������ ��!�) *���� ���� �!। ���� ����� B�E� ��(। ���� ��;� ��E����! ���1 
?�z। "!���� ��E�� ?�z ��)� �(। ��;� ���x������� ��� #�� �h�� ��;� �z�� A���। �������� 
���� *�� *,��� A��� 8���� ����। ���� *� *��  �� ��� ��;�( ��B�;��� �। 
 
 ������!� (?�!�� K��� ���^ ����&� *'!����� *������ *���� ��� ���! ��� �����& 
��! ���। �� <�4H B1-�m�o ��l�। ���z� �<�� ��� rP� (���� �h���� �����! *,��। ��� 
#�� ���� *���� ��� #�) ���x����� ���l]<��� #����� #����� A���। *<������ ��2�� 
)����, ���, ����� ���, ����, �,���)�� ��;� *����� ���z� ���� *���� ��( #�� ����� ���A 
����� �(। ���� /7 ) *���। �� ����� *�� *��E) ��(�। #����� ��j�_, ��'2 ��(�&� ����, 
������ B1-�m�o� ���� \��� ��� #����l���। ���� /7 )( ������ ��� �;���। ���� /7 
) 8���� ���� �"� ��l���। �m�o �� ���� ��l। ���� ��(���;� A��� �<��� ������� 8��� 
�!�� (?�!� *�DE;�(। ���� ������ ������ �� ��� ���। 8���� �� �" ���B *� �� ������ 
��@ ����। �"��� ����� "��� ���^ ����&� *'!����� �;�। �"��� ��j� ����� ��� ���� 
#�� �U�U ��! ������ *3��" ��� �~� ��� *,��। 
 

6������-������ 
��@�_���5 ��j� ���� �����, 6�x #�-�� 

%%-/C-/b7% 
 %Y*� ��'2 �&� � ���  �� ���-������ ���A ���x������ #� 6'f ���� ���-������ 
7 ) ��� " �Q ��� �!। �����@ ���x������ N ) (�����, ���� ����� " *������,) ���� 
�!। )���( ����� *��4� ���� *�������� #� ���� Y ) ������ ��� �!। 
 

6������-������ 
��@�_���5 0�5 *����y� ���)��� 

............../b7% 
 
 ��'2 ���� ��� ������ *��0���� ���) ��������� ��2���� �� �! �;���। %+*� #�6�, 
/b7/-# ����-� *������ ������ ��� ��� *!। ������ ����� L ��(� �r�� �����&!� )����� 
���1�� ���x�������� 3�E�&  ��^� ��� �!। %+*� #�6� ������ ������ 9���� ����� ��� 
#�) ;�� ��� �!। ����� #�� ��� *�!� ��। �� *������ ���������� ��- 0�x�� <�! 
�����! ��!। ��� ;���&�� �����&!�! ��! ��"!� �!। )�� rP� (���� �h��, ��� #�� ���� 
��!�) ���x����� �����&!� 3�E�&�� *����। 
 
 ������ ����� ���� �r��2 *�)� )��� *���� ���x�������� ����z� ���;��। ���, 
*�,�&��S Q�� #�� ���� ��!�) ����^ ����-� *������� *��� <���� �U ��8��� )� 
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���!�;��। *�)� )��� �� ���1�� ;��& ��&��l��। #� ��� )�� rP� (���� �h�� <���� 
�U ��8��� )� ���!�;��। ���" 
����� ��8���� n���Ë� ���� )� ���x�������� ����z� 
���;��। 
 

 �����&!��� A��� ����� ! �� ��� ���� *��� *A�� �������� '�� *����। ���� 6�! 
NC ) *��� �;���। ����� ���� )�� rP� (���� �h��, *�5 ����" �;��। �������� *A�� 
���� ��������z�� )�� rP� (���� �h���� #� ����!� ���1�� *����। #��� ���� ��A 
8�H ��� *�, ���� ���( ���������� 
����� ��8��� 6�!�) ��� 6�H *��। #��� ��� ���� 
<��4�_ ��2�¯� ��2��H ���। j�&� *;���� ��� ��� )� ������ ���� ��z��� �!। 
 

 ���� ������� #�-��’� ��| ��� ��~���� ���� �"� ����। %7*� #�6� j����� ���� 
��~��� }�����। NC*� #�6� ��2̂  ��~���� ���� �;���। ��~��, ��H�����, ���1���!���� ��! 
/�� *� <����! ����^ �������h *�DE;����। *���( <����� �������� '�� *���� ����~� ��� 
��� ���!।  
 

 #��� #�� *�)� )���, *�5 Q�� #�� ���� ��!�) ���x������ ���A *��� �!। ������ 
����� ���� L/+ �� �r��2 �U ��8��� )� ��E�� <���� ���!�;��। ���� <����� ��; *A�� *�� 
�U ��8� ���� �@� ��!�;��। *���� ����^ *!� �� *�, # ��- �U�U ��! ��~���� *�� 
#� )�!��! 3�E�&  �� ��� ���। 
 

 Y( *� j�&� ��| ��- �U�U *��B�( ��� ��। ��� ����� #�� *�5 Q���� �������� 
���� �U ��8��� )� *��� ��� ��। ���� j����� ���� �"� ����। ���� �������h #�� 
�O�� ��2^ ���@� �����। �O��� ���� I������ ����^ 3�E�&� ���; #�&� ����� ��� ���! }��� 
�1���। ������ �1 �|&� ��� �;� #�� *�)� )����� �|&� %+/NC �) ��;� �;�। �|-#� 
��- ���� ��<�! *�!� ��!�;�। �1 ��| ���, rP� (���� �h��, #��� ���?�p, *���� *�5 
���� #�� ���� ���� �;�। ���� *�3�l] �;� #�� �m�o ��l�। ���1���!����� ���; ������@ 
���� ����-����� j�&� �����& �;�। ���� �����&9��� 6�! +C ��)� ���� '�� ���!�;���। 
�� �����& *A�� ������ ��|� ?�� ��'2��(& *,�� �� #�� /&� ������ ,�!��" ��� ��। 
�|&��� ��� ���� �����! ���� *;�&-��& �U #�� ��;� 9��� ��® ��! ��� ���1 ���,�! 
�1���। ��;�� �| *A�� 9���42H ��� �!। �� �����&9��� ������ ?�� 9�� ;�E1�� kP ���। 
���� ��E��� ������� ���! ��� �1���। #�� *A�� ���� ��;�@H 9���42H ��� #�� *�;�� 
��|� ���; ����� *'o� ���। ��� ��&� ��2^ ������&� ���A ������ *����9�� ����! �!। ���� 
�| *A�� ���� 3S����� ��� ��| �9 ��� ��! #�� �VrH2P�� <©�<r� ��! ��!।  
 

 ���� /L//+ ) *�;�� ��|� ���� #9�� ������, ��;��r� ���! ��� #�� �� #�) 
*��0���� ����)� ;�� �(�� �A �����! *,��। �A �����! ���� ���� *�;�� ���� *��� kP 
���। ��;��r� ���! #�&� �0��� *D�� *���� *����। ���� *D��! ?z���। ��G ��� ���� ��"!�� 
���A ���A ������ ?�� �����& *A�� ��'2��(�&� ���� #�� �1�। ���� ���� ���,�! �1��� 
#�� ��E��� ��� ��� ���1 *�DE;���। *��� *A�� #�) *����� ���1�� �s! ����। �� *<�� 
��! ���!�;�। *� #�����& �;� ������ ����� ��A2����। ��A ���� ��!���� ������ ����� 
�������� ���� ��� ��1�;। ��G *�D<���\�� *�E�' *��;। �����4 ���� ���� <���� '�� *��� 
��A2 �(। 
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������ �H�$�* 
 

 �������� #�6� ����� ��B����B ��������� ��� ��� ��� ��!�;�। #�6� ����� *��4� 
���� "�� ����&��� <�� ��! ������ *)��� �����! #�� 6��� ���। ��� *��! ����� 6������ 
���� )� ���x����� *�D��� *A�� ��'2 ��� #���! '��। #��� ���� ���-�����! ��<u *�? �;� 
�- ����( ��E'�, ����( ��<u। ��� ������ ��(�,� *w�� �� �<2�� *�� *6�, #( &��� *�? 
��� ��� ���� #( j�242 ����� *�������� ���� '���;। 
 

 ������ �� ,������ *)��� ����^����! <����&� 8��। ���-I������� *��� #�����&�� 
��! #( <����&�� *��� *����! (`� 8���� ���� '�� #���;। j’����� 8��������� ��" ���Z� 
�|�� ��� <��9�� �)2 ��� ;��& ���;। ��(�,�, *�����, �&2�� ����;�( ��; ����� ��$। 
���1-�E�'�&� ��(�,� �� �~�� ��! ���-�����! ����@� #��� �PH ����� 6������ ���� 
'���;। 
 ���x������ ��$ ���¬o j’�& �PH #( �����^ #����� 8��� 8��� 3��� ���z�� ��) ��� 
'���;��। j’)�( ����)� ������। ��m<r��� 
������ )� ������� ��) *;�1 ���! ��E�� 
���x����� ��A #���! #���;। �) ��� ��2���� �1 ��2�� ���x���� ����� �"!�। ������� *� 
������ *)��� ���&� ?�� #�� *��;, #���&� ��" ��E�� )��� ����। �\�H ��], <����&� 
8���� *����&�� #�H( *<�$ *,�� �����। *���&��� <�� ��� ���@� ��� *����� )� ��E�� j’) 
���������� <����&� 8���� ���� '���;��। (`� 8��� #�� *�DE;��( ����&��� <���� �)2 k� 
'��� ?z�� ��E��। ��� �1�� ��! �;� �, ��!� ��Q��2� ���� ¸����� ;��& ��� <��9�� ��E��� 
�m�o���'�� #�� *��। ��� �z� *�( ��! #�&� ����& ��E��� j’)�� ��B�� ���! ������ �� *<� 
��� *����! *��। ��$ ��$ �’) ����� *A�� ��A� j’���� �;&�� �1��। ������ *)��� ���� 
����@� #( 6A� 9���42H।  
 

 ��E�� j’) ����9�1 ���! ?E'� �1� *A�� ��' *�� #��। ��E��� <��� <��, ��E�� ����� 
)�� ��1 ���। ��E�� 9�H 9�H *�����। /C&� <�, ��� *�;� #�&� #������X ���1। <��9�� 
���� *�D����� �@���� ;��& '�� *��। #E�� j’) 8���� �A ��� *�; *�; ;�&��। 
 

 ��A2� 8���� ���� ���! <��j�& ��E�1�! �1�। ����� #��� I�� <� *A�� *�� 8���� 
*<�� 3��� 3��� #��������1 9�� ;�E�1 '��। ���� ���� *�� ���( ����। �� �����r)�� ��!। 
"�� �r)����1�� ���! �r)�! �� j’) ���������� ���� ���। #( ‘����’ ��2�� ���V] ��� 
<��9�� ���� ����� �^�� ��� ���� ���� ���। 
 

 ��A2� *A�� ��(� j( �r�� �&� � ��� #��& 8��। ���x������ *� *������ �������� 
6������ ����� )� *�D��� *A�� ���� ����;�, ���� *�( ��! #( �&� � 8��� ��A� ���� ��� 
��s�� ���;�। <��9�� #���! ����( 6���Ì� j’�@ ������ *���� *��। ���-I���� ����� 
�@� ��� 6A��( 9�� ;�1�। 6���@ *� *�� ��! ����� ?�� #�� '1�" ��� ����, #� #�& 
�� �� )� ���x ������ *������ 6Ã>� �;� �। *�)� ����� �r��" ���� ��!�;�। ��G #�&� 
����( ���� ����� ��)� ��! ��। ����� ���� �)J ����! 9�� ����! '��। 6�! �� 3S� 
��� #( ��� '���;�। ��G ���-I���� �� <��� *����� ������ ���� kP ���, �� ��(�,� 
��2
 ���x������� ����� ���� �� *���@H ��E�1�! A���� ���� �। ��E�1�! A���&� ���'�" �;�  
�। ���� ��E') ���x������ �m���� *�;� *,�� *��� 8���� �^���� ��m�� ��! *��। 

 
* ‘6������ ��8��� ��������’ 8¯ *A�� ������ 
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�&� � 8���� ����� �� ��!� ���। *�D��� ���-I����� ���� #�� ���!�;। #����� 3�E�& 
���m� ��� ��! #��� ���� ������ ��� ����� ��<���� )� I��� ��l। ��� ���� ������ ���� 
���x�����" '�� ��� ��� *(। ��������� ����� 6������ ����� )� ���� ����� ������ 
������ ��) ��� '���;�। 
 

 ������ ����� ���x����� *�D���� ���x������ ����! ��� *��� ��x����। k�� 
���x�������� ����� " �U���� ��� ���!( !, ����� ���� ��������! ���@� #�� ��<u *���" 
�;�। ;�� ;�1�" *�$� *��)��S (���� ������ )"!���, �����, ���� (����� ��! #( ����� 
��1 ?�z�;�। 
 

 ���x������ *���� 6������-6Ã>��� *�4 ��2��! #�� #� �� �H��D�� ?»�� 
����;��। #( �m���n� )� ����( ����� 6���� ���� ���। ��-#�-�� *��0 ������ ����� 
,������ *)��� ��$ ��x ����;। ���� #( �A ���!( ������ ��� �\�H ���� ����। ����� 
����A�� P� ��� *���� )� #�� ����� �'� ��� *,���� )� (���r��2 #( �1��� ���<]  �� 
��<��� �������0 �m�o ��� ��!�;�। ���x������ ���2�� *�( ��- 8���� *������ ?������ ��! 
*�( ���) ��� ���!�;�। ��G ���x����� *�4 ���r��2 �z�_ ����� #( ������ ����� ��� ���! #� 
�� �H��D�� ��! ����@� )� #� ��!�� ,�E� *��� ���। *���� *���� ��- �������09���� 
����! ��! #( ��-��� ����� '���� ��@ ���� ��� *�"!� *���। ���� ���� ��� ����! #�� 
���^ �� #���! ���� ����, *�)�( #( ��� � ��� ��!�;�। 
 

 ������ ���� ���� ��� �� �� j�&� �� *����! ���� �!। 6A�&� ���������� ��, 
����!&� *�������� ��। #( j�!� ��B��� �� ��(�  ��A। #(��� ��!�� ,�E� *��� ���� ��!�;। 
��A *��A�" *�� ���� ��"!� ���� �, *�� �������0 ����! ���� ��� �, *�� *<�$ *,�� ��� 
����( ��� ��� ��� � #� �A� ���-I���� <����" �����। #� ��) ���� �A *��! ��E�� 
�������। ����� I������ ���19�� 
l�~ ���������� ��� ��� ��2^ '�� #�। 
 

 *,�� *���& ��� #( �� ���1 ���! "���� *��� ���। "�� ?`���� ��! *��� *,������&� 
��A�! ����-��� ����� ?1�;। *,������&� *������ "��� ���� *��� ‘����-� �)~����’ ��� 
)!t� ����। ����� �� j��2� #� ���� ����2� ����, #&� "�� ���" ���� �����। 
��~ 0��� ��! "�� *,������&� ������� �� ��� ��� ����। ���r��2� )� ����� �� #( ��~� 
)���� *�, #( *,�� *��& ���� '����! ���l, ���� ���( ���x������ *���; ���r��2� )�" ���� 
<���� ����� *� ���� (������( 6����@� ��'� ��!�� ,�E�� �� ���! ����;। 
 

 #�� ��� \�� \�� ��( ) I�� �� '����� ’��� ���1 ���� ���! "���� ���! 
?z�। #���" *�� ���� *(, "�� 
l�~ #���! '��। #�&� �r�� ���!( "�� A���। ����� 
*���!~��� '�����&� <�� ��� ���@� ���� *��� ��-�, *��A�" *�� ������ ��Z� *(। ���( 
8��� }��� �1�, �5�Z�'�> 8��� 8��� ;�1�! �1�। *�;� ��1 �(� ’��� ����&��� <�� " 
����� '�����। I����� ���� *�? *�? �m�-��� ���! 0��, ������, ��� #�� ����� ���� 
���� ����, ����� *�(���( ��( ���! *<��)� ?_��� *��� *��। *�? *�? �m� ��� <! 
*����! ��E�-�����, ���� (����� #� )�1� ���� ����। ���� �� #��� �m� ��r��� ���; 
*������, �!� �� *�� ����;� ���&-���& ��� ����। #( ��^, z��� �� *<1�� �� ���� 
���49�� #� 6������ #��& �A�" ��� �। "�� ����� �� �����8��� �A� <��� ���! *<��)� 
?_��� *��� *��;, I����� �mÀ������ �����! *,���;। *��!-*��! ����m{ ��! ����� #���! 
���!�; *��। #� ��! �z�_ #�( ��$ �Q ��(�,��� �"!�) ��^ 6�m��� �-«���� *<�� '����� 
��� ���। ��$ ��$ ���,�! ?z� I����। �����  ?�� �m�o����� ��  
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9���42H '��;। k�� ��(�,��� �"!�) !, ���( ���A ���A �� �� �m{���� ‘)! �����’ t� 
���� ����� ������ ��� '���;। �U ��! 6Ã>� ��� ��� "��� ��� ��! *��& *��। �U 
'����� ���!" 6����@� *��� *�� �, "�� *��� �s�!� �^���� ��m�� ��! #�&�� 9���42H 
��� '���;। ���x������ )!t�� ?>�� ��� " ���r42 ���-I����� ��2�� *��� *��� ����। 
���� #� 3S� ��� '��� �� �� *�� ��1��� *��� *�� �, ��^ 6�m�� ���� ��^ ��! *��;। ���-
I����� j�2� 6������ *�� ���)( ���� *�( ���� #��& ���x�����" ���� ��!�। 
 

 *� ����� ����! �{��। ��������� ���-I���� ������ �� ,������ *)��� �� )�!��! 
3�E�& ��� 8���|�� ;�1�! ��1�;। #( m��4 ���4 ������� �� 8���� �� 8��� }��� ���2'��� 
������� '����! ���l, *����� �A���2
 ��&��& ��� ��l, �� *���� ��~���� ���� ���l, *���� 
3�-��1� �����! ���1�! ;�( ��� ���l। # #� ����! �� �। 8���� *��� <�! 3����1 *;�1 
�����! ���l। #( ����! �� �P��! ���49�� �� ����, *��A�! ���� �A ���) ���l �। 
 

 *�D��� A��! *�-���x����� ��1 ?�z�;� (������ *<��-'��� ;�<$ ��! ���!�;। 
 

 #( �� �! )��!� �PH ��2� ���� �� ��� ���x������� ��1 *������ )� ����-
����'� '����! ���l�। ��� #��� k�� *�D��� A�� !, ������ *)��� *�D��� �� ,������ 
*)��� *��&�����1� " ������ #( �� A��� ��2��� ������ ���� *�������� �@� ��� '��;�। 
*�( ��! *�D��� A��� �r�2-�8���� #��& '�|���� 3&� #� �� �����!� �r'� ���। 
 

 �r�2-�8���& ������ *)�� �� ,������ *)��� ����^ �� ��� �। �r�2-�8���� ?>� 
���� #��& �P ��� ��� �� *3E�4 '�� *��;। #( ����� ��� ���� ,������ *)��� �8��। �r�2-
�8�� *A�� ��� ��(� *��1� �r�� *������, #��� ���-I���� 3�E�& ��� ��� ��;। #�& #��& 
�5�r� �|�। #����� *������ ���� ������� �m4� ���" ���@� �Í��!" ��;। ����� ���� 
���) �� ��q�������!� ;����" ��;। ��� ��(� *��1� �r�� ����� 3�E�&। #���� ���~��� 
6�����r��2( "��� �\��H� ��Z� ���;�। ��(��� *�� ��;� �<�� � *���" ��!��� *A��  
#��� *<��� *<��� #��& 6�������� 6Ã>�� '��;�। 
 

 ������ 6�(���� ¢���� ��@� ����q� ����� # ��4�! ?����� ��!�;��। ���� � � 
����;�, ��� ������ ��"!� ��! ����� ���� "��� ��P�� #���� *��� *��। �r�2-�8���� ���@� 
�PH " �����H �m4��� #( ?�p��� ������ ��! #��)�& ��! ���1�!�;�। ������ �� 
,�������� �5�r� �Í���!� *������ *;������ *A��( ���z, �1��, *�)� (����� �U '���! 
�<�- ��! "�z। �r�2-�8���� *��� �PH�� ?Å��@�� ������ *��!�; ����" # ��4�! ���1 !, 
����" #���� #( ��- �U '���� �<���&� �����! *,���। #( ��5����� �PH�� �Z� ��!�;� 
*�, ��� ������ ��"!� ��!5 ����� �1��, *�)� (����� �U ��!( "��� ��(�,��� ��$ *������� 
����। 6��H ����q� ������� ?������ #�� �A2���! #( ��- �U I��� ��l। ?�>)�! ����&� 
8�� ��� ��! ?�z�;। ��(�,��� ��P�� �1�� �� *�)�- # #� �� ��<u��। 
 

 #�� ?���x �������� )� 6��@� ���;�। *�( ������ #��� #�� *��। /N( *� ������ 
*�������� 3�E�& *A�� ��� '��) I�� �r�2-�8��� #�� 6��� ���। �����H ��(�,� !, "��� 
��$ #��& 
!��\! ��(�,�" �;�। #����� 8���|�� ���� �� *A�� ���-I���� # ��2^ *�� 
��� *A��( *�� ���� ��!�। 8��� }���( "�� 6A�� ����q� ������� ���1�� ���! ����� ���। 
����q� ����� ���1 �;�� �, ��� �� #��� ?���x �<�A2�� )� ?����� ��!�)� ��� 
��-। �����- 
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���1�� �� ��;� �r���� �)�� *�� �� ��&��& ��� ��! "�� ����� "���� �8�� 8���� ��q�� 
���1�� ��&��& ���� *��। ��q��-���1� �'�����z�&� �;� #����� ;����� ���Î��� ��� I��� 
����� ������&��। j’�& *;�� *���� ��� ����� ��8��� �_����� ����!�� ���-���� ���! 
�������� I��� ���। ����� ���� #�) �;� ���-��� 0�x��। I���� ��q��-���1 �\�H ���� 
���; #-����� *��! ���� ����� I��� ���9��� �������� ��! ��q��-���1� ���; #�&� 3 
��;����! }��� *B���� �1��� ���! ��E1��। I���� ����� ������ ���� ����( ���� ����� �@� 
��� ���� ��!�&� �������� ;�1�। ���²���H� ��� 8���� ��^ ����"!� *�E�� ?z�। <�! *�E�� 
?z� ����-�� I����। "�� 6��H� <�! ·t2q�� ;�&�। ��G (������ ?>�, ���� " ��@H ��� 
*A�� �r�2-�8��� ���x������� ���� ,�&��� �)2t� ���� ���� ;��& ���;। 
 

 #(<��� �\�^ �\�H���� I���� ����� ����! 9���42H ���� ���� *�;� ��& *��� 
����। *���� <���( *���, #� "��� *�������� 3�E�&�� �,�� *��� ���। ��G ���x������� "��� 
9���42H�� �8��� ��� \��( ���;, ��" ���; #���! ���;। ��2'������ *3��" ��� #���;। 
I���� *�� ���� �@� ����� �z� ��� ?z�� ����; �। ��;�1� ����� 3 3 ‘)! �����’ t��� 
"�� ��A� �z� ����� ����;� �। (������ ���x�������� ���� ��!�) j5����� �m���<!�� ��l 
��� #������ ���� #�� ��1�;। ����� ���� #�) ��� ��� ���� �r� *A�� #�) I���� ��� 
��� ��� ����� �1�� ;�E1�। ���A2 �@�। ��$ ��$ ����� �� ����& *�� *�( ��h��� I��   Q��1 
*��! ��1 *��।  
 

*� j5����� ���� �1��&� ;��1�;�, ��� �� ��r�� ��`�। (������ �� #�) I�� 
#���! #�� ��r���� �@� ��� ��� ����� ��(�,�&� �����;। ��r���� �@� ���� )� ����!�� 
*��� ����� j’���, ���� #���! #�। *�( *�; *A�� )���& ��� *�( I���&��, ��G ��@�H 
*�( ��(�,��� 9�� ��� �@� �� ���! *�DE�;�;। 9����� ��r�� ��`� �'���� *'�� ��)�, ��� 
���m<r��� ���� ��k� �� 3����! �1�। (������ 6,�` *�( I���� ��� *A�� *�( �m����42� 
��(�,�&��� �;��! ��!�;। ��$ ��$( *�)�� 3��! *�( I���&� <����� ��$ *���। 
 

 '��) I���� ���� ���� �(� j()। "�� *�; ���� ;�&�� ;�&�� ���� #�&� ����� 
���� B�E���! �1�। ����� ��1&� ��1�, ��� ���� *�� �1� ��) ��G *��� *A�� "z�&� ��) !। 
��;�1� #���� )�� ��E�1�! "�� "��� ��(�,� '����� ����;� �। #( ���H� ,�E� *A�� "�� 
?z�� ���� �, ���x�������� �1��� 3��! *�(���( ����� ����  ����� 3&�। 
 

 ������ �� ,������ *)��� *� ��2��� ��y���<��� ���x����� ��1 ������ *'o� ����;�, 
�r�2-�8���� #( 6������ ��8���� ��$ ����� 6A� *A��( *�������� �;�। ���-I����� ��  
���2� ��� ���! ����� ?_��� ��" *��1 *��। (������( �r��2�x ���& A��� ��2���� ��! 
���x£S ���z ��1 *���� ��!�;। #( ���& A�� *A�� �|�� )�� �� �PH ���x����� ������ 
�� �����!�;। #��� ���� ������, ��~�, �mo� ��� �Í���!� *��� ��;। ;��" ��;, �m4��� 
��;। ��" ��� *��� ��� ����� )� ?¶��। ��G # �1 ��z �)��, ��� *��� k�, *<��-
�'�^ *��� ��;�( ���� �!। £S" ��z� ��!�;, ���^�������" ���� #���! #���;, ��G � ��; 
�U, � ��; *w��। �r�2-�8��� ��( *���� *�, "��� ��P�� ��� ���( *�� �� �1�� �� *�)� 
��! �1�( ��� '��� �। '�( ��(�,�, �����@ �~��। *�-���( *��� �� ��8� ���� ���।  
���x£�S� *��\&��� )�� �PH ������। #� ����& ���!n ��E� ��A�� ?�� #�� ��1�;। 
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 '��) ���-I���� #<��� ��� ���� ����� ,�� �r�2-�8�� " ����2� 8��9���� 
?_��� " ��~� *}? ��! ���!�;�। ��G �� #�&��� ���!� )�(; �����r��2( ����� �� �1� 
*� ������ ��m2�@ ������&��� ��;���( #� ���) �)� ��� *�� �। ��� *�1 ��(� �r�� "��� 
3�E�&, "�� #@�H ������ #�� ��� *��� #�� ��z ���� # 6������ *��। "��� 6�������� 
�9� �r�2-�8�� �� �8�� #( j’�& 8�� ���1 ;�( ��� ����। #��� #��� #��& )6�H���" 
"�� *�E�' A���� *��� �। # �� �! 6��H ��E'�� ��� #@��H, #( ��Q��2 *�� ����� )�!��! '�� 
*��� ���। #��& )�!�� ��; ��&, *�&� ��l #����� ��� �|�। *�( ��-�H2 )������ ���� 0��� 
*A�� �Q�r�� ���@{<���( ;�1�! ��; ��� #����� *;�& *;�& 8��9��। *���� ���! �s! ��� 
B�1� #( 6A� B��&�&� �!��� ����� *"!� ����। ����-�� I���� *&� *���" "��� *��� ���� 
���� �। *��� �'^� ����� ��! *(, �� ����� #( ���r��2( ���� ���। *���� *���� ��- #���� 
)����r� ��! *��। 
 

 "�� �� *<���;� ��( 3&�, ��� ����� ��$ ��$( ���J ���-I���� ���� *@�� �$����� 
�� #�� *;�! *,��, 8���� �� 8��� ��� ���! '��। �������� �‘&� 8�� "�� #������ ?l] ��� 
���। 
 #� �1 3� *��!" ���x£�S� *������ ����� ��G <����। #�&� �)���� ���� ����� 
����4 �@� �;�, *� '��) ����-�� I�� #��� ��� ��!�; ����� 6������ ��$ ��(�,� �;�। 
*�( '��&� ��(�,��� ���� #��& �;� '�� 
!��\! ��(�,�। #( �U�& j�2<। #( �U�&�� ��� 
���� ����� k�� *�&� ���!( �Q ��) ����� ���� ���� ����। ����� ����� ���� ��(�,� �� 
�~�� )���! #��&" �U *(। "( '���& ��(�,� #( 8���( ��;, "(9���� *�� ��� �-�� ���� 
����� ���x������ *������� ����-��1� ��) kP ��� �����। 
 

 ���( �� )�-6�H ��! ������ ��-, ���x������ *��\&��� �� *�( ��(�,�9��� 
�O�� ?�z-��1 *��� *���। ���� ��! *(, ��-I���� *���� ��! #�� �1�� ����, ��� 
���( #( �U9���� ��E�) *�� ���� ���। �U9��� �V��2  6A�� *�? *�� �A� ���� '�! �। 
�Q ���� �� ��������� �� �����4 #��& #��& ��� �� ��&� ��� ��"!� *��। ���'�! 
��~� �A�, *�( '�� 
!��\! ��(�,��&��" ��"!� *��;। ���x6�S� *��\&��� ?�>)� �� 
?`��� ����। �� �'^� *(, #��� #( �’�&�� ��E�) ���( ���� ��) kP ��� *���। 
 

 ��" ��~� �A� #( *�, ��(�,�9��� ���A #� *��&<��2 ����&" ��"!� *��;, ��� 
�<��� �(�,�9�� �'� ��! A���। �U9�� ����� ���� #�, ����� ��G ��(�,� '��� �V��2 
*�� ���H�( *(। ���" ��; *A�� # ��4�! ������ *���, #� *���" ����� ��; *(। ��G 
����" ���� 3��1�� �। ����� ?_��� ����। ������� *)�� �(�,�9���� ��! ��<��� �1�'�1� 
���� ���� ��(�,� *A�� 9�� ;�1��� *�D��&� *����! #�। # ����� ���; #� ���-���¢��। 
 

 ��,���� �� ��,��। <����Ï� ����� ?�� ��6�] ��! ��E� <������ �O ��)�&� #��� 
����� ���� ���� ����;। (���r��2 ��'2 ���� *�D��� A�� #����! *� ���x����� ��1 ?�z�;� 
����� ���� *����;� ��(�,� �� �~�� �;�। *�( ���x����� ;�<$ ��! ��"!�� �� ���x�������� 
���� ������� *� *��A�! '�� *��; ��� *�� ��>� *(। ����� ���� ����( �!��� �02���� "���� 
����� �s�! ��;। ��G ����� �U9���� *��A�! *��� *��; ����? *��� ��!, #( �|��( *��A�! 
��� �����! *��� ���!�;�। ���z� ���x£S ��� )�¶� �� *A��( #( �P�p� �U9��� ���O� 
��� '���;�। �����4 *�( ������ ���� #��& *;��� ������ ��! *�( ����r�� 9{ �V�9���� 
���Â�� ��� *��। ��) ������ !, ��(�,� �� �~��� �����! �������। ��� ��������� ��; 
*A�� ��"!� '���&  
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��(�,� �� #( �������, *��& #�����। ���x����� #� #���& ��U� �������। ��U� ���A 
���A *����;� ����&" ��"!� *��;। ��( ���! ����� ��) '���। #�&� ����� )�!��! *w�� 
���V  �� ��� #� ����� *w�� �"!�� ��� � ��� ��� ����। �Q *��E)���)E�� �� *w�� *�"!�� 
)� #�) 6�x I����� ��� ��"!� *��। ��� ����-������� ��)� ��� *�� ����। 
����� 6A� ��?�� ���� ���!( ��) '����! ��� ���। �������� �’&� 8�� #������ )����r�। 
*w�� #� )� *��� ���V 6���� ����� �� ����� )�!��" ����। ��G ����� ��E1�� #( *�, 
�|���& �PH #� ��� ��� ��� *w�� *��, ���� ���� ��? #( j5���! ���� ����� �A2 ���! ���� 
���! �����2� ���� ����, ����� ���� ����( 8�� *A�� �����! ��� �|�� �s! ��!�;। �A2 " 
���� ��8��� )� ���x£� �A2 ���-����& " ���� ���-����& �z ����;�। ����� *'o�� ��& �;� 
� ��& ��G #( ��z ���! �A���x *'o� ���" ���� ����� ���!n �rH2 ��� ?z�� ����;� �। �� 
��§ #� ��� ��� #( *w�� '��। 6���& *
l������� K���^� ��� " �m����� #( ����� ��� 
���� �@� ��!�;�। ��� �A� ���� ��, ���� ������� ���! ��-*�&� *��! #�� ��! ��! � 
*��!" #( ������ *w�� ��! '���;�। 
 

 6�A��� 6Ã>�� ���] ��� ���x����� #��� ���) ���। ���� 6A�� ���)-������� ����� 
��P�� ��U ��<��� ���। ���� #( ��- ����� " j�m2>��� ���� #��& ����� ������ I��� ��� 
��!�;�। �� �� ��!��& 3&� 3�& *��। /%( )� ������ ���x����� �(�� �|��� j() ������ 
������� ���1�� ����� ���। #��� ���� 6A� ���1�� ��)� " ��� j( *;�� #�� ����! ���1�� 
�(��� 6������� *'!����� �,�����p ��X� ��� *���। 
 

 #(<��� ���<]  �� ����� ����� �� ���� �|� ��1� ��1 *��। *���� ��B�, ������ 
����� ���x������ ��� *A�� ����� �������� �@� ���� ���A2। �� � *��� ���� �������" 
<�4H <! *��! *��। ����� ����� ��; *A�� ���x£�S� *����� ��� �'�z ���� ����। ����� 
������� �A�&� ����� ���;( 6��� ��! ���!�;�। ��Z8- ������� ����� *�( ��- �'�z�� #( 
���� )��� *�, ����� �� *� "( ����� ������ *A�� ��� ���! *�"!� �!। ���x£S ��� ����� 
*���( *�, ����� ���� ���x£S�� ��& &���-�!�� ���! ������ ����। 
 

 #(<��� �������� �� ��� ���x����� #��� ����� ��� ���) ���। 
 

 (������ #�&� ���r� *���������� ,�� ���x������ ��x ��������� *��1 ���!�;�। 
��� *A�� #�&� ����& ������ ����� ���� #�� *��। ���x£S ����� ��8�� kP ����� ��;�&� 
��� �� #��& *;�& �� ���� ���2 ��! ���2�@�� *�� ���!�;�। ���& *;�& ���" 9�H� ��� 
���! ?]� ��2��!�। ���� *��� �� *����!�?p�। *����!�?p� 6�x I���। %+-# ��'2 }���! 
�� 6A� �\�H k� *���, *�( ��! *����!�?p� }�����( �;��। ��� ��;� ���( ��� �� ��� 
#�&� *����� " #�&� ��������� *����1 ��� ��!�;��, #���� ���( �� )��। # ;�1� 
��!��& ��(�,�" ��E� ���� #�� ���!�;�। }���� ������ �� #( j’�& <��� ��U ����[� ��! 
*����!�?p� '�� #�� ,�������। #��� #��( ��� )$� ������ ��P�� 6������ ��8��� *�� 
*���। #( ?�p��� ��E� *;�� ���& ��1 ?z�। ��E� #( ������� ��� 7 ) ���x�����। L ) 
6�x I�, �� N ) *������� *���। ���x����� *�( 6�A��� �� �! �U���� ��� *A�� #�� 
�;� ���( ��x����। ��;�1� #( ��� �;� ��������! �����@� L ) I��। ��G ����� ���'�! �1 
��x ���� *�� *����!�?p�। ���'��� ��x, ���� " ������ ��� ���! ��E� ���� ��( *���। 
��x£�S� �Q <���, #� �O�� ������2��! ����� ��$ *����!�?p��� *�������� 3&� #�� 
��;����� ���� #( j( �� 
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������ ��$ "��6��<��� ���� *��। ���x£S *����!�?p��� ���x������ ������ �� 
*������ ��� ��2��'� ���। �U��x� ��� ���! #�� ������ ��@���� �� ��� ���! ���x����� 
#��� *A�� ��m� ��! ?z�। 
 

 ���x£�S� #( ������� *��� *���� ��� *����!�?p� ��E� #( *;�� ���&�� ��! ��)� 
���� ������ ��) ��� '���;��। *�� ��)���� ���� *���  ���। �����" ���� 6�������� 

����� ��~�� ����� ���x��8��� ?��� ��� �����;� ����� ��2� ��������� m��� ����'�� 
��E�� �@{ ��� �����;�। *� ���( *��� #��� ��� *A�� ���������� ��x ����( ���- #( 6��u� 
��� ���, u� �� )��� ��! ��E1��। 
 

 #(<��� ���x��� ���@� ��! *����!�?p��� #( *;�� ���& #��^<��� ��)��� ��x� 
?�� �<2� ���( ���) ���। b( *� ������ ��E�� ,�������� *��&�����1� A�� �\�H ����;��। 
A��! ��U ������� �;�, j’'��) ����&���� *���" �;�। ��G *������� 9���42�H� ���� 
��E�1�! �1�( ����� �� ��y� ����� �;� �। ���� �\��H� ��$ ��$ ��Z8- ��! A�� *;�1 
6�H ��! �����। *����!�?p� *���� *����;� �U�U " 9�� *��! *���।  
 

 ���-I���� #�&�� �� #�&� �|� ��� ��� ��!�;�। ����� ������ �������x ��! 
���� ��$ ��$ ����� ������ ���-�¯� " )����-�¯� ������� �� ��A�'�1� ���! ?z�� ����। 9�� 
" ���&��� ��" ����� ��$ ��� �����। *����!�?p� 6�� *��� �1� #��� ?��। ��� ����, 
#( 3��� (Ej�9���� ��� ���� � ���� ���x��8���� ��A #���! ��"!� ���� �। ��( 6A��( 
#��� ���!-� ���� ���। # k�� �A�� �A� !, ��� �� ���� ��  ���)" ���H� ��� '���। 
�»�� ��E� ����, 6���� ��������� #� ��& *����� ��B��� ��E�1�! ��� #( ��- *������� 
�������� ?�� �1� ��"!�( 6�!�� ����। ����� ���� ��?�� ��?�� �m�����" *�"!� ��!�;। 
 

 ��;� ���� ���� ���x������ �� '������ ;�1�! �1�। �����H ���4 ?_����� ��! ?z�, 
�������� Ð_�V )���। "���� ������ ��m2�@" '�� ��� ��� �;� �। ���x������� 'rH2 ��� 
*���� )� ���� ������ I��� ��l�। 6��� #( ?�p��� ���� *��&�����1� A��! ����� �r� 3�E�& 
 �� ����;�। I���� #��, ����� ��$ �;� ����� �� ��)���� �����। 
 

 #���� ���x�����" ����� ��$ *�������� ���� )� 6Ã>� ��!�;�। #��� ����� ���� 
��:���@�। #��� ���� #��� "��� *;�&��& �\�H '����!�;, ��G #�� �Ã>��� ���। 
���x£�S� *���!~� ��<���� '���� ����� ��! #���; *�, I�� ����� �� ��)���� �����! *�� 
�1 #�&� ����� ����� ��P�� �\��H� )� 6Ã>� ��l। #�&� �����, "��� ��$ *����� *(। 
#���� ��(�,��� ?��( ����� �<2�। ��G ���x������ ���� ��; #�&� *����� �� #�&� 
���-*�����। ��;�1� ��(�,� *�� ��;(। ���x£S ����^ ��, ���@��r�� ��� !, �� 
���1�! "��� ?�� �\�H '����� ���। "��� �6�� �� �! �z�_ B�E���! ��1 "��� '��� ���� 
���। �����&� �;� /L( )�। �<�� ������ ���x������ *������ *D������� ����� �r� 3�E�& 
*��&�����1� ���� ��� ���� ���। ����� *;�& *;�& #�-��`�( *D��9�� ����� �O���� ��� 
�^�2�H �5��� #���! '���;। ��G �z� *�( ������( ���-I�� �����" �\�H�r�� ������ 
��! ����� �O���� ���x������ 3�E�&� ���� #���! ���;�। #( j( �� ���H����& ��� 8���� 
���; #�� ������ �y��� *���। 
 

 "��� �&��� �1 �1 �;, *D�� ;Ñ ;Ñ ���� ���� #���! ���;। *D��9��� ���� 
I��, ����� �� ��)������ �����! 6�! j'*�� ) *��� �;�। ���x������ *;�& *;�& *D��9�� 6A�� 
"��� 
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)�� ��1�। ,�� ���x������ *������ 6A�� �\��H� ������ *��! *��। # ��� ���©� 
�\��H� )� "�� #������( 6Ã>� �;� �। ������� *����!�?���� �@ ���'���! 
���x������ *����� " ���-*����� j’�& #�( ��$ �;�9���� �@� ��� ����� ����! 9���42H 
��� '���;। "�� #�&� ����( 6A� ��¥�&� ����� ��! ��� 6���>�� ��(�,� '����� ����। ��G 
"��� ����� ���( *<�$ ���!�;�। ��;�1� "��� ����� �� ��)������� ���� �mÀ�� ���� *�� 
��;� �;� �। ���� ���( *� ��� 6�H ��'���� )� ������ ��! ?�z�;। ��� ���� ���x������ 
*����� �� ��(�,�9�� "��� ?�� �s�^<��� ��H-�3�� *�� '���;। #( 6�� �\��H� 
���� "�� �����! *��� *����" *���@H �1�( '����! *��� ���� �। "�� 6�H ��E'���� )� *D�� 
*A�� ����� )�� B�E���! �1�� ����। I��, ����� �� ��)���� ���( #( #�( �¯� ����H 
���। #(<���( ���H����& ����� �������{ 3&�, ���x������ )!t��� ���H����&� I� ���� 
t��-6��t�� ��! '��।  
 

 ����� ,��,� *��� ���x������� ��)��( ���©� ��! ���!�;�। #� �1 ��,���� �A� ���� 
���" ���� �����। ���� �������� *D��� ���� " )��� "�� ����@� +C�& �m���� ��"!� 
*��। /R ) ����� ���� �~� ��!�;। ���� ���( 6�H ��! �����!�;। ���x�������� ���� ��� 
#�) ���� *��;। ��� �� (�����। ���x����� "��� *D��� *<�� *A�� +�& ��(�,� " *����;� 
����& ?��� ���। 
 

 #-���O ���" �� *�� ��~� �;� � *�, ���� �� �� j’��� 3� *��! @�^ A���� �, 
����� �\�H ��]। *�)� ����( 6Ã>� A���� ���। ���� /Y( )� ����� ���x������ 3�E�& 
����� �r�2���� *��������!� 8��� ����! ��! ��"!� *���। ��G #( �����&� ����� ����'� �(� 
�। ��� ��"!�&� *�� ���� *���( ����� ��2�� 3�E�&� ���� �@� ��� #���! ���;। "��� �| 
*��� *A�� #� ��(� �r�� �!�����& ��)��� #�� �<�1�;। ����� �| #( ����� ?�� ���! 
����। ���x������� ����� j’����  ��  �� ��)� ��! I��� ��! ����� )� ���@� ���� 
����। #(<��� 3S����� ��! *��& *��, ��G *�( �|�&� �� *��� *(। *��4 ��� ��"!� *�� 
*�, "�� �!�����& ��)��� ������� ?_��� *��� *��;। #( ��)��� *�-��- ���-��� *��� "�� �� 
)����- ��� ���&���& ��l। 
 

 ������ *����!�?p� � � ����, ���x������ #�&� �� #���( *�����! A����। 
����o ���x�������� ��! ��� j’��(� �A #���! ���� #�� *���� ���! �|�� ����� *3��" 
��� *,���। #( ������ ��! ��E� �� ������ ��;��r� #���! ���!�;, #� ��! ��������� 
�|&� ��E��� ��;����; #�� *�DE;�। )�!��&� #� *�, *���� ��E�1�! ��)� *"!�� ���( �������। 
��G ?��!^� � A���! *����( ����� ��)� ��� *���। ���� ����� *���� *��!�; #�� *���� 
��$ ��$ 9�� ;�1�� kP ��� ���!�;। ���x������ *����� " ��(�,��� 9��" ��� 6���>� ���! 
'��। ����� 6�� 9���42�H� ,�� �|&� )�!��! )�!��! *<��'��� ���l�। *�4 ��2^ �� � 
*����� *��� ���� ����� �| ��! �m�<$ *���� *'o� ���;�। ������ *���!�?p� ���!�� 
��|� *�;� *�;� ��"!� ����, ��G *�4 ��2^ *�( �| ��E��� �\��H� ������ ��(�� ���! 
��m�� ��! *��। 3S� *��1� ��� #( ��� '���;�। ���� ��������� ���� ;!) I�� ��� " 
��� I�� ��� �!।  
 

 *�(��( ��������� j’�� ���-I�� j’��� *A�� ��E1��� �\��H� ������ ��! 
���x£�S� 3�E�& *�������!� 8���&�� �@� ��� #���! ���� A���। #��& �� �������� *A�� 
��0���& *��B�( ��� ���;�। ���� ��� �r� ��2^ '�� #��;� ��&, ��G ����� �������� ���� 
���x����� 
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*������� ��x� ���'! *��! ���� �� *����r� #9�� <��� ��� �। *�4 ��2^ ����� ��� 
*@�< *�&���� )� ���� ��1�����1 8��� ����� ���, *������ 3����1 �����!-���1�! ���! 
 �� 
�,�� *��। ������� *�D���, ?�)����, *��&�����1� " *������h *A�� '���& ��0���& 
*��B�(��� �Q ���-I�� �� #���� ���! *��������!� 8���� ���� �8�� ��l�। ���x�,D) 
���� #���! ���! #( ������ ����� 6������ ��� ��E1��। j’��@ 6�� ��342 �! #�� *�4 ��2^ 
���x����� ����� �!����& *A�� �& ��(� �r�� ���1�! ���! )!-*�D��� �,�� ���। #( ���� 
!) ���-I�� ���� ��!। 

*�D���� 6������* 
 

 %+*� #�6�। ����&��� ���;, *�D���� ��2� �� ?z�। ���� *A�� '����� *����T�� 
*�� ?E'� ���! ��� ��� ��������� *A�� *� ��-� *�D���� ��� �'�� �������� ���� '�� *��; ��� 
?�� ���! ?1�;। "���� ������ ����� '�� ��(� ?>�� )������ 6'� *���� ���!� ��l ���x 
����� ���A। ������ �)2, ������&� *���� �� �&2���� ��� *A�� *A�� *�E�� ?z�;। ��� ���� 
��� ��"!� *��, ��������� j�� �r��2 ������� ��� ��� ��!�; #�� �)��( �1���A ������ 
*�D��� ��! ������ ����। �� ��� ��! <���; �m4�-s��� �� ��)���� ��2���। ���r��2� ���� � � 
��� �� ����। *� ��� *��� ��������� ���� ���� ���। �^� ���� *�!�� *'o� ����( ���?। ��� 
*������ )����, �y������ ��!�&� NCN ��(�,� �� ��E'-�� ��?� ��� 9�� ���! <��� ��U� 
���� ��;�( ��� ���� �। ���" �����H ���4 ���� *<�$ � ��1 �� <�� � *���B ��� )� *'o� 
'����� ���। ��( ���� ���� *A�� *�D���� ?>�� �&� � ���  �� ��)�� �(�। 3S� *��& 
���l ���" ��� ���A *��� *(। 
 

 ���� ��1�! j���। *�D��� 6����! ���������� ��! ��1�; ���x�������। ����� *��� 
�� � *A�� (��#��� �1��� ����) ��!� ��)� ����( �����H �m4� )��?p� *��`�� ��1�। ��( 
��!�) ���x����� ��� ��"!�� )� )�� *��`�� ��$�! ����& �&��;&�� ;�!�! �����। "�� 
��s�� ��l �� )��?p� *��`� ��� *}�� ���l। *���� ��� ���x���� <�(�!�� ��s�� ��l� ��� 
*A�� ��!� �) ?>�� #�&� ?E'� ��� ��!�;। #� ?E'� *� ����� ��� ��� *A�� ��;�( *��� ��! �। 
j��� ��1�! *��� �� ��&�। �z�_ ��� �� � ��� #�&� ��1� #�� ��E1���� "��� ����। ���� 
��" ��!�&� #������ 9� 9� '�`�&�। ��2� *���� 9�� '������। ��� �� �!( ���� ��� 
'��) ���x�����। ���� ���� )��?p� *��`� " ��� *;�� *������ *��`�। ���x������ ���� *��� 
��� �� j’) �����। 
 

 *��� �;]�<] ��! �1� ���x����� ��!� ���� ���( ���� #���� ��। #( #���� 
���� *�;� ����� �´�^ 6�'o� �;� ���� ��� #�, #� ����, ������ #��!�, *�S� " ��" 
��!�)। ����� 6�'o�! %L&� ��(�,� " ���� ��?� 9�� ���! 6A� �� �z ��� �!। ��� #( 
�� ����� �! *�������h� *����!��� ��$। 
 

 *�D���� 6������ ��8��� ��" ����� �� �È� ����� �A� ��;� �����( ���। #( ���& 
������ 3�E�& ����;�। #( ���& ��P� ���&2 ��� ����'� �;�। #�� �!�� �PH #��  ���r�6���� 
��)���� *'��! ��6�H� ��! #��& ��x���� �� ������ ��)��� ��1 �����;�। #�� �����H� 
��& #��� �� ��� ��� �U ��� I��, ����� " ��)������� ��; *A�� �;��! ��!�;�। �Q ����� 
 
 
 
 
 
* I��� �����,’ %L ��'2, /b7%-# 6����� ���� *���!���� ��'� 6������� ���। 
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#��� ���� ��� ��!�;। #�� �) ���� �U I�!��" ���। �)" ��������� ����� �A� 
*<����। ��)� I��� *����� �3���( ��� ���� ��!�; ������� ����� ��!�� ���1��। )��� 
6������ ��x����, �r)2!। ��� 6��H *�D���� ����(। ����(� ��� )�� �`� ���! *����;� '��-
'���& ����)� ��h��� ������। *��1 ��!�;� '���& '�!� ��(�,�।  
 

*��� �;�  /L( *�। #��� ����� ����( 8��� }��� ��1�;। *�<��� *��� ����� ����( 
���। ��( 6Ã>� ��! *�� 8������। ���� �`� " �����। ��!�) 8������ *��� ���! ������� 
���� *�( ��A� ���� #��& ���2� ���� ������ ��� �(�। ��;�@�� ����( ������� ���; 
#�� *��। ���r��2� ���� ��!��& �`� �<�2� �@��<� �����। �`� #������ ������ '���&� 
�@�<� ��� ���। ����� &����� &����� ��� '�1�! ��� *� �m���� '���&। ������� "� �� *A�� 
�� *}���� ����( 8���। 
 

����� 6������ ���* 
����� ���x����� 6A� ��2 

 

%+*� ��'2। ���� �� 9P��, *�&� ���( ��B�� ����;। ����"!� \��( *� <��� ��! 
���;। ����� ��)���� *���� �� �&� ��B��� )� }���� ��$ *&���,�� *�������� ���;��। 
��G ���� �&&�� ��! *,��� *�������� #�����( �O ��! *��। ��� ��E��� �� ��~� )��� 
}���� �� � <�� !, #�&� ��;� �3& 3&�� '���;। 
 

 ��2���� *'��� 3�� *(। ���� /%&�� ��! #�&� *3�4H�� �� k� ���� ��� ?z�। k�� ����( 
!, 4��� ����� 3��^ ���4 ���� *;�1 ?�z ����;। ������ *3�4H������� ���� ���� 3��� 3��� 
��(������ 6'�� ��� �,��; *�. �������� %Y*� ��'2 ���� ��E'&� *A�� ���� ���� 7% (����>�) 
3S� ��2̂  ����,? )��� ��� ��l। #( ���!� ���� ��� *�? 3� *;�1 ��A *����! ��� ���� ��$ 
��$ 9�� ��� ���। 
 

 ����( ���� ���, }��� ���� �A�� �� *��A�" ����( #�&� ��;� ��! *��; #�� ��� 
*)� ���� 6����! ;�1�! �1��। ��G 6A� �\�H ����; ����-���-��� )$� ����� � ���x���� 
)�H? 
 (������ ���� ����'�� ��" #�&� 9Pn�rH2 3&� 3�& *��;। *�&� 3�&�; ����,? )��� 
���� *�� ��;� ���(। #&� #�&� ������ �����। �)( ������ (���� ������ )�� ��h��� 
��,��� ��E� ��!��& �6!-����� #( ��� QE��!�� ���!�;��  (���� #� *������ ����  #� 
<�4H ���� 3��! #���;, ��� 6��H ��E'�� '�" �� *��� � ��� #�� �����! ��"।  ��! (���� 
������� 6�! �� �� ) *���। ���&� ����� ���� ���� ;�1�! �1�। *���� *���� (���� ��( 
���� ��! *��। ���� ����� �O���� *�(  � ���� ��� ���mÀ�<��� �r���2� 8���|�� �s! ��। 
��� ���� ����,? )��� ���� �� �� � �$� ��B�� *��� ����� �������" ����� ������ *;�1 
�����!�;। 
 

 �<�� ?�>)�� ��� ���! *�( ���&� *��& *��। ���� ����� �� 3&� 3�& *����� )� 
���( ?��: ����� *'��� 3�� *(। 
����� ��8�� �� ��� ��� ���( kP ��! *��;? ���<] 
��)���� ���� ��2��� ���� *A�� ���l]। *� *��A�! ��; ��" <��<��� )�� �, �A' ������ 
?����� ��! ��;� #�&� ���� ���। �����H ���4 *�� ����� ����� ����( �����! ��;। ����,? 
kP ��� ��� 
 

 
 
* ‘6������ ��8��� ��������’ *A�� ������ 
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���� ��E'&�!। �A' �����&���� *������ (������ ���� ����� ��A ��A &�� ���! �,��;। "�� 
��!( �� ��;� *'��� *'��� ����;। #� ��(�� '��'� ���� *���� ���2<��� "��� �m�o #�1�! 
'��� ���। 
 

 *�� ��;� *��E)���E�)� �� ��) #� )�!��! ����� ���। #�) �"!��� �����, #�) 
����� �"!��� ���&2� " #�) ;������� *��। (������ #�&� ��� ��E��� ���; #�� *�D�;�; 
*�, (���� ������ ��- *��� (���r��2 ����� )�!�� *;�1 *�D������� ���� �����!�;। �����&� 
�������। ��E�� �� )� ��� <��4�_ ��2�¯� �V��2 #�&� ������ 8�H ����। �) �) ���� 
����� *"!�� �� ��! �;� #� �� #�&� ��!, �� <�� *��� �� k� *��� , �� ����� 
��)��� ���!�n( ���� ���। #( ������ ��! #( �� ) ��� ��$��� ��� *;�1 
*�D������� ���� '�� *���। 
 

 (���� ������ ����� *������ *�D����� *A�� '�� ��(� �r�� �����, ������, ��� 6<m�� 
6��� ���! �s! ��!�;�। 8��������� 3��� ��)� ����� )� ������, ���� ���^ ��)�� �� 
����� ��)��� 3�� �s! ���!�;। #��� *� ������ ����� ��;, # �A�&� �� ����� )�� �;� �? 
�;� I���।  ��G 
������ ��8�� ���� ��� j5� �� ���� �� �m���� �y��� ���( ���। #( 
������� �� 6�H ��'���� )� �����! #���;� #�A� �A� , ��G *�&�( ����� #���� ?�p�� 
!। ��� *'�!" �1 �A�, ���� ���������� 
������ )� ����� ������� )$� ������ ��P�� 
�1�( ����। ��� 6�H ���� �!, 6�H *���। ���� ���������� ���4 *� ��� ��� ��� ����� ����� 
���� �����! ��;। ��( �����! ���� ��! ���� �� *��� ��� ��(�,�, ����2) �� *��&� ��!� 
�(& *����� ��$ ��� ��!  #���;। 
 

 *� ��)  ��! *�� #��� �O�� ��� *A�� '�� #���;�� ��E�� #��� ��$ ���! *��� 
����। �����2 ���� #�� ����� ����^ ��� *�, #( ����� ������ ¸� ��'2 ��� ���� ��� 
��� ��� *��। 
 (���� �� ����� ���� #( ������� �’���� *��� �;�, ��;�1� ����� ��$ ��;�-����� 
�����H *���" �;�। *� �� ) ��)���� *��� �A� ��� ����;, ��E�� 6A� *A��( #��� ��$( 
�;�� #�� #( ������ ���z ��� �� #( �\��H� ������ 8�H ����� *�;� ��E��� ��\! 
<����� �;�। �����, ������ " ��� #( ���& 8���� ��B��� �1�3�&� �!��। #�� ���mÀ�<��� 
*�( �!��� )���!� *���, ����� ��� ����� ?�p��� ���� ���। *�� ��;��r� #���! ���� �� 
*������� (�h�!���� ����)� ���� ����@� ��$ 6A� *�������� ���। 
 

 ����)� ���; �E�'�/��� ) ���-*�� ������ ���l�। *� �A�&� #��� �)�� �;� �। 
���� ����� �m�o #�1�! ����^�2�H #���! ���� ���� �z�_ ����� ?�� B�E���! �1�। #<��� 
�'��� �\�^ ��! ���-I����� *�( *;�& ���& ��;�&� ������� ��! ��1�;�। ��;�@�H� 
9���42�H� �� ���� ���1�& �m���� *,�� *��� �����! *��। *�( ��3�42 # ��@� ��� j’) ����� 
���� ���!�;�। 
 #�� �����! ��"!�� ,�� #�&� w�� " *��&� ��!� )�� ���x������ ���� #�� *��। 6�! 
�|�� ) ���x����� #( ���19���� *'�� ����� ��� *�;� *�;� ��"!� ��� #���! '��। 
���x������ ���� *������ ������� �<��� ��! *�E�& ���;�। ���� ��;�&� *�;� ��1 *��। 
 

 ���x������� ���� *�!�� )� 6�! �1�(�’ ���-I�� *�D������� ‘I�����’ ������ ���; 
���@� ���;�। ���x������� #���! ���� *��� ���� ������ ��(���� " ���2� ����) 3�E�& ��� 
���। 
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#��� j’��@� ���� ����!����� �� ��342 3&�। �?)�6S *���� ����� ���� ��;������ 
(,��,��,- #� *��� *�����! ��� �;�। ���� #�� ���x������ ���A *��� ���। k�� ����( !, 
�?)�6S *���� ����� #��� s���" ����� ��$ #�� ����� *���। #��� ���x����� #� �� 
*�D�� 8�H ���। j’��@� �� ��� '��; �� ���x����� *�; ������ ���&� 6����@� �m�o� 
�1��� ��� �|� ���! "��� *�;� ��� ���! ��� ���। �z�_ #<��� j’��� *A�� �\�^ ��! ��� 
I���� ��Z8- ��! ����� 3�E�& *;�1 ¸� �������H ���। #( ��3�42� ,�� ����� *�� ��;� 
*��� ���� ���!�;�। ���x����� ?`��-<�� )!t� ���� ���� ���2� ���) " ������ ��(���� 
��� ��� ��। 
 ��G #( *�� ��� �r'�। ��� ����� ��" ��� ����। 
 

 #����� ���� ����-��� �\�H���� )$� �����, ������� ���������� ���x���� 
)�H। # �� �����, # �� 
�, ���������� ���4 
������ )� �����" )��,  ����" )��। 
���� ����� ��)��A ����� �x *}�� ���! ���� #( ����&�� 6���H� ����;�। #( ��� #�&�� 
;��� 3S� ��2^ '���;�। 
 

 ���x������ #( 6�� #�&�� �\��H� ���� 6���@ *�4 ��2̂  ��E1��� ���� �। ��Ao 
I�� A����" #�� ?]��� ����� �U-��U ����[� ���" I��� ��� *A�� #�� �;� j�2�। ��G 
��(�� *A�� �� #��� I�� #��� ��$ *��� *�"!�� ,�� "��� ��x ������<��� *��1 *��।  
����� �@� ��� ��� �m� ��� *������ )� %L-# ��'2 ������ ����� ���S��S *A�� ����� " 
����� ���������H ��[� #� ����& I������ �"� ��!�;�। ��G ���� ��� ����! ���� 
�����। ��A� ��B��� *���6��� )�� ����� P�� ��E�1�!�;�। ���� 6A� ���� ��! ����� *)��� 
�^2�� "!���1� 8���। 
 

 #��� (,��,��-#� *�� ��U *��� �;� �। ��� j5����� �����, ;�� " �����H ���4 
����� 6������ ���� #���! ���!�;�। ��G ����� #( j�2� " <$�� ������ 'rH2��'rH2 ��� 
���������� �� ����� ��@�� ���� #���! '��। "�� ����!��� ���� *���� ���� *)��� ,����� 
�|��। ���x����� #��� �8����� 6������ ����� )� ����� ������ #��& ����� ���z�!�;�। 
,����� �|�� j’��@� ��342 3&�। *���� /% 3S� ��2̂  ��� '���;�। #��� #( 6�� �\��H� 
,�� ����� *A�� ��� ���-I������� ��Ao @!@�� *<�� ���� �� �����A ���l] ��! j( <��� 
<�� ��! *��। 
 #�&� ��� ����� ����� I����� ��$ ��! ������� ���� �,�� '�� *��। ��G �m�>� 
����& ���� ���� �H�@��� ���� #���! '��। #��� ��$ �;� �E!����& ���1 *��B�( I��, �� 
*4���& ���� ��[� )��। ,����� *A�� ���� ��� *4�� ��(� �r��, ��A� ��B��� ��8��� )�� 
�Q ���� " ��������0� �m�o ��� �����;�, ��� ,�� #( *4�� ��(� �A ���\� ���� #��� 
�z���� 3S� ��! *����;�। 
 

 ������� I���� #�� *�DE;��� �� ���-I������� ��x �Q ������H *��1 *��। k�� 
I��-������ ��� ���!( !, #�� *4��&� �&2�� ��! #���;। ��� ���� ���� ����� s��� <�(�!�� 
��� ��� ���x������� *��� ���! '���;। #�� �m���<! <��� ���! ?¶�>� �� ����� �9� B�E� 
���! ��1�;। 
 

�� j’��@ 6�� ������ '��;, �� �z�_ *��� *�� ���-I������� #�&� *�;� '�� 
���! *q������ ���� ����;। ��� ��� #�� �����2H ���� '�(�;। *A�� *�� ���। ���x������ 
*������ 
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)�!�`��� *��� ?z�। ���� ���^ �� ���-I����� �~� ����� )� #���! *��। ��G #&� *� 
"��� ;�� ���, #�&� ����( �� ��B�� ���� *��। "�� �6Ã>� �� �! ���; #���! ����( 
)$������� *�����9�� ����� �@� ��� #���$ ��)2 ?z�। ,�� ���x������ �Q *��� ����� 
��। "��� �&2��9�� #���$ ��2� ��:����� ?����H ��� '���;। #� 6���>� *���� �� ?���x 
�U ���x������ ���� �;� �। *�( ��:�42�H� ,�� ���� ���$� �� ���1 ;�( ��� ����। #��� 
����� ��� '����! ��"!�� �� ?��! �(� �। ���� ;�<$ ��! *� *����� ���� �����! *��। 
#�&�� ;��� 3S� ��� '��� �� ���� ����� ���x����� 6A� ���2� �������{ 3&�। #( ���� �Q 
���-I�� ����� �!। ����� ���� #�) *�)� ���� �� #�� ���� *�c��� *�c� ������ ��2� 
���� 9P��<��� ��� �। 
 

����� ���x����� ����! ��2 
 

 ���� ����� ���x����� 6A� ��2 *�4 ��! *���" ;���� 6������ ��8�� *A�� ��m> �!�। 
%Y*� ��'2 *A�� kP ��� %�� #�6� ��2^ ���� *���� �� )�!��! ��)� ��! ���-I����� 
?�� (�-� *'������{� �\�H '���! ���l�। #(<��� ���� *�� ��!�) I���� ���� " )�� 
���� �@� ��!�;�। ��G #�A� ����4<��� ?�`������ *�, #( 9{ �\�H '������ ���� *�� 
;�� ���� ��!� �� ��� ���� ��� ��1�। 
 

 %R*� ���'2� ����� �� ���x����� *������ ;�<$ ��! '������ ;�1�! ��1�;�। ��G ��( 
��� ���� ���� ��! ��� *;�1 *�!�। ��� ��P�� �\�H ����� )� ���� ��������& ���! ����� 
*���। ��������& 6�x ������ ��,��� *�)� )��� (���� " ������� *������ ��! #� 
���x����� ��1 �����;��। ���� *A�� ���� �������& ���!�;� ���� *�)� )����� ������ ��$ 
*��� ���। ,�� #��� ����� ��E1�� ����’�। *�)� )��� *�� ���� �� ��� �\�H ��� ��! 
*�( ������ �'� ��� '���;। 
 

 ���� ��� ����@� ������� A����" *������ ��!�) ��)���� *�� " ��2� ����� 
�m�o� �1��� *���� *���� ��) ��� '��;��। *�( �� ���( ��E��� 6�H�6! ����&�� ��E�� 
����� ��� *A�� ��x ���� �����, #( ��� �� ������ ��E��� �;� �। ��� ���@�� ���� 
��� *������ )� #�� 6'������2 ������ ���<� )� ��" #�&� 3� ������ )� 6Ã>�� ��l��। 
#�&�� ���� ����� ���x����� ����! ��2 ��� '��। ��-����m� ����� ����� ?�� ��E�1�! *� �� 
�\�H '����� ��!�;�, �� *A�� ��E��� j5���� " �H��D���� ���'! ��"!� ��!। 
 

 )�� ������'�  ��! *�� #( �������& �'� ��� #�� ���� ��-�� ���^��� 
���। ��� ���� ��� *A�� '�� *��� ��������&। ����� *���� *�)� )����� ��$ ��E� #( 
�� ������ ��! �����2 ����। *�)� )��� ��E� #( �������� ������ " ��A2 ���� 
�� ��� ��� ����� *A�� //C ) ���x������� ��$ ��� ��! #��। 
 

 #( ���x������� ����� �O���� ��� ��$��� ���� ���� #�� 6��� ����। ���-
I�������� ��2��� #� *� 3&�� ���� *� �A� ���" ���� �����। ���x������� )���� ��!� 
*;�1 ���!( #( j5������ ���) �� ���1�!�;�। �<�� ������ ���� ����� *���� 3�E�& �\�H 
���, ����  �!�<��� *���� 3�E�& ��)��� ���� ����� �����, #( j���� ����� �;� �। ����� 
?�p�� �;� #��& ���� 
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)� ���" ���� #&��� ��)��� ���� ����� #�� #� ��� ��!� ���� ���������� ����4� ��; 

��� ������ ��H� ;�1�! *���। 
 

 *� ��! �z���� ) ���-I�� *���� 3�E�& ������ ���l�। ���x������� �'��� �\�H 
'����! ����� �z���� )��( ��� ���। ��������� ���-I���� ����� ?�p�� ��B�� *��� 
��)��( 9�� '����! *���� 3�E�&� w�X��&��9���� o ��� ���!�;�। ,�� *���� 3�E�& 
���x�������� ���� #� ��&, ��G ���� ���� ����� ���) ������ ���� �। *���� 3�E�& ��� ���� 
,�� ����� ���� #�&� *�����, ;!&� *8�0 #�� ��" ��;� �U�U #�� ���!�;�। 
 

 ���&� *��& *��। //C ) ���x����� ���@�� *�������� ����� )� ����� #� 6��^ 
6������ 3�E�& I��� ��� ���@� ���;�। #( ��x���� ����� ����)� ���� �� ��&�! ���� ����� 
�, #�A� ���� <�� <���( )���, ��G ����� ��� ����� #�&� ��@� ���! *��� ���। 
 

 ���� ��� � ���( ���-I������� ����� �\�H ����� )� ¸� ����� #���! #�। 
6A�� �� ��� *��B�( I��, ����� ���9�� ���� ���1, ����o I���� ��'2 ��� ���;। "�� 
������ ���� ����( ���x������� ���& ����� �@� ��� ;’�& *8�0 ;�1�। #( *8�09���� 
���� *���� 3�E�&� ���� *��!�;�। ���^ ��x���� *8�0। *8�0 *;�1�� ,�� �� ��� *��B�( I�� 
��<� ��! *��। 
 

 #( ������ j32&�� ,�� ����� *�;� *� I���� ���;�, ���� A��� ��E�1�! �1�। 
��;�@H ���@� ��� �� �&� ��2��@H ���� �� "�� ��B�� ���� ���x�������� ���� �� *8�0 
*(, #��� ���^ �� #����� *��� ����। ���x�������� ����! #��� I������� ��� *���। 
����� ���� ��� #��& *�����, ���� ��( ��(�,�। # �� �! j’��@ *���@H �1�( '��� ���� 
�। ���x������� ����� ������ ��,���� ,�� ���( ���� ��!�;�। #��� ���� ���@�� ?�p��� 
¸� ��� �1��� )� *'o� ���। ���-I���� ����� #( ?�p�� ��B�� *��� ����� ��� ��� *���� 
)� ��9H *��� ����� *���। ����� #�&� ��� ���x�������� ��� ���&�! ����� *3��" ��� 
*,���� )� *'o� ���;�। ���x������ *�� ��B�� ����� ��E�� #� <�4H ���&)� �� �! #�� 
��1�;। ����@� ��$ ���1 ��;, �� ����� ���!� ?�� �<2� ��� ;�&�� ���। # �� �! #��� 
��� *A�� *���( ��"!� ��) �A� !। ��� ��E'�� �! ��� �� *�D�� ���� ���� ���, ��; 
����� *����� ��!� *;�1 ���! ���� ���(�� ��E'��� ���।  
 

 j’��@� ��B��� ��" ��;�&� ����� �;�। *�� ���2� ����; ��!�)�� 6��H� ��!� 
*;�1 ���! "��� ��$ ��� '����! *��� ���। ���� ���( ��@H ������ �����! *��� � ����, 
��@H #�� ��( ���� 3&�� � *�, *�;� �&�� �, ���� ��E�1�! 6������ '����! *��� ���। #� 
�� ��(��(0 *¢�!�0। #<��� ������� ���� 6�� ��; ����, ��� ���� )����। #�&� ��! 
���( '�� ��� �(�, ����� ���� #���! #� ;’)। ��)��� )���� ��!� ��l ��� �� ����� 
���@�� ������ ��� *���।  
 

 #( �H��D�� ��A2� *���। *������ *�( ;’) ���x����� *�4 ��2^ ��� ���� ���� 
����� ���� ��� �1�। ���� ���( ������ �������H ��� '�� #�। #(<���( ����� ���x����� 
����! ���2� �������{ 3&�। 
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�$�� *���&2� ����j� s��� <�(�!�� 
 

 ���� *)��� �$�� *��&2। '���� ��( #( �~��" *��-������� )���) ����!�� ���। 
�,���� ��� )����) "�z, �� ������ ��� )���) *A�� ���। ��G ���� �~��� �� #��� 
)���) �<1���� )� 0� (!��02� ��� � *(। )���)9���� ����� �!�� ��$ *�E�� ���! ������� 
"z���� '��।  
 

 �$�� *��&2 ���� ��� *A�� �Q �r��। )��A ;�1� *������ ��$ ����!���� *�� ��� � 
*(। ,�� �$�� *���&2 *� �� ��;� *A�� #� 6��^ ���l] ��! ��1 ��;। ���� 6���)��1 
��� 
������ ��~�� '��;। ��G #��� *�� *�� ��~�� *(। �����" #( ���������� *����( 
�� �r��( A���� � *� ��~�� 6���& ��$���� �� ��1� )����! �����;। �$��� ���������" #( 
��4�! #������ ?���� ��! A���� ���� �। ��� #��� ����4 ��� ��'� ���� �����H ����4� 
�A�( ���;। �$�� �~��� s��� <�(�!�� #( ��4! ��! �'^� � ��� ���� �। #( ��! ���� 
������ ���� ����� )�� ��� ���, ��G # �V��2 ����� �� ��H�! A���� ���� �� ���� 
*<�� ��! �। 
 �’�� �! #�&� v��& #��� #�� ���1 �<�1�;। ���( �@� ����;, #( v��&&�� ���� ��-
����� ) ��h��� I�� ��;। #� #� ��� �’&� �� *��& *��, ��G v��& *�� �;� *��� ��;।  
 

 #� *�� ��" �! �। #( I��9�� #��� ��� ��� ���; ��! "��� ��( *�� ����� 
���� ��;। ........ 
 s��� <�(�!�� ��� ���2<��� "��� ���-'�� �� ������� �@� ���;�। ���� *����;, 
v���&� *�( ��- I���� �1 QE��!��, "�� ���� ��� ���� ��� *)�� ������ *�!। "&� �� k�� 
���@�� )�(, �, #� *�;� ��" ��;� ��;? kÓ ��,�� ���O� ��! #�&� 9Pn�rH2 ����� 
��"!� *��। #( v���& ��� ��� *����9�� �)�� ��� ��;। #( I���� ���( �)y����। 
 

 ���&� *��! s����� ���� ��! ?z�। #� '�_��� �"�� ��� ��( ��"!� ����। #( ��! 
�\�H ���� ����� ��� ���)( "��� �� �’&���( ��� ��� *�!� ���� �� ���( ���A ���A 
6'�� ������H *����-9�� ?��� ��� ����। #(<��� #����H j( ���� ����� #� ������ ��;���( 
*;�1 *�"!� ?�'� !। ��G *�� ��� #( ��) ����� ��� ����? 
 

 ��� �'^� <���� �� �����4 #�&� �A ��"!� *��। 
 

 #��� ��� *�� ��;� ��� ���� �, ���x������� ��� ���� ���। ���� ����( #� ?���x 
��� � ���� �����(। ��G *��A�! ��; ���x�����, ���� *�� ��� ����� ��� ����? #�) 
���, *� k��;, �������& ��� #�" ��� ���x������ ���� ��;। ���&� ��� ���, *)�� ��� 
��� ��! �। �����" #���� *���� ���! *'o� ��� *��� �����। ��� #( 6-��&� ���( #������ 
��A2 �����। 
 �������& ��� #�� *A�� ���� ��(� �r��। ��2��� *D�� ;�1� *���� ��"!�� *�� ��� � 
*(। ��� *��� �! #@�� *��� ���, #�&�" *��� ���� '��� �। �� � ���^ ¸� ���� ���l, 
��� #� ������ �" ����� ����। *�� 6-�� *�� ��)। ��$ ��$ ��!�) s��� *D�� ��A 
�������& �"!�� ��! *����। 
 

 ���&� ���A� !। ���x����� #�" �������& ��� ������ ��� ��� ��;। �������� 
6�x ������ ��,��� *�)� )��� #( ���x����� ��1 �����;��। #�� ���( �;�� ����� 
���'���। �$��� s��� <�(�!�� �������& ���� *�DE�; ��E� ���A *��� ���। 
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 ���� *� ?�p��� *���� #���;� �� ��� *���, *�)� )��� ����� 6-��� ��)� ��!�;।  
 

 ��� j’�� ���� �$��� 3��^ ��������� �<�� ������ '��� ?�z ���� *;�1 ?�z ���। 
*����� �� ��(�,��� �� ����� �-«���� *<�$ �� �� ��� ���! '���;। <�! *�E�� ?z� 
����� �। ��� �� ��2� ���-I���� ������ ?�� ����� ����;? ?����, ?_���! ���( 3� *;�1 
;��& #� ��(��। ��� ��� k� �q- *���, � ���-I���� !, ����� ��� �6! ���x���� *�( 
v���&� I����� ?�� �\�H ����;। 
 

 �� �&� I���� "�� �5��4 ��� ���!�;। ��" )�� *��, v���&� *<�� *A�� ��� �U 
" *����-9�� ?��� ��� *��;। 

 
���� *)��� ��U 6������ 

��@�_���*: *���� ?�p �����, 6�x #�-�� 
R-Y-/b7Y 

 

 /R7/ ����� %7*� ��'2 ������ �!�� 8��� �_���� ���x����� (-����-�� NCN ��(�,� 
" �&�� ��! ���-*,D�)� ��P�� #� ��3�42 ��{ �!। # ��� �! ����� *���0। ���� %�& w�� t�� 
�! #�� ���-I���� �����! *��� ��A2 �!।  
 

 #� ���� ��342 �! *�D������� ���@� ����� ���� �y��� %C*� ��'2 ������। ��-�� 
j’��� *A�� ���x������� ��� *,D�)� "�� �\�H '���!। �������� �� w��� ��� ��-� ���! 
���l�। �\�^ �������� ����!���� �� ���! ���� ���µ� t�� ���। *� ��! K <��� N ) 
*��� ��� �!। 
 

 #�6� ����� 7 ������ �������� w��� ��� ����� *A�� ���� ��<���� �8�� �!। 
����� *��0" *o� �� ���-I����� ���� �;�। ���x������� *��0" *o��� "�� �\�H 
'���!। �������� *��0" *o��� �<�� *A�� �\�H 6���� ���� *'W� ���। #<��� #� ��� ��� 
'��। ���� ��;� ���x����� ���� ��!। ����� *A�� w��� ��� ��� ������ ���x�������� "�� 
�\�H '����� ���x������� ��- ��- ����� ���� ��;� ��z। ���� ��� *,D�)� *�� ��;� I�� 
��� �!। ���� *��0" *o��� �@�� )� ����� *A�� ���-I�� �� �,� ���। 7 ������� �� 
���-*���� *�D������� �3��A��� 8��� ����� ���। *���� ���� �Q *����� ���� ���।  
 

 ���� *)��� *������ A��! ���x������ #��& ���V �;�। *���� 6�! j( ��)���� ���� 
���x *�� �;�। ���� *������ A���� �� ���!� )� ��x ����� ��A2 ��!�;�। ,��?�p ��� 
#�) ���������� *�m�n K ���V�& ���'���� �!। ���� ����� *��`� ��� #� ���x 
��������� ��P�� ����n� ���A �1�( ���। ��� jÂm�������� ���� ��� �!।  
 

,�������� 6������* 
 

 ���©�<��� �E�'�� ��'2 �<�� ���� ��)����� ���-������ ������ ������ ���, 
��)����� ����� ����V� ������� 6������ " �������� �A� #�� �$�O� �� ���)��� ������ 
*3�4H� ;������  
 
 
 
 

 
* ����� #���0��� ������ *A�� ������ 
* ��{���� ‘�'������’ N)�, /bRN-# 6����� ���, �,)�� *����-��'� 6������� ���। 
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��'2 ���� *���!( *��! *����। # ��� ��"!�� ��$ ��$( ,�������� ����� ������ #�� ���<] 
A�� *A�� �U ��8� ��� ,������� 6�A��� 6������ *��!��~ 3��& ;��-)��, ����� " ���� 
��Ë�! 6���@� �r�� ��1 ?z� #�� }���-*,�� ��;� (���� #�� #�� *����� ����। ��2-��� 
)��H� ��A2� ���� ?_����� *��� �����। ����� �U��[� ���-������ ��P�� 
*��!��~3��& ;��)��� #( 6������ k����� ��(�,�, �~�� #�� ������� ��� ��� #�&� 
����& '����h ������ 8�H ��� �!। ���2 ���" ��� #�� �)" <���� ���� ���� *� #&� �� 
����[� ���-������ ������ ��P�� ���4����� ���3� ���� ����� ������ ��1 ���� *��� ���� 
��। # ��� ��!�)�� �<�> �;� 
�5²r�2 )��� *���6� " ���x� ���Ô�। ,�������� 6��^ 
#����! #<��� )��� 6�������� ��1� ��1 *��। �� 6�!�) *��� ��� ����Ë! " 6����� 
���2� 6����। ���  ��� %b*� ��'2 ����^ ��2��'� )���! ���4� ���� *�, #�, "��!j� 
������ ����!� ��� #0�<���& ����?�p, (���?�p �����, ���;��p *��`�, I�!� ��!��� 
*����, *������, *����, rP]��, ��)� ������ ����, ���)��� ���� ��, *�D�'� ����, 
�,���)�� ����, ���?�p, *�������� ���� 6���  ��! )��� " *���! ;�� ��8�� 
���4��� ���P�p ����, ��� ��� )�,�, ���P� ���, ����?�p ����, ��� ��¿�, ���!�� 
6��� ;�� " )6������r�� *�� " ��2���� ��! *)�� ��Ë! " 6������ ����& �z ��� �!। #( 
����& ����2�<��� ,�������� 6��� " ������ ��) ���'��� ���� A���। ,�������� *)�� 
6���� �;�� �� #, #, #� (?��, #�� ����� ����� �;�� rP� *���� ��। ����2����� 
,������� ���-������ ����� 6����� ���( ��E�� �m� � #�� ���x��� '������ ���! ��32 6�! ! 
��� ��������� �� ���x ��< ���। ,�������� ��2-��� *�m�m~, ����)���, ���-��������, ;��, 
�����!� #�� ���������� ���� ����4 ��� ��!��� ��� *����, ���� ����� ��!�, �)� ���� 
���, �� ��j� *�����, ���;� ��2���, ������ *����, ������ ��, ������ *3�4 #�� 
����� �A� ©�H ��� ��!। #;�1�" ,�������� *��!��~, *������h, ����������� 6���� 
������!  ��! 6������ ����& �z ��� �!। ��)���1�� ��Q� ��)� *����!� *����, *������ 
��� �m���� )��� 0�. #�, #, �����, "!��)� *'D����, rP� (����, ��Q� ��j� )���, 
��j� ��(, �'>����, ��� �¥�� #��  ��! ;����� ��j� )Õ��, ��)��, ,)��, *�)�, ���� 
6���। 
 

 ,������ *)�� ��Ë! " 6������ ����&� �r� ���V  �� ��� �! �0�½c ��?�X��� 0�� 
������ �B�&����� #�� *��� *A�� 6�����& ������! *�������� �@� ���� ��� � ��� �!। ������ 
����� ,������� 6��� ���� ��� ��2̂  # ��9��� �;� ,�������� (������ #��& ���©�H�! 
��!���। ,�������� 6�������� *�( ������& �� �� *��� ���� �VrH2 #��& 
��� )�H����� 
<r��� ��� ���;। *��A�" *�� 
�<���� �(-�mÀ��� ���� �����@� �!�। # *� )��� 

�5²r�2 �� )���� ��A 
�<��� �A '��। }��� *A�� �Q 6��@��2�� ��& ���-������ ������ 
��� ���2��� k�� *���� #��  ,������� ���� ������ ����। ����5 /�� #�6� ������ 6!�� 
*�� 6���� �������� ������� 6����� ��)?�p ���� ��`�� ��A  ,������ *�DE;��� #�� 
6�!�)�! ���2� 6�� ��� ���� �� '�� *���। /7( #�6� ������ ���&�� *�������� ���)���� 
��26A� 
��� �������� ����� �z�� K������� *3�4H�� �A� )��� ������ #�� ,��������" 
���� �� ��x #����� #�&� ��� ������ ��2 ��<� �����। ���� �� ,�������  ��! 
6��� �!�H �����। *� ��! ,������������� ����2� ���-j5� #� ?Ö���! �����H� ��� ���! 
�������� ��l�। �� ������ ����� }��� ��1 *�&�( �;� ���2@�H� �'^�। *���� ���� )�!��! 
���-������ ����! ������ ������� ��� '������ ;�1�! �1���। ������ *��� <! �;� 
�����w�� ������ ����� ���� 
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6������ ���� *�� �U ������ ���� �;� �। ����A *��!��~3�&, *������h #�� ��������� 
;�1�"  ���A ����� " ����������� 6������ ��1 *���� �!, ���� ��� ���o!� ����� ����� ��! 
�\��H� ����� 6���� ��� ��!। ������� '�Õ� 3S� �0�½c ��?�X��� ���� P� ��2��- 
A����� #�� *��� *A�� ��_@�H� ������ " 6�!�)�! ��� � 6���� ���2� 6�� ��� *���। 
,������ �;� <��� ��<���� ��H�A2���� �����( ��B�A। ��� *�� " ��2� }��� *A�� <��� 
��"!�� ��A ,������� ��s�� ��! ����� ��! '�� *���। #<��� 
��� �������� ������� ��� 
*�m��2( ,������� �� � ���। #�6��� ��B����B ,������, *������h, ��)��1�, ��������� ��� 
*A�� *���) ������-���)�� 8�� #����! '�� *��� �����। #�&� ��] ��3���� ��������� 
���� 6��� ��2��2� " 6������� ��!��)� *�m�m~ " ��2��� ���� ��! *����। ���� ����� 
6����� ���<] #�� ��-�� ?�� �������0 I��� �����। %/*� #�6� *<�� ���� ������ ����� 
����[� �����& ���! 6A�� *��!��~3�& �\�H ���। ������ 6��������  ��2��� 6�� 
����q���� ���A �\�H 6���� ���� *'o� ���, ��G �r� *A�� ������ �&2��-#� *�� �42�H� 
���� ���� !&�! ������ ����� *��!��~3�& ��� ��� #�� #�( ��$ *����T��� ��� 
,�������� ���<] 9Pn�rH2  ���r�� ;�� ����� ����H ���� ������। *�m�m~ " ��2��� ����� 
�s�!� *��E�) ,������ ��� ���� ���� ������।  
 

 ��� ���� ��&�� ���� (����-#� #�) 6���@� ��2� ���� ���P� ����� ��$ 
��! 1��1 #�&� )��� ��� ���������� ���� �"!�� ���� #�� *�, #�, "��!j� ���� 
����~� ��! *�������h� ���� �"!�� ���। �� *�m�m~" ���l]<��� ��� ���� ����। 
 

,������ ���� 6�A��� 6������* 
 

 %Y*� ��'2 ��� 6�! %/N&�� ���� *�����!���� "-�� ������ ����! ���। ���� �� 
#�## ����?�p ����� *)�� �"!��� ����� �<����। ��� #�� )���� }���� �� � ���( 
����� #�� ,�������� ���� ����� ���S��S *A�� ���-����� ���;। # �� �! "-�� ����� 
A��� '��� �Õ��� ���! ��� *��� '�(��। �� �Õ� # �� �! A��� ���!n 8�H ���� '�(�� 
�। #��� �Õ� #�� ��� �0-�� ������� ����� ���� �"!�� ����। ,�������� �0-�� �� )�� 
#, #�, #, (?��,। #�-�� �;�� ����� �����। ?<!�� ���� �0-�� ������� ����� ��,�� 
*���� ��(। �0-�� ������� ���A }��� #�� ,�������� �� � ��! ���� �!। ��� ����, #�" 
����� ���S��S *A�� ���2 ���;। ���� �)��( ���� #�� *�DE;���। # �� �! �"!��� ����� 
*�� #�� ��2���� ��� *A�� ��� ��"!�&�( ?�'�। �� ���� �z� ����� *�, �"!��� ����� 
#�## " #������ ���A *�������� ��� #�&� �����^ ��� ����। �� ��� ��1� ��z��� 
������� ��� )�। )�� ������p *��`� (#�##), )�� ��!��� *���� (#���) #�� ���( 
����। ���� �� )��� ��� ���� ��� *A�� ��� ��"!�� )� ����( ����^ ���। #��� 
��� #��& )���� *����! ����� ���<] ���� ;�� *�m�m~�� }���� 3&� )��( #�� ����� 
���S��S *A�� ,�������� ���� *������� ���� ��A ���� *�"!�� ��� � ���। #�� K ���! 
����( �������&�� ���-� �� ��� 6������� ������� ��� '�(�� �। ��G I�!� ���� *���� 
�����, )���� " ���� ��!�) ���� ��_@�H� ����^ *!� ���� *�, ��-�! �1 �1 ��; *��& 
*�������� �A *��� ���� ���। �� ���1  
 
 
 

 
 
* 6������& )��!���, /bRL-*� }��� ��q�������!� (����� ��<���� ������ ������ ����� �����-#� ��; *A�� ���m���।
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��! ���� ������� ����� "���� ���! 8��������� *0�� )�1� ����� #�� }���� ���� �� " 
������" )���� ����। #��� 8���� *������ ��; ��&�� )� 6'�� ?_��� *�!� �!। ���� 
��)��( ��1�� ��! ��; ��&�� kP �����। #�� �����2 *�!� ���� *�, ���2 #�� *� ���� 8�� 
*A�� ��� ��!। �� ���!� ���� ���� %C/%+�& ��; *��& ��-�� ?�� *,�� �������0 �m�o ���। 
����� ���� ����� #�&� ��(�� ���@� ���� A��� ���-*�� ���� *}���� ��Z�!, ��G ��! 
��1�! *���� ���-*������� ���� *�� �@H( *��� *�� �। ���� �z�_ '�8�� *������ �)!�?� 
������ *3�4H�! ���� ���( ��� ?[���� ��! ?�z #�� �0-�� ������� ������ ��� ����� 
6���@� #�� ����� )� I��� ���। # ������� ���2A� #�� �")�� ��U� �����H )��� *'�� ���। 
��G ����� ����� *�������� ���A �y������ ��"!� ��� ! ��� �� 6��� ���। ���� #( ��! 
)��� ���� ����� ���S���S� )�H #�� ����� ���� ��P� ��;। %R ��'2 }��� *A�� �"!��� 
��� *�� #�� }���! �� ��� ,������������ ,������ ���� kP ���। ����� ���� }���� 
������ ������ ������u� ����� k� ������ ���� 6�������m�� ���� *��1 "�z। �� ���� 
*����� 6�������� �_���� � *��� ����� ����! �P�H� ���A # ������� ���� ���। }��� 
��q�������!� L/+ ) ;�� ��! ���� ����^ �( *�, ����-� *������� ��P�� 6�������� 
���� ��� *����� ��� #�� ������ ����� 6��@H kP �"!� ?�'� #�� # 6��@�H *4�� �;��� 
·�t2� ��� ��  *����� ���8��H �×� )���� ?�'�। #( I�z� '������ ������ ���A 
*�������� #�� ?_����� ��� *D ������ #�) 6�x ���� )�� ������� ����। ��� ��)�� 
������ *��!��[� *������ #�) 3�� *��� ������ ���'! *�। #( ����^ ���� �� ���� 
��(������ *3�4H� ��� �! *�, 6�������� ���� ���8� ���� )� ������ *w�� *�!� ��l #�� 
���)� ���) 6�$�H ����� ?�� � �"!�� )� ��� ��l। *�( ���A ���� *3�4H� ��� �! *�, 
;��&�� ��� ������ ������ I��� <�( #�� 6�x I��� <�(���" ���) 6�$�H ���� )� ��� 
��l। #( *3�4H�� �� 6�! j’*�� *��� ���) �!��� ���)� �!। #��� ���� ;��&�� #�� 6�x 
���-*�������� �����" �;� 6�! Y/7 )। *W�0!���� #��& P��� #( 6��@�H� *�0���!�&2��� 
���^��� ��� �!। 6A�� ����)� (?-"-�� (?��&� 0��� ��(�,� #�� ����� ��( *A�� ��(�,� 
#� *w���!� ��� � ��� �!। ,������ ���x��� ���'��� ����& �� ���! #( 6������ ��~�� 
�1�� *'o� ��� �!।  
 

 *w���!� ���A ���A )��H� ��)���� *'�� �m�� ���� ?�p��� ��(�´�W�(� 6'���� 
���� ��� �!। #�� 6'������ ���� ���'�! ?�`������ �;� �� ��� *����� ��� ���� ��� #�� 
����-� ������� �A2����<��� ���] ���� )� ��&'�4 �O ��� (�����। #( ��2��! ������ 
���H� �! #( ��� ��� ��32 �!� #�� ��� ������ ���@� ����( ���-*�������� �����&� �@� ���। 
������ *w�� '������ ���o!� #�� ������� 6������ ��~���� ���A *�������� �@� ��� #�� 
��U� )� *�)� "����� ���A *�������� ���। ��E� ���2� �U ��� )� ������ j() ������ 
��z� �!। ��G *�� �u�� ����H ����� �U *�!� �!�। (������ �����& ��4! ?�`� ��� �!�, 
#�6��� 6A� ���� )!������ *A�� ���-*�������� ���� *����!� ?�p ��� �� ���� 
�������� *����;� *������P�, *8�0, #�-#�-�), '�(�) ��(�,� �� �¨�� '�� �� � ���; 
��� �_���� I��� ����-��� �������� <�E(!� (���� ������ ��� *�। ���� ��!�) ���� 
���z�! ������� *W�0!��� ��! ��� #�� ������ #( 6������ ��~��� ���� ���� ��� 
������ ���। ��G ��� #��� ��� ����� ��� �� � ���� A���। ���� ���������, 
*��!��~ #�� <���� ��2^  ��! 6������ ��~���� ���A ������ 6�'o��� )�1� ���� *'o� 
���� A���। ����!��� �U ��8���         
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)� ����� *��� ��z��� �!। ��G #���" ��A2 �!। ���)� ���) #�� *W�0!���� ���z ������ 
*w�� ������ A��� #�� \��( *w�� 8������ ����� ��1�� kP ���। ������ #( 6�'o�� j’�& 
?�`������ ��� �;�5 (/) )��� �����  ���m� ���� )� 6'����) '�����; (%) ,������ ��� 
#�� ������� ��Í���!� �Í��� �@� ���। �U � ��"!��� #�� ��32 �!� *��������� ���8��� 
������ ���� %%*� #�6� ���-*������� ���� 6��� ���� ���r��2 ���� ��� ���� ��� #�� 
,������ *)��� ���<] 8��� ;�1�! ��1। ������ 6�A��� 6������ ��~���� ��A��� �U *����1 
���� � *��� <���� '�� �� #�� *w�����4 ��\!<��� ���x���� ���8� ���। ���� 
,�������� 8���|� *A��( ��)��� #�� ������� �U �;��! ��! #�����<�>� 6������ ���� 
���8� ���।  
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��U 6������ : ��-������ ������  

 
������� �r� ����� 

/+। ��-�����! 6����� ��U 6������ 
����� ����H 

����^�, �~��)�� 
����� 

��'2-)�, /b7/ 

                                 
��� ����&��� ����� ��$���� �x B��; 

 
������, %Y*� ��'2 ((?,# �()- *�� ���)�� ���� #� ���2�! �) ��q������ 

)���!�;, ���������� ���4 ����� 
������ )� ������ ��$ ���� ���;। #� *��� *���� 
*�� *A�� *�� ���)���� 6'���� ���2� #��� *��� *��;। #( *��� *���� *���& 'w8�� �A�� 
'���! ��� � ��� �� ��� ��l। 
 

K ���2�! ��� ��!�;, ����� ��� /%&�! ��! ������ " ��)������ ����-�� ��U ����� 
�r�2 ����-�� ��(�,���� 3�E�& �\�H ��� �Q ��U ���4�� ���� ���। }����� �r�2 ����-� 
��(�,�� " ����� ����� ��$ ���-������ ��� ��342 '��;। ���������� 
������ )� �����H 
��� ��������� ��$ ��� ��� '���;। ���������� 6�����& �|�� ���������� ��� *sH�� ���4 
*� *�� �r��� ���� ���� *���। 
������ )� #( ��8��� ��2��x�� �`�� ������ ������ 
�P। 
                                                                                          -����^�,%7 ��'2,/b7/ 

����`�! ��342 
 

*������� �r�� 6�{ ������ 6���, ����`�! I������� " ���x��8��� )��� ���� 6'� 
��342 ��!�;। �r�2 ����-�� ��(�,�� ����� " ����� ����� )��� ��$ *��� ���! ����-�� 
I�������� ��P�� ��8�� ���;। I��-������ 9���� ��;� *��� ��� ��!�;। ����`�� *)�� 
����)�½& " ����� ������� *������� *8{�� ����; ��� 6���। 
 

���x�,D)�� ������ �P5 <���-��� �����^ ���m��� #��& ����� (-����� ��� ��!�; *�, 
%Y*� ��'2 �O�� ���1 ���&�! �������� ��)�� 
��� ��� *3�4� ����;। 'w8�� *���� *�� *A�� 
#( *3�4H� 6'���� ��!�;। 
  

*���� *���� *3�4� ��� ������ ��x� ��P�� K����<��� #���! ���� )� )��H� 
6�� �×� )���!�;।  
 

*����� ��� ��!�;, B�1� *��� ���x�,D) #���! '���;। 'w8��, ����`� " s����� ��� 
9Pn�rH2  � �r�2 ����-� ��(�,�� ������ �!��H ��;। ��8� ��� ��E��� ���� " ���� 
6�!�)�! �)�� ���! ������ �P। ���� �Vr2 
���। 
����� �@�� )� #���! ���। �`�� 
�������� ������ �P। }��� *�� ;�1� �� ��� *���� *��0" k�। )! �����। 
����x������ ��@ )�� *�� �����। 
                                                                                            -����^�, %R ��'2, /b7/ 
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"�� �1�( '����! ���l-��" 9������� '�( 
(��)���� ���������) 

 
j’���� �1�(�! *��&� �r�2 ����-�� 6�! #� �@ *��� ���� ���!�; ��� ���<] ����^ 

#���� *A�� <��� ������� �,��9���� ��� *�DE�;�;। ���<] ����^ 3�E�& *A�� *��� ��� ���; 
��� �����25 ���)�� ������ ��A2� ����� " (���� ������ *���)��� 9�� ,����! #��" ��E�� 
�1�( '����! ���l। *������� ���2'��� 9�� '����l। 
 

�1�( #�" ���'�! *��� '��; }��� #�� ������। #( j( #����! ��)�� ��)�� �����H 
���4" *����� ��P�� *����� ��!��! �1�( '����l। ��� *������� " #( j( #����! &��Z 
��!  *���;। ����" &��Z *A�� ������ 9�� '����l।  
 

�r�2 ����-��� j�& ���'�! 9Pn�rH2 �1��� "���� ��!��& ��)" �"!��� ����� 
��A2��� ?�1�! ���!�;। #( j�& �1�( }���� ��$ 'w8�� #�� ������� *�������� �@� ���। 
#( j�& �1� ���! #(�� *�������� ���1 #����� �����।  #;�1� ���)�� ������ ��A2��� 
���<] ��-�! I����� '��'�� ���� �m�o ���� )� ������� 6������ �m�o ����;। �Q #����! 
��-� ��E�1 *�"!� ��!�;।  
 

����� �����^� ���<] #����! "����� *������ #�� #���� 9�� *'�!�;। ��E�� 
)���!�; *� ��E��� 9�� ,����! ���l। 9������� � *��� �� �1�( '����� ����; �। ��G 
����� ���(��( #��� *A�� ���� ��! �,��� ��!�;। ���o!� �|� *A�� #�) #��0"-" 9�� 
*'�! �'�z ���z�!�;��।                

                                                                     -�~��)�� ��#��, %R*� ��'2, /b7/ 
 

�"!��� ����� *���� #���� 
��E��� ����5 �U '�( 

 
�"!��� ����� *�� ��!�) *�� *������ "��� *A�� #��� #���;। �����( #�( 

�@�-<��� *A�� �U ������ ��8� ���। #��� ���� #�) ��; ���2��'� ��� )���! ���4��� 
����। ��� ����� *)�� ����^ ���! }����;। 
   

#����, ��x ���o!�! #(�� �rH2 ��m2n ���� ��!( �"!��� ����� ������ w�Z *&���,�� 
��� � '��� ��� ���!�;। *������ j����( ��x ���o!�� 6�� ���'��� 0�5 ������ �� *&���,�� 
s� �)!����� �����������!� ��$ �A� ����;। ��E�" ���� �;�5 ����� ������ ������ ��z�। 
   

0�5 �� )��, #� ���2� ��)�� ��)�� ��U ���4 I����� �\� ���;। #� ���4 
#�� �1�(�! *��� ���l *�, *������� *����� '����!" *��� *�4 ���� ����; �। ��� )��, 
���o!�, ����, �����, ����! #(�� ��)�� ��)�� ���4 �`� " �1�� ��! #�� *������� 3�E�& 
�\� ����;। ��)�� ��)�� *����;"। ��G ��E�� ���;�! ���। ��� )��, *������ ������( 
�m�>� �3�� ��� ��� 3�E�&9��� ?��। 
 

���o!� ����&��� �������� '��2��� ���! �3�� *,�� ��!�;। I����� ��� ��!�; �����2 
����। 0�5 �� )��, ����! " *��������� �����2H ���� ��� ��!�;�। ��G ���� ����। 
,�� ����� 
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���(�� ���� ��!�;। )�� ��� ���� ����-�� *����� �;E�1 &����� &����� ��� ��)�!�`�� 
����;।  
  

0�5 �� ���5 �� ��)�� ��)�� ����4 *� (������ ���� ���!�; ��� *��" 9H�� *(। 
��G ��� ���4 ���� <�� !।  
 

��� ����� *A�� ��� *��!�; *�, *������� *��Hz��� ��!�;। ����! *������� �VrH2 
����2-। 
   

W�, �����&2�� )��, ���������� �"!��� ����� �Q ��2� #�� ���x��� ����^ ��� ��! 
���� ��$ #�� ���<] ��)���� ���� ���; ������ '�(�;।  

                                                                        -�~��)�� �����, NC ��'2, /b7/ 
 

�����^� '����� *A�� 
 

[������ W�, �����&2��, ����4 6�����, �)
 ��������� 
��� ���������� �� ����^ 
*A�� �)J ����� ��z��l "����� ���x�����। �� �����! #���$ �� 6����� �� ���@��। �� 
�������( �x��, ��� *,D) *<�$ �1�;, ���x�,D) ��� ��� '���; #��� �� #� #����]  
   

*��� *A��5 ���o!�� �1�(-# ���x�,D)�� �������� )� ��)��� ��)��� ������� ����� 
�¨� ��� ��! ���o!�� ��� *A�� ;��& ��। ����0h *��� ��� ���� ��! �� ����� *����P ���� 
*A�� *�����42H ���। *����! *���� #���� ��t- �! #�� ������ 
����� ��8��� 6�H ����।  
 

����! ������� "( #�( ����! �m�� I��� ����;। ��� �x ���! ����� �r�� ���� 
��!�;। *�4 �����" )��� *���4 ���Ú ��! ���!�;।  
 

���x�,D�)� ������ <����� )�H�� ��E� ��<~ )���!�;। ��� ���, ����� 
������ ���x�,D�)� ���� #���;। 
 

����! ��� " ��k��� ?�� ���� ����-�� I���� *� ��2�, �����4� ����'�� '����!�;-
���x *,D�)� *�� ��� ��� ��� ?�`� ���।  
 

��� ���, �x ���! ������ 
����� �)2 ���� ���, ���� �� )��। ��G ������ ��-
*��, *;�����!��� ?�� #( m��� ����'�� '���-�� ���� <���� �����। 
 

*�����h *A��5 ���������� �����, ���)���, z������E #�� �91� ���� ������ ����-�� 
*,D) " ���������� ���x ������ ���� 6�� ��`�! ����� �1�( '��;। 
 

������ ����� ����� ���� &��Z ����!�;। ���)��� " ����� *)�� ���� " ����� 
������� *8,��� ��� ��!�;। ������� ���x *,D) �'���1 ��P� j( *��V�� ����-�� *,D)�� 
���2�- ��� �U�U *��1 ��!�; #�� #( �1�(�! ������� ����-�� *,D) ��� ��!�;। ����� " 
���)��� *)��� ����^ ,�E�1 #�" �"!��� ��� *
l�������� �!��H। ���x����� ����-�� 
*,D)�� ����)� ��� ��)���� ����� ��x ����;।  
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   (������ #��� ������ ���; "��� ������ �P ;�#��� ��2 ����5 ������ �U ���! 
������ �P। �������1 �����^ ����� '��) ;��6����� ��� �U ��8��� )�। 
 
   ���)��� ���� ���x�,D�)� ��x�m��� )� ����̂  ��$��� (���� ����^ *'D�� *;�1 '�� 
���!�;। ���)����� ��A ��A ����� *,D) 6'� 6�������� �y���। *3�1�3�& " ����� ���� ����� 
*,D�)� #��& w�� ��-�! "�� #��& ���2 ��1 ?��& ��!। 6'�� *,D) ��� �!। ���� #����! 
<���-��� �����^� ���; j�& ���$��� ����� *,D�)� �m���� *��� ���!�;। j) ����� *,D) 
6�<�! <����� #����! }��� ��1। ����� *8,��� ��� ��!�;।  
   
   *������ ���x�,D�)� ��1� *��! 6�! %C ) ���� ����-�� �������� ���� ����^ ���! 
<���� }��� ��1। #�� <����� ����^ �@� ������ ��& �����2 ����;।  
 
   ������ ���� ���)����� ��� *A�� �"!��� ����� j) ����o *��" #��� ���। 
)���(9�1 ���� #�� *�DE;��� ����� ����� ���2� )���� �!। 
 
   ����-�� )���! ���4� ���� " �"!��� ����� ���� 6�� *�� ���y� ���� ��� 
��������� ������ �������� )� ��2 ���� )���!�;।  
 
   ������� *A��5 *������ j���� ���@��� �����^ ��� ���@��� ����� <� *A�� \�� 
)�� ����-�� ����� ����! *,�� ���1�! ���!�;। ���@���� ��h��� ������ ������ )�� 
�m�� 
�^��H ��� *����;।  
 
   ����^ �) ���; #����� ��! *��;। #��� ����� *A�� ��� ��� ���4 #�� ������ #���� 
��E1��l। "����� ���4 #�� ��E1��l ���������। �) �� *�? ���" ���; �����'� !।  
 
 *������ ���^ ��� ��! ������ }��� ���!�;��� 
��� ���������� ���&��। �A� �� �Q 
����4� ��$। ����� ���� #� �A�, ��� *�������� ���� )� ������ �U ��।  
 

 �U �� �U। "��� ������ ���4 #��� ������ ����4� ���; �) k�� #��& �)��( '�। 
k�� I��� ��A2 !, �U � *��� ���� �1� �� ���। #( ����� �x��।  
  

 ���� *A�� j’�� *�E�& �)( �,���; #� #�)�� ��$ *��� ��। ��- ��-� �O। 
����! #�" '��; *)�� �1�(। *���� ���x�,D) LCC ��h��� I���� ��� ����;। #��& 
����� ��1��� ��;� ��h��� I�� �s! ��!�;�। (W ����-� ��(�,�� ����� *3��" ���। ���� 
������ ?�1�! ��h��� I�� �����2 ���। 
 

 ����� *A�� ��� 6����� #��& ������ �A�5 ������� ��A *����r� #9�� ������ �। ��A 
��A �m����। �r�� 9��� �� *��E!� �� *��E!� ।  
 

 ������ *A��5 ����� 'w8�� ������ I�� �����H ������� )� ���� ���� ����� 
"�� )���)� ���� *A�� *�����42H ��� �!। ,�� �Q *��� ���� ��!। 
 

 (����-#� �����0!�� �)������� ������ *,D)�� *8,��� ����;। (W *�$� 
*��)���S� *��� ��$��� *,D) "( ����� *A�� ��� ���� ����� ����� �! *8,��� ��� ��!�; 
�A�� ���2<��� ���� ��� ��!�;।  
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��� *����� ���������� 
����� ��8��� ������$� )��� ��A2�� ����� 
�����<��� 6'�� ��� ��!�;।  
 
 ��� ������� *����T��� ��� �Ì��� *,D) ������ *'o� ���; ; *D�� ��� ������" 
*�� ��z����। 
��� *���� *�� �) j���� "( ��� *�। ��$ ��$ )��, ���x�,D) ��� 
6������ ���;। #���_ j)�!��!( ��� ��������� *'o� 6���� ��!�;।  

                                                                 
   -�~��)�� �����, NC ��'2, /b7/ 

 
�������� 6�! �����( ���x�,D�)� �Û�! 

 

 ������, NC*� ��'2 (���&�(/(?#�()-�r�2 ����-��� ����`� ���S��S *A�� s��� 
��2^ ��8 #�����& ���������� ���x�,D) ��m2� ����m� ��!�;। 
��� ����� *���� *�� *A�� #( 
������& �) ����� )�� ��!। #��� ¹� #( *���� *3�4H�! ��� �! *�, ��8 #����! #� 
���������� ����� ?1�;।  
 
    ������ ��)��� }��� ����� ���������� 6�! ��8 �|� *�� ���)�� ������ 
���x�,D�)� �!��H ���! �������� ��2� �������H ���; ��� 
��� ����� *���� ���� 
)���!�;। }���� ������� ����� �m���� ��1 ��;। � �!� ������� 6�� *�)� �)!� �) 
*����� ���q� ��� ���½� ���; ���� )���! ��E��� ��,�� 6��@ ���� )� ���� )���!�;। 
 
 ���x�,D) }��� ����� �� ����o ��������� ��$ �������� �1�;। }��� ���S��S " 
����3�E�& ����� )� ��� �1�( '��;। ���-���� ����� }���� ?���� *�����42H ���;। 
 
 'w8�� �~� 6�! �VrH2<��� t�� ��! *��; #�� �~� �� #� ������ ��� ���� � ��� 
)�� *��;।  
 
 'w8��, *�!�����, ����`�, ������, ����, ���)���, �����, s���, ��)����, �!����� 
6<m�� ���x�,D�)� �rH2 ���� ��!�;। ������, ���� " �$�O�� 
�)�� ,�������� *�� ��� ��"!� 
��!�। ���x�,D) #� ������ )��A" �VrH2<��� ��)��� �!��H #��;। ���x�,D) 6A� 
��������� ?�� �&2�� ������ ����; ��� )�� *��;। �$���� 
��� *���� *�� *3�4� ����; 
���x�,D) }��� ��� ��� ��� ��!�;।  
 
 ���������� � �!� ������� 6�� *�)� �)!� �) *3�4H� ��� *� �r�2��$� �������  � 
#� ��E� ���x�,D�)� ���� ��!�;। ���q� ��½��r� �A� ��q������ �� *��� ����� )� ��� 
���H )���!�;। ;!�& *���� *���� ���� ��E'�& #� ���x�,D�)� �!��H ��!�;।  
 
 ���� ����-�� I���� #� �m���<�! �����l ��� ��� )��। �������� *���� *�� 
*A�� ����� <�4�! #� ����4 *3�4H�! ��� ��� *�, ���x�,D) ����� �����! ���� ����-�� 
I����� "�� B����! ��1�;। 
��� ���������� �������  � #� ����� �!��H ��!�;।  
 
 ����-� *��0"� 6'��H��� *�)� �)!� 0��� ��A�� �A� ��� �H2� ���। �r�2 ����-� 
��(�,� ������ �^<r2x ��) ��z� ����� ����^ ���\� ��� ���� ���)����� <����! 
����^ �@� ������ ���; �����2H ����;।  
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'���� ���;5 '�8�� ��� ���;। ���x�,D) *���� ���� ����-�� I����� ��$ ���� ���� 
�1�( ���;। �~���� '�8��� *6���0S (!���!�� I���� &���� ������ ���;।  
 
 ����� 6�� ��� #� ���)��� ������ ���� ��!�; ��� ����� ��"!� *��;।  
 
'�8��� ���� *A�� I�� ��� ��!�;। )���) *A�� �)" *�����42H ��� ��!�;। #( �~� ���� 
#� 6�� �1�( '��;। '�8�� �~��� #�<��� t�� ��� ��!�; *�, �~��&�� ����������� 
���� ��!� �;� ��! �����।  
 
 ���)���� 6�� �1�(5 ��������� *A�� 6�{ ������ 6���, ������ ������� ��� ���)��� 
��� #�� ���: 8��9����� 6�� �1�( '��;। ���� ����-�� I���� ��!��& 8�� ���1�! ���!�;। 
*���� " *������� ��� ��������� " ���: 8���� )�����H�� ���� �)� ��� ���� ��!�;।  
 

 ��)���� " ����5 ��)���� " ������ ��!� *��V�� ����-�� I�� ����� ����� 
��!�;। ��)������ ���x�,D�)� 6������ <�$�� )� ���� *A�� *�����42H ��� ��!�;।  
 

?<!  �� ���x�,D) ������)� �� �� ��!�;। #��& ���  �� ������ I���� ������ 
�;�। ��)����� *�������1 3�& ��2^ #� ���x�,D�)� �!��H ��;। ��E�� ��(�,� ������ ��� 
�{� ����! ��� ����;।  

 

�) ����� ?����x  �� ����! I�� ��z��� ��!�;। (W *�$� ��(�,��� " ������� 
������� *�� ���)� ������ �1�( ������ ��!�;। ��)���� *)��� ����h ���x�,D) ��� ��� 
��!�;। ����� ��h��� ������ ��,��� ��� ��!�;। ����� *&���,�� #®�'h�� ���-I���� 
t�� ����;।  
 

����S��S ����� *'o�5 ����`� " ������ ���S��S ����� )� ���� ����-�� I�� 
����2 ����� *)& *A�� *�����42H ���; ��� 
��� *���� *�� *A�� *3�4H� ��� ��!�;। 6���r� 
�� �� ����" ���x�,D) #( ���S��S j�&�� ���� *����;।  

 

}����� ��� ��3425 }��� ��� " ��� ������� #�� ���S��S �����~� #����! ���� 
����-�� I�� " ���x�,D�)� ���� 6�� �1�( '��;। ��� }��� ��� ���x�,D) ��� ����; ��� 

��� *���� *�� *3�4H� ����;।  

 

�mÜ�� *A�� 6�{ #� ���� 6���, }��� ���2���� ��,� #� ���x�,D�)� ����। 
6���� *�)� #� # �� ���।  
 

����2����� *)��� <����! ����^ 8�� <��������� ������ ���� ���-����^ 6����� %C 
) ���� ����-�� 6��� ���x�,D�)� ���� ��� ��!�;।  

 
���� *D�� '��'� ��4�5 �����m� �r�2������ )���A ���� *D�� '��'� ��4� ��� 

‘
��� ���������� ���2�<D� �����’ #� ���2� )��� ����;।  
 

���x�,D�)� �\��H ���;] " ���2�- ����-�� I���� ���� ������ � ���� ��� )�( # 
��� � ���� ��� ��!�;।  
 

�����5 ��8 ����� ��� ���x�,D�)� �!��H ��!�;। �����-*��'����� #����! ����-�� 
��(�,��� &�� ���x�,D�)� ���2� �O ��� ��!�;।  
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���?1�5 ���?1��� ����-�� ������ ������ ;!) ��,��� ��� ��!�;। *������ 
������� #�" ��� '���;।  

 

���'�� <�4�5 ���'�� ������ �r�� ��� ��!�; *�,��j�_ ������ �O " ����� *��������� 
)� }��� *���� *�� *A�� ���B ���B ����� 6'�� ��� ��l। *�� ���)��� ���� *��A�! ��; *� 
�V��2 �) ��;�( ��� �!�। ����-� *��0" *A�� �r�2��$� �� ��� ‘�Vr ��^’ ��� �H2� ���  
��!�;।  

           -����^�, N/ ��'2, /b7/ 
 

��� �H�$�( ����,D) �� ��E�'�! '��; 
 

�$���� ��������� �$ �H�$�� ��8 ���� �� ���x�,D�)� ���r�-���<] ���� �H�@�� 
���x�,D) 6'�<��� �3�� *�� '���;। 

 

���������� �r���-m� ������� �H�$�( ����-��  ������ *������ �� ���'E�! '��; 
#�� �����! ��! ���� ������� *0�� ��; #�� ����" ���'2��� ������ 6�!�)-�6�!�)�� 
�A� �'^� � ��� *�����42H ��� 3�E�&�� �,�� ���l। ���`� 6���@� ����� �� �� ����4u�� ��8 
�H�$�� �'��& #<��� #��E�;5 

 

�r�2 �H�$5 ����`� *A�� s��� ��2^ ��-m� �r�2 �H�$� ���x�,D) ����^��2� �� �!�& 3�E�& 
��� ��� ��!�;। ����� ����t��� ���� ������ ��� ������ ��� ��� ���1�! ���!�;। #( 
�H�$��( �^<�2x ���?1�! �$���� ����� ��� ���� 6'f<��� *�����42H ����;।  

 
�$���� ��'�(�� m��� ��8�� '���; 'w8��-#� ��$ *������ ���� '��� ���� ��P� 

}��� ���� ��)��A� �1�(। ����-�� �����~� #����! *�����42H ����;, ���)���) *���� 
;�E�1�;। 'w8�� ���;।  

 

?>�-��� �H�$5 ?>�-��� �H�$� �!����� ���x�,D�)� ���� #���;। 
 

��@H �H�$5 ��@H �H�$� ���] ���� ����-�� *��������� ������ ���� )� ��� 
�H�$ *A�� I�� ��z� ��l। ��-���, ���-��� ���H2 �H�$� ���� ����� �O���� '��� '��� 
�8�� ��l। 
 

���x�,D�)� ���f '����& �H�@��� ��8���� I����� ���� ���E� *�������� *��� 
'���;। 'w8�� *A�� ���� ��2̂  ?��r� ����� ��-m� ��@H �H�$�� �r�2 6�^ 'w8���� ���� 
)���) *��B�( ��� I�� ��z��� ��!�; ���� 6�^ ���� *A��।  
 

��@H-���� �H�$5 ��@H-���� �H�$�H ����-����� ��f �$���� *�� *�� �1 �1�( 
��!�; ��� �� �! �। ����� ���S��S ����� )� *������ 6'f �1�( ��! ���!�;। ���� 
?<! �@( ����� ��� ����� ��32 �!� ��8���� )� 6�� ��l।  
 

�r���-m� '���& �H�$�� ��2� �\��H������ #� ���x�,D�)� ����, ���� �H�$ ����� 
��2� ���@� ��� '��;।  
 

���x�,D�)�  ����� ������ '��� ���� ���� ����-��  ������ ���� " *����T���� 
������ ��� ���� ��l, ��G ��� ,�� ���� �� ����� ���r�� ��"!�� *�� *(।  
                      

-�~��)�� �����, N/ ��'2, /b7/   
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(!���!� *,D�)� ‘�������’ *���� 9�� ��� ���� 
k���k 9{ 

 

 *������� (���o!�), N/ ��'2-(!���!� *,D�)� ���������� *�� ���x�,D�)� ��P�� �U 
���� �
���� ����;। #�� ���������� ���<] �|�� *�����!। ����� ��(�" #( ����� #��& 
¢���m�� #�� ‘�������’ *����� 6�! j���)�� ����� ������ ���2�� 9�� ��� ���� ��� ��!�;। 
 
 �$�O� ���)� *�� #� *��� 3�E�&�� �������� ��;। #��� �$�O� j’) ����2�-��� 
����� �,)� ���� #�� �5 ���?�p ����� #( ����� *�। ���� ���, ���)�� ������ 
*8,��� #�� ��E� ����� ����� ����� �VrH2 I��� ���। �$�O� ��E� *��� 3�E�& *A�� ��2��( #( 
��8��� *�mn ���l।  
 
 ����� #� �@����� ���� #( �������� 
��� ��� #�� �$�O� ���)�� �� ��6��� 
���� ��� ���)��� "( ����2��! )��। 
 
 "( j( *�� )��, ����, ���)���, s���, ����`�, 'w8�� " ���o!�� 6�! ����� �|� 
#� �"!��� ����� ����। �5 ���� )��,��E�� ����� �U��U� �)�� ?��� ����;। *�9��� 
*���� <��( '��� I���। ��� ���� ����� *�����, 
!��\! ��(�,�, j�&� ���� " 6�! �|���& 
����&��� w�� ��!�;।  
                            -�~��)�� �����, / #�6�, /b7/ 
    

������� *�����42H 
 

���E, N/ *� ��'2-���� ����� ��� ��? ��? ��� ���;। *�( �9�� �<� �O��! 
��������� *A��" *��� *��;। ����� ���S��S ��2����� ?�p�� �) *��� ���1 ���&� ���� 
��� ������ ����� + ��� ����� ��� ;����� " �U�U ����! *�!। #��� ���� ����� *A�� 
��;� ��! �� �� *�����42H ��� ��� A��� #�� �O�� ��2^ *�����42H '��; ��� )�� *��;।   
  

��� ������ ��$ ���x�,D�)� ��� �1�( '��;। #��� I�� ����|�� �&2���� ������ 
�\�H '���!। ���� �Q ���1 t�� ��!�;, ��? ��? ��� �9 ���;। ������ ������ *������ 
����� ���4�� ���� ���;, ��!��& 8�� �����! ���!�;। 
  

�) ������ ���� ��������� ����^ #����! + ) ����-�� ��h��� I���� �m���� #�� 
#��& ��&� ���� *���� ��"!� ��!। #��� ��~� ��� ��l *�, ���������� ���� ���� ��� #( 
�m����9�� #��� *,�� *�"!� ��!�;।  
  

����! #� ���� 6��� *�, ��������� #��& '&�� �0���(& ?�1�! *�"!� ��!�; #�� 
���� ��� ���� ��� ��342 '���;। 
  

�) ����� ���x�,D�)� *������ *������ *'�����W ����-�� ����� ����! *�!। 
������ �r�� )�� *��; *�, *��& N% ) ����-�� ��h��� I�� #( ����^ ��� ��! �����2 
����;। 
  

������, N/*� ��'2 (���&�()- ��)����, ���� " ��" ��!��&  �� ����-�� �����  
*)& �) *�����42H ����;। ��� ���� ������ #( ���! �Q ��U *��� ��� ��!�;। 
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��)����, �����, ����, ����`� " }����� ��� �1�( '��;।  
 
 }��� �����~��� ������� �&2�� ������ ��� ��l। ���� *A��" ��� I���� *�����42H 
���;। 'w8��� j�<2�� j�25 ����� 'w8���� ��!� �� 6�����& �m� #��& j�<2�� j��2 ���H� 
��!�;, ���-I���� *��A�" }���� ����; �। ����� " ���o!� *)�� ���x�,D�)� �rH2 �!U�H ��!�;।  
 
 }����� NC ��)�� ���5 %+ *� ��'2 *A�� j’��� }��� " ����|�� 6�! NC ��)�� *��� 
��� ��!�; ��� ������! ��� ���-���������� )��। 
                       -����^�, / #�6�, /b7/ 
 

 ��, )��, �^���@ ��� *,D�)� ��2��� ��<�� 
 

 ���-, ����2- ��� ������ ����� #� ���!� ��! ���������� ��2� ���x�,D�)� ��P�� 
��2��� �\�H '����!�;। �\�H-)��,  ��, �^���@। ��-�H2 �H�$� �������� ���-*���� 
6��� ����|�� ������ ��-�� ��� ���@�! ��'o। ��2� ���-������ : ��<_� �\�H। 
���� *A�� *,�� ��l ���� *����, &���� *A�� ��42� ��l *����, �� *�( ��$ ?��r���2� 
#����! )���) *A��" B�E�� B�E�� #�� �1�; *����। �m������� 6�! ������ ������ *)& ��! 
6'� �\�H '����� �! ��ÝH���1!�!। #� ��������� ���x�,D�)� 6������ ��" ���, ����। �� 
�� ��x�|� I��� ��l। }���� ���; )!�������� �U-������ ���x�,D�)� ����। #� �A�! ��� 
*��� ����5 ���-*�������� ��m2n �@�] ��; }��� ����� ��!��& #����!। �� 'w8��, �����, 
I�!����, �����, ��)���� " ����`�� ����|��। ������ ���x�,D�)� �"��!5 �!����� *)�� 
���������, �����, ���)���, ��)����� �������। }���, ����`� " 'w8���� ��� #����� ��(�� ��2�। 
�����, ���o!� " ���� *)��� �����$-����^��2� #����। 
 

 �$� " ������-j’�� ��� )$����� ���� ����-�� ����� " '��� ��� ���! �����, 
)����) 6'�� I��, �U�U " �������8� ����� ����;।  
 

 ���<] �H�$� ��8���� ���x�,D�)� (?�&9���� #�( ������ ���� �� #�� 
������ ���� ������ 6����� *'o� '��;। 
 

 ������ ��� ���x�,D) " ���-������ ������ ���� 6'� �1�( ��!�; }���, ����`�, 
'w8�� " ����!। ����S��S " ����3�E�& ��� ���! ������� ��2� ���x�,D�)� ������ �@�]। 
���x�,D�)� �\��H ��;� �&�� ��� ����� ���� ���-����� �9 �����! *�!। ���S��S-#� 
���-*����� �) ���� *A�� �U�U " �������8� ��z��� ��!�;।  
 

 ����`�! 6'� *����9�� �42H ���" ���x�,D)�� ���� ���� �����। *�3���!� ������2� 
s��� ����" ���-*���� �) 6'f ����& �\�H '���!। #��� �r�2 ��� ��(�,� ����� 
���x�,D�)� ��$ ��� �����! 6�������� j�<2�� j�2 ��1 �����;।   
 

 ����� ���S���S� ���x�,D�)� ������ �@�Þ। �������� �r�2 ��� ��(�,��-#� YCC 
)�� s�-������ �&� ���� ��!�;। ���� *A�� ��"!� ���� 6���, ��)���� " �����h 6'� 
*�����42�H� ,�� ���x�,D�)� ���!� ����� ������ @�� ��!�;। 6�! 7C ) ����� ��,��� ��� 
��!�; ��� ���� 6���। 'w8��� �r�2 ��� ��(�,�-#� ��� �,���& ���-I���� ��� ��� 
��!�;।  

                 -�~��)�� �����, % #�6�, /b7/ 
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���x������� ����� ��� ����; 
(�)
 ���������) 

 

 ���E, /�� #�6�-�) *��� %&�� ���( ���������� ���x�,D) ��8 ������ ��� ��� 
��� ��!�;। ���-*������� ����� �� ��(� �r�� ���S���S� ���� �s! ��!�;।  
 
 ����4 �<2������ �r�� �) �O��! #��� K ��� ��"!� *��;। 6��� *�, ����� ���x�,D) 
����� *��� *)��� *�& ���� /CCC �~��� ��x ��� *�!।  
 

 �) ���E *W�� ���� *������ #�) ����-�� ��h��� I�� )��� ���� ��� ��1। ���� 
*)� ��)�� ���� ��!�;। K I����& ��� ����; *�, ����! ��� � *�������� ��$ ������ 
���S���S� *�������� ���l] ��! *��;। ���� *A�� ������ ������ *'�! ������ *A�� *�� ��1� 
��"!� ��!�। �� ���� }���� ��$ *�������� ���� }��� *A�� ��� ����� ��� ��!�;-*� *�<��� 
���, 6�H ��E'�"। K ���2� ����� �� I����& ���� *������ *����� ���E!  #���;।  
                                                                                         -����^�, % #�6�, /b7/ 
 

���������� ���� " ?>� #���� ���x�,D�)� ���� 
 

 }���, ����`� 6<m�� *)�� ���9��� ���S��S #���� " ��$�������� ?��r���2� ������ 
3�E�&9�� ;�1� ���������� �� #���� ��� ������ ����� ���;�1� ��! ���l। ���������� 6���& 
8��, ��� " )��� ?1�; 
��� ������ )! �����। ��� ��� ��z� I�� �����2 ����;, 
���� ���x������ ��1� *��! �r� ���� ����^ ���\� ��� <���� �����2H ����;।  
 
 ���o!�, �����, ����, �����, ��)����, ���)��� #�� #�� ���x�,D�)� ���� '�� ���;। 
��� )��,  ��, �^���@ ����,D�)� �\�H �O �!� #�� K �\��H� *�������� ���� )� 

��� ����� ����� ���� ���q� 
������6! *�� " )���9��� ���; 6�!�)�! �������� ���� 
)���!�;। 
 

 ����^ ��� ������� *A�� (?-#-�( )���l, �� ���� ������ *)��� ��9��! 6�! 
N+C ) ���-I�� ��� ���� ���������� ���x�,D�)� ��& �����2H ����;।  
 

 I�� ���& /N�& ��1� *���� ������ ��<���� ��"!�� ��! ���x�,D�)� �Q *��� " 
�"!��� ����� ��!� ��)�� *
l����� ����� �3�� ���। 
 

 '���� ��� ��� '��� �� ����� ���-I���� ���S���S ��������H ���� ��� ����� 
��� ���x�������� ������ �!। 
 

 �mÜ�� (��!�) *A�� 6�{ #� ���� 6���, ��)������ #�" ��� '���;। #��� j() 
*�)� �� �^� #�� ����-�� I�� ��� ��!�;। 6���, #( #����! ���x�,D�)� ���'��� 
���; *�$� *��)��S� #�) ��2�। )�� *��;, ���� ������ ��(�,� �\��� ��� *A�� �;��! 
��!�;।    
 

 ��)���� " ���������& #� ��� �1�( '��;। �� ��!��� ��� #( j(�& �|� ��� 
I����� ���� ��;।  
 

 #� �r�� )�� *��;, ���� ����-� *��)��S� ������� I��( 6'� ����� �� 
���x�,D�)� ���; �����2H ����;।  
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���� *�����42H5 ���x�,D�)� ������ *;�& *;�& ���9�� ���2���� )� ���-I���� 
�_�� ��! ?�z�;। �) ������ ��� ���� ����� ���� ���������� ��!�  �� *���� �42H ����;। 
#(��  ��� �� ����, �91� " ���)���। 
 

 ����^ �|� *A�� #��� 6�{ 6���, ����-�� ��������-<��� ����^ ����� *�����!�� 
)� �r�2 ����-� *A�� ��������� ���-������ ����� (����^ ¢�?& " *�h��2 ) ����� ���;। 
���x�,D) *����� ����� *�D�� ���� ���! ����-���� ����� *�������� ���� )� 6'�� *����� 
*w��6�{ I�� ������ �A� ����'� ���;। 
 

 ���-I����� �����2H5 ��!�h (�5 ���)���), %�� #�6�-�����^� ��� ��� *A�� 
����� �<2������ �r�� #��� 6�{ #� ���� 6���, ���������� ���x������� #� ���)���, 
�����, �91�, ���o!�, �!������ " s��� �VrH2<��� �) ���� *����;। K��  �� ���-I���� 
������2 �����2H ����; #�� }��� " ��)������ #�" ��� ��� '��; ��� K �r� *A�� ��� 
��!�;।  
 

 ���� ���)����� �����3�& *A�� ����� 6�{ #� ������ 6���, ���-I���� N/*� ��'2 
�O��! ���)��� ���� �? &�? " ��)��1��� ����)� ��!�;। ���)��� " ,������! I�!���� 
*A�� *� ��- ���-I�� #���;�, ���� �! ��� !��� �~� ��!�;। ��)���� *)��! 
'���(�����h *��� I�� ��z��� ��!�;�, ����" ���x�������� ���� ��� !��� �~� ��!�;। 
������ ��� ��!�; *�, s��� ���� 6'� �1�( '��; #�� ���-I���� *���� �����2H ���;। 
 

 *�D�<���)��� /LC ) ���-I�� ���5 ������ *A�� 6�{ ���� ��� ��!�; *�, s��� 
*)��� ������ ��� *�D�<���)��� ��� '��; #�� #��� /LC ) ���-I�� ��� ��!�;। ����& 
#�" ���x�������� ���� ��;। ������ ��� ��!�; *�, s��� ��P� ���-I����� ������ ��" 
I�� *6��H� *'o� '��;। I���� '�� ���� ����& ��1�;।  
 

 ������ ����� �1�(5 ����9�1, N�� #�6�-I�!����, ���2����� " ����� ���-I�� " 
���x�������� ���� �1�( '��;। �¿���� *A�� ���)��� #( %L ��(� #����! ����� �m���� ��1 
��;। ������� ��E' ��(��� ���� *�� )���� ��; ��� �� �! �। ���x������� #�� #���� 
�������� ��� ��� ���!�;। ���T *�!��)��� *�m�n "�� �1�( ���;। #��� (W *�$� 
��(�,���� #� ��)�� �� *��� #�� ���x�������� ��$ *��� ���!�;।  
 

 ��!�� ���x5 ���x������� ���)��� *)���& ��x ��� ���!�;। #����� ��!���� *����! 
#�� ���x�������� ���A *��� *�!। #��� ���� j’) <����! �;�। #�� <���� �����! #���; ��� 
)��। 
                   -�~��)�� �����, L #�6�, /b7/ 
 

?"��|��� '���& *)�� ���x�,D�)� ���� 
 

 ���)���, �����, �!����� " s���-���������� ?>��|��� #( '���& *)�� �VrH2��� 
���x�,D�)� ���� #���; ��� �����^� "��� *A�� ����-# ��� ��� *�DE�;�;। #( *)��9����� 
����-�� I�� �VrH2��� ���S��S #����� ���� �&�� ��1�;।  
 

 #���� ����-�� I���� '��� *A�� ���� ��� ��2̂  ������ ���� j’���� �����& *A�� 
*���� ;�E�1 ���2'��� 8��������� ���� ���;। ������ �A ���� �O � ��! ��! *�( )�( #( 
��H�H *'o�। *���� �42�H �Q *��� ��� ��!�;।  
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��� ���� t��5 ��� ���� ����� �91� " s��� *A�� ���x�,D)�� ��&�! *�"!�� )� 
��� *���� �42H ���। *������ ���� ��)������ ���x������� #��& �������)& ���� t�� ���। #( 
�����& #��& �������� *����T���� ������ ���! ���l�।  
 
 ����� ����" ����� ��342 ��l। ���x�������� ��� *A�� ����& ���2���� �� ����& ���� 
���� ���;�1� � �! ��� )� ��� I���� 6�H�H *'o� ���;। #�" ��)�� ��)�� 
����� ��8��� 
����� ���S��S *3��" ��� ��!�;।   
 
 ����-�� ���� ����� ��� �!�����, ���!�h, �91� #�� ��)������ �����<��� 
*�����42H ���। 6�! #��@���� ����� ��2���4 *� ����� ��"!� *��; ���� ��� ��!�; *�, 
 ���A ����!���� ��- ������ � ���x�,D�)� ���� ��!�;। }���, ����`�, �����, ��)����, 
'w8��, �����, I�!����, s��� " ����! ��� � ��� I���� ���@�� ���� ��{ ��!�;। #� 
�0�<���" *��� I�� }���! ���x ��� ��!�; #�� ����o��� ����`� #�� ������� ���S��S 
���� ��!�;। ������ 6���, �����, ����`� #�� }���� ������ 3�E�&9�� ;�1� ����o #����9�� 
����, !��� *�9���� �������2 ��� *�"!� ��!�;।  
 
 ������$� *��'����� *)��� ��]��& ������ #�� I�!����� �)" 6'� �1�( '��;। 
��)������ ��� I�� ���x�,D�)� ���� *��o� ��! ��1�;। ���� I�� " ��� ������� ���x�,D) 
���� �m�o ���;।  
 
 ��8 ���� *)�� ��x5 ���� ��� #�� ���S��S #����! ��� I��� "�� ���x�,D)  
6'� '�� �m�o ���;। *)��� ���� ��- �|�( #� ��x। ���x�,D) ����� #�� ����! ���� 
������ �@����� ��-��& o ��� *�"!�� 6�! #� ����0 ����-�� I�� *��o� ��! ��1�;।  
 
 ���o!� " �!����� ��x5 ������ 6���, ���o!� " �!����� �VrH2 ��x ��� ��!�;। �`� 
�|� ���x�,D�)� �VrH2 ���� ��!�;। s��� " ����`� ���� 6'� �1�( '��;।  
                                -����^�, + #�6�, /b7/  
 
 ��������-�r�2 �H�$5 �r�2 �H�$� ���x�,D) LRC ��5 ��5 ��32 }���-s��� *���A�& �� 
)�!��! ���l] ��� ���!�;। ,�� s��� ���� ��P� ����-�� *�������� ���; }��� *A�� �U�U 
" ��� ��z��� ���� ��� �����;। *������ s��� ��� *)�� �1�( '���;। 
 
 ���x�,D) 6'� �1�( '����! s����� �����&�� �����@��& ��� ����;। �!����� 
���x�,D�)� ����। ���: �� *)�� &�$�(��� �� �" ��(। ���x�,D) ����`� ���" ��� ����;। 
��� *,D) ��� *;�1 �s! ��!�; �!���� ���S���S।  
 
 ��������-���� �H�$H5 ���� �H�$�� ���o!�! *������ 6'� �1�( '��;। �������� 
'�'1�� *��1 ���2���� )� *)�� �1�( kP ��� '���;। ����!" '��; ?<!��@ ��H�H ��8��। 
 
 ��������-?"� �H�$H5 *������ ?"� �H�$� ���x�,D) #��& ��,�� �)2 ����;-���� 
������ ������ ���� ����� ����& �;��! ��!�;, ��-� *��� ?�1�! ���!�;, ��������& �����@� 
����)� ��� ���!�;। ������ ��� *A�� # ��,���� ���� *(। ���x�,D) ��-� *��� ?�1�! ���! 
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 ���A ����-�� *�������� ��������H� *�4 �A�& �;] ��� ���!�;। ���)��� ��� ���( 
��x ��!�;। ��)������" *)�� �1�( '��;। ���x�,D�)� ��E1��� �\��H �������� *��Hz���। 
�91� " ���� *)��� ���x ����� *�4 ���� #���;। 
  
 ��������-��@H �H�$H5 ��@H �H�$�H 'w8��� ���� 6'� �1�( kP ��!�; ������ " 
���x�,D�)। ��� ���� *���� *,��; 'w8��� ����। *�!����� *)��� �� �|��" ?<! �@ 
���������। ������ *)��! �1�( �z�_ 6'f ���� ���H ����;।  
 
 �r�2�|� �H�$5 ������, + #�6�-�1 �1 ����� ���2o ��!��& #���� ;�1� ���������� 
�r�2�|� #� ��x�|�। *�$� *��)���S� ��) *�)� ��y���<��� #( ��x�|��� 6��� <�� 
8� ����;। ����� ������ ���; ������� ��,��� " �"!��� ����� *
l�������। ��x�|��� 
s��� #����� ����!� *�)� ����� *������,, �!����� #����� *�)� ��,?`� " 'w8��� 
#����� *�)� �)!�?� ����।  
 
 �� ��!� ��� *�)� �)!�?�( 
��� ����� *���� *A�� � �!� ����� 6����� �A� 
*3�4H� ����;��। �� ��� ��)� ���'! ���!�;�� *�)� �)!� ���।  
 
 �� ����� s��� #����� *�� #�  �� *�)� *�������,� ��� �,��� �� *�)� #� 
I�z�� ����� �। I�z�� � � �!5 ���� � )���! ���4��� ������ ��� #( �!�( *������� 
���'��� ����।  
 
 s��� ���� ����!� *�)� *������, (? # �(�!� 6������� ���5 
����� *3�4�� 
��! ���x�,D�) ������-� I���� ����� �;� ��)�� ��!� ���। #� �� �Q9�H *��1 ���!�;। �� 
;�1� �"!��� ����� ��)�� ��)�� *
l������� �!���<��� ������ ����� *�"!� ��l। 
 

���x�,D�)� �H��� 6��$ *�)� ���, ���x������ ��3�� ��� " ����� ���� ����� 
��1 *����( #� ���'�! )P��। �\��@� ��x *�� #����! �� ��� *�-��� *��)��� 
*"!�� �� ��� ��� �3��। *�)� *������, )��, ���<] )�!��! �1�( ��� ���x�,D) 
��������� ��; *A�� �Q �U�U �;��! ��!�;। ��" �U�U ��� " �U����9��� ?�� �\�H 
'������ )� *����� ����� �z ��� ���। 

 
������@ ��� ��������� ������ ������� ������ 

 
�?� (£�X), + #�6�-����-�� ������� ‘��8�’� ������ ������ ‘������’ ����;�� 

��� )�� ��!। ��G �_����� ��$ �� �� ��� �!। L+ ) ������ ���� /N )�� *,�� *��� 
��������& #�� *A�� ���� ���। ��������& #�� *A�� ����'� ?�p��� ���l�। ������ ������ 
*��& A������ *'o� ���।  

 
/N ) ���� ��()�������� ���� ���� ����; ��� )�� ���!�;। �~� ��m2�@ 

��������� 3&� �V��2 ��;� ���� �
���� ���। ��� ��8�’� ������� )���)9��� ������� 
���� �Q��2Q �'_��� k�� ��। ��8�’� ��&��2� ��@ �,����� #��& ��������� #�) 
��,��� ���, ��� �� ����;���, ������ ���� ���� ������ ��� ��&�;�।  
        -�~��)�� �����, Y #�6�, /b7/ 
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9Pn�rH2 *����� ����2���� ��x 
����h ���9{ 

 

Y #�6�-?>����� 9Pn�rH2 *����� ����2����� �) 
��� ���������� ����� ?1�। 
�) *<�� � ���( ���x�,D�)� ����2���� ��<�� kP ��!�;�। j’��)���� �� ���x�,D) 
�����\�� B�E���! �1�� ����2������ "��। �����4 �;��! ��! #�� �\ ��� *A��। ����2���� 
�) 
���, ����x। 

  
����2���� ����� ��� #( ����� j’��(� �r��  ��! �"!��� ��� ��,�� ��� ���B 

���B( 9��� �� k�;���। *��� ��&�! �"!��� ��� *�� ��y� ���!�� �� j�& *W�� 
*����! ��� *�, "( j�& ���� ����-�� I����� ��; *A�� �;��! ��!�;। ����'�� ��;� ���( 
����2���� *A�� )�!� ��� ���। ���x�,D�)� *�)� ��� ��� ;��& #�� "( ��� *�। �"!��� 
����� �� #�) *�� #� # ��p���� �)u�� �����, ‘����2���� ���’ -#�A� ���; *�? ��� 
����, #( 9Pn�rH2 )�!���& ����� )� �� ���� *A�� ��� *���� *'o� ���;�। ���� #( ��� 
����� ���!� ��! "�z।  

 
������ ���)���� " �91� *A��"  ���x�,D�)� )�!� ��� ���। "( j(  �� ��� I��-

����� 6'� *���� �42H ���। 
 
��" ���5 ��)����, ,�������� *� �’�& )�!�� ��� *���� ��� ��� *����; ���x�,D) 

��" ����� *'o� ���;। �"!��� ����� �@ *A�� )���� �� *�, ��)����, �91�, ���)��� " 
����� ������� �|� ���x�,D�)� ����(।  
 

�r�2 �H�$�� ��� 
 

'w8�� )���� @��8-5 ������, Y #�6�-�����^� "��� *A�� �<2������ �r�� ��� 
#���;, �� �� ��� ���x�,D) 'w8�� ����� �������� *��&2 #����! ��� � "!�&�� "!��2� 
#� )����� " ��"!�� ��?� @��8- ��� ���!�;। #( #����! ��� ����� ����� 3�E�& 
�����l�।  

 
'w8�� ����� 0��3� " �����~� #���� �VrH2��� ��� ��������� ����। �~� #���� 

�����x )����r�।  
 
���� *�!����� *)��, *�!������ �����!� ����`�� ��;� ��� #�� 'w8�� *)�� #� 

�VrH2<��� ��� I�� ��x। #�� ��x�|�� ��������� ������� ���� ������� 6��� �,�� 
���;।  

 
���� 
��� ����� *����5 ‘‘
��� ����� *����’’ *�� ���� �,�� #���;। �$���� �&2 

"�!�< #� ���� kP �!। ��� *3�4H�9�� #���� *���( ��!�। ��� #( *���& �;� 'w8���� 
���;, ��� ��� *,D)-#� *����� ���� ?�1 ��!। �� )�� �,�� *��! 
��� *���& *3�4H� ����; 
j’#� ���� ����( ���0!�� "�!<-# ���� 6'���� ���। 

 
*������ ����-# �O�� ;&�! R/ *A�� R% ��&��� (�&2 "�!<) ��o� *��� ��!। 6'���� 

��9��� ���� ‘‘���� *���� �����’’ *�� �;�(, ?��G ���)���� ���!� ‘‘� ���� ���ß <��’’ 
���& *��� ��!। 
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#( *���� ���������� ���4�� ���x� )� #�� )�!� )� 6�A2� ���� ���� )���!�;। 
��¥�� ���!�; ��q��3��� )$� I
�����-���� *������� �x�J���� )� ��!�। �� *��4 ���1 
*���& ����4� ��! ��- ���q� k�<l� " ����<r��� )� ���� )���!�;। 
                   -�~��)�� �����,7 #�6�, /b7/ 
 

*������ )!-������ )�!� ���� 
 

�����, ����`� �!����� ��x, ��-� *��� t��5 *������ )! ������ k�� )�!� ����, 
#�&�� �� #�&� )�!� ���� )! ����� ���-����m�। )! ����`� ����"-��x। s����� �����@�" 
���x�,D�)� ����>। �!�����, &�$�(� " ,������� ���)� *���( )!)!���। ��8��� *����( 
�� #( 6A� �� �H�$ �����! #��& ��x ���� ��1 *����� ��A �� ��1�। #( ?����� ������ 
�&���� �1�(�! *�4 ��?��� 6���। 
 
 ���x�,D) �������� ��; *A�� �;��! *!� ��E�)�!� ���1, *����� " ���� <��� �U�U 
��! ������ (}��� *A�� /L ��.��.) ��<��� #���! '���;। s��� ����� #���� #�� ;�?� 
#���� ���� ���� " �91�� 6�! �� �|�( ��������x।  
 
 ����,D) " ������ ���� ������ �_���� *����� )� ���x����� *��1����& ��� 
������ ��-� *��� t�� ����;। ����)� ��� ���!�; ��������& �����@�, ?�1�! ���!�; 
}���-s��� *����A� (LRC �������&��) �Q 9Pn�rH2 ���। ������ ����-�� *,D) ���2 ��1� 
��"!� ����� �� ;�1�! ��1�; �����, ���)���, ���o!� " s��� �� ���-��"!� ����� ��( *;��� 
����; ����, �� ���l ��( t�� ���; ���� ���!, *����� ���!, *�&���� *}�� �9 �����!। 
����'�� '����l ����4 ��� ������ "��। 
 
 ����� ����-����� ��$ ���x�,D�)� �PH �1�( ��!�;। j’��@� ������� ����� 6'��। 
��G *�4 ��2^ ���x�,D)( )!�। ��������� ��� *A�� ��E�� ����� ��� ���2�� ����;। ����� 
����� ���;( ��-�-*��� ���x�,D) *��& t�� ��� ���!�;। ��������& �����@��&" ���� 
����)� ��� ���!�;। *����& t���� ,�� ����-��� ������� �A *(। �� ��- �A ���x�,D) 
���( �O ��� ���!�;��। 
 
 s����" ����,D�)� �������� �A9�� #�� #�� o ��� *�"!� ��!�;। *����" ���� 
6'� �������� �y���। ���2( ���x�,D) ��������� *'�! �����! ��� *���। }���-s��� *���A 
#� �������� ������। s����� �����&�� �����@��& ���x�,D) 6'� �1�(�!� �� ��� ��� 
��!�;। s����� ��� ;�1� "( *)��� *��A�" ����,D�)� *�� �!UH *(। ������ (<��� ����^ 
*A�� %b ��.��.) ����-� *�&���� ��5 #� I������& ���x�,D) ����� ?�1�! ���!�;��। 3S�� 
�� 3S� ��� *���� �9 ���� *��� ��!। 
 

 ��������& ����,D�)� ���� ��;। ��� ���� ������ ���� ���� *���� ��;। 
�~��)���� ��������� *��'����� *A�� )���!�; *�, ����-���� ��������& 6'� *�����42H 
����;। *��'������ �������� *A�� 6�! ��E' ��)�� ?��Ã> #���;। ���� ���( ������। 
 

 ���������� �� *�����5 ���������� �r�2�|��� ��;� ��;� ���l] #���� " ��� ;�1� 6�! 
��&�( #� ���x�,D�)� ���� " 6����। #( 6���� ���& *��&��� *�mn ���; ��) 
*�����। 
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���� ��������� ���������� � !" #���$। &' ��� ���(� )�(� )*����# )��*�� ' 
#�+,����� ���� *�- *�+������� *.����(�� #��$। 
 
 �� �� /*���� .��-/��� ����� ������� (2�.3 /*#4�), /��� *��78� (� ��*�.) 
' /��� �� �7� �.�� (,9:��)। �� �7�� /��� �� � ��� );� � *�#���� <��=� />�?"� 
#���$��।  
 
 (� ����� 2�.�3� /#� �# �� (�  /��� ��������� *�� ����� '�� ��� ����� 
.� �$�� ��� �@# #���$ /�, ���� � ����  ���?��� A�@# ��* ��� ����  *�#�� (�@� .  
���� ���� �������� ' <��* ���,��� #���। 
 
 /��� ������� *������#��� ���������� ����B �� (� ��� *�- /C�# /��� ��� ��� 
/�, ���#D����� *�- ���� ���� <,�� )E�E ��� #���$। �������� ��������� #� ��< , 
*�������#�� �� ������ /,���� /���� ��। ����B �� (�  ���������� �� /
F��*��#� 
*����# <��G" /�' � .�F-��' ��H�� /���। 
 

������ *�>+?I ����� �.��� *�+� ������ #�J+K ����� �L .����� ���.� /*����� ���� 
���������� 7�� M�H���  ��N�$ ��� ��' � /(�$। �����-O�#� *N# ' �����-/������ *N�# 
/����� /���� ���NP�� ��� #�� .������� /���(� ' �4+�� /C�# /(����?+" #�� ,���$।  
 

 ������� �� ��� $�N�' �7 �-&�-�� �4 &� ��� /�, ���������� �������� #���8� ' 
,9:�� �.�� ��#���.�� 7�� <,� &>�� /.��$। #���8� /C�# �Q .����� .�4 �(�  �� 
� ����� $�7� ���#�  &2  �� �$। �������� &>�� #��� *�� �N�� ����# &R�" 
,���� �$�। 
 

 #�#���� ��� ��' � �� , ,9:��, ����� ' ����� /���� /#SP�� �� ���������� 
.���। ��� .������� �!���� T #�� ��' �  /���.  <,�� �U &�$। �V�P�� *WX"+ ������ 
& �Y &�� �L �������� <ZY� .�F। 
 

 ���� ���L �����  &*�$ ��� .������� �� /��- �N�,। ����� ���# O�#���' 
��#�*��� *�����.� *�;�� ���� ���B /��� #��$। /���������� ' ��["���N �� /�-� /�����\ 
' �] ���#D� ������-�� /*��� �#�4 #����� )��� ������ �� #�� *�(�@� #�� ��F। 
 

 .������� O�#�-#���8� ��� O�#�-2�.�3� ���L *N# ' /��*����( /����� �L 7�^_ .�  
7�@�$। #��", �� ��� /*� ,��,� *W"+ �U �� �$। .������� `’�# �� (�  *����( ����  ,��� 
#���' �������.� &��� )L� �� *����( ���$B #�� ��� �$। )��#+� &R��" *����(��� 
#��$ �������� .�������� �Q (��N ' )E ��� #�� �� �$। �����.� /C�# O�#�(��� �#�4 
/.��#b�� �����*��� P�� #�� /��� ��� �$।   
 

 ��#���� /9�� 7�� /(���� &R�"I /��(�.�4, ����� (��������)-������.�4 /C�# 
/��(�.��4� ���# �#�4 /���� /��-��c ��(���� ��C ���������� /(������� /����� >��  ��� 
.�  ���� �� । ������.�4�# ,����# /C�# ���FB #�� /����$। ������.�4-����� #L�\��\ 
*N# *����( ���FB। ��#����4��� /��M�� �#�4 4L�d �� ��C ��(��� �(�  )������� ���� 7�e 
�� । fg/fi � /��� &.� .� �$। ������ /#�' �����V� /�, &�$ j�� .L����L�k ��� 
&#����C �-�-���.� /#� *����� #��� ����$ �। *����. �L�.� .�F। ��l�� /��� #L�\��\ 
)�m�। 
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&�' ����� ' ������.��4 ����4��� ��n ' .�L� ,���  �L��#। (� ����� op ��q��� 
���������# P�� #�� .�L� #�� .� �$। ������� �k �* A* � &��� &.�*� ' �* �� &� ����#�# 
&� ����� ���N /C�# /��� #L�\���\ ��� ��  �(� �$। �����' .�L� #�� .� �$ ��� &�d� 
#�� .�F।  

       -&V����� ���#�, r ��<�, stps 
 

*�:���� �J��  *u��.� *X,�  ��#������ ��e� )���� 
��� ����������� <���L 

 
*�: 7Y��� ��� ��l�����' �J.��� #�� Y, �������.� �� �� �������4 .��� ��  

��������� 
����� *�:�� �J��  *u��. ����+" #��। #���8�  PmK�X+ ����>�H�4�4 ����� �L 
�J.v����� ��G � �N�� ,��। *�+��? *����, �� ���#�  ���������� ,��C+ /��(� /�����\�� 
<���L। �� #L�\��\�4 �� *w�� /����� .���। � ���� $�7� ���#�  O�����N� ���� 
/G��4 #��+� ���������� �! �"। 

 
#�#���  �����P�N /C�# <�u �#�4 <#��, 7Y���� A* ���� ����� /*�� )��#��� 

��* /(�$। �� $�7��� `�4 4L��# )��#��, fgg ������ /*� �.�। �#x /���� /(���  &� 
/����  ,������� :���� <�  ��� .���� /���#� <�" /(�$। 

 
&� �#�4 ���-�����.� �.��� ��। j�� �.�  , �����.� /*� $�7�' �y��� ������ 

/���� ���.�� )�;� *-�। �������.� �N�� /������ #��� /��N���N #��$। ���� ��#�*�� �� 
)�m� $�7� /C�# /����  ��* ���������� #��$ &z*��+" #�� ��� ��� �� । A*L�� �V� . , 
����� )E�E ' �*� ���� �u #�� .� �$। 

  
����� ����� ������� �,�' &�$। ������ ���.� ��* /�। ;��, ���, ){���G ����� 

�����. �X�� /��� /(�$। �� �"*w�� ��� ���"��E ��� � ���� /��� 2�.3, �����, #��T � ��� 
������� ���#�  �Q���� )���� ,��� । �#�4 ���.� ����� )|� /C�# ��(�  ):*� .�� /,T 
#�� ,� �k�-� ���#। &� �#�4 7Y� /C�# /�� &�* ������� )������, /(� ��V>�4 /C�# �J��  
�#�4 /*����# #��T �� ���# ):*� .�� .�� /��� �� । �}� ���  ���� /��� /(� ��V>��4 �� 
A*L &� *��*�c�� ����� /����$। �N�� ,��$ <,�, ��� .����� /*��� /#�C�' ����? *����� 
#�� 7@�� �����। ��# ���� ���.� ���' �����.�, 2�.3, ��� �(�c� ��D�"+ ���#�  
/�����?+" #��। ���� ,���� #����� /(��� $�N�  /(� ��V �*� ��� । �#x ���� ��  <��। 
�������� /� )(�"� /���� ���  �#�4 `��+�L <�,�� �,� #�� /����$�।  

 
������� �.��� �� ���� �X�� ��?" *�>?+ ,��$-){� *UL����� ��+{ *���� �$� ��। 

��� &�' ���� ��� �� । �,����V� /����� #��$ ���� /��  ���� ��$� .�4 �� । ,� �k�-� 
���#���' *�:�� ��~। /��� /(�$ j�� #����� &' ��, /��� /(�$ ���� /��H �� #����। ���� 
*���{ �#4��+� �� )|�� /��� �� � '*���� /�JK �������� ���������� *�� ��H,��� 
��"�" *�:��� ��u। ,���� ��� ���  .�������� �"��� ,������ /,T� �������� ��� ��� ��� 
�LC+ #�� /� । ��l� ���#D���� ���� &� ����� �.�� ���L *����. �U #�� ��� �$। `�4 �.�� 
.���� .���� �������� �D� �>�� /����$। ���� ���#�� ����|� ����� �L <�� *�:�� 
,���$। �� )|�� ���������� )��� # /�� ������� /$�4 ��� /�� ��*m��। 
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`(+ ����� )����� /*����� *-� /�(� '*�� 
 

�����, r ��<�-����� `(+ ����� �L �� .���� ��������� �X���+� ,���4 /#�" /C�# 
�"�-�� ���# #��� #��� ��(�  ,���$। ������ /�? ���� ��H��� �� )���� jm . । 
������������ �� ����� ���.�� )��� # /��� '*��। ���� /C�# ��� /��(��F *.)��� #� 
/�(� '*��। `�+�� /��( ��(�  ,�� �� ���.�� ���� ��I ,���, ,��� `�(+ ,���।  

  
��G-��l� �"�-�� *��,�  PmK�X"+ �� `(+ ����� �L ���� *�:������ <ZY�� 

�������� ��(�  ,���$। #N� �L�;� /' � .� �$ ��D�  ��D� । ����� #���� ���� #���$ 
<� ���  ���#� । *�V.�# ' )�,� ��� /����� ,L���c #�� .�F। ������ #� #� /���� 
��� �N�  ����� ,�� ���D /�' � .� �$। ����� /��HN� .� �$ ����? ����? �� (� । ���� >�H�4' 
.�F ):��+� )|��। `�(+� ,�����# /�T� �,� #�� ' ����* *����( �L�;�' (�N /���� .� �$। 
�� �"�#���� �y-���.��# /�? &>�� .��� �L *� �L�;�� ��#�। *�+���� �#� ���+� ��' � 
��� M�4#� (���� M�H���  �N�� �L ���� /*��� �� A� ��।  

 
)L���# ��l� ���#D�� /����� �����* 7�@�$। ��" #��N /�' �� �L ���� `�(+� 

&����� ,����F /��N����4 ���। :���� �� :��� &P �����  ���F। � �� *#�� /C�#� ��7 
��7 #�� >����N ��N�� /��� �� । ,�-��4 �, &������, ���-��� <�J�� ���#� ��*DX�� ���"�। 
�$�N� P���, /��#���4 ��@ #���$ ����4��� *�C+# &� �#�� ��l�� @L�q��N ��। .�L�, .����  
�����N� .�  .���� .���� ��"�C+ ����� �* &2  ��F। &�' �Q ��"�C+ ���� <����� 
)��G�  �� �$।  

      -&V����� ���#�, t ��<�, stps 
 

�M#�(�$�  ��#���.�� *�- ���������� <,� �N�� 
 

�M#�(�$� �"�-, (�����), t� ��<�-���#D�� ���.� &� �M#�(�$� ��+{ �"�G� ��DJ� 
#���$। #��� ' � ��|� �4+�� ��  ���#D�� A*L�� &� /���� ���| :���� 7�� �� &R�" 
,���� �������� :�� /$�N &*�� ���L . । :���4 ���� /$�N ����' ����� /���(��� P���� 
<�  �#�’ ��#�*L �.� .� �$।  

 
���| :�� /$�N �������� �� �#���# ����� /���k� 7�� ��7��� /���� R�*� /(�4 

��� )L����# �M#�(�$� ������� 7Y� ���# #�����G ��� �X�+ ���N ���#D�� ���.�� *�- ‘�L�# 
4� �� ' ��’ �N�� &�w #���$। 

 
*#���� ���# ���#D�� ���.� �� ����.� /��k ��� �M#�(�$�� ���# ��(��F� , /* *�  

�������� ��7�� R�*� /(4 ����� /���(� ' � ��|� /���(� �4+�� ���  ��#���.�� &R�" 
/��� #��। �#x ��#���.� �� ����.� /���k� 7�� ����� �#�4 �� /��� 7Y� ���# ,?� ���@� 
��L ���  #�4���� /����  �M#�(�$� ������� 7�� �4+��� /(��� $�N�� &�w #��।  

 
       �}�� ���� �� ��� �\ 
 

jR��� /��� /C�# ��l� ���#D�� /*����.� ����B ��# /C�# ���������� 7Y�-��l� ' 
��G"-��l� )��� �� #�� ������������ '�� &R�" .���� /,T� #��$। (�#�� ��� /C�#� 
��l� 
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���#D�� /*� O�#� /���� ��l����� �}� �����+� &��,�>�4, �����  <�J�� ;�� ���� � . । � 
��� ����������। ��G"-��l� )���� #����� �������� *�*L�� ��������� #��$ �}�� ���� 
��d�� A��� #�� *������ ��� ��.��� /� । ���#D�� A*L��� ����C /*� ���� � �� <C� 
.' �  ���������� 
������ ���� &��� �#�4 �� ����\ �}� ��� 7Y� ��# ����� ��� ��G" 
����� �#$� )��� (�N 7@���।  
 

 &� *#��� ���#D�� A*L�� O�#� /���� &��,�>�4 ' �����  /C�# /(� ��V ' 
(���N�� ���# �� )��R� #�� ������ ����� /,T� #��। �� ������� #��� ���#D�� A*L��� 
*�- ���������� ��>+ �N�� . । *����� �N��� � �� ���#D� /*����.� ���� �� ��� .�  
(���N��� ���� *G� . । ���������� ��G"-��l� #����� *�� �u� ,� �k�-�  ����� ���# 
��� &�* /(� ���V� ��� ����� ��������� ���# ���#D�� /*��� �P�� C�#�� ���#���� /��� 
/C�# �������� &<�" /,T�  ����� ):(���# <��.� #��। �� ��������� *��  ���#D�� 
A*L�� �4+�� ' ������ *�.��L / । �#x �� /,T� *��' ���� /(� ���V� ���# ���� *G� . �।   

��(�{�, sg ��<�, stps 
 

�� *����L ��m���� ��� � ��#-���� 
�.�� �.�� �����*�� <������ 

 

 )��L ���������� <�� <�������� ��� ��# /*����.� ����.���। �� �?+�� &�( /�? 
��*� j�� &#�� /C�# /�����?+"। 
������ ���� ���������� �������� /� *�D ���#� ��� #�� 
�� �$�, ��� �#$� �#$� )�� ���+���� ��� � /,T�  ��� ��#;����.��# )����� ��� ��� �$ 
�������.�।  
 

 ��� �.� �����.��� jR��� ��+{ /��4 /(����?+" .� �$ si ���। �GL;� �@# � /��� 
.����� ���� ���������N /���� /����$ �����, 2�.3, �������, /��, .�����, #���8�, #��T � ��� 
&�' #� #�4 �� (� । ���� ���������� ��H�� ����? G�� #��� �����, ��� )*����# �L����� 
���L �.���� *��L� )�#।  
 

 O�#� /C�# jm .� �$ �^���� &R�"। �.� /C�# i� �#�����4�� �X�� ���#(�c� ���# 
�#�4 /*����# ):*� .�� /��� /(�$। &� �#�4 /*��� � ��*��.� ���#।  7���L, ����C 
����� ��� ����। 4�-����� 7Y�� �#�4 /*����# &R�" #���$ ��������। /�? ���� ��� �� , 
/*��� �N�� ,��$ �����।  
 

 ����  &��#�4 �N �#��� *�>�?+� ��� ��' � �� । ���� /����  ���� )������ �#�4 
��#�*����� (�� &4�# ��� �$ �������.�। 
��� ����� ���.�� ��G�"-��l�� ���#�� 
�����+���� kI &����� .# ���� �$ /�, � )|�� ��# ;����.��# *�.��L #��$ /���.�� ' 
����-/(����?+�", /�����?+�"। �#x �������� )E����� .��� .� ' .�������� (�� m� #��� 
*G� .� �$।  
 

 �������� <�� *�:���� ��� &�$, �� �.��4 ���+�� #��� �L ��#���� 4L��# 
&���� #���$। ������ )���T A*L���.��# *WX"+ ���+�D #��� �L ,����+# /C�# &R�" 
,���� �$ ��������। &' ��� ���(� *X�� ��� �� , �� ���#�� *�4�� �� ���������� ����। 
#��T �� �-�(��$�� ��#���� �� #�� &R� ,���� �$।  
 

 #���8�I ���������� ��G"-�X�+ ��� #���8� �.� ' #L�\��\ <,� �N�� ,��$। ���� 
�V��4 �� .�������� ����। O�#� /C�# ��� /��� A*L &*�$। &*�$ �����-�����। #���8� 
/C�#   
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��#�*L ��-��� � /��k ��� ,�H������ ���# ��(�  ���F। . � ���� �� ��� #���8� ��' �� �C�4 
&��� ,��� #��� �L �� #�� /,T� ,�����।  
 

 #���8� �.� /C�# #� # .���� )����*� �����  �(� �$। ��#�*L�� )���L )����*���� ��� D� 
#��� '� )|�� &P ����� �$। *��,�  /��� G��:D .� �$ (������, ���������� ' �m"���।  

-&V����� ���#�, sg ��<�, stps 
 

#���� ����� &P � .����� ���.� �(�H *����{� #�$�#��$ 
 

 ���� (�����), sg ��<�-&� /����� ���# ���#D�� /��� ����� `(+ /C�# /����  
*�H��� � ���.� ��  ��(� । �������� ����� <�� ���� /� । .������� #���, /���(�, �4+�� 
��  &R�" ,����� C��#। `’��� �-� ����' $���� �� ����� 7�� ��C�  7�� ���  ��.��� 
���  �� । /����' ��� ���������� �GL #��। �����*���' ��� ��e� <�������� /��� #��। 
��#�*��� �� :���� �� :��� &P ���(�  /�  । ����� )�L�,��� .���� .���� ���? &2� � 
&��  /$��4। ������ ���.� ���� �M#�(�$� ��+{ ��(�  #��� ��(�� C��#। ����� .�� /�  
*����{� #�$�#��$। &�(� �� *UL�  ���#D�� A*L�� ��$� .�4 ��' �� �� ���M���M P��� 
&' �� $�N� ���� `� ���� *���-*��� �N�� . �। ��� #� # >\�� ��������� �� &� &��� 
�"�- ���� .�  '�@। �� /��� *��� ,��4�। #��� (�+ #��� C��#। �4+���� /(���� > > 
&' �� ���� /C�# vT j�� ��' � �� । ���� ���#D�� A*L�� ���4 ���� �M#�(�$�� ���# 
��(��� C��#। ���M� ��� C��# ����� /���k। &� ��H ���# ����� /���C /��  ��� k����# 
���@� ��M ���  `�4 ���� .������� .���P�N ���  ��(��� C��#। ���#D�� /*���� *���� �� 
):(��� &#�� ������ ‘��’-�� ��। 
 

������� �.��� #��$ <,� �N�� 
 

 (����N (O�#�-����-�PN� /��k)-*UL�� �� ������� /���� ������N *����# ���.� 
��� #�� �� �$। <,� �N�� ,��$। ��# *����# ���.� 4L��#' �L�.�� #��$। �Q /��# .��.� 
.� �$। ��# *����# ���.� ��.��� ��*������ ������* ���  #��� ��(��F।  
 

 ������� �.��� �� ���� �X�� ��"�(�c ��# *����# ���.� ��* �(� �$। �������� <,� 
���� ���  ���F। �.��� ��G�" &��� �� ��� .�  �� #�| ��� ���� <,� ��� ,��$। ��# 
���.� ���4 /�����\� �L�.�� #��$। (�#�� ���� ����  $  ��7� '��� �4+�� �L�.�� #���$। 
���� O�#�-���� /���k� 7�� ��' ��� ,��$।  
 

�} ���� �����I /(�.��4, sg ��<�-��� ���D *X�� ��' � *����� <#��, ���� �.��# 
�y� .�� /C�# �G�� �L �}� ���� <,� �N�� ,��$। �^��  ���� �� ������ �#���# 
���������� /��� ��(��� /�#� & )L���# ��l� ��#�*L� (����4।  
 

�X�+ �"�-� ��# &R�"I &(����, sg ��<�-$�7��� �V� ��# /*��� ������������ 
#�� /C�# ���� ��' �� �L �X�+ �"�-�� �# ����4 ���#�  �� #�� &R�" jm #���$। 
*�+��? /� ��� ��' � �(� �$, ���� ��� ��  /�, #���8�, ,9:�� ��� 2�.3 <,� �N�� ,��$। 
 

                -&V����� ���#�, ss ��<�, stps 
 

.���(�$ ' ��D� /*�� ���#� ���������� .��� ��*�$ 
 

 7Y��|��� /#� ;�, sg� ��<�-(� ���� �� #�� &R�" ,���� �$ ���������� 
�������.� ��~ �N��� � �� .���(�$ ��� ��D� /*�� ���#�  PmK�X"+ )|� ���� ���$। ��#-
.������� �� ���� 
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 `’/#�W�� /*� �� �( #���$�, ���� �� �J� ' &.� /*���� /��� ����� 
#L�\���\� ���# ,W4 ��� �$। �������� �� ���� �#$� )E�E, �#�4 ��� ��� �*�' ��� 
#���$। 
 

.���(�$ ' ��D� /*�� )|� ���������� ���� &*�  ����� ������.�4 #L�\��\ `�4� 
���L *����. ��@���� �C ���$B .�  /(�$। ��# .�������� �� ����� *�����.� 7�� ��+� 
#��� .��।  
  
 ����� #L�\��\�# *WX"+ ���$B #��� 7���L ���������� /*��� /$�4 ��� ��( .�  
*����# PmK�X"+ `�4 /�� /*�� ' �#�4 ,��,��� /*�� ��* #�� ��� �$। �� /*��P�� ������� *�- 
#��N:���� /��(����( �G� #����।  
 

 ���������� )��#+� &R�"I � ��. � ���.�� �#�4 �� #� #�4 9������( ������.�4 
/C�# /��(�.��4� ���# )�;� ��+�G" #��� ���F�, ��C �������� &,�#� ���4� '�� .�� ���  
#� #� .������# ��� #��, ��#� .������� ������.��4� ���# ���� । 
 

 &z��� �� (�@�I  &�' &��� #C� �������� �� )|�� /$�4 /$�4 &z��� �� *�(@ 
#���$। �� ��P�� ������L� �R-)��#J� ���#�  *�R  .�  7�@�$। �� &z��� ��P��� 
������ ���L /��(����( �����' *G� .� �$। �������� �*� ���#� *���G� #��� 7���L 
#��N:���� ���# ��C ��C ����� � #��$। ���������� #��$ ��� ��*�$ /�, ������� ���# 
&P � ��# .����� ���.� ����� #L�\���\� '�� �������.�� ������ &R�" &4�# ���� 
����।  
 

 <*-�I 7�8�L, /�� ������� �������.� (� �J.v����� ���� ���� �4+�� ,����  .���(�$ ' 
��D� /*�� ���#�  &R�" jm #��, �#x �R �����R��"� &�d�  jR��� /����� ���# �-�� 
&z�(�� #��।  
 

 .���(�$ .�F ��D� ��� �#�4 /���>�4, ��4 *����# ��# /C�# �� ���� PmK�X"+। 
�#$��� &�( ������.��4� #L�\���\� ��� �J��� �L �� /���>�4 ���  ��#�*� ����� /C�# 
�� ।  
 

 ����� /���� ����B )|�� )��;� �������.�� ��P��� ���L �� /��(*X� ;���� .� �$। 
�������� � )|�� <C� ���# /� �#� ����.��� .�  ��N�$�, �� /* )�;�� �����+ >�4�$। 
�������.� *����" ������L�� *�- *�- /(���� ���� /*���� *����G� #�� /����  /�� ������ 
���.�� *��*��L �� ������" �J�� /�� �$।  
 

 ��# ���.� ���+�DI ��.�4� /C�# ��
 <����� ����F, ��� ����� /���� #��N:��, 
��(��� ' �Xm-����� *�� #��। �����.� ���.�� #L�b &��� /.��* ��H�# ���, (�#�� 
��:��.��4� ���������� *�- �# *�>?+ ��#.����� /����� �(��� /*� �.� . । � �� (��4 
#��N:�� �.� /C�# o ���� �X��। �#� �����*� &.� .�  #��N:�� .�*������ ���+ .। ��# 
/*� ���4 ���� #�� #��N:�� ��' �� ��C ��:��.��4� #��$ �������� ����� ���� /� । <,� 
�N��� � �� ��#�� ,W4 /� ।  
 

 ������� ���# ��������I ���&��� ��# �� # �Xm-������� ���, �������� A* ���� 
#L�\��\ ��� #��� �� ������� ���# ��(�  ,���$ ��� /��  ������.�4 /C�# �#�� 
��#.����� /*� ����� �' �� . ।  
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 &' ��� ��( /����� *���� )��� �, (�#�� ��D� /*��� #��$ �#  *�>�?+ $’� 
��#�*� �.� .  ��� `�4 �4+�� ' /,�� ��� /(���P�� �������.�� ���� &�*। )E�EP�� 
#��N:��� ���������� #�+�#�S &� .� �$। &' ��� /�� �J���� *�- ���, `’�#���� *�: 
/��� /C�# ��#�*L ��l� .�  ����।  
 
 �����.� /C�# #������ ,R��+� ����$I *�: �����.� /��� �� <�  ����� ���������� 
����। �� /���� <�� ,���4 �.#���� ���L ���(c, ��4��, '(�H *WX"+��� �������.�� ����। 
&� *�� �.#���� ���L �#��� #L�\���\� �#$� )�� $�N� *WX"+  *��� 
��� ������ ���#� 
/���� ���F। #L�\���\� �����.�� �#��� ����4��� >�H�4।  
            -��(�{�, ss ��<�, stps 
 

HEAVY FIGHTING CONTINUES 
PAK FORCES CAPTURE PABNA TOWN 

 

The recapture of the whole of Lalmonirhat-Mughalhat area including the 

cantonment and the airbase in the northern sector was the most significant score of the 

Bangladesh Liberation Army on Sunday, report PTI and UNI. Another victory, 

though small in dimension, was a crushing defeat on the pak troops near Tangail. 
 

The West Pakistan Army had, however, recaptured Pabna towon on the 

day.Massive air support was given to the troops in Dinajpur, Goalanda, Rajshahi, 

Kustia And Jessore Where the Pakistan Air Force planes bombed several times to 
shatter the resistance of the Muti Fouz. Chittagong outskirts were also bombed. 
 

Menwhile,heavy fighting was reportedto be going on in Dacca wher the 

liberation gorces embraked upon a big operation Dacca drive by opening a new front 

near Narsingdi.Repeated assaults were also made to occupy or immobilise the 

Dhulupara airfield in Comilla,Heavy fighting also flared up near the Hardinge (Sara) 

Bridge. 
 

Engaged as they are in fighting. The Mukti Fouj have been consolidatin their 

position in the already liberated zones such as Sylhet, Mymensingh and parts of 

Comilla. 
 

In the Lalmonirhat Encunter two companies or Pakistan Army Were 

Exterminated and quite a few of them while runnin marked or in civil dress were 
butchered by the local people. 
 

The Mukti Fouz also inflicted a crushing defeat on pakistani Army column 

near Tangail,a sub-divisional town in Mymensingh district, close to Dacca. the 

defeated Pakistani troops fled in disarray.The Pakistani Army command had sent this 

column to dislodge the Mukti Fouz from Tangail and ultimately recapture 

Mymensingh,under the control of the freedom fighter. 
 

In Dacca,the liberation army on Sundy launced a storng offensive, operation 
Dacca by opening a new front near Narsingdi, and engaged them on the Pakistani 

Army at Tarapur. 
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Pkistan Army columns, however, moved out of Dacca for apturing Narsingdi 

Crossing the Demra river. Pakistani troops took positions for the assault on the strong 

Liberation force units. 

 

The Pakista troops appeared to be making cautious moves for the assault,and 

have entrenched themselves at a distance of eight kms from the liberation Army 
formations at Narsingdi. The Pak Army is meantime reported having occupied 

Munsiganj, 25 miles west of Dacca. 
 

RAJSHAHI: The liberation forces also made a determined effort to eject 
Pakistani troops from the cantonment three km from Rajshahi. The offensive followed 

reports that abut 1,000 troops had crossed the Jamuna and were near Pabna town in 
their march towards Rajshai. 

 

Bitter fighting between the West Pakistani marauders and the Liberation 

forces was going on near hardinge (sara) Bridge on Sunday, according to Dr. Ashabul 

Huque, Advuser, South-west command of the Liberation army. He said to a army 

agency on trunk telephone from kushtia that the west Pakistani Army and Air Force 

shelled and bombed the bridge. Fighting was also going on in Kumarkhali area. Eight 

miles east of kushtia. 

 

The West Pakistani Army Were now entirely trapped in Rangpur town with 

the Lalmonirhat air field, Teesta Bridge and haragachi ferry ghat under complete 

control of the Liberation forces. The major poration of the Mukti Fouj at Lalmonirhat 

have also started for Rangpur town. 

 
The whole of Rangpur district, excepting the town and the cantonment and 

Saidpur was now under the control of the Mukti Fouj. Meanwhile, Two companies of 
the Pakistani Army, which tried to proceed to Dinajpur, were ambushed and they had 

to fall back to the Rangpur base. 
 

SYLHET : In Sylhet the Liberation Army has consolidated its hold on the 
town recapturing the radio and railway stations. 

 

Sylhet town continud to be deserted on the third day with the civilians fleeng 

to villages. The town continued to be will-guarded by a Liberation Army unit who on 

Saturday ambushed and killed a reconnoitering pary of 12 West Pakistanis. 

 

Barring the northern parts of Comilla which are under the Mukti Fouz, the 
Pakistan Army hold the comilla airfield and cantonment. But as the freedom figters 

hold the supply routes to the garison in Comilla and Sylhet supplies can be made only 
by air which is very difficult during the storm season of April-May .The situation will 

become more difficult during the coming month. 

 

The control of the entire contryside comprising the districts of Comilla, Sylhet 

and Mymensingh by the Liberation Army means control of the food-producing 

regions. The area also produces Pakistan bulk tea. 
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PABNA CAPTURE : The jPabna town was captured by a detachment of about 

100 troops sent from Dacca two days ago. 

 

Pakistani troops went on the Teesta Bridge region. Hundreds of huts were set 

on fire and people killed indiscriminately.  

 
Streams of evacuees from Pabna are crossing to this side through Karimpur 

border of Nadia district, Krishnanagar relief sources said. 
 

Reports have come in frpm several parts of Bangladesh of heavy stafing and 
bombing by Pakistani planes. Ther was heavy bombing at Kushtia, Jessore, Rajshahi, 

Sylhet, Dinajpur and Feni.  
 

Pakistani 52-53 bombers also ombed the outskirt of chittagong, and battery 

mortars and thanks were also used.The bombing in this area appears to be aimed at 

making way for army engineers to repair the vital Comilla-feni-Chittagong road link, 

cut off earlier by liberation force . 
 

GOALANDA BOMBED: A report received at Chuadanga in kushti district 

said Pakistani planes bombed and starafed Goalanda about 2 p.m on Sunday. About 

200 Pakistani paratroopers reportedly landed at Goalanda two days ago.  
 

Bombing is said to have taken a coniderable toll of lives in Goalanda.A large 
number of houses were destroyed. 

 
 

-Hindusthan Standard.12
th

 April 1971 

 

�����.� �.��� <��*��� ���������� .��� 
 

 �����.�, sf ��<�-��4���� #��$ �����*�� .��� �#’� ��#���� &� ��� .� �$। 
�����.� �.��� #L�\��\ �� ����L�। �����*��� &� /*��� �(�  �����P�� �B �B #�� 
/��H� ' ��� ��# A*L�# ��H�� /�� #�� ��� #��। 
 

 �������� �����.� �.��� )*��� # <��*�� ��� �� �$। /��#���4 /����� �L ���� 
&��� ���� �$। �#$� �#$� /��#���4 ������L �����$। .������� ���� ���� .�� � ���� ���� 
��� �L �.�� #�������� #�� .� �$।  
 

 �����.� #L�\��\ /C�# 7���� .�  ��#���� �� �����.� �.��� �# 
�;L /#�S �(�  
&4# �� �$। �������� ��#�*���� ����L� $�7�� ���#���� ���� /.�*���� ���  �� /O�� 
/O�� ���G� #�� /���$ �R ���#�  &�$ �#� । &� *#��� �����.� �.��� '�� &��� ���#D�� 
���� .�� /� । ���� ���� /C�# /���(��� P�� $�H�N �(��# ' ���������� '�� &>�� .��� 
/,T� #��।  
 

 '���# (���N� ���  �#�� ��#���� ��4���� ���# �P�� C��#। .��k+c �~��� #��$ 
�������� ����� ���� /� । /*����.� /�#�  #�� �� ��� .��� /,T� #��। ,����� /C�# #� # 
.���� �������� '��� '�� &R�" .��। <�� &>��� �R�� ����+D .�  ��N। )��#����� 
#���� /���4  
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*��� *����। ���# /*��� :���� �C ��� ��4���� ���# �P�� C��#। �����*��� ��C ����� ���� 
/� । ����# �����.� /���  MN-�J�T /�� �(� �$। ��#���� �� ��� ���B । 
       -&V����� ���#�,s� ��<�,stps 
 

O�#�� 7�#�� �N��, ������� &��� ���- 
.�������� .�' �� .���� 

  
 ���������� �X�+ �"�-� #���8�� /��T�<�  ��#������# ��� #��� &� *����. *N# 
��m��� #��� .����� ���.� ������ /(���� �� )��R� #�� <,� &R�" ,��� । ����� *.� �� 
#�� ,���4 �-� ����। ~�["���N � �i �#�����4�� ��G�" #*�� �.� ��� ��� &������ ��# 
���� /����-�J�T #�� ,�� �� । 
 

#*�� /�� /]�  &� ����� ������ *����{� ��� #��$। ��#������ �GL PmK�X"+ 
&��7N�- ��[����N � ���#� ��m���। &��7N� /�� ��� ��' ���������� .���। ����� &� 
�#�4 �GL, O�#� )|�� )��;� /*���� *�- *����( *�� ��� 2�.3, � ��*�. )|��� 
���������# ���FB #�� /���। 

  
7Y� ��� �������� ������� �.�*. ����� ��� >�H�4P�� &(�� ����। &�(� �� ���� 

��~ *�:��� �Q ��#�*L .��.� . । ��� ������� &��� ����� ���.�� )��#��� &�*। /��k' 
���#D� )��L ��e� ���� ����  ���$ /�, ������� /C�# �����.���� ���� *���  ��� �$।  

 
��� *#��� �������� ��* O�#� /C�# ��� sr ���� �X�� *����� �#�4 ��# ���.�� 7�� 

<�� &>�� .�� ���.������ &' ��� ��( *X�� �� ��� ��' � �� । �� ���#��# O�#�� 7�#�� 
��� �� । �����.�, #��T �, 2�.3, � ��*�., #���8�, .��(c ��~ �N�� ,���$। ����� ���.� *��� 
�~� ���� /����$ ��� /�N�����, #�������� &� ������. ���#�  .�������� .�4�  ��� �$। 
#��T � �.�� ���' /�����?+" . । <�� ����  �?+" ,���$ , ��� /(� ��V ��' *�:��� /*����� 
.���। (���N� sig � ��#�*L�# ���� �>�� /����$। '���#  ��#���� O�#� /C�# /����  
��*�.�� ���# ��(�  ��  ��� ��~ *�>�?+� �� �� �N ����L �V��4 ��� #��। �������� ��� 
:���|��। 

 
~�["���N � $�N�' ��� O�#�, ,3:��, A* ����, �����.�, �����, #��T �, 2�.3, � ��*�. 

��� #���8�  /�����?+" #�� . । 2�.3 �.� ���+�� ��� �#x &� �#�4 /<�(�� ���। >�� >�� 
�����C DX��#J� ��, #��N���� �N��-� �.���� *��L� ){� &4 .����।   

 
������� �.�P��� .����� /����� .����  ){� `’� *�H'��� )����*� �.� .। /���� 

�*�L�� ����� :��P���� ��4���� ,��� । &����� �����>�4 *�������� ����F /�, &� ���� 
������N�� <,�� ���� .���� . ।  

 
��#����� /C�# &����� *�������� ���, �������� /C�# �� �� *���{ ���  ���� ��H, 

.���� 7��� ��*�$। &(���� 2�.3 /C�# &� #� #� �~�4� ,�#� ��* /��H$�। ��H�� ��� 
2�.3 /��� *WX"+ ���������� ���� । ��H�� &�' ���, 2�.�3�, 2�.�3� /#�C�' *����# ��*�� 
)�DK /�। 

      -&V����� ���#�,si ��<�,stps 
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Army keeps up pressure on Sylhet, Comilla 

Bid to capture Rajshahi foiled 

 

 Agartala, April 15 (UN1/PTI)- Consolidating their gains in the first three weeks of 

the war for the liberation of Bangladesh, the liberation forces today frustrated  the 

Pakistan Army's continued bed to eject freedom fighters from important fowns in the 
western and eastern sectors. 
 

 In the eastern sector, the We3st Pakistanis kept up pressure on Sylhet, Chandpur 

and Comilla apparently aiming to kate communication links with Dacca and 

Chittagong. 
 

 The Mukti Fauj, which fought a grim battle to check the adbance of the Pakistani 

troops towards Rajshahi throughout the day, were successful in holding the troops at 

bay on the outskirts of the town, according to reports from across the border. 
 

 The freedom fighter also silenced the Pakistani guns across the Ujaneshwar bridge 

over river Titas and sent the troops fleeing. The Pakistan army had made a determined 

bed to cross the river and capture Brahmanbaria which is under the control of the 
liberation forces.  
 

 With skies remaining cloudy over most parts of Bangladesh, the Pakistani air 

action was limited to Mymensingh town,  
  

 Contrary to their earlier claims, the Pakistani troops were bolding only tghe 

northern portion of Sylhet town today while the liberation forces withdrew to the 

south bank of the Surma river.  
 

 The Mukti Fouj also destroyed the bridge over the Kattakhali river and at 

Kumardaha and retained theircontrol over Bogra.  
 

 The border town of Kasba was beavily shelled by the Pakistgani Army which was 
using inland waterways to fihgt the liberation forces. 
 

 While Kushtia remained under the control to the liberation forces, an armoured 
column sent form Rangpur to relieve the pressure on beleagured Pakistani troops in 

Dinajpur reached the town today and engaged the freedom fighters who were 
resolutely holding out.  
  

A report received tonight form Chaudanga in Bangladesh said heavy fighting was 

raging at Iswardy close to the Hardinge Bridge.  
 

 Fierce fighting was also going on in the Gangasagar area in the Comilla sector. 

The Pakistan Army used heavy artillery guns. booms of whih could be heard in 

Agartala.  
 

 According to an Agartala report the Army was making a desperate bid to capture 

Akhaura, an important railway junction town in the Comilla sector.  
 

-Hindusthan Standard, 16 April, 1971. 
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�"�-�� ��� 
 
����� ���.� ������� �"�-� �N �#��� *���L )�+ #���$। ���� (�#�� ������� 

�.� /C�# ��# *�H��� � ���.��# .�4�  ��� �$।  ����� ���.�� �� &R��" ��# ���.�� ����? 
G�� *���� . । �$�N� ����� �.��� ���(�c ����� ���.�� .��� ��#-���.� ���+�D .� �$। ,3:��, 
#���8� ' O�#��� ��# ���� ���.� <,� /�����?+" #���$ ��� /���(� /C�# P�� ,���� �$। 
������� 7�#�� ��#���� `’� *�H'����# .�L� #���$। ����� >����N *� ���N�  /� � . ।  

 
�*��4 �.��4 �������.�� ���� �� �$। ���� <#��, ������ ������� .��� ��. ������� 

(�I) ������� 7�� ��# ���� ���.� /�����?+" #���$। &#����"�� ��� <#��, ������ ,�-��(��� 
����#(" ���� �$ /�, *�: �*��4 /C�# #���8� ��+{ ��D�"+ �� (�  ��# *����# ��*�� /#� 
)�DK ��। ���� &�d� #���$ /� ���� . ��� �N �#��� �N�� ����� ����। 

 
�"��-� ��� K���I (� so� ��<� 
��� ������ <���!� ��� ���7�� &.�� ��H� 

���.��*# /���� ��?�" ��H,� /*��L�G� �� />�?"� #��। �� ��H,� /*��LG 
��� ������ 
����B �"�-� ����� ��R�� ��� ���,��� #��$। /��� ��� /# ������, ���� ' �4� �����; /��� 
����� /��������# �*��4, #���8�; /��� �� �7� �.���# ,3:�� ' /� �����; /��� *��78�.�# 
� ��*�. ' 4�-��� ��� /��� �� � '*���# #��T �, �������, ����� �"�- ���,���� ��� K 
<�� #�� .� �$। 

 
*��� ~���� ���I si� ��<�। ���� <#��, )�L �����.�� ���.��*# *��� ~���� ��� ��  

����� �������.� ' ���#D�� .����� �-� ���.�� ���L *�D �� ��� ����� �N�� ,��। ����� 
�������.�� ��~ &R��"� ���� .����� ���.� ���m" ��� /��  )����? ������ ���L . , �#x 
������ �(�  ��+� ���.�� #� #�� ��+� �}�(��+ ��N k��� ���� �� । ��� ������.� *�(���� *��� 
~���� ��� ������ � !�" ����� *G� .। 

 
���4 ���� ��*I ������, s�� ��<�। 
��� ������ /����� <#��, (� s�� ��<� 

����� �������.�� <,� &R��"� ���� ��# .����� ���.� ���+�D .�  ��N। �� *�  ��# 
�������.�� ����� ���� $��- ���+�D �y���.��# *�.��L#�� ��(�  &�*। �#x �������.�� 
��~ ��e� &R��"� ���� ����� ���� ��* .�  �� । �� ��  /��4 sp ��� ���� ��* . । 

 
 �������.�� *���LI ������, s�� ��<�। *����� <#��, �����-��D� /��*N�#� 7�� 
����� �������.� ��l�� ���.�� �#�4 /9� &R�" ,��� । /�� #� # >\� ����� ����� �� 
��#���.� ���D .  । � ���� fg � ��# /*� �.� . । 
 
 *�+��? *����I ~�["���N � �#�4 ‘‘����* /*��’’ ��  ����� ���.� ' ��#������ ���L 
����� *�>+? . । ��+��� /*���4 ����� ���.�� ���� �� �$। 
 
 ���������� 7Y� ' 7Y�-�X�+ )|�� ����� *�>+? ,���$। �$�N� O�#�� &������ 
�������.�� *��C ��# ���.�� *�>+? ,��$। 7Y�-��l� )|�� ��# A*�L� &R�" �������.�� 
<������ #���$। 7���(� �� ����� ���.�� ���� �� �$। ��# ���� ���.� � ��*�., /��, 
&j(c, *���#��� <,� /�����?+" #��।   
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*�+��? ���� <#��, �������.� ,� �k�-�� ��# ���.�� .���� �LC+ #�� ��� �$। � ��*�.-#���8�� 
tgg �#�����4�� ��C ����� ��� ,���$। 

-��������, s��?+, s� *��L�, sp ��<�, stps 
 

&��7N� ��� ��  /��� �N�� 
 
 ����#�����, sp ��<�-&��7N� /�� /]� ��� ��  ��#������ *�- ������������ /��� 
�N�� ,���$। <�������� ���� ��#-���.� �� ��� �। #���8� ��� A�������� )|�� ����� <,� 
&R��" �Q /��# ���� �� । 7������� (� ���� ��� ����������� /� <������ ,����  ���F �� 
�LC+ #�� ���� � /��� �� ���� ~�["���N �� 7Y�-��l� ���# /.��#b�� ' ]����� A*L ��  
���F। 

 
&� ��#��� �(����' ����� �N�� jm .� �$। �N�� ,��$ (-� *�(��'। ��#�*��� *�+�� 

/��N����4 ��� )��� #���$। ���� ���G�� �#�#� ��*� �# /���� /���$, ��� ,�? &��� 
G��:D .��� *w��� /��� ��� �$। 

 
������L� �������� /C�# ������ ����L �Q 7��� ,�� ��*�$। &� ��+{ ���� *��L� 

��H�N� �$ fg .����। �� ���L &(����� ��"�C+�� *��L� i .����।  
 

��l� �"�-� �������� /(���� #� ��  �N�$। 
 

/��.����, sp ��<�-��#������ #��� ' /�����?+�"� /��#������ #��� �L ��l� 
�"�-� �������� *WX"+ /(���� #� �� )��� #��$। �"�#��� �.*�� ���� �.�P�� /C�# 
)*����# �(��#��� ����� �� (�  *���  ��� �$। ������L� #��T �, ,� �k�-� ' /��.���� /C�# 
*�D )*����# �(��#��� *���  /�' � .� �$।  

 

�������� �.��� /(�� �� (�P���� ���#�  /C�# �R� 7�� )��#+�� .�� ��� )��� 
#���$। ������L� ������������ *���#��� ��<*X .�� jm #���$। &� *UL�� #��T � �.�� 
��#���� O�#�� (N�� ��� �X�+ ��# ��# /C�# �������� )��#+�� &R�" ,��� । ��� .������� 
����+D .�  ��N। ������ 7� ��G� /��� �N�� ,���$। 

  

���������� ��# ������ ���, #�4 ���� ����*� #��� ��� #� #�4 ���4�� ' 
/����m ���� /��� ��H�� �R�# *.��� .�4�  ���� ����। �,� ��H��� /(���� ��� ��� )�L�.� 
����� .��।  

 

��#������ #��N:���� ����� /,T� <��.� 
 

 #��N:�� (��������)- #��N:�� /C�# f� ���� �� �X�� /��(��.��4 (�#�� 
�������� ' ��#������ ���L /��� �N�� . । ��H,� ��# /*� �.� ' &4� &.� . । �#� 
���������' &.� .। �������� �#$� )E�E /#�N �� �$। �� �N���  7�  �G� �4+��, 
/���(� ��� ������ �L�.�� #��। ��� ��#���.� ��$� .4�� ���L . । /�� ����� ���� /�� 
#� #�4 ���N�� ��#�*��� ��4��4 ,���  ' &P ���(�  /� । ���������� /�JK /� 
2�����.���� ' 2����.� &�� ���। <*-� 7�8�L, �������� C�#�� �� ��#�*��� #��N:�� 
����� /� �^��  /,T� ,��� , �������� �� �LC+ #�� ��� �$।  

                                                             -&V����� ���#�,sr ��<�, stps 
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���������� ,� �k�-� ���, &��7N�  ��e� &R�" 
 
&(����, r� ��<� (�7�&�)-�������� &� )����� ��#�*L��� ^��� )��#J� /�� 

����� '�� <,� �#��� ��e� &R�" jm #���$। ������� A*L�� ����� '�� )��2�{ 
�4+���� /(����?+" #���$।  

 
#J�(� /C�# ��' � �# ���� <#��, �������� ���������� ��G"-��l� )|�� ,� �k�-� 

���� '��' &�' <,� ��e� &R�" jm #���$। (� ���� ��#���.� ���������� &R��"� ���� 
��$� .4�� C��# ��� /�? ��+{ ,� �k�-� /$�N /��� ���L . । �7�&�-� ���, ���������� 
�������� ��~ *�>+�?� �� #��T � /���� *�� �.� ,� �k�-� &��� ��� #�� �� �$। &� ���� 
*����{� '��� /C�# ��' � ����� ���Y�� ��H�� �4� ���� �$। �������� ,� �k�-� �.��� <��{ 
/��.����-,� �k�-� *N�# )��;� PmK�X"+ ��C���-� /*���4' ��� #���$। 

 
#J�(� /C�# ���4&�’� ���� ��� .� �$ /�, ���#D�� A*L�� /��.���� ����� �L 

)���� jm #���$ ��� ����+� A*L�� /��.���� /C�# ,�� ���� �X�� &������� /��H�$�$। 
&����� /C�# ���� *���{ *�� ���� �X��। &����� /C�# ���� /��.������ '�� /(����?+" #��$।  

 
�� &�(� �# ���� ��� .� �$� /�, ���#D���� #�� &��7N� /�� ��� ��� #��� �� 

&� *#�� ��4�� *�  .�'�� �� ��� .�  �.�� /��H$� । �.�� O��#� ���� >���N� ��� ������  
&P ��(��� C��#। ���� *���{ /C�# &P�� ���� /��� /��� C��#। �����  *���{ ��� /C�# 
��� �� �#�����4�� �X��।  

 
&(���� /C�# ��� ��' � /(�$ /�, ���#D���� �� &��7N� ' ~�["���N �� ���L 

/���C /����� #��� jm #���$ ��� ;��  ���*V���� �V�# /����  #�� #��� ���L #��$। 
���#D�� &R��"� �X�+ ��+{ ������� )���+��� &��7N� ��+{ /9 ,��� /����$��। #�� ���� 
���#D���� &��7N� /]�� /O�#�� &�( /]��� *�D #�+,����� &(����  ,�� /(�$। 

 
��#� ������ ��* #��� /,T�I ���� /C�# ��#�� �Y ����F /�, ���������� 

������ /���� ���#D���� R��(� /� ����� /���� /�� ' ,3:��� #"+���� ��� ��#� �������� 
'�� ���� &R�" ,����F। ,3:���� ����+L )|��� #������ '��' ���� ���� /C�# ��#4 ' 
/���(��� P���?+" #��। ���� #"+���� ����`L� /#S )��;�। ��`L� /#S ����� �L #�u�� ' 
#����� )|��� '�� ���� $���*L' ���� �$। 

 
��#*�� )|�� /��� �� �� )�� ���������� �#�� ��#-A*�L� '�� )��#+� &R�" 

,��� । 
 

*��� /*��� #��$ <,� �N��I /�N����� /C�# &(� ��(�@+� ���������� &��#�4 �� 
��#-���.�� *����. �L�;� ��#� #�� ��� �$। �� ��#���.� ���� /C�# ��#�*-#��T � *N�#� 
`’���� &R�" ,����� ,����� #��T �� ���# ��(�  &*�$�।  

 

.��k+c /*��� #��$ <,� �N�� ,��$। �������� #��T � ' ,� �k�-�  )��;� ��#- ���.��# 
���FB #�� ��� �$ ��� (N�� ��� �X�+ ��� /C�# ��������� ���# ):*��� �R�*L��� (��' 
<��.� #���$। *����� &��� ��� /(�$ /�, .���� .���� ���# �������� *�#���� ��(+�@� 
/*����.��� /��(�� #��$। 
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����-#��T � *����( �C ���FBI /(�.��4 /C�# ��' � ���4&�’� ���� <#��, &� 
�������� �# K��� &R��" ���� ' #��T �� ��L��+� ��#������ *����( �G�� ' *�����.� �C 
���FB #�� /� । *����{� '��� /C�# ��+����(L *X��  ���� �� *���� /��H�$। ���������� �� 
*����L� ��D���� *���� ��' ��' � �� �।  

 
������L� #��T � /C�# &(� ��"�C+���� ���� /*��� ��#������ �=�� )�L�,���� �� 

#��.� /��� ���F। ���� #��T � �.��� �#4��+� :��P��� �� .������' /��� >�-���N ���N�  
��� �$। ��#���� /��H$���� &�(� :����*��� :�� /$�N ,�� �(� �$�। ������� )|�� 
���������� <,� ����� ��� ��#������ ):(�� *w� . �। 

 

������� )|�� ���������� � !"��� �.�� /C�# ��H,� �#�����4�� �X�� �����N��� �# 
(L���* ��#���� /��� /(�$।  

 

���� *���{ /C�# *�� ���� �X�� �N��I &� ���� ������ *���{��+� �.� #J�(�� ��� 
/��H$�  /�, ?�4�4 *����# (�N��� /,�� ��#���� /��.���� <��� #�� ��� <���#��� `’���# 
/����� ����� )*����# �L����� .�L� #�� ' :��P���� &P ���� । 

 

�� �������� ' ��#������ ���L �N�� ,��$ ���� *���{ /C�# ��� *�� ���� �X�� 
��� #J�(�-#������ *N# /C�# /(���P��� &' �� /��� ���F।    

                                   
                                                                               -��(�{�,st ��<�,stps 

 
/��.���� &��� ���, �����4#�' ��������� ��  ��- 

/*����� *����L� �� *���L 
 

���������� ��G /*����� *����L� �� *���L। &���#�� ���"��E ��� � ��# ���.�� 
��m�� <,� *�>�� *�:�� ,����  �������� ��� ���������� #� #�4 PmK�X"+ )|� ��m��� 
#�� �� �$। ������ �� ����� )�;� )��G�#J� ��{ C�#�  &� �������.� ������ ��� *|  
#�� ��~ &R��" ���.�� #���$ .����� A*L���। 2�.3 �.��� )�X�� �����4#� �����V�� (� 
#� #�� ��� `� ��G� ��� � &R�" ,��$�। ��#���� /*�� /C�# /��� ���L .� �$। &����� 
*�������� 2� �� ������� ����F, <�  sig � ��#�*� &z*��+" #���$ ���������� #��$, 
'���# .��.��� *��L� )�#। ����4#� /C�# ��� `’�#�����4�� �X�� �����(�� 7��;� .�  ��� 
����� <�LG ����� /�� �$। ��#���.� �� �����V� /C�# .�4 �(�  /�? �N�� ,����F। 
���� �^��  �.������ *��  �J�4���� �#�4 �����V� ���� �$� ��� ���#D�� *�#�� /*�4�# 
&���# �� ��� �$�। 

 

��� `����� ���# ��� &�* /�, ������ *���{��+� /��.���� ��#���� ��� #�� 
�� �$। *UL�� �� &��� &V *����। �������.� ��� /C�# .�4�  ��� �$ .��������। 
/��.���� /9����� �#� #�+� ���� *����{ &2  /��� �� ��� /�, ��#���� ��*��� ���(� 
*.� ��  �.��4 ��4��4 #�� )�# ���N>� �����  ��� �$। ��� ���� �������.�� ��N� /��  ���L 
. । ,� �k�-� �.��4 �� �����*�� ����। �.��� ����� ���� ,��$। 

 

&� �#�4 �N �  �X�+ ��� #*�� । &����� *������# ��?�� ���� ����F, &(���� 
/C�# fg ���� �X�� ���� *����{� #���*�(��� '���� #*��  ��#���.� #’�� ��� $�7� 
/(�N�$�। ��   
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*�J� :���4�� ��#���� ��CF ��4���� ' )�_#�� ,���� �$। ��� /��� ���4� #L�b 
(� ����� /�JK �������� )��#+� &R�" ,����  /�N’� �R�*L �.� #�� )|��4 ��� #�� 
�� �$। �X��X�+ �X�+ ���#D��� ��*��� ��( �!� ���¡� &��� ���N�� ��#���� C�� /(�N�$�। 
�������.� /*� ���N�4' 7�N�  /�। �� �.��� ���N�� ���N�� /� ���#D�� ���#� 'N��� .� �$� 

��� ���.�� /*��� /*� *� ���#� ����  ���������� ���#� 7�N�  /�। *�D :����*���' 
&��� &�D &�D ���� ���� &*�$। 
 

&��7N� /�� /]��� #��$' <�� ��� ,��$। ���� ������ ���.���� ��H�� &4#� �N�� 
)�;�। &(���� /C�# �� ���� �X�� �*-�� ��� /*���4 �������� 7�N�  ��� �$। ~�["���N ���' 
��#���� #�@ <��������  *�X�� । 

 

.��k+c �� *��� /*�� ���#�  �N�� �� �����। /��� #��$ �# &#�¢# *�>+? /�N�� 
��#���� �.� .� �$। ���� ��# ���� ���.� /�����?+" #���$ ��D�। �����-������.��4� ���L 
*N# ' /����C� /��(�����(� �L�;�' &� ���FB .�  /(�$ ���������� ������ । O�#� �.��� 
&������ ��� 4�-����' )����� �N��� � ��� ��' � /(�$।  

 

&� ��# *����# #�J+�G 
�#�� #��� ���L . /�, ���������� �N �N �.�P�� ��� 
��XL। /*����.� )��#J� ���� /���� /#S /C�# ��� .� �$ /�, �� �.��� <�  �� .���� 
)����*� :��� ,�� /(�$।  

 

����� )|�� @�#�(�H' ' ������� /C�# 7Y� ):*��� �#�4 ��# ���.��# �������� 
<������ ���� /� । 

 
                                                             -&V����� ���#�, fg ��<�, stps 

 

��������� �N��� � �^��  ��+�  
���������� *�HN��� &R��" ��#���.� ��+�D 

 

fs/� ��<�-(�#�� ���#�� ��������� �N��� � �^��  ��+�  jm .� �$। ���� �� 
.�F�, �� .� �������� #�J+# ���#D�� A*�L� <������ #�� ��� �� �$� �#�#� ���FB�����। 
)C+��  �������� /�� *�(�@� �$� �। ����B /*£��� *�- ������ )��� � *��M���' �$� �। 
�#x (�#�� /C�# �������� ���#������� *�(�@� .�  ������ )��� � ��e� &R�" jm #�� 
��� �$। ������L ���������� *�:����� )�# )��¤ .�  7�@�$। ����� <C� ��e� ��l� /*£� 
/C�#� jm .� ��� R�� )L�L /*£�' �� ��e� &R�" &�w .��। 
 

(�#�� ���#��� �������� ���������� #��T � /���� *���{��+� ���N�����, (����� ' 
/������� ���  �� ��C �# *�- *�HN��� &R�" ,���� �$। �� *�HN��� &R��"� 7���L .�-
/��.����, ,� �k�-� )|� ��� #�� ��� /��.���� /C�# *�� ���� �X�� &�M����� ��#�*L /� >�H�4 
;�� #���$ ���# ��� #�� ��� ����� #L�\��\ ��� #��। &� *#�� ��+{ ��� ��  ��� 
/(�$ /�, �������� ������L� /#�4+ ���#� ��� #�� �� �$ ��� ���������� ��~ &R��"� ���� 
���#D�� A*L�� ��$� .4�� jm #���$ ��� ��#���.� ���+�D .�  ��N�$। ���������� ��# 
������ ���� �$।  

 

�����(� &R��"� /,T� �LC+I ����# (�#�� �-���� ���#D�� A*L�� �����(� 
&R��"� /,T� ' ���#�� #���$�। �#x ���#� /C�# <�� �J�T .' �  ��� ��D�>�4 ,��,��� 
��G *������# � .' �  ��#���.�� 7���L �LC+ .�  �� ।  
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�����(�� �������� /9�� #L�WI (�#�� ���������� �����(�� ���������� /9�� 
#L�W /���� .� �$ ��� &� *#�� /C�# ��� #�� jm .� �$। �� #L��W fgg � #�� ��G�C+��# 
*����G� /�' � .�� ��� ��G� /��? ����� �N���  ��@��� .��। 

 
&�' #� #�4 )|�� ���������� *���L  
#*�� /]� ' ��#�� /*�� ��# .����� #�� ��� 

 
&(����, ff /� ��<� ���������� �������.� &� /����� ���# &��7N� -~�G"���N � 

7���� #*�� /�� /]��4 ���#D�� A*L��� #�� /C�# ��� #�� �� �$। � ��*�. &� 2�.9 
�.��4 )��L (�#�� &��� ���#D�� A*L��� ���� /(�$। *����{� '��� /C�# *�+��? <�u ���� 
�� ��L ��� /(�$ ��� �7�&� ���� �$। #J�(� /C�# &����� ��
 *�������� ����F, 
���������� ��G"-��l� ���� )��� # /��� �� � '*�� /,������ �# ��¤�u�� ��� /(�$ /�, 
�������� <,� �N��� � �� ��#�� /*�� /C�# ��# A*L��� .�4�  ��� �$। 7Y� ��#�� /*�� 
/C�# jm #�� ��G�" ������, �N����� ' �M#�(�$� ��� ��+{ ��DJ� )|� )��#�� #�� 
�� �$। 

 
������� ��#�*L�� �� /#�� #L�\��\ ���#���� &�� &�$। *����{� '��� /C�# 

��� /(�$ /� , ���������� �!�*�� &� ���������� �# )¤�� ;�� ��H��� �������� �# /(�� 
A�@�# ����� .�  #�#P�� �*��{ �� �$।  

 
� ��*��.� ��- 4L�d����( ��#�*L����(I �7�&� ���� �$, O�#� /C�# ������ 

#L�\���\ A*L &����� �� � ��*��.� �� >�4। � ��*��.� ���� ��� (� fp ���� 
����� )��L /#� /.���� . �। ���� <#��, #�#P�� 4L��# �7�4 � A*L��� ��  &�*। O�#� 
/C�# �����, �X�+ ������� ' #��N:�� )|�� ' 4L��# �7�4 ��@� .� �$। 
 

2�.�9� *N# �C �������� ��T #�� ��� �$ ��� � ����L� �.��4� 7�� ��� /��� 
�L ���� /C�# �Q *��L# ��#�*L ��� .� �$। 
 

#*��, &��7N� ' ~�G"���N �� �������� ��� `�4�� �#$� &�( �� ��| �4+�� ���  ��# 
A*L��� 7�� &,�#� &R�" ,��� ��� ����� *�- $  >¥� �N�� #��। #�*�� ���� �������� 
��# ���.�� #� #� )��*�� *. ){� ig ��# /:���� #��। ��# A*L��' �4+�� &� .��#� 
��¦ (� /C�# P�� ,��� । 

 
-&V����� ���#�, f� ��<� ,stps 

 
� ��*�. ' �������� ��# &R�" <��.� 

 
#J�(�, fo/� ��<� �������� &� ���������� 7Y� ' ��G" ��� � ��*�. ' 

�������� ���#D�� A*L��� &R�" <��.� #���$। �-�U� /�� ������ �.���� ���N /� /���  
/*� �������� �������� �#�4 ���#D�� A*L����  *�- <,� �N���  ���� &�$। �� 
A*L���4 (�#�� /(� ��V>��4 ��* ���। ���� ������N� ���# ):*� .�� ����� /*� ):(�� 
<��.� #�� . । 
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��#�*L�� #���������� �� ��� .��� /,T� #��� ����������� ����� /*� /,T�' �LC+ #�� 
/�।  

 
� ��*�. �.�� ��# A*L�� ' �������.�� ���L �� <,� �N�� ,��$। #��T �  

��#�*L ' ���������� ���L ��� ,��$ ���' ��� ��' � /(�$। 
 

� ��*��. <,� ���I *����{� '��� /��# ��� ��*�$ /�, ���������� 7Y� ��� 
� ��*��. ��l� ���#D�� A*L ' �������.�� ���L <,� �N�� .�F। ��#�*L��� �#�4 ):��+� 
�� (�#�� � ��*�. �.�� <��� #�� ��� /k���4 #������� ����� ' ������L��  )|�� ����� 
�N�� . । 
 

����������� � ��*�. /C�# � ���� �X�� ������ /C�# &(� &� �#�4 ��#�*L���� 
*�- �� ' �N�� #���$। 

   -��(�{�,fi ��<�, stps 
 

/������� ���������� .��� ���#D�� /(��V�� ���.� >�� �  
 

/�������, fi ��<� &� ����� �"�-� ���������� �X� >�H�4 ��� #��� ��* .����� 
���� /(��V�� ���.� >�� � . । �����*���� <,� ��e� &>��� ���� &���# *�� *�c�� /��� 
���� । �#$� ,�� )��*�� ��#���.��# ���+� ���F�, ����' ����G� /C�# �m��� .�  �� । ����� 
���.� ��������� >�H�4�� �(�  ,��� <,�� 7B� )E�E �� ।  
 

�(�H /C�# &����� ��
 *�������� ���, /������� �������� ' ��# A*�L� ���L 
<,� ����� �� �������� ���#D�� ���.�� ):(�� *����L� *�- <������ #���$। fi ��� /��� 
�����*��# /������ /C�# �� �(�H .�*������ ���+ #�� .� �$। &�' &.� A*�#�# ��  
&*� .�F । 
 

� ��*��. /�����?+"I ��� (����-���N�) fi��<� ���#D� ���� �.��� ����P�� (�#�� 
*#��� � ��*�. �.�� /�����?+" #��। �� ��  ���� ���� � ��*�. �.�� .�' �� .���� 
.�। (�m ���N� *���{ /C�# /�����?+�"� �� ��' � �� । � ��*�. /C�# *�L &(� ��"�C+��� 
���  �J.v����� /C�# ��# A*L�� �.��4 <�  )�m� #�� /����$। ��*� ��"�C+��� jR��� 
*UL�  �.� /C�# �����  ��*�$।  
 

��#�*L��� �#�4 � ��*�. �� �.������� #J�? ������L��  <�-�" >�H�4 ;�� #���$। 
       

-&V����� ���#� , f� ��<� ,stps 
 
 

IN SYLHET FRONT PAK ARMY FAILS TO BREAK RESISTANCE 
 

AGARTALA, Aril 26: The Liberation Force of Bangladesh for the forth day 
today valiantly defended Sylhet’s Sherpur Ferry Ghat despite Pakistan air fore strikes 

early in the day in support of a ground column . 
 

Reports from across the border said the Pakistani army column which had 

moved from Sylhet earlier this week could not break the resistance of the Liberation 

Force despite persistent staffing and bombing of Ferry Ghat by PAF Planes. 
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Sherpur Ferry Ghat on the Khushiara river is the only connecting ink between 

Sylhet and Akhaura in the Comilla sector . 

 

Meanwhile four Mkuti Fouj men were injured when PAF shelled Golapganj, 

13 km east of Sylhet town where the Mukti Fouj guerillas had earlier liquidated a 

Pakistani detachment of 22 soldiers in an ambush within their firing range . 
 

Pakistani troops, using gunboats were nearing Barisal town, shelling and 
burning villages on both sides of the madhumati. The gunboats entered through the 

Bay of Bengal into the Madhumati which has innumerable tributaries touching the 
entire district. This important district with population of 30 lakh had so far remained 

untouched by fighting between the Pakistan army  and the Liberation Force.  
 

Freedom fighters using guerilla tactics reportedly attacked the radio station in 

Khulna, which is held by the Pakistan army. In Chittagonjg sector, Pakistan army 

columns are trying hard to restore communications between Chittagong and Comilla 

and Chittagong and Sitakund . The road and rail links in this area have been disrupted 

by the Liberation Force.  
 

Fifty Pakistani troops were killed today by a guerilla squad of the Liberation 

Army on the bank of Titas river near Sabaepur. Mukti Fouj sources from across the 

border said .  
 

The Pakistani troops were busy preparing themselves for the day’s routine, 

when the guerillas stealthily entered the camp and killed them in a surprise attack .  
 

In Dacca area the Pakistani troops were being harassed by guerillas of the 
Liberation force .  

 

The Pakistani army was reported to be withdrawing from Panchagarh near the 

Indian border after leavin behind some armed irregulars. Pakistani troops were also 

withdrawing from Nilphamari.  
  

Near Laksham railway station in Comilla sector, Liberation Force ambushed a 

Pakistani army column, which was moving towards Chittagong and killed a number 
of Pakistani in the encounter.  

 

The Pakistan army after heavy bombing raids and artillery attack has 

succeeded in wrestling control of Mymensingh and Bogra towns from the Liberation 

Force . 
 

Reports from Bangladesh today said that Mymensingh fell to the Pakistanis 

yesterday after heavy fighting lasting over a week . Before the Pakistani columns 
entered this strategic town outlying areas were pounded by their air force and shelled 

by heavy artillery and mortars . 
 

Armoured columns moving in from Santahar and Gorahghat took Bogra in an 
attack without much opposition as the freedom fighters withdrew in the face of 

superior fire power. The Pakistani columns from Bogra were on the move towards 
Jamalpr on the north- west, reports said. 
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The Mukti fouj last night swooped on the Pakistan border outpost of Ichakhali 

on the western side of river Bhairab in Kushtia district and hoisted the Joy Bangla flag 

on it. They then dug trenches around the outpost and demolished bridge over the river 

Bhairab . 
 

From early this morinig the Liberation Forces shelled the Pakistan army post 

at Meherpur town about two miles from Ichakhali compelling them to shift the post to 

a bamboo grove in village Mayamari, about five miles from Meherpur. 
 

      -Hindusthan Standard, 27 april, 1971 
 

 

�X�+ ' ��l� �"�-� ���������� �L��# /(���� ������ 
 

&(���� fp /� (��, �4. &)- ���������� �������� ��l� ' ���+�|�� �L��#���� Pu ' 
/(���� &R�" /�� ,����  ���F, '��# ���#D� �-� ���.� &� 7Y�-�X�+ �"�-� &*���� 
#�$�N /���� *��_ 2�.3 *����{� ���# �� )���� jm #���$।  
 

�������� /C�# &� ���� /� *���� ��' � ��  ���� ��� .  /�, ���������� *�- 
�N��� � �� ��#���.� &{�+���# *���{��+� #��� ��� �� *��G .���� .� �$।  
 

�#x 2�.�3� ��# /C�# ��#������ /� ���4 ~�G"���N � ��# /C�# )���� #��� )�� 
�#�4 �L��4�� �� *�- *����( ;���� &��  �# *u�. ����+ �' �� .� �$�, ���� ��' 
PmK�X"+ /����� /� �>�4 ����� �L ���������� *�- �N���  &4�# &�$। 
 

*���� �-' ��� ��  /�, ��# �������.�� ������ /�����?+" ' �L��# ��**�� ��� 
`���8�� #��� ��(��� *��' �������� �2.�3� ���� ��� �X�� )��;� /������ �X"+ #�J+K ���  
/����$ ��� ����� &R��" ��# �-� /��� �Q *��L�  .��.� .� �$।  
 

7�#X���+� �.�P�� ����� /,T� : <#��, ��L �"�-� ���#D�� /��� �PN� ' � ��*�. 
/C�# ����� 7�  ��� ��� )���� ,���� �$। �� �����+� �.�P��� �X"+ #�J+K .��� ��' �� �L� 
����� �� 7�L�। ��# �������.� &��# �PN�� �X�+���# ��D�"+ )|� /�����?+" #�� ��* 
#���$। ����? #�� ����� ��l� 7�#X���+� �*���(c, #������ ' .����� �.� # �4 ���D . । 
 

��������� ����� *�:��I �X�+ ���� � ��*��.� ��# /C�# )������ ���#D�� /��� 
��������� O�#�$। '��� ���������� *�- <,� *�:�� ,���$ �� )���। *����� ��� .  /�, O�#�, 
������ ' �#����(c /C�# ��#������ /� ���4 � ��*��.� '�� ��N� .� �$�, �G�" ���� � 
�.�� *�� #��+��  ;�� #���$।  
 

������ �.� ��' ���������� .��� : ��G �"�-� �� ��+{ ������ �.��4 
���������� #�� Y। ������� /C�# )������ ��#���.��# /(������ �������� ��C )�# 
�� (�  *�:���� ���� /���। �� ��� ����� ���#D�� (����4 ' ������������ ���L /(���P�� 
����� � *����' ��' � /(�$ ।   
 

A*L�� ,3:��� 2��# ���F�I ,3:��� ��#���.� ��# s�ggg �V� 2���#� ���L �V�# 
/����  ��� sogg ��# �m�� ����� 7@��� ������ #��� *�:. #��� /����$। )��#��� �V� 
' k# 2��# ��#D�� A*L��� P�� ��N�  �.� /$�N ,�� /(�$ ��� ������������ *�- /��( 
��� �$। 
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/,��# ����� /,T� ��,��I ����P�N /C�# &����� ��
 <����� ����F, �������� 
���������� �������� �#����(c ���#� /C�# ��# .����� ���.��# .�4�  ��� �$। �� ���#��4 
��l� �������� ����#���� *���{ �.� /C�# ��� �� ���� �X��। *���{� '�� /C�# �� ��� 
�' � />�$। 
 

���������� )��#+� &>��I ���� /C�# &����� ��
 <����� ����F, �������� 
����4 �# )|� ���N ����� <���G� �L�D� &�' /������ #�� �����$। #� #�4 ���#�  &� 
��#���.�� 7�� ���� )��#+� &>�� /.��$। �PN� �.��� ��G"-����+ /����� ���#�  ��������� 
��# ���.�� *�- ����� .' �� �L #���� � �� ��� .' �� *�  �� *�>?+ jm . । �#4��+� 
#������ ��� .����� ���#�  �������� ' ��#���.��  ���L ��~  *�>?+ ,��$। 
 

#���8� ��\ (-�*�(� ��� ������N� /]��� ��L��+� �#4� ���#�  ���� *�:��� ' 
��#���.�� ���L *�>�?+ �Q *��L# ��# A*L .��.� .� �$। .��.��� *�@# *��L� ��� �� �। 
 

#�,��.�� /C�# <�u �#�4 ���� ��� /(�$, .������� #��N:�� ����� /,T� �������.� 
��,�� #�� ��� �$। �#�4 ��# ):��+� ���.�� ��H,� A*L�# ���� *�:����� P�� #�� /����$ 
��� ���� ���� k����  ��� �$। �� ��# A*�L�� .��� A��� /�#��� #�� ��� �� ��� .�F�। 
 

��# ���� �X�����I ���� /C�# ���4)� ����F, ���* ��.�N�|� ' /�>��� � *��{��+� 
���������� 2�.3 ��\ �#�� ���� *�:��� &� *#��� �#�4 ��# �-� �����# P�� #�� �X����� 
#���$। �����4 .������ *�� #������ ���# ���F�। 
 

 - ��(�{�, fr ��<�. stps 
        
 

/(� ���V )XL �#� ��#�*L �.� 
 

�����(�, �g/� ��<� (�7�)�)- (�#��  ������ ��������� �#4 /(� ���V �#�4 
���� )XL s�’ ���#D�� A*L �.� ' )E�E /��M�� �#�4 ]���� ���¡� .� �$ ��� &� ���� 
*���� ��' � �(� �$। �� ���� <�  t >\�#�� &R� #��� �� ��� jm . । 
 

*���� ��� �� , /�� ��������� �¨;��# �X��*�� #�� .� �$- j�� #�#�� ' /*L�� /*��� 
)�;� #���$। 
 

�.�� &' ��� ��( /����� ��N�>� �X��*�� #�� .� �$ ��� ���#��� ������4 ��n� ' 
���D .� �$। � ��� ��������� <�  og �#�����4�� �X�� PmK�X"+ ��4 �L�*�  /#S ��-��� ' 
��� . । <�  fi �G 4�#� ����L� ��4 ��T #�� .� �$। 
 

/�� �.��� �#4 �#�’ ��#�*L �.�I ,3:�� �"�-�� /#� �# ;� /C�# ���������� 
#����� /��� �� �7� �.�� ���� �$ /�, (� �-� ��� /� ����� /���� /�� �.��� j���� 
/*��� �L *�:��� <�  �#�’ ���#D�� A*L �.� .� �$। /��� �.�� *���� ��# 
�7�)�’� <������# ��������� ��� /�,fp/� ���� �# �L�4��� � ���#D� A*L j���� /*�� 
&R�" #��� ����������� ����� <��.� #��। �y-A*L�� 4L��# �� ������������ 7��  
/(���P�� ,��� । j���� 
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/*��� �#4 ���#D���� /�� �� )��R��� /,T� #��� ���������� &��� &��� ��� ��# 
�*��� �# ��4� ��#�*L�# .�L� #�� । /��� �.�� &�' ��� /�, #� #� ���#D�� A*L 
/#���� /*�� )��R� #��� ������� �y��G� )R�" <������ #��। /*���4 ��' 
���������� .��� �� �$। 
 

���������� ��e� &R�� $}���� ��#-.������� ���+�D 
 

� N� �*���{, �g/� ��<�- &� ��#��� /�������� *������� �#�� ���#D�� .����� 
���������� $}���� .�� 7H,� #�� ��(�  ��* ���������� 7��� M�H���  �N�� /(�� ����������� 
�� *WX"+ �LC+ #�� /� । )�L{ ������� *�- ��e� &R��" ����� ���."� ��H,� .����� /# ��� 
' #� #��# ��� #��। )L���#, ��.�����' �������.� M�4#� &R��" ��������� #�$ 
/C�# �#�4 /$�4 >��4 �$��  /। 
 
��� /��� ��4� �(�� *������ �������� �� 4.� ���F��, �� ���� /���� �� *��� ���  
�#�� /��# ���������� /��� ��(�  &*�$। ����� ���# �N �L��, �N�N .��� /��� ���&�। 
&� ©�+��Q �� $}������ )�#4� #��$ ��(�  ��� ����� ��$ /C�# .������� .@�� 
���������# �GL #�� P�� ,����� jm #��। �������� *�- *�- ���� ��  ��e� &R� 
,����� C��#। &� >\� �N���  .������� #� #� �.� ' ).� .' �� �� ���� *�� ��N। 
*�������� sr ���� 7Y�� ��.����� /��� sf 4� �(�� �� �������� M�4#� (���� ��������� 
7�� M�H���  ��N", �� `’� ��@��� <�" .������ �� ���� >�H�4 /$�N �����  �� । 
 

/� ����� ' #���8�  PmK�X"+ *N#�#S ���������� ���� 
 

��������� ��# �-���.�� ��m�� ��-��� ���������� 
����� *�:���� /� *� ��� 
�-���� �' � /(�$, ���� <#��, <,� *�:���� �� �������� /� ����� /���� PmK�X"+ *N# 
*����(;� $�(��� � )��#�� #���$, ��.�`����� >�4 ' �,����� >��4� (�C�R�� � ��*�. ' 
����� /���) #� #�4 ���� ��� #�� *���  ��  /(�$, ��#���.�� �Q )E�E .D(� #�� 
����� )�#�# .��.� #���$। $�(��� �� ���� �’ ���# ��� #���8�-,3:�� *N�#� '�� 
���������� ���� �’ /��N# ���#D�� /��� �.� .� �$। 
 

����# ��(�{��� �����P���;� *�������� ���� �$, *���{ /����  /*��� ��� 
/���$�$ /�, ������.��4� #��$ ���#D�� ���.�� /��� ���� ���# ���������� /(������ /��� 
/����$। /��� ���� �$�� ��#���.�� /��� /����� �� �� ���� /$�4 ���। ��� ¢��" ��# 
*����# #�J�G ������.�4 ' #�7� �� ��L��+� ��D�� /�� /*���4� ��#� #���$ ���� 
/*��।  
 

&(���� /C�# ���4&� ��� ��� �$, ���������� ��G"-�X����� /� ����� /���� 
PmK�X"+ *N# *����( /#�S $�(��� ��� �� �� ��� ���#D�� /����� *�- <,� *�:���� �� 
�������� /*����� � �� (��4 ��� #�� /। /� ����� &' ��� ��( /�� �m� .# $�(��� ���  
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���������� �� *����L� ����" �� <*�- ���, � ���� ){�I fs� ���#D�� A*L �.� 
.� �$। ������� /���(�, ������, ��#4 ��G�# <�J�� <,�� )E�E ' /(���P�� ��� �� 
���#D�� ���.�� #�$ /C�# /#�N �� �$। ��$�N� (� s�� /� /� ������ /��>�4� /*��� #��$ 
���������� #����� ���.�� &R�� &�' ���#D�� /*L �.� .� �$।  
 

7'�-��l� �"�-�I ���������� 7'�-��l� �"�-� �����"�.��4� #��$ ��.��4�� 
(����.��4?) �������� ' ��#���.�� ���L *�>�?+� ��� ��' � /(�$।  

-��(�{�, i /�, stps 
 
 

���������� /(���� ������ �J��, &��7N�  /��N �N�� 
 

&(����, � /�- ���������� *�+� ���������� ������ ��m" /��N �(� �$। ���������� 
)��#+� &R�� ��#-���.� ���.��। �Q ��#-/*� �.� .� �$। �Q �� (�  ��#-/*� ��$� 
.�4�$। �J.v�����' &��7N�  `� ��G <,� �N�� ,���$। �������� ���� ��#-���.��# 
/�#� ��  /���� /����$। &��7N�� #��$� (-�*�(� ' 7����� *WX"+���� ���������� � !�"। 
���������� �#� #����� ���� �$, &��7N�� ���� sfg � ��#�*� ��� .� �$। ��#-
/*����.� &��7N� ' #���8�� ���L *��*�� *N# ��C *����( ;��� ��������� �LC+ .� �$ । ��l� 
�"�-� ���������� .��� <�" .���� �$ �� � ��# /*�। �������� ���� `�4 PmK�X"+ /�� 
*N# /*�� 7�N�  ��� �$। ������� ' ������' ��#-���.�� 7�� �������� /(�������.� ��� ��� 
&R�" ,��� । 
 

���������� 7'�-��l� �"�-� #��N:�� ' �����"�.��4 7�  ��G <,� �N�� . । 
/(���� &R��" ��#-���.�� G G�� /��� . । ������.��4 ft� ��#-/*� �.� . । ������� 
/���  />�N�>��� ' /<������ ���������� .��� ,��� ��# /*� ��� .� �$। 
 

�������' ���������� *���L )�L�.�। ���� ^��#����� ��#-/*� /��M�� �#�4 /�#� 
�������� k����  ��� �$। ��� �Q ��#-/*�� *���*���� >�4�$। � ��*��.� 7'�-�X��+ 
&������ ��#-/*� ' ���������� ���L ��~ �N�� .� �$।   
 

���������� &R��" ���.�� ��#-/*��� 2�.3 /���� .��(�c� ��l�� f�4 :��� &P 
���(�  /� । 
 

(� `�� ��� <�"�" /,T� #��� �� &� ��#-���.� ,3:���� ��G�" #������ ��� #�� 
/ । #������� �#�4 PmK�X"+ 
�;L /#S �� �$। 
 

/(���� ������ �U #��� 7����L ��#-/*� #�J�G ��l��|��� �,���. �.�� #����7 
���� #���$। 
 

/��:��� �������� ' ��#-/*����.�� ���L <,� �N�� . । ���� <�  sgg� ��# /*� 
�.� .� �$। ����� ,� ��(� ���#� /C�# <�  rgg��� �# ��#-/*����# �������� ��~ 
&R�" ,����  .�4�  ��� �$। ���� <�  fgg � ��#-/*� ���� �(� �$। 

 

-&V����� ���#�, p /�, stps 
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����B /*�-� �����*���� &,�#� &R�" 
 
     #�#���, p /� (�7�&�)- *����{� '��� /C�# ��' � ���� ��� /(�$, (� fo >\�  
���������� ����B ��-� ���������� �G /C�# #��� &R��" <�  si � ��# /��� ��� 
.� �$। �����L � ��*��. #��������  ��#���.�� &,�#� &R�" #�� #������� r ��# .�L� 
#�� ��� �g �4 ������ �$��  / ।  
 

�� ���� 7�8����(L >4� >�4�$ ������। ���� *��� ��# ;�� �������� ��#���.��# 
,����# /C�# �>�� /��� ){�I p � A*L�# .�L� #��। 
 

2�.3 )|��� ����� ����� ' #������� /��N *�>?+ . । .��.��� ��� ��' � �� �। 
 

/*�� ���*I ������� &�����, /��(��.�4, �����.�4 ' ��(���.�4 )|�� �������� /(���� 
&R�" ,���� �$। ���� � /���� �������  /*���4 ��* #�� /� । ��G -�X�+ ��-�� ������� ' 
�������� ���L *N# /��(����( �L�;� ���FB #�� /� । �4� ������ )|�� ' ���� /*��� ��� 
,��$।  
 

7Y� �"�-� ���������� *���LI  �����P�N /C�# ��(�{��� ��
 <����� ����FI 
�������� ��(� or >\�  7Y� ��-� /#���N�, k��#�4� ��� �N��� *���{ ��H�NP�� ��� #�� 
�� �$। ����  ����(c /C�# �,�H(N ��+{ fg �L*���+� ���L ��# A*L��� ,��,�' �U #�� 
��� �$। �Q*��L# �������� �� /�H���� �  /(���� ���� /9�� ��F।  
              

<�L�� /���� ��N� ��������� /��(�� 
 

 ���8�, p� /� (�7�&�) ���� <�u �# *����� <#��, ���������� �L����� ��4�� 
/���� �N #L��b .����7�� &.�� ��������� /��( ��� �$। ��� �� ��������� /#� �# 
;�� ���������� *�- &�$। #L��b &.�� ��������� /��( /�' �� �L ���#D� ���.� �L�( 
#���$।  
 

&��7N�  <,� �N��I sig ��# /*� �.� 
 

&(����, r /� ����� *����� ��� ���������� ��;�� �������� ' ��# -.�������� 
���L ����� �N�� ,��। �N�� *��,�  ��~ &#�� ��� #�� &��7N� । ���� ���������� &R�" 
sig ��#- /*� �.� .� �$। �X�+ ' ��l� ��-� �������� ������  )��#+� &R�" ,����  ��#-
���.��# �L���LD #�� ����। ���������� �#� #����� ���, 7Y�- �X�+ ��-� ���� ,�� 
������ &R�" ,����F। ,�� ���� .�I �R�# ,����# /C�# �>�� /��� *����� )|�� &�� 
����। 
 

��l� �"�-�� �����, �����.� ' #��T � /���� ����� 7�  ��G <,� �N�� ,��। 
�����.� /���� /��.���� ,��� ��#-/*� �.� .� �$ । �������� *�#���� �#� ������ 
���, �� #� ��  ��� jm #�� �������� /(���� ���.� *�+� /��(����( �L�;� ���FB #�� ���  
��# ���.��# /#�"@�*� #�� /����$। (� `’��  �� ;�� /�� ��� 7�N�  /�' � .� �$। 
 

����� /���� /��(�.��4 �g � ' #��N:��� p � ��# - /*� (�#�� ���������� .��� 
<�" .���� �$। �.���� ���L ����� ��� �#� ��#-#L��b' &�$। #��N:��� �������� ��#- 
���.��  
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�#� /*� ��' �� &���# �V� #���$। ��� (��  Pm�� &(���� �,� �$�। /��>�.��4 
�������� `� ��#-Pu,��# P�� #�� .�L� #���$। �#� Pu,��# �V� #�� .� �$ ��� �� 
�.�� ���। #��T �, ����� ' ����� ���#  �������� ��# /*����.�� (�N�P��� 7�� /,���Pu� 
&R�" ,����� <,�� ��#�*� �.� . । 
 

�������� *�#���� <��* �L��;� ,���I �7�&� ����F, ���������� ����� ' ������� 
/���� ��� ���#�  )*����# <��* �L�;� ,��� .� �$। �������� '� *�D ���#� /C�# 
7Y��|�� )���� ,����F। 

                                                 -&V����� ���#� t/�,stps 
 

#���8� ' &��7N�  ���� ����� �N��I 
���’��#�*� ��� 

 

&(����, t� /� (�7�&�)- &��7N�  ���������� *�- ��#.����� ���.�� &� 
���� ��� <,� �N�� ,��$। �� �������������� /*����.�� .��� � ��+{ ��#���.��  <�  `’� 
/*� �.� .� �$ ��� ���������� �G /C�# ���� #�� .� �$। /#��.��  «� 
�������� /���� 
/#S /C�# ��� .� �$ /�, &��7N� ' #���8� ��� �������� ���������� .��� ��� ��# .����� 
�.�, .� �$। /����� &�' ��� . , ����� *��L�  /*� ����� ��� ��#���.�� /����, A*L��� 
���L ���G�� $�N�  �N�$। 7� *��� <#��, ���������� `’� /*� �.�, ��� &.� ��� 
`’� ����H� .� �$। 
 

��# .����� ���.� &��7N�- &(���� /,# /���]� �# .���� (��� ���L ��*�$। 
���������� �������.� /,#����]� #��$� >�H�4 &(�� �� �$, ��� �� �� (��4� ��# ���.�� 
&R��"� �GL। ���������� *X�� <#��, ��# ���.� �� /#�W�� /*�� ^��� )�+ ,S�#J�� ��L. 
�,� #�� ���������� �# /#�W�� /*��# /,#���T ���#� /C�# 7���� #��� /,T� #��$। 
&��7N� �.�� )����� �# /#�W�� ��#�*� /�����  ���� .� �$। 
 

��
 *�������� ����F, ������- ���������� *����{ )��;� PmK�X"+ ;�P�� *WX"+ �U 
#�� /���� < ��* ��#���.� �����*��L# /*���  ��  <,� &R�" jm #���$। �� 7����L� 
���� ���(N ����� �� &� .@�� &��7N� ' ���������� ���#�  &>�� /.��$। 
 

�#�4 �N*N ��#���."� &��7N� �.� /C�# ��(�  &(���� /,#���] /C�# ���� ���# 
�X�� ��>���� /*��� #��$ 7��;� .� �$। ������ ���#, &� *#��� �������� &(���� 
/,#����T� &N�� ���� �X�� ��#���N� *���{ ���N�4 ��� #�� �� �$। *#�� /C�#� &��7N�� 
������� )|�� `’��G� ���L ��~ �N�� ,��� C��#। 
 

#���8� ��� �N��I *����� ����� ��H�N� ' P��� �� /��� ���F। ���M ���M #����� 
/(���� �� ,�����# #�H���  ����$। '���# &(���� /C�# � ���� �X�� &��7N� 7���� ��' ��� 
,��$। ���������� /(���� #������� *����L� *�- �y�*L��� <,�� *��L�  .��.� #���$। ��� 
���#D�� A*L��� <�� /(����?+�"� ���� ��H�� ��#���N� /C�# <C� �l���*��" #��� ���L .। 
&�( p� /� �������.� /(���� &R�" ,����  �y�*L��� #*�� ' &��7N�� ��L�Y� ������� :�� 
/C�# �����N� #�� /�।    
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#J�(��� ���� <#��, ���������� ��l����� #��T � ��� p� /� �������� &� ��l� 
���#D�� A*L��� ���L P�� �����  ){� i � ���#D�� A*L �.� .� �$ ' ���#�� ���D 
.� �$। ��� s4� /C�# �# >\� ��� �� P�� ����  ,��। 
 

&� *#��� *����{� )�� ����� �# ���� ��� .� �$ /�, �������� (� �R��� /C�# 
/��.���� 7���� A��� ��� �X�+���� ���#D�� A*L��� >��4� 7�� /�� �?+" #��$। ���������� 
����� /#7 .��.� .�। 
 

�������.��  /,����(�u� &R�"#����� (�#�� *UL�  A��� ��� ��l����� /��.������ 
�#�4 Pu ;� /C�# )��#+� &R�" ,����  �#� *������*. /�� #� #� ���#D�� A*L�# 
.�L� #��। ���������� /(������ (�#�� ���� ��G-��l� ��� ,� �k�-� /C�# tg �#�����4�� 
�X�� � �������� #��$ �#�4 /���*�� 7�N�  ��� �$। ��� ��+�� ���# /9,��,� �U .�  /($ 
��� ���#D��� �*� *�����.� �C *WX"+���� ���FB .� �$। 
 

���������� /#��� �# ;� /C�# ��� ��' � /(�$ /�, fi /� ��,+ /C�# � ��+{ ){� 
si,ggg ���#D�� A*L �.� ��� �g,ggg A*L &.� .� �$ ��� ���������� �#� ����T /�� 
���� �$। 

                                                         -��(�{�,sg /�,stps 
 
            

����B �"�-� ���������� �L��# /(���� &R�" 
 

#J�(�, ss /�- ���������� ����B �"�-� &� �������� �L��# /(���� &R�" ,��� । 
*����{� '��� /C�# ��' � ���� ��� �� , �������� #������� ����� /���� /#���>�4, /��(�.�4 
' )�����  ���#D�� *����# >�H�4P��� '�� &R�" ,����  �� । ���������� #����� ���� 
&,�#� C��  /��(�.��4 �Q ���#D�� /*� �.� . । 
 

������� /���  �������� ���+�����-*�{�.�� /�� m�4 �|���� ' � ���.�4 �.�� ��# 
*����# >�H�4P��� '�� &R�" ,����  *N#- /��(����( �L�;� ����+D #�� /���। � ���.��4� 
*�>�?+ *��� ��#�*� �.� . । /*��� �������� /��'�  �*(L�� ' ��`L� /#S 7�N�  /� । 
�#4��+� 7�� /���*���4' ���D। �.��� ��H, ���� 7Y�� ���#D�� *����# >�H�4� #��$ /(������ 
�#�4 �k��� ��c ' #� #�4 ��( 7�N�  /� । 
 

�4� �����, /���� ' ������� �������� *�R , ����। ��G"-�X�+ ��-� �������� /�� 
���#�  /�������� ���#D����� *�- *�>�?+ ��u . । ��� �Q ��#�*L ��� . । 
 

�������� #������� #��N:��� ���#D�� >�H�4� '�� &R�" ,����  ���������� sf � 
�V� �' ��# $��N�  &�। ���� ' #��N:���� ���L `�4  PmK�X"+ /*�� #������� �k����4 ���  
7�N�  /� । � ��*�. /���� `(+���� C��� #��$ ���#D�� A*L��� *�- �# *�>�?+ #����� �� 
)E�E ' /(�����m� ���+ ���4 ��� &4# #��। 
 

&��7N� /,#���] /C�# �������� *�� �(� �$I &(����� ��� ��H,�� ��� .����� 
���.��# ���� /�' �� �� ����������� &��7N� /,#���] /C�# &� ��#��� *�� �(� �$। �������� 
�.� /C�#  
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��� .� �$, *�� &*�� &�( ����������� k����# ��#�*��# ��� #��। ���������� �#� 
#����� ���, �"�#����� )- �.*���� �� �l���*��"।  

       -&V����� ���#�, sf /� stps 
 

�������� ���� <,� �N�� ,����  ���F 
 

�����(�, s�� /� (��
 <�����)- ��G-�X�+ ��-� #��T � /���� ����NQ�� C��� 
){(+� #�������� �������� ' ��#-A*�L� ���L <,� �N�� .� �$। #��������� ���# ):*� .' �� 
*�  �������� �GL #�� /�, ��#-A*�L� '�� )��#+� &R�" ,���। ���������� &R��" �Q 
��#�*L �.� . । �#$� 
 ��R  )E�E ' ���������� ���� ��*�$। ��#-A*L�� �Q :�� �����  
��� �$। 
 

�7-� &�’� *����� <#��, /�>��� � �������� ������ ���# )��;� � �{���� 
��#�*L ' ���������� ���L &� &��� <�� /(���P�� ����  .� �$। 
 

����#� #J��KI ���>�4, s� � /�- (� ������ �������� �$������� /� &4� 
��#�*��# /���(��� P���� ��� #��� *G� .  ��� �X�� �$� ��# :����*� ����#� #J��K। 
/��.���� /C�# '� :��� ��* ��#�*���  :�� >��� /��� �# (�$���  $’� )��G� #��� C��# ' 
)�� `’� (��$ 7�@ �����#���� ���  :���� ,�� ��� �G #��$�। /*� >4� 7� ����#� ��� 
��N। /* ��G�� ���������� /9�| �(�  /*� *���� ���� �������.� )��#+� ����� &R�" #��। 
�� *���� ��� /(�$ *�L &(� �-��-&� ���.�� ��# #�+�� ����� #�$ /C�#। 
 

-��(�{�, so /�,stps  
 

/(���� &R��" /���C ' /*�� ��*, ������� .��$�N� 
 

�� (c, so /�-���������� 
����� *�:����� (� � ��� ������� /���  /���� '�� 
#� # ��� /(���� &R�" ,��� ��� ���� ��� ��' � �( ��$ । (�#�� ���� #������� �.��� 
#��$ ,����� ' k�-���N� /]��� ���L /���C 7�N�  /�। ������ ��H�� ������.��4� #��$ �#�� 
��#�*�� '�� P�� ,����  o � A*L�# ��� #��। ����*�:����� �-���� � ���.��4� #��$ 
og��4 ��>+ �#�4 /���*�� 7�N�  /� ��� �#�4 ��' �� .�7* ��* #��। ��$�N� ��H,���� 
/]��� #��$ /����� 7�N�  /�' � . । 
 

`’��' /��� ���*� ���I &(����, so /� &� (��� ���� ���������� *X�� ��' � 
���, ,3:�� ' /��� ���L j���� ���#�  ���������� *�- <,� ���� (�#��" fgg ���' /��� 
��-/*� ��� .� �$।  
 

#J�(��� ���I 
������� �� ���������� /(���� ' #������� ���������� ��l��|�� 
���#D�� A*L��� >�H�4P��� '�� &��� &R�" #���$। 
 

*����{� '��� /C�# ��' � ���� ��� �� , ���������� /(������ (�#�� ���� 7Y� 
��l� ��� #�N:��� ��#���.�� '�� `��� &R�" ,���। o � ��#�*L �.� ��� �� &.� 
. । �#$� )E�E' /(������ ��� #���$। 
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���������� �#�� #����� sf /� ���� #��T � /���  /��.���� /C�# � ���� �X�� 
#���,�H����� ��D�� '�� �#�4 �N #����4+ 7�N�  /�। 
 

����# ��l� ���#D��� 7I �I *���{ <��� /C�# &��-*����# ���.�� /��#��� �� 
��#���.�� ��� �J�� #�� .�F। ������L� #��T � /���� ,� �k�-� ' /��.���� �#�4 �L�4��� ��# 
/�����  #�� .� �$। /��.���� *����{� ��¬�� ���# /��������� :��� ��� ,� �k�-� �.�� ��#-
A*L��� �#�4 ����4 �� >�H�4 ;�� #���$। ����� *�- �� �$ �g �4 9�#। 
 

,� �k�-�-/��.����� ��#�*���� J��*��I #J�(�� &(� <�LG��+��� ���� $, ��# 
4.���� ���.� /��� /��.����-,� �k�-� )|�� 'H� /��� C��#। ���� /����� ���� ��E /��#��� 
.�L� #�� �J���.P�� (��+ /��� /� । ��#�*��� ,� �k�-� �.#���� `�4 :�� ���� &� �� ���#� 
�$$ #�� ��� �$। �L��# ��4��4, )�_*����( ��� ��� ��+�� ����� A��V #��। ��#D�� 
��+��� �Q �m"��# ��� ��  �(� �$। /��.����� `�4 :��� .�� �� � ��# /*��� sf ��# .�L� 
#���$। <#��, �������� ����B )|�� �� &�( /�*� ����� ��H�N�$��, �.� �L����� �J���. 
/��� ��#�*��� /*P�� ��� ���$। 
 

������� .��$�N�I k�'�# /C�# ��' � ���� ��� �� - ���� <�� <�������� �� 
�������� &� ������� /C�# .�4 �(� �$। ������� �� ��#���.�� ����। ������� 2�.3 ��� 
���������� /�? /,#���T ��� k�'�� /C�# ��� /�N �#�����4�� ��G�"। 
 

&� /��� /�N4� �(�� �������� *������# ;�� *�� ��। ��#�*��� ������� ����� 
�� ���������� ���#� /��� ���  ���#D�� ���#� /����। 
 

                                              -&V����� ���#�, si /� stps 
 

j���� /*��� ��� ��  <,� �N��, `��� ��# A*L �.� 
 

&(����, s� � /�-��G"�X�+ )|�� #���8� ' ,3:�� /���� *����(�G�#��� /��� 
PmK�X"+ j���� /*���4� ��� ��  ���������� *�- �N���� ��#���.�� �# �~�(k A*�L� ){�: 
`���� <�" .���� �$। (� `�� ��� ���� <,� �N�� ,��$। 
 

���� <�u *����� <#��, (� so� /� ���������� *�- 4L�d ' ���� #����� �N��� � �� 
��#��.� ���#�� PmK�X"+ *N#�4 ��� #��। �� ���� ���������� �r � ���� ��। 
���������� )L�L )|�� �������� ��#���.�� A*L��� ����� *��L�  ��� #��$। 
 

�����.� )|�� �������� ��� ���#D��# /�? #���$। ������� �������� �# ��# 
������� 7�� .@�� M����  ��N ��� �#� )��*�� ' ��H,� A*L�# ��� #��। 
 

ss�4 /���*�� ���*I ��#���.� ���� �P�� ����� /* �L �������� (� `’��� ������� 
#��#� )|�� ss �4 /���*�� ��* #���$। 
 

                                                -��(�{�, sp /� stps 
 

#�������� /,����(�u� &R��" �Q ��#�*L ��� 
 

�.������ (�I�-), sp /� (�� �4 &�)- (�#�� ���������� #������� �����.��� &#�¢#���� 
.�� ���  ){� fi ���#D�� *����# ��G�C+��# ��� #���$। &.� #���$ pg ��#। '���  
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�������� /C�# ��' � �# ���� &� ��� .� �$ /�, #������� �4+�� ' .��#� /���(� ��  
&#�¢#���� �����.� ����� ���� .�� ���� 7� *����# ��G�C+���� �J��L >�4। ��$�N� �#�4 
���#D��  9�# ' <,�� �����" /(���-��m� ' ��* . । ���#D�� /*��� ��e� �4+�� ' ���� #��� 
��(��� #������� �����  �� । ����� /#�' G�� . �। 
 

&(���� /C�# <�u ���� ��� �� , ���������� #������� (�#�� ' &� ���������� �X�+ 
' ��G"-�X�+ ��� ����B A*L >�H�4�� .�� ���  ��4 �� ' ;�,� 9�# ��� #���$। ��$�N�, �#�4 
9�# ��* #�� <�  rg � /*��# ��� #���$। ���������� *�.� *��®T >�= �.��� *�� /C�# 
��' � &�' *����� ��� �(� �$ /�, #���8� /���� #*��  ���������� *�.� *��®T >�= �.��� 
*�� /C�# ��' � &�' *����� ��� �(� �$ /�, #���8� /���� #*��  ������� ���4 ���#D�� 
*����# 9�# ��� #�� �� �$। .@�� .�� ���  #������� �#� #L��b *��� fr � A*L�# 
��� #���$। 
 

2�.3 /*£�� �g � A*L*. �#�4 9�# ��* .� �$ ��� ��4 9�# #�������� ���� 
��*�$। ��� /��?�� /G�� /#�' A*L.�� � .��' ��� �� A*L�� <,��*��L# ��M��� 
/���(��� ����4 ' #� #�4 �V# /��� /��� �� । � �#� *��� ��� ��  /�, ���������� 
��#*��-/� ����� /���k ����� #��$ �#�4 /*�� 7�N�  /�। 
 

������L &(���� /C�# &� �#�4 ���� <#��, ���#D�� /*��� *���{ /����  ����� 
*�  `’�4 �������� s� �L����# P�� #�� �� #���$। 
 

��-�4-&�’� �# ���� ��� �� , ���������� 7Y�-��l�� ����� ��� 
���� /������ 
���(� ���#�  �#�4 ��# 4.���� ���.�� 7�� /,����(�u� &R�" ,����  �#� ���#D�� 
/����# *���N #��। �� &R��" #� #� ��#�*L &.� . । ������.�4 ���#�  �������� 
.����V� ' ��7��� ���L �#�4 /���*�� 7�N�  /� । 
 

/��� ��G�" ��#-/*��� *�- <,� *�>?+  ��-�4-&�’� ���� &�' ��� �� , /� #���8� 
��� �������� /��� fg �#�����4�� ��G� �#�4 ;�� �#�4 ���#D�� /*����� 7�� &R�" 
,����� /*��� 7�  ��G� ���L <,� *�>?+ . । (-�*�(� ���#���' ��#-/*���� *�- 
���������� P�� ����  . । 
 

&(���� /C�# �7-�-&� ����FI *����{� '�� /C�# <�u ���� ��� �(� �$ /�, 
�������-2�.3 *N�# ����������� /(���� ���.� (� #’��� ��#�*���� `�4 #�� � 7�� 
&R�" ,����  sfg � ��#�*L�# ��� #���$। <C� #� �4 &R�{ .  2�.�3� ��� � :���� 
�#4। #L��b ���7� �.�� /(���� ���.�� /�JK /� । �� &R��" <�  pg � ��#�*L �.� 
. । 

                                                  -��(�{�,sr /� stps 
 

�# *u��.� �N���  &�' *.¯���# �y�*L �.� 
 

&����� ����������� �*��4- #���8�, ,3:��-/� ����, � ��*�.-4�-���, ��G"-��l� 
��� 7Y��- /*£��� ����B �"�-�" ���� �� �� ��#-/����� 7�� /(���� /#���� /,����(�u� 
#��� M�4#� �� )��#+� .���� )�L�.����� ,����  ���F। ��� (� �# *u��. ){� &��� �# 
*.¯ ��#�*L �.� .� �$। 
 

(� t� /� �������.� &��7N� *��-/*£� ��� ���������� ���#�  ��#������ 7�� �# 
)��#+� .���� ,��� । �������.� &R��"� ��� ��#.����� ���.�� � �� A*L�# <�" .����� 
.� �$। 
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.����� ���.�� �# /#�W�� A*L ���������� /C�# /*����N� *����{� ���# ):*� .�� /,T� 
#��� �������.� *����L� *��C ����� ):����� <��.� #�� /� । 
 

�#� ��� �������.� ����� /���� `(+���� C��  ��#������ �#�4 >�H�4� 7�� &#�¢# 
.���� ,��� । /(���� /#����� &R��" ��#-/��� ����.��� .�  ��N ��� ���������N /(���P�� 
$�N�� C��#। �#x ���' �������.�� )�;� �+  #��� �LC+। �������.� )��#+� &R�" ,����  
��#-/����� � � A*L <�" .��� । 
 

�������� /��.������ 7�#�� A��� ��� �X�+ ���� ��#-.����� >�H�4� 7�� /�? �?+" 
#��। )L���# A��� ��� ��l� ���� /��.������ �#�4 Pu;� /C�# �������.� )��#+� &R�" 
,����  �#� *������*. /�� #� #� �8�����.�� A*L�# .�L� #��। 
 

�������.�� /(������ ��G"- ��l� ��� ,� �k�-� /C�# <�  p ���� �X�� � �������� #��$ 
�#�4 /���*�� 7�N�  ��� �$। ��� ��+�� ���# /3 ,��,� �U .�  /(�$ ��� ��#���.�� �*� 
*�����.� �C *WX"+���� ���FB �� �$। 
 

(� sg� /� �������.� &��7N� /*£�� ��#-/����� 7�� &#�¢#���� �# ����4 .���� 
,��� । �� /*£��� <,� �N�� /  o �� �� /*� ��� .� �$। � $�N� ��#-/����� #�$ /C�# 
�������.� �#�4 ������� 9�°��4�� .D(� #���$। 
 

����# �*��4 /���� �#�4 PmK�X"+ >�H�4 /�����N� ���#�� <�� �J�T����� ���L� 
�������.�� *�- ��# /����� <,� �N�� ����। /��� ���N� ,�-��(��4 �X"+��� #��� �L ��# 
/��� <,�� /(�����m� ��  �������.�� 7�� &R�" #��। �������.� �� *���,� ���� /� । �� 
*�>�?+ sf� ���#D�� A*L �.� . । ����� ���L `� )��*��' &�$। 

 
� ��. �-�4±�� �8�� ���.� #���8� /���� ����* ��\�4 ��* #�� ��� �$। ��� O�#� ' 

��� "(�c� ���-#�����P��� ),� .�  ��N�$।  
 

�������.� #���8�-,3:�� *N�#� j���� /*���� )��;� .����� ���.�� 7�� �# 
&#�¢# .���� ,����  ������# ����.��� #�� /����। �������.�� <,� ,����   ���� .����� ���.� 
��$� .4�� ���L . । 7Y�-��l� /*£�� �������.�� *��C *�>�?+ &�' �g � ��#������ p�4 
(�N��� )�_*����( ��� ���4 ���#�� ��* #�� /� � . । 
 

�������.� (� �-���� ����� /���� /#���>�4, /��(��� ' '�� C��  ��#�*L 
>�H�4P���� '�� &R� ,��� । �������.�� ���K�X"+ &R��" /��(�.�4  ��#���� .��.� . । 
�������� �������.� ���+�����-*�{�.�� /��-m�4 ��� ��H,���� ' � ���.�4 �.�� ��#������ 
>�H�4P���� '�� &R�" ,����  *N# /�� /��(����( �L��;� ����+D #�� /����$। � ���.��4� 
*�>�*+ p � ��# .����� ��� .� �$। 
 

���������� #������� #��N:��� ��#>�H�4� '�� &R�" ,����  ��#������ .��� �V� sf 
� �����*��# �$��  &�। �$�N� ����� ' #��N:���� ���L `�4 PmK�X"+ /*�� #������� �k����4 
���  7�N�  /� । 
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(� sf /� �������.� #*�� )|�� ��#������ 7�� .���� ,���। �������.� ��� 
`’���� �� &R� ,��� /� ��#���� ��#����# ¤��XL .�  ��N। �������.� ' ��#������ 
���L �� � ��. &R��" �#�� fp � ��#���� �.� . । ���� ���L �#� /���' �$��। 
 

                                      -� �����,s� �?+,f  *��L�,st /� stps 
      

���������� )��#+� &R��" ��#�*��� ���.�� 
 

&(����, sr� /� (���4&�)- (�#�� #���8� /���  ���������� #����� &R��" &N�� 
�����# ���#D�� A*L �.� .� �$। ���������� ��# #����� ���, ��#�*���� #� #�4 �� 
�� ��#*�� /C�# /�� ���F�, /*� *�  ����� 7�� )��#+�� &R� ,����� . । 
 

�7-�-&� ����FI (� ������ *#��� ���������� #������� �����.��� ��#-���.��# 
&R�" #��� <�  ig� ��#�*L �.� .  ��� *����{� '��� /C�# ��' � ���� ��� /(�$। 
<�  ,��>\� ;� � �� *�>�?+ ���������� .��.��� *��L� ���� ("L। (� ,����� �����.�� ����B 
���#�  /(���� ���.� .�� /� । ���(c C�� ���#�  /*���*���� ��# ���.�� '�� /(������ 
&R�" #��� i � ��#�*L �.� .  ��� i� &.� . । ��#-���.�� *�- ?N��!� 
)������(� ��*��� ��( ' ������ �*����� ss � *�*L ��#��  ���������� .��� <�" .��� । 
 

                                                   -��(�{�,st /�,stps 
 

/(���� ���.�� .��� �s � ��#�*� ��� 
 

#J�(� fg /� /� (���4&�)- ���������� ����B �� (�  ��#�*L��� *�- ���������� 
/(�������.�� *�>�?+ ){� �s ��#�*L ��� .� �$ ��� ����B *X�� ��� ��' � �( ��$। &� 
*#�� ���������� #��T � /���� ��+�  �������� #������� &R��" `’� ��#�*L �.� .� �$। 
 

�����P�N /C�# &����� ��
 *�������� ���� $ /�, 7Y���- �������� &��� 
*�R  .�  7@�$ ��� ��H,(N ' )�����  ��#���.�� '�� /�� #� #��� )��#+� &R�" 
,���� �$। ��#�*L�� &��d� .�  ����� /C�# /����  &*�� )�F� <#�� #��$। �#�4 *X� /C�# 
��� �(� �$, ��#�*��� ��������� ����B ��#��� *�H��� ����$। @�#��(�H�  )��;� ��# /*��� 
�#�4 (��+� ��N��# ��B>�� ���{��� #���$। 
 

                                                    -��(�{� fs, /� stps 
 

O�#�  /:�k &R��"� #C� �����G 
�#�� 
 

 ���8�, fs/� (�� �4 &� )- �������� <���G� ���.� #�J+# /��� O�#� �.��� ���# /(���� 
&R�" ,������ /� *���� ����X��+ ����� ��* /���$�$� ���#D� �����G �� 
�#�� #���$। &� 
*#��� ��# /���� /C�# ��� . , *����# &� <��*# � ��� *�#+ #�� ��� �$ /�, ��#��� 
#��� ��u �L����� #�@�� ���D /�' � .��। '� />�?�  &�' ��� .� �$, O�#� �.�� #�7�# .��-
/:�k /$�N�� *�  ��� .�� ���# '� ���D /�' � .��। 
  

��# #�J+��G� '� *�#+�#��" &�' ��� .� �$I ���{�< , �(��#��� �� )��� ' ����� 
)�;� *J�T� �L� O�#�  �� .��-/���� /$�HN�� >4� >4�$ । ��#��� #��� ��u �L����� ����  
���� ���²�� /�' � .�� ��� />�?"� #�� .� �$।   
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/���� />�?"�  &�' ��� (� �$ /� O�#� �.�� /:�k >4�� *�- ��N� *�V�. �� 
�L���# /:���� #�� .� �$। � *u��.� /(�N��� ��� ��' � �(� �$� /�, ���������� #����� �� 
O�#�  (�+��� ��*��, �*��� /*#��4���� 4 ' �7 ���#+�4 ��*��� #����� �� �L���#� '�� 
.�� ��� �$। 

                                            -&V����� ���#�,ff/� /�,stps 
 

]���� &4# #�� sp � ���#D��� <�"������ 
 

��' ������, f� /� (�,��) ���������� �������� ������.� ]���� ��#4�4 &4# #���$ 
��� ("&����� ��,�� #�� ]������ )��-��� ������� sp ��# �J��L�� ��� �$। (�#�� #X4���# 
�.��� ��� ��� �$। 
 

��H�� ����$, /*����.� ���' ���$ *�D <������ ,X"+ #�� .� �$ ��� '��� /� ��' 
<��&R�" ,��$ �4�� ��� �N <��"। 
 

'� �.���� ���I �� ���� >4�P�� '��� *!��*� ���K *J�T #��$। /#� ������# 
*����# ��*�� *�- *.����(�� #��$ � ��� /�*� ��l� ���#D�� �X�+�����  )*����# 
#��#��+ ��u ��H�� ' ������ ����Y� *W�#+ �,�{�। 
 

' ��#�.�� �.��� ���I �������.� /� ���*� /(�N�� ���# ]�����4�# &4# #��। ]�����4 
O�#� ' ����� ���L � ��� ���� �� #��। <*-� 7�8� #�� /��� ����, ����� /���� ��
 
)|�। 
 

��H�� #��� � C��� � (� .��³��� &� ���� ("&����� sp ��# /��$ ��  ��,�� 
#��। �#� <�G��+�� ���, sp ��� ���L sf ��� <�"������ #��+#� .� �$। 
 

                                      -&V����� ���#�,fo/�,stps 
 

��� "(c �.�� �������� /(���� ‘*�R ’ 
 

&(���� f� /� (�� �4 &�)- *����{� '��� /C�# ���� ����� <�u �# ���� <#��, 
���������� ��� "(c �.�� �������� /(������ ‘*�R ’ .�  7@�$। ��� /(�, �������� 
/(������� .�������  *´�� ��L�� ' �4�� 9�°���4+ )C���4 4������ G��:D . । O�#�  
��.��.���� #������� ��#�*L /��M�� f�4 ��� 7�N�  /� । 
 

&� �# �.� /C�# �� ���+ ��� ��' � �( ��$ *����# <��* #�J+��G� )��-��� 
��H������� *´�� ��� "(�c �G���� " #4 ����� �Q*��L# #�+��# �� #���$। ����� 
�L����� ' /��k#L�� )��*��' /�.�� ���। 
 

                                        -��(�{�, fo/�,stps 
 

��� ���  <������ :." 
 

�����(�, fo/� (�� �4 &�)- '�� ��l� ���������� ����� �.��� ��H,� $��। ��H�� 
/����$, ��#�*L�� ����� ��-�����# .�L� ��� ������ ®����.�� #��$। ��H�� *�#� #���, 
/������ /.�# �� ��#�  .�L�� <������ ��H�� /��। ��H�� ��"�" #�� �#�4 #����� �� (@ 
#���। �y ��� #��� .� ��H��� �GL।    
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�������� /C�# ��H�� 
 ��R  )E ' .������� *�:. #���। )������� ' ������.��4� 
��L��+� /�� ����� �#����# ���� 7�N�  ����। �@# /* *�  ��#�*L��.� �#�4 /9 ����� /��( 
� ���� ���F�। 
 

/9�4 ���,�L� .  ��� �Q ���#D�� A*L �.� �#��� &.� . । �#x `’� #������# 
P�� #�� .�L� #��।  
 

`’� *.#�+��# .����  ��#� ��� #������  *�#� &���' �J� .�। ��H�� ������.�4 
����>�H�4� ���# �' �� .��। ��H�� /���� �#�4 ���#D�� /�4 ���� ���$। �#� .�µ� 
/���(� /C�# P�� $�N��। ��#� �’� ����>��4 �G #�� /���� �G� #���। ����>�H�4� /�� 
G�� .� �$। 
 

����' ��H�� <�" ��  ����� ����� �। ��#�*L�� �’��# P�� #�� ����। &.� 
)�;�  &� �#� /#�' <#��� �����  �#�4 :��� <��� #���  /����$��। :���� �# �J� 
&.��# /*�� '  #���$��, �#x ��� ��� �J��L >�4। 
 

                                                  -��(�{�,fi/�,stps 
 
 

/��� O�#�  �������.�� .����I �# *u��. 
&��� � �� �y�*L ��� 

 

(� �# *u��.� *�:��� �������.�� .��� &�' � �����# �y�*L <�" .��� । 
�������.�� /(������ O�#�  (�+� .�7*, A��# ���#D�, /*�R4���� 4 �� ' �7 ���#+�4� 
��*��� #����+ �� �L���# .������� ���  &R� ,��� ।  
                  

#���8�- ,3:���� *����(#��� j���� /*�� ����� �L �������.�� *�- (� so � ' si� 
/�-� �N���  <�  `’� ���*� ��� .� �$। �����.� �.��� #���.�4�  ����� ���� /(������ 
������ A*L��� 7�� .���� ,��� । s�� /� ������.�� #������� ���������� �X�+ ' ��G"-�X�+ 
)|�� ����B A*L >�H�4�� .���� ,���  ��4 ;� ' ���� ��� #�� �� �$। �$�N� �#4� 9�# 
��* #�� <�  rg � A*L�# ��� #�� . । #���8� /���� #*��  �������� ��4 ���#D�� 
*����# 9�# ��� #�� / । �� .����  �#� #L��b*. sr � A*L ��� #�� . । 7Y�-
��l�� ����� )|�� �������.� ���(� ���#�  �#�4 ��# 4.���� ���.�� 7�� &R�" ,����  
�#� /���*. #� #� ��#���� .��.� #��। 
 

�������.� ,3:�� ' O�#�� ���L *N# /��(����( ���FB #�� /����$। ��$�N� *N�#� 
/*��P���� �L��# G��*�� #�� .� �$। (� sp� /� ������� /���� .���k�-�  ������.�� 
/,����(�u� &R��" #L��b �����L �#� )��*��*. �i� ��#�*L �.� .� �$। �������.� 
�X�+�|� /*£��� &��7N�  �# &#�¢# .���� ,����  (� st/� /� ' fg/� /� og � �y�*��# 
��� #���$। �$�N� ��� #��T �� /��.���� �.#���� ~��"��N� ' ���(�� �������.� ��#�*�� 
���L <,� *�>?+ . । �������.� `�4 *N�#� #����4+ 7�N�  /� । (� st /� /� #��T � /���� 
#�������� :��� �$����� *���{ ���N�4 ��� #��। 
 

(� sr� /� �������.�� #������� ��G�" /���C 7�N�  /� । /(������ ������� �#�4 
/���*�� ��* ��� ����� �#�4 /�� /T��� G�� *�� #���$। � ��*�. /*£�� ������.� 
����#����� �# ��4� ��# A*�L� '�� .���� ,���  ��� 7Y ��#�� �#�4 /*�� ��* #��। 
�*��4  
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/���� ���*�(�� �������.� &R�" ,����  ��#������ #�$ /C�# �Q )E�E ��� #�� �� �$। 
*��G��� �.#���� /�����  �������.�� .����  ��#���� ����.��� ' *!D .�  ��N�$। ���� 
/���#$� *��L# A*L �.� .� �$। (� st/� /� ���������� ����B �� (�  ��#�*���� /(������ 
&#�¢# .��� ,����  ����� ' A* ������ ���L �#�4 PmK�X"+ *N#�*�� 7�N�  /� । �PN� /���� 
� ���.��4� #��$ �������."� �o � ��#�*��# ��� #��। �$�N� ���� )E�E /��M�� ��4 9�# 
��� #��। 

                                        -� �����, s��?+, �  *��L�, f� /�, stps 
 

������� >�H�4 &��� ���������� ���� 
 

k�7�# (/�>�� ), f�/� (�7�&� ' �� �4 &�)- &� �>\� ����� �N��-�� �� 
�������� ���#D�� /*����.��# ����  *���{ *��_ ������� >��4 /C�# .�4�  /� ।  ���#D�� 
A*L�� .�4 ����� �� ���������� /*���� ������� >�H�4� 7�� ���������� ���#� ���� /�। 
��� /C�# � ���#�  /��� �� । <#�� � >��4 /C�# ���������� /*��� <,�� �����" )E�E 
/�� �$। �������� �.��� ���� ��� ��   ��������� �N���  ���#D�� <,�� G G�� .� �$। 
 

(�#�� ��M���� /C�# �N�� jm #�� ��� &� *#�� �4�  �N�� /�? . । (� so/� 
���#D�� /*�� � >�H�4�4 ��� #�� �� �$�। ������� >�H�4 /$�N ������� &�( ���#D�� /*��� 
����� ��G� �.���� �J���.P�� �  ,�� �� । <#��, ���#D�� /*��� ��$� .�4 2���� ,� ��(��� 
���# ,�� /(�$। 
 

(� ���� �������� ���������� &R��" �g � ��#�*� �.� . । ���#D�� /*��� 
�� `�4 ����4��� 9��# #�� ������N ���#� ���F� �� �������� )��#+� ����� '�� &R�" 
,��� । 
 

���������� /*���� ��������� @�#��(�H' ���#�  /*���(c ' ���(�c� ���L �#�4 
PmK�X"+ /*�� 7�N�  ��� �$। ��������� )L�L ���#�  �������� ������ ,����  ���F। #��N:�� 
���#�� #���>��4� #��$ (� ���� /C�# �������� ' ���#D�� ���.�� ���L <,� �N�� ,��$। 
 

-&V����� ���#�,fp/� /�,stps 
 

���������� ����B �"�-� ���������� *�� *�>?+ 
 

#�#���, fp/� /� (�7, �, &�)- ���������� ����B �"�G�� �������� ���� ��� 
��# .���� ���.�� *�- *�� *�>?+ ,����F। *����{� '��� /C�# ��� /(�$, �����.� ��� &.� 
��#�*� /��M�� `�4 /�#� &R�" #�� ,��� �y�*��# ��� #���$। ��.����, �PN�, /��(�.�4 
��� �������' *�>?+ ����। ��#�*� ����� �.*�� ��' ��' � �� �। ���� /���  ��#���.�� 
��H����� ���(�  �*� #�4��F । :��� :��� ��#�*���� )�L�,�� ' .�L����� �J��� ��C। *´�� 
��� .���� *�H'��� �������� /$�� ������ ���L .� �$। 
 

���������� �������� &� ��#��� 2�.�3� 2���� ,�-��(� /C�# ��l�� ��# .����� 
���.��# �����N� #��$। �� *�>�?+ /���#$� *��L# ��# /*� �.� . । �������.� `� 9�# ���+ 
)E�E ��� #���$ ��� ���������� *X� ��� /(�$। 2���� ,� ��(� ���������� ��������� ,�� 
�#�����4�� ��G�"। (�#�� �������� ������� *���{ ��H�N�4 ��� #��� *�  ����� *��L# ��# 
/��� �.� . । 
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����P�N ��
 *�������� ����F, (�#�� ������� /���� �H,�(N C�� ���#�� 
)����� *���{ /,��#� ���# &P � �#�� ��#�*�� '�� ���������� #������� �,� &R�" 
,��� । 
 

����  *����{� :�� ,�7�.��4� ������ ���# ��� /C�# <�  ��� ���� �X�� �� 
)����� )��;�। ���������� &>��� ,��� ��#�*� ���� ��N। 
 

-��(�{�, fr /�, stps 
 

GUERILLA ACTIONS INTENDIFIED 
150 PAK TROOPSKILLED 

 

MUJIBNAGAR (Bangladesh), May 28 – About 150 West Pakistani armymen were 

killed in a bitter fight with the Mukti Font on the Dharla river in th Rangpur sector 

early this week, reports PTI. reports available here said that tje Pakistani Army 

shelled Mukti Fouj position on the north bank of the Dharla river and tried to cross 

over to the other said. The Mukti Font offered stiff redidtance abd foiled the attempts 

of Pakistan Army to cross river, inflictibng heavy csualt on the enemy. 
 

In another incident in the  sylhet sector in May 26, the Mukti font ambushed a 

convoy killing 25 Pakistani troops and injuring 14 others. One truck and one jeep 

were damaged,.The Mukti Fouj also raided Rema tea estate in the same sector. 

Pakistani troops took their heels leaving two vehicles which were captured by the 

liberation forcer. 
 

Two Pakistni solders were killed when the student – fighter of the mukti Fouj 
lobbed a grenad on them in sumbrum area of chittgong on the night of May 23. on the 

same night the Mukti Fouj destroyed a bridge on the Muhuri river near Chhagalnaiya. 
 

In Mymensing, the Mukti Fouj attacked Pakistani army poisitionat at 

Bhotikhli and belew up a bridge at Joynaiapur in Sylhet sector.  
  

In Comilla sector, the freedom fighters raided Bajitpur police station and took 

away all armd from the armony there. 
 

There was heavy fighting between the Pakistani toorps and the Mukti Fouj in 

Pateswari Ghat in Rangpur. Casualty, if any, was not know. 
 

Our shillong office adds ; the biggest bridge on the Dawk-Sylhet road, sari 
bridge, has been blown off yesterday by valian Mukti Fouj Commandos after a free 

fight with the pakistani troops. 
 

Pak troops are now completely out off from the mainland of Sylhet, Official 

source said here that concentration of Pakistani troops were seen in Goalpara- an  East 
Pakistan border. 
 

Dhruba Majumdar at Dawki writes, Tamabil and Sripur, two strongholds of 

the Pakistani army were captured by the Multi Fouj after a heavy battle. Jayantapur 

about 18 miles from the international border also fell in the hands of the Mukti Fouj 

after a grim  
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fight today. the Mukti Fouj has began their attack on the Pakitani Army at Hairpur 

about 10 miles from the border. 

 

The situation of the Libaration war in the Sylhet sector of Bangladwesh 

remaind very fluid on Friday.The Pak army were in the Sylhet sector of Bangladesh 

remained very fluid on Friday. The Pak army were losing grounds and the Mukti Fouj 
went on winning, but none of them could be sure about how of thge acquired territory 

they will be able to retain. 
-Hindusthan standard, 29 May, 1971 

 

���������� )��#+� &R��" �y�*L )��= 
 

&(����, ft /� /� (���4&�)- ���������� /(���� ' #������� ' 2�.3, #���8� ' 
/� ����� /*£�� ��#�*���� >��4P��� 7�� <,� &>�� /.��$। &�  ���� <�u ���� ��� 
��  /�, 2�.�3 ���������� &,�#� &R��" og � ��#�*� ��� . , ���4 /��4��� ���D .  
��� <,�� )E�E /(�����m� ���������� .D(� . । <#��, `’� ��# )��*�� ' pg � 
��#�*L ���� /(�$। 
 

���������� /(������ (� fi /� /� ������ #���8� /*£�� A*������� ��#�*L��� '�� 
&R�" ,��� ��� fi � ���#D���# ��� #��। �� &R��" so � ���#D�� &.� .  ' 
�#�4 ���#D�� ��� ' �#�4 9�#���D .  ��� ��+(�� `�4 ��T . । 
 

/� ����� /���� /�� ���#�  �����*��� ��#�L��� ���4 >��4� 7��' &R�" ,���  । 
�Q ���#D�� A*L .��.� . । 
 

���������� #������� �����  ���#�� 7C����� `�4 /���*�� ��� ����� /*£�� �.�� ' 
*�{�.���� ���L s �4 /���*�� 7�N�  /�। ����� /���� ������� ���#D����� *�- �����*���� 
*�>?+ . । 
 

�����(� /C�# �7-�-&� ����FI ���������� /(���� A*L�� 7Y� ' ��l� �"�-� 
��(� o ��� #��#�4 *N#�C ���FB #�� /�' �  #� #�4 ;�� ��#�*L�� $��- .�  ��N। 
 

#� #��� &,�#� &R��" ��H� ){���G rs � ��#�*L�# ��� #��। 
 

�����*��� ���� ' #�|��N� /]��� ���L /��-��� ���D #�� /�। ��l� �"�-�� 
����� ' �#���������� ���L' ��H�� /���C )�#��� #�� ���। ����� /*£�� ��#�*L���.�� 
�#��� /9 &R�{ ' G��:D . । /9��� 
"+���� ��# ���F�। �� >4�  ){� sg � 
���#D�� A*L �.� . । 

                                                                                -��(�{�, �g /�, stps 
 

‘&��� G�{ .� �I /(���#���� />�? 
 

������ .@�� �� ����� *�- /��� .�, �� /��� *��N ,��4�; (��� (�(� #�� >���$; 
'��, ���������� 2�{ A*��#�� /���� ��� ������ >��4�� ���� &*�$, *������ ���#D�� 
/*����.��# ���.�� #��। &�(� ���� &��� /��$�� /��� .� �$�, ��� '��� *�- ��� �����। 
 

/��� &l�+ ���(, ���#D� *�#���� �� /*�¶�� <,���� ��' /������� ���#D��� 
>�H�4� ���?+ ��' ���������� � ����� ���#� ���� #�� 7N�$। 
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-���� /��� ��� $�� ��� �����। ���������� >�H�4�� �#� ����।  ����, ��H��� 
���� �� #��$ &��� /�? .�  /(�$, &��� ��' /�? .��। ���J�X��� ��� /��� &�( &��� 
G�{ .� �।   

                                                                    -&V����� ���#�, �s /�, stps 
       

 

MUKTI FOUJ KILLS 100 PAKISTANI SOLDIERS 
 

MAY 30- With its intrnsified cimmando activity, the Mukti Fouj continued to 

harass the Pakistani Army during the past 48 hours, At several places from feni in the 

south to Ashuganj in the north, the Mukti Fouj inflincted heavy casulties on Pakistani 

troops, according to the reports available acroos the border, Besides, 100 Pakistani 

sollders, including 40 officers, were ambushed and killed by Mukti Fouje. 

 

The freedom fighters also blew up three rail and one road bridges, damaged 
railway engine, and destroyed two moptors and several vehicles. 

 
Rail communication from Comilla to Ashuganj is still disrupted after the 

successful demolition of the rail bridge at several places. 
 

                                                                      -Hindusthan Standard, 31 May, 1971 
 

�����  ���#�  ��#�*���� /(����?+" )�L�.� 
 

#�#���, � ��- ��#D�� /*��� �����  ���#�� ���L )*����# )|�*�X. �C����� 
/(���P�� �?+" ,����  ���F। �7�&� ����F (�#�� /#�,��.�� /���� *���{��+� ,���4 :��� 
��#�*���� /(����?+�" �#� :����*� &.� . । (� ,���� ���� ��#�*��� �� :��P���� 
<,�� /(���P�� ,����F। ��� �# ����4*��L# ���? :�� /$�N ,�� /(�$। 
 

&*���� /(� ����N� /���� /*��.�4 ' ��*�B�.� :��P����  (� ���� ��#�*��� #��� 
/C�# /(��� ,��� । *�#��� *X��� ������4+ ��� ��  /� (�#�� *#�� *#�� ss4� /C�#� ��#�*��� 
� )|�� ����K#���� P�� ,����� jm#�� ��� &� *#�� ��+{ ,��� । 
 

������������ .��� �Q ��#�*L ���I *����{� '�� /C�# �����P�N�� <�u *����� ��� 
.  /�, (� fo >\  ��������� �������.� 7Y� ��-� /(���� ������ �J�� #���$।  /#�,��.���� 
)�� ���� ��m-������ *���{ /,#���T /C�# ��H�� � ��. � ���.� 7Y� �"�-� /(���� ������ �J�� 
#���$। /#�,��.���� )�� ���� ��m-������ *���{ /,#���] /C�# ��H�� � ��. � ���.��# .�4�  
��� �$। ���#�� ���� #���G *��� �� /*� �.� . । 
 

�,��.��4 ' /k���� ' �� ���L ��D�� 7�� ��� #��#� ' �X�?��V�- �� ���L 
*�� ��* ��� 7�� /��4 � �4 /*�� �����*��� ��* #�� /� । ��� ������.��4� ���# 
��� �� ���*���� �#�4 �� ���FB .�  /(�$। ������� �(��� &P � ��# /*����# 
����������� ���� /�  ��� @�#��(�H ��' �� .�7*�· G��*�� #�� । �� &#�¢# &R��"� ��� 
�Q ��#�*� �.� .� �$। ����� /���� �k��� ' � ���� � ��. �� *��� Pu,��# ����������� 
��� #�� ��� ��*��� ��( ' �����-� �*���� ���� /��# ���' <#��। 
  

-#���{�, s��, stps                                   
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,�#(�� ��#�*�L� /����� � P�� 
 

.��#���� �s /� (*��������)- ���#D�� *����# ��+��� )����? *�.L� *��� /����  /(�$। 
(� fg /� ����� A�@�>�4�, ��#�.�4, ������, �#��� <�J�� )|� /C�# <�  /�N ��G� �� 
)*.�  ���? *���{ /����  ����� ,�� &*�� *�  ,�#(�� ��+� ���.� ��H��� '�� /���(� 
���  /����� � P���?+" #��। �� ��� /*��� �Q*��L# ���-��m?-��j �.� . । 
 

>4�� �����" <#��, ����� ��G"�|� /C�# &����# /�N �G ���? *����# ���.�� 
)�L�,��� )��= .�  (� st/� #� # .���� /�#� ��  /����  ��N। ,�#(��� �#4��+� ��� 
'��� ����� �GL #�� P�� ,����� #� # .���� ���-��m? ' ��j ���FB .�  ��N ��� ��~�� 
�' �� .�  �� । ,�#(�� ���� ����4���� *���� .� । /* *�  ��$� ���� ��H�� /���(��� �� 
j� $��- .�  �� । ,�#(��� ������� ����B >�P����� ��"�C+��� &2  ��� ��+� ���.� /*��� 
�(�  >� /C�# /�� #�� ����� )�#�# .�L� #��। 
 

*���{ )��R� #��� �� �����# &.��# .��#����� <�C��# �,�#�*� ���  .�*������ 
/<�" #�� . । ff ������ P���� &.� ��"�C+�� *��L� <�  /�N�� ��� .��#������ ���������� 
�,�#�*# ���। 
 

���������� ����B �"�-� /(���� ���.�� ������ 
 

&(����, s�� (�7�&�)- �������� /(���� ���.� 2�.3 /*£��� /�����N� ' 
&��7N�� ���L *����#��� /�� /*���4 7�N�  ��� �$। /(���� ���.� �� /]� �’�4 ����� �L 
��#������ '�� &R�" ,���� �$। 
 

�#�4 ���#D�� ���(��N� '�� /(���� ���.� )��#+�� &R�" #�� �y��G� f ��# 
��� #��। #���8� /*£�� /(�������.� /�� ��c ' ' �(�# ���,�L� #�� ���� *G� .  ��� 
�������� ����������� *����� <#��। � ��*�. /*£�� /(���� ���.� ��#������ '�� )��#+� 
&R�" #�� p � ��#�*L�# *�E )�;�  /:���� #��। ��# >�H�4� ���#D�� ���#� ���N�  ���  
/(������ /*��� ���������� ���#� 7�Y�� #��। 
                                                                                           -#���{�, f, ��stps 
 

#����� &R��" ��#�*L ���$ 
 

&(���� ��� �� (�7� &�)- ����B ;�� ��#�*�L� '�� ���������� #����� 
&R��" &��� /������ .�  7@�$। (���� �, ,�H�.�4, ����(� ' ������� ���#�  ��������� 
&R��" ��#�*L ���.�� .� �$। 
 

�PN� )|�� � �� �� �������� ��#�*�L� �#�4 *�H��� � (�N� ��� #�� /। � 
(�N��� ���4 /��k' /*4 ' $ �4 /](� �$�। �#� #������� (�N� ' �������� ��� #�� /। 
��l� �PN�� &� �#;�� &R�" ,����  ��H�� #� #� ��#�*L�# ��� #��। &� �#�4 
*�>�?+ ���#D��� 4.���� ���.�� *��� A*L �.� ' `� &.� . । 
 

&*�� *��_ #���>��4 ���������� *�- <�� �N�� ,��$। ���������� �� ��>��4�� 
���#D��# �L�4���  A*L �� �( #��� .� �$ ���������� 7Y��|�� (� fo>\�   
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���������� #����� &R�" <�� .�  7@�$।  /#�,��.���� ������ ���# )��;� �Xm-����� /,��# 
/C�# ��#�*L��� .�4�  /�' � .� �$। 
 

�,�.��4 ' /k������ ��L��+� ��D��*�� ��� #��#� ' �X�?��V��� ��L��+� *�� ���� 
/*���# �������� 7�N�  ��� �$। ��� ���#D�� A*L�� #��#��� &4# .�  ��N�$। ����� 
������.��4 ���� ����� �C /�। 
 

��������� �(��� /(���� ���.� ��#�*�L� '�� )��#+� &R�" ,���। <,�� ��#�*L 
.��.� .� �$। @�#��(�H� � �#�4 ��`L�  /#�S' ��������� T #�� ��� �$। ���������� �k��� ' 
��7���� ��*��� ���(� *��� ���#D�� Pu,��# �������� ��� #��। 
 

(� *u��. ���������� #����� &R��" /�� ���#�  ,��� )��*��*. �����# 
��#�*L �.� .� �$। #���8�� /,��:�� ' �(B�C��>�� ��L��+� /#� �#;�� /*����� �������� 
��#�*�L� �#�4 ����� '�� &R�" ,���। ���D ����� o� &���.� �.� . । � �� �� #*�� 
' &��7N�� ��L��+� (-�*�(��� #��$ ���������� &R��" #� #� ��#�*L .��.� .� �$। 
������� *�¸��� ������ ���# )��;� ,3:���� ���(N ���#� ' #� #�4 *�>?+ .� �$। 
 

                                                                         -&V����� ���#�, o��, stps 
 
 

GUERILLA TACTICS OF MUKTI FOUJ 
PAYING DIVIDENDS 

 

AGARTALA, JUNE – 4 By ther use of guerilla tactics, the Mukti Fouj 

commando, who engaged the Pak army in  several places in Chittgong hill tracts, 

Noakhali, Comill, Saldanadi, Gangasagar and Akhaura sectors at Saldanadi. Among 

those Pak troops killed, one was a Major Doorani who took active part in mass killing 

in Comilla town in the months of Margh and April.  

 

Other reports available from across the border say, Pak trops are gradually 

losing confidence in the so-called peace commitees fromed earlier by it in various 

parts of Bangladesh. Pak troops have killed at least five peace committee members at 

Laksham and Feni. 

 

On June 2. the Army is also reported to have killed a foreigner Mr. P. J. 
Chalmers, who was looking after Nalua tea estate in sylhet Earlier, Pak troops killed 

20 labourers of the labourers of the garden. The Pak army officials demanded tea, 
ration and fuel for the troops from Mr.Chalmers who was running short of finance and 

faced serious economic crisis in the present doldrums in the country, expressed his 
inability to meet the demands. 

 
Agenceies add :  Four Pakistanis, including an officer, were killed and severel 

others injured by the Mukti Fouj in an exchange of fire yesterday near lchakhali 

village off Meherpore town in south-western Bangladesh. 
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The Mukti Fouj are laying mines near culverts, bridges and on metalled roads 

in this sector. In Faridpur, the liberation forces damaged a bridge and destryed an 

army post. 
 

The freedom fighters are in full control of villages in the Rangamati area, six 

miles north of Patnitola. an army patrol was also fired upon by the freedom fighters 

yesterday. 
 

In Sylhet sector, the libaration forces are reported to have demaged two 
bridges and attacked an army position at Sarlbagh. They also opened fire on a 

Pakistani army position near thge border in Shamshernagar area. 
 

In Rangpur sector, the freedom fighters destroyed two army gunboard and 
demaged a railway bridge in Sirjagnj area. 
 

In Comilla sector, the freedom fighters attacked in army position near colonel 

Bazar and killed 25 solders. 
 

Our Cooch Behar Correspodent says that the Pak army started firing on the 

Gitaldaha border outpost in India from the Moghalhat border. The Border security 

Force returned the fire and the exchange continued for an hour. 
 

A few Pakistani morter shekks landed on Indian treeitory at Lalgola in 

Murshidabad district tody as fighting broke out between the Mukti Fauj and the 

Pakistani army at Kanthalbarti area of Bangladesh. It is oficially learnt at 

Baharampur. 

- Hindusthan Standard, 5 June, 1971 

 

��#�*L�� �����(� ���� �LC+ 
 

#J�(�, i� ��- *����{� '��� /C�# ��' � *����� ��� /(�$ /�, ���#D�� A*L�� 
�����(� ��� #��� ��� (�  `’��� ���������� .��� �i� ��#�*L �.� .  ��� /�� 
#� #� ��#�*� &.� . । �����(� ����� �� �N���  ��#�*� ���.�� .�  ��� /�? ��+{ 
���� ����� >�H�4�� ���� /��� ���L . । ����� *�  ���� ����� .��.� *.#�+���� ������ >�H�4�� 
��  ,�� �� । ����� *�  ���� ����� .��.� *.#�+���� ������ >�H�4�� ��  ,�� �� । 
���������� /#7 .��.� . �। 
 

#���+ #�� /:���� ' .�L�I ����# ��#�*L�� �.� ' ��� �����+� ���#�  ��  �� ���#� 
��� #���+ ���� #�� ���F। ��� ����� ��N� ��N� �8��� ,����  ���#��� ��� �� �� ���� /²� ��k 
��N #���  P�� #�� .�L� #���$। � ����4 ��� �$ &' ��� ���(� �#� ������। 
 

                                                                     -��(�{�, � ��, stps 
 

������� ,��$ 
 

�� (c, �� �� (�� �4 &�)- ��������� ��# �.�� ���#�  ���������� /(������ * �́� 
����� ����� &R� #��। i � ��#�*L �.� ��� )L `’� &.� . । ������� )|�� 
�������� ��(��� ��# *����# >�H�4�� ������ ,����  �g � ��#�*L ��� #��। o ��# 
�V� #�� .� �$। <,�� )E�E ���������� .��� ��*�$। 

 

#��T �� (� #� #���� #����  <�  fg � ��#�*L ��� .� �$। #���� �.����� /���� 
��#�*L��� �� <�� �����  *|�� #���$। 
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��"�C+� /*����I ����B ��"�C+� ����� /C�# �g � ��"�C+� ���# #�#���  *����*�� 
*W�#+  /9�� ��� #��$। (�U� ���{ *�;� � ��"�C+� ���#��� <�C��# �,�#�*�, ��*�, &.�� A��� 
' �\ ��� 
�;L *W#+ /9�� ���F। �� ���#�� ����B ����� /���� .�� ��� ���{ *�;�� ��# 
������ ���। ���+�|�� ��"�C+� ���#��� �L $ �4 /9�� /#S /���� .�� ��� ���{ *�;�� ��# 
������ ���। ���+�|�� ��"�C+� ���#��� �L $ �4 /9�� /#S /���� .�� &�� #�� �� । 
 

/�#�� ���L � .���� ��"�C+�I fo ��(� /���� .�*���� *����{ �$���� ��� '�� /��� 
/�#�� ���L <�  �� .���� ��"�C+� ��*#��$। 

                                                                            -��(�{�, p �� stps 
 

���������� �L��# ' <,� &R��" �Q ��#�*L ��� 
 

&(����, r� �� (�� �4 &� )- ���������� ���+�|�� #���8� /���� *����# PmK�X"+ 
#*�� ���#�  �������� &��� �� #�� &R�" jm #���$। &� ���� <�u *����� ��� /(�$ 
/�, (�#�� �������� �4+�� ' /���(� ��  <,� &R�" ,����� /����� ��#�*L �.� .  
��� ��#�*L�� #*�� /C�# <�  � �#�����4�� �X�� *�� /��� ���L . । ��#�*L��� �L ����� 
��� *�:. #�� /�' �� )����� �������� �� ��# ������#' P�� #�� .�L� #���$। 

 
�������� /(�������.�' (�#�� #*��� �#4��+� (-�*�(�� ������ &R�" ,����  fr 

� ��#�*L ��� #��। 
 

&�' ��G�" ��������  (�#�� /� ����� /���� ,�H�(���, $�(��� �, ��U���, &���� ' 
�(B�C��>� ���#�  ����� ������ ��DJ� #�� ��� ��#�*L��� �l���*�" #�� /�� �.�� *�� 
/��� ���L #��। 
 

������4+  ��� .� �$ /�, �� *#� )|�� �������� #��������.�� *�- `’���L��� <,� 
���� �Q ��#�*L .��.� .� �$। /�� �.��� 7�#�� ���������� /(���� �� ���#�  /C�# )��#+� 
*����L� *�- �# ��4� ��#�*L�# &R�" #��। ��#�*L�� � *�  �#4� /$�4 �� ��� .�F� 
/(������� &R��" *��� ��#�*L ��� )�� #� #� &.� . । 
 

����� /��� ' ������I /#�,��.�� /C�# ���4&� ����F /� �������� (�#�� ���� 
���������� ����� /���� ��(��� C��� ���#��� ��#*� :��� )��#+� &R� ,����  )XL 
���� ���#D�� A*L ��� #���$। &� ���� *���� ��' � /(�$ /�, � )|��� :��� :��� 
)�_*����(�� �#�4 ���#D�� /*L ��� #���$। &� ���� *���� /�, � )|��� :��� (��� 
)�_*����(�� �#�4 ��#D�� 4.���� ���.�� A*L��� '��� �������� �� &R�" ,��� । 
�������� �Xm-������� �#�4 ��#>�H�4� '�� .�� ���  `� ��#�*L�# Pm������ ��� #���$। 
�������� ��#�*L��� *�- P�� ����  #�� ��� ��.��� #� #� ��#�*L �.� . । �� *#� 
)����� ���������� ��� `’� &.� .� �$। 
 

�����(� /C�# <�u ���� ��� .� �$ /�, ������ ���� �����.� ��� �������� )��#+� 
&R�" ,����  ��# /���*. ot � ���#D�� /*��# �V� #���$। 

  
                                                                           -��(�{�, t ��, stps  
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MUKTI FOUJ INTENSIFIES 
GUERILLA ATTACKS 

 

MUJIBNAGAR, JUNE 9- Freedom fighters have intensified their guerilla 

attacks on the West Pakistani army detachments and patrol and on bridhes in 
Bangladesh, says UNI. 

 
In the Jessore sector an army lieutenant was mobbed and killed a few dys ago 

near Faridpur. The freedom fighter ambushe an army contingent near chuadnga on 

June 6. One jinior commissioned officer was killed and eight soldiers were injured in 
this engagement. Guerillas also fired upon some Pakistani troops near Jessore on June 7. 

 

Freedom fighters destroyed two bridges between Panchgarfh and Ruheal and 

inflicted heavy casualities on the army in Rangpur sector. Army also suffered 

casualties in an attack by the freedom fighters with mortars and small arms about 15 

miles of Patnitala. 

 

The guerillas have also been active in the areas north-west of river Dharala. 

They shot dead two Pakistani agenst in the Tetulya area. 

 

Heavy rains hane rendered the unmetalled roads and tracts unit for vehicular 

traffic in several areas of Est Bengal. There was an exchange of fire between Punjabi 

and Pathan soldiers in the Comilla area. 

 

PTI says : Several west Pakistani solders were killed in a bitter clash between 

the Mukti Fouj and the Army personnel in Bhurungamari in Rangpur area yesterday. 

 

In Khul the liberation force destroyed nine enemy bankers at Kaliganj and 
killed eight sokders entrenched there the reports said. 

 
In Mymensingh, the Mukti Fouj raided Sibpore village on receipt of 

information about the prsence of Pakistani army supporters and killed six of them in a 
sudden swoop yesterday. A Pakistani post at Barengapara was attacked by the 

liberation force and in the resultant clash the army suffered heavy casulties. 
 

 

The Mukti Fouj raded a Pakisni position at Jayantiapur. A Pakitani offcer was 

blown to pieces in a mine explosion there. Five Pak army personnel were killed at 

Chhotolekhan, when the Mukti Fouj commandos attacked them. 

 

                                                              Hindusthan Standard, 10 June, 1971 
 

����������� /���� ���4 /C�# ��# .�������� 
7���� #��� �����#� 

 

#�#���, sg ��- ("<���!� 
��� �������� *�#���� �!� ��� �� �*�� &�� 
���������� ���+�|�� ,�� ���L��� *���� �� &� �����(�� <�L���+ #�� ����$, 
“���������� ����������� /���� ���4 /C�# ��# .�������� 7���� #��� �����#�।’’ 
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� *���� *�  ��� �������� � �!� #���  ����� �����+ #��। ��� ���, � 
�����*�X�. ��� ‘‘�m" ������������ ���L )��L ����� '। ��  �J���’’ �����G� #���$। 
�� ��� 
��� ����� /���� /#S <,�� #���$। 
 

��#‘ 
�(� /#S P�� �V� ������� *�- ���� I &#����"�’� ���� <#��, �������� 
*�#���� ��# ������ ���������� ��# *����# #�J+�G #�J+#  (��"�C+����  �����  /' �� �L) 
<���=� �C�#�C� ‘
�(� /#S’P���# �V� ������� *�- ���� #���$। 
 

��� ���, *´�� ������ ��C &*�� *�  �Q*��L# ��"�C+��# ��# *����# #�J+�G 
/��� #�� � 
�(� /#S P���� ��� ��  /(�$ । 
 

O�#� /C�# <#���� A���#� )��#��� ��q��� #�+,��� $�H4��I O�#� /C�# ��#*����# 
#�J+��G� �K����� <#���� ������ A��# ��+� �7�’ ���#�� )��#��� ��q��� #�+,����# #�+,�L�  
#�� .� �$ ��� 
��� ����� /���� /#�S *���� <,�� #���$। ��# )��#J� ��������� *����# 
#�J+��G� ������� <#���� � *#� ���#�� /#� :�.# /�। *����# #�+��� ���#�� fggg #�� 
�#� /, ���M ���M /*���� ���L ���� /C�# 'P��� /��� ��' � . । �#x *����" ����G /#� 
/�*����# ��@# /�। 
 

��# J��*��� ��m�� k ���#�� <�� *W���#� #n
� #��,�� k ���#�� <�� 
*W��# ��� &�� ����� &� ��� ��������� *�>�4� ��# J��*��� ��m�� �Ju <����� ����  
�*�����"� #��$ �� ���+ &��� ���� �$ /�, ��H�� /� ���L�� ' ���#D��� ���L )��=��L 
����+� /4T �L�,P�� � #4 #��। 
 

��� &�� ����� �������+ ���#D�� �L�� 
����� )�.��"� <������ ��# �(��K ��+ 
#���$��। 
 

,� �k�-�  ��#�*���� ���L ’’/*� *��k’’ #�#���, sg �� ���������� /(�������.�� 
������ &��� ��~ .�  7�@�$। /(������� .��� ��� /��  ��# .������� ������ ���L /*� *��k 
#�� �*�$। ,� �k�-�� #��$ `� �� �� A*�L� ��v� *�>�?+ s� � �.� .� �$। 
��� ����� 
/���� /#S &� *UL�  � *������ #C� 7�8� #�� ,� �k�-�� /� �������� /(���� ���.�� �#�4 
7�8����(L *����L� *���� ��� �$। 
 

<#��, (� i �� /� �������� ��� ���º���" f �4 *����# 9�# ��* .�  ft � 
��#.����� �.� ��� o � &.� . । .������� ���(��� ���# ���F�। � ��� ���º���"� 
��� ��� ��# .������� ���(� ��+� /C�# >4�;�� ��# &�*। `� ��G� ��v� �����*� 
��� ��� #�� ��� ��v��� 7�� P�� ,����� C��#। ��� s� � ��#.����� ������ P����� 
&.� . । 

                                                            -#���{�,ss ��,stps 
 

��# .�������� 7�� ���������� &R�" 
                                                   

                      #�#���, ss ��- ���������� /(���� ������  ,3:�� �.� ��� ���+��+� 
���#�  ��# /*��� <����� ���.�� .�F। &� *U�  
��� ����� /���� /#S <,���� *����� 
��� .� �$ /� *´�� /(���� ���.� ,3:�� �.��� �7 *��#+4, ����(c, ,�3��� /��k, ,#�����, 
�����>�� ���@ <�J�� ;�� :��k ' .������� *. &R�" ,��� । ,#������ f � ��# .����� 
�.� .� �$। 
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*����� ��� .� �$, ,3:�� �� ����L� (��। /��#���4 �U। ��#�� ��� si � /��# 
A��V #��� /��( /�' �� �L ��C /�m�F। /��� �4�� �� ��D�  #�7�# ��� #� /��� �� । 
�V� ���#�  ��� ig � #�� #��$। ,3:���� .��� ���#�  �^��  #L�\���\ ;�� #�� .� �$। 
��(������� ' &H������# )|�� f �4 �JC# &R�� /(������ og � ��#�*L�# ��� #���$। 
�L������ r � /�������-,�H���.��4 og � #���8�� .���� , �� ���� s� � ��� ����.� 
�"�-� si � ��# .����� /(������� .��� �.� .� �$। ���(N /C�# (�N�.��4� ��C � � ��# 
*����# )��*�� �.� .� �$। 
 

/(���� ���.� ��*��� ���(� �����*. ��# ��������' ����B ;�� ��� #�� ,��$। 
���#(�c o � ����� �.� ��� s� /:����� .� �$। �����*��� ���#(�c� ����� /]� ��� 
#���$ ��� ���#(�c �X"+ #�J+K ;�� #���$। #���(�c� ��*��� ��( /, ���L� )�� ����# 
�����*��� ��� #�� ��� �$। $�(�(c ������ s ������# �V� #�� .� �$ ��� ������# 7��� 
#�� .� �$। �*��4 /*£�� ���������� .��� �#�4 /���*�� ��* .' �� *���� ��' � /(�$। 
 

&(���� /C�# �7-� &� ����FI *´��  �#�� *������# ���������� ��G" ��-� 
*��� �(� �$��। ���������� ��# /��� *������#��� ���� �$ /�, ��������� ��+�� ��#- 
.�������� 7�� ��e� &R� jm #���$ ��� *�+� ��#�*���� <,�� G G�� .�F। 
 

7� /��� *������#��� &��� ���� �$ /� ��G" �"�-�  ��@ ' ����, /*���  ��E 
�������� �(��#��� 7�� P�� #��� )
�#�� #��  ��H��� )L� ���� #�� .�F । *´�� <�  
ogg � ����, /*��# ��.��� ��l� ��#D�� /��� ��@��� .� �$ । 
 

��c��� ' ��@� /*���� ���L *�>?+I (� o �� #���8� /*£�� ��# /*����.�� ��c��� ' 
��@���� ���L �# *�>�?+ �i �  �.� .� �$। 

                                                                                   -#���{�, sf ��, stps 
 

#���8� �.�� 
��� ���������� ���#� 
 

&(����, ss� �� (��, �4, &�) ���������� �������� #���8� �.��4 (�#�� ��� #��। 
&��� 
��� ������ ���#� 7�N� �$। �� *�- �� )|�� /(���� ������ ' ��~�� .�  7@�$। 
�7� &� ����F *��� �������� ���N /�� ������� �������� /(���� ������ �J�� #���$ ��� 
*����{� '���� �������.�� /#S�  #��+��  /C�# ��� ��*�$। ��# *����# <��* �.�� ps 
>\�� *����# &� ���� #�� ���+,��� )����*���� �V� #���$। 
 
*����{� '��� /C�# ��� /(�$ , �������� ���#D� L���� �L�d, .���� �L�d �����4k, ��*��� 
#����+ �� �L�d, �� /#�4+ ��� 4�7 .� ��� /:�k &R�" ,��� । /(���� ���.� #���8� �.��� 
��G"�|�� �#�4 /�� ��c 7�N�  ��� �$। ~�["���N � ��`L� /#S�4 ' G��:; .� �$। 
 

�������.�� *X� /C�# ��� ��  /� (� � � �� �������� ,3:�� /���  /*�������� 
��#�*� *������� '�� &R�" ,����  �� � �y�*��# ��� #��। i � �� 2�.�3� /�����N� 
��� ���������� *�- ��#- ���.�� <�LG *�>�?+ ��#���.� &R��"� ,��� ~�["���N �� ���# 
�l���*��" #��, ��� ������� *�  ���� ��� ' *W�Y� /�� G�� #�� �� । (� ��� �� 
��#*�� )|�� �������.� .@�� �#�4 &R�" ,����   ��#���.�� )�#�# ��� #���$। �y��G� 
/���#$� �����   
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��� ,�#�� /*�' �.� . । �������.� ���$�N�� /���#$� )E�E ' /(�����m� �$��  / । �� 
)|�� ��#�*���� )����?# )�L�,�� *�K' ��-��� )����*��� �JN ����� ��  ����� /��#����� 
#��$, ��.�� ��� �#�������' �������.�� *�.���L ��(�  ��*�$। 
 

#���8� /���� ���� ' ��#�.��4 Pu;� .@�� &R�" ,����  ���������� /(���� �� fg 
� ��#�*��# ��� #��। �� �� ������ ' ���������� .��� ��# .����� ���.�� &4� ���� 
��N। ���� �� >\� �N�� ,��। ��#�*��� �4+�� ' /���(�� ,����  ���������� ��H,� 
/�����# &.� #��। 2�.3 /���� ���+����� �������.� /���(� ' �4+�� ,����  ��#�*����� 
�#� )��*�� ' ��� A*L�# .�L� #��। 
 

��������' /(���� ������I �� .(c, sg �� /(���� �7�4 �������� /���� ����B 
)|�� ���� .�  7@�$। /$�4 /$�4 �� /(���� &R�" ,����  �������� ��# ������ ���.��# 
��CT ��~� #�� �����$। #� #�� &�( @�#��(�H' �.#��� ���#�  m�. � /�� /]� /C�# s ���+� 
��G� ig ��4 ��>+ /�� ��� �������� �k����4 ��  7�N�  /� । ��# /*���.�� /���#�� P�� 
,����� C��#। �������� /(������ ��$ /C�# ��# A*L��� &R�" #�� p ��# .�L� #��। '� 
���#�� �-���� ' ����.���� ��L��+� �#�4 /��'�  �~� 7�N�  /�  ��� m�. � /C�# o/i ���� 
�X�� �#�4 PmK�X"+ *N# /*��' ���� 7�N�  /� । /��,�(c, ���(c ' ��"����#�� /(���� ���.� 
/�� #� #� ��# /*���� ��H�����  Pu,��# ��� #��। 
 

                                                     -��(�{�, sf ��, stps 
 

/(���� &R��" ����� ���.�� )�X�+ *���L 
 

��+��� �������� ����� /(���� &R��" ���������� *�+� ���+�D #��। (� *u��. 
������ ����B �"�-� �������.� �Q ��#�*L�# .��.� #��। (� �� �� /��.������ �#�4 
�$������� �# /(���� ��� �������.� ��#�*���� �#� )��*��*. ,����# ��� #��। 
����.� ���#�  �������.� /���(� ' �4+���� *�.���L ��#���.�� s �4 ����� )��#+�� &R�" 
#�� #���G fg � ��#�*L�# .�L� ' )�#�# .��.� #��-����� #‘��� (�N� ' �Q *��L# 
���� ' .��#� )E�E .D(� #��। #���,�H������ ���# ��#�*�� ):��� �# �� ���� �������� 
����� s � /�I #�+��# &.� #��। �� ��� ����� ���.� s�4 /*�� ' ��#�*�� s�4 >�H�4 ��* 
#��। 
 

�PN� /���� ��-����4 ���#� �� *WX"+ �������.�� � !���। �*���4� *�����( 
��������.� ��#�*�� s �4 >�H�4 ��� #�� ' �� *�B#�4 f �4 (����4 ��T #��। �*���(�c ���� 
�#�4 /�� /*�� *WX"+m�� ��l� #��� *G� .। ������� �"�-� �������� pi � ��#�*��# 
.�L�, �Q ��# &.� ' so ��# �V� #��। 7Y��|�� 7������ ����������� �# M�4#� &R��" 
og � ��#�*L /# .�L� #��। �$�N� ����, �����, � ��*�. ' #���8��� #���� ���� ���� <�  
`���-�� )��# ��#�*L .�L� #���$। 
 

-��-��"�,s� �?+ oC+ *��L�, s� ��, stps 
 

/��.������ ��#���.�� �# A*L ��� 
 

#J�(� s� �� ( ��, �4, &�) �������� (�#�� ���������� ��G" ��l� ��� ����B 
���#�  ���#D�� /����� '�� �L��# &R�" ,��� । /��.������ )�X�� ���� ��# /����� �# 
��4� A*L 
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��� #�� ��� �$। *����{� )�� �� /C�# ��� <�u ���� <#��, ������ /(���k�-�� ������ 
���# /������ �#�4 ��� /�9������� ������ ���# /�������� �#�4 (� )�L�.� &�$। ����� 
����� �� �������� /��.���� �.� /C�# �� �#�����4�� �X�� #�������� :��� �$����� *���{ 
/,��# ��� #�� �� �$। � )|�� �4+�� /C�# P���?+" #�� ���� ��#������ �# ��4� A*L ��� 
#�� ��� �$। &.� #� #� ���#D�� A*L�# ����� *�C��� *���  ��  /(�$। ���� <#��, ��# 
A*L�� ��� /C�# <�  �#��� �#�����4�� �X�� ��G"- ��l� ���������� <�(��� ���#�  fi�4 
��N���। &P ���(�  ��� �$ ��� ��H,��# .�L� #���$। 
                                                                                            ��(�{�. so �� stps 
 

MUKTI FOUJ ACTIVE ON WIDE FRONT IN BANGLADEHSH 
 

MUJIBNAGAR, JUNE 15- The Mukti Fouj gurikkas have active on a wide 

front in Bangladesh since June 10 as the Pakistani troops continued their atrocities on 

unarmed civilians, according to authoritative reports reaching here tonight say 

agencies. 
 

The guerillas have occupied the border outpost at Baragapara, Mymenshingh 

district after an encounter with the troops. The also exploded a bomb in a hotel in 

Dacca city, causing injuries to some collaborators of the Pakistani army. 
 

A Pakistani border outpost in the district of Rajshahi was attacked by the 

freedom fighters on June10. The next day the liberation forces fired upon an army 

contingent near Thakurgaon, and also in the Rangpur and Gaibandha.  
 

In the Chilmari area the guerillas destroyed an Army jeep killed the solders 
travelling in it. They uprooted the railway track in the Hitibandha area and damaged 

telephone lines between Rangpur and Gaibandha. 
 

In the Sylhet sector, the guerillas shelled an Army position in the Baragram 
area, inflicting several casualties on the Pakistani troops. 

 
                                                                               -Hindusthan Standard, 19 June, 1971 
 

,3:�� ���#�  ���������� ������ 
 

&(����, st �� (���4&�)- *����{� )�� ��� /C�# ��' � *����� ��� ��  /�, 
���������� ���������� /(���� ���.� ,3:���� ��l��|� ����B ;�� /(���� &R�" ,����  
���F। *����� ��� ��  /� �� ��(�c /(������� &R��" ���#D�� /*����� �#� /��� �.� 
.� �$। 
 

���������� /(���� ���.� /� �����- ,3:��� �� j���� ���#�  �y�*L� )�;�;��� 
7�� <,� &R�" #��। �� ��� )�# ���#D�� A*L &.� .� �$।    
                                                                           -&V����� ���#�, fg �� stps 

���������� ��  ��#�*L *��-*!D 
 

�����(� ff �� (���4&�)- ��������� ����B ��� ���������� /(���� ���.�� 
R���+�� ������  ��l� ���#D�� A*L���.�� 4.���� ��P�� &�d:D .�  ��N$। �������� 
#����� ��# 7¶��; )��*�� ����$ /� �������� /� ��.X��+ &,�#� &R�" ,����� ���� �� 
#��   
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��#D�� A*L�� &�#�� ��`� *w� *�+# .�  ,������ #���$। �������� ���� �,�� � ���� 
/*�L ��#�*L�� *�  *�  )*����# �L��� $}���� ,������ #�� C��#। A*L���.� �� A*L 
' *����. ��  �� ��������� �L /��4 �L�.�� #�� �� /(������� &R� �G� ��' �� �L 
*�+#���X�# �L�;� �.�*�� �� ' ����� 7�  ����� �G� /����� �� �L�;� #��।   
 

/�N�����  fg � ��#�*L �.�I #J�(� ff /� �� #��T � /���� /�N����� C��� 
��.?#��� )|�� �# /#�W�� ��#�*L� '�� &R� ,����  �������� ){�I fg � ��#�*L�# 
.�L� ' /�� �#$��# ��� #���$ ��� &� *���� ��' � /(�$। ;��4 #J�(� /C�# sig 
�#�����4�� �X�� ���� /�>� *����{� ������ ���#। *����{� '��� /C�# ��' � *���� ��� ��  
/�, ��#�*L�� &R�{ .�  ���������� )�L{����( �����  �� । 

 

�������� (� ������ /��.������ #�$ �#�4 A*L��.� 9��#� 7�� /(����?+" #�� ��� 
7.�� ��� <�  fo � ��#�*L �.� )C�� &.� . । � ��� /��.������ <�  si ���� 7Y�-
�X��+ �#�4 )|�� �������� �#�4 A*L>�H�4� '�� P���?+" #�� । �� &R��" ss � ��#�*L 
��� . । 
 

������ ������.�4 ��� �������� �#�4 A*L ������� '�� &,�#� &R� ,����  �#$� 
)E�E /(����m�*. �#�4 9�# ��� #��। �� &R��" /� *#� ��#�*L &.� .  ����� ���L 
�#� &��*��' &�$। 

-��(�{�, f� ��, stps 
 

�� /*���� '�� �������.�� &R� ��~�� .� �$I 
                                          &�' *�� �����# A*L ��� 
         


��� �������� /������ ���� <#��, .��������.� ��������� /� ��+����,� ' 
*����#��� (".�L� ,���� �$ ���� )�� �.*��� &' ��� ��( /�J�JV ' ��H��� *�C+#��� 7�� 
)#CL ��+�� ,����  ���F। �� ��+� )�L�,���� .�� /C�# &����� �<  /�� �-�U� /�� 
�������� �� ��J� )*�; ��������' /�.�� ���। (� *���� ,3:�� �"�-� <�  �#�� ig � 
��# .����� �������.�� /(������� .��� �.� .� �$ ��� �Q ;� /C�# ��#�*� <�L�.�� #�� 
/' � .� �$ ��� 
��� ����� /�����#S ���� �$। *�: �X�+ �"�-� /(������� ������ �J�� 
/�� �$। #������� �Q ��#�*� .��.� .� �$। ����# �4+�� ' /���(�*. &R� ,����  
����������� /��� 7Y�- �X�+ )|�� fgg � ��#�*��# .�L� #���$। 

 


�����#��� �m" /������ (� st/� �� �*��4 /*£�� �#�4 ���#�  ��#-.�������� 
*�- �# *�>�?+ s� � ��#�*��# ��� #�� ��� <,�� )E�E ' /(�����m�*. � � 
��#�*��# &4# #���$। �� &�(��� �# <,� *�>�?+ �������.� �*���4� #� #�4 ;�� 
&R�" ,����  ff�� /������\� �#� A*L�#' &4# #���$। 

 

�������.� ������� ������N�  ��#�*���� '�� )��#+� /(���� &R� ,����  
��#�*���� ���.�� #�� /$�N�$। �� &R��" )�# ���*� .��.� .� �$। /*� ��� 
��#�*��� �J� A*L��� ��� ' &.� A*L��� '(�H  ��  �� । �� &R��" �#� )��*��*. 
`’� ��#�*��# �������.�� /(���� /����� /:����  #���$। #� #�� &�( �������.�� ��� 
/������ @�#��(�H� � #��$ �4+�� ' /���(� /C�# ���� $�7�� 7�� &,�#� P�� ,��� । ,3:���� 
������������ /(���� ������ �J�� �� �$। (� `’*u�. ��� ,3:��� )��#*��L# (�N� ' A*L ��  
��#�*���� ,������  
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#��� /��� ���F। #��T � �"�-� /��.���� ���#�  �# `I*�.�*# &R�" ,����  �������.� 
#���G �g � ��#�*��# ��� #���$, /*��#�� #�������� �������.� ���*���� '�� 
&#�¢#���� M�H���  ��N sg � ���*��# .�L� #��। (� si� �� ������#��  �# ��4� 
��#�*L�# &R� #�� �������.�� )*����.�� /������ fg � `�� A*L�# ��� #���$। 
 


��� ����� /������ ���� <#��, *��G���� �#4 `�� A*L��� >�H�4� '�� 
����������� &R� ,���� �$। � ���#�  #� #�4 &74����T' &����� �������.� <,� &R� 
,����  �*�L A*L��� &�#�#� .��.� .���$। 

 
(� sf� �� /����� /*£��� #����� �  �������.� <,� &R� ,����  ���*��# ��� 

#���$। �������.� � �� ���� &��# )����� �g � ���*��# .�L� #���$। #����� � 
�7�  #�7�°��� /, ���L� ' �C�#�C� ���{ #���4� /<�*�k\ ' ���� &�� /,������# 
�������.�� /(���� /������ ��� #���$। 

 
�������.� �������� ��G"-��l� ��� ���*�� 7�� �L��# &R�" ,����  /��.������ 

�#�4 �# ��4� ���*��# ��� #���$। �������.� /��.���� �.� /C�# <�  `’���� �X�� 
#�������� :��� �$����� *���{ /,��# ��� #�� �� �$। ����|�� �4+�� /C�# P���?+" #�� 
�������.� �R�*���� �# ��4� A*L ��� #�� �� �$। �.���� ���L #� #� ��; 
)��*��' �� �$। 

 

-� ����� s� �?+, p� *��L�, fi ��, 
stps 

 
MUKTIFIUJ KILLS 60 PAK SOLDIERS IN TWO DAYS 

 
JUNE,-27- The Mukti fouj which has recently intensified its guerilla activities 

throughout the eastern sector have killed at least 60 Pak soldiers and captured some 
arms during the past two days, according to reports received from across the border, 

with their active and surprise attacks, the commandos are harassing the Pak troops and 

their agents everywhere in the eastern sector, the guerillas are now the headache of 

islamabad’s army and have foiled the latter’s plan to set up rail communication 

between Dacca and Chittagong. 

 

Whatever the Pakistani president, General Yahya Khan, might say to the 

world about the return of refugees, his armed forces in Bangladesh have been keeping 

the people there terrorised by killing, burning houses and harassing women folk as 

before to maintain the rate of exodus of Bengalis, The Pak Army’s attitude only 

suggests that islamabad’s plan of driving out hindus and progressive muslims remains 

unchanged which is evident from the uninterrupted heavy influx of evacuees in to 
Tripura. 

 
Meanwhile, reports PTI the Mukti Fouj gurillas had killed five Pak soldiers 

including an officer when they ambushed a jeep carrying the Pakistani personnel to 
Chuadanga town in Kushtia district in the south- western sector of Bangladesh 

yesterday. The army jeep was badly damaged. 
                                                            -Hindesthan Standard, 28 June, 1971 
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������� *X� ����� 

s�। ���������� *�E 
����� 
*�:��� /(���� ���.�� (@ ' ��� 

������� ����" 

‘A��# �X�+��� ’ 
r ��� ���, stpf 

��<�- �k�*�� 
..........stps 

 
 

#���� ���.�� (@ ' ��� ������-s 
*�G��#��I #���� �*��#� 

stpf 
 

<»I *L��, �# #�� &�� �� ����4 *�(@ (�N �����, �#4� ���� �#? 
 

7I ��� ��<� ��4 ���N� ����� �� &��� $��- .�  ���। ��# ���.� 4�-���� &�*। st/� ��<� 
� ��*��.� ���# ):*��� ��#���.��# #���.����� ���� ���। /�J�K �$� �,�� &�-��। 
����� &�� <C� P��$��N। ��#���.�� �#� /���*. )*��L /��# ���� �� । &��� �k��° 
7�@�  $��- .�। :�� :���{��' />���>���� �� *���� ���, ��.��N �#�4 �, ��, &�-�� ��4� 
&�$। �� ��4��# ��H��� C��#। &��� *�- �(����� �$� ��, /������ &�� ' ��.��.�। 
�# ���� os ���� �C /.H�4 &N����N� ����*�  &D�� (��N । �� *�  ��.��N� .���`� .�#� 
*�- /���। �, ��, &���� /��� ��' � �#$� )E�E .D(� . । �� ��+��  &��� *�(@�� 
*�*L*��L� �#��� ��HN� । ��� /C�#� *��L#���� *X����। 

 

<»I *L��, &��� /�J�K #� /#�C�  <C� ��� . ? 
 

7I #��.��� /C�# �� ���� �X�� ,��� ��# :���। �����4� ff/� /�। ���� &�� ������ 
�L�.�� #��। 

 

<»I �*����" �������� &��� *�- �# ���� *.����(�� #����? 
 

7I <C� ���# ���� ��# ���.�� ��  �$�। )�,��� �� �  /#�4 ��  ��� ���� *�+�z# *.����(�� 
jm #��। 

 

<»I &�� /#�C� /C�# .��� �� /���? &���# #��� .��� �� *����. #����? 
 

7I /#, ,� ' &����#�। )��# .�F ���M? )��# .' �� �#$� /�। /#� ���� ��# ���.��# 
.��� �� �����, &��� ��# ���.�� #�$ /C�# /#�N ����। 

 

<»I *L�� &��� �' ���� #�4�#� <��G" ���  ���� ��@���? 
 

7I ���� /�����J#�� /��(L *{� ���� ���� ���# �G� #��� �L ���� .���' �N�� ����। /9�� 
�� /,�  &���+' /,��� �N। /9�� ���  ����� ��� /����� . �, �y� /��#����� #��� ���� 
��� #��� ����$। 

 
 
 
 
 
 
* A��# �X�+���’ (r ��� ��� stpf)-� <#���� ‘�-��� �*��#�� *�- *�G��#��’ /C�# *�#���। *�G��#���4 /��C���� :." 
#���$�� #���' ���.�� *�*L ���# &��� ' ��.��� *���#। 
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<»I &��� ���,���� )��#��� ���P��� /,����(�u�, � *���*�� ? 
 

7I )��#��� *���*��। �L��R� /#�� ��#N��-�� ���। 
 

<»I ����G�� �J� �y��� �L����� &�� *����"# �# �L�;� :." #���? 
 

7I ��G" .��� �� C�#��� �y� .��� ��G"� /* &��� ���L। �#x �V� ' &½*���+� �y� <�� 
&��� /#� /^? �$��� �। ����� *�- ����� �L�.�� #�� .���।  

 

<»I *L��, &�� ��� /� *�D ��� #���$ ��� ���L *��,�  PmK�X"+ /#��4 ��� /#? 
 

7I �����N�� #��$ ��#N��-�� ���, fs/� ���� ��H������ #����4 �� ��� ���� *�>�4� ���। 
��#N��-�� �� ����4� �� ��� �r � �� /*��# .�L� #��। #����4 �� �� /*����' ��#� 
���#�� �X��*�� #�� ����� �� ���� �X�� ���N�  ���। 

 

<»I *L��, ����G�� �y� <�� &��� #��� )�#W� .���? 
 

7I .L�H, ���M-���L #��� .��� A��#। 
 

<»I  ���* &��� ����� <�� /#� ���� *��,�  �N M�H�# ��*�$�, /#� ���� ��� /#? 
 

7I �(������। &#�¢#���� �#�4 ,�� )*������# )�;� /C�# �y� 7�� P�� ,����F���। �� 
���#� &����� *��� ��D� �U �$�। ,��C+ ���# /#�� ��� &� ���। ������L &��� ���# 
):*��� �y� #������# ���� ���� /$�� �� #�� ���# )�# #�$ �P�� ���। og (� 
�X�� C�#�� ���# �y ��� �,�� /��� P�� $�N�� C��#। ��� �� ���#� �y��T� /�� #�� 
����� &2�  ���। 

 

<»I *L�� �����(� /C�# &�� #� *�R  *�.��L /�� �$? 
 

7I &(T ���*� �X�+ ��+{ �����(� /C�# /#� *�.��L ����। ��� )��L /�� �$। 
 

<»I &��� )��� /� *� �' � &�$ ����� ���L /# /# &���# <�  )��#��� ���� $� �� ���� 
)�*�" #����? 

 

7I *��, /��#�, .����, ����� .#, &�`8�, ���� , &��.��, ����, `���, ��*��, /��, ���*�, 
*���' �� ��� &��� #� #�। 

 

<»I �������� &���# /# /<�"� /��(���। 
 

7I ��-��� ����� ���� /�� ������� �.��। 
 

#���� ��.��� (@ ' ��� ������-f 
 \ #���� ���.� *��N ����� �N��-� )�� �� �$ \ 

 

#���� ���.�� ��������� *��L� �$� sp .����। ���� *.� # /
�F��*�#��� *��L� �$� 
pf .������' /���। �#�4 /*����.������ *��J¾� <��* �L�;�। *�: 4�-��� /��� ��� O�#�, 

 
 

 
 

 
 
* #���� �*��#�� *�- ����? *�G��#���� '�� ���Y #�� ��,� <����� /C�# *�#���। <������4 ‘A��# �����’ r-s� 
�k�*�� ’ pf-� ����B �������� �������.#���� <#���� .� �$�। *�G��#���4 :. #���$�� /.��� � /.�*�� /������। 
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� ��*�. ' ����� �#$� )�� �$� #�+�G�, i�4 /*£�� ���� �$� *�: ���#�। ����������� 
���� �$� tp /#�W����। i�4 /*£�� �$� ��H,�4 *�� ����। /#�W��P����' �$� �JC# *�� 
����। �*� *�� ���� �$� ¿��L��"। �$�N� *��� �$� �#�4 7�+� ;� � *�� ���� /���� 
.����� ���#D���� /#���� �� /���� �����। ������������ ���.��� �$� �*(L����-.����  
��' � ���.��*� ����  ��� �"+�  /� ���� �*(L���� �� ��� *����.#���� *U� /��� /���। 
&��� �� *��C *��C �$� /���� /��(����( �L�;�। 
 

�� ���.�� /#� /���� )��#J� ��������� ������ /#� �� (� /C�# /9�� ��  &�*�। 
)��#J� ����#��� ���� /�� �$ <��G", &>�� /.��$ �y� 7��� , ��* #���$ �y� 
.�������� &� ��#� �� �# ��� #���$ )���#J� )|�। ��� ���#�  ,��� #���$ /�*����# 
��* �L�;� s�� �k�*��  )�# &�(�। �#�4 /*����.��� /� *� 7�#�" C�#� <� �� ��� 
<�  *� �#$�� ���� �$�। .�*����� �$�, /������� 7���� ��(���� �L �$� *��³J�� ��। �"�- 
��� �#�4 *�u��.# ����� ���� <#�� #���। �$� *�= ("*����( �L�;�। &��#�4 #C�- j�� ���� 
$�N� �#�4 *�E ���.�� /� *� )E ' /(�����m� C�#� <� �� ������" *���L .��' ��� 
)�#P���� ����� #��$ �$�। �y� #�$ /C�# �$��  ���� �*� )E ' /(�����m� *�:. 
#���$��। �L��# *���*��, �� ��� ' /$�4���4� *�>?+*. ���.�� /��4 �N��� � *��L� *��N 
������' /���। ����� .�� �.� .� �$ *.¯���# ���*� ' ����#��। &� �� ���.�� �.�� 
��������� *��L� .��� �#��� � । 

 

����� ��
 ������� ' /#��� �$�, /(���� ��� ���� #���$। M�H���  ��N�$ )�# 
*��� *���। /(���� ����� ����� �#�4 ���� .��� ‘�.4 )L�� ��’ )C+�� &>�� /.� �����  ��'। 
�#x �� ���.� /(���� ���� �#�4 ��� ���� *����� #���$�। �� .��� ‘*��k �.4, /] )L�� 
)L�k��°’ &��#+�� ��* &>�� .��, )�;� #��� ' ��(�  ��'। 

 

���.�� �� #���� ���.� &� )��� �#� �� #���� �*��#�। ���������� 
����� 
*�:��� �� ���.� &� )��� �#� �� �,��� ��
� .�  C�#��। #���� ���.�� �� j�� .����� 
���#D��' ����� *.���(���� ���#� ��H��� ���*� #�H� ��(���। &� #���� �*��#� m�#�� 
� �#� ���� �#�4 ��, )��#J� �������� �#�4 )|��� ������(� ��-���� #��$ /� �� �$� 
&;�, <�L , *�.*, *�:�� ' ���� � ����  &� .�������� #��$ �$� ���� &� �����u� ���� ��। 

 

... . .. ��(� �� ���.�(���� ‘#���� ���.�’ <C� ��� *�>�4� .  �#�Y� *���� ff/� /� 
,����। �� *�>?+ ,�8� ���4 ;� � .� �$�। ���� si � �� /*� �.� . । &.� .  &� /���। 
����������� /#7� .��.� . �। `� :����*� �.�� .। ���� /C�# ,���$ �� /*���� 7��� 
)�L�.� &R�। �� /*���� )E��.� ��.���� 7�� .���� ,����  �# �#�D��� ��� #���$ 
�#�� /#��4 4�#�� /(�����m�। f� >¥� *�� � ���L 4�-��� /C�# #À� ��+{ ��D�  sp�4 PmK�X"+ 
/*�� ��* #���$ ����। �#�Y��� ���� �(�� #� #�4 PmK�X"+ C�� ��� #�� ���� ��� )�� 
#� #� )�����। sf� �k�*�� ��� .  4�-���। /��� /����� �(��, �~(�k �� /Á �� ' 
�~�(�k �� *�� �*�-�� �����  ���.�� *��C *��������� #���� ���.� ):����� #�� sf� 
�k�*�� ����+� #� #�4 ��। s� �k�*�� /��� /����� �(��� ���.� �� *��� &�( O�#� <��� 
#�� �� ��H� *��C �$� #���� ���.� ' #���� �*��#�।  
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��>� �*��#�� *��C �# ����? *�G��#��� &�� ����� .� �$���। &��� /4� /�#k+��� ��� 
�#�(��N <�  &N�� >¥� ��H� ���L ����। fi/� ���,+� ����+� ��+��  ���� )��:." ' ���.� 
*�(@ /C�# jm #�� s�� �k�*�� ��+{ ����B >4� ' ��?� � #C� ���। 
 

#���� �*��#� ��� /�, /#� ���.� (@�� ���*#�� ��  ){� <C� )�;�  ��� ���� 
����। ��� ����, �� fi/� ��,+ � ��. � &����� 7�� ��� ���.� ��  M�H���  ��N �� 
&��� <��� ��F���। &�� &�( ������ /#� �#$�� *���� �.�*�z# 7���  .  �। f�/� ��,+ 
&��� )��#�� &��� � ��C ����। ��� /*�� <C� *�# ���� <� �� .�� )�E� ���L��' 
������ #��� .�� ����। fi/� ���,+� �� 4�-���� *�:�� ���?� (�@� . । /*��� &��� /#� 
/��(L�� /�। ��� ��L /#� ��� K � /���' ��� �#� #�+� �.*��� C�#�� /,T� #����। &�� 
&�( /C�#� ����� ������� ��|� /�JK &� ����� /�JK  �# ���*  । 
 

��� ��<�, stps *��। .����� ��# ���.� ��(�  ���� 4�-����� ��C। ������# 
*��4 �,N�  ���� /� � . , ���� #���� �*��#�। /*� ��� <�� �,�� &���� #���$�। ��� f 
��4� ���&� /*�� ���� /�  .����� �� /*���� �#�4 �L�4��� �#। ���� &����� .�� . । 
������ ��.��N �����  ,�� �����। �#x /�� /$�N ����� �। �� .  /���� .��। 
 

 \ �y� /��#����� #��� #���� ���.� ��� ����$ \  
 

st/� ��<�। � ��*��.� ��C �'� .  ��#���.�। ��C #���.����� ����� ���� /� � 
. । /�J�K �$� ���&�-��। #���� �*��#�' ���� *�- )��:. #��। �y��G� /��� 
#����*. �Q �� /*� �� ���� .��.� . । ����������� �k��° 7�@�  $��- .�   � । ����# 
:��-:���{�� >��� /�N��F #���� �*��#�। *�- �� �$ #� #� ������(� ���#। #���� �*��#� 
���$��, &��� & �Y #��N �H�,��4 �V�# �$�। �P��� ��  ��.��N ,�� /(���। ���#�  ������। 
#� #�� �� j�� /���� #���� ���.�� ��C� /#7 �� ���� ���� ���# ��� 4�#� ���³�� /� � 
.��। �  /���� <C��। &����� /��� .���� 4�#�� �L ���? ���?�# �� #��। &���# /�� 
���� ' ���� ����। )�#P��� ���# ' �m" &��� *��C �(� �$�। ����� #� #��# �����  
�����। &�� �� �#$�4� ���Â�4k। &�� ������ �#� *�V. O�#�$ ��। &�� /� ����� /�JK ���� 
������ �� �� &��� ��� /�। *.(��� �U���� �����, /����� ,�� ��'। /����� ���� /��?� 
*��LD .'�। &�� ��;� #���� ������� �����  �����  C�#���। ��� /#��� *����( ��� ��� 
�#� ��*�*��#' .�L� #��� ���� ��.�� �� *�Ã� ����� ��� /�� �#4��# ������। 

 

#���� �*��#� ����, �#x ��� /����� &���# �-�� #�4��� .��� �। ���� ��' �� �L 
���? ��(�। *�:���� �L ����� ��m" &:.। ��� 4�#�� ����� ' ���� ����  ���� ����  । 
����� #� #�� /#�4 /(���। ����B �� (� /C�# /$����  ��* &���# ��¤�*� #��, #���� ���, 
/#�C�  /9�� .�F? &�� /#�C�  /9�� ���F, ���। ���# )�# ��*� /����। ��R�4 jm #����। 
�� /� �(�� &��� ���� /��#*��L� ��HN���� ogg �। so� /� ��.������ ���� /#��& .�� 
��  &��� �' ���� ��C #����� ���� �������� 
��� � .��, �-�U� /��� � &*��, 
���� &����� /�� ����� C��# ��� #����। /*� /C�# &����� *����#��� ��� jm .���।  
 

#���� �*��#� ����, )�£��� ��* ��+{ &�� /,T� #���$ &���# $� � /� �� ���� ��� 
/�JK /� �� ���� #�7�# ��� /����। &��� ��� Q#�� /�� #�� #����। )��# ��*� &��� 
*��C /��(�� #���$। <C�� /����$ �� /��� .  /#� /�� �����। �#x ��� /����$ ���� &���# 
/�JK  
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/� �� /,T� #��� ��� &��� #�$ /C�# /�JK &��� � /,T� #���$। ����� /����� &�� /�� 
.� �$���। 
 

#���� �*��#� ���, #���� ���.� �� &�� ����। 
��� ����� /���� /C�#� <C� 
&����� ����# #����� � ��� ��� �"+� #��। &��� ���.�� �� /�  #���� ���.�। ��� &��� 
/$����' �� �� :. #��। �-�U�' ���#D�� #���(�� /C�# /����  ��* &������# #���� ���.� 
��� )���.� #��। �#x &�� &�(' ������ ��� &��� ���� 
������ ��L &��� ���� M�H���  
��N�$���। &��� �������.�। ���������। 
 

��� �� #���� ���.�� *��C *�>?+ .  /(�������, ������ ' 4�-��� C��� *����� ����� 
���.�� *��C। ����� .  ���������। /.�� ����� ���.� �����  �� । *��� ����� #���� ���.�� 
.�� /:���� . । sf� �� .��� �8�� ���। ��H, >¥� ,�� �� ���। #���� �*��#�� ��?�  �(�"� 
����� �J��� �L <C� ��+�� � �� ��� )�L{ Pm�K� *�- &����� #��$ &��+�X� .� �$�। �� 
*�(@�� �� ���*���� *��C �4� �$� &����� <C� *������। &��� �$��� <�  sig�। �#x 
���� �� �$��� /#���(� #���" ��� s� �। /*� ���� s� � ��#�*� �.� . । &.� #� 
.� �$� ���� ������ �। ���� '�� /.�� �(�  ���$�  /(���। �#x ���P��� ��  ��' �� �L ���� 
���� P�� ,����  �#�4 #��� *J�T� /,T� #���$�। &�� �� ����$, �� /*���� ){� #� #�4 
��� &����� ��  /���� .��। ��.�� ���? ����* #��� /� &���' �N�� ������। &<�" /,T� 
#�� ��H,�4 ��� ��  ����। �#�4 ���4 /��� (�*. t�4 ������' .D(� #����। �#x /*�� 
/���(� �������� /,� ' �N #�� ��*�$� '� ���P���। i�4 ��� /���� �L #��N .������ ���� 
/��# ���� � .� �$�। �� /#� /��# �$� � /� ���P����# /*�� >J"���� ���C �����। ��� 
���P����# &��� ���� ���*�  ���। ���� �(�� �� �# )Ä�� 7����� *J�T .� �$�। 
 

&(T ���* #���� �*��#�� .��� P�� ���(। 4�-��� /C�# sfr ���� �C ���N ���  �� 
��� ��� *����{� '���� �(�  /��H�$। f�/� &(T ��� ,�� ��। �������� &��� ���� &�* 
s�� /*�b��। ���� &�;�#��� )��¤�� *W�#+ #���� �*��#� ��� /�, ‘�����  ���.� &��� 
*��C ��� ��� �L�.�� #���$। &��� ���� ¤����� &�$ ���� �� #�� �����  ���.�� /���#�� ��� 
����� #��� )��� #���$ /� &����� 
��� #�� 7�,�।’ 
 

#���� ���.�� *�(@(� �L����� #� #�4 <»' &�� #��� �*��#�� #��$ /����$���। 
��� ���, ������������ *.� # �.*��� �$� /
F��*�# ���.�। <��L# �7� , :�� ��� ' ��k+ 
�� ���.� �$�। ����������� �(�� *��C *��*�� /��(����( ������ �। �������� /#�C�' 
)������ /(�� �� >�H�4 /(�N )�;� #��� ����� �������� ��� C�#��� /
F��*�# ���.�� .���। 
������������ ���L' #� #�4 �� �$�। �P��� .��� /.�C /#��, /��(����( �� ' ����� ��� K<�u 
/������। �� /��?�� /2"�� �$� *�+���# *���� )��#���। /������� <��G�"� �L /#� /G��� 
)��� �$� �। ����G��� ���� <��G" /�� �$। ����? /#� /9�� ���  ����� ��� /����� . �। 
�y� /��#����� #��� ���� ��� �����$। 4�-��� /���  #���� ���.� ����� ������ *�+���# 
/#�S�X� #���$�। ��H,�4 /*£�� /����4 ���� �$�। /#�W��� )��� # �.�*�� #�7�# #��� 
����? ��� K /� � . �। �#� �*� � /#�W�� #������� 7�� ��� ��
 /#�W�� $�N�' 
/*£��� ��� K /� � .���।  
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���.�� 7�+� *�� ���� ‘�.�V����’ )��;� �$�। ���.�� �#� <��*�# <�� 
�$��। �#�Y� *���� ����� ��* /C�# ��������� *�#���� )����R�� #���� ���.�� �(�� 
A��V ����� *#� `I�-`�+�� /��,�� ��L *���:# �L�;� :. jm #��। 
 

#���� ���.�� �#�4 �*�#7���4 �� ��4����° ����( ��� *��C *��C #�7\�� 
��4����° �L�;� ,��� �$�। ���.�� /��#� *W�#+ ������� *�:. #�� �����4+ #�� �$� ���� 
#��। ������������ (������ �$� #��@������ � �!�। #���� ���.�� �*(L�� �� #��� �� *���+�*� 
�L�;� �$� )Ä��। *�+G" ����B ���#�  m�4����# �*(L���L��� #��$ �� /���N �(�  ��� 
/��H�$ �����। /* /��H�$ ����� ���� �� �\। ��� #�� #�� .��� ��� ��� �� *� *� � (����? 
#�� �� �m�� /(�� &j ���+�) C�#��� �����। ����B �� �\� �*(L���L��� �� ���� 
�G��� 
C�#���। #���� �*��#� ��� /�, ����� sg ���� �X���+� /#� ;� ��� ��@��� ����� *�  
��(��� �N���� fi ���4। ���� ��* /C�# #���� ���.�� ���*WB /���� /��(����( �L�;� ,��� 
#��। 
 

 \ ���� #��� .����-�#x �(����� /#� ���� &�� �����I #���� �*��#� \  
 

#���� ���.�� /��4 �N��� � *��L� ����' /���। <��L#�4 ��� .���� �#��� *L����4�� 
)������ �$� /#� � /#� ��# /C�# PmK�X"+। ���' �� ���L #� #�4 �N��-�� ¢J�� �� ��( 
/#�4 �� �$। /* #C�� ���$�� #���� �*��#�। ss� &(T #����� .������ /�J�K #���� ���.� 
�#�4 �� �X ������ #��$ ���4#�4�  �������� ��#���.�� )E��.� ��.���� '�� .���� ,����। 
��.���4� �� &� �* �7 ��c� �*+, ���*-�। O�#� /C�# ������� /*�����* ���F� fs /#��4 
4�#�� )E �� । *�- &�' #� #�4 ��.�� �$�। �#x #���� ���.�� /������ �*���#��V� 7Y�� 
���4#�4� ,�� �� �����+� `�4 ���N /C�# /](�, ������ &� �4+�� ���  .���� ,���� �$� *�@# 
�GL��� 7��। >�� � .��� ��.��, #����#�� .��� ��.���� )��� # &���8�. ��, ��� .��� 
�����# �� /*� । #���� ���.� �$��  �� fs /#��4 4�#�� )E ' /(�����m� ��� ���L �$� sfg 
�� �� f ��| ' � ��| �4+��, r� �� �� #L������ *��� ���� #��� ' <,�� ������। ���� 
��# ���.� <,� &�R��� ��e� .���� ,���� �$�। `�4� ��-r� *L��� /�4 ������# #��� ���# 
��(�  ��*�$। �#x �#$�� . �। fs /#��4 4�#�� )E #���� ���.� ����� *�� ���� ��  ,�� 
/(�। �� ����� /�? ��+��  #���� �*��#�' ���4#�4�  �$��। 
 

�L��(����� /� *� ��� #���$ ��� ���L �� ��( #�4��� ���� #� #�4 ����� #C� 
#���� �*��#� ����। �#�4 ��� .� &(�T �����N�� ���। �� ���� #���� �*��#� &.� .। 
fg/� ���� &N�� .���� ��#�*� )C+L�� ����� �#�4 ���:k�# O�#�-4�-��� /��k /C�# .��4�  
���  #��4 � ��+{ ���#� #Å�  /��� f� >¥�  sp�4 /*�� ��* #�� /�  #���� ���.�। ��# ���.� 
��e� ���� &R�" ,���  #���� �*��#� ���, �� *���*��� ��� �� &�( &�� /#��� 
#���। '�� �#��� ��(�  &*�$, &��� ���$�  ���F। &��� &��� ��(�  ���F '�� ��$� .4�$। 
����� ��H, >¥� ��� ,��� �� ��# /*��� /.�� �� । #���� ���.� ��#�*���� #� # ���� ��$� 
.�4�  ���  &�*। 
 

#���� �*��#�� �L��(� )��:.-*�J� ����� ���L *��,�  �#� /(�$ �(����� ����। 
#���� �*��#� &���# ����, &��� �L 4�-��� /���  �#�4 `�+�(L�# C�� �$� �(����। 
&�� 
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���� /#� ����� .����। �#x �(���� C��  /#� ����� �����। sp� )�£��� &�� �(���� 
)���� #���$���। /*�� &��� ���� ��' �� ���� )�;�। /#� �#�� /�H�, ���। �����' &�� 
)���� ,����। /*���' &�� /.�� ���। �g/� ���� /��� <�  *��N sf4�  �(���� C�� 
������ 7�� .���� #��। &����� �� �$� <,� 7�*�.। �(���� C��  �i� A*L �� �$-��' 
������ �। &� &����� .� fig � /����। ������, &� .�H4�� .�H4�� �(�  ���  7@���। �#x 
������ �। f4� �� ��| �4+��, f4� &N�� ��| �4+��, p/r�4 f� �| �4+��, o4� /:�k ��G�#��� 
������ &����� *��C। � $�N� �� �$ st�4 ���4 /���(�। ���� �� ������ &� /#�C�' 
�L�.�� #���। �$�N� 
 ��R  )E $�N� /#� �*�(��4 )E' &��� �L�.�� #���। �#x C���4� 
)�;� �$� ���� ���>��4। *���� ��H#� �� (�। #��� / �� ���� /#� ;� /�। ��� ��(��� ��  
�। &� �y�� ���,� /C�# �� �� #��$। &�� sir ��7� � ��| �4+���� /(����?+" #��। �#x �#�4 
/(���' C��� '��� /���� ������ � । &�� �� �LC+ &� /#�C�' . �। �#� (� �X� /C�# io 
���� `� ��| �4+���� �� ��' #���$। �#x �#4�' �GL;�� ��N�। f�� �k�*�� ��+{ .���� 
,������। �#x ��# /*���� ���,� /C�# �k����+ #��� ������ �। �� <���� ��' *��,�  /��� 
�#� &��� ���� /(�$। &*� ,���� r� /Æ����*��k �#x ��� Ç�� /<��4£ #��� �L /� #��� 
C��# �� /�। ��7� ����� �� �� #����। C��  �y��� �#4� ���,� �$4�# 7�N /(�। �#x 
&���#' ��±� /��� .�� ���# /�$� /��� ���। &��� ��C�� 4��� 7�N�  ��  /��� <�  ��� 
.�� /�$�।  
 

��� �k�*�� ��# ���.�� ������*+��\ #�\��\ ��(�  ���� � ��*�. /C�# 4�-���। 
#���� �*��#� ��(�  /(�� ����* P���� >��4 ��# ���.��# ���� ����। �#x *�� � *���L 
/.���� ��� P���� >��4� '���� ��# ���.��# ���� ���� ����� �। ��# ���.� ����� ,�� 
����। #���� ���.� *������� ���� ��� ����� �। #���� �*��#� ���FB .�  �N��। �#x ��� 
#� # >¥�� �L। &��� *��#$� � ���#�  *�*�(�@� .�  /(�। ��� �k�*�� ��L ���� #���� 
�*��#� �$�� /#�������। /�? ���� /(��� &� /�����?+�"� �� j�� /���। ���# ��� ��C�� 
7�� ���  7�N /(� ����। *-���� ���� #���� �*��#�, #�� /C�# �� *���� .��। *-��� � 
#C�� )C+ ���� ,����। #���� �*��#� ����, �� /� /���� � &����� ���� �y��� 7�� 
&R�" /.� ,�� /(���। ��#� &>�� .���� #�� .��। ������# &��� ����। ���� �� #���� 
�*��#� ��� ����;���� *����# *�(�@� #���। 
 

#���� �*��#� �� ���#�� ��� O�#�-4�-��� *N�# /� /*��P��� ���º��" >�4�  
/��q /��� .� �$ ��� �,� ���  /� ��D� .� �$ ����' <���U#��� *J�T #�� .��। /*��� ��\ 
4L��# ��� �*��� .�� ��� �� ��� <���G�� �L �� ,������ �*��� .�� �#���# ��\ 
����*��� ���। <�� ���� �� ��� �*���� ���+� /� � .�। #���� ���.�� /������ ����� ���� 
��� ���$�  /�����। *�- *�- #���� �*��#� &��#�4 ���#�� ���, &(��� `� ���� ���L 
4�-���-����*�. *N�#� /*��P��� /��- /���� .��। ����� 4�-��� ��� #��� .��। 7�8�L, 
fg/� ���� 4�-��� ����� ���#�� #���� �*��#� �$�। O�#�-4�-��� ��� 4�-���- 
� ��*��.� *N�#� /*��P��� �#����( /��- /��� .��- ������ /C�# jm #�� t4� /*�� ��* 
#��� ���#�� / � .� �$�। �#x '����� ��� K ���� �$�� ���� &� ���#�� ��D�� �� 
#��� .�� ���� �����।  
 

���.�#, ���� #���� �*��#� /*�� ��-�� ��L �� #�� ���#�� ���। ��� �����, 
O�#�  �� �y��� '�� ���� &>�� .�� .��; *���{ /$�N ��#���.� &*�� � ��� �� *N#�4 
)�L{ PmK�X"+। ��� /*�� /��- ��#���.� /��(�����(� �C ���FB #�� 4�-��� ��� ��� #���। 
o@�  
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�k�*�� #���� �*��#� ��,+ jm #���। �� #�������� *����� ���.�� *��C ��#���.�� ��� 
,��$। #���� �*��#� �;� #��� ��� ������ ��� #�� ����� /*�� ��+{ &*��। 
 

#���� �*��#� ����, p� �k�*�� &�� �#���� /C�# /#�C�  �# #�� .�� ��� ���#�� 
#����। �;� #���� &��� i.���� /�����# ��  ����#�� ����+� ��+�� � )����� ,������। &� 
*� /���� C�#�� �k���° ��� �� i.���� #��� �L�#�। �� &�( �� �k�*�� ���� ���������# 

�#J� ��� �$। p� �k�*�� &�� �#����� �*�� #����। #��N /C�# ��� .���� /��# .�। *��  
�("�# �����, &����� *��C &� /��� .�� �#� ��� �। �������� &� 
�#J�� /�� �$। 
#���� �*��#� ����, p� �k�*�� ���� *����� ���.��� �����  ���.�� �~�(�k �� *�� �*� 
&���# ) �����* /��(����( #�� �����, &��� �������� ��+{ ��* /(�$, ~[��� �� &��� 
��� .�� ����$ �। &�� ���������� ��G" ��# /C�# ��#���.�� 7�� .���� #m &� &��� 
7Y� ���# /C�# .���� #��$। &�� ��� �������� �' �� .���। �#x ���N� ��+{ �(�  �� 
�����+ #����। &�� >��� �C �����+ #����। t� �k�*�� �~�(�k �� *�� �*��# ) �����* 
������I &�� &��� <D��� ���� ������ �। �#x O�#� /C�# ��#���.� /� /��*+ ��@��� � 
���� &�� /*� /,T� #��$। &�� #C� �����, ��# ���.�� �#�4 A*L' ��� �� ��C �����# 
&*�� ���� ��� &�� &�� �� /���। &�� &����� �#4� 7�#�� #m- /(�������� &����� 
�#4� � �� #��� ��। 
 

#���� �*��#� ����, ��H�� &����� #C�  ���� .��। sg� �k�*�� *#�� /��� &��� 
>�4��� C��� .���� #����। ���#� *��N ,��4�  C�� >�H�4� 7�� .���� #����। /*��� >�4����� 
�� .���। ����# *#�� sg4�-ss4�  /(�������� � �� #��� /�' �� #C�, &��� ���.�� /������ 
/*��� )��G� #��$। �#x ������ /��� /�। &����� /#� #�+��' #���। &��� /$���� 
/(������� >�H�4�� &R� ,����  #Å� #�� ��� ����। �#x ���� ���� .����� �L )��G� #��$। 
��� A���+� ��H� /�- /(�। /��� *��N ��4�� ���# &��� /$���� �y�� >�H�4� 7�� &R� #����। 
�� .��� /(���������।     
 

���$�� #���� �*��#�I ����# ��������� &� &����� *�.���L� ��#�� . � *����� 
���.��। ��������� �y )�;��� 7�� *����� ���.�� ���� �# .���� ��7��� `�4 /�����?+" 
#��। ��� ~[��� ��� ���� �y��� <�  �r�4 ���,� ��* ��#���� ��#���� ���� .�  �� । ���� 
��#���.� ������ jm #��। ����# ��D��4 ����(� ��+{ &����� ���� ��*�$। 4�-���� 
��#���.�� �� �$। ����# ��#���.�� #�� � 7�� *����� ���.�� ���� Â���� #�� /(�। ss 
�k�*�� /��� /���  &��� ���#�� ���� &� 4�-��� ��� #���� .��। #����� .������ 
/�J�K �#�4 ���.��# ��@��� .��� � ��*�. /C�# ��#���.� &(��# /@�#�  ����� �L। 
&�(� ����� ��� /�� �$ ��#���.�� #�  /��� ����$�। 4�-���-O�#� /���k ���� &����� 
����� ����� ��H�� ���� &4#� ��N�$। <��L#�4 /*��� ��,� k�����* /���k �� �$ ���। 
���#�N� ~���� ��, �#�4 ����� >�� � ��N /(��� �(�����4 (��N। /��N �Á �� /�। 4�-��� /C�# 
���#�N� .�  #���.��� ��+{ ���&� .�  �� �$ �y��� #�� � (�N�। #���.��� C�� &����� 
/$����� ����। &��� ��(�  ����। &�� ss� �k�*�� &��� *����� ���.�� �����# 4�-��� 
/C�# ���-� ��+{ ���� .���� ' � �� #����� #C� ����$। ���� ���� �$, ���F। ����# 
#����� *����# /��# ���4+ ��  ���@� �$। �#x ���� ��(�  /(�$। �  .��� ���� .���� � &��� 
���� ��� 7�� . । &8�.� �.��, ���-� /C�# )� �#4� � ���� *��� .e .���$। .e � �L 
#���$ /� '���� ��#���.� �� �$ �# �L�4��� । &4#� ��N�$। *����# ���+� ����� �#4� 
���$�  &*�� �L। �� ��H, ����4� ���L� ���� .���� .���। /* �# ���! ��#���.�� /*��� 
����� �$ /*���� ��� '�� .����। �y�� ����.���   
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.�  �N���। )��� k�� ��,+ #�� ��(�  /(���। &����� /��� ��#���.�� /*�# /��N। ��#���.� 
/� �� /��N��� ���� �� � /���� /��M� *w�  । &��� ����� ���# É�G�� #���� �। ������ 
'�� �N���। &���� ���.� *N# ��� ��(�  ,����। &����� ���.�� ����� ����� ~��� /��H$���। 
/* *�  '��� �����  ���.�� $����*L ���। )�# ���#� ���N ���� �����। �#4� ��� ��� 
&*��� �����  ���.� ��* ��N�$। &�� ����� ����� �� �������N ���� &*�� �����। &��# 
���� ��¤�*� #��� 4�-����� ��� �#? &�� �����, 4�-����� ��� K /�� &���। �#4� *��� 
#m। ���# �� ��� ���F। ��#���.�� /��� &*� ���* 7@���। ��* /��� /(���P�� ,��$ �.��। 
��#���.�� ��� A*L �� �$ �.��। &��� ���.�� /������� *�- ���� P�� ����  .�F। �#x 
&z*��+ #��$ �। ���$ /�, .  �����  ���.�, � ��� #���� ���.�� #��$ &z*��+" #���। 
&�� �(�  &.��� ������ )z*��+�"� ��L। ��#���.�� #����� ��* &z*��+" #�� ������ 
‘/�� &� #��।’ �����  ���.�� #��$ ��� /(�, ���� &*�� ����। 4�-��� �Á ��। )��L 4�-��� 
*#���� �Á �� .� �$�। &��� j�� )L *� ��� K &4# C�#�  &*�� /��� .� �$�। �����  ���.� 
4�-��� ����। /(�N�� ��+{ &�� )����� �� #�� ��� �$���। ��� /���� /(�N�� ��+{ *� 
�Á ��।  
 

 \ &��� ���,  /��  � ��� �N�# #�� ��H�N�  &���# *L���4 #���� \  
 

sf� �k�*��। /(���� �(�  )�;� �� �����  ���.�। #���� �*��#� ��� ���.��# sf ' 
s�� �k�*�� ��2���� ���+� ����। so �k�*�� ��� 4�-���� �*�� #���। /*� �*��  
���� ���*�, �� /��� .  /�? /���। &� /��� �' .�� ����। �� /� &����� *��C ����� .�� 
������ �4�� &��� ���{। #���� �*��#� &���# � <*�- ����, O�#� /� �� *#��� ��� .�� 
���� �� �����। &�� �� #���$��� ){� &��� �#��* ��� .��। #���� �*��#� O�#� )������ 
�L ���� ���.� /C�# &N�� .���� /���� ��$�� #���। jm .��� O�#� )������ )����। �;� 
.��� `�4 ��C *����� ���.� O�#�� ���# ��(�  ����-s। *���� .�  ��� f। 4-� .� । 
 

si� �k�*�� *#��� ��#���.� *����� ���.�� ):����� /��� #��� �L #À�� /*�� 
/��- /� । �*� >4�� #C� ���$�� #���� �*��#�, ‘*#��� '�� �~� 7�N�  ���। *����� 
���.��� �����  ���.�� /��� /����� �(�� &���# ��¤�*� #���, /# � �*��#�! /# � /.� 
/(� �! &�� �����, �# &� .��। ��# ���.� �~� /��- ���। ��#���.�� #�� /��� &��� �� ��� 
.��* ���F�। ����$���, ��# ����4��� /����� /��� #��� �L �~� /��- /���। /��� /����� 
�(���# �����, &� &�� )� /.� ��� (�। /����� �(�� ����, �#7 �*��#� �#7? &�� 
�����, .�� �� ���� �-। ����� /��� ���#�� A��� #����। �#�� k����# &� �# �� ��� 
���# ����� &�$� �� �� ��� .��� ;��  /��#��� *.� �� । &����� sgg � #�� ��������� 
��� �����  ���.�� �#�4 #�� �L�4��� �। ��# ���.� ���� ��l�{ �� �$। /����$, &��� /�� 
�� ��� .�� ������� � । &8�.� �# �.��, *����� ���.� �� ��� .� � �y��� `��# /��� 
/�����। �~� /��- ���� /��� ��*�$� ����� ��#N�' #����।’ 
 

si� �k�*�� *#��� *����� ���.�� &��#�4 �� ��(�  �(� �$� *������ ��C। �� 
/���� �G����.�� #L�W /*��� ��� . । ����� &� /#� ��� . �। �� ���.� s�� �k�*�� 
*#��� ������ /C�# *���� )������ *N# /*��� <�; �^P" .�  )C+�� k�� /��k �.�*�� jm .� �$ 
/*��� ��* )�;� ��। &� ����# 4-� )������ ���.� s� � �k�*�� /��4 ������ ��* /��H$���।  
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s�� �k�*�� *#��� /��� /����� �(�� ' #���� �*��#� �#�4 /.��#b��� ��* 
*����(��� *N�# ������ �~��� ����+�  �~��� #��$ ����। *�- �� �$ �~�(�k �� /Á ��। 
���$�� #���� �*��#�I �~�(�k �� /Á �� 4-� )������ ��(�  ��' � ���.�� )��� #K 
#��$��। *����(��� ���.�� )��� #K #��$�� �~�(�k �� *�� �*�। /.��#b�� /C�# /�� 
/��� /����� �(�� /����� � ���� #��$ �#�4 �,�@ �����। ���� ��� � ����# �����, 
&�� )��# �� (�  �� �$। ���� &z*��+" #��� �#� ���' ��� 7Y� ��'। �����  ���.�� 
�#� /����# ��.# #�� �,�@ ��@��� .���। ��� *��C �� �$ �����  ���.�� ��� �' � ' 
�C /,���� �L �#� ���������। `‘�4 ��� ����� ��  ,�� /(���। ����� *���� *��� ���#�। 
*�- /#� )E /�। � ��� �,�@ /��  ���� /�, /* &z*��+" #��� <D�। �#x /#� ����� ��?L 
/* ��� �। ��#���.�� /��� /����� �������# ���@�  ���। ������ ��* /��� /����� 
�(���# *L���4 #����। �� �(�� ����, ‘j�� �*��#�, .���#� *L���4 #��(� /�� .�� /�(� &7� 
��� /�(�। .�����( /�� �# *��C & � .L� ।’ ������ ��* ��� ���� ������� ' ��C�� /���� 4��� 
���� ��� *����� ���.�� #��$ &z*��+�"� <��# �.�*��। ��������4 :." #��� /��� /����� 
�(�� ��� 4��� ���� ��� &��� .���। /����� �(�� �� &��# ����, &�� �*��#�. 
#L������L� .L� ? �� ��� �.�Â � ��� (�। �#x `�+�(L, /* *��  /#� #L������L� /*��� �$� �। 
/��� /����� ������ �� &z*��+" #����, �� *#�� ��4�। 
 

#���� �*��#� ����, ‘&��� �@# #���� /�, /����� � ���� *�- *��*�� #C� ���� 
.��। ������ �~��� ����� ���� /����� �(��, �~�(�k �� /Á ��, �~�:�k �� *�� �*� ' &��। 
���� ��# ���.�� (�N��� /,��। ��D�  <.���� ��# ���.� &���� *L���4 @�#�$। &����� ���.� 
��N ����� /�$�। ����� ��* �# �� (�  /4����� #��� �(�  /��� /#� �� /�। /4����� 
/kk। ��� #�4 &�। ���� /��.������। � ����# /4����� #�� .��� �#x *�N� /� ��� .�F �। 
�� /����� �(�� ����, 7 /��# ,����# �# �। /���� ����Q '���� ���" /.� .L� । �� 
*#�� <�  /*� � ��4� /���� �$। /����� �(�� �� ����$ /� &��� #L�\���\ ����� �# 
����� �। ��' �4� �# �@# .��। &�� �����, �� ��*� ����$ �� ������। ����� ��4� ,�8� 
����4 &��� #L�\*��\ � ���� ����� /��H$���। ������ � �!� >�। � ��� ��* *L���4 
#����। �(�� *L����4� ���� ����। �(�� �*��। � ��� �*���। �(�� �� ���,  #���  
���F, ��  .L� �~�(�k �� /Á ��, ��  .L�  �~�(�k �� *�� �*�, &7� ��  .L�  �������� ���.�� 
#���� �*��#�। � ��� �N�# #�� 7�@ ��H�N�  &���# *L���4 #���� ��� #���+�� ��L .�� 
���N�  ��� । &�� ���� ��* �� �$। ��D� #��$, &� ����$ � ���� *��C .L���*# #���� �#� 
। � ��� ���� .�� ���N�  �� �$। /����� �(�� ����, /# � Q � �*��#�, .�� ����'। ����# 
� ����# *��C /.�-�# �*��# *�C .�� ������ .L� । ����'।  
 

#���� ���.� *W�#+� &��� ����"-�* 
 

so� /� ��.����� :��� �������.�� ��C :. )�=��� �� #� � <������ /���� 
$�� #���� �*��#� *��C ��* /��( ���� ��� /�����J#�� ���� *��� ��� #��� ��C ���। 
���� ���L �$�� O�#� ������L��� � *����8�. .��� $��*�*��� *����" *W��# &�� �m� 
&�� �.��, O�#� ������L��� � <�"�*�  �����(� /�? ���+� $�� �mB��, 4�-��� /��� 
$�����(� *����� 

 
  
* #���� ���.�� ����B *��(@�# ��# *W�#+ � ����" (J��� .� �$ /��.��� /�������� ' ���� /<*, O�#� <#���� ���� 
*�:��� ��>� �*��#� (s� �k�*�� p�) :Ê /C�#। #���� ���.� *W�#+� ��D���� ��CL� �L :Ê�4 �T��L)।    
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��� � #���, A* � �m� �*���। �c�, ��*� ' ���� ��# ��� $��' �� *�  �������� 
/��(�� #��। )$����� ���L *����# ���.� /C�# ���L�(� #L��b ����� �.�� ��� /��#��, 
(���, ������� �.��, ��e� ' *�' �� ���� *�:��� /��(�� #��। ������� �.�� ��� �# *��� 
*�>�?+ ��.���� ��" #��।  
 

<#J���G ,��� *�>?+ *����L� �� /�����*� �� �� 7����� *J�T .�। �L��#���� 
�#L�� *�:��� &����� �  /� *���l�, � #C� /���� �m"��� ���L <�L  *J�T #����। ��� ��� 
��� �m", ���# ' $���� #���� �*��#�� /�J�K *�:��� )���"+ .' �� �L ��.�N ���#�  
�������.� >�H�4� �8��* /����  �N���। �C����� ���G�� �� ����� ���� ���.��� ���+ #�� 
.���।....... 
 

�������.�� *�� ����*. ��� ���#� �$� 7Y�� ������ � ��*�. *N�#� ��G" /C�# 
#��� ��#�-�� 7Y� ��+{ ig ���� �-� ���#�, �X��+ ����#�, (��(�H' ' 2����। ��l�� 4�-��� 
������ *N# �g ����। )CL�� �� sigg �(+���� ���#� #����� � ���.�� #�� Y ����� �$�। �� 
)|� �G�� �L <�"�" *�:�� #��� .��, /* �L �� ����# �# ������� �JY�#��� <���=� 
�G��XL�. ^��� ������T� #�� <� ��। �� 7����L )��� # �*��#� ��,G" /*�� �#� L�  
�Ë��������� >�H�4 �Y #��� �# �#� �G � �#� )���I- 
 

 s। ��.�� o� /#�W��। )��� # #L��b ����� �.��, *.#��� /(���� /��D�� । 
 f। ���,�- � /#�W��। #����� �� /' �� ��। 
 �। /�' ���N� s � /#�W��। #����� /��#�� /.��*। 
 o। ��-����4 s � (/#�) /#�W��। #����� &�`� .��#�। 
 i। &�*� ss � /#�W��। #����� ����, *.#��� *���� �� /.��*। 
 �। ��-����4 sf � /#�W��। #�����। ���� /.��*। 
 p। ����#�- 2���� � � /#�W��। #����� &�*��7�� &.��। 
 r। .�� � sf � /#�W��। #����� .������ �.��, *.#��� �7�* &��। 
 t। ��C�>�4� � � /#�W��। #����� /��#���* &�� ��। *.#��� ���7� �.��। 
 

*�- *�- &� &��#�4 ����|� (�N '�@ 4�-��� � ��*�. *N�#� ��l� ��# /C�# 
����� ��� ��+{ ����4 ,��� ���#�, 7Y�� �(B�C(c >�4 /C�# ��G�" �(���� ��+{ ������ 
����� ,� । )|� ���� (�N '�@ �� ��� ���#�। �� )|��� &|��# *�� .� �� ���� C�� । 
 

�� �� ����|��� �L ��m�� �� /#�W�� ��������� ;� ����� /�����  #�� . । 
 s � (�) /#�W��-� #- &�`� (���। 
 s � (() /#�W��-� #-������ &��। 
 

��>� /#�W�� � # .������ �.��। �� ��>� /#�W��� 7�� ����? ��� K /�' � .  �� 
�C ��.��� /�' ��। /$�4 /$�4 4����� /�#� *� *��  <D� ���� .� ���� 4.� /�' � ' `���� 
�| ' (����4 �L����� #���  �L।  
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� *� /#�W�� $�N� /���7� /#�W��, Q��  /#�W��, /�� /#�W��, &���8�. /#�W�� 
<���� /$�4 /$�4 �����*� �� �� )|�� )���� ,������। 
 

‘ps *���� p� ������ � ���L ����|��� ,������# �� `��+�L >�H�4 ;�� /�? .���। ��>� 
�*��#� <���� �# >�H�4 /C�# )L >�H�4�� >��� >�� ��� A*�#��� � � �J¾�� ' #�+�L �=� 
���G� #�� ����� ��(��। ��� *�- ����� �g/�i � �m" ���������। �H�� �"�#��� )�� 
���"���� & Y #�� �� �$��। ��� /#� )|�� ��� /��(�$, �� �� 7µ�� ���� $��4 �(� �$ 
��� ����� ;��  /*���� #�H�� #�H�� �����  ��� #���$। /*�L ��>� �*��#� �� ���4�# ��� 
.��� ����4� ��4� �� �k��  ��। 
 

/:�k ���4+ �� *�*��k /³� �k : �������� �#�4 7�8����(L �X��#� :. #�� /:�k �� 
.������� ��G�#���� ��। ��� .����� /*���� &���#� #��" .�  ��HN� । #���� � ���.��� �� 
�#� /:�k ��G�#������ ������� �� (�N /���� . । ���� ��� .� *�*��k /³� �k ���# ����� 
�����?�  ��� .  �����। ����# ���� /��� ��� ����� *U� /� । �� ����  ���� ����? 
#J���K� ���,  /����$ ��H��� ���L ��#� *���.7�� (�.��), &��� #���� ' ���� �� ����? 
7�8����(L। 
 

*�� ���� : �������.�� /.k /#� �4+�� �� *�� ������ )�;� ' #��+<"��� ���J� #�� 
<� ��। ���(���� &�J� (��� �-��� ���L �� *�� ���� ;�� #�� . । �� �����4� ��H,�4 
����(, �C�- (s) )E�(�� (f) /�*����# ���� (�) /���� /��(����( ' /4����� (o) .�*����� ' 
(i) /�����। *�� ������ &���*# )��� # .�� &�� �m� &�� �.��। )E�(�� /���� 
/��(����( ' /4����� �����4 #N� <.����� ���� . । �P��� ����Y� �L�;� �$� )�L{ #�@��। 

 � )��� # �*��#�� )����� �L��� )L #���� �� ����� <����� )��#�� �$� �। (��� 
�-��� ���L �# ���� ���#� ���N �� *� ���� ;�� #�� . । <��L#�4 ����(� /4����� ^��� 
��v� *���� #�� . ।  
 

*�� ������ ){�X+� #�� .  /9�� #L�W �� ��G� ����� ' 9���4 #L�W। /9�� #L�W�4 
/���� .  *����� /C�# `� ���� 7Y�� &�V ��# ;��। �� ;��4' �$� (��� �-��� ���L। �� 
�#� �����" ���� 7�� �4�� $��N� >� ���� �������.�� /$����� C�#�� �L�;� #�� . । �-� 
(�$����� k������ �4�� $���� 7�� 
�����# &F�� *J�T #���$�। ��� �JC# $}����"� 
<� �� . �। `���� ���� #��� �� )|��� *U� �� �। ����� ���#�  #X� � #�� ���  
���� �L�;� #�� . । *�+���# �*��#�� )���;���� ��R��4� )��*�� /������ &�� �� /��# ���+ 
#���। /�� *�����.� ��� K ��H� 7�� /�' � . । *�� ������ ��H, �(+����� ���#� ��>� 
�*��#�� ���+�� *���G� ���#� ��� ("L .���। 
 

/�*����# ���� : �� ������ )��� # &�� �m� &�� �.�� ��H� ���� ;�� #�� 
�.�V��� <�C��# ���L��  ��। *���G� ���#�� ����� �� ���� ;�� #��� #��" .���, 
�*�����"� *�- /��(�����(� �G� #��। �4�� ���� )L�� #�+�L। *���G� ���#�  /C�# �4� 
*w�  । �.�� *��.� ��� ������ #�� ��( #�� #� #��� 7�� LD #��। )C+ ' �.*�� 
�����(� ��� /��� &�� �� /.��*। �� /�-� /������\�  #���k )��*�� �$��। �.�*� 
*��G�"� �L����� <,�� )��¤��� )��#��� �� /.��* *��.� )�� �G��� *�- )C+ *��G" ' 
�L� � ��¾����¾ �.�*� �G�� ����K ��� #��। ��������� �L *�.��L ' �������� ������� 
���L�� /� )C+ ��' � /�� ��� *�4�� <C��  *�� ����� ��@��� .���। ��>� �*��#�� 
)�����R�� �� )C+� ��� ����B  
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/#�W��� �L ���� #�� .���। ��* �����(� )L�L #���� �L' �� )C+ ���� /� � .���। ��� 
&����   ���* /� )C+ &  .� �$ ��� ����B #��� �L  .� �$ ��� <���4 #�+��#� �.�*� 
���H����� �G� #��  �����(�� ��H� #�� <���*� .� �$। &�� �m� &�� �.�� �����(��� 
�������� *�#���� �#4 �� & -�L� � ��D���� �.*�� ����� #�� �� ����{ )C+�!� 
#L��b �*�� &�� ��¢ ���T .�  ����$��, /������� �� #��� &�� ��Ì .� �$। �#���# 
��G � ��� ,����  ��' �, )�����# ��� � *�� �.�*� ���� )*w� �L����। /����� �� )*w��# 
*w� #���$�। 
 

/
F��*�# ���.�I *�� ����� �� ���.�� ����(�  )��#�+� ���� . <�� $����� 
/*�.��� &�� �� &���। ��# *.� �� #�� ��7� ��, &�� /.��*, &�`� ���� ' )�L��# 
&��� �� #���। 
 

���L ����I ���L ������ ��� K /�' � .  ��.��N � )|��� /$�� #��4 � *��� 
#����� $�� '*�� (�� 7��। *�� ������ *#��� ���L *����. #��� ��। �������.�� 
���L*��:� �X�+�|��  ��� ���#� /C�# *�:. #�� .��� ��� �� (�� ������ ��� C�#�। (�� �N 
��� &�� �� ���L *�:�.� �L����� ���� *�.��L #���$।  
 

��4����° ����(I �� ����( �# #C�  /(�� V� ����( ��� �� । �mB�� ' .���`� .�#� 
7�� �� )�� <� ���  ' PmK�X"+ �����(� #�� /�' � . । �� �����(� #�� `� ���( ��( #�� 
. । �C�- (s) `���� *W�#+ �CL, ��#���.�� (������ ' ����� ���, )�;� ��� ��-��� 
����#�� <�J�� 
����� ������� ���� *���� *�:.। (f) �������.�� /#7 /#� )L�  #�� #�� 
�#�, ���  �#L ' �J¾�� T .  �� /#� #�� #�� �#�, )��� �#� ���+� )��L ' G���� 
)��L�.�� #�� �#�, /* *���� ��D���� ' ��+����(L *���� *�:. #�� । 
 

�mB�� ' .���`� .# #�J+��G� )�����R�� �� �����( ��$�� #�� /��# ���+ #��। 
)�,�� ��4 �#�4 ������� ����(��� (�N '�@। )�L{ /(��� �� �G� #�� <��L# /#�W���� 
�#� #�� /(�� V� �� �( #�� . । /�� o � /#�W���� /(�� V� )��*�� �.�*�� O��# �N�� 
��� �m� �*���। ��� �X��+ �#� �L�*� � �$��। 
 

�y#���� ���#�  �#4� /��� � �*� /��#��� /(�� V� �.�*�� �� �( #�� . । #��" 
/��� � �*� /��#��� .����� ���.� �#4� #� *�V. #����। <�  �� :��� �#� #�� /(�� V� 
/�����  #�� .  ��� ���� � ������� `���� *� *���� �C�;�� /��H�$ �����। j�� )��# 
&l�+ .�� /�, ���{ #���4� #� #� *�*L �������.�� /(�� V�� #�+�L *W��# #���$। 
�JT�{
�� ��� ��  /�, �� ���� ���{ #���4� /, ���L� &�`� ���� ����#��� �������.�� 
/(�� V�� #�� #���$। /(�� V� �����(� &� �#� ��#�� )��*�� �$�� $����� 
/*�.��' ��+�। ��� ��#���.�� .��� �V� .। �������.� /C�# ��� 7�� &z*��+�"� ���+� /� � 
.� �$�। �#x ��� ���{ #���4 ' ����#����� *�- ���� �(�  ����� *� *���� �������.�� #��$ 
��,�� #��� C��#। 
 

/���� ' /4����� ����( : �� �����(� ��� K ���� . &�`� &��� ��-��। �� ���� 
#����� $�� ' �#� $����� �.�*�� ��� *�����,�। /�*����# ���� /C�# �# ���� �X�� 
(��� �-��� ���L ����� ��# �# #�@��� �� ��N��� &����� /4����� ' /���� ���� /���� 
. । ��� /C�#� *�� ������ *#� ����( /4����� /��(����( *���� . । /���� ���*���, ���, 
/���� 9�°��4�� ' ���*��� /*4P��� ����B C�� ��4 #�� *�:. #�� . । �� ������ *�- &��� 
`�4 )|��� /���� /��(����( ;���� . - �#�4 ��l��|�� �� ������ :�� ���#�  ��� )���4 
�����N� । �� �����  
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&����� *.#��� �.*��� #�� #�� &�`8�., ���*� ����. ����, &�`� ' .��#�। #�@��� � ����� 
�� ����� �����,+� ��� K :." #��।  
 

)�# `I*�.�*# #��#������ � # �$�� �� ������ #�+���। ���� ��# .�������� 
/���� /��(����( /#�S� *�- )Ä�� �#�� /��(����( ;�� #��। 4�-��� ) ����* /#�S� 
#� #� )����4��# ��� ��� ���N�  /���। �� )����4��� *����( /���� `����� *� /(�� 
��� �������.�� /���� /#�S ����  ����� ������ 9�°��4���� *�.��L। ����Q�L, �� *�  �� 
/*���� /���� /��(����( /#S *�+�� #N� <.����� C�#���। ��� ���L� #� #� /���<��# 
)��*�� ����� M�H�# ��  *���� ����  ����। � �L����� 4�-��� /���� /#�S� &�`� ��¡�# 
)�X��X�+ /���<��� ���,  ��� �$। ��� <� � (��� ���� �������.�� /���� /#�S� &�� 
��-���� *�- #C� ����। ������� ���#(�c� )����4� ��8�� �.��, ���������� ������ 
�.��, /(�N�� #L��k4 &�� �#� �*��# ��� �*���(�c� �#� )����4� � ��� ���� ����� 
9�°��4�� ��!� *�.��L ������.��# *#� *���� ��,�� #���। 
 

�*(L�� ����( : /���� /��(����( ' /4����� $�N�' ���+� ����� � �L *�� ����� 
�*(L�� ����( /���� . । <C����# ��*� ' �����#� 7�� �� �����(� ��� /�' � . । �#$��� ��� 
*�� ����� �.�� *��.� 
 � �� �����(� ��� :." #��। ��*� ' ����#�# )L �����(� ���� 
#�� . । �������.�� ���L /C�# ��$�� #�� /��# ��  �� ����( #�+@ /��# �� �( #�� . । ���� 
#�� �$� /� /#� 7���  /.�# *���� �C�;�� /��H�$ /� � ��� *�:. #��। � �L ��� ���  /.H�4, 
*���#��, />�N�  ,�N, �vk����4 �� /�#�  �# ;� /C�# )L ;�� ���� �� #����। �y#���� 
���#�� ��L ���  ,������ #��� .�� ��� *����" ���  /.H�4, *���#� )C�� /�#�� *�.��L ��।  
 

*�� ���� $�N�' <�� /#�W���� `�� #�� *��#���#��� �� �*(L���L� C�#���। 
*�� ������ �*(L���L� &�� /.� /��D�� #���� (#��4 � #����� $��) ' &�`� (�" (#,� � 
.�� ³���� $��) �$� �G />�N*' ��। />�N�  ,�N ��� *���� &��-<�� #����। ���� #�� �$� 
�X�+�|��  ��� ���#�� ,������# �G� >�H�4� *��C <��L�.# /��(����( �G� #��। )�� �*(L���L� 
#��*� *u��. `���� �� ���� ' *�� ������ *�- /��(����( �G� #����।  
 

/����� : �������.�� <������ *�:�� ��~�� .' �� *�- *�- ����*>���# ����#��, 
����� ' �J� ���*���� ����� �L /�����  <� �� . । � �L /�*����# *�� ���� /C�# 
�# ���� �X�� �#�4 /����� /���� . । � �L �#�4 /�� �N ���� ���N /' � . । �# ��4� 
�����*� �� �( #�� .� �� /����� ��.��� /�' �� �L। �� ��4��� #����� �$� &*��। &� 
/���� ��� K�X"+ ��� �� �( #�� .  �Q ��# �# `�+?+ /��#�#। 
 

.�*����� :  *����# <� ��� ��¦ .�*����� <��=� )���.��+ #�+�L। )E�E, /(�����m� 
<�J�� *�:�.� <� ��� ���# /�� ):���#�� /�' � .� �$, .�*����� <��=��#' /��� 
):���#�� /�' � . । #���� ���#�� ���� �� #��+#��� #��� ����?� )��� .  �। ��������  
�4� <���"� .� �$। ��>� �*��#� .�*����� /����� ���+� ���� &� �� #��+#��� #��� ��(�  
��� #�7����� �#� /���#L�� $�� ��.���� /,�����। �� � ��*�. �,�#�*� �.���L��� � /�? 
�?+ �������*-�� $��। �*��#� �� �m�"� 7�� .�*����� /����� Pm��� K ����। *�� 
������ ��G� ������� #��$ &�V ��# ;�� �N �N ���4 �4�� $��N� >� A��� .�। /��(���� 
�L ��$���� ' ���4 � ����। k�I ��.����� *�- /��( ���� *����� *�#��� .�*������� k���� 
��� #W�7��� �� । *� �#��� *�R   
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*�.��L ���� ³�� ��G# &���� /.��*। /(�� V� �����(� *.� ��  O�#� /C�# .�*������� �L 
'?�� ' )�E���,���� �!���� &���� #�� .���। /��(���� &����� �L .�*����� /��k� 7�� 
/#����*,���� `��4 ���� 4��q�  /�' � .���। ��� #�� fg ��$��� �#�4 
 �*WX"+ .�*����� 
(�N 7@���। &� /��(���� /*��� *���+# ��� K ��� .���� *��.�। .�*����� $�N�' <��L#�4 
/#�W���� �#� #�� k���� ����� �L�;� #�� . ।  
 

*�� ������ ����Y� �G� : *�� ������ ����Y� �G�� �L ����? �L�;� / � .���। 
/����.�� <�� A*�# ������ �.���� )��� #�K s�� /#�W�� # �����# �� ������ 
�����#� ��� /�' � . । *�� ������ #��$� �$� )��� # ������ ��N�। *�+���� # �*��#�� 
���D *-� �.�*�� ��� #�+�L��� "�� �$� ����G�। ��� /#�W��� &� �#�4 ��4��# *�� 
������ /�*����# �����(� �G"�  �� �( #�� . । �� ��4��� #���� /�' � .  #���.��� 
$�����(� *����� &�`� ��¡�#�#। (��� �-��� ���L /� *� /����� � �m" ��������� &����# 
.���� #�� ' ����� >�� �L�( #�� )�S <.��� ���� *�� ������ ����Y� �G� #���$� ����� 
���L O�#� #����� *��, #���.���� ��B�, �.�� *���, ��.��N � 7�����  /$�� �G" ,S ��+" ' 
#,� �� &�`8�.� �� ����? 7�8����(L।  
 

&�*�� �L�4���  
 

� ��*�. /���� ����#� C��� ��J� �8� ��8#��N� :��� �#�4 ��� ������ ��  /��� 
&�*�� 7�� &.��� *��.� ���4+ (@ #��। ��#���.� ' `³J�#���(�"� *��C �N�� #�� /��� 
&�$�� *��.� �y����# *���,� ��G� ��� �$ ��� ��� ��� ���4+ ��  �y ��G� �#4 /C�# 
&N�� .�����' )��# ������, /~4�(�, ��#4 ��°��, /](�, ������ ��L��� 7��� #��। 
��� ^��� ���,���� ���.��� *�+���4 <�  *��N ,�� .���� ��������� �$�। 
 

/��� &�$�� *��.��� �J=���?#��  &�$�� �L�4��� �� ��� /C�# *�u��.# ��:� 
����� ���#� �����  *���� ������ #�� ����#��� ��� �� /<�"� ���(� �$। 
 

&�$�� �L�4��� �� ��� /C�# /��(�R�{ ��������� ��� ����+D ����?� �,�#�*�� �L 
s� � k���� ' � � �*+ *�Í�  �#�4 ¿��L��" .�*����� ;���� .� �$� /��� &�*�� 
*��.��� <�,T� । &�$�� �L�4���  #�J+# ��� ���#�� *�=� ��* �L�;� #� � #�� .� �$�। �� 
��* �L�;�� ���L�� &�$�� �L�4���  ����� ^��� ��� ���#�  ���{ �J¾�� ���  /����$। 
 

/��� &�$�� *���� #�J+# ���,���� �������.��# /*����.�� � ����� � /��4 fi�4 
/#�W�� )C+�� i�4 �L�4��� �� ��( #�� . । <��L# /#�W���� ��4 ��4�, <��L# ��4�� ��4 
/*#� ��� <��L# /*#�� si � #�� �����*� �$�। <#�� C��# /� .�*�����, ���#� )��* 
��� ���+� �����(� ����������� /#�W��� ){��+� �$�� �।  
 

� ��*�. *�� (��G") ' O�#� *�� (7Y�) /*£��� *�D ��������� ��  &�*�� 
�L�4���  (�@� .� �$�। &�$�� �L�4��� �� #J���K� #C� � ��D# ���� ��� .� �$। &�$�� 
�L�4��� �� <�L# ���������� �� #J���K� )������। 
 


����� *�:���� �G����.� �# ����? �X��#� ��� #���$। �G����.�� )Á�{ ���2�, 
)#J��� /*���½ ��� )*�� �������*�� 7�� ���Y #��� &�$�� �L�4���  *����� ,�� ����� 
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&���." #��� *G� .� �$। ����? #�� ��4����, #�,, k�#��� �, ��H,(�', #�'������, ����, 
������N �, &������N�, ���-�, �N��, ��G" �����N� � ' #��� ��#� ���#�� �G����.� 
����� 
*�:��� /� �X��#� ��� #���$ �� ������������ �#4 �,�¢�"�  .�  C����।  
 

...��#���.� #�J+# .����� <C���;�  ����#��� ��-��� '��� �(" (<�� �,��,&� 
/�-� /�����\, ����� ���.�, &*��, �����.� ' )L�L��)। �����R�� ��e� &R� ,���, �#x 
��#���.�� �� *�*�(�@� ��+� ���.�� *��C �4�# '@� *w� � .' �� �X"+ <;�� :.�"� �L �U� 
���Î &2  /।  
 

���J�X���# ��� #��� �L ���-��" �" #�� )(�� ��-��� '��� � )�� ������ 
*����# ��G� :. jm #��। /��� &�$��7�� &.��� *��.� )�� ������ ���N � ����  /���� 
)�L{�� �������.� (@ #��, ��+� ���.�� &R� <��.� #�� �# ����4 ���#� ��� #��। 
�#� *��  4�-��� /���� #���� �*��#� *��.�' /���� )�L{�� ���4+ (@ #�� ��� �# ����4 
���#� ��� #��� < �* ��।  
 

.....'�� ����� /C�# ��������� )E ' /(�����m� ��  &*�� /�� �#$��� &�(� 
��#���.�� �#4 /C�# )E ' /(�����m� �$��  �� /��� &�$�� 7�� ��H� ���,���� 
�������# 
 �*WX"+ #�� /����। ��� stps *�� �� ���* ����#� C��� ��' ��� � ���� 
���#�  ��#���.�� *��C �#4�� or >¥� *������ #�� �# /�#k+ *J�T #��। 
����� *�:��� 
��� )(�"� *��� ' /(���� ��� ���,��� #���$। ��H� )*�� #�+�G��� P�" ��� �#�4 ������ 
/C�# jm #�� <�  *��N ,�� .������' )��# ��������� ��  �������.� (@ #�� ��� /�� 
��� 
.' �� �� �������.� /��- /�' �� �X�+ ��+{ �� *�T���� ���,��� #��। 
 

��� ��C #���$��- ‘ /���# �y��� � #�� ��+{ )E �L�( #���� �। &��� ��� �J��L 
.  ��.�� /� ��� ����#��� . ।’ ��+� ���.� �� /,T� #��' &�$�� �L�4���  #�J+# ��� 
���#�  <��� #��� �����। &�$�� *��.� ��C #���$��, ‘‘����� C�#�� ��� ���#�  
�y����# <��� #��� /�� �।’ ��H� ��C )G�� )G�� �G� #���$। ��� ��H� ���� <���=� 
���#� *�u��.# ‘��:� �����’  ��H� ���.� #�J+# ��� ���#�� ���,� )�# #�� *�D ��������, 
'��� ����� ' ��# ���.�� )�# >�H�4��' ����" #���$। ��� stps *�� &(T ���*� 
��M����M &(���� /��  /�I #�+� �m¡��� *��.��� *��C *�G�� #��। /�I #�+� �m¡��� 
*��.� �������� *�#���� �G /C�# �#$� )E ' )*�� 7�*�. 7���� ���  ����?���� 7�#J� 
#��। 
 

� ��*�. *�� (��G") /*£��� �������.� )��� # /��� &�$�� 7�� &.����� 
(�@� �L�4��� �� 
����� *�:���� #��+����I 
 

f�-o-ps � ��*�. ����� ����#� C�� &' ��� ���(� *.-*����� ��8#��N� �7�  
#�7�°� *�*L ��� &�$�� &.��� ���J�X���# ��l����� #�� .�� /��?"��� #��� 7���L 
����#� C��� ����� :���� ����T &' ��� ��( #�+� /��I /��.��� &��� .���� *��.��� �#4 /C�# 
�#�4 ������ ' �g ��7� P�� ��  �������.� (@ #��� �*��{ #��। fo-o-ps- <�� �,��, 
&� ���.�� /��� ��'�� p�4 ������ ��� 7����� &�`� .���� *��.��� �#4 /C�# *�:. #�� 
s�4 ������ /��4 r�4 ������ ��  ��� &�$��7�� &.��� *��.��� /�J�K ��8#���N ���#�  
s। /��I &���� /.��* f। /��I &�`� ����# �। 2���� " ,S ��� o। /��I &�`� ����# �� �  i। 
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/��I &�`� ��B� �। 2�-)��,S *���� ' p। $��� 7�� �� �� *.����(��  *�+<C� �������.� 
(@ #�� . । /��I &�`� ��B� ��' ��� � ���� ���� ��� 2� )��,S *���� k���>�4 ���� �.� 
.। 
 

�������.� (@� *�R ���� ��H�� *�.��L #���$ ��H�� .�� /��I ��� &�� ��#�, k�I 
.����7�� &.���, /��I &�`� ��¡�#, /��I &�`� .����, /��I /��*��� �� �, ���� /<� )��#��� 
��� /��I .������ �.��। 7� ���4+ ����#�, (��(�H', �����N� �, �����, /#���� ���, 2����, 
#��� ��#� ������, #���.���, ���+���� ��� ����(�$� ��L��� ���#�  #�� #��� �*U�{ :." #��। 
���,���� ��� &�$��7�� &.��� *#� *�*L*. ���J�X�� ���������# 
��� #���� �L ��� 

��� �������� *�#���� ���+� /������# #�� #���� �L ��C:. #��। 
 

f�-o-ps ����B ;�� .�� ���  O�#��� '  `³J�#������ �#4 /C�# )E 7��� #��+ jm 
#�� . । )� #� # ���� ���L� /��4 fi�4 ������ ����B 7���  *�:. #�� . । f-i-ps 
)��� # &�$��7�� &.�� *��.��� /�J�K ����#� C�� /.k�#� �4+�� &R�" #�� .  ��� 
/*��� /C�# sg�4 ������ ��� siig ��7� P�� ' �g�4 /� �4 7��� #�� . । sf-i-ps- 
4�-��� /���� �8� ���#�  ��# ���.�� ��m�� ���� #���� �*��#� *��.��� *�- )��� # 
&�$�� *��.� �#�4 /#�W�� ��  �8� &R�" #��। 7� ���� is � ��#�*� �.� .  ��� 
�Q*��L# &.� . । fg-i-ps-����#� C��� ���V� :���� #��L�� k�#��, ���#��� ' ��# ���.�� 
����� �$.�# ���# .�L� #�� . । fs-i-ps- �� ��� ����#� C�� &R�" #�� f�4 /~4�(�, 
sg�4 ������ ��� �# ���P�� 7��� #�� . ।  
 

ff-i-ps- )��� # &�$�� *��.��� /�J�K (��(�H' C��� #�'���� /�� /]��� 7Y� 
���+�;� :�� (� ���� /C�# �����*� �m� �*����� *.� ��  f�4 ,���� ������ ��� � ��� 
P�� 7��� #�� . । 
 

f-�-ps ����B ;�� .�� ���  k�#�� ' `³J�#������ �#4 /C�# /��4 ss�4 ������ 7��� 
#�� . । f�-�-ps ����#� C��� /������� ���#�� �#�� �����*� 4.� /�' �#��� *��  
�#��� *�V.�# /�#� &4# #�� . । 7� /�#� �8��� #�� i�4 ������ ' o ��� P��*. i 
� ����� ��� . । 7� ������� �#4 /C�# )�# /(�� �CL ��� *w� . । ���� �������.�� 
�#4 &z*��+" #��। 
 

fi-�-ps ��� �����# ��# /*�� �#�4 �� �� ���( ���� .�  ����#� >�H�4 #��� 
7����L (��(�H' /C�# ����#� �' �� . । ��# /*���� �� *�*�¡� ���.� ����#� ��' �� *�  
)��� # &�$�� *��.� os � ��������� ��  *#�� r >�4#�  ��' ��� � ���� ������� >��4 
����� ��D� /��� #�� ��� ��� jm . । ��#�*��� )�L����# )E��E *�¡� .�  ���� )���"+ 
. । �����*��� ��� f �4,��,��,�� (.��#� /���(�) ' �p �4 ������ ��  ���� jm #��। 
)����� �i >¥� ��� ,��� �� ��#���.� ):*� .�� � ����  �����*���� ��$ ���# ��# 
/*���� *�.���L� �L /.��#b�� ^��� #� #���� � �����# ��#�*� &���" #���� . । �� ��� 
/��4 or >¥� ;� � . । ��� sti � ��#�*� �.� ' �Q*�L# &.� . । �� ���� �����*� &I 
��B� �.�� . ��� �� �����*� &.� .। fr-�-ps- )��� # &�$��7�� *��.� ���� 
���� � >�4#�  ����#� C��  /:�k &R�" ,����  sp � ��#�*��# �.� ' #� #��# &.� 
#��। 
 

sp-p-ps /��� &�$��7�� &.��� *��.��� /�J�K (��(�H' C��� /�7���N� ���#�  
��# /*���� �#�4 4.����� /9�� 7�� �����*��� &R�" ,��� । ��� p � ��# /*� �.� ' 
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#� #� &.� . । st-p-ps- ����#� C��� .�����N� ���#�  �*�]�� ������ &�$�� *��.��� 
/�J�K ���� �-fg ����4 ��#�*���� >�H�4 &R�" #�� . । ��� f� � ��#�*� �.� ' t � 
&.� . । ����� &R��" ���� ��� .�  ���� �� �L�( #�� ���  #��। 
 

fi-p-ps- )��� # &�$�� *��.� ��� �#�� �����*� ��  )��#+� ��8#��N� >�H�4�� 
&R�" ,����  ���� o-fg ����4 ��#�*���� s� ��# �.� ' #� #��# &.� #��। f�-p-
ps ��8#��N� ��# ���.�� >�H�4�� ����������� ���� f >�4#�  /(���� ������ /:�k ,��+ #�� 
��# /*���� o ��# �.� ' � ��# Pm������ &.� #��। �#� �� )L �#�� ��������� 
O�#� /���� 2���� C��� ��' � :���� #��L�� k�#�� ' ����� .������ �.�� (��,�7,�*) ��� 
.���� ��#��# .�L� #��। ft-p-ps- &�$�� �L�4��� �� /#�W�� #����� ,�H �� �� ���� 
.��� ��#���.�� � � Pu,� ��m��� � ������ ��� ��N ' ������# .�L� .�� . । )��� # 
&�$�� *��.� s�� &(T ������ )L �#�� �����*� ��  ����#� C��� � ��. /� �>��4 
��#���.�� 7�� &R�" ,����  t � ��#�*��# .�L� #��।  
 

�-r-ps-��4� #����� .������ �.��, /��I &� �� &�� ��� /*#� #����� &�`� 
#����� /�J�K �#�� �����*� ����� C��� #��.��� :��� �#�� ����#���� 7�� &R�" 
,����  �#�4 ������� ' #� # ��7� P�� 7��� #��। ��� ���� ��4 #����� .������ �.�� 
�#� �����*� *��C ��  /(���� ������ #��������� ³���� $�� /���#�7�� &.���, #�H@�� 
:���� /��I &�� ���.�. �.*�, ���$�� .#, �����, 4�#� ' *�V� &��� *.� ��  #��������� .�� 
³�� �L����4�� /C�# �#$� .�� /����, ��*k, ��m� ��L��� 7��� #��। �#� �� ��4� #����� 
&� �� &�� *��.� )L #� #� ��������� *��C ��  #�H@�� :��� .�� ���  f � `³J�#����# 
/:u�� #��।  
 

o-r-ps- ��#���.� ����#� C��� k�#��� � ����� ��� :���� ���N>� ��4��4 #�� ������ 
��C )��� # &�$�� *��.��� /�J�K f �� �����*� ��#�*���� ��$ ' ��� ��# /C�# 
&R�" ,��� । ��� ��# ���.�� �g � /*� �.� ' &.� . । ��4 #�� *�D ����� 
�����*���� .D�(� . । �#�4 �L������4��' ��' � �� । /��� &�$�� *��.��� ���+�� (��(�H' 
C��� #��L�� k�#�� ' ����#�� #����� (�' ��# �������.�� /#�W�� #����� ,�H �� �� /�J�K 
��� �� ���N�� /:u�� ' ��� .�L� #�� . । 
 

t-r-ps- )��� # &�$�� *��.� ���� /#�W�� #����� /������7�� ' )� 
#�� #� ��������� ��  ��#�� i >�4#�  ��8#��N� >�H�4 &R�" #�� ��� so � ��#�*�, o 
� ����#���# �.� ' #� #��# &.� #��। sg-r-ps- *#�� >�4#�  ��#��.�� �#�4 �� 
��8#��N� ����� /C�# ����#� ��' �� ��L /� �>��4 ��* /�#�  ,N�� )��� # &�$�� *��.��� 
/�J�K �#�� ��������� ��#�*����# &R�" #��। ��� so � ��#�*� ��� f � /�#�� 
���M �.� . । ��8��N� ������ fo � ���*� �.� ' #� #� &.� . ।  
 

sf-r-ps-��8#��N� ������� >�4 &R�" ,����  ss� ��#�*� ' f � ����#�� .�L� 
#�� . । s�-r-ps- )��� # &�$�� *��.��� /�J�K ��8#��N� ������ )��#+� .���� ,����  f� 
� ����#�� ' f� ��# /*��# .�L� .�� . । s-r-ps- /��� &�$�� *��.��� ���+�� ��4� 
#����� &� �� &�� ' /*#� #����� &���� /.��*�� �� #�J+# ���k��� :���� .��� &�� 
��� �#� ����#�� �J� ' �.� . । )��� # &�$�� *��.��� /�J�K ��8#��N� >�H�4 &R�" 
#�� . । ��� p � ����#�� �.� ' #� #� &.� .  ��� ��4 ������ 7��� #�� . । �� �� 
*UL�  )��� # &�$�� *��.� .��#� *��.��# ���<�u )��� # �.�*�� ���� #�� '��� �����  
�' �� .।  
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si-r-ps- �#�� ��������� #�J+# �� ��. >��4 ��#���.� �#�4 ���� *��C )����� o 
>¥� P�� ����� � ��� st � ����#�� �.� ��� #� #� &.� . । 7� ����#����� �#4 
/C�# o �4 ������ 7��� #�� . । 
 

f�-r-ps- /��� &�$�� *��.��� ���+�� ��4� #����� &� �� &��� /�J�K �#�� 
�����*� ����#� C��� �� ��. ���#� ���  ):*� .�  ��8#��N� >�H�4 &R�" #��। ��� 
��#�*���� r � �.� ' #� #� &.� . । fp-r-ps- ����#� C��� ��4���� ���#�  
��#�*���� �#� Pu,� ���<�u )��� # .��#� *��.��� ����� ��4� #����� ��� ",S 
����� .��� ��� ��N, ���# ��� .�L� .�� . । fr-r-ps- ���<�u )��� # .��#� *��.��� /�J�K 
��4 #����� ����� .# /�(, �m� �*��� ' .������ �.�� ����� ���� ��������� ��  O�#� 
/���� #��� ��#� C��� �����.��N� ���#�  .�� /�। �� .����  ��#���.�� #��L�� ����� ' 
����#�� *��.� &�� /:u�� .  ' ���# .�L� .�� . । )�# ���4� ��� 7��� #�� .  ��� �� *�D 
������� ����� <#J� ����# ' (������ ���L ����" #�� . । ft-r-ps-��4 #����� #��$�7�� 
��� �� ��  ��8#��N� >�H�4�� /(���� )R�" ,���, ��� ��#�*���� o � �.� ' �� &.� 
. । 
 

s-t-ps- ��4� &� �� &�� ' /*#� #����� &���� /.��* ��������� ��8#��N� >�H�4 
&R�" #��, ��� sf � ����#�� �.� ' #� #� &.� . । f-t-ps- ��4� #����� 
#�$�7�� ��� �� ��  ����#� ��#�*���� >�H�4�� /(���� &R� ,���। ��� f� *�!� �.� 
' � � &.� . । �-t-ps- /*#� #����� &���� /.��* s� � ��������� ��  ����#� C��� 
���k��� :��� �#�� ����#���� 7�� &R�" #��। ��� i � ����#�� �.� . । o-t-ps-�� 
������ ��#�� � >�4#�  ����#� /C�# ���k��� ' /�` ��� ���#�  f �����# ����#�� ' 
��#���.�� �#�4 �� ����� ' ���N >� ��4 #�� ��� �������� *�#���� *�C+# p� � /��#�# 
/:u�� #�� ����� ��C�  ��4 #�� ����� /��M� ,����  ����#�  ����� C��#। �� ��� /��  ��4� 
#����� /��I .������ �.��, /��.��� &���� /.��*, ������ &.���, /��I &�`� /�������, 
���7�� ' &��� ��B�*. /��4 so � �����*� ��  o ���� ��D� /���N /��  ����� :���� 
*����{ ��#���.�� 7�� &R�" ,��� । &R��"� ��� sf � ����#�� �.� ' #� #� &.� 
. । /:����#J� *�D /��# ' ��4 #�� ���*�� /��� ��#��*��� ����#� ���� /��� ���L . । 
��#�*���� �#4 /C�# sg�4 ������ 7��� #�� . ।  
 

sg-t-ps-��#���.�� �#�4 �� ����#� >�H�4� ��#�*���� ���L *w�� �N �N i�4 /�#� 
/��M�� #�� ����#� &*�� ��C /#�W�� #����� ,�H �� � ��� �� ��  M������ :��� &R�" 
#��। ���� o � ��#�*� �.� ' #� #� &.� . । /�#�*. ipg �" &4� ' fg �" �,� 
������������ .D(� . । 7� &4� ' �,� ���� �7� �� (��� `I����� ���L ����" #�� . । 
s�-t-ps- )��� # /��� &�$�� *��.��� �L�4��� �� /#�W�� #����� &��� #���� �#�4 
/#�W�� ' )E�E ��  &*�� ��C ��� � :�� ���#�  �# ³��� ���� ��� #��। :��L ����#�� ' 
������� ��� /�' �� ��� ����� ' (��(�H' >�H�4 /C�# ��#���.� /��� ���� �� ��# /C�# 
&��#+� &R�" ,��� । ��>+ p >¥� ����� �� #���� *��.��� �� #�J+# s� � ��#�*� ' i � 
����#�� �.� . । �� ���� sg � ��������� �.�� .।  
 

si-t-ps- ��4� #����� &���� &��, ������ &.���, .������ �.��, /��I &��� #���� 
�C�R�� #����>�4, ��,��>�4, ���V � ' ����� ���#�  �+�> o >¥� ���� ��#�*���� *��C ��� 
#��। ��� i� ����#�� �.� ' #� #� &.� . । sr-t-ps- /#�W�� #����� /������7�� 
����   
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/�J�K ���V � ���#�  o >¥� ���� ��#���.�� *��C P�� ����  . । ��� sf � ���#�� �.� 
. ।  st-t-ps- ����#� C��� ���� :�� ���#  ��#���.� ��4 #��� &*�� /#�W�� #����� ,�H 
�� � ����� ��  &R�" #��। ��� p� ��#�*� �.� ' #� #� &.� . । f >¥� P�� 
����� � �� ��#�*��� �����  /��� ���L . । �#� �� ����#� C��� /������� ���#�  
/#�W�� #����� ,�H �� �� �#�4 ��4��� *�.� �#�� ����#�� ' ��#�*���� �# >¥�#�� P�� 
����  . । �� ���� f� ��#�*� �.� . । 
 

fs-t-ps- �� �� *#�� t >�4#�  ����#� >�H�4 /C�# <�  ,�� �����# ����#�� ' ��# 
���.�� �#�4 �� o ��( .�  �N��� ���#�� ���# ):*� .�� C��#। �N��� :��� &�$�� 
�L�4��� �� /#�W�� /.k�#� �4+�� �$�। ��#���.�� &*�� ��� /��  /#�W�� #����� 
/������7�� ��, ��4� #����� *��$ 7��, ��� 7��, /��I /������� ��]�� ' .������ 
�.���� /�J�K ��#���.�� o�4 ��D� <������ #��। ��>+ o >¥� P�� ����� � �� ��#���.� 
���� /��� ���L . । �� ���� so � ��#�*� �.� ' #� #� &.� . । ���� )�# ���4� ��� 
/��� �� । 7� ��� <#J� ����#����# /��� /�' � . । fo-t-ps- ��#�*���� �#�4 �� 
��8#��N� ���#�  ��4 #��� &*�� )��� # &�$�� *��.��� ���� ��4� #����� ����7�� ' 
.������� &�`� /������� ��#���.�� 7�� &��#+� &R�" #��। ��� f � ��#�*� ' � � 
����#�� �.� . ।  

 
f�/� /*�b�� *U�  )��� # &�$�� 7�� &.��� '��� ����� /C�# /��� ��� 7B�� 

.�  /��� ���� &�*। fp ����� *#�� r >�4#�  ��� ��� /#�W��� #����� ����7�� ' ��H� 
��*. ��8#��N� ��# >�H�4 &R�" #��। ��� i� ��#�*� ' o � ����#�� �.� . । ft-t-
ps- ���� f >�4#�  /#�W�� #����� &��� #���� ��� ��4� ��m�� #� #� �����*� ��  
����#� >�H�4�� /(���� &R�" ,���। ��� o � ��#�*� ' � � ����#�� �.� ��� #� #� 
&.� . ।  

s�� &�£��� /��� o >�4#�  ����#�, #���(c ' ����� /C�# ��#���.�� ���4 �� 
�#����( ���V� ' �N��� ���#�� ���# ):*� .�� C��#। /#�W�� #����� #���� *��.��� 
/�J�K #����� #�$� 7��, ��� 7�� ' .������ �.�� ����� �C /��� #��। sp >¥�#�� ;� � 
�� ���� /��4 ps � ��#�*� ' ����#�� �.� ��� �Q*��L# &.� . । ��� )�£��� ��8#��N� 
>�H�4 /C�# ��#���.�� �#�4 �� ����#� C��� ����� ���#�  ��4 #��� *�  )��� # &�$�� 
*��.� ' /#�W�� #����� /������ 7�� �� �#�� �����*�*. M�H���  ��N। ��� o� 
��#�*� ' ff � ����#�� �.� ��� �� &.� . । i-sg-ps- ����#� >�H�4 .�� ��#���.�� 
�#�4 �� ��m� � ' /����� :�� ��4 #��� &*�� /#�W�� #����� /������7�� :���� 
���,���  ��4� #����� ������ �.�� ' /��I �m� �*��� ��# ���.�� 7�� &R�" ,��� । f 
>¥� P�� ����� � �� t � ����#�� �.� ' i � &.� . ।  

 
p )�£��� /��� &�$�� *��.� 
 � �#�� ��������� ��  ���� r-oi ����4 ��8#��N� 

>�H�4 &R�" #��। f >¥�#�� P�� ����� � �� st � ��#�*� ' so � ����#�� �.� ' 
#� #� &.� . । ���� ��#���.�� �#�4 �� /������� ���#�� ���(���N�� ���# ):*� 
.�� C�#�� �����*��� &��#+� &R�" ,��� । ��� r � ����#�� �.� ' �� ����#�� &.� 
. । �� �� /#�W�� #����� ,�H �� � ��� �� ��  (��(�H' C��� �# ����#�� #L��W )��#+� 
&R�" ,����  o�4 ������ ��� sf �� ��7� P�� 7��� #�� ��� t � ����#�� �.� 
#� #� &.� . । t-sg-ps- /#�W�� #����� .��#� *��.� ��H� /#�W��� ��4� #����� 
������ &.���, 2���� ",S ��� ' ����7�� &.��� ��� tg � ���������*. O�#� /���� 
#��� ��#� >�H�4 &R�" #��।  
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��#�*��� �����  /��� ���L . । ����#��(" ���*!D .�  ���� M�H���  ��N ��� /*���� ���� 
�� । /��4 �o � ����#�� ' sf � ��#�*� ��� . ।  
 

sg )�£��� ��8#��N� >�H�4 /C�# ig � ��#�*� ' �ig ��� �#�4 ����#�� �� ,���� 
:��� ��4���� &�w #��। �� ��� /��  /��� &�$�� ��� si � ��������� ��  *��� ���� 
)���"+ .। ��>+ sg >¥� ;� � �� ���� i � ��#�*� ' p � ����#�� �.� . । ��#���.�� 
P���� �����*� )��,S *���� �J��L��" #��। �$�N�, �#� ��m?, �#� E����# ��� �#�4 
/$���# ��#���.� ���� �� *�  P�� #�� .�L� #��। � �� ����(� ���� /*#� #����� &�`� 
.���� ��� �� ��  ���-(��(�H' /�� ����� ,�����N� ���� ��.����� ����#����� 7�� &R�" 
,���। ��� so � ����#�� &.� ' o � �.� . । ����#��(" i �� ��7� P�� /��� �����  
/(�� �� ���� /*���� .D(� . ।  
 

s�-sg-ps- ����#� /C�# ��#���.� ' ����#����� �#�4 �� /�` ��� :���� *�#�� 
���N�� #L�W #��। �#�� �����*� ����� 7�� &��#+� &R�" ,��� । <�  &N�� >¥� P�� 
����� � �� ��#���.�� r � �.� .  ��� )LL�� �����  �� । si-sg-ps- &�$�� 
�L�4��� �� /#�W�� #����� /��I ,�H �� � ��� ��*. ������� /�� /]��� ��G�" #�,-�� 
����� ���� ��#���.�� *��C ��>+ i >\� P�� ����� � �� ����� ��d��� /��H$�� *G� .। �� �� 
t�4 /:�k ,��+ #�� ��d��P�� ��� #�� . । 7¶ G��� *WB ���º��# ^��� ����4 ��* #�� 
/�' � . । ��� ��* #��� �� ������� /]�� &R�" ,����� . । ��� �#� �����(�*. si � 
����#�� ' ��#�*� �.� . । s� �4 ������*. sf � ����#�� ,�H �� �� �#4 &z*��+" #��। 
�#� �� ����(� ���� 7� /#�W�� #����� ��� ��*. )L �#�4 )���� ,����  <�  fgg (� 
/���C T #�� /�। ��� ���º���" �����*� &I ��B� �.�� .। 
 

s�-sg-ps- ��#� o-�g����4 /#�W�� #����� /��I ,�H �� � ��� ��*. (��(�H' C��� 
���� ��� ���� ��#�*���� 7�� )��#+� &R�" ,���। ��� ��#�*���� o � �.� ' � � 
&.� . । �#� �� ����(� ���� #�,-� ����� ��G�" ��,(�N � ���� ��.����� ����#����� 7�� 
&R�" #��। ����#�� �� �����  /��� ���L . । ����4 ��* #�� /�' � . । p � ����#�� 
)E�E*. &z*��+" #��। 
 

ff-sg-ps- ������� /�� /]��� ��l�� ���� ��� ���N ��#�*���� 7�� �����*��� 
&��#+� &R�" #��। i � ����#�� ' �#� ��#�*� �.� . । &z*��+"#��� o � 
����#�� ������������ *��C ����� .�  ��� #��� �(�  �� ���� ��.���� ��" #��। ��>+ �� >¥� 
��� #��� �� ��#���.� ���� /��� ���L . । 
 

fo-sg-ps- ����#� C��� ��m� � :��� ��#�*��� ��4���� ' )�_*����( &�w #��� 
)��� # &�$�� *��.� ,�H �� � /#�W��� �����*���� ��  ��#���.��# &R�" #��। f >¥� 
P�� ����� � �� i� ��#�*� &.� . । f� )�£���- ��4� #����� &�`� .���� #���(�c 
��#�*���� >�H�4 &R�" #��। ��#�*��� 7��  � /��� ) ����* ����� ����� )L�L >�H�4�� 
*�.�L ,� । ����#�, &�$�, �����, ��� (��(�H' /C�# ��#�*��� #���(�c &*�� C��#। /#�W�� 
#����� ���7�� ��������� ����� ���� /�� ���� ��  ;�� ��� &�w #��। #���(�c� ��Q 
�XÏ�*. /��4 �i � ����#�� �.� ��� )E�E*. sp � /:u�� #�� . । >�H�4 *WX"+m�� 
������������ ���� &�* ��� /��4 if �4 ������ 7��� #�� . ।  
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fr-sg-ps- /��� &�$�� *��.��� ���+�� /#�W�� .��#� O�#� /���  #��� ��#� C��� 
#�,>�4� ���#�  ��#���.�� 7�� &R�" #��। ��>+ si >¥� ���� if � ��#�*� �.� . । �g-
sg-ps- )��� # &�$�� *��.� ���� �#�� �����*�*. O�#� /���� #��� ��#� C��� 
������N � ���#�  ��#�*�� '�� .���� #��। ��� p � ��#�*� �.� ' #� #� &.� . । 
�����*��� ��� ���º��" >�4�  �#�4 PmK�X"+ ��� *WX"+ ��* #�� /�। �s-sg-ps- )��� # 
&�$�� *��.� /#�W�� #����� /������7�� ��, �*����� .#, .����7�� ��� ����� 
/�� ���� ��  (��(�H' C��� �*������ (&������) ����#�� >�H�4 &R�" #��। �� ���� /��4 
�r � ����#�� �.� . । �i �4 ������, �#�4 /](� ' � ��� P�� 7��� #�� . । >�H�4��� 
�����*���� ���� &�*। �� ���� )*�� *�.*� /���� /������7�� �� �.�� .।  

 
t-ss-ps- /��� &�$�� *��.� ��� /#�W�� #����� *��$7�� &.���, �� �7�� ' 

/������� .������� ��� �����*���� ��  ��8#��N� >�H�4 &R�" #��। �� ���� �� � 
��#�*� ' � � ����#�� �.� . । ��#���.� >�H�4 /$�N �����  /��� ���L .  ��� >�H�4�4 
�����*���� & �Y &�*। sg-ss-ps- /#�W�� #����� ,�H �� � ���� ���#�  ��#���.�� 7�� 
&R�" ,����  ��#�*�����# �����  /��� ���L #�� ��� �#�4 ������ ' oo ��7� P��*. 
�#� ����#���# /:u�� #��। ss ���� )��� # &�$�� *��.� #����� ,�H �� �, �*����� .# 
' `�� �#��� .�  ����#�  ��#>�H�4 &R�" #��। ��>+ r >¥� ����� ��� t � ��#�*� ' p � 
����#�� �.� ��� #� #� &.� . । ���� ����#� C��� ,��V� &�4 :��� �#�� ��#�*� ��4 
#��� /(�� /#�W�� #����� ,�H �� � ��� �� ��  ��#�*���� '�� &R�" #��। ss >¥� �� 
���� ss � ��#�*� ' t � ����#�� �.� ' #� #� &.� . । �������.�� ��4� #����� 
*���� &��*. i �  �����*� �.�� .। s�-ss-ps- /#�W�� #����� ����� ' �.�� ' ,�H 
�� �� ���,���  ����#� C��� ' ��' ��� � ���� ���#�  ��#�*���� '�� &R�" ,����� . । 
� � ��#�*� ' #� #� ����#�� &.� . ।  

 
si ����- ��#���.� ' ����#�� ���.� <�  o �����# A*L ��j� :��� O��# )�_*����( 

' ��4���� #��� C��#। /��� &�$�� *��.��� ���,���  ����# /C�# ��#���.�� 7�� 
&R�" #�� . । �� ���� ��#���.� ' ����#�� *�Í�  �o � �.� . । �����*� ��.�7�� 
�.�� .। f-sf-ps- /#�W�� #����� /��$��. 7�� &.���, ��4� #����� ����`� .# ' 
���� 7�� ���� /�J�K ����������� ��j� ' #�4��� :���� �N ��D�  ��#���.�� '�� &R�" 
#��। �� ���� so � ��#�*� ' s� � ����#�� �.� . । �#� �� ������� ' #�'���� /C�# 
��#���.� ���� :��� ��4 #��� &*�� /#�W�� #����� ,�H �� � ��4� #����� ����� �.�� ' 
�m� �*��� �������.�� �� ��  ��# /*���� '�� P�� ,���। �� ���� �#� ��#�*� �.� 
. । � �k�*�� ��4� #����� &��� .���� ' /#�W�� #����� ����� ' �.���� /�J�K ����#� 
C��� ��' ��� � ���� ���#�  ��#���.�� '�� &R�" #�� . । ��� � � ��#�*� ' fp � 
����#�� �.� . । �#� ���#�� ��� �� ���� #������# ' �#� ����#���# .�L� #�� � �4 
������*. �������.�� �#4 &z*��+" #��। o-sf-ps- ���X#� C��� ,��N���N� ���#�  
����#����� '�� &R�" ,����  � � ����#�� .�L� #�� . । �#� �� /#�W�� #����� 
/��$��. 7�� &.��� ' ��4� #����� �( �*7�� &.��� �#�� �����*� ��  #�@��� ' ����� 
�#���  ��#���.�� '�� &R�" #��। ��� p � ��#�*� ' sg ����#�� �.� ' #� #� 
&.� . ।  

 
�-sf-ps- ��#�� o >�4#�  O�#� /���� #��� �#� .�� o�4 9�# ���+ .�  ��#�*��� 

��' �� *�  /#�W�� #����� .��#� *��.�, ��4� #����� ������ &.��� ' ��� ",S ����� 
/�J�K   
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����������� &��#+� &R�" #��। �� .����  fp .* ��#�*� �.� ' o � Pm��m�� &.� 
. , � �4 9�# *WX"+m�� ��* #�� /�' � . । p-sf-ps- /��� &�$�� *��.� ' /#�W�� #����� 
����� ' �.�� ���4 /#�W��*. ��#�*�L� ����#� >�H�4 &R�" #��। f � ��#�*� ' �g � 
����#�� �.� . । �g >\�#�� ���� ,��� �� ��#���.� �����  /��� ���L . । ��� ����#� >�H�4 
*WX"+m�� ������������ ���� &�*। r �k�*�� ��� �� ��#������ ��$� ��' � #�� /��� 
&�$�� ' /#�W� #����� ����� ' �.�� (��(�H' C��� ����� :���� �#4��+� ;�� ��# 
/*�����# />��' ��� &R�" #��। ��� ��#�*� ' i � ����#�� �.� . । ���� �� 
/��� &�$�� ������������ ��  (��(�H' C�� /.k�#� �4+�� ��� #�� ��� )�# )E�E 7��� 
#��।  
 

sg-sf-ps- (��(�H' C��� �� )��* �-,��+ .������ �.��, /#�W�� #����� ����� 
' �.��, /#�W�� #����� ����7�� �� ' ��4� #����� &�`� ���� ��]�� *��.��� /�J�K 
������ ��#���.�� >�H�4 &R�" #�� . । ��#�*��� ����#����� *��C $�� #�� �����  �� । 
����#��� )L 7��  � /��� ���L .�  sg� �4 ������*. &z*��+" #��। ����� >�H�4 
������������ .D(� . । so-sf-ps- � ��*�. �.� /C�# ��� �� <�  sgg � ��#�*��� 
�#�4 �� ���X#� C��� ��N�(�H' ���#�� �# (��� �-�� &2  / । /��� &�$�� *��.��� 
�J��  /$�� /*#� #����� ����7�� �#$�*��L# ��������� 7� ��#�*�����# &R�" #��। f 
>¥� ����� ����� �� ����7�� &.� . ।  
 

si �k�*��- /��� &�$�� 7�� ��H� ���� /#�W�� #����� #���$ ��, �( �*7�� ' 
/#�W�� #����� ����7���� *��- ����� .�  &R�" #�� 7� ��� �� ��#���.��#। /��� 
*��.� ��#���.�� '�� ����� &R�" ,����  og ��# .�L� #�� ��� sr ��# )E�E*. ���{ 
��� /���। ����� *�- ��� #��� #��� sp �k�*�� ��� O�#� /��H�$। #�����4��� >�H�4� �#4 
��#���.�� f � A*L ���� �� । ��#� �J� A*L����# ��  /��� &�$�� #L�\���\ /��H$�� 
*G� .।  
 

&�$�� �L�4��� �� ������������ ���� ����#�I )��� # -/��� &�$��7�� 
&.���; *.#��� )��� #- /������7�� �� (�.��); ����7�� (�.��); &�`� .��#�; &��� 
#���� ��� .������ �.��। �k��4L�\- �, �� �� /��$��.7�� &.��� ��,�; �*�#7���4 
)��*��- /��I &���� /.�*�� ���; *.-�*�#7���4 )��*��- /��I &I .���� ((��(�H'), /#� �4�� 
��]�� - k�I .����7�� &.��� ' �, /#, �� &$�`¡���; /��I /��$��. 7�� (k�#��� �) ' 
�m� &��, /��I ����� .# /�( '  �*,�* '�� &��, /��I &�`� (��� ��]�� ' /��$��. 7�� 
(�*�����) ��� /��I &�`� /�������; *������ /��� - *���� &.���; )��*-�-,��+- /��I 
.������ �.��; /�, �*, ' �k��4L�\- /��I &I /������� .�������; �#�7\ Á�#+- /��I &��� 
#����;  *.#��� Á�#+-/��I Xm� &��; �k*��, Á�#+- /��I &��� ����#; *.#��� Á#+- /��I 
��.��.� /,�����; /T4 Á�#+- /��I �����7��; *.#��� Á�#+- /��I &�� &#��; /�#k+ Á�#+ ��, �� 
&��� #����; *.#��� Á�#+ - �m� Q�� /,����� (`��); ��, ��,, ��- /��I &��� #���� (�����) 
(���(�H'; )�k4� /��I &I *���, ��, #�।  
 

7���T� ���?�I s। /��� &�$��7�� &.���, )��� #; f। k�I ' ���7�� &.���, 
/��k#L�� )��*��; �। /��I .������ �.��, )��*-�-,��+; o। /��I &�`� .��#�, /#�W�� 
#�����; i। .���� 7�� &.���; *�W��# ‘��:� �����’, �। &���� /.�*�� ���, �*�#7���4 
)��*��, p। /��I ����� .# /�(, /#�W�� #�����; r। /��I &�`� ����, /#� �4�� ��]��; t। 
/��I &$��7�� ��]��, /#�W� #�����; sg। ��� /��I ����� ' �.��।  
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��,�� ����(I s। /��� &�$��7�� &.���, )��� #; f। /��I �*����� .# /#�W�� 
#�����; �। &� �� &��, /#�W�� #����� o। &���� /.�*�� ���, �*�#7���4 )��*��; i। /��I 
.������ �.��, )��*-�-,��+; �। /��I  ,�H ����, /#�W�� #�����;  p। &I .��#�, /#�W�� 
#�����I r। &��� #����, *.#��� )��� #; *��$7��, /#�W�� #�����; sg। �,�,��, 
/��$��.7�� &.���, �k��4L�\।  
 

��* ����(I s। /��� &�$�� 7�� &.���,  f। /��I &�`� .��#�, �। &$��7�� 
��]��, o। .������ �.��, i। &��� #����, �। &��� ����, p। ����� .# /�(, r। &���� 
/.�*�� ���, t। ,�H �� �, sg। ����� ' �.��।  
 

/#�W�� #����� ' *.#��� /#�W�� #������JV- 
 

s� �L�4���  
 
 /#�W�� #�����     *.#��� /#�I #����� 
 

 ‘�’ /#�W�� /��I ,�H �� �   /��I #����7�� 
 ‘��’  ’’ /��I &�`� #���$ ��   /��I ������ �.�� 
 ‘�*’  ’’ /��I &� �� &��    /��I &I ���� ��]�� 
 ‘�k’  ’’ /��I &I .��#�    /��I �$��# /.�*�� 
 ‘�’   ’’ /��I &$��7�� ��]��   /��I �*����� .# 
 

f  �L�4���  
 

 ‘�’ /#�W� ���$7�� &.���    /��I ������ �.�� 
 ‘��’  ’’ /��I #��$�7��    /��I &I .���� 
 ‘�*’  ’’ /��I ����7��    /��I .�*�� &�� 
 ‘�k’  ’’ /��I �� �7��    /��I ��� &�� 
 ‘�’  ’’ /��I &I ����    /��I &��� #���� (�����) 
 

�  �L�4���  
 

 ‘�’ /#�W�� ����7�� &.���   ����7�� &.��� 
 ‘��’  ’’ /��I ����� ' �.��   /��I &� �� &�� 
 ‘�*’  ’’ /��I ' ��.� &��    /��I .���� &�� �� 
 ‘�k’  ’’ /��I Xm� �*���    /��I &I $�Y�� 
 ‘�’  ’’ /��I ����� .# /�(   /��I �*����� .# (#�@���)  
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oC+ �L�4���  
 

 ‘�’ /#�W�� /��I ���*�� �.��    /��I &I ���� 
 ‘��’   ’’ /��I �*����� .# ((��(�H')  /��I /������ &�� 
 ‘�*’  ’’ ����`� .# (`��)   /��I �*����� .# (#��,�) 
 ‘�k’  ’’ /��I &I ��¡�#    /��I &$��7�� ��°� ((��(�H') 
 ‘�’  ’’ /��I ���m� �.��    /��I �m� �*��� 
 

i� �L�4���  
 

 ‘�’ /#�W�� /��I &��7�� &.���  /��I &I #���� ( /��#��(�) 
 ‘��’  ’’ �( �*7�� &.��   /��I �*����� .# (�� ��) 
 ‘�*’  ’’ /��I &I #��� ��@�   &I ��B� ( &������N�) 
 ‘�k’  ’’ /��I �*,��, ���*�� .# (/��#)  /��I Xm� &�� �� 
 ‘�’  ’’ /��I &I $����     /��I &I /������� ��।  
 

/.��� � ���.� * 
     

/� /(����(�c� �# �.� *{��� ����X��+ &����� 
����� *�:��� ���T���� /�JK �� 
#���$ ���� &��# *{� /.��� �7�� /(����(c ���#�  
����� ���� ����? #J���K� ���,  
��� �$। �GL��" ���U � *W�#+� &���,�� < �* �����। 
 

/.��� 7�� �$�� �^��  �T /�-� /������\� �#� .�������। stps *���� f� /� 
���,+� #���� ���� .����� ���.� �� O�#�  &R�"#���� �X��#� :." #�� �� ��� � ������ 
$�7��� �$��। ���� )�;��� f  �T��-� /�����\ ��' *�#��� � !�" �$�।  fp /� ��,+ 
*�+<C� #����>�4 /���� /#S /C�# /��� �� �7� �.���� (��+��� �.���L ��T���) #�
� 
/>��?� .���, ‘&��� 
����� />�?"� #���$’। �� />�?"� «� .��� �#$�G" &�( �� ��� /��� /#, 
��, ���78�. �4+�� ��4� ' �#�4 /#�W�� ��  �L���# /C�# /����  �N��। ��� /��� ���� 
/.��*�# �#�4 /(�� ���+� ���  /(��, ��� ��� )�G�"� ���L� $�7�� ��L; *�D ��-��� 
�������# :���� ���# ���@�  /� � jm .���। .������� /.��� �7�� ' &��� &����# �r � 
/�� � ��  ��G�"� �C������ /��9�� �k7�4�� ��@��� .���। ���� �k7�4�� ����� *�  )L /#� 
���+� ���। j�� ��v� ���� /����$�� /�, (��� ���� #� #�4 P��� &' �� .�� *����# 
�X�+���#� ���� >��4 �#��� .�� .��। 
 

.@�� ��� ss 4�  /(���P�� jm .���। )(+� P�� .' �� ��� )��# �4��# ������ 
&R�" ��� *�V. #����। /.��� � ��� &�`� &����� ���L' ����� /��� ���। ��� �� 
��' $��- .�  �N���। /.��� �7�� /�� � &� �� ' &���# ��  ���+��+� :��� O��# �N��। 
���� /��� ��H,4��  

 
 
* ���� /C�# <#���� ���*# ‘("�’ (�k�*�, stpp)-�� /.��� �7�� ��� ��R�’ �+�?# <����� /C�# *�#���। 
/.��� �7�� ����� ���#��� k�� �� ��� *�G��#���� '�� ���Y #�� <������4 �����$�� ��, �, *����। 
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���# ���# /.H�4 (R��� #��) ������� ���# ):*� .। ���� �GL #��� /�, )�L{�� �-��� 
#�7�#� /��� ���F �। ��� #� #� ��c��� /�� � ������ *�.���L� <��G�  ��' �X�+���#� 
/(4 ��.��� ���F। *����( ���M ��� ��� ����#� ���L��� � (� />H�? ):*� . ��� ��.����� �� 
��H,� ��c��� A*��#� 7�� M�H���  ��N ����� ��� #�� /�। )�I�� /���� <��� #�� ���� 
&�' r ��# .�L� #�� ��� &.���� /� �4 ���  /�? #��। ��G" ���� )��* *��_ 
) ����* /*\���� )����4���� ���L ����� `��# ���� �* ��-��� ~�� #�� ��� #�� 
/���। �� ���¤ *��u #�� ���� &��� $�7��� ���� ��* ,����+# /C�# ������ /��# 
&.��� #��। ��-��� #��� &' �� /��  ,����# /C�# /��#� ��* �N���। ���� ���L �,��, 
&�, �k�*� 2��# /�� &�`� /������� ' <,�� $�� ' 2��# �$�। )�G�"� ���L� jm .��� 
/.��� ��� /�J�K )E )�*��"।  
 

��� /C�# /.��� �7�� �����# )E, <,�� /(�����m�, ��4 (�N� ��� #� #� /�� � 
��  �X�+ ���# ��� .��³��� ,�� ��। )��L `’���� ���L� fg � $�N� ��#� *#��� )E ��  
�����  �� । )�;� /��� �g/� ��,+ ��� �� fg � /�� �*. #����* � C��� ���# ):*� .। 
/*��� /��H�$ ��� ���� ����� fp/� ��,+ ���� � ������ /C�# /��� /#. �� ���78�.� 
/�J�K /����  &*� ���.� ��� ���  ,�� /(�$। ������L� ��#���.�� � !" /������ .��� ��� 
#����* � )�;� �����   /��� /.��� �7�� ��H� /��#� ��  �#4� ����? ��| ��+� (� 
#��। /��� /C�# ���  /.H�4 O�#�-� ��*�. *���{ ������ ‘#�'����’ ��# ;�� /��H�$। �] 
/�-� /������\� *������ &��� ����� ' �� � *������ ��� /������ /.��*�� /�J�K ���� 
�#�4 <������ ���.� (�N 7�@�$�। /.��� � ��H� fg � *-�*. ���� ����� *��C /��(�� 
#��। �� #L�W /*����.�� /���#� /,�  &*�� ' /�����.� ���.�� /��# /��� C�#�� ��� 
����� #��+#���� ‘#�'����’ #L��W ���J���� /��� /�  ��� � ��� ���.�� /�� ���� � ��(�N 
�� ।  

 
��� t� ��<� ������� ' �������� ��� ss � *�(� ��  /.��� � ������� �' �� .। 

��� *��C #����* �� �~��.� ��# �#�4 ���#' �$�। ���� <��L�#� *��C �$� s�4 #�� ,���� 
������ ' rgg ��7� P��। � $�N� f�4 .��#� /���(�, o�4 ,���� �*,��,�� ' oggg /(���-
��m�' ����� *��C �$�। :�� /C�# /��# ��� �� ����� ���  /��M� 4���  ��� �C /����  ���� 
):*� .�F��। (���� � ��� .�  O�#�-����*�. *N�# ��#���.�� �#�4 �7�4�# ���� 
&R�" #��। �� *�>�?+ /.��� �� o � *�(� �.�� .�  ��। �#x ���� ��#-��.��� i ��� 
���*. ����� G G�� *�� #��। 
 

����� #� #�4 )����� ,����  )����? sp � ��<� )���� f4�  �# /��� /�#�  
�}� ���N ���  /.��� � ' ��� *-��� �����4# ,�� )���" #��। ���� ������� /��H�$ �V#�� 
'�� `� �.�� ' )L�L &' ��� ��( /��� *��C /��� /���k+� #������; k�#�����  /��� #�� 
��� /��� <��* ' ����� *������ *��C /��� #�� ����� ���.� ' )E�E � !" .��� ����� ���� 
#��� C��#।  

 
������L fs /� ��<� <��L�? ��#���.� /(� ���V /��H�$ ��  ��� ������� �.��� ���# 

):*� .�� C��#। ����� <��.� #��� #��� *���T #���� *.����(�� � ��' �  *-���� ��  ��� 
��-� 7��;� .। /*��� �#$� <��G".� ���# <������ �,�� /,T� #��$�, �#x ����� ���L 
������ /��� /.��� �7�� /�#�����( /4�#�.�4 .�  ‘���> �� ���’ )��R� #�� f�/� ��<� 
‘���V’ �� :��� ��N��� 7��;� .। ��� :���� ���. �*����" ' &z� 
� ������L� ��#-
���.�� )�L�,���� 
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#C� j� ��� `�J+Y��� /����zL /��� *!D .�  ��N�$�। /.��� � ���N�� /���� ���. :����*�� 
���# � ������.� �C ����L�( #��� )����� #��, &� ����� `�J+Y�� �  /����� C��#। �� 
>4��# /#S #�� /.��� �� E� .����� p� /� �# `>+4�� ���� �� । ,� �� � ��# �#� ����� 
/2"�� /��# `>+4��# /#S #�� �� ��#��� jm #��� t� /� ���# P�� #�� .�L� #�� . । 
)�I�� /.��� � ���N /C�# /��#�*. ���+��+� ‘��@� ��N�’ :��� ,�� ��। )��L ��� ��� 
*�C���� &�(� ����  #�� ��� �$��। �~��.� ��� /*��� �� $�N� &� /#7 ��� *��C �$��� �।  
 

t� /� ,�H �� �� .�L�� ��� /#�4�����N� ' /(����(c C�� /C�# ����� ' ��#���.� ��* 
/.��� ��� ���N ���N�  ��� /�? &#?+" ��l� #�� /� । ���� /.��� � /����� � .�  7�@ ��� 
*��L#������ �� #�� *�:���� �L ���*# <D�� :." #��� C��#।  
 

#� #�� �� so � /� /������� /.��� � ��H� *-� �~��.� ' /*��� ���# ��  
/#�4�����N� C�� &R�" #�� ��*। ����� &���# )�E� ��� ��� /����� � ����K� #��$ ��.X��+� 
io � ����� &z*��+" #��� ���L . । )�L{��"���� ��� *|  #�� � ���� *���L :�� 
�����  �4�� <C�! ��� ;��  �*����" ��������� 7�*��.� .�। /.��� � C�� /C�# i �" ,�7� 
' )L�L �*� ��  ���> �� ����� #����N� :���� �,Y ( ��� ��N�� ,�� ��। ��� ����� ��N�� 
&' ��� ��( #�+� �Ð�#�{ ���� )������ /.��� � ��� :��� >�H�4 ;�� #��। � *�  /(���� 
)|��� sf � *�E /�� � ' �#$� $�� /.��� ��� *��C /��( /� ।  
 

��#���.�� /���#�� ����C /��H����H�� #���' ����� )�L{�� /���4' <��� #�� � । 
��� ���� �� *�(@� /�� *����� � .' �  /.��� � /(���� ,�� �� ��� ft/� /� ������ 
/(���� C��� ‘��4�� ������’ &�=��#��� /.��� � ���.� 7�^�� #��। �� &�( f�/� /� 
������ �# *�� &R��"� ��� �� ��4�� ����� ����� � !�" &�*। 
 

���� ����B ���#� /C�# �����*��L# ��������� �� ���.��� /��( ���� &�w #��। ;� 
*�#���� )*����� .' �  ��l� ���# � *�� .��4� 7Y�� ������� ��# :��� ��� *�� ���� 
;�� #��। 
 

s�� �� ������ ' ��������� �� )|�� 
����� ���#� 7�Y�� #�� . । /���� �� 
)|�� *�+<C� ��� )|� �.�*�� <��T� ��� #��। �����(� /���� /#S /C�#' � #C� <,�� #�� 
. ।  
 

��� �� ��#���.�� �# ����4 �� /#�4�����N� C��  7��;� .  ��� ���� /�#�����( 
/#�4�����N� ' � *�� .��4� ��� /��  �������.�� >�H�4 &R�" #��� ��(�   � । �� ��� sf 
��� /�#�  �����, ���@ �� ' ��#���.�� <�  �gg /��# �$�। ��� `’4�  /.��� � ��� ���.� 
��  ):��+� ‘.L.��4’ ��# ;�� 7��;� .�  ����� `’��� /C�# ���� 7�� &R�" ���,��� 
#��। ��C �� &R��"� �L ��#���.�� <�� �$� �; ��� �� &��#+� &R��" ����.��� .�  
���� $��- .�  ��N। ��� /.��� � ���.�� �~��.� ��.���� ��" #��। �� &R��"� ��� fo 
� ����� ' ���@ �� ��� ��N।  
 

�� ���.�� )�;�  <������ /��� �L p� �� ����  ���� ‘]�� ��k’ �| ��  ��G" 
��# /C�# ��#���.� ‘�������’ >�H�4 &R�" #��। /.��� � #� #� *-� ��  �|P����# /�$ 
��# /C�# &R�" #��। )�� ���# >�H�4� ��d�� /C�# *���� ��# �(�  /(����?+" jm #�� . । 
7�� {� � /��� �|P��� ������ jm #�� ��� ����� :���� ��H# >��� /#� �#�� �����  �G� 
�� ।  
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�� �J��L �*����" ��������� &�V� . । ���� /.��� � ���.�� �� ���4�# #�H�� ���� ‘� *�� 
.�H�4’ ��  &�*। /*��� ��N>�N �# �*�� )��=� .�   �  ��� /.��� ��# �*����" ‘/���’ 
/����� �X�?� #��। �� ����� ��� <�  fg ���� ���#� ��� )|�� ���"� . । �� *�  ����� 
:��� ��� ��H�# �#�4 ):��+� >�H�4' ;�� #�� . ।  
 

���� ������� /C�# *�� �(�  �.��� #��V .��³��� >�H�4 ;�� #�� *����# <��G" 
#L�W /���� . । ��� ��� ���#-$�� ��� ��* <��G" :." #��� ��(�। �G�{�� � *�  ���� 
/C�# <��G"<�u /(������' �#$� �#$� )E�E ��  ��* ��� ��N�� ��(���। )�I��, #���#� 
C��� ,��� :��� )����� >�H�4 *���  / � . । ss� ����� 4�-���N� /�� ���N�� /�N�� ��c��� 
A*�L� ��m�� �# *�� &R�" ���,��� #�� . ।  
 

so� ����� ��#���.� ���������, /(����(c ' /4�#�.�4-�� �� ��# /C�# &��� 
,����� >�H�4� 7�� .���� ,���  ��� #L��W� #��$ ������ ��# :��� O��# ��N। /.��� ��� 
*��C �� ��� s� � *-� �$���। ���� �� � ��� ):*� . ��� �� .���� <��.� #��� < �* 
��। 
 

������ :���� ���L ���  �#�4 ��� /(���� C��� ��*��� :���� ���# ,�� /(�$। 
/(���� /C�# � ��� /��  .����� ���.� &*�� ���� /��� �X�+ ���# ��� #�� � �, ��G" ���# 
��� ���  � � ��� *��#� /���� �L ����� �#� �*��� .��� । )�I�� /.��� � ��#� �� 
��l����� .�  �*��। /#�4��� ��N� ��V���N� ����� ���L ���  .����� ���.� ):*� .�� ���� 
�� #��� ��� � �� (�  )�;� ���। �#$�G�"� ���L ���# /C�#� .�������� ):(��� ���.� 
/��� /(�। ���� #�$�#��$ &*��� /.��� � /���(��� P�� ,�����। ����� /(���P�� jm .�  
/(�। .@�� �y��G� �#4� ����4 ��� *.#�+� �#����� ��C�  ���� /�� #�� ,�� /(�� /* ��G"�� 
���� �� । �#����� ��� 4��� /���� �#4� /���� 4�#��� /.��� ��� (���� ��H ��� ���  O��# k� 
��� ���  /��.�  /(�। ��� ��.��� ���#4� /#�4 /(� ��� #� #4� ��H�' ��N /(�। ���' ��� 
#�+�L,�L� .�� �। ��� )*�� *�.* &� <�� <����� *��C ��e� &R�" �,� #�� ,���। 
����� ��>+ *�  ����� *�>�?+� �� .����� ���.� ��$� .4�� jm #����। �� ���� .����� ���.�� 
<,�� .��.� . । ����� �� /.��� � ��M�� ����� /� &>�� ���� *��>���#, ��� ���# ��>+�� 
����L�� k������ �,�#�*�  C�#�� . । 
 

�#;�� /��� �� >�H�4 ���� ��  �। #��", ��#���.�� /��H� /���� /*��� &R��"� 
&��#� /��� /� । ��� �������� ����� �� &� ,��� >�H�4 ���� /���4� ����C  । ��$�N� /� 
/#� *�  ���� &R�" ' )*w�  । ��� >�H�4 *���  /(����(�c� �X�+ *����{ ����� 7Y� <��{ 
‘m�C �� ���N’ �#�4 ����L� ���N�� $�7� /��� .���। � ��N� <�  *#��� ����� ,�� �(� �$�। 
��H,��� /����� >� ��  /�� �N ���N। ����� ����� ���*� /�? ���# ‘��*��*� �4k /<�*�’ 
�#� *������# /.��� ��� *�G��#�� :." #��। �� *�G��#��� ����" ‘�� *�’ ��# ���#�� 
o@� &(= *��L�  /.��� ��� $��*. <#���� . ।  
 

'���# /#�4�����N� C��  ����  )E, /(�����m� ' ���L�*L �'��� #��� ��� ����� �� 
si� /*�b�� ���� &��� /#�4��� ��N� C�� &R�" #��। so >¥� ��� ,��� �� C�� ���� 
&�*। <,�� ���L�*L ' /(�����m� .D(� .���। )�I�� /.��� � ���.� ��� �k�*�� /�?����� �� 
/#�4��� ��N�  C�� ��� #��।  
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/#�4�����N�  &�' �� �� (�  ��#���.�� >�H�4 �$�- >��(�� P��� >�, #�������X 
#�XL��4 /*\�� ��� /(����(c ����*� । �k�*�� ���*� jm��� ,����+# /C�# &R�" #�� �� *� 
>�H�4 �D����� #�� /� � . । � �� �k�*�� ����� ��� ,�N�{���� �� C�� ��� .�  /(�। �� ���� 
/��� )��� # #L��b �� /��.��� �����' ��� *��C �$�। 
 

/.��� � ���.�� #�+�G� �$� �������� 7��� ��� ' /(���� C��, ��������� #���#�, 
���������, �����, /(����(c ' /#�4�����N�। �#*�����, #��� �� ��� ����� /��8��.�4 C��� 
)�� ����? ' ��� #�+�G��� ){��+� �$�।  
        

*WX"+ )�L{��"���� (�N 7�@�$� �� /.��� � ���.�। ��� ��� ��������� �$� igio 
�। ����� ���L � ��� *�E ���.� /��# �$� �og �। ���� *�.���L �� /#�4�����N� C��� 
�.��� #��V .��³��� *��Gu <��G" /#S /���� ��� �� ���* <�  ,�� .���� ���#�# <��G" 
�� #�� . । ���� ���L /�N .���� (��� /2�� ����������# ���*# ti.gg 4�#� �.�*�� /��' 
/� � .���। /#�4�����N�, ���#���N�� ,�,+���� �#�4 *��Gu ��*+� <��G" /#�S' /���� 
.� �$�। /*��� &.� ������������ �L �#�4 .�*�����' ���,��� #�� .�।  
 

&�(� ��� .� �$ /.��� � ���.� �$� *WX"+���� )�L{��"���� (�N '@� �#4� *�(@। 
���� )E��E� /���� ��(� �$� ��#���.�� #�$ /C�# /#�N / �। ���� ��#���.�� ��m�� 
&@���4 *�� &R�" ���,��� #��। �� ����4 *���L �X��I /.��� �7���� �=� ��� ��� 
*-���� ��� K���� &{��#�� ' &�(��L� ���� *w� .� �$। /���� 
���� ���� �� �## 
<�,T�  )�L{��"���� (�N 7@� <��=��� ��� ����। ���������� *�#�� �� ��� /����� 
#J��K�X"+ #���� 
�#J�� 
m� ��H�# ‘��� ��R�’ /����� �X�?� #��। 
 

O�#�  /(���� )�����-s 
*�G��#��* : /����¡� /.��* /,����� (�� �) ��� ��R� 

 

��������� <C� ���# )C+�� /� ���*� /��?� ���# &(����� �# #L��W &����� 
‘#�����’ &R��"� #���#��� *W�#+ Á�� ��F�� #L��b .� ��� (����+�#��� #�+�) । Á�� 
,��#��� #L�W �����+� ��� f� /*£��� #����� /��� ����� /������� (����+�#��� 
�~�(�k ��)। /*��� ��� ������������ ������# �J� #��� �L *��Gu �# ����� � ��?" /�। 
���� ��� �#�4 ‘*��*��k /³� �k’ (@ #��। �*��{ :." #��। �� /³� �k ��@���� �X� 
7���L �$��� O�#� �.�� ������ *����# ���.�� �� &�d *J�T #��, /*� *�- ������ *������# 
��� ������ )C+���# *�.��L���� *�;�� /��#��� ���L �� ���"� /�  /�, O�#� �.��� 
/#S��V���' ������������ ������ ' &R�" )�L�.� �� �$।  
 

���� <C�� &����� s� ��� ���4 O�#�� ���# �' �� /� । &����� �� s� ��� 
#��$ �<�� o�4 #�� /:�k ��� fg ��7� #�� ��º��# $�N� )L /#� )E �$� �। O�#� &*�� 
��C 
 
  
* ‘/������’ ���  ���* *��L�, strs-� <#���� ��8�� ��.�-��,� ‘O�#� �.�� ������������ <C� *#� )����’ �+�?# <����� 
/C�#  *�#���।   
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���� o � *�*L /
F�  ���FB .�  ���� ��। �� �� &��� O�#� �.�� <��� #��। O�#�  ��* 
&��� ���� ������ /� t� �� /.��4� �¥��#�¥�¥��� *����# ��{� �# )�=��� &� �� 
#���$। �<° *�m��*. )C+���# *�.��L���� *�;�� /���#$� <����� ��� ������ *������#  
��*�$��। ���� /.��4� �¥��#� �$��। *����# ��{� ����� /��� <,�� #���$� /� O�#� �.� 
*WX"+ ��{। /���� /#�C�' ������� .�F �, j�� *���{ ���#�  *���L /(����� $�N�। &��� /*� 
���"� ��e���� �L <C�� �¥��#� )����� #��� �*��{ :." #��। )������� �� �@# #�� 
.  t��। #��", ��� ��� p-�g ����4 ������ *������# ' *�.��L���� *�;�� <�������� *��� 
*����# ��{� A������� &� �� #��।  
 

)�=� ,��#��� *��  )����� #��� �*��{ :. #�� <C�� &��� �¥��#� ‘/��#’ 
#��। &��� *� *�  ‘/��#�’ '�� ����? PmK �����। #��", )������ *���L ��#�� tg ��( 
��+� #�� *�@# ‘/��#’� '��। /��#�� &��� *�- �$��� &�� ' �� �। /��# #��� �� ���#����� 
�#�4 (��N�� #�� 
�����# ��-��� &��� /.��4��� *��� /�� /���� ���। <C� &����� #�� 
�$��� )�����4� �#���� ���,��� #�� ��  /* *W�#+ /.��4��� /����� )�;� *W�#+ *�@# 
���"� / �। �*��{ /�����# /�T����\ ��� ��� �#$� ��' �-��' �� $�� &����� <� ���  *�  
�L  #�� /����� *#� )�;� *W�#+ ' ��#�.�� .�  ���� &�*। /��4��� ���� &��� 
��(����� ����� �L����4� ��  ��+����,� #��� �� &R��"� /#��� ��+��" #��। &��� j����� 
/:�k $��N &�d *J�T� �L � ��� �#�4 �� ��' �� �*��{ ����। )������� �L �#�{���� 
(��N� <� ��, �#x &����� /#� (��N� �L�;� �$��� �।   
 

�¥��#� /��� )����� #���$��� /*��� *UL� &����# �-�g ����4� �� P��� 
/C�# �#� )��-���� �#�4 (��N /����X�+# *�:. #�� . । � (��N��� � ��� ‘)����� Ñ�’ 
��  &��� �' �� .�। ���� ���� (��N ,����F��। (��N� *���� �*�4 �$�� ,��� ��� ' 
�। 
/�$� &�� �� � ' &��। /.��4��� *���� ���# (��N C����  &��� ��� /�� �N���। �� 
�¥��#� *���� ��#4�  7H,� #� #�4 (�$ �$���। (��N /C�# /�� *���� /� �� 4��# &��� 
/���� <����� #�� )�$� )U#��� (��$� )N��� ,�� ���। >�N� #�H4�� *��C ��8� ���  &����� 
*�  )�����.� .�F। <���4 ��.X��+ &��� ��Ð��� *�- �GL #�� /.��4��� �X� <��� ��C ���� 
���4 :�k $��N /���। /:�kP��� ���º���� � .' � ��+{ &��� (��$� &N���� ��H�N�  C��#। 
������L ���º���"� ��� /��#��� $��4�$��4, �,�#�� jm .� �$। &��� /� �� 4��# ��N� (���� 
(��N�� 7�@ ��N।  
 

&�(� �*��{ )��� � (��N >����  &��� ,�� ��� ��� C��� #��$ ��# ����� /��� 
���N��। /*��� �� .����� ���.�� ������� ���{ #���4� /��#��� �# *��� ,��$���। 
&#�¢#���� &��� (��N �� � /���� O��# ��N ���� ���4 /:�k ��G� #�� /,���� ����? 
(��N >��N�  )�J�L .�  ���। /*�� &����� �*��{ �$��� �¥��#� )����� *�� .�� O�#�� 
#� #�4 PmK�X"+ ���#�  &R�" #��। ��� ��� /C�# /*��� ,�� ��� ‘A��# ���#D�’ (A��# 
�����) ' ‘��� �7�’ *����-�� )���*� *���। ,�{ )�;�  /*��� f �4 /:�k ��G� #�� 
&��� ����� �e�� (���� O��# ��N /*��� (��N /��� ������ ���� ���। 
 

O�#� �.��� �#� ��� &��� ���4 *�� &R�" ���,��� #���$���। /*���� >4� 
&��� &��� ¢J���� ���*, #��", �� &R�" �$��� O�#� �.��� <C� *#� /(���� )����।  
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O�#�  /(���� )�����-f 
*�G��#��* : �, ��*�� (,���) 

 
‘‘&(�]� <C� *u��. ���+�(�4 &��� *����# ���.�� #L��W �# *�� /(���� &R�" 

���,��� #���$���। �� )������� ���4 &��� #��$ �� �L ¢�"�  /� /*���� >4�� *��#$X 
&��� /,���� *��� ���*। �� P���� &����� ‘/��4��’ �$���। ���+�(�4 *����# ���.�� #L�W 
�#$� �*���*. �#� #L��W4 � L���#� )��*�� C�#���। ���+�(4 ���  ,��,�#��� *#� (�N� ' 
/��#��# ���� �8��� #��  &��� ,��,�� <���U#��� *���� .�F���। ��� �� #L�W 
&R��"� �*��{ / � . । <C� /��# #���� &��, �� �, ��� ' #���। /��#� �� �*��{ .��� /�, 
#L�W &R�" #��� &��� *G� .���। ���+�(4 &R��"� �*��{ /��� �� �^��  ��� /��#� �L 
��@��� .��� 7��� ' `����#। <C� ' �^��  /��# /C�# <�u ��CL� ���Y�� &��� &R��"� 
/#��� ��+��" #��।  
 

*���� ���� � ��#��� �(������ ���N�� &����� )����� Ñ��� )�;� �$���। 
)������� &�( ���+�(4 *����# #L��W� ��� #��$ �#�4 ���N /C�# `��� /4������ *����# 
#L��W� *�+��? ������ ��� )�;� *W�#+ &����� )��.� #��$���। )������ &���� `�4� 
(��N �L�.�� #���$���। )������� (��N�4 �$��� *���� ���� �, ,����F�� *���� ��� ����। 
��H� *�- �$��� &��, #���, ����, 7��� ' ���। *���� ���� � (��N ,���� /��� /*�� /� 
��`� v�+ �$���। /* �# )#��  /#���। &�� /�$� #��� (��N�� �$���। &��� *�- �$��� 
(��� �D(��, �� � ' &�। �� /���� ���+�(4 '���~�� /*��� ��D�� `’���� *����# ���.�� 
#N� ��.��� �$���। )������� �L &��� K��� /#��� :." #���$���। 
 

*UL� .�  &*�$, �� *�  )����� ;�� /��H�$ �GL #���� /*����.�� #� #� /��# 
4���� '�� ��* (� #��$ ' #� #� ��H�N�  �� �$। &���� 7���L �$���, &#�³# &R�" 
���,��� #�� ���� .����� ���.�� ����� /��- ��N। <C��� f �4 �*-���� ���  &�� ' ���� 
`’���# (�k+ `��# ����4��� #�� (��N /C�# /�� #L��W� /��� ~�� �� �� jm #��। �� K��� 
&R��" ��#�*��� .��� .�  �� । &��d ����� $��4�$��4�� �# ���J¾�� )�;�� *J�T .' �  
��e� &R��"� *����( ��� ���� *G� . �। ��� /��� *���� ��� (��N4��# ��HN��� )�;�  
��D�� /*� 
� ���*� �� (�  ��.X��+� /��� ����� >����  ��� �� &��� #��$ &��� 
��¢ #�- )����## �� . । (��N4��# ��� ������ >���� �$�� �@# /� �k(����� ����। �� 
)
�����# (��N >������ *��C *��C� &�� ' ���� (��N�� 7�@ ��N ��� (��N /C�# ��#���.�� 
<�� #L�W �GL  #�� /:�k ��G� #�� . । *�� &R�" ���,��� #�� /,���� ���# *���� 
���� � (��N )�J�L .�  �� । *���� ��� ������ &�(� �*U�{ )��� � ����M��� ���� 
' �#+��� /��H�$ ���� ��� ' &�� �� ���� � /.����� &�+**. (��N /��� ���� �� ���N��। 
#��� (��N ��  &��� P����� /��4��� /��H$��। ��� ���� /����$��� �� )������ s � 
)��*��*. sp � ��#�*� �.� .� �$���।  
 

O�#�  /(���� )�����-� 
*�G��#��* : &�`* *����, ���� 

 

�#�Y��� ���,+ &��� ��*� �$� osi �7 �³�4 /���N, �� ,�� �X����* )��;� �@# ��� 
����। O�#� �' *�� ��� �#�4 /$�4 ����4� #����� �$� &���। O�#�� ����B �L�*� <��=�, 
 
 

 
* *X� �X��+��। 
* 
����� ����� ���.�* <#� #�J+# i-�-r� ������ (J.��।  
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�L��# ��L����� ���]# *�� *����. .��� &��� #����� /C�#। /* *�  /��.�� O�#�  �N �N 
�L�*� <��=�, �L��# <�J��� #�+#�+���� )��#���� �$� )��-���, /*�.�� ����� *��C &��� 
�L�*�� # /��(�����(� *����� &�� ��c��� ' 7`+ ��?�4� ������ �����$���। �4� O�#�  /(������� 
���,��� #��� &��� ��G )�#X� .� �$�। )(+� 7 +̀ ' ��c��� ��?� ���� ����� #���" ©�+� 
#�+#�+�;��  /#�' )��-��� &���# O�#�  /(��������� �#� *�(@# �� *.� ��#������ *�V. 
#��� �����।  
 
 �� /.�#, fi ��,+ *�UL /C�# �� *�D �.��� ����;�� R��� C�C�� .�  7@�$� ��� 
���#D�� *����# #��+R��� &*B�� �� R��� vT .�  7@�$� �� &��� #������ �#$�*��L# 
#�+� ��� &��� ���N� ���+��+� &�� /k#��4��� &�' �#$� /��#� ���� �7 �³�4 /���k� �#$� 
�� ��  (�+ #�� jm #�� ��� �������k*. &������� ���#�  �Q /@��(��N ��� #�� �L����#k 
*J�T #�� /� ��#���.� �� �C ���  ):*� .�� � ����। &����� &��#� ��D�� �� ��� /��� 
/��� .� �। ����� ���L� ����� /��4� (��#��� ��#���4�) .�  �7 �³�4 /��k ��� ��#���.�� 
*����# ��P�� ��(�  ����। �� &�$, *���� /� ���P�� �$�, /*P��� ���� �$� .��� ��q�। 
(��NP�� &����� A��� �L����#�k� *���� .��� <,� �� ���� jm .�  /(�। �� ����� � ���� 
��D�>�4 ��.X��+� ��H#� .�  /(�। &���' &z�G��C+ ��*�� /���� &2  ����। 7¨Y (��NP�� 
�L����#k ,����� #�� /��,�# .�  ��������(� ���# $��4 �� । �������( ����� ��� &R�" #��� 
���#D�� *����# �� �� �7 �³�4 /��k� �L�.�� #���$�। 
 
 O�#� �.� ��# #���� .' �� �� ��<��� /��?� ���# &��� ����T �U� ��#��� ���#D� 
���� ���.�� Ç��4 /���4L�\ .���`8�. ����- ��� ��� ss� /*£� )��� # #�+� ���.� 
&.� .' �� �� � /*£��� ��� K �� �$��, *��C ��H� ������ ���N�� �#�� /��� . । ��� 
�� ��# �������.� /C�# �k��£ #��� #C� ����$��, �#x �@# 7��  ��H�� ���F�� �। &�� 
��� �������� ����Y�� ��� K :.�" *�� .�� ��� &(���� ,�� �(�  ���������� 
����� ���� 
/��( /�। � �L����� &�� /��(�����( *�.��L #��। 
 
 � *�  &�� ���������� ����B ;�� /(���� /9�� ,��� #C� j�� ���, ��� /#�' 
/(���� ���� /��H� ��� �#� ��� �L )�*U� ,����� C��#। �� )�;�� ���L &��� ���N� �#�4� 
<������ ���#D� /��k'-�� �#� #�+,��� .���� ���� � ��*�  .@�� �#�4 /$��� ���� 
�����(� ���#�  /��� /(���� /9�� ,��� #C� j�� ���। &�' j�� ��� /�, )�� ���� ���� 
/C�# O�#� �.��� )�L{�� /(���� ������ ,������ �L <��G"<�u /(���� �� ��@��� .��। ��� 
j� &�� 7���8 .�  7�@ ��� *��L *��L ��� /(���� �� ��� &�� ����� *�+������� *�.��L 
#��� &:. <#�� #��। /$���4 ��� ���� &��k�\�4 /(�� /��� ���� �#� /(���� /�����# 
&��� #��$ ��@���� <��«�� /� । �� *u�. `’/ # ���� .@�� �# *#��� &��� ���N� /�$�� 
/(4 ���  �#�4 /$�� ��* .����। /* ��* �^����N� #�n &��� /��H� #���� &�� ��� #��$ 
&��� ���,  ����� ��� ���# ��  ��* &��� Ò� �m�� �*����। &�� /(������� ���� 
*�.��L��� �F�# �#� *��*�� ���� ,���� &�� ���# &��� �X"+ *��� ¤�� #��। ��l{ .�  
/* �� (��� �D(�� ��� ���� ���,  /�  ��� ��� ���� /* � �L����� /��(����( #��� ��� 
&���# ��� । O�#�  /(�������� *��C � ����� &��� <�C��# /��(����( (�N '�@, ��� &�� 
����� �#���� *�.��L-*.� �� #��� ���� /**W+�# �,{� #��� jm #��। &��� �#$� �X�+ *����# 
¤� �$� ��� /���#$� *����# )��*���� *��C &��� �U�K �$�। /���� /���<� #�� #��$�, 
���� /<�"�  &���# *���E *�¡� �#�4 �� .� ���� ���� *����# $�7� ������T� O�#� 
�.��� ��(�=�� ���L <�������� ���� ������ &�� &���  
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*���L *���� ��� �� ��( *�#��� .�। �4� *������ /�, /(������ ����$B���� /#��� #�� 
#��� ���� �। ("*�C+ ����� #���� )���.��+ <�C��# ��+। /* �L &�� <C� /� #���4 
#���$��� /*4� �$� O�#�  &(� <C� /(������� �L /��4���� �L�;� #��।  
 
 (��� �D(���� *��C &����� #� #�� ��� /* #� #� /$���# ��  &��� ��*�  ,�� 
&�*। ��� �$� f � /*£��� /���>�, ��+ ��� <�J�� ;�� &���# /(���� ����� /9��<�u। ���� 
���L ����� �� ���� &��� ¢J����4 7Ó� ���� .�F /����¡� /.��* /,����� �� � (�� � RL�# 
��4��� ��� K<�u), 7���, ��� � ��� &��� `’�4 /$�� ����� �� �� &��� ¢��" /�। (��� 
�D(�� ���� *����# ��# ��# &��� *��C ���,  #���  ���  ���  /�, ���� ���������� 
)�L{�� /(���� ����� 7����(� )E�E *�- #�� ���$। �� /(������� O�#� <����� ��D� �$� 
`’�4- �#�4 ����������-#���8� .� , )���4 �������� ����C ������( ��+{। /(������ &���# 
������, /� )E�E &� .� �$ /*P�� ���� �������(� �#�4 ��*�  /��� ��*�$, ��D�  ��D�  
��#���.�� /��� �8��� ,��  /*P��� ���� &��� ��*� ��+{ &�� *�.* �� �। )EP�� `’�4 
�D�  ���+। �#�4�� �$� #� #�4 /](�, ,���� ������, ����4 ��L���। )���4�� �$�, ���# ��� 
.  ���]# ������*�, )�#4� /(����� � ��� ���� /����, ���]�#� C���� ���+। � $�N� �$� 
���º��" >4���� )L�L �����  <� ���  *��:�।  
 
 /(������ )EP�� ������ ����� �L����� 
�I� �,�{� .�  ��N�$�। &�� ����� � �L����� 
&��* ���, (��� �D(���� ����,� `’�4 /$��*. &��� ���� 4� �4� #����� (��N ��  �������(� 
/* ��*�  ,�� ��� ��� �D����+ )EP�� ��  &�* ��� &��� )���*� ]���� &����� ���� #�� 
���� /*P�� *��G�"� �L�;� #��। ��� �� &��� �$��� /��4 p �। &����� 
������# �$��  
&��� .��, �� �$� <��¤�।  
 
 ������ <C�� <���G� �� ' )�E /(���� )�����������(� ������� <�C��# ���Y 
��,� .��� ��� O�#�  &���N *J�T#��� /(���� ����� *X,� >�4। /(������� &� )EP�� *��U 
&��� �X�+���"� ����? �#$� �$� �। ��� &��� ��*�  ��  &*�� �� &��� /*P��� �L�.�� *W�#+ 
<�C��#���� <��G" :." #��। &��� #��$ *��,�  ����z# /@�#�$� ������*�P��, /*P�� $�H�  
/���� *�.�* #�����F� �, �$� 4��� /��°� /���, �(��4� ) ��, /k�4��4� ��L��� ����*� 
���� �� �k���*।  
 
 )EP�� &�� ����' &��� /*P�� ������ ���G�-���G� #�� /���। ����� 7���, 
�� �, ��� � &��� *��� ���� �#���� /#�C�  )����� ,����� ���� � ��  ���#�� #��। 
�� ��# f � /*£� /C�# �� ���� ��� K ���  ��@��� .� �$�, ��� /*� �L ��� �� ����,� �$� 
�� � RL�# ��4� ���। O�#� �.�� &��� ����? )�;�(� #���"- �� &�� �X��+� 7�8� #���$, �� � 
���#��� )�����P���� ;�� ���� &��� /�JK �X��#� #��� #�� ��� &�� ��� &(] ���* 
��# *����# ��{�� .��� ��� �N�� �X�+��.X��+ ��+{ *��V ��� #���$���। /(������� O�#�  �� 
��*(J�. C�#�� *�X. )*����� �$�। /(���� ����� �L )�L���L# ("���Y �.*��� &�� ����� ����� 
/��4���� �L�;� #���$���, ����� ���L ' <� ���  /����# ���F� *����. #���$���- *�D� 
�##���� ��� ����� )����� *�(@ ' ���,���  *�.��L #���$��� <�LG����।  
 
 f � /*£��� )��� # ��#��� /��� ����� /������� ��� /(���� <��G# /���, �, �4 
�� .� ��� <� �I� /(��� #��� �� ����� &���# �,�@�� ��@��� O�#�  /(���� ��� ���,��� 
��� /(������� ����Y� ������ �L। �# ��+��  �����(� /C�# /����� ��, �, �� '*����' 
���+� *���� �,�@ /�� �$���।  
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O�#�  ���#��� /(���� )����� ,��#��� *��  &��� �^��  ��� &�' �#$� )E�E ���। 
�P��� �$� ����? ���� ��� /(������� ��?�  �$� O�#� �.��# #�H���  /����� ����। )EP�� 
��* /��H�$�$� 
������(� ����� �#��� �#�4 ��*� , /*P�� �$� � ³� �# ��.��� /.�����। 
&�� `’� /(���� /�����# *�- ��  )EP��� &�� ���। /(���� `’� 7� ��.��� ����,� 
C�#�  ��� *�V.��� .�  �� )EP��� &��� .��� ���� /�। �#�4 *�4�#�* ' �#�4 �D�  
/*P�� ���+ �$�। )EP��� /�� ���� C�#�  *�4�#�*� ��� /��4 �(� �$�, � ��  ��.�� /�� 
`�l{�  �$��। )EP�� ��  &��� �^��  ��� ���G�-���G� ,����, ��� /*�4 &��� )���*�। 
/��� O�#� �.�� �$� &����� ��� � )� /(���� )�����, )E <� ��(� #���#��� �u #���' 
/(�� /#S �$� &��� ���]# �' *�� #����� /$�3 )��*(J�.- #������ ���� ���� .����N, 
����, /#���� *����  /��.�� #��#��+� A��V ���� ������� &N���। �*� �� ����G� 
)EP��� ���L �$� /���#$� .L�� /:�k, �*���* /:�k, ��-/# so ���, ��-/# s� ��� ��� 
s� ����� #L���*. �#��� ���।  
 
           7�8�L, &����� /(���� ������� �� R��I ��� 7B� .�  7@�$� ��� &��� /*£� 
#�������� ���+� *��� )�# �� �� )E' ���F���। � <*�- �#� )�L{ *�.*� /(����- 
&�� �#��� �� �� �N�$, P��� f  ���#+�4� /�$� ��� ��*� �$�। /* ���M ���M� <,�� )E�E 
��  &*��� ��� ��� ����� &�' #� #� �m" /(����� *��C &��� ���,  .� �$�, ����� 
���L `’� A
��,��� &� �� &���� �X�+ ���#D��� (�+� &��� /���� ���� *�N���(��� 
.�L�#�� *WB #���$�। ��� �$� ���� ¢�4+ ��� *�<��G"<�u। ����? #�� &�� �#��� ��� � 
&N��� ���]�# /��N��� ��H� #�� /] �.�� /#��� �$� ���� ,�#<�। /,�#��  /�.�8���� *�  
��� .��*� ���� �। ��.��� *���� ' ���� P����� ��*� ' ������*� ���� .���। ��� ' 
��.��.� ���� �#�4 /$�� '̀/4� )����� #���$�, ���' �� *�� . �। ��� �$� &��� ��R�4। 
���� )������ &�� ���' ��N� �$���।  
 
 )�����#��� &����� *��C &�' �#$� /$�� /��( /� । ����� ���L /��� /����� 
()�*�<�u) &���� &.��� /,������ /$�4 ��� &�� �� /,����� �$� )L��। ��I ������ ���� 
' �#+��� /(��� ����� *��C &��� /��(����( >�4। &�� �� /,����� )������ ����? #�� (��N� 
�L�;� #��� �L����� ����?���� *.� �� #���$�।  
 
 /��� 
�����# )�;� ����� #��$, �����*�� #��$ ������ ���.�� �� ���� ,X"+ #��� 
7����L &��� <C� <�,T� �� O�#� �.�� *!�* *J�T�। *��®T /*£� #��������' ���+� �$� �4�। 
� �L����� �� �#$� �� /<�:�� ��� *�� .��� &��� ��*�� Ò� � m��। *UL�� )U#�� �$� &����� 
)�����P�� 7���� *� । )�����P�� �$� #����� ����� /��������� ��?� I ‘�*�4 /4������� 
)�����*’ ।  
 
 �������.�� *��Ju )�DK />�?"�� �L &��� /��.�������� )��-��� )��L�?� ���#� /C�#� 
<C� ���� jm #��। ���D ��. &��� 4� �4� #�����, ��� .���� ���, 7���, (��� ���� ��� 
&��। &(�]� ���# >4�। &��� �� &� �� (��+��� &*��) /(�4� #�$�#��$, �� �������� 
��# /C�# �#�4 &��+ #�  &*�$�। &��� /*4� �GL #��। &����� *��C �#$� ��-/# ���-so 
�$�। /��9�� /��� $� #�� #��$� /��9�� ���W (��N C����, ��� ���L 7��� ��D�  ��� �� 
#’�4 ��� /��� ���, #�  ��(�  &*�� &�(�। #�� � <C� `�4� (��N ���+����� ��� .�  
/(�, ���� (��N� /���  >4� ��� &#��¾� ���º��"�4। ����� &>��� (��N� ,�#� <,� ��� 
��]+ .�  /(�, ,�����# �N 7@�। &��� ����G�" .�' �। 
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             &*�� /(�4 *!��*� #���4 >�4�  ���� ��#�� ��H��� 4� �4� #����� ,�� &�* 
.���#�4+-� ��*�. /��k R�*�-�� 9���# ��7��- �� /���� 
����� 7Y� ���#+��� /��N� 
/��� � k�� ��D�� #�� &�$। /*��� ���� &� 7����� ���� ����� ��#�� .  )��-��� ������.� 
�# k�� /k#�� ��*। �� ���� C+-*�7C /���k� '�� ,��' ��� )������� �L� /' � . । 
�#x .@�� #�� &��+ ,�� &*��� )����� .��� �। ��� ��D�� 7�e� ���� ���� &��+ )��*���� 
����� ,�#�� ��, ��-/# so ��� /��� &��� �� *�� ��N। (��N�� �$��� &��� /��4 o �। 
]� �����  &��, ��#� � � �$� 7���, .���� ' ����। &��� *�� �N�� &� >\�� ���L ���]# 
��� ��m" &' ��� /��4 �(�  ��� `’�4� ,�#� ���D . ।  
 

 ����� &��� /�� �#$� /(���� )����� &��� #��। �P�� �$� (L��� ' /��( �L�� 
�����#S )�����, :� /���k� /���N /��9�� ��W )�����- ���� *�� ° �L����4��� ��D�  
.������ (����+� #��� �.��) �*��� ��-/# s� ����� /���N ���*�*. �#�4 ����4��� ��� 
7�N �(� �$�, #������ /]� )�����, 4� �� *�#�+��� /��k; (�+� .�7�*� ���+��+� ��-�-' 
(���#D� L���� '� � �� ��7� /��9��� �� ��I) /��9�� ��W )����� ��L���। �� � RL�# 
��4��� �*� )����� )�� �� �$� ((L��� ' /��(-�� )������) �� �, ��� ��� (��� �D(��। 
��� �#�4 tg �*�* /.���  /,�� )������ �� । *��C �$� �#�4 /], /(�4� #� # /:�k-�� ' 
�*���* /����। #���� �$��� 4� �4��� /,�� &�� (*����) 7��� ' ��� � (����+�#��� �.��)। 
��-�' /��9�� ��W )�����4 .� �$� �#4� ��B #� �� । �������.�� /(������ ���� .�� 
��� �$� #���� ������ ���, j�� /,�� `�4� /�� #�� /���। ������P��� /*��� #�� ��� �$�� &��� 
E� ��.� ���। ���W� )��-��� #�+,���� ‘�L��\���* &�( �’ ��� &�+ ,��#�� #�� �����  �� । 
/(���� �� sg ��7� ���# ,��+ ���(�  <,� ���º��" >4�  )������� /] .��� �$� (��� 
�D(�� ' 4���। ��W )��* >��� ��.���  �$� ���। ���º��# ,��+ ��*� �$� �� �। (��N� Ò������  
�$��� &��। �� �� ' �(� (��N�4 �$� � �� ���*-���+�� (��#��� 7�� #�����), /#, ��, 
&���� �*�����। ��� �������� *���{ )��R��� �X��+ �� (��N ' ��� ���� ��D��4 &���# 
���  �(� �$��। �� (��N�4 ��' �� /]�*. O�#�� ����B )������ &����� <�X� #��� 
��*�$�।  
 

 #������ /�� /]��� )������4 �$� &���, �� �, �D(��- *��������� �� ����� 
�#�4 /:�k /Õ�-�� )�����। /:�k `�4 �$� &��� (��N� /k³ /���k+ `�4 A�`L��# ���Ö� 
/��N�# O�#�, ���� /,�#��  �N�� ���*���� �J�T�# �� *.��� <����� #��� ����। <� ���  
#��� /�' �� �L &��� (��N� /�$�� ���4 �����, �@# *��4� ���� /����, �#�4 /,��� ��#�4 
������ *�+ *�� � `�4� /](�। 
 

 &����� �� )�����P��� 7���L �$� .����� ���.� )��#J� /��� O�#� (����� /� 

�����# )�;� &��� ����� #��$ � �� ����# ����  /� �। &��� �� <�C��# 7����L *�� 
.� �$��� ��� &����� �� `�+?+ )����*�X�.� <�LG ��«���� )����#�� )��R�{ .�� � 
.��� O�#� �.� ��XL .�  �N� �$� ��#�� ��� <�  /���#�� )�;�। ��� &����� �� �#$� 
)����� .� �$�, �� .� �$� �� O�#� ���#����, ����� O�#�  &����� #��+R��# *´*���� 
#��� �����।  
 

 )������� *�D ��� &�� 
.�D ������ #�� /*£�� ���@�  �����। &����� �� 
<�C��# /(���� ���P�� *����L� ����+� ��+��  /��� )����� ,������ ���+� /��� C��#। �� 
*�  &��� /����� '*���� �#��� �,�@ ���। ��H� �,�@�� �$� )������� �L /��# #��, 
)���#�4� �� 4��(+4 �;� #��, �*�#� m4 �@# ���� ��� ����B ;�� ����� &2 ;� ��H�� /�� 
#�� *�R�{ �X�L�� �����+।  
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<�C��# )����P��� *���L &����� &��� /(���� #��+R��# &�' ��#��� #�� ����� C��#  
��� 7B� �� �� ��' ��*�¡� �#�4 &���# /*����.��# ,L���c #��� ���� )�;�  �� ��HN 
#�� । &����� /(���� ��� R��� &��� �� <��G"<�u /$���� &*�� jm #��। ���� ���L ��� 
(���7� &��), &��, 
��� #C� �� �N�$। � *�C+�� /G��' R��I <*���� .�� jm #��। 
7����� ,�,� *������# &��7* *����, Ç��4 /�I .���`8�.�# *���{ )��R�� *�.��L#��� 
�������� �4#�4��� .�4������ ��.���� /,����� (��+��� *�u��.# ‘���,���’ ���<�u *W��#) ��� 
/$�4 ��� ��� &��, ��� ����� #�= &��# k���� ¿��� &����� *�.���L ��(�  &�*। .���� 
���� � ��*�  &���� ��.����� ���� �� �$�, /(���� ������  ��H� *�R  *�C+ �$�। *�D 
)E�E �# �� (�  C�#�� *.*� �� ������� �� ��� ����� *w��� �y��� .��� ��N ��  �� 
&��#�  &���� ��.��� /*P�� ����B ;�� ����� �����+ /� ��� ��H� ���� ��*� ' ��� �#$� 
��  ����। /(������� *��C ��H� �� *����( ' ��H� ��*�  ��G� �� )E ��' �� �L ��#���.� 
���# #L�\���\ ��� ��  ��  ��� )#CL ��+�� #�� ���������� �� <�L�� *��#���# .�L� 
#��।  
 

 /(���� #�+#���� R� ��DJ����� ����+� ���� �� � RL�# ��4� /� )�����P�� ���#�� 
:." #�� ����?���� /*P�� �$� (s) ���+�(4  )����� (f) `I*�.�*# 7�� ��' �� /]� 
)����� (�) P���( ��' �� /]� )����� (o) ' ���� ��' �� .�7* /��k (i) #�H4�� 
�*����� 7Y� ���+; A�`L��# /]�� .���� (�) /.��4� �\��#�� ���º��" ��L���।  
 

 � $�N�, ���(� �#�4 /���( ���� /.��]� &R�"' �$� �� ��+�� � �#�4 7�8����(L 
>4� ���� �~�(�k �� ����, /�I #�+� /.����� ���� ���#D�� *����# )��*����' ��  &���� 
.�  �(� �$�। ��-/# s� ��� *�;�� #�� ��D�  <���U#�� *J�T� < �*' �� *�� � �L���। 
�P�� *�� �$� �����-&(T ���*� >4�।  
 

 ���+�(4 )����� ,���� �$� /��4 � � /(����- &�� (Ò������ ) ��� �, ���7¡���, 
&��, ���� ' 
�। )E��E� ���L �$� &���� .��� �#�4 ,���� �*, �� ��, ��#� *���� � 
.��� /](�। �#�4 �*���* /:�k ' �#�4 /:�k-�� ��� � ' ����� .���। )������4 ��� �� 
����4�' #� *�� � ���L *WB . । )��L ��� �X��+ #� # ��� /��# #�� )������ ���#�� 
�;� #�� . । � )������ ���� �(� �$� .����� ���.�� i � ����4��� ����� ' ����� *.���(� � 
� ����#��। O�#� /*����*, )����� /.k /#� �4+��, �� �� � /.��]� ��� ��#��� �^��  
������ (��+��� /���-����� (�) ���#�� #�$�#��$ ���+�(�4 �� /*���� �#�4 �N ���� #N� 
/,#����T� '�� /(������� �� `I*�.�*# .���� ����? ,�|��L� *J�T #���$�। 7�� )������' 
��� ���L�£ *J�T .� �$�। ��4 �$� ������ � /�? ��G� >4�। )������4 *�>�4� .  (��� 
�D(���� /�JK। ��� �$� �� �, ���, .���� ��� )L�L &��� #� #�। ��� �G<��� *��C 
��' �� /]�� ��.����� �������� )�� *.��� ����X� #�� 9�°��+���4� ����z# G�� *��� 
*�C+ .� �$�। �#� *�  ����  4�� ���# P���( ��' �� /]��4' 7�N�  /�' � . । RL�# 
��4��� ����, *���, ��� �, .��� ' ����� &��#�4 ��� ���� .�  �� )����� ,��� , /�J�K 
�$� ��� �। (��N� Ò������  �$��� &��। ' ���� ��' �� .�7� )����� #�� �� �, &��, 7��� 
� # �� ����। #�H4���� 7Y� ���+; /#�S� '�� .�����4 ,���� �$� &��, �� �, ��� ,�8�� 
(��N�� #��।  
 

 ����?���� O�#�� ��' �� /]�P�� �� � RL�# ��4��� &R��"� �GL �$� � 7����L /�, 
�P���# )�#��� #�� ���� ����� j�� O�#� (��� )U#��� ���¡� C�#�� �, �U .�  ���� 
������ ���.�� /��k', �4��� *�D <,�� ' ����� #�+<��.। �*� A�`L��# 9�°��+�� *W�#+� 
��H�4��4 �CL ���(� �$�� `’� <�#����। ���� �#� �$�� ' ����� ��`L� *����. �����(� 
��+�.� <�#���� 
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��� �m� �*��� (����+��� �.��)। ���� 9�°��+��P�� �#���� ��* #��� .�� ��� �L 
<� ���  k� �:�� ��L��� *����. #���$��। �#� *�- ¢�" #��� .  ��#��� /��(����( 
�!"��� � �*� � /*#� )��*�� ��� k���� &.���� #C�। ��� ���������� *�D �~� &� 
#����4+-�� ×-�<\ ��H� )��* /C�# /(��� �����(� *�#���� #��$ &��� ���L�� *����. 
#���$��, ��� ��� ��#���.� #�J+# �J� .�  #L�\���\ )#CL ��+���� ��#�� .। /*��� 
���� �# /����� � ����#� #C�' <*-�I 7�8��� ���� ����। /* ���+� /C�# ��* O�#�  ;� ����� 
�*��* #��$� ��� ���������� 
����� *�:���� <�� *.���X��*WB �$�। ��c������ *��C ���  
/��(����( C�#�  ��� ����� )�# PmK�X"+ �CL /����। /*P�� &����� )������� ��G *.� # 
.� �$�।  
 

 /.��4� �\��#�� '�� ss � &(�]� f  ���  .���� �$� RL�# ��4��� �#�4 ��]�� 
��* ����?। � )������� �X� � # �$��� &�� ��� ���#� (��� �.��)। 7���, �� � ' (��� 
�$� *��C। /.��4� �\��#�� '�� �� ���*� .����� �� ���*��� #N� ��.��� ��*� �$�। /*��� 
<��� #�� �$� `I*��L �L����। ��I ���� ' ' ���* ��� ��# ��.���� ������� /.��4��� /<���* 
)��;� C�� �\��L���� � ������°� �� )��* #�G� �L /Ø�-*�� A���� )k+�� *�:. #�� 
/*� *����� /.��4�� <����� *����( #�� �� ��� �#���� )����� #�� ��  /* *��U /��# #��। 
�L�*�� �� #�� &�� *� *�  �#�4 ~���#* �. #�� ��  /����। /Ø�-*�� A���� #�� /�? 
.' �� �� ��� ~���#�* fr ��7� ��-/# ��� ii ���4 /� ��� ‘4��� /��°�’ ��� ���#�� 
(�N��� /,�� �' �� .��� &��, ���#�, �� � ' (���। ���� ���L /��?� `’� (�N��� /](� 
��   )��G� #��� ��(���। ���� /.��� � /.�*�� /������-��,� ‘��F���� /�CL #��.�’ 
�������� A��# �����, sg ��� ���, stpf-� <#���� �*����* )������� )���T �"+� .�FI 
/.��4��� ��7�c <����� ��L �X� ���� ���  � O��# ‘*��* � ��’- �� )��*#�G� ���� ���  
/���� O�#��� *���� ' ���#�। � �L����� *.� �� #���� � )���*�� �# �U� /��I ���। <C�� 
*���� 4 ��4 m�� O�#��। ���# ��� ���#�। ~���#* ��  �#���� /#��� �L��9� O�#��� 
���#�। ��� ���� ‘4��� /��°�’ /<* #����। �� &�(� �L��9�� ����� ‘�#’ #�� .� �$, *���� 
*��.� �� �$ 4 ���4� �X� ����  ��H�N�  ‘#���’ �.�*��। ���#� ~���#*�4 ������ #����k� 
/�$�। ����� ���� /��� �U /��� �L��9�� 7�� ��# ���  /� �� 4��# /����  ���� ���#�। 
����� <C�� *���� ' ��� ���#� /.��4� /$�N /����  /(�। i-i� ����4 >4��� <,� ���º��"। 
/.��4� ��7c, ���� &�#+k ��� &������� #�G� #�H, 4�#��� 4�#��� .�  /��- /(�, �$4�# /(� 
#�G� ����, /��- �N��� #�G� /���#�� ��� ��7�c� ���(� � /� ��। &.� .��� /�� 
#� #�। ��� *������*�X�. �������� �������.�� ������� &��#�4 /����|#� *�,� *���� 
Pm�K� *��C <#���� .���। <#���� ��� �#�4 *������ )������? ���� &��� �� &�$। �4� 
�$�, “ It shows that the guerillas can move at Dacca city at their will.” 

 
O�#�  /(���� )�����-o 

*�G��#�� : ��*� 7�� �7*�� ��¶� 
 

fi ��<� &�� *���{ )��R� #��। #�@��� � .�  &(���� ��* /��H�$। /*��� /��� 
.� ����� *��C &��� /��� . । /��� .� ����� *��C &��� .���। /��� .� ��� &���# O�#� 
/C�# /$��  
 
 
* ����+��� ‘O�#�  /(���� )�����’ ��� :Ê�#��� <#����। O�#�� /(���� )����� *W�#+� ��D���� �CL���� �L ���4 
�T�L।  
** ���# ���.� /(���� �7�4 <�� /���7� #��� ���# .����� ���.�� *��C *�>�?+ ��.���� ���"� �� ��� 7� �7��4� 
)��� #K #��। *�G��#���4 <#� #�J+# sf-p-r� ������ (J.��। 
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*�:. #�� ��  &*�� ����। ���� &�� O�#�  &�*। O�#�  ��* &�� �#$� /$�� /��(�N #�� 
��� ����  ff /� O�#� �L�( #�� ��� ���(�� 7��;� .�। &����� /*��� /9�� ��� /� � 
. �। �� *�  #���� /��.��� *��C &��� /��� . । ��� &���# 
��� ����� /����� ��  ��। 
/*��� &�� `� *u�.#�� )�;� #��। 
��� ����� /����� &�� �#$� #����' ��@ #��। /*��� 
'(�H� ���� *��.��� (��-��) *��C &��� /��� . । &�� *��*�� ��� #��� ,�� �� �F� <#�� 
#��� &���# ��� ��H� ������� #L��W /9�� ��� ���। &�� *��C *��C ���� .�  ��� ��� fp 
� /$��*. ��l� ��������� �����>�4 /9�� ��� jm #��। &��� /$����� ���L �$� &*��, 
'��, ���, �c�, �������, /����# <��� $��। /*��� oi ��� &����� /9�� &����� /9�� 
*��u . ।  
 
 �� ���L /9�� ,��#��� &�� #�#���  &�*। #�#���  /��� ����� /��������� *��C 
&��� /��� . । ��� �� f� /*£��� )��� #। O�#� /��.�� f� /*£��� )��� �$�, /*�.�� 
��� &����� fp ��#� ������� /C�# &(����  ��H� )��� ��  &�*। �� <�� #��" �$� 
&��� �$��� O�#�� ���*V�।  
 
 /��� ����� /��������� )��� ����  &����� si ���� �#�4 ~��-&� Á�� . । 
/*��� ��� &��� fi � /$���# *�- ���  /��4 if ��� �#�4 �4� A��� #�� ��� *����# 
O�#� 7Y��� ��� K ���M�  /�। &��� <C�� �����*� /��� ���  O�#�� jm #��। &��7N�-
~�["���N � *N�#� �#�4 �~��� �, ���  &��� (��� ������ O�#���। �� ����� :���4 �$� 
��.। /*� *��C &��� <C� O��# /*�b�� ���*।  
 

 ��#���.� � �~��� '�� /�����  �$�। �#��  ��#�*��� ~���� '�� /C�# &����� 
7�� <,� &R�" ,��� । &����� *��C ��������� �#�4 �� /*� ��C ):*� .�F�। � &R��" 
):(��� ���4� so � >4�;�� ���� �� । � >4�� `� �� �� &��� /*��� /���94 #�� ��� 
�����* ��* /��H�$। /*�� /C�# &��� ������ C��� �# :��� ��* 7��;� .�।  
 

 �� :��� &*�� &����� *�� �� *�� ��� /��(�$�। /*� ���P��� �$� ��?" � ��.। 
`’�� `’��� &��� /¯� ��� ��� /��  #�4��। #��", &����� /�� �����  �(� �$�। ���� /� 
*�D ( �� /�#� ���� �� #���� /* *�D /�#�� ���M��� *.� ��  ��4��� ���#�  /C�# &��� 
&����� ({��L /��H$���। � �L����� ���M��� �X��#� �$� ���� ��+�#। ���� /(�� �H�� &����� 
*��C �������� *��*�� ��N� �$�।  
 

 ���� &��� /��.�� �#�4 /$�3 ������ ��* 7�@ ��� /*��� �� &��� ������� 
#��$���, ��� .@�� ��#���.�� &R�" jm . । &��� /� /*��� ��*�$ �� #C� �������� 
������L /��H�$�  ��� �$�। �#x /*� &R�" &��� <��.� #��। /*���� � ��e� &R��" 
&����� ���� &���� ��� �# /$�� (��,�k,&� *������) )�L{ *�.�*� *��C ��� #��। /*� ���� 
&��� st � ��#�*�� <�"�� #��। ��#���.� �m��  .�  /*� ;� �L�( #�� ��� ���� 
��' �� ��C :���� ���. �(�"� 7�� )�L�,�� ,��� , ����� >����N ��4 ' )�_*����( #��।  
 

 ���� /��.� /$�N &��� �*-��� C�� ���#�� #�$�#��$ �#�4 :��� #L�W #��। ���� 
&��� �#�4 )����� #��। �� )������ so � ��#�*�� �#�4 /���� /#���# &R�" #�� 
��� *�#4� ��#�*��# ��� #��। ���� &��� /*� ;� /C�# &����� #L�W�# ����� ���#�  
��  &�*। �� �� ;��4� �� �$� ������ �। ���� ��* &��� /9�� #L�W ;�� #��। ����� 
&����� &R��"� ����� R��I ��D�� ��� #��� C��# ��� �# ��+��  f� ��� �#�4 *�>�� 
�� ��  �X� 
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O�#� (���� <��� #��। ���4 O�#� �.� ���#�  /�� #� #�4 )����� #��। �� ���4� ���L 
�$� ��*�� �*��� &*��, ����7��, /�����*, ��.���� &��, ���.�, ���#�� �*��� 
�, �, 
������, /��.��� &��, '��, &���, ���� ��� &��� /�� #� #� ��+�# /����। 
 
 &����� �� $�N� &�' �#�4 ���# ��.������� (�,�����) /�J�K O�#� ��G�"� �#$X 
���#�  /(���� ������ ,������ �L ��@��� . । ��� ���N(-� ' ��� &������� ���#� ���N 
����B *��  �y��� ���.�� #��। �� ��� �$� #����, ���� /.��*, ���� ��� &��� )��#।  
 
 /(���� #��+R��� �������� &����� ���# &��� �#�4 ��� K /� � . । �4� �$� O�#� 
�.�� /(���� ������� #C� <,�� #��। �� 7���L �$� O�#�  )�;��� ����������# ���������� 
����*�:���� �L����� )��.� #��। ��L &��� <C�� O�#�� /*P���(,� .�� ³�� /C�# �#�4 
*���Á�]��� /��� �$��  �� ‘/(����’ ��� �#�4 ���#� <#���� �*��{ ��। ���#��4� ��?� 
�$� ������ । ���#�� �X� ��� �K �$� /�����*, ������, �, /��.��� &��, ���.�, &��� ��� 
&��� /�� �#$� ����#��� #�+�। <�����* ���#��4� `’�4 #�� ���� *���4 *��L� /�� . । ��� 
�X��I ����� ������� C�#���। ���#�P��� &��� O�#�  )�;��� ����B ������ *�;�  ���@�  
�����।  
 
 O�#�  &����� �X� ��� K /� � .� �$� O�#�� *��C )L�L )|��� /��(����( ���$B #��। 
��#�*��� ���� �*� *����. #��� � ���� ��� �L�;� #�� ��� .�L��¤ ,������ �L O�#� �.�� 
��#�*���� /� *�D >�H�4 �$� /*P��� ��* #��।  
 
 O�#�  &����� <C� )����� .  #�#������ /���N। #�#������ /���N /� /��9�� 
��W�4 �$� /*�4�# &��� <C��� ��* #��। ����� ��.��� &�� ��� /������*� /�J�K O�#� 
�k,&�,�4, ��� )��;� /4����� /#S�4 T #�� /� �� ���#�� #��। �� ��.��� &�� 
�k,&�,�4, ���� ,�#��� #���। /* )���* &*�� *�  <���� �#$� �#$� ���º��# ������ ����B 
�� (�  ���#�  �y� /,�� ��H�# ���  �k,&�,�4, ���� /(��� ����� jm #����। <C�� &����� 
���#�� �$� r ��7� ���  �k,&�,�4� ,XN� 7�N�  /� �। �#x ��H, ��7� *����� �� �y���.� 
*�V. #��� jm #����। �� ��.��� &�� ��N����N &��� #��$ $��4 &�*। &�� ���# ��� �N�� 
&�(� '4� ���4�  ���� ���। ��.��� &�� ��� ����� M�H�# ��  �k,&�,�4 ,XN�� ��, '4� ���4�  
/� । ��� ���º���#� �����" #� .' ��� ,XN��4 *WX"+��� ��* #�� �� �। ���' ,XN��4�� �,� 
��� �� । O�#� �.�� &����� �� )������� '�� ������ ���#� ' �����4+ <#���� .� �$�।  
 
  ������ ���# O�#� �.�� ��#���.�� ��+�� &��� /��N  �� । ��� &��� O�#� �.�� 
��#���.�� '�� *��*�� &R��"� �*��{ ��। � �L����� &*���# ��� K /� � . । �� `’�#�� 
���� &���, /�����* ' � �#�4 (��N .���L�# #�� �� ��� /��#����� ��  &�*। /*��� 
��#���.�� `’�4 ���� ��M��� &����� (��N�4 /��� ���º���# )�_*����( #�� . । �#x <�  sg 
���4 ,�� ��' �� ��' ���º��" .�F � /��� &*�� ����  (��N�4� /��� O��# )�_*����( #��। 
�� ����  &��� *���L ��� #��। /*��� s� � ��#�*L ���� �� । &��� �� )����� #�� 
*��N sf4�� ���# ��� �����* �4�� *����� �� >4��4 <,�� #�� . ।  
 
 )�£����� ���# &��� ��*��� #�+��� �� �L��# )����� #��। �� )������  /�J�K 
��� �$� ����। ������, &��� ��� &*��' �� *��C ��� �$�। ���� )�L{ *�.�*� *��C �#�4 
��� /��� ��D� ���  �� �L��# )����� #���$�। /*�� /C�# &��� �#$� 4�#� *�:. #��। �� 
)C+ *�:. #�� .� �$� ������ � /9�� #L��W� �L।  
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�$�N� ������ ���# O�#� �.�� &��� &��� #� #�4 )����� #��। /*P�� �$� /��k' �������� 
(��.��(), ������( /��R�*�, O�#� ������L��  <�J�� ���#�  )�����। ������( /��R�*�-�� 
#��$ /����� 7�N�  ���� �(�  /��� ,��4� /C�# ��#���.�� *��C &����� <,� *�>?+ . । ��� 
����� �#�4 /*#� ������������� ��T . । �#� ���* &��� �������� /��k' (��.��() &R�" 
#�� ��� ��.����� �Q ��#�*��# &>�� .��। �� )������ &��� �#$� ��#�*L�# ��� #�� 
)L� *�� ���।  
 
 &��� O�#� ������L��  &R��"� ���#�� #�� )�£����� ���#। �� ������ ��# 
*�#�� O�#� ������L��� � Á�� ,��� #��� /,T� #��$�। &��� �� *���� /��  O�#� ������L���  
�#$� ������*� �*��। <C�� *���#���� �����( �#�4 ��� �����, ,�������' �#$� ������*� 
�*��। �� )����� O�#� ������L��� � Á�� ,�� �U .�  �� । ���� &���# /������H�� jm .  
��� &��� ���N �8��� #�� &��� ��H, ����# ��� ��  ��' � . ।  
 
 &��� &��� �#�4 )����� #�� )�£����� <C� ���#, *������ /��k' /]��� *���। 
�� ��C &��� ���4 ���#D�� ��� &R�" #�� ��� <�  �p � ��#�*L .�L� #��। ��' &�( 
/*�b���� /��?� ���# /��?� ���# *����� &��� �#�4 )����� #���$���। ��4 .� �$� *���� 
/��k' /]� /C�# ���#(�c� �N�� ~�� ��+{ <�  �g ���� ���#� ���N। �� .��'�  )������ 
&��� �#��� <�  ,��’� /$���# #��� ��(�� ��� �g ������ ���L &��� �st � ����#���# 
&z*���"+ ���L #�� ��� ����� #�$ /C�# )�# )E�E /#�N ��।  
 
 so ������ �� �k��� ~�� )����� �$� &����� &��#�4 7�8����(L /(���� )����। 
���� &��� <,�� *�>�?+ ��u .�। �y�*��� *��L�  �$� fg �। &����� &R�" ���( �$� oo 
�। ��H, ��� '�� ��� K �$� ~�� �����। /* i � �$� /����.7�� *���, *������ &����, 
*������ ' ���� .��#� ��� &��। &��� *� �y�*��# ��� #�� )����? ~��4� ��� #��� *�C+ 
.�। &����� )E��E� ���L �$� �#�4 ��-����, �#�4 f" �4+�� ��� �#�4 /](�। � ���  
&��� ~��4� ��� #��। ��� &��� /��� *�  ~��4� ���� ����� �����। �#$�G�"� ���L� �� 
����  �y� ���� ,�� �� । ���� ���#(c /C�# �� (��N A*L*. (<�  pgg �) ~�� )������ 
�' �� . । ���� �� (���। ���� ���#(�c� ��# /C�# &����� 7�� <,� &R�" ,��� । 
&��� �# ��?" *�>�?+ ��u .�। �� ���� &����� ��4��� )��� # ���# �.�� .  ��� /�� 
#� #� /���� &.� . । &��� /*�� /C�# ��$� .�4 ���। �� ,���� �� sr ���� ����  
~��4� &��� ��� #�� ��� ����+��� 7�N�  /��। ��� ���L ������ ���#�' &��� ��������� ��� 
#�� /���। �������� sig ��� �#�4 /#�W�� /�����  /��� �X� #L�W *������ ������� 
;��{��� #��। ��� /C�#� &��� *������ �.�*N# � !�" ��  �� ��� 7Y��- /C�# O�#��# 
���$B #�� /���। *����� �� ���#D����� �N ���� #L�W �$�। �� #L�W�4 &��� M�4#� 
&R��"� ���L�� ��� #�� /���। &R�"�4 ,����� .  ������ /�? ���#। �� ����� &��� 
*���� C�� ��� #��, ��� ����� *���� ���#�� &����� � !�" ,�� &�*।  
 
 s� �k�*�� 4�-��� /C�# �� ��c�� /�����\ ��� ���.�� ,��� ��$� .�4 O�#�� ���� 
&*�$�। &��� �� /�����\�# *������ #��$ ���� ��� ��� ��� /*��� �#�4 ��G � ��� 
*�(�@� . । �� ���� &��� ����� ��� #��� ��(�� ��� �� ��c�� /�����\�# &z*��+" #���। 
���� �y��G� <�  �����# A*L �.� .  ��� �#� ���#D�� *������ /��� &z*��+" � 
#�� &z.�L� #��। &����� ����� �X�+ ��.X��+� � ���� �$� � ���#�� *��,�  �N ��G � ���। 
�� ���� &��� �4�4��#  
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.����। ���� &��� s� �k�*�� ��� ���.�� *��C <C� O�#�  <��� #��। &����� /$����� ���L 
���#, &����, &����, /.��, �4�4� ��� ���#*. /��4 $ � ����B *�>�?+ �.�� . ।  
 

O�#�  /(���� )�����-i 
<�����* : ��.���� /,����� 

 

������ <C� ���# �����*� ���� ��� .� �$� O�#� �.� �>�� /����$ r .���� 
�������.�। ��H�� ���$B���� /(���� ������ ,����F, �#x /� /#� *�  �# *�- �.�� <��� 
#���। 
 
 /(���� �"����� /��$ ��� .  �y� `�+��� )��। /*�G�� �y� *��,�  �N >�H�4 
������ /�? �GL;� .' �� #C�। �#x O�#� �.�� /�*� &R�" ,����� .  ��� 7���L *����# 
/#���(� &����L )�+ �$� �। 7���L4� �$� �X��I �J�C���# ����  /� � �������.� ��� #��$, 
��� *.��� &>�� .��$ �y� *��,�  ������� �XL�.।  
 
 � *W�#+ ��� vT #�� ����$�� )��� #। �.�� ����� <� �� /�। �y�# j�� ����  
��' /����� &�$�। `� �� /*£� ��� ‘/#’ /���*+� )��� # #�+� ����� /������� *� *�  
���� /(������� 7���L *��U। �#�Y��� /*�b�� ���*� <C� *u��. O�#�� #� #�4 `I*�.�*# 
/(���� ��\��# <�L�.�� #�� . । #��", ���� �#$� /���� ��� ��N �y� .���। �� #�+� ����� 
����$��, #�7�  �L�k��|�� /(���� ���  । /(���� ��� ���K /������ �L  ।  
 

 �����*� ��?L#���� �CL ���+� ��� /�� ��� ��� /(������� *��L��# �^P"। �.��# �>�� 
C�#� /(������� <�� ���+� �$�, ��-� /.�#, ��C� ����� � <� �� $�N�। O�#�� ����� /� ��4��# 
<�L�.�� #�� .� �$� ����' ������ <C� *u��. ‘RL�#’ �� ��  O�#�� ����� �����.�, 
/(������.��� )|�� >�H�4 #��। #�+� ����� &�� #���, ���� ���* /��� .� ����# ���  
O�#� �.�� ����#� /�����। /* ��L� /��� .� ��� ��� �<  ��4��# )�#�� #L��W &4�# 
/����$��। )�£���� #�+� ����� &.� .�� ����� /*£��� ��� K /��� .� ����� '�� ��* �� । 
��� /��� .� ��� ���� .� ��� ���� O�#� &*�� �����।  
 

 /� ���* O�#� �.�� �#�4 /(�� #C� <����� �� /���#� ���� ���� ����, #L��b .� ��� 
&*�$। #C�4� /��� .� ����# ����� .�� ��� /,��� ���� )Ä�� &V, <�L  /��� /��। 
����, &�� �����। �#x ��H� ��G &*� *w� �$� �। #��", /(���� �L�#��� )��� # �$�� 
���। *#�� � 4�  >�� /C�# 7�@ /$����� ��G� /� �, �~� #��, (�N� #�� ���������� /���� 
����� ����  /� � ��H� A��V #�+*X,� �$�। ��4�� &�( >����� ����� �।  
 

 f� /*£��� A���TL �$� ��� ��
 /9�� #L�W। ������ *�- ,��� .��� &�(� /��� 
.� ��� #�@��� ��� #���8�� �#$� /$���# /9�� ���  /���� O��#�  /� ����� .�L�� ��L। >��� 
����?"�# &�( /�? #�� <� ��। ����� <C� �L��,� ��G� /� � ��(��, ��� /���>��। 
�����# ���H� /(���� �.*��� A���� �L ������ /9�� /� � .�। *����� �$� /��� #����� 
���.�� /��#।  
 

���� ��* /C�#� O�#��# �>�� /(������ ������ �J�� #��। ‘���# Ñ�’ *���� )|�� 
&� ����# ‘RL�#’। ‘RL�#’�� ��*� ���������� ���#� ���� ��� �$� ;��  ��@����  /���� ��H��  

 
 
* ‘A��# �����’ s �k�*�� stpf-� <#���� ‘����?� *�- ���� ��� #���$ /(������’ ��?+# <������� )��।  
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C�#���। �� ���#��# /#S #�� ��# .������� &R��"� /,T� #�� �LC+ . । /.��#b��� #�� 
#����� ����� /,T� #��' �����। ����� ��(c C�� �� /(���� #L��W ���"� .� �$। ����GL� 
��N ��� ���P����� �$� &��+ ���#��। ���� /(���� &R��" &�D &�D /#�4 �N�� C��#। O�#�  
�� ��� �k�*��� �����  ���� � �� /���4+ ���� #�� �� O�#�� /��# �.� �L�( jm #��। �� 
�.��L�(��� ��*���� ��� ��� ��-� ~��4� ��� .� � ���������� ���#� &� )E ��  ������������ 
/��� )��# .�  �� ।  
 
 ���� &R��"� ���� /(����� *� ���� �� �$�। #��", ���� ���� &R��" ����B 
)�� /C�# ��# &��+ ��� ����#���� ������ �� �� jm #�� /��� 7����L। /(������ <C����� 
,�����# /C�# ����� )|�4� />��' #�� .�F। �#x �� ��.X��+ &#��� /� /��� ���M /  �L����4� 
�#।  
 
 �� /��� O�#� �.��� 7�� ‘RL�#’ ��4� �N �#$� #���। �#x /��� /����� *u� /�-
�.��� #C� ���� .��� ��� ���� `’� /(�����# ���@�  /� � .� &����#� /*\��� 7�N�  
����। O�#� �.�� .�������� ��#� k(�  &����#� /*\�� 7�N�  /� � . ।  
 
 ����# P� /4�4��� ����� �y ���#�� &R�" #�� . । ����� /C�# �y� ��-����*+��\ 
>�4। ����� ���#� ��  ��� . । �y fp�4 ��� /��� �����  �� । /(������ �J.Y� &R�" <�������� 
�XL. �,� #��। � *�  O�#� /C�# ��-�� *w���� ��� &�*। �#$� /(���� �.�� ,�� /](� ��  
��-� <������ #��� ��L। ����# �.� /C�# /�m��� <��L#�4 ��C �L����� /��� ���� . । 
<��L#4� �������.�� Ñ�� �*� �L������ )�� / । `’�#4� �*���� � (�N� #�� ���FB���� 
<�L���+ #��� /��� ��  �y )��*�����। �.�� �����  &*�$��� ����। ����� ��H�� ��N। ��# 
.�������� �l� .�  /��� /���� /(������ ���M�$� ��� #��� G��� &� ����� /�। ��� /�? .� 
���।  
 �(����� �k�*�� ��� &�* �����  ���.� �������� #�$�#��$ ��* /(�$। �� ��� ��* 
��N #L��b ����# f� /*£��� /*£� 9�� �� । ��� �*��{ / ��� "(c /���k� ���� Ú4�� 
.�7��� �y�XL. ��� &R�" #���। �#x *#��� ��� ���� ����GL�� 7�� /*�#� /�-� 
/�����\ <���G� �XL. �,� #���$। *�D �4+��-�� ��� ����#, /(������ �� #�� /��� .  �y� 
&R�" ���# /C�#� >4��। �.� &� ����GL�� ��L��+� )|��� *� /(���� .  &��� *��� &�* 
)C�� �GL�� '����� ,�� �� । )�;� ���M /*�#� /�-� /�����\ ���� �� ��+{ ):*� . ।  
 
 s� �k�*�� ������ /��� .� ����# �#� �#� /��H$�, ��(c ���#�  ‘�*’ /���*+� 
)��� # #�+� ���78�.� *�- /��� .  ��� �GL�� ����।  
 
 #�+� ���78�. /��� .� ����# ���¤* #��, .� ��� /����� /$���� ���� ����� 
/>������� #��$ /#?  
 
 /��� .� ��� ���, *L�� ��� ’��* ��� ����� &�$। ���� *� /,�।  
 
 ����?� *�- ���� ��� #���$ /(������। <��L#4� >�� �$� ����� @�H�। /���#� ����* 
����� &z����* ��� �$ �y�# <��.� #���। :����*��� ����� /��� ���(�  ��� �$ ��� K����।  
  
 �# *�- �#L�� &R�" /(������ #��� �����। /��� .� ����# *�- /�� ' �� 
&R��"� ���#�� �,� *�  �� �। ��#�� . � ���।  
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s�� �k�*�� `���� ��4� /.��#b�� 7�N ���F� �# *�-। � ����!# /�����*, ).�#���। 
/(������ .@�� ��.�� .�  �N�। ������ /��4 �N� 78��*। ,�����# /C�# *��� O��# �N� �.��, 
���� �F� , 
����� ।  

 
O�#�  /(���� )�����-� 
<�����* : /��I ��.m� .# 

 

During the first week of July, 1971, our valiant Mukti Bahinis started their 

operations in different places of the country. The guerillas better known as Mukti 

Bahini started their operations even in and around Dacca city which was the mightiest 

stronghold of the occupation army.  

 

 The operations in the city were not carried out attaining supremacy over the 

enemy forces. Rather, these were performed to inform the world people that the 

guerillas had been gallantly fighting against a trained and strong forces of the world. 

The guerillas were divided in two different groups. 

 

 In the first week of September, 1971 some of the guerilla platoons were 
withdrawn from the city following the arrests of some commandos who were caught 

by the pakistani army during their operations. It was the command of their leader that 
nothing should be disclosed regarding the whereabouts and plans and programmes of 

the Mukti Bahini. The undaunted guerillas who were caught be the enemy forces 
embraced death with a smiling face but did not disclose anything about the guerilla 

operations. 
 

Major Khaled Mosharraf transferred the platoon which was withdrawn from 

the city to Goran-Bahirda, an area in the vicnity of the Dacca city, where platoon 

carried out some successful operations on Rajakars. Since August 1971 the guerillas 

geared up their operations in and around the city which made the enemy forces at a 
loss what to do. They could not imagine how the guerillas came and hit them and ran 

away. The Crack platoon carried out some successful operations in the city. Their 
main job was to blow up the power stations and petrol pumps, to attack Police 

checkpoints and to cause explosions in important places. It was also one of the jobs of 
the Crack platoon to create platoon to create panic among the people of the city so 

that the normalcy could not be restored. The pakistani milttary administration was 

giving wide publicity in and outside the country that everything had been going 

normal in erstwhile East Pakistan.  

 

Among the commendable operations the Crack platoon performed were the 

blow-up of Rampura power station, explosion in Hotel Purbani and the USIS  library, 

attack on Thatari Bazar Rajakar camp and face-to-face fight with the Pakistani army 

at Jatrabari. At the intial stage when the Crack platoon arrived in Dacca it had only 17 

guerillas, but gradually the figure reached upto 140. On June 30, nine of the guerillas 

of the Crack platoon were caught by the pakistani army and seven of them were 

killed. They were Hafiz, Jewel, Bodi, Azad, Bakey, Rumi and Altaf.  

 
 

* A��# ‘��� �7�’ s� �k�*�� stp�-� <#���� ‘Guerilla Operation in Dacca’ ��?+# <������� )��।  
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The Crack platoon blew up the Rampura power house and Gulbag power with 

a view to putting the city into darkness. This action led to close many industries which 

ultimately affected the economy.  

 

 On 16
th

 July of 1971 six guerillas of the Crack platoon at about 9 p.m. started 

for blowing up the biggest power station of the city at Rampura. They took 20 lbs. of 
plastic explosive, detonator and fuse. Only these few number of commandos very 

successfully performed the operations. Reaching the gate of the power station they 
very tactfully overpowered the police and the guard at the gate and took away their 

riflles. By this time one of the commandos disconnected the telephone lines. They 
took away the key from guard and forced them at the point of sten gun to show rooms 

where the policemen and other guard were present. They also overpowered 17 
policemen and made the operators oblige to take them to the transformer room. They 

successfully planted the explosive and blew up the transformer.  

 

In the first week of November 1971 only two guerillas  performed a heroic 

operation near Kalabagan on an army van. The guerillas in disguise of rickshawpuller 

while coming from Kalabagan area saw a military van coming towards their direction 

and they immediately got down from the rickshaw and took up their arms hidden in 

the rickshaw. When the van reached near them they opened fire and killed all of the 

army except the driver of the van.  

 

When the guerilla operations were intensified in Dacca city the army virtually 

never came out of the barracks at night. The guerillas in broad day light performed an 

operation on Razakars at the Bakhsibazar medical college hostel gate and killed two 

rajakars. The guerilla also killed five rajakars who were on duty at Narayanganj 
Victoria hospital. 

 
The guerillas caused explosion at the Hotel Intercontinental notwithstanding 

the strong security measurers taken by the authority. The explosion at Hotel 
Intercontinental was done with a view to make the foreigners at the hotel a ware of the 

false pakistani propaganda regarding the normalcy in the city. Explosions were also 
caused at the Arts Faculty Building of Dacca University, at Siddheswsri High School 

during the S.S.C. exammination, at Baitul Mukarram and Motijheel area and some 

other places. The explosions at Baitul Mukarram and Motijheel commercial area had 

a good effect because the people got panicky and they started leaving the city. The 

students also stopped going to the classes due to the explosions at the university and 

the schools. At Jatrabari the guerillas of the Crack platoon fought face-to-face with 

the pakistani army and killed many of them and they blew up the bridge at Jatrabari, 
disconnecting Dacca from Narayanganj. 

 
When the day of the liberation was approaching the guerilla operations were 

being intensified. The guerillas geared up their operations since October. Meanwhile, 

Maink platoon was active at Savar and carried out some operations on the enemy 

forces. The platoon raised the Bangladesh flags on the top of school building in the 

locality in November. During November the entire Roopganj police station came in 

the hands of the guerillas and they made foothold there. 
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When Pakistan declared war with India on December 4 the Indian fighter 

planes began to strafe Dacca city, virtually surrounded by the guerillas from all 

directions. About 8000 guerillas were active in and around the city. The guerillas 

attacked the enemy bunker at Gul Textile mills and killed 27 soldiers as a result the 

army retreated from the area. On December 11, Captain Malek reached Tarabo with 

his troops and on December 13 Major Haider came to Roopganj and met Major 
Shafiullah at the bank of the river Shitalakhya. Major Shafiullah was the commander 

of the “S” force. Meanwhile the guerillas of Quadder Siddiqui also marched towards 
Dacca city after liberating Tangail from the enemy forces.  

  
Dacca could not be liberated without the assistance of the guerillas, because 

their operations broke the morale of the Pak army anf they understood that their fall 
was imminent. 

 

����� ���#��� ������� ;��  ������������ �L��� /#�k*�X.I 
��#���.�     R. F. 

��c�� /�����\     P. R. 
/���, /�����\     B. R. 

����#�� ���.�     R. F.  
���4 /��� (�     L. M. G  
���� /���(�     H. M. G  
�4+��      M. G.  
� ��� .�4     �  ��N�   
��H,����      f  ��N�   
�.��      s� ��N�  
#L�W      ��N�   
/9|      #�@�� 
#�+�      �N#�+�  
���:�k ��      �N ���  
/���      /�� ���  
#L��b      /$�4 ���  
��.���       N. B. 

/(���P��     ��(����(   
  D. I. B.      �4#�4�# 

��l� ���#D��     ��� #�#��  
  INDIA-PAK BORDER    /�N� 
       

(����� /���� ������N� .�� *�(J.��) 
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���� (/��k#L�� $��), ��i-�� ����� (&' ��� ��( /��), �os-of 
�'��, /���, � ‘��+� �7�’, otf 
�#��� (&� �� )��*��), ��t-os ��8#, )�X�L, ��t-pg 
�#���, ��������� (�.��), oop ��8#, kI �, &�, op-pt 
�( (7�����), ti ����4� ##�4�, �ir-it  
����, &�`�, *������ (���&�), fto-ti, �.*�, �*���, stt-fgg 
����,#��� &�`�,��# /���-/�����,f-� �.*�, o�p-�r 
�������, ��, &�, ���:�k ��, f-�, fr-�g �.����, ��-�*-�� #L��b, fot-ig,  
�f-�i, os-of, s�o, sr�-ro, stf, st�, fi�-io 
�rt �.���, ���, ��# /���, oo-o� 
�������, /(��# (��-�*-�� #�+#�+�), fi� ��.7��, #���, ��f-�� 
�������, �� (*������#,&V����� ���#�) ��.7��, �� #, (���&�), �i� 
osi-s� ��.7��, ���+�, �*��.�, si-s� 
������ (�N� ���, fsr-fg �Q, o��-�o 
���, &�`�, #L��b, spf-p�, sp�,   � ��, /�I, ���-�o 
srg, srs-sr�, stt-fgg, fg�-sg ���M, orr-rt 
���, &�`�, .�������, sop ������� �L�����, srf-r� 
���, ��, �, #L��b (o /�-�), t�-tp, ��B�, ����� *���� ()�I), fs 
s�i-��, stt-fgg ��B�, k�I, og-os, oo-oi 
���, #L��b (,3:�� /*£�), pr ��B�, &�`�, pf-p� 
�c�, /(����, orr-rt ��B�, &�`� (/(���� #�����), ssr 
�c�, �os-of ��B�, &�`�, /�I, spg-ps, fgf-g�,  
�c�� (/��� <��*#, /� �����), soo  fs�-so 
�c��, �m� �*���, ��-�*-�, �ip-it ��B�, �*��.�, srg 
��g-�s, ��f-�� ��B�, *������, fgi 
���, )�� (�7-�* /, ���L�), ooi ��B�, �*��� Á�#+, fsi-s� 
���, �.�� (��# Pu,�), ofo-fi   ��B�, &�`�, ��-��, fsr-st 
���, /��.� &�� (�������� #�����),  ��B�, &�`� �*��� (s/� /�-�), f�r-�t  
os�-oso ��B�, &�`� ���&� *������, frp-rr 
���, /������� /.��*, �o�-oo ��B�, &�`�, ��-��, �op 
����� ��, fgo ��B�, &�`�, .������� (���&�),��s-�f 
�*��, #W�7���, ftt ��B�, /��I &�`� (�.��), o��-�p 
�� (/(���� /����, #���� ���.�), ops ��B� (#���� ���.�), o�o-�i 
��, /��, �o�-op ���#$�N� ����, ti 
���7�� (&�*�� ���.�),o�r-�t,o�f ���# ���.�, orp, ots 
o�f-�� ���#, /���7� #��� (�.��), orp, otg-ts 
�B�, &�`� �*��.�, ftp-tr  
���.��� /(���� )�����, fgo  ����, �o�-oo 
����, *������, �t-pg ���P�, Ç��4 /�I, ss 
����, k�I, soi ����#,&�`8�. ��,(��# ���:�k ��), fpt-rs 
����7��, &�-&�, �����, si-s�, sr  
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����#, ��# #L��b, fri �� �, ,�H (/#�W�� #�����, &�*�� ���.�), 
����#, �� # *������ (���&�), fo�, f�o  o�p-�r, o�r-�t, opg-ps 
����#, &�`� �� # *������, fgp-gt �� � ,� (:��L �����), op�  
����#, &�`�, ���&� �� # (�.��), ��� �� �, $���7�� (&�*�� ���.�), o��-�p 
����#, k�I �*, �, �rf-r� �� �, /��I &�`� ����# (&�*�� ���.�),  
����#, #L��b, ots o��-�p 
��*��, ����, � �� #���k�, sg �� �, /��.��� (���&�), sor-ot 
��*�� (�.��), �of-o�  �� �, /��I /��*��� (&�*�� ���.�), o��-�p 
 ‘��*��(�’, �oi-o� �� �, �-�, �*��� (�.��), srf-r� 
��*�� (/(���� /����, #���� ���.�), oig-is �� �, ��� (&' ��� ��( /��), fsi-s� 
��*�� �, (,�8�) /(����, RL�# ��4�, opt-rs �� �, �.��, .������� (o /�-�), s�f 
op� �� �, ���*�, �pi 
��.���, �os-of �� �, �*���, fgo  
��.���, fo�-oo �� �, /*��, �L�° �� #, f�g-�f 
��.��� (��.����� �.��) /�I, tp-sgg, sgs, �� �, .���*, *������-/��� (�  /�-�), fro- 
sgf, sg�-go, ssi-s�, ssp-sr, sff-fo, r� 
sf�-fp, sfr-�g, s�o-�i, s�r-�t ���+�, ��# /���, i-�  
��.���, /(����, or�-ro ���+�, #�� &��, ��# /���- /�����, f 
��.���, �of-o� ���+�, ����, �is-i� 
��.���, &����, ori-r� �������� <������, st 
�� � RL�# ��4�, orf-r�, ots �J��, /��*��� &��, �rf-r� 
����� (7�����), rg, tf-ti, ooi ‘��������’, op-or 
��Ï�, /��I &�#�*, sp� �������.�, f�, �t, r�, srs-rf 
��Ï�, .��`, .�'�����, tf-t� �������, r-t 
��\�, �oo-oi ���#�, &�`� (���&� *������), fig-is 
��� (/(����, #���� ���.�), o�s-�f ���#�, ���&� *������, fi�-io 
����, Ç��4 /�I, ss  ��#��, �of-o� 
������ � (��# �����), sst-fg  ��#��, ��, &�, &����, �op 
�� �, &�� �*��� (�.��), srf-r� �����*, #L��b, op-or 
�� �, &��, �o�-oo �����+�, ��I (/��� <��*#, �� �), fif 
�� �, &��� ��� (���&� ��4� #�����), 
f�g 

�����+�, ��-�*-�� #�+�, frs, �o�-op 

�� �, &�`� (���, �*��� (�.��), srf-r� �����+�, ��I (�����  *����# )��*��), ���-
�o 

�� �, &�`* *����, �rf-r� ����L����L� , )�  #���� (���L�!�, ��l��-), 
�� �, &�#�*, �����.� (�.��), srf-r�  �rp-rr 
�� �, &*���, �L�° �� # (�.��), srf-r� �������, ���&� *������, fi�-io 
�� �, &.��, ���&� .�������, fsf �����.�, ff, �t, r�, r�, ffs, f�p, foo- 
�� �, #���, ���&� �*���, Ò����� (�.��),  o�, fio-ii, fit-�g, f�o, f�o-�r,  
f�p-�r f�t-pg 
�� �, ,�H�, *������, srt �����(�, o�-op, rg-rs, r�, os�-sp 
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��Y����, *������, t�-ti /��8�, /�����# (�.��), �po-pi 
�������, &�`�, #L��b, ff�, f�s-�f /��8�, ��.*7��, �*���. (�.��), srg-rs 
��°�, &����7�� (:�� /, ���L�), �ps  /��8�, ���*�7��, �rf-r� 
��°�, ��.�7��, *������ (�.��), s� /��8�, ���*�7�� (��-�-�), �ro  
����, .�������, sgp /�������, ����� /���, f-�, ss, og-os, t�-  
����, /(����, ort-tg sfr, sft-��, s��-�t, sog-os, sof, so�- 
��D���� (����), �og-os op, sor, sp�-pi, srg, str-fgg, fff-f�, 
��D����, $�� (�.��), �os-of �tr-ogs, osf, opr-pt, or�-ro, orr- 
��*���7��, #L��b, it rt, ots 
��*��� ��(, ff�-fp, ���, os�, o�g, o�r- /�������, ��������� (�.��), ��o-�i  
�t, ooi /��D��, �*���, fgs-go 
��*�, *������, �r /��D�� (�L�����, ,�-��(�), ffs-ff� 
��*�, �4, �� (/�D�), �os-of /��*���, ���&� *������, �gf-g� 
��*�, ��*�7�� ($�����), �rf-r�   /��*��.7��, #���, .�' ����� (�.��), spp-  
��*� (/(����, #���� ���.�), o�g-�s, o��-  pr 
�o /��.���, ���, ��# #�+�, f-�, r 
/��.�, #����, ��#-/���, �o  /��.���, /��D, .������� (�s ��c��), f�s-  
‘/���’, op�-pp �f 
‘�L��:�’ (��# k������.��), �tr-tt /��.���, X� (&' ��� ��( #�+�), so�-op 
/�����*, /�I (�  /�-�), fpt-rs  /��.���, X�, .�������, soi-op 
/��(�.�4 /#�W�� (���&�), frp-rr /��.���, X�, �� # *������ (���&�), frp-  
/�����Û�, /��.���, o�g-�s rr 
/�������, &�`� (2��# /��), s�s, s�r-  /��.���, ��, .������� (���&�), ft�-to 
�t, opi, p� /��.���, X�, .�������, ft�-to 
/�������, &�`�, .�������, o�t-pg /��.���, X�, #L��b, opp 
/�������, /��I &�`� (&�*�� ���.�), o�r- /��.*�7��, #L��b, �f-�i, �r, og-os 
�t /��.*�, /��.���, �*��� (�.��), spr-pt,  
/����, ��# *������, ��-�i srg-rs  
/������7�� (&�*�� ���.�), ops-po /�� ��¡�, �� # *������ (���&�), �g�  
/������, /(����, /.���, /�I sgg-sgs, spf,  � 
sp�, spt, srs-ro, srt, st�-tt, fgo-gi �����-/(����(c <������ ���, f��-�� 
/������, /.��� � /.�*�� (*������#), oig- ����� /*�����*� >4�, f�i-�� 
is, orp �������N <������, fg�-go  
/��8�, &�`� ���� ���&� *������, f��- ‘��(�{�’ (���#�), fif, �r�-rp, �tf, �to,  
�r, ��s-�f �ti-t�, �tr, ogo, osi-sp, osr-st, ofs- 
/��8�, &�`� ����, *������ /��� (���&�), f�, ofo-fi, of�, ofr-ft, o�g-�f, o�i- 
��f ��, oog-of, ooi, oo�-op 
/��8�, &�`� .���� (�.��), �rf ��� ���#��, sg� 
/��8�,&�*��7��(��*��� ��( /��), fpi-p� ���#, sg�, �ip-it 
/��8�, �.�7��, #J?# (�.��), �po-pi /��C #��� (�������-@�#��(�H'), fto-ti 
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� �.��, &�����, #L��b (f /�-�), sps,spf, 
�7�, &�`�, ��-�*-�, ftr sp�, srg-rs, sro, sr�-rt, frt-tf, st�, 
��#�, ��, �po-pi sto-ti, stp, stt-fgg, ffi-fp 
��#� (��#�7�� &.��), �.#��� <��*#,  �.��, &����� (&' ��� ��( /��), �fr  
sgs, s�r-�t �.��, &��7�, .������� (�����), sr  
��#�, #���, &�`�, /�I #�+�, f-�, sif,   �.��, &��7�, (@�#��(�H' ���� �V� #�+#�+�) 
s�o-spg, sr�-tp fto 
‘��#4’ (]����), f�o-�i, fpp-pr, o�s-�f �.��, &�*�� ($��), srf-r�  
�c� ($��), o�g-�s �.��, &�*��, �*���, fg�-go, fs�-so 
‘�"�-’ (#���� ���.�� ������), ois-if  �.��, &�`�, �o�-oo 
����, #L��b, sf �.��, &�`�, ��-�*-�, �i�-ii 
����, /*�#� /�I (�  /�-�), fpt, fri �.��, (&�`�) ��-�*-�, �it-�g 
��, &�`�, #�+�, sgs, sg�, spi, ffs-fo,  �.��, &�`�, *������, sgt 
ff� �.��, &�`� k�I, spf 
��, &�`�, #L��b, ffp-ft, f�� �.��, &�`�, �L�° �� # (�.��), spp-pr   
�� (&�`� �7�) �� # (s� /�-�), f�i-��, �.��, &�`�, ��-�*-�, ��s-�f 
fpf-pr �.��, /#, ��, '�� `�, ��-�-�, �rf-r�, 
��, &�`�, *������-/��� (���&�), fti,  �ro, opi-p� 
�gi-g�, �gt-�f �.��, ������, *������ (�����), sr 
��, ��°� &�`�, �L�° �� # (r /�-�),t�-to �.��, ������ (<�� /� /*�), o�o-�i 
����, /���(�L�k��4L�\,#L��k4 #���, *����) �.��, #��� ������, �rf-r� 
�f�-fo, �fo-fi, �fr-ft �.��, ��8�� () ����* #�+�), o��-�o 
����, &�� &.��� &����, �t� �.��,  k�I ���.`�, ��-��, opo, ��t-og,  
����, &�`� ��-�*, og �of, �of-o�, �oi-op 
���� (#���� ���.�), �tg-ts  �.��, �� �7�, /���, r-t, sg, ss, fr-��,  
���� (P��), �o�-oo  �t, og-oo, o�-op, �i-��, �p-�r, �t-pg, 
����, ���� (�L���]��), f�t-og pf-p�, pt-rg, rr-ts, tf-t�, ti, sg�- 
����, .�m� (.�m), /�I sgg-sgs, sgt- go, so�-oo, si�-io, s�r-�t, spf, spi,  
ssg, ssg-ss, ssf, sft-�g, s�s-�f, s�o- str-fgg, f�i-�p, �g�, �fs-ff, �o�-oo, 
�i, s�r-�t, sos-of �ro-ri, �tg-tf, �tr-tt, ogg-gs, osf, 
�*��, /(����, ��# #L��b, f�f  oso-si, ofs-ff, off-f�, opi 
�*�� /(����, �of-o�  �.��, ������, *������ (���&�), f�g-�s 
�.���8�., *������ (�  /�-�), frt-rs �.��, �����, �of 
�.���8�., *������ (���&�), fr�-rp �.��, ����� (#L��b), o�g-�s 
�.��, *������, �p �.��, ��������, �rf-r� 
�.��, ����� *����, �t  �.��, ������ *������ (���&�), f�g  
�.��, #L��b, ���-�o �.��, ������, ���&� .������� (�.��), f�g  
�.��, &��`�, $�� (�.��), ��p, �os, �of fi�-io, f�s 
 �.��, �����, .�������-/��� (���&�), 
 fso-si, fot 
 �.��, �.��, �����, ��-��, �op 
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�.��, �����, �o�-oo  �.��, *��`�, �*���, fg�-go 
�.��, ������ (&�*�� ���.�), o�t-pg �.��, �*��#��, .������� (���&�), ��f-��  
�.��, ���7�, /���, sog, spf, sp�, sr�,  �.��, A* `�, .�������-/��� (��@�), �ft- 
str-tt, stt-fgg, fg�-go, fgi-sg, fso- �g 
s�, fs�-sp, fsr-st �.��, .������, &�-' (�����), sr  
�.��, ���7�, )�LG, fsp  �.��, .���� &�`�, �*��.� (�.��), ftp-tr 
�.��, ���7�, /�I (&(���� ������ &*���) �.��, /��I .������ (&�*�� ���.�),o�t-pg, 
��-��, f�o op�-po, opo 
�.��, ���7�, �� # *������ (���&�), ftg- �.��, .������ (��-��), �os  
ts, ftf-t�, ftr, �go �.��, k�I .������, �o�-oo 
�.��, /��V#�� ���7�, *������ (���&�),  �.��, .������ (�k-�*, ������), ��f-�� 
�ft-�f �.��, .������ (<�� /� /*�), �ro-ri 
�.��, ���7�, #L��b, oft �.��, .������ (#���� ���.�), o�s 
�.��, ���7� (#���� ���.�), o�s    �.��, .������ (�����), o�p-�r 
�.��, ��.�����, /�I, os-of, oo-oi, is-ir,  ��.�, ��8��, opr-pt 
tf-ti ������� <������, frs-rf, frp-rr 
�.��, ������ (��� �L�����), sp�, fsi-s� ������� /(���� /#�k*�X., oto   
�.��, �����*��, �*��.�, si-s� ��', #L��b (��-�*-��), f�g-�s 
�.��, /�� ������, f, o, o-i, r-t, s�, so- �����.�� ���, �fi-fp 
si, fr, �f-��, og-os, it, rg-rs, rr-rt,  ����, ����� /.��*, ��# /��� /�����, s,  
fi�, �ft-�g, ���-�p, �of, �o�-oo, �o� ft-�g, �� 
-op, �io, �rf, �r�-rp, �tg-tf, �t�,  ����, *���7�� /��I #�+�, s�r,spi,spr-pt  
ogf-g�, og�-gp, os�-so, osp-sr, ofs- �������( ����� #L�W, p-r, so-si, sr 
ff, o�s-�f, ooi,oo�-op,oig-is,oif-i�  ��¡�#, &�`� () ����* #�+�), �ts-tf  
�.��, ������, /#� �4�� (�k+ #����� (���&�) ��¡�#, &�`� ($����(), o�o-�i 
�ft-�g ��¡�#, /��I &�`�, (&�*�� ���.�), o��-�p 
�.��, ������ () ����* #�+�), o��-�o   
�.��, ������,�L�° �� #(s� /�-�),��p-�r ����78�, �os-of 
�.��, ��D������, Ç��4 /�I, o-p, r-sg  ����L��, k�I, opp   
�.��, ��D������, #L��b, fo�-op, f�g-�s ���, ��# /���, r-sg 
�.��, ��D������, (�4�), �oo-oi  ����, spr-pt 
�.��, /�����*�� (/������� L��)�of-o� �� , �^��S ���, �p�-pp 
�.��, /�����*��, �rf-r� �� , �*��C+ ��#�, fsr-st 
�.��, /���7�, /���, �r-�t �� , ���� �����, t�, ti 
�.��, /���7�(�k-�)$�� �7�  /��,�og-os ���(��� (��-�*-�� #�+�), fsr-st  
�.��, �������, o�g-�s �����, ��# #L��b, ofo-fi 
�.��, �����, �� # *������, �p-�r, og,  
so�-op, sii, si�-ir 
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��+��$� ���bg %��C!�W^। ��x	� ')�� $�� "��� "��#$�	 	"���	 /�W�Z -�� ��	 '�#�	 /!, 
-�, �"���	 ������� - ���+Z �)��) �K� P BT�	!��	 ���% ��� !�	�[।  

 
'���&*!	& !���A	 �!� ���*�! -�� '!�Q	 %��C!�W^�! ��x��	 '����+ bU��!�	 $* 

B�� I��C �*��� $��@। /�@ ��O '+�� ���������	 ����m !�� P �������! $�� "��� 
"��#$�	 	"���! ��x	 ����C I����	 $* `��	 ���) �	& !�	।  

 
���bg �U�� ��%W"�� P ������N�	 ���) ��2��N� ����X��� /)�! B����	 
����� ����	 -!�A 

����2!, '���&* P �	��. �N� /	�	�+ B���, B�	� - B�� /��C& !	�[ ��%W"�� ����+ ���� 
-!�A ��+� B!2�@b� %p� �"�+�� !	��। I�����A� P I���oW� ����X��� b��C*�� ��%W"�� 
"�� ��	���m	 ���*�� /�X�� �U� �����	 ���% ������$� "�� ���	।  

 
'!���� ����X��� ��p! ���$ P %��C!��	 !��[ ����W� "�� B����	 `� ��)2! ��� �� 

!	�।  
 
 
 

�; $�, 
9<>7 

��#$���" !��	  
/N+�	�*� 

'���&*!	& !���A, 
���������	 
����� ����	 @��"�� '!Q।  
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bU��!�bU��!�bU��!�bU��!�    
���������	 
����� ����	 ��+���� 9<59 ����	 �; ��N2 /)�! 9= �G��H	 ��2T। -@ ���+ 

���������	 
����� ����	 ���% � �!2� ��	� ���n �� �![� ��A�[ ��	 �)* P ������ ���" -�� 
/����	 P�	 �b�f !�	 ���������	 
����� ����	 @��"�� 	N� P ��F�&	 ���+Z I��2� "+ 
���j��� @��"�� ��� P ��F& '!�Q	 P�	। %&'$��(� �������� �	!��		 �)* �(&���+	 
I��� -@ '!Q�A '���K� "+ -�� -	 !�$ �Y "+ 9<5> ����	 $��+�	� /)�! (��	��m Fm�*)।    

@��"�� 	N�	 ���+Z'�r "��P -@ '!Q 
����� �����S�T ���� P �)*��U" '!���	 
����T �"& !�	। -	 !�	&, ��!��� /!� �A�	 ����C !�	 ���������	 
����� ����	 ���� 
-!�A ��%�T!�	� �A�	 @��"�� 	N�	 /.�� �	��.�� P �V�K�� 	.� !	� -�� ��!W��	 ����� 
-�3�+ ��P+� �V� I�*T i�"। - $*@ B�	� @��"�� 	N�	 ��	���2 ���� P �)* '!���!@ 
I��! XYZ�U&2 �� !�	�[। -	 #�� ���� P �)*���@ !)� ����, �A�	 ��!�� P ��	����"!�� 
	.� !	��, �A� �	 	�	 ��%�� 	.� !	��। 

-@ �.* ���� /	��@ !�+!�A ��� ��%W"�� ������U" '!���	 ����T '!Q �"& !�	। -@ 
��	�'�.�� '!�Q	 ���� -!�A ����C ����N* ��C+ /��� /�+ -@ /�, ������ ����"	 ��+���� 

����� ����!��! "P+� ���P - ��*P ��� XYZ�U&2 /�, 
����� ����	 ����� ��	�A �AbU�� 
	�+�[। 
����� ����! -@ �AbU�� /)�! ��Lg !�	 /��� ��+ �। -@ �AbU��	 �A����- ���! 
���j����� ��� I�b�"� !	� ��+- ��	 I����2 ��	&��@ 
����� ����! I��*���� !�	 /����। 
��@ ���j������	 
�� $�� [�3� 
����� ����! ���� �	� ���@ +। -@ ��	������ 
����� 
����	 ���� '!���	 ���% -	 �AbU�� ��S�T i’�� �������" '!���	 ����T '!Q �"& !�	। 
-	 #�� '!�Q	 ���� '!���	 ��	!Q� ����� ��x3�+ : 

 

')�� ��    ◌v◌v◌v◌v    �AbU�� (9:;-9<;>)    
����+ ��    ◌v◌v◌v◌v    �AbU�� (9<;>-9<59)    

�W��+ ��    ◌v◌v◌v◌v    ���$�%	 : '���    
N��)2 ��    ◌v◌v◌v◌v    ���$�%	 : '���� ��������	 �z�	��    

��� ��    ◌v◌v◌v◌v    ���$�%	 : /���	���*�    
CK ��    ◌v◌v◌v◌v    ���$�%	 : %&���*�    

�r� ��    ◌v◌v◌v◌v    ���!0�� ������ : �	!�	� P /��	!�	�    

Im� ��    ◌v◌v◌v◌v    %&"�*�, �	&�)2� ����	 P '����%! �A�    

�� ��    ◌v◌v◌v◌v    ��� ����� (9)    
��� ��    ◌v◌v◌v◌v    ��� ����� (�)    

-!��� ��    ◌v◌v◌v◌v    ��� ����� (E)    
���� ��    ◌v◌v◌v◌v    ������ '���S+� : b�	�    

��+��� ��    ◌v◌v◌v◌v    ������ '���S+� : $������ P ���bg 	��    
N��2�� ��    ◌v◌v◌v◌v    ��n$��    

���� ��    ◌v◌v◌v◌v    ��.�z!�	    
/C�3� ��    ◌v◌v◌v◌v    !���u�, �a�u� P ��2M    
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N�	 

�U� ��	!Q�+ 5�:: �WK� ��F�&	 ��	!Q� )�!��P ����"	 ��	��& ����� "�+ ��P+�+ 
B����	 ����T ��	��2 !	�� "+। �� ��	!Q� I���+� '���A �� '�+ <:: �WK�, ��2���A 
9;::: �WK�	 ���* ���"X��	 ��F& � g !	�	 ���$A �	�q I������� "+। -@ �b�f�� B����	 
!�$ -�%�+ ��+। 

���� P �)*��� ����"	 �*����	 ������� B�	� �*��! P /�������� /	���[। ��� �AbU�� 
�H�� ���� P �)*��� �"�& �![�A� ���� �W�mbO� I��H !�	। B�	� ��� /�@�� �)* P ����@ 
�AbU�� ��� ��g����� !	�	 ����T �@, �� ���������	 ��2�� bU���	 J���m* P -��� 
�����!�	� $%�&	 B�� B!���	 ���% '�*.b��� $�3�। I)2�z /��� �A�, B�^�� P 
!��2!	&, -@ bU���	 $%&�! ���j������	 ���! e��� P ��	N���� !�	�[, '��� /��� ��S�T 
���� P �)*@ -@ ��� !����S��!b��� ��$��� "�+�[। -@ �W�m�!�& /)�! B�	� ���������	 
I��� ��xA�� �� �U	-I���� '�*���2 !�	�। 9<:; ����	 ��%b�% /)�!@ �AbU�� ��S�T ����-
�)*���-��g��� �Y !�	। B�	� �� !�	, ���������	 ���j������	 �*��*�+ -@ �Y	 �����A 
����*��$2�, '�*. P ���j��"*।    

9<:;--	 ��%b�% -�� �� 	�--	 �	 9<7: ��� ��2T ��*��2� - ���2 ���+	 B	 /!� 
���� - ��� ��g��� !	� "+�। !�	& 9<99 /)�! 9<7: ��2T -@ bU��� I��K� �!� 	�$���! 
B�^�� ��2b�	��+ �W�A����	��� B�^���	 ITbU2j �[�। 9<7: ���� %W"�� ���"�	 '0��� 
�( 
	���+ �f���� �����	 '��K�	 ����� ��"� �[�। B	 �� e��� !�	�[�� ���������	@ 
���*�XY $�%�K�	 I��������� /�� -, /!, #$��� "!। 9<7= ���� ���T I���b��� ���� 
!�b�� ���"�	 '0���	 /� ������� !	� "+, ���� �����	 
�( 	���+���	 '��! ��	"�	 !	� 
"+। 9<75 ���� b�	� ��b�% � �!2 ��eM�*��A ��	!Q� /��C&�	 �	 
��� P ���2�bl� ����� 
'��K�	 '�Nm� "+, �!� /� '�Nm� �*)2 "+ -�� /�b��� ���!0� '���K� "+ ���� 
�+f����	 
��C+�A � U&2��� e���.� "+। -	@ ��	&���� �	��2�!��� ���������	 $%�&	 �~��� 

�+���� �)� 
�����	 $* ����� !	� ���"���! '�+�$ "�+ /��� /�+। -@ ���"���! 
'�+�$�! �U�2 !�	 �����[ -� ��0 ����@ - ��� ��g����� "�+�[।    

�AbU�� ��S�T ������ i�A ��� ��bj। ')� ���A /�C "�+�[ 9<;> ���� B@+�� ���	 
.��� ����	 ��+����+। -��� !�� ��b�$ !	� "�+�[ -!�T@ �� ��	!Q�	 �WK����*�	 
������	 ���! �.* /	��- /!� ����C ���"���! �W�m�!�& /)�! +। 

�AbU��	 /���+ /� �	�	 ���� P �)*��� B�	� �"& !�	�[ /�X�� "��� /%�$A ����r, 
���2����M	 !��2���	&�, /!��A2	 ����� � �!2� �	���A2 P 	�+, !��� �	���A2, 	�$���! ���	 
!�2�UN� P '0��, $�b�	 '0��, B�^���	 �	���A2, [�����	 '0�� P B�^��, %&'���S+�, 
��������	 '�����, ����m �*�j��%2	 '���&* ���.� P '��, 	�$���! ��, �	!�	� ���2� P 
���.� @�*���। 
����� ����	 ���� P �)*���	 /���+ ����"	 �	 ��0W��	 "�+�[ 

�b���!b���@। !�	& -@ ����	 ���% ��	� ��n $�3� "�+ ��3�[�। #�� /!�� ���������	 
Ib*T�	 +, ��	� ���n	 ��C+��� /$�%�3 !	� I��	"��2 "�+ /��� /�+ -�� '!Q /�b���@ I��	 
"+। - �*����	 �*�j%� G��+	�, �N�p��, ��.�z!�	, �W��!)�, �	!�	� �)��, 	&�!l�� P 
�����S�T ������ �)*���, ��j -��!�+ ���j���"� P �������� �	!��		 '����! �z�	��, 
$����	�&	 ��S+ I���"&, !���A %p, ���W��, ��n$��, ���bg /���	 �������M	 !��2���	&� 
'bW�� �� �	�	 �)* P ���� -@ ����"	 ITbU2j !	� "+। - /.�� B�	� ����Cb��� $	 
/	���[ ���� ��2����	�&	 ���b�� '��#�� /!� #�x! � )��!। -@ �.* ���� /	�� 
%&�"����%��	 '��0�		 �)* ����"	 /Nm� !	� "�+�[। '���A ��� ���U	 ��� �U� ���� 
��g����� !	�	 ���! ����C �.* 	��� "�+�[। ��� /��� ���� ���"���! XYZ I$2 !�	�[ -�� 
/�X�� ��� ���� �A�	 ��	����"!�� 	�.� "+ � /�X�� B�	� '!���� �U� /)�! �"& !�	�[। 
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��xN�� xN�� xN�� xN    

- !��$ -!�A@ B����	 '�� ����N* �[�, ��p! �A�	 ��p! ���� /� ��p! ��	���& ��*0 
"+। B����	 /!� �T�* /@, IO��� ���!� /@, �$
 �*��*�-����C&P /@। B�	� �V�K P 
�	��. ���b�� B%��%�3� �$�+ 	���	 /Nm� !�	�[। -@ �U� �.* ���� /	��@ ����-�)*��� 
��[�@, � ��� -�� ��*�� !	� "�+�[। - /.�� B�	� ��� -@A�!� ��!2�� IA�A /	���[ ���� !��	� 
'�����Z .�� � "+। �����	 �)�)2��@ ��	 �� bU��!� P XYZ �� �)��)b��� ���� �	��। �V� 
$����	&@ - �	�	 �A�	 '!W� �"��+!। $����	�&	 ���* I��� ��	��2�	 @L� �� ��	&� 
P I'���	�� "�+ P�p, /!�� ��@ $%�	 ��* /)�! /��%*�� /�W�Z	 Ib�*�+ ��A। ���������	 
/�����P ��@ ��A�[। B	 ��@ -� �� �� �� ��%p�	 ���� ITb�2j !	� "�+�[, /� �� �� 
��%p B����	 $���+ 	�$���	 /.�� "+��� ���* bU��!� �� /�WZ �"& !�	�। ��� -!�f�		 
I�! B�%@ ���������	 
����� �NT� -!A� /���	 -!A� $���	 ���m �.*��b��	� ITv�����!@ 
���� ���� ��	। B��� �"�Y�"	 N�	���� /$�% Pp� I$� %�[���� ��+@ ��	 %p-!�p����। 
��! $��� "�� -	 ��A�@ $�� �	!�	।    

��� �*��! '������Z	 '�� ��A�!� "+��� '��#��� �P "�+ )�!�� ���	। -	 i�A� !�	&, 
')�� ��a	 ����� ��	��	 �� ������	 '�, ����+� I�! �)* P ���� "��� � B�� �� 
���.�� /��%����% !�	P ��P+� ��+�, �![� /.�� /��%�����%	P �����% ��A�। ���@�! B�	� 
$�+%� ���� /N�+�[ -�� bU��!� I���+� XYZ �����	 ���!P �.* /	���[- -@�A@ �U� !)�। -@ 
��� �AbU�� P I*�* ��� -!@b��� I��W� "�+�[।    

���3 �� ��� �WK�	 ���� ���� P �)*��� ���"���*� ��! /)�! ����� ���� "��। ��� 
B����	 ��	&� -@ /�, �� ���� P �)* -��� ����"	 ��@�	 	�+�[। ���������	 '�+ '���A 
/��!@ /!� � /!� b��� 
����� ����	 ���% $�3� �[��। ���� ���� �*�j�� �*�j�� �� �A�	 
e � "�+�[, �� ��	Z%�)�, �� �*�%, ��n�����!��, I�*�N�	, ���3�	 !��"� 0�	 0�	 %�3 
e�p�[। -	 ��	��& I���� !	� !�p। ��[�3� ��	� ��n $��3P �[� - � �!2 ��)2 P '���S+� 
-�� '���� ��������	 �*��! �z�	��। ��@ ����"	 !�$ � U&2 "�+�[ �� ��� ��+ �। /�� P 
������	 �)* ����"	 !�$ ��@ /!�� ��3�� ���	, /�C ����+ /�l[���	 /��C&� /�+� -�@ ��� 
+। -	 $* ���2 ��	S�� P ��S+��	 '�+�$।    

����� ���+	 $* B����	 '!�Q	 B+�; �i��	 B����	 /��!��P ��� N�	$। -@ I���+ 
-@ ����� !��$	 !���� ��0��+ ��� �� b����	 ��C+। ��� B�	� I���* ����	 ��.* ¢�x���+ 
��3�[��� -�� ���U	 �#� "�+�[ ���� 
����� �����S�T �)* P �����	 �b�fbU�� 	�N� "�+�[, 
���2��+ - !)� ��� ��+। -� -	 ��!�� P eg+�	 I��.� 	��� ���। �)* P ���� ���" !	�� 
�%�+ B����	 /� I�b��� "�+�[ ���� - !)� ��� ��+।    

������ ����"	 /.�� B����	 '�Nm� �[� �*��! -�� /��������। �*�j%� /��%����% [�3�P 
- e�q��* B�	� ���bg ���+ �����!�+ ����� '!�� !�	�[ -�� ���j����� ����, ��.� 
'��K�, �����!�	 �r	, �a�%�	 -�� @e�+ ��	C��	 !�2!�2��" ���bg /`&�	 $%�&	 !��[ 
/'	& !�	�[ !�+! "�$�	 '����� �!� iv�$!b��� B����� ��3� /����। '���A 	�$���!, 
[��, `��! -�� !WC! ��%p�	 ���)@ /��%����% !	� "�+�[- �!� ��%�b��� +, �*�j%�b��� 
/!e /!e ���+ /%�[ �$
 ����"	 ������। B����	 $���� B����� ��3� � ����	 !�	& 
�"���� B�	� i�A ��C+ �.* !�	�[ : ')��, @��"���	 XYZ � �!2 I��N���, ��	 #�� ��� 
!����*! ���C@ ������ ���" �� ��	.& !�	 )��! -�� ����+, �b�f"� ���+- ����C !�	 
!��	� !��	� '���S+�+ B����	 �� "�+�[ /�, @��"�� '&+�	 '�Nm��A �	!�	� "P+�+ -	 ���� 
P �V�K�� � �!2 ��x	�     
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[+ 

��)m ��^"� -�� #�� ������ '���	 ���*�� ��	!�Q� @��"���! ��W� !	�	 ��	���2 
I�U&2��%��	 ������!@ /� ��x	� /�� ��+�[। �*��! �*�j%� /��%�����%	 ���*�� -@ ���*� 
B�	� I�!A� !��A�+ e�p�[। �	!�	� e��*��%	 !�	�& @��"���	 �	��.�� � �!2 /� B���, �� 
B����	 ���� ��X�� �	� !	�� ��� B�	� �� !�	।    

-[�3�P B�	� �.* !�	�[, -� I��!	 !��[@ ���� P �)*��� 	�+�[ �� ��x	� "��[�3� 
!	�� 	�$� । I��!@ �![� /[�3�[, �![� "��� /	�� ���+�[। B��	 !��	� !��	� '�*���, 
������� ��	��� "�� /�X�� I�! /��� ���b	 ez� "�+ ep�� ���	। B�	� �U� �����	 #�A�!�� 
/	�� I�!�!@ ��x	 �U� !�� /#	� ���+�[। - /.��P I��!@ #�A�!�� 	���	P �����% ���� 	�$� 
"�- I)2�z ��x	 "���	 �����A ��� /�	@ !�	� b��C*��	 B��+। �	!�	 ���� ����"	 �*����	 
/!� I�G2*�c ��� !�	�। #�� ���� ��P+�	 $* B�	� �*�j%� I��	�� P '+�� N����� ���	, 
B@%� N�� �W�m !	�� ���	 �। I)N - !)�P ���* /�, 
�������S�T ���� ���@ $���+ 
@��"���	 XYZ�U&2 e�!	&, ���! �*�j%�b��� �� '��K�%�b��� !��.%� !�	 	��� e�N� +। 

-@ ���% B�	� iv��	 ���% e��� !�	 /�, -@ '!Q �Y "��	 B�%@ 
����� ����	 ����m 
/����	 I�!�! B�	� "��	�+�[। #�� ��x��	 !��[ 	�.� ������ ��P+�	 �!��� ��x��	 
��.�z!�	 �"�&	 �����% /)�! B�	� ���� "�+�[।    

-@�� �������£	 ���*@ B����	 -�%�+ /��� "�+�[। #�� B����	 -����S�T /� ���+�� 
J�	� "�+�[ �� I����	 S�A ������� -�� b��C*��	 �����	 /.�� 'V� !	�� �"�+! "�� 
���	। /� �)*%� #�x! /)�! ���L �� �U	& "P+� �	!�	। ��� "�� I'!���� ������ /)�! �!��� 
b��C*�� B�	� ������ ��%W"�� "�� �� /)�! ��2�N !�	 I���	j �� '!�� !�	 -@ #�x! �U	�&	 
/Nm� !	� ����। /���-������	 i¤��* ���� ����"	 /Nm� I�*�"� 	��� -!�T $Y	� ���@ B�	� 
�� !�	। - ��	� .�� "�� - !�$ i�"�	 "��, -��! -A� � U&2 !	� I��� "�+ ep�� ��	। - 
�*����	 ��+� !�2�UN� ��#���+! "�� ��^" /@।    

���� -�� �)* '���&*!	�&	 $* �	!�	 +-���*����m -!�A '���&*!	& !���A %p !�	 
(��	��m Fm�*)।    

8�!� ��n���*���+	 '�j /'�-b�@� N*��c�	 '�*�� @��"����� '�#�	 ��#$���" !��	 -@ 
'���&*!	& !���A	 /N+�	�*�।    

    
!���A	 ���*	� "�� !���A	 ���*	� "�� !���A	 ���*	� "�� !���A	 ���*	� "�� ::::    
Gv ����"eq� B"��, '�#�	, @��"�� ��b�%, 8�!� ��n���*��+।    
Gv B���w���, '�#�	, ����� ��b�%, N¥��� ��n���*��+।    
Gv �#	 B�� B!^, ��	N��!, @���AeA I# �������� ���G$, 	�$��"�।    
Gv -���� "!, ��	N��!, 8�!� ��i�	।    
Gv /!, -�, !�	�, ��	N��!, $���+ B!2�@b� P �a�%�	।    
Gv /!, -�, �"��, �"���%� '�#�	, @��"�� ��b�%, 8�!� ��n���*��+।    
Gv ������ ��� "�Y, �"���%� '�#�	, 	������ ��b�%, 8�!� ��n���*��+।    
$�� "��� "��#$�� 	"��, ���*-��N�। 

'!�Q	 !�2��W^ ���2m ��a	 $* ������� ��[�@ !�	 '���&*!	& !���A	 ���� /�� !�	। 
'���&*!	& !���A /�X�� �b�2� P �"&���%* �! � �� ����������� ��N�@ !�	। !���A	 ��2�~� 
����T����+� /� �!� ���� P �)* '���&* ��� �"�� "+, /!����� /�X��@ ��a ITb�2j !	� 
"�+�[। ��a	 $* /��!W� �������	 �![� �![� !���A �!N !�	; �![� �� ���� P �)* �� ��a	 
ez!�C2	 $* /"�z $Y	� �� ����"	 $* ���2� /�। '!�Q	 �. /)�! ��x��	 -@ ���2� 
�)����* ��� !	�  
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��� 

"�+�[। ��� --/.�� I�! ��+ '!Q�! /�� i�" ���*�	 �~��� "�� "�+�[। -�!@ /��!�� 
%&*, ��	 P�	 
�b���! !�$ /��	 ���T i¤��* �����	 ���� '!�Q	 !�2���	 �"���� /��� 
"�+�[। ���P !�2�	� /��% /)�!�[ -�� I��!��� /.��@ �#�P "�+�[। ��� ���" �)����+ 
"+��� "+�, I�! ��+ %�3�+ /%�[। #�� �������C �����$ I�*�+ /��% !	�� "�+�[। 
����Cb��� �AbU�� �� ��!�� -@ ��	���� '!A "�+ /��� ���+�[�। e��"	&
�� ��� ��+ /�, 
9<:; ����	 �U� /%�$A ����r�A ��P+� ���L� �। �AbU�� ���	 $* B�	� '���&* �a /)�! -@ 
����r�A e�W� !�	। �!� '���&*!	& !���A ���U	 ��� �U� ���� ��!��	 �.����। ��@ �U� 
���� ����"	 /Nm� ��b��� /+� "+। 8�!� /%�$�A -@ ����r [��� "+�। /!��!��� /%�$�AP +। 
@�����* �AbU�� ���A /'�� N�� ��+। -@ /%�$�A	 #�@� /��!N.�	 IT	��� �[�, "p�z I* 
!�%�$	 V��	 /b�	 �U���U��	� I���+ ��P+� ��+। ���$��q ���	 	�A B����	 �U� ���� 
��x$�� �%�+ I��	��� ��	`��	 �	P �� ��P+� ��+�। -	 �U� !�� ���� "�@�!��A2 	�+�[। B� 
��� "+�। ���	�� �� e�W��	 B!��	@ �%�+�[। - /)�! '���&*!	& !���A	 ��!��	 !�$ ���x� 
P ��K� !	�	 $* IA� B�" P BT�	!��@ �*j "+। '!�Q	 !�2�	�P ��x��	 -@ I�bU��	 �)����* 
��2��� ���+�[; ��x��	 ���2����� ��0��+� !��	 !�	�, '�+ /.��@ �#� "�+�[। �AbU�� ��� 
������U" !����S� I���+� ��$��� "�+�[। I*�* ���	 �����	 /�����P !����� -@ ��� 
I��W� "�+�[। '���A ���@ ��2M P !���u� /�+� "�+�[। /�C ��� ��)� "�L �!� ���	 ��2M 
-�� !���u�; #�� ��p!��	 ��. /!� ��� !� B�[ �� -!$�	 $�� ��� "��। 
 

'���&*!	& !���A	 ����T �[� ������U" �U� /� b�C�+ B�[ ����@ [��� "��; �!� !��2�.�� 
-�� ����C I������ /��� /�+। ����� P @��	$� b�C�+ �U� ����X�� B�	� ��!�� �� ���+�[। 
��[�3� ei2, �"^�, B	�� P Y� b�C�	 /�� �![� XYZ�U&2 ���� I�����" ��!��	 ITb�2j "�+�[। 
o��^�b�+, #	���, $��2�, $���� P @�^����+ 'bW�� b�C�+ /�� �![� ���� P �)* )�!� ���P 
��	 I���� !	� -�� ��a /����	 �� /�+� -�P ����	 "+�। -X�� b��C*��	 $�* $�� 
	@�। '���O!�� P ��	��		 !)� ����N� !�	 /!� /!� ���� ���.r !	� "�+�[, ��� /� /.�� 
B�	� ����Cb��� �.* /	���[ ���� �U��	 ��!W�� � ��A। 

 

��2��� B����	 ����" '�+ ���3 �� ��� �WK�	 ���� P �)*��� $�� "�+�[। -	 /b�	 9; 
"�$�	 �WK� [��� "�L। ���! ���� P �)*��� [���	 ��@�	 	�+ ����। -[�3� ����"	 '�S+� I�*�"� 
)�!�+ B	P ������ ��%W"�� "��। -X��	 XYZP !� +। I)2�z -X��	 P�	 %��C&� !	� -�� 
��	 P�	 �b�f !�	 '!Q-'!���� ��X��	 ��@�	P �� �)* ������ ���j����� P 
����� ��� 
��S�T �a '!���	 ����� I���	� /)�! ����। - �����% �¦���	� !	� /�� P $���	 
��)2@ 
-!�T I��	"��2। !�	& - � �!2 �� /��� �V�K �)*��� $��� $��� ��	�� B����	 I����� �� 
/��� �b�2� P �L� "��। ��[�3� - B����	 IT I��'	&�	 ez�; ��@ - � �!2� '���A [� �	� 
�§, ���+Z P B��" ��	�.� !	� /�� P �	!��		 J��! !�2��*	 ITb�2j। �V� '�+ '���A 
Bh��N� /��@ ����	 Ib�*��+	 ��O $�3� �A���� ��S�T �)*��� ����"	 $* ��+� 
B!2�@b� '��K� !�	 )��! -�� - ����"	 !�$ P -	 P�	 %��C&�	 !�2�UN� I�*�"� 	���। 
���������	 ���j����� P 
����� ����	 �*����	 - �����	 ��0��+ !	�	 �����% �W�m ���b��� 
�	!�	- ����Cb��� - !�	�& /�, - ������ - /���	 ��20�		 $����	& I���"& !�	�[��, �� 
�� ���� ����	 ���% /��%����% �� �W�� ����, �� �� �)* B!2�@b�--	 ���" ��W��	  !	�� 
)�!��। - �����% ��m !	� ib2�%*$! [�3� B	 �![�@ ��� ���� �। 

 

'!�Q	 ����� ��	��& ���� P �)*��� ����"	 !��$ 
�v¨U�2b��� ��3� ���+ ��x	� B����	 
�"����%�� !�	�[ ����	 �!��! $��@ BT�	! �*���। - ��2��+ �![� '��K�, ��%p, �*�j P 
!�2�	 �� ����Cb��� e������%*। 8�!� ��i�	, ����� -!��G��, 8�!� ��n���*��+ �a�%�	, /!��+ 
�����! ��@�©	�, �������� I�$�	b�	 ��@�©	�, J��! ����� ��@�©	�, $���+ ���� ��@�©	� -�� 
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BA 
$���+ B!2�@b� P �a�%�	 ���bgb��� B����	�! ��"��* !�	�[। �������� /'� @���AeA, 

N¥��� ��n���*��+ ��i�	 -�� ���$��	 !���!A�	A "��P B�	� �![� ���� P �)*��� /��+�[। 
-[�3� �)* �(&��+, '��	.� �(&��+, �		�� �(&��+, �������� ��N���+ �a�%�	 -�� ����	! 
/%��+^� ��	�r	 (�G, -�, B@)--	 /�l$�* �����*! ����-�0���$ B�	� ���" !	�� /��	�[। 
��x��	 ��S+ �"����%��	 $* B�	� ��x��	 '�� !W���� ��� !	�[। 

�*�j%� e��*��% P �*�j%� ���" /)�! I��! ������ ���+ '!Q�! ��"��* !�	�[। 
��x��	 ���* �![� �� -��� e��� !	� ���@ ��%� �� !	�[। '�j 	����� ��N�	��� B�� ��ª� 
/Nl��	� �![����*! �U�*�� ���� '!Q�! ���+�[। ������ ���������	 
����� B�^�� -�� 
���!2 !�����	 �����*! ���� -, -�, -, ��"��	 /�l$�* B�	� /��+�[। '���� �������� 
B�^���	 ���% $�3� I��! ��x��	 ������ '!Q�! ���+�[। ��x��	 ���* �	��� 	����� 
	e#, B�$$�� "! bU@+�, Gv -���� "!, B��	 B��, ����P+�� /"��� P $�"	eq� B"���	 
�� e������%*। ����� "�� �![� �U�*�� ���� ���p�+�[ ��"��i� "! -�� /��^!�	 @©��"� 
/��"�~�। ���$�%	 �	!�	 -�� 
��� ����� /����		 ������ ����"	 /.�� ����	 ��"��*-
�"����%��	 !)� B�	� ���W� "�  � ��x	� "�� "��� /�l�#! @���, �Pi� B"��, ��ªi� 
"���, B�i� �����, /��©� �fXr, ������ ��� /Nl��	� P B��%�	 !��	। �AbU�� ��2��+	 �![� 
XYZ�U&2 ���� ���+ ��"��* !�	�[ ��	eq� e�	, !�$� $�#	 B"��, I$+ 	�+, @���@� 
/��"�~�, ��� �	!�	, /�� B�i� $���, Gv ��ª�-e	-	"�� -�� B���� "!। @��� !���	 
%���, �����w��� ���, ez�� !��T �	, 
� /Nl��	� P /	$� /��0�! 
����� ����	 ���� P 
�)*��� ���+�[। e����� �!��! B�	� BT�	! �*��� $���L। -[�3� B����	 ����� ����"	 
��	�A !�2!���	 ���% $�3� 	�+�[ B	P I��!। -@ 
Q ��	��	 ��x��	 '��*�!	 �� e��� 
!	� ��� +। B����	 B!2�@b�--	 ���� ��	.& ����+ ��x��	 �!��	 �� �������	 ez� 
�"���� ����� 	�+�[। ��x��	�!P �*���।    

���� P �)*��� ��*�� ��N�@�+	 /.�� '���&*!	& !���A	 I��� !W����	 ���) �	& !	�[। 
!���A	 ���*%& �	� J��2, �§ P B�" �"!��	 �������	 '���O!�� P �U�* ��N�	 !�	�[। ��x	� 
��� �������	 ��*�� ��N�@ !�	�, '!�Q	 eg+ -�� ����C !�	 ����U�"	 �)*��W�� P /�l!�2 
�W��	 $* �U�*�� �	���2 ���+�[। - /.�� B�	� ����Cb��� !���A	 /N+�	�*� '�#�	 ��#$���" 
!���		 !)� BT�	!b��� ���% �	& !	�[।    

���� ���" �� X��	 '!���	 �*����	 �������� �	!��		 �)* �(&��+�! �*��� $��@। -@ 
���% �������� �	!��		 ��F& ��b�% -�� �� �'M��2--	 '��P B�	� !W���� 
�!�	 !	�[।    

�����C B	P !�+!$�	 !)� ���� "+- 
����� ����	 �������" ��X��	 /�[� 	�+�[ 
��x��	 I_�T `� P �	�� ����, ��x	� -@ '!�Q	 N�	$ %��C!- J�+� B� ª����	 	���, 
B#�� /Nl��	�, ��" B"�� /	$� -�� P+��"i� "!। ������ N�!�		 ���+�Z +- %��C&�	 «W"� P 
'!�Q	 !��$	 ���% -!�h��+ ��x	� ���� P �)*��� ����"	 !�$ "�� �Y !�	 ������U�"	 
���", ��[�@, � ���+ �"�+��, /'�!�� J�	�!	&, ��F& ������-��2��� !�$ ����� P ��!�&2 
���+	 ���* � g !�	। -[�3� ��!���	 ��n�� P 	���� NS��2�	 `� P �K�	 !)� e������%*। 
'����! ��! /)�! B�i� "�����	 %b�	 ���+Z���� -�� �	�� �z�	�� '!�Q	 
�b���! 
!�$!�2 I�*�"� 	���� ��"��* !�	�[।    

���������	 
����� ���� ��x	� Bh��� ���+�[, ��x	� ��2���� "�+�[, ��x	� �*�% 
�!�	 
!�	�[, ��2�*��� '��!U� ��	���� ��x	� /���'��	 ������� I��� /	���[, ��x	� B����	 !��2	 
��) '�� ��"U��2	 /'	&�
�� ��x��	 �!��	 e�q�� %b�	 `�� P BT�	! !W���� ��� !�	 

����� ����	 �������	 -@ ���" B�	� /���	 ����C	 "��� ���� ���L। 

    
    "��� "��#$�	 	"��    

� ��!    
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�����$�����$�����$�����$    
���������	 
����� ����	 @��"�� '!�Q	 ����! ��	N��! $�� "��� "��#$�	 	"���	 

B!��! �W��*	 �	 �)* �(&���+	 i’$ e���N� �![�!�� '!�Q	 ���+�Z �[�� -�� -	�	 
��	N���!	 ���+Z B��	 P�	 I�2 !	� "+। "��� "��#$�	 	"���	 $��q��+ '!�Q	 !�$ 
��K�b��� -�%�+ N��[� ��� ��� N�	 ���	 ���F� �� /��� /��� /��	�[�� B	 [+ �� ��F�&	 
$* /'�� ��p��� "�+�[�। -@ '!Q ��0��+�	 $* ��x	 BT�	! ez��" P �	�� ��	`��	 !)� 
B�	� �`��N�f �	& !	�[।  


����� ����	 @��"���	 ������ ��!� P ��F�&	 XY���+Z � �!2 ����m �!�� ��N� 
�[��। #�� "��� "��#$�	 	"���	 �W��*	 �	 '!�Q	 !��$	 
�b���! %�� �*�"� "+�। 
'���&*!	& !���A	 %p �U�2���� )��! -�� -@ !���A !�W2! I������� '!�Q	 ITb�2j /!� 
��C+ ��	��2 !	� "+�। �U��2 %W"�� ���	 �b�f�� -�� !�2	� %��C! P I�#� !�2N�	���	 ��+ 
'!�Q	 I���m !�$ N��� )��!। ��� '!�Q	 $* ��2��	� ���+	 ��������	 $* ���� P 
�)*��� ���" -�� /�X���	 � ��� ��%�zb��� !	�� "�+�[ ��� ���� ����U�"	 S� I���+� 
��F�&	 ��	����"!�� 	.� !	� ��+�। /!� /!� ���	 ��C+ � �!2� ��2�r ���� P �)*'��r	 
���H@ ��	 -!��� !�	&।  

'���&*!	& !���A !�W2! I������� bU��!��A �	��2� ��X����P I��	���2�b��� ��g��� !	� 
"�+�[। B����	 �U� �.* �[� ��X��� �������	 ���* X&%� P ����%� ���u�* I.�g 	��� -�� 
���2m ���+	 ���* �!� ���	 ��F& P '!��� � g !	�। - !�$ ��K�b��� !	�� ��	��@ ���+Z 
���� B�	� ��)2 "�+�[ ��� b���� ��	�।  

 

/! -� /��"��  

 



 
 
 

���������	 
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���� '�Ov ��� ����� ���� '�Ov ��� ����� ���� '�Ov ��� ����� ���� '�Ov ��� ����� ((((����))))    
    
    ���������	 
����� B�^���	 ��� ��2��+	 �����+ !�2!���	 ������U" �� ��� 
��b�$ !	� "�+�[। bU��!�	 N��)2 �WK�+ - �H�� B���N� !	� "�+�[। 
 
 ��2�� ��� ����� (�) '¬f� !	� "�+�[ ���$�%	 �	!�	 %p��f	 !��� ���������	 
���bg /�t�		 ��� �z�	���! /!� !�	। ����	&b��� $�-$���@ /)�! ��* �G��H�	 "����	 
���"�	 NU3�T Bh���2& ��2T /�t�	 /�t�	 ��%�p� ����	 ��	� '���	���U�! �[� �, �� �[� 
/!��+ !����	 I��, ��%�p� P BS�&����। ���$�%�	 I��K� /�t	 !����	��	 ��~�� (�Wv 
9-=, �:�-:7) %W"�� !��2S��	 �	 ���������	 ��� 
����� ��� S��v - �� �" !�	। e����� 
���+	 ����	 J����m	 $�*@ ��� ����� (�)--	 -@ ��	!Q�।  
 

��� ����P ���	& ���" P ��g��� !	� �[� I�*T i�" !�$। ���!��� /�t	��U�"	 
J��^ �A����	 ��	����"! ���	& I�! /.�� 	�.� "�� ���	�। - !�	�&, ���� ��	� 
'�*.b��� $�3� ���*�v ����	 ��.�z!�	, ����� '����� P �a 'bW���! -��� '�)��! ���� 
�"���� �"& !	� "�+�[। -[�3�, ��-���!�+ '!���� ���	&P �![� -���[।  

  
��.�z!�	X��	 /���	b�% ����� -!��G��	 I�%�bU� $���+ 
�����	 @��"�� ��	C� 

($���@,5�-�G��H	, 5E)--	 e��*��% %W"��। � P E � /�t	 !����	�+-�©�%�G+�	 ����� 
/����		# (�Wv 5E) P /�$	 /$��	� /!, -� ��#e��" (�Wv �::)--	 ��.�z!�	�" !�+!�A ����� 
-!��G��	 %��C! $�� ��!���	 ��n�� �*�j%�b��� �"& !�	�[��। -X�� -��� /�t	 I����	 
��*0 !	� "�+�[। 

 
')�� /�t	 !����	��	 ��.�z!�	 �� ��x��	 	�N� ���	&��U�"	 ���*�� /�t�		 �A���� 

e��N�	 /Nm� !	� "�+�[, ��	 �W)! ���	���� ���-/�t	 !����	�W^ -�� I*�* ���j�������	 
�j�* ��g��� /%�A� /�t�		 �A�	 �*��!�� ���� �	� "�+�[। -[�3�, 
���������	 ��%p!, 
I�+��� %&���"�	 ���* �� �®G� #�@A�	��	 (/%�	�� /����) ��.�z!�	 P ����	 �H�� '�f 
���	& -�� ��-���!�+ '!���� ��	�&	 ��"���*P 	&��%�	 �A�'��"�! �)���� B	P «m !�	 
���� �	�	 /Nm� !	� "�+�[। -��� 5� /�t	 I���+! /�v !�2� (I�v) !�$� �Yw����	 
��.�z!�	 �� ��x	 �$
 /!��� '����� /�P+� ��� "+�- ��.�z!�	 '���� ��� I.��� ��� 
!	�[। ���� ��x	 bU��!� �H�� ���-/�t	 '����	 '�f �&2�+ (�Wv EE;-E=5) $�� ����। 
I�	���!, ��-�G--#-�������� ��� ���"�	 ��%�p� �� �©�%G /#��2--	 I*�� ‘/$G’ /#���2 
(�Wv 75=-;:<) -	 �U� !����	 �$+�e	 	"�� (�	��2��� /�v /$��	� P 	�����)- -	 
��.�z!�	P ���" !	� ��� "+� ��x	 I!���W��*	 !�	�&। -@ /#��2 /!� ���2m /�t�		 IT%2� � 
)�!��� - ��C+ B���� ���	���� (�Wv 75=) ���W� "�+�[। -�� - �*����	 � �©�%�G	 ����	! 
I�#��	��	 '�f ���	&��U�"	 �*��! ��"���* /P+� "�+�[। I* i�A �©�%G /#��2- ‘/!’ /#��2 (�Wv 
5E) -�� ‘-�’ /#��2 (�Wv �::)- -	 ��� �z�	�� P %p ��S�T �)*��� -���[ -��	 �U� 
!����	��+	 �$
 �&2�+। 

 
���������	 ��� ����� /!�� ������@ ����� �[� �, �� /l -�� ��������P �¦���	� 

"�+�[�। �������� /l���"�	 %p P ��	 I���	���U�"	 ���	& ����� ��.�z!�	 �b�f! 
�)*	��$�� (�Wv ;9:-;�9) -�� ��j��� /)�! '�!���� ���!�	 ���	 (�Wv ;�9-;��)। I���, 
�������� ���� ���"�	 %p P ��	 ��� �z�	��	 ��.* ��P+� ���� �������� ��� ���"� (��-�G-
-#)- -	 �z!��� 
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��	 
 
/G���A N�# I� ��# -+�	 b�@� ���2�� -, /!, �^!�	 (�Wv ;�E) -�� !*��¯ B�i� ��f�	 (�Wv 
;=>)- -	 b�C*। ���������	 
����� ���� /��G!*�� /!�	 P ��%*�� /!�	P %p !	� "�+�[�। 
����� B!��	 "��P -	� �W)! �f� ��+ !�2�z�	। -��	 �z�	�� �H��P �![� �)* ��g����� 
"�+�[ �)�S�� ;�= P ;�> �WK�+। 

 
'��*! /�t�	 ���j���"�	 NU3�T ���2	 �3�@ � �!2 -!�A '����� /�P+� "�+�[ /%�A� 

	&��%�	 ��	���� ���� �	�	 $* (�Wv ;�<-;E5) -�� -	 �	@ ��!-b�	� ����	 ��0W� /'.���A 
�U�2���$��3 b�	��+ ��� ���"�	 ��� �z�	��	 ���	& (b�	��+ �U� /)�! B"�	�) ������$� 
"�+�[। b�	��+ ���"� P �������� ���"� ���� %�3 e�p�[� -@ !���। -��	 /�l) !��2S�, 
"����	 ���"�	 ��Y�� ��	N���� -��	 °� /�l) ����	! I�b��X�� -�� /� ���	 ��#�*$! 
NU3�T ��	����r �H�� ��*! ��	&� ��P+� ���� - ���	�&। 

 
��� ������	 ��2��+ ��-�G--#--	 %p �[� NU3�T ��2	! �A�। �����! ��� ±*��A�$ '&+, 

	&�.��! ���bg ������$! /�t�	 ��b�$, -�� -X���� J���*. ��+�%, �©�%G /#��2 %p, �� 
����	! I�#��	 /¥�� P ����	 ��+�%, /l P ���� ���"� %p, %&���"� (�®G� #�@A�	) %p P 
'��.& 'bW�� �����+ XYZ�U&2 ��C+ �[� ��-�G--#--	 �+(&���। - �H�� �������� ��� 
���"�	 ��2����+! /$��	� B��e� %�& P����	 -!�A �U&2��% ��.�z!�	 ������$� "�+�[ - 
���	 ��	���m (�Wv ;;<)। 
�����	 �	�	@ %W"�� P ��x	@ �������� - ��.�z!�	�A ���������	 

����� ����	 �����! /'�.� e��N� 'bU� ��"��* !	��। 

 
%&���"� ��� ��	�N� /%�	�� ���j�������	 bU��!� �[� 
����� ���� ����C XYZ�U&2। - 

���"� %�3 e�p�[� "�$�	 "�$�	 �Y& [��-���! ��+। /�t	-���-/�t�		 BP��+ -	� 'N�b��� 
��S+ �[� /���	 Ib*T�	 I��	�� B��� "��	 ���*�� "����	 ���"��! '���+� ���2�0 !	�	 
!��$। ��)*	 
Q��	 �Y -��	 I�U�2 ��"��!���U&2 ���N� P ����� !�2!���	 ����* I��@ 
��2�� ��� '��#��� "�+�[। 

 
��.�z!�	X���� ��&2� �A����	 ��	����"!�� P !����S��!��	 P�	 ��!2 i�m 	��� "�+�[, 

� ���+ I�! /.�� ����C&�h! �&2� P ���	��W�f ��	"�	 !�	 ��� �A� ��	�����! 	��� "�+�[, 
-�� ��F& '��� -3���	 �)����* '+�� /P+� "�+�[। ��� I�L�!W� i’-!�A ²�A 	�+ /%�[। 
���* e������%*, 9 � /�t�		 ��� �&2�!�	���	 ���* ������ @����--	 (�Wv =�) �� I���F� 
/)�! /%�[। 

 
$���+ 
�����	 ��� �3�@�+	 /.�� ����	&�v /���A "�+ )��!, ���� /%��, ���������	 

/%�A� bU��@ �[� 	&�.�����C। �� ')�%� �~��-���� P ����C2, ��0	 I*������, /%�	��, �����!, 
/l !����� P J����!��	 ��	Z�U&2 iv��"��! I�b��� -�� ����	 ����� B�h�z��%2 ��	�U&2 �[� 
- 	&�.�। -	 '���A �A�	 ��)*��	 �����2!��� '+������.। -��� '!�Q	 ���2m-!�� 
��	��	 /� ��	��& �)* ���" !	� /%�[, ��	@ �b�f�� ��a	 ����� B+��	 ���! �.* /	�� 

���� ����	 ��� ���2	 �A��! /�t�	 /�t�	 ��*0 !�	 -!�A '�����Z��� �N� e���� !	� 
"�+�[।    

------------------------------------ 
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����r����r����r����r    

8�!�, �E/� B%� 9<55 

    

�-�)*/7@-�;/55/797>9-
����� ������	 @��"�� 	N�	 e�q��* J��! �����	 '�j 
� ��! $�� "��� "��#$�	 	"���! �)* P /���	 �(&���+ ����C b�	'�r I�#��	 ��� 9<55 
��	 9�� $���@ "@�� $
��)2 -! �z��		 $* N��j �b�f�� ��+�% !	� "@�।  

 

�। N��j	 ��2����+� ��� ��x"�	 /�� P I*�* �������� ��@��।  

 

	�����	 B���S��- 

B�i� /���"�B�i� /���"�B�i� /���"�B�i� /���"�    

e�-��N� 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

N. 51/2/78-Dev/231       Dated 18-7-1978 

 

RESOLUTION    

In connection with the Writing and Printing of the History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberation the Government have been pleased to constitute and Authentication 

Committee for the Project "Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberation" with the following members :  

 
1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir   Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University. 

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed   Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar 

University. 

3. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda  Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies, 

Rajshahi.  

4. Dr. Enamul Huq Director, Dacca Museum. 

5. Dr. K. M. Mohsin  Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca 
University 

6. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun  Associate Professor, Deptt of Political Science, 

Dacca University. 

7. Dr. Ahmed Sharif  Professor and Chairman, Deptt. of Bengali, Dacca 

University.  

8. Dr. Anisuzzaman  Professor, Deptt. Bengali, Chittagong University 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman  O.S.D., History of Bangladesh War of Liberation 

Project.  

The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee :  

 
(a) To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 

included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation.  

(b) To determine validity and price of documents are required for the purpose.  

 

 

Syed Asgar Ali 

Section Officer. 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 
N. 51/2/78-Dev/10493/(25)      Dated 13-2-1979 

 

RESOLUTION 

In Partial modification of Resolution issued under No. 51/2/78-Dev/231. dated 

18.7.78 Govt. have been pleased to reconstitute an Authentication Committee for the 

Project "Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh war of Liberation" with the 

following members :  

 

1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir   

Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University. 

Chairman 

2. Prof. Salahuddin Ahmed  

Chairman, Deptt. of History, Jahangirnagar University. 

Member 

3. Dr. Anisuzzaman  

Prof. Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University. 

Member 

4. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda  

Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies, Rajshahi. 

Member 

5. Dr. Enamul Huq  

Director, Dacca Museum. 

Member 

6. Dr. K. M. Mohsin  

Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University. 

Member 

7. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun  

Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca University. 

Member 

8. Dr. K. M. Karim 

Director, National Library and Archives, Dacca. 

Member 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman  

O.S.D., History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project. 

Member-

Secratary 

2. The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 

To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 

included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

To determine validity and price of documents required for the committee. 

 
 

M. A. Salam Khan 
Section Officer 
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"। "� $�%�	 ��&�'� ����	 ���	()    ---      " 
   -+�����) $�,	 (.�)) 	�0�-1� 2����   ---      " 
    -"� $�%�		 ����� $3�	�� .���	�   ---    45 
 
6। "� $�%�	 ��&�'� ����	 7	8 ���	(    ---    9: 
    -+�����) ������ 2���� 
   -��;�<��	) $�,	 ��=0�,�	 	=��    ---    >6 
    -��;�<��	) ���� ������	 ��?@���   ---      >: 
 
5। 6� $�%	 8 ‘$�’ $0���B	 ��� ���	(    ---   C5 
 -��;�<��	 �D�3�E��	 ����� $����		0   ---   C5 
 
4। 6� $�%�		 ��� �F��B .G��G	 +�H ���	(   ---   "4> 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 721�I    ---   "4> 
 -Daturmura Theatre     ---   "4J 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 3�00�	     ---   "95 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 2����@���    ---   "CK 
 -��;�<��	) $�) ��B� $��L0� �����   ---   "C" 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 �=�M� 2����    ---   "C5 
 -��;�<��	) �G��N O���� ���	    ---   "C9 
 -+�����) $�,	 ,�0	 2���    ---   "CJ 
 -��;�<��	) ������	 $�,	 ��<0	 	=��   ---   "J4 
 -��;�<��	) ������	 7�M� 8��=��    ---   ":K 
 -��;�<��	) ������	 $3���� 7�P��    ---   ":5 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 ����	 7��1	 $=���   ---   ":4 
 
9। 5� $�%	 8 ‘R�’ $0���B	 ��� ���	()    ---   ":: 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 $,��	� $�, R�, ��01T�=  ---   ":: 
 
>। 5 � $�%�		 ��� ����U .G��G	 ���	(   ---   6"C 
 -��;�<��	) �D�3�E��	 R�, R, ���    ---   6"C 
 -��;�<��	) $�) ��B� $3���� $=��� ����B� ��  ---   6": 
 -��;�<��	) ����2 70��� $=���    ---   666 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 $��L $��=�V� �����	   ---   665 
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-��;�<��	) $�,	 ����� O�� ��X�    ---  665 
-+�����) $�,	 R�, R, Y�Z2��    ---  669 

 
C। 4� $�%�	 ��&�'� ����	 ���	()    ---  659 
 -��;�<��	) �D�3�E��	 ��H	[ �H     ---  659 
 
J। 4� $�%�		 ��� �F��B .G��G	 +�H ���	(   ---  649 
 -��;�<��	) $�) ��B� $��=�V� 7�M	 	�   ---  649 
 -����	 E���	�)      ---  69J 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 8����1@���          ---  6CJ 
 
:। 9� $�%�	 ��&�'� ����	 ���	(    ---  6J5 
 -��;�<��	) $�) $,��	� (.�)) ��	 �8�� 7��  ---  6J5 
 
"K। 9� $�%�	 ��&�'� ��� �F��B .G��G	 ���	(  ---  6JJ 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 ���=	 1�I 7��[   ---  6JJ 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 R� R� �����    ---  6:K 
 -��;�<��	) $��) 	�0��� 7��    ---  6:6 
 -R��' .���	��	 �	���'B     ---  6:4 
 -��;�<��	) �,��� 7=�� ��=1�I 7�3�	   ---  6:> 
 
""। >� $�%�		 ��� �(B�     ---  6:J 
 -��;�<��	) R��	 Y�2� ���B�� R�, $�, ����	   ---  6:J 
 
"6। >� $�%�		 ��� �F��B .G��G	 +�H ���	(   ---  5K5 
 -��;�<��	) $�) ��B� $������	 $=���   ---  5K5 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 ����� ��=�	��	 	���   ---  5"K 
 -��;�<��	) \��� ���	 7��    ---  5"5 
 -��;�<��	) ������	 $�,	 $��) ���,� 1I�   ---  5"4 
 -��;�<��	) $��) �?@���     ---  5"J 
 -��;�<��	) $�) ��B� ���1	 	=��   ---  56" 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 $��) 7�M� �����   ---  56> 
 ���]����	 ^ �� (+�����)     ---  56J 
 
"5। C� $�%�	 ��&�'� ����	 ���	()    ---  554 
 -����	 &'��[�) �D�3�E��	 �3���1�I $�_��	�  ---  554 
 -Reorganization of Troops at Rajshahi  ---  ��� 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 (.�)) 	�0��� 2����   ---  54C 
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"4। C� $�%�	 ��&�'� ����	 7	8 ���	()   ---  59" 
 -+�����) E�) ��=����� 7��    ---  59" 
 -��;�<��	) ���� $��) 7��1T�=    ---  594 
 -��;�<��	) =������	 $��) 0��=1�I 7=��   ---  599 
 -���]����	 ^ �� (+�����)    ---  59> 
 -C� $�%�		 ���]���=�	 �<�	��    ---  59> 
 - Operation Avoya Bridge: ���1@���   ---  5>4 
"9। J� $�%�	 ��&�'� ����	 ���	()    ---  5>C 
 -��;�<��	) $�) ��B� R�, R, 8��� $�_��	�   ---  5>C 
 -��;�<��	) $�) ��B� R�, R �[�	    ---  5>: 
 
">। J� $�%�		 ��� �F��B .G��G	 ���	(   ---  5C6 
 -��;�<��	) $�) ��B� $��L��0,�	 	=��   ---  5C6 
 -��;�<��	) $�_�0�-2-2��=� $�_��	�    ---  5C4 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 7�M� =����    ---  5C> 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 .��� ����	 `a    ---  5CC 
 -��;�<��	) ������	 $�,	 ���	�1T�=   ---  5C: 
 -��;�<��	) ���� ������	 7�M� ��� ���'���	�  ---  5C: 
 -��;�<��	) �G��N 7�M� 3�    ---  5J" 
 
"C। :� $�%�	 ��&�'� ����	 ���	()    ---  5J6 
 -+�����) $�,	 (.�)) R�, R ,���   ---  5J6 
 
"J। :� $�%�		 ��� �F��B .G��G	 ���	()   ---  466 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 $��=�� 7�� 2���    ---  466 
 -��;�<��	) $�) ������ 7�	�0    ---  46C 
 -��;�<��	) $��) �?� O��     ---  46: 
 -��;�<��	) ����� 7�� �������	    ---  459 
 -��;�<��	) E�) $��=�V� ��=,�=�    ---  44" 
 -��;�<��	) 	��,� 7��	�     ---  446 
 -��;�<��	) �, �, ���	 7��    ---  445 
 -��;�<��	) �G��N (.�)) �?� O��   ---  444 
 
":। ""� $�%�	 ��&�'� ����	 ���	()    ---  44J 
 -��;�<��	) $�) ��B� (.�)) 7�� ���=	   ---  44J 
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-�����' .���	��	 �(B�     ---  49" 

 
6K। ""� $�%�		 ��� �F��B .G��G	 ���	()    ---  4>K 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 7�M� 7�,,    ---  4>K 
 -��;�<��	) ������	 $�,	 �,��1� =�   ---  4>5 
 -��;�<��	) ������	 $�����=1�I 7=��   ---  4>9 
 -��;�<��	) ��,��	 	=�� ��    ---  4>> 
 -��;�<��	) $�) ��B� R�, R, ��b�    ---  4>C 
 -"" � $�%�		 ����	 7	8 ���	(    ---  4C6 
 
6"। ‘$,E’ $0��B 3W 8 ��	 ��� 8 �<�	��)   ---  4C> 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 .�� 7=��    ---  4C> 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 7�� 7=�� $�_��	�   ---  4CC 
 -��;�<��	) �G��N ��=����	 	=��    ---  4J: 
 -��;�<��	) �G��N 7�M� ��2��� $�_��	�   ---  4:" 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 �,��� 3� ���'���	�   ---  4:9 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 $��=�V� 7����	 $=���   ---  4:> 
 -��;�<��	) �G��N =��0,1�I 7=��   ---  4:J 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 7�M� =����    ---  9K4 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 \��� �����	 	=��   ---  9K9 
 -2c $�d��	 3�B) �����	� ��� (+�����)    ---  9KJ 
 
66। �������� $_���=� 3W 8 ��	 ��� �<�	��   ---  9"K 
 -��;�<��	) $��) 	=��1T�=    ---  9"K 
 -��;�<��	) ���1� 7��     ---  9"4 
 -On the Water fronts-Spectacular Achievements ---  	�
 

 - Marine Commandos’ Vital Blow   ---  	�
 

 
65। �������� ���� ���=� 3W 8 ��	 ��� �<�	��)  ---  965 
 -��;�<��	) R��	 Y�2� ���B�� 7�M� ��	� $��e��	  ---  965 
 
64। ���Yb $�%�	 ����<�� �<�	��    ---  96> 
 -��;�<��	) ��B� $��=�V� ������ =�   ---  96> 
 
69। ���Yb $�%�	 $��3����3 �<�	��)    ---  96J 
 -��;�<��	) $�,	 R�, R2�, ��=�	    ---  96J 
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6>। ��f�U ��B��� ��&�'� ����	 ���	(    ---  96: 
 -+�����) $�,	 (.�)) 	�0��� 2����   ---  96: 
 
6C। ��� ���=�	 �<�	�� 8 .G�G +���d� �gG (+�����) ---  95J 
 

��	��h��	��h��	��h��	��h----    
 
6J। 
����� ���� �������� ��i ���=�	 	(��� 8 	(��_��)  
 -$,��	� R�, R, �, 8����	 ����� ��;�<��	  ---  99: 
 

�����,�����,�����,�����,----    
 
6:। �������� ���� ���=�	 �<�	��	 7	8 ���	(  ---  9>J 
 -+�����) �G��N 7�M� ��H�	    ---  9>J 
 
5K। �&Bj       ---  9C" 
 
 

----------- 
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������� ��� ����� 

�। ��� ����� ���� � ����� ����! ’�# $��!� �����%’ - ��'� ()�*) 
��,--.�-/���� ��� .0�, 2�-�, 

�34� 

........... 
�36� 

 

������ -,���7 
 

 �8/ '���/ 9�� 9:��� �;�- /��%� <%����/�7� <-��� ����� -�-���� .�=��> 
�?� @���। ��; �:A@�� �� 9� �B�� '> �;�� ��� ���C 9  �� ���- -�-���� 9-��� ��A�D 
�:���। ��E �� ��F�����% �G�H� ���; ���: ����� �/�D���। <�@ I��J��: -�%-��� �EH� -��� 
�� 9����� ���� ��?�% K�J -����। LC-�G�H� ���> 9��� E�� �B�� -H-� ���� ��F @���। 
��� �� 3 �। 
 
 )�E� -�-���% 9�� �MN!J )����E� 9:O-। ���� �P��� Q�� �-D�#! ��%E��� -��� 
�� <- �  >��R Q�C� -����। ��� S�/Q���- ����� �������� 9��J �@T�-�%� J��� ��% ����। �-O 
���� 9��J �@T�-�%� J�� ��U�' ����� �। �� S�/Q���- ��L��� ���� <-�  �@�� �� ��% ���� 
�����। 
 
 �V���� ���E�J�� )Q��� 9��� E��, ���C ���� ���C .�W�D���। ���% ->������ '���� 
�'�C� �DUC� ? �%��, :��% ��2� ����� '���� ? 9-��� ��� �C, ��� X�.'�� <� @��� �-D� 
��-��� -�:'�� Q��J <-�  -���C� ;��, </ �D��� 9��� ����-�� ��J�Y�! �E@���। ��� S�/Q�� 
�Z%/ 9��� ���; ���-�� -�� ;�-��। �� 9���- <-�  �>%�V� �@�� �� ��AU�D �����। �@�� �� 
2�-��/ )�Q� -���� ������ [��  ������ �%�\�। 9�� �� @W�] -�� ��[! <- � 9��� 
�����। ��� )'��^/ @�� ���C�% 9��� ;���  K�J -����। ������ .��_� ��P� ���QNF�% 
��`� ��[F ? ��@����� ���a� �G�H� ���; 9�� ��� )$b0� @�% �C���। ��@N��J @�Q� Q�� � 
-�� �% �������c�- �'d�� -����, “<- � [� ��?%� ���� �-?’’ Qg���- 9C�E��� 9��� �� 
�;�- ���� ��J^ <- � '��� -�� ���।9��� '����, X�/'��, �� J, ;��, ���C �-� �-D�/ ��� �G�H 
<C���� �। ����� �-D� � �-A��@��� @��� ,�� �% $h -���, “9�� �-...?’’ “@>�U, 9�� �������� 
�;�- <���D’’, ���; ���; '��� �����। 
 
 ���� �-��� �@�� � �>�: -����। �-O <- ����� Q�C� �@���� ��-�  �� �D� )��J- � 
�����% �:�D। �������� ���@�� �@T�-�%� J��� ��?%�� ���� � ��; 9�� i�� ��/ ��� S�/Q���- 
)�Q�M�� -��D���। 
 
 ��/ �;�- �6/ '���/ ��J^ ��j� )��k� @���। ��j��� 9���E� �-��� i[ @�% ��F 
@��� ����। ����� �-� ���� -�����/ .��_� �D��। ��j�� 9��� �� ���� ���>� <�� 
���l� Q��F>] -�J�m� �M�-J 9���E� -��। .�n�> ��, �� ��J^ 9����� �E^�� �-��� -��'� 
�-� ��l% �D��� �। 
 
 -�-��� 4 �� �;% �� ����T� Q�� �� 9��� ����� @�%�D���। < � �D��� ��<�<,-<� 
)�,�। ����� ��% �������� ��-���- <�  �>�@�� -��� ��%� @�%�D���। 
 
 
<-�0��� ���EJ ��,--.�-/���� ����- /��9� ���� �@T�-�%� J��, EXo��� ->��p ��� ���� <>�T'�� �B� ���%q ��� 
-��D��। 
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 9����� $;� )������� �Q���� �D�� '�� ��'.=� 9@��। �������� ���@�� 
-�����-/-E�� -�J� ()�*) <�, <, �', ?���� $;� ���� )������ ���: ���� �����। 
 
 �r/ '���/ �s��% ���� )������ �D��* 
 �। $���\� ��'.=� 9@��। 
 r। -�J� ()�*) <�, <, �', ?����। 
 t। ��* -�J� <�, <, ��। 
 u। v� ->��p <, �-, �P-��। 
 w। ��'� ()�*) N[`���। 
 x। ��'� ��, 9�, �0। 
 6। ��'� �'%�.� �@��। 
 4। ��'� �-, <�, ��,.n�@। 
 3। ��'� ����� �������,। 
 �8। ��'� ��� �?-� 9��। 
 ��। ./� -����� <�, �-, �����। 
 �r। ��'� ?��� �EA����। 
 �t। ��'� ��,--.�-/����। 
 �u। ��'� �'��� @-। 
 �w। ��'� <�, <, '���। 
 �x। ��'� <, 9�, �EA����। 
 

�� ���>��� ��j�� ����� ���Qy ��-, ���Qy ���� ���>� <�� Q��F>] -�J�m� �M�-J 
��z���� 9���E� -��। </ {�W�- ��* -�J� <�, <, �� �������� ���@�� E�,-)�-c�, <�� v� 
->��p <, �-, �P-�� �T���  E�,-)�-c�, ���| @। 
 
 ��j�� }[q�N!J ���� ��F�% ����^ �%� @�%�D��� �� @�~* 
 
 �। ���Qy ������ ����� ��J��!। 
 
 r। �������Q��� �:���� ����� 9�%�'* 
   

(-) ��J���� <��-�% ���JH ���%q ���% ��UE );�� ��'�- ��% :�W� �X��$�� 
�:���� ���- ���������� )Q>^�� ��W��� @��। 

 
(�) �:������� ��!���Q�|* 
 

)>�-� v�* </ v��� ���>�� ��� ��[�� ������ �:���� @���� ���E��� 
-���। ���� ��-�� w8 �;�- �88 Q�: @���%�� �@ -���। 

 
�:��%P� ���* </ v��� �:������ �����!�* ����FJ '�C� @�� �। <�� ����#� 
������� ��o@ -���। <��� �����!�* ��-�� t8 Q��:� ���� )� ;�-�� �। 
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�:���� ��U� * $���  ��U� �� �:������� ;�-�-��?%�� '> -�%-�  ����� :G�@� �>�_� 
;�-�� ���� �;�- �;��; ���$���� ��/ ����J� �#>_�� ���� ��AUD�� �����। $��>- ��U� �� 
<-�  -�� ���T->�� v� ;�-�� ���� $�%�'� �:������� �E�-]�� -���। $��>- ��U� �� <-' 
��'���- ���� ���%q ;�-��। <��� ���%q �D��� ���Qy -�J����� ���>�� ���-z����� 
����-Q��� I�J� -��  ��%� <�� <-/ ���: ��Y����� �� ����- ��@� ? ��| @����% � �,�� 
�����- �#> ����। ��� ��[�� �C ���� 9�� ���E���� .�=��> 9��� �������>- �:���� 
�-��� �%��� ���@�� {��-��� _� ��-����� '> $���  ��U� �- {��� ����? <��� ���%q �D�। 
 

t। �%��� ���@�� ���>��� )����� �>� ���% �,��J <�� ���� X���-<� �Q�0�� 
��:�W� -��� @��। 

 

u। ��� ��[�� �����- )�Q��� ������� ������ ��� ���E���� ����^ :G@�� @%* 
 

(-) $���  ������'- _�� ��� ��[�� ��/T <�� )>������� ���>�� 9��� @��� 
'> ��������>- �:�����- ���������� )Q>^�� ��W���� �>�_� -��� @��। 

 

(�) ��� $��k� E��� ����� ��%� @�� �। ��I>��� ��U� , ����c� $QG�� .�C�% ���% 
��I>] �����@ )E� -��� ���>�� < -�' -��� @��। 

 

(:) ���-z������- �-� -�UE���� �-��� .]����� �!> �,��� -��� ��%� @�� �। 
<�� �'�� ���� }���� ;�-�� ��}��� ��� -�� ���� @��। 

 
(�) ����#� {�> ? �����- ����� 9�-�%�� '> �>��@�����:> ��@ ����;, 

�A�� ���-���Q��� ��� -��� @��। 
 
(�) �!�-A��:� ���-�� <�Q��� $!% -��� @�� ���� ���� D�QY @�% �C�� 

���> @%। 
 
(E) ����� D�QY -��� ��� ����? ���~y v�}���� ?�� �:������ ��!�! 9��� 

@���। 
 

���Qy ���� <�� �,��J ��:JW�� -��' /��9�-<� QN��- �D��� ���/ }[q�N!J। ����� 
$�;��- ��J��% /��9� ���@�� -�D �;�-/ �������� ��-�� $�% ����% )� ? �:�����[��� 
�>��_� -���D���। i�� ��/ %, $;� �;�-/ ���������� ���Qy )��� ���-z����� ��[�� ����/ 
$������ :�C �����D���। /��9�-<� )%>����� ��  <�� ����@ �>��-Q��� -��' ���:�D���। 
���|���� /��9�-<� ��:>���� <�� S�/Q���� ���/ }[q�N!J )��� ����।। ��/ I��J� 
������ 
'> ������ $�! S�/Q���� ����#� ����� �:����G�H� ��> ���% 9����� {�> ? ��� �@ -�� 
�G� ����� ? ��@��-��� )��>�� �GH^ _�� -���D। 

 
 
 9����� </ ��j�� ���������- <:�����  ����� ��Q| -�� @%। 
 
 � �� ����* E�o��, ���J�> E�o�� <�� ��%����� �'��� )������F ��% (��V�� ��� �N�J 
<��-�) </ ���� :�W� @%। ��o �����  9��� ��UE�  ���-����� Q�: -�� @%। 9�� </ ����� 
-����� ���| @/। </ ������ ���  {�>���>� �D��� r��’। <� ���> �w�’ /��9�, r�’ �����, 
t�’ ����%- ���@� <�� �A ? ���� ���@�� ���>���>� �D��� $�% <-�’। <��� �:������� ���>� 
�D��� 
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$�% r8 @�'��, ��� ���> 4 @�'���- )>�-� v� �@���� :�C ����� @%। <��� ���> ��-�� tw 
Q�:�- )��� ? �:���}�� ��%� @�%�D���। 
 
 r �� ����* -���n� ? ,������ �'�� <�� ��%����� ? 2�-�� )������F ��% </ ���� 
:�W� @%। ���� -����� ���| @ ��'� ����� �������,। �����  x�  ���-����� ��Q| �D���। 
��o ����� �%��� ���@�� ���> �D��� $�% u @�'�� <�� �:���� �D��� t8 @�'��। 
 
 t �� ����* ��'� �- <� ��,.n�@� )��� ��A�����'�� �@-���,���������� �@-���, 
���%:� �@-���, <�� �-���:��� )������ ��% </ ���� :�W� @%। �8�  ���-����� ��Q| 
</ ������ �:���� ����>�� ���>� �D��� $�% �8 @�'��। <�-�,��J :W�� �� ��'� ��,.n�@�- 
��U� -����� ���| -�� @%। ��'� N[`����- t �� ������ ���%q ��%� @%। 
 
 u �� ����* .0�� ����  ��� <�� ��#�! @��:� ;��� ��>��J� ��z )�� ��% :�W� 
</ ������ -����� ���| @ ��'� �E0�� �0। �����  x �  ���-����� ��Q| �D���। ������ 
{�>���>� �D��� r @�'�� <�� �:���� �D��� 4 @�'��। ���� �@T�-�%� J�� �D��� -���:��। ��� �� 
�������� _��^� -�� @%। 
 
 w �� ����* ����  �'��� .0���� ��% :�W� </ ����� -����� ���| @ ��'� ��� 
�?-� 9��। ����� �%��� ���@�� ���>� �D� $�% 4� <�� �:���� �D��� 6 @�'��। �����  x 
���-����� ��Q| �D���। 
 

x �� ����*  </ ���� ����� ? ���'��� �'�� ��% :�W�। ./� -����� <� �- ����� 
�D�� ���� -�����। ��� ���� ���>� �D��� w� । {�>���>� �D��� $�% �r�’ <� �:���� �D��� x 
@�'��। ���� �@T�-�%� J�� �D��� ����� �'��� �� o���� �-  ���C������। 
 

6 �� ����* ��'��@�, ����, �}C� �'�� <� ���'��� �'��� )������F ��% :�W�। 
���� -����� ���| @ ��'� �'��� @-। ���-��� <- � � I�J �% ��� ���� �:�� ���� -����� 
�@���� ��'� �-. < '�� ���%q o@ -��। ���-������ ���>� �D��� 4� । {�>���>� $�% r 
@�'�� <�� �:����� ���>� �D��� r @�'��। 

 

4 �� ����* �w/ '���/ ��J^ < ����� -����� �D�� ��'� <� < ?��� �EA����। < 
��% ��'� <� < ���� ���-z� �;�- �����% 9�� <�� ��U�- 4 �� ������ -����� ���| -�� 
@%। <� 9?��% �D��� -��H%�, �����, ����, ������, � �%����� �'��। ��� ������ ? � �%������- 
</ ���� �;�- ��� ��?%� @%। ����� {�>���>� �D��� r @�'��। �:���� 6 @�'��। ���-���� �D��� 
6� । ���� �@T�-�%� J�� �D��� ��������।���������� 

 

3 �� ����* ������, � �%����� <�� ���� ? ,������ �'��� )������F ��% :�W� @%। 
���� -����� ���| @ ��'� <� < '���। ���-������ ���>� �D��� 4� । �:���� �D��� $�% �w 
@�'��। �%��� {�> �D��� <- �>� ���%�� ��। 
 

�8 �� ����* </ ������ �-� 9���- ����� �D��� �। i�� �A-���@�� -��������� 
��% :�W� </ ������ ���>��� ����#� �A-�� ��� -��� '> ���Qy ����� ��W��� @���। 
$�%�' )���%� ���Qy���>�- -����� ��% <--<-�  v� :�W� @���। �� ������ <��-�% -����� 
)�Q�� ���E���� @��� ��/ <��-�� ���� -������� )��� �;�- -������� -�' -����। �A-
)�Q�� ��F @?%�� �� -������� 9��� ����� �N� ���� );J�] �8 �� ����� �,�� 9����। 
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 �� �� ����* </ �����  �D� ��'� ���@�� -����। �w/ �Q�� <- )�Q��� ��� 
9@� @�� ���%�S ��T�� @���In�@�- </ ������ -����� -�� @%। <��� ���-���� �D��� 4�  
<�� �:����� ���>� �D��� $�% r8 @�'��। 
 

 </ ��j�� ������N@ �M�-J �����^� �� {��-���? ������� v�� ��:JW -��� 
����^ �%� @���। 
 

 �%��� 9��J �>� ���%* ��-�� 
����>- �>� ���%}��� ��% $;� �������� ���@� 
:�W� @%। </�� �>� ���%�� '��| �D��� ���/ -�। $��>- ���� �;�- ���- ��o@ -�� </ 
��| �G��� �EH� E��। ����� <}����- ���:T v�� Q�: -�� @%। �--�,��J, <�-�,��J <�� �'T-
�,��J ��� <}��� ����E� @%। <�� ���@�� )��-��� ���-/ �D��� /��9�-<�। 
 

 ���� X���* .����| �>� ���%}����� ���� /��9�, ����� <�� �����- ���@�� ���-�- 
)^Q�J| -�� ��%� ������- ��� ��� ����� ��� -��� '> /.�  ? ���-/.��  Q�: -�� @%। 
�%��� �>� ���%}���� E�/�� ���� X���� )��� �D��� �-D� � -�। ?���� $;� ? �s��% v� 
���|�,A', <� <,, ���|���@� );�� �%��� {�> �@���� ����E�। <����- ������@�� ����-
���� ? �%�-�� ��� E��� @%। <����- '������!� Q��� �@���� <- � ���|��:� )��-� );J 
��%�� �>�_� -�� @%, �-O ���� �-� ��� o@ -���। ��-���Q��� ����� �� ���� @% ’’�%��� 
���@�’’। 
 

 )�%��� ���@� );�� ��T� ,�/ ��J (<, <,) ◌*  
  

 �:���� ������ ��� ��[�� ��� -��� '> ���� ���-�- �X�� ��%� @��� ���� �D��� 
��T� ,�/ ��। <� ��-��� �� �D��� )�%��� );�� :!-���@�। <�� ������@�� �%�--�� 
)����� E��� ���> �D��� �। )�- �#��/ �%�-�G���� )Q�� �D��� </ v��� {���H>। ��� 
9��� ��Z� �D��� ��, �����J <�� -�W�� ��o��� '������� ��> ���% ���� 9�� �;�-/ 
���G�� @�% .W��। �����!�* <���/ ��� @��� ’�:����’। ���|�,A' <�� ��T� ,�/ �����? 
�����!Q��� <,-<, �� ��T� ,�/ ��J ��� @��� <�� </ ��� �-� �����/ ������E� �D���। 
 

 )�%��� ���@�� ���-�� �-� ��� �-��� '�����! Q��� ����� �। �X���%� �� 
���������� �Q��� ��W���� ��% ������- ��@� ��E �@���� �-D� );J ��%� @��। <�- ��� 
@��� ’/T�-� ���’ �� ����|-Q���। 
 

 9����� �%��� (<� <,) <�� )�%��� (<, <,) ���@�� ���:W�- -�W���� <�� 
���>���>� �@��� -�� ����� '> -��C-�E��C, ���, )�, �:���}��, )%>����� ��  <�� 
� ���,� �� , -M��, ��/��-���� /�>��� $�%�'�% �'������ ����-� {��� -�� ����� ������ 
)�>���>-�% �'������ ��-��> ����-� ��-���� -��D ��� -��� @���। 9����� ��-�� 9��� 
Q��� ��-���� -�D �;�- �'��}��� ��o@ -���। )��� ��o�@� �>����� 9����� )�Qd��� 
-;� 9�:? ����D। �*��P�@ </ ���>�� '> $;����- 9��� ��� ���%�D���। ����}����� 
�>��� )����� ���> ��� �-� �����> �D��� �। �-D� �D��� E��� {���, �-D� �G� �, 9��� �-D� 
9����-�। <}���� �:���}�� ��% 9����� ���[! ��-�  �C�� @���। ��F ��Ĵ  9������- i�� 
<-���� (���� Q����%) )� ��%�� $����� ��%� @%। 
 

 ����@�� ���>�� ��� �-� )^/ �D��� �। ��E�� �\����� )Q��� $�%/ :�C�}�� )E� 
;�-���। <��� ����^ �%� @%, ��Q��� �@�- ���N� ��� ���� :�C� E��� ����� @��। Q��� 
��-���� 
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���; .� ��J��%� 9���E�� �� Q����% ������@�� /-<�-/ (/��-�X->��, ��-��->�� <>�� 
/-�/���B) ��Q�:�- </ -��'� Q�� ��%� @%। 
  

�E�-]��� �����:-������� )Q�� �D��� $- । Q����� @�������}��� 9@� ��!�;J��� Q�� 
�:�%�D�। <��� ����� Q�:/ �D��� ����  �-��� ���%��� � 9���� 9@�। 9��� ��Y��� {��-��� 
'> -�%-�  )_�%� �,� @������� :�C ������ ����^ �/। ��� ��E�/�� �C @��������  _���� 
@�%�D� r �� �����। ����� ��% ��� -����>�- �E�-]�-/ �E�-]�-/ Q���� �:�%�D��। </ 
�� �� �N��!� '> u;J ��FJ� ���T->�� D����� ��J^ -��' ��%�: -�� @%। ���� �E�-]�� ->�M <�� 
���-������ ���%q? o@! -��। Q����� �����- @�������}�����  9����� 9@� {��-��� 
�E�-]�� -����� '>? Q����% ������@�� ���: <- � �>�_� -�� @�%�D���। 

 
< �-� 9��� )�- ���>�� -;� <�� ��}���� ������� .��% ��% 9����� 9���E� 

@%। ����}����� -�}��� )�>���>-�% g�> <�� �\���� <�-����/ �D��� �। < �>����� 9����� 
E��@�� �W- ���% �N�! -�� @�� ��� $�����? ���%�D���। �-O ���-��� ���% 9��� -��� 
��J�� ������! �-D�/ ��/� �-��� �W- ���%? ��/�। @%��� <� �-� ���|�Y� -��!? ;�-�� 
����। �FJ�� ���% 9����� )��-��� {���-� '> '[�� �Q�0�� 9~�� ��J��!� -;� �D���, �-O 
�-� ���%/ < 9~���� .�=�> ����� @%�। ��U��� ��'����� ? E��@�� )���%� -��� ��/�। 
���� -���� ���>� �D��� )�, :�� -��C ���? -�। 9����� {��-�� )��-��� ���/ -���D 
���� ���%। '�:�� E��E��� ��  �D��� ��� -�%- �'�C�। 9��� ��������>- ���c�-� �>���� 
���%�D���। ?}��� �D��� ��;[��� '> .���|, ����#��� '> %। 

 
$���  ������ �����- )�Q���� #��� <�� �- �����! {�> 9����� 9�D ���� ��%? 

��z���� 9���E� -���D���। -����� ���� @����� '> ���� 9��� �%��� {�>��� ���� 
��:JW -��� �-��� �X�� ���� �����। ��/ ���������� ��� �Q��� $��� -��� ���-�� 9��� 
�-D����� '> ��� ���% ��-�� ���� ��o ����^ <��-� ����� ��� ?�� 9��� @��� $b0�� 
�/। �:���� �]����� ?���/ ��E�/�� ���� }[q ��%� @%। </ .�=��> ��������>- ���-�- 
�:���� ����� �X�� ��%� @%। _��%Q��� 9��� 
����>- ��T� ,�/ ���- $���* ��<� <,-<� 
�@����:��% �X�� ��/। ���� 9����� ���-���� E��@�� �N��!� '> Q����% ������@� $������ 
-�%- @�'�� ��T� ,�/ ���- �X�� ��?%�� <-�  �>��- ���-�� @��� �%। 9��� 9�� 
-���D��� <� s��� -�%- ����� ���> 9��� ��J�����>- �:�����- :�C ����� ������ <�� 
<����- ���% ��-���@��- �� ��% �>���>z ���� ����। /�>���� ������ )�Q�� ���E����� 
'�> �%��� {�>��� $��#! ? ��:JW -�' �N�!J��>�� E���। ��T� ,�/ ����� ?�� ���:����: 
�>�_�, ��I>] �-� $QG�� ����� ���%q ;�-��। $�%�'� ���� �����- )>����� -��� <�� ��� 
��U� , ����� ? )����� �'���� _� �-��� )>�> �����@ �-��� ?�� @���� E�����। <��� 
�%��� ���@�� ��J��- )�Q��� ���#�- �@�'/ -��� -�� ����। 
 

</Q��� 9��� ENC�^ �!�-A�� ��J��! -��। �-O $h ��UC�%, �- -� ��/ ��J��- )�Q�� 
E�����। 
  

��-�� ���� ����� '> ��J���-���>�- ���-�- �X�� ��%�� �>�����/ 9��� ���� 9o@� 
�D���। �X�� -�J�NE�� ��%�� �D��� I/ �;�- �� ����@�। </ ���%� ���> ���� ��/�,�, ��/  
����:�, @>�� �o�T, ������- $QG�� �-Q��� �>�@�� -��� @% �� ������। <D�C� )>������� 
-�%��--�� <�� �!�Y�� ���Qy �-A�� �-D� ������ @���। 9����� �� $�EH�� �#> �D��� }!:� 
%, �����!:� %, �����!:� ��- 
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���% �- -�� 9��� ���� ���- :�C ����� ��%। $�%�'�% �-� $-�� g�>���o�� �����@ <�� 
�X���%� '> 9������- ��������� Q����% ������@�� ?�� �QJ� -��� @���। < �>����� 
9����� ���: �� ��% ���:����: ����� .�=��> Q��� ��-�� ����� -�%-' ���%� �����- 
)�,����- ��%�: -��। ���:�T%�� � >���-� </�� )�,��� Q����% ���@�� /c�J -����� �����- 
<�� $����- �%\�! �;�- -�' -���। ����� ����| �D��� Q����% ���� -����� �@����। 
Q����� <-' ���� -����� ���������� I/ );�� ���  ������ ���%�q �D��। $���* Q����% 
���� -�������� ���>��/ �9������ ���@�� �@T�-�%� J�� <�� /c�J -����� ���; 9����� 
���:����: ����� @���। ����� �����% ������� 9����� �@T�-�%� J�� <�� Q����% /c�J -��� 
��A;Q��� $!% -���। </ �-� ��� -��J-� -��� ���%q ��%� @��� Q����% <�� �������� 
���� -�������� @���। )�- ��% ��K�������� <-���- ���J�? 9����। �� 9��� �C��� 
�����-, -��' ��� �G�H @���। 
 
 �w/ '���/ 9��� )_�%� ������ {�%� '[� /���� <�� $���\� '�� ��'.=� 
9@���� ��Y </ {�W�- ����� @/। < )�k�� )��> �-� �� ����% �-��� ���Qy ������ 
����_�� �M�-J �-� 9���E� @%�। �� ���� ���  �D��� ��;o@�!� )�k�। 9��� 
9�k��-Q��� �������� ��-���� $�� 9�:�> 
�-�� -�� ��; o@! -��। 
 
 -�-��� �>��:� �N��J/ '��� ������ ���-z� �;�- -�%-' ������ �����- )�,��� 
�����% 9��� �����D। </�� )�,����� -��D/ '�� �:��� ��, )>�> ������ )�,���? 
9����� 
����� ���� ���: ��%�� .�=��> ������� �Ec� -��D। �-O </ ������ �EH�, );J�] 
���-z��� ����^ ��� @�% Q���� 9�� <�� ����� ���� ���: ��%� ���/ ���`- �D���- ����F 
-�� ���-z�� ���� ������ ���' ��% ����� -��D�� ����� '�> ��� �� /। ���-z� �;�- 
9����� )�,����� E�� 9��D < ���� 9��� ���/ ���� @�%�D���। 9��� )> �-D� � � 9����� 
Q����% �����D���। 9����� ��� ����� �;�-? ? ��% �-D� ���- �����% ��%। @%��� ��� ������� -H 
�@> -��� � ���� �-��� �>��|:� ? ��������- ���>�% @����oz @�% ���� < -�' -���D���। ��� 
<��� ���>� �D��� :!>। </ � � ��� �-� .�n����:> ���>��? �G�H -���। 
 
 ��� ������ �-D� ����-� ���> @��� �D��� < -;� ��>। '���/�%� ��F ���- ��'� ����� 
�������, <�� 9�� 9:����� -��D </ ���� <-�  ����� ����� ��/। ����� �� @�'�� ���- 
I’�����? ���� ��% ��� �X���%� '> )��#� -��D���। 
�_>�#�� �>��_� �D��� ���/ I*�'-। 
���> ? ��� ������@� �>�_� �/ E���/ E��। )>�> ��� �������? <-/ @��। �#>@� �����J 
)��#�� �� <-�  ����-� ��# @��� @�% �C� � ���/ 
�Q���-। ��� ������� ���>� ���� ���- $�% 
�s}! @?%� �� ? <��� ��������>- ����-� '> �-� �>�_� ��k�Q��� �My -�� I¡@ @�% 
��C�D���।  
  

9��-�  ��F% .�n� � -�� ����D �- ��!�;J� ������ 9�% o@!-��� ��� -� ����-� 
���>/ �X�� o@�!� �-��� ��� ��[�� ���� ��?%�� 9o@ ���� �����। ���-��� <- �����? ���� 
���|����� �X�� �%। �-O <� ���> ��-�� <- Q�:? ��!�;J� ������� ���- �D��� �। <� -��! 
����* ��� �����}����� ���� <���D��� ���� ����� ������-���' ��������� �,�� <���D�, ��/ 
�X���%� ��/ ���� ��������� �,�� ��?%�� '> �D��� .�o��। ����� 
��� �>��:� <-��� 
.�=��> �D��� �����- �X�� o@! -��। )>���- ���C�� �;�- ����% ��� ������ ���� 9�% 
��%�D��� ���� ������-���' �@/ ����� ;�-���। '�� ��UE���� '> )^�* I’���� I’���W� 
9@�� '� �� </ �Z%��? ������ ����� �D���। ��������� ����� '> I�Z^� -��� ���� ��� ���� 
�-. �D��� �। ������ ����� '���� 
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Q%? -� �D���। <�� -���!/ )^�* ��/ ��@N��J ���� �,��� ��� 9o@ ����� �D��� �। ����� 
����� 
��� $�>���J�� �>�_� -��� -��D, �-Q��� -��D, < ��% ����� ��� ��;��>�;� �D��� 
�। �� �� ���� E�/��� -�H� -�' �-� )�> -[-, ���� <-�� �������_ �,��� �����/ @���। 
��!�;J� ������� ����P���� ���> <�� �D- Q�% ���� ����>�: -���D��� ����� ���> </ ���G�0 
�#> -�� �:�D। ���� ����� ����F �-� 9���� �D� �, �-D� ;�-�� �� �D��� ������_������#, 
�
~�$�!���� %। <���- �� Q%-Q��� <�� ��[! ������ ���>? �� ���>�:��k ������ ����/ 
�;�- �:�%�D���, 
������ '> ������-/ ���� @�%�D ��E�/�� ���� �N�>। 
 

����� ������J� :������� ������J� :������� ������J� :������� ������J� :��    
 
 '� ����� ��F���- ���������� 
���� ����� �s��% ��J�% i[ @%। </ ���% $E��� ��� 
���� <�� �:���� ������ ��� -��� '> �������� ���@��- ��:J�W� -�� @%। �b0�* '��� E��;J 
���@ �;�- ��J:W $��%� i[ @��? ���Qy ������ �]����� ���> ��l% ����� .�=��> '���/ 
���� 9��� <- ��j�� ����� @�%�D���। </ ��j��� -;� 9�:/ ����D। �w/ �� ��J^ 9�� �� 
�-D� ��@��> ���%�D��� ��� �>��_� -���D��� Q����% ��<�<,। ���@�-, ���%� ����J� <�� ��Z� 
���-z��� I’�  �� �T�Q��- ��������� <� ������% -����� ����� ��� ����_���� 9�N� 
�����J �� । </ -���! ���-D��� �Qy�� ��l%, $���#� $b0�� <�� �>��- ��@���>� $�%�' 
���� ��%। �-O </ $�%�' �� ���� ���;J> ��<�<,-<� �D��� �। ��/ �36�-<� �x/ �� 
Q����% ������@� ��<�<,-<� -�D �;�- ���������� )
�Q���- � ���� ���-������ ���%q o@! 
-��। 
 
 �#> -��� ��F% ��, ���Qy ���-z� �T�Q��� 9��!-��� ��}��� rw�� ��EJ ���� 
9-�a- ��� 9���!� 6r �B�� ���>/ ���Qy_�� )�_� o@�!� -�' �My -��। E��E��� 
-�' ��������: �My -�� @%। �N�J ? ��Z� ���-z��� ��>-�� �N�q ����E� -�� (�r88 ��/� 
Q����% <��-�) <�� Q����� ?�� ���% �-� $-�� ���-z�� ���� E��E� �¢ ;�-�% ���-z��� 
����� I�  9��J �T�Q��- �N�J���� _��^� -��� )^�* <- ����� -� ��% ��:�� -;� %। </ 
�@���� ���� ��% ��, <- ��� 9�: );J�] 6�-<� r4�� �,£%���� ���> ����� $b0�� i[ � -��� 
I¤/ �T�Q� ��-��� r4�� ���EJ� ���> ��������� 9��� ������ �। ��������� :!@�>�� .�=�> 
��%/ </�� 9��J �T�Q� <��� <� �����% -��� FC�\ @�%�D���। ���-D�� ���C�'�C i[ 
@�%�D��� r4�� �,£%���� 9�:/। �� @�� ���� ��%, Q���� �x/ �,£%��� �� V��- ���%�D�� ��� 
���; </ FC��\� �Z%/ <- � ���:��'� �D���। Q���� ����D��* ’’�-. ��Z� ���-z� �;�- 
2�-� ���� E�/�� ���- �' ���%�q/ ���� @��, �� ��� ��-� ������- );�� ���� -���� �� 
������-/ �� � �-।’’ ��?%������� 9��J �@T�-�%� J��� rr�� �,£%��� �� .� ��J��%� ��j� 
@%, ���� �����/ FC��\� �N���� �� । 
 
 3� �T�Q��� t�t ���:T�- ��������: ����  ��W��� @%। ��6 ���:T ��% -���n�%। �u 
�T�Q��� )��� -���n�% �� wt ���:T )�_� -��D��� /�����>/ ���- EXo��� ��?%�� ���J� 
��%� @%। 3� �T�Q��� ��������� 9��� ��/ ����� �N�J���-� ��o <��-� );J�] ���� , -���n�, 
��%�����, EXo�� ? ���J�> E�o���� ����J- ���%q ����� ?�� >z -�� @%। </  ���-�� 
)����� wt ���:T E�o��, ��6 ���:T -���n�% <�� t�t ���:T �����  )�_� o@! -��। 9�: 
�;�-/ �N�J���� ������% �u �T�Q��� ?�� 2�-�, �%����@, ,������, �����, ����, $QG�� 
�'��� ���%q �D���। wt ���:T�- 3� �T�Q��� )��� <�� 3� �T�Q��� r6 ���:T�- �u� 
�T�Q��� )��� >z 
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-�� @%। �u� �T�Q��� w6 ���:T 2�-�% )�_� -��D���। </ �T�Q��� )�� ���:T�  �D��� 
.0���Y। 
 
 ��Z� ���-z��� �-��% � �;�- �x� �T�Q� E�� 9��� �� .0� ��Y� ���%q </ �T�Q� 
o@ -��। �'���� � ¥� �� �N�J ���-z��� :QJ� @?%� D�C�? </ �-� ���@�� ����- -����� 
���%q? o@ -���D��। ��/ <�$� ��* �'���� <, <, �-, �%�'� /c�J -����� -����� ���| 
@?%�� �� �'���� � ¥� �� ��U� </ ��C�� ���%q �D�C ��। <��� ��� i�� :QJ� <�� �����- 
9/ $���- �@���� -�' -��। ���-z����� .�n��� ������@� D�C�? ��� 9��� I�  �T�Q� 
:�C ����� @%। </ I�  ��- �T�Q��� '> �������� ���@� <�� <��- Q����% ���@���? 
��:JW�� $�%�' ���� ��%। �������� ���@�� ��:JW�� ��Y ��Y �-� ����� ��-���@�� 
��[�� )�Q��? )�>�@� ;��-। 9����� 9��!��- �]���� )#�¦ ���� <�� �C�/�%� .�>��- 
���y� ����/ �D��� <� .�=�>। 
 

)����� '>�-� )����� '>�-� )����� '>�-� )����� '>�-�     
    

Q����% ������@� �x/ �� ��<�<�,� �-  �;�- ��������� �����- �]���� E������ 
�N!J ���%q o@! -��। <- ���@ ��� rt�� �� ������ Q��:�;� ��� ���� <- � �:�� �X�� ->�M 
E��� -�� @%। </ ->��M� )�_� �D��� ������  aG����A��� ����। <� ����-��- �� ��%� @� 
->�M ’�� r��’। ->��M� '> ���- ��o�@� .�=��> Q����% �A-���@�� )�,����� ���Qy ��� ����� 
�,�� �����% ��C। 9��� ->��M 9:� �A-���@�� )�,��� ����, ’9�� -�%-' ���! 
��U��[ ��D�/ -��� E�/, ������- �[! <�� Q�� 
��_>� )��-��� @�� @��।’ '� ����� ���> �w8 
' �
~�����-� $;� ���  ��D�/ -�� ’�� r��’ ->��M ��W��� @%। 9:�c� $;� ����@� ���> 
<�� -�W�� <�� �����> �X�� ���� -��। ����� �>���� �/ �D��� Q����% �A-���@�� ���%�q। 
  

��������� �A-��; {�> <�� )>�> ��� ����� ����@�� �>�_� ��E�� -��� .�=��> 
'�@�' <�� �A-��}��� ��� -��/ �D��� </ .��>��:� �#>। )� ���E §� </ �#> )'J� 
��J�����>- �
~����- ��-�� �D���- ������- ��U����� <�� ‘����� ’ ��/�@ ���Qy $-�� 
������- g�> �>�@���� �X�� ��%� ���� ����। < -��'� '> .� �X��$�� ���-��� ��% <- � 
����F -�J�NE� o@ -�� @% < ��F�% ��z���� -�J�NE� $!�� @% �A-���@�� �@T�-�%� J���। 
���-�� )����� E�o�� ? �Y��� �����g- �P�, E�U����, ��.�-��P, ���%!:�, 9i:�, 
:���C�, ����, ������, �:�%��P ,��D�C��  <�� 9��E� ��� � ���P�}���� ?�� ������ 
9��! E������ ����^ :G@�� @%। )�Q���� ����-��- �� ��%� @% ’)����� '>�-� ’। 
)����� -��J-�� -��� ENC�^ ���%q ��%� @% ���©H ���� -�������� .��। 
 

r4�� '���/ 9�� �T� � ������ -����� )�,��� Q����% ������@�� ���:�T%�� ����: 
���-<� ���; ��� ENC�^ ���-�� {��� -���D��। E�� �B��? ���� ��% 9��� ��z���� 
9���E� -�� <�� E�o�� �P� ? -!J,��� ��� �>�� ? E� J ��J����E� -��। E����;, 9�@�?%�� 
)�_�, �'�%��-Q� �� ��% ������� :��-$-G��, �ª���� :�� <�� 9��� )���> �;> 9����� 
9���E�% $���> ��Q -��। �� ��� �;�-/ �P��� �]���� �M�-J ���'��� ��~���। 9��� 
/�����>/ ���������� �P� <��-� �M�-J <- � ������ �E�? ���% ��/। )������ 9����� �A-
���|������� �-�;�% �- ���� ���>�� ���-����� -��� ���� ��? 9��� ����Q��� ��J����E� 
-��। �P��� '> ��--���@� �- ���� �#��>�_� o@ -���D <�� �\����� �-�;�% �-Q��� 
��@���� �>�_� -���D <�� ��F�% 9���E� @%। �� ���% ����� ����% ������ �-� $-�� �A-
E��E� ��F� �D���। $�� -�%-�  :����  �%���  
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 @� -���J ���| �D���। 9�����  ���-�� �:�� ����� ����� <�� ���� ��� �-� ���>�/ 
%। �W- @��� ���-z��� 
����� ���� );J�] �u/ 9:�c� x8 ' �X��$�� �[!�- EXo�� 
�P�� ��W��� @��। ���� ���� ��U��� �-�  -!J,��� ���C ���% �� �������>- '�@��' �:�% �����  
��/ ���:�% ����। ����� ���� Q� ��  �� �N�� ��� ����। 
  

�8/ 9:c ‘)����� '>�-� ’ i[ @%। E�o�� �P��� '> ��D�/-G� x8 ' �[!�- 
�� Q��: Q�: -��। � <�� r �� v� _���; ����«��/, ����-�� <�� E�o�� �@� @�% -!J,���� 
�N�J��C E���#�� ��J��F ��U� �� �:�% ��AD��। t �� v� E���#�% .��� @�� �A-�����:। ���  
v���/ ����J- -���� ;�-�� <-' -����। ����� �-��� -��D ;�-�� �����  ��/, <- �'�C� 
‘�,’ (��U����� ��% ���% ��:���� '>) <�� i-�� �����। $�� ��'�� -��D <-�  -�� 
�c:� ;�-��। ����J- ���%�q ���| v� -������- 9��� ��%� @% @��-� ���� );E ��|���� 
<-�  X��'c�� �� । ��� '> ��E�/�� }[q�N!J -�J�> @�~, )� /��%� ���T?� -�-��� �-��� 
$���  �Y����k� ���- i�� @�� ��� � ���%। <�� �>;J @��/ ��z ���-�� �Q�z ����। 
  

3/ 9:c @��!� ->��M ������- ENC�^ ���J� ��/। �;$��J- <�� -����@ ����� �-��- 
��� ��%� @% <- '�%:� �;�- )> '�%:�% -� �-Q��� )o�� @�� @��, ��; �-�;�% �-�;�% 
;���� /�>���। $���  <��-�% 9����� ��«z �:���� ��� -������� �W-�� ���% ��%� @%, <�� 
�[!��� ���> ? 9�% ���� <�� E���#�� ��; ��?%�� �>�_� -���। �t/ 9:c � �� <�� r 
�� v� E���#�� �N�J��J� ��U� �� ��A�D ��%। '�%:��  E�o�� �@��� -��D/। ��; )���H )�� �-� 
<��� '> ���/ �����-, -��! ������- �@��� �Q�� ���% �:�% �A-�% �� ��� @�� @��। 
�����/ ����� ��F ��U�  E���#�। 
 

<���- }'� D�C�% ��C�D��� ��, �u/ 9:c ���-z��� 
���� ����� ������ ���@�� 
?�� ���|���@� �������- 9��! E�����। < -���! ���� �D��� ����� ��-J )�_�%। ������� ��� 
-���,. E����। ���-'�- �n���� '> ��;� ����C ����C ����� @�%�D��� )���> �E-���c। 
����:� �,  -�� 9��J '��}��� ���� �@�  @� ���% ��C��~���। �� -�� 9��� ���C ���C 
�n��� i[ @%। ���Qy <��-� ����? ���%? )�Q�� E����� @%। �;E��� ���/�- -�W �n��� -�� 
@%। <��� �n��� ,�U�- ���% �@��� ��L�� ���% ��� @�� @�� � �� <�� r �� v��-। ����� 
9�D �� ��� @��� ��% 9� <- �n���� L�����। �� � ��� @��� 9�� 9�D ��%�� </ I/ v� 
E���#�% ��A�D ����। �-O �-� -���! ��� ���� <-'? ��� ��C ��@�� ��z )�Q�� ����� 
@?%�� �����। ��/ </ @����-��� ���� ��� ��'? 9����� ��/ �E�^� �D���। 
 

9��� <-�  -���! </ ���� ��� I�Z^�oz @�% ��C। �A-�% -�� t �� v�� � �t 
������ ��U� �� ��AD�� -;� �D���, ���� �� ��U� �� ��AU�D�� �#� @%�। <���- �t/ 9:c -�-��� 
���T?� ��:����k� ����� '> X��'c�� �����/ ��� -�� �Q�� <��� ������� ���� ����� :� 
“9��� ����� 9'�- $;� ���� «i� ���C’’। </ :��� �Q�� ���% �� <�� ��� �� $;� ���-� 
��Q -��। -����� '��, 9:��� ru �B�� ���> 9��-�  :� �� i�� ����। ?�  ����� ��/ �� 
X��'c�� �,�� ���� �����। ‘)����� ->�-� ’ �,� � @?%� ��Ĵ  ����� 9� �-� :� ����� 
'�> .�o�� @�% ���T? i�� @�� �। 
 

:���� ������% 9����� ����-�� E�]-��Q��� ���%q ���� -���D���। ���� ����� �A-
���|�������� ������ <�-���� E���#�% ��AUD���� �>�_� -�� ��%। ��z�% <-�  <>�����7 <�� 
��I>] ��Q��:� <-�  ��-9� Q>� ����� ����? ���-z�� {�>��� �� ��� ��P@ '��:�। i�� 
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��/ %, ��--���@�� ��-� T:� ���% �:U�%� �����- ��� <-�� ���- ,��N�, ��D, E�.� <�� 
���!� L��C ��% �,�� �A-�% .W��� <�� E��- �� ��Z� �� �A-�� ��� �����% -!J,����� ���� 
'����� ���� ���-z���� �-D� ��L�� �����। ���/ �Q���D��� ��'�� ���� ���C �,��D। </ �� 
@� ��� �?��� '> 9�:/ ������-  �-�-�%�� ��?%� @�%�D���। $���  L��C� <�-���� ���% E� � 
;���� �D��� �����  ��/, ’�,’ /�>���। 9��� �-� �% �D��� �c:�। 
 
 �u/ 9:c ���T?�� �s��% ����� :��  ���� �:�* “9�� �����% ���� i��%�D��� :�, 
��� ���� E�/� �-� ��’’। 9��� < � �D��� ����-��- ���J�। ��� ,�� ��/ ����/ �A-
���|�������� ���-z�� '�@�'��N�@ 9��� -��� -;�। 
 
 �-O IQJ�:>, </ ���� )�Q�� <-�� ���D�% �:���। t �� v� D�C� �-��/ ����� ���> 
E���#�% ��AU�D �:�%�D���। t �� v��� ������� $�% 48 ��/� �@U�  9��� �� �u/ 9:c <-�  
�� ����� ����� ��-��। ���� 9����� �-D� � ’ ���-’ -��? ��-��। �#>�b0}��� $���  ����>� 
���� .�E�। ���� ���% ���� ����� ���� <�� -�' ��F -�� ����� ����� .W�� @�� ���� 
'�%:�? 9�: ;�-�� ���� ����� @��। ��/ <�-���� ��C����C -���? ����J� ����� 9�: �-D� 
9� @�~ �। 
 
 �u/ 9:c <��� �-D� � � ��? ����#� '> ��%�  ��� <- � 
�z� �D��� �। ���� 
���� ��o ����^ <��-� <�� ���������� ���Qy )��� ��� ��[�� 9����� ������� )���> 9��! 
E���%। 9����� @����oz ':!? E�/�D�� ����� �D���� �u/ 9:c �-D� <- � -[-। <� 
<- � �-D� -[- ���� ���-z����� .�E� ��#� @�� ����। 
 
 �w/ 9:c E���#�% 9����� u8 ' �[!-����� )��-�����/ �%� ����� �-� � ��� 
@%�- ��C����C ����� ����� ���% ��% 
�#�!� <- � ��� ��%। 
 
 ��� � �। �P�:�� ����� �g��¬। ��^ ���� i�� �ª���� -���-��� ��। �*�� ?�� ��� 
���C� ���- §� <�:�% ��%। )�� ���C� �'� }��� �� {�I>��- 9���% L���। ��EJ��/  �,�� 
��� ?�� �#> ����D ��\���। ?�� ®�^। @%��� ���� 2���2���। 
 
 �u/ 9:c <�� ��� �N���J� -�%-�� ���-z����� ?�� ���% ��� �C �-��� �-� �:�D। 
<-���� ����� �-��/ �� <- � ��Z^। ��-� �� ,��-<� ?�� ��� ��� ���� D�%�}����- 
�-� �QA��- �� @%। ��� ��\��� < D�%� �E�। ��� ��- �;�- ����� �-� Q�%� 9��-� �/। 
�-� �A-� �-��� ��M� '�@��'� ���- )o�� @�� E�/��/ ������ ���� ����। �� �#�� �N���n�� 
)��� -�%-�  ��.�/ ��;H। �-O ��� -��� �� �। 
  

<��Q 9�-9���� <���D 3/ 9:c। �r �� �'� �� ��Y� -�� </ '�@�' �8,u�8   
�����- ����� ��% <���D। 
 

<-��� ���'J (?���%B ��'J �� x) r6x    )��� ? �:�����[� ���L�/ -�� �]�> 
�P��� �'� � ���� ���� @�%�D। < ��- �X� 2�-� ��% ��?%� @��। 
 

<��Q @���' �u/ 9:c E�o�� ��A�D�D। ��Y ��% <���D 3,3�8   ��� ����। �t �� 
�'� �� '�@�'�  �QC���। 
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9��� -�%-��� '�@�' ? ��'J <��--?��- ��%�D। �Q�� �'� �� �D��� I’�  :����  <�� 
<-��� ��'J। �¢>�� ��/ :����  I�  )d�� _�� )�Q���� �?%�� @�% ��%। 9����� �D����� 
-��� �����। <� ��P� I�  ��-�� @��D�C� @���। ��� ���%� 9  �। 9�-9���� <�� @����'� 
��c�� <�� ���� :Q�� �g�% )�E�। ��@������ <�� ���� ��� ��\� 9��� ��� 9��� '�:��! 2���D। 
��� I� � ��'��/ ����� �T.�  ��F। 9� ��� uw ���  ��-�। ����� )>�� 9���। 
 

��;� � ���� ?��� ���� ��#�! 9����� �D���� ��� ��� �#�b0� -��D ��AU�D �:�D। 
-������ � -�� ���� '�@�'}���� :��% �����  ��/ ���:�% �:�%/ 9��� ���� �*�� ��� 
Q�� �� �Q�� ��%। 9��� ��#� ��� �:�% ���� �N�J ���� .�W ��C। ��� ���@��� ���� )�- ��-�। 
����� �N��q ��� ����� ��J�� ��% ���� ���% ��%। �-�� �:�� ���� �� %� <�� ����� ������ 
����� ��% � �� ���� �@T�-�%� J�� @��!�� .�=��> �?%�� @��। 
 

��� � � u8 ��� । @W�] -� ,� ��� 9?%��' �P�:�� E�o�� �-U�� ?�W। ���-' ��>� 
�;�- ��, ���% ��� ��C। ��i�� Q�% -�y� i[ -��। �-O �- � �D �-. �� ���� ���� �। 
 

� � uw ��� । 9��-�  $E� ������!। ����� �G��%, E��;J, ���। <-� � �� <-�  
�������! E�o�� �� ;� ;� -�� -�U��D। 9��- D�C�% ��C ��J�। ��\��� ��-����- d� @����% 
��:��� ���� /�z� ���#� }�� D�C�� i[ -��। x �� ?���%B ��'J ����� � ����� ����% 
�:�। 9�-9���� <�� @���'? §� T���� ;��-। '�@��'� ����� $E� ���: �� ��� 2�-�D। 
9������� '�@�' ? ��'J}���? #��oz। �������! '�@��'� �����? )��- @��@� @%। �-O Q�% 
�-. ��@���>� '> ?���- )o�� @�~ �, ���D 9��� ������! i[ @�% ��%। 

 

�N��J���%� ���; ���;/ ���%� )�,����� §� �P�� �:�% .��_� @। ��o <��-�% ��¢> 
9/ '��� -�� @���। ���|���@�� ���U�' �@��-p��}��� �� 9-��� .�W �:�D। ���-z���� 
����� �'����� �� ��� ��� �N�J ���C� '��}���� .�� ���JE��� -����� �:����FJ! -��� ;��-। 
��� ���C� o��}����� 9} ���:�% ��%� @%। ��P�@� ����J� @�% ������ o������ <�� 
�'����� ��� <� ���|���@�� ��� ��� -��� �V �EH� @%। ���F �-D� � ���% ��� ���C ��UC 
-���% ����� }�� -�� @�>� -�� @%। ������ ��� o������ 9� �'����� �|�| ���}��� 
�ª����  �� �Q�� E�� ����g� ���-। 

 

�� %��� 9����� ������� �� ����� ��~���। ���� <-�  )�� ���`- ? '� � ’���’ 
�,� -���D। ����� < �,� )�Q�� 
����� ��o���� /��@��� <-�  ���� �GH�^ _�� -��। 
 

�Q�� �� ��UE �। 2�-�_ /c�J -��� �@T�-�%� J���� )����� [�� -�J�>�� c�, )�,��� 
� �� ��z���� �;> ��o@ � -��/ �q� � � �M�-J  ‘�-��’ -������- )���@� -��� ����^ 
�। �:������� E�U���� <�� �Y�� �P��� @����� ���? -���n� <�� ����� ������� �;�- 
��C]:���� �@T�-�%� J��� ��W��� @%। </ �-� 9���! <-���- ��� ��� ����� �����! 
�M�0� #%#�� @%, )�����- ���-z����� ��;>� �� 9� )@��- @% �N����]। )����� '>�-�  
�,� @% ���������Q���। 
  

<���� � � �M�-J �x/ 9:c ���-z�� ������@�� ��^ ����� J ���� @�%�D���* 
“����_�� ��J����E�� �$#���  #%#�� <�� @��@��� �>����� '�@��'� �-� �>�|�-/ ��%� -�� 
E�� �। -��! �N�J �;�- �-D�/ � � ��?%� ��%� <�� �:������ �� <� ���� )�Q�� E����� ���� 
�� E����� �� �-. -��? -��� �����। )��> ��� ��- � Q�� -�� ��������� '> �>�_� o@! 
-�� @�%�D। ��- 
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����� �-� ���%/ �-� �A-� /�>����- 9� '�@�'}���� �������% ��UF�� ��%� @�~ �।’’ (��- 
������@�� ��^ -����� ����� J �;�- .�G�)। 
 

�����g- ? ���P�}���� .�� </ E�-$� �,� @���� ���-z����� @-E�-� -�� 
���%�D���। <� <- � I*��@�� )�Q�� ���|������� E����� ���� < � �D��� ���-z����� �E^��? 
��/��। </ @����� 9: ��J^ 9����� ����� ���� �M�-J ���-z��� ��� ����  ����E� @�% 
.�W�D���। ���� ��� '��C < ���% ���|������� )���> �D�  �D�  @���� E���%। �-O '�-'���/ 
����� </�� �D�  �D�  @����}�� �D��� -� ��]��J�N!J। @>���o�T ��#�, ��� :��C ���, 
��'�-��, �����, ���^���@� �� 9����, 9�����-<� ���-' @�>�� ���> < ���%� � ���� 
����� �D���। �-� }[q�N!J �#>�b0� ?�� ��? @���� E����� @%�। ����#� ¯�J� 
-�J-�J���? �D��� �� ��Ĵ  )#�। <� �- ��G_��% ������ ������� ��J^ ��� 9�%��� ���; 
����� {��P -��J-��� E����% ���~���। ���L- ���> <��� ?�� ���-��@� -�%-�  @���� 
@��? �� �>;J @�% �:�D। ��L�� �;�- �:������ ��� ��C ���-z����� @��� $�! ���%�D। 

 
�!�-A���� ��- �;�- ����#� }[q�N!J �-���N@ ���Qy �@T�-�%� J��, )�,��� ���, )� 

? ��� }���, ��I>] ? ����� �-�, �P�, ���?�%-<���� .�� 9:c ��J^ �-� �����-��� 
‘�:����’ @���� E����� @%�। ,�� 9^'J���- -N ���- �@�� �������� $h �G�$�% @�% ��C। 
���|�������� <�� ����� ����F� ����� �-D� � �� �Q�Y ��C। 

 
)>���- ��--���@�� )�_� �� ��� ������'-। ����� $;����- 9����� �%��� 

���@� ����� ��� �-D� #�� -���D���। ����# @��@��� ���>�? �D��� $E��। ���Qy �N� �;�- 
��?%� ���� ��� ����  '�� ��%, ��UE �;�- D% @�'�� ����> �@� <�� 9  �;�- �� @�'�� �� 
9@� @�%�D���। 9@���� ���> )^� <--�G��%��� ����% ��� -��� )����| @�%�D���। 

 
�����-Q��� �:���� �]���� ��^�F'- � @��? Q��F>��� '> 9��� )��>/ 9������ �D���। 
���|������� �MN!J $E��� ������ I’�;�- �� ����@� �X�� ��� <�� �X�� ��F -��/ 
���������� )Q>�^�� ������- �:���� ������ ��� -��� @���। ��D�C� ���|�������� $�% ����/ 
�%� -�, 9��: ����। �-. �-. 9��� )����| .��Q��F�। <�� $��>�-/ v� ��T�� �-��� ° 
���� �-D� <- � @�� E�/���। < � ��L�� E�/��� � �� ���/ “��T��’’ @�� )����� �-�;� �;�- 
9���। )��> ��� �M�-J 9����� �-��� �G�HQ�Y �����J � @?%� ��J^ <� E�/�� ���� �-D� 
9����� 9�� -��� �D��� �। 

 
<�� �� 9����� )�_� �� ���% )����� ‘'>�-� ’-<� ��,�> <-;� $��! -���D��� 

��, �;��; ��#� <�� ��Gq ���� ����� 9����� �D����? )��«�> -�' -��� ����। �����  ���> 
9^��-��� �-� )Q�� �D��� �। ���� ������, �-� ����_���� �- -��� @�� §� �� ���L ���? 
�#�। ����� ����- .]-FJ �D��� �*��P�@ ��#� ���-z�� {�>��� E�/�� .0�। ���#� <- 
����  �:���� ���@� 9��� ���%�D���, < � 9����� ��AQ�:>।... 

 
���p�� �;�- $�� ���� r8 @�'�� �:�����- �X�� $�� -�� ������- ���������� 

)Q>^�� ��W���� ����^ �%� @%। </ �@���� ‘6�- <� �T������ ���> ��������� �:������� 
���>� )��� -�� @% <- ����� ?���। <��� ���> ��-�� t8 Q�: �;��;Q��� -�' -���? ��- 
���@�� ��% ���-��% <- � Q�Y ����� ���। </ ����_���� �:������� ��%/ �>z ;�-�� 
@�� ���-z�� 
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������@��-। 9� ENC�^ 9��� @��� �� �/ ���!J �����:। <-���- ��� E��D��� <�� ���-��, 
)>���- ���%� ���; ���; Q��� ? ���-z� ���l�% <�:�% E��D��� <- � )��>���� ����� 
���-। 

 
�-�!W����-�!W����-�!W����-�!W���    

 
���p�� �;�-/ Q���� �>��- ��� $b0�� i[ @%। �T�Q��� <�� �-�� �@T�-�%� J��}��� 

)o��J� _���N�@ )�_� o@! -��� ;��-। �����@ �>�_� ? �!$b0���� �>��- E���> �# -�� 
��%। Q����% ������@� ����> ���FJ_�- )�Q���� �C- ��J�!, ����}���� �#!���#! ? �������� 
-�' �N!J .�>�� i[ -��। -�}��� /.�  ����^��J� ��U� ��N�@ )�_� �%। QN-$-G�� <�� ����> 
�!�Y�� )�_� ���©F!�@ �>��- ��J��#! �]���� E��� ;��-। 

 
<���- 9��� $���� �X��$�� �� �� ���|������- ���������� )Q>^�� ��W��~��� 

�� , �-O ��� �-� .�n����:> ,� ���~��� �। �-� z�� ��Gq���� )Q��/ �D� 9����� 
$�� )^��%। �-� _��/  9���� -��J-� �%\! _���� @�~��� � <�� �:���� �]���� 
9���¡� �'����� -��� �#��? ��D� ��C ���~���। < ���% ��������� ��G�q? �N!>�� �N��!� 
'>, ����F -�� �:���� ��U� }���� '> �-D����>- <�-��-< (:!���F� ���>) �- �X�� ��?%�� 
<- � .��>�: �%� @%। .��_� <�-��-< ��� ���� .]��@� <�� ������- ��- �;�- ��;J- ��U����- 
�:���� ����� -�%��--��, ����F�* �:������� �%\! ? ��Gq���� ��F�% �X�� $��/ </ 
$�EH� �#>। -;� �D� �X���%� �� ���� ��������� ��� ��� <��-�% �:�% �:���� �]���� 
����E��� -���। 9��� ����� <�-��-< '�� �������, �@��� <�� 9��� -�%-' ��'���- 
��� < �>����� .�n����:> .��>�: o@ -��। �:������� ��Gq���� '> ��U����- ���������� 
)Q>^�� ��W��� @�%�D���। )>�> ������ -�%-' <�-��-< �- ��W��� @%। �-O ���� ���� < 
-��'� '> �$��� <�-��-< ��� ���>� �D� ���^/ :!>। )� -�%-' <�-��-< �X�� o@! 
-���D��, ��� -��� ��������� $��� -���D�� ��� E�/��? -�। ,�� ���-���  ��� �-� 
-��' 9���। 

 
��o .��@���� '��C <-���- �� �>��-�� ��¤� 9�y @�% 9��D��� �� )>���- 

�����- 9��� �'����� -��� '> 9����� );J�] ���� -�������� ?��? E�� �G�� ���~���। ��� 
@�~� ���- 9�: D�QY -�� ? I�J� -�� ����� @��। ��@�� �@�'/ ENC�^ )�Q�� E����% ����� 
���QN� -�� ��� @�� <�� </ �#> )'J -��� @�� �;����> 
� ���%� ���>, ��� @�� 
�Q���� ���>/।  

 
);E )��� ? )>�> ��- ���% 9����� �� ���;J ���� -�� </ ����� ���%� ���> 9�� 

���%q ��� -��  9����� ��# )���। 9��� � �� ������ 9?��% �D��� �V�� ��� ��o 
�N�J���, );J�] ����� E�o�� ? ���J�> E�o�� �'��। <��� ����#� ��| �D��� I/ ���:�T� ����। 
< D�C� ��Z� ���-z� �;�- 9:� 9��� I’�  9��-�����- �>� ���% </ )��� ����#� 
��|�G�� -��D���। 9����� ��# �D��� /��9�, ����� <�� ������@�� ���- ��% ���  
�>� ���%। ��o ����� )�,��� ���%�D��� ������@�� E��' <�� ���� ���@�� I’'। ��- 
�������@�� ��# <��� )�,����� ���>� �D��� )N> �w8। � �� ����� ���-���� -���D��� 
��UE� । <� $��� � -���� �D��� <-' )�,��� �-��� <-' �'��?। -��� ����^ '� � 
���>����� �>����� <U��� )�Qd�� �D��� ���^/ ����>। 9� 9��� <��-�% ���% ��� E��D��� 
)�J�����- ��/���? )��- ����^ <��-� '��C। 
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���� �@T�-�%� J���/ ���>�� E�� �D��� ��E�/�� ����। 9��� <-' ��� c�, )�,����- 
�-� $�����- <�� �����@ �>��_� ����� @���। -��'� ��%�� �D��� ����� ru�B� <�� ����@ 
��� ��। -��'� )�@> E��� 9��� c�, )�,��� ��F ��J^ )��_ @�% ��C। �-O @�������� 
-�%-�� ;�-�� �� 9��� ���- -�' i[ -��� @%। </ )�_�� �-� ��-� ��U�' ���~��� �। 

 

9����� �����@ ��U�  �D��� 9:����%। �� @�'�� ����-� '> ���, �����, ��U�� ? 
)>�> �����, -��C-�E��C, )���, ±F��� ���-D� ���� �;�- ��% 9��� @���। ��/ <-/ 
:��C�� -�� I:J� ���J�> )�� ���C ���% <}��� 9��� ���Qy ���-����� ��AUD��� @���। �G�H-
������ ��� �����@ �>��_� E��� ����� 9����� '�� ?k�:� @�% .�W�D���। �-� �-� ��% :��C 
��z�� ��/�� :�C�% �C�� �-��� @�U � ��� -�U��% E�-� ��� �:�� ��/ :��C � ����� ��J^ �-��� 
����� ��;�% -�� :^�>_�� � ��AUD��� ��J^ ����� <-' )�,����- )��#� -��� @���। 

 

�:���� ���@�� $�����- <�� )�Q�� �%\! ����^ ���%q �D��� 9��� -H-�। 
���������� )Q>�^�� ���| ���Q� 9��% �� �� �:���� $���� 9��� �@T�-�%� J��� 9����। 
������- <��-� �Q�0- v�� Q�: -��� @���, ����� 9���� ���%q �M�-J ����? ���,�-<� 
����। $���  v��- ����� -��� -� -�� @��? <- �B� ��% ��:���। ����F -��'� '> ���,�-< 
��% ��:��� 9��� ����। $��>- v��-/ )���, �:�����[�, <�� ��@� ��E ���� @���। �D����� 
������ �Q��� ��W���� '> �� ���@�� �]���� ? E��E� ����^ ��J��F ��� ��o@ -��� 
@���।  @���� ������� <- '�%:�% ;�-��� � ��� ��J��F �����? �����J � ���। <��� -��D 
:�/T ;�-���। ���� ����� ��z� ��� �- ��J� ��U� �� �- ��J� ��U� �� (������* ����^���� 
�;�- 4-�8 ��/��� ���>) �:������� ��AU�D �����। �� 9:O-��� �M�-J ��U� �� 9�:/ ��� 
��%� ;�-���। ����� ����� ���> ? 9��%� �>�_� @���। <-/ ������ ���� �;�- ����� �?%�� 
@�� @��� ����J� ��U� ��। ������- )�� ������ 9��! _��� -��D ��AU�D ��%�� '> ����@�� 
��-�� @���। $��>- v� ���>��� ��-�W-��, ����� ���-��� �;, ��U� , )���, �:���-��[��� 
�@���, -��C-�E��C, ���, �; ���E�  �-�-�%�� �� �-D�� ��z���� ��-TJ ����� @���। ����� 
)Q>^�� $��� -��� �� $���  v��� ���; 9����� ���:����: ����� @���। ����� .�� �%\! 
�#� -�� <�� ��J���� ���%q ��� ��Z� -��� �>�����? 9����� �]�� ;�-�� @%। v�}��� 
������ :^�> _�� ��AU�D ��?%�� �� 9����� ���� �� ��� '���% �����। ���� �-� )�Q�� 
E����� �-��� ����#� �-� �;> ��o@ -��� ������ ��? 9����� '���� @���। 9����� ������ 
�Qy '�%:�% ���  �:�� )%>����� ��  E��� �D���। <}���� ���>�� �������� �;�- 9��� �%��� 
��� ��o@ -����। <D�C� ��� ��o@ -�� <- ����  � ?%�-J :�C �����D���। ���Qy ���� -�D 
�;�- ��� ��% <�� ���� �@T�-�%� J��� ��AU�D �����। �,��� ��; 9��� ���� ���Qy ���� :�/T 
�@���� -�' -���। </Q��� ����� 9��J�N�- -�' E���� ���� �� ��। E��J���- ���-D� 
����% E��� ����/ �D��� 9����� $�� ���%q। <� �-� <- � ;����/ ������ �����। 

 


����� ����� ���; '�C� �-� ��!�� ����-�/ �� �Y� )�_�। �\��Q�� ���>�GP, 
9��J �@T�-�%� J���� ��G�GP, �-��� �B ��/� ��o���� ���� �-���/ )�_� )�Qy। ����� 
{��- ? �:������� ?�� ���J� 9��� ;��- ��� 9��� �'����� -���। ���|������� ���- )��� 
9��� �@� E���D���। ����� @��� ��������>- �� �@� �-��� 9@�? @�%�D। ��'��? @��@� 
@�%�D। �-O �-��� <� 
�-G�� �-��� $���� ���� ��� ����F ��%�। < -���! 
Q���/ ���� �D��� 
#�²।  

 

���J�> E�o���� <�-���� .0� $��^ �T���:���� -�%- �� �D�� �X�� �%�� '> ����� 
�� ��� )��#� -���D। ����� ���> -�%-' ��� <�� �| 9����%? ���� �:�D। )>����- 
���� �� ��, 
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����@� �� ���@ )�@��� -� ��� @�%�D। �� ��/� I:J� <�� ���J�> )�� ? ���C ��� ��� @�% 
���|���@��� ���: ��%�� '> ���� <���D���। �-O �-. ����� �M�-J ����>�� 9o@? $-�� 
-���। ���� �� �@] .�=�> ��% ���C�� �D�C�D� ��� 
�-G��? -���� -�D �;�- ���� ��%�। 
 

���� ��%��'� �:������� ��-�� ���� '�� '> Q��� )� ? �:�����[� �����@ 
-��D��� (��� )��> ��-�� 38 '�- )� ������@� �>��_� -�� @%)। ��-� �D����� ���� @��� 
���� ��W��� �-��� )��#� -��� ��� D�C� 9����� �-� :�>^� �D��� �। �������� ������@�� 
�@T�-�%� J���� ���J� �D���, )� D�C� -�.�- �� �:���� ���� ��W��� � @%। 9����� ��E�/�� 
�@' .��% �D��� I/ v��� )� ���% ���  v��- ��W���। ,�� $���  v��� ��-�� t8 �;�- 
u8 Q�: �D���- ������@� )$������ '> ->��M ����% ����� @���। <��� '> 9��� ��� 
����� �, ,�� ���>� 9��� �����- 9-�� ���! -����। 9��� _��%Q��� <� �-D� � ����� ��� 
-���D���। �-� )�,���, �'��? <�� )>�> � >���-� {��- ���� <- � ����- E�U��� �>�_� 
-���D���। <� ���>�� �� �-D� 9% @��� �� ���% ��C�� 9@�� ���:���� �EH� E����। </ �>�_� 
�D��� )�%��� <�� ����_��� E��� ��C/ 9����� < � -��� @�%�D���। );E <� '>? 9����� 
Q�� ���L� @���, 9��� @��� ������E�� ���। ¯��J -�J-�J��� 9����? �M�-J )�- �:�� 
�E�W�� �����, “���������� ���? -������� ����� �%� ��� E��D �’’। < ��F�% Q����% 
)�,�����? </ ����� ���� )�-���� ��W- �D���। ����? ?�� Q����% 9��J �@T�-�%� J���� 
��KH ���J� ;�-���, �:������� �X�� ��F @?%�� �� �;�- E�� ���� ���> �-��- ���������� 
)Q>^�� ��W���� �>��_� -��� @��-�� �� ���/�- )� �����@ -�� �-��� ��� �-D� )� �����@ 
-��/ �@�-। �-O 9����� .�� ��������� ������@�� �@T�-�%� J���� ���J� �D��� ���/�- )� 
��`� � -�� �-� v��-/ �� ���������� )Q>�^�� ���� ��W��� � @%। 
 

�������� 9��J �@T�-�%� J�� <�� Q����% 9��J �@T�-�%� J���� ���> ��l% ��? ����� 
:�C ?�W� ���/ @%��� 9����� '�> ���>�� �G�H @�%�D���। 
 

�:���� ������:���� ������:���� ������:���� �����    
 

9:c ��� �;�-/ 9���- -���/ ��� ��I>] �-� <�� E�o�� �P��� �- ��J� 
���������� <-��� {�� ������:���  )E� -��� '> E�� ��%� @�~�। �-O </ }[q�N!J �-� I�  
��� @�� ���-z����� E�/�� 9����� #�� ���� @�� ��� �� -�� 9�� I�  $z��/ $�>��>� 
-��। ��I>] �>��_� ���~y <�� ������ )Q�� ���� ���� ����� ����@ E��E� ����� @�% �C�� 
<�� <�� -�� ����� �]����? ³�� ����। �-O 9��� �� @�%�D��� �-� I�  ��� � -��? 
)>Q��� 9����� �#> @���� -�� ���। 
 

9��� Q����- ���� ���� <-�  �� ���-�� $!% -�� Q����% ������@�� 
���:�T%�� ����: ���-<� ��Y -;� ���। ��� Q��� ��-���� �# �;�- ��������� �,r <�� t �� 
������ -��J�� ? E��@�� ����^ ��F�% ��l%-���� ���%�q �D��। 9��� ���-�� �D���* 
  

�। �����  ��I>] ��Q��:� ���-�c� ��� -��। 
  

r। -���/ <�� E�o���� ���> ��}�� ��� {�I>��- ��/� ��� -��� @��। 
  

9��� ��«�� �D���, I’�  -�' -��� �����/ ����#� ��I>] �����@ ����F -�� E�o�� 
�P��� ��I>] �>�_� ����� @�� <�� <�� ?��� ���!'> ? )>�> '�@�' ��Y�� )E���_� �G�H @��। 
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�;����� ������  ��z��%�� ����^ o@�� @�� < -��'� '> 9�� 9��� ���; -��J�� 
���� ���@�� �QJ�- )�,��� ´�/  ��,� >�B ������- ����� -����। ���p���� $;� 
����@ ���- 9�� ���-���  ���L�% ����� <�� ��� ��/�T� ��� J� ���>����- ���D ��� �����। 
<��� ���/ ���� 9��� -�%-�  �@C� �����। ‘��/�T�’ ��� J� ���>����- �- -��' �-�;�% ��W��� 
@�~ ��-;� 9�: ��� @��� �। <-���� ��J��F ��U� �� ��AUD�� �� �� ���� �#>�b0� .�� 9��� 
@��� ���� ��/ ������- ��� @��, ��� 9�: %। ����� ��U� ���� ���- <�� $���'�% 
)��� ���D ����। ��I>] �>�_� ��� -�� D�C�? ������� ?�� ° <��-�% �:���� �]���� ³�� 
��?%�� -��! �!J�%� ���%q ��%� @���। 

 
��/ ���p�� ������� ��Y -�%-' ����F �X��$�� <�� �-D����>- �%��� {�>�- 

@��!� �;�- < )�Q��� ��W��� @���। 
 
t�� )����� ��� ��� J I*��@�� )�Q�� E����% �@� �;�- ��� ��/����- �N��/ 

������ � {�I>��- X�7,���� ��� -�� �����। �V���>- {�I>��- ��/�? .�C�% ��?%� @%। 
<�� -���/ �;�- �����@ �MN!J �¢ @�% ��C। ����FQ��� ����#� �����  ��I>] �-�� � E�����- 
�D��� /U� � ��%�� 9� I�QJ�> -�U ������ ��C�। <��� ������% ;�-��� �8' �%��� {�> <�� 
r8 ' 9��-�����- ���@�� ����>� <-�  �� �। ���� �� ��% E�����- ��-J �G�H ����D���। ��� 
���> �;�- ����� ��U� �� ��% ��� .�� �,���� ���; </ 9��! �My -��। 9:c ����� 
��L����L�� �P��� '�@�' ����� �� 9��� I*��@�� @����% ���� ����@��� @�% ��C। ���� 
��L�� ������ �� �:������ ���l�% )��-�� ��|���� @�% .W�D। 

 
)�Q�� ��F -�� ´�/  ��,� >�B ����� ° <��-�� )��-��� �:���� v��� ��Y 

���:����: -��। ����� )������ <�� ���>���� ��%? 9���E� @%। ��/ )����� @��!�% �,�� <�� 
����� ��z���� ����� J ��� -��। 

 
�:������ o������ ��� -��J-� )�_� :�C ����D���। �b0�* ���� ��� �/ �� ����  <- 

�:���� ��U� �� ���!� @�%�D���। ,�� �� �� �D���� ���-� ���- )�Q�� E����� ������। 
���}��� �D��� <-�^Q���/ �����। ,�� ���-z�� {�>�� ����� ����% ������# ��/�� ��� @��� 
�। 

 
9����� ��# ':�� ��;J �D��� �>��-। �:������� ��@���> 9��� ����� ���-' 

�j��� <�� :�J )�Q� -����। �:������� ���> ? 9�% ��%�� )����� ���-z���� �V ���-�- 
@�>� -���D, ����� ���C�� �����%, �@�%-�M�0 ��  -�� ��/ ��� � ����� ���� ������ �@���� 
��'�-�� ? �������� ��%� @�%�D। <���� ? ':�!� ��% 9��: <�� .µ���� .�s��� @�% 
.�W�D, �� �����D )� �%�� �[�!�� Q��� )�-�:�����[��� Q��� �>¶ @�%? �G�$�>�% ��� ��� 
�� �,�� ��@� <�:�% E���D। ������ ':! ���|�������� 
�:� '����� '> ��o�@ $��#� 
-���D ���� �� ��। ����� �Q��� )�_�-��� ���-' ��� ���� </ �>�: 
�-�� � -���� 
��@�� )·���/ 9����� 
���� 9�P���� 
�Q���- �G��> � ���। 

 
����� ��������� 

 
9��� ����^ �/, �!�-A���� ��- �;�- }[q�N!J <��-� <�� ���� ����^ ,�U�C�� ��� 

$@�� <- � -�, ��}��� ����� ���>��/ 9����� )�Q�� i[ @��। $���  )�Q�� i[� �N��J/ 
Q����% 
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�:��P�' ���@� 9����� �@����:�� -���। ����^��J� <��-� <�� ����^ ,�U�C ��� ���-��� 
��D� -�}��� }[q�N!J �#> �D���, ��}��� @�~* 
 
 (-) </�� ����^ ,�U�C �� ����^ <��-� ����� ���� 9����� ���@�� �#�� ? I�J��� 
9��� �¡� -��� �����। 
 
 (�) �-��- ���L�% ��%� ��, �#> )'J� 9��� �����-�। <�� 9����� </ )�Q�� 
)�>�@� ;�-��। <�� -�� ���� �:����������� �]���� -���% 9��#��N�- �>�_�% 9��� ���� 
��| ��%�: -���। ����� <Q��� ����^ <��-�% �>z ����� ����� ����� )Q>^� Q��: ��� 
���>� -�� ����, ,�� �:������� -�' -�� 9��� �@' @��। 
 

 (:) < ���� ����FJ� ���>��/ ��� $b0�� <�� ��� $������ #���� ����? 9��� 
������ -��� ������। 
  

����^���� ����� 9����� �]���� �G��� ��Y ��Y ���-z���� �W-/ )Q>�^� Q��:� ��| 
-���% �����^ <� {�> '�C� -��� ;��-। <�� ���Qy _��� ����_�� �:������� )�-N� @�% ?�W। 
)��>, </ ��Y �-D� � )������? ���� ��%। ����^ <��-�% ��� ��| �G�� ��?%�% �� �X��$�� 
�:������� ��/ �; ���% ����� �Q��� ��W��� L�U�-�N!J @�% ��UC�%। �Q��� $����� $�% �-� �;/ 
����>�� �¢ -�� ��%। 
 

rr�� ���p�� EM-:� ����^ ,�U�C <�� $�� �C�-� ?�� }[q�N!J �nQ��� <��-� 
��� -��� '> 9��� $�EH� E���/। 9���!� 9�: Q����% �:��P�' ���@� �#_��� ?�� 
�:����FJ�!� ���>�� ��� ���G� )�_�}��� ��� -��� �EH� -��। 
 

�-O ���J D% �¸� ����� �� 9��� �Z������! ���> @/। -����� �:���% ��� ��� �-� 
#�� @%�। ���-z����� ���-��}��� �D��� ��� �'���। $���  $���#� ���-���/ ���� QN:�QJ 
-�%-�� ;�-�� ���� ����� �'�� -�� �����D���। ��U� }���� ���> 9��� :Q�� �X���; 
���:����: �D���। ��D�C� 9��� �� )��� -���D��� ��� E�/��? ���� �D��� ����� 
%���% )��� 
����। 
  

EM-:� ����^ ,�U�C 9���!� ���%q ��%� @�%�D��� ->��p ��@,�'�-। ,�U�C� T� 
��� ���% ��'����- 9C�� -�� 9�� ?��� )o�� @��� ���J� ��/। �-O �#>_��� E������ 
-�%-�’ :' <��-�% :� 2�-� ��%�� �� ��� �-� ,���� �#�, .UE� QN�� );�� �-'Y� �D��� 
�। ��«J��J� <-�  ��@�C �;�- 9�� ��� ���E���� -��D���। ,�U�C�  �;�- <� �N[q �D��� 9 �� 
:�'� ��। ���� �;�- 9�� �#>_��� )�- �-D�/ ����� ���~���। )%>������ ��@,�' 9��� 
���; ���:����: ����D���। 9����� ���@�� ’-Q��’ ��%�� '> -����@ Q����% �:���P�' ���@�� 
<-' ��J��#-? 9��� ���; �D��। 9�:/ .�n� -���D, 9����� {�>��� )o�� @?%�� 9�: 
-��� �;�- �:����FJ! -�� @%। -����� �:����FJ! ��F @�� 9����� ���@� ENC�^ 9��� @��� 
'> §� )o�� @�� ;��-। < ��% ����? $E� ���: }���FJ! i[ -��। ,�U�C� @� <�� ��� .Q% 
��«J �;�-/ <-�  -�� ����:� 9����� ‘�-�M��-’ ��;H �����- �,�� ��%। IQJ�:>��� 
��@,��'� <-��� )%>����� �� � ? �� ��-� @�% ��C। <-� � ���� ����� �� �'�� �-� ��  
9����� �D��� �। )%>����� ��  H @��/ ��@,�' ��� �� ��� ���; ���:����: @����% �,�� <�� 
9��� ? ��@,��'� ��>-�� �����:? ���~y @�% ��%। �-D�#! ���/ iQ��� ����� ��- �;�- 
���-z����� -����� �:��� 9����� ?�� <�� �C�� ;��-। <���- -���@�  <��-� �;�- 9��� 
����> §� EM-:� <�� ��AUD�%। 
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-����� �:���, ����F -�� <%����cJ ��� �������!� ,�� 9����� �-�M��� ��# 9� )o�� 
@?%� ��� @�~� �। ���-z�� ����:�}���� ��W- )�_� '��� '> 9�� ��@,��'� ���; 
���:����: -��� )�- �EH� -��। )�_� '��� ����� Q����% -��� �;�- ����:��� ?�� 
�:����FJ! -�� �����। 9����� )�_� �;�- 9�� �-��� Q����% �:��P�' ��J��#- �-./ 
����:�}��� ����� ���~��� �। ���:����: �>�_� )E� @�% �C�% 9����� �-� ���-�� �>;J 
@%। 
 </ ����_���� �-�M���- 9��� <�:�% ���� ��� 9�@�>��/ ����� �D���। 
 

 �nQ��� <��-���? 9����� �-�M�� -������- i[��/ ;��- �C�� @%। ��� I�  �� � 
�#>_��� ���- )o�� @�~���, �-O �� � -�������� ���; ���:����: �#�� '> ��� @��� �-� 
)%>����� ��  �D��� �। �� � I� � �¢� ���Q� '> �� �� ���J���@- ��W�%। ����� ��U�' ��?%� 
�:�%�D��� �� , �-O �� )�- ���� @�% �:�D। ���� 9��� ,��  .W��/ ���-z���� 9����� 
���� �,�� <�� ����� -���}��� ���% @�% ?�W। 
  

</ I�  9���!/ <-��� ���:����: �>�_�� )Q��� 9��� �,� @�� �����। �-�M�� 
-�������� ���:����: �#�� '> 9��� -��D )%>����� ��  �D��� )$��� 9� �� � -�������� 
���; ���:����: �#�� '> �-�M�� -�������� �-� )%>����� ��  �D� �। ��'� �� �}���� 
���; ��k� �>�_� � ;�-�� �-� �-�M� -������� ��# ���� < ���� 9��! E����� ��� 
)������'- @�% ��C। 
 

����%-Q��� 9��� �>;J @��? < I� � $�EH�% 9��� ��L�� ���� ��, 9����� ����� ����� 
'> .�n����:> �#�� )'J -��� �����D। �;��;Q��� ���-�� �%� @�� <�� ���:�����:� 
��'����� ? Q��� )��� ��@���> ��?%� �:�, 9����� ��«��, �Z%/ 9��� '%� @�� ������। 
  

����� �� D% ��� E��D। < ���% -�}��� }[q�N!J � � �� । <}��� ����#Q��� 
9����� 
����� ����� ?�� �� $Q�� ��z�� -��। � �}���� <-�  @�~ Q��� ? ����Q�%� 
/.�%�� ���> ��A; $���#� E��| 
�#�। E��| )���%� I’��� �-� ��-  <�� ��@*��� 
9���!� ���� ��K��� ��@���> <�:�% 9��� ��� )�Y-�� -��। E��| 
�#��� �� 9����� 
��@��> -��� �>����� Q��� 9��� ���k QN��-� o@! -��। Q����� ��-�� <�� ':! ��L�� ����, 
�������� $�h ���� �� ���#� ��%�D, �� �>����� <� 9� ���� <-� %। )�E��/ </ $���#� 
E��|� $Q�� Q���� <�� ���������, ����F -�� ���|�������� ���> ��KH @�% ?�W। Q��� <��� 
��J^ ��� �^�J�! <�� ������ <�:�% E��D���। E��|� �� 9������- ��J��- ��@���>� �>����� 
��� ��z �s��s¹ �-�  ��%। 
 

<���- I/ ��#/ ��� ���-�� 9��� �>��-�� @�% ?�W। �:������� ���> �� �� -�� 
$��!� ���� @%। $����/ �C- ? ��� ���:����: ���~y -��� -�' E��� ;��-। $-��> ���� 
������? @���� ? )>����� i[ @�% ��%। Q����% ? ���-_����� .Q% ��#� -����� :'J� ����^ 
<��-� @�% ?�W E�� .�0'��%। 
 

 <���- r4�� ���p�� �:��>���� �T������ ��������� ��/� �� �X�� i[ -��। 
�:�C��0 @% �������� ���� ���@��। $�% <-/ ��% ���-z� �A-���@� �;�- �����% 9�� uw 
' �A-��� ��% �������� �A-���@��? �:�C��0 @%। ���p���� I�  �A-��? 9��� ��o@ 
-��। <�-�Q ���� <�� <�-�� �º� ���� '�@�' I�  �D��� -�-��� ��� J -�������। $�% t4 
���  �-� ��E -�� <}����- ����� .����:� -�� ����� @%। $���  �A��� I�  -�� u8 ������ �� 
-��� (<�-x8) ����� @%। 
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)������� ���> I�  '�@�'/ )�Q�� i[ -��� '> $b0� @�% ?�W। “)���� @  �>�B�’’ 
����-��- ��� i[ @% )�Q��, ��� �#> �D��� ���� ? �Y�� <��-�% �� ��#� �A���� ?�� 
9��� @�� <�� ���� ��� ���@�% ��/ _�� -��। 
 

    
@����� /%��@%�@����� /%��@%�@����� /%��@%�@����� /%��@%�    

 

 )����� �;�-  9��� �:������� �]���� �M�-J .]��@�>�- ��� ���� ;��-। ��� 
���������� ���Qy �P� ���% �!>���o� ��/�� �$�! <�� ��/�� �;�- �����- ����� ? )>�> 
�'�� ��% 9�� )�>�@� :����/ E��� ;��-। ��/��� ���� ������� 9���� ��}��� 9��� 
�;����� ����� �Q�� ���Qy :^�>_�� ��AU�D ���~���। �A-���@�� T�������� ��,�>'- �]���� 
�� ? �A-���:����: �>��_� ���~y -��� �>����� 9��� ����F �,��� ��Q -��� �����। ��F%�  
���©F! -�� ���� ��% ��, ��� -�}��� -���! ���-z� ��-�� ��� �A-���:����: ��� ����  
��k�Q��� E��� ����� ��;J @�%�D���। 
 

(-) ������ ����� �-�M��}����- ���-z� ��-�� ���-� ����> I�J �� �#�� 9-FJ!�% 
#���N�! ���� $z�� -���D���। 

 
(�) )Q>�^��! ���;}����� ��� ����  �>��-Q��� ��� ����0� �>�_��@ �A-��}���� 

E��E��� �>��_� -�� @�%�D���। 
 
(:) .�-N� <��-� <�� �����g- �P�}����� :����� � �]���� �G�� -�� @%। 
 

(�) ���� �A--�������� -��J���� �'� ��?%�% ���� ��J�� �#��>��_� o@! -��। 
 

 
��»� �>�_� �@���� 9��� ���� -�� �A--����� ��%��:� ����^ �/। 9��� 9��� ���� 

�>�_� o@! -�� ��}��� �D���* 
 
 (-) 9/, T�¼., � , <- <� '�@�'}����� �� �@���� �:��� �A--����� ��%�: -��। 
 

(�) ��� ��� <�� ��:��� .�-N� �;�- ������'- �N���n�� @���%���� ��@���> �A-
��}���� ?�� ������ 9��! E�����। <�� 

 
(:) <������ 9�@�?%�:� -���! �-��-�¢>�% �GH ��A���� -�%���� �����: 

��% ’����� ’ ��/ s��� ���-z�� '�@�'��N@ ��� -��। 
 
�r/ )����� /%��@%� �� '���� .�=��> <- ����� Q�F! ��। ��� ��U� Q�F�% ‘'���% 

'���� </ Q%��@ ��@N��J’ 9n�@ <�� /������ ��� �-��- °->�� @�% ��U� ��D� °->�� @�� 
����। ����, :��� <�� ����� -�½ ��� ����*- 
 
 (-) ���-z��� ��o ����^ ����� Q��� �>��-Q��� {�> ������ -���D। 
 

 (�)  >��-, �:��P�' /.�  <�� ���� ���@��- ��- �����^� -��D <� '�C� -�� @�%�D 
(��U� �'d���, ‘<���� );J �-?’)। <�� 
 

 (:) E�o�� <�� �Y�� �P�� �A-���@�� T�������� @���� @�%�D। �C-, ����; ? ���� 
��� -�� @�~ <�� ��I>] �����@ ���~y -�� @�~। 
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 /%��@%�� </ �|G��� ����F -�%-�  ��- �#!�%। ���-D�� '> ��� ����� Q����-/ 
���F����� -���D <�� ��E�Q��� ���|���@�� -;� <�C�% �:�D।  
 

<�� ���¾�� @�% ?�W ��, ��� ��� -��� <- � )'�@�� ��U'�D। <- �¢ .¿��, �� 
���|���@�� 9���� #���#�, ������¿0- ��U� -;�% �� �/ $���!� @���। ����� 9��� ���- 
9��� ��J� 9��� @��� $b0�� ��% �,���D।  

 
'���/ ��� �;�-/ EXo�� �P� <��-�� ��� ���#!�:��� <- � 9��! E������ '> 

9��� ���-�� -��D���। < -��'� '> ����FQ��� ��D�/ -�� -�%-�  �D���- 9����Q��� 
�X�� ��%� @%। �-O .����| @���%�� � ��?%�% )������� ��L����L ��% ��J^ 9����� )��#� 
-��� @%। ���-z��� ������ '> .� ��@>��|�My ����� Q��J  >��-}��� �D��� 
���#!�:��� � $�� 9-FJ!। �x/ )����� �X��$�� :!-���F� ���> '�� �������, �@����� 
��G�q ����F ���- .| ��� ���#!�:��� 9��! E������ '> ��W��� @%। 9���!� 9�:� 
���� ���� �-Q��� �� �@�� �:���� ���� .��_�� � � ���% ��%। EXo��� ���� ����� .�W�D��� 
���-z������ �� <��-� ���� �,��। ��AQ�:>��� <-�  �S�� �Q�� ���% 9����� ����� ���  
9��#� -��� ��;J @%। �-O ����� )��� ���%� ��%। ,�� 9���!� ���-�� )���JH-���� 
'> _�:� @�% ��%।  

 
?���- /%��@%� �� Q��� 9���!� <-�  �;��; )'�@�� ��U'�D��। ��� �Q���D�� 

Q����� ��Y ��� �����% <-�  �����- 9^'J���- ��-  �G�H -�� ���������� ���>� �;�- 
��«����� �G�H )>���- �,���� ����। ��U� ���-)���%-��? �� ���� <-�  ����� �#� $b0� 
-���D��। )������� $;� ����@ {�%����� <- '������ ���-z����� @c�J -����� -����� 
��* �'���� �%�'� ���F� -���, .Q% ��B/ ����J� ��� Q����� ��� ��/ @��। �%�'�� ��� 
�;�- -;� � ���� @% ��,�U� �����% ��C�D���--��! /%��@%� �� �� ��J^ $-���> ����� -;� 
����। �-O � ���� �- @��, r8 <�� rr�� )����� ���-z������� ����^ �;�- Q����� ��UE 
��/� )Q>^�� -����� o���� ?�� �:����FJ! -����। ����� '> ���-z�� .����N�- �]����% 
�V���>- �������- �:��- �@� <�� 9@� @���। <-�� �� rt�� )����� ��- ���@� ��Z� 
��B� ����> �!�Y}����� {�> ������ i[ -��।  

 

)����F� ��� i[ 
 

�Q�� �:�� Q����� ���  �-���� )��� ����  �����- �T�Q� ����� '> ��J��- 
$b0�� o@ -��। -���o���� ��U�  ����% E��� -�� @% <�� Q����% �A-���@�� /c�J ´� �- ���% 
-�� @%। ���-� 9��! $�������� '> ����� �>��- ���-�� �� ENC�^।  

 

Q����% ������@� �N�J ��¸ ���-z��� �-� I���J� .���| '��� ��%�� '> ��������� 
$b0� �D���। < ��%/ Q����% ������@�� �@����:��% �����%� ���J�� -��� '> ���-�� 
$!% -�� @%। <-/ ��Y )>�> �����? )�¡� ���-�� o@! -�� @%। �����%� w/ �Q�� 
9���!� (�T-�T) �� ��J���� @%।  

 

�-O uW� �Q�� <- ��J��^- � �% 9��� �-��/ ��E��� @�% ��C। 9��� )>�� ���-
���� -����� ->��p ������ V�� ���� ��� ���C 4 �% ���� ��। �����%� )�Q��� ���  
�-�M���- ��U� ��G�q ����� ���-�� �D���। )-����Q% ����� �@���� {�>�� ��U�- Q��������, 
$���� -����। 9�� ��'? �����D �- �QJ�-Q��� �!�Y�� )o��J� <��-�% ��� ���%q ��� 
-���D। <¡�   
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<-' )�,����- ������ ��U� ->��M� ���> ��C 9�D, $�!@� �KP। '�%:�%�  ��| �Q�� 
�:�D, ��;�� ���� �Dy�Qy ���#�Q��� E�����- DC���। -�%- ���  9�:? ��� ��U� {�>��� ���; 
-;� ����D, ���� ���� )�Q�� �M�-J -�%-�  ENC�^ ���J� ���%�D। ���N� '�� ��%, ���C 
�;�- ��U� ��� ����� ��� <���D�। ��:� -�%- ��� ��� 9��� )�Z%��� ���> ��� -��D���। 
)�Z%�� ? @����% ����� �W- ���� -�W @�% ��U�C�%�D��� �-D� ����-� ��#। 9��� ����� 
���C�� ��% �-��� ��������- �-� ��F�% 9���E� ��F� -�� ���%�D���। ���/ �k�� 9��� ��P@ 
�/, �-O {��-:�!� ?�� #��-� 9��: �G�H -��� ���� <� ���� -;����J� �;�- ���� ����� 
'�>/ < � -��� @�%�D���। 9����� IQJ�:>, uW� �Q�� ��� ���%� 4 �� ���- ->��p ������ 
V���- ��U� ��D��% ��� �- �� �E^� -��� ���� ��%। ����@� <- )���� ��U�- ���% ����D���। 
<- ��% 9��� )'��^/ ��� �c:� @��� ���� ��% ��  ��'� �E���- �W-�। ����� 
�\E������ ���� �X:�� E���।  
 
 �����%� )�Q�� ��% 9�� �� Q����% ���:T -������� ���; 9���E� -��D���। ��� 
���% $;� ��«��/ -��� �����। �-O -�W ��z����- <- ��% 
�-�� -�� ���/ @���। 9����� 
����^ ��� @% �� ���-�� )���%� 9:���-��/ )�Q�� i[ @��। ����� <- � '���� ���� I��J� 
�>�|'���� X��'T�}��� 9��� i�� �� ��/ ����� �����D, 9� �-D� -��� ����� ����।  
 
 �%��� �����- ���@� <�� ������%� ��% �����%�% ���-z��� ��| �D��� I/ 
�>� ���%�� ����। <- �>� ���% �D��� .0��� )�� <�� ��-� )�� �D��� ��#! Q��:। ��|���� 
���-�� {��� -�� <�� ��� ��zG� <��-� '��C ��/ ���� ���� )�_� o@! -���D���। < ��z 
)�_� �M�-J �¢� � ��% 9��! E����� )�@��- ���-#% @�� ����। �-�Q��� .0��� )���� 
�����- ��-� )�� �;�- ���~y -�� ���~y )��� ��@��> �@����:�� �$�! �¢ -��� ����� 
���-z��� 9����J! -��� ���> @��। 9����J! � -���? -�%-���� ���>/ ����� ��NJ� -�� 
��� @��। 9��� ��/ ����^ �/, .0��� <�� ��#�!� </ I/ )���� ��L����L �-� _�� )�� 
�^�J�! ����� )¢-��� �*�� )�_� o@! -����। �X� <�� ���-�� :�C ���� ��������। <�� 
���� �N��J� 9��� D�C�% �C��/ ���-z��� ����� ����� ����� .0��� )�� ��#�!� ��@� 
�;�- ����� )¢-��� @�% ��C�D ���~y। ��L��� ��� 9�D ����� ���N� ���|�����।  
 
 �Q�� u �����। )¢-�� <�� ����� ���। --� W��� ����� �/�D। ->�M �D�C ����%� 
)�Q��� <�:�% E�� ���|������ ��। {�>��� ���J���� ���� i[ -���/ �G�H i[ @�% ��%। �G�H� 
���; ������� ��:? ���C ��%। @�C -�U���� ���� 9����� �W�U  -�U��D�। 9��� ��Z� ���- <�:�% 
E��। $�-G��- I��J�: -H @��? �b0� 9����� ������? �D��� ��;H। 9�@�?%� ����� ���� �� ���� 
�����  @������ 9� ��/�� �����%�। ���� ���!�? -��� ����� �� </ ���� �-/ 9��� ���D 
����। ��-� ������� :'J� 9����� E���,�� <�� �X� ���UC�� 9?%�' ����% ���~���। �Q�� @�� 
� @��/ 9����� ��}��� �-�M�� ��� ��� '�%:�% ��A�D $���#��N�- �X�� )�_� o@! -��। 
9��� �� ���� $�% '�� ���~���। �-O <- � ���/ �G�H �;�� �:�% ���¾�� �N�J����- E������- 
D�C�% ��C।  
 
 ���� � -�� 9��� �- ��J� ��!�;J� ����� <�� o�� �;�- ���- ��% ��'����� �@�� 
�>�_� -��। ����@ E��E��� '> ��@�C <�� ���#��� �Q�� ���% E�� ��/� ���J ��z�� �>�_� 
9����� -��� @%। @�'�� @�'�� ���- 
�*�N�JQ��� ����� -�' -�� E��। ������ ��;�% 
��z��  ����@ E��E��� .����:� @�% ?�W। 9����� ��@��> -��� '> �������- ���-��� ���> 
)QN��N�J .]��@ �#> -��। ,�� 9����� ����� ���C ��% �V}!।  
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<-' )�>��- ���-���� '> ��, 9/, ��� � ���L� ��;�% �@ -���DÀ E�� ��/� �; )���� 
-�� � }��� �;�_�� ����%/ 9��� ��� ��D ���- ��A�C �:�D 9��- ���L� 9��। D% 
�D��� <-�  �D���- ���% �-� -�' -���� @�� � ����� �� ���� �-U�� �,���D���।  

 
9����� </ )�_� o@! -��% ��� ���> ��� �-� q��� $����%� ����� ����� �। 

���� @%��� �Q���D���, < �? ���|�,A�'� <>����� ���� �-D� <- � @�Á ���� ���|���@��- @� �% 
��%�� '> <-�  �-�M�� ��W�%। �-D�#�!� ����FJ r3 ' ����� �@� @% <�� )�>�� .��%�^� 
� ���� �����% ��%। <� �- ���� ���}���? ��� ����� 6/ �Q�� I�  �>��� �'  ������ 
9����� )�_��� ?�� Â>���� -��। <�� 9����� �  �@-��� <-' �������- ���- �@� @%। 
9Z��J� �>����, ���� ��� �>��- 9-��� 9����� 9��! -��� 9��D��� �। ��D�C�, .0� 
)��� ���-z���� 9��� ��Q��� ���� �,���D���- ���� �;�- ����� ��| -���? ��� �-� 
�EH�? -��D��� � 9��� KH ��L�� ������. ���-z���� <����� 9��!��- �>�_�� ������J 
<� 9��#��N�- �>�_� ��%�D। < ���% �����%�% ���-z����� <-�  )%>����� ���J� 9��� 
‘/B����p’ -��। �� � �D���-‘‘�����%� �;�- ��'��/ ������� �>�_� -���’’।  

 
-�%-' ����� 9����� �N>@ �Q� -�� ������� �EH�? -���D���, �-O ���� 9����� 

}���� �@� @%। ��/ ��Q���� ���> 9��� )���H �������� ��� -�� �,��। ��� �-D� 
���-z�� 9����� @��� �P� @%।  

 
����P���� -�D �;�- ���-z�� ������@�� IQJ��:>� -;� 9��� '��� ����। ��J�/ 

����>��� <- � �����! )�Q���: �D��� ��, )�,����� ����� ���; �B ��/� ;�-��� �। i�� 
�:���}�� D�C� )> ���-D��/ )Q�� �D���। ����� ��| )�Q���:* ‘‘<� �- ����>� '>? 
9�����/ �>�_� -��� ��� @���।’’ $���  ����� ����P���� -��D <�� �G� {��-��� ��-�  
)�- �E�W ��?%� �:�D। <}��� ��Z� ���-z�� ����� ��-���� 9��%
'�� -��D ����। �-O 
��W��� �����। <�� �E�W�� ����� -[ )�_� <�� $���  z�� �G����� -�W���� �MN!J �Q�Y �C�� 
<- -[! �E� ��?%� ��%। </ �D��� ����� ��,�>- ����� �� ��� ���>�G�0, �����- )�>E�� <�� 
�����% '�> )������ .���| ������। <-' ����/ ��� �����- �����D* ‘‘:� ���� <:������ 
 �-� ���W�%�D, ����@% ���%�D। I�� ���] )d�����E% <- _� )�Q���� 9��� E���D। :�-�� 
���|���@�� @����� ���� ��C�D���। <�� 9����� �� ��� I‘' ���� �:�D। <� 9�: ����� 
����� ��C? <-' ���� ��%। <��� Q�F! �G�H @%। �����- ��-�/ �����-/ i�� �C �C �� 9� 
��-��। 

 
���-' Q�% 9����� -��D ��UF�� E� �। o�� �;�- 9��� ����� ��o@ -��, �-O <�'> 

�-� ��� ��/ �। 9����� )�,�����? �-� ��� ��% �। 9��� <� <-�  o��� ����� ��~। -�� 
�-���/ 9��� �?%�� @�� @��। ���� E���,�� -��� ���� �। <��� )�- ���|�,A'। 9�� 
��Z� ���-z�� ���� @?%�� '> ����z -���D। 9��� '> ���%� -���।’’  

 
���� �Q��/ ���|���@� </ �� ��  )>����� -��। ,�� ���� 9��� ��' {�> ���� 

��%। �@���� <-'�� ��-� / �E�W�  ��?%� �:�%�D�।  
 
9��� �����%� )�Q���� 9�%�' -���D��� uW� �Q��। );J�] </ ����� �;�-/ ����� 

<�� _��% ��J��% @��?, Q����%�� ������ ���� )�� �%। 9� w/ �Q�� i[ @�% ��% Q��� <�� 
���-z��� ��>-�� )����F� ���।    
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��� ���-����� ���-����� ���-����� ���-��    
 

�Q���� �G��% ����@� ���>/ 9��� �����%� �;�- �������� ��������� �����C� -��। 
���-z� ���T? )��> ���� �����%� ����� ���� 9�D ��� ���� $E�� -�� E���D���। ���-z� 
-�GJ�# <-���- ��;>� $E�� )�Q�� E����% ���~��� )�����- 2�-�-EXo�� ����T� }[q�N!J 
�����: �-� �,� �;�- ���l�% ����� {�> ����% ��~���। 
  

r��� �Q�� 2�-� �;�- <�� $����� <-�  ���J�% ���, ��-���@� <�� ���|�,A�'� 
���> ��!�! �C�/ i[ @�%�D। </ �C�/�% ���-z���� �� ��| #% @�~ ���� Q����� ���; 
��J��- ��� i[ @�% �:�� ���� �� �- -��� ���L� ���~ �। 2�-�-EXo�� <�� )>�> �@�� 
�:������� @����% ���J�z ���-z���� ����@���। < ���% ���|�,A' )^� ����  ;��� ?�� 
9��! E����% ;��}����- ��| -���D। ����� )��-��� _�� ���|���@� ��I>] �����@ E��Q��� 
�>�@� -���D। �P�� -�'-�J �¢। ��� -��-��� ���-�� �� ��� ���C� �; ����D। ��z�!J �n� 
)��� ���|�,A�'� �MN!J �%\�!। ����� ���� ��'��� ��� �>�_� $��k� -���D। ��'�-�� <�� 
�������� ��E�� i[ @�% �:�D। ���|�,A�'� §� ��| �G�� <�� )�Q���� �����% /%��@%� -� 
<�� �%�'� �������। ���Qy )�� �;�- ���-z���� �����C� @�~���, $�� ��@N��J ���-#�%� ���>� 
��C�D���। �-O <���/ ��F %, �N�J ���-z� ��:�:�/ @��D�C� @�% ���� </ 9��-�% ���� Q�� ? 
�\z @�% ?�W। 9� </ 9��-� ��> @�� ���-z� ������@�� .]-GH -�%-�  �T�Q� ����� 
@����� @�� ���J���� '>।  

 

/�����> ���-z� -�%-���/ ��Z� ��B Q����� 9-������ ��� -��। �N�J ��B �%�'� 
I*��@�� <- � �-D� -�� ��� {�>��� ����� �G��� �EH� -��। ���-z�� {�>�� r��� �Q�� 
��Z���Y� ������ � �- ��J� Q����% �%�� o��� @���� E���%।  >��-, -��� ? 'Y� ���� ����� 
�@����:�� -���D�। <�� -�%-' Q����% {�> �@�। ��� ���� ���� ��% �������- �>�|��/ 
����� ���>- ���- 9@�? @%। ����� ��� ��/ ��� @�� �%'� ���� @% ��� </ ���� �;�;J�� 
$��! -��� �EH� -���D��। Q����% <��-�% )�$����� )����? ��� �Z%/ /%��@%�� -�D �;�- 
���%�D��। <� ������? ���- @��� @��� ���� @%। Q����% ������@�� $E� ��»� 9���! 
���� i�� ��D�/ @�  9�� �, �t�  ���,  >��- <�� t�  �>��� �' �- </ ����� ���� @����% �,�� 
9��� @% �' <��-�%। I' ���-z�� ��/�  �P� @% Q����� @���।  

 

<�� .�����? ����� :�¢� �D�� �_�। ���-z�� -����� �:���% Q����� �������- 
���- @��@� @�~�। ��F% �M�0� #%#��� �D� $E��। �� �� ? Q��� ��-�� ���-z��� ��[�� 
��J��- �>�_� o@! � -��% Q����� ���Qy ��'���- �@� ��� �#�Q $�� -��� ;��-। ����� 
:��¢ )��> 9�� -��D�� ��, ��F ��Ĵ  -�%-�  �G@] ��|� ����� @��। ���� /~� -��� 
/%��@%��- ���% ���������� :!@�>� �¢ -���% ���>�� <- � ��'���- ����� -���� �����।  

 

r� �Q�� ���-z� ��N@ ���� � � ���% '������� <- ���� ���%� -�� ���। ��� 
�|�>, Q����% ������@� �r�  �T�Q� �N�J ���-z��� E���  ����� 9��! i[ -���D। <-/ �� 
/%��@%� ���� ���-z�� '[�� )�_� '��� -��। <� E���� �� );J�] rw�� �Q�� ���-z� 
�,��� .� #����My <- E�� $��������� �Q�'�Q�% /%��@% �|G��~�� '���% �� ��, 
@%��� ������-� ���> 9���- 9� <��� �? ��?%� ���� ���� -��! 9���- ���� ���� ���� 
@��।  

r6�� �Q�� ���-z�� �:��P�' ���@� ��Z� ���'����� Q����% �@� �������� � .�� 
$E� @���� E���%। -����� �:���� D�D�%�% <- ���:T ��-��� �@���� Q����% )�_��� ?�� 
9��!  
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-��। �����- ���@�� ��Y  >��- �@�? �D�। $;� �,�% ���-z����� 48 ' {�> ? E���   >��- 
��� @% <�� ����� 9��! $��@� @%। ���� �� �s��% �,� @����� ��% ���  ���-z��  >��- 
9 - -�� @% <�� ����� �V���>�- {�> $�! @���%। Q����% ��#� #%#��? �D� �>��-। <��� 
Q����%�� $������ ��% <�:�% 9�� ����� ��|��। ���� 9^'J���- �������� ��� @�% ���������� 
�Q�� -�%- ��/� 2��- ��C। Q��� ��-�� 9�:/ ��� {�>��� ����^ <��-�% ����� 9-��� 
)�Q�� ���E���� 9��� ���% �����D��। ���J� �D�, �����^� ?��� �;�- Q����� ����0� 
����� @?%�� V��- ���� ���� {�>�� �� ��NJ� -��� '> ���������� )Q>^�� $��� -��� �����। 
Q��� �� i�� ��� ����^ �#�/ %, $�%�' ���� ���� ����E� $������ o@�!� '>? ��������� 
$b0�।   
 

 ����_�� �������!�¿�� @�% .W�� ��|���Â� �$���TB ��E�TJ �R $z�� �� ��, Q��� 
<�� ���-z� I/ �#�-/ ����^ <��-� �;�- {�> ����% ��� @��। /%��@%� �� ��@>� $z��� 
�j�� '��। )����# Q��� </ ���J �j� @% ��, �������� �;�- ���-z��- ��� {�> ����% 
��� @��। �-� ���>�� �N� -��! @�~ ��������� ���-z�� {�>���@�� -��J-��� <�� <����- 
����% �%� � @�� </ )��� ���^ 9��� �। </ �� $z�� �� 9��-$�� @�~��� ���-z� 
�� ��Z� ��B ����� )¢-��� }[q�N!J -�%-�  _�� {�> ������ -��। < � � ��� ? r�� 
�T����। r�� �T�����/ ���-z� ����FJ� ��zG�� � ���� )�] .�=�> ���%� @�% 9:����� 
������N!J <��-�% �:����FJ! -��। <�� %���n��� -��o�� -�J� ��j�� �|G��-��� ����� 
:��¢ KH -�½ ���F!� -��, �;�-�;� �G@] ��|�:J ��Q��� E�/�� ��Q��� -�' -��� �� ��F @�% 
�:�D। Q����� 
�;J ���� ��#� @% ��/ ���-, �G�H ���� 9' 9����� -�' -��� @��।  
 

 )����� ����/ 'j� -�Ã���� ��� ����� ���-z����� $;� ���$b0�� �#> -�� �:�%�D���। 
��Z� ���-z��� ���$z�� <�� �]��Y ���������� )�_�� �� )��� <�� �-��  �-��  ������� 
E�� I�J��� $�� �G@] ��|}���� .������ �#> -�� Q��� ��-�� ��/ ����� ��� ���@��- 
����> 9�]-���� '> ��������� VU��%�� ;�-�� ���J� ���%�D��। ���-z� <� 9�: ����� Q��� 
9��! -���D �� -;� /�P�� :�¢� Q��� ���।  
 

 Q����� ���; ����> ���� ���-z� ��Z� ��B $;� )�Q���/ ��'���- <�� 
�!�-A���� ��- �;�- }[q�N!J �����N� ��� ���� <��-� ��� -�� �%�� ���-�� -���D���। 
���-z��� �N� ���-��% �D���, <-�  ��U�'�%� �@�Q� <�� I�  �����- �T�Q� <�:�% �:�% 
Q����� ?�� @���� E�����। ��-�� @�� 9��!-��� �T�Q�}���� ��| �G��� '> 9��� �����- 
? ��U�'�%� ���@�� {�>  ��W��� @��। ��Z� ���-z�� )��z� ��- ������@�� ���- )���� ���%q 
�D� ��z ����� Q����% ���@��- _��%Q��� $���#��N�- ���� �>z ����। Q����% ������@��- 
��Ä�^ -��� .�=��> )�-}��� $��²-��� @����� ���-�-��� -�� @%। ���-z���� 9�� -���D� 
</�� $�²-��� @����% ��Ä�^ @�% Q��� ��� ������@��- ����F -�� ������@�� ��|���� 
��'�QJ ���@��- �N� �!�Y �;�- )> �-��� �#�� ��%��'� -�� �,���। ,�� ���-z��� �N� 
9��!-��� ��@��� ��# )�� �@�' <�� 
� $�EH�% }[q�N!J �#�� ��� ���E��� <�� '%��Q 
-�� ��� @��।  
 

 </ �#> ���� ���� ���-z� ����r �����- �T�Q��� ?�� ��� <��-� ��� -��� 
���%q )�J! -��। ���-z� 9�� -���D�, ��� <��-�% @���� E����� 'j� ? -�Ã��� )��_� 
Q����% ���@� < <��-��� ��� ���� ��� @�% �C�� ,�� ���� 9� �E�� ��� ��#�! ����� �����: 
���� �। ��/ ,�U�- ���-z� �E�� ��� ��#�! ��� �N� @���� E����% �,� @��। <��� 
.�n����:>, ���-z��� </ �T�Q��  -�Ã���/ )�_� -���D��� <�� <� )��-��� {�> 
-�Ã����/ ���-। 
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���-z�� 9��� ���-�� -���D��� �� ��Q� �� ����� ���G� $���#��N>@ :W -�� ���� ?���-
���'�� <��-� ��� -�� �,���। < -��'� ���%q ��%� @��� }'���  )��_� rt �����- 
�T�Q��-।  
 ��� �-���� ?�� ���%q ��%� @��� ��-��:C <��-�% Q����- ���� '�C�% �,���। 
$��²-��� @���� E����% Q���% ���@��- ° <��-�% ���� ������ ���-�� -�� @%। .�=�> �D� 
9�� 9��! <��-� �M�-J �� Q��� �-D�/ ���L .W�� � ����।  
 
 ���@�� <�� -���� ��������- <��-�% u �� �-���- /����� <�� o�� X>��- ����T� 
��>��J� E�:�?%��� ��� ��J^ ��z )�� �#� -��� ���%q ��% @%। ��@� /%�� �� <�� 
-��E��@ -�~� ���� ��>��J� <��-� �#�� ���%q ��%� @% �4 �����- �T�Q��� ?��।  
  

/%��@%� �� �E�%�D�� .�n����:> ������! }[q�N!J Q����% QN�� ����F -�� 'j�-�Ã�� 
������ ��� �-D� <��-� $;��/ ��� -�� �,���। ���� �N�J����� �-� '�%:� ���%� �:�� Q��F>�� 
�� .����� '> ��Z������ </ ���-G� '�%:�� �����%? ��� �� -F�-�F -��� �����, </ 
�D��� ��� 9��।  
 

�#> )'J�� '> ��Z����� ���- $;��/ 9��!�q- QN��-� ��� @�� <�� �N�J���� 
�'���� �%�'��- ���� @�� 9��#��N�- QN��-�।  
 

���-z� ������@� ��� /c�J -��� );J�] ���������� '> ����� ���>- 9��!��- 
)�Q���@ $��� 9��#��N�- �]����� �Q�0�� <-�  �G;- ���-�� o@! -���D���। 
}� -�%- 9��!��- )�Q���� �>�_� -�� @�%�D� i�� ��� ��- Q����� ��� �� :�C�% ��%�� 
.�=�>। 
 

���������� QN-$-G�� ? )>�> �����:-������ �����^ ����� ���� -��D )�_� ��% ��% 
���N� ��J^ <��-� ��% ��|���� $���#� �>�_� :�C ������ ���-�� -�� @%।  
 

Q��� �;�- ��������� 9��� ����}��� �; ��%�D ��/ ��}��� ��;/ </ ���� ���G� 
$���#� �>�_� :�C ������ ���-�� -�� @%। }[q�N!J �@� <�� ���:����: �-� ��� EXo��, 
�,�, ��-���, E�U���, -���n�,9��.C�, ��.�-��P, {Q��, 2�-�,���, �����, �L�/�@ <�� �}C�� 
E������ E�C�^ $���#��N>@ :�C ������ �>�_� �%� @%। �� �-��� �N��> 2�-��- �#� -��/ �D� 
���-��� �N� �#>।  

 

</ ���� $���#� �>�_�� ���; ��»� 9��� (-�.B�� )>� �-) @��� '�>? $Å�� 
�?%� @%। ���-z� /c�J -����� </ ��z���� �!���-�� ���-z� ������@�� E�, )� c�, 
9:�c� ��L����L ���% �������� �,�-��� )����� -���D��। ���-�� $�� �#> �D� 
���|������� ���� �-��� �@� ��� -�� ����� ��-�� $��k� -��� � ����। -��! < � -��� 
�����/ ���� ���Qy ����� 
�-G�� 9���%� �EH� -���। ���-z���� )o��J� $���#� ��U� }����� 
�� �;�- E�� ���@ E��� ���� �:���}��, ����� ����� <�� �Z�]��J� $���#� )�_���N�@ ��J�� 
������! ��� ����� �>�_�? -��। )o��J� ��U�  �#� I�� @�% �C�� ���� �;�- ���:����: �-� 
�-��� }[q�N!J �@�� �Z�����! -�� �� �� _� �#�� '> �C�/ -�� ��?%�� ���-�� -�� @%।  

 

-�%-��� ��� ��- ������@� <�� $���#� ��U� � �-� �>�_� ��% ��� �]�� �D�। ���� 
@�'�� @�'�� -���� � ���-�� <�� ��� �R ��J�! -��।  >��- E��E� �W-���� '> ����> 
�;}����� :Q�� ��� �-�  ����। 
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< �>����� ���-z����� )�;J� �-��� )Q�� �D� �। ��!�;J� ��@��> ? ���J�� -�J�NE�� 
�� -�� /%��@%� �� ��� � )��-� );J ���:�C -���D��। 9��� Q��� �;�- ���� �-��� ��!�;J� 
�,�� 9���। )� ���>�- ���� <���D��� ����? �����@�� �;>-�;� )Q>;J� �-� ���% �,�� 
9���। ���� �� ��; Q��� �:�%�D��� ��/ �:�� ��;/ �,���D। ��L �;�- ��!�;J���� '> ��?%� 
�����  �-� �/ $���#� ���'� � )�� �@���� �%�'�� @��� ���� ��% @%। �����%�� <-�  ��� 
 >��-������� ��� {��� -��� ���-z���� $�% r8 ���  �-� -�E -��।  

 
)����# Q����% ������@� ��Z� ��B 9��!��- $���#� <�� �N�J ��B L� -� 

9��! E����% �������� ��¤| -��� ���-�� o@! -��। )��> ��Z� ��B Q����% ������@� 
)�-�� ����_��� ������: �-� �-� ����� ��������� 9��! E����% ���-z��� )Q>^�� ����I� 
��� )o�� @?%��? ���-�� -��।  

 

Q����% ������@�� �����- .�=�> ? �#>}��� �D� ��[�* 
 

(1) �;���� 
� ���%� ���> (��J���- �� ����@� �Q���) ���|�,A�'� �@����:��% 
�������� 
��� -��।  

 

(2) E� ����� ��- �;�- ����> @����� ��[�� Q����� .0� ����^ �#�। 
 

(3) 9��!��- $���#� �>�_�� ���>�� ��@�� �#� <��  
 

(4) �:��>��, ����� <�� ���'���� <��-�% ���g�@��- �]����� �� -��।     
 

</ -�'}��� ��� / �@'���> �D��� �। ���������� QN-$-G�� §� {�> E��E��� '> 
)����|। ����� ��� '��C ��%�D ����� ��� ���। <}���� '> �� �-��� ���@�� )�Q���� �>�@� 
@�� ���>। 

</ �� $�-G��- $���¢- )�_��� �N�>�% -�� ���������- ��� ����  E���  �G;- ����� 
Q�: -�� @%। </ �� ����� Q��� <�� ���-z����� )�_� �D��� ��¡�*  
 

�। .0� ��Z� ���� : ����� ��Z� <�� �º�� .0��� )�� </ <��-�� )^Q�J|। 
������ 9?���� �'��}��� �D��� �����, ���'���, �}C�, ��'��@� <�� ����। ��'� �'���� 
'� �@��� ���@� )��� ���-z��� �x �T�Q� </ ������ �@T �-�%� J�� _�� -���D��� 
�� ���। </ ����� ��J� <�� ����F -�� W�-��:�U?, ���'���, �@�� ? ������ I�QJ�> $���#� �>�_� 
:�C ����� @�%�D���।  

 

���-z�� �x �T�Q��� ���-�����% Q��� ��� tt �-���� (��. �'���� ;���) )��� I�  
��.�B �T�Q��- ��%��'� -��। </ �T�Q�}���� �@�%- �@���� ��%��'� �D��� �T����� 
�:��P�' ���@�, <-�  ��L���  >��- ���'��B <�� @��-� .Q%E�  >���-� (��� -6x) 9� <-�  
���'��B। Q����% �T�Q�}��� �D��� .0�� -�E��@�� �'��% x ��.�B �T�Q�, �������  <��-�% 
r8 ��.�B �T�Q� <�� ����}�C <��-�% 6� ���:T। ��������� )�Q���� ���%q ��� D�C�? 
tt �-���- ���-� ? Q� ��� ���> ���% ����> E�� 9o�� $��@� -��� ���%q ��%� @�%�D���। 
 

r। ��Z� ���� : �º�� ��#! <�� ��Z� <��-� ��% :�W� </ ������ �'��}��� @�~ 
-��H%�, ,������, �����, ����, ������ <�� � �%�����। </ ������ ��'� �'���� <� </E 
9����� ��G�q ���-z��� 3 �����- �T�Q� �����% -�� @%। </ ������ �@T �-�%� J�� �D� 
������। 
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���-z�� 3 �����- ���@�� ���-�����% Q����% ��# �D��� �'���� ��%�’� -���� �:�W� r 
�-��। </ �-���� 9?��% I�  �T�Q� �D� ��'� �'���� ����� ���-<� ��G�q 3 �����- 
�T�Q� <�� ��'� �'���� ��@P� ��� �����-<� ��Gq u ��.�B �T�Q�। �'���� ��%�� 
�@�%��% 9��� �D� I�   >��- ���'��B <�� �T�Q��� �@�%- �:��P�' ���@�।  
 
 t। .0� ���� : </ ���� :�W� @�%�D��� �%����@ ? 2�-� �'��� �-D� )�� ��%। 
���-z����� ��# </ ������ ���%q �D� ���:�T%�� < -������ ��G�q 3t ���:T <�� <� 
9?��% t� ����E ? tt ����� ���'��B, 9�� �����- ���@� (�:�W� /����<��-<� I�  ./�), 
-�%-�  ��'��@� /.�  <�� <-�  � J�� �>� ���। </ <��-�� .0���� ���-z����� $�� ��| �D� 
��. -�J� ����� ��@����� ��G�q t� ����E ���'��B। <����- �%�����@� .0����� ������% 
-�� @�%�D���। .�n�> ��, ����� ��@���/ �D��� ��E�/�� ���� ���>- �������- @�>�� $�� 
�@���। -�����-�-��:�-'������� <�� @�����¢� ������ '������� ����� �� <��-� ��%�D ��� 
$���#�� ���%q �D��� </ ���'���B� ?��। <D�C� T���-@���%��� -�%����@ ����� <��-�� 
���%q <�� ��� -����। 
 

</ ������ ������� Q����% �����% <��-�% �D��� �8� -����-� �'�। </ �'��� 
9?���� Q����% {�>�� 9���, ������, �����%, )[!�E�, �:��>�� <�� ���'����� ���%q 
����� {�>��� E��E� ? �#�!���#! ����^ �-� $-�� �@����:�� $�� -����। </ <��-�% 
Q����%��� ���:����: �>�_� ��� .y� � ;�-�% ����  ���@�� ��# <��� ���J_�%� �]����� 
E����� ��� �D� �। ��/ </ ����� Q����% {�> ���>� �D��� �����। <��-��  $���#�� ���%�q 
�D�� Q����% ��'� �'���� }��R ���। ��U� )��� �D��� ���:�T�� @���� ��� �®%��-<� ��G�q 
3w ��.�B ���:T v� <�� rt �����- �T�Q� �;�- 9�� <-�  �����- �>� ���%। <��� 
Q����% ���@��- �@���:�� -���D -���� ���=-�� ��G�q  �Y�/� <��-�� ���% ���|�������। 
 

u। /c�J ���� : ����% �N�J ���«J� <��-� ��% :�W� </ ������ �'��}��� @�~ ���� , 
-���n�, ��%�����, EXo�� ? ���J�> EXo��। ���-z� </ ����� ����� �u �T�Q� <�� t3 )_�%� 
�T�Q� ������% -���D���। ��'� �'���� 9�I� ��'��� ��G�q �u �T�Q��� {�>�� -���n� 
��J^ <��-�� ���%�q �D���। r8r ���:T ���� , r6 ���:T ���������� ? 9��.C�, ��6 ���:T 
-���n�, t�t ���:T ���������� .0���� ? ��A�Q���'�� <��-�� ���%�q ��%��'� �D���। wt 
�����- ���:T �D��� ��-��� ? �,�� ���%�q।  

 
EXo�� ? -R��'�� <��-�� ���%�q �D� ���-z��� t3 �����- �T�Q�। -����� �D�� 

��'� �'���� ��@� ��।  
 
Q����� ��# </ ������ ���%�q �D��� ��. �'���� �:� ���-<� ��Gq��� u;J �-��। 

��� )��� �D��� ��'� �'���� -GÆ��?- <� )��� 4� ��.�B �T�Q�, ��'� �'���� 
:'���Q�-<� w6 ��.�B �T�Q� <�� ��'� �'���� 9�, �T �@��� )��� rt ��.�B 
�T�Q�। ���������� 4�  �>� ���% <�� 9����� � �;�- w �� ������ �-� X����- �:� ���-
<� )��� >z -�� @�%�D�। )�Q�� ����^ ���%q D�C�? u;J �-���� ?�� 9:���� �@�, ���� 
��U�  <�� ° <��-�% ���� ���@�� �-� $��k� �#�� Q�� �D���।  

 
$�;��- )�_�% �������� ���-z����� �u �T�Q��� �-�� u�  �����- �T�Q� �D���। 

r4�� ���EJ� ���> 3 <�� �x �T�Q� I�  <��� E�� 9��। <��� ��������� ���� 9��� I�  
�T�Q� :�C  
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�����। </ I�  �D��� tx <�� t3 )_�%� �T�Q�। �36�-<� )������ ���> ���-z� <��-�� 
��}��� �T�Q��� ��:JW -�' �My -��। �T�Q�}���� ���; )���~�> )�� �@���� �D��� 
�:��P�' ? Q��� � J�� �@� <��  >��- �@�। 9����-� ���,  >��- �E��� x8� । ���� ���@��� 
�D��� r8 ��� <,-4x �>��� �'  <�� �A���@��� �D��� )d�� ���>�- :����  <�� )>�> 
.�-N��% �A��।  
 

<� ���-����% Q��� ��� 6�  �����- �T�Q��- </ <��-�% ��� -��� '> ��%��'� 
-��। ��Z� ���-z��� ��B 9��!�Ç- $���#� �>�_� <�� E� �����^ ����> @���� ���-����% 
$�%�'�% {�> ��%��'� -��� �� ��������� ��� E���� '> Q����� @��� </ 6�  �����- 
�T�Q� D�C� 9� �-��� �%��� �,��J �D��� �। </}���� ���> x�  �D� ��!J�Y �T�Q� <�� r�  

�\ �����- ���:T। �T�Q�}����- ���� �N!J �@�%�� ��%�� '> �D��� @��-� <�� ��L��� ��n�� 
�:��P�' �@�, ��� -6x ���� .QE�  >���-� I/�  ���'��B <�� � -wu ���� <-�   >��- 
���'��B। <D�C� t�  
�\  >��- ���%�S <�� I�  §� E��E�� �#� (��-��/'T) �>� ���%�- 
����� '> ��%��'� -�� @%।  
  

Q����% ���� ���@�� 6�  'Y� �����[ ������ ���%�S </ <��-�� '�> ��%��'� -�� 
@%। <D�C� �D��� {�> ����@�� '> �-D� ���>- �@��-p��। �������@� '�@�' 9/.<,<� 
Q���^ �@ /c�J ´�  �D��� </ )���� ����g $�% )$��s¹� ��|। ���������� .�-N��� )�N���J� 
��o ��:� <��-� )������� ���%�q �D��� </ /c�J ´�� � .�� >z। ��� ��� i[ @% ��@�� 
��Z� ���-z� �;�- ���g��; {�> �-��� ������� ��% 9�� �%�'�� ��# 9� �-D���/ ��� 
@�� �।  
  

< � �����! ���-��W �@���� ��� ����  $���k� �� �-��� 9��! ���E��� -�� �,��� 
)'J -��� @�� $���  9��#�-��� {���-� ��[�� ��' 9��!-��� ��%�: -��� @��। 
�N�J���� Q��� �-O ��/ )����� ���-z��� E�/�� ��|���� �D� �। )���� ����� t:� @?%� 
��-��, ����� Q��� ? ���-z��� �����N�- )���� �D��� r:�। �-O /c�J -����� ��. �'���� 
)����� �� 6�  �T�Q� ���%�D�� ��� E�/�� ���� {��- ��?%�� 9� �-��� 9��/ -��� ����� 
� <�� </ ���@� ���%/ ���- ��� 9�� -�' ����� -��� @��। < � ��� ��L�� �����D��।  
 

��� �'���� )������ 9_� �D� '%� ��� @��/। ���������� ��o ���@� ��U� 
�@����:��% $b0� �D���। <� ���> �%��� ���:T}��� �D��� �- �,��J, <� �,��J <�� �'T �,��J। 
3�  ������ r8 @�'�� ������ ���� X�� )� @�� $b0�। <- ��� �:���� ��J� ���- �� ���C�% 
��% �,��D���। ��J��F <�� ��E�/�� }[q�N!J �>���� @�~ ���������� ���C ��� �-��  ���F 
Q���-�������� ��A; ���@��- ��J��- �@����:�� $���� '> {��� @�%�D���। /%��@%� �-��� 
�%�'�� '> ����� )^�� -[!�� ������ )���H �D��� �। ��� i[ @?%�� )�- 9�:/ 
��������� </ �G!� ���-z��� ���'% <- ¡� ��Z� -�� �����D���।  
 

'������!� ��;J�� ?�� �Q�0 -��/ $��� Q����� ��'% �¡�! -�� @�%�D���। 
'������!� <-�  ����  )�� ������� ��/�,�, <�<��', �c:� /�>��� E����� �-��� �o�T 
��#��� -�%�� -�� ���� �,���D�। ����#� ���� ��� ��o@ -�� <�� $�% �-� ���� )��� 
����E�� �M�-J ���� ��� ����  )�Qd @�% .�W�D�। �-� )��  �-� ����� {��� ��? )��- ���� 
������। 9��� r ���� �������� 9  �D��� <-�  �D�� $�% $���   @���� ��� J� ���;/ ��.  
�@���� -�' -����। ���� ���� �� <-�/ E�� ����� ��� �� �-D� ���� 9��� '>। �,� �>���� 
?�� 9��� ���% �� 
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9����� ��L���� : </ @�~ �n���� o�� �>��। 9� <��� 9�D �C <- � ��-��। ����:��  ����� 
9�D <���। </ <��-�% ��/ ��:��� 9�D। �-O �>�� :[ ��D�� <�� ���% �@U�  ���� �����D 
�-D�/ @%�। ��/ ? � �Z%/ Q�%� ��/ �#�। </ �� <��� <-�  ��� �����, )�,����� <��� 
;��-। </ Q��� ����� <��-�� �� �-D� �D���  9����� ���L�% �����।  
 
 ���Qy )���� Q�-$-G��� {���H> ����E� -�� �'���� )����� ��U� ���-�� ENC�^ 
-���D��। $�� ��#> �D���, ���� ��C����C ��� 2�-� ��| -��। ��� ��|���� $���#� 
��U� }��� <�C�% <�� ���:����: ? �����@ ��/ ��� -�� §�:���� 2�-� ��� -��/ �D� 
���-��� �N� �#>।  
  

2�-� <-��� ��| @�% �:��/ ��� ���~y )�_�}��� 9��-9�� 9����J! -��� ���> 
@��। ��@�� )�>^ ���� ���_ </ �� <�C�% ��?%� )�_�}����- ��� -�� ����।  
 

$�-G��- $���¢-����N@ ����� �#> ��J��! -��। ENC�^ ��'% ��Q @�� < � )���@��J @�% 
��C ��, 2�-��- 9�� �#>�b0 �@���� ��� E����� @�� <�� )>�> �#>�b0 ��J��! -��� @�� 
$�-G��- ���� �@���� 9���� Q���।  

 

.0�-��Z� ������ �}C� �D��� $�� ���:����: �-�। ����^ �%� @% ��, </ ������ 
�-� '�%:�� �� {�>��� .�� 9��! E����% ������- ��F -��� @�� ��� $�� )�Q�� 
���C���  ? �:���P:� @�% �}C� ��| -��� ��#>/ ���E���� @��।  
  

��Z� ����� ����� �D� $�� ���:����: �-�। �L�/�@-��}��-,������ @�% 2�-�� ���; 
<� �����:। ��/ �L�/�@ <�� ��}�� ��� -��� ����� ������ ���-z��� �����- �C�� <�� ��� 
���@�� ��# §� 2�-� )�Q���� �����Q�� E����� ��� @��। ��/ �N� @���� �L�/�@-��}�� 
����� .�=�> ���E���� ����^ �%� @%। ��� ���- ��Ä�^ -��� '�> ������� ���- <- � 
9��! E������? ���^ �%� @%।  
 

.0� ����� ��� ���@�� <-�  ���:T�- '�������- �Y�/� �C- @�% 2�-� )�Q���� )o�� 
@?%�� ���%q ��%� @%।  
 

�N�J ����� �#> ����� @��, 2�-� �� EXo�� �-��� -���n� �;�- �-� ��@��> � ���� ����। 
���� �� ����� ���  }[q�N!J _� );J�] E�U����, ��.�-��P <�� 9i:� ��� -��� �����/ 
</ .�=�> @���� -�� ���। $;� )�_�% -���n�, :>���� <�C�% �:��? E���।  
 

2�-� ��| -��� ��#> ��.�-��P �;�- {Q�� ��J^ ���� ��� .�� �%\! $��k� -�� 
<�� <��� '�������- �Y�/� )# ����� )o���� ��� � ��Y ���:����: �#� -�� ��'��� 
)�Q���� �����Q�� ���-��� )���@��J )Y @�% ��C।  
 

��Z� ������ )o���� -����� '> �:�%��P��  ���% �º� ��� @?%�� �>�_� ;�-��। 
����� </ ���  ��� @?%�� ��J�� �>�_� 9�: ;�-��/ -�� ����� @��।  

 

EXo�� )�Q���� )o�� @?%�� ��% 9�� ��Y �'
 <- ���:T ���� X��� D�C�? Q����% 
r�  ���@�� �>� ���% <�� ��Y� ���'��B� <-�  �>� ���% �D���। </ �� ��� ��% :�W� @% 
���E� <- ���@� ��� �� ��%� @��� ‘�-��� �,��J’। 9����� �; �D��� ��E�/�� ���J�� );E 
���@�� ���>� �D��� ��E�/�� -�। �,� 9� J���� 9����� �@�%��% �D��� �� , ��� �-�  >��- 
�-��� )> �-��� $-�� ��@��>-��� /.�  �D� �। </ ����� 9�� /�����>/ ��� �Z�]Q��: I�  
�%��� 
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�-�M���- ���W�% ���%�D���। 9��� <-�  �-�M�� ����«��/ <��-� <�� ,� -D�C <��-�% 
������ ��U�  _�� -�� ����D���। ��o �����% )�� ��� -�%-�� 9�: -�%-�� 9�: �;�-/ 
����| @�%�D���। �,� ��| -��� '> 9����� $b0�� ENC�^। �36�-<� r�� �T������ -;� 
���D। ���� �� ����� :�¢� -�-���% <- '�Q�% �|G�� ����। 9��� )��-/ 9�� 
-���D��� </ �Q�% @%��� ��� ���������- 
�-G�� ��%�� -;� ���F!� -���।  
 


������ ENC�̂  �C�/
������ ENC�̂  �C�/
������ ENC�̂  �C�/
������ ENC�̂  �C�/    
 
 �����%�% 9��� )o��J� -��� ����c� ���- �'� E����% <�:�% ��/। ����% 9~y �;। I/ 
���� ,���� ������ ��W। �� -� � ��A��� <�� �:�D।  
 

)>�> ���� ����/ �N�J T��� �:�। ����� ��z <��-� �N!J E�U��� 9���% Q�� ?�W। ��;� 
���� <- �  @���� ���- ���,� ��%� @�~���। )� �N��/ 9����� ����:��� 9?%�' ���� 
��%। ,�U�- ,�U�- ���-z����� ���� :�,......-�? �� 9� J���� ����� i[ @%। �� �-D� 
��>����0- � �.... ���������� @%��� �� ��B/ �� �� �D��� $����। 

 
����� /�P�� :�¢� ���� -��-���% <- ����� '�Q�% Q�F ����। ��U� %����n �,�� 

����� �-��� ��C�V�C�/ �D��� �। 
 
�'���� )������ /c�J -��� �@T �-�%� J��� 9� <- � -�J�>z ���� )��� � ���। 

���@�� $���\� ��'���� ��/�� ��/ /c�J -���� �-. �-��� }[�q�N!J ���J� �� ����^ ��?%�� 
9�� -��D��� �। ?���- /%��@%� �� �� /���������। �� ���� ���> ��� -��� �� �N�J�Q�� ��� 
���%�D�� �� ��F @�� 9��� I/ �� ��-�।  

 
Q����� ��z )o��J� ���� ��U� ��N@ ����� $b0�� �My @�%�D�। ��� ���� ��U� }����� 

����� ��}��� ���� �� ��J^ ��A�D�। Q����% �A���@�� /c�J ´�  <�� ?�%c�J ´�  �� 
��J^ ���^ -��� ��U� ��/ )�_� -��D���।  

 
���-z��� �V� $E���� ������� t�� ,�  ���J ��-<-<� :�'� <�:�% E���� Q����� 

�A ��U�  �������0��� ���-। .�=�> �D��� Q����� ������@� ��s '�@�' ‘�Q��^’ �-  ��J�T� ���� 
T����% ��%�। t�� �T����। i����। Q����% ��% ��-�� w � u6 ����  ���-z�� ���� ���@� 
)��-J�� Q����� 6�  ���� ��U� �� <-����: @���� E���%। ��� ���C 9  �% 'j� <�� -�Ã��� 
��#!-��Z� D�� <�� ��� ����� �>��- 9��! )�Q�� i[ -��। 

 
</ ���� ����_��� '> Q��� ����� $b0� �D���। ����� :�¢� §� ��'����� $�>���J 

-��� <�� ° ����/ �r � t8 ���  '���� .�=�> $�0 ����� Q�F�! �-��- E�� �>�: 
�-���� 
'> {���  @?%�� 9@�� '����। ����#�! �'���� )�����? 9���!� ���J� ���% ��। 
Q����% �A���@� /�����>/ �,� )�Q�� i[ -�� ���%�D���। �������0� .�-N��� ��� -�%- 
��/� �N�� Q����% �TÂ%�� ‘9/<<� ��'���’ ���-z�� ������� :�'�� �¢� ���% ��%। -�%- 
��@N��J� ���>/ ‘��'����� �T�;’ E��'J ���-z��� ������� :�'�  �-���  �-��� @�% ��:� :�QJ 
��ZÈ @�% ��%। <-/ ��Y )>���- Q����% ������@� <�� ���|���@� ��A;Q��� 9^'J���- 
����^���� )���� -�� �������� $��� -����। /c�J ´� ? §� �#>_� )�Q���� )o�� @���। 
Q����% �������@� �-D�#! 9�: �;�-/ ��Z� ���-z��� $�% ��}��� ���� ��U�  <�� ��T�� 
�-��� .�� 9��� �@�  
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E���D���। ��� t �% Q����% ����}��� 2�-� <�� -���J� ��� ���� ��U� � .�� $;� @���� 
i[ -�� । /��@���� 9� <-�  �@� 
������ ENC�^ ��o���� �NE� @���। 

 
����� $;� ��� �-� �!�Y� ���-z���� ��!�! ��|�� 9��! $������ -��� �EH� 

-����। ���� �8  �� ���> Q���^ ��� ���JH :^�>_�� ��A�E ��%। �-D�#�!� ��> x�  ‘�� @-’ 
���� EXo�� <�� -R��'���� }[q�N!J �#>_�}����� 9��� @��� '> �T- �;�- .�C �:���।  

 
�N�J ����� );J�] ����� �N�J ���-� )��� ���-z�� {�>��� ��� -��� ���%q Q����% 

u;J �-���� ?�� >�z �D���। </ ����� $�� �C-��; �!�-A��:� $���¢-�� �D��� I�  _�� 
���������� <�� ��-����। ���������� ��� -��� ����� �N�J ������ �-� ���-z�� {�> 
����F -�� ����  ? ��A�Q���'���� {�>�� ���~y @�% �C�� ���>। <-/ ��Y ��-��� 9����� 
���� <�� -���n� :>���� EXo�� ? 2�-� �;�- ���~y @�% �C��। E�U���� ? �,� ����� ���%q 
�D� u;J �-���� .��। ��� i[ @?%�� �8 ���� ���>/ </ _� ��� -��� ���-�� �%� @%। 
<-/ ��Y .0�� �����:� ���� ��U� , ��A�Q���'�� <�� ���� ? ��| -��� ���%q </ �-���� 
?�� �D���। u;J �-���� $�;��- ���-��% 2�-� ��| -��� ���-�� �D��� �। �� )����� �-�� 
-����� �:� ��� 4 � ��.�B �T�Q��- �����:� ���� ��U� , ��A�Q���'�� <�� ����  �@� 
��| -��� ���J� ��। -���:��� �-  ����^ )���� -�� 4� ��.�B �T�Q��� <-�  -��� 
����� � ���- <�� )> <-�  ��A�Q���'���� ���- )o�� @%। �����:� ����� ��U�  ��| @% 
$;� ���/। ���-z���� )�_� ��:��- ���� </ )���� )��-��� ����^ ,�U�C �;�- �Z�����! 
-��� ;��-।  

 

</ �-���� w6�� �T�Q��- 9:����� ����0� �>�_� ��Z� -��� �� 9��.C� ��| 
-�� ���������� ��; )o�� @?%�� ���J� ��%� @%। -���n� <�� �%���� ��| -��� -��' ���| 
rt ��.�B �T�Q��- ��@��> -��? w6 �T�Q��� ���%q �D���। ����� ���� ��� ���� }[q�N!J 
���:����: �-� E�U���� <�� ��.�-��P -��� ��# ����Q�� E����% ��?%�� ���J�? </ �T�Q��- 
��?%� @%।  

 

</ ����� ��#�! �,� �@� �;�- ���-z���� <- ��% �^��!J �����% ��%। ���; ���; 
9��� ���@� �@�� �� $��� -��। �,� 9����� @��� E�� 9��% EXo�� ���-z����� ��Y ����� 
)>�> _��� ���:����: ���~y @�% ��C। <��% -���n� ? ��-��� <��-�% $E� ��� i[ @%।  

 

9��� ����� �,� <�� �����%� <��-� �M�!JQ��� ����| @?%�� �� ���-z���� �>��- 
#%#�� 
�-�� -�� ��-����� ���- �Z�����! -��। < �/ @�~ <-��� <��-� ();J�] EXo�� 
����) ����� Q����% ������@�� �-� �%��� ����� ���:T ���� ��%��'� @%�। <��� )�Q�� 
E���D $��� 9��� �� �>� ���% ���� X�� (��� ���> �;�- r �-�M�� /���N��J/ EXo���� 
)Q>^�� �$�! -�� @�%�D�) <�� Q����% ������@�� I�  �>� ���%�� ��|� ?�� �QJ� -��।  

 

�����%� ? �,��� 9����� @��� E�� ��� ��?%�� �� wt ���:T�@ ���-z��� �w ����E 
���'��B x/ �T���� ��-����� ���- ���% -���D���। x/ �T���� 9��� �,� ��| -�� 
EXo���� ��; )o�� @/। ���� 9����� xw ��/� �;। iQ����� -�%- ��/� ��#�! �����  ��� 
�����  ��� -�� <�� �#� -��� '> 9�� ���; ���;/ I�  �� ��- ���W�% ��/ ������ � ��;। 
EXo���� ��; )o���� 9����� �N� ���@��� �D��� 9��� ������ ���  �%��� <�� 
���������� <-�  -��� �@� �� �D� ���'� �>� ���। (��� ���'�� �@���� �� )�����)। Q����% 
���@��� �D��� r% ��'��� �>� ���%, ��<�<,-<� <-�  �:��P�' ���'��B। </ ����� 
�������� ���@�� -����� 
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�@���� 9�� <�� Q����% ���@�� -����� ���:�T%�� 9P 
¡� ��k ���y�> -�� E��D���। 
9�:/ ��� @�%�D 9����� </ ��A; ���@�� �� �D��� ‘�-��� �,��J’। 
  

�,� �;�- �?� @?%�� ��; ���-z��� t3 )_�%� �T�Q��� {�>��� ���-����� @�� ��� 
9��� '����। ���-z�� </ �T�Q��� ��Y -��� ? ��U�'�%� �@�? �D���। 9��� �� Q����% 
���@��  ���; �-�  >��- ������ )� �D��� �। </ -���! Q����% ���@� <- � ��-J��� ��Y 
)o�� @�~���। 9����� �N� ���@� 2�-�-EXo�� �@��C- ��; )o�� @�~���। <-/ ���; <-�  
�������� �>� ���%�- EXo�� ��@��C� ��> ���% ��W��� @% @� @�'��� <�� EXo�� ->�B���B� 
��L����L '�%:�% )�_� o@! -��� '�>। </ '�%:��  �P� :�� EXo���� -�%- ��/� .0��। 
9� 9��� �N� ���@� �@��C- ��; EXo���� ��Z� ��- ���% <�:�% E����।  
 

EXo���� )o��Q�� 9��� D�:��/%� ��| -��� �� 6/ �Q�� �,� ��� ��/ a�!�% 
iQ��� ����� -��D �:�% ��A�D। EXo���� ��; 9����� ���� <� / @�~ ��J��F $�� ����। )��> 
<���? -�%-�  �D� ��� � ���� ��%�D। iQ��� ����� -��D �:�% ���� ���-z���� �����J ����� � I�  
K>� �M�!J ��� -�� ���� �:�D। 9��� 9��� ��� ��/ �� ���� 4 ��/� I�� ����«��/�� �:�% 
$���#� �N>@ :�C �����D। 
  

�]#!�] Q����% /���%���� �-���� ���>��� T�-� @%। ���� ��A;���@�� ����@ ? Q��� 
)��� ��� -��� '> �,� ���� <-�  �� � ��' {��� -��� -��' ���: ��%। �-O �� ����� 
'�> )��#� � -�� 9��� {�> ���� <-�  )���- ��% 9�� 4/ �T���� ���-�� �A-�����: 
�� ��� @�% ����� ���- )o�� @/। 
��� ���% -���@��  9��� ���� �@T �-�%� J�� _�� 
-�� 9��� �'����:� ��J^ <��-� ����| -��। Q����� ���:T -�����? -���@�  ��A�D ��। 
9��� <��-�% ����� '> ����� ��o@/ �D� �C ���>�। 9������- ���> g�> <�� )>�> 
�'������ '> ��������� Q����% {�>���@�� ?�� �QJ� -��� @�~���। <}���� '> Q����% 
������@��- 9��� ����� ��D�� ��U� � ?�� �QJ� -��� @���। </ ��U�  �D��� iQ��� �;�- $�% 
w8 ��/� �N��। </ �; �-�� )��-��� _�/ �D��� 9��� Q�F! �����। ��/ 9����� ��� �����@ 
�>�_�% <- � ����q- ��-� � �G�H @�%�D���। @%��� </ -���!/ 9��� ��Y� Q����% 
�>� ���%}��� ������ <}�� E�/�D���। Q����% -����� ����� ����� <�� ����� �����@ 
�M�-J ��Z� � @?%� ��J^ ���� �N� ���� )o�� @�� E�/�D��� �। <���- ���� iQ��� ���� 
��� -�� 9����� �-��- 9��� ��-�  �,�� ���%�D���। </ $��-N� )�_� �� ? 9��� ����#! 
)��#� -��� ����D��� �। '������� 9����� '> #��-��- �-� ����^ o@�!� <�� ���-z��� 
)�-N�� ���-J 6� �A�@��� ������ ���� '�C�% �C�� �N��J/ �� ��C����C ���� ��% 9����� 
EXo�� ��AD�� @��।  
 

 /���N��J/ 9�� ����«��/�%� �-  �:���� �]����% ��� 9��� �%��� �-�M�� 
<�� ����«��/ ? ����-��� <��-�� �-� �:���� v��- ���J� ���% �����D��� �%, ���� �� ��� 
?�� $E� 9��! i[ -��। 3/ �T���� ����:� ���� $���  �:���� �� �@��C- )�Q���� )o�� 
@�� ;��-। o�� o���^� �;�- ���� }�� D�UC�� D�UC�� �C�-� ���- 9��D��� <�� <�� -�� r8 
��/� ���J <�� �8 �/� $_ '��C <��-�% <� <- � Q%��@ )�_�� �G�H @�%�D��� ��, �� @�~��� 
���|���@�� ����� <-�  �-��/ ���� @% 9��! E����%�D। ��/ ����/ ���-z��� �Z������!� 
9����� '> )��#� � -��/ ��D�� ���- �����% ��%।  

 

<���- 9��� �� <-�  '��� �@���� 9����� )�zq�- � �-�% ����� '> �C�/ 
-��D���, 9^'J���- -N ���� �#�� �� E��D� 9��- ����, �-D� 9����� ��;J� 9��� �-D� 
�D��� 9�����  
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��¡��। w/ �T���� ���0� ���F�� ���-z��� ��# )����� ��� ������ '> �� $z�� ��� -�� 
@�%�D�, ����Q�%� /.�% ���� �Q� � ��%। ���-z� �� �@�� ���~��� ��/ ��@N��J �������� ��� 
@�� /����������/ ���� ������ @���, 9� 9��� �� �-� )'J -���D��� ��? @������।  
 
 <����� �� );J�] x/ �T���� Q����� $���\� ����� /�P�� :�¢� :!$'��\� 
���������- 
�-G�� ���� ���F!� -��� �� ���|�������� <�� ���������� ':�!� ������- 
�V}�! ���C�% ��%। ���-z��� �P�����% 9 - ��� ���'��� �@���� .µ��� $���� -�� ���� 
����� :�¢� ����D��, </ �'�� ����� ��� '-, ��J�� ��@N��J 9����� ��z �E^� ���-/ �-� 
-��।  
 
 4/ �T���� '������ �����! ���F�� {�> $�>�@���� <-  $z�� ���>�:��k �Q��  ��� 
@�%�D���। $z��� � .��>�|� �D�� ���-J ��-��। �G@] ��|��:J� ���> ��|��� <�� E� 
���-z��- Q��T���� @�� �;�- ��UE���� E> ��������� ��# �Q�  ���%�D���। $z���� ����# �Q�  
��C ����Q�%� /.�%��। �G� , ��7 <�� )> 4�  ��� �Q� �� �;�- ���� ;��-।  
 
 �����! ���F�� ���-J $z�� o@�!� ��F%�  9����� -��D ��� ��a�%� �-D� �D��� �। 
<�� <� �-D�/ �� � �� 9����� �#>E�>� -��� ����। Q���, ���-z� �-��� </ �@�� '��� 
��_�� )>�> ���> @%��� </ $z�� ���� ���>। �-O 9��� ���� '�������� ���> /। <�� 
��/ < $z�� ���� ���>? /। 9��� ��� -���D��� ��J���� ������ �# �# ���F�- ��| -���। 
9����� </ ��#> �D��� )�>^ ���� 9� ��/ ��#> )'J�� $�% E�C�^ ��J��% 9��� ��A�D 
�:�%�D���। <��- < ��% ��� 6� �A-�@� ���-z��� �@�%�� -��� '> �� �-���Q��� 
���'�C�% �C��� ���? 9��� </ ���|� ��o�� E����% �����। 6� �A-�@��� ���� ���:���� ,�� 
@%��� ������ 9��� )���> ���F $�! @������। �-O �G��> 9� ����d < I� �� �-�� / �� < 
����� ����F� )'�� �-D� %। ���-z��� '�> </ ��� �D� �D- '% <�� ���'�%�। �-O 
9����� '�> </ ��� �D��� '��� �@���� ��U�E ;�-�� ��!�! ��o��, )>;�% �M�J ��ZÈ @% 
�����। < ��� 9����� ���� �:A���% '���� �¢� ���� �G��>।  
 
 Q����� E�, )� 9��J c�, �'���� <�</E<, ���-� ����� <- �� �-A�� )��� 
-��� 4/ �T���� �;�-। ��A;���@�� ��,��> �MN!J �OH @�% ��� <- ���%��E� �z�� - ��� 
(��/�-���'->�� ?%��) i[ -��। ��� Q�F! ��J�%��� ������ $E���� @�� ;��-। )>���- </ 
Q�F $E������ ���>�� ������ �@�%��% ���-z��  )�_���N�@� ?�� ���� -�� @%। ��������� 
���-z�� �������@�� )�,��� ? '?%���� .�=�> ���-� ��� ���J�% ������ ���, )� ����! 
-���, /�� �G��> )������। ��A;���@� �������� E�����- �;�- ���� �,���D। �������� ���� 
���@� �MN!J ��� ? ��% 9� �-��� ��@��> ���� �। �P�}���? <� )�[�, ��/ ��/�� �;�-? 
�-��� ��@��> ��?%�� 9�� �G;�। ���|���@� <�� ':! <� $������ ��� .�>�। �������� Q�:> 
��J���� @�% �:�D। ��/ ���; ��� ����� </ 9«��? �� ��% ;�-�� )� ����! -��� �������� 
{��-��� ���:> ��J��� ��%� @��। 
 

���|������� <�� Q����% ������@� ���J�� <-�� �;�- -�' -�� 9��D���। �8/ 
�T���� Q����% ������@�� ���%� -������� )��� Q��� <�� �������� ���@�� <- ��A; -��� 
:�C ����� @%।  
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</ ��/ (�8/ �T����) 2�-� ���T?� X�7�� ���� ?�� ������ <- ���� @����% ����� 
$E�� �¢ @�% ��%। Q���^ <� ���� �@� �� EXo�� ��� J �����P� ? �����- ��- ���% 
}[q�N!J )>�> �-��� ?�� ���� 9��! ���~���।  
 

���-J 6� �A-�@���  ���,��J /�����>/ ����¥� $!��� )���� -�� §� ��Y����:��� 
���- )o�� @�~���। ���-J� </ �@�� �D� �����!��- ��| E���� ����� ������@� '�@�' 
‘<B��$/'’ <�� 9��� x�  ��� '�@�'। < �>����� ���-J ��|��� ��-���� )'�@�� �D��� 
��������� ���-J �:��-��� ����% �%�� '>/ 6� �A-�@��- </ )��� 9� @�~। </ ���| 
���-J '������!� -��D? o@!���:> �D��� �, -��! 9����� ��A; -��� ��/ �T���� �;�- ���� 
@���� ����%-Q��� _�:� ���� 2�-� �����P� �������� �����: -�� ��%। ���� 9^'J���- ��;� 
����}����� ������ �:��-�� 2�-� �>�: -��� ����। �-O ���-J �:��-��� ���> < ���% 2�-� 
�>��:� ��� �-��� �#! ���� ��%�। 
 

��#�! ��� �M�-J ���/ KH ���� -��� ����D���। ���;���@� ��,��>� ���; ����� 
?���� �G� )�_� o@�!� �� �����- ����Fd�� )�Q�� $-�� -���D�� ��� �;�- �� ���� 
���> 2�-�� �� � ��। �%�'� )��> ���� ������ 2�-�% ��� V�-�� ���~��, $�� /�� '�%:�� 
'> <-�  $�! ���EU ;�-� ��J^ 9��� ��� E����% �����। ��? ,��� 9�� �-O �W-/ ���L�D�� 
���� ��F। ��������� ���-z���� �� '�> )���� -���D���, )����� �'���/�T� )>�� z��� 
,��� 9�� �� ��F�% ����� ��E� @�% ��C�D��। ���'% �� )��>����। ���|���@�� @�� 
�;�- �# ����� .�=�� ��/ �T���� ��� ��� ������ '> '������ ��� �,��� <- 9��� 
'��। ,��� 9�� <�-�� �-� ���-z��- )����!� �>�_� -���? )����� -��। ��Y ��Y 
/%��@%� �� '�������- '���% �� ��, ,��� 9��� $z�� )�������। /%��@%�� ���� 9��, 
��|��� <�� E� ���- .s�� -��� �Z%/ <�:�% 9���। �%�'��- ��� 9��- � )��#� -��� 
'> ���J� ��। 

 
 

E� ���@% <-� )'�@���� '>/ )��#� -��D���। 9� uW� �T���� ���-J 6� �A�@� 
��Y����:�� $��� -��। 
 
 

EXo�� ����� 9����� �-� {�> 3/ �T���� ��-���� ���> iQ��� ���� ����� �,� �� 
��� @�% ��%। ���� ���� �-�;�% �- )�_�% 9�D ��J��#�!� '> 9��� �;�����  @���� �� 
9�:/ ���W�% ���%�D���। ���-z���� ����«��/ �D�C ���~ ��� �8/ �T���� <-' �:���� ��� 
-����� 9���- ��� ��%। ���«��/ �;�- �w ��/� �N�� �:�% ����-����� ���� ��- ��Q��� 
)�_� o@! -���D। 9�� ���; ���; ����«��/ ��� -��� '> <-�  �>� ���% ���W�% ��/। ���� 
9����� �-��� ����@ �,� �� ��� @�� �����। �>� ���%�� {�>��� ��/ ���% �@U� / )o�� 
@�� @�~���। Q��� )��� ? ����� �?%�� '> -�%-�  ��-�� ? :[� :��C �'�:�C -�� @%।  

 
 

���-�� 9�� ���F� ���> �������, �@����- ��% <-��� ��-��% ����«��/�%� ���- 
���� i[ -��। 9����� �>� ���%? �� <-/ ���- ��EJ -�� ���~���। ��; ����� ��D� �,�� 
9��� <�:�% ��/। )��> </ Q��� <-� ���� <�:�% ��?%� �D��� ���/ L�U�-�N!J -�'। ���-z���� 
�W- �-�;�? ��%�D �-� ���� 9��� �� '���� �। ���� �-��/ ����«��/ �>�: -���D �-� 
���? �-��� �Z%�� �D��� �। ��� 9�� L�U�-��% ����«��/ ��A�D ���� <- � 9�: ������� �� 
_� �D�C E�� �:�D। _��% -�%-' -�J-�J� ����«�/ @�/��� Q�� 9��� ���; <-� @��। 
���-z���� 9��� ���� �,�� 9��� ���� ��� ���� 9��-� -��D��। 9����� �� )�>^ §� 
EXo�� ��� -�� ��-��। ��/ ����«��/�� 9��� §� $���#� )�_� :�C ������। <�$� ? �� 
���� </ 
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)���/ 9��� ��� -���D���, ��/ ����� <��-��  9��� <�� 9��� )��-��� {��>? -��D �D��� 
������E�। ����«��/�� 9��� �������- $��� E��� -��। -���@��  )�_��� Q����% ���:�T%�� 
9P 
[��- 9��� �� )�_��� -;� '���% ��U�- �q� <��� E�� 9��� )����� '��/। 
EXo���� ��; ������ ��W- )�_� '��� '> <-�   @���� ���- ���W�% ��/ ����«��/ �;�- 
����-���� ���-। �Q���/ 9��� ���� i[ -��� @��। ��/ ����«��/ @�/ ���� �� ��� � -� ����।  
 
 ���� �� 
�-��� �����FJ� ���/ ����-��� ����� $������ �>�_� �Q�� ��C। ����-�� 
)���� -��� �� �t/ �T���� -�����% ��A�D 9��� ���-z����� ��|���� ��U� � �j��� @/। QN�� 
{����H>� -���! </ '�%:��  ����� ���/ )�-N�� �D���। ��Z�� ��:� <�� �N��J .UE� ��@��C� 
��>��J� �[ <��-� '��C ���-z����� ���G� )�_� ��% ����D���। �C�-� <- _�� :Q�� ����� 
?�� �����  ?�� ��� -�� ���%�D���। ��z�� ?�� $���#��N�- �>�_� D�C�? ��«J��J� .UE� ��@��C 
�É� @�������� -��D �D��� ����� �N� $���#� ��U� । ����J� E���� �B� .Q% ��# ����� ���FJ 
@%। 9����� -�%-' ����FJ @��@� @��? ���� �-���� ��> 9��� �N�J���- )o�� @�� �#� 
@/। �������- '�����! �������� )�_� �M�-J 9����� ������ ���~���। ����� )���%� 
��W- �#>_��� ?�� -��� ���: ?��� ���%� -��D���। �u/ �T���� �Q�� ��� t �% 9��� 
-����� ��������� ����| -�� �,��। EXo�� <� ��� �r ��/� �N��। -����� ��| @?%�� ��� t �¸�� 
���> 9����� ����@ <�� -���}��� Q��� ���� <�C�% ��� ��� @�� i[ -��। -�%- @�'�� ���, 
��[F ? ��i Q��� ����� -��D '���%� @�% 9����� ��@��> -���D���। <-�� ����� ��C� ��� 
�-�  T�/���� ����T� �>�_� -��D���। )> �� 9��� :�D, ��;�, ���  �� �-D� ���~��� ��/���% 
��� Q�� �,��� �EH� -��D���। 9�� �-D�#! ��U�C�% ��U�C�% </ �G�> ����D���। </ ��% <- �G�� 
9��� -�U�� @�� ���� ����, ����, �E^� -��� �। < -�' 9���/ ������। �>��-� �������� ����� 
9� :��C-���C� �-Q��� ��� -��� ��P��z -��D। ��-�� @�� 9��� ���/���� i�% �C���। 9� 
��� ?�� ���% �������� :�C� ��� -��� �>�_� -����। ���� -��� � ����। $��>- ��@N��J ���� 
9����� ���- ����D। �G�� <- � ;����। ��� I/ �E�� ����� Q�� �:�D। �G�� ��� E���, ������ 
'��� �, �-D��� 9�: Ê��� ��% E� :�U?�% <-�  ���-�� �X ;����% ���� �-� ������ �����- 
�� -���D। $�% <- @�'�� @��। �� D��� <�� ���% �����D। 9��� ���% 9� ��� ���? �D��� 9� 
���� ������ � ������ <�:�% ��?, ��C����C <�:�% ��?। ��� 9���- $�% �W�� ���%/ 9��� 
-��' �,�� �:��। 9��? ���-z����� </ G��� @�>�-���� -;� i��D���। ��� EXo���� 
��J��F �� ��� 9�� ���%�D���, �� �D��� 9��� Q%��@। ���-z�� �����- '�^� <�� )�������� 
��j���Q��� ���-�� -���D��� EXo�� �@��� -�%- @�'�� �������- ���JE��� @�>� -���। < � 
�D��� ����� ��F ��! -��C।  
 
 ����#�! ��Y����:�� 6� ��-�@��� )�$���� ����_�� ��� '� � @�% .�W�D���। 
EXo���� �-� ���g .�-N��  ���,��J-<� ���-J ���@� )���! -��� ���� ��� 9��-� -�� 
@�~���। ��/ ���� ��C����C ��� 9��� EXo�� ��| -��� ����^ �/। ��/ .�=�> Q����� rt 
�T�Q��� 4t ���:T ��-��� �;�- §� ���� i[ -�� <�� -������ -��D 9����� ���; ���: ��%। 
)>���- Q����� �������@� ? /c�J �´  ���-z�� )�_�}���� ?�� )����� ������FJ! -�� 
E���D���। <��-�� ��-���@��- ��� -�� <�� ��� J )E� -�� ��%�� '>/ </ 9��! E��D�। 
������ 9���� ����� �����  >��-}��� -�%-�� ��� ���D�। #��oz <�� ���`� '�@��'� 
���>�? �D� $E��। T��^ E>��� $�% ��������� �¢। ���� J� #%#��� �����! �D��� �>��-। w88 <�� 
�88 ��.� ������ :�J}���� Q��  <�� ���zN� ������ -��� ��� ��% ���:�D��� <- �D���? 
����। 
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���|������� ��� ��% <��� �� �-D� ��-z�� )�,��� ? {�> -R��'�� @�% _���; 
������� �EH� -��D। �-. �-. 9��� '�@��' -�� �-�  �C��� �EH� -��D। -�%-�  ���-z�� 
'�@�'�- ������ '�@��'� ���� �� ���:�% <�� ������ ���-� .�C�% Dº���� ������� '�> $b0� 
���� @�%�D। </ ��� Q����� /cJ �´ �- ��W��� /c�J �´  ��-J @�% ��%। Dº���� ������� �EH� 
-��� �:�% ��� -�%-�  ���-z�� '�@�' Q���^-<� �:���% �����-Q��� #��oz @%। 

 
���J� ���% ���-z����� ������� �EH� �¢ -��� '> < ���% -R��'��� <-�  )�Q���� 

���-�� �%� @%। ��/ .�=��> ���� �,��J ��� <- �� ���@� �G�H @%। </ ���@��� �D��� 
Q����� �/r }�J� ��/�,�� <�� �� ��@�� ���'���B� I�  �-�M�। � J�� ��`� </ ���@� 
Q����� <-��� �?��:�� '�@��' �u/ �T���� -R��'���� .�-N�� �:�% ��A�D। ����� 
���|���@�� ���>��� �@�%��% ���� �,��J ���� )���! -��। �-O ° <��-�% �-��� ���-z��- 
)��> ���� ��%�।  

 
�w/ �T���� :Q�� ���� ���-z��� E�, )� 9��J c��,� -�D �;�- �%�'� ��F ���J� ��Q 

-��। Q����% ������@�� E�, )� c�, 9����J�!� �� ��J ���%�D ��� ������ '> �� o@! 
-�� ���� ���� ��� <� �%�'��- �����J ��%� @%। </ ����/ I �� ��> ���������� �� �� _�� 
���-z�� ������ )�_� -���D��� �%�'� ������- ?%>����� ����: ��� ����� ��� <�� ��A; 
���@�� �-  9����J! -�� ���J� '��� -�� ��।  
 

��� ��F @�% 9��। �x/ �T���� ��F ����� ���- Q����% 3w ��.�B ���:�T� -���� 
��%��'� ���:�T%�� ��%�� �%�'�� �@T �-�%� J���� <-�  )%����� ����' /B�����  -��। 
</ ���J�% �Q�� w � �;�- �%�'� ��� �-� ������- ��� ����� ��� -��� ����D��। �®%�� 
���; ���; </ )%����� ���J�� -;� �'����� �:���- '���% �� ����_�� ��J����E�� �� ���:T 
-����� <�� �T�Q��� -����� ������ ���'� -��D �s��% D�� �>� ���% ����� )�_� -��D��� 
����� ��AD�। ����� )�_��� ���|���@� <�� Q����% �>��� �>� ���% �;�- ��� '��� 
����� �� �Q�� w �� �� ���'� -��D 9� �:��}�� @%�। <��� �'���� �:�� ��� <-' 
<�T�� <�� Q����% D�� �>� ���%�� <-' )�,����- �«� ���-���@� <-�  �'�� -�� ���'� 
)�� ���C ���W�% ��। �� ���� 3 �। '���� 9���@��� �%�'�� .�=�� ���� �'���� �:��� 
<-�  ���J� �@ -��D���। �!�#��� -������ ������J ���J�� �� � -�%��/ �D��� <- � ����। 
�'���� 9��� 9�In�@ �� �%�'� <�� �'��� �:�� I' �D�� �>��|:� '��� ����E� 
���� ��/ ���J�� �� �D��� �� ���। �$% 9�In�@ 9�� <�� ��C�D। ������ �� ��@�I�� 9� ���� 
��F। 9��� -��D <� 9����J! -���, </ 9��� .����। ���-z��� '> ��>/ �� �-� 
���� ��F। �' ���@�� $�� ��� ����� <�� 9����J! -��� �� ���J� �%��' '��� -���D��, 
�x/ �T���� �-���/ �� Q��� ��-���- '���% ��%�� '> ��� 2�-�_ ���-J �����- <>� �E�- 
)����� -��। ��� )����� �;����� Q���� ���-J I������� ���>�� Q��� ��-���- '���� @%।  
 

EXo�� <��-�% 9��� �� -������ ��#�! 9��� -�%-�  _� ����| -�� �,���D। 
9����� ���� ����� -��� .�=�> <�� '�%:�% �-D��-D� ���-z�� {�> )�_� -��D���। ��;� 
�-� ���� ���QN� -�� �x/ �T������ ���> 9��� Q�� %���� ��|���� �� ��U� � �j��� @/। 
<-� �;�- �,A'���@�  <��-� ��Ĵ  ���-z���� I�QJ�> $���#��N�- ��U�  :�C �����D���। <��� 
����� )��-��� {�> <�� ����� <�? ������% -���D���। 9����� �#> �D��� �-Q��� </ 
-���R 9��� ��� -��� ����। ��� -��� -��� ?�� ��� EXo�� �@�� ��> ���% �:�% )�_� 
-��� ���� ��@��  
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9��� �C��� �����। ���C�� )��>�F� <��-�% ��� i[ @�% �:�� $���  ���C/ 9��#�-���� 
9C�� �@���� -��' ��:��� �����। ��/ ����_���� �@��� ���> �� ��C��� 9����� '> I¡@ @�% 
�C��।  
 
 ��/ �,A'���@�  <�� EXo���� ��L��� ����� )����� -��� '> ����^ �/। .�=�> 
�D��� Q�� %��� <�� �,A'���@��  )�_� o@!-��� {�>�� �� ��D� �:�% �@�� $��� -��� � 
����। ���-�� )���%� �� ���@�� ��D� 9����� {�>�� ����� �Z������!� �; [� -�� 
����� <�� ���� �;�- 9����� )���H )�� 9��! E�����। )�Q���� </ ���� -� � ‘‘���C 
��� ���� 9��� -��� ����’’ ��� ���� ����। ��/ )����� Q����� 4t ���:�T� I�  �>� ���% r 
��'��� <�� t �T�:���- ��D�� �; �¢ -�� ��%�� '> ��W��� @%। Q����� �G��% 9��-�  
�>� ���% �j��� ���� 9����� ���|����� �>� ���%�� ���; ���: ��%। �N��J�| �>� ���% I�  
����� 9U���� �C- �;�- $�% �w ��/� �N�J ��- ���% ��@�C� ��z� ��� �,�'���@�� � �-D� � ��#�! 
�:�% 9��� �C�- .W�� <�� ����� ��z �¢ -�� )�_� o@! -��� </ �D��� ����� $�� ���J�। 
��@��C� ���> ���% )o���� </ ���� ������� �@�� '> $�% �r88 �������- ���- �'�:�C 
-�� @%। $�%�'�% �� �'��/ </ ���@�� ���; ;�-�� ���� ���� )^� u �� E��� ����। 
���>g�>, �:�����[�,  >��- ������ -���, � J��, ���  ���UC�� �����, ��y�� .� <�� )>�> 
{�'��� < ����� I�  �>� ���%�� '> �� �-D� $�%�' ��/ �@ -��� @��। <D�C� �������- 
���-' ���� ���� ����� ���> <�� �-D� ����� -�W? ��Y ;�-��।  
 
 �w �T���� �¢>�� �-D� 9�:/ �>� ���% I�  ��@��C� �Q�� ���% ���� i[ -��। _�% �-D� 
���- 9�: 9�: ���� ;��- :�/T �@����। </ )�Q���� ��,��>� .��/ EXo��� 9����� E�C�^ 
�C�/�%� ,��,� �QJ� -��D। 
 
 /�����> 9��� ���J�� ����«��/ <�� ����-�� <��-�� $�% r888 �:���� <-� @�% 
-�%-�  ��J���� _�� )�_� o@! -��। �;����% ��C�? �C�/�% ���: ����। �@� <��-� �M�-J 
Q���� Q��� '�� ��� ��z�% ��� i[ @�% �:�� ���� ��� -��' ��:��। ��/ <����- <-��� -�� 
����� '> $b0� ������।   
 
 Q�� %����� �w/ �T���� �¢>�% 9��� ���-z����� $;� �#��N>�@� ?�� 9��! E���/। 
I�  �-�M��� </ 9��! ?�� $�@� -�� ��%, 9����� ��# @��@� @% r'। �x/ �T���� 
)o��J� ���  ��� ��D� �>����-T �G�H -��� ��/ 9����� 9�� 9��! i[ @��। ��/ 9��� 
���� �� $�� @���� E������ '> �>��- $b0�� i[ -��।  
 
 2�-�� )�N�� Q����% �'* �:�� �� I' )�,��� �'* �%�'�� -��D ���W�%�D�� ��� r 
�¸� �� �� �� ���- �,�� 9��। ����� '���� ��D� ��D� <-��� :�C��� -�� 9�� 
���-z��� tx �T�Q��� -����� �E���� ���@�j� '�����। �'���� �%�'�� ��-��� $����� 
�@���� ��� ��A;���@�� -��D 9����J�!� $z�� ��% 9��। <��� �:�� <�� 9��� -�%-' 
)�,����- '������� �@T�-�%� J��� ��?%� @% <�� ���� �;�- ���� �%�'�� )�,�� ��?%�� 
$�¥�� �:�� -�-���_ /c�J -����� �@T�-�%� J�� <�� u;J �-���� �@T�-�%� J���� ��J��F 
����_�� �M�-J �;����� ��� ���W�% ��। <� 9�: �-�� ���C ��� �� ���- �%�'� )%>����� 
����: ���-��- 9����J�!� ��J��F ��%�� 9�? x �¸� ���C�% ��%�� )����� -���D��। <-/ 
��Y ��� 9��� )����� -�� ��, 9����J�!� ��J���� ��J��! -��� '> ��� �� <-' ���%� 
Q���% �����- )�,����- 2�-� ���W�% ��।    
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 <��� � � �M�-J 9��� �-D�/ '���� �। 9��� Q�� %���� �� ���� ���। 9����� 
)o��J� �� ��,��>� ��Y ��@�C� �; ��� <�:�% ���~���। -;� �D��� �x/ �T���� �-� <- ���% 
���� ��� ��D�� ���- ��z� �¢ -�� )%>������ �� ��� 9������- '���% ����। 9��� ���/ 
�� ����� ��� ����� '> ¡�«��� )��#� -��D���।  
 
 �:��� -�D �;�- �%�'�� 9����J�!� /~�� -;� '��� ���� �'���� )����� ��� �E, 
)� c�, ��'� �'���� '>�-���- ��������: 2�-� ���W�% ��। ��#! ������ ��A;���@� ��' 
��� @�% 2�-% $��� -��� i[ -��। < ���% :��� ��z���  �D��� '����N>।  
 

 ���|���@� <�� Q����% {�>��� ��'����� $����� ��� ������� ���� E����J�- D�C�% 
��C।  .n���� �'�%��� 2�-�� �# �# ���- ��� 9�� ��z�%। '���@� �*� :�� ��@N��J Q�� 
.�W ����F� ��'% .n���। ?�� <���D </ ��!� .����� @�� ;��- ����%� ���� ����। 9-�� ����� 
-�U���% �� ?�W '% ����� �� <- )QN��N�J �G�>। ��A; ���@�� '�> ���F <�:�% 9�� ,���� T��� 
��% ���%� :Q�� 9� Q�������� ��%। 
 

 2�-�% ���� <-���- E��D��� ����F� ��'% ���D�। ���/ �������� �D��� ����'� 
���-z����� ���%�� @��>-� �G�>।  �-O ���F �� -��� �'��������%! @�� ���� ���-z���� ��� 
<- �� '�� �G�H -���D���। �����% ����� ��/ ��@N��J? ���-z���� ���Qy ���@ ����F� ?�� 
<��������C }�� E���%। ,�� �V ���@ ������ @��@� @।  
 

 9����J�!� <-�  ��C� ���� �@ ��'� �'���� '>�-� ���� � �% �'��� )������ 
�@T�-�%� J�� �;�- 2�-� <�� )���! -���। ���� r � w8 ����  �'���� )����� ��U� {��- 
'���� ��E�/�� 9-��Ì� ���J��  ���% �:��। '��� ��� -����>- ����%-/ <� ���J� 
���%�D। ���J��  �D���, �%�'� ��� ������@�� �-��- ��% 9����J�! ��'� @�%�D <�� 
9����J�!� �����? 
�#� -���D। ��Z� ����� ���-z�� 3 �T�Q��� �'?�� ��'� �'���� 
9����� 9����J! ��J� ����#�! ��Y @�%�D। ��-�� t �� ���> ���|���@�� �� �� �[! <�� 
Q����% ������@�� <-�  ���:T ��'%�� ���� ��'��� 2�-�% $��� -��। 9����J! )�k��� 
'> �'����� )����� ��� ���� ? �A���@�� E�, )� c�,�- ��% <- � ���/ 2�-�% )���! 
-���।  
 

 9��� ��«z �'��? ������� 9�'' <�� �w �D��� <- �-���� ���|����� <��� � �� 
�-D�/ )��@� �D� �। I'�/ �� Q�� %����� )>��>� ��Y ��� ��[�� ���� )���!J। 
���-z����� <-�  ����� )�� ���� @� �% ���% ����% 9��! ���E���� '> ���� )�_� o@! 
-���D���। )� �%� �D���  -��D�/ <- o����। ����� o�� <� 9�:/ ����| @�%�D। ��-����� 
���; ����� -��� '> �w/ �T���� ���- �r �¸�� D��  ���%�D���। �-O �� $�>%��� -�½ '��� 
���%�D���, � �>��। EXo�� ��| -��� ��/ 9�� ���C �,����। -�%-�� �� 9� ��:��। 
9����J�!� '> �%�'�� ���J� ���� ��� �-� ������� -��D ��A�D�। 9��� '���� � ��, 
���� u � t� ����  °��@���- ����-��J �%��� (��J�� ���@��?%��J� .�>�) 9����J! )�k� 
���� @�~।  
 

 EXo�� �@� �;�- ��� x ��/� �N�� �@��C�-� ?�� Q�� %��� ����� '> 9��� �� 
�C�/ -��D। 9��! E����~ ���|���@�� <-�  �-�M��। ��C�� �� ���� u � t8 ��� । 2�-�% 
<�� )>�> '�%:�% )��� :'J �;�� �:�D। �%�'� <�� )����� @%��� @��� -�� ��% 
9����J�!� E��|��� 
�#� -��D। �%��� ��J� ���@��। �W- ��/ ��@N��J 2�-� �2�- �x8 ��/� 
�N�� ���-z���� <-�  -����� �:��� 9��� )��_ ���|����� </ �-�M��� ��L��� <�� 
�C���। 
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         ������� 9�'' <�� �w �D��� ��/ �D���  I'/ �:���� 9���� 9@� @���। 9�z 9�z 
��Z� 9-��� �N�J T��� �:�, ��/ ���; ������ �����% �:��� ����� ��F �*«��। �� �¢>�� 
)¢-�� ���% 9��D ���� ����। <-' ���-z�� ��'� Q�� %��� Q��� ���'� ���� <�� ��UC����। 
@��� ��� ���� ���-�। ���� �%�'�� ���J� ���% �:�D, <� 9����J! -��� E�%।  
  

�����F 
 

 �!�Y�! <��� ��� 9�� $��^ �����।  
 
 ��/�,�, ����:�, � J��, -����� �:���}��� � �;�� ��%। �;�� ��% 9@��� -�y�, 
���N�FJ� -[! 9�J��। �� </ ����� $@� 9�� �-� <- @����� )����� ���^� 
Í ��%। <�� 
��P��� 
�Í 9�@��-�� ��� ����F� ��o�� E���D। 
 
 Q�� %����� �@��C�-� ?�� �����  ���-z���� ��� -�� ���%�D���। @�'�� @�'�� 
���|����� 9� �
~����- �x/ �T���� ������� -�' -���� Q�� %���� ����� ��> ���% <- � 
��-� ��z� {��� -���। ����/ 9��� ��z {�> <�� �:������� EXo�� �@�� <�� EXo�� ? 
���J�> EXo���� )>�> <��-�% �%\Q�� o@! -��� ���%q ���L�% ��/। �,�� )������F�@ 
iQ��� ��J^ <��-�� �%\!Q�� 9��� 9�:/ ��%�D���। 9��� �MN!J ���@��- �� �� ��� �-�� 
����%/ EXo�� �@�� $��� -�� }[q�N!J _���N�@� �%\!Q�� o@�!� ���J� �����। <-�  
�>� ���%�- )��> ����/ ��� ��� @�% �@� )�Q���� �����N� ��� <�:�% )�_� o@! -��� 
���W�% ��/। 
 

�@��� �-�_�� )��_� ���-J  @�.��- 9��� �@T�-�%� J�� -��� ����^ ��%�D���। 
���-z�� {�>��� ���J� ��?%� @��� ��� J <��-�% �A���@�� �@T �-�%� J�� <�� EXo�� 
->�B���B 9����J�!� '> '���%� @��। ���-z�� �P���� ���%q Q����% �����@�� .�� 
>z @%। EXo��� ���-z�� �����@�� �x� ' )�,���, t8w ' �'��? <�� �A ? ���� ���@� 
����J��%� ���- <�� �� ���@�� 4,x�4 ' {�> 9����J! -��।  

 
�6/ �T���� �Q�� ��J^ ��-� ��z�� -�' �My @��� �। ,�� �� ��J^ �� _� ���% 

:�C� ��� -��? ��� �D� �। 9�� ����� <���C :�C� �;�- ��� �C��� <- � �D�  �>��-  @��� 
��%। ����� <- � ���W�� Q� ���% ��� ��� @�% ?���� �:�% .W���। I�� 9�: -������ ���� 
9@� @?%�% 9���- ���W�� Q� ���% ��� ��U�C�% E��� @�~���।  

 
���-z����� 9��M�!J� �>����� ���-' ���� ��������� ��Z� @�� �����। �� �� ? 

�@��� �-D� ���- 9����� <�:�% �%�� '> Q�� %���� Q��� ���� ��Ĵ  <�:�% <���D���। 9�� 
9��� <- �¢�� :�C��� .�W �����। :�C� D��  E���� ���'� ���-J  @�.��� ���-। 

 
):�!� ���-��[F ��z�% �����% ��C�D। ��;� I/ ���� ��U�C�% ���� @�� ���� ��A; 

���@�� {�>��� <�� ���|�������� )�QP '���~���। '% ����� ���� 9-�� ����� ������ 
@�% ?�W। �-. �-. ���� @% ���� ����� ��«�� -��� ����� �� ���>/ ��� ��F @�% �:�D। Q�% 
Q�% ���C� �Q�� �;�- .U�- ���% ���� ��/ )��«��> �G�> ����D�। ���-z����� �� )� �����!� 
����। ��� ? X��- -�� ���� §� D��  �����~��� �A���@�� �@T�-�%� J�� <�� ->�B���B� ���-। 

 
���-J  @�.� �� �V ���- '�� @�% �:�D। '��� �QC �W�� 9�� <�:�% ��/। ����� </ 

-% ���� 9��� ���C ��� �C @�% ��?%�% )�- �¢� <�� ����E�'/ 9���- �E�� ������ �। 
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<�� <- � ��P� ��@N��J� '> ���Ç </ �>��- �  ���; �����D ���J % ���। <��� ? ��- 
���� �,����। ��P� -�� Q�' -�� ���������� ���-��  <- � �-���� �D���� @��� ���% ���- 
���W�% ����� ���-J  @�.��� D���। ����� ���� ���-z��� ���-� .C�D���। �D���  ���-z��� 
���-� ����% D��C �,�� ��% ��E। ����� ?C��� @% 
��� ���������� ���J�QA��q? $��- 
'���% ���-�। �� ��% @�'�� @�'�� ���F ��A�C 9��D ���-J  @�.��� ���-। ��z <��-� Q�� 
�:�D ����F� �Q�C। ���-� .�0���� ��% ��@N��J� '> �z² @% .0�� '���g )��a�!�% ��/ 
°��@���- � � $�># -��� '>। ����� ������� ����� ���:, .C�� ;��- �� ���-�। �z² 
�� .�s��� @�% ?�W। 9-��-����� -�U���% ��/ '����g ?�W '%�� '% �����।  

 
���-z����� @��� �P� ����� �;���� <- � '��� ���% �:� 
�����। I*
�Í� ����� 

���F ��/ ���-�� ��|� �N�J ������ ����F� '> ��% <��� �� 9��� ��!�। ��z �G�;���� ��/ 
��'�%� ���J� ��A�D ���� �� ���F <- ����: ��@N��JV �Î�:� ���� ;��- '% �����। �@��� $���  
$�^ �;�- ���� 9���: �# -½ ��� @�� ��:��� '% �����। ���� �:� ��z 9�� I%�� 
��U�Q��� �ª���� �� �����% 9�� �-� ���F। ���J ���� I*�@ �\!�� ���F ���� .��Q�: -��� 
E�/��� .Æ �N�J����-, ��| �����, ��P� ������% �� 
�����। Q%��@ :!@�>�� ��> ���% ���� 
��U�E �;�- 
������ 9P .��Q�: -��� ����D < -;� �� �-D���/ ��«�� @�~��� �। ���? ��/ 
�� ���F ��U�E 9�D। �����| �� 9-���� ��E ������ �N��J� 9����- ���F ��a�% �E�% �;�- 
������ �� ���-�� ���-। 
��� ���J�QA� ���������� ���-��- )�Q��� '���% 9�� �Z�� 
��U�C�% �/��� �-D�#�!� '>, )��- ��a�%। Q��� �:��� 9��� E������� .0�� '����g� -;�। 
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 Of the numerous raids, ambushes and attacks in all the sectors, a number of 
actions have been enumerated in the following texts. These actions would depict a 

picture of the war and the gradual process of transformation of the inexperienced 

freedom fighters into an effective and cohesive fighting force through continuous 

actions against the Pakistanis all over the country.  
 

No.1 Sector: A number of small guerilla groups comprising of 3 to 5 students, 

trained on the use of hand-grenades and small arms were being inducted into 

Bangladesh from as early as the first week of May. The attacks were primarily to kill 

leading collaborators as well as officers of the Pakistan Army. The first organized 

guerilla group with appropriate training on weapons and explosives was sent in No.1 
Sector on June 4, through Baishnapur area in the afternoon. On June 10, one our 

fighting patrol laid an ambush near Hiaku on Ramgrh-karerhat road. In the subsequent 
encounter, 4 Pakistanis were killed. Our troops withdrew without suffering any 

casualty.  
 

 It may be mentioned here that this road of about 15 miles from karerhat to 

Ramgarh passes through mountain area covered with dense forests. There is 
negligible human habitation. The mountains and the jungles provide excellent hiding 

places for the guerillas. There have been innumerable actions on this road. Pakistani 
strong defences were at Karerhat, Hiaku and Ramgrah, controlling the major roads 

leading upto Chittagong, 50 miles away. These positions mutually support each other 
and there had been heavy movement of traffic between these 3 centres throughout the 

war. The movement was necessitated by the need to supply arms, ammunition, fuel, 
ration, reinforcement and evacuation of casualties. At a later stage the Pakistanis did 

build up some reserve of arms, ammunition and ration, But due to the fast changing 

nature of the battle and the increasing number of casualties the Pakistanis had to 

maintain heavy traffic all through the war.  
 

 From June onward action by our regular troops as well as the guerillas against 

the Pakistanis were becoming more organized and effective.  
 

 The total frontage of No.1 sector was approximately 400 miles of which 50 

miles were the active front. The entire active front was divided into 5 sub-sectors for 
the purpose of carrying out regular guerilla operations. Throughout the war there has 

been regular actions along the active frontage against the Pakistanis in every sub-
sector. Besides this the trained guerillas had kept the Pakistanis restless through raids 

and ambushes deep inside Bangladesh.  
 

 On June 21 a raid was conducted on the Pakistani defences at Sreenagar area 

by 10 guerillas who crept close to the defences under cover of darkness. Earlier, the 
defences had been reconnoitered to identify the positions of the automatic and semi-

automatic weapons. The raiding party successfully neutralized these weapon positions 
by 75 mm rocket launchers. There after the raiders lobbed grenades inside a number 

of bunkers and  
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destroyed 2 parked vehicles. The Pakistanis opened up with their weapons blindly, 

firing in all directions, hoping to scare off the raiders. The raid lasted for more than 

one hour in which 2 vehicles were destroyed and 5 Pakistanis suffered casualties.  

 
 

 On June 23, another ambush was laid near Hiaku. A small convoy carrying 
ration to Ramgarh hit the ambush. The guerillas had take position in the dense jungle 

on the high ground by the road side. The convoy was attacked by rocket launchers and 
LMG. A microbus was destroyed, killing 1 officer and 3 other Pakistani soldiers, 2 

others were injured. The Pakistanis were mentally prepared for ambush on this road 

and they took immediate cover in the dense jungle on the other side. Meanwhile from 
nearby camp at Hiaku reinforcement reached the scene of action. By that time our 

ambush party had dis-appeared into the jungle and returned to the base.  
 

 On July 1, I sent a platoon with Capt. Shamsul Huda to raid Debipur post. The 
raid was successful. Our troops leaped from one bunker to another, lobbing hand-

grenades and blasting the occupants of the bunkers with sub-machinegun fire. Having 
completed the mission, the guerillas withdrew to the base. On our side Sepoy Fazlur 

Rahman, Habilder Abdul Hussain, Sepoy Toha Mia fought very bravely and died in 

action. 6 Pakistani soldiers were killed and 12 others were injured.  

 

 At midday on July 3, a micro-bus carrying a number of Pakistanis including 

one Captain was ambushed by our troops at Chikanchara on Ramgarh-Karerhat road. 

The Captain and 4 other Pakistanis were killed in the action. We carried out numerous 

actions on this road and killed a number of the Pakistanis. They rarely moved on this 

road at night, restricting their move to the day-light as far as possible.  

 

 On July 11, Hanaponi Bridge in Mirsharai was demolished by the guerillas. 

On 15 July, Subedar Raham Ali with a group of 20 others laid on ambush between 

Begam Bazar and Ramgarh. A convoy carrying ration and ammunition was caught in 

the ambush. As our troops opened fire, the Pakistanis, new and not acquainted to the 
terrain, were completely be-wildered and ran in panic for shelter. 6 Pakistanis were 

killed and many were injured in the action.  
 

 Most raids on the BOP’s and enemy defences were almost identical. Our 
troops carried out reconnaissance, specially about LMG & MG positions of the 

Pakistanis. Thereafter, small groups of usually 10 to 15 people would stealthily creep 
upto their positions. Some of the guerillas would position themselves to prevent 

themselves to prevent the Pakistanis from receiving reinforcements, as well as to 

cover the withdrawal of our own forces after the actions were over. The rest of the 

guerillas would go for direct action against selected bunkers. Thereafter, if time and 

situation permitted, a few would go for more bunkers or other lucrative targets, 

spraying those with carbine fires or lobbing hand-grenades. The aim was to harass the 

Pakistanis and to inflict as much casualty as possible without suffering any loss. We 

did not want, at that stage, to destroy enemy in piece-meal nor did we have adequate 

resources to achieve such aim. We concentrated on continuous raids and ambushes 

which would demorlise the Pakistani soldiers, soldiers, sap their will power to fight 

and inculcate in them a fear of absolute uncertainty of absolute uncertainty of the war 

and the cause for which they were in Bangladesh. 
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 A raid was conducted on Guthuma BOP on July 16. The Pakistanis suffered 3 

casualties. The guerillas returned safely.  
 

 On July 19, we raided Pakistani position at Kariabazar. This raid was 
organized on an information that the Pakistanis under a Major from a Punjab regiment 

had imprisoned about 200 Bengalees who were trying to excape to India. These 

Bengalee prisoners, with many women in that group, were being tortured by the 

Pakistanis. The raid was aimed at freeing the prisoners. At about 1: 30 that night, the 

raiding group with 45 men, Carrying 2 inch mortars, rocket launchers, LMGs, and 

rifles raided the high school in Kariabazar where the Major with his Punjabi troops 

were staying. The prisoners were kept in nearby shops and houses. As the raid started, 

our soldiers kept the enemy pinned down in the school building by firing from LMGs 

so that the Pakistanis could not come out. Then the guerillas shouted at the prisoners 

to escape under cover of the fire. Taking advantage of the darkness of the night, 150 

of the prisoners managed to escape. There after heavy firing from mortars and rocket 

launchers continued for over thirty minutes. 18 Pakistani soldiers were killed. On our 

side there was no casualty.  
 

 On July 23, the freedom fighters put mines on the railway track between Bortakia 

and Mirsharai. The mine exploded when a train was passing. One engine and a 
compartment was derailed and railway communication remain suspended for some time.    
 

 Another raid was conducted on the Pakistani location at Hiaku. The area was 

being used as a parking place for military vehicles. On July 27, we conducted a raid 

on this position at about 4 in the evening with mortars and rocket launchers. This raid 

in daylight caught the Pakistanis totally by surprise. During 15 minutes of the raid, the 

vehicle park was totally destroyed. 4 Pakistanis wet killed on the spot and unknown 

number of soldiers were reportedly injured. Many vehicles were set on fire and these 

were burning for a few hours in the night.  
 

 On August 3, Group Captain Khandakar and Col. Rab from HQ Bangladesh 

Forces visited No.1 sector to discuss and co-ordinate guerilla operations as well as 

other military actions against the Pakistan Army. This co-ordination was being done 

in line with the decisions arrived at the sector commanders conference at Calcutta 

from July 10.  
 

 In the co-ordination meeting it was decided to step up guerilla operations 

against the Pakistanis. As thousands of able bodied men were voluntarily joining the 
war of liberation, more and more training centers were opened all over the border 

regions and we were receiving hundreds of trained boys at regular intervals. The 

trained guerillas themselves demanded to be sent for offensive actions and we were 

only too obliged to accept their requests. Continuous reports of atrocities by the 

Pakistanis hardened the attitude of the population as well as the guerillas. The helped 

us in allocating aggressive and dangerous tasks to various guerilla groups. It was 

considered an honour if a group was allocated more difficult and risky operational 

tasks. 
 

On August 9 our troops raided Pakistani position near Andar Manik BOP and 

overran the Pakistani defences in the encounter, lasting over 1 hour. Naik Haris Miah 

took the lead in physically assaulting the defences and displayed great courage during 

this raid. 
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Firing from his carbine and throwing grenades, he daringly leapt from one to the other 

bunker and single handedly claimed a number of Pakistani casualties. The Pakistanis, 

caught inside their dugouts, could not put up any meaningful fight. At the end of the 

encounter our troops withdrew safely-leaving behind many dead and injured 

Pakistanis.  

 

 In Patacourt near Zoralganj a company of Pakistani soldiers and Razakars 

were ambushed on August 10. A group of 20 guerillas under Mohiuddin engaged this 

company and in the brief encounter I Pakistani soldier was killed while 2 soldiers and 

3 Razakars were injured. The guerillas disappeared into the countryside without 

suffering any casualty. 

 
 14 August was the independence day of Pakistan and we decided to carry out 

large scale raids and ambushes against the Pakistanis on the day. Pakistani high 
command apprehended such escalation and accordingly warned all its forces to 

remain on the maximum alert. We knew of the preparedness and planned all actions 
thoroughly. There were 10 planned raids on Pakistani positions in No.1 sector 

coinciding with the independence days. These operations were along the active battle 
front from Chagalnya to Ramgarh. Besides, there were many ambushes and other 

smaller actions throughout the sector.  
 

 On of the most important raids was conducted on Sreenagar near Shuvapur. 

Shreenagar defences were reconnoitred well in advance, pinpointing the locations of 

command post, LMG and MG post, ration and ammunition dumps. The raiding party 

stealthily moved close enough to the defence and neutralized the weapon posts with 

rocket launchers. Thereafter it was a conventional raid, lasting a brief period and the 

guerillas disappeared into the darkness of the night. This particular raid was 

conducted by a platoon and 2 Pakistanis were killed while 4 others were injured. Our 

forces did not suffer any casualty. 
 

 On August 25, a raid was conducted at Amlighat area near East Wali Nagar. 

The Pakistanis suffered 3 casualties. One of our soldiers was slightly injured in the 

action. However they all returned to base safely.  
 

 On August 28 railway track near Mirsharai was mined by FF group 15 led by 

Nizam. At 8-25 a.m. a train carrying Pakistani soldiers and Razakars was derailed by 
the mine explosion. It was learnt that the Pakistanis had suffered 35 casualties in the 

action.    
 

 On 5 September, raid was conducted on a Razakar camp near Chittagong. 6 

Razakars were killed and many were wounded seriously.  
 

On 12 September an ambush was laid in Samarkand area, close to the 
international borders, Elements of 19 Rajput Batallion (India) Provided covering fire 

during the operation. A Pakistani patrol party suffered 5 casualties and rest of them 

fled away without any fighting.  
 

 On September 14 a very important meeting was held with the Indian Army 
Commander Lt. Gen. Jagjit Singh Aurora. It was decided to step up conventional 

military  
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Operations side by side, with the guerillas activities. Salient features of the planned 

military actions were:    

 

1. Take over of lightly held Pakistanis positions.  
 

2. Retaliatory action against the Pakistanis and inflicting heavy casualties on 

them. 
 

3. Disruption of the Pakistanis lines of communication.  
 

4. Stepping up of guerilla activities.  

 

We realized that such decision, communicated by the Indian commander 
himself, was in fact coming from the government of India. This also indicated Indian 

Army’s preparedness to face any adventurism by the Pakistan Army. This definitely 
was a welcome development for us and it was felt that the Indian Force's would, in the 

process, get deeply involved in our liberation struggle.  
 

 On 15 and 16 September we held elaborate planning discussion and meeting 
with Brigadier Shabeg Singh, local commander of the Indian force. The meeting wall 

attended by Khaled Mosharaf and Shafiullah also. 
 

 On 15 September an ambush against the Pakistanis at Amjadhat area in 

Pourshuram was laid by 10 of our soldiers. The Pakistani’s counter attacked and the 

fighting continued for more than 2 hours. Naik Nadirussaman fought very galantly 

and helped in the safe withdrawal of the entire ambush party. The Pakistanis suffered 

8 casualties. One of our man was injured.  
 

 On 18 September the first meeting Col. Sharma of 19 Raj RIF was held at 

Sreenagar area. The capture of lightly held Pakistani positions were to be carried out 

in coordination with the Indian forces, deployed along the border. Such coordination 

was necessary so that if the Pakistanis made any retaliatory attack and tried to cross 

the international borders, these could be repulsed. However, the actual attack on the 

Pakistani positions and the holding of the ground had to be done by the by the 

Bangladesh forces. The operational plan had to cover many aspects including those of 

limited fire support that the Indian army promised us in time of extreme crisis.  
 

On the night our forces ambushed enemy patrol at Gourangapara. More than 15 
Pakistanis were casualties in the action.  

 

On 19 September complete operational reconnaissance of the Pakistani 

positions were held by Col. Sharma and me jointly. The Indian artillery unit 

Commander was also present to prepare artillery fire support plants. We recognized 

our troops by drawing surplus elements from main HQ & sub-sectors. While the 

operations were being planned guerilla activities continued other areas and deep 
inside Bangladesh.  

 

On 20 September Subedar Raham Ali attacked the Pakistanis at Champaknagar 

BOP and after a brief battle withdrew to the base without suffering casualty. The 

Pakistanis suffered 3 casualties in the action. 
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Next day, on 21 September an ambush near Guthuma BOP left 3 Pakistanis 

injured while we suffered 1 casualty. Another ambush at Khajuria that day left one 

Pakistani soldier and 1 Razakar killed.  
 

In the morning of 22
nd

 September one platoon ambushed the Pakistanis in area 
Jochandpur. A company of Pakistan army was caught in the ambush. It was too big a 

target for our small ambush party. On our side soldier Ruhul Amin was injured and 

we lost 2 rifles, 1 mortar and a spare barrel of LMG. There was no casualty on the 

Pakistani side. That day, in the evening there was exchange of artillery, fire between 

the Pakistanis and Indians in Sreenagar area. 
 

On 23 September, 10 Naval Commandos were sent by a small boat for attaching 

limpet mines against ships in outer anchorage off the port of Chittagong. Due to long 

distance involved and the rough sea they rough sea they could not reach the target and 

had to abandon the operation. While returning to shore one commando, Muhammad 

Hossain, was drowned in high sea. Another party of 3 Commandos were sent for 

action against the Pakistani Navy’s coastal gun at Patenga, on Chittagong sea shore. 
The Pakistanis were fully on the alert and 2 of the commandos were captured by them.  

 

On 23
rd

 September at 3-30 in the morning one company attacked Pakistani 

position at Ballavpur. Another company under Captain Mahfuz attacked Pakistani 

position at Champaknagar. Prior to these attacks, artillery fired for ten minutes on 

both the targets. The Pakistanis had prepared very strong defences with well prepared 

bunkers. Artillery fire could not neutralize any of the enemy weapon positions. The 

Pakistanis quickly sent reinforcements and brought heavy artillery fire from Karerhat 

on our troop position. After repeated attempts to capture these two targets the attacks 

were called off. We lost 1 and 2 were injured. One Indian soldier was injured inside 

the Indian territory due to Pakistani counter-bombardment. The attacks failed.  

 
 

That day in the evening an ambush in West Devpur area left 2 Pakistani soldiers 

killed.  

 

On September 25 at 7 a.m. an ambush by 15 of our guerillas in area of Guthuma 

left 3 Pakistani casualties. A raid on Champaknagar BOP that night left 5 Pakistani 

casualties. The raid was carried out with rocket launchers and many bunker were 

destroyed.  
 

On 26 September a raid was carried out on Pakistani position at Guthuma BOP. 
One of our soldiers, Naik Haris Miah crawled within a few yards of the bunkers and 

lobbed grenades inside. Others tried into various defence positions and withdrew 
quickly under cover of the darkness. 2 Pakistani soldiers were casualties in the action.  

 

On the 26 September another ambush in Devpur area at 10-30 a.m. left 5 
Pakistani casualties. One civilian was wounded due to stray firing.   

 

On the Feni River, Andarmanik BOP was a strong position of the Pakistanis. 

Every evening the soldiers would fall-in for morning and evening roll-call. On getting 

this information one of our ambush party laid ambush around the BOP. As soon as the 

roll- 
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call was over the party opened fire with LMG’s and rifles. The Pakistanis were taken 

completely by surprise in the open area of the BOP. By the time the Pakistan soldiers 

could jump into their their trenches and bunkers. 15 of them including one J. C. O. 

were casualties. In total 2 Pakistani platoons had assembled for the roll-call. 

 

At 5-00 in the morning of 29 September, another ambush was laid in East 

Madhupur by a section of guerillas. 3 Pakistani vehicles, apparently bringing some 

reinforcements, were ambushed. 2 of the vehicles were damaged. However the 

Pakistanis did not suffer any casualty in this action.  

 

That night at 11.30, raids were carried out on Ballavpur and Chagalnaya 

defence. Pakistani casualty in Ballavpur could not be ascertained. The raid on 
Chagalnaya was carried out under fire support provided by Indian artillery. In this 

action 5 Pakistani soldiers were killed and 7 were injured. One Pakistani artillery 
observer had taken position on a tree and was directing artillery fire against our forces. 

The raiding party located the observer and shot him down.  
 

Next morning at 4 an important culvert at Champaknagar was blown up and the 
Pakistanis there were cut off from receiving ration or reinforcement.  

 

On October 1, 16 guerillas under group leader Nizam raided a camp at 
Durgapur High School in Mirsharai. The camp was mainly for the Razakars and it had 

earned notoriety in that area for creation a reign of terror and oppressing the people. 
After very careful preparation for a number of days the guerilla group raided the camp 

at night and in the fierce battle for more than one hour killed 20 of the collaborators 
and captured 7 rifles. While a number of Razakars put up some resistance initially, 

others fled away in the darkness of the night. In that operation one freedom fighter 

Farid was killed but before dying he himself had claimed 10 enemy died.   
 

Earlier that day at 10-30 hours a group of guerillas ambushed a section of the 

enemy patrolling near Guthuma. One soldier was killed and the rest of the patrol party 

managed to run away, leaving behind the dead. Such ambushes during broad-day-
light and the resultant success were encouraging and we were confident that the 

guerillas had achieved certain standard where we could start relying on them for much 
more effective action against the Pakistanis.  

 
 

Next day there was night raid on Pakistani position at Champaknagar BOP. In 
this raid 2 Pakistani soldiers were killed. One of our soldiers was hit by a bullet and 

was critically injured.  
 
 

In the early morning of October 3, an ambush was laid in Amjadhat area in 

Belonia. A small enemy party was moving to the company headquarters, probably for 

food. The party was ambushed at 5-00 in the morning. 2 of them were seriously 

injured and carried away by rest of the party. It was learnt that the 2 injured and 

carried away by rest of the party. It was learnt that the 2 injured soldiers had died later.  
 

Another ambush was laid near Karalia Tila in Karerhat on that night. 2 Pakistani 

soldiers and 3 Razakars were killed while they were on patrol duty and came into the 
ambush. Our forces returned to base safely. 
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As the raids and ambushes were going on in different areas at different times. We 

were preparing to launch small scale conventional attacks on lightly held Pakistani 

positions with a view to capture and hold the grounds for future military operations. 

In my sector, Pakistani position near Pourshuram was choosen as the first target and 

from the morning of 3
rd

 October was started detailed reconnaissance. Since the 

beginning of October, as the raids and ambushes increased in intensity, frequency and 

ferocity, the Pakistanis became more jittery and nervous. Indian military officials and 

myself came under intense fire from Pakistani M. G’s and mortars during the 

reconnaissance. A civilian in the area was injured by stray firing. This type of 

sporadic firing was common feature in the battlefront from October onward.  
 

 

On 4 October further reconnaissance was carried out in other areas for suitable 

targets. At the same time we had to evaluate the battle worthiness of our fighting force.  
 

The regular soldiers had remained in the battle front from the beginning of the 

fighting. They had no rest and were almost continuously engage in battle. Such 
continuous engagement in battle affected their fighting capability. They needed rest, 

regrouping, rearmament. But we could not afford to provide reasonable rest since the 

number of regular troops were limited. And we would be required to carry out the 

immediate military tasks with these very troops.  
 

The guerillas themselves had come under tremendous pressure. They were 

moderately trained. The lack of adequate training was compensated to some extent by 
motivation and commitment to the cause of independence. We however observed that 

a certain amount of fear was impeding their fighting ability. The fear was not so much 
for their personal safety. It was of the savage reprisal by the Pakistan Army against 

innocent civilian population in the surrounding areas where guerilla actions took place. 

As a result, the guerillas were hesitant to go into action in areas with civilian 

population nearby. 
 

This hesitation in the mind of the freedom fighters allowed free hand to the 

Razakars who created a reign of terror and intolerable nuisance for the people. Yet with 

all these difficulties we were continuing conventional attacks as well as guerilla actions.  
 

At 10-00 a.m. on 4 October, 2 Pakistani soldiers were killed near Guthuma 

BOP. Next day on 5 October a senior Indian military officer visited out headquarter 

for coordination on the future military operations and at 11-00 a.m. that day an 

ambush near East Debpur BOP left 2 enemy killed. One of our soldier suffered minor 

injuries.  
 

On 6 October reconnaissance with Brig Shabeg Singh and the commanders of 

various Indian army units deployed along the border area near Sreenagar was carried 

out, At 2-45 that afternoon a guerilla group blew up bridge between Chagalnaya and 

Muhuriganj. At the same time raid on Pakistani position in Karimganj Bazar High 

School left 3 Pakistani soldiers killed. 5 Razakars and 1 civilian were also killed in the 

encounter. 
 

At 3 p.m. that day I visited number 2 Sector Headquarters at Melaghar 

for inter sector coordination meeting with Sector Commander Khaled 

Mosharraf. There we received information of heavy concentration of Pakistan 

Army in Chagalnaya area. 
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Immediately, Chagalnaya was engaged by artillery fire. Report collected later 

confirmed of considerable Pakistani casualties.  
 

In the early hours of 7 October a patrol of 2 sections of the Pakistanis was 

ambushed in Belonia in day light. In the brief encounter the Pakistanis lost 2 soldiers 

and 3 Razakers.  
 

Further to the east in Sabroom area the Pakistanis had concentrated larger 

forces and brought forward some of their mortars. This threatened a number of 

refugee camps and hospital which fell within the range or the mortars.  
 

There were a number of raids and ambushes against the Pakistanis on October 

6. Madunaghat on the Halda river, few miles away from Chittagong City had a 

electric sub-station. One of our raiding parties crossed 70 miles from main camp and 

destroyed 2 transfomers in a daring raid in the early hours of the day. Sepoy Mannan 

fired the critical shells that destroyed the transformers but in the process of firing was 

hit by a bullet. He succumbed to his injury later.  
 

At 08-00 hours there was another action against the Pakistanis in Chagalnaya 
BOP. Our raiding party crept close to the enemy defence at night and lay in wait. A 

group of Pakistanis had started preparing their bunkers very carelessly. At that time 
the raiding party swung into action and killed 3 Pakistanis. We suffered one casualty.    

 

At 6-00 p.m. that evening 2 guerillas crawled upto Dhaka-Chittagong 

Highway where 2 vehicles were parked and some soldiers were unloading 

ammunition. The guerillas threw hand-grenades and soon disappeared into the 

darkness of the night. One of the Pakistanis lay injured and the vehicles were badly 

damaged.  
 

On October 7 a bridge on Chagalnaya-Belonia road was demolished by the 

guerillas. This was done to isolate the Pakistanis in the Belonia bulge. The bridge was 

covered with small arms, LMG and MG fire by the Pakistanis from nearby positions. 

But the guerillas managed to complete their task under heavy firing.  
 

That day the guerillas attacked and destroyed a Tehsil office at Radhanagar and 

raided Pakistani defences at Mokamia. In the raid in Mokamia 2 Pakistanis were killed.  
 

An ambush was laid at Purba Debpur area at 8-30 a.m. On October 8. A 
Pakistani patrol moved into the ambush and immediately came under attack. 3 

Pakistanis were killed and 1 was injured. The guerillas returned to base without 

suffering any lose.  
 

A raiding party lay in wait near Pakistani defences at Guthuma in the evening 
of 8 October. That was the usual time for the Pakistanis to fall-in for evening roll-call. 

As soon as the roll-can was over and the Pakistanis were about to disperse, the raiding 
party opened up with LMG and 2” mortar fire. 10 Pakistani soldiers were casualties. 

The guerillas disappeared in the darkness of the night and returned to base safely.  
 

At 7-30 in the evening of October 9 there was a raid on Pakistani defences 

near Guthuma BOP. One Pakistani soldier was injured and a militiaman was killed.  
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That night I returned to my headquarters after reconnoitering of the forward 

areas. At the headquarters I met col. Sharma of 19 Raj RIF. We held discussions for 

future actions. The Indian army’s role, as on that day was to halt any Pakistani 

attempt to cross the international border on the pretext of pursuing the Freedom 

Fighters. At the same time, the Indian Army was in a position to provide limited 

support to us as the launching base for various raids and ambushes. Soon after we had 

finished discussions capt. Mahfuz entered the room to give us a good news. About 10 

days earlier we had sent a special guerilla team to demolish the railway bridge 

between Dhumghat and Muhuriganj. It was a difficult task as the bridge was guarded. 

Purposefully we refrained from any activity in that area and as such the sentries on 

duty were not very alert. Many of our guerillas in nearby villages were advised to lie 

law and keep observing the Pakistanis and their habits and wait for the final raid. 
They were also required to provide safe base for the raiding party, guide them upto 

the target area and help them withdraw to safety after the raid was over.  
 

The raiding party along with the demolition experts were launched inside in 
the last weak of September. They carried out rehearsals of the action on a small bridge 

near the sub-sector HQ. Explosives for the action were dispatched in a number of 
installments to avoid detection. These were stocked in 2-isolated farm houses-only 

about a mile away from the target. Thereafter the main guerilla group moved inside 
and reached the target area. There, the party carried out detail reconnaissance for a 

number of days and observed the duty pattern of the sentries, their state of alertness, 

timings of change of sentry etc. Finally the raid was carried out on the night of 6 

October and the bridge could only be damaged partially. This however disrupted the 

railway communication between Chittagong and Dhaka.  

 

During this time a rumour spread that a section of the politicians who were 

actually collaborators in disguise, were trying for a rapprochement with Pakistan. The 

rumour spread quickly. The soldiers as well as the guerillas and the people were 

greatly agitated. There were demands for sever punishment of the collaborators and 

we vowed to achieve military solution to the problem since the Pakistanis had blocked 

the path for a political dialogue. The fighting men were advised to hit the enemy 
harder for a decisive military victory.  

 
On 10 October the guerillas raided Pakistani position in Barabazar in which 

Pakistanis suffered 6 casualties.  
 

On October 12 there was a raid on Pakistani defences at Parshuram area. 2 

sentries were killed and the guerillas withdrew immediately after the raid, lasting only 

fifteen minutes.  

 

At 9-30 p.m. the guerillas ambushed Pakistani patrol near Radhanagar on 

Dhaka-Chittagong road. 2 soldiers were killed and I was injured.  
 

That night Pakistani President Yahya Khan, speaking on the Pakistan Radio 
mentioned of heavy Indian build up all along Pakistani border and of commando 

activities in which roads, railway bridges and power supply lines had been destroyed. 
From the  
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Speech it was very evident that Yahya Khan was referring to the guerilla activities of 

the Freedom Fighters and that our actions had hit his ego and destroyed his dreams of 

subduing the Bengalees.  

 

 On 14 October the sector commanders in the eastern region went to Agartala 

to receive the Bangladesh Prime Minister and the Acting President. They arrived in a 

special aircraft of the Indian Air Force. We held brief discussion about our 

difficulties-specially due to the short supply of arms and ammunition. There was a 

reference during the discussion about the rumour of some politicians trying for a 

rapprochement with Pakistan. The Acting President and the Prime Minister confirmed 

the rumour but advised us not to give it any currency which could demoralize the 

fighters. We were also assured that nothing short of independence will be acceptable 
to them.  

 
 On 15 October our forces raided Pakistani positions at Ballavpur, Darogarhat 

and Chaygharia. In all these raids 6 Pakistanis and many Razakars and militiamen 
were killed and 8 were injured.  

 
 On 16 October the Acting President Syed Nazrul Islam and Prime Minister Mr. 

Tajuddin Ahmed visited forward defences in Sreenagar area-only about a mile away 
from the Pakistani defences and well within their mortar range. That day a special 

commando group under a political leader Mr. Mosharaf Hussain, M. C. A. was 

inducted inside Bangladesh. The task assigned to them was to destroy fuel dump near 

Chittagong Naval Base.  

 

 The guerillas ambushed a patrol party of the Pakistanis near village Jagannath 

Sonapur in the early hours of 17 October. In the ambush the guerillas used 2” mortars 

& LMG’s. 2 Pakistani soldiers and 3 militiamen were killed. Another ambush on that 

day at Devpur BOP area in Belonia left 3 Pakistani soldiers killed. On our side Sepoy 

Amjad Ali of BDR (11 wing) was seriously injured.  
 

“On 17 October at 05-30 in the morning, our guerillas laid ambush in East 

Devpur area. Fighting continued for almost half an hour in which 3 Pakistani soldiers 

were killed. On that day I held discussion with Lt. Col. Bisra of 8 Bihar (Indian Army) 

and planned conventions operations against the Pakistani positions. More 

coordination was needed between Bangladesh and Indian forces in all respect 

including controlling and directing troop movements, deployment, ground actions and 

fire support. Due to lack of such coordination, Indian artillery had fired, by mistake, 

on our position near Chagalnaya injuring 4 of our soldiers.  

 

In the early hours of 18 October we raided Guthuma BOP. Prior to the raid 50 

rounds of 3” Mortar were fired. The Pakistanis called for artillery fire on our troops. 

The raid continued for half an hour during which 10 Pakistani soldiers were killed. 

We offered 2 casualties. Sepoy Latif was injured critically and evacuated to Belonia 

Hospital where he died later on.  
 

Another raid on Pakistani defences at Matua village area that morning claimed 
3 Pakistani casualties.  
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On 21 October, a Pakistani patrol was ambushed at Amjadnagar at 10-30 in 

the morning. One Pakistani soldier was killed and 3 militiamen were injured. One 

civilian in the nearby area was also injured by stray bullet. At 12-30 that day a group 

of Pakistani soldiers and militiamen were moving to Chandgazi in 5 rickshaws. They 

were attacked by the guerillas operating in that area at 12-30. 3 Pakistanis were killed. 

One of the rickshaw-pullers was also killed in the action.  

 

 In another ambush on that day in Baro Panua near Ramgarh, 5 Pakistanis were 

injured.  

 

 And in Mirdharbazar, 2 platoons lay in ambush for an expected Pakistani 

patrol party. One guerilla section was deployed as cut-off party in South Jodhpur. The 
Pakistani patrol reached the ambush and came under heavy fire. The fighting 

continued and reinforcement was sent by the Pakistanis from Chagalnaya through 
South Joshpur. This platoon of reinforcement hit the cut-off party and suffered heavy 

casualties. In both these ambushes our forces used 2” mortars, LMG,s and rifles. It 
was learnt later that 10 Pakistani soldiers were killed and 15 others were injured in 

both the ambushes in Mirdharbazar and South Joshput. 
  

 On 22 October there was another ambush in Barapanua. The Pakistanis 
suffered 3 casualties and the guerillas captured 1 LMG, few 303 rifles and some 

ammunition. It was on that day that some medium guns of the Indian army were 

moved forward closer to the international border. Indian Corps Headquarter also 

moved into the battle location and movement of heavy stores and equipment were 

noticeable all along the border.  

 

 On 27 October there was an ambush near Guthuma in which one Pakistani 

was injured. That night we sent one company under Lt. Raquib inside Bangladesh for 

guerilla operations in areas between Mirsharai to Chittagong. Dr. Mannan, an M. P. 

from the Chittagong area also went along with the group. 

 

 On 28 October an ambush party lay in wait near Debpur BOP. The Pakistanis 
received some supplies of ration and ammunition which they were unloading from 

bullockcarts at about 8 a.m. At that time the guerillas opened fire with LMG and 
killed 2 soldiers and 2 Razakars.  

 
 Last days of October were hectic for us as well as the Indian Army. We 

planned large number of attacks on Pakistani position. There were exchanges of small 

arms fire very frequently. Sporadic exchange of artillery fire claimed heavy 

casualties-specially of the civilian population. Pakistanis used to fire artillery shells on 

the civilian areas for reasons best known to them. 

 

 And all Indian Army nits Started moving to their battle locations.  
 

 On 1
st
 November an important conference was held at 83 Brigade Headquarter 

at Shantir Bazar. For the first time Indian Army units were allowed to enter 

Bangladesh territory, occupy defences and relieve Bangladesh Forces for other tasks. 
8 Bihar  
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Regiment and 2 Rajput Battalion of the Indian Army were to establish firm bases in 

Belonia. From these firm bases our forces were to operate and occupy vital positions 

in order to cut off the Pakistanis in Belonia and Pourshuram areas. The final date of 

operation was set for the night of 5/6 November. Till then, we decided to continue 

normal operations in the area in order not to arouse suspicion in the mind of the 

Pakistanis.    

 

 On 3rd November a group of guerillas were trying to demolish a bridge on 

Ranirhat-Rangmati raod. Suddenly a Pakistani patrol composed of militiamen and 

Razakars reached the spot. One guerilla, Parimal Sikder was captured and taken to the 

Pakistani camp nearby. The rest of the guerillas immediately raided the camp and 

recovered Parimal. About 4 Pakistanis were killed in the raid. One guerrilla was 
injured.  

 
 On November 5 our planned operation to cut off the Pakistanis in Belonia was 

launched at 20-30 hours. The operation has been described in greater detail elsewhere.  
 

 In the morning of 6 November guerillas raided Andarmanik BOP with the help 
of 2”mortar and 73 mm rocket. 3 Pakistani casualties were claimed in this raid.  

 
 On 6 November the guerillas were engaged in a frontal encounter with a 

Pakistani patrol in Durgapur in Mirsharai Police Station. Fighting continued for 15 

minutes. One Pakistani was killed and 2 others were injured. On our side Mozammel 

Huq was injured when he was hit by a bullet. The group managed to evacuate him to 

safety and render medical treatment secretly.  

 

 On 7 November the Pakistanis attacked our position in Belonia with two 

platoons. The attack was repulsed by Habilder Ali Hossain and members of his 

section. They had taken defences on the high embankment of a big pond. The defence 

was well prepared and all areas in front and the flanks were covered by fire. The 

Pakistanis made successive counter attacks which were repulsed by the section.  

 
 Another counter attack on our position in Belonia bulge made some headway 

when 3 of our soldiers including the platoon commander were lost in the encounter 
and rest of the troops started withdrawing to the rear. At that time EPR subeder Gani 

was rushed forward. Gani launched a bold attack on the Pakistanis. The position was 
retaken and the situation saved.  

 

 On 8 November the guerillas ambushed a Pakistani patrol on Ramgrah-

Karerhat road. Occupying high ground on the roadside, the ambush party opened fire 

with LMG's and carbines and threw hand-grenades. 4 Pakistanis were killed and 2 

others were injured in the brief encounter.  

 
 On 12 November an ambush was laid by a platoon in Bishwanathala in 

Champaknagar area. At 10-00 in the morning, an enemy patrol of 2 sections was 
caught in the ambush. 7 Pakistanis were killed and one injured while rest of the troops 

ran away. One injured militiaman was captured. The prisoner died on way to our 
camp and was buried enroute.  
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On 16 November a raid was conducted on East Debpur BOP. The raid 

continued for one hour. The BOP at that time was being manned mainly by 

militiamen. 3 of the Pakistanis were killed in the action. 7 Razakars, on duty in the 

BOP, surrendered to our forces. Large quantity of arms and ammunition were 

captured.   

 

On 17 November Group 19 under Moinuddin ambushed a Pakistani patrol 

party near Mirsharai. There were 3 enemy casualties. One of the guerllas suffered 

minor injury.  

 

On 18 November an attack was launched on Pakistani camp at Karnafuli Tea 

Estate. There were 6 enemy casualties. Another attack that day on Pakistani position 
in Fatikchari left 2 Pakistani soldiers killed. Our forces captured 60 Rifles, one LMG, 

2 Stenguns and huge quantity of ammunition. 11 policemen were also arrested in that 
operation.  

 
On 20 November a conference was held at 181 Brigade Headquarter to decide 

on the reorganization of our forces to prepare for joint military action against the 
Pakistanis in our area of operation. By that time heavy movement of military 

personnel, vehicles, stores and equipments on both sides had reached a peak. It was 
apparent that the preparations were nearing completion for the final battle. After 

visiting some of the forward positions, I returned to my headquarters. The troops were 

offering their Eid prayers. Many of them knew nothing about their families for the last 

8 months. As they bowed to Allah for prayers they were all crying like small children. 

I joined the prayers, tried to maintain a calm composure and later exchanged greetings 

with the troops with a faint smile in my face,But the smile probably betrayed the 

turmoil in my mind. Many of them embranced me and burst into tears.  

 

By 21 November the northern half of Belonia was liberated and the battle for 

rest of Belonia was to start soon. The Pakistanis meanwhile concentrated lager forces 

in Feni area.  

 
On 22 November there was a raid on a Pakistani camp at Tabalchari in which 

there were 2, Pakistani casualties. 13 Razakars along with their rifles, and ammunition, 
surrendered to our forces. That day 2 of our companies operating inside Belonia bulge 

along with 6 and 14 kumayun battalions captured 10 Pakistani soldiers. There were 22 
others who were injured and taken prisoner. 2 of our guerillas were also injured and 

one JCO,s leg was blown in a mine explosion.  

 

On 23
rd

 November an ambush in Champaknagar BOP area claimed 2 Pakistani 

casualties. I held a meeting with the Zonal ‘Council (A committee of Bangladesh 

political leaders of the area to advise the military commanders on civil affairs) at 

Shanti Bazar and discussed matters regarding civil administration in the liberated 
areas in Bangladesh. Thereafter meeting was held with the Commander of ‘K’ Force 

composed of Indian and Bangladesh forces in No.1 Sector. The Indian Brigade 
commander obtained permission from higher authorities and it was decided that in 

extreme emergencies Indian officers could be loaned to command our troops. We did 
not have even 5% of the officers   
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required. However we did not need that help and managed to continue fighting with 

available officers and JCO’s. 

 

 On November 24 we captured Fulgazi and Chandgazi and consolidated our 

position in the whole area. Next day I visited the liberated areas in Belonia and 

inspected the defences there. That day the guerillas attacked a Razakars camp in 

Mirsharai area. They killed 3 Razakars and recovered a number of rifles and 

ammunition. 

 

 On 26 November our forces liberated more areas in Belonia. As the news of 

our success in battle field started spreading all around, the Razakars started 

surrendering  to our forces in larger number. 
 

 On 27 November about 30 Razakars surrendered at Chagalnaya alongwith 
their arms and ammunition. That day, we visited liberated areas beyond Munshirhat 

along Belonia-Feni Road. The people had already started coming back to their home 
in the liberated areas.    

 
On 28 November the guerillas attacked an enemy patrol at Hadir Fakir Hat in 

Mirsharai. There were 4 Pakistani casualties. Soon afterwards the Pakistanis sent 
reinforcement in the bazar. They burnt down. They burnt down the entire bazar and 

started killing civilians. The guerillas who had withdrawn after the action were 

infuriated by the savagery of the Pakistanis and immediately launched a suicidal 

attack against the Pakistanis. Guerilla Shah Alam charged at the Pakistanis with his 

carbine and risking his life through heavy firing single handedly, eliminated 8 

Pakistanis before he was captured. The Pakistanis brutally tortured and killed him on 

the spot and left his dead body in the burning bazar. The guerillas later recovered the 

dead body and buried it with due solemnity.  

 

 On 30 November the guerillas raided Pakistani position on Nalua Tea garden. 

There were 5 Pakistanis casualties. One LMG and 2 rifles were captured.  

 
 Towards the end of November it was clear to all that the war would start any 

time. It was also talked about that Yahya Khan was looking for some pretext to start 
an all-out war in the region, raise the issue in the United Nations, call for immediate 

cease fire and deploy UN observers along the international borders. The positioning 
of UN observers could be a source of great hindrance to the steady supply of arms and 

ammunition that we were receiving from India.  

 

 Indian Army meanwhile was in full preparedness. Our guerilla activities 

which had reached the peak in the last month, were now being coordinated to coincide 

with the military operations by the Indian and Bangladesh forces. All guerilla groups 

operating inside Bangladesh were instructed to carry out their activities behind enemy 
lines in order to disrupt Pakistani lines of communication and inflict heavier casualties 

on the Pakistanis. They were also instructed to disrupt all troop movements so that the 
Pakistanis could not send timely reinforcement to any places which was threatened by 

our joint military operations. 
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On 4 December the guerillas in Hathazari area received information that the 

Pakistanis had started arresting the people in Katirhat bazar area on suspicion of being 

members of the liberation forces. The Pakistani is burnt down a number of houses and 

arrested 30 Bengalees who were taken to the market to be shot. On this information 

the guerillas in the area raided Katirhat immediately. In the ensuing battle 6 Pakistanis 

were killed, while others fled to their nearby camp. The guerillas released the arrested 

persons and withdrew to their respective shelters. 

 

When the war broke out on 3 December, the guerillas intensified their 

activities behind Pakistani lines and carried out larger number of raids and ambushes.  

 

On 9 December the guerilla company operating in Nazirhat area attacked the 
Pakistanis there. This company under Lt. Shawkat killed 20 enemy soldiers and 

inflicted heavy casualties on them. The Pakistanis left their dead and fled toward 
Chittagong. We suffered 5 killed and 3 wounded. 

 

 

Sd/-……… 

20 March, 1983. 
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      �?��:��� ��C� �����% ��?%� @%, :�C�� ?, (u) E�-��/-<� ��'� 9@�� (w) 
���%�������� I/' ��'�-�� @�>�। 
 

t। 9:c ���*  
 (-) �o�T E�'J- 
 (�) ��%�'�=� ��'�� r ' (r) �.���-J  r ' (t) �-� J �����-������! @% �/ 

(u) -���'�%  ��� r ' (w) ���  -��' � ' (x) E�/�' �T�Bc-�-. ���� ��%�। 
 
(�) ����� )�����-  
 

(�) �������% t ' (r) ����%���% 6 ' (t) �'���� t ' (u) ������� ��/�,��@ u 
' (w) ���%�������� � ' (x) ��.'�� � ' (6) ��Y��%�% t '। 
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 (:) ��'�-�� )�����-  
 

(�) �'�� ��g���% r� ' ��'�-�� �@�, �x �  ��/�,� (r) ���%�������� � ' 
��'�-�� (t) ��/'�� 4' ��'�-�� (u) ....r ' ��'�-��, r ' ����� ? �E%���>� 
�@�।  

 
 (�) )>�>- 
  

(1) �tr888 �Q��»� I� � ��?%�� ��/� -�-��-��� ��/ /��-�X- ����/ ��/  
���- r4 �� ��z -�-����� �¢ ;��-, (r) {-%�o�� ��  ��� ��H, (t) ����� ��  
.��C �,��% �X ��/E�>� (���@�'��� ��/)। 

 
u। ���p�� ���*  
  

 (-) ��'�-�� )�����* 
        

(�) -������� ;��-r ' ��'�-��, x�  ��/�,� ? <���� (r) ����C�-��' 
��'�-�� I/�  ��/�,� (t) ����  6 ' ��'��@� (u) ���%������ ;��- r ' ������, 
r ' �����, tw ' ��'�-�� ? ��'��@� (w) ���� -6 ' ��'��@��@ ���  r� ' (x) 
{'k�����-� ' ��'�-�� (6) ���� ��� ���� � ' ������। 
 

(�) �o�T E�'J- 
(�) ��%�'��= ��'�� r ' (r) �c� ���T-�-. ���� ��%� (t) ����������C-
'������ ���D�� 6/4 ' �@�। 
 

 (:) ����� )�����-  
(�) �-���/� T�Y�% � ' (r) �����%������ � ' (t) ������% � ' (u) �����  � 
'।  

 

(�) )>�>-     
(�) ��  ��� ��� (r) ����C�% Signal wireless station �MN!J ��� -�� ��?%� @% 
(t) �-���/� �TY� ��@��C -�W -� � ��F� -�� @% (u) ,�,��� ���% ���X�� ��M 
��� -�� ��?%� @%। 
 

w।  )����� ���*  
 (-) ��'�-�� )�����-  
 

(�) -I���� o���� �-� ��'�-����� ��C��� ���C�% ��?%� @%। (r) ���� -I����  
o��� wr ' ��'�-�� ? ..... �P� (t) ����  ���?�% �c�� �X 9��!- r� ' 
����� ? ��'�-�� �G� (u) ��Z� �� %�% r ' ��'�-�� ? x�  �c:� .��� (w) 
��.'�� ��' ��'�-�� (x) ���E�� ���' ������ ��@�>-��� (6) ��P�� ��z�% 
E��' ������ (4) I/' ��'��@�।  
 

(�) ����� )�����-  
       

(�) ��Z� �� %�% � ' (r) ��.'�� w ' (t) ��Y��%�% t '। 
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(:) )>�>- 
      
     (�) <-�  �X ������- ���% �MN!J .�C�% ��?%� (r) ���  -��W� E��� ....... ���% 
.�C�% ��?%� @% (t) -�W �>���% ? E���% �MN!J ��F� ���F� -�� @%। 

 
x। �Q�� ���* 
 
 (-) ��'�-��-������ )�����- 
      

(�)  �.� �o�T E�'J -�� ��' ��'�-�� @�>� (r) ��[%�% �o�T E�'J -�� ��' 
���'� ? <-' ������ (t) �:��/�� �o�T E�'J -�� <-' ��'�-�� (u) ,'����� 
�o�T E�'J -�� ��' ��'�-�� (w) �����  �X 9��! -�� ...... ' ��'��@� (x) 
�����  <���- 3 ' ������ ? ��' ������%�।  

       
 (�) ����� )�����-  
           

(�) ��.'� � ' (r) ��.'� u '  
 

(:) )>�>-  
 

(�) �X /�� ��/E�>� -�� ��?%� @% (r) r�  ��� H -�� ��?%� @% (t) uu888 
�Q��»� �D�  /��-�X- ��/�  H -�� ��?%� @% (u) ��  -��W� E��� T����% ��?%� 
@% (w) �tr888 �Q��»� ��/ ���/ ��/� ? H -�� ��?%� @%-��� -����� 
9��� �¢ -�� ��?%� @% (�t ���� '>)। 

 
6। �T���� ���* 
 
 </ )������ ��@��> -�� -����� )���- -���� E�-��। </ ���� ��� <-�  )����� 
-�� @%। .| �� �>�% <-�  ������ 9��! $��@� -��� �:�% � ' ->��p�@ 6 ' ������, 
������- ���'� ? ��'�-���@ ���  r6 ' ����> �@� -��। ��@�� �T���� ������ </ 
)����� -�� ��.'� 9��� ��; r�� �T���� ������ -��� ���@��- �E��Y� ��- _�� �o,��� 
-�� @%।  
 
 ����� �;�- ����� -��� ���@� ���| � �� ����� �-� $-�� )����� �¢ ����� 
����^ o@! -�� @%। ��/ �@���� )�-�� 9� �-� )����� -�� @%�। �o,���-��� N[� 9�� 
? ��� ¯�J� -�J-�J���� ��Y ���:����: -�� ��� ���| ���¢ ��Z^ @��� �� ��/ �T���� 
������ 9� <-�  )����� �:��/��� ��'�-��-������%� ->�M�  ��� -�� @%। <� ���? 9��� 
��' ��'�-�� ? /-��-9� <� ������- ��� @%। 
 
  
  

------------- 
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� � � � �� ������ ��� �!J��� ������ ��� �!J��� ������ ��� �!J��� ������ ��� �!J�    
[��#�]-��* ��'� ��@,�'�� �@�� *, ��� ����, rw 9:c,�36t] 

 
 

 On 3
rd

 May 71, a new camp was sited and selected for us at place called harina 

5 miles away from Sabrum. Maj (now Brig) Ziaur Rahman, Maj (now Col) Shawkat 

Ali, Maj (now retd) Rafique, Capt (now Major) Khaleque, Capt (now Major) Oli, 

Capt (now Major) Enamul Haque, myself, Mr. Ishaque (adm-Offr), Mr. Muree 

(MTO), many MCAs were there. Later on joined many other offrs-Sqn Ldr  (now. Col) 

Shamsul Haque, Major (now Lt. Col) Khurshid, Flt Lt. (now Sqn Ldr) Sultan, Capt 
(now Maj) Matiur Rahman Capt Shams (late), Fit Lt. Abdur Rouf, Flng Offr Shawkat 

and many others. This place became the HQ No.1 Sector and was commanded by 
Major (now retd) Rafiqul Islam.  
 

 Took few days to orient with the area and the adjacent borders to locate the 

en’s disposition. Some of the allied offrs came to our Sector HQ and showed us some 

mines, explosives etc. on 10
th

 May, Major (now Brig) Ziaur Rahman took me to 

Alinagar B. S. F. post and got me  introduced with Capt P. K. Ghosh (Ali), the Comd 

of the post, who had been taking part with our troops in many operations inside 

Bangladesh. I was brought here for a particular mission. Next morning, I went with 

him to Shubhapur Bridge to see our troops still holding it with their last efforts. I got 

the task, for which I was brought here, to blow up the Muhuric Rly bridge at any cost. 

At 12 O’clock night 11
th

 -12
th

 April took two pls under Sub Sabed Ali and Sub Jalal 

Ahmed and stared for the bridge. One of the brave Engr NCO Nk Zulfiquar Ali was 

my demolition 2IC. Some of own and allied forces already made few attempts before 

to blow this bridge up. But as it used to be guarded always by Pak troops during day 

and Razakars and collaborators at night, the attempts could not be successful. 

However, on my way also found many unarmed sentries like those whom I had to 
arrest and carry them along with us in the mission in carrying our explosive boxes. It 

was last quarter moonlit night, by the time we reached near bridge tactically through 
many difficulties it was 4 o’clock morning. Found some 10-15 civilians around it 

walking and gossiping. Observed for few minutes if there were any Pak troops. 
Straightway got into my job without loosing any more time. Within 10 minutes about 

200-300 civilians got together on the other side of the bridge and started shouting for 

not to blowing up the bridge. Some of them started threatening us to bring the Pak 

troops. Through these shoutings howling and worries, some 20-25 minutes had to be 

taken to put those boxes of charges on both sides of the bridge and complete it. I told 
the platoons to fall back at a safer distance and shouted for the civilians to leave the 

places at once. With my repeated warning even, they did not pay any attention. I put 
the safety fuse fire and ran for 1.5 minutes. With an ear-breaking sound one part of 

the bridge was blown. I joined my PL and left for the camp. En attacked Shobhapur 
bridge this morning and captured it.  
 

 In June, Major (now Brig) Ziaur Rahman took skeleton of 8 E Bengal and 

many other mixed up forces from No.1 Sector and raised a new complete battalion at 

TURA. Capt Khaleque, Capt Sadeque, Capt Oli, Capt Ejaz were with it. I remained in 

No.1 Sector and was made No.3 Sub-Sector Comd at Subroom. No.1 Sub-Sector 

under Capt Shams (late) 
 

 
*  ��'� ��@,�'�� �@�� <-�0��� ���EJ ��,� >�B �@���� EXo��� )�_��� 4� ��Y� ���'���B �D��।  
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was at Belonia, No.2 Sub-Sector under Capt (now Major) Matiur Rahman was at 

Srinagar near Shobhapur. No.3 with me opposite to Ramgarh, No.4 Sub-Sector under 

Sub Khairuzzaman of EPR at a place named Tabalchari north of Kasalong RF in 

Bangladesh. Mojor (now Col) Shawkat also got posted and took over the command of 

NO.5 Sector at Sylhet. Capt (now Major) Enamul Haque was the Adjt. Flt Lt. (now 

Sqn Ldr) Sultan Ahmed was the Inducting Offr.  
 

 I had been operating from my Sub-Sector HQ inside Bangladesh from 

Ramgarh, Chikanchara, Hiaku, Narayanhat, Karerhat, Shobhapur, Zorarganj, Mastan 
nagar and maximum upto Miressarai 20 miles inside from the border. During last 2-3 

months, my Sub-Sector troops in these areas of operations created a quite panic and 

fear in the enemy. An estimated en casualty during these last three months only in 

different operations exceeded three hundred. My Sector Comd Major Rafiq’s and 

whole Sector people’s blessings were with me, because of which I could dedicate 

myself along with my troops with best satisfaction. Brig Anand Sorup took over the 

Command of No.1 Sector and 1
st
 visited my Sub-Sector on 28

th
 August 71 and 

cheered us up. 
 

 I was asked to take over the command of No.2 Sub-Sector at Srinagar, one of 

the sensitive most place for infiltration etc, 15
th

 September 71. Met my old brave 

fighter friend Capt P.K. Ghosh (Ali), Lt. Col Himmat Singh CO 4 Guards, Capt 
Bajwa the only Arty OP there. All were happy to find me there with them. Mr. 

Khairuddin MCA, one of the youth camp Comd and Afsaruddin Barrister, another 
Camp Comd (of ‘Black Shirts’) met me in my camp and needed my help and co-

operation. Led an operation with a Coy of 4 Guards on that very night on en PI at 
Champaknagar BOP, in which Lt. Col Himmat Singh himself was there with me.  
 

 On 19th Sept 71, 4 Guards were replaced by 14 Raj Rif. Lt Col Om Prakash 

Sharma CO of the bn made a plan with me for an attack on en Coy at Ballavpur and 

Champaknagar. Rehearsed for days in my camp for that night attack. At dawn 0330 

hrs on 21
st
 September led that attack with two coys and a battery of fd support. One 

coy under acting Lt Abdul Hamid led for Ballavpur and a Coy under me for 
Champaknagar simultaneously. Own shelling were undoubtedly tremendous but they 

could neither soften the en up nor could neutralize them at H+ 1 (Rapid). Almost all 
shells fell around the tgt and the en out of fear of life opposed us with their last breath. 

We failed to capture the tgts. One of my Sep got wounded by en fire and two Sepoys 
of 19 Raj Rif were wounded by en shelling.  
 

 On 5th October, Mr. Samad acting defence Secretary of Bangladesh, General 

Sarkar and Brig Shah Beg visited my camp and asked about the complete situation of 

the ea. During past few days, many bridges, electric pylons were blown, many 
ambushes, raids and assaults were carried out on ens effectively; and due to more 

concentration of more allied forces in my Sub-Sector, the en started thinning out and 
getting back from the adjacent border belts of Ballavpur, Madhugram, Sri nagar and 

Chagalnaiya.   
 

 One of my pl under command Sub Rafiqul Islam of Police whom I sent few 

days ago inside Bangladesh at Mirersarai along with a coy of FFs, stayed there for 

two weeks and operated against Pakistanis many operations effectively and returned 

with a cut head of a Pakistani Major who died in one of the operation against that pl. 

One of the bravest   
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Student (FF) died in one operation, Nk Zulfiquar got burst on his left shoulder, Sepoy 

Nurul Alam of 8 E Bengal got burst on his abdomen and back thighs, but returned 

through many difficulties safely.  

 

 On 15
th

 October, Mr. Tajuddin Ahmed Prime Minister, Mr. Syed Nazrul Islam 

Acting President of Bangladesh, younger brother of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, some more VIPs, General Narendar Singh, Major (now Lt Col) Nurul Islam 

and forty other Officers visited my camp and encouraged my troops for the excellent 

operations done by them.  

 

 Extended my defence more from Nalua BOP on the north under a brave JCO 

Sub Loni Mia of EPR who had been operating  upto Chandgazi in Belonia bulge and 
upto Amlighat BOP on the south under another brave JCO N/Sub Rahmat ali of EPR 

who had been operating upto Karerhat-Shobhapur. Some more brave JCOs acting Sub 
Major Fakhruddin of EPR, Sub Sabed Ali of 8 E Bengal, Sub Abdul Ghani of EPR, 

who had been during past few months operation In many fronts against the en and 
created havoc.  

  
On 21 October, 3 of my best Pls. one of Sub Sabed Ali under Lt Shawkat Alley, the 

2
nd

 one of NI Sub Rahman AU under Lt Farooque Ahmed and the 3
rd

 one of Sub 
Rafiqul Islam under Lt Raqib were infiltrated permanently inside Bangladesh in three 

different places at Fatikchari, Nazirhat and Mirersarai respectively where they had 

been operating gallantly till the day of Independence.  

 

 A conference was held in my area on 24
th

 October. Brig Sandhu Comd 83 Bde, 

Lt Col Bisla CO 8 Bihar, Lt Col Virk Comd Arty, Major Bajwa Comd Samarganj 

BOP and myself were there and after that all of us went out for a reccee on the 

bordering areas upto Belonia BOP. I was intimated to move three-fourth of my Sub-

Sector troops towards somewhere near Belonia within few days. Attended the 2
nd

 

conference on behalf of Major Rafiq the Sector Comd at 83 Bde HQ at Shantirhat on 

30
th

 October. Issued warning order to my troops for next operation. Recceed the 

general area at Guthuma and Motai BOPs. Attended 3
rd

 conference at 83 Bde HQ 
again on 1

st
 November, this time with Lt Gen Sagat Singh and Maj Gen Heera, 

regarding the infiltration conventionally in side Belonia.  
 

 The task given to us by the 83 Bde was to make the rd-block at Parshuram 4 
miles south of Belonia, to block and attack two en bns at Belonia and to stop and 

repulse en assault on us from south of our defence. The Belonia bulge was divided 

equally into two Sectors East and West having river Muhuri in the centre flowing 

straight from north to south. I was made Ops Comd from No.1 Sector for Eastern 

Sector and Capt (now Major) Zafar Imam from No. Sector made Comd of western 

Sector. Capt Zafar had his complete 10 E Bengal with an attached coy of 2 E Bengal 

under Capt Helal Mushed. I had four mixed Coys of mostly E P R boys, two Coys 
with Lt Mansurul Amin and two Coys with me. Lt Mansur’s 6 PI Comds were Sub 

Aziz of EPR, Hav (now N/Sub) Imam of E Bengal, Hav (now N/Sub) Ershad of 
Police and 6 PI Comds with me were Sub Loni Mia EPR, acting Sub Maj Fakhruddin 

of Epr, Sub Abdul Ghani of EPR, Ha V Shaheed of EPR, N/Sub Nuruzzaman of EPR, 
N/Sub Din Mohd of EPR. Three 3” Inch Mortars were  
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with Lt Mansur under N/Sub Manic of EPR and 3" inches Mortars were with me 

under N/Sub Syed Ahmed of E Bengal. 2 Rajput was attached with my Sector and 3
rd

 

Dogra with Cant Zafar's Sector.  
 

 On night 3rd. 4th November infiltrated inside Belonia for reccee sitting” Our 

rd-block positions with Six comds under me and “Six pl comds under Capt Shams. If 

was astonishing that we did not come across any en during our reccee from more than 

5 miles areas inside from the border. Capt Shams No.1 Sector Sub-sector comd died 

this evening. Major Rafiq Sector Comd and Major Paradhan of Belonia came to see 

him. He was buried in Bangladesh graveyard at Belonia. Lt. Mansoor took over the 

command of No.1 Sub Sector.  
 

 At 1730 hrs on 5
th

 November, we first infiltrated conventionally inside 

Bangladesh at Belonia bulge. The last end of our making rd-block was at a place 

named Salia Dighi, 2 miles south of Parshuram PS, 5 miles inside from the border by 

the side of the main road Belonia Chagalnaiya. One of the Pl of 2 Rajput and an Arty 

OP were with me. It was complete dark at night and was raining cats and dogs while 

we infiltrate, which helped us a lot from being detected by en. While walking troops 
were falling here and there in slippery tracks, loosing one another in the darkness, 

missing the track and started shivering terribly out of severe cold. By the time we 
reached our destination it was 12 0’clock midnight and it was storming heavily at that 

time. Started positioning troops and digging then and there. The FFs who were 
supposed to bring the def stores like CGI sheets and planks behind us, could not 

proceed because of the heavy wind storm. Made more or less strong alround def with 
the sources available there in the area.  
 

 Next early in the morning at 0530 hrs on 6
th

 November an en reccee patrol was 

probably returning to their position at Gutuma BOP, bumped in front of Sub Loni 

Mia’s PI and got hit and remained there for ever. En came to know about out def by 

about 1000 hrs and stared assaulting from alround. Whole day through storm they had 

been trying to dislodge us from the position but failed. At night, my left fwd PI under 

Hav Shaheed was attacked by an en PI, en was repulsed and suffered some cas; their 

dead bodies were lying in front of the PI scatteredly.  
 

 At 0445 hrs on 7th November, a coy of 11 Punjab attacked my left fwd PI 

under Hav Shaheed again, overran the position and reached upto the Coy Hq at Salia 

Dighi. I could not believe what had happened. I would see both my troops and the en 

were together running towards us. En could not reach upto our coy HQ at Salia Dighi 

and returned from there, but occupied Hav Shaheed's PI position on a pond about 100 

yd in front of Coy HQ. Five Steps, two FFs and PI Comd Hav Shaheed were captured 

and killed by the en. Seven dead bodies had been lying there for two days, Hav 
Shaheed was taken away at Fenny jail where he was shot dead. One of his nephew 

was also with him in the same jail who was luckily safe till the day of Independence.  
 

 For two days we tried to recapture my posn from en, but could not do that. En 
launched many offensive operations since last two days on our positions. First and 

biggest achievement was done on 8
th

 November in the evening. Parshuram and 

Belonia came under our Occupation. Now we were a little … from the rear, en was in 

front only towards south. 
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 At dawn on 9th November, attacked with a PI of acting Sub Maj Fakhruddin 

and a PI of Lt Kumud of 2 Rajput on en position at village South Berabaria and 

recaptured my lost PI position of Hav Shaheed. The en neither did burry the dead 

bodies of their troops nor did burry those of ours. We found15 rotten dead bodies 

lying scatteredly all over; the files, insects and the ants were eating them. Not a single 

face could be identified as they were already eaten up by the insects. In the pocket of 

one of the en dead bodies was found the small holy Quran and a piece of paper in 

which written “2484547 Sep Mushtaque Ahmed”. En left many arms, ammos, stores 

and eqpts behind while running away; in one of the bucket was written 11 Punjab.  

 

 En Attacked with 3 Sabre Jets on our position and Parshuram at 1530 hrs on 

9
th

 November, straffed and bombed with napalm. One of my Sep got hit and wounded 
and a Sep of allied force (Maj Shahid’s coy) got hit and died on the spot and many 

civs died and houses were burnt. On 10
th

 November, en had been launching attk with 
bns from Chitalia and Kaptan bazar, but could not move us from posn at all. 4 Sabre 

jets attacked again today at 1530 hrs and Inf on the ground. In the evening about a bn 
str attacked on our def from Chitalia on the right, Satkuchia in front and Guthuma on 

the left, but failed. The Almighty Allah was with us. En suffered hy cas and made a 
clean break of about 2-3 miles. Next morning one of the PAF CESNA appeared and 

started flying over our positions at a high altitude and started bringing precise arty fire 
on us. En left Guthuma BOP on 12 November which I occupied then and there. Lt. 

Col Dutt Co 2 Rajput and Maj Rafiq my Sector Comd paid a visit in the front line in 

our positions and gave us much cheer. I brought my Coys a mile ahead from Salia 

Dighi the previous position and deployed now in a better place.  

 

 All the Ops Comds were called for a conference in Bde HQ at Belonia. Capt 

(now Maj) Zafar Imam also there, we embraced each other because of the successful 

joint operation. Maj Gen Hira was pleased very much and cheered us for the same. 

We were orderd to adv infront on our present axis rd Belonia-Chagalnaya so far we 

could do easily. We advanced for about another 2 miles upto a gen line Motaikhal and 

got resisted by en strong positions at Ketranga on my right, Kaptan bazar in front and 

Baghmara on my left.  
 

 Attened another conference at Bde HQ on 19
th

 November. Now we came 
under a new 181 Bde under Brig Anand Sourp. A new bn 6 Jat was attached with my 

coys whos CO was Lt Cot Hasabnis. We ordered make a 2
nd

 rd- block south of 
Mohammadpur through Khejuria BOP, about 9 miles south of Belonia, with my coys 

and 6 Jat. En had been using fd Arty against us. We assaulted an en position at a 

village named Jagatpur, where 10 Razakars and 12 ORs of 15 Baluch surrendered. 

One of the Naik of 6 Jat died in that operation. Most of the ens from Chitalia, Kaptan 

bazar, Mohammadpur and Khejuria were encircled and made to surrender. Allied PT. 

76 amphibious tks were used in our support on 24
th

 November. En gave a strong 

opposition at Amjadhat and Chandgazi bazaar. We kept our momentum and reached 
upto Mridhyar bazar on 25th November. One of the very good civ helper and guide Mr. 

Abdul Quader Majumder of Chagalnaiya, who had been helping us throughout, joined 
me in front battle now. En started running away and concentration around Gangadhar 

bazar, Rezumia br and Fenny.  
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Attended another conference in 181 Bde HQ at Santir bazar on 28th November with 

Brig Anand Sorup, CO 6 jat, CO 14 Kumaon, CO 32 Mahar; and we were given the 

next task. This time I was given a risky and a longer area of responsibility. One of my 

PI under a Sub Loni Mia had to be positioned at a village named Matua about a mile 

away in front of the nose of the en from my Coy HQ and Dakhin Jashpur. Finding this 

PI isolated from others, en had been harassing it throughout the ni. A steam roller was 

brought by the en in front of that PI and started moving from one side to another. 
 

We thought it to be a tk, but later on we got info by our civil sources that it a 

rd-roller. After repeated request, Brig Anand Sorup agreed and gave me some 
reinforcement-a Gurkha PI from Maj Gurung’s Coy of 32 Mahar, which I 

immediately put with Sub Loni Mia’s PI infront. Through en firing, shelling, mining 

and patrolling, I had to move to all of my PI posts from one end to the other. Now it 

became difficult to move because of en’s by mining all around and it was not possible 

to breach all of them. One of the Nk of 32 Mahar while bringing a 57 RCL for one of 

my PI infront unfortunately stepped ion en’s a/per mine and lost his right ankle upto 

the knee. I went with my RMO Dr Shafiqur Rhman Bhuiyan who was a final year 

medical student of chittagong Medical College, gave first aid and sent him to the ADS 

at Mridhyarbazar. Immediately after that one of the sep of Sub Maj Fakhruddin’s PI 

stepped blindly in the same mine field. Not a single shell dressing or field dressing 

was aval with us at that moment. We had to tear a blanket and wrap the wound with 

that and send him to Mridhyarbazar.  
 

On 3
rd

 December, Lt Col Hargobind Singh CO 32 Mahar with his O gp came 

to meet me at my Coy HQ. who wanted to have a look on en’s positions all over. At 

night, his Gurkha PI, which was under me with Sub Loni Mia’s PI infront, was asked 

to fall back for another operation. While withdrawing, unluckily got hit by one of the 

en’s spray bullet and died on the post. A very strong post at Chringa Dighi infront of 

my Coy was registered throughout the day by own and allied artys and attacked by 

Maj Gurung’s Coy of 32 Mahar in the evening on 5th December En left the posn 

before the attk leaving countless mines behind. While clearing and advancing, few 

brave civilian guides of the areas were wounded.  
 

Sub Maj Fakhurddin, one of my PI comd got hit by en fire on his right leg 

below his knee. He was evacuated to the ADS at Mridhyarbazar and his MG Comd 

N/Sub Shafiullah took over the Comd of his PI. I was ordered to adv and take up def 

now at panua (north) Kashipur and Nijpanua by the side of the River Muhuri near 

Rezu Mia bridge. 
  
Here I was told that 4 E Bengal was on my right proceeding towards 

Chittagong from Fenny and 32 Mahar was on my left along the International border. 

We were advancing under 181 bde towards Chittagong. Now I came to my old areas 
of responsibilities and operations where I had been leading many operations. On 6th 

December I reached with my Coys at Karaiya bazar, where I found and met Lt 
Mumtaz of 4 E Bengal with his Coy heading for Dhumghat. I was happy to see the 

regular tps of E Bengal after long time here.  
 

1
st
 time the HQ of No.1 Sector was established in Parshuram inside 

Bangladesh. Met with Sector Comd and Maj Enamul Haq Chy thereafter long. 

Advancing with 32 Mahar 
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from Gangadhar bazar toward Chittagong trough the gen axis Dacca-trunk rd. While 

retreating en had blown off Shorbhapur and other important brs. Crossed the river 

Fenny by jurinda (boats) and reached Karerhat at midnight on 8
th

 December.  
 

On 9
th

 December morning, I was asked with my coys to lead 32 Mahar with 
one of their coy of Maj Vasker on the main rd: Capt Ali an Allied Arty OP was with 

us. En had been shelling continuously on us while withdrawing. Reached Zoraganj 
and deployed my troops there. Maj Rafiq Sector Comd and Mr. Mosharraf  Hossain 

MCA of Zoraganj area joined us here and cheered a lot. Now three Coys were 
advancing on three axes-I was with my coy on the rly axis towards Sitakund, Maj 

Gurunf with his coy on Dacca trunk rd axis and Maj Vasker on the right of the rd 

through cross country. 
 

Reached BARAIYADHALA Rly Sta early in the morning at 0345 hrs after 
walking with my coy throughout the night. Here I found old coys of mine who 

infiltrated inside Bangladesh long ago in the month of October 71under Lt Raqib, 
Farooq and Shawkat. Lt Raqib had been operating around Mirersarai, Lt. Farooq 

around Sitakund and Lt Shawkat around Nazihat and Hathzari. I was very happy to 
meet all of my old Sub-Sector troops safe and sound, except some troops under Lt 

Shawkat died in Nazirhat operation.  
 

En concentrated in larger str in and around Sitakund. A new task was given to 

32 Mahar by Brig Anand Sorup this time. I was told to go in the rear of the en, behind 

Sitakund with my Coy and a Coy of 31 Jat under Maj Prakash to make a rd-block by 

0400 so that the en cannot escape from there; and Lt Col Hargobind singh CO 32 

Mahar himself with one of the coy and Maj gurung with another coy were attacking 

the en at Sitakund Rly Sta. the attk was launched at midnight and most of the en had 

already left the posn by then except some of the rear party who while tying to escape 

now came in front of our posn; some of them got killed and some surrendered. Here I 

got Lt Mansoor and Lt Farooq again with their Coys and started advancing in three 

axes-Lt Mansoor by the axis Rly line, myself by the Dacca-trunk rd and Lt Farooq on 

the right of the rd by the coastal areas.  
 

On 15
th

 December we reached Kumira with all Sector troops and deployed 

them there. En had been shelling heavily on our positions, unluckily one of the shell 

landed on Capt Ali, an allied Arty OP who had been with me since last few days from 

Karerhat, and died on the spot. My first allied Arty OP with my Coy was Capt 

Darkunde at Belonia and Capt Ali was our 2
nd

 Arty OP who had been staying, 

sleeping, eating, operating with me and lasting died in our country soil. 
 

On 16
th  

December 71, Lt Col Bisla CO 8 Bihar, my old and close Sub Sector 

neighbour, requested me much to accompany him this time for next operation upto 

Chittagong City. His area of operation was Fayez Lake one of the thickest Bihari 

centre where hundreds of innocent Bengalis were slaughtered. CO 32 Mahar did not 

want to leave me and I became a shuttle cock there with my troops. I did not 

accompany anyone till I got permission from my Sector Comd. En had been still 

shelling blindly. Last victim was Sub Mafiz EPR of Lt Mansoor’s Coy, who died on 

the spot when shell landed by his side. Gen NIazi with his troops surrendered. 

Bangladesh was liberated.  
 

Sd/- (Mahfuzur Rahman) 

8 E Bengal 

25 August, 1973. 
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���� ������������ ��	
����	
����	
����	
�� �������� �������������������� 

[��#�]-��* ��%� ������� ��[`���, ru 9:c, �36t] 
 

 4/ �� ����^ ��� @�% Q���� 9�% �/। @��!��� ru �¸� )�_��� �� ��'� �'%�.� 
�@���� 9���� iQ��� )��� �nQ��� <��-�% 9��। iQ���-�nQ���� ��-������ ���; rr �� 
��� E��। <��� ��'� �'%�.� �@�� ? ->��p ���F (BSF) ��� ���E��� -���D��।  
 

 ���������� ���>�� '��� ������ ��, ���-z�� {�>�� 9����� .�� 9��! E�����। 
����� ��F�� ���� �� � �;�- 9����� � J�� ����:� ���% ���JH _�� ,�%�� i[ -��� ���> 
@/। �Q�� ��UE � �;�- 9  � ��J^ 9����� )>�> �,��J iQ��� @�� 9�����  ��J^ Defence 

Position D�C�� ���> @%। ���-z����� Artiliery 105 mm-<� �:��� ���o��-9������  �G�H� �� 
�C�� ;��-। 9����� �:�����[� ��F -�� 9��� �-��  �% Q����� 9�����  <��-��� <-��� 
@/। Q����% �����@�� <-' )�,��� ���:�T%�� ����� )��� 9����� <- Conference @%। 
��'� �'%�.� �@��, ->��p )�� ? )>�> EPR ��Y� ���'���B� JCO � NCO </ 
Conference-.��_� �D��।  
 

 ���:�T%�� ���� ���� ��, ‘‘9��� t8 �D��� E�-�� '��� )�- �C �C ��� �����D, 
�-O iQ����� ����� �� �-�;�%? �����। ���|�,A'��� �E^�� �-� -��! �/। < @� ����� $;� 
)�>�%। �s��%, �G��% <��� ���- 9�D। ����� �s��% )�>�% 9������- �My -��� @��। �G��% 
)�>��% 9���� )�>� ��@��> ���� ����। ���������� �@��� ��:� ��� ���|�,A' ��:�। 9?� 
�-�D-� @- ��@ @�%। ����� @��,', '% �����।’’ 
 

 ��'� �'%�.� �@�� 9����� ��×� ��%�� '> �¢>� ��J^ 9����� ���; �D��। 
�¢>�����% 9������- � '�:��� ���> ->�M -�� ���J� ���% ��� E�� ��। ->��p )�� 
9����� ���; �;�- ��। <��� -�%-�� )�_��� �� D�:��/%� ;��� )^�J�� E�U�:��' Sub-

Sector :W -�� @%। <- Company {�> <�� Mortar Platoon ��% '� ����� $;� ����� 
$;� ����@ �/r ������ 9��� E�U�:��'�� defence {��� -��। ���� �;�- Commando 

Operation i[ @�% ��%। ->��p )�� Sub-Sector Commander-Second in Command 

->��p �@�� ������ V�� ��� ���E��� -���D��-��� ���|��� E��-��� ���|�������� ���; 
��% �>�@�� -���। ��� )�>�^ �%��� �D��। �� �-� Operation �- '%��| -��� ��� ��'� 
{�>��� .s�� -��� <�� 9$�! ����� -���।  
 

 E�U�:��' �T�,�7 ;�-�-��� ���-z�� {�>��� <- �>� ���%� 9����� .�� 9��! -�� 
('� ����� �w �����)। ��/ 9���!� ��U�Q��:� '��� ��%� @%। ���-z�� {�>�� ��D� @�  ��%। 
��/�� 9����� <- � Artillery Battery �D�। �x/ '� ���-z�� {�>�� 9��� <- ���:T {�> 
��% 9����� .�� 9��! E���%। �-O ���-z���� Q�F!Q��� #��oz @%। ����� )�- ���- 
@��@� @%। ���'�%� Ø�� ��% ���� ��D� @ �� ���> @%। E�U�:��' ������ 9����� Defence �D�। 
�s��% 9���!� �� Q����% ������@�� ���:�T%�� ����- ��� .��_� �;�- Command 

-���D��।  
 

 �x/�6/ '� ���-z�� {�>�� �-�� 4 � �;�- �G��%��� 9��! i[ -��। �G��%��� 
9���! 9����� Defence <� )�_�}����� ���� fire -��। ��UE �� ��% �@��-p������: ���� 
9����� Defence- <� .�� ‘‘��-�’’ 9�� -��। ����� <- � Commando Battalion 

�@��-p������: 9����� defence- <� ����� ������'- '�%:�% )���! -���� i[ -��। ���� 
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�������� ���>�� Propaganda -���D� �� ����� <- �>� ���% Commando ���� )���! 
-���~ ���|�,A'�- ��� -��� '>। ��� ��� �� ��% ->��p ������ V��� ���J� )���%� 
Special Messenger 9���- <- � �E�W ��। ���� ���� �D�, <- �¸�� ���> position �D�C 
-GÆ:� ��'��� report -���- ��z �:�����[� ��F -�� -GÆ:�� ����� '> </ Message ���% 
�>�������- 9�� �o,��� -�� <�� ����� �� 9�� ��' ������ V��� -��D ��� <�� message 

clarify � -�� ��J^ ���� </ '�%:� �;�- �-�;�? ���� ����� �। 9�� ��' ������ V��� ���; 
��#�] -��। ��� 9���- ����, ‘‘< � <- � 9Z�J � �। Defence D�C�� -;� 9�� ��� �/। 
���:�T%�� ����- ��� ����D।’’ 
 
 9��� ��P@ @�%�D� < � ���-z�� �-� }�E��� -�'। ->��p ������ V�� 
� ���,�����: ���:�T%�� ����- ����- ���� �� 9����� {�>�� �T�,7 �D�C ���� ��'� %। 
<����_�% 9�� �- -��? ���:�T%�� ����, ���� -��D 9��� )����� '���% ��, ���� �� )�� 
�q� ���JH _�� <-��� @�% ��%, 9�� �-��� ����� ���; ��#�] -��। </ 9��� )���%� 
���|������� -GÆ:�� ��A�D।  
 
 -GÆ:�� ��'� �'%�.� �@�� .��_� �D��। ��� <-' JCO- �- �'�d� -���, 
Mortar Platoon ? �� ���, <��� 9�� �/। ° ���- ��- �'%�.� �@�� )�>^ I*��� ���; 
�'�d�� -���, Mortar Platoon-�- �D�C ������ �- <��D? ��� 9�� ����� ��AD���। 
�'%�.� �@�� 9���- �'�d� -���� ����, defence D���� �- ����D? 9�� �����, '�� � 
�>��। ->��p V�� ��'� �'%�.� �@���- ����, �>��, Q����% ������@�� -����� 9���� 
defence D�C�� @�%�D। 9�� ���:�T%�� ����- ���-<� ���; < �>����� 9��� -[। 
 
 �4/ '� ���:�T%���� <-' �@-�J� )�,��� -GÆ:�� 9�� <�� ��� �� ���:�T%�� 
���@� ���-�� 9���। 9��� �-� �E^� -��� �, ��z {�> ��% 9��� ����C� E�� �:���। 
����� �-D�#! )�_��� �� ���:�T%�� ����- ���, ��'� �'%�.� �@��, ->��p ��,-, ->��p 
)��, ->��p V��, ->��p @���� ����C��� 9��। ���:�T%�� ����- ��� $�% <- �¸� ����� 
���� .�=��> �|G�� ��। ��� � J�� -������- �T�- ��W�। ->��p @���� 9���- �����% ��। 
���:�T%�� 9���- .�=�> -�� ���, 9� �V� ���' �@� �:%� �-., �C�/ ��� ��@ @�%, �V� 
�C�/ -�� @�%। @�� ���-z�� -� @�� �� ���� �'�%� �-� ���� ��@ ���:�। ��� 9������- �� 
.���� �� <�� Q��F>] -�J�m� ��J���! ���:��� )�,������ ���; 9���-9���E� -��। ����� 
9����� �����! E� ? '������ ��� )�>^ 9�P� ���; o@ -��। ��� <-' ���>�� ? 
��E#!, ��@��, ������ ? $-G� -�����  �@���� ���E% ���%�D��।  
 

 ����C��� 9��� ����� ��~���। ����C� �;�- ���������� )Q>^�� �:���� -�%��% 
)����� E��� ;��-। D�:��/%� ;�� <��-�% '� ����� ��FQ��: ��H���/��-����� ->�M {��� 
-�� @%। <��� )�_�-��� �:���� ��� E��� ;��-। �u/ 9:c �Q�� ����% �� �� ��% 9��� 
->��p V��� 9���� <- � -����� )�����-<� �>�_� o@! -��। 9��� � J�� �� � E�U�:��'�� 
���-z�� {�>��� ��U�  9���!� ���-�� �%। �Q�� 6 � u8 ����  9��� ���% <- � }�� 
���:। ��� ,�� 9��� �s��% �>�|�- ���%q ���% 9�� �E�-��� o@! -��� E�� ��/। ��/�� ��- 
���@�� �����- #%#�� @%। </ ����� ��� ���Qy �������� $-���� @�%�D�।  
 

 rx�� 9:c ���-z���� D�:��/%� ;��� 9�'��@��  $���#��N>@ {��� -��। ���|������� 
� J�� �� ��� ��@���> ����� .�� �:����FJ -��। ���-z����� ����� #%#�� @%। ���� ��V�� �� 
��� @�% 
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���>g�> )��� �,�� ��D� @ �� ;��-। }����, ��i���, D�:��/%� )��� </Q��� ��� E��� 
;��-। 9��� �����%� <��-��� ����D�C ->�M _�� -��। )����� ����� r8 ������ � � ���� 
-����� ��'� ��,- ���@��� 9���� 9���- Artillery OP, Q����% ������@�� w6 ��.�¸ 
���'���B ����� J -��� @%। ����� ���� ����� -��� $���T.� ��#� ��� @%। ru�� )����� 
9���- )�'��Q�� �T.� �� ��W��� @%। �� � @��� -���@��  ��- ���@�� {�> )�_�, ��� .�� 
9� J����� ,�%�� -����-��� I/ �� ��% %� �� )�� <��-� �;�- �Q�� D � �;�- 9� J����� 
,�%�� -����- ��� I/ �� ��% %� �� )�� <��-� �;�- �Q�� D � �;�- 9� J���� ,�%�� i[ 
-���� @%। ���-z����� )�_�}���� .�� $;� ���T%�� ���'���B� ,�%�� 9�� @%। �� 
9� J���� -����� )�,��� ����D, 9' ���-z�� �-� � <%�� 9�:%�।  
 

9��� ���%q ��F -�� ru �¸� ��� 9� J���� -������� -��D ��A�D। -����� )�,���, 
���:T -����� ��'� �'����, ���� -����� ���/ 9��� '> )��#� -��D�। 9��� ���; ��#�] 
@�� ���� 9���- �'�d� -�� </ -�' ����� -��� 9��� )������� -;�। ��; 9��� )������� 
-;� ����� -��D �!J� -����। ���-D� �!J� -�� <��� ��� %।  

 
�>� ��� -����� ��'� ?%��� ���, ->��p ��, �-, ,���%�, ��'� �EA���� ��U��� ���; 

)�_� -��� ;��-। ��U�� 9���- ��J���Q��� ��@��>, �@����:�� -���D। ���|����? ��U�� 
9������- )�- ��@��>-�@����:�� -���D। �8/ �Q��� ���7�@�  ? ,��:�'� </ ��z <��-�� 
���� ��i��� ;��� )^:J� )��� ���|����� ? Q����% ���@�� $E�� #%#�� @�~�। �-O ��- 
���@� �-�;� �;�- 9��! E����~ ��� ��W- �-� @��� ��?%� ���~� �। ����� )�_� ���¢ 
'��� �EH� -��� <-��� OP D�C� �-� .��% �/। -�����  )�,��� ����^ ��� ��- ���@�� 
)��¢� ��� @��। ��� 9��� -��D �'�d� -���, ��� ���, �-%� �@�:�। 9�� �����, 9�� 
9���- <- � )%J����� ��% 9��� 9��� ��, 9�� ���। ��� ����, 9��� '���� L�U�- �- 
���? 9�� ��'/ L�U�- ��% ��� ��� �����। ��� 9���- ��� ��'� L�U�-� -;� -�:�' ���� 
��%�� '>। ��� 9���- <-� ���� ���� �। ����� 9��� Op group E�� �:��� ����:�। 
<- � �G�#� .�� ��� ��� � �;�- �Q�� D � ��J^ ���-z����� )�_� '��� '> ��� ;��-। �-O 
�-� �¢� � ���% ��F ��J^ ���� �;�- E�� �:��� ������C�-��AQ�:>��� ���� �;�- <- � .UE� 
�G# ����� ��/। ��� .�� .W�� ���7�@�  ������ ���� ��%।  

 
�x �Q�� 9��� Artillery target record -��D���। ����� ����� �,� @�� <- � �X 

��i����� ���- ���~। �X � ���� 9����� )�- ��@��> @�%�D। :�C� .0����- ���~। 9����� 
-�' )�>�@� ;�-। Gun ranging )�_�%। ����� ���?�% ��/�� .�� ��C। ��� ��/�� <- � 
fish plate H @�% ��%। �X � �� �,�� 9�� �� ?��� <�� �� � ��: ��C ��%। ? � ���� 
9��� 9Z�J @�% ��/। ����� ���7�@��  ���-z����� Artillery gun position-� �����@�� 
�:���� 9���� gun position ? E��- .Q�%/ ��� @%।  

 
�6/ �Q�� �Q�� �;�- ���-z���� ���7�@� , ,��:�'�,��i��� )�� �D�C �,�� ���- 

E�� ���� ���> @%। �4/ �Q�� ,��:�'� ���|�������� �-�� 9��। ��- ���@� �,� )�� �;�- 
long range -����� ��@���> 9��#� fire -��। <���- ��i��� )��� ��- ���@�� x8/�88 
{�> -�%-' )�,����@ ���|����� ? ������@�� -��D 9����J! -��। ���-z�� {�>:! �,� 
�;�- 9� J���� 9��! )�>�@� ����। ��� �T���� ��J^ <Q��� ��� E��� ;��-। 
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 9�� r6�� �Q�� ��'� ����� �,�� 9��। ��J��� ��'� � J�� �� ��� ���%q o@! 
-��। ���7�@�� � ��#�! ��W�:�� )�_� -��। 9��� EXo���� ���- )o�� @�� ;��-। t� �� 
'�W ���'��B -���@�  �;�- EXo���� ���- )o�� @�� ;��-। 
 
 9��� �'����:�, ���«��/, ����-��, ����-�, -�����, �D�  -������� �u/ �T���� ���� 
�r �¸� )�_� -��। �w ����� �Q�� t  � �;�- )o:�� i[ @%। �-� 6 �� ��% -����� ��A�D। 
<��� ���-z����� ���; ����� ��� @%। wx � 9� J���� :�-<� ��@���> 9����� )o:�� )�>�@� 
;��-। ���� 4 �� ��% -����� �  �� @������� ��J^ ��AD�� ��-���@� 9��#� ,�%�� 9�� -��, 
��� ,�� ��� ���@� ? ���|���@�� )��- @��@� @%।  
 
 �w/ �T���� ��� �� ��% ��- ���@� 9����� ?�� ��»� 9���!� $b0�� �%। ���- 
v� ��� ��C। '�W ���'���B� � J���� ,�%��। ��F����� �� �'�%��� /~��� ,�%�� -�� '%��| 
@। ��- ���@�� ��U� }���� #����� @%। ��'� <>�T'� >�B t� '�W ���'��B ����� ��W���- 
���|���@��- ������-��� '����।  
 

�x/ �T���� i���� ��- ����� 9����J! -�� EXo���, -����, ����-���। EXo��� 
���|���@� .n��� �,�  ��C। 

 

�#� /- (<, <�, ���[`��) 

ru-4-6t 
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������� �N� ����� 
t। r�� ���� ? ’�- �,���J� 

����� ����!। 
��#�]-��* ���:�T%�� ����� 

�������, �36u-�36w  
................. 

�36� 
 
 ����o-Q��� ��� ���E���� '> 9�� 9��� ����� <��-��- -�%-�  ���-����-< ��Q| 
-�� �/। 9��� ���-����}�� ������� '�%:�% ����� )�_� :�C �����। 
 
 (-) :Y���:�, 9��.C� <�� -��� ���-����* <� .�-)���%- �D�� ->��p 
9/.�=। ��� ��Y �D� ��* ,�[-, ->��p ��@��� <�� ���-� ��* V��%� -���। <��� u;J 
��Y��� �T� � �-�M�� <�� /, ��, 9�-<� I�  �-�M�� �D�। <�� ��Y � J���� <- � �� �D�। 
</ ���-���� -���, 9��.C�, ��/�����, �����:�, ��:�, ��É!���C%� ��Ĵ  ����� )����� 
E����।  
 
 (�) �s��% ���-���� �D� �PQ��:* <� .�-)���%- �D�� ->��p :�,,�� (��J��� 
��'�)। ��� )��� E��� �-�M�� <�� <- � � J���� ��। < ���  �PQ�: ���?�% �c� @�� -��  
��J^ ����� )����� E������।  
 
 (:) �G��% ���-����� �D� ����� ��* <� .�-)���%- �D�� ��'-� 9�I� ����- 
�EA���� (��V�)। <� )��� < �-�M�� <�� /, �� ,9�-<� <- � �-�M�� �D�। < ���  ����� 
��, %��� <�� ���CE� <��-� ��J^ ����� )����� E������। 
 
 (�) E��;J ���-����� �D� ���:��* -���� �D� ��* ����[� 9��। �@T�-�%� J�� 
�-�M��� �-D����>- {�> <�� /, ��, 9�-<� <- � �-�M�� �:���� .0� ��U� �;�- 
�-�M��:� ��J^ </ ���-����� )����� E������।  
 
 (�) ��:���� ��#�! �D� �QJ%��� ���-����* <� .�-)���%- �D�� ->��p 9-�� 
<�� ��* ��@���। < ��� � )����� -���n� �;�- E�U���� <�� ��-��� ��J^ �D�। 
 
 (E) ��':� ���-���� �D� ��J��#�!* < ���-������ .�-)���%- �D�� ->��p '�,� 
/���, ->��p �@�� <�� ��* /����̀ ���। </ ���-���� �����%�, ��-����� ��#! <��-� <�� 
��%������� )����� E�������। </ ���-����� u;J ��Y�-<� ’��’ �-�M��, /, ��, 9�-<� ��  
�-�M�� ? :!���@�� ���- ��% {��� <- ��>:�W� �-�M��। '���/ ���� ���-z�� ����� -��� 
<�� �PQ��:� ��*����� $b0�� �% <�� -�� �� t��� ����E ���'���B� ���@� <�� �:��P�' 
���@� ������ -��। ->��p :�,,���� )��� �PQ�: ���-������ ���|������� �������� 
���-������ '> {��� �D�। '���/ ����� �3 ������ ������ <-�  �-�M�� ��% ����� ���� 
�A-�����: )o�� @%। ������� ?@���� ��G�q �PQ�: ���-������ <- � �� � �PQ�: ��'���� 
�-  ����� </ )o��J� ��� � .�� $E� 9��� @��। < ����FJ ������� �MN!J @����� @�% 
��%। ����� ��� ��� �;�- ������� ?@��� �� ��  ������ .�� )��-J� 9��! E���%। </ 
9���! )^�*��# x8/68 ' ���- @��@� @% <�� )��-/ ��� L�U� ���% $�! @���%। </ 
9���! u;J ��Y� ���'���B� {�>�� t��� ����E ���'���B� )���%- -�J� -�/%��, wt �� 
�:��P�' ���@�� -��>�� )�,��� ->��p �������, 9��� ��-E��' )�,��� <�� 4/�8 ' 
'��%�� 
 

 
*   ����� �������, <-�0��� ���EJ u;J ��Y� ���'���B ���-�-/--��� �@���� ��'� ��� �D�� 
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)�,��� $�! @���%। ->��p ������� rw�� ���EJ� �� �;�- -���n� �@�� )�- @�>�-���� '> ��%� 
�D�। ��� �G��>�� -���n������� )�>^ 9�P� @%। ������� ����� ���� </ ����  ���J��z� �� 
����� ���@��- ��D� @� �% -�� �� ��% ��%। <�� 9�� 9��� ��U�  �PQ�: ? ����� ���� 9��� 
�| -�� ����।  
 
 ���-z��� 2�-�-EXo�� ���?�% ��/ �M�-J �'���� � ¥� ��U �� -�� ���F!� -���D� 
�� ? � '���/ ����� ���> �����। ��� ��/ 9�� �E���� �N����] @�% ��%। ���-z� 9��� </ 
�����/� �X E���। /�����> '���/ ���� 9�� ��� ��/ ��, ��-���@� �����%��� �2�-�� �EH� 
-��D। 9�� ->��p '�,� /����- ���J� ��/ �� ������- 2�-�� ���� ��?%� @%। <��% 
->��p '�,� /��� D�:��/%��� ��-���@�� ��Y ���� ��� �D�। ��-���@� D�:��/%�� .��� 
�,�� ��- �;�- EXo�� �C�-� .�� 9��! E���%। < 9���! ����� r8/rw ' ���- @��@� 
@%। ������� ��D� @�  ��%। �-O ��� -�%-�� ��� ��-����� D�:��/%�� ��#! �;�- �,�-
EXo�� ����� ��z�% )o�� @%। <�� ->��p '�,� /����� {��-��� .�� )��-J� 9��! 
E���%। 9����� �-D����>- @��@� @?%�% <�� ����� �:���� ���� � -�� � ���� ->��p '�,� 
/��� 9��� -��D ����J� -�J�m�� ���J� �E�% ��W�। 9�� ->��p '�,� /����- ��� D�:��/%� 
�;�- ��� {�>��� ����% �����%�� ���-���� ��':�� 9�� '>। 9����� </ ���Q �����%��� 
)��_� ������� ���� ��?%�� 9��· �����%� �;�- �,��� �Z�����! -�� <�� �,��� ����� 
$�� ��U�  :�C �����। �����%� ����| @?%�% 9�� �����%��- ��-�! �;�- ��| ����� �G��_ 
-��। ->��p '�,� /����- ��P�%��� (�,� �;�- r ��/� .0��) <�� /����`����- ����� �' 
�' �-�M�� ��% $���#��N>@ {��� -��� '> ���J� ��/। ��P%��� �j����J� )�_� :C�� �; 
���7�@��  ->��p '�,� /����� )��� 9��� ����� ��� �'��� $���#��N>@ :�� �����। 
�����%� <-�  �6 ��/� ��� <�� �x ��/� E?C� ��·। </ �����%��� 9��� �� $���#� ��U◌��  
:�C ���� �� $���#��N>@�- ��� -��� '> ��-����� <� �� �;�- ��;H �EH� E����% ��%। 
����J�-��� )�- ���� ����� ����� #%#�� <�� {�> @��@� @%। �����%� ���� ��-������ 
'> Q%�-� ��Q��F-� ¡� ���! -��। <� ��Y ��Y </ _��� '����!? ��;�H #%#�� <�� -H 

�-�� -��। <��-�� '������!� -H�- Q�F�� �!J� -�� ��% �। ��-���@�� �:���� 9���� 
$���  ���C $�% ��ZÈ @�% ��% ? )�- ���@ ���- ���� ��%। �-O _��% '�����! �-���? 
����� ����� @���%�। ��� ���� E�� ����/ ���� ���|���@�� )�����- �>�_���% @������� 
��@��> -��। )�-�#�� ���� ������@�� ���; ���; �#��N>@�- ��|���� -��� '> ����� �� 
? )>�> -��' 
�*�N�JQ��� ��@���> -��। �� ���� 9����� ���7�@�  �T�,7 <�� ��P�%�� 
)�_��  ��� ��|���� @�% ?�W। < '�%:��  9��� <'�> $���#� ��U� � '> ����� -���D���। 
'�%:� �� ���� -�}��� $�-G��- ������� �D� ��}�� ������ )o���� ��; ����  ����� ����  
����
¡�। <�� �������� ��'@�� -��� ��;H �����: �D�। 9����� )�_��  I@�� ��� ��� 
��U�F ��Z���- �;�- �D����%� ���- D��C�% ��Z� ����^ ��J^ ��zG� �D�। �N>@�  -���# u 
��/� E?C� �D�। 9��� </ )_��  </Q��� ���-�� -���D��� ��, �������� ���> @�% 
9����� ��U�  9��! -��� ��% $���#�� i�� ���� D�C� 9� �-� .���% 9��� ��z� �D� �। < 
���-�� )���%� �������� 9��� ����� '�%:�}����� <�� ���E�% ���� ��� -�� ��%। 
����J�-��� 9����� </ ���-�� �W-/ -��' ���:�D�। ���� '�%:� ���%/ ���� 9��� �EH� 
-���D ��;H @��@� @�%�D। </ ����� $;�� 9����� {�>���>� �D� I*�-�M�� (t88 '�� ��) 
<�� �-D����>- :!���@�। �����>� 9����� �E�% �� ��% ���� �D� <�� <D�C� ����� �D� 
��|���� )�, �:�����[�, ���� ���@� ?  >��-। 9����� ���7�@��  $�� ��U�  ���¢ ����� 
���U-� ��?%�� '> �P�%� ���?�% �c��� -��D �D����%� ��� .�� <-�  )o��J� _���� ���J�  
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��/। < � �D� <-�  �T���%� ��'�। < ��'��� ���� ��z� ? ����� ����}�� ��� -�� ��%� 
@% ���� ����� )o��� 9��� ����� �G�H @%। ������ ���� )o���� ��z�� ��Z� <�� �N�J 
���«J ��z�� ���- ��� -�� 9��� ��� -�}��� .UE� '�%:�% <�� ��-���� .UE� ��U�� �| <�� �'��� 
��·�� {��� -�� <�� ���� @��-� ����:� <�� ����:� ���:�% ��/। < �D� <-�-��� ,�U� 
���� <-��� )�_��� �Q��� )o�� @�� I’����� }���� ������� �,�� ���� � ����। <�� 
��·�� <�Q��� ���-��� �D� �� �j�� �;�- ���L�� �-� .��% �D� �।    
 
 6/ '��� �-��। 9��� '��� ������ ������� �,� �;�- �����%�� ���- )o�� @�~। 
�8 �� ���- 'P�%�� 9������ ������� <�� '�� @�� ��:� <�� $;������ �� 9����� 
��'��� .�� �:���}�� E����� ��:�। 9��� ���J� �D� �� ����� </ �:���}��� �-� '��� 
�� � ��%� @%। ������� �P�%� ����� .�� <- � ��U��� ��� ��J�! -�� ���� ��� @?%�� �EH� 
-��D�, �W- �� ��% 9����� )o��J� �T���%� ��'��� ��� {��-�� ����� .�� }�� E���%। <�� 
$;� ������ ���� ����� ���� )���� -��� �EH� -�� ���� ���/ }�� ���% ����� ��C ��%। < 
��J��% �������� )^� u8/w8 ' ���- @��@� @%। <��� ������� ���D @�  ��%। �-D�#! �� 
9��� $�� �:��P�' ���@�� �@�%��% ��� 9��! E���%। 9����� �T���%� ��'��� {��-�� 
����� 9��� �V���>- ���- @��@� -�� ����q� ���; 9��! $��@� -��� ;��- �-^ 9��! 
�� 9�? ���¡� ���! -�� �T���%� ��'��- ���� ����>�: -�� $�� ��U�  ���7�@��  ��D� @�  
9��। ���� �-D� � �,��� ��Q -��% 9��� $�� ���: ����� ���- )o�� @�� ;��- <�� 
�D����%� �� ��J^ )o�� @%। <��� <�� ���� �� ��� @?%�� �-� $b0�� �%। 9����� $�� 
��U�  �;�- 488 :' ���� 9P��� ��- o��� ������� ����� ������ � ��� ;��-। �� ��� 
@�% 9����� 9��! -��� '> ���� �-� $b0�� ��� ;��-। �� ��� @��� �N�J ��@N��J -����� 
��@���> 9����� ��U� � .�� ����� $�� 9��! 9�� -��। ���� �G�H� �� �:��� 9����� 
)�_��� .�� D�C�D�। < 9-�a- 9��! E������ .�=�> 9��� Q��Q���/ ��L�� ����D���। 
</ ������: ��-����� �� ��� @��� '> �A-� <�� ��U��� ����� ��@���> <�:�% 9��� ;��-। 
���? 9��� ����� -����� �:���% ��;H ����Jz �D��� ���? ����- ��- ���% 9����� {�>��� 
����� �D� �����। ?��� ������>- {�> �� ��� @�% 9����� )�_��� r88/t88 :' �Q��� 
E�� 9�� <�� �-D����>- ��? �� ��� @�~���। �W- ��/ ���% 9����� � J�� <�� ����:� 
:�'J ?�W। 9����� < )-a�] ��»� .0�� ������� )�- @��@� @�� ;��-। ���? ���� 
��������0 �T�Y�% $�� ���: )o�� @�� ;��-। 9� 9����� {��-��? ����� �>��- #%#�� 
-��� ;��-। ���? ���� �*�@�% )�_��� ? �#��� ���; )o�� @�� ;��-। �-O 9n�@ @%� ?��� 
�@�% �D�� �। < ���% ���� 9����� ����� ��/ �,��� ���� <�� �C�। ����� ���%� E��� 
<- �� �� <- � ��/ ,� �� 9�� -��। 9����� �E���� ���� )�- ����� ������ �� .�C 
���� ��:�। 9����� �:��� )��_� ����� ����:�}��� �G�H� �� }�� ? ��/�� 9��� ����� 
���> <- � Q%�Q@ ���G���� �G�H -��। i�� -�%-' �� <�� ��������0� ��> ���% )o�� @�% 
9����� -�%-�  )o��J� ��·���� ���� ��J^ ��AD�%, �-O 9����� {��-�� �o�T @��� ����� 
'> $b0� �D� <�� ���� �����/ 9����� �o��T� ���� ��� @%। </ ����J�%� �j��� @�% 
����� 9� ���� <�:��� ��%�। ���� ��D� �D� ����? ��- '- )�_� <�� Q%��@�� ��L�� 
���� ��D� ���- ���% -��� i[ -��। �������� ������ ���� 9����� {��-��? .n��� 
�EU�E�% ?�W <�� 9��� $�� :���� ����� }�� -�� ����� ;��-। 9����� � J��? �Z�����!�� 
����� ?�� )��� 9��! E����% ����� @��@� -��� ;��-। 9����� 9��! �;�- �#� ���% 
?��� ��� -� {�> �D����%� ��� )�� ���� ��D� @�  ���� �#� @%। < ���% 9����� .�� 
������� )��� -����� �:��� E����% ���~� 
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���� ����� ����Jz ? ���J�z �� ��z )���H {��- �D� ���� ������ 9��� �Z�]��U�  )P��� 
��J^ ��AD�� ����। <� �-D� ��� I� �� ��% ����� �:��P�' ���@�� �:���}�� �¢ @�% ��%। ��z 
����#�� ����� ��� 9��। 9��� �-D�#! 9��� ����� ��*9���!� '> )��#� -��� ;��-, 
�-O ��� '��� ��/ �� ����� )�_� ���> ����Jz <�� ����� ����� <�-����/ �Q�Y �:�D। 
��*9���!� ��| 9� ����� �/। ��z ����#�� ����� )^�*��# t88 '�� �G���@ ��?%� 
��% <�� �D����%� ���� -� �Q�� �:�D �� ��? �@��� 9��� ��/ �। ��� '��� ���� �� 
���-z���� <- � �>� ���%�� �E�%? ���� {�>�� ��% < 9��! E����%�D� <�� < �>�� ��%�� 
x8 Q��:� �� ���- �@� �� 9@� @�%�D। <��� )��-� -�� <�? �,��� 9�D।  
 
 <� �� �;�- ������� 9P���� _�%� ��U�  -��� '> ��·�� ���C�� -�' -�� ���। 9�z 
9�z ?��� {�>���>�? ���C ���� ��:�। 9��� ��� ����� ?� $E�� )� <�� �� {�> EXo�� 
<�� 2�-� �;�- <� ������ -��D। ��Y ��Y $E�� -��� ?  >�· ���� ��% <���D। 6/ '��� 
�����%� ����� �� ����� #%#��� �����! <�� @��@��� ���>� ���� ���-z���� ��L�� �����D� 
�� 9�� </ '�%:��� ����� ��Y 9��� �j�� ���� ����� '> �G�$��d <�� ��'> 9��� 
���-�� )���%� ������- 9�� ,�U�� �,��� '> {��� �D���। ��-����� 9��� ���-�� 
)���%� )o�� @�% �� ,�U�� �� ���% ��;H #��� �j��� @�%�D�। �� -���! Q��F>�� ���� ��/ 
-[- ��� ��-J��� ���; -�' -��� $b0�� ��� ;��-। �����%�� ����J% ���-z�� ������ ���/�- 
��E��� -�� �����। ���� </ ����^ �%, �� �-� .���% �����%��- ���J�� -���/ @��। ��/ 
����� {�> ������ E��� ;��-। �'���� 9�� @���� ��, E�, ), c�, 
%� '���/ ���� 
�,��� 9�� �����%� ����� $b0�� <�� ���E���� '>। 9�� 9��� $���#�� )�_� 9�? 
��|���� -��� �EH� -��। �PQ�: �;�- ->��p :�,,���- E��;J ��Y� ���'��B-<� ’��’ �-�M�� 
��% <�� 9� �-D� � J�� ��% �����%� ����� �:�% $���#��N>@ 9��� ��|���� -�� ������ ���J� 
��/। ���@�� 9��� -��D 9� �-� {�> �D� �, ��/ 9�� < �� � �-�M�� ���% '�,� /����- 
����� ��Y ��� -��� '> {��� ;�-�� ���J� ��/। ���� 9����� $���#� �;�- ��� 488 :' �N�� 
:��%����� )�� ���� ����� $b0�� E����% ���~�। .Q%��# )��� �:���}�� ����% @�, 9� 
��D�C� ����� �:��P�' ���@� 9����� ��U� � .�� )����� ����� E����% ���। 9����� 
{��-��� ��·�� �D�C ��/�� E���,��� .��% �D� �। �-O ��� </ �:���}��� <�� 9� J���� 
,�%����-<� ���>? 9����� ��� �Y��IJ��� ����� ����� @���%� <�� <�� )Q>z @�% �:�%�D�। 
���� < �:���}���- ����#��? ��'�� �� �� -��। ���L ���L 9����� {��-�� ����>| ��> 
���% )o�� @�% ����� )�- @��@�? -�� <�� )�- ��% �8x ������ ��  >�·������ 
-����� ��@���> ����� ��·�� .�C�% ���% 9��। <�� 9-�a- 9��!��- -���J ���� ��;H 
�>���>z @�% �C� <�� ����� ��;H @��@� @�। �����/ ���� i[ -�� �:���P�' ���@�� 
��@���> )����� �G�H� �� �:���}��। <Q��� '���/ ����� �6 ����� ��J^ E��। ���-z����� ����� 
$b0�� ���� ° <��-�� '�� ��;H ����� �G�H @%। $;������ 9���! ���? '������!� ���� 
#�� @%�, ���@�� ����� ������� �D� 9����� @��� ���J�z। ����� ��Q��F-� ���� $�>#Q��� 
����� �����D� �-O <����� ��-���@�� $b0��� ����� ���> ���� �E�^� @�% ��C�D�। < ��% 
�D� Q�� �FJ�। �� '�%:��� �D� ���। ��� �Q�Y �D�����% ��% ����� )-a�] 9���!� ���� 
����� '�%:�% ��� ��?%� )��� @�� ����। <'> 9��� _��% ���-��� ���J� ��/ ���� ���� 
����#� �;�- 9�:/ �N�� ��� ��% �� ��� ���� ����। �-.�� �
~�% 9� �-.�� �[��% @�% 
������ L�U�- ��% 
 
 _�� ��% ��%। 9����� {��-�� $���#��N>�@� .y�� E����% ���� ;��-। 
���� '�%:� ���% ����� 9����� )�_��� �Q��� )o�� @?%�� ����� �D� 9��� ���� 
'�%:��� ��/ ��:��� ;��-। �6/ '���/ ��� 4 �% 9����� .�� ���� )-a�] 9��! 
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i[ -�� ��%। $�% 9��¸� �� ���  �@��-p�� 9����� )�_��� ��� ���% ��D�� ���- E�� 
��%। E�����- )¢-�� �D� <�� ��Y ��Y }U�C }U�C �G�H �C�D�। �@��-p��}��� )�_��� ��D� 
)���! -��� ��Y ��Y/ 9����� {��-�� ��L�� �����D� �� ������� $���#��N>�@� ��D� 
D�����@� ����%�D। 9����� )o��J� )�_�}��� �;�-? ��� 9��� ��:� �� ���� ��V�� ? 
�D����%� ��� ��C ���% <�:�% 9��D। ?��� ��Y  >�·? 9�D। )�_��� ���� ����� {�> ��% 
��� 9���!� $���#� 9� ��D� ����� D�����@� 9����� {��-��� ��D �;�- ���� �,���� 
'>? $b0�। <�-� <- � ��- �% )�_���? ->��p '�,� /��� <�� ->��p '�,� /��� <�� 
->��p :�,,�� <�� ��* /����̀ ��� ? ->��p�@���� ��G�q ����> ��| ��%? ����� '> 
9����� {��-��� ����� �D� ) � । 9��� �� )�,��� < E�� ��@N��J ����� ��@� <�� 
�G�$�>�%� ���E% ���%�D�। ��� �� ���C 3 �। �G�H ��� <- � �'������ @�% .�W�D। ���� ����� 
)o�� )�>�@� �����D। < ���% ->��p :�,,���� )�_��� ��D �;�- ���� @���� E���%। 
->��p :�,,�� <�� ��� {��-�� ����q� ���; �������� @����� ���-����� -��। $�% � �¸� 
����� �� ������� ��� �-D� @��@� {��- �,�� ->��p :�,,���� )�_� �;�- �����C� @�% 
��%। < ��% ->��p '�,� /����� �-�M��� ����? ���� 9��! E���%। �����  >�·}��? 
9�z 9�z ����#��� ���- <�:�% 9��D�। ����� -����� }�� ��z )�_��� .�� <�� 
�C�D�। ��* /����'�'���,��U� �-�M�� ���E�% ���� �D�, �����? ���� 9�z 9�z E�� ���� 
;��-। ->��p '�,� /��� 9���- < ����_��� -;� '��%। 9�� ��L�� ������ ��, ������� 
T��, ���� <�� �@��-p���� ��@���> 9��� $���#��N>�@� ��D� ��'� ��%�D <�� 9�z 9�z 
9��� ��z X������ ���� �,��� ���� <U� �D। ����� E�� 9�z 9�z ���C/ E��D�। 
.Q%��#�/ ���/ ���C E����। ����� )��-/ 9����� ��/ �,��� �Q�� ��C �:�% $�! �:�% 
$�! @����~�, �-O ���? ���� )o�� @�~�। /�����> 9��� w ' ���- �@� ? tw ' 9@� @%। 
</ )¢-��� ��z )�_� '��C E��D� �j������ @���@��� ���। ���? ����� #%#��� ���>� 
9����� �E�% )�- ���� @�~�, ���? 9��� ��# t8/u8 '- @��@��� �����! ���/ ����q- 
�D�। ��D�C� 9��� {�>���>� �D� )�- -� 9� )����? �D��� 9�� ����� �E�% )�- I�J�। 
9�� ��L�� ������ �-�� ��J^ ���� ��� 9���- <Q��� ���� ����� ����, ��@�� ����� ����� 
��|�� ���� 9����� <��  >��- ? -����� �:���% 9��� {�>��� �MN!J¡�� ��� -�� ����।  
 
 ����� )¢-��� �����  >�· <�� -����� �:��� 9����� .�� -��J-�� @%�। �-O ���� 
9����� <�� )�_��� '> ����q- @�% ��UC���। 9�� ->��p '�,� /����- ��J�� )�_� 
�;�- T�/� �� ���� ��� �:�% ����� <�C�% ��D� <� �E����%��� �� $���#��N>@ {��� -��� 
���J� ��/। < ���J� )���%� ��� �  �% ->��p '�,�, ->��p, �@�� <�� ->��p :�,,�� 
����� 
 
 �� ��% ����� <�C�% �E����%��� �� $���#� )�_�� ��A�D। ��AD�� ��Y ��Y �� 
)�_��� '> {��� i[ @�% ��%। �� �-�� 3  �- �8 �। 9�� ��'? ��;H .�s¬ �D��� ��* 
/����̀ ��� <�� ��� ��� � � ��AD���� '>। �� $���#��N>@ {��� E��D� 9�� ��-E��' 
����/ ��Y ��% 9�: )o�� @�% ��/- ����� ���¢ '���� '>। �E����%� �;�- ��� �-D� �N� 
9�: ���7�@�� � �-  ���% ����� ��/ �� ���� �-�� ��Ĵ  ���7�@��  ���?�% �c� ��J^ ��� 
-�� ��%�D <�� <� 9�: 9� )o�� @?%�� ��@� -���। ���� Q���D� �� 9����� ��D�� 
��'�}��� @%� <�? 9�D। 9��� �� ���� <�� ��U�  �>�: -�� �E����%��� �� �N>@ �E� 
-���D < ���¢ ���� �-�� �8 � ��J^ '��� ����� <�� ���� ��� ��-J��� ���; )o�� @�~�। 
9�� $�% � � ��Ĵ  9��� ���- �� )��¢� ��F -�� �E����%��� �,�� 9��, �W- </ ��@N��J 
����� 9��� �� E����� �@��-p�� 9�� <�� 9����� )�_��� 688/488 :' T�/� ���?�% 
��/�� .UE� ��U��� 
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��D� )���! -��। <D�C� 9��� I� � �@��-p���� 9�� ��}�� 9����� ���� 9�� ��/� �N�� 
<- � ��-���� ��U��� ��D� )���! -�� <�� ��Y ��Y ����- �;�- Q%�-� �:���}��� 9?%�' 
i�� ��/। 9�� ��L�� ������ ���� 9��� X������ E����J- �;�- ���� �,���D <�� 9����� 
$���#� )�_� ��? �-D�/ {��� @%�। < ��% �D� 9��� ��# E�� ��@N�J। ��� �;�- �:���}��� 
9?%�' 9��� $E��� @�~�। 9�� �]#!�] ����^ �/ <�� ->��p '�,� ? ->��p :�,,���- 
���J� ��/ <�/ </ ��@N��J ����� �' �' �-�M� ��% ��J�� )�_� ����>�: -��� '>। 9�� 
<�� 9��� ��z {�>�- )�_��  ����>�: -��� 9�� �¸�� ���> ���� ���� 9��! E���%।  
 

<���? ������� 9���- <�� 9��� ������- ����> ��@N��J� '> ���� ���!J �����: 
9��� @����% �,��। @%��� < �D� ��� -[!���% 9n��@� 9���J��। 9�� ��� '��� ���� 9��� 
)�_��� ��� �;�- �� �:���}��� 9?%�' i�� ���%�D��� �� �D� ��* /����`����� {��-��� 
��Y ��-������ ���FJ। ��-����� �� �@��-p�� ����: ���� )���! -��D� �� ��% ��* 
/����̀ ����� {�>���� ���� ���� ��C ��%। <�� ����� ��;H #%#�� @%। ��* /����̀ ��� 
����� $E� 9��� �@� ��� ��� ��- ���% ��D� @�  9�� <�� 9��� ��Y ����� @%। ���? 
9���- )�_� ����>�: -��� @�%�D� <�� ��-���@� 9��� �����%� ��*��� -�� �% ���? 
����� @��@� @% �� �D� )�N�!�%। 9����� �Z�����! <- � �!�-A�� �D�। {�>, )�, 
�:�����[� ���-D�/ �D� :>। �� ����% ����� ��| �D� ���� । 9��� ��-�� ����� ��� <�� 
�-A��/ �D� ������- )-a�] 9��� @�� �� ������- $���Q �����% 9��� ����� '�%:�% 
)o�� @�� ��?%� <�� ������- ���J�z <�� ��� -��- ����� <Q��� �>���>z ���� 9�z 9�z 
��'� ��| 9��� :�C ����� <�� ��:W�- ��|���� -��। )�-���/ ��� @�% ��?%� � 9��� 
.�=�> �D� �। < ����$�#�� �� ����FJ/ 9�� ��- ������@��- 9��� @���� )��-J��। 9��� 
�� ��;H #����� @� �� )-a�]Q���/ ���FJ <�C�% )> '�%:�% E�� �����। <�� ���� 
9��� ���%� @�% .W��� <�� ��:��� �� 9��� �� )�_�� <�� 9��� @��। ������/ < 
�!�-A���� �����G�0 @�। �� ��% �����%�� �j����� E��D�, �W- �� ��% 9�� ��� ��D�� 
<��-�% 9��� @��� '> {��� @�~���। 9��� �@T�-�%� J���-< )^�*��# E�� @�'�� �:���� �� 
��% $��#!�� �D�। <����- 9�� ���Qy ��� ��Q| -�� ����F ���� �:���� ����� ������ 
��#� ���~���। <-�  ���- ��#� ���~��� �T������ (������-) �>�@��-����� $;� $;� 
.�=�> �D� ����� )Q>^�� �� ��z� ? ���?�% ���� 9�D ��}�� ��� -�� ��?%�- ���� ���� 
)�%��� ����%�� -��� ���� <�� ���Qy ����#�� ��- ����� ����� ��� �W-�� ��AUD��� � 
����। < D�C� < ��� � 9��� -�' �D� ����#��- �-D� ����� ����- ����%-Q��� )�-�'� -�� 
��?%�। ����F -�� ° �� ���, ����� {��� ��� ��-���@� ������ ���� -�� {�����- ��g� )'J 
-��� �#� @��। <�� ��� )�-�'� -��� ��% 9���- )�- ��-J��� ���; ���-�� -��� 
@�%�D, ���@�� �� ���/ 9����� ����� �M� <�� <}�� �MN!J ��� -�� ���� ����J�-��� 

������ �� 9����� ��'���/ 9��� ��-� � �j��� @�� @��, �� -���! $���   ��:J  �M�-J 
����^ �?%�� �� ���-��}���- ��;H ����E�� ���; ��������Q��� ���©F! -��� @� <�� 
�����/ ����^ o@! -����। ���}���- ��� � -�� <}���- ����%- )�-�'� -��� <- )�Q� 
���� 9�� ��U�' ��/। 9��� ����-<� �����Q�: ��� 2�-�� E������- ���C���� <�� �������� 
)��_� �D�। 9�� '��� �����D ��, <�� ����� '> {�I>��- ��| �����!� ���'��'�� ��?%�� 
@�.� ? -���/ �;�- ��?%�� ��/�� ���>�� 9��। 9�� 9��� �:������� $;�  ��:J  ��/ ?/ �� 
��?%�� ��/ .�C�% ��%�� '>। $�� ����@ r8�  � � ���Qy <��-�% ��?%�� ��/�� ��/� ��� 
-��� ;��-। <� ,�� $�% 6w ����� ��I>] �����@ ��� <��-�}����� �¢ @�% ��%। ��-���@� 
�[��% @�% $��>- ��/��� ��E <�B-����J��� ��/ ��U�� ���� ���� 9��� ���-'  
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��/��� -��D � ���� ����। ��� �����:� ��?%�� @�.� �;�- ��I>] �����@ -��� i[ -��। 
9�� �� < ��� '��� ����, �� �����:��� �����@ �-� �;�- ��I>] ���� � ���� ���� ��� 
���-�� -��� ;��-। 9��� �@T�-�%� J�� �;�- ���  ���- 2�-�� ��I>] �����@ ���� ���¢ 
��z �;> 9�� '> �$�! -��। <- ����@� ���> ��� ��������Q��� )��¢� E����% ��% <�� 
9���- ��z ��� ��AUD�%। ���� 9��� '��%, ��-���@�� <-�  ��|���� ��  >�·�@ �����:� 
��I>] �����@ �-�� ����� 9z�� �:�C�D। E����J�- ��·�� $b0� -�� �� '�%:�� �- ��@��� ���~। 
�� �-�� �- )�-�'� -��� @�� <- � ����  ����� �� ��� �- ��� -��� @��। ����U�  ��¡� 
��|���� �D� ���� �,� @?%� ��� @��? ����, �? @�� ����। 9� ��D�C� 9��? $-G� ��# 
�-��  �MN!J¡�� .�C�% ��?%�� �#���� �D��� �। 9�� <�� �Q�� )> �m� )��� -��� '> 
�E^� -��� ;��-। < ���% ?%����� <-' /���%�� 9��� ->��M 9��। ��U� ��Y < �>����� 
9��� ��z���� 9���E� @%। 9��� �� )��¢� ���  ������� <��D�, ���� 9��� ��% ��I>] 
�����@ �-��� <- � ��-�� ?%����� $�� �;�- E��� -�� <��D�। 9�� /���%�� '�� 
QN/%��- < ��-�� )���%� ��I>] ������@� <-�  �MN!J V�V ��T� 9��� �@T�-�%� J��-< {���� 
���J� ��/। /���%�� '�� Q�/%� 9��� ���J� )����% 2�-�,  �Y, ���C����, ���%!:��� ��I>] 
�����@ ��/�� <- � �N!J�Y ��T� {��� -��। �� ��T��� .�� /���%�� ���@��� ��Y 
9���E�-��� 9�� ��L�� ���� ��, 2�-��� ���  ’�  '�%:��� (���z�:���, �T���, @� �����, 
'��, ���:�U?, ����L�, �����, ��@��:, -������, .�) o�T ����c� 9�D <�� < 
����c�}�� ��� 9��� ��� -�� ���� ���� ��� ��I>] �����@ �¢ @�% ����। <? ��L�� ���� ��, 
��I>] �����@ �����:� �;�- ��� ����  �� � ��/� 9�� <�� ��� ��}��� ����c� <-��Y 
.�C�% � ��%� ��%, ��@�� ��I>] �����@ )> �; ���% E���। 2�-�� <�� ��� <��-�� ��I>] 
�����@ )�-�'� -�� ��%�� '> 9�� '���/ ��� �;�- �x �  � � �X/ -��� ;��-। <�� � �� 4 
�;�- �8 ' �:�����- <Q��� �X�� ��/ ���� ���� ����c� }��� ���E�% }[q�N!J �\���� ��� 
-� ���%� ���> �E� ��� ���� <�� ��}��� )�%��� ��� �� )�-�'� -�� ���� ����। �X��-<� 
�>�_� <�Q��� -�� @% ���� ���� < -��' �MN!J ������J�� )'J -��। I’��� �X��-<� �� <�� 
� �}����- 9��� �@T�-�%� J��� ��T��� .�� <- � �N!J�Y ��@��J���� ��P��z -�� ���� $��>- � 
� ��� $���  �>�|� ��� -��J ���¢ �-� ��P@ � ;��-। �' �' -��J ���� �]����� ���; -��� 
���� �� '> < �>�_� -�� @%। < � �}���- 9�� -���� .0�� 9����� �� �:�� $����; �D�, 
�� ��; 2�-��� �$�! -��। � �}�� ��:� <�� ¡�:� @�% ����; 2�-�� .�-�½ ��A�D <�� 
$;� ����� ���- (�¢��) �My -��। )��¢��� �� '��� ���� �� -�}��� ����c�� 
���-z���� �D�  �D�  9��J ��@��� ���� ��P��z -���D। 9��� �-� �-�� �� ��Z� ���-z�� 
����� �-�� ��'�-�� s��� ��@���� ��P��z -���D। ��}�� ����� ��z ����� <�� )� 2�-�% 
���Qy '�%:��� ���-�% ���� ��J�� )�_� ���¢ 9���- ��� ��W�% <�� ���J��� )��#�% ;��-। 
9�� ��L�� ������ ���? �-� �-� '�%:�% �D�  �D�  ��@���� ��P��z -�� @�%�D ���? <}�� 
��� -��� �����: <�/। <��� @%� ��@��� 9�? ���G� @?%�� 9�·� 9�D। �� '> 9� 
-������ � -�� ��}��� ��?%�� ����c� <-����: )���q� ��� -��� �� )�-�'� -��� ���J� 
��W�/। 9��� ���J� ��?%�� �� �� � �/ �' �' -�������� ��G�q <-����: '� ����� r6 
������� ���� )-a�] ����� 9��! E���%। ���� <�� 9���! �����, ��@��:, ���z�:���, 
.�, ����L�, �T��� $QG�� ����c�}�� ��� �� ����%- )�-�'� -�� ���� �#� @�%�D�। 
9���!� ��% 9��� ���-��� ��Y )�- ��%:�% ��-������ ���FJ @%- ����F -�� ����� 
����c��। </ ��� � ��Gq ���~� [��। �� <-�/ �c:� @��� ��-������ .�� @���� E���% 
<�� �-��- }�� -�� ���� �,��। ��� )��� ��@��-��� ,�� )>�> ���-��? .`���� @�% ?�W 
<�� ��-������ .��  
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L�U���% ��C <�� ����c��  ��� -�� ��%। <¡� ���FJ ��@��: ? �T����� �� । ��-� 
'�%:�}���% 9��� ����-�� <� )-a�]Q��� ����H�}��� �Q�� 2��- ��C �� ��-����� �� 
���-z�� ������� �-D� ���L�� 9�:/ ����� @��� �P� �� �@� @%। < )�����-< )^� 6w 
����� �,��� ��Q -��। 2�-�� ��I>] �����@ ru �¸�� '> �MN!J �E� @�% ��%। ���? 
���-z���� ��������: ����c��� �\���� ��Z� ���-z� �;�- ��% 9�� <�� �-D� � �����@ 
��[��� -��-���? ��� <��-�% ��I>] �����@ �E����� -�� ��%। <�� �� -�}�� E������ $�EH� 
)�-���� -�� ��%।  
 

< ���% 9�� 9��� '��� ���� �� �$7 ��[�= '�������� �# �;�- 2�-�% 9��D 
���'��� )�_� ��J��#�!� '>। �'���� � ¥� �� �� ��% $b0�� ��~� �$7 ��[�=�- 
��������� ���-D� 
�Q���- )�_� ������� '>। 9�� ��� < $�EH��- ��E�� -��� '> 9��� 
��UE�  �� {��� -��। ����� -�' �D� 2�-�� ���Qy '�%:�% �o�T ������! � ��� <�� )�_� �� 

�Q���- % �� ���¢ �$7 ��[�=�- ���L�% ��?%�। ���-�� )���%� ��}�� 2�-�� ���Qy 
'�%:�% ������! � �%-�$7 ��[�=�� )�_�-���। ���E�% �C �������! � �% ����L��। 
9�� <�� ����- < I' �:���� � � :�C�� �Q��� x8 ��.� ������- ���� ����L�� @���� �>�· 
�����-<� ���� ������ �,.�'� ���>�� Q%�-� ������! � �%। < �������!� ,�� @���� 
�>��·� �>��- #%#�� @%। </ � �% ��z 2�-� �@� 9�·oz @�% ��C। '�����! ��Y ��Y �� 
-�'-�J �¢ -�� ��%। ���� ����/ �$7 ��[�= �� �@�� � /B��-�B�B��� ����� -��D��, 
< ���  �@�� � /B��-�B�B���� ����P�% 9��- � ������- Q��J :�C� ������! � �%। E����J�- 
<�� �������! '�������� �@���> ��J��#- ��� Q�� -�� ��L�� �����D�� �� � ¥� �� ���- 

�Q���-Q��� ������� �EH� -��D, �� 
�Q���- %। 2�-�� )����� �� E��D� �� 9�� 9��� 
��Y� ���'���B� ������ <�� $��#!$�� �:������� ����� �� ���Qy ;��% ��W��~��� ;��}�� 
��� -�� �%�� '>। </ ��}�� �D� ����F )�������--��! 9��� �X��$�� �D����? ����� 
���/ �D� ����� '> $b0�। �-O �D� � i�� )� 9� �:�����[�। )�- �EH� -��? �:�����[� 
<�� )��� �-� �>�_� -��� ����D��� �। 

 
9����� �¢��� �� ��% 9����� 9«�� ��� ‘</ )� <�� �C�D’। �-� ��% ��� �X� 

���Q��J @�% �:�D, �>�� '> 9��� ����D �, �-� �����/ �¢। 9��� �-� ��% ��� 
,>������ {��� @�~। <�? ��% �:�D �� )�- }[q�N!J )����� ���-�� {���� �� 
9������- �� ���-�� ����>�: -��� @��� )��� )Q���। ��'��� -��D ���� )� �D� 
������? �:�����[� )�>�^ ����� <� ���? $�% ��F @?%�� ��; �D�। <��% ��z 
���|���@��� @����� Q�� �����#� @%। )�- ��% �V )������� �� @%� t8t ��/�,��� w 
��.� -�� }�� ��@��> �����। < ���� ����� '> �D� )�� :>। <�� )������ <�� ��-� � 
���>? 9��� �Q�Y ��C�। 9�� 9��� ������- ���J� ��/, �� .���% �@�- 9� �����/ �@�- 
��- ���@��- <>����� -�� �� )��-J�� 9��! -�� ����� )��� �:�����[� �D��% ��% 
��'����- ��`� -�� ����� @��। < ��� E����% ���� @��। �-��- 9��QJ������ <�� 
9���«�� 9��� ��C��� @��। 9��� < ���J� ��� -��' ���:। �-��/ 9��� �N!J .�>�� ��� 
E����% ���� ;��-।  

 
'���/ ���� � ¥� �� 9��� �PQ�: <�� ����� �� ���J�� -��� $�EH� E���%। 

���-z���� ����E ��- '�%:�% {�> ������ -��। 9���- < ��� 9����� ����-�� ��AUD�%। 9�� 
->��p :�,,���- �PQ��:� )�_� 9��� <�:�% ��'���� �-  )�_� ��|���� -��� ���J� 
��/। ������� �-��� ����E ���'���B� I�  �-�M���- ���� ���� )o�� @%। �-�� ���C 
�� �% ������� )�_��� )o��J� _� ��J^ )o�� @% <�� 9����� ��/�,��� �Q�� 9 -� 
��C ��%।    
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���? ���� )o�� @�� ;��-। ���� �� 9����� )�_� �;�- w8 :�'� ���> <�� ��C, ->��p 
:�,,���� ����� ����� .�� )-a�] }���FJ i[ -��। ���� 9����� )�_� <� ���� 9�D 
�� '�� �। E����J�- }���� ����� I�  �-�M�� D�QY @�% ��% <�� ������� E������- D� �D��  
-��� ;��-। <�� ����� �@��� ���>� 9�? ���C ��%। t� ����E �-D�# �� ����� 9�� 
����>�: -��। �-O <- �B� ��� ��-����� ����� ��� ��# ����� ���; 9����� )�_��� T� 
��� ���% ��D� 9��� �EH� -�� । ���� �� <[� <- � �-D� -��� ���� ->��p :�,,�� �� �N��J/ 
)��� -���D�। < '> ->��p :�,,�� {���? �D�। ������� ?@���� )�� <-�  �-�M� �- �� 
9�: �;�-/ ����� ��� ���� <>����� ��'�� �����D�। ���� )d��� < <>����� ��'�� � ,��� 
��C ��%। �[��% @�% ���� )�_�� � .�� $�� 9��! _�:� ���� ��-����� ��D� @�  ��%। 
->��p :�,,���� �����? ������� ?@���� ����� �Z�]:��� ����� ��D� ��?%� -��। < ��% 
)�- 9@�? �@� @% । ����� ���F ��z ����#�� ���' 9��� )^� �r8 � �G���@ ���' ��/ <�� 
9��� )�- �G���@ ��}�� ����� �D�, ���' ��?%� ��%�। < ����� ,��,� 9��� ��# )�- 
��Q'- �D�। 9��� 4 � ����:�, �4 � @��-� ����:� $�% ��C� (�w8) ��/�,�, r � ��-  
�����, r � � J�� )'ª �:�����[� @z:� -��। 9��� )�- )��� ��}�� ����� �D�, ��}�� ���' 
��?%� ��%�।  �G���@}��� ���> � ' ->��p, � ' ��,� >�B <�� 9��� -�%-' '��%� 
-���� ��| -�� @%। ���� < ��% �G�H <�� �>�� '> 9����� @��� ��� ��'@�� @�~� <�� 
������- ���> @�% :������ i�� ��z�% ����� ����� @�~�। �-O 9��� ����� < I�J��� �M�JQ��� 
-��' ��:��� ����D��� � ���@�� �� 9��� )����� ���- I�J� �D���-���? /�����> 9����� 
��� ���>- ���- �X�� ���% $b0� �D�। )��� )Q��� <�� �X��$�� ���-��� 9��� �Q��� 
��W��� ����D����। ���� 9����� I�J��� ��L�� ���� ����� :������ 9��� ��C���� '> 
'����� ���:�C -��� ��:� ���������� �� ��, �c���, K�T���  �D�, ��}�� ��� -�� 
����:� �,  -�� <}���- :����  �@���� �>�@�� -��� ��:�।  
 

9����� -��D ��� 9�� ��, ���� ’��- ��’ �-�M���� ���� ,�/��� Ø�� K�T���  
{���� ���J� ���%�D। ���%:��� ’��- ��’ T�-/%��TJ <�� K�T���  {���� -�' §�:���� 
<�:�% E���D। </ ��’ �-�M��� <-' )�,����� Q�/ 9��� ���|���@��� �D�। �� <�� ��� 
��% �� </ K�T����  ��:���� '> ��� /�� ��> 9� @�%�D <�� ��}�� ’��- ��’� }���� 
�?'�� ���� 9�D  9�� �]#�] ��/ �D��� �- 9��� ��' �:���� ���% -��� ���J� ��/ <�� 
</ �����^ ��AU�D ��, ,�/��� Ø�� K�T���  $b0� @�% �:�� ����� :������ )�- }� ���C 
����, </ �FJ�� �?���� �� ����� ���������� 9��E--���E ��AUD�� �����। �� 9����� 
���|���@�� ��# ���N� o���� �:�� )�_�}�� )�>^ ����'- @�% �C��। �� '> </ 
����}���- <�/ ��� -��  ���� @��। ���J��� ����� ��� �- $��#�� �� ���%:�� 
���W�% ��/। ���%:�� <�� ���� $;� ’��- ��’� }����  ���- ()��¢�) -�� <�� '��� ���� 
��, I' ����� <�� I' �EA�-��� �� }���� �� ����}��� ���� 9�D ����� ��@��� ���~। ���� 
�¢�%  9��� ���  )��-J�� �������� ��� -�� �,�� <�� ����� ? �EA�-������ <-�  -����% 
�¢ -�� }����� ���� �Q�Y }���� $��� -��। }����� �Q�� �T�'� <�� ���X�� �D�। ��}�� �� 
������ .�� �2�� ��% <�� ���� ,�/��� Ø�� �A-� $b0� �D� ����? �2�� ��%। <��� 
)�¬�����: -�� �����% 9��। -�%- ���-��� �Q�� ��z ����� <�� ,�/��� Ø�� �A-�}���� 
9} ���: ��% <�� ������  �� । </ �������! ����� ��z ���� <�� t88 �A-� ��� @�% 
��%। 
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< )������� ,�� ��- ���@� ����� :������ )�-���� ����� -��� ���> @%। )�����- 
</ )������� ,�� ���|���@�� ��# �NI� o������ ����� �:�� )�_� ������| ���� ��� @% 
<�� ���� ������:� �s>�@�� -�� ��-������ 9��! E����� ;��-।  
 

r�� '���/ �-�� ���C w �� ��% <- � �� ���* V��%� -����� ��G�q ����� �� ���C� 
)�_��� .�� )��-J� 9��! E���%। < 9���! � J���� ��@��>? �%� @%। 9���!� ,�� �r 
' ��-��� �@� ? u ' 9@� @%।  
 

-���n��� 9����� <>�-� ����� @?%�� '> ��-����� -���n�� .0�� �:���� ��U��� 
.�� ����� )�_� {��� -�� <�� <���� ���� ����� -�Gq 9�? .0�� ��C���� '>  @� ���� 
i[ -��। ��- ����� ���� �@��� ��/�� ����� -�Gq ��*_�� -��� � ���� ��'> 9�� ‘��’ 
�-�M��� I� � �� ��@ �-�� «� ��- _�� ��|���� ��U�  :�C ����� ���J� ��/। ��-����� r/t 
�� </ <��-�% �j����J� '�%:�% �����  @� �'�% ����। <��� u W� '���/ ��-������ <-�  
Q��� �� �-�� u  �� ��% 9����� )�_��� 9����/� ��Z�� �-�� «� o���� �Q�� ��Ĵ  )o�� 
@%। �-�� u � �w ����  ���� 9��� )o�� @�% 9����� r88/t88 :�'� ���> ��AU�D। < ��% 
9����� {�>�� ����� .�� }�� E���%। ��-����� r/t �B� $�� E�� E����% ��% )o�� @��� 
'> �-O 9����� }��� ���� ������/ ��D�  @�  ���� ���> @%। <��� ���� w88/x88 :' ��D� @�  
�:�% 9����� ���� ‘���������’ ���- 9��� )o�� @��� �EH� -��। <���? ��-����� 9����� 
�:���}��� ���� � -�� � ���� �M�J ��JIz @�% ��D� @�  ���� ���> @%। < ����FJ ��- ������ 
-���# t8 ' @��@� @%। 9����� � ' $�! @���%।  
 

�@��� ;�� ��-������ '> �����- ��- ���% )�>^ }[q�NJ _� �D�। 2�-��� ���� 
�:�����- ��W���� )������� '>, ����? </ �@��� ���% ����%�� -��। �� '> ��-����� 
��� -�� �� ��% ��.�-��P �;�- �@���%  @� ���� 9��। 9� �@���� ����� �������� 
��-������ ���|���@� �M�-J ������� ���। < ����� �H��  9��� '> <- � ����  ��U�� @�% 
��U�C�%�D�। ��'> < ;��� �- ��� -�� �%�� '> 9�� @������� �:%���- ���J� ��/। @������� 
�:%�� ��� ����� ? _��% �:������� ��% ;���  9��! -��� $b0� �%। ���� ��� ��% 
'��� ���� ��, ;���� ������ ����� D�C� ��Z� ���-z�� �����? ��;H 9�D। ;�� �#��;J ����� 
;��� E����J�- ��·�� {��� -���D <�� -�%- � @��-� ����:�? ����� -��D 9�D। �MN!J 
������� ��% @������� �:%�� ;�� 9���!� <-�  ���-�� �%। ��� '���/ ��� �� �� ��% 
@������� �:%�� ��� :!���@� ? �%��� ���@��- ��% ;���  )��-J�� 9��! -��। </ 9���! 
��Z� ���-z�� �������� @��-� ����:��� ��@���> ��� ��%�� �EH� -��। �-O �-D�#�� ���> 
9���!� ���� ���� ���/ �@� @%। @������� �:%�� ;���  ��� -�� �%। <� ,�� ;��� ��z 
)��� ��� @z:� @% <�� 9����� 2�-� ����� ��z�? ����| @%।  
 

9����� <-�  �� � ��%���'�� �;�- ,�������  @� ���� ��%। ��� t �� ��% ���� 
����� ��% ��-������ ��  �'� <�� r�  X�- -���n� �;�- ��#�!� ���-  @� ���� ���~। ��Y 
��Y 9����� �� ��  -���n� EXo�� ��z�� .�� <>�����-<� '�%:�% ���� ��  ���� ��  ����:� ? 
t�  @��-� ����:� ��z�� I��- �;�- ���:�% ��-������ '> )��#�  -�� । ��� ���C u �% 
��-������ :�C�}�� ��%���'�� )�_�� �,�� 9��। 9��� ��; :�C�}�� 9����� <>�����-< 
��C ��%। <>����� ��� J ��� �- ���J _� �;- ����:� <�� @��-� ����:��� }�� E����% 
:��C}�� #��oz -�� ��%। ��-����� :��C �;�- ���,�% ��E ���� �EH� -�� �-O <��? ����� 
)�- ���- ����:��� }����  
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@��@� @%। ��-����� -���# t ' )�,��� �@ r� ' 9@� @%। ��� ��� ��?%� ��% �� 
�@���� ���> � ' ��* -�!J�? �D��। < <>������� ��% ��-����� -���n� �����P� @�� 
����� ��;���� ��@��>��;J -����� ��@���> 9����� <>����� )�_��� .�� $E� �:��� D�C�� 
;��-। �:���� ���� ����# � -��  � ���� 9����� <>����� ��� J _��  ����>�: -�� ��D� @�  
9��।  
 

'���/ ����� ��� ������ ��-����� 9��� ����� ����� �� ? -��� )�_��� �Q��� 
���:����: _���� �EH� E���% । �-�� �8 �� ��% ����� �� �;�- ��-������ <-�  �� -���� 
���- )o�� @%। </ ���  �-D��N� )o�� @��� �� �PQ��:� �-  :�,,���� ‘��’ �-�M��� 
���� .��_� @%। I��� �r  �� ��% ->��p :�,,���� ��G�q u;J ��Y��� ‘��’ �-�M��, 
��-����� �� ����� )�_��� ���� ���% -���� ���- )o�� @�~�, �W- �� ���% ����� .�� 
)��-J� @���� E���%। ��-����� 9� )o�� @�� ����� <�� D�QY ����� �G���@}�� �,��/ 
����� ��� )�_�� �����% ��%। ������� ��; 9����� � J���� �:���? ����� ��;H #����� 
-��। < ����FJ ��-������ 4 ' 9@� ? t ' �@� @%।  
 

��- ����� '���/ ����� t ������ �,� �;�- I�  �-�M�� ��% �����%�� ���- )o�� 
@%। ��z�% ���� ‘‘������ ��'��’’ ��- _�� ����%- )�_�  �%। < ����� ���% ->��p '�,� 
/����� ��  �� � t � J���@ I��� I �� ��% ����� < ��� � .�� )��-J� 9��! E���%। 
��-����� < 9���!� '> $b0� �D��। ����� ����� �����%�� 9�: �;�-/ ��;H -�� 
�:�%�D�। < D�C� �� ��% �G�H @�~�। �G�H� ���> ����%-Q��� ����� �X�}����� ;�-�? ��� 
)������'- @�% ��C�D�। )��-J� 9����!� ,�� ����:� <�� � J���� �:���}���� ����� 
)���> ���- @��@� @%। ��� '�� ��% ��, ����� )^� ��# t8 ' �@� ? r8 ' 9@� @�%�D। 
��-����� <��� ����� ��'���� ��«J��J� ���@�:� ? )>�> o��}�� �;�- _��% ���-��� )> 
_�� E�� ���� ���। ������'�� <��-��� ���|���@�� <-�  �� ��- ��* ��@��� ���W�% ��%। </ 
�� ��  ���� ��'�� <��-�% �:�% ����� ��U�  _�� -��। ����� ���� '��� ���� ���� ;���� 
���-z�� ����� <�� ����� ������% -�� @�%�D <�� ������� )�>�E��� _��% ���-' )��k @�% 
.�D�D। ���-z�� �������� _��% �������� �@�%��% ���-��J 9%0���� 9��� �EH� -��D। 
9����� ���  ���|����� '�@�Y���� ��G�q </ ;���- 9�� -��� ����^ �%। ���� ;�� ���¢ 
�-� ��� ���:�C -��। '���/ ����� r ������� ���� �:���� ���  ;��� .�� 9��! -��। 
���-z�� ����� <�� ������� </  9��!�- $��@� -��� �EH� -�� �-O ��� 9���!� ���� w 
' ����� �@� <�� 6 ' ����� 9@� @%। �W- < ���% �:������� �-  �� @��-� ����:��  
�D� �� � ����� @�% ��%। �[��% @�% �:������ 9��! ����>�: -��� ���> @%। �:������� � ' 
�@� @%। �-O 9���!� �� �;�- ���-z�� �������� 9� ;��� ��/�� 9��� ��@� ��%� <�� 
���� ;�� <��-� ���|���@�� 9%q���� <�� ��%।  
 

����� ���� 9������ -��J-��� �� ��% E����� @�~�। ��'� �����-� <- ���X�� 
��� J ��� 9� �� ���?�% �C�-� �N�J ��- ���% <-�  �D�  ��z� ��-����� ����� ����� �� <�� 
%��� )�_��� ���> ���:����: -��� '> �>�@�� -��। ��'� ����- w'�� <-�  �T������ 
��� J ���W�% ��/ ��z�� .�� ��/ ��U�� ��%। 3/ '���/ ���C w  �� ��% ���-z����� <-�  �� � 
����� �� �;�- %��� ����� ��; <�� <�B-����J��� ��/�� .�� ��C ��%। ��/ �������! 
�8 ' ��-��� �@� <�� 9��� )��- 9@� @%। ��-����� ����Jz @�% ����� ���� �,�� 
9��।  
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x/ '���/ ��-����� $�% ��  �>� ���%� ��% �PQ�: ��'�� ��J^ )o�� @%। ���� �;�- 
���� ���� )o�� @?%�� �EH� -��। 9����� ‘<’ 9����� ‘<’ �-�M�� <�� ‘��’ �-�M�� ��'� 
����- <�� ->��p :�,,���� ��G�q ��-������ ����� �� <�®Q-<� �Q�� )o�� @�� $E� 
���� ��%। ��-����� ����� �,� 9� J���� �PQ�: ��'�� ��J^ ��% 9�� <�� -����� ��@���> 
9����� )�_��� .�� <�� ��«J��J� o�� }����� ��� �:����FJ -��� ;��-। </ �:����FJ� 
9����� �� ' 9@� @% <�� )^� tr ' �������- �>��| @��@� @%। ��-����� ����� 
9��! E����% ���� ;��- <�� ����� �� <�®Q ��� -��� �EH� E����% ���� ;��-। 9����� 
���|�����? ����� < 9���! ��� ���� ���� ;��-। ���? 9����� � J���� �:��� ����� -����� 
)�_� ��J^ ��AUD�� ����� ���? � J���� �:��� <�� ����}���� ����� 9��! $��@� @�% ��%। 
���� ��D� @�  �PQ�: ��'��� )�_� ��� ���> @%। ��'� ����- ��-������ ����� ��� 
)�_��� ��[�� ��U� -�J-��� 9�? ����� -��� '> 3/ '���/ ��- )�_��� .�� ������,�� 
-��D�, �W- �� ��% 9����� -���}�� <�� � J�� ��-������ )�_��� .�� $E� �:����FJ 
-��� ;��-। </ �:����FJ $�% 9��B� ��� E��। </ )-a�] $E� � J�� <�� -����� �:����FJ� 
���� @�Q� @�% ��C। <�� ����� )�- @��@� @%। ��� '��� ���� ��% �� </ �:���}���� �3 
' ��-��� �@� <�� ��' 9@� @%। <-�  ����:� ��·���@ ���  ��·�� ��� @%। -����� 
�:���� 9���� ������ <-�  <>����� T�M �������� @�% ��� @�% ��%। <� ���� <-�  
K�T���  ��-������ ��% ����� �� @�% ��Z� ���- ���~�। 9����� ���X�� ��� J� , ���  9�: 
�;�-/ ����� ��� ��D� )Ù_� ��%��, ���� ��--���@�� K�T���  <>����� -��। <>�����-<� 
��% 9����� }��� 9���� K�T���  T��� ��%। �r ' ��-��� @% }���� � @% ����� T��� 
���� ��%। �G���� ���> � ' ��'� ? � ' ->��p �D� <�� ����� ����J���� �>�' <>����� ��� J 
��% 9�� । <>����� ��� J ��� �;�- � �  ����:�, <-�  )%����� ��  <�� � �  �>�� (���� �� 
)�_�}�� �E�È� �D�) .��� -��� ��;J @%। <���/ ��-������ -����� �:��� 9����� ���� 
.�� �C�� ;��-। 9����� �� �� ���> @�% <>����� _� ����>�: -��।  
 

�8/ '���/ ��-����� <-�  �-�M�� ��% ���-� u  �� ��% ��»� 9��! i[ -��। 
��-����� ����� ��� .UE� _� ��:���� _��  ��� -��� '> )o�� @%। ����� ��Y ����� 
�:��P�' ���@�? ��@��> -��। �-O ��:���� .UE� )�_��� .�� 9����� �� �� ��  �D� ���  <� 
�����/�� ��Z�� 9����� 9� � � �� � ������- $E�Q��� ���� ��%। 9����� t /�� � J�� <�� 
����:��� �:���}���� ��-������ 9��! ��JIz @%। ����� $�% t8/u8 ' @��@� @%। 
<��� ���� D�QY @�% ����� ���� ����� �' )�_�� �����% ��%।  
 

���-z����� <-�  �� ��:�� ����� ��U�  _�� -��। ��-������ ��:�� )�_��� 
�� 9����� ������, {Q����'�� <�� -���:�� ����%���� ��z�% ����� �G�H @%। ��-����� 
-�%-' _��% ������� �@�%��% ���|���@�� '> ��z <��-�% ����� �G�H -��। ->��p 
9/.�= < <��-��- ����% ������| -��� '> �x '�� ��  ���- @������� 9?%���� 
��G�q ��:� ��W�%। @������� 9?%�� -���� .0� ���% )�$��� -�� ��:��� t ��/� 
��Z�� ��� �:�� ��U�  _�� -��। <���� _��% ���|�������� �@�%��% ��-������ )�_� 
�M�-J �M�!J ���� ���:�C -��। <��� 4/ '���/ �-�� x �% ��-������ ��:��� )�_�� � 
.�� )��-J� 9��!  
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-��। < )��-J� 9���!� '> ��-����� ���� / $b0� �D��। ���� @-E�-�% ��% <�� 9����� 
���|�������� ���  ��-������ 6' ? w' ������- �@� -��� �#� @%। ����FJ 9����� 
�' 9@� @%। 9�� < ���% 2�-��� 9��� -�%-�  �:���� ��� J ��W�/। </ ��}��? 9�:� �$��� 
��}��? 9�:� �$��� ��}��� ���; ���: ��% <�� 2�-�-���%:� <�� ��«J��J� <��-�% ����� 
�:���� -��J-��� E����% ��%। <-�  �� '���/ ����� $;��/ ��-������ �D�  ��  Ammunition 

Point 9�� -�� 9���- #��oz -��। <� ,�� ��-���@� ��z 2�-��� ��¢> 9/ '��� -�� 
<�� 2�-� �@�� $@���� �>�_� -��। ° ��/ I’' �:���� �.���-J� � �-  ��-������ ��  
�'��� �Q�� �o�T ��#� -��। ,�� �' )�,��� ? t' ��-��� �@� @%। w/ '���/ 
���%:�� I’' 9� <-�  �� }��� ����� @��� ��J�� �Q�� ��  �o��T ��#� -��। ,�� 
��J��  �M�J ���C ��% <�� �- ��J� w' �����? 9@� @%। ��z ���%�� <�� 2�-�% 9��·� 
�G�H @%। uW� '���/ I��� �r �� ��% w' �:����� ��  �� ��:���� ��I>] �����@ ��/� .�C�% 
��%। �8 '�� �:����� ��  �� �.���-J� � �-  ��Z� ���-z�� ����� <�� ��-������ ��  
����� ���� .�� �o�T ��#� -��। ,�� 4' ��Z� ���-z�� ����� ? u' ��-��� �@� 
@%।  
 

<���- ��/ '���/ �-�� 4 � �;�- )-a�] ��-����� Q��� -��� <�� � J���� ��@���> 
9����� ����� �� )�_��� .�� $E� �:���}�� E����� ;��-। </ �:���}��� ,�� 9����� 
����� �� )�_�� ��� #%#�� @%। ��-������ �:���}�� ��z �� ��� E��� ;��-। � J�� 
Splinter-<� 9���� u;J ��Y��� @���’’���� ��'�� ��%� <�� ����/ 9�� ��`�- �����-Q��� 
9@� @%। <D�C�? I’' �������- ���- �@� ? 4' �������- ���- 9@� @%। �-O ���-��� 
���- �:���}�� �¢ @�% ��% <�� 9��!? @%�।  
 

3/ '���/ ��-����� 9����� �-�� «� )�_��� .�� �-�� x �% 9��� ����� 9��! 
i[ -��। 9����� �-�� «� )�_��� {�>�� � J�� <�� -����� �@�%��% ��-������ </ 
9���!� ���-����� -��। ��-����� $;�� I’�  �-�M�� ��% 9��! E���%। ��� 9�? I’�  
�-�M���- ��| �G��� '> ��% 9��। t/u �B� ����� ��  9����� -����� �:���% <�� 
����:��� }���� ���-z����� 9��! �>�@� @%। < ���� ��-������ )^� ru/rw ' �@� 
@%। ���� 9��! �¢ -�� ��D� @�  ��%।  
 

9����� petrol ��� J 3/ '���/ ��-������ �-�M�� �@T�-�%� J�� ���- -�� <�� )�_� 
���¢ '��� ����। 9����� -���}�� </ �-�M�� �@T�-�%� J���� .�� $E� �:��� ��#� -��� 
;��-। ,�� I’' ��-��� �@� <�� D’' 9@� @%। <� ���> <-' )�,��� ? ��U� signaller 
? �D�। _��% ����-�� )�,���� � -�U�� �>�' ���� ��| -��� �����D�। ����� ����� �Q�Y 
�:�%�D� ।  
 

�8/ '���/ ���� ->��p :�,,�� u;J ��Y��� ‘��’ �-�M�� �;�- I’�  ��-� ����� 
��� ��Z�� -������� <�� ��/L��/��� �Q�� <>����� )�_��� �Q�� <�� ��C �W- �� ��% 
��-������� �j����J� )���� .�� 9����� {�>�� }�� E����� i[ -��। )��-J� 9���!  
��-����� @�Q� @�% ��% <�� �-D� ���L�� 9�:/ ����� )�- ���- @��@� @%। D�QY @�% ���� 
��D�� ���- ������ i[ -��। < )�_���? ����� )�- @��@� @%। ����FJ ��-������ <-' 
��'�, I’' ->��p ? 4' ����/ �@� @%। 9����� Ambush ��� J ��   MGIA ����:� <��  
Am-PRC-10 Wireless Set  @z:� @%। 
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�@����� @������� �:%���� )��� �� ���|���@�� ���  �@��� ;��% 9��! E����% 
)��� ��� -�� �%, ��/ ���  < <��-���/ ����� ��U�  :�C �����। < ��� � -��J-���� 
��-���@� �- ��J� ��z ;��}���- 9��� ��|���� -�� �����। ��-����� ��z�� $��>-�  ����� 
.�� ����� -C� ��@�C�� ��P��z -��। $���  @�  ��'�� <��-���? ���� ->�M {��� -��। 
<D)C� �- ��J� ��z <��-�� �E%���>� ? �������� �T�- ‘���^ -��� ’ :C�� -C� ���J� ��%। 
$���  <��-�� �E%���>��- _��% ���- ��%�: -�� ��-������ )��� �����- $��R ��@� ���> 
-�� <�� ����� -�' -��� ���> -��। �-�  _��% ���- ��� ����� ���J��� -�' -��� )
�-�� 
-��, ����� ��-����� ����� �������� ���C���� #�� -�� �� Q% �����% ����� ���J��� -�' 
-���� ���> -��। ��-����� _��% �������� �@����:��% @������� �:%���� ��� � ��W- �¢� 
��% <�� ����� )��_�� ���¢ ��-���@�� �^�> 9��� �QJ����:> �N�� '��� ��/। ����� ���!� 
�D� �� �@��� <�� ��.�-��P <��-��� -���# 9����� x @�'����? ����� ���- -�' E����% 
���~। < '�> ��-����� -�? ���� ����� ->�M}��� ��/�� 9��� ��@� -���� �। <D�C� 
�-� ���%/ ��� Q��� � @�� ->��M� ��/��  @�� ��� @��। ��-������ Q���\z ����- 
)�_�� '> 9����� ��� � ���J�� -�' E����% ���� ������ @%। ����@ <-�� �- I’�� ���� 
��@���> ��-������ <�� ->��M ��� ���:� @�। < ����� 9����� ���  '��� ����। x/ '���/ 
��.�-��P ;��� )^:J� �������� ��'���� )�J��/� ��Z�� '%��� o��� ������� ���C @������� 
�:%�� ��� ���  ��% ��-������ '> <-�  <>����� ����। �-�� �8 �� ��% ��-������ I�  
�� ��.�-��P� ��- �;�- �:���� @�% </ �������� 9��। ��}�� <>������ ���� <�� 
�C��/ 9����� ���  )��-J�� �:���}�� D�C�� ;��-। ��-����� ��� �Q�� �;�- <>����� 
��� � .�� @���� � -��� ����% <�� ���� )��_� <>����� ��� J� ��� �:���}���� ��}��� 
��;H #%#�� @?%�% )�- ��-��� @��@� @%। .��%�^� � ���� ��}�� ��D� @�  ��% <�� 
��.�-��P� ���- �����% ��%। ��� ���Qy �N�� 9��� ��� ���%�D �� )^� r8/rw ' ��-��� 
9@� �� �@� @�%�D। ��}�� <>������� �Q�� ��C ��?%� ��q? �M�J[�� ��� -�� ��%� ��� 
@%�, -�� <>����� ��� J� �-  ��/�,� <�� @��-� ����:� D�C� �C )�, ��� ��-  �-�� 
-��� �D��, ���? < <>������� ,��,� �D� 9����� ����� ��,�>। ,�� ��-����� < <��-�% 
E���,��? -���% ��%। <�� 9����� -�GJq ? _��% ����-� ����� 9��� ���C ��%। <��� 
�@��� ? ��.�-��P ;��� '�����! 
�*���JQ��� 9����� ��@���> <�:�% 9��।  

 
u;J ��Y��� ‘��’ �-�M��� <-�  �� � �EA=o�� <��-�% ��-������ ��[�� ����� 

9�\! E����% ���~�। ��-����� -���n�-EXo�� �@��C- ������ '> ����� $�EH� �� �� ���C�% 
���~�। ���� �C- ���� 9��� ��� -�� ���%�D��� ��}�� ��*��J�! -��� �EH� E��D�। 3/ 
'���/ �-�� 4 �% 9����� �� ��  �EA=o���� .0�� �C�-� .�� ����'��� Q�Y������� �-  
<>����� ����। ��  �� ��% ��-����� <-�  �� 9� �� X��- -�� <�� I’�  �'�� ��z� ���% 9�� 
<�� Q�Y������� �-  ;���। ����  ������ -��� -��'� $b0� E��� ;��-। �W- �� ��% 9����� 
<>����� ��� J ����� .�� �:���}�� E����� ;��-। <� ,�� ��-������ ���> ���G���� �G�H @%। 
<>����� ��� J� }����  ����� )�- @��@� @%। ��-����� ����� �-  �;�- ��D� @�  )�_� �% 
<�� ��� �EA=o�� �;�- 9�? ��-��� <�� ����� ��Y ���: ��%। <��� ��-����� 9����� 
<>����� )�_��� .�� 9���!� $b0�� �%। 9����� ��� ? <- � ��D� @�  .E�U '�%:�% 9��� 
�| )�_� :�C �����। ��-����� t �� ��% � J��,-���, ����:��� �@�%��% 9����� 
)�_��� .�� 9��! -��। 9����� ���  ��@��-��� ���; < 9���!� ���-����� -��। 
9����� }���� ��-����� ��JIz @�% t/u �B� ����� �� ���-� w �% 9��!  
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����>�: -�� ��D� @�  ��%। ���� ��-������ t8 ' �@� ? x ' 9@� @%। ����#��� E������- 
�G���@}�� ���~y )�_�% �,�� ���� ���� �����% ��% । ��-����� ��D� @ �� �� 9����� ���  
)�- )��� ��� -�� �% <�� ����� #��oz X�-� ? ��% 9��� �EH� -�� @% �-O X�-� � 
<� ���� #�� @�%�D� �� < � 9� ��� @%� <�� X�-�  �MN!J[�� ��� -�� ��%� @%। 
��-������ �� I' ����� ����� ��% �; �����% ��% <���D�, ����? }����� @%। ��-����� 
��D� @�  ����� �; 9����� ���  ����� r/t�  ���X�� ? ��J��# ��U� �� )��_� ��-������ 
���C�% ��%। ���-� ���C E�� �� ��% ��-������ ��  '�Y ���� ����#� ��J��# -�� <�� 
9����� ��� �- ��U�' ��� -��� �EH� -��। �-O 9����� ���  ���� �;�- <- � I�� ��� 
��?%��� '�Y �����  �-D�# ������,�� -�� E�� ��%। < ����FJ[�� �8�'���/ �¢>�% ��  <>����� 
��� J .| )�_��� � ��/� ��#�! ��* /����̀ ����� ��G�q 9��� <>����� ����। 9����� ���!� 
�D� ��, ��-����� 9��� .| ����� �-  9���। �8/ '���/ ������ ��-������ '> ���� 
)��#� -�� ;��- �-O 9����� ���!��� ���� � <�� ��/ '���/ �� �� ��% ��-������ � � 
�-�M�� I’�  :�C��@ 9�z 9�z Q�Y� ����� ���- ��%���'���� ���- )o�� @%। ��-����� �� 
<>����� )�_��� �Q�� ��AU�D �W- �� ��% <>����� ��� J �����  .�� $E� �:���}�� E����� ;��-। 
<�� ����� ��� @��@� @%। ���� ��D� @�  �:�% ��»� 9��! E���% <�� .Q%��# ��� ������ 
��� E��� ;��-। < ���� ��-������ �8/�w ' 9@� @%। ���-� t �% ��-����� ����#� 
����>�: -�� 9��� ��D� @�  ��%। 9����� ���  ��� r  � ��J^ ����% 9���� )��#�% ;��-। 
<��� ����'���� Q¬����F �����  �M�J[�� ���z @�� ��* /����̀ ��� ��U� ���  ��% ��U� �� 
E�� 9��। 9��� ��; �EA=o��-��-��� ����T� .�� ����:�T�� ��Z�� <�� �EA=o���� .0�� 9� 
<-�  Q�Y� ���'� �-  <�B- >�· <�� <�B ����J��� ��/ ���� ����। ��/ ����� ��% 9����� 
-����� �� ��� I’' ���- I�J �% ����> 9@� @%।  
 

< ��% ���-z���� E�U���� �;�- �,� ���% EXo��  �����/ ��[��� -��� �EH� -��। 
9��� ��':� ���-���� �;�- ->��p '�,� /��� <-�  �� � ? Engineer <� <-�  ���- 
Explosive �@ ��%���'���� ��#�! ���W�% ��%। < ���  
����� ���?�% ��' ���¢ ������� �% 
<�� �:����� �-  
����� ���?�% ��'�  9��! -��� '> ���D �%। �-D����>- _��% ����� 
��-���@�� )� ���% </ ��'�  ��@��� ���। �t/ '���/ ��� �� �� ��% ���  
����� ��'�  
9��! -��। ��@����� ��� �������� �-D� �@� <�� ��-���� ���C�% ���% ���� Demolition 
���:�% ��'� �- �MN!J ��� -�� ��%। <� ,�� ���-z���� i�� �,� <�� }���� ���> �X ���L  
���L E��E� E��� ����। )��> <� 9�: �X E��E� -��� ������ �। < ���  ���-z����� %���� 
�� ? �� )�_��� .�� t � J���� ��@���> 9��! E���%। <� ,�� I’' ��-��� �@� ? 6 ' 
9@� @%।  
 

�t/ '���/ ��� �8 �% ��-������ �0��� ���� <�� 9���� )�_�}��� .�� ->��p 
'�,� /����� ��G�q I�  �� 9��! E���%। < 9���! ��-������ �w ' 9@� ? �-D� �@� 
@%। ����� ���� ��-����� 9��� �� -�� ����� ��| �G�� -��� ;��-। ��/ '���/ ��-����� 
9����� ����� �� )�_��� ���- ������� ���X���� E����� ;��-। 9����� {�>��? ��'� 
�����-� ��G�q ����� )�_��� ��@��� ��Y ��-������ .�� �# ����। �r/ '���/ ��� 4 �% 
��-����� $E�Q��� 9����� ����� �� )�_��� .�� 9��! E���%। 9����� u;J ��Y��� ‘<’ 
�-�M�� ��'� �����-� ��G�q < 9��! ���-����� -��। 9����� {�>��� }��� 9���� 
��-������ $E�� @��@� @%। ���� ���J�z @�% 9��! ����>�: -�� ��� �� �% ��D� @�  ���� ���> 
@%। ��z ��� .Q% ��# �:���}�� E��� ;��-। �Q�� w �% ��-����� ��  �>� ���% ��% 9��� 
����� ��� ��#�!  
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�:��Y�� )�_��� .�� ��Q��� 9��! i[ -��। ��/ ��Y ���� 9����� 9�����C )�_��? 
@���� E���%। </ I/ 9��! ? 9����� ����:��� }�� ? � J���� �:���� ���� ���� ��JIz 
@%। ��-������ )���> @��@� @%। ���� 9����� 9����� {�>�� ��·�� �;�- )o���� 
������- @��@� -��। ��-����� ����� 9��! QY -�� ���� ���> @% <�� ��D� @�  ��%। 
9����� {�>�� ���%��� ������- ��C� -��। ����� ��% 9����� � J���� �:����� ��-������ 
‘E���/��’ )��_� <-�  <>����� <�� ��� �c�� < ������! �� , ,�� r� ' 9@� ? �-D� 
���>- �@� @%। ° ��/ ��* V��%� -����� <-�  �� ��-������ �� ���C��� �� )�_� �D� ��� 
��D� 9��! E���% <�� ��� -�%-' 9@� <�� �@� -��। ��-������ �:���/_�’ ��-?-��’� 
<-�   @���� ->��p :�,,���� ��  �� �¢>� x �% �PQ�: ��'���� �� )�_��� .�� <�� 
��|���'�� �� )�_��� .�� � J���� ��@���> )��-J� 9��! E���%। < 9���! ��-������ 
�r' �@� @% <�� ��� -�%-�  ��·��? ��� @%। ���-z����  9����� �PQ�: )�_��� .�� 
-����� ��@���> ��»� 9���! E���%। <�� 9����� � ' ��%- <�� t ' ����/ 9@� @%। 
 

9����� �K��� -������� '���/ ���� 3,�8,�������� 2�-� �@�� ����� -��J-��� 9��� 
��� -��। �:���� -����� @������ 9�� <�� -�'�� ��G�q ��  /�ÚQ�/�T  �/� ����� ,��J�:� � 
�-  ��������� ‘��@[, ��H���B’ _�� -�� @%। </ ��H����B ��-����� <�� �������� �� ��% 
9��। ��J���� ��% )���%� ������  �������� @% <�� <�� �x ' ��-��� -�%-' ������@ 
@��@� @%। <� ���> 4 ' ���� ��% <�� �r ' 9@� @%। @���� -��' Q��? �-D� #�� @%।  
 

u '�� 9� <-�  �:���� �� �T-9/-�  Q��� �-  r ' $@���� ��-����- �@� 
-��। </ ��� J <��� ���=-��'���� �-  ��   @���� ��-������- <>����� -�� <�� r/t ' 
��-��� <�� �@� @%। ������ -����J%�� �>�·,�c  �>�·, �' ����� @�, ?%���� Q� /�>��� 
_�� �o�T ������! � ��� @%। < �� � �� ,�� ��z 2�-�% 9��·� �G�H @%। ��-����� 
�>����>z ? �\z @�% ?�W। 2�-�� 
�Q���- )�_�? �M�!J H @�% ��% <�� <��-�������� ����� 
9��� ���C ��%।  
 

'� ���� 9�� �� ��-������@�� ��Y �� ��B ��� E����% ���~���, �� ��% 9�� 
��L�� ������ ���? 9����� �������� 9���� ��-������ $E�� #�� @�~� <�� ��/ 9����� 
���>� �� �� ���C/ E��D� ���? 9����� �E�% ����� ��| )�-���� ���� �D�। ����F -�� 
����� ��-����� ��|���� ��U�  :�C ��·��� )�_� �% ���� �;�- ������- �����C� -�� 
9����� ��# ����F -�� ����% ��� @����। 9�� ����% ��:�W� �:��P�' ���@�� )Q�� 
)�Q� -����। ��������� )��_� ��-������ ��� -�%-�  �:��P�' ���'��B �D�। <�� 
���'���B ���� ������ ���| �D�, rw�� ���EJ� �� )�-�- ���-z���� @�>� ? �P� -��। 9��� 
)��- �����% $�! ��UE�% <�� ��� ���� �:��P�' ���@�� {�>�� 9����� ����� ���: ��%। 
����� 9�� ���Qy ��Y� ���'���B� ��Y ���� ��%�: -��। ���� <�� {�>�� ��;H ��@���? 
���E% ���%�D। <�� {�>��� ��% 9�� <- � �:��P�' ���@� :�C ������ ����^ �/। </ 
����$�#�� �:��P�' ���@�� �� {�>�- �-���� <-��� -�� @%। <-�  �� ���'��B :�C 
������ '> ��;H -�H� �j��� @�� @% <�� ��/ -H �� ���'��B� �-? �@ -��� @%। <��� 
�-� ;�-�� '�%:� �D��, ��?%� <�� ��y�� �-� �>�_�? �D��। ���'���B� '> ���Qy �-��� 
$�-A��� ����-� ��-�� @%, �-O �� �-��� {�> 9����� �D��। ��D�C� ���E�% �C �'�� 
-��� <�� )>�> ��������, �� <-�  �:��P�' ���@�� '> ���^ $�%�' �D�। 9�� ��«J��J� 
�¢���� Q����� ���� ��� )���%-��� ��Y �:��P�' ���@�� $�%�'�% �'���� <�� )��� '> 
)����� '��/। )�- �D� �D�� � �� ���� -�%-�  t.6 /�� �D�   
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-��� 9����� ��%। </ -���}�� �s��% �@������ ��%-�� �D� <�� ����* ���-� �@���� 
����>| �D� �-O ���?  <}�� ����� �� 9��� �:��P�' ���@�� ���-��� ���> <-�  �� ��C� 
'��:। ���� �]#!�] </ -���}�� $��# ��� i[ -�� ��%। $�-A��� ����-� )Q�� ;�-�% 
��Y� ���'��B <�� :!��@� �;�- ���- Q��J -�� ����� �X�� ��%� @%। < ��% ->��p ��y� 
���-z� �;�- �-� �-�� ����^ )���� -�� �����% <�� 9����� ��Y ���: ��%। ��� 
�:��P�' ���@�� ���- �D��। ->��p ��y� ����� ���  9����� </ �:��P�' ���@���- �X�� 
-���% �� ����-����0 �T�Y�% ��� ����  ����� '> .���| -�� �����। <Q��� ���������� $;� 
�:��P�' ���@�� '¿ @%। '�¿� �� �;�- ,�cJ �,� ���'��B ���Qy ����#�� '���/ ��� �;�- 
9��� -�%-�  ���-����� -����� )������- ,�$�� -�� �����। ����� -�� ����� ��, 
�-���� $;� </ �,� ���'��B <� �@�%��� '>/ ��- ���@�� ��� ��� 9��! ->��p 
:�,,�� <�� ��'� ����- $�@�@ <�� ��JIz -��� �#� @%। ->��p ����� ��G�q 9����� 
���> �X��$�� �:��P�' � �@�� {�>�� )�- ��% <�Q��� ��-������ .�� 9��! 
E����%�D �� �:��P�' ���@�� /��@��� ��� ����। ��-������ �-  �D� )�>����- -���, 9� 
���� -����� �:��� ��#��� #��� �D� ����। �� ��% ��-������ �EH� �D� ����� -����� 
�:����� 9����� </ �D�  ����� -���}���- ��H -�� ��%�। ��'> ����� 9����� $;� �,� 
���'��B �-� '�%:���/ ����# <- _�� ;�-�� �����। ��Y ��Y ���-z����� �:��� ����� 
.�� ��C। ��D�C� 9����� ����� -���}��� �:��� �#��!� I�q �D� ���-z������ )��J�-� 
-�। �� -���! )��-��� ��% 9����� $;� �,� ���'��B-<� ����-�� ����� -���}�� ��;�% 
-�� �-�  �� �Z��� I:J� ��z�% ��% ��� <�� ����� .�� 9��! -��। <�� 9���!� ,�� 
��-����� �>����>z @�% �C���। ,�HJ �,� ���'��B-<� �-A�� -�- � -����� ����। ����J� 
��J��% $;� �,� ���'��B 9����� ���|���@� �� �T���� ���� �,�, ��%����� <�� EXo���� 
���- )o�� @%, �� ‘�-’ �,���J� u;J ��Y�, �8� ��Y� <�� 3� ��Y��- ��- ���@���� ��[�� 
$�># ��@��> -��। �:��P�' ���@�� '> @�� < � �:A���� �GH�^।  
 

'���/ ����� �r ������ ��* V��%� -��� �� <� �� ��z�� .�� <-�  �� ��� ���X�� 
��W�%। </ ���X���  ��� :������ ���¢ ������� ���� '> -��  ��Ĵ  )o�� @%। I��� I’ �� 
��% </ ���X�� ��� J �� -�� � �-  ���%  @� ���~� �� ���� ����� ��% )�- :�C��� 
-���n� �;�- ���-z���� {�> ������ -��D। -�� �� :�C� �;�- ��� ?��� <-�  �>� ���%��� �� 
��� �PQ�: ��'���� ���- )o�� @�~। 9����� ���X���  ��L�� ���� ��, </ ��-����� 
%���, �PQ�: ��'�� <�� �� ���C� � , 9��� ���C� �-  �'  )�_� :�� ��|���� -��� '> 
���~। �PQ�: ��'���� ���  ��'���� ���- <�� )�_� �% <�� ���-��� �Q�� ��·�� {��� 
-��� ;��-। < D�C� ����� )�_��� E����J�- ��  <�� �� �-�  ������ -�� �,�� ���� ����� 
}�� ���� 9����� )�_�� <�� ��C। <�� ����� ���X�� �@T�-�%� J��� ��AU�D। ����� ����� �� 
9�� ��-������ ��U� }�� ��|���� @�% ?W�� 9�:/ ����� .�� 9��� @��� ����^ �/। 
->��p :�,,���- u;J ��Y��� ‘��’ �-�M�� ���% ,�cJ �,� ���'���B� -���}�� �PQ�: 
��'���� �-  ��J^ )o�� @%। �¢� @��� 9�:/ �D�  �D�  -�%-�  �� ���W�% ��'���  <�� �� 
)�_��  �M�!J ������� �%। �¢>�% ->��p :�,,�� ��� �-�M�� <�� ,�cJ �,� ���'��B-<� 
�@�%��% �PQ�: ��'���� �� )�_��� .�� )��-J�� 9��! E���%। 9����� -���}�� 
�:����; �A-�����: ��'���� ��«��J� o��� )�_� �%। ->��p  
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 :�,,���� 9���!� �W- �N�J ��@N��J -���}�� �;�- )�� �- ��J� �� )�_��� ��·��}�� <�� 
��'���� ��}���- $E� �:����FJ -��� ;��-, ,�� )�- ��·�� <�� �� ��� @�% ��% <�� 
��'��� )��_� ��-����� 9@� ? �@� @%। <� �-  �;�- )��-J� -����� �:���� 9��! 
��-����� 9�� -��� �����। �-D�#�� ���>/ ��-������ )^� x8/68 ' ���- @��@� @%। 
��-������ 9�J�� <�� �E]-�� 9����� ����-��? i�� ��%। �-D�#�!� ���> ����� 
$��������| #�! @�% 9�� <�� ���� )�_� �D�C �����% ��%। I’�B� ����� �� �PQ�: ��'�� 
<�� )�- )��� ->��p :�,,���� ���� 9��। <��� �PQ�: ��� 
��� @?%� ��J^ 9����� 
���� ;��-। <� ���� 9����� <-�  ��� J ����� ���� <>����� ����। ��-������ <-�  
K�T���  I��� � �% <>������ ��C ��%। <>����� ��� J� }���� K�T��� �  ��� @�% ��% <�� 
r8' ��-��� @��@� @%। �-. �-. ���� ��C �Q�� ��%। <>����� ��� J�  ��� ������ �PQ�: 
)�_�� 9��। 9����� �@T�-�%� J��� ��� ��/ ��, ��.�-��P�� ��-����� �,����� � �-�  ��U�  
_�� -���D। <��� $�% I’ �-�M��� �� ��-��� ��·�� ��J�! -�� ��U� �  ��� ��|���� -�� 
�����। <��� ��-����� 2�-�--���n�:��� $���  :�C� ��UC -���% )��¢� E���%। ��D�C� �- ��J� 
<��-� K�T ���  <  @� ��%। 9��� <-�  �� � ��.-��P�� ���W�% ��/। <��� ��Y 9� <-�  
�� ��W� @% {�%�:� )%����� �c� <�� /��% :� ��z�� ���� ��� -��� '>। 9����� 
��}�� ��.�-��P�� ���% �:A����� ��- _�� ����� ���  {��� -��। <��� ����� :������ ���¢ 
��� �% । �t/ '���/ �¢>� 4 �� ��% �� ��  ��.�-��P� .0�� �:���� ���� ��-������ <-�  
 @����� K�T��� �- <>����� -��। </ <>������ <-' ��,� >�B <�� r8 ' ��-��� �@� 
@%। )�,���� � �>��·� �>�' <�� )>�> )��� ��% 9�� @%। <��� </ ���  ���� ���� 
{�%�:� )%����� �c��  ��� -�� ��%। ��� )�� )�� /��% :� �� �����  �T������ 
���:�% I�  K>� .�C�% ��%� @%। ����� -�' �M�!J -�� ��}�� ������ �@T�-�%� J��� �,�� 
9��। 
 

-���n�-E�U���� ��z�% @��':��� �-  ���E������ ��' .�C�% ��%�� �� ��-������ 
���:����: �>�_�� ��� )������ @%। ��-����� ± '�%:��� �,��� ��P��z -��। </ �,�� 
���:����: ��H -��� '> ��* ��@��� <-�  �-�M�� ���E����� ��W�%। x/ '���/ �Q��� </ ���  
���E�����,����� � �-  <�� <>����� ����। </ ���� )> )�� �,�� ��  �;�- 9�? ��#�! 
9� <-�  <>����� ����। ° ��/ �-�� 6 �� ��% ��-������ ��  �� ���E���� �,�����  
9��। ����� �'���� �� �,�����  .W�~� �W- ��/��% <>����� ��� J ����� .�� }�� E���%। 
<�� ��-������ u' �@� @%। .Q%��# $�% �B����- �:���}�� E��। �:���}��� ����� ���% 
E�U���� �;�- ��-������ $�% I’ �-�M�� {�> ��@���>� '> 9��। ��-����� �,����� � �-D� 
�N�� <�� :�C� �;�- ��� <�� <>����� )�_�� )o�� @��� '> $b0� @%। �D- ��/ ���% 
9����� )> <>����� ��� J�  ����� .�� )��-J� 9��! E���%। </ 9���! ��-����� �M�!J 
D�QY @�% ��% <�� ����� t�' �@� <�� wu ' 9@� @%। 9����� <��? <�� <-' 
����/ }[��Q��� 9@� @%। <��� 9����� ���  <>����� )�_� ����>�: -��। 9��� ��; 4/ 
'���/ ��=�,�:� �C-�����  .�C�% ���% 9��। <��� ��-����� ����� � �- ��J� -�%-�  
o���� J���� ��@���> �:���}�� -��। �� ���% ��-������ )Q>;J�� '> )�- _��% ����� ���^ 
-���  �Q�� 9�%�'- <�� ���D� -�� ��-������ )Q>;J�� '> <�:�% ��%। �-O IQJ�:>��� </ 
���D��� .�� }�� E����% )�-�- ����� @�>� -��।  
 

9����� E�U���� �-�M�� ���:����: �>�_� ���~y -��� -��J-��� 9�? �G�� -��। _��% 
���-��� �@�%��% @�'�:� <�� ��-���, E�U���� ? -���n�� ��-<�-�� ��z� ? ���? % �C�-� 
r88 
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:' �-�  ��� -�� ��%� @%। < ���% ���-z���� ��Z� ���-z� �;�- /���%��, /�� S�/Q�� 
<�� ���- <� ��z� ������ -���  �EH� E���%। 9����� �:������ </�� ���-z�� ���?�% 
-�JE������ ���� ���� �;�- ���C�% ��%। <� ,�� ��� <�� �C- ���:����: �M�!J �¢ @�% ��%। 
�[��% @�% rx�� '���/ ��- ���@� <-�  �-�M���- E�U���� �;�- </ <��-�% ��W�%। 
��-������ </ �-�M���  ���?�% ��/�� ��Y ��Y ��-����� ���- )o�� @%। W�-����'���� 
�-  9����� <-�  <>����� ��� J 9�: �;�-/ )�_� ��%�D�। I��� r �� ��% ��-������ </ 
�-�M���  �� <>����� )�_��� ���L 9�� �� 9����� ���  ����� .�� 9��! E���%। ,�� 
��-������ <-' �'-��-?�@ rr ' ��-��� 9@� @%। ��-����� D�QY @�% E�U���� ���% 
-��। <� ���� 9����� �:������ ‘��� ���?�% �c��� �-  ���?�% <�� �C-���� ���  -�� 
��% <�� �� ���-z�� /���%�� �����J�� '> 9��, ���-? 9@� -��।  
 

9����� 2�-�� �:���� �� ����� -��J-��� E����% ���~�। �G� � ��-���� <-�  
���J���B��� �� ���������� �� ���%� ����_�� ���'��� '��� '> 2�-�% 9��। </ ���  2�-� 
/B��-�B�B�� �@�� �� )�_� -��D�। ru�� '� �-�� ���C ��� �% �@�� ��� �Q��� ����� 
��� ���� �P�� ����� )��#� -��D�। �W- �� ��% 9����� t' �:���� �@�� ��� ���� 
����P�% I�  �o�T ������! � �% <�� ���F��% ��� �- 2�-�� ����_�� �M�-J )��@� -��%। 
<� -’�� �� 9����� �:������ '��� ���� �� ���P�� ‘�:A���� ��P��’ ���-z����� )�- 
����� ����� @�% 9���E�� 9�%�' -��D। �������� �� 9���E�% �>�z, �W- ��/��% 
9����� �:������ 9���E� �Q�% <-�  ������! � �%। <�� $�% r8/rw ' ��- ����� @��@� 
@%। 2�-�� �:���� �� � <��  ��Q��:� <-' ���-z�� .�J� -�JE���� :�C�� <�-�u ��/ ���% 
����X>�� ���:�% ����। ,�� ���-z�� )�,����  :�C���� ��F @�% ��%। ���-z�� )�,����� ���L 
���L ������ ‘���@�/’ E�/�' ��H����B �¢>��Q��' 9��। < ����� ����� �� 9����� ��  
�:���� �� 4/ '���/ ��� 3 �% ���-z�� )�,����� ����� 9��� ����� .�� �o�T �D��C। 
,��r/t ' ���-z�� )�,��� �@� @%। ���-z�� ������� < ���% ����  >��R�� �-��� '��� 
2�-�� ���Qy ��z�% ���X���� -��। <��  @���� ���-z�� �������� <>����� -��� '> 2�-�� 
�:����� <-�  ���-�� �%। ����� :������ ���¢ �M�!J ������� �%� @%। �8/ '���/ ��  
���-z��  @���� ����� ��� J ����� ��z� � r-<� ��- ���~�। �:������� <-�  ��� J ����� ��D� 
�%। �������� ���X���  r � ��z�� ����C �� ����� :�� -���% ��%, �W- �� ��% �:������ 
������� :�C��� <-�  �o�T ��#� -��। ��Y ��Y :��C�  ��� @�% ��%। <�� <-' )�,����@ 
w ' ���-z�� ����� �@� @%। 9����� �:���� ���  ������ �� _� ����>�: -��। <� -�� 
�� 9����� 9� <-�  �:���� �� �. ��/�� ����T ��- ���@�� <-�  '���� .�� 9��! 
E���%। </ 9���! t/u ' ��- ��� �@� @% <�� '���  #��oz @%।  
 

���%!:�� )��_� 9����� �:���� ���  ���c )�,��� �Q�� ������! � �% <�� 
�����C� ? �EA������C� /���Û- ����c��  �r/ '���/ ��� ���C �8  �� ��% ��� @%। < D�C� 
�����:� ? 9i:��� ���; <-�  {�I>��- ��/� .�C�% ��%। �����:� <�� ������� ���L I�  
{�I>��- ��/� ��� -�� ��%। <� ,�� -�� <�� -���:��� ��� -�%-�  ��� -����� 
��I>��� )Q��� �¢ @�% ��%। <� �-D��� �� ,��n� <�� 2�-�� ���L ��:�� ���?�% �����  .�C�% 
��%। ,�� ���%:� <�� 2�-�� ���L �X ���:����: �¢ @�% ��%। < ���% 9��� �@T�-�%� J��� 
��� 9�� ��, ��- ��-�� ��-���@�� � ����� .����>��- ���#� �%�� $b0�� ��~। </ 
���#��- ��E�� -�� ��%�� '> 9���? <- � ���-�� �/।</ ���-�����%� 9��� 
�@T�-�%� J�� �;�- 2�-�� �:���� 
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��}���- ���J� ���W�% ��%� @%। </ ���J� )���%� ���#�� �� ����«�� ��� <�� 9��� )>�> 
���� ���#�� �W- ���J ��@N��J �o�T ������! -���� @%। ,�� ��� -����>- �D�����% ���#� 
��%�� '> ���#� @�� 9��। �w/ '���/ ���� <-�  �:���� �� �-����'��� )��_� ���TJ )�,� 
9��! -��। �T������ ���% ���TJ Q��� ��� �-D� )�� ��%� @%। ��� ,�� ���TJ ����-D� ���� 
<�� -�:'�� ��� @�% ��%। <� ,�� </ ���#� $@�� ���!� @% <�� )�- D��D��� 
/~�-G�Q���/ ���#� �'J -��।  
 

@������� �:%���� ��G�q 9����� �����:��� ���  �x/ '���/ ��� � �� ��% 
/��% :��� ��C ��/� ��Z�� ��� %� o���� ���� -���n�-��.�-��P �C�-� .�� -�%-�  <�B-
 >��- ��/ ��U�� ����। ���� �-��� ��-���@�� �%\���� <-�  ?%���� X�- ��/�� .�� 
�������� @%। ,�� X�-�  ��� @�% ��%। X��-  )�_��� <-' ��-���, I' ��'�-�� ? 
S�/Q���@ ���/ �@� @%। ,�� w ' ��-���,� ' ��- ��'� ? x' ��'�-�� �@� @%। </ 
����� ���% -���n� �;�- ��-����� t8�  :�C��� � �_�� .��_� @%। ��-������ :�C�}�� 
� �_� �;�- )�- �N�� <�� ��UC�%। 
 

����� :�C� �;�- ��� �-D����>- ��-��� ��� 9�z 9�z � �_��� ���- )o�� @%। 
���� ��z�� ��� ���% )o�� @�~�। )o�� @��� ��% 9����� ��U�� ���� <�B-����J��� ���/�� 
�������! ����� x/6 ' �@� @% <�� 9�? )�- 9@� @%। <��� ��-����� 9� �j��� 
)o�� @%�। ��z �� ��-����� ��/ �T� - ��� ��@���> � �_��� E����J�- �y �y -�� 
�n��� E���%। ��z �������- ����%��? �¢ @�% ��%। <��� ��-����� ��«��J� o��}���� 
���|���@�� �¢�� ��;H �n��� i[ -��। @������� �:%���� ���� <-' ��%- ���z,� -����� 
_��% ���-��� ���; ���� ��-������ I��_� ����। ��.�-��P �;�- ��Z�� ���%:�� <�� 
��.�-��P �C�-� .�� ��.��%�% <-�  }[q��!J ���� �D�। </ �����  �M�!J -���� � {��� <�� 
��� �'���। </ �����  ��� -��� '> '�¤��/ ����� $;�� 9�� ���* ��,- ��� <-' ����F 
�X��$�� �:�����- ����!� -��। ��� ��Y 9��-�  �:�����- ���% </ ��������- -��� '> 
��W�/। ���* ��,- �����  �������·[�� ���- -�� <�� <-�  -�� ����% ��% 9��। <��� 
)�>��- ���� �EA����� �D�� Q�F�!� ��G�q �8'�� <-�  �T������ ��� J�- ��,-�- ��Y ���% 
��.��%� �����  ��� -��� '> ���W�% ��/। </ ���  $;� �����:�� �:�% ����� _�%� ��U�  -��। 
<� ���� ���� �:���� �� ��� @�% ��.��%��� ��AU�D। ����� <-�� ;�-�� �� _��% �:������� 
��@���> ��% �r/ '���/ ���� ��.��%� ������ �T������ ��:�% �-O �T������ �������!� ��% 
‘/:��’ �W-�� -�' -�� �। /�>���� _��% ����� �E%���>� <�� ��'�-�� ��- ���@���� ���। 
��-���@� <�� ��'�-�� )-a�] Q�F�!� �T������ ��� J� .�� 9��! E���%। 9���! Q�F�!� 
���� t' �:���� }[�� Q��� 9@� @%। </ t '�� ���> �' _��% ���|����� 9�I� ��`�- 
�-���/��? �D�। �:���� ���  /:��-�' � -��� �[ ���� .�C�% ���� �>;J @�% ��- ���@�� 
9���!� E��� )�_� ����>�: -��� ���> @%। <� ,�� 9����� ��;H #�� @%। ���? 9@� 
�:�������  ��Y 9�� �#� @% �-O ���� ������- �����  ��:��� @�%�D� ��}�� .�W�% 9� 
����� ��# ��� @%� <�� ���� rx8 ��.� 9/-<-�  �����/ �,�� ���� �@T�-�%� J��� �,�� 
9��। <� ����  �����! 9/ <� � ��� @��� �C� ? H @�% ��?%� 9����� ��# <- � ����  
#��� -��!। ° ���% ������- g�>��� 9����� ��� -� �D�। )�- �EH�� �� @%� �-D� �-D� 9�� 
���:�C -��� �#� @���। 2�-�--���n� ��z� �¢ -�� ��%� 9��� �# �D�। ��/ ��# </Q��� 
�>;J��% ��J���� @?%�% 9�� ��;H �E�^� @�% ��C <�� ����/ 9��� �����- ���:��C� �EH�% 
;��-। r/t ���@ ��� )�- 
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-�H 9��� �-D� �����! 9/-<-�  ��o@ -��� �#� @/। 9/-<-�  ���:��C� �� 9�� ���* 
��,-�- �T�- ��W�/। ��F ��J^ 9��� ��.��%�� ���:����: ���~y -��� ��;J @�%�D���। 
�� ���C��� ��* V��%�� ��G�q �� �-�M�� )�_� ��%�D�, ��/ )�_��� .�� ��- ���@� ����� 
E�� )�>�@� ����। �� ���C�� )�_� �;�- 9������- �����C� -��� �EH� -��। ��* V��%�� 
�-�M���  ��- ���@�� $E� E���� ����? ����� )�_��  ��@��� ��Y ��� ����। ���|������� </ 
)�_� �;�- $�%/ ��-������ .�� )��-J� 9��! E����� ;��-। �6/ '���/ ���-� u �% 
9����� ?-�� ����� ��% ��, �� ���C� �;�- <-�  ���� E���� �� )�_��� ���- <�:�% 9��D। 
��* V��%� -��� �]#!�] <-�  �� � E������ ��z�% ��-������ <>����� -��� '> ���W�% ��%। 
�� ��  E���� �;�- <-�  �N�� )�_� ��% ��-������ '> )��#� -��� ;��-। ��-����� 
��/ ��/ )�_�� ��AU�D, �W- ��/ ����� .�� )��-J� 9��! E����� @%। ,��u' ��-��� 
�@� <�� 9@� @%। ��-����� <>����� �;�- ��UE�� '> �� ���C�% ���% -��। 
 

r8�� '���/ �-�� 3 �� ��% ��  �� � ��-������ /%�-�����, E���� <�� ��:���C� 
)�_��� .�� )��-J� 9��! -��� '> ��W��� @%। </ �� ��  �:�� ��; o���� �Q�� ���% 
��-������ )�_��� )�� �-�  ���� ��;J @%। ���- -��� �� ���� ����� ��% ��, ��-������ 
�-D� ���- ���Qy ��·���� .�� ��� E� �� -��D, <�� ����� $@��� �>�_� ��� ���;�। <D�C�? 
9�? t/u�  �� ��·���� .�� ���C�% �D�। ����� <-' ?-�� :��D� .�� ��� �D�। 9����� 
�� ��  'Y��� �Q�� ���% )o�� @�% ����� ��·��}��� .�� 9��! E���%। �:���}���� ���� 
��-��� ��·���� .�� ��� E� ��� �>z �D� <�� ���C�%�D�. ���� ��Y ��Y 9@� ? �@� @�। 
�- ��J� <-�  �� �;�- �-D� ��-��� �����% 9�� <�� ��·���� ���- ��?%�� �EH� -�� ����? 
9@� ? �@� @%। <��� ��-������ $�� 9��! -���� 9�:/ 9����� �� ��  )�_� �>�: 
-�� ��'��� <��-�% ������ �,�� 9��। </ ����FJ� ,�� �t ' ��-��� �@� ? �8 ' 
9@� @%। 9����� <-' }[�� Q��� 9@� @%। 
 

����� ���� ��-������ ��[�� u;J ��Y��� ‘<’ �-�M�� <��‘��’ �-�M�� ����� 
�]���� E����% ���~। ��-����� ����� �� ���?�% �c� �;�- %������ ���- )o�� @��� 
�EH� -��D�। �6 / '���/ ����� <-�  �� ���?�% �c��� $�% <- @�'�� :' ��#� ����� 
���?�% ��' ��Ĵ  )o�� @%। ���'� -��D <�� ��-������ ���  ���'� E����J�- ��·�� {���� 
$b0�� �%। ���� ���C �r  �� ��% ‘<’ �-�M��� <- � �� � � J���@ ��-������ </ ��� � 
.�� )��-J� 9��! E���%। < 9���!� ,�� ��-����� �M�!J D�QY @�% ��% <�� ����� 
����-D� ���- 9@� ? �@� @%। ��-����� .��%^� � ���� 9��� ����� ���� ��D� @�  ��%। 
���� �-�� 3 �� ��% ����� �� �;�- ��-����� 9��� ����� ���'� ���- )o�� @%। �-�� 
3 �% 9����� {��-�� 9��� ����� ���� ��% <�� ��-������ .�� � J�� <�� -����� �:��� 
��#� -��। ,�� ��-������ u ' ���- �@� <�� �8 ' 9@� @%। ��-����� 9� )o�� � 
@�% ��D� @�  ����� ���'� .0�� )�_� �%। �3�� '���/ ��-����� ���'� ��#�! 9��� )�_� 
�% ��·�� ���UC�� �EH� -��। <���? ���-z���� 9����� � J��, -��� <�� ����:��� 
�:���}���� )�- @��@� @�% ��D� @ �� ���> @%। ��� _��% ����-� -��D '�� ��% ��, 
��-����� 9@� ? �@� �Y���� �A-�% -�� ��D� ��% ��%। <��� ��W- ���>� ���¢ 
��]#�-Q��� ����� '�� � �:��? ��� '�� ��% 4 ' �@� <�� �u ' 9@� @%। r��� '���/ 
�¢>�% u;J ��Y��� ‘<’ �-�M��� <- � �� � ����� 
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��� )�_��� �Q�� )��-J� 9��! E���%। 9���� ,�� 4 ' ��-��� �@� ? 6 ' 9@� 
@%। ��C �B� ����� �� 9����� ���  �� )�_� ����>�: -�� ������ ��U� �� �,�� 9��। </ 
9���� ���; 9����� ,�cJ �,� ���'��B ��-������ .�� 9��! E����% �V ��-����- 
@��@� -��। '���/ ���� -���n�% ��-����� 
�Q���- )�_� �,���% 9�� '> ��;H �EH� E����% 
���~� <�� �-D� � �,�? @�%�D�। < ��% -���n� �@��� ���Qy _�� ��-����� ����� ->�M :�C 
�����D�। <�� ->�M �;�- ���� � �  @� E����। -���n�% ��-������ </ �]���� ��J -��� 
'> 9����� �:������� r8 '�� <-�  �� <-�  t /�� � J���@ -���n�� .0�� )�$��� -��। 
r8�� '���/ �-�� ���C �8  �� ��% �:������� </ ���  -���n� �@�� ��-������ ���Qy 
)�_��� .�� � J���� ��@���> �:��� ��#� -��। <-�  �:��� 9'�� ����, <-�  �:��� ���� 
±F����%� �-� , <-�  �:��� �:�%����X��, <-�  �:��� -������C� �-�  <� <-�  �:��� <�-
�T-?� )�,��� �-�  �������� @%। �:���}�� �������!� ,�� ��-������ ����� �Q�Y ��% 
<�� Q���\z @�% -���n� ��������� ���- �D� �D��  -��� ;��-। ����F -�� ��Z� ���-z� �;�- 
��> 9:� ����� ����� @����% �,��। )�- ��-��� _��% ���-��� ��������� ��z� '��� 
E�%। 9��� )��- Q�% ���'� ���% ���-�% ��C। 9��� -���n��� �� �:������ ����� �]���� 
E����~� �W- �� ���% �:������� 9� <-�  �� E�U�����? ����� �]���� ���C�% ��%। �6/ '���/ 
��� �8 �% �����@�� � ����J -���n�-E�U���� ��z�% 9��-��  o���� �-  ��-������ <-�  -Q% 
�� ���~� �� 9���� �:������ :��C�� �o�T ��#� -��। ,�� 4 ' ��-��� �@� ? 9�? 
)�- 9@� @%। �8�� '���/ I��� � �� ��% �����@��  ��-������ <-�  :��C� .�� �:������ 
�o�T ��#� -��। <� ,�� w ' ��-��� �@� ? 6 ' 9@� @%। 
 

��/ '���/ ���-� ���C x �% r ' �:���� E�U���� ��?%�� �c��� ���� ��@����� r ' 
��-��� ? r ' ���-z�� ������� .�� �o�T ��#� -�� ����� @�>� -��।  
 

E�U����� ���^ -��� � �������� <-�  9���E� �Q�% �o�T ��#� -��� �� 6 ' 
����� 9@� @%। < D�C�? /��% :�� ��-������ _��% <- ������� ��� 9} ���% �����% 
��%� @%। < ��z -��J-����� ,�� _��% ���-��� ����� 9��� ���C ��%। ����� ���|���@�� 
.�� 9_� 9��� �,�� 9��। 
 

-���� .0�� -����:� ���?�% ����� �-  ���-z����� I�  �� � )�_� ��% �����  
$@��� -��' ���| �D�। </ ����� �- ��� -��� '> 9�� ->��p 9/.�=�- ���J� ��/। 
���J� ���% ->��p 9/.�= �����  ���- -��� '> �T������ <R�� J�@ <-�  ���- ��W�%। 
</ ���- ��� J �� )�_� ���¢ <�� �����  ���¢ ��z���� ��� ���% 9��। <��� �4/ '���/ ��� 
r �% <-�  ��/�T� �� � ->��p 9/.�=�� ��G�q -������� ����� .�=��> �?� ��%। ��� 
4 �� ��% ����� � �- ��J� ��- )�_��� .�� �� �� �9��! E���%। 9���!� ,�� �6 ' 
��-��� �@� @% <�� ���� ��U�E�D� ���� )�_��  ����>�: -�� ��/����n��� �����% ��%। 
9����� ��/�T� ��� J ����� �- ������ ���:�% �� -�� ��%। ���|������� ��-������ )�_� 
�;�- )�- )� .��� -��। 9�� �� -���n� ? ��%����� <��-�% ���� �>z �D���, �� ��% 
����� ������� ���� '> <-�  x /�B���'7 �  _�� -��। <��� ���%q �D� ����� ���¢ 
��z���� ��� 9����� �-  �$�! -��। ����F -�� </�� /�B���'7 < <� -�}��� ���- -�' 
-�� ����� ���¢ �-D� -;� ���� ��-��। ��� ���� ��%�। �� -���n� ������� @�������� ����� 
-�' -��। �� 9����� ��� ��W�% �������� ��-������ I�  ��:T 9�D <�� ����� <-�  T�� 
�@T�-�%� J�� _�� -��  
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@�%�D। < D�C�? w88-x88 ��'�-�� <�� w88 ����� ������% -�� @�%�D। �� 9�? ��� ��W�% 
-���n� ��������� $���#� �>��_� ���/ .0� <�� �'��� -�� @�%�D <�� </ $���#���>@ ��/�� 
.0�� �:��� -��_� ��J^ {��� -�� @�%�D।  
 

-���n� �����P��? <-�  �>� ���%� ��|���� $���#� )�_� {��� -�� @�%�D।  
 

-���n� <�� ��%����� <��-�% ��-������ ��| <- �T�Q���? ����। �-O ��-������ 
<� ��| ;�-� ��0? ����� ����� ��� -�� �:�D। ����� ����/�� </ ����� {���>'- 
,��,� ���¢ �^�> -��। ������- �'�� -�� ���� �>�@�� -�� @�~। �� '> ���� ��;H )��^�� 
$-�� -��। ���� ���> ���%�� ���Q�� ���/ $��। ���� ��� <��-� �D�C ����� _�� �����% 
���� ���/ /~�-। 9������- 9�? ��� ��W�% ��, ��-������ @��@��� ���>� ���/ ����। i�� 
������� @��������/ $�% w88-x88 ' 9@� {��- �E�-]���� 9�D। @�������� _��� 
)Q��� ��U��� �Q��� )�- 9@� {��-�- ���� @�%�D <�� }[�� 9@� {��-��� ��Z� 
���-z�� ���W�% ��%� @�%�D। 9@��� ���>� <� ���� @?%�� '> ����� ����� �Q�Y ��C�D�। 
-���n� �@�� 9����� <�� ���-z����� �]����� ,�� ���-' �@� �D�C o���� ���- �����% 
���~। $��>- �@����� ���E%�� D�C� �@�� ��� @�� ����D�। -���n�� .0�� ��-����� 9����� 
�-�� «� )�_� ���J���� '> �EH� E���%। ru�� '���/ ��-������ <-�  �-�M���:�� ��� @�% 
�-�� «��� ���- )o�� @�� ;��-। �-�� �8 �% ��-������ �-�M���  �� 9����� )o�� 
)�_��� ���� ��AU�D ��%, �� 9����� ���|���@� {��-�� ����� .�� � J�� <�� @��-� 
����:��� ��@��> ����� )o��� ���� ��%। 9����� �:���}���� ��-����� $E�� #��oz @%। 
���? ��-����� ����� 9���!� E�� )�>�@� ����। 9����� ���|�������? ��@��� ���; ����� 
9��! ����>�: -�� r �B� ��� ��D� @ �� ���> @%। </ ����FJ� ,�� ��-������ �w ' 
@��@� @%। ��-����� ��z �� 9����� )�_��� .�� -����� �:��� ��#� -��।  
 

° ��/ �-�� «� <� -��� )�_� �;�- I/ �� �:���� ���CE� ;��� �-  <-�  
�C-����, ���  ��I>] ��/� <�� -��� <�� -���� �-  <-�  ������� .�C�% ��%। �����%��� 
9����� {�>�� �� ���-z����� ��Y �j������ ��� <�� ���-z���� �,�� ��- �;�- �����%� 
���' $��� -��� �EH� -��D� �W- ��/ ��% ��-�����? 9����� ��D� �����- �EH� E���%। 
���� �-D� ���>- ������- </ -��' ��%�: -��। </�� ������- ��/�@ 9���� )�_��� 
��D� ��W�%। ������� 9����� ��/�� ��D� ��z�% x � <�B����J��� <�� 3 � <�B- >�· ��/ 
��:�%। �-O _��% '������� ��-J��� '>/ <�B- >�· ��/}���� 9����� �-� #�� @%�। 
��/ ���U��� ����  <-' _��% ���- 9����� �����%� �@T�-�%� J��� ��W�%। ��� ��?%���� 
�@T�-�%� J�� �;�- 9����� �T������ ����Fd �� :�/�T� ��Y � �_�� .��_� @�% �]#�] 
��/}�� ��Ü% -�� ��%। 9��� _��% ���-��� ���-z�� �����- �]���� ���¢ �'�: ;�-�� 
���। <��� ��/ ���-z�� ������� <�-� �����- -��'� '> 9����� )�_��� ��D� 9��� 
�EH� -���D _��% ':! ����� $�EH��- �>;J -�� ���%�D। '���/ ����� ���F� ���- ��] ��@��� 
��%���'��, E�U����, @�'�:� /�>��� <��-��� ��-���@�� ��[�� �]���� �'����� -��। ��-����� 
��%���'��� �� ->�M -���D� ���� �;�- EXo��--���n� ��z� 9��� ������ �EH� -��। ��* ��@��� 
��%���'�� ��->�M�  ‘��/T’ -��� ����^ �%। rt�� '���/ ��* ��@��� �w '�� <-�  -����� 
�� ��- ��%���'��� ��-������ ->�M ‘��/T’ -��� '> ���W�% ��%। </ ���  �¢>�% 
��%���'���� �-  ��AU�D ��%। ���� �;�- ����� <-�  �D�  ���- �� ��-������ )�_� �M�-J 
�������� ��� 
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��o@ -��। ��� �r  �% -����� ���  �:�� ��; )o�� @�% �� )�_��� .�� )��-J� @���� 
E���%। </ )��-J� @����� '> ���-z���� ���� / $b0� �D��। ���� ���Ý��Þd��N> @�% ��%। 
9����� -����� ���  </ )�_�� �����: ��% ��-������ ��� -�%-�  ��·�� �o�T D��C .�C�% 
��%। ��-����� 9��^ @�% �D� �D��  -��� ;��- <�� 9����� {��-��� }���� $�% r8 ' �@� 
<�� �8 ' 9@� @%। <- �B� ��� E��� �� 9����� -����� ���  ��-������ $E�� #����� 
-��। �������� )�_� ����>�: -�� ���|������� ������ E�� 9��। E�U����� ���-z���� ����� 
��U�  9�? ��|���� -�� �����। E�U������ </ ��U�  �;�- ���� ���Qy '�%:�% :�C��� ���X���� 
-��। </�� ���X�����%� ' r-t�  <�� r-t�  t  �� X�- -Q%-<� 9-��� �>�@�� -��। 
</�� ���X���� �Q���. I����, �¢>�% <�� ��� �r  �� �� ��-����� E����। <�� $��>- :�C�� 
�>��� w8 �;�- �88 :�'� ���>। </ ����� _��% �:������ ��* ��@����� -��D ��AU�D ��%। ��� 
���% ��* ��@��� I�  �� � r8�� '���/ E�U������ �N��J ���W�% ��%। �� � I�  E�U���� ;��� 
9��-�� � �-  <>����� ����। ���� �Q�� w �% E�U���� �;�- <-�  ���X��-Q% 9��-�� � 
���- )o�� @%। -Q%�  �� <>����� )�_��� ���L ��AU�D ��% �W- ��/ 9����� <>����� ��� J 
����:� <�� @��-� ����:��� ��@���> }�� E���%। <� ,�� -Q%-<� $;� ���  �'� 
#��oz @�% ��z� �;�- ��C ��% <�� )���H :��C}���? ��;H #����� @%। ��-����� :��C 
�;�- ��� ��»� 9���!� �EH� -��। �-O 9����� <>����� ��� J� }���� ����� )^� �8 ' 
�@� <�� rw ' 9@� @%। ��-����� }��� ���� � -�� � ���� �����% ��%। ° �� 9��-�� � 
t ��/� ��Z�� �¢>�% 9����� 9� <-�  <>����� ��� J ��-������ 9� <-�  -Q%�- <>����� 
-��। ,�� ��-������ t ' �@� <�� w ' 9@� ? <-�  X�- #��oz @%। $E�� )� ? 
�:�����[� 9����� <>����� ��� J� @z:� @%। <D�C� <-�  � � ��/�-�? ���� �%। <>������� 
��� ���% ��-����� ����� @�'�:� ->�M �;�- <-�  ��|���� �-�M�� 9���� <>����� ��� J�- 
9��! -��� '> ���W�% ��%। </ �-�M���  � �B� �� � �_�� .��_� @%। ��#� 9����� 
<>����� ��� J ���FJ ���F ��� ����  $b0� @�%/ )��#� -��D�। ��-����� � �_�� .��_� @��� 
��Y ��Y 9����� <>����� ��� J 9��� ����� .�� )��-J� @���� E���%। <� ,�� ��-������ �r 
' �@� ? �8 ' 9@� @%। <��� 9����� ���  )�_� ����>�: -�� ������ �' ��U� �� 
�,�� 9��। ��-������ <-�  ��|���� �� @�'�:��� �-  �������� ����� ��U�  _�� -��। 
</ ��U�  �;�- ��-����� ° <��-�� E����J�- ����� �G�H -��। </ ��U� �- 9��! -��� '> 
��,� >�B ��@��� �%��� ? :!���@�� <-�  ��j��� �-�M�� ���W�% ��%। </ �-�M���  �6 / 
'���/ ������ @�'�:��� ��#�! ����� )_�%� �:�� )�_� {��� -��। <��� ���X�� ���W�% 
��-������ )�_� ���¢ �;> ���:�C -��। �6/ '���/ �¢>�% 9����� �-�M���  )��-J� 
��-������ ��U� � .�� 9��! -��। 9���!� ,�� ��-������ �t ' �@� ? )�- 9@� 
@%। <��� 9����� �-�M���  ������ �' )�_� �,�� 9��।  
 

,������� 9����� �:���� �� ����� -��J-��� '� ��� �;�- E����% ���~�। ������- 
���J� ��%� @�%�D� ��, ���� �� �������- ��� �>�_ �- �M�!J )E� -�� ��%। </ ����$�#�� 
�r/ '� �:������ �E-� �� �@��� <�� ���7, )�,� ��� -�� ��z )�,��%�� -�:'�� �����% 
��%। �4/ '���/ <-�  �� �:���/�@�  ;�� ������%� ����� ,�U�C� .�� 9��! E����% ,�U�C� .�� 
9��! E����% ,�U�C ��� -�� ��%। ,�U�C �;�- w�  ��/�,�, $E�� }�� <�� <-�  )%>����� ��  
��� -�� �%। �:���� �� ������%� �@��� )�,� ? ���-J� )�,� �����% ��%। </ � �� I�� 
�� 9�? <-�  �:���� �� �Q��:� ;�� 9��! -�� I' ��Z� ���-z�� ������- 9@� -�� 
<�� <-�  )%����� ��  
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@z:� -��। ��Y ��Y �@��� )�,� ? ���� ;��� 9Y���%� ��'��� '�  �:�'�.� 9}� ���:�% 
rw@�'�� �! ��  �����% ��%� @%।�:������ 9Y���%� �@��� )�,�? �����% ��%।<�� 
-��J-����� ,�� ����������� ����>�_� )E� @�% ��%। 
 
    ����� ���� <�� �PQ��: ->��p :�,,�� <�� ��'� ����- ��-���@��- ��� ��� 9��� 
-��� ;��-। 9����� ���- ��� J ��� ��% 9�� ��, ru�� '���/ ���-� t �� ��% ��-����� 
?:�U? ���� _��% �������� ��% <-�  9���E� �Q�� 9�%�' �-��D। </ ����� ���% ->��p 
:�,,�� <-�  �� � � J���@ ?:�U� �-  ���W�% ��%।���-� w �% ��-������ w8-x8' ���- ? 
_��% ������� ��� $�Y�! ����� @�% ����� 9���E� �Q� i[ -��। �Q� i[ @?%�� �-D�#! ��/ 
9����� �� ��  � J���� ��@��> ��-������ </ �������� .�� )��-J� 9��! E���%।,�� 
9���E� �Q� �Q�Y ��% <�� ��-����� D�QY @�% ��%।��-������ t8' ���- 6' ������@ 
�@� @%।9����� �� ��  ������ �,�� 9��। ��-����� ����� ��� ��#�! ����� Q�Y� ���?�% 
�����  ������ -��� '�> 9��� �EH� E���%।rx�� '���/ �-�� �8 �% ��-������ <-�  
��|���� �� ����� ����� �� )�_�  �;�- ����� ����� �-  ����� @%।<��� ����� E����J�- 
���� ��·�� {���� $b0�� �%।����� ���% ��'� ����- � J���@ <-�  �� � ��-������ ����� 
���� �;�- ���C�% ��?%�� '�> ���W�% ��%।���-� u �% 9����� ���  9:����� �-  )�_� 
�% <�� ��-������ .�� � J�� <�� ����:��� ��@���> )��-J� 9��! E���%। 9����� 
�:���}���� ��-����� Q���\z @�%  ��C <�� ����� )�- @��@� @%। ����� ���� �;�- ���� 
�����% ��%। ��� ��«z �N�� 9��� '��� ������ ��, ��-������ -���# u ' �@� <�� 
)�- 9@� @�%�D। 
 
        rx�� '���/ ->��p 9/.�= <- � <>����� ��� J ?:�U <�� 9-���� ��L����L ��z�% 
<>����� ����। ��-������ <-�  �� ?:�U� ��; ��/ <>������ ��C ��%। ,�� 6 ' ��-��� 
�@� ? u ' 9@� @%। 9����� <-' }[��Q��� 9@� @%। �� ��  �,��� ��; -�>�!��:�� 
9��� <-�  <>����� ���� ��� ;��-। ��-������ <-�  �-�M�� ��/����� �;�- -���� ��; 
��/ <>�����-< ��C ��%। ,�� r� ' ��-��� ? � ' ����� �@� @% <�� 3 ' 9@� @%। 
��- ���X�� ��� J� <-�  X�-? ��� @%। ° �� ->��p 9..�=�� <-�  -����� �� 
�:����C�� <-�  ���?�% ��' ? r-t�  � ���,� ��/� .�C�% ��%। 9��� ���� �:������� 2�-� 
<�� -���n�� ��Z� ? {Q����'��� <��-�% ��W����, ���� -���� .0� ��- ���% D����� ? ��:� 
@�% ���������� ���Qy '�%:�% -��J-��� ���¢ ������� �%�� '> ��-����� �������� ���| 
-�� <�� 9����� )�$����� ��z��- �¢ -��� '> ��'�-����� ��z�% <�� ����; ��@���% 
������% -��। </ �� ����� <�� ��'�-���� 9��� )������ '> )������� �G�H -��। 
�������� ���� '> <�� ��'�-����� ����E� ���z ����� '> ->��p 9..�= ? ��* @�[�- 
9�� ���J� ��/। ���J� )���%� ->��p 9..�= <�� ��* @�[ ���Qy _�� ����� ���-'�- 
�������� ��[�� ��-J -�� ��% <�� <>����� ���� ����। rw�� '���/ �¢>�% �����@� �-  ��* 
@�[�� ���- ��-������ x ' ������- <>����� -�� ��P -��। <��� �-  �u ��.� 
������-, ���  �o�T ��?%� ��%। <� ���� 9�? 6 ' ����� 9����� <>����� ��� ��C 
<�� ����� -�D �;�- I�  ��/�,�, u�  @>�� �o�T, ��  )%>������ ��  <�� �r8 ��.� }�� 
��?%� ��%। <� �� �;�- ������� 9����� <��-��� 9� 9��� ��@� ��%�। ��P �������� -�D 
�;�- '�� ��% ��, ������- ���-z�� )�,����� $��#! ���%�D <�� ��Y -�� <� ���|���@�� 
)�_��� �-  �D�C ��%। ����� .�� ���J� �D� ���|���@�� ��[�� ����- -��J-��� E����% 
��?%�� '>, )>;�% ����� ��������:J� .�� -�W�� �>�_� o@! -�� @��। <��� ��'�-����� 
���%z� -��� '> ->��p 9/.�= <-�   
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�-�M�� ���W�% ��%। </ -����� �-�M���  D������ �-  ��'�-�� ->��M� .�� rw�� '���/ 
)��-J�� @���� E���%। @����� ,�� �x ' ��'�-�� �@� <�� x ' 9@� @%। ° <��-�� 
��'�-���� Q�� @�% �MN!JQ��� 9����� �-  9����J! -��। ���� ���� ����� ����- 9����� 
->��M ���W�% ��% <�� ���|���@�� ���; �@�%�� -��� )Y�-�� -��। < D�C� )�- ��'�-�� 
���|���@�� ��# ��� -��� /~� $-�� -��। <��� �;�- ��� ��F @?%� ��Ĵ  </ <��-�� 
��'�-����� ���% �@�%�� ���|���@� �� ��% ���%�D। )�- ��% ��'�-����/ 9����� 
�:��������- ����� ��z�% ����� :^�>_�� ��AU�D�%�D। ��-<�-�� ��z�% �� ����� �E ���% 
9����� �:������ �A-�% ����%�� -�� ��'�-���� ��/ ����� .�� ��-���@�� :������ ���¢ 
���-� ���। �-� ��% ��� ��-����� ° '�%:�%  @�� 9�� ��� 9�: �;�- @����-�� ��� 
9��� ��  �EJ� ��@���> ���-� ���% 9����� '�����। <� ,�� </ ��z��  9����� '> �MN!J 
����� @�% ��%। 
 
 ��'� ����- <-�E �T������ ��� J ? <-�  -����� �� ��- r4�� '���/ ��� r �� ��% 
@���Y�� ���W�% ��%। </ ���  @���Y��� �-�  ���?�% ����� � ���- -�� <�� �-�� ���C x � 
��J^ �T������ ����% ����� �- .�C�% ��%। �������!� ,�� ����� � ��L��� u8 ,�� � <-�  
:>�� �G�H @%। < D�C� �����  ��#! ���� r68 ,�  ���?�% ��/ ��[� ���:�% H -�� ��%� @%। 
<� ���� </ �T������ ��� J ��'� ���?�% �����  ��[� ���:�% .�C�% ��%। r4�� '���/ �-�� 
4 �% ��-������ <-�  ��|���� �� ��'� ���'� �-�  �����J� 9��। �W- ��/ ��% 9����� 
-��� ����� .�� �:���}�� -��। ,�� ��-������ t ' �@� ? 6 ' 9@� @%। ��-����� 
��/ )�_� ����>�: -�� -��%- o���� ���- ���% -��। <��� ��� 9:c ��-������ <-�  
��|���� �-�M�� @���Y� ����� �-  )o�� @% <�� ����� ����� ��U�  -��� �EH� -��। <���? 
9����� {�>�� ����� )o��� ���� ��%। 9����� {�>��� �:���}���� ��-������ t8 ' 
@��@� @%। ,�� ��-����� ��D� @ �� ���> @%। 
 
 -���� � , 9��� ��C��� ��-������ �� )�_� �D�, �� )�_� �;�- ��-����� E�� 
��J^ $�%/ ����%�� -��। </ ����� �� ���C�� �-  ��* V��%� -��� ��o@ -��। �� 9�? '��� 
���� �� -�UE� ��z�% ��-������ -���# <-�  �-�M�� ����%�� -��। ��-������ </ ���- 
9��! -��� '> ��* -��� <-�  �� � ���W�% ��%। </ �� ��  -�>�!��:��� �-  rt�� '���/ 
�Q�� ���%� u �% <>����� ��C ��%। 9����� �������� )��-J� }���  9���� ��-������ r8 ' 
�@� ? 4 ' 9@� @%। � ' _��% �����, �� ��-������ �;���J�- �D�, ��? ���� ��%। r-t 
�¸� ����� �� ��-����� D�QY @�% ��% <�� 9����� ����-�� )�_� ���� �' ��U� �� �,�� 
9��। 
 
 -���� .0�� ��-������ �:���/ _�� <-�  �| ��U�  �D�। </ ��U� �� )^� u8-w8 ' 
��-��� )�_� -��D���। 9����� ���� �:���� 2�-�� ��; ����%�� -����, </ )�_� ;�-��� 
����� ����%���� �:�� �; ���`- @�% ��UC�%। </ ��U� �  ��� -�� ���% ����%���� �:�� �; 
����� -��� '> 9/.�= u;J ��Y��� ‘�T’ �-�M���- ��W�%। ‘�T’ �-�M�� t��� '���/ ��� 
�8 �� ��% ��#! �;�- )o�� @�% �:���/ _� )�_��� �-�  ��AU�D। </ )�_�� E ���- �N��J/ 
-�� �D�। ��- ������ )�_�� � ��#! @�� ‘�T’ �-�M�� )��-J� 9��! E���%। 9���!� ,�� 
��-����� Q���\z @�% ��%। 9��! r-t �¸� E��। ‘�T’ �-�M��� {�>�� ��� -�%-�  ��·�� 
��� -�� ��% <�� )^� r8 ' ��-����- @��@� -��। 9���!� $�� E��� � -�� � ���� 
��-����� �:���/ _� ����>�: -�� ��D� ���% -��। 
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 ����� ���� 9����� ��Y ��-������ ���FJ ���� '���/ ��� E��� ;��-। ->��p 
:�,,���� ��G�q ����� ��� �� )�_�� � .0� ���- u;J ��Y��� ‘��’ �-�M�� ��� ����  ���� 
�,���D�। <���- ��#! ���- 9:���� ? -� ����C�% ��'� ����- u;J ��Y��� ‘<’ �-�M�� ���% 
��-������ ����� �� )�_��� .�� E�� ���% ���~�। ��-������ ��D �;�- ������@� ��z� 
<-��� �� D�C� ��/ $�% �¢ @�% �:�D�। ����;/ ���-�% ���L ���L ��-������ )�_�� 
����� �����@ -�� @���। </ �����@ ��; ��-������ <>����� ���� ��� ;��-। ��� � �� ��% 
6-4�  �A-�% $�% �w8 ' {�> ? )>�> �����@�@ ��-����� ����� ����� �� )�_��� ���- 
)o�� @%। {�-�}�� �� <>����� )�_��� �Q��� 9�� 9����� �� ��  ����:��� ��@���> }�� 
E����� ;��-। ��Y ��Y E��-��UE�  �A-� T��� ��%। ��-�����? ��D @�� ��»� �:���}�� i[ 
-��। ���FJ $�% )�J �¸� _�%� ;��-। <��� ��-������ ��D�� �A-�}�� �,�� E�� ��%। </ 
����FJ ��-������ $�% x8-68 ' @��@� @%, u-w�  �A-� T��� ��% <�� )�- ��� H @%। 
�A-�� 9���@� ��-����� T��� ��%। ��-������ }���� 9����� u ' �@� ? <-' 9@� @%। 
  
 -���n�� .0�� -����D�C E� ��:��� �-  ��-������ <-�  ��U�  �D�। <��� �����--�� 
��� ��-��� ? ���|���@�� ���> ���FJ E�� 9��D�। ���|���@�� 9���! )��k @�% ��-����� 
-����D�C E� ��:� )�_�� ��·�� {��� -��। r�� 9:c ��� �r �� ��% ��* @�[�� ��G�q 
���|���@�� <-��  #�g �� �� )�_��� .�� @���� E���%। ��-������ <- �-�M�� {�> -��� 
<�� � J���� �@�%��% ��|���� )�_� :�C �����D�। r�� 9:c ���|���@�� )�� ��@�� #�g ���  
@>�� �o�T ? t8t ��/�,��� ��@���> 9��! E���%। �o�T ������! �� �% ����� �8�  ��·�� 
��� -�� ��%। ��-����� Q���\z @�% w8 ' �@� �Y��- �,�� ��D� o���� ���- �����% 
��%। �����? o���� ���- s��� 9��^ @�% )�- ��-��� �@� @%। I' ��-��� 9����� 
@���� ��P @%। <��'9/< ? ����:��@ )�- )��� <�� r8-rw @�'�� }�� 9����� @z:� 
@%। < D�C� )�- ���>���o� ? -��C 9����� @z:� @%। 9����� ��# I' ���|��� �@� @%। 
'���/ ���� ��%������� )������� '> �u ' :!���@�� �:���� �:����; �EA=o���� 9�-�� 
��'�� @�% ��#! ���- ���~�। ��� � �� ��% ��'���� �-�  ����� <-�  �� )��-J�� 
�:������� .�� 9���! E���%। 9����� �:������ ��@��� ��Y 9���!� ���-����� -��; �-O 
����� 9���!� ���� � -�� � ���� D�QY @�% � D� @ �� ���> @%। ����FJ 9����� <-' 
�:���� �@� ? -�%-' 9@� @% <�� ����-D� )��� �,�� ���� �����% 9��। @������� 
�:%���� ��G�q �� ���  �@��� ;��% )�_� -��D�, ��/ ���  r4�� '���/ ���� �@��� ;��� 
����� %� (�@���, ��à�������, ���E������ �Y�_�) �����  ��-���@��  @���� <-�  ���� 
.�� <>����� ,�U�� 9 -� ��C। �N�J���-�� )���%� ������� �:%���� �� 9-�a-Q��� ����� 
.�� @���� E���%। � �� 9-�a-��% $�% �w-r8 ���  ��Ĵ  ��-����� �-� '��� ��% �। 
IQJ�:>��� ��-  ����� -�' � -��% ������� �:%���� �� �� ��- T����� �#� @%�। � �¸� ��� 
.Q%��# $E� ���FJ E��। ��-����� ���#�Q��� � J���� �:��� D�C�� ;��-। ������� �:%���� 
���� <� �-� #�� @%�। � �¸� ����FJ� �� ��-������ ���  �����% ��%। 9����� 
���|������� ����� ���D ��?%� -��। ��-������ @��@��� ����� �M�-J ��W- �;>'�� � 
�:��? $�>#��J�� �����! $-��, #���#� ���  ��C �B� �@��� ;��� ���  ���� -�� ;��-। 
����� ����-D� 9@��- $�;��- �E�-]�� ��% <�� )����F )�- �G���@�@ ���  2�-� )�Q���� 
���� -��। '���/ ���� ��-����� E�o��--���n� 
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���T ����� �EH� -��। </ ��% ���L ���L ��-������ ��|���� �� </ ��z�%  @� ��%�� '�> 
9��। �EA=o���� .0�� ? ��#�! /����`��� </�� ��-������  @����� ��}����- ���C�% 
���। 
 
 t8�� '���/ �-�� 6 �% /����̀ ����� <- � �� � �EA=o���� u ��/� ��#�! �-��� 
��- _�� <>����� ����। <>����� ��� J ���� �� )��#� -��� �� '��� ���� ��, ':y�;����� 
�-  <-�  '��  @�� �������� '�> {��� @�~। </ '���- <>����� -��� '> <>����� ��� J 
��/ {��� @�% ��%। �¢>� ���C x �� ��% ��-���@�� </ '���  �EA=o���� ���- )o�� @% <�� 
���|�������� <>����� )�_�� ��AU�D। ��AUD�� ��Y ��Y <>����� ��� J '��� � .�� ����:� <�� 
@��-� ����:� �;�- }�� E���%। }���� S�/Q�� 9@� @%। x ' ��-��� '�� �;�- ���,�% 
��E ���; �-O ����? 9����� <>����� ��� J� }���� �@� @%। ��� <>����� ��� J <-�  �G� 
��-���� ��-�  <-�  �E�W ��%। �� �;�- '�� ��% �� </ ��-����� r3�� ����E ���'���B� 
‘��’ �-�M��� ���-। �@� ��-������ �-  @�� ��/�,� <�� ��;H �:�����[� .��� -�� @%। 
<-' 9@� ��-��� 9����� @��� ��P @%। </ <>������� �� ��-����� -���n� �;�- 9�? 
{�> �EA=o��� ��% 9�� <�� ���� ��� ��� 9����� )�_��� .�� � J�� <�� -����� �:��� 
��#� -��। 9����� ����-��? �� )�_��� .�� � J���� �:��� ��#� -��। ���� t��� '���/ 
�-��� ���-z����� <-�  �-�M�� �EA=o�� �;�- ? 9� <-�  �-�M�� ':y�;���� �;�- X�· 
���T @�% 9����� )�_��� ���- )o�� @�� ;��-। ��-����� �� 9����� )�_��� r88 
:�'� ���> ��AU�D, ��/ 9����� <>����� )�_� �;�- ����� .�� )��-J� }�� E��� @%। }��� 
9���� r8 ' ��-��� ��z�� .0�� <�� x ' ��#�! 9@� ? �@� @%। ��-����� -����� 
�:���� �@�%��% ��D� ��� ���� ;��-। </ ���%? 9����� }��� 9���� 9�? �-D� {�> @��@� 
@%। <��� 9����� <>����� ��� J ��/ )�_� ����>�: -�� @��«���� @�� � �-  �� )�_� 
�%। <� I�� �� r�� 9:c �-�� 6 �% ��-������ <-�  �>� ���% .0�, ��#!, ��Z� @�� 
@��«���� @�� � ���- )o�� @%। </ ���% 9���� )�_�� ��* /����̀ ��� 9�? I�  �� � 
���W�% )�_��  ��|���� -��। ��-����� @���«� @�� � �-  )��_� ���  Q�Y� �� ��J^ )o�� 
@% <�� ����� ��D �;�- �:���}�� E���%। 9����� �-�M��� ? ��@��� ��Y ��-������ 
9��!�- $��@� -��� ;��-। ��z ���� ��� ��-������ rw ' @��@� @%। ��-����� r�� 
9:c ���� $�� �C�-� .�� ����� $���#�£ {��� -��। <�  ���� t�� 9:c ��z �� ��� 
��-������ ���; ���FJ E��। ° ���¢>�% 9����� �-�M���  )�_� ����>�: -�� ����� ��� �� 
�,�� 9��।  

 
��-������ <-�  ��|���� �� %���� ���?�% �c� <��-�% ���G� ��U�  -�� )�_� 

-��D�। )�- ��% </ )�_��� ��Y )���� 9����� ��;H ���FJ @%। ��-����� </ ��U� �� 
9�? ���C�% ����� ��� )�_� ��J^ ���:����: _�� -��� �EH� -��D�। ��'� ����- 
��-������ %���� ��U�  9��! -��� ����^ �%। </ ��U� �� ��-������ )^� <- �-�M��� 
�E�% ���� {�> �D�। ��-����� �c� ? �- ��J� ���?�% }��� <��-�% ����� ���G� ��·�� {��� 
-��। ��'� ����- ��-������ </ )�_��  ���¢ ��z���� ������� ��o@ -��। <��� u;J 
��Y��� ‘<’ �-�M�� <�� �-D����>- :!���@� ��% ��� ���C �r �� ��% ��-������ )�_��� 
�-  '���%� @�� ;��-। �N�J���-�� )���%� ��� 9C�/ �� ��% �c��� r88 :' .0�� 
�����/ ��J^ $;� ��J��% ��� -�� ��� �#� @%। </ ���% ��-������ �:���}�� Q�F! ��� 
@�� i[ -�� <�� 9����� ������ 9��!  
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������ ���� ��� �� । "�#� $���� %& '��� %(��) ���� "*��� ���� ��� ����� +,�- +�. 
��/ ���� ����� "��। 01 '����� ����$���� 2�� 3���4�5� ���& "����1�� ��� ���� +�6 
+�6 %7$� ��� (���। 01 '����� "������ "�� "*��� 89 :�#� ���& "�;<��� $=� �� 0�� 
����$���� 2�� >-@�� ��A�� B� �� "��। 01 $�� "*��� ���C 3��� 0���� "��� +����� 
"������ B�� ��/ +,�- DE ��। %����� 01 +,��- +����� %�� "��� ����� ��। %�C�� 
F� %��� G��। "�#� $������ ��= +,�- H����� ��.�� +� $I� �� �। �E��� ��� "�#� 
$���� ��<� +�� . ��� J$����� ��� �K��� ��� +$�� ���& ��। 01 ���� +����� ��(5 
=�=�� ��। ‘0’ "��N��� @ # ��� . O # 3E�� +�� ��। 0 �� �. J$����� ����� 
������ ��� ���। ����$��� ����� %�C� %=� ����� $=� ��। +��� "$P�� 0��1 ��� 2(� 
0�� $��H�� ����Q� ������- ���� 0�# 0� $��( ��� . +�� ����। 
 
 R��� 0�� R���� H������ ":������ ����� �������� H����� ���S�। 89"� #���1 $��� >�� 
�T��1��� ��� ���$#� C�� "��.�� ��1�� B�� J��&��� ������ ���U��- G���� 0��� "V 
B� �� "��� ��। 1�W$� ���� "��.�� ��: ��1H�&� �� 0�� 1�W� +3 "��: ��X6 ��। 
"V�� +����� YZ-Y9 # ��K� ����6�� ����� "$1 $��( ��� ��। ��:3�� ��1H�&� ��� 
����� ��  ���। ":������� +� 0��� �� [\� +:* + �1��#�� (��� ��� ��]���� $ ��$�� 
0�� ��:�<. $ ��$�� B� �� "��। 0� ^�� ��$���-"_���� ���& "��:����: ���S` ��� ���। 
0���� 8@"� #���1 [ #�� 0��� ":���� �� ����a��� (���#c� ��#��) ��� ���&) $����� 
$���*��� B�� +,�- H����। ��K� ����6�� ����� 01 $���*����� ������ ���S���। 
":������ �# ��K� ����6�� ������� ��� 0�� ������� ��e ���। ���� ���� "f�c $���*�� 
2��� ��� . $���*��� 0g�'��$f ���:�� X�$ ��� "��। ^�� ����a�, ������� "*�, 
���#������, ":������: ���&) $����� $NT-� �i ��� ���। ":���� ���� 0��� "^��� ��( 
���#������� ��#������� j��� +,�k ��; ��m $���$� $�c ��n� +,�- H����� o-pZ # 
��#������� ��� ��� ������ �# G�<���� �^�� +�$। #���1 ���$ "�q $r��� +� 0��� ":���� 
�� �$���:W 0�� ���:�<. . ��������� ���a "�� ������ ���&) $����� ��1�� ��1� B� �� 
"��। ^�� �c�, ����:W 2f4�� ��s 0����� ���&) $����� �i ��� ���। p91 #���1 ��:�� 
0����� ":���� �� ^��t� 0�� R���� ���a 0��� "��.�� "$�� 0g�'��$f ���:�� B� �� "��। 
^�� R���-����-:W "�� "��:����: $�����f��� �i ��� ���। ^����:��� ��� ����6����� 0��� 
"H����* +,�- ���� �$��k "�। ���� �� :�� �� "��� ���� �� ���� "���� ��� "�, 
�������� �������� ����� $�$�� "����1 $��� (��� �। 0��� $i&�� +��, ��#�, :�#� 0�� 

� ��� H��# R���� ":���� 0��� :�� �� ^����:�� +�$। �������� "H�����*� ���� "�;<��� 
$�� ������� ����$��� +$�� ����� "��। ���� ����� :�� �� ����� %����� �j��� ��#���� 
���� ��� ��� ��6�� ���� ��<  ����। H��# ����$� :�� � ���� �t���� #& %7$� ��। $�c 
$�c :��  "(�� ":������ ���� H���# "*:� "(�� 3�� H����� (���। ����$���� %&�& 
"���. :�� � ���� %7$� �.��� "H5� ���। ":���� �� ����� �=& ��� "7�_ "���  0�� ��/ 
:���� :��  H����� %�C� ����&�: ���। 0 $�G�q�� ^�� ����$���� ��<H# �������� ����� 
+�� . [ # ��� ��। $�c $�c $�6 ^����:� 0�� ��.�� ��#�� 0����� +��A� $4�5 ��। 8�� 
+:* R���� ":������� +� 0��� �� ‘:&��$’ 0�� ‘"f�:’ ��� ��� �  "����� "7�_ ���  
"���� ���� =�� $�� ���। 
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 "�u 1����v����� ‘"���’ ����� $���� ��� +�$ "�, ����$���� ��� #���� "�� 0�� 
":�����E� $������� #& ������#��� f�c� /��#� ��� �w %�C��� ���� "��� "��� ":��। "�u 
1����v��� �)=-�) 0��� '��� #�� ����� 0&����� ���� #& ���$���� ������#��� /��#� ��� 
���\�� "��। "�u 1����v��� '����� $�c $�c %�C� ��� #���� B�� ��1�^��� $�����& 3�� 
H����� (���। $�c $�c ����$���� �# ��� ��। 0��� #�� �4� $c���� ��� F� G��� ������ 
���। %& #����� B�� '����� 3�� H����� (���। ����$���� ��6�� ��K� ���x� %�C� ��� 
+����� '������ B�� 3�� H����� (���। ����� 3�� �̂���� 0�� ���� :��  "(�� 3�� "��� "H5� 
��� -��m ����� "$ "H5� �&(� ��। 0 +,��- ����� > # ���� ���। ��� ����$��� +����� 
0&����� %�C��� B�� 2H� ":��� �� �� (���। ���& ��� +����� '����� %�C� ����&�: ���। 
�w��� :�� �� ��X6 ��� ���। 0��� ����$���� 0��� ��y���� �� ���� "� ��� $�� +����� 
%�C��� ���� %7$� ��। 01 ���� �� +����� %7���� %�C��� ��� "�;<��, �� +����� 
J$&�� ����$���� B�� +,�- H����। 2Hz $�G�q� pZ # ����$� ��� 0�� +�. ����# 
+�� ��। ����$��� ���& ��� ����� +,�- ����&�: ��� "^�� H�� ���। 
 
 "�#� $���� pZ1 +:* 0��� '��� ��� ����� ��� ��K�� ���������� -����t� �$-
0�-�� ��6�� ��� �����1 7��� ��<� ":�� G�<�� C�� ���। ���� C��� "����� ��� ��� ��� 
"�, �$-0�-�� ��6�� B�� ���� 2���� ����t� "(�� B#������ ��� %�C�� Y-[�� #�� ������� 
���। 01 $���� "��� "�#� $���� ����$���� #& �$-0�-�� ��6�� 0��� 0&����� ����। $�6 
�� . ��� %��=� ���� ���. ����$��� "$�� +� +�$�। "��a� ":� "�, ����� �� ����� "�� 
����� �� ��#���� +�: "(��1 0&����� ${�i $��� ��� ������। %�� %��=� ���� �� ��6�� 
��1 ���:�� "�#� $������ ���� ��� G�<���� �.��� ��। ��( �$�� 7���� ��� 0��� ��#���� 
�&��N +,�- H����। +,��-� $�� �&�N f��� �f�� "�� ������ "7�_ ��=� ��� ��। 
01 +,��� ^�� 8Z # ��#���� ��� . YZ # ��| ��। 0��� ���� ��#��� %�C� 
������ �^�� +�$। 
 
 ����� ��, �|f�: 0�� 0� H������� +����� J$&�� ����6����� .�� 2��1 +,�- 
H����� ���S�। ����$���� ������� $��&�. �� �� +��� "��  ���S�। +����� +,��-� 
^��^� ${�i ��� $�\� ����- 7����$� ���^� #��� ��1। ����� ��� �w %�C��� B�� 
+��� ":��|�# ������ $������ ":���� +,�- H������ ^�� +:�*� �j��� $r��� �w��=� 
%k� >Z # ��� ��।���& ��� �w�� "*� "��  ����� 7��, ����� �� ":�_�B 1�&��� 
0����� %�C� J��� ���। �|f��:. �w %�C��� .�� +����� ":���� +,��-� ^�� 
����$���� 2�� p9Z # ����� ��। ����$���� 0��� p8Z 0�0� ������� ����Q� =��$�� 
��� ��। $}6 ����$��� ���& ��� ����� ������ %�C��� ���� ����� ����
��� ��� ���। 
+����� 0&������� ^�� ����� ��� ��6� ����&�: ��� �:�1� ��� ����
��� "(�� 0��� �� 
��6� "����� "H5� ���। pp1 +:* ����$���� 0��� "��N�� 01 �� ��6�� +�$। +$�� ��( 
�:�1� 7�� "(�� 0�# C��� "����� �(2���� ���$�� ��� +�$। 01 "����� ��� +����� 
#��� "�, ����$���� ����� 0������1 "f�c ":��। ";���� +$�� $�� %�� J$&1 $��� 
%7$�� %�S� 2��� ���। ����� ���z��� %��f��� ����� B)$���� ���� "H5� H����। 0 �� �. 
����� %���� �H�k� . ���q� "����S�। ���� ����� ����� ���I� 
f�� %���� ����&�: �����। 
����$��� 7����$���� $��( ������ "H5�. �����। �w��� 01 �� ��6�� ��� "��� "�#� 
$���� 0��� '��� ���\�� "��। '����� �:�1� 7��� ����$���� ��� �$� "��a�1 ";�� 
����
��� "(�� ������� ���� ���S�। 
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+����� '����� ����� B�� %����� +,�- ��� 0�� pp # ����$��� ��� ��� ";��3�� 
_����� "��। 
 
 ����=- ��� ����$���� +�. ���� ";�� ����� �� "(�� ����
��� ���� ���S�। 01 
";��3����. +����� 0&����� ����� ����� 7���� ��� 0&����� ��� 0�� 0�� pZ # ����$� 
��� ��। ���� ����$���� ��� ��y���� '��� +����� ���y�������� ��� �:�1��� ���� 
%7$� ��। +����� '����� $���� "��� $������ #E� . ���� $������ ������ "�4�~ 
����$���� 01 ������ �:�1� "�;<��� +�:1 %����� +,�- ��� 89 # ����$��� ��� 
���। ����$��� ���� ��� ���। p@1 +:* ����
��� 01 ���( "����� #& ����$���� 0��� 
����� �� ��� ��  ���� %7$� ��। 0�� $�c J$& "��a�1 ���� ";��. %7$� ��। ����$���� 
01 ������ +����� J$&�� +��� 0&����� ���। 0&������� ^�� ";��� +����� po # ����$� 
��� ��। ����$���� "� ���� ��  ���� +$���, ����� 2�� H��� ���& ��� +����� J$&�� ���� 
��� +�$। ����$��� �1-����� 0&������ � �� ��. ����� ��� �:�1�-����
��� 
"��:����:�( "����� "H5� H����� "��� (���। 01 ��� �� � ��� "(�� ����� ���� $������� +� 
"�� ��6� ��� �। 
 
 pO"� +:* ���� p8��� $�� ����$���� ���� ";�� ����� �� "(�� ����
��� ���� 
%7$� ��S�। 01 ";��3�� �� "��� �:�1��� ��� "�;<�� �� +����� J$&�� ";��3��� B�� 
+,�- H����। ����$��� ��n� 3�� H����� +����� +,�- 2���� ��� "H5� ���; ��m +����� 
J$&��� ��/ +,��-� ���� ����� ��� ";�� _��� ��� 0�� 8Z # ��� ��। ����� ";���� F� 
���� �^�� ���  "�;<���। ����$��� ";�� "(�� "��1 +����� J$&��� .�� +,��-� "H5� 
���। 2�� H�� G�� Bf� ��= ":���3�� H��� �� ����$��� ���� ��� ���। ���1 "��� p��� $�� 
+����� ������ ":���� ����� �� 3���� %��C� ����$���� 0��� ��A�� X�$ ��। ^�� 
+�# ����$� G��C��1 ��� ��। 
 
 �|f��:. [(� "�c��� ‘�$’ "��N�� %����� +,�- H����� ����$���� H���� ��A�� 
X�$ ��� "��। ^�� pp # ��� . ��# +�� ��। "�u 1����v��� ��������� ���$���� ����� 
%�C��� B�� ��<� H�� "��� ���S�। 01 H���� ^�� ����$���� ���� F� "f�c � ���। 01 
%�C����� ������ %����� +,�- 0�� 0&����� H������ ^�� ����$��� +����� ���y�������� 
f�� $�$�� $#�: (���। 
 
 �w��� 01 %�C��� ��y ���� #& 0��� ����s� ".�� ��। f��$}6 ����$���� 
����� $NT-� "f�c "���� #& %�C���� ������� 0����� 3#� �� �� "�.�� �� "�, 
����$���� 01 %�C���� .�� ���y������ +,�- %��&I���। [(� "�c� "��#��� +,�- 
���� #& %��$~� ���$���� ����� ���� B�� "(�� %7$� ��S 0�� ����� $�c �i������ "��� 
%�� ����. +��। 0 �� �. %�� ���y����� 0 +,��-� #& 0���� ��S। 01 ���� 3#� 
2��1 ����$���� +���:�z� %�C��� 0����� 2H�� ��� ��S�। 0� ^�� ����$���� ����� 
+�. f�c ���। p[1 +:* +�. 3#� �� �� "��� �� "�, ����6��� 
����� ����$1 01 
+,�- H����� ���। p[1 +:* ��� pZ��� $�� "�u 1����v��� ����# �$��1 +���:���� 
���� �:�� ��1 ��6� 0�� 8 1�] ������� $�����& 1��&������ �&���H�&� "���� "�� � �� 0�� 
���� ��B� 3�� H����� ��। 0� ���� +���:�z� %�C��� ��� "�;<�� "��� ":� "�, 
����$��� $�6 2���=� %�C� "��  ���� f�� ������ ":�� 0�� 0������$� ����$���� 
����&y �#�$�� $�7� ����। 
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 0 �� �. ��� +��� +��� %�� $T�� #��� ���� "�, ���y������ $I��& +,�- ${�i 
����6���� 0� "��� $�|�� 0�� �H�k� ��� �� ��� "�, pY1 +:* R��� "(�� 0� �&������ 
J$& 0�� H���� ��1� �&�A ����t��� +� ��। 01 �&�������� ����$�� "(�� :�#���� ���k 
"����1�� ���� 2���=� %�C� J��� ���, ��� �&�A ����t� �����|��� ��� "������ ��� 
0�� ����3�� ����t� �&������ ���� ��। ����t�� $����� 2��$� �/�:�_��� ��$�� "G�q-� ��� 
"�, ��� "�� ������ $����� ��4���=� ���� %�f���: ��� "�, ���y����� ��� ���  ������ ������ 
��� ���� $NT-� =���T�- "��� ���। 01f��� �������� ����� "��q ���y������ .�� H������ 
2�H5� H���� 0�� 01$� %�f���:�� ����� 2H�� ���#� �&���� ���� "H5� ���। 
 
 ����$��� "���� (��� 0���� +,�k ���� �� 01 (������ +��� ��K� ����6�� 
����� 0�� ����$��&� ����$� "������ ��� ��y���� ��� "����। (������ ����$���� %�C� 
��y���� ���� �� "���� 0����� ���y������ ��= ����� �������� H����� ��.���� ����� $4�5 
��। 01 0���� +��� ��y ���� #& �������� �:��$ (������ +,�- ���� �$��k "�। 2(�� 
(����� 2���=� �&�C� ${�i $NT-� ��� $�7� ���। C��� ":���������. ��� '����� $�c 
0���� ���। p91 +:* ��� p8��� $�� +����� $����� ���� "���� (��� B�� %����� 
+,�- ���। ��m 8 G�� ����� ����� �� ���� +Q$���- ���� ���& ��। ���� ����� pZ # ��� 
. p[ # ��| ��।  
 
 +����� ����� �# +�� ��। (���� 8[�� ��1�^�, ��� �|��, p>�� "������, 0��� 
%�&����$ "$�, ��� "����^� "$�, pZ�� "7�_ . "�  ��#�� 3�� +����� �6:� ��। ��|��� 
(�� "�_���������� ���\�� "��� ��। "���� (��� ��64� 0���� +����� ��}�- +�$। 0� ��� 
�� "���� ���� ��� "��� ����$���� Y�� �� �����:� "(�� "����� ���� ";�� %7$� ��। 
�����:�� %��C� +����� ":������ 01 $���� "��� ���। C��� ":���� ���z�� ��$��B���� 
"�4�~ ���� 8��� $�� ��� ���  %7$��� ����$���� #& 0&����� ����। 
 
 �����:� "(�� o ��1� �T�� $i&� >��� $�� ����$���� ";��3�� 0&������ ��  ���। 
+����� ":������� 3���� ��� ";�� _��� ���। ":���3���� p # �&���$� 8O # ����$� 
0�� ��<H# ��#���� ��� ��। +����� ":������ Y�� 0��#-[8 0�� ��� "�n �g (9ZZ 3��$�), 
9ZZ H�1�# ��1�^��� 3�� 0�� p�� YZY-��1�^� �6:� ���। %���5 %e�e ����� _��� 
��.��� B��� ��� $I� ���। ����t� "(�� �� ��1� B��-�T��� ��$����� ����$��� +:* ���$ 
����� 0��� G�<�� C�� ���। 01 G�<���� ����$���� %k� 0� "��N�� ��y ���। ����$���� 
01 G�<��� $���� �&��� �������� ��� "�;<��। ��� 0��� "��V�� ����� ���\�� 01 G�<�� ${�i 
��6���� ��� $�7� ���। p>1 +:* $i&� @��� �&��� �������� "�4�~ ��� '��� �wG�<��� ���� 
%7$� ��। ��� 8��� �&��� �������� ���� ����$���� G�<��� B�� %����� +,�- H����। 
���y������ J$���� ���-G�<��� �f��� %�2��� ��� ����$���� ��H��� ��� "��। ����� $�G�q� 
�������&���T� ����$���� 2H�� =�=�� ��। ����$��� �����6 ��� ����� G�<�� "��  ������ ���। 
+����� ���� ������ ����$���� ����� ��#�� 0�� ������ G�<�� "(��. ��� ���& ���। $�6 
����� $�G�q� ����$���� 0�# %�^$��$� YZ # ����� ��। 0��� +����� ���� ������ 
����� "��� �^�� +�$। 
 
 0� ���� �� ����t�� p ��1� B��� +����� +�. 0��� �� ����$���� #& 0��� 
0&����� "��� ��$ (���। 8Z"� +:* ��� o��� ����$���� 0��� ������ '��� 01 0&������� 
+.��� 
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��  ���। ����$���� '����� �� ��������� +����� 0&����� ������ $���� 0�$ ��� �� +����� 
���� ����� "���:� 0�� %&�& %�e� $�����& ����� B�� 3���q�- ���। ����$��� %����� 
01 +,��- ��H��� ��� ��fc ��� ���� ���। 01 0&������ pp # ����$� ��� 0�� 
��# +�� ��। +����� ���� ����$���� 0��� 0��#+10 "���:� . ������ �#-Y 
��1�^� ��� ���। 
 
 ����$���� 0��� ��y���� �� #:`�( ��G��� G�<�� ������। 01 ���� ���a ���a 
������� �H���� 7��� ������ ����� %�C� ������ �����। 01 ��� +��� "��� ��1। 8Y"� 
+:* "�#� #�^� 1��� 01 ������ +,�- ���� #& ��� '��� ��� �H���� 7���� ��� 
����$���� %��=�� %�C� ���। ��� $��  p8��� #:`�( ��G� ��� %�C��� B�� ���y����� 
0��� �� +,�- H����। 0�1 $�c �H���� 7��� %��C� ����$���� B�� "�#� #�^� 1����� 
"�4�~ +,�- H����� ��। 01 +,��-� ^�� �H���� 7��� %��C� ����$��� ��fc ��� ��� 
0�� 8[ # ����$� +����� ���y������ ���� ��� ��। ���� �w�$� +�� %�C�� ������ "��� 
$=� ��। #:`�( ��G���. H���� ��A�� +����� ���y����� X�$ ���� $=� ��। ����� "�� 
"*�� ����$���� B�� [(� "�c��� ‘0’ "��N�� 0�� ‘�$’ "��N�� ����� H�� +��� "#����� 
���। 8Y"� +:* $��� pp��� By "��N�� ��� �����f��� "*��� B�� 0�� ��=- ��� "(�� 
����� . pZ>-��������$ ��1�^� ��� ��� %�C��� B� $�< ��� +,�- H����। pZ>-
��������$ ��1�^��� +G��� ����6����� "�� ��� �y ��A�� ��X6 ��। "*��� ���� �T�� 
0��� 3��� ���। ��� �f���. ����$��� ��A�� ��������। 3�������. ���� ���� ��। ^�� 
3���� +3 ��� ���। ������-0� �� ����� 0�� "���:��� $�����& �w %�C��� B�� 2H� 
":����q�- ��� ��। 01 +,�- 0� $^� ������ "�, �w %�C� "(�� f��$}6 +���� 0�� 
�H)��� "��� ���S�। ����6���� +����� +,��-� #��� "���� $����: ����। �w��� 2�4� 
������� $��&� "$ $��� #�� ����। ��� +��� 7����� $T�� ��� "����� "�, +,��- 
����$���� ��(5 ����� �����। 
 
 "������� 0�� "�������� +����� J$���� 0�� ":���� �� ����$���� ��#��� ��� 
�������। 88"� +:* ����$���� 0��� �� "$��:�#�� ���� V��� %7$� ��S�। +����� 0��� 
�� ��6�� 0��-�&�A ��1 "��� "f�� 9��� ����$��� ������ 0&����� ���। ��1�� +G��� 
����$���� ���� 2�� X�$ �� 0�� "$1 $�c ����� 8Z # J$& ��� ��। 0 �� �. 0&����� 
������ 3���� 2�� [Z # ����$� 0�� ��#���� ����� ��। 2�� 0� G�� ����� �� +����� ���� 
%�C� ����&�: ��� ������ �^�� +�$। 01 G��� ��� �� "H;�7�� 0�� ���$�� $ ��� B�� 
+����� ":������ ��1 ��<�� ����। ����$���� 0��� _# :��  ��1�� +G��� ��X6 ��। :�� �� 
%�C��� 0�# %�^$�� 0�� 0�# ����$� ��� ��। 0�1 $�� "^� "(� 0��� V�� 
����$�$� "H;�7���� ���� +$���। +����� 0�# ":���� V���� �f�� 0��� "7�_ ��=� 
���। 2�� 89 # ����$� ����� ��। %�� ��= ����$���� 3���� +����� 0�# ���y����� 
���z�� ���#��� ���� �� 0�� 0�# +�� ��। 0�# ���y����� ����$�� ���� ��� �� । 
":������ "^�� ���� 3���� "��.�� ��1 �_������ ���� B� �� "��। ^�� "^� 0�� 0�� 
����t�� ���& "V "��:����: $�����f��� ���S` ��� ���। 8p"� +:* $��� $��  @��� +����� 
0��� "��V�� ����� ����$���� 0��� ���� ����t�� B��� :�#���� "��.�� "$��� ���� %7$� 
��� "���। +����� "��V�� ������� ����� ��� 0&����� "��� ����$���� #& %��=� ���� 
(���। ����$��� 0&����� %�C���� ���& 0�$ ��� 0�� +����� ���y����� j��� %�����f��� 
+,�k ��। 01 +,��- 0�# "�^��&�� $� �’# ����$� ��� �� 0�� %���5 ����$��� 
������ ��<�H। �� %e�e 0�� �&�� +����� ���� +�$। 
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[(� "�c��� ‘�$’ "��N�� +:* ���$� "��q� ���� ����t�� B��� �|f�: 0�� �$-0�-�� $ ��� 
B�� ����� �������� "#����� ��� "����। 8Y"� +:* ��� p��� �&��� :�^^���� "�4�~ ��� 
'��� �|f�: ��#��� B�� %����� +,�- H����। +,��-� $�� +����� J$���� "7�_ H�#� 
��� ����$���� H���� ��A�� X�$ ��� "��। 01 +,��- ����$���� %k� 89 # ��� 0�� 
p8 # +�� ��। +����� ��= �’# ����Q�f��� +�� 0�� 0�# ���� �। p G�� ����� �� 
+����� "����� �w %�C� ����&�: ��� ������ �^�� +�$। 89"� +:* +����� 0��� 
�_������ ����� �$-0�-�� $ ��� ������� � "$���� 2����� ����$���� +,�- ���। "$������ 
+����� ���� B� �� "��। ��� "f�� 9��� ����$���� 0��� #�� F�:���� ��X6 �� 0�� � 
#���� +����� ��# ����$� ��� ��। +����� +����� �� �$-0�-�� ��6�� B�� 0��� 
0&����� "��� ����। 
 
 89"� +:* $��� o��� $�� ����$���� 0��� _# :��  0&������� +.��� 0�� :�� �� 
X�$ ��� "��� �� 0�� _�#� +����� H��# ����$��� (0�# �������� . �# �$��1) ��| 
��� ��। ���y������� 0 �� "(�� �’�� ��1�^�, 889 ��B� 3��, ��� ��6� . ���� "7�_ �k:� 
���। ����t�� B��� ������  . +���� 0����� ����$��� 2��1 ��� ���� +$�। ����$���� 
01 ������ 0&����� ���� #& ����s� "�� ��। 89"� +:* ������ +����� 0��� '��� 
�&��� ����E� +���� "�4�~ ����� H����� �����$� ����$���� ��� "��� ��6�� ���� 
0&����� "��� ��$ (���। $i&� ����� $�� ����$���� 0��� "��N�� ":���� ��� ��� #����� � 
���� %7$� ��। 0&������� ��� "�;<����� $�c $�c ����� B�� 2��f��� ������� 3���q�- ��� 
��। ����$��� 01 +���� +,��- ��fc ��� ������� "H5� ���। ��m +����� 0&����� ����� 
������ �w�$���� B�� "���:� 0�� ����� "���:��� $�����& ����� 2�� +,�- H����। 
01 0&����� YZ # ����$� ��� 0�� pZ # +�� ��। %���5 ����$��� ����� +<���� ������ 
"��� $�(� ��। 
 
 ����$��� ����� �� 0�� ����� ����� $����� ����( ��\����। ����� 01 ����( 
�i ���� #& 2��1 ����$���� %�C��� "��� +����� 0&����� ����� ��\��� ����। 8Y"� +:* 
+����� 0&����� ����� "$����#��� %�C� ������। $��� 0:����� ����$���� 0��� ";�� 
"$����#���� ��K� ��  "G<�q +$�� (���। +����� 0&����� ����� F� �w� ";��� B�� 
3���q�- DE ���। 0�� @ # ����$� ��� ��, %���5 J$&�� ";������ �� ����  ��K� ���� 
�f� �� ";�� "(�� "�� 7���� ���� ������ ���। 01 G��� �� �� �� +����� +����� 
H����� �� /��-�� � 7���� ��� ����$���� �’�� ";�� ������� ���� %7$� ��� "���। 
2��&��� ";��� �� "(�� +�# ��� ����$� ���। ������ ���� �������� J$�� +�� +����� 
"�4�~ "$����#���� ��� ��� ��K� ���� 0&����� "��� ��$ (���। ";��3�� �� 0&������� 
+.��� +�$ �� +����� ���y������� ";��3���� B�� "���:��� $�����& 3���q�- DE ���। 
2(� ";���� 3��� +G��� B�n ��� 0�� ��# ����$� ��� ��। %���5 ��# +����� 
����� a�<� ���� ������ ����� "H5� ���। +����� +����� �� $������ #E� 1$����� "�4�~ 
������ ����$������ �:�1� 7���� ���� +,�- ��� 0�� ����� ���� ";�� _����� "��। 
0�� +\��# ����$� ����� _��� ���� ���। D�� ��� ";�� "(�� ����$��� �=� ��� 0�� 
������� ���� ���� ���। 01 $�G�q� +����� ��� ":���� +��� ��� �������� ��� �����) 
��- ���। 
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 8@"� +:* $���� ����$��� ������� ��K� ���� ����� 7���� ��� ����� J$& 
$����� ��� "$�� ��#���� ���� %7$� ��। ����$���� 01 ���� ������� ":���� $�����& "$�� 
��#���� B�� 2H� +,�- H����। $�6 �� ���y�������� $�c 2H� 3�� ����� ��। $i&� $��  
$����� $�� +����� "$��� ����$���� +,�-�� 2���� ���। ����$��� %7$� ��� �&(� ��� 
���� ��� ���। ��� #�� ��� "�, 01 $�G�q� p9 # ����$� ��� ��। 
 
 8o"� +:* ���-����� /�=-�� � "(�� ��<H�� ";��� ����� ��� ���� %7$� �.��� 
��( +��� +����� 0&����� ����� j��� +,�k ��। 01 0&������ +����� ���y������� �w�$���� 
��<H�� ";�� _����� "��। 0��� 0�# �&���$� 2�� YZ # ����$� ����� ��। 0� ^�� 
����$���� #& ����( %7���� G�<��3����� $����� ���������f���1 �i ��� ���।  
 
 [(� "�c� "��#����� ‘0; "��N��� 0��� ������ �� ������� 0����� ��� 8@"� 
+:* ����� ":�� "�1$ :�  "����। 0�� "(�� ����$���� ��E�� �������� H����� ����� #& 
�$-0�-�� $ �� ����� "��� ��\��। 8o ������ $��� $����� ��� +�$ "�, ����$��� 0��� 
#�� . V��� �$-0�-�� $ � "(�� ��<H� ��6�� ��������� ���� X�$�Q� �������� H������ #& 
0�:�� +$��। +����� ������ ���� 01 $���� "��� ������� 7���� ��1�� ��<H� ��6�� "� ��( 
����$��� %7$� ��S��� "$��� 0��� 0&����� "��� ��$ (���। 0:����� $�� ����$���� #�� 
0�� V���� 0&������� +.��� +�$। +����� 0&����� ����< +,�- H����� :��  ���� ����Q� 
=��$�� ���। 01 0&������ O # ����$� ��� 0�� ># +�� ��। ����$��&� ����$� 
������ "��� $�(� ��। 
 
 +:* ���$� "��q� ���� ����t�� ��=�- +����� ":������ ����� �������� +��� 
"#����� ���। "V��2�r 0��� ":���� �� �E���� ����� "�1$-0 ��.��� ��( ����$� 0�� 
��#���� j��� +����f��� +,�k ��। 01 $�� ^���:W, ��#�:W, ��B����|, H��:��� 2f4�� 
#��:�� ����$���� $�c ":������� $�G�q� p> # ����$� ��� ��। 0$� $�G�q� 8Z�� ��1�^� 
0�� 2H�� ":����E� +����� �6:� ��। +:* ���$ 8O ������ +����� ����� ��#�� $��-"$P�� 
��� +�$ "�, ����$��� ���$�� (��� ����H 7��� $i&� $����� ���k ������ 0��� $f� ���� 
2���� �����। 01 $���� "��� �&��� 1����v��� $f��� �� ���� #& 0� '��� ���y����� 
���\�� "��। ����$� 0�� ��#������ $f� DE ���� +����� '����� ����� B�� %����� +,�- 
H����। 01 +,��-� ^�� o # ����$�, O # ��K� ����6�� ����� 0�� 8Z # ��#���� 
����� ��। ���k ������ $f��� +� %��5� ��� �����। +����� ���y������� ������ ��#��� 
+��� �^�� +�$। 
 
 89"� +:* $��� O��� $�� ����$���� 0��� '����� /��-�� � "(�� ���1� 7���� 
���� %7$� ��� "��� ���। +����� 0��� "��V�� ����� �T� "(�� ����$���� %7$� ��� "��� 
����1� 7��� 0&����� ����।����$��� 0&������� �f�� 0�$ ":�� ����� B�� %����� +,�- 
H����। 0�� p # �&���$� pZ # ����$� ��� ��। %���5 "$��� ��fc ��� ������ ���। 
���� +����� 01 ������ ���� B�� �:�1� 0�� "��� �:�1� 7���� ���a ����� ��� ���  
0&����� ����। $��� ��<H��� +����� 0&����� �� ����$���� 0��� ������ ���� ����� ��� 
�T�� ��� "G<�q %7$� ��� "���। ����$���� 01 ���� ����� ������ $��������� ";���� 
����� "(�� �|f��:� ���� ������ ���� ��� ���S���। 01 ���� +����� 0&����� ������ 
+.��� +$�� $�c $�c ����� B�� +,�- H����। $�c $�c ��� ";�� X�$ 0�� p[ # "��� 
��� ��। ����$���� %�� ������ �� +����� 0&����� ������ 2�� ��n� 3�� H����। 2�� 0� 
G�� Bf� ��=� ���& ":��� ����� H��� 
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(���। ����� "(�� +��� ��� ";��� ����$��� ����� ������ +��� ��y���� ���� #& %7$� 
��। 2(� ";���� +����� 3���� _��� ��� 0�� 9 # ����$� ��� ��। %& B��� � "��� 
�j��� ";��� J$&�� ���� "�� ������ ���। 0��� ����$��� $�6 �� 0�� ��� ����c�, 
����� 0�� "$�� ��#���� ��=--��K� ��� "(�� +����� "$�� ��#�� 0�� ":;��c� %�C��� 
B�� ":����q�- ���� (���। ���� �� $��� O��� YZ # ����$� ��� ";��� "$�� ��#�� 
%�C��� ���� +,��-� #& %7$� ��। %7$� �.��� ��( +����� "���:��� 3���� ��� 
";��1 _��� ��� 0�� $�� ����$�1 ���� _��� ���� ���।  
 
 +:* ���$� "��q R����� +����� ":������� ��y ,����� �� �� (���। ���� 
����$���� R���� �&���&6 ��� "����। ����$��� 2��1 ���� R��� ���� V��� ��� ��� ���� 
"�E���। ��� "���� $�� %�� "=�� �����$���� B�� #G& %�&�H�� H������।����$���� 
����� 01 �)���� $���� ���� #& +����� ":������ �$��k 7�- ���। "�$� ��6�� $����-� 
����$��� ��� ���� ":������ "$$� ��6�� .�� "�� ������ �=& ����। "�� ��6�� ����� 
$�� ��3��� :��   �� :���� H��, �� �&��� �1 :�� � �f�� ����# ��� 2f4�� ���� $���� 
$�7� ���। 8@"� +:* ��� $��  pp��� 7� "���_� (*�^ "���������� ������ ����) ��3��� 
����-��� "������ ���� +����� ":������ 0&����� "��� ��$ (���। ":������ ��6�� B�� 
:�� ��X�$� ��1 "��� ����। 0��� 0&����� ����� ����$���� #& %��=� ���� (���। ��� 2�� 
$��  �������� ����$���� [/9�� "�_�^�_� :� � 0�� #�� "�#:�<� ��� "(�� 7� "��_ ��� %7$� 
��। 2(� :� ��� �� 0&����� $�1�-0� "�q2��k "�;<�� �� 0��� ��1-0� +G��� :� ��� 
$NT-�f��� X�$ ��। �j��� :� ���� H��� 01 %�C� "��� ��H���� ��� ����� �:�� ��x����� 
������ $�c ���� ����, ^�� 01 :� ���. =��76 ��। 0� "��� "��� ����$���� +����� 
#�� G��C�� B��C� ��� ��1�� +G��� "$��. B�n ���। "�$� ����$� =��76 :� �3����� 
%=� %�C�� ��� ���� :� � "(�� "�E��� "H5� ��� 0�� 3���q-� ���� (���। +����� 0&����� 
������ ":������ ��� "(�� ����� B�� "7�_ +,�- H���� 0�� 3�� �� �� (���। 0� ^�� 
%������ ����$� ����� ��। "�� "(�� +��� 0��� :�� �� ����$��� G��C��� ���� %7$� 
��। 0�� :� � "(�� "�� +����� ":������� B�� +,�- H������ "H5� ���। +����� ":������. 
����� B�� ��n� +,�- H����। ����$���� ������� $��&� �� �� �� (��� �� "�� B��� 
� "��� ���� �&������� ���� ������ ���। ":���3��� ��� C��� #$����- ����� ���  "(�� 
"����� +�$। ���� 8[ # ����$�� �4���� . [p #�� +�� %�C�� 0�� ��� ��X6 V�� 0�� 
0��� #�� ��6�� ��  (���� "���। +����� ��= �# $���& +�� ��। +����� ":������ 
����$��&� %e�e ��� 7� "���_� ���� ����� �H� #��:� ���� ������ H�� +$�� $=� ��। 
���� �� 0B ����� 0�� ����6����� ���C�� ����� ��#�� ��#�� ���q 2�&=������� ���� 
#��� ����। 01 $���� $�6 R���� ���T�� �� �� �� । ^�� R��� ����� ���y���� #:�-� �� 
+��� $]�� ��। ��� ��� R���� ":������ B� ���&��� ���=� �i ���� #& �B ��_� �_�7 
����# 0�� +��� ������ ����# +,�- H����। ���� ���=�� ������ ������ ���। �c� 0�� 
#��������� ���a ��� ���&��� ��1�. ���� B� �� "��। 8�� "$��{� ���� ����6����� 0��� 
#�� �� 7� "��_ ���� ���S� �� +����� ����# ���y����� #����� �f�� "7�_ ��=� 
��� H��# ����$��� ��� ���। "7�_ ��=�� #����� +���� =�� ��। 
 
 0�� � R���� ":���� �� ��K� ����6�� 0��� ������� ���� �����:��� ���� %����� 
+,�- H����� ��#�� ��� ���। ����:W-"_��� 0�� ����:W-�c�� ��&�C� ���&) $����� 
��1�� H���� ��1� B� �� "��। +����� +����� ":���� �� ��:�W� ��� ��� ���  
����$���� ��������� 
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��6�� 0��� 0&����� "��� ����। p�� "$��{� ����� 9��� ����:W (��� �����:�, @Z # 
����$� 0�� @Z # ��K� ����6�� ����� ���y������ $N��� ���k� #& R��� "(�� "�� 
�T����� 7��� ";������: ���S���। ";���� �� 0&������� +.��� "�;<�� �� ":������ ";��� 
B�� ����� "���:� j��� 3�� H����। 3���� ";��� +����� ����$�, ��K� ����6�� 0�� 
�����:� ��� �� 0�� ";���� _��� ���। R���� +�#����� ":������ %������ 0��� ��#���� ���� 
B�� +,�- H����� H��# ��#������ ��� 0�� H���� ��1�^� . >Z ��B� 3�� ��� ���। 
�c���. 0��� ��#���� �&�N +,�- ��� ":������ ����# ��#������ ��&� ��� H���� ��1�^� 
��� ��� "�। "_���� ��� +����� 0��� ":���� �� pY1 +:* ����� ����� $�� ��� ���� 
������ 0��� #�� 0&����� ��� X�$ ��� "��। 0&������ [ # ���� ������ 0�� "$������� 
":���|� J$�� ��� ��। ����� ��� "(�� %�� ��:#��, ���H��� 0�� ������ ��f���� ��� 
��� ��। �����4� ��:#�� +����� "�_���������-0 ":������ ���\�� "��। 
 
 +:* ���$� "��q� ���� ����$���� "�� 3rH� +����� R���� ":������� "����1 ��� 
G�<�� ����$���� %���� ���। $���� "��� ����$��� 8Z/89�� V��� "����1 ���� +����� G�<���� 
+,��-� #& +�$। ����$���� %����� +,��- +����� ":������ "�� B��� � "��� ����� 
$�c $���$��� ��r ��। 2�� 8 G�� ��� H��। $�Gq� ����$���� 2�� [Z-[9 # ����� �� ��� 
��� ��.�� ���। %������ +����� �’# ":���� ����Q�f��� +�� ��। 2�� H���� ���� ����� 
� "��� +����� ":������ $�<����� "����1��� ��� ��� "����1��� %�C��� ����&�: ���। ���� 
���� $�� 0��� 8" �����, Y�� �&�:��# ���� "^�� ���� +$�� ���& ��। ���� ����$��� 
"$3�� B��� ��� 0�� ����� 2H���� ���# �&���� ���। 0� ���� +����� ":������ $T����� 
(��� +,�- H����� �# ����$��� ��� ���। $T������� $����� 1���P� 0�� .�$ 3E��f��� 
+�� ��। 
 
 +:�*� "��q� ���� +����� 8/Y # ":���� 0�# "�#� . �1# �&�����(��� 
":��|�# ������) 0��� #��� ��� +�#������ ��� 0�$ #�� "(����� �T�� "�� 0� ��� �� 
2��� ���� "���। ����=- �� "$ ���  "(�� �H)����� �� D� +����� ":������. "$1 ��� �� 
2��� ���। ���� ��a�� ���� "� %�^$���� � ��� � �������� ��������� "H5� ����। �)=-�) 
":������ %�^$����� �=& ��� 3�� H����� ��&� ���। ":������ ��� %�^$����� �4���� �T�� 
%��=��- ��� #���� ���& "��� "�� 0�� ������ "$ C� ����&�: ���। ���-������� 0��� 
������ ���� +����� ������ ":������ 2���� ����� $��-�$�#� "��_ . ������� ��6�� 
��� ���� "���। +����� ":������ 89"� +:* $i&� $��  $����� po � "���_� "���  0��� H�k 
:��  "(�� "*:��� 3�� j��� O # ������� 3�� ��� ��&� ���। 3��� $���� "��� ������� 
������� ����$��� #�� ��� ":������� ���� ��.�� ���। ":������ :� � "(�� 3�� ���  #���� 
��1f���� ��� ���। 0 $�� F� :��$N` H�k #���� +���� ��1�� H�� ��� 0�� ��x����� 
"����� 2Hzf��� ���� "��� ��X6 ��। 0� ^�� :�� � +����� �# ����$� ��� 0�� ��# 
+�� ��। 01 ":������� "�4~ "�� E�� (����, �����,�)। ����$��� ��� E���� "7^��� 
���� $=� �� 0�� ��<�� ����f��� ��&� ���। +:�*� 8O ������ �’#�� 0��� ":���� �� 
R���� J$������ "$���� 0g�'��$f ���:�� B� �� "��। 0� ^�� � "$�� ���� ����� H��H� �i 
��� ���। 0$�� ":������ 0��� ���$ ���� �- ���$� ���^ ��.��� #������ ��.��� ��( 
��$���� X�$ ��� "��। ���1��� ��� +��� �� �’ �- ��� ^$^��$ "���� "^�� ������ "�.�� 
��। ":������ ����-:�W� �#0��$ G��� ��<H ��#�� "�� ������ ���H�� �&���� _����� "��। 0�-
�$-0� #������� ���� (+����� 0�# ":����) ^$^��$ oZ "7�_ ��=� ��� +�-�$-0� 
����� 3����C� 2�� p ��� �- ��� ������ "��। ��� #�� ��� "�, 
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���� ������ $���� :��  Y/[ G�� "H5� ���. "$1 ��k ����� %��������- �&(� ��। ^�� 
$�6��� ���  ���। 
 
 YZ"� +:* +����� ":����� + �1 ��#�� (�� %����� +,�- ��� (��� �����:��� 
��� ���। ":������ (��� $�6 %e�e ��� +�$। 0� ���� ":������ 0�# ��� ������� 
�’��� ���� �T��&� $������� ";�� _����� "��। ���� (�� "(�� o�� ��1�^�, 9�� ���:� 0�� [Z 
��B� 3�� ��� ���। 01 ��� "��� ��$��� "(�� ����$���� 0��� "��N�� G��C�� ���� 
%7$� ��। +����� ":������ +�: "(��1 0� #& 2��� ���। �������� ��� +����� 0��� 
":���� �� ����$������ +,��� #& 0&����� ����। ����$��� 0&������� ^�<�� � �� 
":������ 3�� H����। H�� G�� $�G�q�� �� YY�� �4���� "^�� ����$��� ��fc ��� ��$���� 
���� ������ ���। ���� ����$���� ��W�� "��#����� �&��� "$���. ��� ��। ��4��� "(�� 
���H��� %&�& ��:#�� B��� 0�� %�� %e�e +����� ":������ �6:� ���। ":������ 
��$���� ���f` ���� "7�_ 0�� ������� $�����& +,�- H����� ����� �f�� $}��$� $4�5 ���। 
^�� ����$��� 0�� 0�� $� ���3��� �i ��� ���� ���& ��। ����$���� 0��� �� �a������ 
("G� ������ ���) ����� �&�N C�� ���। +:* ���$� pY ������ ���� + �1��� +����� 
0��� ":���� �� ����$���� 01 �&�N�� %������ +,�- ���। $��# ����$� ������ "��� 
$�(� ��। ":������ �a���� "�� "*����� X�$ ��� "��। "*��� "����^� "��:�����:� "$���. 
���� X�$ ��� "��। ����� . %&�& ��:#��. ���� ������ "��। �&�N "(�� +����� ":������ 
0��� ����� "���:�, pp�� ��1�^�, ����� "���:��� [,9ZZ 3��, p�� "*:�, pZZ ��1� 
"*:��� 3��, p[�� "�n, 8> "#� � ���, p@ �&�: +��, pp "��� ���� �� 0�� +��� %&�& 
�#�$�� ��� ��� 0�� ������ �� ����$��� ":�� $T�� ��� "��� +����� ":���� 1B�� 
"�_���������� �’��� "(�� +,�- ���। +����� ":���� �#�� $���$� $�c ����� "$ +,��-� 
"�������� ��� 0�� +,�- 2���� ���। � G�� ����� �� ����$��� ���� ��� "��� ���& ��। p[1 
+:* ����$���� 0��� �� �a���� "*��� ���� 0��� 7��� �������#� B����& +�$। 01 ��� 
"��� +����� 0��� ":���� �� ����$���� B�� +��- H����। ����$��� ��G�� ����� �� 
��� �4���� . ������ +�� "$��� "^�� ��$���-������� $ �� ��<H����� ��� 0��� 3E~�T-� 
"$���� 2����� ����$���� 0��� ���� B�� %����� +,�- H����। 01 +,�- 2�� 0� G�� 
H��। +����� +,�- 2�� �.��� +�� ����$���� ��<H�. ��<H�. �H)��� "��� ���। 0� $�� 
H�� V�� ����$� ����� $�����& "$��� B��C� ��। ����$��� f��� %�e� $�����& +����� 
":������� +,�- 2���� ���। f��� %�e� "�������� ���� � "��� +����� ":������ ���& ��� 
���� ��� +�$। ����$������ ��<H�� �4���� B�\�� ��� "��� "��� ���। ����$��� ��$���� 
���C +����� ":���� %�C��� ��� "��� +:�*� 8p ������ 2�� 0� "��N�� ��y ��� 
+����� %�C��� ���� %7$� ��। %7$� �.��� �� ��(���& +����� 0��� ":���� �� ������� 
%������ +,�- ���। 2�� 0� G�� ":���3��� �� ����$��� ����� ":���3�� �� ����$��� 
����� ":���3�� �i ��� +����� %�C��� 8/Y ��1� �T�� (����1 +� %7$� � ��� ���� ��� 
���।  
 
 +����� ���&) $����� �i ���� 2�H5� H��� (���। ��m ����$���. ��� F� ���&) 
$������� ��13��� �(�$I� �� ����  "����� ��� "^��। 0� ^�� ������ �i (���� �� ��s 
2����3��� 
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$���� ������- ���&) $����� ���। ����$���� ���&) $������ +��� ��� $4�5� #& �� ��� 
+����� ����s� "�� ��। ����s� %����� ����$ :&��$� ��1���1�� ��� "��:�  ��� 0�� 
���=� ��� �$���k "�;<�� "�, :&��$� ��1� "��� ���� �$���:W 0�� "G� ������ ���&) $����� 
"��3��� :&��$� %f��� �i ��� ����। ������ ��4��= 01$� ���&) $����� "�� H������ �&�C� 
���� ����� "���� $��� "��� "���। ��1���1 B� �� "���� #& ��$��� 0�� ��:�W� 
":������� ����� "�1। +��� ����� %����� 8Z"� +:* ��� p��� ��$��� ":���� 1B���� 
�_�����q� ����� ����$ :&�$ ��1 ��E� ���:�� B� �� "��। 01 %����� �������� $^� ��। 
���U�$�-� ^�� 2���� %������ 2�� pZ ��1� �T� "(�� "��� ��� 0�� >/@ ��1� �T� "(�� 
���U���-� ���� �� "��� ���। "G� ������ B��� $�6 0����� ���&) $����� �i ��� ���। 
��$���, "G� ���� 0�� ��<H������ %�C��� ����$��� 01 ���U���-� ���� x� f�q-f��� 
f��$}6 ��� ��  0�� %���1 ����� %e�e 0�� �#�$�� "^�� R���� ���� ������ "��� "H5� 
���। ��� C��� "���#�� ���� "��� ��� "�, ����$��� ���-� ����� f����� ���� "���� 
"^����। 0� ���� +3:�W� ��� ���� #��:��� ��1� ��1 B� �� "��� ��। 01 :&��$� 
��1���1 "����� ���� "�� �’�� $�� ���:। ���� ��s-������3��� �i (���। 
 
 ��:�W� 0��� ":���� �� 88"� +:* ���� ��$��� 0�� �a���� "���*��� ���a "�� 
��1�� ��H ��1 ��<�� ����। ���� 0��� "V ��� �:�$� "$��� ���� H�� ���। "V 0�� �:� ��� 
H�� ����� $��( $��(1 ��1�� ���U���� ��। 0�� "V��� =�� � ���. "�� ��1�� %����� 
X�$ ��। +����� J���&���#�� (��� ":���-�� "$���:�<. 0�� �$-0�-�� "���_� %�� #��:�� 
��1 ��<�� ����। p>1 +:* ���� ����$���� 0��� V�� ��1�� +G��� X�$ �� 0�� $��( $��( 
pp # ����$� . ��# ��#���� ��� ��। R���-����t� ��6�� �����H��� ���C $ ��$���� 
%�C��� ����6����� .�� +����� ":������ Yp"� +:* %����� +,�- H����। $�G�q� 
����# ����$� 0�� ��#���� ��� ��। ":������ "$����� >Z �̂� �{� �&� B� �� "��। ��� 
���� ���� R���-��B����| $ �� ��E��� 0�� f���H� "$�� ���. ���U��� ���:�� B� �� 
"�.�� ��। ^�� R���-����t� ��6� $NT-���� �i ��� ���। ����$��� f���H� "$��� "��:����: 
�&�C� ��E��� ���� #& "^��� ��|��6 ���। "$��{��� �’������ +����� ":������ "^��G�� 
+,�- ��� 0�� "^���� X�$ ��� "��। 01 +,��- "^�� "(�� H���� �&����� ���y������� ��� 
��� "�। 
 
 ����:W-��B���|� $ �� :#������� ����$���� 0��� "��*-"H;�� ���। "$��{��� 8 
����� ��� o��� +����� ":������� 0��� �� "$1 "H;�� +,�- ���। 0� G�� ���� ��# 
1����  ̂ ��� . 0�# �|� ��। 0�� "(�� 8ZZ ��B� 3��$� pp # ��#���� ���y�������� 
���� +Q$���- ���। 
 
 R���� ����:W 0�� ����:W ������� ":������. ����� �)���� ��� �� "��। ":������� 
0��� �� ��������� (��� ��� ����$���� 0��� �] +,�- ���। ��] ����$��� ��������� 
%�C� "(�� ����� J$����� #& �$� ��� ���S���। 0� G�� ":���3��� �� pp # ����$� 
��� 0�� +��� %��� +�� ��। ���$��� +� %7$� ��� � �] ��� R���� ���� ������ "��� 
���& ��। 0� ���� ��������� (��� "$��� %�^$�� 0�� ����# ����6�� ����� +����� 
":������� j��� +,�k ��। �������� ��� ��� +����� ":������ ���� ��1�^� ��� ��� "�। 
�G.� (����. ����$��� 0��� ������� ���� B�� +����� ":������ +,�- H����� o # 
��� ��� 
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0�� o�� ��1�^� ��� ���। "$��{� ���$� p ������ .���:W (�� +����� ":������ +,�- 
���। 01 +,��- "$����� $�6 %e�e ":������� �6:� ��। +:* ���$� "�q $r��� +����� 
":������ "�;�#�, ������, �$��#���� 0�� ��:� (��3���� %����� +,�- H����� ��� ����� 
��&� ��� 0�� 2H�� %e�e ��� ���। "$��{��� p� $r��� ������ (��� ":���� �� ����$���� 
0��� '����� ��� "���� $�� 0&����� ���। 01 0&������ pY # ����$� ��� 0�� +��� 
%��� +�� ��। ����$��� R��� "(�� +��� J$& 0� ������� +����� ":���� ����� G�<���� 
p@1 "$��{� +,�- H����। ���� G�� ����� �� +����� ":������ ����$���� ���� ����� ���� 
$=� ��। ���� pZ # ����$� 0�� pp # ��#���� ��� ��। 
 
 pO"� "$��{� +����� ":������ ������H ��#��� %�C��� ��� ������� 0��� ���� 
+,�- ��� pO # ��� ������� ��� 0�� ��#�� +�� ���। "G� ������ ":���� �� O1 
+:* ���� + �1��#�� (��� ���� ����|� ���&) $����� $���*�� +,�- H����। 01 G��� 
�1 �� �� �$��x��-"G� ������ ���&) $����� ��1�� =��$�� ���। ":���� �� ������� #�� 
���$ �������_� ���&) $����� $���*���. X�$ ��� "��। ^�� � 0����� ���&) $����� �i 
��� ��.��� ��������3�� $�����f��� �i ��� ���। +����� ":������ ��:�W� ��� "� 
:&�$��1 X�$ ��� ������� ����$��� ��K� ����6�� 2��;������ j��� �� "����� ��� "�। 
01 $���� +��� "�_���������� �(�$��� "�;<��। 01 :&�$��1�� ����� X�$ ���� #& 0��� 
����s� 7�- ���। ����s� %����� "G� ������ ":��������� :&�$��1�� "�G� ��� ���a 
=�� ���� #& ����� "�1। "G� ������ ��� :&�$��1�� "�G� ��� ��� ���� ":��। ����� 
%����� ":������ ��1��� �( ":��� %�$i� ���। O1 "$��{� ���� ";��� $�����& ��� 
��a����a #��:�� ��� 0�� 2�� p9/8Z �̂� ���� ��H %��C� :&�$ ��1�� �_������ j��� ‘�_�� 
$�1H’ (����{ ������� $�1H)-0� $�����& ��1��� B� �� "��। ^�� :&�$ ��1��� �f�� ��� R��� 
���। 0�� :&�$ $����� %�� ���� #& �i ��� ���। + �1��#�� (��� ":������ #��� ���� 
"�, ����$��� ������ H�� ����� 0��� G�<�� C�� ����� 0�� C��� "������ B�� %�&�H�� 
H����� ���S। ���� +�. #��� ���� "�, ����$��� ���C 7�� "(�� "������ ����� �&��N ��� 
��� %�&�H�� H����S। 01 $���� "��� 8O # ":����� 0��� �� pp1 "$��{� $i&�� 
����$���� G�<�� +,�- ���। G�� ����� �� ��<H# ����$� 0�� > # ��#���� ��� ��। 
%���5 ����$��� �&�N "��  ������ ���। ":������ �&�N "(�� "�������� B��� ��� ����� 
 

 ��� �� "�;<���� "��। 
 
 ����$��� �$��#���� (��� +��$ $���� ��� +����� +�# ":������ "7^��� 
��� ������ �&��N ��� ���। C��� 2�� 9Z # ":����� 0��� �� ���� ��� $��  +���� 01 
�&�N��� B�� +,�- H����। ���� 2�� �� G�� ����� �� 0�# ����6�� $������-"�#�$� 
����$��&� ����$�, ��� ����� . ��#������ ����� ��� +��$ $������ B��� ��� +�। 01 
G��� 0� �� �� .���:W (��� ":������ 0��� �]�� (0� 0� ������) ����$� �� ��� 
.���:�W� ���� %7$� ��� "���। 8["� "$��{� $i&� �’��� $�� �]�� �� :��������� ��� 
"�;<�� �� +����� ":������ �]��� B�� +,�- H����। 01 +,��-� ^�� 2(��1 
����$���� ���� "��� ����� ��। ����$��� �]���� ���� ����� ���  %����-� "H5� ���। 
+����� ":������ +��� ����� B�� +,�- H����। ��� 89 ����� ���� ���k H��। "�q ���k 
+����� ":������ ����$������ $NT-���� �����6 ���� $=� ��। ���� ��0$0$ OpYY �&��� 
#�^� +�� ��, $������ +��t�, [[ # ����$� 0�� 0�# ��c��� �(2���� ����� ��� ��। 
�]���� ��� _����� "��� ��। +����� �’# ":���� +��� ���� 0�� ����� +�� ���� �। 01 
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��� "��� ����$���  +����� ��] ��� �  ��� ���� .���:�W� ���� %7$� ��। +����� 
":������� [Z #�� +����� �� ����$���� �]���� 8> "$��{� $��� @-YZ ��� $�� 
%������ +,�- ���। %����� +,��-� ^�� Y # ��� "$� ��� 0�� o # +�� ��। 
����$��� �]��� ��� ������ ��� F� �:���� ��1�� H�� ���। 8@ "� "$��{� ���� p��� 
����$���� 0��� ��y���� �� .���:�W� ���� +��� %7$� �.��� "H5� ���। 01 $���� 
.���:�W� ":���� "�_���������� "�;<��� $�c $�c +����� 9Z #�� 0��� ��y���� �� 
:��������� ��� ����$���� #& 0��� 0&����� "��� %��=� ���� (���। ����$��� :�������� 
0&������� +.��� � �� $�c $�c ":������ ����� B�� +,� H����। +,��- 0�# 
�&���$� Y9 # ����$� ��� 0�� %��� +�� ��। %���5 ����$��� ��fc ��� ����� ���� 
+�� "����� ��� ������ ���।+����� ":������ 0��� 0�0��#, Y�� "*:�, 2H�� 3�� . 
"������ ��1�^� ��� ���। 0� �’�� �� ����$��� +��� ��y���� ��� �  ��� 0�� +� ��� 
��� ���� +��� %7$� ���� "H5� ���� +����� ":������ %����� +,�- ���। ":������ ����� 
01 "H5���. �&(� ��� "��। 2�� ���� ��� ����$��� %7$��� "H5� H����� ���। ������ ���� 
8Z # ����$� ��� 0�� YZ # +�� ��। %�� ��= +����� 0�# ���� 0�� ����$��&� 
":���� +�� ��। %�P����� 2(� ����� ���k .���:�W� $NT-� 0���� �w��y �� 0�� 
���y������ $NT-� +��� +�$। "����� (��� ����$���. +����� ���y�������� H��� ���� ��� 
�� । 8@ "� "$��{� ����$���� 0��� �� ��3�� ��#�� "(�� ����� �$� ��� "����� (��� 
�&��N ����� ��( +����� ":������� j��� +,�k ��। +,��- p[ # ��� "$� ��� 0�� o # 
+�� ��। ����$���� $�6 �$� ���y������ ���� +�$। 0��� "����� (��� ����$���� 
�&��N� J$���� f��$}6 ��� ��  0�� �&��N� ��1�� +$� �i ��� "��। 
 

8[ "� "$��{� "�;�#� "(�� ����-:W:��� po ��#�� �- ������� 0��� #���# � � 
���� _����� "��� ��। %�P��� ���$ ����6���� +��� R����� ���k� ������ �^���� +�� "H5� 
��� 0�� R��� ����� ������ �&�C� +�. "#����� ��� "����। ��� $����� #�k� $�c $�c C��� 
#$�����-� ���& 
�f���� %�C� �^���� +�� #& ���-#& 0�� ��s "=��� B)$���� ��� 
"����� "H5� ���। 0 $�� +��� f��q&�� �&��� +,��-� #& 2���� ��S���। ^�� R��� ���� 
+����� ":������� ��������. ������ ���(� ��� "��� ������। ��m ������ ������ 

�f��������-� 2�H5�� ��� "��� +��� +����� "�_��������� "(�� 0��� ":���� ���� 0��� 
����q ���� "2�- ���। +����� ����s� %����� ":������ 0��� :� �� "��� 89 ��B� 
0g�'��$f ��� :� ����� ����k 1��+1�_�$ 0�� ����� �&����� $��� ���� ��� ����। 
 

"$ $�� 01 �&��A ��(5 �����- ����6�� �&�$���� +��:�� ���। 0�� �. 01 �&�A�� 
����6����� �������� "(�� ����6�� %(� ��H��� $����& �����। ":������ ���� $��  0:����� 
���� :�� �� f��� ���U���-� ���U��- G���। ^��  01 :� �� ��x����� ���� ��� pZ/8Z �� :��  
X�$ �� 0�� ����� �&��A� "�� =�� ��। ���U���- 2�� 89 # ����6�� �&�$��� +�� ��। 
���U���-� ���� ��� 0�� X�$ "��� ����a� ���-�#&� 0����� $�6 #�� ���� ����� 0�� 
$�� �&�$� "�� �i ��� ���। ^�� %s $���� ���&1 ":��� 0���� #�T-& ��� �� । ����6�� 
�&�$��� ����� ���&. 0��� +��A� $4�5 ��। ����6� "��_.’� R��� "�� "(�� 01 ���U���-� 
G�� 
���� ��� ��। "�_��������� "(�� ��� op 0�-0� ����$� 0��� �_��H��� R����� ��\��� 
��। 01 �_��H����� R��� ���� �|� 0�� �&����� 0����� ����$���� .�� 0�� ����6�� 
���� ������ G�<��� B�� ���� ��=� ���� ����� ���� ��\��� ��। +����� 01 ���� 
"�_��������� "(�� R���� �T��� 0�$  
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����� "�1$ C�� ���। 0� �� 0��� "��� "��� (%�$i��) �� ���� �|� . �&������� 
H������� Y/[ �� %�$i� H����। 01 $�� ����$��� ���� �|� 0�� �&������� ������� 
#& ��x����� 0����� ��A�� J��� ��� 0�� ��� ���� +������� �T�� ����� "H5� ���। "����� 
������� ���� H�� ��#�� :# �T��~� "��� ��=� ��� ��� � 0�� ����� ^���� ���� $�� ��� "��� 
0�� ����� ��#� "(�� �� D� ����6�� ������� J$���� 0� %�C� ��<�# "�� ���� ���� 
"$���� %�$i� H������ �� +����� ���� ��¡�� ��� "(�� O1 %�P��� ��� p�� [Z������ 
$�� ������� ":��� ��=� D� ���। >�� ":��� R��� �&������� 0��� ��1�� ���& �� । 0�� 
p[ # ����$� ��� ��। ������ ":��� ���� �|�� ���� ��  ��m "�� 0���,�^�-0� =�� 
$���� ���। +��� ������ ":��� ��� "���&���� "��N��� ^&��P����� �� ।0�� ^&�P��� "�� =�� 
��।������  ":��� ������� ��$������� ���� ��6�� �� । 01 %����� ����� +,��-� ^�� R��� 
�&������ +��A� $4�5 ��। ��� +����� ���� ��� "�;<�� "�, ����6���� "f�� ��� ���y����� 
R��� �&����� +,�- �����। $�c $c R��� �&������� $�6 ����$��� H������� F� "����� 
�� - 
���,� %e 0�� �&��$� 3��� 0�� �&����� 0����� $�6 ��� ��:��� �� �������� 
���� (��� 0�� $������ ":���3�� H����। +����� ���� +��� ������ ":��� ��=� ��� 
����$������ +��� �&���&6 ��� "$�� "(�� $�� �� । 

 
pp1 %�P��� ���� p8��� +����� ":������ ����$ :&�$ ��1� ��1 +��� ���U��� ���� 

B� �� "��। ^�� R���� :&�$ $����� ����� �i ��� ���। 
 

����$���� 0��� ��y���� �� �������� %�C� �����। ������� ����� ��6� ���� 
�B �������� ���� ����$���� %�� :��  ������� �����। +����� +�#������ ":���� �� "$1 
��6�� ��1 ��<�� ����। p>1 %�P��� ��� $��  O��� ����$���� 0��� #�� 01 ��6�� ��� "���� 
$�� ��1�� +G��� $NT-� X�$ �� 0�� $�c $�c [ ����$� ��� 0�� �# 3E��E�� +�� 
��। 0� 0��� �� �# ��� ����� ������ "���_ ��� "���� $�� ������ ��� +����� 
":������� ���� ��� ��।  
 

R���� ���� ���y������ �)���� 0�� ����$���� �#�� %�C� ������ $���� $�C�3�� 
"(��. �&��� 2H�� ��� ��। 0�� � 0$� ��� f��$ %� +������ 0�� �����$ "(��. 2H���� ��। 
^�� ������ %���4� 0����� #:�� ��. ���y$�7���� $�^�& $N��� �� +��� $4�5 ��। 
 

YZ"� +:* ����$���� 0��� ��y���� �� ����� ��� ��=- 2��k $���� �� 0�� 
��X6 "��.�� "$��� B�� ��A�� J��� ���� 2���� "�। +����� 0��� "��V�� ����� ����� B�� 
3�� H����� "������ ����$��� ����� ���। ����$��� ���� ��� ���। ���� $��� +���� 
����$��� %7$� ��� +��� ��A�� J��� ���� "H5� ���। +����� ���y������� ����� .�� ����� 
+,�- H����। +,��- > # ����$� ��� 0�� +��� %�� ����� ��। 0��� ����$��� 
����� ":��|�# ������ $������ ������ "��� $�(� ��। ����$���� /��-�� �� %��C� 
����3�� 0��� [(� "�c��� ‘0’ "��N��� %�C��� B�� �&���f��� ":����q�- ���� (���। 
0�� +����� 0�# J$�� ���� 0�� 8/Y# +�� ��। ����$���� .�� H�� $4�5� #& 
"���� "(�� �&��� :�^^�� [(� "�c��� ‘�$’ "��N���� H�<����� ��\�। 01 "��N����. 
YZ"� +:* ����� [��� ����$���� 0��� ���� .�� %����� +,�- ��� 0�# �&���$� 
pO# ����$� . 8[ # ��#������ ��� ���। $�G��q %�� ����$� +�� ��। ��� 
����$��� ��fc ��� /��-�� �� ���� ������ ���। ^�� 0��� ����� "���:�, Y�� ��1�^�$� 
%�� ":�����E� +����� J$���� 
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��� ���। 0� �� �� +����� ���y������� ����$���� 0��� ���� �|f�: ��#���� �T�� ���� 
����� ���� +,�- ���। ����$���� 01 ���� ";������: �|f�: ��#���� ���� %7$� ��S�। 
+,��- 0��� ";�� _��� ��� 0�� 8Z# ����$� ��� . "�� ���� +�� ��। ����$��� ��fc 
��� ������ ���। ����$��� �|f�:, "$�����, H�<��� 2f4�� 0����� %��C� +����� %�C��� 
.�� ����� H�� ,����� �4�� ���� (���। YZ"� +:* ����� [��� $�� ����$��� H���� ";�� 
"��a�1 ��� 0�$ "��� H�<���� ��� %7$� ���� "H*� ���।+����� J$���� ����� B�� +,�- 
H�����  p9 # ����$��� ��� ���। 0��� "$��� +����� %�C��� .�� /��-�� � 0�� 
�������� %��C� ����� 0�� ������ $������ H �. ���� "H*� ���। +����� J$����. $���$� 
$�c ����$���� 01 +,�- 2���� ���। B�t�& "�, ����$��� 2�� �� "��N�� J$&��y ��� 
01 +,�- ���H��� ���। $��� ��� ��� +,�- %�&��� (���। 01 +,��- 0�# %�^$��$� 
YZ# ����$� ��� 0�� "�� ���� +�� ��। ����$��� ��� ��fc ��� �K���$�- ���। 
+����� �’# ���y����� 3E�� f��� 0�� > # $���& +�� ��। [\� "$��{� ����$��� 
+����� H��� . ����� %�C��� .�� �’��� "(�� +,�- H����। $�6 �� ����� �� +����� 
J$���� ����$���� 01 +,�-�� 2���� ���� $�(� ��। ����$���� ��= %�� ����� ��- 
��� $�\� =��� ����� #�� $I� ���। ���#��� ¢���� �K���$�-���� ����$��� ��� 
+�,��� /��-�� �, "��� H�<��� 0�� ��x���� 7��3��� ������ "�� . ���� #$����-�� ��&� 
���। �1-�� �� ������ �� ����$��� +��� +����� "$����� %�C��� ���� %7$� ���� 
"H5� ���। "$����� %�C��� ��� ��� "��� #& ����$��� "$����� ��K�� 0�� ����� �� 
"*��� ��K�� ����� $��&� J$�&� $����� G���। ���� �’���� "(�� +,��-� #& 2���� "�। 
����$���� $������� "�;�� "��� +��� ��a�� ���� "�, ����$��� �|f��:� ��K�� +�����  
���k +����� ����4� $�6 0���� ��E����� ����s� �����। 0�� ����� ��= �$�� 0�� 
�|f�: ������ ��� $�# ���। ����$���� ����s� ��a�� "��� +��� "$����� %�C��� 
+��� ��y���� ��� ����। o1 "$��{� $���� ����$��� ����� �G�� %��C� p8Z 0� 0� 
�����, /��-�� �� %��C� ���� 0�� ������ %��C� Y 1�] ������� $�����& +����� "$����� 
%�C��� .�� 2H� ":����q�- DE ���-$�c $�c ����$��� "$����� %�C��� ���� %7$� ��� 
(���।����$���� ������ ":���� +����� "������ "��� ���� . +�� ��। ����$���� ���� 
��]���� ":���� +����� [�� ��A�� X�$ ��� ���। ����$��� +����� %�C��� "� � :# ���k 
%7$� ��� $=� ��।��m 0��$�£. +����� J$���� 0����� ����� � ������ ��� �4���� $�c 
����$���� +,�-�� 2���� ���। +����� J$����� 3���� %7$��� %�� ����$� ����� 
��। +����� ���#� �&����� ":��|�# ����� ����$���� B�� ":����q�- ��� %�� ���¤$&�� 
����� ���। ����$��� $�6 �� ����� +,� H����� +����� 2������ �T&� "f� ���� � "��� 
0�� ����� %�� ����� �.���� $i&�� ����� +,�- �i ���� ���& �� 0�� ���� ���� ���& 
��। 0� ���� ����$��� +����� �|f�: 0�� �1��� %�C��� .��. +,�- H����। "$1 
+,�. 0�1f��� 2���� ��� ��। ����� ��( ���#��� +�,��� $��� $����� $�� 
����$���� 2�� �1 "��N�� J$& 2�� ������ ":���� $������ +����� �1����� %�C���� 
.�� +,�- H����। 2�� �’G�� ����� �� ����$���2��� [Z # J$& ����� ��। +����� 
J$&�� %$�� $���$���� $�c "$1 +,�-��. 2���� ���। +����� ��= +����� %�C�� 
%�C� ��� %$I� ��� .�\, ^�� ���& ��� +����� J$���� "$ %�C� ����&�: ��� >ZZ :# 
���� ������� ��� "#�� "���_�� ��6�� �� %�C� :�  "����। ����$��� 01 %�C��� .��. 
+,�- H����। ����� "$1 +,�-�� +����� J$���� �4���� $�c 
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2���� ���। ����$��� +� %7$� ��� � "��� ���� ��� "��� ���& ��। ����$��� ���, ��:��, 
�:�1�, �����, +��������, ��|���, �$���1 2f4�� 2�� 0�����H 7�� ������ "�� 0�� ���� 
#$����-�� ��&� ���। O1 "$��{� ���� �&��� :�^^�� 0��� ��y���� "�1�_� ����� Y’’ ����� 
. >9 0�0� +� +�$� ����$���� %�C��� ���� ���\�� "�। 01 ���� ����� ��� B�� ��� 
���� ������C ����$���� %�C��� "��� %�2��� ��� 0�� �’�� "��� ���� �� pp1 
"$��{� ����� ��<H��� $�� ����$���� %�C��� %�� ���� "�;<�� ":��� ��=� DE ���। 0�� 
�w��� ��� ��A�� ������ ":���� X�$ ��। ":���� +G��� pp # �w¤$& ��� 0�� @ # +�� 
��। ����$��� ��x����� 7��3�� ������ "�� 0�� ���=rf��� 7���� ���& ������ ":����q�- ���। 
0��� +����� "�1�_� ����� p[1 "$��{� $��� o��� ��������� ����$���� +��� �’�� ��A�� 
������ $�����& X�$ ���। 0�� p> # ����$� ��� 0�� o # +�� ��। p91 "$��{� ���� 
p8��� $�� +����� +����� "�1�_� ����� �������� ��� ����$����� ��� ��A�� %����� 
+,�- ��� X�$ ��� "��। 0�� Y # ����$� ��� 0�� o +�� ��।pO"� "$��{� $��� 
>��� ������C ����$���� +��� �’�� ��A�� ������ 3���� B� �� "�.�� ��। 0�� �’# 
����$� ��� 0�� 0�# +�� ��। 
 
       ^������� +����� ���y������ ":������ ����� ����)���� %�&��� ����। Y�� +:5 ����� 
[��� $�� +����� ":������ ����������� f�c� 0�� �����^# "$��3����� �������� �w�$���� 
.�� +,�- H����। "$ +,��- ���� "$��3��� X�$ ��� "�� . @�� ��1�^� ��� ���। pZ 
������ ��\������ _��G� 0�� 1B$�̂ ����� ��$�� %�^$ ������ "��। p[ ����� $��� >��� 
+�7���� $����� "$�� $NT-���� X�$ ��� "��। � ��1 ":������� +����� �� ����$���� 
0��� :� � ���������-"������� ��6�� :������� ��� 0&����� ���। :� ��� =��76 ��। 0�� O 
# ����$� +�� ��। 
 
      8@"� +:5 +����� 0��� ������ �� ���D��� (��� ��� ����$���� 0��� ������� 
���� 0&����� ��� @ # ����$��� ��� ���। �1 G�� $�G�q�� �� ����$��� ������� $�����& 
+,�- H����� +����� ":������� ��� "(�� �=� "��� ������ $=� ��। +����� �� "^�-
"������ $ ��� .�� ��$���� "$���� X�$ ��� "��। ����� ��� ���� +����� 0��� ������ 
�� �’# ����$��� ���� ��� ���� "��� 0&����� ���। 01 0&������ �’# ����$�1 ��� ��। 
��� ����$���� ���� "(�� ��.�� ��#:��� ����� �� ��.�� ���। 0��� 0�#�� �� 
�������� +��� +�## 0�� %��#�� �� ��� �������� ���� 3�। 8Z"� "$��{� ����� 
[��� ����$���� 0��� �� +����� ����� �� %�C��� ���� %7$� �.��� "H5� ���। "��� 
����� � B�� %��C� +����� %�C��� ���� %7$� �.��� $�� +����� J$����� 2H� 
":����q��-� ^�� ���� ��fc ��� ������ ���। �&��� :�^^�� 0��� ��y���� "�1�_� ����� ��� 
pO"� "$��{� ��������� ����$���� %�C��� ���� %�2��� ���। ���� "f��� "��� ���� 
�� $��� pZ��� ����$���� "�� ����� %�C��� B�� %����� +,�- H����। +,��-� ^�� 
����$��� ��f{ ��� ��  0�� +��A� ��� �������� ���� (���। +����� "�1�_� ������ 3���� 
Y8 # ����$� ��� 0�� @ # +�� ��। 0��� +����� ���� +,�- 2�&���� ��� �w  
%�C� "(�� ����� �T��~ H�� +�$। ����$���� 0��� �� ��������� ����� %�C��� ���� 
";������: %7$� ���� ��( +����� 0&����� ����� ����� .��. %����� +,�- H����। ��� 
";�� +,��-� ^�� X�$ ��� ��� 0�� 0�� p9 # ����$� ��� ��। 
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+����� J$&�� ����$���� .�� ����� ����� H����� "��� (���। ����$���� H��. 
+����� .�� "(�� ���� ���� ��� ���। ����$��� ����� �����6 %�C�3��� ��<H���� #& f��� 
"����� $�����& +����� �|f�: "���� 0�� ����� ��� %�C��� .�� 2Hz ":����q�- ���। 
0�� +����� 8 # -����z %�^$�� . p # ":��|�# ������ .-�� ���� ��। ��� "$���� 
0��� #c� ���� 8o"� "$��{� ����� "$���� $�����&� #& ���� ���� "(�� ���� ���k 
+����� %�C�3���� .�� ,��:� +,� H����। ����$���� %�C�3��� +����� +,��- 
%���� ���� ��� �� �� ��� +��� ��a�� ���� 0�� ������� $NT-�f��� 01 0���� "(�� ����� 
"���� #& 8@ ������ 0��� �$��k "�� ��। �$��k %����� 8o ����� $��  pZ��� $�� [(� 
"�c��� 0��� ��y���� �� B�� ��� "(�� ���������� �w %�C��� B�� 2Hz +,�- H����। [ 
G�� C��� ����� �� ����$���� p9 # ��� 0�� YZ # +�� ��। +����� ����$��&� "����. 
���� 0�� +�� ��। +����� J$&��� 2Hz +,��-� ���� ����� � "��� ����$��� ����� 
�������� G�<�� "��  ������ "��� ���& ��। +����� J$&�� ����� ����&y %�C� "(�� 
"���:�, ����� . %&�& %e�e 0�� 2H�� ":�����E� ��� ��� "�। 0��� B�t����:& "�, 
"$��{� ���$� O ������ +����� J$&�� 01$� %�C�3��� "(�� �w� 2�� H���� ���� ����r 
�����- %e��e� %f��� ���� ��� +$�� ���& ��। ^�� �w�� 01$� #��:� ��� ��� "�। 0� 0� 
$r�� ���1 +��� ����� ��n� +,�- H���1। 01 ��n� +,��-� ^�� 2�� 8Zp # ����$� 
��� 0�� oY # +�� ��, @Z�� ��A�� X�$ ��� �� 0�� %$��& %e�e +����� ���� +�$। 
+����� =�=�� "$ ����� ��� %�� %s-pZ # ���� 0�� > # +�� ��। +����� J$���� 
����$���� ����4� ���������, �����, �1���, ��������, ������ 2f4�� #��:� ��E��� ���। 
0��� "$��{� ���$� "�q ���k ��B$$� �|f��:� ��K��� ��6�-� 0���� $NT-���� �w��y ��� 
��। 0� ^�� ����$���� �|f�: "��.�� "*� 0�� ��� ��K�� +�����  ���k +����� ���� 
(��� 0���� ��E����� $�6 +�� . ����s� $NT-��� �&(� ��� ��  0�� ���� ���� ��� �� । 
 

�$��� ��K�� ��. +��� ��� � ��� %��C� ����$���� %�C�3���� .�� +����� 
J$���� ,��:� H�� ��� �� ���S���। 8o"� +:* �&��� +1B�� [(� "�c��� ‘�_’ "��N�� 
"(�� 0��� '��� ��� %�C��� ���� ���\�� "��। +����� ���� ��� ��� ����$��� ����� 
%7���� %�C�3����� ";��� $�����& $����� ��# H����S। 01 '������� ����$���� 
$��������� ";��3��� 0&����� ���� ����~ "��� ��। '����� 8O ����� $���� ����$���� 
"��� #���(� .��� 0&����� ���:�� ��$ (���। "��� 8-[Z ��u ����$���� ��� ";�� "$���� 
%7$� ��। 0&������� +.��� +$�� $�c $�c +����� J$���� ����� .�� +,�- H����। 2Hz 
":���3��� �� ����� �’�� ";��1 _����� "��� �� 0�� "$1 $�c YZ # ����$�1 ��� ��। 
+����� 0�# J$�� ���� ��। [(� "�c��� ‘�_’ "��N��� +�. ��� '���¦ "$��{� ���$� 9 
����� "(�� pZ ����� ���k ������ �, ���#x�, ^������, H��� �:����  2f4�� C�� ����$���� 
%����� +,�- ��� Y> # ���$� . p@ ��#������ ��� . +�� ���। ����$��� 01 
0����� +����� J$����� +,�-�Q� ��������� %��� ��� 0��� ��y���� �� ���#x� . 
�:���� � ���� pp1 "$��{� %7$� ��। ����$���� 01 ����� %7$��� ��� +����� ���� 
+�:1 "�;<�� ���। ‘�_’ "��N��� ��� '��� ��:���� � ��� ����$���� ��( 0&����� "��� ��$ 
(���। pp ����� $��� >��� $�� %7:��� ����$� ���� +����� 0&������� +.��� ��  ���। 
+����� J$���� ����� %����� +,�- ���। 2�� +,��-� ���� ����$��� ����� � "��� 
+��� �K���$�- ���। 01 ����� ^�� p9 # ����$� ��� 0�� 8 # +�� ��। ����$���� 
01 0����� �����6 %�C�� ����� $�����&� #& pY ������ ����$���� ��<H�� #c� ���� ����� 
��<H��� $�� +�����  
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%�C�3���� .�� 0� G���&��� 2H� "�����q�- ���। ����$���� ���� ����� +����� 
J$����� ����� f�c�� �����। ���� ����� %�C� �w� H���� ����. %�� (���। ����$���� 
$�Gq� B�����t��� 0����� 0� ���. %�&��� (���। 
 

����$��� 01 "$P�� +�. J$& $����� ���� (���। ����� %�C�3���� ���� 
����$���� %7$� �.��� ��( ���� "�.��� #& [(� "�c��� ‘�_’ "��N�� p>1 "$�{� �w 
%�C��� "�� f��: "����� 7��� 0��� 0&����� "��� ��$ (���। p@ ����� $��� @��� 
����$���� 0��� ��y���� �� ��K� ��� "(�� %7$� ��� +����� +,��-� #& "������� 
+����� 0&�����-0� ��� $����� ��। ����$��� $���� �.��� $�c $�c +����� 0&����� ����� 
����� .�� %����� +,�- ���। ��#��� %�C��� 0� ���� ���� +,�k ��� �� ���� f����. 
�����। ^�� 01 +���� +,��- ���� �������� ������ "^�� 0�� ��fc ��� ������ ���।��� 
":��|�# ����� ������ ":����� ������� ������ $����� ���। ��m �f��:&��� ����� %�� 
J$& ����� ��। 01 %&������ ��� "$���� 8p # ��� 0�� [Y # +�� ��। +����� J$���� 
������ ���� ��� +$�� $=� ��। � �� ���� +����� 01 ���� $���������� ��� ����$���� 
0��� G���<�� %����� +,�- H����� ���� #�� . p �� Y � :� � X�$ ��� "��। 0� ���� 
+����� "�1�_� ����� H��:��� ��#���� ��� ����$���� 0��� ������ ���� 0&����� ��� 8Z 
# ����$��� ����� ���। ����$��� 01 $���� "��� ����� ������ ���� $����&��(� 0��� 
��y���� �� �� ";�� "��a�1 ��� H��:���� ���� %7$� ��। ��m "�;<��� +�:1 +����� 
J$���� ������� �����1��� ���� 0&����� ��� ��� ";�� _����� "�� 0�� $�c $�c �’ ";�� 
f��� ����$���� $��1 ��� ��। 01 $�G�q� +����� p # J$�� ���� �। +����� J$����� 
#& 01 0����� ����$���� 0�� �������� ^�� ���� ����� +��� �&��� f��� 01 0����� 
J$& $����� G��� 0�� H�� �4�� ���� (���। 0�� +��� +��� %$������ $���� �1। R����� 0�� 
^������� "�$� ":������� ��\��� ���� ���� 01 0����� �f�� ���� ������� �����। 
����$���� �)����� #& $�6 %�2��� �(3��� 2�� �i ��� ����� B�,� ��। 88"� "$�{� 
+����� >Z # ":����� 0��� �� H���� ";��� %�2����� ��( ����$���� j��� +,�k ��। 
^�� �’ �� ";�� _��� ���। H��# ���y����� ���� �� 0�� 0�# +�� ��। ���� "*:�, H���� 
��1�^� 0�� ���� ���� . pZZZ 3�� ����� ��  ������ ���। ":������ +�� . ������� ��� 
+����� %�C�� �^�� +�$। 01 ��6� �i ��� ��.��� +��� ��= ���y������� ���f` #��:�� 
��\��� ���v� ��� �� । 0����C�� +�� "�#� +1����� "� "�� B���� 01 0������ 
��u��y ���� #& ����� "�1। ���� +����� %����y �� ���� ��� ��y �4�� ��� �$�� "(�� 
��:� ���k +����� �)���� ��� �� "��� #& ����� ��1। ���� +����� %����y �� ���� 
��� ��y �4�� ��� �$�� "(�� ��:� ���k +����� �u���� ��� �� "��� #& ����� ��1। 
����$���� ���f` G�<��� B�� ��� ��� +,�- ��� ������� 01 0���� "(�� ������� ���� #& 
$�� �&�C� "�� ��। ��y �4�� ��.���� "�#� +1��� ��� �)���� ��� �� "��। pZ/p8��� 
��y���� "�1�_� ����� �$��, $�1�����, H�:��� 2f4� 0������ ���\�� "��। 01 "�1�_� �����3��� 
���f` C�� ����$���� B� %������ +,�- H����� 89 # ����$� ��� 0�� YZ #�� +�� 
��� . p�� :� � X�$ ���। +����� ��u ��u +,��-� ^�� ����$��� �&���&6 ��� �� । +�6 
+�6 $�6 0������ +����� J$&�� ����$���� �� ���$� $4�5 ���। 8[� "$��{� $��� @-
YZ��� $�� ����$���� 0��� ��y���� �� p@�� ";��� +������ 0��� "�1�_� ������� +,�- 
���� #& ��:��� ���� %7$� ��।  ����$���� ";��3��� ��  ��������� 7���� ��� "�;��� 
�� +����� J$���� ������� %������ +,�- ���। 01 +,��- ��<H�� ";�� _��� ��� 0�� 
%k� 89 # ����$� ��� 0�� �<����# +�� ��। ���y�������� 01 $�� +,��- "$ 
0����� $�6 #$����- 
�6� �ux�$ "^�� 0�� ����� +�|  
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���y���������� %�f�|� ���। 0� ������ �� Y�� %�P��� ����$���� 0��� �], 
":�����E� . �$� ��� $�1����� ����� ��( +����� ���y�������� j��� ��T7��� +,�k ��। 
+,��-� ^�� �]��� ":�����E� +3 "��: _��� ���। "$1 $�c pZ # ����$� ��� . +�� 
��। +����� H��# ���y����� ���� �� 0�� �’# +�� ��। 01 ��� "��� ����$���� 0��� 
��y���� �� +����� �]����: +����� %�C��� ���� %7$� ��। %7$� �.��� ��( +����� 
���y������� ������� ��:���� ��� +,�- ���। 2�� 8-Y G� ����� �� %�� ����$� �] 
"(�� a�<���� ������� "H5� ��� 0�� _��� ���। ����$���� @Z/oZ # ��� . +��� %�� +�� 
��। �]���. "�� =�� �� 0�� �� ��5 ���� J$&��� ��� �]�� "$�� "(�� ������ "��� $�(� 
��। ���1 ����� 9��� $�� ����$���� 8Z�� ";�� . Y�� ��_���� +����� ���y�������� 
j��� �$��� ��� +,�k ��। ^�� Y� ��W��� "��#����� ����z� %�^$�� "�u ��-�� #��� . 
0�# �&��� $� p8 # ����$� ��� �� 0�� ���� ��_ "��� . ������ ";�� _��� ���।  
  

"$��{��� "�q $r��� "(�� %�P����� 2(� $r�� 01 0����� "H�� 0&����� 0�� "��� 
"��� +,��-� ^�� ����$��� �&���&6 ��� �� । Y�� . [\� %�P���� H��:���, ���7��, �$�� 
2f4�� #��:�� ����$����� %k� 89Z "(�� YZZ J$�� ��� ��। 0��� �], ���� ��_����, 
pZ�� ";�� _��� ��� 0�� %& +����� �] ����Q�f��� =��76 ��। 2�� �=���� ������-� 
":�����E� ����� _��� ��� ����� +����� ���� +�$। 0�# "�u ��-��$� "�� �’# %�^$�� 
��� ��। 0� ^�� 01 0����� ����$���� �)���� $NT-���� �i ��� ��� 0�� ���� %�� ���� 
��� "��� ���& ��। 

 
����t�� ��=�- 0�� "������� 0������. +����� ���y������� ����� �)���� +��� 

"#����� ��� "����। YZ"� +:5 $��� pZ��� ���$�� "(�� ����$���� 0��� ��y���� �� 
"H;�:����  ���� %7$� ��। 01 ���� +����� %�C��� 8ZZ :�#� ���& "�;<���� +����� 
���y������� ����� .�� +,�- H����। Bf� ��=� ���& $�6 �� ��� ":���3�� H��� (���। 
����$��� +�,��� ��6�� H�������� $�6 7�� ������ "��। 2H� +,�- $�£. +����� J$���� 
��#��� %�C�� %�� (���। $�6 ���� ���� ����� 2�� 8Z # J$& ��� 0�� %�� +�� ��। 
���� %7$� ��� $=� � ��� ��H� ��� "��� ���& ��। ���� �&�� ���� "����� +�� . �&�� 
���� +�$�Bt��� "�4�~ 0��� �_������ ������� "H;�7��-����:� �-���$�� ��6� ���� 
�w¤$&��� H��H�� ��� G����� #& ��6�� ���a ���a �_������ ���� "f�c "�.��� #& ��\��� 
��। ���� ����5 C�� "�;<����� �� ����� �_������ ��# DE ��। ��m C��� ���k ����� . 
����� "������ ����$� ��4�� 2�������� f�� ��6�� �_������ ��:��� ���� "��। �&� ���� 
C��� "�������� "���� �4��� 
��(�� �(� ���a�� ���। "��a���� �� ���k ������ "������ 
����� $�c $�,�f��� $�����:�� ���। ���� ��#��1 ��6� ��<�  �� #��:��� 9Z ��B�z� �#���� 
0g�'��$f-0� �&�: ��:�� 0�� oZ �̂� ��6� B� �� "��। 0�� ��x����� ��6�� �’����� ��� ��6�� 
���� 2��� ���। ^�� "H;�7��-���$�� "��:����: �&�C� ���S` ��� �� । ��� ���� +����� 
+����� ������ �� ����t�� ��=--�T��� +� 0��� �� ��c����� . ���$���� ��a����a 
"����1�� B�� ��1 ��<�� 0��� 1�W$� ���� "��.�� �:� X�$ ��� "��। ��#������ ��� 
+����� ������� "V +����� "��<�� ��1�� +G��� ��1H�&� ��। "^� . ���$���� ���a �.�� 
"*��� ��� �_������ ���:�� "����1�� p[ �̂� ��6� X�$ ��� "��� ��। ���y������� ����t�-
"^� "����1�� ���� "����^��� ��� ���� #��:�� "��� "��। Y�� "$��{� +����� +� 0��� 
�_������ ����� �����1 . #�c����� "*��� ���a "��.�� ��6�� B�� �_������ ���:�� 
"����1�� ������ B� �� "�� 0�� #���� . "������ "��f�B %�^$ ��� �� "��। 
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"$��{��� 2(� $r��� "�������� ����$��� ����� �)����� +��� ��� �� "����। >1 "$��{� 
��� $����� #�k� ������� ��� ����� �����- J$& $����� ���� (���। � �� ��� 2�� Y��� 
$�� ����$���� ��� '��� "$������ �� %��,� ���। +����� %�C��� ���� %7$� ���� "H5� 
���। ����$���� ���� ";������: �� �� ��� �.��� "H5� ��� �� +����� %7���� �� 
����� .�� +,�- H����। +,��-� ^�� p9 # ����$� ��� 0�� "�� ����$��&� +¦�� 
��।%���5 J$&�� ������� ":���� $������ �K���$�- ���। ���� ����� [��� ����$���� 
+����� ��y���� �� +��� ��K�� ������ %��,� ���� "H5� ���। 0���. +����� %7���� 
%�C� "(�� ����� .�� +,�- H����� ��। ":���3���� ����$���� 0�# %�^$��$� p9 # 
��� 0�� 2�� 8Z # +¦�� ��। ����$��� ����� +,�- %�&��� ���� 0�� +����� 
%�C�3����  .�� 2Hzf��� ������ ":����q�- ���� (���। +����� J$���� ����� � "��� 
%7���� %�C� ����&�: ��� C��� %�C�� �^�� +�$। �������� ����� +,��-� H�� %�&��� 
����। $i&� ��� ���k 01 +,�- H��� (���। +����� ��� J$���� ����� %�C� "(�� ":��|�# 
������ $������ ����$���� +,�-�� "�  G��� ���� 2���� ���� $=� ��। ����$���� 
%�� ����� �� . ��� +����� ��n� +,��-� ���� ����� � "��� ���� ��� ���fc ��� ���। 
0��� ����$��� ��D����� ��� J$& $����� ���� (���। 2�� 0� �&������ J$& ��D���� 
"������ ���। O1 "$��{� +����� ��� $�7����� "������ #��� ���� "� ����$��� "�� 
������ pZ9 0� 0�0� ����$� $������ ��� %�C� ��S। ����$���� �)���� "��� +��� 
��a�� ���� "� ����� ��� �T�� ���  ����� %�C� ���� ��� �� ��� �.��� 2§�� ��S। 0�� � 
��x6 $T�� +��� +��� #��� ����, "� "�� B���� "������ 0���� ��#��� ���� +�� #& 
���� �������। pZ1 "$��{� $��� O�� "(�� ����$��� ���� �� ��� ��� 2Hz ������ ":���� 
$������ +����� %�C��� .�� +,�- H����। $�6 �� ����� �� ����$���� 01 +,�-�� 
+����� "������ 2���� ���। ����� =�=��� �� +����� J$���� ����$���� +��� ��K� 
���� �K���$��- ���& ���। +����� "$��� �� ����$���� .�� $���$��� 2�� +,�- 
H����� ���S� "$ $��� ":������� "�� ������ �� ��������� ���� +G�� "�� ������� 
�����6 ��� "����। 
 
 ���:�W ":������ ����$���� 0��� �&��N %������ +,�- ��� 0�# %�^$��$� pp 
# ����$��� ��� 0�� 8Z #�� +¦�� ���। ����$���� �&�N "(�� 2H�� �����- %e�e ��� 
"����$�1���, ���� "��_. 0�� ���� ��g ¨q� ��� ��� "�। +����� 0�# ���y����� 01 
$�G�q� ���� ��। +����� �� pZ1 "$��{� ��� pZ��� ���� �� �wG�<�� +,�- ��� ������� 
"$�� "(�� ����� � ���। 0���. +����� ":����� "������ %e�e ��� ��� "�।%�� +����� 
":���� �� "^�� ��� ^����� "���$�� �_������ ���:�� B� �� "��। ^�� �]�� �̂��� 0��� 
����� $4�5 �� 0�� 0� ^�� ���$��-"^�� ���& "V H��H� �i ��� ���। 0�� � "^� ���� . 
+����� ":������ "7�_ ��=� ���  ����$���� �� +��A� $4�5 ���। ":������ "^� "(�� 

�̂�:�#� ���k ����$���� "����^� ��1 "��� ����� "����^� "��:����: �&�C� ���S` ��� 
"��। ����$��� ����� %7���� %�C�3����� "^� "(�� V��� $�����& �$� $����� �����। 
����� 01 $����� �i ���� #& �H������ ��� G�����  "���$���� B� �� "���� #& +����� 
��1.���� '��� ��\��� ��। 01 '����� ������ a�<�� ��� ���� ����$���� %�C��� ���� 
%�2��� ���। ���� $���� ���� "$���� $N��� �(&��$i� H����� #��� ���� ����$��� 
"$������ � � 2���� �&�C� �����। %����5 ���� ���� �� $�<����� ����� %i���� "$����� ��H 
�_������ ���:�� 01 3E~�T-� "$���� B� �� "��। 0� ^�� "^� 0�� "�������� ����$���� 
V��� $�����& $����� $NT-���� �i ��� ���।  
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 �w��� B�� +����� +,��-� H�� %�&��� ���� ��S�। pp1 "$��{� +����� 0��� 
��y���� �� ������ $������ $i&� $����� ��D����� ��� ���G�<��� B�� %����� +,�- 
��� $��# ����$��� ��� 0�� ���#�� +¦�� ���। 0 ���� +����� ��� ��y���� �� 
$����� 0�� #:`�( ���G� �wG�<��� B�� %������ +,�- H����� H��# ����$��� ��� 0�� 
%���� +¦�� ���। +����� 01 ��u ��u +G���� ^�� ����$��� �����k ��� ��  0�� "^�� 
��=�- ����� ������ %�C� :�  "����। "$�� "(�� +����� %�C��� B�� 2Hz ������ 
+,�- H����। 01 +,��-� ^�� +����� %�C� "�� ������ �������� ���� ��  ���। ����$��� 
�����  ������ +,�- %�&��� ����। ����� 01 ������ G�<��3����� X�$ ��� "���� #& p[1 
"$��{� ������� $���� +����� 0��� "��N���� ���� �����$� ����$����  %�C��� "��� 
��\��� ��। ":�� ��( %�2��� ��� 01 ���� "^� ���� �|��� ��K�� ������ "�;<�� 0�� 
����$���� �/�]�� %��C� ����G�<�� ${�i ��6���� ��� $�:� ��� ��� p-YZ��� ��� %�C��� 
B�� ������� $�����& %������ +,�- H����। ����$��� 01 ���� +,��-� #& "����1 2§� 
��� �। +,��-� H��� B����k� � "��� ���� "^��� %��C� ����� %& ":��|�# ������ 
$�����&� +��� #���। "^� "(�� ����$���� ����3�� +����� %�C��� B�� 2Hz +,�- 
H����। +����� ���q� ":��|�# ����� ����$���� "^� %�C��� .��  ��n� +,�- H����। � 
G�� ����� �� +����� "�1�_� ����� ����$���� ��#�� ���, p> #�� +¦�� 0�� ����� 
+��� �� =��$�� ��� ������ ��#��� %�C�� �^�� +�$। +����� ������ +,�- 
����$���� G�<�� ���5 =��$�� ��� 0�� ���� ����� ":����q�- �i ���� ���& ��। ��� +¦��� 
#��� ����  "�, +����� 01 +,��-� ^�� ����$���� ":��|�# G�<���� pp # ����$� ��� 
0�� 8Y # +¦�� ��। �/�]�� ���� #�� X�$ ��� ���। 0��� ������. ����Q� =�� ��। 
"^��� ����$���� ����� %���� "f�c �� । ����q ��� ����$���� $����� ���k ������ 
$�$& ������� f�� "^� ��� ����&�: ��� %&� H�� ���। %������ 01 +,��� ^�� 
+����� ���y����� . 
������2� #:�-� ����� %��� �4�� ���। 0� ���� +����� 0��� 
"��N�� $����� �wG�<�� "�1�_� ���� #& ��\��� ��। $�6�� "��� ����  �� ��� o-YZ-  
����� +����� "��N���� ":��|�# ����� 0�� [ ������� $������ ����$���� .��  %����� 
+,�- H���� 0�� 2�� 0� G�� ����� �� +����� J$&�� ����$���� %7���� %�C�3��� ��� 
��� "�। ����$���. ����� ":��|�# ������ $�����& +����� %7$� ��( ���� "���� "H5� ���। 
��m +����� J$���� �=2�� . ����~� $�c ����$���� %�C��� B�� �����  ����� %�&��� 
����। ����$���� ":��|�# ������ +,��� ^�� +����� %7$� ��( ������ ���� +�$। ��m 
���. +����� J$���� _���� "(�� ����� %7���� %�&��� ����। $��� ���k $�G�q� ����$��� 
����� %�C� "(�� ������ ���� ��� "��� ���& ��। +����� J$���� 01 %�C��� "��� %��C� 
0��� "��V�� _�N. X��$ ��� ���� $=� ��। 0�� 2�� 8Z/89 # ����$� ����� ��। 
������ %�C� "(�� ����$���� ����� � ���� �� +���� ��D����� ��� %k��� 7��� 
����$���� %�C��� B�� H�� ��� �� ����। 2(��� 01 %�C�� +����� ":��|�# ����� 
+,�- H����। ^�� pZ # ����$� ��� 0�� +��� ������� +¦�� ��। 0� 0��� �� +���  
%k��� 7���� %�C��� .��  +����� ":��|�# ����� +,�- H����। ^��  pY # ����$� 
��� . 8 # +¦�� ��। 
 
 8O"� "$��{� $i&� @��� $�� [(� "�c��� ‘��’ "��N�� ����$���� ����� %�C��� 
B�� %������ +,�- H����। 01 +,��- +����� ":��|�# �����. $����� ���। ��� 2�� YZ 
����� ��� ���� ���k H��� (���। �� G��� ���� +����� J$���� pZ # ����$� ���, p9 # 
+¦�� . > #�� �|� ���। ���� � %�� %e�e. ��� ��� "�। ����$��� ��$����� "(�� 
+��� J$& 0� 
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��y �4�� ��� +����� B�� ��n� +,�- H����। +����� J$���� $���$���� $��( ��� 
+,��-� "�������� ���। ��m "�q ���k +����� ����� ":�����E� �̂���� 0�� %�C� ����&�: 
��� ������ �T� %�C�� �^�� +�$। 01 $�G�q� +����� ��= 0�# ���� . pp # +�� ��। 
+����� ���H������ $��� ����$���� 0��� $��������� V�� �������� "(�� "������� ���� 
��.��� ��( +����� J�$���� ��<�� ���� ��1�� +G��� X�$ ��। 0�� ��# ����$� ��� . 
> # +�� ��। V���� "��a�1 ":�����E� 0�� "��. X�$ ��� ���।  
 
 01 G��� �’�� �� p�� %�P��� ��� pp��� $�� +����� 0��� ��y���� �� 
����$���� �������� %©C��� .�� 2Hz +,�- H����। �������� ����$���� #& "������ 
"$P�� %�&k  3E~�T-� G�<�� ���। ���- 01 G�<��� ���&�� "������� ��K� ���� ����� 
%�C�3����� $����� %�&��� "������। ���� "$1 #&1 +�����  +,�-�� 2���� ���� #& 
+2�- "H5� ���। ��m +����� 2H� +,��-� ���� ����� � "��� ����� %�C� ����&�: ��� 
������ ���। 0�  ���� 8�� %�P��� ��D��� �ªG�<��� B�� +����� J$���� +,��-� H�� 
�� ��� DE ���। ����$��� �����$��&� $����� ��� ����� 01 %�C��� �=� ���� #& 
+�����  B��. ��n� +,�- H����। +����� J$���� ����$���� ��D����� ��� "(�� 01 
��n� +,�- �4���� $�c 2�������। 0�� ����$��� ��fc ��� ���। ����$���� +,�- 
2���� �.��� $�c $�c +����� %&�& %�C� "(�� 2�� 8/Y "��N�� J$& 0���� ��� ��fc 
��� ��.�� ����$���� B�� ����� ��n� +,�- H������  #& ����� "�1 । +����� J$&�� 
����$����. B�� +,�- H����� ������� ���� ����� "�� 0�� ���� �� %��,� ��� 
��D����� ����$���� %��3��� %�C� ��� ��� "�। ����$��� ����� %�C��� B�� 
%,�- �.���� ��#��� ":��|�# ������� $����&� #& %����� #���। +�#�� :�� %��C� 
��� ":��|�# ����� ��D����� B�� ":����q�- DE ���। ��m "$;f�:&��� +����� +,��-� 
H�� �wG�<��� %�� ������� (��� "$ ":���3�� "����f�:1 ����� ��#��� %�C��� B��  +G�� 
���� (���। +����� +,��-� H�� . ����� ��#��� ":���� +G��� ����$���� %�C��� 
����Q�f��� =��76 ��। 2�� YZ/[Z # ����$� ��� . 2H��$��&� J$& +�� ��। ���� 
B����k� � "��� ����� ��D����� %�C��� ����&�: ��� +�$ "��� �� ��� %�C� "� । 
�������� ���� ���f` #��:�� +����� J$����� ���� �����k ��� %�� =�=�� 
���� "�� 
"������ . ��������� ����$���� ����� $NT-���� "f�c ���। ����$���� 0�� "��H�� %�C� 
"��� +��� ����� B�� +����� H�� %�&��� ����। 8�� %�P��� $i&�� +����� 0��� �� 
����$���� ������ %�C��� B�� +,�- H����� O# ����$� ��� ��� 0�� ����� %��� 
�$� ��5 ��� "��। ����$��� ����� %�C�3����� �=� ���� #& 8�� . Y�� %�P���� ��&���� 
���� "^� "(�� �������� . �H������� +��� 0� �&������ J$& $����� ���। Y ����� $��� �� 
��� $�� ����� 0��� ��y���� �� +����� %k��� . �������� %7���� %�C��� ���� %7$� 
��। f��� ���� . �������� $����& ���� +����� %�C�3����� 2H� ":����-�- ��� 0�� "$1 $�c 
����� ������ �����. +,�- H����। ����$��� �� %�C��� [Z/9Z :�#� ���& "�;<��, �� 
+�����  J$���� ����� B��  2Hz 3�� H����� 2�� 89/YZ # ����$��� ��� ���। 
����$��� ����� H����� +�����  %k����� %�C��� ��=-����� "V]3��� ��� ��� "�। 
��=-���� 0��� ����� "���:� �������� B�� ������ 3�� "��: X�$ ��। 01 +G��� +����� 
����# J$�� ���� ��। ����$���� 01 2�� H�� . 2H� ������ 3��� ���� 2���#�� 
":�����E� . %�e� %f��� ����� � "��� +����� %7���� G�<��� J$���� ���� ��� ���& %�C�� 
+�$। ����$��� ����� +,�- +����� ���& %�C��� B��. H����� (���। 01 $�� +����� 
":��|�# ����� 0�� ������� ":����� ����� +,�- 2���� ��� ���। ���& %�C��� $��� ����� 
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� "��� ���� ���� ���� ��H� ���� "H5� ���। +����� ���& %�C� "(�� 0��� ��y���� �� ����� 
B�� ��n� +,�- H����। 01 +,��- ����� � "��� ����$��� ��fc ��� ������ ���। 
+����� ��n� +,�-���� ���� +��� %7$� ��� %k��� 0�� ������� ������  ���। 
����$���� 2�� [Z/9Z # %���� ��। +����� 0�# ���� . 9 # +�� ��। ����$��� 
�#�������� . �H������� ����� %�C�3����� +��� J$& $����� ���� (���। +���. +����� 
H�� %�&��� ����। [\� %�P��� ����� ���� +����� 0��� ��y���� "�1�_� ����� ����$���� 
%�C�� %�2��� ��� $��� �’�� ���k �H������ ��� "�;<��। $��� �’��� Y’’ ������� $������ 
�H������ ����$���� %�C��� ��=�- %����� +,�- H����। +�G�� ���k +,��-� ^�� 2�� 
YZ # ����$� ����� ��� 0�� 0��� +� +� X�$  ��� "��। 0��� ��� %�C� "(�� $�� 
��  ������ �^�� +�$। > "(�� pZ ����� ���k +����� ":��|�# ����� ��D���, �#��������, 
�H����� 0�� "���� �� B�� ���f` $��� +,�- H����� 2�� pZ # ����$� ����� ���। pp 
����� $i&� @��� ^���$��� ��D��� . �#���������� ���� "(�� 0� �&������ ��y$� 
":������# ����� . Y’’ ������� $������� +����� %���� %�C��� B�� ����� +,�- 
H����। ����$��� +����� %�C��� %�� ���� "�;<���� $�(� ��। ��m +����� J$���� 
�����,�� ����� +,�-�� 2���� ���। $�6 ��� +,�- H������ �� ����$���� 2�� Y9# 
J$�� ��� ��। ��y 2������ �&(� ��� 0�� 2H�� =�=��� #& ����$��� ����� �4���� "^�� 
"���� ��fc ��� ���� ��� ���। 01 $�^��&� ^�� +����� J$����� ����� +��� �4�� ���। pY1 
0�� p[1 %�P��� ����$��� +����� %�C��� $���� 0����� ����� �)���� ��� �� H��। p[1 
%�P��� $������ ��� ����$���� �’�� '��� +����� 2���=� ��1�� ����� ��। ^�� po # 
����$� ��� ��। pY ����� $��� pZ��� $�� +����� ":��|�# ����� ����$���� ��D��� 
%�C��� B�� ":����q�- ��� 0��� "���:�$� ��<H# ����$��� X�$ ���  "��। ����$��� 
8/Y �� ��� (���� �� +��� ����� �)���� ��� �� "��। p>1 %�P��� +����� �’�� ����� 
����� Y-YZ ��� ����$���� ������ %�C��� B�� +�� %����� +,�- H����। 8Z ������ 
01 +,��- ��y������� ��<H# ����$��� ��� . pZ #�� +�� ��� ������ �^�� +�$। .1 
��1 $��  H����� $�� +���� ":��|�# ����� ����$���� ��D��� %�C�� ����� H����� pZ 
#�� +¦�� ��� 0�� 0��� ��A�� B� �� "��। ����$��� p9 ����� $i&� @��� 2�� 0� 
�&������ J$&��y ��� ":��|�# ������ $������ +����� $����:�, H|� 0�� #c������ 
%�C�3��� B�� 2Hz +,�- H����। +����� ":��|�# ����� 01 %�C� 3���� $����&��(� 
����$���� B�� +,�- H����। 2�� �� G�� ���� +����� 2Hz +,��-� ���� ����� � "��� 
����$��� ���� ��� ���। ����� ������� $��&� #�� ����। 
 
 ����t� ��=�- #���1 ���$� "��q� ���� +��� �� �� ":������ "V�� ���� �f��� 
���\�� ��1। 01$� ":���� ����t�, "H;�7��, ���$��, ��#�:W, ����, H�<����, ^������ 2f4�� 
#��:��� 2��� ��� �# �# #��:�� "�1$ J��� ��� "����। +:* ���$� 2(� $r��� ^���:�W 
%��C� +����� ":������� 0��� '��� ����$���� 0��� ������� ���� "����� ��� C�� 
0&����� ���। 0� G�� ����� �� p8 # ����$� ��� . p9 # +�� ��। "������ %e�e 
+����� ":������ ��� ��� "�। ���$�� (��� $������ 7��� ���$�$���� 0��� "��� G�<�� ���। 
���$���� ":������ 91 +:* $i&� @��� $�� 0 1 G�<��� B�� %������ +,�- H����। +,��- 
pZ # ����$� ��� . 8 # +�� ��। +����� +����� ":���� ���� ��� '��� ������#���� 
��� ����$���� 0��� G�<��� ��6���� $���� ���। ���� ��n�- 0� 01 ���� @ ����� ��� 
"�;� ����� $�� "$1 G�<���� %������ +,�- H����। 2�� +�G�� ����� ^�� 8o # ����$� 
��� 0�� 0�# %�^$�� . "#�$.$� p8 # +�� ��। "�� ����$��&� ��A�� B� �� "��।  
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"$��{��� �j��� $r��� "H;�7���� ��=�- 0�� ����t�� ��=�- �4«¬:�, ������, 
+�#����� 2f4�� #��:�� +����� ":������ ����$���� B�� ���f` $��� +G�� "�� 2�� 8Z 
#�� ��� . p> #�� +�� "���। 0$� $�G�q� +����� Y[ # ���y����� ���� 0�� Y # 
+�� ��। "$���{��� 8Z ������ +����� 0��� ":���� �� H7��-����t�� ��6�� #:`�( ���G� 
��� ��#����� "$���� B� �� ���� "$�� "(�� ���� B��� pZ # ":���� . 0��� ����� ������ 
����$���� %��=�� 0&����� "��� ��$। "$���� X��$� $���� "��� "^� "(�� ��������� 0��� 
��y���� �� "$��� ���� %7$� ��। "$���� "�;<��� +�:1 ����$��� +����� ���y�������� 
0&������ ��  ���। +����� ���y������� ����� B�� 2Hz +,�- H����� 0�# %�^$��$� 89 
# ����$��� ��� ���। ����$��� ��fc ��� "^�� ���� ������ ���।  
 

����$��� ���$���� ��� ��$���� ��� 0� #��:�� ����� 0��� G�<�� J��� ���। 
����� $�c "�� ����$��&� ��#����. ���। 01 �&�N "(�� ���� H�<����-���$��-����t� ��6�� 
%��� ��� ���� "� ����। ^�� H�<����� 0�� ��=- R��� . ^������� %�2������� +����� 
":������� #& ����Q� 2���i���� �4�5 ��। 01 G�<���� X�$ ��� "���� #& �&��� ������� 
����� "��� ��। �&��� ������ 01 G�<���� $N��� ��������� $���� $�7� ���। "$��{� ���$� 2(� 
���� [(� "�c��� ‘��’ "��N�� . ":���� $���� 0��� ��y����  �� ���$�� 0����� %�2��� 
��� 0�� ���� ����$��� ��$���� G�<��� B�� %������ +,�- ���। ^�� 2�� 89 # 
����$� . YZ # ��#���� ��� ��। ����$��� �&�N "��  ����t�� ���� ������ ���। ��$���� 
%�C� "(�� %�� %e�e +����� ���� +�$। 01 $�G�q�� 0��� �� +����� ���� ��#�:�W 
%��C� ��#������� 0��� ����� "V�� �&��N +,�- H����� YZ # ��#����� ��� ���। 0� 
^�� +����� 3E~�T� %�2��� �(�� +��� ������y ��। ����$��� 0 1 %]�� +����� X�$ 
���� #& +��� J$& $����� G���। ����� 0��� �&������ "H;�7��� "������ ��। ����$���� 
�&������ "�_��������� 0��� ��®�$� ��� �̄-0 C�� ��� । 01$� $���� +����� ���� C��� 
":������� ���^�� "�;��। ����$���� 01 �� �&���������� +$�� $��( $��(1 �&���&6 ��� 
"�����  #& "�u 1����v��� "$��{� ���$� pZ ������ +����� ����� �� �� . 0��� ":���� 
���� "H;�7��� ��\��। +����� ���� ����� ��<H��� "H;�7���� ��� B��C� ��� ����$���� 
"�_������������ B�� ������� ":����q�- DE ���। "�� �’�� ":��� ��®�$� G��� ���& �� । 0� 
^�� ����$���� 2�� YZ/[Z # ����� ��। +����� 0�# 2�&=���� C��� ":���� +�� "�� 
���$���� ���� ��� "��� "���। ����$��� ������ $�����& +����� %�C��� B�� ":���3�� 
H����। 0�� ���� "�$���� "��� ��� ��। 0� �’�� �� ����$���� 0��� �� ���$���� ��#���� 
��� C��� �����, ���k ������  "������ ��� 0� $f�� ����� ��। 01 $f� �� ��� "���� #& 
+����� 0��� ������ �� ����$���� B�� %������ +,�- H����। ^�� 0�# "#-�$-.$� 
��# ����$� ��� ��। ���k ������ "������ f�� ������ ���। ����$��� "$��{� ���$1 
"H;�7���� B��� ���$���� ��#���� ��� ����� �� ��� ����� G�<�� J��� ���� "H5� H����। 01 
$���� "��� "�u 1����v��� ����$���� ${�i $NT-� ��� $�7� ���� #& "��� �� ��\��। "��� 
���� ��� O��� $�� ��� $�7� ��� "^�� +�$। ���� "���� ���, ����$���� 2�� 0� "��N�� 
��y ���$���� ��#���� B��� G�<�� J��� ���� #& "V] "��< �� �&6। $���� "��� "�u 
1����v����� [(� "�c��� ‘‘��’ "��N�� 0�� �’�� ":���� "��N�� "�� ������� $������ ��� 
$��  [��� $�� ����$���� %�C��� B�� %����� +,�- H����। +����� ��/ +,��-� ^�� 
����$���� ��� ����� "���:� "��* �� � $NT-� %�C�3�� �����6 ��� ���। ����$��� ����� 
��A�� "(�� +,��-�� H��� ������� "H5� ���� +����� J$���� ����� ��� ���। 2�� 89 # 
����$� "�W��$� ��� �� . %��� +�� ��। �’G�� +,�- H������ ��  
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+����� J$���� ������ ����� %�C�� �^�� +�$। ��� ����$��� ����� +�� J$�� . 
������ ��� #��� ��� ���$���� ���� ������ ���। 2�� o��� $�� ��<��� "�������� ��� 
����$���� +����� �� "$1 %�C��� ��y �4�� ���� #& +�$। ��y �4��� �� ����$��� 2�� 
pZ��� ���� +����� %�C��� +,��-� #& +7$� ��। +����� %�C��� ����$���� 01 
+,��-� #& 2��� ���। "�u 1����v����� "�4�~ ����$���� +,�-�� +����� J$���� 
2����  ���� (���। +����� 2H� ":���3��� ���&. ����$��� +����� %7���� %�C��� ��� 
���k %7$� ��� $�(� ��। 0 $�� +����� >’’ ����� . 8’’ ����� ����� B�� ����Q� +G�� 
���� ����$���� +,�- ��fc ��� ���। D����� ��® 0��� ����$� �� +����� _���� ���� 
"��� $=� ��। ��m "�u 1����v��� $���� ��n� +,��-� ^�� ����. ��� �° 9/> G�� 
����� �� +����� ��� J$���� $�^��&� $�c ����� +,�- 2���� ���� $=� ��। 01 ���� 
0�# "�#�$� Yo # ����$� ��� ��। ������� ":���� +G��� ����$���� %�^$�� ��� 
���� �� ����$��� ����� ������ ��K����� ���� ��� ���। 0� �’�� �� pY1 "$��{� $i&� 
$��  @��� $�� +����� 0��� ":���� �� ^������� ��� 0���  "���$�� B� �� "��। 0� 9Z 

�̂� :&�� $4�5 ��। ^�� ���$��-"^�� ���& "V H��H� �i ��� ���। ���_$� 0�� ":���|����&� 
���G�� ����$���� �’�� G�<�� ���। "�u 1����v��� pO"� "$��{� $���  $��  ��<H���  $�� 0 1 
�’�� ��� %�C��� B�� 0�����: %������ +,�- H����। 01 +,��- op 0� 0� �����, p9 0� 
+� +� 0�� "���:� �&���� ��� ��। ����&� ���G�� %��C� ����$��� +����� +,���-� 
�T�����$ "��� $��� ��� ���। ^�� $��$� %�C��� D�� ��� ��A�� X�$ . > # ����$� +����� 
+,��- ��� ��। +����� �’# J$�� +�� ��। ���_$� G�<��� B�� +����� +,�- $NT-� 
$^� ��। +�+�- 0� 3��� +G��� 2�� �’�� ��A�� X�$ ��। ����$���� 8Z- # ��� . p8 
# +�� ��। +����� +,�-���� ���� �’G�� �� ������ ��#��� %�C�� �^�� +�$। 01 
$�G�q�� H���� �� 8Y"� "$��{� "f�� ��<H��� $�� 0��� '��� . p> # ":���� "�u 
1����#�#����� "�4�~ ����� 0�� +�+� -0� $�����& +��� ":���|����& ���G�� %����� 
+,�- H����। 01 +,��-� $�� +����� J$���� �w� "������ ��A�� +�+�-0� $�����& 
X�$ ��� ���� $=� ��। ^�� 2�� p9 # ����$� ��� . pZ # +�� ��। 0� G�� ����� �� 
+����� J$���� ����� %�C�� ������ �^�� +�$।  
 

����$���� 0��� ��y���� �� ����t�� ��=�- �����:��� "(�� ����-����� ���� 
%7$� �� 0�� ����-����� %��3��� ��� G� ������ "�� 0�� ��� �q�- ���। 8/Y G�� ���) 
����� %�&�H�� H��। ��������� ��� %��C� +����� ��� pY $��$&� "��� 0��� ":���� �� 
����$���� ����$���� ����-����� ���� %7$� ��� "���। ��� 01 �� �����:���� ��6�� 
0&����� ����। ����$��� ����-���� %�&�H�� H������ �� "^��� ��( ����� 0&������� +.��� 
� �� ":������ +,�- H����। +,��- p[ # ����$� . 8o # ��#���� ��� 0�� pY # 
����$� . p> # ��#���� +�� ��। +����� ��� "������ ����� 3�� "�q � �.�� ���k 2�-��- 
+,�- H����� ���। 01 0&������ "�q ���k ��<H# ":���� ���� �� 0�� ���� o # �^�� +$�� 
$�(� ��। ��y����  ��������� ���� $�c ��® 01 ":���� ������ 2Hz +,�- 0�� +Q�&�: 
"���� f��� ����� �।  
 

H�<������ ��� +�|��� ��#���� ��� +����� 0��� "��N�� ����� "�1$ C�� ���। 
C��� ����� 0�� ��#������ ����$������ 01 "�1$ ${�i ��� "��। 01 ��#����� ������ 
��� (���� +��� J$���� "�1$���� ��(5 ����� �� �����। >1 "$��{� $��� >��� $�� 
����$���� 0��� ��y���� �� C��� ������� $�����:��� +����� 01 "�1$�� +,��-� #& 
+�$। +,��-� #& +�$। +,��-�  
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$�� ���� ";��� $����& ��� ��� ��� "�1$-0 ���� %7$� ���� "H5� ���। ����$��� ���� 
"�;<��� +����� J$���� ����� B�� +,�- H����। �’G��� ���� p# "�#�$� Y@ # ����$� 
��� ��। ��� ��� ��� � "��� 0�� %�� ������� ^�� ���� ��fc ��� ���। +����� 
"��N���� ��� "$�� "(�� ������ %& "�1$-0 H�� +�$।  
 

����t�� ��=�- ����$���� ��$��� G�<���� +����� ":���� ������ �������� ����q 
%$������ $4�5 �����। 01 G�<�� "(�� ����$���� ������ �� +����� ������� ��( ����q 
�)���� H������। 01 G�<������ X�$ ��� "���� #& �&��� �������� ����� "��� ��। ����q �(& 
%�$i� ��� 9Z #�� 0��� �� �&��� �������� "�4�~ YZ "� "$��{� ��� 0���� 01 G�<���� 
%�2��� ��� +,�- H����। �� G�� ����� �� $������ ���#��� $� p> # ����$� ��� 0�� 
o # +�� ��। ����$��� 01 +,��-� ^�� 0�1 �����6 ��� ��  "�, "$�� "(�� ���� ����� 
%�C� ����&�: ��� ����t�� H�� "��� ���& ��। 0� �’�� �� +����� �_������ ����� "������� 
��#���� ��� �����1-"$��#�#� $ ��� 0��� "$�� ���U��� �:�� B� �� "��। ����$��� 01 
��6����� �&�A 0�� ���� :� � H��H��� #& ��u�����-� "H5� �����। "$���� X�$ ��� "���� ��  
���� ��6� "������� ��# �i ��� "��। +����� +����� ":���� �� H��|�� ���� "�������� 
��6�� ��1 ��<�� ����$���� 0��� :� � X�$ ��� "��। 0�� �. ����t�� ��=�- . B��� p�� 
%�P��� "(�� Y�� %�P��� +����� $�c ���f` $�G�q� 2�-� �, "����x�, +#����, �������#��, 
+���� 2f4�� #��:�� 89 # ����$� ��� 0�� o # +�� ��।  
 

+����� [p #�� 0��� ":���� �� p�� %�P��� ����� "V�� "�q ��� ��� o��� R���� 
B����& �.��� ��। �$��� ��=- ��� ���� 01 ��� ";��� B#��� ��� "$��� ��� "�;��। 
����$���� 0��� ������� �� ��� pp��� +����� �j��� ";������ "���� ��� 0�� +,�- 
H����। +,��-� ^�� +����� ��<H# ":���� ���� . ��# +�� ��। p9�� ��1�^� . 9�� 
"*$:� ����� ��  ������ ���। ���� ":������ %����5 �w��� �:���� ��1�� H�� +$�� $=� 
��। 01 G��� ���� �� "�u 1����v���� [\� %�P��� $��� ��<H��� "H;�7���� 9 ��1� B��� 
���$���� ��#��� ��� %�C��� B�� pZ> 0� 0� +� +� . op 0� 0� ������� $�����& +,�- 
H����� �w� @�� ��A�� X�$ ��� 89 # ����$� . @ # ��#������ ����� ���। ���y������� 
"H;�7���� �� ��1� ��=�- 0��� "$��. X�$ ��� "��। [\� . 91 %�P��� ����t�� B��� 
+#���� . #�����  0����� +����� ":������ ����$���� "�� ��� ������� ���� +,�- 
��� p9 #�� ��� . 8Z #�� +�� ���। +����� p # ���� . p # +�� �� ����t��� 
":���� ��<�� ��1 ��<�� ����$���� p�� #�� X�$ ��� "��� ��। "$1 $�c 0�# %�^$��$� 
��#  ����$� ��� ��। 0�� � ���H���� 0�� ���3�� _��G� ����� "��� ��। "���� (���� 
%��C� ����$���� 0��� ��� $�c  �� ����� ��� $��  ����� $�� +����� 0��� ":���� 
���� $�Gq� ��। > G��� ���� ����$��� $NT-���� �����6 ��� ������ ���। +����� ":������ 
����$���� j��� �|� pO # �&�y�� ��y ��� "�� 0�� O�� ��1�^� ��� ���। 0��� "���� 
0���� $NT-�E�� +����� ��4��~ +�$। >1 %�P��� ��� Y��� $�� ����$���� 0��� �� 
���f����� ��� +����� 0&������ ��  ���। 01 0&������ 0�# 1�W���� "���-0� %�^$��$� 
p8 # ����$� ��� ��। ����$��� ":����� B��� +��� ����� +����& ��E����� #& 
�)���� ��� �� "��। ����$���� 01 �)������ ���� "���� #& �&��� ����E� +�� �’�� 
'��� ���� �� 0�� "������� ��\��। 01 '���3��� ����$���� H��H��� ��6�� 0&����� "��� 
%��=� ���� (���। o ����� ���� ����$���� 0��� ��y���� �� ":���� ��� ��� ���� �� 
���� %7$� ��। $��� �’��� $�� 01 ���� +����� 0&������� +.��� +�$। 
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^�� 8Z # ����$� ��� . pZ # +�� ��। ���� ����$���� +����� "��� �� ��������� 
+����� 0&������� +.��� +�$ 0�� 0&������ ># ����$� ��� ��। ���1 +����� 
���y������� ����$���� +����� ���� �� �H�-0� ��� $�������� "#E1� 0&����� ���। 
0&������ p# "�#� . p# �&���$� 8Z # ����$� �� . @ # 1���$00^ ��� ��। ��� 
0�# �&����� �� J$�� #��f�  ��� ��� ��� +��� #��� ����। 0�# ����$� +����� 
���� �|�. ��। 01 $�G�q� +����� 0�# ���� 0�� ��# ��# +�� ��। @�� ��1�^� 
+��� ��� ��� "1। 0� �’�� �� pp1 %�P��� $�� $��  pp��� $�� +����� ���y������� 
����t�� $����� ��B$ 0�� ":����� H�<���� "^���� �������  ":����q�- ���। ����t� $����� ��B�$ 
����$���� ������ �’ "�_��������� ���। 0� ":����q��-� ^�� 2�� YO # ����$� . ��#���� 
����� ��। ����� �f��� ��$ ������� ":����q�- ����� ����$����  ���& +��A� $��5 ��। ��� 
+��� #��� ���� "�, ���� %��C� %�� ������ ����$� f��$}6  ��� ����� %e�e "^�� 
������ �&������� ���� ������ ���। +��� +��� #��� ���� "�, $����� ��B�$ ":����q��-� 
$�� "$��� ����6�� O� ������ �_�f��� "#���� %�^$�� ������ B��C� ����। %�s� #& 
��� +����� +,�- "(�� �=� �� । ����$��� ����t� ���� 2���&  ��������� ���y�������� 
j��� 01 +,��-� ��� ����6�� "��_. "(��. 2H�� ����। ���� ��<H# J$�� ��� . YO # 
+�� �.��� �(� 
���� ���। +����� ":������ �������#�� 7��� ����$���� 0��� 
"�_����������� $i� ���। 01 $���� "��� "�u 1����v��� 0��� @9-0� 0� +� +�, "���:� 
. ����� "���:�$� 0��� '��� ���\�� "��। 01 '����� �( 2������ $������ ����$���� 
"�_���������� ���� ���� "�;<��� $=� ��। p8 1 %�P��� "f�� ��<H��� +����� 01 ���� ���� 
0�� "���:��� $�����& ����$���� 01 "�_���������� +,�- ��� 0��� ���¯� -0 %��C� �’�� 
��A�� $NT-�f��� B� �� "��। � %�C��� +��� ����$��� ���� ������ 1�6� ������� "H5� 
���। 0����C�� ����� 2�� "���:��� $�����& 3���q�- ��� ����� p8 #�� ��� . [ #�� 
+�� ���। 0��� +����� ���� ������ +����� %�C�� �^�� +�$। 01 G��� 0��� �� 
�:��� � . #��#x�� +����� +,��- @ # ���$� . 9 # ��#����  ��� ��। 
 

�� �H� (��� ���:� 7��� +����� ":������� 0��� %�C� ���। ����$��� C��� 
�������� ��� $���� "��� o1 %�P��� ����� 0��� ��y���� �� ��� "$1 %�C��� B�� 
+,�- H����। +����� ���y������� ����~� $�c "$1 +,��-� "�������� ���। ���� 0��� "(�� 
��� o�� ���k ��� H�� । ���� ����$���� 2�� p> # J$�� . p[ # ��#����� ��� ��। ��� 
+,��-�  H�� �� �� (���� +����� ���y������� ����� %�C� ����&�: ��� #�:����� �� 
��� %�C� "�। ���� ����$���� +����� ��y���� �� "$1 %�C��� B��. +,�- H����। 
2�� [ G�� ��� ��� +����� "������ Y9 ��# ����$���  ����� ���। 0��� "$1 %�C� 
����&�: ��� 2�� G�<���� +�$। +$�� ��( ��<H# ����$� +����� ���� �|� ��। +����� 
0�# ����, �’# +�� 0�� p # �|� ��।  
 

+����� 0��� '��� p9 ����� $��� o��� ����t�� ��=�- ����$���� 0��� %�C��� 
+���1� �T�� ���H� 7��� 0&����� ����। 0� G�� %�C��� �� ����$���� 0��� �� ����� 
G�<���� "^��� ��( 01 0&������� +.��� �� । 0&������ p8 # ��� . Y # +�� ��। � ��1 
������ ������� ��� ����$���� +����� ���� B�� +����� J$���� +,�- ���। 
����$���� 01 ���� ������ 0��� 7�� ������ ����� G�<���� "^�� ���S���। ��� ��  po 1 
%�P��� ��#����� +����� ���y������� 0��� 0&����� ����। ��� 2�� $��  �����  $�� 0��� 
������� �� 01 0&������ ��  ���। Bf� ��= 2�� +�G�� ":���3�� ����� ��। 0�� pZ # 
����$� . po #  
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��#���� ����� ��। +����� 0�# +�� ��। ����$��� ��fc ��� �4���� "^�� "��� ������ 
���।  
 

����$��� %�P��� ���$� �j��� $r��� ������#���� ��� ����� 0��� G�<�� C�� "��। 
+:* ���$ 01 %�C� "(�� +��� ����$���� ��� �� ���� $=� ��������। ����� 01 G�<�� 
C�� ���� +��� ��a�� ���� "� ����$��� +���  H7��-����t� ��6� ��< ��� 2���� ��S। ����� 
01 ����s� �&(� ���� #& 2(� %�C���1 ������#���� �wG�<���� X�$ ��� "���� #& �&��� 
������ 0��� "��N�� ����$���� G�<�� "�1_ ���� B����& ����� ��#���� "�1$ "(�� �.� 
��। ��� 2�� pp��� $�� �wG���� ��� "�;<�� %������ +,�- H����। 2�� "�  G�� ����� �� 
�’# ����$� ��� . ��<H#�� +�� ��� +����� ���� %�C� ����&�: ���। 0� �� �� �� 
8Z "� %�P��� "f�� H����� $�� ������#���� +����� �wG�<��� B�� +����� J$&�� +,�- 
H����। 01 %���) +,��- ����$��� �����6 ��� �� । �’G�� ����� ^�� 2�� 8p # ����$� 
��� 0�� +�� ��। ����$���� ��� . +�� J$���� "� ���� �� :� ��� ����t�� ���� ��� 
"��� "��� ���। +����� ���� "� ��6�� �^�� +�$ ����$���� G�<��� ���� �T�� "$1 ��6�� B�� 
��1�� $����& 0^ ���� V&�� ���:�� +�$। ���� $���� ����$���� 0��� ��y���� �� "$1 
��6�� ������� "��� #& %7$� ���� ��( ����V&�� -0� ���� ��  ��� 0�� ��1 ���U���-� 
^�� p> # ����$� ��� . 9 # +�� ��।  
 

+����� +����� �� 1����v����� "�4�~ 88"� %�P��� "f�� H����� $�� �����  0�� 
pZ> +�+�0� $������ ���$���� ��#������ �� ����$���� +�� ��� �� G�<��� B�� +,� 
H����। 2�� p8 G�� ���� +����� �����, "���:� 0�� +� +�-0� ���� ����$���� 2H�� 
=�=�� ���। +� +�-0� $�����& "�� �’�� ��A�� +����� J$&�� B� �� ���� $�(� ��। ����� 
2�� Y9 # ����� ��। ����$��� ����� ���� �|�� %��C� ������ $�����& +����� 
+,�-�� 2���� ���। 2Hz ������ +,��-� ^�� $i� ����� $�� +����� J$���� ":���� 
%f��� ���� ��� +$�� ���& ��। +$�� $�� ����$����� %�C��� ��� ��6�� ��1 ���:�� 
+�$। ���� $���� ��1 ���U���-� ^� @/o # ����$� +�� ��। 0� 0��� �� +����� 
+����� �� $��� $����� $�� "H;�7���� 0� ��1� B��� ����$���� �������#�� G�<��� B�� 
����� 0�� +���-0� $������ +,�- H����। 0 +,��- 2�� p8 # ����$� ����� ��। 
����$��� ����� ":��|�# ������ $������ +,�-��� 2���� ���� $=� ��। 0� ������ 
�� ����$���� 0��� ������� �� "H;�7�� "(�� $��  H�� ��1�। ��=�- +����� ��#���� ��� 
+����� J$&��� 0&������ ��  ���। ^�� o # ����$� ��� ��। po 1 %�P��� $i&� 9-YZ 0� 
$�� +����� 0��� ��y���� �� ����� 0�� +� +� -0�$ $������ ����$����  ��_$� G�<��� 
B�� +,�- H����। 2�� "�  G��� 01 ���� 8Z # ����$� ����� ��। ���_$� G���� +,��-� 
$�c $�c ����$����  ��#�$�� ���G� %�C��� B��. +,�- H����� ��। 01 +,��-� ^�� 
2�� > # ��� 0��  "�� ��’�� ��A�� +����� J$&�� X�$ ��� ���� $�(� ��। +����� 0��� 
"��� �� +��B��� ���� ��6�� ��1 ��<�� ����। ����$��� ���_$� 0�� ��#�$�� ���G +,��-� 
$���� "��� [/9 :� � f��� J$& ��� $�����&� #& "$���� %7$� ��। ��( ��<�� ���� ��1 
���U���- 0��� V�� . 0��� #�� $NT-���� X�$ ��� ���। ^�� po # ����$� ��� 0�� 8 
# %�^$�� $� 9 # +�� ��। 01 0������ $��� +����� +,��-� ��/��� �E ����$��� 
��#��� ��� ���। ^�� 01¦ "����� ��u 2���& �^�� ����� +��� 8Z "� %�P��� ����� H����� 
$�� ����� 0��� ��y���� �� ���$���� G�<�� "(��  
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+����� %�C��� ���� %7$� ��। 01 ���� ������ 2�� �1 G�� ��� %����� %�C��� B�� 
+,�- H����। +����� J$���� Y ����� 0�� ����� "���:��� $�����& ����$���� 2Hz 
+,�� 2���� ���।+����� ":���3���� %�� ����$� ����� ��। ����$��� ��fc ��� ���� 
��� "��� ���& ��। 01 0���� "(�� +����� ����� � ���� B���� "$1 $��( ��^� ��� ���। 
      

+:* ���$� 2(� ���� "������� 0����� +����� ":������. ��y �4�� ���। %�� 
":������ 2��=- ���� �# �# 0������ ��\��� ��। $��� ��}�� #& "������� "#���� H���� 
f��: ��fy ��� "�c� "��#����� H��# $�������� 01$� 0����� ":���� 0�� ����� ������ 
J$����� �£������ f�� "��� ��। "$��1��� , ^���:W 0����� f�� $������ +�� +��� 
���������, "������� $����  f�� $������ ��)^� ����, ��=- "^�� f�� $������ #���� 0�� 
������ . ���:��� f�� %& +���# $������ 2�� +������ ��। 0���� ��f�y . �� C��� 
���z���� �� $����� ":���� . ����� ������ �T-� $����:���� ����� �)���� �4�� ���। $������ 
+�� +��� ���������� "�4�~ +:* ���$� "��q� ���� ^���:W (��� ��.��� ��� 7��� 
����$���� 0��� ���� %����� +,� ��� p8# ����$��� ��� 0�� pZ #�� +�� ���। 
+����� 0�# ���y�����. ���� ��। $������ ��)^� ������ "�4�~ +����� +����� ":���� 
�� 3��� . $��q��� "���*�� +,� H����� 2�� Y8# ����$� . ��#������ ����� ���। 
"$��1��� � B��� ����� ��#���� ��� ����$���� pZ�� ���� 0&����� ��� Y #�� ��� . 
pZ#�� +�� ��� "�। ����6�� "�W�� . ��#������ �������� ��� 0�0� ��1±��� 0��� 
����� C�� ���। >1 +:* $i&�� $�� +����� 0��� ":���� �� �w��� 01 G�<��� B�� %����� 
+,� ���। ^�� O# "�W�� ����� ��। +����� 0� # +�� ��। 0� ��� �� +����� 
+����� ":���� �� ����$� . ��#������� 0��� ���� ������ (��� ����� ��#��� 0&����� 
��� p9 # �w�$��� ����� ���। p[1 +:* "��N��:W (��� �$������� ��� ��� 
����������� 0&����� ��� 2�� YZ#�� ����� ���। ���� 0��� ������ #��. X�$ ��� "��। 
$�G�q� +����� 0�# �$��1 �E`�� ����²�f��� +�� ��। ����$��� YZ�� %�������� 0��# 
0� $�����& ":���3�� H����। po1 +:* ���:W (��� "$��� %�^$�� 0�� ����# ������� 
����$���� �&��N ����� ��( ��� ���।  

 

��� ����� 0�� ��#������ ������ (��� H�:W 2��� ��1±��� 0��� G�<�� J��� ���। p9 
����� ��� pp��� $�� +����� J$���� 01 G�<�� +,�- ��� 2�� [Z# ����$��� ����� 
���। 0�� "$�� ��� ����� ��� �� "��। p>1 +:* "$��1���  "���*�� ��� �:����� "���$�� 
":������ B� �� "��। +����� ":������� 01$� �)����� ����$��� +��� �&���&6 ��� .�\। 
����$���� 0��� ��y���� �� "�:�:W (��� "$����� . ":��������� ��� �������� ���� 
+����� G���� ��� "#� YZ"� +:* $���� +,��-� #& %7$� ��। ����$���� 01 
+,�-�� +����� ���y������� ����~� $��( 2���� ���। 2�� Y/[ G�� ����� �� ����$���� 
[Z # ��� ��। +����� "$���� 2Hz ��n� +,��� ���� ����� � "��� ���� ����� 
�4����3��� "^��1 ������ "��� ���& ��। 01 ���� +����� J$���� 8Z�� %e ��� ���। 
+����� 0�# �$���� ���� ��। 01 G��� � �� �� +����� J$���� ��1 ��<�� "$��1��� � 
��� ������1�� ����$���� 0��� :� � X�$ ���। ^�� p # ����$� ��� . o # 
����Q�f��� +�� ��। 
    

"$��{� ���$� �j��� $r��� ����$� . ��#������� 0��� �� ���:�W ��� ����� G�<�� 
C�� ���। $������ +�� +��� ���������� "�4~���� 8Z"� "$�N{� +����� 0��� ���y����� 
�� 01 G�<��� B�� +,� H����। 2�� � G�� ���� p[ # ����$� ��� . p@ # +�� ��। 0� 
Y �� �� 8>"� "$��{� $���� 89Z $�$&����5 ����$� . ��#������� 0��� �� ���:W 
��#���� ����  
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%7$� ��S�। +����� ���y�������� 9Z $��$&� 0��� �� 01 ��� "��� ��#:W ��#���� �T�� 
���� ����$���� #& 0��� 0&����� "��� ����। ����$��� %7$� ���� ��( 01 0&������ ��  
���। ^�� 8Z# ����$� . ��#���� ��� . 8@ # +�� ��। +�� ����$� . ��#������� 
��1#�� "�$����� ��$������ f��� ���। 89"� "$�N{� +��� �# +�� ����$� ��$������ 
���� ���। 
     

+����� %�� 0��� ":���� �� "�;�#� (��� ��� � ����� po ��#�� �- ���$� 
������ ";�� _����� "��। 01 ���3��� ����-:�W� ���f` ��� ��� �&������ #& ��� ��.�� 
��S�। "^�� ��� ����� "$���� X�$ ��� "��� ��। ^�� "^� . ����t�� ���a ��6�� "��:����: 
���S` ��� �� । 
      
    ��#����$� ����$���� 0��� �� ���:W "(�� �������� ��6�� pZ�� :� ��� pO"� "$��{�  
%7$� ��S�। 01 $���� "��� +����� ���y������� $������ +�� +���  ���������� "�4�~ 
���:W 0��  ^#�H�<� ����� ��� ����$���� �f����� %����� +,� H����। 01 +���� 
+,��-� ^�� ����$��� ����~�f��� f��$k6 ��� .�\। ����$���. :� � "(�� ��H "�� 
+,�- 2���� ���� "H5� ���। Bf� ��=� ���& $��� O�� "(�� $i&� >�� ���k  2Hz ��� H��� 
(���। 01 2Hz ����� ^�� +����� ���y�������� 0�� C��� #$������ ����� +��� $��4� ��। 
%�� ��= ����$���� �� +��A� $4�5 ��। +����� >Z $�$&� 0��� ":���� �� p�� %�P��� 
������� %��C� ��#���� 2��=- "���� B�� +,�- H����� [Z# ��#������ ��� ���। pZ1 
%�P��� ����6����� 0��� "�W�� ���� ������ "(�� ���:W ����� ��( +����� ":������ 
%����� +,�- H����� "�W����� 0��� :� � $NT-� X�$ ���। 0�� 0�# "�W�� ��� ��। 0� 
0��� �� ����6����� 0��� �� "$��1��� �� ����� :� ��� +����- ���� $�� $������ ��)^� 
������ "�4�~ +����� 0��� ":���� �� ����� B�� +,�- H����। 2�� "� G�� ":���3��� 
�� > # ��� "$� ��� �� . Y # +�� ��। %���5 ����$��� "$��1���  "(�� ������ ���। 
p81 %�P�{� +����� ":������ "^� (��� %k:�� "������ 0�# ���&�� ������� ��&� ���। 01 
$���� "��� ���� $���� ����6����� 0��� ��y���� �� .1 0����� +�$। 0�� C��� 
#$�����-� B�� 4��$ %�&�H�� DE ���। +����� � 0����� ":������ ����$���� 01 
%�&�H�� �i ���� #& 2�� 9Z# 0��0� ��� ����$���� B�� +,�- H����। H��G�� ����� 
�� ����$��� ���� ��� +²�=� ���। 2�� @# ����$� � ���� 3E��E�� +�� ��। 
"������ %e�e +����� ���� +�$। 

 
#���1 0�� +:* ���$ +����� "�_��������� "(�� ����� ":���� "V��2�r ��� 

%������� #& J��� ��। 01$� ":������� ���f` ��� ��fy ��� ^������ $�� 0�� ��������� 
������� ���f` (��� %������� ����~ %��- ��� ��। 01$� �� 3����� ��:�, ��B����| ��� 
�� ��( ����� �#
 #��:��� ��\��� ��। Y/[ ��#�� ":���� "������� ��� 7��&��( 0�� �� 
��( ����$���� 2���=� �T&�� %�2��� ��� ����� �# �# :k�&C�� "�;���� $=� ��। D�� 
0��� �� ��.��� ��( "����� ��� ����$���� j��� +y�k ��। ����$���� 3���� 0��� 
J��� _��� ���। ^�� [ # ":���� ���� �� 0�� [# +�� ��। Y�� "*:� . 9�� ��1�^� 
����� ��  _��� ���। �# �# #��:�� "�;�� ":���� ��3��� ����� �)���� ��� �� "��। 01 
$�� ����$��� ^������ ��� �������� ��6�� ������� �����। "$��{�� ����������� 0��� 
":���� �� f��G���� ��� 0��� $ � "$���� +,�- H����� "$���� B� �� "��। ^�� ����$���� 
������ ��������� ��6�� %$����� $4�5 ��। 0��� ":������� +����� �� � �� (�� +,�- ���। 
"$1 $�c _��G� . "��#�³ %�^$ ������ "��। p,9ZZ�- ���. ���� ��� �� "��। "$��{� ���$� 
2(� $r���  ":������ "f��:W (�� 
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+,�- ��� $�� ��K� ��� ������� ���  ���। "$����� "��#�³ %�^$, "��* %�^$, 
����P��� %�^$ 1�&��� �i ��� "��। 0� �� �������� ���&1 ":������ ���� (��� ��#:W 0�� 
"�������� �� +,�- H����� $�6 $����� %�^$ X�$ ��� "�� 0�� $��: $��: 2�� [ ��#�� �- 
��� ������  "��। ���� $r��� ":������� 0��� ��y���� �� #��#�� (��� ��#
 %�^$ 0�� 
"��#�³ %�^$ �i ��� "�� ����������� %&�& (�� +,�- �.��� ^�� ����$��� � �� (���� 
����� ��y �4�� ���। 01 (��� ����$� . ������� ���C 7��� ����� %�(& %�&�H�� H����। 
C��� ":������ 01 (����� ��y ${�i $NT-� ������� $�7� ���। >1 �$��{� 9Z#�� 0��� 
":���� �� ��� o��� $�� 01 (��� B�� %����� +,�- H����। ����$� . ������� $� ��y 
���� (���� �=� ���� +2�- "H5� ���। 2�� �� G�� ����� �� +����� ":������ (���� ��� 
��� ��� $�(� ��। 2�� p@ # ����$� . ����� ��� �� 0�� ������ ������ +Q�=� ���। 
(��� �����:�. 0�� ��� ��। (�� "(�� YZ�� ��1�^� 0�� 0��� "�����k ":������� �6:� 
��। ":������ (������ X�$ ��� "��। ":������� +����� �� �a�����\� ��� ������- ^������ 
"����^� ��1�� >�‘ :# ��� 5 ��� "��। "���7�^ ��f��:� "��������� ����$���� ���� �� 
"����^� ��1�� "����� ���� +$�� ��( ":������� �$��� ��1 ���U��� ����� #���� X�$ 
��� ���। ����$����  +����� ������ �� ����������� ��.����� #�� ����� ���  ":������� 
j��� +,�k �.��� H��# ����$� ��� ��। ":������ ����������� ��� G�����a�� 2�� YZ/[Z 
:# ��6� "��\ $ � "��:����: ���S` ��� "��। ����������� H���:����� $����� ���3���� +3 
���:�� 2�� 9Z ��#�� �- ������ "��� ��।  ���������-^������ ��6�� $����� "^��G��� 0��� 
"^�� %��$�����: ������ "��� ��। 0��� ��� �´. X�$ ��� ��। 01  ��� �´�� ����$��� 
��� "���� ���# �&���� �����। +����� ":������� 01$� �&��� �)����� ����$��� %��� 
��� .�\। >1 "$��{� ����$���� 0��� ��y���� �� ��´ ����������� ���� �)���� +��� 
"#����� ���� #& %7$� ��। 01 ��� +����� ":������ +�:1 "��� ���। 8Z#�� 0��� 
�:���� �� ��� (��� ��#:�W ��� ��� ���� ����$���� #& 0�&���� "��� ��$ (���।  
$��� pZ��� $�� �´�� +����� ":���� ���� 0&������ +.��� 0�� �)=-�) ":������ ����� 
B�� +,�- H����। ^��pZ/p8 # ����$� ��� 0�� "������ +�� ��। B����k� � "��� ��� 
"$���� �´�� "�q ���k ������ ���। 0� ������ �� ����$��� +��� %��� J$& ^������ 
"(�� ���� (��� "������ ���। � 0����� ":������ ����$���� ���� (��� G�<��� �������� 
����s�  "�। ":������ $�\� $���� "��� �� #��� ��� "�, (���� 2�� 0� '��� ����$� . 
9Z/>Z # ��������  0�� ��#���� �����। 2�� 8/Y �‘ ":���� 0��0� ��� �T�� ����s� 
%����� 8p"� "$��{� ��� pp��� ���� (��� B�� %����� +,�- H����। 2�� H��G�� 
$�������� �� .1 G�<�� "(�� %��$��&� ����$� B���k� � "��� ������ ���। ":������ ���� 
9Z # ����$�, ��#���� . ���������� ��� ���। 0� �� $NT-� 0������ +����� ":������ 
��}�- H�� +�$। 
      

����t�� B��� [(� "�c��� ‘�$’ "��N�� �&��� :�^^���� "�4�~ 0�� ‘0’ "��N�� 
"�#� $���� . "�#� +1B���� "�4�~ �|f�: . ������� 0����� ����$���� B�� ����� 
H�� %�&��� ����। ^�� ����$��� �|f�: ��#��, ������ . $�1�$��� 2f4�� #��:� $NT E�� 
����&: ��� H�|��, ��� � . "$����� 1�&��� #��:�� ����� G�<�� ������ ��� ���& ��। 
����$��� ����� ����� �T����y %�C�3�� ��� ���� +2�- "H5� ���। ��m +����� J$����� 
$��T� 2���=�� $��� ����� "H5� $NT-� �&(� ��। ����� $�c �� +����� J$����� $������ 
��/f��� H���� "$1 $�� +����� ":������. ����$���� �K��� �)���� H����� ���S�। 
/��-��� ��� ��� ���&������ +����� ":������� 0��� �� ����$���� 0��� ������ 
"��N���� 0&����� ��� 0�# 
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%�^$��$� 9Z # ����$��� ��� ���। ����� H���� ";��. _����� "��। ":�$�1���� 
"���*��� ��� 0��� "��1�W ��1 ���� B� �� "��। 0$� $�G�q� +����� ":������ %�� 
%e�$} ��� ���। %�P��� ���$ 2(� $r��� ����$��� �$��� ��K�� 2�� �1 "��N�� J$& 
$����� ���। ��� $����� +��� ��a�� ���� "�, �$���� ��-���� ���� #& ���� ����s� 
�����।+��� ����� $I��& +,��-� "�������� ���� #& 2§�� "1। +�� +����� �$�� 
%�C��� $����&�(� +����� 2(� ":��|�# �&������ %�E�f��� "������ ���। 
 

pY 1 %�P��� $i&� 9-YZ ��� ����$��� ":�����# ������ $������ +����� %�C��� 
B�� 2Hz +,�- H����। [(� "�c��� ‘�_’ "��N�� ����� $��$ . �4� +C�� $�c 01 +,��-� 
"�������� ���।2�� 0�G�� ����� �� ":��|�# ������ $������ ��/ ��n� +,��-� ���� 
����$��� ����� � "��� ���� ��� "��� ���& ��। ���� 2�� [9 # ����$� ����� ��। p9�� �# 
. ��1�^�, 0��� Y’’ ����� 0�� Y9ZZ�� @.>8 3�� . o�� Y’’ ������� ":��� +����� �6:� ��। 
0�� �. ’�� ��A�� X�$ ��� ��। 01 2Hz $�G�q� +����� �’# ���� �� 0�� 0�# +�� ��। 
��� #�� ��� "�, ����$��� 01 +,��- �]� ��W�� "��#����� J$& ����: ������। ���� 
����$��� �� �$��� ��K� ��� "(�� +��� ���� ��� ���S� �\� "$1 $�� +����� 0��� '��� 
����� 0��� ���� 0&����� ���। 0&������ 2�� p9 # ����$� 0�� p9# ��#���� ��� ��। 
+����� �’# J$�� ���� 0�� 0�# +�� ��। +����� 0��� ����� "���:� ��5 ��।  
 

01 $�� ����$��� ����� %7���� G�<�3���� �] . ";��� $�����& �$� $����� �����। 
����( #��� �i ��� "���� #& +�� 0��� ":���� ���� ��W���� (��� B#�H��� ��� ���&) 
$��������� ��1�3��� "��� ���� "^�� ����( ���� $4�5 ���� ������� +����� ":���� �� 
J��&��� ��1�3�� "��� ���� "^�� ���� 0��� ��� 0&����� "��� %��=� ���� (���। ��1� 
����� $���� "��� Y/[�� �]f��� ����$�, ��#���� . ��#���� ����(� 01 ����3��� ���±�� 
���� #& +�$। ����$��� �� ��# "��: ��� �\� 0� %���1 0&����� "��� %�C��� 
+����� ":������ ����� B�� %����� +,�- H����। ^�� 2�� @Z/oZ # ����$�, ��#���� 
0�� ��#���� ��� ��। ":������� 2Hz ":���� ���� %���5 ����$� �] ��� ������ +�&�=� 
���।01 �������� ������ �� ����$��� 2������ "��� #& 9/> �� ��] �����$��&� J$& 
���� ������ $������ +����� B#�H��� G�<��� B�� +,�- H����। +����� J$���� D�� 
����� "���:�, ��1�^� . 0$ 0�  +� ��� ����$���� 01 ����� ��y� ��E�� $���$���� 
$�c ��� H����। ��m ���� ������ ��E�� ����� � "��� %����q %�C��� ����&�: ���� ���& 
��। 0� ���� �� pp1 %�P��� ����� H����� +����� 01 ���� #��� ���� "�, ����$���� 
0��� '��� �]����: ��]���� (��� +$��:� 0���� ��� ���� #& %7$� ��S। 01 ��� "��� 
+����� ":���� ���� ����$���� �]���� +$��:�� 0&���� ���। 0&������ o# ����$� 
��� �� 0�� %&�� ���� ��� 2�- ��H��। +����� +����� �� "����� �����  .��1$ J��� 
���। 01 $�� "���� (���� ����$��� ��K� ��� ����� "������ ���। +����� ":���� ���� 
"���� (���� %����� +,�- H����� @# ���������� ��� ��� 0�� ��1�^� . ����� ��B� 
3�� ��� ��� "�। 
 

����$��� �$���� �����6 �.��� �� ����t� "(�� H�|��� ��� J$& $����� ���। 
����$���� 01 $������� ��� ���- ��� �|f�:�� ������ ���। [(� "�c��� ‘�$’ "��N�� 01 
$�� �|f��:� 2���=�� �����#� ���। po ����� ��� $��  ����� ����$��� 2�� 0� "��N�� 
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��y ��� +����� 2���=�� B�� +,�- H����� DE ���। 2�� ��G�� ����� ��  $��� $��  
�’�� ���k +�����  J$���� 01 +,�-�� 2���� ���� $=� ��। ����$��� 2���� ��� 
+����� �=���&��� $��� "(�� ":���3�� H����� (���। "��� ����� $�� ����$��� +��� � 
"��N�� J$& ��� �’��� +,�- H����। ����$���� 01 ��y���� ��3��� ":��|�# ������ 
$������ 2�� ����� ���a. $��� %7$� ��� (���। %7$� �.��� $�� +����� J$����� 
3���� ����� %�� ����� ��। %����q ����$��� +����� 2���=��&� "f� ���� $=� ��। 
2�� �’G�� ���) �������� ���� +����� ���q� J$���� +����� 2���=���&�� 2������� 
����$������ $�^��&� $�c $N�-�E�� ����k ���� $=� ��। ����$��� ����� �4���� "^�� 
"���1 ���� ���� ���& ��। +����� 2���=���&��� H������C �����y �µ #��fT�� ���� ������� 
��( ���� +��� %���f��� �������� $¶��� ��। +����� J$&�� 01 ���� YY �� "���H 
"��#����� "$��� "�u ����f# ��$� o# ����$��� �|� ���। 0�� � 0�# %�^$��$� 
9Z# ����$� ��� ��। >�� 0��#+10 -Y, ��� �� @Y>8 H��� ��1�^�, H���� �#-Y ��1�^�, 
0��� �����, 0��� ����� ��6�, ��<H�� $������:�, p9 ��g "���:��� 3��, Yp�� O[-0��:� 
"7�_, 8Z�� Y>-01H1 "7�_, pZ�� 0�0� "����, %��3��� "������, "������ �#-Y ��1�^� 
�&�:�#, p9�� ���f` ������$� "������ ^�1� +����� J$&�� ��� ��� "�। 01 2Hz ���� 
+����� ��<H# J$�� 3E��f��� +�� ��, "�B ���� ���। ����� 01 ����� �������� ^�� 
�����k �������� �������� 0^ -o> #c����� ���� +����� %�C�� 2�� [9 ������� ��� 
����~�f��� ����� H����। ����$�� ":��|�# 1B��� f��� ������ $�����& �� �� ":����q�- 
���� (���। +����� 01 %�C��� ��� ���� � "��� ����$��� ���� ���� �:�� ����� 
+,��-� 2���� ��� (���। 8Z"� %�P��� ����$���� 0��� ��y���� �� $��� "(�� 
���������� ��� +����� +����� %�C��� B�� ":��|�# ������  $������ +,�- H����। 
01 +,��-. ���� +����� ��y���� 2���=���&�� "f� ���� � "��� ��^� ��। ����6����� 
0�# %�^$��$� YZ# J$�� ��� ��। ��� ��� �&(� �.��� �������� �������� ��� �� । 
����$��� Y/[�� ��� +����� %�C� 3���� ������ $N��� %$i� H����। 89 ����� %���· 
Y-9���� "(�� �|f�:, �c���� . �����C +����� %�C�3���� B�� ����� [-pZ ���k H���� 
0^ -o> #c����� 2��f��� ����� H���� 0�� 0�1 $�c ":��|�# ������ $������ 
���¤$����. 01$� %�C�3���� B�� 2�� +,�- H����। 01 +,�- $i&� >-YZ�� ���k 
H��� (���।+����� J$����. ����� � ������ ����$���� 01 $����� +,�-�� �4���� $�c 
2���� ���। $�G�q� ����$����. 2�� 9o# J$�� ����� ��। ^�� ����� +,�- ���� ��� 
��  0�� ���& ��� ���� ��� ���। ���� +����� �’# J$�� ���� 0�� O# +�� ��।  
 

+��� �� �|f��: ����$���� $�c ���� ��r 0�� ����$���� 2���� ���� #& 
�$��� %�C� "(�� ����$��&� J$& �|f�: ��� �|f�: %�C��� ��y���� ������� �\� 
��1 +����� �$��� %�C��� ������� $����: ��� ����$��� %7$� ��� �$��� ������� 
��#�� ���k ������ ��� "�। 
 

"$��{� ���$� "�q $r��� +��� "$P��� J$����� ��:�\�� ����� "��� ��। ����� 
+�$ "�-"^�$�, :\��, +�� +�: "(��1 �C �������� "�, ����$���� B�� ��u +,��-� 
����� +��� %��C J$����� ��:��� �����। :� [/9 ��$ ��� %����� ��� 0�� #������� 
��� 2���# +��E�®� "(�� ��]� . ���� $��7�� %����r�� 1�&��� 2�� 2�������� �E ���� 

�f���� ����1 %�&k �����k ��� �� ���। $����� ������ 2���# ��� �� । 0�� � �� 
2��=2�r J$�����  
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��� 0�� [(� "�c��� ������� . %�f¸ J$����� ��� +��� ������ �&����� :\ ���� 1S� 
���। 01 ����s� %����� +�� $���$P� ���z����� ��� "�_��������� "���G�� 0��� �^���� 
���। "$ �^���� ��µ�y �$��k3��� 7�- ��� ��u- 
 

(�) [(� "�c� "(�� ������� . %�f¸ J$�� ��� +��� �’�� �&������ ��� ���। 
 

(�) [(� "�c��� ‘�$’ "��N�� . "�_����������� ���� J$�� [(� "�c��1 (���� 0�� 
������� ��� [(� "�c��� ��:�\ ��� ���। 01 �&�������� ���H���� #& �&��� 
:�¹^���� ���y ��� ��। 01 �&�������� ��:�\ 0�� �����&��$� #& "���� "�1$ 0 
0���� ��� ���।  

 
(:) [(� "�c��� ‘�_’ "��N�� 0�� ‘��’ "��N��� ���� J$& ��� �� ��� O� "�c� 
"��#��� :\ ��� ���। "�#� +1B���� 01 �&��������� %����� ���y ��� ��। 
01 �&����������� �$�� "�1$�-0 ��:�\ . �����&�$ ��� ���।  

 
(G) [(� "�c��� 0 "��N�� 0�� �� "��N��� %���5 J$����� ��� pZ� "�c� 
"��#��� :\ ��� ���। "�#� $������ 01 �&�������� %����� ���y ��� ��। "�#� 
$���� 0�� [(� "�c��� 0 "��N�� ����� ���� ���� ��r (���� ��<�� ��<� J$&$� 
"�������� ����� ����� "��� ��। pZ� "�c� "�#����� "������-��#:� "�1$�-0 
��:�\ . �����&�$ ��� ���।  

 
(�) 8� "$P� %��6 $� "������� �� f��: ��fy ��� ���। �:�\� [(�, O� . pZ� 
"��#��� "� ��� "� "^�$� ��� �/�:_ :\ ��� ����। 

 
(H) �:�\� "� �/�:�_� +���� "�_��������� C�� ��� "$��� *�^ %�^$�� ���$�� 
"�#� ��� 0�� �&��� +����E� +���� ���y ��� ��।  

 
(�) ":���� "�_��������� "��G��1 ���� ���। "�#� ������ +��� %��� ":���� *�^ 
%�^$�� ���y ��। 

 
(#) po�� "$P� "��N�� "��N�� ���$��1 (���� 0�� ���� "� "^�$� "�_����������� 
����� "�� H���।������� $����-� ����z� ���$�� �w��=� �K�)f��: (:f���f&k��) 
X�$�y� �)���� H������ ���# ����: ��� ���।  

 
(a) ":������ ����� �# �# 0����� ����$���� ����� ��� �# �# 0���� �w��y 
����। ����$���� "��� "��� ��� ���S` ��� ����� �y G�<��3���� %����� ��� +² 
$���- ����� ���& ����।  

 
(¬) "� "^�$� �/�:_�� ����$���� ��y���� G�<��3���� ��� ���� ���# ����: ��� 
��� 0�� B����4� ��y 0����� 2���=�� ���# �����#� (����।  

 
(�) %�P��� ���$� p[ ������� ���&1 "� "^�$� ��:�\�� ��# "�q ��� ���।  

 
(\) ‘"�-"^�$� ��:�\���� ����$��� ���� ����� º� ����� ��E��� � ���� ���� 0�� 
2���& ��6�� $=� � �� "$#& "��N��3��� 0�� ����z� '���3��� ":������� 
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$������ [(� "�c��� %����� 0����� �����#� "(�� �T&�� �T�- ���� 0�� ����� 
�)���� %�&��� �����।  

 
(_) %e; ":�����E� . %&�& ���$�W�� �� ���� +�� �� ����� ���f` ���� ���& 
$���f��� �� ��� ���।  

 
(�) ":��|�# ������ 2(� �^¯ "��#��� ‘"�-"^�$�-0� %��� ���y ��� ����।  

 
(-) ‘"�-"^�$�’ 0�� 8� "$P��� %�����~ "�;(f��� +��� %��� (����। +��� 
%������ 01 ��� ����� ��fy ���। "�-"^�$�-0� %�����~ ���� "�#� $���� . 8� 
"$P��� %����~ ����~ ��� ����।  

 
 �^������ ��-�� �$��k %����� 8� "$P��� �����&�$ . ��:�\�� ��# DE ��� ��। 
����� ������ ‘"��$�-"^�$�’ �/�:_ :\ ���� ���# +����� ��(5 "�: "��� ��। "����� 
���$��7�� ��(5 %f�� ��� ����q ��� %e�e; ":�����E� . "�������; ���. $�:\�� ��# 
"�������� 0�:�� H��। "$�{��� "��q� ���� O� "�c� "��#��� �$����; [(� "�c� "��#��� 
����� ���� 0�� pZ� "�c� "��#��� "�������� $�:�\� ��� ����� ����� #& J��� ��� ���। 
���� ��u�����:� +�: 01$� 1B��3����� �� $r���� #& �&���f��� $���� 2��= "��� 
��। %�P��� ���$� ��a����a�� O� "�c� 1B���� ���=��T��f��� ����=�� ��������:� �$��k 
"1। 01 $��� +����� "$P� V��$ �$��; �|f�: 2f4�� 0����� ����$���� B�� ����Q�f��� 
+G�� "�� H����। ^�� ����$��� 01 0����� f�q-f��� �����6 ��� �� । +�� 01 $�����:� 
$�&���� ��� ������� $NT�f��� 01 0���� "(�� ����� � ���� �$��k "1। �$��� �T����� 
1�����&1 +����� ��}��� ���। ����$��� "$�� "(�� ���� ��� �T���1 ��K����� ����� ��#���� 
��� ����� G��� C�� ������। ����$���� 01 G�����. O� "�c� "��#����� +,��-� ����� 
"�1। ����� %����� "�#� +1B�� ��<� �&�������� ������ �� ���� $���� ��� 0�� 8Z"� 
%�P��� ���k �w %�C��� $�6 $���� $�7� ���। �w %�C��� �(& #��� �� "��a� ��� "�; 
����$��� ����� %�C��� �T�� 0�� ��=���� ��� %��� ��y���� ��� ������। +�� "�#� 
+1B���� o� "�c� "��#����� �1 "��N�� ���� B�� ��� "(�� ��� %�C��� B�� +,� 
���� ����� "�1। �w�$��� ������: %&���� ������ ���� #& 0��� "��N�� ���� �$��� 
��� "(�� %�C��� B�� H�� $4�5 ���� ����� "�1। +����� "��N�� ��#��f� (���� +��� ���। 
p� �^¯ �&������� 01 +,��- $������ #& "�#� +1B���� %��� "�1।  
  
 88"� %�P��� "f�� $��  ��<H��� $�� ����s� %����� O� "��#��� ����$���� B�� 
+,� H����। 2�� pZ ���� ��/ ������ ":���� +,��-� �� B�� ��� "(�� ��� "��N�� "�u 
+�## . $������ "�#� ���$�� ���� "�4�~ ����$���� B�� a�<���� �� । 01 %����� 
+,��-� #& ����$��� 2��� ��� �। 2Hz +,��-� ���� ����� %�C�3��� "f�c �� । ���� 
�������� ��� %�C� ����&�: ��� "���� ��� ������ ���। ��G�� ����� �� O� "��#��� 
����$���� %�C��� ��� ��� "�। ���� 8># ����$� ��� . po# +�� ��। pp�� 0�-
0�-�# p�� ��6� �$:��; [Z�� 01H1-Y> "7�_; Y�� O[-0�:��; [[�� '��5� ��1; p�� �&��; 
8�� � &��A�‘�&�#’ +����� �6:� ��। 01 ���� +����� "�u +�## . Y # J$�� ���� �� 0�� 
‘p9# +�� ��। �������� 0��� "��� �� ���� ��� �:�� "��� 0��� ���� ��K� ���� ����� 
F� %�C� :�  "����� "H5� ���। ���� "f�� [��� $������ "�#� ���$�� ���� "��N�� 
����$���� 01 %�C���  
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B�� ����� +,�- H����। 2H� +,��-� ^�� 2�� 8Z # ����$� ��� . 88# +�� ��। 
�����6 ��� ����$��� $NT�E�� �K��� ��� ���। 01 +,��-� ^�� $NT� �$�� +����� ��� 
+�$। ����$��� ���� ��� �:�� �1���; �������; ��������; 3�31� 2f4�� #��:�� ����� �� 
%�C� J��� ���।  
 

�$�� �w��y ���� �� O� "��#��� �4�����; �:���� ; 1�������� 0���� #��  ����� 
�� 2���=� �T&� J��� ���। 01 %�C�3��� "(�� "��V�� ����� . ��y���� "�1�_� ���� ��� 
%�C�3���� B�� ,��:� +,�- H����� "��� (���। ^�� @1 �f{� ���k ���f` ���k ���f` 
C��� $�G�q� 88# ����$� ��� . YZ # +�� ��।  

 
[(� "��#��� "����� ����� "�1$-0 ��:��\� �.��� �� %�P��� ���$ ����� ����� #& 

J��� ��� ���। +�� 01 �&�������� ����� �� "(�� ����$���� ����� � ���� ����� "�1। 
����� 0����� ���'g �&�����&�� 0��� ����� 0���� ��� ������� ����� �&������ ��$��� 
+,� ���� ����� 2�����। "��N�� 0�� '���-0 f�: ��� 2(� �)���� H����� 0����� B�� 
���� +����& %#� ���� ����� "�1। 01 ������� �� �&��� :�^^�� ��� �|f�: %�C� "(�� 
����� ��� ��K�� . B��� [(� "��#����� �)���� �4�� ���। %�P��� ���$� ��a����a [(� 
"��#����� 0��� '��� ���������� ��� 0&����� ����। ����$���� 2�� [Z# J$�� 01 
0&������ +,�k ��। ^�� p9 # ����$� ��� 0�� %�� +�� ��। 0� Y/[ �� �� [(� 
"�c��� +����� "�1�_� ����� ����$���� H��� %�C��� B�� %����� +,�- H����� ���� 
��]�� j��� 0��� ��A�� B� �� ��� 0�� p9 # ����$��� ����� ���। 0� ������ �� ���� 
$������ �$���� +^#�� "���$�� "�4�~ [(� "�c��� 0��� "��N�� ����$���� "��� 
%�2��� ��� H������� 0&����� ����। ���� "f�� H����� $�� ����$���� �’�� "��N�� ����� 
%7���� G�<��3��� ��y���� ���� #& %7$� ��S���। ����$���� 01 ���� "f�� ��<H��� +����� 
0&������ 0�$ ���। 2�� H�� G�� ��� H��। ���� 9Z # ����$� ����� ��। 01 +,��-� ����1 
����$��� +����� %�C��� B�� #c� ���� ���� O-[9��u ���k 2Hz +,�- ���। +����� 
��= "�� =�=�� ���। [(� "�c� "��#��� ����$���� ��������; �1���; ������ 
%�C�3���� B�� ����� H�� +��� "#����� ��� "����। pp1 �f{� +�����  0��� ��y���� 
"�1�_� ����� ����$���� ���������� %�C��� B�� %����� +,�- H����। $��  O�� "(�� p8�� 
���k 01 +,��- ����$����� p> # ��� 0�� 88# +�� ��। 0� ���� $��� $��  
��<H��� [(� "�c��� +����� "��N�� ������ 0�� ����� �� "^�� 0���� +,�- ��� ��� ��� 
"�। ���� 2�� pZZ# ����$� ����� ����� ��� ��x6$T�� #�� ���। +����� 0�# J$�� 
���� . $��# +�� ��। �w��� ��� "(�� p9�� ��1�^�; Y�� 0�-0�-�#; p8�� 0�-0�-�# 
��, �’�� ��6�; 0��� [Z 0�-0� ���� ��]��; @8�� >Z�� 0�-0� "����; Y�� "����^� "$� 9�� 
%�&����$ "$� �&�����; p�� "���:��� �&���� 0�� [�� �&��$� %�� ��� $�W�� ��� ��� "�। 
����� �� "^�� 0�� ������ 0���� +����� ���� +$�� �� [(� "�c� "��#����� ����� �� 
���'g ��� ���� #& ����� "��� ��। 
 

����� ��� ��� 
 
����� �� 0����� �w��� G�<���� ���1 ��y���� ���। 01 G�<��� B�� ���� ����� �� 

2����� �.��� �w��� B�� ���� $NT�E�� ����� ���। �T�� ���� "��.�� "*� B<H� "����1 
$������� 0����� �w��� ������� 2���& ��6�� ���। ��K��� 3���G��� B<H� f��� ����� 
��y���� G�<���  
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������� "�� $���� ���। 01 %�C����� ����� 2��� +,�- ��� $^� �.�� �±� 
���। �wG�<��� 01 $�� J���5& ����� ��= $���� �.��� +��� 01 G�<������ ����� 2(�� 
+,�- � ��� %����� ������ +,�- ���� �$��k "1। �w��� G�<���� �����=�-� �� +��� 
+��� #��� ���� "�; ����� ��� ��� ����� +����� �\� $��� ���� H#���� �  ����� � 
�����। ����� ��� 3���G��� ��� ����. ���� 0�1 ��� ����� �� ������। �$��k %����� 
G�<������ ����� "(�� $�< ��� +,��-� ����s� "�� ��। ����s� %����� �&��� :�^^�� 
. ���� $������ �$���#� "�4~ 0��� '��� ����� �� "���*��� �T��� ���� � 0����� %�C� 
"�। $������ �c� ����� "�4�~ +����� '��� ����� �� . 3���G��� ��K�� �� %��,�� ��� 
+�C� "�। $������ "�������� "�4�~ +���� '��� ����� ���� �wG���� ������ ���� %�C� 
"�। ����$��� ���� +,��-� $�� +����� "��� "(�� +G�� � ���� ���� "$#& $������ 
.����� "�4�~ 0��� "��N�� �c� ����� %�C��� "��� �������T�� %�C� 7� ���। 0�� � 
�������� ������: %&���� +�q�- ���� #& H���� "��� "�1�_� ������� �  ������; H�|��; 
":���|���; �������� 2f4�� �wG�<��� ���� ��\��� ��। �T�� ����s� %����� 01$� "�1�_� 
����3��� p91 �f{� ���� ����$���� ������: +�q� ���� #& �wG�<��� B�� ����� +,�- 
H����। $�c $�c ����$��� ����� �� "(�� "�1�_� ������ B�� ���� 0�� ������� $����& 
":����q� ���। 01 ":����q� $�6 ��� ��� H�� 0�� "f���� ���� �i ��� ���। +����� +,�- 
"�q ��� ":�� "f�� ����$��� ���� $���� ������ %$��� ��� ��  0�� ������� $����: "�। 01 
$�� ����� 2���=� �T&�3��� ��#���� 0�� 1���^-0� 2����� ���। 2$c� B�t�& "�; �w�� 
$����-� ����� "���� +����� $I��& +,��-� #& ���� $��� (�����; ���� "���� ������ 
2��� (����� �। 

 
0����C�� +��� ����� 01 %$������ $����: ��� $��� o��� ���� ����� B�� 

�T������s� %����� 2Hz +,�- H���1।  
 
$������ �c� ����� ���� ��K� ��� "(�� ����� �� 3���G��� ������ %�C��� 

�w��� B�� 0�� ���� $������ ����# �T������� ���� � 0����� %�C� "(�� ����� �� 
"���*�-0� ������ %�C��� �w��� B��� +,�- H����। $�c $�c ���� $������ ������ 
"���$ $������ "�������� %�C� "(�� ��� %�� ����� �����3����� +�-+�-0� $�����& 
�w��� H���� ����� X�$ ��� "��। 0�� +����� ��(5 $����� �� 0�� ����$��� $������� ����� 
"��  ���� ��� ���। $�c $�c $������ "������ ��<� J$&��� ��� ���� a�<���� ��  0�� $�<����� 
%�� ���� �w��� $������� ����&y �����3��� ��� ��� "� 0�� ���� J$�� "$1$� ������� 
"��� $���� ���� +��� %7$� ��। %7$� �.��� ��( $������ "������ �w�$� ��4�� %����� 
+,�k ��। ��#� #���� ���� �&�: ��� $������ "������ �����,�� $���f��:� �w������ B�� 
"7�_ H�#���� +��� ������ �w ��A�� X�$ ��� 0�� �w¤$& ��� ���। $������ "������ . 
��<� ���� 2Hz +,��- ����� �� ������� 0���� $NT�E�� �w��y ��� ���। ^�� ����� �� 
"���*�� %�C��� ����$���� $�c ����� �� 3���G�� %�C��� ����$���� "��:����: 
$NT�E�� ���S` ��� ���। 0�� ���� �1 f��: ��fy ��� �� । ����$��� +����� B�� ���� 
����� ������� ":��� ��=� ���� $����: ���S��� � । "�� +����� J$�� ����� �’���� 
��&���� C�� "�;�� ��.��� ����� ":����q��- ��#���1 =�=�� �.��� $I��� ���। 3���G�� 
%�C��� ����$��� ��a�� ���� "� ����   �’��� "(�� $�< ��� +,��-� ����� ��� �T� G�<�� "(�� 
���S` ��� �� �� 0�� ����� ��= 01 +,��-� ���� "���=- ���� (��� $I� �। 01 $�� 
����$���� 0��� %�&����$ �&��$# +����� ���� ��� �� । 0�� ���� ��4��=�� #��� "� 
‘���y ������ 0��� �&������ ����� B�� 2Hz 
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+,� H����S। ����� ��= 01 G�<���� "���=- ���� (��� $I� ��S �। 01 �&��$# 
��.��� �� ����$���� ������ $NT�f��� ��a�� ����। ����� ����� "� 0������1 "f�c �� �� 
����� "��a� ���। $�c $�c $������ �c� ������ ��� +,�- +��� "#����� ���� �������1। 01 
2H� +,��- ����� � "��� 3���G�� %�C��� ������� ����� "���*��� ���� ������ 
(���। $������ �c� ����� ���� 3���G� 0���� �G� ��� "�।+��� ����=- ��� H��� �� $������ 
"������ 0�� ����$������ �$���#� 2Hz +,��- ����� ������*�� %�C����� ����$���. 
"����1 ��� ������ ���� ������ (���। +����� J$���� ������ ����$���� ����$���� 
B�� 3�� H����� %���� ����� ���। ���� �:�� $�6 ����� �� 0���� �w��y �� 0�� 
+����� $NT� ���}-���� +�$। ����$��� ���� 01 0������ +��� ��� ��� ��� � ���� 
"$#& +����� %�C����� ��y���� ��� "���� ��। ����$��� ����� "���*��� G�<�� "(�� 
"�� ������� 01 %�C��� B�� ����� . ������ +,�- H���� 0�� 01 %�C��� �������� #& 
����� �� 3���G��� ��=� ����$��&�� J$& $����� ���। 01 ��� "��� $������ "������ 0��� 
�� ��� ����$���� +,�-�� 2���� ���� #& 3���G� 0����� +,�- H����। ����$���� 
+,�- 2���� �� 0�� ���� ������ ���। ��m 0�# ����$� + �� "(�� $������ "�������� 
�=& ��� 3�� "��� । $������ "�������� ��(�� 3�� ��� ��। $�c $�c ��<�� �H��)$�� #& 8� 
"$P�� ���y����� ��$������ ��\�� ��। ��m �u��� ��q� "� ��$������ "�;��� +�:1 ��( "$ 
�����)��- ���। ��� �� ��� J$���� ���� �.���� +��� $��1 ������ ��� �� । �������� 
"$������ �(� �������� 0�# ��� ����� ������। $������ "�������� ����� 0�� ��,��� �(� 
���������� 1�����$ 
-��=�� "��� (���� ��� +�� ��x�$ ���।  
 
 ����� �� 0���� ��� ��� 0��� �u$��$� ���s� ���। 01 ����s� %�&k %2H��� 
"�;���� 0��� ����� $�^�&। 0� ^�� ����t� "(�� ���������� ���k $NT� 0���� �w��y ��। 
�������� $���� �&��� :�^^�� 0�� ���� "�������� �4��~�T� � �1��� #& ���B�� 
B������ fT�q� ���। 01 ���� 2H�� %e�e +����� �6:� ��। 03���� ���& 8p�� ��1�^�, 9�� 
0�-0�-�#, Y�� 0�-�#-01-Y "���:�, Yp�� ����� "���:� �&�:��#, [�� ���� ��]�� (oZ�� 
":���$�) p�� 0$-0�-�#, p�� %�&����$ "$�, 8Z89Z�� 3��, 8ZZ�� 8’’ ����� "����, Y�� 
"����^� "$� p�� "#����, 8�� 0�-�# �&����, %�� "��  ���� -"H��� �&�� . ���f` ���� 
�(�� +����� ���� +�$। 01$� ������ "(�� #�� ��� YZ�� ��W�� #�#����� ‘��’ 
"��N�� . ‘�_’ "��N�� ����6����� 2���=�T&� �����#� ���। 01 $�G�q� 2�� oZ/OZ # 
����$� ����� �� 0�� p8# ����$� +����� ���� #��k ��� �� । "f�� 9�� "(�� ��� pZ�� 
���k p>G�� ���� +����� 8# ���� 0�� o # +�� �।  
 
 ����� �� ���'g +����� �6:� �.��� �� ����$��� �=r ��� B�\। 01 0���� 
�������� #& 2���� ��� (���। ����$��� H�|��� ���� %&�& 0���� "(�� 2H�� J$& 0� 
$����� G���। p>1 �f{� ��� 8-p9 ��u 0 ����$��� 2�� �1 �&������ J$&��y ��� +����� 
����� ��, �|f�:, ��������, �c� 2f4�� %�C��� B�� ":��|�# ����� . ������� $������ 
2Hz +,�- H����। 01 +,�- 2�� Y/[ G�� ��� H��� (���। [(� "�c� "��#����� J$���� 
%$�� $���$���� $�c ����$���� 01 2Hz +,�-�� 2���� ���। $��� ���k ���� 
����$���� �����$��&� "$� ����� �� 0�� B����k� � "��� ����$��� +,�- ����&�: ��� 
���� ��� ���। 0� 0��� �� +����� 0��� "��� �� �c������ ��� ����$���� G�<��� B�� 
%����� +,� H����� p@ # ����$��� ��� . %���� +�� ���। +����� "�1�_� ���� 
��1B����� ����$���� %�C���  
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�’�� ��A�� +�-+� ���� X�$ ��� ���� p[# ���$��� ��� ���। 8Z"� 0�� 8p"� �f{� [(� 
"�c��� ‘0’ "��N�� 0�� ‘��’ "��N�� �c���� 0�� ���������� B�� ����� H�� ��� �� "����। 
8p����� $��� O��� $�� 01 �1 "��N�� ��� %�C��� B�� %����� +,�- H����। 0¦1 
+,��- p># ����$��� ��� 0�� O# +�� ���। pZ>+�-+� 0� $�����& ����$����  
"�� ��� ��A�� B� �� "��� ��। +����� J$���� %�� %e�e. ��� ��� "�। 8Y"� �f{� 
����$��� +����� �|f�: %�C��� �������� #& +��� ����� J$& 0���� ���� (���। ���� 
����� $�� +����� 0��� "��N�� ����$���� $������� B�� +,�- H����। ^�� 
����$���� ����� ��� ���� ����� "���$��� ������� +����� %�C�3���� B�� 2Hz 
+,�- H����। "���:�, pZ> +�-0� . ":��|�# ������ $����� ����$��� %�C��� 0��� 
��A�� X�$ ���� $�(� ��। +����� J$���� ����$���� +,�-�� 2���� ���� $�(� �� 0�� 
����� �� J$�� ����� ��। +����� 0�# J$�� ���� 0�� [# +�� ��। 0��� "���:� 
":��|�# ������ 3���� 5 ��� ���। 8Y"� �f{� "(�� ����$���� $�c "�� ��� ������ 
+����� J$���� �w����� ����� � ��� $�(� ��। 01 0����� �w�� �����6 ��� �� �H� 0�� 
����t�� ���� $�� ���।  
 
 ������ �� [(� "�c��� ����� �� "(�� "^�� ���� +,�- H������ #& ‘"�’ "^�$�-
0� %��� "�������� C��k��� ��� ��। ��1� "�^��&�� ������� %��� ������ "$P� 
"��N�� ����� ���� "��� �&��� G�^^���� "�4�~ [(� "�c� "�������� "�-"^�$� -0 
"��:����: ���। pZ� "�c� "��#��� ��#:�� ����� ��:��\ . �����&��� �� ������� �’ 
$r���� #& 2��=�-� �&�C� ��� ��। �&��� 2��=�-� �� "��T����� ����� ������� ������ 
2���=� G�<��3����� ��\��� ��। 0�� 01 "$P�� �)���� �� ���� ����� "��� ��। 01 $��� pZ� 
"�c� "��#����� "�#� #�^� 1��� "�4~ ���S��। ����� �-�=��  "�;����� �� pZ� "�c� 
"��#��� ����� �)���� �4�� ���। p91 %�P��� pZ� "�c��� %k��� 2���=��T&��� $�� 
���D��� �H����� 2f4�� #��:�� ����$���� G���<3��� B�� "��� "��� +,�- H����� 8[# 
����$��� ��� 0�� YZ # "� +�� ���। ����$���� ���� ��A��. ���� X�$ ��� "�� po1 
%�P��� $��� >��� $�� ����$���� 0��� '��� +����� G�<��� ���� %7$� ���� ��( "������ 
��� �T�� ���� +����� J$����� 0&�����-0 �� । ^�� p8# ����$� ���। 0�� p[ # +�� 
��। �̂�:�#�� ��� pZ� "�c��� ��1.���� '��� ���1 ��6�� ��1 ��<�� $��� pZ��� $�� 
����$���� 0��� V�� X�$ ��� "��। @# ����$� 0�� ��� 0�� Y# +�� ��। 8Z"� 
%�P��� +����� ����� �_������ $i&� >��� ����$������ %�C�� %�2��� ��� �H����� 
%����� +,�- H����� p8# ����$��� ��� 0�� @ #�� +�� ���। 89"� %�P��� +����� 
":��|�# ����� ����$���� �H����� G���� B�� +��� +,�- H����। ^�� �’�� :��  X�$ ��� 
��� 0�� @ # ����$� ��� ��। 8>"� %�P��� "f�� 9��� $�� �̂�:�#�� ��� +����� 0��� 
'��� ����$���� ������� ���� 0&����� ��� O# ����$� ��� 0�� > # +�� ���। 01 
���� +����� 0�# ���y����� ���� ���� ���� ��। ���1 ����$���� 0��� ��y���� �� 
+����� G�<��� $��� 0�$ ��1 "��<��� "H5� ���। ��m ����$���� 01 ����� $�c +����� 
0��� ���� $�Gq� ��। $�G�q� p8# ����$� ��� 0�� YZ#�� +�� ��। %���5 ����$��� 
+�� 0�� ������ "^�� . %e�e "���1 ������ ���। pZ� "�c��� �)����� ����- 01 
0����� ����$���� ����� $����� G���� ��। ���� pZ� "�c��� X�$ ���� #& 2���� "�। 
8@"� %P�� �H������ ��� 0� �&�������� %��� ��y� $����� G���। $i&� >��� $�� 
":��|�# ������ $������ ����$���� ���� "��N� %7$� ��� +����� 
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%7���� G�<�� ����� B�� 2Hz +,�- H����। +����� J$���� $���$ $�c ����$���� 
+,��- ���� "��। ��k 2Hz +,��-� $��� ����� � "��� �T� G���� �^�� +�$। ����$��� 
���� %7���� G����� ��� ��� "�। ���� $���� pZ� "�c��� �� "��N�� +����� ":��|�# 
������ $������ ����� .�� ��n� +,�- H����। $��� pZ�� ���k ��G�� ��� ��� H��। 2Hz 
H��� ����$��� ����� � "��� ���� G�<�� ����&�: ��� ���� ��� ���। +����� J$���� ���� 
�������� �� �����=��T&� �������� . :����� ���k $»$���� ���। ���� $i&� >��� +����� 
0��� '��� ���� H��c� ��� 0��� 0&����� "��� ��$ (���। ����$���� 0��� �� "������ 
����� ��( "$1 0&�����-0 �� । +����� '����� ����$���� +,��- H����� pY# ����$��� 
��� ��� 0�� 8# ����$��� #���� �|� ���। 0�� � %�� %e�e ��� ��� "�। ������ 
����$��� �����6 �.��� ��� ��u+,��-� 2���� "�। 8O"� %�P��� "f�� [��� $�� ����$��� 
������ ����� 0�� �̂�:�#� "(�� +����� 2���=� G�<��� B�� ������ $�����& 2H� ":����q� 
DE ���। +����� ����3��. ����$���� ":���� 2��&�� "��। $���� ����$��� �� ��� "(�� 
+����� G�<��� B�� +,�- H����। 2�� 9G�� ����� �� +����� ��n� +,��-� ���� 
����$���� +,�- �����6 ��� �� । $��  �������� $�� ����$���� +,�- $NT�f��� �&(� 
��� �� । 2Hz ����� $��� ����� � "��  ����$��� ��� ���� ������ ���। $�G�q� [Z # 
����$� ����� ��। %�� %e�e +����� �6:� ��। +����� �’# J$�� ���� ��।  
 
 01 $�� ����$���� 2����=� G��� �H�����; ��D��� . "������ (��� ��� ���। 0$� 
G���3����� "��.�� V��� $����& ����$��� "^� "(�� �$� "��:����। 91 �f{� ���� +����� 
0��� "�1�_� ����� �H������ ��=� "��.�� ��1�� B�� 0&����� ����। >1 �f{� $��� @��� 
����$���� 0��� V�� +����� "1�_� ������ 0&����� 0� +.��� 0�$ ���। V������ $NT�E�� 
X�$ ��� "��� �� 0�� ����$���� 0�# %�^$��$� H��# J$�� ��� ��। +����� "�1�_� 
����� 0��� ����� "���:�, p�� ��1�^�, p�� "*:�, p�� "¼�_$�1_, 8ZZZ ��B� 3�� . pZ�� 
"¼�_$�1_ ":��� �6�:�� ����। pZ� "�c� ����$���� +,�-�� �&(� ���� �� "������ "(�� 
����$���� $NT-�E�� ����� � ���� #& ��n� +,��-� 2���� "�।����s� %����� 2(� 
������ ��D��� . �H������ ���a ����$���� $����� ��1�� $ ��� ���S` ���� 2���� "�। 
>1 �f{� pZ� "�c��� 0��� "��N�� ":��|�# ����� . ������� $������ �H������ B������ 
����$���� 2���=��T&��� B�� 2Hz +,�- H����। 2�� [ G� ����� �� pZ� "�c��� 
"��N���� �H������ B����� ������ ��� $����� 0�� �������� ��a��� ��6� �i ��� ���� 
��D��� . "^�� ���& "��:����: $NT-� ���S` ��� ���� $�(� ��। 0� ^�� "������� B������� 
���¤$���� %�E� ��� �� । 0�# %�^$��$� p8# ����$� ���� ��� 0�� ��<H# �|� ��। 
%�^$���� ���� "(�� 2�r 0�-. ^�� "(�� #�� ��� "� "$ p9�� "��H #�#����� �&��� 0�� 
"�������� "$ $�� p9�� "���H "��#��� +����� ��E�� ���� ��r ���। 01 $�G�q� +����� 
����� '��� ���z�� �������� 1���+��� ���� �� 0�� +��� 9 # +�� ��। ����$���� 
����� $NT-�E�� "f�c �� । ����$��� �H������ ��=� �K���$�- ���। ����� %e�e 
+����� �6:� ��। +����� �H������ %�C��� �������� #& ����$��� ���� "f�� 9��� �’ 
"��N�� ��y ��� 2Hz +,�- H����। +����� "��N���� ":��|�# ������ $������ %$�� 
$���$� $�c 01 +,��-� "�������� ���। +2�- "H5�$�£. +����� J$����� 3��� $��� 0�� 
":��|�# ������ ":���� ��� ����$���� 01 +,�-�� �&(� ��� ���। Y9# ����$� ��� �� 
0�� %�� +�� ��। ������ ����� "���:�$� %�� %e�e +����� �6:� ��। ����$��� 
��fc ��� ���� ��� ���।  
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pZ� "�c� B�� �H����� ����� �� ����� �)���� %�&��� ����। O1 �f{� ��� $��  
pp��� $�� +����� 0��� "��V�� ����� ��<H# ����$��� �|� ��� 0�� 0��� "���:� . [�� 
H��� ��1�^� ��� ��� "��। pZ� "�c��� �’�� "��N�� O1 �f{� ��� $��  pp��� $�� 
��D��� 0�� "������ �wG�<��� B�� %����� +,�- H����। +,��- %�� ���¤$& ��� �� 
0�� �� %e�e +����� �6:� ��। H��G�� ����� �� 01 �1 G�<�� +����� J$���� ��� ��� 
"�। ����$��� ���� +����� 2���=� �T&��� B�� #c� ������ +,�- H����। +����� 
J$���� f��� "���:��� $�����& ���� +,��-� ��n� #��� "��। �w��� 0��� #c� ���� 
+����� "���:��� 3���� ��� ��� ������� ��� f������ ��। ���� +,��-� +����� �’# 
J$�� ���� . 9 # +�� ��। 0� ���� pZ� "�c� +��� ��� "��N�� $��� pZ��� ��= 
�H������ B�� ":��|�# ������ $������ +,�- H����। Y G�� ����� �� +����� ":��|�# 
������ ":��� 0�� ������� 3���� �w��=� �&��� =�� �� 0�� �H����� "�� "*� X�$ ��� ���। 
0��� ����$���� %�� ����� ��। +����� ��<H# ���� 0�� pY # +�� ��। "�q ���k 
�H����� +����� ���� +�$। +����� J$���� �� �� %e�e, %�&����$ "$�, "�����, "�� 
2f4�� ��� ��� "�। [���� ���� 9@ # ����$� . p9# 1���$00^ +����� ���� �|� �� 
0�� +��� %�� ����� ��। ����$��� �H����� "(�� ������ ���������� ��=� 0�� ��\�:�� 
���� ����� �=��T&� ����� C�� ���। ����� �T� G��� "^��� ������ "�। 01 $�� ‘�-"^�$�’ 
"�_��������� "(�� ��u+,��-� ����� +�$। 01 ����� %����� ‘"�-"^�$�’ "�_��������� "���� 
%�C� "(�� ��= "�������� C��k��� �� 0�� "������ "$P�� [(� "�c���. 01 ���� �����#� 
��� ��। �� ����� %����� ‘"�-"^�$�’ %��6� "^� ��y ���� +��� "��� ��। �� ����s� 
%����� [(� "�c� "^�� ���� %7$� ��। [(� "�c� B�� ��� "(�� �&��� :�^^���� "�4�~ 
"^�� ���� %7$� ��। pZ� "�c� ������ ��� ��:��1��� ���� %7$� ��। ‘"�-"^�$�’-0� �1 
�&�������� 2Hz H��� ����$��� ����� � "��� ����� %7���� G�<�� ��\�:� . ��= ��¦������ 
"��  "��� ���� ������ ���। �_�${� ���$� 2(� ���� "�- "^�$� ��:��1�� . "^�� B���½ 
����$���� B��-��K� ���� $NT�f��� �G�� "^�� 0�� ����$���� %�C�3���� B��� 
":��|�# ������ $�����& 2Hz +,�- H���� 01 2Hz H��� ����$�� f��$}6 ��� .�\। 
+����� +,��-� H�� +���� ��� �� "��� ��। B����k� � "��� >1 �_�${� ����$��� ����� 
%e�e . ":�����E� "^�� Df��� "$�� ��� HV7���� ���� ������ ���। >1 �_�${� ����� "�-"^�$� 
"^��� �w��y ���। "^��� ����$���� %#¾ ":�����E� +����� �6 :� ��। �w�� ������� 
$�� f�f��� $ � . "���$�� B� �� "��। ��� ^�� ����$���� ���� ��.�� ��� "� -"^�$�-0� 
��= %$����� ��� ��  0�� ����� %7��f�� ���� 2�r ��। Df��� "$�� "������� #& �’�� $�� 
"��: ���। ��� ������ 2��;����� 0��� "$�� ��u���� ��� 0�� 0��� "$�� . ";��� $�����& 
HV7���� ���� "�-"^�$�-0� %7��f�� ����� DE ��। 01 $�� +�� +�� �.��� ^�� "�-"^�$�-
0� "�4�~ "�#� $������ B�� &�6 ���। "�-"^�$� "^� "(�� ������� ���k ����$����� 
"������ �=��T&� ��� ��� ����� %7��f�� %�&��� ���� 0�� ������� ���k ��6�-� 0���� DE 
���। ������� "(�� HV7�� %7$� �.��� #& �� 0��� ����s� "�� ��। 01 ����s� 
%�$��� [(� . ‘‘���#�’’ �&������� (�������� p� ":��|�# �����) ��� ������ ^�����  ��#���� 
��� HV7���� B��-��K� ��� "(�� �w������� "(�� �w������ B�� +,�- H����� 0�� pZ� 
"�c� "^�-HV7���� 2�� $ �� $����z ��� HV7���� ���� %7$� ���। 01 �j���� %7��f�� 
HV7���� B���¿ ��� HV7���� B����½ "�;�� HV7�� ����� B�� $�< ��� +,�- H�����। 
����s� �� [(� "�c� ‘‘���#�’’ �&�����$� ����������� @1 �_�${� ��� p8��� %7$� ��। ���� 
$��� >��� ������ ��#���� ��� "�;��� �� ����$���� 0��� %7���� G�<��� $�c $�Gq� ��। 
����$���� 01 G�<����  
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2�� [Z/9Z# J$�� ���। ���� +����� ���� "�� ��m +���� J$�� 0�� ":��|�# ������ 
+,��- ����� �� "��� ����$��� ^����� � ���� ������ ���। ^�� ������ ��#�� +��� %�� 
$��#1 �w��y ��� ��#��� ���� +�। ������ "(�� HV7���� ���� 0��� ��<H� ��6� ��6� ":��। 
��6��� ���1 ����। "$1 ��6� ��� ���� "�<�� +������� %7$� ��� ��। %7$��� ��( ����-����� 
��� ����$���� +����� %�C��� $�c [(� "�c��� $�Gq� ��। ����$���� 0 %�C���. 
+����� +,��-� H��� ����� � "��� ^����� � ���� ���� ��� ���। ��.��� $�� 0�� ���\� 
"$�� X�$ ��� "��। [(� "�c� .1 �� ���� ����-���� ����� "�। X�$2�r "$���� "����� ���� 
�� +����� %7���� ����� DE ��। ��( ��#������ ����$��� +����� %7��f��� ���� "��� 
#& ��( %�� ��1 ��<�� ����। 01 ��13����� $���� ��6� ���±�� ��� +������� %7$� ��� 
��। pZ1 �_�${� ^����� � B���½ [(� "�c��� %7��f���� ����6��� 8[ �� À������ 
"��#��� ���� "��। ^����� �� ����6����� 0��� ��y���� G�<�� ���। "$#& [(� "�c��� 
%����� �&��� :�^^�� ����$���� G�<���� ${�i ��Á����Á �(& $�7� ���। 0��� [(� 
"�c��� �1 f��: ��fy ��� ��। 0��� �� ^����� � $�`��� ����� � ���� ��6�� %7$� �� 
0�� 2�� ���� ��#�����-^�����  ��6�� ���� %7$� ��। pp1 �_�${� ����� [-YZ��� 01 ��� 
�� $�����f��� ���� "(�� ��� %�C��� B�� +,�- H����। $�c $�c ���#� �&����� ":��|�# 
�����. ^����� � B�� +,�- H����। 01 +,�- ����� � "��� ��� p8��� �� ����$��� 
$�6 %6�e, ":�����E�, ������� "^�� ����� ���� ������ ���, ^�� ^�����  �w��y ��। 
01 ���� +����� �’# ���� ��, %������ �w��=� ����= YZ/[Z # ����� ��। 01 $��� 
��� +�$ "� ����$���� 0���� ��y���� �� ����� ���:  %�C� ����&�: ��� ������ � ��( 
^����� � ���� %7$� ��S। 01 $���� "��� [(� "�c� "(�� �’�� '��� 0�� ����� '��� 01 
������ ���� "���� #& ������ � ��6�� ��\��� ��। +����� '���3��� ����$���� ������ � 
��6�� $�^��&� $�c 0&����� ���� $�(� ��। ����$��� %����� +,�k ��� ��#������ ���� 
������ ���। p81 �_�${� "f��� ^�����  "(�� [(� "�c� HV7���� ���� %7$� ��। 8/Y G�� �� 
2�� O/pZ ��� $�� ��#��� ��� ��  "(�� ����$��� +����� B�� 2Hz +,�- H����� 
+����� %7����� ���� "��। �&��� :�^^�� ��� ���C 0��� "����� ���  "(�� ����$���� 
%�C��� �(& $�7� ���। ������� ��� "��a� ��� "�, ����$���� 8[�� À����� "^�$� ����� 
2�� ���� "��N�� . "�� ����$��&� 1���$-00^$� ��#���� ��� ��� ����� 0��� ��y���� 
%�C��� ��� +��। pY1 �_�${� ����$���� ${�i +��� �(& $�7� ��� �� 0�� ��� ��1 ��� 
%�C��� B�� ":����q� ��� ��। ��m �w��� %�C� 0� ��y���� ��� "� H�� G�� ��� ��� 
H������ ��. ����$��� +����� +,�-�� 2���� ���। $����� 0f��� +,�- H����� "�� 
��f "1 �� ��� %& �Â� %��{�� �$��k "$�� ��। 0�� "$#& +����� J$&����� ������ 
������ "�� ��। 01 $�� 0�# ����$� +����� ���� #���� ��� �� । �4� "$1 ����$�� ��� 
"(�� ����$���� 2���=��T&� ${�i +��� $�\� ��� #�� ���। "$��� #�� ��� 8[�� À�����-
0� "�#� +���01 2���=��T&��� "�4~ ���S। 01 2���=&�T&��� ��y 2�� 0� �&�������� ��। 
�� ����� �&�������� %$��&� ��A�� J��� ��� ����� 2���=��T&� $��4� �����। ��m 0��� #� 
^����� � ���� "��� (����� ��K� f�: "��� ��y���� �। %�� %s$��&� J$& ���� ��K��� H� 
��:��� ���� �=��T&� �H� ��� ����� 01 3E~�T� �(& "��� ��K��� H�-��:��� ��� "(�� 
����$���� B�� +,��� ����s� "�� ��। ����s� %����� "�u �.���� "�4�~ 
:-������ 0��� "��N�� H��G�� +�: ��#���� 0�� HV7���� "����(� ���a ����$���� 
%�C��� B�� %����� +,�- H����। 0 +,��- ���� 0� ��f{ ��� �� ��� "�, +����� 
+,��- ���� ���k ���� ����� 0�� �w�� G�� "(�� B�\1 "���� ��� +��� �������  
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��� ��� "(�� +,�- H�������। B���k� � "��� $����� "^�� ���� HV7���� ���� ������ 
(���। ������� ��( +����� ������� 0�� "���:��� 3���� %�� ���¤$& ����� ��। 2�� [Z 
# ����� ����$��� +��� ����=�� ��1। o# ����$� �|� ��, [O# 1���$00^ %e�e$� 
+Q$���- ���। 2H�� ":�����E� . %&�& �#�$�� +����� �6:� ��। "�� "��a�1 ������ 
V��. +����� ���� +�$। ������� $�� �T�� "(�� "�u �.���� :--������ "��N��. 
����$���� B�� +,�- H���� 0�� %���� ����� ���। ����$��� ��6� "��  7���� ���& 
���� HV7��� ������ "��� $�(� �� p[1 �_�${� ��#���� $NT-�E�� �w��y ��। +����� 0�# 
���� . p# J$�� +�� ��। ����$��� ��#���� $ ��$�� +�: "(��1 X�$ ��� ���������। 
"$#& ��#���� "(�� HV7���� ���� %7���� 0��� "��� ��� ���। ��#������ C��� #:�-� 
$�����& "$1 "$����� +���� ������- ��� $I� �� 0�� p91 �_�${� ��#���� "(�� HV7���� 
���� +����� %7��f�� ����� DE ��। $���� �����#��� "�;��� �� pZ� "�c��� $�c "��:����: 
��। pZ� "�c� "�#� #�^� 1����� "�4�~ $�����z ��� HV7���� ���� 0�:�� +$���। 
�����#����� "��:�����:� �� ‘"�-"^�$�’-0� pZ� "�c� . [(� "�c� $�����f��� %7$� ��� 
HV7�� ��x���&��� ���k �w��y ���। p>1 �_�${� $���� 01 $���������� HV7��� ��x���&��� 
"(�� %7$� ��� HV7�� ��� +,��-� 2���� "�। 01 $�� �������� "^��$�$ "�_���������� 
+,��- C�:� ����� ����� ��\��। +��� ��� +�$ "�, ����$��� .1�� +Q$���- ����। p>1 
�_�${� ����� [-YZ ����� ����$���� 0� �_�f� J$& ‘"�-"^�$�-0� ��� %e�e $� 
+Q$��� ���। ���������� "^;#������ �&��_� ���#, HV7�� "$����$, ";G�<�� V��#� 
�&�N 2f4�� #��:�� �|� ��� ���� ��। $�6 HV7�� ‘"�-"^�$�’-0� ��} +�$। 
�uU��� #:- 
��#�����& f��q� ��� +����� ��#�� ��� J$����� ��� ��#� Bt��$ ��� 2��=- ���।  
 

pp1 0�� p81 �f{� O� "�c��� ‘0’ "��N�� 0�� ‘��’ "��N�� �4Ã��� . �:����  
%�C� "(�� ����$���� %�C��� B�� +,�- H����� ������� ����t�� ���� +��� ���� ����� 
"��। �’���� ���� ����$���� p[# ��� . @ # +�� ��। +����� ��= 8 # ���� 0�� 
0�# +�� ��। 01 $�� [(� "�c� ����� ��� ��� "(�� ����$���� B�� 2Hz +,�- 
H����� ���S�। 01 �1 �&�������� +,��- ����$��� ���6 ��� ����� �� �$��; �|f�: 
2f4�� 0���� $NT�E�� ����&�: ��� �f{� ���$� "�q $r��� ����t��� +�� "�। �_�${� 
���$� p�� ������ ����t�� B�� 0���� $NT�E�� �w  ��y �.��� �� H���� "$P� "��N���� 01 
0���� "������ "��� O� "�c��� ����t�� ��=- �T��� �������#�� 0����� $����� ���� #& 
����� "��� ��। �_�${� ���$� 8 ������ O� "�c� "�#� +1B���� "�4�~ ������#���� ���� 
%7$� ��। ������#��� �&��� �������� ��’�� "$P� "��N��. ��<� $�c "��: "��। Y�� �_�${� 
$���� 01 $����� ����� ��� ������ ������ $������ ������#��� ����$���� 2���=��T&��� 
B�� 2Hz +,�- H����। ����$��� 0 +,��-� ���� ����� � "��� ����t�� ���� ���� ��� 
���।������#��� �w��y ���� �� O� "�c��� 0��� ���� ���$���� ���� %7$� ����� ���� 
"�#� +1B�� ����t� +,��-� #& %7$� ��� (���। ������( �w� 2���=��T&� X�$ ��� 
%7��f���� :�� %�&��� "��� [\� �_�${��� "f��� "�#� +1B���� �� ����t�� �����|� 
0���� ���k "�;��� $�(� ��। ����t� �����|��� ��� ����$���� 0��� ��y���� G�<�� ���। 
O� "�c� ��������� ":��|�# ������ $������ 01 G�<����� B�� 2Hz +,�- H����। ����$��� 
01 +,�- ����� ���� � "��� ����t� ����� ���� ������ ���। ���� ���k $�6 ����t� �|� 
0���� �w��y �� 0�� O� "�c��� ��� "��N�� ����t�� ��=- 0�� �T�� ��� (��#:W ��#��) "(�� 
����t� ����� %f&�k�� 2��� 
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���। O1 �_�${� ���k ����$���� +��� ����� � ��� ������� ��( "��.�� ,�$� 0���� 
���k �w��y ���। O� �c��� +,��-� ���� ����� � "��� ����t� ���� %�C��� ����$� 
������ "$�����$� ���� ������ ���। 01 $��� ��#�� ��#�� #�� +����� $�c "��: ���� 
����$���� "��� %7$� ��। 2$c� B�t�& "�; ��������� $�c $������� 01 "#�� ����� 
$��2(� ���y����� ��4�� �w��y ��। pZ1 �_�${� O� "�c� ����t� ����� "��.�� ,�$� "(�� 
������ ��B�� ���� %7$���� (���। 01 %7��f���� $�� ��� ������ ���� �&��� O� 
"�c��� $������ #& "�#� +1B���� ����z� %��� "��� ��। "��.�� ,�$� "(�� "�  ��1� 
��K�� %7$� �.��� �� O� "�c��� %7���� ��3�� "�,��1� ��� 0����� $��� ����$���� 
":���3��� $���� ��। O� "�c��� +����� "��N�� "������� � ��( ������� ��=- ��� "(�� 
%7$� ��S���। 01 ���� ��� 0����� ����$���� ":���3��� $���� ���. %7���� ��:��� 
����$���� %�C�3��� ��� ���� "H5� ���। ��m 0�G�� ‘"���’ ���� �� "��a� ���, 
����$��� %�C�3��� ���1 ��y����। %�C�3����� "���:� 0�� pZ> +�-+� ��A���� �f�� 
"��� ����t�-������� ��6��� $��4�f��� 2���=�� 2§�� �����। 01 $���� +����� %7���� 
��3��� "�#� +1B���� %�:� ���। "�#� +1B�� ����$���� %�C�3���� B�� H�� 
%�&��� ����� ����� ���� ��# +��� $������� %�C�� 0$ ����$���� ${�i ��6���� $���� 
$�7� ���। $���� $�7��� �� $NT� �&������� ���� ��� ������ �&��A� $������ +,�- ���� 
�$��k "�। �$i�k %����� ���� "f��� ��� ������ �&�A3����� $ ��� ��< ��� ���� %7$� 
�.��� ����� "�� 0�� O� "�c��� B�� ��� "(�� +,��� ������ "��। ����s� %����� ��� 
����� �&�A3��� ��6�� ��=- ��� ���� %7$� ��� (���। �����T� %7$� �.��� �� ����$��� 
�&�A3���� B�� pZ>-+�-+� 0� $����& 2H� ":����q� ���। ��������� 0��� �&�A ��������� 
":���� ��5 ��� ���। �w��=� 2Hz +,��-�  ���� �&�A3��� %7$� �.�� B�H� � "f�� "�#� 
+1B�� �&�A3����� �# �# %�C�� ������� %�C� "(�� ����$���� ��A��3��� B�� 
+,� H������ ����� "��। %������ O� "�c� ����� +,�- +��� "#����� ���। 0 $�< ��� 
+,��-� ���� ����$��� ��E-f��� �����6 ��� �� । p91 �_�${� $���� ����$���� $�� 
������� $��� ����� B�  "��� ��� 0�� ����=- �� "$1 #��:� "(�� ":���3��. �i ��। "�#� 
+1B�� $��� ����� "��� +,�- C�:� ����� ����� "�� 0�� �w�$���� B����& 
+Q$����-� +��� "��।2�� +�G���� ":��3��� �6��� ��� 0�� B�� ����� ����� ��� � B<H� 
��<��� B�� 2�� 89/YZ # ����$��� %e�e$� $��� ����� ���� $���� ���� %7$� ��� "��� 
���।��#� +1B�� �)=-�) "$1$� ����$���� +��� $��� +$�� ����� "��। ����$��� 
������� ��#� +1B���� ���� ����� %e�e $������। 01 $�� ��#�� ��#�� C��� 
#$����- ����$���� "G��. ��� ������� "�<�� "^��। ���� ����$��� ���� ���� ��<� "(�� 
$���� ���� +$��� ���� f�� $���� ���� � 0�$ "���� ���� ������ (���। "�#� 
+1B�� ������� ����� +Q$����-� +��� "�.�� $�£. ����$���� ��#��� ��A��� +�� 
"�।+Q$����-� +��� � ���� "�#� +1B�� O� "�c��� ����� +,��-� ����� "��। 
2�� [ZG�� +,��-� �� �w %�C��� O� "�c��� �6:� ��। 2�� p9Z # ����$� +Q$��� 
���।%���5 ����$� ������ ��B��� ������ "��� $=� ��। %�� %e�e +����� �6:� ��। 
��������� YO�� ��W�� "��#��� 01 %�C� 2���=�� �����#� ���। %�C��� �w��y���� �� 
O� "�c� �=2 :���� %7$� ��-������ "$�����$� B���¿ ���k �w��y ���। O� "�c� 
����$���� ��y���� 2��=��T&��� $���� ��। ����$��� ������ "$�����$� BH� f���� 
$������ 01 G�<������ 0��� ��:� ���-� ������। H������� ����� � 0�� ��A�� J��� ��� 
2���=��� %�&k ��y���� ��� �������।  
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O� "�c� B�� 0�� ��=- ��� "(�� ������ 0���� $NT-���� �G�� "^��। ����t�� 
��#��  ��#�� ":���� O� "�c��� $�c "��: ���� ��K� ���� %�C� ��� �������� R��� "(�� 
���S` ��� "^��। p9 ����� ������ %����� $N` ��। 0 $�� ����$������ +Q$����-� 
+��� "��� ��। ����$��� "$1 +��� 2�&��&� ��� ����� 2���=�� ���# %�� (���। ������ 
��B��� HT �k +,��� #& O� "�c� ":���� 0�� ��� ����� 2���� "�। p>1 �_�${� 
������ :&���$ ������ +Q$����-� 1S� 2��� ��� $���� ��\��। "$1 ��1 ����� H����� 
������ :&���$� %�C��� ����$��� %&�& #��:�� �� +�����f��� O� "�c� 0�� ��� 
������ ���� +Q$���- ���। +Q$����-� �� $�6 ����$��� ���f` #��:��� O� "�c��� 
�£����� C��k��� ��� �� 0�� ����� %e�e "�c� ��1� 0��� #�� ���। O� "�c� +��� #�� 
��� ����� ����� "�c� ��1� �^�� 0�$ ��#� Bt��$ "^�� �� । 2$c� B�t�& "�, ’’���$� �T��� 
0�� "(�� "� [(� "�c��� J$���� 
����� $�7��� %��7�- ���� #& "�����4��� 2�� ���-� 
��� a�<���� �� ���, "$1 [(� "�c���1 %������ J$�� . �� ��,�� ��� J$����� ��� 
������� �����6 $��� O� "�c� "��#��� :�  B�\���।  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-------------- 
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������� $T� ����� 

[। 8� "$P�� $�G��� ��� $N��� 
%&��&� 2�� ����- 

����� 0���_��� ������ ---------- 
pO@p 

 
$�=�)���u "�#� +1B��* 

\ ":����(��� 0&����� (�$��, ����t�) \ 
 

"$��{� ���$� 2(� $r��� ��� "���� "�, ����t� "(�� ��� "��N�� ����$� �$�� ��� 
$��� pZ��� ���� :c�$�:� +$��। ��� "��� ����� "(�� [9 # ���y����� ��� 8�� 
"���:�$� 0�� "�c� "��#����� ���� "��� ��� ����� "����1  "��(�� "��(�� 0&����� ���� 
��� ��� C� ����5 ��� "�1। C� ��$��� ":����(��� 7���� ���� "����1�� /��#� B�� . 
��=�- 0&����� ���� �(� ���। �������� 0&�����-0� +.��� +$�� ����1 ���y������� 
0�����: +G�� ���। ����$���� ��� "��N��� ��� pZ/p8 # "�<�H ���। 0 0&������� #& 
�4���~� %������ ��� �������� +�����। 0&��������� "$1 ����$���� ��� "(�� p8�� 0� 0� 
�#$� 2�� "� �’ %e B��� ���। ���� %e ����� _��� ��.��� B��� ��� $I� ���। 01 0&������ 
��������� 0�# "�#� ��� . 0�# �&��� +�� ��। ���y�������� ��= 0�# +�� ��। 
01 %������� �� ���y�������� ����� "��  ���।  
 

\    H��:�� %����� H��:�� %����� H��:�� %����� H��:�� %����� ((((�$���$���$���$��, , , , ����t�����t�����t�����t�) ) ) ) \    
 

+�� ���� (+:����) "(�� 0� "��N�� ���y������� �$��, ��:�, ��Å������� 01 
����  (�� %����� ���� #& %e ���� ��\����। "$��{� ���$� "��q� ���� "��N���� p[9 
# J$& ���। "��N�� "�  ��$ ��� B�t��� (���� "�� ������ 3E~�T-� %����� ���। 0��� 
��������� 0��� �� �]����: H��:�� 0����� +�$ 0�� �’�� "$��� (���। 0 $���� "��� 
���y������� .<) "��� (���। ����$���� � �]�� �� H�<������ ���� %7$� ��� (��� �� 
���y������� ��]� ��� ��� "(�� 3�� ���� +�I ���। ��������� �] ���� :�� �\� ���� � 
"��� 0� ���:�� +����� "^��। ���y�������� +G��� ��$����� %������1 ��� ��। ���� 
����$� $�<����� %& 7��� ������ "��� $=� ��। [/9 # J$& 0$�1� "���� ��� �] "(�� 
"�� ������ "��� "H5� ��� ��m ��y������� � "������� 3�� ��� G���� ���। ����$��� 2�� 
$��1 ��� ���. 0�# ����$� "����� ���& ������ ���। ���� ������� ���� #& 0�# 
���y�^;# $�<����� 0$�1� "���� ���� "���1 ����$��� B�\ ���y��������� ��&� ���। ��� 
���y������� ����$����� ��&� ���� $�(� ��। ��� ��]� �f�� "� $�6 ����$� #���� ��� ���� 
%������$ $���� ��\�� ����� B��� ���� #�&। ��� ��<H�� �]f��� ����$� +�$ ����� B��� 
���� #&।  

(%�P��� ���$� 2(� $r���� G��)  
 

 
 
 
 
 

* pO@p $��� 0 $�=�)��� :4��� ��। 0������ ���H� +1B�� �&��� ��$��� ����t� "$�����$ ����� ����। ������ ��� 
�/�:�_��� ��� ����� +��।
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\ ����� � H� ��:� %����� (����������, ����t�) \ 
 

"�u ��E ���� ����� � H� ��:� %���� ���H��� ���। 01 H� ��:��� 0��� $�$�� 
��y ���। 01 ��y�]��� ���������� "$���� ���� %�� �2� ���, ���- ���������� 01 H� ��:��� 
����$��� +� ��1 ����� ��}�- ��� �����।  
 

����$���� 0��� �� H� ��:�� %�C� ����, "�u ��E� ���� 0 ��� "��� ����� 
:������ �=& ���� #& "��� ����: ���। ��� ������ ��� "��N�� � ��:�� %�C� �����। 
"�u ��E� ������ %��� ��� "��N�� J$& ���। ������^� ��� ������� +,�- ���� ��� 
��� �&������ �����। ��m "�u ��E $��$ ��� 2���� ���। ��� "��N��� 0���� ���z�� 
���� ���� �������� ����� 0�� %�� "��N��� �����~ "�u ��E ��# ����। ��E ����1 
���� ":�� ��� "��N��� $����� �����~ ����। "$ $�� %& "�� %�^$�� � (���� �������� 
���� ������� 0��� "��N�� ���H���� f�� "��� ��।  
 

0��� ���� ���y�������� ��� "��N�� ��� ��� f�: ��� ��� %�C��� ���� %7$� ��� 
(���। ���y������� ��� %�C�� +G�� �����। �������� ����� "� "��N�� ���H��� ����� � 
"��N��� 0�# "���� 2(��1 ���� �.���� ���� +� $��� %7$� ��� �����। ��m "�u ��E� 
���� ��<� "��N�� ��� ��������� �&�N +,�- ���। 0 +,��- ���������  %�� J$& 
����� ��। "�q ���k ��������� ���� J$& ��A��� +�� "�। ���y������� ��A��� "7�_ H�#� ��� 
%�� ����$��� ��&� ���। �������� ����� ��<� ���� 0�# "$� ���� �.��� +� $��� 
%7$� ��� � ����� "�u ��E� ���� ��#� #��:� ��� ��� ���� ������� �=&C�� %�C��� 
���������� +,�- ��� 0�� ����� ����6 ��� C��� ��� ��� "�। � $�G�q� ��������� ��� 
"(�� ���y������� 0�-0�-�#$� 0�� %e B��� ���। 01 $�G�q� ���y�������� @ # +�� . 
�1# ���� ��। ����6���� 8@ # "$�� �4���� ��.�� ���। ����� ���� $���� � C��� 
$����- �:����� � $�6 ��������� �4���� �� ��� +�। ��� ������� +��� �£����� ��^ 
��� ��।  
 

(%�P��� ���$� "��q� ����� G��)  
 

\    H���� %����� (�$�� "*� "(�� �� ��1� B���)    \    
 

po1 �f{� ������ f����� �/�:�_��� ‘����’ +���� "_�� ��� "�, ���� "�;( B��&��: 
H���� . ������ � ��� +,�- ����। "$��� ����6�� "$��� %�C� �����। +���� ����s� 
���� ���। +�� �/�:�_��� $������1 ����s� ���� %����� #�����। ��� ����s� 
����। ��m �/�7�_��� $������  ����s� +��� �u�T� ���� �। ���- H���� 7���� $��(1 
��� ������ � ��� (���� )। +� H���� +,�- ���� ������ � ��� "(�� ����$��� +����� %�� 
$��#1 G���� ���� �����। ��m ��� +��� "�� �(� � "�� ���, +����� +,��- 
�������� ������ ����। ��� �&�A ��� 0�$ ������ ��� ���� ���� ����$��� ��a�� ���� 
0��1_ "^�$� 0� 2H�� �&�A +��। +��� 1S�� ��E�� H� ��� +,�- ��� ����। +�� ���� 
%����� ����� +��� ���� "� �’# "$& ���� +�����. ��# J$& "��� ���। �/�:�_��� 
$���� 0 26��� ��#� ��� ":��। f����� 0��� "��N��� "�4�~ ���� 0�# "�#�। �������� 
������ "��N�� ���H��� ��� "�u �|��� +��� +�##। ����s� "������� �������� 
������ "$��� �)���� �T�� ����6��� �f�� ���� 0�� f����� ����� f��� $����k� �f�� ���� 
88 "� �f{� H���� +,�- ���। 01 +,��- �������� . f����� ������ J$&��1 ���� �� 
"���। f����� ������ "��N�� ������ ��� "�#�  
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0�� ��# #���� ���� %�^$��$� $������ [9 # "$� � ���� ���� �� 0�� ���y������ 
���� �� 88 #। +�� �� Y[ # J$&। +����� %�^$�� "�u �|��� +��� +�## 01 ���� 
���� �। 88 ����� ������ H���� +,�- ���� ��������� $��( $���� ��� �� 0�� �������� 
"�q ������ ����� ���� H�� ���। ����$� . +����� "�;( ����� Bf�1 +�������� ":����q�- 
���� (���। +����� "�;( ����� ��� ��� H���� ��� ��� "� ���Q ����� �������� H���� 
��� ��� "�। 8Y ����� ������ +�� H����� +�� . ��� "$���� +��� #& ����# 
���y������� ��\�1। ��m ����� ����# �������� ���� ���� ��। ��� o H�� �4���� �# 
0����� �^���� +�� ���y����� $=� ��।  
 

������q ��������� "$��� ���y������ �4����3�� +��B � ��� �:�� #���� "��� "� 
���� ���y������� ��&� �����। ���� ":;�� %�f� ���। f����� :� ��#�� > # J$& ���� 
��। 0�� "��a� ��� ��������� ":����q�- ��� ��� ����� 0�� �= J$& j��� ���H����।  
 

01 ����� �� �������� ������ "$���� ����� "f�c �� । ���- 0�f��� ���� +� 
"�� �-�c�� �� �1। ���y�������� ����� �^���� +�� +���� "�� "�: "��� ������।  
 

(88 "� �f{��� G��) 
 

‘DATURMAURA’ THEATRE 

 

1. Daturmura: - It is about a mile from Bangladesh and Agartala Border. It is the 

name of small village under Quasba Police Station. In the local language any high 

ground surrounded by a low ground or water is called Mura. This mura I am talking 

of is a mura which has a village by the name Daturmura. Throughout nine months this 
village and its surrounding area was free from Pakistan Army as well as Mukti Bahini. 

Militarily this ground was not at all important. No line of communication passes 
through this area. A lot of families from Gopinathpur, Maniand, Nemtabad and other 

village migrated to this village and surrounding villages out of fear of Pakistan 

Army’s atrocities. During liberation war this area was just like heaven for Bengalees.  

 

2. Sector Commander Lieutenant Colonel Khaled Musharraf was requested by a 

group of war reporter from London led by Mrs. Marry to arrange a theatre of shooting 

inside Bangladesh to project the activities of Mukti Bahini, like wise Sector 
Commander No. 2 sector briefed Sub-Sector Commander Major Muhammad 

Ainuddin to make a base of Mukti Bahini at a place where there is no enemy threat 
and the place is safe for the foreign war reporters. The reporters from UK who came 

all the way from London to record action were enthusiastic to photograph our actions 
but used to be discouraged by us for obvious reasons. We did not like that some 

civilian reporter who are national asset, should take a risk of life for the sake of their 
professional efficiency. As for us we had a cause to fight. This cause was at national 

level. Unless we, Bengali could liberate our mother land we could not get a free, 

homeland to stay and not survive as Bengali nation with the dignity of free citizen. In 

some cases individual cause was also there other than national cause. To be very frank 

I could get back my wife and two daughter who were detained by Pakistan army at 

Ispahani School in Comilla Cantonment who were everything in my life. I had to fight 

to drive away occupation army from the country to 
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rescue my family. But as for the war reporters it was their profession or hobby 

through which they would earn a lot of money. We, freedom fighter, could play with 

our life but for them it was not proper as per our opinion in those days. But the lady, 

Mrs. Marry and her camera man and recorder seemed to be quite determined to go on 

with their mission ignoring the danger of life. The more I used to discourage them 

about life risk, more they used to be encouraged to carry out the shooting.  
 

3. Briefing-Sector Commander told me to make a base which should give a look 

of a temporary Guerilla base. The following arrangement had to be there :  

 

a. There should be some cooking utensils so that people understand that 

guerillas cooked food themselves. 
 

b. Some ammunition boxes in the base with Pakistan Ordnance Factory mark 

on the boxes to tell people that Mukti Bahini captured arms and ammunition 

from Pakistan army and caught them.  
 

c. Some small improvised beds on which some freedom fighter sleeping who 

were out on some prey earlier.  
 

d. Some trenches around the base to cater for local protection.  
 

e. One/two men on tree top who would work as watch man. For this preparation 

I was given one day and one night. During the day I with escort party carried 

out the reconnasances and selected Daturmura as the theatre.  
 

4. Arrangement-I deployed a company (about 150 personnel) in that village 

supported by two 3-inch mortar. One platoon (three platoons and company 

headquarter make a company) and company headquarter formed the base and base 2
nd

 

in Command was Subeder (now Subeder Major) Taher Uddin Sheikh. With mortar I 

put Subeder (now Subeder Major) Shamsul Haque. One platoon was deployed at 

(small) Rampur to the west of Daturmura to lay an ambush. Another platoon was put 

on the north of Daturmura. I sent another ambush party at Jagannatpur also. All the 

arrangements were tighten up at night. After making all arrangement I was supposed 

to receive Sector Commander and the reporters in my Camp in between 9 to 10 AM. I 

did that. 

 

5. It was the month of September. I do not remember the date. But it was the later 

part of September. I was waiting for them at a ghat near Madhabpur. I saw a group 

approaching the ghat but I could not see any lady in that group. As they came near my 
boat I could see a lady but not in a European lady dress. She surprised me by her dress. 

She dressed with a half shirt, a Khaki trouser and with a jungle boat. The very dress 
gave me the impression that a female like her can work like a soldier. She shook hand 

with me as I was introduced by my Sector Commander and said with a smile on her 
face "Hallow Captain, how do you do?" "Fine, thank you" I said. Then I shook hands 

with other two members of her group. They were carrying a movie camera with a 
stand, a still Camera and a tape recorder. The movie camera itself was quite heavy. I 

saw them carrying these heavy load themselves. We wanted to help them in lifting 

these instruments, but every time they were refusing with the word "Thank you."  
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6. Enroute from ghat to the base she was busy in talking to Sector Commander. It 

was almost an interview. At times she turned round me and ask me some questions. 

To tell you frankly I was afraid of her, not for any other reason but her question. 

Before we could reach the base, one freedom fighter came hurriedly through chest 

deep water to inform us about probable enemy encounter. He was sent by Sub (now 

Subedar Major) Taher Uddin Sheikh that enemy seen at village Jagannathpur in about 

a company strength coming towards east. I was no more a shooting theatre. It turned 

as battle theatre. We were about 100 yards from the base; we beard the sound of own 

3 inch mortar firing. Commander gave a smile at me and said "Shamsu in action" 

Commander asked Mrs. Marry "Encounter started. Do you still insist me to take you 

ahead?" "Oh! sure Colonel" said Mrs. Marry. Hardly she could finish that sentence; 

two/three artillery shells landed plus of us. I saw tape recorder in action in recording. I 
said "Madam, do you know who is firing?" "I understand Definitely Pakistan Artillery. 

You don't have any Artillery" said Mrs. Marry. 
 

7. Enemy started firing from field guns at normal rate. We hurriedly reached the 
base and took cover of a house which had mud wall. By the way that was my living 

room where I had a bed consisting of a blanket, a bed sheet and a rubber pillow. This 
was originally a Hindu's hose. In one side of the house there was a statue of Kartik. 

There was another statue of a goose. Artillery shelling continued. While I was 
thinking of evacuating them (the reporters), one Sepoy came and reported me that 

enemy one company was trapped by us. I asked him what all he saw and knew. The 

Sepoy started narrating the story that enemy were in country-boats crossing a canal at 

a distance of half a mile from our position and out of small arms range of our platoon. 

Mortal observer did not want to miss the opportunity of dealing with the enemy and 

called mortal fire. As enemy were in boats on water; mortar firing was not that 

effecting. But out of chaos one of the nine boats sank and we were apprehending that 

all the boatmen might have died there.  

 

8. Mrs. Marry straightway got out of the house and requested the Sepoy to 

accompany her in the scene. Mind you firing was still on we all accompanied her at 

the forward position. By this time enemy reached a mura near Daturmura at a distance 
of about 600 to 800 yards. I briefed Mrs Marry and her companies to take cover of 

jackfruit tree. Bending my head I started moving from one soldier to another soldier 
to boost up their morale and know about enemy. I saw Mrs. Marry all the time 

following me and she was followed by her companies (photographer and recorder). 
The moment enemy detected us enemy started bringing Artillery fire. At times from 

the mura MG fire started coming at us. Whenever our men saw enemy; they used to 

fire from Rifles and LMG though it was out of range. I asked them not to fire as it was 

out of range. But they got so glittery that whenever enemy fired one brust from MG 

our men returned the fire by Rifle. After a lot of persuation I could control our fire.  

 

9. Whenever I asked any of my troops what he could do with enemy they replied 
with an exaggerated enemy casualty figure. If I would total up the figures it would be 

approximate double the strength actually came there. Assessment was based on the 
fall of enemy after fire. This can be at times like that enemy took position at firing 

sound.  
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However, it was an appropriate scene for reporter to take snap and record battle 

noise of Mukti Bahini and Pakistani troops. All the time Commander and I was 

worried about an odd shell splinter hitting these dedicated professionalist. Almighty 

saves them. Though initially they showed that they were battle innoculated but their 

movement told me that they were civilians.  

 

10. Even after about two hours of this game I did not hear anything about the 

withdrawal of my troops from Jagannathpur. I was worried about them. That platoon 

thought that they were in trap by enemy. So they made a long detour via Gopinathpur 

and north Minarkot to avoid enemy ambush. Subedar (now Subedar Major) Shamsul 

Haque fired about 30 bombs from 3-inch mortar and literarily plastured that mura 

where enemy landed after crossing the canel. Casualty on enemy side could not be 
ascertained. It was about 3.30 PM. I heard from my intelligent personnel that enemy 

were sending a sizeable body of troops to extricate their troops from Daturmura. By 
this time the reporters got enough time to do their job and they were mighty happy 

then to go back. I asked my company to withdraw.  
 

11. These area were thickly populated by locals and migrators. The moment there 
was exchange of fire from artillery and 3-inch mortar and small arms the civilian 

started running towards Agartala. I was a horrifying scene. I felt very bad but could 
not help it. I thought for a durable peace, the temporary inconvenience was accepted. I 

saw the movie cameraman taking snap of the refugee who were fleeing to India with 

food, cooking utencils and essentials. Even the animals like cows and dogs also took 

refuge at India. It was seen that the women were also carrying heavy load on their 

head and walked through chest deep water and ran for life.  

 

12. For this battle shooting we took much trouble; to the extend of danger of death. 

But the reporter were not still satisfied. They wanted to carry out some more shooting 

of Mukti Bahini going on patrolling or going on to lay an ambush. Including 

Commander we all were demonstrating these. The lady worked as Director and at 

times correcting the movement of Lieutenant Colonel (now Colonel) Khaled 

Musharraf (Sector Commander) while leading a patrol. At about 4-30 in the evening 
she left us by begging leave. Actually it was not for her to beg leave after all these; I 

was about to beg leave from her ignoring my Commander even. Thanked Commander 
for having such patience. Mrs Marry with a professional smile on her leaps shook 

hand with me and said "Thank you Captain. Wish you best of luck. Wish you get back 
your family soon." She left me at Madhabpur ghat and went away with my 

Commander.  

 

\    OOOO� "�c� "��#����� ����t� ��� ���� "�c� "��#����� ����t� ��� ���� "�c� "��#����� ����t� ��� ���� "�c� "��#����� ����t� ��� ���    \    
 
���� (+:����) �&�N "(�� �’"��N�� J$& ��� +�� "$���� � (f���) ":���। 8Y"�  

�f{� "$���� ��� "� f����� J$& �_�^� ������ ����� ��� "(�� +�� ����~ ���a ��� 
���������� ���� %7$� �1। ���������� "f��� +�. ��� "��N�� �T�� "(��1 %�C� �����। 
+���� f����� "$������� �= "(�� �f����� (f����) "��� 0�� �� �� � ��  $I� ����t� ��� 
���� #& ��� ����। +�� p�� �_�${� �f����� ":���। "$��� ��.��� �� �/�:�_��� �� ���� 
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����t� . H7�� ��6�� ���a �_�^� ��� ��t। +���� f��� %e ���� $����& ��� ����। +�� 
�/�:�_����� ����� �� Y ����� ���� �H. � ":���। +��� "�;<���� �H. � ��#��� f����� "� 0� 
�&������ J$& �_�^� ������ (�T�� "(��1) ���� �� %&� H�� ":�। ��� J$&����� �H. � 
��#���� B�� ���� 0��� ��#��� �_�^� ������। �H. � "�;<����� �� ��1 �������� "�� ��� 
2������ � ���1 ����� ���� H�� ":�। 91 �_�${� $���� ������̂ � (����t� ����� �T�� ����) 
�:�� +�� +��� ����� ��� %��=� ���� (���। +�� �� ������̂ � "�;<��1 �� "$��� "� 
����$��� ��A��� �_�^� ������ ��� �T�~ ��� ��� +� ��1�। +�� f����� "�, ����$��� "� 
���� ��A��� �_�^� ������ ��� �T�~ ��� ��� +� ��1�। +�� f����� "�, ����$��� "� ���� 
��A��� �_�^� ��� +�� ����� $��$�� ��� ��� %s$��&� "$� ��� $I��� �। ��1 
����$���� ����� ��� ���� ���t� ���� >1 �_�${� 2��� ���। 0� ^�� ������̂ �� ����$��� 
��fc ��� ��� 0�� �����1 +�� +��� ����� ��� ����t� ���� 2��� ���। ����t� ����� �T�� 
��� "(�� R��� +��� �f� ��� ����t� ����� ��K� ���� @1 �_�${� ���� p8��� ���� 
"�;<����। ���� �������� ���� +��� $�c f����� ��� #��-0� �&������ ���z�� ��$�� $�c 
/��#� ���� "��� "��। ��� #�� �&������ �������� ��# ��� ����t� �����|� +,�- ���। ��� 
#�� �&������ ���z�� �����|� +,� ������� >1 �_�${� ����। 01 +,��- ��� #�� 
"$���� ����# +�� . ��� ��। ����$��� �����|� "��  H�� ���। +��� �f� �� 
����t� ����� ��K����� 03�S� �� ����� ��#�� ��#�� #�� +������� 
�:� #���� %7$� 
��S���। +�� f����� 0 $�� ��� �������� �\�) ��� +,�- ��� ��� +��� ������ ��= 
�f� � �f�� $���f��� ��# ��� ��� ��� � ��। 01 �(� �Hk� ��� +�� �f��� $��� 0�$ 
#���� ���4Á�� $4�5 � ���� 0�� $��� � +$�� %����� �����। +�� +�. ����� "�, 
+��� 2(�� ��� $NT-� �w��y ���। ��m #�� 0�(� 2(�� D�� ���# �.���� ���& ���1 
+���� ����� B�� ��2���: ���� ����। #�� "�q ���k �^�� ":�। ��� #�� +����� B�� 
0��� �u=�̀  ����।  

 

@1 �_�${� ����� ��<H��� "#���� %����� "����������: ����t� �����|�� %���- ���। 
� $�� ����t� ����� ��D "(�� �4� ���k $�� 6��� ��Eq . ����� �̂��� ���� ���� ��� ��6�� 
"�� ":�� f����� . �������� "$���� ���� "���� #&।  

 

+�� 0 $�� $����- "������ ��� �����|��� ":�� 0 �4�& "�������। 0� $�� "#���� 
%����� +���� "_�� ��\�। "#���� %����� +���� ����t� ����� $NT-� ���k-�4Á�� +��� 
+�� ����~ ���� ��� "�������� ����� H�� ":��। 0���1 #�� +���� �H�� ����। #�� 
+��� :��� "��� "���� #& �f  #�����। +�� �f  "\�� "�� ��� +$���। ���1 @1 �_�${� 
+�� ���� 0�$1 $�6 "$��� "���� $�� ��� �����। ���� ���k � �������� $���� "(�� 
"�� ��� +��� � +�$ ���� ���k ��� +���� 0$-��, �_-�$�� ��# H����� ����� ����� 
�����।  

0 $�� ����t�� "�� "�� ����� ��� �। 0�-���� $����& ���� #& �������� "$��� $� 
$�� 0�:�� +$�। ��. ����$��� +Q$���- ��� �1। ����$��� "���� $�� +,�- ���� 
����, "$#& $��� (���� #& �:�������� +�� ��1�����: #���� �����। ���� +,�- �� 
%��� ���� +,�- ��� $��� ��� �� ����� � ���� #& ����� �����।  

 

@ ����� "(�� +�� +��� ����� ��� ����t� "$�����$� ��=- ��� "(�� +,�- ���� #& 
�_�^� �������� 0�� +,��-� 2����. ��S���। ��m pY1 �_�${� f����� ��1���� "(�� 
#����� ���� "�, ����t� "$�����$ +,�- ���� ��� �। "#���� %�����  2H���� ���� ���� 
0�� "��_.�� "G�q-� ���� ���� �������� +Q$���- ���। 01 ������� �� +�� 
����$����$  
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+,�- ���� ����s� �i ���। p> ������ �� ����$��� +Q$���- ��� �� +�� ����t� 
"$�����$ B��C� �����।  

 

�=�u "�#� +1B�� 

8>-pZ-@Y 
 

$�=�)��$�=�)��$�=�)��$�=�)���u "�#� :�^ �̂��u "�#� :�^ �̂��u "�#� :�^ �̂��u "�#� :�^ �̂�****    
 
#� ���$� "��q ����� 0� ��� +��� ��}�-1 ��Æ +�� +��� �# $���$P� "��� ��� 

#��� ����, ����� �� ":�_�B� YZZZ ��-� �� :� 0�� H�� �#�� +��। ���&$��7�� 2���# 
+����� %����y ���। "�� 0��� ���k C��� "����� ���&$��7�� B�� �f�� ���1 +��� 
#�����- �������। ���� �� "��� ��� ��1 +��� "����। #$�����-� 0 $�����:�� � "��� 
+��� ��� H����� "��� ������ �। ��m #$�����-� ���& $����& ����r ��� �। %�� $�� 
+����� ^��T� . ��� "���1 #�����- ���� ������।  

 
����� �� ":�_�B� ���&$��7�� �(� +��� "$P� ���z�� "�#� ����� "������^�� #��1। 

��� +���� ����� "� YZZZ �- :� . H��� "� �� ����  "$P� "�_���������� ���\�� "��� ��। 
+�� ����� �� �:�� YZ�� ";�� "��:�  ��� C��� 0�� +��� J$����� $�����& $�6 ���&$��7� 
";���� "��a�1 ���। ��m C��� ������� +����� 0 ��®$��7� $����� ��� ������ %��C� 
�w�$���� #���। �w�� ���� "(�� ":��|�# ������ $�����& ���� "(�� +����� B�� ":����q�- 
���� (���। 0 ":���3��� ���& +��� $�|�f��� +����� ��# $N` ���।  

 
+�� �$���� ��� "��N�� :\ ���। 0��� "��N�� [(� "�c�-0� ‘�$’ "��N�� ��� :�\� 

���-%�� "��N�� 1-��-+�, �����, +$��, ��#���� 0�� C��� "������ ���। +�� ����� 
0���$ ��� "V�� "�1 0�� "��N���� %kf��y ���। ������� �w��� ��E�� � �1 ���� #& 
���f` %������ ��\��� DE ���। � $�6 7���� "������ �w��� :������� ��� ����, ����� ����, 
+�� ����, �e ���� +����� ��(5 $����& ������।  

 
+�� �$��� B�� +��� ��}- H����� "��� (���। �w�� ��1 2����� "H5� ����� ��1 

�&��� =�=��� $���� ��� ���� �K���$�- �����। +�� � 0����� "����1 ���� "^��, 
"����1�� "$�� . ��6�� "$�� "f�c ���� �w��� ��������� �( �i ��� "�1। 1����V� ��1�, 
"���7�^ . "����^��� (��. B� �� "�1। 0 $�6 ���� ^�� �w�� ��#��� ���& "��:����: ���� 
%�� %$������ $���� ��।  

 
+��� "�� "����^� "$� ��� �। ��m 0����$� ���& �w��� B�� ����� H����� %�� 

�&��� . "����^� "$� ��� ��� 0�� ��� ��1 +�� ���f` "��N��� "��& "��:����: ���� #& 
"����^� ��1 C�� ���। 0� ^�� +��� ������� "�4~ . ����� "�.�� +��� ��= %�� $�# 
��� �:�����। ���������� 2�� "$���� ���� 0� 0 �# .$��� (������ %�$�2�r "#����) 
+����� B�� ����� "�, �w��� $��( $���$��� � �1 � ��� ����� B�� +H��� +,�- 
H������। ��� 0&�����, "�1_ . "$�� X�$, ��������� =��$�� 1�&���� .�� "#�� "�.��� ����� 
"�। 0� ^�� �w��� =�� ��� �&��� 0�� "$ %����� +����� =�� ��� $���&। 0 "�;�� ���1  

 
 

* pO@Y $��� 0 $�=�)��� :4��� ��। #�� :�^^�� 0������ ���H�  [(� "�c� "��#���� 0&�_#���� ��$��� �&��� ��� ����। 

B����:� ������। 0�� +����� J$����� ����� "��  ���। 2���� 2������ �w��� .�� 
+H��� +,�- H����� ����� %���1 ��� �� +�� �������। �w�� 0� C� "(�� +��� C� 
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":�� +��� 0&����� "��� ��$ (����� 0�� �w�� 0&������� ^�<�� � �� ����� B�� +,�- 
H����� ����� ���$ �����। +�� ����� %�C��� B�� +,�- H������ 2�� ����1। ^�� �w�� 
�������� ��A�� "(�� ��1�� +$��� �। 0� �� ���� "��� 0� '��� ��y �� � ���� "�� ��� 
H�1� �।  

 
0��� ����$��� +��� _������ $���$P� ����� $���$P� ���z�� +1B���� ����� 

j��� 0&����� ^�<�� +��� ��  +,�k ��। �w��� �&��� =��$�� ��। ���� +�� 0�� ��� 
J$&��� p�� "��.�� V���� f��� ��� "����1�� ��� ���� ������ (���। +�� ������ 
+ �1�� ��� 0&����� "��� ����� B�� +,�- H���1। +��� +,�k ���� ^�� ���� ����� +�� 
. �4� $�(���� "^�� ���� ���। ������ $��� ����$��� ����� �4� $�(���� ��� "���� #�& 
:c�$�:��� 0� ���C�� #  �����। +��� ����# 3rH� 0�$ +���� 0 ��� #���। +��� 
$�c $�c %�C� ��� "���� ��1 $��&1 �w�� ���C�� #  ����� ����� $�(���� ��� "���� 
#&। +�� Y’’ ����� 0�� f��� "���:��� $�����& �w��� B�� +���) ":���3�� �� �� (���। 
^�� ����$��� ����� ����� �4� $�(���� $�c +��� ����# �� $�(��� ��� "��।  

 
����$��� ����� �&������ "�_��������� C�� ��� ���� $ ��� B��� 0�� �T� G�<�� C�� 

��� + �1��� �� ��, +��� ��� ��। "$ $��� $�7 ����� �� 0���� ���� "��.�� "*� ���k 
+��� ��}�- �H�। ���� ����� �� ��E����� "H5� ��� 0�� "$#& 0� "��N�� J$&�� 
+ �1���  "(�� "#�� "���_�� ��6� ���� ����� ��� ���� 0�:��� (���। ��������: "��.�� 
"*��� ��� 0��� '��� +�: "(��1 "��������। �� �w�� ��������: "��.�� "*��� ����� 
7��� "�;<���, �� ���� +����� 0&������ ��  ���। +��� ����� B�� +,�- H����� 0��� #�� 
0� Yo 0+1, 0��� Y/[ ��� _# X�$ ��� "�1। 0�# %�^$��$� p@# ��� �� 0�� 8Z 
#�� �� +�� ��। +��� :��  ��� +$�� �����, "�� �w�� ":��|�# ������ $�����& 
+����� B�� ":����q�- �����। ^�� :�� 3�� ��� �� "��� ��। ��� +��� %�� %e�e, 
"����^� "$�, "����^� �&���, �w��� D�� "��, 3E~�T-� ��:#�� B��� ���। �w��� 
������� B� �� "��� ��। +��� 0��� $�&���$ ��1 :�� � �f�� "(��। $�&���$�� ���� f��� ��� 
��m ����3�� ":���3��� ^�� ���  �:�����। +�� $�6 ���� +��� "$P� ���z�� "�#� ����� 
"�������^� ���� ���� "�1। � ���� f��� $����$�� "��� +����� ���-� �� � ����6�� %�^$���� 
0$� ���� �&��� "(�� ��� ������। ��� ���� ������ "H5� ������ ����� ��� %�C� ��� ���� 
��m ���� ������1 ��T��6 ��� �^�� ���।  

 

$�7 �$�� . ����� �� 0���� #���1 ��$ ���k +��� ��}�-� ���। ������ � ���� � #��:��� 
+��� ��}�- ����। �w�� ��� ������ � ��� ��� "�, ��� =�� ���। "$#& +�� 0��� "��N�� 
J��� ��� ��� '��� "$��� ���� 2���=��T&� ������� ���� #&। "^� ��������� ����� +�: �$�� 
$��-"$P��� f�� �&��_� ����� ������ ���� ���� ��1।  

 

�&��� #�^� 1����� (������ "�#�) %������~ �������� "^� $���$P� 0��� 3E~�T-� . 
B��#��� C� ��� ��< ��। "^� "(�� �� ��1� �T�� ��:��1��, �������� . ������� p@ ��1� 
�{� 0�� o ��1� 2C 01 ����� %�C� #��  ��$ +�� �&��� #�^� 1��� . ��<� �����। 
����$��� 0 %�C��� B�� ����� ��y ��� H�� ���� (���। �&��� #�^� 1��� ��� �’# 
%�^$�� . ���� "��N�� ��� �w��� ���� . �&��A� $��( ��� H����� ���S��। 8� "$P��� 
%����� "�#� ����� "�������^� ���� "^� �������� %�C� �=� ��� 0� �Hk�� ��q� ��� 
��< ��। 0 �T���� 0���  
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+��� ��y� 2���# ��� �� । ��� �’��� $�� "�#� ����� +��� �&��N  +�$। +�� �� 
�&��N ����� �, %������� #& ��1�� �����। �� 0&��� ��� �^�� +�$ �� "��� ��� 
"^�� 0��� �&�� ���� �H�k� ���� ��$ +��। ��<�� ��� �H�k� 0�� ��q` "����S�।  

 
��� ���� 0�� F� "^� %�C��� ����C��� �(� ��� ":�� 0�� �� ��� ��� ��� 0��� 

������ H�1��। 0��� "��N�� "^��� F� ���\�� ���� ��<�� %����� �����। "�#� ����� 
+���� 0��� "��N��$� "$��� ����� #& ����। +�� 0�� +�:1 ���a����� ��m �$��� f�� 
��� ���� "��� ��� 0 ��� 0��� �j�� ���। "�� "�� �� %�^$���� ��= �$�� ��}�- ���� 
$I��� ��� �। �� "��� �&��_� ����� ������ ���� (������ �&���) +��� p� "��N�� . 
�$�� $���$P��� f�� ���� +�� $���� 0��� "��N�� ��� "^�� ���� �.� �1। ����� $�� 
+��� 8� "��N���� $�6 ����C�� ���a�� ���। +�� �&��_� ����� ������. $�6 ����C�� 
���a�� ��� 0�� ������ � %�C��� 3E~ $N��� ���� ���। 0 #��:��� ��� ����� � B��। 0�� 
"(�� $�7 C� ��}�- ���� $�# ���। ����$��� 0 C� ��E����� #& "H5� H�����। "�� 0� 
+�: ���� %�� ��� "H5� H����� $^� ��� �����। ��m %�&k +K���� �&���� +��� �$�� "��  
����� �� 0� $r���� ���& �w�� ������ � ��� ��� "� 0�� p� "��N��� ����# $��$� "���� 
0�� ���� ���। �f{� ��$ ���k ����$��� ������ �� B�� ��4�~ "������। f��� 0�� �������� 
"$������� ��� �&������ ��y ��� �f{� ���$ �w��� $���� ���� ���� ���। �w��� $���� Y 
# %�^$��$� [Z# J$& ���� ��� 0�� >Z #�� "��� +�� ��। ������ � %�C��� 3E~ 0 
������� "(��1 ��a� ���। �w��� ��# ���� �:����� �� +��� #�� �1।  

 
��1 "���, ���� �� $���� 8� "��N���� $��( ��� "^�� ��( �.� ��1। >1 #� $i&� 

9��� $�� "������ "�;<��। ����� p[ ��1� ��������� ��6� "f�c +�� 0�� +��� J$&�� ��� 
o��� $�� �������� �� ��#�� "�;<��, �� #�^� 1����� %�C� "(�� oZZ :# �T�� ���। [o G��� 
���& +��� "�� ����� "1� 0�� "���. ���� �� �। +��� "��N���� +�� 0��� ����� ��� 
���। ����� +�� �&��� #�^� 1����� $��( "��� ���� #& ��<� �&��N� ���� �.� �1। ��<� 
$��( "��� ��� %�C��� "���। 2���=��T&� "��� +K������ ���। 2���=��T&� ��� ��y���� ��� �। 
�T� %�C��� _���� 0������ ^�<�� 0�� "���� %�C�� ���। ��<�� %�C��� "�u 1����v����� 
������ $��( #�^� 1����� ������ �T�~ %�� ���। 0� ���� %�C��� #& +�� �&��� #�^� 
1����� "��q ���� ���� � "�� J$$��&� ��� $����। ������ 2���=��T&��� $��4� ���� #& +�� 
�&��� #�^� 1����� ��µ�y �&�C� ��� ���।  

 
(�)  +��� "��N�� (���� %�C��� _�����। ��� '��� B��� 0�� p�� '��� �f���।  
(�)  �&��� #�^� 1����� ����� ��<� %�C��1 (���� ��m J$&��� +��� $�:�\� ���� 

���। �_�^� �f���1 ��� ���।  
(:)  "�u 1����v��� ���� (���� ��m ��~�� ����� +�� ���। �&��� #�^� 1����� 

������ $��( $����: ����� ���।  
(G)  ���������� ���� �T� %�C��� $��( $����: "��� �&��� ������ ����� %�C� "��।  
 
��m �&��� #�^� 1��� +��� ����s� "�� "� �। +�� 0��� "�#� +���� ���� ��1 

0 �&����� ������ "��� #&। "�#� +�� �� � %]��� ������ ����। "�#� +�� . 
�&��� #�^� 1��� ��a�� $=� � ��� "�� �$��k ��� ���� �। "�#� ����� �� "$��� 
���� �।  
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$�� ��� $P�#� (���� "��� � ��� +�� +��� 0��� '����� _����� 0������ %�C� ��� 
���। p�� '����� �&��� #�^� 1��� . "�u 1����� ^�<�� C�� %�C� ��� ��� 0�� +����� 
'��� ��������� %�C� "�। ����$��� "���� ���T��� +����� +,�- ���� ����। 01 �� 
%�C��� �� "�������� +x6 �1 ��m ��������� $k5 ��� �����। ��� B�� +����� "�� f��� 
%e�e ��� �, "������ Y1�] op 0�-0� ����� �� �। �w�� 2���� +����� B�� "��� "��� 
+,�- H����� (��� 0�� +���. 0&����� 0�� +H��� +,�- H����� �w��� �����6 ���� (���। 
�w�� ":��|�# ������ $�����& ���� ���� +����� B�� ":��� �� �� (��� 0�� 2���� +����� 
���� ���� "��� +�� ��� (���। �w���. ������� $��&� ��� 2H��। 0 $��� "�#� ����� +����� 
%�C� "���� +�$ 0�� +�� $�6 ����C�� ��<�� ���� ���। +�� +��� ����s�� �(� ��<�� 
��� 0�� ��� +��� ����s� "�� "। ��m 0���. �&��� #�^� 1��� ����s� "�� ��� 
��#� �� �। ��m �&��� #�^� 1��� C��� "��� �.��� "�#� ����� ���� +� H�� "�� �। ��1 
"���, +���� +��� ����� %�C�1 ����� ����। +��� "�#� +���� ���& . %e $������� 
���� �=& ����� �����। 0 %�C�� +��� ������ %f��y. �����। �� ��� �q�����। ��6�G�� 
����� 5 ��� �:�����। %e�e p[ ��1� �T�� "������ "(�� ��<�� "f�c +�� ��। 0 %$����� 
$�£. "�#� +�� ����� "����� +��� #& �����। ��� ��<��� ��6� "f�c �� F� %e�e . 
����� "�;<���� ��� ��� �&�C� �����। f����� ������ ":��|�# ������ ���� $����& ��.�� ��� 
��� "H5� +��� �������� ��k �� $^� ���। ":��|�# ������ $����& � "���. ��� ������ 
"$��� ������� $�����& ����� B�� ":��� ��� ���। 0�� +����� ����� �� ��� ��(5 $����& 
������। +��� J$���� 0� B���#� ��� �:����� "� ���� ��A�� "��  "����� 0�$ ���� (���, 
‘‘$&�� f����� ����� ��� +����� $����& ���, ��� +��� +#1 "^� ��� ��� ��� ����।’’ 
��m 0�� "� $I� � �� +��� J$&��� ��a��� ������ ��� �� ���।  
 

+����� %e�e ��� ������ +���� 0�� %�� $���&। "$ ����� �w��� ��y ��� 0��� 
�/�:_, 0� "��#��� +������� . �&�A �����। 0 �� � �’�� "������� ��� �w�$���� 0� C� 
"(�� +��� C�� ����� #&। ����� �� �. ���� "���:� . ����� "���:� +����� $�c ���।  

 
������, +��� +H��� +,�- H����� �w��� �&���&6 ��������। +��� 2���� ����� 

%����1 ����� �������। ����� ��y %�&��� �.��� ���� ������� C� �T�- ���� ������। 
+����� ������� $��&� $���& ���. �� �T�- ���� +��� $�(� ����� �। +��� �Hk� ������� 
�w�� "� "�� ���T��� 2�� ��y ��� a�<���� � ��। ’@p-0� p@1 #� $���� �w�� ":��|�# 
������ ������ $����& ��� +����� B�� �� +,�- DE ������। ���� �� �. �w��� +�-
+�, �����, "���:�, H�1�# ��1�^� "�� ���1। +����� %�C��� %�C� "(�� $��#1 ��a� ��� 
0 0� %$� ���। ����6�� J$&�� $�� G�� ��� "¾���� �� 0�:��� (���। $�� G�� �� +����� 
���� H�� ��� "��� ��� ���� ��� ���। 0��� ���� ����� %�� �4���� 1������ �� . %&�& 
C�� "^�� "��� �����। �4����3�� ��� ��� 0�� ������ ���।  

 
����6� "$������� 2�� "#���� +��� ����� �� �� R����� ����। "^�� ��� D� 

��� ��# 0� 3E~ ��a���� #& "^��� +�$। ��� "^��� 0�$ ���-� ��� ���#�:� 
+������1 +��। "$���� �������� ��� ���� #& ��� ��# 0�� �’# �/�:�_����� ��� 
+����� ��# �&��� . 0�# "�^��&���� ��E�� � �1 ��� ���a�� "� "� �c������� 
����� "(��. �� �। 0 ��� +����� #& 0� ����� ":;��। 0 ���� ����6��� 0� �&�������� 
"�4~ "� À����� "^��$�� "�#� +��^, ��� $��( +��� 0�$�c ����t� �&������ �����।  
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0 $��� +����� "$P�-8 0� ���z�� "�#� ����� "������^ ��� ��\�� "�, f����� ������ 
�T���]��� 2�� "#���� %����� "���Ç���� ��� +����� %�C� "���� +$�� ����। ���1 
"���Ç���� 3�� � H������ ����� "�। ��m +��� �� �� ����$��� 0 ��� "��� �:�����, ^�� 
��� +� +$�� �����।  

 
�� ��� �q�����। 8Z"� #� $����� $������ ��� �4�5 ��H��। 8p "� #���  +��� ��� 

"�G�� 0�� �a�� �a�� �4�5 ��S�। +�� $��� "(�� %
�6 "��� �������। $�6 ����=� #��  ����# 
����� %
�6। +�� �&��� #�^� 1����� ���� ��1 $�6 ����C�� ${�i +���H�� #&। ����� 
9�� $�� +�� +��� %©C�� �^�� +�$। +�� +��� $�6 ���z���� "_�� ��\�1। ���� +��� 
+����� %�C�� +��� ������� �, "�� +��� ������1 �w��� �4�5�:�H� ���� $I��� ���। 
��1 ��.��-��.�� +��� "�q ���� +�:1 "$�� "^��� ����। +��� ��c��� �� 8�� E�� _�� 
$�����: "��� ��$�� �� "��������� +.��# D�� ��1। +��� +����� "�; ��� "�; ��� 0�$ 
��� "�� ��� "������� +��� "�_����������� ���� B ��-�� ��K� ��� %(��) f���� ��� "(�� 
+$��। +�� f����� 8[ G�� %����y �4�5 ���� #& ��� "#���� %����� ��� +$�� �����, 
+# +�6 +�6 �4�5 ��S ��1 0�$��। 0 �Hk� ��� ��f��� ��<�� ${���� #����� "f�� 
"��������� ���� �4�5 ����। "������� ��� %�� �H� ���� poZ �_�7 ����� �� ��� ����� ���। 
p�� "������� ��< %�C�� �T������ 0�� 0&��� +��� "�_����������� B�� ���� B�� ���� pZZZ 
:# ���k ���। $�|� #��: ��� "������� �’#��:�� ���� "�? �\�) +��� �� $�|� #��: 
0�� +��� ����q '����� ���z�� ���� $������ ������ "_�� ��\�1। p9 ���� %��,�k ���� 
�� "��� ��� "�������1 f����� $����k� ���� ���S। �\�) ��< ��� . ��� ��� "(�� 3�� +$�� 
(���। �� ��� %i���। �w�� "7�_, 0�-�# . ����� "���:��� $�����& +����� B�� 
":���3�� �� �� (���। +�� $��#1 ��a�� ���� 0�� ����6�� ����z���� ��#। +�� ��a�� ���� 
0�� "#���� %������ "������� �, �w�� "��������� $�����& "��� %�C� �����। +�� $�c 
$�c ���� $������ ���� 0�� 1-��-+� 0� $������ ^��� +������ ����� "�1 $�6 J$&��� 
%��$~� +��� ���� ���#� ���� #&। ���� $�6 ����C�� ��a�� ���� 0�� pZ ������ ���& 
0�$ ��� "��। +�� F���� $�c ��f��� +��� ������� $�v� ���। 2�� ��6� 0�� 
"����1�� B�� ����� %�C� ��� ��� 0�� +�. ��� +�� 3�� H����� "���� 3�� H�����। 0 
��� ��� ���1 %i��� 0�� "�� ���� "��� ���S� �। +�� +��� ������ �j��� 2�� ("$���-1 
����) $������ ������ +���� B�� 0�� ��K� ����� 2�� #� ����� ��� 0�� +�� �Tf� 0�� 
��=- ���� #� ����। ��� ����z���� ������ %��=� ���� ��:���। 0 +��� #��� 0� H�� 
���=� ���। 0��� f�� ���� +��� $��1 X�$ ��� ���। "$ ����� �(� �� � �� +#. +��� 
���- #��:। 0 $��� �&��� #�^� 1��� +��� ���� ��� ��\� "� ��� 0^�_0�-0� (^�����_� 
�_�^��_ "��������) �( ���� 0�:��S। ��� ":��|�# ����� ����, �����, +�-+�-0� $�����& 
+����� B�� %����� �4�5� �� ":��� �� �� DE ��� ������। �4�5� �� ":���3�� 8 G�� ��� H��। 
��m +��� ����� $��� %7$��� "H5� E� ��� "�1। 1�����& �j�������� �� "��������� 
$�����& �������� ���� +��� ����� ����z���� �������। ��� O��� $�� "�u 1����v����� 
��� "(�� ��� ��1 ���� ����$� ��4�� +��k �����। 1�����& ����� "$�$�� ���z�� $������ 
#���� ��� ��\�� "�, ����� $�����:�� ��� +� $I� �, "�� 1�����& $�6 ����� "�q ��� 
":��। $����& ����� +�� � (���� +�� 0����� "(�� %�C� $���� "1। "�u 1��� +���� "^�� 
��� ��\�� ��� �������� $��� "(�� ����� +,�- H������� 0�� ��\�:��� ���� 0�:��S। 
��� ���� +� ":�����E� "1। +���� "$ %����� #��� ���� ":�����E� "� %�� $~� 
1����v����� ���� ��\��। "�u 1��� +���� +��� #��� ��:��1��  
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"(�� ����� ���� "� 2���=��T&� ��� �� $i&�� $���� "�� �����। "��:�����:� %f�� "��� "$ 0 
��� +�: ��\��� �����। 2���=��T&� "f�c ��.��� "$ �̂�:��#� ���� H�� ���S। +�� +��� 
_������ ������� %�C� ���� ��� ����� �� ��� �̂�:��#�� %�C� ��� ���।  

 
��� O��� ���� +��� "�_��������� �����z���� j��� +,�k ��। ��\�:� ��� %7$��� 

�w�$��� ��< ��� 0�� $���� ��� ���� +,�- H����। 1�����& �&��� #�^� 1��� +��� ���� 
��� ��\�� 8� "$P��� ���z�� "�#� ����� +����� %�C� ���� ��� �̂�:��#� ���� �H������ 
%�C� ��� �����। �\� $��� 0 �$��k ".�� ������, %&(�� +��� $��1 �w��� ���� ��K· 
��� "����।  

 
��� ����z� 0�� %&�& J$&�� +�6 +�6 +����� ���� 0�:�� +$�� (���। +�� "���� 

"���� �w�� ��� É�� ��fy ��� +����� ���� 0�:�� +$��। 2��&� É�� 8Z/Y9 # �w�$� 
���। ��< ����� É��� 8Z/Y9 :# �T�� 0�� %&�� YZ/[Z :# �T��। +�� 0�� +��� J$&�� $��1 
0�$��( �w��� B�� a�<���� � ���। ����. +����� B�� 3�� H����� ��:�। ":���3�� ����� 
+�G�� ��� H�� 0�� �w�� o�� �4���� "^�� "��� ���� $�� "��� ��:�।  

 
1�����& �&��� #�^� 1��� �’# 3E��f��� +�� ���y������� F� 2�(��� �H��)$�� 

�&�C� ���� #& +��� ��� ���\�� ������, ��m +����� ��x����� G�<�� �̂�:�#��� "�;<����� 
"�� F� �&�C� ��� �। +�� ������� +�. p8 # +�� ���y������ $��( ���� 1B�� 
��B��� %�^�$ "��� "�1। 0���� ���z�� "�#� +�� �̂�:�#� "(�� +��� "�_���������� +�$। 
+�� ��<�� +��� %�C��� F� %���� �(� #��1। ��� F� +�� J$����� �K�)���� G�<�� 

�̂�:�#�-�H������� "�;<H���� �&�C� ���। +�� J$����� B�� ���� ����� � �� ��� #& 
����� $��( 0��� 2��� (0$��) �����. "�1।  

 
�� ��� $��  ����। ��� ���� $�� �� "(�� +��। ���T� $I� �w�� "$ $�� ��y $]�� �&6 

���। 0 $�� �&��� #�^� 1��� ��<� . ��<� ������ %�C� ���� ��� +��� ���� +�$। +��� 
�� ����  F� ����C�� %���� �(� �Hk� ��� �$��k �1 +�� +��� %�C�� (��� 0�� �&��� 
#�^� 1��� J$&��� ��� ��x����� G�<�� �̂�:�#��� $�� ����। "$1 %����� ��� �̂�:�#�� ���� 
�.� �����। "f�� [ ��� ���& $�6 J$& �̂�:�#��� H�� ��� 0�� +�� "f�� $��  9��� $�� 
+��� %�C� ����&�: ��� �̂�:�#�� ���� �.� "�1। +����� ��x����� G�<���� ��.���� ��� 
$�|�f��� ������। $���� �̂�:�#��� "�#� ����� "�������^� $��( "��� ��। ��� "$��� 
%�C� ������। �̂�:�#� %�&��� G �$���T-� 0���� �.��� 0�� "(�� �w��� "�������� ��� 
%$I� ���, ^�� +��� �H����� ����� �$��k "1। ����� +�: �̂�:�#�� /�# B� �� ���� 0��� 
�_��1� ����� 0�� �H����� +�$ 0�� �� %�C� J��� ���। +�� +��� ����� ��� 3E~�T-� 
"#�����_� $ � 0�� "����1�� B�� %�C� "1। �&��� #�^� 1��� ��<� ����� ��� ��D��� 
0����� %�C� "। ��< ���� 0��� '����� "������ ���� 0�� +��� ��< ���� ����� �� ����� 
"�u 1����v��� ��<� ����� ��� 2���=��T&� :�  "����। 0f��� +��� F� �H��������� 
2���=��T&� :�  ����।  

 
1�����& ����$��� �̂�:�#� /�# ���k 0�:�� 0�$��। �T���1 B�t� ����� +�� �̂�:�#� /�# 

�w��� 0�:��� ���� "���� #& X�$ ��� ���������। 0 /��# 0�$ �w�� ���� ��� 0�� 8[ G���. 
"��� $�� ���k ���� +� 0�:��� �����। [o G�� ���) �w��� 0�:��� ���� ���� (���, ^�� 
�w�� %&��� ":����q�- ���� (���। ����. �&(� ��� ���� "������� �&���� ��� /��#� 0���� 
+�$। �H����� ����� �j��� ��� �w�� "��������� $�����& ����� �� ��� ��� +�$ 0��  
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"�u 1����v����� ������� �G�� "^��। "$ �� ����  ��� ����� ���� $���� ��� ���। ����� 
+�: "$ +���� #���� �����। _����� +��� "� '����� ���, �w��� ":���3��� ���� ���� 
����� %�C� ������ ����� ���� �। ���� %�C� �&�: ��� ��� 0�� �w�� "$ %�C� ��� ��� 
"�। �&������ "�_��������� "(�� #���� �� %&�& 2���=��T&��� +����� J$&�� �\���1 
%�C� ��� +��।  
 

�w�� _� 0�� ��� ��� . $��� "(�� +��� ������ B�� +,�- H����� ���S। �w� %�C� 
#����� #& ���� $������ "������ "���$�� _� ���� ��\�1 0�� +�� ���� $������ ������ 
��� ��< ���� ��1। +�� �:�� "���� ��1 �w�� ��� 9ZZ :# �T�� 0�� +�� $�c $�c �T� G�<���� 
�^�� +�$ 0�� "���� ��1 ���� $������ "������ "���$ +��� #& %��=� ��� ��<� �� +��। 
"$ #��� +����� +�:� %�C� "(�� �w�� +,�- H����S। ����� 9��� ���� �w�� ����� 
"(�� +,�- DE ��� "��। +��� +,�- 2���� ���� (���। �w�� +����� $�6 "��:�����:� 
�( �i ��� �������। ��m �w�$� ��:��1�� ��� +����� ���� 0�:�� +$�� (��� 0�� 
+����� 0���� "��:�����:� �( ��D����� "��.�� /�# . $ ��$�� �G�� ����।  

 
Y> G��� ���& +��� ������ ����� ���� ���& "#����। +��� %f�y ����� 0�� ":�����E� 

�u��q ��� +$���। +�� "$P�-8 0� "�_���������� ��� ��\�1 $~� ����� 0�� ":�����E� 
��\���� #&, ��m "�_��������� ��� ��\�� "� f����� ������ ":���3�� "���� "� �(� ��� �� 
0�. 0�$ "�;<���-"$���� +�� +��� %�C� ���� ��� "� ��D��� "H�����*� ���� 0�:�� 
��1।  

 
%�C� ���� "��� ����� "���. �w��� j��� ������5� ���� ^�� +�� +��� ����� ���� 

��� �������� �। �w�� ���� ���� +����� ���� H�� +$���। 0 ������ +��� ������� "#�:�  
��� ���±� ���, "�� �w�� ":��|�# ������ ���� �4�5� �� +����� B�� ":��� �� ���। +��� 
"$ $��� ":�����E� 0���� �u��q ��� 0�$���। 2���� ��1�^��� #& pZ ��1� 0�� ����� 
"���:��� #& 9Z ��B��� "��� 3�� ��� �। +�� $� '��� ���z����� "_�� ��\�1 0�� 
������� "����1�� �T������ $�� ����� ����� "�1। �� "��� "��,�� +��� ������� +�� 
������ ��D���� ��� +$�� $=� �1। +�� "$��� "�;<�� "��� "�_����������� ����� %����� 
�&��� #�^� 1���. ��<� ����� $���� "��� #& 2��� ��H�।  

 
��D��� "(�� %�C� ���� "��� ��# F�:���� H��� (���। ��m �w�� +����� %�C� 

����&��:� �(� #��� ���� 0�� +����� ���� ��.�� ���। �w�� �4�5� �� +����� B�� ":���3�� 
�� �� (���। +��� ���� ���� ���� ��D��� ����� ��� "�;<��। �w�� /��#� B�� "(�� 3�� 
H����� (���। +��� F� ���� "�� ��1 0�� $�<����� .���� ��1 0�� f�:&,�� 1��� "���� 
"���� "��� "$��� �:�� +�� ��� �w� ":���3��� ��� "(�� �=� ��1। $��� >��� ���& +��� 
"������� "�_���������� "�;<��।  

 
�®��� 0�� %f�y (���� #& +��� ������ %������ �� J$& %$�C ��� �� । 8>"� #�� 

"$P�-8-0� ���z�� "�#� ����� "������� "�_���������� +�$। ��� 0��� $� ���z����� ��� 
0� $f� ���। ��� +���� +��� ����� ��� p8 G��� ���& ����� ��� "���� 0����� ����� 
����� "�। "$ $��� ����$��� 0 0����� ��� H�� ���S�। "�#� ����� +��� 0�� +��� 
������ #& ������� �&�C� ��� "�।  

 

8@ "� #� +�� +��� �$�� $���$P� "�_���������� "�;<��। �$���� "�;<�� +�� +��� ����� 
"��� �$��� "��� �:�������, ����� "��:�  ���� (���। �$��� 0�$ "��� ����$��� 3E~�T-�  
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������ � ���� � 0������$� $�7 �$�� 0���� ��� ��� �����। ������, +�� +��� "��N�� 
"��:�  ��� ����� ��-"������ ���� %7$� �1। �&��� $���� ���� ����� �� $���$P��� 
���z��। �|f�:-"����� +����� J$&1 ��� �। �w�� ����� �� "��.�� "*�, ‘�����’, 
�|f�: "��.�� "*� ��� ��� "������। ������ +�� +��� "�_��������� "����� C�� ���। 
"$ "(�� +��� $���$P� "���� $���$P� ��� ����H� ���। +��� $���$P� B��� �$��-#���x� 
0�� ��=�- ‘�����’ ��� ��64� ���। �T�� ��K�� ��� �$-0�-�� $ � ����� "��N��:W ���k। 
+�� +��� $�6 $���$P� #��  "��� ��� 0�� "��N�� ��������� ��� "��N��3���� ��:��\� 
��� "^��। +��� 2(� ����& ��� ��< �� +��� ������� ��� 0��� C�� 2����� �.��। +�� 
%&�& $��-"$P� ��������� �� "�_��������� f���� C�� ��� �u�T� �� ����। ��1 +��� 
"�_��������� "����� C�� ���।  

 
YZ"� #� $���� �w��� ��y���� G�<�� �|f�: "��.�� "*� +,�- ���। 9 G�� ��� ��� 

H��� �� "��� $��  p8��� $�� �w�� �|f�: "��.�� "*� "��  H�� ���। �|f�: "��.�� 
"*� ��� ���� �� � ��1 +�. [/9�� 7�� ��y ��� "1। 0f��� +�� 2���=��T&� �_��P 
"���_�� ��6� ����� :�  ����। $i&� ���k �’��� �w�� +����� B�� +,�- H���� ��m ����� "H5� 
�&(� ��। 0��� �w�� %����� "H5� ������ 0 0���� ��� ���� #& ��m ��� �E-��� +t�� 
����� ����� 2�H5� "�� ���y ���� +�: ���k $^� ���। 2�� [ ��=� �� "��� ����6�� 
J$&��� %�&�H��� %��� ��� ���f` 0���� "(�� ������ 0�$ 0��� +�� "�। ����� 
+Q�&��:� �(� ���������� ���y����� 1�����$ 
-��=�� ���� ���� �����। ���� +����� ����� 
%��3- ��� �� �������। ���� %�� ���# +����� $����&. ���। ����$��� �|f�: "��.�� 
"*� "(�� ����� � ���� �� �|f��: +�� "�। �|f�: ��#��, + �1���  . ����� ���� 
$�<�#�� . ":��|�# ����� ��� +�$। +��� "�� %����� ����1 �w�� ":��|�# ������ 
$�����& +����� 0����� ������ ":��� "^��।  

 
0��� +�� �|f�: "��.�� "*��� ��=�- ‘�����’ 7�� ��� ���� ����s� "1। 0��� 

B�t� ��� 2���#, +��� �� ��A�� "(�� B�\ +$���, �� 0 7��� %�C��� �w�$��� 
+����� B�� 3�� . o8-0�-0� H�1�# ������� $�����& ":��� H����। � 7�� +�� ��� ��� "1 
0�� �w��� +,��-� ��� "(�� �=� ����� #& 2���=��T&� :�  ����।  

 
01 �1 +,��- +��� ������ "�� ����� ���� ^�� �������� "$������� 2�� ���� 0�, 

0, �#, .$��� ����� ��\� $���$��� ��� � ����। �w��� =��$�� ���� #& ��� 0&����� 
0�� �\�) ��� +,�- ���� ����� "�।  

 
��-�� .$���� ����� ����� �� +�� +H��� +,��-� �(��1 "��� "1 0�� 0�� 2fT� 

$�^�& ��f ���। +�� 0 ����s�� #& ‘�$’ "��N��� p�� '����� ����: ��� 0�� p�� "��N�� 
. %&�& J$&��� ��y 0����� ���� �w��� +,��-� ��� "(�� �=� ���� #&। 1-��-+�’ 0� 
$������ ":���� +�{��� "�4�~ p�� "��N�� 8� "$P��� ���z�� "�#� ����� +��� ��� ��\�। 
$������ ":���� +�{�� ����=�� ����q �4���~� ���H� �������। ��� +���� [(� 1* "�c�-0� 
"�4~ "��� ��। �� +�� p91 +:�* ‘�_’ "��N�� :\ ��� $������ +�{��� "��N���� ���। 
01 �1 "��N�� 
������ ���� ����q �4���~� ���H� �������। 01 �1 "��N�� �$��� ��=- 
"(�� ����� ���k ��}�- "������ 0�� �&��� ������� J$&�� ������� � "(�� ":;��c��� . 
���� "��.�� "*� ���k ��}�- "������।  
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�T���1 B�t� ����� ":���� �)����� #& +�� p �� '����� �����#� "��������। ����1 
��� "������ 0 ���# ����: ���। 0 ���# +�� 0�# %�� $��$� #���� ���� %�^$���� 
��1। "$ ��S $������ .���। ��� �� 
����� ����� �(2���� ���$�� ����� (��� B�H�। "$ ��#� 
#���� ����, $�� �&�: ��� $��& 2�4� ���G� �� �w��� B�� a�<���� � �। "$ "���� "�� 
%�f���: +��� ���� ��� �1। 0��� %���� %f�y %�C�� �� ��������। ���� "� ���#� f�� 
"��� ��, �� $�^��&� $��( ���। "�� %������ "$ "���� ��^� ���। 0 2$�c +�� +��� 
#�� �� ���। "$ ��S ����� "$���� ���$�� ��। ��� ���<� $���$����T-� ���#� #& +����� 
��= $I� ������ ����$���� �����6 ���। ��� ���#� #&1 $���$P� �w��� #& ���C��’ 
���-� ������। +�� �T���1 B�t� ����� "�� �w��y �.�� ���k ��G� O ��$ �|f�: "��.�� 
"*�� . ��� +������� 0���� �w��y "��������।  

  
+�� ��y 0����3�� ��� 0��� ��y $��-�_�f� :\ ���। "$��� ��#��, ±��, (��, 

"�$����� 2��$ H��� ����� #& �&��#�³� ����: ���। ��y 0����� ���������� ����� ":;���� 
$��( B �� (���। 0 ��y 0���� "���� #& "��-������� �� ��� $������, "����f� . 
:-&��-&�� "���� +$�� (��। +����� ��= %$����� ��� ������ � $�6 :-&��& �&��y��� 
$�6 ���� "����� 0�� ��a���। 0 2$�c +�� ��y 0����� "����� �(� 
� � ��� ���� � 0��� 
%�� �w��� ":���� +G��� ���� ":�� �� 3E��f��� +�� �����। ���. ����. ����� 0���. 
f��c�। ���� +����� $�����f��� $�����& ��� "��� (���। ���� ��A��� ":�����E� "�;���� ���, 
�4� ������ ����� �&�C� �����, +�� J$����� "$��-DÊq� ��� ��$������ ��� "��� $����& 
�����। ����. %��� ";��� ��� ���f` C�� "�;���� ���। %��� �w��� ������� 0� ���। 0 
������� � "��� �w��� B�� �\��� ����� ���� ������ �। 0��� $����& ���1 +�� 
�w�$���� B�� +,� H����� ����� %�� %�^$�� . J$����� "�q ���� $=� ��������। 

 
+�� ����� �� "��.�� "*�� �w��� ��.��-+$� 0�� �$� $������� 2�� �=& 

������। YY "���H "��#��� �|f�: ��#��� G��� ":�����। "��N��:W "(�� ��_������ ���&�� 
����� �� ��� �|f�: ��#�� . ����� �� "*�� %��C� �w��� G�<���� ����� �$� +$���। 
"$���� ��� +����� #& ��� f�� ��। ��� ���� $�� +�� $������ .��� . ��� '��� ��� 
���������� %��C� �w��� G�<�� +,� ���� �:�������। 0&���� "�q ��� ���� �� $��� 
o���� 3r��( +����. %�C�� �^�� +$�����। $��&�(� ���� �� +��� ��� Ë�k �����। "$#& 
0��� "a�<��� ���& ����� ��H����। �\�) ���  Y�� ��_������ +.��# D�� ��1 �� "��N��:W 
"(�� +$���। +�� ��K� ����� 01 ��_����3�� +�� J$����� ��� +��� "��N��:W �^�� 
����। +�� 0 �&����� $��$� "���� $������ .����� $��( +���H� ��� 0�� F� ����� ��� 0��� 
�����H� 0����� "a�<�� �:�� %�C� "��� �$��k "1। ��� %�� ��x� %(��) ��K� ���� .����� 
%��� 0��� "$�� ���\�� "�1 0&�{�$ ����� #& 0�� +�� ��# ���� "$�� ��� ��� �T�����  
��� f��: f�: ��� 0&����� ����। +�G��� ���&1 �|f�: "(�� ��_���� +$�� +.��# D�� 
��1। ���� ��_���� +����� ^�<�� �� "���� #& 0�:�� +$���। +�� +��� J$����� ���� "�1 
+�� 3��  � "�� � ���k ���� "� "�B 3�� � H����। ���� ��_���� p9Z :�#� �&���� 0�:�� 
+$�� (���। ��_����3�� ��� "���� 0�� 2(� ��_����� "��� 8/Y�� ���� ��H "��� ��$ +�� 
0�� ��������� %e$�v� ��� J$& "��a�1 ��� +$��। +�� ��K� ���� 2(� ��_����� ����� 
��H ���$����� %�^$���� ��$ +��। �� ��� YZ/[Z :# 2�6। ��� ��_�����1 �� +��� 
^�<�� 
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��  ��� �� +�� �w��� ���� 3�� H���1। $�c $�c +��� ������ "������ �w���  B�� 0� 
$�c 3����q- ���� (���। 01 ":�����q- H�� 9 ���� ��� 0�� �w�� 0 +,��-� "�� #��� 
"���� $�� ����। �w�� $��1 ��_���� "��  ����� a�<���� � । p[ # �w�$�� $��1 ���� 
���। +�� "��� 0�# �w�$� ��� "(�� +��� ��_����� .\�� "H5� ����, $�c $�c 3�� ��� 
��� "$ "H5� �&(� ��� "��� ��। 0�� 0� $�^�&#� %����� ���। +��� ��� 0�-�#-+�-0-Y, 
p�� H�1�# ��1�^�, 8�� H�1# "*:� p�� $�7 0����� +������� �&��, 8�� ��-+�-�$, pZ�� 
%�&����$ "$� 0�� ���� ":�����E� B��� ���। +��� "��� 0��� ��_����� 0�# �4� ����6�� 
�&��� ��  +��। +��� ��� �&�#�� ���  "1  +��� F� %�$�� ���� ��� +����� �&��N 
���� ����� $�� ������ "�;<��। ��� 0� %�^$���� ��� "(�� #��� ���� (��� %�&�����$� 
$�����& ����6��� 0 G��� �&��$# ���) ��_����3���� YY ����H� 9 # %�^$�� 0�� %&�& 
� &��A� O # ���। 0��� ���& p# "�u ����, p # "�#�, p# �&��� _�y��, p # +������� 
�&���, 0�# "�^��&�� ����। 0�� $��1 ����t� ��B� ��������� B��� +�&�H�� H��������, 
��-"���� 1v� 5 ������ 0�� �-$N� ��½ ������। ��� C��� ��#���� . "��������� 
$�����& �4����3�� ��� �w�� ����t� �&������ J$&��� ���C�� ��� �������। 0��� ���& 
���&�� �&��� "������. ���। 

 
��y 0����� +��� "� %�C�3�� ��� "$ 3�� ��S ����� 7��, �|f�: ��#��, ��������, 

�Ì���, ":���|��� 0�� #���x�। �w��� G�<�� ��� +��� 0����� ������� �$��, H�<���, 
� ���$��, ����� �� "��.�� �*� . ���� ��#���। 0$� 0���� "(�� �w�� +����� %�C��� 
B�� 2��1 ":���3�� H����। "��� "��� +,�-, 2��-+,�-,0&����� . "�1_ J��| �&���� ���। 
0�� �w��� ��(5 ����� ��। +�����. "�� ����� ��।    

   
�w�$��� ��#������� "��N��:W-���� 2�� ��6�� ������� "������ ����। ��#������ 

0��� �� +��� $��( ":��� "��:����: ���। ���� #��� ����� #���� ������ "��� ��� ���� 
+��� ��� +Q$���- ���� 0�� %���� ���� ���y������� "��: "���। "��N��:W-���� $ ��� 
���& ���������� pZY �̂� �{� p�� /�# ���। ��#������ "$ /�# ������ ���। +�� +��� 0� �T��� 
���&�� #��1 ������� ��&� ��� ��� � 0�� 2���# ��� ���y������� "�� ���। ����� +��� 
#��1 ��������� /�# B ����� ����� $�����&. 2���# ���। 

     
+:* ���$� 0� ���� /�# X�$ ���� ����s� "1। ����s� %����� �w��� ���f` 

G�<���� �&6 ����� #& $������ .����� "�4�~ 9 �� 0&�{�� �� ��<H #��:�� "2�- ���। ��� p8�� 
"(�� "f�� ���k ���� �w��� %�C�3�� �(� $��������, ����� �� ":�_�B, H�<��� 2f4�� #��:�� 
�w��� �\�) ��� +,�- ��� �&���&6 ����। +� 0���� ����s� �� 1-��-+�-0� $������ 
+�{��� "�4�~ 0��� '��� ��������� /��# 0g�'��$f ���:�� ��� �’��� $�� /�#�� B� �� "��। 
0 ���# ��#������ +����� $����& ���। @ # ��#���� %e�e ��� +��� ���� +Q$���- ��� 
���y������� "��: "�� 0�� "�� 
��� �.�� ���k ���� +��� $��(1 ���।   

  
�w�� �$� $����� ���� #& 0 ��6� ���� ���� +��� 0 �&����� ��K� �����। "$ #& 0 

��������� /�# "(�� pZZ :# �T�� "��N���W� ���� 0&����� "��� ��$ (���। "f���� ���� �w��� 
�$� $��������� ���� J$&���a�1 #��, ���� _#, Y�� "�$����� :�� , 0��� ��$ . ��� �� ��� 
:��  0 ��6� ���� +$���। /��#� ���� 0�$ �� f�c� "��� ���� +��� �^�� ����� #& 2��� ���� 
+��� +���) ���� ��]��, ��1�^� . ����� "���:��� $�����& �w��� B�� 
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+,�- DE ���। ���� ��]���� $�����& �w��� ��<H�� :��  X�$ ��� "��� ��। p9 # ����$� 
��� 0�� ��#  +�� ������ +��� #�� �1। Y # #���� �w�$��� +��� ��� "^��। 0��� 
0�# ��S ���� $������ ���� (�$�i)। +��� ���� ":���3��, %e�e 0�� #E�� ���� ��:#�� 
B��� ���। �w�� ":��|�# ������ $�����& ":����q�- DE ���� +��� %�C� ����&�: ���। 
#���� �w�$���� +�� "��� G�� ���\�� "�1। 0�� �4� ���� ^�� ���y�������� ����� "��� ���।  

 
���� ��� (Ë�� �1� � � ��) %$��$��$� ���� 0��� ����� "���:� ��� ����� 

��� 0� C�� 0&����� "��� �w��� 0��� ";�� B� �� ���। ";���� %�C��� p8 # ����$� 
0�� ���� ���।   

         
����� ��� �T������ �|f�: 7�� +����� ���� ���। ��� %�� ��� +����� ���� � 

(����. �w��� ��}� ��� �। ��� .���� H�<��� 7��� �w�� %�C� ������। �w�� ������ H�� 
���H�� �|f�: ��� ��� "��� #& । +��� "��� "��� %�&�����$� ��& ���� ���� ���� �w�� "� 
"�� ������ �|f�: +,� ���� ����। 8p"� "$��{� �w�� H�<��� "(�� H���� ";��� ��� 
�|f�: +$���। "�#� �T����� "�4�~ YY-"����H� "�4�~ ‘��’ 0�� ‘�_’ "��N�� 0 ";��3���� 
���। �w�� +,� ���� ���� "f�� +�� ����1 ��� 0��� '����� $������ .����� "�4�~ �|f�: 
����� ��� B��� %�C�  ��� ���। +� 0��� "$���� 7���� 0����� +��� _����� 0�� 
+����� "$���� ��� ���� %�C� ��� ���। +�� %�C� "1 ��&���। +�� +��� ������� 
����� "�1 +�� 3�� � "�� � ���k "� "�B 3�� � H����। ���� 0���� $�� �w�� "�#� ������ 
"�4�~ +��� %�C��� ���� ��� ���� ";������: 03�� (���। +�� �� �|f�: 7��� %�C��� 
_������ ������� ����� "�1 �w��� 2�� 3�� "��< �� #&। �w�� �� ";�� "(�� "�� �1 f��: 
"/��� ��1 ��� 03�� (���। ����� �� ���� +��� 2���=��T&��� 8Z/89 :�#� ���& 0�$ 
":��, �� +��� $��1 ����� B�� %����� 3���q�- ���� (���। 0 3���q��-� ^�� 2(� $���� 
$��1 +��-��� ��  ��� 0�� ����� "/��� ��1��. %��� ����� ��। �w�� %�C� "�:��� 
"��� ����� +�� J$����� . ":���3�� "^�� ������ ���। �K�<��$��� J$���� �=& ��� 
������� $�����& ":����q�- ��� ��। ^�� �w��� ���� +�� ��। 0 ���� �w��� > # +�� 
J$���� ��� "^��। 8> # �4� �w�$��� ��� +$�� $=� �1। 0��� ���& 0�# "�^��&�� 
���। +��� >�� 0��#+1-0-Y Y@/Yo�� �#-Y ��1�^�, 9�� ��6�, H�1�# "*:� o��, Y.9 1�] 
���� ��+� 8��, p�� �&�����, p�� ��1�������, 8�� �&�N�$, �&�� . 9/> ��#�� ":���3�� ��� 
��� "1। 0 ���� +����� [ # +�� ��। ��� ":��|�# ����� +����� ":����q�- ���� (���। 
0 ���� "�;� ��<H�� "(�� �’�� ���k H��। +��� �4� . ��� J$&��� "$P�-8-0� "�_��������� 
"���G�� ���\�� "�1। �w�� �����6 ���� ����1 ����� ���� ������ ��<H�� $&��� "#� 0�$ [@ 
���� ��� +��� ��y 0����� ³&���� ���� (���। 0�� 0�# $���& +�� ��।   
          

#���x�� +�� +��� 0��� ����� "$�� ���� ���� $������ �Ì�� %���। �� ��� 
��#� ��$। +�� $������ �Ì�� ����� "�1 #���x� "(�� "�� 0� C� "��� ��� $������� �� 
%��C� �w�$���� %�C�� ��.��� $�� "� +H��� ������� $�����& ����� H����। ���� "��� 0 
��# ���� ��� ��, "$�� "$ �&(� ��। ���� �� "f������ "$��� ��.��� $�� #���x� "(�� ��� 
��� ��� ���� $������ �Ì ��� o# $c��� ��� ��� ����� ����� ���� #&। ��m �w�$��� 
"�� 3rH��� ���&�� ��� "��� +�: "(��1 0&�{�� "��� ��$ ���। ���� ���� $������ �Ì . 
��<� ������ B�� %����� ����� H����। 0�� $������ �Ì . ��� �# $c��� ��� "^��। �# 
3�� ��� $�c $�c "��� "^�� "��� ���। $������ �Ì�� ���� ��� ��� ���। $������ +�{�� 
"����^� "���: 0 
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�������� �(� #���। +�� ���� $�c $�c ��� '��� ��� �w��� ��.��� #&। "$ +��� �(��� 
��<� '��� ��� �w��� ��.�� ���। ^�� �w�� "$��� ���� $������ �Ì�� ��� �� ���� %�C�� 
"��� "^�� ������ ���। +��� ���� ��y 0����� 0� $����� ������ $�� #���� $����� ���।  

 
���� $������ �Ì 0�# $��$� "���� ����। ���� "� ��# "��� ��, "$ ��# F���� 

$��( $N` �����। "�� ����� ��.��� ��, "$ "$�� $N` � ��� ���k ���6 "���। %$�$��$� 
0 "��Í�� �(� ���������� 
����� ����� 1����$ 
-�=�� ���� ���� B�H�। ��� #& �������� :�� 
���� ����। �|f�: 7�� . "��.�� "*� +����� ��}� %�� +�: "(��1 ���। �|f�:� �� 
����� �� "��.�� "*��� 3E~ ��� %���$��। 0�� "(��1 ����t�-H7��, ����t�-�$��� . 
����t�-R��� "����( "��� ��। ����� �� "��.�� "*� . ��#�� ��� 0��� 3E~�T-� ���-�#&� 
0����। /�=-��� ��, ����H�, �$�� 0����� ����� �� 7���� �_�³P "���_�� ��<H� ��6� ���� "��� 
��। ^�� ����� �� "��.�� "*� . 7���� 3E~ ��� %���$��। "$P�-8 0� ���z�� ���� 
����� "������^ "$��{� ���$� 2(� ���� +���� ����� �� $���$P��� ���z�� "�#� $���� 
"H;���� �&��� ���� . �&��� +����� ��� "��.�� "*�� +��� "�_���������� 0� +���H� 
$f� _���। ��� +����� ���, +��� �|f�: ��y �����। ����� �� "��.�� "*� ��y ���� 
����� +����� ��¦y ���� ����� +����� ��y 0���� "��  ���� 0�� $����� . %&�& ��� ���� 
3E~�T-� #��:��� ��y ���� ����� �w��� ����� "f�c ����। "$ ��� ��� +����� ����� �� 
"��.�� "*� ��y ���� #& �w��� 2���=� %�C�� ����� H������ ����� "� 0�� ��� ��# 0 
+,�- ���H��� ���। ����s� %����� +�� +��� 0��� "��N�� ��� ����� �� "��.�� 
"*��� B�� ���� ����� 7��� %�C� "1। �&��� +����^ 0��� "��N�� ��� �|f�: 7�� 
"(�� 0�:�� �w��� ���� G�<��� ���� �T�� %�C� "। "�#� $���� ��� ��� ��� ����� �� ��� 
��� 0��� "��N�� ��� ����� �� "*��� ��K�� ����� �� ":�_�B� %�C� "। �&��� 
���� ���������� 2(� +������� ����� ��� +��� %�C��� ���� �|f�: "��.�� "*�� %�C� 
"। ++��� $����& ���� #& $������ #���� ��� ����� "$�� ��� +��� %�C��� ���� 
�|f�: "��.�� "*�� %�C� "�। ����s� %����� $��� $��  >��� $�� ":��|�# ������ 
�&��� ���� 2(� ��� %�C��� B�� ":��� �� �� (���। "�#� $����, +���^ 0�� +�� �# 
�# ����� ��� �w��� %�C��� B�� ����5 $��� ����� H���1। �w�� ����� ":��|�# G�<�� 
��� H�, �$��, ����, H�<��� "(�� +����� B�� %����� ":����q-� ���� (���। �&��� +����^� 
+,�� ���� 7��� %�C��� ����$��� ���� 7�� "��  ����� ����=- ���  H�� ���। 
���� 7�� +����� ���� H�� +�$। +�� +��� ����� ��� ���� 7���� "��/�# ���k 0�:�� 
��1। "�#� $���� ����� �� ��#�� 0�� ":�_�B ��� ��� "�। ����� ��� ��=- ���x�� ���� 
�w��� �4� %�C��� #& "�#� $���� ����� �� "��.�� "*� ���k 03�� �����। 0 ��� H�� 
$��� $��  >�� "(�� ��� O�� ���k। �w�� ����� ���� ":��|�# G�<�� "(�� +����� %�C� . 
��y 0������ %����� ":����q�- ���� (���। +����. ":�����E� "�q ��� ����� ^�� "�#� 
$���� ��� %7���� %�C� ���� ��� �|f��: H#�� +�$। �&��� +���^ 0�� +��� ����4� 
#��:� +��� ���� ����। "�#� $���� 0�� �&��� +���^ ����� ����� +��� %��� "��� 8� 
"$P��� "�_���������� H�� ���। 01 ���� +����� ����� $���E �������� �$��#$� ># J$& 
����6�� ":���3��� ^�� ��� 0�� +�� ��। �w��� ������� $�\� "�� ��� � ��.�� ":��. 
"������� +��� #��� "����� ���� "��.�� "*� ��� V������: %�� +�� 0�� ��� 
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J$����� ����t� �&������ ��� ":��। 0��1 ��� 2(� $���$��� ���। 0 ����� �� �� +��� 
�w��� $��( $���$��� ��� ���� �( "��� "1। J$& 0�� :-������ "�����. ����� 0 ����� 
�� "��  ���। :-������ "����� ���. 01 $���$��� ���� ������ f�� ��� �� ���, ��m ��� 
���� ����q �4���~� ���H� �������। 0 ����� ���1 "�#� $���� 0�� �&��� +����^� ��� 
"(�� ����� �� $��-"$P��� f�� ��� "1। "�q %��� "�� 
��� �.�� ���k �1 $���$P� +��� 
%���1 ���। "�#� $���� ���� 0� %$�$��$� "����।  

 
�|f�: . ����� �� $��-"$P��� ���& ����� �� "��.�� "*�� �w��� 0��� ��y���� 

G�<�� ���। +�� ����� �� $��-"$P��� ���z�� "�#� $���� . �&��� +���^ "$P�-80� 
���z�� ���� ����� "�������^� ������ "�;(f��� ����� �� "��.�� "*�� �w��� G�<��� B�� 
�T���1 0���� ����� H����������। ������ $�^�& ��f ����. �w��� ����� �� "��.�� "*� 
"(�� ������� ��� $I� ���।  

 
0��� "�#� $���� ����� �� $��-"$P��� f�� +��� ���� "��� ���� %&� H�� ��। 

+�� �Hk� ���� (��� �w��� �� ��� ����� �� "��.�� "*� "(�� ������� ��� ���। "$ B����& 
+��� �T� G�<�� �|f�: "(�� ����� �� "��.�� "*�� �w��� ��y���� G�<��� %�C� �����= 
���� #& ����� ���� . ���c ��  �4q��� "��� ����� ��� "��.�� "*��� ��� ������ ���� 
0� ����� �� :���� ���� ��<� �� �w��� %�C� �����=- ��������। $�� ��� �\� $i�� +�:। 
�w�� +���� "���� ��� 0�� +��� B�� ":���3�� �� �� (���। �� :���� $��� +����� 0��� 
���=� ���।��m 0� Ë�k ����� "� :�� "��  ������ ���� �����। :���� +��� ��� ��$ (���। 
����� +��� ��� ���� H�� "��� (���। $i�� �� ":���3�� �i ��� +�� +��� G�<���� �^�� 
+�$।   

         
�w��� 2���=� %�C� �����=�-� �� ��a�� ���� �w��� %�C� ���1 ��y����। ��� 

��� ����� +����� %�C��� $��� ���� H���� �  ����� � �����। ����� �� ":�_�B�� ��� 
����. ���� 0��� ��y���� ����� � �����। 0 %�C�� +�� �w��� ���� ���� #& �� ��� 
"(�� $�< ��� +,��� ����s� "1 0�� ���� $������ �$���#� "�4�~ ����� �� "��.�� 
"*��� �T��� ���� � #��:�� 0��� '��� ��\�1। $������ �c� ������ +� 0��� '��� ��� ����� 
�� ":�_�B�� ���� �:�� %�C� ��� ���। $������ "�������� ��� +� 0��� '��� ��� ����� 
���� �w���  G�<��� ��� ������� %�C� ��� ���। +����� ���� �w�� ��� "(�� +,� 
���� � ���� ��� #& $������ .����� "�4�~ 0��� "��N���� $������ �c� ����� ���� 
%�C� ��� ���। $�c $�c H���� "�1�_� ������� �w��� %&�& %�C� �(� � �T�$��, H�<���, 
$������� , ":���|��� . ���������� +�:� G�<���� ���� �\�) "�1_ ���� ����� "�1। �\�) ��� 
H���� G�<���� +,��� ����s� �������� 0 #& "�, 0� ^�� ����� �� "��.�� "*��। 
%�C��� �w��� �4�5 %&���� � ��। �\�) ��� H���� G�<���� +,�- ���� ����� � H���� 
%�C��� �=�� #& ���� ����� . ������ ":��� +����� B�� ��=� ����। 0f��� ����� ����� 
. ������ ":��� %�� "�q ��� ����। ����s� �� @/o1 %�P��� ���� [�� "�1�_� ����� 
,����� � �T�$��, H�<���, �������� . $�������  ":���|���� ����� H����। 0�� H�� $������ ���। 
����� "��.�� "*� "(�� �w�� +����� 0&����� �����3��� B�� ����� . ������ ":��� ��=� 
���� (���। "f���� ���� 0 +,� �i ��� ���। 0��� B�t����:& "�, �w�� ���� +����� 
+,��-� #& 2��� ��� (���, ��m ���� "��� ���� 0���� 2��� (��� �। $����� ���� 
"��� 1-��-�$-0-0^ . ��#������� ������� "������ ��� ���� G����, � �� ����� ��। 
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@/o1 %�P����� $��� o��� $�� +��� $�����f��� �w��� B��� a�<���� �� । $������ 
�c� ���� ����� �� ":�_�B�� ������ %�C��� �w��� B�� ":���3�� H����� (���। $������ 
"������ ��� ��� "(�� .���� �w��� ������ B�� f�q-f��� ":���3�� �� �� (���। ���� 
$������ �$��# ���� � %�C� "(�� �w��� B�� +,�- H����� (���। Bf���=� ���&1 2Hz 
����� ��� (���। +�� +�:1 ����s� �������� ��� .���� �����3�� 5 ��� ���� ����� 
�w�� +� ����� ����� �। "$ ��� ���� $������ "������ "���$ +�-+�- 0� ":��� ������ 
B�� "^��� (��� 0�� 0�� ��# ��। +�-+�-0� ��� ":���� +G��� ��� ���� %��C� H���� 
������ ���& 8�� 5 ��� ��� 0�� �w�� � 5 ��� ����� �&�: ��� %& ����� H�� ���। $������ 
"������ $�c $�c ��� ������ ���� "��� ��� �� $�<����� �:�� f�c� ������ %�C� "� 0� 
^�� �w�� �1 f��: ��fy ��� ���। ����� �� "��.�� "*��� %�C��� �w�$���� $��( 
":�_�B� %�C��� �w�$���� "�� $����: (��� �। �w�� +����� B�� ����� . ������ ":��� 
"^��� ������ �। 0�� ����� %�� =�� ��, "�� +����� "$&�� ����� ����� ���a R��� 
":��। ����� �� ":�_�B� %�C��� ��a�� ���� ����� ��= 0<�� .\� $I� �। %& ��� "(�� 
$����& � ����� ^�� ���� ":�_�B�� ��� ���� ���� "��.�� "*�� ����. %�C�� ������ 
���। $�c $�c �c� ���� ����� �� ":�_�B�� ��� ��� "�। ���� pp��� $�� �w��� 0��� 
%�����$ "(�� �&��$# +�� ���। ���� ���� ��4�=�� #��� ���y������ p�� �&������� ����� 
+,�- �����। 0 ���T��� ����. ��= +� 0 G�<���� ���� (��� $I� ��S �।   
        

0 �&��$# ���� ��� +��� ����� "��  ���। +�� +��� �w��� +�. ��/f��� ����� 
B�� +,� ���� ����� "�1। +�� ��a�� �������� ����� ����� 0������1 "f�c ":��। �w�� 
0 G�<�� "��  "��� ���& ��� ��� +��� +,�- H����� ��1। ����=- � �1 H���� �� ����� �� 
"��.�� "*�� %�C��� �w�$��� ���� ���� "����1 ����� ����� ���� ���� "��.�� "*�� 
����� G�<���� ������ "��� (���। +�� 0�� +��� ����� ������� %�C� ��� ������ �w��� 
B�� 3�� H����� (���। 0�# ����$�� �(� +��� �� �� । "$ ����Â� :���� 0��� ����� 
"(�� %& ������� ���S�। +�� ��� B�� 3�� H���1। "��� +��� ����=- �� B�\ ����Â� :���� 
+��� 0�:�� ���S, +��� 3�� H���1। 0f��� 8/Y�� ����� ��� ���� �� "$ +� "��� �����। 
+��� �� �� +����� +,��-� $��1 "$ 3E��f��� +�� ������ ��� #& "$ F�:���� 
0�:�� "��� �����।         

 
0��� +��� $�7 ����� �� 0���� ��� ��� ��� ��#��� %�C��� ��y���� ��� 

����� (��� "� �w�� +,�- ��� ����� ������ ��� ��� � ����।    
    

0��� �w�� ���� "��.�� "*� G�<�� "(�� ����� . ������ ":��� �4�5� �� +����� 
%�C�� "^��� (���। 1�����& f����� ������ "�u "#���� $:) �$� +���� %�f| #����� 
#& �|f��: +�$। +�� ��<� $�c "��� ���� ��1।     
    

0� ���& �w�� +������� +,��� #& ����� �� ":�_�B�� ���� $����� ��S ��� 
"��� $������ "������ "$ C�� ��। "��� ���� $�� 0�# �&���-V��$ 0� �w�$� 0��� :���� 
+��� "(�� ���� 3�� ��� 3E��f��� +�� ���। "#���� $:) �$�-0� $��( "��� ��� "^��� 
�� +�� 0 ��� ��1। $�c $�c ���� �H��)$� ���� #& "$P�-8-0� ��$������ ��\��� �� ��m 
��(���& "$ ���� ���। ��� �� ��� J$���� �4��&�� +�� ������ ��� �� । ��� �� ����� �4��&�� 
+����� �������� "$������ . �������� 0�# ��� ����� �����।    
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����� �� "��.�� "*� ��� 0��� $��$� ����s� ���। +�� %��& +����� ����� 
��� ����� �\��� +G�� ��� ��� 0�� ����� "f�c "��� ���,��� �K�1 �#��। 0�� %�&k �y 
0�� �u$��$� ��# ���।          
    

����� �� "��.�� "*� ��� ���� �� +��� 2H�� %e�e, ":�����E� "$��� ��1। 8p�� 
YZY ��1�^�, 9�� ����� "���:�, 0�-�#-+1-0-Y Y �� �&�:��# �g 8��, ����� "���:� 
�&�:��# Yp��, "���:� 8��, ���� ��]�� [Z-0� 0� p��, %�&����$ "$� ��-+�-�$->8 0���, 
������ [��, ":�����E� 8Z,89Z��, 8 1�] ����� "���� 8ZZ��, >Z-0�-0� ����� "���� @8��, YZY 
�� pZ ��#��, 8 1�] ����� "���� "��<�� [��, "����^� "$� Y��, "#����� p��, ��-+�-�$-pZ 
%�&����$ "$� �&�����$� 9��, V��#*� Y �&�� p�� 0�� ���f` ���� ���& �$� . %$��& ����-
"H���। 0����. �&���� "��¯�� 8��, 0�-�# "���� �&���� 8��, �&�� 0�� ���f` ���� �(��। 
0$� ������ "(�� #��� ���� "� YZ ��W���� ‘��’ 0�� ‘�_’ "��N�� +��� "������ ���। 0 
� �1 "f�� ��<H�� "(�� ��� $��  ���� ���k H��। 2�� p> G�� ��� �’��= ����� ���1 H��। 0 
���� +��� ������ 8 # ��� 0�� o # +�� ��। �w��� 2�� pZZ # ��� 0�� �4� ��। 0� 
���& p8 #�� +��� #���� %�C�� ��� "^��। �w��� ��# +�� ������ ��� $�\� $��&� � 
#�� ":��. 0�� ��K� "� ����� %���1 +�� ������।     
      

����� �� "��.�� "*�� �4���~� $�c � �1 ��� �w��� ������� ���� #& �)���� 
�������� $���� "$������� ��^ "(�� ������� $��� +���� ���~$TH� ��1 %_��� (:&����V 
0.��_�) $��� $���� ���। 
��� ���� �� 0� �� "��� �� ���B��। 0 ��� +��� $���$P�� 
�4��~�T-� � ���� 0��� ���±��।        
     

�|f�: ����� �� $���$P�� "�$� "$� �w��� $��( � ��� ���� �, ����� +�� 
������� � ��� C�� $����� ���� �&��C� ���। 0��� �4���H· 0�. ������� �� ����# ����। 
    

 
����� �� "(�� �w�� ���6 0�� ����� � ���� �� ���� ��� H� 0�� ����t�� ���� $�� 

���। ����� �� ��y ���� �� ���y������ 0��� "��N�� ��1� %�^$�� ������� %��� ���� ��। 
0��� �������� "$������� 2�� ���� 0�, 0, �#, .$��� (����� %�$�2�r "#����) 
+���� ‘"�’ "^��$�� [(� "�c��� ��� "^�� ���� %7$� ���� ����� "�। "$1 �� +�� +��� 
����� ��� "^�� ���� %7$� �1। "^��� %�C��� �w��� +,�- ���� #& +�� +��� 
������� ��:��1�� "(�� Df��� /�# ���k �w��� 2���=��T&� �G�� %�C� "��� ����� "�1। 
"$1 �� ���� %�C� "�। ‘ "^��$�� pZ� "�c��� %����� �&��� #�^� 1��� ��:��1�� "(�� 
�=���� ���k %�C� "�। f����� ������ ���� �&������� +����� $����& ���� #& ���������� 
%�C� "�। +��� �_�${� ���$� 2(� ���� %�C� ��y���� �w��� B�� ":��|�# ������ 
$�����& ":��� H����� (���। �w�� 0�� f��$}6 ��� .�\। �w��� ����� �� 0������1 "f�c 
":��। �w�� +����� ":��|�# ������ +,��- f�� ��� >1 �_�${� "^��� ����� ������ 
%e�e ":�����E� "^�� Df��� /�# ��� H7���� ���� ������ ���। >1 �_�${� "^� �w��y ��। 
"^��� +��� %#¾ ":�����E� �6:� ���। �w�� Df��� ��� H7��� ������� $�� "��/�# . 
Df��� $ ��$�� ����1 X�$ ��� ���� ���। +��� "^� ��� ���� �� �w��� ���� ��.�� ���। 
��m Df����� �������� ���� ���� /�#1 X�$ ���� ^�� +����� :�� ����2�r ��। +��� Df���� 
/�# "������� #& �’�� %�C� ���।f����� ������ 1�W������ �’���� /�# ��u����- ���। 
����� +��� ";�� ��� 0�� /��#� $�����& Df��� ��� ��� H7���� ���� %7$� �1। �������� 
��� o��� $�� ‘‘"�’’ "^��$�� 
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���z�� ���7�_��� +|
���� $f�����~ +���H� $f� %���� �� 0�� �$��k "�� �� [(� 
"�c� 0�� ���#� �&������� (���������� 2(� ":��|�# �����) ��� +�� ������, ^����� , 
��#���� ��� H7���� ���� ���� 0�� pZ� "�c� . +�. ���� f����� �&�������� ��� 
���7�_��� +|
�� $�����z ��� H7���� ���� %7$� ���। ����s� "�� �� H7�� 0�$�c 
����� ��� +��� 0�$�c H7��� �w��� B�� a�<���� � �। ����s� �� +��� ��� p8��� 
$�� �.� ����� 0�� $��� $��� >��� ������ ��#��� "�;�����। ������ ��#��� �w��� 0��� 
�_����� '��� ���। ���� +����� ���� "�� ��m +����� ":��|�# ������ ":���3��� #& ���� 
%�C� ���� ��� ^����� �� ������ ���। +��� ������ $��#1 �w��y ���। 0���� ��6� ��� 
���1 ����$A��। "�� "�� $�� +����� :��  "(�� "�� "�<�� %7$� ��� ��S�। %7$� ���� 
��( ���������� 0�� ������� ���& "H;��6�� $��� 0� ��W��� "$� ��� ���� +����� +$�� ���। 
+�� +��� :��  0 �w�$���� B�� ���� H����� ��1। 0�� "$ 3E��f��� +�� �� 0�� �H��)$� 
���� #& ��\���� $�� ��(���& "$ ���� ���। �w�$��� �( ��� �� ��� ��� +��� �� ��। 
����-���� �w��� 0��� �_����� ����� ���। ���� +����� +,��- ���� ��� ^����� �� H�� ���। 
����-���� 0� ��� (��� 0�� ������� +��� $�:�\� ��� ���� �� $���� ^����� � ���� 
%7$� �1। ��( ���#����� "��� 0��� ���\� /�# �w�� "f�c ������। /�# "������� #& +����� 
9/> G�� $�� ���:। ���#����� �w�� +����� %7$�� ���� "���� #& ��( %�� ��1 ��$�� 
"��� �:�����। 0$���� ���& +��� ��1. $���� "^�� 0�� +��� ^����� � ���� %7$� ��� 
DE ���।                 
 

^����� �� �w��� 0� "��N�� 1-��-�$-0-�� . 8[�� À����� "^��$�� ���� J$& 
"������ ���। ���#���� "(�� �����T� 0�:�� +�� +��� ������� ��f��: f�: ��� �w��� 
%�C�� +,��-� #& 0�:�� ����� ����� "�1। 0��� ^����� � $�`��� ����� � ����� ��6�� 
%�C� "�। +� 0��� ������ -���:  ��6�� 0� #��:�� %�C� "�। 2�� ���� ^�����  
���#���� ��6�� �w��� %�C��� ��� %�C� "�। 2�� ���� ^����� -���#���� ��6�� �w��� 
%�C��� ��� %�C� "�। pp1 �_�${� ����� [�� YZ ������ $�� +��� $�����f��� �w��� 
B�� a�<���� �� । �w�� +����� ":���3��� $��� ����� � "��� ���� %e�e ��� $�6 %e�e 
":�����E� ������� "^�� ������ ���। ^�����  �=�� #& ��y���� %�C� ��� ���। "$1 
2�� H���� $ ��� $��� +��� %�C� "1। ^����� � ���� +����� �1# +�� ��। 
����$���� ��# ���� �:����� �� #�� � ":��. ����� �y ���� #���-���  %�� "^�� "��� 
�:�����। +�� �� ��� ����� "�� ���� ����� ������। 0��� �w�� ���� ��� ��#���� "(�� 
+����� B�� ������� $�����& %����� ":����q�- ���� (���। 0� ���& 0�#�� ���^� ��� ��1 
�w�� ���:�  ����� %�C� "��  ���� ������  ��6� ���� 0�:�� +$��। +�� +��� ���� 
'����� ������  ��6�� +����� %�C��� +��� ��y���� ���� #& ���\�� "�1 0�� ������� 
$�����& ���:�  �w��� B�� ":����q�- ���� (���। 0�� ���� ������ � ���� � 0�:�� %& ��( 
��#������ ���� ������ ���।        
      

0��� +�� ��#����� �w��� %�C� "���� #& ��#������ ���� ��1। ������� 0� 
"����� ���  "(�� �w��� %�C� "��� ��� 0�� "��� �w�� ��� ��� ����� ��y���� %�C� ��� 
��$ +��। "�#� +�$�^� "�4�~ Y[�� 0^-0^-"��#����� 8�� "��N�� . "�� ����$��&� 1-
��-�$-0-�� ��#����� %�C� ������। pY1 �_�${� $i&�� $�� "(�� +��� ��� ��� "(�� 
��#����� �w��� %�C��� B�� ":���3�� H����� (���। +����� �=& ��� 0 +,��- �w�� ��� 
������ ���� ��� ��� ����� +��� $�<����� �� ��� ��� �w��� B�� a�<���� � �। ��m ����� 
%�C� 0� ��y���� ��� "� +��� H��G�� ��� ��� H������ ��. ���� +����� +,�- 2���� 
���� (���। 
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�� ��a�� ���� 0f��� +,�- ��� "�� ��f ��� �। H��G�� +,�- H������ �� +�� +��� 
������� B�\�� "1। 01 $�Gq� H���� $�� +��� 0�# ��#������ #���� %�C�� ��� "^��। "$ 
+���� #��� B������ H�-��:� "(�� �w��� +,�- ���� ���� 0<�� B\�� ����� �। "$1 �� 
+�� B������ ��� �w��� +,�- ���� ����s� "1। +�� "�u �.���� :-������ p�� 
"��N�� ��� ��#���� . H7��� ��&��� 0�C�� %�C� ��� ���। "$ +��� �(��� %�C� 
"�। +� 0��� "��N���� ��#����-H7�� "����1�� ���a 0�C��। %�C� ��� ���। ����. 
+��� ����� �� %�C� "�। ��� G�� ��� H������ �� %�C� ���� ��� +�� +��� "������ 
��1�� ���  B������� ���� %7$� �1। ����� ���& %�C� �\� ��� ��� p[1 �_�${� "f��� 
��#����� �w %�C��� B�� +,�- ���। ���� 0� ��H��� ��� �:����� "� ���� +����� 
+,��- ���� ���k ���� �����। ���� "f�� ��� %�C� ���� "��� �� ����� ��y $]��� #& 
+����� �� ��= 8[ G�� $�� ��:��। +��� "f��� �� +,�- H���1 �� %���1 G����S�। 
�w�� G�� "(�� B�\ �� �� ����  %�C� ���� ��� H7���� ���� ������ ���S�, �� ������� 
����$���� B�� ������� $�����& +,�- H��� ��। 0�� ����� %�� ����� ��। 8@ # 
�w�$� ��� ��। o # +�� J$���� ��� ��। [O # 1-��-�$-0-�� +����� ���� %e�e ��� 
+Q$���- ���। 2H�� ":�����E�, �#�$��, p�� "�_�^�_� V�� ("�� "��a�1) +����� �6:� ��। 
����$��� �� �����S�, �� ��( �T�� "(��1 %�C��� "�u �.���� :-������ "��N�� . 
"��$ ��� "��N�� �w��� ����� ���� "��। �m ����$��� "����1 . $ ��� ���& ���� 
H7�� ������ "��� $=� ��। p[1 �_�${� ��#���� ��y ��। 0�� +����� 0�# ���� . 
H��# +�� ��। ��#������ /�#�� "����� � ��� ���k +�� �����, f��� ����, %e�e . :��  
��� ���� �������� �। ��#������ "�$����� "����� $�����& /�#�� ��u����- ����� �����, :��  
��� ����� "1। 
 

��#���� ��y ���� �� +�� +��� ����� ��:��\� ��� �����#���� ���� %7$� �1। p91 
�_�${��� $���� �����#��� "�;<�� .��� "�#� #�^� 1����� $��( "��:����: ��। ��� �$����z 
��� �&������ ��� H7���� ���� 0�:�� +$����। ����� $�����f��� %7$� ��� ��x���&��� 
���k 0�:�� ���। p>1 �_�${� $���� "��� ��� �w��� +,�- ���� #& 2��� �1। 0� $�� 
‘"�’ "^��$�� �/�:�_��� +|
�� .������$� ���&�� ����� "� ����� ����� � "�.�� ���k 
+,�- �i �����। ����� [-YZ������ $�� ����$��� +����� ���� +Q$���- ���। ���� 
����� $�6 �&�#, %e�e �/�:�_��� +|
���� "�4�~ +����� ���� +Q$���- ���। 
����$���� "^;#������ �&��_� ���#, H7�� �&�����, "f�� "�1$ . V��#� �&��N �|� 
��� ���� ��। H7�� +����� ��}�- +�$। #:- +����� ��#�����& fT�q� ��� 0�� #���t��$ 
��� Î�- ���� (���।  

         
$�����q ���� H�1 ����� �(�-���� +����� ����qf��� $����&-$�����:�� �����। 

�|f�: . ����� �� $���$P�� +���� ���� $����&-$�����:�� ����� ���� ���, ���� ����� 
"������^, �&��� ���, �&��� ��$�B�� +����, "�u 0 "� ^#��� ����, �&��� _�u 
+y�� "���$, "�u "��6^� �����, $������ +u .���, ���� $������ "������ (����), $������ 
����, $������ +�{�� (���_���), ���� $������ +$��� +�� (���_���) $������ +��� ����, 
���� $������ ��� "���$, $������ "�#� +u #����, $������ "�#� "��u "����� B��, ���� 
$������ "��u "���$, ���� $������ �Ì�� "���$, (����) ���� $������ �$��#, $������ 
^���B�� (���_���), ����� 
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1���P� +��� ��v��, ���y����� �����, "��#����, �^���#, ��#���, "������^, ���B� . 
+��� %���। ���� ����� "������^ ���� "$P�-8-0� %�����। ��� %�� $�� +���� 
�(��( ����� ���� +,��-� ����s�� ��(5 $����& �����। $������ "������, $������ �Ì 
����~� $��( � �1 ���� ���� ���� �। ����� �(� +��� �H��� �� (����। 0 $�6 �&�y� 
$����&-$�����:�� � "��� +��� ��= "��,��1 $I� ���� � �|f�: . ����� ���� �w��� 
�����6 . ����#� ����। �� ��� +���# C��� _�y�� #�� #�E� ���� �(�- ��� $� $�� 
+��� +�� J$����� �H��)$� ��� ����। +��� �� ��� ����� ��, �|f��:� #:�-� 

�uUT�� $����&-$�����:��� �(�। ���� +����� +�� ������, %�� $�� ���& ���� $����& 
�����, �w��� %�C��� �(� #������ 0�� ":���� ���� �� . ���� "���� f�� ��। +�� 
0��� $��1�� +��� �4��~�T-� $�7���� $�(� ���$�� �� ���। 0��� $���� $����&-$�����:��� 
#& +��� ��= $I� ������ �w��� ����� � . �����6 ���। +�� ����� $��1�� �� ��� 0�� 
�4��~�T-� $�7���� #& $���� #��1।  
          


�=�u "�#� +��� :^^��  
8p-o-@Y 

 
$�=�)���u "�#� 1����v���* 

  

#� ���$� @ ������ ����6���� 2(������ �� "^� "(�� ��D����� ���� %7$� ���� 
"H5� ��� ��m ����� %7:�� 2���� ��� ��। ����� 2�� YZZ #�� �� ��� ��। ���3��� 
0&�������� ��� ��� ����� $�� +��� "���� ��1।     
       

#� ���$� 8p ������� ���& .�� p@ ��� +����� B�� +,�- H����। ��m 2�����1 
.���  +,�-�� 2���� ��� ��। .��� 2H�� =�=�� ��। #� ���$� 8p ������ @�� "������� 
(J$& "��a�1) +����� ���� ����� ��। "f�� ����/H����� ���� "���� 0� �&������ ������ 
J$&0�� $��� "(�� +� �/�:�_�. %��� J$& �&��� 0�� ":��|�# ������ $�����:��� 
+����� B�� 2Hz +,�- H����।+����� �� "��� ����� ��। B����k� � "��� ����� ��� ��� 
"G<�q "G<�q .��� 2���=��T&� "f�� ���� �� ��5 "�� ��� +$���, +����� %��� ����� 
������। "������ ���k .�� +����� ���� ��.�� ���। +��� "������ H�� "��� ���& �1।  
   

"H;�7���� $����k �&�N ������। "$�� "(�� ":���� %����� DE ��� ��। ���$�� 
"(�� "^� "��.�� ��1 0�� ���$��-H�<���� "��.�� ��1 0����� "��:����: ���S` ���� #& 
��6�� B�� ��1 ��<�� ����। 0$�� �_���1� ���� %�� :��  B� �� "��� ��। J$& "��a�1 %�� 
"V�� =�� $�� ��� ��। #:`�(��G�, �H. �, "H;�7� ���$���� ��#��� ����6�� J$&��� 
G�<��3����� "�1_ ��� ��।     

 
%�P��� ���$ +��� "��N�� 0�� "�#� #�^� 1����� "��N�� ��� j��� "�c� 

"��#��� :\ ��� ��। �f{� ���$� 8 ������ j��� "�c� "��#��� "�� "(�� f����� 
":��|�# ������ $�����:��� ��D���� ����6� "$������� G�<��� B�� +,�- H����। $����� 
���&1 [ �:���1� 0���� +��� ��y ���� $=� �1। [[# J$& 0�# �&���$� +����� 
���� +Q$���- ���।  

 
*"�u ���� 1����v��� pO@p $���� ���H� "�^��&�� ��$��� ����t� "$�����$ ����। 1����v����� 0 $�=�)����� pO@[ 
$��� ����� 0���_��� �= "(�� 7�- ��� ��।  
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��D���� +��� G�<�� C�� ���। �f{��� pO f����� ������ $��: ��������-��\�:� 
%]�� +,�- H����� �� 0�� ��y ��� ��। %�� ����6�� J$& ���। %������1 ������ "��� 
$=� ��। f����� ����� � 0����� [�� �&��� ��� R������।  

 
�_�${� ���$� �� ������ "^�� B��� +,�- H����� ��। $����� ���& $�6 ����6� 

"$������ "^� "��  H�� ���। "^� "(�� +��� "H;����� ���� �.��� ����। "$��� %�� 
����6�� J$& . ��#���� ���। �’�� ����� ��� H��। ��� "H;���� ��y ��। 2�� 0���#�� ��#���� 
+Q$���- ���। %�� ����6�� J$&. +Q$���- ���।  

 
@1 �_�${� +��� ��1#���� ":���। "$���. ����6���� ���� "��। %�� ��#���� 0�� 

����6�� J$& +Q$���- ���। 01 $�6 0����� ����~ ���y������ ���� %��- ��� +��� 
H7���� ���� �.��� ����। 

 
�_�${� ���$� p8 ������ H7�� ��x���&���� �:�� "�;<��1। p[1 �_�${� �����#��� (�� 

��� ��� ��। �_�${��� p> ������ ��� ��.�� ":��� ����6� "$������ f���-�������� "�;( 
����z�� ���� +Q$���- ����। "�q ���k ����6���� H7���. +Q$���- �����। ���y������� 
%������ ±��, ���# 0�� ��x���&����� ��� "��: �������। ���� � :��� 0�� ��&��� "�-�� 
������� �u
�(�f��� ��� ��������। 


�=�u "�#� 1����v��� 
pZ-p-@[ 

$�=�)���u "�u ���� "��6^� �����* 
 

2Ï : +�� f���� �:������ ���? 
 

B�� : +�� "� ���$� p9 ������ f��� �:�������। +��� $�c "�u ����� �:������। +����� 
�’#�� "��� #& +����� $�c :�1_ ���। 

 
2Ï : +���� ������ "(�� R��� 0�� 0�� ��f��� ���y���� %�� "�� ��� "$1 +���*&����-

0 +���� R��� "(�� +:���� ":�� "� ���$। "$�� "(�� +���� "��(�� ":��? 
 

B�� : +:���� 0��� �  #��:�। +:����� 0��� #��:�� �� "$���� �। "$���� � 
�_��� 0�����। "$��� 8� "$P��� "�_��������� ���। +��� 2(�� "$��� ��1 0�� �:�� 
������� ���। +��� ���H� "���� �� ^������� �� ���� "$3��� ����। ����� "������^ 8� 
"$P��� ����� H��#� ����। ���� ���a ���a �� #��:�� �� $���$P�� "��� ����। 
"$��. ��� �:������, ^�� ��� $��( �� "��� ���; ������ ��� "��� ������। �� 
���� �&��� ������ $����- ��� "�u ���� �������। ��� ���� ����� ��� H�� 
"$���-1- ���� "$P� ��� ���� "V�� "$����� 1H�#�। 8� "$P� "�_���������� 
"V�� "��� ���� ������ 0�� ���� +��� ���$ � �����। ":���� ����� "V�� "��� ���� 
0�� ����� %e ���� "f��� ��\��� ����।01 "V�� "$����� 2(�� "$���� �� ���, ��� 
�� ��� ����H� ��� "� ���$� "�q $r��� "$���� � "(�� "���G�� C��k��� ��� ����। 

 
 
 

 
* 2�s ��4�� o-pZ-@O ������ ����t� "$�����$ :4��� $�=�)��� 
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2Ï : +S� +�� "�� "���G�� "V���� "$���� �:������, "�� ����q %�e B�� "��� ���� 
��� $����f��� �� %�e� B�� "��� ����? 

 

B�� : 2(�� $�� �� (���� �� ����  p9/p> ���� ���& 0��� ��1�^� "V�� "��� ����। 
����� ��f��� "7�_ �� �� ��, ��f��� �2�� ��� ��, 0�� ���� /�# X�$ ���� %(��) 
��f��� /�# �_������ ���� ���- 0$� "V�� "��� ����। 2(� ���� ��� �� ����  "V�� 
�f��� ��\��� ����। 

 

2Ï : +�� 0��� �� ��$ ����? 
  

B�� : +�� 8/Y ��$ �����। 0��� +���� "$P� "(�� +:����� �/�:_ "�_���������� ��\��� 
��। 

 

2Ï : "�_����������� ��# �� ���? 
 

B�� : "����� �������� "^��$�� "�_��������� ��� ������� "$���� 1 $�1�_ %(��) 1*�� $�1�_ 
+����� �/�:_ "�_��������� $�� "�_��������� ���$�� ��# �����- �������� "#���� 
"�_��������� ����। 0����� %(��) 1*�� $�1�_� "��-%�_��� ���� #& "� $�� 
"�_��������� ��� "$��� %�C� ��� +:�����। "$��� ��� %�$�2�r "�u ���� �� 
$����। ��� �� �$����� 0��� ����। ��� ����, "�#� +^��� "H;���� ����, 
"±���� ��_�� ���$�� �� ���� ��� 0� _�1��P� "#����, �������� $��f�$। ����� 
0�# �$�f���� _�y�� _�u +��। 8� "$P� "(�� +���� ��� ���� "$��� "��� ���, 
��1 "��� ������। "$��� #���1-0� "��q� ���� ����� +:�*� 2(� ���� �:�������। 

 

2Ï : .��� +��� ����~ �� ���? 
 

B�� : "����� ���_0^ (�������� "^��$�$)-0� 2�� ������� ��� �������� 0�� 1*�� $��-
"�_��������� ��� +:����� 01 ����� ���& "��-%�_����� #&। "�� "�� %����� 
'&� ��\��� ���� "$�� ������� ���, ���f` $�� "$P�� '&� "��$$ ^��� "�;<�� "���, "� 
%����� ���� �����, �������� �� %����� ���� "$3���� '&� J��� 0�� "$��� 
2�$�$� 1�&��� ��� ���� +����� 1*�� $��-"�_����������।$��-"�_��������� +��� 
�������� 0 $�6 "��$$, '&� "2�7�� "�;<�� ����� �������� "^��$�� 2�� ������� 
��������। 

 

2Ï : +���� �� ���� ��� �������? 
 

B�� : 2(� ���� ":���� ���, ���� ���� %(��) 0��� "��q� ���� ����� ���- ���� ��� 
$������ ������। 

 

2Ï :  +�� .��� ���� ����? 
 

B�� : .��� "�� ������ �����। �_�${��� 2(� $r��� +�� +��� "���G�� H�� +�$। 
 

2Ï : "���G�� ���$� #& ��\��� �� +����? 
 

B�� : �� %���_� ��� DE ��� ":��। "V��-0� ��# 2�� "�q! ����� �� "�_��������� "(�� 
"$P�� "��� 2���# ��� "$#& "$P�� ��\��� �� +���� ����� 2����� #&। "��, 
�� ��������� ��� DE ��� �:����, ���� ��� ��f��� .���। 
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2Ï : +S�, 1���� +������ $��( +����� $N�� "�� ���? "��- "�� "�� "=�� 1���� 
+����� '&�-"2�7�� ������, "�$� "=�� �������� +������ ���& ���k� G����। 
+����� $��( 0� ���� �� ������? 

 
B�� : "���, ��f��� .����� +�: $���1 �������� +��� '&�-"2�7�� ������। �������� 

"^��$�� "� "�_ %�^$ ��� "$����� �������� H� �k। ��� 1���� +��� �� ��� "(�� 
$������ ����, "�� +��$ %&�& �#�$�� ���� $����& �����। 

 
2Ï : +���� +����� 2Ï ����। +�� "� ���$ 0� �� ����  1����� ��.��� �Hk�f��� 

������� "�? "��, +��� #�� �� ����� ��������� ��� H���। ��. "�������� 
"��(�. �������� ^� ����, +�� +�:1 "��� "H������ "�? 

 
B�� : �� �� �� ":���� ��� ������। %����_ �� 
��� ����� "���� "�� "���� ������। 

�� +��� f����� 0��� ���� ���� ��� ����� ������ ��= "���� "f�� "(�� ��� 
$I� �। �j��� ��=� $����& �����। "$1 �j��� �= "� 1���� �� +��� ��� �������� 
0�� "���� . %&�& "����� ���^� #��� "��������। "$ #&1 1����� ��.��� �Hk� 
f��� ���। 

 
$�=�)���u "�#� ����� 1$���* 

 

0�2� ���$� ��a����a f����� 0����� (��0$0^ �&�N) ��1। "$��� %�� 0��$0, 
$����- "���, 1��+�, ����� $��1�� "�����। "^�� B�� %]� 0�� ���f` 0���� "(�� "���# 
f���� H�� +�$। �������� 0$� 0����� "������ 4��$f��� ��&� �����, G����  ��� �� 
������। .��� @Z/oZ # "��� ��� "������ "��N�� :\ ���। +��� $��( ��1� "�^��&�� 
�B^ ����। .��� +��� ":���� �������� DE ��� "�1 "� ��$ ���k। +��� ���������� 
%������ +,�- �����, +��� G�<���� �^�� +$���। 0���-.��� ���������� �&���&6 ��� 
������। f����� ���� (Op��0$0^) 3r, �&��� ����#��, "�#� 2�� +������� $�,�f��� 
$����& �����। "���G�-8 "$P�� %��� 0����� $���$P�� ��# ���� (���। 1�����& �&��� 
#�^� 1��� (����� "�#�) ���� "$� ��� 0�$ +����� $��( "��: "�। "^�� ���& $��q���, 
�|���, ��������, �̂�:��#, "^� #� ��$ ���k 0$� 0������ �&���f��� ":���� +,�- H����� 
��। #� ���$ +��� $���� ���f` 1��+� ��.���� %�C��� ����$���� B�� +,�- H����� 
����$��� ��&� �����।+��� �\�) ��� +,�- �����- "��� =� ��� %e�e B��� ��� +��� 
G�<���� �^�� +$���। +��� �’f��: f�: ��� "����, ��a��� (����� �����। ����5 $��� ����� 
"���� DE ��� ���������� ������ DE ���� +��� 3�� DE �����। 0f��� �� ����$� ���a 
���a ���� "��। +����� "�� =�� .�� ���� ������ �। 0� +���� +,�- +��� ����� "� 
.�� ��a��1 �� f����1 ������ �। 8� "$P��� 2�� ���� "�#� ����� "������^। ��� +����� 
���� "� ��:��1���� ����� #&। #� ���$� �4��� $r��� +��� $��:W ��0$0^ �&��N ��1। 
���� +����� $���� %f&(�� �����। $��:W "(�� ��:��1�� [ ��1� ���������� �f���। +��� 
(�� ��:��1��� ��<������� ("^�) G�<�� :�� । ��<��� ��� +��� 2�� p8Z #��  ���� �����। #� 
���$� "��q� ���� +��� "^�� ���� ��� ��� �y G�<�� � ���। 2(� �� ����� ��1 ��W��� 
J$�&� 3�� D�� "����। ��W����� � ��(1 0�:�� +$��� 3�� ���� ����। +��� f��� %�e� 
$�����& 3�� DE ���� ��W����� ������ ���। +��� ����5 C�� H�� +�$। 
 

 
* pO@Y $��� ����� 0���_��� �= "(�� 0 $�=�)��� 7�- ��� ��। "�#� ����� 1$��� 0���� $��� �&��� ��� ����। 
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"�$����� "������ +����� $�����f��� $����& ���। H�� . %&�& �#�$�� ���� +����� 
#& ��� +$���। ���� �4��&� #& 2���. ���। #� ���$� "��q� ���� �������� p9/p>�� :��  
��� +����� +,�- ���। +��� +�:1 ��� "��� �:�������। +����� 2�� "� �� J$& �’�� 
f��: f�: ��� "1- "_�(-0 "�#� #�^� 1��� 0�� +�� $���। +�� f��� %e ���� +,�- 
���। �������� 9ZZ :�#� ���& H�� +�$। +�� $��� "(�� .����� "�� "���� ���S। $����� 
��� ���� �� �������� �^�� ���। .��� ��= >Z/@Z # ���� "���। %���� +�. �4��&� $��&� 
��� ��� $����� $T�� %�� "��� ���� ":�� D���। +����� "�� =�� ���। #���1 ���$� 
2(��1 �������� 2Hz +������� 0�� �� "$� ��� +����� +,�- ���। +��� ���� f��: f�: 
��� (���। +�� +�:, ��� ���� 0��� 0�� +��� ���� 0��� ���� +��� $�����&� #&। +��� 
�� ^������ DE ��� �� �������� +������� $��� �&6 "��� ����� ���� "��N�� �G�� 
"^��� (���। +��� ����1 #���� �। 2�� �������� �� 0�$�� �� .�� ^������ DE ���। 
+��� +����� ���� ��a�� ����। $��� �0�# J$& $���& %e "��� ���� $��1�� +�6 +�6 
���� ����� ���। +��� "� ���� ���� �� .�� ��a�� �����। ���- �’0�# %��� 3�� ���1 
���S�। 1�����& ����� ���� +���� $�����&� #& 0�:�� +�$। +�� ���� ���� ���� ���� $�� 
"��� ���। +��� ���� 0��� f�� #��:� "��� ����� G�<�� :�� । �������� 0�:�� +�$ ��� 
%��,� ���। ����$��� ��<��� �, �T�� . ��K� ��:��1��, "������, ��:��1��, ��#��, ���� 
$�6 7���� �� 7�� ������ ��� �� $NT-� X�$ ���। �� ���q�� 3�� ��� ��&� ���,����� ���। 
���� ��� ��� ���। +��� ���� �:�� $��1 0�� ��� .��� B�� +,�- ��� �� .�� +� 
%7$� ���। #���1 ���$1 +��� �������� +,�- ���।   �’�� ��� ��� �� $�$��। +��� "��� 
�����, 0��� ��� �����. %�$� ��� �।$�$�� �&���f��� ^������ H����। +��� ����� � 
"��� ���� ��� 0�� ��:��1��� ������� ���G� ���� G�<�� :�� । �’�� �� �� +��� $�Gq� ��। 
0���. +��� ����� �����, ����� $��:�W� �’�� ��1� ��=� +����� $����� ��B� ���- 
.��� H�� ��1। .��� 0� $r�� ����� "1। ���- 0� ��$ ���) ":�$� ��� �, ��.�� ��.�� ��� 
"��� +��। #���1/+:* ���$ +��� +��� ���7��� ��#� "1। Df��� 0�� ��:��1��� 
��a����a C� ��� ���7��। p9/p> �� .��� �����। 0��� ��������� 0��� ������ ������� 
���� V��� ��� 0�$��� +,�- ��� $NT-� "�q ��� "�1। 

 
.��� �’’�� �� (���। ����� +� 0��� +��� ��������� j��� +,�k ����। $��� 

"�#� (����� ����) �#��� �����, "��� +���। ��������� $���� ���� $NT� �G�� "^�� 
0�� 01 $�G�q� +����� �� J$& ���� ��। +��� �� ��� ��1 �� +� %7$� �.�� $I� 
���- +��� ���� ��� $����� ��B��� �^�� +�$। 

 
+��� +��� ���7��� %�C� "1। ����� "$�� "(�� ��������। $�7 0�������� "�� 

��� +��� ��#� "1। �������� #�N���� "������ "��.�� ���k +��� ����~ ���। ��$�� "����� 
+:* ���। Y/[ �� ��A�� ���� H�� ���। $��� 0��� "$�� ����। �|��� ����� .��� 0��� 
"��� ��� ����। 0��� $���� ����$��� ��� %��,� ��� ���S�। +��� �\�) +,�- ��� pZ/p8 
# ����$��� ��&� ���। ����$��� �^�� �:�� %��� ��y ��� ����� +�$। +��� ����� ��6� 
��1 ���� "��� �����- ���� �&�A ���k +$�� � ����। ��m ���. �������� +,�- H������। 
pZ��� ���� +,�- ���। �������� 1�� +�� ��� %7$� ��S�। +��� $��� $��� .��� 
"�������। �� �������� ���� ��� ���. $��� %7$� �.��� "H5� ��� �। +����� 9/> # ���� 
����। ���� +�� ��। .����� ��$������ ���\�� "�1। +��� $��( "����� ��� 0� �$��1 ��� 
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$��( 0�0��# ���। ��A���� ��® ���� /�* 0�$ ���� ��(� $NT-� B� �� ��� ���। "$ �)=-�) 
�4��&��- ���। +�� "�<�H ��1। 

 
"$�� �������� ������1 $��� %7$� ��� �����। "��� 8��� ���� .�� .���1 ���� 

��A�� ���� DE ���। ��A�� ���� ":��1 +��� 3�� DE �����। .�� ��A�� �i ������। 0 $�� 
2��1 ��q� ���� �4�5 ����। +��� �4�5� ���&1 ��� ��� "����। 0�1 #��� �f#��� +��� D�����। 
9ZZ :�#� ���& �������� 0�� +��� $���$��� p9/8Z �� ��� ���। "��� ��� ���� "���� 
$���$��� ��� ��� "��� ����। �������� ���� ��A�� ��� +����� B�� ��� ���� %&�& ��� 
���� ���f`f��� +,�- H���� ��m $�6 #��:�� +����� "$������ ���। $������ "H5� ���. 
+����� �_�^� .�� f���� �����। 

 
����$� 0�� +��� $���$��� (���। �� ����� �q��। +��� "�G�S`। $T�� %6 ��.��� 

$�c $�c ����1 "��� ��� �। ����$��� 0 %�C�� $����: "�। ���� ��� �� ���� >/@�� :������ 
J$& ���\�� "��। �� �� H���� "�����������: $i&� $��  @ "(�� o��� $�� +����� ���� 
J$& ����� "��। $��� "�� ����$� �����1। +��� ����� � ���। ���- +����� :����� 
"^�� ����। $���, ����, ���� 0�� :����� $� "\���� ��\ ��� �� । +��� "��$# "���� 
���� ����� #&। ���- 0��� (���� ��K� �4��& ���। +�� +��� ����� ��� H�� +�$। +� ���� 
��� ����. H�� +�$। +��� $���� ���� $����q ��� ���� +$�� ��( ����6����� 3���� +��� 
������ [/9 # +�� ��, ��� "�B ���� ����। +��� $��1 0���� ��� ����� f��q&) ����Â� 
�\� ���। �\� 0 $��1 +����� B�� ���� �� �$:��$ ��� :\ ���� #&। ���-, +$�� +�� 
�$:���� ���q। +�� H�� +�$ +:������। f����� ������ $�����& +�� �$:�� "��� :\ 
���� (���। �$:���� %f���1 %������ ��� ����� +��� ��� ���S���। ���� ��� ����� #& 
����� �/�:�_� #& �$:�� ��� :\ ���। ‘"�’ "^�$�, ‘0$’ "^�$� 0�� ‘"#_’ "^�$�’ ��� ���� 
�/�:_ :�\� ��। ‘"� "^�$� 0�� ‘0$ "^��$�� #&, "$1 $�c ‘"#_’ "^��$�� #&. "���# $�7� 
��� ��। ��1� %�^$�� �B^ (��� 0$ "^��$�� $��(। +�� (��� ‘"�’ "^��$�� $��(। +,�- H���1 
0�����:।�^� ��y ��� "^��। ���������� pZ� "�c�� +��� %e ��� "$���-1-���� ���$��। 
,��u %7$� ��� (���। ����� 0��� �� 0� ��� ��� H��। H7��� ���� %7$� ��� (���। 
����� �/�:_ ��� H�����। +����� $��( f����� %�� "��N�� ���। +��� "^;#������ ���k 
��1- �� ��� �i ��� ��� 0�� �������� +Q$���- ���।+��� .���1 "(�� ��1। ���� 
��$������� 8Z ��1��� ���& H7��। .��� ��������� $��( ����� ��� ��। �������� ��� �&��� 
����� �����।          
   

+��� ���f` $�� ���f` C�� �:����। �������� 7���� 7�� ������ ������। "�$����� 
"����� ��&� �����, ��� �����, ��� X�$ �����। 7��3����� $}��$� ��#~ ����� ��������। 

 

�=�u ����� 1$��� 

8Y-Y-@Y 
$�=�)���u �&��� ���� ����* 

 

p@1 "� +���� 2(� %������ ��\��� ��। �&��� :^^�� $����1 +� "�4~ "�। 
�$��, ������� , + �1���  1�&��� 0����� ����$���� G�<�� ���। +��� "��� ���� $�6 %�C� 
"#� ��� 
 

 
* ����� 0���_��� �= "(�� pO@Y $��� 0 $�=�)��� 7�- ��� ��।  
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����� B�� %����� +,��-� ����s� ���। �� ��� ���y����� 2�(��� �����। +����� ����� 
��� �\�) ��� +,�- ���� 0�� $�� 0�$�। +��� �’��� ��fy ��� 0����� �=-f���  ����। 
�j��� �� ������� $�����& ����$���� G�<��� B�� +,�- H����। +�� ����� �&��� :^^���� 
$��( ������� "����-0। "���� ��� +��� H�� +�$। H�� +$�� $�� ����$��� ":��|�# ������ 
$�����& +����� .�� 2Hz ":���3�� H����। +��� $��1 �&��N �^�� +�$। ��� ��� "�������� 
.��� p9 #�� �� ���� �:����� 0�� 2H�� ":�����E��� =�� ������। 0��1 ��� +��� 2(� 
%�����। �&��N $�6 J$����� "��� �w ��� �� +,��-� 0� "��� ���& +��। ��.��- 
��.��� %��� �� ��� -"H��� � %f�� ����� ���, ��m 0���� ���. "���� ��� �। �w� "��<# 
"��� ���� �)=-�) +,�- ���� +�| "��� B\�। ����� "���2� 0� 2�� ��� B\��� "�, 
�4��&f�. ����� ����� �����। �������� ���& +����. 01 "��� "��� �$�। 0��� �� "�� 
��� "���� �w�� +,�- ����, �� +�� +��� %��� ����# ���y������� ��� �:�� 
"��V���� 0&����� 0�� �w� .�� �\�) +,�- H�����। 0��� �&��� :^^�� +��� %������~ 
����# ���y����� ��� �w� B�� a�<���� � �� %���� ����। 

 
�$�� ��S 0� 0��� C� ��� "f;:��� 3E~ %���$��। �$�� "��.�� "*� "(�� 

f����� $���k "��� ���। $����k� ��� ���� "��� "��� ���� । �����  "�� :������. +��। "� 
���$� 88/8Y ������� ���� ��� "���� ����$��� ��� V�� "��a�1 %e�e �|f�: "��.�� 
(�$��� ���) "*� "(�� ����� ��� ���� ��� ���S। "��.�� V��� �1 ��� ���� +� '��� 
����6�� "$� ��� ���� "�<�� ���S�। ��� "��� � "$�� ���y����� ��� +�� ���� :��� 0�� 
���c ��� %�C�� ����� � ��� ���� :������� ^�<� ���� +�6 +�6 �|f�: "��.�� "*��� ���� 
%7$� ����। ���� :��� ����� 01 #& "�, ":�W �� "�� ���� ��� (���� ����� #� ��  "��� 
����। +��� $��� O��� 0�$ �|f�: 7��� �w��� B�� a�<���� � �� #& 0&����� "��� ��$ 
(�����। +�G�� ���1 "����� "$������� "������ V���  �’��� ���� "�<�� ������ ���� ���� 
��� ���S। V�� �’�� ����Q� %e��e $�v� ���। +��� �\�) ��� 0�0��#, 0$0��#’� $�����& 
�w��� B�� %����� 3�� �� �� ��:���। ����# ����$� $�c $�c ��  ":�। $�c $�c1 
����$��� V��� .���� �:�� ��#� ��� +����� .�� ":���3�� �� �� ��:�। +��� ���� 
��]���� $�����& V��� B�� +G�� �����। 0g�'��$f (���� ��]���� +G��� V��� %e�e 5 
��� "��� ��। ����� ����$� +�������� $�����& +����� B�� %����� 3���q�- ��� ����� +�� 
"#������ ��� ������ ���। ����$��� ������ ��.��� �� +�� +��� ����# ���y������� 
��� G��C�� ��1। "��� f�c��H��� %�� %e ��  +��। 0����& ���� f�� %e ���। +��� � 
$�6 %e ��� �&��N �^�� +�$। 0 0� �u$���$� %�f�� ���, �� +��� #��� %&�� ��-�� 
G�� ��� (����। B�t����:& "�, +��� ������ "�B 0 %������ ���� ����। �$�� "(�� �|f�: 
"��.��� �T�~ ��� �’��1�। 

 

0��� %�� "��� ����� %����� ����� �� +# +� �� �1। ��� 2��1 %����� 
�����। 

 

#� ���$� o ������ �&��� :^^�� 0� "��N�� J$& ��� "������ �&��N H�� ":��। 
�$�� $��-"$P��� f�� +��� B��� � �। +��� %��� 0� "��N��� "��� ���y����� �1�। 
 

 �)���� �T������6��� :f�� "�^��&�� "#���� ���� �� "G�q� ����- R���-H7�� 
"����1 ����� H��� ��� ���। "V "�������� R���-H7�� ��1�� %& #��:�� H���. +��B � 
"(�� ����� �� ���k "�� "V H���� �। � #��:�� 3E~. ��� %���$��। ���� ���� 0 "G�q-� 
D� "$P�-8-0� ������ "�#� ����� "������^ 0��� "���G�� ("$P�-8-0� "�_���������) 
$��-"$P�        
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���z���� "_�� ��\����। ��� +����� ����, ���� �� "��:����: �&�C� ���E��� ���� H��S। 
0�� "� ��� � "�.�� ��। +�� ���� 0 $N��� +x�$ �����। +�� ����� +����� #�� (���� 
0�� ��� �। ��� ���� �^���� +�� ���� ��� +�� %e #�� ���� "��। 0 2��¸� +�� "��������। 
���� ���� 0 1S� "�� �� �T�- ���। 
  
 0��� +��� ������ $�����& ����� �� "(�� �$�� ���k �� "��� "��� "��.�� ���f���, 
/�# ���, �� 0g�'��$f ���� B� �� "��� ��। "����^� . "���7�^ ��1�. %�� B� �� "�.�� 
��, ��� #& ����$��� %�� $�� "��:����: "(�� ����` ��� �� । R���-H7�� V�A "���_� B�� 
"������ %�� ���f���. ":���� ����� ���\�� B� �� "��� ��। ���$��� �� "���� ���& 
$����-f��� %�&�H�� H����S�- �� 0 "���� ����$��&� �����, ��#����, ���k����� "������ "� 
��������� H������� ��� ���� "1। ����$��� %�� +�:1 0��� "(�� ����� � ��� "��-��� 
� 01$� ����c���� 0��� $����& �����। 01 "������ �����$���� ����� "��:����। ����$��� 
0� f�� ��� �:����� "�, ���� $���& �����  "���� ���k f� "��। ����� ���-� ��� ��c����� 
������&� #��। "$1 "��� ���� ���y������ ����������� ������&�� $��( ���� �����। ���� 0� 
f�� ��� �:����� "�, ����� B�� 0��� 3�� ��< �� ���� %����� 3���q�- �����, ��=- ���k � 
���� f��� ���y����� H�� ":��। 01 G4-& �������� ����$���� ���� "��� ��\���� ����� ���$� 
H����(� ���� #&। 01 $�6 �D��� %���� ����6�� "$���� "H�� ����� �1, ��� "���। 0��� 
���� ��������� ���� ����। 0���� 0� ��� � ����6���� "��� ��� p> ����� ����� ����6�� 
"$���� ���� ���� "���� "H5� �����। +��� 0 ��� "��� �\�) ��� ��� ���  "G��. ��� 
"������� B��� 0�� ��� ��� ���6 2�� ���।  
 
 0���� �’’# ��#���� 0� �������� ������ ("$ ����$���� ��� "(�� ������ +$��� 
#& f���� H�� +$���) B�� ������ %�&�H�� H������ #& ���� ��� "^�� 0�� ��� �’���$� 
���� "����� ����=�� "^�� "�� 0�� ��� B�� ������ %�&�H�� H����। +��� 01 G4-& %������ 
#& ��� ����� ��� 0� ���6 2�� ���। 0��� ���� %�&�H���� ^�� ���� "����� ���� ���। 0� 
7���� ���#� ���� �B ���। "$ ����$���� +�}- #��� �# ��� �� 0�� �B��� %$) B����& 
�&���� ���। "$ ���y������ ������� ����$���� ��� #���। +�� 0 ��� #��� "��� ���� 
��� 0� ���6 "�1।  
 
 %�� ���� ���k�2� "��� f���� H�� "���� ����$���� ��� "(�� ���y ����� #&। ��m 
01 �$�&�� 01 ���� #$�����-� B�� %�&�H�� H����। ����� �#�$�� "��  ��। 01 ��� H�� 
�$�&�� +��� ��� ���6 "�1 0�� ����� ���& 0�# ��|�. ���। 
 
 0��� B�t����:& "�, ���� ����6�� ����� ���(��� "��� f���� +$� 0�� +����� ��� 
��� "��। +��� 0 ��� #��� �� $��� ��� ���� $�|�f�# "����� B�� �t��� H���1। ���� 
"��� ���, %�� ����� H���� ���& "7�_, �6�� ���& "7�_ 0�� %&�& B���� �� ���� 
X�$�Q� �#�$ ��� +$� +���� =�� ����� #&। 0��� B�t����:& "�, 0� ������ B�� 
�t��� H����� "��� ��� "�, "$ ��B��� �f��� "7�_ ��� 0�$��।  
 
 01$� G4-& �������� ��������� "� �� #G& "�� �� ����� �। ���� ����$���� 
����� �� ���� #& �� �����, �� ����6�� "$���� "(��. G4-&। %�� ��#���� 7��� 7��� 
_����� ���। +�� +��� ������ "������ ���� ���� #$�����-� "�� =�� � ��� �� �=& 
������। "�B "�� 
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%���� ���� ���6 "�.�� ����। 0���� 0� ���y����� 7��� �:�� _����� �����। 0 ��� "���� 
�� �� ���=� ��� $�& 2���-� �.��� ���� ���6 2�� ���। 0 �&����� "�� =�� 2��� ��� �� 
�।  

$�7���� 0� 2�k�u "�#� #�^� 1��� 
[���H�� : o "^Ò���� . YZ ��H� pO@Y] 

 
>1 �f{� "�_��������� +���� "_�� ��\���। �� "������ ������ ��������� 

��������� ���� ���। 
  

 +���� "_�� ��� ����, "������ "��.�� "*� "(�� DE ��� "^� ���k 01 ������ ��y 
���� f�� "����� B�� "�.�� ����। ��D���, �H�����, �̂�:�#�, "������ . "^� 01 ����q 
C�3��� �� ��� ��������� �#��� G�<��। +�� 0 #��:�3��� "(�� �w��� ��������� ����� � 
���� #& �4�$��s ����। 01 $��s�� ��6����� ���� ��# ��� ���� o1 �f{�। 01 ���� 
��� +��� #���� 0��� ��-�� ��। pZ� "�c� . 8� "�c��� 0��� "��N��� $��( :f�� 
+Q��x�$ . %$�� ����� ��� +�� 01 3E~�T-� ���#� 2���� ��� ��:���। 8� "�c� 
"��#����� ���� ��� �&��� "�������� %���। 
 
 ��D��� . "������� ���� "(�� �w��� ������ �&����� ��� ������ "#���� ���� +��� 
H&���W �����। +�� �4�f��� 0 H&���W 7�- ����� 0�� %�� $����-f��� 0 %�f���� $^� ��� 
������1। ��1 �4� +Q2�&� ��� $����� "�;���� %&�� "�;�� ��$��� ":�� %�2��� j��� 
�w��� ":��� %����� ���� �$��k ����।  
 
 0��� 0��� �(� B�t����:& "�, +��� "� ����� j��� 0 %�f�� DE �������� ���� 
��������� $� ��� ���� 
��$NT-� ���। 01 %�f��� pZ "�c� . 8� "�c��� ����� oZ # J$& 
��� ����� "�c� "��#����� 0�� ���� ����� 8Z # $�$& "V��2�r। ���� � ��� ����� 
+����� 0 %�f��� %e$e ���� $�,� $�����:�� ������। ����� %i����1 +��� ":�� 
%�2����� ��# DE ����� ��� $��&6 �����। +����� B���& ��� ����� ���&1 %�2����� ��# 
"�q ��� "f�� ���� +�:1 .��� $��( "�������� ���� #& �T�� 2���� ".��।  
 
 �f{� %i��� ����� ���। ��� ��� ��� ����� �4�5 � ���। ����� ��.��� :���� ����� 
"� 0��� %����� �� $4�5 �����। �� ��S� $�6 ����� "� ����� 2��=�� +��। ��� +����� 
pZ-YZ ����। +����� %�2����� ��# DE �����। +��� 0� 0��� 0���� "G��. ���� 
%�f��� "���� ��� ���� ���1 ��� f��� $���k j��� "��5�। +��� 01 f����� 0� 2��k� 
$���k "(�� ��D��� �H������ ��a ���� %7$� ��� f��� $����k� %�� 2�k ���k %����� ���� 
�$��k ����। +����� 01 %����� ��� $^� �� ��� �w�� $��#1 ^�<�� +��� � ��।  
 
 %������� ��# DE ����। %i��� ���� ����� �� . �H���� ��� "��(�. ��� ���, 
"��(�. "���� ���, "��(�. �� ���S� ��6�� ���� "����� 0�:�� H���� $��1। "$ 0� ���H� 
%�f¸��। %i��� ���। $���& ����� "�����. f�� ��� "��� ���S� �। ���z�� ���$�� $��1�� 
$��4���f��� ���H���� ��� +����� ������� :k�&C�� "�;<���� $�&1 �5�� �&���� ��� 
��<� �����। ���. $� ������ ��S ��� +��� 0�:�� H���� 0�� $��( $��( +�� +��� ���� 
%&�& %�^$����� $��( "��:����: �=� ��� H����। �u�� ��� $��1 %�&k $������ $�c �( 
H���। ����� ���� "�� �(� �1। �w�� GT-��=��. #��� ������ � "� .��� #��� +������ #& 
+��� 0�:�� +$��। �w��  
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��� +����� 0 %�2��� "�� ��� ��� +����� $�6 ����s�1 ��H�� ��� ����, ���- ����=� 
":�� %�2��� ��� %�� �= "�� ��� ��� �����s� %�f�� $^� ��� $I� �� �। +��� 
+��� %�� �( 0�:�� 0���। +����� 0 ���# "�� $�� ��:���। ���- %i��� ���� �f��� ��( 
0�:�� ��.�� $��&1 "�� $��$���= �&���� ���। 0�� � +��� 0��� f��� $I��� ���। �w��� 
"������ ���� ���f` #��:�� "��V����-0 ���। ����� �Ô��  � �. ���H� ��� �। "$ f� +����� 
%�T�� ��� �। +��� �� "��.�� . ��<H� ��6�� �������� 0�:�� 0��� �=��- "����� �w��=� 
�_B���� 0��� �� "����1 ��� $���� ���� 0�:�� +$��। +��� ��� ��� ������ ":���- "�B 
�� ��6�� + ���, "�B �� #���� + ���। .�� ����1 "�� "�� �। ��K� �� :s ���� ���� 
H�� ":�। ���� "��� ":�। 0���� ��� �� ��। +�� �� ����  +��� "��N��� ���z����� $��( 
"��:����: �����। .�� #����� $� �\� +��। .�� ������1 %������� ��# H����� ���S। "f�� 
���� "��� ���� "1। +��� +����� ������� C�� ���#� ���� 0�� 0� ^�� �w��� ��D��� . 
�H����� G�<�� ��������� +����� %������� ���a +��� � ���। 
  
 +��� �w��� �H����� G�<��� ��� "(�� ���� "�� 2��� +,�- � +$�� ���� ��� #& 
2������ :�  ������। "f�� ��� +$���। +��� 2�������� $�� �&�C� "�q ���� ��:���। ��A�� 
"��< �� ��# DE ����। 0�� %&�& $� �&�C�. ���� ��:���। �(��� . =���� �� �� $��1 Ë�k। 
���. ������� $�� "1। "f���� +��� ^����� +�:1 2�������� ��# "�q ���� ���, ��1 2�-��- 
$��1 ��# ���� ��:���। "f�� ����। +���. $NT-� 2��� ��� ":���। �w�� +����� %������� 
���a। 0 $^���� ����� "#���� ������ #���� 1�S ����। .������$ ������ #����� "� 
�w��� +��� ��������� #��� +�������। ����� D� "#���� ���� +�| BÕ�$� ��� B\���। 
�&��� "���� $�� ������ ��� ��� ��� �(� +��� ���S�। +�� +��� H&����W �#���� ��� "#u 
���� �&�y:�f���. +���� 2H�� �&��� #�����। 0���� "f���� +���� H������ +������ ��� 
B\���। "f���� +���� H������� f�� ��� "���� ��:���। ����� ��a�� "H5� ����� "� �w�� 
+����� %�2��� "�� "����� ���। ��m �। �� "��a�� "�� B��� "1। H������ ���। "��(�. 
����q� "�� $� ��� ��.�� ���S� �। 
  
 "������ "(�� "����1�� $��( $��k���f��� ��<H� ��6�. H�� 0�$�� "^� ���k। 01 
��6�� ����. +����� "������ ��A�� :�  B�\��। ��A��� ��$ $��1 $���� ���� "H�� +��। "�� 
���� $�� "��� ":�। �\�) �T� "(�� 0��� V��� +.��# %�5 D�� "����। ���� �H������ ��� 
"(�� "(��1 +$�� ��� �� ����। "����1 . "���_� ����� ��A��� ���� �_B���� ��� ����� 
���& ���� $������ 0��� +��� ��� ���1 $��$�। ����� 2(� "(��1 "$ +��� $��( "(�� 
�f������ $�c � �1 ��� +$���। 
 
 V���� 0�:�� +$��। $��1 2��=�� ��$ �1�। +�6 +�6 V��� ���� +��� ���� 0�:�� 
+$��। +��� ���Ö��f��� "���� "���� ����# J$& "�� ���� %e�e . ":�����E� ��� 0�:�� 
+$��। .�� ��K� �� +$��। .�� ��a��. ����� .��� �w 0� ���� �����।  
 
 0�, �1, ��...������ ��<�� G���� ��:�। V���� 0������ ���� 0�$ ":���। 0��� +��� 
. ��� $c���� ����� %e3��� 0�$�c :�#� B\���। ���T���� ���& #��:��� "��<��� "R�� ":�। 
%��� ^������-0� ��� H������ ������ ��� B\���। �w�� %���1 ������ H�1��� ��m �� $I� 
��� +��� ����� �। 0�# �w. 2��- ��<H�� ������ �। +�| 0��� +���� . ��� $c��� ‘#� 
�����’ X� ���� �H)��� ��� B\���। B��#�� +�| .��� $��� ���� ��<����।  
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^������-0� �� D� �H����� . ��D��� G�<��� �w�� �� ����� ����� V���� ����� �� "�� 
���y������ ":����� ���� ���� �� ��। 2�4� %�C��� ���� ��m ��. ��a�� �����। �� �’��� 
"(��1 �w�� +,�- DE �����।  
 
 0���� 0��� +��� +�| ��A�� "��  B�\ "�;�  ":� %�T�� ��  (��� �w��� �4� 
%�^$����� ����। ":���3��� �(� "$ "� ���T���� #& f��� ":�। %�^$���� ���� "(�� "$ 
��6��� B�\�� ��। ����� ���� "�� ��� +$�� ��:��� �# ��A���� ����। �\� �=��- �w��� 
�H����� G�<��� ��� "(�� 0��� ����� 0�$ ��<���� 0��� +������ ��(��। "H���� $���1 "���� 
"���� .� ������ �}-�� ��<��  ":�। R�� � ��� ��A���� ����। ��y "R�� ":� .� #��� +�| 
B��r ��� .\� �����। ��#� #� ���� 0��� +��� �w��� G���� �����। ��m 0� "�q "��� 
��.�� ��� ����� $1��� �।  
 
 O1 �f{�। "$�� .�� ������ "���� �T�&�� ��� �� �����। 0�# ����� ������ 
������ ��� �� ����� �\�1 ���. �����&� _��� $� � ���� 0��� +������ ��y� ���� "��� #& 
�w��� ������ "��:& 2��&�� ���� H����, �w� +,��-� ��<�f�c� #��� ���� H����। �w�� 
$����� ��� +����� ���f` ��#��� B�� �����f��� +,�- H������।  
 
 $����� "��� ":�। �4�5� �� +������� +� "����-0� ��� +������� ��� 0���� "�<�� 
B\�� ��:���। ,�� ��� ��� 0���। %i��� ���। �w�� 0��� ��D��� G�<�� "(�� +����� B�� 
2Hz +,�- DE �����। +����� "#����� ��� ��n� #��� ���� H����। ��D��� "(�� 0 
+,��-� +��� ��� %�� f����। .�� 0�f��� +����� #��� +��� �� �� "�, "�� ���� "�� 
�(1 "1। .�� ��a�� ������ 0�� .��� #��-��- $�$&�। ��1 ���� 2�-��- ��  "��� ��:���। 
��m .����� +����� #�� "��  "�� ��� ����� �। +��� ����� $�� "H5�1 �&(� ��� ���� 
��:���।  
 
 �w��� "������ . ��D��� G�<���� ���� ��� ���� D�� $�����:� 2��=�� ���। "� ���1 
"��� .�� �H����� "(�� $����& . "��:����: ���� "H5� ���� ��:���- ��m +��� �� �&(� ��� 
�����। .��� 01 2�-�- � �1��� #��� ���� +��� �w��� ��D��� +,�- 2���� ���।  
 

 ����� "f�� ����। .�� +����� B�� %��� "���� . ^������ ���� ��:���। +��� 
B�H� #��� ���� H����।  
 

 "$�� "��� [ ��� $�� �\�) �w�� +����� B�� ���� ����� DE �����। ��m .�� 0�� 
+����� ����q "�� =�� ���� ������ �। 0��� +��� +��� $����� %��{ �����।  
 

 "$�� ":�। ��� ���� ��. +�:� ���� ��1 ^������ . "���� H����। ��= "(��1 
$��� +,�- . 2��+,�- H����। .��� D�� 0���1 B���&, �� �H������� $��( "��:����: � 
�� ������। ��m "$ ���T��� ������ �� � ����� +� "�� �( +$��1 ��� �। D�� ^������ . 
"����-0� ��� ���a ���a "$ 0����� 2�4�� +� :������ "� "�<�� "�<�� B\���, %�� $�� 0� 
����. ����� ��� �। ���� #& %�� ����� "������ �(�. "��� "�� �। 
  
 "$�� "��� Y-9Z ����। �\�) "����� ���� �w ���� +����� 0����� B�  +$��। 
0�$1 .�� "$ 0����� B�� "���{� ���� DE �����। %�� G����  ���  "��� ��:���। H������� 
��B ��B ��� ��� G�� +3 ����। .�� "�� �H� ���1 "���{� �����। ���. +����� ���� %e�e 
�� ��� ��m ���� ��X�$� ���� +����� ��� �। +��� ��1 "�q�=� ���$�� 0�0��#�� 0 
���# �&����  
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���� ��:���। "����� .�� #���� +����� "�� ���� ��X�$� ���� "1, ��1 ��K� ��� �H� 
���� ���� H����S�।  
 
 $��1 %��=�� +��। �� +����� 0�0��#’� +.��� ����3��� +�$। +� "��� ���� 
�। 0�0��#’� +.��� 0�$ ":� ����3���। ���T��� :�#� B\��� 0�0��#। ��� ���� B�  H�� 
":� .��� $�����। +� 0��� �^�� "��� ������ �। �T�& G����� "��� ����� � ��� ������। 
"#����� "H<�H�� B\��� Bt��$। "$�� ��� �u$�|�� pZ� . 8� "�c��� $�7��� ��3���� 0��� 
��-�� ��। "�� ����� 1�����$ ����� �� 0� +�: 0�0��# ���� "�� ������ fT����� ��� 
���-+��� ��1 ���� "�����। :��� $��� ��� f�� B\���। 01 �4��~�T-� G���� "$ 0����� 
#$�����-� �� "������ ������ "���। ����� ���� ���� �^��� ��:��� 0 �(�। +����� #& 
.��. "� :����। 
  
 "$��1 ��������� "#���� ���� %������$ +����� +k��� %�f| #��। "$�� 
���� +��� ��������� $�,� . ":��|�# ������ $�����:��� �w��� "������ . ��D��� G�<��� 
.�� 2Hz +,�- H������। .�� +����� ������ ���� "���=- ����� ������ �। ��`�f` ��� ":� 
.��। �w��� ����� oZ f�: J$&1 +����� +,��- 2�- ���। ����� ���&1 +��� ��D��� . 
"������ ��� ���� $=� ����।  
 
 %f��-�� . %�-��� 0� �4�& "����� .��� ����&y G�<���� �:��। H������� ���=r 
%�C�� ��  +�� %$��& ���। ���=��, ��A���, ��A���� %�T�� ����� ����� "��(�. ^�<� "1। 
���� +�� ���. ������ "H����� ���� ������ %$�(���� #& �����। %$���f��� ������S� 
��<H�� +���। +�� 0$� J$&��� �H��)$� ��� +����� ����&- �� ����  ��� �&�C� ���� 
�����, ��m .��� ���a "���� f�: J$& ���� ":�। ��� Y/[ # ��H<�� ������। +��� $NT-� $�C 
%�C�� 2H�� ":�����E� . %e�e$� [O #�� �|� ���� $=� ��������। ����� $��( 0���. 
�|� ��� ����।  
 
 ��D��� . "������ G�<��� 0 �����k� ���-���� �w�� "f�c  � ���। �H����� G�<��� �w�� 
�� ���� 0�� f��� ���� ��� � ���। .�� ������ ":� ���������। 
  
 +��� +�6 +�6 +��� 0�:�� +$�� ��:��� 0�� .��� 2�4� %�C��� ���a +��� ���� 
����� "�� ���� H�1���। 0���� +��� %�C� ���a ����� ����� ���$�� ":�� %�2��� ���� 
����s� ����। +��� ���=�� G�<�� ��� .�� �̂�:�#� G�<��� B�� H�� $4�5 �����- ���� .�� 
���� ��� ������ ���& ��� �����। ���=�� +��� �#��� G�<�� ��� �$���। .�� +����� 
����s��� "�� "�� �� ��। ��1 ���� �H������ G�<�� "��  $��1 �̂�:�#��� 0�$ ������। +��� 
�� $��$�� �̂�:�#�� B�� H�� $4�5 �����। .�� %�C� ��a�� ������। �&���� $������ � .��� 
#&। .�� 0������ $� G�<�� "��  ��|��� "�� "*��� ���� 0�$ G�<�� C�� �����।  
 
 +��� +��� 0�:�� +$���। ������� . ��\�:� "(�� +��� �w��� ��������� ��� G�<�� 
C�� �����। +����� ��=- ���� ��� "$��:�#�। "$��� +��� +�:1 ":���� ����� ���\�� $� 
�\� ��� "��������। .�� 0� +����� j��� ����� ����1 H���� �f�� �� ��। �� ���& ��� 
"$��:�#� ���� ������ H�1��, "$���� +��� "$ �( .��� #& 1S� ��� ��y "����� +� ":���� 
����� "����� ":���, ���� ���� ������ ":��1 .��� j��� ����2�r ���। ��m ��6�� �� ���� �। 
.�� +����� 2Hz H�� $�& ���� � "��� "�������� "�:�:W ��� ���$��� H�� ":� 0�� 0�� . 
.��� %��� $��&� "$�1 ������ $=� ����।  
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>1 �_�${�� +��� "^� ��y �����। "^�� 0������ 3���� . "��<���� +���� 
������ ����� 
B ���। %:�-� #��� "��:�� +���-����$ ������ ��� B\���। ��G� O�� ��$ ��� ��y �����$ 
$��1 ��<� �� 
�6� �ux�$ "^����। �̂��� ���� +� #��� ��-_���� +�����& +��� "$�� 
%�ffT� ��� �:�������। �’"H�� D�� ���� ���� ����� f�� B\���। ��(�� ����� ����� %×�f#� 
+������ ��� ���������� $��# $T�� +<�� ����� ��<�� ���� 0��� +������ �� ����� ����� ��� 
������� +��� %���H�� ��- �����। ��m +����� +��� %�� ��# ����; %�ffT� ��� ��$ 
(���� �(� �।  
 
 +� "��� ����� �। $��1 +��� ��H� ��� "�������� ���� �.� �����। "�������� $�� 
��y ���� "��� +��� "$�� ����2�r �������� 2H��। ��m �� ��� ��� J$&��� j��� ���� ��� 
"����� $�Ø� "����। ���� ��� ���� +� G4-& ��#���� +� +������ ��। .�� ��f��� +����� 
���� ������, ��m +����� %7:�� ���� E� ���� �����। +��� ����� $� ���� �_�c�� .��� 
$�T�� X�$ ��� "�������� $�� ��y �����।  
 
 +��� =�� ���� "$1 G4-& +���� +� ��#�������। ���� ��x�$G����� ����� "���� 
$��(, ��#� ����� $��(। %
���� ����� ��#� �y��। ��1 .��� ��&� ���� ����� 0����� ��� 
��<���। ���- .�� =��� "��:& �। ��#� ����� ���^��� ��`�� º�� ���� �����, ��#� "���� 
������� ������ $���& B����- "����� ����� ����, ��#� f�1�� ��&� ���� ��� ����� 
0����� .���। .��� =�� ��� ��� �। "���� $��(, ��#� %�6�~� $��( ��x�$G����� �����। 
���. ������� ���� ������  ���� .��। .�� �� ���q? ������ ���� ���#�^��� ��x�$G������ 
�� ���������� 
����� $�7��� +��� ��� �����4�� G����।  
 
 O1 �_�${� +��� "������� ��y �����। "�������� ��y �� +���� $T�� +<�� ������ 
+��� ���x� 
��������� ���q��� $���� #�����। "$ $����� +| +� %�fT�� f�q�� �&y 
��� ��� �। $^���� +�| +� "�� ���y� +�| $��1 D�� "�<�����। ��� ��� #�� ���� 
���� �f  #����� D�� 0�#� +����� "���� +���। "$�� +��� $��1 D�� ��c��� 01 ���H�� 
%�ffT� ��� �� �����।  
 
 +�� D�� %��� ��� f������� 01 +��� "����$�। 0�� �� f�����$ +�����। ��1��� 
.��� #& +����� #& "����y ���� #& $�7��� "���� +���। 0�� +��� f�1 +��� ���� 
+��� ��-"��, 0��� +�| +���. ���� ":��� ��1 0��k ���। "$�� D�� +�� 01 "#��� 
+��� 0��� ���H�। +�� ��c���, 01 �������� +���, 0�� $��1 +��� +�। 0�1 "Ù� f����$� 
0�1 $�±4�� �4�5 . $f&��� ��<�� +��� �|�। ��B�� "�B %
���� ���� ���� �। .��� �� 
+��. "���� ������ 2�- ���� f�����$। f�����$ "���� 01 �f��:� ���q3�����। 
 
 >1 �_�${� "^� ��y ����, ����� "�������� $�� 0����। �w��y ����� O1 �_�${�, 
��m ������� %���� ���� �। 1�����& +��� 0��� H7���� ���� %7$� �.��� #&। H7�� 
�w��y ����1 ���। +��� ���� �� 0 +��� 0��� �� +�� "^���। �H��:�� "^� "(�� 2�� 
>9 ��1� �T��। �� �H��:�� 0�� ��� ��x����� 2�� $�6 0����1 �w��� ���� ���। 0$� C�� 
���� "�� �#��� G�<�� ��� ��$���। $��&�� ��y�� ���� "�� ��y���� ���1 +��। 
  
 "$��1 H7�� %�f���� �.� "���� $�6 ��# DE �����। "��� ���� +� $�� ��� �। 
2���#�� %e�e . ":�����E� ��� +��� "$�� ���� �:�� �.� ����� H7�� %�f����। 
��HR��� 
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0���� �( H�� ":�� $��� �����। +����� 0 %�f��� pZ "�c��� "#������ �� � �������� 
"#������ �T-� . $�,� $�����:�� ���। ���. $�6 ���� ���H��� . ����s� ���� ����~ 
+���1 ��������। %��& 0� ���- ��� "�, ���������� $�6 �(G�� . 2���#�� %�� ���� 
+�����1 #��।  
 
 "��� �� ��। +��� $��1 0�:�� ���S। ��K�k H��� %���� ��� �। ��( ����� j��� 
����2�r ��� %�f��� ���{ ��S�। +��� 0�� ��|���� ��H��� ���� �। $� ���� 2������ �_�c�� 
0�:�� "��� ��:��� :k�&C� %�f����। "(�� (���� H��� �। %�f�� $^� ����1 ���।  
 
 pY1 �_�${�। +��� ���� :k�&C��� %�� �T��। +� [ ��1� �T��1 ������। 0���. 
�w�� "�� ��y���� G�<�� ��� +��। +��� "��� 2�� p8��� ������ %�T�� 0�$ "�;<����। 0��� 
+� $��� %7$� �.�� $I� ���� �। ������� %��C� �w��� G�<�� "(�� +����� B�� 2�� 
+,�- DE ����। +���. 2��f��� .��� 0 +,��-� #��� ���� H����। ��m $��� %7$� 
�.�� $��H� �� ����� �। �� ��������� ���7�_��� +�
���� ��^ "(�� +��� ���� 
+� 0��� ���s +��� 0���। +�
�� +���� �����, ‘���� pZ� "�c��� H���� "��N�� . 
��������� ���� "��� ������ ����  ��� ��� �����#��� %�f���� �.� ��� ��.।’ 
 
 +�� "$1 %����� pZ� "�c��� H���� "��N�� "�u ������� %��� "��� 0�� ��������� 
"�� $�����:�� �� � +��� pZ� "�c� ��� $i&�� %i����1 ��# DE ���� �C �����।  
 
 +��� �� "^� "(�� H7�� %�f���� �.� �������� "$ $���1 H��(� "�c��� 0��� �� 
�&��� :^^���� %��� ���H���� ��� �H��:��-��c����� "��_ ��� �����#��� %�f���� �.� ��� 
�:�����। +��� ������ ����  ��� ��� ":��� �����#��� +,��-� ����s� ����। $i&�� $��( 
$��( +��� $� �\� ��� �.� �����। �_�${��� ����� $i&�। %i��� �.��� $��( $��( ����� 
����. "� �� ���। ��m "$$� f����� %���� ��� �। 0 ����� %i����1, ����� $��( ������ 
������ +����� 0�:�� "��� ���। ���  ���� ��� %�H� %#�� �(। 0 ��( +��� 0������1 
��। ���� � �i�� �(। "��(�. R���, "��(�. B<H�-�H�। "��(�. �� "��� "��� ���। H������� 
:��:������ �f । %i��� "� ��1 +��� ���  ��:���। $��( +����� f��� %e�e। ��#��� 
H���1 �5 ��S�। ��� B�� 0$� f��� "��a� ��� H�� � 1 �u$��& �&����। ��m ���. %��,� 
����1 ��� +�����।  
 
 +��� ��1 �( H���। %�� ��5 �u���। �a< �a< "����� 0���� _��। �a< �a< "����� 0���� 
_��। ���a ���a �( f��� ���S���। +��� ������ 0�$ H���� $�\� ��(। 0 ���� � ��( "��(�. 
"�� ���q#�� $� � "���� �। D�� ���a ���a �’0��� ���� � ������ ���� "����� "��� "����। 
����� ��� "(�� �( ��H ��� �( H��� ��:���। ,��u ��� �� ��। �\� �� #�� �। =����, 
�(��� $��1 f�q- Ë�k। ��m %i���� %�H�, %#�� C�� "��(�� "� �����। ���� � 0� $�� 
"1 �������।  
 
 ��� "�q ����। H������� "f���� +��� ^����। :��:������ ����� ^�<�� ^�<�� "f���� $T���� 
+��� ��� ������ ���S�। "f���� ������� ����� ��]� ������ ��� B\���। ���� +���� 
$��1 "� 
�6� �ux�$ "^����। �(G�� H��� +� �H�� ������ $����� ��� ����� 0���।  ��1 
���� ���� $��1 0��� ����� ����।  
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�����....। +��� ���� DE ����। +�:� �( H��� %�f¸��3��� +��� �_�c�� H���। "��� �� ��। 
��(�� B�� $T���� ��� ,�� �� ��। +��� 2�� ����� � "�q2��k। +� 0��� 03���1 ��x���&��� 
0����।  
 
 ���� p8�� "��# 9 ����। +��� ��x���&��� 0����� "�;<�� ":���। �w�� �� �����#��� 
����� "*�� ���। +��� 0��� "�;<¤�1 �w��� 2�4� %�C� #��� �)�� ����। .�� �� ������-, 
"��(�� "��(�� �� ���� ��y ��� +��, $����7 �� +����� #�� �����। ��m �=-�) "$�� #��� 
"H5� ��� �\� ��� �। ��1 H��H�� ��#��� %�C� $��4� ���� ��:���। +��� "$��� ��A�� ��� 
��#� ��� �$�� DE �����। 1���T��� H��(� "�c��� "� �� �H��:��-��c����� "��_ ��� �����#��� 
%�f���� �.� ������ ���� "��(��, ��T� %7$� ����� �� #��� #& +�� ��# "����� 0��� 
���� ":��� "$ ��6� ��� ��\����। "���=- ��:��� �। .�� ��� ��� 0���। .��. �����#���� 
2�� Y/[ ��1� �T�� G�<�� "^����। +�� �� .��� $��( "��:����: ����� 0�� 2���#�� �(&���� 
������ $��( +��-2�� �����। ,�� ��� ��� +$���। +��� H��H�� ����� ������ �C 
�����। ��a�� ������ .�� +����� %�C� ${�i ���� #��� �����। H��H�� p[ �_�${��� ��� 
"��� ":�। +��� $��� �.��� $��( $��(1 �w��� 2��B�� +$���। "��a� ":� .�� "�� �#��� 
f���1 �����#����� G�<�� �����। +���. ��1 ���� �:�� .��� B�� +,�- H������। .�� 
+����� +,��-� 2Hz H�� $�& ���� � "��� +Q$���- ���� ��#� ����। 8[-0^0^0� ‘��’ 
"��N��� "�#� ����$� $��1 +����� ���� +Q$���- �����। +��� �� �����#��� ��� �� 
�:�� ���� � �&������� B�� 2Hz H�� ���� ��:���। 1�����& �&��� :^^���� %��� 
���H���� H��(� "�c��� ����. +����� $��( 0�$ ����� ����। .���� �������� . "�u ������� 
%��� pZ� "�c��� "� H���� "��N�� ��� ���� p91 �_�${� ������� B�� 2H� ����� H����। 
������� �w�� 0 +,��-� ���� "���=- ����� ������ �। ���� ������ ����� ������ G�<�� 
"^;#������� �:�� ����� ����। +����� H���� "��N�� . �������� +��� 0�:�� ":�। +����� 
�� ����. "^;#�������� �w��� B�� 2Hz H�� ���� (���। �� $���� ��� p91 �_�${��� ���। 
+��� "�f��� ���� � �&������� B�� H�� ���� ��:��� "��� ������ "(��. +����� H���� 
"��N�� . �������� "^;#�������� B�� H�� $4�5 ���� ��:���। ��� ��� ����� +Q$���- ���� 
#& "G�q-� ���� ��:���। ��m ���. +Q$���- ���� ��#� ���� �। ��m +��� #���� 
+Q$���- .��� ����1 ���। 0�� � .��� "�� �(1 "1।  
 
 p>1 �_�${� $���। ���#��� ����5 $�� "�� ���� +Q$����-�। +���. ��� ��� 
�w��� ����� ���� H���� +Q$����-� #&। ����5 $���� "�� ���� ��� ���#� +Q$���- 
�����। ���������� 2��&� �-�c�1 ��� . +����� ���y������ %�������� ���� ����$��� 
+Q$���- �����।  
 

$�=�)���u $������ "�#� ��)^� ����* 
 

Y�� #� : �#��� ���&�� ����� ��� $����� ������ %&�� $����&����, ���� 7����$�� 
�$N� ��¿���� ��� "$��#�� 1$��� ("�E ����-�#��) 0� %�&�H��� #:- %��� ��� �� । 
2�4���= ���1 2f��� 0��]�� �� ���� #:- ��#����� ���-� ��। ��1 "�#� (������ 
����) ����� "������^ $������ �����,�� Y�� #� ���� �#�� ±���� �T�� ���� ��� ":�� 
+¡����� %����� +,�- ���।  
 
 

 
 

* pO@Y $��� ����� 0���_��� �= "(�� 0 $�=�)��� :4��� ��। 
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��m $�H��� ����� "�E ���� "�� "��� �T���1 +Q�:�� ��� । ��� [ # $����� +����� 
���� ��� � �� ������� ��&� ��� ��। 0��� �4��&� �� 0��]�� +� "�� "�� %�&�H�� ��� 
0�� "�E �����. "�� "�� $i� ���� �����। %��& "�� ��y ���� �� 01 ���&�� ����� 
���#�^� ���y������ ���� ��� � � 0�� 2����& #$�����-� ���� ���� ��&� ��� ��।  
 
 >1 #� : �� ���� :��� "����� 2���f ���� ��1#���� ��#����� f��� ����� "�.�� 
����। �$��1 ���#����� ��\���� ��1#���� ��#���� "V�� �&��N �������� ��=� ���� #&। 
  
 ���#��� %�� ":��� . "�;��� ��#���� "V�� �&��N R��� �������� ��=� ���। 0�� 
��#���� ���z�� . +�. �1# ��#���� ��� ��। �$��1 ���#��� ������� ��&� ��� %$�� 
$���$� ���H� ���� ����~� $��( �^�� +$�� $=� ��।  
 
 pp1 #� : H�:W ��6�� ��������� H���^�� %������ "��  ��.��� H�:�W� ����� 
B� �� "���� �$��k "1। ����� Bf� ���� ��� ������ "���:� "������� (��� $�£. ����� 
B� �� ���� $=� �1।  
 
 1�����& ��� "���� "� +���� ���� #& "�������� ��� $����� ��4��= "���� ����� 
���±�� "G�q-� �����। ":������� "H;���� ��� � $� ���� ���. ��� ������ $�c +����4�5�� 
"��:����: �=� ���� ��m �T�� ��� +������� ":��� ":��� ��� ������ ������ $�6 
":���� �(& #����। $��  $�� "���� ��c���� 
��(�1 ��� ��W������ $�c "��:����: "��� 
+������� $����& ����। ��m �u��� ��q� ��� H����� ��� "^�� ��� ��������। ���� 
":������� +,�- ��� ���� #G&f��� ��&� ���।  
 
 01 $� ����� ���1 +�� #��� ���� "� +���� ���� #& ��� ����� "���� ���� ���±�� 
"G�q-� ����� 0�� %s���� ���& ���� +����� ����Q�f��� +,�- ����। +�� $� ����� 
��� 0 ��� ��.��� �� +������ � �&�N ���� "1 0�� %&�& �&�N "(��. $�6 J$& ���� 
��� "$���:� 2������ ��� 7��� +Q�:�� ���। %����q po1 #� ����$��� p �&������ 
J$& ��� +���� . +��� ������ ���� #& +����� �-�#�� $ �, "$��1��� -H����� "��_, 
H�7��-����� � $ � ���� 0�1 $�� %7$� �। %����q ���� +����� ���� � "��� H�� ���। 
  
 8p"� #� : �������� ��� %������ �������#�� ��#���� �&�N +,�- ��� 0�# 
�������� $� p> # ��#������ ��&� ��� ����� �&�N ��� ��� "��। 
  
 8Y"� #� : +����� ����� ��� ����# �����$� �’# ����$� 1�6� "G����^�� 
���� (���। $I�� $�� ��-"����� 1v� 5 ���� B����& "G����^�� �����; �\� "$1 ���T��� 
���� $������ ���$�� . �������� �k�# "$��� B��C� ��� ����$� �’#�� ��� ���। %��& 
������� ������ ���। 0��� ���$�� �� . �k�# %�&k $���$���� ���H� ���� 
�������� 
"������� ����� %�&k �4� ��।  
 

 8["� #� (�:������ ����� ���U��- . ���) : ���� ���� �:������ ���� ��6�� B�� 
��1 ��$�� �����T�� $�� (���। ����=- �� �������� 0� '��� J$& 0��� V��� H��� (���� 
��1 ���U���- :�� ��� $���& 5 ��। �� ���T��� ���� G�� ��� H��। ���� "�� =�=�� "�� 
���।  
 

 89"� #� : ���� �������� ��� �������� ��:���  �&�N ������� $�����& +,�- ��� . 
����#�� +�� ���। 8>"� #� $������ .����Bt� ��^����� ��#���� �&�N +,�- ��� 
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����# ��#������ ��&� ��� �&�N�� ��� ��� "��। 1�����& �w� ����# 3rH� ������� 
��� �� । %������ $������ ���$�� ���� ���� 0�# ��#��� ���z�� ��� �� ।  
 
 8@"� #� : +�� f��� ��� ����� ���U��� ®�& 0�� ":���3�� ��� +�$।  
 
 YZ"� #� : �������� ����� "�4�~ 0�� '��� ���y�$� ������� "(�� �������#�� 
%7:��� ���$���� 2Hz +,�- ���� ����# ����� ��। ����$��� �������#��� +3 
������ ���� ������ ���।  
 
 p@1 #���1 : ���:�W� B��� ������ ��� 0� "��N�� ��� "�W�$� . ��#���� �� %7$� 
��� (���� �������� #���� "���$�� "�4�~ 0� '��� ���y "$� ����� B�� a�<���� �� । "�� 
����=- ����� �� �w�� ��#������ ��� �4���� "^�� "�;�  2�- ��<H��। ��� �������� #���� 
"���$ �4� ��#����j��� ��^�� �&�C� ���।  
 
 pO"� #���1 : ����# ��#����$� ������ ������ 0� "��N�� J$& ��|�����#��� 
�&�N ������। +�� By �&�N +,�- ���� #& $������ .����Bt��� +��� ���। .����Bt�, 
�������� ��� . �����B�� ��|����� �w G�<��� B�� +,�- ���। 0 ���� ���y������ �’# 
"#��� ���� �।  
 
 8Y"� #���1 (����� $����#��� ��� HT-�-��HT-�) : �������� $����#��� ��� "����� ��� 
����� "�������� $��( "�� "��:����: C�� ���। +�� ���� +��� "���$ . $������ ���$�� 
���� ��� ����� 5 ���� ��1। "$��� ���� ��#���� . �������� �������� ���। ������� 
+����� ���� +�45 ���� #& +��� ":���3�� +�I ���। %������ ���� +��� "���$ ����� 
��H �:�� ���U��� ®�& ���:�� $�� �� । ����=- ��1 ����� +.���# ����� X�$ ��� ��� 0�� 
"�������� $��( "�� "��:����: ����� ����` ��� �� ।  
 
 8>"� #���1 : 0�� $������ .����Bt��� ������ ��\�1 "��� ���� #&। .����Bt 
������ "�;<��� ����# ��� ����� (%e��) $������ .����Bt��� %�� "�;��� �G�� "^�� . 
�|� ���। �)=-�) $������ .����Bt� ��6� ���� 0�# ������� 3�� ��� #�� �=��(� 2�-��- 
Ú���x��$ "�; ��� (��� 0�� "�q ���k ������ $=� ��।  
 
 p[1 +:* (�$����� ���) : "������� "#��� ��K���� "(�� �T������ ��������� J$&��� 
+��:�-� "��� �����=� ��। 0 $�� H����� "(�� ���y$�7�� %����� ��y���� ��� (��� 0�� 
���y�������� ����� %��3- "��  ���।  
 
 +�� ����1 ��� "������� 0� '��� ���y�$��� ���� $������ ���$�� ���� "�4�~ 
��\�1 �$������ �� "$���� ��T�� ���� #&। %��& $��$� �������� ���$�� �� 0��� �� 
"$���� B�� H�� +,�- ��� �w� 0���� #�� 5 ��� "�� 0�� ����#�� ����� ���। 0 
���� +��� �’# �������� ���� � 0�� �’# 3E��f��� +�� ��। �$���� T���� �4��c�� 3��� 
+G��� B�  ���। 
  

 p> 1 +:* (����� +����� ��� X�$) : ��������� j��� �� "����� ��� +����� 
����� ���� ���� X�$ ��� "�� . ���$��-"������� "��:����: ����` ��� "��।  
 

 8>"� +:* : �������� . ��#���� ������ 0��� ����� �� +����#�� "(�� +������#�� 
���� %7$� ��S 0 ��� ����� �� +��� ����� H������ ���� "G��. ���� ����s� ���। $������  
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.����Bt��� ������ +,�- ���� ����� �����। �����,�� $������ .����Bt� ������ +,��-� 
2���� "�। +�� ��# 0� '��� J$& ��� ��� ��� "(�� +,�- ���� �$��k ����। �w�� 
+����#���� ���� %7$� �.��� $��( $��( $������ .����Bt� ������ DE ���। ^�� �w�� ���� 
���� (���� +�� ��� "(�� +,�- ���। +,�- H������ "(�� H��� (���। ���#1 �w�� 
�������&���T� ��� �� । 0���� #$����-. ��fc ��� H������� "�; ���;�  ���� (���। ^�� 
+����� ��= 3�� ��� ����� 2���i� ��� ��< ��। 0 $�����: �w�� ����� %e "^�� #$�����-� 
���& ���� ��� 0�� %��� ������ "��� $=� ��। ��# ��#���� ��� �� . ����# +�� ��। 
+��� By ��# ��#������ ��� ���H������ ��^ ���। ��#���� �.��� ��#��� ���� %=� 
%�C�� %e$� +����� ���� ��� �� । ��� ��� "(�� ��� ������ %�� ":�� �(& $�7� ���। 
��� ���� ��&� ��� ���. ��^�� �&�C� ���। 0��� ������ H�� ��1�^�. +����� �6:� ��। 
  
 pZ1 "$��{� : ��#���� . �������� ":������� $ �� ���y������ :������ �=& ���� 
#& 0�� $���� ��� "���� #& "��� 0��� "����� �����#� ���। "������� ���� ���� ����-
��$�. �������। ��m ":������� $ �� $�|�f�#f��� "G����^�� ���� (���� ":��������� _�u 
+�$ ���� ��� "^�� 0�� ���� ���y������ ��= ��# ������ #& ���& ���।  
 
 1�����& +�� �i���� f���� H�� ��1 $���e$�7� ����। #�� "�#� (������ ����) 
����� "������^ +���� 0&����� . ���U��� ®�& $����� ��� 0�� ���f` $��� ":���� 
������ ���y����� �����;�� ${�i %���� ���।  
 
 +:*-"$��{� ���$ "������� "#��� ��#���� +� +������ $��&� %�� "��  ���। 
"$#& "�������� ���q� $�$&:- +���� ������ ���� "��������� ���� f��: f�: ��� 
%&��&� ����. ����~ %��- ��� ���y����� ~����� ���� #&। +�� �� $���e ��� f��� 
"(�� "��� �^����। �� ���-���� "V�� "��� "^��। +�� $�� �������� H�� f��: f�: ���- 
 

(�) ��=--��K������ ����~ ���� +�� ��#।   
 
(�) �T��-��=�-� ����~ ����� .����Bt���। 
 
(:) �T��-B���� ����~ ����� ���� $������ ���$�� ����। 
 
(G) ��K�-B���� ����~ ����� ���� $������ 1$�����।  
 

8�� %�P��� : ��� ���z�� 0����-0� "�4~�� 0��� É� ���:�W ��#������� +,�- 
���, %������ $������ 1$��� ������� ��#�� +,�- ��� [# ��#���� ��� ���। Y�� 
%�P���� ���&�� ��#���� ���z�� +��� ����� ��������� "(�� �:����� ����� $�� $������ ���$�� 
���� ���� �|� ��। $������ ���$�� �� ��� ��� "(�� �������� ":�� �(& $�7� ���� "��� 
"^��। 

  
po1 %�P��� : ���� $������ 1$��� ���$�̀ ���� ��1 ±��� %�C��� ��#���� �&��N 

%����� +,�- ��� ����# ��#������ ����� ��� . 9�� ��1�^� B��� ���। %������ 
���� $������ .����Bt� ����� ��#�� ��#���� �&�N +,�- ���� ":�� "���� ��� "� 
��#������ ���¿� ���  ��� �&6। "$1 %�C���1 ��� ������� H�� +G�� "�� ����#�� 
����� ���। %���5 ��#����� ������ 2�- ��<H��। ��� ���¿� ���  ���y������ $�$&��� ���& 
����- ��� ��। 0���. 9�� ��1�^� B��� ��� ��।  
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���:�W ��#������ +Q$���- : ���:�W� ��#������ +Q$����-� #& +��� ��� 
�’��� �� ��\��। 2(� �� +�� "����1 ��x�$ ���� �����। �j��� ����� ����� �� 0&�_�f���� 
+���Ev��� $������ ��\���� +Q$���-�� ��� �����- . ��&�C� ���� #&। $������ 
.����Bt��� ��\���� $������ $��� +Q$���- ������ #&। �T����� %����� ��#������ ��1 
��� %e "��� �’��� B��� ���� ���� .����Bt��� ��� +Q$���- ���। $��&�� ��� "��� Y@ 
# ��#���� . 8@ # �����। ������ ����� �������� �����=- ���� �� 9/@ #�� f�: f�: 
��� ���y������ ���f` '���� "��� ��। 0��� ���& �’# ����� ����� ��x�$G����� ���। %��& 
���� ����� ��1#���� ��� � �� "$���1 3�� ��� "�q ��� "�� ���� $������ .����Bt�। 

  
 8Y"� %�P��� (2�� ����� � "H����&� �4�) : �������� 2�� ����� � "H����&��� 
%�&�H��� ���$� ��#~ ����� ��। ������#, ����q�-, :-��&�, ���  "�� ���, ������ ������� 
���y������ $i� "���1 ��� ��� "���। %����q ��� $��$� "���� ���� $������ .����Bt� 
#������ '��� ��� 01 ���&�� ����� ������ B�� +,�- ��� #��k %�C�� ��c���� 
��x�$G��� ����� � "H����&��� �|� ���। ��� �|� ���� ��� H������� �� �� � �� ���� 
��#�� "��� "$��� B��C� ��। $�6 ����q� B��C���� ��� �# �|�� ���� ���� 2����& 3�� 
��� ��&� ��� ��। ,�� #�� ��� ��� ��� ���� G�� ��� 7��� 7��� G��� ��� ��: �����। 
 

8O"� %�P��� ("$��1��� -H����� ���) : ��� ������ "���H "��#��� ���$� "(�� ���� 
. ������ $�����& ^���� ���� ���� "$��1���  "(�� H����� $ ��� ���� %7$� ��� (���। 
0� $�� �����$� +��� ���� ���� ����� � �1 DE ��। 2�� 8/Y G�� ��� H��। �w��=� 
����# ����� ��। �w�� "���� ��� ����� J$&��� ��� ���। ������ ������ "����-0 0�1 
��� � 9 # ���� "��� ���� ���।  

 
 pZ1 �f{� : H�:�W� ������� ��6�� ��1 �$��� ��। ��������� 0� V�� +�� 
������� ����� $�� V���� ��1�� +G��� 5 �� 0�� ��1f�� ��� ��।  
 
   pY1 �f{� : +��� �# '��� ��� ������ ��#���� �&��N +,�- ���। 0 +���� 
+,��- �� ��#���� ����� ��। 0��� #$����- ����qf��� +������� $����& ���।  
 
 p@1 �f{� : $������ .����Bt� ��&���� ���:�W %����� +,�- ��� ���:�W� 
��#���� �&�N ��K· ��� "�।  
 
 8O"� �f{� : �D����� 0���� f&�� �’# e������� ��� ����� $�� �:������ ��� 
�������� +B��� :�� �� +,�- ���। 0 $�� ����� ���� �w������ +�. ���� J$& "$��� 
0�$ B��C� ��। +��. +��� '��� ��� +,�- ���। 8/Y G�� ����� �� ���� e����� �#�� 
"���1 ���� ���। ��� By e�����j��� ��<��� +Q����� ��� "�;<���� "�.�� ��।  
 
 YZ"� �f{� : $����#��� ��� "����� ���� $�� ��������� "���# �������� T� 
"������-0� ���� ��� "��� ��� "����� ��� ��� ���� ������ ���।  
 

p�� �_�${� : H�:W ��#���� $���& B��� �������� E��, +�� . ��� ���z�� $�^ 
+���H� ����। 0� $�� +�� "��� 0��� "��� 0�$ ��� ����� "� ��W��� J$&�� H�:�W 
+$��। �������� E�� +���� 2���� ��� �����। 1�����& ���-J$& "�;<�� ":��। �������� 
E�� +�� �w���  
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B�� a�<���� � �। 0 $�� +��� ���� "�� %e ��� �। D�� +��� ������� ���z ���� ��:���। 
DE ���� ����� ���। ������� 0���� ���z�� $�^ . %&�& ����# �&��� $��1 $�� � ���। 0 
$�� +��, ������� $�^ 0�� +.���� ���:� ����5 ���� +��� �� H�:W ��#���� B��-�T�� ���� 
��<� �� ����� ����C�� "�������! �\�) �w������ ����# J$& +����� �������� 0�$ �� । 
+��� ���� $��। �� 0�-0�-�# ���:�� +����� ����। ������ $�^� ��� "(�� 0�-0�-�#’�� 
��� +�� �)=-�) 0��� /�� ������। �&������ G�� ":� ���1 F�। ���T���� ���& :�#� B\��� 
��������� +����e3���। a�<�� a�<�� ����� ��:� ��������� �����। 0 $�� +��� ����� 0�-
0�-�# �&�:��#�T&। �4��& %������ f�����। ��m 0� $�� +����� "#����� �w��� B�� ��� 
"(�� +,�- ���, ^�� �w�� 1�6�-���=rf��� 3�� �� �� (���। 0� $��� +��� ,��� ��� 
���� ���। 0f��� +��� �4��&� ��� "(�� "���1 ��1।  
 
 [\� �_�${� : 1�W���� ���� +��� "���$-0� "�4�~ 0��� ���y������� ����� ����� 
"� ���� "� $�6 3E~�T-� ���3�� X�$ ��� "��। ����� $�����&� #& 2��&� #��:�� 0&����� 
����� ��\��� ����। ���� $�6 3E~�T-� ���3�� X�$ ��� ��� �������� ���1 +�A76 ��� ��  
0�� ����t�� ���� ������ (���। ���� �� ����$���� $�c #��:�� #��:�� 0&������� 
���y������ �� �� ��� ��।  
 
 91 �_�${� : �������� +��� ���^�� 0� '��� ���y�^;# ���� ���$��-"������� $ �� 
�w��� ���� "��� ���� #& ��\�1। ��m ��� �^�� 0�$ #���� "�, +,��-� f�� �������� 
��6� "��  7���� �f�� ���� ���� �����।  
 
 >1 �_�${� : �������� +��� ��� ��� ��\��� "� ������ . ������� ����� ����� �� 
pZo # ��#������ ��� ��� ������ $NT-���� �w��y ��� ����� 0�� ������. ���y������ 
+�����। 0 ��� ����� �� +��� "#������ ����� %��3- "��  ���।  
 
  @1 �_�${� : 01�� "�������� ��6�� ��6�� "����� ��  ��#�� ��#�� 
+����4�����। $���� ���� "��:� +� "��:�। ���� 
��� ������ �����। �� $T���� B�� ���� 
"���������।  
 
 Y�� �_�${��� "2�7�� %����� "f�� �’��� +���  +,�- ����� "$��1��� । ��#������� 
$��( 3�� ����� ��S। 0���� ��#�� ��#�� #�� ��#� Bt��$ "��� B�\��। %����q >Y # 
��#������ ��� ��� "$��1���  ��� ��� ����। ��m %�&k �u��� ��q� "�, "�� 0� %$��� 
���T��� ��� "���� �������� T� "������ 0�� ������ $���� +��� 0 ���� ���� �। "$��1���  
��y ���� �� +��� �#�� +,�- ��� 0�� �#�� ��y ��� "H;���� %�f���� �.� �1। 0���. 
0�# ��� ���y����� ���� �। "H;���� +,��-� ���� G�� �� �� ��#���� ��� �� 0�� 
%���5 ��#���� +����� ���� �|� ��। "H;������ 
��� ������ ����� B �� (���।0$�� ���� 
$������ .����Bt� . ���$�� �� 0�$ +����� $�c "��: "� 0�� "H;���� +,��- $����& ���। 
0 $�� "�#� #�^� 1��� "H;������ ��<� ����� ��� B��C� � 0�� ��� "�;( ��y�� ��1#�� 
+,�- ��� �� ��y ��� ��।  
 
 0 ���� +�� ��� +#. ���� $������ 1$��� . �������� #���� R��� "��_��� ���# 
��$������ �H��)$��� �����। 0f��� +����� 
����� ��� "�q ��। +����� 0 ���� #$����- 
��(5 $����& ���, ���f` #��:�� +��, ���& . %&�& $����& ��� +����� 
����� $�7����  
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~����� ���। ������ ���y������� ��G� � ���$� ���� 0��1 2��- ����� "� ���� ����Eq �। 
���� $���$��� ��(5 �=��� %������।  


�=�u $������ "�#� ��)^� ���� 
po-O-@Y   

             
$�=�)���u $������ +��� .����� ��� ��,�* 

 

+�� 0�2� ���$1 f����� "$���� ��� H���� ��1 0�� "$�� �1�� �&��� :^^���� 
"�4�~ "������ +�$। �� ‘�$’ "��N��� ���z�� ���� �&��� :^^��। +�� �� ‘�$’ 
"��N��� @� '����� '��� ������ �����। 01��� ���� "��N�� �1�� +��� ������ %����� 
���। +�� +��� �#
 '��� �1��. "������ ������ %����� ���।  

 
 p8-[-@p ������ ��� ��1��� "� @ # ���¤$& "����1 ����� ����� ��� ���� %7$� 
�1����। �� +�� +��� '��� �1�� "$1���� %7$� �1। �:��1 "����� ��1 ������ %�� �T� 
+:�1�� �:����। �� +�� +��� '��� �1�� �|f�: "�� "*��� B�� ���� ���G���  ��� 
C�� 0&����� �$�1। ������ �� ����� � ��6� �1�� �^������� �� +��� ������� B�� +,�- 
���। +��� +,��- "$��� po # ��� ��, O # +�� ��। ���� "��� ���� ����� $=� 
��, ��� +��� "������ H���� ��1। 
 
 89-[-@p ������ 88 # "#��� �1�� ��������� 2��� ���। H��� ��� 7��� +$�� �� 
+����� ���� �1�� ���। ��1 "$����� #:�-� $�����:��� "$���1 ���� ��� ���। ���� �� 
"f�� [��� $�� "$�� �1�� �.��� �1�� �����1 ��� 7��� ��1। "$�� �1�� +�� ��# �:�� 
�$-0�-�� "��_ "��� ����� +�$। ������ ���G� ��� C�� �$-0�-�� ��6�� 0&����� ��:�1। ��� 
pp��� $�� ����t� �1�� 8@ ��� :��  �1�� ���¤$& �$����� ���� %7$� �1�� (����� +�� 
+��� '��� �1�� ������� B�� ����� H���1। +��� 01 +,��- ������� pZ�� :��  $NT-���� 
=��7C ��। o�� :��  +���� =�� ��। ������ �� ���¤$& ����� ��। ����3�� H���� ���। ���� 
�� $��� pZ G����� $�� ����� +�� "������ H���� +�$।  
 
 pY-9-@p ������ ��� ��1 "� 2�� 8ZZ # ���¤$& "�� ��1 �1�� :�� �� ����� ����� 
��� ���� %7$� �1����। �� +�� +��� '��� �1�� �|f�: "�� "*�� �:�� ������� B�� 
+,�- ���। +����� +,��- 2�� 89 # ���� ���, ����3�� �� ��#� "�। 0����C�� 
������� ������� :�� �� +3- ���:�� ���। �� ������ "$�� �1�� ���� ���। 01 +3 
���� ���k ��������।  
 
 p@-9-@p ������ +�� +��� '��� �1�� �4(� ��� �� । �� +��� ����z 9Z # "��� 
���। ��������� �1�� �|f�: ("����) "�� "*� 0����� �_�^� ���।  
 
 8p-9-@p ������ ���¤$&�� 8�� :��  �1�� ����� ��� ���� %7$� �1�� (����� +�� 
������� B�� +,�- ���। ������ ������� 8�� :��  $NT-���� X�$ �� . O # J$& ���� ���। 
  
 po->-@p ������ [Z # J$���� 0��� "��V�� ����� ������� ��#�� ��� "������� #& 
����� �� �1�� �$��� ���� %7$� �1�� (����� +�� +��� "#��� �1�� ������� B�� 
%�����f���  
 
 

* ����� 0���_��� �= "(�� 0 $�=�)��� 7�- ��� ��।  
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+,�- H���1। +��� 01 %����� +,��- O # ���¤$& ��� ��। ���� J$&:- +����� ��/ 
+,��- ������ � ������ ��� ���।  
 
 8Z->-@p ������ +��� +����� �|f�: �_�^� ��� �� �T�����t���� �_�^� "������ 
H���� ��1। �� ����� "�#� :^^�� $���� "$�� �1�� �_�^� �1�� "������� ���� H���� ��। 
"������ ��.��� �� +��� "#����� $��&� ��< �� 2�� 8ZZ #।  
 
 8@->-@p ������ po # ���¤$& �$�� �1�� 1������ � ���� ��1�����। �� +�� 
+��� p8 # "#��� �1�� �$�� "�� "*��� ��� ������� B�� +,�- ���। +��� 01 
+,��- ������� p@ # J$�� ��� ��। ��� p #  J$�� ��<�H�� ���। +��� �� ������� ��� 
+���� #& %7$� �1�� �$�� �1�� ���¤$&� +� 0��� ����� ^���� ����� ����� %7$� 
�1�� +��� ��� ���। ��� 0�� �1�� ���� %e B��� ���। 
  
 o-@-@p ������ ����� "�#� :^^�� $���� "������ �1�� �^���� +�$�� "����� 
����� "�_��������� C�� ���।  
 
 O-@-@p ������ :^^�� $���� "������ �1�� +��� '����� "���� �1�� +�$। � 
����� ������1 +�� :^^�� $������ ��� "� ��W����� "�� �1�� 2�� $r��� ����� . �|f��:� 
���� ���। +�� "$��� �:�� ��������� +,�- ����। 
  
 pZ-@-@p ������1 +�� po # "��� �1�� ����� ��� ���� %7$� �1। �Ì��� ��� 
#��:�� �:�� "����� ��1 ������� ";�� . ��_���� �1�� ������ �|f��:� ���� %7$���। 
�� +�� ������� �1�� pY�� :# �T��। ��1 � $�� ��������� +,�- ����� ���� �1। ��� 
+�� ��# �:�� 0&����� ��:�1��� #��:� "��� ����� +�$। ��� +��� "#�������� �1�� "$��� 
0&����� �$�1। ����� + �1��� $�� ������ �^�������। �� +�� ������� Û�� +,�- H���1। 
� $�� ������ +��� ��� �1�� 89 :# �T�� ���। ������� ��_����� 8 # "�u ����, 8 # 
"�#�, 8 # �&���, p # ���� $������, Y # �$��1 . p # %��c��� �&�$���। +��� ��/ 
+,��- ������� ��_���� ��`�f` �1�� �� । ^�� $��1 ��� ��। 0�� �1�� p�� %�� 
2���#�� �&��, p�� .�����$ "$�, ���� MG.I.A-3 $� +��� ������ %e B��� ���। +��� 
H����� ��.��� �� ���¤$& +�$�� ������� �4���� B��� ���। ��� ������ #���� ���� "� 
�&��� "������$� %&�& B���C %�^$����:�� +�� ��&� �������- �� ������ � 0����� 
2��� ��� "�, "� "��� $������ .����� $������ �4� ��� �1�� +�$�� ������ 9Z ��#�� ���� 
���±�� "�.�� �1��।  
 
 po-@-@p ������ .:�< ��� #��:�� ��� �_�^��� .-�� "���* +,�- ���। 2��� (��� 
"�, ��� 8 # %�^$��, p # "#�$. . ��# $�}� ������� .�� "���* +�$�� H������ �=& 
��������। � $��1 +�� ������� B�� +,�- H���1। +��� ��/ +,��- 8 # %�^$��, p # 
"#�$. . 8 # �$��1 ��� ��। ���� 0�# �$��1 +�� �1�� .�� "��*-0� B�� �1�� ��H 
�� �� ���।  
 
 @-o-@p ������ +�� +��� '��� �1�� �|f�: 7�� 0����� ��������� �y �_�^��� 
B�� +,�- H���1। +��� ��/ +,��- ��� ����� ������� 2�� pZZ�� ��A�� ��� �� ���� ���। 
��.��� ��( ������ �� 0&����� "^���� ���। +��� 01 +,��-� $�� "�#� +�## ���� ����� 
���#� �&����� . ����� $������ "�#� ���$�� �� ����� Y" ������� $�����& $��2��� $����& ���।  
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8[-o-@p ������ +�� ����# "#��� �1�� �$0��� "���_� ������ � /�# $NT-���� X�$ ����� 
"^��। 0��� �� ��#���� ��� ������ +����� $��� 0���� ��। ��������� "���� ��\�1�� ���� 
+��� ������ � /��#� 8 ��1� ��=�- ������� . �������� ��a��� 0&����� ���। ����� "��� ��� 
���¤$& f��� 8�� "*� ��$, ���� #�� . 8�� _# %7$� �1����। �� +�� +��� '��� �1�� 
������� B�� 2H� +,�- H���1। +��� 01 ��/ +,��- @�� :��  $NT-���� X�$ �1�� ���। 
������� �� J$�� ���� ���। [ # ���¤$&�� %e�e$# #&�k ����� "^��। ��� ��#�������� 
������ ���� ��# ���¤$&�� f���� ��\�1�� "�1।  
 

 8o-o-@p ������ "��N��:W �1�� 2�� p9Z #�� �� ��#���� . ���¤$& ������� 
������ ���� #& +�$। +�� �� �� ����  +��� ����� �1�� 7����� H������� 0&����� ����� 
������� B�� +,�- H���1। +����� 01 +,�- ����� 9 G���� ���k H��। "��q +����� 
+,��-� [ # ����$� ��� ��। ���� $��1 ����� ��� "^���� ���� ����� $=� ��। ����� 
9 G����� $�� +��� "������ ���� %7$� �1। �����T� ��.��� �� "����� ��1 ������ . 
������� 0���� �������� ����1�� ������। %�� �T� �1�� D�� +3�� "����� ���� . "��<�� 
"��� ��1�����। �� +��� "$1���� �.��� �1। ������� B��C� �1�� %�� �� ����  0&����� 
������ ������� B�� +,�- H���1। +����� +,��- ������ ���� ���-����$��&� "��� "$��� 
������ ��। ���� pZ��� ���� +��� H��� ��� 7���� 0� ��� �� �:�� B�\ �� ������ 
�� ����  +����� ��.��� �&�C� ���। ��.��-��.��� �� ��� Y G����� $�� +����� �_�^� 
�|f��: �^���� +�$।  
 

 YZ-o-@p ������ ��� ��1��� "�, H��� 7��� ���-����� 2��� ����� �_�^� �������। 
01 ��� ��1�� � ��:� ������1 +�� +��� 9Z # "#��� �1�� "$��� �:�� B��C� �1। 
$������ ���$�� �� $����. �� 8�� �����$� p�� "$�� �1�� +���� $����& ���� #& +�$। 
"f���� ���� +�� ������� B�� 3�� DE ���। +��� H�������� +,��- pY # ��#���� 
$�<���1�� ����1�� ���। $����� ��� H��� �� ����� %i���� ����# ���¤$& ����1�� ���। 
���� p # �&���, p9 # �$��1, 8O # ��#���� G��C��1 ���� ���। 0��� +��� @�� �  
";�� ���$� ��� ����� "^��। >�� 0�0��#, �&�:��# ��g >��, 0�0��# �&�:��# @8��, 
��1�^� p8��, opZ�� ����� B��� ���। $�<���1�� ��.�� ��#������� �f�� �����1 7���� #:- 
> #�� ��� ����� "^��। ���� ��#��������� +��� �� "���� "�;<��1�� "��। "��q +��� 
H�����1 �_�^� ���।  
 

 8-O-@p ������ ���¤$&�� ";������: H������� ����1�� +����� ���� %7$� ��। 
������ #�X� ���� ���� +:�1�� +�$�����। ������ �� +����� 0&������� �f�� +�$��  
�� -�� +��� ������� B�� +,�- H���1. +����� ��/ +,��- ������� ����� ";�� 
_����� ���। �� ���¤$& ��� ��। "��q ������ +�������� $�����& +����� B�� f�q- ^���� 
H����। 01 +,��- +����� ��= +#���� +�� ���� . �$��1 +��$ $���� +�� �। "$��� 
$����� ���� (���� �� Y-O-@p ������ +��� +����� �_�^� ������ "���� H���� ��1।  
 

 p9-pZ-@p ������ +����� 2�� p �&�������� �� ���y����� ����� �� ��� �_�^� 
"����� #& "H5� ��� ��m ���� �1। ������� ���� �� ���#� �&����� ���। "��q ������ 
%�4����� �1�� ����� ���� H���� ���। � $�� +��� %$�� (���� +�� ������� $��� "��:�� 
����� ���� �1।  
 

 po-pZ-@p ������ ������ +�� +��� '��� �1�� �|f�: ��#���� ��K� ���� "�B� 
��� #��:�� �_�^� �1। po-pZ-@p ������ p "��N�� ���¤$& %&���� ��.��� ��( +����� 
�_�^���  
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���a +���1�� ���। �� +�� +��� '��� �1�� ������� B�� +,�- H���1। +����� +,��- 
p # "�#�, p # "�u $� 2�� pZZ # ���¤$& ��� ��। H��# +���� �H��)$�� #& 
"���� ��\�1�� "�1। � �� +��� ��������� �� �4� ��� B��� ���। ��� ������ �4� ��� p 
�� �� f��$��. "��� �:����। ���-������ �4� ��� �1�� +��� �� ����-��$�, G� -��� B��� 
���। 03�� +��� "#�������� ���� "�1। "$��� +��� >�� 0��#+1-0-Y, @�� 0�0��#, @Z�� 
�#-Y ��1�^�, p�� >Z 0�0� "����, Y�� oY 0�-0�-��-�$, p�� %�����$ "$�, Y�� "����^�, 
Y�� 8" �����, 0�# ����������� ���� "(�� Y�� _���, ������ V��#*�� B��� ���। ���� 
$���� �������� +����� B�� ���� ����� ���। ������ +����� "�� =�=�� �� �1। 0 
$��. ������ +���� ����� ���� #& 9Z ��#�� ���� "G�q-� "��। 2��� (��� "�, pO ������1 
+���� [(� "�c��� ‘�$’ "��N��� ���z���� ����~ "�.�� ��।  
 
 8Y-pp-@p ������ +�� +��� ���� "��N�� �1�� ����� ���� �� ��� �1�� +,�- 
���। +�� ��# o� '��� �1�� ������� ���� �_�^��� B�� ����� H���1। +�� �� 0��� 
0�0��# . %�����$ "$� �� ����� H�����। >Z 0�0� . 8" ����� �� ���� #& %& "��� 
���। +�� ��# +��� 01 %�e� $�����& ������� 9�� ���� ��A�� B �1�� "�1। +����� 01 
+,��-� ���a1 +�� ����� "�#� :^^�� $������ $��� %������$ +��� ����������। � 
$�� +��� %������$ ����$���� �(� ����� ����। ��1 +�� %������$� ���&�� ����$���� 
:��� ���� (��� 0�� ��� "�, "���� +������� #��$ �, +��� "�c� "��#����� "���-�� 
����$��� f� ��1�� ���� ����� (���। 01 $�����: +��� ������� B�� +��� 2Hz "��: +,�- 
H���1। �� ������ +��� �� ����  ��� ���। +����� 01 +,��- 9Z# ���¤$& ��� ��। p 
# ��#����$� H��# ����$��� �|� ����� "^��। ���-����� ����� ����� �� +��� 0�� 
�1�� �� %e �e . ������� B��� ���।  
 

$�=�)���u $������ ":���� +�{�� 
 

@1  #� 0� 0&������ Y # ����$� ��� ��। p81 #� �$�:����� 0����� 0&������ pY # 
����$� ��� . 8 # +�� ��। p>1 #� 0� 0&������ [ # ����$� ��� ��। 8Z"� #� +� 
0� 0&������ 8 # ��� ��। 8Y"� #� ��#���� /�# "��������� ���� B�� +��� 0&����� ���। 
0�� 8/Y # $����- �:���$� 8@ # ���� ���। ����# +�� ��। 8["� #� �������� 
0����� 0&������ p@ # ��� ��। � ������ E�� 0����� 0&������8o # ��� ��। 89"� #� 
����� � H� ��:� 0����� +��� +,�- ���। 01 +,��- ����� [[ # ��� ��। 8>"� #� 
"�1�_ � 0����� ��# ��� ��। 8@"� #� +� 0� 0&������ .��� p> # ��� ��। 
  
 8�� #���1 E�� 7�� 0����� 0&������ pO # ��� ��। [\� #���1 �$�:����� /�# "����� 
���� $����- �:���$� YZ # ��� ��। ����� � H�-��:� 0����� 0� "�1�_ [ # ��� ��। 
p8 #���1 "�#� ����� "�����^ +���� ���� '��� ��� ������(� ����� ����� "�। 
  
 ����� �� 0����� �&��� :^^���� "�4�~ ���� "��N�� ���। ����� ��y �4��� #& 
+���� ������(�� ��\��� ��। H7��-+��B � "��.�� "��:����: �&��� ���� #& +�� 0� '��� 
��� "����� +�$। H���������� '��� "�_��������� ���। �&��� :�^^�� +���� "��� ��� ���� 
�।  
 
 p>1 #���1 H���������� "(�� 0� 0&������ 0�# �&���$� @ # ����$� ��� ��। 
+����� �������� J��� +�� 3��� +G��� ���� �।  
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O1 +:* �����E�� 0&������ p[ # ����$� ��� ��। p81 +:* ������ 7�� 
0����� 0&������ [ # ����$� ��� ��।  

 

8["� +:* ������ � /�# X�$ ��� ��। @ # ��#������ ��1�^�$� ��� ��। 8@"� 
+:* ��� ����� ����� "���$�� ��� �� 0�� ���U����� $�����& B� �� "��� ��। "$ +������ 
8O # ������� ��� %�^$����� $����� ������। ���� "��� ��� "��������� ��� "��� 
������। ��� "��� 0�$ +���� ��� "� "$ +��� ���� �। 8o"� +:* ��1#��� 7��� 0� "�1�_ 
Y> # ����$��� ��� ��� ��। 8O"� +:* 0��� ��#������ ��1�^�$� ��� ��।  

 

88"� +:* ����� 0����� 0&������ 8 # ����$� ��� ��। 89"� "$��{� ������� 8 
# ��� ��� ��। 8@"� "$��{� p #�� ��� ��� ��। O1 %�P��� "�1�_ ������ 0����� [ 
# ����$� ��� ��� ��। p9ZZ 0&�����, p8�� "7�_, >�� H�� ��1�^�, 0��� "*:� B��� 
��� ��। pZ1 %�P��� �����E��, o #�� ��&� ��� ��, "�1�_ H����� ��।  0�# �$���� 
����# ������ ��- ���। pO"� %�P��� �������� "�1�_ [ # ��� ��। 8p"� %�P��� 
�������� 0����� 0�# ��� %�^$��, 0�# %�������� ��&� ��� ��। "�1�_ 8["� %�P��� 
�������� 0&������ Y #�� ��&� ��� ��। 8>"� %�P��� �������� 0����� [ #�� ��&� ��� ��। 
Yp"� %�P��� ������ 0����� [ # ��#������ ��&� ��� ��।  

 

8�� �f{� �Ì���� 9 # ����$� . Y # ��#������ ��&� ��� ��। pp1 �f{� 
�Ì��� . ��������� ���� %������ ������� $�����& p> # ����$� ��� . p8 # +�� ��। 
8Z"� �f{� ������ . �Ì��� "�1�_ > # ����$� . 8 # ��#���� ��� ��। 8p"� �f{� 
������� ������� $�����& "�1�_ @ # ����$� ��� ��। ppZZ 0&����� . 0��� H�� ��1�^� 
B��� ��� ��। ���1 +����� +������� ^����� .��� pp # ��� �� �Ì��� 0������। 88"� 
�f{� ����� +������� ^����� ��E ���� +����� 0�# 1��+� ������ ��- ���। 8["� �f{� 
�������� 0&������ pZ # ����$� ��� ��। 89"� �f{� ������ 0&������ Y # ��� ��।  

 

pY1 �_�${� ��� ��� (��#����) #��:�� �_�^� ���। p[1 �_�${� ��#����� "�1_ 
��� ��। pY # ����$� ��� ��। p>1 �_�${� ��#���� ��� ��� 0�� ����$��� +Q$���- 
���।  


�=�u $������ ":���� +�{��  
8Z-@-@> 

 
 

$�=�)���u "�#� ����� +��B� "���$* 
 

 %�P���� �������� "$������� %�^$�� �.��� �� +���� ‘"�’ "^��$�� %kfT�y ��� ��� 
0����� ��\��� ����। �f{��� p/8 ������� ���� ����� �4�5� ���& +�����  Y�� "��N�� 0�� 
8� "�c��� +�. p�� "��N�� ��� "������ ����� "��� ��। ��D��� . �̂�:�#�� ��a����a 
����6����� ��� �&��N� ���& 2�� p8� :�#� ‘:&��’ ���। 01 :&���� ��& ���� �������� ��A�� 
��<�  +��� %�C� ��� "^��। "f������ ����6� "$������� 0��� "��V�� ����� 01 ��( +�$। 
01 "��V�� ����� +$��� "^� . "������ "�� ��1 ���� 0��� V���� ���। V�� �� �\� 
+����� ��#�-0� pZZ :# �T�� 0�$ ��  ��1 ����� B�� +��� ����� H���1। V���� 
����6� "$������� 0�# "�^��&�� ���। ��� $��( +�. ��# ���। ����� $��1�� .��� 
+��� G���� ���। ����6�  
 
 

* 2�s ��4�� 8Z-@-oZ ������ :4��� $�=�)���। 
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"$������� ��#� ��� B�� ���� "������, ��=- ���� ^��:�#� 0����। ���� ��� ������ 0�� 
"��� �� 0��� ���y������ 0&�����। ":���3��� $�c $�c �̂�:�#� "(�� ����6����� 
��1�^�$���� H�� +�$। 2�� [Z/9Z # ���¤$& +����� ���� 03�� (��� ����� H������ 
#&। .�� �� +����� "�W-0� ���& H�� +�$ �� +����� $NT-� �_�^�-"�� ��1�� �T��-
��K� ��� 0�� "������ "^� $ � "��� "�� ��1�� $��k���-01 �1 ��#� "(�� 0�1 $�c 
+��� +,�- H���1। +,��- ����6����� [Z #��. "��� ����� �� 0�� >/@ # "��� �� 
������ "��� $=� ��। 01 $�� 0&������ +����� ���� "� ����6�� ��#� ��� ���� ��A� 
��� �� । 0�� ���� +����� ��& ���� ‘"/� "Ý�’ ���� "H5� ���। ���� "$1�� ����1 ������� "H5� 
���, ��m �&(� ��। ����6����� "���� f�:1 +����� ���� ��� ��  0�� "$�� ����1 f����� 
":��|�# ����� ����6�� ��#�-0� B�� 2Hz ":����q�- ���। ���� �� "������ "(�� ��D��� 
���k $NT-� 0������ ������ �������y ��। 0�� ��� �f{��� G��।  
 
2Ïu  �������� $� $��1 �� 0�� +����� ���� ���? 
 
B��u  ������= 0� +�:. 01 0���� +����� ���� ���। "������� ����� ��� ��K� ��� 

"(�� ��� ����� ��� 0��� C� ���k ��� ��� $� $��1 +���� ���� ���। +� ����� 
0���� ����� �� +����� 0���� 2�� ��3- "��  ":�। 0��� B�t� ��� ��� "�, 01 
0������ +��� �� ���� ���k 0���� ����6�� ������ $�c ��� ��� �� ����6� 
���� ������ ���� +����� B�� ����� H����। "$1 ���� ������ +����� ��/��� 
#�� �� J$& ���� �� 0�� p9/p> #�� �� +�� ��।  

 
 0��� +����� �_�^� ��� ³� ��� 0�� �����. ��� �4� ���। "$1 %��� ������� #&1  

$���� 0�� �(��( ��.��-��.�� � "���. J$&�� $���$���� $�c ��� ��� ":��। 
������ $��� 1���� "���-������ 
:� �$� �&�y:�f��� +���� 0���� ������� 
+�$ 0�� ����z� %�^$����� %�f| #��।  
 

2Ïu  ����&� �&����� +����� �� ��� %$����� ���? ����� �� �\��� $����� ���� �? 
 
B��u +��� ����� "����। +���� �&�������� ����� "�.��� ����~ ��� 1������� ��^ 

"(��। ��� +����� �&�������� �� J$& ‘%(��1#Þ’ ��� ��� �j3- "��� +����� 
�&������� ���। 0� ���- ���। ���y������ ���f` �&�N "(�� +��� "���# $�7� 
����� 0�� ������� +����� $�c ������। ^�� +����� $��1�� ���$� "� f��� "�.�� 
���� "$�� 0�� "� ����� ����5 ��� �� "(�� "���� ���� ����।  

 
 "������� "�������� 0��� ��#� +���� (+.���� ���:�) 0�� ��<� "���#�� $�c 

+����� ��� 0��� "$;���� ��� �। ^�� "������� +.���� ���:� ��^ "(�� "�� "�� 
$�����:�� ��1�। ��� "������� C��� ���$|���� ��� "(�� $� $�� ���1 $�����:�� 
"����। 0 $���� 0��� G��� �(� +��� �� �� । +����� J$&�� �:�� 0��� 0&����� 
��� ����6�� ��#��� "���, "$�� ��� %�P����� "��q� ����। ���� ��� 0��� 7�� 
���, "$��� ����6����� ��� =�� ��। "$1 7��� +�� �����, $�G�q�� �� +�� �� H�� 
+�$, "$1��1 %(��) ���� "f������ ����6� "$������ "$1 7���� ������ "�� 0�� 
[Z/9Z # "����� 4�$�f��� ��&� ���। ��� ���& p[ �)$��� "��� . +�� �)$��� �4� 
���। 01 ����� ��.��� +�� ���$�f��� ��� �u� ��1 0�� ����� "��� +��� "^�� ��1 
"$1  
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7���। 7����$��� +����� "��� "���� f��,�k � ��� ���� +������� +�. B)$���� 
���� (���। �4��&� ��������� ��<� ��. ���� +����� $��2��� $�����&� ��� ��� ����।  
 

"$1 ���� 0�# �4�� ��� ��� :E� �� �1�� +������� ����। %(H ��<�1 ����� 
$���� ����6�� J$&�� "��� "^����। ��� ������ "�, +��� ��� ":�� "�� �� �����। 
"�� ��� 0��� 
��� �� ��� +�� $��1�� �^�� ���। "������� ���a1 +��� ����� 
���। 7����$���� 01 ����� +������� �w�� +�. B)$���� ���।  
 

2Ïu  +��� 0�. D��� "�, ���y����� 7�� "(�� +,�- H����� ������ ������ ����6�� 
J$& "$1 7��� ����� H������, "$1 ����- 7����$��� ��� f�� f�� (�����। ��m ��� �� 
���y������ ��#� �.�� DE ���� �� 7����$��� �j3- B)$��� $� � ���� ��:���। 
+����� 01 ��#�3�� 7����$���� �� �� ��� $� � #��:�����?  

 

B��u  01 2�Ï +�� D�� �����, "������� �� "(�� "^� 0�� ������ ������ H7��-0� ���� 
�� +��� %7$� �1 �� "�� "V], ��A�� +����� "������ ���������f��� � ���� 
���, 7����$��� "����� ��� 0�$ +����� $�����:�� �����, ����6�� "$������� 
":���� +G��� 7����$���. ����� ���� ��m ��� ���� 0�:�� +$���। ����� ����� ��� 
%���। 7����$�� ����� �� %��� ��� "$ $N��� +�� 0��� 0��� G��� B�t� �����। 
�_�${�-0� 2(� $r��� 1���� 0��� "��V�� ����� ����6�� ��#�-0� ���� H�� ���। 
����6���� "���� "��� ����� B�� %����� ":����q�- ���। 0� $�� 1���� "��V�� 
������ ":�����E� �̂���� ���S�, "$ $�� ���� ��� ��\�� ":�����E� $������� #&। 
+����� 7���� "���# "$1 ":�����E� �� ��� ��� ��� 2�� $�� ��1� �( %��,� 
���। ��� f����� "��V��-0 "� %�^$�� ��� ��� $�c ��� +��� "��� ��। ��� �� 
������� "�, "� "���� "���#�� ����� 0� �y ���� 
��� � ��� ���� �। ��� 
+�. ��� "�, f����� ������ "� ����� $�'�1 "��� +�� ����. "��� �� ����=�� 0� 
�� ����  ":�����E� $����� ���� ������ �, ���� �� ����  ����� "������� 
7����$���। 

 
2Ïu 01 ����� +� "�� B�t����:& ��� +�� ��?  
 

B��u B�t� ���� +��। 01 ����� ��� �� +��� ����6�� "V] 0�� ��A��� �t��� H���1 
�� +��� 0��� ��q�� ������ ��� ��1। ��A���� ���� ������ $�c 0��� �4� ���� ���। 
����6���� "� �� H�� ������ "����� ":�� "$3�� +# +��� f��� ":��, ��� #& +#��� 
+��� ���y����� �� ��� 0��� �G���। 

 
2Ïu 0�� � ����6�� ������� +� "�� G�� �� ��  ��?  
 
B��u +�� R���� "����� 89"� ���H�� ��� ��c���� �4���� ��f��� ��6�� ��6�� ��  ���। 0�� 

+����� 0��B���-0 +���. ����6�� ��� 0f��� ��6�� "^�� "��� "����-0�� 
+����� 0��� 2�����$�� ���u2��� ���। 01 $�G�q�� ��� ����6���� ����� "������ 
"��  "��� ���& �� 0�� "^��� ":�� ��#� "�।  

 

 "^��� +��� $���$��� �_�^�� 2�� �’$r���� ���� "��� (���। 0��� 2��1 "��V���� 
����, ":���3�� ����, ���a ���a .�� +����� �_�^��� B�� +,�- ����� 0��  
����6����� 2���� +,�-1 0��� 2���� ��� ������ 0�� "^� ��������� ^Æ ���  
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�_�${��� [/9 ������। "$ $�� ����6���� "^� "��  "��� ���& ��। ���- ����6����� 
����� $�c $�� "��:����: $� 5 ��� ���S�। +����� ":������ "$ $�� ����6����� 
��� ��#��� �����। 91 �_�${��� "f��� ���� �������� H�� ��� ���$���� ����। 
"f������ +��� "����� ����6�� �_�^� �T&। 0� +�: +����� 0��� "��V�� ����� 
�:�����। ���� "^��� ��( ������ %�C��� ��#������� ��� �. ���। ���� 0�. 
#���� � "� ����6�� +��� "f�: ":��। "^�� �T�� "$��1 �� G��। "$�� $��&1 
+����� +�|� �� ���। +��� �� $� $�� 0��� 1S� ��� "�, �4��&� +�: "� %k� 
���������� 0��� ��� ��y-
��� "��� "��� ����।  

 
0��� +����� "�������� +��H-����H "��� �� ����6�� "$�� ���� %�C��� ��y 
����। 0��� 0��� B�t����:& G�� �� 01 "�, "H;���� . ��1#�� "����� ��#������� 
"��#$���। ��#������� ��f��& �T&� ��� ����6� "$������� H�1��. f�� ���। 
��#������� �  �  "���� 0�� ���� ��^ "^�$� "H;���� . ��1#�� "������ ����-"��\�� 
B�\ ��#� ��� +����� "�� =�� $�� ���। ���� $��# $������ ����। "�q ���k 
+������� �� 2���: ��� $������ ����� ��। 0��� +����� �&������� ‘��f’ ��� 
�H��:�� 0� ����। �H��:��-0� ���� +��� 0&�_f�� ��� O1 �_�${� "(��। 
 
�H��:��-0� ���� �� +��� 0&�_f�� ��� �� $������z ���6���� +����� 2������ 
���।  

 
pZ ������ +��� $������z "�;<��1। 0��� �� +��� ������� �������� +$��� �� 
+����� �&�������� �1 f��: f�: ��� ��। 0��� %�� +����� �$.� "�4�~ �� 
"��N��$� ����� � B�� ���� �H��:�� 1B�f��$���� ���� ���। "$��� �� ����6�� "$� 
+Q$���- ���। +���� ���� ���� 1���� +���� $�c R���-�H��:�� V��� "��_-0। 
f����� ���� �&������-0� $�c +����� %��7�- ���� ��। 0��� ���� �������। 
"$��� �’�� ����6�� +��� +����� $����� ������ +,�- 2���� ���। �4��� �� 
+��� ���� _� �&�A ���� R��� �� । 01 É�� D�� ���y����� ���, %(��) +��� 
"��N��1 ���। +� ��� p� "$P��� 0��� "��N��। +��� ����6�� _� �&�A ���� 
�� H�� +�$, �� ����� $�c +����� 2H�� ":���3�� ��। 0�� +����� "�� ����� 
��। "$ $�� ����6���� ������ "��  ���� ���� DE ��� 0�� +��� ����T&�� R��� �� । 
01 $�� f����� ":��|�# ����� f����� +����� B�� ":����q�- ���। +����� 
�&������ �� ���� "�$ �����। f������� �� ������ ����6�� J$&, +� ��1 ���� 
":����q�- ������। ��1 "��� ���� �� ����  D��� "�। ���- 0�# 1���� .�� ���� 
���� +�� �H���। ��� +���� 0�� +��� "����� �H�� "�������। ^�� "�� "�� 
=�� +����� ���। �-0��� ":��� �� ��� ��m "�� ����� ���। ��� ����� ��� 
������ ��� "$1 f����� %�^$�� +����� � �H��। ������� ���� "��#�*��� �� 0� 
"���� ��� 0� ��1� B����। "$��� p>1 �_�${� ������ �� $������ +�I �����-
����6� +���� �1# %�^$�� $��2(� +��� �_�^��-0 0�$ $������ ���। �� +�� 
1���� +����� ��� "�1। ����z� %�^$�� 0�� 0�# ���7�_��� +�$। +Q$���-���� 
�’# ����6�� %�^$���� 0�# ��S ":��|�# ������ �&��� 1^����� +� 0�# 
"�u ���� ��� ���� +�� f��� ":��। B� "��� �� [> 1-0�0�। p@1 �_�${� �� 
1���� +��� ‘��f’ ����� �H��:�� ����, �� 1���� +��� �$��k "� "�, +������� 
R���� "��� �; +��� ��� R�����। 1���� Y8 ������� �$-. ���� "�u ���� ����� �$�। 
"����� +�� ��� $�c �����, ��� ���7_  
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���z��-0� +��� %��& ��� ��� "�, +�� ��� $�c ���। 0�� +��� "��N�� ��� 
p@ ������1 �H��:�� ���� ��f ���।  
 

2Ïu "$��1 �� ����6� +��� $���z�� ���? 
 
B��u ��। 
 
2Ïu 0��� +�����f��� "�� $���z�� ����� ���। ����6�� "$�� "� 8[ 0^-0^ 

�&������ 0��� ������� "^;#������ �&��_� ����# +� �� 0�� ���� "$��� $���z�� 
���। +�� 01 ����# � �D� �����, +� "$1 ����#1 ����6� +��� $���z�� ����-
0�� +��� ���� ��� +�|� ��q� ���। 0��� B�t����:& "�, +��� �$-. ��� ���� 
"�u ���� #�^� 1��� B� 8[ 0^-0^’0 ����। ���1 �&������ 0��� $���z�� ����� 
+����� ����, 0�� "�� +�|� �&���� ���। ���� �� ��� �&������-0� "���#�� 
"���� ���� �� %���1 ��`����� �����। "�u ���� #�^� 1����� �&��$�&� �� �(� 
�#¸�$� ���� ���� %�a��� ��<��� (���।  

 
2Ïu +����� ^����-0 "�$� ":���� �� 0^-0^ ��� ����� $�c ��f��� ${� $�� 

����? 
 
B��u +��� �&������ ���z�� 2(�� $���$P� ���z�� ����। ��� $���$P� H�����। �����  

��� �� �&������ ���z�� ��� �� $���$P� ���z�� ��� 0�# �$�f����-
�&��� ��#��� ��। ��� ��� 0�� 0�. "��� �� "V�� ���#-0� �2�����। ����� $�c 
+����� $N�� ��� f�� ���। +��� 0�$�c ���# �����, "����� ���� ":���� ��� ���� 
+����� %_��� ��� ��# �����। ���- ��#��� �� +����� $��( +�: ��# ������, ��1 
+����� "�� %$����� ���� �। +��� ����� �(��(f��� ���# ��:��� ������।  

 
2Ïu f����� "$������� $�c ��f��� $��� $�� ��� ���� ? $N�� "�� ���? 
 
B��u 0���� ����� $�c $N�� f��1 ���। ��� +����� "$������ H�� �1 "�, Y�� �_�${� 

"(�� f����� "$������ $�,�f��� ���� %��7�- �E�। "$�� +����� %�� "���1 
"�<�����।  

 
2Ïu 1�����&, +��� �(�� "���� ���S "�, %����� #��:� ��u��� ��� �f��� "�;�� 

":��?  
 
B��u ��, +���� �4� ��x�$ ��� "�, +�. ����� �’��� ��:�� ��m �������� 0��� 
��� 
     ���1 ���।  

 
 
 

---------- 
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������� $T� ����� 

9। Y� "$P��� . ‘0$’ 
"^��$�� ��� ����- 

$�=�)���u "�#� "#���� "�, 0�, 
��^Bt�� 

----pO@p 

 
"������� � ���� �� �$����� ���� ��� �$�:����� ���k 0���� +����� ��}-��� 

���। 0 0���� "(�� +��� ":���� "V��2�r "������ ���������� %f&k�� ����6� "$������� 
��f��� =�� ���� ��� "$f��� ��± ���� ��\����।      

                      
�� +��� 0 ���# �&6 ����� �� +����� "$������ 2�� "#���� .$��� $�7  

���������� pp�� "$P�� ��fy ��� 0� ����� ��\�। "$1 ����� "������� +��� "$P�� ����- 
��� �� ‘�� � "$P�’। "� 0����� ��� ���H���� f�� +��� B�� "�.�� ������, "$ 0����3��� 
��� $���k 0����-B���� �$����� HT �����\ (����:��� ����) 0�� ��=�- /��-��� ��� 
�$�:�����। %f&k��- "� $�� 0����� ��� ���H���� f�� +��� B�� "�.�� ������ "$3��� 
����, �$����� "�;�f���#�� $���_���-0� ������, $NT-� ���:W ������ ��:� (��� ���� %�� 
���� $�6 /��-��� �� ������� 0�� ����-:W ������� + �1��#�� 0�� J��&���#�� (�� �� � 
$�6��, R��� ��� �� � R��� �(�� $�6��, ������:W ������ 0�� :^�:�<. 0�� f����� (��। 
013�� ��� +��� %f&k��- "$P��� 0����। 0 0���� �� �. R��� ��� 0�� ����-:W ����� 
���f` ":���� �)����� +�� +��� ":���� "������� ���\�������। 0f��� 0���� f�: ��� "���� 
�� +��� ���������� "f�� C�� C�� ":���� "�1$ J��� ���। "$��� ����$��&� ����� ������ 
"��� ��\�1 "� ���� ":���� "V��2�r ���H��� ���� ����। +��� 0����� "� $�6 #��:��� 
":���� "�1$ J��� ��������, �� ��� �$����� H��EG��, ���:W . �����H��:। 0���1 ��� 
�$����। /��-��� �� ������� ��$�:�, $��1�, ����|���, /��-��� �� 0�� ��:�� 0��� ��� 
"�1$। ������:�W "�$� "�1$ J��� ��� "$3��� �� ������� H�, ���#����, �������, �����|��, 
"���$��� 0�� ������:�W-2��&��� #��:�� 0��� ��� "�1$ J��� ���। R��� "#���� "�$� "�1$ 
J��� ��� ��-�������, ������, ��$���, �����$��, �������, ������¤��, #������� 0�� ����:W। 
����$���� :^�:�<. 0�� f������� 0��� ��� ":���� "�1$ J��� ���।  

 

0$� "�1$-0 "V�� ���� "������ ��\���� #& +��� ���(�� �&�N "(�� "�������� 
��,�� �����। R���-����$�� 0�� ����t� "#��� %f&k�� "�$� "�1$ J��� �������� "�$� 
"�1$-0 ":���� �)���� H����� �����$��&� "��� "V��-0� #& +$�। 0$� "#�� "(�� "�$� 
�E- "����� "V�� "��� #& +$� ����� $��&� 0� "��� ��� "�, ����� $��1�� "V�� "��� 
+����� #& %$I� ��� � �। ��1 �� ��,�����-0 "����। 0�� "�� ����$��&� "��� �$��P 
� ��� "��� ���� ��� "��। ��m �$��� "#��� +���� "��� $�$&�� $���� ��� ������। �� 
0$� "�1$3����� ��#�� ��#�� "V��2�r ":���� "�;<�� �:�����, ��. +�� �$��� "#��� 
"�1$3����� ":���� ��\���� #& "�� "����� ��,�� ���� �����। �’’H��# ���� ��,�� ������ 
����. "#��� %f&k�� �)���� H������ $��$ ����। %����q +��� "�1$ J��� ���� #& %�e� 
$����& ��� ���& ��������। ":���� ���� $�6 ���� ���& %&�� ��� �� "�, ":���� ����� 
$�^�&��z� ���� #& #:�-� $�����& 0��k 2���# ��m �$���� 0 $�(��� ����q %f�� ���। 
��1 2(� ������ +����� "V��2�r ":����� ����� ��� "$������ ��4�� �4� ����� %(�� #:- 
j��� �4� �����। ���� ��� �� ��� ����  
 
 

 
 

* pO@p-0� ���H� 8� "��#���� "�#� ��� "$���-1-���� ��$��� ����� ����।  
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���� �^�� +�$�। "����� �$���� 2(� ���� ":���� �)���� �� ���, "$���� ����6�� J$&�� 
�$���� 0�� ������� %]�� �f��� H���^�� ���� ������।  
 
 0������1 "� $����& ���� "$�� ����. f�� ���। ����$��&� "��� +����� ��(5 $����& 
����� 0�� ���� $����& ����� ���� ��2��- $����& �����, ��1 #���1 ���$� �� "(�� �$��� 
"#��� "f��� ":���� "�1$ J��� ���� #& +��� $����& "1। ����� "(�� ":���� �)���� ������ 
2��� ���।  
 
 +����� ��� %e�e ��� ��� %s। �i���� "(��. �� ���k B�t����:& "�� "�� %e 
��.�� ���S� �। ��1 "�$� ������1 +��� �f���� "�1$-0 ��# ���� #& ��\���� ������� pZ 
#�� 0��� �&�H ��� ����� ���� ���� �� ���� �������, 0��� ��� "7�_ 0�� ���� �����- 
���U��� ®�& ���� ��\����। 01$� %e 0�� ���U��� ®��&� �&���� +��� ����� 0�� ����s� 
%����� :-����� 0�� ����� ������ ${���, "�;( ����s� . �������, ����� ������ 
���z���� "�4�~ �&�º� ��।  
 

+:* ��$ ��� �i���� f��� "(�� +��� "�� ����$��&� %e�e ��1। �� +��� 
��#�� ���� ���& +�#�� %e ���� "��������। ����� "(��1 ":���� �)���� ���������� 
%f&k�� f�q-f��� "#����� ��� .�\। �� "(��1 ����6����� 0�C� "(�� %&C�� H���^��� 
������ ��(5f��� ����� ��।  

 
 %�P���-�f{� ���k +��� "�f��� ":������� "f��� "V�� ���� ���\����, ���� 0� 
"�� ���  ��� ��� � "���� "V��2�r ":���� ��� �। 
 
 +�� "� 0����� ��� ���H��� ����� "$ 0������ 2�� 89/YZ ��#�� ":���� �f{��� 
"�q ���k ��# �����। "� %e ����� ��������� "$ %e �� �. �������� ��#����, +����, 
+����$ 0�� ����� "*� "(�� ����� "�� %e��e� $��&� ����qf��� "��  ��� 0�� "������ 
�����. $��( $��( "��  ���।  
 

 0� ��3��� #��:� ���, "$3��� �������� ���� ����� ��}�- ��� �����, "��-
�������, �������� B�����, �������, �����$��, ���#����, ������H�, f�����, :^�:�<. 01 $�6 
0����� +����� 2��$ �&�C�. ���।  
 

 "����� +��� ������� "V�� ���� ":���� ����� #& "f��� ��\��S��� 0�� +����� 
��f��� ��� 2�� "�q ��� �:�����, "$���� ���� "(�� �$�:����� ���k 0����� ��f��� 
������ 2���=� �T&�� J��� ���-��m ����� ������ J$����� j��� ":���� %�����-0� #& 
/��-��� ��-�$��� ���$ � ��������� #& 0� ��-^�<� ���।  
 

 ��1 ���-����� +������� 0 #��:� "(�� $����� #& ����� ��� .�\। +���. +����� 
G�<���� $���=� ���� "H5� ���। ���- 0��1 ��� +����� $����q +���� C�। 0 #��:� ��� +��� 
����1 ����� +����� f���� +�� "�� �� � +� "�� B��� ��� �। ���. �� +����� $�6 
"V�� �&�N 0�� "�_����������� ������ ��� f����।  
 

 01 =�® #��:����� �=� ���� #& +��� +2�- "H5� ���। ��m ��������. +����� ���� 
������ #& "������� +,�- H����। ���- +����� ����� ���� � ����� �$��� ��1.�� ����� 
#& ����� 
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��� � ��� ������-����  !" ��# $��� %��� ������ �। ��� ��'�(, ��%���*� +,!� ���$-� 
�� �# ��#� �� %��� .��� $����� �����।  
 
 ������ �# /�0� � ��� ��%���*� ��� ��� �1�2 %�� ��� ��� �1��2 ����� �(��% 
343�� *4। 5����# ����� +6 !7�% 86 9 :��% *����� !*��। ;����< 9� ����� += ������ 
��%���*� ������ �# ;�>��� ��� ����?%@��� *���� $���4। ���� :��% ���(� ��� ��� 
�� !%�A��। �%B ��%���*� ����-��� 5�4 $�� �(� ���4 :�( ��4 �1�2 $���4। �% �(� ���4 
:�( # ������, !���4������ ��32 ���% ����� ���% ;C�� *4। �% �(� ���4 ������� !7�% 
����� ���% ;C�� *4। �% �(� ���4 $�*�� !7�% *������� ���% ;C�� *4। �� �% 
�(� ���4 ��%�D��� !7�% *�����-�� ���% ;C�� *4।  
 
 �%# ���4 $�����% !7�% ���� ������ ��� �1�2 EF %�� ��� � �1��2 ���� 
�G���H�� @��� ;I !�����4�@���, �(��%@��� �(�*�� %��। �� �� ��% !7�% ���� ������ ��� 
�1�2 %��� ;C�� *�J� �� !*��%K������. ���� ���� �%�� ���(% %���L� ;���2 %��4। 
��� !�< ��-M ���� :��%��� ���� *�  !��� ���� !�#। *������� �%  ���� !� !%�A�� 
��� ���� ��%N�(��� 5�4 !/��O�4� �@��� ��� ��4। �# !%�A���% !/��O !7�% ���� %��� 
���� !�. !��� *�4���। ���O ���� ������ ;�>� !7�% $�� !��� ���( *�4����� ���O !�< 
��-M 5�4 P6 �.-��#� ���%� ������ �OQ��� ����� ��7- *�4�����। �# ���%� 
����� 
���@� �G�-��*G�- ��-M ��R ���।  
 
 S��# +=!� 9� ��� ���� !��%9�% ��4 !�< ��-M @����� �@�� $�� !��� ���( *#। 
@���� $�� ����� �� ���� �G�2-��(�� ��.� �F2��� !"�� ���� EF %��, ���� %�� .2���*�� 
���7 ���7 �4��� ���*�O .�� O�T। @���� $�� ����� ��. !7�%# ���� .2���*� .�� !����� 
9( !"�� !�4� EF %��। ��� @���� ����� �� !"�� ��O !9����� %��। 9� ��� ��-M ���� 
!�� �%�� ���(% ���%��� !"�� ���4�����।  
 
 !� ��U  �V ���4 !.������� �@��� ��T����, !� ��U  �V ���� ����*� O 
�����%�W�@��� �AX *4, !� �(����� ����$�� 9( 9���# ����� Y/[ ������ ��U !�\� 
%�������� ���9� .�� �% %]���^ *4। �# %]���^-� 57� �@����_ %�� ���������� 
�`%��� 5���a� ��9�b� �*��। ��� ������ �3( %�� !� @�<2 !� ��� ��- ��� !�-
���%U�� !�����*� ������ ��� !� ;�(�$�� ;��$�� %���� ��� ����5�3�� �9 ���� ����। 
���� ���%U��� ��F�� !� ���# %���, �� 
����� ;9- ��-M !� $����4 !��� ����। ��� 
������ ���#�% �%# �3( ���� !��� %��- ���$��� %�� ��$�। � ��3( !�c0���� ���@X �*��� 
5���$�4 ���� !� �7de � *#। �������� ��%�� �7����( ��-5%�� ��*��( %��� �fg5��h। 
;I�I ����i�� �j���k @��� �� �%� !�4 �� ���� C*2 %��। ������O ��� �i� *4 ;( !%� 
��k !7�%O ��� !$e� %��। 5���a�� @�<�2 ���� ;�5��2� *#।  
 
 �%@��� ������ ��3( !�c0���� *�� � �(����� ��� %�-� O����� !�f�_ �(��% 
���%W� C*2 %��। %]���^ 5�4 ���� ��-M $��। �# %]���^ ���������� �@��� !.���� 
������ �%@��� ���# $����� *�� !� ���%W� !4� *4, ���� %�� ��U !�\� �%# ���� 
���%W� ��U���4� %��� ����। !��� ���%W� C*2 %�� *�4��� ��� ���l mF_�G2- m��� *���- 
 

=। !�\��� ����� ��T%@��� �$�n� %�� *4।  
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+। !.���� �`���� ��o�@��� $������ 9( !@��� !.���� /�0�  :��� %��� *��।  
  
8। !.���� /�0� m����� E�� !.����# 7�%�� �। �%�� ���(% �4��� ���*� !��%���O S 

��U /�0� �� ��T��� *�� ���� !.������� ��o�@��� ���$��� %��� ����।   
 

P। ������� ��-!4�� $( �% #� ���9^ !$# :��� %��� ����M !4� *4।    
 

,। 5��(% !.���� !�#�-� �%9 %�� ��9N��% ����e� 7�%��। ��� ������ 
��9N��% %��-%��� $���� *��।  

 

p। 5��(% !.���� /�0� �� �%�  %�� !��q�%� � � 7�%��। ���� !.������� �$�%`��4 
���4_@�� ��� �(�>� C*2 %���।  

  
Y। !.���� O4���]4���� ���7 ���7 ��#�%�����9%(�� O4���]4��O $����4 !��� *�� ���� 

%�� ���%U�� :�(��� ����� e *�4 ��4 ��� ������ 9������2� � ; �  7��%।  
 

[। ������ �����% ���%W� (�(�%� %(�� s�) � �%� *O4� ��$� ���� %�� ��% 
!�����*� �#������ q *�4 ���।  

 

u। ����� (���%U�� !�����*��%) 57� �#������ q %��� *��। ��� ��� ����� 
���*��  (��vn) %��� *��।  

 

=6। ���%U� !�����*�� ;I�I, ����*, ���(w�( #�(��� ���� $���]�� %��� � ���� 
!�9( !��.����. �(�>� ����X %�� ���� *��।   

 

==। ���%U� !� �������� !7�% %�0$���� �� �]��q 5q�\ �]��� %�� :�����% ��w� 
;9- %��� � ���� !�9( � w�( ���C� ��%��� m��� x�� %��� *��।  

 

=+। %�%����� !� $��� � ���� !�9( ��y(` ��� !��"�� #�(���� �����* �(�>� 
��xU %��� *��।  

 

=8। .���-!/���, !��.���, ����, 9��� !� �T%@��� $��$� %��� � ���� !�9( �(�>� 
C*2 %��� *��। 

    
=P। !� �%� !��% ��%-!�����*�� �*����.�� %��� ����� ��F�� 9�� .�� ����� 

*�� ��� $�� �(�>� ��� *��।  
 

=,। ‘‘��������� 
�@���% ;�>� ����9 %���’’- ���%U�� ���%��� �# 5$��2��% ��7(� 
5���2� %��� 9( |�%��* ���@X �*�� ;
�@���% ������ �f�e %��� ���%W� !4� 
*4। %]���^ !��< ���� ��� ��� !�\�� $�� ��#। ��� �%� ���%W��% 
��U���4� %��� 9( ������ �9 �9 !�\�� ���$��� ���%W� !#।   

  
��� ���� 8� !�\��% �}����� ���  �����\�� @�. %��। 5��(%�  �����\� !��� 

�����\� %�������� ;��� ��� ����� ��O !�4� *�~  
 

=। ��� ����,  +। ��/�# ���� (� y�  �����\��� %��L�� ��� 57�� %(��K ��99 ����� 
%(��K �9�9), 8। *��%� �-%(��K ����� �*��, P। �����-%(��K ���, ,। ���� -%(��K 
����, p। ����, Y। ��94.� (�# y# �����\�-�� %��L�� ���� %(��K  
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����� ��� @�0#4�), [। %������-!�~ �9�����, u। %�%��4�, =6। ����� 4� (� y�  �����\�� 
%����� ���� !�~ !������ ��� !�~ ����) 
 
 �# !�\�m���� %�@��� ��� ���� ���� !.���� ���O $����। ��� ���$��� ����O 
���������� ;@(M�� ���@X !�#�-� !.������� ��T���� ���4_O �# ��U �����\� %��L����� 
��� (U ���। �����\� %��L���� ����M ;��1� %�� !@��� ���T�4 ���। !.������� ��T���� 
����Q� ��v� %���O �����\� %�������� ���4_ ���। �# ����Q� ��v� %��� %��� 
������% ��%���*�� ���7 ����O ��� *�� *�4���।  
 
 ������ 5�� !������ ���-� ;���4� ���������� ;@(M�� ���� ������ %�-�`���� 
!9����� %��। 5�� !������ ���-��� �G�- !7�%# ���� ���������� !@��� !.���� �`���� �f��� 
9( !�#� ��-�2 EF %������। �%B ��� �# ���-� !������% � !�#�m����% ��O ����*� %��। 
���� �% !�\��� !.����� ���7 ;( !�\��� !.������� ��/<- � /�  !�9( ������ 
!�#�m����% ��@��� :��� %�� !� �q-���� !�#�m��� ��% ;�(� ���7 �����%�W�@��� 
���$���� *�� ����।  
 
 !��K���� (=uY=) 57� ��% !7�% �q������ (=uY=) ��l����l ��-M ������ !.���� 
�`���� ��@��� !��� ��4 !�, ���%U� !�����*�� ����Q� ���������� �@��� ��� � ����# 
$��। �# ����5�3�� ���������� �@��� ������� !.���� ;�����m��� ����<@��� ��H����.(-  
 
��4����� �% ��-� !������ ;�����-=P# 9���#~  
 
 ���%U� !�����*� ���� ��4����, ������, %�����4�, ���*���, %���4�$�, %� 4��� 
���%�4 =P# 9���# ��-M ����� �4a2 ��� �����। %��2 ������ �4��� ���*� ���� .�T� �# 
%(�Am���  ��7e ��R���� ���। ����� ��� 9�4.� !7�% ��J� %��� 9( ��%���*� ���� 
��*���( !������ ;�@���� ;C�� *4। !�������� ���� !� �� ��� ��� !�f_ %���� ������� 
�����। !� !������� �% ��-� ���%� ! ��%� %��� ��� !��%9 ���� �% �(����� :��� %��। 
y@-�.(��� ������� ������� � �(������� ��� ��%���*� �v4# !%� �����/���%� �*����.��4 
9��� ����। ��# ���%U�� :��%�� !� � � ��� %�� ����� ��� ���( !7�% �%�����(% 
��%N��% ��-��C !c%� %�� ��� ��� !c%�� !�� �%�� !���# ����� �%��� ���� ��। !��*�� 
������� ����� ��� ��� ��7��� ������ ���� ;��3�4, !c%� %�� !��� ��%��� ��-57� ;C�� 
*�4��� �� ���� ! � ��4�। ��� !�#��� ���� �� ����� ���� ��� ���� !� ���� ��� 
!.���m�� %��। ����� � !.���m��� ���7 ���7 ��%-���*�� ;C.��� ��� !�� !7�% ;C���� 
:��%�� � ��� �% $�����% !7�% �/�� !]��। ������ ��*�� :��%.2 ��� *��� ;I ���-2 � 
%�� �����1�� ���� 7��%। � ���# %�4% /�� ;�(�*� 7��%। ;����< �%�����(% :��% 
�v�����2 %��� ���( *4। ���� � ���� �*�� *�4���� ���� *��- =। ������� ���� �����, +। 
����*� ��y� ����, 8। ����*� �F� O*��, P। ����*� !��*��� !*���, ,। ����*� ����9 �b�, p। 
����*� ��y� *%, Y। ����*� ��y� �����।  
  

������� ������� �f���* *��� !3��� �@�� !7�% ���� %�� *4, !��� ��4 ��0� !�� � 
3�>��  ��0� ��9� �� - ���4 ��0��। �����9 �f���� � ����# ���। �G�(�� %�.9�� �f��(� ��. 
��0��  �%���  �%��� %�� ��� ���� !]�� ����। ���������� 
����� ���� �*�� ������� ����� ��� 
��0� ������ ;��� @����� 4। !������� 9.2 ���� ��0�% ��� ��0� ������ ���� ���7 ��2 
%��।  
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%� 4��� �(�����, Y# �.�, =p �.�~ 
 

���%U� !�����*� !�������� 94���@� �� �% 5%�� !�����4� *�4 ��T���। ���� ��� 
�?�f�� ��4 $���]�� %�� !�, ���� �� %����� !� ����� $���]��4 ���� !���� �� !%# !#। 
������ :���%��O $�� %�� ��� �। ���O ������.� ;��3�4 ���। Y# �.� !7�% ������ 
:��%�� ��%������ .������ �3( %����। ;����< =p# �.� !� �����. ���। S�� ���%U�� 
:��%�� %�4%��� � � ��� %�� %� 4���� ���% ;C�� *�J�। ������ :��%��O ��� ���� 
����� ;��3�4 O0` !��� ��� 7��%। ��U � � �� �� S ]�0��� �@��� $�� ��� �� $�����% 
!7�% ����� ��� !.����<-2 EF %�� *4। �# !.���m���� !�� %�4%��� �� q��� ��4 ��� �' 
����� *��*� *4। �%�� ���(% ���%U�� :��% �����4 !��� �3� *4 ��� ���*��� 
��#�]��-��� ��� �*���� ���� %��� �3� *4। �# ����%���-� 9( ��% !�����*� 
!*��%K�� �(�*�� %��� ���( *4। ��� 9�� ��4 !�, =P8 9 �*� ��� �'���(% �*� *�4���। 
� �(������ !�f_ ���4��� *������� �%�� ���। ������ :��%�� � ���� ����< ��*��� ���$4 
!�4 ��� !�������� ������ !� 343�� *�4��� ��� 5������ C*2 %��।  
 
��%�D��� �(�����-=8# !��K��~ 
 

���%U� !�����*�� !����7 ����4�� ���� �f�e %��� 9( ���� !��O�4 ��#�  (��% 
��x��� ��# ��0�� ������। � �(����� ���%U���� ����< ��%-�� ;��� %��। ���� !��.���� 
#���� ��. y� � �% ���  O4�.2 9��� ���। ��� S O4�.m���# 57� ��xU *� ��� !"�� 
����< !%� 343�� *� �।  
 

����� �# �(�>�� ����5�3�� ���� ;( !%c�� ;��� %��, ��# ��@��� ]��  ���� 
%�� !"�� ����< ;�� 3��C> *4। ��#  (��% ��x��� ��#�% ]� ���� 9( ���� ��y(��� 
��*��( (#��%�"% !q� ��� � �����) ������ #J��� ��# ]� ���� �(�>� !#। ��%���*� �� 
������-����  !��.��� $��� %��� 9( �`�� *�4 O�T, �� ���� �%���� ����� .������ ��� 
�14�%��� �3( %��। �# ������ !" x�� %��� 9( ��%�D��� ���%��� �% �(���� :��� %��। 
�(����� ��.��� *�4��� y’��� ���  (��% ��# ���4। ��� ���7 :�y(��% ��� !��. %�� 5�4 866 
.9 �G�� �����  %���� >�� %�� *4-!��� !7�% ��#$ � ��� !� ��# !]�  ��4। �# �����. 
������ =8# !��K��। S �� ��%-���*�� 5�4 �% !%�A�� :��(� !"� ������ !7�% ��%�D��� 
*�4 *����� ��-M ����� ���%W� ���। ������ ]�0� ��� ��%�D��� ��� *������� ��l����l 
9�4.�4, ��%�D����� �%  S !"� y’9 ���%U�� ;�]��� ���।  

 
!"�� ����@��� y’��� ���� !��l�# O4�.2 ��.��� ���। ��� �� 5�4 $�� �। �� !" 

��%�D��� !7�% *������� ���% ���� %�� ��# ����� �(����� ��� - �`�� *�4 O�T। !" ��U 
��U ;C�� *�J�। ���� !��l�# O4�.  (��% ��x��� ��# ��� *��� �� �� #�� ��� :�( 
!�l�# O4�. ��#�� #��� ��� ��# ��#$ � �� ��#�% ]� ��� *4। ��� #����� :�( 
!��l�# O4�.�* x�� *4। �# ;������ y’9 ;�]����* +Y 9 ��%��� �*� *4 ��� 9� 
��4। ������ ;�% �*� *�4���। �# �(������ !�f_ ���4���� !�~ !������। :�y(��% 5�14�4 
(�����) !" x�� %��� ���� ���������� 
����� ���� � �# ��� 57�।   
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%����� 9��� �(�����-+P!� !��K��~  
 

����� � ;@(M�� !� ��U !.���� ��T����, ������% �# %����� 9���� ��( ���4# 
��T����। ��% !�����*� � ��� !��4 %����� 9��� ����� �`���� �����4 !�4। ���� ���� 
������ $���]�� � %��� ���� !�9( %����� !�� *����� ���� �%�����(% ���-�������� 
��# ��0�� ���� *4 ��� �� 5���14� �3( %��� 9( !��% ��4�. %��। ���%U�� !�����*�� �%�� 
:��% !��K�� ����� +6/+= ������ %����� 9��� ��� ��� �%��32 !/����]��� �� ���� !�� 
*����� ���% �]�� ��4। !�� *����� ���% �]�� ����� ��4 ����� ���4� $��� y’��� ��# !]�  
��4 ��� ���� �%9 ���� ��4 O y’��9 �*� *4। ��%����� !��� !7�% ��D������ ���% 
$�� ��4। ���� !�� �%�����(% !��% ��� !� ��# ������ %�� ��� !���� /�0�  ��-��2� 
���%W� %��� 9(। S � ���O ������ !��% !���� ���, !��� ����� !%� ���� !�4� *4�। 
������ :��%�� ����� ��� ����?% �/�� *��� 5�Q�� ��J�।   

 

+P!� !��K�� ������ :��%�� ��D����-%����� ��U�� ��� !��  !��  ��*���� ��� 
�(����� ���.�4 ��� ;��3�4 O0` !��� 7��%। S�� ��%����� !���%�� !��%�* %������ ���% 
�����। ����� ���� ���$�4 ��. ��� 5�4 +6/+, 9 ������ ��9�%��। ����� !���# ��� 
���%U�� :�(। y’�� ��. �� ���� ���� /�0�  ��-��2� ���%W� %��� 9( ������ �� 
!%� ���� ��4�। ��# +P ������ �� ���� %������ ���% ����� !��� !�����4�@���# ;C�� 
*�J�। ������ :��%��O ����� .������ �3( %�� ������। ��9�%���� �� �� ������ ]�0��� 
�@�� $�� ��� �� ����� �%�� ��� *4�। ������ :��%�� E�� ��%����� ;��3�4 ���। !� 
9�4.��� ������ �(����� ��� !��� !7�% ��%������ ;C���� �� :��%�%# !��� ���J�, 
��# ��9�%����� �� ������ ]�0��� �@��� !7�% �� !����4 ��4 �� ����� �%�� %�� *4�। 
�� ���%U�� !���� ������ ]�0��� �@��� |��% ��� ��� ������ :�(�� ��14 *�4 O�T ��� 
$����% !7�% ����� ��� !.���m�� EF %��। ����� ���  ��U�2- ���%�� ��� ���4 ;C�� *�J�। 
��� �%� :��% ������ ]�0��� �@�� !�c0��� �����। ���� �@��� 5��� %�����, ���� 5�4 ���# 
�*� *4। !���� !� ��U ��%��� ������ !/��O�4� ��#�� ���, ���� ����� ����C> ������ 
��0$���� ��b��( ������ :��%��� �3( %�� m�� ����� 7��%। ���� !��*�� ����� � %�� 
�������� ��# ����� !.���m�� ������ !%��� 3�� %��� �����। �� ��4 *T�` ��4% 
��y� ��X� ����� !7�% ��] ���4 !����4 ��� ��� ‘‘94�����’’ ��� $�`%�� %�� O�T ��� �# 
��� ���� ;C�� *4 !� 9���� ��%����% ��� %(��K ���*��� (%(��K ��99) ���� *��9� 
%�� ��� !��� %(��K ��� ���4 .��4 ���� ��� �%�। ��� �� ]����4 �.�4��� *4� ��# !� 
��� !�����4�@��� ����� !7�% !����4 �����। !� �%���G� ;C�� *��� ��# ��%���� 
!���.��� m�� ��� �3 ��� �U% !@� %�� ��� !� !����# %���� ��� !�< �~��� �(�. %��। 

 

� ���� ��%������ �%9 ;�]����* p= 9 :��% �*� *4। ����� �%�����(% �*� 
*�4���। �%B ���� �����4 !��� �3� *�4���।  

 

���*��� ;�����-+=!� ;�\���~ 
 

;�\��� ��� ��-M ������ �`���� !��� ��O4��� ���%U� !�����*� ����� !�� ��� � 
���% (�q �$���) 7�� !*q�%��� -�� ��-M ��T��� ���( *�4���। 5��(% 7�� !*q�%�4� -����  
:�(���(� �% !%�A��� %� ����� ��*� !�� �। �% !%�A�� %�� :�( 5��(% 7���� !�O4� 
����� ��3 �i� *�4 �T��� �। %��2, !%� !%� >�� :�(���(� �% �(� ���4��O !��� ����� 
*�।  
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+,!� ��$- ���� ��% !�����*� ������> #���� %(�A �1�2 %�� 5�4 Y66 !7�% �% 
*�9�� #����-�� ������ :�(�% !9������ � �% ����। !��K��-;�\��� ��� ��-M ����� 
��� ���%� ��-�� $���4 ��� ����� %�� !7�% �# 5����� !4 !� ���� %��� ��% ��%���� 
��F��$�2 %��� � ��� ����� �����. !�4� *�� ��.�( 5��2 %��� 9(। �# 5����� ��4 
�%�����(% #���� :��%��� ���%U�� !����� !�f_���� ����� 7��4 7��4 !�����4 %�� *4। 
������ ���%�4 !� ��U 9�4.�4 ����� !�����4 %�� *�4��� !��� 9�4.� *� ��4����, ������, 
������, ���*���, %�����4� O %���.� #�(���। ��� 9�4.��� #���� ��� ��% ���*�� !��%��� 
���(� 5�4 ��� ��� ���। ���� !��� !.���� !�#� :��� %������� ���� 5�4 ���# #����-�� 
������ :��%��� ���7 !��.����. %�� #-��-�� �� :��%��� ������ ���7 !��. ���4 ��� %��� 
���� ���� ��� !� ���� ���(�4 ��� %�। !����@�. ���� !9�� ���। ���� ��� ��%���*�� %��� 
��.�( 5��2 %��� ���� ��*�� ��%� :��%���O !��� !�O4� *��। �� ��� ���� !.������� 
���7 !��. !�4, ��*�� !� ��U #����-�� !��% !9�� ��� ����� ���#�% !��� !]�� *��। 
�����>�4 ��% !�����*�� %(�A !��� ���� ��4 ���� *4�। ��� ��4 ���� ���� 
���R���*�� ���7 7�%�� ��� �v4�� !�4।  

 
 ���*�����O ��� ;��� �% %(�A। !���� ��%������ ���(� ��� 8p 9 ��� 5�R 
#-����-�� !��%���(� ��� 5�4 P69। +=!� ;�\����� ��. !7�%# ������ !.���� !�#� !� � 
���*����� ��� ����� ���7 !��.�G� %��4� *4 ��� �# 5����� !4� *4 !� �� ������ 
���R���*�� �1�2 %��� �� ���� ������ ���7 ���%U����� ��F�� ����। +=!� ;�\��� 
*������� �%�� 5�4 �% !%�A�� !.���� ��4 ���*����� ���%U�� !�#� ;����� %��। �# 
;������� ��4 #����-�� !��� !��% ���%U����� ���7 ��� ���� *������� �%���� ��3 $�� 
��� ��� ��� EF *4।  
 
 � ��� 5�4 %�4% /�� >�4� *4। ;����< ��%���*�� 5�4 +, 9�� �� :��% ���� ��4। 
��%� == 9 ������ :��%��� %��� �?���-2 %��। �?���2-%��� ���%U�� :����� !�0�� 
���� !*q�%�4� -��� ��4 ����� ��4 ��7���( 1�� 9�� ;�%�% ��� �4 !��� !]�� ��� ��� P 
9�% ���� !*q�%�4� -��� ��4 !��� �3� *�4���। � ���� *�������� �%���� %��-���� ;�(M 
5����4। � ���� � �# 5���2� *�4��� !�, �������� !� !����# ��� ������ 
����� ��C���% 
���� ��5��2 ����� %����।  
 
 � ��U ��H����.( ;����� ���� ��O ;�% mF_�G2- ;����� ���� :��%�� 
��]�(9%@��� ����� %����। ��� ���(� �� !��� !��� ;������� �2-� %�� �i� 4। 9���# 
����� Y/[ ������ ���9� .�� !�\� %��L����� !� %]���^ *�4��� !� %]���^-� ����M 
���������� 5���a� ��� !�����*�� 5�� !��� ���-����� ������ ���4���� !�m��� ���� 
�7��7@��� ��� %��� �3� *#। �� ���- ��� !�4� *�~  
 
 !.���� �`���� ��o�@��� ���$��� %��� 9( ���������� ;@(M�� !.���� /�0�  :��� %��� 
!� ���-� !�O4� *�4��� !� ����5�3�� ���� �4a�2��� ���%�� ���( !� !.���� /�0�  ���, 
!�m��� *���~ =। ����� � $��F/� , *��.� ��� ���4�$�., +। ���2����4� �*%����� �����.�, 
���#�, ��%�D��� ��� ���2����4�, 8। %���H��� ��.� 7��, P। |�%� !9��4 ��4����, ������, 
������, %�����4�, %���4�N%�, ���*���, 94������ ��� %���.�, ,। �4�����* .]�.�0O ��� 
@���%�, p। �%����.� �*%����� �%����.�, %���4�� $�, ���9����, %� 4���, ��%��D4� ��� 
!*������।  
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�# /�0� m���� 5�4 ��m�����# �%�����(% �4��� ���*�� !��% ��� ��� ���% �� 
!"��5�� !.���� ���। �# ��U /�0� m���� ���7 !*q�%�4� -���� �4��� !��.���. �3� %��� 9( 
!��% (����) ��4�. %�� *�4���। � ��U ‘‘����’’ ����O ��4���� ��� ���*����� ;��>� y� � 
;4����� !� -�� ���(�� !*q�%�4� -��� ������� !�O4� *�। 

 

 5��(%�  !.���� !�#�-� y’9 %�� ��9N��% ����e� ���, ���� !.������� ��9N��% 
���-����� ���। �# ��9N��% ����e��� 5��(% ����# ���� !*q�%�4� -��� ��� !��.����. %��। 
  
 �@��� ;��>� /�0� m���� !.���� ��� �4��� ���*�� !��-@��� ��9N��% ����e� ��� 
/�0� � %��L����� ���(�� ��T��� *�। ���� 5�� ���� ��� ��� ���4 !�� ��� ���� ����  �%� ��4 
!��।  
 

 �.�-!��K�� ��-M ������ !.���� �`���� �� ��� ��� �(��% *�4 ��T��� !� 
���%U� !�����*�� !���%�� !��  ��� ��@R *�4 $���]�� %��� ��*� !�� �। !� �%� >�� 
����� /�0�  ��� !� ��U /�0� � $������% ������ ��9�%�� ���4 57� ��� ����4 !�e� :��� %�� 
������ ���� /�0�  �1�M *�� 57��# ��������� �1��2� ����� *�� *4 ��� ���� ��%-�� 
;��� %��� ����। ��� !��l� ��4 !�, ��% !�����*� ����� !�� !@�� ������। ���� �� 
@�� �aU ��� !�, O�� /�0� � �% ��-� ���%�4 !%� 5%�� �O4�9 �� �� E��# ���� @�4 
���C> *�4 �$`%�� %�� ��� �T� ‘���R ��.4�’।  
 

 .���, !", ����� ��� �� $��$� �% �%� �j# ���। *� -��9��, V��-%��9 
�@���% 
�%��� %��� ���� �����। ���% �� �� �*��, !���� ���%U����� �4a2 ��� !����O 

�@���% 9������ ��� � ����# $��। ;����3 !��� ���%� ������ �4a2��� ��� !���� 

�@���% 9������4 !%� ��� �f�e *4�।  
 

 �.� ����� !��<� ���% ���9� .� !*q�%�4� -�� !7�% ���� %��� �% ���-� ������ !� 
!.���� ���*�� ���7 ���7 �4��� ���*� .�� !����� 9( !�  5�Q� *#। !��K�� ����� 57� 
������ ��� ���� !�\��% (8� !�\��%) �� @��. @�. %�� ��� ���� ���*��% ��.-�T� %��। 
8� !�\�� !��� !��% ��� ����� ����# � � %�� *4। 8� !�\��, +4 #� !��� !��9��� ��� == 
#� !��� !��9��� �# y# ���*��� ���2� %�� *4। �%�  *� 8� !�\� ���*� �� ���  !%�A�� 
���� .�T�। !�\� !*q�%�4� -�� 7��% !*9�������, �� �%�  ‘��’ !]��- !*q�%�4� -�� >���� *4 
]� %�����। �# ‘��’ !]��- !*q�%�4� -���� ;��� + ��� == #� !��� !��9��� ���।            
 

��� !*q�%�4� -�� ��� �(� ���4� ������� ;�]����� ���~  
 

=। ‘��’ !]��- !*q�%�4� -��~ %) %��L��- !�~ %�-� ��]�H�*। �) ��, ��, (���Cq !�9�)- 
%(��K ��99�� �*��। .) �q, �%�- %(��K ���� !*���। /) ��.(�� ;�]���- ��#  !�~ 
��]।  

 

+। + #� !���~ %) %����� ;�]���- !�9� �#�� !*��� !$c����। �) !%�A�� %��L��.2 
*��~ � !%�A��- !�9� ����� �*�� ��� !�~ ����� *���, �� !%�A��- !�~ �������� 
��� !�~ !���� !��~ %��F� *���, �� !%�A��- !�~ !��*��� #��*��, �q !%�A��- !�~ !.���� 
!*��� !������। .) �q9� (��- !�]� (�� !��*��� ����। /) !��q%(�� ;�]���- !�]� (�� 
���� !*���।  

 

8। == #� !���~ %) %���L� ;�]���- !�9� !��*��� ����। �) !%�A�� %��L��.2~ �� 
!%�A��- !�9� ����� ��� @G0#4� ��� !�~ ���� !*���, �q !%�A��- !�]� (�� ����, �� 
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!%�A��- !�]� (�� 9F� #����, � !%�A��- !�]� (�� ������ '�� ����। .) �q9� (��- 
!�]� (�� %���। /) !��q%(�� ;�]���- �#�� !*���।  
 

P। 8� !�\�~ %) %��L��- !�9� �F���� �) ���@��4� ��] ;�]���- �F�b� ��*��� 
O ��. �. �*�। .) !%�A�� %��L��.2 *��~ !�9� ���, %(��K �9�9� �*�� !$c����, !�~ 
����%, !�~ �9�����, !�~ 9�*���� (��� 5��(�% y� � %�� !%�A�� ���$��� %��)। �(����(�� 
���@��4� ;�]���- ��%�� ���� O ���% !*���।  

 
8� !�\��% ��� ‘��’ !]��- !7�% �f7% %�� !�# ���� ���� ����M ���%�4 �*�� ����� 

����। ‘��’ !]��--!% �f7% 9�4.�4 ��4 ��# ���� ���� %�@��� O4���]4��-�� 9( 5��32 
C*2 %��� ����। �����O !��*�� �(� ���4� !��%���(� %� ��� !��*�� ����� ��R �f��� 9( �� 
%�� !��% ��4�. %�� ��%�� ���। � �(� ���4m���� ��R �f��� 9( ��� =+66 �� !��% @��- 
%��। � @��- !�< *4 !�K���� !��<� ���%। ;�\��� ��� �@�� ��� ��-M ����� ‘‘�4���’’ ��� 
%��� 5��32 !�O4� *4।  

 
�# !"��-�� ��4 ����% + #� !��� !7�% �% !%�A�� :�( ��T��� *�4��� !����4�� 

���� =6 #� !����� ���7 +� !�\�� ��� %��� 9(। �@�� ����� +=/++ ������� ���% �# ��� 
��/� � *4 ��� !����4� !�\� ������ *U.� *��� �� �@�� ����� +[ ������ ��� ������% 
���� ���%�4 �]���4 �� ��� ������ �1��2� ���%W� !#।  

 
‘‘������ �����’’ 9( ��� y# �(� ���4 :��% ��4�. %�������। �% �(� ���4 ;7-�` 

== #� !����% (�# �(� ���4-�� :��%��� =,Y 9 �(��� ��# �� ���) � @�� !�O4� *4 
!�, ���� !� ���%U�� !%� :��%�% ����� � ��% !7�% ;C�� *�� � !�4। �� + #� !����% 
� %�9 !�4� *4 ���� !� ���.����� !7�% ������ ��-M ��U ���%� ����R %��। � y �(� ���4 
:�( ����O ��� 8� !�\� !7�% y !%�A�� :�( !�����4 %�� ���� ���%U�� :�(�� �.���� 
�����D��� ��% !7�% �1�2 %�� +4 #� !����� !%��� 3�� %��� � ����।  

 
� ���%W� ��U���4� %�� *4 86!� �@��/=�� �q���� ����। 86!� �@�� ��-M ���� 

:�(.2 �@��� !�����4 %�� *4~  
 

 == #� !���, ��%�D���, *����� ���%�m��� ����� �4a���� ��। � �(� ���4�� !�f_ 
!� !�9� ���� (��-��� !�]� (�� %�-�)।  
 

�� � !�\�� !� y� � !%�A�� ��4�. %�� *�4��� ���� �.���� �����D��� �Q� 
��v����� � %�� ����� ;�>� ��R���� %��। � !%�A�� y� �� !�f_ !� !�9� ���।  

 
 ����4 #� !��� !��9��� �1��2� 9( ����� �� - ��#� :���। � �(� ���4� ��0�� 
!�f_ ���4���� ��0�� *�� �(� ���4 %��L�� !�9� �#�� !*��� !$c���� ��� !%�A�� %��L���� 
���( ����- � !%�A��- !�9� ���4� �*��, �� !%�A��- !�]� (�� ��������, �� !%�A��- 
!�]� (�� #��*��, �q !%�A�� !�]� (�� !������।  
 
 �1��2� ��4 ��� ��� = �। =�� �q������ �%�� p � ��-M �(� ���4 ��� %�� �9���� 
!��O�4 !���� �Q���� ��-M ��� %��। !��� 5�4 �� � ��-M �9���� !��O�4 !�� ��� ��� 
��32��� ������ *U.� *4। =��/+�� �q����  ���� ���%U� !�����*� �9����� ;�>��� 
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������ :��%��� ��� �1�2 $���4 ��� ��� ������ :��%��� ���� ���� ���( *4। +�� 
�q���� ����4 �1�2 $����4 !��O�4 !�� ���� ���-�� %��। �%B !��O�4 !���� ����@��� 
���%U����� ����� ���� �9��� ��� !� �AG2- ���%� 
W���(% :�( ��� 
W �����2 @��� 
;I�I ��4 ��� ���# %e%� ���। 8�� �q���� ��-M �@��� �9���� !��O�4 !�� ������ 
�4Q��� 7��% ��� ����# y# ��3� ��� $��। 8�� �q���� ���%U�� @����� ��F�� ��� !/�<2� 
%��� PT� �q���� @����� ,Y ����� �q�@� ������� ���� ������ ���7 ����� *4। @����4 
!�����*� �������� ��32 ��� ��v���� ���4 �������% ;����� %��। ;����< ��% ���*� ,# 
�q���� �������� @���-�������� !�c7 %���L� �%  �?���-2 %��। � ���� ������ !� �� 
:��% �*�� *�4�� ��0�� *��। =। ��4% ������� ����] ��� ��। +। ����*� ���� !*���। 8। 
!�]� (�� ��������। P। ����*� F'� ���। ,। ����*� ��*�� ��b। p। ����*� ��U��]9�� 
�*��। ������ ���� �� �%�����(% :�( ���2����4��� �����4 !��� �3� *4। ���4�� ��4 
!�� �%�G ���(% :�( ����� *��� �*� *4 ��� ��� ���।  
 

���� ���2����4��% ;�� �_� �1��2� ���%W� !4� *4। � �1�2 ���2����4�� 
y# ��% !7�% ���$���� *�� ��� ����M !4� *4। �%��% *� ���2����4��% ��32 ��% !7�% 
���2����4� �*� ��� ;�� ��% *��� �Q� ��% !7�% ����  ��% ���4 ���2����4� �*� ��-M । 
@����4 !�����*� ������ ���2����4� !����# ��� �9���(� ���2����4� ��% ���4 ;C�� 
*�� ��� ���� �� !]��- ����  ���2����4� ��% ���4 ;C�� *��। ,# �q���� ��� ���� 
!]��-�% ������� ���-� !�#~  
         

,# �q���� ���� ������ ���� EF *�� ��� ���*�� ���� 7�%�� == #� !���। �� +4 
#� !��� ����� ;���2 %���। �� � !�\��% ���-� !�4� *�4��� !� !� !� ��� !�\� !%�A�� 
��4 !������� O ���� ��� %�� !4। ����� (== #� !����%) !� %�9 !�4� *�4��� �� *� 
$�D���� �Q����� �%�  !��q �% :��� %�� ���� ����  !7�% �v������2%����� � ��U�4 � 
���� ����। ����4 %�9 *��� $�D��� !7�% ���#� ��-M ���%� ����R %��। � ���-� ����� 9( 
�(� ���4� %��L�� ������� ���3� !~  
 
        ��� �% !%�A�� :�( !�9� ����� ��� @�0#4�� !�f�_ $�D���� �Q����� !��q ��% :��� 
%��� 9( ���T�4 !� ��� ��%� �(� ���4�% $�D��� !7�% ���#� ��-M ���%� ����R %��� ���-� 
���4 ;C�� *��� ���� !�। � �(� ���4 *����� ���4 $�D���� ���% ;C�� *4। !�9� ����� 
��� @�0#4�� !� !%�A���% $�D���� �Q����� !��q �% :��� %��� ���-� !�4� *�4���। !� !%�A� 
!��q �% :��� %�� ��� ��T�4। �� �(� ���4�� ��%� �� !��% $�D���� �% ��-� ���%� 
��#%������ ���। !��q �% :���� ��� ����� �� �(� ���4 %��L�� !�9� ���� �(� ���4-�� 
��%� ���#�% $�D��� *�4 ��*��9��� ���#� ��� ���2����4�� ���% ;C�� *��� 9( ���� !�। 
!��� �� 5�4 =+ �। ;������� ;C.�� 5�(3 %��� 9( ���O �� ��#%������ �(� ���4 
!*q !%�4� -��� !�c0��। ���� ���7 ��� ���� ����। �# 5�4 �% *�9�� .9 !��� �(� ���4 !*q 
!%�4� -�� � !%�A���% ;���2 %����। ���O �(� ���4 !*q !%�4� -���� ���7 ���7 ;C�� *#। 
$�D����� !� ���-M ���%U�� :�( ��� ���� �v�����2 %�� ��*��9���� �U�� :��� %��। 
�(� ���4 %��L���% ��� ���-� !�# !� �� ��� �i� ��*���9���� ����� ��� ���> ��� ��� 
%���, ���� �� :�(�� !� � !@�� ���4 ������ ;C.�� !��� %��� � ����। ��# ;C���� 
!%�A��  �.���� ;C�� *�J�। �(� ���4 !*q�%�4� -��� ���O ���� �����* [ 9 !��% 
�����।  
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    �# !*q�%�4� -�� �� #��������� �%  !�c0�� �� !�� !7�% �%��� "�% ���� !��� ��4। 
"�%��� !� ���� ��� !� �%� �%��� .��� ==#� !�����O ���। �(� ���4 %��L�� .������ �G� 
!7�% !��� ����% ��� ‘‘�(�� !���4����� �v4# ������ *U.� *�4�� ��� ���� .���O $�� 
����।’’ ���� ��� ���� ��%�� !�, .��� �%��� !���4����� *�4 ���� ����। ������ .��� 
���� ;( !%� .��� ���� ����� ��� ������ ����� ��� �। !%� $�D��� ��� ��������� 
��l����l 9�4.�4 ������ !��q �% ���, ��� %��L�� ��� !�9� ����� ��� @�0#4�। .��� ������ 
%��� ����# ¡�#@���% #���� ���4 ���� ��� *4 ��� .��� !7�� ��4। �v��-� ��<4 !� .��� � 
������ ��� �। !� .����� ���%U�� :�( !��l�# ���। ���� !���4����� !7�% �v�����2 %�� 
�����। .����� ���%U�� :�( !��� ������% �?���-�2� 9( ���-� !�#। y‘ $��9 ;I !��� 
*�� �0$� %�� ��0���4 ��4 ��� ��� ���( !7�% y# �%9 !��� *4 ������ ���(� %� !��� 
!.���m�� EF %�� ��� .���� $������% ���]�4 ���। .���� ����� ���  ��� ��� �%9 �������। 
!�O .��� !7�% ���]�4 ��� ����% ��� !]��। ��%� :�(�� .��� !7�% !�� ��U�� ;�� ���� $�� 
��4। ��� :��%��� ;��%���# ��� ��T� ��� ������4� !����% ����*� ।  
 
    ���� #��������� !� >�� ����� !���� !7�% �% *�9�� .9 �G�� ��*���9����� ���% ��� �% 
!%�A�� :�(। ��� ������ 5�4 ��#����% ���� ��#%���� !7�% 1� %��" *�4 $�D���� ���% 
;C���� ��%� :�( । .���� ��32 ����- ��� !��� ������ !��% ;I ��T�4 ���। .����  �Q� 
��� ���4 ���]�4 ��� ���%U�� :�(�� C���� ���% �����4 ��4 ��� !��� !7�% !.���m�� !����। 
������� ����� ���  ��32 ����-  ��� ���। !� .��� !7�% ���]�4 ��� ����% ��� !]��। 
��������� %��� ��� ��U�। ���� %���O ��� ��U�। y#9��# ��U� ��� ‘���$’-�� ���(। 
���� �����9 � ���� ������ %���। ���� ��� ���� ���� ��0���4। ������� ��� ���� ���l 
�U���U 5$L। !%� %����� ��U� !�� %��� �����. ���J��� �। #�����( ���� ���� %�4%��� 
��������% �3( %�� m�� %��� !$�4���। *T�` ���� ������ ���4 m�� ���. ��� !� ��� ��4। 
��� �.�4 m�� %��� !$e� %����। �%��3�2� ���( !�9� ����O m���� *4 ��� �*� *�4 ��� 
��4। ��� ;����< 9��q� %�4��4 ��� !�e� !7�% ���R ��# ��� ��� !9���� ���7 ��� ����� 
!$�4��� �% /��< ����। ���� !� ��� ��4 ��� �.�4 ���� �����% ��� !]�� ��� !� ���4# 
����% �3( %�� m�� %��। ��� O ���� ���l �(��� ��� ��� ��� !��� *�� �% .9। m�� !� 
!����4 !.�� !� � ��� !����� �%B !%�7�4 !��.�� �� �3( %���।  
 
      !� ��4 ������ ‘‘�%9 :�( !���� ��#�]� �0�$�4 m�� %��� 5¢�� ��J�। ��� ���  
%�� !7�% ��#�]� � ��4 !� ��������� ��7�4 ���� !�#। ������� ��� �� ��� �4 �����। ��� 
��#�]� ���4 ��� ��7�4 %�4%��� �/�� %������। !� ��4 ������ !%� :�(# ;�>�� ��� �। 
����� ���� ;��-��� । S ��������% !��������। ���� �� �U���U, !.���m���� ��U ����� 
�� ������ ����� !� !%�A�� ;C�� *�J� ���� !���� ���% ��� ��� ���� !�� !7�% ��� 
����O ����� ;C�� *4। �T% � ��4 ��� !��� !� �� �%�� .��� !��� ��� ��0���4��। !� � 
�% � ��� ���। !� ��� !7�% ;���2 %���� ���%U�� :�(। ��� �� !��� ��#�]� �0�$�4 ����� 
��� m�� %��� 5¢�� !#। �%B !����� !� ��#�]� � !@�� !.��। ��#�]� � ���� !]�� ��� 
�$`%�� %�� ��� ���� !� !%�7�4? ��� ���7 ���7 ��U� !�� %��। ��U� !�� %�� !��� !� �O 
��%� *�4 !.��। �� ��l�� ������ ������� �� ����% �����9 ���4 m�� %����� �� ��U�� 
!��.���। ��U�� y� � m��� �/�� ���(�� ���। ��U� ��% ��� ���� ���$-�� �@�� !��� 
!%� ���4 � !��� �% 
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!q���� �@�� ���]�4 ���। ���� ��� ��� ;��@ C� !����%। !q���4 ��� %���। ;��@ C� �� 
%��� ���� !���� 5�4 ������4� !�����%� ����# *�4 �.�4���। ��� �� !������� !� .��� !7�% 
5�4 +6/+, 9 !��% !�� S C���� $�����% ;�>� ��J। ��� !� q���� ���l ����� �� ���� 
!������। ��l�� ������ !� !%� ��*G��- ���� ����% m�� %���। @������� %����G2- !q���� �@�� 
���� !$�4 �� �%��� !$e� %�� !��� ��%। ��# ��� !q���� ��( !7�% ��T# ����� ��( ���4# 
$�� ��#। ��� �% ������ |��% ���। S ������ �% � !���� /��� �@��� |��% !���� ��� ��� ��� 
�f��(� 5*� m�� 7��%। %��2 !� ����� $������%# ���%U� :�( !�����4 ���। ��� �� /��� 
�@�� �������� �� ������ :�(�� ���%U�� ���*�� y# ��% !7�% �1�2 %��। !��� �� 
5�4 P �।  
       

� �1��2 ���%U�� :�(��� !�� 343�� *4। �?�3�4 �(U *�4 ���� * �� 7��%। 
�v�����2%��� ���# ��� ���। � �L���� ���%U����� +, 9 ���� ��4 ��� S �� == 9�% 
9���� ;�>�4 ��� *4। ���� �� ���� ��9�% ��� *4। ������ y#9 �*�� *4  ��� ==9 
�*� *4। �# �L���� ���� ��*��� ���$4 ���4��� ���� *�~ =। !�]� (�� 9F� #����। +। 
��4% ��U]� ���। 8। *������� ���� %����। P। *������� ��]% (�*��)।  
 
      � ���� �*�� *�4���� *������� ��]% ��� ����*� ���9�� �*��। ������ q�R�� 
!�]� (�� �#�� #���� �*� *। ��# �*���� �$�%`�� !���� %��� � ����4 ��� �*���� 
����U����� "��% (������ ���� ���%f�) %�� $�D���� ���% ��4 ��#। ���7 !%� ¡�#@�� � 
7�%�4 ��� ��9 .��� $����4 $�D���� ���% ��4 ��#। � / � ���� ;W ���4� ���( /� ��� !�, 
!��� !7�% ���� ;C�� *�J� ���� / �>�� �������� !�c0��� �����। ��� �� .��� $����4 
$�D���� ���% ���J��� �� ������ !��% �� %���� !� ���� �����4 ���J। �� ���� ������ 
��� !��� .� ���4 m���<-2 %��। �H�* ;��� %F2�4 ����� ���( !%� *4� ;���% �$�� ���� 
��� m���<-2 �j %��। ��� !%�A�� !��%��� �@�� ���4 .��� $����4 �� $�D���� ���% ���J��� 
�� !���� ��-��< !� !%�A�� (������) ��� ���� !@����� !� �� �# !%�A��� *�� !7�%# 
�3� !��� �3� *�4��। ��# ����O ���� ��� !�����4��@��� m���<-2 %��। ��� .���� �#L 
¤� $G2--��$G2- *�4 ��4। �%B  ���� !����� ;��� %f��4 �T% �G��-� �� !�0�$ ��#। ����� $�D���4 
!�c0�� �*���� �$�%`�� �(�>� %��। !��*�� ���# mF��@��� �*� *�4���, ��# ���  � ����� 
*�������� !�c0����� �(�>� !#। ���# !¥$��� %�� �.���� ���T�4 !�#।  
 
      �(� ���4 %��L�� ���� � �L���� �*� *। ��0� ����-� ���4� ����� ��� @�0#4�� ��� 
!7�% ���� �>� $�� �.�4��� �9( !�, !� !��q �% %�� ��_O �%@��� ���� ������ !��� $�� 
�����? ���� ��4�� !*q !%�4� -�� �� ���7 ���� !%� !��.����. ��� �। %��2 � ���� 
;4����� �O e *�4 ��4। ��# ��� ;( !%� ;�]��� �� � �(� ���4�� %��L�� ��� ��4��9� 
%��� ����M ����।  
 
      � �(� ���4� ��%�� [69 :��% ��� �� ��3�5�� ��� � �# ��� �L����� ���(�� ����� 
57� ;�����। ���� �(� ���4 %��L�� �*� *O4��� :��%��� ����� �% � ��� ��4। ��� 
���� ��#%����� ���% �]�� ���� ��4 !�. �����% �(� ���4 �4a�2 ����� ���-� ���4 ��� 
��� ���% �O ���� ��� !� ��� ;�]��� ��4 ����। ��#%����4 !�c0�� ��� � ����M !# !� 
�� ��� !*�% ����% !��� !��� *�� ��� !��� !��% ;�]��� ��� *��। ��� !��� � !.�� 
*4��� ;( !%� ;�]����% �� �i� 4। %��2 ���� !%� � !%� %��L-� ���। �# ;������� 
9( ��� !��� ����# ��4�� !*q�%�4� -��� $�� ��# ��� !�\� !%�A�� %��L�� !�9� 
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����% ��� ���� ���� %(��K ��99�% �# �(� ���4� !��. ���� ���-� !�#। !�9� ����% 
�(� ���4�� %��L�� �*���� ��4�. %��।  
 
       Y# �q���� �%��� � y#9 ;�]��� ��4 ��� ��#%���� �(� ���4 !*q !%�4� -���� ��b�( 
���� %�� ��� !��� 5�4 y� �� ���% �(� ���4 !*q !%�4� -��� !�c0��। 
 
        !�9� ����% �� �(� ���4 %��L�� ��4�. %�� ���% �(� ���4�� @�� C* %��� ��� 
��� ������ ;C.�� !� !��� � *4 !� 9( ���� ;C�� *��� 9( ���-� !�#। ��� �'�(, p# 
�q���� ���� #��������� �L���� ��� 7�%��� ��*��9���� ����� ��� ��� ��4 �� ��� %��� 
� ����4 ��%���*� !� ����  !@�� !�4। 
 
      ����  !@�� ��O4��� ��� O���� ���%U�� :�(���(� �% �����2 ��� �� � !9� ;C�� *O4� 
�i� ��� �। ��# ��� �(� ���4 %��L���% ��� ��.�.� ��% ���*�� �U�� ���j ��� !O4�� 
���-� !�#। �(� ���4 %��L�� �(� ���4� ��%���� �� ��� !�c0����� 5�4 ���%��� ���%। ��# 
���%O ������� !O4�� 9( �% � ��4 ���� *�4���। Y# �q���� ���� �% !%�A�� :�( 
��*��9����� ���% ��T��� *4 ��� ����� ���(# �� ��� ��O4� !.� !� !���� :�(���(� %� 
�� !� !%�A�� ��� ;�� ��� ��� %�� !4। � ����� ��O4� !.� [# �q���� �%���। ��� 
����� ���7 ���7 �(� ���4�� ��%� !%�A�� ��*��9����� ���% ;C�� *4।  
 
       !� !%�A�� Y/[# �q���� ���� ��*��9��� ��� %����� ��� ;���4% ��� !�9� ����� ��� 
@G0#4�। ��� �(� ���4 %��L���% ���-� !�#, !�9� ����� ��� @G0#4� !� ��� !%�A�� ��4 
���#��� ���% ;C�� *4। !%�A�� ���#� ��-M ���%U����� !%� ���� ��4�। ���� �� !]���-� 
;C@�. �� ���#�� !�c0�� �� @����4 !�����*�� ,Y ����� �q�@� ���2����4��� !�c0�� 
�.�4���। ���2����4�4 �� � 7�%��� !%� ��� *4�। ��%���*� ���2����4� ��� ���#� �(�. 
%�� �E.� ��� :@���9��� �%��� *4। @����4 !�����*� �E.��� ���% ;C�� *�J�। ��� 
��4 e � %�� ���2����4�� ���% ;C�� � *�4 ���� !]��-�% ���-� !�# �E.��� ���% �O� 
*��� 9(। [# �q���� ��%�� ��-M ���� !]��-�% �9���� ��� y.-���� !�c0��। ���� !]��--�� 
;C@��. �� ��-M ��� ==#� !��� !��9���, ����4 #� !��� !��9��� S �� ��� ��*��9����।  
 
        ���� !*q�%�4� -�� ��� :��� %�� ���#��, !���� == #� !��� !��9����� +!%�A�� 
:�( ���। == #� !����� ��%� y# !%�A�� :�( �9���� ��� y.-����� ���। ��*��9���� 
!%�A�� !�f_ ���4��� !�9� ����� ��� @�0#4� ��� y.-����� !�. ����। ���� !]��- �� 
�9���� ��� y.-����� ;�>� %���� �� @���4 8== ����� �q�@��� ���  �(� ���4 
������� >�� !�����4 ��� =6, ��*�� !��9��� y.-������ ��3�2, =[ ��9��� !��9��� ����*� 
��� y.-������ ��l����l 9�4.�4, P .�q- ����*�� ��� Y8 ����� ���.q ���2����4���। 
 
      �E.��� ��X% ��-� *��� �� ���� ���� ;C�� *�� �������� �। %��2 ��% ���*� :@�� 
��9�� !7�% ������ ��� �G���H�� %����� !.����<-2 %���� ;����M@���। �%B @����4 �G� 
��H�� %��� �� ��-M �.���� ��� ���������� ������ ���। �.���� ��� ���.����� !7�% 
����� !.��� :@�� ��-M !�c0���J� �। ��# ������ ;C.���� ���� ���। [# �q���� �@��� 
;�����*� *4। u# �q���� ���� :��%�� �9���� ��� y.-���� !7�% ;�(M ��-%��� ���7 
�E.��� ���% ;C�� *�J�। @����4 8== ����� ���.qO ;�F�@��� ;C�� *�J�। ���%U�� 
!�����*��  
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�E.� ��� :@���� /�0�  ���# ��R���� ���। %��2 ������, !���4����� ��� ���2����4� ��� 
>�� ����� =P, �q�@� ���। ���� ���@X >� !7�% �v�����2 %��। ��U !]��- :@�� ��� 
�E.�� �%��� %��। ���O ���� ���(�4 ������ !$�4 !��� ��� ���O ����� ����� ��� � 
����# $��। u# �q���� �@��� �G���H�� %����� !.���m�� $��। =6# �q���� !@���� ���% =[ 
��9��� !��9��� ��G.��� ���%U����� 5���3��G(�*� �@�� |��% ��� ��� �% 5%�� ���%U�� 
]�0��� �@�� ��� ��4। ��# =6 ��*�� !��9���� ��� ���� !]��- == #� !��� !��9���-�� y� � 
!%�A�� ����� !� ]�0� !7�% ��R %��� 9( y.-������ ��% !7�% �E.�� �1�2 $���4। �� � 
�1�2 $���� �� ��� y.-�����। !��� 5�4 ���� �� �4 ���%U�� :��%�� :@�� ����� 
�E.��� ���¦ ;�� �q���#  ���� ����4 !�4। @����4 �% !V�4�¡  (��%O y.-������ ��% !7�% 
� �1��2 ;�� !4। !��*�� =[ ��9��� !��9��� ]�0��� �@��� ���, ����� !� ]�0� !7�% ���� 
%��� 9( !�����4�@��� �1�2 $����� *4। @����4  (��%m��O ���%U��  (��%��x��� ]�0��� 
�@��� ��� ��4। =[ ��9��� !��9��� ]�0� !7�% ��R *��� �����. ��4। �%B �@4 ����# @�<2 
343�� *4। � ���� �����% ����O @����4 P�   (��% ��xU *4। =6 ������� �# ����� �� ���� 
���� ���� �]�� ��� ��� �E.�  O :@�� �1��2� 9( ���%W� !#। =6/== �q���� ���� 
!� �� ���%U�� :�( �E.�� ���, ���� :@�� $�� ��4। ==# �q���� @����4 =u ����� 
!��9����� y�  !%�A�� !*��%K������. ��� ;�� ���� ��4 ��O4� *4। S ��# !��� 5�4 ���� 
�.���� �4 :@�� ����� :@�� ���¦ ;�� �q���#  ���4 !@�� !�4� *4। ��� ��� ���7 �E.� 
������ *U.� *4। :@�� �� ;����� ;�>�4 7��%।   
 
       ������ %���L� !*q�%�4� -��� �� � ����M !4� *4 !� :@�� ;����� ;�>��� 7�%��। � 
;����� ���� �% �(� ���4 ��� @����4 Y8 ����� ���Cq 7�%��। �� ��%� @���4 8== 
����� ���.q ��� ���� ��%� :�( :@���% ��� %�� �4 ������ ;�@���� ���� %���, ���� ��� 
��.�.�# |�%� ��� %�� ��4। ������ ��� %��� 9( P .�q- !��9����% ���-� !�4� *��� ��� 
������% !*��%K������. �������� ;���2 %����  *���। 8== ����� ���.�q� ��%� 
�(� ���4�% (=6, ��*�� ��� =[ ��9���) ����9 �������� �O� *O4�� ���-� !�4� *4। ��� 
== #� !��� !��9����% :@�� ��� �E.�� ;������� ���-� ���4 ����� !�����4 %��। +4 #� 
!��� ��� !�\� "������ ���-� !�# !� ���� !� ����9 ������� ���% �O4�� *4।  
 
       =+# �q���� +4 #� !��� ���2����4�� ������ *�4 !�/� �� ;��1� %�� ��4������ 
!�c0��। ��� ���� !*q�%�4� -�� +4 #� !����� ���7 ����। =+ # �q���� ��� ���� ��4������ 
%� �#। =8# �q���� �%��� ���� ������ ;�@���� �O� *#। !���# ���%�� ���� �������� 
!�c0��। ������ !�c0�� ���� E�� !���� !� P .�q- !��9��� ������ ��� %����। ���� ���� 
!*��%K������. ������। =8# �q���� ���� �������� ;�>� %��। !��*�� P, .�q- !��9��� 
�������� ��- 57� !�c0�����, ��# ������� ��U .���, ����* ����� *U.� *4। =P# �q���� 
�� ���� |�%� ;�@���� �O� *# �� ������ %��� !%� ����* ��� �। ��# ���� ���� 
����9 |�%� ;�@���� �O� *#। � ;�@��� P, .�q- !��9��� ����@��. ���। ���� ������ !q��� 
��% ���4 �� �� ��-M !�c0��। ��� ����� ;���2 � %�� +4 #� !����% ���-� ����� !� ���� 
!� �������� ���% � �.�4 @���� !7�% �������� F�.� *�4 |�%�� ���% ;C�� *4। =P # �q���� 
���� ��U !]��- ��������  !�c0�� ��4। ��� ����3(� �� ��� *�4 ���� ��� ���� !�c0�� ��4। =6 
��*�� !��9��� S �� F��� !�c0�����। =P �q���� ������ ;�>� ��F� ���~ .�q- ��� =[ 
��9��� !��9��� !q���� �G�- ��� ���������, =6 ��*�� !��9��� ����3�� �G�- ���� F�����। 
���� !]��--�� +4  
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#� !��� !��9��� ����3(�� ��v� ��� .�0O ��� ���� ��� ��v� ���� !q���� !��� ���। 
!�\� "��� �������� ������। =P,=, ��� =p# �q���� ��� *4। =p# �q���� !��� 5�4 =6 � 
!7�% !q��� |�%� !��q ������ �4a2���� ���। !q����� ���%U�� :�(�� 5�4 ;����� ;�>�4 
���। =p# �q���� �%�� !7�%# %7� *�J� !� ���%U�� :�(�� �?���-2 %���। �%B !��� 
����� � ��-M ��� ;�(�*� 7��%। !��� ���� ����� �4 ���%U���� !q���-|�%� ���%� ��� ;I 
����2 %��। !q���-|�%�� ���� ���%U��� ���O !§� "��� (����M ���%�4 :��%�� |�%� ���� 
��.# ;����� ;�>�4 ��� ��� |�%��� ;�>��� :��%�� S �� ��-M !%� ���� ��� *4 �#, 
��# ���¨�M ��� �) । �(�*�� %�����, �%B ���O ���� ����< ������ %��� ����� � 9( !�, 
����� �%  �G���H�4 %��� ��� �। !� m���� 5�4 ��m���# ����M ���%�4 ���। �%B ;�����% 
@����4  (��% ��� �G���H�� %��� |�%�� ������ ��� �3� *�4���। ������ ��] !7�% 
���� ����� %��� �]© .�m���� ��*���( |�%� �*� ��� !q����� !.����<-2 %��� �3� *�4���।  
���� ��� ���� ��%�� !4,  �.���� !7�% |�%� �*� ��-M ������ ;�@��� ����< %�� ���� 
�� !]��- !%� ����* ��4�। ��# ��U ��U� �%� ����� ���4 !*0�  ���� *�4���। ���4 !*0�  
���� *�4�� �T%# ���O ���� ¨��M ;�@� %���� �। %�2 ���� ���# 9���� !� ���%U����� 
�� *�J ��� |�%�� �� ;�(��X। ���� �.���� !7�% �� ;C�� *#, �� ;I �I 
!.�����F� ���� �� �%��# ������ ���7 ��� ��� ;I�I O !.�����F� ��m���# 9�����2 
|�%� ��-M �* %�� ��4 ������। E�� ������# 4, @����4 !�����*�� ;I�IO �@��� %�� 
�� *4।   
 
       p# �q���� !7�% =p# �q���� ��-M � �� �� ���� !%� 5%�� ��� ���7 �* %���। �%B 
�% !���O � !��4 7��%�। ������ ������� �(�>� 9�����2 %�����। ������ ������� �(�>�� 
%7� %���% ����O *4�। !%� !%� 9�4.�4 ��O *�4�� !�, ������� 5¢��� !��� !��� ���� 
���� ;C�� *�4�� ��� 9�����2 ��� !��� !7�% ��7�4 %�� $�� ��0$ ��#� �G� ��-M ����� 
�* %�� ��4 ����� ������ ��O4���� 9(।  
 
       =p# �q���� !��� 5�4 y �4 !q����� ��%���*� ������ ���������-@��� !�c7 %���L� 
%��� ;I ����2 %��। S ��4 ����% ����� !�4� *4 !�, !��� ���� �� �4 ��� !� |�%� ���� 
�D�� ���>� 7��%। %��2 !� ��4 !�~ !9���� ;����� ���� ��� !�~ !9���� �4�9�O 
!���� ���>� 7�%��। �?���-2 ;�o�� ��� !� ���>� 7��%। ���O !q����� ��%��� 
�?���-2 %����� ���O !q��� O |�%�� ��(��-� ���%� ����4�#�� ���� ��%����� ����� 
;�>� �3� %����। !��� �� 5�4 + �। ����% ���� �� �4 �����D�� ���>� 7�%�� *��। 
��# +4 #� !��� !��9����� %��L�� !�9� �#�% �(� ���4 ��4 |�%� $�� ���� ���-� !�#। 
���%U�� �(� ���4 %��L�� %�-� ���9��% ��� !�, ����%  |�%� �����D�� !��� *��। ��� 
!����� :��%�� ���� ����4�#�� ��� ������% ���� !.���m�� �j %��� ���-� ��O। ���� �%# 
9��� !q��� !7�% ����4�#��� ���% ��# ��� %�-� ���9��% ��. ���T�4 !�# !� !� ��� 
:��%��� �4a�2 ��� ����। :��%�% �4a�2 ��� ���9��% !�� !�. !��� *�4���। ;����< 
!� ��� :��%��� �?���-2 %���� �3� *4।  
 
       ����4�#�� �?���-�2� �� ��� ��� !qª� !�\� %��L�� ���.�q4�� ����% ��� |�%� 
�����D� ;�@���� �O4�� *# ��� ���� �� �� ���( ���� �����D�� !�c0�� ��#। �����D�� 
!�c0�� !���� ��# !�, !���� !9���� �4�9� ��� @����4 #��- %���L� !9���� !9%�, 
!9���� 
�.� ���, !9���� �C� O ���� ;��% ���>� ��4��। ��� ���� �D�� !�c0�� ����� 
���7 %7����-� ��� 
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��� !9���� �4�9��% �9h��� %��, ‘‘�(�� q� #� ������� ��? �# �(�� �«-!�9� ��]�H�* ;� 
 � #� !��� !��9��� �(�L �� %�-� ��]�H�* ;� �������� ���-।’’ 
 

!9���� �4�9��% ���# �$�M� O ���<- !����J�। ��� ���� !%� %7�� 9��� � ���4 E�� 
���� !�� ��4 ���� !� ��� ����% �$���। �%��3�2� ���(# !*��%K������. !9���� ������ 
��0� �����* ���� �D�� !�c0��। ���� �����D� !7�% ���� ����M ��� !���%��- 
( ��-��� !��*��O4��-� ��(�) !�c0��। !���� !��� �' !���%� ���.� *�4���। !9���� ������� 
���7 ¬� %(��K (��-��� �4�� %����q��) !��D%��O ������� ���������� �3 !7�% ���>� 
7�%�� 9(।  
 
        !��� 5�4 ��0$ �� ���% !��*��O4��-� ��(�� !9���� �4�9� !�c7 %���L� (�������� @��) 
�%  �?���-2 ���� 
3� %��। � ;�o�� ���������� �3 !7�% ¬� %(��K (��-��� �4�� 
%����q��) !��D%�� ��� ��� ���>� ����� । =uY= ����� +u!� ��$- �4����* ��� |�%� 
����� !� 
 !�������� �� =p# �q���� =uY= ���� ��U���4� *�4���। 
 
     |�%� ����� !� !.c�� �� ���� !]���-� 57� ���। =uY= ����� =p# �q���� 5�4 ���� 
��0$ �4 ���� !]��- |�%� !��q4��� ����� >�� %��। =p# �q���� ���� !*q�%�4� -�� |�%��� 
!�c0�� ��4। 57� !� � >���� *4 !��q4���� ���� ��A���4���� !����� ��� =Y# �q���� !� � 
��� 8,, ���� !��q-� >��M� %��। |�%� !������� !*q�%�4� -�� >��M��� %��� �G�- ��-M ���� 
!*q�%�4� -�� 8,, ���� !���q !7�% ��4। +4 #� !��� �� !��*��O4��-� ��(�� ;�>� %��। 
:@��� �?���-�2� �� ==#� !��� :@�� !7�% |�%� $�� ��� ��� �@%�F�X�� ����%� ���(���4 
���� 57� %�4%�� ��>� %��। !�\�  "������ 9�4.� !�O4� *4 ���@X >�� !�� ������(��4 
!���� ��T, ��9���� #�(��� >��। �# !�\� "��� ��� =p #� !��� !��9��� ��� ����$�।  
 
       � 
����� ��C���� ��4 ���� !�\� !� �� ��� ��1�M %��-%��� *��� !�m��� ��� %��� 
��������  %��� !�#�। %�2 86!� ��$- =uY=-� ��� �� :@�� ���2����4��� !�c0�� �� �%�� 
���(% ������ ��� @����4 �������%��� ���7 ���� !��� *4। ���� ����% �%�� 5® %����� ��� 
!� 5�®� 9��� ��� �%���� �� @����4 ��������� !���� ��#। !�� ���� �(� ���4 !%� ��% 
!7�%, !%�7� !7�% �����? :�( ���(� %� O %�9 ;�]��� ��� �% %��� ���J ? � ��U !.�� 
�7( ��� ���%��� !���� !��4 �������%��� ��� �>� *����4 !]��। ��� ����-��� 4 ����� 
���� !%� �������%�% ��3�`%�� !�#�। ��� ���O !.�� �7( !.�� ����� !����� �%B ���� 
�� *4 ���� !�\��� !����� !�@��� %�9 %���� �� ���������� !%� 9�� �। �%B ���� ����� 
��( %��� !.�� 7��% �। ���� !����� !� �Q� %�9 %���� �� ���� 
$�3 !�����, ����# 
!��%��� ���� �%� �����, !� �# ��� ;�% !��� �� %��। � !�\��� %��-%��� ��� !��%���� 
���� �%� E�� ��# �� �� �%�O ;������ 4।   
 
        @���� 7�%�%��� @����4 *��������� ��*��( ����O ��� y��� *������� :��� %�������। 
�� �% � ��� ���� !*q !%�4� -�� !*9�������; !� � ��� 86 !��q� । ;���  ��� ��� ������। 
!� � ��� =6 !��q�। ������ :��%��� ��� .2���*�� �$�%`�� ����O �% ��-� C��������O � 
*�������� �$�%`�� ��@ %����। � 4 ����� ��C��� ������ 5������ @��� ��%�� ������ !� 
@��� ��*��( %����� �� *4��� ���������� ;@(M�� ���� ��� ���� !$��� � !���� ����� %��� 
����� � । ��U ����M ���%��� ��� ��� ��2�7-���� 7�%��, ����� ���� �(�>� !� ���f°�@��� 
%�� *�4���  
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�� !%� ��2�7-� @���� ����� �। E�� ��2�7-� 4, ���� ���� �����% ���*�� !��% ����� ������ 
���#�%  �%�-%��, ;I�I ��� ����� #�(��� ������ 5�4�9����� ���� ���� !$e� %�����। 
���� ���� �%� ���4�� � � � ���� ������ *4��� ���# ;������ *���।  
 
     ������ 
����� ��C�� 4 ����� ���(# !�< *�4��। ��O E�� �����# ;��C*�2� 9(। ��� 
���� � ��C��� !��<� ���% ���%U��� ��� ���� ��� � *�, ��*�� ������ ��O �%���� ��C�� 
$����4 !��� *���। ���� �fg����� ��� !� !�� 
��� *��#। ���������� 9.2O !�� 
��� %��� 
��3 ���।  
 
         @����4 !������*�� ���� ;��C*�2 ������ 
����� ��@ �% � _���±� *�4�� ���। ��� �� 
� *��� �� *��O �������� 
��� *�, *4� �%���� ��4 ��.���।  
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������� �G� ����� 

p। 8 � !�\���� ��� ��1�M ;(��(� 
���2 

����� �%��q��� ������ ........=uY= 
 

  
��3�`%��~ ���.�q4�� ��, �, ��� * 

 
         ������ !*q�%�4� -�� !���4����� !7�% ���� @����4 ����M ������� >��M��� %�� *4। 
!� ����� 57�� ���� !%�A�� ��4 !���4������� /�0� , ���(�4 ����� [6/[, 9।  ��5� ����� 
!��<� ���% %(��K @G0#4� $"C�� !7�% ��� ���� ���7 !��. !�। ���� ���� y9 �����- %�� 
�q�]^ !#।  
 
         !� ����� 57� !7�% ��%���*� [/=6 ��� *���� $����4O ������ ����� �����। O��� 
���l ���l ���� ���� ��%���*�� .��� O ;I�I ���� %����। 5�(* *���� %���� ��%���*�। 
!������% !��%, #����, ��9��*� ��� ���� ��*��%��� ���7 ��%���*�� ���7 !��%����� %�� !� 
��� ���4 5%�� %��।  #������� %7� !@��� ��4 �। �� ��*� ��� 9��� !����। !*q�%�4� -�� 
!7�% ����� �����। ��O �� !.�� !�, +/8 �� ����� ��4�। �f�e�� �@�9 ;�*�� ��� %��� 
*�4��। ��9��*� y����4�� �%�  / � ��� ��%��। ��%�D��� *����� (���� ) O��� ��%���*�� 
���7 �% ���� y����4�� !�� �%�� ��% ���*��% ��� %��। ��% ���*�� $��� ;(�(�� $�� ��4, 
y����4�� !��  m�� !��. ���� ����� �� ���O .���� ���4 !�  !�0�� �����9 ]�4�� %��� 7��%। 
�%��32 ��� 5�4 h� *���4 �� ;�>�। %�2-� ��]�H�* ��� !7�% y# !%�A�� :�( ��4 
�1�2 %�� y����4��% ���� %��। y����4� 5�4 ;h� *�4 !.��O ��� �".��� *�� ���। 
��]�H�* ���% ���� %�� ��T ���� ���7 ���7 ��� ���� �����9 !%�7�4। �� �����, �(�� 
��� ��� !.�� ‘94 �����’ ����।  
 
         #���� ��4% ������� ����%, ��4% ��y� O�*�, �(�^ ��4% ��]9, ��4% �����, 
!���# *�4��� ���, !.���� �O��, ��9��*� ��9�� #����, �(�^ ��4% GF� #���� ��� ����# 
%���- ���� �� !@��� ��4 �। ������ ���( !���� ��� ����� y# @�# ��� ��*9��� 
�9������� %7� ;����4। !���� ������ ;������ �*�� *4 ��*��� %������। ���� ��4 !� 
������ !�, ‘�(�� ��%���*�� *��� ���� !.��� �, %�Q� ��*������ *��� ���� !.���।’  
 
      ���*�%, =u!� !� ��%���*�� �� -���� ��� ;(�( @��� ;�I� ��*��( �(��% �%1�2 $����� 
���� !���4����� ����� ���( *#। ���� ������ [/u 9 ���� ��4। ��%���*�� ;�% :�( ���� 
��4। ��� $�� ���� �� ���। 
  
       +6!� !� !@��� ��� ��ª� �1�2 %�� !���4�������। �%��� ���� P/,  � �V�� ��� 
%�� !# �%B ��%���*�� ��O :�( ���4 ���� 5�4 == �� ���% ���� *�  ���। ������ =6 
9 ���� ��4। ��%���*�� +6/+, 9 ���� ��4। #�����( ������ �����- *4। ���� ���*��% 
!.���� ��3� ��#।  
 
      =Y# !� %(�K ����-� �%������ 9( !���4������� ���। %(��K ����-� ��� �� ��4 
!���4����� ����  ��U�4 ��# ����4 5U� *�4 7��%। ��% ���*�� =+ � .��� O�� ���4 ���J�।  
 
 
* =uY= ���� %(��K ��� ����। ��� �� 7�%�%��� ;�>�4 ��$- ���� 
����� ���� !��. !�।  
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��%���*�� .��� x�� *4 ��� Y6 9 ���� ��4। +�  "�% ��� �%�  ���, �$�T�� ��� ;�% 
!.�� �7( ������ *U.� *4। 
 
      ������� !��� ���4 ���� !.���� ��� EF %��। ��� %�� ���� %f�%��- *�� ��.���। y#��� 
��%���� �f��(� *�� !7�% !�0�$��। ����  ���� O *�]*��� 9���� *��� !@� %�� !.�� �%B ���� 
���� ³�- %���। 
 
        #�����( !�����*� ��-.�T� %��� 7��%। ���@X >� !7�% ��4 ��� !"�� ���4 ������ 
���( �%�� �%�� ��� 7��% ��� ����-% ����� 9( 5¢�� ��� 7��%। !��K�� ��� !7�% ���� ���� 
���� *4। ������ ��� ���-� ��� �� /�0�  �1�2 %��, x�� %�, ;I %����, ��.�4 ��O। 
���� �� ��� !�� @��� *�4 $����, ;I�IO !�� ���। ���� %�9 ��i %�� !�#। !��K�� 
����# �%��� !��� :��� *4। ����� ���-, ��9��*�, ���� ��� ��� ���� �(� ���4 ���� %�� 
*4। !%� ���4 ��� �%�, !%� ���4 y# !%�A�� ����, !%� ���4 �� !%�A�� ���� 
�������� ;��-�2 *�4�� !��K��, ;�\��� O �@�� ��l����l ��-M। *�����, ��%�D���, 
!���4�����, ����, ���� , ���9��9��, ��*��� #�(��� >�� ��%���*�� ��������� *�4 ���� 
94��@ %��। ����3� ����� 343�� *4। @����4 ���*�� �� -���� ������ ���l ���l ��*��( 
%����।  
 
      86!� �@�� ���� ��� ���-� ��� ������ ����� 9(। =�� �q���� ���, ������*�, +4 
!����� ���*� ������@��� ���� ������ �*��� mF_�G2- ;�>�� �/�� !]�� ��� �%�  ���-e 
���4 �1�2 $���#। y# ��3 ����� ��� *4- =�� �q���� ������ EF *4, p# �q���� �%��� 
������ ������ ���� ���। %�-� ��]�H�* ����% �������� �O� *�4 !��� ���। %�-� 
��9 == !��� ��� +4 !��� ��4 ��2����4�� ���% �O� *�� ���� ��U�4 !��� *��। S �� 
+ �� ���% ������ !7�% �O� !�#, ����� %(�A ������ ��� =6/==  �� ���% !�c0��#। �%��� 
��������� ���% ;C�� *��� �> %��। Y# �q���� �%�� ��� �4 !�9� GF���� ���� %(��A 
��� �%�  y/- �� ��� !� ��� ���� !%�A���% !��� ����% �%��� !����� ���4_ ��� 
���। !�9� ������ %�-� ��]�H�* �� ;C�� *�J�� �� *T�` %�� ����� � ������� 
��%���*�� P6/,6 9�� �%�  �� �1�2 $���4। O��� ������ ��������� ���7 %�2-� 
��]�H�*� *���*��� *4 �%B ��]�H�* ���� ��� ��#�]��� ��0  ���4 ��������% �/�� %�� �����4� 
%��। + 9 ���R��*�� ���� ��4। =6/=+ 9 �*� *4। !�9� ���� mF�� F�� �*� *4।  
%�-��� ��U� !���� m�� !��. ��U��  ;�%�9� *�4 ��4। �%B %�-� !��$0 ��। =,/=p 9 
������ ���� ��4,  ���% �� �?���-2 %�� �%��� !����� %���।  
  
     %�-� ���*��� ���7 !��� %�� �%���� !����� ���4_ !# ��� ��� S ����# �������, 
��9��9��� ���#� *�4 ���2����4� ����� ���-� !�। Y# �q���� ���� ���� �(� ���4 ��4 
���2����4�� ���% ;C�� *#। [# �q���� ���%�� ���2����4� *U.� %��। ��7���( ���3 
�1�2 %���O ������ !%� 3����� %��� �����। ������*�� �*����.��4 �E.� ����� 
9( ���-� !� %�-� ��]�H�* ==# �q����। ==# �q���� �E.� ��� %��। :@�� !��� x�� 
%�� :@�� �*�� ��%���*� �U�� .���। ������*� ��� %�-� ��]�H�* ����4 !��� ��4 
������ *�4 |�%�� ��7 �O� * ����% �E.�� !���। ����% ���-� ���4 �� ��� ���� 
���*� ��4 ��% ���*��% �(U ����, ���� ���� |�%�� ��7 ��� ��% !7�% �.�4 %�-� ��]�H�* �� 
������*�� !%� 3�� %��� � ����। ���� y# ��% !7�% ��%���*��% �(U ������। ���l ���( 
�1�2 %�� ���� 
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��%���*�� ����� 3�� %��। :@���� ;�� ���� !� ��% /�0�  ��� =Y# �q���� ���� ������ %��� 
�?���-2 %��।  
 
       ������ 9���4������ ���� *�4 ��� +,������ f��� *�(�%��L� !5�3�� ;I ���। ;�*���. 
��D���2 ����� ��7- ����% ��.�4 !�4।  


�3�~ !�9�, ��, � ��� 
+[-8-Y8 

 
��3�`%��~ !�~ %�-� !*��� ����-�* 

 
      PT� !� ��� ���� s� ��* ��*��9��� !�c0��। ,# !� �%��� ��� !��% %�� ��� ���� !�#q 
%��। p# !� �%��� 9������2� ���� E�� ��# u9 ���%U� :�( ���� ��4। ��� ]�� ���%U�� 
:�(�� 9������2� ����/�� �m ����4 !�4। ���� s� ��� ��� =9 �*� *4। !��% %�� Y# 
!� ��� �*� :�(�* s� � ��4 ���%�� ������� !�c0��। �������� ���� ������ �q�]^ ���। 
���� ������� !�c0��� �� ��� !�9� ��]�H�* !���4����� !7�% ������� !�c0��� ��� ��� 
���%U�� :�(�� ��*��9��� !7�% ������� !�c0�� ������ ��� �1�2 $���4 ��� !.���m�� %��। 
S �G*G��- ���� ���O ;�(M ¨�M ����� �7��� !�9� ��]�H�* ����% ��� ����% ���4 �1�2 
%��� ���� %��। ��� s� � ��4 ��� �����% ;C�� *#। ��b�( ��� ��� �1�2�% 5��*� 
%��। S ��4 ��� ��� ��� �1�2 %��� ������ � � 9( !� ������ $����-% ���4 ��2�7-� 
���J�। ���%�� �4 � ��-M ���%U����� ��� ��� $��। ���%U����� $�� �1��2 ������ ��]� 
!%�A�� :�( ���� ��4 ����4 �� %�� �q�]^ :��� %��।  
 
      ����4 ��� ����� ��� !��.�� %��। ����4 ������ 5�� /�0�  :��� %�� ��� !��� 
!7�% !��  !��  !�#q ��� �(����� %��� ����M !#।  
 
        ���4 ���%U�� :�( ������� ��� %�� !���4����� ��-M ;C�� *�4��। !���4����� 
9���� ��( ���4 ���� ��U� :��� %�� ����� � ��� !��.����. >�� %��। ������� ��� 
!���4����� *�4 !� �� ��U� ����  ��-M ��Uf� !�# ��U�4 ���%U�� :�(��� !�#q ��� �(����� 
%��# !�4 �� %�� ��� !�@��� !�#q O �(����� %��� 7��%। !%� S ��U� ���4 ���%U�� .��� 
����4�� %����।  
 
       ���� !7�% ��� %�4%��� �(����� %��। ��� 57� �(����� %�� #������� C���� ��U�4। S 
��U�4 ��# ����4 .��� ������ !$e� %�� ��� ����� !��.����. �j %��� ����M !#। ��# 
������ ]�� ���� 57� �(������ �% � 9��, �% � "�%�* !��  869 ���%U�� :�( �*� O 
�*� *4। ������ m����O 5�4 +6 9 �*� *4। ��-���  5�4 ,6 9 ���%U� :�( �*� O 
�*� *4। ����4 � �# ���� ��]�(9% �(�����। ���O %�4%���  �(����� %�� �%B �� 
������ %��� �����।  
 
        ���� ���� !7�% !���4����� ����� ���-� ��#। ��� !�9� ������ %�� !7�% ����4 ��4 
!���4����� $�� ��#। !���4����� !� !%�A���  �q�]�^ ���। ��� %(��K (��-��� !�9�) 
����� ������- ����% !�O4� *4। ����% ���� s� ��* �R !%�A��� %��L�� ���R %��। 
!���4����� ;�>�%��� ���� !%�A�� ��4 ��O �%�  �(����� %��।  
 
 

 
* =uY= ����� ��$- ���� +4 !��� !��9���� !�]� (�� ��� %�-�� ����। ��3�`%���  : =uY8 .f�*�  
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      =p# !� !���4����� ��U�� [= ��#� !����� �%  �R �(����� %��। S �(����� y�  ���%U�� 
"�% x�� %��� �3� *#। �% � "�% ��� %�� ��� 5�4 ,69 :�( *��*� *4।  
 
       !� ����� =, ������ ���%U�� :�( !���4����� �1�2 %��। !���� ����� ��� *4। ���� 5�4 
P6 9 ���%U�� :�( �*� *4। ������ �*���� ���(� ��� ,9। ���%U�� :�(��� �� -���� O 
� -�� �1�2 ���� !���4����� !7�% :�( ���� ��4 ���� $�� ��# ��� !���� !*q�%�4� -��� 
>�� %��। !���4����� !7�% :�( ���� !O4� ��_O !���4����� ����  �� ��U�4 �%��% 
�1�2 ���� ;�(�*� ����।  
 
       ���� !7�% !q� � !%�A�� ���� ;��� !�4� *4 ��� �# !q� � !%�A�� ��4 ��� 
��*��9��� �������* ���@X 9�4.�4 ;����� %�� ��� 9���# ��� �.�� ��� S ��U 9�4.�4 ��� 
%��। 
 
      =[# 9���# ���%U�� :�(�� ���� !%�A�� ��� %(��K ������ !%�A��� ��� �1�2 
%�� ��� 5�4 P �� ��4। �% ���.q ���%U�� :�( ������ y�  !%�A��� ��� �1�2 %��। 
=u!� 9���# ��%�� 8 � ��-M ��� $��� 7��%। ���� ���� �% � ���%U�� �� q����4 ���% �3� 
*#। ���� !%�A��� = 9 �*�� O �%9 �*� *4। ���%U�� :�(O %�4%9 �*� *4।  
 
      +u!� 9���# ��%�D��� *����� !�� !��� ��� ���� !%�A�� ��4 ����4 �1�2 %��। �� 
���� /�0�  ��� �3���� C���* �� P�  C�� ��4। ���l ���l# ���� ��%�D��� *����� !�� 
!���� $����-% !7�% �1�2 %��। !%� �� ���%U�� :�(��� ;�>� ��� ��%�D��� *����� 
!�� !���� ���l।  
 
       �3���� ��� ���� !%�A�� �G� /�0� । ��� !7�% ���� �% s� � :�( ���T�4 ����.� 
��9 !@�� !�#। ����.� ���9 ���%U�� ��9�*� ���*�� ��9�*��% �1�2 %��� ���� �����4 
��4। ��� ���� s� �, �R ��9 ����4 ���4 !���� ���������� ���%� ��Q�� %��।  
 
        =8# !��K�� �������� ��� ��%�D���-�� ��l��� �% ��� !" e %�� !�#। !"� P � 
�.� ���। #�� � ��� �� ��� ��4। P � �.�� 5�4 Y69 ���%U�� :�( �*� ��� �*� *4। �R 
!" x�� %�� !�O4�4 ���%U�� !�����*� ��%�D��� !7�% ����� /�0�  ���� !4।  
 
        !�K�� ��-M �R ���%� ������ ���� 7��%। !��K�� ����� !��<� ���% ���%U�� :�( 
����4 ��%�D��� ����� !$e� %��। !�< ��-M ���� ��%�D��� !����# !����� %�� ����4 ��� 
%�� !4।  
 
      +P!� !�K�� %(��K (��-��� !�9�) @�0#4� ��0� !%�A�� ��4 ��-/� ��% 9�4.�4 
���%U����� ��� $�� �1�2 %��। %(��K @�0#4��% ��*��( %��� 9( ���� !%�A�� ��� ��0 
���% �(�V !5�� %��। %(�K ������ !%�A�� ��� q� ���%� �(�V !5�� %��। �R ���� 
���%U�� :�(��� �%9 9��4� %���L ;�]����* ��9 �*� *4। ����� ��3 !%� *��*� 
*4�।  
        +�� �@�� =6� !��� !��9��� #�L4� ���-� �*�4��4 !����4��� �%�  �� ����� 
���%W� %�� ��� +4 !��� !��9����% ;����� %�� =�  !%�A� !���� ��T���� 9(। ;����� 
;���4� ����% !����4� ��T� *4। ��� ���� !qª� !%�A�� ��4 !����4�4 �O� *# ��� 
���%�� !�c0��। !����4�4 ��� ��� !��� !��9����� ��� !��.�� %��।  
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      =6�@�� !����4� ����9-� ;�>��� ��%������ ��@� �� ���JX %��� 9( 57�� ���� 
!%�A�� ��4 ��� ����3� �@��� ;�5��� %�� y# @�. %�� !�# !� ����� !��.����. �� 
�%��� *O4� �i� � *4। ���� !%�A���* ��� !��� !��9����� P !%�A�� ���� $���� 
;�>� %�� ��� ��� %��। ���� = 9 ��4% �*�� * ��� =9 ��4% ������� �*� *4। ����� 
����4 ��� ��� �f��4 ��� ������ ��� ��% ���� ���*� �1�2 %��। ��� y9 ���R��� 
�*�� * ��� = 9 ���R��� mF��@��� �*� *।  
 
        =,# �@�� �@��� ;��� ��� $��%��� ���4 = �(� ���4 #�L4� ���- |��% ��%������ 
��� �1�2 %�� ��� ������% �/�� !]��। ]�� 5�4 +, 9 ��%��� �*� ��� ,69 #�L4� 
���-� *��� �D� *4। !����4� ��R *4। !����4� ��R *��� �� ��� !��� !��9����� P 
!%�A���* ���� !%�A���% !]� !�c0�� 5���3�� �(�>� ��� ���� %�� *4।  
 
        57�� ��� ���� !%�A�� ��4 !]�� ���% ;C�� *# ��� ���� ��� !��� !��9����� 
P !%�A��O !�c0��। +8!� �@�� � �� !]� �4������ -� 5�4 %��%��� !�c0�� ���� �q�]^ 
���#। ]�� �4����� - !7�% ��% ���*� �����* �j *�4 ��4।  
 
        +p!� �@�� ���� !%�A� ���� ��4 +4 !��� !��9����� !��.�� %��� ���-� ��#। 
+[!� �@�� ��� ���� !%�A�� ���� ��4 ������ �O� *#। ��� +u!� �@�� ������ !�c0��। 
������ !�c0�� !���� ��# ���� +4 !��� !��9��� ������ ;����� %��� 9( 5U�� ��J।  
 
         =�� �q���� ���� +4 !��� !��9��� ��4 ��9���� ��� �9���� C��� ;�>�%��� 
��%������ ��� $�� �/�� *��। =�� �q���� !7�% ,# �q���� ��-M 5$L ��������� ��� *4। 
���� �� ��3� 5$�� 343�� *4। ;���( :�( *��*� *4। +, 9 ����� ������ *��� �D� 
*4। ���� ����� !�~ �������� O �%9 ��4% ��������* %�4%9 �*�� *। ��9���� ��� 
�9���� ���� ��� %��� �3� *#।  
 
         p# �q���� ���� !q���� ;�@���� �O� *# ��� =+# �q���� !q��� !�c0��। =+# �q���� 
!7�% =Y# �q���� ��-M ������ ����-� ���%W� EF %��।  
 
         =p# �q���� !q��� !7�% �O� *�4 �� ������ ;��1� %�� �� ���%� ���� $�� �। 
�%��32 ��# E�� !���� �E ��R ��-� ��%*����� ���*�� �?���-�2� %7�। �?���-�2� %7� 
$������% ����4 ��� ��� ���। *�9�� *�9�� 9�� 9�4�H��� !]�  ��� ��U�4 ��U�4 ‘‘94 �����’’ 
�� ‘‘94 ���9�’’ !´�.� �%�� ����� ������ %�� !]��। ���� !��9� |�%�� ;�@���� �O� !�#। 
��U�4 �%#@��� 9����2 ������ 
�.� 9���� 7��% ��� ��94 �H��� !��� O�T। ��� =+ � 
��4 ���� |�%� !��q4��� !�c0�� ��� !���� ;�>� %��।  
 
     S��9*���% |�%� .��O �� !���% !��%���2(। ���� ��� ��� ���R���*�� !������ ��D 
�%��� ;���( ]�0%� m�� ����� 7��%। ��/- 4 ����� ���� !� ��U !��� !��9���, #�� ��, 
�����, ���R���*�� ���( O 9�����2 ;��� ����_� ���7 ��� %�� �*�� * ����� �� ������ 
9���� #��*��� 
2-3�� ������ *��, �# %���# %��। 4 ����� ���� �f�7��� ;(�� !�o 
���%U� �����% ���*�� $�� ���9�4 � �# 5���2� *4 !�, ������ :��%, ���%, �7� 9�����2 
5%f���3# �` ��*��, ��� :��% O �2�%c��। � !���� ����� 9�����2 �%����. �%���%( 
������ *�4  
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�� ���� ����Q� ����� *�4O ���f@G���% *����� ��-� ��% ���*�� *�� !7�% �3� %��� �3� 
*�4��। � 
����� ���� ��� !%��  ������� 
�����। � 
����� ��C ������ 9���� 
�����। � 

������% �3� %��# ������ �%��� %�-�(। 94 �����, 94 ���j�।  


�3�~ %(��K !.���� !*��� ����-� �� 
 
 

��3�`%��~ ����# �]��� !*���* 
 
     =uY= ����� !� ����# ���� �4�����*� ���9���� 7�� �1�2 %��। ��% �������� ;�% 
/����� O ���� ��� %��। ������ ������� ��%������ �*����.�� %����। ���� ��� �% %��(�� 
����� ��%������� !��4 �����* %�� ��� %���]� ���4 �*D�-������ ���� ������ 7��� 
������ �������� ��4 �� ���9 $����। ��� == �4 ���� 7���� *���� $���#। ������� �����4 
��4। �����* ;�% ������% *�(� %�� *4। ��� !7�% =u � ��#�]� ���� %��। Y�  ���@� .��* 
5$�� ���(�� ���� %��। ������ !.���� ��� !��% �f�� !��� 7��%। ��@� ;�% #����, !��� 
!��9���, �����, ����, ��9��*� O ��� ������ ���7 !��. ���� 7��%।  
 
       =uY= ����� !� ���� :@�� 7�� ���%� !7�% ���� �% � 8 #�� � -��, + � $�� *��%� 
!���.� ���(���* *��%� !���.��� ���(�� @�� P[�  �(�.��9 ���� %��। �% q�%�� 
��-���� ���� !7�% |�%�� !������ (��4���� 7���) ��y� *��9 ���*� ����% ��� !� !�, S 
q�%���� ������ ������H� ;I�I ���।  
 
       9� ���� ���� %���H� !9��� ��.� 7��� �% ������� ������ *���� $���#। �R %��(�� 
����� (!$4���( !��� ��4�) ��%������ !��4 �����*, �� ���9, ;�¦�����. %����। 
���R�������� ��%������ %��� ����4 ���। !� |�%�� $���D���� �% ���R������% (���) 
��%������ %��� ����4 !�4। ��� ��%����� S ����% *�(� %��। %��(�� ����� �����4 ��4। ��� 
I� !������4 ������ ��*����� ���#�% *�(� %�� *4। (!��� ��4� ���j�� �����2 3�� !/�<2�4 
���R ��4)।  
 
       9���# ���� ���� |�%� !9��� ���*��� 7�� ���%�� ������ C��� ��% ���*�� �� O 
.����� � ��� *���� $���#। �# �1��2 �� !�� �*� *4। ���%U���� ���� !*��%K���� 
��*���( ��� ��4 ��4। ���� !7�% ��%����� �� !%��� �� �� .����  ��4 ��� �#। 
 

�R 9���# ���� ���� |�%� !9��� %�����4� 7��� ��� ���( ��% �������� �� O 
����� !c%�� ��� �1�2 $���#। ������� *�9�� *�9�� �2 ���� ��4 ��% !����� !����� 
����� ����� ��%� %�� ��� ���� ������� ��*���(। �1��2 !c%� ��m��� ���� q��� ��4। 
�������� ��� %�� *4। 
 

����% !�9� ��]�H�* (8 � !�\� %��L��) O %(��K �F���� �� �� ����% !.���� 
5��32 ���4 ������ ;��� ��T��� 7��%। �� ���� �4�����*� ��32����। |�%�-
�4�����*� ��U�2- ���%� �����4 .�T� 8 � !�\��� ;��� �%�  �����\� .T %�� ��� �q���� 
��-M ���@X ;������ ;�� !#।  
 
 
 
* +P-Y-=uYP ������ .f*�� ��3�`%���  ����� �%��q��� ������ !7�% ��%���। 
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��3�`%��~ !�9� !��U !��*��� ��%���* 
 
    ����% ��]� !%�A���� !����� %�� *���। !%�A��� %��L�� ���� !�9� ����, ��� �� 
���.q %��L��। ���� ���# ���� ���.q %��L�� ��0� ���7 ��� !.���। ��� ��0� !%�A���� 
!%�A� ;�]��� �*���� %�9 %����। �% � �� �%��� ;������� 9( !%�A��m��� 5¢�� 
��J��, �T% ��# ��� �.�4 ���>� *#। ���.�q4�� ���� ����% ��4 %�4% 9�4.�4 /���/��� 
%����। ���� ���7 !�� !%� ����$� %�� �#। ��� %�4% � �*�� !����� ��� ���( �% � 
���� �� ��� ��� #� ���9^ �*��, !� � #�L4�4 *�4���। ���< �%@��� $  %�� ]« !*�� :��� 
%�� ��9�% ���%�4 !��� ����3� ���7 ����, � � ���# �*��। ��� ����, � � ���$�4 @���� 
���� �������� ��9�% �3� %��� 9(। !%� ��� �� !"� %��� �����2� !�� ��4 ���. �%B 
]« !*�� ����� $  %�� %�� ��4। ��0�� %�4% � !�%� ���� �% � s� � :��� %������ ��� 
!� � ��l��# �����। � ��� ��9�% �?�3� %�� ��4। ���� �� �3�% /��4� %�� ��4। ��� 
!��� ��� ��� !��.�� %��। ������ �% �  ��.-  ���, �T% !�#  ��.- # ���� �1�2 $���#। 
 ��.-  ��� �.���� �Q� ���% ��-/� ��� �% � 9�4.� ���, ����� ����� 4�। ���� �T% 
9�4.�m���� �� �� !#,  ��� ����� 4� S �� ���%�� %���%���।  
 
        5®~ O��� ���%U�� !¥7 %� ���? 
 

       �Q�~ O��� E�� �4��� ���- ��� �, ��«q ���- ��9�%�� ���� ���। ���(� �% !%�A��। 
��� � ��� ;�\����� ���%। ������ s(�� ��� !� !���� �%�� �� -���� !�����q-��� ���। !��%L 
!����� ��]� !%�A�� ��� !q� � !%�A�� �# ������� ;�� !4। ��]� !%�A�� %��L�� 
���� !�9� ���� ��� !q� � !%�A�� %��L�� ���� %(��K !*��� ����-�।  
 
        ���� ���% !7�% �% !%�A�� ��# ��� ���% ��% !7�% %(��K !%�A�� ��4 ��� �% 
���7 ����� *#। ��l��� !7�% #�q4� ���- |��% �q@�^ %��। #���G��- �� -���� ]�4�� *4। 
���� ����� 7��%। ����  ��.-  !7�% =,66 .9 �G�� �����। !�9� ������ ������- !���� !� 
! ���]� ��# ��� !� � !%�  !�O4� *4। �v4 !� � �T% %���� 9( ���%U���� ����। �T% ��# 
%�4%9 ��%��� (�% !�%� ��) ��#�]� ��4 ����% ����� �%B *T�` %��# ������ !7�% 
�%9 �%���� *�4 ]�4�� %�� !]��। � � �5�(��$��  ��.-  *�4 �.�4���। ���� p/Y 9 
����� !�������� �� �%�� �*� *�4���, !%� !%� ��� ������। ���7 ���7 !�����q-��� EF *�4 
!.��। ���� ����� $�#� 9���� ���� !$�4�����। �%B �� !�����q-��� ��]  �� *��� ��� ��U 
��U ]�-� *�� ��.���। ]�-� *��� ��� ���� ;q-�� !���� ������ ��� ��  %��� *��।  
 
       5®~ ����� �� $�9- %���? 
 

       �Q�~ ���� �� $�9- %���। �(� �% %���। ���� �� *4 �(� ��%� � ����q� %�� 
!]����। !%� �����2 !%� !�� ��� � !%� �%���� !*�� !.��। !��*�� ���� ����� ������ !]��- 
�� ���� ���� #�q4� !]��-,  � � �% � ���� �(����। ���� !����� ������ ��� ���4 ���� 
$�� �����। ���� !��l� ��4 ���� ;�9�%� @ ��-M !�c0��� �����। ���� ��l�� ������, �# 
;������ ���� %f�%��- *4�। ���� �� $�� ���J� ������ ��� ���4 �� ����� @�# � � 
!�������# !��। �� �%� l�0�% !4�� !����� �O, ���� ������ �- �# ��� $�� ���J�। ���� 
����� �� ���� ���  
 
 
* =uY= ���� ���������� !�����*���। ��3�`%���  ���R����� #��*�� ��� O ��w2 5%W [-=6-=uYu ������ .f*��।   
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��� � ;q-�� !��4 ������ ����� ����, !���� ���� 7�%��� !�# ���� �� $�� !.���। 
���� �� !%� ;������ ��� ��#�। �(� ���4 !�#9 %����। ��� ��1� ���� ���.�q4�� 
�����% ��*��( %����। == !��� !�#9 %���� ;7-�` �� !]��-�% %��s  %��� 9(। !�m��� 
���.q :��� *���।  
  
     5®~ ��� %����� ��1�� �- � %�9 %���� !����? 
 
     �Q�~  �T% �� �� ���� �, ���� �G��-�� !��.�� %��� �. ��-M %�9 %����। !���� !��%L 
�(�$ !"�� EF *4।  
 

��3�%��~ !�9� ������ '�� ����* 
  
    =,#-=p# ;�\��� ����% �.���� ��4 ��� *4 ‘��’ !�\��� !*q�%�4� -���। !� ��4 !���� 
y9 ;�]����% ��#। ��� ���( �%9 *�J �9��� ����। ��� �����-!� ����। �%���� ��. 
��� ���%U� !7�% �����। �.���� ���� �� ����% �� !�\��� %���# �% � !%�A�� ��� 
!���� ��T��� *���। !��� !7�% �q-�� ��#� y’!4% �G�� ���। �# !%�A���� �����, ���q�� 
���# ���। ����� ��4 ���l ���( �q-��� !����। ����# � %� �q�]^ ���। !���� 7�%� ;�>�4# 
�%��� ��$- %�� ��#� ��0�$% �@��� |��%����� �%B !��� ������ %��� �����। ������ ��b�( ��� 
!�#q %�� �%B �� %�� �i� *4�। %��2 5¢�� !�� ��� ��� !"�� ��%� *4�। �� !�# ��4 
���.�q4�� ���� ==�� !��� !��9��� .�� !���� ��� ����% ��0� !��9��� ��4 ���। �# 
!���� !"L !��% ;�% ���। !�9� �F�b, !�9� ���� !*��� �# !���� ����। �@���� 
!��<� ���% ==�� !��� �� ��������� .�� O�T �� ���� !��� !7�% ��$- %�� ���������� 
�@�� 5��� %��। ������ ��b�( ��� |�%�। ����� �% �(� ���4 :�(�* !*0�  �� ���� :@�� 
��� *# �� ���%U�� :�(��� ���7 ������ ��/<- *4। !���� �*� * !�9� ����, $��9 
@����4 !��% !�9� ��]��4� 9���� O @����4 �%9 %(��K । ����� ���7 !9���� ��]�H�*� 
*���*��� ��� *�4���। � ��4 � *�J �q������ p �% Y ������। !���� !� !�9� ���� �*� 
*�4���� ��� �G�� ��� ������ �%9 ;�]����� @G� ���%W�। ���� ����� �(� ���4�% 
! % O@�� %�� !�9� ���। ! %-O@�� %��� �� �� ���� �E.� ��# �� ���%U����� ���7 
��/<- *4।  
 
        ���%U� ���-�� �%������ �E.�� !� ��9 � ��� !� � ����4 ���4���। ��# #�L4� ���- 
�� %����� !� ���%U�� �� �E.�� !#, ��� O���� :@��� $�� !.��। �� !���� =6� ��*�� 
�(� ���4 ���। ���� !���� �%�� %���� ���। ����� ���7 ��� +6�� ��9���। �E.�� 9�4.� � 
�� !� !���� 8 � �% P � ����� ���� ��� ��� ���� �% ��#��� �� 9�4.� ��� �%�� 
]�0%�। @����4 ���-� ���2� ��� !�, !���� ���%U� ���- !# �%B ������ �� *�4��� *4��� 
���%U�� ���- ���। %7� ��� @����4��� ���7 ==�� !����� �% � !%�A�� 7�%�� �%B ��� 
��� ����� 7�% !������� !��� *�� �। ���O ����% ���� !%�A�� ��4 �*� !7�% �� ��#� 
��� �G�� �% � �0$� C�� ���, !���� ��� 7�%�� 9( ���� �q9�� � !�~ ���� ����। �� 
!���� ���� ���7 ��� =6� ��*���� !�9� .����� (!%�A�� %��L��)। ���� !%�A�� ��4 ��� 
!���� ��� ���, �� !��� @����4 :��(� y�  �(� ���4 ��$- %�� ���T� ���( ���4 ���J। ����� 
���7 ��� !��  $�� �  
 
 

 
* =uY= ���� ��������� !�����*��� %���5��। ���R����� #��*�� ��� O ��w2 5%W %�f-% =6-=6-=uYu ������ .f*�� 
��3�`%��। 
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 (��%। @����4�� �� !�# ����m��� ��l���l $�� ������ �� ���� P/, ���  m��� �� ���� 
�� �%��# E�� ��#�। ���� ��l��# �������� � !� �# !.���m��� �O4�9 !%�7� !7�% *�J। 
����� !����� !� @����4 :�(�� !%� ��0���4 ��0���4 !�c���J, %���% ! � ��4 ��� *�J, %���� 
���� ���4 �R !��4 ����। ,/=6 9 %�� ����� ���% ���� !���� ��� !�# ��#�� ���% ��� 
����। !���� $�� � !��   (���%� ���( y� � µ�� �.�4��� ��� y� �  (��% ��4 ���� �3� 
*�4��� @����4��। �� ����% O4������ ��� *��� !� !����� !%�A�� ��4 ���� �������� ���� 
$�� ����। ���� !���� ����� ��� !7�% +66.9 ���� ���% � �0$� 9�4.� ��� ��� ����� �� 
��#��� ���� ���V�� 9�4.� ��� �����# C�� EF *�4 !.��। �# ��4 !��� !� ���%U�� ���- 
����� S 9�4.� ���4 ���J ;7-�` �� ���%U�� ���- ������ !���� �@���। �� ���� �#�¡� 
%�� ����� �����। �� ���( !�c����c�� EF *�4 !.��। ���� @����4 ���-� ���� !�0�$ ��� �� 
���� $��� ���� ���� ���� $�� �����। �� ��� ��� !9���� ��]�H�*�% !����। ��� �% � 
.���� ���� ��0���4 ����। ��� ����, @����4 ���- ���� �� �% � @�� %�� !]���� �� %W� 
%�� ��4 �। ����  � ����� ���% ��.�4 ���J���। ������ ���7 @����4 :�(��O ���। �� 
���( !.���m�� EF *�4 !.�� ��� ����� ;�% !��% ���O !.��। �� ��� ��]�H�*�% ����� 
!� �(�� !�c� !�। ��� �� ��]�H�* !�c�� S �GF_ � ��� *# ��� �� !����� !� !.���m�� ��� 
!��� EF *�4 !.�� �� ���� E�4 �����। +/= ���  E�4 7�%�� �� ���� ��T !�c�� !���� 
!7�% C�� EF *�4�� !���� �% � ��� ��� !� � ��� *�4 C���� ������ ���( |��% !.���। ��� 
���� E��� ���� 57�� !� 9�4.�4 ����� ���%U� ���-�� !�# ��-M ����� �� ��.�4 ��4�। 
��� ���� �%�� !��� ;q-�� ���� !����� ��O। %��2 �E.�� !7�% ���%U�� ���-�� $�� !.��। 
����� ���� �E.� !.���। �.�4 !��� O�� $�� !.�� ��� �9���� �� ���@X 9�4.�4 ����4 
��� �4 ��4��। ���%U�� ���-�� �j(�� ����# �� ��� *�4 O���� $�� �.�4���। !� �� @����4 
:�( ���� �.�4��� ����� ��� ���%U���� ��.# ����4 !]�����। ��� !���� �.�4 ��� !�9� 
����9-�� ��� � !��������। ���� %��� ���4 |�%� ���। �� ���( :@���� ��% !7�% !���� EF *�4 
!.��। ������O �%�� � -���� $�� �����। #�����( ���9� �(� ���O �����, ����O ;����� 
%���। @����4 ���*�O ��� !.��। !�~ %�2-� ��99O �� ���� ������ ���7 ����, ��O 
;�% ;�]��� ����। =p# �q���� !��� ���%U�� ���- ����L�� %�� !��� ����� 5$�� ]�0%� 
m�� O ]���- *�4��।  �%B ���%U� ���-� ���� :@���, ��� ���� =p# �q���� ��-M ����L�� %���। 
=u!� �% +6 !� �q���� @����4 !9���� !.�� :@��, ����� ���� ����L�� %��।  ����� y# �� 
��4 ���. ���%U����� ����4 9�4.� ���� %���।  
 

!�9� ��, � @�0#4� 5�����* 
\ �%�  �(����� O ������� $� ��4�� ���_ \ 

 
    5�4 ��� �� ����� �� ��� ��-!%�A��� ���7 ����4 �����। S ���4� ���( ���� ;�% 
!��  �� ;����� %���। ��m���� ����2 !��� �i� 4 ��� ��� ��� %�4%� � %7� ��$ 
������।  
 
    +Y!� 9� ���� ��� ��-!%�A���% ��4 ���������� �@�� ��#। ���� !���4 �.�4 �� :�(�� 
!%�7�4 ���, �%@��� ���, !%� @��� ;�>� %��� ��# !����� 9( �@��� ��#। !���� ��# 
����# 7��� ���� ��� y� � !��  /�0�  ��� ��� ���� !���� ��� ����4 $���]�� %���। ����� 
���(�  
 

 
 
* =uY= ����� ���$- %(��K ��� %�-�� ����। 5�����m�� ��0� ��$� ‘���R���� 4 ���’ C¶ !7�% ��%���।        
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p6/Y69। ����# 7��� ����� O @����� ����M�3� ���*� !7�% ���� ����� ;��� $���]�� 
���j ��v� *���। !��� ���� !�����% y�  @��. @�. %����। ������� $� ��4��% ��� ���� 
�%�  ¬��� @�� ����� ��� ��� �*%��� �*���� ����� ������� :�4��%। ��� ��9 ;( �� � 
��� ����। ���� ���7 ���� ������� ��]�H�*। ��� 8 �4 ���� ���������� �@��� |�%���। 
y���� ;C��-� /�0�  �G�� ��� �। ������� $� ���� !.�� ��� ���%� ;�>��, ��� !.��� q� 
���%� ;�>��। !@�� P �� ���% ��� ��� %��� �.�4 ���� ���%�4 O0` !��� �#���। !� ��U� ���4 
�� :�( �� !�0��  *� ���J� !�# ��U�� ����# ���� O0̀  !��� ;��3� %��� ��.���। $� ��4�� 
�� ����� ���$ %���$ ��� ��  !3��� �@��� ��9� ���। ���%� � ��� ���� ��� ��� 
;��%��� 9�4.� 9��� ��� �� !3�। �� !� �� !3��� ���� ��� �% ]�� � ����। ;��� 
�3(�¢ ��%���� ���e@��� ����� �f�e����� ���( ���।  
 

      ���� ��� ��� >�� !�� ;I�I�* ��9� ��4 �����#, ���B ����# 7��� ��� ��% !7�% 
��� 5�� ��% %�� !�������� �%�  ��%�4���� ��#�]�। ����� ;j%���# ���� �# %�9 !�< 
%��।  
 

     �%�� Y �� ���% ��� 5�4 86/P6 9 :�( ��4 ��.� ���� ������� $� ��4�� ;�>��� 
���%  *� ���� !�F�। ���� ��O !���� !���� �����*�� �� �%�  �� ���M ���*�� 
�%�����(% !��% ��4 �����M� ���% ��.�4 ���J। ���� %���%��� !�c0����� $� ��4�� ����� �� �# 
����� ��� m���<-2 EF %����। ��0� ���� *��� ��� + #�� � -�� �� =[�  !����। ��m���# ���� 
%��9 ��.��। 5�4 86���  ��� ��/<- *��� ��� $� ��4���� ��� m���<-�2 @4��- *�4 ;�%m��� 
�f� :��%�% ���� !]�� ��% :�(�� ���� * �� ���( *���। �� ��3� ;( ���  5�������� 
³f*�4 ������� $� ��4�� ���% �1�2 %��� $�#���। ���� %��� ���4 !.����<-2 EF %����। 
��� #J� ��� �Q� ��% !7�% ��� !�]  (���) �(�V %�� $� ��4�� ���% ��� !7�% �1�2 
%��। ��� ;C.��� ��7 ��� ���� �� ��4 ����� �C�* ;��3� %������। !�# ��� ���� 
������ %��� ���� ;�� ���� *���%� !��� .� O ��#�]��� ��*��( ����� ��� m���<-2 
%��� EF %����। ������ ���O �% � + #�� � -�� ���। !� ��O ���� ������¢� ��(�*�� 
%����। S ��% ��%�4���� ��#�]��� ;�>� !7�% P�  ��%�4���� ��#�]��� !.��� ��<-� *��� 
��� ������� ��� । ��� y�  ����� !�# !.���� �/��� $����� *�4 !.�। ����O ���� ������ 
O0` !��� �1�2 %��� ]�0�� ���। ����*��� *�4 ���� ������ ;�>��� ��� %����� !.����<-2 
EF %��। ����O ������% �*� ������ ��� !]�� ���� * �� ���( %�� *���। ���� �� 
:��(� %����� !.����<-2�% ;�(M @4 %����। %�2 ����� ���� ��� ;·�� �%��� �@�-�। 
����O !�# �@�-� ����� ���$4 !��4 ������ S ;�>�� 7�%� ����� �� %���� �। ������ 
� -�� !7�% ����� ���% !.����<-2 %��� %��� ���# ����� ���� ���� ��� ����। %����� 
!.��� �� �� ;���(�� ����4 ��� ����� !�, ���� *�  ��� ���� ������ .�(M� ��� �। S 
��4 ������ !%� ����� ��� �। ���� !%�A���� �# 57������ ���� !��� ��%�4���� 
��#�]� �(�*�� %��। ���� $�`%�� ]� *4। ���� y� � ����� �AG2-F�� x�� %�� ���� �3� 
*#।   
 

       S �� ���� ���� �%�  ��� !���� ����� !.����  �%��� ��� �/�� %��। ;(�(�� !����� 
�%�M �*��� �3� ;�>�4 �]�� ���। ���� ���� O ��� �% >��# �����। %����� !.���m��� 
�� @�<2 �� %�� ������ ������ ����� �� �� *�J� �f�( ���l ������ /���� ��� ��� 
��� ��� ��� । ���� %�� !7�% ��� +6 .9 �G�� �%�  %����� !.��� ���� !]�  �����। �3( 
%�� !����� ������ %��� ���� *���� !����� !#। ���� �� �� �� �H�*�% q�%�� 
��.���। �� ���� ����2 %��� 7�%���~ �� #��*� #H� �M� !���*���� #�X %��� 
���9�9�4����।  
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             ���%U�� !��qO !��� 5$�� %�� *�4��� !�, ������ �f��(� ���(� +6 9। �%B 5%f� 
��� ��# / �� ,�� ���। ����3 �*� *4 =Y 9 �� �*� *4 =u 9। !.�� ;�>� !7�% 
;��%-�� �1�2 %��� ����*��� ��  :�(��� �?�3�� 5�4 ���4 7��% � ��� �� ����� 
��� ����*� 3�� !�� ��� *4। �� �����2 %��2 �% ��3� ��%-���G�% �G�-5¢��, ;( ��3� 
;9�� ���� �A�%- ;h�� ��� ;5¢��। �� ���3 �����R�� ��# �X� ��-��4� !*�% � !% 
�%��%@��� ��� O0` ���� ]�0�� ���� ���� �%�%�-�(���Gg *�4 ��4 ��� �����2 ����� *����4 
!]��। !� �1�2�?% @G��%�4 !�# ��*G��- ;�� ��� �� ��*� ��4 �। ]�� �����4 5�2 
��0$��� �# ��� %��� �� *�4 O�T।  
 

     ���*�%, ;�G�- ��*� !����4���� !��� ������� $� ��4�। S ���� ����� �� $� ��4�� 5�� 
���� �G2- ����� 9�}���। ��� %�f-�3 !%� �% %���2 ���� �� !7�% ���% ���� %��� $�#��O 
��� ���� ���9 *#�।  
 

\ �� �%�  !�#q \ 
 

     �� �%�  / �� %7� ��� ��H� %���। ���  ��� [# 9���#। +Y!� 9� !� >�� �� ���� 
�(����� %�������, ��% :�(�� !���� �� %�� %�%m��� ����� %�����। �� %�� ���� ��O 
;�% :�(  �� ����� ;�>��% �9��� %�� �������। ���� s(� %���� !�#q %�� ��� 
����-� �����m�� ����4 !����। +Y !� 9� ������ ������ *��� 5$L �/�� !��4 ���%U�� 
:�(�� ����M ���%�� ���% �� ����� � ;7�� ;�>� !��� ;( !%�7�O ��$�� %�� ���� 
;7-*� ��� �� %���। +Y!� 9� ��� [ 9���# ������ ���( ���� ��� %�4% ��/�0� � %��� O0` 
!��� ����� �%B ��%����� ����� /�0�  !��� � !�F��� 9( ���� ����< ������ %��� �����। 
�# ���4� ���( ���%U�� :�(��� ;�>��� ��� ���� %�4%��� 8#�� � -�� ���4 m���<-2 
%�������।  
 

      [# 9���# ������ ���� ��U !%�A�� ��4 y# ��% !7�% ��� ���%�4 |�%���। !@�� $�� �� 
���% ;C�� *��� ����। ��� ;�>� @��� ����M !7�% !��� �G� ��� �। ����# 7�� !7�% ����� 
;�>�m��� ������ 9�� �����। ���� ���% ��l��� !��� y# ��� !7�% |�%���। �G�- 
���%W� ;���4� ���� ��%�4���� ��#�]� O � -�� ��� ���% ��% %�� !��������। ��. 
!7�%# ��4 ���-e %�� !�������� ���� �%# ���4 ��%�4���� ��#�]�, � -�� ��#�]� �� �%��� 
��*���( ������ :�(�� �%����. ����� ��� �/�� *��� ����। !@�� ���� ��0$ �� ��4 ��� 
;�>��� ��� ���� ���%-�� m���<-2 EF %����। ��%�4���� ��#�]��� !.���� �/��� 
����� y� � ����� ����4 !�4� *���। ���$�4 @���� %�9 %���� � -��m���। ���� ����� ���  
!.���m�� �<-2 %��� �� ��% !���� ������ ��� %����� !.����<-2 EF %�� ���। S ���%�� 
��� 5�� �i��( �1��2� >�m��� ����� %����� �3( !%¸ �*���� �G�-���-e ���। 9(�����% 
�4����]% ����� %�4% � !.��� ������ ;�>��� ��� ��� ���। ���� ���l S�� !7�% ���� 
������ ���*� ����4 ��4 ���। S �1��2 ��%���*�� �% �����2 343�� *�4��� 5�4 �% 
���* ��� !������% !��% ��]� ���� !� ��� ��#। ��% !����� p 9 :�( �f��(� ����%� �G2- 
%�����।  

 

\ ��-/�� ������� :�4��� %f��_ \ 
 

      ���� �����\��� ���( ��-/�� ��� ;��% �����2 ���%U�� :�( 9���4� *4। ��-/� ��� 
����% #� ���%U�� ��#�]� ���*�� ��O�� ;7-�` �q-�� ;�9���@� !���। ���%U�� :�(�� 
!���� ���� �� !7�% ��� !���� !%� �� ;����� %���। ����� S �� /�0� � ��� ������. 
�����। ��� 
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��9 5�4 ,69 :�( ��4 y’ y’ ��� S ���%�4 !.��� ���%-� �1�2 %��� 9( ]�0� 
!��������, �%B ���� �%���O ��� %��� !@���। ��# �G� !7�% �%�� %�� ��4 �%� ���# 
]D��]�%� �0 ���।  
 
       S ���%�4 %�4%��� � -���� ��*��( ���� !.����<-2 %��। ������ ��� ��� ������� :�4�। 
� -���� !.����<-�2 ������� :�4� �%9 �3 OU��। �����# ��� �� /�0� �� � -���� ��*��( 
!.����<-2 %���� �����# ��� �%�� � �%�� 3�� *�4��। �%��� ������ %�4%�  � -���� !.��� 
��-/� ���/�� ���4 ���/� �' ��� ��� �.�4���। ���� ��-/��� !��% %�4%�� ��� !�# ��� 
!��4����।  
 
       ;( �� �%�� ���� y# ��% !7�% P�  � -�� ���4 �� :��(� ��-/� ��9��� ��� 
!.����<-2 %��। !��� !�9� ����� !%�A�� !7�% +�  � -�� ��� %�� �������। ���� 5�4 p6�  
� -���� !.��� �(�*�� %�������। ������ !.����<-2 ��� ;�(M �@�-�। %�4%�� ��� ���� 9��� 
������ !� ������ !.��� ��T% 9�4.�4 ���4 �������� S 9�4.� !��� C��� $�� !��� ���( 
*�4���। 
 
     ��� ���*��� !%�A���� ��4% ��99 ��� �%9 ���% ���। � -���� !.����<-�2 !� !�� 
��]�( ;9- %�����। ��� � -�� ]�4�� ���j !%�A���� !�� ���� ���।  
 
        �# ���%���O ��9�%���� ���(� ��� ��� !���। S ��9�%����� !$��� ����� !�O4� ��� �*9 
�(���� ��� �। ���� !% !� ���������� 
����� ��C���% ��7- %���� � �� ��l�� �����। 
�i�� S ���%�� �� ��9�%�� ���������� !%�7�O ��� �। ���� ������ :�(��� �7 !����4 
@����� ������ %��� ��� ������ ��D���� ��F�� �������� �*����.�� %��� EF %����। 
����� �# �14�%���� ���� .@�� @��� �(�7� *���।  
 
      ���*�%, ��94.� ���%���O ���� %�4%�  !.�� ���%-� *���� $���#। �%B ����O ���� 
��� �% � ������ %��� �����। ��� �%�� �(����� %�� %�4%9 �������% ������ ���T�4 ��#।  
 

\ ��� ��9��*� y�� \ 
 

       � 5��� %�4%9 ��9�*��� �� %�� ��4 ����� ��� !���4������� !�����। ���� ���( �� 
����� ���� y�  �� y�� ��� �*��।  y��� �4� ��� +p ���। ��� ���� %���H� !9��� ����� ��� 
%��। !� ���R���*�� 5�R �G�- ���%U� ��#�]��� !%�A���� !�9� ����� ��� !��. ���4���। 
��C ���R���*��� y��� ���� ��*�� ���% �� %9 ��� ���� 9�� !#। !���4������ ���� !� !� 
��*��%��� ���$4 ���4��� ���������� ���R���� ��� ���� *4 �। �f�e� ���� !.����<-�2� ���(O 
�# ;%����@4 ���% ���%�4 7�%�� !$e� %��� �%��� �2�3� !��� �G�� ��� ��4�, �� 
!��%����%O !� !.�����F� ����2 %�����।  
         

+=!� 9� ��� �� ��� ������ 5$L �1��2� ��F ���� !7�% ��� ���� ���( *# 
!��� y�� %�%��4�� ���#�4 !� ���_ !����4��� ��� �%�� � ��T�%� ���� ���� ����।  
        

%�%��4� ��� %(��K !����-��� ;��� ��� y�� !�# §��# �����। +=!� 9� ���� �� 
���*� �� ������ ;�>��� ��� 5$L �1�2 $���4 !�# �%# ���4 %�%��4���O ���� 
�1�2 $���4। !����-��� :�(�� ����� ���7 ������� 5$L ��� %��। �%B ��� ���(� �'m2 !��� 
7�%�4 !����-��� �� !��� !7�% ;����< ���� * �� ���( *4। !� ��4 y�� ��4�� *��� ��� �% � 
*��%� !��� .� 
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!� ��� *��%� !��� .� ;��� m�� ���� ���J� ��� ��� ;C.���% ������� �(�*� %�� 
!������। �~���$�Q ;�����1�� !� �% @4��* ��� ��F�� ��� ���J�। ;�>� 5��%G� !��� �� 
��� ��.��� �?�3� %��� ���G * ��� �� y�� !�# �v������2 ;��C*2 � %�� �@-�4 ��� 
*��%� !��� .� !7�% ;����� m�� ���� ���J�। ���# ;��� ��*��%�� O m�� !����� ]�� ���� 
;(�(�� ���G * �� �����. !��4���। �%B y��� ��# y@-�.(, !� ;(�% ��0$��� �.�4 ��9 �% �*� 
����� � �% ���। ����3� !���.��� �% l�0% m�� ��� y���% ��� %��। y��� ��3 �%��� 
y��� !���.�# ��14 ��� ��� ����� �1��2� ������% ���# !���.��  �%�� � ���� ���J�। 
]�� ��� �%��� �3(�¢ *�4 ��T��� y��। ;����< ���� y���% �*� %��� �3� *�4 �%�� � 

�U� �~��� !]��। �%B ���F2 �*� ;�>�4 y�� ��h� *���4� ��� !�< %�-�( �>� %�� !� 
��� *��%� !���.� !7�% ;�M� ��*G�- ��-M ���% ���� ���4 ���� ��� �>� %��। !� ����M 
��4��� !� !� 9� !��� �%B 9���� ;�>�4 ��� �����% �� *�U %���<� *�� !��� �।  
 
       ��� �� ���� !7�% ��� ��� @����� ����# 7��4 (�.����� �Q��) �� !�. %�-� 
��]�H�* ���� ���� ��>� *��। �%�G32 ������ �� ��� ����% !����-��� ;�>��� %7� 
9���� ��� �������� %�%��4� $�� !��� ����% ���-� ����। ��� ���� ����, ‘‘!����-��� 
:�(�� ��F2 ����� ���। ���� ���# �� ���� ������e�। ���� �������� �.�4 ����� ������R 
%��� ��*��( %�।’’  
 
       �# %7� ��� ��� %�%��4� $�� !.�� ��� ��0� ���G ���� ���O %�%��4� !�c0�����। ���� 
��O4�� �� !���� !���� �H�*� !��*������ %(��K !����-��* ��� !%�A��� ���# ����� 
>�� !�c0�� !.��। ����� ���#�% !��� ���� �H�*� %��� *�9�� *�9�� E%��4� ���4 %����।  
 
       ���# �� �%B ���� ��-M y�� ���� �। �� !��� == � ��� ���� y��� !��  ��� q� 
���4 %�4%�  m�� !��.��। !� %��� ���� ���( ;�*�4 ��� ���। !��" �% � :�(���*� �.�4 
���% ���� %��� � !��� �]�� �����। �� �� !���.� ����4 ��9� ��4 ��� ��� %���% 
��� !����# m�� �����। �� !���.� �����4��� !��" �%�  � ��� ���।  
 
    ���� ���# ���¦ *�4 �����। @����� �q-�� ���%����  !]���-� %�� !7�% �G��� ��4 !����� 
��� �%�� :�( ��9� ��4 ��� ��� ;(�(�� ����� � %���। ���� ���# �$M� %��� y���% 
�%@��� ����� S !���9�� !7�% ���� %��। !%� �% � ]�D �·��� ���� �� �$�M� ��# 
�%�  !��� !�c�� ��� ��� ��� !� y���% ��4 ��� *�J। �*� y�� m�� ����� ����� �AG2- 
��U9 ��� �v�� *�4 !.�� ���� ���% �f� �� %����� ��� ��� ���% �� m�� !��0�� 5�4�9 
!# �� %�� ����O m�� !���� �j %�����। �# �%� �% � �����. !��4 ������ y# ��*�� !��� 
�M�-�2 ���� ]�0�% ]�0�% �.�4 y���% ���� %��� �3� *�4���।  
 
     y���% �� ������ ���� �� *��� ��%�� �f�( �� %F2 ��� !�����4% !� �� @�<�4 
�(R %�� �i� 4।  ��*G<- y�� ��� *�� ���4 ��� m����� !�  !$�� ��� ���। !%� 3�>� !7�% 
��� ���@��� !�� *�4 ���� ��1� %����। q� ���4 m�� !��. ��X�@X ����m�� !%�1�� ���4� 
*���� ���. !��.���। �� ��� ��U ���� �R����।  
 
      �% � m����� ���/� �� � ]  %����। ��O !� ��%��R *���4�। ������ !$���� ���% 
!$�� !��� !� ���, �(��, ��� �� ��0$� �, �3�� ���� ���। ���� �]���� ��4 !.� 
��� 
������ ��� �� ��� ���� ������ �। 
��� ����� !��� ���� @��.( *�4 �T� �। �(�� ����% 
%7� ��  
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!�@���# !*�% 
��� ������ ��� �� ����% %�� !���। �9 !*�% %�� !*�% �������� 
��� 
*��#। ��# ���� ��� ���������� ��� �� %�� !���।  
 
      !� ���� �����, �(�� m��� �/��� ���� !�� � ���@G�� !�� *�4 !.��। ���� ��0$�� !%�# 
�����. !#।  
 
       ����<- y��� %F2 %¹ E� !��� ���� ���# .@�� !���% �G*(�� *�4 ��������। ��U º�4 
������ ��<��� @�� �.�4���। ���� ���. ���� %�¹ ���% ��# ��»� !�O4�� !$o� %�� !� 
���� ��M *4 �, !� ��� ;�M� ��*G��-� �@�� !��4 !�< ��� %7��  ������ 9���4 ��O4�� !$e� 
%��। !� ���� 7��%, �(�� ������ ���(�� �� ������ ��������� ��-�@���, ���-$��� *�(� EF 
%�� �� ����  [ ����� !��4�  ����% �% ������ 9��? ������, �¼� ����O ���R !]c�9 
!��. ��O, ��������� ��F�� ���# %�, !���% 
��� %�। �¼� ���� ���� !7�% �% %���? ��� !�� 

��� � *4 ������ ;�>� �% *��? ���� � ���%# ���� ���J ���%# m�� %�� �����।  
 
       ���� *�� ��� y�� ���, ‘‘�(�� ���� ���� %���H�, ��� �v4 ����� �� !$�। !���� 
���� ����।  ���� ���%�� ���# ����% !$�। �4� %�� ���� !��4�% ��� !�# ���%�� %���% 
���� �f��(� ��� � !��� �। ���� �f��(� ��� !��� ���� !��4�  ��0$�� �। !� ���� 9�। �4� 
%�� ��� %���, �(�� ���� �f��(� ��� � !.�� �����। ��� ���� �% � ����, ���� *�@�.� 
!��4� �% ��� !����। �(�� ���� �# �%�  %7� @��� ���� �।’’ %7� ���� ���l ���l �% � 
%7� !� /����]�� ������ �����, ‘‘ 94 ����� !��� !��� ������ �।’’  
 
       y��� �# ���G<- ;�¶�4 �(�����^ ���� �%�� � !��� *�� �� %�� !�. %�-� ��]�H�* ���% 
��9� 9��� %�� �.���� ���9 *�������� ��4 !.��। ������ ���R�]c�9� q�R�� ���� 
!*���O y��� ���7 *�������� !.�� ���� y�� ��� ��� @��� � *���4। *�������� ��O4�� �� 
y��� ;����� %�� *4 ��� �� q�R�� 9���� !� y��� �� ��>� !%�  !.�� �� !�~ %�-� 
��]�H�* *������� �(�. %��।  
 
      !��� y��� ���7 ���� %�4%9 �*� *�4���। ������%O ��T��� *���।  
 
       y��� ;�>� !��� !��� ���� �� ;��%# ���2� %����� y�� �� ��0$�� �। �%B �H�� 
;��� 3��� ������ �� 3�w �(�R� ��3 �F�2 %�� ;�(M %�T। ��0�# ;��< %f��4 ��� ;�(M 
%F2�4 y�� !�� ��� �� ����.( ��@ %�� ��� ����4 %(��K !����-��� !%�A���� !��.�� 
%��। ����-�%��� ;��� ����_� ���. y�� ;�% �2�3�� ��%���*�� ���7 ��� %�� ������� 
���-�Q�� #��*�� ���½� %�� ������।  
 
         ���� ���� �*���� %7�। �*���� �4� ��� =,���। ;����4 ��*�� ��� �# ��� ��9��*� 
�%���� । ��9��*� �*���� !���4����� ���� ��� ���_ 5��-2 ���������� 
����� ����� #��*��� 
�%�  3���½� / �। y�� O �*���� ����_� ���
F� !�]� (�¾ %�-� ��]�H�* ������% 
+,66  �%� %�� ���V�� 5�� %��।  
 
         �� ��� ��� ����� 5��। ���� ��� !� ,9 ����� ���� ���� *�� ��9�, ��F� ��4�, 
!������ ��4�, ���*� ��� %�� ��4�। ���� !%�A���% ��� � -�� �����। ��� ����( %�4%���� 
��3�4 ��� � -�� $���4 5�4 !������ :���%� �� �3�� ;9- %������। 
����� ���� �# ,9 
����� :���%� �� ����( 4। ;��� ����_� ��� �0�� ��N���%� ���7 ������ ���# %����।  
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     !�9� ����� !%�A���  ��� ��������� 5�R �G�- ���%U� ��#�]��� ���*� ���� ��.�T�। 
��� ��� !�9� ��� �� !���4���4 ���# %���� �� �% �%� �VA º��4 S �G�- ���%U� 
��#�]��� !9�4��� ���# %����। !�9� ����� #-��-�� !%�A�� ����-�%���O ���@X §�¾ ��� 
��*��� ��� ������। ����� �# ���_�G2- ����� 5���� � %�� ��� ���� �।  
 

\ $���M ���# O ������� ��� \ 
 
     �@���� +6 ������� ��� ����� ����� !��� !.�। ������� %��� ���%U��� �(��� !9 m��� 
@����4 ����� ;��1� %��4 �%������ @����4 ���� ���*�� ���� �1��2 8�  ���%U�� 
�(��� !9  @G����� *4। ��� ����� ����� ����?% �%�� ���2 %��। ���R���*�� 5$L �1��2 � 
��4 ������� !$c.��� �� *4। ��� ���� ����� %(�¾��¾ ��� %��� 9( ���%U�� :��(� ��� 
��2�2 ��C��� ;���2- *4।  
  
      �@���� �# ��4 ��� ���� ������� ��N��(� ��� ���� ;��-�2 *#। ��� ��F�� ���� 
���� ��������� �1�2�?% @G��%� C*2 %��। ������ �1�2O �%# �%� ��� ��� 5$L। � ��4 
‘��’ !]���-� ;���4% !�~ %�-� ��]�H�*� ;��� ��� ����� y# �(� ���4 �����% :�(। �# y# 
�(� ���4# ��� �����4 �����I ������। �-����O ��� %�4% � !%�A�� ���% ���� !�\� "��� 
�����।  
 
      %�-� ��]�H�* ‘��’ !]���-� +� #� !��� !��9���¾� %����� ;�]��� !�9� �� ��� 
==� !��� !��9����� %����� ;�]��� !�9� �����% �# ���- ���-� ���� !� !�9� ���� 
�(� ���4 ������� ���% �1�2�?% ;�@�� $����� ��� ����� ���7 7�%�� !�\� "���, �� 
!�9� ������ �(� ���4 (== � !��� !��9��¾) �.���� �Q� ���% ��-/��� O��� 
5���3��G�% �(�>� !�� ���� %�� ����  !7�% ���� *�4 ��%���*� !�� !7�% ������ 
���*�� ��� �1�2 %��� � ����। !�~ %�-� ��]�H�*� ���-� ;���4� ���� ��-/��� ���� 
!��� !��*���-�.���� !���q 5���3��G�% �(�>� C*2 %��। � ��4 ��� �%�  !%�A��� 
!�f�_� @�� !#। �� ���� !��*���-�.���� !��q ��� ;C�� *�� � ���� !� ��b�(# ���� 
������ ����� ��.# 5���3��G�% �(�>� ��4�����। ��H� %�� !��� ���� !�, !� ��4 ��� !� 
%�A��� ���$���� !�f_ ��4����� !��  ��-!%�A��।  
 
         O��% �� ������4 �% /� ��� ��� �%�� � ����2, ��� �� ��C* %��� !�����, !�O4� 
��%। +Y!� �@�� %�-� ��]�H�* !�9� ���% !������, ������, �������� !��O�4 !���, 
�������� /�0� , ��9����, �9���� #�(��� ���%� ��� %��� ���-� !�। ��H����.( !�, �# �� 
���%� ������ !��O�4 9���� %���%���। %�2-� ��]�H�* !�9� ���% 86!� �@�� ��� =�� 
�q���� ����� ���� �# �� ���%�4 �1�2 $������ ���� ���4����।  
 
        !�9� �� ��-���� �1�2 $�����। 57� �/�� *��� �@��-�q���� 86/= ����� ��� 
= �� ��4। 57� ��-��4# ��� %��� �������� !��O�4 !�� O �������� /�0� । E���, !� ���� 
���# $����� !@�� ��0$ � ��-M।  
  
       �# ;�@�� ������ �3 !7�% ;�� ��4��� ���R�]c�9� 5�4 �% �(� ���4। ����3� :�( 
���(� ��� 5�4 �% �(� ���4��O !���। �# ���� ������� �� -����, � -��, !���.� #�(��� 
!�� �� �� ;I�I# �(�*�� %��। ������ ��3O !���%�� ���#�4 �� -���� ��� � -���� ����� - 
���। !�\� "����� %���O ��� !���.�।  
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      ���� ��H����.( !�, ���#�4� !� ���m��� ��� ���# ;j%�� ��� �q���� ���-����� 
%�4���4 �JX। �%B �# ;j%�� O %�4���� ���� ������ 9O4���� ����� ��D���� *����(� 
%���। �% �� �� �% � >� ���� ����� ���� 1��# ����% ��% !7�% ���� ��R���� *�4 
��T��� ��� � �}���4 ��m ��R�� ����� �.�� !*� ���-�U %����। ������� �% ���� 
*����(� ���%U�� !���� �v������2 ���( *4 ��� ����� 5$�� !��%�� 
�%�� %��� *4। 
�%9 ����� 9���� ;�>�4 �D� *4 ��� +6 9 *4 �*�। ����� ���R�]c�9� *U.� *4 
*����� 5$�� �����2 ;I�I, !��, !����%-���J�, �q�]^ !��� (5���3� ����()। ������ �3 
!7�% ��%���*�� *��� �# ���� #4��� ��0 ��� ���R�]c�9� �%9 ����*� �*�� *4। ���% 
����*� %�� *4 ���������। ������ �# ���#�4 ���R�]c�9� ����*� ��� 9�]�, ����*� '��4, 
����*� ��y� ���], *������� �%��� !*���, *������� ��]��� !*��� !$c����, *������� 
���H� ��� ;�� �%9 �*� *4। ���-�U �����*� ����4%@��� ���� * ��O +�� �q������ 
�%��� ������ ���*�� ��� ��ª� �1�2 EF %�� ��� ������ ��� �L��� $��� 7��%। 
�����*�� 5�� �1��2� ���� ������ ���*� ���� *�  !��� ���( *4। �� -����� �*�4��4 
����?% �1�2 $����4 �# ���%� �����*� ���-�� %��। 5$�� 343��� �� ������ ���*� 
��������� �.�4 9���4� *4। �# ���� �����*��O ;�i� 3�� ����� *4। ���R�]c�9� ��4% 
������� ����] ��� ��� *��� ��*���` ��2 %��। ;(�( ���� �*� * ���� *�� ����*� 
��y� ��4��, *������� ��9� ��4�, ��4% ���F����, ��4% ��y� �����, ����*� ��9��� 
�*��।  
 
       8�� �q���� ������ ���*� ��9����% ��-.�T� %�� ��% ���*�� ��� ����4 �1� 
$���4 ��� �9���� !�� O ��� �% *�9�� .9 ;C��-� >� ��� %��। �# �1��2 ����3� 
�.��9 :�( �*� *4। ����� ��3 y‘9 ����*� O �%9 ��4% ������� �*�� *। ������ 
���*�� �� ���� ��� ��� ���4 ���� ��� !���� ���%U� @����� ��v����� ���� *���� 
$����4 ��-�?% ��� EF %����। ���� �� ��� !%�� �������� ���*� O ��%���*�� ���( ������ 
7�%� �। ���%U�� ���*�� ��� ����R @���-�������� ���*�� ��� EF *�4 !.�। �q������ 8/P 
����� ���� ������ ���*� ���-��%f� ���%��% ����3� %��। ��� �'�(, ���R�]c�9� ;����� 
�/���� �� �/��, !���� ;@(M�� !.���� ���R���*�� $����-�G2- ���%-� �1��2 ���%U� 
!�����*� �� !������ *�4 ������। ���� ���� ��U !��< @����� ��� $����4 @�� �1�2 
%�� ���।  
 
         8�� �q���� !��� ���%U� @��� �1�2 %�� !��� ;����n ����� #�D�� .�j� 
%�%���� �% ����� 9������� �Rf�� ���J��। S �� ���� ��5*�� ���O @����� 9O4���� 
���%U�� *���� 5��*� %��� 9( '%�� !�।  
 
        ;��� ���R���*�� ��� ��R *� @����4 !������*�� *��। ������ ���*� @�����. l�0���4 
��� ���������� ���R����, 5$L .���� �1�2 %�� ;(�4 ���� ��� ���%U�� !�����*��% । 
���������� ������ $����-% ���4 !�c7 %���L� ;��> :�(�� |��% ��� ���������� ;@(M��।  
 
        ����% �����% ��%�� @����� ��F�� ��� !/�<2� %��� PT� �q���� !7�% @����4 :�( 
������*�� �� ��4 ������ ���� !�� ���। �1�2 $����� *�4��� ;�� 5��(�<। ��H����.( !�, 
�# ��4 ������ ���*�� ��3 ��� !��� �� -���� ����� - (%���� �*�4��) !�O4� *�4���। !�# 
��� ��� � -���� 5$�� �*�4��। �# �1�2 EF %��� ��. !�9� ����� !�f�_ !�\� "����� y# 
!%�A�� ���4 ��� !7�% 5���3��G�% �(�>� !O4� *4। !�9� ����� #-��-�� !%�A�� ����?% 
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5��%G� ;�>�� ����� *�4O ��9� ;�>� !7�% ��D���� ���। ������ !�\�� PT� �q���� ���� 
���R�]c�9� !� ��� :�(�� ��*��� ��2 %�� ��0�� *�J- !�~ ��������, ����*� F'� ���, 
����*� ���b%�� �*��। ��0�� �*� * ��0�� *�J-������� $� ��4�, *������� %��F����, 
!%�A�� *������� !�9� GF���� ��� ���� =, 9। �# ���#�4 ����3� ����� 343�� *4। 
���R�]c9 =8 9 ������% *�(� %�� ��� P 9 ����� ����� *��� �D� *4। ���R�]c9 !�� �� 
*���4���* �����*�� 8+ �  ��#�]� %�9� %��।  
 
      �q������ , ������ ���%U� ���*� ������ ���*�� ��� ��ª� �1�2 $���4। �%B ������ 
���-5��-�1��2� ���� ���� ���G *�  !��� ���( *4। ������4 ����� ���#। �# ���#�4 
���R���*� O ����R ������*� ;������ ���_ O ��*��%��� ��� ��� %��। ;����< ,# �q���� 
���R ���*� O ������*� ������ ��� %��। P/, �q������ ���� �# ���%�4 �����*�� 5�4 =p6 
9 :�( ���� ��4।  
 
        ������ !��O�4 !�� ��� ;�>� ��� ���# ���fg। ]�� ���%�� ��� *4 �(��% ��� 
����?%। �������� 
����� ��C���� #��*��� ������� ���#�4� mF_ ��� ;������। ���%�� 
���� �@4 �3# ��-���%���(% �� -���� �(�*�� %��। %�4%�  �1�2 $����4 +� #� !��� 
!��9���¾� s� � ;1��2� ���� ������ :�(�� ����� ����� *����4 !]��। �����>�4 ������*� 
������ ���*�� ���7 !��. !���� �� ������ �1��2� ���� ���� �� ��0���� �����। ����'�(, 
������� ���� �� �����*� �� !%�7�O @����@��� ;�>� ��� �����।  
 
       ������� ���� !%�A�� %��L�� �*���� !��� ;�]��� ;��C*2 %�� ��0�� *��~ !�9� 
����� �*��, %(��K !������, !�]� (�¾ #���*�, !�]� (�¾ �������� O !�]� (�¾ ���� 
(!%�A�� ;�]���)।  
 
         ���� ��� +� #� !��� !��9��� �A�%- ����( �%�� ����%��� %��� $�#। ���%U� 
!�����*��� +� #� !��� !��9��¾ ��� !��� !��9���¾� ;(�� ����� �(� ���4। *����� 
��% ���*� ��������� *�(��h EF %��� �� �# �(� ���4 ��%�� !��%�-#-%��L !�9� 
��]�H�*� (��-��� %�-� ��� �������� !�����*�� 5��) ;��� ��%���*�� ��F�� ��� !/�<2� 
%��। ���R ��C��� �# �(� ���4�� ;��� ;����4।  
 
        ���� ������� ���� ��*���`5�� ��� :��% !�]� (�¾ �������� �A�%- �%�� 
����%��� %�� ��0� �*��� �?�� 5�� ��� ���� %��� $�#।  
 
        !�]� (�¾ �������� ����� ���� ��� %�����q !7�% �����4 ��� =p # �.� ����4 
���� ���7 !��. !�। ��� == � !��� !��9��¾� !��.���� �. ��-M ��� ���� ;(�� s� � 
%��L�� �*���� ���� ���7# ����। ��� ���� ���7 �' ;�@��� ;�� C*2 %��।  
 
       !�]� (�¾ �������� ���� �%9 ������5�2 ��*�� :��%। ��� *������� �# ;�� 
��*�� !���� ���O �G�� ���� �%9 %(�@���� ;�]���, ��� �%9 #](��" ;�]����� !$�4 
!%� ;���# %� ���� �। ��� $��%��� �����*�� �%�  !�� ��0�% �/�� %�� ��� !�# �/��� 
��� �*�� *। ��0� ����* �9���� !��O�4 !��� �%�  ��9���� %��� ����*� %�� *4। ����*� 
F'� ����� ����*O ��# %��� ����*� %�� *4। 
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        += ����� ���% !�]� (�¾ �������� ]������ !9��� !.����.�� 9}C*2 %��। ��� 
5]�H�$Q ��*�%��� ��� :��% ���f@���� 
���� ��C��� *������� ��?�`�.- %��। ��# !������ 
%f�h��� ��� �$��� ��0� %7� ��2 %���। �H�* ��0� �?��% ���M ��।  
 

\ �E.��� ���# ��� |�%�� ��7 ‘��’ !]��- \ 
 
      ����% !�~ %�-� ��]�H�* ��0� ‘��’ !]��- ��4 !%� ��7 ;C�� *�J ��� ����2 ���3�� 
���J। p# �q���� ��%��� !�~ %�-� ��]�H�* #������� ���9� %��� �% y/- �� ����� * ��� 
�v� �f��(� *�� !7�% �3� ��। ����� ��� !7�% ‘��’-!]��- Y# �q���� |�%�� ��7 �O� *4। 
��� �#�� ��*��9���� ����� ���7 �� �%�  �L��� *4 O ��� ���� !@�. ��4। ����� ‘��’ 
!]��- O ������*� ���#� !�c0��। �E.�� ���� ���� ��N��(� ����� *��� [# �q����। 
�E.�� �����*� 5���3��G�% ;�>� .�����। !� � ��� ����%c�� ��f� ��� ��� /�0� m�� ��� 
;�(M �9���। ������ ‘��’-!]��- O ������*� 57� �1�2 $���4 u# �q���� !��� 8 �� ��4। 
�# �1��2 ������ ��3 ���, ���O ��� !�# @4��* F� !$��� � !���� ����� %��O %�T। 
������@�� ‘��’-!]��- O ������*�� 5$L �1��2� ���� �� ���*�O @�<2@��� ������� *�4 O�T। 
�%���% �� ������ �����% ���*� ��� ����4 ��� ��� !���� ��3� %�� ���J। �����>�4 
���3 ����� @��� !���.� O ������x��� %��� ���4 ;�����@��� m�� ���� ���J। ����� ��- 
�� (��%�4���� ��#�]�) m���O �� ��U ��� �। ����O �� ������ ��3�  (��m����% 
�3( %�� !.��� ��3� %�� ���J�। ������ ��3� !.��D�9 ���*�� ���q4�� .�m��� ����3� 
��� ;����M@��� !.��� ��3� %����, �T% ��� ��ª� 9���� ���3O �� ��@��� ������ 
��� !.��� ��3� %����। ����� ���#�4� �� �����*�� 5$L ��ª� �1��2� ���� ‘��’-!]��- O 
������*��% �����%@��� !��� ���G * �� *4। ���� �@4 ��3�# 5$�� 343�� *4। �%B 
�����G�%@��� ����� 343�� ������ !7�% ;�% !��� ���। S ��%�� ���� ������*�� $����� 
 (�� x�� *4 ��� 5�4 P6/,6 9 ��� !���� ���� ��। ����3�� ����3� 5�4 !�� �����% !��% 
�*� *4।  
 
        ����4��� �1��2� �� ;����< ��N�( =6# �q���� �E.� !7�% ���G * �� ���( *4 ��� 
:@����9��� �.�4 ��4 !4। ���� ��H����.( !�, ���3 �E.� !7�% :@����9��� ����� �G��- 
:@�� ���9� ���  ³(� x�� %�� ���4 ��4। ����� .����. �3� %��� 9( !%� ��4 e � %�� 
!�~ %�-� ��]�H�* �%��� !��� !��9����% :@����9�� �/�� 7�%�� 9( ���-� !� ��� ��� 
��9 ����4 #� !��� !�\� "��� ��4 ���9 ������� ���% �O� *।  
 
       ��� ������ !�c0����� �G��-# ������*�� �%�  �(� ���4 !*��%K������. !���� !�c0�� 
!.��। �%B ���3 !��� !7�% �����4 !.��। =+# �q���� ��� ����3(� ��� *। #�����( ��� 
y�  !�� ��� � ��/�<- ��� *। ����� ��� y�  ���% |�%�� ���% ���T�4 !�। ��� �%�  ��� 
������� ���%�� 9( O ;���  ��� |�%� !�������� 9(। =p# �q���� ����3� 866 9�� 
�%�  �� !q����� ��0� �%  �?���-2 %��।  
 
       =8# *#�� =p �q���� ��%�� P � ��-M ‘��’- !]��- !q��� O �*��� ���@X ��%�¹ ���# 
%��। ���� ���� !q���� ����-� ���%� ����4�#�� �%��� ����5�� *�4���। ��� !�~ %�-� 
��]�H�* !9����� ;������ ���7 �q���� !��� P � 8= ����  !���%��- �4��� �?���-2 
;�o�� !��.�� %��। #�����( ����4 #� !��� !��9��¾ O !�\� "��� |�%� !��q4�� !�c0�� ��4।  
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������� �G� ����� 

Y। P� !�\� ��/� � ����� ����2 ����� �%��q��� ������ !�-�q����’ =uY= 
 

��3�`%��~ ���.�q4�� �$Q�� �Q* 
 
        !�, =uY= �। @����4 ���@X ���%�4 !���� *� �� !"�� %(�A। ����� ����  !�\��� @�� 
���� ��� !�4� *�। !��  y�  ���-!�\� !���� *�। ���� :�(��� ����� @��� �। ����� 
�`��* O �b��� ��4 ���� %�9 %��� ��i %��। ����� � �� 7�� !7�% !��% @��- %�� EF *� 
��� 5��3�2� %�9 �������� ��.�4 $��। ��-�q-��, ����, ��9��*� O ������% ��4 .�� �T� 
‘!�\� "���’, �� V��-%���9� ������ ��4 .�� �T� ‘.2���*�’। ����  !��  p�  ���-!�\� ���।  
 
        =। 9������� ���-!�\�~  .2���*�� ��*���G� �� ���� �# ���-!�\� %��L %��। ;W�4V 
��D� !����  ���������% 
��� %��� 9( !� ³f*� ��4 %�9 %��, �� !���� ���( �v�- ��.�। 
!����# ���% ��T��� *�4���, 5��(%�  ;������ !� %f�%��- *�4��। �# ���-!�\� !7�% 
;����� $����� *�4��-� C��, 9�%�.�, ������� O %��#/��  ���%�4। �@���� !��<� ���% 
�����% ����� � !@��� ��.� ���%�4 5�4 ,69 ���U .2���*� !��� ���4 ��.� ���%� ��R 
*��� ��T��� *�4���। 
  
         +। �������� ���-!�\�~ � � %��L %�� %(��K ��। ��s�# !%��-�� ;�]��� *�4 �����% 
:�( ���$���4 !� ;��< �3��� ���$4 ���4�� ��� ���-!�\� �� �, ��4����9��, ��������, 
����C��, 9�%�.�, � C��, %��#/� , �$%�m� ���%�4 ;��� ��*��� ���7 ��� ���$��� %����। 
  
        8। ������ ���-!�\�~ �������� !������*�� !�~ 9*�� �# ���-!�\� %��L�� ���। �# 
�F2 ;�]����  ���������� ���R���� ���# ��*� O ����_� ���$4 ���4��। %��#/�  ;������ 
��� �3��� 5���� � %�� ���� ��4 �। �q���� 57� ����* �# ���-!�\��  ‘!9q’- !]���-� 57� 
!��� !��9��¾� ��� ������@��� %�9 %����।  
 
       P। %��%�� ���-!�\�~ � �� %��L�� ��� ��#  !�]� (�¾ %����। ���� ���*�� ;�]��� 
*�4 �� ��o@��� �����% ���*� ���$��� %��4 ���% 5���� � %�� ���� ��4 �। ���l ���l !� 
5�4# ���, �(�� ����% �% � 9�� ���� �� !�4, ��� ���%U����� ��� %��। ������ ��� 
��� �¶� .���� $���। ��� $�# �������� ���%U����� !�< %�� �������� ��R %���।’ ��� ���% 
��M� ����� ‘!´� �(�L ���q #�� �� !��’। �# ���-!�\� ������ $� ��.�, %������, 9��� $� 
��.� ���%�4 ;����� $����4 ���% �U����� %����। ��� �# ���-!�\� %(��K ���]�� *% 
!��. ���4���। �# �@-�% ���% ��v� ���%U� !7�% �����4 ��� ���R���� ;��C* *��। �� 
%f���_� %7� ��� ����।  
 
        ,। :%����*� ���-!�\�~ !�~ O4��%����� �# ���-!�\� %��L�� ���। 4 !�c9�4 
�������� ���%� ��Q�� O EF !7�% !�< ��-M �� �� ���%��% ��R ����� 9( �# �F2  
 
 
 

 
* =uY= ���� ���$- !�9� ��� %�-�� ����। ��-��� !�9� -!9����। ��3�`%���  +P-8-=uYP ������ .f*�� *4। 
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;�]����% 5���� � %�� ���� ��4 �। �# ���-!�\� �q������ ���% !]��.� ��R %�� ����� � 
���% �.�4���। ��� @��� �� ��� !/�<2� %�� �� �# ���-!�\� @����� ,u @����4 ���.�q� 
���� ����� � 5��� %�����।  
 
    Y। %������ ���-!�\�~ � �� %��L�� ��� %(��K ���। �# �F2 ;�]��� ��v� ���%U� 
!7�% �����4 ��� ���R���� !��. !�4 ��� �# !�\��� ���-!�\� %��L�� *�4 ;�% %f���_� 
���$4 ���4��। ���# $� ��.� ��� ���-��-� $� ��.�m��� 3��CU %��� 9( �# ���-!�\��% 
%f��_ !�4� ��4। @��� ��� !/�<2�� �� �# ���-!�\� [= @����4 ���.�q� ��� ����� *�4 
!�c�@���9��� 5��� %�����। 
  
      !��*���D ��� �% 9�4.�4 ��U !������ 5��32 !�4� *�। ����] %(�A, ��2�7-� ����� ��� 
�� 9�4.� !7�% V��-%���9� !������ ��� ���������� %�-3� �.��%��� 5��32 !%�¸ ���T�4 
!�O4� *�। 5��32 !���� �� !������ ���T�4 !�4� *� ���@X ���-!�\�। �# %��9� 9( ����� � 
]��� .�9�, GF� #����, ��99, !��4���� �*��, q\� ���, *���� �*��, q\� ����%, ���] 
5��� !���%� �� � %��� ��0��� 5�� ;��$�� %�� *��। ���-�� %�9 %�� �� 9�4.� !7�% !��% 
��C* %�� ��0�� 5��32 !%�¸ ���T�4 ����, ���� :�(��� ���-!�\� ��O4�-��O4� ��� 7�%�� 
�(�>� %���, ��� 9( ��� ��0����% 9���J ���� �M��% �(���। 
  
        !�\� "��� -�� %�9 ����� x�� %��, �(����� %��, ��� .2���*�� %�9 ��� ��� x�� 
%��, ��y(  ̀������* ����-U %��, ��# !��0�� O !�� ��� � ��/��  x�� %��। �������� !�����*�� 
��-����4% !7�% ����% !�4� *�4��� �� $�-��.� ���� ���%�4 ��� ����� ;�%�9� %�� 
!�O4�। %�9 �������� $��� ��.�। ����% �%�� ������ !�m�, ���� ���m� ���� %��� ��� 
��� !�, ���� ���4 ����.� ���%�4 ;����� %�� ��$�। ��� ������% �� ��*��( �����। ��� 
�# y# �@-�% ���% ����� �9 �9 ���%�� �@�� |��% ���%U�� :�(��� ����� 3����� %����। 
������ !�m��� ����# ;����� ��� ���� ���m��� ��/��%�D� ��� �9����.� ������ 
���%�� �%���# �������। ��� ��(# 5����� !��.(। 
        

!�-9� !�\� "��� ��� .2���*� ����� �9 �9 %�9 �������� $����4 !��� 7��%। 
!�O��-���� ���, ���#C�� ��� %���� !]��� ��� ��� �1� $����4 ���%U����� ����-U %��� 
��.�। ;�% ������% !��� !]�� *���। !��  !��  ��� !�\� "��� O ���*��% ��T��� *� 
!]��m����% e %���। �% �% � !c%��% e %��� !�� ��4 ��� ������� ��%��। ��O �� 
��� ��4� %������ %7�। �9 !� ������ ���l !#। ���� ��� !]�� e %��� *��। ���. ���� 
y9 ����*� O y9 ��। ������� �� ����� @��-। !�� !¿��। %$������ !@�� ���J� ����- 
O���, !�4� ��� ��� O����, !����% �� ���। ���# O�� ���� !���� !�4�m���% e %���। 
��� ��(��� ��O4�� ��� ��� �f�e� �� m�� ���� EF %��। ��4% %���� q�� ���4 5�4 !c%�� 
%��� $�� ������। ���� ��� %$������। Om��� ��7�4 ���4 !¿���� ���% !@�� !.�। y �� �� 
��� ���� ���4 52�� %�� ���, �� !��$0 !.�� �(��। ��� ���% ���% 9���4 �����। !$�� ���4 
��D 9� .���4 ���, !%�� �����, !�0�$ 7�%-94 �����’ $��9 �]�� ��� �� ;�>�� �2-� 
���4��� �� !@������� O�% !��� *4 �� �]�� ��� �। ��# !*�% O�% ���� %��� !��4 
�U� 
�~��� !]����।  
 
       ����� 9�-9���# ������ %�9 ;�(*� 7��%। �*  �L �� %�4��4 ����� ����-U %��# 
������ ���( ��b�( ���। ����� /�0�  �� �, ������, ]�����, � C���� ��� *�� �����। $�-
��.�m��� ;�%�9� %��� ��i %����। ��9%�, ]�����, !�O��, �f�7�����, ��@�., !���F��, 
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*������, $G����, .��*��, ��.��� $�-��.�m��� ;�%�9� %�� *�। ���À��% w�( !��� ��� �। 
���O ��# ���4 $�-��.��� �� �� !����� �a���� ;�%�9� %�� *�।  
       

9��� 57� ����* ���T� �� $�-��.��� ��� �U�� *���� $����� *�। 9��� ������ 
���T� ���� ����� �% s� � :�( ����� � %�� ���। �# �1��2 ����% @����4 !.��D�9 
��� !���.��� ��*��( ��� *�4���। ����� ��R���� /�0�  ���। ������ %��� !� :�( ��� 
;I�I �$� �� ���4 ����� !��%����� %�� �i� ��� � ��� ����% @����4��� ��*��( ��� 
*�4���। �# �1�2 %(��K ���� !�f�_ *�4���। ��� !@��� $�� � !7�% @���4 !.��D�9 ���*� 
!.���m�� EF %�� ��� !���.� !7�% m�� ����� EF %��। �� ��� ��� ������ :�(�� ��� 
���% ;C�� *�� ��i %��। !��� 5�4 == �� ��4 ���� ������ ������ �1��2� ���� � %�� 
� !��� ���� *�  ��4। ���� :�(�� ��� ��� *���� %�� ;�% !.�����F� ��� ;I ���� 
*�4���। y� � ���%U�� :��% �*� ;�>�4 ��� ��4 ��� *�4���। �%�� �� ���%9 ������ 
�(�^ ��4%�% ���� $� ��.�� ��O4� �.�4���।  
 
        �# ���� ��4% ��]%��b �*����% ���5��% ������� @G�<� %��� 9( ������� %�� 
*�4���। ��4% ��]%# *���*��� ���� ��9� 9�� ���X %�� !C�q ���� �*� ����*�� �% ��� 
��� �3� *�4���। 9���# !7�% !��K�� ��-M ‘�*  �L ��’ !%c�� ;�(�*� 7��%। !����@�. $�-
��.�m��� ;�%�9� %�� !�4� *���। ��� �>� *��� !� .2���*�� !������ ����� � !@��� |�%��� 
*��। �����% ��� *�, ����� � !@��� �.�4 q�%/�, ����� !��,  ���29( !%�¸ #�(����� !C�q 
��3� %�� 
�@���% %�9%�- �(�*� %��� *��। ����% %(��K ���]�� *% 9���# ����� ��l����l 
������ O 9����� ;�% ;����� %�� ��� ��� ��O4� !.� ������ $� ��.�� ���%U���� ����� 
� %���� ��� ������ 9��� ����� ��U� �j %�� !���� !$e� %���। %(��K ���]�� *%�% ��� 
*� ������� ���%U�� /�0�  x�� %���। �# /�0�  x�� %��� 9( ����% @����4 !.��D�9 ���*�� 
��*��( ��� *�4���। %(��K *% �%9 �� -���� ;�]���।  ��.-  ���-� %��� 5��32 ��� ���। 
������ �1��2� 9( �% �% %�9 %��� *�� �� :�(����% ���l�4 !�4 *�। ������ !7�% 5�4 �% 
��#� �G��� �% � �0$� ��� .�� !7�% ����� ������ ���%� � !��� ��4। �1�2 EF *�। %(�K *% 
.��� $�� ;4�����- �� ��*��(  ��.-  ��T%@��� ���-� %��� ��i %���। ������ !.���m�� 
���%U����� ���� ���� ��.�। ���� !�c����c�� ��i %��, ��l� !.� ���� ��@� *�4 !.��। ��� 
�� !�< ;�>�4 ��� !�c0�� �� ����� �% � 8" � -��� m�� ��� *% !� .��� ��� ��� ��$ 
��� ��� ��� *% �*� *�4 ��� !.�। ������ ��3� !.���m�� �� �� !7�% �T% �3(>�� 
������ �-��� ������ ����# ���� ��i %��। ������ :�(�� �� ���� * �� ���( *�। 
*%�% ���� %�� *�������� ���T�4 !�4� *�।  ���O � �1�2 �]� *4�, ���O ���%U����� 
����� ;�% !@�� �.�4��� ��� !���%�� *��*� *�4�� ��� ��� ��O4� !.��। �# �(�%��� �� 
���%U���� ������� �� ����� /�0�  ���4�। �# ����� 9( %(��K *%�% ��� �Q� ������ 
������� %�� *�4���। �.� ���� �������, %�������, !��%�� ��, ������, ’ !�c9� ������ ��R 
���%� ��� !/��<� *�। ���%U���� �# ��R ���%� ��� %��� 9( ��� ��� �1�2 $����4�� �%B 
�]� *�� �����। 
 
        ��� ��O4� !.� �� ��� ��N�( (5�4 �% !%�A��) ����� � %���� ��� ������ ��-M 
���� 5������ .�� ������। �� � �� �% � 9�4.� !� � ��� %�� ������ ��3 ���# ��%�� ���। 
%��2 �� � ��� %��� ����� %������-��*Á ��U�4 $��$�� ;�% ;������ *��। !�9� ���� ;��� 
5�4 866 ���R����� ��4 �� � ����� ���%W� ����। ���� ���%W� ��� �� � !��O�4 !��� 
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�%�����(% :�( ���4 �1�2 $����� �� ���% :�( ���� �� �� ��0�4 ��*���� .� !/0�< �� �� ��� 
��������� �1�2 $����4 ��� %��। �� �- ������ ��U�4 ��# ��0�� ����� ���-� !�4� *�4���, ���� 
��%����� ������ *�� ;C�� *�� � ���� ��� ����5�� *4। ������ %��� !%� ;4����� 
��9����� ��� �। ��# �%���� ���7 ;(��� !��.����. ��� �। �.��� !��<� ���% !@�� 
$�� �4 �1�2 EF *�। !��� ���� �.�� �4 �� �-������ ��U�4 ��# !��0��� 9( ������% 
��T��� *�4��� ���� ���� �.�� �4 �]�� ���। y#9 mF��@��� �*� *�4��� ��# !��0��� 
��4। ����� ���#�% !�9� ���� %��� ���T�4 �����। ��%������ ��� �1�2 $��� 7��%। !��� 
5�4 y� �� ��4 !��� !.� !� ��% !���� ����� !��� !��� $�� ���J। ��3�2# ��i *� 
��N�(� �� �� ��� !.���m�� ��3�। !��l� !.� ������ !7�% �� :�( �� ��� ��� !��. ���4��। 
����� %�� !7�% 8 #�� ���9’� !.���m�� ���� ��.�। !��� 5�4 ���� ��0$ �। ����� 5$L 
�1��2� ���� ���R������� � %�� � !��� ���� $�� ���� EF %��। � � ����� *�4 !.�। �# 
���� ��9 ���R����� �*�� *�4���।   
  
        !��K���� 57� ����* ���� �1�2 $����� *�। �������� ��� �� � � y� � 9�4.� ���� 
��� %��� 5�$e� $����� *4। ����� ����� �� �������� ������ *U.� *4। �������� ���� �% � 
������ *� !� ��N�(� �� %������ !7�% �����  ������ ��� �j *�4 !.�। ����� !��K�� ��� � 
�� �, ������ ��� !]��.� ��-M ������ �1�2 $��� ��.�। #�����( ���R����� %��L�� ���� 
��� :�(��� ��4 $�-��.�� �1�2 $���4 ��� y�� ����� ����� �� ����� �������-%������� 
������ *U.� *4। ������� ��R *��� �� ���%U���� ��� ��� !$e� $����4�� ������� ��� %��� 
9(, �%B ������� ����4 ��� %��� ���� ��7- *4�। ������� 
����� ��@ ��-M ��R ���। 
������ �1��2� @��<(` %�-�G$� ������� !7�% ��-���� *�4���। �# ���� ���R����� ��9� �9�� 
�b��* ������� ���R������� �*�� *�4��� ��� ����� ����_� 9( ������� ������ *U.� 
*�4���। ������% � O4�q- !�4�� 9( ��� ��-#-��’� %��� ;����� %�������।  
 
       �*���� *���~ =। ��9� �9���b� ��� !�o। +। ��]% �b� �����Q�। 8। !��*��� ���� 
�*�� ���5��%। P। !��*��� �#9�� #���� ��� 5��%। ,। !��*��� ��*���b� �����e। p। 
!��*��� !*���। Y। ���%�� #���� ���5��%। [। ����]�� *% �����Q�। u। ��*���G� �� 
�����Q�।  
 
       4 � C�� ��4 .�T� �%�  !�c9�-�� ’ !�c9�। ��  @����� :%�����*� ������� ;��>� 
���। !�~ O4��%������� !�f�_  ’ !�c9�4 ���%U�� /�0� � ��� �/�� *�� *� ��� ’ !�c9��% 
����R *�� *�। ���@��� �������, %�������, !��%��� ��, ������, ’ !�c9� ������ ���� 
��� ��� ����-� ��-��4 ���%U����� ��� �/�� %�� *� �# ��U /�0�  *��।  
 
        ;�\����� ��l����l !�9� �94� (��-��� !�9� !9����) =� ��� [� !��� !��9��¾ ��4 
���� !�\�� !��. !�। ���� ���� ��R ;�% !��� ��4। =� !���  !��9��¾ �94���b�� 
!�f�_ ��� [� !��� !��9��¾ !�9� ����� !�f�_ (��-��� y9# !�]� (�¾ %�-�) 
����� � $� ��.�m���� ���� �1�2 $����� *4। ���%W� ��� $� ��.�m��� ����R %�� ���� 
���# ���� ����� � ���% ;C�� *�। =� !��� !��9��¾ 57�� �/�� *�� !%9������ $� ��.��� 
���। ��� ��� [� !��� !��9��¾ �/�� *�� ]�����- ��.��7 $� ��.��� ���। ���@��� 
!�\� "��� ��� ‘!9q’ !]��- ����� ����  !9��� ��� �% �� �� �% � �/�� *��� EF %�� ��� 
���%U����� ���-�U %��� EF %��। [� !��� !��9��¾ ��32m��� $� ��.��� ��� �1�2 
$������। ����� ++ 
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!���$ !��9��¾ O��� ���। ���%U���� ��%��� ��32m��� ��� �1�2 $����4��। �%B [� 
!��� !��9��¾ ��32m� *������ %���। ���� �� *4, ���������� 
����� ���� ��� 
���������� #��*��� �# ��-57� ��32m�� =6, ������ �� �� -���� �3��� ���7 ��� 
%��-%��@��� ��� ��F�� �(�*�� %�� *�4���। ��32m� 9�4� ;(�� %��2m���� ���( =6, 
�� -����� ��]�(9% �(�*�� ;�%��� ��*��( %�����। =6, ������ �� �� -���� �(�*���� 
5��32 ����  !�\� ����# �Â����� %(��K ������ ���$���4 ��-57� *�4���। ���� ���G� 
�� *4, =6, ������ �� �� -�����% ����-�%��� ���9� �(� ��� ��� ��(��4� %�� *�4���। 
 
     �@���� !�< ����* � -C��-9�%�.� ��� %�� ;�(M 5�4�9�4 *�4 ���। %��2 9�%�.� 
����� � �% !%��2 ;��>�। @����� %���.� �*��  !/0�< 9�%�.��� ;��>��। ������ !��" �%�  
��� �(���। 9�%�.� !7�% ���%U���� ���$�-%���.� !��O�4 ��#�� ��� ����� ;j%��� 
��# ��0�� ����। ��� ]�� y’y��� �����*� !" y/- �� ����� *�4���। ��� ���� ;�(M 
������� %����, %��2 �������� !7�% ���%U���� ��� �j����k� 3������ %���। ��# 9�%�.� 
��� %�� ;�(M 5�4�9�4 *�4 ���। !�\� "��� ��� !��� !��9��¾�% ��4 *���� $����� *�। 
9�%�.��� �# ���� @����� ��*��(-�*����.�� !%��� @����� 4। ����� ��*��( � !��� *4� 
9�%�.� � C�� ����R %�� �*9 �� �i� *� �। 5$L ����� �� 9�%�.� � C�� ������ ���� 
���। ����� �� =� !��� !��9��¾ � C��� ;�>� %����। @���� uu�� ����¾ !��9��¾�% 
9��# ���� �����। 
 
         ��� ���� ��.� ��N�( ��U ����  !9��4 ������ �1�2 5��*� %��� � !��� 
����-U *�4 ���� * �� EF %����। ���� ���� @�4 !%�7�O !�� *� �, ���%U����� �%� �%� 
!%�7�O !��� !�� �। !.���� ;����� ;�(M ��]�(9%@��� ���$���� *�J�। ���%U� 
!������*� !.���� ;������� �]���4 @���aU *�4 ������। ���� ����� /�0�  !7�% !�� *�� 
��*� %�� �। ����� $���]�� ������ *�4 ������।  
  
        ����  94 %��� *�� %��#/�  ��� %�� �Ã5-7� 5�4�9। ��� !�\� "��� ��4 %��#/�  
9�4� 9( �������� ���% ;C�� *�4 O��% !7�% �1��2� ���%W� ����। ���� ��� ��� 
���������� ��#�]��� !�����, ����, !��9��*�. ����� O V��-%���9� �����। �� �����4 5�4 
P66 9। ������� !�c0��� !�c0��� ���%� *�4 ���। �$M� %��� ��.��� �%@��� %��#/�  ��� 
%�� ��4। ����% '%�� !�4� *�4��� !�@��� !*�% %��#/�  ��� %��� *��।  
 
        ����  !�\� "��� %��#/�� � ��� �%�  ;����2�4 / �। =uY= ����� 8�� �q���� !�\� 
"��� ;C�� *�। :�(���(�  $�����9�% ��4 $���  !%�A�� .T %�� *�। �% � !%�A���% 
!�]� (�¾ �.4���� !�f�_ ���U -%��#/�  ��U�� ���( ‘%�  ;] !%�A��’ �*���� %�9 %��� 
���4_ !�4� *�। O� %�9 ��� ��N�( ���U *�� %��#/�  ���� !� !%� ��*��( %��� � ����। 
!�]� (¾ 9*���% �� �%�  !%�A��� ���4_ *�� %��#/� -!$��/�# ��U�4 ‘%�  ;] !%�A��’ 
�*���� %�9 %��� ���4_ !�4� *�। O�% �# ���4_ !�4�� %��2 *� !$��/�# !7�% !� ��N�( 
%��#/��  ��*���( ��.�4 ���� � ���� ��� %��#/�  !7�% �� :�( �����4 !$��/�#� ���% � 
!��� ����। �� y� � !%�A�� !�9� �� (��-��� !�]� (�¾ %�-�)-�� ;���4%�_ ��� ��� O 
��( ���4 ��� ��� *���� $����4 %��#/�  ����� ���4_ !�4� *�। ����� ;j%��� %��#/�  ��� 
9�4� ;�@�� EF *�। ��� !�� �4 !.���m��� �O4�9 !��� ��4। !�]� (�¾ �.4���� ��� 
��N�(� m�� ����4 *�J। !�]� (�¾ �.4���� !%�A�� 9�4.�4 !�c0��� ����� �। #�����( ���  
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�%9 :�( �*� *4। ��� ���% ����� !�@��� !*�% !����� .M�(>�� !�c0��� *��। !�]� (�� 
9*���� %�� !7�% ��� ��� !� ��� ����4 %��#/� -���U ��U� ��� *�4 .M�(>��� ���% ��.�4 
���J। ��� �� ����� ��.� ��# !.���m��� �O4�9 ����� ��.�। ��� 5�4 y� �� ��4 
!�]� (�¾ �.4���� %�� !7�% ��� !���� O�� ��N�(�% �/�� !]����, ��� ��� �%�  !��� 
�*�� *�4�� ��� !� ����� ��� !�< *���� $������ 5¢�� ��J। ����% 9*���� %�� !7�% ��� 
!���� ��� .M�(>� 5�4 Y66/[66 .9 �G��, ��� ��� @�<2@��� � -���� !.����<-2 *�J ��� !� 
�m�� ����� �। !�9� ���� %�� !7�% ��� !���� ��� y� � !%�A�� ���.���� .M�(>��� ���% 
��.�4 ���J। ��� !� ��O ��������� ��/�<-� ����� *4�। !�]� (� �.4���� %�� !7�% PT� 
�q���� ��� �� �� ��4 ��� ��� ����� �%�  ����� $�� !%��4 $���  ���%��। ��� ��� !@�� 
!7�% 5$L !.���m�� ����। !�]� (�¾ �.4���� :�(�� ���%���� ��� !C��q� ��*���( ����� 
��� l�0���4 ���। !@�� !7�% �����4 $�`%�� %�� ���, ‘‘���� ������, ������ ����� �। y� � 
��v� ���%U�� ��U�� ��� ���4 �����4 ���J। ���� ������ ��*��( %��।’’ ��� 5�4 ���� 
��� -$���  *��। !�] (��¾ �.4���� %�� !7�% ��� !���� O�� O��� ���4_ ��T%@��� ��� 
%����। ���%���� !@��� O�� !��� �����। %��2 ���%��� ;�% �f���* ��� ���। ��� Y 9 
��9�%�� ��#�� $�� ��� �?���-2 %����। 49 ��v� ���%U�� !C�q !����� ]�� ���� ��4। 
y‘9 ��v� ���%U�� ������� ��4 ���R������� !��� !]��। Y 9 ������ ��9�%�� �?���-2 
%��। !�]� (�¾ �.4���% ����� ���%�4 5������ .�� ����� *��� ���� ���U !7�% ���� 
%��#/�� � ���% ���� � ����। ��� ����� ��.�, !�]� (�¾ 9*���� %�� !7�% ��� !���� !� 
�m�� ����� �। ����% !�9� �� ��N�(� ��������� 5�4 ��� �����। ��� ��� 5$L !.����<-2 
*�J। !��� ����� ��.�-!�9� �� ��N�(�% ��� ��� ���4 5�4 �/�� !]����। !� O��� %�� 
!7�% y��� .9 �G�� ���। ��� y� � !��� mF��@��� �*� *�4��। ��� !.�����F� ��%�� ��� !� 
9���। PT� �q���� �%�� p �4 9*���� %�� !7�% ��� !���� ��-�9 ��� � -���� !.���m���� !� 
�m�� ����� �। ��9 mF_�@��� �*� *�4��। ���� :�( ��� !.�����F� !$�4 !� ;����� 
9���। ��� �����, :�( �� ��T��� ���� �, ��� !.�����F� ���T�4 ���J। �%�� Y �4 !�9� 
���� %�� !7�% ��� !���� ��� O��� !7�% O��� ��� !.���m�� ����। ��� 9���� � C��� 
=� !��� !��9��¾ ��� ��� � �O 9���� ��� O���� ��N�( ���। =� !����% ���4_ !�4� 
*�4��� ��� O��� !7�% ��N�(��� ����4 ����। ���� ��� =� !��� !��9��¾ ��� ‘!9q’-
!]��-- �� !���� !��.����. ��� �। !�9� ���� ��� ��� O��� !7�% !.���m�� ���� ��.�। 
!�9� ���% �����, @����� ���7 !���� !��.���. %�� @����4 !.��D�9 ���*�� ��*��( ��� 
��J। ���� !����� ���4_ ��� %�� ��O। @����� ���7 !��.����. %�� ��� !.��D�9 ���*�� 
��*��( ����� ��� ���� ���� !�4।  ����%, !��*�� !�9� ���� ���� :�(� ���%�� ��� !�#�*�� 
9*���% !�9� ���� ��*��( ��T��� *�। !�]� (�¾ �.4���� %�9 !7�% ��� !���� ���U !7�% 
���%U����� %��#/�� � ���% ���� !%� ���%W� ��� ��� ��� �� *�J �। �.4���% 
!�]� (�¾ 9*���% ��*���(� 9( ��T��� *�। !�9� �� ��� !�]� (�¾ 9*���� ���� ��� 
���� @�<2 !.���m�� *�J�। ��U ��U O�� �m�� ��.�। !��� 5�4 �� �4 ��� !���� ��� 
O��� !7�% ���%U���� !��� �����J। ����% %��#/�  !7�%O ���%U���� ���%�� !7�% ��T 
�����। %��#/��  ����� ��� ���R������� l�0���4 ���। !��� 5�4 ���� �� �4 !�9� ��, 
!�]� (�¾ �.4�� O !�]� (�¾ 9*���� :�(�� ������@��� %��#/��  ��N�(��� ��� l�0���4 
���। ��� *���*��� ��� EF *�4 !.�। ���%U���� ��U� � !��4 ���� l�0� ���� ��i %�� ��� 
��9��� !��0�� ��# ���À���2 ��9��# ���� ��i %��। ���� ���� l�0� ���4��� O��O 
���R�������� m���� 5�2 *���4। ��� ��� ��� *�4 �.�4���। ;��% �����  
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q���O ���� ��4। @�<2 ��� ��#m��� ]� ���। ���� $����#� ���% ������ !$e� %����� ����O 
���R�������� m���� 5�2 *���4। !��� 5�4 �.�� �4 %��#/�  ������ ���� ���। %��#/��  
�1N��(O ;�% ��� ���। ���m���� �`%���� �(�>� %�� *�4���। $������ ‘94 ����� x�, 
!������ ���� *���। � � .��- @�� �T�। %��#/�  9�4� %7� 9���� *�। �� 9�4.� !7�% 
�������% ;�@D 9���� *�। !9���� O����� %�� !7�%O ;�@D ���-� !����। %��#��  
���� ���%U����� �f��� ���(� ��� ,6 9, �*� ��� +6 9। ������ ��9�%�� ��� ���9। ���� 
���4 ��� 3�� $�O4��� O����% ��� -�9���� %�9 !�4� *�4���। �# ���� ������ ��3 �*�� 
*�4�� �.��9। ��� �*� *�4��� =, 9। ���� q�R�� ��� ����  !��q%(�� %���9� ��� 
9F�। !�@��� !� �*���� �$�%`�� %���� ���% �(��� � ���4 ����� �। ;��% *�4 !$�4 
7�%��� %��� !�q .�� %��, %��� !�4�  .�� %�� %� ���0�� %���। ;¨�M ����� %���� !�। 
 
 �� �� ���4_ ��o�@��� �AX %��� !����� ��� ���� @�� %�9 %���� ������% ������� 
@G�<� %��� 9( ��-����4�%� %��� �� �����4�����। ���� *�~ =। !�9� �� �����Q�। +। 
!�]� (�� 9�*F� *% ���5��%। 8। ������� ��� �����Q�। P। ������� ���� ��� �����Q�। ,। 
��4% ������� ������ *% �����Q�। p। *������� !��*��� ��* ��� (�*��) �����o। Y। *������� 
��y� 9¼�� ��� 5��%। [। ����*� %���� �b� ��� 5��%। u। ��4% ��� �%�� ��� 5��%। 
=6। �], �], G��b� �*�� �����Q�। ==। �], �], ����2 ��%��। 
 
 %��#/�  9�4� �� ��� ��� ����% ���U *�4 ����  !��� *��। ���U 9�4.� � *� 
������� ��� ����� � ���(। ��� !���� ����U �% !%�A�� ���%U�� :�( ���। ��� ���U 
�1��R %�� � ��4 ��*�� �����  ������ ��O4� ���� � ��� ������� O !.�4�#/�  *�� 
����� !� :�( ���� O��O ����  !��� ����� �। ��# !�@��� !*�% ���U �1��R %��� *��। 
���� �# ;�@�� EF %��� �%��32 ��. ��-����4�%� %�� !7�% ���  !���� !9q-!]��-�% 
���� �% !%�A�� ���� *��, %��2 O� :�(���(� %�। !�]� (�� 9*���% !9q-!]���-� =� 
!��� !��9����% ��*��( %��� 9( �����। �� �%� ��� 9�� !�9� �94� =� !��� !��9��� ��4 
��� !�\� "����� �% � !%�A�� ��4 ����� %� ���� /�0� � ���% ����। O���% @����� �% � 
�(� ���4 ����� � ��32 ���% !*��%K��� ������ ����4 !���। @����� ���N��(� ���. ����� 
*�4 !�9� �94� ��� :�( ��4 ����  �1�2 %���। ���� :�( ���U 94 %�� �����.� *�4 
����� � ��� �1�2 %���। @����� �� �%�  m�-� �(� ���4 ��R������ ,� !�\�� �% � 
!%�A�� ��4 �����.� *�4 ����� � ��� �1� %���। !�9� �O%� (��-��� ���.�q4��)-�� 
:�(�� O 84 !��� !��9��� !.�4�#/� -���% *�4 ����� � !�� ��% !7�% �1�2 %���। �� 
�% � ���*� @����� ��*���( !�9� ����� ���4�_ !�c�@���9�� *�4 ����  �1�2 %���। �� 
�% � ���*� @����� ��*���( !�]� (�� O4��%����� ��� ��#  !�]� (�� %����� !�\� "��� 
��4 !]��.� *�4 ����  �1�2 %���। �# ��� ����  ����� ���%W�, �� �%� ��� 9��� 
!��������। 
 
 EF *� ����U� ��7 ����। 5�4 =, ��#� *�0 �� *�4���। �]-�] ���% ���4 �% � 
!%�A�� :��� %���� ��� ;C���*� �*���� %�9 %��� ���-� �����। �] �] E%���� !%�A�� 
�#� ��� ����। ���� !��� �#� !�9� �� O ������� ]9��� *�%� !%�A��। !��� ��� ��� 
��9�%���� �� !.�����F� O ���( �����। 
 
 p# �q���� ���%� 5�4 ��0$ �। ���#�% �% 9�4.�4 9� %����। �����, !�@��� !*�% 
���U ���� ��� *��। ����U ���%U����� �% � !%�A�� ���। ���U ��� � %��� ����  
94 %�� 
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���# ���%� *��। %��2 @��� !7�% #�����( m�-� �(� ���4 ��� �]-�]-!�� �% � !%�A�� 
��4 ������� ��� %�� ����U ������ ���. ���� �����  �%��� ���। ��� ���U ��� %��� � 
���� ��*�� ����� ��3 ����  7�%� ����%� *��। ��# �9 ����� ���(# ���U ��� %��� *��। 
EF *� ������ ;�@��। C���� �� � �� !#, 5�4 !�� ��#� �G�� �����। ��0�4 ��( !]�� ��� � 
�% � �0$� � ��। � � @�� ��.� �। ����# !�� %�4% � ���� ���। �%9 ����� @w���%�% 
q�%���। !� ����% !��� !%0�� �T�। �%���� ��.� �% � / �। Y/[ � ���%U�� ������ O��� 
C���, ��� ��� ������ ��9�%��। ��U C�� � ��� %�� ���4���। O����% ����� ���� *��। �� 
;W��U� ����� ��� !�4� *4। *���� .F ��%O O�� �����। O���# ������ ��X���X� *�। ��O4� 
!�< *�। ��� /��4 ���� ��.�। $�����% ;j%��। /��� !@��� !��4������ @�4 @���aU। *T�` 
+/8 � :�( !@��� |�%�� !$e� %��। O�� ���# ��<� %��। EF *� ;����<% �����। ���@��� 
$��-��0$ � ������ *���� %����। !��4��� ��� ;%7( ��-�� %����। $������� !�� %�4%9 
!9�4� !����% �0$� 9�4.�4 ��4 !.�। O����% ���4 ���  %� ��� *�। ����� !��� !.� !�� 
%�4% � m��� �O4�9 ��� ���7 ���7 ��-��। �����< q�%� *� ���% ���� ��� O����%-���  
���4 .�- @���। ���� ����� ��� !$���� ����� ��9� !���� %�� ���� ��.�। �# *� ��U�� ���� 
!�� � ��� #��*��। !$�� @�� ��� ��। 5���*���� ��� µ��� �� ��। 5������ ���# *��। 
 
  ���U ���� ;�% �G��। �G�� !.���m��� �O4�9 E�� !����। ��l�� ������ � �# 
!.���m��� �O4�9 �%���। �D�9 %���� @����4 :�(��� ���7 ���%U����� %���%��� !%�7�O 
��� $���। !��� %��� $��� �, �9�% ����� ���(# ����% ���U ��� %��� *��। ��� 5�4 
��� � *��। �]-�] ���� %�� !7�% ��� !���� O��� ��� !.���m�� ����। ���� :�(��� 
���U�% $����% ���4 �/�� !]��� ��� �]-�] E%���% ����U� ��0 ���% �/�� !]��� ���-� 
!�4� *�। !�9� ���� !%�A�� ��U�� �T% ��0�4 ��� ������� ]9��� *�%� !%�A�� ��U�� q���% 
���4 !��9� ����U� ��� �1�2 %���। ���U �� 5�4 �� ��#� �G��। !�� �%��32 !.���m��� 
�O4�9 !��� !.�। �� ��� E%���� ��� ���� !���� !��.����. ��� �। !�9� �� ��� ]9��� 
*�%� %�� !7�% ��� !���� !� �� ��� E%���� ���7 ����� !%� !��.���. !#, ��� ���� ����U� 
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 Things were quite different in 4 Sector Bangladesh Force (BDF). I will, 

however, endeavour to pen dawn in brief a real picture of the 4 Sector Bangladesh 

Force. Specially all the strategic battles we fought during the war of liberation. These 

are all my recollections and from the war diary I maintained during war. 

 

 Major Chitta Ranjan Datta (now Colonel) was the Commander of 4 Sector 

from the beginning to the end. So far I remember Sectors were formed sometimes in 

the month of May '71. The whole Bangladesh was divided into a number of Sectors 

for operational purposes. Sectors were again further divided into Sub-Sectors and so 

on. Beside the Sectors there were so many organized Bahinies like Hemayet Bahini, 
Kaderia Bahini etc. Although these were not very organized but aim remained the 

same-to eliminate oppressors from the soil of Bangladesh. 
 

 Subject matter of my writing will however remain confined to 4 Sector 
Bangladesh Force which was covering a big area of approximate 100 miles border of 

Sylhet District (East and South East). From the border of Habigunj Subdivision in the 
South it was extended upto Kanaighat Police Station in the north. That border belt of 

Sylhet was mostly hilly ground which includes Patteria hills, Shatgaon hills etc. 

About 100 tea gardens were there within our area of operations. From military point 

of view that was an wonderful area for guerrilla warfare. 

 

 Before I enter into writing of all major battles we fought in that Sector, I think 

it is necessary to touch upon the very early period of war in fact March and April 

were probably the months of chaos and confusions everywhere. Though people 

resisted with whatever they had it was purely in disorganized way. Our Bengal 

Regiments who revolted in a more or less compact shape were slightly better off than 

those who revolted without parent units of their own. 

 

 The whole Mukti Bahini was divided mainly into two groups, viz Niomito 

Bahini and Gono Bahini. Niomito Bahini comprised or regular armed forces 
personnels, Ex EPR, Police, Ansars and Mujahids. Besides the regulars of Army and 

EPR, others had very little knowledge of basic infantry weapons and their uses. They 
had to be given quick training in basic requirement of guerrilla as well as 

conventional war. The nonregulars, or course, picked up very quickly and later on 
produced very good result. Specially EPR persons fought very well. Their single 

contribution toward this Liberation war counted much. Upto the last day they never 
betrayed. 

 

 So far as the Gono Bahini is concerned they were the Most dedicated and the 

symbol of courage and the heroism. This force mostly composed of students, peasants 

and the 
 

 
* ����-�� ���	
  ����� ��� ��
�� �����। 
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youths. 100% of them undergone training in guerrilla warfare through various training 

establishments of India. It was indeed a war of whole Nation. So we found people in 

Gono Bahini from all walks of life. 

 

 4 Sector was mostly composed of Sector troops. It has mostly Ex-EPR 

personnels, and regular Army personnels from all arms and services, Ansars, Mujahid 

and a very few number of Police personnel. The Sector had 6 Sub-Sectors. To start 

with Major Chitta Ranjan Datta (now Colonel) and myself (the Capt. A. Rab) were 

only two Officers in the Sector. Later on in the month of June, Capt. Haque (now 

Major), FLt/Lt Qader and Capt. Anam (now Major) joined us. 

 

 Pak army started butchering in Sylhet since 26 March ’71. There was only one 
battalion of Punjab Regiment (31 Punjab in Sylhet. The battalion was scattered in 

whole of district during the time of crack down but immediately after it they closed up 
to Sylhet town itself. In the first week of April we surrounded the Sylhet town from 

east, south and west. One company of Bengal Regiment under the command of Capt 
Aziz was there covering the Surma bridge in the south. About a company strength of 

EPR entered the town from the east. First week of April was a most critical time far 
Pak troops in Sylhet. If we had strength at that time then Sylhet town could have been 

captured very easily on 5
th

 or 6
th

 April '71. Enemy re-enforcement started pouring in 
by C-130 plane from 6th April onward. 

 

 By 8
th

 April enemy brought about one battalion troops form Dacca and started 

advancing towards the outside of the town. EPR who were in the town could not stand 

on their way. Bengal Regiment Company resisted there on the Surma bridge for 

sometime and fought very bravely. During the last week of April we gave a very hard 

fight in Sherpur on Sylhet, -Moulvi Bazar Road. In the east one Border Security Force 

battalion along with our Mukti Bahini took a very strong defensive position in area 

Golapgonj on Sylhet Sutarkandi Road. This defence we lost to the enemy in the 

second half of April '71. 
 

 The flow of refugee started pouring in across the border with the increase of 

inhuman torture inside. The brutal Pak Forces played havoc in those areas from where 

Mukti Bahini gave them resistance. The reign of terror was prevailing everywhere in 

Sylhet. Everyday thousands of people began to cross over India from all possible 

vantage points. Host country India was out with all their resources to face that great 

influx of Refugees everyday. Over-night they constructed camps and established 

Refugee Reception centres. By the end of July '71 they accommodated only in Kachar 

District more than two lakh refugees with newly constructed huts. But still the 

miseries of refugees everywhere knew no bounds. 
 

 Soon after the resistance battles inside troops got so scattered that it took quite 
sometime to collect them. After the fall of Golapganj defence our troops fell back and 

finally took defence in Baragram BOP and Sutarkandi Check Post. Our strength was 
at that time hardly a company, consisting of Army persons, EPR and others. Luckily 

every body had a rifle with them plus few Light Machine Guns, 2" Mortars and one 
Medium Machine Gun Chinese. 
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 This was the overall situation in the Sector till end of April '71. Hundreds of 

trained and untrained people wanted to join us but as we had no means to provide 

them arms and other facilities, we sent them to training camps. Hundreds of young 

people came across the border to join Mukti Bahini but the management of our 

leaders was so poor that most of them returned back to their homes frustrated. At that 

critical time our political leaders on the Sector were rather busy more in their own 

affairs except of course very few who really trained and succeeded in establishing 

some Youth Training Camps for the training of the new intakes. I may mention here 

the name of Mr. Dewan Farid Gazi, MCA, a sincere worker who worked day and 

night till the last day. 
 

BATTLE OF SUTARKANDI 

(24 May, 1971) 
 

 As I said in the preceding paragraphs that after withdrawal from Golapganj 

defence we took up the alternative defence in area Baragram BOP. Our main aim was 

to check the advancing Pak Army to cross the river Kushiara from Sheola Ghat. At 
that time we had been keeping the whole area of Beani Bazar and Zakiganj thanas 

liberated. 
 

 In the first week of May '71 one company of 31 Punjab came upto Sheola 
Ghat on the other side of the river. By the second week they further increased their 

strength. I could easily foresee that they will soon try to cross the river and launch an 

attack on us. My total strength at that time was about a company. In the meantime we 

have been harassing them and foiled their all attempts to cross the river. For quite 

sometime I had been asking the Sector Commander Major Datta to get some arms and 

ammunitions from friends but he could not succeed. 
 

 On 20 May enemy managed to cross the river Kushiara from a detour. They 

took up defence along the river Kushiara. Enemy was now within our sight. 
 

 It was 23 May '71 a moonlit night. There was a pindrop silence all round. I 

became full confident that we may have to greet them by dawn. At about 11 o’clock 

at night two civilians came running to me and informed that they have seen large 

number of enemy advancing towards us. 
 

 To our bad luck on that very evening I had sent a platoon to Shabazpur (Latu) 

Railway Station to raid the enemy position. I however, instructed them to return to the 
base by the first light at any cost which they of course did. I knew it was difficult to 

resist the enemy with that little force of ours but I was confident at least we will be 

able to bag a large of enemy. Morale of our troops was very high. 
 

 It was fine morning of 24 May ’71. At about 0600 hour's enemy reached 
within our rifle range. Enemy could not achieve any surprise because we had been 

expecting them. They launched a frontal attack with two companies strength 
supported by artillery fire. One company attacked Sutarkandi and another company 

attacked Baragram BOP via village Lapsal. 
 

 It was an expected move of enemy, so they found us ready early in the 

morning. It was a broad day light attack and that also through open ground. We had in 

fact a very big area to hold with that little force. 
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 To my utter surprise the first enemy attack was repulsed. The rate of killing 

enemy on the open ground was fantastic. Within half an hour time our score was 

about 25 lying right on the open ground. Our single Medium Machine Gun helped a 

lot, no enemy could dare come forward alongside the main road. 

 

 Indian BOP on the other side of the border was guarded by only 15 men on 

that day. Two companies of Border Security Force was kept in reserve about 3 miles 

away for emergency. But unfortunately that emergency for them never came thought 

their own BOP was completely overrun by the Pak army about 1200 hours on that day. 

Couple of their sepoys died and a number of their weapons were taken away by the 

Pak troops. 
 

 Second thrust came at about 0730 hours from front as well as from the right. 

Up to 1000 hours enemy could not remove us a single inch from our position. We had 

been running short of ammunition very rapidly. There was no source of replenishment. 

On request Border Security Force gave us few hundred rounds but later on they 

expressed their inability to give us more. By 1130 hours we completely had gone out 

of ammunition. Finding no other alternative I ordered my troops to pull back. Two of 
my men got caught in the enemy hand. Enemy continued their advance and crossed 

the International Boundary. Enemy's left flank had almost reached the right flank of 
Indian BOP. Border Security Force did not fire a single round till they were almost at 

the pint of charge by the enemy. They thought that Pak army will never dare cross the 
border. By 1200 hours Pak army overran the Indian BOP. 
 

 Though we were uprooted from our defence, we have achieved our aim in that 

battle. Enemy suffered 39 deaths casually. We lost only two and had few more minor 

injuries. We captured two Punjabis alive. Besides all these the confidence we got in 

that battle helped as a lot in all future confrontations. 
 

 On 1 June ’71 Commander in Chief of Bangladesh Force Col (now Gen) M A 

G Osmani visited our area and assured us all possible help. Our strength kept on 

increasing day by day. On 10 June we established our Camp of Barapunji. The Sector 

Headquarter also shifted along. In the meantime India had started giving us arms and 

ammunition and rations. Our counterpart was India Echo Sector, responsible to look 

after us. 
 

 We organized training and it was going on in full swing. Newly trained Gono 

Bahini also started coming in. by mid June the strength of my Sub-Sector rose upto 6 
hundred and all of them were provided with arms. Demolition of bridges and Railway 

lines were our routine task. In our entire area threw was not a single bridge left 

untouched. On the other hand Pak army atrocities in the border belt rose to its pick. 

Every night almost two third of us used to remain out on raid, ambush and harassing 

operations. Almost every day we used to come back with Punjabis or Razakars or 

collaborators alive to camp. I agree, sometime I was very ruthless with them. Now I 

wonder how all that was possible. I think it was probably the circumstances which 
changes a person. 
 

 Enemy brutality crossed all its limit. One day in July two of my guerrillas got 

caught in their hands. They slaughtered them in open ground like goats. I remember 

both of them were students of Intermediate Class. In another occasion they caught 

three of our 
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men. They hanged them all up side down till they died after crying and crying for 

long one week. One day they caught one of my men and took out both the eyes. The 

boy died right on the spot. After seeing all these brutalities I think a normal man could 

not but take revenge on that. 

 

LATI TILA OPERATION 

(19 June ’71) 

 

 In war discipline gets top priority. There can be no compromise with 

discipline. Problem was not much with the Niomito Bahini but it was a great task to 

make the young Gono Bahini boys disciplined. 

 
 On 18 June '71 I was out on certain jobs. On the way back at about 1400 hours 

I was-told that there is a flash message waiting for me in the Headquarter. On arrival I 
was told that a company of mine would move to Kukital BOP (India) for launching a 

dawn attack on Pak BOP Latitilla I was simply told that all other necessary 
information's would be available there. I would get artillery support for the task. 

 
 However, with a company I reached Kukital at night. On arrival I was briefed 

by the Lt Col Deveson, Commanding Officer of 7 Raj Rif that there was a platoon 
strength of Pak Army defending the Latitila BOP. We shall have to assault the BOP 

after neutralization by the artillery fire. He also told me that two companies of his 

own battalion would also follow us. If required, they would give us physical support. 

Truly speaking, I was not at all happy to learn this. I, therefore, told him that I did not 

believe in follow up business. My point was either I should be given the task alone or 

they should do their own. He replied that he could not change the plan of his own. 

Then I asked him to give me some time to reccee the area but that also he disagreed. 

In fact, none of my troops liked that sort of hasty operation. 

 

 It was about mid night I took leave of him and wanted to take some rest 

somewhere. I came near the foot of a hill where I found Capt Kumar (Indian) of HQ 

Echo Sector lying there. He asked me about the planning of the operation. I found he 
was also not satisfied with that planning. So we started smoking cigarettes one after 

another. Then suddenly rain started to fall. In that way the night ended. At 0400 hours 
I gave order to my company and started moving towards the objective. 

 
 The distance was not much from the border. So by 0545 hours we surrounded 

the BOP from all sides and cut their telephone link with the rear. The BOP was 

situated on a small hill top and very strongly defended. All bunkers were shell proof. 

They were so beautifully camouflaged that nothing could be seen even from a 

distance of 100 years. From outside it appeared as if nobody was staying in the BOP. 
 

 To find out the inside position I sent four Jowans with hand grenades to go as 

close to the bunkers as possible. The plan was like that after confirmation of the 
enemy strength and position we will pass on the message to the rear. On receipt of the 

message artillery guns will open fire and neutralize the enemy position and then only 
we will charge the BOP. 
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 All fur of my Sepoys came back and reported that there was none present in 

the BOP. But to be more sure this time I sent one Havildar and two more Sepoys to go 

right near the bunker and throw grenades inside and come back. Accordingly, they 

went near the bunkers and one sepoy hardly could throw a grenade enemy woke up 

and opened fire with all sorts of arms. All the three of my soldiers got bullet injuries 

but they managed to come back alive. However, within 20 minutes time approx 500 

shells hit the BOP. As soon as the artillery fire stopped we charged the BOP. We 

made such a big sound of ‘Joy Bangla’ that enemy completely got confused and 

before we could reach them they started fleeing towards the nearby jungles. In their 

running position most of them got killed. Surprisingly enough we found a women also 

running out of the camp half-clothed. The poor girl could not escape from the rifle 

bullet. We smashed the BOP completely and secured lot of arms and ammunitions. 
We caught one sepoy and one Havildar of 22 Baluch alive. Our casualty was only 

four wounded. Indeed Pak army never went that side again during the whole 
liberation war. 

 
 Month of June, July and August were the pick season for us. We had our 

maximum score during these period. In that period a good number of Freedom 
Fighters were sent inside with small missions. Cooperation we received from inside 

Sylhet was not very encouraging, to speak the truth. Many of my inductees were 
caught with arms. Inductees could not do well due to the sheer lack of co-operations. 

Some corrupt ulemas were active inside. There were people who helped us and at 

least tried to help us. During the last part of war when we were deep inside, we got 

tremendous help from locals. They came out with their everything. 

 

 Strength of my Sub-Sector at that period exceeded thousand of Niomito 

Bahini excluding few hundred guerrillas who were working deep inside. The period 

of hit and fun operations were over at that time. It was the second phase to attack the 

enemy and inflict maximum casualty on them. 

 

SHABAZPUR (LATU) RAILWAY STATION BATTLE 

(10 August 1971) 
 

 For quite sometime I was thinking seriously to launch a full-fledged attack on 
Shahbazpur Railway Station. In the first week of August, I put up the master plan to 

Sector Commander Lt. Col. Chitta Ranjan Datta for approval. Brigadier Wodkey, 
Commander Echo Sector agreed to give me all possible help. He also promised me to 

give necessary artillery support. 

 

 The terrain of Shahbazpur Railway Station was hilly. The area was well 

defended by a company of 31 Punjab plus a platoon of scouts and armed Razakers. 

There was no convenient approach to the enemy defence. Achieving surprise was out 

of question. Still, we remained determined to launch an offensive. I, however, fixed 
10 August ’71 the ‘D’ day (the day of attack). I had about 5 companies to put on the 

attack. After thorough reccee I found no alternative but to launch a frontal attack but 
in an unconventional way. I did like this plan. The company which was given the task 

of cutting enemy withdrawal 
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and re-inforcement from Beani Bazar will send a platoon from the enemy rear and 

open fire first. They will stop fire just after ten minutes. Then they will withdraw and 

simultaneously one Battery Medium guns will open up to neutralize the enemy 

position. Shelling will continue for 5 minutes, then 3 companies will assault the 

enemy from front. Another one company will cut Shahbazpur-Baralekha road and 

stop enemy reinforcement. Initially indeed, everything went according to plan. 
 

 A 0500 hours all of my companies reached their respective location. We had 

no means of inter communication in between the companies. Since I was with the 

assault companies, I had no contact with the other companies. The task of those other 

two companies was so vital that if they fail to stop the enemy re-inforcement there 

will be all but complete failure. 
 

 Enemy position was so dug-in that shelling with the Medium guns just proved 

futile. Anyway, we launched the attack with full force. In 15 minutes time enemy 

stated withdrawing. We almost cleared a bigger portion of the Railway Station 

Shahbazpur at 0700 hours. We charged the BOP where we faced maximum resistance. 
Pakistani flag was still hoisted there. We removed it and replaced with our 

Bangladesh flag. 
 

 In this very critical time troops were completely scattered. With all my efforts 
I was trying to reorganize them but in vain. At that time one man came running to me 

and told that enemy had penetrated through our left flank. The company which was 

supposed to stop the enemy reinforcement from Baralekha had failed. In the 

meantime enemy started shelling heavily our location. I passed back the information 

to Lt. Col Datta who ordered me to take action whatever situation permits. I found 

just impossible to resist the fresh enemy counter attack. So we retreated finally. 
 

 In that great battle of Shahbazpur we achieved our mission. We captured the 

enemy BOP, we almost captured the whole Railway Station. We found 8 enemy dead 

bodies. Huge number of arms and ammunition was captured, but we could not 

carryall due to lack of transport. Enemy carried away a large number of their 

casualties. It was also confirmed later that total enemy casualty was 50. Our own 

casualty was 5 wounded and 6 shaheed. I lost some of my very good soldiers. Ex EPR 

Havildar Kutub who was one of the best eleven of EPR football team and Naik 

Mannan who was a best athlete of Ex EPR lost their lives in that battle. Mujahid 

Havildar Mohd Faiz of Fenchuganj, who became famous for inventing a medicine of 

cuts etc. also died in that operation. 
 

 Including four tea gardens we had a total of 20 sq miles area liberated and 
under our possession. Enemy tried their best from various points to dislodge us but all 

in vain. Maximum number of our guerillas went inside during that period and did well 
in some places inside Sylhet. But as I said before guerillas could do much better 

sabotage activities if they could get local support. 
 

 I was really proud to have some real brave Gono Bahini leaders under my 

command. All of them just did wonder. It will not be out of the way to mention the 
name of some like A Matin Chowdhury, Samim, Babul, Muktadir and so many others 

whose name I do not remember. 
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 On 14 Sep '71, approximate two enemy battalions launched an attack on our 

defended areas in Beani Bazar, Baralekah and Zakiganj Thana. Enemy lost a huge 

number of lives in that battle. We had total seven death casualties. 

 

 My wife joined me across the border on 13 Sept '71. It was an adventurous 

story. It was only possible for a brave girl like her who could bluff the enemy all the 

way to India. 
 

 It was probably 20 Oct ’71 I received an order to close up my troops and move 
to Jalalpur Sub-Sector, a place opposite to Zakiganj Police Station on the right. 

Troops from Dharmanagar Sub-Sector, Amalshid Sub-Sector and Kukital Sub-Sector 
were also brought in there. All the troops were given under my command. There we 

spent about two weeks in giving them training in conventional attack and coordination 

in the battle field etc. In these days we got small range wireless sets for inter company 

communication. We had to give some practice on that also. 
 

SEIZING OPERATION AT ATGRAM 

(9 Nov, 1971) 
 

 Strength of Niomita Bahini and trained Gono Bahini stood at more than one 

thousand. We were all armed with semi-automatic rifles, light machine guns, few 
medium machine gun and few more heavy weapons. In a word, we prepared ourselves 

100% fit for giving a hard punch to the enemy which they would not be able to return. 
 

 In Atgram Seizing Operation all together I put 4 companies. Under overall 

command of Lt Col Datta, we planned the operation. Two companies were under the 

command of Capt Anam who of course at the eleventh hour was called back and was 

sent to Kamalpur. Later, Second Lt Zahir was given the command of those companies 

whose task was to cross the river Surma and by passing the enemy at Atgram will go 

to enemy rear. His companies were supposed to take up defence on both sides of the 
road near village Chargrame-Darpanagar and the aim of these companies was to stop 

mainly enemy reinforcement from Sylhet side and enemy withdrawal from Atgram. 
One company was given under the command of Lt Ghias whose task was to clear the 

Atgram-Zakiganj road first and then clearing way for the rest of the company and 
finally take up defensive position there. 
 

 Task of the last and fourth company was to make through the cross country 

and reach village Gotagram and take up defence there. It may be mentioned here that 

during the month of April and May enemy constructed a new short cut road from 

Atgram to Zakiganj. Main movement of enemy was on this road. In fact if this road 
were blocked then enemy at Zakiganj would be completely cut off. The task of this 

company was much difficult. So I decided to accompany that company. 
 

 Crossing of river Surma became a problem for us. No country boats were 

available. Somehow we managed only two boats and that took about 4 hours for the 

whole troops to cross. 
 

 As per plan main objective of that operation was to seize Atgram, a very 
strong point of enemy from all sides and compel them to surrender ultimately. It was 

entirely a 
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planning of the higher echelon. In my opinion, it was very much a over ambitious 

plan. From the very beginning I was not very much confident of its success, so I 

argued with the planners. Any way it was an order, so I had to do it and did it. We 

were clearly instructed not to attack the enemy, rather allow them to attack us and kill 

them from our defence. 
 

 Just after sun-set on 9 Nov, we started to move completely with a new spirit. 

First company which was supposed to clear the road near village Kamalpur 
encountered enemy at 2300 hours. It took them long 30 minutes to clear that obstacle. 

Rest of the companies crossed through them safely. It was a very hazardous route 
through the paddies and lakes. We reached Gotagram village at 0500 hours. In that 

village there was a Razakar's camp. One of my platoon surrounded the camp and 

found all of them sleeping tight. They were in total 12. We caught all of them except 

one who managed to escape somehow and informed the Pak Bahini at Atgram. In 

Atgram the enemy strength was on company plus about a company strength of 

Razakars and the Khaiber Scouts. We could hardly dig our trenches at 0630 hours on 

10 Nov ’71 when the first wave of enemy attack came on us. Our enemy thought us 

probably a induction party of small strength. They could not think that such a large 

number of force can penetrate so deep in such a condition. They started advancing 

towards us very confidently. They were shouting and saying, “MUJIB KA BACHAY 

HATIAR CHHOR DAO, AGAR NATO KUE ZINDA WAPES ZAHI ZAOGAYE.” 

They were advancing from both sides of the road. They were about a platoon strength. 

When they came within hundred yard, I ordered to open four light machine guns, two 

from each side of the road. They got a shock of their lives. Within two minutes 18 of 
them fell on the ground and the rest of them took shelter of a nullah and fled away. In 

the mean time, one three-ton truck which was coming from Zakiganj was blown off 
by the anti tank mine. Small attack came on other companies also but they repulsed 

successfully. Until evening enemy remained silent in all fronts. In the meantime they 
brought reinforcement from Sylhet plus a battery of 105 mm Howitzer. 
 

 Still I remember that evening of 10 Nov ’71. It was about 1700 hours I could 

see from the Atgram side that a huge crowd of public approaching towards us. As 

they came closer, the whole crowd started shouting and more funny part was that we 

saw everybody was holding a spear sort of thing in their hands. They were in fact 

covering the advance of the Punjabies. As soon they came within our killing zone I 

ordered to open fire. Still I do not know the exact number but I am sure about 50 
people died there on the spot. However civilians vanished in no times and real show 

started immediately. 
 

 Enemy attacked us from three sides with full artillery support. Enemy charged 

twice but could not remove us a single inch. Enemy pressure continued to grow 

stronger and stronger with the nightfall. By 2000 hours I found that we were running 

short of ammunitions. Replenishment at that place from the rear was out of question. I 

could foresee that it will be very difficult position when our ammunitions will be 

totally exhausted. I contacted Lt Col Datta on wireless and asked his advice. Since 

replenishment was not possible he ordered me to retreat to a safer place. 
 

 

 After two days of fighting we killed 39 Pak Army troops and secured arms and 

ammunitions from them. We captured 11 Razakars. We lost two with 5 other wounded. 
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 20 Nov ’71 was the Eid day. Since my wife had been Having alone at 

Karimganj, I had to go on that day for a while. As per planning of the joint command 

20/21 night was selected as ‘D’ day for the last and the final decisive blow on the 

enemy. From that night in fact the actual war with the active support of the allied 

forces started. Since it was Eid day occupational army all over Banglade3sh was just 

in a relax mood. On asking from a POW later on it revealed that they least expected 

such a blow on that day. 
 

 The planning of the ‘D’ day in that area of Sylhet was like this. One battalion 
of the guards with tank and artillery support was given the task of attacking Zakiganj 

town. One battalion GR (Gurkha Regiment) and 1
st
 East Bengal was given the task of 

clearing Atgram, a very strong point of enemy defence. On the other side of the river 

Surma and just opposite to Atgram enemy defence, there were two enemy posts on 

Salam Tilla and Raja Tilla. The task of attacking and clearing those two enemy 

positions was given to us. Commander of ‘Z’ Force Lt Col Zia (now Col) was with 

the 1
st
 East Bengal. He also accompanied that battalion from Atgram to Sylhet. 

 

 By 1000 hours on 21 Nov '71, Zakiganj town was liberated. Atgram was no 

cleared until evening 22 Nov '71. I alongwith my troops of about a battalion strength 

reached the assembly area very late at night on 20/21 Nov '71. Since the area was not 

at all recceed by us earlier I decided not to launch the dawn attack on that day. I was 

given two objectives, so I divided my troops into two groups. I sent two companies 

under command of Lt Zahir to attack Raja Tilla and with companies under my 

command decided to attack Salam Tilla. We however surrounded the enemy by first 

light on 21 Nov '71. 
 

 After a hasty reccee of both the objectives we decided to attack simultaneously 

at 1500 hours on broad day light. We launched a heroic attack as per decision and 
charged the enemy frontally to their utter surprise. Enemy mined the area very heavily. 

As a result, during attack four of my soldiers lost their legs. After two hours of fierce 

battle enemy started retreating. Most of the enemy managed to retreat through thick 

jungles leaving all their arms and ammunitions behind. We captured Raja Tilla and 

Salam Tilla. We captured large number of arms and ammunitions including two POW. 
 

 On 23 Nov '71 I received a message from the Echo Sector HQ to report to Col 

Zia at some place in Atgram. At about 1200 hours I reached him and found him in a 
quite happy mood. He alongwith a Brigadier of allied force was sitting in a bunker. 

He welcomed me and offered a cigarette. He asked all about our welfare first and then 

gave me order to advance towards Kanaighat from the other side of the river Surma 

and block Kanaighat-Durbast road at any cost. With that order I came back to my area 

and ordered my troops to move to Luba Cherra tea garden about 10 miles away from 

the present position. We took up defensive posit iron in area Luba Cherra tea garden 

on 25/26 Nov '71. 
  

Within this short period of 4/5 days our Mukti Bahini with the help of Indian 

troops liberated the whole Thana of Zakiganj and more half of Thana Kanaighat. Joys 
of the people in that area knew no bound. After a long captive period of mine months 

they felt a sigh of relief. Pak army was playing hell in that entire area. They spoiled 

the virginity of hundreds of girls in that area. In one of the bunker of Zakiganj town, a 

Pak soldier was found dead with a girl. From their bunkers we discovered lot of torn 

sarees and other 
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garments of women, Locals told us that they used to bring women by force to their 

bunkers and used to do inhuman torture on them. Militia troops (Scouts) were very 

much fond of shaking hands with the women folk. 
 

 Things were also very encouraging in all other theatres of war. Thought 
resisting with full energy enemy still failed miserably everywhere. Their morale went 

dawn to bottom. They felt totally unsecured Nature as it seemed went against them. 
 

 On 26 Nov '71 we started advancing towards our next objective. The task 

given to me was to cut the Kanaighat-Durbast road. Kanaighat was a very strong point 

of enemy. Initially it was probably the next objective of 1st East Bengal to capture it. 

On the night of 26/27 Nov '71 I reached a village named Barachatal which was on 

both the side of that pucca road. We took up defensive position in that village 

blocking the complete withdrawal and reinforcement of the enemy at Kanaighat. The 

task was indeed a very difficult one. Enemy in no way could tolerate it. They gave a 

quick response. They started shelling our position from two sides with 105 mm 

artillery guns. Shells were falling on us like rainfall. 
 

 On blocking that road what I presumed was that some attack will be launched 
definitely of Kanaighat from our side. Otherwise it was just meaningless to keep that 

road block for long. However, I kept the enemy movement completely stopped on that 
road till 30 Nov '71. 

 
 It was one of the largest combined successful battles of our troops in Sylhet. 

Fall of Kanaighat was just disastrous to the enemy. After that defeat enemy had to 

withdraw straightway to Chorkai on the left and Haripur on the right. That victory of 

ours in fact brought the fall of whole Sylhet within our sight. 

 

 On 1 Dec '71 at 1700 hours while we were still holding that road block, Lt Col 

Chitta Ranjan Datta came to me. After few chitchat he called me in one corner and 

told that we were supposed to attack Kanaighat just on the following dawn. I, of 

course, tried to convince him that it was absurd for us today for the following reasons: 

Firstly we were extremely tired. Secondly, we did not go to sleep for last three days. 

Third, we require replenishment of ammunitions etc. He did not however agree to my 

request because he said it was the order of the high Command. He also told me that 

some other big operations were just held up only because of Kanaighat. 
 

 With great difficulty we started advancing towards Kanaighat a about 2000 

hours. The distance we had to cover was about 12 miles cross-country. We however 

managed to reach our assembly area at 0200 hours of 2 Dec ’71. 
 

 Kanaighat is a thana headquarter reasonably a flourished town on the bank of 

river Surma. Enemy strength was approx, a company plus a large number of armed 
Razakars. Enemy constructed all round defence of the town. Some of their bunkers 

were cemented. They have also mined the area very heavily. There was no approach 
whatsoever to their bunkers from any angle. We have no other alternative but to face 

them frontally. A complete battery of 120 mm mortars were in direct support of the 
enemy. On the other 
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hand we had only two 3" mortars. Troops were completely exhausted. The task ahead 

was very tough. 
 

 We moved out for the objective from the assembly area at 0300 hours. After 

clearing few enemy resistance on the way we took complete 1½ hours to reach within 
500 yards from objective. It was almost dawn, by the time all my troops reached there. 

We found that we will have to pay very dearly if we attack such a strong enemy 
position in broad day light. I also saw the enemy defence from a close distance and 

found it absolutely difficult to attain success in that situation. I contacted Lt. Col. 
Datta on wireless in the rear and explained him the situation. Initially he insisted me 

to go for an assult but later on he realized the graveness of the situation and ordered 
me to pull back. I thanked to the Almighty, otherwise it would have been a complete 

massacre for us that day. 

 

 We took little bit of rest on that day. Continuous strain on own troops caused 

about 150 men unfit for battle by the evening of 2 Dec' 71. I was left with only solid 

three companies to launch the attack of Kanaighat. 
 

 Brigadier Watkey who was our overall Command in the Sector came to my 

area on that evening. We got all the latest information from him about other war 
fronts. We were just delighted to know about the success of Mukti Bahini every 

where. For last 10/15 days we did not even find any opportunity to switch on the 
transistor. 
 

 The name of my company commanders in that operations were (Sub) A Matin 

Chowdhury, Lt Zahir and Lt Ghias. All of them were brave and capable soldiers. 
 

 We were feeling slightly fresh in the evening and were completely determined 

to crush the enemy at Kanaighat. In the meantime I procured all possible information 

about enemy at Kanaighat. From the information it appeared that enemy was also very 

much expecting us by dawn 3 Dec' 71. 
 

 At 0400 hours on 3 Dec we reached (FUP) within three hundred yards from the 
enemy without giving us out to the enemy. We opened fire on the enemy just at 0530 

hours. Enemy respond was very quick. They also opened up with complete battery of 

artillery guns. We kept on giving pressure on the enemy by encircling them from three 

sides. Within an hour time we met about 15 casualties. At 0700 hours enemy started 

retreating. At 0715 hours we charged the enemy at their bunkers. We started killing the 

brutal Panjabies with bayonets and grenades. Most of them left the arms and jumped in 
the river Surma and got killed. By the Grace of Almighty we completely liberated 

Kanaighat at 0830 hours and gave ok to higher commander at the rear. 
 

 Enemy met a colossal defeat at Kanaighat. Enemy left about dozen of dead 

bodies behind. Locals reported on the following day that they saw quite a number of 
dead bodies floating on the river. We also captured a huge number of arms and 

ammunitions left behind by the enemy. 
 

 People were once again full of joys after a long captive period of nine months. 

They gathered around us and started narrating their woeful stories of enemy torture. 
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 Our loss was also quite heavy in Kanaighat but the bravery shown by our men 

was just unparallel. It was indeed a great single victory for us. We had 6 shaheeds and 

had 20 wounded. With the fall of Kanaighat enemy found themselves completely 

nowhere. 

 

 I hoisted the flat of Bangladesh in from of Kanaighat Duk-Banglow amongst 

the thunderous cheers of our men and thousands of public at 0900 hours on 3 Dec 71. 

 

 On 6 December 71 we received order to advance towards Sylhet. 1
st
 East 

Bengal along with Colonel Zia, Commander 'Z' Force mad a cross country to Sylhet 

via Kanaighat. I also sent a company of ours under command of Lieutenant Zahir with 

the 1
st
 East Bengal. On 7 Dec 71, Darbost, another stronghold of enemy on Sylhet-

Shillong road fell to our own and allied troops. The enemy concentrated in Haripur 

around PPL (the then Pak Pet Ltd). One GR battalion with own troops made repeated 
attack but made very little success in Haripur. 

 
 On 10 December we made a detour from the enemy left flank and tried to 

reach Haripur from the rear. It was indeed a long detour and we had to carry two big 
country boat for a distance of about 15 miles on shoulder to cross the river. On 11 

December in morning at 0500 hours we crossed the river but all on a sudden enemy 
encircled us. We suffered quite a heavy number of casually on that day. Five of my 

soldiers were just torn into pieces due to an enemy artillery shell which fell right on 

them. We, however, could not do anything on that day. On 12 December night we 

again crossed the river and attacked the enemy at Haripur from rear. Haripur fell to us 

actually on 13 December evening. On that road enemy gave another small resistance 

at Chiknagul TE. In that fight on 14 December we lost three of our very valiant 

fighters. Another four got severe injuries. Finally enemy withdrew to Khadem Nagar. 

On 15 December we along with allied forces encircled Khadem Nagar, an outskirt of 

Sylhet town which was their last defence on 15 December 71. 

 

 16 Dec, 71 heralded a new era in our history. The news of enemy surrender to 

allied forces was not at all surprising to me. We knew it was imminent. They had to 
do it to-day or tomorrow. Bangladesh got independence. People were shouting and 

shouting with enormous joy everywhere but I could not share them at all. I started 
recollecting those past nine months moment by moment. I then started weeping 

remembering those innocent faces whom I could not bring them along. Io felt as if all 
those immortal souls have gathered around me. We started the journey together but at 

the place of destination I was almost alone. Almost all of them who started the 

journey from the beginning are missing today I thought myself the only wretched 

fellow who could not accompany them. But what could I do? It is just a mere accident 

that I am alive till today. Death did come very near to me a number of times but went 

away every time saying only hallo. We are free now. Let us at least forget them not 

and pray for their immortal souls to be in peace in eternity. 
 

 
----------------- 
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24 May 71 

 
 

01 Jun 71 

 

06 Jun 71 

 

 

 

 

09 Jun 71 

 
10 Jun 71 

 

12 Jun 71 

 
13 Jun 71 
 

 
 

 

13 Jun 71 

 

 

 

14 Jun 71 

 

 

 

 
 

15 Jun 71 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15 Jun 71 

 

 

 

 

16 Jun 71 
0400 hrs 

 
 

Latu 

 

 
Fakir Bazar 

 

Fakir Bazar 

 

 

 

 

Baragram 

 
Baragram 
 

Baragram 

 
Baragram 
 

 
 

 

Kumarsail 

 

 

 

Kumarsail 

 

 

 

 
Shabazpur 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Shalia TE 

 

 

 

 

Shabazpur 

Our tps raided en posn at Latu at about 0400 hrs which 

resulted en cas of 7 killed and 3 injured reportedly 

 

C-in-C visited camp at Fakir Bazar and met all ranks. 
 

Raided Zakigonj area at about 0200 hrs, killed 3 anti-

Bengali and arrested one SI of Police of Zakigonj PS 

who co-operated with Pak Army against Bangladesh, 

damaged tele exchange of Zakigonj. 

 
Raided en posn st Sadnapur, Baragram and Kangli Ghat 

and killed 3 en soldiers. 
 

Our tps shifted to Barapunjee. 
 

40 new recruits reported, 26 students arrived in our 

camp. 7 men pushed into Bangladesh area on spl duty. 
 

20 students out of 26 left for Bangladesh on spl task. 5 

more students left for Bangladesh spl task at about 1930 

hrs. 8 OR left for Bangladesh with spl mission at 1700 

hrs. 
 

Sub Abdul Aziz with 6 OR raided the house of Haji 
RAkib Ali, Kumarsail and arrested him as anti- 

Bangladesh and handred over to police. 

 
N/sub Motiur Rahman 11 OR, 2 cooks left for Kukital 

Camp. One officer arrived at 2000 hrs and left for spl 

task at 2330 hrs. he led a group of 5 students escorted by 

15 armed OR who proceeded to Bangladesh on spl 

mission. 
 

A group of students escorted by OR went to Shabazpur 

area, demolished Dalawari Bridge with explosive on rd 

Latu/Juri about 1½ miles from Shabazpur Railway 

Station. They brought two pers who were guarding the 

bridge as detailed by the member of peace committee, 

Mr. Hazi Mokbul Ali of that area. 
 

A gp of student and 4 OR raided Shelia TE, demolished 

Factory with explosive at 0600 hrs, destroyed one jeep 

with A/TK mines and killed Manger and two others 

including one ex-army man. 

 
N/Sub Abdul Dayan with 13 OR raided Pak army posn at 

Shabazpur Fly stand and killed/wounded 18 en soldiers. 

A batch of FF consisting 30 OR arrived from Karimgonj 

Transit Camp. 
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17 Jun 71 
0200 hrs 

 

 

 

-do 

 

 

 

18 Jun 71 

0300 hrs 

 

 

 
 

21 Jun 71 
 

 
 

 
24 Jun 71 

 
 

 

 

 

25 Jun 71 

 

 

 
26 June 71 

2200 hrs 

 

 

 
29 Jun 71 
 

 
 

 
 

 
30 Jun 71 

0300 hrs 

 

01 Jul 71 

 

 

Shabazpur 
 

 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

 

 

 
Karardi 
 

 
 

 
Pallathal 

 
 

 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

 

Kangli Ghat 

 

 

 

 

Beani Bazar 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Baragram 

 

 

Sheola Ghat 

 

 

A gp of students escorted by A Quyoum alongwith 12 
OR went Shabazpur area, demolished Kabira Bridge on 

the rds of Barigram/Juri, 2 miles west of Shabazpur Rly 

Sta with high explosive. 

 

A batch students returned from Sylhet Town after 

demolition of electric points sub sta and tel distr points 

at Nayar Pool with explosive at 02300 hrs. 

 

A gp of 6 students led by Mr. Tahid escorted by NK 

Abdul Jabbar with 10 OR went to Shabazpur area, 

demolished Rly Deochari Bridge near village Sujaul SQ-

4552 Sheet 83 D/I, 2½ miles west of Shabazpur Rly Sta 

with explosive at 0300 hrs. 

 
A gp of students led by Ashrafuzzaman escorted by Hav 

Aziruddin with 70 OR went to Karardi Changar Pool on 
Sheola Bariagram rd 3 miles south west of Sheola Ghat 

at about 0300 hrs with explosive. 
 

On Pak army Sep named Kajal has been brought from 
Pallathal TE and killed. Raided Pallatha TE and 

recovered 20 bags of tea and weighing scale. Raided the 

house of Abdur Rahman, Pak army supporter, who has 

been caught and brought to camp. 

 

After interrogation the above mentioned Abdur Rahman 

has been handed over to BSF Mohisasan for onward 

handing over to police for further nec action. 

 

A batch of 6 students led by Ashrafuzzaman escorted by 

Hav Abdul Kayum with 17 OR demolished Kangli Ghat 

bridge on the rd Baraigram/Juri 1½ miles west of Kangli 

Ghat at 0245 hrs with explosive. 

 
Sub Abdul Aziz with 6 OR raided the House of Asaddar 
Ali of Beani Bazar, arrested his 2 sons, Safiquddin and 

Shamsuddin suspected as Pak army supported. After 
interrogation it was proved that they were not guilty. On 

their accords they were sent to transit camp, Karimgonj 
for onward dispatch to Trg Camp to undergo MF trg. 

 
Own tps of str 30 raided baragram area at 0300 hrs and 

killed 4 Pak soldiers. 

 

Hav Arish with 15 OR detailed to destroy Sheola Ferry 

on the way near village Kakardi. They faced Pak army 

ambush when both sides opened firing resulting death 
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01 Jul 71 

1900 hrs 

 

 

 

 

02 Jul 71 

2000 hrs 
 

 
 

02 Jul 71 
 

 
03 Jul 71 

1930 hrs 
 

 

 

04 Jul 71 

 

 

 

 

 

06 Jul 71 

0500 hrs 

 
06 Jul 71 

 
 

 
07 Jul 71 

2200 hrs 

 

 

 

07 Jul 71 

 
 

 
08 Jul 71 

0500 hrs 
 

 

 

 

 

Shabazpur 

 

 

 

 

 

Jaldup 

 
 

 
 

Jaldup 
 

 
Jaldup 

 
 

 

 

Amalshid 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Beani Bazaar 

 
 

 

Shabazpur 

 

 

 

 

Baragram 

 

 

 

Shabazpur 

of Lnk Fazal Hossain on the spot mission one LMG 

with 100 rds. ¾ en reported to the killed. 

 

A gp of students led by Ashrafuzzaman guided by Sep 

Aziruddin and 2 OR went Baralekha area at 2330 hrs to 

lay mines on the Rly line in between Shabazpur-

Baralekha Rly stn but could not complete the mission as 

en already covered the area with A/P mines. 

 

A gp of students escorted by Hav Kutubuddin along 

with 15 Or left for Jaldup area to lay mines on the rd 
Baraigram Latu but could not come out successful due 

to non-availability of country boat to cross the river. 
 

One Abdul Miah, Pak Sepoy was arrested and handed 
over to BSG Mohisason. 

 
Demolition Party escorted by Sub Abdul Aziz with 15 

OR left again for Jaldup area and laid 3 mines on the 
road Baraigram/Latu near Jaldup Thana Bazar. Next 

morning en removed the mines as reported. 

 

A gp of students led by Ashrafuzzaman escorted by own 

tps str of 40 JCO/OR headed by Capt M A Rab went to 

Amalshid BOP area and demolished Rahimpur Bridge 

with explosive and captured two 303 rifles from the 

Bridge guard (Razakar) at 0300 hrs. 

 

Sub Abdul Aziz and Sep Habib Ali (both police pers) 

deserted from the camp. 

 
A batch of students escorted by 4 OR left for Beani 

Bazar area to lay mines on the road but could not do so 
due to hy en firing. 

 
Demolition party guided by Hav Abdul Kayum and 4 

OR went to Shabazpur area at 2200 hrs to destroy 

bridge but could not come out successful due to 

presence of Pak army. 

 

A gp of snipers took posn in the village Baragram, 300 

yds from en posn at Baragram School at 1530 hrs. They 
fired and killed 3 en soldiers. No cas from our sides. 

 
6 OR took posn Bailatilla about 500 yds north of en 

posn at Shabazpur Rly Station at 0500 hrs. They located 
a section str of en and opened fire. En also fired with 2” 

MOR/MG. Seven en killed/injure No cas on our side. 
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09 Jul 71 
0400 

 
11 Jul 71 

0130 hrs 

 

 

11 Jul 71 

 

 

 

 

 

10 Jul 71 

 

 

 
 

 
11 Jul 71 

 
 

 
 

12 Jul 71 

2300 Hrs 

 

 

 

12 Jul 71 

0030 

 

 

13 Jul 71 

0020 hrs 

 

 
 

 
13 Jul 71 

 
 
 

14 Jul 71 

0030 hrs 

Baragram 
 

 
Baralekha 

 

 

 

Baragram 

 

 

 

 

 

Shabazpur 

 

 

 
 

 
Shabazpur 

 
 

 
 

Baragram 

 

 

 

 

Shabazpur 

 

 

 

Shabazpur 

 

 

 
 

 
Shabazpur 

 
 
 

Shabazpur 

Own tps str 24 headed by Capt M A Rab raided 
Baragram area and killed two en soldiers at 0400 hrs. 

 
Demolition party escorted by own tps completely 

destroyed Pabnia Bridge GR 475554 of 83 D/I on 

Latu/Baralekha road at 0130 hrs. 

 

Another three party sent to Baralekha, Latu and 

Baragram. They fired on en with 2" MOR and SA. At 

Latu en replied with 3" MOR and MG and at Baragram 

reply came only with MG and SA. En cas is not known. 

No cas from our side. 

 

Demolition party escorted by 12 OR headed by Hav 

Moina Miah went Shabazpur to demolish Nandua 

bridge, ½ mile south of Shabazpur Rly station but could 

not come out successful due to strong protection. Own 
tps returned safely. 

 
A gp of students under protection of a pl str led by Capt 

M A Rab went to Shabazpur-Baralekha rd side. There 
were no en present in that loc on that day. They party 

returned after laying 3 mines on that road. The result 
was yet to come. 

 

A Jitter party went to Baragram area at 2300 hrs and 

fired 2” MOR on en posn. En replied with MMG/LMG. 

En cas not known. 

 

Another party headed by Hav Moina Miah with a 

section str fired 2” MOR/upon en posn at Shabazpur 

Rly station gate at 0030 hrs and killed 2 Pak soldiers. 

 

Demolition party led by Ashrafuzzaman was sent to 

Shabazpur area to lay mines on the re near village 

Nandua but could not do so due to adverse situation. It 

was reported that one en soldier died when crossing the 
Pabnia Bridge demolished on 11 Jul by own tps. 

 
A Party went to Shabazpur area and cut tel lines 

between Latu-Baralekha re and brought the cable 
approx length 2000 yds. 
 

One Jitter party str 25 headed by Hav Arish Ali sent to 

Shabazpur Railway station at 0300 hrs. they fired with 
2” MOR and LMG on en bunkers. Immediate reply 

came with 2” MOR/MMG. The also fired 5 rds 3” MOR 
after 5 minutes. Sta ghar was partly damaged by the 

fire. 
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15 Jul 71 

0500 

 

 
 

15 Jul 71 
0500 hrs. 

 
 

 
 

15 Jul 71 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16 Jul 71 

0400 

 

 

 

16 Jul 71 
 

 
 

16 Jul 71 
 

 
16 Jul 71 

 

 

 

 

 

17 Jul 71 

2300 hrs 

 

 

 

 

 

17 Jul 71 
 

 

Shabazpur 

 

 

 
 

Shabazpur 
 

 
 

 
 

Shabazpur 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Baragram 

 

 

 

 

Shabazpur 
 

 
 

Pallathal 
 

 
Pallapunjee 

 

 

 

 

 

Chanaru 

Ghat 

 

 

 

 

 

Shabazpur 

An ambush party of one Section str headed by NK 

Mohd Ilias was sent to Shabazpur. At 0500 hrs in the4 

morning of 15 Jul 71 they saw one pt of en coming 

towards their front. They were doing PT withour arms. 
 

When they reached within 200 yds opened up with 
LMG/Rifle. En inflicted unexpected cas (approx 20), 9 

dead bodies remained lying on the spot upto sunset. 
Beside a number of en got various injuries seen running 

away with the help of others. 
 

Our 3" MOR Section went to the right flank of 

Kumarsail TE and opened fire on main en posn at 

Shabazpur Railway godown at 0830 hrs with 14 bombs. 

Seen hit the Rly station and smoke coming out. Damage 

was yet to come. En replied with 7 rds of 3" Mor 

bombs. Our cas nil. 

 

One Jitter Party sent to Baragram area fired 18 rds 2" 

MOR and opened up with LMG at 0400 hrs. Seen en 

cas 3. En replied with MMG/LMG. Further result was 

yet to come. 

 

One Jitter Party went to Shabazpur rly station and 
opened fire on en posn with 2” MOR/LMG. Reply come 

with MMG/Rifles. En cas not known. Own cas nil. 
 

An ambush party sent to Pallathal TE area. En patrol did 
not come on the reported place. 

 
Demolition party went to destroy railway line between 

Latu-Baralekha. At 0500 hrs en located our party in area 

Pallapunjee and opened up with LMG/Rigles before 

they reach their destination. Party returned fire. Two en 

got injuries as reported by locals. 

 

Again one demolishing party went to destroy railway 

line with strong protection under hy en fire. Our party 

reached the area hear village Chargram (SQ 4655). They 

successfully blown up rly line in the different places and 

put ten plastic mines on the main Latu Baralekha road. 

Party returned with no cas. 

 

At about 0400 hrs two Jitter parties with 2" MOR and 
SMG went to Shabazpur, hit Latu BOP (Pak) 

successfully, fired 12 rds of 2" MOR on the BOP, Cas 
was yet to know. 
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18 Jul 71 

0430 hrs 

 

 
 

 
19 Jul 71 

0930 hrs 
 

 
 

 

20 Jul 71 

0420 

 

 

 

 

 

20 Jul 71 

 

 

25 Jul 71 

1200 
 

 
 

 
 

 
27 Jul 71 

1200 

 

 

 

28 Jul 71 

2130 

 

 
31 Jul 71 

0400 hrs 

 
01 Aug 71 

 

Baragram 

 

 

 
 

 
Shabazpur 

 
 

 
 

 

Baragram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Baragram 

 

 

Shabazpur 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Shabazpur 

 

 

 

 

Pallathal 

 

 

 
Keramat 

Nagar 

 
Shabazpur 

A Jitter party went to Baragram area and opened up with 

2" MOR on en posn at Baragram School/Road/Junction 

at 0430 hrs. Reply coming immediately with 

MMG/LMG. Own tps replied with LMG/Rifles, 
resulting of this en cas 3 seriously injured. 

 
Our 3" MOR section went to Kumarsail TE and fired 24 

hrs en posn at Shabazpur Railway Station at 0930 hrs. 
En replied with four rds of 3" MOR. In that firing 4 en 

killed and 2 received injury. Two small houses burnt in 
railway station area. Our tps returned with no cas. 

 

A pl with 2" MOR went to raid Baragram BOP area, 

headed by Hav Shamsul Haque, Opened fire on en. 

Reply come immediately with MMG/LMG from area 

road junction school and dem behind BOP. The en also 

fired a number of rds with 120 mm Mor on our tps. En 

cas not known. Our cas nil. 

 

It was cfm through locals that 3 en tps got serious injury 

due to plastic mines blasted laid on 17 Jul 71. 

 

On 25 Jul 71 at 1200 hrs we put an attack with five pls 

at Shabazpur Railway Station. Two cup up parties which 
were sent on Baralekha and Kangli road laid A/Tk 

mines and stopped the en reinforcement as well as 
withdrawal. We charged their BOP at 1300 hrs and 

brought the Pak flag. En cas approx 20. Own cas four 
and injured others returned safely. 

 
Two Jitter Parties sent to Latu Railway Station. Our 

party kept on firing with intervals for whole night. Two 

Razakars killed while doing sentry duty in the bunkers. 

Party returned safely. 

 

An ambush party sent to Pallathal TE area. The party 

did not return. Our 90 men performing trg with Trainees 

pl sent the next fortnight. 

 
One party of 15 FF raided Keramat Nagar TG. One 

building of TG was destroyed. 7 en killed. Own cas nil. 

 
A Jitter Party was sent to Shabazpur Railway Station. 

The party opened up with 2" MOR. En reply was very 

quick and intensive. They opened up with 3" 

MOR/MMG. Our party also replied with LMG/Rifles. 

En cas not known. Own cas nil. 
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01 Aug 71 

 

 

 
 

01 Aug 71 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

02 Aug 71 

0200 

 

 

 

 

 
02 Aug 71 

1000 hrs 
 

 
03 Aug 71 

0145 hrs 
 

 

 
03 Aug 71 

0145 

 

 

03 Aug 71 

 

 

 

03 Aug 71 

2200 

Shabazpur 

 

 

 
 

-do- 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pabnia 

Bridge 

 

 

 

 

 
Shabazpur 

 

 
 

Kangli 

 

 

 
 

Shabazpur 

 

 

 

Beanibazar 

 

 

 

Baralekha 

At 0900 hrs 3” MOR sec successfully fired 6 rds on Pak 

tps and Razakar when they were constructing bunkers in 

area Shabazpur BOP. They ran away lime anything and 

have not returned. The process was continued. 
 

The fol parties have been sent inside: I. A party of 4 FF 
with explosive sent to Gota Tiker a place 2½ miles east 

side from Sylhet town to destroy main gas pipline 
leading to Fenchugonj Fertilizer Factory. 2.2 FF with 

gren sent to Sylhet town to throw gren on movement of 
Pak party at night. 3. 2 FF with gren sent to Carkai to 

destroy Post and Tel office. 4. 2 FF with gren sent to 

Golapgonj to destroy Tel exchange and post office. 

 

5. 4 FF with Pek-1 (explosive) sent to Mongla Bazar to 

destroy Pillars. 

 

One pl with FF and MF protection was sent to destroy 

Pabnia Bridge (GR476554) on Baralekha and 

Shabazpur rd. the party destroyed the bridge completely 

and returned successfully. They did the job under en 

fire. The same bridge was destroyed once before but the 

Pak tps repaired it. 

 
We fired 12 rds 3” MOR on Shabazpur Rly Sta. Cfm 

through source that one Razakar has been killed and to 
Pak tps and two Razakars seriously wounded. 

 
One P1 MF went to destroy Kangali Ferry and raid 

Razakar guarding the ferry. At 0145 hrs we raided the 
place and captured one 303 Rifle. The new ferry was 

demolished with the help of explosive and sank. Our cas 

nil. 

 

A Jitter party went to Shabazpur Rly sta and fired 24 rds 

of 2" MOR on area Godown, and sta running room. En 

cas not known. Own cas nil. 

 

A Jitter party sent to Beanibazar. Razakars opened fired 

on them before they could reach the target. The party 

replied and chased the Razakars. 

 

A party was sent to lay mines AP on Baralekha rd. they 

laid 16 mines and come back. Our Baralekha party 
raided the house of Pak supporters and arrested 5 (five). 

They also captured one civ gun from the house of one 
Pak supporter. 
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04 Aug 71 

 

 
 

05 Aug 71 

 
 

 

07 Aug 71 

0300 
 

 

07 Aug 71 

 
 

 

 

07 Aug 71 
 

 

 
 

 

08 Aug 71 
 

 

 
 

13 Aug 71 

 

 
 

13 Aug 71 

0001 hrs 
 

 

13 Aug 71 
2000 hrs 

 

 

 

13 Aug 71 

0001 hrs 

 
14 Aug 71 

2200 

Pallathal 

 

 
 

Chatalekha 

 
 

 

Shabazpur 
 

 

 
Pallathal 

 

 
 

 

Pallathal 

 

 

 

 
 

Golapgonj 

 
 

 

 

Sutarkandi 

 

 

 
Sutarkandi 

 

 
 

Kangli 

Ghat 

 

 

 
Konagaon 

 

 
Rly Bridge 
Baralekha 

and Latu 

One ambush party was sent to Pallathal TE Garden road. 

They opened fire on in coming Pak patrol. En ran away 

leaving behind 3 LMG mag and 250 rd of 303 ball ammo. 
 

A Jitter party went to Chatalekha from Baralekha base. 

They fired on Pak tps with 2" MOR. Reply come with 
MMG/LMG. 

 

Our 3" MOR sec fired 12 rds n Shabazpur Rly Sta. three 

Pak tps killed in bunkers and other two bunkers destroyed. 

 

One ambush party opened fire on a batch of in-coming Pak 
patrol in area Pallathal TE Garden. In that firing one en got 

killed on the spot and injured taken by them. The en left 

behind four LMG mag with 80 rds 303 balls. 

 
One ambush party was surrendered by Pak tps. Our 

reinforcement party rushed to the scene and our men got 

out. We gave covering firing with 3" MOR and LMG. En 

reply come with 3" MOR, MMG and LMG. In cas not 

known. Own cas two wounded. 

 
2 FF was sent to Golapgonj with grn to destroy post and 

tel office of Golapgonj. They destroyed the Post and Tel 

office. One FF got Captured by Razakar while running 

away from the scene. 
 

A Jitter Party sent to Sutarkandi with str of 30 MF. Own 

party fired with 3” MOR. En replied with MMG/LMG. En 

cas not know. Own cas nil. 

 

Our 3" MOR sec sent to Baragram to shell on posn at 
Sujnapur/Baragram. Our 3" MOR shell on Sujnapur 

resulted 3 en killed, 5 injured, 4 civ wounded. Our cash 

nil. 
 

A party consisting of 30 MF and 20 FF sent to Kangli 

Ghat to destroy ferry. Opur party reached the tgt but ferry 

not found on the spot instead they found two big boats 

being used for the purpose destroyed and come back 

safely. 

 
A party of 30 MF sent to raid the Chairman office of 

Konagaon. En fled away before our party reach the tgt. 

 
A party of 30 MF and 25 sent to destroy the Rly Bridge 

between Baralekha and Latu. Through en fire our party 

reached near the tgt and charged the Razakar 
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14 Aug 71 

0001 hrs 

 

 

14 Aug 71 

 

 

14 Aug 71 
7100 

 
14 Aug 71 

1700 

 
14 Aug 71 

 
 

14 Aug 71 
1800 

 

14 Aug 71 

 

 

17 Aug 71 

 

 

 

18 Aug 71 

2200 hrs 

 

 
 

18 Aug 71 

0001 

 
 

16 Aug 71 
0430 hrs 

 
 
 

16 Aug 71 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Beanibazar 

 

 

 

Shabazpur 

 

 

Baralekha 
 

 
Near 

Sylhet 
 

 

Sylhet 

 

 

Charkhai 

 

 

Sylhet 

 

 

Latu 

 

 
 

Chargram 
Rly Bridge 

 
 
 

Sutarkandi 

 

 
 

Bogha 

 

 

 
 

Chatalekha 
TG 

 

 

 

guarding the bridge. One Razakar killed. Own cas one 

wounded. Due to the intensive fire from all direction the 

demolition party could not reach the tgt. 

 

A party of 30 MF sent to raid Beanibazar. One Razakar 

party come on the way. Our party fired upon them and 

killed two Razakars. Own cas nil. 

 

12 Ff sent to Shabazpur to lay A/P mines. They laid 20 

M-14 mines on observing en footpath. 

 

7 FF sent to Baralekha with two gren each and 4 AP 
mines to create panic. 

 
4 FF sent to Gotatiker (near Sylhet) with 8 lbs Pck-1 

explosive and gren each to blow gas pipe line. 
 

3 FF sent to Sylhet to blow up electric power pylone. 
Party earned 8 lbs Pck and one gren each. 

 
2 FF sent to Charkhai to destroy post and Tel office. 

Party earned two gren each. 

 

Another 2 FF sent to Sylhet town with 2 gren each to 

create panic. 

 

A party of 120 MF/40 FF sent to demolish Chargram 

Rly Bridge but due to heavy en resistance party returned 

unsuccessfully. 

 

A party of 150 MF and 60 FF went to demolish 

Chargram Rly Bridge. In spite of hy en resistance our 
tps successfully demolished the bridge completely. No 

cas. 
 

A Jitter sent Sutarkandi. Our party opened fire with 2” 

MOR and LMG. En replied with 6 rds of 3” MOR and 

MMG/LMG. En cas not known. Own cas nil. 
 

11 FF with A/P mines sent to Bogha and laid the mine 

by the side of a small river where the en use to come to 

take three sugarcane. It was cfm that the mine blasted 

due to which one Pak tps seriously injured. 
 

30 MR/FF Bail Bari made an ambush near Chatalekha 
TE. They opened up with LMG/Rifles on the incoming 

Pak tps and Razakars. Due to own fire 2 Razakars and 1 

Pak tps injured. 2 Pak informer caught and killed after 

interrogation. En field away with injured pers. 
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18 Aug 71 
2000 hrs 

 
 

 
 
 

19 Aug 71 

0230 hrs 

 

 

 
 

19 Aug 71 

 
 

19 Aug 71 
0430 hrs 

 
19 Aug 71 

0130 
 

 

 

 

20 Aug 71 

 

 

 

20 Aug 71 

 
 

 

20 Aug 71 

0130 

 

 

 

21 Aug 71 
0430 hrs 

 
22 Aug 71 

 
 

 
 

23 Aug 71 

Sylhet Town 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Chatalekha 
 

 
 

 

 
Latu and 

Baralekha 
Rd 

Shabazpur 

 

 

Sutarkandi 

 

 

 

 

 

Latu and 

Baralekha 

Rd 

 
Bangladesh 

 
 
 

Talu Khal 

 

 

 

 

Bhanja 

 

 

Sarapar 

 

 
 
 

Gabindapur 

2 FF was sent to Sylhet Town to kill Pak tps at Sylhet 
Town. At about 2000 hrs it was found that one mil jeep 

was coming near Kadamtila Jalopara. They thrown 2 
gren on the jeep due to which one Pak offr/2 OR and 2 

collaborators killed on the spot. Our party returned 

safely. 
 

A Jitter party with 50 MF/FF sent to Chatalekha TG. 

Party opened up with 2" MOR/LMG from two sides of 

Chatalekha TG at 0230 hrs. En got into complete panic 

and started firing at random on all direction. It was learn 

that few people got injury from their own firing. 
 

20 MF sent in between Latu and Baralekha to lay an 
ambush. En did not appear on the day. 

 
A Jitter Party sent to Shabazpur Rly sta with 30 MR. 

Own tps fired. En replied with MMG/2" MOR. 
 

A party of 34 FF raided at village Goilapur (Sutar 
Kandi). Own tps raided on the right flank of en posn but 

en fled away before we could catch. Any how 2 Pak 

collaborators caught in the house and kille. One Pak tps 

injured. One I band transistor captured. 

 

A party made an ambush in between Latu and baralekha 

Road and opened fire on a batch of Razakars. Cas not 

known. 

 

48 Ff sent Bangladesh with gren and A/P mines. One 

party among them will try to establish a hide-out near 

Dacca Dakhin. 
 

70 MF/FF sent to Talu Khal to cut off the Dam. Party 

blown off the Dam with the help of explosive. 

Destruction of the Dam created a havoc. At least 20-40 

miles area affected due to this. 

 
2 pl str sent to Amalshid to help FF party at Jalalpur 

who reported to be given pressure by en. 
 

150 MF/FF took def posn at Sarapar in the bank of river 
Sonai about 2 miles inside Bangladesh. One pl deployed 

at Bogha inside Bangladesh opposite to Mahishashan 
and sec kept at Atua as a cut off party to Sarapar. 
 

Another 150 MF/FF deployed to Gabin dapur and 

Baruda. They took def posn there. In this about 10 SQ 
miles have been captured by lib army. Demolition 
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24 Aug 71 
 
 

24 Aug 71 

 
 

25 Aug 71 

0230 
 

 

26 Aug 71 

 

 
 

27 Aug 71 
0045 

 
 

 
 
 

 
27 Aug 71 

 
 

28 Aug 71 

 

 
 

 

29 Aug 71 

 
 

29 Aug 71 

 

 

 
 

 
30 Aug 71 

 
 

 
30 Aug 71 

 
 
 
 

Sarapar 
 
 

Sarapar 
 

 

Lakshmibar 
Area 

 
 

Kanglighat 

 

 
 

Kakardi 
near Sheola 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Kanglighat 

Ferry 
 

Tazpur Def 

 

 
 

 
Tazpur 

Barudha 
 

Kumarshail 

 

 
 
 

 
Defend the 

Liberated 

Land 

 
Kumarshail 

party detailed to lay A/P mines around the def posn. 

Accordingly number of A/P mines laid around the all def 
posn. 
 

A tel installation between Sarapar and Indian Latu adv 

camp estb on 240900 hrs. 
 

A civ at Sarapar lost his leg by blasting of A/P mine laid 

by us. 
 

A party of 22 FF/MF sent to cut off Dam near Lakshmi 

Bazar. Own party successfully demolished the dam with 
the help of explosive. No. cas. 
 

A party of 40 FF with explosive sent to Kanglighat to 

destroy the Ferry. Due to hy en resistance own party 

returned unsuccessfully. 
 

A party of 20 FF sent to destroy a bridge at Kakardi near 

Sheola Ghat. When our party reached the bridge en 
(Razakars) guarding the bridge fired on our tps. Our party 

also fired in reply resulting 2 Razakars killed and one civ 

(guard) arrested with 1 Rifle and 2 rds ammo. Our party 

destroyed the bridge with the help of explosive. Our cas 
nil. 
 

Another party of 23 went to destroy Kanglighat Ferry. Dut 

to the hy en resistance they returned safely. 

 
240 MF/Ff were in def posn at Tazpur. En tried to adv 

from Shabazpur Rly Sta via Tazpur village where own tps 

at adv posn engaged them and killed 4 Razakars. I Pak tps 
and few civ got wounded. 
 

En tried to adv from Beanibazar and Shabazpur side as 

well but own tps repulsed their attempt. 

 
50 MF/FF sent to Kumarshail on receipt of an info that en 

tps had come to Kumarshail tg which is right on the border 

and about 500 yes away from our camp. Our tps 

surrounded them from behind. En str was about hundred. 
They returned. 5 en wounded. Own one FF seriously 

injured and 5 minor injured. 

 
En attacked from Bogha village and Kharampur with 2 

coys str but withdrew unsuccessfully, 3 en killed due to 

mine blast. No cas from own side. 

 
En approached against kumarshail tg and started firing on 

pers engaged in digging trenches. Our MF attacked them 
from two flank and made them withdraw after two hrs of 

exchange of fire. Now the garden came 
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31 Aug 71 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

02 Sep 71 
 

 
 

02 Sep 71 
 

 
02 Sep 71 

 

 

03 Sep 71 

 

 

 

03 Sep 71 

 

 

 

04 Sep 71 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

05 Sep 71 

 

 

 
 

06 Sep 71 

 

 
 

Takai Kona 

Sarapar 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Konagram 
 

 
 

Shabazpur 
Baralekha 

 
Kangli 

Ferry 

 

Kumarsail 

 

 

 

Shabazpur 

Baralekha 

 

 

Amalshid 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Tajpur 

 

 

 
 

Bogha 

Kharampur 

under own posn and a pl defended it. 7 en killed. Own 

cas nil. 
 

On 31 Aug 71 at 0200 hrs en put first attack from Takai 

Kona, Bogha and Kharampur with two coys Pak 
tps/Razakars. But due to hy resistance en returned 

unsuccessfully at 0430 hrs. 6 en killed due to mine blast. 
 

En put another attack at 1300 hrs from the same three 

flanks. This time en pressure was very hy but due to 

effective shelling with 3” MOR en had to withdraw by 

1600 hrs. 7 en killed and 5 wounded due to shelling. 

Own 2 bullet injury and 2 shelling injury. 

 

45 MF/FF raided Konagram and Beanibazar but no Pak 
tps were there in that places. 3 Razakars and one Pak 

supporter killed. 
 

Two party of 10 each sent to destroy rly bridge from 
two different places but returned unsuccessfully. 

 
En patrol came near Kangli Ferry but fled away when 

our patrol party opened fire on them. 

 

En put strong attack on our def at Kumarsail TG. After 

two hrs exchange of fire en returned. En used MMG, 2” 

MOR and other arms. En cas not known. 

 

6 FF sent with A/TK mine to put on the fly line. They 

put charge in two places but could desrtroy line in one 

place. Train could not come to Shabazpur on 03 Sep 71. 

 

2 pl MF defending liberated land at Amalshid. At 2000 

hrs en opened up with various kinds of wpns from all 

flanks. En fighting continued till morning. Own 2 MF 
defending the bunker expired due to the en shelling and 

one seriously injured. En cas not known (Expired; 1 MF 
Abdul Khalek. S/O Abdul Karim 2. MF Akmal Aloi, 

S/O Nuruj Ali) 
 

300 MF/FF defended the liberated land. En made two 

attempts to break through our defences. They came with 

great str but failed. In that one Pak tp and 6 Razakars 

killed. No cas from our side. 
 

En made a full attack on our def at village: Bhoga and 

Kharampur with MOR support. En fired 50 rds 3” MOR 

on our posn. They also used parachute Bomb and other 

authomatic wpns. They removed dead bodies 
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06 Sep 71 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

08 Sep 71 

 

 
 

09 Sep 71 

 

 
 
 

09 Sep 71 

 
 

11 Sep 71 

0200 hrs 
 
 

12 Sep 71 

0230 hrs 
 

 

13 Sep 71 

 
 

 

 
14 Sep 71 

0430 hrs 

 
 

14 Sep 71 

0400 
 

 

14 Sep 71 

0600 
 

 

 
14 Sep 71 

0300 

 

 
 

Source 

Report 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Defending 

Liberated 

land 
 

Shabazpur 

Beanibazar 

 
 
 

Shabazpur 

Rly Sta 
 

Shabazpur 

 
 
 

Shabazpur 

TG 
 

 

Abongi 

 
 

 

 
Kumarsail 

 

 
 

Bhuga 

 
 

 

Kharampur 

 
 

 

 
Sarapar 

Gobindapur 

with great trouble. 3 Pak tps and 4 Razakars killed. Own 

cas nil. 
 

Source Report indicates "En has come with a great on of 

tps at Shabazpur TG, approx 2 coys regular plus Razakars. 

About one coy at Shabazpur TG, one pl at Rahamania TG, 

2 pl at Chatalekha TG and about 2 coys at Baralekha. A 
full Bn (21 Panjab Regt) en str was deployed between 

Baralekha to beanibazar. Arty support from our def is 

most essential now. Kindly take nec steps." 
 

En made repeated attempts to break through our left flank 

from Bogha village. En used all types of arms incl 3” 

MOR. They suffered 6 cas. 
 

Our tps made an ambush on Pak tps (Patrol Party) on 

Beanibazar road. Own party opened fire while the en was 

quite away from them. Train was coming from last two or 
three days. 
 

One en helicopter M-1-8 flown over our def. en might 

have reached the area for an air attack. 
 

One en plane flew over our def area at 0200 hrs. from 

Shabazpur towards Sutarkandi. En also fired from 
Shabazpur. 
 

50 MF/FF raided the Shabazpur TG at about 0230 hrs with 

LMG rifles and 2" MOR. En replied after 10 minutes. 15 
Pak tps and Razakars killed. Own cas nil. 

 

En fired to break through our def but failed against strong 

resistance. II Pak tps/Razakars reported killed. Own FF 
Mohd Younus Shaheed and two others who came from 

Kukital wounded. 

 
En attacked Kumarsail at 0430 hrs with huge str. Own tps 

fought till 0930 hrs and compelled to withdraw. 2 Pak tps 

killed. 
 

Attack come at 0400 hrs with a coy str. Heavy exchange 

of the continued till 0900 hrs. 16 Pak tps/Razakars killed. 
Own cas nil. 

 

Attack come at 0600 hrs with approx 2 coys str but failed 

to penetrate. Again en attacked at 0730 hrs. Own tps 
fought till 1000 hrs but later compelled to withdraw. En 

suffered by cas approx 100 killed. 

 
En attacked the whole def posn with a Bn str at about 0300 

hrs. They approached all rounds with all types of 
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15 Sep 71 

 
 

 
18 Sep 71 

 
 
 

18 Sep 71 

 

 

 
18 Sep 71 

 

 
18 Sep 71 

 
 

 
18 Sep 71 

 
 

 
 

 

18 Sep 71 

 

 

 

 
 

18 Sep 71 

 
 

 
 

19 Sep 71 

 

Barudha 

Astha Ghari 

Abhongi 
Tajpur 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

do 

 
 

 

Shabazpur 
TG 

 
 

Shabazpur 

TG 

 

 
Sarapar 
Area 

 
-do- 

 
 

 

Sutar 

Kandi 

 

 

 

 

-do- 

 

 

 
 
 

Kumarsail 

Deotali 

 

 
 

-do- 

wpns. Arty shelling started from 0200 hrs on all posn. 

En cut our def from Sarapar they only route of our 

comm. And supply. Own tps fought upto last rds of 

ammo. Later compelled to withdraw but having no way 

to come out from the surrounding area own tps crossed 

the Sonai river by swimming resulting that they could 

not bring their personal wpns with them. Total 6 own 

tps missing. En cas as under :- Astaghari 5, Sarupa -4, 

Patharia para-4, Pirar Chak-6, Noagram -3, Tajpur-15, 

Abhongi -10, Own 5 wounded and 6 missing. 
 

En started shelling with arty at 0800 hrs. total 13 bombs 

fired by the en out of which 9 bombs had fallen within 

our barapunji MF camp area. No cas. 
 

It was reported from sources that 4 Pak tps and 7 

Razakars killed during the action by our tps on 13 Sep 
71. 
 

A party of 60 MF/FF sent to raid Shabazpur TG 

(Jhingala). Own tps raided en tps with 2” MOR, LMG 

and Rifles, 7 Pak tps and Razakars reported killed. 

 

A party of 10 MF/FF sent to collect the wpns from en 

depended area. Party recovered 2 SLR and 4 330 Rifles. 
 

A collecting party consisting of 8 MF/FF sent to en 
depended ar5ea to collect wpns. Party collected one 2" 

MOR from Sonai river. 
 

A Jitter Party consisting of 60 MF/FF sent of Goilapar 
(opposite Sylheti para) and opened up with LMG, Rifles 

and 2" MOR, Immediately reply came from en. They 

fired with 3" MOR, MMG and LMG, 2 en killed. Own 

cas nil. 

 

One en helicopter seen over our area near border 

boundary line. Presumably en receed the camp. En 

started shelling with 105 MM shells at 0100 hrs. they 

fired 25 rds. All of them fell on and around our camp 

area. Our cas nil. 
 

70 MF/FF have made an ambush at Kumarsail and 
Deotali. En came on that area and opened up with LMG 

at about 0200 hrs. Our party did not reply as en was out 

of area/range. 
 

En patrol came to Kumarsail TG and heavily fired 

towards our camp. No cas. 
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20 Sep 71 

 

 

20 Sep 71 

 

21 Sep 71 

 

 

 

 

 

 

21 Sep 71 

 
 

22 Sep 71 
 

 
 

23 Sep 71 
 

 

 

 

 

23 Sep 71 

 

 

 

 

 

24 Sep 71 

1500 hrs 

 
 

 
 

 
25 Sep 71 

0600 hrs 
 

 

 

 

26 Sep 71 

1715 hrs 

Kumarsail 

 

 

Bogha 

 

Gobindapur 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pallathal TE 

 
 

Kumarsail 
 

 
 

Kumarsail 
 

 

 

 

 

Kumarsail 

 

 

 

 

 

Kharampur 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Deotoli 

 
 

 

 

 

Kumarsail 

One Pak tps expired by blasting of a A/P mine laid by 

our tps. 

 

One Pak tps killed by blasting of mines laid by own tps. 

 

15 MF sent to Gobindapur village to put an ambush. 3 

Pak tps and Razakar came by boat to Gobindapur 

village. Razaker came to make reccee the village where 

our ambush party was on ambush. Our MF cought the 

razakaer after firing few rounds at him. The rest fled 

away. One 303 Rifle also captured with the Razaker. 

 

120 MF/FF sent to make en ambush at Pallathal TE but 

en did not come on that road. 
 

Info received from locals that 7 Pak tps have been killed 
by A/P mine blusting on 21 Sep 71 and 4 others 22 Sep 

71. 
 

A pl str of MF was on ambush at Deotail, found Pak tps 
coming towards border side. When the en reached near 

Kumarsail mosque own tps opened up with LMG on 

them resulting 8 en tps killed and 10 other injured. Own 

cas nil. 

 

About one pl str en came from Kumarsail TG road. Our 

ambush party opened up when they reached within 

killing range. Own tps killed two Scouts in front. Others 

tried to ran away but fell on the mine field and 7 en lost 

their legs. Own cas nil. 

 

60 MF/FF were on ambush at Kharampur. About 40 en 

tps while coming to border, own party opened fire. en 

replied with MG, LMG and few rounds of 3" MOR. En 
inflicted 5 killed and 10 other injure. 

En could not carry the dead bodies till last night (24 
hrs). Own cas nil. 

 
An ambush party consisting o 100 MF sent to Deotoli. 

Our party opened fire on a returning en ambush party 
from the borer. Hy fire came from en side. One MF 

wounded with 2" MOR bomb splinter. En cas not 

known. 

 

60 MF/FF raided the en tps at Kumarsail TG. Hy 

exchange of fire continued for about 2½ hrs. en used 

2"/3"MOR and arty. 9 en tps killed and several injured. 
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27 Sep 71  -do- En stred shelling with arty on our camp area for about 
one hour. It caused damage to our tnts. No cas. 
 

27 Sep 71 Borail 25 MF made an ambush at Borail.  Our tps opened fire 

on en tps when they were c arrying food for the froward 

post at Borail. 2 Pak tps killed. 
 

28 Sep 71 Induction  32 FF went to deep induction in the general area Dhaka 

Dakhin and Hakalaki Haor.  
 

01 Oct 71 Kumarsail  30 MF put an ambush at kumarsail Village, Own tps 
opened fire when en patrol started approaching towards 

the dorder. Five en seen lying on the scene. Own cas nil. 
 

01 Oct 71 Kumarsail  Another party of 45 MF made an ambush at kumarsail 

TG. Own tps did notfire as the en come to Kumarsail in 

different routes.  
 

01 Oct 71 Kumarsail  30 FF inducted into Bangladesh with arms and ammo to 
the gen area Dhaka Dakhin and Hakalaki Haor.  
 

04 Oct 71 Kumarsail  40MF sent to Kumarsail to make an ambush, En 

approached at 1700 hrs Won tps fired on them killing 3 

Pak tps.  
 

04 Oct 71 Borail 30 MF sent to make ambush at Borail on en tps. En seen 

patrollng in that village. Our tps fired on them but cas 

not known.  
 

04 Oct 71 Induction  51 FF inducted inside Banglasesh in the area Dhaka 

Dakhin and Hakalaki Haor.  
 

05 Oct 71 kumarsail  20 MF made an ambush at Kumarsail village. About a pl 

str of Pak tps came at Kumarsail TG. Our ambush party 

opened fire on them killing 5 en tps. En used 3" MOR to 

collct dead bddy till evening.  
 

05 Oct 71 Atua  30 MF sent to Atua village to make ambush but en not 

found.  
 

06 Oct 71 
1430 hrs 

Kumarsail  25 MF laid am ambush at Kumarsail village, When en 
partol Party came to that villae own tps fired on them 

killing 4 en tps. One MF Got enjury with splinter of 
bomb. 
 

07 Oct 71 Atua 22 MF sent to lay ambush on en tps but on en found. 

08 Oct 71 Kumarsail  20 MF laid en ambush at Krmarsail village. En fired 

with MMG from BHairage Tilla. No cas.  
 

10 Oct 71 Kalachara  

camp 

60 MF raided at kalachara camp in the night of 10 Oct 

71 at 0400 hrs,  before en opened fire assaulted the  
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  Camp killing 5 en and captured two Razakars with on 

303 rifle. Own cas nil. 

12 Oct 71 Kumarsail  30 MF sent to Kumarsail village to make an ambush.  

The made ambush for the day but en not found in that  

posn. 

13 Oct 71  Pallathal 

TG 

About 50 A/P mines laid in different routes of Pallathal 

TG. 

14 Oct 71 

1600 hrs 

Kalikapur 

TG 

A party of 60 MF made an ambush at Kalikapur TG.  

About a co str of en tps came to that area and opened fire 

on own tps. Our tps replied with LMG/2" Mor and rifles 

killing one Razakar and two other Panjabis injured. Own 

cas nil.  

16 Oct 71 Kumarsail  A Jitter party of MF sent to Kumarsail. Own party fired 

with LMG and rifles on en ambush (Bunker). En started 

shelling with 3" MOR from Shabazpur and used MMG 

from Bairagi Tilla. Own tps retreated after exchange of 

hy fire. Cas not known.  

18 Oct 71 Deep 

Ibduction in 

BD 

67 MF/FF in three parties inducted inside Bangladesh in 

Baralekha, Fenchugonj and Beanibazar. 

19 Oct 71 -do- A party of 23 MF/FF inducted in Golapgonj area.  

19 Oct 71 Pallathal  Report received that two en tps got injured due to mine 

blast laid by own tps at Pallathal TG. 

20 Oct 71 Induction  Another 44 MF/FF in different groups inducted into 

Bangladesh. Total no of induction out from the camp for 

Bangladesh area are 144. About 100 have already 

entered into Bangladesh.  

21 Oct 71 Shabazpur  A Jitter party of 50 MF sent to Shabazpur. En str about 

90 tried to approach towards the border but our ambush 

party attacked from two side. En ran away but hy firing 

came form their def Bogha and Shabazpur.  

20 Oct 71 Bogha  Own 3" Mor shelled on en posn at Bogha destroying two 

en bunkers. En replied with 2"/3" MOR and shelled 23 
rounds. Own cas nil. En cas not known.  

23 Oct 71 Rly Track 

Shabazpur 

Baralekha 

One rly trolly was blown off due to mine blast laid by 

inductees between Baralekha and Shabazpur. As a result 

4 Razakars were killed.  

24 Oct 71 Killing Pak 

Supporter  

Mr. Abdul Aziz renowned Pak Collaborator and 

Chairman of Teradorong PS, Baralekha seriously injured 

by our inductees.  
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25  Oct 71 Attack on en 
posn 

An attack on en posn at shabazpur killing 3 Razakars 
and 4 other injured. Own cas nil. 
 

28  Oct 71  Info received that there was a clash between en tps 

and our inductees at Amura near Beanibazar. On 25 

Oct. 71 at 1500 hrs. 8 Razakars and two Panjabis 

killed. 
 

29  Oct 71 Kumarsail A Jitter Party sent to kumarsail village. They fired on 

en posn and immediately reply came from en with 

LMG. Cas not known. 
 

01 Nov 71 Latu 
Baralekha 

Rly track between Baralekha and Latu blown off with 
explosive by own tps. 
 

03 Nov 71  One en helper killed by blast of mine laid by our tps at 
Kumarsail village. 
 

08 Nov 71  166 FF joined from Trg Centre. 
 

10 Nov 71 Atgram En attacked our liberated area at Balla and  Gotagram 

where won MF  defending with str of a coy at 6900 
hrs but own tps bravely repulsed the en. Again en 

launched an attack at 0430 hrs with a str of 300 Pak 

tps but were compelled to retreat with by cas. About 

300/400 locals with deadly wpns approached by Pak 

tps. Own tps were compelled to fire on them resulting 

by cas on en/publec side. Own tps returned for tactical 

reason. One MF died (Amalshid coy and two other 

injured) En injured 100 casualty. 
 

10 Nov 71 Sadinapur En increased their str to 150 regular Tps at Sadinapur. 
 

12 Nov 71 Gajukata Own Induction have killed two Razakars and captured 

one 303 Rifle at Gajukata area on 10 Nov. 71. 
 

20 Nov 71 Atgram Inspite of hy resistance by en own tps captured Salam 

Tilla and Monipur Tilla. 2 ps MF deployed at Salam 

Tilla nd I pl at Monipur Tilla. En was inflicted hy cas 

and field away leaving behind their arms /ammo. 

Allied tps eith own MF occupied Zakigonj killing 

many en tps and captured 3 Panjabies and 23 

Razakars. One Baluch arrested in injured condition 

and evacuated to Karimgonj thsp. Own Have syed 

Emdadul Haque and Jonab ali lost one leg by A/P 

mine blasting. About 100 public died by the en fire. 
 

22 Nov 71 Raja tilla Own tps str about a coy Liberate the Raza Tilla 

inlfiction by cas on en side. En fled away in the dark 

of noght. Own cas nil. 
 

23 Nov 71  Own tps advanced towards Dowkargal to raid en posn 
at kanai Ghat and liberated Dowkargal and Lobachara 
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  on 25 Nov 71. En reported to be reinforced at Kangli 

Ghat.  
 

28 Nov 71  Barachatal 

Darbost 

Own tps str of a coy rieged the barachatal and Darbast 

road the only route of Kanaighat. En tried to repulse 

us but failed. En shelled with arty but on cas on our 

side. 2 Razakars so far captured. About a coy Pak 

regular tps which were brought to counterattack our 

Bengal Regt but were compelled to retreat sustaining 

hy cas. About 300 Razakars gathered at Kanaighat. 2 

own al placed at area uttar Lakshmi Prasad to stop en 

movement on the road alongwith the river side. 
 

30 Nov 71 Barachatal En tps attacked own posn covering the arty shelling 

Own tps changed posn to Naya Gram about 3 miles 

from kanaighat. En reinforced one coy of regular 

forces and Razakars. 
 

05 Dec 71 Birdol  There was an encounter with en at birdol near 

Kanaighat while a pl str of MF were on patrol duty 
there.  Cas nil. 
 

05 Dec 71 Kanaighat  Own tps strengtened the def all rounds. 
 

07 Dec 71 kanaighat  Own tps with allied tps are in advance towards 

Darbost liberating kanaighat on 04 Dec. 71. 
 

08 Dec 71 Darbost Own tps with allied tps attacked the en posn at 
Darbost. Inspite of hy en resistance by the arty and 

other by gun, own tps easily occupied Darbost 
inflictiong hy cas on en side. Col Dutta and Major Rab 

orgainsed the attack. One allied offr (Capt) killed in 
the attack and three MF received serious injury. About 

20 Razakars surrendered to the liberation armyh. En 
took alternative posn at Haripur ppl. en used 3 arty 

guns. 
 

09 Dec 71 Haripur  Own tps with allied tps adv towards Haripur and took 

posn near ppl. En destroyed ne bridge at Hemu. En 
being surrendered by the liberation army in all respect. 
 

10 Dec 71 Hemu  Due to the hy pressure from all flanks to the en at 

Hemu exchange of fire from bothe sides continued till 

mornig. 2 en bombs fell on our posn resulting 9 MF 

killed on the spot. Dead body could not be collected. 

One local pious man was given Rs. 200/00 to burry 

the shaheed. En have been driven our from the pl. 
 

11 Dec 71 

2000 hrs 

Chiknagul Lt Col Dutta left towards Chiknagul with 500 MF/FF 

and took def posn there.  
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12 Dec 71  

1600 hrs 

Darbast Comd 8 Mtn Div visited the Darbast at 1600 hrs. 

Brig watke accompanied him. 

 

13 Dec 71  

1400 hrs 

Haripur Own tps with allied tps captured haripur ppl. at 

1400 hrs. En fled away towards MC College, 2 

Pak tps arrested and many other sustained cas, En 

left behind huge  qty of ammo with 2 Chinese 

MG. Own 5 tps got minor injury. 

 

13 Dec 71 

1600 

Chiknagul Own tps advancing towards MC College where 

en reported to have been concentrated. 
 

14 Dec 71 
2300 

Chiknagul Hy exchange of fire continued with en throughout 
the night of 13/14 Dec. 71 near Chiknagul TE and 

in the morning of 14 Dec 71 when own tps were 
advancing toward en posn one of our MF died 

buy arty shelling. Two other MF also killed by 
MMG bullet and four other received injuries. En 

retreated to Khadem nagar. many Razakars 
surrendered with their arms to liberation army. 

 

15 Dec 71  

0730 Hrs 

khademnagar En took strong def posn at Khademagar (their 

Hq) from where en shelled with hy arty guns. Our 

tps with allied tps continued to adv towards 

Khademnagar. Extensive fighting continued for 

the whole day. Own tps with allied tps cordoned 

the en allround. Our Bengal Regt entered into 

Sylhet town. An appeal by the allied comd to the 

en sent to surrender before liberation army. 

 

16 Dec 71 Khademnagar En accepted the proposal of combined tps comd 
and surrendered before Indian Army. 

 
17 Dec 71 

1200 

MC College En Concentrated their tps at MC College with 

arms and ammo and handed over to the allied 
comd at 1400 hrs on 17 Dec 71. 

 

 

 

 

 

----------------- 
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��� !�4�� �� ���� ����% �% �  �V !�। ���� ���7 %���H��  y’9 !��� ���, ����   
 ���� !@��� �% � �«�s�� %��� 9(। %��2 ����   �� � ��� �� !����� �� 
����   �� � ��%���� ���� ���। !���� �� *��� � !� ���������� !��% 
������ 
9( ��� %��� �� ��C* %���। � �%� !%� ����>�� ����   ��� ��� �। 

 

5®~  O � !%� ����?  
 

�Q�~  O � ��� !�-�� ���%। ��� �.�4 �� � %7� � �����, ��� ����% #�L4� #�%� !�\��� 
!�\� %��L�� ���� ���.�q4�� O4� �%, ��� ����% �% � ����� 9( ����  ��T���- 
���� �.�4 �% �  �«�s�� %� �� !���% ��l�� !� ��C�� *�J ��� �������� 
��� *�� 
���� ���� !��% ������ ���% ��� ��� ���%U� ���- ���� �§�� ���� ��@ %��� � 
����। !��� �� ���� ��� ���� �� ���� �O� *���। 

 
 
* =uY= ����� ;�\��� ���� ������� !����*�� %���5��। ��3�`%���  5%W %�f-% =uYu ����� =6 ��5� ������ .f*��। 
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5®~  ���� %’9 �O� *��?  
 

�Q�~  ���� $��9 �����। ��9 %���H�� !��� ��� �� ��� �%� ����� � !��� �����। 
���� ����   ��� ����� ���� *�0 �� ��।  

 
5®~  ���� ��� !% !% ���? 
 

�Q�~  ���� ��� %���H�� �%9 !��� ��� !���� ��, �� �% � !��� ���? O� �� *��� 
���b%, �� �%9 ���� �� ���� !/��, ��� �� ���  *��]9।  

 
5®~   ������ ���7 ��-� �% ���? 
 

�Q�~  ������ ���7 E�� !C�q O �«�s���@ ���। ����   ��� ��� �� �� *�0 �� ��। �����  
�%�� �����। ����   ��� ������ ���� � ���� ���। O ���# �% ���� ���� %� ����।  

 
5®~  !%� !��% 9��� �����?  
 

�Q�~  �, 9��� �����। ����� � %�4%9 !��% ����% !�����, �%B !��� ��D* %���। 
%��2 ��� !%� ���� %(�� ��� - �� !%� ���q� ;�.��#�9��� !���� ����� �। �# 
9( O�� ����% ��D* %���। !��� !�c���� !��� ���� ���� ����   �� � !��% 
%����। �� ���� �� ���� �����% �% �� ��4 ����   ���� !�����- ����   ��� 
�#4�� ��� ��% �% � 9�4.�4 ��� ���%fÄ ���। ���%fÄ ����� ���� �%�  
"�^]���� ��� ��� ! ���]��� �%�  9�� �« ���। O# y � ��� ����\ %��। ��� 
!�����  ���� ��#�� %��� ��� �% � �(��]\ *�� �, � �  ���� *� -, ���� %�� ��$� 
-  �� ���� O#���-  

 
5®~  �J�, O��� !%� .�q- ��� �? 
 

�Q�~  O��� �� ���� 57� !.��� �� ��U�4 ������ ���7 ������� !��� *���। �����  $-��#  
!��� �������% !��� �� ���� ��� $�� !.� �� O# ��U� � ��� ���4 ;( ��U�4 
�����। �%�  ��%�� ���, ��%�� �� ��#�q %$������� �@�� ���4 ����� ��� O��� .�q- 
���। .�q-O O�� !7�% ,6/p6 .9 �G�� �%�  !��%��� ����� ���। O�� !�4�� %���। 
�� *T�` �f�e EF *���। �f�e� ���( ���� ������ �«�s���@ ��0����। ���� $��9 
�����। y’9 ! ���]�� ��0���� �� y’9 "�^]����� ��0����। ! ���]��� � ���� 
%��s  %��� !��������, "�^]���� �4 %������� �% � ����'��� �@���, O �� �4��-
 �#  *�� �����, ����% .���� !��"�� �����, !��*�� O � �������� ������ �«�s��� 
%��� *��� "�^]���� !� � ��� O �  �«�s��� *4�। ! ���]� � �«�s��� *�4���। 
���� ! � �� ��4 ����� 8p/8Y ��� । O � �«�s��� *O4�� �� ��� ��� ���� �#7¡ 
%�� !����4 ��� ��� ����   ���� %���4��� ��� ��� *�4 ���। O�� ������ ����� 
%����� �%B ���� �����। S�� ���� ���� �� *�0� । �j(�� ��% ���� �q-���� %��� 
��� !�c0��। �j(�� ���% �q-��� �]�� �%�  C��� ���� ���� 7��%। ���� �� �%��� ���� 
�O� ��#। �O� !�4�� ��4 �������% �%�� !��% ��� !]�����। O��� �%�� !��% ��D* 
%�� ��� �������% �%�  /�� �j %�� *�4���। �j %�� ���%U� ���-�% ��� !�4�  
*�4���। ���� $��9 �����। ��� O����% ������ !� �� ���%U� ���- ����O 
���� ���� ����� �� �@���O ���� ���� �����। �%B ��� !7�% �q-�� ��� ��$0 ��#�, 
���� !�< !$e� %��। ��  
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���� �% � :* :$ %����। O��� �% � !��% �����। �� ��� �����, !�� ������ 
%��� �� +P � !C�q ���। ���� ��� y’ � !C�q ���� �� !������� ���� �%�� 
7�%�� �, !��� l����� %��� �। �# %7� ��� ��� �%�  !C�q ��#�� !Å� %����, !Å� 
%���# !��%9 ��� !.�। O# ������.# ���� ���� !.�� ��0$ ��#� !�c�� $�� �����।  

 
5®~  O �# �% ����  �*�� ]��- �«�s��� ?  
 
�Q�~ O �# ����� � ]��- �«�s���, ���� !.�� O �# ��� �«�s���। ���� !%� �«�s��� 

����  �*�� *4�। ������ �� !��.��� !�\� !*q�%�4� -��� !�c0����। ��� ��. ����  
 �� !7�% !��% ����4, �q-�� 1� %��। �� ���� �q-��� !�c��# %���.��, �� ���� 
!�c��� ��� ��� ���@��4��� ���� ��� �������� �O4��� ���.� �� ���R�������, O�� 
�������% ����� !������� �%��� ;�% !��% ����, ���� 9�� !����� ;��% 
9�4.�4 ;����� %����।। !� 9�4.�4 ���� !�c���� !� 9�4.� �� �� � �����। �� 
‘��������’ ��� �% � !���� !�� *���। !����� !����� ��� � ]��O %�� 5$�� %�� 
*�4��। !*q�%�4� -��� !�c����� �� ������ �9h������ %��� ��� ��� !9���� ��O 
�9h������ %���- !%�� �% %����, !%�7�4 7�%� *���।  

 
5®~ !«   �V ����% %�� !�4� *���? 
 

�Q�~  ���� ���  �V %��� �����। %��2 !��� !�c���� ��� �%�� �� %����� #����@�� 
9( q�%���।  

 
5®~ �J�, ����� ��� $�� !.�� !"��-� -�G��-��। O��� %��� !"�� !?  
 

�Q�~  O��� �� !7�% ���� �� ����� ���� !"�� !�4� *4।  
 
5®~ %��� ��O4�� �� !%�7�4 ����? 
 

�Q�~  ��� ���� !]�� !�\�� $�� ���। ���� ���� �� ������ ���� �% ����*� !"��-� 
#¸.�� ��T��� *���, !���� ���� �]-�] �*���� !"�� %�������। O# 9�4.�4 
������ ��T��� *��� ��� O# 9�4.�4 ������  �V !�O4� *���, �*�� �*����। ������ 
!�\� %��L�� %� �%� !"�� ��J ��� %�� %� �%� %(��������  ��� !� � 9��� 9( �� 
�%��  �V !। O#  �V � !O4�� �� ���� ���� ���$� $�� �����। ���$�� $�� ���� 
�� ���� ���@X !� ;�]��� $��-��0$9 �����, �������% ���@X 9�4.�4 ��T��� *���। 
����% !�4� *��� :%��� �*� ���-!�\�� ���-!�\� %��L�� �*����। %��2 ���� ��. 
��� ���� �� �%9 #�L4� ;�]��� ����। ��� �� ��� %(��K *����। 

 
5®~  O# ���-!�\�� 9�4 %��� �� ���� 57�  �V �% ���? 
 

�Q�~  �# ���-!�\�� 9�4 %��� ��, O��� �%�� ���%� ��� ������ !����� ��� %�� ��� 
�q�]^ ��.�4। ����%  �V !�O4� O# �q�]�^ 5�4# �(� �% ����� ���%U� ���-�। 
%��2 ������ 9�4.� � ��� �% � ����� ����। 

 
5®~  O � �% ���������� ���(# ?  
 

�Q�~ ���������� ���(#। 
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5®~  :%��� �*� 9�4.�4 � �% ���������� ���(#?  
 

�Q�~ �, :%��� �*��  �%�  #�L4�  ��।  �� �� �T% �q-�� � *��� ���������� ���7। � � 
�T% �����.��� ;����9� । �� ������ �T% ;����9�  ��*���� ���� ��� $������� 
��O��।  

 
5®~  �J�, ��� �� ���-!�\�� ���� �� ��� !�\��� !¥7 %� ���? 
 

�Q�~ �� ���� %�� p � !%�A�� ���। ����% 57�  �V !�O4� *��� �q�]^ � ;�.��#9 
%���। %��2 ��� ��� O� ���� ���%U� ���-� �(� �% ����। �%��� O� ���� ��4O 
�.�4���। ����� ���� ��%(��$�� %�� *�4���। ��� �q�]^ � ��;�.��#9 %����। 
%��2 � �# ������ ���� !.�� ���������� �%��� 9�4.� ���, ��%�� ��� ����  
!�\�� ���������� �� !%� 9�4.� ��� �। ���� !�\� %��L�� ����-���� ����% 
���� ���� �# 9�4.� � !%�1��#  ����� �। O � ���� ���4_ ���। ����� ���@X 
;����� %��� 9( !�c�@���9���� ���% ����% ���4_ !�O4� *���। ��� 57� ;����� 
%�� O�� !7�% �% � ��. �%�  9�4.� ��� ��� �� *��� �� ��9, ��� %��� �%�  V�� 
���, S V���� O��� ���� !��"���� ������।  

 
5®~  O � !%� ���� ?  
 

�Q�~ O � *��� ;�\����� ����� ���%। !��"����-� !.���। !"�� !7�% ���� ��4 ��� �%�� 
�«�s���@ ��4�����। ��� ���� ��4 S �«�s���@ O �% � ���������� �(�. ��4 
�.�4�����। �(�. ���� ��.����, ��$ ��0��� �@��� �«�s���@ ���4 ��0��� ��$ ����9 
��#$ ���4 O��� ���.�4 �������। @����� �%��� ��� O�� ��� ���������� �(�. 
!����# O�� �T��� ����। �T��� ���� ���� ����9 ��#$ � ��� ����9 *�4 ��4 O��� 
�% � �«�s��� *�� ��� *�4���O। ���� �� �� O��� !��"�� ��� �(�. � ����� 
!.�� �� �«�s��� *4। � � ��� ���� ]��- ;�����। 

 

 �� ��� ����% !�4� *��� �%�  �9 ���� ;�����। � � *�� ;�\����� 86 �����। 
������ ���� O��� !� �q�]^ � ��� O��� �# �q�]^ !7�% ��� !��� ]�4���� �����।  

 
5®~ �q�]^ � !%�7�4?  
 

�Q�~  $������� ��-O-��। O�� !7�% ��� !��� ]�4���� �����, ������ !%� ��@��� *�� 
]�4���� *���। O����% ���4U� %��� 9( ����% �9 ���� ;������ ��T��� *���। ���� 
!¥7 ��� 5�4 �% s� �। ��� �� -���� ����� - ��4 O � ��� !�#q %�������। O��� y# 
�� ��� �� �� s� � !7�% !� ]�4�� ����� S ]�4���� 9( ���� !���32 � %�� 
�����। =, !7�% +6 ���� � �@�� S 9�4.� � !��� ���� *�4��। ����� ���� ���@X 
!��"���� O !�� ��� � �(����� %���� ��9�%����� ����। �����.� !7�% ��� ���% 
%������� ���% !��� !� !����# � ��� O� �@��� �% � y# � �(���� %����। ���e 
����%  �V !�O4� *4 �@���� +u ������। �����.�� �(� �% *��, !�# �(� ��%� 9( 
�����.� ��� !�c�@���9��� �@��� ��U� � �% %��� *��। �����.� !�� !7�% 5�4 
$��-��0$ ��#� ��. �% � ���/ ��� ��U�� ����, O# ���/� ���� ����% ��9� ��� 
��� *���। ���� ���7 ��� #�L4� ���-� �% � !%�A��। ���� + � ��-M O��� ��9� 
����। ��� ����� �� !��q � %�  ;] %�� ������। �%���� ���% ������ ;����� 
@����# ���। �j�� ���%  
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������ O�� ���� !��� �� -���� ]�4���� ����� !�, ���� !�]�  !� #�L4� !%�A�� 
��� !� !%�A�� � �#7¡ %�� $�� !.�। ��� !� �� -���� !����-� ��� ��� !��� 
%(�9��4��  *�4���।  

 
5®~  O � !%� 9�4.�4 �(� �% %������?  
 
�Q�~  O � �(� �% �, �������% �q�]^ ��� ��� *�4�$� ���� !��q � %�  ;] %�� !�O4� *4, 

!��q � ���� O�� #�� � %��� ����। !�c�@���9�� !7�% ���� !%� ���]��-��� 
�����.��� ���% !��� � ����। ���� O��� �����, �%���� ���% ���� ;����� 
%�������। O��� �%�  .��� ���]��-��� �����। ������ !����-� S .����  e *�4 
��4 ��� 5�4 86 9�� ���� !��% ���� ��4। ����� �����.� !7�% !� ��U !��% 
������ ���% ���� !$e� %����� ����� ��� ]�4�� O�� %��� 5�4 p/Y 9 ���� ��4। 
����O O�� S���� ���� �� %�� ��� ���%��� ���% O�� ������ ��� ���� !��� 
�� -���� ]�4���� ��� � -�� ]�4����, !*�@ � -�� ]�4���� EF %����� !� ���� ������% 
#�L4� !� !%�A�� � ��� ����� ��3 7�%� �i� *�J� �। ���� !��� !7�% �#7¡ %��। 
%��2 ����� !���� ��� !��� %(�9��4��  *�4���। S�� 5�4 86/P6 9�� ���� 
%(�9��4��  *�4���। �� ���( y’9 ;�]���O ���।  

 
:%��� �*�� ���� �� ���� �� +6 ����� �j(�� ���% ����% ��T��� *��� ���� 
��O4�� 9(। ���� ���%U�� ���-� �% � /�0�  ���। �� �%�  !�����। �� ��@���� 
��� y� � ��9 ���। �% � !��O�4 ��9 �� �% � �����q- ��9। !� �� ���7 
�����.��� ���% ��� %���.���, �� %���.��� ���% ��� !�c�@���9���� ���7।  

 
57� �� !.��� ����, ���� !�c0����� =+ �� ���%। �� �� ���% O��� ��9� !���� 
!.���। ��9� �T% !��l� ���J�� �। y# ����# ��9� ���। 

 
 
5®~  O � %� ������ ?  
 
�Q�~  O � �q������ 57� ������। �q������ = ����� ���� ���� �(� �% %��, ���� �� 

%(��$�� %��। ����% ����� ��� *���, �� ��@�� ]��� %�� !�c�@���9���� ���% !��� 
��� ��O4�� ��4 ���� ��9.� 7�� ���%� !��� ��#। ��� O�� !7�% �� ��@�� ]��� 
%�� %�� ��9.� 7�� ���%�4 !.���।  

 
5®~  ��� ��U "��� ��4 $�� !.��? 
 
�Q�~  ��U "��� ��4 ��9.� ���%�4 !.���। ��9.� ���%� ���� ��$- %����। !��� O���% 

!%� !]��- �#। ����� ���� O���% !�c�@���9�� �����, !�c�@���9�� !7�% ��� 
!]��.� ��-M �������। �� �@��� ���� ���7 �� !%� !]���-� !��� *4�। # �� �� 
 �#� ����L�� *�4 ��4।  
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������� �G� ����� 
u। ,� !�\�� ��/� � ��� �A�%- ����2 �%�Q���� �2��’-������ '�� !$c���� .=uY= 

 
��3�`%��~ !�~ !9���� (;�~) ��� �O%� ��� *  

 
5®~  �%9 !�\� %��L�� �*���� ��� %� �%@��� %�9 EF %���? 
 
�Q�~  57�� ��� !9���� �94� (�`%��� !�9�)-�� ���7 �% �� !�\�� !��%L-# %��L 

;7-�` y# �� �*���� %�9 EF %��। 86!� ��$- , ’Y=-�� �� !9���� �94� ���� ���7 
�� ���� �। ��� ���.� *�4 �����M� O���� $�� �.�4����। %��9# 86!� ���$-� �� 
!7�% ��H��� !�\��� ����� ���*�� %��L ���� *��� ��� ���। ���, ���q��, ���-
9�� ��� �O4��� ��. !
J����% �� ��4 .�T� ���*� ��4 +�� !�, ’Y= ���%�� ���� 
�����M� O���� $�� �.�4�����। �%���� �� !9���� O���� ���*� ����% !q�% 
����, ’����  ���%�4 ������ !%�O !�\� !���� *4� ��� ����� � ����.�, ���% 
��� ����� %�- �#�� ���%�4 ;�% ���q�� ��� :�( ���f��� ;�>�4 ���। %��9# 
��� ����% ;����� ���� $�� !��� ����। ��� ���-� ���� O�� !7�% ��� ���% 
��� ����.� ���%�4 �.�4 !� ��� ��.T %��। 

 
5®~  ���� ��o��% ����R ��� !�\� �A�%- �(��(� �� %F2। 
 
�Q�~  ��%�� .�T� *O4�� �� ����% ��0$ �� !�\��� %��L�� ���R %�� *���। ���%� !�4� 

*��� q��%� !7�% ����.��� ��0 ���% ����� ��% >� ��-M। �% %7�4 ��� ��4 q��% 
!7�% �4�����*� ����M ��-M ��� ���� !�\� �����। ����  �.�4 ��� !����� 
������ !��%9 ��� ���f��� ;�>�4 ���। ����� 9( O��� � ��� !%�O �����, � 
��� !%�O ��� ��.T। 

 
 ��� ���� ���%� �% ��0$�  ���-!�\�� @�. %�� ���4�����। �# ���-!���m�� ��� 

q��%�, !@���.�, !���, ����� ��� �����, ��� ��l��� !� ������� ��� �� ��� !��� ��� 
%�� ��4 �। %��9# �����% �1�2 $����4 ���������� ;@(M�� 9�4.� %�� !4�# ��� 
���� 5�� %�-�( �� %����। ��# !5�3�� �������� �����M� �� ��#� ;@(M�� 
�1�2 ���$��� %���� ��� ���� �]� *���। �% ��-��4 ���� ����� ��� �Q� @��. 
���� ;�� ������ ���� ��4 ����। ���� ������ !*q�%�4� -�� >�� %���� ��0����4 
(����%� �Q�� ����������# �%�  ���%�)। ����  !7�% ����7 !��� !��  !��  ��9- 
��� !��  !��  9�*�9 ����� ��4 |�%�� ���% !���� !�m���% ���� ��7 ����� ��� 
�������� !%�� ��4 �%�� ������ %��9 ��.���� ��� �%�� �������� !*q�%�4� -��� 
���T�4 �����। !��� !7�% ��� ����� ;( �� !�\�� $�� !����।  

 
5®~  ���� �# ��.T ��-�4 !%� ��� !7�% EF *�4���? 
 
�Q�~  '�' ��-����� ���� �� !#, ��� !�-9� �%��� ;��� ��4 *�� ����।  
 

 
 
* =uY= ����� ���$- !�9� ��� %�-�� ����। 
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5®~  EF�� ���� :�(���(� %�9 ���? �� ����� 5��3�2� �% �(�>� ��4����? 
 

�Q�~  57�� #� !���� !��9���, ���q��, ����� ��� ���R���� �`��*� �%�� ���-9���* 5�4 
$���� !��% !����। �q-���� O���� ��� ��0����4 ���� !"�� %(�A %����। @��� !7�% 
y’�%9 !9���� �������, ����O %�4%�  !"�� %(�A ��.T %���। !���� ;@(M� 
!7�% ���� O��� �.�4���� ����� ��( !7�% �R ��7-��� !��� ��4 !"�� !�4� *���। 
��U ��U ����� ����� �% ��-��4 �# ���(� 5�4 ��� *�9��� �.�4 ��0����। 

 

5®~  ��%�� .�T� *O4�� ���� %7� ���।  
 

�Q�~  ��%�� .�T� *O4�� �� ����% ����  ��T��� *��� ,� !�\��� %��L�� �*����। ���%��  
��� y.-�। .��� $��$� %��� ������ *���। �� �# ��� *�O� ��� ��� ���%�। ����.�-
���% ���%�4 *4 !c%�4 ���� ���4 !*0� , ��0��� !%�  ���% O��% $��$� %��� *���। 
��� 9�4.�4 �������%O !�� ���� �। ��%���� �3 !7�% O !��%9 !�� ���� 
�। �%��� �%9 %�-%�-� �������। ��� *�� GF� %���� ��, ���%��� .59��a� 
�������� ��%���� ��>�� ��$�। ��� ���� ��-M ������� ��� O���# ��0� ���7 
���� !��� *�4���। !9���� O���� ���*� y’��� ������� ��� ���� ���7 ��� 
����>�� ��4 ����-����$� %������। ��� ���4 !*0�  ���� ���%�� mF_�G2- 
�2�����* �����- %����। .259��a� �������� ��%���� ���4 5���a� 9�� 
��9�b� �*�� ���*�O �%��� ��� ����% !��� �.�4����। ���O ���4 !*0�  ���� 
!�\��� ���@X ���%� �����- %������।  

 

5~  !�\� ���� !%� ��-M ��9��J? 
 

�~   ��������� �@�� ��0���� ��� �%�  9�4.� ���। ��9�b� ���*� O��� �������।  
 

5~   ���R�������� ��� !%�7�4 ��� �%@��� ���32 ���4����? 
 

�~   ���������� �@��� ������ ;�%m�� %(�A ���। !��� %(��A ������ :�(�� 
���R�������� 5��32 ����। ���� @����� ;@(M�� �����M� %���%�� ���%�4O �%�� 
5��32 %(�A ���। !��� %(��A @����4 :�(�� 5��32 ����।  

  

%��9# ���R���*�� 5��3�2� y’�  �`� ���। �%�  ��� !� � ��� ��9 ��.T %�� 
�������� !7�% �� ���R�������� 5��3�2� �(�>� %����। �� �%�  ��� @����4 
!�����*�� ���(�� ������ ��%�� ������ 5��3�2� �(�>� %�� ���R�������� �f7% 
�f7%@��� ������ %��� ��T���।  

 

5~   !9���� ����� .� O�����% %��L��-#-$�] �*���� !/�<2� %��� �� ��� �%@��� 
��� ���7 �A%- $����4 �.�4����? 

 

�~   ��.# ����� !9���� O���� ���*��� ���7 ��-57� ���� !��� *�4��� ���.��। ��� 
�� ��.O ;4������ y’�%��� ��0� ���-� ��� !��4�� �*������ ���-�( $ÁC�� 
���%�4। �� ��� �� �%��� �%�  ���� ��� �����। !� ��4 ��� ����% ���.�� $�� 
���� �������। ��� ��0�% 9���4�����~ ����� ���-�( $ÁC�� ���%� ���� ���� ���। 
%��9# ����� !% ���-�( ���%�4 $�� ���� �? ��� �����- ����~ � � �T% *�� �। 
���� ���# ���� ���� ��@��� ��.T %�� ��� $����4 �����। !9���� O���� 
���*��� ���-����4� �*������ ����� �� ��� ���.�� $�� 
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!.���। !9���� O���� O��� !7�% ���.�� ���। !����# ���������� ��� �� ��� 
���7 ���� 57� ��3�` *�4���। !9~ O���� ����% ��� 5���� %��� ��� ����~ 
���� y’�� ���.� � �% ����� *��।’ ������  ��� 86!� ��5�, =uY=। ��.# �����, 
+�� !� ���%�� ���� @����4 ���%�4 $�� �.�4�����। ���.��% ���� y’�� � �%�4 
����� ���� %��2 ��� ������ ���R���*� !��� ����� ��4 ���� !�m�� ��� %��� 
9( ��� �����M � �% ��� ���* 9.2�% ������ @���� ��� %�� ��O4�� 9( y’�� 
���4� 5�4�9 ���।  

 
5~  ���R���� !� ����� 94� *�J��, � � %� ��l�� !�������?  
 
�~   ;�\���-�@���� ���%। �% � ��4 ��� ����� ������ 9�-9���# ����। �� ;��% 

*����CU *�4 �������। ���% ������ ����.2 ��-M ���� EF %������~ ‘@�# 
�� �% !��� �]�� ��O4� ����?’ �%B ���� *����4 ����� �। ���� �� ��4 ������� 
�����। %��2, ��� 9��� ��� ��0$����� 5®। *4 !�� ���� %��� *��, #�� !��-9��� 
��# !.�। ��� !��K��-;�\����� ���% ���� ��l�� !�������� !� ���� 9�4� ���% 
���J ��� ���� �9��#- y’��� ��.�� ����, �4��� ��.�� ����, ���� ������ 
��9��� ��R�� �9��। �9( @����4 :��(� 5�4�9 *�� �।  

 
5~   ���%U�� ���*�� ����4 ������ :�(�� !�� ��� %� ���, ;IO ��� ���# �����। 

������ 5�� �2�%c�� �A-�% �%�� ���। 
 
�~   �2�%c�� �� �����2 *O4� ��$�, ��# ���। EF� ���% !��*�� ���� !��  !��  ��� 

�.�4�����, ��# �� !.���� �2�%c���% ���� 5�� ;��� �*���� !��� ��4�����। 
%��2 ����� �4�# *��� �� !%� �� ��� ���7 ��� ���� 9���4 ���� $�, �� 
��� ��� �$��$��� ������ @� %�� ��� %��� *��, ;7-�` !.����  ��� %��� *��। �# 
������ ���� ����� �� �� ���*�� O�� �$��%�� m�� $����4 �����4 !����। ���� 
����3� *��*��� ���(� ;�% !��� *���, ;����3 ������ �%�� *��� �। ������ �G� 
�2�%c��# ���, �# !.���� ������ ���%U� ���*��% !��9 �% � �% � �/�� %�� O��� 
��R %���4 !�4� ��� O��� ;��.�T� %�� !�4�, O��� ����� e %�� !�4� #�(���। 
���� 9���� !� �% � ��4 ���� �� ���� �4��� ���*� .T %�� O��� �1�2 
%�� ������ !�� ��F��� %��� ����। 

 
5~   �����*� !7�% ����� �% ����� ;I�I ����4 ��4����?  
 
�~   5$��। EF� ���% ������ �� �%�� ;I�I ��� ��# ���4 ��� %����। ���� ���% !���� @�. 

!3�� ���� ;�% ;I�I ��� !.�����F� ����4 ��� �3� *�4�����। �� ���� 
�%��% �1�2 $������ %7 ���� �����4 !����। ���� �����4 ��O4�� �� �� ;I�I 
��� 7�%��� �� ���� ��4 ����। 

 
5~   8�� �q���� ’Y= ���%U� ��� �*D�U��� ���7 ��o��% ��� !/�<2�� �� ���� 

�2�%c���� !%�O �����- *�4��� �%? 
 
�~   *(�0। �� ���� �$��$��� ���� (%�@��� O4��) ��� *�4 !.���। 8�� �q������ �� 

57� ���� ��� %���� ! ��� � ��। ����� ��� %���� ���%, ����� ����.�। ����� 
���� 
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��U ���*� ����� ��� ����� ��� %�� !��9� ����� � ���% ����� *���। ���� ����%��9 ��-M 
��� %����। ��# ���%U� ���*�� �?���-�2� %7� !/��<� *�4 !.�।  
 

5~ !9���� 9.�9` ��� ;������% #��- %���L� 5�� !����� ���R %��� �� 
���R���*�� 5�� !����� !9���� O����� @G��%� �% *�4���?  
 

�~ !9���� 9.�9` ��� ;������% %���L !�4�� �� !9���� O����# ������ 9���� 
!� �� !9���� ������� !�f�_ !�c7 %��L *�J। %��9# ������ ���%�4 ���R @����4 
!9����.�2� ���7 Æ ��4 !7�% �����. �3� %�� ��� %��� 9( ��� ������ �����- ����।  
 

5~ !9���� O���� ���*� �� %��L %��� �?  
 

�~ %���। ��� ������@��� ������ �� !%�O !�����a ��� � �� ��4 !��.���. 
�3� %�� $��� 9(।  

 

5~ ������ ��� O ���R���*� ���� 8�� �q���� !7�% =p# �q���� ;7-�` ��9�4� �G�- ��*G�- 
��-M ����� �%@��� ��� %��� ��� �%@��� |�%� 5��� %���? 
 

�~ ������� %7� !�� #�����(# �H��। |�%�� ���%�4 5���%��� !%� !%� ���%�4 
���R���*� ����। ���� ;�%m��� 9�4.�4 ��� !���� @����4 ���*� ���� �, E�� ���R���*�# 
����। ���� !�\��� �%��� q���% ���- !�\�� @����4 ���*�� �%�  �(� ���4 �.�4����। 
����� �G� ����  ���%�4 @����4 ���*� ����� �(� ���4 ��4�. %������। �%B ����.�, 
! ���� ��, ���% ��� ���%��� �%��� ���R���*�# �%%@��� 5��� ��4����। 
 

5~ |�%�� ���% %��� ��.�4���� ?  
 

�~ |�%�� ���% !�9� *�4��� ����। !��*�� ��� ����  !�\�� ����� %��9# � �(����� 
��U���� 9�� !#।  
 

5~ ���� ���*��� !��  ���R������ ���(� %� ���? 
 

�~ !��<� ���% =p# �q���� =uY= ��-M ���-�0�$� *�9�� *�4���।  
 

5~ ����%�@�R ���R����� %�9 ��� ��� ;��� ���2�? 
 

�~ ��-��� *�9��, ��%� ��-����� *�9�� ��� ����%�� ��#��।  
 

5~ @����� ��� �� ��� !9���� (�`%��� !�9�) �94��* �% ���7 %��� ��� 
���$��� %����? 

 

�~ 5�4 ������% %��। +�� !� !7�% 9��� ��l����l ��4 ��-M।  
 

5~ !�9� �94� !%�7�4 !.��?  
 

�~ !9���� O���� ���*� ���% ‘!9q’ !]��- ��.T�� @�� ����। �94� ���*� 
�4�����*� �Q�� ���� ��% >�� >�� %������ ��� !9q !]��--�� 5�� !%¸>�।  
 

5~ ���� �2���� y’�%�  ;�@h�� �A�%-  9��� $�#। ����� /����� �% %��? 
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�~ ��� ��। %��� .�����4, %��� ��0��� ��0$�4, ��� ��$�� ����4 O��� �� ���4 !|�% 
�����। �����2� ���� /����� �i� *��� �। !���� @�. !3�� y’�  ;�����-�� ]�0�% ���� 
!���4 �%�� ��4 /����4 ����। ����2�~ :���%� !�����%# /����4 �����। :���%� !����% ���� 
�%�  ��0�% *�]�(�� ��� �%�9��� �� # ���� ��� 7�%�। � 5��� ����% �%�  / � ���। 
��� ���.� !7�% ����M ;��1� %��� �� (+�� !�, ’Y= !7�% 9�, Y=-�� ��l����l ���4) 
!9���� O���� ���*� O��� �.�4���� ������ !����। ��� �� ;������ �(U। ���� 
��� E�� �%�  ��0�% *�]�(�� ��� ���4 �%�9��� ��  ���। .��4 !%� !.�� ��-M ��� �। ��7� 
!7�% ��U ���� ��� �����4। ��� !��4 S ;�>�4# !9���� ���*��� ���7 ��3�` %�������। �# 
�%�  ��� / � !7�%# ;��� %��� ���� �% ;�>�4 ���� ��� %����।  
 

5~ �2��� �%�.��� %� ��4 ��-M � /����4 %�� �4����? 
 

�~ ���� �����।  
 

5~ !%�7�4 ?  
 

�~ ���.��� �ª� ���% ���F� ��% >��। !�,’Y= !7�% 9� ’Y=-�� ��l����l ���4।  
 

5~ ��$�#�� @4��* ��� ��� !%�7�4 %����? 
 

�~ ��m��# @4��*, ��m��# !���*<-%। 
 

5~ ��� ;�(M %�T ������ ����� *�4���� ��� �v�-9%@��� !�0�$ �.�4��, �� 
y’�%�  / � 9��� $�#।  
 

�~ � � �%��� *4�। �'��� *�4��। � � ��� !�< %�� ���� �। �'��� ���%U�� :�(�� 
���� ��%� q.� ���4 ;��1� %�� �.�4��, ���3�� ��� E�4 ��4��, *���m�� ���4 �%��� ���% 
@� ���4 ����% !�� *�4 ���� *�4��। �'��� !/��O� �@�� ��� �.�4�����, ���� !�� *�4 
�.�4��। �# ���� �% � ����  5��2, ����  ����� �H�*� O�� ���� !��� �.�4��; ��� !����� !� 
��� �f��( !#, !� ���� ���� �- !� !�� ;�>�4 7�%�% � !% !�0�$ ����। ;�% ��4 !��� 
�.�4�� ������ !��% ���� ��4�, ;7$ !���� !��% !��� ���� �.�4��। 
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������� �G� ����� 
=6। ,� !�\�� ��/� � ��� �A�%- ;(��(� ����2 .......... !�-�q���� =uY= 

 
��3�`%��~ !�9� ���*���b ����* 

 
=uY=-�� u# ;�\���� ��� %��� !����। u# ;�\���� %��� ��O4�� ��� !��� !��% 

�������% !����� %�� *��� ���@X !�\�, ���-!�\� ���  �(� ���4� ��� !� ;�����  ����%O 
!����� %�� *��� , �� !�\��। ���� ���7 ���� !�9� �����, �� ���� !�]� (�� ���� 
y’9 , �� !�\�� ���� 9( �������% ��@��� ;q-�� !�O4� *���। �� ��� *��� ������ == 
����� $�� !���।  
 

,� !�\� ���� ��� �%�  !�� *���। O �� ���� ������% ����4 ���4 ��� *��� !�, 
� � ������ ,� !�\�। ���� !���� !.���। �% � ��9�4 % %����। �% @w���% ��9� ���� 
����। ��� ���7 ���$4 *���। ��� ���������� �%9 ����- �� � @��� !.��। ��� ����  
���%�� �%9 ����। S F��� ���( ���� ��9 ���� ����। ����� ���7 ���$4 *���। 
������ ���$4 !�O4�� ��� ���� ���� ���4 ����� F� !����4 ����। ����� F�� ��9�4 % 
%��� ��� �% @w��*�� !�� *��� ��� ���$4 ���� !�, �� ����� �O%�। ���� ������ 
���$4 �����। ,� !�\� %��L�� �� ;��( ���� �। ����% �%�  ;������ �.�4��। ����� 
�O%� �������% ����@ %���। ��� !���� ������ 7�%�-��O4�� �(�>� *���। 5�4 , �� 
7�%�� ���  ���� ����� !��� !����� !9���� (�� !�]� (�� %�-�) �O%� ����। ��� 
��� �%�  *�]�(�� �� 9���� %���� �% � *�]�� -। ���� !�� ��� ���� *�4 !.��। ��# !*�%, 
��� ���7 ����� �O%� �������% ���$4 %���4 ����। ���� �� �%��� ��� �% � .����� %�� 
������ y’9�% �% � �����\�� ��4 !.��। S ���-!�\��� �� ��� !��� ���-!�\�। !��� 
���-!�\� ��-M .��� !����। !���� !7�% �������% ����9 ��� ��4 ���� !@���.� ���-
!�\��। ���� �� ����, � � !������� ���-!�\�। ���� !����� y’9 7�%��। �# ���-!�\�� 
!����� 5�4 !�� *�9������। ���  �# !�� *�9�� !���� �� !%� %�9 �#। �% � !%�A�� ��� 
5�4 =66 9 !���%�। �� ��%� �� ��� �]-�], �%9 ���@� ;�]����� ;���, �� ���.��। 
��� ���L��’� �%9 #���4��। ��� %�� !7�% ����% $�9- ���l !4�� 9( ��� *���। ����� 
��� ���4� ����� !�9� ������� (�� !�]� (��) !$�4। ��# ���-!�\� %��L�� �*���� $�9- 
!�O4� *4। ��� ��.���� %�� !7�% ���-!�\� %��L�� �*���� $�9- ����। $�9- ��4 ;�.��#9 
%����। ;�.��#9 %��� �� !9���� �O%� ������ �# ���-!�\�� �� �� ����। ���� 
*��� ��0$�  !%�A�� ��]� !%�A��, !C�%� !%�A��, $���- !%�A��, !q� � !%�A��, #�%� 
!%�A��। �� �% � !%�A�� ��� �� �] !%�A�� !��  �4�  !%�A��� $�9- ���� ���। 
;����� ���4� ���j !9���� �O%� ����% ��] %�� ����। ;����� ���4� � ��� ���� , ��� 
9( �� �% � ��� !9� @�. %���। ��� !9� �� ���( ��� �� � !%�A�� ���4 !�9� 
������% #$�9- %�� ��� ���4_ ����। �� ��%� !%�A��m���� ���4_ ����% ����। !��, 
��s�# #�(��� %��9� 9( �#�� ���.�� ��. ��� ��� !�\� %��L�� �*���� %�9 %���। 
���� !9���� �O%� $�� 
 
 
 
 
 
* =uY= ����� ;�\���� �������� !�����*��� %���5��। ��3�`%���  =6-=-[6 ������ 5%W %�f-% .f*��। 
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���� ��� ���� ���*���% ��-M !"�� ���$��� %����। �� ����� ���%� � �� �%� �i� 
‘!��%’ %����। ������ %(�A�  ��� !@���.� ���-!�\��। � � ���������� !@���# ��� #�L4�� 
�q-�� !7�% 5�4 Y ��#� �@���। S ���%� ��� ���%U� ���- ���� ��� �#। 
  

!.c�� .� C��� ;�>� !O4�� ��b��( =[# ;�\��� ���� y# !%�A�� :�( ��4 +,�  
!��� !c%�����. !.c��.��� ��b��( �O4�� *���। ��.� ��# S C�� !��% %�� ��������। �%B 
!��% %�� ���� ��# ��%����� !� S C��� ;�>� ��4���, !� ��� 9�� ��� �। 
 
 =[# ;�\��� !c%�����. !.c��.��� %���%��� *��# ��%����� !�����4�@��� !.c��.� 
!7�% ������ �3( %�� m�� $����� 7��%। ;%��` �# �1��2� 9( ���� ���c 5¢� ����� 
�। +,�  !c%�@��- ������ ���*� ����7 ����� ��% *����4 !]����। � ;�>�4 ;�% !$e�� �� 
��� ���� ���*� ��4 ��� ��� ��- ��% >�� ;�>� ����। !.c�� .� C��� ���%U����� 5$L 
!.���� ���� �%9 ���R����� �*�� ��� p 9 mF����� �*� *4। 
 
 ��-�� ������� !������] ��� �]-�] ��*����� %���L !%�A�� y’�  !��� ��� 
!*q�%�4� -��� �]�� !.���। ��-�� ;�>��� ���R���*�� ��� �1��2� ���� ������� !������] 
��� �]-�] ��*��� ��� ���*� ��4 � �% 7�%�� !$e� %�� �(7- *��। !�< ��-M ���R���*� ���G 
��� q�%���� ���� ��� ����.�0O-� ����4 5���3� �(�>� .�� !����। ��-� ��/�<-  ��%������ 
*��� �D� ��� !���%�����(% !���� �*� *4। ���R���*�� �# ����-�4 ++/+8!� ;�\��� ��� 
!�\� %��L�� �O%��� ���-�� +66 9�� �� ���R����� ��4 !@�� ��0$ �4 ��-�� ��% ;�>��� 
O�� �1�2 $���#। ��0��% !7�% ���� ���*� ��� q���% !7�% ������� !�������]� ���*� 
���@��� �1�2 %��। ������ ���*� ��-�� |��% ���। ��%����� §� ��# !��� ���� ��� 
��ª� �1��2� 5¢�� !4। �%��3�2� ���(# ���%U���� ����-4 ;�>� %�� �4 ��ª� �1�2 %��। 
����� ��� �1��2� ���� ������ ���*� ���� * �� EF %��। �# ��4 ��� !�\� %��L���� %��� 
;4���������. ��� ��� ��*��( 5�7-� %��। �# ���-� !��4 !�\� %��L�� �O%� ���R���*�� �%�  
s� ��% ;I, !.�����F� ���4 ��T���। �# s� ��  !�c����� ]�� ������ ����� ;�% !��� 
��4 ��� ���%U����� ��� ���@�� �1�2 $����� 7��%। !��� P � ��-M �R34� ��/�<- !�< 
��-M ��%����� $�� 3�� 
�%�� %�� ��- !��� !.c��.�� �����4 ��4। ������ ���*� ��-�� �fg 
5���3� �(�>� .�� !����। 

 
���� ���R���*� ��- !7�% ���� %���L ;C�� *�4 86!� ;�\�� ��% /�0�  !.c��.� 

�1�2 %��। �]-�] ��*���O ��� ���*� ��4 ���। ��/�<- =Y, 9 ���R����� ;�� ����। 
!�\� %��L�� ��� �O%� 
4� =+6 ������ �� � -�� ���� ��*��( %���। ������ ���*�� 5$L 
�1��2� ���� ��%���*�� s� ��  ��� ��9�%�� ���*�� �%�  !%�A�� !��� ��� !��� ���( *4। 
���R���*� !.c��.� !�c�� ��4। !.���m��� ��� ����� %�� !7�% ���%U����� �%�  ��*��(%��� 
��R���� �� $�� ��� ��� ������ ��� 5$L@��� ��ª� �1��2 ������ !.c��.� !��� ���� 
*4। �# �(��% �R34� ��/�<- + 9 �*� *4। ;�����% ��%������ == 9 *��*� *4 ��� 
9�� ��4। 
  

�@���� !��<� ���% ����.�0O-�� ��/�<- !�~ !*��� 84 !����� �%�  s� � ��4 !�� 
����� ��� ��।  ���%U���� ����.�0O-� !�~ !*����% $����% !7�% �/�� !]��� !$e� %����। 
�# ����� !�c��� ��� �`32�` ���� ���*� ��4 ����.�0O-�� ���% ;C�� *#। ��7 
���%U���� �(����� %��। �%��3�2� ��/�<- ���%U����� ��3 + ��9�%�� �D� ��� %�4%9 
*��*� *4 ��� ��%�        
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:�(�� �����4 ��4। ���  � ����.�0O !�c�� ���%U����� ��� �1�2 %��। �# �1��2 
���%U���� ����.�0O ����� ���( *4। !�~ !*��� ��� ���%�4 ������ %�f_ �9�4 !��������। 
  

���� ���� ���*� ��4 !.���.� ��� %�� ���� �D��� ���%  ;C�� *�� ��i %��। 
!��� ���-!�\� "���O ����%� ��� �1�2 EF %��। ����T ���-!�\� ���*� ����.� �*��� 
��� $�� �f�e %�� $��। ����� ���-!�\� ���*�O #�����( ��$� !7�% ����# ��-M ��R %�� 
!]��। 
  

PT� �q���� ������*�� �% �q�@� :�( ��14@��� ;�� ��4 %���.� !7�% 
!�c�@���9�� *�4 �G�-��% !7�% ����� � ��7 ;C�� *�� 7��%। ;�����% �Q� ��� ��v� ��% 
!7�% ,� !�\� "��� ����� � ��7 ;C�� *�� 7��%। ����  ���-!�\� "��� p# �q���� ����.� 
�*� ��� %�� !4। S �� ���R���*� ����%� ���O ���@��� �1�2 $���4। !�\� %��L�� !�~ 
%�-� �O%� 84 !����� +�  !%�A�� ��� !��� ���-!�\� "��� ��4 ���% �1�2 %��। Y# 
�q���� [ �4 ���% �*� ��R *4। ��%����� �����4 !.���D.�� ��4 !4। ;(���% !�9� 
��]�4�� 9���� 84 !����� +�  !%�A�� ��4 q���% ���-!�\� "��� �* ����.� �4a�2 �� 
!.�4�#/�  *�4 �� ��� %� ���� �D��� ���% ;C�� *�� 7��%। 
  

u# �q���� !�\� %��L�� !�~ %�-� �O%� !.���D.� �1�2 %���। ��%����� 
!.���D.� !��� �� !����4 ����%�9��� 5���3��G*( .�� !����। %�-� �O%� ������*�� 
!9���� �.��� %��� ���� ��*��( $�। =+# �q���� @����4 P�  ��. ���� ����%�9��� ��% 
;�>��� ��� !�����<-2 %��। �� %�4%�� ��# �����  ��%����� !�c7 %���L� %��� 
�?���-2 %��। 
    

��3���3���3���3�`%��~ !�9� �� �� �����`%��~ !�9� �� �� �����`%��~ !�9� �� �� �����`%��~ !�9� �� �� �����    
        

=6# ;�\��� ����� !7�% ���@X !�\�� ������ !q��(�$ %�� EF *4। ����% !�4� *��� 
!�\� � ��0$-�। %��L�� ���� �`%��� %�-� ��� �O%� ���- �� !�9� !9���� ��� �O%� 
��� �����Q� ������। ;�\����� !$cb �% ����� ����� ��� ��0$ � !�\�� *��9� *���। ���% 
��.# ��� %�� *�4���, �f��4 #� !��� !��9����� !�f�_ y� � �§q� ]�# �� O !�m��� 
]�# �� !%�A�� ��4 �i��। ���%U�� :�( �% ���.q �.�4 !/��O %�� !]��4 ���% !7�% 
�#7¡ %��� *�4��। �T% !�# ��4 �4 ��� ���-!�\�� 9�4 %��। ���� ��� ��O %�4%9 
;�]��� ����- !�~ ��] O !�~ ��*���। ���� �# ��9 �%��# �i�� �����4 �.�4�����। 
���� !7�% !9���� �O%� ������ ����@ %�� ��4 !.�� ��7�/� �। !���� �f��4 #� !��� 
!%�A�� �� �% � ;����� %����। ���� ����% ���T�4 !�4� *4 ���-!�\� !@���.�� !���� 
�� ���� ;����� !�]� (�� �� � �� ���.��। ��� �%9 #���4��। ���-!�\��� 
�q����¥� !���� ���4_ !�4� *�4��� ���%। ��� ���.�� ���*��� %�� !7�% ;����� %��L 
��4 ����। ����-� ��-��4 8= ������ ���*���b ���� ���। ���-!�\��% �� y’@��. @�. 
%�� *4-#��- ��� O�4��-। ���L��� ���� *�4��� !.c��.� !��q ��%-!� �� �G�-��% ���� !�f�_ 
O ��v���% ���*���b �����। �� �G�-��% �4 �q��%���� ��� 9�4.�4 �% � s� � ���, 
!���� 9�4 %�� s� � ��% ���� �G��- !@���.�0O-� ��4 !.���। O��� ��� !��  !��  
;������� %�9 %����, !�� ��9�%����� �1�2 %�� O ��%������ ����4�� ��7 ������ 
%��। 
W���(% :��(� 9�( ���� ;����� ��� ������।           
 
 

 
* =uY= ����� ;�\���� �������� !�����*��� %���5��। ��«�`%���  =P-=-[6 ������ 5%W %�f-% .f*��। 
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 �@���� ���% ���� !¥7 ���� !��� !.���। $���- O !qª� ��% y� � !%�A�� ��� 
����� *O4�4 �� ��� �O%� ���*��� ���-�� $���- ��� !qª� !%�A�� ��4 �������� $�� 
!.���। O��� !�f�_� ;@�� ���। ���%�4 ��� ��O4�� ��. !%� 5��������(* ��� �। ��� �.�4 
�� �.�� ��-M 5��������(* �$� %����। !� ��4 ���� ���� ��� +, �����$� �%�  !%�A��, 
�%�  V��  O �9�� %�Ç�� "���। 
   
 �@���� 57� ���* ��-M �(�����, !�#q %����-���%U� ��9�%����� ���@X��>��� 
���, ���@X !��"�� ��� -� ���। �@���� !�< ���* ��-M ;������ 8P 9 �4��� ��%���, 
5�4 �% !%�A�� ��9�%�� �*� ��� �*� *4। ���� ��3� y’9 �*�� ��� [ 9 �*� *4। 
 

 ��#��# V��� ��� !*q�%�4� -�� ���। ,# �q���� !�4� ����4 ��-57� ���� �q��# 
!]#� %��। !���� ���� ��-���9 ]�4�� %��। ��-���9 ]�4���� ��� ��� ���� !����� ��� 
!.�। !�m��� !"#L !��� ��� � !%�, %��9# ���� !��l��� ���� �' ��4 ��.��� !� � � 
���%U� ���-� !q��# ��9�। O�� !@����� ���%U� ���- ��� !.��। ����� �� ��� !q��# 
��9��� O�� ���9 !��� ��4 $�9- %��, �� ��%U� !�����*� �#7¡ %�� $�� !.��। ����� 
���� %7� O��� %��� ��( �� *��� ��� ����� �]�� ����। �� !����� ��� $�9- %�� ��T 
�����4�� ��� !%� �%�� *�J � �� ���� ��l�� ������ !� ���%U� ���- �q�]�^ !#। ���� �(�% 
%���, �����J। 
     
 ����� O��� ��;�.��#9 %�� �m�� EF %����। !�< ��-M ��#��# !�c�� !.���। ��� 
!*q�%�4� -���� ��0$� .9 �G�� �% � ���%�4 !�c����। ��� �q�.� EF %�� ����� ���% �� !��% 
%��� EF %���� �� ��%��� �j(�4 ���� �0���� ������ O�� � -�� ���4 ]�4�� %����-�%B 
������ ��9� �T% ��l�� � ����4 ������ �T% ��.��� �। ���� !����� ;�(M ¨�M ��� ��� 
�� �1�2 %�� ��#��# ��� %�� �i� ����। ��# �q��%���� !@���.�0O ���%�4 ���� �% � 
!%�A�� ���, ���� ����� ��@ %���4 �����, O�� �������� ��#��#� !��� ��� !.�। �� ��� 
���� $�� � (p �����)- ��#��#� O�� ]�4�� %����। � � �T% �1�2 4, � � *�J ���4�� 
:��%��� ����� !@�� !���� �% !%c��। 
 

 ��%����� �� ����� %� !7�% �� -���� ����� - $�#���, 5�4 ��0$ �� ���% �� -���� !�� 
��� ���� EF %����, ��#��#� ��. ��� $����% ���%-� %��। �# !���� %@��� ���%U� 
!�����*� �#7¡ %��� EF %����। ������ ����� O !���� !.���m���� O��� ��-���  
�0�$�9 ���� �.�4���। ���� %�4% � ��� !��4�����। !@�� �’ �4 ��� ��#��#� ��%������ 
�q�]�^ ��T ��#। ���� �  � %(�9��4���  *4-y’9 ���@��4�O ���� ��4। ��%������ �q�]�^  
5�4 �’*�9�� ���(��, �’ � ��#�]�, �]© ! ���]� ���  5$�� �����2 !��� O �� �%�� � -���� 
���L !����। 
   
 �%�� �  �4 �O� *���। !��4��%��9��� !%�A�� !*q�%�4� -�� >�� %�� �q@�^ 
%���� ��#%��9, 9���#��� ���%। ��#%��9 O 9���#��� ��l����l 9�4.� !7�% ���� ������  
O�� m�� $������। ���� �`32�` O��� *ª %�� !.���- ���% �������� !��� 9��� ���4 
��9� ��4 m�� ����4 EF %���� ���%� 5�4 P � ��-M। ���� $�� �� ���% ���� $�9- %�� ��� 
������ ��T !.���। !���� ��9�%��O ���। ���� !�0�$ ��� ����� ��� *� ��� O�� ���� ����� ��. 
O��� ��� !���� O��� !����9 O ��9�%�� ��9 ���� !.��। 
    
 ���� ��.��� EF *��� ����। ��# �q������ ���( �����.�0O, ���%��� ��� !�4�.�0O�4� 
��� ;�>� ��R %�� �����9��� ���� !*q�%�4� -�� %����। ��-��-��]� !�9� ��O ��� 
����         
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�*����.��� 9(। == ����� !7�% =P ����� ��-M ����.�0O !7�% ����� %� ��9�� ��R %����। 
=, ����� !���9 !���� !�, !%� ;�>���# !� ��� O��� !� ]�4�� � %��, ��� ���� ]�4�� � 
%��। � � �i�� ����L���� �(����� %�� *�4���। �# !���9 ��4 ���N%( !��� ���4���। 
���%U��� ;�>� �� !�< ����। ������ ������ ���*� �� |�%�� %��� ���@X 9�4.�4 !�c�� 
!.��। ���%U� !�����*� �� �9-��, ���O ������ O�� ]�4�� %��� ��� %��� ��ª� ����O 
%���। 
 
 ������ �% �T���� �q����। ����� %� ��� ;�� ���� ��%��� ���, ���� ��� ����� ���� 
����L�� %���, ����� O�� !� ]�4�� � %�� *4।  
 
 !� ��4 ��� $�� �.�4����� ��v� ���%, !���� ���*���b ���� !.���D.� ��-M 
!�c�� !.�� ����  �*�� !|�%�� !$e� $�����। !��� !7�% ��� O4��% �%�� !���9 � ��# ��� 
�.�4 *��9� *#। ������ ����� %� ��� O ���� !��� !�4� *4� ����L�� ;�o�� ���� ���� 
!����� .L�.�� %��� ���� �# ���%�4। ���# E�� �.�4�����। 
 
 ��� !�\� !*q�%�4� -��� ���-� !���� ���� !����� !@��� ���� |�%�� � ����। %��2 
�� �i�� ��� �?����-� ��%����% !��� !����� *4��� !���# !]���। ��� �� ���� 
�� � !%�A���% �����9��� !¨�9�q�� %�� ������। 
 
 ��� ����� �� !.� � "��� ��4 ��� ����  �*�� |��%। 
 
    ��3�`%��~ !��~ ��]%�� �����3�`%��~ !��~ ��]%�� �����3�`%��~ !��~ ��]%�� �����3�`%��~ !��~ ��]%�� ���    
    
 +�� !��K�� ���� !7�% �������% !"�� !����� ��T��� *4। ���� !7�% [+ �%����� �� 
�G�� ����4� 94�M%� �*�� !�c��� ��। ���� ���� #-+ !�\��� ]�� �G�2 %��। ��� ��# EF *4 
!"��। u# !��K�� !"�� ���R���� ;��C*�2� 9( ������� !$%����e (����  !9��4) ���� 
!����� *4। S ��# ��� ������� !�c�� ��� �%�  s� ��� ���4_ C*2 %��। 
 
 ��� ����� 9��4� %��� ;�]���- !�����*�� ������� � (��-�� �����(। �������� 
;�>�%���# .259��a� �������� ���9�.� ��%�� ����% �%�  ����< ���4_ !�। �%B ������ 
���R���� ��� 7�%�4 ������� ���-!�\� !7�% ����% ����9 ��� -�]�%  !�4� *4�। ]�� S ��4 
��� ��] #�����9^ !���� !��.�� %��� �����। 
 
 ==# !��K�� ���� �%�� ���R�]c9 ��4 ���%U�� :�(��� ;�>��� ��� ����  
�1�2 $���#। �# �1��2 m�� �����4� ��4 ����% !�����*�� ����*� ;�]��� ���� ��� *। 
���%U�� :�(��� $��9 �*� O �49 ��9�%�� �*� *4। ��/�<-� �� !�.�, �%�  868 
��#�]� O l���@��- ��� ���� %�� *4। 
 
 =[# !��K�� :9M���� ��%N�(��� ;�>��� ��� �1�2 $����� *4। %(��K ]�F% O 
������� !������ ��� �# ;�@��� ������ ���7 ����। ��� ��/�<-� ���( �%�  ;4����� !�  
!]��# ���� $�� ���।                      
 
 

 
* ��3�`%���  ++-Y-Y[ ������ 5%W %�f-% .f*�� 
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 =u!� !��K�� %(��K ]�F�%� !�f�_ ����.�� ��%������ ;�>�� �1�2 $����� 
*4। +6!� !��K�� ��%������ �R ;�>�� �% !%�A�� ���R����� ��4 ���� ����4 �1�2 
$���#।  
 

 +8!� !��K�� ���� 4���U ��% >�� �q�]^ !�#। +,!� !��K�� ����% ������� 
���-!�\�� !q�% ��T��� *4 ��� !��@� !%�A��� %��L�� ���R %�� *4। +p!� !��K�� ��� 
!%�A��� ���4_ C*2 %��। 
  
 =�� ;�\��� +6/++ 9 !.���� ���R����� ��4 ������U ��% >�� ���%U�� :�(��� 
����� �1�2 %��। �# �1��2 !�� %�4%9 :�( *��*� *4। ������ ��3 �*� *�4��� 
y’9। ������ ;4����� !� �  ����� *�4 ��O4�� ]�� ����  � ��� ���। 
 

 +�� ;�\��� @����4 !�9� ��� �I�% ������ %(��A ��� (����@�. %(�A)। �R 
%(��A ;�>�%��� ���� ������ :�(��� 5�� $���� ����� *�4�����। ��� ]�� ���� ���� 
!%� /����� ������ �। ��R����� %(�A !7�% ��O Y, 9 ���R����� ���T�4 ������ ��R �f�� 
%�� *�4���। S��# @����4 ���-���� O #-�� ��-O� �%�� ;�]��� ��� ������ !7�% ��� ��L� 
��� �%9 !�q� q�R�� ������ %(��A ��� !��09��� ��4 ��। 
 

 Y# ;�\��� #�4�7 %(�A !7�% 9N% ��~ !/�< %(��K ��, �� ��O�4� ���7 ������ 
%(��A ���। 
 

 [# ;�\��� ���%U�� :�(�� P� ���9� ��� !7�% ������ ���  5�� m���<-2 EF %��। 
������� ���� !9�. 7��%। 
 

==# ;�\��� ��� ���9 !.���� ���R����� ��4 ��� %����� ��% >�� ��%N�(��� 
;�>��� ��� �1�2 $���#। �# ��/�<-� �� �����]-�� �%9 !�~ %�-� ��� !� ��(� 
���%�� �%9 �������% ���� ��3�`%�� C*2 %��। 

 

=[# ;�\��� ��� ���*���� ����4 ��#।  �� ��4� !$4���(��� ���� �1�2 %��� ����M 
!4� *4। �� ��� ������ �04���9 !7�% $�H�9 ��9�%���* , 9 ������ ;4����� !�  O 
!���.�� ���� *�4 ��*��� ���J�। ��# !*�% ���  �� ��4� !$4���(��� ���� ;����� %�� *4�। 

 

+6!� ;�\��� ��� ��# =6/=+ 9 ������ :�( !.��%�$ C��� ��� 9�@� %���  �� !�� 
�%�����(% C�������% ����� ��� 9( ����.� ��4 !.��। S�� ���� ���R������� ��9�%�� 
��D�* P �(�R�% ��� �4 ���,  ������% >��4 ������� %��� � !$4���(� ����  ���*��� 
�%  !����- %�� *4। 

 

+,!� ;�\��� �����.�4�# ��U�� ��� ���-� !��� (=� ��9 ��� ;�@�*�) ����4 !���� 
9( ���-� ��#। �# %��9� 9( ����% �% s� � !.���� !���� !�4� *4। #���G��- !����  ����4 
!���� 9( !.���� !������ ����� !$e� $����4 �(7- *4। +9 �����, += 9 ��9�%�� O ;�� =p 
9 !������% �(�R !���� � ��*���4 ��4��9� ���। ���� s� � ���� ����� ;�>��� ��� �1�2 
$���#। , 9 ��9�%�� ��/<- >��# �*� *4। ;(�( �3��� =�  868 ��#�]�, #��]��, �(�9, 
!�ª O ����� %���-!$��� !���# �����4 ��4। ���� ��]��(� ���7 !����  ����4 ���� �3� *#। 

 

=�� �@�� ���� ���%U�� :�(��� ;�>� %����� �1�2 %��। 
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+�� �@�� S �%# ;�>�� ���� �1�2 $���#। S�� ���%U�� :�(��� ;�>�� 
�1�2%��� ������� ����� O ��� ��� -, � �� �# *������ �*��, #�L4� �����]-�� ��% 
��*��G� 7��� (*�������) O %(��K ]�F% ������ ���7 ����। 

 
8�� �@�� ������� ��% C�� ;����� %��। !� >�� ��% :�(��� ���7 !.���m�� 

����4 *4। #�L4� !�9� �`��� ������ !��� 5�4�9�4 ���-� ���4 ��। 
 
+6!� �@�� ��*�  ��% >�� �����.�4�# ��U�� ���, +P!� �@�� � �� ��% >�� 

�����.�4�# ��U�� ��� ��� +p!� �@�� ��%�� ��% >�� �����.�4�# ��U�� ��� ��# ���#। 
S ��U��  �� ��%������ ���� ���। ��U�� � ���@X >�� :�( O ��9�%�� ��*��� 7�%�। ��*�  
��% >�� ����� ��#�� ���À���2 ��N��(� �%�  9�� ��xU *4। ]�� +9 �4��� ��%N�( 
�*� *4। ��%�� ��% >�� ����� ��#�� ���À���2 �����7-� �%9 !������% �(�R �*� ��� 
;�� y# �(�R �*� *4। �� �� �# / �� �� ��N�(�� ��U�� � �(�*�� �j %�� ���� ���( *4। 

 
 +[!� �@�� y# s� � !.���� ���R�����, @����4 �� �� �]-�� �%�  !�%��* ��� 
�����.�4�# ��U�� �% ��-� m4����� ��% >�� ��N�(��� 5�(���4 �(����� %��। +u!� �@�� 
=-P, /� %�4 �����.�4�# ��U�� ���   ��%���9�� ��9�  ���� ����4 ��#। �# >�� 5*���� 
�3���� ���7 ��/�<- �%�  868 ��#�]��* $��9 ��9�%�� � % %��। �%B !]��� ��7 ������ 
���  ���%U�� :�(��� �(�����-�� �O��4 ��� ��4। ���%U�� :�(��� ���( �9�� %�Ç�� 
��9�@- !]��- ���। ��� ������ ��� � ��� �#$-��-�9 O ;(�( 
4��14 ;I�I ���4 �1�2 
$���4। ��N�(�� $�����% �/�� !]�����। �# ;�F� ��� �$L !.���m��� ���lO ;��� ��*�, 
�X� !%c�� O ���>� ����� !9��� ����e� !@� %�� !����4 ���� �3� *#। �9�� %�Ç�� 
��9�@- !]���-� !��  == 9 ������ *��� �*� ��� P 9 ��9�%�� �*� *4। ������O ��� 3�� 
*4। #�L4� �����]-�� �%9 ��������* ��9, �%9 ������� ����# O %�4%9 
���R����� ���� ��। 
 
 =p# �q���� �������� !/�<2�� 5�È��� ���� ����� %� ���� �D� (���� ) ��-M !�c��। 
S�� y#9 ��9�%�� ������ %��� ;I�* �?���-2 %��। ���� *���: (=) !��~ ���- ��� !�c9� 
���*��, 868 ��#�]� ��%- � 8, � Pup+। (+) ���*� ���- ]�q���, %�����#, ��#�]� � �� 
�] =p=+[, � P,��%--=।   

��3� : !��~ ��]%�� ��� 
++-Y-Y[ 

 
       \ �%�  ;�����-�� ����� - \ 
 
To  

    The sub-Sector Commander, 

    Tamabil M. F. (Dawki) 
 

Sub : Report on the occurance of 28
th 

Nov. `71 night. 
 

Sir, 
    I beg to report that on 25.11.71 at about 15.00 hrs (3.00 p.m) I met with Major B. S 

Rao and I was ordered to (a) deny Sari-Goain road completely to enemy (b) lay mines (c) 
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lay ambushes and (d) dig down near the road  and not to leave until or unless we were 

attacked by pak army. Prior to this, I was given a B.S.F section and I was ordered that 

wherever I will go for task the BSF boys will accompany me. I talked with him 

regarding my plan for destroying a bridge on Sari-Goain road. Earlier the lace has 

been receed and it was ascertained that there is no enemy nearby.                                                            

The nearest enemy position was at Sarighat (
4

1
2   miles on the east from the P. O) 

Lapnaout (
4

1
1  mile on the west from P.O.) However, on returning tom my base HQ. 

the place has been recceed again. There worked with us for the last 7/8 month and as 
such I had confidence on them. Before going to the task I call my commanders 

including the BSF, SI, and discussed all points and left for the place of occurrence   
about 1915 hrs(7-15p.m) on 28.11.71.On reaching village 'Guakhoa' we laid and 

ambush by the side of Sari-Goain road’ about 250 yds away on the north. We waited 

there up to 01:30 hrs dated 29.11.71 but during that period nothing came to our notice. 

Then I along with all my forces left for destroying one bridge known as Tukoir Bazar 

Bridge I briefed the commanders properly and the setting of platoons were as follows. 

B/3 platoon under the command of A. SI. Habibur Rahman was given the task to clear 

the bridge, D/I platoon under the command of Have. Soab Ali was given the task to 

the 'Sari-Goain road' facing west (towards Goainghat) and tackle the enemies if any 

one dared to approach through   that side. BSF section was given the task to search the 

bridge after it was cleared completely. I along with Hav. KB Thapa and Nk. Sharma 

of BSF went with B/3 platoon. We charged and cleared t he bridge in about 15 

minute’s time and got one enemy Rifle. Then the bridge was blown up very nicely. It 

was broken into pieces. It was a pucca bridge measuring 60 X 12 feet approximately. 
 

 After that I ordered all of my men to follow me and we headed for collecting 

D/I platoon. There I found that Hav. Soab Ali arrested 4 Rajakars. They were properly 

tied and ordered my men including BSF boys to leave hurriedly to reach the R. V. at 

village Rajbari Kandi. We were then guided by Tunu Mia. We were marching on 

single file. The guide led us on different route and assured us that the route is safe and 

shorter. There was no reason to disbelieve him. So we marched on. But when we have 

crossed about ¾ furlongs from P.O. then we heard some enemy firing from behind. 

Soon after that we heard shots from front. There was no way out to go back. So we 

decided to charge the enemy’s position. There was exchanges of fire. The BSF boys 

gave nice performance, but very soon we were gheraoed by the enemies. They were 

all in ambush. Nk. Sukur Ali of D/I platoon fought courageously and he doing so he 
caught hold of the barrel of one of the LMG of enemies and faced a brush and lost at 

least 2 fingers. By this time guide Tunu Mia fled away and then after much difficulty 
we managed to come out from the enemies ambush position. 
 

 Then I came back to my R. V. at village Rajbari Kandi. I counted my men and 

BSF boys, and found 4 BSF boys and 10 of my boys including 2 guides are missing. I 

personally went out with a search party and ultimately found one injured BSF boy and 

two of the MF boys. These two boys were caught by the enemies but some how 

manage to escape. I learnt from them that the lost men are being killed. I made all 

possible       
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attempts to take back the dead bodies. But found it impossible to the reach the P. O. 

The dead bodies have been removed earlier and the enemies by then made a pucca 

defence there.  
 

I reported all these facts to Major BS. Rao on 29.11.71 at about 15.00 hrs 
(3.p.m) the total loss of men was 3 boys of BSF including one S.I of BSF and 6 M.F. 

boys including one A. S.I. and 2 guides. All of them were supposed to be killed by the 

enemies. 
 

 At least 10/11 regulars were killed and 4 Rajakars and 6 public (enemies) from 

our shots. 
 

 This is for favour of your kind information and necessary action. 
 

Y.O.S 
(Md. Rafiqul Alam) 

Lieutenant 
30.11.71 

 

      
 

 

��3�`%��~ �9��� �*�� ��*��b ���.��* 
 

 

    @����� ��*�� ���9(� $�%���4�4 �� ����*� 5��32 *4। ��-�%�-�� ;I ���� ��� �� 
��-�-�� �(�*�� O ���À�����%� �(�*��, ���@X %(�������� � -�� O ��%  ������� �(��*��, 
���@X ]��-��, �(�� ���q� O !�����*� �]© !� �� O �(��9����� ��� 5��32 *4। Y# 
!��K�� ,� !�\�� �`%��� %��L�� ��� �O%� ���� �%  ���  �] �] !%�A���* 
!@���.� ���-!�\��� ���-!�\� %��L�� �*���� ���4_ C*2 %�� ��� Y= ����� �q���� ����� 
��.# ����� ����� �Q� ��%G� ��-M ��R %��। 
 

    / ����� ����2~/ ����� ����2~/ ����� ����2~/ ����� ����2~----    
    

(1) ���������� ��� �� !@���.� !��O�4  ������� !*q�%�4� -�� >��M�। !%�F� 
5���j%��� ����� *�� *4�, �H� ��� �# $�� �� �� !%� !��%9 ��� �। ��� 
 �������  ;�(M ��xU��>�4 ���। �a����, /��� ��9�-9���� ���% 9�4.�4 9�4.�4 
� �� $��O ��� �। 
 

(2) ����4�4 �q-�� �� ���� ���, ����( 5������ ���। ���%U�� ���*�� !��%9 ,�  868 
��#�]� !]�� !��� $�� ��4। 
 

(3) ! ��%� ��9��� �q@�^ !��� ����� !%� 5������ ��#�। 
 

(4) !%�A��.�� �q@�^ !��� ����� �.�4 ��l��� ���2� 5������ ����� *#। 57� �� 
������ �%�  !��� �*�� *4 ��� ������ �%�  + � -�� !��� ���� *4। ���� ���� 
!$c�% ��� %��� �3� *#। ����3� !]�� ��O4� ;I����� ��� ������ *����� + 
� -���  !]�� ��#। ���3 y�  �f���* !��� ��4। 

 

 
 
 

* .2�G�- ��@��. ��-�*� 5�%c��� 7�%�%��� 
����� ���� !��. !�। ��3�`%���  =P-8-[8 ������ 5%W %�f-% .f*��। 
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 (,) ���� ���� 1��.� �1�2 %�� !������ !$c�% ��� %��। %� ���� ���%�4 
������ %� -;] ���। !������ !$c�%�� ����3� !]�� ��O4� y�  868 ��#�]� O =�  +’’ � -�� 
*��� ���। �# ��-��4 �G�- %��������, %��D.�0O ��� !.���% �� ��v�� ���%�� O ������ !�#� 
>�� %��। ��4�# .���4� �Q� ��� ��-M �AG2- ������ ���� ��� ��� ���( 9�� �F� *% 
! ��%� ��9��� 9�@� %��। 
 

 (p) ;����� 9(�%� ~ �� �� ���� 1��.� ��� %�� ����9�� O ���- ��� %��। ��� 
���� ��� ���  �]�] !%�A�� ;�� !4 O ������ 8 9 !��� �*�� *4। 
 

 (Y) ;����� !´9 *(����~ !�\� %��L�� ��� �O%� ��� !��� ���-!�\� %��L�� 
%(��K !*����% ��4 ���% �1�2 %��। ���� �� %(��K G���� ��� ���% !.���D.� 
���% ��#�]���-� %��� %� -;] %��� ���4_ ���। ���� �j(� Y  � ��-M �]���� ��� ��U 
!��.����. ���JX ���� ��� ������ *��� ����3� �%9 !�9� �*� *4। 
 

 ([) ;����� !�������~ �@���� 57� @��. !�\� %��L�� ��9 !.c��.� !$c�% 
�1�2 %��। ��v��� �(��� �%�  �] �] !%�A���* ���-�� ����� ���, �G��-� �(��� ���  
�]-�] !%�A���* ���� !�]� (�� ��#]��b ����� O !�]� (�� ���*���b ����। y#�  
!%�A���* !%�A�� %��L�� %�9� ��y� %���� O !%�A�� %��L�� ]%F�b !$c���� %�.�#� O 
!.c��.��� ��l����l 9�4.�4 %� -;] !� %��। �%�� P  �4 �1�2 EF *4। �# ���� ���� 
���� , 9 !��� �*�� *4। ���� �%�  [= ��~ ��~ � -�� O �%�� !.�����F� O ;I���� ��� %��। 
 

 (u) �#  ��-��4 ����( 5���j%�� ;��1� %�� ���� =6# �q���� �.�� ���.������� 
�Q� ��� ����� %����.�0O, ����/� , �����*�, !�4�.�0O, $�������� 5@f�� ;�� ��R %��। (Y# 
�q���� @����4 ���*�� %�-� ��9 ��� �# ��� -!�\��� ��( ���4 �������� ��� *�4 ��O ��3�2 
;C�� *) ���@X ���4� !�#� >�� O !$c�% ���%��� !��  p= 9 ��9�%�� ������ *��� �D� 
*4, ���� ����-� ��-��4 ����  !9�� %�f-��3� *��� ����-� *4। 
 

 (=6) !�� 
��� *O4�� �� ���� ���  �]-�] !%�A�� O 8�  ��-�] !%�A���* 
����  ��w���4 %(�A >�� %��। 
 

 ������ ���� =Y 9 �*�� �*������% ! ��%���9��� %�� !�O4� *4। 57� ��-��4 
������ !.�����F� O ;I��I� ;�(M ;@�� ���। 
 

 ��� 5����3� !$c�%m��� ����� ]�� ������ !.�����F��� ;@�� �%�� � �G2- *4। 
������ ��U !��, ;I�I O !.�����F� ��� !��� *�4 ��� @����� =6= %��L ���4� !7�%। 
�� ��4# ���(w�(, ����I, Æ<��� #�(���� 5$L ;@�� ���। ���� !� ��U ;I���� �(��*�� 
%���� �� *���~ 868 ��#�]�, 868 ��-���9, Y.p+ �� �� �� �� ��, u ��~ ��~ �� �� ��। 
����-��� ���%U����� *�� !7�% $�� ��#�]�, $�� !�, Y+ ��~ ��~ � -�� O ���  868 
!���.� O !���%�� �9-+ ��#�]� ������ *U.� *4। 
  


�3�~ , �, � ���.�� 
#-��-��,P6Y, 

=P-8-[8 
     

------------ 
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����������������������������    �G��G��G��G�    ��������������������    
==। p� !�\��� ��� �2-� O ;(�( 
5����% %7� 

����� �%��q��� 
������ 

9�-�q���� =uY= 

    
��3�`%��~ �4�� @�#� ���-�� �� !% �����* 

=,-,-=uY8 
 

=P# !� ���� %���H� *�4 !�������� �% ��-� �������9��� ������� %��। >��4 
9�����2 ������ ��7e ���-�É %�� ��� ����# ���� �� �������% !�������4 !�c��4। 
!������� ��-��-�] %(��A ���� ��9����% �(���4� ��� ���$4 !�#। !���� #� !��� 
!��9����� �%9 ;�]��� ���R�������� ��1�  %�����। ���� ��� %��� �.�4 ��9��� ���$4 
!�#। ���� ���7 ���� �`%��� ¬� %(��K !��D%��, !V�4�¡ ��q�� ��Fb�, ��#  !�~ 
��F� ���, ��#  !�~ %����, �« ��#  !�~ !�9�। ��� !7�% �������% ���9�.�� ��4 
��O4� *4। !���� !9���� O���� ������ ��3�`%�� C*2 %��। ���� O��% ���� ���*� 
*T %��� 5U�� %�������। �%B !� ��4 � � �i� ��� �। ����� ���� >����� ;��C*2 %��� 
��%W 9�����। !���� ����% p� !�\� %��L���� ���4_ ���4 ���T�4 !�4� *4। 

 
p� !�\�� ������ �% � ���R���*� !�9� O4��9��� ;��� @GF������� %��� ����� 

*�4��� ��� �� �% � ���*� ���9���-T�%��.�0O *�4 !�9� 9����� ;��� @9���� ��� ���� 
�% � ��� ����4 ��� �Q� ���� 5���3���*( :��� %��। y� � 9�4.�# ���������� �@��� ���  
��� ��� !7�% %��� ���� ���� *� �, ��� ��.�4 �.�4�����। !�9� O4��9��� �% � �� 
������� !���*� �b��� (#-��-��) !�f�_ ������� F'���� ���%�4 5���3� ��*( :��� %�� ��� 
� 9�4.� ���������� 
�����5��� ��-M ��R ���। ���%� ����-�%��� ==� !�\��% ���4 !�4� 
*4। 

 
������ �� C�� 7��O ��R ���%� ���। ����O !�9� O4��9��� �% � �� 5���3� ��*( 

:��� %�����। !�9� O4��9��� ��� !�9� 9����� y� � ���*� (#-��-�� ����, !��9��*�, 
�����, ���, ���%, ¡�#@��) �����4 Y66 9 ���। ;I ���� ��� E����� ��#�]� ����( %’ �, 
��-�� �9, � -�� ��� �% � !���.�। !.�����F�O ��� %� ���। 

 
���� y� � ���(� ���। 57�� ��� ���*�� ;�]���-S ���%�4 :��%, ;�]��� ��� 

9.2 ����% �T%@��� C*2 %��� �%� !� 5®, ��� ����4�~ :��%��� ��/�� %�� ��� ��.�T� 
%��। ������ ;I�I !.�����F�O %� ���। �%@��� ��O !��� ;I ��C* %��� *�� !� �O �% � 
5�� ���(� ���। @��� !7�% �%@��� ;I�I-!.�����F� ��C* %��� *�� !� �O �% � ���(�। 
��1� ��� ��� !"�� ���(� ���। ������ *�������O ��� �, Æ<��� O q�R���� ;@�� ���। 
!�� ���� @����4 ����M �3����*� !7�% !���� �%B ���( �����* �4��� ��� �। !� ��U 
���R����� ����� ������ ��4 ������ ������% !�� �����* %�� %e%� ���। ���R�������� !%� 
!����% ��� �। ���� ��� !.�� ���# ���� ��� %����। ����� !%� ������� ��� �। ������% 
!���� ���T 7�%�� *�।  �%�-�4���O ��7e ;@�� ���।         
 
 
 

 
 

* =uY= ���� �#� %��L�� �*���� %�-�� ����।  
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 ���� ��� ���� @�� !�, !� ��U  �%�-�4�� %���C�� ��� T�%��.�0O �(�� !7�% 
���R������� ��4 ������ !� ��U  �%� ������*� %�� ���« ���9�.�� ���������� ��%���� 
%��� ;�-2 %�� *�4���। !�  �%� �%@��� ��$ %�� *�4�� �� ���� ����� �। �� ��-M @����4 
!�����*� ���R���*��� ���7-� ����� !7�% ��4�. %�� ��� !"�� ���J�। ���7-� �����m����� 
;��%��� �*D� ���। ���� ������% ;I�I ���4 !"��-�� 9( ��T��। � �(����� ������ !%� 
%�f-_ ��� �। �%B !�\� %��L���� ���4_ C*2 %��� �� ��� � �(����� O��� ���7 ����-����$ 
� %�� ��� ������% ��� !� ��1� ��� ���� %��। ����� �������% ;I�I ��� !"�� �� 
�(��>� %���। ;������ ��T���� ���4_ ������ 7�%��। ;�% ��%���L�� �� @����4 
!�����*��% ��� %���� *4। !�c@�.(��� @���� ������ !� !"�� %(�A ��� (�G��- �  ��� ) 
!���%�� %��L�� !�~ %�-� !�m� ���� �%9 ������ �*D�। ��� �������% ��7e ��*��( 
%����। ���.�q4�� !9���O �������% ��7e ��*��( ��� �*��@G�� !����4��। 
  
 !�m� !"��-�� $��9- ����। ����M ���%�4, ���� ���������� !@�� !7�%  !"��-�� 
9( ��� ������% 57�� !*��©� %(��A ���� *�, ����� !%¸�4 �% � %(��A ��4 �.�4 8 
����*� !.���� !"�� !�4� *���। ��� �����% ���� %��� ��T��� *� ���@X ;������ ��T���� 
9(। ��� ���� �� *4 ��U !�\�� � �4� ;���2 %�� *�4���। 
 
 �� ����*� !"�� ��7e ��� �। ��# �T% %�� *� !.������� �4��� ���*�� ���7 ���� 
=, �� ����� ��� ����� %���%c�� �A�%- !"�� !�4��। � ���4� ���( ���� %��% !%� ���� 
!�f_ !�4� ��4 ��  �T% %��� ������। ����� ���@X ���%�� >��4 !������ ���@X ��� @�. %�� 
�@��� ���T�4 !�4� *� ��� ;�U��� %��� �.�4 !��%  %��� 9(। ����� ������% ;����� 
$������ ���-� !�4� *�। 
 
 ��� ;�>��� ������� ������ !.���� !�#�m��� ���। ���� !�\�� 5�4 =+6 �� ���� 
!.���� !�#� ���। 5��(%�  !.���� !�#� !7�% %���4���� 5�� ����* ��� ������ %��� 
;�����-�� ��� ��� ���%U� !�����*�� ���@X ������� ���4 !��। !%� !%� ��4 �4��� 
���*� ��4O ��� ;�>�m����� �1�2 $����� *�। @����4 !�����*� !7�% ���� !.��D�9 
���*�� ��*��( ����। 
 
 !�9� O4��9� ���-!�\� %��L�� (�����) ����-@GF������ !7�% �� C�� ��-M। %(��K 
!����4�� ���� !��.�*�� । %(��K ����� ���� �������। �$��*�� �� ���� ��#  !�~ #%���। 
%(��K 9F� ���� *���������। ������� !�9� O��� .� (#-��-��), !V�4�¡ ��q�� 
��Fb�-#q�%� !"�� !�< *��� �� ���@X ;������ ��T��� ���� ���4_ ���। 
 
 ���9��� !9��� T�%��.�0O �*%���� ;���� ��% 9�4.�4 ������ 5���3� ��*( ���। 
����� !9��� ������4 ������ 5���3� ��*( ���। @GF������� �%�  ������ �� �% � 5���3� 
��*( ���। ���� !�9� O4��9� ����। ������4 ���� %(��K ����� �*��। ;����� ���� 
%(��K ��*��4��। ������ !�\� !*q�%�4� -�� ��� �� C���� %��� �������� ��% 9�4.�4 
(���������� ;@(M��)। ������ �4��� ���*� ���M .2( ���, ������ �������% *(������ 
]�4��, !�#q, �(�����, ��# ��0�� ���� �m���� ��� !9�� ���� *�4���। 
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 5�� �1�2  !� ��U 9�4.�4 $����� *�4��� !�m��� *�~ @GF������ (�����), !��.�*�  
(�����), ;���� (���9���), ������ (!�0����4�), ��� �� C��। ������ ���R�������� 
��������.-� 7�%�� 9( y� � %(�A :��� %�� *�4���। ������ ����� !�\��� 9( y9 �������� 
q�R�� ����। !�0����4��� ,6 !��q� �% � *������� >�� %�� *�4���। q�R�� ���4�� �*�� 
(�0$�.� �$�%��� q�R��) !�0����4� *��������� ���4�_  ����। ���������� +, !��q� �% � 
*������� >�� %�� *�4���। %(��K !*��� ���� ����। y9 ��� §�� ���। �*� 
���R�������� 57� ���� %��� ��T��� *�। ��� !�� ��  ;�I��$�� %�� ��� 5�7��% �$�%`��� 
�� *�������� ���T�4 !�4� *�। ����� %���9� %�4%9 ���� *�������� ���-� �q��  %��� 9( 
����� @����4�� %��। ����?%@��� �*� ���R�������� ��.�q�.�� %��#L ���� ��� *�������� 
��� 9���#m�� !������% *�������� ��T��� *�। Æ<��� �a���� @����4 �����% ���*� !7�% 
��O4� �.�4���। �������� ��%�� ���@X �G�� !��.�� %������। >��4 @����4��O ��*��( 
%������। 9���#-�.e !7�% ���(w�(, %����$���, Æ<���, ;I�I �����* ��.� !7�% �4��� 
���। ���O ��-�� ������2 ��� �, ���O ���R����� .�� �f�� !��� 7�%�। !"�� %(�A !7�%O !"�� 
5�� ���R������� �4���@��� ���� 7�%�। �# ��4 ���@X !�\�� ;�]������ 
W�� !��� 
���4���। �������� ��%�� �G��-�� ;�]������ !"���4� 9( %(�A >�� %��। ���� 57� �(��$ 
5�4 pP 9 ;�]��� !"��5�� *। ���� ����� ��  �(����q ����� C*2 %������ �`%��� 
;>�4� !5���q� 9�� :�4� 9F� #����। ;���7��� ���( ���>� ���� %�-� O����, 
5���a� 9�� ��9�b� �*��। �# ����� ��  �(���q-�� ��� ���%U�� !.��4D� ���*�� 
���(�� $�� �.�4���। 
 
 �# ��4 ���������� ����M 5���a� 9�� ��9�b� �*�� ���� !�\�� �����-� 
�.�4����, ��� $���� ��-M ���������� ;@(M�� ������ ���@X ;�>� /��� /��� !���। ��� 
!�0����4�, @9���, �� C��� 9�@�4O @�<2 ���4���� ��� ���@X ���(� ��4 ����$� %��। 
9�� %��F���� �� ������ !�\� �����-� ��� �� ��� ��� �a2��4 �� C��� >��M��� 
%��� ����M ��4����। ��U !�\�� �4��� ���*�� !���%�� Y,  �%� %�� ����% ��%  ��$ ��� 
���(, %���-!$��� !����। ;�]����� +66  �%� %�� !���� ��� !.������ !�� ,6  �%� %�� ��%  
��$ ��� �§ !�� ��� ;7�� y’ �%� %�� 5�(* !�� ���। 
 
 ;������� ���%U� !�����*�� ��R���� /�0�  ���- ����� §�¾4�� !]��- ��� ������4� 
���*� ���� 5�4 y# !%�A�� :�( ���। 9���# ����  �V !]��- y# !%�A�� ��� �% !%�A�� 
�§q� ]�# �� ��4 ��/�0�  �1�2 %��� ���%W� C*2 %�� *4। �����*�� !��� !.������� 
;�5��� %���� *4 %(��K ��*��4���� !�f�_ । y# !%�A�� #-��-�� :��%��� ��*���( 5�� 
�1�2 $����� *4। �# �1��2 @����4 !.��D�9 ���*��O ��*��( !4� *�4���। ���O ��/�0�   
���� ��� %��� �3� *�4����� �%B ���%U� !.��D�9 ���*�� �1��2� ]�� �������% S 
>� �(�. %��� *4।  
   
 �# �(7-�� !7�% ���� %�m��� ��3� C*2 %�������। �1��2� �G��- �����*�� ��R 
�A�%- 9��� *��। !��qO �� ;4������ !��.�����.� ���(�� ������ ���( !��.����. �3� %��� 
*��। :��%����%O @��@��� 5��32 ���� *��। �� ��� �G�-��n# ���%U� !.��D�9 ���*�� 
;�>� 9��� ������ ��*�� S ;�>��� ��� !���� %�� !��। 
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 ����� ����� ������ ����  !-��-#� $�� #%��, ��'����, (�� ��) �*����) 
(�����) '���! ���% -����� .����� �)। $��� 0����) �1��2�' ������ %����� �)� ��)�(�। 
-��� $! #3��4 #��� %5��� -'6 ���� �����। #�����  ��7 -���! ����� �)। 
#����� 8%���� 0�� 9��74 �(� �। 0��� -:�: �(� �। $! %�; 9���<� -�=�� ���� #����� 
8%���� %���7� $�� %�%�>� �%������� ��?�� ��� ���� ��)�(। 
 
 9�@��� ��6��) ���0A -������ #����� ��@6�� #������� -�� ��7� ���)�(�। 
#����� ��'��� ���BC�D �������� �����(���। ��� 5�� ���0A #3��4 #��� %5��� -'6 
���� �����(���। 
 
 -�E��� ��% �@��! #����� ��') F? �)। -�E��� ���% �*����, 0�?G����� -����� 
��� ���� %�@6 �!। 
 
 ��'� H)��'��� ����  �� ���I��� 8%� 0<?G������� ����;� �%������� J�K�D 
#3�4 ��� �) ('���!-#1L ���%)। $� #�1 0<?G������� ��!M, $������ !����� .����) ��H)� 
��N�। ��O $! #3��4 #��� %5��� -'6 ���� �����। 
 
 $! ���D ���P #3��4� 5�� �C����� ��Q�� ���� �� ���R������� �� ��� �* #3�4 
���� ����। ��! ���� #�H 8%� $�� -:�: #�� F? ���। $������ ��!M $�� #��� ���* 
��)। $!%� #3��4� 5�� #��� ��Q�� ���� 8%�%���� ����  ���� ���। -:�:, �1�����?� 
%�S� ���� ���। 
 
 -�E����� ��Q����Q 0<?G������ ��� #��� #3�4 .����� �) ��'� H)��'���  
���� । �� ���I�� 8%� ���) $! #3�4 .����� ��)�(�। TU JV� 9.W ����� �� ����;�� 
�%������ 0<?G����� �(�* ���� ���� �)। $! #3��4 0����) �1��2�' ������ %����� �)� 
��)�(�। $! ���� #����� ��7 -���! ����� �)। �C������� #��� ��(� ��H)� ���। 
�C������ %��@ #��� ��� �)। $! ���� ��5�D���V  %����%� -���! ���� �। ��5�D���V   
%������ ������ ���� ��� �)। ')������D �%�'��� %��� ���� %����� ��� �)। ')�����D�� 
%����1� ����4 ��� �)। %������ ������ ���� ���� �1�) ���R����� X’0�! �������4 ���। 
$�����H %������ %��@ %����� ��� �)। 
 
    0<?G������� ����;� �%�������  ���I��-��M���)�D6�� �(�। Z ���[��)� $� ��7 T\ 
' ������� �2� -�=�) ��H)� ��)। ��(����( $� ]���� ���[��) ���, ��?B $�� �(�����) 9�) 
^__ '�� �2� -�=�) ��H)� ��)। ����;� �%������ ����� �'�� ��� ���D�) ��। -���� 
�0��1� %��S� ���%��  ������ ��� ��)�(�। 
 
 ����;� �%������� -���� �����` ���7a -�=�) ��H)� ��)। 0<?G������ #������� 
%�; ���*J� %I<46b�� c����) ��)� ��)�(�। .�B���� %I<46b�� �d �(�। '����� ��� �.e!  
��H)� ��) �!। .������� F�� f��%� �.e। %�; $������ $�D� 0����� ���*� �� �� ��N�। 
0<?G������� ��g���� ���� -�� ������ ��� ��H)� ��)। ����;� �%������ ��g���� ���� $%� 
���)��� ��� ������ -���.�� .����)�(�।     
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 $� ����! -����� $�� �*������ #3�4 .����� �)। X! '�)1� �@��! ����;� 
�%������ �����) ���� ���� �)। �*����� ���� �� ��� �%������� ����� $������ �0�G 
��)। ����� ���0A J�K�D� h� �� JD�� @���। ����;� �%������� ����� ��������� �0�G 
�1�)�(�। -����� �@�� ���R������� �K.�1*, ����� ��� ��� i����1�K� ���� -S%� �)। $ ��D�� 
���  �� ����� �����)�� H �]�)�j ��M�� %�?k�। ���D ������d� #3�4 ���(�। ������d� 
���� �� ���� ����� ����� ������ ����  ���������D� ���� -S%� �)। 
  

0<?G����� ���� �� ��'� H)��'��� $! ������D ��1l�� ��� ��� $�� ���� ��� 
�m� ���� ��nK(�)। 
  

$ (�*�H #�H X�D �1���� ������ X�D� ���� o�!D ��p !������ ���  �.�����D ���) 
�M����, �M��� $q��� ��� ��� ��5������ ���� -S%� �)। ���14��D �@�� #� $��D ���� 
����� �����)���� ����  ���������D� ���� -S%� �)। 
  

�����, 8%)���� �%����% (�*�H r� �%E��� %�; $���� Tr! �M�%s��� #�1 ��R �)।   
 
 


�p ������� ����� 
T\-\-Ttuv                  
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����������������������������    %<�%<�%<�%<�    ��������������������    
T^। r� �%E��� ��� %I��6 -����� 

9�m ����4 H �@���� 
����� $���M��� ������ ..... TtuT 

  
%�7�P���p ��p ��6� �����)�� ����%* 

Tr-T_-Ttuy 
 
 ^^�� #1L #���� r� �%E�� (�����-���'���), ����� #�'' ������ ^� �%E�� $�� 
����� ���'����� t� �%E�� ����z� ��)� �)। ^v�� #1z ���� #�� ����q�* ��nK�( $�� 9@�� 
r� �%E�� ��6���� ����� '��� ���� (��6�� ��'�) %��@ ���� ���। 
 
 ���������� ��R $����) $�% ��'�� �1n����{� ���। #��� $� #2 ��)�(� �� #' 
#�� #� 9��� ���� ���� �। ��|! #�� r� �%E�� ��6���� �]�)�j ��M�� %�?k��� %��@ 
���� ���। $��� #�� #����� %������ ��)��'� 0����) �%������� -�5%����� %��@ %�7�P 
���। #�� -��� #S�� -��7� ���(���-��� #�� -16��6� J�K�D�� ��� $�� �C��� ��?�� #3�4 
.����। ���H #��� ����� H ���'��� $���� %s�d ���4� ��� �� �(�, ���H ����� �C��R ���� 
'� ����7�� ����� '� 9}� �(���। $! %�) #�� �C��� ��?�� 9@� -����� F? ���। #�� 
�C��� ��?�� #3�4 .����) ����� \ '�� ��� H T^ '�� #�� ��� । #��� %��@ ���� �(� 
���� %��! �� ��7�9�a ���R�����। #����� T ' %���� #�� �)। #��� ����� ����1�, 
$%$��', v_v ��!�5� H ^ !�~ �D6���� %������ �C��� ��?�� #3�4 .����)�(���। #����� 
�M�5� ��'� �@�� v !�~ �D6���� %����� ��)� �)। 
   
 -����� %��-�%E� ���W�� ����� �����)���� �C��� ��?�� �*�! ���� �@� #�� 
'��� ����� 0���� ���� �। ��� �� %��%� ������ �@� !�����% ���� @���� ��� #�� �� 
���। ����� �����)�� �C��� ��@L 7��%�� ����(�। ����%���� ��( �@�� �% 0���� ���4 
��) ��K�*�)�(�।  ���� $�D�� ��)��� H ��� � J����) @���� �����(। r� �%E��� -��� 
-�5%����� ��� �� $� ����� � ������� #� ��� )। #�� ����� �����)���� ��� %��) 
���B6 �����। ����9��� H 9��� ������ �� ��� �C��� ��������� ����(��। 
  
 r� �%E��� �!� ���W�� ��p ������� (��6�� �� �����) %��@ #��� ��H ���.) 
�)�। $��� ��� #���� ��K� %��@ ���� ���� '� ��� ��i���। #�� ��K� ���6� �� ���� ���। 
$�' $)�� �5��%6� -�5%�� �H)� %��H ��� r� �%E��� ��� ���.��� ����( �� �� ��� �7 
������ -�5%���� %��@ ���� ��� .��। ��� ���4��� %��@ r� �%E� ���.��� ���। ��J6 t 
��% ��� %��70��� r� �%E�� �C��� ��?�� �*�! .����)�(। r� �%E� �����-���'��� �'�� 
��) 1�i� ��)�(�। -�� %�) ��� #���� �@��@ ���6� ���) -������ �` %����� ����(। 
 
 #����� �%E� r-$� %�� �5�� ���*������ =�� ��� �)। ���������� -��� 
�%E�q��� ����) $���� #����� �%E��! �` ��R $���� �(�। #����� �%E� %�� �a� H %�� 
�%E� �a� 
 

 
 

* TtuT %��� ����� ��� ��6�� �(��। 
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���������� -0����! =�� ��� ��)�(�। ����� H)��'��� (��6�� ��'�) ��� �; �(� 
%����1� %��-�%E�। ��K� �)��4 ��(� �)��� H ! �� #� ������ 8%� �(�। %����1��� ��;�46 
$���� ����� H)��'� -�� #�1! �C��� ��� �@�� ��R ����(��। ��DS�� %��-�%E� 
���.���� 0�� �(� ����� ����� ������ ���। ��� -�� =� �C��R ��� �����(��। 
���'����� ��K����)� %��-�%E� ���.���� 0�� �(� �]�)�j ��M�� %�?k��� (��6�� �!� 
���W��) ���। $���H -�� $���� ��R �(�। 
 
 ���R�������� 9��74 ��H)�� '� �%E� r-$� ���0A =�� ���I ��� ��)�(�। i�������*, 
���D1�(, ��������� �������., �1����, �%����D 90��� =�� ���R�������� ���I �(�। �%! %��) 
%����� -�5%���� -0��� i�������* $�� ���D1�( ����I ���R�������� 9��74 ��H)� ���N� �। 
�%E� ���W�� ����� #���� ���R�������� i�������* $�� ���M1�( ���I ���.���� 0�� �� $�� 
���R�������� ���� ���� ���6� ��। ��K� ���6��� i�������* H ���D1�( ����I ���R�������� 
���� ���� @���। �� �� ���7� H -��7� ������ %����� ���� ���� @���। $�� 9�) %���! 
%����� ����-$ -�0� �(�। %���! ��Q�� ���� ��) �� -�0� ������� �� ��L %����� ��7� 
���� ��)�(। ��O #��� -��� ��7� 9�a ���R�������� %����� ���� H �� -'6� ��@L �P%�� 
�(�। ���� ����� ��� -%������ �@� #���� '��)�। ����� ���� �� ��' ��H)� �� ���� �� 
0��0���! %IA �� ��6�� ��� ���� �.L� ���। ���R�������� ���������� -0���� ���i�) ��)� 
��। �%! '� ���R�������� ���I��, ��D� H �%��� 0�1 ��� �)। ���R�������� �0��� ��i���� 
�<��6 �%! =� 0��0��� ���� ��� �� $�� #�� ��'! -�� =� ���� ��� ����� ���i�)�(। 
 
 9@�� #�� ��%� $����) ���R�������� -�9��� ���! �% $����q��� �� ���'��� 
�'��� ����)�M��G, ?��)�, ������ $�� #D�H)���। $%� $����� #��! ���� ���.��� ����(���। 
���� ��� ���� -�� %�) !����5, ��'���� $�� ����;�� �������� ���� #3�� ��)�(���। $! 
��� $��D JD� J�D \! �%��s��। ���� ���� '� ��!। #��� %��@ T^/Tv ' ���R����� �(�, 
#� %�G ^D� $� $� �', $��D ^ !�~ �D6��, �z1� H v_v ��!�5� �(�। $��D ]��� 
����%���� ��R���� 9���7� -�=� �(�। �%��� ����%���� ^D� ��D� (�*�H !����5 H 
������ ��'����H �(�। #����� ���� ���� ��� ��(� ����� ����%���� '��)। #�� %����4� 
�1���� ��� .������। �C��� -���P #3�4 ��� h� %�� �*�! #����� �7� �(�। �C�� 
#����� ��� #3�4 F? ��� ��)। �� JV� ��� ��� .��� �� #�� #��� �� ��) �����) 
#%�� %7� �!। $ ���� #��� ^ ' ���R����� #�� �)। $! JD�� �� #�� ���R�������� 
���������� �0��� -�9��� ������ '� %������ ��D��6� ��)� =�� ��!% =�� ���। ��� $! 
=�q�� ���) ���R�������� -�9��� ����� �)। \__ ���R������� 9����� ��!%  ���) i����1�KH, 
���%����, �����, �K.�1* !����� =�� ��i��� �)। $!0��� ���R�������� �0��� -�9����� ���=� 
%IA ��� �%E� ���W�� �!� ���W�� ����� #���� ������� 1����� H �������.�� ���R�������� 
���I ���.���� 0�� ��� ���6� ��। �� ��6� $! $����� ���R������� ����B ��� ����  
������ �����। 1����� ����I ^ ��'�� $�� �������. ����I \__ ���R����� ���� ��N�। 
#��� ���)  �(� ��b�p 
 
 (�) ���� �@�� 9��749�a ���R�������� S�4 ���।  
 

(�) ���R�������� ���0A -������ ��i���� ���=� ���। ����� $������, ��!M, #3�4, 
��� H %*� �%�� (��q�� �C��� ����)��� %����� ���) ��*�) ��)� !����� ��' 
%IA ���� ���6� 9��।           
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(1) ���R�������� Z $����� ��;�J�D H -��� ��B�) '����। 
 
(J) ���R�������� Z $����� '1�4� %��@ ���� ���������� 
����� %s�d '����� 

���=� ���, 
 
(�) %��6���� ����%���� -����� $����� �0��� ���R�������� -�9����� ���=� ���। 

 
#�� $! X!�D q? �<46 ���R�������� ���I ���.���� 0�� ��) 9@�� ����� ���7� ��� 

����। ����� ���������� 
����� %�S���� ������� ��(� '�� �! $�� %����� ��n�� %s�d ���4� 
�!। %����� -�5%���� -0�� @���� '�! ����� ��7 %����� ��n�� '�� %�� �)�। �%! '� 
���I X�D� ���R�������� �i��� ���.��� ��� %�� �)�। #�� ����� %��L0��� %����� ��n�� 
�����) -������ ��i���� '� 8��� ���। ������� �)��4 ����� '� ���I��, ��D� H �%��� 
��0R ���। ����� %�1�i� ��� ����%���� ��� ��� ����7 ��K.��� ����� ���� @���। $� 
5�� ���� $� 0��%:; ��) ��* �� ����%��� ���H ������ �@�� �����) #%�� %��% ��� �। 
#�� -�� -������ ���R�������� %��@ ����� $�� $!0��� ���R�������� ����� ���*�) ����। 
#��� ���R1� -��S��4� 5�� ���R������� #��� ���6� ��� .��� �.L� .���)। #�� 
���R�������� ����%���� $������ H ��!M ��� $�� ��� H %*��%�� f�% ��� ��)�� ���6� 
��!। ������� -����� -~�� ��!% 1�* ������ '� ���6� ��!। -���� �0��� ���i�) ��! 
����%���� $������ H ��!M ��� ���6�; ���� '�। 

 
 ��%� ���R����� �� ���� ��) #%�, ������� 9@�� �C��� ��?�� $������ H ��!M ���� 

���6� �����। ��� H %*��%�� f�% ��� ����%���� ����)��� ����� %��L ���� '� ��i����। 
�(�D���D� -������� ���)  ���) ������� �����n��� �����6� ��� ����� ��। 

 
$��D -������� �@� #��� �� �*�(। ��������D �@�� ���1����D -�=��� ����%���� 

'� 9���� %���� ��� ��� �%� H 8%� #%�। $! %�� �%E��� ���)  �(� -%�%��%� ����� 
����� H)��'��� ���। ��� #���� $! -����� ���.���� ������� ��@L %����� ���। ��� 
��(� -�=��� ��D��� %������ �C���� ��� �D6�� .������ ���6� ��। ���D �(� ���<� %�� 
r! �%��s�। �0�� \D�� %�) v_ ' ���R������� ��) ���1���D �����!�� ��D -�=� �!। 
�����!�� ��� $���V D���� ��! �%��� �)। 1�����D H ��-!-�� �i��� ��%�) �<�� %�!. 
���1�) �C�� #%�� -��7�) -�=� ��) -��7� ���� @���। �i� %�)�� ���D %���� 
��)��D �1��� ���� $�� -��� �'�% 0��6 ��� ��(�� �1�q���� #�%। #����� $���V-��g 
��!�� #J��� !��%� %���� ��)��D �1� ��f; �)। ���-�%��� %�G %�G ����� -:�: ��) 
#����� �1���q��� '��� ���� F? ���। ���� �� �@�� ��� ����� �@�� #����� �J�� �5��। 
-�=� ��1��� ���� ���R�������� #�� ��(� %�� ���� ���6� ��!। #��� ���( TD� ����� 
����1� �(�। �%! ���4�: ���) #�� �C�%���� ��� #3�4 .����) ��! $�� $� ���� 
���R������� ������ ��(� %�� ���� %7� �)। $! -������ ^ ' %��%� ���R����� ��� H y 
' #�� �)। #��H ��K ���� %���� #J�� ��!। �C��� \ ' ��� H -�� #�� �)। $! 
-����� ���.���� '� ����6����� �������� %���� #���� ���9��� ������� 0<�B� ���। 
$! -������� ����D 
��� ����� ����� �@�� 9.���� �)। $ (�*� #�� ��%� -������ 
-��S�4 ��� �%q��� ��p ���1���D ��� -�=��� ��� -���P #3�4, ��1l�� ���-���I�� 
��M���)�D6�� #3�4, �s���� ��' -�����, ����J�D �C -�=��� ��� �����, ��������D ��� 
-�=��� ��� �����, ����� ���  
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-�=�� #3�4, ���Dl�� �C �1��2�' -�=��� ��� �����, 0������ �C ���I�� -�=��� 
��� �����, ����1� ���--�;� #3�4, ��B0�W� �C ��D��� ��� -���P #3�4, ������d� 
�C ���I��� ��� #3�4 !�����। 

 
���������� -0���� %������6� @��q���� #3�4 .������ '� #�� ��)�D� ��!% 1�* 

����। 5�����*�� J�K�D =�� ��� �) । ��������D @��� !��1� ��D H �6����D $����) #����� 
J�K�D =�� ��� �)। ����1� @��) ��!���)� H .����) ��!% 1�* ����� �)। $%� =� ���� 
���R������ �(���� ���0A ��� -�;��� ���� $������ H ��!M ���। ���� ��� H %*��%�� 
��*�) ���) ����%���� ����)��� ����� %��L ���। 

 
$%� %���� $����) J�K�D =�� ���� �� ����� �'��� �0��� ���R�������� ��0��� -�9��� 

����� ��), �% �.�� ���� @���। %������6� $����) -�=��� ���R������� !������ ����%���� 
��� #3�4 .����) 7��%�� ���� @���। ����%��� 0��%:; ��) ��*, $��� ���� ������H 
����%��� ��g�� �@�� �����) #%�� %��% ��� �। ���-�%���� 1������ -�� ��� ��)। 
#����� ���6���� ���� ����� 5�� ����%��� S��� ��H)� �d ��� ��)। $� �<��6 ����%��� S��� 
S��� �1�) ��D���', ����B64, ���*J� ���*�) ��)� $�� S����%���� ���� -���.�� .����। #����� 
���6������ 5�� S����%��� -�� 
�;� �pl�% �5��। ���� #����� �C��7� -�� �1�� �@� 
'���) %����� ���। #��� ��7 %� ��!% $����) @��� %�� �(� �। ��! ���Q-���� 9�) %� 
�’�D ��!% $����) �1�) ���R�������� %��@ �C��� ��?�� -�� -������ -��S� �����। 
$�� ���R�������� ����� -�� ���* ��)। #�� �0��� -�� ������ ��)�1 ��� �C��7� 
�1�� �@���� H 1������ %s�d ��� ����� '�। ���� #���� �i��� ������� ���) -������ 
%����� ���। 

 
���R������� 9�� ����! ����� -�=� ��� ���। $� =�� -�=� ��) ��% @��� �। #�� 

������� $����) ��!% 8��� ���। $q��� ��p ��������D @��� �}����D, ����)� @��� 
������D�, 1�1�.�� @��� 1�1�.��, ��������D @��� ������ H ��K. S�� ����)� @��� %���! H 
��'���, ���1�(� @��� �'1���* H ���' �����, ����)� @��� ����������, ��i������ @��� 
��'�����, '����� @��� 8������ !�����। 

 
$%� $����) ��!% 8��� ���� �� #�� 9�� $���� '� T_ �@�� ^_ ' ���R������ ���D6 

��)�1 ��� �C��� ��?�� -����� .������ '�। ���� -�� ����� 9���� ���D6�� 0�1�0��1 
��� -������� ���)  �����। �%��s� ���%� ���B� ���� 9�) %� ��D ��!% $����) ���� 
�@��@ ���)  ��� ���� %7� �)। -�E��� ���%� ��B���� 9�) 9�� ��!�% T\_ ' 9��749�a 
���R������� ��)�1 ���� %7� �!। 0���-�������� %���� �@�� u_ ��!� �0���H ��!% 8��� 
���� %7� �!। $� ��!% $����� %��@ -� ��!% $����� ���1����1 ���� ��। $!0��� ���� $� 
-��� %����� ��� $�� #��� %��@ �.! ���%�� ���1����1 ����। 9�� ��!% $���� �@��! ���� 
�%.��)� �����D6 ��i��। #�� ���I�� ���W����� ���( ���6� ��i���� $�� %a�� -�� ���I�� 
���W���� ����� �����D6 ��i��। �<���6� ���I�� ���W����� $� %a���� ��' �����। ����� 9�� 
���6� �(� �C��� %��� �@�� #3�4 � ��� $������ H ��!M ��� ������; ����� '� $�� 
���1����1 H ����)�� �d ��� ��)�� '�, %*� H ����%�� f�% H ��*�) ��H)�� '�। 
���R�������� ��� #�H ���6� �(� S����%� H $������%���� %��@ ���� ����� %����� ��) 
-����� ���� '�। ��O #��� $! %�) ��'���, #����, #�-���%, ��%��� ��1 H '���)��� 
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!%����� ������� H �������� #����� ���R�������� ���6����� ���� %��L ���। ��O #��� -�� 
��'���� $��� ���� ����D� -�� %�%� �1��� �C��� -�� ��� #������� ���। 
��������D @��� ��������* !��) ���� ����D� %�%� #��� ���%��� ���*�� ���R������ ���I 
9����� ����� ��H)�) ����%��� ��6�0��� #��� ���%��� ���� ���। #��� ���%��� 
����� 
%�1��� -��� �� )। 

 
�0s� ���%� 9@� %a��� ����%��� ���4i�%� ��) ��*। 9�� ����! ����� ��� ����� .��� 

��। ������� �%��� ��� �S�M ������4 JD��� �)। T_ '�� ���R������ $�D� ���D6�� $ 
���'� '� ��i��� ��)�(�। ��������D, ����1�, �0������, ��1l��, ���*S��, ��;�J�D, 
����)�, ���1�(� , 1G�.��, ��i������ !����� q? �<46 ��� -�=�� �S�M ������4 JD��� �)। 
$��� ����� ����H #����� ���6���� F? �) ��)। $� ���� #����� ���6���� S�� (��*�) 
��� H %����� ��� ���) q? �<46 =�� F? �)। ����%��� $��� #�H ���4i�%� ��) ��*। ���� 
9�)! %�%�) ��g�� #� (��� �(�* ��!�� ��� �। ��� -������ �1�� ���� ��'������� %��� 
$�1�) ��� $�� ��'�� �M�5� ��'�� @���। 

 
�M�%s��� 9@� %a��� #��� -�� $���� ����%���� ��� �@�� ��R ��� �5��। ���1�(�, 

��i������, 1G�.�� H ����) @�� $���� #����� �)��4 .�� #�%। ^�� �M�%s�� �%E� ���W�� 
����� #���� ���R�������� ��) TD� ���D���) 8��� ��� ��������D H ��;�J�D ��) ������� 
���� -S%� ���� ���6� ��। ��K� ���6�%� #�� ���R�������� %�1�i� ��� ���������D� ���� 
-S%� �!। ��DS�� %�� �%E��� ���W�� ����� ����� ���� �������, ������d� ����1� ��) 
���������D� ���� $�1�) #�%। -����� %����1� %��-�%E��� ���W�� ����� H)��'� 
0<?G�����, ��1l��, ���Dl��, ���*S�� ��) ������� ���� -S%� �। ��5����� ��R ��� #��� 
��;� J��D $���� ��) ����� ����� ���� -S%� �!। T\! �M�%s� -�� ��������m� �� ����� 
���� ��n(��� %7� �!। #��� ����� ��� 3��1� .�� ���) ��� �@�� %�� ���V��V $����) 
���� ���� ���। Tr! �M�%s� ����%��� ������� H #����� ���( #�%��64 ���। 

 
���� �'��� �%��'1� ������� T__ ' ���R����� #��� ���( 9��74 ��) -0���� .�� 

��)। $%� ���R������� -%�%��%� �(�। ���� ����%���� ������ #.��� #3�4 .����) 
�;����� ��� �(�*�(�। #1�z� ���) 9�R $��%-$ ��, ��, $�, #�� ��� $����� ��) 
�%��'1�� .�� ��। '�� ��� 
����� %�S��� ��'�� #���P%16 ����(��। ��� �� %��%� $� 
�% $ H ���R����� #�� ��� ��! �����(। ����� ��R ���� '�� ��� ��'� '�� ��%'6 ���� 
��6� 9}� �(��। �%��'1��� T__ ' ���R������ ���� #�� ����� ���I�� ���W��, ��p %�!X� 
������ �%��W-!-���W, ��p #��� ����%, �����)� ����% H �'��� ������ ��D� ���W�� 
��� #�� ���� ��� ���� �%��'1� $����) ���i�) ��!। 

 
���R�������� �)�4 H %������� �'�) ����� '� ����� ��� �@�� ���I�� ���W��, ��D� 

���W�� H �%�� ���W�� ��)�1 ���। ���R������� ���I��, ��D� H �%��� 0�1 ��� �C��� 
��� %���0��� #3�4 ���.���� '�। #��� ��)�' %��%� ���7� H ������ ���R������ �� 
��� 9�� ���(p  

 
T। ��?>���, ���I�� ���W��; ^। �%��'�� !%���, ���I�� �%��W-! ���W; v। �'���� 

#��, ��D� ���W�� �%��W-!-���W, y। $������ ��, ��D� �%��W-! ���W; \। <?� #�� 
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����, ��D� ���W��; r। ���X� ���� ��D� �%��W-!-���W; u। H)�X� ����, ��D� ���W��; 
U। #��� ����, ��D� �%��W-!-���W, t। ���p ���'� ��k, ���I�� ���W��; T_। �1��'�� 
����%, ���I�� �%��W-!-���W; TT। !��-#��, ��D� ���W��; T^। ����� #��, ��D� 
�%��W-!-���W, Tv। ��5��� !%���, ��D� ���W��; Ty। #��% %����, ��D� �%��W-!-���W; 
T\। ���'�55� ����%, ��D� ���W��; Tr। ������� #��, ��D� �%��W-!-���W; Tu। ������ 
#�� %����, ���I�� ���W��; TU। �?� #�'', ���I�� �%��W-!-���W; Tt। ���%�� #��, 
��D� ���W��; ^_। #���� ����, ��D� �%��W-!-���W; ^T। #���5 #��, ��D� ���W��; ^^। 
'��� #�� #����, �%��W-!-���W; ^v। H)���� #��, ��D� ���W��; ^y। #��)�� ����, 
�%��W-!-���W; ^\। #�X� ��5, ���I�� ���W��; ^r। ���p !��)�%, ���I�� �%��W-!-
���W; ^u। ')��� ��), ��D� ���W��; ^U। ���� ��), ��D� �%��W-!-���W; ^t। �?�k, ��D� 
���W��; v_। ����1� %����, ��D� �%��W-!-���W; vT। ��'�� ����, ��D� ���W��; v^। ���p 
#'��, ��D� �%��W-!-���W; vv। �%��'�� ��, ���I�� ���W��; vy। ��P5� ����, ���I�� 
�%��W-!-���W; v\। �������k, ��D� ���W��, vr। H%�� 1�, ��D� �%��W-!-���W; vu। 
���;��5'�� ����, ��D� ���W��; vU। ��!?>���, ��D� �%��W-!-���W; vt। 5��� ����%, 
��D� ���W��; y_। '����% ����%, ��D� �%��W-!-���W; yT। ������%�� ����, ���I�� 
���W��; y^। ��5��k�, ��D� �%��W-!-���W; yv। #��� ����%, ��D� ���W��; yy। ������� 
#��, ��D� �%��W-!-���W; y\। #�X% %����, ��D� ���W��;  yr। #�X% %���� (^), ��D� 
�%��W-!-���W; yu। $, ��, $�, #�X� ����, ��D� ���W��, yU। ����� ����%, ��D� �%��W-
!-���W, yt। ��5'�� ��, ���I�� ���W��; \_। %���� #�, ���I�� �%��W-!-���W; \T। 
#)�� #��, ��D� ���W��; \^। ���p #�� �%�k�, ��D� �%��W-!-���W; \v। ��'�� ����, ��D� 
���W��; \y। #�''�� ��, ��D� �%��W-!-���W; \\। '`?� �� 9��, ��D� ���W��; \r। 
#���� ��>��, ��D� �%��W-!-���W; \u। #'��?� !%���, ���I�� ���W��; \U। �����)� 
����%, ���I�� �%��W-!-���W; \t। ���p ��'���, ��D� ���W��; r_। #�%�� ����, ��D� 
�%��W-!-���W; rT। ��%��� ��k, ��D� ���W��; r^। H)��'� #��, ��D� �%��W-!-���W; 
rv। �%��'�� !%���, ��D� ���W��; ry। �����)�� ����%, ��D� �%��W-!-���W; r\। 
��!?>���, ���I�� ���W��; rr। ���p ���%��- #��, ���I�� �%��W-!-���W; ru। $� #� 
9��, ��D� ���W��; rU। ��5�� #��, ��D� �%��W-!-���W; rt। #��� #��, ��D� ���W��; 
u_। ������ #��, ��D� �%��W-!-���W; uT। ��%�����k, ��D� ���W��; u^। #��)�� ����, 
��D� �%��W-!-���W; uv। ���%� #��, ��D� ���W�� $�� uy। ���%�� ��, ��D� �%��W-!-
���W। 

 
$ (�*� #�� ���q��� q? �<46 -����� ���.��� ���। ��. �%%� -������� %��7a 

����4 ��H)� ��p 
 
9@� -�����p ��������D $�� ���1����D� �����6� �����! H !��%� ��*�) ��H)� �)। 

9��� ��, ���1����D �������� $��D �R J�K�D �(�। $! J�K�D�� 9���� �� %��� %d��) 
����%��� $����� ���� �M��D�� ���� -�� ��) �����। T\! �%��s� �0�� ���� X�����D 
��� '�)1��� ��! $�� ������� ���@6 %�����1 ���-�%������� ���1�*� ��*�) ��H)� �)। 
$! -������ -����7 ^u ' ����%�� ����� J�D $�� T_/T^ ' ������0��� #�� �)। $! 
-������� ��� 
��� ����� ����� ��� �@��H 9.�� ��� �)। $! -������ ���R������� 
-��S�4 ���। $! -������ #�� ��' #�� �! $�� #����� ���R����� $�' ���� � $�� y 
' ������0��� #�� �)। 
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����) -�����p ������� 0<?G����� ')�����D ��)1� -�����। ������� %��) ���� ��� 
������� ���*S�� �@�� ������ -��3� ��� �%�, �1����?� $�� 8%� ���Dl��, ��1l�� $�� 
0�?G������ ���� %����� � ���� ���� �% '� $! -����� .����� �)। $! -������ 
0�?G������� ��'� H)��'� ��� �� ��) #3�4 ��� #� #��� ���� X�D� ���� $�D� �(� 
���Dl�� $�� -���D �(� ��1l����। �0s��� 9@� %a��� ���� ���� $! -����� .��। $! 
-������ #����� ���R�������� 9�) T_/T^ ' %�%� ���� �, -������ ����%���� ����7 
�%�)�’ �%� ��� �)। $! -������H #��� %�5�� -'6 ���। $! -������ T ' -�5%��%� 
T_ �@�� T\ ' ����%� ��� ��* $�� ^ ' -�5%�� ��� �)। 

 
v) -�����p ��������D $�� ��;�J��D� �����6� �*���* !��)� ��������� #����D 

J�K�D �(�। �0s��� T_ ������� %d��) $! J�K�D #3�4 ��� �)। #��� ������ ��� r_ ' %�%� 
��) #�� ��' $! J�K�D #3�4 ���। #����� ��� #3��4� 5�� \ ' ����%� ��� $�� 
������ �����) ��)। #��� H��� ��A�� ���' %�����1��%� #����� ��� %��������� ����� ��.� 
$�� �%! ����I �� ������� ��) ����%��� ��� ��D���� ����H ��� ��) #�%। $! -������ 
#����� y/\ ' ���R����� ������ 0��� #�� �)। �<��6������ #��� ������ ^-$� �� ��;�J�D 
$�� ��� #������ �M�%s��� 9@� ����! ���-�%���� -�=�q���) #3� .���) $�� ����� 
%5� #3��4� ���� ������ ����� �D��� � ���� ���� ����� ��M���)�D6��� ����0<� �)। $(�*� 
^-$� ��H ���1�(� @�� $�� ��� ��l6��6� $����) ��������� -�=�q���� �� �.����1�a� 
#3�4 .���)। ����� �% #3��4� ���� �������� ������ � ���� ���1�(� �(�* ������ �1�) 
#�) �)। 9%G� ����� ��, $!%� #3��4 9.�� �����4 -:�: �������� $�� ��'������� ��( 
�@�� ���� ���� #��� %7� �!। $%� #3��4 �����%���� ��'����H ��� �)। 9%G�3�� 
#��� ����� ��, $�� �(� �������� -����� ���������� -0���= $����� #3�4����। 

 
%���� $���� �@�� ��J6 r\ ��!� �0��� #��� ������ T-�� �� ��i������ @��� ��������� 

�C������ ��� %5� #3�4 ���.��� ���। ����H �M�%s��� 9@� �@��! �C������� %�; 
��� ����� $�� ����� ����� 7)7�� %�� ��� 9.�� -:�: ���� ���। ����� ����H -�� 
��'���� ��� �) $�� #�%��64 ���। $� 5�� T_! �M�%s��� ���� $! %�; $���� �C��R 
�)। $���� ����� ����� ���� ��DS�� �@�� ������� ���� -S%� ��� @��� $�� H)��'� 
0<?G�����, ���*S�� ��) ������� ���� -S%� � $�� #�� #��� ����� ��) ��������D ��) 
������� ���� -S%� ��� @���। �M�%s��� TT/T^ ������� ���� #��� ��' �' �' ��%� 
���������D ����� ��) %�����0��� ������� ���� -S%� ��� @��� $�� Ty! �M�%s�� ����� 
���� ��nK�( ����� ���V��V #3��4� 9}�� ��� @���। ������ �������H ����� ��nK�( $�� 
���� #������� ���V���V #3�4 =�1� ����� -����� '��। ��K�� !������ ���%' 
���)�(�� �� �����= �������� #�%��64 ���� $�� �%'� ���� 9}�� ��N। $ %���� ���) 
#��� ������� #3�4 �@�� ���� �!। #����� ����� ��nK(�� ��� ���) �%����� '14 H 
#������� S��-S����� �@�� #1� %����4 ���B #������� $�� ���������� ������.� %���6� 
��। ����� ��'�)���% $�� #����� 9�� ��K��� -����� H 9�4�� %���6�) #��� ��� ��) ��*। 

 

�7�p $�, �����)�� ����% 

Tr-T_-uy 
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%�7�P���p ��'� %���� �����)�� ����%�7�P���p ��'� %���� �����)�� ����%�7�P���p ��'� %���� �����)�� ����%�7�P���p ��'� %���� �����)�� ����    
    

#���� ��H)� �) r� �%E��� T� %��-�%E� ���W���� ���) । Tv! '���! �������� 
�%������� 9�� ���6��) �@�� ���.)�� ��) r� �%E��� �)�4���� ���'��� �'��� ������)� 
��� =�� Tu! '���! ���) 0�� S�4 ���। 

 
9@� %a��� #��� %��-�%E��� ��R $���� ���� ��� �) H ���.) �!। �%! %�) �R $����) 

���R������� (�0G -�=�) �(�। '���! ���%� ^t ������ ��K����)� @�� �A) ���� %�� 
���R���������� $���� ���� �.L� ���। �%��� �P���� !-��-#�, #%�� ��'���� H !z ��G� 
���'���V� �'�)��� $���� �!। ��� ���� �P���� t� !-��-#� �!�-$� �'��� %����! ���� 
�(�। $��� ���D ���I�� 1i ��� �)-। 

 
‘$’ ���I�� ���W�� %������ #���� ����%, 9�R !-��-#�, 
 
‘��’ ���I�� ���W�� %������ �����, 9�R !-��, #�; 
 
‘�%’ ���I�� ���W�� %������ #��� ����%, 9�R !-��-#�। 
 
#1L ���%� ^ ������ 0'���� ���D���) ��M���)�D6�� =�� ��� �)। yi� #1L 0'��� 

�@�� ���I�� ���1�� �M�5� �)। �%��� -�=����� �)�q�*, �������*�, �����K'��, 
5�����*�, )���*� S��%� %��-#D ��!� '�)1� ��� ��� �)� �)। �%��� ��������� ���z 
��%��� �(�। $!%� $���� #1z ���%� 9@� %a���� �0���! #����� ���� .�� #�%। #1z 
���%� ^) %a���� ���� %����� ���� T ��!� '�)1� #��� ��� ��� �!। 9�; �(� u ��!�। 
�%��� '���� ��)��, �1�)��Q��, ���)���*�, M�G���*�, ���1�KH, ������ H �0���� ��*� S�� ��� 
��� �!। �%��� ��� ������ 9���7� �<�� �(�। $! %�) �������� #����� ��� �0�<����*�, 
�1�)��Q�* H '������)�� S��� #3�4 ���। $! #3��4 9@�� #����� ���I�� (�0G ��) 
��)। �%! %�) #��� -������ 0����) #�D6���� ���'��V ��������� ��� ����� ���। $! 
%�����1 #���H ����� H�� ���� #3�4 .���!, 5�� ������� �R S��q�� �(�* ��(� .�� 
��)। $! ���� #����� ^u ' ��� ���R����� ���� � %�G ��� ��� �����P��4 ��� H ��)�' 
#�� �)। #1z ���%� ���B� ���� #� $� ���I�� 1i ��� �) (��, ���� H ��(� %����� 
�'�)� ���)। $! ���I�� ���W�� ���R �) %������ #��� ����%। �% %�) #����� ���D ��R 
.�� ���I��� ��। �%��s� ���%� 9@� %a���� ���� .�! ��� ���� ���* .������ S��, 
5�����*�, �!��*, M�G���*�, ���@�1�KH, '�������*�, ��%��*�, ����)���*� H 9����*� #��� 
��� ��� �!। $! $���� ���� #�� #����� %�G ��������� %�G ��)���� %��� ��� %�J�D� 
�) $�� %�; .�! ��� ���� ���� ���-������ ��������� �M�5� �H)� �)। �%! %�) 0����) ��-
$%-$5 ������ ���� #3�� �H)�� %�) %����� ���। .�! ��� ���� ���� .�� ���I�� ���R����� 
�M�5� ���1�)�(�। �% %�) #����� -�� ���I�� H #����� ���D���) ��M���)�D6���� %�G 
�D���5� ���1����1 =�� ��� �)। 

 
�%��s� ���%� v) %a��� ��������� �� � J�K�D -����� �� ���I�� ��) #3�4 ���। 

-����4�) ��������� %�G #����� ���R�������� 9.W ��� �) ��O ��������� ��� #3��4� 
���� �D��� � ���� #��� ����) .�! ��� ���� ���� #����� �M�5�� .�� #�%। �%��s� 
���%� ���B� 
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���� '1�����D ��������� J�K�D� ���� #3�4 .���!। '1�����DH ��������� %�G #����� 
0�B4 ��� �) ��O ����� ��� #3��4� ���� �D��� � ���� .�!��� ���� ���� .�� #�%। 

 
-�E��� ���%� 9@� %a��� -����� H '1�����D ����) #3�4 ��� �)। ��O ���-������� 

9���� ��� ��) �!। -�E��� ���%� ^) %a��� ���������� 9@� ����9�a ^) ��p $, ��� 
�.n���� H ^) ��p ��%�X� ���� #��� %��-�%E�� ���1�� ���। !������ ���������� �0��� 
�.�1*, ���D����, �����, i����1�KH H ���1�� $�� ���'���� $5 $5 ������� ����� -: H 
�S�M ���) ��i� �)। �%! %�) ��������-��'������� �M�5��� ��� #����� ���I�� 
���R�����14 �%�� �0�m�� 0�1 ��) ��������� 1����@ ��!M H $������ ���। #����� 
$������� ��������� �` 8%� ����� �)। $!0��� �0s� ���%� ^) %a�� ��6� ��������� ��� 
�����, ��!M H $������ .��� @���। 

 
^^�� �0s� ���� #��� �� ���I�� ��) ����) -����� #3�4 ���। $! ���� 0����) 

#�D6���� ��������� J�K�D� ���� ��� ����� ���। ��� #3��4� ���� �������� ��D ��)।  #��� 
-����� ��� ���। $! ���� ��-$%-$5 ����� #������� �0���� 5�)�� ���) ��@L %����� ���। 
�%! ��! 0����) T^-��'����� ��!�5�% ���'��V -������ %���� -�=� �)। �0s� ���%� 
^v ������ .�! ��� ���� ���� #���� �M�5��� ��(� 0����) u� ����i� ���'��V -�=� 
�)। ���R����� ���* �����6 ��) ��)। 

 
^v�� �0s� ���� 0����) ������ %�����1��) #��� '1����D #3�4 ���। �0)��7 0�B4 

q�� ����) H #�D6���� ����� �) ��O �%�� '1�����D #����� %�5�� ��0 ���� �। #����� 
��7 �%! ���� v_ ' ���R����� ����� �) । ^y�� �0s� ����) '1����D #3�4 ���। 
#����� #3��4 ��� ����� '1����D �M�5� �(�* ���) �.�1* -�0���� �����%�4 ���। 
'1����D #3��4 0����) T^-��'����� ��!�5�% ���'���V� ‘$’ ���I�� #����� 
���R�������� %�G %����� ��) ��� ���। '1����D ���� #����� ^ ' ���R����� ������P��4 
���। ��� ���� ��H����� %�����k ���� � %�G ��� ��� ������P��4 ���। ��)�' #�� �)। 

 
$! %��) .�! ��� ���� ���� -����� H '1�����D ����� 0����) �%������� 8%�14 

��'� �)। ^y�� �0s� %����� ����� '1����D �@�� �.�1* -�0���� �H� �) । ��@ �.�1* 
�@�� T ��!� �<�� @���� �������� #����� ��� ���7a0��� ����� H q�� ���� @���। 5�� 
�%��� �M�5� ��� �)। �R '�)1�) #����� ��' ���R����� ������P��4 ��� H %��' #�� 
�)। ��� ���� ^) ��p $�, ��� �.n����H q?��0��� #�� �)। 

 
�K.�1�* ��������� ��� �'��� J�K�D �(�। $��� ��������� 9�) �� ���D���) 8%� ��)��'� 

�(�। ��������� �.�1�*� .����6�� �� � ������ H �'��� ��~ �(�। 
 
^r �� �0s� ���� #����� ���R������ T ���D���) H 0����) �%������� ^ ���D���) 

��n@0��� ���-������ ���� J�K�D �.�1* #3�4 ���। %������ ��� .�� ��O �������� �.�1* 
�M�5�� @���� %�@6 �)। $! ���� 0����) ������ T__ '�� ���� �'�)� H ^^ ' ���R���� 
����� �)। ^u ����� %��� ����� ��� .��। �%�� 0����) ���� ����� �K.�1�* ��������� ��� 
���� ����� .���) $�� ^U ����� ���H #3�4 -����� @���। ^U ����� ���� ����) 0����) 
������ �� ���D���) H ���R����� T ���D���) H v �� $5$5 ����� ��� #3�4 .���)। �%! 
���� 0����) #�D6���� ���'��V r_�D 1� �@�� $�%��@ ����� ���। �R ���� r ��'�� �1��� ��� 
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�M�5��� ��� ��7a �)। ���-����� ^U ����� ���� �K.�1* �(�* �)�� ��J��� �M�5� �)। Z 
����� ���� #����� %����� ������ ^\_ '�� �� ����� �)। $��� ��� ������ ^�� '�� 
�� ����� �)। ^u ' ���-�%��� '��� ��� �5�� �)। 9.�� -:, �1�����?� H U�D 1�*� ���� 
��� �)। �K.�1* ��� �������� H ���R����� ���������� �0��� ���P ���q��� ���� -���। 

 
v_ ����� ���� ����) ����� @��� ��k��� �H� �!। ���� ��D�� %�) ���D���� ��� =�� 

X�� #����� -S1�� 9���� ���। 5�� #��� �%��� �M�5� ��� ���� �!। 
 
vT ����� T^D�) #��� ��������� ��� #3� .���!। $! #3��4 ���R������ \ ' H 

0����) ������ \\ ' ����� �)। ��� #��� �)�����J ��� ��� �5��। ������ #��� ������ 
��k��� �H� �!। �������� ������� #����� ��� #3�4 .���)। #��� ���� ��) ����� @��� T 
��!� �<�� �M�5� �!। ������ ����� ��M���)�D6�� #3�4 ���। $��� ��������� %��� #����� 
0�B4 ��� �)। $��� 0����) #�D6����� ����� %���� ��� �)। %d��) ����� @�� #����� ���� 
#�%। ��������� r_/u_ ' ����� �)। 0����) ����� ������� $�% ����� �) ��O ���R����� 
����� �@�� �� ��!� %���� i����1�K�)� ��@ �M�5� �)। �%�� ���� 0��� ��% 5�)�� �)। ���� 
0����) ^_/^\ ' �'�)� ����� �) $�� #����� ���� H ��A� ������ ���D6� y/\ ' ��� �)।  
$ ����! 0����) ���I��� %��� ���R������ y_ ' �'�)��� ��i�!। ���� 0��������� ���D 
�1�� �������� ����� ��� #3�4 .���)। �� 0����) �����H ����� ���� '��� ��)। ��� 
8%��� 0����) ������ #3��4 �D��� � ���� ������ 0���� ��' L ��� ��(� ��D। T�� �M�%s� 
#��� ��' �@�� ^ ��!� �<�� -S%� ��) �M�5� ��) @���। 0����) ����� �� ��' ������ 
���। 

 
v�� �M�%s� #��� %����� ����� i����1�KH ���� -S%� �!। $! %�) �������� i����1�K ���1 

���। i����1�K�� ��������� %��� #����� ��� %�JB6 �) �!। Z ��! #��� i����1�KH ��� ��� 
i����1�KH �@�� #��� �� ��!� %���� -S%� �!। y ������ #��� �D��� ��� =�� �M�5� ���। 
\ ����� %����� ��������� ���� ���� ��! �i�!। r ������ #��� ���1� #3�4 ���। 
��������� %��� #����� �` %�) ��� .��। ���B �������� ���1� �(�* ��(� ��D। $��� 
0����) ������ T_/T^ ' �'�)� ��� �)। u ������ #��� %����� ����� 0��1�KH ���'� ���� 
�H� �!। �������� �� 0��1�KH ��' L ��� ��;�� X ���� ��! ��K�� ���� ��(�� ���� -S%� 
�)। #��� �� 0��1�KH ���'� .����� �@�� ��! ����� F? ���। 

 
t ������ #����� X�D ���I�� H 0����) X�D ���D���) ���'��� #3�4 ���� -S%� �)। 

���'����� ���D �1�) ��~ �� ��* ��) #���H ���'��� #3�4 ���। $��� ��������� 
%��� #����� -��7 ��� .��। $! ���� #����� %����� ������ v_/v\ ' ��� H T_/T^ 
' ����K' �)। ��� #��� �%�� �@�� ��(� ��D। �5��� ��@ �� ��G� ��� =�� ��������� 
#� $��D �M�5��� ��� #3�4 ���। $��� #��� ^v ' ����%��� '��� ��� �5�� $�� 
9.�� -: ���� ��� ��*����* %�� ��*। ���4 ��������� ��)��D D���� ��( �@�� #%�(�। 

 
T_ ������ 0����) X�D ���D���) 8%� ���������� #3�4 ���, ��O $��� ��������� ��� 

#3��4 ���� #� %���� ���� -S%� ��� �����। $! ���� 0����) ������ 9�) T\_ ' �'�)� 
���� ��)। ��� �������� ��(� ��D। ��H #����� ��M���)�D6�� ���1��! �(�। !������! ���� 
�@�� #����� ����� H 0����) ����� ���� ��� ��� ���'����� ��D $�% ��*। 
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T^! �M�%s� #��� ���� ����) ��%��� #3�4 ���। #����� %�G 0����) �����H �(�। $! 
#3��4 0����) ������ T\ '�� �� 7)7�� �)। $�� #����� u ' ���� ��) । $��� #��� 
��'� ������%� Tt '�� '��� ��� �5��। Z ��! #��� %���� ���� -S%� �! $�� 
��5����� ��� ��� �5��। 

 
Tv ������ #��� 8%)������ ���� -S%� �!। 8%)���� �@�� \ ��!� �<�� ��� D���g� %��� 

#����� D���g� %�JB6 �)। ���� 0����) ������ X�D D��g H ��������� ���D D��g %I<460��� L 
��) ��)। Tv ����� ������ yU ����� ���'���V� -���)� H $�' -�5%��%� 9�) T_u ' 
����%� #����� %����� ������ ��D #�%��64 ���। 

 
T\! �M�%s� ���� ��� ���1M ���W�� %�!5���� ��� =�1� ������ '� -����� ���। ��(�7 

�� ��� ��)' 1�M6%� #����� %����� ����I #�%। ��� %�G #����� -�� %�) ��� 
#���-#���.� �)। ��� ��� ���1M ���W�� .�� ��। 

 
Tu ����� %���� �%��� -�=��� %�� ����%� ��������� ��D #�%��64 ���। 
 


�7�p ��'� %���� �����)�� ���� 
������ �%����% 

Ty-T_-uv 
 
 

%�7�P���p 8%)� �%�� #��%�7�P���p 8%)� �%�� #��%�7�P���p 8%)� �%�� #��%�7�P���p 8%)� �%�� #��    
 
TtuT-$� ^�� �0s� ����� H)��'� %���� #���� ���R����� X�D $����� (��*����* $�� 

�������) ���I�� ���W�� ��� ��i�। 9@�� �1l�� @��� �����1�� ��� �) ���I $�� �%�� 
�@�� ������� -����� ��� �)। $��� ������� ��'��� ��' ����%� $�� t ' ��'���� 
#%�� ����� #3�4 ��� $�� v ' ����%� $�� t ' ��'���� %�J�B6 ��� �)। '1�4� 
%��)��) T\_ ' ��'������ #�%��64 ����� ���� ��� �) (t! �0s�, TtuT)। t! �0s� 

��� �����) 9@� ����� ��m�� ��� �)। $ %�J�B6� ��� ���) ���*S�� @��) �J�1���� 
!��)�� v__ ��'���� �
N�) ����� ����)��%� �������� #��� ��D #�%��64 ���। $! 
#�%��6�4� ��� ���0A =��� ��'������� �� ����D 9���3)� %��L ���। ���� ���*S�� ������� 
���0A =� �@�� ��� ���H)� ��*����*, ���1���(� !����� !��) �@�� �
N�) ���R�������� 
���( #�%��64 ���� @���। ���*S�� ����� ����%��� J�K�D �@�� �` ��'���� ����� ����)��%� 
�����) �1�) ���0A =�� ���R�������� ���( #�%��64 ���। 

 
���*S�� ����� ��D��6� ���1���(� !��)� ������ ������ J�K�D �(� #�� ���R�������� 

��) ����� ��� J�K�D #3�4 ���। ����)����� %�J�B6 �����1��� ���� X�D �1� ���NA ��� 
�M���!D ���)। $� 9�) v\ ' ����%� ����� �)। ���1���(� !��)�� -'�6����) ����%��� 
��!�� ��. �M���!D ���� ��)�(�। ��������� �� -��3��� %�) �M���!D�D �������� �)। 
���6�� %��) �������4 ��� ��� $�' ���R����� ��� �)। 

 
u! �M�%s� 0����) �%������� ���1�M)�� ������ ���6�� ���R����� $�� 0����) ��� ���� 

��n@0��� ���*S�� ���� ��6� ��� ������ -�=�� 0��� H �<������ ���� ���) #3�4 ���। ��� 
����� ��� ��������� � ���! ���*S�� �@�� %�� ��*। 
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��� H ���R����� T_! �M�%s� ���*S�� ���� 9��� ���। ���R������� ���*S�� �� ���� �K.� 
���� D����� 9@� 
��� ������ ����� ��m�� ���। ��������� -�=� J�K�D%�<� �(�p (T) 
��0���0! ��!]�� (!���)���� �� $�� �1��2�' ��) (^) ���*S�� ���� ��� J�D; (v)���*S�� 
�%-$W-�� -�5% �1�M��; (y) <� D�� ���D6 ���[�; (\) ���� ����D H ��'���� ���� ��� 
(%��� ����!�)� �1�M�� H ���*S�� ���')। 

 

�7�p 8%)� �%�� #�� �D��� 

^u-u-uv 
 

    
%�7�P���p %������ ��'� ���p ���'��k�%�7�P���p %������ ��'� ���p ���'��k�%�7�P���p %������ ��'� ���p ���'��k�%�7�P���p %������ ��'� ���p ���'��k�    

 
'� ���%� ���B� ���� �!� ���W�� ������� ������� ����� #����� �%E��� -���)� ���R 

�!)� #�%�� $�� ��K����)�) ��K��� �a� =�� �����। ��� ��� ���� ������ -�5%��। %�� 
���R������� ���1 ���)�(। =������ -�0��� ��K��� %����� 8���! ��� ������ ��!)� #��� #�H 
�P%���� �! $�� #����� ����� ���*)� ��)। ���H -¢���� ���� ����B ���4��� ���.) ��)� 
#������� .�P��� �����। ����� H i����1�KH $���� �)� �%E� 1�i� �(�। ������)�) @���)� 
��(��� ��6� ��' ���� �� �]�)�j ��M�� %����k %���� #�%��। r� �%E��� ^�D %�� 
�%E�� 0�1 ��� �!�। i���1�K $���� �)� %�� �%E� r-$ $�� ����� $���� �)� %�� �%E� r-��। 
%����k %���� r-$ %�� �%E� ���W�� $�� ����� H)��'� %���� %�� �%E� r-�� $� ���W�� 
���R �!��। �� ����� '?� �� %�-�%E� ���W�� ���R �!��। '���! ���%� 9@� ���� 
'?� �� %���� -%�= �H)�) #����! ����) ���W ��� �!�, �� %����k %����H ���=� 
�(�� �। #����� ��' .���� @���। 9��� �!�� $! %�) ��6� #��� 
��� $����� 
'%�����4� %�����-%���0<�� ��!)��( 9.��। %�@6 H 0����%� ��!)��i -5���। $! X��6� $��� 
���� $��0��� ��� #1��1�*� #����� %������ $�1�) #�%��, $��� -�� %�) %����� 
-�5%���� 0<���� �)� ��' ����� ��� �!�� �~1* �)�����J� 
���� $M�0���D '�� 
�%��'�� !%��� $�-�%-$। 

 
��! ���, !������ #��� <� �%E� ���W���� ���6� H �9�4�) $�� �<�6����¢� -���)� 

��(��<� -S%� �H)�� 9)�% ��!���(। X���� -��D� �J��H ���)� ����� ��D��6� �H)�� �.L�) 
#�(। 0'��� �M�5� �!�� ���I��q���� �i�!)� $����� ����9�7�� v-r ��!� #�1 ��*�!)� 
-S��6� J�K�D�� ��1��� �!�। ���'! X���� %�G �(�D���D� %�JB6 #����� �������m� ������ 
�!)� ��K*�!�। �d����£� %������ #���H X���� ������; ���)� �������। ��� ��� <� 
���R�%�� �� ���� ���B ������� #�%)� ���1 ���� ���1�, #� ����¢� -�%��� #��� 
������1�� ������ $����) ��i�!�� #�� ������। $! %�) #��� �5[ ��M���)�D6�� 0'��� 
�!�� \ ��!� %��� ���1� ��� =�� =�� ������ $�� %��-�%E� ��M���)�D6�� ��K����)� 
�!�� 0'��� ��) #%� �!�। �� ���I��q���� ��'� �(�-%������ ���5�'� ‘$’ ���I�� 
�~1�*� ��(� ��1��*�-H�����, ��)� %������ #�X� ������� ‘��’ ���I�� %����'��-
����'�� $�� ��)� %������ ����� #��� ‘�%’ ���I�� (�)���*� $����। %�2� �!, �<��6� ��f; 
-�=� ��D�!)� #��� �� -��D� %�1�i� H %����;। ��� �� $�D� ����D �<��� %� %�) #��� 
-�0� ����� ���1���। �G���)� !N�) $�� %�) '���! ���%� T\ ������ #~��� -���)� 
�!� ���W�� ����� $�' <� -�5%�� �) ���1� #�%�� �5���� �����। �@�) 
���=���� ���� %������ ��'� 
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���'���k, %������ ������ #�X� ���5', ��)� %������ ��'� ����� #�� $�� �)� %������ 
#��� ������� �� �������1�। �%-H %���� �����, “#����� ���R����� ��������� %�1�i� �!�� 
��!���( $�� 0��B��� #������ ����� -%����� -�� �7��! ��J� �!��।” ����� ��� %�G #%� 
�%! �� -�5%���� ���.) ���!)� ���� $�� ������ #����� %��-�%E��� �5[ -�5%�� ��%��� 
���R ����। -��� -�5%���� -���=���� %���)�0��� ��� %��-�%E� ���W�� ���H -����� 
�!��। #�� #��� %����� ���%�� ��' ����� ���1���।  

 
<� �5[ -�5%�� ��!)� #��� 0��� ����। ����� %�G -�� �@����6� �!�। ��� ���%����, 

.D��D #� �(�¦ 1*�� ���B�D ���, ��O ���'���a �.����। ��� ������ ������ ����� ���। 
�� %���� �����)�� ���� ��। ������� -����%�। ��6�� �%�� .�D1�K। ’rU�� ���� ��!)��(- 
F?�� TT-����. H ��� vT-$5-$5 ���'���V .����� ���)��(। �%�� �!�� ����� %��06% 
����MD ����� .��)� �� $�� ���) �<�6��6� ������ 8�%������ ��-�D-$%-H $�� 9��74����� 
��� ���� �(��। ���6 ����7 #'�� ��§��, �Q���, ����, ��)�����D 90��� =� J���)� -�� 
-�0��� -'6 ��� ���। ’uT %���� v�� '���! ��� $� %�����1 (����) ����;� �!�� 
����!)� #�% ��� ���R������� ���1�� �����। F�� ��'! #�% �! %�G �)� #�%)��( 
#�H ��' -�5%��। ��! ���, -�p�� �5���� ���B -�5%���� .��)� �1�� �%����� ��। 

 
TU! '���! ����� �����)�� #����� -���)� ��� ���1�� ����� ���1��। ������� 

#����� 9@� ��6�� -��� ��@�� )। ����� ���=���� #����� ���R%�S�� -0<��<�6 $� ��� 
���* ��। ����� ��X���6 �� %����� �!)� ��i� %�a %��-�%E�, -�����0) -�����') ������� 
-������ #� ������9�4 ��K�D ����� ���)� %�� ���। ����B ��� ��H)�!)� ��� ��'�� 
������ �������D� %�G। ���K� ���, ���6 ���'���� ���। ��R $����� '%����4 $�� #��� ����� 
���' ��� �!)� #�� ���)� ������ ������ ��N� ���)� M������। -���� �� �� �%D��!)� ¨ 
��.��!)� 0*� ���� �। ��� #�%)�! %�; �M�5� $��)� J���)� 9�����D 8%���� %�G ���� 
����� $�� ������1�� ���0A0��� %�©� H �P%�� �� �����। 8%����� ��K��� ���� #��� �� 
�� ���)� #��� #��� ������ ��!�। ������� $����� �<��� J��.)� $�D� ���� -0�� �<�4 
�!�। ���4 ����� �(�� ������ ������ ����। ��! �� ����� -0��--%����� %s�d -�1� 
�!�� $�� ���D��D ��K�')� ����� ����� ��K��� ���� %��)� 9�)�' �) �!। -��� ���%� H 8���� 
����� ����� �!)��(� ��@L। %��.�) �* -%����� �(� ��� H �1�����?� %����� H %�S� �)�। 
$� %a���� ���� ���0A ���6�7 H $�'��� %��@ ���1����1 ���)� #���� %I��6� ����� %�S� H 
%����� ���=� 
�0���� ���)� #��� ���। ����� �M�5�%0 ��'� H ����� -��� '?�� 
������q��� ���D��D ��K�')� ����� ���)� ��(�D� �i� �����। �� %�; 8%� ��0��� ���0A %��) 
(�0G �!)� ���0A '�)1�) #�) �)��(� ������1�� ��� ��i��� �!�। ��� ��� =�� ����H 
��i��� �!� ������ ������ ��'��� !���D ���1�� ���। 3�� 8%�%���� ���*�� ���1� $�� 
������ ���%� 0��� H -��� %����� ��!�� F? ����। 8%���� ����� 3��1� ��ª �!�� ���1� 
$�� %�G %�G �������� ���0A -������� ������ ���Q�� ����� $! $����) ���R������ ��R H 
�4���4� �� �� ���*)� .��)��(। ��! ������H ������� ��R H %���� ��*�!�� ���1�। $!���� 
�� ����� ��(� ����, ����� H #%�� ��K����)�, �������d� H -��� =�� ������ �� �(�। 
����� �����)�� �%! ����H ��)�� �����। !������ #����� ����� ���D ���I�� �~1�*� 
���� #�H X! ��!� -S%� �!)� ��'� ��। ����;����� ��R $�� %����H �� �� ���*�� 
���1�। ��! ��K����)� H -��� =��� ������� ��������� ����� ��' �1)� ����7�� �)� 
#�%�� $�� ������1�� �)� �� ���I�� ��*� 
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����� । ���I��� �� ��H)� �!� ‘�M’ $�� %������ #��� ������� �%! ���I��� -���)� 
���R ��� �!�। <� ���I��� ��(� 9��7�4� 9�)�' �(�, ��! ��)��� ������ �M�5��� 
��(� @���)� �� %��a ����। !������ ��������� ��6�P���� ���*)� ��i�। ������� %��@ 
#����� �(�D���D %�JB6 �!�। $��� 9����*�, M�G���*� H ��)���*� ��� S��� ������ �i�P 
#����� ��� �* ����� #3�4 .���)। !���� #����� ��(� ���� #�� H ���� �!��। ‘$’ 
���I�� ��D� �R $����) �(� 9�) (�0G �!)� ��*�। ��O ����� %����1� -���)� %������ 
���5' $����� ����! %�; ���I���� $�� ���p #�H �R ���)� �M�5� ���। ������D 
�(� ^U�� '���!। �� ��)� �� ����;����� ��)��D -S��6� J�K�D- ���� .�H! ��� ���� �(�- 
������ #��� 9.W #J�� ���। ������� -�� ����� �)। #��� ��(� ����)�� H �1�����?� �«� 
���। $��� J J �(�D���D� #3�4-9��#3�4 ��� ��)� �5� �!)� �1�। #����� �)��� 
5�!�D� ���� ����%���� ��� #3�4 .���!)� �` ����� ����� ���1�। $� $��D �� H ��� 
���� @���� � ��, ����;���� #�� H ��� 8%� ���� '� ���� #3�4 H �0���� 5�)�� � 
����। $!���� #����� �1�i� ‘�M’ ���I��H ��'�� #�%� $�� %��! ���� #�H $� ��!� 
-S%� �!)� ��'� ��। ����;����� ����¬�� %��� ���� � ��O %���� ������� �<�4 �!�� 
@���� ��(� �!�� �)��� 8%� #���� ���)�। $! ��6��) $��� 9����� '�� ��'�k� 
#��� ����)����� �� #����� %�� �%E�� �� $�� �5[ ��M���)�D6�� ���1�� F0�1� ���p 
���0A -S��6� J�K�D �����6 ���)� #����� �'�)������ �P%���� ���। 

 
#����� ��6�P���� ����)� ��6��� ���� �!�� $�� �1����?� H �1��2�' %����� 

�)���0��� ���� ���1��। $!���� #����� �D6�� ��D�H �1�����?� ��!)� q? �<46 ����;�� 
-�=�%�<��� ��� %����1�� ��� ��� �1����B64 ���)� ������� �� 0���� %~�� ���)� ���। 
#����� %��-�%E��� 8%�%���� ���*�, ����)�� ���*�, �1����?� ���*�, ��R $�� ����� #�H 
��ª �!�, ��6�P���� $�� �4����4� ����;���� ����'� �!�� ���1�, ��O �<46��� '� #��� ��(� 
9�)�' �(�, #�H 9��74 H �����n�� ����� �(�। ��! ����� �����)�� $���� �(�D �! 
(���!)� ����� ��� %��!�� ����। ������ %� <�-����� ����)���� �����) ����4 H ������ 
���� %�2�0��� ���� �(�। ������ #�H �(� ���0A ���� ������� H �P%���� �@�, ���� ����� 
9�)�'� '�� ����)� �����। $!0��� ���'� H ����� 5�K�� -%����� %��H .������� 9��74 
.���� ���1�। #����� ����� �-���� �P%��� S��� �(�� 0��6 �����, ���� �(� -� $����� 
���%2�। ������� $���% 9��74 ����� �� .���D ���I���� 0�1 ���)� ��H)� �!�, ������ 
��'���� H -��� ����� ���)� ���� -%����� � �)। -����O $���� H X�� %s�d �� %�i� 
��� ��H)� ��)। $!%� �� ���� 0��6 H ���0A 9��7�4� ���n��� !������ %��-�%E�� $��D 
%�%�1�i� ������ ���D���)� ���4� �!�। 

 
 �%��s� ���%� u ����� $���� '1����D -����� ��� �!� ��O ����%���� �1��2�' H 

'��� �%��� ����1��� �1���q���� �D��)� @��� ������ �!�। ������ ���� #3�4 ���। 
#����� ����� �����%��4 ���� �)। Z ���%� ����) %a�� �!�� ����;���� ������ 0*��!)� 
�1�, ���4, �� �!�� �������� %����� ��7� H -�0��� ���0� '� %�� H 
¢ 9��749�a 
���R����� 9�� %a��� 1�* ^/v �� ���)� #����� ���( #�%�� ���1�। ������ %a�� X!-$��� 
'� #�%� $�� -�0��� -'6�� �� �' �' -~�� �1���� ����� '� .��)� ��!�। !���� 
#����� %����� H ���=���� -�� -%����� �!� ��D ��O ����� ������� %����H �(� -��। 
#����� �� 8%��� ���Q ���Q 
�;�� ����� ����� �����। 
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'1�����D� #3�4D� ��O #����� .<*�� ����� ��*� �(�। $ ���� ��*� #��� 9�)! 
������। 0�� H ���� ����;���� �` ������� �? ��K��!)� ��i�। %����1 ���Q)� #��� #�H X! 
��!� -S%� �!��� $�� .�H! �� #����� �)��4 �)� #�%���। ������ -��� #�����H ��(� 
����� �!�। $ ��6��) t! -�E��� 
��� ������ ���� 9�a 9@� ����MD ���� %�� ��� ��� 
�?4 �%p ��5�D��V #�� ��� �.n���� H �%p ��5�D��V ��%�X� ���� #����� %��-�%E�� 
���1�� �����। -�5%���� ����! -0�� �(�, ��! �� �!��H $�� #��� ��@L ����� 
�!���। 

 
$��� ����;����� .��.� $������ %����� �!)� ��*�, ���4 #��� -S%� �H)��� 

-�����-�~1* ��;� #����� ���� H 9���7� ����)���� #J�� 7���� #H��) #�%)� �1�। 
#��� ������� ��7 %I<460��� 7���� �7��<�� �.� F? ������। 1�* ���0A -������ 9���� 
����;����� ��K./()' ���)� ����� �!�� ���1�। ^_/^\ �� $��� .���। ����;���� 8%� 
�����6 H ����<�4 ����� ���1�। 

 
����� #��� X����� %��<���;�� J�K�Dq�� $�0��� �J��H ���)� ���0A ����)���� %������ 

#3�4 .���!�� ���1��� ������ ������ -S��6� J�K�Dq�� (��*)� ���( ��D�� F? ����। $! %<� 
���)� ^T�� �0s� ����� y J�D��) #����� 9@� -S�0�� F? �) ��K����)�-i����1�K-8%)���� 
���� ��;��� -7���� ���)�। X�� ����!���( #� #��� ��(� ��H)� ���)� .��)��(। ^^ ����� 
-����� ��� ���)� '1���� ���� -S%� �!�� ���1���। ��� ]���� ��(� #�1 X���� #0�% 
��H)� �1�। ��� �� TTD�। ��(� �` ��(� ���� 0���)� ����� �����)�� -S1� �d ���)� 
#��7��<�� ��'� ��� �����। -S��0���� -�7 �(� ‘��’ H ‘�%’ ���I��। ‘��’ ���I��� 
-���)� �(�� %������ #��� ����� #� ‘�%’ ���I���� �(�� ��5�D��V #��� ��� $�� 
%������ ��'� ����� #��। #��� ������� M�!�-���� �(� �@�3�� %������ #��� ����%�� ‘$’ 
���I�� H %������ #�� ������� ‘�M’ ���I��। ������ %��� �' �' ���I��� �'������ $���� 
���Q)� ��� ������� ��( �!��। 

 
���� %��� �!�� F? �!� #����� -S��0��। #��� $� ��� 0���। #����� .�� ���I�� 

(�*�H \/u �� ���R����� #����� %��@ ���1 ���)�(। �1�����?� %�'%������H ���� �!। 
���'! X���� ��� ����� 0�B4 .��। X����� �� $� �<��। ������ �`���� ����� 
�7��<��%�<� (��*)� ��)� #� �� ���D�� ��1�!�� �������( �। ������� 0�� $� ����! ����!, 
9�4 ��K.�!। #����� 0�� ���-���। ������ 0��%�; %��.��� ���)��। #� #��� ���9��a� 
��'�)� ���) #�H ��q�4 �P%���� H �����)��� ���®')� ����� ���� -S%���। $ �� -��D� 
���* #� ���B� ���������। ��� '1���� ��D ��� ��)�' #�� (�*�H #��� %��-�%E��� 
%�6��� ��� ��G� ���'���V� ��p ��)� ������k ���� �। #����� #�1 ��*�� ���� .���� 
���1�। ���@�H ����� %�JB6, ���@�H ������, #��� ���@�H $����� �। 

 
^u�� �0s�। �~1* ��� ��R �!�। #1�!)� .�����। ����� ��nK�(���। ����� %����4 

��������m ��D�!)� (���@�H X�� ���6� ��� �*�!)� ��H)�, ���@�H �� ��! ��K��)� ����) 
-S��0�� '��� @����। v�� �M�%s� i����1�K ��� �«� �!�। yi� �M�%s� %��1�। $7�4 �������� 
%�K�'�)� H �1��2�' !��D%� #����� %�G #�%)� ���1 ����। ��� ���;� ��7�4 ��� 
�J�B4� ���)��( $�� ��� 0���H ����� .����� S� ���)� 9��7 %��� ���)��(। ��%। #����� 
��)�0���। #�H �06) H ������)� �!)� ��i���- #�1 ���*)� .�����। ����� �!। #�1 ���*�� 
���*�� $������ ���1�-0��1�KH ��'। $ -S�0��� !������ �����, ���1� H -��� =�� �` 
X�� �!)��( #�� 
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#� �2�। 9.�� ����)�� H �1�����?�, ��� H -��� %���� �!)��( #����� �;1�। ��'���� 
$�� ������� ��� �@�! �!। ���*-���* �-� 9���� #�%��64 ������( #� -'¯ ����)��-
�1�����?� ��)� ��!���( '��। 

 
t -@�� T_! �M�%s�। =� 0��1�KH ��' #� ��� #���� $����। X����� ��D �!�� 

#�%� 0�B4 ����। X!�D D��g f�%%� �` ��� 8%� ����� �!�, ���� $! $����) $� #�1 �) �! 
����। -1��� $��1��* ��)��� H��� @����� �!�, ��������� ��R ���� ��� �!�। %����� 
���� $������ .�� @���)� ��� ���� ��%��� �!)� �i�P 9�� #3�4 .��� �!�- ������ -�� �� 
��������� ()�D ��Q���%� r_�D ����, $���� ��������, X!�D 5�!D�� H $��D D��g ���। 
�<`��6 �` X�� �%� ����� �!�, f�% �!� r ��� D��g, ���� X�� 8%� J�K�D (��*)� ��' 
qD�!)� ��5������ ���� ��� (�D। 5�� 9�� -�� �!�� ���NA �!)� -�?� �H)�� ���� 
#�g�) X���� 0��G)� ��*�। ������ 0��1�KH�)� ����� H q? �<46 �'��� ����D�� $����� f�% 
���)� #����� '� $��D ����D ���� %��L ���p �% $����) �!��H ������* qD�!� $������ 
8%)�����। #����� ��5 �!��H X!���� ������ .���� ���1� ��(�*��2� �!)�। 8%)���� 9�) 
�J��H। �i�P ���� �1� ��������� ���� %��� ���-����� 9���-#�%��6�4� �.e। �'�0� 
��0�- �%�। ��! #����� -: %���4 ����� �!�- �*�!�) ���� �!� !��। ���D �(� Tr! 
�M�%s�। 

 

�7�p ���p ���'���k 

�M-$-�M 
T^-r-Ttuy 

 
%�7�P���p ���p <?>���%�7�P���p ���p <?>���%�7�P���p ���p <?>���%�7�P���p ���p <?>���****    

 
^u�� �� �0������ �%E� ������ 9�� ����� H)��'� %����, %������ �1���� ���;5� $�� 

#�� @�� ��M���)�D6��� ��% �(���। $� %�) ������ (@��) ���%� ��� ���.)������ X’' 
��n�0� %���� ����;�� 8%��� ���� �� -��3� ��� �! ��� '��) $�� ���R���������� 
����) ���Dl�� �M�5�� ��i��� -����� ���।  ������ 8%��� ���� �� -��3� ��� �! $! ���6 
���� ��@ ���। �R ���@� ��� �0�m ��� $��D ���, $��D ���#� 1�*� H $��D '��1�*� 
���Q�! 9�) T__' �1������ Z ��! ����) ���Dl�� �M�5�� ��i��� �)। �1������ ������ 
1�*� ���D ���Dl�� �M�5��� ��(����( ��n(���! $�������� ����;�� 8%��� ����� �J�� �5��। 
5�� �1������ �������� ��) ���5�) ��. ��� ������ 8%���� %��@ �W���� ��a �)। ��(�7�4� 
����! �1������ (�0G ��) ��* $�� ��� ��(�%���� ���R����� ������ 8%���� q���� ��� �। 
�1���� �������� -��� 9�� ���W�� ���'���� ����� �C�%���� -'¯ q��� ����H %�JB6=� 
������1 ��� �!। ��� ��(�%���� ������ 8%��� ��� ��� ��� ����� ��) �������4 ���। $! 
%�J�B6 ��� ���R������� ���p T। �%���� #��� �����, %���� !-��-#� � Ttvuu; ^। �%���� 
#��� �����, %���� !-��-#� �- \\vy; v। �%���� �%��2�� #��, %���� !-��-#� �-
Ty^U_; y। $� $�, ���H)�� ����%; \। $�, $5 j�!0�� #5'�� ����%; r। $�, $5 j�!0�� 
�1���� �°��; u। #����� ���� (���); U। �%���� #���� #��, %���� !-��-#�; t। ���'���� 
�� (���); T_। $�, $5 ���'��k 0�!)� ((��); TT। $�, $5, #��� ����� ((��); T^।$�, $5, 
#%�X�� ((��); Tv। $5, $�, #��� H��� ((��)। 
 
 
 
* %�7�P����D 9�¢ ���6� T\-u-uU ������ 1����। 
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$! JD�� �� ���Dl�� 9������ J�K�D �0�G ��)। ����;�� 8%��� ��1l�� @�� ��'��� ���� %�S 
��'��� #q ����) ��)। ��'��� -�=��� $�' ��1��� ������� 8%��� ���� q����� ��� 
���� ���। ������ 8%��� ��1l�� ��'��� 9����� ����! ��)1� �%��� ��D �M�5��� 
���R���������� %���) �)� �)। 0<?G����� @��� %��@ ���1����1 �7����� ��)1� ��'�� %��± 
���P �%���D ���R������� �M���!D ���) ��*�) ��)। 

 
��1l�� @��) -�=� �������R ���� �� ������ 8%��� 0<?G����� @��� ���� -S%� ��� 

F? ���। !������ 0<?G����� @�� %��� -��=� �1���� 9��74 ��� �d ��� ��)� �) $�� �1���� 
�5�� %������ H���� ���� ������ ��.����� �'��� %����1� ��'��� %���) �)� �)। �%���! 
h� ��)��D -=�)� �1���� J�K�D 1�* ����� �)। ��� �1���� ������� $! -=�)� J�K�Dq��� �@�� 
0<?G����� @�� %��� ��l6��6� =�� -�=��� ������ 8%���� ��� -���6� #3�4 F? ���। 

 
%������ ������ ��K� -��= ���R�������� ��) 0<?G����� @��� -�16� %���� ���H�) �z� 

�%�����D .�� ��। ����;�� 8%��� 0<?G����� �@�� %���� ���Dl�� ���H�) �z��� ��D��6� 
X������ ��� ��� -��=� ���Dl�� ���H�) ��' -��3� ��� �%�����D ���� ��n(�� � ���� 
�%'� ���Dl�� ���'� �<�6���� ���R���������� ������) ��� �)। 

 
T\! '� %����1� -=�)� J�K�D� �1������ 0<?G������ -�<�� �������� %����� -��=� !-��-

#� 5�K�*�� -�=��� ����%���� ��� #3�4 .���)। $! #3��4 ��� ��)�' ����%� 
��� �)। �1������� ��7 ���D ��' ��� �। ��� �1������ ���p (T) �%���� #��% �%����, 
!-��-#� �-Tr_uy; (^) �%���� �%�� #���, !-��-#� �-\U_y; (v) ��� #�� ����� (!-��-
#�)। 

 
^t�� '� ���R�������� $��D �� ���1����D -�=��� ����%���� ��� �i�P ����� .����) 

��� ��)�'�� ����� ���। $��� ���R����� #��� ���� ��� �। ���R������� ������ 8%���� 
��� ��(� -: ��� ���� %7� �। 

 
Ty! '���! �*����) -�=��� ����%���� ��� -���6� #3�4 .����) �1������ ����� 

7�� %�� ���। ���R����� �%���� ������ #�� (!-��-#� � u^tr) ������ 8%���� q���� 
��� �। �*����) ������ 8%���� -�=�� ���R�������� -�� #� $��D �� #3�4 .���) 
^v�� '���!। �%���� #��)�� ����%, !-��-#� $! %�J�B6 ��� �। 

 
0<?G����� @�� %��� 9����� �� ����%��� ��'�� %��± 0<?G����� ����' ����� -�=� 

%���ª ����(�। ���R�������� $��D ����D �� 0��� -�: %�>� ��) ^�� #1z ������ 8%���� �R 
-�=��� ��� 9.W #J�� ���। $! %�J�B6 �0) �7! ����1� H ���� ������ ���। ��`��6̀  
9.W ������ ��� .����� 9��I� ��� @���। ������ 8%��� ����� -�=� �@�� %�� � �1��H 
�` ����� �)। $! 9.W ���� ���R����� #%�� #�� ��� $�� �����(�%���� #�� �। 
���R������� ����;�� 8%���� ��� .�� -����� ����। Tv! #1z ����) ��?G����� ��'���� 
%�A�D �@�� ������ 8%���� ��� #3�4 .����� �)। $! #3�4 -¢ %��)� ����! 9.W 
%�J�B6� b� �)। 8%��� ����� 7)7�� 
���� ���। ���R����� �%���� ���� #���, !-��-#� 
��� �। $� �� �@�� #����� �1���� �������� #3�4 7��� ���* ��)। 0��� �@�� #��� 
��6�a �1�����?� ���N���। 0��� -: .���) �1���� ������� ��� �7 ��) �i�(�। 
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^\�� #1z ���*S�� ���� -�=��� ����;�� 8%���� �9��� �1���� ��M�� �%���� ����� 
����%�� (!���� � ^tT^u) ���*S�� �@�� \ �������D�� �<�� 9��� S��� (²���� �P�� 
@������� #����� �1������ �S5��� ���� %7� �)। ����;�� 8%���� �9��� �1���� ��M�� 
����� ���� (²���� �R S��� ��� %�S��� '� �J����5�� ���(�। 

 
r! �0s� 9����B 9�) #*�! ��'�� ���R����� $�-$5/$5-$5 y �@�� \ ����D��)� 0����) 

8%���� %�����1��) 0<?G����� @��� ')������D (���������� ���D���' ���6� ���H�) �z�) 
����;�� 8%���� ��R���� -�=� J�K�D� ��� 9.W #J�� ��� ��� ��� �)। $! 9.W %�J�B6 
�`%���� ����;�� 8%� ����� �)। ����;����� �����%���� #���� ���4�: ���R����� H 
0����) ����� �;1� ���। 0����) ������ ��(�%���� �'�)� %�JB6���� ��� �)। -@. 
���R�������� $�-$5/$5-$5’��� ���� ��� ��)�' ��� �। 

 
Tv! �0s� 0<?G����� @��� !�����% $��D q? �<46 ��। $!�� ���R����� H 0����) %��)� 

8%���� %����� ����D ������ ���������� ������ 8%���� ��� �@�� 0<?G����� ���R ���। $! 
-�0��� 0����) %��)� ������ ���  �� ���1�M)�� ����� $�� ���R���������� ���.��� ��� 
%���� ���� ������ �!� ���W�� H ������� �%E� ���W�� ��, $�, ����� H %��-�%E� ���W�� 
��'� H)��'�। Tv! �0s��� $! %����� #3��4 v ' ������ 8%��� '��� ��� �)। ��� 
��@! ����;���� ������ � ���� �` ���� ��*। 8%���� �����R ����� %��%��� %����� 
������ �;1� �)। 0<?G����� ����� ����! ��� ��(�%���� ��G��� ���7�� ������� =��) 
%���6� -�5%�� �A) -�5�% �2� -�=�) ���� ��� �)। �������� ���� ��� ��)�' 
��l�������)� (��� �(��। ��6� 8%��� $����� ���0A =� �@�� -���4 ��� $��� $� 
�����(�। 

 
^^�� �0s� ����� �'��� -�16� �*����) ������ �������� %��@ ���R�������� $� 9.W 

%�J�B6 ���I�� ���W�� ���R����� 5'��� ���� (� _\tv) ���� �। $(�*� #��� X' 
���R����� %�JB6���� ���� �। %�J�B6 ����;���� �1��2�' ����� ������ ���। ���� ���R������� 
���p �������� �G�  ��)� (� u_^T^yu) H $�-$5 ��%� #����। ($�-$5 ��%� #��� Z 
%�) ��'� ��� �A�� ��)�(��)। 

 
^_�� �0s� �������� �%�������� ����9�a ��l�������)� �?4 (�� ��p %���� ���*S�� 

������� -�16� ��)1� �% $W �� ����� X! ���l6 -�=��� ������ ������ ��R���� J�K�D� ��� 
#3�4 .���। ��K�� 0����) %��)� ����� ���) %����� ��� 0����) ���1�M)�� �����। 9.W %�J�B6 
$� ��6��) �� ������ 8%���� %��@ ���R�������� �������� %�JB6 F? �) �� Xp%��%� %���� 
���R���������� ���.��� ���(�� �����3��। �i�P ������ ������ q��� #J��� ��� #�� ��) 
%�J�B6 �7��! �������4 ���। $! 0)��� %�J�B6 ��� -�� ���R����� ��� !-��-#� �%���� 
���� #��� (\_Tr\) $�� #�X� #�''। ��� ��������� ����� �� ���R�����14 �C��� ��)1� H 
#d���Q�* -�=� ��� ���। �`%���� ����=�� 8%� ����� �) $�� ����� �����4 %���: 
%����� ������ ���� #�%। 

 
^y�� �0s� ���R������ ������� ��1l�� @��H ���Dl���� -�=��� 8%���� �J��H ���। 

Z ���� %�J�B6 %�!X� ���� $5-$5 t_/v\, �%��'�� �� $5-$5 TTU/^_ $�� �%����� #�� 
$5-$5 TTU/vr ��� �। 
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^U�� �0s� %����� ����� ��1l�� H ��������D ��R ���। ��������D %�J�B6 �%���� $�-$5 
#�� #��� (\_uT^) $�� �%���� $�-$5 #��� ����% (\_U\v) ��� �। $� �� ��! ���� 
��� �m� ����� ��;�46 -~� ������ ������ �����R �)। 

 
���p <?>��� 

�������� ��!�5�% 
T_� ����, ����� 

T\-u-uU 
 

%�7�P���p ��p ��6� ����� ����%�7�P���p ��p ��6� ����� ����%�7�P���p ��p ��6� ����� ����%�7�P���p ��p ��6� ����� ����* 
 

#��� ���� �@�� �������� o�! ��� �� ���%। ����� #��� ���������� �5��%6% 
��M���)�D6��� #�%। �%��� ���� ���R ��� ���� $-�M-�% D� �%-!-�%। #�� $�� M����-
X’'��! �%-!-�%’� �1���� $M0�!'�� ��%��� $����)V��V ��)� �)। #�� �(��� r� �%E��� 
'� M���� �(� ����� $��)�� -@6�P U� �%E��� '�। #��� �'���� H%���� %��@ ���� �@�� 
������ $���। ���H #�� #��� !���D -@6�P v) !z ��G�� ���1�� ���� �.�)�(��� ��O 
�'���� H%��� ���� �� ���� �। ��� #���� ��) $�� r� �%E� $����)। ��H r� 
�%E� �)�। H��� �� ����� H)��'� �(��। ��K� ���( #���� ���� ��। #���� !³��� 
��)� �) #�� �� ���������� �0��� � ����। �� #���� $! !³��� ��)� ���� #�� ��Q�� 
�����। !��)������H ��� ��)� �) #���� �� ���������� �0��� ������ -���� ��)� � �)। 
#�� ��6� H)��'��� %��@ @���� @���� ���� �5� ���। ��� ��' �! $���� $���%%��V 
(�*�। #�� #�; #�; ��-�M-#� ���% ��) �(�D���D� ��!M, $������ ���� @���। ��6� H)��'� 
0�?G����� $����) @����। 

 
$���� �� #�(, !��)��� ��� ��) �� 0<?G������� v_/v\ ' ����%� #�(। v\ ' 

���� ��� ��!। �� #�� $�D� ��D� $�� ��6� H)��'� $�D� ��D� ��) 0<?G����� ��!M 
���� ��!। ���� -���)� #���� F�� $�D� �� ��� ��� ���। #��� ���( ����;�� 8%��� 
����D�� �� � 0) �(� ��� �@�� ��� ��� �H)� ���� 0�)� ������ �(�। ��! ����, ���� #���� 
X�D� ���1�( $�%��@ ��� �0�� ���) ��� ��� F!�) �D��D� ��� ���)। $! ��! ���� 
#���� .����� ��� ��� ��)�(। #���� 5�K�� ��)�� '� ���� $���� $���� #��� J����)-�5���) 
H���� $0��� .����� ��� ����)�(। �� %��)� ���� #����� 0<?G����� ����� �@� �%! %�) ��� 
��) ��)। ���� -���)� #�� ��Q�� ����(��� � ���@�) ���N, ��� ����� #�� ��������� -� 
������ ��� �06� �����। �� �0�� ��) #�% �� #�� H��� .����� ��Q�� ����। #��� �5�� 
#�%। �� !��)� �� ���1�M)�� �(�� ��� ��� ��N���� %��@ #���� ����(�� �� #��� '�! 
��!MD� %5� �)�, #��� %��% �! $!%�। $�� #��� ��� ��1 ���। ���1�M)�� %������ ������� 
'��, %���p '���! ��% ���, ���� ���� #��H #��� ���D��� $�� #���D� ���� #��� 
��'� 0<?G����� ��!। �%��� #%�� $�D� ���I�� �(�। $! ���I��� y ��!� �<�� #���D� 
��D� �(�। ���I�� ���W�� %d��� %�) 9�)! ���� �1�� ���'!, Z ��D� �@�� �<� ���I���� 
.�� �����। #��� ��� ��� ��@� ���� Z ���I�� ���W���� $������ �����। #��� X���� 
��H)�� ��� �H� ����। #��� �M6�� 3% ��� �0��� ����। '�)1�) ��n�( ��;� �@�� v__/y__ 
1' �<�� @���� ���I�� ���W���� '�� #������� 
 
 

 
 

* %�7�P����D 9�¢ ���6� TU-T-TtU_ ������ 1����। 
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3% ��� .�� ��)। 5�� ���� $������ ��� �%���� �� �)�। ��O ���� ����� '� ����� ���i� 
��� ���) #��� ��(� ��(� ��n�* ��!, �i�P ���� %��� %��� ���[�। #�� F��(��� ��, 
0<?G����� ����' ����;� #��6 @���। 0<?G������ $���� %��� ���[� ��N Z 0�?G����� ���'। 
#��� ��n*��� ��n*��� Z %��� ���[�-$� 9�) v_ 1' �<�� .�� �1�)�(���। �� ��K�Q�* �@�� ��� 
�! ��! ���� %��� ���[� $�� %�G %�G #��� �@�� ��!। #��� ��K� Q��*� �0�� .�� ��!। 
���, $���! ����;� #��6 @���। #��� �� H��� �@����6� F�(। ��K�Q�* �@�� ���' ��� 
���� ��� \_ 1'। %��� �(�D �(�D ��D1�(। %d�� ��) �1�(, .�K� �(�, ��! ���´�� %���(� ���� 
��)। ����'� ��� ���) ����;�� �%µ�q��� ��KD�(, #��� �L ����� ���N���। !��)� 
���1�M)�� �� ���V ����(��� �%D� #��� ��@�) J����� ���N���। #��� ��@�) �.�� �(� ��(� 
$�D� ���� ���। �%'� #�� -��7� ���� @���। #�� #���� ���( 9�@6� ���( �� ���L #�%। 
-��p ��J #%�� ���� .�K� � @���, -d��� ��) ��)। $ ��� -��7� ���� ���� ��� �� 
��*D�-X!D� �� �i�! ��J #%��� $�� �Q� �Q� ��� ���L �*�� F? �����। ��� %��* ��D�� 
���� ����;�� #��6 ���� �M��D ��B ��� J����� ��), �%�� ����। #��� �%����� ����� 
���N���। ��KD�.�� ���(। #�� $�� #��� ���D����� ���� XD� ��� �S�M। #����� %��@ �� 
#����D ���� �(� H ���� $�-$�-�' �(�। ���� #��� ���� �����(���। ���� -M6�� ���)�(��� 
��, �S��M� .��D� $¶���� �H)�� ��� �% 5�)�� ���� @���� �� #��� �!@j ���� ����। 
���L� �0�� #��� ��D�7��� ��� ���) 3% ���� ���� ���[�-$� ���( ��n(�! $�� #��� ����� 
���N ���[�-$� ����2�) �.n��� ���� ����;�� #��6�� F�) #�(। ����;�� �%��D� �� ��K�D 
#����� 3% ��� .�� ��) �� #��� X' ��n�* #����� �S�M �5�� ���) �5�� .�� #�%। 
��H #��� '���� � ����;����� �� 7)7�� ����। #��� ��n�* �5�� #%�(, ��7�4 
����;���� q�� ���� F? ����(। �i�P #�� #(�* ���) ��* ��!। �� ���� #��� ���) ��(� 
$�D� ���1�(। ��� ���� #��� M� ��D� -�� ��) �1�(, #�� #� �i�� ����( �। #��� ���D��� 
$�� #��� %��@� �����D X’'� ��� #���� �i�)। �� ���� �� #��� ���) $�D� q�� ���1�(। 
q��D� ���� �0� ��� ���� �����, ��� #��� ��� �<�� �(��� H�� ��*����* J��* ��� #���� 
��) #�%। $�� #��� #��� !��)��� �5�� #�%। �%��� #����� M�R�� �(�, �% q�� ��� ��� 
�����' ��� ��)। #�� %���� ���! �i� ��) ��!। ��� #��� '��� ���� ��, �%���� �S�M 
�������4� 5�� u ' ��� #��6 ��� $�� T\ ' #�� ��)�(। 

 
��)��� �� 0<?G������� X! ���I�� ��) #3�4 ���� ��� ��� �)। ��� %�� 

'���!/#1�z� ����। �%��� ����;����� $� ���I�� �(�। Z '�)1�D� ��� ���� '� 
#3��4� ��� ��� �)। !��)��� #����� #�D6���� %����D6 ����। #��� X! ���I�� %������ 
��KD�� ��� �0������ Z ����'� ���( ��n(�!। �0�� ��N ��N $� %�) ')����� ��� #3�4 
���। ���D X�D ���I�� �(�। X�D�! �5[ ���W�� #�� �(���। ��6� H)��'� -��� ���I�� 
���W���� ��' ����, ��� ���D���)� ���W���� ��' ����(। ��� ����� M�!���E ���(�� 
��( �@��। $(�*�H #��� U_' �1�)�(�, �%D� ��p 5�?��� -��� �(�। ����� ��' �(� 
��1l�� �@�� �� ���M $�%�( 0<?G������� �%! ����M� ��� $������ ���, ���� ����;���� 
��!�5�%6��V � #�� ����। $'� �% 9�) %��* �� ��!� �<�� ')�����D ���H�) �z��� 
���( $������ ���� $�� #��� \_ 1' �<� �@�� ')����� ��� #3�4 F? ���। ����;���� 
9@��! q�� ���। ����� %���� �� ��g��q��� �(� �%q��� �@�� �!@j ��� ���� ��(� %�� ��)। 
#����� ������� %��! ����;����� q�� #%�� %��@ %��@ ���D�� F�) ��*। #�� -�� �.L� 
���H ����� ���D �@�� �i��� �����। ��� #�� ��(� ���� ��) ���' ���[�-$� ���� $�1�) ��!। 
!������ !��)��� �� #����� #�D6���� %����D6 ���N��� �%D� 0�� �H)��� #����� �1���! 
#����� ��� $�% �*�� F? ���, ��� 5�� #����� y/\ ' ���� 
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��)। #��� ����(��� �� ����;���� �����) ���N���। #��� ����� ��� q�� ���(���। $�� 
���' ���[�-$ ����� �� ��(� �(� ���� #��� #�1! #q ����) ���)�(���। $0��� 9�) %��* 
#DD� ���' ��)। !������ ��( ��� �@�� ��p 5�?� �� ����M� ��� $������ ����(� �C�� �%! 
$�������� ��� ���) ������� 3% ��� #����� ��(�� ���� .�� #�%। %����� #����� %���H 
����;���� �(�, ��( ����H ����;���� �(�। ���H ��6� H)��'� #���� #3�4 .����) 
����� '� �P%�� ���N�� ��O #�� ��Q�� ����(��� �� #3�4 .����) ��H)� ��� #��� ���� 
-�� ���� ����� �H)�। ���4 #��� ���� ������� 0�� ���� �!। ����;���� �D6�� �(�*� F? 
����(�। H��� @��� ��� #����� 9.�� 7)7�� �H)�। $! '� #�� H�� �@�� #��� ����' 
��) �!@j ��� #��� !��)��� �5�� .�� #�%। $! ������D� ��) ��6� H)��'��� %��@ 
#��� ��� 1W�1�� �), ��� 5�� �� #����� �%E� ���W�� ���R ��)�(�� $�, ��, �����। 
��� �%��� ��� ��, #���� $�D� #���� %��-�%E� ��)� ���। �%D� ��N ��DS��। ����;� #��6 
��H ��DS��� #�%�। 

 
��DS�� $� $�D� '�)1� ��D� �s�) 9�) ^^ ��!�, .H*�) X’���� !��)�, -��D� ����)� 

��। ����)� 1��D� #*�! ��!�। #*�! ��!� '�� ����������, X’���� !��)�। ����� ���) $�D� 
���H�) ��! .�� �1�(। $'�! �)��� �%! $����) ����;� #��6 #�%� �� #%�� %��% 
����। #���� ��-�M-#� ���R�5n�'� $�D� ���I�� ���) ��� ���� �� ��DS�� $������ �� 
���0��� ��R ����� ���। #�� Z $� ���I�� ��) �%�'� .�� ��! ��DS�� $������। $�� ����)� 
1��� ��Q��D� -@6�P ����D�) %��.�) �� '�)1� �%��� $�D� �M�5� �! $�� $� ���I�� 
���) ��DS���� �M�5��� #�)�' ���। $D� �� %�� #1�z� ���B� ���� ���। ��� -��� 
#���� ��DS�� �M�5��� '� \D� ���I�� ��)� �) \D� ���R�5n' ���I��। ��H�� ��� $�D� 
'�)1� #�(, �%��� #��� �M�5� �!। !������, ��� �'�� ������, ����;���� ������d�) .�� 
$�%�(। ������d� H ��H��� ���� ���6�� �� �@�� %��* �� ��!�। ����;���� ������d�) $�% 
�M�5� ��)�( #� #�� ��H��) $�D� �M�5� �����(। �� �B6���� �(� ��� �����!�� ��� 
(�*� ��� ����� .��� ������ �। #�� �.�� ����� ����!D� ��� ��D ��� ��) ����� 
����=���� #� #%�� ����� �। #��� %��@ t_ ' ����, ���� ��� ����1� �(� �। ��O 
#�� ����� !��#���� ���� ��Q�� ����(��� �� ����� ��7 ����;����� #3��4� ���� 
%�%�) $�'�)1� ��� ���� %�� )। �%'� #�� ���H�) ��!�� #��-���� �� %�� S�� �(� 
9���� S��� �M�5� ��� �����(���। #�� 0���(��� ��� ����;���� $�D� S��� #3�4 .���) 
����� ���� �� �%! '�)1� �(�* ����6� S��� �1�) �%�� ����। ���;���� %����4�p $� $� 
���� $� $� S��� #3�4 .������। #����� ������� ����6� S��� �1�) �M�5� ����। �M�5� 
����� �(�। ����;���� #����� '�)1�) $�% ��(�74 @���� ��� �0�� �H)�� #�1! ����� ��! 
�M�5� ������d�) .�� �����। #��� #��� %�������) #����� ����� '�)1�) �1�) �%���। $ 
��� ���� .��� ��1��� 9�) $� ���%� ��। ����;����� $� ���I�� �(� ������d�)। $0��� 
#1z ��% ��� ��) ��)। $� ���� #�� #���D� ���I�� ��!। �� �����!�� X’���� X�D� 
���I�� ���1�) $�D� ���6��V �M�5� ���R ���। ����;�����H �� ��R ���*�(। �%��s� 
��6� #��� \D� ���I�� 1�* H�i। #����� ��� ��� ��� #3�4 �H)�� 5�� #����� ��� 
���'��)��D ����। 5�� #����� �%E� ���W�� �� ���� �� '�)1�D� ��� ����� ���, '�)1�D� 
q? �<46। �%'� ��� #���� #��� \D� ���I�� ��� ��। #��� ��(� ��-$%-$5-$� $D� 
���D���) �(�, ��� ��� !��)� #��6� $�D� ���D���) �(�। #����� %�����D6 ��D� D�g �(� $�� 
!��)� #�D6����� ���D��� �(�। #����� �M�5� ��� ��R%IA ��) �1�(। ����;�����H #�D6���� 
���D��� �(�। ���D �@�, �M�5��0 ��� X! ��� �@��! .��� @���। ��O #����� !N� �(� #��� 
3��1� #�; #�; %���� ���� $�1�) �����। ��� #����� %���� 
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S��� ��� #��6�� � @����� �� #��� Z S��� �1�) ��% @�����। $0��� $�1��� $�1��� #��� 
�%��s� ���% ����;����� �@�� y__ 1' �<�� $�% �M�5� ����। ������ ���7�। $���� 
#���, H���� H��। �% %�) #����� ���� ���! M�� �(�। ��� $ ��6� #��� ��� ��(���! 
��� %5���� ��� �����। ����;�� �M�5��� �������H #��� #3�4 .���! ��O ����� 
�M�5� $� �R �(� ��, #��� ����'�� ��� 0�� ���� � @���) -�� %�) #��� ����� 
��g���� ��� ��i ��% @�����। ���� ��g���� �0��� ��O #��� ������� ����� ������ �। 5�� 
#��� ����� ��) ��(� �D���। $�� ���� �� ��! �%���� ���� #����� -�� ���� ����� 
����। %����� #�� ������ �� $0��� #����� ��� %���%% ��� �, -�0��� �)��� ���। #��� 
M����� �(� ��;� ��। ���� ��� H���� ���������� -��� 1��। ��n���� @��� -�16� %��i��*� 
$���� ��� $�D� '�)1� �(�। #��� ��� ����� �%��� ����;����� $�D� ��D� #�( $�� %��@ 
!�����5� #��� $��D ��D�। #�� �%��� ���� ���R�������� ���I�� ��) Z '�)1��D ��!M 
�����। #��� ��l�% �(� %�5�� #����� #%��। $�� $ %�5��� #��� ����%� ����� ���* 
����। 

 
#�� $� ���I�� ��) ��H�� �@��� X�D �n������1 ��;� �� ��� �!। �% ���� 9.�� Q*���L 

��N�। ��� ��Q��� ��n�( �� ��)�(� #���� �n�� ���Q M��� ���� $�� #��� %��! M��� ���� 
��� ���4 ���� �(� 9.W �¯��। �� ��� ��) 1�!�M� %������ #��� %��i��*�- ����� $�D� ���[� 
�(�, %���p ���B �5���� 0�- 9�) ��n�( ��!। ���[�-$� %��� 9�) \_ 1' .H*� $�D� �(�D 
����� �(�। #����� #3�4 ���� ��� ������D ��� ��� ���। �� 9�) �0�� �) �)। #�� 
#��� ���I���� X’0��1 0�1 �����। $��D �� !������ ����� 3% ��� ��n����� ����� �� 
��;� �%! ��;�) $������ ��� ��%�(। ��� �(� #�� #3�4 .����� ��� �5n' �����) �� 
��n����� ��@ ���� � ����। -������ ��n���� �@��H �� ����%��� %������ $��� #%�� � 
����। #�� ������D� ��� �@�� ����%���� ��0��V ����� ���N���। ��O #�� ��' ����� 
3% ���� ����(��� �। h� %�) ��� ��N���। 3��p #��� �� ���� '·��N��� #3�4 ����� 
���। �%��� ���� #3�4 �����!। #�� #��� �D6�� ���) 9@� 5�)�� H�� �����। ����%��� 
��(�74 ��.��� ��) ��7�4! ���� #3�4 .���)। #�� $�%�) ���� Q�K���) ��*। #��� 
������ ��* ��K�� @�����। #��� Q�K� ��)�� %�G %�G #��� ���D���H ���� Q�K� ��)। ��*� ���� 
-�� ��� ����! �(�। ���D��� �D� #���� ������� -�� ���* ��) ��)। #��� %�G� %��! 
����� ��� ��) ���[�-$� ��� .*�H �)। ����;���� �� ������� �.L� ���� @���। $! 
#3��4 T\ ' ����;�� �%� ��� �)। T\ '�� u ' �(� ��� �%������� $�� U ' �(� 
!����5। #�� �) 9.��। Z %�JB6 #1�z� ���B� ���� -@�� �%��s��� 9@� %a��� J�D। �i� 
����� #' #� �� �!। 0����)�� ����� 9��4 
b� ���� ��� ����%���� ��@� ���D ��) 
#%�� ���। #��� T\�D ��@� ���D $�� ����� !��5�6 ��) #����� 1���� �H)�� �!। $! 
%�J�B6 #����� $�' ���R����� ���� � $�� ��' q?��b�� #�� �। $! #3��4� 
'��! ����6��� #���� �����3� ����� ��)� �)। %�J�B6 #��� �(����� ����� %��J����0��� 
���* ��)। ����%��� �� -: �5�� �����N���, �� #��� �(���� ��(� ��H)� ��� ����� ���� 
���(���। #��� �(����� %���%��� ���� ����� ��)�(��� #�� �%��। $! -������ #��� 
%��-�%E�� 0�B4 ���� !�5E ��)�(�- ��� 5�� #��� ��!�M� ���D6 ����6��� 8%)���� ��6� 
-S%� ��) ��!M �����। $�� 9���D ��!M! %���%%5�� ��)�(। 

 
�)���� #����� �M�5� �(�। #��� �s���s ��)�(���। #����� %��� y__/\__ 1' �<�� 

����%��� �M�5�� �(�। ����;���� 9�)! #����� ��� #3�4 .����) #����� �M�5� ��� 
���� 
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�.L� ����� ��O #����� �M�5� $� �'��� �(� �� ���� ������! ��(� �D�� ���� ��)�(। #���H 
�.L� ����� ������� ��(� �D���।  
 

$��D -������� �@� #��� �� #�(। ����;����� �M�5��� %��� ��!�5[ �(�। 
#����� $��D���� �5�%6 ��p 5�?��� ����� ��! �5[ -��3� ��� ����%���� ��g���� ��� 
.�� �1�)�(�-��O #����� �(���� ����� %�� ��B) H)������� � �H)�) �@��@ #3��4 ��@6 �) 
$�� ��!� #����� ��� ����� �)। 
 

��DS�� @�� 
��� �������� %������ ���6��! .���� #����� 9��% �(� $�� #��� ����� 
@�� �)�4 �����। ��DS���� ��(� ���*S��� #����� �%E� ��M���)�D6�� �(�। ��M���)�D6��� 
#����� �%E� ���W�� $�, ��, ����� @����। ��� ���'��� �@�� ����� ��6� ���W ����। 
��K� %I��6 X’$��D �@� ���� �)। ���H ��� ���� ������ -�5%�� �(�� �@��� ��� -�� 
%�5���� %�G #����� 9�) v__ ��!� �%E� $��)� �����। ��K�� ��� %�) ���� ��(��) F�� 
�����। '��� '���! $�D�-#�D� J�����। ���4 %������! ��K�� $� %��-�%E� �@�� -� %��-
�%E�� J���� ����। ��K� �9�4� �(� -5���- #����� ���@)।  
 

#����� ������d� -����� �(� 0)���। ������d��� ����;����� $��D ���I�� �(�। #�� 
!���<��6 ��)���� �.L� ����(- ������d� ���� ���� ��@6 ��)�(। �0s� ^_/^T ���। ���� �� 
�(�। #��� ���� %����1 ��) �i� %��� UD�) ������d� #3�4 ��� ���H ���� #����� Z %�) 
#3��4� �����1� �(� �। #��� -��� �0���(��� ���� �� ����%��� �)��� $�D� ����¶ 
���� $�� Z %�) -��� ���' ��; @����। #��� .���D ���I�� ��) X��� �@�� #3�4 ���।  
#����� �%n0�1� �(� ���� ���। ���4 ����%���� $��D ���I�� ���� ��N��� $�� �� �� �% 
=� ��� ���(�, ��(� 8%� �H)�� ��)�(, ��(� ��N- ��(� �� 8%� ��'�� �1�(, �i� $�� 
%��) #��� #3�4 ��� ��%। #����� 9@� #3��4! ��� -�5%�� ���I�� ���W�� ��� �)। 
���W�� ��� �H)�) ����%��� ��(� ������ @���। ���� 9�) T___ 1�'� �� ��(� ��D $��D S��� 
��n�( �M�5� �)। �%��� ����� #�D6���� ��'� �(�। #��� %��� -S%� ��) �M�5� �!। $! 
#3��4 0����) #�D6���� -��� ��� %����� ���। ����6��� %�� #3��4! 0����) ������ 
#�D6���� 90<� %����� ���। #��� 3��p #J�� ��� ����;����� ��(� ��D�) -S%� ��� @���। 
#��� %��-�%E� ���% ��) T_! �M�%s� ��G������D ��nK(�!। !���<��6 ������d� (�*� $� ��� 
q? �<46 ��� #� �)�। ����%��� ��G����D ��' ��*�) ���) ��;�� -�� ���� .�� ��)। #��� 
Tv! �M�%s� ����1�(� $���� ���) ��;� �� -��3� ���। �%��� ��� ����%� �(� �। ����1�(�� 
$! =� �@�� ������� �<�  U ��!� �H)� %��H ����� ��n(��� #����� %�) ���1 ����। ���4 
��@ -�� '�)1�)! ����%� �(�। ����� $������ ��n(�! T\! �M�%s�। Tr! �M�%s� ����) 
����%��� #�%��64 ����H ������ ����%��� #����� ���( #�%��64 ����। ����� ��� 
�@�� #1� 0����) �%������ ���( #�%��64 ���। !������ ��6� H)��'��� %��-�%E� 
���%H .�� #�%। #����� X! %��-�%E� ���% $� ��) �1�)�(�। #��� #����� ���% ��) 
������ @���। 0����) ����� ����� �%�����% -�=� �)। 
 

9¸p %�S ������� %��) #��� $� $�' %���6�� �@� ��� ��� ����7�� %���%��� 
�����)�(। 

 
�m�p #�� 5�?��� �@� �����। 5�?��� ��5�D��V ��� ���H �� ����4! ���� ����;�� 

�% ���� ��)�। ���������� ���R���� -�� �)�� '�� �% #��� %��-�%E�� ���1��� ���। �% 
%�) 
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#��� %��-�%E�� #��! $���� -�5%�� �(���। #� $�' -�5%���� -0�� #�� ����B0��� 
����¹ ���(���। 5�?��� ���) #�� 0�B40��� ���� �!। �;�p ��K� �� %��%� �(�� #�� ��� �� 
�����(। ������d� #3��4� �� #�� $��D ��-H-�� �@�� -)����%����1 ����;����� ��� 
#J�� ���� '�� #�D6���� M�!��E ���(���। �%E� ���W�� ����� #��� 9�) r__ 1' ��(� 
�(��। #�� #� 5�?� ��������  ��K�*�)। ����;���� #����� ��� #�D6����� �1��� (�*�(���। 
�1��� �� ��* �� �7��}� #������ �*�� ��! �7��}� ��� �5�� �)। #����� #������ 
�1��� �*�(��� $�� ��Q�� ����(��� $�! #��� ����� ��K�*�) #�( �%��� �*��। 5�?��� 
����� �0�� ��� ��O �% �0�� � ��) #��� ���( %�� #�%। ����;�� ������ �1��� �� 
T\/Tr 1' �<�� $% ��*। �%n0�1�! ���� ���, �M�9% @���) �1��� ��� ���' #�% �। #�� 
S���� �1���। #�� ��i! ��� ���K' �����, ���� �% ��%�(। #�� ����� .��� �0��� ��!। �% 
�����, %��� $��� #� ��� �*�� �। #��� X’' ����� �1��� ��*�(� �%! 1��6 �1�) ��K*����। 
���� �(�D �(�D -�� JD�� ������)! ��p 5�?��� %���%���� ���.) ���)�(। 
 

#�� �%E� ���W���� �@� �����। ��K� %�� -������ ��H)�� �@� )- ��O ��� ��'� 
-������� 9���D��! 
)� @����, ����� ����। $�� ���%- $� ����� ���� ���। 
 

#� $�' ��-�M-#� �������� ��G� ��)�� �@� ����। ��� �.���� ����� �� ���� �� �% 
$�D� M����। ������d� -������ ��G� ��)� (����) �����3� $�� ��)� %������ %���p ��P5� 
(����) �����3��� �@� � ����! )। �� ���� %��* #DD�। ����;����� M������ ��'� 5� 
���(। ��O �������� -�=� �.� $��D ��-H-����। ��� �K.���। #����� ��.� �(� #�1 
�������� ��'� ��� ���। ��� M������ ��'�� #J�� ���। #��� �����-$ 0�� �H)�) #�� 
9@�� M� H ��� ������� #3�4 .���!। ��O M����� #3�4 .����)! #�� #��� 0�� ��Q�� 
���� $�� ������� ��� � ���� ����� �� #��� $��� @���� ������ � ��H ��Q�� ������। X�D 
���I��� $��D� ���W�� �(�� ��-�M-#� ��)� %������ ��P5� #� ��K��! %�G �(� �������� 
��G� ��)�। #��� $��D���� ��'� �@�� v__/y__ 1' �<�� $�D� ��K�(�* �@�� $q�N �������। 
%�) �� ���� %��* ��D�। #��� -S%� �H)�� %��@ %��@ ��� #�D6���� �1��� ($)�� ��z) $�% 
�*�� ��1���। $! �1��� �<��! 5��D $�� $� 7)7�� �) ����। $�! ��� ���) $! X’' ���M#� 
8%�� �06�) ����;����� ��g�� .�'6 ��� $�� ��� ���। $��� %��% H #����1 ������। 
'���� X06�1�, X’'! %�J�B6 ����;�� ��g�� .�'6 ���� �1�) ���� �।  
 

9�) ��!� ��!� �s� $�� .H*� <��� v ��!�, ���@�H TU ��!� #��� %��-�%E� ��R �(�। 
���� �1�� ����� ��DS�� @��D�! #��� ��R �����(��� #��� %��-�%E�� 9����� ��'�k� 
#��� $���� #�%। =��) $�-�� ����� ���� ���Q ���Q #%�� -� #� ��� ��� 
#%�� �। �%-!-�% ����� #�%�। ������ %������� #�%�, ��� 0����) %��������� 
#%��। 
 

%�7�P���p ��'� ���p #�X% %����%�7�P���p ��'� ���p #�X% %����%�7�P���p ��'� ���p #�X% %����%�7�P���p ��'� ���p #�X% %����* 
 

'� ���%� 9@� %a��� #�� 5�����*�� �� ���I ���� $�%�(��� �%��� ���1�� ���। F? 
�@�� #��� �1���� '���� ��B ��6� $���! �(���, -@6�P �0s��� 9@� %a�� ��6� $�� 
�@��! 
 
 
* %�7�P����D 9�¢ ���6� ^^-T-TtUt_ ������ 1����। 
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�(�D���D� -�� -������ �1�)�(। $� ���� �������1� �(� ���)���)� ��' -�����। #��� �* 
��� �����। $��� ��'������ ������) �(�। #����� ����¢� �(� $! ���' �S�M ��7� ���। 
#��� $ ����¢�) �����)�(���। º��! %���p ���*S�� �@�� $�D� �� ��� ��� ��;�� ���� 
���N���। $! ���'� #���D� �<�� #���D� �� ��-�M-#� $� ��)� %������ H����� ����  ����� 
��� #3�4 F? ���। ��� #���H ���1 ��! �%! #3��4, $�� #������� -�� ����, 
#%����� ���� ���� �(� ���� %��! ���1 ��)। ����6� ��6��) ����������� H�� �@�� �����) 
���� ���� ��� �)। #��� �%��� �1�) -�� ��R� ��1 ����� ��! $�� ��� �'��(��� ����� 
-�� ����� ��)�(। ����� �����!�� �.� ���) -�� ����� �0�� ���) �����) ���� ���� �)। 
$! JD�D� $�D� �����) (��� ��)�(�। 

 
9p ��� �����) (��� ��)�(�?  

 
�m�p $D� ‘#2��'��’ �����) (��� �)। Z %��) 9�@��� ��6��) �1���� �P����� $�D� 

�������1� %�5���� ��� �(� $D�। 
 

����) JD�D� ��� %���p '���!�)� ���B� ���� �� #1�z� 9@� ����। #�� $! JD�) 
9@�� �(��� �, ��� '�*�) ��*। JD�D� #�����! $����)। ����;�� �%������� $�' %�%� 
���)������ ������ Z $����) #�%। ����� �� ��� �� �(�। ����� �%�' -� ���)���� ���� 
-%����� ��� � $! ��� $�D� ����D0 ��) �% $�%�(�। #��� S���� ���� ‘#��6 H)���’ �%�z� 
�����(���। S���� ����4 ����4 #����� ������ ������ ���। S���� ���� ��� ����� H�� ��*����* 
��� ���। $�' $�% ����� �� $�D� ���)���� S���� ���� #%�(, �% ����� -
�0����। 
#����� ����� ���)���� %����4�p $! ��� ��J6��) ���D��%�D� �)�। ��! %��� ��! $�D� 
%�2� ����। �% S��� �����(, ���)������� ���� �.L� ����(, ����� $�� $� '�)1�) $�D� 
���)�� ����(�, �% .�P��� ��� �����) �1�(। $! ���D� ��(��<� ��6� ��n�( ��)। $� ��6��) ���� 
���� ���� #�X� ���� ��� $��D %��%� �(�� �����D�� ��� �5��। �����D� ���( �����) 
$�D� `!�%� �(� -@�� ��� �i�KD ���) �% ��� �'��� $�D� `!�%� ��)। `!�%� ��)�� 5�� �%! 
���)���) ��' �@�� q�� q? �)। �%��� ���z �(�। �%����� ���� $�% ���� ���� ���� 
�����। �(����� �%! �� ����� ���� ��� ��) ���� �� ��� ��) 5�����*�� .�� #�%। �%��! 
#��� ���N��� $�D� -������। ����� ���� H��� ���� �����। ����� ���� 5�����* ����I 
��) #�%। ��� ���� %����1�� ��) ��H)� �)। �%��� #����� %��-�%E� ��M���)�D6�� �(� 
����� H)��'��� ���� । ��� ��( �@�� -�� �@� '�� ��) । �% �(� ������। ��� ��k�� �(� 
Z $�D�!- S��� $�% ���) ��� ��) ��H)�। $D� $�D� .��9� JD� ���� ���। 
 

����� M�!��E ��� %�JB6 #� �)�। ��� $�D� JD�� �@� �� ��*। �� #��� 5�����* 
�M�5�� �(���। ��������D �@�� 5�����*� ���� $�D� ��;� �1�(। ��������D $�� 5�����* 
���� ���� ��। �5��� H���� -@6�P 5�����*� ���� #����� $5-$5 ���I�� �M�5� �(� $�� 
M����� $�-$5 ���I��� �M�5� �(�। $�-$5 ���I�� �(� �����!�। ���� Z $����) �����, 
�������� ��� #��� �5�� #%���। ��O $5-$5 ���I�� ���6��V�� H��� @�����। $���� 
#��� H��� �1�)�(���। %������ H��� �������� ����(। #��� '��� $! 9@� �%�� q�� (��*। 
#���� �%��� ��7� ��)� �) ��0��� q�� (*�� �)। %������ ��H)� �)�। X������� ����� ��(� 
��!�। =��) $� ���*�� ��% #��� '�� ���N���। $� %�) #����� ��� ����1��� 5�)��। 
���� $��� H���। ��Q��� ��� �<�  \__/r__ 1'। #��� �� ���*�� ���N��� �% ���*� 
���1��( $�� �D�� .��� ��� q�� �*�(। #��� ��*����* ��� ��n�* �1�) ��'� ����। 9��74 
��H ��(� �!। ��� $�D� 
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��!�5� ���� ���� ��)�(, ��n�* ��0��� q�� ���� �) �%D� �����(���। H�� %��! ��n�* �1�) 
��!�5� ���� ��*����* ��'� ��)�(। #��H ��)�(, ��� �� ��*����* � ����) T_/T\ ��� 
��(� ��'� ��)�(। H�� �%�� �@�� 5�)�� ���(, ���� '��� ���N। #��H -��� T_/T\ ��� 
��(� $���� �@�� ���� '��� ���N। #%���� $�' ���� �(�, �% #���� ��0��� 1��� 
���N���, �% 1���� �@� #�� ��H 0������। ��� �'�� 1���- ‘%���, %��� $�% 5�)�� ��, 
!�� ����� ���� �5���।’ H �����N��� �� #�� #��� ��'� '�� ��K.��� ����। $�� $�! 
%�) #�� #��� �d�� '����H �� �7� ���� ����। ����� %��� �1�) ��� ��(�74 5�)�� 
�����। ^″ �D6�� �(� #����� ���(। $� %�) 5�)�� �d ���। ��� '��� �����(��� H��� 
��k�� �(� �� ��� ��) #%�। ���1�( ���) �0�� 8��� ����(� ����। ����%��� ��- ���� 5�)�� 
��� ����� �.�)�(� #��� $���� ��� #�( ���। ��� #����� ���� '��� ���) ���� #� �� 
��� ���� %��% ��)�। $D� #1�z� JD� ���। ����� �%�� �@�� #��� .�� ��! ��10�W�� ��-H-
�� ��। ��10�W��� ��-�M-#�’ $� %������ ��'� #�� #�� �(�। ��� $��D ���I�� �(� $�� #�� 
�%! ���I��� $�' %����4 8%�� �(���। %������ #�� #��! �%! ���I��� ���W�� �(��। 
%����1� %��-�%E� -�� ��10�W�� �M�5�! #�� ��� ��(��� �(��� H��� @������� #����� 
�D� �������1� -����� ��)�(� -�E����� ���B� ����। ��p %����, ��� ���� ��)�( 
')������D $�� ��p #�X��� $�� ���� ���� ���) $�%�( #� #��� �%��W ����.� '� 
�%��E ��)�( �����। $�� �� 9@� #%��� �� $����� ��) $�D� -����� ��� ����, 
')������D। ����;� �%������� $�D� ���I�� �%��� �(�। #��� �� '��� �����(���। $! 
��!�M� ����¢� ��� ����� H)��'�, #�� �%�� ��K� %��@! �(���। #�� �(��� ��K� 
�%1�� -����D�, -)����% �%D ��) $�D� ��K��� 1��(� ���� ��.� 8��� ��� �� �(�� #� 
#�� ��K��� 1��(� ��. -)����% �%D ��) �(���। �%�� �@�� ��� ��� ����I� ��� M�!��E 
���(�� #3�4। #��� ���I��, -@6�P ��D� %������ #�� #��� ���I�� $�� M����� $�D� 
$5-$5 ���I�� �(� %������ ���%�� ���� ���� - $! X�D� ���I��� $��D ��H)� �� ��p 
%������ ����  $�� -��D� ��p #�X���� ���� । $! X�D� ���I�� ��) 0<?G����� #3�4 
���, %�d�� ��। ����¢� �������� X�D ���I�� 9�) 0<?G������ ���( ��n�( ��)। ��K ���� 
�%������D �� ���I�� �(� ������� ��;�� ��� ¼� ���� ��� ���� ���� ����;� �%������ Z 
���� �����) ���� � ����। ����� $�D�! �@ ����� ���� ��)�(�, �%D� ���� ��1l��� ����। ��O 
Z ���I�� �i��� $���� ��� �����, 5�� ���;���� 0�?G����� �(�* �%����D� ���) �0��� 
����� $�� ��� ��� ���) #����� ���� 5�)�� ���� F? ���। #��� '��� ��! �� HD� #����� 
$5-$5 ���I��� �� �। HD� ����;���� �����*� ��) ��� ��� ���) �0��� $�% #����� H�� 
#J�� ���(, $'�� �%��� ����74 @��� %�� �)�। %� ��(� �(( ���, ��g�� �0�G ���) 
#��� ����� -d����! H�� �@�� �5�� #�%। ��!M ��%��� $�D�� #��� %5� ��!M ���� ����, 
��� #3�4 ��%��� $D� %5� �(� �। ���, ����6��� ����;���� #��� �%��� �M�5� 1�* 
�����(�। 

 
���R�������R�������R�������R����� ����� ����� ����� ����****    

\ ��)1� ����� �*�! \ 
 
 ��p %���� #� ��p #�X��� ^\ ��!� ����� -)����% ���� X! �� ������ ��) �����) 

��*�(��� Tt�� �0s� ����;����� �R J�K�D ��)1� ����� '��। %��� ���� $�D� ��� �z 
#� 
 
 

  
 

* 8��� ‘%����’- $� T\ H Tr �M�%s�, TtUT %����) 9����� ��%� %���� ��.� 9����� �@�� %�����। 
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��(� �S�M। 9���� ��) ���� ��?��� ��)1� �����। ��p %������ ��� �(��� ������ ������, 
���%� H -��� $�� ��p #�X���� ��� �(� T\' ��R���� ������। X! �� ��)1�� -��=� 
^\- ����� ���'��V�� �7� ��� X! ��� �@�� ���� F? ���। �i� �) \__ 1�'� ���� �1�) 
-)�����% %���� H #�X��� X’'�� ��'� '���) ����। '�G�-F ���, .��� 1��) '�*�) 
���R������� ��� ’D�) �p��� �����) ��* r� %���%E� 0�?G����� �@�� ���� #�1� ����। �%�)� 
JV� ����� �� ��)1� ���'� %�A��D ��n�( ��p %���� %�%� ����� ��� ���� %��! ^\-����� 
���'���V� ����� ��* �1�(। ��� ��Q�� 0�� ���� ��)�(। ��)1� ���'� ��. ^\ ������� $�-
$�-�'%� ��g�� ��)�( $ ��� ��� ���। �(�D ��%-$� %����� ��� %��!�� F�) �*�� 
����। -)����% �%D H�� ��� ‘������ #�X���’ ����! F? ��) �1� 3% 5�)����- �%! %��@ 
����;���� ����� H�� #�D6���� 1� H v″ !�~ �D6�� .����� ��1���। ��� %���� ����p “��� 
$� !�~ ��(� �D�� �, ���� %��! �����, ��K.�� $�%��@! ��K.���।” F? ��) �1� ���R�������� 
'������� ���� �*�!। -�� ��R���� H �7 $�� -��q4 0��� -�: %�>� ^\-����� ������ 
�J��H $� ���� ��* ������ �? ������ �%�� 5���� �� Q�� Q�� �*�� ��1���। ��O ��� 
%������ #��� -��� ����। ���� ��������� �@��, ��`��6` �D6�� ��� H �����D� ���� ��* 
���R������� ��� $�D��� ����। ��'� ��B ����D�D �C� 9�� ��7� ����(, ����� ��' ���� 
��)�(। #����� T\/^_ ' ��� ���R����� �%�� $� ���D���) ^\-������� ��?�k �� -%� 
%��% H ���  ��) �*�! ����( ���@��� �� ��� ��� ���� �*�!-$ %��@ ��� ���� ��� ����। 

 
-������ ��p #�X��� ��M���)�D6���� �M0����V '���) ���। r� �%E� ���W�� �!� ���W�� 

������� ����  �<� ����� $�1�) $���। Tt ����� �0�� �@�� ^_ ����� %d�� ��6� ���� H 
#�D6���� ���) ��� #J�� ���� ^\-����� ���'���V� ���। S�� �@�� ���� $�% ����� �� 
�%��� �0�1 ���N। ^T�� �0s� %���� �%! ��R���� ��!W ^\-����� ���'��V ��f; ��) ����D 
����� \ ��!� �<�� ��1l����।  

 
$! ���� ^\-������� ����7 %��* ��� �@�� ��K.� ' ��� -@�� #�� ��)�(। �4�G�! 

��* �(� v_/v\ '�� ������। ��p %������ ��� ������ H ����� (-� �4�G� ��� ��� ���� 
�) �5�� #%�� �����(�। $! ��� �(� #����� $�D� �* ��') $�� ����;�� �5��%6� '� $��D 
#J��। ��� ^\-����� ���'��V �(� ����� 1�6। ��O $! ���� ��%� ���R������� #��� 
�����)�(��� ����� 9�����! �(�� ���। $�� �%! ���� 9�����! ����� �������4 ����(��। 
#��� ����� %��!�� %���� '��!। %���� '��! �%! �06�� ����� ��p %������। ^T ����� �0��� 
��)1� ���'� ���( ���K.� ���K.� ���* ����, ����V� �0�� ��5��D6 �������, ���D� ���� ��� @���* 
��* @��� -�=�) ��p %������ %��! ������- '��� ��� �% �����3�� �*�! ����(, ���4H 
���� �����3�� ����0<���� #��G ��� F�) ��)�(। �!� ���W�� ����� %����� ��)��) M� ��� 
����� ���� �%���D ���� ����। �%���D ����� %��!। ')�����D �%�'��� ���� ���� ��� 
��)�� ���=� ��� ����। ��O '��'� �*�� '� ��n�0� ��H)� �1� �। %������ H��� �@�� $� 
�%�'��� !����� #� ���� '��'�� '� । yT ��� 1� �%����D� %��@ %��@ �4�G� ���' �i� 
��z ���z। %� ������ '��'� H ��5 %IA ��� %��! .���� ½�V� ����, ���� !����� .�.�� 
-:, �.��� ���। �!� ���W�� ����� -���� �.�� ���(�) ���N��। ��' ��K��(��। ½�V ½�V 
��') ��)�(, �%! %��@ ����� %�� ���'�(। -¾'�� %��! �%R ��)�(। 
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\    �*���� ��'p ��' - ��0�� ��;� �*���� ��'p ��' - ��0�� ��;� �*���� ��'p ��' - ��0�� ��;� �*���� ��'p ��' - ��0�� ��;� \    
 

��'��� ����� �97�1��� ��% ���� ‘��' - ����� ���)�!’ ���� #���� 0�) ����� H�i, 
����� ��� '��� � ����� ��, $��m�� %��� ������ ��� '��* ‘��' ���)�!’ $� �.�) 
�����B6� �` -����� ����(� #����� ��� ���R�������। 

 

‘�*���� ��'’ -����� ��� $��D । $! ��'�D �*���� '� ���R������� ��� ��� �� ���%। $! 
��'�D ��� ��������� '� �(� -���%�� q? �<46। ��, $! ���'� H�� ���) .�� �1�( 
�����!। ��� %��@ ������� %�S $���� ��R ���� �������� 0��� �%� H %���: %����� -D�D 
�����(। $! ��' ��� ���� ����� %��%�� ������� ���1����1 ���=� ���NA ��� ��) $�� ��������� 
��R ��� ���� ������2�, �*����%� ^^ ��!� $����। 

 
r� �%E� ���W�� �!� ���W�� ������� ������ �%��� ��� ��������� �����! ���NA ��� 

H��� ���� ���� ��� $�� $! �*���� ��' ��*�) ���� ���। �� ���%� ��B %a��� $�D� ������ 
�� ��i��� ���। �*���� ���'� H�� ���-������� ����� �(� 9}�। ��� %����1! �(� � 
���R������ ������ ��D��� ���( �0*���। �5�� $��� ����।  

 
'���! ���%� ��Q����Q #��� ������ ���� ��i���। X�06�� �% -~�। ��K��*� �� �(�) #�( 

����5n' ���'� H���। ��.। M�!� H ����। ��@6 ��) �5�� $��� ����।  
 

#1z ���%� y �����। ����)����� �� $�D� �� �1� %��@ 9�R !-�D-#� ����� ��G��� 
�'�)�। ���'� ��(����( 9�) ��nK�(�(� ����। ��O �। ������ ����� ����� �.�� ���� 9}� �(�। 
5�)�� H�� ��� ��� #����� ������ ��D�� H��। ���'��)��D%� ��@6 ��) �5�� $��� ����। 

 

�%�� ���W�� ������� �����। ���M���)�D6��� M���� Z $����� %��-�%z� ���W�� ����� 
����� ������ (�����3�), M���� ���I�� ���W�� ����%��k %������ (���9���)। .���.�� 
���¿B4 ��) �1� ������2�� ���� ��)। �@J�D $K�� ���) ���� ��� ����� ����� H 
����%��k�� ���(। 

 

����;��� ����� ���'���V� T ���I�� �5�%6 �(� $! ��' �7�)। $��! -��� ���� ��) $! 
���'� q?  ����� '� �� -���%�� �(�। ����;����� ��'� �(� �*���� ^ � ���'� H�� H 
X! %�!M। ���H�) �z� H 1�À����� %����1 $! ��'�D �(� ��;� ��� H��। 

 

��-����� ��@6 ��) �5�� #%�� �� $! q? �<46 ‘$��%�!��V’ J��* ���� ��� ������ X! 
��� ���R����� ����� H ����%। ����) ��@6��� U �� �� T^! #1z, ��� U D�। $� ���I�� 
��R���� ������ #��6� %��� ��' ��G��� ��� �1��? T^ '। ���K, ��� T^ ' ��G��� ���� 
����9��� �� ��), ���� ����� ������� ‘��!���� !����`’ �*�� �*�� ����� ����z� �@�� 
���� ����� ����� ����� ���� (�����3�), ���I�� ���W�� ����%��k %���� (���9���), 
���R����� #5'�� ����% (��� ��� ��DS��� ��������� ���� ���� �), '?� !%���, �%�� 
#��, �H�� #�� 9���। ���� ����� $¶����%0%, �MD�D, $�-$�-�', �z1� H v !�~ �D6��। 
����� ��(� 9�)�'�� �0���� ��)�� '� ��p ��'�����k�� (�����3�) H %������ #�X� 
������� ����  ^D� $5-$5 ���I�� @�����। ���R������� �� ���*� �@�� '��� ���� F? ��� 
�� ���-��'� �(� \ ��!� �<�� ‘�*���� ��'’। ��������� ��'�� X! ��!� �<�� �1�) '�� 
�� @����� ��� �� ��n� �����D�। '�� �@�� %��! �����। $��� ��KD�� ����। ���)� ���) 
F��� ���� H �� � ��* $� 
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%��6��) �� �5�� .���( T^ ' �G-'�� ��� %��। %��� �7� F�� ��' �*����। ��-����� 
�5�� �1�( ���R�����। $��� ���� '�� ����, ��� ��' -7� ���� ���� �। ��� ��� �� �5�� 
�� ���� $q�N, $��� #���� #�6����, �<B����� ���L। �%! ���L�� %�@� ��� 1��)� '��� ���� 
‘$¶����%0’ q����� '�*�) ��) $�1�) .���� ��' ‘�*�����’ ����। #��� J��) $�� -d����। 
���L� 1�� �1� ���*। ��' �*����� H�� �.�� �*��� ���R������। ���L�� ��� ���' #�( 
����;����� ��g��q���। ���'� X! ���� ��n�( �1� ����%��k, ����� ���� H -� %�@���। ��� 
�� ��*D� ���। �������� ���L� ���� ��g��� ���� ��% #�(। ���) ��7�4 �; ���� �791���� 
$�1�) .���( ���R����� -�����। ���'� �� '�)1�) $¶����%0 ��K�� ����। �<� ��� �(� X! 
'�)1�)। ��O ���L� '� ���-�������� �� “H)�.” ���� ����( � ��(�! �� ����� ���� 
�%! %����1D� ���' ��1���। ��� ^\ ����D ‘$¶����%0%’ ��1���� ��' ��B �), ��D�� '� %�) 
��)� �(� v_ ���D। $D� %�� ���� ��� ���R������ ��%� �(����� ��;�� ���* 1�M6 @���� �@� 
�(� ���� ��� ���'� ���) ��' ���। ���L� %�����D�� '� �%���D� - �� �D �.� ��� �)। $� 
���I�� ������ ������ ���'� H��, M��-���� X�06�� ��g��� ��% ��% �� ���L� �� F��(, 
��7�4 ����� �����JV� ���' �1�( ��;� ��� �¯���� H��।  
 

-��� %��6�4 ���� ���� ����� ����� ��;�� H�� �@�� ���� #�� ��K� ���' %�@���। 
q� q� ��� ���। ���K, $��� ��(� .��� %��!। r__ 1' �<�� $�% @���� ����। �%! ��B����� 
���L� ���� ��� ��n� XD�� ���� �MD��D #q ����� ����। 9.W ���, �%! ���L����� ���� �� 
���� #��� �0�G ���� ���� �Á��� ��N “��' �*�����” H��। ��;�� ���� qK�*� qK�*� ��) �0�G 
�*�( ��������� ��g��, �0�G �*�( ��������� ����। ‘') �����’ f� ���) $�-$�-�'’� 5�)�� 
H�� ��� ��� ����� ����%��। ��( �@�� �0���� 5�)�� $��� ��p ��'����k��� ��( �@��। 
(�D�( ��������, ���'� .������� ��g�� �(�* 0�1�( 9�40�), Âf6l��% (��D ���N ��( ���। 
#3��4� #������) 0��%�; ��������� H�� ���L� ����� �� q���B64 ��� .���( ��� �����, 
��� ����%��। ������ X���� ��(� T\�D �MM��M �5�� ����D �����। ��' �*����� H���� 
�*��� ���R� �����। ��;�� H��� ��R ��) �1� �.����। �� ���'� '� �������� 16� ��� ��*��, 
����� ������� �� ‘‘�*���� ���'�’’ �@� ��� ���R������ ���'�)� 9��4 ��*� ����� �%! 
�*���� ���'� ��') �� %IA ���� #�2 #���1 ��K���� ����� �����, ��K���� ����%��। 
$� -���� '�*�) ����� ����। 

 
����� !�����% “��' ��0�� - ���)�!” $� �� ��� @���, @���� #����� ���R�������� 

���� � 1�K@� ��) ‘‘��' ��0�� - ��;�’’� ��। 
 

\    .�� ����� ����� .�� ����� ����� .�� ����� ����� .�� ����� ����� \    
 
�’' '�� ��, #����� vT\ ' ���R����� y �� #D�� ��* F�� ���]D #� ��� ���) ��K�. 

�(�? r� $!.-���-�� ��% �%E� ���W�� ������� ����� %���� ��6� 9�) ��� ��)�(�� ���� 
���� �1�(।  

 
 �%! ‘Xp��� .�� ���’ �(� v�� �%��s� �@�� u! �%��s��� ���। $! ����� F? ��)�(� #��� 

#�1 ��;�� 1� ���) ��i���* �2��� ����।  
 
���R������ ��'� �(� ��i���*� �m� H �<�6 ����। ����� $� ��!� ��(� ��;� �� ��) 

.���(। ��;� ��� -�� ���* ���� H ��74 ���� $5-$5 ���I�� � u-$� ���W�� ����%��k 
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%���� v\_ ' $5-$5 ��) 9}� ��N। ������ ����;����� �M�5� ��N ��i���* �2��� 
��74 $�� ���� %�!�M। $� ���I�� �5�%6 ��) �%���V� �'��� ��g��� ��'� ��)�� ��R���� 
�M�5� ��) ��J6 () ��% ��% #�(। ����� %��@ #�( !-��-��5 (!-��-#�-$� ��� �% %�) 
��� �5�%6��� 1�i� $��D �����) $� T ���I��, ��'���� �(� �’����। ��� H�� ��(� �(� 
#�D6����। ���0 ����1�, () !�~ �D6��, $�-$�-�', TD� �� !�~ �D6��, ��(� �z1� #� ���� 
%� �Ã-D-�Ã। 

 
�%E� ���W�� ������� ����� %������ ��D �@�� u� ���I�� ���W�� ���6� �� ��i���*� 

��������� H�� .�� %��L ���� '� । 9@� ���� ���R������� ‘‘��D $W ��’’ ����  -�%�4 ��� 
���� #1L ��%। �%��s� ���%� ^ ����� ��6� ������� ��; ����। !������ ���R������� 1�* 
����� ���� ��g��। ��i���* �2��� �<�6 H �m� ���� ��� ��������� $� ��'�� 1' �<�� $! %� 
��g�� 8��� ��� ���R������� ����� ���*�) �����। $�� $! %�) ���R����� H ��� ������� ��� 
��� ��'� �@�� �1���q�� ����) �����। 

 
�%��s��� ^ �����। ���I�� ���W�� ����%��k %������ ����  ���R������� ��� ��������� 

r__ 1' �<�� � ���� .�� #�%। ^�� �%��s� ��� vD�) ���W�� ��' $%-$�-#� ��) ������ 
��'�� 5�)�� H�� ��� ��। F? �) ��4���। �����%� �(���� 9���� ��� ��i���* �2� ��� 
� ��� ���� ��(� �5��� �। 

 

��i���* ��!]���� �0��� ���6� X�06�� J�K�D �@�� ��� �B64 ��� �� �%���। F? ���� ����� ���। 
�� 8%���� ��`��6` ��� H ����D� #J�� $% �*�( ���R������ H��। 0�G�( ��g��, #�� ��N 
���R�%�। ������ ��� ��) ��H)� ��N ���� ��(�। %��� $q�N #���' ���R�%��, ���( 
#J�� �C� ��g���, ��'�� �1���-q�� #� #�6��� 0�� �i��� �M��� @��� ��i���* �2�। %�� 
1���� ��� .��(। JV�� �� JV�। ��� $� !�~ ��(� �D�( �। %��� %��� ���' ���N $�� 
-���� $����� ���W ���( ������ ������ X�6B6 ��'� ��)��, -����� ����� ������ $� 
�?4 ��� ����%��k %����। $� ����� (�*�( ������ �1���, ���D H ���। -� ����� X�)��D 
$�-$�-�' #� �Ã-D-�Ã ���) ��� '��� ���N। 

 
JV�� �� JV� ��) ���N। y ����� %��� �@�� ����� ����� ���* �1�। ����% ��k %���� 

��)�' %��%� %�@��� ��) �� �� ��)��D %����� ��g�� ��� ���) $�M0�� ��� �1� %������। 
����� $-$�-�'’� ���K� #J�� ������ ������ ��! ��'� ���i���* ]���� �0���� ��g���। 
X��� �����D�� ���� .�~�� ���� �1� ��������� ��g��� H �M�5� ��'��। ��q4 ��R�� �����%� 
����  ���R������� (��D ���� ��1��� %������। �% $� Z�����%� ���<�6। ��i���* �2� #� ��)� 
����D� ���� ���R�������� ���)m ���। 9���D ��g���� ���R������� ���L� Q�K��� �� q�� (�*�(। 
������ ����� ����� �M�5� ��! �(�* ��(� ��D ���NÄ ��� ����%, ��� ��� �����, ���� �Ã-D-
�Ã �.�� ��� %������ 1�*�) 1�*�) ��� ���( %���� 0���। ���)� ��) �D�� ���N �Ã-D-�Ã 
��1��। ') ���� �(��) #��!। �������� ������ ��� ��i���* �@��। ��W ����;�� ����� ��>� 
�� �1�। $� �?4 ���R������ ����� $�1�) #%�( �Ã-D-�Ã ���� ������ �?4 ����। -��@6 q�� 
(�*�( ����� ��g���। �(�* ���� ��N ����� �M�5� ��'�।  

 

���I�� ���W�� ����%��k �J�B4� �� ��� yi� �%��s� %<�6 �M���� #�1! ��i���* �2� ��R 
��) ����। ���’ ���R����� �� ��� q�� .����) ���N ��������� 9����D� ��g���। ��i���* 
�2��� ') -���%A। #3��4� ���� #� ��K*��� ����( � ��������। #� ��)� ����D� ���� 
�� ��) ����। ���R������� ����� ���� ��� ‘') �����’ ��� .�P��� ���(। $� %�) ������ 
$��� #��� 
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��@। yi� �%��s��� ��i���* �2�� �� ���R������� 
����� ����� ��m���� '� �����1 
��N, ���� 11� %<�6 �� ��� ��*�(, �i� ��� %�) 1'6 ���� ���� $��� X�D ��������। 
����%��k H ��� ������ ��g���� ��'�� ���L� �� ����� �5�� ����। #�3��� �7��0 
���R������� $�-$�-�'’� 5�)�� �����। �������� X�D� .�� �1� 9�) ��� ���D ��� ���R������� 
���0A ��'�� ����� �B64 ���। M� ���), M� ���� $�� ����� ������ #J��� #�� ��� �%! 
��� �?4, ��� �(�� �%! ���’ ���R������ ��� �)�। #�� ���� #��� -���। $� ����B! 
��0 �1� �%! ���R�������� '�)� #��। �R�R 7���7� #����� �����' H 5�z6 $!M F? 
����। ���NA ��) �1� r� $!.-���’$� %��@ %�� ���1����1। ����� H -��� %��S�� ��� ����� 
�*�) %���(� f�% ��) �1� ���H -: H �1�����?��� ��� ��� 7�� �)� ���R�������� ��g�� 
$�� �M�5� �@�� q�� �d �H)�) ������ ����� F? ����� �� ����� q��-�1��� �B64। 

 
�%! -%��) -�=�) yi� �%��s� ���� -�� ���R����� �� ���� ��) ��*�(� �� �R�Å� 

���I�� ���W�� .�P��� ��� ����p “��� .���, ����� ��6� ��� .���, ��� $� !�~ ��(� �D�� �। 
����� ��� ��(� ������ ����, $! #�� -�=�) ��� ���� #�� q�� .����। '�0<��� ���� ����� 
�� ��* 9�4 ��H %��!। ��M���)�D6�� �@�� #��� ���’ ' ���NA, ��l �@�� ���NA। ��� �H 
#��� %��! ��� �1�(।” ��� %��!�� -����� ��� ����, “������ #�1 $���� ��B �*�! ��* 
��H।” 

 
���R������� 9�4 �5�� ���। #��� �5�� �1� ��g���। ���� ���� �� �Ã-D-�Ã। $�0��� ��� 

��) �1� y ����� ���। ��K. ����� %����� ��� .����-%d��) X’��7! 5�)�� �d ����। %������ 
#����� �%�� FÆB� ����। () ����� �0��� ������ ����� () !�~ �D6�� H ���D ��~�� ���) ����� 
#3�4 F? �����।  

 
$����� ����� �!। #*�! �� ��� ��) ���N। ��]�D $�� ��� ���) ��K�. #�( ���’ 

���R�����। F�� �����' ��K�� #���� ��* #�( ��g���। %���� ��� �@�� (��D #%�( ����;�� 
������ �1���, ����1��� q��। %���(� -����। %���� ���) ���NA। ��� ���R������� �*�! 
.����) �1�। %���(� -���� �'�H ��K�� ��K�� ����* '�� ���' ��� ��* �1� ��i���* �2��। 
() ����� ��� #DD�) ��i���*� M����� ���R������� #����0���� ���’ 1' (��D �1�) 
��������� ��)��D �M�5� ��'� ��� ��� �)। $D� �(� $��D #�J��� ���7�। �%! �M�5� 
��!� �(� 9�) ��*�’ ��'����। ���� -:%� #�%��64 ���। #�� ���I�� ���W���� ���6� 
�������� ���R�������� ½V ��!� ��%�) ��������� ��?�� q�� .������ #��� ��)� �)। ��� 
��'������ �% #��� ��� ���। $� 5�� ���R�������� ����� ���* ��) । .�G� ��) H�i ����। 
r! �%��s� %������ q�� #� ���� q�� .��� @���। u! �%��s� �0�� ���� �������� -�=� 
���1 ��� ��5������ ���� �����) ��)। u! �%��s� %��� uD� ^_ ����D ��i���* �2��� ���� 
�*��� ���R� �����। 

 
 
 

-------------- 
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v_-T_-Ttut 
 

Date Events Casualties 

 

1. 04-05-71 Own FF consists of 4 pers launched at 

Rajshahi for a special mission. 

One peace committee 

chairman injured. 

 

2. 10-5-71 N/Sub Mubsharul Islalm along with party 

raided Charghat PS. 

10 Militia/Pak Army 

killed & 7 injured. 

 

3. 13-5-71 Hav Kh a Matin along with one section 

raided PTC Sardah. 

 

6 Pak Army killed 

4. 14-5-71 Own party raided Mirgonj BOP. 7 Pak Army killed & 7 

injured. 

 

5. 14-5-71 L/Nk Shariqur Rahman along-with party 

raided Mukhtarpur. 

 

3 Pak agent killed. 

6. 14-5-71 Own FF launched at Rajshahi.  6 Pak agent killed. 

 

7. 14-5-71 Own FF raided the house of Nakimuddin, 

member of the Peace committee of 
Mirgonj. 

 

1 Peace Committee 

member killed. 

8. 15-5-71 Hav Kawsaruddin alongwith party raided 

the house of Chairman, Muslim League of 
Alatali. 

 

Chairman ML Killed. 

9. 15-5-71 Hav Amiruzzaman alongwith 10 OR 

launched at Sardah PTC. 

Electric Pylon of 

Bheramara blown off. 

 

10. 16-5-71 N/Sub Mohd Ismail along with one 

section raided Godagari en posn. 

3 non-Bengali guard 

killed. 

 

11. 16-5-71 Hav Amiruzzaman alongwith 5 OR raided 

the house of Peace Committee of Alaipur. 

 

1 Peace Committee 

member killed. 

12. 16-5-71 Own Mor sec shelled at Rajshahi Police 

line. 

17 Pak Army killed and 

25 wounded. 
 

 
* TtuT %���� ���.6 ����� ��� ��6�� �(��। ����4�D 9�¢ %�1���� ������ �@�� %�����। 
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13. 16-5-71 Have Majibur Rahman alongwith 12 

OR sent to blow off the Bidipur Rd 

bridge. 
 

Bidipur Rd bridge blown off. 

14. 17-5-71 Mjd Minurul Islam alongwith party 

raided the house of one Pak agent at 

Bagdani. 
 

One Pak agent killed. 

15. 18-5-71 Nk Ekrm Ali with 5 OR raided the 
house of Pak agent Abdus Sattar of 

Kharchakka.  
 

One Pak agent killed. 

16. 24-5-71 Hav Azizur Rahman along with 15 

OR raided the village Basudebpur. 
 

25 Pak agent killed. Our one 

MF killed. 

17. 04-6-71 En attacked our liberation area 
Poladanga. 

Our tps fought with en and en 
fled away leaving several 

dead bodies. 17 Pak army 

killed, 25 injured & 25 Pak 

agent killed. Our Hav Matin 

and one const. injured. 
 

18. 19-6-71 Hav/CIK M Humayun Kabir 

alongwith 10 OR raided the house of 

Pak agent Malek Sarnakar of 

Premtali. 
 

Malek Sarnakar killed and 

Tel line between Godagari 

Nawabgonj disrupted. 

19. 21-6-71 Own party raided the house of 

Chairman Peace Committee. 
 

Chairman killed. 

20. 24-6-71 Own MF raided the house of Meser 
Biswas a Pak agent of Godagari. 
 

Meser Biswas killed. 

21. 24-6-71 Hav Kawasaruddin with 5 OR 

raided the house of Peace 

Committee of Basudebpur. 
 

Peace Committee member 

killed. 

22. 25-6-71 A group of FF raided the Rajshahi 
Tele exchange. 
 

One militia guard killed. 

23. 25-6-71 Own MF raided the Natore Rajshahi 

Rd rly crossing. 
 

One rly guard killed & one 

injured. 

24. 25-6-71 Own FF raided the house of Peace 

Committee of Beneswar under PS 
Charghat. 
 

One Peace Committee 

member killed. 

25. 26-6-71 Own demolition party went to 

demolish rd bridge of Katakhali. 

4x3- in Mor Bomb were shelled on 

the en gun/mor posn near Rajshahi 

University. 

Katakhali rd bridge blown 

off. 2 civ guard killed. 

Electric pylon near Sardah 

also blown off. 
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26. 27-6-71 Elec station and 4 Transformer were 

damaged by LIRAT at Katakhali.  
 

3 Militia killed. 

27. 27-6-71 Own MF raided the house of member 
of Peace Committee at Talaimari. 

House of the member of 
Peace Committee damaged. 
 

28. 30-6-71 Own demolition party went to blow 

off rly bridge near PTC Sardah.  
 

7 Pak army killed. 

29. 30-6-71 Own MF raided the house of the 
Peace Committee Bahar of Panikamri, 

Charghat. 
 

Peace Committee member 

killed. 

30. 30-6-71 Own MF raided the house of the 
Peace Committee member Pak Agent 

at Nawhata, Rajshahi. 
 

2 Peace Committee members 
killed. 

31. 03-7-71 A gp of FF launched at Rajshahi for 

operation. 

One student killed by en while 

crossing the river after 
operation and another injured 

and evacuated to Barrakpur 

hospital. 
 

32. 01-7-71 Own MF raided Kuthipara en posn. 2 Pak army killed. 
 

33. 30-7-71 Own FF ambushed to en jeep. Grenade thrown to jeep. 
 

34. 30-7-71 Own FF raided Rajshahi power house. Two militia guard killed and 
several injured. 
 

35. 01-7-71 Own FF raided Shaheb bazar, Rajshahi. 
 

4 Pak agen killed. 
 

36. 01-7-71 2 FF gps was trying to capture by some 

civilian at Jhaikra PS Charghat. 
 

One civilian killed. 

37. 01-7-71 Own FF raided the house of Peace 

Committee member at Sujapur undedr 

P.S Paba. 
 

Peace Committee member 

killed. 

38. 01-7-71 Own FF raided the house of Peace 

Commitee member at Khandakatar PS 

Paba. 
 

2 Pak agent killed. 

39. 01-7-71 Own FF raided house of Peace 

Committee member and Pak army agent 

at Betkuri PS Paba.  
 

1 Pak agent killed. 

40. 01-7-71 Own FF raided house of Jamat-e-Islami at 

Palpur. 
  

1 Pak agent killed. 

41. 01-7-71 Own FF raided Nouhata Airport. 
 

6 Pak agent killed. 

42. 01-7-71 Own FF/FF M raided the Rajshahi town. 5 non-Bangalees killed. 
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43. 01-07-71 Own FF/FM raided Pak army posn at 

Kuthipara. PS Charghat Rajshahi 

2 Pak Army & 1 agent killed. 

44. 02-07-71 Own MF raided the house of one Pak 

agent at Damkura, Rajshahi 

1 Pak agent killed 

45. 02-07-71 Own MF/FF raided the Telephone 

Exchange, Rajshahi  

1 Pak agent killed & one 

injured 

46. 02-07-71 Own FF/FM raided the house of Peace 

Committee member at Durgapur, 

Rajshahi. 

1 Pak agent & one Peace 

Committee member killed.  

47. 02-07-71 Own FF raided the Durgapur Tahsil 

Office 

Tahsil office burnt into ashes 

and tel line between Durgapur 

Sardah cut off.  

48. 03-07-71 Own FF raided the house of Alauddin, 

Behari coloney, Rajshahi.  

He and his wife along with 

baby killed.  

49. 03-07-71 Own FF raided the house of Peace 
Committee member.  

Peace Committee member 
killed.  

50. 06-07-71 Own FF launched at Ishurdi.  Disrupted the tell link between 

Paksey Bheramara. 

51. 07-07-71 Own FF raided the house of Peace 

Committee at Rustampur. 

One Peace Committee member 

killed.  

52. 07-07-71 Own party raided Arani Rly Sta Dislocated all tel comm from 
Arani. all other stas.  

53. 14-07-71 Own FF raided Rajshahi town 3 non--Bengali killed and 3 

injured.  

54. 14-07-71 Own FF raided Nouhata army pons.  4 military, 2 Pak agent killed 

and 2 injured 

55. 14-07-71 Own FF raided Harian sugar mill and 

grenade thrown to mill compound 

 

56. 16-07-71 Own FF launched at area Gopalpur and 

Lalpur 

One Pak agent killed and one 

injured. 

57. 16-07-71 Own FF raided the guard of Atrai 

Bridge 

One Rajakar killed and 2 

militia injured.  

58. 16-07-71 Own FF raided Rajshahi Ari port One Pak agent killed.  

59. 17-07-71 Own party raided the house of peace 

Committee of Charghat PS 

Injured two Peace Committee 

members through grenade.  
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60. 19-07-71 PTC Pilot School was raided by party. Sentry of pilot school killed.  

61. 19-07-71 Own party raided the house of Pak 

agent Azimuddin of Rajshahi  

He was stabbed and killed 

62. 19-07-71 Own party raided the house of Peace 

Committee of Binodpur 

He was killed through grenade 

charge 

63. 20-07-71 One en patrol party was ambushed at 

Fudkipara, Rajshahi town.  

4 Militia killed 

64. 20-07-71 Own party raided Lalpur PS 7 Non-Bengali Police killed  

65. 22-07-71 N/sub Mobasharul alongwith 2 sec 

raided Mirganj Razaker post.  

5 Rajaker killed and tel link 

between Charghat Mirganj cut 

off 

66. 24-07-71 Own party blown off 3 elec pylon of 

Bheramara Rajshahi line near Bagha.  

 

67. 24-07-71 Own party raided Lalpur PS by 2" Mor.  One Pak army jeep destroyed.  

68. 31-07-71 2 Telephone pillars between Nawabgonj 

and Rajshahi destroyed.  

 

69. 03-08-71 Own party consists of 7 pers ambushed 

en patrol in 15 area Tahirpur.  

15 en drowned in Tahirpur 

river 

70. 04-08-71 Own party consists of 6 pers raided 

Tahirpur school  

8 militia killed and 2 injured 

71. 04-08-71 Own party ambushed mil jeep 2 Pak army killed  

72. 04-08-71 Own party consists of 2 pers raided 

Katakhali sentry post 

One en killed and 3 wounded 

73. 05-08-71 Own demolition party launched Sitlai Sitlai Rly bridge blown off.  

74. 05-08-71 Own Mor sec shelled and raided one of 

the Razakar posn and Militia coy posn 

at Godagori PS High School.  

3 Rajakar/Militia killed and 4 

injured.  

75. 10-08-71 Own party ambushed Pak mil van and 

planted A/P mine at PTI trg ground.  

8 Rajakar killed and one 

injured.  

76. 15-08-71 Own party headed by sub-sector comd 

raided Rajakar posn at Haripur bridge 

and also mortared at Nawabgonj 

EPCAF line, Police line and court areas 

from 200 yds.  

9 Rajakar captured and Haripur 

bridge completely blown off.  
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77. 15-08-71 Own party consists of 8 pers entered 

Atrai PS under Natore Sub-Division.  

8 Rajakar killed 

78. 20-08-71 Own party consists of one section raided 

Durgapur PS area Dist Rajshahi  

11 Rajakar killed and 12 

injured. 1 Peace Committee 

member killed 

79. 20-08-71 One section MF launched at Durgapur 

PS 

9 Rajakar killed, 12 injured, 2 

captured 

80. 23-08-71 Own party consists of 45 pers mixed 

with FF and MF led by sub-sector comd 

went to raid and demolish AVOYA br.  

 

81. 23-08-71 Rajshahi-Nawabgonj rd about 20 miles 

from Rajshahi town 

Fire exchanged, 2 en boats 

were seen sinking with 

occupants. 1 own killed & 2 

injured.  

82. 25-08-71 Own MF raided Afipara PS Paba en 

posn 

6 Rajakar & 1 Pak army killed.  

83. 03-09-71 Own party raided en posn at Bajubaka 34 Rajakar killed & 24 injured.  

84. 06-09-71 Own party consists of 2 section raided 

army posn at Premtoli.  

2 Pak army & 2 Rajakar killed 

& 7 insured 

85. 13-09-71 Own MF consists of 1 P1 raided 

Ramchandrapur hat Pak army posn.  

20 Pak army & 12 Rajakar 

killed & 13 Pak army injured. 

1 Own MF killed, 2 MF 

injured.  

86. 16-09-71 Own Mor section shelled at PTC Sardah 30 Rajakar / Army killed and 

50 injured.  

87. 20-09-71 Own MF raided the house of Peace 

Committee secretary of Charghat 

Peace Committee secretary 

killed.  

88. 22-09-71 Own raided the UC of Islampur while 

Jamate Islami were in meeting 

2 Peace Committee member 

were arrested.  

89. 22-09-71 Own MF of a sec str raided Katakhali 

power house. 24 bombs of 3" mor 

shelled on Katakhali power station.  

2 Pak army killed & 10 

injured.  

90. 22-09-71 Hav Shafiqul Islam with 15 Or raided 

Rajakars posn at Rustompur hat.  

2 Rajakar killed 

91. 24-09-71 Own party raided the house of Pak 

agent.  

1 Pak agent killed 

92. 26-09-71 Hav Mojibur Rahman alongwith 2 sec 

raided Muktarpur behind Ayub Cadet 

College  

2 Elec pylon of Muktarpur 

blown off. 
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93. 27-09-

71 

Own MF Mor sec shelled at 

Ramchandrapur hat under Nawabgonj 

PS on the en posn.  

7 Pak army killed 

94. 03-10-

71 

Hav Shafiqul Islam alongwith P1 str 

raided Dakra Bazar Rajakars posn.  

1 Pak army & 20 Rajakars & 1 

pak agent killed & 1 Rajakar 

injured.  

95. 03-10-

71 

Own FF raided Belbaria Rajakar/ 

Mujahid posn.  

15 Rajakar killed & 4 injured.  

96. 10-10-

71 

Own MF and FF launched at Rajakars & 

Nawabgonj and planted mines to rly 

lines 

1 Pak army train blown off & 

25 Pak army killed.  

97. 10-10-

71 

En attacked own posn Islampur 20 Pak army killed during the 

encounter. 1 own MF injured.  

98. 11-10-

71 

2 sec own MF led by sub-Sector Comd 

fired 46X3" Mor bombs to the en posn 

at Godagari & Sultanpur 

 

99. 12-10-

71 

En advancing stopped by own troops 

with the help of 3" Mor.  

50 En killed and 30 injured. I 

own MF injured.  

100. 10-10-

71 

Own MF/FF blew off with mine another 

special train carrying reinforcement to 

en tps Amnura from Rajshahi 

30 Pak army killed / injured.  

101. 27-10-

71 

Own MF raided Rajakar / Militia base at 

Bagdani, Rajshahi.  

5 Militia / Rajakars killed. 

Rajakars / Militia camp 

Completely damaged.  

102. 01-10-

71 

Own mixed gp of MF/FF attacked one 

patrol party of Rajakars.  

3 Rajakar killed, 4 Rajakars 

arrested.  

103. 09-10-

71 

En fired 30 rds of shells in the liberated 

area Badkantapur and Sundarpur 

 

104. 13-10-
71 

En fired approx 50 rds of 3" Mor bombs 
at own posn at Joyandipur.  

 

105. 14-10-

71 

en shelled at our own base at Bakerrali 

and own tps also replied with 3" Mor.  

 

106. 15-10-

71 

One pl Rajakars with the help of a local 

police attacked own FF boys in area 

Lalpur. Fire exchanged between  

Rajakar and own FF.  

20 Rajakar killed. 1 FF boy 

killed 
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107. 21-10-71 Special mission of gps of MF & Ff of 

15 each launched to Farhadpur bridge. 

En had 4 hunkers around both the 

bridge and well-protected by Rajakars 

guard.  

Farhadpur bridge completely 

blown off.  

108. 25-10-71 Own MF 1 X 25 at Lalpur PS 8 Rajakars of Bulmaria under 

PS Lalpur surrendered.  

109. 30-10-71 Own MF raided army posn at 

Sundarpur 

En fled away.   

110. 30-10-71 Jamat-E-Islam attacked liberated area 

and own MF opened fire.  

2 Jamat-E-Islam killed 

111. 30-10-71 Own party of MF and FF launched to 

demolish Kumarpur bridge saw one en 

convoy approaching towards the bridge 

site. Own party laid a hasty ambush.  

Damage two Jeeps 

112. 06-11-71 Own one fighting party of a Plstr raided 

one of the army posn at Pebinagar, 

after exchange of fire en ran away.  

2 Pak army killed.  

113. 07-11-71 Two gps of own MF/FF consists of 2 

PL raided Islampur, Joyandipur en 

posns.  

 

114. 08-11-71 Punjabi came down to vill Zahurpur to 

burn / loot houses of Pro-Bangladesh 

people. Own MF rushed to the spot and 

laid and ambush.  

5 militia killed and one dead 

body brought back to base.  

115. 07-11-71 Own MF raided Shahpur BOP, 

Rajshahi.  

3 Rajakar killed 

116. 11-11-71 En fired 2rds of 3" Mor and one 

fighting patrol opened up with aut wpn 
on won def at Narendrapur. Own pers 

replied with automatics.  

 

117. 12-11-71 Own tps of I pL raided Joyandipur and 

dislodged them out of bunkers and 

strong pts. PL IC of own injured one 

sec plus raided Bararahia.  

Arrested 5 Rajakars & Peace 

Committee member.  

2 Rajakar killed.  

118. 13-11-71 En burnt 12 Rashia and Bagdanga.   
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119. 12-11-71 Own MF 2 coys supported by section 

Mor of BSF attacked en posns. at 

Rajarampur.  

1 Offr, 9 Pak army, 60 

Rajakar/CAF killed and 12 

Rajakars arrested. 4 own MF 

and 3 FF killed.  

 

120. 24-11-71 En concentrated tps in area Islampur 

Chataidubi and Program.  

 

 

121. 25-11-71 Own FF/MF launched at Doari and 

Bagdani.  

 

Doari bridge blown off. 6 Pak 

army killed. 2 FF killed.  

122. 17-11-71 Own Mor shelled on en posn at 

Mirarpara  

 

12 Pak army killed 

123. 28-11-71 Own MF raided the house of one Pak 

agent at Charghat.  

 

2 Pak agent and one Rajakar 

killed. House burnt into ashes.  

124. 28-11-71 Rajakars attempted to drive away 

cattle from the liberated area near 

Narendrapur with the support of 3" 

Mor shelling. Own patrol party opened 

fire towards Rajakar while they were 

taking away cattle. Rajakars fled away 

leaving the cattle.  

 

 

125. 16-12-71 En holding Nawabgonj with 2 regular 

coys and 1 CAF supported by bty x 

120 mm Mor and p1 82 mm Mor. Own 

tps of 3 coy attacked Nawabganj at 

0600 hrs.  
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RE-ORGANISATION OF TROOPS AT RAJSHAHI 

 

 

(From the diary of Brig. Gyas Uddin Chowdhury, BB, Psc (Retd.) then Maj. Gyas the 

Comd of Rajshahi Sub-sector) 

 
I received a message on 22 April saying that Col. Osmain (later General) asked 

me to see him at a place opposite Patitola at Rajshahi. On 25 April 1971 I had to 
travel via India in a BSF jeep provided by a BSF battalion upto that place. There Col. 

Osmani came at a rest house and I met him there at about 0900 hrs. There I also met 
Capt. Anwar (now Brig.) who was commanding some elements of 3 East Bengal who 

got disorganised from Sayedpur Cantt. and followed him through.  
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I although carried a map with me and briefed him about my last operation. He had 

no knowledge about the surplus weapon I carried with me after withdrawal, i.e. 3000 

rifles, 98 Bretta Guns, 6 medium morters, 3 lacs 303 ammunitions, 1400 mortar shells 

etc. He was very excited and requested me to wait for his order for the disposal of 

these weapons. He made me in-charge of a Sector covering Rajshahi district and part 

of Kushtia and Dinajpur district and also to organize the freedom fighters who will be 

withdrawing in the district of Maldaha and Murhsidabad in India.  

 

In the month of May and June there was total frustration in the minds of freedom. 

I organized 3 camps initially. One came at a liberated area at Faridpur BOP and char 

area between river Padma and Mahananda mostly of trained armed personnel of BDR, 

Army and Ansrs / Mujahids. Another camp of trained armed personnel placed under 
command Maj. Rashid at a char area, within Bangladesh opposite Sardah police 

Academy. Third camp was organized at famous historical place at Lalgola area. This 
camp was organized to get the volunteers for joining the liberation war. With a short 

time this camp really started swelling with dedicated young boys mostly students 
community. These boys were picking up the guerilla training so fast that I was totally 

amazed. With 2 to 3 weeks training we started reinforcing our operational camps with 
these boys at Faridpur and Charghat / Sardah defence battle camp area.  

 
We had enough arms-ammunitions and also food to sustain initial problems.  

 

During the middle of June Ltd. Gen. Aurora GOC in C Eastern Command came to 

pay a visit to 19-Maratha Regiment at Baharampur, the district Head Quarter of 

Murshidabad. This battalion was earlier moved up there for election duty. Hearing 

about our success at Rajshahi he sent one of the officer of 19-Maratha Regt. to me and 

requested me to meet him. I was driving an open jeep of CJ-5 where Major Rashid 

(Later Col.) was sitting next to me. From Lalgola to Murshidabad the distance was 

over 30 miles and we were in a hurry. While trying to save a running cow my jeep 

skidded off from the road I met with a serious accident and broke my mandible. I had 

to remain in hospital for 10 weeks and during my absence Maj. Rashid was temporary 

holding the charge of my sector.  
 

After I came out from hospital I went to meet Col. Osmani at Mujibnagar. He told 
me to take at least 2 months rest as advised by the doctor as I had still paralysis in my 

face and to take over a new sector as he has already nominated Maj. Zaman (Later Lt. 
Col) as sector comd. of my sector as 7 sector. I told him that I would prefer to go to 

my own Head Quarter first at Faridpur BOP and look after the operational aspect of 

Rajshahi sector. Moreover I will not like to have any rest / convalescence and prefer 

to carry on with the operation. He reluctantly agreed as Mr. Quamruzzaman the then 

Minister from Rajshahi also wanted me to be in that area. I was given charge of an 

independent sub-sector known as 4 sub-sector. I was supposed to get administrative 

support from Lt. Col. Manzur and co-ordinate operation with 7 sector under Lt. Col. 
Zaman. I started reconsolidation our training activities, organization and operational 

plans etc, Maj. Rashid was there with me and few young officers were placed under 
my command.  

 
I had following types of Freedom fighters under my command.  
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(a) Regular Forces :  (a) A battalion at Faridpur BOP area facing 

Nawabgonj Town. of Niamita bahini 

 

(b) Less than a battalion under command Maj. Rashid 

opposite Sardah Police Station.  

 

(b) Guerilla Forces :  (a) Approx, 6000 of them. They used to be located 

opposite Lalgola/ Bhagabangola area. They had 

group leaders thana leaders and special task force 

leaders. They used to go deep inside and carry out 

sabotage activities mainly and after 15 days / 

month or so exfiltrate through main defence to 

their camp in liberated areas. After rest / refit and 

taking ammunition etc. They used to go back to 

their own areas of operation Particularly in the 

areas where they came from.  

 

(c) Informers / Motivators :  We trained large number of young boys to act as 
our informer. Their job was to collect information 

from inside and pass it on to us about enemy's 

disposition, defence layout, movement, state of 

morale etc. They used to contact the guerillas 

inside the country side and help them also to carry 

ammunition etc. for them, by acting as guide. They 

also used to motivate the local people not to 

cooperate with occupation army.  

 
 

I organized my unconventional operation with the help of regular forces by 
changing the technique. We used to concentrate at a particular sector of my area of 

operation. After engaging the enemy frontally we used to go for sabotage activities 

behind the line particularly by disrupting the communication, like blowing the bridges, 

electric lines, electrical sub-stations, telephone poles, and some other key point 

installations.  

 

After some time to divert attention we went all over the place for organized 

ambush. In some places we came out successful. Once or twice in a week we used to 

get engaged in a pitch battle with them face to face and again pull back to play on 

their morale and nerve. All through we carried out so many small scale operations 

which is very difficult to enumerate here. However, I will like to give the run down of 

two very successful operation during my command of the sector. Although here also I 
could not give the name of the place as was given in the map.  

 
OPERATION 'KABZAKARA'  

 
On 10 November I was requested by Lt. Col. Q. N. Zaman to plan an attach at 

Sonamasjid area on road Maldah-Nawabganj. Occupation army was putting up a very  
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strong defence with more than a battalion with the help of regular CAF and Rajakars. 

There was a deep canal approx. 75 ft. wide running north and south parallel to the 

International Boundary approximately 7/8 miles inside Bangladesh territory. In a 

number of occasion attacks were launched by forces commanded by Capt. Jahangir 

under wham there were 3 more companies, commanded by Lt. Qayum, Ltd. Rashid 

and Lt. Kaisar. Every time they went for frontal confrontation they had a very heavy 

casualty.  

 

Due to heavy losses of own forces in the hands of the enemy in the same place the 

morale of the forces were very low as they could never had a success Inspite of losing 

their comrades. The takes given to me is to clear up a tactically important ground 

around that defence which was dominating all the movements towards Nawabganj. 
After getting initial briefing from Lt. Col. Zaman and about the task I straight away 

went out for reconnaissance of the area. What I observed that the enemy had 
communication trenches all along the canal, approximately of a length of more than 

one mile. They had beautifully built bunkers prepared with the help of local people 
where they used local resources like bamboos, local timber/trees etc.  

 

Every likely crossing point was covered by LMGs or MGs. They also had 

observation posts located either on the top of tree or on the, top of tall building. 
Morters were deployed to shell all the likely approaches.  

 

It took good 2 days to carry out detail reconnaissance of the area. It was a 
challenge to me to make my mission a success. Every enemy platoon/coy position 

was identified including their automatic weapons. The enlarged sketch gave a clear 
pictures of the area to a person at the very glimpse. Four companies were selected by 

me for the purpose. We had 3x81mm morters (medium range) with us. We also had 

the support of 75/24 field artillery guns with us in direct support. I prepared an order 

for all the coy comds and gave a detail operation order on 13 Nov. at 0900 hrs. On the 

cloth model. All the doubts were clarified to each and every commander and leader.  
 

All the troops were briefed about the layout of the land only where we were going 

for operation. Each and everyone was very much excited and was so happy to see and 

know in a picturesque model of an operation which very few of them have seen or 

heard. I could see the sign of confidence and a very high state of morale in each and 

everyone down to ladder. We decided to go for night attack which was a very difficult 

task to carry out with semi-trained forces. But I had no other choice other than this as 

they enemy had better weapons and properly dug in trenches/ bunkers and was in a 
formidable defence. The H-hour was selected 0400 hrs. On 14 Nov, 1971. Lt. Col. 

Zaman was also present, when I was giving the operational order. Lt. Col. Zaman who 
used to be an ace gunner officer in Pakistan army volunteered to act as MFC (Mobile 

Fire Controller) during operation. In the same evening myself and Lt. Col. Zaman 
drove to some distance and walked down to a vantage point for registration of target. 

Just before dusk we carried out the registration. There was a 2-storied building down 
there, from where we could see the whole enemy area. I was very much impressed by 

the gunnery knowledge of Lt. Col. Zaman. With 4/5 artillery shots he could bring the 

artillery rounds into the target. After registration of targets we moved back to our near 

assembly area. 4 cays and task force HQ with support weapons like 81 mm morters 

etc. were asked to assemble approximately  
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2500 yds away from the target in a forward assembly area at 0100 hrs. Our troops 

were supposed to start crossing of the canal at 0200 hrs and to be in FUP (Forming up 

Place) which was on the flank of enemy main position. I had to guide all these coys 

upto canal bank and come back upto a vantage point where I was conducting the 

operation. To deceive the enemy and make him imagine that attack is coming from 

front I made a diversionary attach from the front with the help of a platoon. The 

platoon went very close to enemy position to the left side and opened up 

intermittently with their automatic weapons and other platoon weapons. Artillery 

shells of 75/24 also continued to shell their position at a slow rate of fire from 0300 

hrs. This gave an impression to enemy that the attack is coming from the left while 

our crossing was going on from the right flank. Our troops were supposed to be a FUP 

at 0400 hrs. and attach to be carried out accordingly. For this 2 crossing points were 
selected. 4 small country boats for each crossing area was selected, for carrying out 

the crossing. In each side 2 cays to cross on the other side. Crossing site was selected 
at a flank where enemy neither had any troops, nor they could expect a crossing. Pre-

H hour bombardment was very well planned to keep enemy’s hand down and to 
deceive him. Wireless silence was supposed to be maintained till they come close to 

enemy’s small arms firing range i.e. expected to be broken at 0415 hrs. I guided them 
upto canal site and after splitting the 2 groups each of 2 coys I moved with my Head 

Quarter to a central location at a vantage point from where I could control the battle. 
Lt. Col. Zaman was left behind near the canal site opposite central position of 

enemy’s defence from where we registered the target with the artillery guns. He called 

the artillery fire. Our medium morters (81mm) were brought as close to canal as 

possible so that they could fire at enemy effectively.  

 

The night was unexpectedly foggy on that day and one could not see a person 

even 5 yds away properly. This lack of visibility really retarded the movement of our 

troops. We expected our troops to reach the objective in time and open up with their 

weapon when they reach within small arms range of enemy and that was 0415 hrs. It 

was already 0430 hrs and even became 0500 hrs. One of the task force i.e. A & B 

coys was Capt. Jahangir who was supposed to come from behind by enveloping the 

enemy. Other two coys C & B as a task force was supposed to be commanded by Lt. 
Qayum. As I was not hearing anything from them till 0400 hrs which was first to be 

broken by task force comd. I broke the wireless silence at 0430 hrs and started calling 
them by code name. There was no response at all. At 0510 hrs. I got Lt. Qayum in the 

wireless from whom what I gathered was that they were just moving from FUP to 
objective behind schedule by one hour and 10 minutes. The delay was due to sinking 

of 2 boats who could not take the freedom fighters across due to poor quality and the 

lack of knowledge on the part of troops about assault canal crossing. When I asked 

about the other task force in code word he could not give my any due about them. 

However, I had some sigh of relief when I could get one group in the wireless set. He 

moved quite fast as the twilight was there, but the visibility remained very very poor. 

Firing opened up at enemy at about 0530 hrs from the right flank. Enemy got quite 
perplexed as they were expecting an attach from the left at night. They came to 

forward position of the enemy at 0545 hrs and fought through. The enemy was so 
much surprised that they literally left the trenches and bunkers without giving 
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much of fight. I could bear the battle cry of 'Ya Ali and the troops were charging 

through one after another position. By 0700 hrs. Lt. Qayum’s task force captured the 

objective.  

 

At about 0600 hrs I got Capt. Jahangir in the radio set. His radio set got soaked in 

canal water as the boat in which his wireless operator was there capsized during 

crossing. He had to clean the set and again put it into operation. I could not hear 

anything clearly as the voice was fading. But I could make out that it was his voice. 

He launched the attack at 0630 hrs. on to the enemy position. Enemy gave a stiff 

resistance as the Head Quarter the main defence was located in that area. It was 

launched rather on their withdrawal route. After about an hour’s battle enemy left 

their position leaving behind huge quantity of arms and ammunition. All the positions 
were totally cleared by 0800 hrs. Own troops reorganized. Enemy lost 11 of their 

soldiers including one Captain and we captured 5 of their injured. We had no dead 
except 7 injured. What surprised me was that Inspite of having very well dug trenches 

and bunkers all along the canal and communication trenches of 6 ft height, where one 
could comfortably walk heads up without being observed by our troops they left the 

position without giving much of resistance. My feeling was that their state of morale 
was very low and they had no will to fight.  

 
Instead, the morale of our troops were sky high and they were bolstering about 

their achievement. Although all these boys had to undergo terrible hard time during 

move upto FUP there, again during attack which took more than expected time yet I 

could not see any sign of fatigue and tiredness. In their joy and excitement they were 

moving from bunker to bunker and were collecting ammunition and arms.  

 

In that operation one thing that become very clear to me was that blessings of 

Almightily God should be there for any success. If the day was not foggy upto 0900 

hrs next day we could have a very heavy casualty and may not have been successful 

in that operation. The fog acted as a smoke screen to our assaulting troops during 

crossing of canal and also during attack. Lastly, I must say ‘God help those who help 

themselves’.  
 

 
*                            *                             *                         * 

 
 

%�7�P���p ��'� (-�p) ��5��� !%���*  
 

��p ��6� ��'� <?>��� �(�� %�� s� �%E��� ���W��। $! �%E��D�� ��)��D %��-
�%E�� 0�1 ��� �)p  

 
$�p  ����1��� %��-�%E�- 

 ����� �1)�%��k �.n���� $! %��-�%E��� ���W�� �(��।  
 
 
 

* TtuT %���� -�E��� ���% �������� �%�������� ����9�a। %�7�P����D 9�¢ %�1���� ������ �@�� %����� 
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X!p ��������� %��-�%E�-  

 ������ ����� �����k '���G�� �(�� %��-�%E� ���W��।  
 

��p  ���'���� %��-�%E� 

 ����� !�Ç% %��-�%E� ���W�� �(��।  

 
.��p �����*� %��-�%E�- 

 ����� ���� %��-�%E� ���W�� ���R �।  

 

��K.p  �0�����D %��-�%E�- 

 ��p ��5��� !%��� $! %��-�%E� ���W�� �(��।  

 

()p  ��� %��-�%E�- 

9@� ���� ����� ����k '���G�� %��-�%E� ���W�� �(��। ��� $�' %������ $! 
%��-�%E��� ���W�� ����(।  

 

%��p �� %��-�%E�-  

 ��'� '��� �� 9@� ���� ���W���� ���)  ��� ���। ��� $�' %������ %��-�%E� 
���W�� �(��।  

 

#Dp �i������*� %��-�%E�- 

 %������ ���)��>� %��-�%E��� ���W�� �(��।  

 

)p #��1���� %��-�%E�- 

 14������ '�� %�%� ��������� ������� ���W ����(।  

 
�%E��� 9���D %��-�%E� $����) 9.W ��� .��। -���6� #3�4 -������ H �%�� f�% ��� 

���R����� $� -0<��<�6 %�5�� -'6 ���। �� ���% �����, �È����, �����D, �1���1�*�, .��J�D, 
%���� ����� $���M��, ���D)� X16���� H ��KD����� ��X�P ���� ��� ��� #3�4 ��� �)। ��������� 
����� ��?40��� �0�G ��*।  

 
���'����� ii�)���*�) $��D �* ����� ��� �) TU! '�। ��'� '��� �� ��' $! ��� 

���.��� ����(��। ii�)���*� ���R������ ���� #�% $�� Ty' ����%� ��� �)। $�' 
���R����� ���� � H ^ ' #�� �।  

 
'���! ���%� y ������ ��'� '��� �� ��~ �%��� ���� ��� J�K�D #3�4 ���। $! 

#3�4 ���H %5� �)� ��� ����%���� ������* �(�* ��%��D ���) ���।  
 

����� !�Ç% H %������ ��'� ��'� ^v�� #1z ��%�D #3� ���। $! 0)��� ��� .�� 
JV� =�)� �)। 9.�� ����%� ����� �)। .�K��! H)��1� �@�� -�� ����%� %������ $�1�) 
#�%।  
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��%��D ^r�� #1z F? �) #��� ���। �� ��� ��) ����� !�Ç% H %������ ��'� ��'��� 
�� ��%�D #3�4 ���। ����%��� ��%�D �(�* .�� ���� ���� �)। ��O -¢ %�) ���! 
����%��� ���� #3�4 ���। ���R����� $! #3��4� ���� ��(� %�� #�%।  

 
v�� #1z �������� ���J�K�D #3�4 ��� ����� ����। %���� �@�� ^\ ��!� �0��� ���i)� 

@��� Q����)� ���' �������� ��5��� ������ ���� %��@ %�JB6 ����। -7� -�=�) ���R����� 
�5�� #�%।  

 
yi� #1z ����;�� �� ����@ ���������� ���� #%�(���। �������� ��5� ����%���� 

$������ ���। $�� TU ' ����%� ��� �)।  
 
X16����� ^r�� #1z �������� ��5� -���6�0��� ����%� ���6� #3�� �। ���R����� ^″ 

�D6�� H ����� ����1��� �1��� ��7� ��� ������ �5�� #�%।  
 
%���� ����� $���M���� -�=��� ����;�� ���I��� ���� -���6� #3�4 ��� �) Tu! 

#1z। $! Xp%���%� -�0��� T ' (�*� %���! ���� �।  
 
���1�� ^^� #1z %������ �����%%�?� !%��� .��J�D @��� ���1� ��-H-�� #3�4 ���। 

�Ç��± ����%��� %���! ��� �)।  
 
Ty! -�E��� ���R����� �����*� %��-�%E� ���W���� ���6�� X16���� @��� 1���� ��। 

����%��� '��� ���� #3�4 ���। ��K��� �%��� ��� ���) �� ����%� #%� F? ��� �� 
���R����� q���B64 F? ���। $��� uv ' ����%� H ^ ' -�5%�� ��� �)।  

 
����1��� %��-�%E�� ��'� �1)��%� ����  -�����3�� ��� .��। ������������ ��� H 

!%������� -��=� ���J�K�D #3�4 %����B �������1�। ����%��� ���1�� ����%�4 ���� 
���� �)।  

 
���'���� %��-�%E�� Tv/Ty! �0s� J���� ��-H-�� #3�4 ��� v_ ' ����%��� ���� 

���। %����� �0s� ��'� �1)�% ��K. ���I�� ���R����� ��) ���*�S�� #3�4 ���। $! 
0)��� ���� v_ ' ����%� H \_ ' ��'���� ��� �)।  

 
�0�����D %��-�%E� ������� #��1�= ���J�K�D�� ��p ��5��� ����  -���6� ����� ��� 

�) u! �0s�। ��K.' ����%� ��� �� $�� ���2� �� ��� ��) ����%��� �����) ��)। 
�0�����D �@�� ����� ��6� ��;�46 T__ �16��!� $���� �(� %I<46 ��R। %��-�%E� ��M���)�D6�� 
�(��� �������। ���2� ��� X’���� #��1� �@�� ������ 1* ��6� ��J6 u ��!� ���R������ 
�M�5� �(���। ����� �����k '���G���� %���6� ������� #����� #É��� -��=� ���J�K�D 
#3�4 ��� ��)�(� TU! �0s�। $! ���� ��p ��5� H ��p ��!�� ^ ���I�� 8%�� ��) 
%������� -��6�4 ��)�(��। 9.W ����� �� #����� ��� ��)�(� ��O #����0��� ��( ��� 
�@�� �C� q�� #%�� @���। ��(�� ��g��� �C '���� -�=�) �����) �(�, -S%��� ���R������� 
���! �� ��)�� ����। ���R������� (�0G ��) ��* $�� ����%��� #����� ���6�� ���।  

 
�0s��� ���B� ���� %�J�D� �) ������ 1�*� ���। ����%�� $��D ���D���) ������ 1* 

#3�4 ���। %����� ��� .��। ��� ��*D�� %�) ���R����� #3�4 ���। $! #3��4 �4�G� 
���=� �@�� ���  �� 
)� �%E� ���W�� ��p ��6� <?>���।  
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������ '���G�� ������*, �(����, ��%�D H ���J��)�� ���� ��� �)� ��) #�(। $��D ���B 
�� �� %��%� H ��'
� ��� ���� '���G�� �(�� ��� ��L��। 9���D ���� %��� #�1 �@�� ��� 
���  ����।  

 
$ (�*� ����� !�Ç�%� ���  H %���%� �46� ��� $��D -%�� ������। ���R����� !�����% 

��� �� ��n�6����6� ���.) ���)�( �� %�S ��G��� '���� '� 1�6 H -������� ������। ������ 
��� $� Z -~��� ����B� ���� ���� ��)। $! ���� ����� !�Ç% #�� �। ���� �� ��p 
%�!5���� q����� �। ��p ��)%�� H #�� $! ���� ����B ���� � ���.) ��।  

 
 
 

%�7�p ��5��� !%���  
^y-_U-Uv 
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����������������������������    %<�%<�%<�%<�    ��������������������    

Ty।  u� �%E�� %�J�D� ����� #�H 
����4 

................ .........TtuT 

 
$��D -�����$��D -�����$��D -�����$��D -�����*: *: *: *: M�pM�pM�pM�p    �������� #���������� #���������� #���������� #��, , , , $�����$%$�����$%$�����$%$�����$%, , , , ����������������    

v_-T_-Ttut 
 
Ty! #1z, TtuT %। ��'����� ��74�~� ��������। �²� ��� X! �<� �0�% �1�(। 

������ �.�� ��) �� �) �� $�D� %�1�, ���! ���Q �.��� ��* X-$��D S��। �` 1������� �F 
�0�% ���N #� ��� X’����� ����' 9����� %��@ %�S�� ��� i�K! ���� �.L� ���( ���! J��� 
.��� ��% -�����-�����%। �%! ���D��! �������� ������� ���D�) ����� ���� .�!�( Ty! 
#1z, 
����� ���%। #� ��� %��@ ���1 ���)�( �����! ��������� ��(� %���� #���� 
������ ����। .�K��!H)��1� ����� ����'�� '�*� ��� ��)�( ����%���� ����� 9��%� 
����, ������ D�� ��� %s�6� %0� �M��। #��6 ���D���)�� -���)� 9�� -���@। '�K�'�� 
������� %���(�� �<�6 9}�� �H)� ��)�(। $���� 5������ ��-H-�� �� %��� uD�) �%�� 9�) $� 
���I�� ���R����� $���� ����( ��'� �1)�% (��6��� ���1�M)��)। �²� H ���2� ��� 
��Q����Q $ ��-H-��%� #�H .���D ��-H-�� '��* 9�) X!�� �16��!� $���� ^r�� ���.6� �� 
�@��! ��R �(�। �������� �` �.L�� ��H $� ����D -����� ���� ����� 
������ �<�6���<�6 
��6�। Ur' ���R������� ����� ��� �� -������� '�। ��-H-��’� �0��� ���� ���Q�� 
%�2� $�D� ��� �<�6 �@�� ��� �(�-��� #������ %���� �%��� ��। �%�� 9�����D 
���R������ �.������� �(� �'J��%� #� ��ª #�9���)� �.e। 

  
���� ��� �C� J�K�D #� -�=� %s�d $�� $�� ���Q�) ���� ��'� �1)�%। �C� -�=� 

�(� �� ��b�p  
 
�) $��D !5���� ���D���) ��M���)�D6�� H)��1� H ��� %��@ $��D ���I��, ���� 

H)��1� ����� 9���7�� ���)�  �%-$-$5’� %��@ ��)��'� �(�। 
  
�) ������ ����� ��� X! �%���� ��(� ���� ���� ������ ���N�। ^^_ 5�D �s� $ ��'�D 

H)��1� �@�� X! ��'�� 1�'� ��(� ���� �<�� ��'����-H)��1� ��'��@� ��� -��=�।  
 
1) #���� ���H�) �z�� �(� �%������� $�D� ��D�, #� $� ���D� �(� H)��1� �z��। 

$! ��D���)� ���( $�D� !�� H X�D ��� ��1 @��� $�� ����B ��� ���� ���� #���� H 
H)��1��� %��@ �������� ��� ��*��।  

 
$(�*� $� ��D� #��6 H �%-$-$5’$� 1�M6H �(�, ���� H)��1��� -�<�� H)��1�-#���� 

�����!�� ��� X�D ��� �������� ��� '�)1�) ������ ���N�।  
 
$! Ur' ���R������� ��(�! ���� ��'� �1)�% ��'। ��� ����� ���D 0��1 0�1 

����।�J�B4� ���� �� ��� ��' �%! -����� ���.��� ����। �������� �)� ��'� 
�1)��%� ��  
 

 
* 9�¢ %�1���� ������ �@�� %�����। 
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��'����� ������ ���� ����। ��� ��' -����� ���.��� ����( F� %��� #�2 �Ê�%� ��) 
�i���।  

 
�) $� s� ��� ���' ���� ��H)� ����-��� ���W�� %������ !%��!��� ��� �)। ��� 

���( ��H)� �� ���D ��Q��� �D6�� #� t_�D �����। ��' ��H)� �� H)��1� ���� 
Ty! #1z ��� ��D� ��� $1��D� ��6� �1����B64 ���।  

 
�) X! s� S�� v\ ' ���R������� ��H)� ��। ���W�� ���R ��� %������ 

#��?>���। ��'� 
)� $! ���� %��@ �!��-�� ���� ���.��� ���� 
-)�����%� %������। ��' ��H)� �� ������ ����� ��� ����� ��� $�� 9����� 
������ ������ ��������� ���� -@�� �2� ��� ����D�� ��*�) ��H)�, ���� ��� 
H)��1� #� ��'����� ������� $���� %*� ���1����1 ���NA ��) ��)।  

 
1) ����) ���� ���W�� �(�� ��)� %������ #������, ���� ��H)� ��)�(� vT ' 

���R�����। ��' ��H)� ��)�(� �������� ���H�) ����D ��*�) ��H)��।  
 

()��� �n�� ���1�* ��� ��)�(� #�1 �@��। #����� �n��� ��W��� \t �(� �)] `��� 
#��। %��� ����� �s� ���*-.���� -������ $! ����� ��@�) �(� �1�� $���� D���। ����� ���� 
���N� %��L ��� ��1, $������ �.e। ()�D �n��) %��� �1�) �i���। �� ��N� �� #��� 
%�1� ���* ���N -�@ '��� ���Q। `��� #�� �H� �H)�� #�1 �� �� ��* ��* ��� �*�, 
����� ����'�� ���। %��� D�� %�) #��� 1���=��� ��k��� �H)�� �����। `��� #��� 
�n�� %���� #�1 �(�, ���� �(�� ��'� �1)�% ��'। %� ���� Tu ��!� ��;� -��3� ���� 
���। �n��� ��� �i���! �n��� 1����1 .�� �@�� ��K. ��!�� ��n(��।  

 
%d�� ��� � ���! D���1�D� X’��!��� ���� ��n(� �1�। ��O %��.�) �d�� #� 0)��� ��) 

��K�*�)�( $! X! ��!� ��;�। ���� ��N ���2�� �(�¦ ����-������ ���। #�1 �@�� '�� �(� 
���'�5��� �������� �����(� ���� $ -~�� $�%�(, ����  #���� #� ��'������ ������ ��� 
$��~�� -�=� ���(। �` ��L #�H $� ��!� �@ -��3� ���� #�H ��* JË� %�) ���1 
�1�। $� ��!� ��;� #�H ���� ���। ��� �� %��* %��D�। %��* �� JË� ���D �1�( �n��)। 
�i�P `��� #�� !���� ��� %���� @����। #��� ���( $�% �5% �5% ��� ��� ��, �% ��;�D� 
�� �����) �5���(। %� �D� �n��) �i�P �5%�5% �� ���* �i� #� ��� q� �0�% $�। ����� 
$�D� S��� ��(� �������� #��� �.��� �*�। ��'� �1)�% `��� #���� ��) �%! S��� �i�� 
$�� �%�� �@�� $�D� �(���� ��) ����) 1��� =��� ���� ���L ���� �H� ���। 0�� %:; 
S�� �@�� �i��� �(���D �n��) ��i �%�� $�q�� ���R������� ���� ��K�� �5���(�। �0���(� 
���Q�� ��� '���� -�%� JD���� '� ���� �H)� ��N�।  

 
�������� ��� �@�� ()�� 1' ��(� ��� tD�) ��'����-H)��1� %*��� ��� $� s� H 

X! s� ���� -���4 ���� #��� ���� ��'� �1)�%। �� s� ���� ��i� �� �������� 
���H�) ����� ��k��� X�D� �n�� ���। ���) M��� ��;�� ��� ���)! �n�� X�D -��3� ��� 
�1�। $� s� ���� -���4 �7�� �M�5� ��1��� ��� X! s� �� X! 0��1 ��0R ��) ����� 
���� -S%� �� %*��� M� H ��K�)� ����� ���। #���� .�K� �(� � ��� ���������� ���D���D 
#��� ���� ����� ��* �������� ��� #������ ��� �����(�। 9�) $��� 1�'� ���� 
��nK(���! #��� #��� #� (�)�� ���Q �� �� ���� �� ��*P 1���� ����� ���� ��'� ��N। 
#� $�D� -S%� ���!  
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�C��7� $�' �.K�.�) �i� ‘��’ ‘���W% #�’। ��)� ����'��k, %�����6� �%��-$� 
���W��, ����! '���� #�1��(� #*�� �@�� �Ì
�� �.K�.�) �i�, ‘‘���� ��� #)�, ���� %���q�� 
��’। $�@� ��B ��� � ���! �C�7 ����� ��� �@�� $�D� $�-$�-�' H ��-.��D� ��!�5� 
�@�� q�� .������ #����� ��D��� ��� ������s � ���। #����� ��D� Q�K���) �*� X����� 
���। ��( �@�� #����� ����1� %��)�� ��� .��। ��� ���� $�% �1� ��)� ����D� ����, 
X�� -���� ���� #�1! X’' �C�%� ���� �1�। X’' Q�K� ���) ���� ��* �����) �1�। 
$�' #�� �� $�� ���� TT '�� �2� ��� ��। #����� ��7 $�' ��� H $�' #�� 
�)।  

 
��� �«� ���� %��@ $� s� ��D��D ����� ��� ���) H)��1��� ���� h� ����� ��। 

H)��1� ��� �@�� ��� $� ��'�� 1' �<�� ��;�� ����! ���� �D6���� '� =� ���( �� #� 
����� ��� F? �� �1����B64। �C�7 ����� $� ���D #������� #�� ����। ������ 
������ '� ���� -���� ��� �% %�) ��� '�� ��i�(� D�� ��� #���� ������ ���n���। 
9@� �1��� D�� ���� ���D �*�� %��@ %��@ 9�� -���@%� ����� �.��-.���W� ��J� �(�* �� 
(�D- $! ���Q ��� ���R������ ���� �1�। �� $��� �@�� �1����B64 .��(� �� %� ��)��D 
X���� -�=� �@�� �1���q�� #%�(�। ����) ���D ����� -�=� ��6� ��nK(��� #�1! X�� 
����� ����1� #� ��!�5� �@�� q�� �(�*� F? ���। ����) ���D ��� ��� ���� �����। 
$���� X’s� ���D ��� �*���� ��' ���! .��(। ‘�M� ��!’ H �9��� .�'6 ���� ���। ����� 
�1�*�� -�� \ 5�D �����4 ��K*�� �� ‘�M� ��!’ .�'6 �%���� '�। #����� 9�)�' �(� %��* 
.���� ���W $¶����%�0�। #����� ���( �(� �� %�) ���� ���W �'���D $¶����%0 ��q��� 
%����4� ��' ����@6� ��!। �5�[ ������ ��� ��) @���। ()�D ����� ���� ���D� $���V D���� 
��! %��@ #�� ����(�� ��'� %����। �%q��� '��* ���) ����� $��D��V �*���� '� .�'6 
8��� ���� ���� ���D ^y_ ���W $¶����%0 ���)। ���� -��� $��� �� ���W $¶����%0 
���) �9��� .�'6 ��1� ��। ���D 0�� ���) �M� ��! .�'6 #� ����� ��� �9��� .�'6 ���1�) ��� 
�� %���6D ��� �� ��M6¶-$� %������। $���� �D6�� ��D��� ��)�' �5�P $�% ��*�(। ����� 
��� ��i ���D� ��B����� �� ���� ��� #����� -���)� ��'� �1)�%। ���� ��� ����� ��� 
(�K! (�K! ���(, #� �¯���� 1����1 �'��� ��) ���N�। H)��1��� ��� �@�� ��(� �D6�� #� 
����1��� q�� ����� ���� #%�(�। $� %�) #��� %�: ��) ��*�(��� �� X’���D 1�*�� 
�1� ��'����� ���� �@�� #%�� ����� ����� ��'�@ ���, ��O ��(� �<� #%��! �� 1�*�� 
����q�� �@�� �1�। ����� ��Q�� ����� �� ��;� $� ��!� ��(� '��± ��) #�( ��� 5�� 1�*� 
#� �����<� $q�� �����। H�� ��;�� ��������-$ �����)�(� %���।  

 
��� �i� ���D� ���' ��K. ���D। %���� 9�) () �� 1' �<�� �n��) �%�� �� ��� ��� 

�.��। �5��' #q ��1��� ���� -���)�। ��(� ��n�*�) $�% \__ 1' �<�� ��;�� ���� ��% 
�*���, ��'� �1)�% H %������ #��?>���। 11������ #H)��' �� #��� �0�G �*�। �%! 
#H)��'� %��@ %��@ ��� ��)��D S���� ���� J�� �@�� .�P��� ��� �i�, 0��� �)� ��)��� 
$� ���Q। ��� ��)� �%��W ���1 �1� #���� ��Í� !D, ����, ��@� ��� #%��। #�2 
�Ê��% %��� ��n�*�) �1� ����� -�=� �����। ��� #� ���� ���N �-���� ���N� -�� -���� 
-��6�D� �<�� ��� ��) �*� -�=�)। �¯���� D�� !���%�� �(�D ��D�� $����� -�� ����� 
�0�m9;� �@�� #�H T_/T\ 5�D ���* �1�(। #��� �n��) ��i #�H $�D� ��(� .�� $���। 
��(�7�4� ����  
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���H�) ��� �*���� ����) ��H #����� %��@ ���1 ���। ���� ������6 ��� ����� ����� 
��k���। ��O �C� �� 7�� ���� �����( �� #��� �'�� �����।  

 
�C� �� X�D ��D� $�D� #���� H -���D H)��1�� �(�, �% X�D ��D�! �1���q��� #H)�' 

F��! 0��%�; ��) ����� !�� #� ��1 ��) �H)�� ���, ����� ������ ���� ��;�)। ����� 
���( #���� ��� #1� �������D ��nK(���! ��(� q��� #H)�' ���। !������ ����) !��H $�% 
��nK(��। �C�7 �� ���(� �)� �� H)��� ���R����� ��� ��� ��)�( #� �����! ����' 
%���p %����� ���� -S%� ��N। ��'��� ���� �1���q�� ��� ��(�74 .����। %����1 ���Q �%! 
5�K�� ���D �*� #����� ����) ���D। ��'��� q���� �%!�� X���� r ' ��� �) #� u 
' #�� �) �%! =��!।  

 
�%! -������ #��� #����� $�' �9) �%��!�� ����! H X' ���R����� q?��?�� 

#�� �)। ���H -�� %����4 ��O X16� �C� $����� �0�� -����� ��� %�'%��� ������ �(� �। 
$D�H %�� �� � ��� � '��� ��%��� ��K�. @���� -��� ���� #� '�S� ��B� ����, #���l�% 
#� -���')�� ') ��� 9��4 ���� -�0��B @�����।  

 
     --------------- 
 

%�7�P���*: ��)� ���p #������ 
T^-r-Ttuv 

  
v_�� �� #�� v_ ' ���R����� �)� ���%���� (���L)� �'��) ����� ����� �H)�� �!। �C� 

%���� ��� ���� '���� ����)� ��Q ��@ #��� ��(� ���R����� ��(� ����!)� ��)। #�� ��� Ty ' 
���R����� �)� ��� ������ $� ���I�� 8%��� ��� ���� vD�� %�) -���6� #3�4 .���!। 
5�� ��� 8%� v^ '�� ���� �) $�� v\ ' #�� �), ���� 
��� ����� ����� ��� �!�� 9.�� 
��� �!)��(�। 

 
T\! '� #���� ����� ���1�����1� '� #��� ����1��� M��� �)। #�� ���� %��-�%E� y � 

$� ����� ���.��� ��� $�� ���)�D6�� ��z���� ��'H ���.��� ���)� @���।  
 
^_�� �%��s� ��'� %���� #���� �)� ����� -������� '� %��-�%E� v H u � �%E� 

��������� �� $�� $��� #����� ����  �%�� �%�'� (��'����) $����) X�D �* -����� 
%���� �)। $�� �������� #����1�� #�D6��� ���� %����� ��� ��� 5�� #��� ����*� ��6� ��� 
���। $! %�) �` ����%� ����� �) $�� ������� (�0G ��) ���) ���। $��� ���� @��� 
��, T\! �%��s� #��� ���' ��� �!)� ��'� %���� #���� �������� �!�� ��)� %������� 
����A�� ��।  

 
T�� -�E��� #���� %�������� '� $� ��D��� ���.��0�� ��H)� �) $�� #�� �������� 

J�D �!�� #�; #�; -S%� �!�� @���। $�� �` �* �* -����� ���)��( $�� �C�� ��(� 
��D�� ���� ���)��(।  

 
T_! -�E��� #���� y � %��-�%E�� ‘��’ ���I�� ���.���� 0�� ��H)� �)।  
 

 
* ����� $���M��� ������ ���� %�����।   
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 T^! �0s� #�� !%������ ��� J�K�D�� ����� ���। $�� �` ��'���� H ��� 8%� ����� �) 
$�� X06�1����p #��� %���6� �������� '��� %���� �C� q���� ��1M�G�) #�� �। #�� 
#��� ������ ��� ��!)� ��n*�!)� �1)� �� ��!� �<� �!�� ������ ���� ���)� #��� %7� �!। 
9��� @��� ��, ��� 
����� %�S��� #���� �d�� �� %����� ���)��(।  

 
T^! �M�%s� ��� ������� F? ��) ��)। #�� #��� J�K�D (��������) �!�� ���1��� ���� 

-S%� �!�� @���। ��@ ���*�S��� �C� J�K�D� %��� �! $�� ����� %�G #����� ��� �)। �C�� 
�` ������ H -:�: �5��)� ���) ���)� ��������� S��� J�K�D =�� ���।  

 
Tv! �M�%s� #�� H #��� �� �C� $����) �1)� $������ ����। X!��� 8%����� 1�*�%� 

-S%��� �` �C�� %�<�� ���� ���। ���� �%���� '����k�� ��� Z =��! ����'��।  
 
Ty! �M�%s� #��� ���1� ����� ��k��� ���1� ���J�K�D� ��� ����� .���!। %����� 

��� .�� $�� $�� �` ��� 8%� ����� �)। Xp��� ��B) #����� r ' ��R����� $��� ���� �। 
#��� ���1� ���� ��i)� ��*। ����� ���� ��'���� �!�� \_/r_ 1�*� ��� 8%� ���1� ����)� 
��* ����� '� #���� $�D� ��(� ��D)� ��!�� �)। ���� T^D�� %�) ������ ������� Ty_ ' 
������%� ���� ��;�� H0����� �*�!)� ��'����� ���� ���) ���। 

 
T\! �M�%s� #��� ���1� ��� ���)� ������ ��! �` ������� ��� ��� !-��-#� ��!�� 

��1�� ��*)� #�(। $�� -���! ���.�� �0��� ��5 ���)� ����)��(। ����� #��� ��'����� 
���� -S%� �!�� @��� ��O -0)� ��� 0�G� @���) ��� �!�� ���� �)।  

 
Tr! �M�%s� #�� �1���1�*��� Ty_ ' ��'������ -:�:�� #�%��64 ���!�� %7� �! 

$�� �C� ��( ��( ��H)� ���।  
 
Z�� %d�� u D�� %�) ��'���� ��� ���। ��O Xp��� ��B) �C��� #� ��H)� ��)�। ���� 

��D�� �1)� #�%��64 ����� ���)� ��� ��i�)। $��� �������1� ��, Z��! #����� ��') 
���%-Tr! �M�%s�, TtuT।  
 

%�7�P���*: �������� ���p 5�%��k #��� 
^-\-Ttuy 

 
0����� %�����1��) #����� ��16i F? �)। �1���� ��� ���������� �0��� .��� @���।  
 
����� �1)��%� ����  �����M�G� $�� %����1� .�� ���R������� $�9� ���%� ���B� ���� 

�M�5� �)। .� $������ ��'��� #)�m ����� '� �� ���%� 9@� ���� ����;���� #����� 
��� #3�4 .���)। #����� ��(�%���� ���� ����� �)। ����;�����H 7)7�� �H)�) .� �(�* 
���� ���� �)।  

 
�� ���%� ���B� ���� ����� �1)��%� ����  ���R������� �²� �� ��� ��) 5������� 

�M�5� 8��� ���। �M�5� �'��� ��� �)। �%�� �@�� 9�)! �1���� -����� .����� ����। 
'���! ��% ��6� #��� ���*�1�KH, ��������, ���J� #�� $���� #����� ���� #�। ���*�1�KH�� 
#�����  
 

 
* ����� $���M��� ������ �@�� %�����।   
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��� ����;���� #3�4 .���)। �0)��7 ����� 7)7��� �� #��� ���*�1�KH $���� (�*�� 
���� �!। 0����� ����1��� $�� ���������� �0��� 5������ �@�� ���0A �1���� ���� ��'���� 
���, H)��1�, ���� $�� �q*��� �1���� -����� .������ '� ��i��� ��।  

 
-�E��� ���% #��� #��� ���*�1�KH ��6� ��� ��� �!। �M�%s� ��% �@�� #����� %��@ 

%������ F? �)। �M�%s�� #��� H)��1� ��� ��� �!। H)��1��� ���� -S%� ���� %�) 
#����� H ����;����� ����� 7)7�� �)। ����� '���G�� H)��1� ����� %�) ���� �। 
H)��1� ����� �<�6�� #����� %��@ 0�����) $� ���'��V ��-$%-$5 ��)� �)। X!-�� ���D 
����� �� ����� �` #�� �)। $�� �D6��, ����1� $�� �1�����?� �5�� ���� ���) ���। 
H)��1� ����� %�) ��� 0����) 8%��� %������� 9�)�' ��* �!।  

 
T^! �M�%s� ���� ���R������� H)��1� �@�� ��'����� ���� -S%� �)। ����;�� 8%��� 

��'���� �(�* ���R�������� 0�) ��D��� #�) S�4 ���।  
 
           


�7�p ���p 5�%��k  
^-\-TtuT 

--------------- 
 

 
���R����� ����* 

 
\ �% �@ ���) ����%���  �5���� � #� \ 

  
 -�E��� ���%� 9@� %a��� ����� !�Ç% #����0��� $��D �%�3D !5���� ���) �1��। 

���) .��� ��� ��� ���R����� ��)। ���� ����� �Ã-D-�Ã, �S�M #� X�D $�-$�-�'। ������ 
��� ����� �%�� ���'��� ��� �@�� ]����*� ��) �M6�� %�!�M #%�(� �� ?�D �%! ?�D ��nK�( 
�1� ����� !�Ç%, ���%��� ��nK(���� #�1! । ����� ��D�। ����� ����� #H)�' ��H)� 
�1�। ���'����� ]����*�� ��;�� ����, �Q�K�Q�K�*, 1��(� 5�K��, #�1��(� H��, ��K�Q��*� 5�K�� 
9}� ��p %�!X���, ��p #��, ��p ��)%��, %������ $% $ ����, %������ !)��%, �������� 
��%�, �������� #�'', ��D� ���W�� ���H)�� ����%, $5-$5- �����, #�X� ���5, #X� 
��>��, <� �������%� ��*�’ ���R������ ��� �%��। $�1�) #%�( ������ ��� X�D� ]�����*� 
%�A��D। ����� !�Ç% �� �� X�D� ��% ����। 5�)����-$� %���� #%�� F�� $�D� ��%। %��! 
9}�। �Ã-D-�Ã’� ��1��� #G�� ����� ���(। �� ��� ���R������� F�4 ���N 9���D �%��W। 
���R������ $�������� �0��� �����( ��������� 9@� ���। ����� H�� ^_/v_ ' �'�)�, ���� 
����� -�D����D� .�)�' -: । ����� H�� $�-$�-�' ��� ��K�*�) #�( ��1*� X', %���� 
��� $������ ��� ��) ���N 9�)। ����� !�Ç% %���� ���N �। %��! ��0s ��) ���N। �� ��N। 
��O ������� �7� �� ��(�। #�H 0��� -�: %�>� ��) ����( #��� ��� ��(�, �%D��� 
$�������� ���� $� � �5�� ��� ���� �। %���� ���� 5�)�� H�� ���� ���6� ����।    

 
 

 
 
 
* 8��� ‘%����’ Tr �M�%s� TtUT %����) 9����� ��%� %���� ��.� 9����� �@�� %�����। 
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 �%n0�1� �����। ��(�� ��� 9�) T\_ 1' ������ $��� $�� $�������� $����) $� !�~ 
����� ��� ������� ��% %��@ 5�)��। �Á �* �* #H)��'� �� �0��1 �*��� ���R����� 
��������� H��। $� ����� ���i�) � �̀� ��)� �����। %I<46 ������ ��K�*�) -���P 
�Á����� �� Q�K���) �*��� ���R������ �'�)���। ��(�� ���, %���� ���-X! ����� H���! 
.��( ���L� �� �Ã-D-�Ã #� $�-$�-�'’� 5�)��। %�s� �5�� ����� #�1! ��(�� ��� ��B, 
$�������� ����� �����(�, �%���! ��K�*�)। ��� v^ ' ��������� �(A�0A ��� �%���! ���D�)। 
���D� ����� H��। ����q�� ����, ��;�), ��.� ���)। ��O �, %���� ����� ����� ���� ��� 
�1� �। ��� X�D� �MM��M ��(� �5�� ����D �1�K �1�K ���� ���� (��D �����) �1� ����� 
!�Ç�%� �«� �@��- ���H ����D ������� #�1! 1��(� H�� �@�� ���R������ �(���� 5�)�� ��� 
��)�'�� #�� H ��� ���। ��H)� ��) �` �1�����?�, $� !�~ �D6��, ��)��D $�-$�-�', 
X! !�~ �D6�� $�� .�)�' -�D����D� ��!�5� ��(�। v�� -�E��� �%! %�5���� �� $������� 
�������� ��� ���� ����¢� ����� !�Ç% ���*�) �� $�� �` $0��� ���%��� Z �%E�� 
����� ��� @��� $�� �1���� ����� $! ��n���� H %�5���� �9�S�� %�� �%E�� '���) ��)� �)। 
$� 5�� %� =�� -��9�4�� %��L ��� @���। yi� -�E��� �%! #�-'��-��K�Q��* ���� ]����*� 
����� ��) ���'������ %�� ���R�����। ����� .��0��� ����'� H ��� ��� ��)�� �%! ���� 
0<���� �1�) ���R������� ]����*�� ���D ����� (�K!�) ���� ��� ½�V� ����। Ty! �M�%s� ���� ��p 
%�!X���’� $�D� ����� %�; ���% ��K��� �. �@�� ��* ��)। �C� ��� 5�)���। ��O ��* 0��G�। 
���'����� �4�G� �� ��� �`��� ���� ��*�( ��������� %��@ ��'�)� X’�� #�1 ��� #�� 
�। X�6B6 ����� !�Ç%H #�� � -� ���� $�� ��� ������� �. ���) ��� 5�)�� ���1 ����� 
���% ��% ��)।  

 
--------------- 

 
u� �%E� #H���� �q*� �'��) ���R������ �P����*  

 

 �����G �!�� %����� ���� �!)� %�!5�� !%��� �q*� �'��� �<�6�~�� �5��)� #�%। 
%�!5���� ����  ���.���� �1���� �� '���! ���% ��D @�� #3�4 ���। @���� ��� ��(�%���� 
������ ����� �(�। $! -���6� �����) u ' ������ ����� ��� �) $�� �1���� �� �<�6 �q*�� 
��)��D %����� �0) $�� ������ 8%� ���Q�! ���� ��� #3�4 .���)।  

 
 '���! ���% �1���� ������ ���W�� ��?�� ������ �� �0�����*� ��� �z�� �%.����*�� �m� 

���� ��! ������4 JD�!)� $��D ����D��� ����� �� ��f; ���� 5�� .��' -�5%��%� 
%���� ' ����%� ��� �)। 

 
 u! #1z %��� UD� v_ ����D� %�) u s� �%E��� �1���� 9�� #�%� ����� (H)���%)-

$� ����  ����� �� %��S��� $��D ��! ������4 JD�!)� $��D ����D��� ��� %I<46?�� ��f; 
���। JD�=��! ��' ����%� ��� H $�' #�� �)। ����) t! #1z ������ ���� TT D�� 
%�) ����%��� ��f; ����D ���� ����� ��)। Z ��! ��! �������4� 5�� \ ' ����%� 
��� H r ' #�� �)।  

 
 �q*� ����� H)���� ��H)�� ���% %��-�%�� �*!)� ��H)�� -�09��) %�!5�� !%��� �� 

X!' %G� �!)� TT! #1z ��D�%���� �!�� �q*� ����� ���� �H� ��)। ������ t J�D��)  
 

 
* $, �' $� ���%��2 ��5���-��.� ‘X! ������ ����’ �q*�, Ttur �@�� %�����।  
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 ������ J��D #�%)� ��nK�(। �� ��� �n�� � @���) ���1��(� �0�� 8�)��� ���)� v ' 
%<�6�%�� �����)� �� ��� �)। �����¢� ��@ ���S���� �0�� ����� -d���� -S%� �!�� 
@���। ������ ����� 9����� �������� �.�)� �5��। #��7�� ��� �@ �! '��)� %�!5����� 
������ ������ ���� �S�M (��*)� ����। ��������� ��!�5� �� 1�'6)� H�i। ��'! -d����� 
���� ������ ��n* ��)। ���%���� $��������* q�� #�%)� %�!5���� ��@�) ���1। %�!5�� 
�P74�P ���D�� ��D�!)� ��*। -�6��� -�=�) ������ ����� %�!5���� ���)� �5��।  

 
#1z ���%� ���0��1 $��� ���� �� J�D��� %�) �1���� ����� ���6� �q*�- %���)����2 

��;�) ���i�����J� S���� ��D��6� ��'�D �M���!D ���� �*�!)� ��) $�� ���'� X! ���� \_/r_ 
1' �<�� ��! ���D� ��. ��K��)� ����)� ������ .��)� ��)। ���� �� %���� ���'� X! ���� ���� 
����� ��!�D ����%��� %d� ��!)� ����)� ��) ��) ��O �<�6 ����� ��!�D� %d� ��) �!। 
��� ���� �� �0��� ��)��D 1?� 1�*� ��D �!)� 1����� �2�� ��!���(�। $��D 1?� 1�*�� 
.�� ��!�� ��� ��*�� ��!�D ������4 J�D। 5�� 1�*��D �(A�0A �!)� ��*)� ��)। $�' 
1��*�)� %�G %�G ������4 ���। #� $�' q?��?�� #�� �)। $� ���� �� %���)����2 
���I �!�� ����%��� #�%)� ���'� -�=����L ���i�����J� S��� 9��� ���)� S���� �����1�� 
-����B�0��� �����D ��� $�� ��)��D ���*�� #q ��1�!)� ���*�!)� �5��। �P�� ������ 
���<M�G�, �����'��� $�� %���D��� S��� 9��� ���)� ���q�� ���* #q ��1�!)� 0��0<� ���। 
$! ��' 0�G��� ��� ���)� ��6� ��� ����� ���i����J� S��� �� �� ����� 9��� ���)� ���*J� 
��D��D ���।  

 
Tr! #1z 8%)� 5'��� #�%� ����� �� %���)����2 @��� ��D��6� ���.���� S��� ��� 

������ %��� $� 0�B4 %�S��� ��a �)। 9.�� �1���q��� �� �)�� �� ��� %���)����2 @��� 
$� �����1�, \ ' ����%� H ��)�' ��'���� ��� �)।  

 
#1z ���%� ���0��1 ���W�� #��� ����% (�����J�D), ���;5� ��'��� (���'���), $%, $�, 

5�?� (�q*�), 90���� ���� ������ �� -����� �)। !��� 5�� �`%���� $�� ��(�%���� 
-��G��� ��� �)। ��! -������� %�) #��� ����% ��� $�' ���R����� #�� �)।  

 
#1z ���%� ����) %a��� ��� ���?� �� %�5�� ����  �1���� �� �q*�-%���)����2 ��;�� 

$��D ���' $¶����%0 ��1�!)� %I<46 f�% ��� $�� ���'� $� ��!� �<�� ��;�) ��! ��K��)� 
����। ��� ��! �������4 $��D ����D��� '��1�*� f�% �H)�� 5�� $�' -�5%��%� r ' 
����%� ��� �)।  

 
^_�� #1z ��%�� ����% #��1�� ����� �� %���)����2 @��� #H����2� S���� �<��6 ���� 

���� $��D ����D��� �~ ���D ���� ��f; ���।  
 
^�� �%��s� ��6� �������� 1����� @��� '�� ����� S��� -���6� #3�4 ���। �� 8%)� 

#�%� ����� ����� �� ���� q���B64 ���� 5�� $�' ����%� ��� �)। ����%��� ���� \ 
' S����%��� ���� ���। ��� %�; S��D�! #q c���!)� ���*�!)� ��)।  

 
yi� �%��s� r ' ��� ����� ���� �!)� �q*� �!�� %���)����2 ��!���(�। ��@ ��� �������� 

�� 5�����* J��D ��)� �n��) ��i �� ���'������� ���5�>� ����% (���i����J�), �1���� 
'�����)� ��'� (��H)�), %�!X� !%���, (��!q��), �V� (`����)�) $�� �1���������� 8%)� 
#�%�  
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����� ����� ����  �n�� ��Q���� ��nK(�� %�G %�G ������ ��!�5�, ����1� ���� q���B64 
����� @���। 5�� X!' ����� ��� �)। #� y ' '��� -�=�) ��n*�!)� ����!)� ��!��� ���� 
��� ��*। '14 ������1�� ���i�%�D�� ���� ��D�!)� ���� ���। ��� �������� ��!�5� H ��(� 
����%��S� ���R�������� �;1� �)।  

 
�1���� ����� ���W�� ��� ���?� �� %�5�� ����  �%��s� ���%� ����) %a��� u � �%E� 

��M���)�D6�� �@�� -: �1�����?� �n�� ��@ #���� ���� ����X����� J��D� ��D %�: %�J�B6 
�C��� $��D D����� 1����D %I<46 f�% ���)� ��)।  

 
TU! �%��s� !-��-#� ���W�� %���� (�q*�), ��G� ���'���V� ��A�, ���� ������� 

�������� �'� #�� $�� (�� ���� ����� ���, 9��� ����� �� (�1���21�) 90���� ����  ����� 
��l��6� =�� ��������� %��� 0�B4 %�JB6 ����। $! %�J�B6 ��������� �` 8%� ����� �)। 
�J�*�J��D� �5���%-$� (%�KH����) ����  ��! �������4 ����%���� $��D ��M�5�M6  �D� ��� 
0�B40�� f�% �)।  

 
�1���� ������ ���W�� ��� ���?� �� %�5�� ����  Tt�� �%��s� %���)����2 @��� ��'����*� 

S��� -�9������� $��� ���������� �J��H ��� �)। 9.W �1���q��� �� JD�=�� �C��7� 
��� �%� ��� H ���� �%� ���) ����� ���� �)।  

 
^y�� �%��s� #�%� ����� H)����%� ����  ���� X��� %��* �����D�� %�) ���W �S�M ��7� ����� 

%�������� ����z� 1��� #q ���)� ��) $�� ������ �D���5� ��! L �)। $��D ��!�5� H ��(� q��, 
%�� �'�*� ����%�� ������ ���� ��� �)। ��(� 8%� H ��'���� ����!�� %7� �)। 

 
^u�� �%��s� ���W�� ���m���� $�� ���W�� $%, $� 5�?��� ����  ������ ��������� %��� 

9.W ��� %�J�D� �)। #*�! JV� ���P ��� .���� @���। ���W�� ���m���� �D6���� q���� #�� �) 
$�� y ' ����%� ��� �)। Z %�) �q*�� $��D Ty �P%��� -%�%��%� �(�� %�!X� ���� 
(.�D��) ���� �z�� �����!�� ��! ������4 f�% ���)� ��)। �%!�� ��� .��.� %I<6?�� �d 
�!)� ��)। $! JD�) $�' ���R����� #�� �)। $! ���� -��S�4 ��� #%�� ���'��V H 
�M6�� �%������D �5�%6।  

 
�%��s� ���%� ��B0��1 ���R����� ������ ����z��� ���� ���� $��D $�V-D��g ��! 

��K��)� ����। ����� �������4 $��D ����D��� �� #3�� �)। 5�� ������ �������� �7a �!)� 
��!�� ����� �7����, �<�6 M��s�, ���D���� H �����! S��� #3�4 .���) $�� ��5���k ��:�, 
#��� #�2, #�'' 9�� (�7����), ������k 9�� (�<�6 M��s�) �0��� 9��, ������ #�� 
(���.����) ���5��k %���� (�����!) 90��� ������1�� ��! ���)� q�� ���)� ���� ���।  

 
-�E��� ���%� 9@� 0��1 1����� @��� ������� S��� %����-���*�� ���R����� J�K�D �(�। 

���R����� ���� ) J�D��) %���� ���*� ��(� �����!� $��D ��! ��K��)� ����। ���4 
���R����� '���� ���� �� 8%)���� �!�� �������*� '�� �!)� $��D 8%����� �� #�%���(। 
�%! ���D f�%! ������� �7� �(� ��O T\ ���D �<��6! ��!�D� ������4 J�D। �%! 8%����� 
���D Z�� #� #�% �।   
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���� �� ���� TTD�� %�) 8%����� ���D %�������� �L� -��3� ����� '���� ����)� 
���R����� %����-���*� -�6 ��!� ��7�4 ��! ��K��)� ����। ��! �������4 8%����� ���D 
f�%9�a �)। 5�� y ' ��� !���)��%� Tyr ' ����%� ��� �)।  

 
-�E��� ���%� ���0��1 H)����� ��D 8��.�� �����!�� ���'� X! ���� ��%�� ����% 

#��1�� (���) ��� r ' %G� �!)� ��������� ��� #3�4 .���)। �` q�� �����)� �� r 
' ���%� H T_ ' ��'���� ��� �) $�� ���q�� ����%� -:�: �5��)� ������� ���� 
����!�� ���� �)।  

 
-�E��� ���%� ���0��1 ���R������ �� 1����� @��� ')�0�1� S���� ��D= %���)����2 

����M� ��� ��! ��K��)� ����)� ��)। ��� ���� ������4 J�D)� \ ' ����%��� ���� v ' ��� 
H ^ ' #�� �)।  

 
TU! -�E��� �q*� ����� �F M�R�� @��� ��D= �����D���D �S�M ���� f�% ������ '� 

�S�M ��7� ��� �)। 5�� �����D�� 7��S; �)। ���6��6� �������� ���� '?� !%����� ��6� 
����������� ���)� ����I �!)� ��)। y �� -����B� ��6�� ���� �� ���R ��)।  

 
^_�� -�E��� ��.� H ���6���6� 14���*� S��� ����%���� %��� �1���� ������ .���D ���� 

$� 0�B4 ��� %�J�D� �)। $! ���� %��� uD� �!�� ���� �� %��� u ��6� .��। $!%� ���� 
���� ���5�>� ����% ����� (.����), 8%)� 5'��� #�%� ����, ������� (���), #�X% 
%���� (������), ��'��� ����, �1���� ���;5� (1�����), ����� ���� (��2����*�), ��'��� �� 
��� (��H)�), 
� $�� `)���)�� ��'��� ���� �V�, #���� ����% ����, #���)�� ����% 1���, 
#�X� ��>�� ��'�, #�X� ���� H #�H -��� �1������� %��� ��������� 9.W �1���q�� 
����) �)। �%! %�) S���� ���-��?B ���6���B '���� 0�) Âf6l��% S�� (��*)� ����!�� @���, 
�� $��������* q�� .���� @���। ����%�� �� ����� ���� �J��)� �5��। ���)��� � ����)� 
����� �� �S�M ��7� ���)� �<É'�� %��L ����� ���� �)। �P�� 14���*� ��1�� ���i 
�1��������� ��'� �!)� ����� �1���q�� �B64 ����� @���। ����%��� #���� ����: ���� 9�� 
#3�4 .���)। $! #3��4 �1���� ����� �D��� � ����)� -�=� �����6 ����� ���� �)। 
$����=�) �`  ���* c���!)�-���*�!)� ��)। $���� ������� ���� �� H -��� ���� \_/r_ 
' �1���� ����� �D����*� S���� ���� -S%� �!)� ��'� �)। ������������ %��� 
�1���������� ���� �1���q�� .���� @���। Z %�) ������������ �D����*� S���� T^ ' 
S����%��� q�� ���)� ���� ���। �1���������� �1���q���� ��������� $�' �����%� t ' 
��� �)। �P�� %��� ���� ��������� %��� �1��������� ��K�1��* H ��.��� 9.W �1���q�� .��� 
�� �0������ �������� (�0G �!)� ���) ���। $! JD�� X! �� ��� �� ��� �!�� ����%� 
��.� S��� 9��� ���)� S���� �` ���*J� ���*)� 0��0<� ���।  

 
T_! �0s� ��.�� #�X� ���%� ������ �� �q*� %���)����2 ����M� ��!q� S��� ��! 

������4 JD�!)� ��6�%� \ ' ����%� ��� ���। Z �� �1���������� ���W�� ��� ���b� 
�� %<5�� ����  �q*� ����� ���2���) TT ��'�� �����H)�D �0���� �����D�� f�% ��� �)।  

 
T^! �0s� !��)� �����¦� ���'��V, #%�� ���'��V H ���R������� ���� %����� ��������� 

%��� ��������� ���� '� ���=� �)। ������ �������� �� �J�*�J�D �!�� ½�V)�� �56�% 
#�)�।  
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���� #3�4 ������ 9}�� �)। �� r� #%�� ���'���V� ����� ��)�%� �M�1�� H 
���R�������� $%, $� 5�?� (�q*�), #��� ����� (')�����D), ���'���� (1�����), ���;5� 
��'��� (���'���) ���� ����  ��������� %��� 9�� ��� %�1�i� �)। $! ���� �` ����%� H 
��(�%���� ���R����� ��� �)। ����%���� %�G ����1�, 0��� ����, D��g $�� ������f�%� 
���� �(�। ���R�������� %�G �z1� D��1�, ��!�5� 90���� ���� ��� .��। Z �� ���� �!�� 
9.W ������B64 �)।  

 
Tv! �0s� �����1��� X��� ����  H �%������� �����, �����, �����, ����, <?�, F�� �5�, 

'1��, ����, ��V� H #�H -���� %�����1��) %�������� ��� �z��� ���� ��������� ��D $��D 
����%����� ����� �� �M���!D ���� f�% ���)� ��)। 5�� 9�) ��*�� ����%� �������4 
���।  

 
T\! �0s� �1���� ����� ���W�� ��� ���?� �� %�5�� ����  %�������� ����z�� �C��� 

�������� $��D �� ��! ������4 JD�!)� f�% ���।  
 
^\�� �0s� 1������ ��D= ')�0�1 S���� ���H�) ��' ��������� ��D �!�� ��� ������ 

'� $��� ���R����� ����%���1�� #3�4 ���)� q�� ����) ����� @���। 5�� ����%��� 
1����� @��= ����I� ���� ���) ����� ���� �)। X! JV� �� ����%� ���Q�! $��D �� 
1����� �z�� @����� ����%��� �� �!�� ���)� ')�0�1� H �!q� S���� ���� q���B64 ����� 
����� -S%� �)। 5�� ��!q� S���� #��� ����%%� ��)�' S����%� q��� #J��� ��� �)। 
��� ������� S���� ��� �!�� �1���������� $��D �� #�%)� ���� #3�4 ������ 5�� 
����%��� 1����� ����I �5��)� ��!�� ���� �)।  

 
^U�� �0s� %������2 @�� #3�4 ��� �)। $! #3��4� ���  ��) ��.�� #�X� ���%� 

�����, #�X� ����, .����4�� ���5��>� ����% �����, `)���)�� #�X� ��>��, ���.������ 
���%। ��n��� .��� %?>���। u� �%E�� ���R����� �� H �1��������� 9�� �1����B64 ���। 
�������� ���� #3�4 .���!��� 5�� X!' ����%� ��� �)। �1��������� -��� %���% 
����0<��� ���� ���D �@�� ��6� ���������� ���e ���� ��a �4 �!)� ��� ����� @���। ���� 
TTD�� %�) ���5�)��� ��)�' ����%� ���D�� ��*)� ��)। 

 
���� �� %��� UD�) �1���� ����� %���)���2� @�� ��p #3�4 ���)� yy ' ��'������ 

��� ���। @��� -�5%�� !.�'6%� TU' ����%� ��� �)। $! 9.W �1���q��� 5�� �1���� 
������ v ' ���R����� ���� �)। %�; �������� 9.W �1���q�� .���� @���।  

 
�1���� ������ ���� H ���) %������ ��� -%����� �) �!। ���6���6� S���� '%����4 
�p5<6� 

�!)� ������ %����� ����� @���। ������B ��'���� H �������� #�%��6 ���। ��(�%���� ����� 
-d���� S���� ���� ���!)� 9�4 �7� ���। �1���� ������ �� v ' ���� �) ������ �!���( 
����)�� ��!��� ����' �k�, %�� ����� ���'���� �� H #� $�'। $! 9.W ���� %���)����2 
@�� ��� �)। �1���� ����� ���6� \v ' ��'���� H Tt ' ����� �2� �)। Tt' ��'������ 
q�� ���)� ���� ���। �1���� ����� TTU �D ��!�5�, y^�D $�$��', T�D ��0����, T�D �S�M H 
����� �����4 �1�����?� ���� ���। Z�� ���� #3�4 �), ����� 5�� ��)�' '%����4 
��� �)। �'�� (�����1� %0���� ����' �k��� �� $! %�S��� -��S�4 ���।  
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�0s� ���%� ��B0��1 ����%��� �0?���*� ����z�� ��!��� ���� ��@���� �� @���!)� 
�'�*1�(� S���� ���q�� ��*��� #q c���!)� ��)। %���� ��!)� ��l6��6� S�� �!�� ���R����� 
�� #�%)� ������ ������� �J��)� �5��)� �1���q���B64 ����� @���। ��� 8%��� 0��%:; �!)� 
��n*�!)� �0�����*� �z�� ��g�� #�) �)। ���R�����14 �%���H ������1�� �J��)� �5��)� 
q���B64 ����� @���। 5�� y ' ��� 8%� ��� �)।  

 
���� �� ���R������ ���W�� `)���)�� ��'��� ���� �V�� ����  #��% %����, #���)�� 

����% 90��� $�� =��) �1���� ����� H '%����4 ��� �z��D ���*�!)� ��)। ��� .�.�� ���' 
%I<46?�� f�% ���)� �5��। �P�� ���H�) �Î��� �i�!)� ��� ���1����1 ���NA ���)� ��)।  

 
�M�%s� ���%� 9@�0��1 ����� ���� ��*� �!�� ����� $��� �C�%� 1����� @��� 

����l���� S��� 9��� ���)� S����%�� ��� -���.�� F? ���। ��l6��6� S�� '�q��� 9�R 8%�� 
�1���� (��H)�� ���� ����  ����� �� 9������ #3�4 .���)। !���� 9.�� �1���q��� ����) 
�)। 5�� ^ ' �C�%� ���, ^ ' �C�%� #�� H T^ ' ��� 8%� #�%��64 ����� ���� 
�)। $! JD�� �<�6 �� %��� ���� ���1�(� ����D��� ���I �!�� $��D 8%�� 9��4� 0�) ����!)� 
#�%�� �]�� ��*�� ��D= �'�� ����M6� ��;�� ���'� ��D ��5�� #�� �z1��� q���� 
������ ��� ���। Z�� ���=� �!�� \ ' ������ 8%� ����!)� #�%��� ���� 1����� @��� 
������ S��� 9��� ������ %�) u ' S����%��� q�� ���)� ���� ���। Z %�) .����4�� 
���5�>� ����% ����� H ����� �� \ ' ��� 8%��� ���)� JD�=��! q�� ���)� ���� ���।  

 
yi� �M�%s� ���R������ ���W�� '���X� ���� (����) H #�H -��� ����� �'��� 0������ 

��K��� ���l6 ����%���� %��� $� %�J�B6 ��a �)। 5�� ��'����%� u ' ����%� ��� �)। 
���R�������� ���� '���X� ����%� \ ' ���� �)। $! \ '�� ��� 0������ ]�� 9�G�4 
���= ��� �)।  

 
r! �M�%s� ���R������ ���W�� #��� ����% (��%�)-$� ����  ����� �� ��������� 

������� ���6�; ���। ����� �*�!�)� �� ��� 8%��� KH1� -�0���� �����%�4 ���। ��(�%���� 
����%� ����� �)।  

 
T_! �M�%s� �������� %����� ���� #3��4 %������ ���H�) '�� ��H)�� ���% 

��������� H)��6% H ���H�) '�� ���������M� ��� ������B64 ���। 5�� ��(� ����%� ����� 
�)। ���R������ #%�� #�� ��� $�' ���� ��6.��� #�� �।  

 
T^! �M�%s� 0����) �������� ������� ������*� -��3� ���� �� ����%� 0��%�; �!)� 

���®��� ���<� �!)� ��*। ������ �q*� ����� $������ �!�� -��� ����B64 ����� @���। 
����� 5�� ��l6��6� S��%�<��� �` ���� ����� �)। ��� �!�� 0����) ���� ����� J J 
������B64 ����� @���। �� ��� 8%��� ��g��� ����!)� ��*। ��(� ����%� ����!)� S���� ���� 
����� �)। S����%� ������1�� ���)� �� ����� ���� ���� ���।  

 
Tv! �M�%s� ��(�%���� 8%� ')�����D �!�� ����!)� #�%)� %�� @��� %����� S���� ��K. 

����� ��1�) #�) �)। ���R�5n�'� ���W�� #�X% �%���� �� ����� H ����� �� '���� 
����)� ������1�� �J��H ���)� �5��। ���R�5n�'� %��� 9.W �1���q���� X!' ���R�%� 
JD�=�� ���� �। �·��� �(�� ���R�5n�'� ���W�� #�X% �%���� �� �����। ��l6��6� S���� 
����' ��, ��*�� ��� 90��� -: �!)� #�%)� ��� ������ %�; 8%��� ���� ���।  
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Z�� 1����� @��� ������ S��� ���1�(� ����D��� ���I �!�� ��)�' ����%� ����!)� 
#�%��� %�) ������ S���� ������k 9����� ��� $�' ���� �0D�� ���� ����D���� 0�) 
����q�* ��)� ����!)� @���। �� $�' ����D��� ����� ���i q�� ���। ����� ����! �1���6 
�����% ��� $�' ���.�� q�� ���)� ���� ���। ��D= �1���� ����� #�%)� ������1�� �J��)� 
�5��।  

 
9.W �1���q�� �H)�� �� ����%���� $�' ��� �)। ���� ��� 8%��� $��D 1��6� ���� 

����!)� ��*। ��� ������ %d��� �� ����!)� ��)। JD�=�� %���)����2 @��� ������� S���� 
��5� ��� $�' ���R�%� ���� �। $! 9.W �*�!�) ��D 5����*�, '�������, ��!q�� H ��.� 
S���� �1���� ����� -�� �)। ��� �%��� �������D ��� ��.�� �1���� �� ����B� 1�*� ���)� 
�!)� ��!)� ��.�� %���= ��G��� ���� �5��)� ��)। ��J����2� .�2 ���! H .�������� $�' 
S����%� ��� ������ q���� ������4 ���।  

 
Tv! �M�%s� ��6� ��� ������ %��� �������� $�� ���R������ %��� ���� %����� $� ����� 

��� %�J�D� ��। ��������� %�G �(� ����1�, 0��� ����, D��g $�� ������f�%� ���� H 
�����। #����� ���������� ���q�� ����� �(��� %�G �(�, %���� �z1� $%$�#� ��!�5�, 
$�$��' #� ��� ������ ������ %�G �(� ���q�� ��� ����� ���4�:।  

 
$! ���� ��������� %�G ����� �!)��(� #�� �����, �%��� ����� $�� $��� �����। 9@� 

�������� ����%���� ��� ���� �@�� q�� �B64 ����� @���। ����� F? �) $� Z�����%� 
����� ���। ���@�� @�����, �������� @�����, ����� %��� $! ����� ��� �.��� ������ !�����%� 
����) ���� @�����। $! �R7)� ���� ��������� ������ %���� 8%� ��� $�� ���q�� 
-:�:, D��g, ����1�%� #*�!�� ��� 8%� #�%��64 ���। ��� H ���R������ -¢%���� 
����� ����� �)। ���� ��� ���� �� ����J�K�D �@�� ���� ��6���� ����� ���� ��� �)।  

 
Z�� �q*�� ����� ��! �!�� -��� ����B64 �!�� @���। ����� $�� ������ �������� 0�� 

%�; �!)� ����� ���� ����� #�) S�4 ���। ����%��� ����'� �� ���)� ������ �����)� 
���H�) ��' H 5��#�� ��' f�% ������ ��k�� �M���!D ��K��)� ����। Z�� ��� ������ 
$��� %�����D 0����) D��g ������ %�K*��� #3�4 ������ '� 1����� �!)� ������ ��@ $�� 
���=� H X�.��.)� �!)� �q*� ����� ����Ï #�%)� ��nK�(। ����� D��g ��� H ����� �������4 
%�; ��� 9��I� �) $�� #q�� ������ ���� ��L �!�� @���। X! $��D ������ #J��� 
��l6��6� S���� ��(�%���� ���� �� H ��*�J� ��f; �)।  

 
Ty! �M�%s� �q*� ��� �!�� ����� X!' ����%� %�� @��� %��?� !]���� ��i ��)� 

����!)� ��!���(�। Z %�) �1���� ������ #��)�� ����%, ��5� H #�H -��� $�� S����%� 
���i�%�D� $�� ��6� 90��� �!)� ������1�� #3�4 ���। ������1�� ���)� �����D ���)� ���� 
���।  

 
T\! �M�%s� ����� �������� H ��(� -��G��� �q*� ��� �!�� ����!)� ��!��� %�) �1���q�� 

�B64 ����� @���। ������ ��� �!�� $��D ��� �!)� ��!���(�। ����D ���� �!)� �1�� ������ 
��.6 ����� ����' -S%� �!�� @���। !������ ���0A S�� �!�� ���R������ �� #�%)� ���� 
q���B64 ����� @���। 5�� ���R������ $�' ���� H X!' #�� �)। '�� ��)। JD�� 
��)��� �<��6 ����%��� �M��'�� #�%)� #���� q���B64 ����� @���। 5�� �����'0� ��� 
$�' ���  
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�)। ��� ����%��� �5��)� ��!��� ��@ #�*)�� ��'��� Mp 5���@ ���, %����.� ���, 
����B.� ���, ����� 8���1�, �����@ ��� H #�H ��)�'�� q�� ���।  

 
Z�� 8����� #����� y J�D��� %�) �M���!D �������4 �����)� ���H�) ��' H 5��#�� 

��' f�% �!)� ��)। Z�� ��������� %��� ����%���� ����� ��� .���� @���। 5�� �`%����� 
����%� ����� �)। Z %�) 0����) ���� �!�� ��)��D 0��� ������B64 ��� $������� ��D= 
=��� J����* f�%9�a �) $�� X�D �������� 1��6� %��L �)। ���� �� Tr! �M�%s� #����� �� 
��'�� ����%�%� �Ì��= -�5%����� ��������� ��D #�%��64 ����� ���� �)।  

 

 

OPERATION AVOYA BRIDGE: MR. BADIUZZAMAN* 

 

The successful operation at Rajshahi-Nawabgonj road in the night of 14/15 

August has really put up the morale of freedom fighters so high that they have been 

too much excited to go for another operation around that area. Under the leadership of 

Maj. Gyas everyone at the camp was very keen to go for another operation. On the 
night of 14/15 August one of the most strategic bridge named as Haripur Bridge of 

120 ft. length over capturing 12 mixed guards of Rajakars and Pak army personnel. 
This had already snapped the communication link between Rajshahi- Nawabgonj 

highways. In the same night another group of crack morter detachment went within 
shell range of Nawabgonj town with 3" morter and for good one hour shelled the town 

thus disrupting and sheltering the celebration of Independence Day and that of morale 
of Pak army and local collaborators.  

 

After returning from the above mentioned operation Maj. Gays took one day to 

overcome the fatigue of that operation and started preparing for another another 

operation. I was his Staff Officer working very closely with him. He only told me to 

prepare 6 persons out of informer group to go inside the enemy defence and bring 

back some information. We had some freedom fighters trained for this purpose. He 

briefed each and everyone separately and after their return by 20 August collected 

enough information. What I found out from him on 20 August that he was preparing 

for an operation at `Avoya bridge' one of the most strategic bridge on road leading 

from Sonamasjid-Nawabgonj-Rajshahi. The reason he told me that after demolition of 

Haripur Bridge they could not yet build that bridge. If we can demolish Avoya bridge 

the 2 battalion worth of regular and para-military forces who are located around 

Nawabgonj town will be isolated. An area of approx. 50 miles from Rajshahi town 
will remain under command of FF. Incidentally already an area of approx. 200 squire 

miles around river Mahananda and Padilla was under command domuration of 
freedom fighters commanded by Maj. Gyas  

 
He selected 45 persons from amongst the freedom fighters and regular forces and 

in his own technique and style on 22 August made them sit around a big model of 
cloth, after making sketch of whole area. Amongst the group I was one of the 

fortunate one to  
 

 
 

* ����4�D 9�¢ %�1���� ������ �@�� %�����। TtuT %��� ��'� �1)�% �k� �.n���� (����6��� ���1�M)��)-$� -��� z�5 
-�5%�� ��%��� ��6�� �(��।    
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be selected. Dr. Alam, a final year student of Rajshahi Medical College was also 

amongst those. We were given a thorough briefing by Maj. Gyas about his plan of 

operation. Those were the days of heavy flood around Rajshahi-Nawabgonj area. The 

strategic bridge was located 19 miles away from Rajshahi Town. We set out in 3 large 

carrier boats (meant for carrying paddy) for out target by 11.00 a.m. in 3 groups. 

Major weapon we carried were one 2"x Vicar machine guns, 2x2" morters, 8 LMGs, 8 

stens, 20 rifles, one grenade with each one of us also with us we also with us we had 

450 kg of explosive. As we had paucity of explosives our leaders carried 250 kg of 

Gelatine explosives and 20 numbers of anti-tank mines of 10 1bs of explosives each 

one of them having Haripur bridge was demolished a week before with similar type of 

combination in explosives.  

 
The R V from where we started was Faridpur BOP of Ex BDR which remained 

throughout in possession of regular forces of Bangladesh Niamita Bahini under Maj. 
Gyas. We also had 6 more BOPs under our command throughout the war of liberation 

all along river Padma and Mahananda. We expected to reach the destination although 
in rowing sail boats in 12 hours time. We carried with us haversack lunch. When we 

reached near our target we lost our direction as the area was totally submerged with 
flood water and dark. However we managed to get the direction with the help of a 

local person and reached to our assembly area of the target at 0010 hrs approx 2 hours 
later than schedule time. We got ourselves unboarded approx. 1000 yards away from 

boat. We started making in diamond head information. When we moved about 200 

yds we found that the road was submerged which was leading towards Avoya bridge. 

We continued to move very slowly in a keen -deep water. We came slowly upto 100 

yds, and we could see the high bridge in the twilight of the sky, and it was already 

0100 hrs almost 50 minutes after we got down from the boat. We kept on moving, and 

the morale of out boys were very high. When we came within 40-50 yds from the 

bridge suddenly 5/6 LMGs opened fire on us. A big shower of bullets flew over our 

head. We all were perplexed and never expected such a surprise. Suddenly I heard 

Maj. Gyas shouting at the top of his voice `get dispersed and take position.' Most of 

our people tried to get off the main road but they could not go much further from the 

knee-deep water. Most of the freedom fighters got into neck-deep water and around 
some submerged houses. For about 4/5 minutes there was complete confusion as the 

machine gun fire was showering over our head. I found Major Gyas standing in the 
middle of the road and I was next to him and during that period of first 2 minutes 

immediately after shouting for position, he opened up with his favorite Chinese sub-
machine gun which he always carried during the operations. He exhausted 2 more 

magazines. Meanwhile the Vicar machine guns which were mounted up at the enemy 

position. 

 

Now the exchange of fire from both the sides continued. I saw our leader moving 

towards the ambush site and whole lot of freedom fighters started following him 

blindly shouting. In knee to neck-deep water we continued fighting and tried to 
capture the bridge. Enemy also continued with their resistance to retain the bridge and 

gave a stiff resistance. After about 3 hrs of fighting we saw enemy getting out of the 
bridge by 3 boats tied on the side of the bridge. Later we realised that the road on the 

other side of the  
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bridge was submerged and no vehicle could come there and they had to resort to 

boat for their withdrawal.  

 

Finding them escaping we continued to fire with automatic weapons at those 

people on the boats. The firing from the bridge site was almost diminishing except 

one LMG which kept on firing. When our LMGs and MGs were at the boat we could 

hear the shouting of some people saying 'Bachao' 'Bachao' with the reflection of 

starlight we could see one of the boats going down onto water due to impact of firing. 

When we captured the bridge it was 4-30 a.m. We ran short of ammunition and whole 

lot of freedom fighters were totally exhausted although their morale was sky high. 

Now the question of demolition of bridge camp up. But should we take a risk at this 

stage as in the morning we expected some re-inforcement from enemy. We decided to 
pull block to our camp. As the preparation of deep mine charges which could be used 

for placing there on the embankment after digging hole, at least would need 2 hours 
time. Moreover our chordite, tonators meant for making ring man circuit were spoiled 

during fighting. More, we lost one of our valiant fighter L/Nk Mohar Ali who had a 
bullet in his chest and 2 of the FFs got seriously injured, who needed immediate 

surgery to save their lives.  
 

I must say the mission was partially successful. Although we could not demolish 
the bridge but we killed 2 Pak army soldier and 6 Rajakars. Their dead bodies were 

recovered from the river water 2 days later. We confirmed later that more than a 

dozen of Pak army and Rajakars were seriously injured in that operation. This action 

has really put the morale of Pak army down to their knee.  

 

Two successful operation during the month of August did ensure the movement of 

troops confined only during the day time in minimum of 2 vehicles with adequate 

strength. More regular troops were deployed for guarding the bridges and culverts 

thus depleting the finishing strength. A large body of trained personal i.e. regular 

army was used for patrolling in the main line of communication i.e. road Rajshahi-

Nawabgonj which could have been done entirely by paramilitia. This particular 

operation really opened my eyes about the need of leadership during any army 
operation as to how a body of armed personnel could be led successfully even against 

the odds.  
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������� %<� ����� 
T\। U� �%E�� %�J�D� ������ ����4 ����� $���M��� ������ ��-�M�%s� TtuT 

 
%�7�P���p ��p ��6� $� $ H%�� �.n����* 

vT-T-uy  
 
 ���� H ������� �(A�<� H ���7a -�� !��#� $�� ��(�%���� �)��� ������ 8%� $�� 
����� #��� %��@ ���1�� ���। #�� #��� %�; ������� ��p%�1�i� ��� u�D ���I���� 
��0R ��� u '�)1�) u ' ���I�� ���W���� -��� u �D ���0A %������6� $����) ��)�1 ���p 
(T) 9@� ���I�� �m�� ������W ��H�� $����) ��Ð��V '���G���� (��6��� �����) -���। 
(^) ����) ���I�� ��� ��7�4 '��1� ��H�� $����) ����� ��;��5'�� ������ -���। (y) 
y@6 ���I�� �������/����2��� ��H�� $����) ����� �2��� '��� `��� (��6��� ��p ��6�) 
-���। (\) \� ���I�� ������� ��z� �.����L $����) ����� #�X� ������� -���। (-��� 
$! ���I��� ���W�� ��)���� ������6� �)। ����� ��n�5�H ��(���� $! ���I��� ���W�� 
�(��।) (r) r� ���I�� #�H ��7�4 �����/���M�G� ������� @���� $����) ����� 
��5���� -��� (u) u� ���I�� �0���� $����) ����� (��6�� ��'�) %�����k�� -���। �� 
���%� ��B���� ����� %�����k ��M���)�D6�� ‘���'�1��’ ���� ��� ����� ��������k�� $! 
���I��� 0�� ��)� �)।  
 
 #��� ������ ��p%�1�i� �H)�� �� #�� %���%�� ������ ��� �@�%�� �1���� ������ 
�C� ��������� ���� '� ���6� ��!। �� ���%� 9@����6 ���'�1�� �������� �5��%6% ��M���)�D6�� 
%�1�i� �)। Z ���%�! ��B���6 �1���� ������ ��� ���� �������� �%��� �)� $�� ��Ñ����Ñ �)� 
%����� %�; �%E�� ���6� 9.�� ��� �)। #��� �%E� ��M���)�D6�� =�� ��� ��������� 
%������6� $����)। H�� �@�� %��) %��) ��%� ������ q? �<46 ����' -@�� %������� H 
�D���0� �����D6���� ����� 9��7 �����D6 ��� #%��, ��K����� ���������� �0��� ��) �����। 
�� ���%� ��B���6 ��� #%� ��, !����[ �@�� ���) ' �z����% $��� H ��p �.%H)�@6 
���R������ ���� ��R $���� %��� ���������� $���� ���, �%! �@� ��6��74 ���� ��������� 
#%��। #��� ���6��� ���=� �� 0����� �)�� $����  ���) ��K�� ��������� �����। %� ���=� 
��� #�� %������ $�D� %���� ��K�D� ���( ������ -���@��� -��7�) �!���। -���@��� 
#1��� %��@ %��@! #�� ��K����� %���� ��K�D �����) �����-`This is the border survey- 

post and the moment you have crossed this post, you are on the Bangladesh soil. Sir 

let us have a photograph here as a mark of identification between the two lands." 
H��� 5�D� ������ '� ��K����� �0��� ��) �1���। 1��(� ���, ���*� (��� ��K�� ���������� 
����� '� ����� ����। �����6 ���� #��� �%����� ���I�� ��M���)�D6��। ����� ���� 
���R������ #��1��, ��6�� ���, ������ H �M��D �����6 !�����। ���� ���, #����� %��@ 
�����1� ���% ���) X����� ��H)� ����। #����� -����� .�� ����)�� ���� ��) ���������� 
������� ��(� ���� (�� �����। ��R $���� �����6 
 
 
 
 
* TtuT %��� ��'� ��� ��6�� �(��।  
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 ����। %����B ����) ���� �<��6 ���) �z�����%� #�'6���� ��%���D6 #�� #��� 
�7� 
H �%E� ��M���)�D6�� ����� ���) ���� �����- ‘‘Admitted into Bangladesh and allowed to 

visit liberal area." 
 

 T\! �� �@�� �)���0��� 9���� ���I���� %�a���� -������� D��] ���� @����� $�� 
�%q���� ��;��) �%.��)� �����D6 �)���0��� ���M$5 ��M���)�D6��� ��i��� @�����। �%E� 
���W�� ��%��� #�� 9���)�! ���I�� �@�� ���I�� $���� Ó�4, �����6 H -������� 
��'��6q��� %�{) ���� @�����।  
 
 $�D� �@� ���� 0��� �1�( ��, �� ���%� 9@� %a��� 9�R o�!D ��5�D��V '������k 
�.n���� $���-$ H ����� #�X� H��� $�� ��5�D��V !���� �� (��6�� ����� H �9�%�MV 
$�M�%) #��� ��M���)�D6��� ���1�� ���। o�!D ��5�D��V '������k �.n�<���� #��� �%E� 
%�� �a�� z�5 ����� ��� ��)�1 ���। %�; -������� ����¢� �)�4 H ���6��� 0�� �(� 
��� ���, �� ��� -�� %��� %�� ���.����� �� %IA ���। 
 
 9�) 9���� -����� D�] %I<46 ���� �1�) ��(� � ��(� ����%� ����� $�� -:�: �;1� 
��� ��। ���Q ���Q �C�%� �2�H ��� ��। ��'���� #�%��64, ����� �� !����� �(� 9�) 
���-8���m� JD�। �·��� �������1� ��� �) u� ���I�� $����) ����� %�����k�� -���। 
�%�� �(� ^u�� ��, TtuT %��। #����� -�=� �(� %������6� $�D� ��K��� ���� H ��� 
��(D�)। #�����! $! �K.� ��'��� '� ����;���� ���( �JKB�� ���� �। �<� �@��! ����� 
#��� ���*�) ���� ������। $! ��'�D��� 0�!D�� �� ��� ����;���� ^u�� �� �0�� yD�� 
���� ^ ���I�� 8%� ���) #������� #3�4 ���। ��� ����� �� ����� Z #3�4 9���� ��� 
�)। ^ JV� �� #��� ���� ^ ���I�� 8%� ��) #����� -�=��� #3�4 ���। $���H ����� 
#3�4 ��@6 ��� �)। $0��� �� �� r ��� ���� ^ ���I�� $�� T ���D���)� ���) #���� 
#����0��� #����� ��� #3�4 .���) ��O 9��������! 7)7��� �� ���� ��(�� ��� ���� �)। 
$! ��� Ty JV���� =�)� �) $�� ����� #����� v__ 8%� ����� �)। $� ���� ����� 
���D���)� ���W�� #�� �) $�� ���D���)�� ^) ���W�� H T ' ����� ���� ��)। �P%��0�� 
$! ������� ��� �' $����) ����)����� �.L�) Z ������� ��� #�� %7� �)। Z �.L�) 
9@�� T ' 'H)� ���� ��)। ����)����� �.L�) Z ������� ��� #�� %7� �)। $(�*� #�H 
\ �D ����%�� ��� ���� ��� -�� �����) '%����4�� ������� '� ��i� �)। 0����) 
'%����4 ��G������ ���� � 0<)%� 9��%� ���। $0��� .��� @��� #����� 8��2 ���R��� $�� 
�C � -�0��। ��%�� ��� ���� �1�( $! �%E�� 1�* 9�����% u__ �C�%� �� ��)�(।  
 
 9%G� ���� ��� ��) ��, TtuT %�� '� -@�� '���! ���% ���������� �%���� H 0����� 
�<�6�~��) ������ ���� $�D� �%��� �H)� �) ��, ���������� �%E�q���� ��(�%���� 0��� H 
����� ����)�� �d���£ 0��� #������� ����। �%! -���)� #�� ������ 0����) ���W����� ��( 
�@�� �.�)H Z ����)�� q�� ��!�। %�)�� Z -:�: � ��H)�) #����� ��� .����� ��@L 
-%����� �)।  
 

 TtuT %�� '���! ���%� 9@� %a��� �������� �5��%6% ��M���)�D6�� ���'�1�� �%E� 
���W����� �5���� -���� �)। $! �5������ ������ ��� %����40��� �������� ������ 
�%���� ��6� H%����! 0�B4 ����� �@�, ��O ������ 0�B4 F? ���� �P���� 9����� H 
9���7���� ���) ��'�k� #���। ���=����)� �� ���H�� �’� ���H ��6� H%���� ���=�� 
�%��� �(� -������6। ��O ��� �! ����! ������D� -
�0���� �� ��। ��! ���� �s�-.H*� 
������ �m���� �� 9�����  
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 %���� �� ���� ��� -@6 ��- $! �� �%E� ���W����� -�=����p ��6� H%��� �����1�� 
����� ����(। ��� -����� ���� ��, Z %gD ���<��6 �%����� �����6 #�'6���� ���L�� 
#����� ���R����� -10���� H -�����! ���.��� ���। ������D�� q?  ����� ��� #��� 
%�; �%E� ���W��! ��6� H%���� �%�����  #=� 9��� ���।  
 
 9�%�G�0��� $�D� �@� ���� .�! ��, ��6� H%���� #���3�� #��� �%E�-$� !��#� 
����� �@�� 0�� 0�� ���� 8%����� $�$� ��� �(A�<� 9@� !z ��G� ���'��V�� ��p%�1�i� 
��� $�� #���! ����%���� ��( �@�� ������ 0��� H ����� -:�: �1�����?� ���) H����� 
%I<46?�� %�>� ���। �� ���%� ��B���� $! ��p%�1�i� ���D���)�� �m�-�<�6 �4�G� ��) 
��H)� �)। �%����� ���( ���� ����(��� ��, #��� ������ ‘�3� -� �%��'��%’ ��) �1�� 
#��� �%E�- $� %��  7��� �`����� ��� ����। ��� ����(�� ��, #���� �� �� 
9��749�a 8%� ��H)� ���। �� �� 9���7� 8%� #�� �i�! ���)�(��� ��O ���� �(� �1���� 
����9�a -�)��� ������ %�%�-������� 7�Ç 7�Ç ��� ��0R ��� -:�:- �1�����?� H %���� 
D���-�)%� ���) �0��� ���i�) ���� ��)�(। #��� �%E� �)��� ������ �� ‘��� -� �%��'��%’ 
.�� �1�, ��� #� ����� ����%��V �)�। %��) %��) ����;� �@�� ��%� �)��� ������ 
8%��� $�%�(�, �������H �m�-�<�6 �4�G�! ���i�) ��H)� ��)�(�। $��%��H $! �%E��� 
%�5�� 9@� �@�� ��B ��6� -� ��� �%E�-$� ����) �� �� �(� �, #�'6���� 8���, 
%�a����, ���%� ����� $�� �D���0� H ���MH ���q�� z��M ����! ���Q� ����।  
 
 %a����� ���I�� $����q��� ���Ó�4 H �����6�� �� T\! #1z ����� rD�) #��� �%E� 
%�� �a�� ��nK�( ����� ����� !z��G� ���'���V� ��'� $� $ ���� (��6��� ��6�) #��� 
-�5�% ��% #�(। �'��% ��� '��� ������ ��, ��� ‘9��� ��0��V’ -M6�� ��) #��� �@�� 
�%E�-$� ��60�� S�4 ���� '� $�%�(। F� -��� #���6���� ����� ��, #���� � '���) 
$D� ��� ��� %��! �D���5� ��� '��� ������ ��, ���R������ %�� �a� ���'�1�� 
$�%z��V .�5 -� z�5 (��'�z�%) $! �a��� %�1i H ���)  ���.���� '� #��� H��� 
��H)� $��� 9�)�'। $! %����� �%E�-$� �)��� ����� -��� ��7�� ��) ��*। #��H ���W 
�����6�� #��� ��� !%��D ��� �� ���। $����H �%����� 9�� #�1�� �����) TU! 
#1z ������ �%E�- $� ��60�� �;��� ��� #�� ���R������ %�� �a�� ���'� �!।  
 

%�7�P���p ��p ��6� $� $ ���� * 
^t-v-Ttuv 

 
 ���%� ��� �@�� 9}�� ��N��� ���R���� ���1 ����� '��। ������� �@ ��K�'�(���। -����B 
�% %����1 �) ^r�� '���!। !���<��6 #���-#���.�, ����¢� ���! �����(���। ��'� 
�')���k, ��'� �����, ����� ���D�)���, #��� ������ $�� #�����%� ���������� ��k��� 
�����) ��*। #�H #�1 �������� �.L� ����( ��O %����1 �)�, ��(�*� #��� ��F%�� �� ��� 
��)��� �(�।  
 
 -�� �@ �����) u! #1z #�� ������ #�%। ����� TT! #1z #���� U� �%E��� ���)  
��H)� �)। t � �%E��� ���W�� �(�� ��'� $� $ '���। ���H ��� %�3�� ������� $! �%E��� 
���) H #���� ��H)� ��)�(�।  
 
 
 
* ��'� ��%��� ��6�� -�=�) ���R���� ���1�� ���। ����6��� ��'� �'���� ��� �A�� �।  
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 #%�� �� ��! #�� ��������� #��� $���� �����6�� '�� ��!। �%��� F��� ()' 
��'������ 14������� ��� ��) $�%�( $�� ������W ��H)� ��)�(। #�� �'��%���� ��� ������� 
���R ��! $�� S��� �5�� �1�) ����� '� ��' ���� ���। ��� F��(��� X!' -����.�) 
-9����= ��) �1�(, -�� .��' ���������� '� ��4�4 �*�! ����(। �5�� $�% $ ��B�) 
10��0��� 0���� @��� $�� ���q�� -�=� �7� �����।  
 
 14����� �)��� ����� �@�� %I<460��� ��@�। ���� -� ������ #H��) ���'-�.��) 
�)��� ����� �@�� #����। �}�p ��7 14����� $�� �)��� ����� ��@� ���'� ��% �����।  
 
 14����� ���������� -0���� ���Q ���Q �1��H �������� #%�( F�� �% S�� �� 1�� �@�� 
�����) ���। $�� ��� ���R������ 9�� '%�����4� #=� 3��p ������ @���। -������ �)��� 
����� 0����) %������ ��(����( ���0A ‘����D’ @�����। ���� ��;�� ���%�� J����� �। �}�p 
����� ��' -��� %����� �(�। #�H ������, 14������ 9���p ��' �(� ��'������� ��?��। 
14����� ��� ��� %�) �'�� ���H ��� ��� ���*�� �@���(, $��H ��?� 9���3)� �7� 
�����। ‘#J�� �� $�� ����H’ $! ���� 5�� ��� �������� $�% S���� S�� c����) ���, ���� 
����� ��Ï %��%H ��� ��� �। -������ ��%� ��'������� ��� %���� ��.�� � ��� ���� 
����� �%!%�  �������� �1�D� ������ ����;��� ��7 ��' ���� ������। $��0��� ���� 
������ ����B� %�����1�� ������ ��%�(�। $(�*� 14����� ���QK ���Q ����� -0���� ����Ñ�� 
%��L �����। -������ $�' �)��� 8%�� ��%��� ����� ���( �� ��H)� ��.� ��� 9�) ��(�! 
��H)� ���N� �। #�� ��Q��� 14������� ��� #��� -��� ��) #%�� � ���� ����� ��' ��� 
��i ��) �*��। F�� ���q�� �%��� �!। (T) �%E��D�� �������� ��p1�i� ���। $�� ����) 
9��7�4� ���=� ���। (^) 14������� %I<46 #��� #H��) ��) #�%। (v) #��� $������ 
���0A=�� ����B ����B $����) 0�1 ��� $�� �%����� '� $�' ���W�� ���R ���। %��! 
����� -0���� @����, �����) %����� #��� �����-$ �%���H �!। (y) 14������ ���� ��Ñ��, 
����9�� ���� ����� '�� ��'���� ����L� ��i�!। (\) ��'������� 9�¸H ����B ���6� 
���)�(���।  
 
 #�� #%�� �� 14������� 0��6 ���*�) ��!। ����-$� %�) ����) �� %a�� ���। 9�����% 
�� ��'� ��� 14����� 8��� ��� ����� -0���� ��i���� ���=� ���। �0��� ��i���� %�) 
9������ ��H)�-��H)� !����� ���� ������. U_D��� ��� ����� ���=� ����(���। $� #����D 
��� �(� �� ���� ����� �0��� $!0��� %��! D��� ��) ���� -���� 9��7 �� ����70��� ����� 
��� #����� 9�� %���0<�� %��L ���।  
 
 14����� �0��� ��i���� �� 9���� ���� ��� $�' %���� ��D��6� -@�� ��� �� ��� 
��D��6� #����� =�)� ‘����D’ $�% %��� '� D���, -: $�� -��� �'�% ��) ����� ���=� 
���। �%��s��� ���� ��16i�� ��' ��) ��)।  
 
 ����6� ��6��) �)��� �����H �0��� $�1�) ��)। ���D����D0��� �)��� ����� $�� 
14������� $��D ����B ‘�.!�’ ��) #�%। $�� ��� 0�� 5� ��� ��1���। $! ����� �0��� 
9��� ���� #�� $����� ‘��g’ ��!-��� �����! ��*�) ��H)�, �%�� f�% ���, ��X�P ���=� 
f�% ��� !�����। $%� F? ��� �������� 0�B4 ������ ���� ��* ��)। #��� %�5���� ��@ 
$�1�) ��!। F�� ��! ),  
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 #H��0�R $������ ���� 9��%�� .��� �) $�� %���0��� .�� ��� ���6� ��!। $�� ��� 0�� 
5� ��H)� �1�।  ��� ���1�����1� '� ���0A =�� -)����% �%D ��i�! $�� $ ��B�) $��D 
���� 9��74 ���� ���=� ���। ����� �0��� �1�) ������ $�� %��%� �(�� ���( $� 
‘!�D���'�’ ��0�1 ����। $� 5�� �����) ������� #��� -�� %��' ���� ��1���। #����� 
-S1�� $�1�) .��।  
 
 -������ #�� �7� ����(��� �� F����� ���������� ���� �� ��*���� ���=� ����! .��� 
�, ���� ��� ���� 9��% �0�G ��* �%����H '� ���� ���। $ ���'� 9�@��� ��� ��%��� #�� 
9@�� ����� @��q�� ��� ���� ���। -������ .��� $�� �G�� ��6�D ���� -���'� ��) ��) ��� 
���6� ��!। %�G %�G ��' �)-�n������ $��D �� ����B ����� � ���.) ��)।  
 
 $!0��� ��' ��� ���� #��� $��� �� $� '�)� ��@ $�1�) �1���। 14����� H �)��� 
����� -��� �7��� %��@ ��' ���� ��1���। ���R����� %�.�!�� ���D 9�)�', '%�����4� 
%�@6, �� ���� ��1���। #��� %�5���� ��@ $�1�) �1���।  
 
 $��� �0s��� ^_ ������ �@�� �������� #����� %��@ #�%। $�� �������� H #����� 
����� �����0��� �C��� ��� #3�4 .����) $��� �� $� $���� ') ��� .����। -����B Tr! 
�M�%s� %I<460��� �������� ��R �)।  
 
 #���� �� #����%��� �7�� -� �@� ���H ��'���� 9�¸ ��� ��) ��, ���� %��! %�� 
�(� �। $��� -���! #����� ��7 ��' ����(, ���H ���B $��� J�4� �����।  
 
 %������ -�@6 ����� �%����%D���! 14���=� ��� ���� ����। ���4 ���0A =�� JD� 
���7a0��� �� ��H)� �1�(, ���� �1�(, ���� �1�(, �� -�46�)। ����� ��@ �������� �%�����%� 
�` ������ H �z��� #q ���1�) ���) �1�(। �%�����%� �0��� ��M� 9�!���� ������), ���� 
������) !����� =� �(� .�� .�� ��R 0��। -�� ���B�� ��� ���) 1��( D��G�) ���� ��� ����। 
#�H F��� ��0��� ���)��� ��� -���.�� ��� ��)�(। ��'�� ��'�� ���B�� ���� ����( 
���%0���, ��� ���.) ��H)� �1�।  
 
 �M�%s� ��������) ��� ���� �1�� ������ ���B #�2� ��) ��i। ���� �·�� ��) @��� ��� 
#� ���R������ -��7�)।  
 
  
 ���R����� $�� ���������� ������ ���B 9�4���� %���6� '��)। ��F, ���, ����, ���, %��! 
�� �� ���)�( ��! ���) -0�@6� '���)�(। 
������ �� '�� %�*� ��* ��)। ������ #��� 
����% ������ ��) ��i ‘') �����’ f���।  
 
 


�7�p ����  
^t-v-uv 

 
 

--------------- 
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������� %<� ����� 

Tr। U� �%E�� %�J�D� ��� %I��6 
-����� ����4 

����� $���M��� 
������ 

��-�M�%s� 
TtuT 

 
%�7�P���p ��p ��6� ���;��5'�� ����* 

r-T_-Ttuv 
 

 ����!, �����, �)��, �1�K, �1�'�M�G� !����� =�� ���R������ ���I ��� �)p T। ����! 
����I� ���I�� ���W�� �(�� ����� #'� �.n����। ^। ������ �(�� ����� ���;��5'�� 
����। v। �)��) �(�� 3��� ��, $, `�� y। �1�K) �(�� ����� ��n�5�-!-$���� �.n����। 
\। �1�'�M�G�) �(�� ����� %�����k $�� ��� ����� ������ ��k।  
 
 #���� ����� ����I ����� ��k�� �(�, #�� �(��� 9��n��� -�5%��। �����, �l���, 
���L)��� �� %�; ��� .��.� ��� ��n��� ���� Z %�; ��� .��.� ����� ���� ���� ��) ��� 
'� ����B0��� #���� ����I ��)�1 ��� �)।  
 
 �� ��%p �� ���%� T^/Tv ������ ���L)� �'��� '��1� ��H���� $������ ��� ��� #��6��� 
��( �@�� $��D '�� ��� ��� �)। ��� #��6 ���Q ���Q ��H���� #%�। ���� ���R������ �����) 
'���D ���� .�� ��)। ���R����� %�69@� Z '���D �������� �@�� ���� ���। Z '���� �0�� 
�@�� ��� #��6� .����� ����R1� �.�i ���� ��� �)। �.�iq��� ���� $��D�� �X6�� $� 8%� ��� 
����� ���( ����( ��, ‘‘�P���� �<�6 ����;�� �� %�; JD� JD�( ���� ����;�� ��% F�(, 
��� �.�) �`q4 %� JD�(।’’ ^) ��� '�� 8%�� ��� �d�� ���( ����(p ‘$��D ������ 
���D���)�� .¦S�� ���� #��� y/\ ' (�*� #� %��! ���� �1�(। #����� -� ���D���)�� %��@ 
�@�� ��� ���� ��N।  
 
 $0��� ��� ���� ���� �� ��% ���D �1�। �� ���%� ^T/^^ ������ ��6� H '��1��� 
��;�� ��Q����Q =�� ��)������ ��� $��D '�)1� #�(। Z ��;�) ���R������� y ��� D��g ��f�%� 
��! ��1�)। �%��� ��' � @���� '� $��D M�!0��� %*� �(�। $! ��! ��1���� 5�� 
��������� $��D ��� ��� ��)। $� 5�� U/T_ ' ����%� ���� ��) $�� ��(� #�� �)। ��! 
�������4� %�) �������� ��Q�� ����� �� ��! �5�D�(। ���� �� ����(� ���R������� #3�4 
����(। Z ��;� ���) $�! %�G X�D ��� H $��D '�� ���N�। 9@�� '���D ��;� ��� ��) .�� ��)। 
��� ����D f�% �) $�� %��� ��(�� ����D �7� ��)। �������� H��� ^/y S����%��� q�� ��� 
���� ��� H $��������* q�� (�K*�� @���।  
 
 �� ���%� T\ ������� ���� ��)� �����, ���� ��l�������)� !�����%� (-�%6) $�'  (�� 
����� H -�� ��' ���R������� $¶����%0 ���) ��6� �@�� ^ ��!� �m�� X������� ��� 
=�� �����' ��*�) ��)�� '� ��i� �)। ����� ��' �(�, Z �� ������ �� ���D #%�� $�� �� 
�� ���'� ��� ���) ���� �� ���� $¶����%0 ���) ��*�) ��H)�। Xp��� ��B), Z �� 
%������ #� ��� �� #�%�। ���R������� $¶����%0 ��� ��) ����� #��7�� -��7� ���(�। 
�0������) $�'  
 

 
 
* TtuT %��� ����� ��� ��6�� �(��।  
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��B� '�� .�B ���� '� Z �@ ���) #%�(�। ���� ��l�������)� !�����%� (�� �� ����(� ��� 
��B��� ��G�� $¶����%�0� ��� ���1 ��� ����D ����� ���� ��i ����। ��! �0��, ��B��D ����� 
���( #%�� �<��6!, �% $¶����%0 5��D�) ��), $� 5�� 9.W #H)�' ��� ��'�D f�% �)। $ 
#H)�' ���) S����%��� ��� ��� J� �@�� ��� ��) #�%। Z ���R������� #��7�� �@�� �����) 
��H)�� %�) ���� ��l�������)� (�� ����� H ��)� ����� S����%�� ���� ��� ��* ��)। ��O 
S���� ��%��� ��1 ������� �Ô�� �*�� 5�� ��%��� ���1� ������� ������� ��6� ����5n' 
����I .��� ��� ��)। $��� ����� X'�� ����� H ��� ���� ��) ��H)� �)। ���� ����� �@�� 
����� ����4� 9.�� ��� ��)�(�। ����� 9��� ��� ��(� ��(� �1�� %����H ����� ��� �@�� ��� 
��� ��)�(�।  
 

 '� ���% ��� ��� -����� �)�। ���0A '�)1�) ��! ���K�� ��)�(�, ��O ���� ��� ��' 
�)�। ���0A =�� ���R���������� �S�M ���) ��i��� ��)�(�, ��O ���R�������H ��� -����� 
���� ���� �!।  
 

 '���! TtuT: Tv! '���! ��6� ��������� ����I 0����) ������ %��@ ���R������� ��n@ 
������1 ��!M ���� 5�� T^/Ty ' ����%� ���� ��)।  
 

 ��6�-�Q�!�� ��;�� �MG�%� H '��%�� ��' X�D $¶����%0 ���) ��*�) ��)� �)। $� 5�� 
��������� .��.�� ��Õ J�D।  
 

 '�, '���! H #1z ���% ���R������� ��6�, '��1�, ��K%��, ��������, ���D.�K����, 
�����M�G�, �m1�, ����1� !����� =�� %*� H ������'� ��� $� ���� ��! ���� ��, ��B 
��6� �������� ���� !���� %��� ����� 1�*� ���1�) .��.� ���, ���� ��!�� #J��� !�� 
L � �)। $��� ���� S���� ������� ���� �Ï ���) ���� ������ ��)�� ���=� ���, ���� 
���R������� ��! ��1��� � ����। ��O $� ��������m� �0��H ���R������� ��! ��1��। 
�%��s�--�E��� ��%q���� �� %�; ���R����� 0���� ���� ��) #��� ����I #%�, ������� 
�0��� ��!% 1*�� '� ��i��� @���। $ ��!%q��� ���� �������1� ��, ����� H��� %������ 
����  ����� �'��� ��q���� $�� ���L)� �'��� ���4������� #�X� ���� ��� $�' 9�R4 
8%���� ����  ���I ����� �)। ����� H����� %��@ �(�� %����� ��p ���;5� $�� u_ ' 
�)��� ������ ����। ����� H��� ��� u_ ' 8%�� ��) ��q���� ��। $ %���� ����%��� 
'��� ��)। ��O q'� ��D �� $�' ������� ����  u/U ��'�� ���R����� ��q���� -����� 
���� #%�(। $ %���� �'� ��������� 8%��� ����� �����) �5��। ��B ��6� ��� ����� 
�M�%s� ���% ����� %�) ��q�� �@�� 5������ .�� ��)। ����� H��� $��D �1�� %���� ��n@ 
�%������� ���( ��nK(�) ��, ��q���� ����%���� ������ �M��� #�(। �M�%s� ���% 0����) 
���� ������ #3��4 ������ �M����D f�% ��) ��)। -�E��� ���%� ��B %a��� ���4����� 
����I� #�X� ������ �� ���4����� @�� #3�4 ���। $� 5�� $�' ����;�� �M$%�� ���� 
��) $�� �M$%��’� ������ ��M -�5�% ���i�) ��)� �) $�� Z @�� #3��4 ��)�' ����� ���� 
��)।  
 

 �0s� ���%� 9@� %a�� �@�� 0����) 8%��� �P���� �<�6����;��� �0��� 9��� ���� 
@���। ��6� %������ ��K ���� ����� 0����) ������ yT ���6�� ���1�M� ��(�  -�� Z %�; =�� 
���R������� %�G ��� �M�5� ��� #�� ���। 0����) ������ ��� $��D ���1M ��6�� 
M����� (0��� �@�� M� ����) '��1�, �m1� ���B�����, ��������� $����) ���� ���� 
@���। T^! �0s� ������ $��D 0����) ��D� ���R������ %��@ ��'� 0��6�� ����  $�� ^ ' 
0����) ������� %��@ #�� ��������� ��H�� ��!M ���� ��!। $! ��!M ���� 5�� ����%���� 
T\/^_ '    
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 8%� ��� �)। $ ���� #��� ���D q�� ���1। -)����% -����D� ��)� ���������� %��)��) 
����I �5�� ���� %7� �!। Z q�� ���1 ^D�� %�) $�� ��'� 0��6� ���) H ���� #J�� ��। 
#���� �.��P%�� ���� �5[ ��%������ ��i� �)।  
 
 ����;�� 8%��� ��1� ��)� ��% ���P ���� ����� #�D6���� ������ ����। ��O Z ���� 
-������ ����;���� ����� %� ��� -: ������ ���। ��O $ %�; -: ������ � ���� 5�� 
���R������� H 0����) ����� '���� � �� ����;����� �� �� -: $�� ��� ��� =�� #�(। 
�������� �� �������� ��� %�; ��(� '�� �1�। ���R����� H 0����) ����� ��������� (���L)�) 
��H�� �����0��� #3�4 ��� ��� 5�� �������� #�D6��� ������ ���� ���� �)। $! -������ 
���R����� H 0����) ������ ��� 7�� �)�।  
 

%�7�P���p ��n�5�-! -$���� �.n����* 
 

 ��B����� �� $�9��� ���B ������� ������� �@�� 0���� �����%�4 ���� %�) #����� 
Xp�-�L %����� �(�। �B6�� #1�� 9.�� ���L ��N� $�� #����� %G���� ���)� �<�� @��, ��@� 
�1�K'�� i�K!D���H �(� �। -����� ���L, -�6����, -����, ��� ��� #������L�� ���'�)� Ö��, %� 
�����) #��� -��D� �������� ��) ��*�(���। $! ��� -�=�) ������ ���D�� �(�* ������ 
�����*� �H)� �� �� ���%� ��4�-�%D� ���� ����� $ ��� -�=�) ��*� ����� ��7 ���Q� 
%�� )। 9���D ���R����� 0�!�)� ��%��D �0�% ��i�(� ����� �5�� #%� S��, J����*, ���� 
��-:�-��� ���'। ����� ��( �@�� ������ ����) ��) ���N� ���� '�� �। $! �������<� 
����)�± #����� ��� ��� �� 0����� ����� �।  
 
 $! %��) 0����) %����� ���6��7� %�G #����� �@����6� F? �)। #����� 0��B�P ��6�×� 
��) ����� �%��� -���)� 9�@���0��� ��(��� ��$%$5 $�� ����� 0����) �%������ #����� 
���, �1�����?� $�� %������� ���)  �। ��� %���p TU ��$%$5-$� ���D���) ���W�� 
��5�D��V ��6� ��� �%�-$� -��� ����B0��� ��4�)। Ttr\ %�� 0���-����;� ���� 
‘���.3’ ��H)� $! %����� -�5%���D #����� $! .�� X��6� ��4� F��)�(��। $! %�) #��� 
������6� ����=���� ��0��� %�1i F? ��� $�� %�)%<�. S�4 ���। #����� %�; !��#�, 
#%��, ��'���� $�� -��� ���R�������� $�� 9@� ��G� ���'���V� 8%���� ��)��D 
���I���� 0�1 ��� ��)� �)। 9�) v\_ ��!� %����� (���L)�� �m� �@�� ����� ��74���� ��6�) 
#����� ³��D�'� ���)  �(� ��)��Dp 
 
 T। �C� 9���7� �<��q���� �C�� �)��� ���। ^। �C� ��� -���6� ��!M .����) ���L)� 
�'��� �m� ��@� �@�� ��7�4 ����� %��7���-������)� ��;� -��� ��q��� ����B %����� ��� 
���) q? �<46 $����) ���R�������� ������) ���। $5 ���I�� ���L)�� 9�1��� ��H��’� ������� 
���W�� 9@�� �(�� ��5�D�V '���G�� $�� #��। v। �C��� ���1����1 ���=�) ��Õ %��L ���, 
����� ��� $�� %�� ��� ���NA ��� ��)� y। �C��� �(�D �(�D ��q���� ���� ���D6� ��� 
$������ ��� !�����। ���D����D0��� �C� X�6� '�)1�q����� -���6� ����� .����) %�� �*�! 
#����� ���)  �(�। ��%� '�)1�) %�� ��N� #��� ���������� ��(� �0��� %����� 9���7� 
�<��H 1�* ����(���।  
 
 �% ���I��p �������� ����� ������� ���W�� �(�� ����� #'� �.n����।  
 
 

 
* ���L)�� ��������� $%�MH @������� -�=�) ���R���� ���1 ��।  
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 �� ���I��p ��6�� �������, ���W�� �(�� ����� ����� ��;��5'�� ����।  
  
 �M ���I��p �.n1�(�� �������, ���W�� �(�� ����� `��।  
 
 $ ���I�� �(� ����� �0���� ��H��’� �������, ���W�� �(�� 9@�� ����� %�����k $�� 
��� ����� ��������k #���।  
 
 $!. ���I�� �(� ��������� �������, 9@�� ����� ���5�'� ����  #� ���W�� �(��� 
#�� ��'। %�6��7�4 �' ���I��। %��7���-������)� ��;�� ������� $! ���I�� ������) �(�। 
���W�� �(�� ����� ��5����। $! %�) #����� ��M���)�D6��� ����1��� $�%$ o�!D ��p 
'���� ���1 ��।  
 

 $!��� $�D� %����� 9���7� �<��, ��D� $ ���I�� �0���� ��H��’� #������ 1�* �����(�, 
��� ��� ����;� �%������ #3�4 .����)�(� v_�� �� ������। 9�) TuJV� ��� .��। $! ���� 
����;� �%������ ����� �1��2�' ������� ������ ���। ���R������� $! ��L���<�� %��% H 
%���¢� ���.) ��)। ����� %�����k $�� ����� ������ $! ��� �7��� %��@ ���.��� 
���। 9�) �� ������ �C�%� $�' -�5%��%� $! ���� ����� �)। ����� %�����k �C� 
��)��D ������ #����� ��¬1� ��M���)�D6��� ���i�) ���� %7� �। �%�� ��¬1��� 
'%����4 $! ��� ����� '� ��M���)�D6��� �0�G ��*�(� $�� 0����) %�������� 9������� 
������ ����� $�%�(�।  
 

 $! %�) #����� �<� %��1i�� ��' .��� @���। #��6 ��M���)�D6�� �@�� �%��� �)� �) 
9@� ��G� ���'��V�� �<46 ��R�� ���)� ��� ������। %�; ���R������� ^D� ����D1���� 0�1 
��� �)। T। �)��� ����� (�) �%E� ���% (�) ��q��� ���% ^। -�)��� �����-14�����।  
 

\ ������� ����� \ 
 

 ���� �4�G� #����� %�S�� $�� �1n���� 9��� ���%�� ���R����� ����� ) ��% ��6� 
������� �.�����z ���������� ����� �À�)�� �(�। $! ������ ��(� �(�D !����% #�(।  
 

 $�9��� ���B� ���� �� #����� '��R %������ -�� .�� ��) ���� ������� %���� 
�À�)�� ������� #��� -%��)0��� �5�� ��!�। �� ���%� 9@����6 �� ���R������ %�1i 
$�� ����6��% .��(� �� $! ������ %��7�4� 0�� ��)�(�� TU-��$%$5-$� ���W�� ��p 
��6� ��� �%� (���.3)। ���������� ������ 9�� $��<� ��� $�� %�� H -���1 #�� #� ��� 
0����)��� ���� �����। $! ��'��� -�5%���D #����� ������� %�� ���) %�; ���������� 
���R%�S���� 9�� ��K� ��� 9��� ����(�� $�� ��� ��� ��� $! �@�! ����। TU-��$%$5 
����� ����1� ���) $! ������� �0�� ��� �����(�। �� �) $�D� ����7�H ��� ���� 
�0*�� �����। %���, X���, %d�� �� 10�� ���� ����1� 1�'6 �i�, ��� ��� #������ 
%������ 1������ �����7� ��। ����1��� #H)�' F�� #��� ��Q�� ������ ��� �%�-$� 
����' �P�� ��) ��i�(। ���������� $! ������ #���� ���) � '�� �� ��'�� ��'�� 
�1����B64 ��)�(। ������� f�% ���� '� ����;����� %�; 9�.L� ��@6 ��)�(। ����;����� 
$! -��.L��� ��� ��� ��' �� ����� ��)�( �� %�i� ��� ������। $! ����� ��) %���� %� 
%�) %�1�� @���। $ �(� #����� -�1� ���� ��'�)� 9���। 9%�1� ������1� �� ����� 
�%�����% �� 9@�� ��G� ���'��V #3�� �) (#����� $�9��� 9@����6) ��� �%� ��� TU-
��$%$5 ���D���)�� ��)  
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 ���������� �0��� 
�) -��9�4�) ���� ��* $�� �Q��1�(�� ���( ��� ������ %��@ 
����;� �%������� %�JB6 �)। $! %�J�B6 ��$%$5-$� ��(�%���� ����� �) $�� ��(�%���� 
����;� �%������� ���� ��� ��*। ��� �%� ���������� -0���� ������ $! �%��� ��' 
��)�(�� ����) 0��� %������ ���� ���� ��'��� ��� ��)�(�। F�� ��! ), $! %�) ��� 
$���� �1���)0��� ����� ���5�'� %��@ #����� .�)�M�G� %�� �5��H ����� #�%। ��� 
�%�-$� $! $�qK�)�� ������� �.�����z ��� ������)�� 0����) �%������� u-����� 
���D���) %�� ���� ���� �। ���� ��)���� 9;��H ����(� �� ���������� ����� ��) 
�1���q�� ����) �d ��� ����। ��O ��� �%� $! 9;�� ����� ��� ��। ��� ��K� 
���D���)�� $�� �@�� -�� %���) �)� �)। ��6� ���-$� ��� 9@� ��G� ���'��V $! 
����� %��7�4� ���)  �।  
 
 '�-'���! ���% 9@� ��G� ���'��V ������� %���� �@�� ‘�'M’ �5��%6 ���1�� ���� '� 
���������� �m� %����� .�� ��)। $! %�) ���������� ������D �������� %����� $�D� 
���� 
%�� ��) �1�)�(�। $��� 0����) �%������ $�� #��� ���I�� ���� $!. ���I�� ��n@0��� 
$! ����� %��7�4� ���)  �!। $�� ������� %���� �@�� 9�) u__/U__ 1' '�)1� ‘��-��Ø 
���W’-$ ���4� �)। #��� �� #�( ‘H��1�’ ����5 �� ���� $! %���� ���) ��������� 9��� 
��� �� #��H ^/v ' ���R����� ��) ��;�� ��� ���) �* 1�(q���� #*�� ��) 3� ��� 
$q�N���। .��/��K. 1' �<�� ����;� �%������� ����' $��� '� -��7� ���(�। ��;�� ��� 
�@�� $����� #����� ����� ����! $�� ��� �� #��� $! $���� ��� ��� #�(। ‘H��1�’ �� 
0�) M�, ��K�) ������ %��% ��)�। $!0��� ��J6 ) ��% #��� ��������� ������� �7� 
����(��� $�� ����;� �%������� �� 9�.L� %��H ����� $! ����� f�% ��� %�� �)�। 
����� ����� �À�)�� �(� ��� #������ ���� ���D6 ��i��� �� $�� ����� %��@ ���-������ 
9���� �1���q�� ����) ��। �� ���% $! ������� %��� ���� �����%’� 9������� ����� 
���5' $�� ��'� H%���� %�7�P��� S�4 ���।  
 


�7�p ��n�5�-!-$���� �.n���� 
Ty-T_-uv 

 
  

%�7�P���p ��'� #��� ����� 
^^-TT-Ttuv 

 
 ���R����� -����� ����� '� �� ���%� ��B���� 0����) %������ ���0A =�� ����� =�� 
��� �)। #���� v�� '� TtuT %��� ��74 ���� �%E��� ���W�� ��%��� ���R ���। �������� 
%���%E� ���W�� ���R �H)�� �� #���� T ���I�� !��#� H ��'���� ��H)� �)। #��� %�-
-���)� ��%��� ��' ��� !��#� ������ %������ ��'�।  
 
 (T) �������� %���� ���) 9@� -����� ��� �) ���������� �0��� %����1� ��� =��। 
�%��� ���-����� H ��'������ =��) ����B� J����*�� -�±%����1 H ������ -���.�� ���(�। 
$! %���� ���) 10�� ���� ^ ��D� ��) ����� ��� #3�4 ���। #����� #3��4 ��� ������ 
��'����%� ^r ' ��� �)। �%�� �@�� ��(� �1�����?� ��) ����! %���� -��3� ��� 
�������� .�� ��!।  
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 (^) ��'����� �������� ���6� #����� �M�5� #3�4p ��'����� %������ ��'��� ����  
#����� �� $� ��D� !��#� �(� �������� ������� .����6� �@�� �J�� �5��। $! %���� ���) 
#��� #�H ^ ��D� ��) ������� %����� ���� '� ��!। �%��� #����� ����6� ^ ��D� 
��������� -�=��� ��� ��� �@�� ����� ��� ��� #3�4 ���। ���-������ %��@ $! ���� 
��'���� �����H -��S�4 ���, ��O #����� .����6� �@�� #3��4� ����H ��'���� ����� H 
�������� �D6�� �@�� -��� �1��� ��7� ���। #����� %��@ ��������� %������ ��� �)। 
�������� ��'���� �(�* ���� ���� �)। �` ���%� ��� �)। �` -: H �1�����?� #��� ��� 
���। ��(�*� ���������� �0��� ���0A q? �<46 ��@ �%�� H ���i� ��� L ��� ��! H ��'������� 
�������� ���D6� ��� ��!M ���।  
 
 '���! ���%� ��B %a��� #���� �������� %���%E� �@�� �1�KH %���%E� ���W�� ���R ��� 
�)। ���������� ���W�� ���R � ��p '���G�� %����।  
 
 �1�KH %��-�%E�� #��� @������� %��) 9@� -����� �) �J��@����। ��������� 
�������� ���D6� ��� $������ ��� ^\ ' ���%��� ���� ��� �) H ����� ����)�� ��) #%� 
�)। �%! %��) $! %���� �������� ���MH ��� 9.�� ��� �)।  
 
 T^�� #1z ��������� ��H��’�� ��� ������ J�K�D #3�4 ��� �)। �R #3��4 �������� 
��H�� �(�* �����) ��)। #��� �%��� �M�5� =�� ��� $�� ��B ��6� ���D���� ��H�� #����� 
���� @���।  
 
 vT�� #1z ��������� ��H�� �@�� ��)� ��!� �0��� ��J(*� @�� ��M ���)�D6��� ��'���� 
������ �M�5� #3�4 ���। ��O ��'������ #����� %���� �<��6! ���) �����) ��)। #��� 
����� ����� H ���� -�±%����1 ���। ��(�*� y�D %����� ��Dq����H -�±%����1 ���। ��@ 
$�' ���� ����D� %��%�� ���* �@�� y �D �2��%� .��' ��'������ ��� ��) #�%।  
 

%�7�P���p ��'� -��� ����� qa* 
 

 ��6� ���� %���� TT! -�E��� ������ ���������� ���� ������ $�� ���@�) ���@�) 
-����� ���� ��� �� ���6� ����। Ty! -�E��� ��6� ���� %���� -������� '� vU\ ' 
14������ ������ ��K��� �%E�� ��nK�( ��)�� 0�� ���� #��� ����। $��� ��) �)�� %���%E�� 
$�% ��'� '��� `��� ��D �����D6 ���। T\! -�E��� ���������� -0���� 9��� ��� 
���R������ -�=� H ��� ������ -�=� ��6��74 ��� $�� �%��� �! ��, 0����� ���� � �@�� 
���������� -0���� @���! ��)। #�� �������� ��M���)�D6�� =�� ��� $�� #��� $���� �(� 
��74 ������� ���M, ���� ������� @��, '��1� @��। �Q��1�(� �@�� ���� ����1�� #��� 
��! ��!% �(�। 0����) %���� �@�� .�� ��!� ��J6 �@ 14������ %������ ��R ��� $�� �%��� 
'��6� ��£�<� #�% $�� ���������� ��� �����)14H $�% ���� ����। -�E��� ���%� ����) 
%a��� ������� S���� ��D $! ���D ��� ������ $������� ��* ��)। �%��� v ' #�� �)। q�� 
(�K*�� (�K*�� ��(� .�� �1�) ��� ���� '�� �7� ���। -�E��� ���%� ���B� ���� ��� ������ 
�M�5� ���B����� %d��� ���� #3�4 ���। $! ���� 14������ T\ ' �1���� -��S�4 ���। 
$! #3��4 \D� .�!�' ��!�5� H ��(� �����D $�� ���� ���� #�%। '%�����4� ���� ��� 
'�� ��) ��, 9�) T_  
 

 
 
* TtuT-$� -�E��� ���% �������� �%�������� ����9�a।  
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 ' ���%� ��� ��)�(�। ���R�������� ��7 T ' �1���� #�� �। $! ���� �%��W 
���W�� �(�� #�X� '��� (%���� !��#�)।  
 
 -�E����� ���B �Q��1�(�� ^ ��!� �<�� ������)� %�������*�� ��� �����%� ^_ ' 
��'���� J�K�D ��� -�=� ���(�। �%! J�K�D �@�� ������ �M��D�� #�% T_ ' ����%�%� 
��'����। $! ���� ��� #��� #3�4 .���! $�� v ' ���%�, T ' ������ ��'���� ��� �) 
$�� $�' ��'���� #�� H ��' '��� -�=�) ��� ��*। ��� �R ��' ��'���� 
���R������ %��@ ��' ���। $! #3��4� 5�� ����%��� Z ��� �(�* �����) ��)। ��� �0s� 
���%� ���� ����%��� 0��� -:�: ����) Z S��� #3�4 ��� $�� �� ���R�� ���� ��� H 
���* J�� #q ���1�) ��)। ��� �%��� %���� !��#� #�X� '��� Ó�� �R ��'�� ���� 
����(�। ��� �<��6 �R $���� �@�� #����� �� .�� ��)।  
 
 v�� �0s� T^ ' 14����� H %����� !��#� v_ '�� ��) �0���� ���� �.n1�(�� 
��H��� %��� $������ ���� ����। �%! %�) �R ��H�� ����%���� ���� �(�। ����%���� 
$�D� ������ ���D6� %��@ %�JB6 F? �) %��� tD� �@��। �� ������ ���D6 f�% ��) ��), �� 
����� %������� '� �R ��-H�� ���I �@�� �` ����%� $�% #����� ���D�� �J�� �5�� $�� 
��� .��� @���। �?��) ��) �� #�� H #��� ���� ���� � %��@ ��� ���� @���। $! %���� 
���) %���� ��'� '��� `�� ���R�5n' ���I �@�� ������� ��) ����7�� #�% $�� #����� 
%����� ���। 0����) 8%��� �<� �@�� v !�~ �D6�� ���) ���R�5n'�� %����� ���। ���H $������ 
��� #����� �5�� ����� !N� �(��� ��O �� %�� � �H)��� ��� F? ��) ��)। $� 5�� 
����%��� �R ��H�� �(�* �����) ��)। $! ���� 9�) TU/Tt ' ��� ����%�� ��� ��) ���� 
%7� �!। ��� '%�����4� #��� 9�) ^_ ' ����%��� ��� ���0A $���� �@�� ���� ���। 
�z1�, .�)�' ��!�5�, $�$��' H $�D� �(�D -)����%H ���� ���। $! ���� $�' %���� 
!��#� ���� ��)� #�� �। ��� ��� ���D �5�� ���� ��K.��� �)।  
 
 T^! �0s� %d��� %�) �.n�1�(� �.�������D� ��Q����Q ����M $��D 1�*�%� ����M� ��' 
��*�) ��! #�� H #��� ��%G�।  
 
 q���1��� �1�)����D ��� =�� ����%��� #��� ���� ��� ���� �� #3�4 ��� �� 
��� ��� �)। $! ���� t ' ���R����� #�� � $�� v ' 14�����%� v ' %����4 ���BH 
���� �। '%����4 #�� ���R�������� ����� =�� ��) ��)। '%����4 �%! %�) $! 
$������ %� %�) ��' ��� ���R������ ��7। �%! �� ��6� ���� r/u JV�� ���� �R Ù� 
$���� ��?��� ���� `��� ��। #��� #3�4���� ��� ���� #3�4 ���। ��� 0����) 
8%���� %������ �R $���� ����) ��� ���। $��� #�� ��������� %��@ ��' ���� @���। 
0����) ������ #�1 $�� ��� ������ %��� �@�� ��� ������� %����� ���।  
 
 ^y�� �0s� 1������ S��� ��������� %��@ D������� �)। �%! %�) ����;�� Ty�D D���� 
�(�। $! ���� \�D 0����) D���� L ��) ��)। ����;�� %�; D���� L ��) ��)। Ty�D D������ 
���� U�D�� 0���� ��) �1�) (�� ����� �)। ^r�� �0s� �.n1�(� ���R������ ���� #�%।  
 
 v�� �M�%s� #�� ����� H ��n�5� %���� ���� �0�� H �Q��1�(� ����M� �����6� =�� 
$��D '��1�*� ��*�) ��!। ^ ' ���%� ��� �)।  
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 u! �M�%s� ����� ��R �)। v !�~ �D6�� ����� ��) #�� *�!� ��!। �%��� T\_ ' 
����%� #�%��64 ���।  

 
        
�7�p -��� ����� qa 

         ����� �%����%  
              ^U-v-uv 
 

%�7�P���p %������ ��'� ����� ���� 
^U-r-Ttuy 

 
 �%��s� ���%� Tr ����� ��� ���D�� %�) #�� $�� ����� ��5� ���� $� ���I�� 
���R����� ��) ���)���)� ��'���� ���( ����M�G�� ���� ���� ��������� $��D 9���7������ 
#3�4 .���!। .���� ��6� ����� �*�! .��। $! ���� #����� ��7 �%���� ���)�� ����, ���� 
��)� #��� �����, ���� ��)� ��5���k �.n����, ���������4 ���। ��)�' ��%����� 
���RH ���������4 ���। ����;����� ��7H -��� ����� �)। #����� $��D ���I��� ��� 
�C��� y�D ���I�� #3�4 .���)। ����� ��5����� $! ���� #�� �।  
 

%�7�P���p ��)� %������ #�X� ��� ���D�)���  
 
 ���'�1� 1�M6 -� -�� ��H)�� �� #��� ����I �5�� ��! $�� �%�� �@�� #��� ���� 
-�� �!। ^_�� �� ������ #�� #��� ������ ��) ���'�1�� �(���। ��� ����� ����%���� 
$��D ��D� ��0��� ������ .��.6 $�%�( ��D���' ����। #�� #��� ��D��� ^�D 0��1 0�1 ��� 
$��D�� ��) #�� ��' ��q)�� $������ ��� @���, -�� ���D�� ��0��� ���M '��� ��%�) 
����। ���� ��*D�� %�) ����%��� �5��(�। #�� #3�4 ��� ��%। 9�) $�JV� ��� �)। 
��������� Tu ' ��� H \ ' #�� �) $�� T�D 1��*%� �` -: ���� ���। 
 
 #�� ���'�1�� �� � J�K�D ��� @�����। v�� '� ������ ��������� \__/r__ 8%� 0��� 
-:�: ��) �����0��� #3�4 ��� ���� yD�� %�)। #����� ���D 8%� %��� �(� ��� y_ '। 
$��D �� �(� #��� ���� । -���D �(� ��)� %������ �5�>� ����%�� ���� । ����%��� 
%�����0��� ��q)�� ��(� 9}�� ���� #����� ���� -S%� ��� @���। ����%���� #3��4 
#��� �D��� ��@6 �!। ��(� �D�� @���। $� %�) ����%��� #����� J�K�D ��� ��� �)। #����� 
J�K�D ����� �� ����%��� !�;�p ���7a0��� #����� J�X)��� #q ���1�) ��) #��� �� 
����� ���N���। #�� ����) ��(� 'H)� ��) ��( ��� �@�� #��7�� ��% %����� ��)��) �* 
����� #3��4� ���W ��!। ��k�� �(� $D� ���Q��� �� #��� �` 8%� #�(। %��@ %��@ 
$�$��' ��� .����� @���। $�� �` ����%� ��� �)। ������ %� ������ @���। ����%��� 
��'� ���� %����1 ��) �। #��� #��� J�K�D ��� ��� �!। ����%� ��� �) ^U ', ^_ ' 
#�� �)। #��� ��7� ��� ����� �)�। ����� Ty! '�, ^_�� '� H ^T�� '� ������ 
��������� %��@ #����� %������ �)। $����� ���� #����� ��� ����� �)�। �������� 
�����(� 7)7�� 
���� ���।  
 
 Tu! '���! ������� JD�। #����� !5���� �(� 0�X �q�। �1���� 1�� �% 
����%���� %��@ @�����। ���� �� �� .�!��� %� ���� ����। 0��X�W� ���� ���5� ��� ��i�) 
��, ^u�� '���!  
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 ������ T_/T\ ' ����%� ��� 1?�1�*� ��� ��� ��) ����1�� ���� ��D��� �@��। 
0�X�W� ��� ��i�) ��� 1��*�)� �� � ���। #�� T\ ' ��) $�' �%�0� 1�!�M� %��)��) 
-S%� ��) ��q)� $�� ����� J��D� ���D $������ ��� ��% @���। 1�!MH #����� %��@ �(�। 
�0�� rD�) #��� ��� ��) ��H)� ���D6� ��� #3�4 ���। ��� T JV� =�)� �)। ����1�� H 
��D��� ��!]��� ��������� J�K�D �(�। �1���q��� ��� X!��� �@�� ��������� X�D ���D6 $�% 
#���� �J�� �5��। ����1�� -��=� ��������� ��� -�� �� #3�4 .����) ���������� 
��; ����। #������� ���W%-#� ���� ���। #�� ���, 7��� @��� ��� $�% ��। %���%��� 
�1���1��� .��(, 5�)�� ���( #� ��(� ��D�(। #����� 1�!M ��(� ��* ��) $�� ���� ��� �5��। 
Z �� ������ Z -~��� %� ����' �M�� ��D��� ]��� X��� ��K�� %��� %��� ���)��D ���) 
��K�.�) ��K�.�) ���� -��� ���%0��� ���� ���। ���������� �J�B4� ��� ���R������� %����� ���� 
$��0��� ���; ��H)� ���। #��� %��! �<� J�K�D�� #%�� %�@6 �!।  
 
 ^_�� '���! �@�� v_�� '���! ��6� #�� �� ��) ����1�� ��������� J�K�D #3�4 
���। ���� $! -�����q����� ��%����� ���� ���� �(� ����� %���%���) #�� H #��� 
-�5%���� .���� ��)�(���। ���� ����) ��������� ���� ���0A �7��}� ��� %�@6� -����� 
.����) ���� 0���� %�K��� �5�� $�%�(, ��� #��6� ��g��� ���� ���0A �S�M (�K*�(। $��� ���1-
%���%��� �� ����� ����। ����q��� �(�p (T) ���p %��� (^) ����W�, (v) ��5' ��k (y) �H� 
#�� (\) ���� #�� (r) '��� #�� (u) ��)� #��। #�H -���� �� $! ���<��6 �� �*�( 
�। $��� ���� v/y ��� ��� -����� ����(। $! ��)����� -������ u_ ����%� ��� �)।  
 
 v�� #1z ������ ����%��� ����1� J�K�D �(�* .�� ���� ���� �)। ����%��� �������� 
J��D $�% #��� J�K�D 1��*। #��� ����1� J�K�D ��� ���। �` ��! H -��� �1�����?� ���� 
���।  
 
 Tv�� #1z ������ ��������� $��D �� ����� 9���7� �'��� ��� $�� �S��M� ��� 
�@�� �7� ��H)�� '� ��KD���� ��) ���N�। #�� #��� ���D6 ��) #3�4 ��� ��� ��(� ����� 
���।  
 
 ^y�� #1z ������ ��������� $��D ���I�� ��D��� �@�� ���'�1��� ��@ -S%� �)। 
#�� $��D ���D6 ��) ��q)�� $�� -���D ����1��। %��� ��D�� %�) H�� #����� #H��) 
.�� #�%। #��� 5�)�� H�� ���। ��� 9�) #*�! JV� �) ����%��� t ' ��� H ��� ��(� 
#�� ��) ��(� ��D। #����� $�' $�$��' ��� #�� �)। ��� .�� -�=�) H����� �(�D �(�D 
�(���� �1�����?� ��@�) ��� #����� %���! ���। -��� ��� $�' ��L� �%6 %� %�) #����� 
�%�� F¾B� �����। �% #�1 S�� ���� ��� #����� ��� ���। %� %�) 9@� %����� @�����।  
 
 $��� t� �%E��� %����� ���� '� ����� $ #� #�� �.n����� ����  $��D ���I�� 
��)  �%��s� ���% ���� ��!। H��� U/T_ �� ���0A -������ -�� �!। �%��s� ���%! #�� 
���'� 1�� �5�� #�%। ����� v�� �0s� ����1�, r! �0s� ������ J�D, T^ �0s� 
�������� J�D, TU! �0s� ������ J��D, Tt�� �0s� ����1� J��D, ^r�� �0s� ������ J�D, 
v_ �0s� ��'���� J�D, T�� �M�%s� ��'����, v�� �M�%s� ��'���� 90��� =�� #��� ��'� 
����� ��� ����(। ����� ��n@ -������ -�� �!।  
 
 
        
�7��p #�p ��� ���D�)���  
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        ^T-T_-uy 
 
 

%�7�P���p ����� #�X� 1�* 
U-T_-ut 

 
 $��D ��!Mp yi� �M�%s� ���4���W @��� ��� ���� �� ��!M ��� �� ����� %��@ #�� 
�(���। ��!M ���� �� ���� �� �%��� ��% ��) �� #���� ���� ���* ��nK�( ���) #�%।  
 

 9¸p �%��� �� �)��� ����� �(�, � ��'���� �(�? �� '� ��!M ����(�? 
 

 �m�p �%��� ��� �)��� ����� �(� �। �%��� ^_/v_ ' ��'���� $�� ��(� ����� 
�(�। $��� ���� ��)�' ��'���� ��� ��*�(�। �������� ��� ��)�, ���� �����) �1�)�(� $�� 
�� �' ��'���� ��� ��*�( ����� 5�)���� �]�)��M q�� ��� ���� �5�� �)।  
 

 9¸p ��74 q�� ����) �)? 
 

�m�p �%�� ��D��� �(�। %d��� �� �� �0�G �1�( �� %����4 ������ ���Q ���� �1�) 
����� @���� �J�� �5��। ���W�� 9�R �������� #�X� ������ ���6� �(� ��� 9@�� q�� 
���� ����� .����� �@�� q�� ��� F? ���। ��� tD�� %�) %����4 ����'H ��!�� �(� �। 
�� #��� ��'� ��) �5���(���। #��� �%��� u_ ' �(���। ��� tD�� %�) ���W�� 9@� 
5�)�� ���, ����� #��� .����� �@�� 5�)�� F? ���। 9�) #�� JV� $! 5�)�� .��� @���। 
����� #����� �7 �@�� �� -�D����D� 1� .����� F? �) �� ���� #� � ���� 5�)�� �d 
��� �� ������ �����( �����) �1�(। ��O .��' ��'���� #� ������ � ���� #����� ���( ��� 
���)�(।  
 

 9¸p -�D����D� #�6�%� ���� �� �� �(� #����� ���(?  
 

 �m�p -�D����D� #�6�%� ���� $�D� ��!D ����1� $�� ��)�D� !��)� $�$��' �(�, 
�%�� -�D����D� �(�, $%$�#� �(�। ��'������� ���( F�� ��!�5� �(�, -�D����D� ��(� ��H)� 
��) �!।  
 

 9¸p @�� �� ����.�� ��� �5��?  
 

 �m�p c� ���K, ����� @��D� ����.�� ��� �5��। H��� -:�1��� ��!। �0�G %� #�6% 
$����� #����� H��� ��) #%� �)।  
 

 9¸p S���� ����' #������� ��� %�����1�� ����(? 
 

 �m�p #������� ����� @��� ����' ��� %�����1�� ����(। ���� �� ���� �@� %�S� 
���- ��� #��6�� ���@�) #�(, ��'������ #��6��� %��@ ���@�) ���N $! ��� %�S� ��� 
#����� ���W�� #�X� ������ ���( �1�) '�����। ���W�� �%! �� ��' ����- ���, ��0���, 
���@�) ��!M ���� ���।  
 
 
 

 
 
* 9�¢-1���� %�7�P��� �@�� %�����।  
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������� %<� ����� 
Tu। t� �%E�� %�J�D� ����� ����4 ��'� (-�p) $� $ '��� ��.� 

‘%����� %��’ (Ttuy) 
TtuT 

 
�������� �4�G 

 
 T_! $�9� 
��� ����� ����� ��� �@�� ������, �D�)�����, 5������ H ���� $! .���D 
�'��� '� #�����0��� #���� �%E� ���W�� �J�B4� ��� �)। �J�B4�) #�H ���� ��� �) ��, 
��� ���.���� '� �������� %�: ������ ���W��-!-.�5 ��6� $� $ �' H%���� ������� 
���������� r �D �%E�� 0�1 ��� ��)�(। ��p ��'��k #����� 9����� H 8%)� '?� 
!%����� -=�)� �9�%�MV ��� .�� %��%�� $��D -=�)� %���� ‘���'� 1��’ 1i ���� �@�H 

��� ����� ����� �@�� �J�B4� ��� �)। ������ ��! ���� � ��, $! �J�B4�� 5�� ������ '14 
H ���R������� %�S�� .����) ����� '� -��p $�D� �0� ��K�' ���। F? ���� ����;�� ��6���� 
��?�� 9�� 9������। !������ Tu! $�9� $�' ����;�� �1��)2� ������� �S5��� �)। 
#����� -�=�q��� H 9}��� ������� %�S� ���� '� ���-%����� ������ ��p ��6� ���% 
�R �1��)2��� ���� �@�� ������� ��i�)। �R �1��)2��� �� ���]�� ���� �����(��� �%D� ���� 
��i �����। ������ �z�M)��� '��� %��� 9����� ���� q�� ��� ���� ��� ��। ��� -���� �(� 
7��� -���1�।  
 
 ���� �) Tu! $�9��� JD�� 5�¾��
?� ���-���� ������ X’��� %����-�'D 
5�!D���� �������� #��� ���� �1�। $! 9@������ ���� ���¯ %����� '��� #����� ��� 
9}��� ��� #J�� ���� %��% ���। H! 'G� ����q����� �i����� ���� #����� ���� ��(� �(� 
�। ���H #����� %��%� ���R������� %���� ��!�5� ���) q�� ���� -�� �.L� �����। ����� 
���0A ��%����� -�=��� H�� ���6.��� �1����B64 �����। ���% ����6� �m� ���� !���' 
#���� $��D �K.� ���i� J�� ��M���)�D6��। $! J� H ���% ����6� ��� 9.W �1��� $�% �*�� 
��1���। $! ����6� ����! �(���� ���� ��। �(���� ���~� �0��� ���� #��7� �����। X’$��D 
�(�D��D #J�� (�*� #����� ��� ����B ��� 7�� �)�। 'G� ���� X�D� �� J����� ���) 
q���B64 ���� '� ��. ��� #�% �� ��%����� ����' ��!�� ���5�) $�% �'� ����� @���। 
$! %�� ���Bq��� $� #�1 ��H 0���� ����� ��, H! %�2� %�2� ����q��� $� ��6�0��� 
��� ���� ����। -��� H %����� '� H�� -�� 0�1�(। ��%����� M�R���� 0�) $��� H��� 
(�D�(��D ���� ��1���। ���<��6� �0��� S���� ���� (��D .���� ����B� ���5��। 0�) %� �5�� ��� 
���� ��� �·���� �� ��n*��� ��1��� ������� ����। �� ��6���� ����।  
 
 TU! $�9� ���� ��B���� �����(�)� ����� %��� #���D� q���D ��� �5����। ����� 
��;�q��� '����<�। 0�B4 ���। ���@�H '���� �2 �!। �� J��� �9�����। ���� 0)�� 
-
�;���� �����। ���R�������� ��) $�D� ��� �* ����� 8��� �����। ��O %���� ��(� 
��!�5� (�*� #��� ��� 0��� -:���� �(� �। 9@���=�) �������� ����� -:�1�� �0�G ��(� 
��!�5� �'�1�* ����(���। $%� ����� -: ���) F�� #��7� ��� .��। �� ����, $�9� ���%� ^^ 
������ ��p ��� %�2���� �1�� �@ ���) -��� %��6��� %��@ 0��� ��� ��(� -:���� ��) 
$��। ��� '���� ��, #��� ���=� ��� ��)�(। #���� �1�) 0����) �%������� ��( �@�� 
Hq��� ��)  
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#%�� ���। %����D� F� ���! ��m�'� ��) �i���। $! %�����1 %�2��, ��G��%�1� ��) 0��� 
�@�� -: ��) #%� %�� ���। $! X��6�1�) ���<��6H #��� �(�¦ ��D -��� �P%��� �.�� 5�K�� 
���) -: ��) #%���। ��5�D��V ������, ��p �')� $�� ��p ��%��� �@�3�� �D�)�����, ������ 
H ����) ��� .����) ����� ���6� ���) ����� `���� %��@ ��) 0��� �H� ����।  
 

qa ��@ ���� qa ��@ ���� qa ��@ ���� qa ��@ ����     
    

 %�2�� ���������� ������ -�4���। $! %�2���� �1�� �@ ���! #��� 0��� ���� 
F? ����। ��)� ��G� D�!1��, �.����J, ���4 H -'1�� %�2�� 0����। '��--'�� -�� ���� 
H ������ Q�K�� ���) �(�D $��D �~, ��@� '� %a���� ��(� ��� H -��� �'�%�� #��� ���� 
F? �����। %��! ���� ��~ #��� ���' ���� �(���। $��� ���� X’' 9��� ��� ���� ��। 
��� �@�� ����� ���� $��� �)%। #�1 �%�������� �(�। �� �%�k� H '����। #����� ��� 
��)�(� %�2���� .������ ����;�� �������� ‘1����D’ ��) ������ ���N। #� ���������� ���� 
S����%���� ��� ��6��� ���� ���6.��� �1����B46 ��� 0)�� %���%� %��L ���(। %d��� ���� 
-�� �<�� ‘�F�’ H ��Ú�’ ��� �����) �i�P ��� $�D� 1����D �.��� �*���। $! ����D �� X�D� 
-��3� ��� #����� ����� '�)1�) ���� ���। %���! ��1���;�� ��G��%�1�। ‘�F� H ‘��Ú�’ 
$! ��G��%�1�� �1�) ��*�(। -d���� ����� '������ ���� 0)��� H 0���9�। $�D� �9������ 
����। ���� -���)� ���%�� #%A ������ 0)�� �.�� �1�) #���l�%�� J� ���) .��1� ��� 
������। #����� ��~� 9�� ��!�D ��(��� #�1H $�' ������ �.���.���� �(�। '�1��� %� 
�1�� ��;� ��� ���6�4। ���� ����� ��� ��� ���¢ �@ �@�� @��� ����� ��~� 1�� �%! 
����! �J�����। �% #��� #��� �����। #�� #���l�% �5�� �����। ���� 0����� %������6� 
�.n�� ‘����1����’ $�% ��nK(���।  0����� %�����7��� #�1! #����� #%�� ��� ���)�(�। ���� 
#����� #%�� 8���� ���7� ��� %��� $q��� -���� ���।  
 
 ^y�� $�9� �0��� ‘����1����’� $�D� '�)1�) 0����) %���� ����m� ������ !���E� 
��p �� �� �J�B #������� ����) %��B4 '���� $�� -S��6� J�K�D�� ���1�����1� �� 0����) 
����m� ������ %��6 ������) ����� `�� H #���� %��� $q��� -���� ����। $! %�) 
#��� ‘���q�1�’ ��� -�� $��D 0����) %���� �.n��� ���� -S%� ��N���। �%�k�%� ��~� 
-��� %�@���� �~%� $���! 0����) ����m� ������ ������� ���� �1���।  
 
 ����� =�� ��nK(�� '� 0����� %���� ��� #��� $q�� ��1���। ���4, ��� H����! 
����;�� �������� HKP ���� ��%�(�। H����� �<�  $� ��'�� 1�'� ���� )। ��6� ����;�� 
��������� ����1�q��� �� ��� %�) 1�'6 �i�� ����। $! 0�) #��� %��6 H %�.� �(���। 
����� ����� H���� ����;�� 8%��� ��1��� ��� ���) #����� ��� Q�K���) �*�� '� 9}� ��) 
#�(। #��� %���� ���� $�1�) ���N���। ��� ���q��� ��M����D� ���i� ���D��� ������ 
��� ��D��N�। 0) ���� H� ���D� � D����� D����� ��) ��)।  
 
 ����)� ��� �.�� 7��� 8����� ���� ��M���DD� #����� ��) h�1���� (��D .���� 
1���=��� ����। ��� J�����! %��� ����� ����� ��� ��� ����� 0����) %����� ��� �* �* 
���q��� ���*। ��� ���D� ���, $� ���q��� �%����% $! ���*q��� .����� ���) �J�� 
�����(। �` #����7� =�� ������ ��nK(��� ���� 
�;� �pl�% (�*���। �� ��� !��� ��i 
%��¢ H ��R %~)  
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�����। H! ��! -:�: ��) �5�� ����;�� �Fq���� ��� ��6���� %���.� '��� ����� '� 
�D� #��� ��i ��) �i���। ��'�� ��'�� ���R����� #��� ����� 9�����6�� '� -��� #S�� 
9��7� ���(�। ���� ��� %��* %�� ����D -�±�� #��� ����� '� ���¯ '���)����� ��� .�� 
#J�� ��� ��)।  
 
 #��� ���q�1�� ����� $�� %���� ����m� ������ -���)� ����� ����� -�5�% 
��K�D �1���। ��� ��K� -�5�% #����� 
�1� '����� '� 9��7� ���(��। ����� ���� 
%�i������, %�2� H ��� �s�। -��� #������� %��@ 
�1� '����। #�� �� #�� ����(��� ��� 
.�!�� ����।  
 
 $� ��� 1�� ��5� �� #���� #��� $�! (�D�� ��� 9@�� ��%����, ��� ���������। 
9@� ���D���)�� -���)� ��p ����'6� �%��� #����� '� -��7�) �(��। Ttuy %���� ��� 
0��1� %�) ����� ���� ��4�@6� ��) 0��� .�� #�%। #���� 
�1� '���� ���� ��� ��� 
#2���� ����। ��� �.���� ����4 #�� H 9���)� (�� ������।  
 
 #����� -�� ��;� ���� ���। %����� %�) L � ��� H��� �%������� ������) #��� 
��.���� $�D� 1�*��� �.�� �*���। $! 1�*��D� ��2��; ����(�� ��p ����। ��� ��%����� 
#����� #1� ���6� -�� #�1! '���) ���)�(��। %����� -���)� ����� ����� �%� 
�%��� #����� '� -��7�) �(��।  
 
 ���q�1� �@�� ��%������ �<�  T^ ��!�। ��O ��Q��@ #����� X�D� ��)� ��� ��� 
���। $! ��.��� 1�*�D� ����� ��� -Û�� ���1। $D�� �� �D�I�।  
 
 ��� �L�� Ó��4� �� #��� ��%���� ��nK�( �1���। 14���B� %�%� ��p <?� !%��� 
���� ��( �@�� ����� ����� �%� #��� %s�� -�� �@� #1�! F��(। ��p ���� %��@ #�1 
�@��! $��� '��F� ��)�(�। ����� �%� ����� Ù��)� -������, %�2� ���R %�A ���B। 
#����� %��� ���(! ��� 9�4����� �� ����। %��� $�% ���%% �%�H #����� ���� #���� 
'����। $! 0Ç����� #� $� ���� ���R । ��J6��1�, %�2��। ���� #����� %��@ -�� ����.� 
�d�� �� ������ ����। ��� ��)� ��� %�
�X ����� ��H)�� �� #��� ��������� ���� �����। 
$�� �@�� ���������� 9�) %m� ��!� %���। $��� 
)� ����� ����� ����� �%�-$� ������) 
�H� ����। �i�P ��� Q* H -����� �B64 F? ����। ��O %����� 1�*�q���� #�) ���) ��D� 
����� ����। ��J6 X’JV� Ó��4� �� 1�*�D� $�D� ������ ���( @�����। H� 1��) ���� �(� 
‘-�5%�� ��%’, u^� ��$%$5 (�M6�� �%������D �5��%6)। $D�! #����� %����� 1��� =�। ���L 
�@�� �1�) #���� ����q��� �K�� ������। ��!�� ��(�74 ��D���� �� #����� ��) ��H)� ���� 
H��� -�5%�� ���%। #����� u^ � ��$%$5 -�5%�� ���%। ��@� ����� ����� ��� !N� 
�����। %����� ��1�1�! ���) $���। %�G %�G ����%� f� (�*�) $� Q�� ���% ���� ��) 
���=� ��� $�' �� ����। !� ��N ����� %����। 0�! H �d�� �.�)H ���� -���)� 
������ ���)�(��� $! 0Ç���� H ��� :�� ��( �@��। ��� #��� #��)� .�!�� ���� #� 
��)�(���। $! u^ ��$%$5 ������ $M'�D��V �(�� ���। ��������� �d���� ����%� f��� 
#�� 
�; -�0� ���� ��1���। ��;��� ��7 #��� ��� %��� �(���। $! %�) -���)� ��p ����'6� 
$�% ��nK(���। -���)��� %��@ #��� ���.) ����) ��)� ����। �)%� ����। �<%� .��, �����)�� 
-�0���� (��। #��� ��� #�; #�; �@� �����।    
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�0��D� ��� �À ��, �À �����। �����6 ��6��) ���R���� �� %5��� $�%�( �%D� %�� ��)�(� 
��� %�� ���6�� H ���R� � '�। ���� 0��� �। 
 

%�2��� �9����%�2��� �9����%�2��� �9����%�2��� �9����    
        
    ��� ��� ������ ���q��� .������ 8���L� #�(। ��� #�� �����( ��! ���� ����� 
!�Ú� ��� ��(� %���� ���� ��@6 ��)�(, ��! ����� 
���� �� ��@� ��)���� ������6 H! 
��'D��� %��0��� %IA ���� '� ��q �P%��� ��� ��� �.L� ����(। ���� �)� �� #�� �(�* 
��)�। $!%� ������� #�� �B6� �����, ����� ����� -�%�4 ���� '� �=�9��� ����। 
$���� ��ª #�9����) ���)� ��� ���'�)� Ö��D��� -���~��� �� �)। ���������� %���� 
-��3� ��� �� #�� 0���� #�%, �� ���R%�S�� .������ $ ��� $�D� -�=�� %���� 
��)�(���। ��B����� ���� #�� u^� 0����) ����m� ������ -���)� ��p ����'6�� ��%0�� 
@�����। -:�: ���1��� ��� #���� ��@L %����� ����(��। 8��0��'� �� ��� #����� 1�*��� 
��� ��������) ��) �1�) ��K� Âf6� ��6��6� ����m� ������ �M���D !���E� �'���� ��p 
�'������� %��@ ���.) ����) ���) ��K�� '���� ��, -���)� ���%�� ���R %�S��� -��S�4 ��� 
����� '� #�� -�� ��' ���� ������। #��� �� �� -:�: 9�)�' ��p �'������� '�����। 
��� ��� 8���6� %��@ �@�q��� F� #���� #l�% ���) 0Ç0��� ���� ��, ��� %��@6��� 
9�)�'�) -:�: ���1�) ���� �.L�� C�D ���� �। ��p �'������� ������� ��� ����। ���� #��6 
���� ��� %�2� 0Ç������ ���� $�� #l�% ��4� F�।  
 

H! ��! %d��) ��������� #%�� ����' ����m� ������ %�6����)� ��p ?;�'�� %��@ 
%�7�P ���� ����। ��p ����'6��� ��) ��K� %��@ ���� �����। #��� 9�� �� #������ H 0Ç�� 
�����) ��� #���� %���� S� ����(�� ���� %���! ��� ��)�(���। ��� #�B64�) �.����� 
-������ �%�)� -�5%��। ��� %��@ �@����6�) #��� ��ª ��l�% ���� ��, ��� -¢���� �0���! 
#��� -:�: ���) ���। -: ���1�* ���D�! #��� #%� ��k��। #��� .���5��� %�) ��p ����'6� 
H ��� -�5�%� ��6.����� #���� ��@L %����� ����(��। ����� ������ -��� -���)� H 
�d�%��0।  

 
TtuT %���� ^y�� $�9� ��p �����'6� 1�*��� ��� #���� ��'� �%���� ���( ��) 

�1��। ��� ���R%�S���� #� $�' -���)�। ��� ������ ������ %��@ ��K� 7�Ç ��R ��) 
�� �� ��)�D� ��� ��� �m� ������ �������� ���  J�K�D �1�*�(। ��'� �%�� ��� #��� 
!��#�-$ .���� ����। ��� -�� ����� -:�: ���1�* ��� �����(�� ��� J�K�D��। 9.�� 
-:�: '�� ���� #��� ���0 ����। ���4, ���@��� �� ��� �'��%� .�!�� $! 9�)�'�� %�) 
����7�� $�' 8%���� ���( $��D ��� ��!�5� %��.�) ���� �<����। ���, -: (�*� $�' 
8%���� 1�6 0<���Ï� ��� ����। ������ -�� ��L -�� ���-�H)�� �� ��'� �%���� ��Q�� 
%7� ���� �� #��H ��K� �� ����� '� ��� ���� ���N। ��(�D� -�N� %��H ��'� �%�� ��'� 
���। -d����� �0�� #��� #��� ����� �����। %�; ���� ! -���)� ��p ����'6��। ��� ��' 
��'� �%���� ������D� q?  ���Q�) ��'� ����)�(��। %����� $� ��� ���Q�! ����� -:���� H 
%���� ��) #�� ��%���� �5�� $���। $��� $q��� ��~ ���Q�! ���� ��2��; ���� ���। 
��'� �%���� %��@ #���-#���.�� %�) #��� %����� ����� `�� ��� 8��6 H �����m�� 
���.) ���)�(�। ��� ���� 9��%�� ���)  �(�* ���) #�� ��p ����'6�� %��@ �5�D6 �!��)�� H 
�<�6�~��) ������ %�� �a�� �H)�� ��) �1���। 
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9@�� !z�6 ������ !�D���'� -�5%�� ��6� ����� %�G %�7�P  �����। ��� #���� 
-�� 9¸ ����p ����;� %����� ������� @������� #�� ���@�) ���@�) �(���। �� �� ����( 
!�����। ��� �� 9¸ ���� %�q����! �m� ���� ���� #����। $�D� ���� ��K� ��� ��� �� 
����! #���� �<�6�~��) ������ %�� �a�� ��) ��H)� ����। �%��� �<�6�~��) ������ 
%�6����)� ��p �'���� '1�'P �%� -������ %�7�P �����। ��K� ��� ���% H #���� 0Ç�� 
#����� �0�� ‘����’ ���� ���( �5����। #��� �� 0�%� $���। ��! ��� %��) � ��� �� ��� 
�@� �1�� � ��� ��� ���( ��� �@� %� ��(� ���� �����। $� 5�� #��� ��k�� ��������� 
%5� ����। $�D� ���.� ���� ��� ���������� ���@�) #��� �1���� J�K�D #�( ��K�� �������। 
���� ��X ��%�� $�� ����, ��� 0��। %��@ ��6� ������ ���6� ���� #���� 9�)�'�) %� 
��� %����� ����। $��� ��6� ����� %��@ #���� ����� ��D� �� @���� �)। %����� ������� 
-��� �1��)2� -�5%���� �� ��K� -�%�dP%� �D� #��� %s�d ��� �P%�� ��) �i���। ����B 
�1��)2� ��0��1� ���� ���%�� ��� %��6��� %��@ �@� ����, �� ��� 9¸ ��� ���� ��� 
.�!�� ��, #�� %�������� ���R����� ���। #��� �����¢� ���'� ���s �H)��� $! �)D� �� 
#�� 0)�� -�=���� �0�� ��D�)�(���। ������, #�� ����R %��H ��K� 8��6, �����m� H ����� 
'� ����m� ������ #���� 9��%� � ��� ����( �। $���! ��� ���( 9@� F���, ^\�� $�9� 
����;�� �%����� ���� ������-5�������� �� ��)�(। �����) �D� �0�G �*���। $! 
�'��q���� �7� ���� �<�6 ����¢� #��� %���)�0��� ����� �H)� %��H ��i %��¢ ���� 
��, ��0���! ���� $!%� -:�: ��) ���������� -0���� 9��� ����! ���। -: ���� ���� ��� 
���R%�S������ ����। #��� #��) -��� #S�� -��7� ���( H��। #��� ���s ���� #�H $�D� 
���4 ����p %���� ����m� ������ Âf6� �����7� ��( �@�� ��� ���)�(��� ��, ��6� $� $ 
�' H%��� ��0���! ���� #��� %��@ ��������) %�7�P ���� .�। 

 
\! �� ��6� #�� ��K� -��7�) �(���। ��O ��K� �5�� #%�� ��� �74! ������ �। ��� 

���� ������ � �� ��� �5�� #%��। ��� �� %������6� -��� �%E� ���W����� %��@ 
���1����1 ���� '� ��i�� �.L� ���(��। $! ����s 0)�� �.���s� ��) �=� ����� #�� ��' 
%���� ���� '� #���� $�! �H)�� ��) ���� ���। �i� $! %�) ��p <?� !%��� ���, ��p 
��%� H ����� `�� ������-���' ��) ��%����� ��n(���। �������� �� �H)��� ���� .�� 
$�%�(।  

 
����� `���� ���6� ����� ��, �� #�� ���������� -0���� @�����, �� �� 

������������ #��� %�G ���1����1 ��� �)। ����=�� -��<� �� ��� %����� ���=� �� -����� 
����। #����� ����I� ����H �7� ����� �����। $! ����I ��p ���, ��p ��%� H ����� 
`��� ������-���'H @�����।  

 
%��! ���� ���D .���' ���� X�D� ��~ ��� ���� �����। #����� �0�� .��' �)��� 

�%������� ���� �(�। ���� %� (��। #����� 1���=��� ��;�J�D #��� ��'�H '�� �(� �। 
��~ $��� $�D� Xp%���%� ����) ����D! 0�%� ���N��� �। �� ��� %�) ����6) #%�� ����। 
������ ��H)�� ��@ �C�� .������ HKP ���� ��%�(�, #��� %��! ��~� ��!��D� ��� �06� 
�����। ��!�D�� ����� -�� �(�� -�0���� �*�! ��� #l�% ��� ��, ���� #����� ������ 
��n�( ����। H��� Xp%���%� �@����6� H #���l��%� �'�� ���� 
0���! #�� #��� ��� �@�� 
���� �!���, ������ ��H)�� 9��� ��;�J�D %s�d #�� %I<46 -����.�। ��;� %I��6 #��� ���� 
���� -�L ���4� �(� ���। �P%��H $�D� %��7a ‘-����� ���’ 8���’ �����। 9�@��� ��6��) 
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���Q�) ����� ��0��� X�D� ��~ -:�: 0�1�0��1 ��� ��� ��� $�� �C� %�7�P ���� �1����� 
�� ����। 
 
 ��� F? ���� `��� �����। $�D� ��~ ��p ���, ��p ��%� $�� #�H ��)�' ���� 
#�1 #�1 .����। #��� �~D� #�1�D�� ��(� ��(� �H)�� ����। ���4, #��� ��~ 9�)�'�) 
�'�%�� H -�� -:�: ���Q�! �(�। %���� �~D�) ��p ��� H ��p ��%��� -���)��� ���)  
��� ���� 0�������। ��@� ����m� %s�d ��K�� X’'�! ��� #l; �(��। ���4 ��� X’�� 
#�1! ��K�� $! ��@ ��%���� $�%�(। 0����� %���� ����m� ������ ������ ���D ‘�.��G��’ 
#������� ������1� ��6� $�1�) ���) �1�। $�� �@��! #��� ���� F? �����। ������1� 
0����� ��B %���� J�K�D। ��� tD�। F? ���� ����। #��-������ ���X� �����) %��� ���-�� .��� 
��m'�। ����� ��± �<�� �` �<�� ����� ����� qK�* qK�* ���L (�*�H ����� q���D -d���। 1� 
��)� ���� ����� #��� �.�� X�D� '�*�) $���। J�� ��� #���। !���� ��6� ���� ���QH 
#�� 10�� J��� 1� $���)�����। �i�P $�D� �� � ���) J�� �@�� ���5�) ��i ���� �� �� .��� 
1��) M���(p ‘1����D, 1����D %���’।  
 

���K, %���! ��� 1���D। 0<� ����� �� ������� ����� �@�� Q�*� ���1 .�� 
‘���6�!’D�’ ���� ��) �����) $���। !�� ��7 ����� ���! X’��� �@�� 9.W %�.6��!�D� #��� 
#� ����1��� q�� #%�� ��1���। �0��D� #��� -%�� ����� Q�K��� ���) �i���। ��Q�� 
������, ����;�� 1����D HKP ���� #����� �J�� �5���(। ���D� 0)�� ��7�¹। Q�*� ��������। 
��� ��� .����� %<.��0�� -d��� #� ����1��� -����� q���B64। %�.6��!D ���) $! ���L� ���� 
�������� �A�A ��� #������� ���K' ���� ��1���। $�D� q�� $�% ��~� ��( ���D�) #J�� 
�����। �C�7�� ��Ó�� ���� '� #��� %��@� .�� '� 8%�� �%�k�, �������� '���� �����(� 
H !�%�5�� 9@�� ��!�5��� q�� ���� �����। �� �C�7 �� ��� #����� ��R ��� ��। 
#��6'�0��� #��� $! ����¢�D� ���' $���। ����� ����� #����� ��K ����� 1����DD� 
����� %�.6��!D c����) ���L H ���7a ���q���� �0�� ���) $�1�) #%�(। #����� �~D�� ��( 
���D�) #�H ��)��D q�� $�% ��1���। ��!�� 9�� ���L��� H �����%� ���K ���K ��� q��� 
#H)�' -�L0��� #%�(�। %�.6��!�D� #������ �@D���! F�� �.��� �*���। ���@��� #� %� 
��(�! ���L� ��!��। ��� �@! ��K�' ���N��� �। %�; ������D� $�������� �H)� %��H -¢ %��)� 
�0�� ���� #3�4 ���� 9}�� ����। !������ �� 1����D #����� ���� $�1�) #%�(�। �%D� 
9�) ��~� ��(����( $�% �1�। ���� 0��� �1�)�( ��, #����� �~D� �=� ��) ��K�*�) �(�। ��O 
$D� ��� ����, � ��Q��� -d���� �i� ���Q �i�� ������ �।  
 
 X’'�� ����1�, X’'�� ‘$��1� �S�M’ %�>� ��!�5� ���) ��� ���� ��%�) �����। 
#�� ��' $�D� ����1� M������ 1����DD��� �7� ��� 9}� ��) �!���। ���6� ��)�� %��@ 
%��@! .��'� H! 1����DD��� �7� ��� 9.W0��� �1����B64 F? �����। $! %�) 1����DD� 
#����� ��� #H��� ���� $�% �1�)�(�। $! -���6� #3��4 �C�� 0)�� J���* �1� $�� 
H��� 9.�� 7)7�� ����। H��� 8� 8. F? ��� $� 1����D �@�� ����D $�D� #q�� �1��� �(D�� 
�*�� ��Q�� ������, #����� ��7a ���D �i� '�)1�) #J�� ����(। �������� 1����DD��� 
�.����� '� �;¹ ��� ���) M������ 1����DD��� #3��4� ��k�� J��� �%���। ��O HD� 
������ #���� ��� ����1��� #H��� ��!�� �����) �1�। ������, �C�7�� 0��%�; ����� 
'� q���B64 -����� �!���। $! %����1 -� X’' ������ #����� #�1� �~D�� ���K' ��� 
�����। ��O �D� 
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0�B0��� ��� �1� �� ������ #�1� �~D� �i� #����� ������� .*�� ��� ��f; -�=�) 
��* #�( $�� H� �0���� ����' #�1! �����) �1�)�(।  
 
 %��@� ����� 0�1 ����' �����) �1�)�( ���� �D� 0)�� X�6� ��) �*���। $� %�) 
�����) �1� �� ����� 9�)�' �(� %��.�) ����। -�@� �.��) %�) L � ��� #����� %��@� 
.��'�� 9������ $�-$�D� M��, #��� ����� ��(����( �(���। -��)��, ����� H 0�)� 
#����। #��� ��*����* �~ �@�� ���5�) �*���। ���)� ��. #i���� ����। ����� �����4 
'��� �0�� ���) -�� ��L ��� ���� ��n(����। ���D� #��� ���( �K.� ��K��� �� ��1���। �� 
�@�� -�� �K.��� ��K��� ��� ��*���*� J�K�D �1�* �%���। %��� �@�� �� #3�4! ��� ���� � 
�� #��� $��� ��������� �����। 
�;� �pl�% �5����। -�.�, -'�� �@। '��� ����� 
$��� #�%�। $%� �.�� ��� ��'�� �* -%��) �� ����। �C� ���=��, Q�*� �����, ��.���. 
����� #K���-%� ���� ���D��� $�D� �9����� (�)�� �� �� ����। �i�P ����� ����� ��K��� 
��( ���� ����B� $�D� -�L (�)� ��� @���* ��* #�(। ����� ��� 0�) 0�) ���( �1�) ������ 
$�D� ���� ������� '� 9��4 �.L� ���(। $� 0�� �� �� ���� ���@��D� ��K�* ��� �0��� �1�) 
������। ��X0��� ���� ��6 ����! $� �'��� �.P��� ����! �'��� �.P��� F? ����� ��, 0�) 
#��� ���� ��K��� ��1���। ���� %�©� ��)� %��H �% $� ����� ��� �.P��� #�� ����� ��, 
��� ���� $���� .�!���H %��% ��� �। 1��� ��.���। 9�) �����S;। -�� �.L�� �� �% ��� 
����। $! ����D� ��N �%!%� ��!�D��� $�' ���� �s� �s� 1��0�� �@� ����(�। -��� ��� 
��� ���B �!। ���4 �% ����� q��� �� �����। ������ $! ����D� #��� -�� ����� 
$����। #�� ��� '�)1�) #�( $D� �% �0�6�0��� ��� ���। $%� ������ $! 7��� ‘%��%�’ �����D� 
������R� ��� �'�� #�(। $! '�)1�D�� �� ‘1�����’। '�)1�D�� ������ H -�=��� �@� �.�� 
��� %��) '�1��� ��, �0�� �H)� ��6� ��� #��� $��� @��� ����� �C�7 �)��� �� #����� 
�� ���0�) �}q���� ��� ��H)�! ����� .����) H��� ���! ��% ����� ��(���! ?��� ������ 
�। $! -���%A ������ ��� �@�� �7� ����� $���� ���) ��N, ��� ���� ‘3���’ ��� S���� 
-0���� .�� ��H)�। 
 
 #����� ��( ���� $! S��q��� 9�) $� ��!� �<��। !������ �C��7� 1����DD� -�� 
�<�� ���(�) �1�) ��K��� ��� #����� -�=� H ��� ���� �����R �~ X�D��� �7� ��� 
0�B40��� ����1� H ����D� �1����B64 F? �����। H��� -����� �1����B6�4 #����� X�D� 
��~! #q ��� �1�। ��6�� -�=�� @���D� -��n�R� �0�� #��� 3��� ��� ��� ���� ��K��� 
��.� ���� .�� �1��� #� ������� ��4 ���� ��1���। ���4 $ Xp%��) $� ����� (�*� #� 
��� �C� ��� �@�� #����� ��K.��� ����� �। ���4 #����� ���( ��6�a �1�����?� �(� �। �i� 
$! %�) #��� %�G� .��' 8%�� $���-H��� %�� �*���। %��� ���� S���� ���� �����) 
���N�। ��!�D (�*� #� ����� #��� .������ ������ �। ����1��� 1'6 #� ����D� 9.W 
#H)�' F� ��!�D #����� ���� #��� ���( ��* �!�। �1���� 0)��� #q #����� �~ 
X�D��� ��6)0��� S�% �����। ����'� � H �� ���D� ��K��� ��( ���� $���) ���) ������ 
Ö�� ��) �.�) �!��� ������ ��e����� ����। �1���� 9.W ��, ���D �������4� ���D 
#H)�'। �P�D 1�d 0���� %�; #���D� ���K)�) #NA- ���'�)� ������) ��(�D� ���। �<�6 
���D� %���� ����� ���! ��!�D�� �D� ��) ��� ���� S���� �0��� ���� %��% ��� �%��� 
$� ��'� %������ ���*�� #�) ����। #����� 9�� %Ù�) ���� '� !�G�� ���� -����� 
'�����। �� ���� ������ .�!��H �'���� !)���)�� ��� ���� -�1� ������ �� ��1�P 0) 
H ����) �D� ��.��� ����। S���� -������ ������! 
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������ ��6� !)���)�� 9�� -�1� H 0R। #����� 9�� 0)�� ��b� ���0����A �� ����। 
9�����7 $����� =��) ����'! #����� %��@� ��p ��%�, 14���B� %�%� ��p �����k H 
#��� (�����' ������ ��� ����� ��� -�@� -���.�� .���) $�� %�6
 ���* ��) ����;� 
%����� ������ ���� ���� ��)। #��H $! ��� $�D� 1d ����� �� ��'� %���� #������� 
����;�� ��������� ���� ���� ����� '� �1��� 9}�� ��N। #����� .������ -�� ������ 
0��। ���� #������� �P%�� ���L�� ����(। #��� X‘�D �� -Û�� '��। #����� $��� X��=� 
���� H��� ���� ��� ��� Xp�H 9��� �����। $ -�=� ���� ��'� %������H ���� �) �)� ����। 
��� #����� ��(� 0�� H ��� ����। $D� %�2� ��~��� ������� $�D� ����B ����। ����� ���� 
��� #��� �.�� X�D� �* ��� ��1���। ��� #�� H #��� %�G� ��!�D �0�)! 0)�� 7����6 H 
�� �(���। 1� ����� 0)��� ������ #�� H� %��@ �À $��� H #� ��) �1�)�(���। ��! 
$! -��6���� ����� ��B ��� �5���(, �i� �%! %�) ��'� %���� ���� ��� ��!�5��� ‘�(��5’ 
$�D� ‘����’ ��) ���'� ��� $�� �'��% ���� ��, $D� ��? ��� ��� ���4� �(��� $D� ��� 
���' #�% �। ��� �.���� ����4 0���� �.e।  
 
 $! ����� �������4�� ��) ��(� �'� ����� �=� �����। ��� ���� ����D� ����! 
0���'�*� ��Ü �.P��� ���) �i��� $�� ��'� %������ ����� ��, ��K� ����� �'�%D� ��� ������ 
�M��!D। ���D�� �� ������� � ��* ����� %��! ���� ����। F� ��'� %���� 0�) 5������ ��) 
�1��। $!��� ��'� %������ ����� ���i�) �����। #��� �@�) ��� ��K� F? ����। ��� .7� �=�, 
�R���� �� ���46। #����;� 0�) ��K��� ��1���। #��� `K��)��� ��4 ��� ��� ����D��� (�K�* 
�5�� ��H)�� �� %P %��%H ������ ����(�� �। ��K� ���.�) -�=� ���� #�� ����� ��, 
�M���!M�D� ��� �@�� �7� ����� $���� ���) ��N, HD��� ���� ���� �5�� ��)�। %��.�) 
�'�� ������ ���� #��� �@� ��� #�; #�; #G�� �D�� �D�� ����D�� ���� -��� ���L ���� 
��'� %���� ������� ���� �H� ���। $! X��=�� ����H #��� 0)�� ���% ���। ��! $! �'�� 
������D� JD�(� �� �i�P 1����D �@�� ��'� %������ ���*� ���� #��� �1����B6 F? ����। ��'� 
%������ ��*�D� �* $�D� ����। �` �<� �@�� ���� ��)। $! #���� JD�) S���� ����' �� 
������ ���� �(D�� �*���। $D� #����� ������� '� #���6��
?� ���� ���। #��� %��@� 
��!�D�D ��� ��� �@ %s�d H)������� �(�। �% %��.�6 (�*� #� ��� 9�)�' #%��� �। 
������, $�D� 1��6� ���� �����) �@�� ��D� ��� ���� ���D�) �����। %d��� %��@ %��@ #�� 
���� qK�* qK�* ���L $�� �%! %�G %�G �����%� ���K ���K ��। ��'� %������ �(�� #����� 9�� ��� 
%�) �(�। ��'� %������ ������� #l�% H 
�;� ���D��� ��K�' � ����H #����� 9�� ��� �(��� 
�� ���� ���� $! Xp%��)H ��K.�� 7�4 #��) ��� ��K����। ��'� %������ �(�� #����� ��K�' ��� 
�����। ���� ���� 0�%� �����। �% #����� #l�% ��� ��, ��� �0��� $�D� ����� '�)1�) 
��n�( ����। ��� %���0������ ��� ���.) ���) ���� �@�� �����) $�%�(���- #��� �%��� 
�5���1�) %��È 9���) ���6�± ��� ���D�) �����। 9��¾���� ��'� %������ �(�� ��;�� %� 
������� #������� ���� ����� $�� ��� �0��� $�D� ����� '�)1�) ��n�(�) ���) �1�। ��)� ��� 
���� '� �% #����� ��(� D���-�)%�H ���। ��� ��;�) -�� �� H ��� ��� ��� ���। �@D� 
-��� ����%����। ��(��� %�; -~�D� ��� ������ 0��6। 9�4D� ���� ��) -�� ��L #��� 9�) 
#� ��!� �@ -��3� �����। ���� ��K�D, ���� �n��) $!0��� 0���� %������6� J�K�D 
���1�1� $�% ��n(����। ���1�1��� �i� �������� ����;�� %���� J�K�D �%����। ����;�� 
8%��� #����� �5��� ��� #�1 �@��! ���) HKP ���� #����� ���� '� 9}� ��)�(�। ��O 
H��� �.��� ����� ���) #��� ����� '�)1�) ��n�( �1���। ^r ' (�*� %�G� -��� %��!H 
��nK�( �1�। 
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#��� �� ��K�. �1�)�(��� $D� 0�1� )। $D� $�D� .�� ���')। #� $'� #�� ��)�। ��� 
-���)� ���%�� ��;�J��D� %��@ ����.� �(��� �। ����� -��= ������� ��� �06���� ��) 
��'� ������� ����(��� ��6, ��! �����) �5���(��� ���6� ��)�� ��R। ��O $� -�@6 $! 
���'�)� Ö�� $�D� ����D ��')। ���, $D� $�D� %��%� ���7� ���। 0��B�� ���� .��0��� 
#J�� ���� ���� ��� '� �� ��� ��@ ����।  
 

%�6����)��� ����� 
 
 '���! ���%� ��Q����Q ��� $� %��) #����� %�6����)� %� #~��� -���)���� 
��) 9@������ �� $�D 8�i� ��% $�� �����R r�D -~��� )�D ��--~�� ��0R ���। 
��O %�� �@� ���� ��, $� #1 ��6� ���R����� !����% �(� �Ý0। $D� -��� 0�� ���7�। 
��O ��������� -0��� ���`� ���������� $! ��;�46 -~��� ��� %��0��� �)�4 �'�) ���� 
-��� �L%��� �(�। $�-$�D� -~��� -�0�6R �(� ����7 X’ �@�� ���D �'��। -��� �%E� 
���W����� ���6���� %s�d #�� ��� ����� 9��� ��� �। ���� �)��� ����� -��= �)��� 
�%������ ��) �0A ��� -�=�� ��������� ����(��। ��O #��� ������D� �(� %I<46 �0A। #��� 
��R� 9�� �P% ���R����� $�� 14� %���� %�:����� H ����� ������ ����। ������ $! %�) 
#��� -�=� �(� ��� �'�� H -
�;��। ��� 8%������ �� -:�: (�*�! #�� -���)� 
��)�(���। %�6����)� ��6� H%��� %���� ���]��0��� '��� ���� ��, #���� ��� -:�: ��)� 
��� �। $� �� �� -:�:q��� ��� ��������� %��@ ���������� %�) %�2��� ���)� �1�)�(� 
�%q��� ���� ���� '� #���� �.L� ���� ����� ����। #�� ��� �@�q��� %OL �.�m �'� 
���� $�� $D��� #�� $�D� .����� ��%��� S�4 �����। ��'� H%����� -�� ���Q�)-%��Q�) 
��(� ����� -:���� ��)�� '� ���� ��'� ������। $!0��� ��( �@�� ��(� -:�: $�� -���)� 
����'6�� ������) #�H ��(� -:���� ���1�* ��� ��������� J�K�D �%������ �i� -�� ���� 
���1�1�� ����� `��� ����  $�D� #3�4 ���.���� J�K�D =�� ����� ��� �%��� ����। 
$�� ���������� -0���� ����� ����� H ��p �')�� %��@ ���1����1 =�� ���� '� �.�� ���� 
��1���। ��� %�--���)��� %��@ #��� ��� ���1�����1� ���=� � @���) #��� -��; -~� 
�@�� -�L H -������ ��� #��� ��� $�% ��nK(�� ��1���। ������ �06����1� %<�� ��� 
����� ��, ������� �������� �����)�, �D�)������� ����� ����� $�� %�2�� $����) ��p �') 
������ ������ %��@ 9.W ��� ���(, ��O -:�: H �1���q��� -9����� $�D� ����D ���� ��) 
��K�*�)�(।  
 
 $! %�) 0����� %���� ����m� ������ �������! ���R���� 9�� %��)� ��R ��%��� 
��' ���(��। %�6��B ����=�� '����� '� #�� -���)� ����'6�� ���( (��D �1���। ��� ��� 

0���%� É ������� #���� ��� ���� $�� %�6����� %������� #l�% ����। $���� ��� 
��������� -0���� ���W����� %��@ ���1����1 =�� ��� �1�����?� H -:�: %����� ��� ��), 
����� #��� -��= �%E��� 0��B�P �� ��� #�� �� �������L�� ����� �����। %�; #S� H 
ºP%��� ��) ����� `���� %��@ ��� ���0A J�K�D �����6 H 9�)�'�) �'�%�� %�S��� #��) 
����� -����� 0��� (�D�� ��1���। ��4 9@� ��@6��� ��Q�D� #�� �����! ����� �%���! 
#���� ��H)� �����। ��74 � ��6� �Fq���� ��� $�D�� �� $�D�� �� $�D� 9�����%� ��� 
������ ��74 ��6� H! ��@6��� Ö���� (�)�D� 0)�� Xp
Þ ��) #��� ��K� �.�� �!�। %�674 
#�� .��� ��� �(���। '� ���%� #1 ��6� #��� ��� %�� �a� �(� �। 
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������)� ���5��������)� ���5��������)� ���5��������)� ���5��    
 
 ���H ��� �? ���� #�� ���! ��.��� ��) �*��� $�� #��� ���� $� 90�� �(� 
0)�� 9��, ���H ���% ���-������ ������ -���.�� #��� �� '�� ��� ��1��� .�� 9�����%� 
H �')��%�� #q। ��6� �Fq��� ��'�� ��'�� ���� ������ ��G����� 1?-(�1��� �� J�(�*� 
��� ��7� ����( Xp��� -�@ %�1��। $� ���<�6 %�) L � ��� #����� �� ��(� 8%� H -:�: 
�(�, ��! ��) ����� `���� ���1�1�� $�D� #3�4 J�K�D =�� ���� '� ���6� �����। 
 
 ���1�1� ��%���� �@�� ����� ��!� ��7�4। ��@� ��Q��� X�D� ��। TtuT %���� '� 
���%� 9@� %a��� ����� `�� v\ ' ���R����� H ^_�D ��!�5� ��) ���1�1��� ��k��� ���� 
���। ��%���� H ���1�1� ���� ����)���� ���=� �(� �� .��� ����L �D�I� ��� $� 9��� 
1�*� #� �n��। !(���� �� �n��) ��� ��� ��� ����। ��O $! ��D� ��� �H)� ��� $�D� 
����� �(� �। ���4 H���� ��� ��� ����� �������� -%��� ��g�� H ��~ � ��� H��� J�K�D 
%���ª ��� ��)�(�। $! J�K�Dq��� 0����� %������6� -~� �@�� $�' ��@���H �.��� �*���। 
���1�1�� 0����� u^� %���� ����m� ������ $�D� =�)� 5�K�* #�(। ����� ���� $� 
-���)�। ��� ��� 5�K�*� $� ��!� ��7�4 $��D J�K�D ����� ����� `���� %���� %����� 
����। $ J�K�DD� !(���� ��� ��� �@�� #� ��!� �0���। $� �i� ���� ���� ���-�������� 
%���ª ��6��74 5�K�*। $��� J�K�D =�� ��� �� �L%��� ����� `��� �� 0��0���! '�� �(�। 
#���H 0���� -� �(� �। ���, -���)� ��%��� ��� .����� �� ��K��, ����, -:�:, 
�1�����?�, D���-�)%� $�� ���� -��S�4���� 8%������� �G���G� H -S1��� '� 
-��������) �'�%�� ��i��� ��@6 ��)�(���। ���4 ����� '� 10�� %���0<�� (�*� #��� ���( 
����� �(� �। $� '� X)��� X)��� #�� ��1��� �� J����(। ��11��! #��� '���� ��i0��� 
����¹ ���� ������ $�� 10�� ������ %��Q���� ������ %� ����, %� 9���<� -�=��� ?�� 
��K*���� �� ��R�� ���� ����। 
  
 �%���� !(���� ��� �<�6 ����। ��� F� �� �!�) ��* Xp��� ����� Ù�)G� ���� 
����� �। 0����� %����� ���1�1�� ��K�*�) ���L ���� ���� ���� ���� H���� �%����। ��Q��� 
�(�¦ !(����। X�6��� !N�, 0���%� H #%�R %��H H! b�%� ������ ����� �5�� ��H)� #��� 
��7 0)�� �L%���। ���, H���� ���4�: ��) -��7� ���(� ������ 'J��� �C । #�� #� 
�=� @���� ������ �। H! -%0� ��6���� ��� �@�� #��� ��-������ ��K�.�) #�� ��S ��%�) 
��m�'� ��) �i���। (D5D ���� ��1���। ��O �� ���) #�� ����� ��K.����? ��� v\ ' 
���R����� #� ^_D� ��!�5� ��)? ���K, $! -%�� ���'H #��� '���� ��'� ���� Q�K���) 
��*�(��� $�� %5� ��)�(���। 
   

TtuT %���� '� ���%� T^ �����। %��� �@�� 0)�� Q*। �0��� #��� 0)�� -
�;। 
���4, #�� '���� ��, ����� `��� %��@� �(���� $! Q�*� ���� �(K*� ��K���� ��% ���L� '�� 
-%���)� �� �0'�(। �� (�*�H #�� 0����� �C� ��� -���6� #J�� #�� $D�! %��.�) 
����R %�)। 0���D� ��@�) #%��! #�� ��m�'� ��) �i���। ���� ���� M�R�� ���'����� 
��*����* 8��� ��) #��� %��@ #%�� �����। 9�4-9�.���6� '��� $! M�R�� %����। %��� UD�) 
#��� X’'� X�D� H0�����D ��) ��%���� �@�� �����) �*���। !(���� ��� ��� ����� $� JË� 
%�) ��1���। ����1�� ��H)�� ��@ $D�! 9@� ��। �������7�¹ �(�¦ !(���� #' 0)��� b� 
���4 ����(। $(�*� ��)�� ���Q $! X��6�1�) ��`��6 ��)� (�*��H -�
��� �����। D���) %���(� 
%��। ��! �%! ���À%�� ���1� ��)�J��D� ���Q D���� ���0 %���4 ��� #����� 9;�� ���7� 
���� ������ �। ���  
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��L �� ��� ����। ��O �* ����� �*���। ���, ����� �D�I� 1�*�H)��� $! X��6�1 Q�*� 
���� 1�*� (���� %��% ��� �। $! Xp%���%� ���' H��� ��'� ������ '� ��� ����D� %�) 
���D �1�। ��B ��6� ��q4 0�*�) ��n�( ���� H�� %�� ����। ���L�� �0'�� �0'�� #��� 
�?��D ��� $�D� '�)1�) ��� ���* ��n(���। ���� �'��� %��7��� ������� %��@ X�D� 9�� 
=���@ �%������ ���1����1 ���=�- $�D� ��?��)� ��� ����1� H ��'�1� ��), -�D� 
%��7���- ����1� ���M। ��?��)� �@�� �� ��;�D� �1�)�( �%D� ��� 9�;। �%$W��’� ��;�। 0��� 
%����� ����� $� ��� ���) -�)��% ����)�� ���� ����। ��O ����D� ����B %�����'� )। 
���H ����;��  �C����� 9�)! $! ��;�) .���5�� �����। ��! 8%� .��.� H #3�4 ���.���� 
'� %����� ��� ���) �%���� 0)�� q? �<46। �%���� -����� ��� �����R ��;� X�D�� ��� 
90�� ��;�� ���� -@6 $��’ �16��!� ��R $���� ����� ���� #%� $�� $! %��D�) ��q����� 
$D� $�D� %��J���� ������। 
 
 !(���� ��� .�!�� �?���D� $! ���D ���� �(�D। ��O ����� 0)��� 8����� ����। 
$! -�=�) ��)� ��� �H)� %��J���� ���>�। -�@� %�) L � ��� %����1%d�� $� �n��� 
���Q�� ���� D��� ���) �� ��� ����। ��� ����� �(� �। ��J6 ��K. ��!� ��;� ��K�D ���1�1�� 
����� `��� #;��) ��n(�� ���। 0)�� ���। ��� ���� ���L�� %��� ���� �0�' �1�)�(�। ��KD� 
�����4 ���� �0�G ����� `��� J�K�D�� ��n(����। %���� $�D� �.� '�)1�) ��K�� ���D�) ����� 
`�� #;�� �1�*�(�। ��K�� �0� ��� ���L� ��� �*�(। ����� `���� �* ��BA �� ����। �K.� 
'�)1�D�� .������ ���L� ��� '�� %���Ç� �� �� ����। 9�� ���L� ���� #���� #%�� ���� `�� 
�� �� 9�4 �5�� ���। ���� ��� ��ª9���)� ���%। ���( �1�) ������� �'��% �����। ‘') �����’ 
����! %��! ���L ���� ���5�) ��* ‘') �����’ H ‘��� ���'� �'2����’ f� ���� #����� 
�1� 
'�����। $! ���� -0<��<�6। !� 9�4.�~�� #�� #� #�1 ��H �����। H��� �%! 9�4.�~��� 
��K�' ����� #1��� ���� ��'�)�P%��� �1�� %����। H��� ��0���� �ma�� �7� ��� #�� 
�.P��� ��� 9¸ �����p ‘#' ����! ������ �� %��! ��� ���� ��'� #�(�?’ v\ ' ���R����� 
v\�� ������ �� �.P��� ���) �m� ���p ‘��� %���, #��� %��! 9}�।’’ H��� �.� ���%� ��R� 
���.) ���) #�� ��� 0�%� �����। #S�� �Ï �����, H��। $! ��� H��� ����) ���) `��� 
��K���� �5�� �1��� $�� #��� ������ ��� Q�K�� ��* ���@�) #3�4 .����� ��� %��!�� ���Q�) 
�����। $ ������� �%���� ��� $�' �������� -�� %����� ����(�। ����;�� #3��4� #�1 
�%���� �%���� �1��)2�� ��' ����(। ���'! �%����� %� ���! ��� '�� �(�। ����� `��� 
����  $! -�0�� ���.���� ������� �% -��� ��l;��� ���.) ���)�(�।  
 
 ��� $�D�) �C��7� ��g��� Q�D�� #3��4� ����¢�। ��k���, H��� ��g��� ��7� 
��� ���� ��� $�� �����R -:�: ��) ��*����* �����) #%�। ����¢�D�� F�� ���� H 
��m'��� ��1��H- $! Q�*� ���� $! Xp%���%� ��'D� %���� ��� �(������ ) ��� ����, �� 
9@� -�0���� -���)� ����� `��, ����D! ����� �। ��� �'�� Q* �!�(�। $���� 0���� 
Q�*� ���� $! ��7�� ��D� ��� �H)� %�� ��� �। ��O � �@�� $! 8������ �<��0<� �����। 
����� ��� #����� ��') %s�d #�� ���! #������ �(���। '���� %��!�� ����� ��� 
-�0�� %5� ���!। ���;%�; ��) %��! %���� ����� ���) ����। ��n�� ��.���� $%� ��� 
����(�। ����H -�0��� ���� ����। �� #�� `��� ���( #��� ��k���� ���4 ������ ���(���, 
�� �i�P ��� #��� ��@�) $�D� ���4� $��� ��, $�! %�G D�� ������ ��� ��������� -�� 
$��D J�K�D #3� ���। 0����� %������6� ��� ‘D���’� -�� ����! D�� �����। �%��� ��'��� 
��� $�D� ]�� ��7��� -���  
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-�� ��W ���'���� #�(। ��p ��'��� ������, ���%���� $�� �P%16���� 9�4। ��� D�� ������� 
���%2� �(�� $�� 9��74 ���) ����� -:�: %�>� $��D ���'���� �����H 1�* �����(��। 
���� D�� ������� ���%2� �H)�) H����� ����;�� J�K�D� %�i� -�=�, ��;�J�D H -��� 
���D��D %s�d ��� H)������� �(�। %����� X��6�1�) ���D�� ��P��6 #��� ���( ��q4 ��) �i���। 
 
 ����� `���� ����) '���) #�� H M�R�� ���'��� X’��!� ��;� ��K�D ‘D���’ $��� $�� 
��p ��'����� %��@ #���-#��.�� �����। ��� %OL �.�m #��� -��� ��' ���� ��'� ���। 
��p ��'����� -��� ��p ����'6� ��� $�' -%� %��%� ���� ��' �����। �% �<��6 ������� 
-����%� �(� $�� ���� ����� ��, �% 0����) %����� ������ $�' 0<��<�6 -�5%��। �)% 
�K�.��� ��(����(। ��� ��R����। -� X’�' ���'��� �%�� ��M�� ��p �W� H �%������ %��@ 
��p ����'6� $��� ���� ��)(। D�� ������ ���-��������� J�K�D #3�4 ����� F� ����'6� 
��m�'� ��) �i���। �%���� -�0���� ���� $���H $��� !(���� ��� ��) ���� ���। !(���� 
#�H �m�� �1�'�M�G� ��6� �1�) 1G�) ��*�(। 0����) %������6� J�K�Dq���� �i� -�� ���� 
����;�� ��6��74 J�K�D। #��� �%E�� !(���� ��� ��� ����� X’�� ��!� -�� ����;�� 
J�K�Dq���� -�=�। %�6 �m�� ‘�����’। �%�� �@�� ��74 ���� D�� �����, �����D�, ��'�, 
�%����, ��%� H %�6��B 8�����। $%�; ����;�� J�K�Dq���� ��R ���0A �����। 0�����, #��� 
9@� ��' ����, ����� -d���� $�� �1��� 3��1� #3�4 .����) $! ���7a ����;�� J�K�Dq��� 
#��]�� ���। $�� ��� �1������� '� ���q��� �1�� -�=��� ����¢� ��� #��� ��7 
%�����'� ���। ��� 5�� $�D� ��R�~�� 1�* ����� ��)। ��;��� ��7 9@� -�=�) #��� 
����¢� �(� 0����) %����� D���, ���1�1� H ���%�1� $! �� '�)1�) #3�4 J�K�D ��� 
$� �i� ������ ���� ����;�� J�K�D D�� �����, �%� ��� H 8����� -����� ���। ��O -:�: H 
-��� 9�)�'�) �'�%���� -9����� ���� #��� #�� %5� �)�। ���H #��� �¢�� �k�� 
1�� @����। ���� ��'��� 0�1� 1*�� ��ª9���, #��� ����� %������ $�1�) #�%। $ �@�� 
%���� 9��4�� ���� Tv! '�-�� ����� `�� ������ ���5� ��� ��i���� ��, �%! X��6�1�) 
���� ���R������� ����;�� J�K�D #3�4 ��� ^_ ' �������� ��� $�� \_�D ��!�5�, X’�D 
$�-$�-�', -�� -%�:, �1����?�, �S�M H ������� Ç�� �;1� ����(। ���R������� J��� 
�C��� J��� �C��� ��� ����� .����)�(�। �C��7� 
)��3) -�:� q���� #����� $�' ���� 
%���� #�� �) ���। �� Xp��� ���QH ��')1��6 ��� 5��� �i���। ��p �����'6, ��p �W�, �%���� 
H ��p ��'��� #��� %�� �a�� $�% ��� ��� ��, ����� #3�4H %5� ��)�(। H��� %��� 
����! ��'�)� ���%। ��'�)����% ��p ��'��� #���� -�02 '�����। #��H #����0��� 
H����� 
�1� '�����। #��� %�2���� ��@6��� Ö�� #' �� ��(�D� ��J� ����। ��7�4! 
9�����%�� ����� #��� �0�� #��� ��q40��� c�� �i���। ��p ��'����� ��� ��� 
���R������� v\�D ��!�5� H 9.�� �����4 -:�: -����� ����(�। $! ��*�� -:�: ���� #%�) 
#��� #3�4 ���.��� J�K�D� ����� #�H 9%���� ���� �= �����। H! ��! ��p ��'����� 
%��)��) D����� #��� -��6�6����� J�K�D =���� ����। #���� -:��: %�>� ����;�� �7 
8%�� ��� X��6��1� ���� ����� .����) $! ����D %5��� -'6 ���� '� #�� ����� `��, ��p 
��'���, ��p ����'6� H ��p �W��� -�02 '�����। $�! %�G ��� -¢ %��)� �0�� %������6� 
%�; ����;� J�K�Dq��� #3�4 ���� !N� H��� ���( 9��� �����। $ (�*�H #� $�D� �'��%� 
��� �'�� ����� ��, %������ H����� �(����� �'�1�* ��� $! ���<��6! H��� ���� ����� ���=� 
���� ���। $! '� D��� �@�� X! ��!� X�� ‘D������’ $��D ��� 9��74 ��� ������ ����¢� 
����। %������ H��� �@�� �(�� �'�1�* ���� ���)  ��p ��'����� �����। �%���� H D�� 
������ #����� %5���� ���  
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%�6����)��� ��� ��1�1�! ��nK�( �1�। 0��B��� #�H $��� %5��� #�� ��� ��� 
�1� 
'����।  
 
 !������ %����� ������ -�� ���� H ]��-����'� (�� %���� ��� ��) $���� .�� 
$���। (����� D������ ������� ����-$� '� $�� %����� ������ ������� `��� J�K�D�� ���i�) 
�����। H��� %��@ ������ �@�� $�, $, ��1 ��� $�' ���� $�% ��nK(���। ����, ���7� H 
.D��D। 1��)� �� �����, %��� ����W�� 9��0� H .�~���� 
7�। �% ����;� 8%�������� $�' 
�7 �����%�D 8%�� H $�' ½1��� ���%�� -�� Xp%���%� ���' ���R �(�। $! ���' H� 
%����� �* $�D� ��� �(� �। ���� ����;�� �.���D’ ��J6 #D �(��� -�0��� %~�)� �� 
����;��� �n������� ’��M������’ ���%�� 9��74 �)। H�� �@��TtuT %���� ��.6 ���%� 9@� 
%a��� �% ��������� �����) #�%। $ ����~�� '�� �(�* �����) #%�� ���4 �'��%� ���) �% 
�m� ���p ‘��������’। 
 
 #���H X�D� %��%� �(���� %��@ ��) ��1 '� ���%� ����) %a��� ��%���� ��nK(���। 
������ �'��� 
b����i @��� ���*S�� ��� $�D� S��� ��� ��������� %��@ %�J�B6� $� 
.��9� ����� F���� �%। '�)1�D� 
b����i @��� -�� �0���। $��� %��� %��� -�� ��)��� 
��1� #�(। X�D� %���� ��Q��D� ���� ��। �%��� �� ��� -�)��% #��1�� ��� @���� 
����। ��1 9�) $��’ Q�� ���R����� ��) ���� ����) $! ���� ���� �����) @����� $�� ����� 
-d���� H�� �@�� �����) $�% ��������� ��� #J�� �����। %��� ���( #�±)�: �(� �। 
����� ����� ���( ��d���� #���� ���-���, ��6� !����� @�����। ��1-$� ������ -����� 
#3��4 ��f; H ����6; ���-������� $���, $� ������� ���( ��� ���) ���� ����)! 
H��� ��� #3�4 .������ '� -S%� ����। ��1H �i� %�)�� ������ ���5� ��������� 
-S%� ���� %���� �'� �1� $�� ����� ���( �� %�; #�±)�: H ����� #���� ���-��� 
��H)� �1�-��! ��)! H� ����'��� 9�� 9�� '�)1�) ��%�) ���। $����� 14� -:�: 
%�>� ������ X'6) ���R�����, -����� #������ -:��: %�>� ���@��� -��� X�6B6 ����;�� 
8%�। %��! 9}�। ��O 9��. ���� 1�� �� -� ��� !����%9�%� ����� �� $��� ���' �i��� 
� ��� �4������। ��m'� .��� �i��� �� ������� 9�) \_ ' �������� %��@ ��) $% 
��)��� ��1��� �0�� ����� .����� �����। �������� ��1�� ���� ��� %��6��� %��@ ��1��� 
10�� -0���� 9��� �����। �7 ������� �� ��1 ��� Xp%���%� ���R����� ��) -%�� ����� 
.��.��। ��� %�*��� �!। H�� -��7�) �(� ��7�4 �C�7 �2���� ��� #H��) #%��। ��� 
�������� ���R�������� ‘���R’ ��� M�����। -�� ����� .����) ��� ‘���R�’ ���' � ���) 
�������� ���� ��)���) 0��6 $�D� 1��(� ��� ����� ��� ��1���। #� ��! .����6� �@�� #.��� 
(��D #%�� ��1��� �2��� q��, ���, ��6� !�����। ��0s ��) �������� �.P��� ���� ���� $���-
H��� (�D ���। JD�=��! ^_ ' ������ ��� ����। �������q��� '���� ��)�) ��)��� 1��(� 
�0�� ���) ��n*��� ��1���। H��� ���)�� ����D�H ��� #���� ��D��� �। ��1��� ������ H 
��n���( 0)��0��� H��� ��� Q�K���) ��* �������� `� 5�D��� ��1���।  
 
 ��� F��(, ��)��� ��1��� $! ���') ��������� ����� �0�� ���)�(�। $! ����q��� 
��B ��6� =��) ����' ���� %I<46 ��)��� ��1� ���D �5�� #q ����) ��) ���� ��� 0��B��� 
H�� ����� ��� ����। $! JD�� �� ��1 ��� �1�� #À� ���) -� #� $��D '�)1�) �1�) 
‘��X’ ������� #�)�' ���(�। �i� $! %�) �1���q��� -0�� ���� ���। ��! H�� ���� ��) 
%�2���� �1�� �@ ��� ��%���� #%�� ��)�(। $! %�) ���1� �� $�' �7 ������ %����� 
H  
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%�����1��� ���! 9�)�' �(�। ���, �% �� ���R�������� �1���� ���� H �����n�� %s�d 
9��74 ���� �����। ��� !N� �(� ���������� -0���� �1�) �C��� ��� #J�� ����। ��O H�� 
#�� ���� ����� �। 9�)�'�) ���6� ���) H�� ����� `��� ���( ��i����। ��1�� ���) ���� 
`�� H� ��K��H ��(�D� ���)  .����) ���। 
  
 �%���� J�K�D H ��� ��l6��6� -~�� #3�4 ���.��� ���� ���)  H��� $���� ��� 
�(�* ���) #��� ���L #�H ��7�4 ���%�1�� ���� ��� �����। ��%���� �@�� ���%�1��� 
�<�  .��� �@�� �~�� ��!�। #3�4 ���.���� '� ��n��1� ���q��� �<� -%����� �(�। 
9@��p '�)1�D� #����� #H�� �@�� -�� �<��। ����)�� ���=� $���� ���@। ����)�p ���H 
0����) %������6� 5�K�*�� $�D� ����� ���=� �(�, ���H #����� �'
 ��� ������� � @���) 
$��<� �)�4 �7� ��� #����� ��7 �L%���। ��(�*�H �� #3�4 J�K�D =�� ���� #�1 
'��RH 9�)�' ����4 %��S�� 
¢��� �@� �.�� ���� ���। $! %�; %�%�� ������ @��� 
%��H �� ��� ��� ��(� ���� ��� ��� $ ��B�) ��' ��' 0���(���। �%n0�1����p $��� 
�0��� ^__ ����9�a ���R����� ����� 9����� ‘.�����)�’ �@�� $�% ���'� ����। $!%� ���� 
���R������� �������� %������ -������ 0����) %����� ������ ������� ‘3�� �9�S���’ ���� 
��0 ���। 9�)�'�� %�) H��� ���) ��� 
�; -�0� �����। %���� ����� ������ #����� 
%�6����)��� ��( �@�� $���� �.�i ���) #�H ���� ����। ���� ���� �(�p ‘‘���������� .���6 
�%E� �@�� $! X‘���’ ���R������� '� ��11��! -:�: ���) ����।’’ %����D� ��q4 �'��� #��� 
��� ��'�� ��1��� X‘���’ ��!�5�। 
 
 %����D� ��H)�� ���! ���'���� ����� ��p ��'����� �M�� D���� ��(����( ���@�H 
$�D� J�K�D =�� ���� '�� =� ��6�. ���� �����। ����m�� ������ #�� .�!� ��, 
9��749�a ���R������� -�7 ���R�������� %��@ D������ ����7�� $� ��) ���� @��। #��� 
�a�� 9�)�'�) ���6� ���) ��p �������� ��) '��� .�����। ������ �@���@� #1���� ������ 
$�' #%���H �(���। �% %����4�p ��p ������ ���! ����.�। '���� �<���� -��D� �% 
����;� �n������� ���D�)�(। $�@� �% #���� 9�)! ��4 ����) ���। ��p ������ ��� %��, %P 
H ����9���। ���� %�%�) ���%। $! 0Ç�����D �d���d��� '� �� ��� %�) ��'� '���� 
�����) ���� ������। $���� ���*-9�; ���L0G�। �������� $�' �� � �1��)2�� �� ��1���। '· 
�@��! �% #������। 0)�� Xp%��) H�� #�� ��%�� �����(। ��� %��.�6 ���) ��� #l; ���� 
$�� ���� ��) #����� %�6����)��� %��@ ���� ���� '� ��K� %�� �a�� �H� ����। �� #� 
�����- ��� $� $�D� '�)1�) %�� �a� =�� ����(��, ��� �� ����m�� (!) ������ 9��� 
��� ��) �। �� ����, ��(�74 �@����6� ��� ��K� %��@ %�7�P��6 ��B �����। ���4, ��� 
¢0�B�। 
���� �@����6� ��� ��K� %��@ %�7�P��6 ��B �����। ���4, ��� 
¢0�B�। ���� �@����6� �(2 
���� �। ����������! ��p ������, %���� #���� ��� .D��D $� 0Ç������ #��� %��@ 
���.) ����) ���। #��� ���.�) ��Q�� ������ ��p %���� #���� ���1� $�' 9��74-q?। 
$! %����� F�� %��%! ����� �, ������ ��m�'� ��) �i���। ���, $�� ��� #��� �� 
#�*�) 9��749�a �(����� #�H �A� 94����� ��7� ��H)�� %����1 $% �1�। #� $ '� ��p 
%������ ������� ��' ���� '� ��1�� ���6�H �����।  
 
 %���� H �������� %��1 ��� ��6.~� ��������� ��;� ���) ����������� ���� (�D���। 
.���6 �%E� ��K�' ��� ���� ��� %�) ���1 �1�। ���, $D� $�D� �� %�=�। #��� H ��'� 
H%���� �%E� �@�� #3�4 ���.���) %�{) %���� '� 0����) %�: ����� $! %�=� =�� 
����(। %��7�� .���6 �%E��� ���.) ����- $� -���)� $�' ���1�M)��, ��K� -��� X’' 
��'�, X'  
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����� $�� ��)�' �����। ���1�M)�� '���� ��, 0��B�P #3�4 ���.���� '� %���� %� 
����� %������� '� ���! ��)�। %� %�) ��K� H z��5� %�3) %�����1�� ��� ��� #l�% 
����। X��6�1�) .���D ���%� ��@�-����, ����� H -��)��� ���Q $! 9@������ �� %�3) 
#l��%� ��4� F���। $! 9��¾�� #���� 0�%� ���, %��% ���1����। #�� �Q���) �*� �D��� 
#��� #��- #�2� �� �k���) %'�� ��� #�H ��i0��� �C��7� ��� #J�� ���� '� 
�5�� $��� #��� %�� �a�� ��%������।  
 

$� $� ��� (’' ��� ���D B�D' ���R������� '���! ���%� ����) %a��� ���� ���i�) 
�����। ��k��, ����� �0��� H .����6�� �1���� J�K�D =�� ���। ���R�������� ��� �����, 
9�@��� ��' %���� ���� �� ���� �@ �����) ��) ����, ������� #��� J�K�D�� �5�P ���i�) 
����- ���� ��� H�� �.� �1�� �@ ��� ���� �1���� ���� ���������� �0��� ��) ���� ����। 
$! �1���� ���� 9��6 ���� 9@� ��k�� ���� ���¢ �1�� �@ ��K�' ��� ���। ����)�p 
�06����1� =��) ������� %��)��) ����� �0��� H ��� .����6�� �1�� J�K�D =�� ���। ����)�p 
�@9��6���� �5�� ���i�) ������� #��-9�� ��। ����� ��� $! ��'q��� %���� ��� 
���! �L%��� �(�। ���, ����;�� �Fq���� ���% @��� S�������� %� '�)1�) �� (�*�) 
��*�(। ���H -�����0) ���R������� ��i #���l��% ���)�। H��� �0�� ��� ��� -�N� �� 
��B���� 0�� ��K�' ����� �। $� �� H��� ��� �.������� ����� ����� .�� ��m'� H 
9�����%�� X�6�� #q। H��� $! #���l��%� X�D� ��� ��� ����। 9@��p ����� -����%� 
����)�p ����;�� �������� ����) f�%��� ���� �i��H �0���� '%�����4� #H)��� ���1� 
��� #=� �(�। �1������� ���( �(� �z1� �S�M H .���। H��� ����m� H ��@ ��� H�� �i�P 
���NA ��) ��* -@�� �C� %��� ��* ����� H��� ��������� ���� '� ��(� ����� ���� 
������� Ç��H %��@ ���) �����। 9�4���� #���6�� ��� #�1� ���6�����)� H��� ���0A ��;�) 
���i�) �����। 

 
%�)D� �(� Ty! '���!�)� ����। �C��7� %����� ��D��� ;¹ ���� '� ��¢ $����) 

#��� ����) ���6� #3�4 F? ����। ��¢ $����q���� ���67��� -.� ��� ����� ����� 
%����� ��D��� ��K�.�) ����� �� ��������� -�@6� -D JD��। $! ��'D� ���! ��6����। ���! 
.�) � ��� ��'� ����� ��¢ 9����q��� 7��%�� �� f�%9�a ����। $(�*� ��� ���) �(� �। 
���, #����� %���S� %�5�� -'6�� '� $ ��'D� 0)�� 90�� ��;�� ���� $�� �%! %�G 
�C��7� #3�4����H ��q ��� ����। !������ ����� `��H ��� J�K�D �@�� #3��4� 1�� ��� 
%���B'�0��� ���*�) ���। '���! ���%� ��B �1�� v\ '�� �(�¦ ������D ��*�� ��*�� vv_ 
'� $�% ��K*����। �C��7� ��� ������ #3�4 .����) ���� ��� ��(�D� %�5�� -'6 �����। 
���1� -�� %�����1��) `�� ��������� ���D %���� J�K�D f�% ��� ��)। $� �0�� �(� ��7�4 
��%�, �%������ �m�� �����D� H ��'� %���� 5�K�*। ��!, �M���!D H �S�M �������4 H! 
5�K�*q��� %I<46b�� f�% ��) �1�)�(�। ��%� -~�� ����;�� 8%��� ������) ��?�� 
���R������� ��0��� H��� ���� ����(�, �% %s�d `�� #���� $��D .��9� ����� �������। HKP 
���� ����;�� 8%���� ��� #J�� ���� '� '���! ���%� ^U ����� ����� `�� T\ ' 
���R������ $��D �� ��) !(���� ��� ����। ����;�� 8%��� ��%� J�K�D�� ��� �0��� ������) 
��?���। `�� H ��� %��@� ������ $�D� ��K�D� %��@ ‘') �����’ ����� �D���) ��� .������� 
‘$�V��� %��’ ��! ��K�� ���� ��D��6� $�D� ���7��� ���� �����) @���। �i�P ��� H�� �5% 
�5% ��� F�� ���। ����;�� 8%��� ����� ���� $�1�) #%�(। ��H 1��(� 5�K�� 5�K�� ��(� 
��(� #�(� -d���। `�� H ��� %��@� ����' '�0��6 ���7��� ���� .��.�� 9}� ��) �!���। 
��O X06�1����p ��������   
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$���� #%��� �। �*� ‘') �����’ �����D� �.��� �*��! ��@�0��� ��m�� �� ����-��q� c�� 
�i��� $�� HD��� ����) ���*�) �5��� '� ���� 0�B�) 1���1���' ���� ���� (��D #%���। #� 
��) ���@�)? %�; ���@��D��� ��K���) 9.W ������4। ����� �� ����;�� 8���q��� D����� D����� 
��) �(D�� �*��� $�� `�� ��� ����' H �C��� �����R -: ��) ������ J�K�D�� �5�� $���।  
 

#��� �� ��*, ‘0¦�.��6’ ��� �� �(��� $��D �(�� ���1� ����B ‘�������’ ���1 ��)। 
$! ����B ������D� �� ‘��M6 ���� -� %��'6V%’। $� ����B  �(� ����� �(��� Â��6 ��� ������ 
$! ������� �)� ���� �। �� $�%H, 0��.��6 ��i ������� ��� %��'6V ��'��� ��� �A�� 
����। �% ��' -�� ���� -��S�4 ����(। ���O, .������ �C @��� %��H ����� -�=�, ��R, 
%��7���- ����1� ��;�) ��b��)� ���'� ��K�D��D-%� �<���� %���� %�S��� '� ��� 7��� 
������� ���1���� %��@ ���.��� ����(। ��?��)� ��'D� �s�) 9�) T\_ 5�D। $! ���'� ��� 
���)! �������� ����� �%�%���, -:�: ����1� H �%������ ��) ���। ��'D�� ��� ����� 
.������ �� 0��.��6 ����� -d����� ���� ����q�* ���) ���'� $� 9��� �������� %������ 
��)� 1�'� ���� �1�) -��7� ���� ��1���। #� $���� ��1 ���'� ��. ������� Ç�� ���� 
���। %���� ����! $! �� �(��� %��'6V ��'��D �Q���� #*�� �@�� �C� ���� �S�M (��* 
����� ������ �@�� �S�M (�K�*�( �D� ����� #�1 %����� ���D�� ���D�) �*���। ����� %��'6V 
��'��D ��� �(�¦ ��!�)� ��� 0� ��� ����q�* ���) �<�6��6���� =�� ���1� %��@ $�% ����� 
���� $�� ��� -��7� ���� ��1��� �� �������4� 0)�� 1'6D� ��� �0�% #%��। 
��J6��)��� ������� Ç�� ���� ��) ��'D� -%�� %���� ��� H ���। �1'�� ������ %����� 
0��� ��D ���) ���'� -�� 9��� ��).��� ���(���। ��1 ���J�*D�� ���� �������। %�) #%A। �� 
�� 0)�� ��m'�। 9.W �� ��� ���'� ����� 0�1 -�� ��* �1�। #� ������ �� ����;�� 
�Fq��� �.����� '� �0�% �1� �¯���� '��।  
 

#����� ����6��� %�5��� $��� ��� ���R�������� ����� �A� ����, -����� 
-��q��� -%�����H ���� ���। ���, ���R������� J J #3�4 ���) ��� �������� �7�� 
�1�) %���� -~��� ����'�� ��� .�� -���.�� #�� �����। H��� -�@� -���.���� 5�� 
=��) ����' #����� ��� ��(�D� ��b� ���0����A ��) �i���। $� 5�� #����� �1���� 
��n�� -��D� ����� ����। ��%����� '%����4 #������� �C �� ����� �। ��� -~� ��R 
��� �%��� #��� -�=� ���, $D� ���� �� �� %� %�) ���� �����। ��O �� -%������ 
'� #��� ��R�~�� @����� �। 9@��p 9�����7 ��� '�)1� ���� ���� #����� ��k�� �(� 
�, ����)�p #����� �(���� #��7��<�� ���� 9��¶4 9�a )। ����)�p ����%���� H -:��:� 
��� ���) H�� #����� .�!�� -�� �A�। �W��� .������ �� ��R #����� �(� �। %����� 
$���� ��n�� #����� %��� �� ����� �(�, �%D� ���� �%! ������ ��)��-’#3�4 ���� $�� 
�����) $�%�।’ $! ��n�� #��s ���) ����7��� .������� ���� ������� '��� ��� #%��� 
-�46�) Xp�-�L। ��O #����� ��� ���¢ �×�H �(� �।  
 

��%���6 ���.���� '� ��(� ���� ���1�1� ���� ����� `�� !������! ��� �a� ��%� 
��) $�%�(। ��%�) ��K�� ��6�9��4 %�%��� %���� ��� ��)�(�। ���, ��� ��� ����� �K.� 
��� (�*� #� ��� '�)1� �(� �, ����� ���R������� �C� ��������� ���� '� J�K�D �1�* �%�� 
����। ��K��� ��. ���<� �.�� ��) F�� ��6��R ���7�। -� ��� ���) � @���) ���L� ��� �@�� 
��K.�� '� 1�6 ��K�* ��� ���� ��@� qK'�� ����। ��*����*�� ���K*� $! �<��q��� 9�� ���L� Q��D� 
%�� ���� ������ �। $! ���R������� -�� %�) ���L� ���� ��K�*�) �0'���। ����� 0�1 
%�)#���D����)�� ��D����। ���, ��A���A� ���� -�� -%�����H �(�। ���� ���i�) ���) `�� 
H��� ����� ��K�.�) 
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�����(�। 0���� -��� ���1, ���R�������� ��H)�� .�!�� ����� ���� #%�R �(� ����। �C� ��� 
����� ���� '� ����� `�� H %�--���)� ��1 X��� ���R����� ��) $��� ���� ����1��� 
���� -S%� ����। %�)D� $�0��� ��6���� ��� ��)�(� �� ���� �H� ��) �0�� �H)�� ��(� 
#�1! ���1� ��n�( ��)-���� ��� ���R�������� �(�D �(�D ��� 0�1 ��� ���0A q? �<46 =�� 
��%�) ��)�� '� ��@L %�) ���� ��H)� ��)।  
 

�(�D �(�D �(����� ��7 ���7��� ��� $! ��J6 �@ ��K�D ��H)� ��� #�����)� �(� �। 
��. ���) ��KD�� #J��, ���� i�W� ����% #� ���L ��@�) ��) H�� -d����� �0�� $�1�) .���� 
����1��� ����। ��@� %���)� ������ H�� Ó�7�! ����� �। ��� H��� -��� �(� ������ 
�%���� 0��B�P #� �C� 9�� ���%�� .�� #q। %����� ��� %�J�B6� �� %d�� ����! �C��7� 
����, �D6��, ����1� ;¹ ��) �1� $�� �������� .�� ���') ��4 �����। ����7��� ��(� 
��(� �C��7� �~��'�� $�D� �� ������� H 0��� -:���� ��) #�=� ���(�। H��� �D6�� 
H ������ q�� �����-�%��7� ���*�) (����� ��� ���। ��O #����� ����B 7�� ���� ������ 
�। �C��7� ����' �����) ����� %�) ��@ �1�� =�� �����) @��� #����� �(���� -���6� 
H��� ��� ����� .����) ��� ��� ��)।  
 

����1� �@�� ������� X�D� ��� �@ ����� �(�। $�D� �0D����� ����, -�D� �%������ 
����। $! X�D� ��;���! �������� �%���� H ���R����� ��)����� -��� #����� �(���� HKP 
���� ��% �(�। ��)��� X�6�� %��%�। ��s� ���%� ��� %��) �������� %�: ������� -�5%�� 
���� 9��7�4� '� .�� ��)। ����1��� ���� $! #3�4 #��� �%E�� $�D� ����D ��')। $! 
��'�) '%�����4�H ����� -������ ���* �1�। �C��7� 7��� ����) #����� ��� ����B 
7�� �)�। H��� -�� ����' ���� ��)। #����� .���D �(��� ���� ������0��� X’' '�� 
�)। #� X’' %���� #J�� ��)।  

 
����1� ��R �H)�) '1�4� .7� ���� �1�। H�� $! 9@����� �� ���R������ ��R� 

���.) ���। `��� ���( ��� ��i����, ��0���! ���� $�D� ���6L %�) ��6� ����1� #����� 
���� �����! ���। ���, #��� !N� ���3� ��;� ��� ����, ���� H .��� ����D6 ���R����� 
���i�) ���) �C� ��� #J�� �����। #��� ���6��� `�� H ���1� ��� ����1��� %�; ���)  
�(�* ���) ����1�-�%���� -~�� �C��7� ��� ����� �'����� ���� '� �% ��'! ���1�1�� 
(��D $���।  
 

������ ������ ���� %�������L �C��7� $��� 8%� $! -~�� J�K�D �1�* ��%�(�। H�� 
����@ !(��� ���) ����)�� ���� ������ �। ��O H��� 1����Dq��� ����1� ����� ���� �� 
���) ��7�4 ��!�1�(� ��6� ������ ���। ����)�� H %����� ���=� -����� ����� $D�! 9�� 
��;�। �C��� %����� ���=� ���NA ���� '� �m�-�<�6���� ����� ��� ����� �1���� J�K�D =�� 
���� '� ����� `���� $�D� ����¢� 8��� ��� �����। �� ��� ��H)� �1� ��, ����;�� 
1����Dq��� ����) ������ ���) ��*��N, �� 0����) �%%������� $�D� �� ‘����)���%’ 
��!�5� ��) ����1� $�% J�K�D 1�*���। $! �<������ ��!�5� ���) 1����Dq����� %��'! #J�� 
��� ��)। �% ��6� ��� $�' -¢�)] ��5�D��V $! ������ -���)�। 0����� 9�� ��6�.� 
������ ��p �% ���6�� ���। �<��6 ������ �'��� -�����% �(��। $ %�) 0����) 8%��� %��%�� 
���R���� -��S�4 ����� �। 9�)�'����� ���R������� ��� %����� .�!�� 0����) 8%��� ��( 
�@�� �C��7� ��� �1����B64 �����। ��O 9��0���a ���� $! �% ��6��� ���� ����? �% ����� 
`��� !(����  
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��� ��) ��������� ��� �791���� #3�4 .����) #��� $���� �5�� #%���। ����� `�� ��p 
�% ��6��� %����1� ��%��� ���) ���! ���� ����।  
 
 #3�4 ���.���) `��� ���1���� ��� %I�46 #=� ���� #�� o�!D %��'6V %��������� 
��) ���%�1�� ��� ���.��� J�K�D =�� ���� �������R �%���� ����। %������� ��R���� H 
%��%�। ����� ����=�� ��������� ���� '� ����! ����R �� �����। ��%����� #��� �� 
�~�D �(� ���� ��� ���' ���R������� %�������� -��� ���%1� ���i�) �����। ���%�1� 
-�� �<�� ��)��1� ��� ���� -��=�। $! '�)1�D�� -�� ����� -%����� �(�। ��O #��� 
%���6� ��� ���.���� '� =�D�� q?  �(� -���%��। 9@��p #�� .��N��� %�S %�2� ��~�� 
#����� ��;�� ��� ���������� -0����� �1���� J�K�Dq����� 9�)�'�) �'�%�� %������� '� 
$�D� ����� ��;�। ����)�p #�� 0���(��� ���������� -0����� $�D� #3������ �� ���i�) 
������, �D�)����� H �1����1�� ��%� ���7a ���R����� �C��7� ��� #3�4 ���.��� ��� 
����� %��@ $�D� %�� ���1����1 =�� ���। ���R�������� ��� ��K��, ��� H ������ � @��� 
%��H %������� ÙL�.�m F����� %���%� ��� 0� ��� #1z ���%� ��B���� ���%�1�� J�K�D 
=�� ���� ��i ��* ���1 �1���। �B6� ß����! �% J�K�D ������ �= �����। ���%�1�� 0����) 
%������6� 5�K�*� #� ��!� ��7�4 ��� ���� ��K� ���) $�D� J�K�D� �� 8��� ��� ����। $� 
.����6�� �������। H�� �� ���'� J�K�DD�� .����� '�����। #%�� %������� %���� $�' 
����X�; ����। �B6� H �������D� �0�� �� ���R�������� ��) �����) �*���, �� o�!D 
%��'6V %��������� ���! ���� �� ���। ����B0��� ���1� ��)�) ��� �(����� '� �B6��� ���i�) 
�����। %a�� ���B 9�)�'�) ����� ���i�) �����। %�������� ��� #� ��� -�0���1 �(� �। 
F�� 9�� �~.��� �������5 ��)� ���Q ���Q -:��:� $�D� �* ������ ��) ���'� ����।  
 
  ���%�1� ����� ��(��� ���! 8������� ��� ������ ��� ����6��� ��)���� ����� 
.����) %������6� J�K�DD� -����� ��� $�� %��%�� $���� %������� #� $�D� J�K�D =�� ���। 
!����� %�2���� ‘��'�’ H)����� %��@ ��� ���.) �)। %�2�� $����) $! H)���� b��@�� 
�%! ����� 8���D�� ��। ��� �* ����W�। %������ 0��6 ���*। 9�) (‘5�D �s�। ���1i -���� %���ª। 
%��� %�2�� $����) �% $�D� 0)�� ��%। ��� $���� ���%� �.���.����। �<��6� ������6 %��H, 
�� #�� �%��s��� 9@� %a��� ��� %��@ ���� ����� �� #��� ���( �% -���� ��'��, 0Ç H 
-���@���)4 ��� �� ����। ���K, �� �*�(, �����D� v�� �%��s�।  
 
 #��� �%E��� $�D� ��~ ��� ���N���। #��� -��= �~q��� ��11��! ‘�������� 
��0’ ��� ����.� ����। �%��s��� ��B��� #��� �n-������� r D� �D� �~ ���1�* ��� �)। 
$q��� �C������ ��( �@�� �(��) �)� ��)�(�। F����� ����)�� ���=�� '� ��)��'� ����� 
.�!�� #�� 0�����, $q����� -:��: %�>� ��� 1�����D� ��)��) ������ ��� 0��। %�6���)� 
��6� H%���� ���( #�� #��� ����¢�� �@� '����! �P74�P ��'� ��) �1��। ����� 
-���)� ����'6�� #���� 9�.L�) 0����) ������� -�� ���Q�)-%��Q�) #��� (‘�D ��~� '� 
\_�D ����� ������f�%� ����1� ��) $���। ����� ����1� H �(�D ���� -:�: .������ 
'� $� $��D ��~ ��' ��� ���� ������) �����। #��� 0�1� 0�� ��, #�� %� �n-������ 
����' ���) �1�)�(���। #�1 ���� ����;� �n-������� .������ �(�। ���� #�� ��� 
$�' ��� -�0� ������ -��� �n-������ $!%� ����'�� $�� �����। ����� %�) ���� 
#���� %��%<.� ��5�D��V ��� 0<�B� ��� �)। ��p ������ $! �n-����� 1*�� #���� 
%����� ����(। $!%�  
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������� ���1�* ���� '� �% $��%E� �@�� #� $� �%E�� -��0��� J��� �����)�(। �(���� 
���� �� ��' ��H)�) H� ��� ��� ���� ����। #��� $! %�=��D ��� ‘�������� �n�����’ ��� 
����.� ��) 0)�� ��m'�� %��L ����(�। $! ������ ��� 9@� ��' ��)� ����, %�2���� 
-0���� �1���� J�K�Dq����� 9�)�'�) �'�%�� ������ %����� ���। ����)�p ���� 
#3�4� � ������ ��)�। ����)�p �n-%�3�� ��'��6 %�%���� ���। �n-%�3�� ��'��6 ���� 
��Q�)-���R�������� $��D ���6L J�K�D�� ����) ��)�। ����� ��' %���� ��� #��� ����� �5���) 
��) #%�।  
 
 �%��s��� v ����� ���� ��� %��@ ���� ��)�(�, %�2���� ’��'�’ �%! H)���� 9%�G 
�5�� #�%। ��%���� �@�� ��J6 ��K. JË� ��~ @���� �� ���%�1� ��n(���। �� ��� 1�ª 
-d���। ��B����� ���L ��N�। $� -d��� �� X’1' %��� ��6� ���� ��) �। .����� ��7 �~ 
.��� ��� ��� �L�� ��) �i���। %�.6�!�D� #����� ����X� ���� ��) �। 9�m� ��)�G� $� 
��� �0�% ��*��N। �i�P ��� �@�� #����� ��� D.6��!�D� #��� $�% �*���। -�%d�� '��� 
������ ��, HD� 0����� %���� 5�K�*� #���। H! 5�K�*� ������� %�������� #;��) ��n(�� 
#������� ��@L %����� �����। $! %�) ���L� ���� ����� ���) %������� #�2 #�����। 
H����� %� �(��� %��@ #�� ���� �����। ���L� Q��D� $�% ��K��� J��� ���� ����(�। $! �B6�� 
����! %�2���� ‘��'�’ H)����� %��@ #��� ���� �)। ���-��6���� ���% -���.��� �D��� � 
���� %�2���� ���1� S���� ��� 8���� �0D����D� ��)� ���1 ��� Q�*� ����! �������� 
%��!�� ���D �n��) ��) H)���� �����) ��*। %�2���� ��'�� �.��� '�। �% 
�ÞH 0���� 
����� ��, ��� '��� $� Xp��� �� ���� #%�� $�� ������?�B� �0�D���D �(�* .�� ���� 
���। �������� #�(� #����� ����� ����� ��� �.��� 9�����%�� #q। .����� �(�¦ ������ 
�� �i�P �%! �R ���BD� M���� ��K�� �i���। �% #���� '����� ��, ��� .��D� ��!�5� ���� 
#' ����! ��� �������� ����' ��) �% S��� �5�� ����। �7�� ���� .��D� ��!�5� ���) 
�����। ��B ����� ����D� 9.W ����% %��� ��K�q��� ��� ��� X�� �����%� %��@ 8����� �� 
-���6� ����। $� 5�� ��11��! �% %�2���� 10��� #����� �1���� J�K�D 9%���� ���� ���� 
%��@ %����� ����(�।  
 
 ���1� $��D ‘��������’ �(�। ���� %��! �
N��%��। ���������� �� ��� '�)1�) �� ��� 
Q�K�� ��� ���� %�6�� 9}� @������। %����) %� �����) X��� ���। %��! ��� ���� �� ����R। �� 
�¢� ����(���- �%! 9}��, �%! �P�B6�� H��� ���Q ����� ���) #�� %�2���� 10��� �1���� 
J�K�D =�� ���� ���0 %������ ������ �। %�2��D� ����� 9�) �0�)����� ��� �. �� %*��� 
����। ��� ����4 ��� ����s� ���, 9������ qa=�� 0���� $! %�2� ��~� (�*� ������ #� 
��� '�)1� $�D� %�����'� )। �<�� �.�� ��n����� �i��� �b�4 ��� $! -~�� ��� J�K�D 
=�� ��� ��) ����� ���R��� �� ���0��� �� ��� %�)%��� ��6� .����) �)� %�� ���। $! 
����¢� �� ���� 8������� %�������� '�)1�) ��1�� ��%�) ��)�) #�� ���� ����1� �@�� 
��) $���। ��' F? ���� 9�@��� ���7� ��%��� ��1�� ���* �1�)����, ���1� H ����1�� J�K�D 
=�� ���� ���)  �����। o�!D %��'6V %�������� ����  ����� ����) -���6� ����� .����) 
X‘' ����;�� 8%� H ��)�' ��'���� ��� ��� $� %a�� #�1 $! ‘���* �1�)����’ -����� 
��� �)। ���* �1�)������ � ��0��1� -�5% H $�D� ��R���� �����D�� �(���।  
 
 Xp%���%� ���'� '� %��������� %��%<.� ��5�D��V ��� �A�� ��� �)। $! ���* 
�1�)���� -����� ��� #����� ��7 $�D� ����D %5���। ���, $�� �@��! ��� 8%��� 
%�2���� �0��� H -S0��1 #����� .��.��� ��� '� ������ $�� ��� %�S� �����। ���� 
��� ���� ���� ��,  
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�� ����������� ���� ����� �� �!�� �!"#��� ��#��$� %���&�। $����(�� %�& )"�% ���*+ 
),*�� �� )�- , ��� ���.� �/��0� .���� %��� 1! 2�3� .�* �4���। -�����5��� ��� 
�6�� %��� 1! )�- $�$�* ,78 )��� 9:;� .�* "�%���। ���< )-�*���� ���� �� ��% 
.������� ���= ���= ������ 6�7��� �>�?� -����� ��* ��.���* )�@���। 2A�B ���C� %�� , 
����#��� %�*%��� �D�E F����* .��-� , ����-G )"�% .����� ���.� �����<� %�� )�- 
)$���  )-�� 6�7�� 3�� %����। ��$� 6�7�� )"�% �����<� .��� �� ��% .������� $.$� ��H� 
�D�E %���� �। )%� %���E ���� )� �� .�* )-�। ���� %�, �D�E %��� .������� 
���� I��$JK .�* �4���। )��� .* ,��� I* ����&� )�, ���� ,��� F����% ���* �6�� )M���&। 
)%� �%���% $�N���� ����I�- )"�% )�- , ��� OP$�.$� )������ �D��� ��� D��-� 
�D�E F����Q�, �� 2!���% ��0E ��E����� )"�% %�4 �6�� .��&� %!��R �1*�। 
 

��� $���B ������ )I�� $����� �� ����  ��� ���� �&��� �। )%�, $���B ���%� )"�% 
��� %�*% ���� 1��< ������ ��S�T� -�< ��4�& ��� ���%K��� $����0� U$!���.�� ��@�� 
$���#% ��1* 21# %��� ������ �V �&� ��-�� ����। %�� ,�� �W;�%��� $��WX �Y!. �F� %�� 
��6#$Y���� )%Z�� 2��[ %��& ��� ��� $�* ���Q, ,�� ��1��� 2�3�� ���� �1��� %�� 
��Q। ���, ���%K�� .������� �W;�%�� ���� ��\ �&�, ���, ���� ���$% ��% ���* �%�� )I�] 
��<�&�। �8$�^, ,��� ��� �< �%��� �6�� .��� �� 2�3� ������ �&� �। ��&�<�, 
���S������� )-���� ��� ���� $[�_, ��� )��� �����#� *। ��<����<�� )���%� 9��0E )��*�&�, 
���� )%� )%� ������ $����% �%�� 1< .�* �D� )��%����� %��� )��� )-�&। ��� ������ 
��0 �`6��� 
@�। ��� ������ �< �%��� �%�� ����#* ��$�&, ��� )��� )-�& )�, ��� 
,��� �%�� 1< .��� �F��F��� 2I!��$� ���E�। �� ).�%, $��* ��� %�� $M��� ���� 21# 
%���&, �� )"�% ���a��I��� ����b %��� )����& )�, ����%Z�� *-�D��E� -������ , 
�D�E�`% ���I�����% ��� ��7�F�* ����� ����, ��.�� I��d!�� ������ $M��� �$���। 

 
�� @������� �� )��� ����I��� ���%e� U��� %���� )�, )���� 9�� ���F-%���F 

���S�������� &�<�* ���� .�� , �D��E� )0��% 9$���� %��� .�� 9�� "��*। "�� )"�% 
f���। f�� )"�% 6�� 6��- )� �D�� ��&� )���� ’�1����’ ,��� $���। )� .��� 9��0E9�\ 
���S������� ���� �� %!�h ’��%���*�’ ��$ 1< .�Q�, ���� ,��� 1! ��� 9�*�1�* 2i�i 
)��-�< %�� ��*, ��.�� �� ���%e�� j��*E )����� %k%� *। ��%���*� ���������� 
���S$�f���� �!K�� , �W.;� �����4- )���� ���S-��� ����d� �� �W��!G*� %��M�� 9�� 
9��E� ��� I���� .�* �� 9��0E )%l .�� �m�� ���� &��� �-�*�&� n ���d���%� ��6 , �.�o 
1p� 2��� �����0� $�N���� -I�� 2I!B�� ��� ������ ���4-6���, 9���� f��� , -�G। 
 

)-���� 2�I�� 
 

q � )$r� ���� 2��� $�#$�%���! ����� 1��, �%�� ��$ , �%�� ��% �&�। �� )I��� 
)�1� ,$���� %�& )"�% )*� ��*��� 1����, ��&। ��� I�-!�� )�, )-���� ���� 9��#�� 
$�* �� ����.5��� )��*�&���। -�<� , ��%5��� �W�k� ���! 2�% $�* F��� ������ �। �� 
-��<5���� 2�3� ���� )��F�* �&�। )%�� ���S����� 9"� ���% �� -�<�5��� �������� )"�% 
��* �$� .*। ����� )"�% �� )%� �0E���0E� .*�। 2��! )��d� ���% sqts $���� �-u 
���$� )%� �% $��* �!���%����� F���# )$r� ��v� �E�]�� ’1*�����’ -�<�5���� �0E���0�E� 
���*+ )*। 
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� %��.�� �%�� ��% ���। )Z%�* ������ ���* )-���� ��4���� )F�* 3���" ��4���� 2�%�� 
%� $�$!�- $�%��। 3���" ���� ���� ����� w�� )���� ��%� ���* ����� $�$!�� $���� .�* 
��*। �%p ���� 1���" ����, ����� 1! F�� �"6�� I�� )F� ���%� ����S ���=। ���$* ,� 
�%� ���= )��-�< %��� ���� Oa� �&�। I�-! I��, � �!����� ��� $B� ��F�� %�� �� �%� 
�%1 )F���F����� $�0�� )��* )-���। $���1�� $�N� ��� ��� ��� ���* )$ )F���%����� 
%���&। $����� ���F��� F����, $�N���� )-�� �"6���� ��� ��� %��& $�4%I��� ��,*� )��। 
)$ 9�E ���* %�1 %��& ��� %�*% .�1�� ���S������% �" )����* ���������� ��0E�?�� ������, 
)I��� , ���*������� ������ )��7�& ���*�&। ��� �� ��1�� । �% $��*� )%������। �1 ��� 
$�#
 ��%.������� )%�< ��*�&। �*$ �?���� ��=����=, ����, %����। �� ��1��  I*�% �Y�# 
, F���� �%�� )$ -�# %�� �����, “$!��, .�������� ����� $��! )� ����% ���। )%��, �� 
��6# �7�F� �8$� ,��� )F��� ����� ���* ‘%��’ %�� �$�&। �%p )�����% ��y�$ %��। ��� ���1 .�� 
)� )%� ��.Y��# ��� ��� �<�� ����। 
 

1���� ���$ z{ 1 )���%� �%�� ���S����� ����� �� �! ���� %���&�। ��, ��, �" 
)����* ��* ����� �"9��#%��� �-k ���$� )�d $\��. )M�� ���4�* )���� %"� �&�। �%p ,�� 
��� F��1 �M�� ��$ ��� ��� )�, ��1�%����� 1! ����* "�%� ���� %k%� .�* ��4�&। ��$��� 
���-� ����� ��]������ ���* �� ��1�%�� ���.� -4 %���&। 1� ��$ )"�%� ��1�%�� ���.��� 
)��% I��# )��< ��*। )%�, ,� $��* )���I�- )1�*� )&���� 9��0�E� 1! $���B ��� .�* 
I���� F�� ��$। �� )"�% �-k ���$� ��=����= $�* ��#B ���������� 2I!B�� �%�� "�"�� 
I��। �� $��* ��1�%����� 6WE! $.����-��* ��%-��#��� W��$ .�!���|� ���� �V����� ���<�* 
)�*। �� ��� �� $��* ��.��� ��$������ ��* -�4� �� �%�� ���.� )���!��� ��}, �d#E , 
��%�* .�!���| )��� �4���। ���%, ,��� 9I���� �w9�W�;�% ���� %��� 1! �� ��-F��� 
%�%���� �� ��� .�E ��#B %��� ����%� $��%�F �� �~�� %���� �। ��$� ��*�����% ��� w� 
���� )� �%j� ��#�.� .�*�&���, �� I�d�* 9%�� %�� $�� *। )$� $�] 9���.�$�� 2��#�E ���� 
9���� ���S������ 2B�� ��� ��� %�� ���� ��-���। $��� 1���� ��$ ��� ����� �d#�। �\�� �\�� 
9���� ���S�����, 2���*% ��� �� ��.Y�� �/���.�� ��� =�7���* �<�� 1! 9:;�। $��� 
������.� �F8%��� )M�� �<���। �d#�%���� �/� ��d��7� )I�] )M�� ������ ���� ������ ��� %��� 
�F����� 1! Kb %�� ���� .��। )��� %"� 1����, �-u- �� O’��$ ���S����� , ��1������ 
�I�*� %��&� I*�% ��;1��YE#। 1���� �� D��B��� $��F�* 1@�� %�1 .���- �W;�%�� ����, 
��S )%l�IY� � %�� )��� $��!�* )���� 2I!B�� ���S����� ���4�* ��1�%�� , 2!�! -�1�* ,4� 
$.��!%��� $�-45���� 9$�� ��� Kb %�� )�*�। ������ $�#����*% )� ���%e� U��� 
%���&�, ����, �� )-���� ���.� 9��#�� ��� )��� )1�� )�*� .�*�&�। ��� ���, )-���� 
���.� 9��#�� 1! �%�� ���� ���%e� U��� %����। �� ���%e� 2���*� M������, ������, 
���� , ���*����� �� F���� )1���% sq �� 2?�� ��IS %�� .���। ��-� %��#D� 2���*� �% 
�%�� 2?�� O’ �%�� )"�% ���� "�� "�%��। ���������� 2I!B�� ��- .��� )�$� )-���� 6�7�� 
�&�-�� $�#���� ����। 9���� )1��, 9���� 2?�, 9���� "��� ���*+ �"�D�� �%1 $����% 
2�M$��, �%1 1��*�� %��� 2�M$��, 2"�� 2�I| -%��� 2�M$�� ��� ��&�� %�� �%1 
&���� ��� !K "�%��। $%� ��#��* ���� $��" "�%�� �%1 %�� $.- 2���*%।  
 

��, �3� %���� )�, ����� $��!����*� �%� 2����� ��1���% )����, ����� 
$.%������ ��* � 6�7���� "�%��-)� )-������ ��1���% )�W�W�N� $.����-��* %��#%��I��� 
�D��E� 
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����� �W�� %��� ����। )%�, ��� 1�� )�, ���������� 2I!B�� ��1���% ��S $?* 
�!�����%, w����� $����% �D�E ���F��� %��� ���� ������ ��0! )�Z7&�� ������ �। 
��1���% ��S ��$ )��- � ���� )� )%� �%� $����% $M���, n%!��, $��=��� , $���*� 
2I��� F�� ��0! )�Z7&� ���� �। �� ).�%, ������ $�#����*% ��� F���# )$r��� 2���*% 
���-��*�� �. �. $���% ���� ���%e��� 2����� %��� ��� ��<����< �� ��K��*�� 1!  
���#�, ����। 
 

���I� )%�l )-������� 9��0E )�,*� .�। ��� F���� )%�l� ��� 1����। )$5��� .���, 
F�%���*� , �Y��# ��.�� 9����, �%�� )�6���* , 2���� ���IY� )1��*। ���I� )%�l� )&����� 
�%���#� 9��0E )%�l ���4�* )�,*� .���। ���������� $�.��! , ��#��$ �J� 1�� %��@���� 
I����* $�.��! , ��#��$ �J�� $.���-���* �� ��� �� 9��0E )%l5��� ���F��� %���। 
�������� $�%�� I��� $�%���� $��" ����F� %�� $���� ������� f. %�� )�, �?�� .�1�� 
)��%�% )-���� , ��� .�1�� )��%�% �*��� $����% )��� ���� .��। 1���� ���$ $� )$r� 
%������� )� ����F� $I� ��%� .*, ���� ��P ��1� � �.�� (��%�� 9��$� $�%���� 
9���J�) �%"� 9%�� %��। ������ )%� )%� )-���� , U$! $��!� �� ���#k 2��% $����� 
����� %�� �1�|$ %���। )%� ���� �� %���� )�, Y!�� $��!�� .*��� $������� )�7�� 
)�,*� )��� ����। �%p ��#�� $��!�� )%� $������� "�%� ��F� *। �� .� �� %�� ��� 
��1, 1��� �। %��1� 2�!B OP�1%I��� �� %�� �!��!� %��� ��� �!"# .��। I���� 
��, �v�# ���- )�, ��� �� O��� ���.�� ��� �I#� %�� �� ��<����< ��� ��1�*� ��� 
%���&�� )%� �y��$� ��� I� %��? 
 

���.�%, � $�$!��� )-���� ���~� 2f-���% )%�D��� �!.� %��� ������ �। �%1 �� �’1 
&�<� ���� $��" )%� 2�I| )-���� )�� �&��। )� O’�%1 �&� ���� %�1%�# I��� 1����। 
9��0E9�\ )-������, ���� $�* $�* ���� %!��h �$���-����� �I�� ���* ���� )�� .��� 
)��-!�� ����� ��&- ������%� )��& ��� .���। ���� ���%e� 2���*� ���I� )1��� ���! 
������% $��* $�� , ��� ���F���� 1! F���� )1��* F��1 $����% 2�M$�� ��4��� 
9�*�1 .�* ��<�&�। ��- )"�%� ���S���.��% ���#� )���� 1! ����-������� %!��R �1*� 
��� ���*������� )�P )�.�� �&�। �%p M������� )%� � "�%�* ��P �� )��.���� ��� �%1 
2�I| )Z���.�� )-���� ��0%�% )$��� ���4�* �����। F���� )1��� 1! F��1 $����% 2�M$�� 
��,*� ��,*�* ����� ���#� ����� $8 )��%��� )I�� ���* %����� ��#�F %�� 9���� 2?� , 
"��* ���4�* ����। ���%K�� $����% �8����� �� )"�%� ���� ��1��� �8$��. , ���!��- 
���������� �I��� �/.�� %��1 �*�1� ��&-����� $��" ���� %�� )%� �������� � .*, 
)$���% �0! ����� 1! ,��� ��� 9�*�1�* ���#� �����।  
 

1���� )"�% �I[� ��#B $�#�`% )-���� �D�E F����� .*। �D�E ���F��� 1! ��� 
���� 1�*-� �4% %���&���, ��v� ��]� �;� ���%� �-�7� �%� ��-���� �%�� .�$������ 
��0� ���$� -�� �%�� ��� �� �%�� ���%��। �� ���� 6�7��� �I�� ��-��� $��F�* �!K��। 
�� %�� ���S������� �� ��"� $���B 2��D� %�� I���� �$��� ��� �� ���%� �"-6�� ,��� 
I�� 1�� �&�। ���$�-� 6�7�� )"�% ������, ���*����� , )I���* )-������� ���F��� , ���#� 
)�,*� .���। ���� )1��� )-������ ����" ���%� $��" )��-����- )��� %�1 %��। �/��0� 
2�3��� �����#�� $��" �D��� -������, ������#� .�। ��7F ���$, 2"#!�8 1���� )"�% 
�I[� ��#B $��*� ���! $�%��� �.$����� �� .�1�� )-���� ���� )$r� )"�% .�m� 2i���� , 
������% ��!$. ���������� 2I!B�� ���4�*�&���। ��%�� �?��1 )-�����% 2i )�,*� $�� 
.�*�&�। ��%� $���  
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)%� )-�����@�, )%� 2!�! �1�$�� ��* )��। )$�R[� ���$ 2�3�� �����# .�। �� )"�%� 
$��� .��� 2i )��। ��&�<�, ��1�%��, ����� , ��% .�������� %�& )"�% �&��* �� 2i���� 
���* )��� $��!�* ���S����� )I��� ���4�* �����। �� �%�� $�* ���� �� ���� )$r�� 
���S������ $��!� ��<���� 9�* ��� .�1��। ��S�?�� 3��* 2���*�%�� 9��0�� �!�3� %��* 
���S������ $��!� ���� ��<�� ��-���। ���� ���, ��� )&����� %k 2�%�� ��6� .���। )%�, 
����$�%�� ��6# �" 2��D� %�� I���� �$�� %k )"�% ,�� )�7�F )��। ���S������ $��!� �� �� 
��<�� "�%��, $M���� �����E ����@�I��� �W�� ��*�। $��* $��* ��.�%� ���M8 )�$� ��� 
)����, �� )"�% ��� ������ .�* �4��� )�, ���S������� 9���P ��1�%�� , �������� ��� 
�D�E F����* $M��� 21# %��&-��% U$!� ��@�� ��� %�$��!% �D�E� ���F���� .���। �� 
%��, )-������ )� ��%-.�������� I* %�� �� *। 2e $��*� 9��0�E ,�� w�� �D�E %�� 
�D�% �%I��� ��� %��� .*, ��� �����&�। �D�E %�� �%I��� ���* %��� .*, )$ )%Z�� 
,��� I�� %�� 1�� �&� �। ���, )-���� ����� ���- ‘�6�� %��� , �����* ��,’ � $[�_ ����� 
�%�� )�������� ����, �&�, ���, ���� %��& �� .�, ,�� )� %� �6�� %�� )��� %�� �����* 
�$���। ���� � ���� 2�%���� $��!। �� � .�� ��� )-������ ���#� )������% ����� ���*+ 
�������� ��� %����, ��.�� �������� $�i���.�� )$r� )"�% )� �����E )-���� �I��� ���4�* 
)�,*� .*, ���� ��% $����% �J���% ��� �’���$� )I���� ��%� %�� )�,*� $�� .���।  
 
 ���� )1��� )������, )��(��.��, )��<�-G, ���-�.��, $�N��, ���%-�&� ��� )I���, 
���*����� , ������ �/��0� $��" 2����� $�6�d#� M�� ��;1�* $�#�� �;\ "�%���। �����0 
-����� )�W�+� 1!� �����S 1�*-� 5�� ���S$�f��� I�� 2��� ����� )����&�। )���� 
�I���� ��$� 6��� %"� ������ %��& )�Z7&��� �। %�� ��.�%� ���!�� $���� ���-9�� 
%�� &�<� �� )%� �!�3� �&� �। 2�% ��.% ������ $�� �M�� ��#B )�Z7&�� ������ �। 
��"� %�4 �W��!� )%��� 6����* �<���। �� )���� ���F-%���F .�������� 1�� )��� ��$ 
��&, �� ��.�%� %�1�� ��� ������*% *। �d#�%��� ����� 2_%��� ��% �����E 1��� �I�� 
���* ).7�� $���� ��* �$��� %��� %k$��! �� $.�1� 2���*। �� �<�& ��� �&� �*� ����� 
-< 9����%� ���0�"#� ����� %�& )"�% )��� �%�� )���.d#% %��.�� %"�। ������ )1��� 
)-Z��� "��� �%1 2�$�9�\ ����� 2�M$���� )&�� ���। �� �� )-�����% �" )����* )$ 
���������� 2I!B�� ��* )-�&। w�� ��� *, ������ )"�% $��Y� ��v� �] ��#B $���� ��* �M�� 
��$। �%1 �"9��#% , $���� ��.% �.$��� ��� ��1�% )��-! �!�S �.�$�� 9���� %���&�। 
)���� ���� )���� �� )&����, 1�B )���9�� ���� .�* 9��0E9�\ �� �� )-�����% w�� �" 
)����*� �I��� ��* ��*�, �I�� )"�% �� �� 2�0 ���%�% I���� 9��0�� 1! ��* ��$�&। 
�� )&���� F��� , ���~��\। 2�%��� )$ ��% .�������� .��� ��� ��<�&। ��� )F.���� �I�� 
�%�� $�� �����# ��&। )$ �� I�� �O# ���� ������ )�, ��"�I��� )�.$�#
 ���%K�� U$!�� ���% 
��.��� ��$��� ��� IY� %�� )&�< ���*�&। 1���� ���$ $���B��#� ��-�� )"�% ���� $�#9"� 
)-������� ������ , M������ ��* ��$।  
 
1���� , �-k ���$� )$� �d#E���� ���5���� %"� ��1� ���� �� �<�&। 9�� ���� �d#� ��"�* 
%�� ������ 2�l 9.�� �� )-������ ��-��� $���B 2��D� %�� �I��� F�� )��। 9�;� �&���� 
&��� F���&। �’%�� ��� �V O� ��#B �����। ��� �I�� %� ��� )����& ������ �� 2��$B� 
)-������ I*�% �Y�� &��< )M�� ���* )%� �%� ,1� ���; � %�� 2_%��� 2i .��� ��* ��� 
%���� ���! ��BI��� ).7�� ���Q। w�� $���� ���% ��-�* ���Q। %���� ���� )%� %"� )�। 
����M���* ���� ���� ��# � ���-, )$ 1! ,���% ��� ���% ���� �����। �% 2IY����# )���9�।  
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��1�% 2�I��� �����, )% ,��� $�"� � .�* 2���*% .���। )% ,��� ���� )"�% ��� %�� 
,��� ����� .��$�% ��7�F�* ����� ������ �। ,��� ��S� $�-�� ���<�* ���S� �N�% �1 �� 
��
�� ��-���।  
 
 �%&�0�E� ’1* �����’ )����� )�� ���� )�� )�� ���1�-)�� ���1�’ �� ��� )�� ,��� 
2�9��� %���&� 2�v*��� ���� , F�� ������ ���= =�7���* �<��। )%� ������ �� 
9������ )���I ,�� � %�1 %���। )�� , )��� 9�� 2���$�� I����$� ,��� ��O��J ,��� 
� �\ %���&�- �� �W��! I* )% 1* %���। ����8$�-#� %�4 ��� ��0� ��* ������ �� )-������ 

������ 1! 2����� $�f�� %�� F��&। �d#�� ���!�% $�%�e� �WX��* �&��I� %�� ,�� ��-�* 
F����। 2_%���� ���= ,��� ��-�* ��,*� ��� ���0E %��� ��-���। ���! �W�k�� )���� 
)����, ��� � %��� ��%�4 ���"� �5� �����* ���<�* .�������� %�� )"�% ���S� ���� 
�%�� �� $��#$B���� �&��* ����। 6���&�, ���। ��%-.������� D��-� "�� )&�< ���* 
���&�* )��� ��-���। f��� )����� )-������� $��" ,��� )��%����� .�*�&, )$���� ,�� ���#�� 
��,*� �_ %�� ���*�&। ���� .������� "�� )&�< 1�� .�� "��% $����% &����� ��� 
��1�%����� ,�� ����� $����- ���� ��-��� f���� ��� 9I�+ F�����। O1#* )-������� .��� F�� 
��� )��* ��1�%���� ����� ��1+ F����� F�� 2$�����* ��<�&�। ,��� 16! %��#%����� 1! 
)-������ ��#�I��� ��1�%����� ��v� %�� ���। ���� %��& ��� �$��� )�, )-������ �������� 
�D�E F���* �� �� ��1�%�� ��� %��&। ��� $�M� .���-���� �%�� ��1�%����� ��#���� 
��%�� .�*�&�, )$� �P
 f����$� ���� ����� �M�� )��। �� ��� ��1�%����� .�!� %���� ��� 
)� �&N %��� ������ �-%��, ��� 1���� )� �� .�!�� ~��� w�� 2�" , ������ $��!�� 
)��< �-�* )���� $�$!� ���� 1��� %�� �����। �%��� ��� ���#�, ���4�*�&��� )�, 
��1�%����� ���! ���$% �����# �� 2i�i$. �`$��# %��� ���! %��� .��। �� ���# �%&� 
9F���� ���� %�� .���। )��� )-�&, �� M�� 2�% ��1�%�� 2i�i$. )
Q�* �`$��# %���&। 
)-���� �~��� 9��#�� M�� O��� $�M� ��,*� )-�। 9"��P f����$� ��1�%�� , ��%-��#���� 
2�!�F���� .�� )"�% 2�%��� )�.�� )��। �~��*�P .������� ��1��� 9�E ��7F���� 1! )-�� 
�K��* ¡��% �`$��# %��� ��-���। ��&�<�, ��1�%����� �I�� 2B#~_ , 2$�B�$ , ���I� 
$W�k %��� $M� .���। �� M�� .�������� ���%e�* $.�1� M��� �����।  
 

�� )%� �" )���� � )��� ��%-��#��� -������� $�.��! �D��� ���� ���<�* ���। 
��1�%�� , ���%K�� U$!�� -������ )F�� ��� �" ��� F��� "�%���, �� )���-� , ��%� 
���* ���#F��� )-����d#E %�� ��� �����#� f��5��� �����*-���<�* ���� ��-���। ���%K�� -�-
)��� 5���� �@� �%�¢% .����* )0������� %�#�� ��-�� %Wd%, )1�� ��#��B%I��� �W��!��E 
%����। ���������� ���" ���* -�-)��� 5��� F����* ),*�� $�* .�������� ������ $��� 
)��- ����� ���� U����F% �(��$ )��� -��� 5�� &�<�� "�%���। ��� 2�3� �� I�� "�%��� 
� �� .������� ��� ���� )%� f���� %��& -�-)��� �I�<�* 2$I! ������� �� f�� )"�% 
$�N�� ����� )��*��� �&��* ����। ���� ���; %����, ����� ��� %�� ���।  
 

���, ������ )-������ 9�E�E )Fk� %��& �� -����� 5��� %��� %��� 1!, �%p ,��� 
%��& �>���� 2i���� "�%�* -�����5���� )��%�����* )��� �4��� �। �I��� W��$ 2�!�F�� 
F����* -�����5��� f���� )��%��� �I��� $J��$� ��1+ %��*� %����। -����� %��� %��� 1! 
I��� 2i���� )F�* )-������ ���� %��& ��� ��4����। ���� ��� 1-E�% �� 2�!�F���� .�� 
)"�% �0� %��� � ����, ��.�� �� �%��� $M���� ���� 21# %��� )%, 1- 2�F��� �� 
IY��  
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�-�* ������ 9�� $.���-���� .�� �_ %�� ����। ����d %�� ���� q � )$r� �����* I��#। 
��%���.� )-����-G , ������, ���*����� , ����� .�1�� .�1�� f�� �����* ���<�* &����� %�� 
���� ��-���। ���������� 2I!B�� �$�� )� �% 6��&-��� 1����। -����� ��$ %��� ���*, 
���� 1�� �&�। �%p ���� %�& )"�% ������ ���-� ��,*� $�^, 9��$� �������� $�%�� )$$� 
�� 2i �i )��-���� 1! )%� �B��% 9�Fk�� %���। -����� %��� %��� $��� %�*%�� ��%� 
��?��� ��"k। �%p OI#�-!���P ���� )$5���, ����। �:;���0P , -���� %��� %��� ��* � 
$[�_ ��� �%�� ������# ����B 23�*� ��k9�� U$*� 1@� �$��� , 9���J� ��P ��1� � 
�.���% )����*�&���। �� ��7�� �!������� 5@+ ��=�� )����&��। �%p ����� �y�$ $�^, � 
�%� �%�� 5@+�Y# �!���� 2�#������$�� ��* )-� । ����� �� ���#\��* ��� ��� �!"� )����; 
��-��� �� &��� )-��� F���# )$r��� 2���*�%� %��& । ��� ��7� ��1� 9�Fk�* ����% )-��� 
O�*% ��%� ��?�� ���-�* ����। �%p 9�*�1�� ����* , 5��� ���� 2��#�\। ���.�%, )$�R[��� 
9"� $\��. F���# )$r��� 2���*% ���-��*�� �, �  $���% ���� )����#� %�&�%��& �%�� )-���� 
6�7�� 3�� %��� , �%&� �"9��#% 9:;� ����� ����। ��� %"��� �?��1 ���S�����$. 
�M1�� ��% �u )�]� )��1���¤� �%1 .��������% )$��� ���4�* �����। � &�<�, ��- 
)"�%� ��P ���1��� 2��� )$��� �%�’ )-���� �&�। ��P ���1� ����� �%1 )�%��%। .������� 
�M1���� )��-!�� , ��S� ���F* )��* ��P ���1� � ��� )�� ��� ‘�����B’ ��% �%�� 
1�*-�* �� �%�� 6�7�� 3�� %����। ��� )"�%� ���� �N�� .�������� -������, $����%, 
��S, 1�.�15����% �0� %��� 1! ,� %��� $�%#�� 2��[ %���& ��!��� ��d�* ������ %��& 
������� ��$ )�Z7&�� ��-���। 
 
 �� $��F�* 5@+�YE# %�1 .��� ‘¥-�!�’ ��4��� । �-�k� )�d $\��. )�P �1*� &’��� 
)Z%� ��* 2i�i- )-�����@� $�f�.� ���* I���� ��$ )�Z7&����। $�N���� �%�� �W.;� 
)-���� 6�7��� 2���*% )�P �1*�। ��� %��& )�$� 2i���� , )-�����@� �&�, �� ���� 29���।  
���������� 2I!B��� ������� )$ $��K��� ���� %��& ���� �����। %"�� ��=��� ������ )$ 
-����� ���$%��� 2i��i� 9�*�1�*��� ��� )1�� ���� ��-���। )$ 1����� )� ��% 
.�������� ����� �%�� )I�] �-�*�&। �� �%��� -������� $�.���!� �D�E 2�!�.� 
����&। �-�u� �~��* $\��. %!��R ��.�1�.��% ������ )1��* �D�E ���F��� %��� 1! 
���4�*�&���। ��� ��� ��y�$ )��� �1*� 1����� )�, ��1�.� I�� %�1� %��&। %!��R ,��-�� 
&¦��� ��.1�.�% ��%���। %!��R ��1�.� ���%K� $�i ���.�� �$-�� ���?� �%1 
2�M$��। )$ OP$�.$ %�� ���%K� )"�% �����* ��13��� �@IY�� ��� .�* �%��� ���� �" ���* 
).7�� ��������� ��$। )$ ���� )$r�� )��- )�*�� ��- )$ )-���� ���.��� ��6# &’��$ 9��0E 
��*�&। I��� .���। �%�� )-���� ���.� ��� 2��� ���4�* �����। �1*�� %��& )"�% �$� ��� 
)��* ����%I��� ���� .���। ���F* %���* )�*�� 1! ���% ������ $�#����*�%� $�� �M��� 
��* )-���। �%p �v��#� �!����, ,� $�0�8%�� f.E %��� 1! $�#����*% $��.� )%� �8$�%!� 
)����� �। �� ).�%, )%��%� ���=�*-$��=�* $�#����*% $��.��% �1*�� $��" �%����� )��� 
%��� 1! %�%�� ���! %����। 
 
 I*�%I��� $�$!�- ���<� $�#����*% $��.� )�d ��#B 2�% �*�-%�� ����� �� 
�1*��% )��% ��4���। 2$��! �!���- %�*% ������ ���!� � $�0�8 ��# )�d .���। ���� 
���-��*�� �, �, $����%� $��" ���F* %���* )�*�� 1! �1*��% ��* ��� �!���%��� )-���। 
��� )$R[��� 9"� $\�.। ���-��*�� $��%� ��� U��# $.%��� )�P �1*�� %"����#� w�� ��� 
���% �y�$ ���� )�, 
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I����* q � ���I��� 2���*�%� ����-����F� %�� ��� ��-�-�� ���� $�� ��%� ��?�� , 
2!�! I��� 2i���� $����. %���� )Fk� %���। 
 

‘¥-�!���� $[�_ �%�� %"� ��� ����&। �� ¥-�!���� )���� ����� )"�% ����� 
%�� .*�। ���� )����� $�� ���. ��� $§��*। )���� I�-� &��। 1��� )�d $\��. ���I� ��� 
9��0E )%l )"�% ,��� )��-�< %�� .* ��� ��� �$��1���Z(�� n��.��$% ����#������� ����� 
-�� I����* )Z-���.�� �^����� ��$� )&���% 9��0E )�,*� .*। I����* )Z���.�� )�P 
%����� ����#$ , )�P ���$� $.����-��* 9��$�*I��� ��� O’���$� )I�� � $�B %�F f��! 
)&���� �0 ¥-�!���� )��� ��* )����* ��$। )� )%� �Y�!�*� ��P ����# , ��P ���$� �� 
�B��% 9�Fk� 9��$�� )��-!।  

 
�� �%�� )��% ������� �� ¥-�!���� 9��0�E� ����� 1! �"�$��! $�.��! 

%���&�। ���� ���%K� )Z���.�� $������� %�1 %����। ¥��� �� �%�� ����d %��1 ,��� 
��4��� .*, �� )$�� )"�% ���S$�f���� 9�¨��� ,� �����* ��� ��$। )$�� )"�% I����* 
.��%����� $.*��* ��(� )�Z7�&। $��!�* ���� ��1। ���� )1��� 2����$� ��P �.���(�. 
,��� 2���*% .�* ��* ��$। $��!%��I��� �.���(. �%1 )���9��%। ¥-�!������ 
%���%Z�� $[�_ )$ ���S�������� 9��0E ���* -�< �����&। 

 
q� )$R[�। ����%e� ���M% ������ ¥-�!��� $��� ��, �� )Z%�5��� �% �� 

��&� ��< "�%�� ����। ���%�� �D�E %��� 1! )�P �1*�� ��1 ¥-�!�$. ��-� ���� 
%��� %"�। ���% O��� ��%� ��?��, �%p �����1 ��� 2I!B��� ���S��.�� 1! 9F�� �����E 
)-�����@� , 2i�i )�*� .���। ��#���� ������� )�P �1*� )%��%���� �;�-��v� ���% ��$B� 
��% �%�� �N�-�� )"�% �,� .���।  

 
�d#�� ��������। ��.�,*� I*�% ��0�b। ��5��� )� �%-�%�� U���!� �� ���- M���&। 

���% ��� �F� ��D��� )M��-�<� �����.� ���-����। ¥-�!���� )-�� 6�7�� )"�% )Z%�* %�� 
���$�-� )�Z7&�� .��। ¥�� )"�% �����* �$� ��P �$�O(�.� )�W�+ ���� )Z%�* ���1 
¥-�!� ‘���h� ���’ ��* s©� )$�R[� ���� ��� F��� �N��� ���%K�� ���E�1!% , 
)Z���.�� 1�.�15��� �D�E %��� 1! 9:;� .�* �&�। ,��� ����* )���� 1! s{� )$R[� 
)�P %����� ����#$, )�1� ��* )FZ���� ��� ��� �������� )Z���.�� �%�� ��? %�� ���$�-� 
)�Z7�& �%�� ��7�%� %��& 2��0� %��� ��-���। ���� .�*� �1*�� )Z%�5��� ��,*�� %"�। 

 
$%�� )���- I*�% =<, �"�� ����� )¡��*� ��% �F�� )Z%� F����� ���� %k%�। )��� 

���� ��#B ���� 2��0� %����। �%p ,��� �$�� )%� .��$ )���� �। )��� .��� 2��! 
2����# %��E �&�, �%p ,��� )�Z7&�� ���[ )��� ���� ���� �F�B� , 2���# .�* �4���। ��%�� 
9�* $��< F����� $�* 9"� )Z%� ��$ ��7�%� %��& )�Z7&���। )%� ����� ���0� �� ���S���.�� 
)��% ��� �F�� ������ �। )%�, ,�� �����;�� $��" $����E ���= , )1��� )�� ��� �`�-�� 
%�� �&�। ��� �&� ���-� , )&7<� ���#। �W�k� 1�� ,��� 1���%��< $� �I�1 �-�*�&�। )%� )%� F� 
�� 2!�%&� -�� %��� 1! �5 ������ ��� )Fk� %��� ��-���। �� ).�% ������ 2��0� %��� 
)��� ,�� ���� �(�$� .���। ������! )��� )-�, ���� O��� )Z%� ��0�b )¡�5���� $��" ��� %��� 
%��� ������ ���% ª� ��-�* �$�&। )Z%�5��� $� �% 1�*-�* .��,���S���~���� $����% 
������ ��T �� -�� F��* ��!��*� %����।�&����� ����� ���� �7F� ��� �� .���।   
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�%1 ����� ��* F��1$. �% �%�� ��। �������� ���� %!����� �I�� )��% ��* 
9�*�1�* ���#� , �%&� ��%� �*$� �����- )� ��" ,�� ����!� 1! %k � ��*। $�� 9:;�। �%p 
=�<� ���� 9���� .��� )%� �0E )��� )-� �। �� =�<� ���! ,��� )% ��4��� ��� $��F� 
�� %���� �। %��1� %�1�� ����� �� 3�-� ��� ��� ss ����� ��� )I��� ,��� ���� %��� 
�����। �� )������M �" )����* ����% I���� )�Z7�& )�*। )$ $�N�� ���%�� ����-�G� 3�*� 
���$N�। $��� ����� .��$। $��� ����। )�d ����� �� $����% ����� ���* ��� ,��� ��-� %��� 
%�� ,� ����� ���� .�$���� �,� .���। �(�.�% 2$��! �!���, �4% ���� ���� 2"#�8 s«� 
)$�R[� )I��� ,�� ������ �4%�� 1�*-�* )�Z7�& )-�। 
 
 s©� )$�R[� $���। �/� ��� F�� �6�� .��� ���.l0E। )� 1�*-� )"�% �D�E 
���F��� %�� .�� ��� $��" $����- $��, �D��E� �� )���� �-�* $��� 1�� .�� .�� )$��� 
)-������� �4%�� 1�*-�* ����, �� �! $���� %��� �� $����% ��* ����� 1�*-�* ����, 
�� ��! $���� %��� �� $����% ��* ����� 1�*-�* $�� �<�- ��!��� 9�"��% %�1%�# $h� 
%��� 1! .��� ��� %� $�*� ��&। s« ����� )I�� )"�% s© ����� $_!� ��#B ,��� 9:;�� ��� 
)%�� )-�। .������� �M1�� , ���1��� 3�- )-������ ,��� ��"k $�.��! %���&�। ���S������� 
)��I���� )F��� )F�* )����� ���� ����1!% 1�.�1 F��� �N�� ��7�<�* ��&। �w� ��� ��=��� 
$�5��� )��-� %��। �4% .��� ‘)1�<� ������’ �D�E F����� .��- 2"�8 O’1 ¥-�!� �%-
�%�� 1�.�1�% �6�� %��� 1! �%-�%1 ¥-�!��� %��& F���� %��, O’1�� %��& )��� ���� 
���h� ���’ "�%��। ���h� ��� ����� I��$। $����� ,��� ��0 ��5��� ��� �% $��- ��* 
��* ��,*� ��� $.1 .���। 6�7�� )"�% 9�* ����’ -1 �Y�� 1�.�15��� ��������� 2�3�* )��-� 
%��। s©� )$�R[��� $����� �� )%�� )-� ,��� $��%&� ���=�* ����। �%-�%�� 1�.�1 �D�E 
%��� I�� �% �%�� ���� ��� !K %�� .���। 
 
 )d��1 ¥-�!� ��* ���� ��। ,�� �D�E %��� 1! $hYE# 9:;�। 9"� 2�I�� �!"# 
.�� ��%� )FZ 1�% ����#� ��#��* �D�E ���F��� %��� 1! ��1�I# ���� .���। �6�� %��� 
$�* ��#���� .��� ��� $��< F����। $����E�P �� $��*� ��% .������� ����S , A��B�� �=���* 
��<। �� ���� 6����* "��%, �%� $�] ���� ��, )��6��� 6����� "��%। �3� .��� �%� $��- 
���� 1�.��1� ��� .���� F����� .��। 
 
 ��� �<����। ��� �_%��। ����� =�<� ��������। ��%� �����$� F���% )��* ��& ���%� 
2�E!�� ��#�� %�� �4���। 2���*% ��P �$�O(�. )&����� %�� %�� �����, �6�� %��� 
����� ����S $�*। $�%#��� $��" )�d����� �� ���� )$ $����% ���0� %�� ����। �� )"�% 
��� O’6¤� ��� $�K ��� ��% 1��< ���-��*� .�� ��� �%��% �;\ �S�o��। ��� 2�� ���< 
�/�0 ��vB। )%� ,�� I����� ����� 2�$ ��]����� ,��� ���*� ���* )%��� �6�� 
.��� �����। ���� �.�o 1��1p ��& )1�, O��#�-�* �� =�<� ��=���� 9�;� ��� ���% 
=�7���* �<� ��� �%�� $.1 %�1 *। �W��!I*�% �Y�� )4�� )���9��� 1�B ������� ���% ��* ,�� 
)d��1 $��� �%$��- O��� �7*��� ������ $�* ��� ���% =�7���* �<���। ���� )����� I���� 
�F� )�। �`9�!�*� �.� ����# ����$�। )�*�<� 9%W��� �SF0��% I* � %�� ���S������� 
��� ��% �F�� ��K ��K ��-�* F���� �0!�:;� ���%। ,��� )%��� ���5��� A��B�� �=���* 
�<���। �%p 1��� ��� )I�$ )I�$ )¡��*� )%��� ��"� )��� ,�� �0!�:;�� �-�* )�Z7&���। $��< 
F���� ��1�� ��, ��7F ���� ���%।  
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2�#- ��W� �������� ��F ��&� ������ ,�� $J�$���� )���� )����। .4�8 �%���� %���* 
)I�] �<���। I*�% �W�k। �6�� %��� $�* ��$ )-�। �4% F���� ��� ����। ��"k $�%#�� 
2��[ %�� ,�� ���h� ���5��� 1�.��1� ���* ���-�* ���। �� ���5���� ����� ���% F�[% 
��-���। )��.�� $����# ��� -��* )��- "��%। ����� ,�� $�7����* 6�7��� ���% �M�� F����। �� 
$�* ,�� ��� ��<���< $�7����� ��-���। ,�� 1���� )�, ��� ��-���� �% 6¤� ���, �� $�N� 
1�.�15��� ��%� ��¬ ����E# .�* 9���� 2������� ���!8$�� ��� ��� %�� ���� "�%��। 
���5��� �������E� 1! ‘�M��1’ �%6¤� $�* )���7 )�*� .�*�&�- )� ,�� ����� 6�7���� 
�M�� �$�� ����। ���- , ��;1�* ��~��� .�* �~5E �8$��. ,�� )d��1 $��� ���� �M����। 
���� ���� $�f�. 9��0�* �&�, ���� $��� ,����% ���% 1�<�* ��� ��N F��� )��� ��-���। w�* 
��< ���S������� 2��� �f�. 1�.�15���� ���% )F�* ���- %� $��< ��7F�� ��1��। .!�7, F�� 
���� ����। $�K �W�"�����% 9F�I��� �<� ���* ��%� ��¬ ���5��� ������� .���। ���� 
1�.��1� ���! $���� ���� )-�। ������ �� �! $�"#% , $M� .���। �� 6��� �� �N��� 
C��%�� %�1 )&�< ���* )� )����% ������ �����* )-�। )�� �%&����� 1! F��� , ���� �N� 
1�Y! .�* ��< ���। 
 
 ���$�-�� �M�� �$�� $�* �W��!G*� ���S�$��� �%�� M��u 2�M�$ .���� F����* 9F�� 
2i�i, )-�����@� , 2!�! ���!�� �1�$�� 2��%�� %��। �� ���! ‘�����’ , ‘��W-�’ �� 
O��� �?, �&�। �� ��? )F�� ��1�*� ��;1�* �`.��� ���S������� ���$�-�� �M�� ����। 
���%K�� 6�7��� 2�3��� 2�v*��� 1! )�P �1*�� ���%�E� 2�I�� 3�-� ���� .���। ��&�<� 
��.�,*�, ��� 2�%��� �&� �। $� �%��� $�%#�����% �!�3� "�%� $�^, )-������� )I�� �$� 
�_ %��� � ����* ��%- .������� I*�%I��� )0�� �-�*�&�। $����� ,�� )$�R[��� )�d $\��. 
F��� )����C�*� ������ ���% $�N��� �5 ����* ��� ��� -����� ��* ��.���* )����* 
$N���� $�K �"6�� �%�� �_ %�� )�*�� 1! 9�E�E )Fk� %��� ��-���। 
 
 )$�R[��� )�d���% .������� �!��-� 6�7��� 5@+ ����b %��� ������। ������ 
.���� �%&��� ��- �� 6�7��� �� 6��। ���� �!��-� 6�7�� ��@��� %��� 1! .������� 
-����� , �����% ���.� ��* I�dEI��� ������% �D�E %����। ���� ��� ��� F������ ��, 
.�������� F�� 0�� %��, $��-)%Z���� ��% ���* ��7� 5@+�Y# ��%� 2! �%�� 2! �%�� 
1�*-�* ���� $�� )-���। �� ���� ���� ��7F1 ���S�����% .����*�&���। �� ���! $������ 
)��.��� ���*�$ )���-��� 5���� 6��3��� ���� ��*। �� F��1 ��- I��# ���S������% 
.������� �N� %��। �!��-� ��@��� %�� , .������� )-������� )I��� ��,*� �_ %��� 
������ �। 
  
 �% ��$ ��� �4% �%� ����* ¥-�!��� ���� ���� , F��� �N� �D�E %����। sz� 
2�r��� ��� ��� ��%-)Z���.� )"�% �����* �$� �%1 U$�!� 2��� �~��* ���� �!��-��� 
2�% ��0E ��% ���* ).7�� )I��� )-�। �����, ���� $M� .���। �� �D��E �/��0 F���� 
1�.�1 ���� �-�*�&�। �%��� �� ‘������’ ��� 2����� �� ‘��-����1�’। 2!5��� F�� 1�.�1 
��� ��S %�� .*। ������ �� �~��*����� �D�E F��� , ���� �N��% $h�E# 2�%�1� %�� 
���। �� ���, �I[� ���$ �.���(�.� )�W�+ ����* �D�E F����* $�M�! 21# %�� .*। 
�������� $�i-���.�� 2!�! )$r��� ���#� 2���*� F®f��, ���*E-G ��� F�7�����, �/-
1�.��1� ��� �D�E F����� .*।            
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�� �D��E� )�������� M� .���- ��$� 1�*-�* C��%�� $��� �����* 1� ��7F���। 
���$[�� )�� ��S .��� �- ��#B ,�� �� �M�� ����� । �� 6��� ��,���%  )%� ������ 
1�.�1, �N�� )��-� %��� ��1� .��� �। ���� ���� )F�*�&��� । 
 
 

��1* 2�I�� 
 
 ��1* 2�I��� ���S������� w����� ��� ��#%� �&� �। ����� �%�� ���#k , �� �!�Y�% 
�8���� 2��[ %��� .�*�&�। �� �8���� �I[� ���$� �~��* $\�. ��#B 2�!�.� "��%। 
���� ���%  )"�% �%��� �?�� ���� �Y�� %W¯-�� F���# )$r�� �%�� %M����� )��-�� %��� 
1! ����% ��%� .*। F���# )$r� �� $�* �!���%��� )"�% %W¯-�� 3��B��� %�� .�*�&�। 
���-��*�� �, �,$��%�, ,� $���� ��3� �&��। I��� 1@�� 2�3� )6�dE� %��� �%I��� 
����% $��� 2f$� .�� .��, � �!����� ��� )�������� �%�� ���E� ����। ������.�� 
���%e�� %"� )-�� )��� $��0���- )�Z����� )���� ��� ��, ��0�E ���� )��%1 ��* )� -
)%� $�* �f$� .��� 1! ��� ����% 9:;� , $�%# "�%�� ����। ���%e�� %"� ����% 
� 1����, ��� 2��� %���� )�, $��0���� ��7 ��% )"�% �%�� U$!���.� ���4�* $��0���- 
)�Z����� ����� �/ 6�7��5��� ��v� %��� 1! ������� �;� ��% )"�% 9�� �D�E ���F��� 
%�� .��। ��&�<�, ����� ���S������� ��%-���.� , ������.�� )-����d#�E� ��=��� ��< ���� 
����#K � .*, )$� 1! ������.�� ��- ���� U$!���.� ��4��� ��� %�� .���। ����% 1����  
.��� )�, ������.� ��������� 9��� %��� �� ���S���.�� �� �! .�� ��j�P 9"��, $�*�� 
������.��% �" )����* ��* ����� 1! 9�*�1�* )��%1 )�*�। �~��*�,��������� 9��� %��� 
�� ������.� )%� 9��$�% 2$������ $���� .�� �� �Y� %��� 1! ����� $�.���! ��-�* �$�। 
�W��*�, 6�°I��� ������.��% 2�$�E %�� ��� ����� $����# "�%�। ����% ��� .��� )�, 
)��.�� ‘����� 2?�’()�]� ���*�-I����* )$����.�� 6�7��) ���� �%���#�, )$� 1! ���� )$r� 
�� )"�% ����� 2?��� 9��$�% �,����� ��* ��,�� .�*�&। ��&�<� ��0E $�N�� ���%�� 
$hYE# 1��" ����� 2?��� 2��� ��,�� ���*+ !K %�� .* )1���� ��, )%,��* )FZ����� ���। 
 
 )$r�� �M�� ��� ���� �1
 ���%e� U��� %����। ���� O� .�1�� )-���� U$! �&�। 
�%p 2i�i ���� 29���। ���, ��� �� %���� )�, ���������� 2I!B�� )-������� ���3��� 
2�%�� 9I�� �%K�� %���। )%�, ��1* 2�I���� $�* $���! ��.�1��, �d#E , 2!�! 
29���%� 6�� ���� 6��� � ���� )$���% ���� )��%1 $�%# �W�k ����� �����। %��1�, ���� 
O������ �4������� )-���� U$!�% ���������� 2I!B�� ���4�* )�*� .���। �����%� )-������� 
��1* 2�I���� $�* 2f$�  .,*�� 1! 2i�i $��� %�� ���� .���। $�� �\�� , ���� 
)$r��� 2!�! 1�*-�* ���� �*JE���� )�$� U$! )�����* �&�, ����� $�� $�%# "�%�� 
����&���। ���� )$r� $�� �\��� ��KW�� 2�% �Y� ��#B । 2e $��*� )����� ��� 5���* �� 
$�� *। ��� ±��� $��1#¤ M1��� .%�% ���=�* ����� )� , )� $�K ���#�� ��#���� $��*� 
�Y��# .��1� .�� ����� �, ���� )� )�� ��S .,*�� ��� ����* ���� $��" ����� .*। �.$���� 
�4% ���� ��� ���S������ 9�� �� )*�� 1!, $��1#¤ M1��� .%�% ���#� �����। )%�, ���� 
F�� )-�� )�$� ���S����� , 9��0E9�\ 2!�! ���% ���� ��$ .��1� .�� ���� ���B 2$�����* 
�<��।   
 )$ZI�-!D�� �~��*����� �� )�P �1*� ��$ )-�। $�N�� ���%�* )$ ���%K�� -������� 
$��� �/��0� $��" 9F� ��� %�� ��� 2?��% $h�E#j�� ��S %���& .������� �� ����� 
�����  
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6�7��5��� )&�< ���* ����� ���% ).7�� �-�* 1�<� .�*�&। ��� �3� %���� )�$� )-���� ����� 
$���B ����� �/.� ��\, ������% ���� �.��� F������% $����� %�� .�������� ��&� .��� 
��K� $hYE#j�� �_ %�� )��। ���-���.�� $���#% ���%e� �� )��� ���$� s© ������ $��- 
���*� %�������� ��* ������ �\�� �%�� $���� ����� .�* ����� �1 �1 ���*+ $[�_ 
9�*�1�* ���#� �����। ���� �.��� �%� j�$� ��� ��v� ����। �D�E�Y!. U��� %��� 1! 
)�P �1*��% $�N�� 2?� )"�% 6�7�� 5���* )M��� 1! 9�*�1�* ���� �����। ���-�.��� 
$������ ��1�� �$����� 2��� )� $�K U$! �&� �����, )�P �1*�� �*J�E %�1 %��� 1! 
���#� �����। �/�0 ���� )Z- ��" �!�.�� %��� � ����, )$ 1! U1% ��P )����(�.�% 
)������ , )��(�.��� )� $�K ���S����� �&�, ��7��� $��" $��* 3�� %�� ����� �;�-�Y�# ��% 
)"�% ��$ �% 1�*-�* 1�<� .�* ����3�� )��%����� %��� 1! $�%# "�%�� �����। ��, )� 
����#� ���#��� 2��0�* $�#�� 9:;� "��%। ����� ��0�E ���%-�&�, ���� , ���w� 2?�� 
)$�%� )�P ����M )-������� �.$��� %�#�� �&�। ���% �����, )$ )� )-������� $�] ��* 
$���� ���% ��-�* ���� �.��� %�&�%��& )%�"�, 9:;� .�* "��%। 
 
 %!��R V��� 2��� O� �!�����*�� )��� )���� �&�। ���%, $���� ���% 2f$� .,*�� 
���#� �����। �$B���� �/��0� 2�3� ���� $��WX। �$B��� ������ ���� �%��। �%� )"�% 
.�������� �����<� %�� 5@+�YE# $��0���-)�Z���� $<�% �/��S %�� �����! ��K�� %��� 
1! %!��R V���% ���*+ �����। ���� �.��� F������% ���S�������� 1�<� %�� ����� 9�� 
�� �! .���, �%���� ���� ��.����� �� ��� ��$������ ��� )� 2����d% ��#�� F����*�&� 
���� 9���.�$� ��� �-�* 2����# ���E�� 
j� �!��% .��� ��.��� �� ��� .�� ��� $������ 
1��< )�� �$�� ���W����। �� ���%� %��� �����S $�%#���Y�% �!�3� )*� .�*�&�। ��(��� 
���%e� &�<�, ��� O��� ���% 9:;� %�� )��-� )�W+��� �������� ���% )Z%�* ���4�* 
����। 9"� ���� %!��R ,���� $��" $����- 3�� %�� �������� ��Y� ����3���  )��%����� 
%���  �� �~��* �����% )$�%� )�P ���*�� )�W�+ ���*����� )�Z7&��� .��� । %"� 9$��- ���� 
.* )$�%� )�P ���* ��� ���.�� 2�� ��.�� 9����� ‘����#.�� ���������� D�� )��� )%�$# 
$��\ %�� ��, F��1 �@E 2�M$��$. 9"� ��� 2�r��� ���$ ���� %��& ��$। ���� 
�����$� D�� )��� )9�f�� 2���*� ��0� f.E %��। �� ��1 2�M$�� .���- )$�%� )�P 
)��.��� 2��, �.$��(�. ��� �F�l। ����� $����% %!��R V��� ���.��� %�1 %��� 1! 
)�*� .���। �*�$ $��� ��, %�#0� , %k$�. �̄। ���.�%, ���#� )������% )�P �1*�, )��� , 
����M 
-
 -B�!3��� ���% �,� .�* )-�। �$B����� ��� )� )%� $�* �6�� .��� 1! 
%!��R V�� 9:;� .�* ���।�� $��* )�P �1*��% �%�� )�����J )��-�< %�� �����। ,��� 
$����% ���4�* ���*  ��� -I��� �%�� 9² ��% ���� ��1� ���¢� .���- ����� �% $��!�  
���� ���� ���Q? 
 
 ,��� )� $�K ���� ���*�&��� �� ���� %�� 2��y�$! �%��� 9���� .�� ��-���। 

³����k� �� �� .���, ,5��� )� ����%� ��H ���.�$ %��&। )%�, �����, .����� 
������k� ����� �� ����% �.�� �� ��--�� 9��� %��� ������- �%"� %e�, %��� 
�����। ���, 3��* 9��09�\ 2�% ���S����� &�<�, %���0 ��7F .�1�� )-���� ���� �.��% 
F����% )"�% �6�� )����&�, ���, .�������� 9%W� ��S $h�%# ���� �&��� $�N.�।  
 
 $�K ��%�, $�K I* ��� )-�। F�� ���� $��-�। ���� ´��� �� $%������, sqts 
$���� µ{)� �I[�-�D� �D� %�� )����M�� %�*%��� �¬ .��� ���$I���� %��� %��& ����P 
2�!B $����। 9$���* �8����। 2�3� �1��� %�� ���%�* ����� । %�;�5����% ��&� ��&� ��,*� 
%���।’ 
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�N-��;1�* �% �Py��$ %"�5��� ��� )M����। %!��R V�� ���S������� ��* 
�$B���, %���-G , ��1�-�G �/� 2�3��� ��� F�� �6�� ).� �� 67��5��� ������ %��* 
���&। �% I*�%� ��;1�। %!��R V�� %"� ���� ����&� �। ��� ��% @� .�* ����। ��;1� 
, F�?��!� 2M��B ��N ���� $�� ��¢*��IIY�, .���%। V�� , ��� $��"� ���S�$���� 
9�E¡��� 2�IN 1�����। ����� )�, �/� ��� �6���� �09�� , ��� -����- )� ��������� 
�0� %�� .*। �N , ��;1�* ���� �`.��� )� �% %���� )I�� ���Q��� �। �� ���� ������ 
�V 9���0� ��1* 2�I�� w@ .���। ��� ��0% ��P ��.1�.��% ��@��*� )����� ���% 2f$� 
.,*�� 1! ���#� �����। )%� �$B��� , %���-G 6�7�� )"�% �/���.��% �� �" ���*� ������ 
.�� ��� ���� �%��� ��%� ��K�। �%� $��- ��P )FZ����� )�W�+ d��1 ���S������ �%�� ���% 
��@��*� ��1�� 20� 2�3�* 2��%�� %��� 1! ���4�* �����। ��P )FZ���� ���%K� )Z���.�� 
�%1 2�I| ���%। )�� .��$����। %�4�� 9%W��� �� ���d�� ���� ���%e�* ���� .�* ����� 
1! 9:;�� ����।  
 
  9�*�1�* ���#� )�*�� �� ��� )��KM��% ��* 3��� 
F�0 )���� 1! �$B����� ���% 
�,� .���। ��6# ’��$ ���8 �&����� ,��� )"�% �$B��� ������ %���� �����* �.�� 
1���*�&। �% 6¤� ��� �.�-�-�G )�Z7�& O’1 ¶������ �� ��� .�* ���� �����। �%p �v��#� 
�!���� �1 )%� )���-� -�1# �4��� �। ��- 2��!� )%� 2���"� ����#E ��� )���-�5��� 
��V��# �% =�% �5 &��< -�1# �4���। 
 
 �S��� $Y�#���% ���% ��* ���������� 
��� ���%� �� �· �· %�� ��� )�����, 
�� �% )� ��;1�! ,� $Y�#���% 
�-� 1���� %� � �S ¡���� .�*�& �� �&����� ����। 
$���� ���%�� ��F O’)"�% ��1 ���S����� ���� ���*��। �/� )%� �F� )�। ����� �����E 
2i�i, )-�����@�, )�� ��� F������% %�8�$8 ���$����d )��� .������� �����*�&।  
 
 
��� ������ ���%� �<���� 1! �`�V�� ���� .�*�&� 2�% ���S��-� �@E�%। ,��� 
�.� �`�!��-� 1!� �1 
��� ������ ���%� $���� ���� ��� ��*�&। ����!S 2i�i )��� 
�1 �� ��� ��;�1� .� �। ��- ��� �%�� ����M� )��� F?� .�* �4���। �� ��� ���� 
%��& 2
�K%� ��-���।  
 
 �$B��� 2��%�� %�� �N , ��;1�� ������# � ���� )���I��D�B .�* �4���। 
�I[��� ���� �����$ �F�7 ��7���� ��� ��7�<�* ����d� �� ��I8$ %�%�� 5���� ���% �%�W�k�� 
)F�* �����। �% ��#��B%! ,�� �S ���*�&, ���� , �S ���*�&। $�0� ��*�& ,��� %�%��5���। 

�����-��-� ���� ���S�������� %�%��, &�<�*-�&���* ��& ����-,���। 
 
 �� ��C 2�IY�� $[� %�� %���-G , ��1�-G �����# %����। �� 1�*-�5��� �%&� I�� 
��� �� .���। �%&��� 9��E� �N ��, )� )�7�F ��&।  
 
 ���� �%&� )��%1 )�����। 2�% ���<6� ���:;��� ���! ��� "���< ��< ��&। ���� 
2�%5��� ��%�* 2��!8$���  ��%���- )F.��� ��* ��I8$��� $�0� .�* ��7�<�* ��&। �� OP���  
���=, )� %’1 )��% ���� ���� )��*�&���, ���� ������ 
�-� 1���� %��#E! %���� �। 
3��* )��%1 �����, -� ��� )"�%� .������� $����<����<�� ������ w@ %���&� ���*�� 
.�������� 3��* )��%1 �� �1�|$ %���&’ ����� )%�"�* ���Q? �� ,�� %�h� 
�� 
1��� ���*�&�, ���S�� ������ F����% )"�% �6�� )M���&, ,��,*������ V%���� ��<����< F�� 
���Q।’ 
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I��$JK .�* .������� )� I��� �����* �-�*�&�, ��� �E#� ���� �-�* 3��* )��%1 .��$�� )M�� 
�<���। 2�% ���� , )��I�* �1�$ )��� ��,*� &�<�, .������� 9F�� 2i�i, )-�����@�। 
2!�! 9¹�*�1�* �1�$�� ���� )M�� )�*। 
 
 %!��R V�� ���� �$B����� ��� �D�E F���*। 1���� $��� ��� ��� .�������, 9F� 
)-����d#E %��। �� �� )-����d#�E� �<��� ����� ���7�� -�-¡�%� ���* �/�� �����* ��*। )I��� 
2�3� 2�!B ��B I�� ���E %��* V��, ���S���~�� �%�� )&�� ���% f���� 2I!B�� ���4�*, ���� 
����� )-��� $���� $����. %����, ����� %�& )"�% 9"�� 1��� ������ )�, .�������  
�����* )-�&।  
 
 $���� )��* V�� �% )%�h�� U$! ��* %���-G-$��0��� ��K� ��� �%�%� )�Z7�< �$B 
����� ���% 2f$� .�� ��-���। �%�� I�]� 1�� &�<� ��� $��" �� )%� ����. �&� �। 1���� 
�%&��� ��- .�������� %�& )"�% 2��%�� %�� .*। .������� ��, �����Q�। 9��$�* ��!� 
, ����� ��* %!�R V�� ��6# ����� ���� �" ).7�� ��� ���.�$. ��P ��1�.��� )��%��� %��& 
)�Z7�& .�������� $��� )"�% �6�� .����, �� ,�� ����.��� .�* ��@��*�� ���% ������ w@ 
%��। ,���% ��P ��1�.��� )�W�+ ���% )"�% )� U$!���� ��$�&�, ���� ���*�� .����� 
���.�� �%�� ���% ��=��" 2����� %�� )M����। ����% V�� 1��� ������ )�, .������� 
��@��*� )$�� ��<�* ���* ,���� �`�0��Y�% �!�3� ��*�&। )$��� F�� ���� O�� 2�3� ��* 
%!��R V�� ª� ��P )FZ���� , ��1�.��� )�W+��� ���S���.��% ��� )��% 1��� �%� %�� 
����#!�$ %����।  
 

 $�K ���S������% ���� )%�h���� ��IS %�� )�P )��.��� ���, )� �.$��(�., )�P 
�F�l , ��P )FZ�����% ���*+ ���* ����� 2_%��� ���1� ���% 2f$� .�� ��-���। .������� 
������� ��-� ���1� ,���� ����� 2�3� $��WX %�� ��*�&� ��&�<�, ���1� F�� ���� ��&� 
������ ��%  �%�� 1�*-�* ����� �%�� ��S���� ���#���� )��1��¤ �&�। 
 

 ,� ����� ��� 2f��#� ���%� �����# %����। �� ��%-.����� ,  ������ ���! 9F� 
5�� ����* .�Q�। ������ ��7- ���% ��P ��.����� )�W+��� �� )$r��� U$!���  ��*�- %�� 
.�*�&�। ��P��.��� �%1 ��-�$-�� 2�M$��। %�#�0��� 1! ���% )�1� ��� ���� %�� .*। 
��� $�.$� , ������। �6����� �� �6�� ).� �/�0�% $�#�� �!K �����। ��(� %�� )��� 
���� )�, ��/���.�� ��M )"�% ���� )%� $�.��!%��� U$! ����। 
 

 tµ� $���B ����;� ���.�� U$!�� ������ 2��%W� 1�*-�5���, )�� �$B��� , 
%���-�G� ���� �����%� %����। �� ����� $�.��! %���� ��&� ��3��� ������ ���S���.�। 
$������ )�1� �. 1��� , ����� 2��� ���S���.� ���� %�1 %���&। ������ $��" ��#�� 
$��� ���S���.�� �%�� �� �&�। ���� w�� .�������� )-����d#�E� 1���� ��H� 5�� &�<���। 
$������ -M�� ��� �%1 ��I| ��#�� ��0% ��%-.�������� 5��� 1���� �0��� $��" ��H� 
)-����d#E %�� 9��!%���� �/��� 9I�� 0�� $�� %����। I*�%I��� )%�E4�$� .�* .�������� 
)���-�5��� $� $�* -1# %��� ��-���। )��.�� ������ 2�3��� F����#% .�������� �W�k� 
�,��* )$1! ���� �� ��� ��.���* )�@��� ���� %k%� �&�। �%&�0E� 1! ��� ����� �� ��* 
��#��� �D�E %��� 1!। 9:;�� ����। 
 

 µ�)� �I[� ��@��*� )"�% F�� ���� �Y�� �� �%�� ���1� )�&� .������� $�� )-�। 
$�� ����� ��- ,��� ���� W��$��� 
�0� )��� )-�। ����% ������ U$!�� $���� ���% 
�f$� .��  
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��-���। �k )��=�  )-�  )� .�������  9"�� $��0���* , ��� ����� ���% ������� 1! ���� 
��6#$Y���� )%Z�� 2��[ %���&। �� ���1� %�& ��$ �I* �0� ���=-���! )���-��� ��� 
M�*�� %�� 5�� ����* %����। ���� �Y�#1� ��� �%1 ���S���� )% .����� .*। )$ 2�!B 
$�.$� ��� 2�% ���� $�D* 2�� ��*�&�। ��"�* ������� �6�� ��-�� �� ���% .�$������ ��* 
��,*� .*। �%p ,�% ��7F��� $�� .*�। )%�, ������� �6��� ,� �-1 )�� .�* �-�*�F�। 
���.�%, ���� $� $�* �`�0����% ��3� )"�% �/� 9���� -������� 9�� $�%# �W�k ������। 
 
 .������� )� $�K 1�*-� )&�< �����* )-�&, ��� ����� )%��%���� 1-�E� %�& ��� ª� 
)�Z7�& )-�। ��S�?� �����# %��� 1! $������%,���I %!�����!� ��� ��, 2�% $���� �!�S 
�$�� ��-��।�&����� ��v� ��� )���% )��%��E!, �� .��� )%� 1�%�E# )���। �����#%��� 
O’�%�� ���% �1�|$ %����, ‘����� ���� )6���6��� %��& )%? �;� ����, ���S� �N, 
)�1� $��.�- ���S� �N’।  
 
 ���S� �N� )� U�� ��$����#। ��-�-�� ��S-2?� )���%� �-�� $�-�� .�* 
�4���। )%��%��� )"�% ��E�"#��� ��� ��� ����� ����!S ���<6�� �M�� �$�� ��-���। ���� 
�� %�� 6� ��7��� 9�� �Q�। 
 
 ���� $�#����*% %�#� ,$��� $��.� ��S�?� $M� %��� ���। ��7�% ��� �E�]�� 
2f��#� ���%�* ��* )-���। %�%5��� 2$������ 1! $��0��� )"�% �� ���� �Y�� ������ 
"���� .�*�&�।�% %�� �� 2$�����5��� �Y� %�� ��*, ��7�% ���=�* �����। ���� ���%e� �&�, 
$��0���� ��&� O’��% )"�% U$! ��4�* .�������� ������� �" �_ %�� )�*� ��� ���� �� 
U$! ����� %�� ��S �W��%��� � ���� )$���% $�%# �W�k ����। O’)�� 9�� ��K� ���* $��0���� 
$��" F��F� �!�3�� $����- $�� %�� .���। �%��  .���, ����� )"�% %����� .�*- 2���� .��� 
%���-G )"�% )� �" ��� ���� 2f$� .�Q���, )$� �"। � ��K��� $��0���� )I�� ���* 
)�Z�����-���� )�Z7�&�&। �3� %����, 9��!%�� ��K�* ���� $W�k %����। 
 
 µq)� �I[�, .������� �M1���� )�W�+ O’)�� ���S������ �%�� �� $��0���� ��" 
���4�* �����। �%p )�I��� ���% ���#� ���*�&��� )$��� %�1 %��� �!"# .���। ����� )�P 
�.$��(�.� )$�W�+ O’)�� ���S������ �%�� ���% ,� �%� ��" ��4��� .���। �.$��(�. 
2�!B $�.$� ���%। ��� )��-!�� , $��"#! $[�_ ��� ��v� �&���। ��-�* ����� 9F� ��S ��� 
���!। ����% )"�% �%��� ���S������ �� �%�� ���% ��P ��1�.��� )�W�+ $��0���- 
)�Z����� ��K�* ,78 )��� �/�% �6�� %��� 1! ���4�* �����। %!��R V���% ����� )�, ����� 
)���* �D�E�`% ��.��� ���* �/��� ��� F�� $W�k %�� �� ��<����< $�� $��0��� 2��%�� 
��� U$!��� ª� ��-#�4� %�� ���*�� �� �/��� ��&� ��,*� %��� .��। 
 
 ������! 9��$�% �!�3�� �W.���� ��� ,��� )"�% )��.���* 3��B��� %�� .�*�&। 
���� IY��Y�# �$-�$-�� 2�M$�� ��P ����� �.���� �+����� ��7F��� �@E ���% ��* �%�� 
)��� %!�h ���� �����। ��P ����� �.�� ���%, %�#�!���*E। ���S���� ��� $�#�B%��E $�D* 
2��f.E %��। �� ���� ��� �� 2���$��। ��--��� %!��h� %��#�%��� $������% , F��º� 
9���1%��� �W�k �%d#E %����। $� ������#� ��1���% )�W�WN %!�h �����#� �$��  
��-��। 2�% -E!��! )��%1 $��" ��* , ���#�$ �J� )�P %��@���� �� %!�h �����# 
%�� 2�!B ���� .��। )&����‘ 1* �����’ �� ���� �J� ��.��*�% 
�-� 1���� ��� 2�IIY� .�* 
�<��। �%p �� )$Z1!���% 
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�����#� ��� ���� .�� �����। )%�, $��� ��, 2�% OK� �" ������ 2��D� %��� .��। 
µ�� ���$[� ��#B )�P �.$��(�.� %�& )"�% )%� M�9$Y ��� ����। ��K�* �!��%�����$� ��� 
��7�� �/��� �%����� 1�� )$ ��<�* ���*�&�। ��K�� ��� ���* �%�� $��WX ���%�� U��� %�� 
�/�0 2�3� )*�* �.$��(�. ,��� %�& )67d�� �����। �/��� 2�3� )"�% O’���% 9�* 
O’)�� -1 ��#B �»�S ���0�, 1���*। $��%&�� I��I��� O�k�-�F� .��� �। �����% ��P 
��1�.�� )���* $�4% �%� 2$�����। ��&�<�,, ��1�%����� %�& )"�% ���% ��� 9�������� 
$���� .�� .�*�&�।  
 
 2�3�� )%� ���� .��� �। )�� �&� )��� ��* )-�। �/��� ���%e� �&� ��1�%�� 
~��� 9������ U��� %�� ����� 2_%��� ��K ��K $�� �<� । $��0��� , ��� ��y#��#� ���%�� 
9�* ��%�� �7F��� 1 )��% $����% F�D� ����� �.$��� .�������� $�D* ��� ���-�*�&। ��� 
M�� $��%&�� �¼� -���� F��� "��%। �%p ���.��$� D���%�� , �F�B -���% )% @��� ����? 
���# �E�]�� w�� ���%K�� )1����� ��½�B , ����.��� .��� �, ��v� �E�]�, ������ �.���� 
)��* �4���। sqzt $��� �$���� )� �%� ¾�$8D�-’ %�*��* ������  ��� 2��%#�� =�7���* 
��<, �4% �%� %*��* ��%- $����% 1�B� ����� ���� ���.�� ����1 , ��- ��* ���$[� ���$� 
� ����� ���� I����� ��� ..���� F���*। I����� 9���J� ���$$ ��l�� -�_�, ��� $�%# �&��। 
��� ,� ����� 1@�� 2�3� )6�dE� %�� ��% .����� $��F� 1��� ����। $���* ���I�� )1���� 
�-� )��.��� �*��.*� �� �� %���&� ��1��� $�F� �� ����% �F����� 1! �����* ����� 
����� ��� �� .� �� ��!� )$ I��� �D�E %�� $�$!���� ��� �B1#���% �� F����* I����� 
$��" �%�� ��1���% �����$�* �$�� )F�*�&�। �%p )$ F��I��� �!"# .���। 
  

z� ���$[�। )��� ss��� $�* ‘2� ���*� )���,’ ���M� )6�dE� %�� .��� )�, I��� 
���������% $��#�IZ� ��¿ ��� 
�%W�� ���*�&। ��6# ’��$ ���8 $��< $�� )%��� �� ��� 2��� �f�. 
����� 1! 9��0�* �&�। $������ w� � )"�% �FB� , ��;1� �Y��IY� .���। .4�8 
�%W��� �� 
)6�dE� w� $��< $�� )%��� �� ���� �� ���K 2B� -��# M��� �4���। 
�%W�� w�� M����� )I���� 
$����� ��� � �� �����$ �����* )-� �। ������.� ���S���.�� %�7�� %�7� �����* 9"� ������ 
����� %!�¤��¤ 2��%�� %�� ����। $��WX 2�3� )&�< ���* ��% .������� ��#y��$ ������ w@ 
%����। 9��!�%� ��� %���&� )�, ��% ���.� ������ ������ 9F� ���� )���। )%�, ����� 
%!�¤��¤ O�I#�! ��� �� %�� .��� । �%p .������� )�� )%� ���� ���� � ����* ������.� , 
���� ���� .�* �<���। 2"F ������.�� %������� 9"��, �� %���&� )�, ���%K����� �8��� 
%��� %���0 s©�� $�* ��-��।  

 
2�� ���% ����� ���S���.� ���$[� ���$� � ������ $��0��� 2��%�� %�� $��0��� 

)�Z����� )��� ��� 2f$� .�� ��-���। $��0��� 2��%�� %�� )� ����� 2i�i, )-�����@�, 
����� )��, )�� , 2!�! ���!�� �1�$�� ������ .��� ��$�&�, �� ���* ����� �% �&� ��� 
%�� )����। �%p �� $�* 2��%W� �1�$���� 9�� ������ )%� )��. �&� �। ������ �%��� 
)��., �%��� ��;1� w�� $���� ���% 2f$� .,*�। )M&� ���S���.�� ��� ,�$� ����!S 
�1��$� ).M�1��� I�� ���* %!��R V�� ��� ���.�� )��%1 ��* ������ �� ���� ���* ).7�� 
2f$� .�� ��-���।  

 
.������� ������� $�* 9�� )$��5��� ��$ %�� ���*�&���। �� M�� ���� ���� 

2$������ $���� .���। O’�%�� 1�� &�<� ������ %��& )%� ����. �&� �। �� 1��5��� �� 
����* ���  
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%�� .���।  ��P M1��� .% , $����� � �.��� �"�D�� $�� �\� , )-���� %!��h� $����% 
���*�+ ���S �&�। ����� )�d ���#� )�*�� 1! ��� �M�� )-���। 
 

F���# )$r� )"�% $�#��d )� ���#� )����, �� .���-2i���� &�<� ���S������� ����* ����। 
$��F�* �1�� �!���� .���, ���I� ����%�l� �!��1���� �� �$ �’�� 
������ �(��$ �`.��� 
.�* )&����� )M�� )��� )� ��� �� ��-� F�� ��*। �� )&���� ��< �.�$�%��। ��������� �M�� 
����� �� )%� $[�� �&� � �����। ���� ���� ).��%�*��#��� F������% ��$ I�< %���� ��� 
2����� 1����� )� ����� 1! )� )%� ��N��K %�� )��। ���� �% �_�� $��" )��-����- %�� 
)&����� ����� ��N��K %��� 1! $���� , .%�% ��� �����।  
 

���� ���$[��� q �����। $��%&�� ���������। %�@� ���% %�@� �W�k )�। %�1%�# )M�� 
)��� $�� ���������� )I��� F�� )��� F�*। ��� ����� ���$% 2�3� ����b %��� ����। �%p 
��&�� %�1%�# 5�&�* )�*�� 1! %���% 2B�P ���� "�%�� .��। ���%e� )������% )�-�% 
��� ����$. -E-���d� $�$! ��P Y@� �$��� �G�� $��" ������� ���4�* �����। 

 
���% , .�$������ ���% )F�* ��� )%7�� �4���। �� .���, ,�� �1 �� �Y!, �� 

�P$�-। ��6# ’��$ ���8 2$��!  ���S���� , ��E�"#�� I��< %�#F?�  .�$���� , ���% �1 ���। 
)� M�7���* M����* %�7��& ��� I*�% 2B���� 2�I� %����। )�d����� �� �&���� , ���� 
).��%�*��#���� ���% 2�$1� )F�� O��� �����* )��KM��% ���� 1��� �4�� �����। 
2!��I��� �%&�0 ���%�* �����, .% , 2!�! $�"���� ���%। ��� ����* ��$ ���� $��" 
)��- )�*�� 1! ,��� ���#� ����� ��� ������ 2f��#� ���.�� $��" )��- )�*�� 1! ��� 
��-�* F����। ��&� ��< ��� ¢W����1�<� .��$����, ���%-)F�-2�F� ��� , .��$%���� 2�% 
-e। 

 
��1�*� ��N ���� -�<� F�%�5��� 2$�� ª����- 6���� ��-���। ��� )�Z����� )"�% 

s{ ���� �Y�� �%�� ����� %��& ���� )��%1��� $��- ����� .���। �� 1�*-���� �� ��.���। 
��� )"�% �%�� ��K� )�� .�* ������- ����� �< ��K�� $��" M������ %��& ��$ �����&। 

 
���$[��� q ������� ���। ��� )"�% 2-��#� ���%�* ������.� , ���S���.� ��� �% 

���� �Y��। �/��0� 2�3��� .�1�� -�1� ���! ���� �% )%�h�� U$! )�����* %�� .�*�&�। 
q ����� ����� ��� ,��� %��& )��� F�����। �%p ,��� %��&, )�Z&��� OP$��! �&�। )%�, ,�� 
�� $���� ���% ��-�* ���Q�। $����� �3� %����, s{ ������ )I��� ,��� $��" ����� .���। 
����� I*�% �%��� 2��B। $������ ��� �’��0� %���5��� 2��C�B -1# %��&�। ����� &��� 
��4 ���, )��KM�, ��P ��1�.� , V�� )���� )���� $��� �%����  ���� ���। %����� -1#� 
����� &���� "�"� %�� %�7��&। ���� ��;1% $�N. )�। �%p �< %@E, �< ��#�। )%�, �/ 
��� 2�% ����d� 1�� 9��� ��I )-�& �.�o %����� )-���*। $�K ��� w�� %����� -1# �� 
-1#।  

 
s{� ���$[� )"�% st� ���$[� ��#B $�*�� 2�����.� .��� 2�.��% � ���, ��;1� , 

�% �%� ��C���� ��! ���*। ���S$�f���� )�d ��#। OP� , ��N ��.�,*� I���D�B। 3��* 
)��%1 ��1�*� ��N �`.���। ��I��� ���"! )����* 1-E ������ ��À %����। )� ���� 
$��� �%� $�$���� )��%, �%� $�� OP��� I�-�। ��K�� ���y# )$� �����* )� $\�.�� %����*�&���, 
��� �YE#��- �F� ���� ���� 1! �E��-�� ������ �%*��� ���� ���&P 
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s{� ���$[�,sqts $��P -� ���� 6����� �����। %���5��� �=���* ��<�&। 5.�* �.� 
�$��.� �� %���5��� ���, ���= ���= )-� ��� ��-���। )I��� 6�� )"�% ��4 �% �- F� ���* 
-���� �I�1�* 2f��#� 6����� ����� U$!��� %��& )-���। ��� ������ �~��* 2�3�। $��0��� 
)�Z����� ��K�* 9�* �%.�1�� -1 $��� )�1� 4�%���� )�W+ s�� ‘)��-��’ �����% ���.� 
2�3� ��*�&�। 2f��#����� ��#�� $��� U$! ����, ���� 2�3� )*। ��K�� O’���% )���� 
1���*, $� �%&�� )F��� ��<। ��K�* )%� �%� F��F� %���� �D��0� )���-�5�� -�1# ,�4। 
��K��� ��� �7F�। ����* 2*����$ )u��� ��,*�� , )�Z����� ���� �!��% I��I��� )��� ��*। �� 
%��& ��� )$�1�$��1 )��� ����& �। �����% )��� ��� ���� �W¯��# , ��;�1� .�* �4���। )��.�� 
��& ��% )"�% 2�%�� �" 6��� �$�� .*, )$1! ������ U$!�� O’��% )"�% 2f$� .�� 
��-���। ��&�<� ������.�� ��- ������ ����� %"� *। %��1� ������ ��&� )"�% ����� 
-������ �0! %�� &�<� )%� ���* �&� �। ���S�������� $��" %"� �����। ,��� 2��%���� 
����� )��%। )�����, ,��� ����� ���� �7F�। ,��� 6������� %@ �W�! )F���� $��� )I�$ 
�4���। ���� �M��  ��$ ������ �� �%&� ��& $� �%� %��� 1! V���% �����।$���! ������ 
.�� )"�% �0� ����� 1! )�? � %�� ��� )I��� ���� �C* ����। )%�, �� 1�*-�* 
�D��0� %������ �,��*। 
�K� �Py�$ )M�� $�%# .�* 9:;� �����। �%��Á� F�� 
�0!�:;� %� %��& ����-��� %� �Y��। 
 

ss� ���$[�,sqts $��P )� �W�! )����&, �� 1���� 2!�� ¢�E�* 6�� .�* "�%��। 
)�����, $��0���-)�Z����� )��� )���% )��%��E!। ���I� ����%l )"�% ,�� ��� ��� �M�� 
�$�&। ���Y� )F�� ��* w�� )��% �� )��%। %�7�� )&�� )&�� )��=�। ��S, �P
, $[�.�। A�B ���* 
��-�* �$�& ����d� %��M��। �(�.� 2$�� 2�f., ���� ,� ��K�� ���� �&���, ��� ,� 
��S ���d5��� �.�o �D��� �Â�� ��< )����। $��� 2f$� .�� ���E ,��� "����* �����।  
 

�%�� )����� ���� "�%�� 1! �4% %�� .���। ,��� ��,*�-��,*�� ��N��K %��� .��। 
I*�% �FB�* ��< )-���। ,�� 9��!�%� ��$ 2�I����-� $��� �����, ‘$!��, ������ $��" )%� 
��%�-�*$� )�। ��-�-�, ��-��-�’�� ������ )M�� �����* )-�&।’ ���5��� wa, %��?�। 
)%�, �?�� ���� �" ,��� ���* ).7�� �$�� .�*�&। ��� ���� )%7�� �4���। ,��� $�Ã� 
���* �%�� �< ��-���� )����� 1! )FZ�����% �����। ���� ��S � .,*� ��#B ���S�������� 
����� "�%�� ���#� �����। )FZ�����% ��-���� )���w�� I�� ���* ��� ).��%�*��#���� ���% 
�,� .�* )-��� ��� M����� )�Z7�& q� �����% ���I��� ).��%�*��#���� $��" )��-����- 
%����। )�1� )1���� ����� �$� �� ���I��� %�����। 
 

M����� )"�% �%&� $��� ����� ���% )� ��K��� �-�*�& ��� ������ �%�� %W�d %���1� 
���! ).��%�*��#���� 2�M$���। )�1� )1���� �$�-�� )��� � )��* ��7� u�M 2�M$���� $��- 
)��� %����। �� ���I��� �%�� ���-� ).��%�*��#�� )"�% �� ���� $��� 2�3� ��*�&�।   
 

��% .������� ���� ��� 9������ ���* ����-����� ��� ������.� 2f-�� �_ %�� 
���। 2����� )-����d#E F��� ��-���। �� .���, ����� �D�0 $��WX 6�7�� )-�<�&। $���B , 
����� %!�¤��¤ )&�< ���%K�� U$!�� 1�<� .�*�& ����*। )%�, ���S���.� F����#% )"�% 
,��� �6�� )����&। .������� ������.�� F���� ���S�������� )��� I* %���� । 
 

s�� ���$[�,sqts $��P ������ �`�0��Y�% 2�3��� $��� �/6�7��� ��� ���� 
.���� ��#��0E %��� 1! ���, q� ���I��� u�M 2�M$�� )�1� I®�F��#, I����* ���� ���.�� 
±��� )�M��!�¤ �; ������ �~��* 2�3�� ��$ $��� �� 2��0� %����। ��P ��;� ���#�� �� 
���� 
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.���� ���F���� .�Q�। ��*�K� )I� %�� ����5��� ��< �$��� ��P �; )���� �J ���M� 
�������� $��" )��-����- %��� ��� $�4% �0!3��� �E#� ���* �6�� .��� ���#� ����। 
�������� �4%�� �IY#�I��� �0!�:; �F� ������ ���� ��* ‘Ä��I’ ���� ��-���। .�������� 
)%� ���� �� ������$� %��� � "�%�* ���� �� ���� �D��E� )%� 9��!;� ���� ���� �। 
2$.��*� �� w�� ��� )��� ��-���। 
 
 s«� ���$[�, sqts $��P )�1� )1���� ����� �$�-$��" ��7� ).��%�*��#��� $�0�8 
%����। )����� -�<�� )I�� ��� �%�� �!�� )���& ��� ���� �!K। ��7�% I*�% ���S , 
��-���� �� .���। )%�, 9F� )-����d#E %��� ��, ��� �5�� ����&�� �। ��� 2f-�� )"�� 
�-�*�&�। 
 
 I����� $�#����*% )1���� ���%�’ 2� ���*� )���, ���M� )6�dE� %��� )�, 
�`$��#%��� U$!��� 1���� ����;� )�*� .��। �8$�^, �D��0� �`$��#E %��� )%� 
�0E )��� )-� �।  
 
 )1���� ����� �$� ��7� �%�� ���.��% �" )����* ��* ����� %��& ���� %��& %�*%1 
�0 )��% F����। �� �!, �D��� ��7��% )"�% �D�E %�� ��½�B %�� )M��। ��<����< 
).��%�*��#��� �M�� �-�* ����� �"-6�� ����� I�� 1�� ��& �-�%� ��7F1 ��� ��#��F� 
%����।    
 
 s©� ���$[�, sqts $��P -����� ��d����� �W�k "�%�� ���-���.� $��� �5�� ������ 
�। �1�% $�#�`% 9�Fk� F����� .��। ����% )�P ��;� �^����� )�Z����� , ����� %�*%�� 
���#k 1�*-�* ���� .���� F����� .���। ������ ���� .����* ���� ��$ .�* ���Q )��� �� 
�!"� 2�I� %���� ��� ��% .������� ��, �`$��#E � %��* �� �� ,��� 2�I��� ���� 
��-���। �1�% �%�� ��#��B% 6�� 6�� )-�। ������ �%1 ���S����� ������� �6��� 9�E 
.���*। %!�h� �� �%1 ���S����� ����M��� �!�-��1 ���� )I�� ��-��� ��� )�*, ��� M�� �� 
��#��B% �W��!� 2����� .*। ���S������� �%1 �$-�$-�$ ���0�"#�। ��%<� ��� 9�]�E ,�% 
$���.� %�� .�*�&�। 3��* ��� %�W#�0�% 2����� %����, ���� )� �.�� ���S������ ¢W���% 
��7�F�* ����� 1! ��� ��� ������ ��%�E %��। 
 
sz� ���$[�, sqts $��P ���� )�6�Q�। �%&��� A��B, ��dÅ )��� %��� ��-���। -������ 
���%e����M% ��� ���.�� �%‘)��*�Ä �!��%’ ������ ���% 2f$� .���। �%p M��M��� )%� 
��� )���� �। 
 
 $%�� ����। ��.��� ���� %�%5��� )&��� ��7�<�* $��" �&���। %!��R V��� 1�� ��$ 
"����� )$ �%�� Ok )&��� �� ���M�* ��< -I�� ����- ����% 1�<�* �����।�-�%� %��� 
��- ���% %�, )����। ��� �� �!�.�� )��� ��� ���¢� .���। )$ �% �%� %�7��� %�7��� 
�����, ‘2�!B $���� $!��, ��% U$!�� �`$��#E %���& ��� I����� $�i ���.�� )1���� 
1!�%� ������! ¡�%�* 2���E %���&।’  
 
 $������ 2��y�$! �� .���। )%�, %e�, %��� ����� )�, ,� �.�o �w5��� �� 
��<����< �`$��#E %���। ���, � $������ w� ���� $��� )��. �\ �S�o�� ���� ��-���। 
�F8%�� %�� )&����� �� �! �����, ‘���� ���� ��1*� .�*�&।’ 
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���� 1��� $��F�* �N6 ��.Y�#। )&���� $��� ��N �`.��� .�* �F8%�� %��� 
��-���। ,��� ���! )%� )%� ��-���1 )��* 6��$� ��� -<�-�< %��� ��-���। $��� �% $�] 
-�� M����* �F8%�� %�� �4���, ‘)����� )��, ���� )��-)�� ���1�।’ 

 
��� ��� V�� ������.�� q� ���I��� $�� �\�� �-�* )�1� )1���� ����� �$�.�% 

��7� ���.�� 2�� O’1 2���*%$. )��� )�1��1 �$� )�����। ������ )��� ��7�� $��� �(�$� 
.�� ��� ������ 
�-� 1����।  

 
$�* )��� sµ��। %���5��� ���। ���� �%�� ���1u���� %��& ��$ ¡�%�� ������� 

w�� ��-���। w��� ���%K� $�i���.�� 2���*% )�P )1���� �*�1� ��7� 2��3 $�K U$! 
��* $%�� $����* ���-���.�� )�P )1���� 2������ �%� �`$��#E %���&।�%���% ������ 
n��.��$% ��1�*� �N, 2�����% ,��� 2���1% ���1�*� ��� Æ��। 

 
���.�%, ����% �����% ��* �� OI#���* �<���। �� ��#B ���%�� �D��0� 

�`$��#E %��� )%�� �0E )��� )-� �। ��;1�* )1���� ����� �$� )���� ����< ����, 
‘��� ,� �*��5��� �� �`$��#E � %��, ��.�� ���� �%� )� )-��N�1 ���.� ��&, �� 
���4�* ���* ,��� ����� $��" �����* )��।’  

 
$��*� F�%��� �4%��� F��� ��-���। �%p ������ $��� )� �/ ��*�&, ���� )� 3���। 

$��� ���� ��$। 9�� ��.Y��# ��� %��& ����� ���= .������� �`$��#E %���। $Y�# ���� )-�, 
�%p �`$��#�E� )%� �I�$ ��,*� )-� �। �1 ¡�%�� �D�0 �`$�#E %����। �%p ����* 
�`$��#E %��� ,�� 2
�%W�� 1�����। �� .���, ����* �D��0� %����� 2�!B �S )��%। 
��� ���� ).��%�*��#��� �M�� )-���। 

 
����� I*�% 2
�K�� %�����। ���� )%� 6����� ������ �। ������.�� %���5��� 

���� $�D* .�* �4���। ���= ���= 9��!;�� �D��0� %�& )"�%, 1��� �$�&�। ,��� 
)-�����@� .*��� )�d .�* �$�&। ��� ������� �&��� )�, �-���%��� ���� ��1*�� )��� 
����* 9��� %��� ������। ��-� ’���$� ¢W��F��E %��� �-�* �1 ���� )F�� ���* 1� �<�� 
��-���। 

 
st� ���$[�,sqts $��P -� ���� %!�R V��� $��" �����# %�� �4% %���� )�, 

���S���.�� 2��%��� )��%�% )�P )��.��� ���� �;����� )�Z����� )��� ���* ����* ���4�* 
���� .��। ,��� )I�� d��1 ���S������% -��<�� F����* 9:;� %�� ������, )� ,�� ���#� 
��,*� ��� ������ $��" ����� �� ��! �,� .�� ����। $%�� )��� $��� 9:;�। F�� ��1�*� 
2�I���� ��;1�* $��� %��7�&। %!��R V��, ��P ��1�.� , )��K�M��% $��" ��* $%�� 
$����� ������.�� ).��%�*��#��� �-�* )�Z7&����। -�<��� )�$� ���S����� 9:;� %�� ���� .�*�&� 
���� ������ ���& ���& �,� .���। ��K�* �� �� -�<�� I�<। 2��� �f�. 2��0� %��& %� 
������.�� $�� �\� )"�% -�<� &�<�� $��%� $��1 ���� ��� �4�� ��� ����� ���% 2f$� .��। 
�������� ����� u!���� �%� $��� ��- ������ -�<� ��7< %�����। q� ���S���.�� 2���*% 
�.$��� ����% 
�%W�� )�*�* ��� ���.� ����% -�<� ��%# %��� 2���� ���। 2!"�* )%� 
)�$����% )��%�% �������� )���u� �%��� -�1� ���! -�<� ��%# %��� 2���� )�*� .��� �। ��& 
���% )F�* )����� 2$��! )���-������ $������%, M���f�M�� -�<�� F�����% �I< %�� ��&। ��� 
).��%�*��#�� ��#B ).7�� )-���।%��, ��� %���� �*J �&� �। $��� �!K-$�K। ��1�*� ���� 
�1 %� � 9�E�B। 9���� ��.Y�#   
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��;1��*-n��.��$%।9�� y�$-9y�$ ��1�*� ��N ����। �V 9���0� 
�³� M����। 
$����% ���� �� .���।�%p 2B� ���� )%� .�$�� ������ �। ��� 2�3���* $��� �<k .�* 
����। 

 
)1���� ����� �$�-�� $�0�8 %����। ��� 2��� �f�- 2��0� %��&। )%�, 9�� 

u�M 2�M$��, �`$��#E%��� ���%K�� %����� ��* ������!� �,� .�*�&। ��, ��$ 
)�Z7&��। $�* 2�� �¼� -���� F��� ��-���। �%-�%�� ��.Y�# )� �%-�%�� 6Ç�। ������.�� 
q� ���I��� u�M 2�M$�� %�#� )�� ���� )1���� ����� �$��% ����, ‘���f��*�� .�*�� 
�� , ��7� $��"� $��1 )�P %�#� ��$ )�Z7�& )-�&।’ 

 
��;1�� F�� ��.Y�#। )1���� ����� �$� -I�� 
�� V%�� ����, ‘,��� ���� ��* 

�$�।’ ���� ).��%�*��#�� ���È�-�� ��� ���* �$� �&���। ��F� ���% F����� )����� 
$��6���% 2�3�।$����% ���.� M���f�M���� �`$��#E%��� ���%K�� %�������� M��� )*�� 
1!, ,�� -�<� )"�% ���� $��" $��" �6�� �����। �� I�< )�, �*iE %�� �%&���� $�� *। 
�8$�.� $������% , M���f�M���� ���� ��� ��-��� �� 2��� �f�. 2��0� %��&�।  

 
���.�%, ���%K�� %�������� ��* �$� .���। ��� F������% ��%��Q��� ,��� )I�� 

���� )F� )%� ��& �%�। .!�7, ,��� )I�� ���� )F� O’1 �&�। �%1�� �� )�P %�#� 
����*�1 I*��*F। ���%K�� �������� �%������� �� ��� %!���� �&��� �� ,��� ��� 
%!�R �&��। 2��1 )�P %�#� ���É। ��� $��" �� 1�� )��� �&�। ���-��*�� .�*���%, 
�%��� �% O’��� ��v� ���%K�� )����&। �� ��7��� �� .��� ��� I�, ��*�। �%p ��������� 
��7��� 2I�, 2���-! 9���E� .�*�&। �$�� ��7��� )F*��� )�*� .���। )1���� ����� �$� 2�!B 
)$Z1!�Y�% �!�.�� %��� ����� $��"। ��1*� , ���1��� )%� $��G$! ����� �। ��� ,��� 
F�-��� ��!��*� %���। )1���� ����� �$�-�� ���1#� @�F���� , �!�.�� )��� $��!� ��� 
��À .�*�&���। ���-��*�� .�*���� $��" ���� ���F* %���* ���* ����, ‘�� )� �� .�Q ���S-
%�����। ��- ������� �%1 �&��।’ 

 
�`$��#�E� ��7����� ��d* $��\ .���। ���-��*�� .�*�� �� ��� ���-� )�1��% )��% 

����, )�1� �M���1, ���� ��� F�� ��, ��� U$!��� V%�� w��* ��,, )� )���� ��& 
)$���� 2i $[�E %���। ,��� ��� ��, ���� �`$��#E %���&।’ 

 
)��d� %"�5��� �� ��� �º��E %���, �� ��7� $��� ������� )��� , Æ��� �8%� 

)���5��� 9%� .�* �4���। )��� �-����� $�* )�1� �M���1 ��� $��"� 2!�! 2�M$����� ��* 
1��� %�� ����� ���% �,� .��। �4% ��7� ��&�� ���-��*�� .�*�� ��। ��7� ��&� q� 
���I��� �%�� 1��� ��� , )�P %�#� �; �������� �$�। ��P �;�% )�$����% -E$����- 
2�M$���� ���*+ ���* ���4�*�&। ������ 1���� ��&� %!�R V��, )��K�M� , ��P ��1�.�। 

 
�`$��#E%��� ��%-U$!�� ��K�� O’���� 2�3� )-�< ��$�&�। �� �S����$� ����%�� 

�1 �N�। 2�� �K�% �¼� -���� ).7�� F���&।�~��* �.����� �`$��#E%��� �����* U$�!� 
�� .������� ��6# ��� ���* F��� ��-���। ���� ���� ���� ���� ��1�9Ç ����� )I�� 
¡�%���। ���� ���-��*�� .�*�� ���� ).��%�*��#��। F�����% ��B,���। ������.�� �%1 
���-��*���� �;����� �`$��#E%��� U$!�� ��F# %�� ��-�* ����। )F*��� ��$ ���-��*�� 
.�*�� �� ��6#y�$ )&�< ����, ‘I���.��*-E, �Y�# ���%K�� ��$ )�d����� �� �% %�� F� ���* 
��!�* %�� &�<� )���� �� ���� �%&�� )�।’  
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‘�W� �Y�# ���%K��� ������# �������� ���� �%? ��� �%"� ����� ���-��*�� .�*�� 
2$.��*� �� ���� ���% )F�* ����। ���*B� � )��� ���B 2�Q�$�^, ��� ��7� I�� 
$����� %�� ���। F� )��* ���� $��� $��%#� .���$ ����� 1! 9:;� .���। �� ������ ���� 
�N%�। ���� ���� �.��� %�&�%��& �$��� ��K�� O’����� )��%1 --����*� �F8%��� 
������ 
�-� 1�����। ‘1*�����’ ���� F�����% ������। �1 �� .��� ‘1* �����’ ��K� $�!। 
9��!% ���<� FY<�*, )��%�� ���������� ���%�। 9���� ���-��@d , ��w� .���� ���������� 
���%�। .�� )�< �(�$� 1��� 2�IN�� 1��� �����। $��� ����� .��$। ��-�-�� ���� 
$��%#� .���1 )��7&����। ������ ���S������� ��� ��� ����% �$�� ��-���। $��%#� .���$� 
���� ���������� ���%� )��I� ���Q। ��%�� -��# M��� �4���। $���� ���%�� ���% �%�W�k�� )F�* 
�����। .�1�� .�1�� �8$�% ���d $��%#� .��$ �6�< ��*�& ��� $��� $��� �$�� 1! 9�E�E 
)Fk� %��&।  

 
)� ���%K�� ����N��� ���. �� ������ ��� ���� 2����d% ��#�� F����*�&, ����� 

�%1� )���� 1! 1�� ��7�I� � )o���� �� &��� �$�� F�����। 1��� 2$�� I�< �*JE 
%��� 1! ���S�������� ��*�- %�� .�*�&।�%p 1��� F�� �� )��� )�, ���S������� �%&���� 
,��� $������ ����& �। $��%#� .���1� ��1�* ����� �� I��<� ���!, ��k .�� .�� 1�� 
������ )���� 1! 9�E�E )Fk� %��� ��-���। )%� ��N .������ )�*, )%� -�� M����* 
�F8%�� %��, )%��� ��-��� �� &��� ��$ F��� ��*। �% 2�Y�# �W�!! ������ �% �.� ��.P9%��। $� 
.������ O��#d. ���� I��� �-�* �� ���� �� $Y�#�% %� �� %�� %��& ��� F�*। �.������ 
��"#$���� 2�-�. %�� 2��.��� 1�� �1 )� �� 9��E� $_� )��* 1��B .�* ��4�&। ,�� 
�1 ��S, ,�� �1 
���। 9���� �1�$ �1 �1
। ������!� �%�� ).��%R�� )1���� ����� 
�$��% ��* $��%#� .���1 2���E %����। �[�, ��� )F.���� 2��%��� )1���� ����� �$� $��%#� 
.��1 ��#B ).7�� �$�� ��� �`$��#�E� ���#� ��7����� ��d* �4% � %�� ��#B ��� 2��0� 
%���। $��1 6��$� ��� ��� %���#� ��&���। ��� ��� �%�� )���� , �%�� )F*��।  

 
n��.��$% ��.Y�#�� $��-�। $����0� �� .�1�� ���%K�� U$! , ����� %�������� 

�`$��#E। )� ����% ���%B�� U$!�� �.�o %�%���� �� )6� )6� %����, ���� �1 ���. 
)�d����%� �� �`$��#E %����। )1���� ����� �$� )F*��� ����k। ���-��*�� .�*�� �� ��� 
$��"� ��1 %�#� ��* ��F# %�� ��7� $��� ��$ "����। ���%K�� %������� �� $��%#� .��$ 
)"�% )����* ��F# %�� �$�&�, �� ����� ���0��E .�1�� )��% ��N )M�� �<���। )%� 
.������ )�*। )%��� ��$ )�*। �% Æ��%� ���1*! %� �< ���K�Y�% 2�°�। )1���� ����� 
�$�-�� ���� ��7�<�* )�����, ���%K�� 2�����5��� ����� .�* ��7�<�* ��&। 2�°� ���� 
$����$��। )1���� ����� �$� �`$��#�E� ���� ��4 %��� ��� ��-���.�� ����1� %����� 
���-��*�� .�*�� �� ��"� ���* %�h� .��� ����� 
�0� ����। )$�1� .�* ���-��*�� .�*�� �� 
, ��7� $��"� 2!�! 2�M$���� )%����� )�H ���� ������.�� %��& 2�#E %���। �� $�* $�K 
M���f�M�� M��� )*�� 1! ��4-��< )��- )-�। )��� �� .��� )� �%�� ���*� ��#। ��#� 
$����% 2�M$����� ��0 �� �%� Æ��%� �`$��#E ��� �� %�, )����। 2�!B 
2���1% ���1*।  
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������� $Y� ����� 

s�। q� )$r�� $�6��� ����� 2!��!� 
����E 

����� �%����� ������ sqts 

 

$�0�8%��P )�1� )��.�� ��� ����* 
s©-s{-sqt« 

  
 * [� )$r� -4 %�� .* ����* �%&� 2��, M�������� �%&� 2�� ��� ����� ������ , 
���*����� )1�� ��*। �� )$r��� )$r� %����� �&�� )�1� ��,�,1���। 
����� $�f���� 
9"����# )� ���$� )�d ��#B �� $�K ���%�* ���, )�P ��$�, %!�R V��, )�P �1*� ��� 
���F��� %��&���। )� )"�% 1���� ��#B ������ , ���*����� ���# ����� $�N�� ���%�* )�P 
�1*� ��� $���B��#� ���%�* %!�R V�� �&��। 1�����*� �� )"�% * [� )$r� ����* $�-�4� 
%�� .* ��� ������ )1��� ���*+ ���%K� )"�% �����* �$� %!�R ��.1�.��% (,��), 
���*����� ����%, $�N�� , ����� �%&� 2�� )�P �1*��% )�*� .*। �����1��� , ���-�.�� ���%� 
$������ ��1�� �$����% ��� %!�R V���% ����� $���B��#� 2?��� ���*+ )�*� .*। )$r� 
).��%�*��#�� ��%��� �&�� )�1� 1���। �� ��1��!�¤ �&�� ±��� $��1#¤ M1��� .% , ��M1। 
���� $��" �&� %!�R ����M। * [� )$r��� ���S�������� 9�� 9��0E ������� 9�� 
�&�� $������ )-���� �1�। * [� )$r��� )Z���.�� ���*�+ �&�� F�M )��� 2�M$�� ��, 
��, ���। $�N��� )�P �1*�� 2��� �&�� M�� ��*� , ���। 
 
 1���� ���$� ��=����= $��* ��� ���*����� )1��� s{�� "�� ���%�� )��%��� 
9��0�E� �!�3� %�� ��� 9��0E ���� "��%। �%p ������ 2�i� ���� 2I�� �&�। ��� �3� .� 
3��* ���%�� )��%��� ����� �N�% ��& �� )��-�< %��� .��। �N�% )���� I�- ��$��� 
��-����� .��� �&�, ��� ���! .�* ���� �D�E F����* �N�% �&��* ��� "��%। 2i�i &�<�, 
������ ����!�, 2I�� �&�। ��� �< �< �..�1��� ���! %�� ���!�$! ����। ���S����� 1! 
)��% I��# %�� .�� "��%। 9"�� ������ %��#%��� ���� "��� ���! $����� �&�। "�� ���� �&� 
�4���<*�, )���-� , ����।�$�* ���� ���.�� .��� s©/µ{�� ����M� , �{/«{�� �N�% �&�। 
�%p )-�����@��� ���� 2I�� �&�। ���� � $�* ���= ���= "�� �D�E %�� )-�����@� , 
2i�i �&��* ��� "��%। 
 
 ������! �% )CE�� OaW�%��� ���S�������� �� %�� f��� f��� ��%��� w@ %�� )�*। 
M�� 1�� ���S����� 9�� ��j� ���I�� $W�k .*। 1-E )$ $�* ���S�������� �� w�� I* 
)��* )��। ��� ��=�� ������ 1-E�% OaW�%������ .�� )"�% ��7F��� � ����� ������ $�f�� 
, )Fk� �!"# .�* ����। 1$�"# &�<� ���S��� F����� $[� *। 
 
 ���*����� )1��� s{�� "��� 9�� O�� "�� �����* �%�� %�� )1� -4 %��। ���*������ 
)��-����- �!�3� ��� �����। �% "�� )"�% �� �% "��� )�� �Y�+ �&�।��� �� $�* ���*����� 
)1��� )��� ©�� )1� �&� , w�� �4���<*� "��� �%�� )1� %�� .*। �%-�%�� )1�� s{/s©�� 
�N�% , «/©�� ����M� ���* )�� �%&� ���S����� ���4�* ���। ����� %�1 �&� )%� ���%�* ��%��� 
��� .�� $�] $�] )$��� ��%����� �� %��� .��। ���S������� )%� ���%�* ��%��� .�� 
w�� 
 
 
* sqts $��� %!�R �.$��� %�#�� �&��। 
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$�] $�] 2�% )Z%� ��* )$��� F�� )��। ��%����� ��&� ��,*� %�� .�। �I��� 1-�� 
����� �M���* �� .*। ���S������� )� ���%� ���* )��, )$��� ‘1*�����’ �]�_� ‘�1N����’ 
��!��� )Ì�-� ���। �$� )Ì�-� ��� 2�% )Z%� )��� 1-�� �� ���� .� ���� 2�% 
���S����� ��$ )-�&। �I��� 1-�� �� ���S�������� $h�%# C��� I�� 1�-��� .*। ������! 
"���� "���� �,*��� ��- , 2!�! 
�����%��� 1-�E� ��* "�� $�f�� ���d� ����* -4 
%�� .�*�&।  
 
 ������! ��� ��� ��� )�1� 1��� 9��E )�7�F ���� ��v� ������ )-�& ��� )$��� 
2i�i )��-��<� )Fk�* ��&। ����, ������, M�������� �%*��� ��� ���*������% ��* �%�� 
)$r� -4 %�� .�*�&। �� )$r� q [� )$r� �.$��� ����F�। ��� %����� .�*�& )�1� 1���। 
��� )�1� 1����� %��& )��% ��4�� �%&� 2i�i , )-�����@� ��,*�� 1!। )%�, � $��* 
���� .��� $���! �%&� ����M� , �N�% �&� �%&� �%p )-�����@� ��%����� �&� �। ������ 
2�% $�* ©{{ ��%� ���* 2�% )���%� %�& )"�% ����M� , )���%&� ��%� ���* )-�����@� 
)��-�< %��� .*। ��� ����% ��� ��4� � �!����� )Fk� F����Q। ��� ��, ���#� ���* ��4� 
���S�������� $�-�4� , 9��0E )�,*�� 1!। 
 
 ��� )%� $��* �!�S-�I��� ���*����� , ������ )&�< ��,*� �&N %���। ���� 
��y�$ �&�, ���%�� 1-�� $��" �4%�� %�1 %��� ���� )"�%� ��� ���S��� F����* )��� 
����। 1-� .�Q ���S����� 9%W� ��S। ������% ��* $�-4 -�< ����� ����� ���� �D��� 
���#�K %��� $0� .�। ��� ��� �D�% �6�� %�� O�#� %�� ���� ������ ������ ��0! ���� 
$.�1� )�Z7&�� ����। q ��$ ���S��� F��%��� $��* ��� ���%�� 1-E�% )&�< I���� ����। 
����� ���! )"�%� �/��� �6�� %�� ���#�K %��� $0� .�*�&���। 
 
 )�1� 1����� ���#� ����� �� ��� $�f ���*����� )1���% ©�� ���%�* I�- %�� ��� 
© 1�% �� )�W+ ���। ����-��"�6��� "��� ���*+ ��� ���-���� .���। )���-� , ��5� 
"��� ���*+ "��% .������� 1�M� ��*�� %��&। ����� )�����<�� ���*+ ��� ��*� $������ 
.������ .���। -���F�� , ���*����� I�� ��� ¡�%� ��y���!��* &�� V��� .���। ��1#�-G , 
���M��� ���*+ ��� ����M .�*��� , .������� ���%��� %��&। ���� ��� �1 �1 ���%�* 
�-�* $�f ���%�* )��% %�� 6�7�� -�< )����� ���#� )��। )%� ��1��� 6�7�� � -�< ����� 
����� ��%�$���� ��@�� �<�� %�� ���� �, ��� ���=�&���। ���� ���#��� ���� �1 �1 
���%�* F�� ��*। ����� ��� ��� 2i�i )���� ����� )�Z7�& ���। �4���<*�� , ���� "��� �%&� 
2�� ��* ��%����*��� $�� �\� 3�� %��, )���� ���� 2��� $����% ���.�� 2�$�9�\ ��1� 
�&�। �&�<�, ��%����*��� ���S�������� 1! )��� %!�h -4 %��। 
����� $�f���� ����� * 
��$� ���� ���*����� )1��� �8$�.� ���%��� 9��0E )�*� .� ��� %!�h�% �%�� 3�*� 9��0E 
)%�l j��B��� %�� .*। ��� F��%��� �� %!�h F����� ��%�$���� ~��� �D�B .*। ��%����*� 
%!��h� 9��0�E� ���*+I�� ��� $������ �$�� ���� .���। ���S��Í� F��%��� $��* ���� 
)&����� 9��0E )�*� .*। ��%�$��� ��%����*� %!�h �D�E %��� $�.$ ��*�। �&�<�, 
����#�%��� �4���<*� "��� ��1�� .��, )���-� "��� %@�* ���S�������� O�� )��� %!�h )���� 
.*। �� O�� %!�h ���F���� ���*+ �&� �"�D�� ��*% ��11 , .������� )-���� ��,��� %��&। 
���*����� )1��� ���I� 3�� ���� ���S������� 9�* 9����� )-���� ������ �D�E F����* 
��1�%��, ����� , ��%�$���� %�& )"�% �%&� 2i �&��* ��� w@ %��। 
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������!� ��� ��� ��� )�P �1*� $�N��� ��& ��� )�1� 1��� ��� %��& ���� 1! 
2i�i ���4�*�&। 2i�i )��-��<� 1! @V� ����% ��* ��� )�P �1*�� %��& $�N��� ���। 
$�N���� �-��� M�� ��*� �%�� 6�7�� )-�<�&। )$��� @V� ��� ��* ��� M�� ��*�� $��" 
)��� %��। 1��� ���� )�P �1*� $�N���� 2! %!�h ���� ,��� )-�&।O��� �� )�P �1*� 
�-��� �M�� ��� ��7�% ���� 9�*�1�* %"� 1���। )�P �1*� ����% t�� �$-��-��, µ{�� 
�{� ����M�, µ�� ���-� )f�� , )-�����@� )�। �$� 2i�i ��* ��%������ �M�� ��$। z�� 
���%�� ���*+ ����� ���*�&���, ���� ����� �1 �1 ���%�* )��% %�� ��%����*�* ��$�&�। 
����� 9��!%�% ��� s�� %�� �$-��-�� , z�� %�� ����M�, )f�� , )-�����@� I�- %�� 
���। ����� ��� ��%���.�� $��" $��$�� �D�E )��� ��d� %��। )%�, )$ $��* ������ 
��S ���� %� �&�। ��%���.�� ��& ��% )"�% �D�E %�� �!K ����� ���। ��� ����� ��, 
���#� ��� ��1�%��-��������  ��� .���� %��� 1!। ��1�%��-������� ������ %��#%���� 
)�� ����� $W�k %��&� ��� 1-�� ��� 2�!�F�� %��। 1-�� $�"# ����� 1! ������ �$� 
%��#%����� 9�*�1 �&�। ��� ����� "�� �D�E %��� ���#� ��� �D��� I��$JK %��� 1!। 

 
1���� ���$� ��=����= ���  9"� 5@+�E# 2����� F����। ��%����*�� )IZ�-���% 5@+ 

�&� 2���$��। ���*����� , ������ $����B� ���! ���*������ ���� , �������� �4���<*� , 
%�74���*� "��� $����B� ���! 2��3�। ������� �� .�* %�4�7��*� , ���� .�* ��%����*� �$� 
��*। ��%����*� )"�% s ���� �Y�� ��1��.�� 2��3�। ��1��.��� �������� 9����; �&� ���। ��� 
��=�� ������। ���� ��� .���� � %��� ���� ��v�B %��#%��� F����* )��� ���� �। ��$� 
����� 2�% ���. �.N���� ��� 2�!�F�� F����* .�!� %���&�। ��� �%�� ���� 2%¢�8 ���� 
����� 6�7���� .���� F����। ������ �D��E ����� µ 1 ���� ��* ��� s© 1�% �N� %�� .*। 
�� µ/� �� �� �4���<*� "�� )"�% ����� ��$। ���� �%&��� )"�% ��1��.�� )&�< �����* ��*। 
� �D��E� �� ��1��.�� ������ �*J�E ��$। �������� %��#%��� �_ .�* ��*। ������ 
��%����*� %!�h, ����� .*। 

 
���S�������� �� 9�������� M�� ��%����*��� ���S�������� ����� )��< ��* ��� 

1-�E� �����, )��< ��*। ��- )� �%�� 51� �&� )� ��%����*��� 9�* «{{/©{{ $�i 
���S����� ��& )$�� �� $�! ��� 9���� .*। ������� "��� ������� I��$JK .�* ��<। 
��%����*�� ���S���.� $�� �M���� 5@+ 2�% )��< ��*। 

 
���� "�� )"�% ����� ���%K� )$����.�� )��%1 , ��1�%���� �% $��" ���� ��1��� 

)��। ���� ���. 1-�� ��� 2�!�F�� F����। )��%�� ���k , F� )��* �*$� ��� �। � ��� 
����� �� ��� ����� ���K ����� 1! ���� "�� , ��1���� ���! �-�k� 9"� ���%� )%� 
�%��� �!����� ��< ��*। ������ �D��E ,��� t/� 1 �.� , %�*%1 �.� .*। ©�� 
����M� ������ .K-� .*। ��� ���� ��1���� )��%��� ����� 2�% )��< ��*। 

 
%�74���*� )"�% � ���� �Y� ���*���1�� �%�� 5@+�YE# �N�। .���� �� ��%�$��� 

%�*%1 ��1�%���% ��* ��1��� )��%��� ����% ��� )� ���S�������� )� $.����-�� %�� � 
.*। ������% �D�E %��� 1! %�74���*�-���*���1���� ���! �% )$��� �%�� �!����� ���� .*। 
� 6���� 6�� 1���� ���$� )��d। )$�� © 1 ��%�$� s{1 ��1�%���% $�] ��* )$��� ��� 
�4�� ������ �!����� ��< ��*। �� M�� µ 1 ��%�$�$. «1 �.� .*। ���� «�� ����M� 
��� %��। �� 
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�D��E� �� %�74���*� "��� ��1�%�� ��� ���B %����� )��%��� ���! I���� $?* .*। 
���B %����� )���%�� %�74���*� )&�< �����* ��*। «{ 1 ��1�%�� %�74���*� )&�< ��*। © 1 
��1�%�� ������ $�] )��- )�*। 

 

���*����� )"�% ��%�$��� ��*�� �� ���* ����-��5� � �-�* 2�% 6��-��" 
��1#�-�G� ��� ���* ����� ���! ���* ��? )��। �-�k� 9"� ���� ����� -�������� ���� )���� 
1! ��1#�-�G� �%�� ����� O’���� �!����� ����। s�� �? %�� �� ��%�$��� ���Q� �� 
��1#�-�G� �%�� ������ �!����� ��< ��*। �?�� ������ .����* ���� 0��fK .*। $�4% 
.��.��� $��!� 1�� � )-��, ��� )��%���� 1�� ��* )�, ��%�$���� s{ 1 �.� .�*�&। 

 

������� ���� ��%�$��� -������ %�� ��.��� ���। ���� ���� ��.��� ��� ��� ������ 
-������� 1! 2$������ $W�k .*। ���� )���� ���� "��� "��� ��� ��� ���%�� 2�3� $[�_ 
�1�|$ %��। �� ��� �< "�%�* ���� ������ ����M��� �,��* ����� "�%���, 5���� �%&� .� 
�। )$1! �-�k� )��d ���%e� �� ���� )��� �� -����� "��� �%� ���� �� ���� 
�%�� )"�% .���� F����। )$��� ���� ��- )"�%� ���� "��� �%�� 2�3� ��* U��� "��%। 
���%� ©��� $�* �� -����� ���� ��$ �� ���� �/� -������� ��� �F�%� 5�� F����� 
"��%। �� 5��� 1! ���� 9:;� �&� �। -������� $���� I��$JK .�* ��<। M�� -������� ��� 
���< ��¨� )��* 0��fK .*। ���� ����* � )"�� %�74���*�� ���% ��*। )$���, ���� �� 6��� 
$�Y�� .*। ���� �/�� �N�� �� "��� ��� �_ %�� )�*, �%p ���, ���� ��� ���! ���* 
F��F� %��� "��%। 

 

�-k ���$� )�d $\��. $�f ���*����� ���%�* ���� ������ �8���� ���<�* ���� ��� 
��%�$���� -������ 2�% %�� ��*। �-�k� )��d )�1� 1��� ©{ 1 )��� �����% ���� 
���%�* ���4�* )�। ���� ����� $�] 2i�i , )-�����@� ��* ��$। ���� µ�� ��-��-�1, ��* 
��$। ������! ���� 2�i� $��!� µ{{-)� ��7<�* , )-�����@� 2I�� �%&��� �Y�E .*। �� $�* 
��� ���*����� )1��� O� �.�� ���*����� , ��5��� ���S�������� 2�9��� %��� ��� ���� 
�.�� ����� %��#%��� w@ %��। ��5� �.��� ������� ��� ���* ����dI��� U��� $����% 
�� ��! �!�.������-� -����� F��F� %��। ���� ��� ��� .���� F������ ��� 9�*�1 .�� 
��5�* ¡��% �D�E F������। ��%�$���� ���� $���$��� �D�E � F����* )-���� %�*��* 
�D�E F������। 

 

�-�k� )��d� ���% ��%�$��� ������ ��.d��� %!��h �%�¢%I��� .���� F���*। 
��.d��� �&� ������ �N��� �%�� 2��3�। ��� )"�% ���S������� ����� , %�*�%��� "��* 
.���� F����। � ��.d��� )"�% ��]��$�-��� �Y�+ �&� ���� %�। ��.d����� ��&� 1]�� I��# 
�&�। ��%�$��� �������� %�& )"�% ������ ��.d��� 2�3��� ��� )��* ���*����� )"�% ��? 
, -������ %�� ��.d���� ��$। ��%�$��� s�� �� ��.d��� )"�% z/t ���� �Y�� )�� ).7�� 
������ 2�3��� ���% ��-�* �$�� "��%। 2!�! U$!�� -������ %�� �� .�* ��.d����� 
$��� ��$ ������ ��� �D�E F���*। $%�� ��� $�* ��%�$��� ����% )"�% �D�E F���*। 
���� � �D��E� 1! 9:;� �&��� �। ��� ��� )"�% �D�E .�� ���� � ���%� ������ 
�&� �%p 3���" �D�E .�� � ������ %e���� �&�। ����� ������ �D��E .����� .�* 
���Î��% |��Y! .�* �/��� )��%����� %��। ������ , ���*����� ���%� $[�_ ��%�$���� |� 
�&� ���� %� ��� � 1�! ���� ���� ��� I��� �&�। .���� )��%������ %��� $�] $�] ��y��#� 
f�� )"�% ������ $�"#� 1-E �F8%�� w@ %�� )�*। ��� �/�� I��$JK  .�* ��.d��� ���%� 
������ w@ %��। � ���� ss 1 ��%�$� , ss 1 ��1�%�� �.� , 2�% �.� .*। ���� 2i�i 
, 9F�� )-�����@� )M�� �����* ��*। 
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������ O1 �.�� .। )� O1 �.�� .�*�&�� ���� %Wd%। �%�¢% �D��E ���� .����� .�* 
��। ��.d��� )"�% 2�3� ���� ��* ���� 2!� F�� ���। ��%�$��� ��� ��$ ��.d����� 
��y#��#� f���� �����* )�*।  
 

 �-�k� )��d sz �&��� �% ���S����� ���*����� $��%#� .���$ 2�3��� ��%�$���� 
�0! %�� µ�� )f�� ��0� %��। ��� ����� )%� ���� � )-��, )�� %�*%1 �.� .*। 
 

 )$R[��� 9"� $\��. ��%�$��� ���*������ �%���#� f��� 9��� %�� ©/t 1 ���%-
�W��% ���S����� $�N�. )f\�� %�� ��� ����� )��� )M���� 1! ��� ���< ��* ��*। 
���S������� � ��� )��* ª� )$ 2�3�� �-�* ��%�$���� ��� 5�� F���*। ��%�$��� ��� 
I��$iK .�* �N���� )&�< �����* ��*। ����� �N� %�� .�*�&� ����� ���! �%1 �.� .*। �� 
M�� 1-�E� �� ���S�������� ��� �3� )��< ��*। 
 

 )$�R[��� 9"� $\��. ���S�������� ����� )��< ��* ��� ����� Ï�5���� ���! 
9������-�� w@ .�* ��* %��� %� I�� 2����� %��& ��� ��*। ������� f�� )&�< �.�� �C* 
)*। ��%�$���� -������ 2�% %�� ��*। ��%�$���� f��� )����� ���S������� ����� ��� 
.���� F����। ���*�����, ��5� , ��� "�� $�� ���%� &�<� $�f ���*����� ���%� &�<� $�f 
���*����� ���%� ������ �*J�E F�� ��$। 
 

 �:;�P��0 �� $�* ���*����� )1��� $�K "�� �\� &�<� ���% $�f ���%� 
���S������� �*J�E ��* ��$। $��� )$�R[� ��$� O1#* ���S�MZ1 D��-� �/� ��� )&������� 
.���� F���*। �:;�P��0 �.� &�<� $�K ���%�* �/� -������ $hYE#j�� �_ %�� )�*। �� $�* 
$�K ���S�MZ�1� ���! �%�� F�#���- )��� )�*�* ���S������� 2�@� �/� 6�7��� ��� �D�E 
F����� �����। �"��� �� ���$ ���S�MZ1 9�* �’���% 2i �D� %�& )"�% �&��* ��� $0� 
.�*�&�। 
 

 )$�R[��� )�d��# )"�% ���S������� ����� �D�E ���� )1����� %��� w@ %��। 
���S�������� ����� )I�] )-�&, 2i )�-��%�$��� ��� �� %�� ���� f���� ���% ¡�%�� �!"# 
9*�$ F���*। �� $�* ���%K� %�W#�0 1-�� ���! ��½��B ��� I�� )��=����= $W�k 1! 9F��E� 
F����� "��% )�, ‘�"�%�"� ���S�������’ 9%W���0 I����� U$! ��� �.N�। ��� ��$��� ��#, %W�k 
$��1 �!�3� ��$ %��� d<��i ��\। �� 9F��E�* 1-E )����� ��½�B .*�। %��, ���S������� 
������ ����F� )��%। 
 

 ���S������� $�#�� I����� 1* ����� $���v�। %�� ���%K� )$����.� )%�E4�$� .�* 
)-�&। ��� �� $�* ���S������� ��-� �� 2��� $�%# "�%� �। �� ���E���� 2�r��� ���$� 
��=����= ��5�� ��0�E %�*�%��� %�&�%��& �%�� ���S����� ���%K�� U$!��� ~��� �D�B .*। 
���S������� ��5�� ���% �$�&�। F���� )Z%�* %�� 2��%#�� ���%K� )$����.�� ����� ��� 
9F� )-����d#E w@ %��। �D�B .�* ���! .�* ���S������� 1]��� )I�� ¡��% ��<। ��%���.�� 
9�* �<�� �� ��� 5�� &�7<�� "��%। )$� )-���5��� $�* ������ �%&� 2i�i ���� ���� ��*। 
)$��� "�%�%��� ���S�������� �����-������� I�dE 2$����� .*। 
 

 )$�� )"�% ���� ��5� �.��� ���% 2f$� .�� "��%। ��5� )"�% �<�� ���� �Y�� 
���%K�� )F%����u� ��� ���S������� .���� F���*। )F%����u� sµ 1 ���%K�� U$! �&�। 
3��* 1-E , ���S������� n )F%����u� �6�< )M��। ��� ������ ���% ����� ��� �F�%� 
.���� F����� .*। ��� )�< 6Ç�� ���� n )F%���u ���S������� ��� %�� )M��। ���� 
���S������� µ� 1�% 
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�N� %��� $0� .*-��� ���! z 1 ��%�$� �&�, ���% �&� ��1�%��। ���� �%�� ��-��-�1, 
t�� F���1 , �{� ����M�, 9F�� 5�� , .!�� )f�� ���� ��� %��� $0� .�। ��5�� �.��� 
�%�� �� �< �%�� %!�h ���� �� ���%K� )$����.�� ���! ���. I�� $W�k .*। ��%�$��� ��� 
I��$iK ).* ��<। ���.�E
j�, ���*����� )"�% �%1 $������ �����* ¡�%� )��� )Fk� %��। 
�%p ��" )$ ��� ��<। 
 
 2�r����� )�d $\��. )�1� 1��� ����% I��� )��� ����। ���S�������� ����� 
�W��� 1! ��� )�� �%&�$��!% ���S����� ��� 2i�i ���4�* )�। �!�S-�I��� ��� I���� ����� 
�0���� �&��� �। ��� �� %���� )� ������ $��!%�� �D�E�`% 2�I�� w@ .,*�� �- 
��.Y�# ��#B ���������� 2I!B�� )-���� %�*��* �8���� F����* ��%�$����.��% I��$iK 
������� )��� 9�*�1। ��� ).�%, ).��%�*��#���� ���#�� �I[��� 9"� ���% ��� I��� )��� 
��3� %�� )M����। ���, ���� ���S������� ���$% ��% .���� .�* �<�&�। �"��� $�K )��$ 
%��������% )��% 9�*�1�* ���#����� �����I��� $����% ���* ��� ��� �I[� ���$� 9"� 
���% ��� O��� ��.�,*� �@ ��,*� 3�-� ����। ����  )��� %!��h 9�* t{{ ���S����� �&�। 
��� �©{ 1 ���S������% $���! 2i�i ���* 9�* O.�1�� )Z%�����- I���� ���4�* ���। ©/t 
�� �� ���% ©{ 1 ���S����� ��� 9�* �{{ ��E�"#� ��* ��� ´O� �M���� ��� I���� �,� 
.�। �I[��� )�d �-��। �� O-#� ��"� ���= ���= �&� ��%�$����.�� -������� ��.���। �� 
2�3�� ��! ���* 2�#�.���-2�.��� F��� F��� �I[��� )�d $\�. I����� .�$���� �-�* )�Z7�&। 
 


�0�P )��.�� ��� ���� 
 

$�0�8%��P )�P ���$�� ����M* 
µ�-�-sqt� 

 

 ���1�-�� �������� )$�����$ .��1� .� ss � )�। )$��� )"�% �MÈ %��� ��* q � 
)$r�� ���4�* )�*। ����, ������, ���*����� q [��� 2��� �&�। 9"� �.]�-G 2����� %!��h 
��$। ���� )�< ��$ "��%।  
 
 s� � )� )"�% z � 1���� ��#B ��� %!�R V��� )�W�+ «�� 2����� ��-���G*� ��-,-
��, �$B��� ��-,-��, %���-G "�� ).��%�*��#�� ��� �%�� ��-,-�� (����)। 
 
 t� 1���� ���� )1��� 9�� �.$��� ��$ ��� ���� )1��� ���w� "��� �<�� 
���%�* (��������) ���� 6�7�� 3�� %��। ���� $�] s{{ 1 �M-�M ��� s© 1 �*��� 
���.�� $�$! �&�। ss� 1���� ���%-�&� "��� %������� ��1�%�� 6�7�� �D�E %��। $������ ��� 
%�� ���� �M�� ��$। �<��� �%�� )��� )$¤�� ���� ��� )��% I��# %��� "��%। 
 
 1���� ���$� )��d� ���% ���� ��� ���#� ��$ �]�� )���# �D�E %���� 1�!। 
������! s{ 1 !�I�� %�����$. �%1 ����� $��!� (¥�� )"�% �����* ��$�&�), ��,��, 
���% 2i$. ���� %��& ��4��� .*। !�I�� ss 1 $. ���� µs 1 ���� �]�� )����# �,� 
.�। ��� %����� 2�M$�� �&���। $�N���� �I�� ��,��<��� 6�7���� ��$, )���� �Y��� ���� 
�%&� ���.� �&�। q� 
 
 

 
 

* ���%K�� �������� �%������� )1�¤��!� %!����j�� 9��0E f.%��� )$��� )"�% �����* ��$ ���������� 
���S���� )��- )�। 
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�-u ��� sµ/s ��� $�7�� ���* ���.� F�� ��$ �]�� )����# ���%। $�7��� �-�* F�[% ��� ���-�* 
F�� ��$ ���� 1�.��1। ��6Ç� ��� ��� �������� .*, ���� $�] $�] M�*�� ,�� %��। 
���� $��� ������ ��$। 1�.�1 ���� ���� ��*। ss � �-k ���� ����* ��*। )$�� O�� 1�.�1 
���� ��$ %��। n �� -M�� ��� �%1 !�I���% .����। ��� O’�� ��� )$ ������  %!��h 
�M�� ��$।  
 
 sµ � �-k )I��� ��% )I� O’��% )"�% ������ 6�7��� ��� �D�E F���*। ���� ,�� 
)"�% ��&� .��� ���! .�। ���� �Y� 6�7���� �M�� ��$। �Y� 6�7���� ��$ 9��!% "���� �%�� %�� 
6�7�� U���� 1! �!K .�* ��<। ��1���% %�#�$. ���S���.� -4 %�� ����� ���% 2f$� .�� 
"��%। ����% $.�*�� %��� ��-�$-� -M��।  
 
 �-k ���$� )��d� ���% ���� )1��� ���w� "���� ��1�%�� , ���%K�� )�%�%�*��#�� 
�D�E %��। �%�� 2����� %��� �� �~��* ��� $��0��� )"�% ��%���.�� ��� ���� )"�% 
)I� ��$ ������ ��� �D�E F���*। sµ/s« 6Ç� ��� ��� .* ,��� $�]। ��%���.� µ 1�% 
��� )M�� ��� ����G .����� ��� �%1 ���S�$� ���� ��*। ���� � 1 ������*�$. sz 1 
��1�%���% .�!� %�� µz �� 2i ���� %��। ��%�$��� ��&� .�� F�� ��*। 
 
 )$�R[� ���$� 9"� ���% ���%-�&� "��� ��%�6�7�� ��%���.� 2��%#�� �D�E %��। 
,��� ������ ���� O1�% ��� ��* ��*। �%1 ���� ��* ��� s 1 �.� .*। ���� ��%�6�7�� 
)&�< 2!� F�� ���। t �� �� ��%�6�7�� ����* ��� %��। �$��* 9�� ����k� ��� $.%��� 
�&�� 1�� ���#� ��� (��#��� 1���* ���d� $�$!)। 
 
 ���� D�� 6�7��� $��!� ��<��� "��%। ).��%�*��#�� �<�� )"�% ���� %�� ���%-�&� "��� 
.���*����]��� ��* ��$ ��� «�� 9��0E )%l ����। ���S���.� ��� )I� O����� )��� .���। 
)$�R[� ���$� )��d� ���% ���%-�&� -@����� f��� )"�% 2i$. µµ 1 ��1�%���% ��� ��* 
��$ n ���$� ���%-�&� "�� �D�E %�� ��� "�� u�M$. z/t ��1�%���% ��� ��* ��$। 
 
 2�r��� ���$� 9"�� O��� �� O’���% ��4��-�%�� ���%�� "��*, 2!�� ���� "����। 
���%�� "��� ������ f�� )"�% st 1 ��1�%���% 2i$. ��� ��* ���� ���.� ���� "��� �� 
s� ���� ��K�� )���< ��%���.�� ��������� .*। �����-����%�6��� ��K� k %�� )�*। �����* 
)��-����- �!�3� ���Q� %�� )�*। 2�r����� ��=����= $��* ���#� ��$ $�N���� �I�� 
��1�9¤ ��� �D�E %��� 1�!। n 6�7���� )��� ��� ��� �&� ‘�������’। ���� n5�� �����* 
��� ��� ���*। ���� ���� I�� �*����� -�1� 9�� $.%��� �&�। I�� ����#�%��� ���� ��*। 
 
 2�r����� )��d� ���% ���� �]�� ��� �D�E %��। ���� ���� ��� �����* ���। �$�* 
��1�*��� ������ $��" I�dE ���  .*। ������ )%� 0�� .*�। ��% �0 ��1�*� 6�7�� )&�< F�� 
��*। ��1�*��� ������ 6�7�� 3�� %�� ������ 2i�i ���4�* ��� ������ )���%� %��&। 
 
 sq )� �I[� ��%���.�� %!�h %���-G "�� ���� �D�E %��। ���� �&� ´��� ��। 
��%���.� �V 2i�i )M�� �����* ��*। � ���� %����� 2�M$�� �&�� %!��R V��।  
 
 µ©)� �I[� %������ ���%-�&� "�� ���� �D�E %��। ���� ���� 9�� $.%��� 
�&�� ��P �.���(�. ()I�), %��@���� (��%�) ��� ���� ���। ���� ����� �� �©{�� ����M� 
����$. s{t 1�% )fM��� %��। ���� µ 1 �.�� . �!����*% -�1� , ���*��। µ 1 
�.� .। �� 
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$�* ���� �� �%�� �� ���$�� "�� ).��%�*��#�� �D�E %��। "�� u�M$. )�<�’ ����M�, µ 
1 ��?��� �����, ©t 1 ��1�%�� ��� ��* ��$। ���$�� "��� �!� ���.��� ���� �%�� �� 
�D�E F����* � 1 ��?��� ����� µ 1 ������*� ��� )�<�’ ����M�$. s{{ ��1�%�� )fM��� 
%�� .*। 
 
 µ{ )� �I[� ���� ).��%�*��#�� U�4�6����� 3����� %��। �$�* F��� ��1���� $� 
��1�%�� �`$��#E %��। µ�)� ������*� "��� ��� ��<*� ��1�� �D�E %��। ��11 $. ������ 
� 1 ���� ��*। ����� 2i�i$. sz 1 ��1�%�� ���� ��� ��* ��$। 
 
 �� ���$[� )�1� 1*�� ����� ��G�*�� ���� $��" )��- )�। s{� ���$[� ���� 
)���� I� �D�E %��। $������ ��� %��, �%p )1�*���� ��� �$�� 1�! ���� �M�� ��$। 
������ µ 1 �.� .*। � $�* 2*����$ ���M� %�#� �G�� $��.��� $��" ���� )��-����- .* 
��� ��� ���� �D��E� ���%e� )�। s©� ���$[� )I������ ���� �D�E %��। O’I��� 
�D�E %��-�%�� 1���", 2���� 3���"। ����" %����� �&��� ��� ��� 3���" �&�� )�1� 
1*�� �����, ���� ��� )I� �.���(�.। $%�� z��� ���% ���� )1�� 1* %�� ��� 
���������� ���%� ���� ��� sz � ���$[�। ���� ���.�� �%&� )$� (© 1) ���� ��*। 
 
 ��]��� 1���*������ �~�� .�* ��?��� )��dE )"�% ���S ���I� 1�! 2i ���।  
 


�0�P ��, ����M 
µ�-�-t� 

 
$�0�8%��P )��P �@� V�� 

s�-q-sqt� 
 

 µz)� ��9� ��%���.� ���*����� ��� %�� , �� 3�� ���� �!��% �D�E , 2�!�F�� 
��� %��। -! 2i�i ��* ,��� 2�3� %�� �� $�� .��� �। ��� 2i�i $�f. , 
9�*�1�* 9��0�E� 1! I���F�� )-���। ���*����� )"�% $�N�� .�* I��� )��� ����% , 
2�� O1 $]� ���.�� , ��$�M�% 2��D� %��� .�*�&� �% ����$Ð�� $��#�6 �"। I��� �-�* 
���� 9"�� )��� %���� )�1� 1��� , %!��R V��� $�]। ��7�� �� .�$�����। )� ���$� 
)��d� ���% ������ I��# %�� )�*� .��� q � )$r��� �%���� %!��h। �� �%���� %!�h �&� q 
� )$r��� �%��� %!�h। n 2I!"#� %!��h ������ ��* )��� $��!� ��7�<�*�&� t{ 1�। 
�%&��� ,��� "�%�� ��� 1��� )��d� ���% ������ ��4��� .��� ��.���� F�%���*� 9��0E )%�l। 
,��� ������ )-���� 9��0E )�*� .���। z $\��.� )-���� 9��0E )�d %�� �M�� ���� q � 
)$r��। 
 
 �-k ���$� �% ���� ���� ������ $��- )$r��� 1! ���S %����� %!��R ,���� 
(��1�.�) )�W�+ ��-�� ��#�� ���* ��������� 9��� %����। ���� �������� �������<� "���  
��<�%�4� ���� ����� 3�� %����। �$�� ��" ������� �%3�� ����  ��%���.�� ����� $���� 
.�। $�6�d# ��\ � .�* ���� 2! ��" 2f$� .�। ���� �� M�������� V���.���� %�&�%��&, 
�� ���� �%�� ���� , �%�� -����� ~��� 2�$W� .�। �%p %!��R ,���� ��F0E��� 1! 
���� ,��� )F��� ����� ���* �������� ���% 2f$� .�� $0� .�। )��.�� ������ $�K �8���� 
9���P ������ )1��� ���! $����� ����� ���#� )�,*� .�*�&�, )$ 1! ���� ��"���!� $�K 
$�6d# ��<�* ���। 
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 ���� )1��* 9��� %��� ���� ��� �����.���� 2���Y�� %!��R ,���� )�W�+ 
��%���.�� �%�� -����� , O��� �? �D�E %�� ��� 9�!0 $�6�d# ��\ .�। �� $�6�d# )�� 
%�*%1 ��%�$ .��.� .*। D�� D�� ������ �8���� �W�� )��� "��%। �������� ���S���.�� 
)&�� )&�� ��5��� ��% ��% %!��R ,���� �%% )�W�+ ������  $��" )��- ���। ������ ��S 
��, )��< )-�। ��% ��% 1*C� , ��1����, �������<� 9IW�� 3�� $�M�!1% 2������ F����� 
.*। 
 
 9"� O’�� 3�� ��� 9�!0I��� 1�<� �&��� �। )-���� %����� 1������ )�W�+ ���, �@, 
,O�, .��%�, �$����, $���,*��, ����M$. �{ 1�� �%�� �� )$�R[��� ��=����= 
�������<�* 2����� F����। « 6Ç� ����� ��� ���, $���,*��, ����M ��"Ä*�� $��%� 
��,*�� �� "��� 6�� )"�% "��� �%�� �? ��* ������ F�� ��$। ���� ���0 ���� %�*%1 
.��.� .*। ,��� �%&��� "�%�� �� %!��R ,���� %�5�� ��� $[_�* �"! , 5@+�YE# ������# 
��* )$r� ).��%�*��#��� F�� ��$। ���� �%1 )���%� %"� ��(� � %���� *। ��� $�.��! � 
)��� O-#� , ����$Ð�� 2�E! $�N���� �I�� ���* .�1�� .�1�� ���S�������� F��F� , �8���� 
F����� .*� 2$�� � .��, 2��� $.1$��! ).�� �। �� )��%��� �� �*1� -��0% ����% 
)"�% ��?�। �� )���%� %��& ��$ �Ñ� )���9��� ���# )��*�&। $�N�� ���%�* ��%���.�� 
2�3� , $���! ���-�� �&� ��� ���#�E। $�N���� O-#� , 2|�� �" ���* 1���� =�7�% ��* 
1���� =�7�% ��* )$ ���S���.�� �"9��#�%�  IY��%� ��� %����। $�N�� ���* �$�-��,*�� 
�����% �" ��� 1�� �&�। ��� ��� ���� ��1 $]� %���, ����% , ,��� �� �*1�  
���=� $�.���! I��� �$ )��7&��। I���� ��$ )�1� 1��� $�] )��� %��। ��� �� "�%�� ���% 
)$r� ).��%�*��#���। 5@+�YE# %�-1��5�� )��* �� ���� .��। n��� �� ����% �%�� �� 
��* ���*����� )1��� �$�� 1! 9:;� .�� ���। 
 
 ��� z{ 1�� �%�� �� $�-4 %����। )$�R[� ���$� �%���� ��, 2!�! ��$. 9�* 
«{{ ���S�����  �*1�  ���=� $�.���! $�N�� ���* $�N���� �%�� 6�7�� �-�� ���% 2f$� .�। 
�-� )��7&��� 9�* �/s{ �� )��- ��*। ������ 2I!"#� 1��* $�N�� ���%�� %����� %!��R 
�1*�। �-� )"�% ��� ��� �����#� ���%�* ����� 9:;�� ��� "��%। ��%���.���� ��* ������ 
2�3�। -����� �D�E F���* ������ %!��h। ��#�� )$��� F����� "��% 2���। �%p ������ 
%��& ��-)��G M�*���� 2i�i � "�%�* ��-��-�1-��,�{� ����M� ��* ��� %Y�� ��1� 
��* "��%। ,�� 9�* µ ���� �Y� )"�% )���� %��। %��& �$�� $�.$ � )��* &’6Ç� 2��� )���� 
%��� �� -����� ��* F�� ��*। ���� ���� ������ 2�3� $�N���� ���� �%�� )I���� ���% 
$���* ��। ���� �� $%��� ���� -����� �D�E F���* ��� $%�� ss ��� ���% ,�� F�� ��*। 
$�� ���� 9�K �-� ���� $_!� t ��� ���% ���< w@ %�� ��� s{ ��� ,���� F�� ��$। ��� ��� 
�� ��* ��� �"9��#% ��* ���� ������ ���#��� ���%�� ���% ���* ).7�� �,� ���।  
 
 )$r� ).��%�*��#�� )"�% 9�*�1�* %�%5��� %�-1�� ���* )�1� 1��� ����% ���*����� 
)1��� $��-)$r� %����� %!��R )��.��� $��" )��� %��� ���#� ���*�&��। %!��R )��.�� 
��� ���� �� ������.���� %�&�%��& ��%����*�* "�%��। ��� &¦�� �&� %!��R %����। ���� 
������� �4% �� )�, ��� )$�R[� ���$� 9"� ���% ��� ���� �� ��* ��7� $��" )��� %��। 
������ )��* ��� ���� .��। $��" $��" ��� $%� ���%� )"�% )&�� )&�� ��5����% ��� 
).��%�*��#��� )��% ��4���। $�K )1��� s{�� "���% ��� )��� ��7F�� I��- I�- %���। 9���� 
)1��� 1! �%1 %�� )1��� %����� �4% %�� ����। 
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���*����� , -���F�� "�� ��* )1� -4 %�� .* ��� )�*� .�*�&� ���� ���। $��%&� �4%4�% 
.,*�� ��� ��� ���� �� ��* ���� �����#� 1�*-�* F�� ��$। ���� $��" ���� �&� ����� 
$%��� �� ���� �� )�। ��� ����� �� �� ��& ����� �� ���� ��(� %��&P )��P �@� 
V�� (%�����), .������ �.�� (�,%�) ()$�%�-�-%���), ���M�, �KM�, ���, ��$�M, $����, 
.����, ��1�.�, %��, )-���$, IY���, ����, ���M, ����, 1�.�]��, )M��%�, $���, %�,$��; 
�»", ���M, ��� ��� ���� 2��%। �KM� ��� %�,$�� ��%����*� )"�% ������ �"9��# 
%��&�।  
 
 I��� )"�% ��O� ����% ��-�$-� (���*�����) ������ ���S���.�� �.��%�Á� 2��%� 
�� ���*�&��। )$� 2�$��� �%�� ����®� ��P ����� ���< ��$ �4��� ��� ��� �KM�। �� 
$��.� ����� �8$�. ������ $��" $.����-�� %���। ����®� �%�� $���%� )������ ���� 
����� 3�� %����। ,��� ��$ ��% ���.�� ���I� 6�7��� ��� �D�E F������ ���%e� %��� 
"�%���। ���*����� )1��� ��% 1�B� 9�� �� )�1� �*���। ������ 2�3� ��� %�� )-�। 
���� -���F�� "�� �D�E %��� $�K ���%e� ��� ���F� �4% %�� )M���&। «{ 1�� �%�� 
�� ��* ��� -���F�� "�� �D��E �,� .���। �%p ��K� ��� 9��%Y� 2�3� ����9�0�� )$ 
���� -���F�� "�� �D�E %�� .� �। ���� ��(�! )�, ���� ����� 2�����5��� )���� 
I�-� ����� ���% %����। 
 
 ����®� ���P ��7���� �M�� ��$�& ��� ����* ©/z 1 )$�� )���, ��%� $%��� 6����* 
��Q। n �� ��� «��* (s�-ss-ts) -���F�� �N��� © �8$��� ������ 6�� )I�] )-�। ��� ��$�� 
$��� )"�% 2�%5��� ����� �¬ ��� %�� ����। �<��<�* ��4 �$� �����। $����� 1������ ���� 
)��� ��%�$�!� �% ���.� ����� 2i��i $��� .�* ).7�� ���Q। �%�� ���� %�*%�� ��1�%���� 
F��� ����F� )"�% )$ ��=�� ���� ��%�$�!�� ������ %!�h �D�E %��� ����® ���Q। ����� 
�&� -���F�� �N�� ������ �%1 5\F�। �� )�� ������ ��$ "�%� F�� �। ��&�� ��1� ���* 
����� )�Z< ��� %��। �% �-��< &* ���� )�Z�< ������ ������� �;� ����� ����� ���� &��� 
F�� ����। OI#�-!! 6��� )�*� )�। �%p ���� �%। ����� =�7���* �<� �I[��� 4��� ����। 
$�7����* F�� ���� ����। �� �%�� )�Z<। ������ ������ �����। ����% �� ����� ����� ��� 
�� $%�� z-�{��P । 2! $%�� 6���। �,%� , ��4 )-�। M�-� �� ��7�� ���1�* ��� �,%�। 
$��� &��� �� M�-�-�। $��0�� ��=��� .� �!������। �,%��% ��4���� $���A� )������� 
&���। )$�� �&� ������ ,-��। �����%���� ���-�* �,%� ��%���.�� -������ $� ��� ���� 
��-�। ��� )$ 2�$��� )¡�� $�1���� ���� ���� $����%। ��- )"�%� ������ ��Ð�� %�� 
�&�। ���� �&� 9"� ��-��-�1 �!�। IY���, $��� , ���M �&� ,� -��# ��� $.%���। $���A� 
)������� �&� )����� ����। ��0E ��% )"�% �%�� %�7F� ��K� )������� ��v� ��� )67�d )$�1� 
�;� ���% -���F��� ���% F�� )-�&। �� ��K� ��� �%&��Y� �$�� ����®� )$� )&�� ���� $�� 
�<��। �� ��� .�* ��K� ��� F�� )-�� ��%���� -���F�� )�Z7&� ��*। )�H����� $��� �%�� 
���� ���, ����� �%�� ����� %Y�� %Y�� %�*%�� ���< ��� �4% ��v� ���y#� ���<5��� �������* 
)6��-�� �������% �<�� %�� )����&�। �;� ���%� )$� ��K���� O’���� �%�� �Y�� O’�%�� 
���<। �Y�# ��%��� 2�%��� 1��< ���� ��4। ��0E- ��v� )%��E %�&�%��& )%� ���< )�। 
 
 ,-�� )"�% �,%��� 2�1���I� 2���*� ��v� ���%� ��S ���<�* �����। ���, %��, 
�KM�, %�,$��, )-���$ ,����% ������ ��v� ���%� �%�� ���<� ��v� ���� ©{ -1 �!���� 
%I�� %��। �,%��� �"! 2���*� ��%�$��� ��v� ��% ���* ������ )$¤���� ���% ��F# %��� 
����। ������ 
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�%�� �Y��� �%�� ��7�। ������ %!��h� ���% ��v� )"�% ��� ���$���� �$�� .* ��� n ��7� 
)����* �$�� .��। �,%� )��� ���$���� �%�� �� �;� ���%� ��K�� ���� ��1� ��* w�* 
��&। ��%� ���� ���� �%�� ������ )$¤���� ��v� ��� ���* ��0E ���% 2f$� .�Q। �� 
��%� O��� �� ��v� ��% )"�% ������ %!��h� ���% �$�&। �� O���� �%�� �� ��v� ���%� 
�%�� ���<� ���! �`�-�� %�� ���। ��%��� µ©/�{ 1� ��IS .�* ��--���& ������ 
%!��h� ���% 2f$� .�Q। ,��� �� F��"# ��� $�#���� 9�* t{/�{ 1 ���$� , ����� )$�। 
 
 �,%��� %�& )"�% 9�*�1�* �"! ��* $%� ��1�� ������ ���� 1���* �����। �$-
��-��, �{� ����M�, �z-��F-� )f�� ��* $��� ����� $��" �������� $��" �% .�* )-�& 
�� �% O� %�� �$� $��*� 2��0� %��&। �,%��� %"�� �4% .���, ������ $���� )$� 
��7���� ���% ��%�$��� 2f$� .�Q। 9"� �!��F µ©/�{ 1। s©/µ{ 1 ��v�� �� �� ��%�5��� 
��1�%��, �����। ����� ��% %�� w�* ��&। 2�� $�%#��� $��" ����� �� ��7��� ��� ��4 
��$�&। �/« 1 ��7� ��� .�* )-�&। 2�� ����� �� ��-�� ����। 5<�� 5<�� %�*%�� �¬ ��� 
$��" $��" )-���1 &��< ���� )f��। µ�� ����� , z�� ���$� �����* �<�। �&��%�* )-� ����� 
��। ����� ��1�%����� $������ ����� �N�% �7�F�* ����� .�। ����� �� ���&�* )-� ���%��। 
��� 6�� $%�� � ��� ���%। ���� F��F��। �,%� ���� F�� )-� ,����-)��� ,��� -������। 
��%� �� 6Ç� ��� ,�� ,��� �&��%�* �<� $�"���� ��v�� �%�� ���<� �<��� �%��� %��। �� 
���!� ��� �� �t© 1�� �� ���� ���F��� %��& ���*����� )1��� ��% 1�B� 9�� )�1� 
�*��� ��1। ���� ��� �&��� z{ 1 ���। 2i��i� ���! �%�� ��-��-�1, �$-��, ��, z�� 
)u-�, �©�� �{� ����M�। ,��� %��& µ�� µ" ��#��, t/� �� ��-��-�1, F���1 
*��D* 
����M�$. �V ����% .��%� 2i�i। ����% ����� ���*�&� ,���� ���� �%�� �����। 
9"������ )-���5��� $�����- �����* ��$ ����% ����� ���* )$ ���� F�� )-�। �%�� 6���< 
)-���। �%p ��� O�#��� %���% )�� )��� ����� �। $%��% $�.$ ���* F�]� ������। 9"� 
�M�* ����� .���* ���* ��� � 1�% ��� %�� 9��!�%� ��� �N )��-�&। 
 
 �����% )��� s ��� ���% ,�� ���� �������% ����% ���* �6�� )M��। ��0E ��%�� 
)���� )��� ��v�-�;� , �Y�# ��% )"�% ,�� �D�E F����। �Y�#��% ���* ,�� ������ %!��h 
�$�� ����� �, � �!����� ��� ��vB �&���। %��E n ��%��� �&� 2�%��� ���� ��4। �V 
�Y�� )"�%� ,����% )��� ����। I* .� �;� ��� ��v� ��%�� ��*। �� O��� ��% ��S���� 
%����। $� ���� =�%�� ���� )�����*� .�* ����� �� ��-�* �$�� ��-�। ����, ���*� .�* 
��H� 1��� �����। $����� �&� �� )���� ���! �����* �����* �$��, ���� ,��� -������ 
)���� ���। �%p ,�� ������ ���%���, $_� ��* �। ,��� �� )"�% ��#���� �¬ ���� ��� 
w�& $�.$ ������ ��� ��<�&। ���, ,�� "��� �। %�*%�� µ" ��#���� )�� ������ )��?� 
������� �<�। ���� �� "�%�* ��u %�� � )$5���। 
  
 �4% ��� $�%��� $��* �����;�� ���F* ��� ������ ��-��-�1 Ï�। ��-��-�1’�� ��* 
��7�<�* )-� ����। )F��� -���" ���* ���I� )%��E ��� %�� M�*��। �%��� ��v� ���%� 
���<5��� ���, ���� �%�� )�Z�< )$�� )"�% $�� ��$ �;� ���% ,��� ��1� �����, ���� 
��� �� ��.Y��# �Y�# ���% ,��� ��1��� ���% ��� )���। ,���% �$-��-��, )u�� 
*��D* 
M�*���� )�� F��&�। ����M� ��$ ��। )f��, M���& O��� �%��। )$ �% --������ �¬����। 
����� ��1� )"�% )F7F����F-%���%��� ��, ��<�। �����-��1�%����� ����M� ��*¤ ����, �� 
$�� .� �। ����M� )M�� )� )����% ������ �������। 2e %�*%1 ��-F��� ��]��� �����, 
��, )�1� 
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�*����� F�����% 6���&। ��� �&��� ��v� ���y# ������ ��1��� $��F�* $���� ����। 
�$�I� )Ä�$ F�� ����M� .��� �[� �%�� )��% 1�� �<�। ��� $��" %�*%�� ���$�। 9�* �% 
.�1�� -1 �Y�� �&� ,��। ��% %�� ������ �$-��-���� ��-��। w�* �<� �$�I� )Ä$����। 
I����� )�d। �%p )�d .* ��। w��& ���� �&�� )�1� �*���। n )� w�� �� �4��  �-�* s 
���� �Y�� �%�� ��� ���<, )���� ��� 1! ������� U��� �&�- 2"#�8 9�* s ���� �" ��� 
%�, )����� %�, D��� %�� )%� �%�� %������� .�* �������� ��4 �% Fh�� ���*�����। 
 
 ,��� �D��E� �~��* ��#��* ���� 9�� ���% ,��� %�*%1�% ��� %�� ��� ��� ��� 
�Y��# ���%e� 2�$��� �����% $��� 5�� )&�<� ��� %��, ��� ���� �&� ������ ��-��-�1 
F������ )%Z��। ��� %�� ,�� ������ ����� ���.� )I�] &�I] .�* ��<। )�������� ���%� « ��� 
���% 2�� ��0� �� )%� $�<� �¬ )���� �। )� )��� ���* )����& �����* )�7�F�&। �{/�© �� 
��� )��� ‘‘���S �V� .����� .�*’’ ��� ���� �� 9�E ��7F� $�� ��� �W°9��# %��। 
 
 ������ ���� ����� ��.��� �%�� 5�� )��-�&�। �%p %���% � 1���* -��&� ���* 
)�7�� )$ )�d ��#B ��� %���&। ���� ���� 2��#�%� ��*$ �&� ����� ��F ��� %���� �*$� µ�-
�� ���� �&� �। �%�� �1�$ �0! %���& )�, µ{-�� ��F� %�F )&��5��� $��F�* *, ��� )� 
%’�� ����� $��" 9�!0I��� 1�<� �&��� ��� 9�* $� ����� ��K� 2�I|�� )"�% � %"� ��� ��*। 
  
 �(�� �E#%������ ���-���0� 2���0� ���d��� )���9��� %"� )%��� I���� ���� �। 
,�� �N�% F����� ���� �। ����% 2�i� $��� ���� ��� �j��*। �%p 9��E� )� ����-� ���F* 
���� ����d %�� n ����®� ����� ��� )����*�&� ��� ��#��� )���� �� )��-!�� ���� )�। 
f����$��� 1��, ���� $%��� �%&Y ���� ���� ���� ��। ��% .�������� )���G� �Y��� f��� 
������ 1! ���<, �F�<, 5<, ��� ��� ��� )%�� ����� I�� 1���� =�7�% ��* )���%�� )�Z7�&�* 
���*�&�। )&�� )&�� 1]��� ��7�% ��7�% ���� ���� @�� ,5< �$� )� )��� )"�% )����& ���4�* 
���*�&�- ��* ��$�&�। ���%� © ��� $�* �$� ��� %�� I��, ��%���, ��� ��!���। �$%� 
���!$��f� �� )��� .��� ��$ 1�� .� )� ���� s© �� ��$ )��*, )�d %��� ������ �। 
 
 -���F�� �D�EP �/« �� ��� �4% %���� ,��� 6���7 �D�E %��� .��। �,%��% 9�� 
%�� 1�.�]��, )��KM�, .����$. �© 1�� �%�� �� ��4���� -���F�� �D�E %���। ,�� �4% 
���%e� �� �D�E %��। ���� )-� ����0� %�*%1। �� )�d .�* )-�। ,�� �M�� �� 
������। ���� ���%e� %�� )$� ����� �D�E %���। �%p ��� �� �$�� ���� �। O����� 
���% $����� "�� )&�< ���*������ ���% Fh�। ����� )���� ����। �,%� ���M�* �<�। ��� 
s{ 1��  �%�� �� ��* )$ F�� )-� -���F��*। ���� �� ��%� $%��% ��* ���, �-�* 
)�Z7&���। ���*����� )"�% 1���$��6� �%�� )&�� 1�.��1 %�*%1 ����� ���* )�1� �*��� �%�� 
�� ��4��� ��#��0E %���, 2"#�8 -���F��� �������  $�f. %���।  
 
 �¬ w� )��� .���। �%&�0E �� )F��� �<� 1���$��6� 1�.�1�� -���F�� �N��� ���% 
��-�* �$�&। ���� ,78 )��� "�%���। �,��� ���! �$�� $��" $��" �D�E F������। 9�* s 
���� ���%� ��* ���� ��1� ��*�&���। �� ��� �����5��� ����� .���� 2i�i $� ���� 
)M�� ���। )�d ��#B %Y�� �I<��� 1�.�1��। )Fk� %���&� %����* )���, �%p ���� �। ��� 
%���� 1�.�1��। ,��� �� �&� ‘ ���®-)�-��’। ����*��*�� )��% �&� D�। ����� %�& )"�% ������ 
�*�� )M�$#-��  
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��1�.�, ��1�, ��1� ���� �� 1�.�1�� F������ ����। ����*��*���� $$��� 1�.�1 )"�% 
��4�* �� $.%��� ������% ������ -���F��� �%�� ).�����। 1�.�1���% ���� ������ ����� 
%��1 �!�.�� %����। 
  
 ���$[��� ��7F �����। .���� ���, ���-��, �1��, ����%, ,��� $%��� �%� �!�S-� 
�F�4 ��4���� ���*����� �D�E %��� �!� ���*। 
 
 ���$[��� s{ �����। ��� s{ ��� $�* ����% ��� �� ��* ���*������ �;� ��� ���*, 
��� )��.��*� 2"#�8 ���*������ �Y�# ��% ���*, .���� ��� , ���-�� ��0E ��% ���* ��� �1�� 
���*������ ��v� ��� ���* �D�E F�����। ��7F %������� �%�� U�4% �.�� %���� �-��N��। 
���� ��(� %�� )��� ���� )�, �-��N� ���M� "��� 2B-#� ��� �?� ���� �� ���M� "�� 
��� %�� ��*�&�। �� ��#B -���F��, ���M�, ���� , )�-��� "�� ���S���.�� ����। 
 
 )�����<� �D�EP z� ���$[� ���� )�����<� �D�E %��� ���%e� %����। 1�.�1 
��� ��, �%�� �? ��* �,*�� .���। )�����<�� µ ���� �Y�� ���� ��� ��IS .���। ��1�.� 
(�*�� )M�$#-��) ���� 1�.��1। �?�� ,���� "�%��। ��1�.��� $��" "�%�� ��-��-�1$. s© 
1 ����M�����। )$ )�����<�� "��� 6��� 1�.�1 �I<��� 
�I���% I���। 2!�� ��1� ��* 
"�%��। "��� �/�0 I���� ������ -�����। 1�.�1�� 2�%�� -������� ��� )����। ����d 
%�� ����। ���a�� �O#�� ��1�.� "��� �����-��% ��%�� ��� $%��% 1�.��1 ��4 �$�� ���#� 
)���। ��1��� )�.�%W�� ��G������ ��� �&�। ��1�.� ���%K� ���#� %!��R�� 2�I*  %���। 
1�.��1�  $��� ,�� ��$ ��1��.� ���#� ���� M�-� %���। $��" $��" 1�.�1 )"�% ����-�1 
��� ����M��� 5���� )�d %�� .�� $�5����%। ���� �� ��-� O��� �� ��* "�� �6�� )M�� 
��� "��� ���% ���������< 5�� %�� "��* ¡��% �<�। ���%e��� �&� ��� $�N�। �,%��% 
�%�� )&�� ����� ��� ��� .�* "��� �;� ��% ���* ��1� ��� ��4����। ��� �%�� �� ��* 
"��� �Y�# ��% ��% ���* �%�� )&�� ����� ��� ��� .�* "��� ©{ -�1� ���! 9:;� "�%�। 
�,%��� $��" ��$�M, )����*�� $. µ© 1�� �%�� �� ��� ���� $��" ������, .����, ���$. 
µ© 1�� �%�� ��। ���� ��(� %�� ��%�� )�, $���� 1�.�]�� �%�� �� ��* -���F�� 
��$�&�। ��� ���� $�! �&� q 1। ���� ���� ��� )��- ���* ���% ��S���� %��। %!��R 
)��.��� ���#�D�� -���F�� , ���*����� "��� ���S���.�� 2!�! )&�� ��5��, ���� �%% 
)�W+ )�� ��* %�1 %�� w@ %���&�। 
 
 .���� )�����<�� )&��। )$ $%��� $���, ��� ��&� ���, ���� ��&� ������। )�����<�* 
)%��� ����। .���� �&� �%��� �"-6�� )F� )&��। ����� ��� �4�� ���, 2�� �/� ��0� 
)����� ����#� $��� ��< )-���। ,�� ������ ��� 5�� %��। �%p ������ %��, -��* 5�� 
�2-��� ���� ��। ��� ��� ��� .� "�� )"�% 5�� %��। ���� �� ��� ��� .�� ������ �। 
,���% ������ 1�.�1 )"�% ���%e� %��#%�� .��� ��- )-���5��� �¬ )��* ,��, "��� ���� 
5�� &�<��� । ���� $������ "�� �6�� ������। $%��� ��� F�� ����। �,%��� ��� $�K I�� 
���* $�K �� ,�� )"�% $���* ����। F�� ���� �-��N�। ���� $��" ���� ������, ��u�� 
$��.�,���M, �����, )M��%�, )����*�� ���� %�*%1�%।  
 
 �-��N� )"�% ��% 1����� ��� �D�EP �-� ��$ )�Z&���� ������ ��� ����� $�*। 
���*����� )"�% �-��� )����M� ���� )� ��% ���.� �����* ���Q। �-� �� ��S ���%�। ,��� 
�?� ���� ���� s©/sz 1�� 6�7�� �&�। ����% )��* ,�� ���� .�। �-� )��u 2�M�$ �-�*  
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���*������ $��" )��-����- %����। ��� *��� $�* O��� ��? ��% 1�B�� �� , �������� �� 
�����* �$� ���*����� )"�%। �%p ����� )��� .�� �-��N��� �� ���*। ���M�� )M�� 1����� 
$��%&�। )M� )��* ���M� )"�% �%�� �� �,� .� �-�� ���%। O�+ � ����। ���*����� )"�% 
�"����� ���� ��� )��� "�%���। ���*������ ��%�� ��-�$ �¬�� ��*���� $��" )��-����- 
%���� ��* ����� $�!�� 9��E %����। 
 
 ���� µ{ 1�� �� )��% ����M� .��� �-� ��� %Y�� ��1� ����। ��� ����� $�* 
�? O��� ������ )���G� ���! ��� )-�। 5�� &�<���। ,��, &�<� �/« �� ��-��-�1� ���। �? 
O��� ����� ������ �। M�� ���-� F����* )���G� ����� F�� )-�।  
 
 q ����� $%�� � ��� $�* I����* ���� )���[� %�� ���*�������। ���� ���*����� F�� 
)-���। ��� )��* 2!�! ���� �%&� �%&� ���S���.� F�� ��$�&�। "��, ����� %!�h $� ���� 
��* ���� ��� 9��!% ��1� ��*�¤ �<� -��# )�����* %����। ,���% �,%� ���� ���� 
)�����<� �D�E %�� ��� "��� $�K 2i�i$. )�����<� "�� ��� %�� )*। q� ���$[��� ���! 
���� ���*������ $�K "�� $. ���*����� )% ��S )6�dE� %����। �� ���� %���� 9�* s©{{ 
���S���.�। 
 
 

$�0�8%��P ���$�� ��� ����%��� 
 
)� ���$� 9"� $\��. ���S���.� %!��R �1*�� )�W�+ ��E����� "�� �D�E %��� ��������.� 
$��" $��" 2i ���* )�*-�µ �� ����M� ��� ��, 2�% )-���5�� ��,*� �-�*�&�। ,�� )"�% 
%!��R �1*� �%&� 2i ����% )� ��� )�]� )��1���¤� .������� ��11�% ( M����*�) )�। 
 
 ��� ���� �%&� )��% ,����� ��� 2i ��* $�N���� )I��� ��� ��v� ���< ��E����� 
��� F����* )�G 2�M�$� ��!��#� 3� ��$�-� ��% 2�M�$� ����� 9"� 6�7�� -��<। ���%e� 
�� f�� �D�B .�� $����% �� 6�7���� ��* ��$ ����#��� ��% ���.�� ��� )-���� �D�E 
F������। 
 ��E�����  "�� ��� )��<�-G "��� 2?� 2��%��� �.N�f��। �,��� ��$��M� )�W�+ 
1����� �$���, ��$��� ��- ��� 2!�! ���%K� �¼��� n ���%�* ������ w@ %��। ���� ���� 
)��%1 ���* 9�* s{�� Ï� %�� �%&� 2i ���* ��.���� �!�3� %�� । ��,��� ��$��M� �� w�� ��� 
* ����d#E, w@ %��। ���� 9������ ���� 2�3� �%&��� �*�; ��$। 1� ���$� 9"� $\��. 
��E����� "���� ��1�%�� ���.� U��� .* ��% ��1
 �J� �$���� )�W�+। )� ���$� ��=����= 
��*% $������ ��� ��� �1
 �� ��* )��<�-G "��* ��*। ��� "���� )�Z7&��� ��� ��� ��� 
)�Z"I��� %�1 w@ %��। «{ 1 ��1�%�� ������! )��<�-G "���� ��$। 
 
 µ �� 1� ���� )�Z"I��� )��<�ÓG "�� �D�E %��। ,��� I�$�� !���� $��-4�% 
$h��% ��� �%� �.�� .��। ��1�%�� � 1 ��� .*। )I�� .�*�-�� ���� ��&� .��। ����� 
��1�%���� ���-�.�� �����* ��*। 9�"��% 2�3�* ���0\I��� ���I�1 2i ��* �-�*�&�। ��� 
M�� )��<�-G "��� )$������, M��.���, .!��<�, ��7F-�7,, ¡���-���, -1���*� ��!��� 2?�� 
��%��� w@ .* �!��%I���। �.N����< ������, ����d#E %�� ��� $J��$� ��1+ %��*� %���&���। 
%!��R �1*� 1� ���$� ��=����= ������ $��" )��- )�। ��� �� ��0E 2?��� $�#����*% 
.। ���,  
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.������� ��� ��� %!��R �1*� ���� s{{ 1 ���S����� ��* n$� f��� �-�* � 1 ��%�� ��� 
%�� ��� 2i ���� %��। 
 
 1� ���$� µ{/µµ ����� .��। ��7F��� -����� , µ�� 1�.��1 %�� 9�* ©{{ ��%�$� ��� 
«{{ ��1�%�� )��<�-�G ���3� .*।���<��ÓG ������ )� 6�7�� �&� )$�� )"�% ����* 2i ��� 
$� ���.� ��* ��� $�N���� ������ 6�7���� ������ F�� ���। ��%�$� ��� ��1�%���� ,��� 
�-�* ������ %!�h $. �V 6����< �����* )�* ��� 2$��! )��%�% .�!� %��। ��� ��1�%����� 
)��� ��%�$��� F�� ��*। ����� ���� $�N���� ���I� 3�� %!�h %�� w@ %��। %!��R �1*� 
��� )"�% ���I� 2?�� ���S�������� $��" )��-����- ��� %��। ��E����� ��0E 2?� 
$�N���� ����� $������ ���*�� ��� .������� ��11 (M����*�) µ{{-�� ���� ���S����� ��* 
�C* ��*�&�। ����� $��" ��� )��-����- %�� ��� 1� ���$� )��d� ���% ���*N� "�� �D�E 
%�� $������ ��1�1� )�W�+। ,��� ���*�� $. ��, %’1 �.�� .। n ���$� %!��R �1*� 
I���� F�� �� 2�i� 1!। 
 
 ��E�����, )��<�ÓG "���� ��1�%���� ���$� ��1+ %��*� %��� "��%। �.N�$. !�� ��� 
�,*��� ���-� $�"#%��� ���<6� )I�-��� ��� ������ ��� 2�!�F�� %��� "��%। )��%1 ��� 
.�!� w@ %��। �� 2�3�* ������ ���.� ��* )-���� %�*��* ���= ���= �D�E F����� "��% 
��� ���0\I��� ��1�%����� ��� %��� "��%। ������! .�1�� .�1�� )��% 6����< ��-��� 
.����* $�N��� �C* ��� "��% I��� ����� 1!। 
  
 %!��R �1*� s� � �-�u I��� )"�% 9F�� 2i ��* ������ ���� ��$। )$� $��" 
©{ 1 )���9�\ )-���� ��� !�I�� %����� ��* ��$। s« � �-u $�N�� ���%��� ��� 
$%� ���S������ %M���� ���%। ,��� ��� ��������� $�%���� ��*�-�� )���। )$��� « 
�� )1��� )-���� %����� 2�M$�� �.�$�� ��*�- �&�। $I�* s{{{-�� �� ���S����� ���3� �&�। 
��� �� $I��� $hYE# ��� ���F���� 1�! %�%5�� ��I�- ��� ����I�- )���� ��� 
���S�������� �%�� �W����* ��* ��$। ��I�-5�� �&�P (s) 2����� ��I�- (µ) ����!� ��I�- 
(�) 2"# $�f. ��I�- («) )��-����- ��I�- (©) )�� ��I�- (z) .�$����� �� �F�%8$� ��I�- (t) 
I����� $��" )��-����- ��I�- (�)��E�"#� )������� ��� ��4���� 1! ��I�- (q) )��� ��I�- 
(s{) ��D���� ��I�-। ���� )1��* ��� ���F���� 1! $����% $��- %����, -4 %�� .*। 
�>����� )��% ��* %���� -�4� .* (s) %!��R �1*�- %����� 2�M$�� (µ) )$�%�- �- %���- 
���$�� ��� ����%��� (�) ���� %���� ��.�� - �$�%����� 2�M$�� («) ���� �$��-
2����� 2�M$�� (©) �.�O� ��� ����- 2i�-���� ���*+ (z) Y� )��.��� .�,�����- 
%Ô�%� ��I�- (t) )��KM� ).���- ����!�  I��9�\। ���-�.�� �.%���� 1!P (s) ��*% $������ 
���-%����� 2�M$�� (µ) $��%0���� �M1�� (�) )��<�-G "��� 1! ���, («) ��E����� "��� 
1! .������� ��11 (M���)। �&�<� ���-�.���� �;� 2?�� ��� ����� �;� 2?�� )��-�����-� 
1! )��% ���S %�� .*। ������� %!��R ��1�.� (,��) ���*������� %!��R )��.��� $��" 
)��-�����-� 1! )��% ���S %��। %!��R �1*� .������� ��Y ��� ��11�% 2i I�- %�� )� 
��� ���% 2i ��1� %��& ����। 
 

$�N���� 6�7���% ���� ��I��-� $����% ).��%�*��#�� )6�dE� %�� .*। n $I���� s� � 
�-�u )��<�ÓG "�� �D�E %�� .�� ��� �$��B )*� .*। s© � �-u $_!�* %!��R �1*� 
��1� s{{-�� �� ���S����� ��* )��<�-�G� �� �� �,� ., )��<��ÓG� ��v�� ��� .����� 
��% 3�� ��� � ��* ��$ )�Z7&�। s{{ )��%�% ��7F�� ��� ��IS %�� .*। %������< ��1�%�� 6�7�� 
��� %���  
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1! ��1��!�¤ )��%�� ��� ���*+ )�*� .*। %����1 ���È� ��1�%�� 6�7�� ��� %��� 1! ��*% 
$������ ���� ��� I�� )�*� .*। $�%���� ����� ����� ��1�%�� 6�7�� ����� 1! $������ ��11�% 
I�� )�,*� .* ��� 2�[%� F�E .������ ��1�%�� 6�7�� ��� %��� 1! )����.���% ��4��� .*। 
%!��R �1*� ��� ��� µ{ 1 ��* ��1��I# "��%। )I�� « �� �%� $��" �D�E F����� .*। $%�� 
q �� ��#B ��� F��, �%p )%� 6�7�� ��� %�� $�� .* �। ������! ���*N� "�� )"�% �% �? 
��1�%�� ��$ )��<�-�G। %!��R �1*� 9������ %��, ��1�%���� ��&� .��। q ��� �� %!��R 
�1*� ��1� ����% $. 2�[%� .������ �D�E F���।,��� )f�� &�<�� )-�� ��%�� ( )���� 
)-���� %�����) ��� )��.����� .��-�� )I�] ��* ��1�%����� 5����। %!��R �1*� ��1 %���7 
%�� ������% )��<�ÓG %���1 )��� ��। ��� ��1 ��v� ���% ��� %!��R �1*� �;� ��% 
)"�% ��-��-�1 ��� F����* 1���� )I�] )M��। �$�� ��� ).����% ���È��* ��4�* )�,*� .*। 
)I�������� �I�� ���* µ 1 )f�� &�<�� "��%। )f�� ��u .�� �V ��1�%�� ���� "��%, ��� 
���� ��$��#E %���। ����#�%��� D��-� s{ �� )f�� )M�� .*। ��1�%���� �F8%�� w@ %��। 
%!��R �1*� �;� ���%� 1��� ���* ���M�* 6��� �I�� ��< )u-� ���* ��� M�*�� w@ %��। 
© 1�� $��" $��" �W��! 6��। µµ 1�% .!��$ �� %���* ����� ��* ��$। ����� ��, µ 1�� 
�W���. ��,*� ��*। ���� �� �!���% ���0� .�Q���। �{{ )&���% ����� )�� %�� )�,*� .*। 
�����* %�-1�� ����� )M�� )�*� .*। ��� ��� %!��R �1*� )&�����  $��� I�dE )�� ��� 
���������� ��0 %�1 %��� 1! ����� )�� । )&���� $��� ‘1* �����’ )Ì�-� ���* ���<�� F�� 
��*। ,��� �1*� « 1 ��0%�% )fM��� %�� �1|�$������ 1!। ��" ��� ��� %!��R �1*� �% 
3�� ��C�� )��� 2�$�� �!�S-� �/�� ��%�* ��*% $������ ��Y� ���#�� « 1 ��0% $. µµ1 
��1�%���% ���� $.%��� 2���*% ��1�� ��(% -�� )%�� .�!� %��। %!��R �1*� ����% %��E 
��#�, )���� )�। �� ��* ���� $��" ������ )�� %"�%���%��� .*। )M��� ��" %������< )"�% 
µ1 ��1�%�� ��] 2�3�* �����Q�, �%p ���4 %Wd%�� ��� -@� )1�*�� ���* �����* .�!� %�� 
����� )M�� )�*। )��� sµ ��� ���% ���� $��� $�N��� ���� %��। ����� ��" 9���� f���� 
���d ������ w�IQ� 1��* ��� F��, ���, ���-�, ���$, ���* ������ )Z%� I��# %�� )�*। ��"� 
���= w��� ��%�$��� ��$ )-���5�� F����Q )��<�-�G। �%�� %!�h ���� ��� %�� ��� «« 
�� ����M� ���� %��। 
 
 st � �-u ���� w��� �,*��� ��- )�� ��P �¬�� ��1�, ����� &�� ���*�� 
$I���� ��@M ).��$, I�$�� !���� "�� $.-$I���� $��.� ����%  ��%�$��� ��� �� .�!� 
%���&। �&�<� f���� ���. ��, �V1�% .�!� %���& , 6����< �����* ���*�&। n %!��h �1*� 
���S�������� %M���� ���% ��� ������ )1��� %�*%�� "�� �D�E %��� 1! %�*%�� �� 
-4 %��। $������ ��11 ��� ����M� )�W�+ µ{ 1��  �%�� �� I�����*� "��� 1!, %����� 
.������ )�W�+ µ{ 1�� �%�� �� %������ "��� 1!, $������ @K��� )�W�+ µ{ 1�� �%�� 
�� ��1���� "��� 1! ��4� .*। �&�<� %!��R �1*�� )�W�+ ©{ 1��  �%�� �� �4���<*� "�� 
����� 1! ��E����� )�G 2�M�$ �,� .*। )I������* )�Z7&���� -������� �¬ ��,*� ��*। 
��E����� )�G 2�M�$ $������ M���� )�W�+ s{{1�� �� ���S����� �&�। 
 
 s� � �-u )I��� )I��� ��� O’���< ��� s{ 1 %�� µ{ 1 )��� �1*� $����% 
$�N���� �I��� ����� ���#� )�। �%&�0�E� ���! t�� -����� M��u 2�M�$� �;� ���% ��$ 
��<। )��<�-�G ��%�$� ��� ��1�%���� F��I��� ��� )��� ��� 9������ )��� 1! -�����5�� 
��4��� .�*�&�। « ��� -����� ��E����� )�G 2�M$ 2��D� %�� �;� ���% ����� ��� 
����#��� � ��� -������� ��� )I��� ��� O� ��� )"�% ���S������� 5���d#E %��। $������ 
-MM�� ��%� ��?��  
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)"�% )-��� ��0� %�� �%�� -����� ���K %��। -������� 5�� )��* ��0E ���% � ���� ��#B 
�-�* ���� ��*। ����#�%��� ��G������ « �� ��� ��� ���� I�$�� )��� ��*। ������% z �� -����� 
)"�% ���$��� ��#��, ��-��, ).I� )���-�, ���� )���-� )"�% ������ ��� 9��I��� 
)-����d#E %�� ��� ���S������� ��� ��H� 1��� ���� "��%। ��� %�� )I�� )"�% ���%� « �� 
��#B I�dEI��� )-���5�� %��, ���< �4�� �!"# .�* ���� )� ��" ��$�&� )$ ��" �M�� F�� ��*। 
���S�������  �!����!�%� .�� ��% 3�� �%��� .* ��� %�1�� )"�% �F<� ���< �%� ��,*�-��,*� 
%��। %!��R �1*� ��� ��� ��E����� )�G 2�M$ ��� ��- M��u 2�M$ , ��E����� "��� ��0E 
2?�� $����E ����d� ����;�� 1! ©{1 $�.$� ���S������% $�iI��� )��� �������% 
-B�!3� ��$�-�� F�� ���। �� $�* ���� )� )%� �D�E � %��। ����#�%��� ������ )1��� 
���I� "���� 2����� %��� 1! ����� ��4� .�*�&�। ���� ����+� $��" )$$� 1�*-�* 
2����� %�� ��� �V ��1�%�� , ���$��% .�!� %�� 2i�i , )-�����@� ���� %��� $0� 
.*।  
 
 %!��R �1*� ����#�%��� ���S�������� �%�� %M���� ���% ��� )$��� �� �$��B 
.* )� ����, ���*�����, �������� %��1 ��� ���� )�$� ���% )&�� ��& ������% $�N��� ��* 
�� %�� ���S����� )��� ���� .��। )$� 2���*� ,�� )"�% µ{ ���� ��0�E ).�� �� )"�% 
��[� ���� ¡��% )�������<*� ��� ���* �;� ���% ¡��% )&�® ����� O� ���� $�N�� %�4���* 
)-������� 6� %��। 9�� 2�3�* ���� )1��� ���S�������� ).��%�*#���� ����� %�� .*।  
 
 ����#�%��� ��E����� "��� ���S�������� %����� ���S %�� .* $������ ��1�1� 
������# $������ -MM���%। %��E ��11 (M�����*�) �&� 2�!B 2�!�F���। ��� 2!��* ��1� 
�Q��� 2�% ���S������% 5�� %�� )����& ��� $����E ����d� ��� 2�% 2!�*-2�!�F�� 
%���&। %!��R �1*� $������ ��11�% �N� %�� I��� ���4�* )�। 2!���% %!��R �1*� 
��[�����*� ��� O� ���y# )&�� ���5��� ���! 2�% 6� U��� %��� ���#� ����। �% �% Ï��� 
1! �% �% 1�*-�* �!�3� %���। ��[�����*� ����� �Y�#���% �%�� ���� ��� &����� 1! 
�%�� %!�h U��� %��। )$��� 2�% 1�*-� ��* )��� )���� 1! $�N��-�& )%�� �%�� )���� 
��4 U��� %���। )$� ���4 ��������� 1���* ���%� )���� .��� ��� ���%��� ������ $����% 
%�*��* )��� )�*� .�। �S &����� %!��h� ���*+ .�*�&� ������d %���� , ��*�%� ��� ���� 
����। �%���% ������% ���C� %�� )��� )�*� .�, 2!���% )-���� ��� $h�%# A�$ )*� .���। 
$�* $�* $����% %�*��* ������% ������¤ )�*� .���। �S &����� %!��h� $�N�� -�& )%�� 
2�% 1�*-� ��* ��%�� %��� .�*�&। ���� )��F��� 6� %�� .�*�&�। �$������ ����� 1! 
)1���� ���� .�*�&। ���! ����� 1! )-���� 6� %�� .�*�&�। �$������ )���w�� 1! )1��� 
%�#%�#� ��� u�M ���S %�� .�*�&�। &����� %!��h ��� ���� �� �< ��� )&�� )Z%� ���� 
.�*�&�। ���= ���= %!��R �1*� ��� ��� 2��%#�� )���w�� 1! %!�h �I�1� %����। 
��[�����*� ��� ���y# )�������<*� .�� ).��%�*��#�� ��* �$� .*। )$��� �� 9%�� 6� %�� 
.���P  
 

(%) ���� )1�� %����� 2�M�$� 1! 2�M$ 6� U��� %�� .���। )$��� $����%  %�*��* 
$� 9��� )*� .�। 

 
(�)  $.%��� 2���*�%� 1! 2�M$ %�� .�� ��� �����u ��!���� �!�3� %�� .���। 
 
(-) �!���� ��4 U��� %�� .���। )$��� )������� �%��� %�� ��� 2����� ����� �Y��# 

$� M�-�- %���* F�����% ��4� .���। 
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(6) ���S�������� ��,*�� 1! ����� %!�h %�� .�*�&�। ���� %��� 1! ����� )��% 
��*�- %�� .�*�&�। ����� ����� Ï� %�� ��,*�� �!�3� �&�। ���� �����#�� 1! 
����� )��% �&�। 

 
( ) .�1�� .�1�� ���S������ ��,*�� 1! �%�� )��% ���S %�� .�*�&�, ���� ��& ��� 

��,*��� ��� 2! �� �% �� �&�, ���� .��E ��%�� %�� ���। 
 
(F) ���S�������� )��- �� O6#��1�� �6�� �����*� 1! « 1  ��| ��S�� �&� ��� 

.�$�����, )���� .�*�&�। .�$������ �� ���E� �d� �&�। 
 
(&) $�K ���S�������� ����� $����� )�*�� 1! 5��� �&�। 5���� ��!9�*�1�* 

�1�$�� �&�, �� 9�*�1 2���*� ,�� )"�% )�*� .���। 
 
(1) ���I� 3� )"�% �� ���E� �1�$�� ����� 1! ����� �%�� 6� U��� %�� .�*�&�। 

��� �� �&� ����1#�� )u��। ,��� �� ���E� �1�$ 1�� ���� .�*�&�। �S ����� 
)�*�� 1! © 1�% ��* �%�� ����1#�� %���� -4 %�� .�*�&� ��� �%1 
����1#�� 2�M$�� ���S %�� .�*�&�। 

 
(=) ��.����� 1! ����� %!�h �&�। )$��� ��.���� )��� ��। ��.����� %����� �&� 

������ 1�� ��� ����%���। ��.���� 9���� 9�* �% .�1���� �� @�� U��� %��। 
���� %��<, )$��� %��। ������% �{� ����M�, �$-��-��, �$-��-�1, ��-
��-�1 F������ 9��0E )�*� ).��। ��1�� )Z%� F������। 

 
(Õ) I��� .�� )� $�K )I�� %����� �$� ����� 1! ����� %!�h �&�। ����� 9�� 

%!��h� �0 )"�% )���� )%*�� ),*� .���। 
 
(�) ).��%�*��#�� $�K 2i %!��h %!��h ���, I�- %�� ���*�&� ���, ����� 2i�-�� 

�&�। 2i )���w� , ���0�-���0�� 1! ����� �����#��¤ �&�। 
 
 )-���� %!�hP $�N��� O� 9%�� )��� )�*� .���। �%�� �����r M��� %���। �� �% 
�� )-���� %�*��* ��� ���F��� %���। ��� )-������� 1! �%�� ����� %!�h U��� %�� 
.�*�&�। ��� %����� �&� �.�� ���। )$��� %����� 2�M$���� 1! 2�M$ �&�। �!���� f��� 
�&�। )%�� �&�। 5��� �&�। )��� 9�* © �� )-���� )���� �&�। 2������ ����� �Y��# ���� 
).��%�*��#��� �$� ��� )$�� )"�% ���� %��। 
 
 9�!0 U$!��� %!�hP ��[�����*� ��� �Y�# ���y# �%�� ����� ���! ������ $����% 
���.�� %!�h %�� .���। ��� ���*+ )�,*� .��� ���������� �$-�-�$ %�#� ,$���� )�����k 
����M�%। ��� 2��� �% .�1���� �� U$! �&�। ���� 2�!B $�.$� )���� �&�। 
 
 )��% ����#P )��% ����#� %����� ������d %���� ����% %�� .���। ).��%�*��#�� )"�% s© 
���� ��0�E ��[��%��*�� �Y�# ���� ��]���*� ��% ����� ���! ����� %!�h %�� .���। )$�� .�� 
-�����, �? �� 1�.��1� -������ �0! %�� 9���� ).��%�*��#��� ������# ��4��� .���। �Y��P ��� 
��� ���*+ �&� ���� ��� �������� �/��� )��-����- ��#��0E %��। ).��%�*��#��� U��� %��� 
�� �% ���$� �� $�* )��-�&� $� �4% %�� ���। ����� ����� ���� w@ .���। 
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��-P ������-���� )1��� ��! ���* 9���.� .�*�& ���y� ��। �� �� z ������ �� 
9�K। ��- ��E����� "��� ��0E 2?�� 1�V� ���%� $��- $�N�� M��u 2�M$। ���y� ��� 
�Y�# $����B 2��3� �� ��-�� ������ )��-�����-� 9�� 6�7�� %��। ��-�� ������ �1��� U$! 
���.� �&�। -������� $��" 9���� ��� F��। �� )Fk� %��, -����� .�� ��% )$��� ���� �4�� 
�����। 

 
 ��-� ���P �-u ���$� ���% ������-���*�����-M������ )"�% 9�* �% �0 ��E�"#� 
���$� , ��1�%����� 2�!�F��� ��-�� �C* ��। ��� �% $��* .4�8 © ��� -����� ��-�� 
������ %!��h� ��� 5�� F���*। ���� ���y� �� .�� $� 
*��D* 2i ���* 5�� %��। ��#�� , 
��-���� 5���� ���� )%��7 ��4�&�। �� ������ ��� µ{ 1 ���S����� © ��� -������� 
)��%����� %��। �� -�����  ����� ���% �$�� "��% �� ���S������� F��F��। -����� �� 
��� �%��� ��$ ��� ���$��� ���� �4��� 1! -������� ���� ,�4, �4% ��� $��* 
���S���.� ��-��-�1� ��� M�*�� %��- 2�% ���$��� ���� ��*। O��� ���8 ��� F��, �%p 
���� ���� �4�� �����। 
 
 ����% -������� I�* ��E�"#��� f�� )&�< ��- �� ��� .�* $�N���� ���! 9��� %��। 
«1 ��E�"#� ���� ��* ��#���� 5����। 2�% )&�� )&�����* .����* ��*। ����#�%��� %!��R �1*� 
, ��� µ© 1 )��% ��*  �%�� %���� -4 %�� ��� ����� I���� ��4���� �!�3� %��। 
 
 I��� )"�% q� )$r��� %����� )�1� 1��� s©/µ{ �� 2B� �� �� ���S������% 
��-�� ��4��� ��� 2i ��4���। ���� ����� ������ )1��* %����� 2�M$�� %!��R ��1�.� 
, ���*����� )1��* %����� 2�M$�� %!��R )��.��� �%� %�4%��� )Z%�* 2�� $����� ��4����। 
����� )�d ��.Y�# ��#B �j� F��।  
 
 ��E����� )�G 2�M$P ���, ���S�������� �%�� 6�7�� �&�। ����% ��� .��� �v�8IY��। 
).��%�*��#�� .�� ��$ 9"� ���� 3� )*� .���, ����� ���#� 2�$��� ���� %�� .���। ���� 
3��* 1$����E ���S�������� $�.��! ��4����। ��E����� )�G 2�M$ .�� �;� ���% �-�* 
���S������� ��1�%�� ��� ���� ��� ��F��-�F�� %�� .���। 
 
 ���%K� .���� ���P �%�� )��� )-� ‘���%K�’ ��% �%�� .�� ��*�& ��E����� "��*। 
)$��� ��1�%���� 1$�����E� 6����< �����* ���*�&। �� �.�� �$��  ��� s{ 1 ���S����� 
��* �D�E %��। )�<�� ��1�%�� ��*�& ,���। O�6¤� ��� F��। ���S������� ��1�%����� 
.���* ���* � 1�% �N� %�� ��* ��$ ��� O�� ����M� ��*। 
 
 ��M�����<�� ���P ��M�����<�� ������ �%�� %!�h �&�। ��1�%�� ��� ��G��� ������� 
.4�8 %!��h �D�E %�� ��� %!��h� F����% �6�� )M��। ��6# �� 6¤� ��� F��। ������! ��- 
%!�h .�� µ{ 1 ��* �� ��& .�� �D�E F����� .*, ��� ��%�$��� �&��I� .�* ��*। 
«1 ��1�%�� ���� ��*। s{ �� ����M� ���� %��.*। 
 
 �������� �����1�<P ������ )1��* ��4���<*� "��* �����1�< ��% 3�� �!��% 
2�!�F�� %�� ��� )$��%�� 1$����E ��� 2$����� )I�- %��। ��- %!�h .�� s© 1 ���S����� 
���� )-��� �% ���<�� �C* )*। )��� s{ ��� $�* ��G��� ����� ��� ��1�%�� ©{ 1 f��� 
��$ 6����< �����* ���� "��%। ��� s© 1 ���S����� )-���� %�*��* �D�E %��। )$��� s{ 
1 �/ 
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9�E .���* ��� ��%��� �����* ��*। © 1�% �N� %�� ��* �$� .* ��� sµ �� ����M� ���� %�� 
.*। 
              

$�0�8%��P ��P )��.��� ��.1�.� 
 

)�1� 1����% q � )$r��� )$r� %����� ���S %�� .* ��� .�$���� q � )$r��� 
).��%�*��#�� 3�� %�� .*। ����� .�$���� )"�% ��%��� ).��%�*��#�� 3��B��� %�� .* ��� 

������ �Y�#��.Y�# ��#B )$��� ).��%�*��#�� �&�। 

 
 ��%�� �%���#� ���%���� ���S�������� 9��0E %!�h )���� .*। ��. 1�.� ��u�� ��� 
C���� .������� ).� ��u�� �&��। ��� ��� ���%�� ���S�������� $�-�4� %��। )$ ���%�� 
)&�� ��� ���� ������ $��" �&� $����% ��* 9"� ���%���� )��� w@ .*।  
 
 9"� ���% ������ ����� $�$!� 9%� �&�। )$��� 9�* s�µ 1 ���S����� )��� ��Q�। 
I����* $���B�0� ���.� 9"� 2�3�* ������ 2�% $�.��! %���&। tµ �!�����* ��-�$-�M’� 
%����� ����1#�� $.����-��� %"� 2��¢�E�*। 
 
 ����� ���!, ���* ��� ����� 2�3�* "�%�� 1! 2��%��� ���S������ �� ��� ���%� 
)���� 2$�� w@ .*। ���� �F�%8$�� 1! ��-�$-�M )"�% (tµ �!�����*) �d� $�.��! )�*� .*। 
��� ��1 )$ ���S�������� �F�%8$�� I�� ��*�&���। 
 
 �� �� ���S������ $��!� ��<�� ��-�। 1� ���$ 9"� I���� ���S�������� )-���� )��� 
w@ .* ��.���। ���� 9"� )��$ ��.��� ��4�� ���%��� )"�%। 9��0E 9�\ )-������ ��.�� )"�% 
�M�� �$�� ������ �W��* %!�h ��%��N*��� )���� .*। ���� )%�� )���9�\ )-������� ���� 
.�। 
 
 ������ �~��* %!�h �&� �.�-�-�G। ��� )���� .* 1� ���$। ��� )"�%� sµ 1 
���S����� $�#9"� ����� %���ÓG "�� �D�E %�� (1�) ��� $M��� 21# %��। ����� ���= 
���= ��� )"�% �I��� �-�* )&����� 2����� F����।  
 
 ���� $��" %�*%1 )���%!���� &�� �&�। ����� ���! ¡�%� )���%!�� %���1� &�� 
1��.�, ���1�� ��� F®f�� )���%!�� %���1� &�� $�� ��� �WE�� ���� �� ����dI��� 
��(����-!। 
 
 9"����% 9��!%�� %!��h� $��" �%�� %�� ������� �&�। %�*%�� )���� )�� ���� 
.��� )%����� 5@��I��� �.� )��-���� 1!। ��� )"�% ��� ���� I����* .�$������ ���4�* 
�����। ���� � �!����� �������% ��"k $�.��!-$.����-�� %���&। ��(��� F��1 )&�� F���� 
%!��h� )���%!�� 2�M$�� �.�$�� %�1 %��&�। ��� 9��!%�� %!�h ���= ���= �-�* $����I��1 
%�� �$���। 2��%��� )-���� 2����� �.�-�-G %!�h )"�%� ���F��� %�� .�। ��� 9�*� 
����% )$��� )��� .���। 
 
 )$�R[� ���$ ��%��� $�#9"� s© )���� .�$����� )���� .*। ���� 2�i��F���� )%� 
�!�3� �&� �। 9%W���0 �%�� ���1� .$����� �� %�1 %��- �.� ���S��������। ���� ���� 
.� M�u# ��� )�*�� 1! ��� ��� I����* .�$������ ���4�* )�*� .�। µµ )� �I[� %���ÓG "��  
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���S������� ��� %��। �%� $��" �!��-�, ��� %�� .*। �.�-�-G )"�% $�K ���S����� 
�!��-� , %���-�G 6�7�� 3�� %��।  
 
 µ�/µ« )$�R[� ��%��N*� )"�% ���S������� $��0���� ���% 2f$� .*। $��0���� 9�* 
ss ���� �Y�� %���*��� ���%K�� U$!��� $��" ��� .*। �� ��� z� ���$[� ��#B F��। 
 
 µ«)� �I[� %���G )"�% ���S������� %���*�* ���S�������� $�.���! ��-�* ��$। 
%���*�� ���� �%1 ���S����� �.�� . ��� &*1 �.� .। z� ���$[� )�1� 1*�� ����� 
������ )$r�� ���� 2��f.E %��। z� ���$[� ���%K� )$����.� ��&� .��� w@ %�� ��� 
����� ���% F�� ��*। 
 
 � �� ���$[� )"�% I����* )$����.� ���������� 2I!B�� 9��� %�� ��� ���S�������� 
$��" ���I� ���%� ��S %��� "��%। 
 
 z � ���$[� �%�� �? ��� �%�� -����� ��* 1�� Y@� �$��� �G�� «{{ ���S����� 
$��I�!.��� �������� ���% �,� .�* ��। s{/ss� ���$[� ���� ������ )�Z7�&। ������! 
�������� $���$r� %����� %!��R ,�� ������ ��� %�� ��*�&��। 
  
 ���� �/��S .* st� ���$[�। ������ ���%K�� )$����.�� 2���*% �&�� ���-��*�� 
.�*�� ��। ��� st� ���$[� ��������-I��� )�Z" %����� %��& ��$��#E %��।  
 

$�0�8%��P ���1� �$��� 
 

�I[� ���$ ��� ��%����*� )�Z7�&। 1�� ���-�� ��%����*�* �% �.N����<�� "�%�� 
�!�3� %�� )�। )��� )�d .��� �� ��� ���-�� $��.��� $��" %�*%�� 2������ 2��f.E 
%��। ��7� )�W+���� ��� ���*�����, �����, ��"�6��� ��!��� 3�� ��%�$���� $��" $���$��� 
2���E# .�। 

 

 ����� "�� 2�����P ����� "�� 2������� %"� ���� �1, �� ��&। ©{ 1�� 
�%�� �� )Z%�* %�� ���-���� )�W�+ ��%����*� )"�% ����� "�� �D�E %��� 1! I����� 
���% �,� )�*।���, n ���� $�$! �&���। ���� ��� � ��* ��%����*� )"�% µ«/µ© ���� O�� 
������� )�Z7�&। ����� ���%�� ��, ©{ 1 ���S����� ������ $��" 2��f.E %��। ���� 
s{{ 1 ���� ��� s ��� $�* ����� "�� �D�E %��। ������ $��" �&� µ �� .��%� )���-� 
, ����M�। ����� "��* ��%�$�, ��1�%�� , ����� ���� �&� s©{ 1�� ��। ,�� ������ 
9F�I��� ���� )�*। �<�� 6¤� ��� �I*��0� ���! 9F� )-���5�� F��। ��� ���� ���S����� 
I����� ����� $�* ����� ���<�* ����� $�.��! %��। � ���� ��%�$���� µ{ 1 �.� ��� 
2�% �.� .*। ���� ���� ������ ����� 2�3� ����!�- %�� ��%����*� F�� ��$। 
������ )%� � ���� �.� .�। 
 

 �&�<� ��� �.� ���S�������� )$��-w�d� %��। A�B ���S�������� )$���� &�<�, 
����� "�%�- ��,*�� $���N��K %��� ���*+ ���� ��� �&�। 
��� .��� �� %!��R )��.�� 
����% ���� ����-��� %��& ���4�* )�। 
 


�0�P ���1� �$��� 
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$�0�8%��P $, �, ���� ��� 
µ«-z-sqt� 

 
 s©� )� ���� )1��� $��0��� �.%���� )I���� ��#��� %�u�$ .���$ ���� �� ��� �-��-
�� , �������� ��* �%�� ����� ����।  
 

 )� ���$� 9"� ���% ��%-�������� 2��%#�� )��� s{��� ���% �� ����� �D�E %��। 
�%p ��%-�������� s 6¤� ��� F��� �� ��&� .��� ���! .*। 
 
 ��� ���� �� ��%-�������� ����* �S 6�7�� �D�E %��। n �D�E 2�!B 9�� .,*�* 
���� �S ����� ����!�- %�� I���� �����*� ��% 3�� ��$ ��4 ��� �%�� ����� 3�� %��। 
�� ���� ������ )%� 0*0�� .*�। �%&��� ��� ��%-�������� )I���� %!�h ����!�- %��*  
���� ����* )I���� %!��h ��$। 
 

 sqts-�� s� � )� ��%-)$��� ����� ��D�� ������ )I���� ����� ��� %��� 1! 
��$। -I�� ���� ���� ������ ����� �D�E %��। U�%�� © ��� $�* ���������� .�� ��,*�� �� 
�� ��� )�d .*। �� ���� ��%-��������� �V 2�M$�� , U$! �.� .*। ���� ��%�$�� µ 1 
%!��R , �%1 U$��%� ��� ��� $0� .�। ������ ��0, µ 1 �.�� .। 
 

 sqts-�� 1� ���$� 9"� $\��. ss1�� �%�� �� ��* ��� « �� ����M�, ss�� )f�� 
, %�*%�� )��*��� ��* ���������� 2I!B�� ¡��%। 1��� s{ ������ ��%� %!��h �M�� ���। 
 

 sqts-�� sµ� 1� -I�� ���� �&���� �� ��� .�* )��.��� "��� ��� C���� f���� 
�������� 6�7�� �D�E %��� ���, �%p �-�* )��� n 6�7���� )%� �������� )�। ���� ���� n 
f���� 2�3� %��� �$��B ��। �%p  ���B %����� )���%�� ��� )��* )I�� � .��� �������% 
)6��, %�� )M��। �W��! &�<� )%� -�� � )��� ��������� $��" 5�� ����* w@ %��। 9�* © 
6¤�%�� ��� F��� �� sq 1 ��������� ��� )M�� )��� ���������� ��&� .�� ��*। ������ ��0 
%�1�, �1��� , ���*E$. t 1 �.� , s{/s© 1 �.� .*। �&���� �� $�7����* ���� 
��%��� �M�� ��$। � ��� .* s� � 1�। 
 

 �� %�*%�� �� 9F�� 2i�i ��* ���������� �I��� ¡��% ��� ���w� "��� �<�� 
��% 3�� �.�� %�1��� ����$��� %�1�-� ����� ����। 
 

 �<���� �� ����� ��%�$��� $_� )��* �D�E %��। ��%�$��� 9F�� 2i��i $�$��� 
"�%�* ��� ������ %��& �D�E 9��.� %��� �� 2i � "�%�* �����* ���। 
 

 1���� ���$ -<�������� ��1�%�� %!�h �D�E %�� ��� 9F�� �{� ����M� , 5�� ���� 
%��। �� ���$� )��d� ���% ���%-�&� "�� �D�E %��। ����� ������# ������ %��& �`$��#E 
%�� ��� ���� ����� �����* 2i�i ��� %��।  
 

 ���w� "��� )%*��-��� ��% 3�� ���� �� �%�� �� ����� 3�� %��। ����� 
3���� %�*%�� ���� -�����$. ��%�$��� ����� ��� %��� )Fk� %��� )$��� ����� $�6d# 
.*। 2����d ���� ��&� .��� ���! .�। ��%�$��� , ��1�%���� )%*��-���, 1����-�, 
)-�*����]�, M%����� �� %*�� f�� $hYE#j�� ���<�* )�*। ������! ��y%�� �����, �]�_� �����, 
�.�� ���*E �����, %�� 1@� �����, )�������� �����, )$�.��,*��#� �����, �.�� �1��� ����� 
9IW�� ����� 3�� %�� ���  
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� $%� ������ )&����� 2i 9��0E ���� "��%। �� $�* ���1� ���.�� .�� %����� ���#�� 
I����� )���O� ���1� ���.�� 9��0E f.E %��। ����� 9F�� 2i�i ��* ���������� �I��� 
9��� %��। 
 

 sqts-�� �-u ��$ )"�% ���� F��� , ���� �N�� ������ ���, -����� , ���� 
��1�9¤ ����� ������� 1�.�1$. %�*%�� ��1# �����* ���� $0� .�। 
 

 s©� )$�R[� ���%-�&� "��� ��<��� ���*�� ��7%� f��� ��%�$� , ��1�%���� 
�����I��� %�*%�� -�����$. ������ ����� �D�E %��। ���� 2�� $B�#�E �� �D�E F���*। 
O� 6¤� 5�������*� �� ���� ��&� .��। �� ���� %��@�()��%), ����%, ���*�, ��� �, 
�Ð� �.�� .*। 2�� ��0 ��%�$� , ��1�%����� �V U$! , ��1�%�� �.� .*। 
 

 st� )$�R[� ���w� "��� )-�*����]� ��% 3�� ��1�%�� , �!���������*� ���.�� 
$��" �% $���$�� .*। �� ���� 9�* «{/©{ 1 ��1�%�� , �!���������*� �.� .* ��� ���� 
t{/t©�� ����M� ���� %��। ������ ��0 �� ���� ����G �.�� .*। 
 

 ���� )1��� ���w� "��� F��<�* ��1�%����� �%�� ��S���� 6�7�� �&�। 9��!% $\��. 
s/µ ��� ���� �� 6�7���� �D�E F������ , 2i�i ���� %����। 
 

 sqts-�� 2�r����� ��=����=�� ���� )1��� ���� "��� ��5���� �%�� ����� 3�� 
%��। n ���$� )�d���% $Y�#��K� �%�� ��- %�*% -�<� �������� 2�� $B�#�E ��$ ������ ����� 
)6��, %��। ���� ��������� �D�E 9�.� %��� )Fk� %��� �� �!�.� .*। M�� ���� ��&� .��। 
�� ���� $����, �%��, �¨�� �.�� .*। ��%�$��� F�� )-�� ��5��* �% %��� ��� ��� $��.� 
%�� .*। 
 

 ���� )1��� ���%-�&� "��� %�������� ��1�%�� , �!���������*���� �%�� �1��� 6�7�� 
�&�। ����Y��# ���� �� 6�7�� �D�E %�� �!"# .�। �I[� ���$� )�d $\��. ������ $�#��S 
��*�- %�� n 6�7�� �D�E %��। tµ 6¤� �������� $��� ��� F��� �� �S 6�7��� �� .*। �� 
���� )��� s©µ 1 �!���������*�, ��1�%�� , ���$� �.� .*। ������ ��0 -�1�,               
���*�� (��) �.�� .* ��� ����%, )�����$. %�*%1 �.� .*। 
 

 ���$[��� sµ ������ ���� ���� �.��� s{ ������ �I��� )�Z7&�� ��� µ/s 1 %�� 
�.��� �I��� )��71����� 1! ¡��%�* )��। s«� ���$[� ������ ���� )������ �������� 6�7��� 
,�� �D�E F����। ������! ����� %!�¤���¤� �� .* ��� )$��%�� �����* �������� 
����* ��$ �C* )*। ������! ���� )�� %�*%��� ���� ¡�%�� �-�* �!"# .�। 
 

 sz� ���$[� $������ ��� %��� �� st� ���$[� $%�� *��* ���� ���� �.�� 9��� 
%��� $0� .� ��� ���� �.�� .���$ ���%# ��°��%I��� ��� 9"� 
��� ������ ���%� ���� 
���S���.�� 2�I��� f.E %��। 


�0�P $, �, ���� ��� 
�������� 1���* $�$� $�$! 

µ«-z-t� 
 

$�0�8%��P %!��R (2�P) Y@� V�� 
 

)�1� 1����% q � )$r��� ���*+ ),*�� �� 9�"��% ��#��* ��% 6�7�� C����,�$B��� 
��� U%���� ����� 1! ��� ������� ��%�, �.]�-G ��� ���$� -�� ���S���.�� 6�7�� ��#��E� 
���%e�  
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���। ��� 9"�� ��%��� ).��%�*��#�� 3�� %�� ��� �.]�-�G ���� )�W+��� 9"� )��$ 
%!�h 3�� %��। ��%�$���� �S 6�7�� �&��� ��%�� C����, )��.���, ��1�, �%$� ��� U%����। 
��� �$B��� ��% 6�7�� �D��E� �$��B ��। �%� $��* ��%� )��$ )"�% C���� ��% 6�7�� 
�D��� �$��B )*� .*। .������� )$��.� �&���� )����* ‘)�%�’ %�� $%� �"! $�f. %���। 
 
 sµ/s� � 1� ���� ��� ���S���.�� �%�� ���� ��* ��% 6�7��� ���% 2f$� .�। 
2�����% �&���� )����* .������� )$��.� ��� ��1�.��� )�W�+ �%�� %�� ���� C���� ��% 
6�7��� ���% 2f$� .*। ������ �� O��� ��� ��� sµ ��� �� 2%¢�8 ��% 6�7�� �D�E %�� ��$। 
��%�$��� �� �D��E� 1�! )����, 9:;� �&� �। ���� I����, �����, �� O��#��-� ���� 
9�;� �&���� �� )����* ���� ������% �D�E %��� ����। ���� ��� �D��E� ���� 
���%K���� F��I��� ��� ��*। $�6�d# µ{ 1 ��%�$� �.� ��� %�*%1 �.� .*। ���� ©{�� 
����M�, O�� ��-�-�1 ��� )���%&� )-�����@� ���� %��। 2�����% 1�� ��1�.��� )�W�+ 
C�����, ���S���.�� �D�E $M� .*। ��%�$���� .��.��� $��!� 1�� � )-��, ���S���.� �© 
�� ����M� ��� )���%&� )-�����@� ���� %��। O’�� 2������� )%� 0*0�� &�<�� ���� )I�� 
)��� �Y� 6�7���� �M�� ��$।  
 
 1���� ���$� �~��* $\��. ��� ���S���.�� sz{1 )��% ��* ��% 6�7�� ���G ��-,-��, 
�D�E %��। ��� s{��* ��� ���� ���.� ��* ��0!� ���% 2f$� .�। ���� ���.��% ���� 
%���� ��IS %��। �� ���% ��� %��� ��* ��� ��1 �����। ������%� %������� )�P )�- ��� 
.������� )$��.� ����। 2�� %����� ‘%���M’ ����# �.�$�� "�%���। ��-,-���� ��%�$���� 
��S �&��� O� ����। ������ ���� %���� �"��" 3�� )�Z7�& )-���। 9"�� ��*� $������ 5M� 
�" ��#���� $�.���! ���%K�� 2�3��� ��� )-��� ��0� w@ %��। �I* ��0� �!��% $�6d# 
�{���� 3�*� .*। ������ ��� �D��E� ���� ��%�$��� �����* $��0��� ��� )��.���� ��!3�� 
��@��*� ��% 3�� �C* )*। �.� 2�3�* « 1 ��%�$� �N� .*। �.��� $��!� $�4% 1�� 
��*�। ���� ��%�$���� %�& )"�% µ" ��#��,�$-��-�1,tzµ F�*�1 ����M� ��� )���%&� 
)-�����@� , )��-$��f� ���� %��। �� ��1�* ���S���.�� $�$!��� ����� �V 5�E �W�� ��*। 
 
 ��� �.]�-�G 6�7�� 3���� �%&����� ���!� �%$� ��#B ���� 6�7�� ��KW� %��। �-u 
���$� )��d� ���% ��%�$��� �%$� 6�7�� �D�E %��। ����, 9:;� �&���। M�� )�d ��#B 
��%�$��� ��@E 0*0�� 
�%�� %�� �����* )��� ���! .*। �� 2����� $h�%# ������ ��S 
���%� )"�% 9%���� ‘����� ��������’ ���%�* ‘�%$�-)-���N���� * 6¤� ���-)-���N��� ��S’ 
�������� $���� 9%���� .�*�&�। 
 
 µ{ )� �-u ������ ��� s©{ 1 ���S�����  ��* �!��-�� �D��� 1�! 2f$� .�। 
)�P )�-, $������ ���*�$, ��*� $������ -M��, .������� )$��.�, .������� ��O� .% 9��� 
���S�����-E, ���� $��" �&��। �%$� ).��%�*��#�� )"�% �,*�� .�* ��� O’��* ���� 
�!��-� �/�Y!�.� %�&�%��& )�Z7�& ���। �!��-� ,*���� %������ 2�3��� ��%�$���� �%�� 
���� �&���। ��%�$���� 9���0� 2�!B $��WX। ��� ���� ���.��% ���� %���� I�- %�� ��� 
�%�� %���� ��� ��1 "��%। $<�%� 2�� ���� �%�� %����� $�] ���� )�P )�-। ��*� 
$������ ��O� -M�� , .������� )$��.� ���� 2�� %����। ������ 2i �&��� ��� ��-��-�1 
�$, ��-�1 sµ�� , µ" ��#�� ��� ��� 2���k �$-��-�� , ����M�। 
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 ��� O���� ��� ��*� $������ -M�� µ" ��#�� ��* 9"� ��% 2�3��� ��� �6�� .��� 
w@ %��। ����% ��%�$���� 9F� ���� 2��D� %�� ��� , )�P )�- �%&���� $���� ���% 
2f$� .�� ����&��� �। ��� «��� ���% %���-G )"�% ��%�$���� �� �%�� ���� ���#���� 
�!��-� F�� ��$। �I*��0 9F� $�6d# F��� "��%। O’��0�� �����% 0*0�� .*। )�d ��#B 
������ ������ �D��E� ���� ��%�$��� F��I��� ��� )��* �����* )��� ���! .*। $%�� q ��* 
�!��-� ������ �*J�E F�� ��$। $�6�d# « 1 ��%�$� �.� ��� « 1 �.� 2�3�* 
������ .��� �N� .*। �� $�6�d#� �� �!��-� "�� ������ �*J�E ���, $������ ���*�$$. 
� 1 ���S����� �� ���� �.�� . ��� z 1 )% ��%�$��� ��� ��* ��*। n �� $%��� µ© 1 
��1�%�� �`$��#E %��। ���� �!��-� "��* 
��� ��*��� ���%� ��;�� %��। 
��� ����� 
)"�% 9%���� ‘1*�����’ ���%�� µs �-u sqts-�� $��!�* � $h�%#� $���� ������ %�� 
.�*�&�। 
 
 ¥-�!��� �8����P q � )$r��� ¥-�!��� ����" �8���� F����* )�� $�M�! 21# 
%��� "��%। ��$� �0 ¥-�!��� I����* �^����� 9��0E )�*� .*। 
 

 ¥-�!���� �{ 1�� �%�� ���% �$�O(�.� )�W�+ ���$�-� ��4��� .*। �S ���� 
�]�� , F��� �N�� ���%K�� ���E�1!% )Z%��.�� ��� .���� F������ 1�! 9��� ��� "��%। 
2�� �� %!��R �1*�� )�W�+ ���%�E ~��� )���� ���%K����� )-�� 6�7�� ��& ��� �� %�� 
.�Q��� )$��� ��4���� �$��B )*� .*। 9��%Y� ��.�,*� ��� 2!�! ��K� 2$������ 1�! 
‘���%�E’ ~��� .���� F����� $�� � .��,, 9"� �� F��� ��� �]���� ���%e� 2�$��� 
$�M��!� $�" �D�E F���*। ���� �$��B .���, sz� )$�R[� .���� F����� .��। F��� �N�� 
�� � �� 1�.�1 ���������I��� )�]� %�� �&���। ��� 1�.��1� 1�! O’1 %�� ¥-�!� ���#k 
%�� .��� ��� F���� %�� )��� ���� ‘���h� ���’ 9�� ��� )�*� .���। 
 

 )$�R[��� s©/st ����� µ�� �{ ����� sz 1 ¥-�!� �w� ���� )�� ��<। s« 1 
¥-�!��% ��1��I# ���� .���।��� �� «�� )��1 �{ ����। ª�-���� sz 1 ¥-�!� ��� 1�.��1 
‘���h� ���’ ���-�* F�� ��$। )I�� ©�� )��1 �{ ���� F��� �N� )"�% --������ �,*�1 
)��� ��* 2�!B  $M� n 2�I��� ��� 1�.��1� ���! )$�� t�� 1�.�1� ��$ .�*�&���। 
 

 sz� 2�r��� )Z���.�� ����� )�W�+ F��� �N�� �� �% �< �%��� 2�I�� F����� 
.*। �� 2�I��� ¥-�!��� F���� 1�.�1 ��$ %���&���। 1�.�1 F����� ���! ����d %�� ‘������’ 
��� ‘��-����1�’� ���$� %"� ��(����-!। �� 2������ ¥-�!� ���*���� $�.�$%�� 
����dI��� ��(� %�� ��*। 
 

 )Z���.�� �.���(�.� )�W�+ ¥-�!��� 2�� �� �I[� ���$, 2�!B $M� 2�I�� 
F���*। �.���(�. )Z���.�� �%1 �0E 2�M$��।��7� �`�!�-, $�.�$%��, ���$ �°� � )���� 
���d C��� $�] ¢�E %���। 
 

 2�r��� ���$ q � )$r��� )�� %�*%�� �@E 2�M$�� )��-�� %��। )�P )��.��� ���, 
)�P �.$� �(�. ��� )�P �F���� �� ����dI��� ��(� %�� ��*। 2�M$�� ��1 ���� )�W�+ 
%���-G, ��@��*�  9IW�� 3��� 2�I���� 5@+�YE# IY��%� ��� %��। 
 

 %���-G 2�����P �I[��� µ{ ������ %���-�G ��%���.�� $��" �%�� $�6d# .*। 
%���-G ,*���� %������ ��%�$���� �%�� )%�h�� 2�3� %��&���। �&�<� �&��� ��v�� 
)�G�� ��� )��  
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�%&� ��1�%��। ��� ����  ���.� ��* ).��%�*��#�� �%$� )"�% �,� .�* �0!3��� �%� ��$ 
)�Z7�&। �� $��* �%�� %��� ��* )�P �.$� �(�. ��� ��*� $������ )$��.� �/6�7��� 
%�&�%��& ��$ ��<। $��" �&��� ��� O’�� ����। µ{/µs )� �I[� )I�� © ��* ���� ��%�$���� 
��� .���� F����। ������.�� �* ��1��� �.]�-G )"�% �������% ���#���� $�����# )�*। )I�� 
©�� )"�% $%�� t�� ��#B �I* ��0� ���! $�6d# F��। �� O’6¤� 3�*� $�6�d# )%� ��0�� )%� 
.��.��� $���� ��,*� ��*�। ��� 9�* «{ 1 ��%�$� ���S���.�� .��� ��� ��<। )�P 
�.$��(�. ��1� µµ 1 ��%�$��% �N� %��। ��*� $������  -M�� , z1 ���$��% �N� 
%��। %���ÓG �/ ��S .*। 
 
 
 
 
 

------------- 
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������� $Y� ����� 

sq। ss� )$r�� $�6��� 
����� ����E 

����� �%������ ������ ...........sqts 
 

 
$�0�8%��P )�P%�#�(2�P) ��� ���.� 

s{-z-sqt© 
 

1���� ���$� µ© ������ ���������� ��" I���� �,� .�। ���� $�] )�1� �1*��� . 
%!��R �����*���, )�1� �G�� , ��� i�-)&�����* ��� �!���!� �,� .। ��"  �� ��������; 
2��D� %�� ���� µt)� 1���� ��(� ��� �-u ���$� 9"� $\��. ���1�-� )�Z7&��। 

 
 �-u ���$� �~��* $\��. �������� )$����.� 9�� )1���� ��, ��,�1, ,$��� 
)�6��* , �8$��� ���%�* $��1�� ����� 2�3� 2����%�� 1! ��4���। 
 
 ���%K� )"�% ���� ��7�� �����* ���� ��7��� ���! )�1� �1*��� �% s� )�]� 
)��1��¤, )�1� �G���% �� )$r���, %!��R �����*����% s� )�]� )��1���¤� �%�� )%�h�� 
��� ����% ss� )$r��� ���F��� I�� )�,*� .*।  
 
 )$����.� 9���� ���#�� ��� �-�u� sµ������ )�6��* ��$ )�Z7&��। �� ���%�� 
���S���.�� )&���� I����* ���.�� %���� ����Y��#� ��� F����* ���Q���। %������� �&� ���%K�� 
)$���� �K 6�7��।�$��B ���� %������� �D���। 
 
 s©� �-u ��� ��1 ��� s©{ 1 ���S����� ��*  $_!�� ���% %������� ��% 6�7�� 
�D�E %��। ������ 2i ���� �&� ��-��-�1, ����M� ��� �%&� )u-�। ������ �D�E 
O’6¤� 3�*� .*।������ �D��E s©/sz 1 ���%K�� �.� .*। 2�����% ���S����� �.� .��� 
s© 1। 
 
 ���� �D��E� �Y��# �� ���%� )%� )$r��� �,��* �&� �। ��� )$����.�� $�� 
�M��� �� ���%��% �%�� )$r�� ���E� %��� ���� %��� ���� �G�� .*। ���� )$r��� 
�� .��� ss� )$r�। %��Ö ����%� )�*� .���। 
 
 �*��$�. ��� ��]��� )1�� ��* ���� )$r� -�4� .*। )$r��� ���*+ )��� �� $�f 
���%��% %�*%�� $���$r�� ��IS %��। $���$r�5��� .���P (s) ��%�� F� (µ) ��.l-G (�) 
����%���*� («) ���� (©) ��-���� (z) ������< (t) ��<� ��� (�) ��.�����। 
 
 $�f ���%��� 2�M$���� ��� 2I�� 2�I� %����। )$�R[� ���$ ����% O’1 2�M$�� 
)�*� .���- (s) )��*�Ä ����� .���O(�. ��� (µ) )�P ����। �� $�* )�1� �1*��� �.�� ��7� 
���-� ��* �$��� ���%��� F�� ��। 2�M$�� O’1�% ��� O’�� $��-)$r��� ���*+ �����। 
��%�� F� $��-)$r��� ���*+ ���*+ ����� )��*�Ä ����� .���O(�.�% ��� ��.�-G $��-
)$r��� ���*+ ����� )�P �����%। 
 
 

 
* ���%K� )���� $��I#�$$-� )�1� ��� %�#�� "�%�%��� )$�� )"�% �����* ���������� ���S���� )��- )�। 
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)$r��� ��*+ )��� �� ��� 9�"��% ��#��* ��%��F� )"�% ���� ��#B $��$�� ���� 
�*J� ��* ��$। 2���k ���%� I����* ���.�� ���-��*�� $�B �$��.� %���� "��%। ���-��*�� 
$�B �$��.� ).��%�*��#�� �&� ������। )��� %!��h� 9�� , �&�� ���। )$r�� ��$ �0 %���� 
���S������� ���I� ��% ��*�¤ ��-�$-�M ���.�� ���#�� $��$�� �D�E ���F��� %��&। 
�W��*�P ���.� ���W×�, ����#K। ���S���.��% ��������� ���.� �.�$�� -�< )����� 1! ��� 
��6#3�*� $�f���� 1! ���.��% ��-#�4� %��� w@ %����। $���$�� ��� ���* )-���� ������ 
�DE F������ ���#� �����। ���������� 2I!B�� .�!� � %�� �N� %�� ��* �$� ��� 
���S���.�� ��- �$- �M %!��h �� ��d� )6�dE� %���� ��� ������� $��" $��" )&������% 
��1���- $�F� , %�� ����� w@ %����। 

 
)$�R[� ���$ ��#B ���� )$ )� 9�* ��� .�1���� �� ���S����� %�1 %��&�। $�#���� 

���.�� ���! �� .�1�� �*��� ��� st .�1���� �� -E���.� �&�। 
 
��S�0�� ��� �*��� , -E���.��% �%�� 2������ ���4�*�&। 2������� �W�k�%�E 

)"�% ��� �� %�� �*��� , -E���.��% �%�� 2������� �W�k�%�E )"�% ��� �� %�� �*��� 
��� -E���.��% �W"% %�� �MÈ 2������ ��4��� �4% *। ���� 2e ���� 9��0E9�\ �&� 
������% �W"%I��� �M�È ��4��� �*��� ���.�� $�] "�%�� 2�I|�� ���� ��I %���� )$ 
2�I|�� )"�% ���� ��?� .�Q���- ��� n $� %���E �%�� ��� )M�$# %����। ��� ��, �$��B 
���� �*��� ���.� ��������� -�< � ,4� ��#B )-���� ������� ��� F����* ��,*��। 

 
$����% ��% )"�% �*��$��.� F���� ���-��� 2�!�B 5@+�YE# �&�। �*��$�. )��� 

���]���- 1������� .�* ¡�%� )�Z7&��� )��� 5@+�YE# �� %����। ����� ��� �5<� t� )$r��� 
2��� "�%��, )��-�����-� $������ 1! n )$r��� 2�% 2���� ���� ���!��� .�*�&। �-k 
���$� ��]����� %���� �$� %� ���� $�] )��-����- %�� ��� ���� ���!��� .�*�&। �-u 
���$� ��]����� %���� �$� %� ���� $�] )��-����- %�� ��� ���� )$r��� 2��� ���� 
%���� "��%। �*��$��.� I���%� ���%��� 2�$�9�\ U$�% )�1� 2�M$���� )���9�, $�.$ , 
%�#�°� C��� $�] ¢�E���-!।  )$�R[� ���$� I����* ���.�� qµ ����¤� ���-� ���� $�.���! 
��$। ���-��� %����� �&�� ���-��*�� )A*��। �� ���-�� ���� �$M!��¤  ��� µ�� ���#���� 
)��1��¤ �&�। �� ���.��� %�#� )���� �%�� �!�����* %��Ö %���। �� ���-��� �$�* ���� 
��� ���� ���.�� $�.$, � ��� �!��%I��� )��< ��*। I����* 2�M$���W�N� $�.$, %�#�8���� 
��� 2���*% �!�.�� ����% ��À %��। 

 

���� �,��* )�Z���� "�� ������� 1! ��S �&�। ���� �%�� ���S���.�� )��� %!�h 
���� ��� )��� )�,*�� w@ %��। �I[� ��$ ��#B $%��� .��� 2i )�,*� � )-��, �� .�1���� 
�� ���S����� 9��09�\ .�*�&�। �� "���� 9��$ �!�3� ��������� F��� .,*��, ���#� 
���*�&���। �%p ��1���% )�W��-#� %��� )&�<�&��<� M�� �YE# 9��$ �!��:.� F��� %�� $�� .*�। 

 

)�1� �1*��� �.�� ��7� ���-� ��* F�� )-�� )�Z���� "���% ��S ���� )�� ����%� .�* 
�<�&�। %��� ��% 6�7�� �F����� )"�% ���%K���� )� )%� $�* ��$ )�Z����� ��� .���� F����� 
����। �� ��� �F����� �/��S %��� ���%e� f. %����। 

 

�F����� ���P )$�R[� ���$� )��d� ���% 9�* O� �!�����* ���S����� ��� I����* 
����¤ ���-��� �%�� )$%� $�] ��* 2��%#� �F����� �D�E %����। ���� ���%K�����  
O�� )%�h�� 
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�&�-�%�� )���F )��1���¤�, 2���� ������*� ���.��। �!��%I��� �I* ��0� $�6�d# �I* ��0� 
)�� 0*0�� .*। ���S���.�� « 1 �.� ��� )���%&� �.� .*। ���%K����� s{{ 1 �.� .*। 
  
 2�r��� ���$� 9�"����% ��, ��7F1 2�M$�� )���� । ���� .�� qs{ )�P %���� (µ) 
)�P ���� (�) )�P ���.� («) )�P ��1� ��� (©) )�P .���� । )�P %���� ��� )�P ���.��% ���� 
$���$r��, )�P .�����% ����%���*��� ��� )�P ��1��% ��.lÓG $���$r�� %�1 %��� ��� .���। 
 
 ���� ).��%�*�#��� )%����� -��� %Wd%��� ��* �%�� )��� %!�h ����। 9�"��% ��#��* 
µ©{ 1 %Wd% ��* %�1 w@ %��। ��$� %Wd% ����#��� ����� �*��� �!��%I��� )� )%� 
$����% )��Ö U$��%� F���� �0�� 9��# %���&�। ��� %��E )��� .* %Wd�%� 2��%���� �&� 
���%K����� ~��� 2�!�F����। �� ��� ����� ���% ���&� 9���.�$�� �5। 
  
 2�r��� ���$� ��=����= ����� ������� .���*�6���� ��0�E ��%�$���� �%�� �S 6�7�� 
I����* ���#����� $�.���! �D�E %�� .*। ���S���.�� ���� )%�h�� �"�D�� )�P .����, )�P 
%���� ��� )�P ���.�, 2�����% I����* O�� )%�h��� (��1��� ���.�) $.����-��* �D��E 
%�� .���। ���%K���� �%�� )%�h�� ��* �YE# $����% $���� 9:;� �&�। ������ ���.� ��% 
6�7�� ��� %���, )���0E 2��%�� %�� "�%�� �����। ��& ��% )"�% ���%K����� �%�� 
�!�����*� ���I�� �D�E F����� ���S ���.� ‘��%�’ &�< F�� �$�� ���! .*। 
 
 2�r��� ���$� )��d� ���% )��%�� ��� �%����-�G� ��K�E# .�,< 2?� ������ 
�*J� F�� ��$। ��� �FB� %���� ��� �Y� �.$��� %�������, 1�������, ��]��� ��� ¡�%��% 
����-� %��, ��.�� 
�I���%I���� �*��$��.� �� .�� ���!। ��� n ����-��% $��� )��� 
���� $����% �8���� 2�!�.� ������। 
 
 2�r��� ���$� )��d� ��=����= )"�% %�������, 1�������, ��.�O����� 6��, �Ø�-G ��� 
�F������� �D��E� ����� ���<�* ���। ��%�$���, ���I� 3� )"�% U$! ��* ��$ n$� 6�7���� 
)�����* %�� 9���0� )1����� %��� "��%। 
 
 �I[� ���$ ���S���.�� ��S $h�%# ��� )�� ������� .���। I����* )$����.�� 
��#��* ��* �$�� �$��B ����। ���� I��� 2���*� �*��� ���.�� �%�� ���-� -4�� 2����  
)F�* )$� �M��� �%�� ���� ��4����। )$����.� 9�� ���� ���� 9�!��!� %���। 2"F 
�� $�* )-���� ���.��% �*��� ���.��� j��B��� %��� ����S $�* ��$�&�। 
 
 s�/s« �I[� ©�� )%�h�� ��* )I�� ��� %������� �D�E %�� .*। ���S���.�� )�P 
��1�, %!��R ���� ��� ���S����� $�´��� ���� )%�h�� ��� I����* ���.�� O�� )%�h�� 
���� �D�E ���F��� %�� .*। I����* ���#���� ������ $�.���! %��। ������ �� �! �&� 
%������� �D�E %�� ���%K����� .�!� %��- %������� *। ������ ��� �D��E ��%�$���� 
µ�� )%�h�� �%1 )�1�$. ��v� .*। ���� 1�*� ��N 2���। �� $�* $%�� q��। 5���। 
�6��� ��� 5@��j�� �.� .�। ���� �%�� �� k .�* ��*। ����% $�] $�] .�$������ ��* 
��,*� .*। ��� I����� ���I� .�$������ ��6#���� �F�%8$�* ��� $�3 .�* ��4। ���� �F�%8$�� 
)0�� I����* %�W#��0� �B��%��- $�.��!- $.��IY�� )%��� IY���� *। ���% I����� 
9���J� I����� C���� ��N�� -�_� ��� .�$������ ����% )��� �� %��� �1|�$� %��। 
�������� ��S .,*� ��#B ��� )$r�� �M�� )��� �����। ���� 2���3���� )��*�Ä ����� 
.���O(�. )$r��� ���*+ .��� )। 
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 ���������� 2I!B��� ���� ���%�* $hYE# ��1� 9�Fk�* I���%� ���%��� )�1� 
�M$��, )�Z���� ���%��� $������ ����M ��� ��]��� ���%�* %���� �$� %� 9F�� �1
 ���.� 
-�< ���� ���%K����� ��@�  2����� F���। 
 
 ���������� $���f% ����% ���� I��- I�- %�� ��*। 
 

(s) $�i -E2I�!Ù�P )���� ��]��� ��$ )��- ���*�&�- ��F#, ��9�। (µ) �~��* K�P 
)-���� ��� w@� 9:;��- )�. 1�, 1���� (�) �W��* K�: )-���� ��� 2�!�.� "��%। ������ 
)-���� )M�$#�% �*��� ���.��� ��* ����� )� ��#�* ��$�&� �� %��1 ��-��� .*�। 

 
%�*%�� 2������� �E#� 

\ �F�����P ����� ���.��$ �%�� ��¢* \ 
 
 ����� �Ú����� 2�� ���� 2��3� �F������ O�I#�! �/��!�. �% 9F� .�� ���* ���� 
�/� ����� 0��$�� %��। �� �D��E� ���S���.�� �Y� �D�E )I�� )$ ���%�* �W.8 �%���� 
�/ $����� 6��। ����� �D�E )% w����� �~��* �.����%��� ������.�� ����� F!��� 
2��D��E� %�*%�� 6��� $�] ����*। ��0�� $����0� %�*% ���I� &����$� ��� )���� 
)M�$# 2��f.E %���&��। )$ ����� ���%e� 9E* , ��� ��K��*� %�*% �1 )1���� 
2��f.E %���&��। 
 
 ����� ���.��$ �F����� �N� �D�E �%�� ��� 6��। �� ��� ������ )$��� )&����� 
��* -�4� ���� )$r��� 9���I� ���# ~��� $�6��� .*। 
 
 )�Z����� ��S�?�� ��� s© ���� 2����9�\ � $�K )&��� �*��� ������� $����. 
�&� �, .����F �!�3� �&� � ��� w����� ����%W� 2�i� ���� ����� �I#� %��� .���। )%� 
2������� )��� %!��h 2����9�\ � .,*�* �$�K ���S������� )$r� %������� 9���I� ���# 
�.�$�� ����F� �&�। �����  �F����� �D�E ���%e�* �0�� ��� $�.$ , U���E!� $��" ��� 
��K��*�� ��d* ������!�� &����� %��& 2��9�E�� �8$ .�* "��%। 
 
 ss� )$r��� )$r� %����� �.�$�� �� ��� ���*+ f. %�� �� )�� 2�%5��� F��� 
$���* -�4� ����� )�Z���� ���%� ��S �&�। �� 9���0� ������ 1! �%�� F!���G .�* 
���<�*�&���, %��E ���1� -� )"�% 23�*� �������� $�%���% ���� )$��� 9��°� %��� 
)F�*�&���। )�1� �1*�� (��#��� )�1� )1����) ���-��� O��� )�]� )��1��¤ �� ��S�?� 
9���0�� %��1 ��*��1� �&�। w����� )%����%�4� F� &�<� �Ú����� �Y�#����� $%� ���%� ��S 
�&�। )%����%��4�� �/�$�!� 2�3� 3��* f����$���� 1! ���$� %��E .�* ���<�*�&���। � 
$%� �/�$! 9�*� ��y#��#� f��5�����  ¡��%  ��< f����$���� ��� 2�!�F�� F������। 
 
 �Ú����� �Y�#�?��% $hYE# �/��S %��� 1! $������ �M����� )�W�+ O� )%�h��  
���S����� )$�R[��� 9"� ���%� �% ���� )-��� )%����%��4�� 2�9��� %�� ��� �/�Y!�.� 
��� %�*%�� -1 �Y���#� =���� )�? � %�� ���� 2�3� %��� "��%। ���S�������� 
�����5���� $���� �/���� �����-� ��KW� )���� 1�*-� �&�। ������ )%Z���� �Y� �� �! 
�&�, �� ��S������� �����5����� ���3�� )�� )��* �� �/�$! ������% �8��� %��� 1! 
�D�E F�����, �� �D��E��!� �/�$�����% )���� 1�*-�* )��* ���� ����� ��v� %����। 
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 ���� �� )I��� ������ 9�!��� 2���*� �/� 9F� �D�E 6�� ��� �� +���-���� 
9��.� %�� .*। ��Û� )$����.�� �~��* ��� ����� �W��* �D�E 6��- )$5���, $�.�$� $��- 
)��%����� %�� .*। �� ���%� �/�$�!� �W���. I�� ,�4। )� %1 �/�$! ����� ��#B �5�� 
)����&��� ����� �*�� F�1# %�� .�!� %�� .*। ������ 2�3��� O9��B 3���� )���-� O�� 
)$�� ������ $��" ��y�$6��%�� %��। )���-� O�� �<���< 5���d#�E )���� I�- �/�$! 
���� ��<�&� �W��* �D��E 9��.� %��� �� ���S������� ����� ����� )"�% )����* ��$ ��� 
�/��� ��� ��E �6�� .��� 1! ��-�* ��*। ��� 2e$��!% �/�$! 2��0��E -����� �����* 
)��� $0� .*। 
 
 )%����%�4� ������ .K-� .���। f����$���� ���! ��@E �(��$� $W�u .* ��� 
���S�������� ���+ , �0��� ��� ����� �3� �V����� )��< ��*। ���, ����� $��"#! �&� 
$���!, ���, ���S�������� 1! ���� ���� %�� ����� ��� ��k�� ��* ��$। 
 
 )$�R[��� ��=����= )�1� �1*� ��� ���-� ��* �$����� ��" ss � )$r� �!�- %��। 
)$�� ���� $��� ��d� )��� %��&���। )$ $�* ���� 1������� ��� ���-��� .�* ¡�%�� ��" 
��-�* ����� 9K�� ��Q���। w�� )� ������ �E��� ��H��� .��� �� *, )�Z����� ����� ��S�?� 
�0�� ���*+ ����% ��F��� %�� ������। ���� )$r�� )%� �*��� ���.� ����। ����% 
)�Z������ s© ���� ��0�9�\ )&����� ��� �I#� %��� .���। ���� ���! ��%�� ��� µ© 1  
2�i $��� �&���। )�Z����� 9���0�� %��1 I����* ���.� ��4���� 9K�� %���&�� I����* 
%�����। ��� )$ 9K�� ��� ���*� $��" 9�!��!� %��। ������ ���� �0� %��� ������ ��� 
)&�����- )�Z����� 9���0��Y!. ���� )¡�� $�1��� .��। )�W�+� ����� I�� �<� $������ 
�M����� ���। F,<� %�7� �� �[� )%�7%<��� F���� 2��%��� �� �I#�% )1-�$-, $� $�*� 
���+ ��� �WX��� 9��% �&���। ��� �� ����� �����3�� ���% ���=�* ����� )$ ��4 ��7�<�* 
����% $�!���� %���� ��� �����, $!��, ���%K���� w����� $������ �M����� �W����.� ��� 
���*� )�Z������ 9��� %��� ����। �%p )1� ����� $������ �M��� ���� �। �� ����� )��� 
����� )� %� ���� �&� �� �� ��S )"�% )��=� ��*। �� )"�%� ����#�%���� ���I� $��* �0 
U$�%, 2i ��� )-�����@��� 2I�� �Y��E� 1! ����% ���� )%Z���� �C* ��� .�*�&। 
������! ���%K���� �F����� �N� )"�% -������� $�.���! )�Z����� ��S 2?�� 9�*� "��� ���� 
w@ %���&। �%p �/�� )%� $�*� $��1�f� ���S�������� 9���0��Y!. )I� %��� $0� .*�। 
)�Z����� ���S�������� 2�i $��� %���� ������ �w %�#�! .�* ��7<���� ��� ��� $� $�* 
F����� ���� �/ 2�i $��� ).�% ��� 2i ����� 1! ���� �F����� �N��% )��& ����। 
 
 �F����� �D��E� )�&� ���� %��E �&� )�� ���� %���� ��� ��� $.���-���� )�W�+ 
)$��� �������� ������� %��#%��� �W�� )��*�&���। �F������� 2�3��� ��%���.�� ��� �6�� 
.���� 2���.��# .�* ��7<����, �� ��� �����% ).�% � )%। ������ �F����� �D��E� 
���%e� j� )����। 
 
  �Ú����� ��v� ���� 2��3� �F����� �%�� ���N�। �F������ %�*% ���� ��0�E ��K� 
�� �Ú����� $��" ����� .�*�&। ���" &�<�, �F����� )�� , $<% ~��� ��S। �F������� 
��%���.�� ��������� 1! )�� ��� ���" �»�S �&�। ���� 2A�B )-��*N� 2�M$�� ,*���¤ 
2�M$�� ��M�(� �/ $h%#�* ������� $�f�. �!K .�* �<��। %�*% ���� ���!� ��� 
�/�$�!� $�4% 2�3�$. �F������ ��K���� ��� V�V ����� %�� U��� %�� )M���। �F�������  
�� ��%���.��  
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O� )%�h�� �*��� U$! ��� O� )%�h�� ������*� 2�3� %��&���। ���� �F������ ,*���� 
I�, )1��-�&, ��1�I��, "��.�� ����� )u�, ����<� )��,�* )u� ��� ����� )u� $��� 
)��,�* ���1 )�����* �&�। ����� $��" �&� %��!�� ,*��� ��.��� , ��F� ��*�� )�W�+ -�< ,4� 
�< �%���� �% ��1�%�� ���.�। 
 

 �/�% 9FÖ �6��� .��� 1! ������ ��%�� �&� �%� $��* ���I� �/�$!��� �D�E 
%�� ��� 
 2�3�� ����� ��% ���� ���� %�� ��� ��% 2���� $�.���! ����d %�� �F������� 
$�.��!%��� �/�$� ��-�* �$�� � ����। )$1! �F������ )�� )�&� )�� ��� $<% )��-����- 
���Q� %�� )�*�� 1! �%�� �� ��4���� 9�*�1 �&�। � 2�I���� $�M��!� F���%��4 ��.� �&� 
�/� 2|��� 2��%#� �D��E� ���। �% ����� ���.�� ��0 $%��� 2�-�F�� 9�* �µ ���� 
9�K �Ú��� ���< )�*� $.1 I!���� �&� �। �&�<� �Y� �D�E�% $�"# )�*�� 1! )� F���� 
�Y���(�� %��� ������ %��& �&� )$5��� �%���#� �% F�� ��* ��,*�� 9�*�1 �&�। �/ 
$h�%# ���I� ��� $�-W.�� .���। 9:;�� ��# $h� .���। ���I� 2�3��� �/��� ��� �%� $��" 
�6�� .��� 1! ���I� $�*$YF� ���� ����������I��� ���0� %�� )�����। �� 2�I�� ��M� 
.�* ��,*�� �%����� $���� �&�, )$�� .�Q ��� )%� 2���8$�.� ���S����� �D�E ��.Y��#� 
�Y��#� ��;1����P �%&� %�� ��$। 
   

 2�r����� q ������ $<% ��� )�� )��-����- ���Q�%��� ���� 9��!�%� ���k %��1� 
���#� ��* $_�� �� �,� .���। )-�� , 2�� $B�#�E �� �����% ������ ��� �F������ 
��=����= 3�� 6�7�� 3�� %�� �Y� �D�E w@ � .,*� ��#B �`�-�� %�� "�%�� .��। ss� 
2�r��� �Y� ���.� �F������ �� ��! �,� .���। 2�%5��� )��� )Z%� ����� �. %�� ��-�* 
F����। �%$��" ��5��� )��� )Z%�� �!�3� %�� , ����� ���I� 2�3� )"�% )-��� �%� $��* 
�/6�7��� %�&�%��& ��* ��,*� )$ $��* �< %�4 �!���� �&���। %����� ���� %��$� F�7�, ¡�%� 
9�%Z�� ��y���!���*� &�� � �!����� ��-�* ���� �� $�K �!��3� $�°�I��� $h� %����। ����� 
2_%��� �Y���(�� %���5��� F���*���<�* 3�� %�� .���। �� I��� 2i5����% )Z%� )"�% ����* 
����F��� ������* )�� ��* ��#���� 3�� 3�� %�� .���। �� I��� 2i5����% )Z%� )"�% 
����* ����F��� ��� ���* )�� ��* ��#���� 3�� 3�� %�� )� �% ����% ��� %�4 �&� �� 
���� ��=��� ���� �। 
 

 
����� ����� �� �% 2$�$�.$� U$�% ��*� $������ ����। ��� ��� !K �&��� 
,*���� I� ���$ %��� ���*+। ,��� ���%K�� 2�M$���� 9���� �����$ �; "�%���। ���� ��� 
O�� ��%� ��?�� ��� ���% ���� )����&���। %����� F�7��� )�W�+ ���I� �� )-��-�&�, ��1�I��, 
���.�� ����� )u� ��� ��1 2�3� �D��E� 1! ���k .���। ���� 2��#�%� $��" �&��� �{� 
����M�, �%&� ������� )u-� �� ���%��� %��& w����� )f��। �Y� ���.�� �� )&�� )&�� 
��5���� )�W+ ���Q��� ����� O�, $���*��, Y� �.��� ���� �� 1@�। �����< ����� 
)u��� 1! )%� �� ��4��� .*�, %��E ������ 1�� �&� �/�$��� ���� )$ 2�3� )&�< F�� 
�$���। �D�E ���F���� 1! F���*���<�* ��� ���� ).��%�*�#�� 3�� %����। �F������ O� 
���� ��0�E -�1�� F��% �D�E%��� ���.�� �D��E� �Y�# ��V��#� 6�7�� �.�$�� )��& )*� .���। 
 

 -I�� ���। s�� $�* ��� ���� ������ $hYE# ���.� �D�E3��� �%���#� 6�7���� )�Z7�& 
)-�& ��� ��� ��� ���k �D�E3��� �� ��! ����� 9��� ��Q। f��� �$� ���&�* ��� 6����* 
�<��� ��� $��< ����* ����% 1���� .��� �%&�0�E� ���!� ���� ���.� �/�$�� ��� 
=�7���* �<��। �� I��� )$� 
e $�*��%��� ���� �� I�< 1�����। .���*���� 2I��, 
2e�*$� )&����-��� �% ����� �� ����� �D��E $�M�! ��I %���? �% .�� ,��%�� 
1$�����E�, ��  
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���� �F����� )&�< F�� �$���? ��� ��� %��& )"�% ��%� ��?�� ���* ,*���� I��� ��� 
�6�� .��� $��" $��" $�#�`% �D�E �@ .���। $�K �/6����� �����| )�� ����। ����(�� 
%��� 5��� �/�$���� -�����5���� $���! 2�3��� ��� )-����d#E %�� F���&। %����� 
)-���, )f��, )���-� �� )&�� 2�i� �,*��1 ����� �Kb�� )I�] )��� ��-���। $%�� z��� 
���!� )-��-�&�. ��1�I��, ����� )u� , ���1� 2�3�5��� ������ �*�; �$���, �%p ,*���� 
I��� �������� F��F� ������ 1�� �<���। ������ �%��� �I#� ��%� ��?�� O�� �/ 
���%��5���% ��Y� %��� ������ � ���, ��� ,*���� I�� 2�3��� 9F�� �/�$� ��� %��� 
$0� .���। w����� � O�� 2�i� ��� �I#� %��* ���� �/� �� 2�3��� ��� %��� $0� .��� 
�। )��.�� $h�E#I��� �/�% �%�< "�%�� .���। %�� �%��� ����� 2_%���� $M� 
�v���$��E $��। $%�� � ��। ���� %��& %�� ��� F�7� ��� $�.��! F��Q। �� .��� ��3� 
$�%�1%। )$ �0 %��& �����< )�� )u� )"�% �/�$��� �� �D��� 9:;�� ��Q।���� 
)&�® ��������� ��* �� ��� .�* F���*���<� )"�% -�1�� F�� �-�* )�Z&���। )$��� �-�* 
)����� )��*�Ä ����� .���O(�. �N���� %�& )"�% ��� ��� %��� )Fk� %��&। ��� �!�3��� 
�N �&� �। ��,*�� $��" $��" �% �- -�� F� )����। ��, 1���� F�7��% $�.��! %��� �� )%� 
��<�� �� ���� .*�। �80�" ��� ���� )&�® �0�%��� ���.� ��* "�� 2�I���� ��-�* )-���। 
I�-!D�� ������ �%�� ��- ��-�1 �&�। �� 2i�� )$�� ������ I�dE ��%��� ��$।  
����% )"�% ���=- ���!� )-���5�� F��&���। f����$��� )� )����% ����&��� )�Z<��Q�। )%� 
)%�  1* ����� 1* ����� ��� �F%8%�� %��&���। "��� �% ������ ���! F�� ��$�&, �� $�* 
�%�� )M�� ��,*� -@� -�<� ��K��, ��=��� )����। -�<��� w�* �&� �%1 )��*���%। �%�� 
.�� I��-�, ���%� K )�। ���%K�� ��#�� )���� ��%��। ��� ��º� )&���� ���*� ��S ����, ��$ 
��$ %�7��&। �� ���� ��w�� ��� ���% )&�X )��� �����। �%1 f����$��% )��% 1���� 
)��*���% .�$������ )*� .�Q���। "��� ����� .�$�����। ��� ���% )&�< )��� �����। �� n 
��% )"�%� 5�� �$�&। ��� ���% )&�< $��� �����*�&। ��� n )��%���% -�<� F����* ���� 
$��" �$�� �����। ���� $��" "�%�* )$ $�.$ �M�� )����। .�$������ �� )�Z&��� 5�� �d#E 
�� ���� ����� .�*�& =�7�% =�7�% )���-��� 5�� .�$������� )�*��� �6�� .��&। I�-!D�� 
.�$������� )I�� I��$JK 2�3�* ��S���% )����। ��� )$� .�I�-! )��*���%��� I�� 
��S���� ��� )&�< �����,- 1�� � �1 )$ )�7�F ��& �%�। .�$����� )"�% )�� .�*� )��� F�7� 
)�Z�< �$�& ���� ���%। )$ %�7��&���। ����% 1�����, ��� ���� )&���� tz �� ��� %�� 2i 
��� 9F�� )-�����@� )M�� "��� 2�3� )&�< F�� ��$�&। ���% �8$�. ���* ���� ��-�* )-��� 
�Y�# 2�3� �YE#����� 1!। )���-��� �% =�7% 5�� ������ ��� ���* F�� )-�। ��� )���� 
���Q��� ���%3�� U$!�� 9�* s{{ -1 O�� )������� ��� 2�3� ��*�&। ��7�=��<� �<��� 
�<��� ���� ��-�* ��� �/���.�� �%���� ���� �0�%��� ���.�� ��-��-�1 �� 3�� 
%����। �%�-��< 5�� %��� �� �%&� ���%3�� )$� ��< )-�। ��%��� ����� 2�3� )&�< 
)������� ���� F�� )-�। +���-���� ���� )����� ��� %����। 5�� F����* ���� �%&� 
���*�� ���%K�� U$! ��� %�� .���। �%&�0 ��� �����< )u��� 2�3� )"�% �/�$!�� 
������ ��� 5�� F������। ���� ��&� .�� ����� )u�� 2�3� ����। )$��� ���%3����� U��� 
������ 2I�� �&� �। ��� %�� 2i ��� )-�����@� -�1��F�� ��4��� .���। �%�� 6�� ��� �� 
�K� F�� , O� �K� -� )����। )F�*�&��� �5��� f����$��� ��* ��%, �%p )*�� �� )%� )$��� 
�&� �। )�� �%&�0E �� ��� �%1 ���<� )��%�% )����। ��� ���% ��%�� "�%�� �%&� F�� ��� 
�����।  
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�%&�0�E� ���!� F����% )"�% )��%1 �$�� ��-���। �� .�Q��� ���� )� ���� M�7�< )�� .�Q। 
.®�-�� w@ .�* )-���। )&��, ���<�, ��@d, )��*���% $��� %�<�%��< %��& �� ���Q ���� )*�� 
1!। %�*% ������ ���!� "�� , "��� ����� ������� ��$�5��� ���� .�* )-�� )$ �W�! )I���� 
*। 
 
 ����� 2_%�� )�� �$�� $��" $��" ��� �%&�$��!% ���S����� )��� 9�� ���� ��* 
-�1��F�� F�� ����। �%&� $��!% ���S����� )��� �$�� �� �! �&��� ���� ���%K���� ������ 
��&� ��� � ����। ���, ���� ,*���� I��� ���%��5��� ��� �����< )��,�* )u��� 2�3� 
$h�E# ���$ %��� �����, ���, ��%K�� )$����.� ��@ I���0��fK .�*�&�। 2�� �%� )"�% 
$h�E#I�� )6��, .�*, �/�$!�� �`$��# %���। $��!� ���� ����+� $��" ��� %��&���। ���� 
1���� ������ F�� �$�� �� n ���%�� 1$�����E� ��� ���%K���� �% I*��. 2�!�F�� 
F�����! �%p ������ ���* �&� �। )�&� �Ú��� ��� ����� ���� ��* ������ ��0 ��� %�� 
2�3� �7%�< "�%� $�� �&��� �। �� �D��E� �� �!� �&��� �/�% 2%¢�8 �6�� .��, �� 
)��� $�� �/�$� ��� %��, ����� ����� )I�] )�,*�, 2i , )-�����@� ��� %��। ���� 
$hYE# $M� .�*�&���। 
 
 ���� F�� �$�� O’�� �� ���%K���� n ���%�� ���., ��i f����$���� ��� ��#� 
2�!�F�� F���*। ��i 1��� ��I��� 2�!�F�� $.! %��� ������ 
����� ���&। 
 
 ,*���¤ 2�M$�� $�M�(�� )�W�+ )��-����- ���Q�%��� ���� 2IY����# $�M��!� $��" 
����� %�1 $h� %��। ���� w�� $<% ��� )����"� ��15��� )I�] ���* 0�B .*�, 1�*-�* 
1�*-�* )��,�* ��� ��� ��K� )%�� ���� $�� %�� )�*। )�� �%&����� 1! �� )��-����- 
�!�3� ���%3���� �!�.�� %��� �����। 
 
 s�� 2�r���। �����$��!% ����_� ��� 9F�� 2i, )-�����@� ��* ���� )�Z���� �M�� 
����। 1-�� ������ ,*��� ��.��� , ��F� ��*�� ��F�� .���। )���9��% .�!�, ��1�%�� ���.� 
$�-4 ��� ��}�� 2����� ���� )��d� $��!K .* ��� ����� �W��!�� )�,*� .���। �V$��!% 
��]��� ��1�%�� ���S���� )��-�� %��। ,*���¤ 2�M$�� $�M%�(�., ��*� $������ ����, F�7�, 
O��, ���� $�����, 1@� ��� ���� 2��%� ���+ ��� �!��-� %"� )%���� )I��� �����। 
���� ������ )$��� )&��। 
 

\ ���S�������� 2��� , %������� 2�I�� \ 
 
 ���%K� )"�% �����* ��$ ss � )$r��� ���*+ ��* �%�� �1�$ )��� ��� ��� 2��% 
.�*�&। )����& 9�!* �� �WX��* $%���� $Y��#� �� .�1�� �@E ���S���� )��- )���� 1! ��#��F� 
� .�� )��� 2�W�\� �!"� ��* �M�� )-�&। ����� ��� ������ 2��0� %���& ���� �� ��, %� 
1�� )���� ��% ��$। ��.l-G,���%��F�, ����, 2!�! $���B ���%�* ,�� ����% �6�� 
����&। $���� �% 9², �� %��� 2��0� %����? �%1 U$�% �.�$�� ��� ��=�� ���� %� 
���d I*��. ����% $.1I��� f.E %��� 
�P���#I��� ���� )��- )�*�� �Wk�B �� )�। -EF� 
)"�% w@%�� ��N�F��� 
����� ���, )%���� ���������� ���S������� �� � �Wk�B ����� 
�����। F� �I�*8��, �%����� ���S��� $�-�4� .�*�&, �!��% ��1���% , $����% 9���� 
$��-। $hYE#j�� ��1���% , $����% )�W+ &�<� ������ �@E�� )�I��� ���S���� =����* ��<�&, 
����0�� )�Z�# , �`�!��-� ���F*  
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���*�& ��� �Wk�B �W�"��� )%� ���S������ ���.��$ )�। ���S������� �� ���.�$ $W�k %���& 2! 
)%� *। ��� )%� �� �� )-�°� �%%I��� ���S���� �"� 1-�� �� ��1*�% ��1� ��� �� 
%�� �� .�� 2���, ��"!�। ���%K�� �������% ��S� )��dE �� ��� �&� )� ��]��� 1���� 
1���*������ ���S����� 9�� %�� .��� 9���� 21# %���&�। 1���* )��dE )"�% ���S ����� 
��� �%�×� ������ 1- �"� �@E $��1�% ���S��� w@ %��� ��S ���-�*�&। � %W��+ 
1-�E� �� 1-�E� )���� �@ $§����� �1
 । 
 
 �-k ���$ ss � )$r��� %��#I�� f.E %��� �� ���%3����� 6�7��� ��� ��� %�*%�� 
�D�E ���F��� %��। �� �D�E5��� F������ M�� ���%K�� �E��� $[�_ ������ �%�� 
$��k ���� 1�» ��� $��- $��- ���S�������� )��d 5E5���, 9%�� ��*। ���%K���� )$ $�* 
���S�������� $���! 9����"5��� �_ %��� 1! $����B ��S���� 6�7�� -�< )����। �� 
6�7��5����% $���0� %��� 1! ���� �!��%I��� %�7������� )�<� , ��� �!�.�� %��। 6�7��5���� 
�I�� �1��� ���%�� U��� %�� .*, �� ������% %����� )-��� )"�%, ��7F��� ����। 6�7��5����� 
�*��� ���%K�� $����% ���.� &�<�, )�� �%&�$��!% ��1�%�� , ����� ���� .*। $���B��#� 
�� $���0� 6�7��5��� &�<�, $<% , )��-����- )%l5����% �0� %��� 1! ���������� 2I!B�� 
���I� 3�� ���%K�� 6�7�� -�< ,�4। )���� 2I!B�� -�< ,�4। )���� 2I!B�� -�< ,4� 6�7��5��� 
�&� 2��0�%W� %� $���0�। 
 
 %������� �&� �;� $����B ���%K����� �%�� $���0� 6�7��। �-u ���$� ��=����= �� 
6�7��� ��� ���� O’��� 9�!0 �D�E F����। O’���� ���S������ 6�7��� 2I!B�� 9��� %��� 
$0� .*, �"��� ���� 6�7���� ��� %��� �!"# .*। ���S������� ��� 6�7���� 9��� %��� $0� 
.�*�& )$ $�*� ����� ��� ���%K����� �!��% sµ{ ��������� ��#���� )-��� ��d#� .�*�&। 
�%��-�G� ���%K�� 2�3� )"�% ��  ��#���� )-��� )&�7<� .���। �/�$��� �1��� ���%���� )I�� 
"�%� ��� �� �D��E ����� )%� 0�� .� � ��� 2�3� )�-��% )����� ���� �1 2�3��� 
��� �1 ��#�� ~��� )-����d#E %����� । sqz© $���� I���-���%K� ���� ���%K���� �� �E���� 
%"� �FB� %�� ��� ���S��� F��%��� �� �!��%I��� %��1 ��-�*। %������� 6�7��� ��� O’�� 
�D�E F����* ��� ���S�������� )��d5����% $hYE#I��� ����b %��। 
 
 ������ ���S�������� O�#��� ��% �&�- ��1���% , $�����% )�W�+� 2I��। )� 
��1���% )�W+ ���S������% ���S������ 9�*�1�*�� , ��� �Y� �0! 2B�] $�.F��#� ���!�� 
��0���* �� )%� $�*� �&� �। ��1���% )�W�+� 2I��� )���� 2I!B�� 9��� %�� �%I��� 
-E$����- %��� .* �� )%� $�*� �&��। � 1! 2�% )0�� )��� )-�&, ���S�������� �F��E 
���� 1$�"# .����*�&। �~��*�P $����% )�W�+� O�#���। %�*% $\��.� )���9�\ ���S�������� 
��! )"�% �%1�% ��#��F� %�� .��� )��। 9�* )0��� $����% |��� 2I��� $�%� ��V��# )$ 
)�W+ ���� �!"# .���। 2��! �� 2e $��* $����% )�W+ $W�k %�� $����, �&��� �। �� O�� 
9�� O�#��� &�<�, ���S������� )$ $��* $����. , 2�i� ��% )"�% 9�!0 �D��E� IY��%� 
f.�E� ����S .�* ,�4। �-k ���$� )��d� ���% ss � )$r��� ���S�������� ��� ���#� ��� 
�/� ��S���� 6�7�� �D�E )"�% ���� "��%�। �/�% )%Z��� 9��b %�� ��� ��S���� 6�7�� )"�% 
��#���� 3�� )�� %�� ��� ��� .�!� %���।’ 
 
  t ��� s{� )$�R[��� 2�I��5��� $���0� %������� 6�7�� )"�% �/ U$!��� )%Z��� 
9��b %�� ��#���� 3�� )�� %�� �� .�!� %��� $�N� ���.�E। �� 2�I��5��� ss � )$r��� 
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���S������� �V�� �� "�%��। )-���� ����� &����� 1�!, �5��� �Y�!�� ��0E�* ��d* .�* 
"�%��। 
 

 %�������� �/6�7�� )"�% ©{{ -1 ��v�� ���*� %������� f��, ��0E- ��v� , ��0�E 
6�$�� f�� , �4��� ��<�। ���*� %�������, 6�$��f��, �� �4��� ��<� �� f���� $��� ��� 
%��������� ���= ��K�# 1�����4। �/�% �� 1������4 )�� %�� ��� .��। �� 1�����4� .�� 
����� ��EM�7�। �� �� �! $���� )��� ��� ���*� %������� ��� 6�d��f��� �%�� %� �0��Y.! 
�F� %��। ���S���� ��.M�1�% �� �0��Y.! -�< )����� I�� )�*� .*। (��� ���S����� ��.M�1 
����#�%��� �%�� 2�I�� ���F��� %��� �-�* �.�� .)। ��.M�1 ����� 2_%��� f����$���� 
$.�*��* ���%�� , )�? U��� %�� ���*�%������� , 6�$��f��� �C* )*। 
 

 %������� )"�% )$�1� ��0�E F�� )-�& 5@+�YE# $<%, �%��-G-1������@���-��� $<%। 
¡�%� ����� 1! $�#�`% �D��E ��Í $<%��� 5@+ 2���$��। ���%K���� �� $<�%� 5@+ 
����� %���� ��� )$1! ���� $<%��� ���� ���I� 3�� �1��� 6�7�� 3�� %���&���। �� $<% 
���� sz� ���$[� ss � )$r��� ��� ���S������ $�#9"� ¡�%� 9��� %��। 
 

 %��������� �/6�7���% ��� )��-����- �!�3� )"�% ���Q� %��� .��। %� �0��Y!. )"�% 
%������� , �%��-�G� ���=� $<%����� ���S������� 2�% ��¤- �!��% ��� 3�� %��। �� 
��� �������E ���%K����� �!��% 0�� .*। �-u ���$� )��d� ���%� ���%K����� *�� 
$����. , U$! )��=�� ��% ��� ���$ .*। z� )$�R[� ��%�� )��� ���*�%������� �0��Y!. �-�* 
���S���.���%�� ���% �4�����<�� %��& %������� �%��-G $<�%� ��� �!����� )��� ���W� 
���। $<�%� ��� %��& �-�* )%� %�� 2�3� ��� .�� ��� ��� ��� �.<� )�*� .*। ��=���� � 
��� ����� ���k 3�� �-�* �!����� ����। ����� ��� ���#� �&� ��0E ��#B �!����� 3�� �/ 
9��� � %�� )$ $�* ��#B ���� 2��0� %���। �0��Y!. )"�%  ��.l-G %!��h �M�� ��$ ��� 
�� �%�� )%�h���% 2i ��* U�� "�%�� ���#� ���। ������ ��<� )"�% �1�-�� �YE# �" ���* 
%������� 67���� )�Z&� ��*। )I�� $��< F����� $�* �� �" ���* ��-�* %������� 6�7�� �D�E 
%��� .��। ���� 1���� %������� 6�7�� �D�B .�� )I�� .,*�� $��- $��- ���%K�� �%�� 
$�.��!%��� �� �%��-G )"�% %��������� ���% �,� .��। �4�� ��<�� %��& ���S���.�� ���� 
����� ��* ��,�� .* %������� 6�7���� )�Z&� ��*। )I�� $��< F����� $�* �� �" ���* ��-�* 
%������� 6�7�� �D�E %��� .��। ���� 1���� %��������� ���% �,� .��। �4��� ��<�� %��& 
���S���.�� ���� ����� 1! 2��0� %��&। ����� 2_%��� ������ F���� �� ��? ��#�� �� 
)����� �;� ���� 3�� %��। )I�� F����। ��� )����� ��� ��$ ��&। �D�E%��� ���� 
%��������� ���% ��-�* )-�&। $������ ���� )%� 6����� �����। �$� $�6�d#� ��;1�* ���� 
$�K 2�$�� I��� )-�&। )I�� .�* �$�&। �D�E%��� ���� %������� 6�7���� )�Z�& )-�&। .4�8 
����� �����D�E )I���� �Kb�� )I��- ���। ������ ��#��5��� %������� ��v� 2��� )-��� 
��0� w@ %����। �%&�0E �� $%���� ������ )��� )-� )���%&� ���S����� %������� 6�7�� 
2I!B�� 9��� %��� $0� .�*�&। 6�7��� �Y�# 2�� ����� ����। 6�7��� ��v� 2���� ���%�� )"�% 
D��-� )���-��� 5�� �$�� "��% ��� $��- $��- ��#���� )-���। 2e0�E� ���!� 
���S������� ��&� .��� ���! .*। ��� O1 ���S����� 9�E .���* , st 1 �.� .*। $%�� $����* 
�!����� 3�� ���%K�� $�.��!%��� ����� 9"� ��%�� �!�����%��� ���� 3���� ��� �������E 
$h�E#j�� ���$ .*। ��� )�� �%&�$��!% ���%K�� U$! �.� , �.� .*। ���$9�\ ��%��� 
)�&�� �&��%�� 1�� , 2��  �%�� ��%। �� -�<� O��� )"�% �/�$!�� +��� )�� ��K�� ���� 
2�3� )* , �!�����%��� ����� $��" 5�� ����* w@ .*। ��� ���� ���%K�� U$! �.� .*। 
)���F )��1���¤� )�1� ��*�� 1�� )"�% )�� �$�� $�* ���S��������  
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5���� �.� .*। �� �� 5�� ����* F��&� �� �%�� ���%K�� U$! %������� 6�7�� )"�% 
�����* �%��-G ���Q�। �� ����% ���� )$ $�* �!�����%��� ���� )�&� ��$ 2�3� )* , 
����� ��� 5�� F���*। ��� z 1 ���S����� �.�� . , « 1 ���%3����� .��� ��� ��<। �� 
�%�¢% ����#�* 2!�����%��� ���� ����� 2!�����3� ����!�- %��� ���! .*। �� ����#* � 
6��� )$�� �%�� ���%K� , �!����3� )"�% �M�� )��� ���� �। $��f%I��� �� 2�I���-�� 
�&� �%�� $M� 2�I��। 2�I�� )��d �����% �� 1 ���%K� U$! �.� .�*�& ��� ��� 
���1� -�� ��� ��4��। )���, ���%K� ¡�%� )"�% )$���� ����� ���� ��� .* )� )�d���� O� 
�!�����*� I����* U$! ���%K� $���B 6�7�� %������� �D�E %��। 
e $��!% ���%K�� )$! 
�� �D�E 9��.� %�� ��� I����* U$!��� )�&� .���* )�*। ��� �{{ I����* )$!  �.� 
.* , zt 1 ���%K�� U$! �.�� .*। ���� )���� �� ���� ���� �(�$� .�* ��4। �P$�N�. 
�� 2�I��� ���� �/�% 9��b %�� ���#k 3�� �� ����� $��!�* .�!� %��� $0� .�*�&���। 
  
 s{� )$�R[��� 2�I���� , �/�% %������� 6�7�� )"�% )�� %�� ��� �%�� $�N� 
%��.�। ��� �0! %���& ���S���.�� �D��E� ����� ���%K�� U$!�� )�����*� .�* �4���। 
���������� )I�� ���S���.� ����� )%� 0��$�� %��� ���� �� ���E� ���� 3��* 1$����E�% 
���� F����� �। ���� $�$�* � %"� 9�� F��� )�, ���� 2$�� ��S� 2��%��� ��� ���%K��% 
���� ���%�* ������। ����� �� ���$%��� 1! ��� ��v� �&��� )� ���� ���� ������ ���*� 
%������� , 6�$��f�� 2�3�5���* �D�E %���। t ����� O��� )"�% ���� ���%K�� U$!��� 
%�������-�%��-G $<%�� �!�.���� 2��� $����- ���। �$�* ���� %�������� 2�3��� I��$JK 
���%K�� U$!��� $���* �� U$! ��* ��$। ���, ��� )F�*�&���। � ����� ��%�� )��� )�1� 
�1*��� �.���� ���-��*�� 9"� )�]� )��1���¤� �%�� )%�h�� ��.l-�G ��* ��$। 9"� 
)�]� )��1���¤� 2���*% �&�� )�1� �1*��� । q ����� )I�� )��� )�1� �1*��� �% ��� 
���*� %������� , 6�$��f���� 2�3�� ���। %������� 6��� )"�% )�� .�* ��$ ���%K�� U$!�� 
6�$�� f���� 2�3��� ��� �D�E F����� ��� ��� ���E� %��। �� 2�3��% �1��� %��� 1!� 
9"� )�]� )��1���¤� )%�h�����% )$��� �0���!. U��� %��� ���#� ���। )%�h�� %����� 
�&�� %!��R �����*��� (��#��� )�1� , 9"� )�]� )��1���¤� 2���*%)। q , s{ ����� ���� 
)%�h���� �1 2�3� )*। )$ ����� ���S������� %�������- �%��-G $<�% ��¤� �!��% , ��¤- 
����$��� ��� 3�� %��। )$ $�* )"�% ���� )&�� )&�� ��� $<%��� ���� )�������, w@ %�� 
)�*। %��������� �Y�# ����, �%�� ���S���.� )%�h� ��*��1� %�� .*। ������% ���#� )�*� .* 
�%��-G )"�% )%� $�.��!%��� �� �$�� ����� ���� )�*� ��� %������� )"�% ��� )%� U$! 
)��  .�* ��* ����� .�!� %��। 
 
 s{ ����� )I�� )��� )"�%� ���� %������� 6�7���% $hYE#j�� 2�@� %�� )M��। $����. 
�_, $<% )��-����- �_, �/� 1! )%�� O��� �" )���� ��*�&- .* ����� 2_%��� )&�� )&�� ��� 
���* %�� 2"�� �%���I��� ������ 2�3�� �D�E %��। �~��* $������� 6��� ��� ��� 
��� ��*�&���। �� �D�E �$�� s{ , ss � )$�R[� ����। s{ ����� )I�� )��� ��� %!��R 
�����*��� �0��Y!. %��। �������� )�� %�%5��� ���%�� U��� %�� ����� 2�3��% �1��� %�� 
�����&। ����� 2�3��� $��� )"�%� 1�����4���� w@। ���� -I���� �% M�� )"�% ��M��। �/ 
�%�� -�1� ���! �$�� 5���d#E %��� ���#� )�*� .*। ��� �3���v� �&��� )� ���� ���� 
)�� �%&�$��% U$! �� %��� $0� .���। �� $��" $��" %������� 6�7��, ������ ���� �$�� 
����। �/�$!�� %������� 6�7�� )"�% )�� .�* ��$ �� �D�E F�����, �� $hYE# �%��� ����% 
����!S %������� 6�7���� ����� 1! )�� �%&� $��!% ���S������ 9�*�1 .��। 
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�1! ��� �% )%�h�� ���S������% ��.l-�G %!��h U��� .,*�� ���#� ���। ����;�� ������ 
�� )%�h���% �% %�1 %��� .�� �� 1��� ����। )$ $�* $���B ���%�* &�<�* �&� ���I� 
)CE�� )��%। ����;� �1�* ���� �� �%�� O@. �!����। 
 
 $_�� �Y��# )%� �D�E ���F���� .�� � ��� ��� ��� ��*�&���। ��, )�� %�*% 6¤� 
$�* .��� ��*�&। ��� O��� )��� ��.l-G )"�% s� ���� �Y�� ���%��F� $���$r��� ���% �,� 
.�* ���- 2�� �%�� ���S���.� ���% ����� 2�I�� $h�%# ���#� )�*�� 1!। ���%��F�� 
)�Z7&�� $��- $��- ��� ��� ��� )�, ���*� , 6�$�f��� ����� 2�3�5��� ���%K���� �D�E 
%��&। � ��� )��*� ��� ��.l-�G �M�� ��$। )��� �� $��< F����। %!��h )�Z7�& )� 
)%�h����% U��� "�%�� ���#� ���*�&��� ����� )��71 %��। ���� 2���3���� ���%K�� 
�D��E� ��� )��* �� )%�h�����% ������ 2�3�5���� $��WX %��� 1! )9�E %�� .*। 
)%�h�����% �I��� ��4���� M�� ���� ���%e� ����%I��� ��F�� .�* ��*। )$� $�* 
�%&�$��!% ���S����� ��* %������� 6�7���� �D�E %��� �� $.�1� ��� %�� )����। 
 
 %������� 6�7�� �D��E� )%� ���* � )��� ��� ���*� %��������� ���% �,� .�* ���। 
��" )��� )&�� )&�� ��� �"� )�]� )��1���¤� )1�*��� ��.l-G %!��h� ���% �M�� �$�&। 
������% �Y�#3�� �M�� ��,*�� ���#� ���* ��� 6�$��f��� )�Z7�&। �� 9�* $_�। )�Z7�& )��� 
)�]� )��1���¤� )%�h���� ���W���I��� ����� 2�3� )&�< �����* )-�&। %!��R �����*��� 
�%1 $]�$. ��, )$��� ��* )-�&। 1�����4��� ��=����= 1�*-� )"�% ��, ���%K�� 
U$!�� ����� �.� ��� �.� U$!����% ��* )��� �!K। ���*�- %��������� 2�3�� ���S������ 
��, 2��� ��*�&। 
 
 )$�� )��� �<����� $�* ���� ��.lG %!�h )&�< ��,*�� �� ��� %������� )"�% 
�����% O� )%�h�� )$! �D�E ���� �F� %�� 6�$��f���� ���% ��-��� "��%। 9"� )�]� 
)��1���¤� )%�h���� ��;1�� ����#� .�* ���k# 3�� �/ �$�� �Y��#� 5���d#E w@ %��। 
���%K�� U$!�� �� 5���d#E ���0� %�� �� ����i $.%��� )�����*�I��� ��-��� "��%। ����� 
��H� 5���� 9"� )�]� )��1���¤� �%1 ��*% $������ , 2�� �%1 )1�*� �.� .। )$ 
$�* )�& ���% )%� �F8%�� %�� ��� )�, �%��-G )"�%, U$!�� ����� �D�E %��� �$�&। 
��� )%�h������ F�� ���W���� )��� )�* ��� ���� �1 3� )&�< ���* %��। �$�* ���*� 
%��������� ��0E ���% �&� ������ �%�� ��- ��-�1। �� ��-��-�1‘� )%��%�� )-����d#�E 
�V$��!% �D�E�� ���%K�� U$! �.� .* ��� )�d ��#��* ���� .��� ���! .*। )� ���S����� 
��-��-�1 F����Q�, ��;1� ��� )$ ��- ��-�1’� �!������ ��� .��� )F�� ��� ����। ��� ��� 
.���� ����  $hYE#j�� ���< ��*। ����� $��!% ���%K�� U$! .�!� ��� �D�E%��� ���.��% ��&� 
.���* )�*�� %W��+ ����। $_!�� �� %!��R �����*����% ��� ���#� ��� ��� )%�h�����% 
�Y�#3�� �M���* ��* )���। ��� ’���  $�* )��=� )-� )%�h����� ����� )I�] )-�&। ��� ����� 
6��$�f��� �M���* ��* ��,*� �4% .�� �। ����� 1�*-�* ��4��� .� �� �%�� ���S���.� 
)%�h��। �� 2�I������ ���, ������  2�% IY�-D��� .�*�& �"��� ���%e�� ��% )"�% �� 
�Y�! 2���$��। �� 2�I���% �%�� $����%�e� �!�����, ��� F��। �/�% 9��b %�� 
1������4���� �� ����� $��!�* .�!� %��� ���� $�"# .�*�&���। �� 2�I����� �� 
���S�������� $�.$ , �`�I#��� �V5E )��<  ��*। .�!� %"��� ��� ������ �!�.�� %���&। 2��! 
�*��� ���� �� �¬��� ����d �!�.�� )�। �/�% ����1� %��� �Y� �� �!। )-���� ���� �F��� 
�/ ����% 9�² �< 2�����। .�!�� ��� )��-! ���K।  
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������� $Y� ����� 

µ{। ss � )$r�� $�6��� ��� $h�%# 
2!��!� ����E 

����� �%������ ������ sqts 

 
$�0�8%��P )�1� �¬�� ��11* 

t-z-sqt� 
 
 ss� )$r��� ��� ����EP ss � )$r� �&� ���������� �W.;� )$r�।�*��$�. )1��, 
��]��� )1�� ��� ����� )1��� -����_� �.%��� ��* -�4� .* �� )$r�। I����* $���B ���%�� 
I����* �$�%����� )��u ���%��F� )"�% ��.������ ��#B ��� ��KW� �&�। �*��$�. )1��� 9�* 
$hYE#���%� µ« )� ��9� ��#B ���S���.�� �*J�E �&�। ��� �8%��� $����% )�W�WN $�°�I��� 
����� %��� ����� ��.�� �� ���%� ���S���� ��, U���k!�YE# IY��%� ��� ������। �%p ��9� 
���$� ��=����= ���S�$��� ��<����< ���%� )&�< F�� ��* ��� ��%�$��� 3� ��� %��। 
)�W+.� ���S������� I����� ��" �� ��<�* ��� )���� I�- )��% I����� ���� ��� ��.l-�G 
$���� .*। ����� ���! )%� )%� )���� 2I!B�� 2�3� %�� ��(����-!I��� ������ ���.�� 
��@�� 9������ ��< )����। ���� ���! ��]����� %���� �$� %�, �*��$��.� I���%�� 
�M$��� � ��� �$��1-�G� ���M ��1#�� �� ��(����-!। �� )$r�� $��F�* 5@+ �YE# 
%�������, 1�������, ��]���-¡�%� )���। ¡�%� $<% ¡�%� �D��E� 1�E! 2�!B 1@�� �"। �� 
)$r��� $����% 5@+ 9�"��% 2�3�* I����* �� �������� )$����.�� $����% )�W�WN )%�� 
����b %���। ��� M�� �� )$r� $�#�� ts $�� 1� ��$ ��#B 2��.��� �&�। �-u ���$� �Y�# 
��#B �� )$r� �%1 I����* 2�M$�� ���-��*�� $�B �$��.� ���F����� �&� ��� )%� ��]��� 
2�M$���% )$r� %����� ���S %�� .*�। ���-��*�� $�B �$�. )$r��% �>����� $���$r�� 
��IS %�� (%) ���%��F� (�) ��.lÓG (-) ��������*� (6) ¡���  ( ) ��-���� ( F) ������< , (&) 
��.������। 
 
 I����* $���B�0� ���.�� 2���*%��� $���$r� %����� �&��। �� $�f $���$r��� 
2��� )���� 2I!B�� )%� ��(����-! ��� .*�। ��� $�����P $���B ���%���� $����� �&�। 
OI#�-!���, ����� )�W�+ ���S������� )���� 2I!B�� $���$r� %�������� ������ ��%���, 
��.�1�� , �Y����1 %��& ��� �%�� $��6���% ���� ��� ��*। )-���� ���� 3��* 1$�����E� 
$�"#� 9�*�1�*�� ���-��*�� $�B �$� 2���� %��� �!"# .,*�* )���� 2I!B�� ��(����-! 
9������ ��N�� -�< )���� $�� .*�। 2!��0 ���%3� ������ ���.� ��1��� 0��� 
$��WXj�� 9���°� %��। $�K 9��� �" �_ %��� 1! $����B� $�#�! ���� $��WX 6�7�� ��#�E %��। 
���� �� $�����- ��1�%�� , ����� ��� �!����������� ���.� -4 %��� $0� .*। �� 2$����� 
"�%� $�+, ����� )1�� $hYE# )�Z���� "�� ��� 1��������� )�,*�-�G� )����I�- ���%� 
$�$��* ���S���.�� 2�� �&�। �� ���%� �&� ��������� $��F�* �W.;� ��S ���%�। �� 
)$r��� 2��� I����* ���.� ���S���.�� 1�! �%�� )��� ��� )����। ���-��*�� $�B �$� �� 
)$r� &�<� , )��� �� )������� %���। $���B ���%�� ���I� 1�*-�* ��� �����, 3�� %�� .*। 
�� �����5�� )��� ����� 1! ���S����� $����. %����। 1� ���$� ��=����= $��* )�1� 
(��#��� %�#�) �1*��� �.�� �u )�]� )��1���¤� ���� �!�����*� ��* ss � )$r�� ��$ 
��� ��7�% 9"� �*��� ���-�  
 
 
* sqts $��� %!��R �.$��� %�#�� �&��। ����#�%��� )�P %�#� ��� ���� .। 
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-4 %��� ���*+ )�*� .*। ��� 2�� $��0\ $��* ���-� -4 %��, �� ��� )1� )M�$# ��� 
����F� .*। n $��* ��S ���%� )�Z���� ���%K��  ���.�� V��%� $���� .* ��� ��� ��7� O’�� 
�!�����*��% )�Z���� �0�* ���S %�� । ‘)1�’ )M�$# -�4� .��� 2e $�* ��� )�1� �1*��� 
�.�� %���* OP$�.�$% 2�I�� F��� �� 
����� ����� $��F�* )-Z����Ñ� 2���� ���� %��� 
����।  
 
 �-u ���$� w@�� )�1� ��� ���.� ���S���.�� $��*%�e $M�� )�� .�* �� )$r�� 
�-� %��। �� ���%�* 2�I���� 5@+ ����b %�� ��� �� )$r�� "�%�� �$��B ) ��� 
�������� )$����.�� $�� �M�� )"�% ��7�% )$r� %����� ���S .�* ��� %�������. 1�������, 
���-��� ��� ¡�%� $<�%� ��� ����d 5@+ )�। �� ��� �I�; %�� %��������� ������� I���� 
��.l-�G �� )$r��� $�� �M��� 3�� %��। ��� )"�% ��� %���* ���!�� �D�E 2�I�� 
���F��� %�� �� ��K���� ��(� %�� )��� ����। �� ���! �F������ ���, %��������� ���, 
)������� ���, ��.�O����� ���, )���� 2I!B�� ��]����� 1�.�1 ����� ���, $��d����< ���, ����� 
2�I�� ��� )I�� %����� 2�I�� ��(����-!। 
 
 �-u ���$� )�d ���% ��� )$�R[� ���$� 9"� ���% �� )$r��� $�K )$r� ���$, 
���S����� ��� ‘)1�’ )M�$# ��* ���������� 2I!B�� 9����� 9:;�� ��� ���%e� %�� .�*�&� 
���� )���� 2I!B�� -E����� j� )�,*� ��*। ����� 
�I���%I��� ¡�%� 2�I���� ���%e� %�� 
.�*�&�। �1! 2!�! )$r��, I����* ���%� �!�- %�� ��������� 9��� %��� ���%e� %�� 
.�*�&�। )$� 2���*� )�1� �1*��� �.�� ����� ���%e� U��� %��, �� )�P )1���� 2����� , 
2!�! I����* $����% �º 2�M$���WN %�W#% ��� 9���$� .�*�&�। )$�R[��� 9"� ���% ���1� 
-�� )$r� %����� ���������� 2I!B�� 9����� 1! 9:;� �&�� �, ��� M�� )$� ���%e� 
f.E %�� .*�। �0�B�� $%��% ���¢� %�� %�E#� �1*��% ��� ‘)1�’ )M�$#$. �� )$r� )"�% 
�$��� ���4�* )�*� .*। ‘)1�’ )M��$#� �� 3��B� ss � )$r��� 1! �&� $��F�* ����`% �6��। 
��S ���%� 9���0� �!��� ���S��� ª�-���� )���� 2I!B�� ��K�� ��I %��� �����। ‘)1�’ 
)M�$# F�� ����� �� �� )$r�� ��� µ 1 �*��� 2�M$�� 2�3� %��- )��*�Ä ����� .���O(�. 
, )�P ����। �� 2$����� "�%� $�^, �� )$r� ��(����-! 2������ 2��f.E %��।  
 
 s© � �I[� ��� ss� )$r�� )�Z7�& ��� )�1� ���.��� 2��#��� 23�*�I��� )$r��� 
��� ���F���� ���*+I�� f.E %��। )$r� ).��%�*��#��� )�Z7�& ��� )$r��� 5����, �1#�� 
2�v*��� ���! ���S���.�� )&����� )���� ���। ���S���.�� )&���� ����� )���% .����* 
�@8$��.� .�* ��<�&�। ��� ��$ ).��%�*��#�� $���$r��� ��.l-�G ���S�������� $��" $�0�8 
%��। ��K���� ����� 2�3� 2����%�� �� ��� %�#���� �3� %�� ��� �D�E�`% 2�I�� 
����!�- %�� 2������Y�% 2�I�� ���F���� 1! I����* )�W�W�N� %��& �����# ��4��। $�f 
$���B ���%��� 2�I�� w@ %�� ।  
 

%��������� 2�����P s� �I[��� µ� ����� ����-� ���� %�������� 2����� %�� .* 
��� ���%K��� 2!�� ��S���� 6�7�� %��������% ����� �Y� ���.� )"�% )��-����- ���Q� ��� 
�$� �_ %�� )�*� .*। �� 2�3�* ss �� 2�@� "�%�� �� «4� ���$[� ��%�� ���� $�* 
%������� ���S���.�� %��& �`$��#E %��। �*��� ���.�� µµ{ )��% ��� ����� 2i �i$. 
��%�$��� �N� .*। �� 2����� F��%��� ���� ss ���� ���! t �� ����� �$�� )Fk� %��� 
����� ����� $���� .�*  
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2���$�� 0*0�� 
�%�� %�� �M�� )��� ���! .�*�&�। ���� %������� )"�% ���S���.�� 
2����� )I�] ��%���.� )�� .�* ����� )Fk� %��� 2�% 0*0�� 
�%�� %�� «4� ���$[� 
�`$��#E %��� ���! .*। %��������� �� .,*�� $�] $�] ��%���.� �*��$��.� )�6��* 
$����B� $� ���%��� ����� .����* )M�� ��� ª� �v���$��E %�� 1�������, �*��$�. , 
)��%��* ���S���.�� 2�I���- %��� 1! $���� .*। 

 
ss � )$r��� ����� ���%e�P �I[� ���$� s� ����� I����* q© �� ����¤ 

���-��� ���-��*�� )A*��, I����* ��1� )$r��� ���-��*�� $�� �$� ��� I���* ���#�?��* 
%��!���� 2���*% )�1� )1���� I-8 �$� ��� I��9�\ 2���*% �.$��� ���� $���* 
1�������, �*��$�. )��%�� 9IW��� $���! .����� ���%e� %�� .�*�&�।  

 
)��*�Ä ����� .���O(�� )�W�+ ����� )1��� -����_� ��� %��� ���%e� %�� .*। 

$���$r� ��.l-G ��� ��������*�* I����* ����¤ ���-��� $.�*��* 1������� ��� %��� 
���%e� %�� .*। )$� ���%e� 2���*� )�,*�-G "��� .�����_�* ��*��1� 9�* s{{{ 
���S����� )�P ���$�� ����� )�W�+ )�,*�ÓG , �$������ .�* 1��������� ��v�� �Ú��� � 
)"�% 1������� 1-��"-G )�� �!�% ��#B 2����� %��� ���*+ )�*� .*। ��������*� $���$r��� 
9�* s{{{ ���S����� )�P �$�O������ )�W�+ I�*���]�, ��������<, ���, �@�N .�* 
1��������� ��0�E 1�������- 1-��"-G )��$<% )"�% 1������� ��]��� $<% ��#B 2����� 
%��� ���*+ )�,*� .*। ��.l-G $���$r��� 2! .�1���� �%�� ���% )�: ��1��� �.���� 
)�W�+ I����* q© �� ���-��� 2fI��- %�������, ��Ø-G , =-<��F� .�* �Ú��� ��� �;� 
)"�% 1������� �.� 2����� %��� ���*+ )�,*� .*। ���� )�W�+ )$r��� �Y� ���.��% %�������, 
��Ø-G, C����#, )���� 9IW�� ���%�� �/ 2����� 9��.� %�� ��N� .�* 1��������� �Y�# ���% 
2����� %��� ���*+ )�*� .*। ���� ��(����-! )� 1������� )"�% sµ���� �Y��# ���.<�%�N� ��� 
%��� ��% 3�� ¡�%�, �*��$�. )"�% )����" ��� $<%��" �/  ����M�$#��¤ 9��.� %��� 
1! $��1#¤ IY�*�� )�W�+  )�� , $<% ��" 1��������� $��" ¡�%� , �*��$��.� )��-����- 
���Q� %��� 1! 9�* ©{{ ���S����� ��4� .*। ��� ��%� s©{{ ���S����� 1��������� ��0- 
�Y��# �Ú��� � )"�% ��]��� $<% ��#B ���� )�W�+ 1������� 2����� %��।  

 
1������� 2����� $��\ .* z� ���$[�। z� ���$[� )"�% µ{ ���$[� ��#B ���%K� 

���.�� �s )���F )��1��¤ �V��� ���S���.�� 2����� )I�] ������� )Fk� %�� �!"# .* ��� �V 
0*0�� 
�%�� %��। ss � ���$[� $%�� ©���� $�* ���%K� ���.� ���S���.�� %��& �`$��#E 
%��।  

 
�� ���� �%�� ��(����-! 6�� .� s{� ���$[� ��%�� «��� $�* ���%K�� ���.�� 

�s�� )���F )��1���¤�  2���*%�% �`$��#E %��� �.�� 1���* �%�� �� ���S����� 1V@� 
.% �����% ���* �%�� $��� ���%� .�� ��* ���%K����� $�� �\�� ��4� .*। �;� ���%K�� 
2���*% t.zµ F���1 $������-��� �%�� ����� �%�� %�-1 ���< ���4�* )�*। ��� 2"# �� )� 
���� F�<�B  M*$��� %���। )$�� $_!� )"�%� ���S���.� F����% )"�% 1������� �.�� 9��� %�� 
��� 2!���% I����* ���� ���.� )"�% ���%K�� ���.�� ��� )�����d#E %�� ���%K�� ���.�� 
2�3� )��F�* %�� )����। �� $�^, ���%K� ���.� ��� ��D�� s{� ��� ss � ���$[� $��� 
����!��� ��� F���*। �%p )�d ��#B ss� ���$[� $%�� © ��* ���S���.�� %��& �`$���#E %��। 
1������� ���� ���%K� ���.�� µsµ 1 �W��!��E %��, 9�* µ{{ 1 �.� .* ��� ©µµ 1 
�`$��#E %��। ����� 2i�i  
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��� )-�����@��� �����E �� �&� )�, ������ )%� $�.��! �!�����%� 1������� $���B ���%��� 
���� ��, �� ��$ ��� F����* )��� ������।  
 

2!���% ���� $���$r��, 9�* s{{{ ���S����� )�P ��� ���.��� )�W�+ ����, .���*�6��, 
�*��$�. )���� 2f$� .�* ��6���� )$r��� ���� 9�* µ{{{ ���S����� )�P %������ )�W�+ 
.���*�6���� ��v�� )�P ���.��� $��" ����� .�* I����* ‘��1�’ )$r��� $.*��* �;� ��� �;�-
�Y�# ��% )"�% �*��$�. 2����� ��� �D�E %��� ���*+ )�*� .�*�&�। 2!���% 1������� 
���� �� n 2?��� ���S�������� �*��$��.� ��v� ��� ��0 ��% )"�% �*��$��. 2����� 
%�� �%�  $��* �*��$�. 2D�E %��� ���%e� �&�। )$� ���%e� 2���*� ���� ��� ��6��� 
)$r��� ���S����� )�P ���.� ��� )�P %������ )�W�+ �*��$�. �.��� ���% 2f$� .*। 
2!���% ������ ��� ��.������ $���$r��� 9�* ©{{ ���S�������� )�1� ����� �.���� 
)�W�+ )��%�� ��� %��� �� �%����-G .�* ¡�%�� 1*������� ss � )$r��� $�] ����� 
.,*�� ���%e� �&�। �� �*��$�. , 1��������� ���� �� �� ����� ���S����� ���.� 
��]����� %���� �$� %�� $�] $�����I��� ��]��� ��� %�� ����� ��D�� ¡�%�� ���% 2f$� 
.�* ��] ��#B 2����� %��� ���%e� %�� .*। �%p ss � )$r��� .��� 1������� ���� �� 
�*��$�. ��� ��]��� )"�% ���%K�� ���.� ���* %��। ���S���.� ����� �v���� %�� ��� 
I����* �!���$�!� ���.� ��]����� �%���#� ��-� ��% 3�� �% �!�����* &���$� ���*। 
�%���% &���$� , 2!���% ����� ���S���.�� $������ F��� 2$��! -�<�$. 9�* �{{ ��% 
U$! �.� .*। �*��$�. ��� ��]�� )"�% ���*�� ��%K�� ���.�� 2���*% ���-��*�� 
%����$. $�K ���-� u�M ¡�%�� %���*��%��� �%� ��� ��<। ���� ¡�%� )�Z7&� ��#B ���S���.� 
�� ��(����-! )%� ����� $���� .*�। 

 
sz� ���$[� ��%�� «��� $�* ss � )$r� ���.� �����D�� ���������� ��1��� ¡�%��� 

9��� %��।  
 


�0�P �¬�� ��11  
t-z-t� 

 
$�0�8%��P $������ )�1� �1*��� .% 

µt-z-t« 
 

����  �-��-��’ �� �� )%�h�� ��� �$��- ��1��.��� �����% z/t )%�h�� ��* 
M�����-.���*�6�� .�* I����� ������ �C* ��। ��� ���������� %���%�N� "��� ������� 
I����� ����* $������ ��11 �% )%�h��, ������ ���� �% )%�h�� ��� ��������*�- 
��.l-�G $������ .��%��� �% )%�h��- )���� �$��, ��1��.� ��� ����� �&�। ����, 
�����-���<�* ���S����� ��� .��%��� �% )%�h��- )���� �$��, ��1��.� ��� ����� �&�। ����, 
�����-���<�* ���S����� ��� ��1���% )�W�W�N� 1! I����� �0  )"�% %!�h 3�� %�� .*। 
)1�� $�� �M�� ���� �� )"�% �%���#� �&�। ����� ��9� ��$ ���S�������� ��-#4 ��� 
9��0 )�*� .*। ������! $���B ���%�� )��%1 ��% $����% ���.�� 2�!�F��� 2��° .�* 
I���� �-�* �C* f.E %��। 

 

)� ��$ )"�% ���������� 2I!B�� ‘�6�� %� ��� ����,’ � )%Z��� )-���� 2����� 
w@ %�� .*। ��(����-! )� .���� ��� ����%��� ��-�$- � ��� ���� �$�� �.�� ��-�$-� 
I���� ��,*�� �- ��#B )-���� 2������ ������ $��- $�.��!-$.����-�� %���&। 
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)-���� 2�����P µ�� )� ������ �$��.� �, )%, �� M1��� .% �« 1 ���S����� ��* 
.���*�6���� M����� "��� ���I����� )-���� �D�E F����* ��1�%�� ���.�� O‘1 )% .�!� %�� 
��� z �� ����M� �&��* )*। µ©-z-ts ������ ��*% M�.�� s�1 ���S����� ��* @N� 
)��,�* )u�� �Ø����$�I� $�.���! 2����� %�� ��� �-t-ts ������ )������� ��F ��¤-
�!��% ��� ��$�* ��%-���.�� ���!��!- 2i�i )��=�� ���4 ��- ��G$. ���$ %�� )�*। µ©-z-
ts ������ .������� .��M1�% q 1 ���S�����$. ��4��� .*। z/t 1���� ������ ���� ��S�-�&� 
�D�E %�� ��� s©�� ����M�, �%�� �$-��-�1, µ� �� ��- ��-�1 �!��1 ��� "��� 
)����M� )$� $��� $�K )-�����@� ���� %�� ��* ��$। « 1 ��]��� ����� %�u���% .�!� 
%�� .*। "��� ,�$ �����* ��*।  

 
���S����� Y@� �$���। ���� *1 ��S����� ��* %����� ��-,-��‘)� (��.����4 

f��) ��1�%�����  %!��h .���� F���*। %!��h� )$�Ü�% ���� ��� ��* ��$। q � 1� ������ 
��� ���� $�.$� �!�� ��*% )�11��.� �, ���� %�% �¬�$ )$��.� )��(�$. ���������< 
"��� 2��� ������� ��-,-�� ��� �Wk���� ����� ��!��#� 1�*-�* ��� ��7�� ����। n �" ���* 
���%K� )$����.�� �%1 )�1� $� $�* ����*�� %��। q� 1� $%��� n $%��� ��1�, 
����� �$u��, �%1 $������, O� �$��.� n ��" ����� $�* ��� �������E �.� .*। 

 
�-��-��‘�� �!�� ��*% �¬�( ���� ��� ���S���.�� 2���*% �M$��� � �.�� 

I���%� "��� I����*� ��1�� ���%��� ��% ���.�� $�] �% $�6�d# ��\ .। $�� )"�% $��< $��� 
���S���� �� �D��E 2��f.E %��। ��% ���.�� 9�* �% �!�����* U$! ���S�������� �D�E 
%��। �� �D��E s�1 ���S����� �.�� .। ��% ���.�� ��0 )�� .��.� .*। ��% ���.� 
F����% )"�% )6��, .�* ��,*�* ��% )"�% ).��%R�� �-�* ������% ©� 1���� ���� %��। 
���%K����� ��0 9�* z{ 1 �.� .�*�&�। ���S������� ts �� ����M�, sµ�� F�� ����M�, ��� 
��-��-�1, µ�� µ’’ ��#�� ���� %��� $0� .*। 

 
s�� 1���� �!�� ��*% ���� s�1  ���S����� , 9�* µ{{ 1 3��* ���S����� ��* 

M�����<*� "��� �0���� f��� �%�� ��% ���# )����%। �!����� %�� ��� «� �� ����M�, ���-
��-��-�1, s�� F�� ��-��-�1, µ�� F�� ����M�, µ�� �$- ��-�1 �&��* ��� $0� .*। 

 
q� 1���� ���S����� ��� .��M�% M�%� )��� M����� "��* ��4��� .*। )$ �I0� F�,*�� 

I�E %�� "�� )$�Ü� �%� )"�% ����M� �&��* )* ��� ���% .�!� %�� "�� )"�% �%�� ����M� 
��� )u-� ��* �$�� $0� .*।  

 
.���*�6�� ��� ���-�G� ��!��#� �-�� ��� 2��3�। ���S����� �¬�� .% )FZ�����% �� 1 

���S����$. �S ��� ����$� I�� )�,*� .*। )$ sz� 1���� ��� �%��� $�* n ���� ��.����� 
��1�%������% .�!� %�� ����� �%� )"�% ©�� )u-� ���� ��� ����� ���$ %�� )�*।  

 
��������< "��* )�5���< ��1 ���$ %��� 1! ���S����� �1��� .�%� )�W�+ ��� 

)%�h���% ��4��� .*। )$ �S ��� ���$ %��। ��y#��#� f��� )$ �C* )*। ��y#��� f��� )$ 
�C* )*। ������! ��%���.� ,��� ��$ ��< ��� ������% �D�E %��। �� �D��E )%�h�� 
%����� �1��� .% ��.���8��E %��। ��(����-! )�, �1��� .% �*��$�. %W�d ��y���!���*� 
)�d ��d#� �%1 )����� &�� �&��। �������<��� ��� ��� �%�� %���1� ��%�E %�� .�*�&। 
sq)� 1���� ��% )$����.�� ����  
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)%�h�� )I�� ��F7��� $�* .���*�6�� %!�h )"�% �,� .*। �% )%�h�� ���Fl�%��� ��-,-�� .�* 
������ .���-��� ����� �Y�# ���% 2�3� )*। �� �% )%�h�� .��� ��-�� ��-,-�� .�* 
������ .���-���� �D��E� 9:;�� )*। �� �% )%�h�� )$�1� ���� )F%���u 2�I���� 
2f$� .*। ���� �� ��% )"�% )6��, .�* ���। �� %!��R �!�-�, ������ $��" �&��। 
���� ��� 2$�����* ��< ��� ��� ����� $��" )��%����� %��। ������ ��0 O’1 �.�� .। �� 
�D��E I����* ��-�$-�M’�� ss 1 �$��.� �.� . ��� ����� �%1 1����� ��*% 
$�������% ��%���.� ��� ��* ��*। 
 

µt)� 1���� �!�� ��*% )�1��.��  , ��� ���� $��- ��������< "��� 2B#-� �B� 
��� ��*�6��$�� ���%K�� U$�!� �% )��®�� ����#� $��" ��������� $�6d# .*। �� $�6�d# sz 1 
��%�$� �.� .*। )�1��.��  , ����`% I��� �.� .।  
 

z� �-u ��N�%��� ��-,-�� µ )%�h�� �M-�M �*��$�. )���%!�� %���1� &�� 
��$��, &����� .���� ��� ������ )�W�+ �D�E F����� .*। ��N��%��� ��-,-��')� 
���%K����� ��"k .��.� .*। �/��0� �{ 1 �.� , �© 1 �.� .*। ������ ��0 ��F71 
��.���8 ��E %��। 
 


�0�P )��.��� �1*��� .%/µt-z-t« 
$������ )�1� 

 
 
 

$�0�8%��P $������ )��$��.� � �.�� 
µz-z-t� 

 
  �-u ���$� �{ ������ ¡�%� )$�����$� %<� ��.���� ���! ���* 2_%�� ������ 
��.�������� %�& )"�% ����M� .K-� %�� ������ $0� .�। 2�P�� )$�����$� �%&� O�� �% 
1]�� ���� 2�����.� %��। ���� �� $%��� ����M��� �%�� -��# ��7�� &¦���� �*��$��.� ��" 
�,� .�। s{ �� F��� �� )��%�� �.%���� �;� 2���� $���B ��.������ ���* I��� 9��� 
%��। n�� �&� )� ���$� q �����। )$��� ��S�� ����% ).��$ ��-��-�’� %��& .��1� .�। 
��� %�& )"�% ���F*�� ��* ���� F�� ���। )$��� ������ ss � )$r��� ).��%�*#���� �&�। 
�� n )$r��� )�W+ ���Q�� %�#� ��� ���.�। ��� %��������� ���� �.� .,*�� �� )��*�Ä 
����� .���O(�. )�W+ )�। )$� $�* $���$r��� (�%����-G, )��%��) )�W+ ���� I����* 
���#� �%1 %!��R। �� �%&��� �� �������� ���#� %!��R .���� (��#��� )�1� ���*�� 
�.��) n �%����-G , )��%�� 2"#�8 ss� )$r��� 2���*% ���S .। %!��R .������ )�W�+ 
���# )���%!�� 2�M$�� ����� .�* %�*%�� ���S�����$. ��.������ ���* ���������� �I��� 
9��� %��। )$�� )"�% )Z%��� .�$������� �����* �d��� , $�G�� ��* ���������� �I��� 
������� "��� ���% �,� .�। ��������� 9��� %��� ��"� �������% )��-����- ��� ����;�� 
1! 3��* �,*��� ��- %�#��W�N� $.�*��* 3��* ���S����� %!�h U��� %�� ��$। 
 
 9$]�P ��(� %�� ��* )�, ������ 9�� ��� 9"� %�1 �&� ������� "�� ��S %��। 
%��E )$��� �� ���� F��#���% ���$�!�� 2��$����-, ��� ��#��, .�!�, ��} , �!�IF�� %�� 
�S 3�� ���$� ��1+ %��*� %���&�। �S "�� ).��%�*#����� 9�* µ©{ 1 ��%�$�, ��1�%��, 
�����,   
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��1��.� ��* -�4� �% 6�7�� �&�। )$� O�I#�! 6�7���% 9"�� ���� ���-#� %����। �%p %�*%���� 
���� �!"# .�। �� ����� ��E �E %�� ���� ����� ��IS .�* ����% )"�% �D�E %��। 9"� 
������ )�W+ )� ��#�� )�1� ���*� �.��, µ� ������ )�W� ��� ��� ��1 ��� �� ������ 
)�W+ )� ��*% �¬�� �.�� (�������� ����M�)। ���� µ� ���� $���� ���% �&�। ����� ��� 
��� .�* ��*। 2*����$ )$��� $�.���! ���� 2I!B��E )��-����- �0� %�� F��। �� ���� 
����% )�W+ )�,*� &�<�, )���%!�� 2�M$���� ���*+ ��� %��� .�*�&। ��% ���.�� ��H� 
�D��E ���S����� )��*���� ).��$ �.�� .। 9F� �D��E� �I�� ���* �.�� ����� �W���. 
��� ��1 �. %�� ��* ��$। ��%� ���S���������% �8$��.� $�.� $���� ���% ��,*�� 1! 
���#� ��� ��� ��� ��1 ����� $��- ��� %��, ��� M�� ���� $�.$ .���*�। ��S � .,*� ��#B 
����� ����� 2��� "��%। �����%� 9F� �D��E ���$��� ����.��� .�* s© 1�� �� ��� 
.*। ���%�� $_!�� 2_�%��� �����* )��.-G "��� ���% F�� ��*। �S 3�� ��S %�� �%�� 
�����% ���� ���M��� 1! )��� ���% O� ���� , 2!�! ���S�����$. ���� �� )��.-G 
�D�E %��। �S ������� "�� ��S .��� �� ���� $���$r� %����� )�1� ���*� �.�� ���� 
����+� ���F*$YF% ��� 9��% ������� ����% IY�d� %��- �� �������� $�%�� )��d �G�� 
%���&। 
 
 )��.-G �D�E %�� 9�* µ©1 ���$��% .�!� %�� ��� �S "�� ��S %��। ���� 
������ %�1 �����#�� 1! ���#� ���। UI�� ��1�� )"�% )%N�*� ��#B )� )�� )��-����- ��& 
�� ���Q� %��� ���#� ���। ���� D����* )%N�*�, �4�������<, ��-G, �%����-G, %���-G, 
�� 9IW�� 3�� ��� %�� , 2$��! ���w��� .�!� %�� ��(��� 3�5�� ��S %��। �� �!�����* 
2!��1��!�¤, �!�����$����I 2�M$�� , 2!�! 5@���*+ ��� %��। )�� ��S .��� �� )$r��� 
�����* %�-1�� )$r� ).��%�*#���� �*��$��.  1�� ���* ���� ������ F�%���� )��-�� %��।  
 


�0�P )��$��.� � �.�� 
 
 

$�0�8%��P ��1��� �.�� �� 
ss-sµ-sqt© 

 
 ��.l-G �&� ss � )$r��� ).��%�*#����। µs)� 1���� ��� ��.l-G )$r�� )��- ���। 
�-u ���$� )��d� ���% )�1� ���.� ��.l-G ss � )$r�� )��- )�। )�1� ���.� �$�� �� 
��� ������ «� 1 ��* �%�� )���� ����# U��� %��। ���� ������ )��� ),*� $�^, )�1� 
���.� ������ ����d I��� )��� )�। ������ )%�h�� %����� �&�� ).��� (U$*� 
$�@����)। ������ ����# ).��� ����# �.$��� ����F� �&�। ���� «�1 %��1- ��y���!���*� 
&�� �&���। )�1� ���.� �������% $� $�* $�������� 1! ��1��I# �����। 9���� 9"�-� ���� 
�� $������� ���� 2�� ��*�&। %!��R ���� �&�� )$�%�-�-%���। )�P ��1�, )�P ��� 
)$�R[��� )��d� ���% )$r�� )��- )�। s©/sz� �-u ������ s�© 1�% ��4��� .* %������� 
�D��E� 1!। )%�h�� %����� �&�� )$����.�� $������ �$��। 2!���% )�P ��.M�1 ��� 
)%�h�� ��* �&��। )�P ��.M�1 ��.l-G $���$r��� 2��� ��� %���&। ����#��� )�P ��.M�1 
���� $���$r�� �I[� ���$ �% 2������ �.� .। 
 
 )I�� ���� ���� %������� �D�E %��। ���� ������ ���� �����% )���� 
���Q���। $�6d# ��6¤� 3�*� .*। �� $�6�d# t 1 �.� .*। ���%K����� �/q 1 �.� .* ��� 
1�� ��*। 
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���S���.�� �.���� ���! ����(�. %����� �� ����dI��� ��� ��*। �¬�� ����%$. ��, 
%�*%1 �.� .।  
 
 �I[� ���$� ��=����= )�1� ���.��� )�W�+ ��� )%�h���% ��* I����* U$!$. 
%������� �D�E %�� .*। ��� sµ��� ���% ���M� ��1�� F�� ���। )I�� «�� �{����� ���� 
%������� �D�E %��। ���� s{ 1 ���S����� )�1� ���.��� $�] �&���। ������ ,�� ���#� 
�&� %������� ����� ����� 2i�i ��� %�� ��* �$�� .��। )I�� &’��� ���% )�1� ���.� $. 
���� *���<�� )�d9��B �-�* )�Z7&��। ������ 2i �&� µ�� )u, ��� �$-��-�� ��� ���� 
$�] �%�� 2*!����$ )$� �&�। )�1� ���.��� $�] �%�� 2*!����$ )$� �&� ��� ��� $�] $�# 
��.Y��#� 1! �%�� &�< "�%���।  
  
 ��K�� ���� ���� ��1� ����। �I*��0 �!��% $�6d# F��&। $%�� 9�* ���� ���% 
�%�� )�� )�1� ���.��� ��7 ���* ��$ ��<। )�1� ���.� �F8%�� %�� ,�4। ��� ��� &�< ��� 
2*!����$ )$��� ��* ��। ��� ��� $�M )�1� ���.��% ��� )�&� ��* ��$। )�P ��1� 
��<����< ��$ ����। ���� %�7��&���। )�1� ���.� F�� %��� ��� $����% 2f$� .�� ����। 
)$�� %������� ����� �YÍ�# ��.Y��# �� O6#��� �� %������� �� ��� %�� $�� .*�। I����* 
���.� )�1� ���.��% ��* ��*। 
 
 �{)� �I[� ���� 9�* ©{{ 1 ���S����� %������� �6�� ����। %������� ��������� 
2�@� %�� ����।  
 
 �{)� �I[� I����* ���.�� �%�� $hYE# )�d .�* ��*। «4� ���$[� ��%�$��� 
%�������� �`$�#�E %��। ��%�� «��* I����* 2�M$�� ����% )��% 1��� F���� )% �F�4 ��� 
���%� ��* %������� )��� �����। ���S����� �����% ��#�F %��। ���� 1�h���� $��1 ���*� 
M��.��� �&�। �����%  �� ���* ��� I����* 2�M$���� %"� ��। ���� 1�h���� ��� ���� )u�� 
��* �,� .�* ��*। 2����% )"�% $G� ��% ���S������% ��4��� .�*�&�। $_!� z��* ���� ��� 
$G� �M�� ��$। ��%�$��� �&� szs 1 ��� O’1 2��]��� 2������ �&�। O’1�� ���! s1 
)��*, �&�। ��% )$��� I����* ���.�� %��& �`$�#�E %��। %������� ��S .*। ��� ss� 
���$[� 1������� ��S .*। )�1� ���.��% ���� %��� 1! $�%�� ����% ���9��% ������� 
IY�d� %��।   
 

��1��� �.�� �� 
ss-sµ-sqt© 

 
$�0�8%��P )�P %�#� ��, �, ����* 

ss-sµ-tq 
 
 ��� (�{-�s 1���� ‘)1�’ )M��$#� %������� $�6�d#) �.� .,*�� �� ����% ��* ��,*� .* 
���। )$��� �%�� �F�%8$�� �� ).��%R�� )���- ����% ��* ��,*� .* s©s )��$ .�$����� 
)-Z.�����। )$� .�$������ ��� �% ��$���%%�� �F�%8$��� �&���। �-k ���$� )��d� ���% )1P �1*� 
����% )���� )$��� ��। D�� ��� �%&��� ����-! ��I %��। ��� ��� ��� )�, ����  
 
 

 
* sqts $��� )�M��!�¤ �.$��� %�#�� �&��। ����#��� )�P %�#� ��� ���� .। ����E�� 9%e %�W#% ss-sµ-tq ������ 
-W.�� $�0�8%�� )"�% $�%���। 
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)���Ç$ %�%���� ���% )-�&। �� ��� )1P �1*�� %��& %’���� &��� 9�"#� %��। ��� ���� 
&��� �G�� %��। ��� %�%��� F�� ���। )$��� «/© �� "�%�� �� )1���� �$����� %��& ��� 
��� )�, $�K )$r� %����� � �"�*��� )���� %M���� ��%� .�*�& ��� )1���� �1*�, 
%M����� �$��। n %M����� �������� 
����� ����� 5@+�YE# )$r�$�Y�.� @����� , 
����� ���%e� 9E* %�� .*। ���� ��� ���� s� )�]� )��1���¤� ����� �M�� ��$। 
����� w�� ��� )� ss � )$r� ��� �%�� �� )$r� -�4� .�*�& ��� ).� )%�*#���� 
��.l-�G।%�#� ���.� )$r� %������� ���*+ )। ��� )��.�� 2$�3 �&��� ��� ����% O� � 
$���$r�� )�,*� .*। )$r� ��Ø�%���I �.$��� ��� ���*+ I�� f.E %��। 
  
 �� )$r�� ���� )��-�� %�� )"�% w@ %�� )�� 
��� .,*� ��#B )&�� �< ��(����-! 
6��5���� ��� �����।  
 
 %�������� ���%K� ���#� )� 6�7�� �&� �� 2�!B $��WX �&�। n 6�7��� $�K ���%��5��� �&� 
�$���¤� ��-�$-�$ ���%��। %�����%� )�? ���* )$5��� %���r� �&�। %������� 2�!B 
5@+�YE# 6�7�� �&�। ��� ���� ����% ��� �S %���&�, %��E %�������� )��-����- ��KW� �&� 
��Ø-G, )�����, 1�������, ������ .�* ¡�%� ��#B। ��� �� )$r� ���%K����� %��& )�� 5@+�YE# 
�&� )��� ������ ��% )"�%, �&� 5@+�YE# �0!। ���%K���� 1���� �� )$r�� ����� �� 
.�� ¡�%� )�Z7&� ����� ��0 ����%� .�* �<��। ��� ���� $.%�#���� ����&���, %��������� 
�� .�� $������ �I�� ¡�%�� , �� 6���। �Y��P %��������� �� .��� « ����� ���%�� ��� 
�� %�*% ���� ���! ¡�%�� , �� .���। �� ���.�� ¡�%� )�Z7&��� $�* ��-��� t/� ���� ��। 
��(�!, %�������� )� ���$ ¡��%�&� ����� 9"� ¡�%� )�Z7�&�&�। %�������� ���� ���%K����� 
�!��% 0*0�� .�*�&�। 2��! ���� ����� �!����� 9F�� ��"!� 9F��E� F����*�&�। ����� 9F���E�� 
�%-������ $��� $�!। 
  
 ��� �� )$r�� )��-���� �� ��, 2�% 6�� �� ��� .*, )�� ���*�-%��������� ���। 
���*�%������� %��������� ���� �%�� f��। �� f����� %�¤���*�� I��� $����B� ,����� 
f�� ��#B ��KW�। $���� .���*�� ��* )��.�� ���� ���%K����� $�-�4� %!�h )"�% �8��� %��� 
����&��� � ��� ��%e �¼�* ���*�%������� )"�% �!����� %��� )Fk� %��&��� �%�� ���M� 
��*। �� ���*�%������� �%�� %�¤���*�� �&� �M���1��� .�* ��Ø-�G� ���%। �� ��" 
������ ���S�������� ��* ��� « )"�% z $\��.� ���! z/t ��� ���%K�� ���#� -��< ����� 
$�.���! ��$ %��� $0� .�*�&���। ��Ø-G )"�% %��������� O@+ t ����। ����#� ��#��* ���� 
)%��� -�<� ��* %��� ����� I�* �� �Y@+ 2��D� %��� �����। 2��D� %��� F����, -@ 
�%��� ��.�d� -�<� ���* ��- �" ���0� %�� ����। �����, ����0� ��" ���� ���#��*� $����  
.�*�&�। ���� �� ��&, �%�� ���� )&�� �%�� �� ��* %������� ��� ��Ø-�G� ��=��� 
�!����� ���-�* ���%K����� 2��0�* ��$ �&���। %��������� ���%K����� 1�! �����-����� 
$����. .��� ��Ø-G )"�%। � ��" $�N.1% �% )��% ��,*�� $�* ���� ���% ��� ��� �% 
2�M$���� 1�! )9��� �����-����� ��� ���%K����� �%& �F�4�� .K-� %��। �O#- ����1��� 
)��� n$� �F�4� ��4 ���� %�� ���� 1��� ���� �� �� )��� *, ���� .!��$�� %���।  
 
 ��, �%�� 6��- ����� �4% �� �<�& �। )$�� ���� z{/t{ 1�% ��* ���0��� 
�I�� ���M� ��*�&। ���%K���� )����* ��$।����� $��" 9F� )-���5�� .*। ��� ���%K����� 
��"k 0*0�� .*। ���� O� 1�� �%�� )&�® �� �&�। ����� �� �� �<�& �। ss � )$r��� 
ss� 1�� )� ��u ��& ����� )%� .��। ���� )��?� ��&� �$� �&�। )$�� )"�% ���� 
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���%K������% �D��E �!K , ���*� .�* ��4�&�। �% ��#��* ����� )�d .�* )-�� ��� 
���%K����� .��� ���� ��*। �~��* �.����� 1������� �� ��u ����� ��� �<�� %���&�। �����% 
��������� ��* ��$ $����% ��#���* ��M %��। ���� ¢W��M�% ��#��।   
 
 ���*�%�������� ���� )� ���M� ��*�&��� ��� �%�� n��.��$% 6�� )$�R[� ���$� 
)%� $��* 6���&�। )$�� ���F��� %���&�� 9"� )�]��� �%�� )%�h��। 2���*% �&�� 
)�1� �1*��� । ��� $��" 2�M$�� �&� ��#�� %�#� �����*���। ���� ���*�%�������� ���M� 
���। ���%K���� ��$ �D�E %��, M��  9F� $�6d# ����। ���%K����� 9�* �{/«{ 1 ���� 
��*, ������ ��0 ��� �%1 �.� .*। ���%K����� �!��% 0*0�� .*। )$� 2������ ���� 
��G������ �%�� �W���. ��* �$�� $0� .�। �W����.� %���� 5�� ���-। �� �W���. ������ 
$%� U$!�% )����� .*। M�� ����� ����� )��< ��*। 2��! ��� ��$��� �.�$�� %�� )�,*� 
.*। ��� ���� �� �M�� ��� �� w��� ���%K���� %�� �� ��� ��%�&। $���P �W� 
)��%����।  
  

 � &�<�, %�������� �� )%� �� �&� � )� ���%K���� ���B�� �$��$ %��� ������। 
%�������-��Ø-�G ���%K����� )� )����M� )��-����- �&� �� ���� )%�� �����। �% ��#��* 
s{/sµ 1�� �%�� )&�� ���% � ���� 2������ ��4��। ���� 9"�� )����M��� ��� )%�� ���* 
,78 )��� 2��0� %��� "��%। ��� �� ���%K����� ��� �4% %��� ����# ��$ �� ����� ��� 
�D�E %�� ��$। )-���5�� %��। ���%K����� 0��$�� %�� �M�� ��$। ������ )%� 0��� 
.*�।  
 

 ��, �%�� 6��। 2�r��� ���$� )%� �% $�* ���*� ���#� �%�� �!�����* ���* 
���%K����� ��� �D� F����� .�। )$� �D��E ���*�� �%�� )%�h�� %��������� �%�� 
��&� �!����� %��। �� ����� ��� �D�E F��&� �� ���S�������� O’�� )%�h��, ����� 
$��" �&�। %��������� )M#�$�% $.�*�� %��� 1! ��Ø-G )"�% ��#�� ��* ���� ���%K�� -�<� 
�$�&�। �� ��K�* �!����� %�� -�<� $��� ���%K����� ��� %�� .*।  
 

 ����� $���P �I[� ��$ .��। ���*� ���#� ����¤ ���f��� �%�� �!�����* ��* 
%������� �D�E %���� .* ��� �%�� �!�����* ���* %�������- ��Ø-�G� ���= �!����� ��-��� 
.*। ������ O’�� )%�h��। �%��� %����� ��� ��1, )$�� ��* ��� �%�� ¾�%� ��1� U��� 
%��। )$�� %������� )�� ��1� )"�% 9�* s©{ -1 O��। ���� ������� �&�� ��#�� )�1� 
��1�। ��� )%�h�� $��� ��7�% ��* �%�� ¾�%� ��1� U��� %�� .*। ������ ��� ���#� �&� 
���� �� )0��� �I�� )�? ��7�< ��1� ��* ��$ "�%���, )� ���%K���� �� ��% )"�% �����* 
)��� � ����। �� ���� �� ��1�� )�Z7&���� �� ��� 9�* $��< ����। ������ $������# �&� 
���*� �%�� ���#���� )��1��¤ ��� �%�� ��#�� ���.�। ���� %��������� ��� )���� %��&�। 
$%���� ���% )��-�����-� 1! ������ %��& )&���&�� 2*!����$ )$� )�*� .*। %�#� ���.� 
"�%�� ���-��*�� )A*���� $�] ��� q© ����¤ ���-��� ���-� %����� �&��। ,��� ��� 
����� $��" �� 2������� )%�-2��#�� %��&��। ��� �� ���� ��1�� )�Z7�& )-��� �� 
�&� $%�� $��< F����। �� ���*� ���#���� M�*�� %��&�। )�� %�5��� ���#���� )�� ������ 
��1��� ��� ��$ �<���। ��� �� )%�h���� )��� s{q 1 )&�� �&�। ��� ���! q 1 ���� 
2�!B ��yK �&�। ���  I��$JK .�* ���������� )�Z<���Z�< %�� �����* )��� ��-���। ��� %’1 
)&�� ��* ��� )$� ��1�� )�Z7&����। ����� 2*!����$ )$�� %�#� ���.��� $��" )��-����- 
%�� ��� ������ ��1��� ��� )�����*� ��K���� �!���� ���% 1��� ��� M�*���� �_ %��� 
1! ��7�% 2����� %����। ��� ���= �4�� ������ � M�*���� )%� ��0�, %��E �� ��1��� 
,�� M�*�� 
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%��� )%� %"� �&� �। ��� M�*�� �_ %���। $���P )��G��* )%� ���M%��H �&�, ��� 1! 
��� .�*�&�। ��� ��7�% ��� M�*���� %���%� 1���। �� $%�� .�* �$�&। %�#� ���.� �% 
��#��* ����% �1�|$ %��� )�P ��1��� $��" ���� )%� )��-����- ��& �%�। ��� ����� 
�� )�। ��� ���� ���% %� ��,, ���, ��� )��71 ��Q। ��� ©/z 1�% ��* ��1��� 
��1��� ���% )-��। 9�* «© ���� )"�% 6¤����% �� ��� )$�� %���� �,*�1 w�� 
������। %��� ��1�<� %�} )���� ���� ��-��� )����-� ���.� I���*� �� ���K .�* )-�&। 
��1��� ��1��� %��& ���%K���� ���% )���� )��* z{ ��-�� ��#�� )"�% )���� %��। ��� 
�%�� �� k .�* ��*। �{/«© ���� �� �%�� ).��%R�� �$ %�#� ���.��% ��* ��*। s{-ss�� 
��#B )$� ��1�� "�%���। ��� ���� %��& �% )��$G�� �%�� %�-1 ��* ��$, %�#� 
���.��� )���। ���� )��� �&� ����% �� )$r��� ���*+ )�*� .�*�&। )�����%� ��������� ¢�E ��। 
$���P � ���� "Clear the road from here to Dacca. Look after my bodys. I leave 

everything to you and God bless you." ��, 2�% �%&� �&�। ��� 2�!B ��#�.� .���। 
%��E �1 �� )$r��� ���*+ ���� ��� )�*� .�*�&। ��� 1�� � �� ���*+ ��� $�°I��� ��� 
%��� ������ �%�। ���� �� .�Q� )� �%���� ���� ��"�* )I�] ��<�&। �� ).�%, )$� 2�@� 
2�3�* ���� ���%� ��#B )$��� "�%���। )��*�Ä ����� .�����(�.�% �� ���*+ � ���* ���� 
��� ��� �� ���*+ )�। 2��! ��� .�����(�. �$�� �� ��� ��� ��� %����� ����। 
2������� ���*+ ���� ��� )�, %��E ��� �������.�� )��%। 2������� ��$� �!����� 
��� ���� 2�I| । %�#� ���.� �.� .,*�� ���� $��� ��#��� .�। �%�� ����� �Y!���, 
$W�k .�*�&�। 2�%�� )-��� ������ �%�¢% ���W.� .�* �<�� ��। ���.�% 2�% %�k ��� �� 
����3�� $���� ��* �&���। %�#� ���.� )-Z.����� �F�%8$��� "�%�%��� ��� )$��� �-�* ��� 
$��" )��� %�� ��� ��d*% �����# %�� ��� )$r�� �M�� ��$।  
 
 ���$[��� �� ����� I��� ��°��% ��� )6�dE� %��। s ����� )"�% ���� %������� 
2�@� %�� ����। ������ $��" �&� �% ���*� )�5��� �!�����*�, ���S����� �� )%�h��। �� 
q© ����¤ ���-��� O��� �!�����* %������� �����$ %�� %������� ���� ��-� ��Ø-�G� 
���% F�� ��*। �� ��%���.� ��Ø-G )"�% ��&� .�� ���Q। « ����� $%��� ���*� �*���M��$#� 
O�� ���� %��������� ��� Ô��M� w@ %��। �~��*��� �D�E .* sµ�� �% µ��*- �W��*����� 
�D��E� %"� �&� ��%�� F����*। ������! ���%K�� ���.� ��"k ).K�K .�*�&। ���� 
2*!����$ )$�� ���*���� %f!�F���� w�&���। �% ��#��* %�������� ����� )� )M�$# �&� 
���� %¤�r %�� �!�����* ).��%�*#������ $��" ��� $�.��! )F�* ��4�* )M��$#� 1!। ���� 1����� 
����� �%&� %�E�* ��। ��� ���= �� )1���� �.��, ���-��*�� )A*�� , ��� ��1� ��$ 
��=��<� %�� �%�� $������ )�� U�*�� %��। �%1 �¥�� M������% �%�� $��� ±!�- .��� ���* 
�� %������� 6�7�� �I�� ��4��। 9�* 6¤����% ��� )$ �� )M�� ��, �� ��� 2�!B �F�B� .�* 
�<���। �~��*��� �� �%�� )&���% 2*����$ )$� $��" ���* ���� $��" )��-����- )��� 
%������� 6�7���� ��4��। )$ ,��� ��,*�� �� ��%�$�� �~��* )&�����% )��� 9"� )&�����% 
���4�* )�*। ���% ���� �1|�$���� %��। )$ 1�����, ����% ���� ���� )���� .�Q ��� ��F 
���%��� ��* ��*। @������ )��� )�*। ���� ���� $��" I�� �!�.�� %��। �� ).�% �~��* )&����� 
$��" %�*%��� )$�� )��-����- %��� )Fk� %����। ������ �। )$ �� ����� $��" ����F�* �!K 
�&�। ��&�<� ���� ���% )$�� %"� ���� ���� ���� %���। �%&�0 �� )$ �� )$�� �$��� �� 
)��-����- .���। )&���� 1����� ���� $������ %��� 9:;� ��&। �� ��� ���% ����� )�, 
��� �� �%1�% ��4��Q, ����� )1-�$-, �� 2�M$�� )������ %���% ��� $��" �$�� ����। 
)$ )-�। ��,*�� �� ���%K� 
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���#� �%1 )1-�$-,, ������*� %��< ���, $���P ������*�� .��-)&����� $��" ��$ ������ 
$��" )��-����- %�� ��� $������- �� %"� �!S %��। �� ���� ������% $������-�� ���� 
��� ���। )$ �M�� ��* ��� .���*�� ������ )��� $����% $������ %��*। ���� ����� $� .���*�� 
��� $%��% ������ ��1�� ��* ��$। ���� ���! �%1 2�M$��, �� $���P %!��R .�$� 
)%�����, �%1 )1-�$-,, ��� s{{ 1�� �� �$���, �{ 1�� �� )�G�� ��� �%&�$��!% 
��1�%�� , �&�। �����% �� .���। $�K .���*�� �� .���। ���� )� .���*�� )���� ��� ���! 
����d ��(����-! .��� ��-�1 �z�� ��� ��, )&����� .���*��। ���� $������ %�� ������% 
����� , ��,*�-��,*�� �!�3� %�� .���। �� $_!� 6��* ��$�&, ��� 2�@� µ« 6¤� �!K 
�&���। ��,*�-��,*� �&� �। ��� ��C��� F�� ���। Next day morning about 8-O'clock I 

came back to the same place and there I found one Indian Capt. and one Indian Major. 
They were talking to Capt. Quoreishi etc. 

  
 ������ ��	
 ���� ������� � ����। ��	�	 ��� ��	� �����  �!"����। �#���$%�	  &%�	  �'��� 

(�)  	* ��+�, �"���। �����  ��' ,�-�% .	��� (�� ��/0��� ��1� ,������। ����� Mannan, our 

country recognize your country as a sovereign state. Now your morale should be high. 

We are going to fight a real battle to the pakistanis. 

 

 ��Ø-�G �� )%� ���%K�� �&� �। ���� 1��������� ���% F�� )-�। ��� ���� 
���S���.� ��* 1��������� ���% 2f$� .���। ��� ��-� ����&��� ����� O�� )M�$# %������� 
�����$ %�� F�� �-�*�&�। �� )M�$#5��� �� ��]����� ���% ���Q� �� ���*� )M�$# ������% 
���� )�*, )� ���� ��]��� )��� � ����। ���� �� ���� )�� �� �% �!�����* �N��� .�* 
�*��$��.� ���% )� ��K� �&� )$���% )��� )Fk� %��। ����, ����9�\ .���। ��� ���� �¥�� 
M�������� ��* )����� .�* 1��������� ���% 2f$� .�Q���। �� ��� 9F� )-���5��� �¬ 
w�� ���Q���। �� ��� �� ��� .�� ���� �, %��E ���� )%� )M��� ��N��K �&� �। �� 
��� )���� ���Q��� O�� ���*� �*��D�Þ 1��������� ��� I�dEI��� 5���d#E %�� F���&। 
��� ����� )-���5��� �,*�1 w�� ���Q���। 9�* 6¤� O’)*% $�6�d#� �� $� ��B .���। � �� 
�� ���� ��� �0��� � D$ %�� 1������� $���� )�Z7�& )-��� ��� 2f$� .�� ��-���। ��� 
)����, ��%�$���� ����� %I* )�Ô* %�� .�*�& ��� 9�* z 1 2�M$�� $. �z{ 1 
��%�$��% )$��� �N� %�� .�*�&। ������% ���*� ���# )6��, %�� 1������� ��.��.��-)� 
����। �� ��� )$��� )��* ����� $��" )��� %��। �N� &* 1 2�M$���� ���! �%1 )���%!�� 
)%���� $�$! �&��। �� �%1 �$�*� )�1� �&��, ��� �� �!�����*�� ,-�$ �&��। ��� �� 
�� )�, ��� ��4� ��� %�#� ���.��� )%�$# )��। ��� $��" %�#� ���.� $h#�% ����F� 
.�Q�। ����-����F�� ���! �%1 ���*� -��# )��1���¤� �$-, ��$ )��- )�। ��% �$�*� 
)�1� ����% 9² %��, Mannan, we are fighting among us. ��� 1��� )��, $!�� ����� 
��.�� ��F# )"�% µ©)� ��F# )� .�!�%�� %���& ��� ���!%� 
@� � &�<� ������ �%&� %�E�* 
�&� �। ����� ��� ��7�% ��, 6��� %"� �����। ��� ���� Happy news that you are 

independent but I wish you are not like Bhutan. ��� 9��!;�� ���, Sir, if we can get rid 

of you, we can get rid of any one. We will never replace one master by another. 
 
 ���.�%, 1������� )"�% ���� �*��$��.� ���% 2f$� .�� "�%��� �� ���*� ���#� 
)� O’�� �!�����* �&� ���� ��]����� ���% 2f$� .���। ��� )$� ���% )��� )F�*�&���। �%p 
)1���� �-��, ��� �� ���I��� %����� �&��, ��� ����% )$���% )��� ���E %��। ��� 
����, 
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)����� )$���% ��,*� 9�*�1 .�� �। ���� ��� ���� )��%�� �!������Ô� ��� 2!�! $��%&�  
����% %�। �� ).�% ��� ��� )��%�� �!������Ô� ��� $��%&� �� �� 2-#���1 %��� ��%�� 
�&� $��%&� 2-#���1 %��� )Fk� %����। ��� ������ )&����� 1������� .�� ���� %!�h %�� 
������% )$��� "�%�� �����। ������! ��� $���� )���� )�, 1������� )"�% ���� )��<% O�� 
��%  ��1�%�� )"�% ����%W� �{{��� �� .���*�� 1�<� %���& ��� )%�"�*, )$5��� $���* 
)M��� )Fk� %��&। ��� )$��� )-��� ��� ����� $��" %"� �����। ���� 1����� �� $�K 
.���*�� ���� ����। ��� ��� )$5��� $�1 %����। .���*�� 5��� ��* ������� �� �*��$��. 
��$। ��$ )���  �*��$�. , ��S। ��� �����% s{� ���$[�। ���� ).� )%�*#���� ��� .�� 
���� ��� ���� )MZ1 2-#���1 %��। ����� �$�I� �!������Ô� F������ 1! ���� ��1�� 
���!�- ��। 
 

ssssssss� )$r��� ��, � )$r��� ��, � )$r��� ��, � )$r��� ��, ��� ����E��� ����E��� ����E��� ����E****    
    

)�1� ���.� �-u ���$ ss � )$r�� ��$। �%p �� ��- ���!�� ��%���.�� %������� ���%��� 
$��$�#�� 0��  0�� �6�� .��� "��% 2e $����% ��0�9�\ 2"F -I�� ������� �I�;�� -�4� 
������ ��� ���S�����-E। ���� ���= ���= ���I� $��* �u )�]� )��1���Ç� 1��*� 2�M$����, 
���� 2��f.E %���। �$��* �@E ���S������� %������� �/ ������ )&����� )-���� �D�E 
F����* �%&� �%&� %�� ��%- U$! .�!� %�� �$�!��� $�� �!���!K , $J��$� ���! ������। �� $�* 
������ 
������ ����0�� �� �%�� 2�� �� �.�� $�����  %������� �E�]� ���3� �&��। 
��&�<� 2!��!� ���! ����� �� ��(����-! ����� ���! �u )�]� )��1���Ç� %!��R .��M1 , 
)�P ���� ��� ���S�MZ1 %�������� ���! ���� ���#k I���%� ����, ���� .�F& %����� ��S�, 
%����� ).���, %����� ����, %����� M�*1��। �� ���! ).��� )%�h��� �%�� ��% ��*�&। )$�� 
.� ��%-���.�� %������� ���%��� �� ��S���� ��%-6���7���% ss � )$r� )"�% )��� s� ��� 
)&��-�< �D�E %�� .�*�&। ��� ���! ).��� )%�h�� )��� s«�� $�D* 2��f.E %���& ��� «4� 
���$[� %������� ��S .,*�� �- ��#B �� )%�h�� ���� ����� 2�3�* �&�।  
 
 �%��, $���P µ«)� 1���� ������, �u )�]� )��1���Ç� O’1 1��*� 2�M$�� %!��R 
�.�� $�����  , )�P ���� %�������� �/ ������ ���%��� $����� ���3� .�* O’1 ���$��% 
.�!� %�� �%�� F���1 , �%�� �1-�ß ����M� ��* ��$। 
 
 %�������� �E�]�� �%�� ¢�E�* �� �s)� 1���� �����। )�d ����� ���% %������� 
���%��� �% ����� ���� O�#d# �D�E %�� .���। �� O�#d# �D��E� )�W+ ���Q $���I��- 
%!��R �.�� $����� , )�P ���� , %!��R .��M1। ��� ���S�����-E �����I��� ��< ���Q 
��� ��& )"�% �!��S-�I��� ���S�������� ���F��� %��& )�1 �´� �। %�#� �1*�, ��7� 
$�� �\� ��* � $�* ���3� �&��। )��� %"� �� O�#d# �D�E�� )$�� ���� 5@+�YE# I���%� 
)����&�। ����0�� �%&��� I�� ��=����= � .�� .*��� )$� ��� %������� ���S���.�� ���� 
�$���- I�� ��=����= �8�� )��* ���, .*��� �� %������� ��� %�� $�� .��� ��� )$�� ������ 
��� $B� %!��R $�����  �.�� � .��।  
 

 ����0�� %!��R .��M1 �%�� )%�h���% %��� %��&��। �� �%�� �%�� )%�h���% 
%��� %��& 
*� �.�� $����� । ���#k $��* �.�� $�����  ��#���� 1�*-�* )�Z7&�� �%p 
.��M1   
 

 
* 1���� sqtµ-�� $�\��.% ‘���F��’* 9%���� ‘‘)�P %�E#� ��� ���.�- 
����� $�f���� ��� U$�%’’ ��d#% ����O� �.��-
��F� 9����� )"�% $�%���। 
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�%� -1 ���&�* �&��। �� ���!� �������� M�*�� w@ .�* ��*। �%&�0E �� %!��R $�����  
%������� %!��h� �I��� F�� �� ��� �������� M�*�� �_ %��� ����। ,���% %!��R .��M1 
���������% �%�-1 ��-� M�*�� ���� ��� ��� �������� 2�M$�� %!��R .��M1 $��.��� 
�$-�� , )-��� �d#E %��। M�� $���� � )%�h��� )�� �%&� )&�� .��.� . ��� %!��R 
$�����  
*� �6��9�\ .। ���, ��� ����। �/��� 2��%� ���� �<�&� ��� )%� )%� 
������ )Fk� %��&� , �%1 �����*, �&�। ������!� �/��0� )���-� M�*�� ��v� ��% )"�% 
2"#�8 %������� )��u 2�M$ , )-������ ��=����= )"�% $���� � )%�h��� ���% �$�� "��%। 
O�#d# U$�% $���� � )I���&�� n ��-�1���% Kb %�� ���� ������ ���!�� %������� ���� 
�$�� ��� �� )I�� ��� �%�� �-�*�&�� )$� ��-�1���% �����। ��� �� )-������ %�& 
)"�% M�*�� %���, �4% )$� $��*� )��u 2�M�$� ��% )"�% �%�� ��-��-�1 .4�8 -�1# �4��� 
��� ������ ��� $B� %!��R $���� ��� ��% =�7=�� %�� ���* )-�। %!��R $���� � ����� 
�� �.�� .��। ��7� �W���. �� $�� .*� ��� ��� �W���. ��� �-�* st1 )�]� )��1��Ç 
U$! �.� .�*�&��। ��� )��� )-�& �.�� $���� ��� ��� ��% )$��� $����% %�*��* $����3 
%���&।  
 
 )$�� �� �#�B� ���� w�� %!��R $���� � �.�� .�, ��, O’1 1��*� 2�M$��, 
%!��R .��M1 , )�P ���� 5@��I��� �.� . ��� ��, ��1 1��*� %���� 2�M$�� �.� 
.। )$���� �D��E ���S���.�� ��0 )�]� )��1��Ç$. )��� zs1 U$! ����� �� �.�� .। 
2�����% ��%���.� .���* �%1 2�M$��$.  )��� t{ 1 U$!। )$�� %������� ��� %�� $�� 
.*�। 
 
 ����� 2�����D�� %������� �D�E %�� .�*�&�। )$�� �&� q� �-u। �� �D��E 
���S�������� I���%�� )���। ��&�<� )�]� )��1���Ç� �%&� U$!, �&�। q� �-u ��� �-�{ ����� 
).��� )%�h��� �t1 )&�� ��Ø-G-%������� $<�% �!����� ��* "��% ��� ���� )����M��� 
��� )%�� ���* ��% ���.�� ��� )��-����- ���Q� %�� )�*। �� ���� )�W+ ���Q�� ��� 
���S����� %����� ).���। )$� ������ �&� )�6�Q�, ���!8 F�%��Q�।  
 
 �� �!������ "�%�%��� ��Ø-G )"�% %������� -��� O’1 ��1�%���% ���� )fM��� 
%�� O�� ����M� , s{ ���� 5�� ���� %��। ���� )% ��.l-�G %!��h ���4�* ���* �� �� 
����� �!������ "��%। �%&�0E ���� �!������ "�%�� �� �� ���� ��-��-�$ ��F0 ��� )���� 
)�� ����� ��1� )"�% �� .�� O�� O1 ��1�%��$. ��%���.�� ����� ���.� ��1� ��Q। 
$�] $�] ��� ��% ���#� %�� M�*��- �� ���� ���। M�� ��% �$�!�� �� ��1� ��� �����। 
t�� �$-��-�� , �%�� ��-��-�1 ���* �W�k� �� 5�� &�<��� ).���-���� ��। 5��� �6��� 
��%���.� ���� %����� �.� .�* )-�, ����� 2%"! ���S���.�� ���% -���-��� %��� 
��-���। ,�� $�F# w@ %����। ��0�E ).��� )%�h��� �� ,�� )"�% ��"Ä %�� F�� ��$�&। 
�%p $��� ���Q� 2�3�*। $����% ��,*� )-� �%p ��� , �� �%�� )&���% ).��� ��7�1 )�� �। 
��� ,�� ��� sµ��� $�* ���#k 3�� ���� ��� ��� ��� �%1 %�#� �.� , «t 1 ��% U$! 
��� .�*�&। �� O�#d# �D��E ).����� %W���+� 1! ,� )%�h��� �� )$�� ���-�� )�,*� 
.�*�&�। ����� )�1� ���.� �-u ���$� ss ������ ��.l-�G ss � )$r� �����#� ��$। 
  
 ���S����� %����� ).��� )�P %�#� ���.��� ���#� 20�� 20�� ��� %�� %������� 
�E�]� 2I���Y�# %W���+� 
�0� ����। µz)� 2�r��� �% $��* ��� ��� �� $.%��� %�#� 
���.��� ���#��  %��������� )�&� )- � , �4�����<�* �� �� ���� �!������ )"�% ������E 
6����� %�1 %��।  
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��� ��� �������E �� ���%�� ��%-���.� ���� ����#K .�* ��<। �% $�* �% ��� �������E 
«©1 �� )$� �.� .*।  
 
 )�P %�#� ���.� �� ).��� )%�h��� ����d %W��+ )��� �I[� ���$ �Ø�-G �D�E 
%��� 1! ��4�। �� ���! %#�=����� ��� ��% ���.�� $�] �% ����� $�6�d# «1 ���$��% 
��� %��। ��%� ���$� �����* 9�EEEE    �0� %��। n $�* .��� )�P %�#� ���.��� ���#�� �� 
)%�h�� �M�� ��$ ��� ��� �% ���� ���S����� $.%��� )���N�.��� ����� 5��� ��$ %��� 
���� ��*। ).��� )%�h�� �� ���#� )���N�.� ���% ���� %��। �� ���! )%� �% ���� 
��%���.� �������� sµ{{ �E� )Z%� ��$ %�� ��� ��% ���.�� $�] ���� �% $�6#d ����। 
���� ����% )"�% �� ).��� )%�h���% �D�E %��। �@ ���S����� %����� 2�� ��F0E���� 
$��" �D�E 9��.� %�� s�1 �/�$��% ��� %��। ��� ��� ���.��% ��-�* ��* )���N. 
����� ��" O������ ��� ��$ %��। ��� ���$� $�* ����0� ���.� , ��1�%����� $��" �% 
$�6�d# ��� st 1 ��1�%���% ��� %�� z�� ����M� ���� %�� ���.��� %��& 1�� )�।  
 
 ����� s«� �I[�। �� 6����� %"� ��.l-G %!��h� %�*% .�1�� ���S�����$. �� ���%�� 
���$N� ���*�� 1$����E �F��� �� �����।  
 
 s�� �I[� ����-� ���� �-µ{ ���� )�P %�#� ���.� ���S�MZ1 )%�h�� %����� 
).���, $�´� ()�P %�#� ���.��� )&�� I��), ����, )�P ����, )-��*N� 2�M$�� )��P ��@����, 
�����, I��*�- ���� $����% ��%�� ��� ��(, �1�% %�������� ��S���� �D�E %�� .��। 
��� �%I��� )%�"� )"�% �D�E %�� .�� �� $����% ���=�* ����। ��� )%�h�� %�������� )��� 
�© 1 ���S����� ��* %��������� �������� )%� �% f��� �!����� ��* "�%�� ��( 
)%��%� $�<��¬ �!�����%। ��� ��, ��� ����, ��� ���#� � ��,*� ��#B )� )%� �%� 
5�� �d#E %�� � .*-�� ��� ��%-���.� ������ )Fk� %��, ��� )� ������% ��� .*।  
  
 �"�$��* ��� w@ .�* )-�। ��� ���F��� %��& )�P %�#� ���.� 
*�। ��� 2*�����$� 
���!�� ���S�MZ�1� �E�]�� ��� ����& ��� 9�*�1�* ���#� ���Q। $%�� q-�{ ��P .4�8 
����� $�6d# )"�� )-�। ��%���.�� ,��% )"�% )%� �%� 5�� �$�& �। $��� �� %���� ,�� 
$��� ���। ���S�MZ�1� �� ��@E �8M��I�� �����0� .�Q��� )$ $�*।�� ���S�������� 
�E�]� %�#� ���.� �%�� 2*����$ )$� ��* )�Z�< )-��, �% �!����। �� ��� $�] �&� ��� 
O� I�� )���� , ��.��- ���� �I�*� �$� 1�*� 1! ���� ��N�। )�P %�#� ���S����� 
%�������� �1|�$���� %��&, �4% �� $�* )�P ��1� �$ ��� ��� %������� %!�h ��� F�1# 
%��� .��। %�#� ���.� I���& )%� ��% )"�% %������� F�1# %�� .��। �4% �� $�* �%�� 
)-��� ��$ ��7� ���* ��-���। ��# �F8%���� $�] $� ���S����� )�Z�< 6��3�� ��$। ��$ )���� 
��* �% 2$.E�* %@E �W�!-���.� �E��� %�#� ���.� �F����� �� ��� �%�� �� .����*�&। 
$�] $�] ���S�MZ1��� ���! %���� )��� ��< )-� ���� ��% �%&�0E O�#d# ��% U$!�% .�!� 
%���&- ���� $��� ��w� �� %�7��&। �%p )�P %�#� ���.�, )$� 2$�� $�.$� �E���, �� ��<� 
%�4 �6�� )��*, �%��, ��F��� .�। �� ��� ��� F���� %"� �&�, (s) ��� F����* ��,-(µ) n 
1�*-� ��� %� ()� 1�*-�* ��� �.� .�*�&), (�) %������� ��� %��� .��, («) ��� �$�& 
��� ��$ )� )���� ��� %������� )"�% ¡�%�� ��K� ���a��।- ����� �.� )�P %�#��% %�7�� 
%�� ��* ��$ 2��$S )F��� ���S����� ��4� (�� ���S����� ���� %W��+�YE# I���%� )����& 
%������� �E�]�), $�1�, )�P ��1�. IY�*� , �����। ���� -��������� ��#B ��* ��$ ��7�%। 
,�� )"�% ).��%R��� )�P 
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%�#� ���.��% I����� ���� .�$������ ��* ��,*� .*। ��S��-E %�#� ���.��% )��� ����&- 
��� ��� |� .����� ��� ���% ��7F��� $�� .��� �। %�#� ���.��� )�W�+ )$���� )$� 
%��������� $��F�* ��(����-! ���� ��%���.� s�© 1 U$! .���*। ��$ .�*�&� z�� ��%. s�� 
1�� ��� �V$��!% .���*��।  
 
 ����� )�P %�#� ���.��� 2���3�� �� )$r��� $���SI��� )�W+ )� )�1� ��11, )�P 
���� , �*���M��$#� 2�M$�� 1�� ��� ���.� $��.��� �< I�� 1�� ��� ��$�M। �� $��* 
%�#� �.� .,*�� �� ���S������� 9���*�� %������� �D�E %��� "��%।  
  
 sz� �I[� ������� �% �D��E ���$���� )�1� ��*�1 �.� .* , sµ 1 �� )$� 
�.� .*।  
  
 µ{)� �I[� ������� �� �% �D��E �� ���� ��-� ���� ��%���.�� ����M�$#��¤ 
%��� $�* �{ 1 ��%�$� ���� ��<। �� $�* 9���� �D��E� $��* %��������% )6��, 2�3�* 
)��� �D�E %�� .*।  
 
 s�� ���$[� �� �% �D��E� $�* $�Y. 0��� $���� .�� .* ��%���.��%। ���� 
�%�� %"� ��� ���� ��%�� )�, )%�h�� %����� ).���$. )�1� ���.��� $�.��� �< I�� 1�� 
��� ��$�M, )&�� I�� %����� $��� (�Ø����$I �Ø���#), )���� ��.�� (�Ø����$I �Ø���#) , 
���*�� ).��$ (�Ø����$I �Ø���#)- �� ��7F I�� 9��!%�� ���� 2��f.E %���&।  
  
 «4� ���$[� %�*%1 2�M$��$. )���F, ��4� ��� ��G��� U$!-)��� szµ 1 ��% U$! 
���S�MZ1 , ������.�� %��& �`$�#�E %��। 
 
 ��% ���.�� ������ �-�* 2$�� $�.$� ���S����� $G� ��%���� 2���E# .�*�&�। )�d ��#B 
���� 1* .*। ��%���.�� 2�M$���% ���* $�������� $� %���* $G�� 9"� ���������� ���%� 
�<�*। ����� z ������ �Ø�-G , )������� ���S���.�� ���� ��$। t ������ ��� .* 
)�,*�-G , ��.�O����� 6��। �� ��.�O����� 6�� ��� %��� %����� M�*1�� �.�� 1��������� 
���% 2f$� .। ����� ����� $�6�d# «{ 1�� ��� ��%�$� �.� ��� z{{ 1�� ��� �/�$� 
�N� .�� ss� ���$[� $%�� )��� ���� 1��������� ���% 9"� 
������ ���%� �4�। ����� 
)�1� ��11 )�P %�#� ���.��� ���%e� 2���*� ��]����� ��" �,� .। 
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������� $Y� ����� 

µs। ‘)1�’ )M�$# -4 , ��� ��� 
�8����। 

����� �%������ ������ .....sqts 

 
$�$�$�$�0�0�0�0�8%��P )�1� 2�� �.���8%��P )�1� 2�� �.���8%��P )�1� 2�� �.���8%��P )�1� 2�� �.���****    

    

 ���S���� ���������� 9"� ���-� ‘)1�’ )M�$# -�4� .* t� 1����। )�1� �1*��� �.���� 
����$��� �� ���-��� ��%�E %�� .* ‘)1�’ )M#�$ (�1*� )M#�$)। ������ 
����� ���� ‘)1�’ 
)M#�$ �% ����d 2��� )����&। �� )M��$# ���� �*��� �����% ���.� �&���- �"�D�� s� �u 
)�]�, �* �u )�]� ��� �� �u )�]� �!�����*। ���-� %��� %�� �8%��� )�1� �1*��� 
�.�� (��#�� )�1� )1����)। ��� ��1 ���-��� ���-� )�1��� ���*+ ��� %��। 
 

 s� �u )�]� )��1���¤ )�$� 2�M$�� %�#�! ��� %���&�� ��7�� .��P  
 

 %����� 2�M$��P )�1� �´�� ).��$ )FZ����। �-u ��$ )"�% )�1� �1*���  �� 
�!�����*�� ���*+ )। )�1� �1*���  ���%K� )"�% �����* ��$ ������ ���S���� 2�� )।  
 

 )$�%�-�-%���P %!��R �1��� -�E �����*��� �!��1��!�¤ ��� )%�*#���� ��u���� ���*+ 
��� %�� ±��� )�M��!�Ç ��*�%� ��� ��।  
 

 �!�����*� «�� )%�h�� ��7�� %��� %���& ��7�� .��P 
 

‘�’ )%�h�� %�����P %!��R ��.���।  
 

‘��’ )%�h�� %�����P %!��R .��M1� �। 
 

‘�$’ )%�h�� %�����P %!��R �¬�� %��*�� )FZ����। 
 

‘��’ )%�h�� %�����P %!��R �1��� -�E �����*���। 
 

)�P ��$�� �.�� ��� )�P ��, ,*�%�� .�$�, �� �!�����*� %�1 %���&।  
 

�* )�]� �!�����*� ��7�� ���*+ ��� %���& ��7�� .��P 
 

%����� 2�M$��P )�1� ��M��*� 1����। 
 

)$�%� �- %���P %!��R �.$�। 
 

‘�’ )%�h�� %�����P %!��R ���*�� ).��$।  
 

‘��’ )%�h�� %�����P %!��R �%�� ).��$। 
 

‘�$’ )%�h�� %�����P %!��R �.$�। 
 

‘��’ )%�h�� %�����P )�P �@��� )FZ����। 
 
 

 
* sqts $��� %!��R �.�$�� � )�]�� %�#�� �&��।  
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 �&�<� )�P �G��, )�P M1�� ).��$, ±��� )�M��!�Ç ����M�� ��� 9��� 2�M$�� ��  
�!�����*�� ����d IY��%� ��� %��। �� �!�����*� ��*% $������ ��1�1� )�W�+ �%�� 
$���#�� ����, �&�।  
  
 �� )�]�� )�$� 2�M$�� %��� %���& ��7�� .��P 
 

%����� 2�M$��P )�1� �, ��, �� ����� .%। 
 

)$�%� �- %���P %!��R ����%����� )FZ����। 
 

‘�’ )%�h�� %�����P %!��R ����%����� )FZ����। 
 

‘��’ )%�h�� %�����P %!��R $���% ).��$। 
 

‘�$’ )%�h�� %�����P %!��R )����$�$� ).��$।  
 

‘��’ )%�h�� %�����P )�P ��.����� �.��। 
 

 �&�<� )�P ����O� .%, )�P %�1� ����� �.��, )�P ,*���-�� �$���, )�P ���%� 9��� 
�@E 2�M$���� �� �!�����*� %�1 %��।  
 

 ‘)1�’ )M#�$ %�������, ��.O����� 6��, )�,*�-G "��, �F�����, .�1���<�, )&�����, 
)-�*��6��, )���������,)-���N-G, $�����%� �����N�, ���� F�-��-�, ����� F�-��-�, 1��%-G, 
��� �*��, �� �$ %��1, I��-�&�, %����*� 6��, �*����, M����� F�-��-�, �<����, ����, 
$�-��� F�-��-� ��!��� 3�� ��%�$���� $�] $�6�d# �1���.� �Wk�B 3�� %��।  
 

$�0�8%��P )�1� ��� $�0�8%��P )�1� ��� $�0�8%��P )�1� ��� $�0�8%��P )�1� ��� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� )FZ����)FZ����)FZ����)FZ����****    
‘‘‘‘)1�)1�)1�)1�’ ’ ’ ’ )M��$#� 2�����$�Y.P )M��$#� 2�����$�Y.P )M��$#� 2�����$�Y.P )M��$#� 2�����$�Y.P ssss� �u )�]��� %������� ���� �u )�]��� %������� ���� �u )�]��� %������� ���� �u )�]��� %������� ���    

 

 ���S $�f��� �/� $��" ��������� �<�� w@ %�� �-u’ts-�� �� )"�%। �� ��- ���� 
�&��� ���M��, �� �/�� ������ ��� �D�E %����। ������*� ����� �� )"�% �/�� 
�`�0��Y�% ����� I���%� f.E %��, �� ���� �D�E%����। ������ ���-��� (‘)1�’ )M#�$) 
9"� �D�E ���F��� %�� )�1� (��#��� )�P %�#�) ���� �$��� )FZ����। (s� �u )�]�) 
)���� )%�h�� ��* %!��R $���� � ����1 , )��I� )%�h�� ��* %!��R .��M1 � 
�D��E� ��!. �F� %��। �� %!��R ��.��� (��� �$��� �E�]� �.�� .) %��-2M ����# ��* 
,78 )��� ��$ �/� ���M��� )�&�। �D�E %��%��� �%�� ��� 9�*�1 .* )���, �� .��� 
�$�.��*। ����1��� ���% ��� ��*.#��। ���M�� ���� "��% ���� ���%��� "��%, M�� 
I���� 
)&�� )&�� .���*�� �� �% �����r ���#���� )�� )"�% �0� ��*। )$ 1!� $�����P )��� ��* )�, 
�%�� ���M��% ���#���� )"�% w@ %�� �!��% , ���� .���� %�� )$� ���M��% �&& %�� 
)M��� ���, ��� O-�%1 $�.$� )���� 2%����I* ������ ���*� .�* ���%�� )"�% )$� 9F� 
)-���5��� ���= ��"� �F� %�� ��� "���� ��< � )"�% �D�E%���� �D�E $hYE#@�� �!"# %�� 
)�*। $%� 9%�� $�° �D�E� �!"# .�* ��* ��� �Y#���� ���%e� f.E � %�� .*। �� $�° 
���%e� ),*� ��� $�� .* �� %����� ��1 F��� F��� �/����� )��� ��$। �������� I�d�* 
�� F��� F��� )��� �$�� �� .�Q )��% )��®����। ����� ���*� ����� )&�� %!��R $�����  
����1 �&�� �% 2IY��Y�# �!��D�, 2!$����E U$�%- ���%K��� 
 
 
* sqts $���� ���F# %!��R ��� %�#�� �&��। 
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)%��*�� )"�% 1���� ���$� 9"� $\��. �����* ��$ ���S���.��� )��- )�- )��- )�,*�� �� 
)"�% �/� ��� 9F� �6�� .��� 1! 2�3� .�* ��<।  
 
 �*��$��.� %������� ��-,-�� �&� �/��� O�I#�! 6�7��, %��E 1� , 3� �I* ��"� 
%�������- �*��$�.- ¡�%� $<�%� 9���~�� �&� � %�������। ��� �/�� ���� ���%��5��� 
2�!B �1��� %�� U��� %��। ���%���� 9"� �K�� ���� , ���� )�*��, ����� z ��? )"�% s 
M�� �!���� )���� )��.�� ���। �� �%� 9%�� �!���� ��%� �$���Ç� �K�। ���%���� ,I���.� 
%�I���� )���*, �%� 9%�� 9:;�� ),*� .���- 9��!%�� ���%��� 9�* 6��� �� �7F�, 2!���% 
$�K ���M� ������ ���M� )��-�����-� �!�3� �&�। ����% ���, �����!�� , ��7��� %�? $�K 
���M����% O�I#�! O�-#� �� %�� )����&�। ���� O�� )��% %��� ���, $���� � 
F�0 
�/����� )���� 1! )�P �����% $��" %�� �W��*����� �� )��% )��®���� ��* ��1 �/������� 
���% )-��। ��-,-��’� %��& )�Z7�& 1��� ���� ��� )�P ����, $������ .��$�, ��*% ��M, , 
���� 2!�! $����% )��� w�� $������ .���% $�] %�� �/� ���%��5��� )��% %��� )-��। 
�����V�!, ���%K���� ������ $� $�* )$�%� ���M�� F�� )��। %������� �E�]� �/�� 
$����E�P ���� )���* 2�% ���%� 1��< ���M� ��* "�%�, �%p ��������* �Y��� ���%��5��� 
)&�< ���* )&�� 2"F 6 ���M�� F�� )��। ���� ���%��5�� )��� $���� � , .�� ��, �I��� 
F�� )-��। �����3�* O1 �/�$ $���P )��®���� %�� �M�� �$�� $�* ���� O1�� 
��������� .�* ��<। �%�� ��7F ���� ,1 �� ©’-©’’ �º�� ����k %!��R $���� � ��.Y��# 
=�7���* �<� �[� ���$�� ���, ��� .��� �{� ����M�। 2_%��� ���$� I!��F!�%� )��* ‘‘��� 
�����’’ ��� ��1�% $]�� %�� )"�% &�<��� �-�* ��1� I�� ��=�� ���� )$। �$�� ���� 
���S���.� ~��� �D�B .�*�&। ��.Y��#� ���! ���$� $���� ��� .��%� )�. ������ )M�� ���* 
-�� ����� w@ %��। $���� � ‘����’ ��� �F8%�� %�� �4��। ���� &��� ��$ )u ��� �1�|$ 
%���� ‘‘���� )%?’’ $���� � )-��<��� 
�� ����� ‘‘����� )�� n ����’’। )�P ���� -�� -��&� 
��F ��<����< ��1� ���। ����% $������ .���% ‘.!��$ ��’ ���� $��" $��" ����M��� ��7� 
���* �6�� %�� ���$�� �1-�ß ����M� )%�< ���। �%p ���$� ��.Y��#� ���! )�&�� ���%��� 
¡��% �<���। �� ��*% ��M, )� ��0E ��K�P %��&� 5�� %��� �% %��� � ()%� 6��6��� 
2_%��� %�� -��* 5�� ���- ��� ����%�), ��.Y��#� ���! ����� �/� ���% 5�� &�<�। 2��! ,� 
5�� .�� , ���$�� ��=�� ���* F�� ��*। ����% �/� ���%�� )"�% 5�� &�<�। $���P 2_%��� 
4�.� %��� ����� ��� ��7 ����� ����� �-�* ���-। $��- $��- .�� ���%�� �0! %�� )u�� �% 
�!�-��1 5�� &Y<�। 5�� &��< �1-�ß ����M�$. %!��R $���� ��� ���% ��-�* ����। -��-��&� 
��� ���* ����� $�* ���� ��K %�� �1�|$ %����- )%? +��� )��- ‘��� .��’ ��� $���� ��� 
���� 2�3��� �� )$��% )u�� �!��� ���* 57��� ���। ����� )��%�� $���� ��% )M�� 
)�Z<��� w@ %��। $������ .�� ,�% �0! %�� 5�� &�<�। 2�P�� ����M� O�� ��* ,�� +��� 
)��- �/����� �!�- %��।  
  
 ��v� �W��!� ��� )"�% )�7�F ��$ $���� ��� $�.$ )-� ��, )��< । � )�%� )��®���� 
)"�% O�� �1�$ ����dI��� �����0�.*। ��.���, $������ .�� , %!��R $���� ��� 2��! $�.$ 
, 2��� 9��!8�����+। �%p ��� ���� �%�� 5@+�YE# )-���*�� 9%�� ��* )� ���S���.�� 
�D�E �$�, M�� �������� �/�� ����� U$! $��!� ���<�* )M����, ���� %�� %�������� 
��%���.�� �s- )���F �!�����*�� U$! $��!� ��7<���� O� )%�h���� (��1�%�� &�<�)। O�� �� 
�{-�s)� 1���� 9"� �u )�]� (�$�*� ���-��) ����� �7���� �,� .���। 9"�� $���� ��� 
)�H� )%�h��, M��� �� )%�h�� .��� %!��R .��M�1� ���I�, ��� ���& .��� �!�����* ‘��’ 
Ï� ��� �� ‘��’ Ï�� �&�� 
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)�1� (��#��� )�P %�#�) �´ ��� ��� $��" �&�� %�#� (��#��� )�1� )1����) �1*��� 
�.��। $���P ���-��� 9"� �!���% $��1��� ����% %��� 1! %�#� �1*� ��1, �!����%� 
����$� $��" �,� .। �D��E� ��F-�,*�� �&� �{/�s)� 1����-�� ��� �-�{ ����। �%p 
-����� 2I��� 9"� �u )�]� �M-��-��’ )� $�*�� )�Z7&��� �����। M�� �-�{ ������ $�* 
�����9�f�� )������% ������ �1
 ���#���� M�*�� �� w@ .* (M�*���� $��%��� �&� �.$ 
%�� 2*�����$� ��� �¬ %��) ��, ������ )&���� �M-��-��’ )� )�Z7&�� 1! 9�E�E 
)�Z<��Q। %��������� ��5��� )���%� �� )�Z<���Z�<� M�� ��"k �¬ .*, ���� %�� O���� 
��0 �D��E� �����%� ��#��E %�� ��%���� $.1 .* ��� ����d� ���! ����� ���#���� 
M�*�� ��$ �<�� "��%। ����% ���� ��#��* )��" (��-��) .,*��  M�� )��% ��--���& .�* 
��*। M�� %��� %�à�� %��*� %�� ����%� .�* ��<। 2!���% ��$[�� ���*� )"�% �Y�# ��#���� 
�M-��-��’ )� �$�� ��=��" ������ �1
 ���#���� M�*�� w@ .,*��� 9"� �u )�]� 
�80E�8 )$� 2�3���� )%�D�� M�#-�� .�� "��%। M�� )$ �% �F8%�� �� .®�-��। ���� 
�����%��� 2I��� ��I�� %��%��� ��% 2�!� ��� F�< ��$। �� 2��0�%W� �F� %�#��S 
1��� ��� �$�� $��" $��" ���%K�� , ������ ��á  ���#���� D$-M�*����-�� ��F �$�� M�� 
������ )���%&� )&�� .��.� .�* ��<। 2!���% 2*����$ )$� 1!�� .,*��� $����- $hYE#@�� 
���Q� .*। ���� ���W×�� F��� )�Z7&�*। 2�3� )��� �� .�Q� .����1�� ��$�& �� ��%� 
���*%��� $��.���� )��� )% )%�"�* ������ �" ���Q �। � 2�3�* 9"� �u )�]��� ��0 
�D��E� �Y!. �F� %�� ���Z $�� �&� �। ��� U$!��� ��0 �����* �$���� 2�!B 
�I���% 
�&�। %��E ।�!����%� ��$ ��� �4%�� M�#-�� � .�� ���� ��� ����� ��0 �D�E %��� 9²� 
,�4�। sqz© $�� ���� ���%# )$%�� ������’� ,���� I����� �% ���I� U$! �� M�#-�� 
.�Q� ����B ���%K� ���� ���� �!��% �F�[�� )$ U$!���� ��� .���� F���*। M��, I����* 
�����* ��*। ����� �*��� � 6�� 2.�. 6���& ��� 6���। ����% %�#� �1*��� �.�� ���6� 
�� -�1# �4��,’%�� 2, �!�� �� %u �� ��� ��? �� �!���%’। )�1� �´ (��#��� )�P 
%�#�) 2*����$ )&�< -�� M����* �F8%�� %��&��। �� %!��R $���� � , .��M1 �% 9�B 
)"�% ���% 9��B &��� )�<��Q। )$ �% 2��� �W�!। �%���% 9"� �u )�]� 9�$������ F��<� 
��#B ���� )M��&, 2!���% %!��R $�����  )�-��M�� �����-����1�-�O#�� �����* 2%"! 
I�d�* -��� ���Q� ���  U$!���%। %�j� �� %��� ��� ��� )$�1� %��� ��-� ���% (����-�����) 
��� %�� ���Q, �� %���% �� .��M1 )u�� ��7� ���* ����&। )��-�-��1����� 9"� ���� ����� 
���� ��1*� ��� $�f�� �$��.� ����� �E��I] U$!���.��% )��� �%��� )&�� )��-� ���.� I<�% 
�-�*�&� ����� 9�����। �%p )I��%���1� �� ���� )$ U$!���.��% ���- �� ����� ��D�� 
�D�E %�� )�d ��#B 1*� .। ��� $����% )�� �.$��� ���.��$ ������ 3� 2�� �7F��� । 
%!��R $���� � , .��M�1� %W��+ ���= )$����। ���= ���W����� ���= w����� ��� )1�� , 
2��! $�.�$ ���*� .�* $�����  , .��M1 9���_%�� , 9��%Y��� 2��D� %�� �1 �1 
)%�h���% 2I�k ��0! ���� $0� . ��� �P$�N�. ���S����� ���.��$ $�#�C° �D�E 
$�F�@j�� $h� %��। ����� �*��� M��M��� $%� $��%&�� $��%&�� ������% *, ��� 6���� 
�%I��� $�6��� .��� )$��� $��F�* �0E�*।  
 
 �~��* �.�$��� �¤�-������ %��& )����� F��I��� ��� )���। ���� �� ��, ����� �� 
���, ���$� �� ��$, ������ �� ���� �v���$�E 2�I*� 2�!�.� ����� .�*�& )������% 
$�.���� OK� �@� ��" ��"। 2"F �¤�-������ ��1*��I���� )F�* )������� )$� �v���I��� 
$%��� �� 2E��9�E� )��-�*। ��� ���= )����� w����� )������। 
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 �M- ��- ��’� F�� ���W���� )"�% $���! )�.�� )��* 9"� )�]� $����� 2f$� .�*�& 
2�� ���%K�� ���#����� )$��I� M�*�� ��$ �<��, $��- $��- ������ .����!� U$!�� ������ 
w�* �<�- )�d ��V�# ���= �� �D�E %�� $[� .��� � )��� %!��R $���� � ��%���� 
����.��� .�* �<��। �%���% $�f ���-��� 1���� ��-����� 9² 2!���% O��� )&��� 1��। 
$���� �� ��� “0!���, O�#�$� �&��K� F��-��� $�#���, 1�.������ �5�� ��$ .�$�& ���¶� 
.��$’’- ����& ���"� �� ���"। %���� �� %��� )F�� ��� 2%"! I�d�* -��� ���Q�- ‘)����’ 
)�-�*��, ���� ��%.������ ��- ��- ���<�’। ���� U$!���� � F��-� %��� 1! ��1� 2�3� 
1��.� .�* ���� )1�, ��%���.��% ��0! %�� )�-��M ) �O#�� ����&�, ’��I�% ,*�%� .�*, 
��������% $������ %���। ).���� �1N� )�. )&��<�-�। ‘‘��� ���� ���.�$ 9���� ���-���� 9���� 
���-���� )-Z-���� )-Z���� ���.�$। � )� w����� ���.�$ *, ���S%��� ����d� 9���!�� 
���.�$। ���-��� U$!�� �� &���& =�<� ���� %����� ���* 
-#��#! %����। ��]��$�-��� �;�� 
��]����� �� 9"� �u )�]� �YV��#� ���! I��$�* ��� ��% ���.�� ���M��� 9"� $���� 
���%��5���। $�N���� ��*� )�]� ���-���� �� 5@-1# %�� �$�*� ���-�� ‘1* �����’ �� 
‘�%��’ ���� 9%�h� %�� ������ ����� �*���%। ���%�� 2��D� %�� ���-�7����� )&�� 
%������ )$¤�� ¡��% �<���। ����� ��� O- �%1 �.� 2�3�* )M�� �$�� )����&� �� ���% 
$��� .���.��� ���� ��.��8 ��E। 9F�I��� �� .���.��� ��� F��&। ���6� "����% *��� IY����� 
��%�$!��। ��&� %� ������ ��0� ��� �$� w@ .�* )-�&। %�#� �1*� �� %��&, �� 
��� �%�$R ���� M��I ����$¤ %!�1��*��� ���... )�� ��� �´’। �.� 0���0� )1�*��� 
����&, ‘$!��-��* ��� )%? �� $���! ��%�- �% .� ��� � .* ��� )����।’ -��# ��% M��� 
�4�&�। ��&�� �7F� ��.��< ��7�<�* "�%� ��#�%��, ��=�� ����&�� ��]����� w�� ��$ ��$ (���% 
� )��*) %���� ���� �%��� -��--e %�� �� )Ì�-� ���* I�������� ���= �� %���* �। ���, 
%��� 1�� U��%। �1�% w�� �M�$�$ .�Q )�, �1�%� )����-���-�� ��� )$�� ����� �*��� 
"�%�� ��� $��� �1 �� ���� �������% ‘)����� ��$�’ ���� OP$�.$ 9%�� %��� �। 
%!�R $���� ��� -��* ��, )$� �����M� $��� ���#�� �&�। �.�-��� �� ���%#�� �-�* 
���%#��� %��� 2�$� ��� �&� �, � �&� $�-�� �%��� )�� �F� ����W�;। ��� .!�7, �! �w��� �� 
���� 1]�� 1]�� 6����&। ��� ���= ���] ����%�F� )�7�� �$�I� 2�M$�� )�Z�M% ����. ����� 
�E�]�% %�7���* ����� $�"# .�*�&��। 
 
 ����% ���-�M�� )M7�$ ��,*� $������ .��-�� ������ ��� 2�3��� %!��R 
$���� � ��=�� ����� )�, �D�� ���-�M�È� )�&�� ���%��5��� )&�< ���* )�&� )$�%� 
���� $�� �-�* %��¤�� �!����%� 9K�� ��Q। %!��R $���� � )�-��M�� .���% ������ ��* 
��� )��� ����। 9"� �D�E w@%��� $������ .��-�� )��%$��!� �&� «{ 1। �%p ��0! 
)�Z7&� ��#B $��!� ��7<�� s© .�� µ{ 1�। ����% ����� �6��� ��*% ��M� .�� ��< )-� �� 
����� �D��� ��&� ),*�%��� )1�*��� ������ $���� ��% 2����� %����,’$!��, ��1�� ��’ 
(������ w�* �<�)। $���� � ���% �4��� ‘)���-$!�� %�� �F8%�� %��$ �, �D�� ���� 2�3� 
)�� )��* ����। �FB� %��$ � ��� )��� ���� %��& ��$ ��7<�, 5�� ��-�� �, �*��.*� �� �1, 
���� 1! 5�� ����� �����। O’���% �W�k� �� 5��� ���= ��7�<�* �%�"� ��� F��®��� �!���� 
*। ��� ���= �1, s� �u )�]� )��1��¤ )%7�� )%7�� ��7�1 )�<��Q ����� 9�E�9* $����� �%। 
�~��* ��� )�-��M�� ’.��’ ���� $��" $��" %!��R $���� ��� $��� µ/��� )���� ��$ �<���। 
��.Y��#� ���! $�����  �����*� .�� । ��� )�.�� 9"� ����, ��� ��� ��� , )�d �<�� %�� 
)�&�� ���% ��< )-�। ������� )1�*��� &��� ��$, ‘$!��, %���� ��<’ �%p ������ �%�B 
)-Z�� $���� � �;� ���, ‘���� %���� �<�� ��%�� )�। )����� %$�, )� )�&� .��� ���% 
5�� %����।’ ����� ��< ��<  
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%�� ���� ��� �4���, ‘���� .* �����% )��� ��-���������� ������ ��।’ �� ��E O�*�� 
���.��$ )� ���� �� .* ��� � �W��!�� ��& �N, ��& -�#। �7F� ����� ��7���� ��< "�%� 
$���� ��� ����� µ/� 1 )1�*� �/� ���%� )"�% )�� ��� )Fk� %����, �%p �!"# .�* 
$%��� �W����E %��। ������d �%�� ��.��� )&�� ��� 5�� )��*, )�d����� �� )Fk� %�� ��1 
5���I��� �.� .* ��� ����� ��� �!"# .*। $���� ��� -��* ��, )$� $��� ���#�� �&� �� 
��� ���� )M��� %"� �&�, %��E, $��� ���# ��������* )��� )��� ��*। )�d ��#B %!��R 
$���� ��� 6�<, )u , 2!�! %�-1 ��* �$� .*।  
 
 ,��% %!��R .��M1 )�7�F )-�� 2��Z�%I���। .���� )u )����� ���� ��< )-��, 
$���! �.� .* ���������� )C° M������ )�7�F )-��, �%p z{{ -1 ��&� �M-��-�� �^����� 
%�#�� )�P ���� �@�� 5�� )��* 5@��I��� �.� .��, ���, �� �%� 1�*-�* �%� I��� ±��� 
2�M$�� ��*�%�, w�* �&��। 2!���% �.� %!��R .��M1�% ����%�e �!�� ��*% ����� 
&����� �/ 2�I����। %�*% %�� ��,*�� �� O� .���� 5�� ��$ ��-�, �"��� ��� 9�E�9* �"� 
���������� 2�Y�! �� %!��R .��M1�% ���� %��� $�%e )"�% ����%� ����� �����। �"�3�� 
)�Z7�& )��� .��M1�% 2! )%� ��* )-�&। ��< "�%� 2*����$ , ��%� ��?�� �4���� $�* 
������� ���% 5�� ��-�। ����� ��� "���< ��< )-�। ����� )1�*� $�.���!� I�* ��� )%�� F�� 
)-�। ���--OP�� ����� )f���� .��� ��* (�� �!, �N� .�� �) 1���� ��� �!�- %�� �%���#� 
���0��� ���% ��� )I�7 )�Z<। �W�k� �� �/� 5�� �$�&�। �%p �v�#, ������� -��* ��-� �। 
)%���� )��-).7F�< ���0�� �-�* )�Z7&��� ������� 9���� 1»���� )$ $.�1 ���& �, �� 
2�!� $�.��! �!���� )$ ��7F�� �����। ��7 .�� )"�% �M�% ���* �S )�� .�Q। �� .���� .�<�� 
)�� .�* ��&। ��% ���� ��S� )&��। � 2�3�* �����* )��� )��� ��-�* ��$�&� f���� -W.��Y��, 
���, -W.
����� 9�!��� *। ��� -W.��Y��, ���, -W.
����� ��1�* ��7�<�* ��K� %��&�। ��1� 
$�"� �� ��� �M���* F�� )-� �� )$ �� %���� $�.��! 9�!��� *। ��� -W.��Y��� .�� &��<�* )$ 
��-�* )��� )Fk� %���� �%p ���� ���.�$ �1, ��� %��& =��$� .�* ��&। ��� ��y�$ O� 
��E�� %�7�� I� ���* )$ �M-��-�� ���*� ��#B )�Z7&��। ����% $���� ��� �W��!� �� ������ 
U$!�� &�I�- .�* )-��, )$� 2�3�* )&�� )&�� Ï�� ,�� �/� ���%��5���� ��� �6���� �� 
�6�� .��� "��%। )��� �� t�� ���1। 2�"� )��%0* � %�� ��"Ä %�� )C* )1�, )�1� 
(��#��� )�P %�#�) �´ ��� U$!���% �%&���� �v���$�E %���� ����&�� �। ������ �� 
�/� ���� %������ )$¤�� I�� �-�*�&। )�d ��#B )��� $��< �%��� ����71 �� O�1 2�M$��$. 
zz 1 �.� .*। �/��� ��� ���� ��% )��=�� %�� ��* )��� f���� )���%�� )����&। ���� 
).��%R��� ��% ���.�� �º��3 2�M$����, $���P �1-,-�$ ��$ %������� �����# %���। 
�����V�!, n ��� ��% )�F���� %������� ����� I*��. �E#� %��� �-�* ��� .* )�, 9�* «{{ 
OaW�%��� �.� .�*�&। �% 2������ �� �<$��!% OaW�%���� �.� .,*�� $���� �*��.*�� 
)����� �� %��� 9F�� %�� .*�।  
 
 M��M�P ���%��� ��$ "�%� ���$���� �� I��� $?�� %��� � ����� $��F�* �< 
$�M�!। � ���� 9���E� .��� ��]����� �Y� )"�%� �� �����* ���� � ��� ���%�� )"�% ���$� 
��<���� ����� �� �!। ��� ���= �� �D��E� �� )"�% ���$��� �u )�]� )��1��¤ �"� 
%��������� �� w��� �7��% �4�। ��%�� ��� ��% ������ �N� )�1� ��1�1� I�d�* ���� 
.* ���%K����� ��1��� ��� %������� .��� ��%�$!��� ��E6�7��। �1|�$������ $�* ��11�% 
�1|�$� %�� .���, ‘‘.*�� �1 ���*� %������� �%��� .*�� �1 �;� �u )�]� )��1��¤’’। %"� 
9$��- )$� 1����-�-u (sqts) 
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���$ ��% 2�M$���� %�, �� .4�8 ��� )M���� ‘‘�,� )�]� )��1��¤ �1 M����� ���% ��*�� ���-�$#’’। 
�D�E�� �!"# .��, �� F�� $�M�! � ��S� ���=� ��.� ��&। ��� ���= ����#�%��� �N� ����� )"�% 
�����* )�1� ��11 �� OP� %k�% 2�� �K�% )�� ��* ��- $W�k%��� %������� �E�]� )��- )�।  
 

\ ��.�O����� 6�� �D�E \ 
 
 ‘)1�’ )M��$#� �~��* �D�E ���F��� %�� )�P %�#� ��M�*�� 1���� (�* �u )�]� 
)��1��¤) �s)� 1���� ������। 9�* �©{ 1 )��% ��* )�,*�-G-��.�O����� 6�� �D��E� 1! 
�* �u )�]� )��1��¤ �,� .*। n 2?��� �%�� ��-� ��$ )&��� �������� f���� ��$� �&� 
�� �D��E� �"9��#%, ��� �Y����#��� M�� �* �u )�]� )��1��¤ ��� �< �< �� 0�9 -���� 
$%��� 2�-�F�� ss�� )Z%�$. 2��D� %��� $0� .* ��� -������ ��.����� ��%�$!��� 
�Y!�W�k ��<�* ��� )%�� s©/µ{ ���� �" ������ 2��D� %�� ��� ���� $�* �Y�# ���k �M-
��-��.�� )�Z7&�� $0� .*। %!��R ���*���� 2��� ��M� )%�h�� )Z%�6��� (.��� ���) 
��.����� "��% �� sµ [� ���� �-��-��’�� ��*% $������ ��� �%���� 2��� %�� 2M 
����#� %�1 %��।  
 
 ‘��’ )%�h�� )�P Y@���� 2��� ��.�O����� 6�� �D��E� 1! 2f$� .*। ��*% 
$������ ���� ��*� ss [� ���� ��* ��* ������.� )��� ���%। �� $������ s{ [� ���� ��* ��* 
)��,�* )1��� ���%। �� )I�� .* 9�*। )�� ����� ,���� �� O���� ‘u!��-��’� 1! 9:;� 
.�Q�। ����% �%�� ������.� )� �� )������� ��� ����� %��&�। -�<� ����� %�� ���& 
��,*� $��" $��" $������ %�� ��� ������ ��%� ��?��� ��1 %�7�� %�� ��-�* �-�* 9"�� 
���-�<��� 2�3��� )1����� ��� �� ��.Y��# 2f$��� ����� -�<�� ��G�% M�*�� %�� 
2�%�1� %�� )�। �� $��" $��" ��� 2�3��� $������ I��� ��*�� ���� M�*�� w@ %�� ��� 
)f�� ����# )���� 9��!�% %����* )f�� &�<�� w@ %��। 9�* 9��!% %������� �/« 1 %�� 
���% )����% ����.� )��% w�*�&�। ����% �!�%� ����# (µ�� ����) ��"Ä*���� $��" $��" �" 
��#�� -�1# ,�4। M�� 3�*�I��� )� O�� )CE�� %���� ���# -���#� 1! ���� .�*�&� �� ��$ ��<। 
�&�<� )��,�* )u�, �V )��,�* �-� ��� 6��� 2�3��� ���-�<�� �.%��� u���� ��� )1��� 
&���� ��� O���� )���-��� ���%�� I�dI��� ���K .*। )u� ���*� )"�% ��"Ä %��%��� 
O���� �%�� 5�� ��*% $������ I��� ��*�� ��� ��V�� )��- ��4 ���* )�� .�* ��*। �� 
�D�E%��� ��*% $������ &�<� ������ ��0 �� )%� .��.� .*�। �� �� $������ %�� ��� 
)-�� ��y#��#� ��1 �<���। ��1 �<���� �,*�1 w� )�,*�-�G 2�3��� ��%�$!�� 
��.�O����� 6���� ���% ����� .�-$�] $�] ��M� , )�H� )%�h�� �09 -���� )�,*�-G 
��1��, $�-�� ��� , ��1�%�� ).��%�*��#�� ��#�*D�� �D�E %�� )$� ���%� $hYE#@�� �&& 
%�� )�*।  
 
 ���� ��1�*� )��� 2�3� %��� �� �* �u )�]� )��1��¤ �1 %!��h )M�� ��$। 
�� �D�E���% �%�� ����YE# $�"#% �D�E ��� F��। �� $M���� 9�� %��E .�Q )FZ%$ -��� 
����3� , �$�.-���*� 2��%��� %�#� ��M�*�� 1������ $�°� ���%e� , �0 ���F��� ��� �* 
�u )�]��� �-��-�� , )�]� )��1���¤� )��% 2��% $��!�* "�%�� 1! �!��� 9�$���� 
)������% %��#D� ��K���*� %��� )����&�� ����। �%p �Y�# ��E#� s� �u )�]��� %������� 
�D�E�% (�{/�s)� 1����) �YE�] $�"#% �D�E ��� F�� � %��E ���%� ��� %�� ��1��� 
%��� ���! �����  
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9*�$ ���� %��� ��� %!��R $���� ��� �W��!� �� ��� �/�� ���M� )&�< ���* �������% 
��H� �D�E %��, M�� ������ .����!�, 0���0� U$!�� ���� I<�% ��*, ��� M�� 
$���� ��� �����, )M�� �� $��� .*�- �� 9F� �D��E� ���� $hYE#I��� 0��fK .�*, 
2�� 2e $��*� ���!� �/��� �� ��H� �D�E $�!� 9��$�� )��-!। � ���� �`�0��Y�% 
���I���% �������� I�d�* ‘�!��f�$I ���M�’ ��� .*। s� �u )�]� )��1���¤� �D�E )��.�� 
)�������� �&� )$�.�� ���#���� M�*��� ���� )9�f�� )������% �%p �D�E%��� � �1�$�� 9%� 
.�* ��4�&� )� ���-�� �� ‘2%�’ ����� )� I�� �&�, ���� %�� �� .* ��=��" ���#����� 
D$-M�*��� )� .��.� .�*�&� �� �<��� )��। ���$�^,, %������� �D�E ���������� 
���S����� ���.��$ �% F�%9� 2�!��*� $YF� %��। �� �D��E� �Y�# ��#B )��� , �!����� %�� 
&�<� ���%��� ��$ "�%� �/� ��@�� ����YE#I��� ��������� �<���� ���� 2��#�E .��। �%p �� 
�D��E� 9���E� .�, ��]����� ��1 �<��� �%��� ����� �7���� )��� , �!����� %��� )�� 
�����#�, )��� .���.��� ����, $������#�। n $��* �� �%�� �!�%��� $����d ��%�� �&�। 
%��E �� ��#B �� �� ���� ����1� .�* ���� ��&� .��� $����B� ,���� F�� )��� ���! .�। 
%��E �� ��#B �� �� ���� ����1� .�* ���� ��&� .��� .��� $����B� ,���� F�� )��� ���! 
.�। M�� 
I���P� ����� �%&��� )I��- ��<। ��� ����� F��-� %��� 1!, ����d %�� ������ 

e )���9�\ )&����� �� $�.$ ��<���� 1! ��� � ��y�$ 1»���� 1! )� �� )$�����% 
���%�� )"�% ��<��� )�� %k$��! �!���� *, ��� )%� 5���� I* � %��। $���� � )�1� 9�E 
���* ������ �� � 9���� 1�»�*�&��। ��#����, 2��.��� , ������ ������ 9��% 
���#�%�$ .*��� �� ��1 ��� ��* �%p 0�E 0�E 1» )* ��¶�d� ����`�� )���.� �������* 
���.��$� 2�� ������। ��� ���= $���� ��� �W��! ���������� 2f-������ 2�I��� �% 
�E#�Ñ� 
2�!�*-�� ��.��* $��Ñ�।  
 

\ %�� ��-,-�� �D�E \ 
 
 ��� �-u ��� �� �u )�]� )��1���¤� )��I� , )�H� �� O� )%�h�� )���� ��* 
�D�E %���� %�� ��-,-��। �� ��- ��� ���� ���� ��-,-�� )��% %���&। %�� ��-,-��’� 
�Y�#� $������ .��%� , ��� $�"��� ����% � ��d�* $�D* $�.��! %���&। ��� %��E, �� ��-,-
�� ����� ���#�E �&�।  
 
 9"� �� ��� ��1 $������ .��%�$. %�� ��-,-��’� ������� )��% �%�� �7F� ���� 
)"�%। �����%����� $������ .��%� ����% ���&� )%�"�* �/��� ���%��, ����� �*��, ��7��� 
%�?, ��� �MÈ, %�% .��$, �$�1� , ��-,-��’� 9��� �", )%�"�* %� $�J� "�%�� ���� ��!���। 
����� -���� ��<�* �-�* F��� F��� )��� %���� �/������ ������ )9��� �����F#� $��-। �����F# 
�����, )$ «© 1 ���#� ��,*� ���%�*�& ��� ���� z© 1 ���#� )��% �$�& ��� ©{/z{ 1 
��1�%��, ���I� ������� ��&। �~��* �� ���� %������% ��* ��� ���� 
F�0 .��&�� f��, 
���� , ��� �" )��% %�� )%�"�* )%� .���*�� .�� ��� )%�"�* �M-��-��’� (M�# �� )�$) 
.�� $%��% �� �� %�� )����* �����। ��.�� �-u ��� ����� )$%� %�������� ��* �Y�# 
���#k 1�*-� ���� )����* ����� ���� %�� ����� ���7�� I�� � %��। ����% $������#� .���*�� 
)���-�, s{z ��P ��P , t© ��P ��P ��-��-�� 1! ���%�� ������ 1! µ©�� �<���E� F��� 
�K� ��* ����। �� 9:;�� )*� $�� .�*�&� ������ 6 �<���� 1!�। 2��! ���%K���� 
�;� ���% ��-,-��’� F���#��y 9�* z{{ -1 ���%�* $�K -�&����, 1�-� ���a�� %�� �M��� 
)1��� �MÈ 2� M�*�� ��%���� $�M )����&�। �W��* ��� )��% %��� %��� .��&�� f���� ���� 
���� ���� �� �%�� ��-��&� ��"�* ��� M���% ���d (������) �� %�� "��% ��7<����। ��� 
��1��� I�� ��=�� )��� �% -�� .��$ .�$�� ��� �� 
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$�* =�� %�� �%�� �¬ .���, �� .��� �%�� )��% ���� �I�� ���* �����Q। ���� )$%� 
%������� 1<$< .�* ��% 2���� ��������� .�* ��1�� )-�। )��� ��� )-���। �$�� ����� 
���� &�<�* ��< ��% 2���� ������ ���% ��� ��� (��*�� M��#�) 2����� ���M� ),*� 
��F� �&�। ��=��� ���� 2�% )���-�� ��%��। I��-!$ =�� %�� �,*�1 .�*�&� ����� ��< 
)I�] ��$ �<� ���� )"�%। �� � .�� )-�� .�* ��$ "�%� ���� �����% ����d� ���! )�d %�� 
)�*� �%1 �/�$!� ��0� ��"k �&�। )M�� �$�� $�* �%�� -���� )��* ����% )��� F�� %�� 
��.��<� -��&� $��" ���� ���। ��� ���E�� %��� ����� )� 2� M�7%� 1�*-�* )%� ���d 
���%�* "�%�� ����।  
 
 µ�� �-u ��%��� %�#� �1*��� �.�� 
F�0 ���� �!� )������% .���*���� 
2�3�5��� )����। ���� ��K� )"�% -�<� ��< ��,*��� �� ���W���� $W�k .* �� ���-� ).�-
)%�*��#��� s� �u )�]� %!��R ��.��� (��� ��� �� ���$[�� �$��� �E�]�E �.�� .) ����% 
����, ‘‘$!�� �� %�M�� "�%�� �!���% %��� ���� �।’’ ��� ).�$ �����, ‘‘)�,%��M� �� 
���� ��� ��1� �।’’ ��� �-u ��� sµ��� ���% ��$[�� ���*� )"�% �,� .���-)��� ��.�O����� 
6��� ��1*� ��� %�#� ��M�*�� 1�� ��* .��1�-‘‘���, ����[��, )��¤ )-� M� ����$�� ��� 
2� ��� �,��$�M-2� �� )�u।  
 
 ��$[�� ���*� )"�% ���� U$!�� 2�!B $����� -���� �M-��-��')� )�Z7&�*। ���% 
��=��" ��� D$ %��� $�*, )%� �¬ %���, %��E �Y�#��#� O’��� ��� ��¬ ���� ���� F��� 
9!�%��$ %���&���। 2!���% �%� $��* O� ���� ���-���*��� ��* %��-�� ����# �.$���। ���, 
�-��-��’, -��# �&� �"��� �� .* �M-��-�� ���%� %��� )� $���! ���W������%� .�*�&� ��, 
.� �। U$!�� �� �M-��-��')� ���Q ��� �� �/s{ 1 �M-�M &�� ��* ��-�1 , ��-
��’�� ���!�� ���%��� )�Z7�&�* ���। �� �!, ,��� �� $�.$ )��-���। %��E ����� M��M� 
���� ��� 2�%��� �I#� %��&�। ���%���� ���& 2�3��� $������ .��%� �� �����.� )0�� 
)-�&, %��E � ��1 )�� ����� ���, ��1� )&���� ���� $������ n �<���E� �K�* ���� I�� 
���%�� ����*�& ,��, ��*�। )���% 4��� )��� ����� ‘‘$� I��� ��, ��� ������ @�� ��&� 
��$[�� ���*��� ��* )-�&, %���% ���4�* ���* ��* �$�।’’ �M-��-��')� ���� %����� 
2�M$�� )�1� ��� ����% �%�%� �/2�I���� )4�� � ���* ���� $��" ��1, )��� F����। 
��� )$� OP$�.�$% ��� )�����% �%��� %���� ��=��� F�����। �&% I������- %�1 .�� �- �% 
$��- O1 2M$�� .����� ���S���.�� �&% )��%���। ��� �-�© ����� �M-��-��')� ��1� 
����। ���� ��� sµ � ���� ���� �% I��� ��-� A���� &�� 1�.@� ���*�� ,��M $�� 
$����E U$�% �.�$�� ���� ����� �&�। �v�#, �1 �`�*��� 9²�� )�� %�� )��� ���Q 
()��.�� 
19��� ������ ���-� .�* ��&) )$�� �%p � 9²�� )�� %�� )��� )�*�। )$�� 
9�� ��ã ��ã =�%W� .�*�&�- ‘,� �1|��$ )%� 1? %����� �� �����& ���d, $B� )��� ���’’। 
��� ���= 6YE�0��, ����� �*��� ���� I���� ���3�� ��� )�� ����।  
 
 �M-��-��')� ��1� ��* �-«© ����� 2*�����$ ����� -‘)1��� ���।’ $�] $�] 
������ ���#���� -�1# �4���। ��=�� ������ ���#��� �,*��1� ���% ���� 
e )���9�\ 
U$�%�� �M-��-��')� ����� $��" ���� )��� F���&। ���� %���< ��< "�%��� ���� 9%� .�* 
�4��� �� ��1��� �� �9-��F �,*�� ���#���� )-����d#E %��� O’���� ���� I����� �4% 
������ �M-��-��')� ��$ ��<-���, �� ����-�  )"�% �M-��-�� �&� 9�* �% .�1�� -1 �Y��। 
�� .*, �M-��-��, �/ ����� , ������ ���#���� ��1� �% ���� �&� ��� $.�1 ���#����� 
)-��� ��$ �M-��-��')� 
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�<�&�। 2��! �Y�#��� ���#����� %�#0��� $[�� $�N.� .�� �%��� �� �>���� .�� ���� � 
���E� "�%�� ��� .*� ���� .��&�� f���� �����% �M-��-�� ������। .���� f���� ������ 
�/����� )"�% ��� ���’-1 �Y�� �&�। �%p )��.�� ������ �D��E� )�� �%&��� ��- n 
�����% �M-��-�� ����* �M-�M )%�h�� ��-,-��’� ��� �D�E %���&�, ��� ��� n 
�������% �M-��-�� �����। 2!���% �Y�#�� ���� ���%e� �&� $���� ����% �M-��-�� 
����* ���#����� ‘M�*�� 2 %�’ )��� (��%�� �.� �!�.�� %��) �D�E %��। ���� %�� ����� 
����� �/� 21��B ���� �/������� µ/� �’ -1 �I��� )�Z7�& )���� �� �1
 ��-�� , 
)���-� ���* �/�% �F�[�� 6��*� %�� �/� �Y!. 2I!B�� 9��� %��� ������ ��� ���� 
��y�$ �&�। �� ����d ��%�� �� ���#���� $�����# )�� �&��। �%p )�d ��#B 2�3�� F��� �Y�# 
���%e� ��� %�� �9-��F �,*�� (�D��E� �Y�#���) )-����d#�E� %��#D� ��� ���! .���। 
�%p I��-!� ���.�$, ����� ��-� �M-��-��')� ��1��� ���#����� �� O-���� ���� ��$ 
�<��� ���� &*�� )&�� 6F�3�� 5@�� @�� �.� .*। M�� ���� ���� �.���� w�d�� ��� 
�M-��-��')�� )"�% ��*। ��� ��"k )����-��, .*। 2�����% 9F� )-���5��� ���= ������ 
���#���� -�1# ,4�� ���� ����% �I�� ���%K�� ���#���� -�1# ,�4। �%��� ������ w�* ��< 
����� ���� ��7�<�* 2f$� .,*� ��"k $�.�$� %�1 U��%-����d %�� ���� O� )%�h��� 1!। 
%��E ���� O� )%�h���� (��� �u )�]�) O��� 1�� ���! �� ��� s{ 1 $����% ���.�� 
)��%, )-��� ���% �-��-�� ��� O ��1 ������� )��% &�<� ��%� $��� $������ )��� 9�\ 
f�������� �%�B $����E ���d। �9-��F �,*�� )-����d#�E� $��" $��" ���� ��� 2��3� 
)���-� , �� -�� 9F�I��� -�1# ,�4। $�] $�] .��&�� f�� )"�% �-��-��’�� ������ 
I�7,�� )�*�� 1! �D��E� �Y!. �F� %�� �/��� I!���F!�%� ���*� ���। �� %��#D�5��� 2�!B 
$�°� , $����� -���� .�� "��%। �-��-��’�� �D�E F��%���� ���� F��� F��� �Ø����� 
��� M���� %�� ���* ���* �5�� "��%। � 2�3�* $������ 1���� ��"k )�Z<���Z�< %���, 
����#�%��� ��� �� $�0�8 ����। �M-��-�� &�<�� $��" $��" �%�� )&�� %�7��� %�7��� 
�� ��� 
�4���, ‘‘$!�� ��7 ��% )"�% 5�� �$�& )�’’ -I����� �� 5�� ��� ��&� ��,*� %��&। .��$ )���, 
�F8%�� %�� �4���- ‘‘)��� 5�� �$�� � )�� �W�k���� �$��?’’ ©{{ -1 ��- ���� %��& )�Z7�& 
w�� µ" ��#��,*�������% ���� ��<�% �<�� )��� �{{ -1 ��- �/������� ��� M�*�� %��� 
���#� �����। �� ���#� � ����� )� I�� .���, %��E ���� �� ���#��� $����- ���� 
e-
)���9�\ U$�%�� ����� �<�� ��* )*, ���� %����� %�Ü�� ��%���� ���"� .�* ��<। ��*% 
$������ %���� , ��º�� 2��� ©, z � ���� ��-,-��’� )-��� �I�� ���* 9��� %��� %"� �&�, 
�%p ����, ���� )I��� �<�� ��* ��"� �F� %�� �N��1 M�*�� %��� w@ %��। $���P �� 
1!� �M-��-�� �!�- %��� �� M�*�� �� ��I ������ �D�E %�� �������� �%������� 
(���%K�) ����%#� �:; �&� ��� 9�*� ��� .��� �M-��-�� &�<�� �� )��¤ )-� �� �� f��� 
��-�। ����� ���� U$!��� �� %�� )��� �/������� �%���#� ��$, ��� �F8%�� � %�� 
�����, �� �% %���% %���% ��#B ���", )����&���। )�d ��#B ���*�B� � )��� %��� )F�� 
��� ��� )1�� %�� ��- ��4��� )Fk� %��। ���� ���� .������� ��$� 2�!B $�.�$� $��" 
�0\-���� �5�� "��% ��� ��� ��1 ��*% �$��1�% $��" %�� ��� ���%���� ���% �5�� "��%। 
������ �� ����� )��� �� ���*��। ������! ���� �$H ��� M�# %�� ��� $�] $�] 
‘F�1#’ ��� V�%�� ��� ��� �� ��.Y��# ‘�*� ���’ ��� ���� U$!�� $�-� �7F� %�� )�*�� F��1#� 
1! ������ )�Z<��� w@ %��। ���� ��;1��% ��<���� 1! ��*% $������ ��$��� ‘����* 
�%���’ �� %��� U$!�� 6 6 ‘�(�. �%��’ �� %�� $�K ����� �*���% 9%�h� %�� 
)����। ��N� ������! ���� �$-���!� 2*����$ )$� ���� $��� �� ���� ��� ���%    
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�4��� ‘���� ��1� �� ��� ��� ��4�,’। ��&� ��&� )$ 2*�����$ )1���� $��- ��� )�<��Q�, ‘‘.�* 
)-�&, �� �%�� ���%..���%��� ���%��� ��� 1* .�Q’’....��!���। �4% �� $�* �/��� ���#����� 
)���I� M�*�� (�*�� ��u) ��$ �<��� ������ ���। $��- $��- )�� %�*%1 ¡�� �<�, ��� 
)I�� $���P .������� ��$�, �&�। ������ U$!�� &�I] .�* )-�। ���� �� ���* ��$ �%�� 
)�� ��-�, �6����� 5@+ ����� %��� ��-� )1���� $��" ��-�* )-��� ���� �?�� -1। 
�/���%�� ��� ��7F-1 ���%। ������ 5��%�% )&�� �� ���*�� �/����% ����&। )%� )%� 
���-�M�È )M7�$ �-�* �/� ���� ��< ���Q। )%��� �/� 5�� )��* ��< ���Q। �����3�* 
2��$#� &�� ���$�� ��� ��� �%��� �/� )����� ���� ��< )-�। n ���-�7�F��� )&��� � F��-� 
����� 1! )1��� )1��� �F8%�� %�� �4���- ‘‘��-,-�� ��%���� �&& .�* )-�&। ��- 2f$� 
.,’’ -���,�� ��-,-��’� ����� )�,*�� ��-� ��� �4% ��<� �&�। �� $�* ���� ��� ���* 
��7��� %�? ��7����, ��� ��< )-���। $���P ��< ��,*�� ��-� ��.Y��# �.� �% ���$� ���� 
$�-� ��*। ��º� )&�� ����� (2k� )CE�� &�� ��� �% $������ )�1��� )&��) ��-� ��� %�� 
��� ���$��%। ����% ���� ��"� �F� %�� �N��1 M�*�� %��&� ����� M�*��� ������ O�� )&�� 
1�� .�’। %��� �%&�� )� ��। �� ��- �M-��-�� )"�% ��I�� %��%��� ����� 2�3� 
%�� %��� 2� ��"� �F� %�� �N��1 M�*�� %��� 1! ��� �%�� )&��� %�& )"�% ����M� )%�< 
��* )�&� ���4�* ���। ������ ��< �-�* ��� O�� ����� �/�% 5�� %�� �����% ���%��� 
2�3��� �/�$��% 5�� %��� 1! ��.��� )&�� .��M�% 6 6 ���#� ���Q���। 2��! .��M 
�� I�dEI��� 2����� %��&�। ‘‘$!��, �� ���& F�� ����*, �!�* %I���� )� ��.�V’’। ��� ��V�!, 
��.��� )&�� .��M �&� ���� �!�S-� 9.��। �������� �% ���-��� )��*�% ���* %���&� .��M। 
)�� %�*%�� 2����� %��� ���, $�N.� .�* ���S���.� ���% )fM��� %��। �N������� �k 
�����* )$ ����% ���, ‘‘$!��, ��� )�´�� �, �%�� F�� ��, 1� ���* 9��E %����।’’ ��4 
F���<�* ��� �����- ‘‘.��M �1 )"�% ���� ���� ����$��� -��#। �����?’’ ‘‘$!��, ���� 1� 
"�%�� ���� -��* 5�� ��-�� �’’ -9�!* I�� %�ä �;� ���*�&� .��M।  
 
 $��! )$ 1���� "�%�%��� ���� ���* 5�� ���-� (���, )�� )��-�&)। .��M�% 
�~��*��� ���#� )���� ��-� �.$ �¬ .�, .��M ¡�� �<�, �� .* ,� ��"�* 5�� )��-�&�। ��� 
��"�* u�� ).���� �&� �। D� %�� ,� .!�����$�% ��¨� ���* 0�E
�� ��� �4��� ‘.��M’- )%� 
$�<� �$� �। 9�E�� )%7�� �4�। $��" $��" �/� 5���� ����� ���� ��< )-�। ��=�� ������ �/ 
����% )��� )M���&। $��� )��� %�� $�� ��,*�� )Fk� %��%��� �����% )"�% �%�� 5�� ��$ 
���� ��.���� %���� ��-�। =�7 %�� )� ��O!8 9���.� .�, .���� )k�� �&��% �<�। ��7 .��� 
�� %��<�* ����। %���� )�7�% ��F� ���% =�7�% �<���। �M�% ���* �S )�� .�Q। �MÈ-)Ä�$��� 
)�� %��-�%=�7% 5�� ��$ ����� 1��� ����� ��<�* ���। ��=�� ������ �/� ��7F-�1� �I�� 
�� "�%� $�� *। ���� O’���� w�� ��� �� ���। %��E, �� ��-� ��.Y��# �$-,-�$ ()$�I 
�,*�� )$��) �*�� ��u, ���#���� M�*��� ������ )� �/s{ 1 )��% �/� ���%��� ¡��% ��<�&��� 
��� �����*� .���। ��� ���! ��*% �$��1 ��� ������� �!�� ��*% $�1� ��*�, �&�। ���� ���%�* 
)��� �%�� %�F )&��� ���। )&���� �%&�0E ��- �/� 5���� I!���F!�%� )��* �/� �� ���%�� 
��<�* )%��%�� ���� ��� 2��%�� ����� 3�� .��&�� f���� ���% )��� )Fk� %��&�।  
 
 �/������ ��7F -�1� �I�� )"�% )�� .,*�� 1! �MÈ-)Ä�$� �� )�� � %�� $��� )��� 
w@ %����। �� �!, ���� ¡��� 1�� ���* 2��%�� ����� ��K��� �v���$�E %��। �%&�0E $��� 
)��� %��� �� ���%�* )��� �$�� ��� � �-�* ��� )%��%�� �/ ������� ���% ���Q। ��"��� 
4���  
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����� .��, ��� �%�� �� ��* ��&� ���%�* �0! �4% %�� ����। ���� "�%�� "�%��� ����% 
.�1�� -1 �Y�� ���� ���%�* )�Z7&�� .��। D��� w@ %��, �� $�* )��� ��º� )&�� $����, )� 
�?�� -1 D$ %�� ��&� .�� �-�*�&�, .4�8 %�� ���� )�Z�< ��$ ��< "�%� �%�� ��-��-�1 
��* ‘1* �����’ ��� V�%�� ���* �/��k�� ���% ����� .���। &�I�- .�* ��,*� �/ �� ����* 
%��¤�� �!���% %��� 1! ����� )�*���� ���& 1���*� .�Q� ��� 6 6 ‘�(�. �%��’ �� 
%��&�। ‘,�� )���� ���� ��-��� $����% )����&$, ��� )&�< )��?’ ��< �< %�� ��-��� �� 
$���� �/��k�� ���! ¡��% �<�। 2�� %�k �%��� ��% �����-‘$���� F�� �$।’ �%&�0E ��- )� 
���� 1�� �0� %���&� )$� $�����% �� �M���* ��� �����। 2"F ��º� ��� ��� ��� 
$�$��� �%��� 1���� �!�S ��� ���% ���� $���� %���। �%p )$ �����* ��$ ��$[�� ���*��� 
������ $��" F��� F��� )��- )�*। ������ �!��� -���F�� O�#����� ���= ��� %�� ���%�* ��& 
.�1���� $����।  
 
 $�K ����0��� �� �.�å��, �W���. &�<� �� )%� 1!�B ���d )�-�W�k� �� 5���d#E 
.�Q O’��% )"�%। ����� 2�3��� ���� )���-� �� 6 6 -�1# ��4�&। ��� ��� ��1��� 
M�*�� )"�% ��7F�� 1! ���� 2��0%W� �F� ���0��� �I�� ���* �5�� w@ %��। �� $�* )% 
)� �F8%�� %�� �4���-‘��� �7� ��7F�� F��, )���� )%��% �7� %"� w��& �। ��� �7�� �� ��।’ 
9�E�� )%7�� �4���, ���, %��� �%&�� �&� �। ���, ��7� ��7�F�* �����, ‘‘)��� �F8%�� %��$ �।’’ 
��� ��� %��& ��,*�� %"� �FB� %��� ��-� n ���%� ����� �%�� ���#���� )�� ��$ �<���। 
��"��� �F� %�� ��� "���< ��< "�%�%��� �7F %���� 
*��D* 2�i� 5���� ���� ����� ���� ��< 
)-�। ��� ��<����< ��7 .�� )4�� )4�� ��1� �.� �������% ���� ���% ��* )-���। ������! 
�� )%� �F8%�� w��। ���� %��& )�Z7�& $�#��S ��*�- %�� ��<� .�* F��� ���� ���� )%� 
%�� 1�� ����� ��� .�* )-��� �1 ���� ���� �। �� .�Q ��7F�� .�� �� )1���� ���= ����� 
��� .�*�&���। �� ���< ,4�� $��" $��"� �� %�� ��< )-���। ���, 
�K���� %���� �� �� 
%�� )�, �/ )"�% 2�% �Y�� )-�& ��� 2��0�%W� ¡��� 1�*-�*। )$��� ��$�& ���� �/� 3� ��# 
M�*�� )"�% 9�* )�7�F )-���। ������ D��� 4��� .�* �$�&�, ��� ���= $�K )1�� ���* ��<� .�* 
)�Z< ���� )Fk� %����। �%p 
�K� �Py�$ )M��� ��-� )�� )M��� s{/sµ 1 �/�$� ��-�* 
�$�& ���� ���%। ��&� ���� ,���� ���� �% .�I�-! �.� )1�*�% )��* �% -�� .��$ 
).�$ ,�� 5�� %��। ����� �%&�0E )%� $�<��¬ )���� �। ����� .4�8 %�� �/� �� )"�% �% 
���-��� ���% ���-����% ���&, ‘�%��� ����% �*, ��,*� )-�&।’ )��� .* )4�� )4�� �$�� M�� 
%�#��S ������ ��K� .�* �-�*�&� ���� ������� �"। $��" .���� , ���0��� �<��� �<��� 
9�* �{{ -1 �$�� �� ���0� )�d .�* )-�। �� ���� µ{{ -1 $hYE# )���� �*��। n���% 
%�#��S ������ )%��� ��#B ����� "�%�� M�� ���� 4��� .�* )-�&, I�dE ��� %��&�। I����� 
�� )��� .* ��7F� $�� *। ������ ��M )"�% )%� 19�E��� �F� ��। )� )���-� ��0E 
��� 9F� )��- M�*�� %��&� )$, F�� .�* )-�&। �M-��-�� �^����� ���� �&� ����, F�� )-�&। 
���� �1
 )%� 6�< �&� �। �D��E� ��- ���� ��%� ��?��,*��� ��� ��1� 6�<�� ����% 
���*�&�। 6�<��� ���% �%��� ��%����। )��� �� ��� s{ ����। )����� ���4 ��-�&�। �W¯�* �< 
%��� .�* ��<�&। )%��� �� .�Q� ���� �%�� 1,*� ��� �%�� %�I���� M�*�� )�* ���� 
��� �0� ���। �/ �� �?�� -1 �Y�� ���* ��7�1 )�<��Q। D��� ��� ����*  
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���Q। )�d����� �� )��-).7F�< ��0� )�.���% ���#���� )��� $Wk �%�� %���� ����� -��# ��* 
)-���। �/ ���� $.�1 )���� � ��*--�� ��#B ���� ���� ��7 .���� %�#��S %���� ���� ���* )��� 
���* u�� ).���� ��"�� ��F ���* w�* �����। 2��0�* ����� F�� ��.Y��#�, )F�� ��� )"�%� 
���1 �$�&, )u�� ��7 .��� ���। �N� .��� � )%� D���, ��� )��� ���। ���, ��9��E ���� 
%"��� �FB� %��� ����&��� �। )% 1�� �� .�Q� �� 2e �*�$ ��� ���। )F�� O����% �� 
���� ����� ����&��� �। �4% $�* ���� %����� 2�M$�� )�1� ����� %ä
� )I�$ �$��� 
���� )"�%-‘‘���, ��K ��K �$�� )Fk� %�।’’ �.� .,*�� ��6¤� �� �� 9"������ �� 
$�D* $�.��! )����। �:;�, ���� �.� �� ����71 .,*�� $����� %�#� �1*��� �.���� ���#�� 
)�1� ��� �� %����� ���� ��* ���� �W���. ��71�� )�� .�*�&��। ���� %��& D� %�� 
�$�� ��K� %��&� )��� )�1� ��� ��1� ���� .��� D� w@ %���। $��" $��" .������� 
���.� )�1� ����� ��&� ��। ���� %��& ��$ �I�* ��#�*D�� ���� �� ��� �W����.� �� 
���� w@ %����। ���4� F��<� ��4 ���Q, ��0� �� ���*� �!�"�� ��%�� �4��, ��7� %���< 
�����। $���P ��N� ������! �!"� I���, )-���, )�M��!�¤ )����$�$� �� �F8%�� %��& 
���� )"�%-‘��<����< %�� $!��।’ ��� O� ��-��-�1-,*����% .�!� %�� ���* ���* �5�Q। 
������ O� ��-��-�1,,*��� )%7�� )%7�� ���&-‘‘������ ��� )M���� )� $!��।’’ ��7� ��7�F�* 
���� �����-‘‘)��� M�*�� %�।’’ ������ ��� ���* M�*�� %��� .�� ��� )1�*��� ��K� 
%��&�। �/ �� ������ ��� F�1# %�� �� �%! $��- $��- ��-��-�1 -�1# �4���। z/t�� �� 
)$� �80E�8 �����* �<���। �%��� �� ��� $�"� ������% ���� .�����" ��� )M����। O�� 
���$� �����* ��7F���। �%p $��- $��- �/� ���#���� M�*�� ��$ �<�� ��-���। �W�k� �� 
���#���� M�*���� ���= )�1� ��� ����% %�7�� ��� )Fu� %���। �%p ���C�B )�1� ��� 
��1� ����% ��* ���* ��< )-��। ‘‘$!�� ��1 ��� F�� ��, ���.� ����% ��* �$��’’ 
��� ��� �4���। )�d ��#B )1�� %�� ��� ���.��� ���% .�� ��<����। ‘‘$!�� ��1 ��� F�� 
��’’, ���� �����। �� �W�k� �� ���#���� M�*���� ���! .������� ���.� ����% %�7�� ��* ��� 
�% )I�7 )�Z<। I�dEI��� .�7���Q� ���.�। .�7���� .�7���� ���&, ‘‘$!�� �FB� %��� �, ���� O’1 
�%$��"� ���।’’ 
 
 %�� ��-,-�� �D�E%��� ���� �.�� �� ����71 .�*�& ��7�� .��P s। .������� 
��$���  µ। �$��� )��.��� ��� �। �$��� �$��1�� .% «। �!�P �P ���� %���� ©। �!�P �P 
)��P ��$�M ��*� z। �$��� V��* %��� t। �$��� )��P $�1� ��*� �। �$��� ���$����� q। �$��� 
��O$ $�;�� s{। �$��� M�*1 �.�� ss। �$��� ��O$ $���� sµ। �$��� )��P .��M, �Ø �-
��-�� s�। �$��� ��O$ $���� s«। �$��� $�� ��  s©। �$��� M1��� .% sz। �$��� ��O$ 
$���� st। �$��� 1���� ).��$ s�। �$��� ��� �$���� sq। ��*% ��O$ $���� µ{। ��*% 
U$*� M�� ��*� µs। ��*% $�� ��  µµ। ��*% .��*� ��� µ�। ��*% ��O� %� �$ µ«। 
����� ��� µ©। �$��� ��.1�.� ��� µz। �$��� �$�� ���।  
 
 �s)� 1���� ts %������� ���� �.� �%��� ����71��� ����%�P s। %!��R $�����  
����1 µ। �$��� )��.��� ��� �। �!�� ��*% )-���� )��KM� «। �$��� ����� �.�� ©। �$��� 
��.��(�. z। �$��� ����� �$��� t। �$��� ��O� ���M �। �$��� ����� �$��� q। �$��� 
��M%�� �$��� s{। �$��� ��O� ,*�.�� ss। �$��� $����  sµ। �!�P ��*% �$��1�� �$��� 
s�। �$��� )��KM� %���� s«। ���*�� ).��$ s©। ��O$ )$��.�।  
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During the 4th week of June 71 Col Osmani, C-in, Bangladesh Army posted 
Major Shafaat Jamil from 4 E Bengal Regt as the new Commanding Officer of 3 E 

Bengal Regt. Capt Motiur Rahman disembarked from the aircraft with our new CO. 

We were extremely glad to see him, but he was not to be with us as he was posted 
elsewhere.  Along with him arrived a surprise for us. In the 1st week of July it was 

informed through a secret source that 3 E Bengal Regt will move to some other part of 
Bangladesh to carryout operation. And suddenly in short notice the battalion started 

off for its new destination. After 5/6 days journey the battalion re3ached at a place 
called Tel Dhala in the state of Meghalaya. There the first brigade of Bangladesh 

Army was formed. This brigade was put under the command of Major Zia-ur-Rahman 
which was later on named ‘Z’ force after the name of ifs first commander. 

 

In Tel Dhala the strength of the battalion was made full by recruiting new boys 

from EPR, Police, Ansar, Mujahid and Students and training them. 
 

After going through proper training the comd 'Z' force distributed “area of 

operation” to the individual battalion. The battalions were to carry out certain 

operation in their area of responsibilities during the course of their training. During 
this time our battalion carried out different operations in Bahadurabad Ghat. 

Dewangonj, Jamalpur and earned good fame. In Rangpur this battalion had been 
holding certain areas of Roumari, Ulipur, Chilmari which the Pak Army after repeated 

attacks could never occupy. 
 

In Kodal Kati, Hazir Char, Roumari Pak Army lost many motor launches, 

steamers , arms and ammunitions, lost may lives to this battalion. It is notable that 
during this period Bangladesh Army was unable to hold any land inside Bangladesh 

other than 3 E Bengal Regt. Many well-known personalities like photographer and a 
journalist sent by Edward Kennedy in order to witness the liberated areas of Mukti 

Bahini came to Roumari which was occupied by 3 E Bengal Regt and was free since 
then. It was shown to them how 3 E Bengal fought with the enemy and got victory 

with its brave Mukti Bahini. It was also shown how this battalion occupied enemy 
territory, got arms and ammunition, motor launch from the enemy. An interview with 

Major Ziauddin Commanding Officer of 1 E Bengal Regt also shown. In that, Major 

Ziauddin tells how he crossed over from Rawalpindi. 
 

In the second week of September the area of operation for 3 E Bengal was 

changed by Col Osmani with the consultation of Commander of friendly forces and 

once again the battalion started for an unknown destination. After few days of journey 

it came to Shillong. It was decided there that this battalion would attack Chhatak and 

Sunamgonj and occupy them. From there they would launch another attack
 
on Sylhet 

town and occupy it. The battalion left Shillong and concentrated at a place called 
Pathorghata. In Pathorghata after going through some discussions and thorough 

planning the battalion commander issued certain orders to his company commanders. 
Capt Mohammad Anwar Hossain, Officer Commanding “A” Company and Major 

Akbar Hossain, Officer 
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Commanding ‘B’ Company were told to attack Chhatak. Company Commander ‘D’ 

Company Lt Nurunnabi Khan was told to advance via Telab towards East of Chhatak. 

Company Commander 'C' Company Major Mohsin Uddin Ahmed was told to attack 

Bangla Bazar and advance towards Tengra Tila.  
 

 Sylhet: According to the plan, in the second week of October, 'A' Company, B 

Company and Battalion HQ marched off for Chhatak. The battalion HQ was left 

behind at a place called Vijai Nagar and 'A' and 'B' company continued marching on 

till they were very close to the wall of Chhatak Cement Factory. B Company took up 

defence on the slope of a hillock the Eastern side of the factory. 
  
 With the help of 106 MM and 75 MM Recoilless Rifle they blew off S to 6 

bunkers of the Pak defence. The troops inside the bunkers started running out of them. 

To them brust of LMG was fired. In it many Pak Army personnel were killed. In this 

clash one water transport full of ammunition was sunk in the river. On the other side 

of the river the means of communication was good and the Pak Army got 

reinforcement from Sylhet. They also brought artillery and started shelling on our side. 

After 6 days of fierce fighting both the companies were brought back to Baliura.  
 

 Tengra Tila: Company Commander C Coy Major Mohsin Uddin Ahmed 
attacked Tengra Tila and captured it . After this, he wanted to attack Doara Bazar and 

with this end in view he told his company to cross a river. The local collaborators on 
the other side of the river gave the information about our location to the Pak Army. 

Therefore, when our troops were still in the river trying to cross it the Pak Army 
surprised us by firing on us from all sides, Due to this surprising attack on us in the 

middle of the river the shock, havoc and confusion was so great that all our troops had 

to be pulled out of the river, and we all returned to Bangla Bazar.  
 

On the direction given by Gen MAG Osmani, C-in C of Bangladesh Army, 'A' 

and 'C' company was asked to attack Kala Bazar and Tengra Tila respectively and 

advance towards Doara Bazar, A company commander Capt Mohammad Anwar4 

Hossain, his 2IC 2 Lt Manzoor Ahmed and 'D' company commander Lt Nurunnabi his 

2IC Sub Ali Newaz were asked to march toward Sylhet via Goain Ghat . These two 

companies were overall being commanded by Major Shafaat Jamil. On the 3
rd

 week 

of October in one dark night Major Shafaat Jamil after crossing a long distance on 

foot reached with his two companies at Goain Ghat. He distributed his people to 

different places like: the Police station, Circle Office, Agriculture Office, etc. As there 
was a river by the side of Goain Ghat it took some time for us to cross it. And in that 

short time local collaborators gave information about our location to the Pak Army. 
As a result, there was a clash with the Pak Army which continued for three days. The 

Pak Army in the clash lost many lives. On our side there were 4 to 5 casualties and 7 
to 8 wounded. 

 

 In the second week of November again an order was issued to capture Radha 

Nagar Tea Estate and then Goain Ghat. Major Shafaat jamil sent Cap, Mohammad 

Anwar Hossain Company Commander A Company to Nayapara. 'D' Company and 

battalion HQ put a defence at Luni and Pratappur . On 7 Dec Major Shafaat Jamil 

launched an attack on Choto Khel and Doari Khel. Choto Khel fell to us and the Pak 

Army had to give many  
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lives in this attack. We captured huge amount of arms and ammunition, ration , maps 

etc. From our side L/Naik Mosharaf Hossain was martyred in this battle and Major 

Shafaat Janmil got wounded. He was later on evacuated to the hospital at Shillong. In 

the absence Of Major Shafaat Jamil Capt Mohammad Anwar Hossain took over the 

command and captured Chota Khel. Doari Khel and Radha Nagar.  

 

 On 8 Dec Goain Ghat fell to us and there too we captured many leftover things 

by Pak Army. On the direction of Bharat Govt. Capt Mohammad Anwar Hossain 

Handed over Goain Ghat to the BSF of India and started marching toward Salita Bari 

with his two companies in order to capture Shalutikar airport of Sylhet. In Salita Bari 

there were already two companies of freedom fighters and one battalion of Indian 

Infantry which was commanded by a colonel. According to the direction of the Indian 
colonel these two companies attacked the airport on 10 Dec. In this attack 15 to 20 

Pak army personnel died and two were captured. Three LMGs and few rifles were 
also captured in this attack. There were no casualties from our side.  

 
 On 12 Dec A and D company with another company of Indian BSF attacked 

Companygonj and captured Chhatak it. `B' and `C' companies after occupying tengra 
Tila and Doara Bazar captured Chhatak. On 13 Dec A and D company joined rest of 

the two companies i. e., C and B companies at Chhatak.  
 

 On 15 Dec Major Shafaat Jamil with four companies and his battalion HQ 

attacked Gobindagonj. Many Pak soldiers died in this attack and the remaining fled 

away to Sylhet.  

 

 Again on 16 Dec at Lamagazi another battle took place between this battalion 

and the Pak Army. In that clash we capture 6 mortars, 2 machine guns, and a huge 

amount of ammunition.  

 

 On 17 Dec. we kept on driving the Pak Army towards Shalutikar airport where 

they surrendered to the Allied Force. 

  

$�0�P ��.����� �.�� 
%!��R  
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)$r� %����� ����� )�������M� ���#�� )%���� 9"� 9��° %�� �������� )-��N�1 
���.�। ©q ����¤ )��1���¤� �%�� �!����� ���* �� ����। �� �!������ $��" 9�* )�< ��$ 
"�%�� �� ��� 9�*�1�� ���-�� ���%K� )"�% �-� %!��R ����� %��& ���� ���*+ .K�B� 
%�� 9"� )�]� )��1���¤� )%�h�� %����� �.$�� )��-�� %��। 
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9"� )�]� )��1���¤ ��� %����� 2�M$�� �&�� ����B )�1� (��#��� %�#�) 
��´�� ).��$ )FZ����। �� )��1��¤��� ����B ���%K� $����% ���.��� �$�*� ���-�� �.$��� 
����F� �&�। �$�*� ���-�� �� %������� 2������ �!K �&�। �� �!K��� ���! ��� ���� 
���*+ I�� f. %��। )��.�� 9"� ��]� )��1���¤� ���%��I�;% ���*+ �&� �*��$�. )"�% 
����� ��#B )$�.�� ����% ������� )%����%��� ��% 3�� �/� ��� .���� F������ 1! ���#� 
)�,*� .*। ���� ��(����-! )�, ���� $��" $��" )�1� �1*�� � �!�����*��� �� %����� 
2�M$�� �.$��� ���*+ f. %��। ��� ���#� ��� )%���� ������ $���*%I��� ���M� 3�� %��। 
���� ���� ���%� )���� �� ���� 9�* µ ��� $�* �/6�7�� ��������� )6��, %�� )M��। �/�� F����% 
2�@� .��� ��� ������ ��� �D�E F���*। � $�* �% ������ ��� $��6���%I��� �D�E 
F�� ��� ���� 9�* ���� )"�% ���Q� .�* ��*। $��" $��" ��� �/� ��� 9��-�D�E F����। 
�D��E� M�7�% 9�* .���.��� F��� "��%। �D��E� M�� �I* ��0 ��"k .��.��� �� �/ ��&� 
.��� ���! .*। �/  ���*B� � )��� ���. 9����$�� ��� ����� �16��$� F����"# %��। 
  
 ���� 2�����(µ�)� 2�r���, sqts): ����� �$��� )1��� �%�� 2��। �������� 
���S���� ����� �E�] 9�!�� �&�। �� 2������� F������ 1! 9"� )��1��¤�% ���*+ )�,*� 
.*। ���, ��� �&� ��%-���.�� O�I#�! 6�7�� �"��� 9"� )�]� )��F���¤� �-)%�h�� %����� 
%!��R ��.��� (�.��) ��� )%�h� ��* �%��� �/� ��� �6�� .��। �%p 
��0� )�� �%&� 
�.� U$�% ��* ���% �M�� �$�� .*। ���� ���! ���� ����`%I��� �.� . ����� ���! 9"� 
O�1 .�Q $������ ���.�� ��� 2!1 .�Q ��%� ��?��-�� �[�� ,*� .�,*����� )$��.�। 
���� O’1�%� 6��3� )"�% ).��%R��� ���S���.� )��$ .$������ ��4��� .*। ���� ��� 
$M���� $�] )�1���F� ����-��% ��� %��� �� ����B� �!�����* %����� ����� ��� %��� 
I�� ���� ��� !K %��। ���, ��� 1���� �� �E�] )"�% �M�� �$�� $���� ���� %� �&� 
�"��� �WX��� $�] ����% ���*+ f.E %��� .�*�&�। �� 9$�] �%�� %!��R (��#��� )�1�) 
.��M1��  4��� %�� ����&��P )����� �� )� �!�¤�� U��� %��& �� 2B�P �%��� ��� ��,। 
���� ��� )-��, .*� OP� )"�% ����। 
 

sqts $���� µt)� 2�r��� �E�]�� ������ )��1 ,�4। )��.�� ���� �!�����* ��� 
2��f.E %���&� )$�.�� ���%e� 2���*� ’�’��� ’��’ )%�h�� µt)� 2�r��� �E�]�� ���% 
���� %��। ����� ���*+ �&� )�& )"�% ���� �/ )��-����- %��� � ���� )$���% �0! ���� ��� 
�/ ���� U$! ��� �$�-$�G����� ����. %��� � ���� �� ��v� %��। ����� ���%�* )�� �% 
2�� 1��< ���%K�� U$! )�����* %�� .�*�&�। ���% 9��!%�� ���%�� %��D�� ��#�E %�� 
.�*�&�। ���%��5��� �� ���� �&� )� �� )I�� )"�% )�� .��� 9�*�1 ��� �%�� .��� �। 
%��E �$� $�G����� 9F�� ������E �,1�� "�%�। �E�%Z���� ��% )"�% $»�� $��� =�7���* 
�<��&� ���� ���%e�। )$��% )"�% ��F�� %�� µt)� 2�r��� $%�� «��� $�* ��� )%�h�� 
��* 2f$� .�। �����V�!, %!��R �� 9"������ �� )$�� ���� $��" )��- )�। ��� ���� 
�% [� ���� ��* ��� ��% )"�% 2f$� .�� "��% ��� ��� O� [� , �� [� ���� ��* �� 
��% ���* 2f$� .�� "��%। ����-� )"�% �� ��� 9�* ©{ -1 O�� �&��� �� �%&� )-��5��� 
�,*�1 w�। 2*�����$ 1��� ������ )� %!��R �� 9�* �/ 6�7��� �I��� ¡��% )-�&। �� $�* 
��� $����- ���= �/� ��� �D�E F����। �� w�� ������� �,*�1 &�<� �� �%&�� )��� ��* �। 
�/ 9�!0I��� ���� $��" ���� ��\ .*। 2����* w/� 2��%��� ���� ��� ��*��1� .*। $����� 
� $��* %!��R )�� .��.� .*। ��� �%�� ���& ��$ ���M� ) ��� �.�����% )�&� 
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��4���� ��N��K %��। ���, �� 2f$� .�� ����&��� �। ��� �� ���%� )�� �%�� 2�� ��� 
%�� �/� ��%� �-�� ���� ��$ ���। ���� $��"� )�� �%&�$��!% U$! .��.� .�*�&�, ����� 
���! $��F�* )��� )�Z�#����#� ���F* ���*�&�� ����C° �.�� .���O� �.��। �� ���� ��, O’1 
)1�*� ����� �WX�� , ��F0E��� ���F* )�-����� �%1 .��� .�,���� �%��� ).��$ , 
2��1 �$��� �¬�� �.��, ��� O�� ��������.� )"�% ������ $��" )��- )�। ����� ����� �� 
���-� %����� �1*��� �.�� $��.� ����% )���� �&��� )$��� "�%�� ���#� )�। 
 

�������� F�-��-��� ���P ���� ��(� %�� )��� ���� )�, ‘�’ ‘��’ ��� ‘��’ )%�h�� ���� 
�������� F� ��-��� ���! ����� �����!  %���&�� ����� ��� )�� %�*%�� �D�E F��। �%p 
�D��E� M�� ��"k .��.��� �� �/ ��&� .��� ���! .*। )��.�� �� 3��� ��� %�� �&� �%B 
9�*�1 )$�.�� �< ���� �%�� ���%e� f.E %�� .�*�&�। µq)� 2�r��� $%�� ©��� $�* 
I����* )$����.�� �~��* 1�4 �!�����* ������ $��" ���� 2��f.E %��, �%p )$���, ���� 
)�� �%�� $����� %��� �����। ��#�*D�� �% ���-� I����* U$! �% ���I� ���#���� ��* 
������ $��" 2�� f.E %��। �I��� �%��� ��7F�� ����� �� �/�0 �+$��#E %��� ���! .*। 
��(����-! )�, ���� I����* ���-� %����� ��� �~��* 1�4 �!�����*�� %����� 2�M$�� �.� .। 
�� ���� �/ �0 ��"k �WX��� ���F* )�*। 
 

����� ����� M��M�P ���%K� )$����.� 2��� ��7F�� ����� �� �`$��#E %��� 
���! .*। ����� ���! 2��! 9�* �% �!�����* U$! ��v� .�* ��*। ��%� U$!��� ���! 2��% 
��� ��< ��� 2��% �����* ��*। ���1�*� �%��� %��E �&� �/� ��� 2� %�����%� 
F����#% )"�% )%�� )�,*� .*। ��� $¢��$��� ���� $����� %��� �����। � ���� .��.��� $��!� 
��������� �E#* %�� $�� .*�। ���, �����% ��� F�� ������ �.��� )F�* �.�� )��� .�*�&। 
2!���%, �/� �.��� $��!� �&� 2�% )���। ����� ���� ���1�*� �� �$���� w/ ���.�� 
)&���&��� 2�% �����0� .*। %��E )� %’�� ���!�� 6�7�� �&� ��� ���! ����� �&� 2!��। ��� 
)"�%� 9�* ©{ ���� ���%��% �*J�E ���� .���। 
  

�$���� ��� ���%e�P sqts $���� µ{)� �I[� 9"� )�]� )��1��¤ �$���� $�K �/� 
O�I#�! 6�7�� ��� %��� 1�! �$����� �I�� ���* ‘��I�� �� %¤!�%�’ F������ 1! ���%e� %�� 
.*। µ{)� �I[� ´��� ����1� �� I����� $���� 2��D� %�� ���� f���� �%&� ��& 2�3� 
%��। $�K ���%� )���� ��� ��� 9�* ����� $�* ���� �!�����* ��* ���� %�*%�� ����-��� 
���% 2f$� .�। ��(����-! )�, ��K�E# ���%� 1��< )�� %�*%�� ����-� ���� �&�। ���� ���! 
)�5����� U$!$��!� )��� �&� )$5���� ���! ��f��, F��f�� , ���� ����dI��� ��(����-!। 
�&�<� ���0\ )&�� )&�� %�%5��� �/ &��� "�%�� $»��� 2f$� .,*� )�� O�� �&�। �%&�O� 
2f$� .,*�� ���� F����% )"�% )&�� )&�� 2�i� )-���5�� �$�� "��%, M�� �������% 
�%&�0�E� 1! 2�3� ��� .�। ���� ���$�% ��&� )��� )%�h�� %������% ��� �� ��* )��% 
%��� .�, ����� ���� �" F��� .���। �I��� ��� 9�* µ��� $�* ��� ’�$’ )%�h���% ��* 
����* 2��3� ����-� )"�% 9�* s{{ -1 O�� ���M� ��। ���� ��(����-! )�, «© 5�#� ���.� , 
������ $��" 2��f.E %���&�। «©5�#� ���.�� $��" �&� ������ ‘��’ )%�h��। ����� ���*+ 
�&� ��f���� �/ 6�7�� ��� %��। $� )%�h�� ��1� ��1� ���*+ ��� %��� 1! $������� 
����-��� �%���#� )%� 1�*-�* .���-��� %���&�। �/ ��Ð��5��� ��K� ���0� "�%��� 
������ <�F<� �%�� $������ %��� .���। ������ ��F-�,*�� �&� $%�� z��। $����� ��F-
�,*���� ��7F ���� ��- )-��N�1 ���.��% ��%� .*-���% ��� .* �9-�,*�� )-����d#E। © 
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���� �#�� M�*�� �� �� )-��N�1 F�� .�* ��*। ��� $��" ����, F��f�� , ��f���� ��� 
�]��O#� , 5�#��� =�7���* ��<। 2�# 6¤�� , )��� $�* ����� )-��5��� �� ���� �/ 6�7��� 
������ %��*; .*। ���� ���! �/� $��F�* )��� 0*0�� .* ��f���। ��� �/� �!�����* 
).��%�*��#�� ��� O�I#�! 6�7�� �&�। ���� )���%&� �!����� ��h , �&�। 2��! �/ $.�1� 
�`$��#E )%���। ��"k .��.��� �� �%&� �`$��#E %�� ��� �%&� ���% ,��% �����* ��*। 
��f���� �/� .��.��� $��!� �&� 9�* s{{1, ���� ���! «1 2�M$�� �&��। ��"k 
)-����@� ������ .K-� .*। ���� �/ )���%&� )-�����@� )M�� ��* ��� .��.��� $��!� �&� 
�/ ��0 s{-s©1 ��� 2i$���E %�� t1। F��f��� 2��! �/ ��"k �&�। �%p ������ 
�D��E� ���%� ��=�� )��� ���� �v���$�E %�� ��� )%��%� ���� &�<�� ���� F��f�� ��� 
%��। ���� 2��! .��.��� $��!� )�� ��(����-! *। 

  
���� ��� %��� �� ���� %���-�G� ���% �,� .�। %���-G I����* )$����.�� 

$�.���! 2k� )�]� )��1��¤ ��� %��� $�"# .*। 2k� )�]� )��1���¤� %����� �&�� )�1� 
(��#��� )�P %�#�) �. )1. �� ����� .%। 

 
���� %���-G )"�% ���� U�*����� �,� .� ��� U�*����� ������ ��� )*�� 

���%e� �%�। �%p U�*����� ����� ��" ��%�$� ������ ��� �!����� %��। M�� ������ 
O’1 )���� �.�� ., O’1 ����71 . ��� z1 5@��I��� �.� .। ±��� )�M��!�¤ ��*�%� 
5@��@�� �.� .। ��� �.� .��� �� ��� �$ )%�h�� %!��R Y��% .K�B� %�� ‘�’ 
)%�h�� ���*+ f.E %��। U�*����� �&� %���-G )"�% 9�* �©/«{ ���� O��। � ���� %!��R 
��.��� ���#���� )���� %��। ��%�$���, ���#���� )���� %�� )"�% ���� �&� �। ���#���� )���� 
�����*� �% ��#��* %!��R ��.��� .4�8 �F8%�� %�� ,�4। )���� �� ��%�� ��� ����� �6�� 
%��। 2�P�� %!��R ��.����% $���* )*� .*। �%&�0E �� ��� )�d �Py�$ �!�- %�� ��� 
�.�� .। ��7� �$-����, �.�� . ��� ���� �.� .। ���S����� ���.��$ �� ��1 
���S�$�� �� 2��
�E�* "�%�� ��- ��- ���, �� ���� ��� ����। ���� $%��� �s�� )��1��¤ 
�������% �D�E %��। �%p � �D��E ���� �!"# .* ��� ��1 2�M$�� , ��1 $������ 
�.� .*। sµ 1 ��G��� ������ .��� �N� .*।  

 
�� ���� $%��� ���� U�*����� )"�% �.������� ���% ���� %�� ��� ����, ���� 2�� 

f.E %��। ������ *1 .��.� .। ����� ���� %F�*� ��#B 2f$� .� ��� ���M� ��। �-��-
�� ���.� �������#� %���6�� ��� %���&�। ���� )$��� �-�* ���3� .�।  

 
�E�%Z���� ��% )"�% ��F�� %��� )%� �Y���#� )$����.�� ��� �/�% )�&� )M�� 

����� F�* �, %��E ��&�� �D�E�% 9��.� %�� 2�% $�* )�� %k$��! .�* ��<। )$ 1�! 
���� �/ 6�7��� ��! ���* ��I�� �� %¤�%� w@ %��। %���6�� )"�% ���%� ©��� $�* ���� 
�$��� ��. �$. %��1 2�I���� ���� %��। %��E ���� 1���� ��. �$. %��1�% ���%K�� ���.� 
����� �%�� O�-# ���E� %���&�। )$� O-#�% 2����� %�� ��� %��� ������ 9�� �0! �&�। 
���� ���%� ©��� $�* ���� )%,*�F�� F� ��-�� ���M� 3�� %��। �������� )����� ����# 
��4��� .�*�&� �/� -������� )��71��� )*�� 1!। �%p OI#�-!���P ���� )����� ����# �/� 
�!������ ��< ��� �%1 ����71 .*। �/� 2�3� $h�%# )��71��� ��,*�� �� $%������ ��� 
���� )%�h���% ��* $»��� 2f$� .�Q���। �%p �/ ~��� ����9�\ .�* %�0E ���M� "��%। �� 
O� 6¤�� ���!� 2!�! 
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)%�h��, ���� ������% �-�* 2�3� )*। ���� )%�h���% M�#-�� %�� �/� ���� F�1# %��। 
M�� ���� �%1 �.�� ��� %�*%1 �.� .। �/ ��&� .��� ���! .*। ����� ��0, ��"k 
.��.� .*। )$�� )$���� 2�3� %��� �� $_!�� $�* ���� ��, �$, %��1 2�I���� ���� %��। 
���� $%�� F����� $�� ��, �$, %���1� ����� ���� ��$ ���� �/� -������ �0! %��&���। 
�/ �%p ������ ���3�� $[�� �%��, $1�- �&� �। $����� ���M��� �I�� ���* ���%-,��% 
)6���6��� %��&�। ���� �% M�7% ���* ��1� )*�� ��N��K %��&��� �%p ��"k ��G��� )$� 
�%$�] )����� ��1�% �� �����* ����� ����&��� �। ��� ��1� � ��*� &*�� )���-� ~��� 
�� ��% )"�% M�*�� w@ %����। �/� ��"�* )� �� )I�] �<�। ���� ��-��� �� ���%-,��% 
)&���&��� %��&�। �� �I���� )���%&� ��G��� U$! �.� .*। �%&� U$! .�� ���� $!������ %��। 
���#���� )��1��¤ ����� 2i ��* ��<�V<� %�� ¢� ��#$ )��G� ����� F�� ��*। �/��0 
)���%&� .��.��� �� ���� ������ 2�3� )"�% ��, �%�� �7F� ���� ��� %��। ����� $�K ��S 
���� ����� ��� ��*�- %��। ���� ������ ‘��’ ��� ‘��’ )%�h��� ���� %�*%�� )���-� 
���* M�*�� w@ %�� ��� ��� $�] $�] ���#���� M�*��, F��� "��%। ��� ‘��’ ��� ‘��’ )%�h��� 
��"k 0�� $���� .*। ����� �%1 ���� %����� $������ M�*1$. )���%&� )��% �.� .*। ���� 
�.� .�*�&� ������% ���� ��&� ��* ���। �I��� ��, %�0E ��� F��� �� ‘��’ ��� ‘��’ 
)%�h�� �%�� �<��� �-�* 2�3� %��। ����� ���� ��� ‘��’ ��� ‘��’ )%�h��� ���*+ 2��#� 
.*। ��� �/�% �� �% ��-, $���� �5�� ����। �%&�0E ����� �� ���� O�1 )��% �.� 
.*।  
  
 s©� ���$[� )"�% st� ���$[� �-���� ��#B ������ $�] ��%���.�� ��� F��� "��% 
��� ���#��� $�"#� ���� �%&��Y� �5�� $�"# .�। ������� ��$ �`$��#�E� ����। ��%���.� 
����� $�K .���*�� ������ �%� $��#E %��।  
 
 ������d ���� .*, �W�"��� ���.��$ ��� ��� ���F��� %�� ��]��� &�<� �� %��, ��0 
$�� .*�। )���� �&� � ��, 1, 2i�i )$��� -�< ,�4 �% O�#d# )$����.�। ���� )�W�+ 
����� 1���� ���S���.�� @� ���E %��। ��]��� )� )����� �&� �%&� $��!% )��% &�<� ��%� $��� 
9�!0 ��� ����0I��� �� ���S���� 2��f.E %��। $����d ��� ¢�E %�� ������%, ���� 
���WIY��� 1�! ��1� )�d �S��%� �����* ���*�&। ��� ¢�E %�� ������%, ���� �� ���S����� 
F�� OP$��* ���� $��" �&�� ��� ����% )9�E� ���-�*�&।  
 


�0�P %!��R ��, �, %��*�� )FZ���� 
�{-ss-sqt� 

  
$�0�8%��P )�1� �1��� -� �����*���* 

....sqt� 
  
 ���%K��� �=��� )"�% sqts-�� µ©-µz)� 1���� ��*���%�� ���* I����� �Y�# ��G�� 
.�* %�*%1 $]�  ��* ��� �����* ��$। I���� )�Z7&���� �� I����* )$����.�� �^����� 
����% , ���� $]� ���� $]���� *���(� ��* ��,*� .*। )$��� s{ �� �1|�$���� %��� �� 
t� �-u ���1� -�� )�Z7&��। � ������ )���u� .�* )�6�* )$r� ss-�� 9"� )�]��� $.-
2���*% , )%�h�� %����� �.$��� %��1 )��- ���। ��� n ���.�� ‘��’ )%�h��� %����� 
�&���-��� )�d .,*� ��#B।  
 
 
 

* sqts $��� %!��R �.$��� %�#�� �&��।  
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 ���� 9"� 2����� .* )$�R[��� 9"� $\��. %������� (�*��$�.) ��-,-��')�। n 
���� ��% ���.�� �����% �{ 1 �.� , �� 1 �.� .*। � $���� 3��* 1-E %�W#% ��,*� 
��*। ������ ��0� µ 1 �.�� , ��1 �.� .। n ���� ��% ���.� )"�% �%��� ����M� , 
9F�� �!����� ���� %�� .* ��� �%1 �/� ���, ���� %�� .*। )$�R[� ���$� )��d� ���% 
�!�����*�% ��I %�� .* « � )$r�� (�$����� ���%)। 2�r��� ���$ �!�����* ���I� 3�� )��� 
, �!����� %��, )��-F���-�, C��]� )�� )u�, ��"������, ��16��, )�1���F�� ��!��� 3��। 
��"�������� ��� %��� �� �%&� ����N��% ��* �$� .* , �%&� 2i ���� %�� .*।  
 
 �I[� ���$� µ* $\��. �$����� 1��%-G , ��f�� ��K�� ���% ���� ���.� 2f$� .�� 
"��%। �I[� ���$� �* $\��. �$����� %���6���� %��& )-Z������ ��$ ���� 2��0� %��। 
%���6�� �&� ��% ���.�� ���M�। )$��� ��� .*। ���� sµ© 1 ��%�$� �.� , z 1 �N� .*। 
«�� )���-�, s©�� ��-��-�1 , �z/�t�� ����M� ���� %�� .*। n ���� ��%���.�� )�1� 
$��,*��, (�s ��G�� �!�����*) �.� .*।  
 
 ���� ���.� ���$[� ���$� q/s{ ������ �$��� ��, �$, %���1 ���3� .*। n ���%�* 
© �� ��� .*। ������ sµ/s� 1 �.� , �z 1 U$! �.� . ��� ��%���.�� µ{{-�� �� 
�.� .*। st� ���$[� �$��� )1��* ��% ���.� )�Z" ���.�� %��& �`$��#E %��।  
 

$�0�8%��P )�1� )��.��� ���*�� ).��$$�0�8%��P )�1� )��.��� ���*�� ).��$$�0�8%��P )�1� )��.��� ���*�� ).��$$�0�8%��P )�1� )��.��� ���*�� ).��$**** 
 
 s{� 1� ‘)1�’ )M��$# )��-���� 1! �* )�]� )��1���¤� ��I�� ����# �.$��� « 1 
)1-�$-, , ssq 1 )1�*� ��* �.�� )"�% )��¡���� �� ��! �,� .�। s«� 1� )��¡���* 
)�Z7�&। )��¡���* s� )�]� )��1��¤, �* )�]� , �� )�]��� 2�M$�� , )1�*�����% �%��� 
%�� ����� 1! ��-#4 %�� .*। &��-���%����%, U$�% �.$��� I��# %�� 9��0E )�,*� .*। 
µ�)� 1���� ��#B �Y�E#��!�� 9��0E F��। �* )�]� )��1���¤� 2���*% �&�� �8%��� )�1� 
(��#�� %�#�) ��M�*�� 1���� $��.�। ��, �&��� ‘)1�’ )M��$#� ‘�’ )%�h�� %����� ��� 
%!��R ���*�� ).��$, ‘��’ )%�h�� )�1� �%��, ‘�$’ )%�h�� %����� )�1� �.$�, ‘��’ 
)%�h�� %����� )�P Y@��।  
 

 ‘)1�’ )M��$#� 9"� 2����� �.$��� �* )�]� )��1��¤�% �*��$�. )1��� ��.�O����� 
6��, )�,*�-G ��1�� , )�,*�-G �F�� %��� ��%-���.�� 6�7��� ��� �D�E %��� ���#� 
)�,*� .*।  
 

 µq)� 1���� $_!� $��< &*��* 2���*% ��M�*�� 1���� ��� ���� ‘�’ , ‘��’ )%�h�� 
��.�O����� 6���� �� �� �,� .�। $��� ��� �{ ���� ���* ).�� ��.�O����� 6���� 2���Y�� 
�Ú��� ��� 2�� ���< F�� )�Z7�&। $����� )1�*�-E ��C�� )*। ��%��� 2���*% , ���� µ 
)%�h�� %����� ���%� )��% %��।  
 

 �s)� 1���� $_!� $��< $����* µ )%�h�� ��.�O����� 6���� �� �� �,� .*। ���� $��< 
�-����* �Ú��� � ��� .�* ��.�O����� 6��� )�Z7�&। ���� sµ��� $�* ���� µ )%�h�� 
2��%#�I��� ��% ���M��� ��� �D�E %��। ��%���.�� $�.� s 6¤� 5�� ����* .*। ��� 
��%���.���� )-�����@� )��=�� �%�� ��1# ���� ��* ��� ��%���.�� s{{ U$�!� �� .��.� .*। 
)$��� ����  
 
 
* sqts $��� %!��R �.$��� %�#�� �&��।  
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�� ״"�#��, ��%� ��?�� , )���-� �!�.�� %��। ���� )I�� .,*�� ��-� ����* �æ��� � ��� 
.�* µ ���� �I��� 2�� �% F�� ���� $%�� �`�-�� %��। 
  

s�� �-u ��%���.�� �%�� ).��%R�� $����� ������ ��7�1 )�<�* �%p ���� ��� $�%# 
"�%�* ������ $_� ��*�। ����� ���� )�,*�-G 2������� 1! 9�� .�। 
 

µ�� �-u $_!�� $�* z�� )Z%�����- )�,*�-�G ��1�� , �F� %��� ���% �,� .�। 
��" ��.�O���� 6�� , )�,*�-�G� ��=��� �%�� )��,�* ��1 )�P �@��� ��<�* )�, ���� 
��%���.� ��.�O���� $.�1 �$�� � ����। -I�� ���� )�,*�-�G� 2��O�� �-�* ���� ‘�’ 
)%�h�� ��* )�,*�-�G� $�-�� ���� ��% ���M��� ���% 2f$� .�। )�P �@��� )�,*�-G 
��1���� ���% F�� ��। ���� )�Z� F����* �%� $��* �1 �1 ����-��� ��� �D�E F����। «© 
���� �� .���� F��। ������ �D��E )�,*�-G $�-�� ��� 0��fK .* ��� �V ��%�$� 
.��.� .*। )�,*�-G ��1��� ��1�%�� 9��0 %!�h , )��,�* )u��� �V 0�� $���� .*। )$� 
$�* )$�� )"�% )Z%�����- ���� 2�� F�� �`�-�� %��। ������ �� O�� �D��E n 
���%�� 3��* 1-E , 3��* �M-�M %����� ������ $�#9%�� $�.��! %��। 
  

µ�� �-u ���� )��¡���� �� ��! �,� .�। ©� �-u ���� )��¡���* ��$ )�Z7�&। 
 

�� �-u ���� ‘�’ )%�h�� ��* )�Z���� "���% ������ ���� ����� �� ��! %���#���� 
F�� ���M� ��, ��� )%����%���� F�, ����� F� , F� $�1���� ���� ���I� �����% ���M�� 
��-��। �S F�� s©� )$�R[� ��#B ���M�� "��%। �� ��7F $\��. ��%���.� %�*%��� ����" 
.���� F���*, �%p 9������ ������ .��� �D�B .�* ��&� .�� ��*। ���� ��% ���.�� 2�% 
U$! �.� .*। ������ ��0 ��� 1 )1�*� �.� .*। �� ��7F $\��. ���� F������ "��� 
%�*%�� )-���� 2����� %��। 
  

sz� )$�R[� 9"� )�]� )��1���¤� )�P %��*�� ��� )%�h�� ��* ������ �%� )"�% 
���*+ I�� f. %��। ��� ���� )%�h�� ��* )��¡���* �M�� ��$। «4� 2�r��� ��#B 
)��¡���� ������� %�*%�� )&�� )&�� 2����� %��।  
 

z� 2�r��� ‘)1�’ )M�$# )��¡��� )&�< ���* �8%��� « , © )$r��� ���% )$r� %����� 
)�P %�E#� ��� �,%� ��� &��% �D��E� 1! ������ )%�h�� %�������� ��* ����F�* 
��$। s{ ����� $%��� �S ���%� )��% %�� .*। ss ����� ���� &���%� $��%�� �.<����� ��% 
1�*-� ��� %�� )M��। ���� ��� ���y# )�1� �%�� ��� )%�h�� ��* 1*-� ������ ���M� 
)। sµ ����� $%��� ��% ���.� ������ -������ )���� ��* ��� )$��� ��% ���.�� $��" 
������ $�6d# .*। ���� )$��� $�#����% .���*�� �!�.�� %��। �� ���� ��%���.�� µ 1 
2�M$�� �.� .* , �%1 %�#� �.� .*। ��&�<� �V ��%�$� .��.� .*। n �� ������ ���� 
)$���� )"�% ���। 
 

s� ����� ���� q 6��%�� $�* $���� ��� ���< <�� f�� , �$��¤ %������ ��� 
�D�E %��। ������ �D��E ��%���.� ��&� .�� ��*। ���� <�� f�� , �$��¤ %����� ��� 
%�� )M�� ��� ����� )$��� ���M� %��।  
 

s« ����� $%��� ��% ���.�� �%�� �? &��% �$�� ��" ��%� ��?���� $�.���! )$���% 
�����* ���। )$��� q 1 �� )$� �.� .* ��� ��1�%�� �$�.�%$. q 1 ������ .��� ��� 
��<। ���� s« �� ����M� ���� %��। $��� �� ����� $��" ������ ��� F��। ������ � 1 
�.� .*।  
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s© ����� ���� &��% �6�� )M��। )$� �� ��%���.�� �%�� -����� �� ��� .,*�� 
)Fk� %��� ��%� ��?���� $�.���! �����* ���। )$��� � 1 �� )$� �.� .*। 
  

sz� 2�r��� O����� ���% ������ ���M� ��% ���.� I�dE )���� %�� ��� $_!�� ���% 
‘��’ )%�h��� ��1�� .���� %�� , ����� 1*-� ���� ��� %�� )*। �� �� ��%�� )"�% ���� 
��#B ���� 1! $��F�* )��� ��½��B1% $�* �&�। %�� 2*!����$ )$� k �&�। $_!�* 9"�� 
w�� ��� ‘��% )MZ1 �1N����’ , ��� w�� ��� ‘���S )MZ1 �1N����’। � ��* $�N�. ��< ���। 
�� $�4% $������ 1! µ 1�% ��4�� �%p ���� �� �M�� ��$�। )��d ���� $��< ’��� $�* 
)�1� �%�� ���� �$��¤ %�����* ��$ $�4% ��� )�। 1*-� ���� ��%���.� ��� %�� 
)��� �� ���! .�* ���� s{ ��* ���� )%�h�� , ‘��’ )%�h�� ��* $�K ���� ����� ��= ���* 
����� ).7�� ����-�, ��$। )$� $�* ��% ���.�� ��� .����� 9:;�� )�। �%p )$� $�* )$��� 
��%���.� �&��। ��� ���*� .�* ��7���� %!��h )�Z�&। �� © ���� ���� ������ �!�����*�� 
.��� ��% ���.�� 9�* «{{ �� .��.� .*। ������ t 1 �.�� , )���%&�$��!% �.� .*। 
 

&��% 2������� �� � � �!�����* ��* �$����� ���� �N� �D�E %��� 1! 
������� $����B ���M� )�। )$��� )�� %�*%�� 2������� �� ���� )%�h�� )-�*��6�� 
"�� ��S %��। ���$[� ���$� q ������ ���� )%�h�� ��* $���%��� ���� �N��� 2���Y�� 
)�Z7�& ���। �� ������ $��" I����* �$�� )��1���¤� �%�� )%�h�� �&�। $���%��� �� 
���%� ��#B ��S .,*�� �� s{� ���$[� ����% , �$�� )��1���¤� �S )%�h���% ��� 
�,%� &��% )��% ��4� ������ �!�����*�� ‘��’ , ‘�$’ )%�h���% $�.��! %��� 1!। ss 
������ $���-G-&��% )��� 1��� ������ �S O� )%�h��� $��" �%��� .� ��� $�����I��� 
��%���.�� ��� ��� �D�E F����। ��%���.� ������ .��� ��� )��* �$��� 2�I���� �,� .*। 
sz� ���$[� ���� ����-�& )M��� ��v� ���< ���M� ��-��। )$�� ��%���.� ¡�%�* �`$��# 
%��। ���� ������ �!�����*$. �$���� ��¨� ���M� %��।  
 


�0�P )��P ���*�� ).��$ 
)�1� 

%���(� )$����$  
 
 

$�0�8%��P %!��R .��M1��  �.�� 
µ�-q-sqt� 

 
)� ���$� 9"� $\��. %�#� (��#��� 2�$�9�\ )1����, 1���* $�$� $�$!. ���� , 

)Z���.�� �J�) ��. �. �1. ,$��� )������ �����# %��� ��$। ��� )������ )�Z7�& ���� 
$�] ����F� %�� ��� ���� �!�����* ��-#�4� %��� %"� ��� ��� z{{ 1 �@E 
���S������% ��&�� %�� ��� ���। ��7� ���#��� ��� ���������� ���I� ��� ����� )"�% 9�* 
z{{ 1 �@ ���S����� , �-��-�� ��&�� %�� ���� �!�����*� ��* ��। �S �-��-�� ��� 
�@E��� ��&�� %��� �� %�E#� ,$��� ����% )�6��* 9����� )��¡��� ��% 1�*-�* )��� 
���। ��� ���� �!�����*� ��* )��¡��� F�� ���। )��¡���* s�, �* ��� �� )�]� )��1���¤� 
U$!��� �%��� %�� .* ��� �%�� ���-� -4 %�� .*। ���-��� �� �&� ‘)1� )M�$#’। �S 
���-� )M��$#� %����� . )�1� �1*��� �.��। ���� �!�����*�� �� ��D�� %�� U$!���, 
)���-�� �!�3� %�� .*।  
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s�� 1���� )�1�(��#��� )�P %P) �´�� ).��$ )FZ���� ���� �!�����*�� %����� 
2�M$�� ���S . ��� ���� �%� )"�% �!�����*�� ���*+ f. %��। ��&�<� ��, %�*%1 
2�M$���% �!�����* 2�M$�� ���S %��- ���� .�� �"�D�� %!��R ��.����� �.��, 
)�M��!�¤ (��#��� %!��R) �¬�� ����, )�M��!�¤ (��#��� %!��R) �¬�� %��*�� )FZ���� , 
%!��R $���.��  ��� ������ �!�����* � )��-�� %��।  
 

%������� ���P )�������� )��� �� �� 9"� 2������� ���%e� %�� .*। �*��$�. 
)1��� %�������� �� ���%K� )$����.�� �S 6�7�� �&�। �� 6�7���% �6�� %��� ���%e� 
���� 9"� ��। %������� ���%�� F����#% ���* �D�E %��� �� ��! ���� 9"� ‘)��%’ %��। 
  

µ�)� 1���� -I�� ���� %!��R $���.��  )�����1, )�M��!�¤ ����, ��*% $������ 
��O�.��$. ��, O’1 U$! ‘)�%�’ %��� %��� %������� �/ 6�7��� �I�� ¡��% �%�� ��Ð�� �� 
���! �7�% ����। �� $�* ���%K�� O’1 U$! 2!��% )"�% ��Ð���� ���% 2f$� .�Q�। 
%!��R $���.��  ����� )��� )M�� ��� �80�8 ������% ‘‘.!��$ ��’’ %��� ���। 
O’1�� �%1 ‘‘.!��$ ��’’ %��। 2��1 � %���� %!��R $���.��  ��M ���* �S 
���%K�� U$!� ��� =�7���* ��< ��� O’1�� ���! �K���K .*। �%&�0 �K���K� �� �� ���� 
��=�� ���� )�, ���� ���S������ ~��� )6��, �� ���� ������� )Fk� %��� $������ .�� ����� 
�� � %�� 5�� )&��< ��� .�!� %�� ����M� O�� ��* )। ��� %!��R $���.�� $. $��� 
6�7���� �M�� ��$। � 6��* ������ U$!��� ����� 2�!B )��< ��*। ��*% $������ ��O� 
.���% �1! �������� $�%�� ‘‘��� 9��%’’ ������� IY�d� %��। 
  

�s)� 1���� )I�� $��< ����� $�* O� )%�h�� U$! (‘��’ )%�h��, ��� %����� �&��� 
��� ��1 ��� ‘�’ )%�h��� ��� %����� �&�� %!��R $���.��  )�����1) ��* %������� 
��#�� ��� )��u �D�E %��। ���� �%�� �MÈ �!������ $�.��! ��। %!��R ��.����� )�W�+ 
‘�’ )%�h���% ��4��� .* �4����<��� (%���� ��� )"�% µ ���� ��0�E)। ‘�’ )%�h���% 
��4���� �� �! �&� ���� ‘%�� 2M’ ����#�� )� )��- ���� ����। �M-��-��’ )� )��- ���� ����। 
�M -���� )� )�Z7&�� ��� ���#���� �!�.�� %��� %"� �&�। �%p �M-��-�� )� )�Z7&�� ����#� 
������ �0 )"�% ���#���� )-���5�� w@ .,*�* ������ U$!�� �%�%�#�!���YX .�* ��<। � $�* 
�/ �0, ���#���� , I��� ��#���� $�.���! )-���5�� w@ %��। �� $�^, ��� ��� $���.��  
������ )%�h��~*�% �%��� %�� �/��� �D� %�� ��� $��� ���% 2f$� .�। O’���%� 
���#���� �!�.�� .,*� $�^, ���� ‘1* �����’ �� ���� ���� �/� ���% 2f$� .�। ���� 
%�7����� ��� ����MÈ 2��D� %�� 2f$� .� ��� )-���5�� F��%��� $��*� ���!� �/��0� 
2��#% 1�*-� ��� %�� )�। M�� �/�� ��&�� ���% .�� ��* ��� ����� �Y�# 3�� ���#���� , 
��#���� )-����d# %��� "��%। � $�* %!��R $���.��  ��� 2�!B �0�� , $�.�$%��� $��" 
‘��’ )%�h���% )�W+ ���Q��, �/� 5���� �.�� .। �W��!� �Y�# ��.Y�# ��#B ��� ��7� U$�%��� 
�8$�. , $�.$ ���� "��% ��� ��� ��� �/�0�% ��Y#� %��� �%�� �.�� 1��। ���S����� 
���.��$ ��7� �� �WX �����$h� $8$�.$� ��� , �`�!�-� )����� �� 
E#�0�� ����� "�%��। )� 
)%� )���� )� )%� 1���� -�#���� %��� ���� ��7� �� ��� )����� ����+� 1!। �%�� ���� ��� 
��1, �/� ��#���� 5��� �6��� �.� .� ��� ����% )�&� ��* ��,*� .*। ���� ������ ��7F 
1�*-�* ��#���� 5��� ��%��� ��� .*। �I* )%�h���� )%� 2�M$�� , 2�M$�� %����� � "�%�* 
��� ������! ��"k U$! .��.� .,*�* ������ U$!��� ����� 
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$���*%I��� )I�] ��<। M�� ���� ���&�* ��$। �� �D�E ��� ���� ������ ��0 �%1 
2�M$��$. �s 1 )���� �.�� . ��� O�1 1��*� %��� 2�M$��$. z© 1 �.� .। 
�I#����-! $Y�� 1�� ��* )�, �/��0� 9�* ©{ 1 �.� , z{ 1 �.� .*। �� �D�E ���, 
��������� $M�%�� .*� ���, ���S����� ���.��$ ��� �%�� ¢�E�* �D�E �&�। �� ���� ��� 
9��E .* )�, ��]��� U$!�� $���$��� ��"k �0��� 2��%��� ��� $�.$�। � ���� ���%K� 
)$����.�� U$!��� ~��� %�7������� )6�� ��� ��� �$����% ���0� %�� ������ )������ 
)�I��� 2$�� $�.�$%��� $��" $������� 2���E# . �� )"�%� 9���E� .* )�, 
e%��� $���*% 
)��� ),*� ���%��, 2$�� ����+� 2��%���। � ���� 2$�� $�.$ , ����+� $��" ��� %��* 
�>����� %�*%1�% �������� $�%�� ����+� ������ )�P (s) �.�� %!��R $���.��  
����1 (��� �;�), (µ) %!��R .��M1 ��  �.�� (��� ��D�), (�) )�M��!�¤ �¬�� ���� 
(��� ��D�), («) �$��� ��O� ��11 (��� ��D�), (©) �$��� )-���� )��KM� %���� (��� 
��D�), (z) ��*% $������ �P .��(��� 9��%), (t) ��*% ��M%�� �.�� (��� 9��%), (�) �.�� 
�!����*% �$��1�� �$��� (��� 9��%), (q) �!�� ��*% ����(�. (��� 9��%), (s{) �!�� 
��*% ��1�� �$��� (��� 9��%), (ss) �$��� ����%�� �$��� (��� 9��%), (sµ) �$��� ��M��  
(��� 9��%), (s�) �$��� $��O� �.��  (��� 9��%)। 
 

�%&��� ��� )�1� (��#��� 2�$�9�\ )�P %P) )��P �1*���  ��� %!��R (��#��� 
)�1�) �1��� -� ���,*��� ��v� ���%K� )"�% �����* ��$ ������ �!�����*� )��-�� 
%��। )�1� �1*��� �% �!�����* %����� 2�M$�� ���S %�� .*। �� )$�R[� ‘��’ )%�h�� 
%!��R ���,*���� )�W�+ %��������� s ���� ��v�� 2��3� 6��$��� f��� 9���0� �!��3� -�< 
)����।  
 

s{� )$�R[� �/�0�% O� )%�h�� U$! ��#�� ��* 6��d��� �D�E %��। ‘��’ )%�h�� 
2�!B �WX��� $��" � �D�E 9������ %�� , ����� �D�E�% �!"# %�� )�*। �/ ��0� 9�* «{ 
1 U$! �.� .*। ������ ��0 ��1 �.�� ��� ��1 �.� .। ��*% $������ )��1���� 
.% ��� �!�� ��*% ��$�M ��� �Y��#, %�*%�� ���� ����+� ���F* )�। �������� $�%�� ��� 
����+� 1! ‘‘��� 9��%’’ ����� 9�� %��। �� O��� �� ��, O�1 2�M$�� ������ 
�!�����*� )��-�� %��, ���� .�� ±��� 2�M$�� ��� �� ��� ��P (��#��� )�M��!�¤) 
��1�� �.�� M�%�। ��*�%� ��� ���% �!�����*�� �!��1���¤ ���S %�� .*। 
  

)%����%���� ���P sz� )$�R[� ‘�$’ )%�h��� �%�� ���� )�M��!�¤ %��*�� )FZ����� 
)�W�+ )�Z����� F� )%����%����� 9���0� �!�3� )*। µs)� )$�R[� �/� O� )%�h�� U$! 
��#���� $�.���! F��%���� �D�E %��। ������ U$!�� 2�!B �0�� , $�.�$%��� $�.� ����� 
�D��% �!"# %�� ���� $0� .*। � ���� �/��0� 9�* �© 1 U$! �.� .*। ������ ��0 © 
1 �.� .*। µ«)� )$�R[� $%�� )��� �/�0 ����* s �!�����*� U$! ��* )%������ �D�E 
%��। ����� ����� ��� .* ��� ������ U$!�� �����, ����� �D�E�% �!"# %�� )�*। ���� 
�/��0� 9�* t{ 1 �.� .*। ������ ��0 s© 1 �.� .*। )%����%���� � ���� ��*% 
$������ ���� .����, .�,����� �%��� ).��$, �!�� ��*% ����� �.��, �!�� ��*% ��O� 
.% 9��� U$!-E 2�Y�# ���+ 9��# %��। � ���� �>����� U$!-E $�.�$%��� ��%9�\ .P (s) 
�!����*% ��O� .% (��� ��D�) ��� (µ) .������� �%��� ).��$ (��� 9��%)।  
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����������� ���� ������� �� �  !" �#� #$%�% &�� '����� ��� ������ #$%�% 
������� �!����#��  !"��� ����� (�") �*�+ ��,। .�� ���������� $ ��/���� &���� 
!�0!�% ��1 2��� &�� �!��� ���������� ����� 3,�� 2���।  

�!����� 4� ��5�!�6# $ ("� &����% ���7 (�8��� ���!� 92� !:��# '����� 
�"�����%�� �!��� !����) ��$%�� �" '��� ��� #%। '��� 31 '��� ����� �� ���������� 
&�� ��/���� �"�5 ��� �!��� !����)� ���*; &����% 4�� ��<। �!���� ���*; 4� ��5�� ������� 
 !"�� 9���=� �"�>� ��% 2���। ������ !������ 3�� (20?��� 4�� !@�A� �" '������� 
�!����� 4� ."�8��B��� !���%�*��� A ���� '��� ��� #%। (�8����� �@��% !:��# '����� ‘&’ 
&��‘�!’ ���E�� �F� G�H��� ��I�� ���% �*��� 9��� ��� ����< &�� ������ 4� ."�8��� 3�� 
‘��<J’ ��� &�� ."�8��B����� !���%�*��� (4� ��� ��%।  

KL�� (�8��� '�� ‘��’ ���E�� ��% 4E���% 4� ."�8��� 3�� ‘��<J’ ��� &�� �!�� A 
��� ��<। & ��� ��<�J� !�.��" �������  !"��� ����� ��M��� �*�+ ��, &�� ��+��� 
�!������ �� (�� '�� $ 3N���� !O�� #%। & !�� ��<�J� !�% J�7 ����� �#�� 
(�") !�#�!� !��2 '����� '#�  !�"��� �4��P!� ��� &�� '����� !�+ !�+ 2���। & !�% 
�!��� ��.��"�Q '�!�� �#�� $ �!��� ��.��"�Q $%���� #�!� �� ����9��:� �� 
'����� �"�����%� ���5�� ���।  

RS�� (�8��� !���� '�� ‘��’ ���E���� ��% �������� 4� ."�8��� ������� G�H���� 
'��0����� !�#��" ��% 'T�U ��� &�� G�H���� ��� ���� !=� #<। &�< �� ��.��"�Q 
��<%���� ��@�V ‘�!’ ���E�� ����< �FG���� 3�� ��<J ��� &�� �F��=� �W  !"�� #��#� 
���। �!��< #���X� �#�� & ��<�J (*6����0 !�#�!� ���4% �� &�� ��� BY�� *��� '#� 
#$%� !�Z$ ��� &� &� ��� !�#���" &��< 9�% R� �  !"�� �#� ��� & ���� (!�� 
!�#�!���� ���4% ���% ���� ��� ��!�0 ���% �#�� #। �������� !���� ��� & (!�� 
!�#�!���� ���[��
Y� !��0�\ ���[�� ‘‘����]^’’ ����� ���% �� �#��� '_�� 9�� !`� 9��0 
���। ��H� �� <�#��!� ����% 
U0�=�� ���� 2���� ��� '��� '�� ����।  

����< �2�� �F�� ��������� ���� (a!� #�� 2���। �"��b ��#��� ��� 4���  !" 
!��2 ��% ����< &�� ��������� �, !,��� ��I����I >�� &"����� ���। �������  !"�� ��H� 
.�H�� �� ���� ��� �F��=� 9�% R� �  !"�� �#� ��� &�� X<��� ����� (�>�% �c� 
���। d ��< �"��b ���$%���� ��@�V ‘�J’ ���E�� �������� ."�8��� X< ��<� ��=�U ���-
(. ����0 �#!��� (�>� �%। �F� X< ���E�� ��������� ���� (a!� #�� 2���� ‘�J’ ���E�� 
������� 9��*��� ���� ��%। �F �� ‘�J’ ���E��� (�>��� 3�� 'T�U 4���% ��f ‘�J’ 
���E�� ����� 'T�U�� �"20 ��� ��%। �F��=� &�� �"��b!# 9�% g� � �#� #%। 
'����� ��= h �  !" �#�� #।  

K�� �*i�7 &< �� ��� ���#�� X< �"�����%!# '����� �"�����% ���� ����< ��. $. 
��. &�� ."�8�� &���� �� �F� !��@k G�H�� �M� ��� 3�� 94� 'T�U 4���%। X<�� ��� (��� 
94� ����� �� �F��� G�H�� ��� ���। & ���� ������� ���#�� g��� l�m%�� �.�!0 �������Q� 
9�% X< ���E��  !" (9�% R��  !") �#� $ '�$ �W '#� #%। 

�*i� ���!� �p��% !:��# �!����� 4��a�� $ '�a�� &����� �FG�H��� 3��� �,� 
����� &��� 'T��U� ����q� ���। &�" '��� !� ������ &�� ���E�� ������5U & 
&���� 
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*��*��� ���� ���। RR�� �*i� !���� '�� ’��’ ���E�� ��% '��0����� !�#���" 4��a�� �F 
G�H�� 'T�U ���। !����� 94� ����� �� '��� 31 G�H�� ��� ��� �<। �F��=� 9�% g� � 
#��#� #� &�� ��%���� '��� ����� (�>�% �c� ���। & G�H�� �2�� '��� 94�� �����U 
(r�r �5���B��, ���"t�" &�� ("�" ����� 9�%���% !�u�� ��� ���। & 'T��U !�.�" ��* 
����� '�����  !"��� ����� (�� B� ���, ��%। & ���� ‘��’ ���E�� (�") !�#! &�� 
�U��/�� 9��0 ���। &�< ��� ‘�!’ ���E�� �"��b 6��� ��@�V '�a�� v�� 'T�U ��� 
&�� ��� ��� �%। & >��$ '��� 94�� �����U (r�r &�� �5���B�� ��� ���� !=� #<। 
&*��� '��� 4��a�� &�� '�a�� &������ !E�U0 Y�� �F��1 ���। & ���� ����V� ���4%
Y� 
�w�����  !"5U�� !�#�!���� ���[��� *6�x� ��� #%। �2�T�� ��H�� #��7 (K) �"��b 6� 
�4/���� (��� ��T�), (R) ��%� !������ '��� #���� (�����T�), (g) ��%� !������ ���7 <v��#� 
(�����T�)। �������  !"�� 94�� =%=�� 
���� ��� �!����� ���� �y�P��!� ���। '��� 
���� ��%�3�N�� !����5" ��@�V �������  !"��� (�!� ���। �F�� ���%�� !�% ��� 
��%��� ��� 3�,�% ��% &�� ����G��� �W ��< ��H�� ����। ��< ���H�� ���� ���[�� ���� ���� 
����� �y�P ���� 2��� &�� �5/����� &����% 9���=� �"�>� �<। 
  

RS�� �*i�7 &�� �*��� ������� gK �� ��u�� ������Q '����� ‘&’ ���E��� 
������ 3�� 'T�U ���। ‘&’ ���E�� (�") �@k��� !��2 ����� 'T�U �"20 ��� ��%। & 
���� �F��=� 9�% K�� �  !" �#� #%। &�� ���� (���� !���%��) &�� &�� �"��b$ 
�#� #%। '����� ��= K�/KK � �#�� #% &�� 9�% R� � ����� '#� #%। !�� ����=� 
�F��=� ��� ���� *�� ��%। ‘&’ ���E�� ������ �"��b ��#��� ����V� !��2 ��� ��� &< ���� 
�#�� #। ��H�� ���U�{� ‘‘��� 3{�’’ ����� ���% *��x� ��� #%। ��� 4������ !��% �"��b 
��#��� �#�� #��� �� ��>�� |�<� ��.��"�Q ��%��� '�� ������� !��%< ‘&’ ���E��� 
������ ���1 #। ��� !���� ������ &%�� �.��!0� ��<�� �M��। ��� & ���� ������ ���� 
��� ��� �6�0 (�*}�� �M��। &��� ��� ��� �F� ������ ����_�*��� '#� #। ��f ��� ��� 
'#� (�>�%< ����V� !��2 ��� ���4��� ��� &�� �F� 'T��� �"#� ��� ��। & ���� 
(!����U �@��V 9��0�� �" ��H�� ��� 3{� &�� ��.��"�Q $%���� #�!��� ��� 9��� 
3������ *��x� ��� #%। & ���� '��� gK-��u�� �������Q� R~ �  !"�� ����� (�>�% �c� 
���। ����c���� ����c��� ���� ���� ��, <� ��+� ������Q �� &� ����V� !��2 &�� 
!�#�!� !��2 ��� ���� ���� �� ��$ *���� �����। 
  

& ���� ������ #��� �� ����� ����� �*�+ ��, &�� �!����� ���� ���% ���। & 
!�% ������#�$ �������  !"��� 3�� I����% ��,। �/~ B�0� ������Q�� M%�� '��0���� 5�!# 
�!��� �#� �2�� 9�% �6�� �#���b������5 ����% ��$%� #%। '����� �v�5J ������ ���� 
��%�3� �#�� �>� ��� �� �!��� !#�� ("�" !�� ���#�� ����0< '����� ���%�� ���� 9��� 
���� #��। �� '��� �!��) ���� ��, ������#�� �F G�H��� B�� �*� ��� (�9��� ���। 
������#� '������� �#���b������5 ���", �!� $ ("�" ����r !�����#� 9�%���% �"�>�� 
9�����$ ����। '��� ���*6��, ���, ��� <�"��� (��T� ��� (�9��� �Y ���। & !�% (�") 
��� �M�। '����� �������� ��� ��� ����r �����< �M��। ��� '�����  !"��� ����� �M� 
(�") �@k। ���, '��� ��I�� �����M��� �� '����� 46,�) ���% (�� ����। �� �� �� ��� 
���, ��� &�� ���*���� ��" ���% 4��4� ��� �FG�H�� ����� $ �����5� (��T� ��� '��� 
5*�� 4� ��5��� ���" 9��� ���। & !�% '����� !�+ ��� ���"t�" �M� �  
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&�� &���� #�H��� .�� '�����  !"�� (�") ��) #�% ��,। ���$ ����� 3P!�# &�� '���� 
��% '��� 4� ��5��� �*�� 9��� ���। ‘�4��B�’ 4� ��5�� '��� ������#� ���E���� 
��.�"��Q ����!�!�-&� ��@�V ���� �#���b������5 ���"t�" &�� �!� !�a# ���� �"। 
(%�����!� ���"�� ���!� ��$%� !�Z$ '��� ��� !�#��" ����� �। �F�= ���B� 4� ��5�� 
'������� ���� 9�� ��� &�� '����� (q ��%�� ����� #��#� #। �� '��� & �F G�H�� 
&�,�% ��< &�� K�< �J�!i� �*��� �!��� �#�� ���� &�,�!, ���� &����% 9��� ���। &�,�!, 
����� �F� (�") �1 G�H�� �M�। '��� �F�= �2�� ��H4�� 5� �6�� &�, �!, ������ 3{� 
���� ����B���� 3�� �J�.� �<। &< 9���=� �"�>�� !��� �M� ‘��’ ���E�� &�� ‘�!’ 
���E��- �2�T�� '��� &�� �"��b ���$%���� ��@�V। ��M� ‘��’ ���E�� &�� ‘�!’ ���E�� 
�2�T�� �"��b 6� &�� ��.��"�Q ��<%���� ��@�V �M�। �"�����% �#J���%��0��!# ���� 
��%�3� �#�� & 4�� ���E��� ��I����I &��� ����� 3�� (�>� ���M��। '����� !��2 
������#� '��0����� &�� �"����� ������ �M��। ��f (%����! �!��� ���"�� ��� ��H� 5� 
������ !��2 ���5����5 ����� �"20 #। & !�% '����� g" ��0���� ��� K��� �5��� (���� �M�। 
9�% ���� '�����  !"�� ���� �5�� (�#��� �M�, �2��� �F� ���� J5�% ��u ��H�, ���� 
��� 2���। �F�= '����� (�� ���� �M� &�� ���0���� ���0���� �= ���M�। ���� �4)�$ 
���� ����� �� '��� ���1���#�� ��। ��� '����� ������, ��� �#����। (r�r ����� ��< 
�M�। ��M�,� & !�% ��� 4��M� '����� ��M� &�� ��H ���� 9�% ��H4 ��<� �6�� �����5��। 
'��� �F� ������ �*�� ���% &� ��,����, �!��� �#�� 9��� ��� �� *����$ �����। &�� 
��� �4P��� ��� ���� '����� ���4% ���� 4�<�� '��� ����� �4P����� ���� � ���% 4��4�� 
��O ��H,�� 2���। & !�% ‘�J’ ���E��� ������ !���� ����% &��� '��0���� 5� $ X��  
����� �*% 2���। �� ‘�J’ ���E��� ������ ��0���� !�#���" 31 �*�%� 3�� �5����x0U 
���, ��� .�� &��� ���� 'B ��� ��%। �F �� '����� 3�� !�c#� #�% ��, &�� 
�����0�"���6k #�% &���-�!��� 4���.�� ���� 2���। & !�����5 '��� ����5� &�� #���� 
����5� ���% ����� 3�� �5����x0U ���� 2���। .�� ������#�� R~ �  !" ����� 3���< 
#��#� #%। �F�= �� ��0���� !�#���" '����� 3�� �5����x0U �Y ��� �@���# !���% ��� �4A� 
���। ��f �� '����� ���� B���x0�U� .�� �F��=� '�$ �����M�  !" #��#� #%। X����� 
!�% �F�� ���" #�% ����� !�0��1 ��% &�� ��0���� 9�� �5����x0�U� !�#���" '����� ���E��� 
(‘��’ ���E��’)  3�� 94� 'T� 4���%। (q ��M�=�� ���"< '����� ��0���� �5��� ��x #�% 
��%। ��� '��� ����5�, #���� ����5�, &�� ��<�.��� !�#���" �@k��� !��2 �F� 'T� 
9��#� ���। & 'T��U� .�� ������#�� 9�% S� �  !" �#� #% &�� ���� M�*+ #�% ��,। 
'����� ‘��’ ���E� &�� ‘�J’ ���E��� ���� R� �  !" �#�� # &�� 9�% R� � BY��*��� 
'#� #। '��� ���E��� !��4�% !����5" !������ .�%� '#�� (!�� !�#! &�� �U��/�� 
9��0 ��� �#�� #। ��H�� ‘‘��� 3{�’’ ������ !`� 9��0 ��� #%। & ���� �!��< ��\� ��%�, 
��%� �Y;���, �!��< .�� '��, �!��< ��#3�N $ ��%� '.!�� '�� (!����U !�#�!� 
���4% ���% �#�� #। 
  

& ���� �w����� �����5U (�") !�#�!���� ���4% �� &�� ����V� �" �������� 
!���� ��H����� ������ *6�x� ���। ��H�� #��7 �"��b ����� 5� �����%��� (��� 9���), 
��%� !������ �#��! '�� �������� (��� 9���), #������� �Y� #� (��� ��T�), �#�� !������ 
.�%� '#`� (��� 3{�), #������� !�<.�N� (��� 9���), #������� YW� '�� (��� 9���), 
#�������� '�X� 5.�� (��� 9���) !������ ��<Y� ����� (��� 9���), ��%�  
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!������ '�X� ��.� (��� 9���), �"�� ��%� '��� ����� (��� 9���) $ #������� '�X� 
���. (��� 9���)।  
 

K~< �J�!i�7 �!��� �#��� 3�� ������#�� &< 4�� �����% ��H��� ����� &������< 
�*�+ ��%। ��� .�� ����< ������� ������5U '����� &�� ��� ���#�� ���M '_!��0 ���। 
'��� ���%�� ���� �!��� �#�� 9��� ��� &�� �#��� �5�U� �� ����� '�� $ 3N���� !@�A 
#%। #���� #���� ��� '������� 
�5�� ����� 2���। 
  

Kh< �J�!i�7 ������#�� �v�5�J%�� ��� �v�5J ��% '�̂ ���*��� '����� &�� ��� 
���#�� ��/2 ������ ���M '_!��0�� ���। &*��� '����� % ��! ����� ���!���: G�� &�� 

����� (�0 ���। '�����  !"�� ���*; (!������ !`��� #�%$ (!�� !�#�!���� $ �"��5� 
���4% ��%। '����� �YU (�.!��5U (!�� !�#�!��� 9��0U ��� &�� �"�5 $ ����V� ���0U 
>�� ���। ��� 9��U
Y� ��� ���� ���� ��, & �"�����%�� ��� (�.!�� !`��!�� �#�� # 
&�� '�$ ��� (�.!�� BY��Y�� '#� #। ���1����� <��#��! ��� �� �"�����%< & ���� 
��@V ���%�M &�� ��� ���4��� ����M। ���1����� ��G0 L ��! ���� &< �"�����% (!����U �@��V 
$  ��U" 9��0U ��� �W �F?!"�� #��#� &�� ����� (�>�% �c� ���। ��+���  !"�� 5���5��� 
!`������$ �� ��2A �=, �� &< �"�����%���  !"�� 
�% ��/�0���0 &�� �"��5� ���"�� 9��U 
���। 
  


�=�7 #��.�3N� '#��,  
�"��b  

RS-�L-KL�g  
 

!�=�P���7 ���� '�X� #���� 
RR-KK-KL�g 

‘��J’ �.��!0� �!5�� �P���� 
 

�!�bi� ���!� 92� !:��# �P���� ������-<-4�., ��U0� &�,&,�� $!��� !��#��� 
'��� �������� ‘��J’ �.��!0 �!5�� ���E��� ������ �#!��� ���5�� ���। ��� 4������ !��% 
&��< 92� �!5�� ���E��। ‘��J’ �.��!0� (��� g�� ���� �"�����% '�M। (���%� �M�� 
��0�� ���� ������ ��%�3� �#��। 
  

92�� �!5�� ���E���� 5� ����� ��� �A ����� #<%��M, ��� ������� �M� ��� 
(*��। ��M�,� �!5���� ���%��� !��"� �M� ��। ����=�� &� �U�=� #<�� (�� 9��) !���� 
��/HM�<�� �M� 5��,� (*��। ���$ '9�U �4A�� �� !�^�*��� �!5�� ���E�� 5� ����� !=� #<। 
(�8��� ��! #<�� ����=��� !���� �"�����% �#J���%��0� $ �v�5J �#J���%��0��� ��/HM�<। '��� 
�!5�� ���E���� �!5�� ������  !�� ��� �� 2���% 9�2��� (�>�% ��M��� (!����� #��$ 
���� ���� !�̂ �*��� !���� ������ ���।  
 

(�8��� ���!� ���x� ��� #<�� �!5�� ���E�� ‘��J’ �.�!0 &� (A� ��+� �������Q� 
!�#� ��#���� 9��"��� �U�+� !���� �������� ���%V ��� ���। <#�� ���" �!��� ����� 
�,����, .�����, '������, ��%������� ��� 3������5"।  

 


�=�7 '�X� #���� 
���� 

RR-KK-�g  
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!�=�P���7 ����  !%� ������ �#�� 
 

9�7 (�8���� S� ��+� �������Q ���5�� ���� �� '���� ���2�% ������ #���?  
 

3{�7 �!��� &��� <��� ���E�� �M�। �!��  ��� #�%�M� ����� *�5 �%��!��#� 
M����� ��%। '���� ���� �!����� ���E�� ������ ��� ����। '�� ���E�� ������ �#!��� 
92�� ������� ��M� ���� ���< ������%, ����� '��� ��M� (����� ���। '����� 92� 
(����� #% �*i��� R/g �����। �������� ��$��’� ���" '��� &��� &"����� ���। ����� '�� 
��������% ��$��’� 3�� &��� ��<J ���8 ���। 

  
9�7 ��*��� ���8 ��� &��� ���� ����?  
 

3{�7 '��� ��� ��< &� �!�� ������� �*������% ��������� �*�� ���% ����G�� 
��%�� ���� �" ‘��*’ ��� &�� v��� �M� ������� ��#���%। '��� ��M� ���� ���� ��% &"����� 
���। ���� ��<�� ��Y�� 9���� �%�� �" 92�� &��� ����� 4����% ��%। ����� ���� �. 
������ �#!��� &��� �!�� ��* ���%। &�� !� ������� �!����� �M�। '��� ���� &"����� 
��5�<। �*��� ��� '�! ���� 4�� '�!। '����� ���M ��< �M� ��f '��� ��< ��5��� �����। 
��8��� 4�� ����� �� '��� .�%�� ���। .�%�� ��� '��� &"����� ���। &"����� ���� !�% 
��/,���/�,� ���" '����� &��� �M�� #����% ��% &�� '��� 3<2� ��� 4�� '�!। '����� 
������ ��� ��M� ���1����� �M�। '��� �!5���� �� �M� �! #����% ��%। 

  
9�7 &"������� .��.� �� �M�?  

 

3{�7 &"������� .��.� �M� K� � '��0� ���" ~ � ���� ��% &�� K � '#� 
#�%�M�। '��� ��� ("��"� ���M ��� ��<। ����� ��� �JJ��J ���*�� ���� d &"������।  

 

9�7 &< &"������ '����� ��� =�� #%�? 
  

3{�7 �, '����� ��� =�� #%� ������ '��� �!5���� #����% ��$%� M�,�। (��" ���� 

��� #��� �� �.�� ��<।  

 

9�7 ����0��� '��� (����� ��?  
 

3{�7 ���� (������ �������� ��$��’� 3�� '�� ��<J ���। ��<J ���� !�% '���� 
&"��!� ����M�� ��0�� ���% ��0� !����। �� ��� �"��b �M��। ��� '����� <3��� 
���E�� ������ �M��।  

 

9�7 &�� ��� ���! #�%�M�? 
  

3{�7 &�� �*i��� �p��% !:��# #�%�M�।  
 

9�7 ���������� �� ����� ��1 �M� �!���? 
  

3{�7 ���������� ��1 ���� 9�% ��, ������ �� ������� �M� &�� &� ������ �� 
��y� ������� ������%� �M�। '��0�� �� �J0��� �M��, ("���� M�,�% �M�। '��� ��<J 
����M���  
 
 

 
* KL�K-&� (�8���� �������� �!����#��� ����9�:। !�=�P����� 9�q ��@0� KR-K�-S� ������ a#��। 
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&�" ��, ����� ���I�%�M��� '����� (����� &�$ 4��M &�� '��� (����� ���� �� 
!��20" ����। '��� �.���"��� ��<J ����। '��� .�%���� ���"�� ��<J ����M���। ��0�� .�%�� 
���% ‘��<J’ ���� �2� �M�। '��� &��� �#���� �M���। ��$��’�� (" �#���� �M�। ��I��� X-
��� 5��� ��20�"। 
  

9�7 '���� ��� �M��?  
 

3{�7 &< ��<�J '�� &� ���E�� ��% �5�%�M���। '����� �"�����%� g" ��0�� �M�। 
��0�� ���%< .�%�� ��� #�%�M�। &���� ��� �"���%���� #%�। &�� &��� ������ �����-&� �� 
(����� �M�। &��� '�� <3��� �.�� '�!। & !�% '������� ��� #%, ‘�������� ���������� 
�*�� ��%5� ��%�� ��� �J�.� ��� #��’। 

  
RR�� �*i� '��� ��������� 9��� ���। �!��� �,���� ��� &��� ��%5� '�M, �!< 

��%5��� '��� �J�.� �<। &< �J�.� �%�� !�% '����� 3�� R/g ��� 'T�U 4���% 
������ '��0। ��f '��� 9�����< &< 'T�U !�.��"� !��2 �� ���। ����� �"�����-R ������ 
���� ����� &�� ���� !���� �M��- �!< �"����� 92������ �� <� ��+� ������Q .�%���� 
!�����0 ��% &�� .�%�� !������0� 92� �5���< ���50��� 3�� ��,। RL�� �*i� '���  ���� 
�#�� ��!��� ��� ���������� (*")�� 46,�)*��� 9����� �"। RL ����� ���� ��������� 
������ �" ���0 ��� ��< ����� �"�����%। &< !�% <��%� ���a�J� &��� ����� �" '������� 
��� #%। �v�5�J� �"� �M� ���!�5��� 3�� 'T��U�। '������� ��� #% ���!�5� �2�� 
]��+�� �� &��!! '�M �!���� 5�J0 ���� #��। *��5��M ��M� &"���� ���! '�M �!��� 
'������� ���-(. ��� &��� �J�.� ��5��� #��। '����� ���M �2" �M� �� *��5��M &� '��0 
���� '�M। '��� �!*��� �J�.� �<। ��f '��� �� K�� �J�!i� *��5��M ��/H�M �� ���� 
�!��� &� ������ ���� '��0 '�M &�� ��M� KR� ��7 ��7 ��0��$ �M� �!���। ����� R/g ����� 
�J�!i�� '������� $��� 3�� 'T�U 4����� ��� #%। 92�� '����� X< ���E�� 'T�U 
4���%। X< ���E�� 'T�U 4����� '����� ��� ��M�-9�% K� � �#� $ ��� ��M� '#� #%। 

  
9�7 X< ���E�� �� �� ��% �5�%�M��? 
  
3{�7 &��� ���� ��#��� $ '� &��� ���� $%���3� <!���। &��� �M� �v�*� ���E�� 

'� &��� �M� '�.� ���E��। ��� 4���0 ���E���� ������ #% &�� '��� <��%� '��0����� 
!�����0 ��% �!< 'T�U�� !���!!.�� ��� &�� ���� �� !�������% '��� *��5�M ��� ���। 

  
9�7 �!�� �� ������ #��?  
 

3{�7 �!�� �J�!i� g/� ������ #��। '��� �� '�M *��5��M 2����< ��� �G�xU� ��� #% 
&�� <�c�� 5���� �1@�� *��5��M< ���M���। &�� ���� �� '������� ��� #% �+������� #�% 
�.O�5u '!�� #��। '��� *��5�M �2�� �+������� �$� #<। �+�������� '����� �����M� 
�"���%���� #%। ��< �"���%���� �M�। &��� ��� &�� &��� ��! &�Q�"�� ��<� 3�, ��%, .�� 
�����M� �"���%���� #%। 

 

9�7 &�� ��� #%?  
 

3{�7 &�� �/S �J�!i��। *��5�M �2�� &��� ��H4� ���� '�M �.O�5�u� ����। '��� �!< 
���� ���% '!�� !�% '����� �"���%���� #%। �.O�5u #�% �!����� ���M �5����5u ��� &���  
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��%5� '�M �!��� &�! &��� [������� �� #%। �!��� ��M� ‘2�!’ [�3� �M�। ������� 
'����� �"�����% �G��$ ��� �.��। &� �!�� ‘2�!’ [�3��� '��� �c� ��� �.��।  
 

9�7 &�� �� ����� �M�?  
 

3{�7 &�� L/K� ����� �M�। <�����" '��� ����M��� ��, �!��� ���J$ ����� $�� 
*����% ~~ B�0� ��<�.�! �#���b������5 ����% ��%- ����� !�+ ������ '��0� ��� ��� 
4��M�। '����� ���" ��� ��M�  >��% ���1����� �M�। ������� '��� �� T! ��� $���� �����% 
��< ��� �%�� �"। Kg/K� ������ '��� ��� ��< '����� '� $���� ����� ����� �<। ��� 
������ '��0�� �����% �5�M &�� !���������� ���� ‘‘��!����J’’ #�%�M। Kh ����� '��� 
�!��� 9��� ���। ��f '.�4����� '����� �!��� �#�� ���� ��%� #%�। '����� ���� 
2���� ��� #�%�M।  

 

9�7 �� ���� ��%� #% �<? 
  
3{�7 '������� ��� #�%�M�, '��� ��� ������ '��0��� !��2 I5,� ��� ����� ����� 

���� �.��। ��M�,� '��� #%� ���U �M�। '��� ���� 2������� !�%< ��� ��< �� !�� ��� 
��� �"�����%��!, '�0! �!B��� ��� ��� <��%�% ��% ��$%� #��। �!��� ��� 2������� 
!�%< .�� ��+� '����� !��2 ���5�� ���। d !�% ������ $!��� '�!, ������ ��%� 
'�!। ������ $!��� �!��� ���� .��0 ��+� &�� S� ��+��� 3�N�� *�xU ��। <��%� 
�J�*��� ������ ��� �M�� ������ ��$ �� (" ��3, '��� ���� ��� �� �<- ���$ 
'����� 3�N�� *�xU ��। �!��� ��� &��� �2� ����M��, '��� &�$ �A �� '�M। ��� 
����M��,‘‘ ������ ���1��� ����M� ��� *� �������� ��� &� ��x। &� ������ ��� ��� ��%5�% 
4�� ����। &�� �������� &� ��� #�� ����� 5����� '_��%�5 ���’’। #%� ��� '��� �� 
'��0 �2�� !�� ��< �!< 3�N��" ����M��।  

 

��< �#��, '��� ‘��J’ �.��!0� '���� �M���। &� ���" ��� ��< ‘��J’ �.��!0� '��� 
�"�����%, g% ��+� ���� �M� $�� M��� &�! ��/H�M �5�M।  

 

9�7 �!��� ������ �!���#� .�<��� ��� !������ ���?  
 

3{�7 ����% ��� Kh< �J�!i� ����M� ��$ !E6U0 !������ ����। Kg, K�, K~, Kh 
�J�!i� &� ��%5�% &� &� !�% ����M। ��� ����% ���� #�%�M �!�� �!����� ��M� ��M� ��%5� 
���� �M�। Kh ������ �� '��� ���$�% ���� '�! �� '��� ��� ��< �� ������ '��0�� 
!������� &�� &� ���� �!��� ���� �!��� ‘��!���’ ����M। '�� ��� KS����� �!< 
�"��E ��< &�� ���� ���� (����J !������ ��� �.���M। &� &� ��%5�% &� &� !�% ��� 
L/K� ������ ]��+� '����� ���� ��M� #�� �5�M। ��/�*������� '��� '�5 #�%�M। '��� 
��/�*������ #�% &�!�M���। �� �!��� �v�5J ���� �� '� ��� ������ �M� ����� ���x� 
���� ��� ���� �M��। M���� ��M� '�5 !������ ����M। Kh ������� ���� �!��� �"��J� 
����� �!����� ����� '��0 �!��� ��,� #%। �!��� ������ '��0� ��� �v�5�J%�� �M� &�� 
�����M� (�.!�� �M�।  

 

9�7 '����� ���" �� �� �M�� !�������� !�%?  
 

3{�7 !�������� !�% '��� ��3 �M��� �। <��%� '��0 !������ ���8 ���। '����� 
���������� �.�!0�� �!���� ����� ��%� #%�। !���� v�� �� �*�+ �5�%�M�, <��%� '��0 ��  
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������ ���M�। ������� ��� ��%� #�%�M� ��, ���������� ��� 5�,� &���-$��� ����� &�� 
'������� ���� ��x� ��� #�%�M�। 
 

9�7 ��� '���� ����� �"�����% ��* ��� ��*���?  
 
3{�7 ��� '��� ]��+� ��<। �!��� ���%���-�.�%��� �M���। ��� RK�� �.�%��� 

�4��5�� & ��/HM�< ������ (�.!���� !�+।  
                                            

<� ��+��� 5�07 �4����� ��� 
 

K~< '5� KL�K। '��0����!# &� �"�����% ��� #����� $ �� ������ �������  
�4������� ��� <� ��+��� ��������� #%।  

 
<� ��+� �M� �i�<� �.�!0। &��� �M�� �!-$ ���� ����� (2�J0 ��+�), �!-$ ���� 

��%�3N� (.��0 ��+�) $ �!-$ ���� '���� #� (S� ��+�), '� �M� ���1���#�� X�� ����। 
�6� ����� �M�� ‘��J’ �.��!0� (���%� ���� ��%�। 

  
K~< $ Kh< '5� #����� ������#� ��-�� �� .�<� ����M ����� ���� ����� $ ���� 

!�.������J '�0! ��%। ���� �� �� #�%�M ��� #������� <� ��+�� �J�.�� .��� ����� 
!�20 #��। ��f �, ������ ��� <� ��+� ������Q ��H�� ��H�� ����, ���� '5�� ���� X’�� 
��� ����� 'T�U ���!� ��� �5�M। X�� ��� ���1������� �+� $ ��� .�H� ���% !�a# ��� 
#����� ��#�� �J�.��� .�H�-�.���। K�< '5� �4������ �6�0��� ���% &�5�% �5� S� ��+�। 
�� #�% �5� X’�� #����� ����। �#� #� � � ��� #����� ���#�। ��%5� ��� ��� &B�� 
.��0 ��+�, 2�J0 ��+�। �1=%� �4������ ���� (!�� �����T�� ���� ����� ��� 4�� ���� 
����� ���#� <� ��+� �F� ����� '��0���� $ !�.������J '�0!-&� !��� �’�� &!-&�-'� 
'� ��-����  ��%। (�����*% ��� ���1������� #�������� <�O <�O ��� ��M� #���� �4������ ��� 
�2��, '� a���� �@x�-��� !��< ����� ��M� *���Q%���� ��� ���M। �5�� ]�� $ 
*����!�% 3N�: <� ��+��� ���%��� ��� ���#�� ��U 'G�� 3��=� ��� 9�� 9#�� !��� 
&�5�%�M, ���� ����% #����� ������ B�� M��,�M। 

  
&��� KL�� '5�। !������� �� !�"�% #��P �� X�� 3���� #����� ����, �����। <� 

��+� $ ���1���#� 'T�U ����% ������। ������0 (!�� X7!�#�! !�"�� 'H��� ���� !��2 !��2 
2�J0 ��+� ���� ������� !��2 '�$ ��%� 5� &�5�% !���� &��� #����� ����� ��� ��� 
��। ������< #�"� ��� � � #�������। 

  
����� 'H���� ��� '�$ �1=%� $ �#�� #�% 3����। ������� �� '��0����� �*���� 2��� 

!�Z$ �4������ ��� �2�� ������ 4�% K �"�����% #�����। ‘��J’ �.��!0� (���%� ��%�� (J0��7 
‘$����� ����� ���� ��%� #���। �4������ ���� $��� ��� #��’। ���1������� !)�0�U �=: 
5���� �5�% ���� �% #�������� ��M�। �*�� ���� ���� ���� <� ��+� ���� ��, ������� 
������, �����, �J�.� ��<�।  
 
 
 

 
*  ��� ‘<�{.��’ KLSR ���% ���! !��"�% 9����� ��!� !���� ��4� 9����� �2�� !�����। 
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<� ��+��� �*0�� �������� ��y� 'G��� �*�+ �,�� ��5��� $��� �����, B�,� B�,� 
#�% �5� ������� �J�.�। 9�U*�% �4����� �J�.� �M�, ������ ��� ����!�� �#J-��J $ 
'#���� ��% �/S ��<� �6��, �4����� ���$�%� ����। ������� ��2 9�U ���� $HP ���� 2��� 
���1�������� B��� G��%।  

 
R��� '5� ��1 #�% �5� �4�����। �1=%� ��H4�� ��H4��� ����� �� �� 9�U��1�� 

*���� <� ��+��� ��� ���%��� &�5�% 4���� ����� ��� #�������� ����0� �J�.� ��< 
�4����� ���$�%�� 'G�� #��� �"। �y��� ��, 2����� �1��� �4�����। '�c 3�p��� 
�5U �4������ �U�=�� &�! ����� ����� ������ ������ ��, '�M ������ #����� $ 
��������� ���। ��� #�������� �J�.� ��< ��1 �*�! ����। ���1������� �#� #�������� 
�4������� ��� ��%�� �"�>� ���। ���������� X<�� �O ��� ��, $ R�� ��J���� ��! #%। 
��! #% ��%��� !�H���%� 5�,�। <� ��+��� g � !���" '#� #%।  
 
 
 
 

-------------- 
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������� !6� ����� 
RR। �/ ���#� 5� $ ��� ��� 

�P���� 
����� &���J��� ������ KL�K 

 

!�=�P���7 ���7 �#�� 3��# 
 

We reached Bombay airport on the 10th April 1971 and we3re warmly 

received and welcomed by the Major and Commissioner. Next day we reached New 

Delhi and were received by Lt. Cdr. Sarma, I.N staff of the Indian foreign office and 
Intelligence Branch. During the 1

st
 10 days of our stay in New Delhi we were 

interviewed by the Indian army officers Submarine and Surface officers of the navy 
and by the Intelligence Branch. Thereafter I was asked by the Captain Roy Choudhury 

and one Colonel of Inter Service Intelligence Branch about our aims and objects of 
coming to India. I suggested them to become naval commando and we wanted 

commando training. On completion of our training we will form a naval commando 
team from the students of Bangladesh under our supervision with the help of the 

Indian Government. The suggested plan was approved by the Indian authority. 
 

Admiral Nanda and Intelligence Captain Roy Choudhury were very much 

pleased to arrange all sorts of help for Bangladesh Naval Commando and a training 

centre was established Plessey, Murshidabad,. On 22
nd

 of April, 1971 late Lt, Sumir 

Das and petty officer Gupta were detailed to impart naval commando training to us in 
the river Jamuna (New Delhi).  

 

Following trainings were imparted to us: (a)_ Swimming for 6\7 hours for 

under water demolition and sabotage operation; (b) mines; (c) land mines;(d) 
demolition of bridges; (e) unarmed combat. During our training we met col. (now 

General) M.A.G Osmani, C-in-C. Bangladesh Armed Forces in New Delhi. We 
discussed our plans and future programmes with them. He assured us that on going 

back to Calcutta all arrangements for naval commando training and recruitment from 
student group will be done to give fulfillment of our plan and programme.  

 

Recruitment: We arrived Calcutta by air on 10th of May 1971. I alongwith col. 

(now General) M.A.G Osmani, the then C-in-C of Bangladesh Armed Forces, visited 

Takipur and Bhomra Youth camps on 21st of May 71 and recruited 120 boys 

Bangladesh for naval commando training. These camps were under Major M.A. Jalil 

and Lt. Col. Abu Osman. They were dispatched to Plassey camp (West Bengal) for 

training. The second batch of 200 boys were recruited from differently youth camps. 

based in Agartala. I was the in- charge of whole trainees for their training welfare, 
fooding and lodging and all other organization of further planning and operation. 

 
 

 

 
* ������ �/ ���#�� (��� l���� ��H��� �/ G�H���� ��-&-&! ‘�"�����’�� KL�K !���� ���40 9��=U ���x ���7 �#�� 3��#, 
�!-��$, ��H� (�� � � !#���5� !������ �/ �!�!# �����% &�! ���������� ���1���� ���5 ��। ("�" !#���5��� #��7 
���7 ������. �#��!, ��-$, ��� '��, ��-$, ���7 '#!� 3��# &�<-K, '�X� $%��#� �4/����, '�-$-K, '7 ���� <&-K 
&�� ���7 '��X� �#��, ��%�J0-K। 
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The training started in full swing on the concurrence of the Indian authority. 

The training manual include the following programme: (a) minimum 9 to 10 hours 

swimming, such as surface swimming, under water swimming, swimming with 

weight of limpet mine, swimming with fins and without fins, soundless swimming at 

night, operation, tactics; (b) demolition practice; (c) grenade throwing practice; (d) 

use of small arms; (f) unarmed combat practice; and final 18 hour practice in the river 

Bhagirathi near Plassey where we lost our independence in 1757 A.D. This historical 

place inspired boys to undergo so much hard and tedious training to get back the 

independence of our beloved motherland. The training life was so miserable that the 

boys even could not be supplied with salt to have their food, nor the Government of 

Bangladesh could take interest for us. the training of 1
st
 batch of naval commandos 

was completed on the 10
th

 July, 71 and the 2
nd

 batch completed their training on 31
st
 

July 1971. 

 
Planning: A plan was now set with the concurrence of the Indian authority to 

sink the foreign and Pakistani ships stationed at the main ports of Bangladesh and 
block the river routes completely. Great emphasis was given for destruction works 

and for operations in the following ports of Bangladesh: (a) Chittagong port,(b) 
Mongla port, (c) Chandpur inland port, (d) Narayangonj  inland port, (e) Daudkandi 

inland port etc. Accordingly 178 trained commandos were divided in four groups and 
were dispatched as under: (i) Ist group of 61 commandos were sent to Chittagong on 

1
st
 August, 71 under the command of A.W Choudhury, one of the deserters from 

France; (ii) 2
nd

 group consisting of 28 commandos was sent to Chandpur on 2.8 1971 

under the command of M.B Alam one of the deserters from France; (iii) 3
rd

 group of 

28 commandos was sent to Narayangonj on 2.8. 71 under the command of M.A 

Rahman one of the deserters from France; and (iv) 4th group consisting of 61 

commandos was sent to Mongla on 4.8 71 under the command of M.A Ullah one of 

the desert from France. All the 4 group were instructed and advised to attack their 

respective ports at 0000 hours on the night of 16
th

 August, 1971. 

 

The freedom loving and the independent people of Bangladesh would really 

appreciate to hear that the group detailed for Chittagong. Narayangonj and Chandpur 
reached their destinations of operation on foot. For days together they did not have 

even a morsel of rice and were to cross through the paths where Punjab's the Rajakars 
local collaborators were vigilant of catching Mukti Fouj. 

 
The Mongla group reached their destination by rowing country boat from 

India. Fresh water was not available in their journey path. They crossed through the 

deep jungle of Sundarban. All the four groups attacked on the night of 6th August 71 

and the people of Bangladesh heard following precious news from the Radio of 

Bangladesh BBc, London: "The naval commandos of Bangladesh have sabotaged 6 

ships and barges at Chittagong port, 5 ships and barges at Mongla port, 3 coasters and 

barges at Narayangonj, 1 ship and one pantban at Chandpur. Bridge of Daudkandi has 
completely been destroyed. The reverine routes of the Pakistani gunboats as well as 

the only path from Chittagong to Dacca have completely been cut off by naval 
commando of Bangladesh." Will the brethren of freedom fighters admit that not a 

single operation was done in so innermost place of Bangla Desh before this one? This 
is just to console the soul of the commandos  
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who actively participated in this operation. On completion of their task they returned 

to Plassey Camp. It pains me to express that one Mr. Aftabuddin NO. 0056, the 

greatest and beloved son of Bengal was caught by the Rajakars of Bhudhata of 

Khulna. He was mercilessly killed by the Rajakars. 

 
More 60 boys joined our camps from Agartala Youth camps for commando 

training. Again 120 boys from youth camps of West Bengal also joined or camp for 

training. On or after 26th of August 71 small group consisting of 4 to 20 commandos 

in each group were sent to the following places for sabotage and destruction operation: 

Chittagong port, Barisal, Mongla, Sylhet, Aricha, Nagarbari, Madaripur, Narayangonj, 

Chandpur, Magura, Daudkandi, Fulchcarighat, Khulna Rajshahi, Bhola, Narsingdhi, 

Nabinagar, Rajbari, Austagram and other important reverine ports of Bangladesh. 

They used to complete their specific tasks and return to Plassey camp time to time. 

Attempts were made to sabotage the Hardinge bridge of Pakssey. In one operation 4 

commandos were caught by the Rajakars and they were tortured severely by them. 

Even under inhuman torture the newly trained commandos did not disclose their 

identifications. In the longrun they were set free. In the operation of Faridpur Shaheed 

Kabizzaman No. 0067 was killed by the Punjabis. In one operation in Chittagong one 

of our commandos was missing when he went to outer anchorage operation. They 

could sink two days near patena. In an operation at Fulchharighat 3 commandos 

including late A.R Mian were killed when putting their mines to a moving gunboat.  

 

The commander-in-chief of Bangladesh forces advised Brigadier Salek to send 

me for operation in Khulna with 11 boys. 1 let Plassey Camp on 26
th

 September, 71 

for 9 Sector HQ at Taki. I was provided with following arms and ammunitions; (a) 26 

mines, (b)20ibs explosive, (c) 2 SLR, (d) 4 SMG and(e) taka 600/00.Lt. Arefin with 

40 F.F. naval commandos, M.B Alam with 20 naval commandoes and group incharge 

Khiger Ali with 40 F.F. joined me in Taki on 30
th

 September 71. Coming to khulna i 

did following operations and managed to open 19
 
camps including 3 training centers 

in Khulna and Sundarban areas. Eight thousand freedom fighters were trained in this 

training centres and they actively participated in the liberation war. From October to 
16th December, 71 the operations done by me were(a) 6th October 71 In Assasuni 

operation 25 Rajakars were killed and wounded. (b) 9
th

 October 71 In Chapra 
operation 6 Rajakars were killed and wounded. (c) 15th October and 28th October in 

Sundarban 6 dacoits were caught. (d) 26
th

 October IN Koyra operation one ship one 

flat and two barges were sunk. (e) 2;nd November two ships were sunk in Mongla 

airport.(f) 8
th

 November in Laksmikhola operation 6 Rajakars  were killed and 

wounded; (g) 12th November one ship Was sunk in Mongla port; (i) 25th November in 

Chalna operation 10 Rajakars were killed and Dakope operation. (j) 5
th

 December In 

Kapilmuni operation one hundred Rajakars were killed (I) 6
th

 December In Assasuni 
operation 2 rajakars were killed and the other surrendered. (m) 7th December-In 

Debhata operation one killed and other Rajakars surrendered;, (n) 8th December In 
Mongla port operation captured guns and all Pak forces (Rajakars 
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surrendered): (0) 10th December-In Baitaghata Operation 2 Rajakars were killed and 

the other surrendered: (p) 14
th

 December- In Gollamari operation retreated due to 

heavy shelling from Pak army: and (q) 16
th

 and 17
th

 December-8000 FF all Mujib 

Bahini of Khulna District was under my command, attacked Khulna town from all  

sides, 2barges fitted with captured 4 no. 40/60 mm guns had been shelling on Pak 

army position, and I entered into Khulna own on 17th December at 06/30 hours after  

heavy fighting with Pak army and Rajakars. 4 Pak military were killed.  

 

 The day  I started operation and organization of the above training centre's the 

following commanders came under my command till the date of the liberation of the 

country: 1. Capt. Shafiqulla: 2. Lt. A. S. M. Arefin: 3. Mr. Kamruzzaman (Tuku), 

Mujib Bahini Chief, Khulna district : 4. Mr. Tawfiq (Mujib Bahini) : 5. Mr. Bahar Ali 
(Mujib Bahini): 6. Mr. Quayum (Mujib Bahini) : 7. Mr. A. Salam (Mujib Bahini): 8. 

Mr. Yunus Mujib Baini: 9. Mr. Khijir Ali, F.P. 
 

   It is to be noted that Khulna and Mongla rivers are full of shark and our 
commandos went into water with a simple limpet mine and fins in their legs. During 

operation not a single casualty fro shark. Though there was chilling winter still the 
commandos had to remain in water for days together. Heavy rains, heavy colds no 

rations no clothes no shelters even in Sundarban the tigers are there. The Commandos 
have done so many sea and operation which cannot be expressed. Zahurul Hoq. Abdul 

Khaleq, Shamser Ali were seriously injured while operating on Mongla. In 

commando operations about 76 sea-going ships small ship's cargo coasters launchers 

gunboats converted gunboats barges flats were sunk or partially damaged and few 

jetties and bridges were destroyed. 

 

 It may be mentioned here that two more camps Hasnabad and Haldia were 

organized to assemble the old defected ex sailors of P.N. Khurshid. In cooperation 

with major Jail, the Commander of 9 sectors a fleet was raised named Bangabandhu 

Fleet. This fleet was composed of small vessels fitted with small guns. They used to 

come to the locality of Sundarban of area and did small operations. They finally 

entered in Bangladesh after liberation.   
 

 Two more gunboats Padma and Plash clewed with the ex-sailors of erstwhile 
Pakistan Navy came for operation at Khulna area. Both the gunboats were sunk. After 

the sinking of the two gunboats, the position o the CPOS/sailors was as under: (a) 
Shahid: Mohd. Ruhul Amin-C. ERA, Mohd. Mumtajuddin Me-1 Mohidullah – A. B. 

M. D. H. Mullah A.B. M.M. Rahman A.B. M. Haque A. B. Rafiqul Islam naval 

commando,  and Fariduddin Ahmed REN-1; (b) Injured: M. A. Taher- ME-1, A.R. 

Bhuyan-EN-1 M. Fazal LME A. Haque A. B. M.A. Mutalib A. B. M.A. Mazumder 

ME-1 Bashir Ahmed naval commando and M. Jalaluddin L/S (c) Caught by Rajakars 

and taken to Khulna jail after merciless torture M. A. Rauf L/S, M.S. Haque L/wrt., M. 

A. Sarkar- PO/RS, M. A.  Hussain S/td, A.R. Khan To-2, Rafiqulla A. B. Jaker L/S, 
Taher ME/I. 

 
 A group of 8 Sailors also actively participated in the liberation war with the 

regular army in sector-3, at Hazamara. They are: Mr. Islam ER. IV M. M. Uddin 
L/wrt, Z.U. Ahmed-CK-I, K. N. Islam PM-1, Saleh  Mohammad A D D 
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Amin-REN-I, and Sirajuddin A. B. These 8 sailors and a rigorous lift at the frontal 

fight with the Punjabis at Dharmanagar area (Sylhet) and were in B company under 

Col. Safiullah. They actively attacked the position of the Pakistanis in three attacks 

Moreover they used to go for operation inside Sylhet daily under Shaheed Lt. 

Badiuzzaman. They were engaged in operation inside Bangladesh as well as in border 

areas of Sylhet the other sailors who revolted also worked under army in different 

sectors and they also fought gallantly for their country.  

 

 The 17
th

 of December 71 was a red letter day in my life as well as for the 

people of Bangladesh. At 06-45 hours on the 17th December I captured Khulna town 

and hoisted the independence flag of Bangladesh on the circuit house building. The 

people of the town greeted us with the cheers of Joy Bangla and heaved a sigh of 
relief seeing there own brethren Mukti Fouj amongst then. Major Jalil and the Indian 

military came to Khulna town at about 11-00 hours on the same day. They became 
astonished to see me and my group.  

 
-Joy Bangla- 

 
(Mohammad Rahmatullah) 

Sub/Lieutenant, Bangladesh Navy 
19-11-74 

 

!�=�P���!�=�P���!�=�P���!�=�P���****◌7◌7◌7◌7    ���7 ���3� '�����7 ���3� '�����7 ���3� '�����7 ���3� '��    
KK-h-�L 

 
 92� 'T�7 '����� �/-��2 ��������� 92� ��0�P���� �Y #% '5A ���!� �@��% 
!:��# 92� ����। '�� ��M�!��"� �M��!# ������� #�% '5����% '�! �#c��� ����Y ����� 
4�,। '5���� �2�� 9�%���% �5�����Y�!# '��� !��5 ���� �M�� ��% '�� ������ (�*���� 
�$� ��<। '��� ����5� �M� ������-4�H���� �.��G��!# ��#�� ���� ���। 
 
 ������ &��� �5���� �� ��% '�� ���5� �J0�� ���% ��������� 9��� ���। �2�� 
�M� ��#�,� $ ����। X< ���� ����!�� 9#��������� ��" ���% 5*�� ���� '��� ���, ���<। 
>��% a����!��� & �"����� '���� !�#��" ����M��। !���� ��� #�% '�� 92�� '����� 
��������� ����0 ��� &�� �6U0 3�"�� !���� ���� &�5�% 4��। ���2�$ ���=�, ���2�$ �-
�+�, ���2�$ '��� �J��� ��� ���। (�� !��5��� '��� �!-&� �� �, ���� ��� #�% �/�� ��% 
4��� 2���। &<*��� ��M�X� ��$%�� �� '��� ���% �#�� �*��� 9��� ���� ��5���। &� !�% 
!��� #�% �5�। '��� &� ����� !��#��� ���,�� 3����। ����� !��#� '������� !�#��" 
����M��। !�"�� 9����  '��� '��� ���� �Y ��� &�� 4�H������ ��� !.���� a��� <v��#� 
����� (��-��) !��#��� ���,�� &�! 3��। ����� !��#��� X< �M�� !��� $ X�� '��� !�+ �M�। &� 
���� '��� $�� �2�� �5�% 3�� &��! ������ �#���� ��,���। $��� ����{����� � #$%�% 
'��� '��� &�! 3�� &� ���"�� ��!��� ��5 ���� ���,��। �!��� �����6�0� ��� �, �M���� 
��`� �#!��� '�� ���� &< W��%��� ��< ��, '����� (�>��� �2� ����% ���� '��� ��� 
�M���� #�"� �����। &�� ��� ���  
 
 

 
* 9�q ��@0� !�a#��। 
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#%। '��� ���I� M ���� ���� 4�H������ ��� ���% �� ���, ��<। &� !�% '��� I�,� ���� 
���� #<। &� .�� '������� 4��� ���" ��� ��M� !�% �/�� ��% (��=� ���� #�%�M�। ��� 
KK�� �2�� g�� ��0) '����� (�*�� 4��� �2� �M�। '��� ��� !�% '����� (�*� '�i ��� 
��f X7��� ��x% *�5" '����� !�9!; �M� �। !�< '��#� <��। (��" '����� (�*���� 
!������ ������ #�%�M� ����� �������� ����� ��¡ �2��। '����� !���� �M� ��� 
������ ���� &��� 5��� ���- ��6 '!�� ����� 4�, <�"���। '����� (�*�� ��Y #$%�� �2� 
�M� K�< '5� ����5� ���� ��f d ���� ��G��; X��0�5�6U0 2���% '� ��M�,� '����� ��/HM���� 
����{� � 2���% (�*�� X<�� ���M�% ��$%� #�%�M�। 
  
 K�< '5� ��� KK��%  '�� '��� 92� (�*�� 4���<। &� '�5 '�� ���� ����% 
4�H���� �#� $ ���2 *��*��� �����0� ��� '�!, ���� ‘����’ ��� #%। '�� �M����� M%�� ��� 
*�5 ��� 9��"��� &��� ��� ������ ��< ���� ���2 3¢�*��� !���� ���% ����5��� ���� 
(a!� #�� ���0� ��<। !��5  '��$ ��M� �$� ��< X<�� ��<!#। X� M�,� !��< ����� 
���50�� ��< ��5��� !�20 #%। '��� �= �M� !�4�<�� �, &��� 5��� ��#��। &�" '�� X�� 
��< ��% (" X� �M��!# 92�� 5��� ��#���� ��4 J�� ���%  �� #��� ��< ��5�< &�� !��5 
'��� !+� X�$ ��< ��5�%। &��� !�����% � �� ���� &�! ��,। &� !�%  !"��#� ��#�� 
5��� '������� !`��� ���� ��%। �� &���� ��#��� ��5��� ��< ��� ��� ��£ .���� �Y 
����M। ��#���� �*��� ��  # W���, �4P��� �Y #�% �5�%�M। X< ��� �2�� �� 9#�� ���#� 
��� ���" (�� B�� M�,�� '�� ����M। '��� �� �� B��� ���� ����� � ���� M�*+ #�% �� 
��� ���� !�� '¤�=�� �" ¥� !�� ��,। (" X< ��!# '��� M%� �� � � ������� 
5��� ��#���� !��� ���� 9�: #<। �� '�� &��� ���0 &� 5� ��� ��M� !�% ����� �����% ����। 
9�% �*�� #�% '!�M�। &���� ��#��$ '� !�� �, '���$ '����� �2 4��� ���� �। ��M� !�% 
(��=� ���� �� '��� ���� ���x ��5��� &��� ��< ����� ���M ���¦���� #% &�� 5��� 
��,����, ��� ���� �2�� ��� �*��� 4�� ��%। �� '��� d !�����5 ��,����, � �� ��� ��� 
#�% &� ����=��� ���� ���� ��,। &� !�% !��� #�% �5�M। '��� �� h� ��� &��� '�M 
���� �� ��� �� �����M ����� ��4���� �" M��� �5�M। �6�0 ���0� �������� ����� '������� 
�/��% 3���� �2� �M� �!< �6�0��0���� >�� �/�� � ��$%�% '��� !��< ���6k #�% ��,। '����� 
�� �6" #��, ��� (r �<। '�M ��� !���� ����� �" ���% �.। & (�>�% '�� ���!�!# &� 
����� ���,�� �5�% 3�� &�� �����6�0� &� �/��% 3�� ��!। �/��� ����� '����� ���� ����� 
�4P��� ��%। '��� �/�� ��% (q ��M��6� &�!�M ��� &� !�% 4����� �2�� '������� 9�% 
K�� �/�� �G�� �.��। �/��B��� d !�% ���� <��� ��M ���M�। ���I�� '������� �G��$ ��� 
'����� ���� '!�� 2���। ���� '!�� �� '����� (�>� ��I�� ���� '������� J����� ��� 
�4P��� ��% &�� '����� �#c���� ��� �4�§� ���। '��� �/�� 9�% ��� �,�� 3�T�। !��� 
��M� !����� �2 ��। !� �/��� ���I�� �44����4 �Y ��� ���%�M। �� ���� 3���M, '������� 
�A ���� ���\। &� !�% '����� ��2�% 3��>� ���� ���� ��%। '�� '����� �M�������  
!�B�� �. 3���� ���� 3�4�% ���� ���। �� ��� �!< ���। '�� �� �4P��� ��� ���, '����� 
�2 M�,, ���� '��� ���������� B�� ��� ���� �.����। '��� #��� �40 ��<� 2���% �!�� ����� 
���� 3�4�% ��� &�� �2 M�,�� ���। $���� (��� 4�H���� �c�� '����� ��5��� ��< .��� 
'�� #�%�M। '�� ������� *% �����% ��� d �� �£ ��� ���M, '� &< �� '����� ���M ����� 
����M�, &�� �������� 3�� �M�, ���। ��� ���, '� ��% ���2�%, !��< �� �/�� ��% ��� 
���� ������ �Y �����। &� 
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.�� '��� �/�� ��� ��� �;� ��� &� �M��� (" &� �/��% 3��। ��� ��� ��<, 
'������� !�#��" ���� �" �M������ ������#� B�� ��� ���� �.��। 
 
 &��� '�� �!��� ��y� ���� �/�� 4����% ����4��� a��� �5�% 3��>� #<। $����� 
�4%���" ��$%� !��#� ��� ���,�� X��� �������� !�% '����� ������� �"�>� ���। =���% 
'����� �� �� �����% ��$%�� 3�T� #�%�M�। '����� ��� �� ��� &��� ����5%� M�,� 
'� ��M� �M� �। (��" ��� '����� 9��"��� &���� ��� ���+ ���%�M�� '� ��3�� �� �5�u 
'� ��3�� �� ���0। '���� '�5< �;� �M���� ��� &��� 5��M� $ 5��%� ���0 ���� �5�%�M�। '��� 
��$%�� !�% !���� ��< ��, '����� ���� �" ����!� $ �����M� ������� '����� ���� 
'!�M। &���>�% '��� ��,����, (q ��M� ��� ���� ���% $�� �2�� !�� ��,। !�"�� !�% 
��%�J0 ������ �#���� ���,�� �5�% 3�� &�� ���� ��� ��� (" &� ���,��। !������ ��� ��� 
(�t�%  �����% ��<। !��� #$%�� !��5 !��5 '�� �M����� ����� ��� #<। (�� ���������� �� 
Ẍ��� ���� ��< &�� ������� !��5 ��� '�� 4�� '�!  !.���� a��� <v�#��  (#�<[���� 9�� 
��=�) !��#��� ���,��। &�! ��� ��< 5����" 4�H���� �c�� �� (�*�� 4����� #% ��� �" 
����� !��#��� ������#� ��%� ��� &�� ���� �� ���� B�� ��� #�"� ���। ���,�� �� ��M� 
������� �M� !� ��M� ��� ��� ��% ��%। ��� ��0�� ����$ M��, �<। G�� �� �� *�x �"�2� 
��< &�� 9��}� ��� ��, &� 9������ ��< �� ����� ���  ��H�4�% ����। ����� !��#��� X< �M�� 
!��� $ ���!# '�� '����� ����� '5����% ��$%�� �"  ��� #�� 2���। &� !�% '�$ X� 
���� ���#�� ���� '��� !��5 ���5 ��%। 
  
 ������ &�! ��� ��< '�� ����!���� #��� ��� ��,�M &�� '�� ����� ��� 
'¤!��0 ����M। &< ��� ������ ���J$ �2�� ����� .��$ ��� 94�� #�%�M�। (��" 92� 
(�*���� ��G0 KK �� '��� ���©� ������� �M� �। &�� '��� ������� !���� �� ��Y 
9���T%�� !@�A #�%�M�। '��� '5�� !��< &�!��5  #x0�� ���% '���� G��, 3���% '�c 
#������ ���� �Y �����। X�� ���� � ���� '��� J�� ��, ������� �.�� ��$%�� �"। 
'���� �����Y ���� ��� ������� ��% ��$%� #%। �������% &�! !��� ����� ("�" �/-
(�*���� ���" !�4�<�� ���� ��#�� 4�H���� J����M�। &�� 4�H������ !���� �� �� �! !���� !�>� 
��0) ������ ����M�। 
  
 �p��% 'T�: ������� �2�� '��� ����� ������ 4�� '�!। <�����" '��� �" �� 
��� (�*�� 4��0  ��� ��� ���� #�%�M। '���� ����� �+�� ����0 (����� ���� #��। &� '�5 
�� ���� '��� �+�� ����0 (����� ���� ���%�M��� ���� ���� &��� !����� ��� 3��� �����। 
92� �+�� ���� (���%� �M�� '��� ��� '#!����#। 
 
 '�� &��� g�� �M�� !��5 ��� �+�� (������� �"  ��� #�� ��5���। '5� 
���!� ��x�� '�� g� � �M��!# �������� �"������� 4�� '�!। $��� '����� �" ��]�� 
�����  �%�� ��� �M�। �"������� �2�� '��� 9�%���% �5�����Y� !# L� �!8� ���� ���� 
!��#��� !��5 ���5 ��<। '���� !�#��" ���� �" ���� ���� '���� ��7 ���!�� '���. 
!��#��� !��5 ��। '�$ �� R�� � >� �5���� ���#�। >� �5���� ���#� '������� !�#��" 
���� '� 9�%������� ������#�� !��5 ��� 4�����। �����c%� ����� �2�� '��� '��� �#+�5u 
������ 4�� '�!। &��� X�� (��=� ���� �� ��7 ���!�� '���. !# '�� ���� ��% 
���������� (*")�� 9��� ���।  
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 '��� !����� ��������% 4���.�� �����। ���� ����% ��� ��5�� (2�� a���� ��0 
���,�� ����� �����। &�� !� !�% ����� �" 9ª{� 2����� ���� ������#� '������� 'T� 
���� '��� ��� ��������� ���� ����। &*��� X��� S� ��<� �2 �����% 9�% g�� ������ 
&��� �5���� �� ��% '��� �+�� �����0� ���M  �������� a��� '����� ����� >�� ���। 
  
  �������� a��� ����� ���� �M� �। (������ ��,�M� ����"�1। '��� !�c���� ���� 
&� �#c� *t������ ���,�� ']% �<। '� ("�" >����#� �M������� '��� ��%� *��5 *�5 
��� ����"�1 ���,�� ����, ���� '����� 3�� #��P ����!� 'T� ���� !����� ��� 3��� � 
����।  
  

 �������� a��� &��� ��]���� �� '�� $ '��� ��� ���!�� '���.!# '��� �+�� 
�����0 ‘����’ ���� �" ��< �M�� &� �/������5। d !�% ����� ��� &� ���1������ !��5 
'����� ���4% #%। �+�� ����0-&� ��� �! '�5 �2��< �5���� �P���� 4������। '����� ���% 
�! '�$ !�#! (�0 �����। ����� $����� ���!c� #$%�% '����� ����G�� 4��4�� !����� 
#�%�M�। '���. '�� ����� $ �/�� 4������ �" '�$ ��%�� �M��!# '��� ��� !�"�� 
'�5 �+�� ����0 ‘����’ ��� '�!। ���� '��� !�"�� !�% �, �, M’��� �/��% �+�� �����0� 
���M &�! 3��। >����#��� '��� �� ��%5�% ���� �� ��!�% ����। ��� ���©� 'T� #% 
���� ��¢� ���� ����। (��" '���. !��#� &!� ��c��� ���। '�� '��� �/ ������ 
�M������� ���� ���� ��<!# ���*; *��5 *�5 ��� ��� &� ��!# ���� !���� ��<। '����� 
!��5 2����� ��� �M�� &��� M���, &����,� �. '� &��� ������ ��<। '� «� ��J���� ���M 
2����� &��� (2�� X�� ��� #�������। ��� ��#��� 4���, ��� ��#��� M� &<*��� *�5 ��� 
�M�। '��� !��5 �M� 4���। '��� ��  ��#������ ��< ��5���� �2� �� ��� (�� 9��) ���� 
�M�। ����� ���50� �����0� �M� ���� �!��� �� ���5�% �� ��� �� ����� ��% ���� ��,। '��� 
��#��� �� ��/H�M �� '��� &�� �M�� ��v ������ ���" '����� �� M�,� #�% ��%। '�� J�� 
���% ��#���� 5��% �� ��< ��5������, �� (" �� p��� �6��0 ��5��� ��< ��� #�% ��� 
���" ��#�� J���� �Y ����M। '�� ¥� '��� ��� ��x ��� (" �M�� X��!# �.�� '!�� �4A� 
���। &� !�% ��#�� �2�� ��� ����� W<�!� ������ '�� #%। (��� &! $ &! (�!* '$%�� 
�!��) !���� �� #�� 2���। !��5 !��5 �c��=� ���#U� '����� �=" ��� ��� ���" B�� M�,�� 
�Y ���। ��� ���" �@�A� B�� 4��M। '����� ������% >����#�$ ��¢� ���� ����। 3*%��= 
*�x ��� �5���B��। ��� 3��� '��� ���� ���। !�� �c��� '��� �*���। '�� '��� 
��!# ��� �����% '!��< '��� 3�� 3�� ��, &��� �M�� 3������� �O। �O��� '��� �� 
�M�। '� '�� 3¢�*��� !���� �������। '��� ��2�% �O�� ����� 'G�� ���। ����� 'G�� 
��$%�% '��� }� #������ (�>� #%। '�� �� ����� J�� ���% ����� �=� ���� �" �]���� 
(U����� ���� ��4 4��� '�� ���। ��#���� �4 �2�� ����� �=� ���� �� ���� 3�� �*�! 
3�� '��� ��� !�5� ����� �। �� &�� &�� ������ 9������ 5� *��!�% !���� ����� 2���। 
���� 9�% ����� !�% '��� ���%� ��4 ���� ���5 �� '�� !���� �M�, ���� *� ���% ��� 
�����% 3�� ��!। &� !�% '��� ���� ��� ���% ��� ��� ��£ B�� 4�� ��%। '��� ������ ��% 
��,। �=" ��� ���� '��� �2�� ��� ��� ��� 5� X�� ����!���� ������। $� ��" �2�� (��� 
'��� ���� B�� '!�M। ��� 3��% � ���� '��� ����� �2�� ��x �a�J�� ��� �����। 
�a��J� 4��� ��� ���% ���� �.���� &�� ����� �������� ��� �=" ��� M��, ������ &�� ��4� 
���� 5�,�% �,���। '��� �a�J �£ ��� $��� !��5 !��5 ������ �2�� B�� �M�,� �� #�% ��%। 
'�� ��,����, 3�� '����� �/�� ������ �M� 
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�!���� ��/, ��<। ��M�X� ��$%�� �� '��� !��5 &�� �M��� ���� #%, $�� !��5 ��� '�� 
'��� �2 4��� �Y ���। &���� ��� 3*% ��� �2�� *�xU �5���B�� 4��M। '��� ��2� �4� ��� 
�/��� ���� '!�� 2���। 9�@���= '�� &� �6�� 4�� �5�%�M��� �� ���0A >�� '!�� 9�% 
XGQ� ���5। '��� �" !��< (��� 'a�# (��=� ���M�। ���� M��� ���" ��4�� ��#�� J��� 
�5�M '� &��� ��#�� ��� #�% ��, '�M। 
  
 '���� ��$%�� !��5 ���!�� '���. $ ����� !��5 !��5 �5���B�� �� ���� �" 
'����� ���#��� ���0� ��। �5���� ���#� &�� ���� �� ���� 5U����� '��� X<� 
�/������ �� ����� ��<। ����� �" '�$ 9�% '� GQ� (��=� ��� #���। &���� �6�0 '��� 
&������ .!0� #�% '!�M। '� (��=� ��� !�� % ���� '�� �/�� M�,�� �" ���0� ��<। 
����!�� '$��� ��<�� &�! &� ������ ��5�� &�! ��M� J�� $ ������ ���, ���% !����� 
��� �!�� X���� ������ �.�� ���� '��� �M�, '!� �M�� X�� '��� '�5< ������ ��/H�M�M। d�� 
����� ���� ���� ����� !��#� '������� ��� ��, ����!���� ����� ���< �*�+ ��,�M। 
'�$ ��� �5�, �5�����Y� *��0 X�� ��#�� �4��5�� �c�� ������� �" &������ ��� ���� ��� 
#�%�M। & M�,� '�� ���� ��%���� ���" ��#��$ '�M। 
  
 '�� ��������� '��� (" !#��0� �p��% ������ ������� !��5 (q ��%�� ��M� ��M� 
�/ ������ �M�� &�� '���. $ ������� &��� «�!# ��� ����� ������ ��< ��% X<�� �/�� 
��� '��� ��� ���� 4�� '�!। '�5� �� '����� 'T�U 3¢� ��� �2�� 4����� #�%�M�। 
&���� ��� ��� �G�x !�"�� '�5< �!-&� �� ����% &�! ��,। ���� �2�� ��#���� !�� ����{� 
�"�>� ����� ��<। ���� �� #���,'����� ��� ��� !#� #��। ���� ��#���� 3�� ��� ��%�� 
���� ������। 
  
 '��� �p��% ������ ����� ��#�� ����� (������ ��� !��5 2���� (���� 4�<�। 
��� ���i � ��� !�"�� (���� ��� '!�� !��2 !��2 �! (" X<��!# 4���� ��� ��< ��% 
���� ��� ��,। �6�V ���� � 2���% K~ ������ ���" ��#���� 5��% ��< ���5�% ��� �.�� 
'�!। ������� �/��% ���� ���0� ���% '��� 5��M� ',��� '¤�5�� ��� ��< .���� 
(��=�% 2�����। &� ��,����, �� '��� ���� ��#��� ��< ��5��� ������ �� ���U� ���� 
����। ���� !�% (��=� ���� #� �। K~������ ���"< �5����Y� *��0 ��#��� 92� ��< 
���¦���� #%। !��5 !��5 ���� '$%�� ��� ���� ��#�� 9�% '�GQ�� ���" J���� '�� ���। 
�� �c��=���� ��� �2�� B�� �M�,� '�� #% �� '��� '����� (�>� �5�� ����� �" 
��¢� B�� M�,�� '��� 9���=� ���#��� ��x� ���। $��� '� ��� ���i � ��� ����!# 
������ �.�� '�!। ���� X���� ��� ���� 4���� ���� ���% '��� $�� �2�� �/������5 !�� 
��, &�� �5�����Y� !�a# ���� �U" ����% �����c%� ������ ���� ���� !��#��� ��� �.�� 
'�!। ���� ���� '���� ���� ��,�% ��� &�� '���� (��x �"��� ��। ��� ���� '���� 
��������� ���� ���0� ��। 
  
 �+�� �����0 �� �� X<�� (������ %�� ��#�� J����M�। & !���� �, �, (=�� 'c 
����� �����% .��$ ��� 94�� �� #%। ��M�,� �@�2��� ("" !���� !��� ��� �����!, *�%! (� 
'������ �2��$ ��� 94�� ��� #�%�M�। �� �#c�>� �*� ��� &! $ &� !���� J�%�� #����� 
�2�� ��� ���%�M�।   
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 '��� 4��� �c��$ �M�� �M�� ��� *�� #�% (����� 4������। �M�� �/�� '����� ���M 
��2A �M�। �M�� �/��% ��� ¥� 4��4� ��� ��� ���� ����{� $ �M�। '��� �� ��%5�% 
2�����, �!���2�� (��X�� �5�% (����� ��� '!���। .�� '����� (�>� ����!���� 
�@�A�5�4� #��� �। &��� ���� ���� ���I �!�� &� ��#��� ��< ���5�% 4�� '�!। &� GQ� �� 
��#����� J��� ��%। &��� !���� ����� �� X<��� '������ ��#�� �����0� ���" ���5� 
����M, ��� ���" &���� ����� $ &���� (r �5�����Y� ��%�M। & �2� ����� �� *�x 
'���,�� !@�A #���। ��� ��� �#�� ��#�� X<�� J���<��< #��। d ���� '����� (�>� ���< 
����� �M�। 9�� ���5 ����! ��<���M�। ���� ��� �, �, ��3 3��M�। &< !�% '����� �="� 
4" 3���1 �� ��� !�"�� ����< R� � �M��!# '�� ���  ��� #���। �#�� 3��, '���.$ 
��� ���� ���� �$%�� �" 9ª{� #��। 
  
 ��� ��" �2�� ��� #�% '����� �M�� �/�� ����� ��" ���% �����0� ���� (a!� #�� 
��5�। ��="� �����0� #�% '��� ��M� !�% !�����5� (��=�% 2�����। &� ���" >� ���#��� 
���*; >�� ���� ��% ��¢� 'T��U� �"  ��� 2���� �����। &���� ����0 �2�� !�40��<� 
4������ �� ���� #�� ��M� !�% (��=� ���� �� &� !����5 ��� ��, 4�� *��5 *�5 #�% ��� 
��#�� J������ �"। '��� ��#���� �M� &��� X��। d ��#������ �M� (�� �5�����Y� ���� 
�,� ��#��� �M�। ��� �M�� d ��#������ ���� !�#! ��� �। '�� h� !�#!� �M�� !# ��� 
�$%�� �����। &���� ���� ���� ��#��� �M���� 9�% ��/H�M �5�M। '�� ��#���� ��� ��/HM� ���< 
'��� 3�� !�40 ��<� &�! ��,। ��#����� !�r� '���� ����� ���% '��� ���� B�� 4���%। 
B���� '��� ��� #���� ���<�% ���5 ��%। �� '�� '��� ����� �2�� &��� �a�J ��� ��� 
��� ���% ���� ���� �.��। B�� ���� !��5 !��5 '�� ����� J�� ���%�M���। .�� ���� B�� 
'��� '� ���5�। �� 3�� �2�� '����� 3�� �J�2 4��0 ��� #%। &�� ��#������ �4P��� ��� 
���� 2��� ‘�"��b !�#��, �"��b !�#��, ���1 '’ ��#� #�H%’। '�� '��� �a�J ��#���� 3�� 
M��, ����। !��5 !��5 ��#��� 'B ��� ��%। &���� !�40 ��<� �=" ��� '��� �� B�� 4���%, 
.�� !�40��<� �� #�% ��% '��� X�� �M�� �J�2 4���0� .�� *�xU*��� '#� #%। '�� �� ���� 
��!# J�� ���% ��#���� 5��% ��< ���5�% ��<। �� '��� �@��"*% 4�� �5�M। ���� '�5 '�� 
��#���� J����% �����। �a�J ����� .�� ��#��� 'B ��� ��$%�% '����� 3�� '� 'T� 
#%�। �X��� '����� >����#� $�� �2�� ��¢� 'T� 4������। *�xU �5���B�� 4��� 2���। 
�����0 ¬"�� '3� �G�x� ��� '������� ���� �" ��J���� ��% ��� ���" ��������� �Y ��� 
��% ����!���। '�� ��$ ��#���� 5� ��� �4������ ��2�% ���% ��#���� ��4 (��=� 
���M���। ����= (��=� ���� ������ �। ���, '��� ���0A !�% ��� #�%�5�� ��< �.�� 
����। '��� ��< &� !�% �M� �~����। &!��%� ���" ~�� 5� �6�� � ���� ����� ��< &� 
��£ ��� �.�� ���� �����। '� ���� ��� ����� % ���� ���" #�% $�� �2�� '#� �M�� X����� 
!��5 ��� �$%�� ���� �5�% ���� ���� ��$ ��< ��5��� �����। �.�� �4�% ���� '��� !+� 
���� �� '���� �M�, 4�� �5�M। '#� �M�� X��� (�>� &����� ����� #�% �5�M� �� J�� ���% 
��#���� 5��% ��< ��5���� �� =��� �M� �। ��,����, ��< X�� ��% ��#���� 5��% ���5�% 
��<। &�� X<��� '��� !��5 '��� ��W�� &� #�� ���� !���� ���� ���। ���� &� X�0� �M� 
��, !������ =��� ����� ��#� #�% �5�%�M�। '���$ ��� ��W �2�� �1 ��� #���। ��M��6� !���� 
����� �� '��$ *�xU ���]�) #�% ��,। &� !�% '��� ���� &���� ��J���� '!�� ���� g 
� ���� J�� ��<। ���� &� ���� �M� ��, J�� ��$%�� �� '��� ��M�,� #�% ��,। �� �M�� X�� 
�� ��� ���� 4�� �5� ����� ����� �। ��J���� 3�� ���% 4�� �5�� '�� ���� 3�� 3�� '� 
$��� !�2�   
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#�� ������ �। �� &�< ���� �5�% 3��। ��$ 3*% ��= *�x �5���B�� 4��M। ��� ���� �1 
I���� '��$ 9�% (�� #�% ��,। �M�� X����� �=� ���� � ���� ��� (���) �4�� ��%� (� 
5�,�% �,���। ��� ��M� !�% ��]�� �%�� �� ������� 5��M� �M�, #��� ��� ��<, ���� �1 I�� 
�� #�% ��%। �M�� X����� �=� ���� � ���� *���T�) �� $%���� ��� ��� #�% '��� ���0A 
��%�5�� ���� &�5��� 2���। &� !�% ��� ���"  ��< .��� '�� #�% �5�M। &! $ &! ��£ 
!��� ����0 ��� #�% 3���M। 
  
 ������ �.��� �� '��� ��� ��%� ���� �U" (�Y� #�% ��,। �� ��� ��0��0� 
����� 5����� ���% ������#� ��#��� ���� '�� ����M�। ��� ��%��� 5��� '����� 4��� ��2 
���� !@�A ���। '����� d !�% �5�����Y� 9�% ��x #�% '�!। & !�% ��������� �G�x� ��� ��, 
���� �c�� ��� ��#�� �R ��<��� ���" '!�� ����� �। �� ��#��B�� d !�% �M� �!B����$ 
!���t� ���" 4�� ���� ���0� ��% ��� !����। �� �c� ���� #�% ��%। d !�% 5����� $ 
9�%���% ��#�� M�,� '� ��� ��#�� �c�� �M� �। 
 
 '����� �P����% ���� �c�� ��#�� 4��4� �� #�% ��%। '���$ 9�% (�Y� #�% ��,। 
��M�,� '����� �5�����Y� ��x #�% ��$%��� (����� &�©� �� #�% ��%। &< (�>�%$ '�� 
��� ��#�� (20�P 5������� 3�� 'T� 4������ �4A� ���, ��f �5�����Y� �� 2���% !�� #�% 
$���। ��� '��� ���5��M ��< ���� ���%���� !��5 �M�, �����। ��M� !�% �� ���%���� ������ 
!��5  �*�! �5�% ��< ��� ���" �.�� �����। &�� ����!��� *�xU*��� *��!�� #�% �,���। 
'��� �4������ &�� ��� ���� �J��� ����� �!� ��� ���%���� !��5 *��!�% �����। ��M� !�% 
�� ��� ���" �c��� ���M �5�% ���� 'B ��� �����, &�� !��� ����< 'B ��� ���। 
&<*��� '��� ����!���� �� �"��� !@�A ���। 
  
 '����� �P����% ����!��� (��A #�% '����� ���� (�!�� 4����� '�� ���। 
�#���b������5 ��� 3�� ���% *�% *�% '����� !�� ���� 2���। ��� '����� �5�� ����� 
���� ���% '����� 3�� &��� #��P ���� 'T�U 4���%। &�� '����� ��� ��%��� �M�� 
'#� #%। '��� ����� �����0 ��� '�$ 5*�� ��� ���" 4�� ��< &�� �� ����� >�� ���। 
�5�����Y� ��x #�% '!�% '�� &!�% �#��3��# !��#��� ������ ���� '��� ���� ������ 
��� 4�� ��< �5�����Y� !�a# ���� �"। '���� �� �������% �����% ��$%� #%। '�� 
������� 4�� '�!। S��2�%��� ����J $!��� !��#��� !�+ '���� ���� ����% ��$%� #%। �� 
$!��� !��#� '���� '����� �4/���� !��#� $ ��Y��� !��5 �����% �� &�� '������� ������ 
(��=� ���� ���0� ��। '�� ��%��� (��=� ���� �� ��"�� ������ 4�� '�!। $�� �2�� 
'��� '����� ����� ������ �9� ��� #%। ������� &�! ����� ����� ������ '��� �" R�� 
�M�� (��=� ���M .��M�,G�� (����� ���� �"। '�$ ��� ����� .��M�,G��� '��� ��� 
���� (����� ���� �5�% ���� ��,�M। ��� ����� 4��� ��#��� ��< ��5��� �5�%  ��#���� 
��4 ��, ��� ���� ��। ���� '��� ����A ��� �M�। ��� �@��"�� '��� �� *�xU 'G�� ��5���। 
��� ��%��� �� '��� '��  ��� #�� 2���। &� !�% &� !�"�% ��� ����� ��� !���� 
�#c�>��� !������ ��Y�� ��� �G�x� ��� ���%�M।  
 


�7 ���3� '�� 
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ON THE WATER FRONTS 

SPECTACULAR ACHIEVEMENT  
 

 The recent successful guerilla action in the Bangladesh waters is being viewed 
by the observers as a new dimension to the gradually intensifying activities of the 

freedom fighters. Their most significant achievement has been the sinking of nine 

ocean-going ships in the waters of Bangladesh 
 

 On the night of August 16, the Liberation Forces sank six cargo ships 

consisting of two American, two Chinese, one Japanese and one Pak flags at Mongla 

port (Khulna) all of them were of medium size. These ships were carrying arms and 

ammunitions and other supplies for the Pakistan army. 
 

 On August 16, brave commandos carried out a daring operation inside the 
Chittagong port and blew up the Shipas Al Abbas and Formosa with the capacities of 

15,000 tons and 12500 tons respectively. The ship Al Abbas was launched by Ayub 
Khan in 1968 A barge loaded with jute products was sunk by the guerillas the same 

day. 
 

 A report from the Liberation Forces Headquarters says that special groups of 

guerillas in a week of wide spread operations captured 23 steamers launchers and 
barges and sank or damaged eight River crafts in Sylhet Dacca, Chandpur and 

Chittagong.  
 

 On August 23, 1971 a gunboat was sunk in the satkhira area. On August 21,  

the Liberation Forces captured  one launch carrying food stuff and other goods from 

Dacca to Sylhet in the Chandpur area. In Chandpur the Commandos carried out 

another successful operation and destroyed two steamers and one big barge with 

Cargoborder. 
 

 On August 15, the guerillas captured one cargo launch, four barges and 16 

launches from the Sachna area of Sunamgonj. 
 

 Guerilla activities have completely blocked the approach of the Chittagong 

port at present. It is reported that Lt. General Tikka Khan came to Chittagong 

personally next day to assess the damage. Some senior naval officers in charge of the 

Chittagong port and all the sentries on duty at the port had been arrested following the 

success of guerilla fighters. 
 

MARINE COMMANDOS VITAL BLOW 
 

 The Marine Commandos of Bangladesh have again struck a vital blow at the 
sagging morale of the occupation army. Following the sinking of a number of sips by 

the Bangladesh Navy men in August and September, the Pakistan army took extreme 
precautionary measures to keep the port areas immune from guerilla onslaughts. 

Unhindered by this, marine commandos have successfully crippled the Greek oil 
tanker 'Burmah Jade'. An A. P. report from Dacca (quoting official sources) says chat 

a series of  
 

 
* 5U9����� �������� !���� �����5� 9����� ‘Bangladesh’ ����� R~ '5A �K-!��"�� ������0। 
* 5U9����� �������� !���� �����5� 9����� ‘Bangladesh’ ������ K� '5A �K-!��"�� ������0। 
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Explosions in a Chittagong port jetty has caused a Pakistan oil tanker "Mahtab Javed" 

to capsize and sink on November 3. The report further says that the port officials 

charged the Bangladesh guerillas with being responsible for explosions. We accept 

this charged the Bangladesh guerillas with being responsible for explosions. We 

accept this charge gladly.  

 

Some berths of the Chittagong port are now completely out of commission. 

These naval actions have produced a far reaching effect in so far as these to the 

enhancement of insurance rates in the London Insurance Market for cargoes sailing to 

and from Bangladesh.  
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����������������������������    !6�!6�!6�!6�    ��������������������    
Rg। �������� �������#� 5� $ ��� ��� 

�P���� 
�������� &���J��� ������ KL�K 

 
!�=�P���7 &%�� *�<! ���0�� '�X� ���� ���c���!�=�P���7 &%�� *�<! ���0�� '�X� ���� ���c���!�=�P���7 &%�� *�<! ���0�� '�X� ���� ���c���!�=�P���7 &%�� *�<! ���0�� '�X� ���� ���c���****    

KSKSKSKS----K�K�K�K�----KL�gKL�gKL�gKL�g    
    

K~< �� !���� '��� '5������ ��/H�M। Kh< �� !���� '�� ������� 3�N��" �$� 
#<। ��0� $!���� !��2 '��� ���� #%। KL/R��� �� ������ ��< *����% �������#�� !��2 
���5����5 ���� �"। '����� 3�N�" �M� ���� !�a# ��� &��� �������#� 5� ��� &�"����� 
!���" *����% !�#���"� �" '��� !��2 ���� �M� ����$ <�����" ���� ��/H�M ��%। �!��� *����% 
�������#�� ��0��0���� !��2 '��� ������� '���4� #%। '��� '����� �1�" ��� �����। 
'���4� ��� ��I�� ������ ��, ���?��� &�� ����� ����U ���� &� '������� ���� ���% 
!�#��" ���� ����� �। ��� !�% '!�� ���� '������� !�#��" ����। ���� ������ ���� 
���#� !i�� (�� B�V�6U0 �5���% �2" ��� �%। 
   
 �� ���!� ���x� ���� '��� ������% 4�� '!��। ����� �!��) �%� #% �� '��� 
>����� (��a# ���। &< !�% '���� �J���� 4�. (. ���.� ���%V ��%� #%। 
 
 ���1���#�� 9��=U &�� (�����7 ���� ���#�� ("�" (�.!����� ���*; �!8�� 
���1���� (��a#�� �" �����% ��%� #%। ���1��#�� �" ��T����Q, ���� &�� ������� ���*; 
�!8�� ������ &!� ���%V '��� �M�। (r�r ���5�, ���� ���%V$ '��� �M�। (r�r ���5�, 
����� ���%V$ '��� �M�। (r�r $ ����9�: ���1�������� ���*; �!8��� 9�%����!��� ��%� 
#�। ������ ��� ��® �2�� '��� !��!��*��� ��� !�#��" ����� �। *��� !���� �2�� '��� 
(r�r �����। ��M� (%����! �!� '������ �2�� ��+����� �����%�M�।  
 

92�� 9��"� ���! R/g #���� ���1������� �5���� 9��=U ��%� #�। ��f ��� 9��"� 
���! K�/KR #���� �5������ 9��=U ��%� #�। ��x ��0) 9�% K �= K #���� �5������ ���� ��%� 
#�%�M�। 92�� 9��"� �5������ &� ���!� ���� ���% �*��� ������ #�। ��f ��� ����-&� 
!�% ����% X’’!:�# ��� #% ���� ��� ���� ������ ���� ��%� ���� ����। �� ���� �5� 
X’’!:��#� ����-& �5������ *�� ��� ���� ����M � �� &�� ���,�% �� !:�# ��� #�। 
  

�5���� ���� ��x #��� �� �5������� 92�� *����% �!8� �������� ���M ������0 ���� 
#�। ��� *����% �!8� ��������� !��2 '��� ��� ��� ��� #� �� �5������ ���������� �!8� 
��������� ���M ������0 ����।  

 
 ���� ��x #��� �� �5��������� *����% ��@0�= 9�%���� (r ��� � �� ���� ���� 
�। (�� !�% ��� &��� �a�J ���% ������� (������� �" ������ #�। &�� (�� !��%� 
(�4% #�%�M &�� (�� �5������$ '��� #����%�M। ��� & �"���� ��% *����% !����� 
��@0��=� !��2 '����� ����0 #%। (��" ��� �5��������� (r ��%� #�।  
 
 

 
* KL�K-&� ���40 «� �"��b �#!��� ��0�� �M��। 
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�5���� ���#��� [��-������ M�� &�� ������ ����� *�5 ���5 ���%�M�। ���� ��x ���� 
�� 9��"� �!8�� ��� �5���� ������ #�� �� �#J���%��0�� �2�� ��0��U ��� ��%� #�%�M� &�� 
(r��r� �����$ ��0��U ��� ��%� #�%�M�। �5���� ����� 9�2��� ��0��% �5������ !��@���*��� 
��� ���M� �। (��" ��� ���U$ (�� �M�, ���- ���� (r�r ��� �, ��@V $ !�5� �M� �। 
��� '��� *����% �5��%c� ��*��5� �����!# ��! ��� ��� ����� ���2�% �5���� (����� 
4����� #�� �� 4����� #�� &�� (������� �� '������� ��� ���� ����U ����� #��। 
9�@���= �� �2��< �5���� ��� ���0��� #�%�M�। 

  
�5���� ����� ��1 �@��� !��2 !��2 ���������� (*")�� a�� &����% ������ 

�!����#�� 4��4� ����¤� ���; #�% 3���M�। ���2�% �� ���1������� '�M ��$ ���� ���� ���� 
�। !� !�% &��� *% ����� ���" �M�। ���1���#U�� &< !�.�" ������ �!���#�� ��������� 
�����%� ("�� 9�� ���U। 

 

 92� ���� ���� ���#�� !�� ��<�� ������%� >� ���� (��a# ����M�। ��� �>� 
��� #� &��� &%�� �.�!0 <3�� 5� ���� #��। *����% ���� ���#� '������� &��� (���, 
&��� (�$�%� �#���b�� &�� &��� �J�!-g J������ ���� ���%�M�। 
 

 ��<���� ���" �M� �[�%�� !���� ��#���, |�<� ��.��"�Q ��Y� '��, |�<� 
��.��"�Q ���!�� '��, �"��b ��W� �����, �"��b ��W� ��.��N, �"��b !�{��, 
�"��b �����, �"��b ��#��, �"��b '����, &�� &%�� �.��!0� 9�% �� � ������%�। 
���#�� '����� ��!��"� ��<�� &�� ���� �M� �!�#�� '��� ����q� ���� �� '��� 
&�*��� (����� 4���� ���� ��� '����� ��<�� �� ���� � #���% �� =%=�� #%। &< !�� 
���� �����, ���� &�� ����5� ���% !��� ��� #%। RS�� �!�bi� "�5��"���� �J������ 
�����c�� &����� &���� ��� #�। '��� ���� 'T� 4���� ��� �����। ��B����� ����� 
$�� g�� .���� ��4 ���% |�< ���� �!��) �%� #�। ��� g�� .���� ��4 3,�� ��J�� �¯� 
�� ��� ��� �। 
 

 ��� ��*�5� !�#��" M�,�< '��� ���� ���� �Y ���। ��+��� ���" 5��M� ��� 3�� 
���%< '��� 3,���। �����0� &� ��#��,� 4�,�% !��� �"���!�� �.�� �!���� ����5� ��� 
����5�, ����, ����� �M�,� #� �� ��=� ��� #�। '�� ��� ����� 3�� �����% !�#��" �����। 
!������ ��� ���� &� ��� 4��। (q�� ���< ��I�� ������ �� �4� ���*�� 3�, ���������� 
(*")�� �5�% '��� ���0��*��� (����� 4����� ����। 
 

 g�� �J�!i� ������ *����� ��Y�� ��� �G�x� ���। &< ��� �G�x�� '�5 *����� ���� 
�2�� '��� ��� ���� #���� 4������ ���� (�� (!����� �M�। ��< *����� !��2 & �"����� 
'����� &��� ���I��,� #�%�M� �� '��� 'T� 4����। !����x �!< !����5 '!�। 
 

 g�� �J�!i� ��� X���� !�% &�< !��% '����� ���� 4°a�� �c��� �����0� (�%� 
J�E &�� ���%5�u� ���M �5����<�� ���� #���� 4���% &�� & #���� ��� ���0��� #�%�M�। &� 
�� �2�� '��� ����� ���� ������$ 'T� 4������। ���1���#� &�� *����% ���#��� '��� 
&%�� !�����0 ���%�M। &� (�� ��%5� �M� ��B��� *����% ��<���� �4� � �� �� �, �!��� 
'����� ��<���� �5�% 'T� 4����%�M। ���� (a5��� !��2 !��2 ����� &���� ��1 #�� ��5�। 
92�� ���1 &����B���� 9��! �!8� ��������� 3�� "� ��� #%। '��� ��I�� �����M��� �� 
��� ��� !�c�*��� 4��M। K�< �J�!i� ��0) '��� ��I��� �� ������ �!����#� '¤!��0U 
����।   
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 Kh< �J�!i� �P���� 9����� ���3�N '#�� '���� �J�� ������। �!��� 
�P���� 9�!�JQ  !%� �©� <!���, ��� �!�� '��, �c��� ������ !��< 3��>� �M��। 
'���� ���������� 9����� �#�!�� (_!��0 (�^�� ����� �" ��� #%। '�� *����% !����� 
���#�� �#J���%��0���� !��2 ���5����5 ���। '���� ���� �����c�� ���� ��� #%। '�� 
������ ���� �����c�� �5���। �!��� ������ '�����, ������ ���� &�� *����% !����� 
���#�� (�� 3\��> (�.!�� �M�। '��� ���������� ��2 92�� '5������ '!���। �!�� 
�2�� �#���b��� �$� #���। 
 
 ���� �����c�� ��$�% ����_�*��� =��a� #�%�M�। ����G��� ��� ���� ����� �M� 
�। & (�>� '��� ����� ��! �= ���M���। �����c�� ��� &��� �*, �M� �। '��� ���� 
�2�� (��� �����। ������ �%��� '������� !���0U� �����।  
 
 '��� �����c� �2�� �!��� ��!����!0� ���� �5���। �!���$ '�� '�� ������ �*, 
#���। �< ��40 �+��� ���� �2�� *�x ���%�M�� �!��� '_!��0 (�̈^��� '�%�� ��� 
#�%�M�। �5 '�c 3���! �.�� ��,�M�। ���� ������ '������� ��H��� 3�� 3���% �% 
&�� ����%����! ���� $��। ������ �%����� ��� ���x0 ���� #���। 
 
 *����% !���� &�� �5 '����� ���1���� (*6��6�0 !�#��" &�� !#����5�� ����M। 
*����� !�!�% (�") !��0��� !��2 ����>�� ��0��= ���� #�%�M। �� ����� 9���T%� ��, 
�!��$ �=" ����� #�%�M। ������� (�� (�� �*���4�) '����� ���1!�a��� !�#��" ���� 
#�%�M। 
 
 '�� ���� 4�< ���� '���5� ����0� #�% ��� ��M� ����। (�") !��0��� !��2 
����>���� ��0��= ����M &�� ���� ���� &�5�% �5�M। ���?��� ���?��� &�� !����� ��� 
�2�� ��4�� ���� ���� ���� ���� (�") �=��� !��2 !���M� ����M। *����� 9����� ���!! 
<�c�� 5��� ���� ���*;��� !.� ��� �� ��@�@c�� 3��#������ G����� (��#� ����M��। 
'��� �� #% *��� ����� �U" 92�� 9ª{� �M��। ��f ���*; ��� !.� ���� �� #%� *��� 
����� �!��) ��%�M�।  
 
 *��� 92�� '������� 
��@��$ ��%�। ���U, ��� *��� '����� 92�� 
��@�� ��� 
��#�� #%� ����� ����� �" *����� ���x����� ���। (��" *����% �!���#�� ��M� ��M� 
(�.!���� ���0���� �!������ ���" (!�)�x !@�A ����M। ���� *����� ��%� ���� 9�� ���U 
�M�7 K। ���1������� (����� 4����% ������ �!����#�� ����%�� �"�>��� ���0�� ��� 
���%�M�। �!����#�� 4��4�� ��� ����{� �M� �। ������� !� ��%5�% 9�������� !`��� #�� 
#�%�M�। R। *����% ���� ���#�� (*6��6�0 !�.�" ����� ���, G��,�% ���%�M�। ���� ��#�� 
'T��U ������ �!����#�� !� ��%5� �2�� ��M� #��� ���" #%। *����% �!����#� '����� 
!�#���" ������ �!����#�� !�� �5���% �2" ��� �%। 
 


�=�7 '�X� ���� �c��� 
KS-K�-KL�g 
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����������������������������    !6�!6�!6�!6�    ��������������������    

R�। ���*; �!8�� �4��P!� �P���� �������� &���J��� ������ KL�K 
 

!�=�P���7 ��0� !�=�P���7 ��0� !�=�P���7 ��0� !�=�P���7 ��0� ���#�`�� ���!�� #����#�`�� ���!�� #����#�`�� ���!�� #����#�`�� ���!�� #�    
K�K�K�K�----LLLL----KL�gKL�gKL�gKL�g    

 g�� �� '�� ���� �"�5 ��� &�� ����� ���,�� ��< (���� 2�� ������ ����)। $��� 
'��� >��% ���?��� ���  $ ��0���� ��% &� !��=: ��<�.� �����%� �"��>� ���। $�� 
�2�� '�� ���� ������� '5����%। ���!u�� &�! ��� ��� ��, �!��� ���1�������� �4��P!�� 
�" J�1���� ���< 9�%��।  
 
 '�� '��� �������� a��� ���� �� ���!� �p��% '5����� 3�N��" �$� #<। 
'5����% ��/H�M ���������� (�.! �@±5�� '��� 3��>�� ���<। d �� !�"�% ���� ��%�3� 
�#���� !��2 '��� ���� #%। d �� ��� ��%�3� �#���� !��2 K� �!8��� #����� ��< &�� K 
� �!8��� ���J��� (�.!���� ���%V a#U ���। K� �!8��� ���*; !�� �!8��� ���1�������� 
�4��P!�� �" 9�%���% �"�>� a# ���। ��M� �M����� .��0 &<J ���� ��<। ����� '���� 
'5����% ��% '!� #%। &�� <��0 �!8��� ���J��� !��*0�!! &� !#���� ���4����� ���%V 
��%� #%। �*i��� 92� !:��# '���� �����5�� J�<��8� ������, ���J��� !��*0�!!, 
�������� �.�!0 &� ���%V ��%� #%। '��� ���%V �M� K��� �!8�� &�� ���� �v�5J ���J��� 
(�.!�� ��!0� $ ²x��� 9*@�� ������। *�����  ���*; !����!���6�� !�5� &�� *����% 
�!����#� �2�� ²x��� �����। 
  
 '����� ��]��5�u &��� �������� #�!����� �M�। &��� 9�% RS��� ��J �M�। ���� 
!�� �!8�� &�� !�� �!8�� (a��0� ���!� ��� 9��A� ��� #%। & !�� 9��A��� ��� �M� '#� 
&�� (!�� ���1��������  9�%���% ��� �=����� �4��P!� ��� ����� *����% �!����#�� �.³ 
#�!����� (2�� ��!����� #�!������� �����% ��%�। & �"����� *����% �!����#�� �.³ 
#�!����� &�� ��!����� #�!�����B��� '����� ��������� !�#��" ����M।  
 
 �������� �.��!0� #�!����� ���� ��]��5�u �M� �!< #!����� 9��^��  �"����� ���� 
�������� ���J��� &�!��!�%� ²x��� ������ ���� �%!� &�� J�1�� ���%$ !�#��" ����M। 
J�1�� ��.� 3��# �4/����, J�1�� ������� (��� ����x*��� 3������5"। 
 
 �J�!i�� ���-*��� ��� �Y #$%�% '����� �����  ���, �5�। '��� ��I�� ������ ��, 
��M� ���� ���" '����� ���������� �*��� ���� #��। ��< 9��"� �!8�� ���0� ���% ����� 
���J��� (�.!�� &�� ��.��� ���� �� ²x��� ������ !���M� ��% 9��"� �!8��� �����0� 
�!-&�-&<4 & ������0 ���।  
 
 ������ �!����#� '¤!��0�� �6��0 ���������� !�� �!-&� &<4B���� (����, ������, 
4°a��, �����, �����) ���x�, �i� 9*@�� !� ���,�% ���% ��%। 
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��������� '!�� �� ���*; &����� ������ �!����#� ��@0�= ����"1 ²x��� $ 
("�" t�"!��a� '��� !�a# ���। 

 
 ���*; �!8�� !����� ���#�� ���� ��� J�1�� �M��। ���������� ���*; ���J��� 
������ �� !�� M�� *���� �5�%�M� ����� ��" �2�� ���*; �!8�� &�� !���!8�� ���J��� 
&"��!�"�Q ��%�5 ��� #%। 9��"��� �!8�� ()���= ��� &�� ��� !����� ���#�� J�1�� 
2��� ��#�� ���1�������� �4��P!� '��� !�^�*��� #�। 
 


�=�7 ���#�`� ���!�� #� 
��0� 

K�-L-�g 
 
 

--------- 
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����������������������������    !6�!6�!6�!6�    ��������������������    
R�। ���*; �!8�� �4��P!� ���5�����5� 

�P���� 
�������� &���J��� ������ KL�K 

 
!�=�P���7 ���� &�!�=�P���7 ���� &�!�=�P���7 ���� &�!�=�P���7 ���� &�, , , , &<4&<4&<4&<4, , , , ��#����#����#����#��    

R�R�R�R�----�K�K�K�K----��������    
    

'5���� �2�� '�� ���5�, 4�� '�!। �!��� �� ���� ��%�� ��@�V �*��� ����� 
���M ��� 4��M�। '�� ���5����5 �"�>�� 3;�� ���� �4�%�M���। ��f ������ &�� 9��=U9�: 
������ (*��� �!�� !���� #%�। '�� '��� '5������ 4�� '�!। �!��� '����� �!5���� 
��M� ���� &���� #�%�M�। �!��� ����� �" &��� �"�E >�� ��� #%। &< �"����� ��-&!-&.-
&� ��0� ����0� '���� (�� !�#��" ����M��। �!��� '�� �!����#�, �������#�, �/���#�, 
<�� '� &�� ������� 9��=U9�: ������ !�#��" '5���� �2�� 4���� �!8��� !��2 ���5,, 
����G�, ����%���,� &�� ����5�u ����� ���5����5 >�� ���। �!8� �2�� !���!8� ��0) ����� 
$ ��< ���5�����5� ��c��� ��� #%। 

 
 '5���� �2�� '�� ����< ���! �������� S� �2�%��� ����J (��>� �����5�� 4�� 
��< ��y� ���� ���5����5 �"�>� 9��^�� �"। ��0� $!��� '���� �J�� �����%�M��। �� 
����� �2�� '������, �@��, X��< &< !�� ���� (�>��� 9��!� ��+����� 3;� ���� 
���5����5 �"�>�� ������ !�a# ��� �����5�� ������ �Y ���। &< !�� ������ '����� 
(�� ���� &�!�M�। 
 

�����5�� >��*�� �#�� '�� '��� �����, ������ ��% S� �!8� �#J���%��0�� ��"�U� 
(��%� ����) 4�� �5���। �J�!i� ��! ��0) d�� �2�� '�� ��� 4����%�M।  
 
 


�=�7 &�,&<4, ��#�� 
���� 

R�-K-�� 
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������� !6� ����� 

Rh। 46,�) ����% !�G��� 
����� ����U 

............. KL�K 

 
46,�) ���� ���1���#� 

    
    KL�K !���� �*i� ���!� ���x� ���� 9���� �!8� &����% ���1�������� !�#!, �=9�� 
$ (��"ª*��� ���% ���� ������� ���#� ����#��� #�% ��,। !���) (O�� ����� &���� 
���1���#� ��� ��� �%। !������� �5���� �P���� &��� �@�� ��% �� ����!��� '���a� #�% 
��, &�� ����� ����� !E6U0 �*�+ ��,। 
  

 ����>�� T��7 ������� $ *����� ���" !�0�_� ����� ���� &�5�% �������। 9�% &� 
����� ��U�20� *���� ']% �%�� �" *����� (20����� 9�� 4�� !@�A #%। *��� �@#P ��1�50�� 
&��� ���?��� !������ �" ������ (����� ������ �" ����� .�9!6 !����� ��/HM��� 
!�� #%�। �����!� !��2 R '5� &� !�=�P���� <%��#%� �� �G�xU� ���,‘‘�6�0 ������� $ 
*����� !���) ����� !�Gx0 (�"�#� 2���� �� *%��# ���� ���U� #�� ����।’’ '������ 
�����*� !�>�� !��2 &� !�=�P���� KK '5� <%��#%� �� ���, ‘‘X��� ���< &� ����� ��� 
��M����M &�! ��,�M। '�� WH��%�� ��� ���� 4�< ��, �������� �=�� �" '��� ��� �����।’’ 
 

 <%��#%� �� �"���! �2�� 9����� ‘�� �.5����’ ������ !��2 &� !�=�P���� K �!�bi� 
���, ‘'�� &< ���0 !�a ���� WH��%�� ��� ���� 4�< �� ���� ��� �� ��� ��� ���� ���� &� 
��c� ��� ��� ���� ����� ��� ���� ����_� *�� ���M। &� (20< #�� !�0�_� ���।’ �6�0�O��% 
������ (���%� ��7 ��7 &, &, ��, �%��� �< (�8��� ������ ��<�!-& 9����� &� �G�xU�� 
���, ‘��� *��� �������� !�+ ��� 4�%, ��#�� �! ��� #�� *����� G�H����।’ 
 

 ������� !���%���� &!� �´�#� �1��" &�� ���µ�� #�% 3���M��� �� *��� $ 
������ !�0�_� ���� ��,�% �,�� ����। &� &��� !�0�_� ������ 4� $ '������� !��!�� 
#��=� '�� ����M���। (����x <%��#%� R~ �*i� '������ !���� !�>� &�!��!�%��J �9�!� 
!�+ !�=�P���� �G�xU� ���� ‘'5��� ���� ��� '���� &< ��$%�������� ��! 2���� ����� 
�। '�� �� !����) ��� �����।’ <%��#%� �� ��� �2� (=��-(=�� ��� ����। ������ 
���� ���#� g �J�!i� ����� ��/� M’��� !�% (�@�!�, ��������, ]�5�, ������� $ 'a�� 
�����c�B����� (�G��x� �����x0U ��� !�0�_� ����� !64� �����। 
 

 ¶�U��������� <��#��! &< 92� &��� 'T�U���� �� (��!#��< ���������� 
(*")�� ���� �,�� !=� #%। &� ���U, !�a �����!� 'T�U�������� ��� (*"20�< ���%� 
(�"�4��� #����� ���#�� �����%� �" ���� 'T�U�������� !�09��� !�#��" ����M। 
 

�������� (!��" ��-���� ���। 'T�U������ ����i� $ 9��#� ���� �" ��-��� 
(�") (!�������*��� �"�#�� ��� ��%। ��%��� �� ���< �����। ���� ���� ���% &� (O� 
�2�� (" (O� ���� #�� (!��" �� (��T� ���� #��। &< ����� ��B��� !�a ����� 
��%��� �*/�5����  
 
 
 
‘�������’-
����� ���! !��"� KLSg-�� 9����� ���� ((�7) ��.��� <!���, ��&!�!-��4� 9����� �2�� !�����।  
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&����% ��*1 ����M। ����� 3��� v��B��� �*�+ ���� 'T�U������ ����� !�!"�� !`��� #�� 
#��। &M�,� ����� &���� T��5�*��� �4� $ ������� �6U0। &< !�� &����% *��� (r!# (a!� 
#$%� X7!��" �"����। 
  

���-��/�� (���%� ��y� $ 3{� ��� �2�� 'T��U� !���� �M��� !� 4�<�� ����, 
���U !�� ���� ���� 3{� $ ��y� ��� �2�� ���������� (*")�� �����M &�� �, �, ��B��� 
3{� �2�� ��=U ���� 9���#�। ��M�,� ��y� $ 3{��O�� *����% ���#� ����� !��� $ ���5��5�5 
�"�>� !��@k ����M���।  
 

 ��G��% !���) �2�� (��=��@� �1 ����� �"  !" 4��4� !�� �M���। ��f �5/#��� 
�2�� ���� ��0) &��� ��� ���� ���� &�� �����< ��#�,� &���� ���% !���) '!�� �2। &< 
&����% �, ���� !����� (�*�� !�� �M��� � ���<  !" !����� �M��� !����। 
 

 ������ $ ���4� &����% �5�����Y� $ �!�!��� ��0�: ���� ��� #%�। v·��� 3��"�� 
�2�� ��05� ��0) ��� ��< ���@�। ����� &��� ��� ���� ��� ��=U ���� '5���� ��0) '!� 
��%। ���µ��*��� (��� ��� ��% �� &��� �, ���� (�*�� !�� �M��� �। (�8����� ���x� 
���� (��" ���������� *����%  !" !������� �2� ���� ����। 
 

 ��*���< �#�� *����% ���#��� !���) &����% ���� ���% ���i G����< �M��� �%���� 
����q�। !����) !� �’�� ���� ����� 3��� �1 9���=��6"# �4� ��� (a!��� !�`��� 
���#��� 9��#� ���< �M��� &� 3�N�"। K��� ��<� ���@� !���) &����% �1-G�H��, 94�� 
5�����Y� &�� �!��� !����# ��y� ��� �%��� (���0A����� �" !�`��� ���#��� ����i� 
���� 4�<��। 
 

 ("���� !� �̀�� ���#� &<!� �1 9���=� (�>�B��� &�,�% ��$%�� ����q� ���। 
92� �=" �M��� �=9�� $ 5��। ��X"P 5���� ��� �� !��%� ���" ��� ��x ���� #��। �p��%�7 
!����)� !���� ���% 'T�U ���4��� ��� ����!���� M�,�% �,�� ���" ���। �@��%�7 M�,�% 
�,� ������#� �� &���� #�% � � $ ��G�� ��I����I &����%  !" !����� � ���� ���� �� 
��y� ���। 4��20�7 ���� ���� ��� ���% ��H4� ���� ���% (a!� #�% ������� 9���=� �6"#�� 
&�,�% ��$%�। �O��7 ����Z�*��� ��� 4����% ������� ���#�� ����� �*�+ ���� #��-���� 
���� ��� � ��� '_!��0U ���। 
 

 ������� !���%��� !��� �*���M�� *��� !������ 9��^� ���� �" ������ !���) 
&����% ��%��� ���� �� �#���� �#� ��� ���< =�) #��। !��� &< ����U< ���� !���) 
&����% �1 9���=�� ����q� ���। ������� �������� ����� 5�� $ ���U� !E��0 3���¸ 
���� !=� #�। .��, ���� �=� ���� �" 9�%���% ���� ���� �"20 #% ������#�। �, ���� 
��� �Y #$%�� '�5< ���%�� ����!��� '_!��0U ���। 
    

����������  !" !����� �M� �w©�7 
 

����� &����7 �� �J�*� ������ '!���� ��@�V ����� &����% ������% ��� #%। 
K�� �v�5J ������ &�� ~� �v�5J �I�<��# (��>� �M���। &M�,� R�� �.³ ������Q '��0���� $ 
&��� ���� &�� !�����0 �"�����% �M���। 
 

 3{� �����7 ���� ������ �� �#��! ���#� ��@�V Kh �J�*��� 3{� ����� �=�� 
���%V ��%� #%। Kh �J�*��� !�� �.��� ������ (��>� �M���। Rg �v�5J ������ &�� R�~ 
�v�5J �B,� 
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&����% ������% ��� #%। &��� �.³ ������m '��0����, R�� ��0�� �"�����%, &��� ���� $ 
!�����0 �"�����% &�� &��� '��J0 ������m �M���। 
 

�6�0 &����7 ���� ������ '�X� ���� ����� ��@�V 4���0� �J�*��� �6�0�O� �=�� 
���%V ��%� #%। ��� ���� ������ ����!��� ��@�V gh �J�*� ����% $ ���� ������ 
��#��� ��@�V gL �J�*� 4�H����� 5�, ����� #%। (��" &< X’�� �J�*� ���T��< �����1 
�@���� !�#��" ����, ���U ���*; <3�� ����0"�! ���< &< �J�*� X’�� 5�, ����� #%। KK� 
�v�5J ������%, R� �v�5J �%��!�# $ RKR �v�5J �!���� ������% ��� #%। �!���� &��� �.³ 
������m '��0���� $ X<�� ��0�� �"����� $ ��� 4���� �"��� �M���।  
 

 4°a�� &����7 4°a��� Lg <�����J� �v�5J (��>� �M��� ��� (���%� �M�� �v�5�J%�� 
'��3��। 
 

 (�� ���� *����% <��0 ������ (���%� ��7 ������ �5��P �!� (������ (��� �M��� 
���� �%��� ����, &��� ���3���� ��� $ 9�% &� ��� ���1����� !��¹� KK�� �!8�। 
 

 �p��% ����7 �@±5�� �M��� �p��% ������ !�� �:�। ��7 ������ ��, &, ��%� �M�� 
���� ������। &�� �M��� �� $ 4��20 ����0" �J�*�। &M�,� �M��� ��-~~ (����%�) �"��� !�¹�% 
5��� &��� ��I��� '��J0 ������m, &��� ����-�h (����%�) �"���!��� &��� #���� �"��� 
������m, Kg� ��������� (����%�) &��� ��I��� �5��c�� <3�� $ �v��� <3��। 
 

 ����� ����7 ����� ������ !�� �:� �M��� ����B�,��। ��7 ������ &�, &�, 2��� 
�M�� &< ������ ������। h ���0�" �J�*� $ R�� �v�5J ��% &< ���� 5��� #%। &M�,� ����-�h 
(����%�) �"��� !�¹�% &��� #���� '��J0 ������Q, &��� ��I��� �5��c�� ������m 
(�@���~.~") $ &��� <�u�%�� �v��� <3�� �M���।  
 

 4��20 ����7 4��20 ������ !�� �:� �M��� '5����%। ��7 ������ !�5� �!� &< ������ 
������ �M��। (A�, !���; $ ��<� ���0�" �J�*� ��% &< ���� 5��� #%। &M�,� X< �[�%�� 
����-�h�"��� $ &��� ��I��� �5��c�� ������m (�@��� ~.~") �M���। 
 

 K�K ���3���� ���7 K�K ���3���� ����� !�� �:� �M��� �5/#�����। ���� 
������ ��, &!, �5� �M�� &� ������। ���� ������ �5� '#� #�� ���� ������ �5�� 
������ ���1 #। &��� ������ �v�5�J� !�� �M��� &� '��� $ ��1। &M�,� !�� !���) 
&���� ���, �M��� ���1���#�� KK�� �!8�। 
 

 �p��% ���� l�Q ������ ��%�� ����� X< �J�*�  !" ������ ��� ���� ����� #%। 
� � �2�� ���� �� ������ ��=U ���� 9���#� #�% !�c�� &����% ���� #�%�M। &< l�Q� 
���%V �M��� � �� ��y� �����0� !�� &���� ��1 ���। �p��% ���� ������ ������� �1 
9���=�� 3��� 'T�U (�"�#� ���� ¥�5���� &����� ��� ������� ���� (a!� #$%�% 
����q� a#U ���। 
 

 &��� �� ���A%�� ����, (" &���  ��B�� #�% ����� ����� &�� (�� &��� �� ���� $ 
�������� ���� (a!� #�� 2���। ����-�����-���A%� ���$�% !����5 ����; ��� ��%� #%। '� 
i� �!8� ������ ��7 ��0� ������ ��@�V '�5< ���1���#� �4/5�M� ��� ���। R� �*i� 
!�G��� �4/5�M� ���� ����!��� ��� ���. �"��� #���%। &��� *����% �v�5J ���=��� ��" ���% 
���� �Y 
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���। &�<*��� ���A%�� ��2 ��0� 'T�U ��� #%। '� i� �!8��� ���1������� �J�!i��� �� 
������ �!�#I����� ��/HM�%। �I��5�M�� �� #% �J�!i��� ��H4 ������। ����� ����� ��*1 #�% 
����� 'T�U ��� #%। 3{�� ����� ���� �����-�I�<�# !,� ��� 'T�U (�"�#� ����। 
��"��0� ���� ���=��� �*�� ���% �4��� ��� &���� ���% (a!� #%। ��=U ���� �������-
����� !,�� (a!� #% (�� &��� ��। 
 

 �J�!i� ��H4 ������ ����4�H����� �����-���A%� ���$�% ��� ��� ��� ���$�% ���5����5 
����; ��� ��%� #%। (a!��� &< ���� 3{� ���� ����� #% &�� � �J�!i� '�$ g� ��<� 
(a!� #�% �I�<�# ��� ���। �I�<�# ���� ���� �����.� '#� #। 
 

 ��7 ������ �%��� ~ �J�!i� ��� ������#��� ��M� !�� '!�� ���0� ��। !��� 
����� ��2 ��M� &�! ��G�� ����  !" !����� ��� ���� �=� ���� ����q� �M���। ��f �� 
'� !�� �M��� �, ���U �����-���� !,� ������#�� ���� 4�� �5�M। ������ (��T� ��� 
������#�� &��� �� ����� ���� &�� (�� &��� �� ���A%�� ���� (�*�� (�"�#� ����। 
������� �� �J�*� ����� �!����! �M�, ��B��� ���� 4�� ��%। h �J�!i� ����� ��1 #%। 
����0����� ���#���� ����� �� 4�%�J�+� $ ���A%�� ���� ���� (�"�#� 2���। 
 

 �J�!i� KR ������ .�������� *���%���,�� ���1���#�� !��2 ����!���� !�Gx0 #%। ��7 
�!�N� $ �"��b W�� &< ���� ��@V ��। ��7 �!�N�� K� �J�!i� &< ���� &��� �4�� #���। 
���1���#� 'T�U 94� ©� ���U ��� &�� KS �J�!i� K~� � ����!� '_!��0U ���। 
 

 ���� ������ ��@�V % i� �!8��� ���1���#� ��� ��T�� (a!� #�����। g �J�!i� 
!��=��� �F��1 #%। K� �J�!i� ��� $ ���1���#� ���� ��� ���। � �J�!i� ������ ��1 #% 
&�� ����!��� �"��b ��5 $ 6Y� <!��� �u�� ���M '_!��0U ���। K� �J�!i� ������#�� 
�v�5�J%�� #�%�� ���  !"!��)!# '_!��0U ���।  
 

 gg ���� l�Q ����q� (���%� ���*; �� ������� �1 9���=� (�>�B����� 'T�U 
��� &�� �6� 'T�U ���4���� #% �#����। 
 

 &��� �v�5J ����<B�, !����) &�� (" &��� �v�5J ��4��#�� !����) (��>� ���G�H�� 
'T�U ���। &� �J�*�  !" �#�� 'T�U ���। �#���� ����!��� 94� ��� ���।  
 

 �J�!i� ��H4 ������ ���5u $ ����� ��� #%। � �J�!i� ������#�� �F��1 #%। X50���� 
S �J�!i� ��� #% &�� L �J�!i� ����� $ ������� ���G�H�� 'T�U ��� #%।  
 

 ������#�� &��� �� �#���� &�,�% �������,� ���� (a!� #%।  
 

 3<� ������ &�, ��, ������� ��@�V M% i� �!8��� ���1������� ~ �J�!i� ���� �� 
(��T� ��� ���,a�� ��� ���। ����!��� ���,a�� �2�� �����% ������#��� 4�� ��%। h 
�J�!i� ���� ��� ���� ���1���#� (�>� �%। g �J�!i� ������ *���� !��-�!8��� 
���1������� �����5�H$ ���5u ��� ���। KR �J�!i� ����� $  !%���� �!����! M�,� !�a &���� 
���1���#�� ���� '�!। ����!��� K�/KS �J�!i� '_!��0U ���। 
 

!�� i� �!8�� ���1������� ���5�u� ���� (�*�� �Y ���। �"��b ��#3�N 
��#�+���� ��@�V &< (�*�� �Y #%। (�� &��� �� ��7 ��.��� ��@�V �#�c �� (��T� 
��� ���#���- 
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��4��-'���� ����� (a!� #�% ���5u 'T�U ���। (�� &��� �� ��7 ������ ��@�V 
�5������� #�% ���5u (�*���� ���� ���। Kg �J�!i� ���G��%�� �� (��T� ��� 9���� ������ 
4��0 ���� !�% &< �*0�� ����� �#�� #। &< �!8��� �� $ #���� !���!8��  !"�� �#�� �2�� 
�B,� #�% ��������� ���� (a!� #%। ���� �5%��!� ��@�V ����5��� !���!8��� ���1������� 
� � �� ��� #�% �����#� 'T�U ��� &�� �����,� !��-�!8� ������ ���� ������ ��@�V 
���1���#�� (�� &��� �� ���� (�*���� ���� ���। ����!��� �����#� �M�, ������ ']% �%। 
K� �J�!i� !���� ����!��� ������ '_!��0U ���। 
 
 &���� ����� ����� �� ��7 '���� ����5�u� ���� &�� ��7 (��� ����� B: 
�I�<��#� ���� (a!� #%। ������#� ����� ���� (a!� #%। ©���%� $ ��%���,� ����� �� 
������� ��� �Y #%। &��� ������� K~ &. &. ������m !��@k 9���=� �6"# �4� ���। ��y�� 
������ '� �6�0���� ��। ����!��� &��� 9��*��� ���� ���� !=� #%। ��H4 ���"��� 94� 
����� �� ������ �� #% Kh �J�!i� !����। ���� �%�� '������ ��@�V ���1���#� ©�!� 
��� ���� &�! ��/HM�% &�� ���� 'T�U ���। � �J�!i� !��=���� �� #%। �� �!8�  !"�� 
��7 W��� ��@�V &�� (A� �!8�  !"�� �"��b ��#����� ��@�V !��=��� ��� ���। 
 
 �"��b ��/�.� &���#, |�<� (�.!�� ����� $ ��7 6Y;�� ���A%�% 9���=� �"�>� a#U 
���। ���� '�� �4/���� X< ���E�� ��% h �J�!i� ���#���� ��� ��� $ ���� 4�%�J�+� 
�F��1 ���।  
 
 .�������� ���� (a!��� ��/2 ���#� ��������� G��� S �J�!i� ���������� !��2 
!�Gx0 '�!। ������ ��� !�� !���" (��T� >�� ����!��� 9#���� �M���। ��7 ����.� >��% 
�5�U� ��M �2�� �/�� !�a# ���। K� &�9� ������ �� (��T� ��� ���1���#� ����!���� 
��M� #���% ��%। ������#� &%���v� (����� ��� ������ (��T� ���। 
 
 4�� i� �!8� &����% � �J�!i� ����!��� ���1���#�� 'T��U� .�� ����� �M�, 
#������ ���% ���। KK �J�!i� ������#� �� ��� #�% ���1���#� $�� 'T�U ���। &< 
'T��U� .�� ���1���#� ����x*��� =��a� #%। KR �J�!i� ���1���#�� #����� 'T�U ��� 
&�� Kg �J�!i� #����� �F��1 #%। �J�!i� K~ ������ ������� G�H�� �����5��� J� ��� �2�� 
������#� $ ��� ��� �2�� �!8����#� 'T�U ���। �!��� ��1 #% K� �J�!i�। 
 
 ��H4 i� �!8�� g �J�!i� �5�%�<G��� ������#�� !��2 ���1���#�� ��� #�। g 
�J�!i��< �5�%�<G�� ��1 #%। � �J�!i� ����5u �2�� ��/�������� #�% �!����� ��2 ���� �Y 
��� ������#�। h �J�!i� !���5u ��1 #%। �!8� ������ ��7 ��0� �$�� M��� 'T�U ��� 
� �J�!i� &�� d ��< ��� '���% M��� ��� #%। ���� ��.�%�� ����� !������� ���� �c��� 
���� (a!� #�� 2���। L �J�!i� �5���c5u 'T�U ��� ���1���#�। K~ �J�!i� &< ���#� 
���2 ��� ���। 9�% ���’ ���1������ &��� �� ��% �"��b �� ����5� �5�%�<G�� 
'��0���� !�����0 M�,�< 'T�U ��� ��� ���। &� '�5 *����% B�0� ������Q X<��� 'T�U 
��� ��.� #%। 
 
 4��20 ���� l�Q �� �J�*� *����%  !" $ ���1���#� 3{�� ��G��% !���) �2�� 
������� ��=�U �.� ��0) R�� ��<� ���@� &����% ����� #%। &< ������ ���%V �M��� !���� �� 
�2�� ��G�� 
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�6�0��� ��0) ���@� &���� ��1 ���। 4°a�� ��$%�� ���-!����5 ����; ��� ���% ��G� ��� #�% 
����� ��2 (�*�� ���� ����q� �%� #%।  
 
 ����q� �������� ������ !5� �!� &� �J�*�  !" ���4�-����5u #�% �!����� 
���� ����। (" &��� �J�*� '��3,�-'�5u ����� ������ #%। ����q� ���� (�� 
�J�*��� �� ��� ��*1 #�% 92� ���� ������ 'T�U (�"�#� ���� &�� (" �� X��� &��� 
���!��-4�H���� &����% &�� (���� �.� �2�� ��=�U (a!� #�� 2���।  
 

 ���1���#� ����5u �% ��� ����5��� ���� &�5�% 4��। ����5��� �� #% ~ 
�J�!i�। &��� &��� �� ��/���������� ���� (a!� #%। �J�!i� S ������ ��/�������� ��� 
#%। (" &��� �� �!��� (�*���� ���� �Y ���। 
 
 �!��� 'T�U !#�!��" �M��� �। �� (��T� (������� �" ��2A v��  ���� ����� 
�M��� �। ����� (����� �#���b���� !�#���" &%�� �v��� (����� �Y #%। ���� !���� &< 
���� �!����� 3���º '!�� !=� #%। 
 

 4��20 ������ �� �J�*��� '��3,� (�*���� ���� �Y ���-������ !5� �!� ��G� (�T� 
��� ����� ���� (�*���� �!��) �। ���1���#�� �� i� �!8� $ ‘&!’ �.�!0 �� '��3,�% 
������#�� !��2 !�G�x0 ��:। 
 

 '��3,� �2�� ���$�% ��< '�5�u� ���� 4�� �5�M। 4��4��� ����� ���� �M��� �। 
���%��5u �2��  *������� 9�% &� ��<� ��G0 �� &��� ����� ���� �#�!�� ���� ��%।  
 
 (a��0� �v�5J '��3,� �G�� �.�� &�� 5+�!�5��� ���� &�5�% 4��। &<!��% ������� 
!"������ ����B��� #���� 4���%। *����% �+� ���� ��¢� 'T�U 4����� ������� ����B��� 
�����% ��%। ~ �J�!i� '��3,�� �� #%।  
 

 *����% gKK ���0�" �v�5J, �g ���0�" �v�5J �� ��!����� (�>� ���M���। ������#� 
KR �J�!i� �J��� ��� ���। ‘&!’ �.�!0 ��v�� ��������� #�% ©�5u ���% ���� ��� >�� �� 
(��T� ��� �J��� ��/HM�% Kg �J�!i�। Kh �J�!i� K��� ��0) !�Gx0 (�"�#� 2���। ‘��’ �.�!0 X< 
��� ��*1 #�% &��� 4°a���� ���� &�� (�� �� 4�H������ ���� (a!� #%। ��� <� ��+� 
������#�� Sg �v�5�J� !��2 ��/2*��� �.� �#� ��� ���। &< ���#��� ��%����� !��� 
������� $ '���� ���#� ���� ��% ��f ��v 'T��U� ���� ���� ��y§ #�% ��%। d��< ���� 
4°a���� ���� (a!� #%। �.� �2�� 4°a���� �6�V �M��� ��� h~ ��<�। ��/2 ���#� Kg �J�!i� 
������ ��/HM�% X��� �������%। �"��b '<��N�� ��@�V �� ��+� &�� �"��b 5�..���� 
��@�V 4��20 ��+� 9�� ���T�� 4°a���� ���� (a!� #�� 2���।  
 

 &��� !����x 3������5" ��, ‘&!’ �.�!0 ������ ��7 ��0� ��.3��# �p��% <� ��+� 
������Q�� '��3,�� 9���=�� ��%���� ����  *���� ���� (a!� #�� 2���। ����q� 
(���%� ‘&!’ �.�!0 ������� #�% v�»U���,%� !��<� ��/HM�% �J�!i� S ������। '��3,�� ���� ��7 
���3���� �#�� #। ����q� #% v�·U���,%�� ��=U �2�� (a!� #�% &��� �� �#�� �����, 
(�� �� 3{� ��� �2�� �!��� !,� ���% v�»U���,%� ��/HM���- '� ������#� '��3,�-
v�»U���,%� �����< &�� 3��� !�-v�»U���,%� !,� #�% (a!� #��। ‘&!’ �.��!0� KK ��+��� 
4�c���� 3{�� ���J ¬� ��� 4�c��� �2�� !��<� ��0) &���� �F��1 ���। KK ��+� ��<���,�% 
&�� ���� ��!� 
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��#������, !��<� &�� v�»U���,%�� ���� (a!� #�� '��� ��। &< !�% &��� XG0�� G��। 
���������� &��� 5�,� ����%���,� �2�� ���� *6H<%��� (��T� ��� 4�� '�!। ‘&!’ �.�!0 
������ ������ 5�,� �� ��� 5�,� 2���। 5�,� 2���� ���� �5� 5�,��� ����!�। ������� 
!�������� !��2 ��0� ��.3��#� #���#��� �Y #%। ����!�� B���x0�U ��0� ��.3��� ������� 
������ ���� #��� ��f (��/���*��� ��� ��H�4 ��। ���� ��!�!# KK � BY��*��� '#� 
#। ���� ��� KK ��+��� (���%� ���1 #। � �J�!i� ��#������ 'T�U ��� �F��1 ���। 
S �J�!i� ���� *6H<%� $ ‘&!’ �.��!0� ���� !��<� #�% 'B5�u� ���� (a!� #%। 
 

 ������#�� K� �J�*� !@�@k G�H�� ��0�U ����M���। K� �J�!i� KS ������ ������Q 
������� �6"# �*� ��� 'B5�u ���� ��,। ‘&!’ �.�!0 $ �� i� �!8�  !"�� ����� ��T�� &< 
���� I�H���% ��,। K�/KK �J�!i� ����!��� 'B5u �M�,  *�� 4�� ��% &��  *�� �v��� ��! 
���। KK �J�!i� *����% KL ��u���� �#���b�� ����5 ��� (�� ���, ����� #%। �p��% ��+� 
$ �� i� �!8�  !"�� ���% �#H�� ��!��� (a!� #%। KK ��+�  *�� (����� ��� ����।  
 

 �������� ��� G�H�� �M��� ���< ��1����। �"��b ��.� <��� ��� ��+��� &� ���E�� 
������% ���� ��#�, ��� #�% #��#����� ���� ���। K� �J�!i� ���1���#� #��#����� ��/H�M ��%। 
4��20 ��+� 4°a��-���5����� !,� ���% #��#������ !�;��� &�! ��,। �� ��+�$ &��� &�! 
��/HM�%। K~ �J�!i� #��#������� !�;��� &�! ��,। �� ��+�$ &��� ��/HM�%। K~ �J�!i� 
#��#������� (�>��� ����!���� $�� ���1���#� 'T�U 4���%। ������� (�.!�� ���� #��� 
&� ���E�� ����!�!# '_!��0U ���। (������ ���!��� ������ �M�, �./����#��� &�! 
(�>� �%। !�`��� ���#� �./����#�� 'T�U ���। Kh �J�!i� 4°a�� (�>��� ����!��� 
'_!��0U ���। 
 

 &� i� �!8�� ���1������� �"��b ��#.���� ��@�V M�5��<%� ��� ���। �"��b 
��#.�� ‘��’ �.��!0� !��2 ���5 ���% �.�-4°a�� !,� ��� &��� �� ��W�� �� ��� &�� (�� 
���� 4°a���� ���� (a!� #�� 2���।  
 

 �"��b ��#.�� !�`��� ���#�� !��2 L �J�!i� ������5u &�! ��/HM�%। ������5u ���� 
KR � ���1����� �#�� #। ����!��� ���1���#�� ��v 'T��U� .�� ��M� #��� 2���। �*��� 
�v��� ���%��� ������#� ��! ��� ��%। 
 

!������ ����� �" �"��b ��#.�� J� ��� �2�� (a!� #% &�� ������#� !`��*��5 
&�5�% 4��। ��/2���#� 4¡���)� ��c�� &�! ��/HM�� ����!��� '��0����� !�#���" 9��*��� 
���� ��%। KK �J�!i� !�������� �� #%। K� �J�!i� &< ���#� ������% (�>��� ��� ��+��� 
!��2 ���5�� ���। 

  
4��20 ���� $ ���1���#� ��/2*��� ¥�5���� ����� �*��� ���� ��,। (�� &��� �� 

4°a���� ���� ����� #%। �p��% ���� $ ���1���#� ������ (��T� ��� (a!� #�� 2���। &��� 
�� ��B��� ��� $ (" ���� ����� ����� �� ����� ���� (a!� #%। K� �J�!i� *����% ���#� 
.������ ��� ���। ��/������� �� #% &�< ���। ����!���� ���A%� ������� ���� ������� 
�2 �� #�% ��%।  
 
 3{�-��y� ���� ������#���� �� #%। &� '�5 �%���#�� ���� ��7 !���� �#�� #। 
KR �J�!i� �G�,�G�� ��� #% &�� ������#� $ ���1���#� �B,�� ���� (a!� #�� 2���। 
�5���c��� ���� �F��1 #%। K� �J�!i� �B,�� �� #%। 
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 K�K ���3��� ��� &����% !�`��� ���#� ���� �2�� ���������� ���� ����� #%। 
������#�� &��� �v�5J &< &����% ������% �M���। �v�5J !�� �:� $ X<�� �"�����% 
�%��!��# &�� &��� �"�����% ��������� 9���=� (�>� �%।  
 
 �J�!i� L ������ !�`��� ���#� ���������� �����0� (O�� ��/H�M ��%। &��� �� 
v�»��� (��T� ��� ���������� ����; ��� ��%। ������#� �%��!�# �2�� &��� �"�����% 
��������� >�)��� ���। 
 
 KK i� �!8�� ���1���#� #���%�G�� $ ��������, #�% �%��!��#� ���� ����� #%। h 
�J�!i� �%��!�# �F��1 #%। ���������� ��� $ ���1���#�� !��2 ����!���� &� 94� ��� 
#%। KK �J�!i� ������#� ������ #%। ���� ������ �5� BY��*��� '#� #�� ���� ������ 
�5�� (���%� ���1 #। ����!���� &��� �� ��+�<� 4�� ��%। !�`��� ���#� ��+�<��� ���� 
(a!� #%। 
 
 KR �J�!i� ��+�<�� M�� �!�� &��� �"�����% (�#�U ���। �������� ���� ������ 
����!��� ��+�<��� ���� (a!� #�����। ���������� ������� !�� �2 Y� #�% ��%, ���U 
K�K ���3���� �����  !"�� ��+�<�� ��/H�M ��%। Kg �J�!i� ������#� ��+�<�� '_!��0U 
���। ���%�� �����!��"� ��� �!� a����!�� #��� �#� #%। !�`��� ���#� ����� ��2 
���0������ ���� ���� ���। K�< �J�!i� ��/2 �� �+�� ��M����M &�! ��,। &< ���#� ����%�?�� 
#�% !�*�� &�! ��/�M।  ��M�=�� ���"< !�̀ ��� ���#� ����� 3���¼ ������ v���� ���M &�! 
��,। KK< �*i� �5�� ��� &�J�!’� ���.� �%����� '_!��0�� 3���� ���% �� ������। 
              

Kh< �J�!i� ������� K�< �J�*� ������ ���� ������ ������ ������ v���� ���M 
&�! *����% ������ 5���0 �5��� ���M '_!��0 ���। ���1���#� �= �= ����x� �%5� $ 
3���!� ���" ���� ��� ���।  
 

������ �������#�� ���0�O�� ��� &� �[�%�½ KS !"��� ��� ���� �M���। !�0�_� 
����� �p��% ��� ��������� ���� ��1 !E�U0*��� #���%। *����% �������#� &��� '����" 
��* ���।  
  

*����% �/���#� �|� &%��T"�.� �"���%�� ‘�*T�)’ ��+��!�5�� ���� !��t ��2� 
5������ ���। ‘�*T�)’ �2�� ��� ����B���� 4�a�� �c�, ���� ���� �c� $ 4��� �c� 
'T� ���। &< ��� ��#���� 9�� ��0�" �M��� !��t ��2 ����!� �����% ���� � ��%� &�� 
!��t ��2 ��� !�#��" ���� �!�� ���� �� ��y� ���।  
  

������ �6�0�O���% �/���#�� ��%��� ��� 5����� !�0�_� ����� 92� ��%����� 
���"< ��!9�: #%। KR (�8��� ‘� � $ ����’ ��� X‘�� 5����� !�¹��% �������� �/���#� 
!������� ��� #�%। h �J�!i� ������� ���� �� ‘� � $ ����’ &�� *����% 5����� ‘���*�’ 
�#�U��%Q �+�� ���� &�� ����� ��������� ��� �/ G�H�� ��,&, &! ‘�������’ ����� �" 
(a!� #%। L< �J�!i� ����� ���� M�,�< &< 5�����B��� �#�U��%Q ��/HM�%। ���� K� �J�!i� 
(�*�� �Y #%।  
 

 ���� KR��� !�% ���� ���<%��J0� !�;��� '���� ���� ��5� ���� ���� ��%। *����% 
���� ��� ��, ����B��� *����%। '��¶�*��� ��5� ����B��� ������x0U �Y ���। *����% 
���� 
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!��<�� ��#�� �"�5 ���� ���। <�u '��0�.!�� ���1����� YW� '�� 3��� &�! �4P��� ��� 
���� 4� ‘��#�� 2���� �� ��� #�%�M। '��� �@��"� *�% *�� <-&�5�% �����<।’’ ����]^ 
YW� '�� ‘����’-&� 3��� ������� ������x0�U� .�� �#�� #। 
 
 h �J�!i� *��� ���������� 
��@�� 9�� ���। ����!��G� !����U ���x� ��� ������ 
�" 9��� ��! ���। ����%� &< 9���� �*��� ��% &�� �@�� $ l�� �*����� ���� 2���। <%��#%� 
�� 9�"���� '������ $ 4��� !��!�� #��=� �2�� ��O� #। ������� &� �=  !�"� 
���4�% ����% $ '_!��0�U� ��" ���% ���1���#�� ��� ���% !6�4� #���-�@�2��� ���4�� 
!������� #��� 
��� $ !��0�*/� ��������। 
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������� !6� ����� 

R�। ������#�� �P���� $   ("�" 
9�!�+� �2" 

‘����� ��� ���’-(*�� !���� 
!E���� �������, KL�R, �@^�  

LS-KgL 

KL�K 

 
g �J�!i�, KL�K। ��"���� �2��< �������� �Y #�% �5� *��� ��� ���। &�� �!< !�+ 

�Y #�% �5� ���������� ���1����� 46,�) ��0�%। 4����0� �2�� ���������� ������ ������#�� 
3�� 'T�U �Y ��� *����% �!�, ���� &�� �/���#�। '� ���������� ���1�������। 

 
 !� ���< ���$ &��� ��#6��0 �Y #%। ��f �� ��� ���$ ���< ��� '��¶� �Y #% �। 
9��"��� ����� ��M� 2��� ��G0���� 9ª{��। 2��� ������� ����q�। ����� !���� ���� ����< 
�Y #% �!< 9ª{�� '� ����q�। X��=�< 9ª{�� '� ����q�। ��� & �����$ �M�। 
&����� *��� ��� �����। &�� ���< �6� (�� ���������� ���1 !�a���� 46,�) �,�<�%�$। 
 

 &�9�-�� �2��< *����% &�� ������� 9���=� ���#� �������� !E��0 ����� �� �� 
����q� �4�� ��� �Y ��� ���%�M�। '� �!< !�+< �Y #�%�M� 9ª{��। !����U� �="�� �>� 
��� �� ��®�%���। !���%��� �!< (�!��� ����� ����q� �4� ��� &�� 9ª{�� 5�,।  
 

 &�9� ���!� ��x����< *����% 9���=� ���#�� !��� *��� !���� ���������� ���1 
!�a���� ��%��� ��� ���� ����M��। ����M��7 (&�) ���������� ���1 !�a�� 4����� �6�� 
���������� ���1���#�। *����% �!����#� ���� &�� (r�r ���% ���1 ���#��� !�#��" ����। 
(X<) ���1 ���#��� *��� !���� !�#��" ���� ��� ��� ���#� ��� *����� 3�� #���� ��� 
��#�� *����% �!����#��� �!< 'T��U� ���� ���� #��। (��) ���������� !�!"�� ��� ���$ 
���?��� !���� � #% ��#�� *����% 9���=� ���#���$ ���������� ���1 !�a���� 46,�) 
�,�<�%� ���� #�� ����। (4��) ��� 46,�) �,�<�% *����% 9���=� ���#��� ���� #%< ��#�� 
��� �=" #�� ������ ����!# �5��� ���������� ������ ��� ���#�� �����1 ���। (��H4) ���1 
!�a��� ��� 9�"=*��� *����% 9���=� ���#� ��� ��#�� ������!# �5��� ���������� ��� 
¥�5���� ��1 ���� #��। (M%) ���������� ���1 ���� *����% ���#�� (�� �$%� ���< #�� 
�������� !�+ *����� ���। !����� �,�< ��� �6��0 #�� �, #�� ��y��$। &�� (!��) ���-*��� 
�,�< #�� 3{� !����) 4��� �2�$ �� ����� #��। 
 

 &< ���0��� 3�� �*�{ ���< *����% 9���=� ���#� X*��� ��H��� ����q� �4� ��� 
&�� 9ª{�� 5�, ����। (&�) ���1 ���#��� ���� ��$%� &�� ����� (r !����# ���। (X<) 
���������� ���1 !�a���� 46,�) ��0��%� �,�<�%� �" ����q� �4� ��� &�� ��� 9ª{�� 5�, 
�����।  
 

 ���������� ���1����� 46,�) ��0��% ����q� �4� ���� �5�% '����� 9���=� ���#��� 
92��< ���B�� (!������ �2� ����4� ���� #%। 92��, ���������� 9�@��। ��������� (!��" 
�����। ���B�� �� �����। '�, ���������� 9�% !�0� ���*6�� &�� &<!� ���*6����$ 
�������$ ��M� ��M� �� ��� 2���। �p��%�, ���������� �����B�� (������< 3{� �2�� ��=�U 
9���#�। ��< ��y� �2�� �6��0 (a!� #$%� (�") ���। (24 *��� �2�� ��������� ���$ �, 
�!����#��� ������ #�� �� ����U ��y� ��� �2�� ������< !�����। �@��%�, ��������� ����G�� 
(�") ��। !���" ��%��� ��� ���� ���� '�M। �!B��$ (!��" ������ $�� ���% �5�%�M। 
4��20�, 9�%���% !��"�%  
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 !", ���� &�� ��#��-���� ��$%� ���� �। ��������� ��� ������ ���#��� ����  !" &�� '�� 
 !" 9�% 4�� �J�*�। !����� ����x}��� �#!�� �� G�H�� �2�� ���$ �!����#��� 3��� ���� 
#�� 'T�U����� ()� ��BU ��1 4�<। (20�P ���������� ���1!�a���� �" ()� ����� �J�*� 
*����%  !" 9�%��। (24 �� ��$%� ���� �। ���U, ��y� ���$ �W  !", ���� &�� ��#�� 
���� 9�%��। '�, 3{��� �"$ ��M�  !" &�� ���� ���� ����� #��। �O��, &<!� (!����� 
!�Z$ ��� ¥� ����!# ���������� ��1 ���� #��-��f ��������� &� !��0*��� �,�< 4����� 
#�� ���� !����U �5����� ���$ =�� � #%, ����� ���$ !E� ��! � #% &�� �,�<�� 4�� 
��� ��� ���#�� !�+। (20�P ��,����, �,�< ��x ���� #��, ��f '� ��H4�� �,�<�%� �� !�0�_� 
�,�< ��� ���� �। &< ����>���� *����% 9���=� ���#� ���������� 46,�) �,�<�%� �" &��� 
������� ����q� �4� ���। 
 
 �!< ����q� ��H4�� �="। 92� $ 9�� �=", �=9��। *����% 9���=� ���#� �>� ��� 
��� ���� ����< #% ��#�� X’ !:��#� ���" ���� ��/HM�� #��। ��¡��c� ����। &�����!< ����< 
&�5��� #��। ("�" �#� �� G�H�� ����� �" !�% �� ��1 A ��� #�� �। �!B���� &�,�% ���� 
#��। 
 �p��% �=", �F�=�� ���H�� ��$%�। ���� ���I��� #�� �� ��� �4�% ()� 4��BU ��1 
��% *����% ���#� 'T�U ���M। '� ���� ������ #�� �� *����% ���#� !���� �2��< 'T�U 
���� ���� ���� �F�= ���  !"���#� ���$ &��� &����% �, � ���� ���� &�� ���������� 
4����0�� M�,�% ����� ���" #%।  
 
 �@��% �=", �!< M�,�% �,� �����#��� '��� &���� #�� � ��$%�-���� ��� ��#� 
��«�J #�% ���$ �p��% ��0��%� �,�<�% � ���� ���� &�� ���� ���*; (O� �2��  !" !���% 
&� ���� ���� �=�� �" � � $ ��G�� ��I����I (O�� ���$ �1 �6"# � �4� ���� ����। 
 
 4��20 �=", *����% ���#� ���� ��� ���#�� !�+ ���$ ���$ �, ��G0 ���� ��: � #�% 
��, &�� �� *����% ���#�� =�� �2�!�� �� #%। *����% 9���=� ���#�� ���4����� &��$ 
���� �� ���2�$ ��� �, ��G0��%��� ��� #�� ���� ���������� !����U ����x� =�� #�� &�� 
����% !E�$ ��! #�� ���"। &< �" *����% ���#� 92� �2��< ��� ��� ��������� ����� 
#�� �, !,�B�� &�,�% ����। &�� &�5��� ��H4� �2 ���%-����� ������#� ���� '�� ���� �, 
����� ���-���#�� 9���=� �6"# �� ��< 2���� �, ����� �F�= *��� (r�r '�� ����� � 
&�� ����� ��!�� ���< �� 2����। 
 
 �O� �=", �5�,� �2��< &�*��� 'T�U�� 4����� &�� ���4��� ��� ���� ���������� 
������ ������#�� ����� �,�<�%� 9�% �Y��< �*�+ ��$%� ��% &�� ���� ���� ��x ��0) 
�,�< � ��� '�5< '_!��0U ���� ���" #%। 
 
 &< ��H4�� �=" !��� ���� *��� ���������� 9�% 4����0�� &<*��� ��� �!����#��� 
!������7 
 

R � ����। !�� �.��-�@±5�। 9��- ��7 ��7 ��, &, ��%�। X��� ���0�" �J�*� L� 
$ �20। �P!# ��-~~ &! Y� �"��� !��� &��� ��I��� '�0�J0 ������Q,  ����-�h !�H��Y Y� �"�� 
!��� '� &� #�¾� �"�� ������m, &��� ��I��� '��0���� ������Q-Kg� ��������� �6������ ©� 
����!# �v�  ��� ���� ���� &� &��� <���%���� <3��। L� �J�*� ��� 9�� G�H�� ��� 
R� ��5�� �%��� ��M����M। �20 �J�*��� �6� G�H�� #� �@±5� �5��� ��I����I। 
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 gg� ����। !�� �.��-����B�,। 9��- ��7 ��7 &�, &�, 2���। h &�� R�� ���0�" 
�J�*�। �P!# Y� ����-�h &! �"���!��� &��� #�¾� '�0�J0 ������Q, �@��� ~.~ <�O ����� 
!��� &��� ��I��� '��0���� ������Q &�� �v�  ��� ���� &��� <���%���� <3��। R�� 
���0�" �J�*� 9�� G�H�� ��� �����G���� ���M। h� �J�*� ���4��#�� ����%। 
 
 &< gg� ������ '� &��� (���� G�H�� #� �5�#�����। ����4��7 K�K� ���3���� 
���। 9��7 ��7 ��7 �� &!, �5�। ��17 X< �v�5J ������  !"। ���������� ���M 94� &� 
�,�<�% ������ �5� '#� #$%�� �� &< ���#�� 9�� #�� ��7 ��7 ��, �5��।  
 
 � � ����। !�� �.��-'5����। 9��- ��7 ��7 !5� �!�। S, ~� &�� Rg� ���0�" 
�J�*�। �P!# X’ �[�%�� ����-�h &! Y� !�H��Y �"��, �@��� ~.~ <�O ����� !��� &��� 
��I��� ������Q &�� �v�  ���� <���%���� <3��। d ���� ���0�" �J�*��� *�5 *�5 ��� 
���������� �6�0 !����) ���*; &����% ��H, ����% ��$%� #�। 
 
 &�� *����% �!����#�� �#!��। &� !�+ �M� ��0� $!���� (��> 9�% h�,��� 
���1�!�। &�� ��������� X*��5 ��*1 �M�7 ���1�./� &�� ��������#� �� ���1���#� (&.-&.)। 
����9�: $ ��50��� ���1���#��  !"�� ���0��% �� ��! �2��< ���������� �*��� �,�< 4����� 
�Y ����M�। *����% 9���=� ���#�� �= �2�� &��� !�+ ���5����5 ����� ��7 ��7 ��, &, 
!����। ��� �� �������� �Y #�% �5� &�� �� *����% �!����#� 9�"=*��� �,�<�% (�� 
��� �� ���������� ���1���#� $ *����% �!����#��� ��% 5��� #� &��� ����। &< 
������ 9�� #�� *����% �!����#�� �6�0�O��% 9�� ��7 ��7 �5��P �!� (�����।  
 
 &��� X��� ���! ���� #% '5�� �"��"� ��� ���� *��। $���� ������ �2��< ���� ���� 
*��� ���������� 4����0�� ��  !" !������ ���� (������< ���0�" �J�*���। ���0�" �J�*� 5�� 
�� ���$ (" �J�*��� ��<, ��f ���#�� 9��� ��#��, �,�< ���� �" ���0�" �J�*� 5��� 
#% �!< �" ����� (r�r #% &��� #�¾� ����। �"�� �� *��� ���� ���0�" �J�*�� 2��� �। &< 
�"< ��������� �,�<�%� ����q� ���� �5�% *����% 9���=� ���#� 9���� ���0�" �J�*��� 
!�+ ��,�� �"�� $ '��0���� ������Q ���5 ���। &� ���" �����M� ����%� !�H��Y �"��$ �M�। 
�p��%�, ���0�" �J�*��� !�+ !����U� �, �v�  ��� ���� �� <3�� 2��� �। ���U, ��#��,� 
3��� �� 4$,� #% �। (24 �������� 4$,� ���� *��। ���B�� �� �����। &< �" ��������� 
(������� ���%V ��$%�� !�+ !�+ 9��"��� ���0�" �J�*��� !�+ �, �, �v�  ���� 
<���%���� <3��$ ��$%� #�।  
 
 
���� !�a�� �Y #$%�� �� �2�� �������� ��®�%��� ���������� �" �� ��0��% 
�� ���� !����� ����q�  ��� ���। 92� ��0�%, R~ ��40 �2�� &�9��� �@��% !:�# ��0)। &< 
��0��%� ������� !����� ����q� �M�7 !�� �#�B���� I���� ��¿���� 3�� I�H���% �,, 
����< 
����� !�a��� ��� �� #% ����< ��x ��� ��$। �p��% ��0��%, (20�P �� ����!# 
��50��� ���1���#� �5���� ��%��% 'T�U �Y ��� �� ��� ���#�$ ��������� ��� !����� 
����q� ��¢����। &< ��0��% ���� ��� �!����#�� 3�� �*0� ��� �। 5�, ���� X��� >��% 
���#�$। &� &��� #� ������� ���#�- !���" ����9�: (�"�4���� ��। '� &��� '���� 
���#�-9��� ��0�� ���� &�� B���]U�� ������� ��% 5��� !����� ��#�। �5���� &�� ��� 
���������� ��� ���� �" ��� !����� ���#� &< X< ����� ���#�� !�#��" ��। ������� 
���#�� #��� (r$ ��$%� #�-9��� ��<�.�। �� ����� ���%V ��� ����। ���, �5������� 
��H�� ��� ���, �5������� !#���� &�� 
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']%������� 3�� (�"�4�� 4����� $ ����� ��-��� �!����#��� !����# ���, �v�-�����< 
<�"��� ��#��� ��$%�। '���� ���#���$ ��������� &�< ����� ���%V ��$%� #�-&� ��#��� 
��$%� M�,�। ����� !�T% ��� ����� #� 9��� �#� (O��। �#�� &�� �#��� '������ ���� 
���� ������������� &�� ���1�������� !�20� ����� ��H�� ��� ���� ���%V ��� '����। 
�!����#� &< ���#�� �����0 �%��� ����� ���। &< X< ���#���< �!����#� ����$ !�#��" 
��$%��$ �"�>� ����M�। 
 
 ���1���#��� �5���� 'T�U �� ��,�� '�� ��� ��� ��@0�=$ ��< �=: #�% 3��। 
!����U ��¿���� 3�� �!����#� $ ��� X< ����� �5�̂ �� (�"�4��$ ��< ���, 4��। &����� 
�� !����U ����x� 3��, ����x ��� !����U a����!�� 3�� (�"�4�� ��,� ("���� ��< ��� 
�!����#� !����)< ���1���#�� (�9��� �� ���� �" *���-�������� !����)� ��M����M 4�� 
'!�� �4A� ���। �x0����� &< ���� ����� (!����� #���। ��f �x0� &��� ����< ���� 
���������� ��% !����)� �� ��M����M !�� 4�� '!�� �4A� ���। �!�bi� ��! �5�� &< 
�"������ 46,�) ��0��% 3��। R���� !���) �4/��� ���" $�� 9�% RK���% ��/H�M �5�। R~ ���40� �� 
��� �./� $ !���) �=� ���#��� 9�% !� !���) �4/�� �M�, ���� #�%�M�। &< ��� !��% ��� 
��®�%��� ����� ��@0��=� �" '��� ����� �� ���0����� 92� *�5�� �M� ����>�� ���ÀxU। 
!�a ')�0���� ����>�� ���ÀxU ��� ��� ��@0�= ���7 '��� �� ��� *����% �!����#�� 
9�"= !#����5��% ����;�������� �6�0 �������� ���B�� !���) (O� ��� ���� �4A� ���� 
&�� *��� !���� �!< ��� ��� &����% 
��� ����� !���� ��� �ª{���� 9���^� ����। 
����� �!< �2���2� 
��� ����� !���� �����% '��0���� �6�?��� 4�� ��,���� �4A� ����। 
'����� �� #% � *��� !���� �5��� �6�0 ������ ��� ���� ����q� ��% ����। �! !�#! 
���� ���� �। ���� 4�<�� !����)� ��M����M ��%��� �, �#��� ��% &��� �2���2� ��1 &���� 
5� ����। 
 
 &< ���Àx�U� 3�� �*�{ ��� <!������� ������ ���0� ���7 !�����, &�*��� '����� 
9���=� �"�>��� !����� #�� ���� $�� �6�0 �������� ���$ �, &���� � ��� ���� ����। 
'����� 9���=� �"�>� !����)< !��@k ���� #��। &�� ����� #�� �� *����%  !"���#� 
��� 
�� ����� �6�0 �������� ���$ (O�� ���� �� � ��� ���� ����। !���) (O�� &� '� ��<� 
$�� ���� �,�� �"� #$%�� ��M� �<। ��f ���� �6� ��M���< &�5��� ��$%� #�� �। 
 
 &< ���0� ���%< ��������� ������ ��� ���#�� 9�� ��7 ��7 &, &, ��, �%��� ���I�� 
�4A� ��� *����% �!����#� ��� �����% �����% �4A ���� ����। ��*��� ��� ��। ��������� 
��% ������ �����0 ���। ��f ��M���< ���I 3��� ���� � *����% �!����#� &�� ���1���#� 
��� ��� ���% &�5�% ��� &���� ��1 ���� 4�<�� ����। ���� !����) *����% 9���=� ���#�� 
9ª{�� �������� �Y #�% �5�%�M। �%��� !� ����� ��� ��। &�� ���� 4����0�� 9ª{��। �� 
���$ ��� ���% 'T�U #�� ����। &< (�>�% �%��� &��� ‘‘��A�� �"�’’  ��� ���। ��H� 
����q��� #� &< ���7 !����)� !�B�� ���� ����� 3�� !��@k 9���=��6"#  ��� ��� #��। 
*����% ���#� ����� ����� �, #�%�M ��� ��� 3�¢� ���� !��@k �����  ��� ��� ���� *��� 
����!# ����!���� ��!�% ��$%� #��। �� ���� ���%< *����% ���#� (a!� #$%�� �4A� �Y� 
�!< ����%< ���� ���� ��$%� #��। *����% �!����#�� ��������� ���� ��� �!����#�। '� 
("�" '��  !���� �,�� ���1���#�� !�+। 
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����q� ���� #$%�� !�+ !�+< �%��� ��� �5��� �!����#��� ���������� 4����0�� M�,�% ���। 
!���) �2�� ����� �*��� ��-����� ��<�, ���2�$ ���2�$ ���-4��� ��<� ��0) �, �, !,��� 
3�� (!��" �����  ��� ��� &�� 9�� 9�� *����% G�H��� ��������� *��� ���� $ �"��!# ��� 
�!����#��� ��H, ����% ���। 
 
 *����% 9���=� ���#�� ��0��0��� ��< ���� *�xU ���� #��। ���� ��I�� ���� .�H�� �� 
���%�M। �%��� ��� �!����#��� ����� 4����0�� M�,�% ���%�M, �5��� !���)�� �=� ���� 4�<�M 
&�� ��I��< ����M � �� ���������� ���1 !�a��� 9�"=*��� ���5 ���� *����% �!���#� ��� 
��� ��� ���% &�5���। ��������� �%���� #��� �� ��� �!����#�� 9�% �R�� �%��� 
�"�����%। g~ �"�����% ����!� &�� � �"�����% ��y� ������� �����। '� '�� 
!�������� ���" <� ������ �!�*� '��J �.���!�!� K��� 3<�5 &�� ~ 3<�5 ������#�। (20�P 
���� �%���  !" 9�% ��,���। &�� '�� !����� ���#��� 9�% R�,R�� ����। &M�,�$ ��� 
��@0��=� #��� ��������� '�$ 9�% R�,��� <J��®%�� �!��3���� �.�!0 �M�। ����  !" �M� ��� 
�R �"�����%; ��f ��� �J�*� �M� 4����। K�, gL, L $ Kh। &M�,�$ gh� �J�*� ��� '� 
&��� �J�*� �M� ���� ������ ����!��� (���। 9��� '��- !��� &< �J�*��� '$��% 
�M�। 
 
 !����)� 4����0�� &< ���#��� !����% ���% �%��� ��� &��� ����@: #��। ��� #��� 
�� B���5��� 94��। �%��� ��  !" �4�%�M� ��� ��@0�= ���� �� ���� ��%�, ��� 4��#�� �� 
�"��, ���� $ ����$ ��y� ������ �2�� '�!�। ��f �������� ��0��� �%����� �5�����Y� 
���� ��� ���0U" ����। �� �4�%�M� ��� �4�%$ ���� ���%�M�। ����0 ��1��® &�� 4� �2�� 
���� 94�� �5���B�� �� ��� ��@0��=� #���। �%���� �� �J�*� �� ������� G�H����। �� 
�J�*���  !"�� !��=��� �2�� ���A%� ��0) M�,�% ��H,��। �x�,� �J�*��� �#J���%��0�� 92�� 
�M� ������। !���% �!���� ��% '!� #� �B,�%। 5+�-v»����� ��"��0� (O��� !�a !����) 
�x�,� ��� �J�*���  !"�� ����� ��� �!�। K� &�� gL � �J�*��� *��5 �,� �6�0 !���) 
�=�� ���%V। 3{� !����)� �������� �2�� ��=�U ������� ��0) K� &�� gL � �J�*��� 
 !"�� M�,�%। 
  
 ���������� ������#�� #��� �M� S��� ����0 !"��. �"��। '� �M� �’ ',�< ��I��� �� 
*��� ����। �%��� ��$ !� !����)� ��M����M ��% &�। &�� �@�"�� 9�� 9�� *����% 
G�H��B��� ��������� ��H,���� �" &� 9�% !� ��M� ��% �, ��� ��H4�� ���¡--�4/5�M�, �#��, 
��������, �!��� &�� '��3,�%। X’�=< ���I�M� �� #$%�� �������< #��। ��< X�=< (�8�i�-
�*i� ���"< !����)  !" !��) !����% �!�। $���� �� ���� ���  !"���#�$ �5������� 
'T��U �"���"�। �5��� !���) ����� &����% ���� ���  !"���#�� ��= 4���.�� (!�� #�% 
��H,��। �%��� ��I� &��� &��� �, ���� ��M� � ���� �����< %। �� !����)$ ���  "���#� 
��H�,�% �5�%�M। �%���� ���� ��< ��� ��। #���� #���� ������ ��5�� �����% �5��� !���� ���, 
#���� #���� �����$  ��� #�% �5�%�M। ��� �!����#�� �������� �!< !� ������ ����$ ��% 
��%�M। �%��� ��< �� W��� ���7 9�%��� !����)� $���� �5�% ���1���#��� G��%� ��� &!।  
 
 �*i��< �Y #�% �5� ��� �!����#�� *����% !��� (��T�। !�0� &< G�� G��� 
'�� ���। 4���� ��5U�%, ��%�%, ��������, ���4��#���, '!���� ���*; 9��) &�� ������� 
�� (O��। *����% �!����#� &�� !���) �=� ���#� (20�P ��, &!, &.’$ !�+ !�+ &� 9��"{� 
���� '�� ���। �Y #�% �5� !����)� ���*; (O�� �5���B�� ����%। &�� 9�% 9����< &< 
���! ���, 4��।  
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�*i��� �5�,�% ��������� ������% 94� �5����x0U �Y ���। ���� �5���B�� 4���� 9��� 
'��3,� (O� �2��। &< �5����x�U0 ������ �#� &�� '������� ���B�� a�� ��� =��a> 
#�। *����% �!����#� &�� !���)�=� ���#�$ �%��� &� ���� ���। $���� �� ���1���#�$ 
����-4°a�� ��� ��< $ !,� �2 ���� ��$%�� �4A� ���M।  
 
 '��3,�� ���M ��������� &��� �, G�H�� ����M�। &� ���U$ �M�। ���������� ��-
!,� ���5����5 �"�>�% '��3,�� >� (�") BYV�6U0। 4°a��-����-]�#°-�%��!�# �����2 
'��3,� 9�� ���। ����2 4°a�� �2�� &�! '��3,�% X*�5 #�% �5�%�M। &��� 3{�-�6��0 4�� 
�5�%�M ]�#�°� ����। '� &��� ��G� �� �J�+�% 3{�� �5�%�M �%��!��#� ��2। ��=�U ��<�� 
�5�%�M ����%। '��3,� ��< ��� BYV�6U0 G�H��। *����� &������ ���5�%�। ��� !�� �%��� 
���, !����5 ����< ���1���#� '��3,� ��� ��� 4°a�� �c��� !�+ ���������� ��� ���� 
(O��� ���5����5 �"�>��� ���M; ��� ����। ���� '�$ ���, �,�< #�� *����% �!����#�$ 
!�+ !�+ '��3,� ����� �4A� ����। ��< ���� '��3,�% ��� &��� �1 G�H��  ��� ����M�। &�� 
&< �1 G�H�� �2��< ������ �� &����% (����� �5����x0U ���M�। ��M��� ��=�U �.�� ��M����M 
���� '� &��� �, G�H��  ��� ����M�। &�< 3�N�" 4°a��-����-]�#° ���5����5 ���M; �4A�% 
������।  
 
 &< �.�� G�H�� �2��$ ��������� *����% &����� 3�� 94� �5���B�� 4����� �Y ���। 
��H4-M%�� &<*��� 4��� �� *����% 9���=� ���#� ���� &�5�% �5�% ��� G�H��B�� ��! ��� 
���% � &�� &< �5����x0U �� ��� ���� �। ���U, ��������� ���T��� �����  ��� ��� ��� 
�*��� ��! �5��� 4�����। �6� �2�� �5��� M��, ���T��� G��%� ��� ���� �। ��< �6�0 !����)� 
*����%  !"���#� �� &�5�% �5�% ��� G�H�� ��! ���� (���� 4�<� ������। !�a ����>�� 
����4� ��� ����$ �!< (���� ���% ���। 9�% !�+ !�+< �Y #� ("���। S �*i� ����% 
*����% ���#� &�5�% �5�% ������ !���)��0� ��� G�H��B���� ���� 'G�� #��। ��������� ���� 
��$%�� �4A� ���। ��f ���� �। !���)��0� G�H��B�� �M�, ����� ������ #�। 
  
 &< ("����� X��� 9�"= .� #�। 92��, ������� ���*; &����� 3�� ������ �5��� 
�x0U ���� =��� '� ���������� 2��� �। �p��%�, ���1���#�$ '�$ ����� ������#�� 3�� 
'T�U ���� !����5 ���। ���U, ������#� �� �1 G�H�� �2�� 3��� #�%�M।  
 
 �5���B�� ����% ��� ���������� �6�0 9��) 4��M� ���� 4��M� ��y� 9��)$। ��y� 
9��) !��4�% ���� 4��M� ���� &����-�����G���, �5���� &�� �%��%। (�8����� ��x �2�� 9�% 
9����< ������#� &< (O�� #�� �����। ���*; *����% a���� ���� ��� �5����x0�U� .�� 
����$ ������। �*i��� 92� !:�# �2�� ��������� &< ���� G�H��� 3�� �, �, ������ 
�5����x0U �Y ���। *����% 9���=� ���#� &�� !���) �=��� ��� ����$ �����। ��f &���$ 
�!< &�< !�!"� ���� ���। ��������� ������� ���" ��! �6������ ���� 4�����। ��$ ��$ 
�!< ������ �5����x0�U� ',��� &�! *����% a��B��� 3��$ 'T�U 4����% ����। .�� ���" 
#�% &���$ *����% �!����#��� &�5�% ���� #�।  
 
 �%�� (O�� !���) #� ������= �। �%�� �2�� &������ �!��� ��<� �����-������ 
���"< ����� �"�Q��Q। *����% �!����#� �������=� ��y� ���, �, #��< ����� �"�Q��Q 
�2�� ��� �!���#�$ &�5�% &�!�M�। ���T��� 9���=� ���#� �� ����� �� ���0� ���% 
�5�%�M। �!< ���0��� ��0�2�, 
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9�%�� #�� !�0� &�5�% �5�% $��� G�H��B��� ��! ��� ���% '!��। �� $< !� G�H�� �2�� 
'T�U 4����% $�� � &����� ���x ����� ����। *����% ���#� ��< ������= (��T� ��� 
&�5�% �5�।  
 
 �!�� RK �*i�। $��� �2�� &�5�% &� ������#�$। !�+ ��% &� K��� 4�� !"��. 
�"��। *��� *��� ����। &�� 9�% ��H4 #����  !"।  
 
 �Y #� ����� �,�<। *����% ���#�$ ���" #�% �"�� ��% &�!�M�। �"���, �����, 
����5�� 94� ��� #$%�� �� ���� �5� 92� ����� �,�<�%� ���x �������� M%’GQ� !"��. 
�"��< G��%�। �5��� '��� ��M� #�� �����%�M। *����% ���#� ��f �!���< ������#��� M�,� �। 
'�$ &�5�% �5�। �5;�2��� &�� 5������ M��,�%। ��� �!����#� $���$ ��� �1 9���=� �6"# 
 ��� ����M�। �p��% �� '�$ �, �,�< #�। &�� �!��� '�$ !���� ������� !"��. �"�� 
G��%� #�। �p��% ���� �,�<�% ������ ��� ���� ���#��� ���������*��� '!�� ����। 92� 
���� �,�<�%< ��� ���� ���#� ���5 ���%�M�। ��f ����=�U� �" %। *����% ���� ���#� 
'!�� '�5< ���� �����% ��%। �p��% �� ��� ���� ���#�� ���� '���� $,� ��� *����% 
�����$ '���� 3,�। �Y #� �������। X��� ����। ����� ��� !"��� ��� ��! #� �!< 
�,�<�%।  
 

 ����� �"��, ����� ���� &�� ��� ��M�  !"!��) #����% ��� �!����#� ��U *+ ���। 
*����% �!����#� '� &�5��� �। ���U, ��$ ���� �2�� ��� ���0� '�!�। ���, �5;�2��� 
'� 5������ �M�,$ ���� 4�� &� �। $<���< G�H�� �5�, ��! �<�। &���$ &�< .� #�। 
*����% a���� 3�� �5����x0U �� #�। ���1���#� ����� �"�Q���Q� 4����0�� 'T�U ���� 
!����5 ���।  
 

 &< ��0��% �@��% �, �,�< #% �����G���। �6��0 ��� '��3,�, ��y�� ���� �#��। 
�����G�� (O��� ��H��� �� &�5�% �5�%�M ���������� �*���। &< ��H���< ��x0��c� #� �#��। �#�� 
�#��� ��y� ������ �*���, ��f �#�� ��� ��� ���������� ���"। &< �#�� ��� #�%< 4�� 
�5�%�M ���������� ("�� 9�� ����2- �� ����2 ���������� 3{� ���� !�+ ��� ���� 
(O��� ���5����5 �=� ���M। 
 

 ���1��� �Y #$%�� !�+ !�+ ������#� ��I� ���1�!��� &< ����2�� ���M; ��� ��$%�� 
�" 9�U�U �4A� ����। ��< �Y �2��< ���� �#�� ���� &��� �1 G�H��  ��� ���। ���1�!��� 
��f �P!�Z$ �Y �2��< �#��� 3�� 'T�U 4������। (�8����� ��x����x *����% 9���=� 
���#�$ �����G�� (O�� &��� �, G�H��  ��� ���। ���������$ ����� �#��� G�H�� '�$ �1 
����M। ��� �, �, &�� ����% ����� (!��" �����  ��� ����M �#��� 4����0��। &��� ��� 
$%�5 ���%$ $�� ��%��� �1 �����  ��� ����M�। 
  

 !�a !����) �� 3�{�� &�� �5���B�� 4��M �!< !�% �������  !"�� d ��H��� 3{� 
$ ��=U ��� �2�� �����G���� 3�� 94� �5����x0U �Y ���। 92� 92� ��%��� �"������ ��� 
�5����x0�U !����� �<�। ����� ���� &�5���� �4A� ��� ����� '!� 3�N�" ��%। �!< 3�N�" 
��=U ��� �2�� 94� 'T�U ��� d ��H��� ���� ��$%� &�� $<*��� �����G��� *����% !����� 
G�H������ �6� *6�� �2�� ���M; ��� �.��। &�" ���� ���������� �����#�� &�� !����2� ��I����I 
(O� �2�� �"�� &�� *��� ���� ��% *����% &����% ���� �,��$ �4A� ���। $���� *����% 
���#�$ �� 4��4�� ��! �<। ��H��� 3{� $ ��=U ���� ������� �!����#�� 9ª{�� ����< ���� 
�F��=� 3�N�"�� ���I �5�%�M� &�� �!<�� 9ª{� #���। 
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�*i� ��x����x &< (O�� &��� ��������� �,�<- < �Y #�% �5�। 92� 92� *����% �!����#� 
��� G�H���� ��!< ������� �5���� ���� �����। ��f �� ��W��0 $�� �"�� ��% &�5�% '!�� �4A� 
��� *����% ���#� $ �� �"�� ��% &�5�% �5�। R~, Rh $ R� �*i� �5��� (O� ���, �, 
�"���� �,�< #�% �5�। &�� ��x���� �,�<�% ��� �!��� &� ��� ��� �� �����#���� ��� �2�� 
������ ���" #�। &< ���� ������ ���� ��H4�� �"�� #�����। ��f �"�� #����% �� �,�<�% �, ��� 
���% $ ������#�  �#�� ����� G�H�� M�,�� 4�<� �। *����% �!����#� (��" �#�� ��� ��� 
���� �" ���*��� (a!� $ #� �। 
 

&<*���  �5��� !����) (�G��x� �,�< 4��� 4���< �Y #�% �5� ��������� ��� - �G��x� 
#� ��� - *��� �,�<। &�� �,�< �G�x�� !�+ !�+< ���������� 4����0� ���% &�5�% �5� *����% 
�!����#� '� ���������� ��� ���1�������। �%��� �� �4��� !�x0 .�� ����। &�� &< !�x0 
.���< ���������� ��� �!� �%� <!������� �2�� �6U0 ����� ��� ���%$ ���� �U��/�� ��¢���� 
�। ��$ ��� �!����#� &�� ����-�c�� �5��� ����� !����)< M,��� �<�। &�� ��$ �%��� 
!����)� *����% �!���5#��� 9��#� ���� �" �"a। &� ���"$ ��M��� ���� ����� ���4% ��� 
��� �� �J�*��� 9�� ������ '!���। ��� !�� G�H�� !���% ��% ��$%� #� '� $ ��� 
��M��� �*���-��B��%। ���� ��% �!��$ 9��� ������ �5��� ��$%�� *�%। 5�������� �,�<�%� 
�� ����� ����� �"�Q��Q *����% ������ ���u� ���" &�! �5�%�M�। �� ��� �J����� 
�#J���%���� ����� �2�� !����; ��f  !"!��) ��� !����) �M� ���� �<�। ��$ ��� 
�!��%���� !��q, ������ ��! �5��� 4����%< ���- !"�� *����% �!����#� $ ���1���#�� 
(a5�� ���� ����। 
 

�� ���$ ��W��0 ������ !�0��1 ���% I�H���% �,�� ����, & ��� �*i��� ��x����< 
*����% 9���=� ���#� ���%�M�। ��< �� ��� ��W��0 �,�<�% ���� �" *����% �!�, ���� &�� 
�/���#�$ 9ª{� �M�। g �J�!i� !�"�% ���� �� (���0� *����� 3�� I�H���% �,� �� ��� 
���� ����$ �����< ���� #� �। X< !����)< ���� ��� !�+ !�+। �6��0$ । ��y��$। 
 

g �J�!i�: �.��0 3<��%�� �2�� !���� ��$%�� !�+ !�+ g ����� ����< *����% 
�!����#� 4����0� ���% ���������� ���� �,�। �� �J�*� &5���� 5������, �5;�2��� ���% 
�����-���� #�<$�%� ����। 4��20 �J�*� ���#������ ��� �����% &�5�% �5� ����5u-�I�<��#� 
����। �������� �J�*� ��� ���%V X*��5 ��*1 ��� ��-&��� (�� �<� �#��� ��� G�H��� 
��������� ���� �"। '� &��� (�� �#���� 3{�� ���� &�5�% 4�� ����। x^ �J�*�$ ��*��5 
��*1 #�% (a!� #�-&��� ������%� �2�� �����5�H� ����, '� &��� ���a�� �2�� ����5�u� 
���� &�� �@��%�� ���4��#�� �2�� ��5��-��,a���� ����। 3{�� ��G���%� ���� �� X��� �v�5J 
 ��� #�%�M� ����$ $< ������< &�5�% �5�। &��� ���� �2�� ��� &�5�% �5� ���������� ����। 
'� &���, &� ����x 3�N��", &��� &�5�% ��H�,�% �<� #���%�G���� ���������। 
 

�6�0 ��� �2��$ &�< !�+ S, ~� &�� Rg � �J�*� �� *��5 ��*1 #�% ��������� 
����। &��� ���#� &� !���5u �2�� �!����� ����। �M�� �M�� ���� ���#� &�5�% 4�� #��5u 
&�� ��/�*�������� ��2। '��3, �� �!���!��� 'G�� ��� &��� �5��� �v�5J< &�5�% 4�� 
v�»U���,%�� ����।  

 
$���� ������% �%���� �"�Q���Q ���������� ��� &��� �1 G�H�� �M�। ����� �!8��� 

���%V �M� '����� Rg � �J����� 3��। ��� �Y #��< �J�*� ������ �#��� ��� �����%। 
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&�5% 4�� ��3����c� ����। �%���� �"�Q���Q� !�+ �,�< 4����% ��$%�� �" ���� �5� ��� 
��%� ���E��  !"��। &< Rg� �J�*���< '� &��� �v�5J �4�Na�� �2�� (a!� #� 
���!���� ����। �=" 4�H����। ������#�$ &< 'T�U 'H4 ��� ���!�� &��� �1 G�H��  ��� ��� 
�����M�। &���$ *����% ���#� �!< &�< ��/�� ��। ���!���� ��� G�H���� �"� ����� �" 
&��� �M�� ���#��� ���� ������ &�5�% 4�� 4�H������ ����। ���� &� &��� �, ���#� &5���� 
������%� ���% �.�� ����। �=" 4�a�� ����%���� �2 �� ��� ��$%�। &< ���#��$ �!< &�< 
��/��। �.��� ��������� ��� �1 G�H��  ��� ����M�। �Y��< �!< ��� ���� �" *����% 
���#� ���$ �4A� ��� �। &��� �M�° ���#� ���� ��$%� #� �.�� ���  !"��� �"� ����� �"। 
'� �6� ���#�� ��� �����% &�5�% 4�� ��=U ��y�। ��y� 9��) ���� #����� !�+ !�+ 
'����� ���� &�� �/���#� $ '!�� ��� �,�। ���������� *����% ���� &�� �/���#�� 
("��� �Y #� g�� ��"���� �2��। ���� $ �/���#�� �+� ����B�� I�H�� I�H�� 3�, �5�% 
���������� ���*; ��� G�H��� $�� 'T�U 4����। 9�� �=" �M� (��" ���� �M� ��� ���#�� 
9�� G�H��। &< G�H���� �M� ����� �+� ����B��। 92�� ��������� ��� ���� ���#��� �M� X< 
�[�%�� ����0� !"��� ���। ��� �Y #$%�� ��M��� <%��#%� ��H� ����� ��5-KL ����B�� ��y� 
������� ��% ��$%� #�। ��������� 2��� ��� !"���B��। ���$ ��%��� G��%� #�% �5�%�M� 
�%��� �,�<�%। 
 

���������� ���� ���< *����% ���� ���#�� 9�� �=" #� ������� �+� ����B���� 
��x ��$%�-���� ()���= �F�= ��M�< � ���� ����, ���� �,�<�%� �Y��< '����� �����=� 
�%��U 4�� '�!। 
 

�!< 3�N�" ��%< g�� ��"���� *����% ���� ���#� &������ ���5�H$ 'T�U ���। d 
�����c��< �������� !� ��� ���� �M�। ���U �5��� ���������� �� $< &��� ��� 
�����c� ���� �2�� ���� 3,�� ����। *����% ��5 �!< G�H���� #�� ��$%�� !�+ !�+ 
������� !"���� ��� B��$ ���� ���� &�5�% &�। 9�% !������ ��� 4�� ����� �������। �2� 
����� 'T��U< ������#�� (��0� ���� ��! #�% �5�। �����c� &�� ����0����� �"�Q��Q$ 
��*��� =��a� #�। 
 

*����% ���� &�� �/���#�� ����B�� �!�� �� ��� ���� 'T�U ����M� ��< %। 
'T�U ����M� ������, 4�H����, ���%�5u, 4�a��, ������� &�� 4�H������ (�*�� 4����%�M� 
9��� �/���#�� ����B��। 4�a�� �/�c��� 9�% (��0���< ��! #�% �5�। �c��� ����� 
�J���B��$ Â�� 3�� ��3 ��3 ���।  
 

&� ���" ��� ���� ���#�� �+� ����B�� &���� ����� �#��$ #�� ��$%�� �4A� 
���। ��f 9�����< ����� �.�� ���� #�। '����� ���� ���#�� ����B�� �!�� 9�% ��� ��� 
������ �#��� ��#��� ���%�M�। 
 
 

� �J�!i� !���� 9���=� �.���� 9���� '���4�% ��! ����� *����% ���#� 
�6�0��� ��� ���< &�5�%�M। 92��, ���� ���2�$ �#� ����� �" (a!� #%�। 
 

�p��%�, ���2�$ �1 ��� G�H��� !�+ �, �,�<�% '��� ��,�। 
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�@��%�, ������� !���%��� ��$ ��I�� ����� *����% ���#� ��� ����� ���% ���� 
��/M�� 4�<�M। ��� ��$ ���� �� ���M *����%���#� !���� ���%< ������ ���� (a!� #��, 
&�� ��$ *���M *����% ���#� !����)� �6� ��� G�H��B��� 3��< 'T� 4�����। 
 

4��20�, �"��� ���� &�� >� 'T��U �F�=�� &������ ��#�� ��� ��$%� �5�%�M। 
    

�O��, ��� ���� ���#��� (���� G��%� ��� �.�� #�%�M। ����� ���� G���B��$ 
����। 
 

x^�, �������� 9�� �/�c� B�� (20�P 4��a��, �������, 4����,4�H���� &�� 
���%U5�u ��#�� �� ����� �*,���� �"��>�$ (���� ����0�। &�� 
 

!:��, ���������� !����U �5��� &�� ���,G�$ �����< =��a� #%�। �!�, ���� &�� 
�/���#� ��< ����� �p��% ���$ �6�0 �=" ��< &�5�% 4��। 
 

��y� ���� �2�� *����% �!����#� &�� ���1�./��� !� �’�� �������� &�5�% 4��। 
��f ���2�$ ���� �!���!��� ��� G�H��5��� ��� &5���� �। �6� ���#� !�0��< G�H��B���� ��� 
�����% &�5�% 4��। &�� G�H���� (��=��U ������#� ���� �� ��� �� *����% ���#� ����� 
����< &�5�% '!�� �4A� ���M �!< �" 9��"� ��� G�H��� !��� *����% �5��c�� ���#�� ��M� 
��M� ���� ���� ��$%� #�। 
 

$���� �6� *����% ���#� �� ��� �����% &�5�% ���� ��������� �! ���$ ��� �। 
���U, 92��, ����� !�20� ����� ���� �M� �, ��� ������� ��� ����। �p��%�, ����� ���� 
���#�$ �� ����। !�0& 3�, ��� ���� *����% ���#�� (a5��� ������� ��� �!����#��� 
���� ���� �। �@��%�, ��������� ��� ���#�� ����� ������� ������� �"�>�$ ��� *�� �M�  
�। !������, ��
 �"�>�%$ ���� ������� ��� �। 
 

��< *����% ���#� �� �!���!��� �����, �#��, ]�#�, ������, �.� 9*@�� �1 ��� G�H��� 
���� � �5�% ��� �����% &�5�% �5� �� ��� ���#�� (���%��� �� �����< ��I�� ���� �। ��� 
*����% �5��c�� ���#�� �5����x0�U� �#� ���� ��$ ���� �� ���M *����% ���#� �!���!���< 
&�5���� �4A� ���M। �!<�" ��$ ���� �6� !,�B�� '5�� ��! ��<�। !����)� ��M����M 
�#�B���� ��$ ������#��� (���^� &���� ���A%� ����� ��0� M�,�। ��0� �� ��W��0 '����� 
�� ����" �J�*��� ������ ����� ���" &�! �5� ��������� (�� �#� �M�, '�$ ��y�� 
�����। 
 

&���� �� *����% ���� &�� �/���#�$ 94� 'T�U 4����% ����। �,�<�%� �p��% 
���$ *����% ���� &��  �/���#�� �+� ����B�� ��� ��� ����, 4�a��, 4��� 9�*�� &����% 
!����� G�H��B��� $�� 'T�U 4����। ����% �!��$ ���� ���� ��� #�। ��f �!<��< 9�% ��x 
���� ���। (������ ��� ����< G��%� #�। ���� �c�B��$ 94� =��a� #�। 
 

$���� �� ������#�$ 94� 5���� &�5�% 4���M- 9�� !,� &�� ��� G�H��B�� &�,�%। 
��$ ��0) 9�� �=", ���������� 4���� �� �� M,��� ������#��� ������ ��M �2�� ���; ��� 
��$%� &�� '��� ���� &�� #�% ���� �=�� �" ��� �, �,�<�% ���� � ���� ��� �"�>� ���। 
 

~�J�!i�: �,�<�%� �@��% ���< 
��� ������ '��� 
��� #�% �5�। ��������� ��� 
���#�� 9�% !� ���� &�� �����c�< �� ����। �5��� �� *����% �+� ����B�� (���� 
'���� 3�, ��� !����� G�H��B���� 94� 'T�U 4����। *����% ���� ���#�� �#!�� �� �����  
Gm�% X’’� 
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������। ���5�H$ &�� ���������� ���� G�H���� �O�� ��� �� ����� �.��। ���������� ��$�%�� 
�5��� ��%� #���� ��3� ����� �.��% �M������� ��%��� �����< !@�A #�% �5�। ��� ���� ���#�� 
��x !"��� ��� ���� d��� '��� �M�। ��$�% ���� #$%�% M�3���< �!B���� '��� 2���� 
#%। *����% ������ 'T��U �!�� �, ���� ���% ��� �!����#�� ����%��$ 9�% �� #�% �5�। 
������#�� 9��"��� �*�%� 3�� *����% �+� ����B�� 'T�U 4����। $��� ���<�� 5��, 
��! #�। ��! #� �������  !" ���I�< ��� ��%��� �O &�� �����$। 
 

�������� '� �I�<��#� ��� !����� G�H��$ *����% ������ 'T�U ���� #�।���5�H$ 
&�� ����0������ �����c� ��! *����% �+� ����5�� !����� ��� �5��� ���������� !��’�� 
�����c�� #�� ���। 3�N�", '� ���2�$ ��� ���� '�M ��� ��H�� ����। ��f ���2�$ '� &��� 
$ ��� ���� ��H�� ��$%� �5� �। ��� ������< (20�P �����=�< ���� ��5�� &< �*�� *����% 
���� ���#� (������ ���� �c���< (=� (�>�% �M�, ���। 
 

�6�0 ��� *����% �/���#� $ �!�� ����� !�.�" (�0 ����M। ��+��!�5�� ��� !������ 
‘5���’ �!�� *����% �/���#�� 'T�U ��x #�। !������ ‘5���’ �M� ��� �/�#��� 5��0� ��। 
 

$<�� *����% �/���#� 9��"��� ����= ���®� ��#���� W��%�� ��� ���। 9�� 
W��%����� 4�a�� �c� !E��0 ��� #�7 '���� !��< 4�a�� �c� �M�, 4�� '!�। '����� 

�20 &�� ����$�� �2� �4)� ��� '��� ����� 4�a�� 3�� ��� 94� *��� �5����x0U ����। 
'� ������ '����� �2� �4)� ��� '��� ����� 4�a�� 3�� ��� 94�*��� �5����x0U ����। 
'� ������ '����� �c� �2�� �����% '!�� !����5 ��$%� #��। ��� �!����� '��� 94�*��� 
'T�U 4����। !����� ��� �2�� '����� ����$� !E��0 '��� ���$ �y%�� ���� ���� �। 
 

&< ‘$%���’ & X'��� ��� #�। (&�) ���� !� ��� ��I� ���������� �c�B�� �=� ���� 
���$ =��� '���� ���#�� �<। &�� (X<) *����% �/���#�� ��#�� $ ����B�� ���������� 
!� �c��� G��%� ���� (��� !����5 ���। 
 

&���� �� >�� ������#� $ &�5�% 4���M। ��� >����#�� ���*; <3���� ���" 
���5����5 �"�>� 9�% ����;। 9�� !,�B�� ���% � &�5�% $ *����% ���#� ���*; �!8�� 9�� 
9�� !,��� ���B�� &����% (����� !@�A ���। .��, ����� !�+ ������, 4�a�� $ �!�����, 
������� !�+ ���� $ ������� &�� ������� !�+ ����� $ �����#�� ���5����5 !E6U0 ����; #�% 
�5� । ��� ����� !�+ ����� &�� ����� ���5����5 ��$  (�"#�। ���B�� G�H�� �!�� ��M��� 
�,�<$ #�। &��� �, �,�< #� ���!���। '� &���#� �I�<��#� ���M ���� 4�H�����। X‘��� 
�,�<�%< ���  !"�� ����% ��� ��� &�� G��� X'��� �M�, �����% ���� ���" #�। 
 

&< X'��� G�H�� ����� �4�%$ ��f ������#�� �, ��* #� ������#�� ���5����5 �"�>��� 
9�% ����; ��� ��� ����%। &��< �M� 92� ��0��% ����� �, �=", ���� ��� �!����#� ��M� #�� 
�5�% '��� � ��«�J #�� ����-���� �=�� �,�<�%� �" � � $ ��G�� ��I��� ��� $ �� 
�1 �6"# � �4� ���� ����। ���*; �, !,�� (����� !@�A ��� ������#� !����)� G�H��B�� �2�� 
������#�� ����� ���� �.��� �2 9�% ��  ��� ���। & �"����� ����� '�$ !����� #� '���� 
*����% ���� ���#�� &������" 9���^� #$%�%। �5��� ���������� !� �, !,�  $ ��� 3�� 
�� *����% �+� ���� ��#��� ����। &�� ��� �!����#�� �*% �4��� �,��< ���� 'T�U 
���M। 
 

&< ��� �� (�>� �� �%���$ !��� ��I�� ����। 4����0� �2�� ������#�� (a5��� ��� 
��/HM� ����%। '� ��/HM� ������#�� ����0�%� !����। �%��� '�$ ���� ���� �� ������#��  
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!��’�� ���� �6� ��� G�H�� &�� !���=� �2B�� &�,�% &�5�% '!�M। ��� !���%���� �� 
��I�� (!����� #� � ��, ������#�� �6� 3�N�" ���*; ��� G�H��� ���5����5 ���� ��$%�। &�� 
��M �2�� ��� G�H��B��� 3�� (���0� 'T�U ���। �%��� &�� ����� ��� !���%��� ��=�U 
'�$ ���I �5�%�M ��,������#� ��� ���������� (O� ����x ��� ���� 4�% �- ���� 4�% �5��� 
���������� ��� ���#��� ������ ����। ���� ��I� ������#� ����� ���� &�5���<।��f 
��$���� &�� ��� ��I�� ����� ��, ������#�� ��� ��� ���� ����� ���� &�5�% '!��। 
�%��� ��< ("�" ��� !���%����  !�+ �����0 ��� �!<��< !�0& W��� �����% ���-��� �"��। 
��� �"�� ��� ����� �����  ��M����M (20�P � �- ��G�� ��I����I (O�� �.�� '!�� ��� #�। 
 

~ �J�!i� !��" ����%< �!< W��� !�B�� ��� !����� G�H���� 4�� �5�। 
 

h �J�!i� : h �J�!i� !6�0 $��� '�5< ���B�� !���) G��� �2�� ������#�� ��M� #�� 
�Y #�। ���$ ���$ G�H��� ��� (���%��� '��� ("�J*�� ����0 �����% ���M�� ��� !�a�#� 
�4A� ���। &�� (���< ���� ��M�� (�>�$ *�� %। &�� ��� ���5����5 ����;, ��� 3�� 
'��� �W &����% ��M� �5�% *����% �!����#� G�H�� ��� ��! �5�%�M। �%���� ‘��� �"�� 
�����0� �� ��< �5��� ���������� ������#��� <��� !��"����� (���� (�>� !@�A #�। 
 

(������ ��� !���) G�H��� !���< 2� &� !�!"�- !����) G�H���� ��! 2���� �4A� 
����$ �@��" (����0, '��� ��M��� �5��$ ����0% (��"����। ��%��� !����) G�H�� �2�� ��< 
��%����� ��� #�, ��� �"�� ���� �4�% �1 ������ �G�� ��! �,�< 4����% ��$%�< �]%। 
 

����������� ���0� ��< !�0� !��*��� ����� #� �। ���2�$ �6U0 ��� �"�� #�। ���2�$ 
#� '�� - ��� �"��। ���2�$ '��� ��� �M� ���< �<��। ��!� G�H���� $�� �2�� �5� �!B��� 
���" ����x *��� 3������5" �%����, 4�a��, �������� &�� �#��। ��!� G�H�� �2�� ����� 
�!B��� ���" !��4�% '�5 �� ���� #% ]�#� &�� �������। 
 

]�#� &�� ������� 4����0�� ������#� ��B�� G�H�� ����M� !�B��< �M�, �����। ��� 
�� �J�*��� <�� � �� ��=�U� �5��� (O��� �=�� ���%V �M�। '�5< ��� #�%�M ��, 
'�^���*��� �,�< �Y #$%�� '�5< ��� �� �J�*��� !�� �.�� ����� �"�Q��m �2�� 
!���% ��B��� ��% ��$%� #�%�M�। !�� �.�� !���% ��% ��$%�� ��$ ��f �� �J�*��� 
 !"!��) ���< !����) �M�। �4/5�M�% �����%� �� ���� ��*��5 M�,�% �M�। �I�<��#-���#���� 
(O�� &��� (��, �I��5�M�� 3{�-��y�� '� &��� (�� &�� !���=�� �2�� ���� ��0) '� 
&��� (��। 
 

~ �J�!i� ��I���� *����% 4��20 �J�*� 'G�� #�� �I�<���#� 3{�-��y��� 
������#�� 3��। 9�% &�!�+ *����% �� �J��� G� ��� I��5�M �2�� �I�<��#� ��y�� 
M,��� (����� 3��। &< X< 94� ��Ä� ���%< ������#� &������ M�*+ #�% �5�। &�� X��� 
�2�� ������#�� X��� ���� �����-���� #�<$�%� $�� &! ��H,��। ��=�U �%���� ��� �"�� 
(J0�� $ &�! �5�%�M। h �J�!i� �*�� �2��< ��< �5��� ��� �� �J����� ���% ��0 �Y #�% 
�5�। <�� �M� �5��� ���#���< ����� ���� ������। ��f �� ���� �।���U ��=�U *����% 4��20 
&�� �� �J��� �����-���� #�<$�%� X��� (O�� G�H�� ��� ��!�M। ���" #�% ��< ��� �� 
�J����� &��� (�� ����� ��B�� #�% ������ �J�+�% ����� ��2। '� &��� (��� ����� ����� 
����। ���A%�� ��� ���% $ ����� &��� �M�� (��। !���=�� (O�� �� ������#��� �M� &��� 
����� !�+ �,�< 4������ 9��� ���1���#��  !"�� &�� ��-&!-&�.� �!��<��। ��� �"�� 
(J0���� !�+ !�+ ����$  
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����� ����� ����। ������� !�+ !�+ !��’�� ���#�< ����% $����� !� v�� �*�+ ��$%�� �4A� 
���। ]�#���$ �� 9�% &�< (�>�। X��’� ���% &�5�% ������#�� ]�#��� ��y�� �5�% 
��H�,�%�M। �6�0��� �2�� &��� �5���c�� ���#�$ ]�#��� 3�� �5����x0U ��� 4���M। ]�#��� ��� 
!���%� ��� �"�� (J0�� ��$%� ��� ���M�% ��$%� �4A� ���। <�� �M� '�5u �2�� ��G� 
(��T� ��� ����� ���� ����। ��f ���� �। ��M��� ���M�%< ����,!��� %-������#� ��� 
'�5<  �2 ���� ��� ��H�,�%�M। �� �5��� ���#����� X*��5 *�5 ��� #�। &��� 2��� ]�#��। 
'� &��� ��M�� ���� ��H�,�%�M। �� �5��� ���#����� X*��5 *�5 ��� #�। &��� 2���� 
]�#��। '� &��� ��M�� ���� �����% ����� �4A� ���। X’ ��< �,�<�% �#�� �5�। ]�#��� 
���#��� ������ ��! *��< �,�। $< ���#��� G��%� ���� *����% ���� ���#��� $ ��� ��%� 
� ������x0U ���� #�। !�a ���������< ������#� �� ¥� &�5�% 4���M। �� $ &< �="-
���� ��M� #�� �5�% ������#� ���2�$ � �, #�� ����, ���� !����)� ���$ ���?!" � ����% 
��/HM�� ����। 
 

� �J�!i�: ���0� ������� �� #�%�M� '�5� ��<। h ����� !�"� #� � #��< 
������#�� !��< ����� �"�Q��Q �"�5 ��� �����% ��%। ��f *����% ���#� ��< �! ����� 
��%�। � �J�!i� ���� !��, &5���� �5�� *����% �� �J����� 92� ������ 3{� ��� ���% 
����� �"�Q���m� ���M &�! ��/M�। ��$ ���� ��� � ����� �"�Q��Q� �6"। ��$ ����� 
���M ���, ������#� ����� �=�� �" ����� �,�< �,��। ��f ������#�� ������ ��< &�5�% 
&� ��< 'y�0 #�% �5�। ��� $ 9������ �<! !��� �2�� &���$ �5��B�� '!�M �!9�% 
��#�� (�>�% �� ������ &������ �"��Q��Q� !��� &�! ��H,�� �� ��I�� ���� �"������। 
�" ��-����� ���� ‘‘�%�����’’ �� ���% ����� !��� &�! ��H,��। ��,�% ��� ����� !i�0� 
����। '� ���� ��, '�5� �� !� ����!� ����� �M�, �����%�M। *����% ���#� �� �5��� 
�"������ ��I�। ����� ����� ��� ���� &�! �!��� �, #�। ����< �"�Q���Q� �*���� �4��% 
��� *����% ���#���। ��� �!��� �� �"��,���� &�� ���-��� ��% ���� �����%�M ������� 
�5����� ��$ *����% ���#��� ����। !�+ !�+ *����% ���#� M��� �����  ��2। 
 

$���� �� �� �J����� !�� G�H����$ !� ��� ��/�M �5�%�M। �J�*��� 9�� ��7 
������ ����� �!� �%��-�I��5��M� �2 ��� �5��� �� �J�*��� ��% &�5�% &�� ����� 
�#��। ����� �"�Q��Q ��� �� �J�*��� �� '����� �� �J����� !�� �.�� #�। 
 

]�#��� $ �� #� $< ��< X����। 92�� *����% M���!��� ��� ]�#��� �����0� 
�����c� ���������। ��� �*���। ����� 4����0� �2�� ������#� ]�#��� ��� G�H��B��� 3�� 
'T�U 4����। X��� ����%< ]�#��� ��� �!��%� '_!��0 ���� ���" #�। 
 

S �J�!i�: �@#������ !���� �����=� !����� ���� �6�0 �U�+�� !�a ����>���� 
���ÀxU ��� �����, ��H��� 92� �=" !.� #�%�M। ���������� �� ��� ��� �!����#� ����; 
&�� (�Y�। ����� ���� ������� ��� �2 �<। ��=�U &��� ������#� '��� ��,�M ����� 
���M। $��� �5��� ������#� $ v=��& &�� � �� ��"��0� ��-4���� (O�� (��Y�। &��� �, 
���#�, 9�% &��� �v�5J, �#��� ���M (�Y�। '� &��� �v�5J '��� ��%�M ���������। 
�%��!�# �2�� �� ���#��� !���% ]�#��� ���� ��% ��$%� #�%�M� �!�� ���0� �.�!J। �%���� 
�"�Q���Q (�©� '� &��� �v�5J। '� &��� �, ������#� (�Y� 4�a���। &��� !�+ '� 
&��� ���5 ��$%�� ��� $ !����5 �<। ����� ���� ��M� #��$ ���$ ��=< !�� %। 
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������#�� ��0��� �� ���� �"�>� ���। 92� �"�>�%, �5��� ��� �!����#��� 
'_!��0 ���� ��� #�। �p��% �"�>�%, ������ !5P �!��� ��� #� ��H� ()� ���� ���� ��� 
¥� ����� ���� &�5�% ��। �@��% �"��>�%, &��� �v�5J�� �2���Æ !�� #���%�G���� ���� �2�� 
�%��!��#� ���� ��% '!� #�।  
 

����� �Y��< *����% �!����#�� 9�� ������ ����� ���������� ������ 
������#�� 3�N�� '_!��0�� '#�� ����%�M��। S�J�!i� '��� ��� �!< '��� �� 
*�x�% ��� ��� '�����U� �2�� 94�� ��� #�। ��� ����!���� '_!��0U ���� ���� &�� 
!�+ !�+ &< '�! ���� ��, '_!��0U ���� ������#�� 9�� ���*� ��*��� ���� 
(�!��� !`��� �"�#�� ��� #��। ������ ����� ����: '�� ��� '���� ������� �" 
������ &�� ���%U5�u� ��%� ��%5�� �, #��। '�� &$ ���, &�� �2�� '��� 3��� ��� 
#�� �� ������ ����� &< '����< '���� $!� ��%5�� ��% ����� #��। ��f '�� !��t��2 
'����� ������� !� �2 �� ��� ���%�M। &�" �/���#��� 9�%���% �"�>� ��� ���0� ��$%� 
#�%�M। &� $��� '��� '��� �����0 � ���� &�� *����% ���#�� ���M '_!��0 � ��� 
��#�� ��y� �@��"� #�� �2�� ��3 '����� �=� ���� ����� �। 
 

���������� �6�0 !����) �2�� ������ !5P �!� &� 9�% !��’�� �J�*�< �� 94� 
5���� ��y��� ���� &�5����। &��� &�5���� v�»U���,%� ��� ��� '�5�u� ����। '�5�u 
��G�� &��� ���#�। $���� �!�� ������� $ �� G���M। $< �!8��� !� ���?!" �5�% 
�%���� �"�Q���Q ']% ��। ������#� 9�� ������ (����� �!�� �#���b��� ������ G�� 
&��। �%������ ��� �����% '� &��� ���#� ¥� (a!� #� 4�H������ ����। !��’�� ���#��< 
�=" ����। ��� 9�%�� #% ��#�� ���� &< ���#�� �� ��2< ���%U5u-����� ���� (a!� #�� 
����। &< ���#�� '� ���#�� &��� �=" �M� 4�H���� �c� �2�� ��G� $ � �� ����2� $�� 
�� ����। 
 

���������� �,�<�% ���� #�� ���� &< �2� *���� !�+ !�+ *����% 9���=� �.���� 
��0��� ��� ��� �����M�� ����� $�� 9�� 'T�U�� ��� #�� 3{� ��� ���%। �%��!�# 
��+���� ��2 &��� �, ���#��� ¥� ��% ��$%� #�� ����%। $��2 ����� ��� ��। �!< 3�N��" 
�5�,� �2��< ��H�� 5���� ��#��, X’�v�5J  !" ���� ����M��। ����  !" $< ��2 �, ����, 
���U *% �M� ��, ��#�� ��������� ����� '5�� ���% ���� &�� '�5 �2��< ��2 �, 9���=��6# 
�4� ��� �����। �!< �" $��2 ��  !" �, ��� #�। &�� ��� ��� ���� #� �� ������  !" 
��+���� ��M����M ��/M��� �� $��� &��� M�����#�$ ����� #��। 
 

���-!���%���$ ��� �����M� �� *��� 3{� ��� ���% &��� �, �!����#� ������ 
�4A� ����<। �!< �" ���� ���������� ���M &��� �1 G�H��  ��� ��� �����M�। '� &��� �M�� 
G�H�� ��� �����M� #���G���� ���M। �,�< �Y #��< K�K � ���3���� ����� &��� �v�5J 
&5���� ���������� ����।'� &��� �5� #���%�G���� ���M। #���%�G���� !���)��0� *����% ���#� 
92�� (a!� #� �। X’4���� $���< (��=� ���। ��������� �, �,�< �Y #�� ��� !����� 
����� ����� #���%�G���� ���#��� !���% ��% �5� ���������� ����। '� �%��!�# �2�� &��� 
�v�5J ��% ]�#� - *������� �!8��। ���� �� *����$ ����� �� &��� *����% �v�5J 
#���%�G���� ���� (��=� ���M। #���%�G�� �2�� *����% ���#��� ��� Ç� &�5�% &� �%��!��#� 
����। ��2 �, 
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��� ����< ��� �। ���U &��� ������#� �,�< ����M ��������� '� &��� �5�%�M  *�������- 
�!��� �!8�। &�< ���� 'T�U $ ��,��� #�। ���� $ �/���#�� �+� ����B�� !������ 
(!��"��� ���*; ��� !����� G�H���� 'T�U 4����। ���� 'T��� *�% ���� ���� ��� 
!����� ���#�� 4��4�$ 9�% �� #�% �5�। ����q� ��< ���� 'T�U �@�� ��� #�। �="�� 
&�<। 92��,��� �!����#��� '��� ���2�$ ��«�J #�� � ��$%�। &�� �p��%�, ����� ����� 
�*�+ ��$%� $�� (_!��0U ���� ���" #%। 
 

L �J�!i�: L����� 4����0� ������#� ����% ���� (a!� #�। �� ����� �4���� !��� 
��� ����। &� '�5< ����� 92� �="��� �6U0 #�% �5�%�M। (20�P, ������#� ���������� �� 9��) 
M�,�% 2��� ������#��� ��� *������ ����; ��� �.���M, ����� ���� �.��� �� ������� 9�% !� 
�2 ��। &��� �p��% ��="� ���� &�5�% �5� *����% ���#�।  
 

�p��% �="�� #� ��� ¥� ����� ������#� ����� !E�U0 �*�+ ���% ��%����� 
'_!��0�U ���" ���। 
 

!� ��� �2��< ������#� ����� ���� (a!� #�। �6��0 ����M �5� '�5�u, ��3����c�� 
&�� 4�H�����। ��y�� ���#� ���M� ������ ��� ����। '� &��� ���#� ���A%� ��1 ��� 4�� 
�5�%��c G���� ����। #���%�G�� �2�� &�5�% '!� ���#�$ ��/H�M �5� �%��!��#� ��M����M। 
�/���#�� 5�����B��$ ��=�U �� ��� �2�� &�5��� ����� ����। &�� ���� ���#�� 'T�U$ 
��������< 4��M। �!�� ������ ������#�� 9�� ������ (����� ������% &� !�������  ���� 
����: '��� &� ����� �,�<�%� �" 9ª{�। !��������� ���}! ����: ��������� ��� ���� 
����, ����� �,�< 4����� 4�% ��#�� '�� �� ����? ������ (����� ���� ����: $�� �� 
���� ��� �। ��� '��� �,��� �,�<�%� �"< 9ª{�। ������ (������� !��������� '��� 
���}! ����: ����� ��1 ���� ��2 '��� !��� !��4�% �, ���� ��? '����� ����: ��। 
����� '��� ����: �� ���$ �, ���� �! ���� (��T��� �"�>� '��� ��� �.���M। '����� 
������  !" &�� �!� ��������� �"�>� #�% �5�%�M। '� '����� ��,�� h� �"��B�� �� �2��< 
�� !�H��� ���� �����। 
 

K� �J�!i� ����< ~� � �J�*� �5��� ���� �����% ��� ������#� ��*��� ������ 
����� ���1���� ��� ���� (��T� ����। �*������ �2��  *��������� �� 4�� ��<� ��=�U 
�#����b��� ��� ����� �Y #� ~� � �J�*���  !"। !����� ��� ��G� (��T��� �!< 
(�*�� 4��। 92� ���#��� $���� ���< G�H�� �5�, �!�। ��M��� 3$��  *��������� ���M< ��� 
 !"��� &��� �, ���#� ����। �v����� &��� (�� �*�+ ���% ��� ��y� ���� $� ���� ��! 
'�M। '���� !6�0 <���< ���� ����� ��� �#���b��। �� ��� #��। ��f ����$ ���� G�H��  
M�,�� !�#! ��� �। *���, $�� ����#% *����% ���#�� &��� ��È�। $���� M��� �5��< '�5u 
�2�� �6� *����% ���#���  *��������� $��� &�! 3���। �����  *�������-���� ���� ����। 
!��"< ��f ������#��� *6� ���I���� �" &�! ������#�� &��� �, ���� �� *��!�� ������� 
�� ���� '�5u ���%< ��G� ��� #��। 
 

������#� &<*��� *�� ���I�% ������#�� !����� #�। &���� ��� ����% ��G� ��� #$%� 
�5�। �#���b��� �� ��� #� ��M�  !"। (��� '��� �� ��� #� ������ &�� ��O ���। ��M� 
��� #� ��. ���� �/����<। �"��B�� ��% ��M��� !�!"� ���� ���%�M� 92��। ��f �! !�"�$ �6� 
#� &�  
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(*���% 3���%। ����%� �"�� !�H����� ���� ���<। ��f &��5��, '�Gm�� ���� !�H�����< �"�� 
*�x 5�� #�% ��%। (24 ��G� ��� #�� '�Gm�� (�� ���� !�% ��5��। �� ��� #�, �"�B�� 
���� !�� ���< !�H��� &�5���। ����� �/���� ��, ���� �"��B���� ��� ��� $���� ��% 
��$%� #��। >��% ����x� (*6��6�0 !�#��" M�,� &< ����� (�*�� ��M���< !�20� #� �। $���� 
���x �� ��*��� ���� ������#��� !�#��" ���। �� �� �/�� ��% &� ����। �!<!� �/�� ��� 
��� ��G� ������� ���। ����� �2�� ������#� �� �����%�M� �!��� ���$ ����G�� �M� �। 
�!�� �M� ��� ��� &< ��� ��� ���% ���� �c�� G��, ��� ��% �5�%�M� $< &����� �� �� 
�� ��+���। ��� ��%� ��<� �#H��  ����� ���� ��/H�M�M�  *�������-���� �6� !,��। &�� 
����< ���� ��%��� ��� ��� ��।  
 

$���� �� 3{��� ���#��� $ ¥� &�5�% '!�M। �%��!��#� ���M ��/�M ��� ��H,��। 
��� �M� �� �%��!��#� ������#�� &��� �v�5J ��%�M। ��f �! �v�5,���� �� '�5< 
 *��������� ���� !���% ��% ��$%� #�%�M ������#�� &��� �v�5J ��%�M। ��f �! �v�5J���� 
�� '�5<  *��������� ���� !���% ��% ��$%� #�%�M ������#� �� ��� �। ��< ������#� 
�%��!��# �, �,�< ���� �" �!���� v·��� ��� $���� ��5�u (��=� ���। ("���� 
*����% ���� &�� �/���#�$ �!�� ��� �!����#��� '�$ *% ��<�% ���। ���� ���#�� �+� 
����B�� ���� ����� ��¡���� �¸ ��� ���% &�। ����������� 3�� ��� ��� ���� '� ����� 
M�,�।  
 

�/���#�� ���� 'T�� 4�a�� &�� 4���� (�>� $ �� (�") ���#�। ��%��� *��0 
#�% ������#� ��+��!�5� ���% ������ �5�%�M�। &��� ��#��� ���5= ����� ����� 3�,�%$ 
��M� ���?!" �!+������ ���� �������। !� ��� �,�। ��%��� ��� ���U�" ��#�� $ ��I ���%�% 
G��%� #�।  
 

K�J�!i� : KK����� 4����0�� ��� �!����#�� 9������ �*�+ �,�। �W ���G�H��� �� #� 
�!�� ��1 #� ��������, �%��!�#, �#��, 5�<����, .��M�,, ��#�X�����, ��!��,�, X50����G, 
��a�� &�� 4�����। ���*; &����% �� �� ���  !" '_!��0U ���। &� ���������< '_!��0U 
��� ~SK �। 4�H������ 3$�� ���������$ �W ���?!" '_!��0U ���। ��M� '��� ��M�� 
���� ��� �� �5�% ��� ���। ��� ���������� ���#�� &��� (��। ���������� ������#� 
�����M��� ��� *�� �,�< < 4����%�M�। ���� ����, ���� �,�< 4������। &< �,�<�% *����% 
������ �5� ����_� '#� #��। ��f KK ����� '� ���� �। &��� ���#� '_!��0U ���। 
'� &��� ��+<��� ���� �����। 
 

3{�� K�K � ���3���� ����� &��� �v�5J �� �%��!�# ��� ��� ��%�M। 
�%��!�# �2��  �!��� ����  ���� &5��� ���� �। ���U ������< �!��� ��%�। �5�%�M ��+�<� 
G���। �%��!�# �2�� ����� �����<�� �M� �!���!���। ��f ������� '�5 ������#� v�»����� 
$���� ��� �!���� �*�+ ���%�M� $< ��2� '�$ ��%��� ������। ��< *����% ���#��� 
��+�<��� ��2< &�5��� #�। �!<��< (��" �M� ����� ����q�। 
 

$����  *��������� ��� �2��$ �� &�5�% ~� � *����% �J�*�। ��M��� &�5�% ���� 
X*��5 *�5 #�% �5�। &��� �5� ��!���� ����। ���� ���#�$ �� �������� 'T�U 4�����। 
��������� �����=� �!����#� #�� �2�� ����% ��� ���� ���#�� #��� �5�% ��,। ���� ���#� 
�!�� &���� ������ ��#�< ���। ���U *��� !���� '�5< �G�xU� ����M�, $<�� ����$ ����4� 
3�� ���$ 'T�U ��� #�� �। ��������� ���� �2�� ��� ��� '�� �" ')�0���� ���� 
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���5�H$�%  ���� ��$%� #��। &�� �!�" ���5�H$ �����c� !�����$ ��$%� #��। �/���#� ��f 
�!��$ *�x !�T%। 4�a��, ������� &�� 4����� 3�� �/���#��  ����B�� �!��$ 94� 
'T�U 4����। 
 

KR �J�!i�: ���� $ *����% �������#� ����� 3�� ���$ (T�U ��� �। �!�� 
��������� ��% ���� �2�� ����� ')�0���� ���� &� ������%। (�Y� ���� �2�� ��1 
����x�� &� ������%। �������#� �!�� ("� *�x �"�। �*������< M���! ��� ����� #� 
��+�<��। �%��!�# ��� �2�� ������#�� �v�5J��$ �� ¥� &�5�% '!�M ��+�<��। �*������ 
M���!���� ����� #� ��� ��=�U। ���0���� '� ��+�<��� ��I����I। 
 

*�%� M����� ����� #�%�M� 92� ����। ��M� ����!� �!< *�%� M���!� ��H��� 
M���।����� �*������ ��� 3$�� ����� #� '!� M���!�। &� �"�����%-(20�P 9�% &� 
#����। ������ ���� ���� >��% (����!���� !�#��" ���। >��% !��< !#����5�� ���� &�5�% 
&�। ���� �2�� �� (r�r �.�� #�%�M� >��% (����!��� �M���M��� ��� �� !� !�a# ��� ��� 
M���!����। 
 

3{� ��� �� ���������� ������#�� &��� (�� ��M� #�� '!�M�। &��� '5��� ��� 
��� �M� � *����% ���#��। ���U, &�� 9��� ����� (����� ��H4� ���� ���% '!�M�। '4��� 
&< ������#��� &�! �,� M���!���� !���। $��$ '��� ��� � �� *����% M���!��� $��� 
����M। *����% M���!���< 92�� ����� ��� ������#���। ����� ���%< ����� B�� 4����। 
&�� �!< '4��� 'T��U ������#� &������ #�*i #�% �,�।92��< ���� �M��� �,�। ����� 
��«�J #�% '��� ��=�U &�5���� �4A� ���। ��f ��=�U *����% M���!��� ���������  ���। 
�,�< #�। ����!��� ��M�=U �,�<�%� ��< ��M� #��� �4A� #��। ��f ��$ ���� �। ���U 
��=�U �%��!��#� ��� �2�� K�K� ���3���� ����� �v�5J��$ &�! �5�%�M ��M�। ���" 
#�% ������#� '_!��0U ���। 
 

��+�<��� M���!��� ��M�=�U� ���"< �M�� �����c��� ��� ��� ��। ����� �2��< 
9�� �� ���� ()� �!��� �"����� ������ (���U �Y #�। &� '�$  !"। &� �W (r�r। 
����� �� !��!�u��। ��%� Gm�% �� K�K � ���3���� ����� �v�5J��$ &�! ���5 ��� 
����� !�+। &�� X< ���#� &��� &�5�% 4�� ����� ��2 ���0������ ����।  
 

$���� �� ~� � �J�*�$ �6�0 ��� �2�� &�5�% ���� ����� ���। �!< �� ���� 
��!��� (��T� ��� ��� ��M��� &�5�%�M। �!��< 92� ����% *����% ������ 5�0 ���� �5�। 
&�� �!< 5�0 �� ��%���!# ����� ������#� ()��_� ��H�� 3��। 
 

&���� ������% �6�0�O��% ���#�� �4. (� ��. ������ �"���$ '� ��� ��� ��! 
'�M। !���� !�������  ���। ������ �"��� �!��� !�a ��� ����>�� ���I�����। 
!��������� ��H�� &< M���!� ������ �"������ ���}! ���। ������ �"��� ����, #"�H 
M���!� ����M। ��� ���2�% ����M, �� ����M '���� ���}!� ���� �। ������ !��������� &< 
�"����� �� 9� ���, ������ �"��� ��< 9����� &�,�% ��$%�� �4A� ���। ���< ���" ��� 
<�+�� &� &��� ���U� ���� �� &� �v�5�J� ���� M���!� ����� #�%�M &�� ����� ��M����M 
���*; &����% ���� ����M। ')�0���� !���� !�>�B�� &< ��� !�+ !�+ ��� M�,�% ���। 
����� ����%$ �5�% ��/HM�। &�� 
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��� !���%��� �!< ��� ���% ��x� *% ���% �5�। ���� *��� #%� ����� 4����0��< ������#� 
94�� M���!� ����%�M। &�� #%� !� ��� ���� ��$ ��%�। ����� !��< ��I�, &��� '� �=� 
�< ������ ������ '���$ �� ��� ��� 94���� #��: ��4�H�� 4� ��� '_!��0U �Y। 
�������  ��� �2 �<। �,�< ��� �@2�। '_!��0U ���� !� ����!� ���*� ��*� (�!��� 
�"�#�� ����।  
 

Kg �J�!i�: ��� �!����#� ��< ����� ���� &�5�% '!�M� &�� ����� 3�� ���� #�� 
��< ��,�M� ����� ��� !����� ������ (�>�$ ��< ���#� #�% 3���M�। !����U� ����� �,�� 
�������� �� ��� 92� 92� &��$ ��< ���- <!�������� ���M ��� ��� '�$ !�#�" ������� 
'��� ����। ���: *��� ()� ’’�J�*�  !" &�� �� �[�%�� ���� ��% 'T�U �Y 
����M। !������ '�����$ (�*��i '�$ ��%� �J�*�  !" &�� ��%� �[�%� ���� 4�<। 
<!������� 92�� ����� ��0���� ����M� : ������ ��� ��%��� �� �,�<�� 4����% ��$। '��� 
�� !������ ���"< ��y���� *����% ���#��� &� ��� ��� �� ���� ���� #�% =�� 4�<�� 
���" #��। &�� �� ����< �2�� ����। !������ ��������$ '� ���$ (!����� 2���� � ��f �� 
��H4 M�%� ���"< ����� ��� ��0��� ��I�� ����, $����$ ���� !����� #�� �। *����% ���� 
#$%��$ ���$< !���� ���� ���� � ��� *����% ���#� 94� ���5 ����� ���� &�5���। �� 
���� (���< *% ���% �5�। *% ��� 9��� X��� ����U। 92�� ���U, ������� �2 �<। ���2�$ 
�� �����% �5�% '_�=� ���� ��� 3��% �<। �����c�� ������� �� ���$ �2 �<। ��2�� 
3��� *����% ����। !���t *����% �/���#�� (�����। >���2 ������< ��$%� ����, *����% 
�!�। ���1���#� �� >��% ����x� #��� �,�� �@��" (����0। ����� (�"�4���� .�� ���������� 
���x ���� �=�� '�M �!�� ����� ���� �� ���� �<। ��< ������#� � � &�� ��G�� �6�� 
&�! ��H,��� ���< ����� ��� ��0���� ����� �*�+ ��,�M�। ���� (!#�% ���� ���� �Y 
����M�। &� 3�� �� ���� ���� �� ���*; (O�� M,��� ������#�$ '� ����� ���� �.��� 
����M � �� ���� (��� &������ #��-�� �M�, ���। 
 

$���� �� �6�0 $ 3{� ��� �2�� ������#� ����% 9�% ����� ��<��� ���" ��/H�M 
�5�%�M। ~� � �J�*��� X��� �v�5J &�5�%�M �6�0 ��� �2��। 3{� ��� �2�� &�!�M 5��0 �5��� 
�v�5J &�� ��+�<�� ��� M�� �!���। ��y�� �!�� �� �J�*�U$ ������ ��� #�% ��/H�M �5�%�M 
� �� ����। 3{� &�� �6�0 ��� �2�� ������#�� ������ �5��� $ �,� �Y #�%�M ����0����� 
�"�Q���Q। &�� ���� ��#��� �+� ����B��$ ��� ��� #�� ���� ����� !� �’�� !����� G�H��� 
3��। ������#�� ����� �*�+ ��$%�� �" ����= �!�� !�0���*��� !�4A�। &����� 4��M 
�����-����� ��v 'T�U, '� &����� ����� 94���� #�� '_!��0�U� '���। ������ 
�����: ��U� �!�� 94���� #� ��$ .��� '��� 3�N��। ������ ����� ����: '��� 
 !"�� &� ������ �G�� ����M &�� ����� ����$�� �"�>� ��� #�� &�� ����� 9�� "�%!+� 
�"�#�� ��� #��। 
 

���������� ���*; &����% �!�� �� �� ����!� '_!��0U ���। &� �%������< 
'_!��0U ��� KKg� �। ��f ��$ �%��� (��4�। ��$ �!�,�< 4����% ���� �@k9��}। 
&�� ��$ ��� !�+ &��� #�% 94� �,�< 4����% ���� ����, �B,� &�� 4�a���� ��� 
(���%���। 
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K� �J�!i� : �%��� ��$ �5�H ���� ��! '�M, ��f '� 9�% !����< É��E 3�� 
�5�%�M। Kg ����� ��� �2�� K� ����� �*�� ��0) �6�0 &�� ��y� ��� �2�� ������#�� ���� 
(����� �5��� ���� 4��। �5���B�� �,� �5�% 9��� ���� �"�Q���Q। ��f �! �5���� '$%��� 
!������ ��� �5��� ���� ��H��। ����� !��< �!�� *�x '���� #�% �,�। ��I�, '� �=� �<। 
5*0� ����� �!�� !����< ‘!�a ����>��’ ����4�� �" 5*0� #�3�! ���!*�� &� �Y��  ��� 
J���। &<  ��� �!��� �"�����$ '�� &�� 4�. �!������� ����..� �#��!�� #�� �M�। ���� 
��$ �� ����M, '_!��0 M�,� 3��% �<, �=� �<। 
 

���!*��  ��� �!� &5������ �5��। &�� &��� ������� $%����! ���!� ��� 
������#�$ 9�% !�+ !�+< ��� �5� �!<  ����� �����। !�+ !�+ !���� 4�� �5� *����% 
���� ���#�� �6�0�O��% �#J���%��0���। &�� ��%� ������ ���"< &� I�H� *����% �+� ���� 
3�, &� ���� 5*0� #�3�!� 3��। &������ ���A ��=" ���� M�,� ����। �5��� ��H�4� �5�% �,� 
&������ 5*0� #�3�!� M���� 3��। ����� ��$ 4��M�। ����� &�� ��� ����� *�% 9�% ��H�� 
3��।। 4�. �!�������,'<��,����� 9*@�� �, �, (�.!����$ �����- & 3��>� �M�। ����$ *�% 
�� ���� �����। ���� #�� ��x #$%�� �� ����� !��#� ��� ��� ������ !�+ '��� �!��। 
&�� ����� '� ��H4 ����$ ��5� � ����� �!���) ��/M��। ���� !�+ !�+ �!��) ����: '��� 
!��< ���"�5 �����। �!< ���"��5� �!��) ���� !�+ !�+ ����� ')�0���� ��JT! ����� 
9����� ��J !��#�� ���� &�� ��H� ���M ']% 4�<�। ��J !��#� �� <Q������Q�� 
�#������ ��JT�!� (��� ‘‘����= &����’’ ��� ��%�M। &< ‘‘����= &����’’ �� ����� 
&��� (Ê�� ���!। �5��� ���� ��$ ���������� ����, ��� &< �#������ M�,�। �#������� 3�� 
��JT�!� ����� ����� ����� 3,�M�। �W ������ &�� ��y� ������� ']% ��%�M� $< �#����। 
K�  ����� �!��� !����� �5�% ']% �� ����� !��#�। �� ����% !��< �� ���M $��< 
&���� ����� ']%- *����%  ������� ��M���< ��JT�!� �, �, ����� $,� ���,�� 'T�U 
���� �। ��J !��#� ��� &����% $��� ']% ���% ��� ������ ���*�%। �!< ���0�%: �6�0 
������  !������ !��0�\ (�.!���� ���"�5 ����M &�� ��JT! ')�0���� (O�� ']% 
�4�%�M। ���*� 4��1 (���%� ����� ']% ��$%� #�%�M। *��� $ �������� !������ �� 
(����i !�� G�� ����� #%। ����� �� *����% !����� ���#��� ����� #%। 
 

����� &�� ��� �5��� ‘‘�6�0 ������ !������’’ &< �!���)� (�>� '�$ ���#� #�। 
����� 3�� �� 94� 'T�U 4��M। 'T�U 4��M ������। 'T�U 4��M ������। 9�� �=" 
���������� �"�Q��m। �5��� ���#� �� ��+� ���M ��/�M �5�%�M। &�� ��� ����=� ��� 
&��� ����� 3���� �v��� 3�,�% ���% $�� �2�� ����� ���� ��$%�� �4A� ���M। �6� ������#��� 
��f ���� &�� ���� 'T��U 9�% ��5� #�% �5�% ���������� �M�, ���� �����"��% ']% 
��%�M। �6�0 ����� ���#��� $ 9�% ��/H�M �5�%�M �J���%। ��� �%��� ��$ ���M: '�� ��x ��0) 
��, ���। �%��� (��" & �2��� ���M� 9��U� ��������� *�!�%। ������ !:� �/�#� �� 
��+��!�5��� ���� &�5��� & ��� 4��- ��H4 �� '�5 �2��< ��� �5�%�M�। �5��� X�%�% �� 
!:� �/�#��� ��+��!�5�� '5�� ��% ���� �q�-�q� 4��M। ����� !���� ���$ �G�xU� 
���� �� ��M� '������ �5����� (�Y� �������� �2�� 3��� ��� ��% ��$%�� �"< !:� 
�/�#� ��+��!�5�� ����। '!�� ��f ��3 �� ���! ��� �। !����< �� �� ����% !�c#। 
!����< �� �� 9�, �9�!�JQ ��! �� <%��#%�� �=��20 ����� �/�#��� '!�� �����। 
��� �� �� 9�, �9�!�Jm ��!  �� <%��#%�� �=��20 �/�#��� '!�� �����? ��� �� 3�N��" 
����� !:� �/�#� ��+��!�5�� &�!�M� &�� ��< �� ���� ��M� � ��� ( �� ���� � ����) 
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�.�� �5� �! �#�!"� &�$ !E6U0 ����� #%�। ��� <�����"< ����% &����� �5�%�M ��, 
<!������� ��� �� K� �J�!i� �%��� '�� ����M� �� !:� �/���#�� �+� ����B�� ��� 
!�#���" '!�� ����। <%��#%� ��� ��� �%����� �! ��� ����%�M�। �!< *�!�%< K� ������$ 
�%��� ��� 4���M: &������ ��x ��0) ��x ��0) �,�< 4����। 
 

$���� ������#� �� 94�*��� ����% !����� �="��B��� 3�� 'T�U 4����% ���� 
��f ��$ ���� ��� ��� � �� ����� �*���� (�>��� ��। (20�P ������#� ��*��� ����� �,�< 
�,�� 4�% &�� ����% ����� ��1< �� ��<। �! ��� ������#� ��� �। ��*��� &< ��� 
!�a�#� �4A� #�। ��f '!� ����� ��M���< ��$%� �5� �। �� ��$%� �5� !� *��। �!< *�� 
���B��� &���: ��������� �5��� �#�� M�,�% ��, ����� � ��� #�3!-��-#�3! �,�<�%� �" 
9ª{� #��। '� &��� ���: ����% ������#�� ()� ��, �J�*�  !" ��%�M। &�� ��%�M 94�� 
������U (r�r। &< X��� ���< *�� �M�। ��f ����� �� &< ��� X���< ��� �� #�%�M�। 
������#� &< (�>�% �� ��� �� ����� �*��� �,�< ���� �" ���  !"��� &�5�% ��$%� #% 
&�� !�+ !�+ ��� ���� 'T�U 4����� #% ��#�� �,�<�% 94�� !����U ���x $ ����। ������#� 
&<�� ��M���< ���� 4�<�M� �। ��< $<��< ���� &���� ��� '��� ������#�� ���M 
'_!��0�U� '��� ���� &�� ���� '� &����� ����� !����U �5������ (����� ����, 
'���� �#� �M�, 4�� ��।�� ��,����, ���� ���� �#� �"�5 �Y। 3{� &�� �6�0-������ 
X����< �� '�$ �W ����!� &�! 3��>� #�%�M। 4�H�����$ '� &��� ���#�  ��� #�� ����2 
(a!� #$%�� �"।  
 

K~�J�!i�: '�5< ��� #�%�M, ��%�� ����� !: �/�#��� !�#��" '�� ���M�। &�� 
�!< *�!�%< �� ��M�। ��f Kg�� K� ����� ���$ &��� !��% �%��� ��I� �, ����� !:� 
�/�#� ���� !�#��" ���� '!�� ���� �। &< ���!�� ��� �� &�� ��*��� �%��� ��� �!�� 
��� ������। &�$ �! �2" 9����� #%�। *��x"�� #%� ���$ �� ��� ���� &�� �� ���I� 
���� '!� �"������। ��� <�����"< ���� ��� �5�%�M ���� ���� ���� K� �J�!i� !��� �2��< 
�%��� !� '�� �M�, ���%�M। $<��< �! ��0!���= '_!��0�U� 9��� ��% ����� ���*; ������ 
�6�����!� !�+ '��� '���4� ��� ����x�, ��������� !�+। ����� ����0 �6�����!� ��0��� 
�!< 9����� �����% ���� ����� ����� �6�����!। ���� '��� ����� ������ $%������। �� 
$%����� <!�������� ����� �6����! �W �4A� ���$ �!�� <%��#%��� ����< ���� �। K~ 
����� ����� ����� �6����! ���.P ����� ��/HM� *��� !������ ���M- �%��� '_!��0U ���� 
4�%, ��� ��B�� ��0!#। 9�� ��0, ��y� ���������� !��<�� 4�� ��$%�� !����5 ���� #�� &�� 
��3�� �a.��� ��� 4��� �। *��� !���� & 9����� !�+ !�+ ��4 ��� ����। ����: ��0��0 
%; ������0 '_!��0U ����। *����% ���#� ���������� ������#��� (��" & '�! ���� ���� 
�� ����c��� ���*� 4��1�� �"�#�� ����। �%��� �� ����� �*�+ ��,�M, ����� ��� 4������ �� 
����� �� ��� �� ��� ���#�� �����< �< &�� ��f *����% ��@0�= ��$ ��� �। ����� 
�*��� ������� *����% ���#� ��� ��< �����। �%���� ��0!���= '_!��0�U� 9��� ���% 
*����% ���#� �� ���, &�� �%���� &��� ��/��। '!�� �! ��M��� !�% 4�<�M ���� !:� 
�/�#��� !�#���"  !"!��) ������ ��% �������� �2�� �����% ���� ����। �%��� �� 9��� ��� 
*����% ��@0��=� ���M ��� &���� ��� ��H,�� ��������-'_!��0U %। ��f ������#� �� 
������0 ������#�� '_!��0U M�,� '� ��M���< ���� %। ����� ����� �6����! ���.P �!< 
�2� ����% ��%� #�: '����� 9��� �*�� ����� �" '���� Kh ����� !��� ’�� !�% ��%� 
#�। 
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*����% ���� ���#� $< ��0) ���$ 'T�U ���� �। ��f �����=� >� $ �/���#� �2����� 
(a!� #�� 2����। ��� !��� L ��� ���" '_!��0�U� ��� � ��< ��#�� �� �2�� '��� ���� 
���#�� 'T�U �������� �Y #��। ����� �*�� ������#�� (�>� �� (�") ���4�%। ����� 
����� &������ �*�+ �5�%�M। 
 

������ ����� ��H� ��x ���0�% ���J�� ����M��: !��� ’��� ���" ����� ���� #�� 
��� ���0 '_!��0U ���M ���। &��� ����� �l����%�!$ ��� ���%�M��। 
 

���� ��%, �%��� �!�� !������ ��� <!��������� !�+ ���5����5� �4A� ���। & �"����� 
���*; ������ �6�����!�$ !�#��" �%। ��f ���$ .�< #� �। 
 

<%��#%� ��H�� ��M���< ��$%� �5� �। $���� �� ������#�� ������ �5���� '$%��। 
��,�M &�� ������#��� &�!$ ��,�M। ����� (!����� ���������$ '_!��0�U� ��= 4�� 
��,���। 4�� ���� ��%��� ������ �6����!$। 
 

Kh �J�!i�: !���� ��%��� '��� ��%�� ������ �6��� !�+ �2� ��� &�� ��x ��0) 
�>� ��� �� ������ 9��< ��� ���। �� �Y #� $< �l����%�!�� �5�% *����% ���#�� 
!�+ ���5�����5� �4A�। ��%�� ������� ��! �%��� ������ �!< �4A� ���� 2���। !��� 9�% 
�!�%� '��� �2��। ��f ��M���< ���5����5 ���� ���� �। ’�� �� ���� ���� �� �5��� ���� 
'�����U�� ������ ��� ���� �� ���� ��! ��%�M। ����$ *�xU *��। ��H��$ ��I�� ����M��, 
����� �,�< ��� #%< ��#�� �����$ (���� 9�U ����। ����$ �� ���� &��) 'a#� �%��� 
������ 9���� ���� #% ���। ��f #�%, ’��� !����� ���� '�����U�� ����� ���� ���� 
�����, �%��� ���$ ����< ��%�! ��!� 'T�U ������ !�%$ ��x #�% �5�%�M! ��� ��< 
�%��� ������#�� !�+ ���5����5 ���� �����M। ����%$ ���%�M �� ���� ���#� ��� ���0 
'_!��0U ����। ��< ��� #�, ���� ������� �5�� ������#�� 4�. (� ��. ������ �"��� 
���� ���� �%���� !�+ '_!��0�U� �"������ ���� ����। $���� �� ������ �5��� ���#�$ 
9�% �������� ��M����M ��/H�M �5�M। ����-��+�<� ����,� $�� �5��% ���#�� '��� ��,�M�। 
��+� ��M����M। ��� $���� �v��� ��������� �*�+ ���%�M�। 
 

Kh ����� �*�� �5��� ���#� %��#�� .��� ���, ���% !�*���� ��M���M &�! ����-
'��4�G�� ����,� 3�� �,�। ������#� &< ����% *����% ���#��� '��< ����। ��< $���� 
���$ 9�������� �"���< �����। &��� v��B�� ��0) *��+�। '��4�G�� ����, ��, 5��0 �5��� 
���#� �!��� ����� ���� &5����। ��� ��%� ��<�। 92��< ������। ������#�� ������ ����!� 
�!��� �5�% �5��� ���M '_!��0U ���। �5��� ���#� ���� ��%� ������ ���"< ������ 
�"��� �#����b��� ���� ��/HM��। �%���� !�+ �2����0� ���� #�। '_!��0�U� ����$  ��� 
#�। �����  ��� �5�� !����� ���� ��/HM�� ������#�� 9�� ������ (�����। �-RK ����� 
����� ��! ����!0 ���� ‘‘�% �����’’ ��� ���" �%��� '�^���*��� '_!��0U ���। 
���������� ���*; (��� M�,�% 2��� ������#� ���M ��=�U '_!��0�U� ���0� 4�� �5�%�M। 
�!�� �,�< 4��M� ��� 4�a�� &�� ����%। ��� �� �J�*��� 9�� $<�� !���� ��� �2��< 
'_!��0U ����M�। ������ ��� �6�0 ����। 4�a�� �#��$ *����%  !" �� 9�% ���� ��,�M। 
'� ����� ������#�� &��� (�� �� ���������� (��+��� ��!��� ���" ���� ��, ������#�� 
!�+ ��� 4�����।  
  

�%���� '_!��0�U� �� !� ���< �2�� �5�। Kh �J�!i� �2��< �������� ��1 &�� 

���। 
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�����A 
 

������� !6� ����� 

RS। 
����� ���� �������� !�r ���#�� 
(�!@� �U�� $ �U��/�� 

 ��� ����� �-L �J�!i�, 
KL�R 

KL�K 

 
������ $!���� !�+ ����x !�=�P��� 

�#%���� �#�!�< ������� 
  

9� : - ���1���#� ��*��� !�5��� #�%�M� &�� Rh �� ���40� �� �2�� g�� �J�!i� ���� 
��� ���� �U��� $ �U��/�� '��i ����M��? 
  

������ $!���: '����� �� '�M Rh �� ��40 �2�� �F�� 9������ &�� ��+����� 
��� �F��� ���0T� 9������ ���� 92�� I�H���% ��,�M�� <� ��+� �������Q� ��� ��+��� 
 !��, 9�1 <-��-'� -&� ��� ��+����� &�� '!��, ������#� $ !�r ����� ���#�� ��� 
�$%����। !�+ !�+ &��� !��2 &�! ���5 ���%�M�� ���� $ M����।  
 

!�092�� ��� #% �%��� ������। '� &< ������ ��� 4��� 2��� �� ��! ��0)। �F�� 
M�3��� �2�!�� '�� ���� &�� ���5����5 ��¡!�6# ���� �Ë� ���� � ��%�� �" �%��� 
���#�� ������ ��� ��� #�%�M�। &  ��" ���� �M�- �� ���� ���� !@�A ��� ��% �� !@�A ��� 
#��; ��!� "�4���� (����� �� 9����� ��%�M �� �=� ���� #�� &� !��2 !��2 �F� 9�)*��5 
$ ���5�����5� ��2 'G�� #�� #��। �6��: &< ���� �M��� �%��� ���#�� ����। '� !��"�% �� 
#$%�!�Z$ �%��� ���#� (�") ����V� !��2 &< �p���� ������। &< ��0��% ��� ��%��� ����x 
3������5" ��� ��%�M। �2�:-  *��-'�5�u� ���। &<  ���� <� ��+� ������Q�� �F���#��� 
4���� '��� ���� #%। 
 

��� &��� ��x% '�� '������� ���� 4�<। �%��� ���#�� ���� 
�*(��� ��/�� �� 
'����� !��"� �� #$%�� ��" ��M��� �����0 ��� #�%�M�। '��� �M�� �M�� (��� (20�P �M�� �M�� 
������ �� �M�� �M�� ���E�� ������ (�� ���% �F���#�� �����6�� (���!��"� ������ Y� 
��� ���� &�� !��2 !��2 �F� $�� 'G��$ #��� 2���। &*��� 4��a�� $ ("�" !�092�� ��� 
�Y #%। 
 

�! !�% '��� $ '��� (���%���� ���M &�2� �A #�% 3�� ��, '��� ������� 
�%��� ���#�� ������ ��� ��� 4��� ���� �। ���U '����� !��"� �� !�0���� ��� ~�� 
�"�����%। &M�,� '����� !��2 9�1 <-��-'�- &� ��+�� �$%����, '!��, ������#�, ����� 
$ ������$ �M��। ������� (r ��%� &��� ��� #�% ��,�M�। '��� �*�� �2�� �� (rB��� ��% 
�5�%�M��� �!B��� ���% ������� ��,����, ��������� 9��=U ��% ��H, ����%�M���। '����� 
��Y�� �� �F ���#�� �M��� ��-4���� �J�*�। &< ���� �J�*���< ��� !��"� �#!��� ��� 
��% '��� ����� ����� �� &����� 9������ ���, ��! ��� �!��� %, !�� %। ��< &�9� ��! 
�5�� &�� '��� ���M ���µ�� �M��� �� '����� &��� ����� 5U���#� & ��� #�� #�� ��� 
����x� ����� (�r� ���" &��� ��1���� ����� (r���� ��! ��� ���� ���� �*��� �2�� 
��1���� �5���� ���#�  
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�F� (r5��� ��A ��� ����। �F�� ��! ��� !�� #�� �। ���U ����� !��"� ���� ����� (r 
����, ����� ���� ��%�M, '� '����� ���M ���� �M����। &M�,� !i� ����� (�� ����। 
 

��f &< !��2 !��2 ���µ�� �M��� �� ��<�� ���� ����!�"�� $%���.%�� ��� ��� ��1 
���� #�� �W�� ��� ���� #�� <�����" '����� ��� ��! #�% ����। '����� !��4�% �, 
�!E� ��! #�% ����। '� ����x ��M� 3��� ���� 2�����। �!�" &�9� ���!� ���x� ���� 
&��$ '��� ���M ���µ�� �M��� �� '����� &��� �� ���� (��i ���� #�� !�% ������ 
��"। �!< ������ �, &��� �5���� ���#� 5� ��� �*�� �2�� �F� 'HG�� ���� #�� &�� 
!��2 !��2 �%��� ���#�� �M�� �M�� <3�� ���E�� �� ���� ���% �F�� 'G�� ���� #�� &�� 
����; #$%�� ��" ���� ���" ���� #��- �! �� ��!����J � �2�� �J!���0J #%।&< 
����;��� .�� ��� !��"�5��^����� ��1 ����: #�% ����। �! �M�� �M�� !�����5� ����, ��� ��- 
<�.�! ���Q� ����  ��! ��� ���� �M�� �M�� ����� '<�!���� �� ����; ��� ����। 
 

&�" '��� (�� �%��� ���#��$ 9�%�� �M���। &< 9�%���� �2� '�� �� ���!� 
�Y�� !������ �����*��� ���<। &�� &� �*�{�� ������ ��M �2�� !�#��"$ 4�<। ���� '��� 
3�N�" �M���- (�) ����= h� �2�� S� #���� �5���� ���#� $ (�) R~ #������ ���� �%��� 
���#� 5�, ����� #��। &< ���#� !V� 5�, ����� #��।���U, &����� �5���� ���� &�� !�+ 
!�+ �F�� �%��� ���#�� ������ ���� �U��/�� ���% ��1 �m ���� ���" ���� #�� ���� 
��� ��1 Ì�! ��%। 
 

&< ���� '��� ����0 ���U� ���। T��: 5�, 3���� &��� ����� 5U���#�- �5���� 
���#�। �� ���!� ���x� ��� �2�� �5������� ���*; ����% ������ #%। 92�� ���*; ��%5�% G�H�� 
����� #%।&�� �� ���!� ���x� ��� �2�� '����� 5U���#� �� �5���� ���#� &"���� ���। 
���, ����<-'5A ���!� '5 ��0) �F���#� ����� $�� �5���� ���#�� 9�� 4�� ��I�� �����। 
���$ �Y �2�� '��� ��M�!��"�� ������ ���� ���% �*��� �����%�M���। ��� 4�a�� �c��$ 
�5�%�M���, ����%$ &�!�M���। ��� �5������� �F�� ����< ��! �2�� (�*� �Y ���। 
 

&� !��2 !��2 '��� ���� �@�A ��� #%। '����� �/���#� �M��� �। '��� ���M �%��� 
�/���#�� �W (�.!��, $%���Q (�.!�� $ ���� '�!। l���� ���� ��%5� �2�� ��%�� 
�������� J������#�� �M�, '����� !�+ ���5�� ���। '�� ������� �*�{ ��� &�� '����� 
�, ��1 �����1�� �"�#�� ��� �/��"���� 5� ���। &< �/��"���� ����2 �F� 4��4� ��! 
���� !=� #%।  
 

KL�K !���� K� < '5� �2�� '����� &< �/��"������� 'T�U �Y #%। ���� �� ���V 
�@��V �����%�M �@�2��� <��#��! ��� ��� �<। ���� �+��% �W ��#�� J���%। ���� �F� ��" 
���*; (r-!��� ��% ��!� ��#�� '!�M� 4�a��� �!B��� ��! ���। &��" (�") X7!�#�!� 
9�%��� �M���। ���� �F� ���� �c� ��� ��% &�� ����2$ ����� ����%�� �� ��� ��%।  
 

'���� ��/�� (�") .�9!6 ��� ����U� #%। �!�bi��� ��x�5�� �F �1#� #% $��। 
��� R~ #������ ����  !" ��A #%। �W ����#�� ����!� #%।g�� �J�!i� ��0) �F� & (�>� 
��H,�% �� &�� �T�� ���- &� �p��% ��3�� ��) #�% G���M &�� &��� �,� G��x ���� ��, ����- 
��� ���5����5 (�>� !E6U0*��� ���M; #�% ��,�M�। ��*��� '��� 3�N�" �M��� �!*��� ���*; 
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��%5�% ���� �M�� �M�� ���� ����%�M���। ���� ����� ����� ���� ��4 ��� ��-<�.�!0 ���T��� 
������ ����%�M�। �!B���� ���" ���� ���� �M���। ����� ������� ��Y��� �-<, ���� ����%$ 
����!��"� ���� M�,� ��Y��� �। �F� �� &< (�>� ��H�,�%�M�। 
 
 (�8���-�*i� �2��< �F ����� ')�0��������U� 9�4A� 4������। ���� ����� �� 
��H�4, ����!��G� #����=��� �� &��� �������� #%, (����*�� &�! ��% &�� ����!��G� ���M 
!�!"��� ���% ����� �� ��=� #%-�F��=� &< M��� 9�4A�। ���U, �� ���� ��y) #�% 
�5�%�M��� �� ����� ����% &������ (����0। ����!�G �� #��=� ����� � �� ���� &��� 
')�0���� ����� ����>�� !@�A� 9�4A� 4������ ���� ����!�G & �"����� #��=� ���� ���" #%। 
92�� ���� '����� G�H��, ���� $ ��!B���� $�� ���������� ���*; (O�� #���� ���। !��2 
!��2 ���� ��y���+ $ ������O��$ �5���B�� �Y ���। 
 
 '����� �"���� '�� ���� 4�<। '��� ���M ���� �M��� �। ��� ���x� ���� ��%��� 
���� ��% '�� �M������� &��� �������#� 5� ����M���। '�� �� ���� ���%�M��� �� �M��� 
X’��� �#���b�, &��� (��� &�� '��� ����#
Y� &��� J������। �!< (��� $ �#��8��B����� 
����5� ���5�% ��2A !��� ��� #���। '����� ��!�  ����� >����� �� �M�� ����� ���" 
�2�� 9�%���% !��"� ���� ��% (�") �@���V� !��2 &��� �M�� ���� ���#� 5� ��� #���। &< 
���#�� ��/�� �M��� BYV�6U0 ��%��� G�H���� #���� ��� &�� <m���J�! (20�P �F� ���5�����5� 
�2�� �� ��� ����� ��" �="�ª{� $�� 'G�� #��। 
 
 '���� ��� ��� ��� �, �F� $�� 92� �� ���� #���� #�%�M �� ���������� ��� 
 �������� ����M। Rh �� ��40 �2�� g�� �J�!i� ��0) �� ��� #�%�M ���� ���$ '����� ���M 
���� �M��� � ��f '��� ���� G�H��B����� 'G�� �#��M। ���x� ���� &�� ���1����� �!��� 
���� G�H���� &��� �!-Kg� ������ $�� (�") ����V� !��2 ����5� 4���%। ����5��� 
B���� ���$ �!-Kg� ������ ��, ��%�, ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� ��� 4�� �5�% ���!�5�� 
����M��� &�� ��� (���� ������� �M�। 
 

 9�7 g�� �J�!i� �2�� Kh< �J�!i� ��0) !�`��� ���#�� �U��� �U��/�� �� �M���? 
 

������ $!���: 92��< & �2� ���, ���x� ���� (20�P �J�!i��� '�5 ��x ��0��% 
�F���#� *����� 3�� ��2A �����U #���� �Y �����। ����>�� &� ��H,���� �� *����%��� ���� 
���� #��-���$ 3�� �2�� ���� ���� ���0� ���। &� �� ���x� ���� �� ����� !����) 
*����� 3�� #���� #�%�M ���� 3�� �2�� ��%���� '�!��। 

 

&����� �2� '��� �� ��,�M। �!< (O�� ����� '��� ���1���#�� 3�� ���1���#�� 
3�� 'T�U #��। '����� ���M �"�� �M��� �। ������� �"��B��� *����% (O��� 3��$ 
�5����x0U ���M। '�� �� $��� ���}! �����, '���� &� ���� ���� � ��? ���� ����, 
‘������"�� ��%���� �<। �� '��� �%��� ���#� $ 5U���#�� ������� (�� ���V $ �@���V� 
!�#� ��������� ����M। 
 

 *����% ���#� g�� �J�!i� ���� ���। &�� �F '_!��0U � ��� ��0) Kg �� ��� 
����M��। (��" &� '�5 ���� '����� ��2A !�#��" ����M��। *����% ���#�� �� ���� ��� 
'!�� !���� ����� ��� �� '��� !�`���*��� ����q� ��� &��� �U��� (��i ���। �!< 
��� �M��� ���#�� *����%��� ���M �"��, ���� $ ���� ��%�M �!�" ����� (��� ��1���� 
9������ ��%�M &�� �, 
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(r��1 9�%�� �!��� ���� 92� �=" ���� &�� '����� ���#� �F�� ‘'3�|��’ (20�P �F �� 
X’��� ���% (��T� ���- ‘T! ���Í’ ���% �5�% �6"�#� ��0*��5 'T�U ���� (20�� *����%�� 
!���� ���� �F�� �����% ����� &�� '����� ���#� ‘'3�|�’ ��� ��M ��� ���% 'T�U 
����। ���#��� (O�B��� !E��0 '����� ���#�� (�*}�� �M���, '��� ���#� #�¾� �M��� $ 
�=9��� !��2 �U�+� 4��4�� !=� &�� ���#�� (O��B��� !E��0 '����� ���#� !E6U0 !��5 
�M���। �! ��" &< ���B��� ���� ���%V �M��� '����� 3��। ����� (���!��"� �5�����Y�, 
���� �� �"���� 'T�U ���� #�� �!��� *����% ���#� ��1 ��%�5 ����। 
 
 ��!� (O� ������� �������� !�r ���#� (20�P ���1���#� ��1 ����M��� �!��� 
'����� ���#� !E6U0*��� '����� ������ �����q� ������< ��� ���। '����� ���#� ��!� 
(O� &*��� ��1 ��� ��� ���" 3{���+� ���,a�� $ ������#�� (O�, �!����� !���5u $ 
X��� (O�, #��5u, ������, '��3,� $ v�»U���,%�� 3{��O�, 4°a���� ���#��, #�%���, 
#��#����� (O��� ‘&��! (� &J*��,’ ���A%�� '��J�+�, 4�%�J�+� $ ���#���� (O�, ������� 
��������� $ (*%5� (O�, ����� ���5�#��, !��=��� $ ����5u (O�, .������ !��, 
��������� $ �5����5u (O�, ������ $ ���%����� (O� &�� ���� ��/HM�� ��x ��0��% v�»U���,%�, 
 *��, ��!���, ����-&< ‘&��! (� &J*��’ ��%�M। ��x ��0) �����$ &< ������ ���� ���0�� 
��� ��� ��%�M��। &< ���� �M���- �F� �!��� ���� ����� �� ��-<�.�!0J ���T��� 
��1���� �6"# �� ®� ��%m ��%�M �!��� �5�% !��!�� ��H ���� ������� ���। & �=�� �� ���� #�� 
�� KL�R !��� ������� �@��� ���#��� (���� '��$ �M���) �����%�M���। &=�� !��� ���% 
�F�� �"� ����� #�� &�� ���� ‘'3�|�’ ��� $� ��M� �5�% �� ��%m ����% �!�। �! ���� 
���2�% &�� $� ��-<�.�!0��m $ �5����Y�, �!� <�"��� '!�� ���Î��? &<*��� ���� ���M; 
��� ��� �6"�#� ��M� $ ��0*��5 'G�� �Y। 92� 92� ������ (��� *���� ���� ���M; 
��� ��� �6"#�� ��M� $ ��0*��5 'G�� ��Y। 92� 92� ������ (��� *���� '��� �� *��� 
���! ����� &��� (�*}��� #$%�� �� ��I�� �� '����� ����< &���� ���0�� �U����। 
&<*��� <� ��+� �������m� ���� &��� �"�����% �F� K�� �J�*��� '�5�u� ����� �� 
�G��$ ��� (����� ��� ��%। 
 

 ��< ��!� (O�� '��� &�� ��� ����M �!��� '����� ���� �M���, �F� ��1���� 
G�H���� ���M; ��� ���� !`��*��5 �"� ���� ���� ‘'3�|��’ ��� ��M� �5�% �!� &�� ����� 
��0*�5 $ ��M�� ��� �2�� 'T�U ��� ���� ��! ���। (*")� *��5� �5������� (5U���#��) 
$ '����� �%��� ���#�� 'T��U� !��u!" ��� ���। ���0� 2�����, �5������ �� (��� 
��%5�% 'T�U ���� �� �@�A�� ("���� ����� ���� #�� &�� �F� ���� �5���B�� $ ��-
<�.�!0��m � '!�� ���� ��� �"�>� ����। �5������ (��� ��%5�% (��� ����� 3,���। ��� 
'��� �, �, ���B����� #�� ��<�। �!< ���B��� �F��< '_!��0�U� '�5 �*�+�M���। 
 

 ����� !�`���*��� ��� ����M �!��� ��/�� �M��� ����� (��� (r, �5�����Y�, �"�� 
�"�#���� 9�%�� ���� ���, ‘&��! (� &J*��’-& *�� �F� �� ��%�m� 3�� 4�� 9�%�5 ���� 
&�� �������� ���#� ‘'3�|��’ ��� �5�% ��0*��5 �� ��M�� ��� �2�� 'T�U ����। 
 

 &� !�+ !�+ &��$ !��A ��� �M��� ��, �� ��%mB��� ‘��%��’ ���� ����0� ��0�% �F� 
(" ����B��� '%Z ���� #��, �!��� ���1���#� (20�P �������� !�r ���#� &�5���। ��H��� 
(a��*��� *����% �5��c�� ���#� �������� !�����0 ��%�� ��� �������� ����। 
 

97 ��1��� $ *����% ���#� �� &�!��2 &�5��� �� (a��0� �� �#�!�� ���1���#� 
����� &�� !�����0 '!��� *����% ���#�� ��M �2��-��< ��? 
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������ $!��� : X’����� �M�। �!�� #�%�M 92�� ‘�� ��%m�� ��%�� ����� ���। �� 
�Y, �F� ��� ��1���� &��� G�H�� ��%�M। �!< G���� 3�� *����% ���#� �"�� ���� ���% #���� 
�����। �!< !�+ !�+ ���1���#� ‘T! ���Í’ ���% �5�% ‘'3�|��’ �����। T! ���Í &�5�% 
��$%�� ����x �=�� ���1���#�� �M�। &� X��� ���U �M�- 92��7 '��� ’’��! ���� (O�� 
��� ��� '!�M &�� '����� ���#� ����% #�¾� �M�। �p��%�7 '����� !����5 �M� >��% ������ 
!��2, '����� 9�� ����� �M��� ����� !�20। �!�" '��� !�+ !�+ '3�|�� ��� �F ��0*�5 $ 
��M �2�� 'T�U ����� ���� �! '� ����� � ����। �P�� �� (a��0� ("�" �F ���� 
'T�U ���� #��� �� &�5�% ���� #��� �� '����� ���#� (a!� #��� $ 'T�U ����� ���U 
(O��� �2G��B��� '����� ��� �M�, �F� ���� !E��0 9�� ��W��0� ��� '����� ����� 
(*")�� (��>� '����� �!�B���� 2����� &�� �5������� !��2 '����� !�¹% $ !����5 �M�। 
'��� &���$ 9�%�� #�� *����% ���#� '������� '��0���� �� *��� ������ p��� !�����0 ���। 
 

97 �’�� �!8� �M�? �#J���%��0�� ���2�% �M�? 
 
 ������ $!���7 ���������� '�� KK�� �!8�� *�5 ����M���। KK�� �!8� &���� 
(���%��� (��� �M�। &�� 9��"� (���%��� &��� �!8� �#J���%��0�� �M�। &�� &< �!8� 
�#J���%��0��B�� ��������� �*���< �M�। &< �!8�B���� 3�� �*�{ ��� '�� ����� ��,�M। 
���U, ���������� �� &� �, &��� ‘�2�%���’ (20�P ����"��� �U�=��-��� KK�� �!8��� ���" 
��%M (!��" ����� $ �"��� �6�V-��¡�*6�*���  ��c ��� ���4���� ��" ��1 !����� !�� 
�.��, 3���1 �����U (�.!�� $ ��., ���5����5 �"��>� $ !E� &�� !+��� 9�%�� �� !�a# 
��� '����� ��= !�� �M� �। '��� �M� ��� K� � (�.!�� ����A &��� =�t !�� ���#�� �U 
���4���� �#J���%��0��। &M�,�, &��, &��� ����� (O��"��� !���a� ���� ���4��� '����� 
����� ����>���� ��� (!�� %, (����$ �M�। ��< '�� '��� 4�. (� ��. $ ("�" 
��������� ���M '����� ����% �=", '����� ���?��� $ !����� ����4" ��x�%� !��� �6�"�% 
&�� '����� $ �F� ���M ���0T��� �� ���  �2 3Ï�1 ��%�M <�"��� ��x�% !��� �4� ���� 
���। '����� !����� �=" $ �! �=" (�0�� �" ��� ���4��� !E��0� '����� ���0��� 
((������� <���� $ (������� J�<�����*) ���"�� !����U*��� '����� ���#�� ��U�%, 
9��"� �!8�� ����� ����x ��U�%, ���*; �!8��� ���0T��� !�¹% !�� &�� !��5��� $ ��� 
���4��� ��x�% �����। '��� &<!� ���0��� ����9�=�� 9���� �!8� ��������� !��2 '�� 
��%����H (�.!�� $ ���1�������� ���"�� ���5����5 �=� �����। &M�,� '��� ��������� !��2 
9�"= ���5����5 �=� &�� ����� (�>� !��� !��!�� (�*}�� ���*� �" '�� &� �!8� �2�� 
����� (" �!8��। �! (�>�% '�� �� �� �!8�� 2�����, �! �!8��� �#J���%��0��< #��� '��� 
�#J���%��0��। &*��� 9�"=*��� ����>��� !��� �6�"�% ����� $ �! (���%� ���0� �����। 
&M�,� �������U ���!*���$ '�� ����� (a5�� $ !����� ����>��� !i�� (��#� ������। 
 
 �� �������� !���� '���� !�0����%� �#�!�� ��%�5 ��� �� '�� ����� (����� 
��7 ��0� (��0��� ���� ������) &�, &, ���� 4�. (� ��. ��%�5 ���। ��� '��� ��� 
!��4�% �!�%� �M��। ��� 5U���x���$ !�!"। 
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���*; �!8��� ������ ��%�5 ���7 (K) &� i� �!8�� 92� ���� (��0��� ��0�) ��%�3� 
�#��, ��� ���� ��.�। (R) X< i� �!8��� ������ ���� (��0��� ��0�) ����� �������., 
��� ��� �� ‘��’ �.�!0-&� ������ #�% �� �� ��� ��M��� ��� X��< ���� ���M��, ��� 
'#� #$%�� ��� ���� '�� !���� �4/���� ���� ��� ‘�’ �.�!0 &�� R i� �!8�� ���� #�%���। 
(g) �� i� �!8��� ������ �M�� 92�� ���� (��0��� ��0�) ��.3��#, ��� �� ��� ‘&!’ 
�.��!0� ������ #�% �� �� ���� (��0��� ��7 ��0�) ��.3��#, 6Y����-��0��� ��� 
����% �=� ���#�� J�<��8�-��H� >���*�x1 #। (�) 4�� i� �!8�� ������ �M�� ���� 
(��0��� ��0�) �4{�u �{, ��� !�� �%��� (�.!�� ���� 4������� ��%�M ����� !���� 
���" �!�%�। '<%�� '��� ���� !�����!J ��� #�%�M�। (~) ��H4 i� �!8�� �M�� ���� 
(��0��� ��0�) ��� �$�� '��, ��� ����� 9���� 4°a��� $ ���0�" 4Ða��� ��� ���। (h) M% 
i� �!8�� �M�� 3<� ������ (��0��� «� �"��b) �����, ���  ����� ��f >�� (�") 
�@���V� !��2 ��� ����M। (�) !�� i� �!8�� ������ �M�� ���� (��� ��7 ��U0�) ���� 
6Y����। ��� ���� �M�� $ '��� ���� �����>�% &"����* ���� ���� ���5�� ����M��। 
'��� ���� 4�� �5�M। (S) '� i� �!8��� �Y�� ������ �M�� ���� (��0��� ��U0�) 
$!�� �4/���� &�� '5� ��! �2�� ���� (��0��� ��U0�) ����। (L) % i� �!8�� ������ 
�M�� 9�% ���x� ��� ��0) ���� &�. &. ����। ��� &� 4������� �<। ������ �M�� ���� 
�%�� '����। (K�) �� i� �!8� (�/������-!��t 3��6��% (O� $ '*")��U �/�2)। &�� 
�/������� ���*; �!8�� ���0A ���� !��ÀA �������� (��� ��� ����। (KK) &5���� i� 
�!8�� �M�� ���� (��� ��7 ��U0�) '�� ���#�, <� ����� ��" ���J0 '3� #�%�M। &M�,�, 
���� �v�5J �.�!0-��J �.�! $ &! �.�! ������ �M�� �2�T�� ��%�3� �#��, ����� 
�������. $ ��.3��#। �#J���%��0��� �J���� 4�. (� A�. �M�� «� �"��b (��0��� &%�� 
������) &, ��, ���c���। 4�. (� ��. �� !��#� �6�0�O�� 2����। $��� '��� �#J���%��0���� 
&��� (�� �M�। $��� ��B��� !�!"�-9��! $ �U���4��� !E��0�-��� !��!�� �"�>� a#U 
���� ���� ��� a#U !E��0� #� �! ��x�% '��� ���0� 4�$%� #�। 
 
 9�7 �%��� ���#�� !��"� �� �M� &�� �� ���� (�r ���� !��� �M�? 5U���#�� ���� 
!��"� �� ��H�,�%�M�? 
 
 ������ $!���7 �%��� ���#�� !��"� ��,��� ��5 ���� #�%�M�। (r ��% ��5 ���� 
#���। ����� *�5 !�% !���� !���� 2����$ (�� ���! '��� ����� �। '��� �4A� $ �4)� 
&< �M� ��, '�� ���*; (r �� ��,����, ���5�, ���� ����। ���U *����%�� ��� ��� �J�!i� 
���� � ����� ��#�� �� �� ����>�� �M� ���� '���� '��� M% ��! ��� ���� #���। &�� 
����� '��� (�� =�� #�। &�" �F�� '�$ !V� ��! ���� �" (��B��� (�r� '����� 
9�%�� �M�। !�0��x &��� ����� !��2 '��� !����5 #�%�M�। �!< ����� ��< (r ���� 9ª{� 
�M� ��� '��� ���� ���� G�H�� 2�����। �! ��" '�� ��J �.�!0�� (�������� !�r ���#�� 
92� �v�5J) �!��� �����%�M���। (���< ���� � #��P �� ��J �.�!0�� �!����� 3�� 
4������। ���� ������� �"������ ���U< ����। '��� 3�N�" �M� X���, ����G�H�� �� 
��,����, ��< �� ��,����, '�� #%��� (�� ���! !��!�� '�� !=� #���। &M�,� �F� 
��1�� ("���� '�x0U ���$ '��� 3�N�" �M�। 
 

 ���#��, ����� �Y�� ��� ��,����, &��� ����� ���#� 5�, ����� !�� �� #� �। ��f 
'��� ���1���#��  !�����, �%��� ���#�� (�.!�� $ (���%���� �4A�% '�� ����� ��x ��0) 
9�% ���, �2�� ��<� #����  !" !i��� �%��� ���#� 5�, �����M���। ���� !����U <."��� 
(�r !��� �M��। 
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 X��� �5��c�� �"����� '��� 5�, �����M���। *����%��� 9�4� ��M�, ���� �M�। $B��� 
���% 92� �"������� 5�, 3���M�। $� �� ���%�M��� ‘i� $%� ����� �"�����।’ &< �"����� ����$ 
�M�। &� ��� '��� �p��% �"����� 5� ���। '�5���� �4�% &��� *�� ���� ���% &�� !��� 
�M�। & �"�����$ ��� ���। 
 

 '��� ��� '�� ��� 9�% ~�� �"�����%  !" ���%। ����� �Y��< (��B���� !��"� �6�U 
���� #�%�M। ���, <���+� �������m� 92� �"�����%-&��� (�") d��#"��#� ������� �¢। 
��� KSS ��� '�� ���%�M���। ������ �#� ����� '#� #�%�M�� ������� ����। ����� !��"� 
�6�U ���� #���। ��x ��0) '�� ~�� �"�����% �2�� S�� �"�����%� 3;�� ���। &B��� �M� <� 
��+� �������m� &�, X<, ��, 4��, '�, %, ��, &5���� � �"�����%U। %, ��, &5���� � �M� 
��। 
 

 &M�,� �!8� ���! 5�, ����। �!8� ���!-&� !��"� ��x ��) �M� �� #����। ���� 9�1 
<��'� &�� �%��� ���#�� ���*; v�O �2�� &�!�M�� ������� KK�� �!8�� �%��� ���#�� 
�!8� ���! �#�!�� 5�, ����� #�%�M�। ��� �!8�� 4���� ���E��, ��� �!8�� ��H4�� ���E��, 
��� �!8�� M’�� ���E��-&�� ���*; �!8�� 9�%�� (�!��� !��"� ���*; �M�। ���� �!8� 
�������� (��� ��� ����। 
 

 �%��� <� ��+� �������m� �"�����% ���% 5��� #�%�M� �v�5J। �v�5JB����� '�� 
�.�!0 �� ���%�M���- ��J �.�!0, �� �.�!0, &! �.�!0। �v�5JB���� ��������� ��� &< ����U 
#�%�M�। ��J �.�!0 ���� ���� ��%�3� �#��, �� �.�!0 ����� �������. &�� &! �.�!0 
��.3��#। 
 

 KL�K !���� R~�� ���40� '�5 �� (50��<��� �M� '��� ��� �����0 �����0 ����। 
&< (50��<��� (�� �4)� ��� ��5� �� ��5� �� �M�� ���) $ ���� ���=�� �*�{�� 5,� 
#�%�M�, &� !�+ '�� G�^*��� !��ÀA �M���, �!�� *����% (50��<����� �4�% &��� 
��। 
'�� �� ��� '������� !�̂ �। �!< (50��<����� �*�{�� '����� �"�����%B���� !����U 
(r!�� �M�। ("�" ����� <."��� �"�����%�� �� !����U (r 2��� &���$ ��< �M�, ��� 
.�%�� ��$%���� &< (50��<����� ��M��� ����। ���, !����U�7 &��� �!��� &��� ��<� 
����5� 2��� '����� �M��� X��� ����5�। '� (r �M� �� 
�*���� <."��� �"�����%� 
2���-�a�J, ��<�.�, ��<� ����5�, ���J%�� ����5�, X< <�O &�� �� <�O �� SK ��������� 
��0�� &�� �"��[����!� ����। 
  

 �!8� ���!-&� (r$ 9�% & ���� �M�। ��� $��� �[� �M� '����। $��� ��� ��� 
�%��� ���#�� �� �M� �। ����� *6���� �M�-92� ���� G�H�� ����। �!< G�H�� �2�� �5���� 
�*��� ������ #�� &�� �5������� !��2 !�`��� #�% ���������� (*")�� �F� 3�� ���*; #���� 
$ ("�" ��� ����। ��< ����� (�r� �����U �� �[� &"����* �"�����%�� �4�% ��M��� �@2� 
�M�, ��M� ��M� �� �M�। 
  

&��� 5U���#�� �2�% '!�M। !�0���� 9�% S� #������ ���� �M� 5U���#�� !�!"। '�� 
h� �2�� �� #���� 5U���#� ���� ��%�5 ����M���। &M�,� ��%� #���� 9��=U�� �M�। &��� 
(r �� ���� �4�%�M���, �� �[� '���  ��� ����M��� ��� �!< �����U (r !�!�% '��� ���� 
�����। (�r� (*��< �M� &� ���U। �� �#��, 5U���#�� ��� �5������� (r �M� 9��"��� ���M 
�a�J, ��%���� ���M ��5�। &M�,� �M� ��<�.�, ���$ �5������� ��" ��<�.� !�)�x�� 
(r %। ��f ���#�� '����� ���M !i� �M� � ��< �� ����� ��< �"�#�� ���� #���। &M�,� �M� 
(q ��%��� ���� $ &!&�'�। ���� #���$ ���� ��� ����M। &M�,� ���*; ���0A ���� 
(�������  
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��" 2����� ���*; ���� ���¦���। �/ ������� '_�=�� ��" #�¾� (r 2�����, ����� *�5 
!�%< �a�J। '� 2����� (������� 9�%���% !��a�, ���-���b� ��<। 
 

��� ��x #$%� '��� ��<  !"!��"� �M� R�-R~ #���� �%��� ���#� &�� ��/S� #���� 
5U���#�।  
 
 9�7 5U���#�� ��� '���� �!8� �M� ���? �!-<-�! ����� !�5���$ �� �� �M�? 
 
 ������ $!���7 �������� !�r ���#�� �� �M� ���1���#�। &� �*�� >�, ��, ���� 
����< ()*�01 �M�। (��� ���1���#� ��£ *�� ���। ���� �� ��� ��� �5������� ���I 
���1���#� ��� #���। '!�� �� %। �������� !�r ���#�� ������� �����% �M� ���1���#�। &� 
X��� (�� �M�-(K) �%��� ���#� &�� (R) 5U���#� $ �5���� ���#� �� (�%��� ���#�। *����%�� 
&< ���x�1 (���� ���� &.-&. (20�P ’l�J� .�<���’। ��f ���1����� ��� !��<। '� 
5U���#�� $ �%��� ���#�� �!8� &�< �M�।    
 
 5U9����� �������� !������ '�5�" 
�������� !���< &< KK�� �!8��� ��� � ��� 
&��� �!8�� ��� ����M। 
 
 �!-<-�! ����� !E��0 &��� ���M। �Y��< �5������� X’!:�# ���� ��%� #���। ��f 
&�� ��2A �M� �। ��� ��%�� ������ ��,��� #���। �� �� !:��#� ���� !����U �5���� ���� 
��%� #���। &M�,� '�� ��M�!��"� �5����� ��" &��� ����x ����!0� ��c��� ����M���। &�� 
��� #��� ����� ���!0। $�� M% !:��#� �M�। &< ����!0 �5���� ��J����� 9��=U ��%� #���। &�� 
'��� �5���� $%���.%�� (20�P �#��O�� '���!� &����% ��� ���� ����$ ����� ������ 
#���। &��� *6���� �M� �5������� �%�V ��� &�� !����U �5������� ���% !�� % &� !� 
��� !E; ���। &< 9��=U9�:��� !��"� �M� ��� ��। 4�����%� ��� &� ��%5�% ����� ���� 
��%� #���। &!� �5������ ����x*��� �!��� #�% ����� &�� &��� �!������ �"����� 
�"�15�*��� '�� ���� ��%�5 ����M���। ��< &��� �� ��< ����� �!-<-�! �����। '!�� 
& ��� 
�� ���#� �M� �। 
 
 97 ��� ���4���� ���0� (20�P (������� <����� �� J�<�����*! !E��0 ��M� ���। 
 
 ��7 $!��� : !���� 5��� '�5 '�� !�092�� &< ��� ���4��� ����M ���� ���, 
���5����5 ���। ����� '�� ��������� '����� �=" �� (������* &�� 9��"� �!8�� �� 
.��.� (�0 ���� #�� �� ����%�M। 
   
 & ��" '�� !����U�7 (������� <����� �����। ���� !��ÀA (O��� (���%��� 
3�� ���%V ��2A ����¡���U ��� #���। !����U �= &�� �!< ����x ����x �=" $ ���%�V� �2� 
&< W������ �� <������ ���� 2�����। &M�,� '�� &��� ���! �"�#�� ����M��� �� �� �M� 
&�� '��� ��� ��� &� '�5 ��� !����� ���#��� �� �"�#�� ��� #%�। �!�� �M� (������� 
J�<�����*! ���0� &�� 3����। ����>�� ��4�< $ ����4� ��� �� �����U &< J�<�����*! 
&�� (���%� (�!�U ���� �� ��� 3�� �M�, ��%� #�%�M�। ���U �� � #�� '��� ���� 
&�5�% ���� ������ �। ��� ��/��� ��%��� ��x% ����¡���U ��� #%�। 
 
 !� !�%< ���!*���- ���! ()� &����- �U�+�� �6�"�% (��#� �����। 
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 &M�,� ')�0���� ���?��� �*�{� �� ���0� ���!*� '���� ���� �� '��� 
(���%���� ���M ��/H�M �����। 
 

 97 ���������� (*")�*��5 ��*��� ���5����5 �=� ��� ��%? 
 

 ������ $!��� : ���������� (*")�� ���*; (O�� �Y �2��< '��� G�H��B�� 5�, 
�����M���। 5U���#� ��� �Y ���� �� &< G�H��B�� (����� !�T% #%। ���� 5����$ ��%��� 
G�H�� �M�। G�H�� 9�%< �����0 ��� #���। ��%��� G�H�� �F� #�� ���$ ��,�M�। G�H��B����� �� 
���� ���1����� �M� �� %, &�� '����� ’��"�8’ &�� �����%����$ �M��। &��� �����%�� 
!��*0! ���4���� #���। �M� (%����! ���5����5। �����%��-&� '!� ��$%�� ���� �����0 ��� 
#���। �����%�� &� ���"�� �*���� G�H��B���� ���" ���5����5 >�� ��� #���। G�H�� !����U� �� 
����� �M�- (K) ����� (r ��� 2�����, (R) ����� �2"���� !�a# ��� #��� $ ���� �2�� 
������ #��� &�� (g) ���� �2�� �F� 3�� 'T�U ���� 9ª{�� �%� #���। 
 

 &M�,� �*��� (��� �M��, ���� ���1���� ��<�� � �5�% �*��� �2�� !#����5�� 
����M। 
 

 97 (���@� &����� �5�U� ��M �2�� �� ���� !�,� ���%�M��? 
 

 ��: $!��� : ���������� �5�U� ��M �2�� ')��� $ (��¼ !�20 '��� ���%�M- 
������� B�� ��%� ���� M�,�। ���������� ���� Rh�� ��40 �2�� !E6U0 !�20 ���% &�!�M। 
(��!�% ���� 9�U ���; ��� '����� ']% ���%�M, !�#��" ����M। &�� (��" !�"- ���� 
������ ����M- ������� '�-����� ���� (�� ��%5�% ���%�M। ���� ����� *�5 !�#! �!��� 
��� ���� �����%�M ����� ����� ����� ��u����� �M�, '� �� � #�� ���� ���1���#� ������� 
�����% �����। ��� (�� ��%5�% �F� &��� ���� 2����� '� &����-X���� �������, '�-
��� #���। �5�U� !��2 �Y �2��< ���5����5 �M�। !��, !�� ����� ����x� !E6U0 !�20 �M�। 
'���, '��� (���%� $ ���1���#�� �������� !� !�% &� �� #��� �� ���������� !��, !�� 
����� ���x '����� !�+ �! ���। 
 

 97 (���@� !��% '�� �� ���� ���� &�!�M��? 
 

 ��: $!��� : ����% '�!�। '�� ���, (��� ����M, '�� ����% &�!�M���। �!�� ��� 
%। '�� ("�" (O�� &�!�M $ G����M। ��f ����% '�!� &�� ����% '!� ��� !���� �M� �। 
'����� �2� �5�U� !�20�� 9!�+ '�� ����M। ���5����5 '����� !� ��%5�% �M� !�����- 
!� ��%5�%, !� �#��। '���� ��� ��� ��� �, (��� ������ #���� #�� #�� ��� ��Ä� �� 
'���� �� !�% ���� �� ��� �$%�� '�� ���%�M���। �!< �$%�� ��Ä� ���� ��/HM��� #%। 
'��� #��� ���� �$%��। ��Ä� ���� ��,�� ��%��� &��� ���� �5�% �!< �$%���� ��5� ���5�% 
���%�M�। ���� �� �!< ��5��� ��� ��3 ��Ä� ���� ������� �� �! ����M�-#"�H, &�� d...&� 
#���� ����। 
 

 ������ $!��� !�=�P���� 9��!� ��+��� $ 9��!� ��+������ ���J�"�� !����� �4��P!� 
!�#��", *����% �!����#�� !����� #�!�����!�6�#� �4��P!� $ �!�� ����� *6%!� 9��!� ���। 
*����% �5�U� $ !������ 9��$ ��H� �@�}��� �2� ���। ��� ���, ����� (����� �2� 
*����� %। *����% ��&!&. (�J0�� �!��3���� �.�!0) $ !�r ���#�� 9�� ��� ��H� ')��� 
�@�}�� ���। 
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!����� 
������� !6� ����� 

RL। �������� ���� ���#�� �P����� 
'�$ ����U 

’ ��� �����’ 
KR �J�!i�, KL�R 

............ 
KL�K 

 
�M�� �M�� ���� ���%$ 94� 'T�U 4����%�M� 

����������  ������� 
�"��b '�X! !�{�� 

 
 �� ���!� ��I����I '�� '5����% ����� #< ��W� �"��b �����, ��0�� �������� 
������ �"��b ��#����N $ �"��b !�.��N�� !��2। �"��b ����� �M�� ��'<&’� ��<�JQ 
������ &�� ������। ��'<&�� ��+������ (*��(�*����5� &�� 9�1� �#!���$ ��� 
!�����4� �M��। 
 
 (q ��%����� ���" ���" '5����% '����� ��� ���5 ���� �"��b �����। �"��b 
����� '���� �M�� ������ ���� ���#�� ��<��। KLh~ !���� ����� ��� ��� ���� ���#� 
�M�, ��'<&�� ���5�� ���। ������� ���5���� .�� '����� !��"� �@�� ���। �� �2�� 
'����� &���� �"�-���U� $ 9�4A� �M� ��� ��� &��� �M�� ���� ���#� 5�, ����� ��%। 
 
 ����< ���!� ���� ������ �@= ��*��5� ��<�� '���� '#��� $ ���� |�<� ����� 
!�!" '#��X� '�� '����� !��2 ����� #। '���� '#��� $ '#��X� '���� '5���� 
5��� R/g ���� ���"< �"��b �����, �"��b ��#����N $ '���� *����%  ������ �.�� 
������ �J�� ������। ������ '���� !�0�_� 9�4A� �M� *����% ���� ���#�� $  ������ 
�.���� 3\��> (�.!����� (���� ����� �� �M�� �M�� ���%$ ���0��� &��� ���� ���#� 5�, 
����� !��। ���� ���#� 9!�+ '����� '�$ ����q� �M�- �M�� �M�� ����� �|����� �J*�<! 
!����� ��� �F  !"��� ���5����5 �"�>� ����; ��� $ ����� �1 G�H��� 3�� (���0�� 'G�� 
#��। '����� ��1� !�20 '��� ��%�l�� ���� !�<�J�  ����� ��3Q *��� ��@0� ���� 
!��� �M�� ����� *6����< (�>��� KK ��� �<����% ��5-KL ���� ��! ���� G�� 
�@A�)
©� 3��� �����। ��G0 '���-'���4�� ��� ����� 3\��> (�.!���� '����� !��2 
&��� #�� &�� ���� �����5�> �������� !������ ���"�� ��0�� �������� ���� ���#�� 
9�� &%�� ����J� '�X� ���� ���c����� !��2 & ��x�% ���5����5 >�� ����। ����0� 
��0��% &%�� ����J� ���c����� d���)� 9�4A�% $ ��@�V �Ï��* ��� �������� ���� ���#�। 
RS�� �!�bi�, KL�K ������ �5��"���� �J������ '��� �������� &%�� �.��!0� �Ï���! ��� 
���। 
 
 �������� ���� ���#��� �� &� 9��^��� &%�� ����J� & �� �c��� M�,� '�$ 
��%��  ����� �M��- ��W� �"��b �����, �"��b !�{�� (����), �"��b ��#����N, 
�"��b �����, �"��b '���� $ �"��b !�.��N। ������ ���� ���#� �M�, ���� &�!�M�� 
���� #�� �[�%�� ��J�� !���� ��#���, |<� ��.��"�Q ���!�� '��, |�<� ��.��"�Q 
��Y� '��। '�$ �M�� ������ ���� ���#� �"�5���� h� � &%���"�। '����� ���� �M� 
J������ (��� $ &���*� �#���b��। 
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 J������ ������ ��H4 #���� ��3� ����� �# ���� 3����5� ��� #��� &�� ���4���� �" 
��0��4� ��� #��� �"��b �����, �"��b ����� $ '����। (��� ������ !��� ��� #��� 
!�0���� ����, ����5� $ ������x0�U� 3����5� ���। 
 
 ���4���� �" ��0��4� ��� #��� |�7 ��7 ���!�� '��, �"��b '���� $ ��W� 
!�.��N। �#���b���� !��� ��� #��� ���� $ *��� ����5� p���। ���4���� �" ��0��4� ��� 
#��� �[�7 ��7 !���� ��#���, |�7 ��7 ��Y� '�� &�� �"��b ��#����N��। 
 
 (�7�� (�8��� ���!� 92� ����� �2�� &%�� ����J� ���c��� !��#��� ��@�V '����� 
�"��� 9��=U, (���� $ �#,� �Y #���। �5��"��, �����, (Y�4�, ������ $ '!���� 
�+����U0 ��#�,� &����� ��� 9��� �2 ��0��� �"������ ��� �E��!� 3�� �*0� ��� ����� �� 
���� '��� (�") �4� ���% 3Ñ%�� ��/�� '%{ ���� (���� �����। �F� ��J���� &�,�% 
��$%�� �" 9�%�� #% (�") �4� ���% ���� 4��� ��� &�� !��"����� (�*������ ���� �F� 
�@�A�5�4� � #�� #% �!�" 9�%�� �M� ������ !��� ��2 ���� 4���� (*"�! ���। ��������% 
�4� ���% ���� 4��� &�� 9�����#� ��$�%�� ���� (����U� 9�T%� '%{ ���� �4A� M�,�$ 
���� 'T��U� ("�" �����$ '��� �%��� (*"�! �����। &%�� ����J� �c��� !��#��� 
�Z����� '����� (���� �� �� ���H� *��� ���4���� #�%�M� ��� 9��U ��$%� ��% g�� 
�J�!i� �2�� Kh< �J�!i� ��0) ���*; �U�+� ���� 'T��U '����� ��YU !.���� ��" ���%। 
����q� ���.� ����� 'T�U ���4��� ���� ����� �M�� �M�� ����$ �� (�"����� �+� 
������ !��= #�� ���� �� '�����  �����5U X�%���!��� �����% ���%�M। '����� 
 �������� �=�� ���� *����% ���� ���#�� 3\��> (�.!���� ��¶�% (�**6� #�%�M। 
 
 '����� �=��� 3Ò� �@A�)7 g�� �J�!i� ��"������ �[�%�� ��J�� !���� ��#��� $ 
|�7 ��7 ��Y� '�� ���%U5�u� �5���<�� ������� ���� Â���� G�H��� 3�� 94� 'T�U 
4���%। |�7 ��7 ���!�� '�� $ �"��b '���� '#�� d &�< !��% 4°a��� &� �"��� ���� 
'T�U ���4��� ���। 4°a���� (�*���� ��� Kh< �J�!i� ��0) �"��b '���� ��W� 
!�.��N�� ��% KR �����$ ���� ���*; �U�+� ��� X����� �1 G�H�� $ �*�%� 3�� 'T�U 
���4��� ��� ����� 9*6� =��!�� ���। '��� �� '�M, ���1��� 4����� J������, (��� $ 
�#���b�� &< �� «��� ���" ��� &��� ��x�%< 9������5��� ���*�� �M�, ��#��� ���Ó «� �� 
���� ����� (�*���� ���%V ��* ���� ����। &< 9!�+ &��� G�� 3��� �����। J������ 
���� ��% ���������� &��� ����x BYV�6U0 >�� ������x0�U� �" &��� �� �>� ��� #%। 
(�*���� �M� *%�� ����!����। ��f ���0A ���� ��� &��� �6��0 �� ����x ����U &< 
(�*�� ����q� ����� #�% �5� �� �"��b ����� $ �"��b ����� (�") ���x0 #�% ��। 
 
 ���� 'T�U ���4������� '�����  �����5U�� (����� ���_� ������ ��������� 
#�� #%। ��� �< �J�!i� ����q� (���%� �!��� �#� �F��1 #�%�M ��� ���� �" �"��b 
��#����N �#���b������5 �!��� ���� �c�� (���U ���� ��। �!��� �#� ��$ �F��1 
#%�। ��< (���U���� �#���b���� 'T�) #%। ����5��� ��� ��%� ��3� B�� 
�#���b������ ��� ��� ��f �"��b ��#����N !.���� !��2  ����#� ���� G�H���� �.�� ��। 
'��� K�< �J�!i� �!����� (a��0� &���� �����0���� �"��b ��#����N�� �#���b���� ��<� 
������ *6�� �2�� ��=: B��� 'G��� =��a� #%। &� .�� *��!��" ���$ �"Ô� #��� ��� &����$ 
�"��b ��#���N 'y�0 ������0��� !��2 G�H���� �.�� �5�% ������ (���U ���। 
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 '� &����� G�� |�7 ��7 ��Y� '�� $ �"��b ��#���N ������ &����% ������#� $ 
���1���#��� &%�� !�����0 ���� 2������� ����� �#���b���� Â���� .����% ��%। ���" #�% ���� 
������ ���� �c�� �Y�� (���U ���। �%���� �"�m��m ��$ �F �����। �!�� �2�� �F 
�#���b�� �=" ��� ��0�� $ *��� ������ �5����x0U ���� 2���। &� ������ ���I$ >��% 
������� !#�%��% ��Y� '�� &�� ��#����N ������ Â���� !�a# ��� ������ �.�� '�!। 
&�� '��� �W�� ������ !`��� #�� #�%�M� '����� &< �M�° &%�� �.��!0� 9��"��� 
 ������� ��f ��< ��� ������@��� ���1� �" ������9�U &< !��  ������� ��3< ��0�" 
�2�� ��4�"� #�। 
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�G0m 
 

(����� �"��� K�-KK, Kg, RLS 
(����� ��� ��u��’ RLS 

(����� �À� #"����, RLS 
(����� #� �"�Q! R� 

(������6�� (�*�� �hK-hR 

(�����, �5��P �!�, ��7 ������ RL-gK,  

gL, K~g, K~�-~S, RKh, Rg~, RS�-SS,  
gS~-Sh, �KS-KL, �hK-hR, ~R�-R~, ~gK-

gR, ~gL-��, ~~R-~g, ~~S 
(�-<��%� ���J$ �K~, �KS 

(A ��+� ������Q hR, Kg~, RgL, ���,  
�L�-L~, �Lh-L�, �LS-LL, ~�~-~�h,  

~�S-�L, ~hh 

("��� g 

("����� h, KL 
 

' 
'<3�N, �"��b �g, S�, L~, L�-LS,  

KK�-KS, KgR, Kg~, K��-K�~, K�h-~g, 
K~�, ~g�-g~, 

'<%��, ��� ���� �~�-~S 

'3� |�� ~hR-hg 
'3%��, '�X� �!��#� RgR-gg 

'3%��, '�X�, �J-�! �g�-g~ 
'$%��� ��5 �RR-Rg, �h~-hh 

'$%��, #�������, S�, KSL 
'����, ��.��"�Q ~gR-gg 

'���, '��, �!��#� gRK 
'���, '��, <��'� ��%� !������ �SR-Sg 

'���,  !%� '��, #������� K�h 

'��� ('��� �#��!), �"��b �g 
'����, �"��b, (�������� ���� ���#�) 

~Rg-R�, ~hS-~�� 
'��u, ���#� 3�N, ��7 RSL-LR, RLg, RLS 

'��3,�� ���, RgK-gR 
 
 

'��, �5����, !������ �RR 
'��� ��Õ�� ���! RLK-RLR, RL~-Lh 
'���, �g� 
'���, ���!$ !������ gL. gL 
'��� (�c��� '�X�), ��7 Kg~-Kgh, K�� 
'���, ('����� �#��), �"��b R��,  
R�h, R�S, RKg, RRh 
'���, ��%� (g� �!8�) RRL 
'���, ��%� (L� �!8�) RRg-RR� 
'���, (���1��� !�5��) Rgh-Rg� 
'���, #��������, g~�-~S 
'��, ��%� !������, ��� 
'��� (.����%�), #�������, ��+� ������Q 
�RR, �Rg-R�, �g�-g~, �g�, �gS-gL 
'���, '�X�, ���� �h�-�hg, ��~,  
�SK-SR 
'���, !������, (KK �!8�) �hg 
'���, '�X� �!��<, �LL-~�� 
‘'_-!��0U’ ~g�, ~~S 
'��3��#, ��� �v�5�J%��, ~gK-gR 
'��#��, �RL-g� 
')�0���� ������ gg 
')�0���� ��JT! �����, ~~h-~� 
‘'c �����’ (�����) gRS-RL, ggK-gR 
'!��, ~~L 
'!���, &<4&� ��� ���� ������ R�, 
gL, ~gK, ~�~ 
'!���, �����, ��K-�R 
'��%��, !������ �g~-gh 
'��%��, ��#Y� (!��), M�� �S�-S~ 
'.���, #�������, ��+� ������Q, ��h- 
���, ��S, �K�-K~ 
'.���, !������, �~K-~R 
'�X��#, ��.��"�Q, gRL-gK 
'���, �gR 
'����, �%��, ���� �RS-RL, ~gg, 
~h�-h~ 
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'����, &.-&. ���-�~ 
'�i%�, �5����, &��'� !������, KhR, Kh~, 
'�� (& �� &� '���� #�) 
����, K~h, K~S, RgL, ���, �S�-S~,  
�SL, �L�-L~, ~�S-~�L 
'�� ('���� <!���) ��.��"�Q, g~�- 
~K, g~�-~S 
'��, '#��X� ~hS 
'��, YW�, �!��#� RK�, Rgg-g~ 
'��, YW� �Rg-R�, ~g� 
'��, YW�, #������� ~��-�~ 
'��Y����, !������ g~R-~~, g~~-~h 
'��3�#, ��%� !������, g~R-~g, g~�-~~ 
'��3��#, ��� (�*�) ~K� 
'������ �����*� !�>� ~RL 
'���., ���!��, �!��� ��7 �K�-KK, �RR 
'� '���! KR 
'���., !������ �~�-~K 
'� ��� g�S, g~g-~�, �R�, �h�-hK, 
�Lh-L� 
'� ������ ��L-K�, ��h-�� 
'� ���! g�S, g~� 
'��, �5���� �����, �L 
'��, M�� ���-��~ 
'��, '��%�Y�, �"��b Kg� 
'��, '���.��, |�<� ��7 ��� 

'��, ������, !������ K~S 

'��, ����Y�, ��.��"�Q �g, K�h, KS�-S~ 

'��, ��Y�, |�<� ��7 RLL, ~Rg-R�, 

~hS-hL-~�� 

'��, ����, ��7 ��� 

'�� ���#�, ghg-h� 

'��, J�7 ��#�����, g~R-g~�-~~ 

'��, &� <3 �RR 

'��, ���7 ���3� (�*�) �R�-RS, ��h- 

��, ~K�, ~K�, ~RK 

'��, ���7 ��.��� RLg-RL~-Lh 

'��, ���#�`� ��#, #������� ��R-�g 

'��, ���!�� (M��) �Sh 

 

'��, ���!��, ��7 �hR, �hR-hg 
'��, ���!��, |�<� ��7 ~Rg-R�, ~hS-
hL-~�� 
'��5�� �Rg-R�, �g�, ��K-�R 
'��5��, ,',� RSL-L�, RLK-LR, RL�-
RLS 
‘'��W '���’ �S�-SK, �Sh, �SS 
'���, �����"�Q ��-~� 
'��, '���, #������� R�� 
'��, '!��, &. &. gR�-RK 
'��, '!��, !������ �Rg-R� 
'��, '.!��, �!��#� ~��-~�~ 
'��, '��, !������ ���� gRL-g�, gg� 
'��, '���., ��%� !������ RgR-gg 
'��, '!�N�, ��%� !����$ K�� 
'��, <3!�., �"�� ��%� ~��-~�K 
'��, JP (���1��� !¿5��), Rgh-Rg� 
'��,  �%�, #�������, KL~ 
'��, �O�, �!��#� �g�-g~ 
'��, .��, �!��#� ~��-~�~ 
'��, ��M�, !������ R�R-�g 
'��, �!�� ~R�-R~ 
'��, ���#� (�������) RL~-Lh 
'��, ��� �$��, ���� R, �, R�R-�g,  
RS�, RSL-RLK-LR, RL�-RLS, �L�-LS,  
�LS-LL, �LL-~��, ~h�-h~ 
'��, ���.�, ��%� RKR 
'��, �����, ��%� !������ gK~-Kh, gK~, 
gKS 
'��, ��#`� KKR 
'��, ��#�`�, �!��#� gR� 
'��, ���7 (�������) RL~-Lh 
'��, ���#�`�, �!��� ��7 �K�-KK, �KR- 
Kg, �K�-K~, �KL-R�, ��h-�� 
'��, ��$ .���, g~, ~~h 
'��, ������, �"�� ��%�, KKS 

'��, �#�� �gL-�� 
'��, !, �, ����, &�-&-& �RS-RL, 
��R-���-��~ 

'��, !��#� �gh-g� 
'��, �!��c��, �!��#� gKL-R� 
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'��, �!�#���, &.-&. gRK 
'��, W��� g~R-~g, g~g-~� 
'���, 6� '#���, &.&. �~g-~�, �~h 
'���. ('���. �#��!) �"��b Kh~-Khh 
'�B�u� �,�< Rg�-g~ 
'���, ����, R� l�Q%�� �.0�! K�g-K~� 
'!�, '��� �gh 
'!�X����, ��.��"�Q �hR 
'!�X��# (�*�) ���, ��S-��L, ��~-�h 
'!�� ������m �LS-LL 
'#��, (�� ���� hL, ��, ��h-�� 
'#��, '.!��3N�, ���� ��L-~�, �~�- 
~K, �h�, �hg-h� 
'#��, '��� �!��, &��!&, �hg 
'#��, <%��, #������� K�K, KS� 
'#��, ���c��� �������, ~R�-R~ 
'��, ���3�N R, �, R�R, RS�-S~, RS~- 
Sh, g�K, gR�, ghL-��, gSR, ��g-���, 
��h, ~R�-R~ 
'#��, ��!� &�-&. gR�-RK 
'#��, 6�3N�, &.-&. R�L 
'#��, .���, &��'� !������ K~S, K�� 
'#��, ���7 .�!3�N, #������� gh~-~� 
'#��, .�%�, !������ ~��-~�~ 
'#��, ����, ��7 ��� 
'#��, �!��, �!��#� gKh-K� 
'#��, ���!���3�N, !������ �h~-hh 
'#��, ���#�`� ���� RgL 
'#��, ��.�3�N, ��%� RgS 

'#��, !���� gLh, �K~-Kh 

'#��, !���# (M�� ���) KL� 

'#!� �����3�N, ��.��"�Q K�� 

'#!�3��#, �"�� ��%� KKS 

'#!�3��#, �!��� ��7 �K�-KK, �KR-Kg 

�K�-K~, ��h-�� 

'#!�3��# (�*�) ~K�, ~Kh-K� 
 

< 
<3!�. �RL-g� 
<3!�., '��, ��~ 
<3!�., �$��� gg~-gh 
 
 

<���� 4"��� �~�-~K 
<����, |�<� ��7 g��-g�K, g�R-g�g 
<��� ���E�� ~�~-~�h 
<5�� LR 
<�t!, �"��b g�L-g�L-~�, g~�-~K, 
g~h-~�, g~�-~S, g~S-~L 
<J���� ��� ~ 
<������� �� L~ 
<���� R�, KR�, KgS, K�R, K�g, Khh,  
KhL-KhL, ~�R 
<��'� �, ~, K�, �g, K��, R�h, RKS, 
RRg, ~~L 
<.�����, ������� �"��b KLS 
<v��#�, ���#�`�, ��7 R�S, R�L, Rg�-g~ 
<v��#�, ���#�`�, ��%� !������ ~�R-~�g 
<v��#� (��=�) ~K�, ~K~-Kh 
<���%��, *%��%4, ��� ��7 ��0� �R� 
<���, ��.�, �"��b, �g, ��, �h-��, 
Sg, S�, K�~, K��, K��, K~~-Kh�, KhS, 
K��, K�K, K��, K�L, KL�, KLL, ~g~ 
<��, ���#�� '��, ���� gSR-Sg, gL�-
LK, ��g-���, �RR-�R�-RS, �g�-�gK, 
�g�, �gh, ���, ��R 
<��������, ��.��"�Q �g, ��, ��-��,  
S�, K��-K��, K�R, K�g, K��, KR~-Rh, 
KR�-KR�, KRS, K~�, K~S-~L, K�K-�K 
<��%�!, ���#�`�, !������ ��L, ��~-��~-
�h 
<������ �J����� �!���, R�~ 
<� ��+� ������Q ~~L 
<��0 ���� h, KR, gK, gS 
<��U0 |�� RK, RL, gK, gh, g� 
<!��<�, !������ g~R-~g 
<!��<� �g� 
<!���, ���� ������ (���� 6Y� 
<!���) 

�h�-hS 

<!���, '����� RgL 

<!���, $%���3�, ��.��"�Q ���, ~�� 

<!���, �����, !������ �K�, �RR 

<!���, ����� �"�� ��%� �LL-~�� 
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<!���, �������, �!��#� �LL-~�� 
<!���, �Y�, ��7 R�S, RKK, RKR 
<!��� 6Y� (���1��� !�5��) Rgh-g� 
<!��� 6Y�, &.&. �hg-h� 
<!���, �����!!�Y�, !������ g~� 
<!���, ���#�`� �<���, RgL 
<!���, ��.�-3�, ���� (K� �!8�) K-~S, 
��, �K, ~h�-h~ 
<!���, ��.���, ��7 (�� �!8�) g�L, g~�, 
g~K, ~RL, ~gR-gg 
<!���, ���!�� ~L-hR 
<!���, �!�����, &��!&, gK~-Kh 
<!���, �!����� (�MY ��%�) KS~ 
<!���,  !%� �Y� �, g�K, gSR, ��h, 
~R�-R~ 
<!�������� �� ��� RKK-RKR 
<!#��, ��%� !������ KSS, KLK 
<!#�� (�������) �LS 
<%���, ��� ���� �g�-gK, �gK-gR-�gg-g� 
<%��!, !������ g~�-~S 
 
Ö 
Ö�� ��u�� (*����% ���#�) RK�, ~g�-g~ 
 

& 
&���� ��u�� ������Q �L~, ~�R-~�g 
&����, M�� ������ KSS 
&���� ��+� R�S, RKK, RKg, RK�, RKh, 
RKL, RR~, RR~, RgR, Rg�-g~, Rg~, ~K�, 
~g�-g~, ~hh 
&���, (&��� '#��� �4/����), �"��b R��, 
R�S 
‘&Q��9�<�’ (����0 �������#� ��#��) g~ 
&��, �"��b Rgh-g�, R�R-�g 
&��� �!8� �hR, �hg 
&��� ���#� ghg-h� 
&��!& K�, K��, �K~-Kh 
‘&�-h�’ R� 
&���*� �#����b�� ~hS-hL 
&! �.�!0 ~, RL, K�h, R��, R�S, RK�, RKg, 
RK~, RR~, RgR, Rg�-g~, ~gg-g�, ~h�-h~, 
~hh  
 
 
 
 

&"��a�!* ��J�.�’ �Sg 
 

$  
$X� �g� 
‘$���5�’ ����. �� g�~-�h 
$���%Q-���0, KR 
$!���, &�, & �� ��0� ((�.) R, K~�, 
KhR, KhS, R��, R�R, Rg�, R�K-�R, 
RS�-RS~-RSh, RS�-SS, RSS, RLL, 
g�K, gRK-RR, ghL-��, g��, gSR, gSh, 
gL�-LK, gLh, ���, ��R-��g, ��g-
���, �Kg-K�, �gL-��, �S�, �LS-LL, 
~�~-~�h, ~�S, ~RK, ~Rg, ~RS, ~gL-
��, ~~L-~h� 
$#��, !������ (R� �!8�) �g, SK, KgS, 
KhR-Khg, Kh�, Khh, K��, KLK, KLR 
$#��, '�X�, &� &. (M��) gKL-R� 
$#��, '�X�, �"��b ghS-hL, g�g 

$#��, 6Y�, �!��#� R�� 
$#��, !������ (h� �!8�) gRS, RL 
$%���3����, ��7 Rgh-g�, RgL, R�L, 
R�S-�L 
$%����, *����% �v�5�J%��, R��, R�L, 
RSR 
$%���3��#, !������ KS�-KL� 
$�%��0 |�� gK 
 

� 
���%��� ("����� R�� 
����, ��.��"�Q (g� �!8�) R�S 
����, '�����#, &. &. �SK 
����, & �� .����, ��.��"�Q K�� 
����, W��%� �!��� ��.��"�Q, �g, SR, 
S�, Lg, LS, K~~-K~h, K�h 
‘T! ���×’ ~hR-hg 
��<%��, ��0�, ��� !����� (�.!�� �g 
��<%��, ��.��"�Q (�� �!8�) g~� 
�����3�N, !������ ���� gK�-K~, gKL-
R� 
����, �5���� ����� S�, K�R 
�����, & ��� �v�5�J%�� R�, �hg 
�����, ���� '�X�, ���E�� ������ RLS 
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Khai9ruddin, M, CA 63 

Khairuzzaman, EPR Subeder 63 

Khaleque, Capt. 62, 63 

Khan, A. R 513-14 

Khan, Ayub 521-22 

Khan, Nurunnabi, Lt. 490-91 

Khan, Tikra, Lt. Gen 521-22 

Khan, Yahya, 53, 58 
Kahddakar, A. K. Group Capt 45 

Khurshid. Maj 62 
`Khurshid. PNS 513-14 

Kumar, Indian Capt 250 
Kumud, Lt. Indian Army 66 

Kutubuddin, EPR Hav 252-53, 360 

 

L 

Latif, Sepoy 53 

Latitila Operation 250 

 

M 

Mahfuz (Mahfuzur Raham), Capt. 48, 
52, 62, 69 
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Mahtab Javed 521-22 

Majumder, Abdul Quader 66 

Mannan, Sepoy 51 

Mannan, Dr. (MP) 54 

Mannan, Naik 252-53 

Manzur, M. A.Lt. Col 344-45 

Maratha Regiment (19) 344-45 

Marry, Mrs. 148-51 

Matin, Kh. A. Hav 335-36 

Mazumder M. A. (Sailor) 513-14 

MCAs 62 

Mian, A. R (Navy) 512-13 
Miah, Haris, Naik 45, 48 

Mia, Loni, EPR Subeder, JCO 63-65, 66-
67 

Mia, Toha, Sepoy 44 
Mia, Tunu, Cvilian Guide 296 

Militia Troops (scouts) 257 
Mohammad, Din, EPR N/Sub 64 

Mohammad, Saleh (Sailor) 513-14 
Mohiudullah, (Sailor) 513-14 

Moinuddin, FF, 56 

Mongla Group 511-12 

Mosharraf, Khaled, Maj. 47, 50, 148-51 

Motivators 345-46 

Mujahids 246 

Mujib Bahini 513 

Mujib Nagar 344-45 

Muktadir, FF 252-53 

Mullah, M. D>H, (Sailor)513-14 

Munir, DPR N/Sub, 64 

Muree, Mr. 62 
Murshed, Gulam Helal, Capt. 64 

Mutalib, M. A. (Sailor) 513-14 

 

N 

Nadiruzzaman, Naik 47 
Makimuddin, Peace Committee member 

335 
Nanda, India Admiral 510 

Newaz, Ali, Subeder, 451 
Niazi, A. A. K. Lt. Gen, 69 

Niomito Bahini 246 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nizam, FF 46, 49 

Nuruzzaman, EPR N/Sub 64 
 

O 

Oil (Oil Ahmed), Capt. 62, 63 

Operation Avoya Bridge, 364-65 
Operation `Kabzakara' 346-47 

Operational Reconnissance, 47 
Osman, (Abu Osman Chowdhury), Lt. 

Col 510-11 
Osmani, M. A. G, Col, (C-in-C, 

Bangladesh Forces), 249, 259, 344-45, 

489-91, 510-13 
 

P 

Padma 513-14 
Palash 513-14 

Planned military action 46 
Plassey Camp 510, 511-13 

Police 246 
Prakash, Indian Major 68 
 

Q 

Qamruzzaman, A. H. 344-45 

Qayum (Abdul Qayum Khan), Lt. 346-

48 
Quddus, Abdul, (N/Ris 64 

Quddus, M. A. (Sailor) 513-14 
Quayum, Mr. 513 
 

R 

Rab, Colonel 45 
Rab, M. A. Capt 246-58, 540-41, 277 

Radio Bangladesh 548-49 
Rafiqullah, (Sailor) 513-14 

Rahman, Azizur, Hav 335-36 
Rahman, Fazlur, Sepoy 44 

Rahman, Habibur 296 
Rahman, Mahbubur, Capt 489-92 

Rahman, Majibar, Hav335-36, 340-41 

Rahman, Matiur, Capt 62, 63, 489-90 

Rahman, Matiur, (N/Sub) 259 

Rhaman, M. A (Navy) 511-12 

Rahman, M. M. (Sailor) 511-12 

Rhaman, Shariqur, L/Nk 335 

Rahman, Sheik Mujibur 63 
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Rhaman, Ziaur, Maj. 62, 255-57, 489-91 

Rahmatullah, Mohammad (Navy) 510-14 

Rao, B. S, Indian Major 296 

Rashid, Bazlur, Lt. 346-47 

Rashid, M. Abdur, Major 344-46 

Rauf, Abdur, Flt. Lt 62 

Rauf, M. A (Sailor) 513-14 

Roy Chowdhury, Indian Capt. 510 

Regular Forces, 345-46 

 

S 

Sadeque, Capt 63 

Salam, A. 513 

Salek, Indian Bgigadier 512-13 

Samad, Mr. Defence Secy, 63 
Sarkar, Indian General 63 

Sarker, M. A. (Sailor) 513-14 
Sarma, Lt. Cdr. IN. Staff 510 

Sattar, Abdus, Pak agent 335-36 
Sahbazpur Railway station Battle 250-

251 
Shafiullah, K. M. Maj. 47, 513-14 

Shafiullah, N/Sub 67 

Safiqullah, Capt 513 

Shaheed, EPR Havilder 49-66 

Shamim, FF 252-53 

Shams, Capt 62-65 

Shandhu, Indian Brigadier 64 

Sharma, BSF Naik 296 

Sharma, Col, (Indian Army) 47, 52, 63 

Shawkat, Lt.58,63,68 

Shawkat, Flng Officer 62 

Sheikh, Taheruddin, Subeder 149 

Sikdar, Parmal, F. F 55 

Singh, Horgobinda, Lt. Col, Indian Army 
68 

Singh, Narendar, Indian General 63 

Shing, Sagat, Indian General 64 

Singh, Shabeg, Indian brigadier 47, 50, 

63 

Sirajuddin (Sailor) 513-14 

Sorup, Anand, Indian Brigadier 63 

Sultan, (sqn Ldr. Sultan Mahmud), Flt. 

Lt. 62-63 

 

T 

Taher, M. A. (Sailor) 513-14 

Taher (Sailor) 529 

Takipur Youth Camp, 510-11 

Tawfiq, Mr. 513 

Thapa, K. B. BSF Hav. 296 

 

U 

uddin, M. M. 513-14 

UN Observers 58 
 

V 

Vaskar, Indian Maj. 68 

Virak, Indian Lt. Col. 64 
 

W 

Wodkey, Indian Brigadier 251-52, 257, 

278 
 

Y 

`Ya Ali' (battle cry) 348 

Yunus, Mr. 513 
 

Z 

`Z' Force, 255-56, 489-90 

Zahir, S. Ali, Lt. 253-54, 256-58 
Zaman, Q. N. Maj. 444-48 

Ziauddin, Maj. 490-91 
Zonal Council-57 
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��N� 

�)* �(&��+ 
%&'$��(� �������� ����� 

7���, �������� 
 

 
 

����1E& '��O����1E& '��O����1E& '��O����1E& '��O    
 
 

%&'$��(� �������� ������� �)* �(&��+ 8<44 ���� ���������� 
����� ����� @��"�� 
��� P ��E& '�Q �"& ���। ����1����� �@ '�Q 
����� ��� ��S�T ���� P �)*��U" 
'����� ����T �"& ���। @��"�� �N�� .-�� ����-�� P �VW�J�� �-� ��� P ���X��� 
B���� ��2�+ ����� $*@ @��"�� �N�� ������1 ���� P �)* '�����@ H����� YZ[�U&1 �� 
��� "�+�\। B� .� '��Q� #��@ ‘‘���������� 
����� ��� : ������’’। '�+ 8;,::: �XJ�+ 
8; ��� ��� ������ '&+ ��� 8<>9 ���� �� '��� ��� "+। �@ '��Q� ��O $�2� %��C� 
P �!����X�]� H^�T ���_��� #�� �@ ������ �`����।  

 
')� '����� ����@ �/�J�� P ����-��+ ‘‘���������� 
����� ��� : ������’’ 

�`���� ��1�"�� �*���a���  ����X� "+।  
 
�@ �`���� '����� HQ ���+� ���*@ �� ����+ ��� ���S "�+ ��+। ����1����� 

���������� 
����� ��� ��S�T ��� %��C&�+ �@ �`���� .�#���b �"���� �*�c� "�� )���।  
 
‘‘���������� 
����� ��� : ������’’ �`����� N��"�� dW���W� ��2�\। ���ae �"� .)�� 

�)* �(&���+ �`����� N��"���� B��� )���+ �(&��+ ‘‘���������� 
����� ��� : ������’’ 
�`���� ����� ���*�+ ����E1�&� ����T �"& ���। '�+�$�+ B�J����� .��C ����1E�&� ���+[ 
H�1& ��� "+ .���� '�*�� '���� '��J� ‘‘"�0�� ��������1’’.�। ����1E�&� .-�� ��)*� .�� 
�*�*+ �� �*��S� ���� � "+, .� �*����� ��1�f� ���1�� H��G ��� "�+�\। %� g@ ���� 
'���� '���h�� I�i��� �����1 ����� "�+�\। #�� ����1�E� �������� HO��jJ� B�P ��]� 
P �X�k] "�+�\।  

 
B��� �XD ��l��, ‘‘���������� 
����� ��� : ������’’ �`����� ��m�&�A ������� ��@ 

��n� P %��C���� ���\ B�X� "��।  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7���            (�$��� B�� ���o��) 
�F��G� 9::�        a��'�p ��N� 



 
���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ����� �� 

%&'$��(� �������� ����� 
�)* �(&��+ 
.'�-8 ���� 

�������� ��N���+, 7���। 
 

�-��/.'�-8/9 �#-9/<4/�����-8/<=<    ����� : �: H�r��� 9::� 
 
 

.'��  :  Hs�� ��� NS��1�  
  ���+� �"���� ��N� (.'�-8) 
 

'���  :  $�� .%���� .��/#�  
  
[�������  
  .����1 "�0�� ��������1  
  ����$ i�$� (6)1 ���) 
  �����, 7���।  
 

��C+ :        ‘‘������������������������������������� 
����� ��� � 
����� ��� � 
����� ��� � 
����� ��� : : : : ������ ������ ������ ������ ((((8; 8; 8; 8; ��������))))”    ����1E�&� ����W 'K� P HO�t�� ��� ����1E�&� ����W 'K� P HO�t�� ��� ����1E�&� ����W 'K� P HO�t�� ��� ����1E�&� ����W 'K� P HO�t�� ��� 
H�����। H�����। H�����। H�����।     

 
 

�U� :  ��u� :> H�r��� 9::� ������� B���।  
 

 
��"��+, 

 
d���1h ��C�+ �U���h B����� ���) '�p ��� H���+� 'K�, �'L��1 ��@ P HO�t� 

.������� ��C�+�h �`���� NU2�T ��E�&� H����� '�� ��� "���। �(&��+ ��X1� ��1��N� / 
H������� 'K� ���1�S�� ��v��) .#�� '�� ��� "���।  
 
 
�����h : �&1� .�������।  
 
 

B��� ��l/ 
 
 
 

(Hs�� ��� NS��1�) 
���+� �"���� ��N� (.'�-8) 
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'������ �)�'������ �)�'������ �)�'������ �)�    
 
 

'���A .�� �� $���� $* ��� 
����� $* ��� 
����� ������� @��"�� ���A H�U�* �!�। 
.� B����� ���������� 8<48 ��� 
����� ��� ��� �w�U��1� 
����� ������� @��"�� B����� 
���\ �� .%j���+ �!�। ���������� 
������ @��"�� '&+�� $* 8<44 �� �w���� ����� 
���������� 
����� ����� @��"�� ��� P ��E& '�Q �"& ���। ����-�� P �)�)1�� �$�+ 
����� $* 
����� ����� P 
����� ����� ������� ���" P ��N�@�U�1� �� ���� ��� "+। ���@ 
#�x�� ‘���������� 
����� ��� ������’’ �`����। �������� ������� �)* �(&��+ 8<>9 
�� 8; ��� �@ �`���� '��� ���। � d�o��* %�n� ����A� �y��� ���*%�&� H^�T  ���_��� 
#�� �@ �`����।  

 
�@ �`���� '��� "P+�� HQ ���� ���* ��� ����� z� #����+ ��+। �@ �`���� 
����� ���-

��C+� ��� %��C&� ���1� YZ[�U&1 .�#���b �"���� �*�c� "�K ��� "��। ��{ z� � )���+ 
���������� ��1�� $�%�J�� ���A �X"w H�� B����� 
����� ����� P 
����� ����� '�X� 
@��"�� $�� .)�� ��|1�� ���w ��}� ��+�\ ��� g~��*��  H�� %��C&� ���1 �*�|�� |A��K।  

 
�������+ %&'$��(� �������� ������� �)* �(&��+ ��X1� ���������� 
����� ��� 

������ �`���� ����1E�&� ����T�A H�*T ���+�����%� ��� B��� �� ���।  
 
�������� ����� ��X1� � ��� ���A $���+ YZ[�U&1 ��1����� ���+[ B������� H�1& ���+ 

B��� .%j������। ��@ �a�W�� �`����� ��C+�U�N �!U&1 H������1� .��� �� B�O�� �a�1�a��� 
����1E�&� B'�& .Nk� ����\। B�� ���, �����E1� �`���� ��n�-%��C���� N��"�� .�A��� �-� 
"��।  

 
����� �@ ��1���� ��u�� H^�T ���_� ����\, B��� ��u��� BT��� �X���� P �*��� 

$���K।  
 
 
 
 
 
:4 �F��G� 9::�         
        (.%���� .��/#�) 
            
[�������  
        "�0�� ��������1  
 
 
 



 
���������� 
����� ��� ������ : ����� �� 

��������������������    
 
 

�������� 
����� ����� @��"�� '��Q� + ���*����k '���&*��& ����A� ��# .)�� �@ 
���� ����"� '���� �!��1 g�A �)� ���� ���\। � '��Q� dw��W P %n, �� �U� d�o�* P 
���1'��� �!��1 aU����+ ��/���� ��� "�+�\।  

 
������+� P ��%X"�� d��W .)�� '������* ������U" ��1�N� ����A� ���*�X] ����- 

aU���� ���� �)����* .Nk� ����\। ��u�� |��� �� |�� ��� �������� �������� I��1 ��� ���-� 
����\, ��/���� B���N�-������N�� ���*�� �����$ P �������� $* �U�*�� d���� ���+ 
'�Q ��/��+� �"�+�� ����\। B����� .�� �T�* \�2�@ ����Y��� ������ ��n� P 
%��C���� ���\ d���� "�K। ������ �)���� �U��U� .)�� d����� .Nk� ��� "�+�\। '����� 
����Y��� '���&*��& ����A H����� ��� ���+�\।  

 
'�+ ���2 �� ��� �XJ��*��� ���� .)�� '�)��� ��1�N�� YZ���+[ ��� ����\ '��Q 

��+��$� ���ae %��C��X]। ��u�� ')�� $�� "��� "��#$�� �"���� .�X�[ ��� ��� '�#�� .� 
�� �"���� ������� � ���+[ �)��) �J� P BT������ ���% ��� ����\।  

 
'���&*��& ����A� ��� ���*�� ��� '��Q� %��C��X]�� ��u��� '����+ aU����� $* 

B�� H��C �*��� $��@। .�@ ��O '+�� ���������� ����k ��� P �������� $�� "��� 
"��#$�� �"���� ��u� ����C H����� $* _��� ���) ��& ���।  

 
���ae �U�� ��%X"�� P ������N�� ���) ��1��N� ����Y��� .)�� B����� 
����� ����� ���A 

����1�, '���&* P ����- �N� .����+ B���, B��� � B�� .��C& ���\  ��%X"�� ����+ ���� 
���A ��+� B�1�@a� %n� �"�+�� ����। H��|��A� P H���mX� ����Y��� a��C*�� ��%X"�� 
"�� ������k� ���*�� .�Y�� �U� ������ ���% ������$� "�� ����।  

 
'����� ����Y��� ��n� ���$ P %��C���� ���\ ����X� "�� B����� _� ��)1� ��� �� 

���।  
 
 
 
 
 
 

9; $�, 
8<>6 

��#$���" ����  
.N+���*� 

'���&*��& ����A, 
�������� 
����� ����� @��"�� '�Q।  
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aU����aU����aU����aU����    
 
���������� 
����� ����� ��+���� 8<48 ����� 9; ��N1 .)�� 8= �F��G� ��1T। �@ ���+ 

���������� 
����� ����� ���% �!��1� ���� ���l �� ��\� |�A�\ ��� �)* P ������ ���" 
��� .����� P�� �a�W ��� ���������� 
����� ����� @��"�� �N� P ��E�&� ���+[ H��1� "+ 
���h��� @��"�� ��� P ��E& '��Q� P��। %&'$��(� �������� ������� �)* �(&���+� 
H��� �@ '�Q�A '���J� "+ ��� �� ��$ �Z "+ 8<4> ����� $��+��� .)�� (�����k Ek�*)।  

 
@��"�� �N�� ���+['�p "��P �@ '�Q 
����� �����S�T ���� P �)*��U" '����� 

����T �"& ���। �� ���&, ������ .�� |A�� ����C ��� ���������� 
����� ����� ���� 
���A ��%�T���� |A�� @��"�� �N�� .-�� ����-�� P �/�J�� �-� ��� ��� ���X��� ����� 
��2�+ ��P+� �VW� H�*T g�"। � $*@ B��� @��"�� �N�� ������1 ���� P �)* '�����@ 
H��� YZ[�U&1 �� ����\। �� #�� ���� P �)*���@ �)� ����, |A�� ����� P �������"��� 
�-� ����, |A� ������ ��%�� �-� ����।  

 
�@ �-* ���� .���@ ��+��A ��� ��%X"�� ������U" '����� ����T '�Q �"& ���। �@ 

����'�-�� '��Q� ���� ���A ����C ����N* ��C+ .��� .�+  �@ .�, ������ ����"� 
��+���� 
����� �������� "P+� ���P � ��*P ��� YZ[�U&1 .�, 
����� ����� ����� ����A 
�AaU�� ��+�\। 
����� ����� �@ �AaU�� .)�� ���Ke ��� .��� ��+ �। �@ �AaU��� |A����-
���� ���h����� ��� H�a�"� ��� ��+-��� H����1 ���&��@ 
����� ����� H��*���� ��� 
.����। ��@ ���h������� 
�� $�� \�2� 
����� ����� ���� ��� ���@ +। �@ ��������� 

����� ����� ���� '����� ���% �� �AaU�� ��S�T g’�� �������" '����� ����TP '�Q 
�"& ���। �� #�� '��Q� ���� '����� ����Q� ����� ��u2�+ :  
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◌� 
◌� 
◌� 
◌� 
◌� 
◌� 
◌� 

 �AaU�� (8<:;-8<;>) 
 �AaU�� (8<;>-8<48) 
 ���$�%� : '��� 
 ���$�%� : '���� ��������� �w����� 
 ���$�%� : .�������*�  
 ���$�%� : %&���*� 
 ����/�� ������ : ������ P .������� 
 %&"�*�, ��&�)1� ����� P '����%� |A� 
 ��� ����� (8) 
 ��� ����� (9) 
 ��� ����� (�) 
 ������ '���S+� : a��� 
 ������ '���S+� : $�����| P ���ae ��� 
 ��l$�� 
 ��-�w��� 
 ����s�, �`�s� P �|1�  
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�U� ����Q�+ 49:: �XJ� ��E�&� ����Q� )����P ����"� �����& ����� "�+ ��P+�+ 
B����� ����T �����1 ���� "+। �� ����Q� H���+� '���A �� '�+ <:: �XJ�, ��1���A 
8;::: �XJ�� ���* ���"Y��� ��E& �!e ���� ���$A ���o H������� "+। �@ �a�W�� B����� 
��$ ��%�+ ��+।  

���� P �)*��� ����"� �*����� ������� B��� �*��� P .�������� .����\। ��� �AaU�� 
�G�� ���� P �)*��� �"�& ��\�A� ���� �X�kaO� H��G ���। B��� ��� .�@�� �)* P ����@ 
�AaU�� ��� ��e����� ���� ����T �@, �� ���������� ��1�� aU���� I���k* P ���� 
��������� $%�&� B�� B����� ���% '�*-a��� $�2�। H)1�w .��� |A�, H�]�� P 
���1���&, �@ aU���� $%&�� ���h������� ���� d��� P ���N���� ����\, '��� .��� ��S�T 
���� P �)*@ �@ ��� �����S���a��� ��$��� "�+�\। �@ �X�k���& .)�� B��� ���������� 
H��� |�uA�� �� �U�-H���� '�*���1 ����। 8<:; ���� ��%a�% .)��@ �AaU�� ��S�T ����-
�)*���� ��e��� �Z ���। B��� �� ���, ���������� ���h������� �*��*�+ �@ �Z� �����A 
����*��$1�, '�*- P ���h��"*।  

8<:;-�� ��%a�% ��� �� ��-�� �� 8<6: ��� ��1T ��*��1� � ��|1 ���+� B� .�� ���� 
� ��� ��e��� ��� "+�। ���& 8<88 .)�� 8<6: ��1T �@ aU��� H��J� ��� ��$���� 
B�]�� ��1a����+ �X�A�������� B�]���� HTa�1h �\�। 8<6: ���� %X"�� ���"�� '/��� 
�( 
����+ �W���� ������ '��J�� ����� ��"� �\�। B� �� d��� ����\�� ����������@ 
���*�YZ $�%�J�� H��������� .�� �, .�, #$��� "�। 8<6= ���� ���T H���a��� ���� 
��a�� ���"�� '/���� .� ������� ��� "+, ���� ������ 
�( ����+���� '��� ���"�� ��� 
"�। 8<64 ���� a��� ��a�% �!��1 ��dL�*��A ����Q� .|�C&�� �� 
��� P ���1�aj� ����� 
'��J�� '�Nk� "+, ��{ .� '�Nk� �*)1 "+ ��� .�a��� ����/� '���J� "+ ���� 
�+W����� 
��C+�A �!U&1��� d���-� "+। ��@ ���&���� ����1����� ���������� $%�&� �y��� 

�+[���  �)� 
������ $* ����� ��� ���"���� '�+�$ "�+ .��� .�+। �@ ���"���� 
'�+�$�� �U�1 ��� �����\ �� ��/ ����@ � ��� ��e����� "�+�\।  

�AaU�� ��S�T ������ g�A ��� ��ah। ')� ���A .�C "�+�\ 8<;> ���� B@+�� ���� 
-��� ����� ��+����+। ���� ��� ��a�$ ��� "�+�\ ���T@ �� ����Q�� �XJ����*�� 
������� ���� �-* .���-.�� ����C ���"���� �X�k���& .)�� +।  

�AaU��� .���+ .� ���� ���� P �)*��� B��� �"& ����\ .�Y�� "��� .%�$A ����p, 
���1����L� ���1����&�, .���A1� ����� �!��1� �����A1 P ��+, ���� �����A1, ��$���� ���� 
��1�UN� P '/��, $�a�� '/��, B�]���� �����A1, \������ '/�� P B�]��, %&'���S+�, 
��������� '�����, ����k �*�h��%1� '���* ���-� P '��, ��$���� ��, ������ ���1� P 
���-� @�*���। 
����� ����� ���� P �)*���� .���+ ����"� �� ��/X��� "�+�\ 

�a����a���@। ���& �@ ����� ���% ���� ��l $�2� "�+ ��2�\�। #�� .��� ���������� 
Ha*T�� +, ���� ���l� ��C+��� .$�%�2 ��� H���"��1 "�+ .��� .�+ ��� '�Q .�a���@ H��� 
"+। � �*����� �*�h%� F��+��, �N�n��, ��-�w���, �X���)�, ������ �)��, �&��j�� P 
�����S�T ������ �)*���, ��h �����+ ���h���"� P �������� ������� '����� �w����, 
$������&� ��S+ H���"&, ����A %n, ���X��, ��l$��, ���ae .���� ���1����L� ���1����&� 
'aX�� �� ���� �)* P ���� �@ ����"� HTa�1h ��� "+। � .-�� B��� ����Ca��� $� 
.����\ ���� ��1������&� ���a�� '��#�� .�� #�u� � )��।। �@ �-* ���� .��� 
%&�"����%��� '��/��� �)* ����"� .Nk� ��� "�+�\। '���A ��� ���U� ��� �U� ���� 
��e����� ���� ���� ����C �-* ���� "�+�\। ��� .��� ���� ���"���� YZ[ H$1 ����\ ��� 
.�Y�� ��� ���� |A�� �������"��� ��-� "+ � .�Y�� B��� '����� �U� .)�� �"& ����\।  
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� ���$ ���A@ B����� '�� ����N* �\�, ��n� |A�� ��n� ���� .� ��n� ������& ��*/ 
"+। B����� .�� �T�* .@, HO��� ����� .@, �$
 �*��*�-����C&P .@। B��� �VW�J P 
����- ���a�� B%��%�2� �$�+ ����� .Nk� ����\। �@ �U� �-* ���� .���@ ����-�)*��� 
��\�@, �!��� ��� ��*�� ��� "�+�\। � .-�� B��� ��� �@A��� ���1�� HA�A .����\ ���� ����� 
'�����[ -�e � "+। ������ �)�)1��@ ��� �� aU���� P YZ[ �� �)��)a��� ���� ����। �VW� 
$�����&@ � ���� |A�� '�X� �"��+�। $������&� ���* H��� �����1�� @K� �� ���&� 
P H'������ "�+ P�n, .��� ��@ $%�&� ��* .)�� .��%*�� .�X�[� Ha�*�+ |�A। ���������� 
.�����P ��@ |�A�\। B� ��@ �� �� �� �� ��%n�� ���� HTa�1h ��� "�+�\, .� �� �� 
��%n B����� $���+ ��$���� .-�� "+��� ���* aU���� �� .�X[ �"& ����। ��� ���W��� 
H�� B�%@ ���������� 
����� �NT� ��A� .���� ��A� $���� ���1k �-*�a���� HT�������@ 
���� ���� ���। B��� �"�Z�"� N������ .$�% Pn� H$� %�\���� ��+@ ��� %n-��n����। 
��� $��� "�� �� ��A�@ $�� �����।  

��� �*��� '������[� '�� ��A��� "+��� '��#��� �P "�+ )���� ����। �� g�A� ���&, 
')�� ��`� ����� ������ �� ������� '�, ����+� H�� �)* P ���� "��� � B�� �� 
���-�� .��%����% ���P ��P+� ��+�, ��\� .-�� .��%�����%�P �����% |�A�। ���@�� B��� 
$�+%� ���� .N�+�\ ��� aU���� H���+� YZ[ ������ ����P �-* .����\-�@�A@ �U� �)�। �@ 
��� �AaU�� P H*�* ��� ��@a��� H��X� "�+�\।  

���2 �� ��� �XJ�� ���� ���� P �)*��� ���"���*�� ��� .)�� ����� ���� "��। ��� 
B����� ���&� �@ .�, �� ���� P �)* ���� ����"� ��@�� ��+�\। ���������� '�+ '���A 
.���@ .�� � .�� a��� 
����� ����� ���% $�2� �\��। ���� ���� �*�h�� �*�h�� �� |A�� 
d�� "�+�\, �� ���[%�)�, �� �*�%, ��l��|�����, H�*�N��, ���2�� ���"� /�� /�� %�2 
d�n�\। �� �����& H���� ��� ��n। ��\�2� ���� ��l $��2P �\� � �!��1 ��)1 P '���S+� 
��� '���� ��������� �*��� �w����। ��@ ����"� ��$ �!U&1 "�+�\ �� ��� ��+ �। .�� P 
������� �)* ����"� ��$ ��@ .��� ��2�� ����, .�C ����+ .�ju\���� .|�C&� .�+� ��@ ��� 
+। �� $* ��|1 ���S�� P ��S+��� '�+�$।  

����� ���+� $* B����� '��Q� B+�; �g��� B����� .�����P ��� N��$। �@ H���+ 
�@ ����� ���$� ����� ��/��+ ��� �� a����� ��C+। ��� B��� H���* ����� ��-* ��u���+ 
��2�\��� ��� ���U� �#� "�+�\ ���� 
����� �����S�T �)* P ������ �a�WaU�� ��N� "�+�\, 
���1��+ � �)� ��� ��+। �� �� ����� P de+�� H��-� ���� ���। �)* P ���� ���" ���� 
�%�+ B����� .� H�a��� "�+�\ ���� � �)� ��� ��+।  

������ ����"� .-�� B����� '�Nk� �\� �*��� ��� .��������। �*�h%� .��%����% \�2�P 
� d�o��* B��� ���ae �������+ ����� '��� ����\ ��� ���h����� ����, ��-� '��J�, 
�������� �p�, �`�%�� ��� @d�+ ���C��� ��1��1��" ���ae ._&�� $%�&� ���\ .'�& 
����\ ��+� "�$�� '����� ��{ g��$�a��� B����� ��2� .����। '���A ��$����, \��, 
_��� ��� �XC� ��%n�� ���)@ .��%����% ��� "�+�\-��{ ��%�a��� +, �*�h%�a��� .�d 
.�d ���+ .%�\ �$
 ����"� ������। B����� $���� B����� ��2� � ����� ���& �"���� 
B���� g�A ��C+ �-* ����\ : ')��, @��"���� YZ[ �!��1 H��N���, ��� #�� ��� �����*� 
���C@ ������ ���" �� ���-& ��� )��� ��� ����+�, �a�W"� ���+-����C ��� ����� ����� 
'���S+�+ B����� �� "�+�\ .�, @��"�� '&+�� '�Nk��A ������ "P+�+ �� ���� P 
�VW�J�� �!��1 ��u��  
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��)k ��]"� ��� #�� ������ '���� ���*�� �����Q� @��"���� ��X� ���� ������1 
H�U&1��%��� �������@ .� ��u�� .�� ��+�\। �*��� �*�h%� .��%�����%� ���*�� �@ ���*� 
B��� H��A� ���A�+ d�n�\। ������ d��*��%� ����& @��"���� ����-�� �!��1 .� B���, �� 
B����� ���� ��Y�� ��� ���� ��� B��� �� ���।  

�\�2�P B��� �-* ����\, �� H���� ���\@ ���� P �)*��� ��+�\ �� ��u�� "��\�2� 
���� ��$� । H���@ ��\� .\�2�\, ��\� "��� .��� ���+�\। B��� ����� ����� '�*���, 
������� ������ "�� .�Y�� H�� .��� ���a� dw� "�+ dn�� ����। B��� �U� ������ #�A���� 
.��� H����@ ��u� �U� ��� .#�� ���+�\। � .-��P H���@ #�A���� �����P �����% ���� ��$� 
"�-H)1�w ��u� "���� �����A ��� .��@ ���� a��C*��� B��+। ����� ���� ����"� �*����� 
.�� H�F1*�b ��� ����। #�� ���� ��P+�� $* B��� �*�h%� H����� P '+�� N����� ����, 
B@%� N�� �X�k ���� ���� �। H)N � �)�P ���* .�, 
�������S�T ���� ���@ $���+ 
@���"���� YZ[�U&1 d���&, ���� �*�h%�a��� �� '��J�%�a��� ���-%� ��� ���� d�N� +।  

�@ ���% B��� g���� ���% d��� ��� .�, �@ '�Q �Z "��� B�%@ 
����� ����� ����k 
.����� H���� B��� "����+�\। #�� ��u��� ���\ ��-� ������ ��P+�� ����� ��u��� 
��-�w��� �"�&� �����% .)�� B��� ��}� "�+�\।  

�@�� ������� � ���*@ B����� ��%�+ .��� "�+�\। #�� B����� �����S�T .� ���+�� 
I��� "�+�\ �� H����� ¡�A ������� ��� a��C*��� ������ .-� 'VW� ���� �"�+� "�� 
����। .� �)*%� #�u� .)�� ���K �� �U�& "P+� �����। ��� "�� H'����� ������ .)�� ����� 
a��C*�� B��� ������ ��%X"�� "�� �� .)�� ��1�N ��� H����h �� '��� ��� �@ #�u� 
�U��&� .Nk� ��� ����। .���-������� g¢��* ���� ����"� .Nk� H�*�"� ���� ���T $Z�� ���@ 
B��� �� ���। � ���� -�£ "�� � ��$ g�"�� "��, ���� �A� �!U&1 ��� H��� "�+ dn�� 
����। � �*����� ��+� ��1�UN� ��#���+� "�� ��]" .@।  

���� ��� �)* '���&*���&� $* ����� +-���*����k ���A '���&*��& ����A %n ��� 
(�����k Ek�*)।  

7��� ��l���*���+� '�h .'�-a�@� N*��b�� '�*�� @��"����� '�#�� ��#$���" ���� �@ 
'���&*��& ����A� .N+���*�।  

����A� ���*�� "��:  
F� ����"do� B"��, '�#��, @��"�� ��a�%, 7��� ��l���*��+। 
F� B���t���, '�#��, ����� ��a�%, N¤��� ��l���*��+।  
F� �#� B�� B�], ���N���, @�z�AdA H# �������� z��F$, ��$��"�।  
F�� ����� "�, ���N���, 7��� ��g|�।  
F�� .�, ��, ����, ���N���, $���+ B�1�@a� P �`�%��।  
F�� .�, ��, �"��, �"���%� '�#��, @��"�� ��a�%, 7��� ��l���*��+। 
F� ������ ��� "�Z, �"���%� '�#��, ������� ��a�%, 7��� ��l���*��+। 
$�� "��� "��#$�� �"��, ���*-��N�।  

'��Q� ��1��X] ���1k ��`� $* ������� ��\�@ ��� '���&*��& ����A� ���� .�� ���। 
'���&*��& ����A .�Y�� �a�1� P �"&���%* �� � �� ����������� ��N�@ ���। ����A� ��1�y� 
����T����+� .� ��� ���� P �)* '���&* ��� %X"�� "+, .������ .�Y��@ ��` HTa�1h ��� 
"�+�\। ��`� $* .���X� �������� ��\� ��\� ����A ��N ���; ��\� �� ���� P �)* �� ��`� 
dw��C1� $* ."�w $Z�� �� ����"� $* ���1� .�। '��Q� �- .)�� ��u��� �@ ���1� 
�)����* ��� ���  
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"�+�\। ��� �-.-�� H�� ��+ '�Q�� .�� g�" ���*�� �y��� "�� "�+�\। ���@ .����� 
%&*, ��� P�� 
�a���� ��$ .��� ���T g¢��* ������ ���� '��Q� ��1���� �"���� .��� 
"�+�\। ���P ��1��� .��% .)���\ ��� H������ .-��@ �#�P "�+�\। ��� ���" �)����+ 
"+��� "+�, H�� ��+ %�2�+ .%�\। #�� �������C �����$ H�*�+ .��% ���� "�+�\। 
����Ca��� �AaU�� �� ����� �@ ������� '�A "�+ .��� ���+�\�। d��"�&
�� ��� ��+ .�, 
8<:; ����� �U� .%�$A ����p�A ��P+� ���K� �। �AaU�� ���� $* B��� '���&* �` .)�� �@ 
����p�A d�X� ���। ��{ '���&*��& ����A ���U� ��� �U� ���� ������ �-����। ��@ �U� 
���� ����"� .Nk� ��a��� .+� "+। 7��� .%�$A �@ ����p \��� "+�। .������� .%�$�AP +। 
@�����* �AaU�� ���A .'�� N�� ��+। �@ .%�$�A� #�@� .���N-�� HT���� �\�, "n�w H* 
��%�$� VWU��� .a�� �U���U���� H���+ ��P+� ��+। ���$��o ���� ��A B����� �U� ���� 
��u$�� �%�+ H������ ���_��� ��P �� ��P+� ��+�। �� �U� ��� ���� "�@����A1 ��+�\। B� 
��� "+�। ������ �� d�X��� B����@ �%�+�\। � .)�� '���&*��& ����A� ������ ��$ ���u� 
P ��J� ���� $* HA� B�" P BT�����@ �*h "+। '��Q� ��1���P ��u��� �@ H�aU��� �)����* 
��1��� ���+�\; ��u��� ���1����� ��/��+� ���� ����, '�+ .-��@ �#� "�+�\। �AaU�� ��� 
������U" �����S� H���+� ��$��� "�+�\। H*�* ���� ������ .�����P ������ �@ ��� 
H��X� "�+�\। '���A ���@ �|1� P ����s� .�+� "�+�\। .�C ��� ��)� "�K ��� ���� �|1� 
��� ����s�; #�� ��n���� ��- .�� ��� �� B�\ �� ��$�� $�� ��� "��।  

'���&*��& ����A� ����T �\� ������U" �U� .� a�C�+ B�\ ����@ \��� "��; ��{ ���1�-�� 
��� ����C H������ .��� .�+। ����� P @���$� a�C�+ �U� ����Y�� B��� ����� �� ���+�\। 
��\�2�, dg1, �"]�, B��� P Z� a�C�� .�� ��\� YZ[�U&1 ���� H�����" ������ HTa�1h 
"�+�\। m��]�a�+, #����, $��1�, $���� P @�]����+ 'aX�� a�C�+ .�� ��\� ���� P �)* )��� 
���P ��� H���� ��� ��� ��` .����� �� .�+� ��P ����� "+�। �Y�� a��C*��� $�* 
$�� �@�। '���O��� P ������� �)� ����N� ��� .�� .�� ���� ���-p ��� "�+�\, ��� .� 
.-�� B��� ����Ca��� �-* .����\ ���� �U��� ���X�� � |�A।  

��1��� B����� ����" '�+ ���2 �� ��� �XJ�� ���� P �)*��� $�� "�+�\। �� .a�� 8; 
"�$�� �XJ� \��� "�N\। ���� ���� P �)*��� \���� ��@�� ��+ ����। �\�2� ����"� '�S+� H�*�"� 
)���+ B�P ������ ��%X"�� "��। �Y��� YZ[P �� +। H)1�w �Y��� P�� %��C&� ��� ��� 
��� P�� �a�W ��� '�Q-'����� ��Y��� ��@��P �� �)* ������ ���h����� P 
����� ��� 
��S�T �` '����� ����� H����� .)�� ����। � �����% �¥����� ��� .�� P $���� 
��)1@ 
���T H���"��1। ���& � �!��1 �� .��� �VW�J �)*��� $��� $��� ����� B����� H����� �� 
.��� �a�1� P �K� "��। ��\�2� � B����� HT H��'�&�� dw�; ��@ � �!��1� '���A \� ��� 
�¦, ���+[ P B��" ����-� ��� .�� P ������� I��� ��1��*� HTaU1h। �VW�� '�+ '���A 
Bf��N� .��@ ����� Ha�*��+� ��O $�2� |A���� ��S�T �)*��� ����"� $* ��+� 
B�1�@a� '��J� ��� )��� ��� � ����"� ��$ P �� P�� %��C&�� ��1�UN� H�*�"� ����। 
���������� ���h����� P 
����� ����� �*����� � ������ ��/��+ ���� �����% �X�k ���a��� 
�����-����Ca��� � ����& .�, � ������ � .���� ��1/��� $�����& H���"& ����\��, �� 
�� ���� ����� ���% .��%����% �� �X�� ����, �� �� �)* B�1�@a�-�� ���" ��X��� ���� 
)����। � �����% ��k ��� ga1�%*$� \�2� B� ��\�@ ��� ���� �।  

'��Q� ����� �����& ���� P �)*��� ����"� ���$ 
��§U�1a��� ��2� ���+ ��u�� B����� 
�"����%�� ����\ ����� ����� $��@ BT��� �*���। � ��1��+ ��\� '��J�, ��%n, �*�h P 
��1�� �� ����Ca��� d������%*। 7��� ��g|�, ����� ����F��, 7��� ��l���*��+ �`�%��, .���+ 
������ ��@�¨��, �������� H�$��a�� ��@�¨��, .��� ����� ��@�¨��, $���+ ���� ��@�¨�� ���  
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$���+ B�1�@a� P �`�%�� ���aea��� B������� ��"��* ����\। �������� .'� @�z�AdA, N¤��� 
��l���*��+ ��g|� ��� ���$��� �����A��A "��P B��� ��\� ���� P �)*��� .��+�\। �\�2� 
�)* �(&��+, '���-� �(&��+, ����� �(&��+, �������� ��N���+ �`�%�� ��� ������ .%��+]� 
����p� (�F, ��, B@)-�� .�j$�* �����*� ����-�/���$ B��� ���" ���� .����\। ��u��� 
��S+ �"����%��� $* B��� ��u��� '�� �X���� ��� ���\।  

�*�h%� d��*��% P �*�h%� ���" .)�� H��� ������ ���+ '�Q�� ��"��* ����\। 
��u��� ���* ��\� �� ���� d��� ��� ���@ ��%� �� ���\। '�h ������ ��N����� B�� ��©� 
.Nj���� ��\����*� �U�*�� ���� '�Q�� ���+�\। ������ ���������� 
����� B�]�� ��� 
����1 ������� �����*� ���� �, ��, �, ���"��� .�j$�* B��� .��+�\। '���� �������� 
B�]���� ���% $�2� H��� ��u��� ������ '�Q�� ���+�\। ��u��� ���* ����� ������ 
�d#, B�$$�� "� aU@+�, F� ����� "�, B��� B��, ����P+�� ."��� P $�"�do� B"���� 
�� d������%*। ����� "�� ��\� �U�*�� ���� ���n�+�\ ��"��g� "� ��� .��]��� @¨��"� 
.��"�y�। ���$�%� ����� ��� 
��� ����� .������ ������ ����"� .-�� ����� ��"��*-
�"����%��� �)� B��� ���X� "� � ��u�� "�� "��� .�j�#� @���, �Pg� B"��, ��©g� "���, 
B�g� �����, .��¨� �WYp, ������ ��� .Nj���� P B��%�� ����। �AaU�� ��1��+� ��\� YZ[�U&1 
���� ���+ ��"��* ����\ ��Zo� d��, ��$� $�#� B"��, H$+ ��+, @���@� .��"�y�, ��� 
�����, .�� B�g� $���, F� ��©�-d�-�"�� ��� B���� "�। @��� ����� %���, �����t��� 
���, dw�� ���T ��, 
� .Nj���� P .�$� .��/�� 
����� ����� ���� P �)*��� ���+�\। 
d����� ����� B��� BT��� �*��� $���K। �\�2� B����� ����� ����"� ����A ��1����� 
���% $�2� ��+�\ B�P H���। �@ 
Q ������ ��u��� '��*��� �� d��� ��� ��� +। 
B����� B�1�@a�-�� ���� ���-& ����+ ��u��� ����� �� �������� dw� �"���� ����� 
��+�\। ��u�����P �*���।  

���� P �)*���� ��*�� ��N�@�+� .-�� '���*��& ����A� H��� �X����� ���) ��& 
���\। ����A� ���*%& ��� I��1, �¦ P B�" �"���� �������� '���O��� P �U�* ��N�� ����\। 
��u�� ��� �������� ��*�� ��N�@ ����, '��Q� de+ ��� ����C ��� ����U�"� �)*��X�� P 
.�j��1 �X��� $* �U�*�� �����1 ���+�\। � .-�� B��� ����Ca��� ����A� .N+���*� '�#�� 
��#$���" ������ �)� BT������ ���% ��& ���\।  

���� ���" ��Y��� '����� �*����� �������� ������ �)* �(&��+�� �*��� $��@। �@ 
���% �������� ������� ��E& ��a�% ��� �� �'L��1-�� '��P B��� �X���� 
���� ���\।  

�����C B�P ��+�$�� �)� ���� "+-
����� ����� �������" ��Y��� .�\� ��+�\ 
��u��� H^�T _� P ���� ����, ��u�� �@ '��Q� N��$ %��C�-I�+� B� ©����� ����, 
B#�� .Nj����, ��" B"�� .�$� ��� P+��"g� "�। ������ N����� ���+�[ +-%��C&�� �X"� P 
'��Q� ���$� ���% ���f��+ ��u�� ���� P �)*��� ����"� ��$ "�� �Z ��� ������U�"� 
���", ��\�@, �!���+ �"�+��, .'���� I�����&, ��E& ������-��1��� ��$ ����� P ����&1 
���+� ���* �!e ���। �\�2� ������� ��l�� P ����� NS��1�� _� P �J�� �)� d������%*। 
'����� ��� .)�� B�g� "������ %a�� ���+[���� ��� ���� �w���� '��Q� 
�a���� 
��$��1 H�*�"� ����� ��"��* ����\।  

���������� 
����� ���� ��u�� Bf���� ���+�\, ��u�� ��1���� "�+�\, ��u�� �*�% 
���� 
����\, ��1�*��� '���U� ������� ��u�� .���'��� ������� H��� .����\, ��u�� B����� ���1� 
��) '�� ��"U��1� .'�&�
�� ��u��� ����� d�o�� %a�� _�� P BT��� �X���� ��� ��� 

����� ����� �������� �@ ���" B��� .���� ����C� "��� ���� ���K।  

"��� "��#$�� �"��  
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�����$�����$�����$�����$    
���������� 
����� ����� @��"�� '��Q� ����� ���N��� $�� "��� "��#$�� �"���� 

B���� �X��*� �� �)* �(&���+� g’$ d���N� ��\���� '��Q� ���+�[ �\�� ��� ���� 
���N����� ���+[ B��� P�� H�1 ��� "+। "��� "��#$�� �"���� $��o��+ '��Q� ��$ 
��J�a��� ��%�+ N��\� ��� ��� N�� ���� ���E� �� .��� .��� .����\�� B� \+ �� ��E�&� 
$* .'�� ��n��� "�+�\�। �@ '�Q ��/��+�� $* ��u� BT��� dw��" P ���� ���_��� �)� 
B��� �_��N�W ��& ���\।  


����� ����� @��"���� ������ ���� P ��E�&� YZ���+[ �!��1 ����k ���� ��N� 
�\��। #�� "��� "��#$�� �"���� �X��*� �� '��Q� ���$� 
�a���� %�� �*�"� "+�। 
'���&*��& ����A� %n �U�1���� )��� ��� �@ ����A ��X1� H������� '��Q� HTa�1h .�� 
��C+ �����1 ��� "+�। �U��1 %X"�� ���� �a�W�� ��� ��1�� %��C� P H�#� ��1N������ ��+ 
'��Q� H���k ��$ N��� )���। ��� '��Q� $* ��1���� ���+� ��������� $* ���� P 
�)*��� ���" ��� .�Y���� �!��� ��%�wa��� ���� "�+�\ ��� ���� ����U�"� S� H���+� 
��E�&� �������"��� �-� ��� ��+�। .�� .�� ���� ��C+ �!��1� ��1�p ���� P �)*'��p� 
���G@ ��� ����� ���&।  

'���&*��& ����A ��X1� H������� aU�����A ����1� ��Y����P H������1�a��� ��e��� ��� 
"�+�\। B����� �U� �-* �\� ��Y��� �������� ���* Y&%� P ����%� ���s�* H-�e ���� ��� 
���1k ���+� ���* ��� ���� ��E& P '���� �!e ���। � ��$ ��J�a��� ���� �����@ ���+[ 
���� B��� ��)1 "�+�\ ��� a���� ����।  

 

.� �� .��"��  
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���� '�O� ��� �������� '�O� ��� �������� '�O� ��� �������� '�O� ��� ����� � � � ((((����))))    
����/�� .�����"�� ��Z�� ���h�������� '������ ��� BS��&� �w���� ��S�T �)* P 

'������a�W� ������ ��1�� ��� ��e����� "�+�\। ������� ���������� ���ae ��� P 
.�r���U�" �+��� P ���h���"�� ���*�� 
������ ��-* .� �w���� N����� .� �!��1� 
'����� .'��� "��� �������� ��� ���"�� ��� �#���। .�Y��@ ��� ������� '����� �"���� 
'N�� P '����� $* ������� P .����� ��n��� "���। �Y��� '���A@ ������ ����। ��1��� 
��` ���E� '�������U�" 
����� ����� .%�A� ��+��� ���X� "��P ���h�������� .���*��� 
���N���� H�a���� ��� ����*@ ��� d����� "�+�\। �� ���& ���" P ��%n .)�� �Z ��� 
'������ P BS�& ��1T '�S+�-�� �)�+ ����� ����� ��+A�@ ���� H��+���U&1 �\� .�, .� 
���+ ����� '����� �+��� ��n��� ��� "+�। �)��� �@ ��� ��e����� ������U" 
���h�������� �w���� ��� ����� %������� ���A '�����[��� �N� ���� ����। d���* .� ��1�p 
'������� Ha��$�� �U*�� �U��&� $* ��`� .�C���� ������$� "�+�\ �������+ �&�O 
����� (�X�-=6:)। ���������� ��/X� �&�O� ������� ��+ .�� ��\� ������� '����� "�+�\� 
(=CJ �� Ek�*)। �Y���� .�� .�� '���� �\� "/����� P  ��@�^�z�@��X�। ����� I��] 
|A�'���"� ����� '���� ��� �������� aU���� �\� H����। �Y��� ��* ���+ |A�'���"� 
�������"��� �!��1 .�� ���&� ��a ��� ���� .��� ��� ������ �U�*�+ ���P H������ ��� 
"��। �@ H��� ������� �������"��� �-�� '�+�$� a����� �������� ��"��* .+� "�+�\। 


����� ��� ���N���+ H��+� ������� aU���� �\� #�'�U। ����� ����1� �*����� P 
�������� �������� ���ae ���+ 'N���� 'N����, ���X�� P .���� a�C�� ��* ���+ ������� �- 
.)�� 
������ �"� ��- $%& P ���h�������� H&�'��&� ���� '�Nk� %X"�� "���। ��@ d��"�& 
�"���� H��+� ������� '���(� ��$d�o B"����� g�A .���� a�C ��1�� ��� ��e����� 
"�+�\ (�X� 84>->:, 8>9->�)। �@ a�C g�A�� '���(� 
����� ������� �AaU�� �*��*� ��� 
����/��� ������ $�T�� 
�� P d�o�* ���� ����\, 
������������ BT$1���� ��h��U�"� 
��¨ ������N� ����\ ��� B"�� $���+�\ NU2�T �-* 
����� H$1 ��1T ��� N����+ ����� 
$*। 

���h����� ��1����+�  ��1� �� � �$ P�����P ��� ���A .���� a�C& ���E� "�+�\ ��`� 
8>6 �XJ�+। ��� ��� ��� �������� �*��*� ��� ���h�������� aU+�� '���� ��� ��� ����� 
����� ���e� ����� B"�� $���+ �"�� P ��� .������� $* .|�C� ��� ���$� ��� P 
%� B�)1� ���m�� '���� ������ �����T� �)�। ��1����+� �"���� ��� ���ae ���+ .�r� 
��������� dw���"� ��� .� �N�n�� ����� ��� ��� �"���� ���E� "�+�\ N���A �N�n (�X� 6>4, 
6>>-><, 6<6, ;::)। �@ �N�nY���P .���� .�����A�� �\� ��� P ���m���� $* ������� ��� 
�� ��n���� ���%�। ���h�������� ���'��p� $* .���X� g�A ���������� ���E� "�+�\ ��1�� 
��` (�X� 6<:-6<�) । ������� �������� '���-� ���"��� a��1� $* �*�c� #�� (�X� ;�:-
;�9) ��� �������� ��� ���"�� .��F1 H# .���L #��P (�X� ;9=-94) ���E� "�+�\ ��� 
�"����। 

.%���� ����� .�j�� H�ª ��� 
����� ��� ���N���� "��P ���h�������� ��� 
����*���*���@ � �!��1 �� �� ���&� �\�। �@ Ha�� �U��&� ��-* > � .�r��� H���+� 
.�$� �� � �s�� '&�� ������ ���h��� ���� ���/���A ���E� "�+�\ ��1�� ��` (�X� 6>9-6>=)। 
� \�2� 
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.%������� �"�+� ��-��U�� H�� ���A @���"�� .%���� ��� P '���O� ��� ��e����� ��� 
"�+�\ (�X� ;:8-;:6)। 

 ��� ���N���� �������� ���h������� ��$���� P '����� �w����P N�����। ���� 
���ae 'N���� P @���"���� ���*�� $%&�� .�� ���� H���"& P ��)1�� B"�� $����, 
H*���� .��� ��$����, B�-��� P ����� �"����%��� ����� ���&�� �!��1 ���1 ��� ���+ 
���*��%� �����1 ���� (�X� ;88, ;9<, ;�=, =9=-9>)। ���� ���h����� P $%&�� ����N���� 
'�� (�X� ;:<, ;�>), �*���-���$* �+( ��� ��$
P B��+ ���� (�X� ;99-9�)। 


����� �������� ���A d������%* |A� �\� �������� .�����"�� ���� �Z& H�#����� 
')� ����'��p। 8<48 ����� <@ H�r��� H��J� H�a�C� H�J� .��C ���� '�� ����\�� 
H��+� ��k��� I�+� $Z� @���� (�X� 4:>)। ')� ��� ����'�p H�#������@ ��$ .�. 
P+��� ��� F��+���� ;6 $ �"��1�� 
�-��" �h�* .����\�� '��-& N������। �Y�� ��1�� 
��� ��e����� "��� �@ d�o��* .�, �� ��* ���+ �������� .�����"�� ')� ����'�p �Z& 
H�#������ .���'� P 
������ ��¨ B��¬�� ���N+ ����� (�X� =�8-=�<)। 


����� ������� �¡� "��� H�"�+a��� .� �- $�� '�& "����+�\ ����� �� .�� ��-� 
"+� .��� �-� ��� ��+� '���A �"�� ���h������ ��P। �)��� H���+� �� �"�������� .�d 
.�d .Nk� ����\�� ����*���*��� "��P �"�� ���h�������� �� ������ ����। �@ '�Nk�� 
#�x���� 8 P 88 � .�r���+� �"����� ���* ����� �)� $�� .%�\ ����� �� ���E� "�+�\ 
��1�� ��`� ;6= �XJ�+। 
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Ministry of Information & Broadcasting. 
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����p����p����p����p    

7���, 9�.� B%z 8<44 

    

�-�)�/6@-9;/44/686>8-
����� ������� @��"�� �N�� d�o��* I��� ������ '�h 
�!��� $�� "��� "��#$�� �"���� �)* P .���� �(&���+ ����C a��'�p H�#��� ��� 8<44 
��� 8�� $���@ "@�� $
��)1 �� �w���� $* N��h �a�W�� ��+�% ��� "@�।  

 

9। N��h� ��1����+� ��� ��u"�� .�� P H*�* �������� ��@��।  
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

N. 51/2/78-Dev/231       Dated 18-7-1978 

 

RESOLUTION 

In connection with the Writing and Printing of the History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberation the Government have been pleased to constitute and Authentication 

Committee for the Project "Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberaiton" with the following members :  

 

1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir   Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University. 

2. Professor Salahuddin Ahmed   Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar 

University. 

3. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda  Director, Institute of Bangaldesh Studies, 

Rajshahi.  

4. Dr. Enamul Huq Director, Dacca Museum 

5. Dr. K M Mohsin  Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca 

University 

6. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun  Associate Professor, Deptt of Political Science, 

Dacca University 

7. Dr. Ahmed Sharif  Professor and Chairman, Deptt. of Bengali, Dacca 

University.  

8. Dr. Anisuzzaman  Professor, Deptt. Bengali, Chittagong University 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman  O.S.D. History of Bangladesh War of Liberation 

Project.  

The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee :  

 
(a) To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 

included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation.  
(b) To determine validity and price of documents are required for the purpose.  

 
 

Syed Asgar Ali 
Section Officer. 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/10493/(25)      Dated 13-2-1979 

 

RESOLUTION 

In partial modification of Resolution issued under No. 51/2/78-Dev/231. dated 

18.7.78 Govt. have been pleased to reconstitute an Authentication Committee for the 

Project "Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh war of Liberation" with the 

following members :  

 

1. Dr. Mofizullah Kabir   

Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University. 

Chairman 

2. Prof. Salahuddin Ahmed  

Chairman, Deptt. Of History, Jahangirnagar University. 

Member 

3. Dr. Anisuzzaman 

Prof. Deptt. Of Bengali, Chittagong University 

Member 

4. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda 

Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies, Rajshahi 

Member 

5. Dr. Enamul Huq 

Director, Dacca Museum. 

Member 

6. Dr. K. M. Mohsin  

Associate Professor, Deptt of  History, Dacca University. 

Member 

7. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun 

Associate Professor, Deptt. Of Political Science, Dacca University. 

Member 

8. Dr. K. M. Karim 

Director, National Library and Archives, Dacca 

Member 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman  

O.S.D., History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project. 

Member-

Secretary 

  

2. The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 

 

a) To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be    

included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

 

a) To determine validity and price of documents required for the committee. 

 

M. A. Salam Khan 

Section Officer 
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#। ���%������ ��&�' �()� ��� *����� �� ��+ *����� # 

,। �������� ��- ���.� ��� �/� *����� ���01 2�3��� ��� ����4�� 
�5��) *��������� 

6 

7। �������� ��- ���.� ��� �/� *����� ��� ����4�� ����8 9��� 
�� ��+ *����� 

:7 

:। �������� ��- ���.� ��� �&�� *����� ��� ;�<.�� => 

=। ; ��. �� �����( ?�� 2@��(�� 
A� B�@�+ ��C *����� �������� ��- ���.�� 
���+ ����� ;�<.�� 

#D6 

6। ���������� ��- ��E���� C�� ���+ ��)����� : *���F� ��GBH��� 
��!�� 

#DI 

D। ����+ JK�� ���%������ *�� �L�;� � ����� G���  2*��� ���+ 
������)� 

#I# 

I। ���������� ��- ��E�� �5��) *���F� ��GB�H�� 9���C 0��( #I, 

M। �������� ���%���.�� B�H�' *�� 2����� ��)� ��,�,�G, C����� 
0��( 

#I: 

#>। ��?(-���) 2G�-�� ���%���.�� �L�;� � ��� #M> 

##। ��������� .����� ���.�� !����� �5��) �������� ��- ���.�� ���+ 
2*� ��P�/ 

#M, 

#,। ��� ����4�� �5��) 2�3�����.� �����+) #M: 

#7। ��� ����4�� �����+)Q �������� ��� 2�3� 7,6 

#:। ��� ����4�� �����+)Q  7,D 

#=। ��� ����4�� �����+)Q �R�SC ��� 2�3� 777 

#6। ��� ����4�� �����+)Q �R�SC ��� 2�3� 77= 

#D। ��� ����4�� �����+)Q  7:# 

#I। ��� ����4�� �����+)Q � �� ��� 2�3� 7:: 

#M। ��� ����4�� �����+)Q � �� ��� 2�3� 767 

,>। ��� ����4�� �����+)Q ����R��� ��� 2�3� 76D 

,#। ��� ����4�� �����+)Q 2���; ��� 2�3� 7D, 

,,। ��� ����4�� �����+)Q 2���; ��� 2�3� 7I# 

,7। ��� ����4�� �����+)Q �������� ��� 2�3� 7I: 
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,:,:,:,:।।।।    ��� ����4�� �����+)Q �������� ��� 2�3� 7M,7M,7M,7M,    

,=,=,=,=।।।।    ��� ����4�� �����+)Q 2R�G�T�U� ��� 2�3� 7M:7M:7M:7M:    

,6,6,6,6।।।।    ��� ����4�� �����+)Q 2R�G�T�U� ��� 2�3� :>I:>I:>I:>I    

,D,D,D,D।।।।    ��� ����4�� �����+)Q ����� ��� 2�3� :#::#::#::#:    

,I,I,I,I।।।।    ��� ����4�� �����+)Q ����� ��� 2�3� :77:77:77:77    

,M,M,M,M।।।।    ��� ����4�� �����+)Q .������� ��� 2�3� ::,::,::,::,    

7>7>7>7>।।।।    ��� ����4�� �����+)Q .������� ��� 2�3� :=7:=7:=7:=7    

7#7#7#7#।।।।    ��� ����4�� �����+)Q  :==:==:==:==    

7,7,7,7,।।।।    ��� ����4�� �����+)Q +�;R�� 2��5�� :=D:=D:=D:=D    

77777777।।।।    ��� ����4�� �����+) :=M:=M:=M:=M    

7:7:7:7:।।।।    ��� ����4�� �����+)Q ����� ��� 2�3� :6#:6#:6#:6#    

7=7=7=7=।।।।    ��� ����8 2R�� V� �����+) :66:66:66:66    

76767676।।।।    ��� ����4�� �����+)Q �.�R�RW ��� 2�3� :DI:DI:DI:DI    

7D7D7D7D।।।।    I � 2�3� �������� ���+ 2R�� ���X :I>:I>:I>:I>    

7I7I7I7I।।।।    ���%���.�� ��)���� � ��()� ��, �, �G C����� ���+ ���X :ID:ID:ID:ID    

7M7M7M7M।।।।    ���%���.�� ��)���� ��� ���+ ���X :II:II:II:II    

:>:>:>:>।।।।    ���%�������� ���*��/� G' ���������� &�� :M>:M>:M>:M>    

:#:#:#:#।।।।    ���%�������� ���*��/� G' ���������� &�� :M,:M,:M,:M,    

:,:,:,:,।।।।    ���%���.�� ��)���� ��� ���+ ���X :M::M::M::M:    

:7:7:7:7।।।।    ���%���.�� ��)���� ��� 2��� # � 2�3� ������� ���+ �� :M=:M=:M=:M=    

::::::::।।।।    # � 2�3� �������� ���+ 2R�� ���X  :MM:MM:MM:MM    

:=:=:=:=।।।।    ���%���.�� ��)������� J�&� 2Y�� ��X��� ���+ ���X  =>>=>>=>>=>>    

:6:6:6:6।।।।    2R���� ��� ����8 ���+ ;���.�� =>#=>#=>#=>#    

:D:D:D:D।।।।    ��G 2R����� ��� ����<�� �5��) ���+ ���X =>==>==>==>=    

:I:I:I:I।।।।    ��� ����4�� �����+) =>D=>D=>D=>D    

:M:M:M:M।।।।    ��� ����4�� �����+) =>I=>I=>I=>I    

=>=>=>=>।।।।    ���%���.� *�Z ������� �� =>=>=>=>MMMM    

=#=#=#=#।।।।    ��� ����4�� �����[ G\� ���%������ ���X =#>=#>=#>=#>    

=,=,=,=,।।।।    +�U�;��� ���%���.�� ���+ ;���.�� =##=##=##=##    

=7=7=7=7।।।।    ��� ����4�� ����8 G\� ���%������ ���X =#,=#,=#,=#,    
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=:। G\� ���%������ �������() ���X =#7 

==। G\� ���%������ ���X =#: 

=6। G\� ���%������ �������() ���X =#= 

=D। ���+ J�&��  ���)� =#6 

=I। +�U�;��� ��G 2R���� �������� ���X =#D 

=M। G\� ���%������ �������() ���X =#I 

6>। G\� ���%������ �������() ���X =#M 

6#। �'��] ��, � .������ ���+ ���X =,> 

6,। +�U�;��� ���%�������� ��G
 9��  ���� =,, 

67। ��� ����4�� �5��) G\� ���%������ ���X =,: 

6:। ���+ J�&��  ���)� =,= 

6=। �������� ���.�� 2��T) J� 2���^ &�� =,6 

66। 2��T) J� 2���^ &�� =,D 

6D। G��������� ���+ ��P�/ =,I 

6I। ��U��� ��G���� C ��� ���.�� *�� ���%�������� 9.�� =,M 

6M। *���?� ���.�� 0��) &�� =7> 

D>। ���%���.�� ���'��� ��Y��� =77 

D#। ���G�R� ������� �? 2Y�� *����� ���+ 2@��(� =7: 

D,। BZ� JK��� ���%���.� *���� ����)���� =76 

D7। G\� ���%������ �� =7D 

D:। G\� ���%������ ������� �� =7I 

D=। ���� 9��(���� ���)�� �5��) ��P�/  =7M 

D6। GR�(� *�� ������� ����) =:> 

DD। # � �3� �������� ���Z��� T�� �� =:# 

DI। # � 2�3��� �.����� ������  =:6 

DM। # � 2�3�� �.����� ���� ������ ==D 

I>। ## � 2�3��� �.����� ���� ������ =6, 

I#। ��G�� � ��� ����� ��!)��?C ���+ ���X =D6 

I,। J- �����. ����8 ���X =DD 

I7। J- ����8 ���+ ���X =DI 
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I:। �� � .��� 9��� ���+ ���X =DM 

I=। ���G�R� 
��_ �&�� 2Y�� ������� B�H�' *����� ���+ ���)���� =I> 

I6। 2�Q ���B� �.���� ���+ ���X =I, 

ID& ���+ *����� =I7 

II। ��G�� � ��� ����� ��!)��?� ���+ ���X =I= 

IM। J- ����8 ���+ ���X =I6 

M>। &����L� Y�� ��E�� ������� ���+ ���X  =ID 

M#। J- ����8 G\� ���%����� J�&����� ���+ ���X =II 

M,। J- �����. ����8 ���+ ���X =M> 

M7। G\� ���%������ ���+ ���X =M# 

M:। 2R���� 2������� *� �G ����8 ���+ ���X =MD 

M=। = � 2�3� 2Y�� ����� G\� ���%������ ���+ ���X 6#> 

M6। 6 � 2�3��� �a���� ����8 ��b� �Y' 6#, 

MD। I � 2�3��� �a���� ����8 ��b� �Y' 6#M 

MI। M � 2�3��� c��� RX ����8 �Y' 6,M 

MM। �������� 2�����.�� *Y� ����*�/ J�&������ J�+�E�& 67# 

#>>। �������  �(�U ����� 6:> 

#>#। �@)^ DD= 
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��$����� �)��� ��� �<����� =>*"� ?�*��'$� �����$ ���*�)� 4�*�)�@� *� .0' 

)� �7�� 6: �� )� ��"> 4����� ��� �������� ���<�� ���7 ��A�B" �C ��� D�  <��<� <$। 
����"� ��F� )�� �*�$�? ��, �' �!�9� <����� D�� � �G����� � 6/: )� ��� ��3�H�$�?। 
'������" #�I #�7��� ���� �' �G�� ��� � 6:: ��� 1�J� ��� <�$�?। 

 
D(��� D(��� D(��� D(��� 6: 6: 6: 6: ) <����� D�  �<�) <����� D�  �<�) <����� D�  �<�) <����� D�  �<�    
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�������� ���<�� �*���� �� D(�� �O�) ��' P�� ��� ��� �' ��' ���Q���! �O)%� &���� 
R��ST <$। 
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V: V: V: V: ) <����� D�  �<�) <����� D�  �<�) <����� D�  �<�) <����� D�  �<�    
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4���। �������� ���<� �' &N��! �����, ����*� ���% ��R� ���। *� ./�� )� 1($ 
��R� ���  �' ��A�B" #�$ V: ) ��� D�  �<� <$ ��� .X ) &<� <$। <����� ���<� �' 
���� ���� F �%"�� � �<�� ���। 
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���$�?। 
        
 ����J� �)��� ���([ P�� �������� ���<�� �*���� �Y���� �G���� <����� ���<�� ���  
����� �G�\ <$। ����J� �)��� �]��* �����$ <����� ���<��� =���"�(��� &N�! ��� �*���� 
�� / ) ��� D� �� <� � ���। *� ./�� )� ��)����� �������� ��<�� ���7 �� ������ .^ 
) ��� D�  �<� <$। *� .X' )� ��� ./�� )� $���� �*������� &N��! .: ) <����� 
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&��� ��H��� &��� ��H��� &��� ��H��� &��� ��H��� V: V: V: V: ) D�  ���) D�  ���) D�  ���) D�  ���    
 

����% �)��$ &��� ��H�$ �������� ���<�� ���7 <����� ���<�� #4� ���� _: ) ��� 
D�  �<� <$। 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

(Eastern Sector Reporter) 

8th August 

(a) Comilla Sector 
 

1) On 4-8-71 MF raided the Pak Army base of Cotershahar. A small piece of 
battle took place there lasting 3 (three) hours, from 03.00 hrs, to 06.00 hrs. In this 

battle MF succeeded in killing 5 (five) Pak Army men and injuring 2 (two) of them. 
 

2) On 3-8-71 MF ambushed a Pak Army patrol in Chankhola and succeeded in 
killing 6 (six) of them and injuring 9 (nine). MF used Mortar in this operation. 

 

3) On 2-8.71 MF ambushed one Pak Army patrol in Konoshtala of 

Chowddogram P.S and succeeded in killing 4 (four) Pak Army men and injuring 5 

(five). Being defeated by the MF when the Pak troops were escaping they killed a girl 

in Suboni. 

 

4) On 3-8-71 MF raided Pak army positions in Suryanal and Madali of 

Chowddogram P. s. and succeeded in killing 8 (eight) Pak Army men and injuring 2 

(two) of them. 

 

5) In another encounter in Cotershahar on 5-8-71, MF killed 4 (four) of the 

occupation army troops and injured 2 (two) of them. 

 
Sd/-Illegible 

7-8-71 
 

SPECIAL COMMANDO ACTION REPORT-DACCA 
 

1. Mine antitank was placed in the road between Baiddyar Bazar to Sonargaon 
gate, 2 of the enemy jeep and a scooter (Baby Taxi) carrying armed personnel were 

totally destroyed. Eleven Pakistani soldiers and 3 Razakers were killed. This action 

was done by our Baiddyar Bazar Guerilla sub-unit. The troops were in night patrol. 

The operation took place at 0030 hours on 14 August 71. 

 

2. Zainal Kazi, Chairman, Zampur union peace committee, and an active 

collaborator was killed at 1900 hours on 09 August 71. 

 

3. Mannan Mollah of Baiddyar Bazar union, the most notorious collaborator of 

Pak Fouj has been killed along with his 4 family members on 10 August 71. 
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4. The Freedom Fighters hoisted Bangladesh Flag on 14 August 71 and imposed 

curfew from 0600 hours on 14 August 71 to 1200 hours on 15 August 71 in the 

following areas: - 

  a. From Baiddyar Bazar to Kaikar Tek. 

  b. Sonargaon to C & B Road. 

  c. Baiddyar Bazar to Ananda Bazar. 

 

5. Following arms captured from the notorious elements of Baiddyar Bazar area:- 

 

a. Pistol-1, Double Barrel gun-1 from Mannan Talukder of vill. Mosarchar, 

P.O. Mazumpuron 11 August 1971. 

b. One single barrel gun from Habibur Rahman of vill. Perab, P.O. Baliapara 

on 11 August 71. 

c.  One double barrel gun from Younus Bhuiyan of village Almadi, P.O. 
Baradi. 

d. One single barrel gun from Hafez Sarker of vill. Khemergao on 15     
August 71. 

e. One single barrel gun from Noor Hussain of vill. Sonamudi, P.O.   
Sonamudi on 14 August 71. 

 
6. Near Demra, the Freedom Fighters have killed 20-22 Razakers. The Freedom 

Fighters were on their way to do some operation by two boats. On their way they 

were attacked by Razakers. The Freedom Fighters opened fire and killed all the 

Razakers. They have captured seven 303 rifles and 5 rain coats from the Razakers. 

 

Sd/- Sultan Mahmood 

Reporter 

Eastern sector II 

Press & Liason Officer 

 

 

 

----------
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NEWS BULLETIN—COMILLA 

RIVER IN AMBUSH 

AT SALDA NADI AREA ENEMY SUFFERED CASUALTIES OF 211 DEAD 

(TWO HUNDRED ELEVEN) AND MANY INJURED (INCLUDING 

MONDOBHAG AND NAYANPUR AREA), FROM 26TH AUGUST TO 28TH 

AUGUST. TOTAL ENEMY CASU- ALTIES EXPECTED TO BE MORE THAN 

300 (THREE HUNDRED). 

 

Saldanadi Area, where the enemy had constantly been chased, hunted and 

ambushed, here where enemy had to suffer losses of many officers, where enemy had 

been again and again on their bid to survive had to run away from various grounds, 

has again become the ground of Mukti Fouj's vigorous thrust. A thrust which almost 

physically paralyzed the enemy strength. Enemy's ration line has been cut, line of 
communication were disrupted and time and again Pak troop's bid to supply ration 

and ammunition was stopped. On 26th of August enemy suffered casualty of 81 dead 
and subsequently on 27th 45 dead and on 28th August 86 dead. One captain of enemy 

troops was also a victim (killed). 
 

On 26
th

 August 71 morning one boat carrying enemy troops were coming from 
Brahmanpara to Dhandoil. This boat party came for a rackey. At Dhandoil the boat 

was ambushed and ten enemy soldiers including a captain was killed. On the same 

date Mukti Fouj came out with vigor and promise. Mukti Fouj made it impossible for 
enemy to initiate any attempt to supply ration and ammunition. Two boats of enemy 

while coming from Mondobhag area with arms and ammunition were ambushed and 
12 (Twelve) more enemy troops were killed. Again the same morning enemy tried to 

supply ration and ammunition from Nayanpur to Mondobhag. Two more boats were 
drowned and 14 (Fourteen) other were killed (enemy soldiers). At about 11.00 hours 

the same morning two other boats came to collect the dead bodies. Ambush was laid 
by Mukti Fouj. One boat was drowned. Five enemy soldiers were killed. The rear boat 

managed to escape. Mukti Fouj on the same date foiled a bid to supply ration and 

ammunition by Pak troops. Four enemy boats with ration and ammunition and another 

boat escorting them tried to advance from Brahmanpara to Nayanpur. At north 

Nagaish Mukti Fouj laid river in ambush. Three enemy boats were drowned and 

twenty enemy soldiers were killed. Lastly 2 boats came from western side to collect 

the dead bodies. They were under Mukti Fouj's firing range. Six other enemy soldiers 

became the victim, they died on the spot. 

 

At north Nagaish, the same place, where the above mentioned actions were 

operated on 28th August, Mukti Fouj made it clear to the enemy that any other 

attempt to reinforce or to supply ration and ammunition could only make the fate of 

enemy troops obvious the fatal death. On 28
th

 August the enemy boats carrying 50 

(Fifty) soldiers were seen coming from western side to Nayanpur. Mukti Fouj 
drowned all the three boats, killed all the persons (Fifty of them). 

 
At about 09.00 hours two more enemy carrying 30 (Thirty) enemy soldiers tried to 

advance, but could not escape the Mukti Fouj's usual tid bits. All the 30 (Thirty) 
enemy persons were killed, the boats were sunk. 
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On 27th August Pak troops attacked Mukti Fouj's defense at Shener Bazar from 

three sides (Neyanpur, Harimangal and Shashidal areas). Mukti Fouj retraided and 

made the enemy retreat. 15 ( Fifteen) enemy soldiers died on the spot. 

Mukti Fouj ambushed different enemy positions and killed 30 (thirty) enemy 

soldiers. 32 (Thirty two) enemy soldiers were injured by the actions. 

 

Al Chowbash 15 (Fifteen) enemy soldiers were killed and 21 others were injured. 

At Madhabpur one enemy jeep and one 3 ton truck were destroyed. As a result 4 

enemy soldiers died and 6 (six) injured. In an ambush at Moheshpur and Deush 11 

(eleven) more enemy personnel died and 9 (Nine) others were injured. 

 

NORTH-EASTERN PART OF COMILLA 

 

Mukti Fouj in different ambush laid at Kalikapur and Mirpur on 28th August, 10 
(ten) enemy troops died at Kalikapur and 9 (Nine) others injured. At Miipur Mukti 

Fouj killed four enemy troops and wounded one other at Mirpur. 
 

CHOWDDOGRAM AND B1BIR BAZAR SUB-RECTOR 
 

Eleven (11) Razakers have been killed in different small encounters. Four 303 
rifles were also captured with ammunition. Enemy position at Tetabomi, Chanchra 

and Burschi was raided. Mukti Fouj killed eight Pak troops. Nine Pak Police and 

Twenty Razakers. Many others were wounded. At Chanchra 11 (eleven) Pak troops 

died on 26th August and on 25th at Tetabomi Mukti Fouj killed two enemy soldiers. 

 

FENI (NOAKHALI DISTRICT) 

 

Mukti Fouj demolished a bridge near Hassanpur on Feni road (75' x 12'). Road 

communication between Feni-Belonia has been disconnected due to this demolition. 

Three telephone poles were completely destroyed at Feni-Comilla road. Feni-Comilla 

telecommunication is totally disrupted. 

 

Reporter 

Eastern Sector. II 
30-8-71 

 

 

---------------- 
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SECRET 

 

HQ Bangladesh Forces 
No. 3012/BDF/GS (1) 

31st July, 1971 
To  :  Sadeq Khan 

         4/A Palm Avenue 
         C/O. Barrister A. Salam 

         CALCUTTA-19 

 

Subject : Situation Report for Publication in press and radio 

 

I am sending you Newsletter vide Memo No. l dated 31 July, 71. Please send 

cameraman Uzzal immediately. Major Khalid has asked for him. Thanking you. 

 

Enclosures—                    Sd/-Sultan M Khan 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

REPORT ON COM1LLA, DACCA AND FARIDPUR SECTORS 

 
MEMO NO-1 

31 July, 1971 
 

FARIDPUR 
 

Following incidents show intensive commando activities by the MF are going on 
in Faridpur district. 

 

(a) A Shanti Committee (so called) meeting was raided by Mukti Fouj on 20th 

July. Secretary Shanti Committee, Nurul Islam, member Shanti Committee both 

active collaborators were killed. Two other collaborators were also killed. The 

incident happened in Palong under Madaripur subdivision. 
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Following are different activities which aroused confusion among the 

collaborators. Govt. machineries have been seriously damaged due to different 

commando actions by Liberation Army. 

(b) A West Pakistani police was killed when Naria police station was raided on 

26th July. 

 

(c) Angaria Bazar under Palong police station: Jute godown Containing 25000 

(approx) maunds of raw Jute has been burned & completely destroyed. Official 

records of Tehsil office and Agriculture office were completely destroyed. 

 

(d) Rashid Fakir, Rashid Dhali and Hafij all dangerous enemy collaborators were 

killed. The incident took place in Sahjahanpur Bazar under Khederganj P. S. Two 

other collaborators one Kadir Khan of Domeshwar under Palong police station and 

Yunus of Bhijishwar and Naria police station were killed. 
 

Official records of revenue office and munsif court of both Chirandi under Palong 
P. S. & Goshirhat were also burned. 

 
However a police station outpost & wireless station at Pamodia under Goshirhat 

P. S. were under heavy Commando attack. Wireless equipments were taken away by 
Mukti Fouj. Similar incidents happened in Bhederganj P. S. 

 

COM ILL A 

 

(a) Heavy fire exchange had been going on in Shaldanadi area on 25th, 26th & 

27th July. Small fire arms & mortar was used on enemy position. It seems enemy has 

suffered heavy casualties on 26th of July (figure not yet known). 

 

Enemy has dispersed and retreated toward bridge Monora. Enemy is trying to 

repair the broken bridge Monora by taking defense round it. 

 

(b) Chairman Shiraj Mian Bhuian of village Akhahura P. S. Kaikhola who was 

one of the active collaborator has surrendered to the Shaldanadi Commander. 

 
(c) One company of enemy troops concentrated in a house of Amartali. After last 

fight (exchange of mortar & fire arms) enemy forward position was ambushed. 
 

(d) On 23rd July at Kalyashnagar one platoon of Mukti Fouj exchanged fire with 
enemy. Enemy position 21 killed,30 injured. Though not confirmed it seems an 

officer was also killed. 
 

One rail bridge, two telephone posts, two enemy trucks have been successfully 

blown up at Bogabari on 26th of July. 

 

 

---------------------- 
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SECRET 

HQ Bangladesh Forces 

No. 3012/BDF/GS (1) 
02 August 1971 

To  :  Sadeq Khan 
4/A Palm Avenue 

C/O. Barrister A. Salam 
CALCUTTA-19 

 
Subject : Situation Report for Publication in Press and Radio 

 

I am sending a Newsletter vide Memo No 2 dated 02 August 71. Some songs and 

poems are received regularly from 'Mukti Bahini' for publication. I would appreciate 

if you let me know the decision. This publication will however boost up their moral. 

 

Enclosures: 4 (four)               Sd/-Sultan M. Khan 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

SECRET 

 

BULLETIN            Dated 02 August 71 

 

Report on Sylhet Brahmanbaria Sector, Part of Mymensingh. The Mukti Fouj 
regulars as well as commandos in a series of operation inflicted heavy casualties upon 

the enemy. Commandos, however wiped out many collaborators. 
 

(1) About 25 enemy soldiers were killed when on the 24th instant enemy positions 
were ambushed.However enemy forced civilians to carry their dead bodies & heavy 

ammunition. This incident took place in (Kamlapur village) Teliapara, Sylhet. 
 

(2) Mukti Fouj guerrillas laid an anti tank mine and derailed a passenger cum 

troops carrying road at Ohinaspur at a place little to the west Narshingdi. Despite 

many safety measures, enemy was trapped in derailed four bogies. 

 

(3) The same group of guerrillas also destroyed the railway station signal board. 

& telegraph equipments at Sararchar (near Bajitpur. P. S. Sub-division Kishoreganj, 

District Mymensingh). Later Pak army terrorized the civil area. 
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(4) On the 14th instant one Maulana Sanaullah who was the Vice President of 

Bajitpur thana peace committee (so-called) had been injured and died on 26th night. 

On 10th one infamous Bachchu Mian of Bajitpur was killed. 

(5) On 29 July at Mohammadpur, Teliapara. Sylhet, due to an ambush 35 to 40 

soldiers were killed. In the same operation one officer (captain), two J.C.O. (subedar), 

one N. CO. (Hav.) have been also killed. 

 

(6) In Durmanagar one razakar was killed due to mine blast. In the same area 

enemy-position was ambushed, casualties not been confirmed (Sylhet). 

 

(7) On 29th July in another ambush at Dutpatil P. S. Chunarughat nine enemy 

soldiers were killed. 

 

(8) Guerrillas damaged wireless at Bhatakandi P. S. Daudkandi. A tea party was 
raided on 25th July by the same group on the following so-called peace-committee 

members, Abu Mian, chairman P. C. of Dayerpara and Majidpur union and Mamtaj 
Mian. Six rifles were snatched away from razakars of Methakhanda sta. Mukti Fauj 

also killed five razakars at Belabo market. 
 

CHITTAGONG SECTOR 
 

Put explosive & blew four electrical pylons at Amlaghat. 

 

Mukti Fouj raided Narora bazar (Ramgarh) & caught one active collaborator Abu 

Ahmed s/o Lai Mian. 

 

Raided Kaiiitia & some collaborator died, some injured. Pak collaborator Md. 

Siraj chy, and two more were murdered. 

 

DACCA, COMILLA, NOAKHALI & FARIDPL'R SECTOR 

 

(1) Saldanadi-Mortar used & enemy position attacked. Heavy casualties expected 

(enemy). Figures not yet confirmed (27th July). 

 
(2) 23th July-270 ft. of the railway track on the southern side of Harimangal 

bridge has been demolished. 
 

(3) 28th-July Mortar charge on enemy position at Bijna bridge, southern side of 
Bayera. Enemy suffered 10 casualties including 3 dead. 

 
(4) 28th July-demolished bridge near Saldanadi railway station. Enemy position 2 

dead. 5 injured. 

 

(5) Harimangal, in an area of 70 ft in total i. e. 35 ft bridge & 20ft. in each side of 

the bridge has been demolished. 
 

(6) 28th July-at Anandpur near Comilla enemy defense was attacked. Enemy 
position 3 dead. 
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Following are different accounts of operations carried out on enemy defence    

position. 

28th July. At Moheshwar six enemy casualties 
28th July, At Amartali 8 casualties (enemy). 

28th July, Bashmongal 6 killed & 5 injured. 
28th July. Anandpur 11 Killed & 5 injured. 

29th July, Roteshwar 2 dead & injured. 
 

On 29 July at Anandpur a railway bridge along with 20 ft. of rail line on both 
sides were destroyed. The bridge is located between Pakirhat and Rajpur railway 

station. 

 

DACCA OPERATION 

 

Following are the news collected from the boys who had carried out the 

operations themselves. 

 

On 26th July 8-15 P.M. Motijheel Power & Water Sub-station (near Motijheel 

Mazar) had been completely demolished. Whole Motijheel colony is not getting 

neither electric nor water supply. 

 

On 23rd night Muktibahini went to demolish Zatrabari bridge, when they had to 

encounter West Pakistani police in this operation. 52 (fifty two) police were killed. 
 

On 28th night 8 P. M. Hand grenades were thrown one. E.P.R.T.C. Bus depot. 
Motijheel, result not known. 

 
An important electric line from Shiddirganj Ulan line had been blown up 

successfully at 12 P. M. on 23rd July. Guerrillas at first recovered forty-five anti 
personnel mines planted by enemy to protect the same. Of these 12 were big anti 

personnel mines. 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS 

 

HQ Bangladesh Forces 

NO. 3012/BDF/GS (Ops) 

04 August. 1971 

To  :  Sadeq Khan 

4/ A Palm Avenue 

C/O. Barrister A. Salam 

Calcutta-19 
 

Subject: Situation Report for Publication in Press and Radio & Photos. 

 

I am sending you television script recently broadcast by the Granada Television 
Ltd. and also photograph (taken by the same group). Please acknowledge no. Of 

receipt. News 
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items as usual is going with it. I am also sending photographs of DARMCHARI 

INCIDENT. 

 
Enclosures-15 (fifteen)           Sd/-Sultan M. Khan 

 
*   *   *   *   * 

 
PAK TROOPS AMBUSHED 

 
Does ever river stop flowing? The river bed was death bed for ninety Pak army. 

 

Does ever river stop flowing? Now a big question for Pak army. But it did. Mukti 

Fouj has made it possible. Very recently Pak Army started replenishing and re-

enforcing their forward troops in boats, when a severe fight attained its climax in 

northern part of Comilla. Pak Army is fighting its level best to repeal the constant 

chase and ambush by the Mukti Fouj. In these recent fighting’s enemy has practically 

been physically and normally held by the Mukti Fouj. 

 

On 29th July in a bid to re-enforce and replenish, Pak Army moved about 300 

troops in seven big boats being out off from road and railway communications. Mukti 

Fouj laid a successful riverine ambush which is unique in its nature near Jafrganj, 

Comilla. Out of these seven boats four came right into the hard ambush site and Mukti 

Fouj opened fire with mortar, LMG and MG. The big joke came true. The river 
suddenly stopped flowing, but enemy could not stop the four boats from sinking. 

These four boats were carrying about 125 troops (About a company). Alas! Almost all 
the personnel were killed or drowned with the sunk boats. The remaining three boats 

however escaped their way back under the cover of Artillery fire. 
 

At about the same time at Mandabagh (in Comilla) Mukti Fouj raided an enemy 
position simultaneously with MG and Mortar, causing about 30 casualties. Here the 

battle is still going on. However reports are pouring in. 

 

Recent incidents in and around Comilla has a very depressing effects on enemy 

moral. Pak Army is so much so panic-strickened that they are vacating Govt. Offices 

from Comilla town to Chandina. 

 

Let us hope that river of Bangladesh shall never flow for the enemy. 

 
Following are different facts and accounts of different operations carried out by 

Mukti Fouj from 30th July to 2nd August along North and North-East part of Comilla. 

 

On 30th of July in the Northern, North-Eastern part of Comilla enemy defense 

positions at different places were either raided or ambushed by the Mukti Fouj. Pak 

Army positions were seriously shattered inflicting heavy casualties. At Srimantapur 

enemy forward positions were raided. As a result of which eleven regular troops were 

killed. In the same place on the same date in another ambush by Mukti Fouj again 

four enemy 
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soldiers were shot to death. However, in two other ambush at Koteshwar and Rachia 

Mukti Fouj simultaneously killed four enemies and' inflicted injury on two other Pak 

soldiers. Four other enemy defense positions such as Anandapur and Nayanpur were 

kept busy by a constant hammering by the Mukti Fouj. At Anandapur twelve and at 

Nayanpur 18 enemy soldiers were killed in a series of fighting’s. 

On 31st July when enemy was yet to recover from recent shocks, had to suffer 

again a heavy amount of casualties. At Kayampur enemy had to retreat from their 

strong forward position. Enemy lost however, 12 of their soldiers and 20 others were 

injured. On the same day at Yakubpur and Latumura 20 of the Enemy soldiers were 

killed. 

 

On 1st of August in northern part of Comilla enemy positions were turned to such 

a climax that they had to lose their thread and had to fly way leaving a mass of about 

130 soldiers hurried in the graveyard. Near Jafarganj (Comilla) ninety soldiers were 
either killed or drowned (story is given separately). 

 
At Harimongal when Pak army took their defense position near the bridge in an 

ambush 30 Pak regular troops were killed. At Kayampur in an encounter enemy 
suffered 13 casualties of which nine were dead on the spot. At Srimantapur Mukti 

Fouj killed 3 enemy soldiers and at Koteshwar two Pak troops. 
 

The disaster made by Mukti Fouj on enemy positions were still heavier. Incident 

at Kalachara has already been stated. Mukti Fouj opened fire by heavy guns on enemy 

concentration at Latumura; Chandiwar, Baria and Gurait causing 29 casualties. Mukti 

Fouj again hit the jackpot at Kayampur killing about 10 enemy soldiers injured 4 of 

them. Mukti Fouj opened mortar fire on enemy movement at Jikra and also inflicted 

14 casualties on the enemy. 6 of the enemy bunkers were destroyed. 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

IMPORTANT NEWS 

 

HQ. Bangladesh Forces 

No. 3012/BDF/GS (I) 
05 Aug, 71 

To  :  Sedeq Khan 
4/A Palm Avenue 

C/O. Barrister A. Salam 
Calcutta-19. 

 
Subject: Situation Report for Publication in Press and Radio 

 

I am sending you a Newsletter vide Memo No. 3 dated 05 August 71. 

 

Enclosure-1 (one)      Sd/ Sultan M. Khan 

 

*  *  *  *  * 
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SPECIAL SITUATION REPORT-DACCA OPERATIONS 

1. On 25th July at 0601 hrs. a Dacca going train from Narsingdi was blown up, 

(electric system) at Kalsata near Pubile. Two bogies (loaded with sand and stone) the 
diesel engine and three bogies carrying passengers and W. P. Police were completely 

destroyed on the spot. The engine caught fire instantaneously. The black smoke was 
seen, all the bogies were derailed and thrown into the marshy land. Splinters and 

stones were thrown within about the range of 150-200 yards. A small culvert was 
destroyed by the thrown bogies loaded with sand and stone. About 30-35 persons 

including W. P. Police were dead. The railway engineer who went and visited the spot 
told Guerillas that it was the most successful operation and caused heaviest damage 

among the other blown up trains. 

 

2. On 27th July at 2011 hrs the power Sub Station of Motijeel (Pir Jangi Mazar) 

was destroyed completely. A party of 4 guerilla entered the Sub-Station and disarmed 

all the guards out of which 2 were W. P. Police. They tied up the guards there, they 

broke & opened the lock and put explosive and killed .the 2 W. P. Police. Explosion 

took place and the whole thing was destroyed. The whole building collapsed and the 

areas of Motijheel. Shahjahanpur, Gopibag and Kamalapur station were completely 

destroyed. The Motijheel area is absolutely in panic. While a withdrawing party was 

coming through the Railway Colony (Non Bengali inhabitants) they were surrounded 

by about 40/50 razakars. The FF threw grenades and opened up fire. About 8/1.0 

razakars died on the spot. 

 
3. a. On the 23rd July 2 pylons between Siddhirgonj were cut. This party has 

disarmed 35 small anti personnel mines and 10 big antipersonnel mines, which were 
laid around the pylons. 

 
b. On the 23rd July a pylon in the line between Siddhirgonj and Khilgaon was 

destroyed. 
 

c. On the 22nd July a pylon in the line between Siddhirgonj and Kamalapur was 

destroyed. This party was detailed only to cut the pylons. 

 

4. On the 15th July at 12 pm electric pylons were cut by cutting charge. The 

pylons were near Tongi bridge. These lines connect between Mirpur and Tongi and 

Tongi to Dacca. 

 

5. On the 28th July one electric pylon was cut. This line has gone from Kaligonj 

to Tongi. It was the line of 33000 volts. The spot was wad Nagadi. 

 

6. On the 15th July the Railway culvert near Pagla was blown up while a train 

was crossing the bridge. The bridge was destroyed completely. The two empty front 

bogies were thrown into the water and the engine was hanging with the line on one 
side. The system used was electric system. 

 
7. Two hand grenades were thrown in the training centre near Dacca Mill 

Barrack. As a result two of the razakars were killed. Date of operations on 11th July 
71. 
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8. On the 15th July an improvised was thrown at the Peace Committee Officers 

of Alamgonj, Dacca. Two of the Peace Committee members were killed. 

9. On the 12th July an attempt was made to kill a notorious collaborator. The 

person was going in a ferry boat with girls and his daughters. The boat was sunk and 

the persons were all killed. 

 

SYLHET & BRAHMANBARIA SECTOR. 

 

1st August-Our Mukti Fouj patrol party opened fire on enemy patrol party at 

Chowrasira killing enemy troops including 1 razakar. 

 

2nd August, 3 enemy troops were killed at Amopara tea garden. The enemy 

moved out about 28 vehicles from Teliapara towards Madhabpur. Mukti Fouj laid 
ambush, opened fire on enemy killing three enemy troops and several injured. 

Ambush bid by Mukti Fouj on enemy position at Rema lea garden & Balla camp 
killing about three & four enemy troops. Simultaneously in the same place Mukti Fouj 

in an ambush killed two & three enemy troops consecutively. 
 

On 31st July Mukti Fouj laid two anti tank mines at Surma village in an area 
Krishnapur. As a result, a three tonner carrying enemy troops were blown to pieces 

due to explosions of both the mines killing about as many as 20 enemy troops & 

wounded many. Enemy annoyed by the incident put civilian houses on fire. 
 

CHITTAGONG SECTOR. 
 

A large number of razakars were killed when Mukti Fouj raided enemy position at 
Bagar Bazar. Mukti Fouj opened fire on an enemy patrol party killing three enemy 

soldiers and damaged a vehicle also. In an ambush nine enemy troops were killed at 
Debpur. This incident took place on 31st July. At Chgalnaya Mukti Fouj raided 

enemy position and killed ten enemy soldiers and injured five Pak troops. 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

IMPORTANT NEWSLETTER 

 

HQ Bangladesh Forces 

No. 3012/BDF/GS (0) 

08 August, 71 

To :  Sadeq Khan 

Secretary, Bangladesh Archives 

13/1 Palm Avenue 

Calcutta-19 
 

Subject: Situation Report for publication in Press and Radio 

 

I am sending you a Newsletter vide Memo No 5 dated 08 August, 71. 
          

Sd/Sultan Mahmood 
  *  *  *  *  * 
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News Bulletin on Comilla, Part of Noakliali Sector 

A.Feni 

Due to demolition of the communication poles at Jagannath, telecommunication 
between Feni & Chauddogram is completely dislocated and disconnected. 

 
Road communication between Feni & Chittagong has also been cut off when 

Mukti Fouj demolished the Anautali bridge using 3001b explosive. The incident took 
place on 31st July, 1 razakar was also killed due to the explosion. The bridge requires 

major repair. 
 

At Paithra (near Feni) 5 razakars have been arrested with the following mines 

(a) Anti tank mine -3 (b) Anti Personnel mine-6. 

 

A small Guerrilla working inside Bangladesh attacked on a -razakar section at 

Senbath (north) and killed 4 & injured 6 of the section. The guerrillas captured 2,303 

Rifles. Razakars in around Feni were forced to take part against Mukti Fouj. But it is 

reported recently that razakars (70%) are ready to help 'Mukti Fouj. Bad elements 

though still are very much in the picture. But we can hope that in the long run they 

will be eliminated. 

 

B. Comilla & North Eastern part of Comilla. 

 

Enemy has concentrated their maximum strength in and around Comilla town, 
though Pak troops are trying to lodge offensive drive. They had to take again and 

again a defensive measure, even enemy had to withdraw from some of their defensive 
position. Guerrillas are operating as well in deep inside of Comilla district. Here it is 

reported razakars are rather helpful. 
 

On Comilla Companiganj road due to a mine explosion one enemy vehicle 
carrying rations was completely destroyed. 4 Pak troops were killed and 1 rifle was 

captured. 

 

From 2nd August to 3rd August only in one sub-Sector at northern part of Comilla 

dist. fifty three enemy troops were killed by the Mukti Fouj either in an ambush or 

raid. Following are the places where successful ambush was raid, such as Anandpur, 

Srimonthpur, Ajanpur, Charnal & Harimongal. At Ajanpur Mukti Fouj ambushed the 

enemy while repairing the broken Ajanpur bridge with the help of public and caused 

major casualties including civilians. 14 enemy troops & 11 civilians were killed. At 

Anandpur four, at Srimonthpur three at Charnal six, at Harimangl about eight 

enemy troops were killed. At Koteshwar while enemy position was attacked one 

enemy soldier was killed & 3 injured. Eleven enemy troops were killed while enemy 

position at Gazipur were ambushed on 3rd Aug. Enemy position were raided with 

mortar support at Harimongal & Rajpur on 4th August killing consecutively eight & 7 
enemy troops. 

SYLHET & BRAHMANBARIA SECTOR 
At Sylhet (southern part) enemy has concentrated around Teliapara tea garden 

such as Shejamura, Dharmaghar, Chourasta etc. Mukti Fouj raided enemy with M. G 
& mortar support. Enemy tried to encircle Mukti Fouj's position from four sides & 

exchanged fires. 
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Six enemy troops were killed & 2 other were wounded. This incident took place on 5th 

of August. 

Three enemy vehicles carrying enemy troops & ration while coming from Surma 

village were blown off. This included one jeep and 3 tonners. It is reported that one 

officer & one J. C. 0 were killed in the same operation. 

 

On 5th August enemy position was ambushed at Alipura (west of Sitidhai) killing 

15 enemy troops, several other enemy personnel’s were wounded, and some of the 

enemy bunkers were killed. Guerillas (a small troop) were sent deep inside to 

demolish Sutang railway bridge. While operating enemy opened fire. Mukti Fouj took 

their defense position and successfully sunk one enemy boat killing many enemy 

troops & razakars. In an explosion of three hundred pound bombs several other Pak 

Army & Razakars were killed. 
 

CHITT AGONG SECTOR 
The Chopped Off Head 

 
It was a Major's head, a Pak Army Major. The head was chopped off and was sent 

to Bangladesh force's head quarter. A fierce battle was going on in Kararhat, Feni, 
Between Pak army & Mukti Fouj for last ten days, 

 

On 4th August Mukti Fouj fought for 5 hours killing about 37 enemy soldiers & 
50 razakars. In this dog fight Mukti Fouj achieved the battle's climax when they killed 

one Captain, two J. C. O. & managed to chop off the head of a Major, and carried it 
along with them when withdrawn to base. At one time enemy almost surrendered but 

meanwhile fresh reinforcement of two more enemy platoons compelled to withdraw 
to base, rest of the enemy were killed by villagers as they were running for life 

leaving behind arms and ammunition. Latest report from Kararhat confirms that on 
6th August enemy had to withdraw leaving behind civil force & few razakars in 

position. At Chgalnaya in an ambush four enemy troops were killed & 3 wounded. At 

Kaila the Kaila bridge was blown off and at Amlighat one pylon was blown off 

 

              *                    *      *         *   * 

 

PRESS MATTER AND DOCUMENTS 

 

HQ Bangladesh Forces 

No. 3012/BDF/GS (1) 

10th August, 1971 

To  :  Sadeq Khan 

Secretary, Bangladesh Archives 

13/1 Palm Avenue 
Calcutta-19. 

 
Subject: Situation Report for publication in Press and Radio 

 
I am sending you a Newsletter vide Memo No.6 dated 10th August 1971. 

Enc 1 osures-3        Sd/-Sultan Mahmood 
           *      *          *                *                  * 
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SYLHET, BRAHMANBARIA SECTOR 

Sylhet (south) & part of Mymensingh. 

Enemy concentration at Daripur-Latupur & in an area Mukundupur were under 

observation by Mukti Fouj for quite a long time. Following actions have been taken. 

Mukti Fouj laid antitank mine on Chunarughat road. On 5th August (morning) 
some enemy vehicles were blown up. Details not yet known. 

Guerillas were sent deep inside from the base, who have achieved following 

results from their actions. 

Eliminated following Pak collaborators. 

(a) On 27th July killed Seraj Mian alias Seeru, of village Bagdahar P. S 

Nabinagar. 

* Kafiluddin Ahmed, member of Peace Committee of village Mahesh pur, P. S 

Nabinagar on 27th July. 

* Two razakar groups of village Maheshpur P .S. Nabinagaj on 27th July 

* Harmuz of village Bhairabpur, P. S. Bhairab. 

* At Narayanpur Bazar P. S. Raipura killed on 31st July. Rashid a dacoit 

impersonating as Mukti Fouj. 

* Lai Mian of vill Simulkandi P.S. Bhairab on 28th July. On 3rd August Mukti 

Fouj ambushed enemy position at village Bhucabari, P.S. Nabinagar. ten enemy 

soldiers were killed. Mukti Fouj commandos lobbed grenades into Post Office at 

Narshingdi injuring several persons. As a result post office is closed down. 

Lobbed grenade into the East Pakistan Road Transport Corporation office at 

Narshingdi. Several persons were injured. The office is remained closed since 

27th July. 

Telephone communication between Bhairab Bazar and Narshingdi had been 
disrupted when Mukti Fouj blown up the telephone poles near Doulatkandi. 

COMILLA & FENI SECTORS 

In the north of Senbagh (Camilla) 4 razakars were killed on 5th of August. Two 

303 rifles were also captured by Mukti Fouj. A bridge on Feni-Ctg. highway in area 
Annantazi were blown off on 2nd August. At Shaldanadi area (Nayanpur) fierce 

fighting is going on since 5th of August. Enemy casualty not yet known. Mukti Fouj 

lost seven of their men in the battle. At chourala due to mortar fire on enemy position 

destroyed 3 enemy bunkers with eight casualties (2 killed & 6 injured). NK. Abdus 

Sattar & NK. Mujahid & Mohommad Ali Akkas of Mukti Fouj died in this battle. 

In the northern part of Comilla Mukti Fouj is still keeping their charges over the 
enemy. 5 enemy defence at Kanashtola on 2nd August were fired upon by Mukti 

Fouj. Four enemy soldiers were killed & 2 more were injured in an ambush at 
Surjanagar, 
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haunted by Mukti fouj enemy had to retreat. Eight enemy soldiers were killed & 

2 more were injured. 

COMILLA-THE CITY OF GUERILLAS 

 

The unconventional all out attack of Mukti Fouj has set an unnerving effect on the 

disillusioned occupation army of Pakistan. The intensive activities of the guerillas as 

in and around Comilla town has taken back the enemy. They have no choice but to 

vacate the town, second line of thought for them. Enemy had to shift their 2nd Head 

Quarter from Comilla to Chandina. In this already deserted city one must see the few 

enemy patrol parties. Being chased & haunted by mystery & death the Pak soldiers 

can no more hear the sound & movement of their own footsteps & vehicles. 

 

On 4th of August at Rajpur Mukti Fouj attacked the enemy position with mortar 
support. About 20 (twenty) Pak soldiers & 7 razakars died on the spot. Pak army 

could not face the tremendous thrust on them & had to retreat from their defence 
position at Anandpur village. Virtually they had to run away. In the same area, north 

of Camilla (near river Gumati) near the broken Harimongal bridge Mukti Fouj killed 
three enemy soldiers & at Srimantpur killed two more of them. Mukti Fouj on the 6 of 

August again launched an attack on enemy defence position at Shawlpur village & 
killed as many as twenty enemy soldiers. A student led an ambush laid by Mukti Fouj 

at-Brahmanbaria sector. Mukti Fouj however eliminated ten enemy soldiers & ten 

razakars. At Burirchang Police Station 15 razakars lost their lives in the hands of 

Mukti Fouj. Enemy defence position at Koteshwar suffered two consecutive attacks 

on 4th & 5th August and simultaneously lost 10 of their soldiers. 

 

NORTH EAST OF COMILLA (NEAR AKHAURA & KASHBAH) 

 

At Nabinagar & Muradnagar P. S. during last 10 days 25 razakars were killed. 

Some of their names are given below: 

 (1) Akkas Ali Master of village Alndikot. 

 (2) Kaptain Miah, Chairman, Srikhail, 

 (3) Shiru Miah of Bagdahar, Nabinagar. 

 (4) Mazed Miah of Moheshpur, " 
 (5) Kafiluddin of Bitghar, " 

 
Following are the short accounts of raid and ambush at different parts of north- 

eastern Comilla operated by Mukti Fouj. 
  

(a) On 3rd August in an ambush at Ibrahimpur eleven enemy soldiers were       

killed. 

  

(b) On 3rd August raided enemy position at Kashimpur killing one enemy soldier. 
  

(c) On 3rd August raided enemy position at Merasani & Kalachara tea 
garden killing consecutively one & three. 

  
      (d) On 3rd Aug. Railway lines at Rajpur were blown up. 
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(e) On 3rd Aug. enemy position at Latumura, Chandivvar were attacked. Nineteen 

(19) enemy soldiers were killed. On 2nd of Aug. mortar fire on enemy position killed 

as many as ten Pak soldiers. 

(f) On 5th Aug. Ambush laid on ememy position at Bogabari. Four enemies were 

killed & 2 were injured. 

(g)  On 6th. August ambushed enemy position at Kashbah. Enemy suffereds 

twenty-nine casualties, Nineteen were killed & ten of the enemy troops were seriously 

injured. 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

PRESS MATTER AND DOCUMENTS 

 

HQ Bangladesh Forces 
NO. 30/2/BDF/GS (1) 

12 August, 1971 
 

To :  Sadeq Khan 
Secretary, Bangladesh Archives 

13/1 Palm Avenue 
Calcutta-19 

 

Subject: Situation Report for Publication in Press and Radio 

 

I am sending you a Newsletter vide Memo No.7 dated 12th August 1971. 

 

Encloures-3 (Three only)             Sd/Sultan Mahmood 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

REPORT ON COMILLA 

SALDA NADI SECTOR 

 

Victory is ours, there is no doubt. Enemy has now taken the defence line 
technique. Yet they had to retreat from their different defence positions. Enemy 

concentration was heavy around Shaldanadi (at Nayanpur, at Mandabagh etc.). 
During last one month enemy position was hammered and butchered like anything. 

As a result either enemy had to retreat or wherever they repulsed suffered heavy 
casualties. On 10th August Mukti Fouj has totally driven away the enemy from 

Nayanpar. On 11th enemy forces withdrew with heavy mortars from their positions at 
Mandabagh and surrounding area and went towards Brahmanbaria. It was worth 

seeing low the enemy soldiers were running for their lives. In this sector about 200 sq. 

mile occupied area has been recaptured from the enemy. (A detail story shall follow). 

 

FURTHER NORTH EAST OF COMILLA. 
 

Anti personnel mines were laid on rail line near Baichomora between Sharishadi 
and Gurbati railway stations. Two enemy patrolling troops were killed due to the mine 

burst. 
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A student freedom fighter at village Boria Ayubpur killed one Mir Ali Akbar and 

his son, who had been acting as razakar's intelligence chief. 

Sylhet (South) Sector & Brahmanbaria 

 

* Mukti Fouj attacked razakars camp at Ekpala on 9th August. Five razakars 

were killed & one 303 rifle with 53 rounds were captured. 

* Ambushed enemy position at Assampura. Ten enemy soldiers were killed & 

several wounded. 

* Ambushed enemy position at village Kamalpur on 9th August. Three enemy 

soldiers were killed. 

* In an ambush razakars were killed at west of Bijoynagar on 9th of August. 

 

COMMANDO ACTIVITIES AT DIFFERENT PLACES 
 

On 12th July demolished machinery and furniture of the building of the Electric 
Sub-station at Godnail (Narayanganj). Different factories & mills have stopped 

working as supply of power is not available. Most affected mills are Chittaranjan and 
Lakhmi Narayan Cotton mills, Jute Marketing Corporation. 

 
On 26th July demolished railway bridge (called Majhirpara pool) on Rly siding. 

Narayanganj to the Jute Marketing Corporation area. Result achieved movement of 

goods train stopped. 
 

On 4th August put the Jute godown of Jute Marketing Corporation at Godnail 
Narayangonj on fire. Fire continued for next four days. Capacity of the godown 

was fifty/sixty thousand BF bales. At the time of fire two thirds of the godown 
was full. 

 
On 30th July demolished two pylons on one lac thirty two thousand kilowatt grid 

line Ashugainj-shiddirganj (Dacca) Shibpur PS Shibpur. Power connection between 

Ashuganj-Dacca disrupted & suspended. Same party demolished 1000 K. W. grid line 

between Dacca-Ashuganj which goes via Bhairab Narshingdi Ghorasal. 

 

Demolished two telephone poles each & cut away wire on railway teleline & civil 

teleline between Bhairab to Dacca near Jinardi railway station. 

 

At 0700 hours on 30 July 71, guerilla party ambushed at Nankara, road bend 4 

Miles south of Chowddagram. The party opened fire while an enemy jeep passing by 

the ambush side towards Jagannath Dighi. All the members of that jeep jumped out 

except driver, the driver after being hit with numerous of bullets on the jeep went 

away ahead. The six members who jumped out from the jeep were killed on that spot. 

The ambush party reached there and found a Punjabi who was wounded with bullets 
hit through his right ear. His G-3 rifle and ammunition pack captured, snatched away 

and dragged 
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towards the border. On the way he died. Two letters written by his wife and some 

Tabiz' with plastic cover from his pocket were found by our party. The person is 

2456196 NK Manzoor Ahmed of C Coy, 39 Baluch Regiment. 

At 2330 hours on 30 July 71, our guerilla party opened up fire with own mortar 

and MMG at Chowddagram for whole night and stopped in the morning. The enemy 

suffered heavy casualties reported by civilian. 

 

At 1130 hrs on 31 July 71, own ambush party fired on the enemy while moving 

freely from Chowddagram and Jagannath. 20 of the enemy fell on the north side and 6 

fell on the southern side of the road. The enemy withdrew from their position under 

covering fire and carried the dead bodies with the help of the civilian. Total casualties 

of enemy are 32. 

 

At 0600 hours on 02 August 71, own troops opened fire on the enemy who were 
freely walking on the road Harisardar Hat. 8 enemy soldiers killed as confirmed by 

civilian. Again the enemy opened artillery shelling on our own troops. Own troops 
also replied against the enemy which continued throughout the day. In the whole day 

enemy suffered 25 casualties including 15 dead. 
 

On 03 August 71, our troops opened fire on a group of enemy standing on the 
roads between Chowddagram and Miarbazar and also moving freely at a distance of 

500-600 yards from the road. 4 enemy soldiers were killed and some others were 

injured. 

 

The Mukti Bahini on night 02/03 August 71 caught a razakar party on 

Chottakhola— Feni road with anti tank and 6 anti personnel mines who were sent to 

mine that areas. Names of the arrested, culprits are as under:— 

 

a. Ghulam Mustafa. 

 

b. Nurul. Islam. 

 

On 29 July 71, the Mukti Bahini opened fire on the enemy which was carrying the 

troops by Motor Launch on the Ghakutia river (between Ramchandrapur and 
Bancharampur) to Homna Police Station, fierce fire fight continued for more than 45 

minutes. The enemy suffered 15-16 casualties including 5 dead. The Motor Launch 
could not be sunk-destroyed as the 8.5. Rocket Launcher did not fire the rocket. It has 

been reported further that an active collaborator Karim's son who was travelling in 
that Motor Launch was also killed. 

 
 

*  *  *  *   * 
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PRESS MATTER AND DOCUMENTS 

HQ Bangladesh Forces 

No. 3012/BDF/GS (I) 
13th August, 1971 

To  :  Sadeq Khan 
Secretary, Bangladesh Archives 

13/1 Palm Avenue 
Calcutta—19 

 
Subject: Situation Report for Publication in Press and Radio 

 

I am sending you a Newsletter vide Memo No.8 dated 13th August 1971. I am 

also sending you some of the Poems and songs written by M. F. boys. 

 

Sd/-Sultan Mahmood 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

PRESS MATTER AND DOCUMENTS 

COMILLA SOUTH 

 

On 05 August 1971, the Mukti Bahini went out as usual to trouble the enemy. 

They saw enemy moving freely on the road. At 1630 hours it was seen that enemy 
had fallined in front of the bazar Rangamura. another enemy of 10 was seen coming 

out from the bunker and marching towards the place where the troop had fallined. The 
Mukti Bahini opened fire on both the groups, as a result 2 enemy men died and 3 

injured as confirmed by the civilian. 
 

On 06 August 71, the Mukti Bahini was patrolling the eastern side of the road 
when they heard that a group of enemy was coming towards the border from the main 

road. The Mukti Bahini took up position on the bank of a pond facing the track which 

came from the main road to the border. At last the enemy crossed the road in singles 

and assembled in a hut. The Mukti Bahini opened fire on them 4 enemy died. 

 

NORTH EAST OF COMILLA 

 

On 07 August '71, between Dhoom and Mostan Nagar railway stations the Mukti 

Bahini has blown up a railway pilot engine along with a Boggi causing total damage. 

It is expected that more than 4 railway persons including the driver and his assistant 

died due to this action. 
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CH1TTAGONG SECTOR 

100 (One hundred) enemy soldiers killed in Satkania. Enemy taken by surprise. 

 
On 2nd August Mukti Fouj guerillas killed one Pak collaborator (reknowned), 

Abul Khair, Principal Saikania College. On the same date, at the same place destroyed 
a bridge. This incident had an obvious impact Pak Army troops moved & 

concentrated in Satkania College. However alert the enemies, they could not think of 
almost a physical raid by Mukti Fouj on their heavy concentrations. Mukti Fouj took 

enemy by a surprise raid. This daring attempt gave away the enemy morale to such an 
extent that excepting a minor attempt to resist Pak Army was made almost silent 

spectator of the onslaught by the Mukti Fouj guerillas. Mukti Fouj inflicted more than 

one hundred casualties on the enemy. Mukti Fouj suffered a minor casualty, details 

are not yet known. Date of incident between 6th & 7th August. Casualties of the 

enemy from 7th to 13th, August not yet known. Heavy enemy casualties are expected. 

Mukti Fouj killed a large number of enemy collaborator in Patiya. On 8th August 

Mukti Fouj demolished a railway bridge at Banshakhala P. S Anowara. 

 

COMILLA. 

NEWS BULLETIN ON SHALDANADI, NAY ANPUR, MANDABAGH 

 

The enemy positions around the area has been destroyed & enemy retreated 

towards Brahmanbaria. Exact details are not yet known. Only on 7th August 33 (thirty 

three) enemy soldiers were killed and fourteen other were injured alone in Mandabagh 
bazar & Shaldanadi. On 7th August enemy positions at Mandabagh were destroyed. 

Our patrol party searched out the whole area and destroyed about one hundred enemy 
bunkers. Latest report: enemy also withdrew from Mandabagh Bazar. The area is 

completely under Mukti Fouj's possession. Between Kashba-Comilla roads, railway 
bridge, culverts, electrical pylons, electric poles & rail lines were completely 

demolished. At Kashba on 7th August in a successful ambush 13 (thirteen) enemy 
soldiers were killed. 

 

In Comilla sector between 7th to 9th August (so far news received) about ninety 

enemy soldiers were killed. Guerillas are still strengthening their position around 

Gumati nadi (near Comilla town) by repeated firing raids & ambush on enemy 

position. 

 

At Koteshwar on 8th August enemy had to suffer 8 casualties including five dead 

bodies. 100 yards of enemy telephone lines were cut off. In another raid at Koteshwar 

on 9th two more enemy soldiers were injured and at Amartali six other enemy soldiers 

died in a raid by Mukti Fouj. One bridge at Ajanpur was demolished by Mukti Fouj 

about 10 days the same bridge was repaired by the enemy. At Akhaura sector in an 

ambush laid at Chandarpur enemy again lost two qf their men. 

 
BIBIR BAZAR AREA. 

Mukti Fouj destroyed the Lalar bridge with the help of civilians (near Mear bazar) 
and again on the same date damaged Dhalibari bridge & then raided Mear bazar 

camp, killing five Pak soldiers & five razakars. Five more enemy soldiers were killed. 
In another raid on the same date at Bakshanagar enemy further lost ten (10) more of 

their 
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soldiers & six other got injured. However on 7th instant two enemy soldiers were 

killed in an reconnaissance, 3 more injured. 

ACTIVITIES OF COMMANDOS IN AND AROUND DACCA. 

 

* (Details will be given later) Dacca Narshingdi road communication is disrupted 

due to complete demolishing of Panchapakhi bridge (Demra-Narshngdi.) On 4th 

August the freedom fighters could demolish the bridge. 

 

* Kachcha road in between Araihajar-Bolta half a mile of the kachcha road was 

demolished by digging under water level. Due to which Army communication to 

Araihajar has been stopped. (5th August) 

 

* 30th July, the bridge between Dacca-Daudkandi (Comilla road) was blown up 
beyond repairable condition. Communication between Comilla Dacca disrupted. 

 
*Due to explosion of anti personnel mine at Mirpur road, Dacca one car belonging 

to a West Pakistani was blown to pieces. 
 

* Enemy check post at Firm gate, Dacca was raided on 30th July. 4 enemy soldiers 
were killed on the spot and 5 (Five) other died later. Injured enemy soldiers are five 

more. 

 
* West Pakistani shop, Ganny's and Vogue were raided with grenades on 2nd 

August. Both the shops were damaged and several injured. 
 

 
 

 
--------------- 
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PRESS MATTER AND DOCUMENTS 

HQ Bangladesh Forces 
No. 30J2/BDF/GS( 1) 

14th August, 1971 
To :  Sadeq Khan 

Secretary, Bangladesh Archives 
13/1 Palm Avenue 

Calcutta—19 
 

Subject: Situation Report for Publication in Press and Radio 

 

I am sending you a Newsletter vide Memo No.9 dated 14
th

 August, 1971. 

 

Sd/-Sultan Mahmood 

 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

NEWS BULLETIN ON SYLHET (SOUTH) & BRAHMANBARIA SECTOR 

 

Mukti Fouj laid ambush in area Shejamura & killed one enemy soldier. Several 

others were wounded (12th August). 
 

Mukti Fouj laid anti tank mine on Teliapara Chunarughat road in area Surma tea 
garden. A five-tonner civ. vehicle while carrying enemy troops was blown and 

severely damaged due to the mine explosion. Eight (8) enemy personnel’s were killed 
on the spot & several others were wounded. 

 
PART OF MYMENSINGH. 

 

On 3rd August freedom fighters lobbed grenade inside the Chamber of Dr. Fazlul 

Karim, (M.B.B.S.) at Char Shindhar Bazar, Ps Kaliganj. Fazlul Karim was seriously 

injured. One other & Gafur Bepari were killed due to the grenade charge. Both were 

great collaborators. 

 

Another collaborator Fazlu Miah of Girardi was eliminated for good by Mukti 

Fouj guerillas. 

 

On 5th August Mukti Fouj lobbed grenades inside National Jute Mill. & Janata 

Jute Mill. Both the Mills were closed down. 
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NEWS ITEMS ON COMILLA & FENI 

SOUTH OF COMILLA 

On 4th August Mukti Fouj opened fire on enemy who were moving freely on the 

road (near Bibirbazar). Enemy suffered casualties of two dead. The enemy retreated 

immediately without even replying the fire. 

 

Mukti Fouj Commandos raided enemy defense along the road from Harisardar hat 

to Amangonda with Morter & M.G. support. Enemy did not much reply to guerilla's 

fire. Most of the Razakars & Bihari recruits had left their positions. Mukti Fouj 

withdrew after expending all ammunitions & due to heavy shelling by the enemy on 

their position. Enemy suffered casualties of 13 (thirteen) dead including one CAF 

officer & 8 (eight) injured. This report is fully confirmed from various sources. It is 

further confirmed that the officer was wearing a peak cap, a black Militia shirt & a 
khaki trouser having a 7.62 MM Chinese pistol in a red leather case. In this operation 

Mukti Fouj suffered one dead & two injured. The enemy troops, here, consists of 50% 
Razakars, 25 % Militia & 25% pure Army men. 

 
On 10th August Mukti Fouj again opened fire on a group of 25 (twenty five) 

enemy men who were standing on a bridge Balujhuri. In this fire six of the enemy 
soldiers died. Rest of the enemy troops immediately withdrew taking cover of high 

roads carrying dead bodies. 

 
MIARBAZAR AREA (COMILLA) 

 
On 9th August ten enemy soldier s were killed on the spot in area Rajpur when 

Mukti Fouj raided enemy position. 
 

NORTH OF COMILLA (NEAR GUMATI RIVER) 
 

Enemy position are still suffering heavy casualties in this area. The remnants are 

trying to hold the ground. But the varying tactics of guerillas had only a definite 

impact & one and one answer. Die-the enemy! They have no choice but to die or 

flyaway. The grounds are too big for them. 

 

On 10th August enemy suffered another blow from Mukti Fouj at Koteshwar & 

Narua. Enemy was hit on their defense & (killed) lost three & six of their men 

consecutively. On the same instant at Rajapur another four of the enemy troops were 

killed in a successful raid by Mukti Fouj. 

 

The big blow came on 11th August. Mukti Fouj hit the enemy defence at 

Horimangal killing about twenty soldiers (enemy). Koteshwar was not spared. On 

11th instant again three enemy soldiers were killed. At Panchura on the same day 
enemy suffered casualties of two dead. These are all in raids & attacks by the Mukti 

Fouj. 
NORTH-EAST PART OF COMILLA 

 
Drived away from Nayanpur area (near Shaldanadi) the enemy forces tried to hold 

their ground at Mandabagh area. Enemy however cleared off from the main land of 
Mandabagh & took their position (defense) at Mandabagh bazar. This is on the 9th of 
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August. Enemy already suffered heavy casualties at Nayanpur. Mukti fouj. with 

greater spirit made an attempt on 9th August to clear the whole area of the enemy. 

Enemy suffered casualties of five dead and 1 injured at Mandabagh Bazar, again at 

Nawgaon 5 dead & nine (9) injured. Muktifouj demolished one bridge & 10 (ten) 

bunkers on the same date. On 10th at Mandabagh bazar, Muktifouj pushed their way, 

blew directly on enemy positions & killed about twenty three of the enemy soldiers & 

a greater number were injured. It is expected only in Mandabagh area Muktifouj 

inflicted 100 (one hundred) casualties within forty eight hours only in Mandabagh 

area. On 11th instant enemy withdrew with about 300 troops & heavy more 

equipments etc. towards Brahmanbaria. Muktifouj destroyed about one hundred 

enemy bunkers. An enemy fighting patrol was left behind. Muktifouj took care of 

them. By different ambush on 12
th

 of August at Lakhsipur, Mandabagh bazar & Poesh 

enemy casualties nine killed & 6 injured. (Detail story yet to be followed). 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

PRESS MATTER AND DOCUMENTS 

 
Echelon HQ Bangladesh Forces 

No. 3012/BDF/GS (T) 
I4th August 1971 

To:  Sadeq Khan 
Secretary, Bangladesh Archives 

13/1, Palm Avenue 

Calcutta-19 

 

Subject: Situation Report for Publication in Press and Radio. 

 

I am sending you a Newsletter vide Memo no. 14th August 1971. 

 

Sd/Sultan Mahmood 

Staff Officer 

Enclosure- one only 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 
COMILLA 

CHOWDDOGRAM- MIARBAZAR SUB-SECTOR. 
 

Muktifouj in different raid and ambush inflicted heavy casualties on enemy of 61 
(sixty one) dead & 20 (twenty) others injured, including one captain (killed), from 

17
th

 August to 20th August. Muktifouj also captured huge arms & ammunition 
including MG 43 bell box & MG chain. Details as follows : 
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At Muradnagar Muktifouj ambushed while enemy were moving in country boats. 

Muktifouj opened fire on enemy and killed one Captain & 29(twenty nine) other 

ranks. 5(five) Razakars. One Razakar has been arrested. Muktifouj captured following 

items : 

a.  Ammunition MG 43 bell box-2 box (one box full and one empty). 

b. 7.62 China ammunition-500 

c. Rifle 303-1. 

 

On the same date in an ambush Muktifouj killed two more enemy rankers. 

 

On 18th August raided enemy position at Anandpur and killed & injured 3 (three) 

& 2 (two) respectively. 

 
In two other encounters raid and ambush at Anandpur and Konteshtola 9 (nine) & 

7 (seven) enemy soldiers were killed & injured simultaneously. 
 

Again on 20th August Mukti Fouj ambushed enemy position at Rangunathpur 
inflicting casualty on enemy of 11 (eleven) dead & 3 (three) injured. Captured 

following items : 
 

a. MG 1 A 3 Chain and Magazine. 

b. I G-3 rifle. 

 

CHANDPUR (COMILLA DISTRICT) 

 

At Chandpur Mukti Fouj started intensive activities. On 16th August Mukti Fouj 

sunk 2 steamers, one large Cargo burge with Cargo. These ships were carrying enemy 

rations & stalls. One other steamer was damaged. Capacity was 2,000 to 3,000 

tonnage each. Launchghat & pantoons were destroyed & one I.W.T.A floating J.T. 

was damaged. While Muktifouj guerillas were coming back. Pak Army opened fire 

from the gun boats, but Muktifouj guerillas returned safely without suffering any 

casualty. 

 
SYLHET (SOUTH) 

On 20th August Muktifouj killed one & severely injured, one enemy soldier at 
Osmanpur. 

 
SUMMARY: 14TH TO 22ND AUGUST 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET-MOULVIBAZAR SECTOR 
Ambush: 9 

Raid: 12 

Razakar killed: 48 

Razakar wounded: 10 

Boats sunk or damaged: .....  

Encounter with Pak army: 13 

Attack on speed boats: 2 
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Pak army wounded: 67 

Pak army killed: 247 

Officers : 3 
Quisling killed: 36 

Quisling wounded: 1 
Police Personnel killed: 7 

Officer: 1 

Blowing up army vehicles: 6 

(With or without army by mines) 

Launch destroyed: 1 

Bridges and railway culverts blown up, demolished: 12 

Bridges damaged:  

Demolishing railway tracks:  

Damaging railway tracks: 3 

Shot guns captured: 

Rifles: 22 

Shot-guns: 21 

Bayonets: 3 

LMG: I 

Grenades - 4 

Electric Pylon (destroyed or damaged): 1 

Telephone lines removed: 4 

Telephone pools: 2 

Power pylons: 3 

DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR 
Ambush: 8 

Raid: 30 

Razakar killed: 18 

Razakar wounded: 4 

Razakar captured: 2 

Boats sunk or damaged: .... 

Bunker destroyed: 3 

Encounter with Pak army: 19 
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Pak army wounded: 75 

Pak army killed: 401 

                   Officers: 8 

Killing in Mukti Fouj: 1 

Quisling killed: 20 

(Principal, Mr. Abdul Khayem of Satkania College killed) 

Quisling wounded: I 

Blowing up army vehicles: 2 

(with or without army, by mines) 

Bridges & Railway Culverts blown up, demolished: 9 

Bunkers: 110 

Bridges damaged:  

Demolishing railway tracks: 9 ft. 

Damaging railway track: 133 yds. 

Guns captured: .... 

Telephone pools: 22 

Telephone lines removed: 2 miles 

Power Pylon: 10 

Electric Station: 1 

KUSHTIA-JESSORE- KHULNA SECTOR 

Ambush: 4 

Raid: 9 

Razakar killed: 28 

Razakar wounded: .. . 

Razakar captured: 17 

Boats sunk or damaged: .... 

Encounter with Pak army: 7 

Pak army wounded: 10 

Pak army killed: 77 

                    Officers: 2 

Quisling killed: 33 

Quisling wounded: ...  

Blowing up army vehicles: 1 
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(with or without army, by mines) 

Bridges & Railway culverts blown up, demolished: 3 

Bridges damaged: . . . 

Demolishing railway tracks: 

Damaging railway tracks: 

Telephone lines blown up: 1 

(in times) 

Guns captured: Rifle: 1 with ammunitions: 14 

Guns: 11 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR 

            Ambush: 7 

            Raid: 8 

Police Station raided: 3 

Police Officer killed: 1 

Police Personnel killed: 7 

Razakar killed: 27 

Razakar captured: 12 

Boats sunk- or damaged: 2 

Encounter with Pak army: 4 

Pak army wounded: 33 

Pak Army killed: 48  

Officers: 7 

Quisling killed: 55 

Quisling wounded: . .. 

Blowing up Army vehicles: 5 

(with or without army, by mines) 

Bridges & Railway culverts blown up, demolished: 2 

Bridges damaged: .. .. 

Demolishing Railway Track: 40 ft. Rly track 

Damaging Rly Track: 

Shot guns captured: Rifles: 36 

Power Pylon demolished: 1 

(Incomplete) 
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PRESS MATTER & DOCUMENTS 

 

HQ Bangladesh Forces 

No. 3012/BDF/GS (Ops) 

16th August 1971 

To :  Sadeq Khan 
Secretary, Bangladesh Archives 

13/1 Palm Avenue 
Calcutta-1 9 

 
Subject: Situation Report for Publication in Press and Radio 

 
I am sending you a Newsletter vide Memo No. 11 dated 16,h August, 1971. 

 

Enclosure-2 (Two only)           Sd/ Sultan Mahmood 

 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

CHITTAGONG SECTOR 

 

On 14th August enemy position at Chandgari was raided by Muktifouj 

guerillas. Enemy was forced to withdraw from their position. According to 

information received so far enemy suffered casualties of nine including one J.c.o. & 

four Razakars. Enemy was not allowed to hoist Pak flag. 

 
SYLHET (SOUTH) & BRAHMANBARIA 

 
(14th) Muktifouj in an attempt of raid blew off one house at Chowrasta where 

enemy soldiers used to stay. Enemy casualties not yet known. At Mukundapur 
Muktifouj mortarred enemy concentration, enemy casualties not yet known 

(14thAugust). Muktifouj moratrred enemy concentration at Sindhar khan tea garden. 
Enemy casualties not yet known. 

 

At Kamalpur Muktifouj raided enemy position with mortar support. Three enemy 

soldiers died on the spot. Casualties due to mortar is not yet known. 

 

On 12th of August Muktifouj killed four Razakars in Area Alinagar-Jainagar 

(Ahead of Mohanpur). 

 

On 13th August a small party of Muktifouj was encircled at Sindhar khan tea 

garden. Muktifouj fought and retrieved. Muktifouj without giving away any of their 

men killed five enemy soldiers. 
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Commando activities by Muktifouj around Dacca & Mymensingh. 

* On 25th July demolished gas pipe line at place between Ghorashal Railway 

station & Jinardi (Dacca district). 

* Muktifouj raided Bajitpur National Bank to capture aims & ammunition stored 

by Pak army. In an encounter with Pak Army Muktifouj killed three Pak armies & one 

guard & cashier. Muktifouj lost one of their men. However arms & ammunitions 

could not be seized. 

* At Jinardi on 31st July killed Shafique, brother of Shahjahan both notorious 

Pak 
collaborators. 

* Guerillas put fire to a jute god own of Mlircus a bailing agent of Jute 

Marketing Corporations on 5th August. About 400 bales of jute were burnt. 

* Killed collaborators Kala Miah of vill. of Meherkota and Harun Ali of village 

Krishnanagar Ps Nabinagar on 2nd & 3rd August consecutively. 

CHITAGONG SECTOR. 

Muktifouj in this area carried out large scale operation on the night of 13 & 14 

August. Enemy positions at Ramgarh SDO's Bunglow, SDO's office and Soil 

conservator's office were raided on 14th August causing heavy enemy casualty. 

Details of casualty not yet known. Raided enemy position at Mohanani Buddha 

mandir. Casualties not known. Same group blew up 48 yards of road in the same area. 

Enemy position guarding Sunachari bridge on road connecting Ramgarh & Karagor 

hat was raided by Muktifouj. Dying cry of enemy troops were heard during 20 

minutes of action. Casualties figure (enemy) not yet known. Enemy position at Bagan 
Bazar was mortarred. Casualties confirmed, but exact figure not yet known. 

At Andarmanik enemy Head Quarter were suddenly taken by a surprise attack by 

Muktifouj. An officer while taking parade salute from JCO were killed on the spot, 

three others standing nearby were also killed instantaneously. As reinforcement 

started arriving & mortar fire was opened, a large no. of enemy soldiers were killed. 

Muktifouj opened mortar fire on enemy position at Tolatali & Takia. This was 
followed by raids on these two enemy positions. Casualties not yet known. Two 

pylons at Takia & two also at Clinagar were demolished. 

COMILLA 

AKHAURA SUB-SECTOR 

Fighting patrol at Chandpur. Langkamura, Bagalpur (on 9th, 10th & 11th) 

fighting parties of Muktifouj killed 4 enemy soldiers, one razakar and arrested one 

razakar & one enemy informer. 

Muktifouj also raided Chandarpur area and killed four enemy soldiers (four dead 
bodies were seen in the morning). Muktifouj again raided isolate defence position at 

Dalalbari on 1 1
th

 August and killed 5 enemy soldiers. 
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Two enemy bunkers at Latumura & two more at Lakhsipur were blown up on 

12
th

 August. Two notorious collaborators Abul Quashem s/o late Koli Mian of village 

Chandpur, Kashba & Abu Mian of vill. Saidabad of PS Kashba were executed to 

death. 

NORTH OF COMILLA (NEAR GUM ATI RIVER) 

 

Different ambushes were laid on enemy positions at Atakhara on 12th August 

killing 14 enemy soldiers. After the last hit enemy tried to collect the dead bodies, but 

failed. Later enemy collected the same under artillery cover. Alone in this area (near 

Gumati river) between 12th & 13
th

  August Muktifouj killed about 40 (forty) enemy 

soldiers (conservative report). Following are the places and figure of enemy dead & 

casualties given either by raid or ambush. At Koteshwar (12th Aug) one & at Janbari 

(13th Aug) eight enemy soldiers were killed. At Koteshwar three, at Paikotha two & 
at Narawra three more were killed. 

 
*   *   *   *   * 

 

PRESS MATTER & DOCUMENTS 

 
HQ Bangladesh Forces 

No. 3012/BDF/GS (Ops) 

17th August, 1971 

To  :  Sadeq Khan 

Secretary, Bangladesh Archives 

13/1 Palm Avenue 

Calcutta-19 

 

Subject: Situation Report for Publication in Press and Radio. 

 

I am sending you a Newsletter vide Memo No. 12 dated 17th August, 1971. 

 

Enclosure         Sd/- Sultan Mahmood 

 
NEWS BULLETIN 

COMILLA & DACCA 
SHALDANADI AREA 

 
The role of atrocity as committed earlier by the enemy has gone down to a great 

extent. They are now more conscious of becoming friendly with the villagers. This 

was reported by an individual who picked up by the Pak Army as route guide. Enemy 

has gone through a great disaster in this area especially during the last week. On 10
th

 

August Muktifouj took different base position as well as in the rear & front of the 
enemy 
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position. Due to heavy mortar fire in Shaldanadi square and raid in that area enemy 

has suffered quite a large number of casualty amounting to approx 60 in 4 days, as a 

result enemy has spread out their defense in Nayanpur village and Shaldanadi godown 
area, also at village Manosh. Due to accurate bombardment in vill. Mondabagh one 

enemy 120 mortar has been demolished and enemy casualty amounting to about 200 

(two hundred mostly dead) in one week. Enemy in that area has been completely 

demoralized and has shifted their gun positions to Brahmanpara. Due to Muktifouj's 

three most successful ambush in Shaldanadi enemy has stopped in using that route. 

On 11th August enemy tried a new route to Mondabagh village and returned back in 

the afternoon. On the way they have collected an individual from village Nagish to 

guide them. This individual reported deteriorating morale of the enemy. He reported 

that some of the enemy personnel’s inside the boat were weeping & unwilling to 

dismount the boat. The others were all very much perturbed about the present 

situation. It is already reported enemy is no longer in sight, either in Mondabagh or in 

Nayanpur. Enemy tried to reinforce their position in Mondabagh area on 13th & 14th 

August & retreated immediately suffering casualties of twenty. 

CHITTAGONG SECTOR 
 

On 15th August enemy suffered casualties of 15 dead and 5 injured. In a raid at 
Chagalnaya 3 enemy soldiers were killed. In another ambush at Mirdhanbazar 12 

(twelve) enemy troops were killed. 
 

SYLHET (SOUTH) & BRAHMANBARIA 
 

On 14th August ambushed enemy position in an area Nalua tea garden & killed 7 

(seven) enemy soldiers. Six others were injured. 

 

GUERILLA ACTIVITIES IN AND AROUND DACCA 

 

Jute godowns, two in number of Pubali Jute Mills have been burnt to ashes by the 

guerillas of Mukti Bahini (Narshingdi). 

 

Following three active collaborators have been killed: 

1. Mohammad Idris of Ghorashal. 

2. Fazlul Haque of Jonardi. 

3. Islam Uddin an active dafadar of Rupganj. 

4. A number of dacoits have been killed. 
 

One RL and one MMG have been recovered. A huge amount of ammunition was 
also captured. 

 
The Vice President of all Pakistan Jamat-e-Islam has been killed while addressing 

a meeting. 
 

The Pachrakhi Bridge which is in between Narsingdi and Dacca road was 

completely demolished. 
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Hotel Inter Continental incident (already reported). 

Two W. Pak students who were voluntarily serving as razakar were arrested by 

Mukti Bahini at Rupganj. 
 

SOUTHERN PART OF COMILLA 
 

Between 13
th

  and 14
th

  August enemy suffered 40 ( forty) casualties of 30 dead 
near chowddogram. A Jeep was burnt and 6 were killed on the spot. Fight continued 

for a long time here. Enemy could ultimately get away with the dead bodies. In other 
different encounters enemy lost on the same day about 10 other soldiers. On 14th 

August enemy movements on Trunk road was ambushed and again at Balujhuri 

bridge enemy position was raided. Enemy suffered casualties of about 15 (fifteen). 

Enemy position at Chowddogram, Hari Sadarhat and Amongoda was mortarred and 

suffered ten more casualties. 

 

On 14th night enemy suffered casualties of 12(twelve) dead and five injured. 

Mukti Bahini raided enemy defense position at Anandpur, JangalBari and Koteshwar 

and achieved the above mentioned result. Total enemy casualties number in Comilla 

sector so far received between 13 th and 14 th August is more than one hundred. 

 

PRESS MATTER & DOCUMENTS 

 

Echelon HQ Bangladesh Forces 
No. 3012/BDF/GS (1) 

18th August, 1971 
To:  Sadeq Khan 

Secretary, Bangladesh Archives 
13/1, Palm Avenue Calcutta -19 

 
Subject: Situation Report For Publication in Press and Radio 

 

I am Sending you a Newsletter vide Memo no. 13, dated 18th August ] 971.1 am 

also sending you a statement contradicting an interview by Havilder Salah Uddin, 

broadcast by Radio Pakistan on 17th August 1971, at about 1500 hours. The statement 

can still be of use to Radio Bangladesh. This is a Joint statement by different JCOs 

and NCOs of Bangladesh Force. 

 

Enclosures-4 (Four only)             Sd/-Sultan Mahmood 
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NEWS ITEMS ON COMILLA, FENI 

FENI 

On 13th & 14th August Muktifouj almost physically assaulted the enemy troops. 

The close range daring attack shattered the enemy position. Enemy troops were driven 

away from their different defense positions. Shwadhin Bangla flags were hoisted on 

enemy grounds. People shouted Joyous slogans, witnessed the retreat of Pak troops. 

In an almost hand to hand fight at Saldar & Suber Bazar (Parshu ram p.s.) one officer 

(Pak) was met with the fatal & absolute fate, the death. Along with the officer fifteen 

other ranks followed the same path. Enemy suffered casualties of sixteen dead & 6 

injured (twenty two in total). 

 

On the western bank of River Muhari from Hij Kalekpur to Gabtali (near Saldar & 

Suberbazar) enemy could not again escape the disaster. The second thrust went with a 
piercing force penetrated & bashed the enemy without giving them any chance to hold 

the ground. Civilians' moral went high. With great spirit people celebrated the victory. 
Enemy bunkers were destroyed. Huge arms & ammunitions were captured. Enemy 

suffered twenty casualties of 13 dead (10 Soldiers, 3 Razakars) & 7 injured. Enemy at 
present is trying to reinforce heavily their defense position. They are carrying some 

air reconnaissance mission also. Total casualty at Saldar & Suberbazar (enemy) 42 
(forty two) between 13th & 14 th August. 

 

Enemy also suffered casualties of four casualties in Suberbazar & Badua on 11 th 
& 12 th August, one enemy soldier was killed & one was seriously injured due to 

mine blast at Feni Road (on 12th August). At Suberbazar Muktifouj also recovered 2 
miles telephone wire. 

 
COMILLA 

NEAR CHOWDDAGRAM & MIARBAZAR 
 

Enemy have lost again two of their officers. At Harimangal Muktifouj opened fire 

on enemy position, an effective one. They killed two Pak Army officers, one 

lieutenant & one second lieutenant, six other soldiers had no other choice but to die, 

total enemy casualty amounting to 12 (twelve) of which 8 (eight) dead & four injured. 

 

On 12th August in a successful raid Muktifouj killed 12 (twelve) enemy soldiers 

& injured five others. At Katak Bazar Muktifouj again killed 10 (ten) enemy soldiers. 

Two others were injured. 

 

2 Razakars were arrested from Bakshanagar on 12 August. Near Akhaura at 

Charnel in an ambush 4 enemy soldiers were killed & 2 others were injured on 15th of 

August. 
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SYLHET (SOUTH), BRAHMANBARIA, PART OF MYMENSINGH &DACCA 

Muktifouj Commandos eliminated the following collaborators : 

* Master Ahmed Ali Khan of village Bagarhat Ps Kapasia, on 5th July, 
Mymensingh. 

* Abdul Baten & Abdul Mannan of vill. Ojli ps Kapasia on 1()"' August, 
Mymensingh. 

* Abdul Wahid of Gafargaon. Mymensingh. 
* Two Razakars named Chand Mian and Syed Ali of village Karihata of PS 

Kapasia on 4"' August, Mymensingh. 
* Abdur Razzak and Lukmanur Rahman in village Taragaon Ps Kapasia. They 

were locals of village Rupganj, Dacca & Pabna District respectively. 

* Mohd. Hafizuddin & Abdul Ali of village Taragaon of PS Kapasia. on 23
rd

 July, 

(Razakars). 

* Mohd. Nasiruddin S/O Safiuddin and Abdul Hakim s/o Md. Samiruddin of 

village Taragaon P.S Kapasia on 25th  July. 

 

A LATE NEWS. IMPORTANT 

 

On 28"' July, three launches on the river Shitalakhya, near village Daradaria P.S. 

Kapasia. were ambushed. These launches were carrying enemy rations. All the 

launches were destroyed and drowned/sunk. 

 

 

 

------------
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PRESS MATTER & DOCUMENTS 

Echelon HQ Bangladesh forces 

No. 3012/BDF/Gs (I) 
22nd August, 1971 

 
To  :  Sadeq Khan 

Secretary, Bangladesh Archives 
13-1, Palm Avenue 

Calcutta-19 
 

Subject: Situation Report for Publication in Press and Radio. 

 

I am sending you a Newsletter vide Memo No 14 dated 22nd August 71 

 

Sd/Sultan Mahmood 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

NEWS 

S YLHET (SOUTH), BRAHMANBARIA 

 

Muktifouj's Commandos have recently disrupted and cut off total road 

communication, between Brahmanbaria-Comilla, Bramanbaria-Akhaura-Comilla. On 
18th August Muktifouj demolished road bridge Sultanpur (a big and important 

bridge). This bridge was functioning as an important connecting element in the line of 
communication of enemy movement. 

 
*  Muktifouj on 18th  August demolished two pylons (one lakh thirty two thousand 

K. V.) in Sylhet district. 
 

*  Muktifouj killed one great collaborator Ismail at Bhairab Bazar. Another one 

Rahmat Ali was severely injured. 

 

CHITTAGONG. 

 

On 18
th

  August Muktifouj arrested complete staff of Rangunia P. S. Staff, 

including 7 Razakars and five West Pakistani police. They were given death penhalty 

after summary trial. 

 

* Ex-Muslim league M. P. A. and a prominent Pak collaborator lost his left leg in 

a grenade action by Muktifouj (at Boakhali). 

 

* One Md. Ismail a prominent collaborator of Fazlul Quadir Chowdhury 
(a prominent Convention Muslim League leader) was killed in Rauzan. 

 
*  Muktifouj hoisted Bangladesh flags at Agrabad area. Gen. hospital, Chittagong 

College and Hostel and other places in the city of Chittagong. PS. Boakhali, Anowara, 
Patiya, Satkania were full with Bangladesh flags. 

----------- 
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Pakistan Army expects heavy attack from Muktifouj at any moment. Preparation 

& arrangements were made for total war. Bunkers are there, too many check posts etc. 

could not still stop the increasing activities of guerillas. Pak Fouj has further fortified 
Radio Pak. & Television station & other important places. Walls were raised to 

double the man height, trees & bushes around these places were chopped off. They 
have taken all the preparations to trace the mysterious fellows, the Muktifouj. 

 
And what is the reaction among Muktifouj boys? 

They are taking it easy! One of the boys said "You know it's sort of little kicks we 
are giving them! We are enjoying it". 

Following are few descriptions of kicks :- 

 

* An ambush was laid in Green Road by Muktifouj. One Pak army jeep was 

ambushed and four army personnels were killed. 

 

* The freedom fighters of Dacca have raided the Collectorate Office at Mirpur 

road, Kalabagan. The party caught the West Pakistani police unaware and killed all of 

them. Enemy suffered casualties of 10 (ten) West Pakistani police. 

 

* On 15th August two power pylons were cut off on Kaliganj Tongi line. 

 

* On 21st August the pylon in the line between Demra to Kaliganj has been cut off 

(near Rupganj). 
 

* The freedom fighters of Dacca laid an ambush on the river bank at Rupganj. 
The O.C. of Rupganj was coming along with four Pak army, four West Pakistani 

police. 2 (two) local police after enquiry against Muktifouj. The boat was hit by 
energy and the boat capsized. The freedom fighters also opened up with stens & killed 

all the personnel’s. 
COMILLA 

Latest news from Mandabagh area. Heavy fighting is going on in between 

Muktifouj & Pak army. Pak army had been trying hard to break through Muktifouj's 

strong line. Enemy is at the moment trapped in encirclement. 

 

News received lately discloses that between July & 1st August Mukti fouj killed 

approximately 50 (fifty) enemy soldiers & injured 20 (twenty) others as per 

conservative statement. 

 

AKHAURA SECTOR 

 

At Nabinagar thana Mukti Fouj ambushed enemy boats carrying enemy troops. 

Two boats out of the three boats were capsized. 52 (fifty two) enemy soldiers were 

killed. 
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During last week at Akhaura sector 56 (fifty six) razakars surrendered with 34 

(thirty four) rifles. 

FENI (NOAKHALI) 

Intensive guerilla activities are going on in and around Feni. On 30th August 30 

enemy soldiers were killed and many others were injured in two different 

encounters. Muktifouj flashed different bunkers, destroyed them & captured razakars 

& collaborators. 

 

At Kalirhat on 30th August Muktifouj launched an attack on enemy position. 

Heavy pounding of mortar & L. M. G. fire had a definite effect on enemy moral. 

Enemy were confused and had to retreat. 

 

Enemy suffured more than thirty five (35) casualties of 25 (twenty five) dead. . 
One razakar officer named Alamgir was captured. Another Farooq Ahmed a notorious 

man, who killed many Bengali families at Chittagong, was also arrested. 
 

On the same date in an different encounter at Parshuram with the enemy, 
Muktifouj killed five enemy soldiers and destroyed three bunker. 

 
COMILLA 

Chowddogram & Miarbazar area (south eastern part of Comilla). 

 
19 (nineteen) enemy soldiers were killed at Chowddogram & Miarbazar area in 

between 26th & 27th August. Muktifouj raided enemy position at Miarbazar and 
killed seven Pak soldiers, 6 (six) others were injured. 

 
At Harimangal on 27th Muktifouj again raided enemy defense. Enemy suffered 

casualties of 11 (elevan) dead and 4 (four) injured. 
 

One Pak soldier died at Chowddogram when anti personnel mine blasted. 

Muktifouj put fire on Munshirhat revenue office. All official documents and other 

articles of the office have been destroyed. 

 

NORTH EASTERN PART OF COMILLA (NEAR GUMATI NADI) 

 

Enemy has started digging in area Fakirhat and Ragurampur and warned the locals 

of Majhigacha to be ready for helping the army in taking defense. Enemy has already 

put a strong defense line to retaliate the Muktifouj's attack. Enemy is trying to 

reinforce more troops, more fire power. In this sub sector Muktifouj killed 17 enemy 

soldiers and injured many others, in between 29th & 30th August. 

 

On 29th August about one platoon of regular troops & 2 (two) sections of razakars 
were proceeding to rail lines, they were then ambushed by Muktifouj at Kalikpur. 

Enemy suffered casualties of 4 (four) dead & 3 (three) injured. 
 

On the same day killed 3 (three) other enemy soldiers at Charnal while they were 
going back after looting. Muktifouj ambushed enemy position at Jawapara and 

Koteshwar on 30th August & killed ten (10) other enemy soldiers. 
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SHALDANADI AREA 

Enemy is trying to take new defense position. However each time Mukti fouj's 

ready action made it impossible for enemy to make such attempts. 
 

On 30th August enemy tried to dig bunkers near the broken bridge at southern pan 
of Shaldanadi. Muktifouj opened fire. Three Pak soldiers died and many others were 

injured. Ultimately enemy had to retreat on 31st August. Enemy again tried to dig 
bunkers. This time also Muktifouj gave them no choice but to retreat. On the same 

date later tried to take defense position near Bizna bridge. Heavy pounding of mortar 
and small arms fire driven away the Pak troops. Three Pak soldiers died in this action. 

 

PART OF MYMENSINGH AND DACCA 

MUKTIFOUJ GUERILLA'S ACHIEVEMENTS 

 

* Destroyed Putia bridge between Narsindi, Shibpur, Dacca district on 12th 

August. 

 

* Ambushed enemy column of launches. 3 (three) launches were destroyed. Date 

between 7th to 16th August. Enemy troops suffered casualties of 150 killed. 

 

* Clashed with enemy at Daragbari near Nayanbazar (near Mym) enemy suffered 

casualties 75 to 100 killed. Date between 7th to 16 August. 

 
* While demolishing pylons on evening 7th August, encountered with enemy 

patrol party (mobile). Mukti Fouj captured 7.62 SMG and 7.62 rifle (China) with 150 
Rds. 

* Raided Tehsil office at Shibpur and Monohardi and burnt these down. 
* On 27th July on Lakhya river near Kanchan burnt & sunk boat carrying Jute. 

* On 30th July killed a dafadar of Union Bagatia P. S. Kapasia. He was a great 
collaborator, Mymensingh. 

* On 31st July a launch at vill Ikaria P. S. Kapasia on river Sitalakhya which 

used to carry rations for Pakistan troops at Demra from Nayanbazar, Mymensingh. 

* On 9th August raided Monohardi police station. 21 (twenty one) policemen 

including O. C. police Station, Abdul Karim surrendered to Mukti Fouj. Weapons 

captured 15 rifles and 10(X) (one thousand) rounds ammo. Mymensingh. 

* Eliminated the following collaborators. 

* Main Uddin Sarkar of Baraibari P. S. Joydevpur Dacca dist. on 4,h August 

Dacca dist. 

* Hazrat Ali of vill. Sanda, P. S. Joydevpur on 5th August Dacca dist. 

* Siddique (member) of vill. Meghpoobi P. S. Joydevpur. Dacca dist. 

* Salam a decoit of Pubali P. S. Kaliganj. Dacca dist. 

* Two Razakars of vill of Baira P. S. Joydevpur on 9th August. 
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COMILLA AND FENI 

From 15th To 16th August. 

 
Near Gumati river (around Comilla town) enemy suffered casualties of 55 

(fiftyfive), of which 40 (forty) were killed. 
 

Near Akhaura from 15th to 16th Aug. enemy suffered casualties of 13 dead and 
five injured. 

NEAR GUMATI 
 

In an ambush at Jhambari Muktifouj killed 16 (sixteen) enemy soldiers. Several 

others were injured. Five other enemy soldiers were killed at shawalpur on 16
th

  

August. At Fakirhat 200 feet railway line were blown up and a crater of 50 feet wide 

has been made by four charges. 

 

On 15
th

  Aug. at Koteshwar Pak army lost three of their soldiers to the volley shots 

from Muktifouj raid party. 

 

Again on 16th  August enemy had to suffer 20 (twenty) casualties of 14 dead & 6 

injured at Gazipur. Muktifouj ambushed the enemy position and paralyzed their 

defence. 

NEAR AKHAURA 

 
Muktifouj fired on enemy position. 2 enemy soldiers were killed at Kashimpur on 

14
th

  August. Railway line at Kashimpur were destroyed. 
 

On 14
th

  August at Kalachara tea garden 28 anti personnel mines were breached. 
 

On 16
th

  August Muktifouj's fighting patrol at Tolaiaimul killed five enemy 
soldiers. In an ambush on the same date at Guruit 8 (eight) more enemy soldiers were 

killed. Several others were injured. 

 

NEAR MONDABAGH BAZAR (SHALDANADI) 

Muktifouj opened fire on a patrol party of enemy. En. casualty 4 killed. 2 injured. 

 

NEAR CHOWDDOGRAM 

At Shashiali 60 (sixty Punjabis) & six Razakars were killed on 27th  July (Deep 

inside Bangladesh). In an ambush 10 more enemy soldiers were killed at Paikpara. 

 

On 14
th

  August one Captain Gardejee was killed when an enemy jeep blasted due 

to anti tank mine explosion 30 other ranks also died. 

NEWS. EASTERN SECTOR 

COMILLA 
MIARBAZAR, CHOWDDOGRAM SUB-SECTOR 

 
Mukti Fouj ambushed enemy foot column on 2nd September at Miarbazar. 26 

(twenty six) enemy soldiers were killed in this action, and injured 21 (twenty one) 
others. The troops killed & injured were regulars of Pak army. On 3rd  August Mukti 

Fouj killed three Pak soldiers & two Razakars at Shouagazi. 
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In this sub-sector which covers upto Chand pur, guerillas are constantly making 

the enemy's ground difficult. Enemy concentrations had been again and again hit and 

butchered. Many jeeps and trucks (Pak Army's) have been blown and destroyed 

during last few months. Many Pak Army officers lost their lives. 

66 (sixty six) Pak soldiers were killed in an ambush at Chandpur, Shashiali. On 

29
th

 August 6 police and nine Razakars were also killed in this action and 12 (twelve) 

others were injured. One rifle and 50 303 ammo, were captured. On 31st August at 

Bawal (Chandpur) Mukti Fouj also captured 4 rifles 200, 303 ball ammo. Here Mukti 

Fouj killed 12 (twelve) Pak soldiers, 10 (ten) others were injured. At Bibirbazar due to 

anti personnel mine blast, one Pak Army Captain lost his life. News received from 

deep inside Bangladesh reveals that at Chandpur subdivision Faridgonj P.S. so far 

from 8th August to 20th August Mukti Fouj killed more 82 (eighty two) Pak soldiers, 

74 (Seventy four) Razakars and 30 police. Mukti Fouj inflicted injuries on enemy of 
more than 100 (one hundred). Big encounter took place at Gazipur where enemy 

suffered casualties of 30 (thirty) Pak soldies, 14 Razakars dead, 15 (fifteen) others 
were injured. The incident took place on 19th August. On the same date at Dhanua 19 

(nineteen) Pak soldiers were killed and 13 (thirteen) others were injured. 
 

IMP. FENI (NEWS RECEIVED LATE) 
 

August 20 Ulka passenger train blown up near Muhuriganj killed and injured one 

hundrred including some Pak troops and also drivers. 

 

Chittagong-Feni train is disrupted due to this action. Once truck loaded with arms 

and ammo, were destroyed near Munshirhat on Feni road. Two Pak soldiers and six 

(6) razakars were killed. Truck load arms and ammo, were destroyed. 

 

NEWS 

SPECIAL COMMANDO ACTIVITIES 

DACCA 

 

In Dacca freedom fighters have recently intensified their activities. Activities 

which made enemy unnerved. Street fight is a daily affair. It is expected that during 
last one month at Dacca city not less than 7 (seven) officers, 175 (one hundred 

seventy five) Pak soldiers & West Pakistani police were killed. 
 

In Dholaikhal, the Pak troops after some prior information attacked the place 
where the freedom fighters put up. Twenty five lorries full of Pak troops came to 

attack the place. The freedom fighters immediately took position. Mukti Fouj fought 
& killed 41 (forty one) of enemy troops. Pak troops inflicted casualties of many 

others. Two of the freedom fighters were injured. Ultimately Mukti Fouj had to 

withdraw, swimming across the canal. 

 

Next day Mukti Fouj killed 2 (two) Pak soldiers and the Circle Inspector of 

Sutrapur. 

 

On 22nd  August 71 the freedom fighters killed one intelligence branch acting for 

Pak Army at Munda West Kamalapur. 
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On 10th  August 71 the freedom fighters made a surprise attack on the Razakars in 

Azimpur area. Killed 4 (four) of them. The freedom fighters captured four 303 rifle & 

60 round ammunition. 

COMILLA 

MANDABAGRNAYANPUR AREA 

 

On 1st September at 1600 hours Mukti Fouj ambushed the enemy position with 

the help of 3" mortar. The enemy was surprised and even could not reply. A Captain 

of Pak Army was killed in this action. 16 (sixteen) Pak soldiers and 24 (twenty four) 

Razakars were also killed in this action at surrounding Chalna area. Mukti Fouj 

captured one LMG Mk-1. 12 LMG magazine, 4 (four) Mark III rifle, 2 (two) Mark iv 

riffle, one Magazine Box and seven big wooden boats from the enemy. 

 

At Nayanpur Mukti Fouj destroyed 3 three Bunkers, killed 5 (five) soldiers 
injured 7 (seven) Pak Soldiers. 

 
(a) Mines M-4 were placed in V-shape in Green Road, opposite to the Staff 

Quarter. The freedom fighters laid ambush taking position on the roof of the under 
construction. One army truck (Bedford) ran into the road and clashed into the nearby 

building. The freedom fighters threw grenades and the truck was destroyed and all the 
Army personnel’s were killed. After 5 minutes one enemy jeep again ran into the 

mines. It turned upside down. Muktifouj opened fire. The jeep was totally destroyed. 

Immediately after another lorry carrying armed personnel’s ran into the mines. The 

Pak Army also opened fire. The freedom fighters were surrounded, had to find their 

way through marsh land and retreat. One of the freedom fighters got leg injury. 

 

Enemy suffered following casualties and losses: 

(1) 24 (twenty four) dead. 

(2) 41 (forty one) injured. 

(3) One Jeep & two Trucks destroyed completely. 

(b) The record and examination papers in the office of New Model Degree 

College have been burnt to ashes, in view of disrupting the intermediate examination. 

 

(c) The power pylons between Tongi-Joydevpur has been demolished by the 
freedom fighters of Dacca. 

 
COMILLA 

 
Further news from Shaldanadi are pouring in. Mukti Fouj laid ambush at 

Maizkhar (Shaldanadi area) and killed 30 (thirty) Razakars and 10 (ten) West 
Pakistani soldiers. Enemy also suffered casualties of approximately 20 (twenty) 

injured. 

 

In another action, Mukti Fouj attacked with mortar support a nearby house where 

some of the enemy soldiers were staying. The house was blown off. 
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Lot of hue and cry was heard from inside the house, flames of fire was visible for 

15 to 20 minutes and a big bang was heard from inside the house. One bunker 

(enemy) on railway line also blasted. 

The Saldanadi party on 25th July arrested hav. Zahur (a notorious dacoit) and his 

followers, who were looting & harassing public. 

 

On 6th July 6 enemy infiltrators have been arrested, 14 explosives, 13 hand 

grenades and bobby traps have been recovered from them. 

 

At Jagannath on 28th July enemy position has been ambushed successfully. Six 

Razakars have been killed and two injured. By a mine blast jeep was destroyed killing 

one officer & 6 (six) soldiers 

 

SONABON SUB-SECTOR 
 

In two different ambush on 24
th

 July 26 personnels at observation post & 30 
including 7 quisling had been killed simultaneously. The incident took place in 

Sonabon. 
 

On 26
th

 July at Anandpur due to attack on enemy position three killed & two 
injured. It is gathered one officer was also killed. 

 

On 26
th

 July in Comilla town Mukti Fouj used mortar at Tarumia. A reonwned 

collaborator is expected to be killed & one officer injured (these information have 

been gathered from civilians). Detail confirmed news of the total operation could not 

be received as yet. 

 

NOAKHALI 

As a result of anty tank explosion one enemy Jeep with one officer and other 

ranks were blown up at 1100 hrs on 26th July 71. 

 

SYLHET SECTOR 

The fight against the occupation army in Bangladesh is being intensified hour by 

hour. Following are the list of actions : 
 

(a) On the night of 26
th

 July guerillas killed notorious Pak collaborators of 
Chunarughat P .S. under Sylhet district. Six other enemies were also eliminated. 

 
b) A notorious dacoit named Tamai, a collaborators and Razakar has been killed 

recently alongwith six other collaborators. This incident took place in Balla. This 
incident made people so happy that they started distributing sweets among poors. 

 

c) On 27
th

 July Mukti Fouj destroyed rly. bridge Daragaon between Satisganj & 

Srimongal. 

d) In an explosion of mine a dodge vehicle of enemy destroyed killing 6 troops. 
e) A collaborator Ehsamul Huq, chairman of Saifullah Kandi Union was killed. 

f) A bridge at Satgaon has been successfully blown up. 
 

---------------- 
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BANGLADESH FORCES HEAD QUARTERS, MUJIBNAGAR 
PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

AUGUST 15, 1971 
 

1. Intensified activities of Muktibahini have been continuing unabated inflicting 
heavy casualties on Pak troops, Razakars and their civilian Agents. Their campaign in 

damaging of bridge telephone lines, power supply, removing of rail lines for 

disrupting the communications of the Pak army are also continuing throughout the 

occupied areas in Bangladesh. 

 

2. Reports received here on 14th August from different sectors said that 318 Pak 

troops have been killed and 73 wounded at the hands of MB. MB have killed 50 

Razakars and captured 8 Razakars. At least 13 Pak collaborators were killed by them. 

They have also captured 42 arms of various types. They destroyed or damaged 5 

vehicles used by Pak troops. Besides, they blew away 5 road bridges, 5 Rail bridges, 

destroyed 5 power pylons and an electric substation. Removed rail line in 5 places and 

telephone lines in 5 places in the occupied areas. The most commendable activities of 
the MB may have special mentions. They raided a dacoit party consisting of 21 

persons near Derai area in Sylhet district and killed all of them. They also captured 
one LMG, 8 Rifles, 21 shot guns, 8 grenades and a large amount of ammunitions from 

them. The people of the locality, who have been feeling to be relieved, praised the 
activities of MB. Within Dacca city MB raided a check post of the Pak army and 

killed 5 Pak soldiers. Besides, a jeep of Pak army was blown away due to the mine 
explosion which was laid by MB. Details of MB activities are given below:- 

 
RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR 

 

On 8 August MB demolished three power pylons in Badalgachi. 

 

One Pak vehicle was blown-up due to mine explosion laid by MB on road 

PATNITALA-MAHADEBPUR, killing six Pak troops and injuring three. 

 

MB carried out guerrilla attacks between 18 July to 11 August in Bogra area. 

They damaged railway bridge between Bogra and Gabtali. They raided Shariakandi 

Police Station killing one officer and 4 guards. Two army trucks were blown up due 

to mine explosion laid by MB in this area. They threw grenades on a petrol pump 

belonging to Pak army at Alitola and army convoy on road Bogra-Rangpur. One 
goods wagon was blown up due to mine explosion at Sonatala, laid by MB party. 

 
Between 28 July to 30 July MB carried out number of guerrilla attacks in Bogra 

area. They threw grenades on army jeep on road Bogra-Gabtali killing two Police 
constables 
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and four Pak supporters. MB killed three prominent Jamat leaders believed members 

of Peace Committee Madhya Machhkhkhoria on 10 August. 

On 9 August MB ambushed Pak troops near DANIHARI killing two Pak troops 
and injuring one. 

KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR 

On 9 August MB raided Razakars HQ SYAMNAGAR and killed three Razakars 

including a veteran Razakar Mr. MAULANA ABDUL SATTAR. They also captured 
three Razakars and two rifles. 

On 11 August MB captured five Razakars with rifles and ammunitions at 

CHINDRABAS. The same party ambushed Pak troops at JABANATHPUR Killing 

three P AK troops and three Razakars. 

On 10 August MB killed one Peace Committee member at GODAGARI. 

DACCA-COMILLA-CHITT AGONG SECTOR 

On 10 August MB exchanged fire with Pak troops in MORBHATALI area and 

killed five Paks. 

On 12 August MB raided Pak troops concentrating in MANDABHAG BAZAR 

and killed 55 Pak troops. 

On 5 August MB raided Pak troops in SATKANIA COLLEG E area where the 

Pak troops were accommodated and inflicted 40 casualties on Pak side. 

On 3 August MB killed a prominent Pak collaborator MR. ABDUL KUAIR, 

Principal Satkania College. They also demolished a road bridge in the same area. 

In the first week of August MB killed 10 Pak collaborators in PATIA area. 

On 5 August MB destroyed bridge in MEAHBAZAR. They also raided a camp in 

the same area and killed three Paks and wounded five. 

On 9 August MB fired with mortars on Pak position KOTESHWAR and killed 
six. They also demolished a railway bridge in the same area. On 9 August MB fired 

with mortars on Pak troop s in AMARTALI and killed six. 

On 7 Aug MB ambushed PAK troops in HARIMANGAL killing two PAKs and 

injuring three. 

On 7 Aug MB ambushed PAK troops in KASBA area and killed three PAKs. 

On 9 Aug MB ambushed Razakars in BIJA1NAGAR killing 9 Razakars and 

injuring three. 

On 21 Jul MB killed one prominent peace committee member in BOALIA village. 

On 9 Aug MB ambushed PAK troops KAMALPIJR and killed three. 

On 2 Aug MB demolished two telephone poles and removed telephone lines both 

railway and civil at various places between BHAIRAB BAZAR and DACCA in 

JINARDI Railway Station. 
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On 26 Jul MB demolished railway bridge in NARAYANGANI area. 

On 12 Jul MB party destroyed machinery and portion of building or electric Sub- 

Station GODNAIL. Due to this action power supply for mills nearby was cut off. 

On 4 Aug MB burnt Jute godown of GODNAIL. Approximately three lack 

maunds jute was burnt. Godown building was also burnt. 

Between 30 July and 5 Aug MB carried out the following guerrilla activities in 

and around Dacca. They demolished road bridges and two rail bridges in this area. A 
car was blown off due to mine explosion on road Mirpur-Dacca. They raided Pak 

check post in Dacca killing five Pak troops and injuring four. They destroyed two Pak 
established shops in Dacca and injured one person. On 30 July MB demolished two 

electric power pylons in Bannka Sibpur police Station on main grid line Asuganj-

Dacca. Due to this action electric supply between Dacca-Ashuganj was disrupted. The 

same party also destroyed 1000 KV grid line in the same area. 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET-MAULVI BAZAR SECTOR 

On 10 Aug MB removed railway track at three places between Srimangal and 

Kamal Ganj. 

On 10 Aug MB demolished a road bridge on road Kalighat-Motiganj. 

On 9 Aug MB killed one Razakar in Alinagar. 

On 10 Aug MB exchanged fire with Pak troops in Kanairghat area and killed one 
Pak soldier. 

On 8 Aug MB removed telephone lines between Charkhai-Gopalganj. They 

killed two Razakars in the same area. 

On 11 Aug MB demolished a road bridge near Shamsher Nagar. 

On 11 Aug MB ambushed Pak scout and Razakars dressed in civilian clothes in 

Surma River area and inflicted two casualties. 

On 7 Aug MB threw a grenade on army vehicle on the outskirts of Sylhet town & 

killed three Pak troops. 

On July 13 MB raided Pak troops in Tukergaon, south of Comppanyganj killing 

one officer and 7 other ranks of Khyber Rifles. They also captured one rifle. 

On 10 Aug MB clashed with dacoits in Dirai area and killed 21 dacoits. They 

also captured one light machine gun, eight rifles, 21 shot guns, four grenades and 

some ammunitions. 

MB raided and destroyed house of a Pak supporter in Dirai area. 

On 12 Aug MB engaged Pak position Kamalapur. Killing One Pak troop and 

injuring two. 
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MB operating in Katiadi, Pakundia and Gachhihata carried out the following 

guerrilla activities between 20 to 26 Jul. They raided Pak troops in two launches ex 

Dacca in Dargapur area, five miles South West of Katiadi river killing 40 Pak troops 

and injuring 45, damaging one launch. They engaged Pak troops in five launches, 

approximately 500 Pak troops. The fierce fighting took place and lasted for 5 days 

and inflicted heavy casualties estimated approximately 100 Pak troops suffered. One 

train carrying Pak troops went over a mine, laid by MB near Gachhihata Railway 

Station on railway line Bhairab-Mymensingh. Due to this 20 Pak troops, 10 Punjabi 

Policemen and two engine drivers were killed. 

On 25 Jul. MB threw grenades on Police lines Mymensingh. Another group 

threw grenade on Razakars and houses of Pak supporters. MB destroyed Kotvvali 

Police Station in Mymensingh. As reprisal for increased activities by MB Pak troops 

burnt houses of Kalpara near Mymensingh, burnt Tental Bazar, Phulpur and killed 

people working in paddy fields at Baitamari. 

On 11 Augst MB ambushed Pak troops on road Darbasth-Kanairghat killing three 
Paks and injuring two. 

On 10 Augst MB raided Kanairghat and killed 3 Razakats. 

On 9 Augst MB killed two Pak supporters in Dilkhusha area. 

On 10 Augst MB destroyed two telephone poles and removed telephone lines in 

various places between Sylhetipara and Mewa. Due to this action telecommunication 

between Baragram and Selia were disrupted. 

MB threw grenade at Beanibazar and killed two Razakars. 

On 2 Augst MB ambushed Pak vehicle near Chatak and wounded five. MB 
engaged Pak troops in speed boats on Surma river on 4 Aug killing two Paks and 

injuring two. 

On 12 Augst MB engaged Pak troops in Goshgaon area killing three Razakars 

and injuring four. 

On 26 Jul MB threw grenades at Mymensingh Petrol pump killing one guard and 

injuring one. 

 

----------------- 
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BANGLADESH FORCES HEADQUARTERS. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

AUGUST 16 

WAR BULLETIN 

Mukti Bahini have been continuing their activities inflicting heavy casualties on 

Pak troops. Razakars and collaborators in all Sectors. They have kept Pak soldiers in 

engagement and thus they are being harassed. Disrupting of communications of the 

Pak army are also continuing unabated in the occupied areas of Bangladesh. 

 

Reports received here on 15th and 16
th
 August from different sectors show that 

MB have killed 146 Pak troops including 4 officers and have wounded 61. They have 

also killed 70 Razakars and captured 14. MB captured 38 arms of various types. They 

have destroyed 3 Pak vehicles used in carrying troops. 5 Road and Rail bridges have 
been damaged or destroyed. 

 
The notable features of the achievements of MB are mentioned below:— 

 
On 12th August MB cleared Nabinagar area in Comilla of Pak troops and 

captured 12 rifles, 8 shot guns, 3 bayonets and large quantity of ammunition. 
 

They have demolished important Railway bridge at Saguni area in Dinajpur 

district. Due to this Railway communication between Dinajpur-Pirganj-Thakurgaon 

has been disrupted. The bridge is still out of commission. They also demolished a 

railway culvert on 12th August disrupting rail communication between Phulbari and 

Parvatipur. 

 

Razakars are surrendering to the liberation forces in large numbers. They all 

complain of being illtreated distrusted by the Pakistani authority. They also feel that 

they are being used as canon fooder by the Pakistan Army. 

 

Details of MB activities are given below:— 

 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR 
 

On 14 Aug MB raided the house of one Razakar in Ratanpur and killed him. Same 
day MB ambushed Razakars in Phulbari area and killed nine of them. 

 
On 15 Aug MB ambushed Razakars at Kuhoihat Ferry in Phualbari area and sunk 

two boats killing 12. They also captured 12 Razakars. On 12 Aug MB engaged Pak 
patrol in the same area and wounded one. 

 

On 6 Aug MB carried out harassing raid on Kazipara area killing 38 Jamaities and 

at one place exchanged fire with Pak troops. On 11 Aug one Pak jeep carrying seven 

troops was blown up due to mines laid by MB killing all its occupants. One civilian 

bus carrying 33 civilians also skidded in nearby ditch while abiding blown up jeep. 

 

On 6 Aug MB demolished wooden bridge in Dharmapur area. 
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On 12 Aug MB demolished railway culvert disrupting railway communication 

between Phulbari-Parvatipur. 

On 13 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol in Hargobindapur and killed three Pak 
soldiers. 

On 14 Aug MB demolished a railway track approximately 40 feet between Hilli 

and Charkai area. They also killed two Biharis and captured two shot guns from them. 

On 15 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops assisted by Pak irregulars in North of 
Khanpur and in exchange of fire four Pak killed and 12 injured. 

On 15 Aug MB exchanged fire with Pak troops in Patharghata area and killed four 

Paks and they killed two Razakars in Sitaldanga village. 

KUSHTIA-JESSORE- KHULNA SECTOR 

On 14 Aug MB exchanged fire with Pak troops in Ujjalpur and killed 11 Pak 

troops including an officer. 

MB fired Pak vehicle in Bhomra area on 15 Aug and killed eleven Pak 

soIdiers/Razakars. 

DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR 

On 10 Aug MB raided Pak position Amandanga area and killed Paks including an 

officer. 

On 13 Aug MB fired with mortars on Pak troops in Normane area and inflicted six 
casualties on Pak side. 

On 11 Aug MB demolished six telephone poles and one power pylon between 

Kasba and Mandabag. 

On 12 Aug MB demolished 100 yards of railway track in Kasba area. 

On 13 Aug MB threw grenades in house of Dr. Fasiud Karim and Mr. Ghafur 

Bepari both Pak collaborators in Kaliganj. Due to this Dr. Karim was seriously 
injured and Mr. Bepari was killed. 

On 13 Aug MB demolished approximately 100 feet of railway track in 

Mandabag area. 

On 14 Aug MB raided Pak troops in Mandabhag and killed three Paks. 

On 13 Aug MB blew up two electric pylons in Napterhat area. 

On 12 Aug demolished 12 telephone poles and removed telephone lines all along 

between Mandabag- Napterhat. 

On 13 Aug MB engaged Pak troops in the same area and killed four Pak troops. 

Between 20 to 25 Jul MB demolished gas pipe line at various places between 

Ghorasal Railway Station and Jinardi Railway Station. 

On 31 Jul MB killed two active Pak collaborators in Jinardi area. 
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MYMENSINGH-SYLHET-MAULVI BAZAR SECTOR 

 

On 14 Aug MB destroyed road bridge in Hasnabad area near Srimangal. 
On 13 Aug MB blew up electric pylon in Kalighat area. 

On 14 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops on West bank of Lubha river and injured 

three Razakars. 

On 12 Aug MB raided Pak post in Dakshinbag Railway Station killing two Pak 
troops and injuring Razakars. 

On 12 Aug MB raided Sonarupa and killed seven Pak troops. 

On 12 Aug one Pak army jeep carrying two officers was blown up due to mines 

laid by MB on road Juri-Gowalbari. Due to this action these officers were killed. 

On 6 Aug MB raided Pak troops and Razakars in Jaykalas area killing one Pak 

soldier and injuring one Razakar. 

On 15 Aug MB removed telephone line between Ahmednagar-Saokuchi. 

On 14 Aug MB removed telephone line between Baoramari-Nunni. 

On 7 Aug MB threw grenades in Srimangal area killing 12 Razakars and six 

troops. 

On 26 Jul MB killed five Razakars in Dhalai area. 

On 30 Jul MB raided Mokabil near Kamalganj and killed 12 Razakars. 

On 14 Aug Pak troops clashed with MB at Narainpur and exchanged fire. Pak 

suffered six casualties in this action. 

On 12 Aug MB raided and destroyed house of one Ansar Commander in 

Kanairghat area. 

On 14 Aug MB raided in Dupatilla area and exchanged fire killing three Paks and 

injuring four. 

On 14 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol in Radhanagar area killing one militia 

person. 

On 12 Aug MB killed two Razakars in Lalpur. 

On 14 Aug MB raided Pak post Hana Tilla near Chatak killing two Pak troops. 

On 12 Aug MB cleared Nabiganj area of Pak troops and captured 12 rifles, 8 shot 

guns, three bayonets and a large quantity of ammunitions. 

On 14Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol on rood Bijaipur-Birisiri killing one Pak and 

injuring one. 

INFORMATION RECEIVED ON 15 AUG 71 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR 

Pak irregulars attacked MB position at Babra and exchanged fire. In this action 

three Pak irregulars were killed on 13 Aug. The same day MB exchanged fire with 

Pak troops near Ratnai bridge and killed one Pak troop. 
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On 9 Aug MB raided Razakar Camp in Kakina area and killed four Razakars. On 

10 Aug MB killed four Pak supporters in Damodarpur area and one in Nawabganj and 

recovered one rifle. 

On 13 Aug MB demolished Saguni Railway bridge. The central pier was 

completely blown off. It is gathered that the bridge is still out of commission 
disrupting railway communication between Dinajpur-Pirganj-Thakurgaon. 

KUSHT1A-JESSORE-KIIULNA SECTOR 

On 5 Aug MB blew up Sitlai Railway bridge and on 13 Aug MB encountered Pak 

troops and Razakars and killed four. MB also inflicted four more casualties while Pak 
troops/Razakars were evacuating the casualties under covering fire. 

On 12 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in Gangadaspur area and inflicted 15 

casualties in Pak side including one radio operator. 

MB patrol killed one Muslim League member and recovered one rifle with some 

ammunition from him on 10 Aug in Barni area. They also killed one Shanti Bahini 

member in the same area. 

Between 9 to 13 Aug MB carried out the following guerrilla activities:- 

They burnt the house of Shanti Bahini Secretary at Sirigram. They also killed one 

Muslim League member in Dhuljuri area. They raided Razakars guarding a bridge in 

the same area and killed three Razakars, capturing one rifle. They burnt the house of a 

Muslim League leader in Pandier Bana. They raided the house of a Pak supporter in 

Kuchigram and captured two guns. 

On 12 Aug MB raided Pak position in Jadabpur killing three and injuring five. On 

another occasion they fired on Pak position in Jadabpur and killed one Pak. 

Between 10 and 12 Aug MB killed 20 Shanti Bahini members in Jadabpur, 

Radabpur Madartala and Madar Baria areas. They also recovered six guns. 

Between 1 and 8 Aug MB carried out a number of guerrilla raids in Jessore area. 

They burnt Moktarpur Post Office and recovered postal stationery and seals. They 

also killed two Jamaiti members and recovered three guns from them. They fired on 

19 Pak troops going in a boat in Uzirpur area killing one soldier and injuring another. 

They ambushed Pak troops moving in a boat in Panka area and killed six Pak soldiers. 

DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR 

On 11 Aug MB fired with mortar on Pak position Koteshwar and killed three Pak 

troops. They also engaged Pak troops in the same area from close range and killed six. 

On 8 and 10 Aug MB raided Pak position Rajapur and fired with mortars. Pak 

suffered 13 casualties in this action. 

On 11 Aug MB raided Pak position Harimangal and inflicted 20 casualties. 

On 12 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol in Shejamura area and killed one. 
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On 12 Aug one Pak vehicle carrying troops was blown up due to mines laid by 

MB in Surma area. Eight occupants were killed and few wounded causing complete 

damage to the vehicle. 

On 5 Aug MB burnt one small jute godown at Narayanganj having a stock of 

approximately 1000 bundles of jute. 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET-MAULVI BAZAR SECTOR 

 

On 11 Aug MB killed one Pak collaborator in Raghurchak area and on 12 Aug 

they removed telephone line at three points in the same area. 

On 12 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol near Barlekha area and injured three Pak 

troops. 

On 10 Aug MB raided Pak position Sagarnal and killed six Pak soldiers. On 10 

Aug MB demolished a road bridge in MUHAMMADPUR area. 

 

 

 

--------------------- 
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BANGLADESH FORCES HEADQUARTERS. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

AUGUST, 17 

WAR BULLETIN 

Reports of Mukti Bahini activities received here on 17th August state that MB 

have killed 173 Pak troops including one Major, One Captain, 2 Officers, 2 JCOs and 

one Havilder. They have wounded 38 Pak soldiers. 51 Razakars and 25 Collaborators 

were also killed by MB. 

 

RANGPUR-D1NAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR 

 

On 13 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol in Singimari area and killed four Paks. They 

also recovered one rifle with some ammunitions. 
 

On 14 Aug MB had an encounter with Pak troops in Pateswari area killing one 
Pak troop and injuring two. 

 
On 13 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol between Nageswari and Gagla killing two 

and injuring seven. 
 

Between 29 Jul to 31 Jul MB carried out a number of guerilla raids in Bogra area. 

They raided Shariakandi Police Station and killed the Officer-in-Charge of the Police 

Station. One Pak army jeep was blown off due to mine explosion laid by MB on road 

Bogra-Gabtali, killing three Pak troops including an officer and injuring one. They 

raided Dhunat Police Station killing five police constables and capturing seven rifles 

and one 12 bore gun. They killed Mr. Mozammcl Haq, Chairman Union Council and 

also member of Peace Committee Nashipur. They recovered 12 bore guns from 

Chairman's house and another from Tehsil Office. 

 

On 12 Aug one Pak jeep was blown up due to mine laid by MB near Ganga 

Prasad killing one Major. One Captain, One Havilder and four Sepoys. 

 

On 14 Aug MB exploded bombs in Jaimanirhat area drawing Pak attention from 
Independence Day celebration. Immediately one Pak platoon rushed to the site which 

was ambushed by MB. In this action five Paks were killed and 10 wounded. 
 

On 13 Aug Pak troops burnt houses in Singijhar and Baushmari villages. The 
villagers from these villages have made to move to Bamanhat Refugee Reception 

Camp which was established by Paks to receive returnees from India. 
 

On 11 Aug MB raided Pak position in Panimas. Pak suffered eight casualties in 

this action. 

 

On 10 Aug MB raided Maria and killed four Mujahids. 

 

On 13 Aug MB threw grenades in Dinajpur Police Station and killed three 

Razakars in Kazipur area. 
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One Pak jeep was blown up on road Phultala-Thakurgaon due to mine laid by 

MB, killing two Pak troops on 13 Aug. 

On 10 Aug MB killed one Jamaiti leader and four non-Bengali Pak collaborators 
at Akhanagar Railway Station and Mr. Sakiki Prominent Jamaiti Leader at Harinda. 

MB threw grenades on Pak patrol cooking food in Kaitdra on railway track 

Parvatipur-Phulbari. Pak patrol ran away leaving one rifle and their equipments. 

On 14 Aug MB demolished one power pylon on road Thakurgaon-Pirganj. 

On 15 Aug MB exchanged fire with Pak troops and irregulars near Bhaturia and 

killed four. 

On 14 Aug MB raided Gopal Nagar killing three Pak supporters. Later they burnt 

four houses belonging to these supporters. 

KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR 

MB carried out an extensive guerrilla attacks in Nawabganj on 15 August. They 

raided Razakar position in Haripur kidnaping nine Razakars and capturing four rifles. 

They blew up one 30x8 feet bridge in Haripur area. 

It is gathered from the reliable sources that Independence Day could not be 

celebrated due to MB's continuous guerrilla activities from 10 to 14 Aug at Jessore. 
SSC examination were also postponed due to MB activities. During their guerrilla 

attack they killed one non-Bengali Pak collaborator in Narangali area. They blew up 
one power pylon in Faridpur area causing black out in Jessore. They killed three 

Razakars in Faridpur. 

On 15 Aug MB attacked Pak troops in Buriponta area and exchanged fire with 

them, killing three Pak troops and injuring one. 

On 11 Aug MB raided Daltan Nagar Agriculture farm and killed four Razakars. 

They also blew up culvert in the same area on 14 August. 

On 13 Aug MB exchanged fire with Pak troops in Buriponta and Baribanka areas 

and killed two Pak troops. 

On 13 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol near Bagwan killing two Pak troops and 

injuring three. 

On 13 Aug MB engaged Pak troops in Musadanga area and killed seventeen Pak 

troops. 

On 13 Aug MB ambushed Razakars' area in Bayra killing one Razakar and 

capturing one rifle. 

On 14 Aug MB encountered Pak troops and Razakar's in Kasipur area. In this 

action two Pak troops, eight Razakars and five Pak supporters were killed. 

MB carried out the following activities in Madaripur area from 29 July to 4 

August. They removed telephone line between Mahandradi. They burnt the house of 
one Muslim League member in Kabirajpur. They killed three Razakars in a boat when 

they threw grenade in it. One Muslim League member was killed in Nagardi. 
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DACCA-COM ILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR 

On 14 Aug MB raided Pak position Ramgarh and killed six Paks. 

On 14 Aug MB fired with mortars on Pak position Baganbazar killing five Paks 

and destroying few bunkers. 

On 10 Aug MB raided Pak position Andharmanik killing five Pak troops 
including an officer. 

On 12 Aug MB demolished two power pylons in Takia area. 

On 14 Aug MB raided Pak position Chandgazi and killed five. 

On 15 Aug MB raided Pak position Debpur killing one Pak JCO and four 

Razakars. Pak later vacated this position. 

On 13 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol in Jambari area and killed three. 

On 14 Aug MB blew up one power pylon between Agadair and Kuti. 

On 14 Aug MB demolished 9 feet of railway track South of Kasba. 

On 11 Aug MB raided Pak position Madhupur and killed four Pak troops. 

On 25 Jul MB killed two Pak collaborators of Saidabad. 

On 12 Aug MB killed four Razakars in Alinagar area. 

On 11 Aug MB clashed with Pak patrol in Kamalpur area and killed three Pak 

troops. 

On 10 Aug MB raided Pak position Naogaon killing five Paks and injuring one. 
They also destroyed one bunker. 

On 3 Aug MB killed two active collaborators of Nabiganj. 

On 12 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in Lakshmipur killing three Pak troops and 

injuring nine. 

On 31 Jul MB raided Pak National Bank branch at Bajitpur and killed the cashier 

and guards on duty. 

On 5 Aug MB burnt one jute godown in Narayanganj area and killed the Agent of 

Jute Marketing Corporation. 

On 14 Aug MB raided Pak position Chagalnaya killing four Pak troops and 

destroying two bunkers.  

On 14 Aug MB demolished two power pylons in Alinagar. They also raided Pak 

troops guarding a road bridge in the same area and killed four Pak troops. 

On 15 Aug MB fired with mortars on Pak position Koteshwar and killed five 

Pak troops. 

On 14 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol in Jambari area killing three Pak troops 

including a JCO. 

On 15 Aug MB demolished two telephone poles in Mandabhag area. 

On 14 Aug MB raided Pak position Mukundapur and killed two. 
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On 14 Aug MB fired with mortars on Pak position Harinkhola and Chaurasta 

killing four Pak troops. They also destroyed civilian houses occupied by Pak troops. 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET-MAULVI BAZAR SECTOR 

In this sector MB killed 42 and wounded 19. 

On 14 Aug on receipt of information regarding Pak Independence Day 
celebrations in Kaliganj area three MB Jitter parties fired on the meeting from three 

directions. Meeting was dispersed in chaos. In this action six Razakars were killed 
and some Pak Soldiers sustained bullet injury. 

On 14 Aug Pak troops and Razakars attempted to raid Karabalalia and exchanged 

fire with MB party. The raid was foiled due to sudden attack by MB. In this action 

three Pak troops were wounded. 

On 13 Aug MB engaged Pak position Baragram killing three and injuring five. 

On 13 Aug MB destroyed two boats in Kangli ferry area. 

On 14 Aug MB clashed with Razakars guarding a bridge in the same area and 

killed one Razakar. 

On 14 Aug MB raided Beanibazar and killed two Razakars. 

On 8 Aug MB destroyed Golapganj Police Station. 

On 14 Aug MB engaged Pak troops in Tanjar area and killed two Razakars. 

On 14 Aug MB killed 26 Pak soldiers in an encounter in Kamalpur. 

On 14 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol in Sagarnal and wounded two Pak troops. 

On 14 Aug MB hoisted Bangladesh Flag on District Collector's Office and town 

hall in Sylhet. 

Pak troops consisting of 120 occupied Farangapara on the night of 14th Aug., 

On 15th early hours one MB party raided Farangapara and killed two Razakars 

and injured two Pak soldiers. 

On 15 Aug MB occupied Sanibari mission and hoisted Bangladesh Flag. 

On 15 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops advancing towards Chalpara and killed 
twelve. 

On 14 Aug MB demolished 90 feet long Follia road bridge on road Gaibanda- 

Saidpur. 

On 15 Aug MB raided Pak position Kamalpur killing eight Pak troops. They 

destroyed bunkers and huts. They also damaged a civilian bus. 

* * * * * 

BANGLADESH FORCES HEADQUARTEAR, MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN-AUGUST 18 

Mukti Bahini have intensified their activities in all Sectors inflicting heavy 
casualties on Pak troops, Razakar and their collaborators. Engagement and 

harassments of Pak troops by MB are continuing in all sectors. 
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According to the reports received here MB have killed 110 and wounded 55 Pak 

soldiers, 47 Razakars and 11 collaborators were also killed. The MB have captured 10 

arms during their operation against Pak troops. They have also demolished 3 road 

bridges disrupting communications in occupied territory. 

Important achievements of Mukti Bahini are mentioned below:— 

Mukti Bahini have intensified their activities around Dacca city. They have 

completely demolished an important road bridge On Dacca-Narsingdi road resulting 

in disruption of traffic between Dacca and Narsingdi. It may be mentioned that 

railway communications have already been paralyesed due to the damage of several 

railway bridges by MB on Dacca-Narsingdi rail line. 

Pubali Jute mills at Narsingdi was heavily damaged. Many other Factories around 

Dacca have been damaged by the liberation forces. MB killed one of the Vice 

Presidents of all Pakistan Jamat-e-Islam while he was addressing a meeting 

supporting Pak troops somewhere around Dacca. They have killed some active Pak 

collaborators in Rupganj, Jinardi and Ghorasal areas. 

On night 17/18 Aug MB raided a Pak position at Chutipur near Sharsa in Jessore 

district and killed 11 Pak soldiers. They captured some arms and one infantry wireless 
set from them. 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR 

On 13 Aug MB exchanged fire with Pak troops killing four Pak troops and 

injuring seven. 

On 15 Aug MB killed seven Razakars in Dangapara area and recovered one shot 

gun. MB raided the house of Pak supporter in Gomnati area and killed two Pak 
supporters. 

On 16 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in Amdhya Machhkhoria area and 

exchanged fire. In this action Pak suffered six casualties. 

On 14 Aug MB carried out harassing raid on Razakars Camp Jagatpur and 
exchanged fire killing three Razakars. They also recovered one rifle. 

On 14 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in Bahabal Dighi and exchanged fire killing 

three Pak troops and injuring four. 

On. 16 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in Kajipara area killing three Pak troops 

and injuring four. 

On 16 Aug MB clashed with Pak patrol in Bahmania area and exchanged fire 
killing four Paks. 

On 15 Aug MB demolished railway culvert between Hilli and Charkai. 

On 14 Aug MB raided Rasulbil and killed two Pak collaborators. 

On 13 Aug MB demolished road culvert on Farsipara-Atura road. 

In an exchange of fire between MB and Pak troops in Harin Mari area on 13 Aug, 

nine Pak troops were killed and 15 wounded. 
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KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR 

On 13 Aug MB killed two Razakars in Amjhupu area. 

On 14 Aug MB demolished two power pylons on road Chuadanga and Meherpur. 

On 14 Aug MB ambushed Razakars in Hatpolia area between Nawagram and 

Chuadanga killing three Razakars. They also recovered four rifles. They also 
demolished a road culvert in the same area on 14 Aug. 

Between 11 and 15 Aug MB killed two Pak supporters in Lebutala area. 

On 13 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in Pantapara and Jiban Nagar area and 

killed three Razakars. 

On 16 Aug MB destroyed the house of a Union Council member in Ghona village 

and killed one police Dafadar. 

DACCA- COMILLA & CH1TTAGNOG SECTOR 

During second week of Aug MB killed Vice President of All Pak Jamit-e- Islam 
party while addressing a meeting somewhere around Dacca. 

On 14 Aug MB fired with mortars on Pak troops standing in open area in 

Chowddagram and killed six Pak troops. 

On 12 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops moving in rickshaw in the same area killing 
one and injuring two. 

On 13 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in the same area and killed six Pak troops. 

Three Pak troops were killed in an exchange of fire between MB and Pak troops 

in Koteshwar area on 14 Aug. 

One active Pak collaborator was killed by MB in Rupganj area on 12 Aug. 

MB killed one collaborator in Jinardi area on 13 Aug. 

On 14 Aug MB raided Pak position Anandapur and killed three Pak troops. 

MB raided Razakar camp in Rasulpur area on 12 Aug and killed 5 Razakars. 

On 15 Aug MB raided Pak position in Saldanadi and killed five Pak troops. 

On 13 Aug MB exchanged fire with mortars on Pak position MANDABHAG 

killing three Pak troops and destroying one bunker. 

On 15 Aug MB exchanged fire with Pak troops in the same area and killed two. 

On 15 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops moving in Nalua area and inflicted 10 

casualties on Pak side. 

On 15 Aug MB killed two Razakars in Mirsarai area. 

MB exchanged fire with Pak troops in Saldhar Bazar on 15 Aug and killed two 
Paks. 

On 12 Aug MB burnt one of the Pubali Jute Mills in Narsingdi and caused heavy 

damage. 

On 11 Aug MB killed one Pak collaborator of Ghorasal. 

On 11 Aug MB completely demolished a road bridge between Dacca-Narsingdi. 
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MYMENSINGH-SYLHET-MAULVI BAZAR SECTOR 

On 14 Aug MB raided peace committee meeting guarded by Pak troops in 

Umargaon village killing two Pak troops and 10 Razakars. They also recovered one 
rifle, with some ammunitions. 

Between 11 Aug to 16 Aug MB carried out guerrilla activities in Sadarpur area. 

They destroyed ferry in Sadarpur area killing three Pak troops and injuring eight. 

They also recovered three rifles and some ammunitions. 

On 10 Aug MB engaged Pak troops in three motor launches at Paramari Ghat and 

sunk two launches along with 13 Pak troops. 

On 15 Aug Pak troops while moving in motor boats towards Tarapur Ghat was 

engaged by MB killing seven Pak troops and 12 Razakars. 

On 15 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol in Patrakhaia and wounded two Pak troops. 

On 15 Aug they ambushed another Pak patrol and inflicted two casualties. 

On 12 Aug MB raided Pak positions Pultala killing one Pak troops and injuring 

three. They also destroyed one bunker. 

One Pak soldier was killed in an ambush by MB on 15 Aug in Datiagaon area. 

On 16 Aug MB engaged Pak troops attempting to cross into Indian territory in 

Jatrakona area killing five Pak troops and made them to withdraw. 

*   *   *   *   * 

BANGLADESH FORCES HEADQUARTERS. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN-19, AUGUST 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR 

On 14 Aug MB fired on Pak troops with mortars at Model High School, Rangpur 

where the troops are accommodated, inflicted seven casualties on, Pak side. 

On 17 Aug MB demolished Nageshwar Bari bridge. 

On 16 Aug MB ambushed Pak mixed patrol in Bahmania area and killed six 
soldiers. They also recovered one 12 bore gun. 

On 16 Aug MB fired with mortars on Razakars in Kalahari area and killed three 

Razakars. 

On 10 Aug MB destroyed one power pylon in Naogaon area. 

On 14 Aug MB fired with mortars on Pak troops forcibly taking civilians on a 

pro- Pak procession in Kansat area killing nine Pak troops and 13 Razakars. 

On 16 Aug MB demolished road culvert on road Dinajpur-Phulbari. 

On 17 Aug MB raided Pak position Ramsagar and exchanged fire. In this action 
three 
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Pak troops were killed, two wounded and two vehicles belonging to Pak army were 

damaged. 

KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR 

On 18 Aug MB burnt seven jute godowns in Ghahachara area. 

DACCA-COMILLA-CpiTTAGONG SECTOR 

On 15 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in Ramgarh area and killed five. 

On 15 Aug MB raided Pak position Harimangal and killed Six troops including 
two officers. 

On 12 Aug one Pak supporter was killed and one wounded due to mine explosion 

laid by MB in Bandua Daultpur area. 

On 12 Aug MB removed and brought back approximately one kilometer tele cable 

in Fulgazi area. 

On 14 Aug MB raided Pak position Daldhar and inflicted 15 casualties including 
an officer. In another encounter in the same area the same day Pak troops suffered 

five casualties. 

On 16 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol in Nagais area and killed eight. On 15 Aug 

MB engaged Pak troops in the same area and killed five. 

On 15 Aug MB engaged Pak troops in Hamail area and killed three. 

On 13 Aug MB raided Pak troops in Katak area and killed five. 

On 14 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol in Bibir Bazar and inflicted six casualties. In 

another ambush they killed two Pak troops in the same area. 

On 14 Aug MB fired with mortars on Pak troops moving on road Feni-Comilla 

killing five Pak troops and injuring one. Another MB party demolished two telegraph 
poles and removed telephone lines at various places in this area. 

On 11 Aug MB raided Pak position Nayanpur Railway Station and killed 23 Pak 

troops. 

Between 10 and 15 Aug MB killed approximately 10 dacoits in Dacca area. 
These dacoits were engaged by Pak army in looting and raping villagers in the name 

of MB. 

On 14 Aug MB burnt jute mill of Narsingdi containing 4000 maunds of jute. 

 

MYMENSINGH- SYLHET- MAULVI BAZAR SECTOR 

MB threw grenades near Fenchuganj and killed two Razakars. 

On 16 Aug MB removed telephone lines between Boarainari and Nanni. They 

also ambushed Badar Bahini members and killed three Badar Bahini in the same area. 

On 17 Aug MB raided Pak position Adiachara and inflicted 10 casualties. On 16 

Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in one jeep and killed six Pak troops. 
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On 10 Aug MB raided Pak troops in Fultola area and killed 6. 

On 13 Aug Maj Kamal and two Pak troops were killed due to explosion of mines 

laid by MB in Dhamai area. 

On 16 Aug gas pipe line between Tangatila-Chatak was blown again, due to this 

there were no light in Chatak on 16 and 17 Aug. 

On 13 Aug Pak para military troops burnt 25 houses in Sail area and resorted to 

looting, raping, and torturing of villagers. 

On 17 Aug MB raided Pak position Karitola. In this action two Pak soldiers, one 

cook and one Pak supporter were killed causing damage to one Pak LMG. 

On 15 Aug MB raided Pak position Bakshiganj killing five and damaging two 

vehicles. 

According to a late information MB raided Pak post Bandarkata on 6 Aug and 

inflicted 20 casualties including an officer. 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

BANGLADESH FORCES HQ. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 
WAR BULLETIN 

AUGUST, 20 

The valiant freedom fighters are earring out their activities inflicting heavy 

casualties on Pak troops in all sectors of Bangladesh. 

Their activities on water ways are also being intensified. It is learnt that MB 

raided successfully Pak river crafts and destroyed them. 

Oil 10th August MB ambushed Pak Convoy of four steamers in Matikata area. 

One steamer attempting to escape was raided by MB. But the occupants of the 
steamer which included one officer and 20 men fled away leaving the steamer and its 

contents. MB collected the contents consisting of 500 boxes of well ammunition and 
then set fire to the steamer along with the artillery ammunitions. 

On 12th August in the same area MB ambushed Pak troops and killed 20 Pak 

soldiers. On 13th August too, they ambushed Pak troops in this area and killed 16 

Pak troops. 

It is learnt from report received from Khulna that MB recently engaged in fighting 

with the Armed Razakars in Terokhada area of Khulna and killed 26 Razakars and 

injured 7 seriously. The report said that the Armed Razakars were sent from Khulna 

to Terokhada area by Pak army. They were staying at the Kochcnfu High School. 

They started looting and burning houses of the local Awami League leaders and 

workers. They also burnt houses of other people of the locality. 
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On getting this information the valliant MB came forward to the help of the 

people and started fighting with the Razakers. 

On 17th August MB raided Shamanagar Police Station and killed 2 Razakars and 
captured two rifles (303) and 200 rounds ammunitions. 

On 15th August MB engaged Pak troops moving in launch & killed 30 Pak troops. 

On the same day in an ambush MB killed 26 Razakars in Kapilmuni areas. 

Details are given below:— 

On 13 Aug MB demolished culvert in Kamalapokhri area. 

On 19 Aug MB damaged road bridge on road Gomhati-Khetkibari. 

On 18 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in Dadul killing six Pak troops and 

injuring two. 

On 18 Aug MB removed 200 yards of telephone line between Raiganj and 

Nageshwari. 

On 15 Aug MB threw grenades in Dalmonihat College occupied by Razakars 

and Pak troops/Razakar's Independence Day procession. Pak suffered 20 casualties in 
this action. 

KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR 

On 15 Aug MB demolished one road culvert and killed one Pak supporter in 

Bodhkhana area. 

On 15 Aug MB fired with mortars on Pak troo  ̂ in Sabdan area killing six and 

injuring nine. 

On 14 Aug MB demolished one road culvert in Pabda area. 

MB carried out the following guerrilla activities in Magura on 12 Aug. They 
killed five Razakars at Nahata and recovered five rifles. They killed three Pak 

supporters in Pakhuria and recovered one bayonet. 

On 15 Aug MB engaged Pak troops moving in launch & killed 30 Pak troops. The 

same day in an ambush killed 26 Razakars at Kapilmoni. 

 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET-MAULV1 BAZAR SECTOR 

 

On 17 Aug MB raided Pak launch in Radhanagar and killed 11 soldiers. . 

On 19 Aug one Pak soldier was killed due to mine explosion planted by FF in 

Pachim Salkona area. 

On 12 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in Matikata and killed 20 soldiers. 

On 10 Aug MB ambushed Pak convoy of four steamers in Matikata. One steamer 
attempting to escape was raided by MB and the occupants of the steamer one officer 

and 20 men fled. FF collected over 500 boxes of ammunition and set fire to the 
steamer along with the artillery ammunition. 
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On 13 Aug MB party ambushed Pak troops in Matikata and killed sixteen Pak 

troops. 

On 12 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol, killed six Razakars and injuring soldiers. 

On 18 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol Katiamara and wounded two Razakars. 

On 16 Aug MB removed 200 yards telephone line in Alinagar area. 

FF removed half mile telephone line between Sunamganj-Sylhet. 

GUERRILLAS SINK SEVERAL BIG SHIPS 
FOREIGN SHIPS WARNED TO LAY OFF 

Mujibnagar August, 22, During the last one week the liberation army guerrillas of 

Bangladesh sank more than a dozen big ships in the various ports of Bangladesh. 

These ships belonged to different nations including U.S.A., China, Japan and 

Pakistan. These ships were carrying arms and ammunitions and other strategic 

materials that were of great value to the Pak Forces. 

While details are still awaited, confirmed reports state that the ships include 

'Lightening' a Somalian ship and AI Abbas' a Pakistani ship weighing 15,000 tons. 

This ship costs Rs. 10 crores to build and was launched by Ayub Khan in 1968. 

A Spokesman of Govt. of Peoples Republic of Bangladesh said, 'The people of 
Bangladesh are determined to prevent any material aid to the occupation forces who 

through genocide, rape, repression and eviction, have been denying 75 million people 
of their rights guaranteed by the Chartar of Human Rights. Any nation sending their 

ships in Aid of the Islamabad dictatorship will therefore do so at their own risk." 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

BANGLADESH FORCES HQ. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPTT. 

AUGUST, 23 

Mukti Bahini have intensified their activities on water ways in the occupied areas 
of Bangladesh. Details report of their guerilla activities on the water ways are given 

below:- 

On August 16 MB carried out operation in Mongla Port. They sank 6 Cargo 

ships consisting of 2 American, 2 Chinese, one Japanese and one Pakistani ship. 

These ships were reportedly carrying weapons and ammunition for Pak army. MB 

captured 2 Pak forest Deptt. launches at Naliyan. MB also captured 8 rifles (303), 2 
revolvers and 26 shot guns. 

On the same date. 'Lightening' a Somalian ship was sunk. On night 15/16 August 

MB earned out vehement activities in Chittagong port. They sank AL-Abbas, 

Pakistani ship of 15000 tonnage. This ship costs Rs. 10 crores to build and it was 

launched by Ayub Khan in 1968. 'Formosa' another ship loaded with jute products 
was also sunk by the MB. They sank one large cargo barge alongside jetty no. 13. 

On night 15/16 August MB carried out their guerrilla activities at Doudkandi 

ferryghat on Dacca-Comilla-Chittagong road. The gallant freedom fighters 

completely 
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destroyed the ferry capable of taking 8 large vehicles, steamer ghat jetty and 

pontoon were completely destroyed. Fuel storage and large drums were also 

destroyed. 

Launch ghat pontoons and jetty have been destroyed completely 12 Razakars and 

police were killed due to the explosion. 

On 16 August MB sank 3 ships in Narayanganj harbor. A big coal steamer was 

also sunk. 

Between 7 and 16 August MB destroyed 3 big Motor launches on the Lakhya 

river and killed 150 Pak troops. 

On 18 August MB sank a steamer south of Derai in Sylhet district. 

On August 13 MB destroyed Chatul Ferry. 

On August 15 MB captured Pak cargo launches and barges from Sachna in 

Sunamgonj Sub-division of Sylhet district. They captured one cargo launch. Motor 
tugs 4, barges 16, Motor launch 1 & cargo launch Bausanra. Motor launch being used 

for escorting tugs, two barges with cement and one with wheat and 5 empty barges on 
way to Gumghat. Other stores, Electrical goods, food stuff. Besides 3000 mds wheat 

and 2000 mds rice stocked by Pak army at Sachana was also captured by MB. 

On night 19/20 August MB raided Pargpur border out post. Pak troops suffered 20 

casualties and 2 bunkers were destroyed. 

On 19th August MB exchanged fire with Pak troops in Shamnagar area. Pak 

troops suffered 16 casualties. Some vehicles of the Pak was destroyed. 

From 16 to 18 August MB raided Pak position at Saldanadi Mandabag. 

Approximately 80 Pak troops were killed in this raid. 

On August 19 MB foiled Pak troops' attempt to attack Amalsi. In this engagement 

10 Pak troops, 2 collaborators, 8 Pak paramilitary were killed. Amalsi is now under 

the control of MB. 

On August 13 MB threw grenade in Ansar Cainps near Sylhet and killed 13 
Pak troops. 

On August 13 MB raided Kendua Police Station in Netrokona Subdivision and 

killed 6 Pak police personnel’s. They captured 13 rifles (303), 2 Chinese rifles, 17 

Civilian guns and large quantity of ammunitions. They set fire to PS and 2 houses. 

On 18 August one civilian Bus carrying Pak troops was blown up due to explosion 

of mine laid by MB in ferry area. 19 Pak troops including 2 JCOs were killed and 30 

wounded in this incident. 

According to delayed report on 17 August MB destroyed a road bridge between 
Narsingdi and Shibpur in Narayanganj subdivision. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES HQ. MUJ1BNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPTT 

AUGUST, 24 

1. On 21 Aug 71 the Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani positions at KANASTHALA, 

in the COMILLA Sector and killed 15 enemy troops including an officer. 

2. On 16 Aug 71 the Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani troops in area 

MURADNAGAR in the COMILLA Sector. 30 enemy troops including one officer 

were killed. In addition 5 Razakars were killed and one was captured. One rifle and 

some Chinese ammunition was recovered. 

3. Martial law authority of the occupied areas of Bangladesh has circulated 

leaflets asking laborers to join their works. The leaflets have assured the workers that 

army has been deployed for their security. The leaflets further said that immediate 

joining will ensure their service. 

4. A spokesman of the Bangladesh Jatiya Sramik League said that no Bengali 

workers have so far reported to their Jute Mills and other factories. The M L. 
authority has been failed to bring the Jute Mills and other factories in the occupied 

areas into operation inspire importing workers from West Pakistan, he added. He 
further said that the Bengali workers are determined to wipe out the occupation army 

from their motherland. 

*  *   *   * 

BANGLADESH FORCES HEAD QUARTERS, MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN-AUGUST, 24 

Reports received here today from various sectors of the occupied areas of 

Bangladesh indicate that MB have killed 84 including one officer and wounded 54 
Pak troops during their operation. They have killed 49 and captured 7 Razakars and 8 

arms of various types. They have captured a launch including food stuff and other 
goods for Pak army. 

Detailed reports of MB activities are given below:- 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR 

On 21 Aug MB raided Pak troops in Phultala area killing three and injuring four. 

MB exchanged fire with Pak troops on 20 Aug at Belbari area killing nine 

including an officer and injuring four. 

MB blew up 200 feet railway track between Thakurgaon and Ruhee on 21 Aug. 

10 Pak troops were killed in an ambush by MB on 19 Aug. Pak troops suffered six 

casualties and nine wounded when MB encountered with Pak troops in Chakram area 

on 19 Aug. 
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On 21 Aug MB raided five houses of Shanti Bahini members and captured one 

double bore gun. four single bore guns and some ammunitions. 

On 17 Aug MB demolished railway culvert disrupting railway communications 
between Parvatipur and Phulbari. Pak troops suffered four casualties when MB 

ambushed a patrol party in the same area on 20 Aug. 

KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR 

On 22 Aug MB party killed three Pak soldiers and wounded five. 

On 21 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in Pragpur killing two and injuring three. 

Between 18 and 19 Aug MB carried out successful guerrilla attacks in Jessore 
area. They killed two Pak supporters in Chandpara area. Two bogies were derailed 

near Bara Baibatpur and raided Razakars at Mathurapur. 

DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR 

On 16 Aug MB sunk two steamers and one big barge with cargo in Chandpur. 

They also damaged one steamer and destroyed launch ghat and pontoon bridges. 

On 18 Aug MB demolished two power pylons and power lines between Sahaji 
Bazar and Sylhet. 

MYMENSINGH-SYLIIET-MAULVI BAZAR SECTOR 

On 19 Aug MB demolished road bridge in Baladmura near Kamalpur killing five 

Razakars sentries guarding the bridge. 

On 19 Aug MB destroyed Bundh North bank Kusiara river near Lakshmir Bazar. 

On 20 Aug MB raided Pak post Bijaipur killing five Pak soldiers and destroying 

five bunkers. 

Between 14 and 16 Aug MB clashed with Pak troops near road bridge Dapunir on 
road Mymensingh-Phulbaria killing 10 Pak troops and injuring four. They also 

demolished the Dapunir bridge. 

MB ambushed Pak troops in Kamalpur and killed one Pak soldier on 20 Aug. 

On 21 Aug MB raided Pak location Tantar and in an exchange of fire killed ten 
Pak soldiers. 

Between 14 and 16 MB threw grenades at Pak guard at Akua bridge and killed 

two. 

On 19 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in Langla and injured two. 

On 19 Aug MB raided Pak position Chotalakha near Barlekha killing two Pak 

troops and injuring two. They also killed one Razakar. 

Four Pak troops were killed when MB exchanged fire with Pak troops in Amalsid 

area on 21 Aug. 

On 19 Aug MB raided Pak position in Failapur near Sutarkandi killing two Pak 

troops and two Pak supporters. 
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One Pak soldier was killed and two wounded when MB ambushed Pak patrol in 

Raygran area on 20 Aug. 

On 21 Aug MB captured one cargo launch carrying food stuff and other goods 
from Dacca to Sylhet in Chandpur area. The launch capacity was 125 tons with nine 

crew and value of goods approximately Rs. 85,000/- 

On 19 Aug MB raided Razakars at Jakibbari Bazar and killed 12 Razakars. 

On 25 Jul MB raided Malikbari and killed 16 Razakars. 

On 26 Jul MB raided Bhaluba and killed four Pak soldiers. 

On 27 Jul MB raided Angargara and killed four Razakars. 

On 15 Aug MB threw grenade on Police line at Mymensingh killing one 

Policeman and injuring three. 

On 16 Aug MB had an encounter with Razakars in Kakshimpur killing three and 

capturing seven. 

On 14 Aug MB raided Tarakanda Bazar and Razakar board at Tarakanda killing 

seven Razakars and injuring four. They also recovered three rifles. 

On 20 Aug MB removed telephone lines between Haluaghat and Telikhali. 

On 21 Aug and 22 Aug MB removed telephone lines between Kamalpur-
Bakshiganj. 

On 22 Aug MB fired with mortars on Pak speed boat at Chaliapara and damaged 

the boat. 

MB raided on Tantar killing 16 Pak troops and injuring another 18. 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES HEADQUARTERS, MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 
WAR BULLETIN-AUGUST, 25 

Mukti Bahini have been carrying out their guerrilla operations in all sectors 

inflicting heavy casualties on Pak troops, Razakars and their collaborators. It is learnt 

from the information’s received here today that MB have killed 102 Pak troops 

including 2 officers and wounded 19 Pak troops. 49 Razakars and 6 collaborators 

were also killed. One Razakar has been captured. They have destroyed or damaged 5 

road bridges and removed telephone wire at five places in the occupied areas. 

Notable achievements are stated below: 

MB carried out operations in Kabalbari, Fetua, Hajipur, Tala and Paikgacha in 

Khulna district on 14, 15 and 17 August. In these engagements they killed 25 
Razakars in Kabalbari, 15 Razakars in Fetua, 3 Razakars and Pak supporter in Hajipur 

area. It is reported that Tala and Paikgacha have been liberated. 

The enemy was driven back from Kheair market and Laksmipnr in Noakhali 
district on 21 st August. 
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In an exchange of fire at Noapara in Jessore district on 21st August Pak troops 

suffered eight casualties and later they withdrew from this area. 

MB liberated Ayedpur area on 21
st
  August. 

It is learnt that on 8th August a dispute arose between the Punjabi and Pathan 

troops in Bhurungamari area over a night patrol. A Pathan Captain who sided with the 

Pathans was arrested by the Punjabi troops. 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR 

On 15 Aug MB demolished railway culvert and two telegraph poles on railway 

track Phulbari-Hilly. 

On 21 Aug MB demolished road bridge on road Phultala-Thakurgaon. 

On 20 Aug MB raided WAPDA officers colony in Kurigram, area and killed three 

Pak supporters (Officers). 

On 22 Aug MB damaged road bride in Kurigram-Lalmanirhat area. 

On 20 Aug MB damaged two road bridges in Nageshwari-Dhani Gagla area. 

On 22 Aug MB blew up railway track between Ratnai bridge Moghaihat. 

It is learnt from the reliable sources that on 18 Aug dispute arose between Punjabi 

and Pathan troops in Bhurungamari area over night patrol. Pathan captain who sided 
Pathans was arrested. 

On 6 Aug MB demolished two road culverts near Sukhanpukur and ambushed one 

Pak army jeep near Gabtali and inflicted seven casualties on Pak troops. 

KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR 

Between 7 to 13 Aug MB carried out number of guerrilla raids in Jhingergacha 

area. They killed one Pak soldier in Arizpur area. They ambushed Pak troops in 
Muhammadpur area and killed two Pak soldiers. They burnt Union Council Office 

and Post Office at Amritabazar and recovered seals and documents. 

Five Pak soldiers were killed in an ambush on Pak troops by MB in Kasimpur 

area on 22 Aug. 

Local resistance group and MB carried out the following actions:- 

They killed 25 Razakars in Kabalbari area on 14 Aug. They killed 15 Razakars in 

Fetua on 15 Aug. They also killed one Pak supporter and three Razakars in Hajipur 

area on 17 Aug. It is also gathered from the reliable sources that Tala and Paikgacha 

are under the control of MB. 

Three power pylons were destroyed by MB on 10 Aug in Ambaria area. 

DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR 

On 20 Aug one Pak vehicle was badly damaged between Chagalnaiya-Subhapur 

due to mine explosion planted by MB. 
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On 20 Aug MB threw grenade inside two Pak civilian vehicles carrying Pak 

troops in Chaygharia area injuring two Pak troops, and causing damage to the 

vehicles. 

Three Pak soldiers killed and two wounded when MB raided Pak position 

Anandapur South on 18 Aug. On 19 Aug again they raided the same place and 
inflicted five casualties on Pak troops. 

On 20 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in Rangamati area killing 11 Pak troops and 

injuring three. They also recovered one machine gun. 

Two Pak troops were killed in an ambush by MB on Pak patrol in Kanashtala area 
on 17 Aug. 

On 19 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol in Kanashtala area killing two Pak troops 

and injuring one. On 20 Aug they raided Pak troops in the same area and killed 11 

Pak troops. On 21 Aug again they raided in the same area and killed 15 Pak troop 
including an officer. It is gathered that Pak troops have been pushed away from 

Kheais market and Lakshmipur. 

On 21 Aug Pak troops encircled MB party in Noapara area and in an exchange of 

fire Pak troops suffered eight, casualties and later withdrew from this area. 

On 17 Aug MB killed Chairman, Peace Committee Elliotganj. 

On 16 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops and Razakars in country boats in 

Muradnagar killing thirty Pak troops including an officer and five Razakars. They 

also captured one Razakar, one rifle and some Chinese ammunitions. 

MB removed 200 yards telephone cable in Ragurampur area on 21 Aug. 

On 20 Aug one Pak soldier was killed and one wounded due to mine explosion, 
planted earlier by MB in Ushampur. 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET-MAULVI BAZAR SECTOR 

In Kalighat area on 20 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops killing two and injuring 

three. 

On 21 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol in Barlekha and injured three Ansars. 

On 21 Aug MB removed 200 yards telephone line in Brahman Bazar. It is 
gathered from the reliable sources that on 21 Aug MB occupied eight square miles 

around Ayedpur. 

On 22 Aug MB raided Pak troops in Rahimpur killing two Pak troops and 

injuring one. 

On 22 Aug one Razakar was killed in Charbangali due to mine explosion. 

On 23 Aug MB removed telephone line between Kamalpur-Bakshigonj and 
Haluaghat- Telikhali. 

On 22 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol in Tantar area and wounded two Pak troops. 

On 20 Aug and 21 Aug MB group raided Pak troops in Tangail area killing two 

Pak troops and injuring four. 

 

*   *   *   *   * 
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BANGLADESH FORCES HEADQUARTERS, MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

AUGUST, 26. 

Mukti Bahini has been maintaining tempo of their Guerilla activities in all sectors. 
They have inflicted heavy casualties on Pak troops. Razakars and Collaborators. 

Some of the commendable and heroic activities are given below: - 

1. On Aug 22 two Pak platoons including irregulars attempted to raid MB in 

Bahmania and exchanged fire. Pak attack was repulsed and they suffered 25 casualties 
including one Major and one officer of Ansar. Later on, Pak troops withdrew on 

August 26. One Pak jeep blew up due to mines laid by MB in the same area. 3 Pak 

soldiers were killed and 2 wounded. 

2. On Aug 22 MB raided Pukhuria School occupied by two platoons of Pak 
troops and irregulars. 45 Pak troops were killed and 15 wounded and caused damage 

to the school building. 

3. On Aug 24 MB ambushed Pak troops in Mirdhyar Bazar and inflicted six 

casualties. As reprisal Pal troops burnt civilian houses. On Aug 21 MB ambushed Pak 

troops in the same area killing 7 Pak soldiers and injuring four. The remaining troops 

set fire to the houses of the locality and then fled away. 

4. A portion of Sylhet town is still passing without light due to the destruction of 

power pylons by MB. On August 15 MB destroyed more 2 pylons between Chhatak 

and Sylhet. 

5. According to a confirmed report about 150 wounded Razakars arc getting 
treatment in civil hospital at Sylhet. This hospital is heavily guarded by Pak troops. 

6. It is learnt that Pak authority has organized a new organisation called 'Eagle 

Force'. They are carrying operations at Jessore. 

7. On Aug 22 MB ambushed 3 Pak patrol boats in Abhaya area. Two boats were 
sunk and one damaged killing 15 Pak troops 

Details of MB activities are given below:— 

On 22 Aug MB ambushed railway track repair party at RATNAI and 

MOGHALHAT killing two Razakars and two workers. 

On 22 Aug MB raided Pak supporters in MOGHALHAT area and killed five 

supporters. 

On 17 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol West Bhurungamari killing one Pak soldier 

and inflicted five casualties. 

Four Pak soldiers were killed when MB raided Pak gun position at Andherijhar 

Khamar on 18 Aug. 

On 18 Aug MB removed about 200 yards telephone cable between Andherijhar 
Khamar and Lalmanirhat. 
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On 22 Aug MB demolished Tirnai bridge on track Baroabari. 

On 21 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops including irregulars in Badmis area killing 

six Pak soldiers and injuring four. 

On 22 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops and para military force members in Jabarhat 

and inflicted 10 casualties. 

On 19 Aug MB killed one peace committee member at Bara and another member 

at Bagdhani. 

On 22 Aug MB carried out guerilla raids in Bausa area & killed four Razakars and 

captured two peace committee members. They recovered three rifles and two guns. 

They also burnt Union Council Office and captured two identity cards belonging to 

officials of Union Council of Bausa. 

On 23 Aug MB exchanged fire with Pak troops in Bidyadharpur killing five Pak 

soldiers and injuring seven. They also killed one Pak supporter in the same area. 

MB carried out an intensive guerrilla activities between 1 and 13 Aug at Faridpur. 

They killed 20 Pak troops attending Muslim League rally at Kamalpur. They burnt 
Police Station and Razakar Court at Digh Nagar near Kaolikanda. They killed four 

Razakars and captured 13 rifles along with a large quantity of ammunitions. 

On 21 Aug MB raided Pak post Sikri and inflicted five casualties. On 17 Aug MB 

raided Shyamnagar Police Station and killed two Razakars. They also captured two 

rifles with some ammunition. 

On 18 Aug MB killed Shanti Bahini Chairman Diara and one Razakar at 

Kaemkola on 22 Aug. 

On 23 Aug MB raided Mirganj and killed five Pak soldiers. 

On 22 Aug MB destroyed ferry Bidyadharpur. 

On 12 Aug MB killed Muslim League leader Boalia. 

It is gathered from the reliable sources that new Pak organisation called, Eagle 

Force has been organized and is operating at Jessore. 

DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR 

On 20 Aug three Pak Vehicles carrying troops blew up in Sonagazi area due to 

mines planted by MB earlier killing 15 Pak soldiers. 

Two Razakars were killed by MB at Madhugram on 21 Aug. 

On 21 Aug MB killed 20 Pak troops including Razakars in Sonagazi area. 

On 21 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in Mirdyhar Bazar area killing seven Pak 

soldiers and injuring four. The remaining troops flew away after setting fire to nearby 

houses. 

On 24 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in Mirdhyar Bazar and inflicted six 

casualties. As reprisal Pak troops burnt civilian houses. 
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On 18 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in Chandgazi Bazar and inflicted four 

casualties. 

On 21 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in Debipur area and killed four Paks. 

Seven Pak troops were killed in an ambush by MB in Rhajuria area on 19 Aug. 

On 20 Aug MB killed three Razakars in area. 

On 21 Aug MB shelled Pak position Noapara and killed six pak soldiers. 

On 21 Aug MB killed one and wounded another Razakar in Sripur and recovered 
one rifle. 

On 18 Aug fired with mortars on Pak troops in Ramsirabari area killing 8 Pak 

soldiers and injuring 28. 

On 15 Aug MB ambushed Pak patrol in Charnal area and inflicted three 

casualties. 

Eight Pak troops were killed when MB ambushed Pak troops in the same area on 
16 Aug. 

It is confirmed by authentic sources regarding MB actions at Chittagong on 16 

Aug, the ship 'AL-ABBAS' a 15000 tons capacity sunk. Another ship approximately 

12500 tons capacity sunk loaded with spare parts for Pak. Two ships same size badly 

damaged were being supported by cranes. Three large cargo barges also sunk. 

Unloading and salvage operations is in progress now from the damaged ships. 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET-MAULVI BAZAR SECTOR 

On 18 Aug MB demolished bridge on road Chanu-Shamshernagar. They also 

ambushed one jeep carrying Pak troops in the same area and injured two Pak soldiers. 

On 23 Aug MB captured eight country boats of Pak troops at Barni. 

On 15 Aug MB destroyed two pylons between Chhatak and Sylhet. 

Pylons previously destroyed were under repair now. A portion of Sylhet town is 

still without light. 

According to a confirmed report about 150 wounded Razakars are getting 
treatment in civil hospital at Sylhet. This Hospital located at Sylhet is heavily guarded 

by Pak troops. 

On 23 Aug MB blew up 80 feet long two piers of Laurbang RCC Bridge. Eight 

Razakars guarding the bridge ran away when FF opened fire. 

On 24 Aug MB removed telephone line between Naukuchi and Ahmednagar and 

between Haluaghat- Tclikhali. 

On 23 Aug MB raided Pak troops in Atgram area and killed three Ansars. 

On 21 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in Sultanpur killing two Ansars and injuring 

one Pak soldier. 

On 18 Aug MB killed two members of Peace Committee at Purbadhala. 

On 19 Aug MB raided Atapara Police Station and captured it after three hours of 
fighting, killing nine Razakars. The Officer Commanding of the Police station 
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surrendered to MB. Later they destroyed the Police Station. They captured 22 

rifles. The same day MB raided Atapara Post Office and destroyed it. They recovered 

four telephone sets from the Post office. 

On 20 Aug MB killed one Pak Convener of Peace Committee and one Secretary 
of the Peace Committee at Atapara. 

On 21 Aug MB raided Chaura Bazar near Bakshiganj killing four Badar Bahini 

members, eight Pak supporters and one Pak police Inspector. 

*   *   *   * 

BANGLADESH WAR NEWS. MUJIBNAGAR 

28-8-1971 

COMILLA SECTOR: OCCUPATION ARMIES' DEATH TRAP 

Reports reaching here state that the Mukti Bahini which has geared up its guerilla 

and commando activities since the advent of monsoon is now also engaging the 

enemy in direct confrontations. About 4 officers were killed and 3 injured besides 200 

ORS as dead in the past few days in various skirmishes with the enemy along the 

Comilla sector. 

Reports also reaching here from our field correspondent adds that on night of 

23/24 August the MB commandos completely destroyed the Daudkandi ferry ghat, 
resulting in total destruction of a ferry capable of loading 8 heavy vehicles. The 

steamer-ghat jetty and pontoon along with fuel dumps also destroyed. About 12 

Razakars and West Pakistani police were killed due to this explosion. 

Mukti Bahini is holding an area of about 200 sq. miles in the Saldanadi area for 
the past two months. Here the Pak occupation forces have received decisive blows at 

the hands of the valiant freedom fighters. The enemy here has suffered one of the 
highest casualties recorded so far for a single area. The conservative casualty figure 

runs well over 1500 men including a good number of officers. The MB casualty is 
relatively low. With dogged determination the MB will hold this position proud by till 

last man last bullet. 

Reports reaching here from our field correspondents in various sectors of 

Bangladesh shows that the MB guerillas are operating deep inside Bangladesh. In a 

recent skirmish with the Pak troops at Tangail, the MB guerillas killed two of them 

and injured another four. In another incident at Saldar & Suber bazar in Parshuram 
P.S. belonging to Feni subdivision the Mukti Bahini guerillas launched a daring attack 

on the enemy. There was hand to hand combat in which the enemy lost one officer 
along with 15 ORS. The Mukti Bahini after beating back the occupation forces raised 

the Bangladesh flag amidst cheers of "Joy Bangla", when they saw the remaining 
enemy running helter- skelter for their lives. 

Thus the overall activities is proving the Mukti Bahini to the West Pakistan 

occupation army as a formidable force. 

BY COURTESY 

BANGLADESH ARCHIVES 
NEWS & FEATURE SERVICE 
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BANGLADESH FORCES HQ, MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN-AUGUST 30 
 

Delayed news received from inside the occupied areas of Bangladesh reveals that 
seven big ships and two barges were sunk by the guerillas of Mukti Bahini at the 

CHITTAGONG Port on the night of 15 and 16 August.. 
 

1. The sinking of the ships and the consequent dislocation of all works in the Port 
area unnerved the military authorities to such an extent that Lt. Gen. Tikka Khan 

visited the Port to see things for himself, on 18 August. He ordered the arrest of the 

senior naval officer in charge of the Port area and all the sentries on duty at the time 

of the destruction. 

 

The approach to the Port has been completely blocked by sinking of a barge in the 

river Karnofuly opposite Jetty number 13. Curfew has been imposed in the Port area. 

 

2. According to delayed reports received here from Dacca, MB raided Pak troops 

position at Dacca Music College, Sagunbaghicha between 11 and 14th August killing 

2 and injuring 5 Pak troops. 

 

3. At night, August 13 Pak army raided teachers quarters of Dacca University 

within the university campus and arrested 11 senior lecturers of various departments 
including the Secretary of the Teachers Club of the Dacca University. 

 
4. It is learnt from an authoritative source connected with Dacca University that 

only 30 students out of more than eight thousand students are attending the classes. 
 

5. In the Psychology Department only one student out of 450 students who 
happens to be the daughter of Major Forman Ali of Pak army attends the class, it is 

learnt. 

 

6. Pak army have built up many bunkers on the side of the Railway culverts on 

the Rail line between Dacca-Mymensingh. 

 

7. At night, August 7 Pak troops raided Motijheel Colony and Dhanmandi 

residential area and captured about 80 persons. Their whereabouts are not known. 

 
8. Some medicines of urgent need are out of Market at Dacca. 

 

Sd/Illegible 

Public Relations Officer, 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

 

----------------- 
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BANGLADESH FORCES HQ. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPTT. 

WAR BULLETIN—AUG 30 

 

Mukti Bahini is intensifying tempo of their guerilla activities in the occupied areas 

of Bangladesh. They are taking heavy toll of lives of Pak soldiers. Guerilla activities 

on waterways have also been intensified. 

 

Reports received here today from various sectors indicates that 146 Pak soldiers 

including one officer were killed and 73 including 3 officers wounded by the MB 

during their operations in the occupied areas. They have also captured a Pak soldier. 

 

46 Razakars have been killed and 26 including 21 policemen captured by MB. 
They have captured 34 arms of various types during their operations. They have 

destroyed road bridge in 4 places, rail bridge in 2 places, telephone poles in 2 places 
and removed rail line in 2 places and telephone line in 4 P laces. 

 
Information of fighting between a Punjabi Major and a Baluchi Captain has been 

received here. According to the information, on 8th Aug one Punjabi Major and 
Baluchi Captain fought over sharing of booty and then disagreement spread among 

troops resulting in clash between Baluchis and Punjabis. In this clash Punjabi side 65 

killed and 45 wounded and Baluchi side 10 killed and 6 wounded. 
 

According to another report MB raided Monohordi Police Station on 9th Aug and 
captured 21 police personnels including the officer commanding. They also captured 

15 rifles. In this area MB ambushed a Pak army patrol on Aug 10 and inflicted 2 
casualties on Pak troops' side. 

 
Rail communication between Latu and Sorlekha in Sylhet dist. was disrupted due 

to the demolition of a railway bridge in Chargran area by MB. 

 

It is further learnt that most Pakistani businessmen in Dacca find it difficult to 

carry on their activities due to the actions of MB and they have started leaving 

Bangladesh for their home in West Pakistan after closing their shops and 

establishments. 

Non-Bengali supporters of Pak army in cities and towns in the occupied areas do 

not come out of their houses in the evening due to the fear of MB. Their morality has 

come down. 

 

RANGPUR - D1NAJPUR RAJSHAHI SECTOR 

Two Pak troops were killed and several wounded when MB raided Mugalhat on 

16 Aug. 
On 16 Aug MB raided Razakars in Chararhat area killing two Razakars and 

injuring seven. 
Four Pak troops were killed on 17 Aug in an ambush by MB on Pak troops in 

Rampur area. 
Pak troops suffered five casualties when MB raided Ranishandhail on 17 Aug. 
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On 17 Aug MB raided Pak position Charadangi and killed two Pak soldiers. 

On 17 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops and irregulars near Gouripur killing three 

Pak troops and injuring two. 

MB blew up railway track between Adamdighi-Bharatpur on 10 Aug. 

On 9 Aug MB raided Adamdighi Post Office and killed five Razakars. They also 
recovered two rifles, two 12 bore guns and four telephone sets. 

KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR 

Four Pak troops were killed and three wounded when MB raided Pak troops 

guarding Sardah road junction on 5 Aug. 

On 15 Aug MB raided Lalpur Police Station and killed one Razakar. They also 

recovered one rifle. 

MB ambushed Pak troops at Ramnagar on 16 Aug killing six Pak soldiers and 

injuring three. 

On 15 Aug MB captured five Razakars, recovered one single bore gun in 

Bangladesh area. 

One road bridge near Jagoti on road Jessore-Giougacha was destroyed by MB on 

15 Aug. 

MB blew up two telephone poles in Chougacha area on 15 Aug. 

MB killed 26 Razakars on 4 Aug at Taraichara. 

DACCA-COM1LLA -CH1TTAGONG SECTOR 

One jeep carrying four Pak army officers blew up due to mine explosion on 15 

Aug in Sonagazi area killing one officer. The remaining three of them seriously 

injured. 

Five Pak troops were killed and one captured when MB raided Pak Razakars in 

Basantpur area on 15 Aug. 

On 16 Aug MB raided and killed two Razakars in Bagher area. On 17 Aug MB 

ambushed the Pak troops in Sasidal area and killed twelve Paks. In another ambush in 
the same area on 16 Aug they killed four Pak troops. 

On 16 Aug MB demolished 100 feet railway track in Kotna area. 

On 16 Aug MB killed two active Pak collaborators of Chandla Sough. 

On 16 Aug MB ambushed three Pak boats carrying rations in Nayanpur area and 

killed 10 Pak troops. One boat was badly damaged. 

Between 8 and 25 Jul MB killed 12 active Pak collaborators in Kapasia Police 

Station area. 

On 28 Jul MB ambushed two launches carrying rations for Pak troops in Lakhya 
River. The launches were destroyed and sank in the river along' with the rations. In 

another raid on 31 Jul MB destroyed one motor launch in Lakhya River carrying 
rations for Pak troops. 
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On 9 Aug MB raided Monohardi Police Station. In this action 21 police personnel 

including officer commanding were captured with 15 rifles and a large quantity of 

ammunitions. In this area on 18 Aug MB ambushed Pak Patrol and inflicted two 

casualties. They also demolished two telephone poles. 

On 28 Jul MB raided Nabiganj Police Station and recovered one radio set capable 
of communicating over 100 km. 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET-MAULVIB AZAR SECTOR 

On 11 Aug MB destroyed a bridge on road Shamsher Nagar-Kurmachara. 

On 18 Aug MB demolished railway bridge in Chargram area. Due to this railway 

communication between Latu-Barlekha was disrupted. 

On 17 Aug MB ambushed Pak troops in Chotalekha killing two Pak troops and 

injuring three. 

On 17 Aug MB destroyed a road bridge in Silua area. 

On 13 Aug MB raided Alinagar and killed one Subedar and two soldiers. 

On 11 Aug MB destroyed a road bridge in Palki near Kulaura. 

On 12 Aug MB removed telephone line in Shamshernagar. 

On 13 Aug MB captured three motor tugs six barges in Sunamganj. They also 
captured fourteen crews. 

On 18 Aug MB removed telephone line between Ahmednagar-Kunni. 

On 18 Aug MB group engaged Pak troops while crossing river near Dhalapara 

killing one Pak troop and injuring two. On 17 Aug the same group raided Pak troops 

in Dhalapara area and wounded 5. 

On 17 Aug MB raided Pak troops in Kamalpur area and inflicted three casualties. 

On 15 Aug MB fired with mortars on Pak troops at Noakuchi killing seven Pak 

troops and injuring four. They also damaged one barrack. 

On 18 Aug MB raided Ansars in Kanairghat area and killed two. On 18 Aug MB 

ambushed Pak patrol in Dilkhusha killing one and injuring two. 

On 18 Aug MB raided Razakars in Baramari killing three Razakars and 

injuring three. 

On 15 Aug MB demolished 30 feet long RCC bridge at Kudaldhar on road 

Phulpur-Mymensingh. 

On 16 Aug MB clashed with Razakars in Tarakanda killing five and injuring 

seven. They also captured three rifles. 

On 19 Aug MB raided Pak position at Tantar and wounded some Pak troops. 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

P.R .0. 

Bangladesh Forces 
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BANGLADESH FORCES HQ. MU JIB N AGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

AUGUST 31 

Activities of Mukti Bahini have been continuing unabated in all Sectors in the 

occupied areas of Bangladesh inflicting heavy casualties on Pak troops. Razakars and 

collaborators. According to the information received here to-day from various Sectors 

MB have killed in three days from 26th to 29th August more than 102 enemies 

including veteran Pak collaborator Mr. Fakhruddin Ahmed ex-Revenue minister and 

Secretary Provincial Muslim League of Bangladesh. Of the 102 enemies 61 are Pak 

troops, 15 Razakars and 26 are Pak collaborators. During this period MB wounded 

more than 40 Pak troops. Mr. Fakbruddin hails from Myemensingh district. 

On August 29 MB raided Razakars guarding RCC road bridge in Badhikhali area 

in Mymensingh. 4 Razakars were Killed and 7 wounded. Bridge was damaged and 

recovered one Rifle. On August 28, they removed telephone line between Bakshiganj- 

Kamalpur in the same district disrupting tele-communication between the above 

places. MB raided Nalitabad in Mymensingh district on the same day and killed 3 

Badar Bahini. On August 28, MB raided Berigaon area. There was a heavy fighting 

between MB and Pak troops which continued till late 29 August. 

In this action MB killed 8 Pak soldiers and wounded 15. On August 27, MB 

raided Ranamati near Phulbari in Mymensingh district and killed 15 Pak soldiers. 

They also raided Pak position Kamalpur and inflicted 11 casualties on 26th August. 

In Sylhet district MB ambushed Razakars patrol in Lamukta on August 28 and 
killed 3 Razakars. On August 27 MB ambushed Pak troops near Manu in Sylhet and 

inflicted 5 casualties. On the same day MB raided Razakar patrol party 3 miles North 
of Tamarjuni and inflicted 6 casualties. They also recovered 2 Rifles from them. They 

ambushed Pak patrol in Kanairghat on August 27 and wounded 3 Pak troops. Two 
Pak soldiers were killed and one wounded when MB ambushed Pak troops moving in 

boat in the same area. On August 26 on the same day one Pak jeep was blown up due 
to mine explosion planted by MB on road Zakiganj-Atgram. Due to this 2 Pak 

soldiers were killed and 3. Wounded causing damage to the vehicle. On the same day 

they removed telephone line near Shamshernagar disrupting tele communication in 

this area. 

In Noakhali district MB ambushed 15 Pak civilian vehicles carrying supplies for 

Pak troops in Feni-Belonia area on August 27 and damaged almost all vehicles. They 
apprehended 2 Pak supporters. On August 25 they demolished a road bridge near 

Hasanpur in the same area and disrupted road communication between Feni-Belonia. 

On August 26 MB raided Pak troops guarding a bridge in Sonaichhari area in 

Noakhali and killed one Pak soldier and 2 Razakars. 

In Comilla district, MB raided Pak troops in Mandabag area and inflicted 5 

casualties. On the same day they raided Bibir Bazar and killed 2 Pak troops. On 

August 26 MB 
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ambushed 4 Pak country boats in Shonirhat area and damaged badly 2 boats. Pak 

troops suffered 10 casualties in this action. 

In Dinajpur district MB raided Pak position Halibanda on August 27 and inflicted 
2 casualties. On August 25 MB raided Razakars position in the same area inflicting 14 

casualties. They also captured 8 Razakars with 15 Rifles. On August 28 MB raided 
Pak position in Bhurangamari in Rangpur district and inflicted 2 casualties. 

On August 27 they destroyed railway track in Nakurgachhi in North Bengal. On 

the same day MB fired Pak troops position at Darpul and inflicted 3 casualties. On 

August 26 MB demolished road culvert and disrupted road communication between 

Phultala- Bhaoanipur in North Bengal. On the same day MB raided Pak position in 

Dangerhat area and killed 2 Pak soldiers and wounded 4. 

In Kushtia district MB killed Peace Committee Chairman on August 27 in 

Pataldanga. 

6 Razakars were killed and 3 wounded when MB raided Barinagar in Jessore 

district on August 25. They also recovered 2 Rifles. 

 

Sd/Illegible 
Public Relations 

Officer 

Bangladesh Forces 

31st Aug 71. 

*   *  *   *   * 

BANGLADESH FORCES HQ. MUJ1BNAGAR 
PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN-SEPTEMBER-01 

Mukti Bahini have been carrying out extensive guerilla activities all over 

Bangladesh. They have inflicted heavy casualties on Pak troops, Razakars and 

collaborators. 

Some of the commendable activities are mentioned below: - 

(1) MB liberated Lebutola, Hashimpur and Raipur in Kushtia-Jessore -Khulna 

Sector and hoisted Bangladesh Flag between 14 to 24th August. 

(2) They have destroyed Chuadanga Police Station on August 25. They also 

ambushed Pak troops in the same area on August 28 and inflicted 2 casualties. 

(3) They have disrupted tele communication between Comilla and Feni by 

demolishing three telephone poles in Jagannath Dighi on August 26. 

(4) MB raided Pak position at Kasba in Comilla district on August 27 and 

inflicted 20 casualties. They also destroyed two bunkers of the enemy troops. 
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(5) On August 30. MB exchanged fire with Pak troops in Berigaon area in 

Mymensingh district and killed 4 Pak troops. 

(6) On August 28. MB raided Badar Bahini Camp in Islampur in Mymensingh 
and killed 8. They also captured 4 hundred maunds of jute. 

(7) MB raided Razakars Training Camp in Laimonirhat Air field in Rangpur and 

killed 7 Razakars. They also raided some area of Pak Posts guarding railway bridge. 

They raided Pak troops and the Pak troops deserted the post. Later MB demolished 

the bridge. On August 26. they raided Pak troops on road Nageswari-Raiganj killing 

10 Pak soldiers and injuring 4. 

(8) On August 27 MB blew up 70 ft. railway track between Bhawanipur and 

Jharbari on rail line Dinajpur and Biral in Dinajpur district. 

 

Sd/illegible 

Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 

1st Sep, 71. 

 

*   *   *   *  * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES HQ. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPTT 

WAR BULLETIN 

SEPTEMBER 20 

Extensive MUKTI BAHINI guerilla activities continue in different sectors of 

Bangladesh. 

In last few day's operation the MUKTI BAHINI killed as many as 104 Pak troops 

and injured 57. They have also killed 60 Razakars, 12 Policemen and 5 collaborators 

during the same time. 

SOME OF THE MAJOR OPERATIONS 

On August 28th in one of most daring mine planting and ambush right in Dacca 

city, the MUKTI BAHINI blew up 2 army trucks and 1 jeep. In the action at least 24 

Pak troops and Razakars were killed and 41 injured. 

Between August 24th and 27th the MUKTI BAHINI killed 9 Pak troops, 12 

Razakars and 9 Policeman in LAKSAM area in Comilla district. 

On August 28
th

, MUKTI BAHINI sunk 5 country boats in BRAHMAN PARA 
and SALDANADI areas killing 23 Pak troops and Razakars including 1 officer. 

In Sylhet district MUKTI BAHINI raided Pak troops in FULTOLA areas on 

August 26th killing 3 and injuring 10. They also destroyed several enemy bunkers. 
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On August 28
th

 , heavy exchange of fire between Mukti Bahini and Pak troops in 

LATU area of Sylhet resulting 5 casualties of Pak troops. 

On August 25
th

 4 train boggies were derailed due to mine explosion laid by 
MUKTI BAHINI in JURI area of Sylhet district. In another mine operation on 22nd 

August, MUKTI BAHINI below up 1 army truck in Maulavi Bazar area. At least 6 
Pak troops were killed and several injured. . 

On August 29th, MUKTI BAHINI raided Pak troops position in KAMARSAIL 

and injured 5 Pak soldiers. 

In Rangpur-Dinajpur-Rajshahi MUKTI BAHINI ambushed Pak patrol near 
Rajshahi on August 29th and killed 6 of them. 

On 30th August MUKTI BAHINI raided Pak troops in BHOTEMARI and killed 

5. On the same day MUKTIBAHINI ambushed Pak troops in DANUR area and killed 

3 Pak soldiers and injured 4. 

During the period MUKTI BAHINI destroyed 50 enemy vehicles and captured a 

large quantity of arms and ammunition. They have also destroyed several Key-bridges 

to immobilize the enemy troops. 

During the period 42 Razakars surrendered to Mukti Bahini in Sylhet district. 

Sd/Illegible 

Public Relations Officer 

2nd Sep. 71. 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES HQ. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT-WAR BULLETIN 
SEPTEMBER 03, 1971. 

Guerilla activities of Mukti Bahini have been further geared up in the occupied 

areas of Bangladesh. 

In Rangpur-Dinajpur-Rajshahi Sector, freedom fighters raided Pak troops position 
at Bhotemari and inflicted 4 casualties. The Mukti Bahini launched vigorous attacks 

on Pak troops position at Amarkhana and Jogdalhat with mortar fire and inflicted 
heavy losses. In these attacks 51 Pak soldiers were killed and 13 injured. 

In Jessore-Khulna Sector, the freedom fighters carried out a series of raids at 

Panighat, Karamar, Paschimbagh and Shampur and killed one officer and 20 Pak 

soldiers. The Mukti Bahini suffered one casualty. 

In Dacca-Chittagong-Comilla Sector, the Mukti Bahini continued their offensive 

and raided enemy positions at Durgapur, Chhagalnaiya, Lodagaon and Suhagpur 

killing 15 Pak soldiers. 3 enemy bunkers were also destroyed. The guerillas also 

attacked Pak 
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troops at Monohardi killing 12 enemy soldiers. One railway trolley was 

successfully ambushed on Dacca-Brahmanbaria route killing one army officer and 5 

soldiers. 

In Sylhet-Mymensingh Sector, the Mukti Bahini engaged Pak troops at 

Putiacherra. Jagada and Bandarkata. In these clashes 9 Pak soldiers were killed. One 

enemy vehicle was blown up at Birisiri by mines laid by guerillas. Two enemy 

soldiers were killed and the vehicle completely damaged. 

 

Sd/-Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces 

3
rd

 Sept. 71 

 
BANGLADESH FORCES HQ. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPTT. 
WAR BULLETIN 

SEPTEMBER 04 
 

The valiant freedom fighters of Bangladesh have significantly stepped up their 
activities on all fronts and killed more than 250 Pak soldiers including 2 officers 

during the last two days. As a result of these successful attacks a number of important 

locations have been cleared of occupation troops. They severely dislocated 

communication system has been further disrupted by the blowing up of railway lines 

and destruction of bridges in several places. 

 

In a series of attacks in the Eastern front, Muktibahini guerillas engaged Pak 

troops at Dariapur, Ballavpur, Kusadanga, Miabazar, Kalikapur. Koteshwar, Mirpur, 

Guthuma and Maizkhar and killed 60 enemy soldiers and injured many others. 

Freedom fighters also launched mortar attacks at Nayanpur and Sashidal killing 36 

Pak soldiers. In two successful ambushes, freedom-fighters sunk 12 boats at Sanirhat 

and Nagais killing 50 Pak soldiers. One enemy truck was blown up in a mine 

explosion at Assampara killing 3 Pak soldiers. 

 
In the northern sector the railway track between Sagni and Bocbagaon has been 

blown up dislocating rail communication. A Pak army jeep was blown up in this area 
killing one officer and four soldiers. In another mine explosion at Pillakandi, a truck 

was destroyed and 7 other Pak soldiers killed. Heavy fighting has been reported from 
Beri- gaon and Tengratilla where 33 Pak troops were killed. In another encounter at 

Akhashri 22 Pak soldiers have been killed. In a daring attack on Pak camp at Ulipur, 

the freedom fighters inflicted 20 casualties and caused heavy loss of equipment. 

 

In the western sector Muktibahini guerillas launched a daring attack on the 
severely guarded Thakurgaon Airport and killed 2 Pak troops by throwing grenade in 

the control room. A Pakistani jeep was blown up by mine explosion at Boardi killing 
one officer and 5 soldiers. Muktibahini guerillas have also dislocated railway 

communications between 
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Parbatipur and Saidpur by removing rails. In Kushtia-Jessore Sector. 7 Pak soldiers 

were killed in an ambush near Bara Achra. 

According to reliable information the conflict between Pathan and Punjabi 

soldiers has further aggravated. At Khadimnagar Camp in Sylhet, there was a severe 

clash between Pathan and punjabi troops over distribution of looted properties 

resulting in injuries on both sides. 

 

Sd/- Illegible 

Public Relations Officer 

4th. Sept ,71. 

 

*   *  *  *   * 

 
BANGLADESH FORCES HQ. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 
WAR BULLETIN 

SEPTEMBER 05 
 

The valiant Mukti Bahini have been launching their guerilla activities in all fronts 
in the occupied areas of Bangladesh. According to the information received here to 

day from various Sectors they have killed 113 Pak troops and wounded many. . They 

have also killed 32 Razakars and 14 West Pakistani Policemen. MB sunk 3 boats 
carrying Pak troops during their extensive operations. 

 
In Rangpur, Dinajpur and Rajshahi Sector Freedom fighters ambushed Pak troops 

at Khajanpur, Baldia Pukur. Bharater Chora, Jamalganj and Bahanpur and killed 28 
Pak troops. They also killed 15 Razakars in this Sector. Freedom fighters blew up one 

enemy truck by planting mine in Purba Shampur area killing 6 Pak troops. They also 
disrupted communication system between Parvatipur and Phulbari by destroying rail 

truck between these two places. 

 

Atrocities and looting by Pak troops have also been reported from this Sector. 

Recently Pak troops encircled Kundan Market and launched firing on civilians & 

Killed 21 civilians and injured 35. Later they looted shops in this market. 

 

In Kushtia-Jessore-Khulna Sector, the freedom fighters raided Darsha near Sitalai 

and exchanged fire with the enemy troops killing II Pak troops. They also burnt 

telegraph office at Darsha dislocating telecommunication system in this area. 

 

In Dacca-Comilla-Chittagong Sector in two successful ambushes MB sunk 3 boats 

carrying Pak troops and West Pakistani Police at Rupganj near Dacca and Chandrapur 

killing 30 Pak soldiers and 4 West Pakistani Policemen including the O. C. of 
Rupganj. They sunk 3 boats one on the Sitalakhma river and two at Chandrapur. 

Besides in two successful raids at Mirpur near Dacca and Chandrapur they killed 10 
West Pakistani Policemen and 10 Pak soldiers respectively. 
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In a series of attacks in Mymensingh-Sylhet-Maulavi Bazar Sector, MB engaged 

Pak troops at Sagarnal, Bhoga, Karimpur, Kuarsail and Nalitabari killing 21 Pak 

soldiers and 18 Razakars. 

One enemy truck and one Pak army jeep was blown up in mine explosion at 

Karamnagar and Juri Barlekha respectively killing 10 Pak troops. Besides 3 Pak 

soldiers were killed at Bhiga area due to mine explosion laid by MB. They also 

ambushed Pak troops at Nalitabari and killed 12 Pak soldiers. They also damaged 

Dewanganj police Station. They captured one Stengun and one Rifle during their raids 

in this Sector. 

 

Sd/Illegible 

Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces 

5th Sept. 71. 
 

* * *  *   * 
 

BANGLADESH FORCES HQ. MUJIBNAGAR 
PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 
SEPT 9. 

 

The heroic Freedom Fighters have stepped up their vehement guerilla activities in 

all sectors in the occupied areas in Bangladesh inflieting heavy casualties on the 

occupation army. 

Reports of guerilla activities reaching here from different sectors reveal that Mukti 

Bahini have killed 242 enemies including 114 regular Pak soldiers during the period 

between 31st August and 4th September. 

Reports of guerilla activities reaching here from different sectors reveal that Mukti 

Bahini have killed 242 enemies including 114 regular Pak soldiers during the period 

between 31
st
  August and 4th September. 

Mukti Bahini have intensified their guerilla activities in and around Dacca. 

They have launched guerilla operations in Sutrapur. Azimpur, Dholai Khal areas in 

Dacca city inflicting 50 causalities on the enemies including 4 PAF Provost men and 
Circle Inspector of Sutrapur. They also recovered 3 Rifles and some ammunitions 

from Azimpur area. 
 

It is learnt that due to intensified guerilla activities in the city Pak Military 
authority have started personal search on the important points of streets in and around 

the city. 
 

In Dacca-Comilla-Chittagong sector Mukti Bahini successfully engaged enemy 

troops in Bibir Bazar, Koteshwar, Charnal and Phanchora killing 18 Pak troops. They 

also ambushed 2 boats carrying Pak troops in Chanda area killing 25 Pak Troops and 

injuring 20. The boats were destroyed. 
 

In the same sector they raided enemy positions at Mianbazar, Pake. Rangamatia, 
Nayanpur and Chandla and killed 28 Pak troops. 
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According to a delayed report from Chittagong the daring Marine Commandos 

of Mukti Bahini sunk another foreign ship and one tanker in Chittagong outer 

anchorage. 

In Munshirhat area one enemy truck was blown up due to mine explosion. Three 

Pak troops were seriously injured. 

 

In Mymensingh-Sylhet sector the valiant Freedom Fighters ambushed enemy 

positions in Goalbari, Kodailkathi, Kamalpur. Narayan Khola, Sribordi, Atgrana and 

Joyontipur killing 30 Pak troops and few Razakars. They destroyed important road 

bridges at Charghai, Panchgao and Jugil disrupting road communications of Pak army 

in these areas. 

 

According to delayed report Pak troops with air support attacked Mukti Bahini 

position at Akhasri in Mymensingh District. Pak aircrafts dropped bombs and twice 
straffed the area. Mukti Bahini faught for 32 hours before withdrawing to a safer 

zone. During the encounter Pak soldiers suffered 23 casualties including a Major and 
a few Razakars were also killed in the action. 

 
In Sylhet area one Pak army truck carrying Pak soldiers was blown up due to 

mine explosion by the Freedom Fighters on Sylhet Bishwanath road killing all its 
occupants. 

 

Mukti Bahini raided enemy position in Bhurungamari area in Rangpur district on 

2nd September and killed 10 and wounded 15 pak troops. They also raided enemy 

position at Lahiri, Khanjanpur, Chilihati, Hati Banda, Jagdalhat, Perulia, Sakati and 

Amarkhana in Rangpur-Dinajpur-Rajshahi sector killing 15 Pak troops and 20 

Razakars. In a number of ambushes in Mukundapur and Chilahati Mukti Bahini killed 

6 and wounded 6 Pak troops. 

 

The Freedom Fighters encountered Pak troops in Dhulanighat area in Kushtia- 

Jessore-Khulna sector and compelled the enemy troops to fly away from the area after 

suffering 5 casualties. It is learnt that the occupation army raided this area and 

indulged in looting. On being informed of it the freedom fighters rushed to the rescue 

of the villagers. 
 

Sd/Illegible 
Public Relations Officer. 

Bangladesh Forces. 
 

BANGLADESH FORCES HQ. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

SEPTEMBER 8. 1971 

 

Tremendous Commando operations are being conducted in the different Sectors of 
Bangladesh by our valiant Freedom Fighters. According to reports received here to-

day from different sectors. Mukti Bahini killed as many as, 119 Pak troops. 
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Some of the significant operations are as follows : 

In Dacca-Comilla-Chittagong Sector, Mukti Bahini performed daring Mine 

operations in Bibir bazar in Comilla district, Nagalkot and Moharigonj. Feni killing 3 
Pak troops including one Captain. In Bibir Bazar area one Pak Army jeep was blown 

up due to the explosion of mine. They ambushed country boats carrying Pak troops in 
Barai inflicting 4 casualties on Pak troops and causing damage to the boats. They 

engaged Pak troops in Bhiti Daudpur, Rupa, Jadisar, Noapur Bazar and Matua killing 
24 enemy soldiers. They also ambushed one Pak vehicle in Dacca area and killed 7 

Pak soldiers causing damage to the vehicle. 
 

In Mymensihg-sylhet Moulvi Bazar Sector Mukti Bahini raided Pak troops in 

Nawagram Kudail, Chalpara, Sherpur and Natun Bazar area killing 58 Pak troops and 

injuring many. Mukti Bahini successfully engaged Pak troops in Nawagram area and 

exchanged fire killing 13 and injuring 6 Pak troops. A heavy exchange of fire took 

place in Kudail and Chalpara areas. In this action Pak troops had to experience 17 

casualties of their own. Mukti Bahini raided Pak troops position at the heart of the 

MYMENSINGH Town and killed 10 Pak troops. They also threw grenade in NATUN 

BAZAR killing 9 enemy soldiers. 

 

They disrupted train communication between BARLEKHA and LATU by 

blowing tip railway track between two places and paralyzed telecommunications 

between NAOKUCH-AHMEDNAGAR area. 

 
In Jessore-Kushtia-Khulna Sector our Guerrilla Commandos captured 2 Baluch 

soldiers in KOTALIPUR area. They raided B1RGOV1NDAPUR and 
NISCHINTAPUR and killed 4 Pak troops. The daring Freedom Fighters launched 

attack with Mortars on Pak troops in BHOMRA area killing 4 enemy soldiers and 
injuring 6. 

 
In Rangpur-Dinajpur-Rajshahi Sector 20 enemy soldiers were killed owing to 

vehement shelling by Mukti Bahini on Pak troops in BARAKHATA area. In another 

raid in BHATAKGRAM area they inflicted 3 casualties on the enemy troops. 

 

Sd/Illegible 

Public Relations Officer, 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES HQ. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

SEPTEMBER 9, 1971. 

 

Guerilla activities of Mukti Bahini are being continued unabated in different 
sectors of Bangladesh. According to delayed reports received here today the valiant 

freedom fighters killed 87 more enemy soldiers and injured many. 
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In Dacca-Comilla-Chittagong Sector Mukti Bahini engaged Pak troops in 

SASIALI. GAZIPUR, PANCHARA, BAGBER. JAMBARI and KUTESHWAR 

killing 45 Pak troops and injuring 15. 

According to a delayed report Mukti Bahini raided a Column of enemy troops 

consisting of Pak regulars and Military Police personnel in SASIALI area in Dacca- 

Comilla-Chittagong Sector and exchanged fire from three directions. As a result 25 

Pak troops were killed. Near GAZIPUR area in Dacca Dist. freedom fighters 

ambushed enemy troops on Sept. 3 killing 2 Pak soldiers and injuring 3. In another 

ambush at PANCHARA they killed 4 and wounded 12 Pak troops on the same day 

and on Sept. 4 Mukti Bahini killed 2 Pak soldiers near BAGBER area in Camilla 

district. In another ambush near KUTESHWAR enemy troops suffered 4 casualties on 

3rd Sept. On the same day Mukti Bahini killed 6 Pak troops near SOLIA area. 

Muktibahini attacked Pak troops in the same area on 4th Sept. and inflicted four 

casualties on the enemy troops. 
 

In Mymensingh-Sylhet-Moulvi Bazar Sector Muktibahini launched guerilla 
activities in MYMENSINGH areas on 5th Sept. and captured 30 rifles including a 

Chinese made. 
In Rangpur-Dinajpur-Rajshahi Sector the daring Muktibahini ambushed Pak 

troops in BASANTAPUR on 3rd Sept. killing 6 Pak soldiers. According to a delayed 
report Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak troops in the same area an 29th August and killed 

5 Pak troops including one Captain and wounded two. One Pak vehicle carrying Pak 

troops was blown up due to explosion of mine laid by Muktibahini in 

RANISANKAIL HAR1PUR road in Rajshahi district killing 5 of its occupants on 

Sept. 6. They also ambushed enemy troops in the same area on the same day and 

killed 6 enemy soldiers. 

 

They destroyed railway track near RATNAI area disrupting train communication 

in the Area. 

In an exchange of fire between Muktibahini and Pak troops in east GODAMAR1- 

BARAKHATA area in Dinajpur district 8 Pak troops were killed on 5th Sept. 

In Kushtia-Jessore-Khulna sector Muktibahini exchanged fire with Pak troops in 

GOALHATI area on 5th Sept. and killed 5 and wounded 6 Pak soldiers. On the same 

day they raided Pak troops at AFRA killing I enemy soldier. 
 

Sd/Illegible 
PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER 

BANGLADESH FORCES. 
 * * s * * 

 
BANGLADESH FORCES HEAD QUARTERS MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

Sept. 10, 1971. 

A mass scale guerilla activities have been carried out by our freedom fighters in 
different sectors of Bangladesh. According to incomplete reports Muktibahini killed 

456 enemies including 290 Pak regular soldiers during the first week of the current 
month. 
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They have wounded more Chan 130 Pak troops during their operations in different 

sectors. Muktibahini captured more than 50 rifles from the enemies during this period. 

According to the latest reports received here from different sectors freedom 

fighters raided Pak troops in KAMALPUR in Mymensingh district on last Wednesday 

Inflicting heavy casualties on the Pak troops. On the same day Muktibahini removed 

telephone line between NAOKUCHI-AHMEDNAGAR and between TELIKHALI-

HALDIAGHAT in Mymensingh district disrupting telecommunication between those 

places. In RAY- AGRAM and ATGRAM area they fired on Pak troops on the same 

day and inflicted heavy casualties. 

 

On September 6, Muktibahini raided NALITABARI Police Station in 

Mymensingh district and damaged the Pak Military Police Camp. Freedom fighters 

operating in Mymensingh area on 5th Sept. captured 20 rifles from the enemies which 
included one Chinese made. On 5th Sept. they demolished one important bridge on 

road IIALUAGHAT-AILATOL1 in Mymensingh district disrupting road 
communication in those areas. Muktibahini raided Pak troops in Nawagram area 

killing 13 and injuring 6 Pak soldiers on 4th Sept. 
 

In Sylhet district Muktibahini raided Pak troops in DILKIIUSH area on 6th Sept. 
and killed 12 of them. On 4th Sept. freedom fighters blew up Railway track between 

CHHATAK and SYLHET and paralyzed Railway communication between these 

important places. 
 

In Mymensingh-Sylhet Sector they exchanged fire enemy troops in 
NAWAGRAM area on 4th Sept killing 13 Pak troops. On the same day they raided 

Pak troops position in ATGRAM area and exchanged fire with them inflicting heavy 
casualties on them. 

 
In Kushtia-Jessore-Khulna Sector Muktibahini encountered with Pak troops in 

GOALGRAM area on 7th Sept. and inflicted 6 casualties on them. On 5th Sept. they 

exchanged fire with Pak troops in GOALHATI area. As a result 5 enemy soldiers 

were killed. In ASRA area they killed one Pak troop on the same day in this sector. 

 

On the 6th Sept. Muktibahini engaged Pak troops with Mortars in BHOMRA 

killing 4 and in KAKDANDA area they inflicted 6 casualties on Pak troops. 

 

On September 3, Muktibahini exchanged fire with Pak troops in DARSHA near 

SITLAI in Kushtia-Jessore-Khulna sector and killed 6 Pak soldiers. 

 

In Rangpur-Dinajpur Sector, Muktibahini killed 4 Pak soldiers in DIMPARA area 

on September 5. On Sept. 6 they demolished 2 Power Pylons between 

THAKURGAON and PIRGANJ. Earlier they also demolished 2 more Power Pylons 
in the same area on Sept. 5 disrupting power supplies. On 4th Sept. they blew up bold 

Railway track between SHIRIRBANDAR and PARVATIPUR and paralyzed train 
communication. They also damaged road between PHULTOLA-THAKURGAON on 

Sept. 5. On the same day 
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Muktibahini Successful engaged enemy troops moving in vehicles towards East 

GODA- GARI-BARAKHATA area and killed 8 Pak troops. On September 6 one Pak 

vehicle was blown up due to mine explosion laid by Muktibahini on 

RANISANKRAIL- HARIPUR ROAD killing 5 of its occupants and causing damage 

to the vehicle. They also ambushed enemy troops approaching the area killing 6 and 

injuring 4. On September 4, Muktibahini raided PARLIA and AMARKI1ANA in 

Dinajpur district and killed 6 Pak troops. 

In Dacca-Chittagong Sector Muktibahini killed one Pak troop in HARASPUR 

area in Comilla district on 4th September. On September 3, they raided LATIFPUR 
GHAZIPUR. BANGHARA. BAGBER. KOTESHWAR. JAMBARI, SOLLA. 

NOAPUR BAZAR killing 51 enemies and injuring many. 
 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES HQ. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN. 

SEPTEMBER 11. 1971. 

 

Intensive guerrilla activities of Muktibahini are continuing in all sectors of 

Bangladesh. Additional reports of last few days (3rd-8th Sept.) guerrilla operations 

have reached here today. Due to these operations, the enemy suffered 102 casualties 

which include 59 regular Pak troops. 

 

In Sylhet-Mymensingh sector, Muktibahini raided Pak positions at SONARUPA, 
DILKUSH and ambushed Pak troops in Madhabpur and LATU-BEN1ABAZAR area 

of Sylhet district. On Sept. 8 Muktibahini attacked Pak troops with mortars near 
Atgram in Sylhet district killing 8 enemy soldiers. 

 
On Sept. 6 Muktibahini in direct encounter with Pak troops in BHOGRA and 

KARIMPUR area & killed 3 Pak troops and 4 Razakars. In another encounter in 
BELIUEA area, Muktibahini inflicted 20 casualties on the enemy soldiers. On 6th 

Sept. Muktibahini raided Pak troops position at DILKUSH and killed 4 of them. One 

Pak soldier and two Razakars were killed by a mine explosion planted by Muktibahini 

near ABHANGI in Sylhet. 

 

In Mymensingh district Muktibahini demolished road bridge near JASLANDI and 

removed telephone line in HATIGIRIGAON on 5th Sept. 

 

According to delayed reports Muktibahini raided a police station in Kishorganj 

last month killing 5 West Pak Police men. They also captured 4 rifles. Two rifles were 

also captured from a raid in GOURIPUR Railway station. 

 

In Rangpur-Dinajpur-Rajshahi sector Muktibahini raided Pak position at 

BHURANGAMARI-PATESWARI in Rangaur district on 8th Sept. killing 3 Pak 

soldiers. On the same day they ambushed Pak supply convoy in WEST KURIGRAM  

area and killed 2 Pak soldiers. 
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On 5th Sept. they also killed 5 and wounded 14 Pak troops. On Sept. 7 

Muktibahini demolished a road bridge in North of Lalmonirhat in Rangpur district 

dislocating enemy supply line. Earlier they had raided Pak troops occupying school 

building in CHATAIL and killed 5 Pak soldiers. 

According to delayed reports received here today from Dacca-Comilla-Chittagong 

sector freedom fighters ambushed a launch carrying Pak troops Harirampur area in 

Dacca district in the last week of August, killing and injuring 11 Pak troops. They 

also destroyed the Launch. The daring freedom fighters raided LOHAJONG, 

SIIRINAGAR. NAWABGANJ. HARIRAMPUR, GIOR Police stations last months, 

killing a number of Pak policemen and damaging the offices. During these raids they 

also captured 19 rifles. According to a delayed report from Chittagong Muktibahini 

ambushed Pak troops East of MIRSARAI and inflicted 20 casualties. 

 
On Sept. 3 the Muktibahini ambushed MATUA area in Dacca-Comilla sector 

killing 4 Pak soldiers. 
 

In Kushtia-Jessore-Khulna sector, Muktibahini raided Pak position in Durgapur in 
Khulna district on 6 Sept. killing 2 Pak soldiers and 2 Razakars. 

 
Sd/Illegible 

Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

*   *   *   * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES HQ. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

SEPTEMBER 15, 1971. 

 

Reports of more guerilla operations by Mukti Bahini have reached here. Details of 

some major operations are as follows :- 

 
In Rangpur-Dinajpur-Rajshahi Sector Mukti Bahini raided Pak troops in 

GOHUDANGA on 10th September inflicting 4 casualties on them. On the same day 
they raided Pak troops position in KURIGRAM killing 10 enemy troops. On 11th 

September Mukti Bahini raided Pak position in DOORARKOOTTE. BURTAP AND 
PATESWARI killing 6 Pak troops and 2 Razakars. On the same day 2 Pak troops 

were killed and one wounded due to mine explosion near PATESWARI. On 12th 
September Mukti Bahini raided MOGHALHAT and killed 6 Pak troops. During this 

period they distupted Railway Communication between PARVAT1PUR-PI1ULBAR1 

and near LALMON1RHAT. 

 

In Dacca-Comilla-Chittagong Sector, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak troops in 

KUDALIA on 10th September and killed 15 Pak troops. On the same day they 

ambushed Pak army Patrol in CHARNAL killing 10 enemies including 7 Pak regular 

soldiers. 
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On September 11, Mukti Bahini destroyed railway bridge between 

MANIKKHALI- SARARCHAR disrupting Railway Communication. 

In Kushtia-Jessore-Khulna Sector, Mukti Bahini raided Pak position in SIKRI 

killing 5 Pak troops. 

 

According to reports of earlier operation reaching late, Mukti Bahini raided Pak 

Position in JHAUDANGA in Kushtia-Jessore-Khulna Sector on 6th September killing 

2 and injuring 4 Pak soldiers. Mukti Bahini captured 6 Rifles during this operation. 

On September 8. Mukti Bahini raided Pak position BRITTIACHARA killing 8 Pak 

troops and injuring 3. 

 

In Dacca-Comilla-Chittagong Sector Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak troops in 

PANCHARA and inflicted 3 casualties. On September 7. they fired on Pak troops in 
CHANDLA in Dacca district and killed 7 and injured 8 Pak troops. On 8th September 

they ambushed 3 boats carrying Pak troops in MONIPUR area. In this action 7 Pak 
troops were drowned or killed. 

 
In Mymensingh-Sylhet Sector. Mukti Bahini fired with mortars in ATGRAM. 

CHARGRAM and BALA areas killing 6 pak troops and injuring 5. 
 

According to delayed reports reaching here intensive guerrilla activities have been 

carried out in Barisal district during the middle of August. 
 

On 13th August Mukti Bahini ambushed 2 launches carrying Pak troops and burnt 
or drowned both the launches in PIROJPUR area. As a result several Pak troops were 

killed or drowned. 
 

On 15th August, Mukti Bahini exchanged fire with a Platoon strength of Pak 
troops along with Razakars. During the enemy's launch was sunk and 6 of the enemies 

were killed. They captured 25, 303 Rifles. 

 

On 16th August Mukti Bahini rescued 150 students and 4 teachers of the 

MORALGANJ High School in Khulna district from the custody of the enemies. 

These boys and the teachers were kept under arrest to force them to participate in the 

S. S. C. examination. On the same day Mukti Bahini raided BHANDARIA and 

KATHALIA Police Stations in Barisal district and captured 118 Rifles. On 18th 

August they raided KANKHALI Police Station and killed 5 Pak troops and a number 

of Razakars. They also captured 45 Rifles. On the same day Mukti Bahini raided 

KOTALIPARA police Station killing 3 Pak troops and 10 Razakars. They captured 

one launch, 3 barges and captured 12 Rifles. 

 

Sd/-Illegible 
Public Relations Officer. 

Bangladesh Forces. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN. 

SEPTEMBER 16, 1971. 

 

According to reports received here Muktibahini continuing their guerrilla 

activities in all sectors of Bangladesh. Reports of some of the important operations are 

given below :- 

 

In Dacca-Comilla-Chittagong Sector Muktibahini ambushed Pak troops on 10th 

September in Amjadhat. Majhigacha and Chandpur killing 16 Pak troops. On 

September 9 Muktibahini fired on Pak positions in KOTESWAR, AMRATOLI and 

JAMBARI areas and killed 13 enemy soldiers. On Sept. 11 Muktibahini ambushed 

Pak patrol in KALIKAPUR killing 5 Pak troops and injuring 10. Earlier on 6th Sept. 
Muktibahini carried out intensive guerilla activities in Amjadhat area. During the 

operation 15 Pak troops including an Officer were killed. During the period from 7 to 
9th September. Muktibahini in a series of ambushes in Fatepur, SALDABAD, 

BIJNAPOND, BOGABAR1 areas killed 16 Pak soldiers. On September 10 
Muktibahini blew up a train carrying Pak troops near MUKUNDAPUR. Due to the 

explosion of mine laid 'by Muktibahini 19 Pak soldiers and 10 Razakars were killed. 
The engine and 3 bogies of the train were destroyed. On September 9 Muktibahini 

exchanged fire with Pak troops in TELIAPARA killing 9 of the enemies. Muktibahini 

ambushed Pak troops in RAJENDRAPUR on 13
th

 September killing 5 Pak troops and 

injuring 9. 

 

In Mymensingh-Sylhet Sector one Pakistani Army Jeep was blown up due to mine 

explosion laid by Muktibahini guerrilla at SAGARNAL-FULTOLA road 4 Pak 

soldiers including one Major were killed on the spot. On September 12 Muktibahini 

ambushed Pak troops at Akhashree killing 2 and injuring 3 of the enemy soldiers. On 

13th September Muktibahini ambushed Pak troops at SOHAGPUR in which 2 Pak 

soldiers were seriously injured. 

 

In Rangpur-Dinajpur-Rajshahi Sector Muktibahini raided Pak position at 

Bamanpara and Aihai killing 15 Pak troops/irregulars. On September 10 Muktibahini 
ambushed Pak patrol at BHOTEMARI areas and killed 7 Pak soldiers. Muktibahini 

also disrupted railway communication around this area. 
 

Sd/Illegible 
Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPTT 

WAR BULLETIN 

SEPTEMBER 17, 1971. 

More reports of Muktibahini guerrilla activities during the last few days have 

reached here today. Details of some of the important actions are given below :- 

 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: Mukti Bahini encountered Pak 

troops near ALIPUR on September 11. In the heavy exchange of fire that followed the 

enemy suffered 12 casualties. On September 12, Mukti Bahini exchanged fire with 

Pak troops in BHOTEMARI and killed 10 Pak soldiers. In the same area Mukti 

Bahini ambushed a Pak patrol on September 14 killing 2 Pak troops. On September 

14. Mukti Bahini raided Pak position at MUGALHAT and seriously injured 6 Pak 
troops. In separate operations on September 12 and 13 Mukti Bahini disrupted road 

communication around THAKURGAON Sub divisional town. 
 

KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR: On September 13, Mukti Bahini fired 
with Mortars on Pak troops near CHHOTACHRA and killed 13 Pak soldiers. On 

September 14, Mukti Bahini encountered Pak troops in ALFAPUR area. 7 Pak troops 
and 20 irregulars were killed in the action. Mukti Bahini captured 16 Rifles and seven 

boxes of Chinese ammunitions. 

 

DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: On September 10, Mukti Bahini 

ambushed Pak patrols at CHARNAL and in LAKSMIPUR killing 3 Pak troops. On 

the same day Mukti Bahini raided Pak position at JADISAR and killed four Pak 

troops. On September 11, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak troops in BOGABARI area 

killing 5 Pak soldiers and injuring two. On September 12, Mukti Bahini fired with 

mortars on Pak position in FATEPUR area and killed one Pak soldier and three 

Razakars who were assisting them. On the same day a similar attack was made on Pak 

troops near Brahmanbaria. Earlier Mukti Bahini disrupted telecommunication 

between BRAHMANBARIA and NAB IN AGAR. On September 12, two Pak 

soldiers and 2 of their collaborators were killed due to a mine explosion planted by 

Mukti Bahini near CHHAGALNAIYA. In this sector a large number of Razakars 
surrendered with their arms to Mukti Bahini. 

 
SYLHET-MYMENSINGH SECTOR: On September 12, Mukti Bahini guerrilla 

party encountered Pak troops in ABHANG, 7 Pak troops were killed in heavy 
exchange of fire. On September 13, Mukti Bahini exchanged fire with Pak troops in 

BHOGA, KARIMPUR and KAMARAJL areas and inflicted 4 casualties on the 
enemy soldiers. 

 

According to a late information Mukti Bahini ambushed a Pak patrol in 

KURIGRAM killing three Pak troops and injuring 4 Razakars who were actively 

collaborating with the enemy. 

 

Sd/ Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES HQ., MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

September 18, 1971. 

Extensive guerrilla activities by Mukti Bahini continuing in all sectors of 

Bangladesh. Details of some of the major operations received to-day are as follows: - 

 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: On September 15. Mukti Bahini 

raided Pak troops in SITALDANGA area. Heavy fighting took place in this place and 

4 Pak troops were killed and 2 were injured. On the same day a group of guerrillas 

ambushed a mixed patrol of Pak troops and Razakars near GHUPDANGA and killed 

8 of the enemies. On September 14, Mukti Bahini raided Pak positioning 

Pagladewanahat killing 6 Pak soldiers and 2 Razakars collaborating with Pak troops. 
Due to a mine explosion planted by Mukti Bahini 4 Pak soldiers and 3 Razakars were 

killed near Karia. Earlier Mukti Bahini disrupted boat and telecommunication in 
Setabganj and THAKURGAON areas. 

 
KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR: On September 13, Mukti Bahini 

ambushed Pak column of one gun boat and several launches carrying Pak troops in 
HARINAGAR in Khulna district. In the firing the gun crew of the escorting gun boat 

was killed and the radar antenna was destroyed. Later on, 4 launches of the column 

were sunk. In another ambush Mukti Bahini drowned 3 launches in Banaripara. It is 

estimated that nearly 40 Pak troops were drowned in the river. In this sector during 

the last few days a large number of Razakars surrendered to Mukti Bahini. Latest such 

desertion took place in Kushtia when the Chairman of a Union Peace Committee 

along with 22 Razakars surrendered with arms to the Mukti Bahini. 

 

DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: Mukti Bahini carried out a 

number of guerrilla raids during September 12 and September 13 in KAIMPUR area 

killing 5 Pak soldiers and injuring 7. On September 12, Mukti Bahini ambushed and 

sunk 2 boats carrying Pak troops near MANDABAGH. At least 15 Pak troops were 

drowned. On September 12, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak troops in Guthuma river 

area killing 2 pak troops and injuring 2. On September 13. Mukti Bahini fired with 
mortars on Pak troops in Lakshmipur killing 4 enemy soldiers. They also destroyed 2 

enemy bunkers. On September 12. due to a mine explosion planted by Mukti Bahini 
one Pak Jeep was blown up killing 4 of its occupants in SATARA NORTH area. 

 
MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR: On September 15, Mukti Bahini raided Pak 

positions at KAMARAIL and killed 2 Pak troops. On September 15 one Pak soldier 
was wounded due to a mine explosion in BOWRAMARI areas. Earlier in the month 

Mukti Bahini carried extensive guerrilla raids in and around Bousi RAILWAY 

STATION in Mymensingh district and disrupted Railway Communications between 

JAMAI.PUR- JAGANNATHGONJ GHAT. 

 

Sd/Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer. 

Bangladesh Forces. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q.. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

SEPTEMBER 19. 1971. 

More reports of Guerrilla activities of Muktibahini received here today from 

different sectors are stated below 

 

Railways in the occupied territory are finding difficult to operate due to shortage 

of coal. 

 

Freedom fighters have intensified their guerrilla activities in and around Dacca 

city. According to delayed reports from Dacca the valiant Muktibahini carried out 

intensive guerrilla activities in the Dacca city during the last week of August and 1st 
fortnight of the current month. During the last week of August Pakistani troops raided 

a house in Eskaton area in the city. Some valiant Muktibahini men came there and all 
on a sudden snatched away the Stengun from the enemy troops and instantly opened 

fire on them killing 4 Pak soldiers. Then they successfully left the place. 
 

During the second week of September Muktibahini raided a Pak army camp in 
BASHABO area in the city killing at least 14 enemies including regular Pak soldiers 

and West Pakistani Policemen. 

 

On night 6/7 September MB sank one large Cargo barge about 150 ft. long in 

NARSINGDI area near Dacca. It was loaded with Jute goods. 

 

On September 8, MB ambushed enemy troops travelling in three country boats in 

MOHANGANJ area in Mymensingh district. The enemy fled away leaving behind 

three boats and large quantity of arms and ammunitions. The boats and stores were 

recovered by the Mukti Bahini. 

 

On September 5, MB attacked country boats carrying Pak troops in 

DHARMAPASHA area on Sylhet-Mymensingh border. 62 men of the enemy 

including one major were killed in this action. 
 

Sd/Illegible 
Public Relations Officer 

HQ Bangladesh Forces. 

 

 

------------------- 
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BANGLADESH FORCES HEAD QTRS. MUJ1BNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

September 20, 1971. 

Guerrilla activities by Mukti Bahini continuing in all sectors of Bangladesh. 

Details of some of the major operations carried out during the last few days are given 

below:- 

 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAH1 SECTOR: On September 16. Mukti Bahini 

raided Pak troops in Khanpur area and killed 2 enemy soldiers. They destroyed 7 

enemy bunkers and the building where the Pak troops camped. Earlier on September 

15 one Pak jeep was blown up in the same area by mine explosion. 3 Pak soldiers 

including one officer were killed. On September 15, Mukti Bahini engaged Pak troops 
in Mokrampur-Alinagar area and inflicted 2 casualties on the enemy. On September 

15, Mukti Bahini fired on Pak position in Hatibandha area killing 16 Pak soldiers. On 
the same day the guerrillas raided Pak troops guarding a railway bridge in the same 

area and killed 3 Pak soldiers. On September 12 Mukti Bahini encountember Pak 
troops on Barakhata area and killed one Pak soldier. On September Mukti Bahini fired 

Pak troops in the same area and injured 3 Pak soldiers. On the same day Mukti Bahini 
raided Pak troops in Namree area killing 2 Pak troops and 5 Razakars collaborating 

with the enemy. In this Sector Mukti Bahini disrupted railway communication near 

Mahendranagar. Road and telecommunications were also disrupted around Domar 

and Dimla and Ruhea. 

 

DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: On September 13 Mukti Bahini 

ambushed Pak troops in Moidhyar Bazar killing 3 Pak troops and one Razakar. On the 

same day Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak troops in Dakshin Jaspur and killed one Pak 

soldier. On September 14 Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak patrol in Jambari area and 

killed 5 enemy troops. Earlier during September 10 and 11 Mukti Bahini ambushed 

Pak patrol near Kasimpur Railway station killing 3 Pak troops. 

 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR: On September 13. Mukti Bahini ambushed 

Pak troops in Minteshwar area and killed 2 Pak soldiers. On September 15. Mukti 
Bahini ambushed Pak troops in Mahabbatpur and killed one enemy soldier. On 

September 16, Mukti Bahini raided Pak troops position in Badirteka killing 2 enemy 
soldiers. Earlier on September 12 Mukti Bahini raided Iswarganj area and recovered 8 

rifles. 
 

KUSI1TIA-JESSORE KHULNA SECTOR: On September 16. Mukti Bahini 
engaged Pak troops near Gagni bridge and inflicted 5 casualties on the enemy. On 

September 16, Mukti Bahini fired on Pak troops in Bhomra and killed 4 Pak troops. 

 

Sd/Illegible 

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER 

BANGLADESH FORCES. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES H Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

SEPT. 21, 1971. 

Extensive guerrilla activities are being conducted in different sectors of 

Bangladesh. Details of some major operations are stated below 

 

In RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSIIAI1I SECTOR : Mukti Bahini attacked Pak 

troops in RANGPUR area on 18th September killing 3 Pak troops. On the same day 

Mukti Bahini exchanged fire with Pak troops in Khanpur area in DINAJPUR District. 

They killed 2 Pak troops and wounded 2. On the same day Mukti Bahini ambushed a 

train carrying enemy troops in MADHUPARA area Pak troops suffered 3 casualties. 

On September 17, Mukti Bahini disrupted telecommunication between CHARKAT-
HILLI in DINAJPUR district and also blew up 2 road bridges in the same area. On 

the same day they demolished railway culvert, railway track and telephone poles 
between PHULBAR1-CHARKAI. 

 
On 16th September, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak troops near DIMAPUR and 

killed 2 Pak soldiers. They also disrupted telecommunications by blowing up 
telephone pole near railway Station AKHANAGAK. They also demolished road 

bridge in the same area. 

 

In KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR : Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak troops 

in SONABARIA. On 18th September, a number of Pak soldiers surrendered to the 

Mukti Bahini with 4 rifles. Mukti Bahini raided Pak troops in DHOPAKHAL1 area in 

Jessore district and they killed 2 Pak troops. They also destroyed one bunker of the 

enemy troops. In TUNGI in Jessore district Mukti Bahini exchanged fire with Pak 

troops on the same day killing two enemy soldiers. 

 

In DACCA-CHITTAGONG-COM1LLA SECTOR : Mukti Bahini fired on the 

occupation army while they were trying to lift cattle in CHAMUBAST1 area. On 16th 

September, 3 Pak troops were killed and 5 injured in this action. On 15th September. 

Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak troops in MIRZANAGAR area killing 3 Pak soldiers. On 
14th September, Mukti Bahini killed 3 Pak soldiers and wounded 3 firing on Pak 

troops position in KAIMPUR area. On the same day Mukti Bahini raided Pak army 
position in LAKSMIPUR area in Noakhali district killing 2 and injuring 6 Pak 

soldiers. Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak troops moving in country boats in the same area 
inflicting 3 casualties. One boat sank and one damaged in this action. On the same 

day Mukti Bahini raided Pak troops in G1TABARI area and the gun position in 
BIRINCHI area. In this action 3 Pak soldiers were killed. They ambushed Pak army 

patrol in north of JAL1LPUR on the same day killing 3 and injuring 5 Pak soldiers. 

 

In MYMENSINGH-SYLHET-MAULVIBAZAR Sector : Mukti Bahini raided 

and demolished a road bridge in JOYINTAPUR area in Sylhet district. On 18th 

September in this action 2 Pak soldiers were killed. On the same day they exchanged 

fire with Mortars with Pak army in FARANGIPARA area in Sylhet district killing 4 

Pak soldiers. 
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On 17th September, Mukti Bahini attacked Pak troops in LUBACHARA area in  

Sylhet district killing 20 and injuring 30 enemy soldiers. 3 Mukti Bahini men were 

wounded during this operation. 

Sd/Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer. 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

 * * *   * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

23
rd

  September, 1971. 

 
Desperate Commando activities are being conducted by Mukti Bahini in different 

sectors of Bangladesh. Some major actions are as follows 
 

III MYMENSINGH-SYLHET-MAULAVI BAZAR SECTOR: Mukti Bahini 
raided Pak troops in Radhanagar in Sylhet district on 20th September and killed 5 

enemy troops. On September 19
th

, Mukti Bahini exchanged fired with Pak troops in 
Manipur and Lakhipur areas as a result three Pak soldiers were killed. On the same 

day Mukti Bahini successfully repulsed Pak attack in Berigaon and Badiptek in Sylhet 

district. Five Pak troops were killed in this action. On September 19
,h

, Mukti Bahini 

raided Pak position in Baraganj area killing four enemy troops. Earlier on September 

18 Mukti Bahini fired up a party of Pak troops and supporting Razakars in Jointipur 

area killing four Pak troops and a large number of Razakars. On September I8lh, 

Mukti Bahini raided Rajki Tea Garden Factory and stopped the production. During 

the period between September 13th & 17th Mukti Bahini raided Pak troops in 

Shahbazpur tea garden area and killed eight. In Mymensingh district during the period 

between September 15th and 18th Mukti Bahini successfully raided several Police 

Stations including Muktagacha, Kalmakanda. Sreebordi, Islampur and Nalitabari 

killing ten Pak Military Police. On 17th September. Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak 

troops in Uliabihar near Gaibandha killing two Pak troops and injuring one. Mukti 

Bahini recovered thirteen Rifles, one Chinese Automatic and some ammunitions. 
 

Late reports reached here today indicate serious dissension existing between 
Razakars and Pak troops. On September 9, a group of Razakars clashed with Pak 

roops in Ulipur area. Due to this two Pak troops and two Razakars lost their lives. 
Later on, in repraisal Pak troops killed about two hundred civilians in the area. 

 
In R A NGPUR- DIN A JPUR-R AJ SH AHI SECTOR:_Mukti Bahini raided Pak 

position Pathorghata killing two Pak troops and injuring two. On the same day in 

another raid at 
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Mughal hat they killed one Pak soldier. On September 18th, Mukti Bahini exchanged 

fire with Pak troops near Rangpur Town killing three. On the same day Mukti Bahini 

ambushed on Pak troops in Udoysree area and killed three of them. Earlier on 

September 16, Mukti Bahini demolished Road-Bridge in the same area. On 

September 17, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak troops in Mahendranagar area and killed 

one. Earlier on September 15 Mukti Bahini derailed the engine and two bogies of a 

troop carrying train in the same area as a result two Pak soldiers were killed. 

In DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR : Mukti Bahini raided Pak 

troops in Khajuria area on September 16 killing two Pak soldiers and two Razakars 
collaborating with the enemy troops. On the same day Mukti Bahini raided and held 

Pak position near Hugli village. In a heavy exchange of fire 3 Pak troops were killed 
and 20 wounded. 

 

In KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR :_Mukti Bahini killed two Pak 

troops in Palia area on September 17 and destroyed one Pak Jeep and one vehicle on 

road Sonabaria-Mandra. 

 

Sd/-Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer, 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H. Q.. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 
WAR BULLETIN 

SEPTEMBER 23, 1971 
 

More reports of intensive guerrilla actions by Mukti Bahini received here. Some 
of the significant activities are stated below :- 

 
In RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSIIAIII SECTOR : Mukti Bahini intensified their 

guerrilla activities in RANGPUR CANTONMENT and RANGPUR Railway Station 

areas creating a panic in the enemy troops. On 16th September Mukti Bahini threw 

Grenades on the shops owned by collaborators of Pak troops damaging the shops and 

killing some Razakars. 

 

On 19th September, Mukti Bahini exchanged fire with Pak troops in 

CHAKRAMAR1 area in Rajshahi district killing 5 Pak soldiers. On the same day, in 

another clash with the enemy troops in BAOLIA area Mukti Bahini killed 6 enemy 

soldiers. On September 18. In an exchange of fire with the occupation troops in 

FARSIPARA area Mukti Bahini killed 6 enemy soldiers. In KIIANDAKHAN area 

Mukti Bahini encountered with enemy troops on 19th September, 3 enemy soldiers 

were injured in this action. On 18th September, Mukti 
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Bahini raided Pak position in LAHIRJ area killing 2 Pak troops. On 19th September. 

Mukti Bahini raided Pak troops in DIBAR area and killed one enemy troop. Mukti 

Bahini have dislocated road and Railway communication in NAGESWARI and 

BHOTEMAR1 areas in Rangpur district by destroying some Railways and road 

bridges and culverts. 

They have also intensified a mass scale guerrilla activities in BHURUNGAMARI, 

MAHENDRANAGAR, NAGESWARI and JA1MONIRI1AT areas in Rangpur 

district. 

 

In DACCA-COM1LLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR : Mukti Bahini raided enemy 

troops position in KOTESWAR, BANSMANGLA, CHANAL, in Comilla district- on 

17th September killing 6 enemy soldiers. On the same day they ambushed enemy 

troops in LOHAIMARI and JADISAR killing 3 enemy soldiers. In another ambush 

on Pak troops in PANCHARA area in Comilla district on 16th September Mukti 
Bahini killed 2 Pak soldiers. On September 14, Mukti Bahini fired on enemy troops 

position in KASBA in Comilla district killing 2 Pak soldiers. They killed 2 Pak 
soldiers in ARA1BARI area on 13th September. 

 
IN MYMENSINGH SECTOR : Mukti Bahini engaged enemies in CHAR1PARA 

and BER1GAON in Sylhet district on 20th September, killing 3 enemies including 
some regular Pak soldiers. On September 17, one enemy soldier was killed and 

another wounded in NAUKUCHI area due to mine explosion laid by Mukti Bahini. 

One Pak Jeep was also blown up in SRIMANGAL area on 15
th

  September in mine 

explosion. 

 

It is learnt from reliable sources that approximately 40 Razakars with their ears 

cut out were admitted to Mymensingh Hospital. These Razakars have been punished 

by the villagers for their active collaboration and help to the enemy troops. 

 

IN KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR:. Mukti Bahini exchanged fire with 

Pak troops approximately 2 company in MANIKNAGAR area on 20
th

 September 

killing 2 enemy soldiers. On 19th September, they engaged Pak troops in 

KAMDEBPUR in Jessore district and killed one Pak soldier. 

 
Sd/-Nazurl Islam 

Public Relations Officer 
Bangladesh Forces. 

 

 

 

---------------- 
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BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN. 

SEPTEMBER 24, 1971. 

 

Mukti Bahini is continuing its extensive guerrilla activities in all sectors of 

Bangladesh. Details of some of the major operations are given below :- 

 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: On September 21, Mukti Bahini 

raided Pak position in PATHARGHATHA killing 5 Pak soldiers and injuring three. 

On the same day Mukti Bahini encountered Pak troops and irregulars in 

CHAUKIAPARA and killed 3 Pak troops. In an ambush on the Pak troops in the 

same area, Mukti Bahini killed two Pak troops and injured two others. On September 

19, Mukti Bahini fired on Pak troops in AMARKHANA area and inflicted eight 
casualties on the enemy troops. They also damaged a road bridge in the same area. 

Mukti Bahini carried out extensive guerrilla activities in and around THAKURGAON 
Sub divisional town of Dinajpur district. On September 20, they ambushed a Pak 

patrol north of Thakurgaon killing 6 of the enemy and injuring four. On the same day 
grenades were thrown at the Thakurgaon power house causing extensive damage. On 

September 18, one Pak vehicle was blown up in the same area killing two of its 
occupants. Earlier in a number of raids Mukti Bahini severely disrupted road, railway 

and telecommunication around Thakuagaon town. On September 17, Mukti Bahini 

fired on Pak troops in BANTARA area killing six troops and injuring two. They also 

destroyed four enemy bunkers. On the same day, they ambushed Pak troops south of 

RAIGANJ and inflicted 2 casualties on them. On September 20, Mukti Bahini 

damaged a railway bridge and removed railway track paralyzing railway 

communication around Lalmonirhat junction. 

 

KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR: On September 21, Mukti Bahini 

encountered Pak troops in BARABARI area and killed 5 Pak troops. In the same area 

they engaged another column of Pak troops and exchanged fire. In this action five Pak 

troops and three collaborators were killed. On September 20, Mukti Bahini ambushed 

Pak troops in HARICHANDRAPUR and killed two. On September 22, Mukti Bahini 

encountered Pak troops in TENTUABARIA and killed three Pak soldiers and injured 
five. 

 
MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR: On September 20, Mukti Bahini raided Pak 

position in KALIGHAT Tea Garden area and killed five Pak troops. On September 
21, they ambushed Pak troops and Razakars in GAZIPUR Tea Garden area killing 

five Pak troops and eight Razakars. They also recovered five rifles. On the same day 
Mukti Bahini raided Pak troops and Razakars in SAMANBAGH Tea garden and 

MARIMPtJR areas killing seven Pak soldiers. Mukti Bahini raided SAIDULLAPUR 

Police Station in Rangpur district and recovered 12 shot guns. Several police officers 

were wounded during the action. On September 20, Mukti Bahini raided Pak troops 

near GAURIPUR and inflicted 5 casualties on them. On September 18, Mukti Bahini 
threw grenades at Pak soldiers near 
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TILLAGAON area killing four Pak troops. Two Pak soldiers were killed in a similar 

action at BETURA. It is learnt from reliable sources that over 500 injured Pak 

soldiers and Rangers are undergoing treatment in MYMENSINGH Hospital. 

According to a late report. Mukti Bahini damaged a train between GAFARGAON and 

KAORAID. 

DACCA-COMILLA- CHITTAGONG SECTOR: According to late reports from 

this sector Mukti Bahini carried out a number of raids on Pak troops in SALDHAR 

JAGANNATHDIGHI. PARASH and DURGAPUR area killing 19 Pak soldiers and 

injuring during the second week of September. Late reports also include Mukti 

Bahini's raids on Pak troops near KAORAID in which 9 Pak soldiers and 4 Razakars 

were killed. 

 

Sd/Illegible 

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER 
BANGLADESH FORCES. 

 
*  *  *  *  * 

 
BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q.. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 
WAR BULLETIN 

27th SEPTEMBER. 1971. 

 

Extensive guerrilla activities are being carried out in different sectors of 

Bangladesh. Some major operations are given below :- 

 

In RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: Mukti Bahini had an 

encounter with Pak troops at DHARMAGARH on 21st. September. In exchange of 

fire Mukti Bahini killed eight enemy soldiers. During the same day one platoon of 

armed Pak troops were attacked by Mukti Bahini in LOKD1GHI area. Earlier on 19th 

September one bullock cart carrying rations for Pak troops blew up due to mine 

explosion laid by Mukti Bahini in KHOGARHAT area. On 23rd September, Mukti 

Bahini raided Pak troops near KHANPUR killing three enemy soldiers and injuring 

two others. According to late news reached here to-day Mukti Bahini carried out a 
major attack on Pak troops in BIIOJANPUR- PONCHAGARH area. This operation 

was planned and executed in a systematic manner. Mukti Bahini surrounded the Pak 
troops here from all directions. Enemy troops with their utter surprise and finding no 

other means started running away. Fifty seven enemy soldiers were killed and 
wounded 38 including one Officer. In this operation three Pak Vehicles were 

completely destroyed, five weapons were captured along with Five enemy soldiers. 
 

Mukti Bahini also ambushed at Board Office area on Pak troops when they were 

coming on a 2 and a half-ton truck and a jeep. The jeep was completely destroyed. In 

this 
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operation 7 Pak soldiers were killed and 5 others injured. According to delayed 

reports reached here to-day. Mukti Bahini ambushed at AMARKHANA area of 

Dinajpur District. While enemy soldiers fighting Patrol were coming towards 

CHAKARMARI area. Mukti Bahini killed six of them and injured three. More late 

news reached here to-day. Mukti Bahini raided Pak troops at JAGDALIIAT and 

PONCHAGARH area on night 19/20
th

 September. In this action eleven enemy 

soldiers were killed. 19 got injured and two weapons including 750 rounds were 

captured. 

In KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR: Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak 

troops near MADNA area. They killed four enemy soldiers and wounded two others. 
Mukti Bahini threw grenades at DUTTANAGAR Pak position as a result one enemy 

soldier was killed. 
 

In DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: According to delayed news 

reached here today Mukti Bahini fired with mortars on Pak troops near SALDHAR 

area and killed two enemy soldiers. On 18th September Mukti Bahini exchanged fire 

with mortars on Pak troops near ALAKA and killed two of them and on the same day 

they fired at SITADIA Pak position and killed four. 

 

In MYMENSINGH-SYI.HET -MAULAVI BAZAR SECTOR: On 23rd 

September one boat carrying Pak troops was sunk by Mukti Bahini while attempting 

to cross near LUBHACHRA. In this operation they killed ten enemy soldiers. Earlier 

on 18th September Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak troops near BARHATTA of 

Mymcnsingh District. Pak enemies suffered six casualties in this ambush.. 
 

Sd/Nazrul Islam 
PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER 

BANGLADESH FORCES. 
 * * * * * 

 
BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q.. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 
WAR BULLETIN 

1st October. 1971. 

 

Freedom Fighters have been conducting their heroic commando activities in 

different Sectors of Bangladesh. Some important operations are as follows :- 

 

In RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAIII SECTOR : Mukti Bahini encountered 

Pak troops in LIKHALDERI area on 28th September. They killed 6 enemy soldiers 

and injured three of them. On the same day Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak Patrol at 

DEWANGANJ of Mymensingh District killing 2 Pak soldiers. Mukti Bahini also 

ambushed enemy troops on 28
th

  September in BARMI AND JOYDEUPUR area in 

Dacca district killing 12 enemy soldiers and injuring 7 of them. On September 27, 
Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak patrol in JOYMONIRHAT of Dinajpur District. They 

killed 6 Pak soldiers there. On 26
th

 September, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak troops in 
DEVPUR area killing 5 enemy 
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.soldiers. Between 26 and 27 September Mukti Bahini in another operation killed 15 

Pak soldiers in UKSA area and they also captured 2 Rifles. Earlier on 25th September 

Mukti Bahini fired on Pak troops in ANDHARMANIK area of Sylhet District killing 

15 Pak soldiers including one Junior Commission Officer. On the same day our 

freedom fighters killed 3 Pak soldiers and injured 6 in GUTIRAMA area. 

Late reports reached here to-day, Mukti Bahini shelled Mortars on Pak troops in 

Sulipukur Pakuriaghat Pamuria and Thantania of Sylhet District. In these operations 

they killed as many as 10 Pak soldiers and wounded 16. They also destroyed 7 

bunkers. 

 

Sd/Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 
*  *  *  *  * 

BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 
PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN, 
OCT 2, 1971. 

 
Reports of extensive guerrilla operation by Mukti Bahini during the last week of 

September reached here to-day. Some of the major operations are detailed below :- 

 

KUSIIT1A-JESSORE-KHULN A SECTOR: A delayed report received from 

inside the occupied territory of Bangladesh reveals that in the last week of September 

Mukti Bahini raided a number of Pak troops positions in KAKDANGA. MADRA and 

BOALIA in Satkhira Subdivision of Khulna district and killed more than 200 Pak 

soldiers including several Officer. Mukti Bahini also captured 6 Pak soldiers along 

with some arms and ammunition. 

 

On Sept. 29, Mukti Bahini fired on a Pak patrol east of BHOMRA killing two Pak 

troops and injuring three. On Sept. 28. Mukti Bahini ambushed a column of Pak 

troops between BARNI and JADABPUR killing 6 and injuring 7 enemy soldiers. On 

the same day two more Pak soldiers were killed in another encounter near BARNI. 
On Sept 26. Mukti Bahini engaged Pak troops with Mortars and small arms near 

IJKSA area. Seven Pak troops were killed in the action. Mukti Bahini captured two 
Chinese Rifles. On Sept. 24, Mukti Bahini ambushed a Pak patrol near KUTUBPUR 

and killed two enemy soldiers. Earlier Mukti Bahini carried out a number of raids on 
Pak positions in RAGHUNATHPUR, SARHA and CHURAMANKATI in Jessore 

district killing 11 Pak troops including an Officer. 
 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAH1 SECTOR : On Sept. 27, in a surprise raid 

Mukti Bahini forced Pak troops to abandon their position in USALJA. Seventeen Pak 

soldiers 
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were killed in the action. Mukti Bahini captured some arms and ammunition. Earlier 

on Sept. 25, Mukti Bahini encountered Pak troops in the same area and killed four 

enemy soldiers. On Sept. 27, Mukti Bahini ambushed a mixed patrol of Pak soldiers 

and Razakars near KHANPUR and inflicted 15 casualties on the enemy. On the same 

day Mukti Bahini raided Pak troops position near CHAKRAMARI and killed 7 

enemy soldiers. Mukti Bahini disrupted railway communication between 

PARVATIPUR and BADARGANJ by blowing up a railway bridge on Sept. 27. On 

Sept. 28, Mukti Bahini killed 6 Pak soldiers in an encounter near LOKIIALDEBI. 

Earlier on Sept 24, Mukti Bahini shelled Pak positions at SULIPUKAR, 

PAKURIAGHAT, PAKIJRIA, THANTHANIA. BALANOOR and MANCIIOSHA 

killing 32 Pak soldiers and 21 Razakars. In PAKURIA alone the enemy troops 

suffered 16 casualties. Mukti Bahini destroyed seven enemy bunkers in the area. On 

the night of Sept 24, Mukti Bahini raided Pak positions near CHILAHATI killing 3 

Pak troops injuring 52. Near JABAI Mukti Bahini killed 7 Pak soldiers in a troutal 

encounter. On Sept 23, Mukti Bahini ambushed a mixed patrol of Pak troops and 

Razakars near HILLI-PANCHBIBI area in Bogra district killing six soldiers and two 

Razakars. On the same day, they fired on Pak troops near KARIA and killed seven. 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR: On Sept 27, Mukti Bahini ambushed a Pak 

patrol near GAFARGAON in Mymensingh district and killed two Pak soldiers. Next 

day, they raided the GAFARGAON Police Station and killed 2 Police personnel. On 

the night of Sept 27, Mukti Bahini raided Pak troops guarding the bridge near 

RAHIMPUR killing one enemy soldier. On Sept 26, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak 

troops in several places. Near MOHANGANJ they killed 6 soldiers and four 

Razakars. In another ambush on a mixed patrol of Pak troops and Razakars, Mukti 

Bahini killed 10 of the enemies near DASGRAM area. In NALKURA and RANGTIA 

four enemy troops were killed in similar actions. On the same day Mukti Bahini 

encountered Pak troops near MOHABBATPUR and inflicted 7 casualties on the 
enemy. On the night of 26th Sept. Mukti Bahini ambus- hed Pak troops on 

PAKSHIGANJ-KAMALPUR road and killed two enemy soldiers. 
 

During the night of 25-26th Sept. Mukti Bahini raided Pak Positions at 
SAGARNAL and KAMARAIL area killing 15 enemy soldiers. On Sept 27, Mukti 

Bahini attacked Pak troops near BAOTALI and killed 3 Pak soldiers. Earlier on Sept 
25, 7 enemy troops were killed in an ambush in the same area. On Sept 27, Mukti 

Bahini attacked Pak troops while they were digging near RADHANAGAR and killed 
four of them. On Sept 26, two Pak vehicles and two ferry boats were destroyed near 

KATHALPUR. During Sept 24-25, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak troops near 

KARIMPUR, HANDATILLA CHATLAPUR in Sylhet district and in RAMAMA 

DRASA, THAKURCHAR. BATTA and KENDUA Police stations in Mymensingh 

district. In these operations 16 Pak troops and 9 Razakars were killed. Earlier, Mukti 

Bahini raided Pak troops position near Mymensingh town and killed 5 of the enemy. 
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DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: On Sept 27. Mukti Bahini raided 

Pak position at KAIMPUR killing 8 enemy soldiers and injuring seven. Two enemy 

boats were destroyed in the area. On the same day Mukti Bahini raided Pak positions 

at SIRPUR and AJNAPUR areas and killed 11 Pak soldiers. Mukti Bahini ambushed 

Pak troops near MONOHARPUR and KOTESWAR killing 4 of the enemy. Pak 

troops were ambushed near DEBPUR on September 26. Five enemy soldiers were 

killed in the action. On the same day. Mukti Bahini demolished a railway bridge 

between FENI and BELONIA. On Sept 25. Mukti Bahini fired on Pak troops near 

ANDARMANIK and killed 7 Pak troops including a JCO. According to a delayed 

report. Mukti Bahini blew up a train on Dacca-Narayanganj line by mine action on 

Sept 9. Five Pak troops and some of their collaborators were killed. The engine and 

three bogies of the train were severely damaged. 

Sd/Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer. 

Bangladesh Forces 

 

*  *  *  *  * 
 

BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q.. MUJIBNAGAR 
PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN. 
4 TH OCTOBER, 1971. 

 
Extensive commando activities are being conducted by Mukti Bahini through out 

Bangladesh. Some major operations are given below :- 

 

IN RANGPUR-DINAJPUR -RAJSHAHI SECTOR: Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak 

troops in RADHANAGAR area on 2 Oct. They killed 2 enemy soldiers there. On 2 

Oct Mukti Bahini engaged Pak troops in THAKURGAON area of Dinajpur district 

killing six enemy soldiers. On Oct 2, Mukti Bahini killed two Pak soldiers in 

SHERPUR of Mymensingh district. On the same day Mukti Bahini engaged Pak 

troops in BHOMRA of Khulna district and killed two Pak soldiers and they also killed 

two enemy soldiers in BARNI area of the same district. Earlier on 28th Sept. three 

Pak soldiers were killed and six injured due to mine explosion laid by Mukti. Bahini 

in PULGAZI area of Noakhali district. On 29th Sept. Mukti Bahini raided Pak troops 

in NOAPUR of Noakhali district killing six enemy soldiers and injured fifteen of 

them. On the same day. Mukti Bahini ambushe Pak troops in KOTESWAR area and 
killed three enemy soldiers. 

 
Late reports reached here today on 30th Sept. four Pak soldiers were killed in 

JAMBARI area of Comilla district. Earlier on 27th Sept. Mukti Bahini raided Pak 
position in KOSBA of the same district killing three enemy soldiers and injuring three 

of them. On 29th Sept, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak troops in ANANDAPUR killing 
four. In another operation Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak troops in MONOHARPUR 

area in Comilla district 
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and they killed four enemy soldiers. Earlier on 28th Sept. Mukti Bahini attacked Pak 

position with Mortars in KAYUMPUR near Kosba of Comilla district. The battle 

continued for three hours. Mukti Bahini killed thirty five enemy soldiers and injured 

fifteen of them. Besides, they captured five bayonets and 250 round Chinese bullets, 

one guerrilla got injured during this operation. 

Sd/Nazrul Islam 

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER. 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJTBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

5th Oct 1971. 
 

Guerrilla activities have been carried out in different sectors of Bangladesh. Some 
major operations are as follows:- 

 
On Oct 1, two Pak soldiers were killed due to mine explosion laid by Mukti 

Bahini in BIRISIRI-BJJOYPUR areas, while another party of Mukti Bahini engaged 
Pak troops with mortars near BANDARKATA killing five Pak. Soldiers. On the same 

day On 2 Oct. One Pak truck was blown up due to mine explosion laid by Mukti 

Bahini on PHULPUR- HALUAGHAT road of Mymensingh district. 

 

Earlier on 29 Sep, Mukti Bahini raided Pak troops position near PURBO 

CHAGALNAIYA of Noakhali district. They killed five enemy Soldiers and wounded 

seven others and they also destroyed three bunkers. Delayed reports reached here to-

day, on 29 Sep Mukti Bahini raided a mixed column of Pak troops and Razakars 

guarding a road bridge on KULAURA-BARLEKHA road killing three and wounding 

one. In a joint raid on Pak troops near PUTTIACHARA area on 1 Oct Mukti Bahini 

killed three enemy soldiers and wounded one of them. Earlier on 30 Sep Mukti Bahini 

engaged Pak troops who were indulging in looting JAFFLONG market of Sylhet 

district where they killed eight enemy soldiers. 

 
In BUR1CHONG Sub-Sector, earlier on 27 Sep. Mukti Bahini engaged Pak 

troops in MONCHARPUR, AZNAPUR, KOTESHWAR and ZAMBARI killing as 
many as twenty enemy soldiers. Late news reached here to-day, on 26 Sep. Mukti 

Bahini ambushed Pak troops in CHAIDYAGRAM area. They killed twelve Pak 
soldiers and injured one of them. Earlier on 26 Sep Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak 

troops in KANASHTALA area. Freedom fighters killed twelve enemy soldiers and 
injured one in this operation. On 28 Sep. Mukti Bahini blew up DACCA-

CHITTAGONG road-bridge by mine explosion. Late news reached here to-day, 

between 22 to 28 Sep. Mukti Bahini engaged Pak Position in 
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BURICHONG area. Our valliant freedom fighters killed as many as twenty-three 

enemy soldiers and injured a large number of Pak occupant army. 

Earlier on 26 Sep. Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak troops in PANCHHARA area and 

killed three enemy soldiers. On 27 Sep. they launched another operation in the same 

area and they killed one enemy soldier. 

 

Sd/Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer. 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 
PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 
OCTOBER 7, 1971, 

 
Extensive Commando activities have been conducted throughout Bangladesh. 

Some major operations are given below :- 
 

In MYMENSINGH-SYLIIET-MAULAVI BAZAR SECTOR: On 3rd October 

one Pak army vehicle was blown up due to explosion of mine laid by Mukti Bahini on 
Kamalpur- Bakshiganj Road of Jamalpur Subdivision in Mymensingh District. They 

killed seven and wounded six others of its occupants. On the same day another 
column of Mukti Bahini raided Pak position in Dhanbari area of Tangail District. 

Freedom fighters wounded a large number of occupying soldiers there. Earlier on 
October 1st, Mukti Bahini demolished railway track between Dacca-Mymensingh. In 

an exchange of fire with the enemy troops near Dhanua area of Jamalpur Sub-division 
of Mymensingh District on 5th October Mukti Bahini inflicted eight casualties on 

them. One freedom fighter was also wounded in this operation. Earlier on October 2, 

Mukti Bahini raided Pak position at Rayiapur area inflicting four casualties on them. 

On the same day Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak patrol near Jallikhala area killing seven 

and injuring twelve others. During the same day freedom fighters apprehended a 

suspect in this area. On October 4. Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak patrol near Ballabpur 

area killing two enemy soldiers. 

 

In DACCA-COMILLA-CH1TTAGONG SECTOR. Mukti Bahini raided Pak 

position area Champaknagar on October 2, they killed two enemy soldiers there. In 

another raid in this area freedom fighters killed five Pak soldiers. 

 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: According to delayed reports, 

freedom fighters ambushed Pak troops in Baidyanathpur in which they killed one 
Officer and wounded five enemy soldiers. Mukti Bahini raided Pak troops Position 

near Nayadighi area on October 1. They killed one enemy soldier and wounded two. 
On October 2. 
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Mukti Bahini engaged Pak troops killing three and injuring four of them. Earlier they 

carried out several raids in the same area destroying important road, culverts. On the 

same day one bullock cart-carrying rations for Pak troops was blown up due to mine 

explosion laid by Mukti Bahini in Thakurgaon area of Dinajpur District. Freedom 

fighters finished two of its occupants in this operation. 

In KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR: On October 3, Mukti Bahini 

ambushed Pak troops near Gaveshpur in which they killed five enemy soldiers and 

wounded four others. On the same day seven Pak collaborators surrendered to Mukti 

Bahini with mine and rifles in Chandpur area of Jessore District. 

 

According to a delayed report our valiant freedom fighters ambushed a Pak 

column near Madra on October 2. In exchange of fire six enemy soldiers got killed. 

 

Sd/Nazaul Islam 
Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 
 

*   *   *   *   * 
 

BANGLADESH FORCES H Q., MUJIBNAGAR 
PUBL IC RELATTONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR. BULLETIN 

8
TH

  OCTOBER. 1971. 

 

Freedom fighters have carried out extensive Commando activities in different 

sectors of Bangladesh. Some major operations are given below: - 

 

In KUSHTIA-JESSORE- KHULNA SECTOR: Mukti Bahini raided enemy camp 

near BERILBAI on 5th October killing as many as 35 Pakistani soldiers and they 

injured four of them. On the same day freedom fighters cut off telephone line between 

BAKSHA- BALIADANGA while another column of Mukti Bahini fired on enemy 

position at NABATKATT1 and destroyed one enemy jeep. Mukti Rahini ambushed a 

mixed column of occupying troops and Razakars near BABUGANJ of Barisal District 

earlier on 3
rd

 October. Freedom fighters killed four enemy soldiers in this operation. 
 

In RANGPUR-DINAJPDR- RAJSHAHI SECTOR :- One enemy jeep was blown 
up near BHOTEMARI area due to mine explosion laid by Mukti Bahini on 4th 

October. Delayed news reached here. Mukti Bahini encountered with occupying 
troops at CHIRIRBANDAR of Dinajpur District. In this action, our Valliant freedom 

fighters killed four enemy soldiers and recovered one rifle from them. On 5th 
October, Mukti Bahini engaged a mixed column of enemy troops and irregulars near 

KHANPUR of Dinajpur District where they killed four Pakistani soldiers besides 

injuring nine others. 
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In DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: According to late news 

reached here, on 26
th

  September, Mukti Bahini ambushed one enemy jeep carrying 

troops in Comilla. They killed two of its occupants including one Officer. 

In MYMENSINGH-SYLHET-MAULAVIRAZAR SECTOR: On 5
th

 October, 

Mukti Bahini ambushed an enemy patrol on NUMEKANAGAR-NAOKUCHI Road 

and inflicted three casualties on them. During the same night they removed telephone 

line in NAUKUCHl-AHMEDNGAR. On 4
th

 October Mukti Bahini captured two 

enemy soldiers with rifles in RONGRA area. On the night of 3rd October Mukti 

Bahini ambushed enemy troops and Razakars near AZ1MGANJ killing three 

Pakistani soldiers and five Razakars. On the same night, they raided enemy position 

near CHATLAPUR killing two and injuring three of them. In a raid on occupying 

troops position in BAHADURABAD GHAT of Mymensingh District on 3rd October 

Mukti Bahini damaged a Pakistani Motor Launch and inflicted some casualties on 

them. 
 

According to delayed news reached here today on 26
th

 September, Freedom 
fighters attacked four Cargo flights carrying food staff and ammunition of enemy 

troops on the River of Madhumati near RAMCHANDRAPUR of Gopalganj 
Subdivision. They sunk two cargos in this operation and killed as many as fifteen 

Razakars and two Punjabee Police men. 
 

Sd/- Nazrul Islam 

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER 

BANGLADESH FORCES. 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H. Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

OCTOBER 9, 1971. 

 

Extensive guerrilla activities of Mukti Bahini are being conducted in all sectors 

in the occupied areas of Bangladesh. Reports of some of the heroic performances of 
Mukti Bahini received by this Head quarters are stated below: - 

 
Mukti Bahini ambushed a big launch carrying Pakistani Army personnel of the 

Third Punjab Regiment near KASBA in Comilla district on October 4. A fierce fight 
took place in which at least 200 enemy soldiers were killed. The launch was drowned 

along with a large quantity of arms and ammunitions. On October 3, another launch of 
Pakistani army was sunk at BANCHARAMPUR killing 10 enemy soldiers. 

 

In another massive guerrilla operation around the same area the daring freedom 

fighters sunk 3 Speed boats and damaged 10 country boats of the occupation army. In 

this action 14 enemy soldiers including one Lt. Col. and one Captain were killed. 
They also ambushed Pakistani army patrols in AMARATOLI on 4th and 5th October 

killing 4 enemy 
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soldiers. On October 3, they killed 3 occupation soldiers near NAYANPUR Railway 

Station. 

According to delayed reports. Mukti Bahini raided HOMNA THANA on October 

2, killing 11 West Pakistani Policemen and 5 Razakars. Besides, 15 Razakars 

surrendered to the Mukti Bahini with arms. Earlier on October 1, Mukti Bahini raided 

Pakistani Army position near BALLA. They also attacked the enemy reinforcement 

moving from ASHRAMPARA TO BALLA. In this action, 25 enemy soldiers were 

killed and 8 wounded. 

 

A daring offensive attack conducted by Mukti Bahini in FEN1 area of Noakhali 

district during the first week of current month indicates a significant change in their 

tactics. . 

 
On October 3, Mukti Bahini crossed the MUIIARI RIVER near FENI and built up 

defence position at PARSURAM and ANANTAPUR. The desperate and confused 
Pakistani Army made a close-ranged attack on the defence position of Mukti Bahini. 

The valiant freedom fighters reacted in Perfect Coordination and launched intensive 
attack on them with small and heavy arms including Mortars. After a fierce battle the 

enemy retreated leaving 19 of their Comrades dead. The heroic freedom fighters 
advanced and further stepped up their attack. During this operation they engaged in 

another direct clash with the enemy soldiers. Almost a hand to hand fight took place. 

Another 40 enemy soldiers were killed in this action. 
 

At ANANTAPUR in the same district, the enemy troops attacked the defence 
position of the Mukti Bahini from three directions. A massive battle took place for 

several hours and a group of the enemy soldiers almost overrun the defence position 
of Mukti Bahini after suffering 30 casualties. One of our heroic freedom fighters lost 

his life. Mukti Bahini temporarily withdrew to take a strategic defense and within 
hours, they advanced with fresh reinforcement. In the battle that followed 30 Pakistani 

soldiers of the Eightieth Punjab Regiment were killed. Finally, the occupation army 

was forced to withdraw. 

 

According to the latest reports heavy fighting is continuing in FENI and 

BELONIA areas between the freedom fighters and occupying soldiers. Reports 

ensured that 27 enemy soldiers including one JCO were killed by the heroic freedom 

fighters. It has been learnt that the occupying troops have let loose their moral and 

have been frantically looking for reinforcement from Chittagong. Meanwhile the 

freedom fighters demolished the FULGAZI Railway Bridge in between FENI and 

BELONIA disrupting Railway communications. Their heroic steps are still ahead. 

 

Sd/- Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer, 
Bangladesh Forces. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q.. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

October 10, 1971. 

Guerrilla activities of Mukti Bahini are continuing unabated in all fronts of the 

occupied territory of Bangladesh. Some of the major actions are stated below :- 

 

In RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: Mukti Bahini fired on enemy 

troops near KHANJANPUR killing 12 occupation soldiers, on Oct. 5. Earlier, on Oct. 

4. They ambushed enemy troops and irregulars near SUIBRAMPUR. They killed 2 

regular and 7 irregular soldiers. 

 

The Freedom fighters carried out surprise attack on Pakistani troops while they 
were digging trenches in West BHURANGAMARI in Rangpur district. In this 

operation they killed 2 enemy soldiers and wounded 12. Two enemy vehicles were 
also destroyed. On Oct. 3, Mukti Bahini exchanged fire with enemy troops at 

MOGHAL HAT of Dinajpur district which resulted 7 casualties on them. Three of our 
Freedom fighters got minor injuries during this operation. 

 
On the same day, Mukti Bahini derailed a train carrying enemy troops between 

Rajshahi and NAWABGANJ, 23 enemy soldiers were killed in this action. 

 

In DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR : Mukti Bahini ambushed 

Pakistani troops on road between BELONIA and CHAGALNAIYA of Noakhali 

district killing 5 enemy soldiers. On the same day they raided enemy position in 

MURLIPHAID area killing 3 and injuring 7 enemy soldiers. In another ambush on the 

occupation army patrol in MOKAMIA BAZAR on the same day the freedom fighters 

killed 2 enemy soldiers. Earlier, on 6th October, they threw grenades on the Pakistani 

troops while they had been unloading vehicles on DACCA-CHITTAGONG Road 

killing 3 enemy soldiers. 

 

According to delayed reports Mukti Bahini ambushed enemy troops in Salda. 

PARSURAM and CHITHOLIA areas on 2nd Oct. In these actions, they killed as 
many as 40 enemy soldiers and wounded many. On Oct. 3, Mukti Bahini ambushed 

enemy position in ANANDAPUR and DHANIKANDA. They killed as many as 60 
occupation soldiers and wounded many more. On the same day they fired with 

Mortars on enemy position in the same area. In this operation they killed 30 enemy 
soldiers and destroyed several bunkers of the enemies. 

 
In COMILLA district, the Freedom fighters have carried out large scale guerrilla 

activities in different areas. On Oct. 4, Mukti Bahini ambushed enemy troops in 

PANCHARA and KOTESWAR area killing 8 enemy soldiers. According to delayed 

news Mukti Bahini ambushed enemy troops in ANAL PUR and MOHANPUR areas 

killing 9 enemy soldiers and injuring two. 
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Reports reached here today from Sylhet district that Mukti Bahini raided 

KAMDEBPUR on the night of 7
th

  October killing 25 enemy soldiers including one 

Pakistani army Major. On Oct. 6. Mukti Bahini engaged Pakistani troops in 

CHAMPAK NAGAR area killing 3 of them. On the same day they also raided enemy 

position in KABIYABAZAR killing 3 enemy soldiers. 

On Oct 8, Mukti Bahini ambushed occupation troops in KAGMARI area 

of TANG AIL district and killed 5 enemy soldiers. It has been learnt that a heavy 

fighting is going on between Mukti Bahini guerrillas and the occupation army in 

TANGAIL district. 

 

Sd/- Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 
*   *   *   *   * 

 
BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 
WAR BULLETIN 

12TH OCTOBER, 1971. 
 

Intensive guerrilla activities by Mukti Bahini continued in all sectors of 

Bangladesh. Reports of some of the major operations are given below 

 

In RANGPUR-D1NAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: Mukti Bahini ambushed a 

mixed column of Pakistani troops and irregulars near Kusumbi killing four and 

injuring two of the enemy. On October 8, Mukti Bahini encountered another paity of 

Pakistani troops and Razakars and killed 4 troops and two collaborating Razakars near 

Meherpur. The same night Mukti Bahini ambushed a Pak vehicle near Baltia killing 

one soldier and destroying the vehicle. During October 4 and 5th, ten Pakistani 

soldiers were killed due to explosions of mine planted by freedom fighters along 

Bhurungamari road. Earlier on October 6, Mukti Bahini raided Pak position near 

Dhanigagla and killed 4 Pak soldiers. Earlier on October 2, Mukti Bahini ambushed 

Pakistani troops enemy on Ulipur- Kurigram road killing 1 Pak soldier. Mukti Bahini 
recovered seven enemy rifles and some ammunition. In separate operations, Mukti 

Bahini disrupted railway communication between Paltia-Hatibanda and Rajarhat-
Togari areas. 

 
In MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR: Mukti Bahini surrounded a large enemy 

party moving in 28 country boats and two gun boats near Hakaluki Haor in Sylhet 
District. In a heavy fight 10 enemy troops including one Major and one Captain were 

killed and 15 were wounded. Two of our brave freedom fighters were killed in this 

action and 3 others were wounded. 4 Pakistani soldiers and 2 Razakars collaborating 

with them were killed when Mukti Bahini raided a column of enemy troops near 

Markuli (Sylhet) on October 7. On October 6, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani 

troops position near Kamarsail and 
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killed four enemy troops. On October 9. a party of Mukti Bahini guerrillas ambushed 

a Pakistani Patrol near Kalsindur killing two soldiers. Earlier on October 1, Mukti 

Bahini raided Pakistani troops position near Jamalpur-Ferry Ghat (Mymensingh) and 

killed three Pakistani troops. Mukti Bahini demolished a road bridge on Bakshiganj-

Klamalpur Road in Mymensingh district. 

In KUSHT1A-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR: Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistan 

troops near Kagmari killing 5 and injuring 3 enemy soldiers. On the same day they 

raided enemy troops position near Koemkola and killed 2 and wounded 10. 

 

On October 5. Mukti Bahini raided Pak position near Pirgacha (Khulna) and killed 

3 Pakistani soldiers including a JCO. 

 

According to a delayed report Mukti Bahini made a daring attack from three sides 

on Pakistani troops position in Bhatiapara under Kashiani P.S. of Gopalgonj Sub-
division on October 4. At least 30 Pakistani soldiers and 20 Razakars were killed in 

the action. Here agroup of Razakars surrendered to Mukti Bahini with their arms. In 
desperation, the Pakistani soldiers sent for Air-cover. Pakistani jets carried out 

intensive air-strafing in the area twice during the day. A Pak Helicopter carrying fresh 
troops tried to land around sunset but due to Mukti Bahini's firing the helicopter left 

for Dacca. Next day additional Pakistani troops came in gun-boats and launches and 
burnt several villages in the area in reprisal. 

 

In DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: Mukti Bahini ambushed 

Pakistani troops near Khajuria and killed 4. In a number of ambushes during October 

4 and 5 near Guthuma five Pakistani troops were killed. During the period, Mukti 

Bahini ambushed Pakistani troops near Ajnapur twice in which 13 Pakistani soldiers 

were killed and 3 wounded. On October 5 Mukti Bahini fired on Pakistani soldiers 

near Nayanpur and inflicted 5 casualties on the enemy. On the same day, Mukti 

Bahini ambushed Pakistani troops near Jambari and killed two of the enemies. 

 

Sd/- Nazrul Islam 

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER. 

BANGLADESH FORCES. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES HEADQUARTERS 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

Oct. 13, 1971. 

Vigorous guerrilla activities are being conducted by Mukti Bahini in all sectors of 

the occupied territory of Bangladesh. Some of major actions are stated below :- 

 

In RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR : Mukti Bahini raided 

occupation army position in Bhotemari of Rangpur district on October 10 and killed 

10 enemy soldiers. Earlier, on October 5, they also damaged a road bridge near 

Chapani in the same area. On October 9, the occupation army attacked Sonamosque 

area, but it was retaliated by Mukti Babini. In this action 7 enemy soldiers were killed 

and many wounded. During this action one Razakar along with his arm surrendered to 
the Mukti Bahini. On the same day Mukti Bahini ambushed enemy patrol on road 

between Joimonirhat and Anderijhar Khamar killing 3 and injuring 10 enemy soldiers. 
They demolished Chandijan bridge on road between Chalma and Kurigram of 

Rangpur district on the same day. Next day 4 Razakars with their arms surrendered to 
the freedom fighters in Tista area. 

 
On October 9, two enemy soldiers were killed in Kajaldighi area due to mine 

explosion. On the same day they demolished culvert in Bhelarpur on road between 

Churlai and Keta. They also disrupted telecommunication in this area. Earlier, on 

October 7, MB ambushed enemy troops. 

 

Patrol in Mochirghar area killing one enemy soldier. They also captured one 

Chinese Rifle. 

 

In JESSORE-KUSHTIA-KHULNA SECTOR : MB killed 7 occupation soldiers 

in Ghugri of Khulna district while they ambushed enemy troops patrol on October 10. 

In this action one of our freedom fighters was wounded. On the same day MB raided 

occupation army position at Madankati School of Khulna district killing 4 and 

injuring severely 7 enemy soldiers. On October 2, they raided enemy troops position 

in Dositana and killed 5 enemy soldiers. In another ambush in Kapasdanga of Jessore 
district on the same day MB killed 10 enemy soldiers. On October 10 one Razakar 

with his Rifle surrendered to the MB in Kutchandpur area of Jessore. Earlier, on 
October 4, two Razakars with their arms surrendered to MB in Benapol area of the 

same distract. 
 

In DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: MB demolished 2 Railway 
bridges between Zorarganj and Feni of Noakhali District on October 9 disrupting 

railway communication between these two places. On October 8, MB ambushed 

enemy troops patrol in Latomura of Comilla district killing 3 enemy soldiers. On the 

same day MB raided occupation army position in Mojumderhat area killing 6 enemy 

soldiers. In an ambush on the same day in Charnal area MB killed 2 enemy soldiers. 

On October 7, they 
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ambushed Pakistani troops patrol in Gabtola area of Noakhali district killing 4 enemy 

soldiers. In this action they captured three LMG. Earlier, on October 6. MB raided 

Kaiara School where the occupation troops were accommodated and killed 6 of them. 

In MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR: MB removed telephone line between 

Haluaghat and Telikhali of Mymensingh on October 11 dislocating 

telecommunication. Earlier, on October 7, the freedom fighters ambushed Razakar 

Patrol in the same area and killed 6 of them. In this action they also captured 2 

Chinese Rifles. 

 

According to a delayed report MB destroyed one railway bridge between 

Srimangal and Kakichara of Sylhet district during the first week of the current month. 

 

Sd/- Nazul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 
Bangladesh forces. 

 
*   *   *   *   * 

 
BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 
OCTOBER 14, 1971. 

 

Large scale guerrilla attacks on the occupation Army by the Mukti Bahini are 

continuing in all fronts of the occupied territory of Bangladesh. Some of the notable 

actions are stated below :- 

 

In RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: Mukti Babini encountered 

with the occupation troops on October 11 in Hatibanda of Rangpur district and killed 

5 enemy soldiers. During this action 3 of our valiant freedom fighters received minor 

injury. On October 8, two enemy soldiers were killed and two seriously injured due to 

mine explo- sion earlier laid by Mukti Bahini in Shahat. On the same day Mukti 

Bahini Patrol Party ambushed Pakistani troops in Deoda area killing 2 soldiers. They 

also raided Razakar Camp in Atpara in Rajshahi district on the same day and blew up 

the same. In this action 5 Razakars were killed. Earlier, on October 7, Mukti Bahini 
ambushed occupation troops Patrol in Nawabgonj area of Rajshahi district and killed 

one enemy soldier and wounded several. On the same day 4 Razakars along with their 
Rifles surrendered to the Mukti Bahini in Hamzapur in Dinajpur district. 

 
In MYMENSINGH-SYLHET-MOULVIBAZAR SECTOR: The occupation 

Army attacked Mukti Bahini on October 11 in the area of Mymensingh. It was 
repulsed by the valiant freedom fighters killing 10 enemy soldiers. On October 8, 

Mukti Bahini engaged Razakars Patrol collaborating with enemy troops in Tikahaor 

killing 6 Razakars and injuring 4. Rest of them dropped the weapons in water and ran 

away. 
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According to delayed report one occupation Army truck moving from Madhabpur 

to Mymensingh was blown up on October 3, 3 enemy soldiers were killed in the 

action. On October 10, Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani troops position in Kulaura in 

Sylhet district killing 5 enemy soldiers. During this action 2 Razakars surrendered to 

the Freedom fighters with their Rifles. On the same day, one enemy bus was blown up 

due to mine explosion in Pagla area killing one enemy soldier. They also raided and 

destroyed one launch between Joykalas and Derai on the same day. Report of 

casualties in this action lias not yet received. On the same day they raided occupation 

Army position in Chargram and killed 2 enemy soldiers. Next day, on October 11, 

Mukti Bahini killed one enemy soldier in Busgram. 

On October 9. Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani troops guarding Bala bridge in 

Sylhet district and killed 2 enemy soldiers. On the same day in an encounter with the 

occupation troops in Tookocha area Mukti Bahini inflicted heavy casualties on the 

enemy soldiers. Two Razakars surrendered to the Freedom fighters on the same day in 

Dakshinkui. On October 5, they dislocated telecommunication between Sachna and 
Sunamganj of Sylhet district. 

 
In DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: Mukti Bahini ambushed 

Pakistani troops in Amanganda area killing 3 enemy soldiers on 9th October. On 

October 8, Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani troops position in Fulgazi of Noakhali 

district killing 3 enemy soldiers. Earlier, they demolished a road bridge in the same 

area. In another raid on the same day in Anantapur area one enemy soldier was killed. 

Mukti Bahini fired with Mortars on the occupation troops in Bowhara area killing 4 

enemy soldiers on the same day. In an ambush on Pakistani troops in Jambari of 

Comilla district on 8 October, Mukti Bahini killed 5 enemy soldiers. On the same day 

they raided occupation Army position in Panchara killing 3 enemy soldiers. Mukti 
Bahini drove out the occupation Army from shoitsala area on the same day. On 

October 7, Mukti Bahini raided Chandpur, North of Comilla district killing 2 enemy 
soldiers. They also destroyed two bunkers of the enemy in the same area. Earlier, on 

Octobcr 6, Mukti Bahini ambushed Country boat carrying occupation troops in the 
same area. In this action 5 enemy soldiers were killed and the boat was destroyed 

completely. 
 

It is reported from the occupied territory of Kushtia-Jessore-Khulna that large 

number of Razakars have surrendered to the Freedom Fighters. 

 

Sd/- Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer, 

Bangladesh Forces. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES H. Q.. MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

OCTOBER 15, 1971. 

Freedom fighters have been conducting heroic commando activities in different 

sectors of Bangladesh. The reports of some major operations reached here today are 

stated below :- 

 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: On Oct. 12. enemy troops 

consisting of about two platoons had encountered with Mukti Bahini in KHALPARA 

and ALPUR areas. Freedom fighters successfully retaliated this attack inflicting 10 

casualties on them. In this operation one guerrilla was killed while attempting to 

recover enemy casualties. On the same day Mukti Bahini raided KETRA area and 
exchanged fire with mortars on. enemy soldiers killing 5 of them. Earlier on 10th Oct. 

Mukti Bahini ambushed enemy patrol in KHALPARA and ALPUR areas killing 4 
occupying soldiers. During the last week of September Major Sher Khan of Pakistan 

Army was killed by Mukti Bahini near GA1BANDHA of Rangpur district. It has been 
learnt that when occupying troops were advancing towards BHORALKHALI from 

GAIBANDHA Sub-Headquarter the freedom fighters ambushed them and killed 
Major Sher Khan with two Junior Commissioned Officers. 

 

DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: According to delayed news 

reached here today, on 9 Oct. Mukti Bahini ambushed enemy patrol in DATI'ASAR 

area and killed three occupying soldiers. On 8 Oct., Freedom fighters ambushed 

enemy troops in GABTALA area killing two of them. 

 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET-MAULAVI BAZAR SECTOR: On 12 Oct. our 

valiant freedom fighters raided enemy position in JAINTIAPUR of Sylhet district and 

they recovered one ritle with some Chinese ammunitions. On Oct. 11 Mukti Bahini 

raided in DEBALCHARA area. In this operation they killed 2 enemy soldiers. They 

also ambushed enemy troops in MURIACHARA and inflicted three casualties on 

them. In another ambush in the same area on occupying troops freedom fighters killed 

three Pakistani soldiers. 
 

Delayed news reaching here today indicate that on Oct 5 Mukti Babini raided 
ALHAJ JUTE MILLS near GAIBANDHA and killed two enemy soldiers. Earlier on 

3 Oct. our freedom fighters ambushed Pakistani troops in RASULPUR area near 
GAIBANDHA killing four Pakistani rangers. 

 
KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR: Mukti Bahini destroyed one electric 

pylon in BAKSHA area on 11 Oct. On 12 Oct. they removed 500 yards telephone line 

in MADANKATHI area and they also destroyed four power pylons on MEIIERPUR- 

CHUADANGA road of KUSHTIA district. 

 

Sd/- Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES H. Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

OCT. 16, 1971. 

Detail reports of intensive Mukti Bahini guerilla operations are given below :- 

 

According to a delayed report, large areas of Chittagong city remained without 

any power throughout the 1st week of October due to intensive guerrilla operations 

within the city by Mukti Bahini. During the period Mukti Bahini destroyed 4 power 

sub-stations at ACiRABAD, MADIRBARI, MADINAGIIAT and CHANDPUR 

within the city area. On October 7, Mukti Bahini destroyed power pylons on 

CHITTAGONG-KAPTAI line. 

 
In DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR : Mukti Bahini ambushed 

Pakistani troops on Oct.12 near RADI-IANAGAR and killed 3 of them. On Oct. 8, in 
separate raids on Pak positions at GUTHUMA and PURBA DEBPUR, Mukti Bahini 

killed two Pakistani soldiers and wounded 8. Earlier on Oct. 7, Mukti Bahini raided 
CIIHAGALNAIYA Police Station in Noakhali districts killing 4 pakistani soldiers 

and policemen and injuring seven. According to a delayed report Mukti Bahini fired 
on Pak troops near HARIRAMPUR and MALUCHIM BAZAR of SIBALAYA 

Police Station of Dacca district during 17-19th of September. In these operations 25 

Pakistani soldiers were killed. 

 

In MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR : Twenty Pakistani soldiers were killed 

when Mukti Bahini fired on Pak troops on Oct. 9 near HATIBHANGA in 

Mymensingh district. On Oct. 9, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani rangers in 

MOHANGANJ and killed four of them. On Oct. 10, one Pakistani army vehicle was 

damaged by mine explosion on PHULPUR-HALUAGHAT road killing four 

Pakistani soldiers. In Mymensingh district Mukti Bahini disrupted railway 

communications between JAMALPUR and BAHADURABAD GIIAT by removing 

railway tracks near DAGHI railway station on Oct. 8. Railway communication 

between JAMALPUR-SARISABARI was also disrupted by demolishing railway 

bridges near KENDUA-KALIBARI and BOYRALI. During the last week 20 
Razakars surrendered to Mukti Bahini with their arms at JAMALPUR in 

Mymensingh district and at DALURA in Sylhet district. 
 

In RANGPUR- DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR : Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak 
troops in PUKHILGAON area and inflicted 3 casualties on the enemy soldiers. On 

October 9, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak soldiers in BHOTESHUR, north of 
AUDITMARI killing 3 Pak soldiers and injuring five. On Oct. 7, Mukti Bahini 

encountered Pak soldiers in BHABANIPUR and killed two of the enemy. On Oct. 9, a 

large number of Razakars surrendered to Mukti Bahini near GAIBANDHA. One 

Razakar Commander, Habibur Rahman of HALDIBARI (RANGPUR Dist.) 

surrendered to Mukti Bahini on Oct. 12. 

 

Sd/- Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJ1BNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

17
th

 . October. 1971 

Reports of intensive Guerrilla activities by Mukti Bahini have reached here. 

Details of some of the reports are given below 

 

In SYLHET district heavy fighting between Mukti Bahini and Pakistani soldiers 

are continuing in Chatak. Our brave soldiers have already captured a part of this 

Industrial town and have also cut off all road and railway communication between 

Chhatak and neighboring towns. In last two days' battle Pak soldiers have suffered 

heavy casualties. 

 
According to a delayed report Mukti Bahini marine commandos have sunk two 

large ships at Chittagong Port on October 8. The ships concerned are a Pakistani Ship 
named NASIM which was carrying two tanks and other arms and ammunitions and a 

Greek ship named AVLOS. 
 

In DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: On October. 9 Mukti Bahini 
ambushed Pak troops near Sadekpur in Comilla district killing 23 Pakistani soldiers 

including a Captain. Mukti Bahini captured 6 enemy rifles and some ammunition. 

One Pak soldier was also captured in this action. Earlier on October 8. Mukti Bahini 

ambushed Pak troops near Burichang (Comilla district) and killed 5 enemy soldiers. 

On October 11, the daring guerrillas made a surprise attack on Pak soldiers at 

Chandpur Ferry Ghat. 5 Pak soldiers and 7 collaborating Razakars were killed in the 

action. On the same day Mukti Bahini made a Mortar attack on Pakistani soldiers near 

Comilla killing 5 and injuring 37 enemy soldiers. 

 

In KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR: Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak 

troops on October 15 near Maheshkundi and killed 10 Pakistani soldiers. On October 

14 Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak army at BHAGJOTI AND SUKRIA and killed 20 

enemy soldiers and wounded 10. On the same day Mukti Bahini shelled Pak 

army position at Ramkrishnapur and killed 5 enemy soldiers. Another group of 
guerrillas fired on an enemy patrol near sadipur and killed 3 Pakistani soldiers. On 

October 13, Mukti Bahini ambushed enemy patrol at Baksha killing 4 Pak soldiers 
and injuring 2. 

 
Sd/-Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer. 
Bangladesh Forces. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

18 TH OCTOBER. 1971. 

Mukti Bahini continued its extensive guerrilla operations throughout Bangladesh. 

Details of some of the major operations are given below 

 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: On the night of October 16th, 

Mukti Bahini launched a mortar attack on Pakistani soldiers near BHOWALGANJ in 

Dinajpur district and inflicted 17 casualties on the enemy. The same night— Mukti 

Bahini exchanged Fire with Pakistani soldiers near KARIA and killed 10 enemy 

troops. Mukti Bahini blew up railway line between HILLI and PANCHBIBI in 

BOGRA district. On the way back to the base camp—Mukti Bahini encountered Pak 
troops on the morning of Oct. 16. In heavy exchange of fire— Mukti Bahini 

ambushed a mixed Pakistani patrol near MURAD PUR. 5 Pakistani soldiers including 
a Captain were killed in this action. Earlier in separate attacks on Pakistani troops on 

October 13th and 14th near PANCHBIBI, Mukti Bahini killed 16 enemy soldiers 
including 5 collaborating RAZAKARS. On Oct. 13, Mukti Babini ambushed a 

Pakistani patrol at CHAKRABENI and killed 4 of the enemy. On October 17, 10 
Razakars surrendered to Mukti Bahini with their arms near DINAJPUR, on Oct. 14, 

12 Razakars surrendered in KARIA. 

 

DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: On Oct. 12, Mukti Bahini 

ambushed Pakistani troops near BOGABARI and killed 4 enemy soldiers. On Oct. 11 

Mukti Bahini raided Pak position at MAJUMDERHAT and killed 5 Pak troops. In a 

similar raid on Oct. 9, at KALIRBAZAR in Noakhali District, Mukti Bahini killed 12 

and injured 4 enemy soldiers. On Oct. 6 & 7 Mukti Bahini made two separate attacks 

on Pakistani position at CHADLA killing 13 & injuring 10 enemy troops. On Oct. 8, 

Mukti Bahini killed 10 and injured 15 Pakistani soldiers in a series of attacks at 

SAISALA Village. 

 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR: On Oct. 14, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak 

troops between DURGAPUR and NAZIRPUR and killed 2 enemy soldiers. On the 
same day, Mukti Bahini disrupted telecommunication between KISHORGANJ and 

MYMENSINGH. Mukti Bahini guerrillas raided GOURIPUR Police Station on Oct. 
13 and recovered some arms. 

 
According to a delayed report Mukti Bahini guerrillas have intensified their 

activities in TANGAIL district. During the last week of September, Mukti Bahini 
engaged Pak troops at PANCHIKAMPA near GOPALPUR P.S. and killed 25 of the 

enemy. Guerrillas destroyed the RAZAKAR bases at KALIAKOIR in Dacca district 

and at SAR1SABARI of MYMENSINGH district. About 60 Razakars surrendered to 

Mukti Bahini in this area. Earlier this month the guerrillas from TANGAIL destroyed 

several bridges on Dacca- Tangail road. 

 

Sd/- Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer. 

Bangladesh Forces. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

OCTOBER 19, 1971. 

Large scale guerrilla activities are being carried out by Mukti Bahini in all fronts 

of the occupied territory of Bangladesh. Some of the notable actions are slated below: 

 

In RANGPUR-D1NAJPUR-RAJSHAIIl SECTOR: A group of Mukti Bahini 

intercepted in Pakistani troops Patrol in Jotosman area and exchanged fire with them 

on 13
th

 October. In this action enemy troops suffered 20 casualties. On the same day 

Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani troops on road Bhurungamari-Paglahat in Rangpur 

district killing 3 and injuring four enemy soldiers. On October 12, Mukti Bahini 

raided occupation troops position in Joimonirhat killing 6 and injuring 15 enemy 
soldiers. On the same day they engaged enemy soldiers in Bhurungamari and killed 3 

enemy soldiers. They also ambushed Pakistani Army Patrol in Ulipur on the same day 
killing 4 enemy soldiers and 7 Razakars. Earlier on October 10, Mukti Bahini 

removed railway track between Kurigram-Chilmari and blew up railway bridge near 
Ulipur disrupting train communication. On October 12, Mukti Bahini ambushed 

occupation troops while they were crossing Nala and killed 6 enemy soldiers. On 
October 10, three Razakars surrendered to the Mukti Bahini in Habra. According to 

delayed report Mukti Bahini encountered a mixed Pakistani Patrol at Magura Para in 

Rajshahi district on October 7, killing 3 enemy soldiers and 4 West Pakistani 

Policemen. 

 

In KUSIITIA.JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR: Mukti Bahini engaged Pakistani 

troops in Mand area on October 13 killing two and injuring 5 enemy soldiers. 

 

It is learnt from a reliable source that the freedom fighters engaged occupation 

troops in Haridia of Bagerhat subdivision in Khulna district on October 9. In this 

action 20 enemy soldiers including one Officer were killed. 

 

In DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: According to delayed reports 

reached here, the daring Mukti Bahini fired with Mortars on the Pakistani Army 
position in Circuit House Building, Rajgonj and Kandipur in Comilla town on 

October 11 killing 10 enemy soldiers. On the same day Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani 
troops position in Bugon Bazar area and killed 3 enemy soldiers including one 

Officer. On October 10 Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani troops in Ajnapur area of 
Comilla district and inflicted 3 casualties on the enemy. 

 
It is learnt that Pakistani Aircraft straffed and rocked areas around Shibpur. 

Kapasia and Raipur of Dacca district on October 9 and burnt villages and markets. On 

the same day Mukti Bahini ambushed occupation troops in Sadikpur area killing 4 

enemy soldiers including one Officer. 

 

In MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR: Three Razakars with their Rifles 

surrendered to the Mukti Bahini in Larigram-Kamargaon area of Mymensingh district 

on 14th October. On October 9, Mukti Bahini clashed with the occupation Army in 

Kendua and 
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Dharmapasha on the Sylhet-Mymensingh border inflicting 7 casualties on the enemy. 

During this action three of our freedom fighters received minor injury. 

According to a delayed report Mukti Bahini threw grenades on Pakistani troops in 

a Market of Kishoregonj on 4th October. In this action two enemy soldiers were 

killed. 

 

Sd/- Nazrul Islam 

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER. 

BANGLADESH FORCES 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJ1BNAGAR 
PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 
21 OCTOBER, 1971. 

 
Heroic Commando activities have been carried out by the valiant Freedom 

fighters throughout different sectors of Bangladesh. Reports of some major operations 
are given below: - 

 

More details of the fight between Mukti Bahini and Pak soldiers at SALDANADI 
have been received. The fight started from 16 October and continued till 18th October 

when the enemy was repulsed. Pak troops attacked the Mukti Bahini positions with 
the entire 33 Baluch Battalion supported by artillery fire and air strafing. The valiant 

Mukti Bahini fighters withstood the attack and inflicted 70 casualties on the enemy. 
Many more were injured. Pak army recovered their dead bodies under cover of 

artillery fire at night but still they had to leave behind 18 dead bodies which were 
collected by the Mukti Bahini. Three prisoners including an Officer. 2nd Lt. Pervez, 

were captured. Two of them later on succumbed to their injuries. The enemy left 

behind huge quantity of arms and ammunition including 6 MMGs. 

 

Fight in CHHATAK Town is still going on. The enemy is still surrounded on all 

sides. Pak army have brought in their air Force in this area and restarted straffing. 

 

More areas have been liberated by the Mukti Bahini in KASBA. 

 

On October 11; Freedom fighters launched a Mortar attack on occupation troops 

in MAJUMDARHAT, ANANTAPUR and PARSHURAM of Noakhali district. They 

killed as many as 41 enemy soldiers and seriously injured 4 in these actions. Earlier, 

on 8
th

 October Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani troops in CHITHOLIA, 

PARSHURAM and NOAPUR areas of the same district killing 6 and injuring 17 
enemy soldiers. Besides, they also destroyed one bunker of the enemy. According to 

delayed news received here today. 
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the heroic guerrillas conducted a daring operation in NAYANPUR area of Comilla 

district on 6th October. Freedom fighters ambushed the enemy troops killing 4 enemy 

soldiers. On the same day they attacked Pakistani troops with mortars. Enemies 

suffered, 9 killed. On October 7, they also ambushed enemy Patrol in KAIYUMPUR 

and JAMBARI areas killing 16 and injuring 6 enemy soldiers. On 8th October, 

Freedom fighters attacked the occupation troops in JERONKHOLA and 

BURICHANG areas and killed 37 enemy soldiers including one Major. They also 

captured a large quantity of fire arms and ammunitions. On 9th October the valiant 

guerrillas ambushed Pak troops in SADIKPUR aera. 23 enemy soldiers including one 

Captain were killed in this action. Besides, they captured one enemy soldier, 6 Rifles 

(303) and 7 hundred rounds of ammunition. On October 11, they carried out Mortar 

attacks on enemy troops in the same area killing 5 and injuring 37 enemy soldiers. 

Earlier on October 5, Mukti Bahini attacked occupation troops in SATBARIA area 

killing 9 of them. On 11th October, the Commandos of the Naval Unit of Mukti 

Bahini sunk two Launches in TAKERHAT Ferry Ghat area of Faridpur district. These 

launches were used by the occupation troops. Earlier on 4th October Mukti Bahini 

attacked Pakistani Military Policemen on AMGRAM Road-bridge in the same 

district. In this action 2 West Punjabi Policemen were killed. On the same day the 

occupation troops raided the Camp of the Freedom fighters in PAKULLAH area of 

Faridpur district. The Freedom fighters repulsed them. This fight continued for four 

hours. Mukti Bahini killed 4 enemy soldiers in this action. 13 got injured seriously of 

whom 3 died later on in the MADARIPUR Hospital. The enemy fled away leaving 

behind one dead body. According to a delayed report, occupation army Patrol was 

ambushed by Mukti Bahini in SANKERDI under Rajoir P.S. of Faridpur. In this 

operation 3 enemy soldiers were killed. 

Freedom fighters ambushed one big Launch near GOURNADI carrying Pakistani 

troops including some officials of Barisal district and inflicted heavy casualties. They 

also captured 19 Rifles, one Pistol, a huge quantity of ammunition. The Launch was 

destroyed. Fifteen collaborators including one Habilder surrendered to the Freedom 

fighters. 

 
On October 11, Mukti Bahini attacked the occupation troops Camp in 

CHULKAT1 High School under Fakirhat P.S. of Jessore district. The fight continued 
for several hours resulting in 10 casualties for the enemy. Freedom fighters also 

captured 11 Rifles (303) and a large quantity of ammunition. On October 7, Mukti 
Bahini ambushed one Platoon of occupation troops in RAMPAL area of Khulna 

district killing 5 enemy soldiers after heavy fight for 6 hours. They captured 5 Rifles 
(303) and a huge quantity of ammunition. 

 

In RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: Mukti Bahini fired on the 

occupation troops in BARAKIIATA area in Rangpur district on 16th October killing 

3 and injuring one enemy soldier. On October 17, Mukti Bahini raided enemy 

position in AMPARA area and inflicted 30 casualties on them. On October 17, at 

night the Freedom Fighters raided 
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Pakistani troops near RAIGANG killing 17 and injuring 15 enemy soldiers. Earlier on 

October 15, they also ambushed enemy troops in the same area killing 3 enemy 

soldiers. On October 16, Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani troops in BHURUNGAMARI 

area of Rangpur district. In this action 3 enemy soldiers were killed and 18 wounded. 

In a raid on MIRESWARAI area of Chittagong district on 12
th

  October, Mukti Bahini 

killed 30 and wounded 10 enemy soldiers. 

On October 18. Mukti Bahini fired on Pakistani troops in BAORAMAR1 of 

Mymensingh district in which 18 enemy soldiers including one JCO were killed and 
six others including one Officer wounded. On 11th October Naval Unit of Mukti 

Bahini sunk Speed boat of the enemy near BARHATTA of Netrokona Subdivision. 
 

According to a delayed report Mukti Bahini raided AKASHRI area of Tangail 

district and killed 20 enemy soldiers. During this action 12 Razakars surrendered to 

the Mukti Bahini. 

Sd/- Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer, 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

*   *   *   *   * 
BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 
24 Oct. 71 

 

Large scale guerrilla activities are being conducted by the Mukti Bahini in the 

occupied territory of Bangladesh. Reports of notable actions are given below:- 

 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: Mukti bahini raided Pakistani 

troops position in SINGIMARI area of Rangpur district on 21st October killing 10 

enemies including several occupation soldiers. Two of our freedom fighters were 

wounded during this raid. On October 20, MB engaged Pakistani troops numbering 

about 40 in KHETKIBARI area of the same district and. inflicted 1 I casualties on 

them. One of our freedom fighters was killed during this action. On October 19, 

intensive guerrilla activities were carried out in this Sector. On this day, the freedom 
fighters raided occupation troops in KHORIBARI and killed 7 enemy soldiers. On the 

same day they encountered Pakistani troops in MURADPUR area, killing 2 enemy 
soldiers. In an engagement with the occupation troops in GODAGARIIIAT area of 

Dinajpur district freedom fighters killed 5 enemy soldiers. They ambushed Pakistani 
army patrol in HARAGOBINDAPUR on the same day and killed one and wounded 

two enemy soldiers. On October 18, MB engaged Pakistani troops near 
LALMONIRHAT of Rangpur district. In this action they killed 4 enemy soldiers. On 

October 17, MB killed 2 enemy soldiers near KURIGRAM while they ambushed the 
enemy. They also removed railway track between KURIGRAM and ULIPUR 

disrupting train communication. On the same day they blew up a Pakistani truck 

carrying jute on DINAJPUR-SAYEDPUR road. 

 

DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: On October 20, MB raided 

Pakistani troops position in MUKUNDAPUR of Comilla district and exchanged fire 

with mortars on 
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them. In this action A enemy soldiers were killed. On October 19, MB launched 

mortar attack on the occupation Army position in NALUA area killing 3 enemy 

soldiers. They also conducted mortar attack on the enemy troops position in 

GUTHUMA river area on 18th October. Five Pakistani soldiers wounded in this 

action. On the same day freedom fighters raided Pakistani army Position in 

PAGLIRKUL area of Noakhali district and exchanged fire with them. In this action 8 

enemy soldiers were killed. On October 17, MB ambushed Pakistani troops in 

FULGAZI area of Noakhali district killing 2 and injuring 4 enemy soldiers. Earlier, 

on October 16, two Pakistani soldiers were killed in the same area. On the same day 

the freedom fighters launched mortar attack on the occupation troops in SALDHAR 

area. In this action 8 enemy soldiers were killed and two bunkers of the enemy were 

destroyed.. 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET-MOULVIBAZAR SECTOR: Nine Razakars 

surrendered to Mukti bahini in BHAGMARA area of Mymensingh district on 21st 

October. On October 20, they clashed with the occupation troops in NAZIRPUR area 

killing 2 enemy soldiers and 4 Razakars. On October 17. MB destroyed two power 

pylons between SYLHET and CHI I ATA K disrupting electric supply. On the same 
day they engaged Pakistani troops in PHULPUR area and killed 4 enemy soldiers. 

 
KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR: Mukti bahini ambushed enemy 

soldiers in SHEJALU area killing 4 and injuring 3 enemy soldiers on 18th October. 
Earlier, on October 16, in an exchange of fire with the occupation troops in the same 

area the freedom fighters also killed 3 enemy soldiers and 7 Razakars, besides 13 
occupation troops injured during this action. It is learnt that Pakistani Military 

authority have removed Major Monsur who had been commanding Pakistani troops in 

GHUBRI area. It is believed, he has been removed because of his inability to check 

the guerrillas, who killed 7 Pakistani troops on 10th October 71. 

 

Sd/ - Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MIJJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

25th Oct. 1971 

Further reports of extensive guerrilla operations by Mukti Bahini have reached 

here today. Details of some of the major operations are given below: - 

 

DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: On Oct 21. Mukti Bahini 

ambushed Pakistani troops near BARAPARUA in Chittagong district killing 7 Pak 

soldiers including an Officer. Mukti Bahini captured 4 LNG from the enemy. In 

another ambush on Oct. 20 near CHAUDDAGRAM in Comilla, Mukti Bahini 

guerrillas killed 4 Pakistani troops. On October 19, Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani 

troops positions at MIARBAZAR and PANNAPUR of Comilla district. 13 enemy 
soldiers were killed and 2 were seriously wounded in these operations. On Oct. 13, 

Mukti Bahini engaged Pakistani troops near NOAPUR and killed 5 of the enemy. The 
same day. Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani troops position at SALDHAR killing 4 

enemy soldiers. On October 17, a Pakistani army vehicle was destroyed by mine 
action planted by Mukti Bahini in NATUNBAZAR area of Noakhali. 7 Pakistani 

soldiers were killed and 3 were wounded in this explosion. 
 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: On October 22, Mukti Bahini 

engaged Pakistani troops near BARAKHATA in Rangpur dist. killing 2 and injuring 

3 enemy soldiers. On the night of Oct. 21 Mukti Bahini destroyed a strategic road 

bridge between AMARKHANA and JAGDALHAT in Dinajpur district. On Oct 21, 

Mukti Bahini launched a mortar attack on Pakistani troops in CH1NTAMON of 

Dinajpur district. 2 enemy soldiers were killed and 3 other were wounded in the 

action. 

 

KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR: On October 21, Mukti Bahini 

engaged Pakistani troops near BAKSHA area in Khulna dist. killing 4 and injuring 6 

enemy Soldiers. On October 23, Mukti Bahini made a surprise mortar attack on a 

column of Pakistani soldiers while they were moving towards KAKDANGA in 

Satkhira Subdivision.
1 

4 occupation soldiers were killed and 5 were seriously 
wounded in the action. Earlier on October 17 Mukti Bahini captured an enemy motor 

launch from PASMERI area in Khulna district. 
 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR: On October 20, Mukti Bahini raided Pak 
position in MIRASCIIAR in Sylhet district killing 4 enemy soldiers. On the night of 

October 18th, Mukti Bahini destroyed railway track on DACCA-MYMENSINGH 
line and disrupted the strategic railway communications. Mukti Bahini disrupted the 

telecommunication between DACCA-MYMENSINGII on October 17. A group of 

Razakars surrendered to Mukti Bahini at DEWANGANJ on October 21. 

 

Sd/- Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer, 

Bangladesh Forces. 
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BANGLADESH- FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR. 

WAR BULLETINS. 
27th Oct., 71 

 
Freedom fighters have conducted daring Commando operations throughout 

Bangladesh. Some note-worthy actions are stated below:- 
 

On 25tb Oct. Freedom fighters blew up Goyan-Sarighat bridge of Sylhet district. 
According to late news, on 22 Oct. Mukti Bahini raided occupation troops in 

Bhurungamari area in Rangpur district. Enemy soldiers suffered, twenty killed and ten 

injured. On 23 Oct., Mukti Bahini ambushed enemy patrol in Jagadalhat area of 

Rangpur district killing nine and injuring eight enemy soldiers. On the same day they 

encountered Pakistani patrol near Tenguria of Dinajpur district killing six irregulars 

and injuring four. Freedom fighters also encountered enemy position in Barni area 

(KUSHTIA-JESSORE- KHULNA) and killed one occupation soldier. Earlier on 21 

Oct Mukti Bahini engaged Pakistani army in Raigonj of Rangpur district. Enemy side 

suffered twenty-two casualties. 

 

It has been reported that on 23 Oct occupation troops had snatched away tinsheds 

from the houses of the villagers of Alinagar with a view to build bunkers. 

 

On 23 Oct. the heroic guerrillas ambushed enemy troops in Barhatta of 
Mymensingh killing four irregulars. Earlier on 21 Oct. freedom fighters sank two 

boats and one launch carrying occupation troops in Kalni area of Sylhet district. Late 
news reached here today on 21 Oct. enemy troops attacked freedom fighters near 

Joymonirhat of Rangpur district. But our valiant warriors successfully repulsed them 
killing as many as forty enemy soldiers including one officer, two JCOs and injuring 

twenty. Earlier on 21 Oct freedom fighters raided Pakistani position in Bhurungamari 
of Rangpur district. They killed ten enemy soldiers in this operation and one 

occupation army Jeep was also burnt by them. On 22 Oct Mukti Bahini ambushed 

enemy troops in Mirdarbazar inflicting ten casualties on them including one officer. 

In reprisal the barbaric enemy soldiers burnt the houses of the villagers. 

 

Sd/- Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer, 

Bangladesh Forces. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES H. Q.. MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 

28 Oct. 71 

Freedom fighters launched large-scale commando operations in different sectors 

of Bangladesh. Details of some of the major actions are stated below:- 

 

1N RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: On October 24, Freedom 

fighters demolished railway culvert near BHABANIPUR. On 23 Oct. Mukti bahini 

engaged Pakistani patrol in BAIDYANATHPUR. The occupation troops suffered 

three killed. 

 

IN KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR: On Oct 26 the valiant freedom 

fighters successfully retaliated the attack of the occupation troops on BHATSIIALA 

village of Satkhira Subdivision in Khulna district. During this action they killed 8 and 
injured many more enemy soldiers. One of our freedom fighters was also lost in this 

fight. On Oct 24, Mukti bahini raided SHAMNAGAR Police Station of the same 
district killing 3 enemy soldiers. In an encounter with the occupation troops in 

PATKELGHATA area on 23
rd

 October Freedom fighters killed 15 enemy soldiers. 
During the second week of Oct. freedom fighters raided Razakar Camp in 

ASHASHONI area of Khulna. They killed as many as sixty four Razakars and injured 
thirty five. Six Rifles were also captured by the guerrillas. In the same week Mukti 

bahini raided occupation troops in BHEDERGANJ of Faridpur district. In this 

operation freedom fighters killed as many as one hundred and fifty enemies including 

regular soldiers, ex-military men and Pakistani Punjabi Policemen. Nine more 

surrendered to Mukti bahini. Mukti bahini also captured two hundred Chinese make 

Rifles, two LMGs. In this operation one freedom fighter was killed. 

 

During the 1st week of Oct. the occupation troops were moving towards Mukti 

bahini Camp from JHALKATHI and KAOKHALI of Barisal district. But the heroic 

guerrillas retaliated them undamtingly. Out of 180 enemy soldiers suffered thirty five 

killed. Three enemy soldiers named Abdul Malek, Banad Gul and Jan Gul of 

Peshawar district surrendered to Mukti bahini. Freedom fighters also captured eight 

Rifles including several LMGs and a large quantity of ammunitions. 

 
In DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR* On Oct. 21 Freedom fighters, 

mobilised mortar attack on Pakistani troops in the SALDANADI area of Comilla 
district. They killed as many as thirty seven occupation soldiers and seriously injured 

thirty of them. On the same day Mukti bahini ambushed enemy troops with LMGs in 
SHALGAR and SREEPUR areas. This frontal battle continued for two hours. 

Enemies got fifty killed and injured many more. During this action two freedom 
fighters became martyrs. Mukti bahini ambushed enemy troops in AM J A DERB AZ 

AR and JAGANNATHDIGHI of Comilla district on 20 Oct. Enemy soldiers got 

twenty eight killed and twelve injured in this operation. On 22 Oct Mukti bahini 

ambushed Razakars patrol in MUNSIIIRHAT area in Feni Subdivision of Noakhali 

district capturing fifteen of them, and four Rifles were also captured by the freedom 
fighters during this operation. On 21 Oct Mukti bahini 
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ambushed Pakistani troops in PHULGAZI area of Noakhali district killing two enemy 

soldiers and injuring three of them. Earlier on Oct 18 freedom fighters launched 

mortar- attack on army position in NOAPUR of the same district killing five and 

injuring nine enemy soldiers and destroyed four bunkers there. On the same day they 

also attacked with mortars on the Pakistani troops in SALDAR area. Mukti bahini 

killed one occupation soldier and injured two in this operation. Earlier on 17 Oct 

Mukti bahini had blown up one truck carrying enemy soldiers due to mine explosion 

in NATUNBAZAR of Noakhali district. On the same day they killed one enemy 

soldier and injured two in BADARPUR area of the same district. 

IN MYMENS1NGH-SYLHET-MAULVIBAZAR SECTOR: On 21 Oct one 

Pakistani soldier was killed due to mine explosion laid by freedom fighters on road 
between AHMEDNAGAR-RANGTIA of Mymensingh district. 

 

Sd/- Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

*  *  *   *   * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

WAR BULLETIN 

29th Oct 71. 

 

Mukti Bahini continued their extensive guerrilla activities all over occupied 
Bangladesh. Details of some of the major operations are given below:- 

 
DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: On Oct. 26 Mukti bahini attacked 

Pakistani troops with mortars near KAIMPUR area and killed six enemy soldiers. On 
Oct 25 Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak troops in ANANDAPUR killing 4 soldiers and 

injuring 3. On Oct 24, Mukti Bahini guerrillas ambushed occupation troops in 
PARASHURAM and killed 6 Pakistani Soldiers. On the same day, in another ambush 

on enemy soldiers near RAJAPUR, Mukti Bahini inflicted 4 casualties on the enemy. 

Earlier on Oct 20, the freedom fighters raided Pakistani troop position in 

RAJAMARDIGIII area killing 10 and injuring 11 Pakistani soldiers. In an ambush on 

Pak troops on October 21, near CHANDSRI Mukti Bahini guerrillas killed six and 

injured three enemy soldiers. Accor- ding to a delayed report, 10 Pakistani troops 

were killed when Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani position in BATISHA area. 

 

KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR: During the last week, the freedom 

fighters blew up with mine a train carrying Pakistani troops about 2 miles east of 

ANDULBARIA. Three bogies of the train were badly damaged and the engine was 

derailed. After the explosions, the freedom fighters exchanged fire with the Pakistani 

soldiers and inflicted 50 casualties on the enemy. On October 26 freedom fighters 

fired on Pak soldiers at 
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GO ALII ATI killing one and injuring several Pak soldiers. Earlier on Oct 17, Mukti 

Bahini exchanged fire with the occupation troops near N AH AT A and killed 17 

enemy soldiers. On October 24, 24 Razakars with 15 Rifles were captured by Mukti 

Bahini guerrillas near SHIKARPUR area in KUSHTIA. 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: On October 21, Mukti Bahini 

guerrillas raided Pakistani troop position in RAIGANJ area and killed 9 enemy 

soldiers. On the same day, guerrillas demolished a strategic road bridge at 

FARIDPUR disrupting enemy's communication. On October 24, Mukti Bahini 

captured eight Razakars along with a large quantity of arms & ammunition near 

LALPUR police station. 

 

Sd/- Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer, 
Bangladesh Forces. 

 
                        *                   *                 *                *                *  

 
BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 
1st November, 1971. 

 

Extensive guerrilla operations by Mukti Bahini continuing in all sectors of 

Bangladesh. Reports of some of the major operations are detailed below:- 

 

DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: On October 27, Mukti Bahini 

fired with Mortars on Pak position at NAYANPUR in Comilla district and killed 5 

enemy soldiers. On the same day, Mukti Bahini guerrillas ambushed Pakistani troops 

at GILA-TALA killing 3 soldiers. In another ambush. Mukti Bahini killed 2 and 

injured 3 Pakistani soldiers at JAYNAGAR. On October 26 one Pakistani Army truck 

was destroyed in CHHAGALNAIYA by mines planted earlier by Freedom fighters. 

Seven Pakistani regulars and five irregulars were killed in the action. On the same day 

Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani troops in ABURCULT area and after causing heavy 

casualties on the Pak soldiers forced the enemy to withdraw from the position. Earlier 
Mukti Bahini carried out a number of operations in this area. In one raid on October 

22, twenty one enemy soldiers including some irregulars were killed. Earlier on 
October 19, one bus carrying Pak troops and irregulars was blown up in the same area 

by Freedom fighters killing and injuring 15 of the enemy. 
 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: On October 27, the Freedom 
fighters ambushed a mixed Pakistani patrol in JAGATPUR area killing 9 enemy 

soldiers and injuring 4. Earlier on October 24, Mukti Bahini in another ambush killed 

5 enemy irregulars in the same area. On October 23, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak 

Patrol in BHALDAO and killed one Pakistani soldier. The same day, the Freedom 

fighters captured 13 Razakars along with 12 rifles at PALANKHALI near 

BAJUMARA. Around the same time. Mukti Bahini attacked Pakistani troops 

LALMANIRHAT and killed 5 enemy 
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soldiers. They also recovered some arms and ammunitions of Chinese made during 

this action. 

According to delayed report 48 Pakistani soldiers including 4 Officers were killed 

when a special train carrying Pak troops was blown up by Mukti Bahini between 

BONARIPARA and SUKARANPUKUR in Rangpur district. On October 13, Mukti 

Bahini raided Pak troops position near PATNITALA. 6 Pakistani soldiers and 17 

irregulars were killed in the action. Two of our brave Freedom fighters became 

Shaheeds. 

 

K USIITI A-JESSOR E-KHULNA SECTOR: On October 28, Mukti Bahini 

engaged Pakistani troops in GOALHAT and killed two Pakistani soldiers. On October 

17. Freedom fighters encountered occupation troops in DOSTANIA area killing 5 

enemy soldiers and injuring 7. On October 26. Mukti Bahini blew up Railway track 
between GODKHALI- NABHARAN in Jessore district disrupting enemy's 

communication line. On the same day. Freedom fighters captured 18 Razakars along 
with 14 rifles at CHURAMANKATI. On October 25, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak 

Patrol in RAMNAGAR area and killed 3 enemy soldiers. In another ambush on the 
same day near BETHULI area, Mukti Bahini killed I Pakistani soldiers and 3 

Razakars assisting the enemy. Mukti Bahini repulsed an enemy attack on their 
position at PADMASANKA in which 8 enemy irregulars were killed. On October 24, 

Mukti Bahini repulsed another Pak attack in KUTUBDIA killing 1 Pak soldier and 4 

irregulars. 
 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR: During the last week of October, the 
Freedom fighters raided a number of Police stations in Mymensingh district including 

NOKLA, NALITABARI. PURBODHALA and DIJRGAPUR. During these 
operations Mukti Bahini killed 10 enemy irregulars and captured some arms. 

According to a delayed report, Free- dom fighters ambushed Pakistani troops in 
PRITNI BAZAR near AKHASRI and inflicted 10 casualties on the enemy soldiers. 

 

Sd/- Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer, 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

*   *  *   *   * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q. MUJIBNAGAR, 

WAR BULLETIN. 

NOV-5. 1971. 

 

Intensive guerrilla activities by Mukti Bahini are continuing unabated all over the 

occupied areas of Bangladesh. Reports of some notable operations received here are 
stated below: - 

 
According to delayed reports reaching here the freedom fighters have intensified 

their guerrilla activities in and around Dacca City creating a panic amongst the 
Military Authority and their collaborators. On Oct. 22, Mukti Bahini ambushed 

occupation troops 
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moving in boat in the low lying areas of Tejgaon, a police station around the Dacca 

City. In this action 5 enemy soldiers were killed and six injured. The boat was badly 

damaged. On Oct. 10, Mukti Bahini killed one occupation soldiers in JOYDEBPUR 

area 20 miles north of Dacca City. It may be mentioned that, meanwhile the freedom 

fighters paralysed the electric supply to the city and the industrial areas of DEMRA 

KANCHAN for 9 hours by damaging the Main Power Supply installations in 

SIDDHIRGANJ area on the river SITALAKHMA. On Oct. 18, the guerrillas killed 4 

enemy soldiers by cxplosing mine earlier planted near PEELKHANA, where EPR 

Headquarter was housed before army crack down on March 25. At present it has been 

rendered into the headquarter of West Pakistani Rangers, it is learnt. The Freedom 

fighters also launched daring mortar attack on the outskirts of DACCA 

CANTONMENT area during 2nd week of October. Meanwhile, they have disrupted 

train communication between Narayanganj an important industrial and commercial 

town and Dacca by destroying several railway culverts and removing rail tracks at 

several places. During the last week 10 persons were killed in the city, the identity of 

whom had conspicuously been kept in dark by the army authority inspile of declaring 

8 casualties. 

In COMILLA District, Mukti Bahini killed 2 enemy soldiers and injured 14 by 

explosing mine planted earlier in SIMPUR area on Oct. 29. On Oct. 27, Mukti Bahini 

fired with mortars on the occupation army position in KOTESWAR area of Kotwali 

Police Station in Comilla. In this action 2 enemy soldiers were killed and 3 injured. 

According to a delayed report freedom fighters captured 4 Rifles by raiding 

DAUDKANDI Police Station. During a number of raids they also captured 5 

Razakars along with rifles from MEHAR, FAR1DGANJ and MATLAB areas. On 

Oct. 27, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani troops in ARABPUR area killing 3 and 

injuring 8 enemy soldiers. 

 
KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR: Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani 

troops in SANCHANANGA area of Jessore district on Nov. 3. Another Pakistani 
army party- attempted to cut off the ambush. They exchanged fire with Mortars. Later 

the occupation troops fled away. In this action 3 enemy soldiers were killed. Mukti 
Bahini captured three Chinese Rifles. Mukti Bahini disrupted Tele-communication in 

BAGDANGA area by removing telephone wire and destroying several telephone 
poles. 

 
MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR: According to delayed reports reaching here 

the occupation troops engaged Mukti Bahini in GOYA1N area of Sylhet district 

during the last week of October. The attack was repulsed by the Mukti Bahini after 

heavy fighting. In this action 23 enemy soldiers were killed and many wounded. A 

large number of Razakars were also killed in this action. Mukit Bahini suffered 3 

casualties. 

 

On 1st November Mukti Bahini killed one enemy soldier in BIR1SIRI-BIJAIPUR 

road in Mymensingh district by mine explosion. On Nov. 2, Mukti Bahini raided 

BHAYADNGA of SRIBORDI Police Station in Mymensingh district killing 10 

occupation 
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soldiers. On Oct. 3, Mukti Bahini disrupted telecommunication between 

BHAYADANGA- SRIBORDI. According to a delayed report, on Oct. 28, Mukti 

Babini raided NANDINA Police Camp killing two West Pakistani Policemen and 4 

Razakars. 

Sd/- Illegible 

PUBLIC RELA TIONS OFFICER 

BANGLADESH FORCES. 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 

Nov 6. 1971 
 

Mukti Bahini are carrying out large scale guerrilla activities throughout the 
occupied areas of Bangladesh. Some of the major actions are stated below: 

 
 MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR: On Nov 2, Mukti Bahini raided 

CHATLAPUR area of Mymensingh district killing 6 enemy soldiers. One of the 
freedom fighters was wounded in this action. During this period in an encounter with 

the occupation troops Mukti Bahini killed 8 enemy soldiers in ANANDAPUR. The 

enemy soldiers were also wounded. On Nov. 1st, Mukti Bahini raided DULIRGAON 

area. In this action they killed 12 enemy soldiers and a large number of Razakars. On 

Nov 3, Mukti Bahini ambushed occupation troops in the same area in which 4 enemy 

soldiers were killed. One of the freedom fighters was also killed during this action. 

Again on the same day they ambushed Pakistani troops moving in boat in the same 

area and sank the boat. In this action 4 enemy soldiers were killed and some 

ammunitions were captured. According to a delayed report the freedom Fighters in a 

raid in BAUSHEDBAZAR under KENDUA Police Station of Mymensingh district 

on October 21, they captured 8 Razakars with 12 Rifles. 

 

DACCA-COMILLA-NOAKHALI SECTOR: On 1st Nov., Mukti Bahini 

ambushed Pakistani troops in KAHUR area killing 2 enemy soldiers and injuring 
three. On October 2, Mukti Bahini launched mortar attack on occupation troops 

position at KAIMPUR of Comilla district. During this action 2 enemy soldiers were 
killed and four were injured. The occupation troops while attempting to raid a unit of 

Mukti Bahini in NILOKHI of Noakhali district on 29th Oct suffered crushing defeat 
in the hands of the heroic Mukti Bahini. The fight continued for 3 hours which 

resulted in the killing of 40 enemy soldiers. Two of our freedom fighters received 
minor injuries during this action. On October 29. in another ambush in 

DUBLACHANDPUR area of the same district Mukti Bahini killed 12 enemy 

soldiers. They also captured huge quantity of arms and ammunition. On the same day 

Mukti Bahini launched Mortar attack on occupation troops position in NOAPUR area 

killing 6 enemy soldiers. They also destroyed 2 bunkers of the enemy. Earlier on Oct 

26 Mukti Bahini carried out mortar attack on the occupation troops in KOTWALI 

area of Feni Subdivision. In this action 3 enemy soldiers were killed and one bunker 

was completely destroyed. 
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According to delayed reports the freedom fighters raided Pakistani Army camp in 

LESRAGANJ under Harirampur Police station of Dacca district on Oct 24. The 

fighting continued for 4 hours. In this action 80 enemies including regular Pakistani 

soldiers and Razakars were killed. Fifty of them were captured and the signal Centre 

used by them was destroyed. The heroic Freedom fighters also captured 3 Machine 

guns and a large quantity of ammunition. 

On October 24, one Pakistani Army truck was blown up on Comilla-Daudkani 

road due to mine explosion laid by Mukti Bahini. In this action 6 enemy soldiers were 
killed and the truck was completely destroyed. Earlier, on October 23, three enemy 

soldiers were killed in DAUDKANDI Police station area due to mine explosion. 
 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: On Nov. 2, Mukti Bahini 

engaged occupation troops in TUNIRHAT of Dinajpur district and inflicted 10 

casualties on the enemy. On Oct. 30, the freedom fighters ambushed Razakars near 

Nazim capturing 2 Razakars with 3 rifles and some ammunition. According to a 

delayed report MB ambushed occupation troops in ALINDIHI area on Oct. 21, killing 

3 enemy soldiers and injuring one. 

 

Sd/-Nazrul Islam 
Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh forces. 
 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 

NOVEMBER 7, 1971 

 

Massive guerilla activities are being conducted by Mukti Bahini in the occupied 

areas of Bangladesh. Reports of some of the commendable action received here are 

stated below : 

 

The Mukti Bahini successfully drove out the occupation troops from BANTARA 
and MOHANPUR outpost of Rangpur-Dinajpur-Rajshahi Sector on November 5. The 

freedom fighters are now controlling these two posts. During their raid for capturing 
these posts, they killed one and injured another occupation soldiers. Several Razakars 

along with two Chinese rifles, and LMG and one rifle were also captured. Mukti 
Bahini cleared a vast area of western part of Noakhali district (excluding Choumahini) 

of the occupation troops during the last week of October. Freedom fighters occupied 
DHARMANADHA and PALASHIPARA of Kushtia district yesterday after driving 

out the occupation troops. On November 4, freedom fighters brought BARNI and 
DAKTERBAR1 of Sylhet district under their control after killing 23 regular Pakistani 

soldiers. 
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RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: On Oct 29, a fighting patrol 

party of the Mukti Bahini attacked Pak troops digging bunkers in Amarkhana area. 

The enemy suffered 5 casualties and 3 other soldiers were wounded. Two dead bodies 

of Pak troops were recovered from the spot. On Oct 27. the Mukti Bahini ambushed a 

column of Pak vehicles and destroyed one jeep and one truck. In this action 25 Pak 

soldiers belonging to 25 Punjab Regiment lost their lives. Five enemy dead bodies 

were recovered by the Mukti Bahini from the area. A large number of Chinese 

weapons were also captured. On 30 Oct night two brave Mukti Bahini guerillas 

entered Joimonirhat Dak Banglow where Major ABDULLAH AKBAR of A Coy of 

the 25 Punjab Regiment was residing and killed him on the spot. These daring boys 

also captured valuable documents belonging to the army f rom his room. It appears 

from these documents that moral of the enemy is very low and passports of Pak Army 

Officers have been seiged to ensure that they do not desert. 

On November 4, Mukti Bahini occupation army position in CHAKCANDI killing 

more than 25 enemy soldiers. On the same day the freedom fighters disrupted tele 

communication by removing tele cable between CHARKAI and CHINTAMAN of 
Rangpur district. Earlier, on Nov. 3, they dislocated tele communications between 

CHARKAI and GHORAGAT. According to a delayed report a special train carrying 
Pakistani troops was blown up due to mine explosion laid by freedom fighters in 

between BHARATKALI- BONARPARA. The rail engine was damaged and 6 boggies were 
derailed. Then they launched firing on the train which resulted in the killing of more 

than 50 enemy soldiers. 
 

In Sylhet district Mukti Bahini encountered occupation troops in BAGBER area 

on November 5. In this action 3 enemy soldiers were killed. The freedom fighters also 

captured one Razakar. On November 3, Mukti Bahini disrupted electrict supply at 

MOULVI BAZAR town by destroying electric supply line. The freedom fighters 

captured 8 Razakars with 12 rifles in RONGRA on 2nd November. 

 

On November I. Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani troops in NOAPARA of 

Jessore district killing 6 and injuring 4 enemy soldiers. On Nov 4, the freedom 

fighters captured 9 Razakars including 21 rifles in CHAND1PUR area. 

 

According to a delayed report received from Dacca Mukti Bahini ambushed 

occupation troops moving in vehicles in HATIRDIA of MONOHARDI Police Station 

killing 8 and injuring many on October 26. Two vehicles were badly damaged. It may 
be recalled that earlier during the first fortnight of October MB killed 12 enemy 

soldiers in DOSHDONA of the same Police Station in Dacca district. 
 

On October 27, Mukti Bahini killed 17 occupation soldiers including one Major 
and one Captain in KALIAKOIR area of Dacca district by blowing up a vehicle 

carrying enemy troops by mine explosion. On the same day the freedom fighters 
killed 25 Razakars and captured 23 rifles in the same area. 

On November 3, one Army truck was blown up due to explosion of mine laid by 

Mukti Bahini on BAKSHIGANJ-K AM ALPUR road of Mymensingh district killing 

9 
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enemy soldiers. On October 27, MB clashed with Pakistani troops in PALI A in 

between Mfil-ANDAHA and MAHMUDPUR. In this action 4 enemy soldiers were 

killed. 

According to a delayed report two railway boggies carrying occupation troops 

were damaged completely near MASHAKHALI on Dacca-Mymensingh railway route 

due to explosion of mine laid by Mukti Bahini. In this action 4 enemy soldiers were 

killed. During this period MB raided Pakistani troops and Razakars killing 7 and 

injuring 4 enemy soldiers. It may be mentioned that train communication between 

Dacca and Mymensingh has been paralysed by destroying several railway bridges and 

culverts and removing railway tracks at several places throughout entire railway route 

in between Dacca and Mymensingh. 38 Razakars along with their rifles were also 

captured in GAFFARGAON area of Mymensingh district. During the last week of 

October 30 occupation soldiers were killed and 10 Razakars including 20 rifles were 

captured in BHALUKA area of the district. 
 

Sd/ Naziul Islam 
public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 
  

 * * * * * 
 

BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJ1BNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 

NOV. 08, 1971. 

 

Mukti Bahini maintaining their tempo of guerrilla activities all over the occupied 

territory of Bangladesh. Reports of some of the important actions are given below : 

 

Mukti Bahini have occupied TELIKHALI post of occupation troops in 

Mymensingh District on Saturday last. It is learnt that the occupation troops attempted 

to retaliate with heavy mortar fire but in vain. Rather they suffered heavy casualties in 

the hands of .the freedom fighters. Thirty dead bodies of the enemy soldiers were 

found around the post after being captured. Mukti Bahini also captured one L. M. G. 

one 2 inch Mortar and 8 rifles (303). 
 

On Oct. 30, Naval Commandos of the Mukli Bahini sunk one AMERICAN 
FREIGHTER LOREN having 2 cranes at LONDONGHAT at CHANDPUR in 

Comilla district. The ship had been carrying arms and ammunitions to be unloaded at 
Chandpur. Due to explosion of mine laid by Mukti Bahini LONDONGHAT was also 

damaged. Crew of the ship and 5 sentries were drowned. Earlier on Oct. 29, freedom 
Fighters raided and set ablaze oil depot of BURMAH EASTERN at CHANDPUR 

OIL DEPOT along with 3 railway wagons burnt. During this time 3 boats carrying 

huge quantity of wheats for Pakistani troops were captured by Mukti Bahini in the 

river MEGHNA. Tliese wheals were being taken from CHANDPUR to RAIPURA, it 

is learnt. 
According to a delayed report, Mukti Bahini raided occupation troops position in 

MONOHARDI of DACCA district on Oct. 21, killing 25 and capturing three 
including one 
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JCO of the enemy soldiers. They also captured 45 rifles, 2 Machine guns and one 

binocular. It may be recalled that on Oct. 26, Mukti Bahini also killed 8 and wounded 

many more enemy soldiers in HATLRDIA of the same police station of Dacca 

district. 

On Oct. 30, Mukti Bahini ambushed occupation troops in HAJATKHOLA of 

NOAKHALI District killing 35 including one Captain of enemy soldiers. At least 50 

including Rangers and irregular soldiers were injured. On Oct.'31, in an ambush in 

BIJOIPIJR area of Comilla distriwt Mukti Bahini killed 13 and injured 21 enemy 

soldiers. During this action one of our freedom fighters laid down his life. On Oct. 25, 

Mukti Bahini ambushed SHAGHATTA in PABNA-BOGRA area and killed Lt. Col. 

RAHMAT KHAN and SUBEDAR NAWAB Al.I of Pakistani Army. 

 

According to a delayed report received from Khlna Mukti Bahini launched a 
series of attack on the Pakistani troops in CHAKULIA under MOLLAHAT POLICE 

STATION on Oct. 26. The fight continued for consecutive 3 days killing more than 
one hundred enemy soldiers including one officer. On the same day the Freedom 

fighters captured 18 Razakars along with 17 rifles in ASHASUNI and CHAPRA area 
of the district. According to a delayed report freedom fighters Captured 12 Razakars 

including 15 rifles in TUSHKIIALI and 18 Razakars including 4 Punjabi Police men 
in MATBAR1A of BARTSAL district during the last fortnight of October. 

 

Mukti Bahini captured documents from 25 PUNJAB REGIMENT of Pakistani 

Army reveal that Pak soldiers are continuing to commit rape and dacoity against 

unarmed and helpless civilians of the occupied areas of Bangladesh. Indiscriminate 

illtreatment of the people also continues. This information has been obtained from a 

letter No. 0101/13/A/CS dated 20 Oct 71 of 25 PUNJAB REGIMENT, signed by 

Capt. Ghulam Mustafa, the Adjutant of the Regiment. 

 

Sd/-Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

  * * * * * 
 

BNGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 
WAR BULLETIN 

NOV. 9. 1971 
 

The following news of successful operations by the Freedom fighters iiv the 
occupied areas of Bangladesh reached the Bangladesh Forces H.Q. Mujibnagar today, 

Nov. 9, 1971 

 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR RAJSHAHI SECTOR: On Nov 3, the freedom fighters 

ambushed Pak troops and irregular forces near DAOODPUR area and killed seven 

Pak soldiers and five irregulars. In this operation one of our dedicated fighters lost his 

life. On Nov 4, the Mukti Bahini raided the camp of Pak troops and Razakars, near 

CHANDIPUR and killed two Razakars. They also captured nine Razakars and 21 

rifles in 
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that operation. The freedom fighters ambushed a mixed Pak patrol near SHYAMPUR 

and killed two Pak soldiers and one irregular on Nov 2. The same day, the Freedom 

fighters ambushed another mixed Pak patrol near AKILPUR and killed seven 

irregular injuring three. 

KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR: On Nov 5. the Freedom fighters 

removed 200 meters of telephone cables between HANSADAHA and 

MOTCHANDPUR. They also destroyed telephone poles between CHUADANGA 

and DARSANA. The daring and courageous freedom fighters raided the camp of Pak 

troops and Razakars near NAB IN AGAR and inflicted heavy casualties on them on 

Nov 3. In that encounter the Pak troops fled away leaving two dead bodies and six 

rifles. On Nov 2. Pak troops and Razakars attacked the freedom fighters in 

HAKIMPUR but the dedicated freedom fighters boldly faced them and repulsed the 

attack. In this action six Razakars were killed and three wounded. We lost two of our 
brave freedom fighters in this encounter. 

 
DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: On Oct 30, the freedom fighters 

ambushed Pak troops and Razakars in HAJATKHOLA near LALMARI and killed 15 
Pak soldiers including one Captain and injured 20. The next day, freedom fighters 

ambushed the Pak troops in BIJAIPUR area and killed Pak soldiers and injured 20. In 
that operation one Mukti Fouj lost his life and another one was slightly wounded. The 

freedom fighters fired with mortars on Pak position in PARSHURAM area on Nov 3 

and killed five Pak soldiers and injured six. On Nov 1, freedom fighters ambushed 

Pak troops in BELCHARI area and killed two Pak soldiers and injured five. 

 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET-MAULVIBAZAR SECTOR: On Nov 4, the freedom 

fighters raided the camp of Pak troops and Razakars in ASGARABHAR and inflicted 

casualties on them. They also recovered two rifles in that operation. On Nov 2, the 

freedom fighters clashed with a group of Pak troops and Razakars in ALINAGAR 

area and killed three Pak troops and injured five. The freedom fighters removed 

telephone lines between PHULPUR and HALUAGHAT on Nov 1. 

 

Sd /- Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 
Bangladesh Forces. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES H. Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 

NOV. 10, 1971. 

Mukti Bahini is continuing its intensive guerrilla activities in the occupied 

territories of Bangladesh. Reports of some of the important actions arc given below:- 

 

JESSORE-KUSIITIA-KHULNA SECTOR: Mukti Bahini exchanged fire with the 

occupation troops in BETGACH1 of Khulna district on Tuesday last. In this action 5 

enemy soldiers were killed. Earlier, on November 8, occupation troops suddenly 

attacked the defensive position of Mukti Bahini in KAIKHAL1 area. The freedom 

fighters launched a coufiter-attack on the enemy killing 2 and injuring many enemy 

soldiers. According to a late information received here. Mukti Bahini ambushed 

Pakistani troops and the Razakars near FOQURA under Kashiani Police Station of 

Gopalgonj Subdivision during the last week of October. In this operation more than 
12 Pakistani soldiers and 15 Razakars were killed. The freedom fighters captured 3 

Razakars with 4 Rifles on November 7. On November 7, 3 Razakars were captured 
with 4 Rifles in SHAHAPUR area of the same district. The freedom fighters disrupted 

train communication in CHURAMANKAT1 area of Jessore district by destroying 
railway tracks on November 3. They also blew up several electric Pylons in the same 

area dislocating power supply in the locality. 
 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: On November 6. Mukti Bahini 

raided Pakistani Army position in PAHARPUKUR area killing 10 enemy soldiers. 

During this operation one of our freedom fighters laid down his life. On the same day 

8 Razakars with 5 Rifles were captured by Freedom fighters in KARNAI area of 

Rangpur district. On November 7, in an ambush in GOSAIGANJIIAT of Dinajpur 

district Mukti Bahini killed one enemy soldier and injured three. The freedom fighters 

disrupted railway communication between KAL1GANJ-BROTMARI and 

HATIBANDHA-BHOTMARl area by removing railway tracks during the 1st week of 

this month. 

 

DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONC, SECTOR: On November 7, Mukti Bahini 

engaged Pakistani troops in SALDANADI of Comilla district killing 2 and injuring 4 

enemy soldiers. On the same day, in another engagement with the Pakistani troops in 
KAIMPUR area 3 enemy soldiers were killed. Earlier on November 6, two enemy 

soldiers were killed and 3 wounded due to explosion of mine laid by freedom fighters 
in CHANDIDWAR area. On the same day Mukti Bahini fired with Mortars on the 

Pakistani troops in the same area killing 2 enemy soldiers and injuring four. On 
November 2. Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani Army Patrol in PANCHARA area. In 

this action 3 enemy soldiers were killed and 4 injured. On the next day, in an 
engagement in NAYAN- PUR area Mukti Bahini killed 3 enemy soldiers. In an 

ambush in CHANDLA area Mukti Bahini killed 2 enemy soldiers on November 2. 

According to a delayed report, freedom fighters captured 2 Razakars with Rifles in 

ARAIHAZAR area of Dacca district on October 28. On October 30, Mukti Bahini 

raided Pakistani troops position in MEABAZAR of Comilla district killing 4 and 
injuring 7 enemy soldiers. 
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MYMENS1NGH-SYLHET SECTOR: On November 6, Mukti Bahini clashed 

with the occupation troops in MELANDAHA-MAHMUDPUR area under Jamalpur 

Subdivision of Mymensingh district. During this clash 12 enemy soldiers including 

one JCO were killed and four were wounded. One of our freedom fighters also laid 

down his life. Earlier on October 27, seven enemy soldiers were also killed in the 

same area by Mukti Bahini. According to a delayed report, Mukti Bahini raided 

ISWARGANJ Police Station of Mymensingh district on October 24 killing 5 and 

injuring 10 enemy soldiers. One of our freedom fighters was killed during this action. 

Sd/Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 
Bangladesh Forces 

 
*   *  *   *   * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN. 

NOV 11, 1971. 

 

Massive guerrilla activities are being carried out by the Mukti Bahini in the 

occupation areas of Bangladesh. Information of important actions reaching here are 

stated below:- 

 

According to a delayed report Mukti Bahini captured BAJITPUR police Station of 

Mymensingh district on October 21 after clearing the areas of Razakars. During their 
operation the freedom fighters captured 17 Rifles with some ammunition. It may be 

recalled that the Mukti Bahini is in control of 8 out of 12 police Stations of the 
Kishoreganj Subdivision under Mymensingh district. Railway and road 

communication connecting the Sub divisional Head quarter have been paralysed. 
According to latest report heavy fight is continuing between the Liberation Forces and 

the occupation troops for capturing the remaining 3 police Stations including Sub 
divisional Town. It is further learnt that a large number of Razakars have been 

captured in this area. On October 26, Mukti Bahini in a successful Commando attack 
derailed 5 boggies of a special train carrying Pakistani soldiers between 

JAGANNATHGANJGHAT and SARISHABARI in Mymensingh district. The 

occupation Army suffered 40 casualties in this action. On Nov 8, the freedom fighters 

disrupted road communication between BIIAYADANGA and SRIBORDI by 

destroying a road bridge. Next day six Razakars along with 7 rifles were captured by 

the freedom fighters in BALA and GOTAGRAM areas. On Nov 5, Mukti Bahini 

ambushed Pakistani army patrol in ALUDA area near Mohangonj of Mymensingh 

district killing 2 enemy soldiers. On Nov 3, Mukti Bahini launched a repulsive attack 

on the occupation troops while the latter made an attempt to attack the Mukti Bahini 

in LENGURA area. As a result 15 enemy soldiers were killed. On Nov 26, freedom 

fighters raided a Razakars Camp in PACHHIMPATULI in Mymensingh district 

killing 14 Razakars. Besides, Mukti Bahini captured 78 Armed Razakars. According 
to a delayed report, occupation troops attacked the Mukti Bahini in BALI A area on 

October 25. It is 
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reported that ammunitions were exhausted on both sides after heavy fighting. Then a 

hand to hand fight took place. As a result at least 25 enemy soldiers were killed. Two 

of our freedom fighters were also killed during this action. On October 24, 10 

Razakars with 14 Rifles were captured by the freedom fighters in MADNA area of 

Sylhet district. Another Razakar was also captured with rifle in RUPCHYANG of the 

same district. 

On Nov 7, Mukti Bahini made a repulsive attack on the occupation troops in 

MANDABHAG area of Comilla district inflicting 15 casualties. During this action 
three of our freedom fighters were also injured. On the same day Mukti Bahini 

ambushed Pakistani troops in RADANAGAR killing 2 and injuring 3 enemy soldiers. 
In another ambush in LATIMIA area 2 enemy soldiers were killed and 2 were injured. 

 

Sd/Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer. 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJEBNAGAR. 
WAR BULLETIN 

NOV. 12, 1971 
 

Mukti Bahini has stepped up its intensive guerrilla activities in all areas of the 

occupied territory of Bangladesh. Reports of notable actions reaching here are stated 

below:- 

 

It is learnt that the occupation troops have pulled out from TANGAIL district. 

Now Mukti Bahini is in control of TANGAIL district. The liberation Zone of Tangail 

extends up to RA1GANJ Police Station of Pabna district and MANIKGANJ Police 

Station of Dacca district on the south. Road connections of the district Head Quarters 

with Dacca and Mymensingh have been disrupted through blowing up of culverts and 

bridges by the freedom fighters on the entire length of the road. The district does not 

have any rail link. So the only communication link with Dacca has been paralyzed. 
 

Munshiganj Police Station of Dacca district is now under the control of Mukti 
Bahini. 

 
On Nov 4, Mukti Bahini captured BARHATTA Police Station and TANTAR 

areas of Mymensingh district after clearing West Pakistani Police men and Razakars. 
It is learnt that the freedom fighters captured the Officcr-in-Charge of the Police 

Station and 105 Razakars. They also captured one LMG and 80 rifles from the police 
Station. From TANTAR the freedom fighters captured 12 bombs and a few mortars. 

 

KUSHTIA-JESSORE- KHULNA SECTOR : On Nov 8, Mukti Bahini blew up one 

Pakistani Army Jeep by exploding mine in MASALLA of Jessore district. In this 

action 3 
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enemy soldiers were killed. On Nov 3, in a clash with the occupation troops in 

KHARDARI near KALAROAD Police Station of Khulna district. Mukti Bahini 

killed 6 enemy soldiers. According to a delayed report, Mukti Bahini launched 

repulsive attack on the occupation troops while looting KHASHERHAT area under 

Kachua Police Station of Khulna district on Oct 25. The fight continued for several 

hours. Fourteen enemy soldiers were killed and many more were injured. The rest of 

the occupation troops fled away leaving 14 dead bodies of their comrades and 14 

rifles. There was no casualty on our side. 

In MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR: Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani troops 

position in DHALAI area killing at least 25 enemy soldiers including one officer. 
During this raid one of our freedom fighters became martyred and two more were 

wounded. 
 

According to the late information received here, Mukti Bahini ambushed a 

country boat carrying Pakistani troops in SALDANADI area of Comilla district on 

31st October. In this action 5 enemy soldiers were killed. The rest of them jumped 

into the water and escaped. The boat was sunk. Earlier on Oct 29, the guerrillas 

attacked Pakistani army patrol in SARAIL of Comilla district killing 2 enemy 

soldiers. On the same day. Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani army troops advancing 

towards the defensive position of Mukti Bahini in Debpur area of Noakhali district. 

During this ambush 12 enemy soldiers were killed. 

 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: On Nov 8, Mukti Bahini 

encountered Pakistani troops in SHAHBAZPUR of Pabna district killing 3 and 
injuring 3 enemy soldiers on the same day, Mukti Bahini in an ambush killed 3 enemy 

soldiers in KAJALDIGHI area. Earlier On October 31, the freedom fighters captured 
12 Razakars with 9 rifles in SIIAHGAM area. 

 
Sd/Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 
Bangladesh Forces 

 
*   *   *   *   * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H Q.. MUJ1BNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 

Nov. 13, 1971. 

Massive guerrilla activities are being conducted by the Mukti Bahini throughout 

the occupied areas of Bangladesh. Some of the important actions are stated below : 

On Nov. 9 Mukti Bahini drove out occupation troops from KAMARGAON area 

of SYLHET district. MADNA of MYMENSINGH district is now under the control of 

Mukti Bahini. it is learnt. 

 

KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR: On Nov. 8, Mukti Bahini raided 
Pakistani Army position in RASIKPUR area and killed 15 enemy soldiers. They also 

destroyed 5 bunkers of the enemy. On Nov. 9, Freedom fighters disrupted tele-
communication 
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between DARSANA and KAPASDANGA of Kushtia district. On the same day Mukti 

Bahini ambushed Pakistani Military vehicle carrying troops in JORAPUKUR area. 

The vehicle was damaged and 11 enemy soldiers were injured. On Nov. 7, Mukti 

Bahini ambushed Pakistani army patrol in RAMKRISHNA killing 5 and injuring 3 

enemy soldiers. 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: On Nov. 9, Freedom fighters blew 

up a section of railway track between DOMAR and CHILAHATI of Rangpur district. 

They also damaged a road bridge on DOMAR-CHILAHATI road. As a result, both 

road and railway communications have been paralyzed in these areas. 

 

DACCA-COMILLA-NOAKHALI SECTOR: On Nov' 8, Mukti Bahini fired on 

Pakistani troops resting in KOTESHWAR area within the Kotwali Police Station of 

COMILLA. In this action 20 enemy soldiers were killed. On Nov. 5, Mukti Bahini 

ambushed occupation troops in KAYUMPUR area. In this action 7 enemy soldiers 
were killed and 3 injured. Earlier on Nov. 4, in another ambush in ANANTAPUR 

area our forces killed 2 and injured 2 enemy soldiers. 
 

On Nov. 5, Mukti Bahini launched repulsive attack on the occupation troops while 
they made an attempt to raid the defensive position of the Mukti Bahini in BELUNIA 

and PARSURAM area of NOAKHALI district. A fierce battle took place. As a result 
8 enemy soldiers including 1 Captain were killed, two of our freedom fighter became 

martyred. Next day another 2 Companies of occupation troops came to raid the 

freedom fighters and their attempt was foiled by the Mukti Bahini. Mukti Bahini fired 

with mortars and machine-guns and the fire continued for two hours killing 35 enemy 

soldiers. They also captured one Chinese LMG and some ammunitions. 

 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR: On Nov. 9, Mukti Bahini raided the 

occupation troops position in BAHADURABAD GHAT of MYMENSINGH district 

killing 4 enemy soldiers. On Nov. 3, Mukti Bahini ambushed occupation army at the 

DURGAPUR- NAZIRPUR road and inflicted four casualties. Earlier on Nov. 7 in a 

clash with the Pakistani troops near SOHAGPUR area Mukti Bahini killed 3 enemy 

soldiers. They also captured three rifles. 

 

According to a delayed report Mukti Bahini clashed with Pakistani Troops on Oct. 
30 in PATHARGHATI area near MIRZAPUR in TANGAIL District killing 7 enemy 

soldiers including 1 Major. Two West Pakistani Rangers and 25 Razakars were also 
killed. During this action two of our heroic freedom fighters laid down their lives. 

 
On Nov. 11, Mukti Bahini raided GAURI NAGAR area killing some enemy 

soldiers. They also captured some ammunition. 
 

According to a delayed report 8 Razakars with 12 rifles were captured in 

BAUSWER BAZAR area near KENDUA of NETROKONA SUB DIVISION in the 

Mymensingh District. 

 

Sd/-Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 

NOV. 14, 1971 

Intensive guerilla activities are being conducted by Mukti Bahini throughout the 

occupied territory of Bangladesh. Some of the significant actions are stated below :- 

 

DACCA-COMILLA-CIHITTAGONG SECTOR : On Nov. 11, Mukti Bahini 

raided Pakistani Army position in KAMALPUR of Comilla district and exchanged 

fire with Mortars killing 5 and injuring 12 enemy soldiers. Mukti Bahini ambushed 

occupation troops in CHAURA and killed 2 enemy soldiers and injured three. On 

Nov. 6. On Nov 5, Mukti Bahini in a raid killed 7 and injured 8 enemy soldiers in 

HARINKHOLA of Chittagong district. Earlier on Nov 4, Mukti Bahini raided 

Pakistani troops position at HUGLI Tea garden. In this action 4 enemy soldiers were 

killed and 6 were wounded. 
 

KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR : Mukti Bahini clashed with Pakistani 
troops in ALIPUR area killing 5 enemy soldiers on Nov 10. One of our freedom 

fighters became Shahid during this operation. On the same day 16 Razakars with 16 
rifles, 11 bayonets and some ammunition were captured by freedom fighters in 

TERAIL area. Earlier on Nov 9, 2 Razakars with 4 rifles were captured in Rajapur 
area. 

 

According to a delayed report received here, freedom fighters raided PUKURIA 

area on October 27 killing 25 West Pakistani Policemen and 15 Razakars. Earlier, 

they killed 31 West Pakistani Policemen including one Major and one Captain in 

DUMUDIA area of Faridpur district. During this period freedom fighters captured 40 

Razakars from MOLLAHAT area. 

 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR : Mukti Bahini killed 10 enemy soldiers in 

KAMARGAON area of Sylhet district. On Nov 9, On Nov 8, Mukti Bahini raided 

DAKHINGUL Tea factory, a Camp of occupation troops. After a heavy fight Mukti 

Bahini killed 13 enemy soldiers. According to a delayed information received here, 

freedom fighters captured 70 Razakars with 70 rifles from VADARBARI Camp near 

PHULBARI of Mymensingh district. 
 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR : On. Nov 12, Mukti Bahini 
raided Pakistani mixed troops position at KASIMPUR and after heavy fighting drove 

them out. On the same day freedom fighters killed one West Pakistani Ranger on 
patrol in ALIPUR area. They also captured one rifle. On Nov 6, Mukti Bahini 

ambushed Pakistani troops near SINGER DABRI Railway Station in Rangpur district 
killing 5 enemies including 4 irregular soldiers. Earlier, on Nov 4, Mukti Bahini 

ambushed a train carrying Pakistani troops between CHILMARI-KURIGRAM of 

Rangpur district. In this action 5 enemy soldiers were killed. They also captured 4 

rifles. 

 
Sd/-Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 
Bangladesh Forces. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q.. MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN, 

NOV. 16, 1971 

The tempo of intensive guerrilla activities by Mukti Bahini is being maintained 

throughout the occupied areas of Bangladesh. Some of the important actions are 

described below: 

 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR : Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani troops 

in AR1AL area of Sylhet on Nov 12 killing 7 enemy soldiers. In this action one of our 

freedom fighters was wounded. On the same day in another ambush in TELIAPARA 

area Muktibahini killed 4 Pakistani soldiers. In JURIGOWALBARI Mukti Bahini 

killed 5 occupation soldiers and 1 Razakar on Nov. 12. Besides road communication 

was disrupted by destroying a bridge between JAINTIAPUR and KALINAGAR area 

on the same day. Earlier on Nov. 8, Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani troops in 
SONARUPA and SAMANBAG Tea Garden and killed 5 enemy soldiers. 

 
In Mymensingh district one occupation soldier was killed in BIJOIAPUR-

BIRISIRI area on Nov. 12 due to explosion of mine laid by freedom fighters. On Nov. 
10, Mukti Bahini raided occupation troops in BARALEKHA area killing 15 enemy 

soldiers and capturing large quantity of arms and ammunition. On the same day in 
another raid Mukti Bahini killed 7 enemy soldiers in KRISNANAGAR area. Freedom 

fighters captured one Razakar with one rifle in TARAKANDA area on Nov. 10. 

Earlier on Nov. 9, Mukti Bahini raided occupation troops position in KAMAJANI 

area. Five enemy soldiers and 10 Razakars were killed in this action. According to a 

delayed report on Nov. 1 Mukti Bahini launched repulsive attack on the occupation 

troops while the later made an attempt to raid the position of the freedom fighters in 

GACHIHATA area under Kishorganj Police Station. In this action 15 Pakistani 

soldiers were killed. During the last fortnight of October 35 Razakars with 33 rifles 

were captured by the freedom fighters in KISHOREGANJ area. On Nov. 10, Mukti 

Bahini ambushed Pakistani army patrol in LAKHI BAZAR area killing 7 and injuring 

17 enemy soldiers. 

 

DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: On Nov. 13. Mukti Bahini 

raided Pakistani troops position in CHAURA area of Comilla district killing 2 and 
injuring 3 enemy soldiers. On Nov. 12, Muktibahini ambushed occupation troops in 

KARNAIL BAZAR area killing 8 enemy soldiers. During this action one of our brave 
freedom fighters was wounded. On the same day in another ambush in 

CHAELASHIA area Mukti Bahini killed 4 and injured 5 enemy soldiers. One rifle 
was also captured by the freedom fighters during this action. In a series of attack on 

the occupation troops in ARMNIR area between 8th and 11th Nov. Mukti Bahini 
killed 14 and injured 8 enemy soldiers. On Nov. 9. Mukti Bahini engaged with 

Pakistani troops approximately 6 hundred in strength moving in CHAPITALA area. 

The fight continued for 5 hours in which the enemy suffered heavy casualties. Earlier 

on Nov. 8, at least 31 Pakistani soldiers including one Officer were killed in an 

ambush by Mukti Bahini in RANGICHARA area. On our side one freedom fighter 
was wounded. 
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KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR: Muktibahini raided ALAMDANGA 

area of Kushtia district on Nov. 12, killing one West Pakistani Ranger, 19 Razakars 

and one West Pakistani Policeman. Earlier on Nov. 7, Mukti Bahini ambushed West 

Pakistani Rangers in ZAHARPUR and killed 5 of them, one rifle was also captured 

by the freedom fighters in this action. On Nov. 11, one Razakar with one rifle was 

captured by the freedom fighters in KAZIPUR area. On Nov. 9, Mukti Bahini 

attacked with mortars on Pakistani troops entrenched in the strategically important 

KADAMTOL bridge area on the out skirts of Satkhira Sub divisional town. In this 

action 3 enemy soldiers were killed and several were injured. On Nov 8, one patrol 

party of occupation troops was ambushed by freedom fighters in GAHRAHATA area 

under Kolaroa Police Station of Khulna district. In this action 6 enemy soldiers were 

killed. Earlier on Nov. 2, freedom fighters captured 5 Razakars with arms and 

ammunitions in KAKDANGA area of Satkhira Police Station. 

It is learnt that the frustrated hords of Yahya Khan indulged in killing innocent 

civilians irrespective of children, arsoning looting in the villages of MAHMUDPUR 

and KASHEMPUR of Satkhira Police Station and KARBHADLI. SOABARIA. 
RAMKRISHNAPUR and KAMALPASHA of Kolaroa Police Station during the 1st 

week of this month. 
 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: On Nov. 10, Mukti Bahini blew 
up train carrying occupation troops by explosion of mines laid by Mukti Bahini near 

KURIGRAM. In this action 8 Pakistani soldiers including one officer were killed and 
eight boggies of the train were damaged. On the same day another vehicle carrying 

Pakistani troops from KURIGRAM to CHILMAR1 was ambushed by the freedom 

fighters. In this action 2 Pakistani soldiers, 3 Razakars and the driver of the vehicle 

were killed. 

 

Freedom fighters captured 3 Razakars with 3 rifles in BURRABURI area in 

Rangpur district on Nov. 11. 

 

Mukti Bahini has cleared BHURUNGAMAR1 area of Rangpur district after a 

heavy fight. As a result a major portion of the district has come under the control of 

Mukti Bahini. During the intensive attack by Mukti Bahini Pakistani troops suffered 

heavy casualties. 

 

Sd/-Nazrul Islam 
Public Relations Officer, 

Bangladesh Forces. 
 

 
 

--------------------- 
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BANGLADESH FORCES H Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 

NOV. 17, 1971. 

The Mukti Bahini has continued its offensive in BHURUNGAMARI area and 

captured PATESWARI after heavy fighting with a battalion of the Pakistani army. 

The enemy unable to withstand the Mukti Bahini attack launched with heavy mortars 

and machines guns, retreated after suffering heavy casualties. Our valiant forces are 

now proceeding southwards at the loops of the enemy. 

 

In SALDANADI area, the Pakistani army launched four attacks on Mukti Bahini 

positions during the last two days. All these attacks have been repulsed inflicting 

heavy casualties on the enemy. Details of this operation are awaited from our 

correspondent on the battlefield. 

 
Marine commandos of the Mukti Bahini sunk ship SHER AFGAN' at 

Jagannathganj ghat on Oct 27. This ship was being used for carrying troops and 
ammunition. 

 
It has been learnt that commando activities of the guerrillas have been intensified 

in Dacca city. The heroic guerrillas attacked the main State Bank building with 
Rocket launcher last week. During the same week several army vehicles were 

damaged in front of Motijheel National Bank due to explosion of mine. The Pakistani 

soldiers had been posted inside this building. West Pakistani policemen have gone on 

stricke in protest against the Army authorities reluctance to send them back to West 

Pakistan. It may be recalled that these West Pakistani Policemen were brought to 

Dacca to replace the Bengalee Policemen on the promise that their assignment would 

be only for six months. Experiencing a critical situation prevailing in the city, the 

army authority has adopted a policy of keeping the city under dusk to dawn curfew 

for a week, during the period of which indiscriminate searching of houses are being 

conducted by the army personnel. For this, the army authority is reported to have 

deployed one brigadier in each of the police Stations within the city. 

 

RANGPUR- DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: On Nov 14 Mukti Bahini 

ambushed 3 Pakistani army vehicles in ANDHARIJHARKHANAR area of Rangpur 
district. Two vehicles were damaged & their occupants suffered heavy casualties. On 

the same day Mukti Bahini captured a large quantity of arms and ammunitions in 
JOYMONIRHAT area. They also captured one bullock cart loaded with arms and 

ammunitions in RAIGANJ area. Earlier on Nov 12, 3 occupation soldiers were killed 
while Mukti Bahini ambushed one Pakistani patrol party in RADHANAGAR area. 

 
On Nov 9, Mukti Bahini fired with mortars on Pakistani troops position in 

AKULPUR area of Comilla district killing 3 enemy soldiers. In another angagement 

with the occupation troops in the same area M.B. killed 2 and injured 3 enemy 

soldiers, 

 
One Pakistani army Jeep was blown up due to mine explosion laid by Mukti 

Bahini on BARALEKHA-KARAMCHITNAGAR road during the 1st week of this 
month. As a 
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result 3 enemy soldiers were killed. Mukti Bahini also captured few arms and 

ammunitions bearing foreign marks. On Nov 8, M B. killed one Pakistani soldier at 

SHEIKIIGAT in Sylhet town by throwing bomb. On Nov 6, Mukti Bahini blew up 

one power Transformer at KAOURIKHOLA disrupting power supply for 4 days. On 

Nov 13, Mukti Bahini dislocated road communication between Sylhet and Sunamgonj 

by damaging DALOR Forry and a road bridge in the same area. 

According to delayed report Mukti Bahini raided THAKURKONA of 

Mymensingh district on 2nd Nov capturing 700 mds of rice stocked for occupation 
troops. On Nov 14. Eleven armed Razakars were captured by Mukti Bahini in 

northern Mymensingh. 
 

Sd/Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer. 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H. Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 
Nov. 18, 1971. 

 
Mukti Bahini is continuing its guerrilla activities all over the occupied areas of 

Bangladesh. Some of the major incidents are given below: 

 

On the face of heavy attacks by Mukti Bahini occupation troops have vacated 

GHOSGAON of Mymensingh district and the area is now under control of Mukti 

Bahini. According to latest report the occupation troops also withdrawing from 

HALUAGHAT of the same district due to heavy pressure from the Mukti Bahini. 

 

According to reports received from Rangpur district Mukti Bahini after capturing 

PA'I'ES WAR I have moved further south and started intensive guerrilla activities 

around NAGESWARI Police Station creating panic among the occupation troops. 

Meanwhile, Mukti Bahini have destroyed one strategic road bridge west of 
NAGESWARI cutting-off enemy reinforcement line. 

 
RANGPUR DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani 

troops position in GODAGARI area of Rajshahi district on November 16. As a result 
6 enemy soldiers were killed and 4 were wounded. Two of our Freedom fighters 

received injuries during this operation. On November 15, Mukti Bahini ambushed 
Pakistani troops at south KHETKIBARI killing three enemy soldiers and injuring one. 

On November 14 Mukti Bahini removed railway tracks between HATIBANDHA and 
PARL1A disrupting the railway communication in the area. On November 13, Mukti 

Bahilli ambushed a mixed Patrol of Pakistani troops and irregulars near GANGALKI 

and killed 5 of the enemy. According to a delayed report an enemy train was derailed 

on SANTAHAR-ADAMDIGHI line by mine explosion killing two and injuring three 

occupation soldiers. 
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MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR: Mukti Bahini encountered Pakistani troops 

in TUKAR BAZAR area killing 5 Pak soldiers and 3 Razakars actively collaborating 

with the enemy. On the same day Mukti Bahini raided Pak position at SATIGAON 

and inflicted 9 casualties on the enemy. Earlier on November 9, Mukti Bahini 

ambushed on Pak Patrol in SHAMGANJ-SHAMBHUGANJ area of Mymensingh 

district killing seven Pakistani soldiers and injuring five. Two of our freedom fighters 

were injured during the action. On the same day, the Freedom fighters ambushed 

enemy troops travelling in three Army Jeeps near PIARPUR in Mymensingh district. 

Three enemy troops were killed and two of their vehicles were destroyed. Mukti 

Bahini captured 3 Rifles from the enemy. 

KUSHTIA-JESSORE SECTOR: Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani Camp at 

ALAMDANGA in Kushtia district on November 12 killing 17 Pakistani soldiers. 

Two brave Freedom fighters became Shaheeds in this action. On November 14, the 

Freedom fighters raided Police Camp at ANDUBARIA and killed 12 West Pakistani 

Policemen. On November 11, ten occupation troops and one Razakar were killed due 
to mine explosion planted by Mukti Bahini on NASTI-GUGRI route. Earlier on 

November 7, Mukti Bahini killed 7 Pak soldiers in an ambush near NASTI. Nine 
enemy troops including some irregulars were killed when Mukti Bahini raided enemy 

bunkers at GORPARA. According to a delayed report a fierce battle took place 

between the Freedom fighters and the occupation soldiers at KHODAIRPUR area in 

which 13 Pakistani soldiers including a Captain were killed. In this action Mukti 

Bahini suffered three casualties. On November 10, Mukti Bahini made surprise raids 

on Para-Military camps of the enemy at SHAKURA and MOHANPUR. Several 

enemy irregulars were killed in the action. Mukti Bahini captured 57 Rifles and Guns 

from these Camps. On November 12, Mukti Bahini destroyed two ferry boats near 

KAMARKHALIA GHAT. According to a reliable report, a serious exchange of fire 
took place between the Pakistani troops and the Razakars near ROYPARA in which 

at least 40 Razakars were killed. The cause of the confrontation is not known. 
 

DACCA-C0MILLA-CHITTAG0NG SECTOR: Mukti Bahini fired on Pakistani 
position at CHHAGALNAIYA in Noakhali district on November 15. Five Pakistani 

soldiers were killed in the action. According to a delayed report Mukti Bahini raided 
Pakistani position at KABILPUR on November 5 and killed 3 enemy troops including 

an Officer and injured 7 others. Intensive guerrilla activities by Mukti Bahini in and 

around Dacca led the desperate Pak Army authority to impose a surprise curfew in 

Dacca City on November 17 beginning from 5 A. M. In an effort to mop up Freedom 

fighters, the Pak Army attempted to make a house-to-house search. In several places 

the Freedom fighters  

(Illegible). 

 

Sd/-Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN. 

NOV. 19, 1971 
 

Mukti Bahini is maintaining its tempo of guerrilla activities all over occupied 
territory of Bangladesh. Some of the significant actions are stated below 

 
Mukti Bahini forced the occupation troops to withdraw from ARGORHAT 

area of Rajshahi district on Nov 18. After failing to repulse the intensive attacks 
Df the freedom fighters the occupation troops withdrew towards CHAKLA. But the 

Mukti Bahini pursued the enemy and created heavy pressure on them and forced the 

enemy to withdraw from CHAKLA. In a similar attack on the occupation army 

position in DHOBRA area the freedom fighters compelled the enemy forces to 

withdraw from DHOBRA. On Nov 16, the occupation troops attacked Mukti Bahini 

position near BAMONDIA in Kushtia district. The freedom fighters retaliated bravely 

and after a fierce battle the enemy retreated. The enemy troops suffered heavy 

casualties. 

 

RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-RAJSHAHI SECTOR: On Nov 17, occupation troops 

attacked Mukti Bahini near ULIPUR of Rangpur district. Mukti Bahini repulsed it 

successfully. In his action 24 Pakistani troops were killed and ten were injured. On 

Nov 15, Mukti Bahini captured 3 Pakistani soldiers in ANDHARIJH-HARKHAMAR 

in Rangpur district. 3n the same day they also captured a large quantity of arms and 
ammunition and a truck-load rations of the Pakistani troops in the same area. On Nov 

13, Mukti Bahini ambushed mixed Pakistani patrol in south KURIGRAM killing 12 
enemy soldiers. Earlier on Nov 11, Mukti Bahini removed railway track near 

LALMONIRHAT. On Nov 13, two Razakars with 20 rifles were captured in 
DOHAIPARA. 

 
KUSHTIA-JESSORE-KHULNA SECTOR: On Nov 13, Mukti Bahini ambushed 

Pakistani troops in RAJAPUR area killing 4 and injuring 2 enemy soldiers. On Nov 

14, one Vehicle carrying rations for Pakistani troops was blown up due to explosion 

of mine laid by Mukti Bahilli in KOLA area. On Nov 15, 40 Razakars with 40 rifles 

were captured by the freedom fighters in BARAGANDIA area. On Nov 13, Mukti 

Bahini in an ambush in PRATAPPUR area of Kushtia district killed 11 enemy 

soldiers and injured four. They also disrupted road communication between 

CHOUGACHA-JESSORE by destroying several culverts between these two places 

on the same day. Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani army Jeep near SATKHIRA of 

Khulna district on Nov 14. 

 

In this action 4 enemy soldiers including one Captain were killed. On Nov 15, 

Mukti Bahini damaged SATKHIRA power house disrupting power supply in the 

town. 
DACCA-COMILLA-CHITTAGONG SECTOR: On Nov 17, MB shelled 

Pakistani troops position in CHANDLA of Comilla district killing 6 enemy soldiers. 
They also destroyed 2 bunkers of the enemy. On Nov 15, Mukti Bahini fired with 

mortars on Pakistani troops position in ARAIPAR area. In this action 3 enemy 
soldiers were killed and 3 were wounded. On Nov 15, Mukti Bahini ambushed 

occupation troops moving in JAINAGAR 
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area killing 2 and injuring 3 enemy soldiers. Earlier on Nov 12, in another ambush in 

the same area Mukti Bahini killed 2 occupation soldiers. 

According to a delayed report freedom fighters paralyzed electric supply in 

CHITTAGONG by destroying several power pylons in KAPTAI area during the 1st 

week of this month. Also in Kaptai area Mukti Bahini killed 2 and injured 5 

occupation soldiers in an ambush on November 9. 

 

Sd/-Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer. 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 
BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN, 
NOV. 21, 1971 

 
The marine commandos of the Mukti Bahini have sharply intensified their 

activities during the month of November creating havoc in the enemy's naval 
activities. According to delayed reports reaching here the commandos have sunk a 

Pakistani ship' MV SHAMY' on November 4 and a Chinese coaster on November 6 in 

the river Meghna. On the night of Nov. 7, the commandos sank a Pak waterways ship 
'MV LILI' near MOHANPUR of Chandpur Sub-division. On November 11 a 

Pakistani shipping corporation 'MV SHOBAN" along with a barge GAFOOR
1
 were 

sunk near EKHLASPUR north of Chandpur. A Pakistani gunboat was sunk by the 

Commandos on November 13 in HARHAIM area- south of Chandpur Port. Already 
similar operations by Mukti Bahini naval commandos in Sundarban areas have 

virtually blocked the Chalna Port and greatly reduced the enemy activities in 
Chittagong Port area. 

 

After a fierce encounter with Pak troops Mukti Bahini liberated Kaliganj Police 

Station in Khulna district on the night of November 20. During the same night, Mukti 

Bahini captured Pakistani position at BARKHATA in Rangpur district. The enemy 

suffered heavy casualties In both places but the exact figure s are not yet known. 

 

On November 19, Pakistani troops attacked Mukti Bahini position near 

DAKHINGUL in Sylhet district. The freedom fighters repulsed the enemy attack and 

forced the occupation troops to withdraw. In this action 20 Pakistani soldiers were 

killed and large number of them were wounded. On the same day a simlar enemy 

attack was repulsed by the Freedom fighters at Radhanagar. Also on the same day 

Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani soldiers moving from SACHINA to TAHIRPUR 

inflcting 5 casualties on the enemy. 
 

On November 18, Pakistani troops along with a group of Razakars advanced 
towards AGRA Pond area in Rajshahi district. Mukti Bahini made a surprise attack on 

the enemy killing 10 Pak soldiers and a number of Razakars. In this action one brave 
freedom fighter was killed and two others sustained minor injuries. 
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On November 17, a Pakistani Army Jeep was blown up by mines planted earlier 

by Freedom fighters near AMBARIA in Jessore-Kushtia Sector. Two Pak soldiers and 

3 Razakars were killed in the action. On the same day Mukti Bahini attacked 

Pakistani troops at BHOMRA and killed 5 of the enemy. In the same Sector Mukti 

Bahini ambushed occupation troops near ALOKDIGHI on November 19, killing 2 

Pak troops and injuring 3. On the same day 4 Razakars were captured near BETAI in 

Jessore district. 

In Comilla district-the enemy made a Mortar attack on Mukti Bahini in 

SALDANADI area on November 17. The attack was repulsed by the Freedom 
fighters. The enemy withdrew after suffering heavy casualties. According to a delayed 

report- a Pakistani Army Patrol train was derailed near BARASAHT ALI on 
Chandpur-Laksam line on the night of November 9th. The engine and two boggics of 

the train were damaged and two Pak troops and 5 Razakars were killed in the incident. 

On the same night, Mukti Bahini disrupted the telecommunication in the same area. 

 

In Mymensingh district, Mukti Bahini raided MUKTAGACHA Police Station 

on November 16 and killed 6 enemy irregulars. The following day Pakistani troops 

came in rescue of the irregulars. In an encounter 4 enemy soldiers and 5 Razakars 

were killed. 

 

Sd/Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer. 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

*  *  *  *  * 
BANGLADESH FORCES H. Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 
November 22, 1971 

 
The tempo of triumph by MUKTI BAHINI is continuing all over the occupied 

territory of Bangladesh. It is learnt that Mukti Bahini captured AMARKHANA and 
JOGDALHAT of Dinajpur District yesterday after heavy fighting. The reports of 

casualties on the enemy side have not yet been received. 

 

According to reports received from Khulna, Mukti Bahini raided the occupation 

troops position in BASANTPUR of Kaliganj Police Station under Satkhira Sub-

division on 20th November. After the whole day fight Mukti Bahini captured 

BASANTPUR. On the same day Mukti Bahini continued advancing towards 

KALIGANJ Police Station. After heavy exchange of fire and suffering casualties the 

occupation troops retreated from Kaliganj. 

 

Mukti Bahini is now in control of Kaliganj. On November 19, Mukti Bahini 

advanced towards SHAYMNAGAR and after minor exchange of fire Mukti Bahini 

captured it and then advanced up to NOORNAGAR and drove the occupation troops. 

They also captured 12 Razakars, one Motor Launch, one BS Rocket Launcher with 7 

Bombs, 3 inch Mortar Bomb and large quantity of ammunitions. One Baluch soldier 

surrendered to the Mukti Bahini during this operation. On the same day Mukti Bahini 

raided SANKARA 
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and after heavy fight they captured it. The occupation troops after suffering 6 killed 

and several injured retreated towards Satkhira. According to latest report intensive 

fight is continuing all around Satkhira, a Sub-divisional Town of Khulna district. 

On November 19, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani Army Jeep at  of 

Mymenshingh district killing 3 enemy soldiers. Mukti Bahini also captured the Jeep 

along with 3 Rifles. 

 

On November 20, Mukti Bahini launched attack on one 3 hundred ft. long Barge 

used for carrying rail wagon across river JUMNA at BAHADURABAD Ghat and 

damaged it. 

 

On November 17,4 Razakars with 3 Rifles were captured at PHULBARI of 

Dinajpur district. 

 
Sd/-Nazrul Islam 

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER 
BANGLADESH FORCES. 

 
*  *  *  *  * 

 
BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJLBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 

NOVEMBER 23, 1971. 

 

The Pakistani Army has gone on the defense in all sectors and are retreating from 

many of their advance positions in the face of Mukti Bahini's attack. In last few days 

Mukti Bahini has cleared enemy troops completely from more than 5000 sq. miles. In 

Khulna Sector Mukti Bahini yesterday captured enemy position at BHOMRA and 

KULIA. Fearing to be cut off the Pakistani Army has vacated Satkhira town. During 

their raid in Kulia area Mukti Bahini killed 12 enemy soldiers. 

 

Mukti Bahini has continued its advance in Rangpur-Dinajpur Sector and captured 

RAIGANJ, further south of Bhurungamari. In this battle the enemy suffered 12 

casualties. Valiant Freedom fighters have captured 3 Machine Guns, 11 LMGS,6 
Mortars,4 Jeeps, huge quantity of ammunitions in the same area. Mukti Bahini 

liberated HATIBANDHA of Rangpur district. 
 

On November 20, Mukti Bahini cleared BALLA in Sylhet district. On the same 
day due to constant harassment by Mukti Bahini, Pakistani troops withdrew from the 

area stretching NOUKUCHI to AHMEDNAGAR in Mymensingh district Mukti 
Bahini have also encircled the enemy troops at BIJAYPUR. It is learnt that Major 

Riaz of Pakistani Army who was seriously wounded by Mukti Bahini in NOUKUCHI 

area on November 17, died at the Hospital on November 21. 
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According to a delayed report, the Naval Commandos of Mukti Bahini sank an Oil 

Tanker carrying 1000 tons kerosene Oil and approximately 30 tons of gasoline in 

Chittagong Port on November 3. There were explosions leading to fire in the engine 

room which engulfed the ship. Tanker completely was sank in the harbor. On 

November 11, Nineteen Razakars with 8 Rifles (303) and 300 rads of ammunitions 

were captured at MIRERS ARM of Chittagong district. Earlier, on November 10 and 

3 in several ambushes Mukti- Bahini killed 8 enemy soldiers in the same area. 

On November 21, one Pakistani Army Jeep was blown up due to explosion of 

Mine laid by Mukti Bahini on SARIGHAT -GOYAINGHAT road in Sylhet district. 
In the action 6 enemy soldiers Including one Major was killed and the vehicle was 

damaged. 
According to late information, Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani troops position in 

KALIAHARIPUR road bridge area in Pabna district on November 8 killing 8 enemy 

soldiers and capturing 21 Razakars with 20 Rifles. 

 

On November 20. Mukti Bahini ambushed occupation troops Patrol in 

ALOKD1GHI area in Rangpur-Dinajpur-Rajshahi Sector. During this action 2 enemy 

soldiers were killed and 3 were injured. On November 18 occupation troops were 

advancing towards AGRAPOND area and they were encountered by Mukti Bahini. In 

the encounter 10 enemy soldiers were killed. One of our Freedom Fighters attained 

martyrdom and 2 sustained minor injuries. 

 

JESSORE-KUSHTIA-KHULNA SECTOR: Freedom fighters blew up one 

Pakistani Army Jeep by mine in AMBARIA area killing 2 enemy soldiers and causing 

damage to the Jeep on November 17. On the same day in a raid in SELUA Bazar area 
of Khulna district Mukti Bahini killed 3 enemy soldiers. Earlier on November 14, 

Mukti Bahini killed 6 West Pakistani Rangers in AMBARIA area. On November 19, 
occupation troops while advancing from BAGWAN towards MANIRNAGAR area 

were encountered by Mukti Bahini. In this action 5 enemy soldiers were killed and 7 
were injured. On November 17, Mukti Bahini exchanged fire with the occupation 

troops in BHATSALA area of Khulna district killing 2 Pakistani soldiers. On 
November 16, Mukti Bahini clashed with occupation troops in BAGHERHAT area 

killing 10 enemy soldiers. On the same day in another clash with the Pakistani troops 

in BAKERGANJ area Mukti Bahini killed 5 enemy soldiers. Mukti Bahini ambushed 

Pakistani Army Jeep near JAGATI and killed 4 enemy soldiers on the same day. The 

Jeep was also destroyed. Another group of Mukti Bahini engaged Pakistani, troops 

moving to GOALAHATI from CHHUTIPUR area killing 2 and injuring 3 enemy 

soldiers on the same day. 

 

MYMENSINGH-SYLHET SECTOR: On November 21, occupation troops 

supported by Mortars were advancing to PURBA LITURA. Mukti Bahini engaged 

them killing 4 enemy soldiers. On the same day the occupation troops attacked Mukti 

Bahini in the same area. Mukti Bahini repulsed the attack. In this action 10 enemy 

soldiers were killed. On November 17, in a counter-attack on Pakistani troops Mukti 

Bahini killed 3 enemy soldiers in BILAJPUR area. On the same day in an ambush in 

DAKTARBARI area Mukti Bahini killed 3 and injured 4 enemy soldiers. On 

November 18, Mukti Bahini ambushed 
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Pakistani Army Pa.rol in NISCHINTAPUR area killed 15 West Pakistani Rangers and 

2 Razakars. One of our Freedom fighters was wounded during this action. On 

November 17, Mukti Bahini encountered Pakistani troops in BADALPUR area and 
killed 17 enemy soldiers. Mukti Bahini also captured 2 Rifles during this operation. 

On November 19, Mukti Bahini in a counter-attack on occupation troops 
DAKHINGUL Tea Estate of Sylhet district killed 20 enemy soldiers. 

Sd/-Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 
Bangladesh Forces. 

 

*    *   *   *   * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 

NOV. 24. 1971. 

 

The Mukti Bahini regulars are continuing their all out attack on the Pakistani 

troops in all sectors of occupied Bangladesh. 

 

In NO A KIIALI district, Mukti Bahini launched a heavy attack on the occupation 

troops in FENI area. One entire battalion of Pak troops at BAKSHIRHAT has been 

surrounded by the Mukti Bahini and subjected to attack from all directions, the lines 
of communication of this battalion has been completely cut off. 

 
In SYLHET Sector, Mukti Bahini after liberating ATGRAM, RAHIMPUR and 

SHARIFGANJ is advancing towards SYLHET. Fierce fighting is also going on in 
south of JAINTIAPUR. The occupation troops in JAINTIAPUR have been 

surrounded and their line of connection being cut off. 
 

In JESSORE Sector, Mukti Bahini liberated MAHESHPUR POLICE STATION 

and heavy fighting is going on around JESSORE Cantonment. Meanwhile Mukti 

Bahini shelled JESSORE AIRPORT damaging the CONTROL TOWER and 

immobilizing enemy's air-route. 

 

In MYMENSINGH District, Pakistani troops position at BIJAYPUR and 

BAORAMARI in Northern MYMENSINGH has been put under seize by the freedom 

fighters. 

 

On Nov. 22, the occupation troops attacked Mukti Bahini position at 

GUGHUDANGA south of D1NAJPUR. After a fierce battle the Pakistani troops 

withdrew - 30 enemy soldiers were killed. Two of our brave freedom fighters were 

killed in the action while two others sustained minor injuries. 
 

On Nov. 21, Mukti Bahini guerrillas encountered Pak patrol in DUAPARA area 
killing 5 enemy soldiers. 

According to latest report from DACCA district, Mukti Bahini guerrillas have 
liberated MUNSHIGANJ and surrounding areas. The details of the operation are not 

yet 
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known. Earlier on Nov. 20, Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani position south of SRIPUR 

and killed 5 enemy soldiers. During the last few days, Mukti Bahini captured 85 

Razakars along with their arms. 

Sd/-Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 

NOV. 25, 1971 

 

In Noakhali district, Mukti Bahini after fierce battle last night liberated Pakistani 
position at BAKSHIRHAT. The enemy suffered over 150 casualties and a large 

number of them are taken prisoner. The rest of the enemy fled in the nearby jungle. 
While fleeing a number of Pak soldiers were killed by the villagers. 

 
Mukti Bahini is continuing its irritable offensive operations against the occupation 

troops around KISHOREGANJ town. As a result the enemy has become isolated from 
bases in BHAIRAB BAZAR on the South East and in Mymensingh on the North-

West. This has been made possible by removing railway tracks and destroying 

railway and road bridges and culverts on the rail line linking MYMENSINGH, the 

district town and BHAIRAB BAZAR an important Railway junction. The road 

connection between KISHOREGANJ and MYMENSINGH has also been paralysed. 

On Nov 20, Mukti Bahini foiled an attempt of reconstructing one railway bridge near 

GOCHIHATA of Kishoreganj. Earlier, 2 miles of railway tracks were removed 

between JASODALPUR and GOCHIHATA. They also levelled the railway 

embankment. Later, they exchanged tire with the occupation troops who came from 

KISHOREGANJ. Occupation troops retreated. It is learnt that KISHOREGANJ town 

has become a no man’s town. On Nov. 18, in a raid the freedom fighters captured 5 

Razakars with rifles from SALANGA Razakar Camp on the suberb of the town. On 

Nov. 14, in an ambush on Pakistani troops Mukti Bahini killed 6 and wounded 4 

enemy soldiers in RAMPUR area of KISHOREGANJ Police Station. On Nov. 22, 
freedom fighters cleared NALITABARI of Razakars. On the same day Mukti Bahini 

captured one Pakistani Army Jeep along with one LMG and 13 Magazines near 
SHAMGANJ from the occupation army and their collaborators who thought it better 

to flee away than to face a direct clash with the advancing group of the freedom 
fighters. 

 
Offensive activities of Mukti Bahini are also continuing around SATKHIRA 

TOWN. Meanwhile, freedom fighters destroyed Pakistani army post MANDRA and 2 

strategically important road bridges between SATKHIRA town and MAHMUDPUR. 

On Nov. 22 on the same day one Pakistani army Jeep proceeding to SATKHIRA from 

JESSORE was attacked by Mukti Bahini on JESSORE-SATKHIRA road. In this 
engagement 3 enemy soldiers including one Captain were killed and the Jeep was 

destroyed. SATKHIRA Town is now isolated from the rest of KHULNA district, it is 
learnt. 
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Due to persisting harassment by Mukti Bahini the occupation troops on Nov. 22 

vacated CHUTIPUR of JESSORE district. On Nov. 21, Mukti Bahini sank 2 country 

boats of Pakistani troops near KUSHTIA. Earlier on Nov. 17, Mukti Bahini killed 5 

enemy soldiers in the same area. 

In SYLHET district Mukti Bahini drove away occupation troops from 

LUBACHARA and DWAKERGUL on Nov. 23 On Nov. 22, Mukti Bahini raided 

Pakistani troops position in BEANI BAZAR killing 2 and injuring 7 enemy soldiers. 

Large quantity of arms and ammunitions were also captured. Earlier, on Nov. 16, 

Mukti Bahini ambushed 5 country boats carrying occupation troops in BALAGANJ 

area. In this action 7 Pakistani soldiers and 10 Razakars were killed. 

 

Due to continuous pressure by Mukti Bahini occupation troops, had to abandon 

their position in CHAKCHANDI area on Nov. 22. In RANGPUR-DINAJPUR-
RAJSHAHI Sector. Mukti Bahini attacked with Mortars on this position killing 10 

enemy soldiers. On the same day. Mukti Bahini repulsed an enemy attack in 
GHUGUDANGA canal area. In this action as many as 30 enemy soldiers were killed. 

 
According to delayed report received from DACCA the commandos of the Mukti 

Bahini threw grenades on Pakistani army jeep in NARAYANGANJ on Nov. 3. As a 
result 4 enemy soldiers were killed and 3 were injured. Eleven Razakars with 6 rifles 

were captured in NABIGANJ area of NARAYANGANJ. Earlier on Oct. 30. freedom 

fighters captured one speed boat from Razakars in RUPGANJ area. Earlier, Mukti 

Bahini ambushed Pakistani troops near DACCA town killing 3 including one officer 

and injuring 4 enemy soldiers. They also killed 4 collaborators in MALIBAGH and 

KAMALAPUR areas. 

 

On Nov. 22. Mukti Bahini ambushed a Pakistani column carrying rations for the 

occupation troops near BAJAIPUR of Mymensingh district. In this action 5 irregulars 

of Pakistani Army were killed. According to a delayed report on Nov. 2, in an 

encounter with the Razakars in AMKHOLA near BHALURA of MYMENSINGH 

district freedom fighters killed over 5 Razakars and captured 25 rifles. 

 

On Nov. 18, Mukti Bahini raided a mixed column of Pakistani troops and 
Razakars in RAMTALA area in COMILLA-NOAKHAL1 Sector killing 3 Pakistani 

soldiers and 5 Razakars. According to a late information a fierce battle took place 
between Mukti Bahini and mixed Column of Pakistani troops near DAUDKANDI of 

COMILLA district on Nov. 9. As a result, as many as 60 enemy soldiers were killed 
and 50 were wounded. Twenty Pakistani soldiers and one Razakar with rifles were 

captured. On Nov. 19, Mukti Bahini ambushed a mixed column of Pakistani troops 
and Razakars in RAJANAGAR of COMILLA killing 2 enemy soldiers. Freedom 

fighters captured 5 Razakars with rifles from JAGANNATH on Nov. 21 and 47 

Razakars with 44 rifles from RAHIMPUR of NOAKHALI district on Nov. 20. On 

Nov. 21, freedom fighters captured 13 Razakars with rifles from NATUN BAZAR of 

COMILLA. 

 

On Nov. 22, Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani troops position in DURGAPUR area 

of NOAKHALI district killing 7 and injuring 10 enemy soldiers. 
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According to information received from CHANDPUR reveal that the Naval 

Commandos of Mukti Bahini are active in river areas of CHANDPUR. During the 

first fortnight of the current month Naval Commandos sunk four coasters used by the 

army authority. One of the coasters was recently provided by CHINA. Besides 2 

merchant coasters and one Merchant Coaster patrolling Pakistani troops bases were 

also sunk on the river MEGHNA. It is learnt CHANDPUR Port does not operate at 

night. 

Along these coasters one Barge was also sunk. A gun boat of the occupation 

troops was also sunk. Freedom fighters captured 3 country boats carrying 300 tons of 
Soybean oil. One oil Tanker was also sunk in the river JUMANA near SERAJGANJ 

of Pabna district. On Nov. 3, Naval Commandos sunk one Steamer in MOHANPUR 
area near MATLAB BAZAR in Comilla district. 

 

Sd/ - Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H.Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 

NOV 26, 1971. 

 

The valiant Mukti Bahini is maintaining its tempo of pushing back the occupation 

troops to their folds and liberating new areas in Bangladesh. Mukti Bahini raided 
GARA area of Sylhet district on 25th Nov and cleared up to GOYAINGHAT-

RADHANAGAR. During this raid Mukti Bahini killed 10 enemy soldiers and 
captured one LMG, one telephone set, one spare barrel and large quantity of 

ammunitions. Fierce battle is going on in the outskirts of the Jessore town. 
Kishoreganj Sub division town of Mymensingh is also under virtual seize and heavy 

fight is going on. In Kushtia district the freedom fighters are on their move towards 
the towns. They have already encircled Meherpur town of the district it is learnt. 

 

According to a delayed report Mukti Bahini captured MUKUNDAPUR of 

Brahmanbaria Subdivision of Comilla district on Nov 19. The railway station is also 

under our control. During the raid Mukti Bahini captured 31 enemy soldiers, 2 

Stenguns, 2 LMGs & 3 inch mortar. 

 

Details of Mukti Bahini operations are given below :- On Nov 21, Mukti Bahini 

attacked with mortar on Pakistani troops in RAJARAMPUR of Rajshahi district 

killing 9 including one Officer and injuring 10 of the occupation troops. They also 

killed 60 paramilitary and wounded 20 of them. During the operation 2 of our 

freedom fighters laid down their lives. Twelve Razakars with 14 rifles were captured. 

On Nov 24, in a clash with the occupation troops in PIPULBARIA of Pabna district 

Mukti Bahini killed 2 enemy soldiers. 
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Mukti Bahini launched Mortar attack on Pakistani troops position in 

SRIRAMPUR of Khulna on Nov 23. In this action 6 enemy soldiers along with some 

collaborating Razakars were killed. 

In Comilla district Mukti Bahini raided PAKISTANI troops in LAKSMIPUR area 

and killed 7 enemy soldiers on Nov 21. They captured some arms and ammunition in 

this action. 

 

On the same day Mukti Bahini killed 6 enemy soldiers in KAIMPUR area. 

According to late information Mukti Bahini killed 2 Pakistani soldiers in 

AMRATALI areas of same district on Nov 14. In a raid in Mainpur area of Comilla 

district Mukti Bahini killed 13 including one officer and injured 12 of the occupation 

troops on Nov. 17. In a series raids in KAIMPUR area between 16 to 19 Nov Mukti 

Bahini killed 5 and wounded 12 enemy soldiers. On Nov 21, Mukti Bahini engaged 

with Pakistani troops in KAMALPUR killing 5 enemy soldiers and destroying 2 
bunkers. 

 
In Noakhali district Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani troops position at DURGAPUR 

on Nov 22 killing 7 and injuring 10 enemy soldiers. On Oct 24, Mukti Bahini 
ambushed mixed Pakistani troops moving in column near KAB1RHAT area killing 

14 of them and injuring 27 enemy soldiers. They also recovered 2 rifles and some 
ammunitions. Earlier, on Oct 21, in a raid on Pakistani troops Camp at 

CHAPRASHIRHAT killing 26 and injuring approximately 60 of them. Two of our 

freedom fighters became martyr during the action. 

 

In Chittagong district Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani troops in CHITTAGONG 

HILL areas and killed 5 enemy soldiers. They also captured one Pakistani soldier. 

According to delayed report received from Dacca Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani 

troops and collaborating Razakars moving in speed boats in MURAPARA near Dacca 

killing 18 and injuring 10 of them. Mukti Bahini also captured 13 rifles and one 

Stengun. 

 

In Sylhet district Mukti Bahini blew up 15 ft. long road bridge on Sylhet-

Biswanath road disrupting road communication. 

 
During the last week of October Freedom fighters captured 35 Razakars with 28 

rifles from SARARCHAR area in MYMENSINGH district. 
 

 
Sd/-Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer, 
Bangladesh Forces. 
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BANGLADESH FORCES H. Q., MUJIBNAGAR. 

WAR BULLETIN. 
NOV. 27, 1971 

 
The valiant freedom fighters are continuing their offensive activities in all sectors 

and pushing back the occupation troops. 
 

In NOAKHALI Sector Mukti Bahini after liberating FULGAZI and 
CHAGALNAIYA has marched further south west and heavy fighting is going on in 

the outskirts of FENI town. In the north Fighting broke out when the enemy soldiers 

with fresh reinforcement moved towards PACHAGAR in D1NAJPUR district. 

According to latest report, fighting is continuing. In JESSORE Sector virtual siezc of 

JESSORE CANTONMENT is still on while Mukti Bahini consolidating their position 

in strategic JHIKARGACHA area. 

 

Mukti Bahini has liberated BASANTAPUR of KHULNA district on Nov. 25. On 

Nov. 24, Mukti Bahini cleared areas along ATGRAM, RAHIMPUR & ZAKIGANJ 

road in SYLHET district. 

 

On Nov. 23, Mukti Bahini advanced towards Pakistani troops position in 

GAURINAGAR area and exchanged Fire with the occupation troops. The Pakistani 

troops on failing to withstand the advancing unit of the freedom fighters withdrew to 
RAJAPUR and the Mukti Bahini occupied the post. In several encounters in 

RAJAPUR area Mukti Bahini killed 11 enemy soldiers having no casualty on our 
side. 

 
On Nov. 25 Mukti Bahini encircled MOHANGANJ Police Station and 

PANIHATA Camp of the occupation troops in Mymensingh district. The seize is still 
continuing. 

 

Meanwhile the Marine Commandos of the Mukti Bahini sank one American Ship 

of 7500 tons named COLUMBIA TRADER and one Pakistani gunboat in CHALNA 

Port area. On Nov. 24, at night the daring Naval Commandos raided 

BAHADURABAD GHAT on the river JUMANA in Mymensingh district. The 

ammunition dump of the occupation troops were shelled resulting in the explosion 

and damaging one Steamer. The Jetty was also damaged. The Pakistani troops moved 

all water craft including Patrol boats to further south. 

 

On Nov. 25, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani irregular forces in MONAKHALI 

area in KUSHTIA district. In this action 12 Rangers were killed, 12 others were 

injured. On the same day Mukti Bahini attacked with mortars on the occupation 

troops in AMANGANDA area killing 2 and injuring 4 enemy soldiers. Earlier 27 
Policemen with 27 rifles of SRIPUR Police station of MAGURA Subdivision in 

JESSORE district surrendered to freedom fighters. On Nov. 25, in a raid in 
NAZIRPUR area under Netrokona subdivision of Mymensingh dist. Mukti Bahini 

killed 3 enemy soldiers. Mukti Bahini attacked the Pakistani position in 
GODAGARIHAT area in RAJSHAHI district and launched mortar attack. In this 

action 8 enemy soldiers were killed. On the same day in another raid in 
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DHOBRA area Mukti Bahini killed 4 enemy soldiers. The Freedom fighters blew up 

railway line west of LALMONIRHAT area further adding to the dislocation of train 

communication. 

Sd/Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H. Q.. MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 

November, 28. 1971. 

 

The Mukti Bahini regulars are continuing their offensive against the occupation 
troops while the guerrillas have intensified their activities all around the occupied 

areas. 
 

In DINAJPUR district, Mukti Bahini has driven back the enemy attack last night 
on the strategic thana town of PACHAGARH and has now consolidated their hold on 

the town and surrounding areas. On November 26, Mukti Bahini also liberated 
BRAHMPURA in the same district. 

 

In KUSHTIA and JESSORE districts-Mukti Bahini liberated JIBANNAGAR, 

BAGACHARA, SHARSHA and NAVARON areas-while their seize of the Jessore 

town continues. 

 

In KHULNA district, Mukti Bahini driven away the enemy troops from 

RAJAPUR, MANDRA, RAGHUNATHPUR, GAGNI and NABATKATI areas. 

 

According to latest report, fighting is still going on around FENI Sub-divisional 

town of NOAKHALI district. On November 25, Mukti Bahini guerrillas in a series of 

ambush in KAIMPUR, CHAURA and KASHIMPUR of Comilla district killed 8 

enemy soldiers. On November 24, Mukti Bahini ambushed a Pak Patrol in 

C.HANDPUR area killing 3 occupation soldiers. Two enemy soldiers were killed and 
3 were injured when Mukti Bahini attacked a Pak Patrol South-east of 

CHAMAKNAGAR also in Comilla on November 23. 
 

In RANGPUR district, after consolidating their position in the northern part of the 
district, Mukti Bahini guerrillas are active in disrupting enemy's communication line. 

On November 26 they damaged a railway bridge between DOMAR and CHILHATI. 
In the same area they also captured 3 Razakars along with their arms. On November 

21, section of railway track was removed between PARLIA and BHOTEMARI. 

Earlier, similar operation was carried out east of KAKINA.' Railway communication 

was badly disrupted between TITSA and MAHENDRANAGAR and also around 

LALMANIRHAT. On November 23, Mukti Bahini raided Pak troops position at 
PHYLIA and killed 4 of the occupation soldiers. 
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In RAJSHAHI, Mukti Bahini encountered Pak troops near NAOGAON killing 2 

and injuring 4 on November 20. 

In MYMENSINGH-SYLHET sector. Mukti Bahini encountered Pak troops near 

TILAKPUR on November 24 killing 17 enemy soldiers. Two Pak troops were killed 

and three wounded when Mukti Bahini repulsed a Pakistani attack at BARNI on 

November 25. On the same day Mukti Bahini encountered Pak soldiers and irregulars 

in DISOY area killing 3 of them. Mukti Bahini earned out a raid on Pakistani position 

in GAURINAGAR on November 23. Three enemy soldiers and 2 Razakars were 

killed in the action. Mukti Bahini destroyed two enemy bunkers. On the same day 

Mukti Bahini encountered the enemy soldiers a mile away from GAURINAGAR in 

which 11 enemy soldiers and irregulars were killed. Again on Nov. 23, Mukti Bahini 

encountered enemy in DURGAPUR area killing two and injuring one Pak soldier. 

Earlier on November 18. 2 Platoons of Mukti Bahini ambushed an enemy column at 
MAZGEDDA near BAKSHIGANJ in Mymensingh district killing 17 and injuring 9 

enemy soldiers. On November 23. Mukti Bahini captured 7 Razakars along with their 
arms near ISLAMPUR in Jamalpur Sub-division. Mukti Bahini raided NETROKONA 

Sub-divisional town on November 22 and killed 6 enemy irregulars. In SYLHET 
district, Mukti Bahini destroyed two strategic bridges-one near BARLEKHA and the 

other in LANGLA Tea garden area. They also destroyed a ferry boat in BALAGANJ 
area. 

 

In KUSHTIA district, Mukti Bahini ambushed enemy platoon at MAHESKUNDI 
on November 24 inflicting heavy casualties on the enemy. In KHULNA district, 

Mukti Bahini raided enemy position at SONABARIA on November 23 killing 7 
enemy soldiers. 

 
Sd/Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer, 
Bangladesh Forces. 

 

 * * * *  * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H. Q., MUJIBNAGAR 

WAR BULLETIN 

November, 29. 1971 

 

Mukti Bahini is continuing their offensive against the Pakistani soldiers and 

carrying out intensive guerrilla activities in all sectors of Bangladesh. 

 

In SYLHET district, Mukti Bahini yesterday liberated CHOTAKHEL lying south-

west of JAINTIAPUR after a fierce battle in which Pakistani soldiers suffered heavy 

casualties. According to latest report heavy fighting is going on 12 miles away from 
Sylhet town. Meanwhile Mukti Bahini repulsed Pakistani attack on KANAIGHAT 

which is now under complete control of Mukti Bahini. Mukti Bahini also liberated 
RADHANAGAR. On the 
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night of 26th November, Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani position at BADIRTEKA also 

in Sylhet district killing 25 enemy soldiers. 3 of our brave freedom fighters lost their 

lives. 

In Jessore-Khulna Sector, Mukti Bahini liberated SONABARIA, a strategic place 

northwest of Satkhira town. 

 

On November 26, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani troops near 

DHARMADAHA killing 7 Pakistani soldiers. During the night of 25th November, 

Mukti Bahini raided KAZ1PUR Police Station and killed 16 West Pakistani 

Policemen and enemy irregulars. On the same date. Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani 

soldiers at JADABPUR killing S and injuring occupation troops. 

 

In MYMENS1NGH-TANGAIL Sector, Mukti Bahini raided Pakistani troops 

position at MADHUPUR on November 25 killing 6 enemy troops. 
 

On November 26, Mukti Bahini raided ISWARGANJ Police Station and killed 2 
West Pakistani Policemen and 3 Razakars. 

 
According to delayed reports from PABNA. Mukti Bahini attacked a group of 

enemy irregulars near BAGHAIL on November 16 and killed 50 of them. Mukti 
Bahini recovered some arms. On November 17, Mukti Bahini raided ISHURDI Police 

Station and killed 11 West Pakistani Policemen. They recovered 8 Rifles. They also 

destroyed telephone exchange and VIP Guest House in the town. 

 

In DACCA district, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani troops convoy near 

KAUAKOIR on November 21 killing 4 Pak soldiers. Mukti Bahini captured one 

enemy Jeep and some ammunition. Earlier on November 15, Mukti Bahini in an 

encounter with the enemy killed 7 irregulars and captured 6 Razakars from the same 

area. On November 18 Mukti Bahini ambushed enemy patrol near JOYDEBPUR 20 

miles north of Dacca and killed 10 enemy irregulars. 

 

Sd/- Nurur Rahman 

For, Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 
 

*   *   *   *   * 
 

BANGLADESH FORCES H. Q.. MUJIBNAGAR 
WAR BULLETIN 

November, 30. 1971. 
 

Mukti Bahini is continuing its all out offensive against the Pakistani troops and 

has liberated many areas in Bangladesh. 

In Sylhet district Mukti Bahini liberated TAHERPUR Police Station of 

Sunamganj Sub-Division. On the night of 28th Nov, Mukti Bahini attacked Pak troops 
at GAURINAGAR and captured portion of Gaurinagar from enemy occupation. 

Twelve Pak troops were killed during the operation. In a Fierce battle at GAURIPUR 
near Kanaighat 
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police station on Nov. 28, Mukti Bahini killed 75 Pakistani soldiers including an 

officer. 7 Pak troops were taken prisoner. In Sylhet district fighting was going on now 

near Kanaighat. 

In Dinajpur district, Mukti Bahini after consolidating their position in Pachagarh 

is now advancing towards PUTULIA on the south. In Rangpur district. Mukti Bahini 

encountered Pakistani troops on their way to Nageswari. According to latest report 

fighting is going on in a place two miles north of Nageswari Police station. 

 

In Noakhali district, Mukti Bahini after consolidating their positions around the 

strategic town of Feni has now launched an all out attack on the town. According to 

latest report, heavy fighting is going on in the area. 

 

In Jessore, Mukti Bahini advancing towards the district Head Quarter. According 

to delayed report. Mukti Bahini has liberated Tangail district town after heavy 
fighting on November, 17. Earlier on Nov., 15, Mukti Bahini raided and liberated 

Mirjapur Police Station. The same day Mukti Bahini took complete control over 
Mirzapur-Tangail Road. During the period between Nov. 12 and Nov. 18, the freedom 

fighters demolished six road bridges on Dacca- Tangail road completely disrupting 
enemy's reinforcement line. After the capture of Tangail town, Mukti Bahini raided B 

AS AIL Police Station on Nov. 18. In a fierce fight with the enemy irregulars Mukti 
Bahini killed 18 West Pakistani Policemen and 30 Razakars and liberated BASAIL. 

Mukti Bahini ambushed two Pakistani army jeeps when they tried to move from 

Mymensingh to Tangail on Nov. 17 destroying both of them. Eight Pakistani soldiers 

including one officer were killed in the action. On Nov. 18, Mukti Bahini repulsed a 

Pakistani attack on Mukti Bahini position near BHUAPUR also in TANGAIL district. 

The Pakistani soldiers came in five gunboats. In a heavy fight, Mukti Bahini killed 35 

enemy soldiers and wounded 50. Two of boats were sunk. 

 

In Kushtia-Jessore-Khulna Sector, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani troops and 

Razakars in BARAGANGDIA and killed 18 and injured 15 other. On Nov. 23 Mukti 

Bahini raided DAMURHUDA Police Station in Chuadanga Sub-Division and 

captured 11 police personnel and 9 rifles. On Nov. 20, freedom fighters encountered 

Pak troops and Razakars in BIIATIA PARA area inflicting 45 casualties on the 

enemy. They also captured 2 motor launches. One freedom fighter became shaheed. 
On Nov. 18, Mukti Bahini ambushed a mixed Pak patrol in KALNI killing 7 enemy 

soldiers. Mukti Bahini recovered 48 rifles, 1 LMG and some ammunition. The same 
group of guerrillas encountered Pak troops on Nov. 20 in the same area killing 9 Pak 

troops. One Mukti Bahini civilian volunteer was killed in the action. On Nov. 17, 
Mukti Bahini fired with mortars at Pak position near MIREPARA and killed 12 

Pakistani troops. 
 

In Mymensingh Sylhet Sector, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pak patrol in 

KURIKHOLA on Nov. 28 killing two Pak troops and 3 Razakars. On Nov. 27, Pak 

troops attacked Mukti Bahini position in BARNI and DAKTERBARI areas. Freedom 

fighters repulsed these attacks. In these actions 3 Pak troops were wounded. On the 
same day. Mukti Bahini encountered occupation troops near BEANIBAZAR area 

killing one and capturing 
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6 of them. According to a delayed report Mukti Bahini raided. Pakistani troops in 

AMITALA near GAFARGAON Police Station and, inflicted 68 casualties on the 

Pakistani troops. Mukti Bahini recovered 25 rifles and a large quantity of ammunition. 

In this action one freedom fighter was killed. 

In Dacca-Comilla Sector, Mukti Bahini fired with mortars on Pak position in 

KRISHNAPUR area killing two Pak troops and injuring two. Earlier on Nov. 20. 

Freedom fighters demolished a railway bridge in the same area. On Nov. 16. Mukti 

Bahini ambushed Pak troops in SANKOLHAIL killing two Pak soldiers. Earlier on 

Nov. 13. The freedom Fighters ambushed Pak troops moving in a launch in 

GAZIPUR area killing 15 Pak troops including one officer and injuring 20. The 

launch was badly damaged and Mukti Bahini recovered 5 rifles. 

 

Sd/-Nazrul Islam 
Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh Forces. 
 

*   *   *   *  * 
 

BANGLADESH FORCES H. Q., MUJIBNAGAR 
WAR BULLETIN 

1st December, 1971. 

 

The victory of Mukti Bahini is continuing unabated in all fronts of Bangladesh. It 

is learnt that Mukti Bahini made a fierce attack on SHAMSHERNAGAR- the 

strategic town in southern Sylhet last night. The enemy taken by surprise engaged in 

fighting. According to latest report Mukti Bahini already entered the town and the 

enemy is on the fun. It may be recalled that there is an airport in 

SHAMSHERNAGAR. The railway communication between Sylhet and 

Shamshernagar and with other place has been lying paralyzed since 25th March. 

 

In the northern Sylhet Mukti Bahini liberated TENGRATILLA on the north-east 

and DUARABAZAR on the east of SUNAMGANJ town. It has been further learnt 

that due to persistent harassment by the Freedom fighters the occupational troops have 
withdrawn from GARA, SEMUTANA, KARNI, ALIRGAON and PIRIJPUR areas of 

the district leaving behind ammunitions, clothings, baggages and some documents. 
Mukti Bahini has also occupied SULTANPUR and ERUKHALI. 

 
In MYMENSINGH district fighting is going on in KAMALPUR area. Mukti 

Bahini is on the advance in DINAJPUR and JESSORE Sectors. Report reaching from 
Noakhali states that fighting is still on for the control of FENI town. 

 

On November 29, Mukti Bahini killed 12 Pakistani soldiers, when they repulsed 

an enemy attack on a column of occupation troops in BARKHAI area of Mymensingh 

district. During this operation 2 of our Freedom fighters became Shahid. Mukti Bahini 

also destroyed a road bridge in the same area on November 18, Freedom fighters 
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captured 14 Razakars with rifles in HUSSAINPUR area. On November 11, Freedom 

Fighters raided HUSSAINPUR Police Station killing 15 West Pakistani Policemen 

and 25 irregulars. They also captured 77 rifles, 2 guns and some ammunitions. During 

this raid 4 of our brave Freedom fighters laid down their lives and 4 others were 

injured. During the first week of November Freedom fighters clashed with Rangers in 

DATTERBAZAR near GAFFARGAON killing 12 Rangers and 11 Razakars. They 

also captured 14 rifles. In this operation 2 of our Freedom fighters became Shahid. 

In BH AW ALIA area of Mymensingh district Mukti Bahini in an ambush killed 

15 occupation soldiers on November 12. They also encountered enemy troops in 
DHAMSUR area killing 6 Pakistani soldiers and nine Razakars on November 14. 

Mukti Bahini cleared MALLIKBARI of Razakars on November 6. 
 

In SYLHET district Mukti Bahini blew off one Tank by mine explosion in 

DAKADAKSHIN area on November 26. 

 

In CHITTAGONG district Mukti Bahini raided FENUA Tea Estate and HALDA 

Tea Estate on November 17 killing 5 and injuring 4 Pakistani soldiers. They also 

captured one rifle with some ammunitions. The valiant Freedom fighters drove away 

the collaborators of the Pakistani Army authority from RAJGHAT Tea Estate on 

November 20 and stopped functioning of the Tea Factory. 

 

The Freedom fighters raided FATIKCHARI Police Station and Circle Office on 

November 17 and captured 11 Policemen. They hoisted Bangladesh Flag on the 

Police Station and Circle Office. During this raid Freedom fighters captured 6 rifles, 

one LMG, one Sten gun and large quantity of ammunitions. Freedom fighters also 
disrupted railway communications by demolishing railway bridges and culverts and 

by removing railway tracks between Chittagong and Feni area during this period. 
 

In KUSI1TIA-JESS0RE-KHULNA Sector, Mukti Bahini ambushed Pakistani 
Army Patrol in ABDERHAT area on November 27 killing 7 and injuring 2 enemy 

soldiers. On November 21, Freedom fighters captured 9 Pakistani Policemen with 3 
rifles in SANTOSHPUR area. 

 

Sd/-Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer, 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H. Q., MUJIBNAGAR. 

WAR BULLETIN 

2nd Dec. 1971 

 

Mukti Bahini continuing victorious advance liberating more occupied areas and 

putting up heavy pressures on Pakistani strongholds in Bangladesh. 

In Dinajpur Dist. Mukti Bahini has liberated thana H. Q. of BODA lying about 10 

miles south of Pachagarh and is now advancing towards THAKURGAON. 
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In Rangpur Dist. Mukti Bahini has liberated Nageswari PS and is on the move 

further south. Freedom fighters have now consolidated their position in almost the 

whole area north of Bharla River. 

In Kushtia Mukti Bahini has liberated the village of Andulbaria northeast of 

Jibannagar. It is learnt that due to heavy pressure by Mukti Bahini the enemy has 
shifted the 9th Divisional H. Q. from Jessore to Magura. 

In Mymensingh Mukti Bahini has now completely surrounded the enemy post at 

Kamalpur cutting all communication line of the enemy. The fall of Kamalpur is 

imminent. 

In Sylhet Dist. Mukti Bahini is now consolidating its position in the Airport and 

the neighboring area of Shamshernagar. 

In Chittagong Dist. Mukti Bahini guerrillas have taken control of most areas of 

Fatikchhari and Raozan Thana in the north and Anowara in the south of Chittagong. 
Mukti Bahini also dominate in major part of Patia Thana and Hatia Island. According 

to latest report fighting is going on for the control of Sitakund and Mirersarai. Mukti 
Bahini also established their position around Rangamati. 

In Mymensingh Dist. Mukti Bahini made repulsive attack on Pakistani troops 

while the latter attacked Mukti Bahini at Gopalpur on Nov 24. In this action 15 enemy 

soldiers were killed. 

On the same day Mukti Bahini ambushed occupation troops moving from 

BIRISIRI BIJAIPUR killing 5 of them. Freedom fighters captured 21 Razakars with 

21 Rifled at Nalitabari area on Nov 29. On Nov 25, Mukti Bahini raided Burunods on 

Jamalpur- Islampur line and killed 2 Pakistani soldiers. They also captured 8 Razakars 

with 8 rifles and some ammunitions. On Nov 26, Mukti Bahini raided BHALUKA 

area killing 3 Pakistani troops and 4 Razakars. On 29th Nov Mukti Bahini raided the 

Police Station in NETROKONA Subdivisional town and killed 6 West Pakistani 

Police personnel. On Nov 28, in a raid in BARHATTA PS Freedom fighters killed 10 

enemy irregulars. Earlier on Nov 21, Mukti Bahini raided West Pakistani Rangers and 

Razakars at Railway crossing near Neirokona killing 3 Rangers and 5 Razakars. On 

the same day in another raid Freedom fighters killed 7 Rangers and 12 Razakars 

guarding the Residence of SDO of Netrokona. On Nov 28, Freedom fighters 

destroyed one Pakistani Army vehicle in MUNSHIBAZAR. On Nov 27, the 

occupation troops attacked Mukti Bahini in KALSONARCHAR area in 
Mymensingh-Sylhet Sector. The heroic Freedom fighters repulsed the attack killing 8 

enemy soldiers. As reprisal Pakistani Airforce bombed the area and inflicted many 
casualties on civilian population. 

In Bogra Dist. Freedom fighters raided SARIAKANDI PS on 23rd and killed 22 

West Pakistani Policemen including the Commanding Officer and captured 2 of them. 
They also recovered 8 rifles. On Nov 24, Freedom fighters raided SANKHATA PS of 

Rangpur district capturing the Commanding Officer along with 10 Policemen and 32 

Razakars with 2 rifles and one Stengun. The Freedom fighters disrupted 

communication around LALMONIRHAT a Stronghold of the occupation troops. On 

night of Nov 26 Freedom 
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fighters removed railway tracks between MOGHALHAT & LALMONIRHAT. On 

Nov"28 they also blew off railway track near east of AUDITMARI. On the same day 

they damagea railway lines near KAKINA on the west of Lalmonirhat. On the night 

of Nov 24, Freedom fighters disrupted tele-communications around KAKINA. 

In Rajshahi Dist. Freedom fighters disrupted tele-communication between 
CHARGHAT & SARD AH on Nov 27. Earlier on Nov 19, Freedom fighters raided 

SHINGRA Rly bridge on rail line between BOGRA-GAIBANDHA and killed 19 
Razakars guarding the bridge. They also captured 10 rifles. 

On Nov 27, Freedom fighters captured 4 Razakars with rifles near 

MUNSHIGANJ of Jessore district. 

In Comilla District Freedom fighters killed 5 and injured 2 enemy soldiers in 

JAMBARI area on Nov 23. On Nov 20, Freedom fighters captured 7 Razakars with 3 

rifles and some ammunitions in RISHYMUKH area. According to a delayed report 

Mukti Bahini raided occupation troops in CHAPITALA. In this raid 15 enemy 

soldiers including 2 Officers were killed and 20 were injured. 

According to delayed report. Mukti Bahini guerrillas have carried out intensive 

operations in large areas of Barisal district including WAZIRPUR AND MULADI 
Thana towns of Sadar Subdivision and LALMOHAN, CHAR FASSON, 

BARHANUDDIN of Bhola Subdivision and Swarupkati and BANORIPARA of 
Perojpur Subdivision. During these operations, Mukti Bahini killed 21 Pakistani 

soldiers & 115 enemy irregulars. Mukti Bahini recovered a large quantity of arms and 

ammunition including 60 rifles. They destroyed several enemy gun boats, three 

launches and two barges. Most of these areas are now under Mukti Bahini's control. 

 

Sd/-Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 

Bangladesh forces. 
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Pakistan's 'President Genera! Yahya Khan will not only go down in history as the 
World's greatest murderer but also as a lier of unparalleled distinction. General 

Yahya's last call for general amnesty is nothing but a white lie to convince the World 
of his intentions to normalize conditions in Bangladesh. To substantiate this hoax of 

an amnesty offer. Pakistan Radio and other information media reported that 2000 

soldiers of EBR and EPR, and other public servants have surrendered to the Pak. 

authorities. They also claim that they have been paid their arrears of pay for the period 

of absence and resettled in their respective professions. But the fact of the case is that 

nobody has paid any heed to the offer and the question of restoring any of the so-

called surrendered persons is nothing but false propaganda. In fact, Pakistan's claim to 

have set free many of those arrested earlier is also a big lie. A Bengali Fit. Lt. who 

recently escaped from the Pak army concentration camp at Dacca Cantt. has given a 

detailed account of a large number of men and women who are still confined in the 

concentration camp even after the so-called General Amnesty offer. Some of the 

names which could be remembered by this Officer who had undergone inhuman 

torture for two months are:— 

 
Lt Col Yasin (Army Services Corps) 

Lt Col Jalil (E Bangal) 
Maj Kamal (Medical Corps) 

Maj Kazi Ashraf (Army Services Corps) 
Maj Altaf (Intelligence) 

Maj Aolad Hussain (EPR) 
Capt Aziz (E Bengal Centre) 

Capt Shuja (Military Police) 

Capt A lam (Army Engineers) 

Capt Huda (Artillery) 

Lt Shamsher Mobin Chowdhury (E Bengal) 

2/Lt Ziauddin (Artillery) 

Wing Commander A. Rahman (PAF) 

Sqn Leader Manzur (P AF) 

Sqn Leader Mahibur Rahman (P AF) 

Sqn Leader Badiur Rahman (P AF) 

Sqn Leader Shamsur Rahman (P AF) 

Fit Lt Khalilur Rahman (P AF) 
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Fit Lt Mirza (P AF) 

Flying Offr Fazlur Rahman (PAF) 
Mr. Mohiuddin, MPA 

Mr. Lokman Hossain (Director, Telecommunications) 
Mr. Abdullah (Deputy Director, Geological Survey) 

Mr. Muzammel Hoque 
SDO, Rajbari 

SDO, Madaripur 
Mr. Nurul Momen SP Faridpur 

Maj Mannan (Baluch Regiment)   Are also under 

Are also under Capt Nuruzzaman (Army Education Corps) detention in Jessore. 

 

Apart from them, many officers have been confined in other cantonments. Most 

of the Officers except Lt Shamsher Mobin. Chowdhury had nothing to do with the 
liberation movement. A few of them, who were on leave, fell victim to the first call of 

amnesty by TIKKA KHAN, or were arrested just because they happen to be Bengalis. 
Lt SHAMSHER MOB IN CHOWDHURY was arrested by the Pak Army in 

Chittagong, when he sustained injury while fighting gallantly the West Pakistani 
inhuman army. This Officer was forced to speak over the radio that was being well 

looked after by the army, and others could rejoin units without fear. But as a matter of 

fact, inhuman torture is being continued on him till today. Due to excessive beating 

he has almost become crippled. All the arrested Officers and hundreds of other ranks 

are being tortured inhumanly day and night by the Pak army. Many of these people 

are forced to make confessions stating that SHEIKH had planned to wage war against 

Pakistan and Instructions from him to launch the liberation movement was received 

by them. 

 

Let Yahya Khan and his military junta know that the world has come to know 

that they are nothing but a bunch of murderers trying desperately to cover up their act 

of genocide by heaps of lies. Amnesty or no amnesty, Yahya Khan's soldiers will 

continue to find their graves in Bangladesh. 
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An address to the nation broadcast by Mr. Tajuddin Ahmad, Prime Minister of 

the People's Republic of Bangladesh, on 5th September, 1971. 

My dear Countrymen and Comrades: 

Much has happened to the world since 1 spoke to you last. The outstanding 

events for the people of Bangladesh who are engaged in a deadly fight with the 

invading hordes of West Pakistan are the ruling junta's crumbling power base in West 

Pakistan and the enemy's slipping control over his few pockets of security in 
Bangladesh. Our determined policy of economic denial, the brilliant exploits of our 

guerillas on land and sea, and the growing strength and intensity of our resistance, 
have brought the day of his complete defeat significantly nearer. I should however 

like to emphasize the need for patience and fortitude—the two virtues which would be 
most necessary, in our circumstances, to rout the enemy finally and to rebuild the 

country after this cruel war is over. 

There have been significant shifts in the balance of power in the world. That the 

enemy's attempt to cash in on this has not been successful is further evidenced by the 

Indo-Soviet Treaty. Bengalis undoubtedly rely on their own power, which they have 

discovered with amazement in the course of their struggle, but there is satisfaction to 
be derived from signs of support from quarters where before there was only caution. 

Some Governments however continue to act perversely, although the people they 
represent have expressed their solidarity with us in unambiguous terms. We can only 

hope that this gap in their responses would soon disappear. 

Not many in the world would rely on the Pakistan army to bring succour to the 

people of Bangladesh whose destruction is its undoubted policy. Yet the UN has 

thought it fit to channel relief given by the nations of the world to Bengalis in the 

occupied areas through the Pakistan Government which has had no scruple in pressing 

into service relief helicopters, vessels and vehicles in its campaign of suppression 

against them. Much of the material meant for the distressed is being utilised to sustain 
the occupation troops while the communication experts, with advanced gadgets, who 

from part of the UN relief team, confer unquestionable logistical benefits on the 
Pakistan army. All this gravely endangers a mission which is said to be humanitarian. 

If the UN Secretary General at all cares for the prestige of the World Organisation in 
this part of the world, he must take all steps to prevent UN relief operations in 

Bangladesh from becoming a mockery. 

Our enemy is not only overtly barbarous, as is demonstrated by his massacres and 

depredations, he is covert and insidious. From time to time he would float treacherous 

compromise formulas the purpose of which could only be to mislead our people and 

weaken our resolve to achieve our irreducible goal of complete independence. If the 
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enemy seeks a compromise it must be because he is weak or because wants to lay 

a trap for us against which we must be on our guard. 

With the session of the U. N. General Assembly in the offing the military, Junta 
has resorted to the subterfuge of creating a facade of a return to civil administration 

in Bangladesh. General Yahya's replacement of the hated Tikka by a civilian stooge, 
the reported move to make discredited Bengalis, isolated from the people, represent 

Pakistan at the U. N., are all part of the same subterfuge calculated to hide the, harsh 
reality of continued martial Law, genocide and suppression 01 popular will in 

Bangladesh. 

Whom does Yahya want to impress by his elaborate show of unseating some 

members of the National and Provincial Assemblies while leaving others to retain 

their seats? The elected representatives of the nation derive their authority from the 

expressed will of the people and are neither subject to a usurper's rule nor to his make-
believe methods designed to produce the quite fraudulent impression that all those not 

unseated by him are supporters of his regime. The MNAs and MPAs in their 
convention last July renewed their vow to continue the struggle till Bangladesh is 

completely liberated and the ridiculous trials to which they are being subjected and 
the confiscation of their property would make no difference to their resolution. 

A world which has reacted with such horror to the mass murder of Bengalis and 

expressed such revulsion at the incarceration of their leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

and his secret trial in a military court with attorneys dubiously forced upon him by 

dictator Yahya is not likely to be deceived by the whitewashing man oeuvres and lies 

of the rulers of Pakistan. 

Speaking of the trial of the Bangabandhu, 1 must remind the world that while it 

goes about its business, a man filled with the vision of the happiness of 75 million 

people who love him, is being held in captivity by thugs who happen to have him in 

their power. The Government and people of Bangladesh have taken all steps to arouse 

other Governments, peoples and groups including jurists against it. This has so far had 

little effect on the unseeing arrogance of a brutish clique. But I assure my countrymen 

that those who are plotting the life of sheikh Mujibur Rahman under cover of a so-

called trial would not go unpunished. Meanwhile 1 appeal to all powers who have any 

influence with Islamabad to help secure the release of the sheikh immediately. 

The recent mass transfer of allegiance by Bengali diplomats in Pakistan's service 

to the People's Republic of Bangladesh, underlines its strength and is one more 

argument in favor of our recognition by other Governments. It is easy to see that 

recognition is a means to an end which is a speedy and victorious conclusion to the 

war of liberation. The people of Bangladesh, who are up in arms against forces which 

want to disenfranchise them by brute force and who have suffered in body and mind 
as perhaps no other people have suffered deserve a better deal from at least those who 

profess democracy and also show humanitarian sympathy to us. 

Nature, in the shape of flood, has added a cruel dimension to the already existing 

suffering caused by the evil deeds of the militarists from West Pakistan. These annual 
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waters of sorrow which have engulfed vast areas of our land, are an indictment of 

cynical policy of exploitation which neglected to provide for flood control in 

Bangladesh. It is clear that the problem of Bangladesh could be solved only by 

Bengalis taking charge of their own destiny. 

Human standards of measurement break down before the scale and depth of 
Bengali's agony to-day, but I believe in the resilience of the Bengali soul, and feel 

sure that it would triumph over cyclone, flood and war. 

Finally, all power to the arms of our freedom fighters whose courage, self-

sacrifice and achievements fill the nation with pride and hope for a great future. The 

people of Bangladesh have consolidated their solidarity through the present struggle. 

Let this solidarity be their abiding source of strength. 

 

 

JOY BANGLA. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

-------------
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Q 1630 AP 4 SHAMSUL ARER IN CAMP KARIMGANJ ASM 15 PAGE ONE.. 

 
NEWS EDITOR BANGLADESH ARCHIVES 13/1 PALM A VENDICA 19… 

 
SYLHET SECTOR SEPTEMBER FIFTEEN MUKTI BARINI FOUGHT SIX 

HOUR FIERCE BATTE AT KHAREMPUR SHOROPAR FRONT EASTERN 

SYLHET EARLY TUESDAY KILLED THREE HUNDRED FIFTY ENEMIES 

SUFFERED ONE DEAD SIX INJURED STOP FREEDOM FIGHTERS 

ENCOUNTERED TWO BATTALION PAK ARMY HEAVILY EQUIPPED STOP. 

 

INVADERS BUTCHERED TWO THOUSAND CIVILIANS STOP MACHINE 

GUNNED M US ALLIES EMERGED OF MOSQUE AFTER MORNING PRAYER 

ENDS AREF INENA EOM. 

 

 

 
 

-------------
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M��M��� ���� #�� #9 � !� �K, ��.�*��& B��:�� 9 BL� �� ��� ����L 
���� ��� # � 
!� �K ��� /��%L�� 2&!�L� 9 �L��� ��wJ�L��2� �N *�, ��� !� �K। ����,�� �<���� M�� 
���� �Kx���  
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!� �K, ���� BT��� �F�J  #� �����  ������� !����� ��� !��। �y� 9 ��.���� ��b �1 
���/��� #M��� 1[2� B����� ����� -�K ��� ���� #���� #�/���� �M�� -��� -� -�� 
���K #�, ��� ��� #��� #��� #�। 
 

�\� �� ���  �� (��!������ �NL ��8�!� 1L ���) ����% �� ���\�  #*���z{ �|} 
�� (�=�L ��� ���� :�? ��� #���� ��)������ 9 -� �/�� ����L� B�2�  �� �� �� 
�NL ��� 1��� �Y��? �� �" �������� �������m�/��� !�L� ��� *�  �� #���) ���%�� 
��,�L��2 ���L ��� ���9 ����,� ������� ��� *��� �X� ����। �� �NL ��8�!� ���\�  
�� M� ���� ��/ ���� :�, 1�� �। ��� ��� -����� ����m� #�� �L�L  !�� �। #� ���m 
!� #���� �R��> ��� ��1��� B�/�*� ���1 �L�T� *��h� ���। 

 
B� 9 ��>� �����  #� 
������ 1L -��� �D�K, #� 
����� ���/� ���) ��)�� 

!� �K। ��] ��� 1L -�9 -l�L�2, �h
���� 9 1������ *� �1� !��। 
������ ���&� 
B��% BN.2/.। 
������ ��`��. �/.� ��� ����T�  �� 1L -��� �� ���L ��� ��� ���]� ���  
�� �� �L�!�� ���, ��� (��। �R��!��� *���� 8!�� ��b ��b ��� �!����� ��>� (���> 
���1 2\�� *����� -������� �� ��� ��� !��। ���������� �!�� 9 8��� �O�&�� #� ��� 
���, �� ������� ����������� �����D� ���� ��8�� ��� B���L 9 �������/��2� B��� $)���� 
��8��। -����� -1��� ��8�� #���� ��N.� !��, #� �� -��� �b���-*����� ��.����", 
2&���<� 9 ���1���<� �����L�T�� *��h� ���� �"� !�। ����1� #� /��%L� '� �� 
���������� 1����� *�L" ���K #���� ����������� �/�J�� ��u� , BN.d��� 9 ����?��� 
1�� 2�\� !�� ��� (x  9 �����&.��� ����� ��"L (��� !��� * ��� ���� B��8!& 
����। 

 
���������� 1������&� B��������� #�� �b��� #�� ���1��� �!�� -19 ����T��� 

������ :�P� !��� �X� !�  �� �K। -����� �?D��q��, ����� ��> ���� ����� (��  !�Y 
�������� #N�� !����� Z�L��� ����&� ��� �N O� ��� #�9 �। 1��-T��-B]���" �R�� 
-��� :�� -$�� !�� -� ��� #1���� � ��! � �� R◌�� ���L� ��������� !��। 

 
���������� 12�&� ���K -��� -!��; ���>��8���� ��.�� ��.� �� :�D�] ,�� ��  

:��। #��� ������ ��.:��� ��1����, ����� �� BL�L �L�> ������� ���.��� ��O�� !�������� 
��1 ���� ���L !�Y ����� ������ :�P� ��O�� ���a�! ���� �����2 8!& �O। �R��"� ��b 
����� #
Y�  !�� ����� �K, �������� -�� #�%����� �� ���� :��; ��q��$������ �N ���!�� 
�O&। B����!� ��q��$������ -� ����� ������ */���� ���&�� ��� !�� -� �� !� f���� 
�?��L। !�1�� !�1�� ���>��� -1 �R�� �$�� #����K, ��� B�,t ���x ��� �����K। ���� *wJ� 
N���; 2&*1��<� �������� ������� -!��� :�� ��!���. #� ��.��> ���  �R�� ������2 :�� 
-$�� ���� ����। 

 
���������� ���> ��8���� ���� ��ML��L� ��.�� ,�� ��  ����K, #�� ��� �!��, #�� 

B����� /  #���� 9 ��8��� 12&�� -�� ����� 1���। 
 

1  �����। 
      

--------------
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5। �������� ���>���!�� (�=�L 
*�� #����� ��&.� ��, �, �1 

9����� /�%& 

�������� -�.��/� ���1�2� H� #��@A�, 4564 

 

BANGLADESH FORCES H. Q., MUJIBNAGAR. 

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 

September 24.1971. 

To 

The News Editor, 

Bangladesh Archives 

Dear Sir, 

 

Colonel M.A.G. Osmany PLC MNA,Commander-in Chief of Bangladesh Forces 

(Mukti Bahini) will address the Nation and the Mukti Bahini men in the front on 

Shadhin Bangla Betar to night . Text of the speech is forwarded herewith for 

publication in your News Paper. This text may kindly be treated ad Confidential till 

actuate broadcast. 
 

Thanking you. 
 

Yours Sincerely, 
Sd/ -Nazrul Islam 

Public Relations Officer 
Bangladesh Forces. 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

TEXT OF RADIO TALK 

OF 

Colonel M. A. G. OSMANY, p.s.c.M.N.A, 

Commander-in Chief of Bangladesh Forces ('Mukti Bahini') 

 

My revered countrymen, at home and abroad, 

 

Today we complete 6 months of the war imposed on us. As Commander-in-Chief 

of the Bangladesh Forces ('MUKTI BAHINI') may I convey to you the greetings of 

the forces composed of your brave sons. These forces owe their allegiance to the 
people of Bangladesh through Govt. of the people’s Republic of Bangladesh, 

composed of your elected representatives on whom the country expressly reposed 
their trust and confidence in the General Elections of the 7th December 1970, held on 

the basis of Adult Franchise. 
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You are the masters of the country and we are engaged in your service in defending 

your human rights and sovereignty. 

The threat to your human rights and sovereignty emanates from the vile motive of 

the military junta in West Pakistan to occupy Bangladesh as a colony in flagrant 

violation of the United Nation's Charter of Human Rights and on Genocide and 

violation of the concept of Pakistan explicitly enunciated in the Lahore Resolution of 

the 23rd March 1940 which envisaged two (Two ) Independent and Sovereign states, 

one in the West and one in the East of the sub-continent. This concept was endorsed 

by the people in the General Elections of 1946 and was never amended . The people 

of Bangladesh have been consistently striving, constitutionally, to free themselves 

from the evils of colonialism, practiced with the support of mercenary forces drawn 

from West Pakistan primarily West Punjag. Eventually, at the first ever General 

Elections held in Pakistan, on the 7
th

 December 1970 , under the bayonets of General 
Yahya's Martial Law administration, the people of Bangladesh gave 99% of the scats 

from Bangladesh and 80% of the votes to Banglabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and 
his Party -the Awami League - which stood for freeing Bangladesh from colonialism 

and freeing Pakistan from inequities. 
 

Awami League also secured absolute majority of the seats in the Parliament. Our 
freedom loving people maintained absolute peace and the election was universally 

hailed as very fairly and freely held. But the results came as a surprise to the military 

junta who had miscalculated that the. Awami League would at best obtain 60% of the 
seats from Bangladesh and the remaining 40% would be their lackeys with whose 

help they would have a pliabe majority . Then what happened ? Mr. Bhutto came 
handy. In utter disregard of democratic practice and electoral obligations, he refused 

to attend the National Assembly Session called for the 3rd March 1971 at Dacca and 
threatened violence and disorder of the session was not postponed . His threat was 

respected by military regime. Public resentment against this uncalled for 
postponement brought bullets on them . The people of Bangladesh then resorted to 

non-violent non-cooperation of the regime which led to a peaceful transfer of defector 

power to the peoples representatives . Mr. Bhutto propounded his formula that power 

be transferred separately to the majority parties in West Pakistan and in what was then 

East Pakistan. This was a clear indication that a parliamentary majority based on 

Bengalis was not acceptable to those who matter in West Pakistan and indeed, 

accepted that there are two separate nations- one in West Pakistan and the other in the 

East in Bangladesh . With mounting socio-economic problems, in the face of political 

uncertainty, affecting the life and future of millions in the country, the spokesmen for 

the country Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and the Awami League wanted a speedy political 

solution of the deadlock and suggested a formula on the basis of Bhutto's suggestion 

on the separate transfer of power. General Yahya agreed to the formula and to Awami 

League's suggestion for interim arrangements for the Federal Centre (this he has 

admitted in his broadcast of the 26th March 1971). But the colonial rulers from West 
Pakistan did not want power and democratic rights to be given to the people of 

Bangladesh . Bhutto was subtly used to quibble over the trade and commerce 
arrangements and power for fighters - (Illegible ) - which the people of Bangladesh 

had given an emphatic mandate during the General Elections which no public 
representative could ignore. While the talked dragged on, Boeings and ships brought 

troops round the 
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clock and then Yahya suddenly left Dacca on the evening of the 25th March 1971 . 

Towards midnight came hoardes of Yahya's West Pakistani mercenary forces, 

screaming war crimes and shouting and destroying everything in sight without 
warning Mujib's house was raided with machine guns and other automatic fire arms 

and he was arrested . My own house was attacked with machine gun fire and the 
house broken into . I was lucky to escape. The orgy began. That night in the city at 

dacca alone many thousands of men, women and children were killed. The genocide, 
in fact undeclared aggression, unleashed that night followed a preplanned pattern 

when millions including educationists, philosophers, scientists, doctors, promising 
youth(our hopes for tomorrow.) laborers, poor bread earners, children in mother's 

arms, unarmed Bengali Officers and Men of the regular forces were brutally done to 

death . Women including minor girls were rapped and killed and many forced to walk 

naked. Places of worship were defiled and destroyed, rural homesteads and promising 

crops burnt and everything enshrined in the Charter of Human Rights and in the 

Geneva Convention was destroyed in what is undoubtedly the most brutal and heinous 

genocide in human history to date. The regime's aim is the extermination of Bengalis 

as an ethnic entity and the destruction of the intellectual leadership and fighting 

capability and potentials of the people of Bangladesh to reduce them to serfdom by 

sheer force of arms. 

 

Against this genocide and naked aggression rose the peace -loving but brave 

people of Bangladesh "whose history" to quote Yahya himself , "is replete with 

outstanding examples of supreme sacrifice and deeds of velour in struggles against 
colonial power to attain freedom and independence" rose to fight his villainous 

hoardes. In this civilians and service men all stood together to defend our human 
rights, hearths and the honor of our women , the lives of our intellectuals, youths and 

young ones. The brave men of The East Bengal Regiment (The Bengal Tigers), those 
of them who were valiantly led by the ir gallant officers to come out as battalions and 

survivors from amongst those who had been shot in their sleep or lined up unarmed 
and shot, to many of whom the people of West Pakistan-more specifically those of 

Lahore  owe the successful defense of their homes in 1965 war, stroke at the enemy 

on the rampage. The gallant men of the former East Pakistan Rifles (EPR) who could 

escape the West Pakistan Army's and Mujahids who joined the regular forces whose 

auxiliary they are. The civil police were attacked during the early hours of 26
th

 March 

by the enemy Infantry supported by medium tanks. Despite the odds against them, the 

police stoutly fought the enemy at Rajarbagh police station for nearly 4 hours after 

which they disengaged and pulled out to reform and join the forces 

defending the unarmed people of Bangladesh in this undeclared and treacherous 
aggression against civil population, polices detachments in other parts of Bangladesh 

who were not surprised , under our gallant and highly parts of riotic officers who 

quickly reorganized into operational commands which have grown into a well-knit 

command today and includes soldiers, sailors and airmen. that is why ,the Bangladesh 

Forces are called MUKTI BAHINI (Liberation Forces, NOT Army). Besides regulars, 

fighting in the Bangladesh Forces are very large number of non-regulars, all citizens 

volunteers (GONO BAHINI ) drawn from different walks of life from highly 

educated university products and students to industrial workers and farmer boys- all 

fighting with a unity of purpose : to destroy the occupation forces and defend the 

human rights of our people and 
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the independence of Bangladesh. The technique of fighting has had to vary from time, 

to attain the best results in the prevailing situation. You will be proud to know my 

country men, that your brave sons have established an epical record in the war. They 
have fought the enemy many times superior in number and fire power -with selfless 

dedication, grim determination and cold courage, taking a heavy toll of the enemy 
conservatively estimated at about 25,000 killed to date . Our action against the enemy 

is being vigorously pursued .The enemy, brave in using sophisticated modern 
weapons against unarmed men, helpless women and innocent children, skilled in 

raping women after killing their husbands, proficient in murdering babies in the 
presence of their mothers and sons in front of their fathers, but totally devoid of 

humanism and having no faith in the direction of God, is today funked by the impact 

of the vigorous strikes on him by your gallant sons. He is frightened in moving out 

except in strength and even than with a protective screen of local people forced to 

move ahead of him. Even then he is not finding security .Our brave Mukti Bahini are 

killing the enemy in numbers daily..The rod of justice is also falling on the enemy 

agents and quislings. My sincere advice to them and to those in enemy-organized 

armed bodies like Razakars is to desist from helping the murderers and the occupation 

forces and surrender to the MUKTI BAHINI 'with their arms. They will be well-

treated . Those who have to stay inside must help the MUKTI BAHINI in every way 

in destroying the enemy. They must maintain absolute secrecy about the activities of 

the 'MUKTI BAHINI' because any traitor can only expect justice with lightening 

speed. 

To the valiant fighters of the Bangladesh Forces 'Mukti Bahini 'composed of 
regulars 'NIYOMITO BAHINI' and citizen soldiers 'GONO BAHINI', I offer my 

heartiest congratulations. Our enemy has modern jet aircrafts, armour heavy guns and 
sophisticated weapons obtained from the USA and the Peoples' Republic of China but 

we have TRUTH AND JUSTICE on our side. Fighting against odds , with grim 
determination and valour, you have attained unprecedented successes on the field. 

 
Many have attained martyrdom, many have been wounded or disabled but you 

have inflicted on the enemy 40 times more casualties in terms of enemy killed. You 

have prevented him from establishing his writ beyond the cities and district towns, 

disabled him from taking out the economic resources of Bangladesh is today closed to 

him. As many as fifteen ships bringing him aid which would held him sustain his 

repression has been successfully destroyed or damaged by you, providing a warning 

to those helping the perpetration of brutalities and denial of human rights. It is in 

recognition of your valiant performance that the Government has decided- firstly, the 

following four gallantry awards shall be awarded for which recommendations have 
been called from commanders:- 

 

a. Gallantry of the Highest order- Cash Rs. 10.000.00 

b. Gallantry of a Very High Order- « Rs. 5,000.00 

c. Gallantly of a Commendable Order-- Rs . 2,000.00 

d. Gallantry of an order worth recognition -Certificate of Gallantry, 
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Secondly, those who are killed in action, their next of kin will get an immediate 

cash grant and in addition the Government will arrange for their accommodation and 

food for which names have been called from commanders. After the war they will be 

given a monthly grant . Those disabled are being physically rehabilitated and will also 

be resettled in society. 

Let there be NO complacence however about the task ahead. The inhuman, 

barbarous. Godless enemy has to be eliminated with the utmost speed. In this you all- 

all my countrymen- must re-dedicate yourselves. To those Bengali officers, soldiers, 

sailors, airmen, workers, students and youth (including those in refugee camp) who 

have not been abte to actively participate in the liberation war so far, it is my appeal 

that you come forward now to defend the country and to avenge the rape of our 

mothers and sisters and the loot of the country's treasured resources . Remember, our 

war is a crusase as we are fighting for truth and justice . 

 
To our countrymen abroad, I would like to express the appreciation and gratitude 

of the Forces for their dedicated and zealous efforts to rouse the consciousness of the 
great peoples of the countries they live in, to the magnitude of the heinous crime 

genocide and denial of sovereign rights of the people of Bangladesh and for their 
relentless efforts to raise monetary and other support . I appeal to you to make further 

vigorous efforts to raise much more but pray do not allow funds to be spent without 
our express advice and above all to remain solidly united and determined in support of 

the liberation war . If you do so , we shall win sooner than is normally possible . 

 

My respected countrymen, our victory is certain -we are fighting to carry out 

God's command, in defense of justice and truth , for the sovereign rights of 75 and a 

half millions of the human race and to uphold the national flag of Bangladesh . And 

no power on earth can destroy or suppress 75 and a half million people . The call of 

75 and a half million brings the Grace of God, His compassion and favor. 

 

For victory we must always keep in view three things: 

 

FAITH-          Faith in the law of God - truth and justice have always won . 

And Faith in the strength of your own arms -there is No obstacle No 

block which you can not destroy and attain complete victory . 
                 You certainly can and you will 

Firm-              to destroy the enemy quickly whatever the cost and defend the 
Determination sovereign rights of our 75 and a half million people and the 

                       independence of Bangladesh. 
selfless-           Selflessness and dedication are essential in this war because we 

and                   have to win it overcoming many a handicap — many an 
Vigorous         obstacle. We shall have to make vigorous efforts, individually 

Efforts and collectively ( irrespective of your personal likes or political 

 beliefs.) night and day, to plan, prepare and strike and destroy 
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the enemy. We must NOT relent till the last of the brutal enemy gives 

up his ghost . Remember, the enemy will try to create disunity amongst 

us through creating communal dissensions and misunderstanding 

among ourselves or between us and friendly countries. We shall have 

to be on guard. 

There are millions of our people who have sought refuge in India having been 

evicted by the forces of repression . We are grateful to the Government and the people 

of India for the generous way they have received them and are temporarily looking 

after them-at great cost, despite India's own economic problems . Our people in these 

refugee camps in India may rest assured we shall see them back in their hearth and 

homes living free from fear or duress. 

 

People of Bangladesh at War! Ours is a National war in which the entire nation, 

irrespective of political beliefs, casts or creed stand united as one man . Its ideals are 
high, resolution hard as steel - WE WILL FREE BANGLADESH FROM THE 

OCCUPATION OF THE INHUMAN. GODLESS ENEMY TOTALLY DEVOID OF 
ALL ETHICS. WHAT -EVER BE THE COST. 

 
There can be NO compromise NO solution except on the basis of the 

unconditional release of our beloved and inspiring leader Bangabandhu SHEIKH 
MUJIBUR RAHMAN, transfer of power to the elected representatives of the nation 

of 75 and a half million people and the withdrawal of the West Pakistani forces from 

Bangladesh. 

 

SO. WHEREVER YOU ARE IN BANGLADESH IN THE RIVULETS. LAKES. 

FIELDS AND REMOTE RECESSES OF THE RURAL INTERIOR. ON THE 

RIVERINE HIGHWAYS, LAND ROUTES, RURAL MARKETES, INDUSTRIAL 

CENTRES, TOWNS AND CITIESSTRIKE THE ENEMY WITH WHATEVER 

YOU CAN FIND. STRIKE HIM HARD. DESTROY HIM OBLITERATE ALL 

SEMBLANCE OF HIS EXISTENCE . FORWARD MY COUNTRYMEN. TO 

PROTECT THE LIVES AND HONOUR OF OUR MEN AND WOMEN, TO 

SECURE THE FUTURE OF OUR CITIZENS. WHATEVER BE THEIR 

RELIGION. CASTE OR CREED AND TO DEFEND THE INDEPENDENCE OF 

BANGLADESH. 
 

To conclude , may I repeeat the great Bangali poet KAZI NAZRUL ISLAM'S 
call- "Striking at the doors of dawn 

 
We shall bring a brighter mom 

*  * *  *  *  * 
Singing the song of youth 

We shall bring life to the value of desolation 

We shall give spirit anew 

With vigor of arms anew" 

*  *  *  *  *  * 

 

JOY BANGLA. 

--------------------- 
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South-East Zone, Bangladesh 12th 71-Mukti Bahini opened fire on enemies when 

they were moving nearby the defense of Mukti Bahini at Casba, Comilla on 1st Nov. 
71. Enemy were very much surprise by this attack and started running as soon as 

Mukti Bahini opened fire on them. But the enemy had to suffer a casualties of 9 dead 
and many injured. On the same day Mukti Bahini ambushed a Pak army Patrol at 

Charnal, Comilla and killed 2 Pak troops. 

 

On 2nd Nov. 71 Mukti Bahini raided a Pak army position near casba and killed 2 

Pak troops. I militia and 5 Razakars. The dead bodies were seen lying 3rd Nov. 

Evening, on the same day Mukti Bahini ambushed a Pak army group at Panchara. 

Comilla and killed 3 Pak troops when 4 others were injured. 

 

On 7th Nov. 71, Mukti Bahini attacked two Pak army positions at Porshuram and 

chagalnaiya, Noakhali, Mukti Bahini opened fire with small arms supported by 3 

inches mortar's fire. Pak army also replied with 3 inches mortar firing. Exchange of 

fire continued for a long time. Thirty five Pak troops were killed in this attack. 
 

On 30th Cct. 71 Pak army raided on Mukit Bahini Position at Gaiyarbanga. 
Comilla. Mukti Bahini Fought very gallantly and the attack was repulsed. Pak army 

suffered a casualtiee of 25 dead. Mukti Bahini also lost two of their members. On the 
same day a group of Mukti Bahini raided an enemy position at Ranirgaon, Sylhet. 6 

enemy soldiers were killed and the dead bodies were also seen lying on the ground. 
Mukti Bahini captured Nos of 303 rifles. 

 
On 31st Oct. 71 Mukti Bahiani Attacked a Pak army position at Koteswar, 

Comilla, Mukti Bahini Opened fire with small arms supported by 3 inches mortar fire 

when Pak army reacted with 2 inches mortar fire and small arms bing supported by 

artillery. Exchange of firing continued for an hour. In this attack 7 Pak troops were 

killed. One member of Mukti Bahini was slightly Injured. 

 

#� �����, �������� 4I� �/A�। ���� ���>���!�� #2������ ������ 9 #� ������ #1��� 
���/x T�� �� ��1���� 9 !����� ��� ���!�� �!� ��������� !�L� ����K ��� ��q, ���� 1�� 
#2�K। 

 
2� 4H� B����� ���>���!�� �’1 #2���� ������ N��� B]2.� 2O � 8���� -�^� !� 

#������ ��� -�� -��� ��1������ ��� q����  #N�� �� !�L� ����K। �� ��1������ 
B�L�:��� B��h 8������ ��� �?��L ��� #��  -�X (���� !�  9�\। ���>���!�� #2������ 2� 
4�� B����� #� ����� #1��� #�2�2� N��� B]2.� �������� 8���� ��1���� 9 ���(��!, #���2 
N��� B]2.� K������� � 8���� -�� �� -��� ��� ������ �!���� !����� ���!�� s�:��?�J� 
���  !�L� ����K। ��� ��� #2������ �"���� N��� ���. ��1���� 8���� �^ ����� ��� -��� 
��� � ��� #���2 N��� B]2.� ��]��� 8��� -� �� �� ��� �����K�� �!���� !�L� ����K।  
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2� HE#� B����� ��� !����� ���!� #� ����� #1��� ���2� N�� 9 ��q.��.� BL�L� ��> 
����� ��� ���� (�=��L �� ���� B+�! ���2��� ���� B8�� !�� N���। �R ���� � 
B���.� -2��� ��� #��  ���>���!� ������� �"����-���2� �D��� (�� ���������, 
���2�, ���2��� ��) ���� *�� ���। M�� (/  ���� ���L ��$%. ����। �� ��$�%. I� 1 
!����� Z�L �!� ! । �� $)�� �� !����� ���!�� -� ���) �� #���� -�� ��� ���! 
1������� $�-��D��� -s ����  #� । �� ���  ���� �� �1 ���! 8�������� !�L� ���। 

 
2� 45#� B����� #:���!� 9 #���/�b�� ��K����L� ��1���� ���� !����� Z�L�! #�2�2� 

N��� B�k2.� ��1��!�) ��� ��1��� ��� �� #������) ��� ��� ��� ��� ���D�  #� । �R��� 
� ���) -A�2�� ���>���!�� B�T��� (�� -P��&� (�=��L B8�� !�� N���। ��i 
���>���!� ���.��� � ��� #��  *�� !�  N��� ��� �R�� ��K����K ��� ����� (�� *:� -P�& 
:��� । �� -P��&� M�� �����L� ��1���� �!� ��� 7 1 �?� ! । 

 
1 �2 2��� -���� ^’1 ��.� �� #���U ���  ����� (6�) ��� �� �� #��! :�W����L�  

(7E) ���� ��� Z�L��� !��� �!� !� �K ��� 1�� �2� �K। (������2L #�, 2� 45�7 ���� 
#� ������ ������ � ��b�� ��  �!�k� 2��� T���� 1L ���� �� -2� ����K�� �� � 
^1 #������ ���, ���� #��2 #� ��� �� #N�� ��$. H� �K� ���` ���� #�� ������ �� 1 �2 
2��� -��� B�T� ���K��। 

 
South-East Zone, Bangladesh 14 Nov, 71. Mukti Bahiani raided Pak army 

position simultaneously at Luxmipur Mandabag and Kaiumpur in Comilla on 12
th

 
Nov, 71. The attack was supported by artillery and mortar fire. Nine (9) Pak troops 

were killed and 14 injured in the above raids. After these successful raid Mukti Bahini 
crossed the river Saldanadi (between Saldanadi bazaar and Saldanadi railway station) 

from south and opened fire on Pak army bunkers in both the above places with 106 
RCL and destroyed 4 bunkers due to which some soldiers of Pak army ran away in the 

east and west. At that time a message of Pak army commander was intercepted by 
Mukti Bahini. The Commander of Pak army was passing the message saying position 

unstable, send air support. But no air support was provided to them. On reception of 

the above massage Mukti Bahini pressed the Pak army at Saldanadi Rly station 

simultaneously from east, north and west. At the same time Kukti Bahini also presses 

the Pak army at Saldanadi bazaar and Nayanpur bazaar by continuous mortar firing. 

Pak army also reacted with small arms supported by artillery. Exchange of fire 

continued for one day. Many of the bunkers of Pak army were destroyed in all the 

places where Pak army could not stand before the heavy shellings of Mukti Bahini. 

Ultimately they left the staid place. When Mukti Bahini also captured Saldanadi 

railway station, Saldanadi bazaar and Nayanpur bazaar Mukti Bahini also captured 

three (3) Punjabi dead bodies of Pak troops and one W/Pak ranger alive. The 

wounded W/Pak ranger confirmed that 30 Pak troops pf Punjab regiment were killed 

in the above attack. 2 members of Mukti Bahini were also killed when other 6 got 

injuries. Mukti Bahini also captured 30,00 rounds of ammunitions, 3 LMGs, 5 tommy 
guns, I RCL, 12 rifles (Chinese), over one hundred (100) of blankets and the cooked 

food for hundred persons which were left behind by Pak army. 
 

 
 

---------------
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BANGLADESH FORCES H. Q., MUJIBNAGAR. 

23rd NOV., 1971 
PRESS RELEASE 

PAKISTANI ARMY ATROCITIES IN BANGLADESH 
 

The details of the sordid tale of atrocities committed by the Pakistani army during 

the last 7 months in occupied Bangladesh may never be known fully. But as the Mukti 

Bahini is liberating the occupied areas-the truth is gradually unfolding. Each area is 

revealing its own story of horror and agony. 

 

Bhurungamari-once a peaceful township in northern Rangpur district-is an 

example of such ravished Bangladesh town which has suffered the ordeal of Pakistani 

army occupation during the last six months. 

 

Bhurungamari along with a large tract of northern Rangpur was liberated by 

Mukti Bahini on the night 14/15th of November. What the valiant freedom fighters 
found in the town—may very well be one of the most sordid tales in human history. 

The horrors of Nazi concentration camps or the depravity of medieval hordes pale 
into insignificance beside the atrocities committed by the officers and Jawans of the 

25th Battalion of the Punjab Regiment of Pakistan army stationed at Bhurungamari. 
 

The town looked virtually deserted as the Mukti Bahini advanced inch by 
inch-silencing one enemy bunker after another. The Pakistani troops retreated to their 

final shelter-a local Govt. Office building when they turned into a miniature fortress. 
The enemy troops commanded by Capt. Ataulla Khan and Artillery Officer 2/Lt. 

Mohammad Nawaz kept on a continuous barrage of fire from LMG, HMG and 

mortars. But the freedom fighters using mortar and MMG fire-led a swift and 

overwhelming assault on the enemy position. In a fierce battle the enemy was 

overpowered and Bhurungamari after six months of enemy occupation was freed. The 

fleeing Captain of the Pakistani troops was shot dead by the Commander of the 

liberators himself. Twenty-five enemy dead bodies were seen lying around the 

building. 11 enemy soldiers along with the artillery Officer Lt. Nawaz were taken 

prisoner while the rest of the enemy managed to escape in the dark. It was at that time 

at the height of their victory—the valiant freedom fighters were in for the greatest 

shock of their lives. On hearing from one of the locked rooms they forced open the 

door and found 25 half starved and ill-clad women some as young as 10 or 11 years 
old. They all looked dazed and mentally unbalanced. Another group of freedom 

fighters found a number of men and children locked in a nearby school building. 
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The horrifying tales of these people particularly of the women had brought tears in 

eyes of the freedom fighters. 

There is the young wife of an ex-teacher of the local Madrasa who after several 

months has been reunited with her infant son of the months. Her husband Abdul Latif 

a pious man of 40 who had taught ten Holy Koran to countless children in the 

neighborhood was put to death brutally for not parting with his wife when the 

Pakistani Officer demanded her. After that the poor woman was told that her husband 

was killed by Mukti Bahini and she was forcibly taken into Cpt. Ataulla's chamber. 

One of her children was bayoneted in her presence to force her compliance while the 

other two were whisked away. From then on for the next five months she was 

submitted to the most humiliating ordeal any woman can go through. After liberation 

of Bhurungamari. she was reunited with her youngest child, but her other children 

could not be traced. 
 

There cannot be a more heinous crime than what Pak army had done to Jamila 
Khatoon an innocent eleven years old who along with her mother, were taken captive 

by the Pakistani Army from a neighboring village a few days before the freedom 
fighters attacked Bhurungamari. 

 
Amina Khatoon. apparently over 40 years old. was in advanced stage of 

pregnancy when she was pounced upon as a prey to the lust of the Punjabi soldiers. 

On her resistance a Pakistani soldier brutally kicked her in the belly with his booted 
foot and in horrendous pain she gave birth to a still born child. Hardly a day later she 

was inhumanly subjected to repeated rape by the soldiers. 
 

Ebaruddin Mondal, who was one of the many males locked up separately in the 
School had his leg pierced through by bayonet for not obliging to part with his wife. 

Fortunately for him, as he found out after the liberation, his wife had managed to fun 
away and escaped the ordeal. Within hours after liberation she was helped by some 

Mukti Bahini soldiers to reunite with her husband. 

 

Everyone of 500 people who were held captive had similar miserable tales to tell. 

 

While the women were imprisoned in the office building they were not allowed 

even to go out to answer their natural calls when they wanted. The men and children 

were forced to work for the army, digging bunkers, cleaning the place and cutting 

firewood without wages or even proper food. 

 

Along with this human miseries for miles after miles around Bhurangamari areas 

one can see dry and withered paddy and jute stalks standing in mute evidence of 

the devastation wrought upon this once green and peaceful land by the marauding 

Pakistani soldiers. 
 

Public Relations Officer 
Bangladesh Forces. 

 
 

-------------------- 
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NK 1/23     -O-              DTG 

231010 
GR-48 

FM:- CONTROL ROOM 
TO :- HQ SECTOR I-O-DTG 

 

NO:- 0-2004 SECRET Ref your G 0937 Sept. 20. GR not yet received Forward 

immediately 

 

R/ 1105 

M. M. Bbuiyan 

23.9.71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

COPY 

SECRET 

HQ Sector No. I 
Bangladesh Forces 

No. 101/1/119/GS(Ops) 
To:-All Sub-Sectors 

                            30 Aug 71 
Subject:- Performa for Submission of Daily Sit rep. 

 
1. I5 copies of above fresh Performa are sent herewith. Please ensure that sitrep is 

prepared as per above specimen in future and submitted to this HQ in time. 

2. This HQ Ltr No. 101/1/GS (0) of 2S Jul 71. fwd to you. is treated as cancelled 

 

Sd/- x x x x x 

Capt 

Adjt 

(MOHD MUSLIM-UD-DIN) 

Enclo :- 15 copies 

Majid/- 

 

SECRET 
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SECRET 

Sub Sector No. I 

BDF/10(XVSSI 
Dated 6th Sept. 1971 

To:-HQ Sector 1 
 

Sub:- Sitrep 
 

1. Refer Your Signal No GT 0805 
2. The required data is as fol :- 

A) 1. En Bn HQ in GR-623637 M/S 79 M/8 General Area Parsuram Beloniai 

(GK-625677 M/S 97 M/8) 

3. En coy HQ at GR 697425 MS 79M/12 (General Area Chagalnaiya). 

B) En Any loc presumably at Satkuchia Square 6258. 

 C) I, Main L o»c Fen Anandapur Fulgazi Parsuram Road & Rail hink 

2. Alternate L of C Chagalnaiya chand gazi Mohd Pur Parsuram Road 

D I. En Bn Plus holding defensive Positon along Parsuram Bclonia Road. 

2. En Coy strength holding def Position in Chandgazi Debpur rast area. 

3. En RR & MG loc in Parsuram-Belonia Belt. 

4. No TK in the area. 

 

 

 
 

S.M. SHAMSUL HUD A. Capt. 
COMD SUB SECTOR NO 1 

 

SECRET 

 
 

 

----------------- 
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MSG FORM 

DTG 

20 1320 
SECRET 

FROM : Sector-I 
G-0934 

TO : Sub-Sector-2 
 

Confirm Rly br in area RR 5243 demolished by you on 13/14 Sep (.) Info req by 
Delia Sector urgently 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dated 20 Sep 71 

 

Sd/- Illegible 

Capt 

20/9/71 

 

 * * * *  * 

 

Most Immediate 

 

                                                              Z           NR             129         GR20 

 
 

To : - HQ SECTOR ONE   5476 
FM :- SUB SECTOR SLC   20/9/71 

 
19/9/71 

 
U/C. on 18/9/71 at 1730 Hrs to 1900 Hrs Fired against at Guranga Para Pak army. 

Killed 13 (13) injured 25 (25) other returned. Our party ok. 

 

 

 

Tor/0650/20         sd/Illegible 

Rm.          0900/19 
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MSG FORM 

 

DTG 
         20 1830 

SECRET 
G-0937 

 
FROM HQ No 1 Sector 

To: Control Room 
Info : Ech HQ BDF 

 

Sitrep. Alfa. On 18 Sep own tps at GURANGA PARA and killed 13 Pak tps 

wounded 25. Others fled away. GR follows. 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dated 20 Sep 71. 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

CAPT 

20/9/71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

MSG FORM 
 

DTG 
         21 1325 

SECRET 
FROM:- SECTOR-1 

G-0939 
TO: DELTA SECTOR 

Your 0. 2082 of 19 Sep. Not demolished by us 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dated 21 Sep 71. 

 

 

Sd/Illegible 

CAPT 

21/9/71 
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MSG FORM 

DTG 

21 1700 
SECRET 

G-0942 
 

Pri 
 

From : Sector-1 
 

To: Control Room 

 

Info : Ech HQ BDF 

 

En reinforcement in area Karerhat confirmed. Bn in area Karerhat School 

(Sq-7429 M/S 79 N/9). En BDE HQ also moved and located in area forest rest house 

(Sq- 7628 M/S 79 N/9). All these moves completed on 19 Sep 71. All mills and 

factories closed in Ctg indefinitely. Report received that Madinaghat Power stn has 

been damaged by FF. Details not yet known. En carrying out moving up Ops in 

Mirsharai. On 5 Sep Guerillas killed 12 Razakars in Sitakund after raiding Razakars 

HQ. One prominent collaborator of that area Chairman Mafiz has been killed. 

 

Sd/Illegible 
File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dl 21-9-71         Capt 

21-9-71 
 

*   *   *   *   * 
 

MSG FORM 
 

From : Sector-1              DTG 

To : Sub-Sector-5 (By hand)                                         211810 

SECRET 

   G-0968 

 

Your Sig No. 5476 of 20 Sep 71. Send Map ref of Guranga Para immediately= 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 21-9-71      Sd/lllegible 

                                                               Major 

                                                            21-9-71 
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MESSAGE FORM 

 

PRIORITY             DTG 
FROM : HQ NO I SECTOR                             SECRET 

TO : SUB SECTOR 2 (For Co)                             220825 
G-0949 

 
Control room sig 0-2096 Sep 21 reproduced below. QUOTH. For Sector. Please send 

guides for Haroon, UNQUOTE. 
 

No. 101/1/GS (Ops) 722 Sep 71 

 

Sd/ Illegible 

Capt 

22-9-71 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FORM 

 

DTG 

221805 

SECRET 

C-0950 
 

From:-Sector-1 
To :-C/Room 

 
Your 0- 2099 of 22 Sep. Map 79N/15 not held by this Sector. As such GR of 

the place cannot be furnished. The SQ of Madinaghat Power Station is 0107 (Zone-
Rx) Map 79 N- 

 

File No 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 22 Sep 71. 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

Capt 

22-9-71 

 

OPS  NR 2/22 221215          SR73 

 

Fm :-C/Room 

To :-HQ-l Sector 

 

No: O- 2099, Secret, Ref your G-0942 of 21 Sep. Forward Correct Map reference 
of En brigade HQ Loc and Madinaghat power station, Info required urgently. 

 
R/1500 

Sd/-Illegible 
22/9/71 
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OPS     NR 2/23    231040 

SRI 50 

Fm -C/Room 

To:-HQ Sector 1 

 

No:- 0-2006. Secret. Ref your G-0942 Sept 21 and G-0940 of Sept 22. A. Give 

approx area enemy Brigade HQ Loc. B. SR of Madinaghat in area forwarded by you 

fills in— Confirmed whether it is Madinaghat in area Ctg Subur-Band (not) not 

Madinaghat Forward Correct CR of above. 

 

R/1145 

Sd/-Illegible 

22-9-71 
 

Pri                     NR2/22                                  DTG 
220725 

GR35 
Fm: -Sub Sector-3 

To : -HQ Sector-1 
Info : CO Sub Scctor-2 

 

No: S-0003. Secret. A. En heavy Concentration reported in RGR. Chikancharj has 
got company HQ. All the known approaches towards in heavily mined. En has built in 

Strong Bunkers along the border. Confirmed reports will follow 
 

R-2/0902 
Bismillah 

22-9-71 
 

Sd/-Illegible 

22/9/71 
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MSG FORM 

 

                                                              DTG SECRET 
231800 

 
FROM :-HQ NO 1 SECTORG-0969 

TO :-CONTROL ROOM 
INFO :-ECH HQ BDF 

 
Sitrep. ALFA. 20 sep. SALAHUDDIN QADER CH self-styledmaj., Son of 

great dalal FAZLUL QADER CH Convention Muslim League 

chief was seriously injured by our gallant MF at 

CHANDANPURA CHITTAGONG cmm while he was coming 

from the house of Dr SAMIUDDIN after a dinner. 

 

BRAVO. Our MF boys attacked his car with stens and latter threw a 

grenade inside the car injuring all the five occupants. He was 

taken to hospital in precarious condition. 

 

CHARLIE. This SALAHUDDIN QADER CH was mainly responsible for 

the massacre of CHITTAGONG especially RA02AN cmm 

RANGONIA and HATHAZARI area. It may be mentioned 

here that Mr. SALAHUDDIN QADER CH was having a 
farewell dinner thrown by Dr. SAMIUDDIN prior to departure 

for AMERICA, as the depresentment of public made it unsafe 
for him to stay in BANGLADESH any longer. 

 
Sd/-Illegible 

F/O 
23/9/71 

 

 

101/1/GS (Ops) of 23 Sep 71.  
 

 

 

----------------- 
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MESSAGE FORM 

 
DTG     SECRET 

231800       G-0966 
 

 
FROM : HQ NO 1 SECTOR 

TO: CONTROL ROOM 
INFO : ECH HQ BDF 

 

Sitrep (.) On 13 Sep (.) A notorious dalal named TUFFAZAL AHMED CH 

chairman HALUDIA union council of RAOZAN has been killed by our brave MF (.) 

He was a faithful arrent boy of FAZLUL QADER CH. 

 

101/1/GS (Ops) of 23 Sep 71. 

Sd/- Illegible 

23-9-71 

F. O. 

 

MSG FORM 

FROM : SECTOR-1 

TO : SUB-SECTOR-3 
 

DTG 
231130 

SECRET 
G-0964 

 
Your S-0003 of 22 Sep (.) furnish fol details ASP (.) ALFA (.) identification of 

the tps (.) BRAVO (.) Date of reinforcement armed. CHARLY (.) where from. 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dated 23 Sep 71. 

 

Sd/- Illegible 

F.O. 

CAPT 

23-9-71 
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MSG FORM 

FROM : SECTOR-1                 DTG 

TO: CONTROL ROOM            231130 
INFO : ECH HQ BDF          SECRET 

G-0963 
 

En heavy concentration reported in RAMGARH (GR-941297 M/S 79 N/9) (.) 
CIKANCIIARA (GR- 891313 M/S 79 N/9 has got Coy HQ (.) all the known 

approaches towards in heavily mined (.) en has built strong bunkers along the border 
(.) cfm reports follow- 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dated 23 Sep 71. 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

23-9-71 

CAPT 

 

*   *  *  * 

 

P     NR 1/23          221950 

SR31 

 

FROM :- Sub Sector-2 
TO :-HQ Sector-1 

 
No : G-2035 (.) Secret (.) your sig G-0003 of Sept 22(.) Pass this info to Control 

HQ and ask Hamid to give full details (.) Identification of the troops (.) Date the 
reinforcement armed (.) Where from. 

 
R/0555 

Sd/N.N. Chy                  Sd/-illegible 

23/9/71            23-9-71 
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MSG FORM 

FROM: SECTOR-1    
DTG

 

241000 
TO: CONTROL ROOM      SECRET 

G-0978 
 

Your 0-2004 of Sep 71 (.) info not received from Sub-secior 5(.) will be fwd on 
receipt- 

 
File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dated 24 Sep 71.            Sd/- Illegible 

24-9-71 

CAPT 

 

*   *   *  * 

 

P       NR 1/24            DTG 

241120 

From:- Sub-Sector 1 

To: -HQ Sector No 1          GR 24 

 

Sitrep NO 43 (4) Secret (.) A (.) GR 651609 M/S79 M/12 Gothuma B (.) 211600 

(.) C (.) Seven (.) D (.) Ambush (.) E (.) 3 Pak TPS wounde (.) F (.) Nil (.) G(.) Nil. 

 
TOR 

1145 
24/9 

 
Sd/-Illegible 

24-9-71 
 

                            *                   *                  *                   * 

 

NR3/24                                -P-                             241100                              GR-24 

 

From :- Sub Sector No-1 

To:-Sector No-1 

 

No:-Sitrep 45-Secret- A-GR 672503 ms79m/!2 Debpur-B-231630 Hrs (.) C-6-D- 

Ambuash -E-3 Pak Tps Killed-F-NIL -G-NIL. 

 

1447                                                         Sd/IIlegible 

TOR            24-9-71 
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MSG FORM 

FROM : HQ NO. 1 SECTOR              DTG 

TO: HQ DELTA SECTOR       SECRET 
INFO : Ech HQ BDF           G-0979 

 
MF. attacked en posn on ni 21/22 Sep at 0230 hrs (.) One (.) BALLAVPUR DEF 

(SQ-7434 Map 79 N/9) with a coy (.) En str as per previous info one regular PL (.) AS 
attacking force approached the tgt from FUP they came under stiff resistance from a 

Coy with three MG's (.) After three repeated attempts to takeover obj the tps were 
ordered to withdraw (.) No cas own tps (.) En cas not yet known due to shelling. 

 

Two (.)  One Coy attacked CHAMPAKNAGAR BOP (SQ-7534 Map 79 M/9) 

at 0330 hrs (.) En str one pi (.) BOP kept under site from three sides 

upto 221600 hrs (.) Own tps Fired on the en trying to come out from 

bunkers with 2 inch and automatics (.) En Suffered Cas (.) Own tps 

had to pullout as a result of re- enforcement of a Coy Coming from 

SUBAPUR (GR. 746333 Map 79 N9) No cas from own. tps. 

 

Three (.)  On 22 Sep at 0800 hrs one pi of MF ambushed en in area SQ-7433 

Map 79 N/9 (.) Own tps Fired on the advancing en with 2 inches Mor 

and LMG (.) En attacked own tps at JAICHANDPUR (SQ-7533 Map 

79 N/9) from SHUBAPUR (.) One MUJAHID RUHUL AMIN injured 

while fighting the en (.) Bullet injury on hand and knee (.) Nec first 
Aid given and transferee to Manu (.) Two Rifles CMM one 2 inches 

Mor CMM one spare barrel of LMG Lost in the encounter (.) 
Individual concerned responsible for the loss of weapons has 

been put under arrest (.) B (.) En str at fol places after reinforcement (.) 
 

One (.)  One regular PI plus one PI in Orchard (SQ-7733 Map 79 N/9) 
 

Two (.)  Two PI at CHAMPAKNAGAR (GR 751344 Map 79 N/9) including 

some tps in Militia dress (.) 

 

Three (.)  One Coy in area BALLAVPUR (GR-744347 Map 79 N/9) with 82 

MM Mor in area DARGAHAT (GR-73735 Map 79 N/9). 

 

FOUR (.)  One PI at CHHAYGHARIA (GR-741367 Map 79 N/9). 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

Fig offr 

24 Sep 71 
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Fm:- Sub Sector No 2   NR7/23         DTG 

To :-HQ Sector No 1         232020 

                                                                                                                         GR-330 

No G-2036. Secret. From Rafiq. Send fol sitrep to Delta Sector. A. 

 

MF attacked En posn on Ni 21/22 Sept at 0330 hrs. One. Ballavpur def with a 

Coy. SQ 7434 M/S79 N/9. En str as per previous info one regular PL. As the 

attacking force approached the Tgt from fup they came under stiff resistance from a 

Coy with three Mgs. After three repeated attempts to take over obj the TPS were 

ordered to withdraw. No cas on own TPS. En cas due to shelling not yet known. Two. 

One Coy attacked Champak Nagar Bop SQ 7534 M/S79 m/9 at 0330 hrs. En str one 

PL. Bop kept under site from three sides up to 22/600 hrs. Own TPS fired on the En 

trying to come out from bunkers with 2 inch & automatics. En suffered cas but detail 

not known. Own TPS had to pull out as a resul of reinforcement of a Coy coming 
from Shubapur. No cas from own tps. Three. On 22 Sept at 0800 hrs one PL of MF 

ambushed En in area 7433 M/S 79 N/9. Own tps fired on the advancing En with 2 
inch-Mor & Lmgs. Eight En soldiers hit by Lmg fires. En attacked own TPS at 

Jaichandpur from Shubapur. One Mujahid Ruhal Amin injured while fighting the En. 
Bullet injury on hand & knee. Nec first aid given & transfered to Monu. Two Rifles 

cmm one 2 inch Mor cmm one spare barrel of Lmg lost in the encounter. Indvl 
concerned responsible for the loss of wpns has been put under arrst. B. En str at fol 

places after reinforcement. One. Alingar BOP. One regular PL plus one PI in orchard 

SQ 7733 M/S 79 N/9. Two. Two PI at Champaknagar incl some TPS in Militia dress. 

Three. One Coy in area Ballavpur with 82 mm Mor in area dargahat SQ 7334 & SQ 

7335 M/S 79 N/9. Four. One PL at Chaghaciya SQ 7436. 

 

NR/0845 

Mon 

29/9/71 

Sd/ Illegible 

24/9/71 
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Immediate                   DTG 

240820 

 
From:- HQ No 1 Sector      SECRET 

To : Sub Sector 2           G-0974 
 

Your G-2032 of 21 Sep. Fol info required by Control Room immediately. One. 
Approx area enemy Brigade HQ loc. Two. Correct GR of MADINAGHAT CMM 

Confirm whether it is MADINAGHAT in area Ctg SUBUR BAND or 
MADINAGHAT on KAPTIA ROAD 

 

Sd/Illegible 

24-9-71 

Fig. Offr. 

 

 NR2/24 -P-       241100 GR 26 

 

From :- Sub Sector No 1 

To :- HQ Sector No 1 

 

No :- Sitrep 44. Secret. A. GR 672558 ms 79 m/8 Khazuria. B. 21/500 Hrs. C. 

Seven. D. Ambush. E. 1 Pak tps and Razakar killed. F. NIL. G. NIL. 

 
Tor/694 

1440 
Mannan 

24/9 
Sd/-Illegible 

24-9-71 
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R      NR2/24             DTG 

240935 

Fm:- Sub Sector 3           GR10 
To:- HQ No 1 Sector 

 
No G 2002. U/C. Your 101/1/119/GS (ops) Aug 30. Not Rptd not received. FWD 

a copy. 
 

R/1135                   Sd/-Illegible 
24-9-71         24-9-71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

 

MSG FORM 

 

From : Sector-1             DTG 

To: Control Room         251125 

Info : Ech HQ BDF      SECRET 

G-0988 

Sitrep. Alpha.  On 21 Sep own tps ambushed at Khajuria (GR-672558 M/S 79 M/8) 

and killed 1 Pak tps and 1 Razakar- 

 
Bravo.  On 21 Sep own tps ambushed at Guthuma (GR-651609 M/S 79 M/12) 

and injured 3 Pak tps- 
 

Charlie.  On 23 Sep own tps ambushed at West Debpur (GR-672503 M/S 79 
M/12) and killed 3 Pak tps- 

 
File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 25-9-71       Sd/-Illegible 

          25-9-71 

            Capt 
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OPS      NR 3/26         261500 

SR-114 
 

Fm :- Sub Sector 2 
To :- HQ Sector 1 

 
No.- G-1014. Secret. Sitrep No 02. En started firing indiscriminately from 

Champaknagar, (GR 7534 Map 79 M/9) Ballavpur (SQ-7434 Map 79 N/9) and 
Chayghairya (GR-741367 M/S 79 n/9) by two hmgs, two lmgs and other wpns at 

0130 hrs on ni 24/25 Sep. En fired a few 3 inch mor shells also at the same time. We 

replied from the f.d.l. No cas on own side. En planted two A/TK mines behind our 

Karimatila (GR-75-3351 M/S 79 M/9) def at ni 24/25 Sep. Our own pis and brought 

back. Complete two pis are now at Karimatila def. Latest info from Belonia (GR-

628670 M/S 79 M/8) is that en has pulled out max towards Srinagar (GR-737373 M/S 

79 n/9) side. They are making stronger def these sides. The rest I will let you know 

later on. 

 

R/1610 

Bismilla                  Sd/-lllegible 

 

26/9/71 

 
*  *  *  *  * 

 
P      NR2/26             DTG 

260915 
GR-144 

 
Fm : Sub Sector 3 

To :- HQ No I sector 

 

No. G-2008. Secret. Your G-0964 Sep 23 our S-0(X)3 22 Sep. En strength at rgr 

estimated 3 coys including FFs scouts and Razakars. Reportedly two trucks were busy 

shifting tps towards their rear on 24 Sep. They have built strong bunkers around RGR. 

At Bagan Bazar five army soldiers supposed to be from FFR were seen standing with 

rifles while Bengali Civilians were working bunkers for them. One Coy of army plus 

one Coy of Razakars are there. At Andhar Manik one Coy plus of army (FF) scouts 

and Razakars. They have one coy at Chikan Chari of Razakars cmm Scouts and army. 

Heakhu is held by two Coys plus of army cmm Razakars and Scouts. Most of our 

approaches are mined near entrance and at odd places. Reces going on. En posns 

holding normal cmm Coy wpns of Chinese origin. Mor posn not yet located. 

 
 

R/1050 
101/1/GS (0)             Sd/-Illegible 

26/9/71 
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O     NR2/26             DTG 

261225 
 

Fm :- Ech HQ BDF 
To : All Sector No 1        GR-143 

 
No A 2017 (.) Secrt. Forces sig G 0025 Sep 20 reproduce for action (.) Quote (.) 

Report immediately on following occurrence (.) A (.) Arrest/captured of Pak Army 
offers/JCOs/OR by own Forces (.) B (.) Info required for publicity through radio 

broadcast (.) Unquote. 

 

R/1445 

N Nchy             Sd/-Illegible 

26/9/71    26-9-71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

MSG FORM 

 

Pri              DTG 

From :-Sector 1      26 

To : - Control Room      SECRET 

Info : Ech HQ BDF         G-1001 
 

 Our G-0979 of 24 Sep (.) 2 rifles and one 2 inches Mor recovered. 
 

 
File No 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 26-9-71                                  Sd/-Illegible 

                                                                                   F/O 
                                                                                     26-9-71 

 

 

 

-------------- 
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Pri      NR7/25         252200 

GR-42 
 

Fm :- Capt Mahfuz 
To:-Co Sector No-1 

 
G-1010 (.) Secret (.) Our Sig No : -G-2036 of 23 Sep 71 (.) Needs amendment (.) 

The last one SLR cmm one 303 Rifle cmm one 2 inch mor and Six MAGs with 
ammos have found out from the same village by our own men today. 

 

R/0040 

N.N cly 

26/9/71                  Sd/-Illegible 

                                                                                                                          26/9/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FORM 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector-5 

To:- HQ Sect-1            25.08.00 

 
Your Sig no G. 0968 dt Sept 21 (.) GR. 025659 M/S. 79 M/16 Goaranga Para 

situated in between Bombari and Kantamani Para (.) Named newly (.) 
 

 
No-38 dt-25/9/71 

 
Sd/-Illegible 

Comd Sub Sector No 5 

25-9-71 

 

-------------- 
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SECRET 

HQ No. I Sector 
Bangladesh Forces 

No. 101/1/38 GS (QPS) 
To :- Sub-Sector-3   26 Sep 71 

Subject:- Performa for submission of Daily Silrep. 
Your sig No. G-2002 of 24 Sep 71 refers. 

 
1. 15 Copies of Performa for submission on daily sitrep, addsd to all Sub-Sectors, 

have already been submitted to you vide this HQ ltr No. 101/1/119/GS (Ops) of 30 

Aug 71 and received the same by your Imam personally. Trace the letter and intimate 

this HQ as soon as possible. 

 

2. However, a copy of the above letter along with its encl in resubmitted for your 

acceptance and nec action. 

 

3. Please ack. 

 

Enclo : 16 (sixteen)    Sd/-Illegible 

Majid/-         F/O 

     Adjt 

          (SAKHAWAT HOSSAIN KHAN) 
                                                 26-9-71 

 
SECRET 

 
MSG FORM 

 
Pri                    DTG 

261305 

Fm:-Sector-1      SECRET 

To :- Control Room        G-0999 

Info: - Ech HQ BDF 

 

Our G-0937 of 20 Sep (.) Guranga Para GR-025659 M/S 79 M/16 which situated 

between Bombari and Kantamani Para as new name. 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

File No. 10/l/GS/(ops) dt 26-9-71          F/O 

26-9-71 
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P             NR2/27             DTG 

270630 
 

Fm :- Sub-Sector No 3 
To: HQ Sector No 1          GR-29 

 
No G-0008 (.) Rested (.) Sitrep (.) Our A/TK mine blasted on road Chikanchara 

Andharmanik on 260500 hrs (.) One dodge blown off five soldiers killed. 
 

TOR          Sd/-Illegible 

0745   27-9-71 

 

 

 

MSG FORM 

 

Fm:-Sector-1             DTG 

To:- Control Room         271235 

Info : - Ech HQ BDF      SECRET 

G-1013 

 

Further to our G-0963 of 23 Sep (.) 
 

Alpha (.)  En str at Ramgarh estimated 3 Coys of FF cmm scouts and Razakars (.) 
Have built strong bunkers around Ramgarh (.) 

 
Bravo (.)  At Bagan Bazar one Coy of army plus one Coy of Razakars are there. 

Charli (.) At Andharmanik and Chikanchari one Coy plus of Army 
(FF) cmm scouts and Razakars seen in each area. 

 

Delta (.)  Heakho held by 2 Coys plus of Army cmm Razakar and scouts (.) 

 

Echo (.)  En wpns of Chinese origin (.) En mor posn not yet located (.) Reces 

going on. 

 

File No 101/1/Gs dt. 27-9-71                Sd/-Illegible 

27-9-71 

 

 

---------------- 
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NR1/27     -P-          270950 

GR-47 
 

Fm :- Sub Sector 2 
To :- HQ Sector No 1 

 
No :- G-1020 (.) Secret (.) Your No G-0074 of 24 Sep refers (.) Exact location of 

En BDE HQ is not cfon (-) Once it was at Zorargony a month ago (-) Now it 
somewhere towards Sitakund (-) One BDE HQ is probably at Feni (-) Madinaghat is 

on Halda river in Ctg Kaptai Rd. 

 

R/1040             Sd/-Illegible 

Mannan    27/9/71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

‘B’     MSG FORM 

 

DTG 

From :-Sector 1         271240 

To Control Room      SECRET 

Info:-Ech HQ BDF         G 1012 
 

Sitrep (.) Own A/tk mine blasted on rd between Chikanchara (GR-89 1313 M/S 79 
N/9) and Andharmanik (GR-856350 M/S 79 N/9) on 26 Sep (.) One dodge blown 

away and 5 Pak tps Killed- 
 

Sd/-Illegible 
27-9-71 

F/O 

 

 

File No 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 27-9-71 
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MSG FORM 

          DTG 
FromSector-1               281400 

To:- Control Room           SECRET 
Info :- Ech HQ BDF             G-1021 

 
En started firing indiscriminately from Champaknagar (GR-751344 M/S 79 N/9) 

cmm Ballavpur (GR-744347 M/S 79 N/9) and Chhaygharia (GR 741367 M/S 79 N/9) 
by two LMGs and other wpns on 24/25 ni at 0130 hrs (.) En fired a few 3 inch Mor 

shells also at the same time (.) We replied from the FDL (.) No cas on own side (.) En 

planted two A/TK Mines behind our Karimatila (GR-753351 M/S 79 N/9) at ni 24/25 

Sep (.) Complete two Pis now at Karimatila def (.) Latest info from Beltnia (GR-

628670 M/S 79 N/9) en has pulled out max towards Srinagar (GR-737373 M/S 79 

N/9) (.) They are making strong def these sides (.) 

 

          Sd/-Illegible 

File No, 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 28-9-71          Capt 

28-9-71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FOM 
          DTG 

From :- Sector -1              281400 
To:- Control Room           SECRET 

Info :- Ech HQ BDF             G-1022 
 

Sitrep (.) Own tps blown away 2 Pylons on 27 Sep at East Alinagar GR-767323 
M/S 79 N/9) 

 

         Sd/-Illegible 

File No 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 28-9-71      Capt 

28-9-71 

 

                      *                        *                       *                        *                        * 

 

OPS                                                       NR1/28               280720 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector 2 

To :- Sector I         GR-29 

 

No :- G-1023 (.) Secret (.) Sitrep No :- 3 (.) Two Pylons were blown at Purba 
Alinagar GR-7933 at 0430 hrs on 27 Sep 71 by MF (.) No current is there inside those 

Pylons. 
R/0950 

Mannan                                                                                                         Sd/-Illegible 
28/9/71                                                                                                             28-9-71 
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MSG FORM 

 
          DTG 

Pri                291040 
From :-Sector-1           SECRET 

To:- Control Room              G-0501 
Info :- Ech HQ BDF 

 
Sitrep(.) Alpha(.) One (.) MF laid ambush in area Guthuma (SQ 6561 M/S 79 

M/8) on 250730 hrs (.) Own str 9 with 1 LMG and rifles (.) 

Seven Pak reg soldiers injured by bullet (.) Four of the injured 

died later on (.) Two (.) MF one section laid ambush again in 

the same area on 260800 hrs (.) Three Pak soldiers injured (.) 

Civilians confirmed two of them died later on (.) 

 

Bravo(.) MF laid ambush in area Debpur (SQ-6950 M/S 79 M/12) on 

261030 hrs (.) Five Pak tps seriously injured by bullet (.) 

Sources report all of them died later on (.) 

 

Charlie(.) MF ambushed Pak-army and Razakars in Khajuria (Sq-6755 

M/S 79 M/8) at 251615 hrs (.) 1 En soldier and two Razakars 

killed and I Razakar wounded (.) 
 

Delta (.)  On receipt of info that en at Andharmanik BOP area (SQ-8535 
M/S 79 N/9) held regular roll call in the evening own tps laid 

ambush and waited for the whole day (.) In the evening 271-
700 hrs about 60 army men and militia were dispersing after 

roll call own tps opened up with LMG and rifles (.) Own str 17 
(.) En cas reported by own tps 15 killed incl one person with 

Badges of rank cmm presumed to be a JCO (.) Own tps 

returned safely (.) Two magazines of SLR lost while crossing 

the river (.) En continued firing on all directions from 

Andharmanik and Bagan Bazar sporadically on ni 27-28 Sep= 

 

 

File No. l()l/I/GS(Ops)dt 29-9-71               Sd/-Illegible 

                                                               Capt 

                                                            29-9-71 
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NR 1/29   P          DTG                            GR24 

               290530 

 
FM :- Sub Sector No 1 

To :- Sector No 1 
 

No :-Setrep No 50 (.) Secret (.) A (.) GR 650610 M/S 79 M/8 (.) B (.) 260800 hrs 
(.) C (.) 4 (.) D (.) Ambush (.) E. 2 Pak tps killed and I injured. F. Nil. G. Nil. 

 
TOR/0710        Sd/-Illegible 

Mannan           29-9-71 

29-9-71 

 

SECRET 

 

    Sub Sector N0 5 

Sle 

      dt. 29-9-71 

To Co HQ Sector No 1 BDF 

SubFight 

RefOur Signal No Nil dt 28-9-71 

 

1 am sending herewith the following 9 (Nine) Razakars who were arrested during 
the fight between Muktifouz and Pak Army on 28,h Sept/71 at Santipur (GR-046514 

M/S 79 M/16). It has been ascertained that 6 (Six) Razakars including group leader 
Ruhini Ranjan Chakma has been died. 

 
(1) Razakar Anil Kumar Chakma. 

(2) " Kandar Chakma. 
(3) " Bira Kumar Chakma. 

(4) " Bijoy Kumar Chakma. 

(5) " Tamhul Charan Chakma. 

(6) " Sukra Kumar Chakma. 

(7) " Chandra Kumar Chakma. 

(8) " Darnia Ranjan Chakma. 

(9) " Aungla Mogh. 

One slip of o/c Harina Youth Camp is fowd herewith. 

 

Sd/-K. Zaman 

29/9/71 

N/Sub 

(Kbairuzzaman) 

 
SECRET 
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NR 3/29   P   DTG           GR22

                290530 

 
Fm :-Sub Sector No 1 

To :- Sector No 1 
 

No :- Sitrep No 48 (.) Secret. A. GR 692552 M/S 79 M/I2 Debpur. B. 261030 hrs. 
C. Seven. D. Ambush. E. 5 Pak tps killed. F. Nil. G. Nil 

 
R/0655 

Mannan   Sd/-Illegible 

29/6      29-9-71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FORM 

          DTG 

From:- Sector-1              291350 

To :-All Sub-Sectors           SECRET 

                                                                                                                             G-0502 

 

Forces Sig G-0025 of Sep 20 reproduced for action. Quote. Report immediately 

on following occurrence. A. Arrest/captured of Pak Army Offrs/JCOs/OR by own 
Forces. B. Info required for publicity through Radio broadcast. Unquote. 

 
        Sd/-Illegible 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 29-9-71       Capt 
29-9-71 
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NR 4/29   P   DTG          GR-16 

          291840 
 

Fm:-Sub Sector 2 
To :- HQ No 1 Sector 

 
No :- G-1030. Secret. Your sig no G-0502 of 29 Sep ref. Msg not understood. 

Needs further clarification. 
 

Tor             Sd/-Illegible 

1850    29/9/71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

NR 3/29                 P                          DTG                      GR25 

 290530 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector No i 

To :- Sector No 1 

 

No Sitrep No-49. Secret. A. 650610 M/S 79 M/8. B. 250730 hrs. C. Isection. D. 

Ambush. E. 4 Pak tps killed and 3 wounded. F. Nil. G. Nil. 
 

TOR/0705 
Mannan             Sd/-Illegible 

29-9-71                         29-9-71 
 

*   *   *   *   * 
 

OPS                R2/29                               DTG                               SR29 

   281800 

Fm :- Sub Sector-1 

To :- HQ No-1 Sector 

 

No :- Sitrep 47. Secret.A. OR 672558 M/S 79 M/8 Khajuria. B. 251615 hrs. C. 

Seven. D. Ambush. E. 1 Fak TPS 2 Razakars killed and 1 Razakar 1 civil wounded. F. 

Nil. G. Nil 

 

R/0655 

Mannan       Sd/-Illegible 

29-9-71 29-9-71 
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P     NR1/29              DTG 

                                                                                                                                28100 

                                                                                                                                GR67 

Fm: Sub Sector 3 

To : HQ Sector No 1 

 

No A-2010. Secret. One MF 19. Type of action ambush at 271710 hrs. Race 

south east of Andharmanik BOP. En 15FF ENE soldiers and one N/Sub killed 

many injured. They were coming out of evening debriefing collecting. Own cas nil, 

Two SLR magazines lost while river crossing through En fire towards all directions 
including India. Ens sporadic firing continued the whole night from Andharmanik and 

Bagan Bazar. 

 

R/0645 

Mannan 

29/9                   Sd/-Illegible 

                                                                                                                           29.9.71 

*   *   * 

To 

The Sector Commander, 

Sector No 1. Harina. 

 
Sir, 

 

 ���� ����� ���� ����  !�"��#$� ������%  �, '(')*+, L/NK �-. ���� ����- 
�/����  �0�1 !� *2/4/2' 5�  ��/  ��-��� ����!� ��� 6: 67 �-��8� �-9 �-�:��5 ;��� 
�<!=� ) � 5>�9�� ������� �$!=���� >? ���@���9 ��A��� ��/���� B -�/���� ������ 
������ ����=� ��-�� "���5�� '( ( ��) / ��� B '6 ( "EF) / GH��H�� ��� �9। >J 
��-��� ���"���� #�� K�L ���  -�. �/�-। 
 
 �M����� -��J�NE/ �� �O-�L ��� K�L ���। 
     
'।  �P���� ��9��� '(। �H� ��- 
*। -�%� �-Q� '6। ����� �-Q� 
(। /9�� ����� '7। ����� ����� 
6। B��9R� �� ',। /�-��� ��- 
7। ����  ���� '2।  ���� 5���- 
,। ��-%�� �� ')। /9�� ����� 
2। $H�  -�SN� '4।  -�. 5>��N 
)।  -�. ����� *+। N��� ���-�  "E. 
4। %������ ��-� *'। ������ >� �� 
'+। ��� ���� **। -�%� �-Q� 
''। ���� ���� *(। ��-�� >�F 
'*। ���� ����- �/�� *6। -T >�F 
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*7। ����� ��-�� (2। -��N/�� 5���- 
*,। /��H� 5���- ()। -��>�F 
*2। ����� >���F (4। ���� ����- 
*)। ��� �-9� 6+। ���� ��� 
*4। ���� ���9� 6'। ��9R� �� 
(+।  -�. ��N>P�-� 6*। ��� �-��  "E. 
('। $�  -����� 6(। �>� �J�� 
(*। ��N>U�� 66। �H� ��%�� 
((। ���>� ��- 67। ��, �-, -��>F� 
(6। ��-�� 5���- 6,। ��R� ����- ������ 
(7। /�-��� ��- 62।  -�. ��� ����� 
(,। ��R� ��5   

 

P.N.B 
 

>J �O-�L �-�� �V��W� ������ #��X9� '7+ (���� �Y���8) �8 ����8 >��� ���। 
 

 

NO.1318206 

L/NK 

A.K. AZAD 

30/9/71 

5��- 
���� ����- �/�� 
(�"�/= �-����) 

�/�- 
(�N[ �-����) 

 

To 

The Sector commander 

Sector no 1, Harina 
 

Sir, 

���� ���� ���� ����  !�"��#$� ������%  �, ��� �-�:��5 ;��� ����A�� �\�] �$��= 
 � ����=�8 ��59��%�� ���� ���B ��@ ��^ ���N9� B �$!=���� _��� �� �� ��-�� "���5�� ������ 
�$�=�` ��S�� a�L��b �5�� ���@ �9। ��=-�� 6� ��- 5>�9�� �<!=� ����S� ��/��� *+ �5�� 
(+ ��/������ ��8� �@�c ��%। ����%�d� K�-�Y�� ������� �@  �� �@�c �5। 7� 5>�9 
��->��8  �e���� �@�cB ������ ���59� �59� �!9��%। 
 

������ f���� !��-� �#@<�� f��� ��� ��� ����#��� ��d�g� h���5���%। �����#��� 
>�U����!@  �, �-�� �-����  !��9i� -��N� /���� ������-  �, ������ #���@�� ���� 
���=��-$�� �@�A� K�L ���9� ���#b /�9!�9 �@�c ������ /@ fj� �5���%। 
 

 

���-�-�:��5 
(+/4/2' 5� 

5��- 
L/NK '(')*+, ���� ����- �/�� 

(+/4/2' 
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MSG FORM 
 

          DTG 

From : Sector-1              302000 
To     : Control Room           SECRET 

Info   : EchHQBDF             G-0504 
      Co Sector-1 

 
Sitrep Alpha. On 29 Sep at 0500 hrs MF shot three en vehs at East 

Madhugram (Sq-7337 M/S 79 N/9). TFC move completely 

stopped since then. Hy exch of fire still continuing and shells 

are pounded in between. Whole area is hot. Normal civ mov 

has ceased in that area. 

 

Bravo On 29 Sep at 2330 hrs MF went inside with a sec sir and fired 

for harassing at rear of en at Ballavpur and Chagalnaiya (Sq-

7335 M/S 79 N/9). En cas will be intimated on cfm. 

 

Charlie On 30 Sep at 0400 hrs MF blew up culvert West of 

Champaknagar (Sq-7434 M/S 79 N/9) Heavy fire still on. 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 30-9-71               Sd/-Illegible 
                                                                Capt 

                                                              30-9-71 
 

 
*  *  *  *  * 

 
NR 1/30   DTG           GR25 

                      291930 

Fm : Sub Sector 1 

To : HQ No I Sector 

 

No Sitrep 51. Secret. Collaborator Abdul Hyi of Darbarpur and Mizanur Rahman 
(Rangu) of east Basikpur both of P-S. Chagalnaiya killed by FF on 2279/71. 

 

 

Tor   Sd/-Illegible 

0855   30-9-71 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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NR 1/30   O   DTG           

GR61 

                                                                                   30081 

 

Fm : Sub Sector 2 

To: HQ No 1 Sector 

 

No G-1032, Secret, Sitrep no 4. MF PL raided Chagalniya BOP (GR 7341 M/S 79 

M/12) at 0430 hrs on 29 Sep 71 in coordination with army and fire spt. Five En killed 

and Seven injured. Three of their bunkers were Fully damaged by own MORS. En op 
was killed cmm fell from the tree by own shot like a stone. Own cas nil. 

 

Tor 

0835 

N.N. chy                  Sd/-Illegible 

30/9           30-9-71 

 

 

OPS     NR3/30         301240 

                                                                                                                   GR59 

 

Fm : Sub Sector-2 
To : HQ Sector-1 

 
No G-1033. Secret. Sitrep 5. Three en vehs were shot at 0500 hrs on 29 Sep 71 at 

Purba Madhugram SQ 7337 Map 79 N/9. T.F.C. movement is completely stopped 
since then. Hy exch of fire still continuing of shells are pounded in between. Whole of 

the area is too hot. Normal civ movement has seized these areas. 
 

 
R/1250                  Sd/-Illegible 

                                                                                                             30/9/71 
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OPS     NR4/30          301245 

                                                                                                                                GR67 

 
Fm:- Sub Sector-2 

To : HQ Sector I 
 

NO G-1034. Secret. Sitrep 6. MF went inside with a sec strand fired for harassing 
at the rear of the en at Ballavpur and Chaygharia SQ 7335 Map 79 N/9 at 2330 hrs on 

29 Sep 71. Exch of fire continued for long. En cas was there but figure not known. 
Own cas nil. Keep our catact in this hot sit. Latest dev will be intimated again. 

 

R/1300           Sd/-lllegible 

   30/9/71 

 

OPS NR/30 

 

301250 

 GR 36 

FmSub Sector-2 

To : HQ Sector-1 

 

No G 1035. Secret. Sitrep 7. MF blew up the culvert west of Champaknagar SQ 

7434 map 79 N/9 at 0400 hrs on 30 Sep 71. En opened up with all small arms autos. 
No cas either side. 

 
R/1305                  Sd/-Illegible 

                                                                                                            30/9/71 
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MSG FORM 

 
          DTG 

      301330 
 

From  : Sector-1      SECRET 
To      : Control Room         G-0503 

Info    : Ech HQ BDF 
             2. Co Sector-1 

 

Sitrep Alpha.  On 29 Sep at 0430 hrs own MF PI raided Chagalnaiya (Sq 7341 

M/S 79 M/12) and killed 5 Pak tps and 7 injured. Their 3 

bunkers completely damaged by own Mors. En Op was killed 

by own shot and fell from the tree like a big bird. 

 

Bravo.  On 22 Sep own FF killed collaborator Abdul Hai of Darbarpur 

and Mizanur Rahman of East Basikpur both of PS Chagalnaiya. 

 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 30-9-71               Sd/-Illegible 

                                                               Capt 

                                                             30/9/71 
 

*  *  *  *  * 
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P           NR 2/31             DTG 

      310930 
 

Fm : Sub Sector "A"          GR 84 
To :- HQ Sector Nol 

 
No Sitrep 77. Secret. On 28/9/71 about 0500 hrs own one sec with one LMG laid 

an ambush in front of Post Devpur BOP GR 089052 MS/79 M/12 at about 1930 hrs 
while Pak TPS unloading ration from a Bullock cart. At that time ambush party 

opened fire with LMG and killed 2 TPS and 3 Rezakars. Own TPS withdrawn safely. 

Later on en opened fire with LMG and automatic rifles but no cas held except one 

cow seriousy injured. The firing continued 3/4 minutes. 

 

R/1148             Sd/-Illegible 

  1/10/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FROM 

 

Ops, Immediate            DTG 

From : Sector-1        011215 
To     : Control Room          SECRET 

Info   : Ech HQ BDF        G-0506 
      Co of Sector-1 

 
More than fifteen vehs Stuck up by own fire on Dacca Ctg rd since last 3 days. 

Few of them loaded with civ goods. If permitted we can allow other side to unload 
articles but firm not allow tfc mov. Cfm what actions should be taken Asp. 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (ops) dt 1-10-71             Sd/-Illegible 

Capt 

  1/10/71 
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NR 3/01   -O-   DTG            GR-65 

                                                                                                        011525 

 
Fm : Sub Sector No 2 

To : C. O. HQ Sector No 1 
 

No G-1039. Secret. More than fifteen vehs got stopped by own fire on Dacca Ctg 
rd since last three days. Some of them are loaded with civ goods they seen. Let me 

know what to do with those. Can you pass this info somehow to tell the people that 
side that we can return the things to them but not allow the tfc movement. Reply soon. 

 

R/1610 

N. N. Chy             Sd/-Illegible 

1/10/71    1/10/71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

NR1/01           R                  010700           GR-1 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector No 3 

To :- Sector No 1 

 

No G-2010. Secret. Your HQ No 101/1/38/Gs (ops) as 26 Sep along with incl is 
here by ACKD. 

 
TOR           Sd/- F. Karim 

0938              01/10/71 
 

*  *  *  *  * 
 

MSG FORM 

 

DTG 

    01 

From Sector 1      SECRET 

To :- Sub Sector 2         G-0505 

 

Your G-1030 of 29 Sep. Report on arrest/capture of Pak army offrs/Jcos/OR by 

own forces must be reported on occurrence. Our sig on the subject was clear. 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (ops) dt 01 Oct 71             Sd/-Illegible 

Capt 

1/10/71 
 

-------------
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NR    1/02    P            DTG 

       011920         GR-12 
 

Fm : Sub Sector No 1 
To : HQ Sector No 1 

 
No Nil. Secret. Your sig no G-0502 of 29 Sep 71 ref. Nil 

 
101/1/G8 (ops) 

R/0835 

N. N. Chy                  Sd/-Illegible 

2/10/71           2/10/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FORM 

          DTG 

From: Sector 1              031100 

To : Control Room           SECRET 

Info : Ech HQ BDF 

Co of Sector 1    By hand         G-0507 

 
Sitrep. Alpha.  On 02 Oct MF raided Champaknagar BOP (GR-754348 M/S 

79 N/9) and Subhapur def simultaneously Part of the wall in 
BOP collapsed. 2 Pak soldiers killed. Own one Mjd injured. 

En in both Champaknagar and Ballavpur is quite and scored 
much than before. 

 
Bravo.  On 02 Oct. own recse party observed en placing tele lines 

from Ramgarh to Bagan Bazar and started digging bunkers. 

En str observed our bn.= 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (ops) dt. 3/10/71               Sd/-Illegible 

                                                                 Capt 

                                                               2/10/71 
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NR-4/02    -O-   DTO 

                                                           021900            GR-65 

 
Fm :- Sub Sector No 3 

To : HQ Sector No 1 
 

No :- G-2015. Secret. Sitrep. A. At 021215 hrs our reccee party observed an army 
loaded jeep proceeding towards Rgr fm Bagan Bazar. Ten minutes later a cow-cart 

went towards same direction. As soon as cart reached Rgr a sig line party proceeded 
towards Bagan Bazar placing tele-communi line. Fm 021600 hrs onwards en started 

digging trenches/bunkers etc. B. En strength nearly battalion. C. This is for your info. 

 

R/2100 

N.N. Chy                   Sd/-Illegible 

2/10/71           2/10/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

Ops     NR1/02    GR-121 

                                                 021300 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector 2 

To:- HQ Sector 1 
 

No.G-1040. Secret. Sitrep. MF raided Champakgar BOP GR-754348 map 79 N/9 
again and harassed Pak tps at Shobhapur dcf simultaneously at 0215 hrs on 02 Oct 71. 

Part of the wall in BOP collapsed by own RL cmm 2 inch mor and 3 inch mor bombs. 
Cas. En 2 or 3 but not yet confirmed. Own one mjd got bullet injury on head now 

under treatment. The en in both Champaknagar and Ballavpur are quite and scored 
much than before. NK Nasir of 613 fir Previous-…………….. 

 

 

 

----------------- 
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NR 1/03   Pri   032000         GR-92 

 
Fm : Sub Sector 2 

To : HQ Sector No 1 
 

No.G-1045. Secret. Sitrep 9. From Rafiq for Enam. Pass the fol sitrep to delta 
sector immediately. Newly armed reinforcement from Ctg arrived at Zorargonj on 01 

Oct. En making series of bunkers from Alinagar Sq 783 to Shubapur ctnm south of 
Shubapur with civilian laborers. Fol tracks have been metalled and is being used by 

the en for veh movement. Alpha. Track from rail track jn Muhuriganj 6931 to 

Gangadhar Bazar 7042 and their connected with Trunk Rd. B. New Rd made from 

Shubapur to Muhuriganj rail jn. Further details being collected. 

 

R/1045                   Sd/-Illegible 

N. N. Chy           3/10/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

NR1/04               040915

                 GR-24 

 

Fm : Sub Sector 1 
To : HQ Sector 1 

 
No Sitrep No 52. Secret. A. 6506140 M/S 79 M/8 Gutuma. B. 011030 hrs. C. I 

section F F Rakhal GP. D. Ambush. E. I killed. F. Nil. 
 

R/1045                   Sd/-Illegible 
4/10/71          4/10/71 

 

 

*  *   *   *   * 

 

Pri               NR2/04        040915 

      GR-24 

 

Fm : Sub Sector 1 

To : HQ Sector 1 

 

No :- Sitrep 53. Secret. A. 650610 M/S 79 M/8 Gutuma. B. 021430 hrs. C. 1 

Section FF Rakhal G. P. D. Ambush. E. I killed. F. Nil. 

 
R/1047                   Sd/-Illegible 

4/10/71            4/10/71 
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NR1/04                   DTG 

                                                                                                                              031745 

                                                                                                                             GR-166 

 

Fm: Delta Sector 

To : HQ Sector No 1 

 

No : 0-2070. Secret. Pse send 10 Chakma Razakars held by you to control HQ 

Asp first coming vehi to this LOC under escort for in terrogation. 

 
Tor 

0710                    Sd/-Illegible 

4/10/71          4/10/71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

OPS              NR1/04                         DTG 

040500 

       GR-80 

 

Fm : Sub Sector 3 

To : Sub Sector 1 
 

No :- G-2017. Secret. Sitrep. A. Reports fm Baiysnabpur confirmed 60 en soldiers 
are positioned in Patachara duk bunglow. B. About ten soldiers guarding Nakoba 

bridge. C. In Guimara about 150 army/Razakars positioned. D. Passage inside 
Bangladesh through Baiysnabpur closed by EN. E. En position in RGR Cmm Bagan 

bazar and Andharmanik about one battalion. More concentration of en reported in all 
places. F. More strength req immediately for Camps security and successful ops. 

Heavy arms also essential. 
 

 

R/0725            N. N. Chy 

                                                                                                               4/10/71 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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OPS     MESSAGE FORM 

 
   SECRET 

From :- HQ 1 Sector                 DTG 
To:- Control Room             032300 

Into :- Ech HQ BDF             G-0001 
 

 
Sitrep. Newly armed reinforcement from Ctg arrived at Zorwargonj on 01 Oct. En 

digging series of bunkers from Alinagar Sq 7832 to Suvapur cmm south of Suvapur 

with civilian lobourers. Fol tracks have been metalled and is being used by the en for 

veh movement. Alpha. Track from rail track jn Muhurygonj 6931 to Gongadharbazar 

7042 and their connected with trunk rd. Bravo. New rd made from Suvapur to 

Muhurigonj rail jn. Further details being collected. 

 

No. 10I/1/GS (Ops) dt. 4/10/71             Sd/-lllegible 

          Capt 

      4/10/71 

MSG FORM 

 

          DTG 

From :- Sector-1           04 
To : Control Room           SECRET 

Info :-Ech HQ BDF             G-0508 
 

 
Sitrep. Alpha.  On 011030 one section FF Rakhal gp ambushed at Guthuma 

(GR-6506140 M/S 79 M/8) and killed 1 Pak en. 
 

Bravo.  On 011434 one section FF Rakhal gp ambushed at Guthuma 

(GR- 650610 M/S 79 M/8) and killed 1 Pak en. 

 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 4-10-71             Sd/-lllegible 

Capt 

4/10/71 
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MSG FORM 

          DTG 
      051600 

From: Sector-1                    By hand      SECRET 
To : Control Room         G-05/0 

Info : Ech HQ BDF 
 

 
Sitrep. Alpha.  On 03 Oct at 2359 hrs MF ambushed near Karaliatila in 

Kararhat Ramgarh (SQ-2988 M/S 79 N/9) and killed 2 en 

soldiersand 3 Razakars. En digging trenches/bunkers requesting 

more army and more conc. 

 

 

Bravo.  Confirmed report received from Baysnabpur about 60 en tps 

are posn in Pathachara Duk-Bunglow (GR-37334 M/S 79 

N/13), about 10 soldiers guarding Nakopa bridge (GR-957383 

M/S 79 M/12). 150 Army/Razakars positioned at Guimara 

(GR-120362 M/S 79 N/13). Passage inside Bangldesh through 

Baysnabpur closed by en. En posn at Ramgarh cmm 

Baganbazar and Andharmanik about one bn. More 

concentration of en reported in all places. 
 

File No. 101/l/GS (Ops)dt. 5-10-71               Sd/-Illegible 
                                                               Capt 

                                                            5/10/71 
 

*  *  *  *  * 
 

NR 1/05                   DTG 

                                                                                                      050900 

 

Fm : Sub Sector No. 3 

To : HQ Sector No. 1 

 

No :- G-2019. Secret. Sitrep. A. Ambushed near Karaliatila in Kararhat RGR GR 

2988 M/S No 79 N/9.B. Date & time 032359 hrs C. Str of own Raided party 16. D. 

Our TPS ambushed at 1600 hrs. At 2359 hrs about 20 En soldiers grouped together in 

the target & our party opened. E. 2 En soldiers & 3 Razakars killed according to 

public Report. F. Own cas, Nil. G. En digging trenches/Bankers requisitioning more 

army cmm Being More con. H. Possesion of heavy army like R/L 3 inch Mor etc 

would bring about more successful ops. 
 

NR 1050                   Sd/-Illegible 
5-10-71         5-10-71 
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S/Sector No-5. 

SLC. 

No 68 dt. 5.X.71 

To 

HQ :- Sector No. 1 

Sub :- Casualty of Pak Army. 

Ref :- This office signal dt 1-10-71. 

 

Latest info received that 7 (seven) Pak Army died on 30-9-71 at Barabil. 

 
Pak Army - 1 

Mizo - 2 

Chakma- 4 

Total 7 (seven) 

PI arrange for Radio broad cast. 

 

Sd/…. 

N/Sub 

Sub Secrot Comd. 

Khairuzzaman 

5/10/71 

 
*   *   *   *   * 

 
 

NR 5/06   -O-   061520         GR 53 
 

Fm : Sub Sector No. 2 
To : HQ Sector No 1 

 
No :- G-1050. Secret. Sitrep 11. MF with FF blew up br on second main rd 

Chagalnaiya Muhurigonj and raided en posn in Karaiya Bazar High School SQ 7034 

map 79 N/9 at 0245 hrs on ni 05/06 Oct 71. En cas. Three Pak TPS cmm five 

Razakars killed and some injured. Own cas. Nil. 

 

TOC           A Mannan 

                                                                                                                1605 

  6/10/71 

 

 

                    *            *                      *                        *                      *
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NR 4/06              -O-                     DTO                        GR 45 

        061515 
 

Fm :- Sub Sector 2 
To :- HQ Sector No 1 

 
No :- G-1049. Secret. Sitrep 10. MF along with FF blew up br over Andharmanik 

chara on second main rd Chagalnaiya Muhurigonj Sq 7039 Map 79 M/A2 at 0215 hrs 
on ni 05/06 Oct 71. En opened up with all small arms. No cas on either side. 

 

TOR    A. Mannan 

1600       6/10/71 

 

* *  *  *  * 

 

NR 1/06             DTO 

062045 

    NR-145 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector No. 2 

ToHQ Sector No 1 

 
No Q-1052- Secret. Sitrep 12 FF with MF approached upto the en veh to unload 

and bring the ammos from that standing on Dacca Ctg main Rd SQ 7337 map 79 N/9 
at 1745 hrs this evening on 06 Oct/71. They found four FN soldiers had already 

started unloading those Crate Boxes. Two of own FF threw two hand grenades on 
them from a distances of 20 yds. Four of them fell down on the spot, three of them 

again tried to come fwd to clear the roads within a few mins of darkness before the 
full moon could rise. One of own boy threw another grenade. One of three ens got hit 

and fell down from the vea. By that short duration of time the moon rose. Own boys 

returned safely through the gaps of en mines. Exch of fire is still continuing. 

 

TOR           N. N. Chowdhury 

2150          6-10-71 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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MSG FORM 

 
          DTG 

From:- Sector I           07 
To :- Control Room           SECRET 

Info Ech HQ BDF             G-0003 
 

Sitrep. Alpha. On Oct 5 ni at 2000 hrs cmm en shelled Karimtila (GR-753351 
MAS 79 N/9) by 3 inches Mor. Own 3 inchec Mors shelled at 

052030 hrs at Champaknagar BOP (GR-754348 M/S 79 N/9) 

and Ballavpur en def (GR-744347 M/S 79 N/9). 

 

Bravo Civs informad 4 Pak tps cmm 2 Razakars killed and 2 injured. 

Confirmation follows- 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *           

 

          Sd/-Illegible 

File No. 101/1/Gs (ops) dt 7.10.71          Capt 

                                                             7/10/71 

NR 1/07   -O-   DTG       GR-63 
                                                          071100 

 
Fm Sub Sector No. 2 

To HQ Sector No 1 
 

No G-1054. Secret. Sitrep 13. En shelled our Karimtila def by 3 inches mor at 
2000 hrs on 05 ni. Own mor replied with 3 inches mor at 2030 hrs on same ni at 

Champaknagar BOP and Ballavpur en def. En cas. Confirmed by civ who has 

washed the dead bodies. Four Pak tps and two Razakars killed. Two tps injured. Own 

cas nil. 

 

 

 

TOR             N. N. Chy 

1700              7/10/71 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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NR 4/07   -O-   DTG 

                                                          071115        GR-112 

 

Fm : Sub Sector No. 2 

To : HQ Sector No 1 

 

No :- G-1057. Sitrep 16. MF with FF burnt the tahsil office at Radhanagar SQ 

7140 Map 79 M/12 at 0215 hrs on Ni 06/07 Oct 71. The public in those areas were 

forced and given ultimatum to deposit all sorts of vill taxes to that tahsil office within 
two days. The whole office has been burnt completely. On way back the same party 

opened up fire with sec small arms and automates on en's def from the rear at 

Mokamia SQ 7239 map 79 M/12 at 0230 hrs. Hy exch of fire continued for long 20 

mins. en opened up with MG 1 A 3. En cas. Two sentries got killed over the bunkers. 

Own cas nil. 

 

TOR      Bismillah 

1905             7-10-71 

 

MESSAGE FORM 

 

IMMEDIATE    DTG:- 07      SECRET 
FROM :- HQ I Sector 

To :- CONTROL ROOMC-0002 
INFO :-ECH HQ BDF 

 
Sitrep. ALFA. On 0608000 Oct MF killed three en tps at Champaknagar BOP 

(GR- 754348 M/S 79 N/9) while working on bunkers by LMG fire. BRAVO. Br on 
Chagalnaya Bilonia main rd (SQ 6944 MS 79 M/12) completely blown up by MF On 

070130 Oct. En fired from, both side but no cas. CHARLIE. On 070215 Oct cmm MF 
with FF burnt tahsil office at Radhanagar (SQ 7140 MS 79 M/12). Locals were given 

ultimatum to deposit taxes in that office within two days. The same party on way back 

opened fire on en def from rear at Mokamia (SQ 7239 M/S 79 M/12). Two Pak tps 

killed. 

 

 

101/1/GS                 Sd/-Illegible 

                                                                                                 CAPT 

                                                                                               7/10/71 
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MESSAGE FORM 

 
IMMEDIATE    DTG-071015       SECRET 

FROM :- HQ I SECTOR             G-0512 
To :- CONTROL ROOM 

INFO ECH HQ BDF 
 

Sitrep. ALFA. On ni 5/6 Oct. at 0215 hrs cmm MF with FF blew up bridge over 
Andharmanik Chara on second main rd Chhagalnaya Muhurigonj (Sq 7039 M/S 79 

M/A2). En opened up Fire with small arms cmm no cas on either side. 

 

BRAVO. On ni 5/6 Oct. at 0245 hrs cmm own tps raided en posn in Karaya Bazar 

High School (Sq 7034 M/S 79 N/9). Three Pak tps cmm five Razakars killed and few 

injured. 

 

CHARLIE. On 6 Oct at 1745 hrs cmm MF with FF approached up to en vch 

standing on Dacca Ctg main rd (SQ 7337 M/S 79 N/9) to bring ammo from that tpt. 

Found four en soldiers unloading those. FF threw two hand gren on them and they all 

fell down. Three of them again came to clear the load within a few minutes. One of 

own boys threw another gren. One en soldier got hit and fell down from the vch. 

Exchange of fire still continuing. 

 
 

101/1/GS                 Sd/- Illegible 
Capt 

7/10/71 
 

*  *  *  *  * 
 

NR 2/07  O   DTO 

          071105           GR-44 

 

FM : Sub Sector No- 2 

TO : HQ Sector No- 1 

NO : G-1055. Secret. Sitrep. 

 

No 14. MF killed 3 ens at Champaknagar BOP while working carelessly on 

bunkers by LMG fire at 0800 hrs on 06 Oct 71. This was taken as revenge on them 

against one of my sep who got bullet by their snap shot. 

 

 

 
TOR 

1835            M. Bismiliah 
   7/10/71 
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NR 3/07 0 DTG 

  071110           GR-25 

Fm:- Sub Sector No 2 
To :- HQ Sector No 1 

 
No :- G-1056. Secret. Sitrep No 15. Br blown at 0130 hrs on ni 06/07 Oct. 71 

completely by MF on Chagalnaiya Belonia main Rd SQ 6944 Map 79 M/12. En fired 
from both sides but no cas. 

 
TOR                                                                                                             M. Bismiliah 

1842                                                                                                                   7/10/71 

 

 

                 *                       *                       *                        *                        * 

 

NR 6/07 O DTG 

                                                              071335         GR-54 

FM :- Sub Sector No 2 

TO :- HQ Sector No 1 

 

NO :- G-1059. Secret. Sitrep 18. Strong repercussion started in en after last ni own 

actions all around. Sudden change found in en's activities which seems they are trying 

to vacate the first layer of def from Chagalnaiya to Shobhapur along the main Dacca-
Ctg trunk Rd completely. The next change of Dev will be intimated soon. 

 
TOR     Bismiliah 

2000       7/10/71 
 

                 *                   *                    *                     *                         *  
 

NR 2/01                                      -P-                                 DTO          GR-31 

    80800 

 

Fm : Sub Sector 1 

To: SHQ No 4 

 

 

Sitrep No 55. Secret. A. East Debpur BOP GR-069052 M/S 79 M/12. B. 051100 

hrs. C. 6 ORs. D. Ambush. E. Enemy one killed and one injured. F. Nil. G. Nil. H. Nil 

 

 

TOR 

By hand 1230             Sd/-Illegible 
  8/10/71 
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SECRET                DTG 

     082100 

From HQ No 1 Sector             G-0519 
To:- Sub Sector No 1 

 
Send immediately all latest Sitreps. 

 
       SD/-(HAMID) 

LT 
Date 08/10/71               8/10/71 

 

 *  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FORM 

          DTG 

From:- Sector 1              081020 

To:- Control Room             SECRET 

Info :- Ech HQ BDF                G-0518 

 

 

 

Sitrep. Strong repercussion started in en after last ni own actions all around. 

Sudden change found in en activities which seems they trying to vacate first layer of 
def from Chagalnaiya to Shobhapur along main Dacca Ctg trunk rd completely. 

 
          Sd/-Illegible 

File No. 101/1 /GS (Ops) dt 8-10-71           Capt 
9/10/71 

 
*  *  *  *  * 

 

MESSAGE FORM 

 

IMMEDIATE    DTG: 081020       SECRET 

 

FROM :- HQ 1 SECTOR 

TO :- CONTROL ROOM             G-0517 

INFO :- ECH HQ BDF            8-10-71 

 

Sitrep. ALPHA. On early morning Oct 7 CMM MF ambushed en patrolling two 

section Belonia-Chagalnaya main id (Sq 6944 M/S 79 M/12). Five Pak tps and Seven 

Razakars killed on the spot. Rest fled away. After some time en opened up with 

MMG and automatics. Own tps extricated safely. 
 

 
101/I/GS 8/10/71             Sd/-Illegible 

Capt 
8-10-71 
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NR 4/08   -P-   DTG 

                                                                                    0830          GR-23 

 
Fm : Sub Sector No 1 

To: HQ No. 1 
 

No-Sitrep No 57. Secret. A. GR-650610 MS 79 M/8 Guthuma. B. 050800 hrs. C. 
1 Sec. D. Ambush. H. 3 Pak troops killed. F. Nil 

 
TOC 

By hand            Sd/- Illegible 

1230   8/10/71 

 

                     *                       *                          *                         *                    * 

 

                                                   NR38          GR-30 

                                                  060805 

 

To:- HQ Sector 1             5543 

Fm :-Sub Sector 5         8/10/71 

 

U/C. Rescued one bomb from Majartila on Panchri road lying by Pak army on 

five, (5) Oct. Fitting boobi traps. No 40 (CHAINA) 96.67.22 Kept with G.S.F. 
 

File 101/1/GS (Ops)                  Sd/-Illegible 
TOR/0638/08              8/10/71 

 
*  *  *  *  * 

 
NR5/07  -O-   DTG 

                                              071330         GR-100 

 

FM : Sub Sector No 2 

TO : HQ Sector No 1 

 

NO G-1058. Secret. Sitrep 17. MF laid ambush Belonia Chhagalnaiya main Rd 

SQ 6944 map 79 M/12 by 2 See's early in the morening today. En of two Sees str 

cmm patrolling on the main Rd cmm appeared before own ambush Party. Own tps 

opened up with all small arms incl 2 inch mor. Five Pak tps and seven Razakars got 

killed on the spot cmm the rest fled away. En opened up from both the flanks from 

their tcf with MMG and all other automatics. Own tps had to extricate themselves 

through en's hy fire. No cas on own side. 

 
TOR             Bismiliah 

1950                7.10.71 
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NR 3/08   P   DTO 

         080830          GR 24 
 

Fm : Sub Sector I 
To : SHQ No 1 

 
Sitrep no 56. Secret. A. GR 650610 M/S 79 M/8 Guthuma. B. 041000 hrs. C. 6. 

D. Ambush. E. 2 Pak tps killed. F. Nil. G. Nil. 
 

Toc 

By hand 1230             Sd/-Illegible 

9/10/71 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FORM 

          DTG 

Pri               090915 

From: Sector 1            SECRET 

To : Control Room              G-0523 

Into : Ech HQ BDF 

 

Sitrep.  Alpha.  On 03 Oct own tps lay in wait for en in Amjadhat Sq-0605 M/S  
79 M/8 at 0500 hrs. at 1030 hrs 4 en soldiers came out of 

bunker and started going to their area HQ. Own tps opened up 
with one LMG and Rifles. Two en seriously injured and 

confirmed by civs others escaped unhurt. No Cas to own tps. 
 

Bravo.  On 05 Oct ambush laid at East Debpur Bop (GR-069052 M/S 
79 M/R). En patrol party ambushed at 1100 hrs. One en killed 

and one seriously injured. 

 

Charlie.  On 041000 hrs own guerrillas lay in wait near Guthuma (sq-

6561 M/S 79 M/8). Two Pak soldiers killed and confirmed by 

various sources. 

 

Delta.  MF laid ambush in Guthuma again on 050800 hrs. A section str 

when en were going from Guthuma to Parshuram. Own ambush 

party opened up with LMG Cmm rifles and 2 inch Mor. 3 Pak 

tps killed= 

 

 

File No. 101/1 (Ops) dt 9/10/71              Sd/- Illegible 
                                                               Major 

                                                             9-10-71 
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NR 1/08   P   DTO 

                                                                                  080800          GR 48 

 
Fm : Sub Sector No 1 

To : SHQ No 1 
 

Sitrep No 54. Secret. A. Amjad Hat GR-068053 M/S No 79 M/8. B. 031030. 
C. 8 ORS. D. Ambush. E. Two En Seriously injured. F. Nil. G. Enemy attacked own 

tps by 2 inch Mortar and by automatic wpns. But no cas to own tps and civilian.H. 
Nil. 

 

TOR             Sd/-Illegible 

By hand 1230        9/10/71 

9/10/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

NR 1/09   P   DTG 

                                                          090800          GR 31 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector No 1 

To HQ Sector No 1 

 
No :- Sitrep 58. Secret. A Khajuria GR 673558 M/S 79/ M/8. B. 6/10/71 at 0700 

hrs. C. I sec. D. Ambush. E. 4. Pak tps killed F. Nil. G. Nil. H. Nil. 
 

TOR          Mizan 
0850        9/10/71 

 
 

*  *   *   *   * 

 

NR 2/09 P DTG 

                                                                  090800         GR 30 

 

FM : Sub Sector No 1 

To : HQ Sector No 1 

 

No : Sitrep 59. Secret. A. Khajuria GR 673558 M/S 79 M/8. B. 7/10/71 at 0645 

hrs. C. One group. D. Ambush. E. Two Pak tps killed. F. Nil. G. Nil. H. Nil. 

 

 

TOR                   Mizan 
0855                9/10/71 
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MESSAGE FORM 

 
IMMEDIATE           DTG : 091100      SECRET 

 
FROM :- HQ 1 Sector 

TO :- CONTROL ROOM 
INFO :-ECH HQ BDF 

 
Sitrep. ALPHA. On Oct 060700 cmm own one sec ambushed on en at Khajuria 

(GR 673558 MS 79 M/8). Four Pak tps killed. 

 

BRAVO. On Oct 070645 cmm own tps again ambushed on en at same place and 

killed two Pak tps. 

 

101/1/65             Sd/-Illegible 

Major 

9-10-71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

NR 3/16           -P-                           DTO                          GR-26 

    101025 
 

FM :- ASOKE 
TO:- CAPT MAFUZ 

 
No :- G-1068. Secret. Collected En Kit inventory cmm some valuable letters and 

offirs mess book showing En offrs name. Also collected some A/P mines from En 
bunker. 

 

 

File No 101/1/Gs (Ops) dt 10/10/71             Sd/-Illegible 

       10/10/71 

 

2 EB Regt was caught last eve as suspect by Sub Sabedali now under my custody. 

Trying to send him to your HQ. The next dev of all will be intimated again. 

 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

 

TOR/1540                   Sd/-Illegible 
N. N. Chy              3/10/71 
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NR 1/10    DTO 

                                                         101000            GR 35 

 
Fm :- Sub Sector 1 

TO :- HQ Sector No 1 
 

Sitrep No 60. Secret. A. Purba Debpur BOP GR-069052 M/S 79 M/12 B. hrs. C. 
One group. D. Ambush. E. Three Pak TPS killed and one seriously injured F. Nil. G. 

Nil. H. Nil. 
 

File No. 101/l/GS(Ops) 

 

TOR 

1340 

N. M. Chy                   Sd/-Illegible 

10.10.71           10/10/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MESSAGE FORM 

 

IMMEDIATE                                 DTG: 101630             SECRET 

FROM :- HQ 1 SECTOR         G-0530 
TO CONTROL ROOM 

INFO :- ECH HQ BDF 
 

 
Sitrep. On Oct 080830 cmm own tps ambushed Purba Devpur (GR 06-9502 M/S 

79 M/12). Three Pak tps killed and on injured. 
 

 

 

         Sd/-Illegible 

101/1 GS            Major 

10/10/71 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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MESSAGE FORM 

 
PRIORITY     DTG: 101630        SECRET 

FROM HQ NO 1 SECTOR             G-0531 
TO SUB SECTOR BRAVO 

INFO :- ALL SUB SECTORS 
 

From Rafiq for Mahfuz. Congratulate the boys on my behalf for successfully 
demolishing rly br. We are proud of you all for significant achievement against the en. 

Remember we have all the limitations of arms and eqpt but there is no limit to our 

courage cum determination and dedication for Bangladesh. Remember we have to kill 

rptd kill the en and have deep interdiction on his supply lines incl road cum rly comm. 

Imperative our operations never slow down. God and 75 millions of our people arc 

with us. We must teach a lesson not only to the West Pakistanis but also to the whole 

world. That is the motto. 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

Major 

10/10/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 
P    NR2/11  DTO           GR-28 

          111030 
 

Fm Sub Sector 1 
To :- HQ Sector No 1 

 
No :- Sitrep 62. Secret. 2 grenades thrown on Sentry on a bunker near Guthuma 

BOP GR 647610 M/S 79 M/8 at 091930 hrs. Sentry killed. I more Pak tps injured. 

News cfm. 

 

 

 

TOC                   Sd/-Illegible 

1145              11/10/71 

 

 

 

 

                        *                     *                          *                      *                *
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NR 1/11          -P-                    DTG                           GR-50 

  111030 
 

Fm:- Sub Sector No 1 
To :- Sector HQ No 1 

 
No :- Sitrep 61. Secret. A. GR 650610 M/S 79 M/8 Guthuma BOP. B. 081710. C. 

2 LMG GPS. D. 2 LMG GPS lay ambush from rear and Right sides of Guthuma BOP. 
En was coming up for evening fall in and own tps opened up simultaneously E. 5 en 

tps killed 1 seriously injured. News cfm. 

 

Tor               Sd/-Illegible 

1140          11/10/71 

 

                   *                     *                      *                        *                      * 

 

NR 8/11 -O-               DTG 

        11205 

 

Fm:-Sub Sector No 2              GR41 

To :- Sector HQ No 1 

 
No:- G-1076. Secret. Sitrep 23. From Muhfuz for Rafiq. Friendly tiger has been 

relieved by a new one. We had a local meeting here today. I will bring the new tiger 
soon to your. HQ, the moment sit gets a bit normal. 

 
TOR                    Sd/-Illegible 

2300            11/10/71 
 

                *                    *                       *                     *                          * 

 

NR6/11          -O-                    DTO                          GR-100 

112055 

 

Fm : Sub Sector No 2 

To :- HQ Sector No 1 

 

No :- G-1074. Secret. Sitrep 21. From Mahfuz for Rafiq. Send Parties in the 

morning today for Reccee in my area of ops. No en extensive patrolling. Or extra 

movements anywhere. En told the civs inside that they will show sig to them while 

withdrawing from tdl cmm with which all should leave the village CMM mukti fouj 

killed them. Spl guarding on Rezumia BR. Dml things ready confirmed on both 
Rezumia and shobhapur BRS. En new defs are complete fifty percent on west bank of 

Muhuri from Sq 6642 to 6639 mag 79 M/8. Planning to back them there. 
 

TOR                    Sd/-Illegible 
2240             11/10/71 
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NR 7/11    -O-               DTG 

                                                                                                                             112100 

Fm : - Sub Sector 2          GR-45 
To :- Sector HQ 1 

 
No G-1075. Secret. Sitrep 22. From Mahfuz for Rafiq. En had been firing 

continuously having a little interval of every two-three mins from 1900 hrs to 0400 
hrs on ni 10/11 Oct 71. We had also retaliated with the same moments. No serious 

incident. 
 

TOR           Sd/-Illegible 

2255      11-10-71 

 

MESSAGE FORM 

 

IMMEDIATE    DTG: 120800      SECRET 

     G-0537 

FROM :- HQ I SECTOR 

TO :- CONTROL ROOM 

INFO :- ECH IIQ BDF 

 

Sitrep. ALPA.  On Oct 081710 CMM own tps laid ambush on rear and right 

sides of en BOP at Guthuma (GR 550610 MS 79 M/8). While 
the en was coming for evening fall in CMM own tps came into 

action simultaneously and killed five Pak tps and injured one. 
 

BRAVO.  On Oct 091930 CMM own tps threw 2 grn on sentry on 
bunkers near Guthuma BOP (GR-647610 M/S 79 M/8). One 

soldier killed. 
 

 

101/1/GS            Sd/-Illegible 

       Major 

  11/10/71 

 

 

                      *          * *                   *     *
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NR5/11         -O-             DTG                           GR-48 

      112050 
 

Fm :- Sub Sector 2 
To :- HQ Sector No 1 

 
No :- G-1073. Secret. Sitrep 20. From Mahfuz for Rafiq. En is quite panic now a 

days from north of Shobhapur to Chandgazi. They remain hidden and absolutely quite 
during daytime. But disturb by firing at night from the bunkers. They have chinked 

out much than before on fids. 

 

TOR       M. Hoq 

2200     11/10/71 

                

 *                *                      *                          *                         * 

 

NR4/II                                  -O-                                  DTG                                  GR-87 

           112045 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector No 2 

To HQ Sector No 1 

 
No :- G-1072. Secret. Sitrep 19. From Mahfuz for Rafiq. MF laid ambush on 

Dacca Trunk Rd near Radhanagar SQ 7140 Map 79 M/12 at 1900 hrs ni 10 Oct 71 but 
could not get any tgt. The Party had to go fdr harassing En on def at Mokamia SQ 

7239 Map 79 M/12 at 0330 hrs on the same ni 10/11 Oct 71. En opened up with 
MMG and all other small arms. Exch of fire continued for good about 20 mins. Cas 

not can firmed. 
 

 

TOR                   Mizan 

2215              11/10/71 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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MSG FORM 

 
          DTG 

     121100 
From :- Sector I            SECRET 

To :- Control Room              G-0538 
Info :- Ech HQ BDF 

 
Sitrep. Alpha.  Own tps laid ambush on Dacca Trunk Rd near Radhanagar (Sq-7140 

M/S 79 M/12) at 19000 hrs on ni 10/11 Oct. No en fell in the ambush. 

Same party later harassed en def at Mokamia (Sq-7239 M/S 79 M/12) 

at 110330 hrs. 

 

Bravo.  Reports confirmed that en has prepared Subapur Br (GR-744327 M/S 

79 M/9) and Rezumia Br (GR-669421 M/S 79 M/8) as res dml. 

 

Charlie.  En new def along Western bank of Muhuri river from Sq-6642 to 6639 

M/S 79 M/8 are fifty percent complete with strong bunkers. 

 

Delta.  Intermittent cxch of firing in Sreenagar area between own forces and 

en contd from 101900 to 110400 hrs. 

 
          Sd/-Illegible 

File No. !Ol/l/GS(Ops) dt 12.10.71               Major 
   12/10/71 

 
MESSAGE FORM 

 
 

IMMEDIATE           DTG: 12200                        SECRET 

FROM :- HQ I SECTOR        G-0539 

TO HQ Delia Sector 

FORCES HQ MUJIBNAGAR 

 

Special Sitrep.  Fit Lt Sultan and his group returned 11 Oct. FN after 

completing task inside Bangladesh. 

 

ALPHA.  Madnaghat electric Sub sta (RX 1268) on the north of Ctg. 

Kaptai rd and west of Halda river. All the three transformers 

completely destroyed by RCL gun. Own tps led by Fit Lt 

Sultan raided the power Sub sta and fired from a distance of 50 

feet only on the transformers. En kept Firing on own tps from 
their bunkers around power Sub Sta. Own tps physically 
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went inside the Sub sta compound and fired on the transformers 

starting from the biggest transformer. Transformers burst and caught 

fire. Action took place on 06 Oct at 0400 hrs. Total three rounds of 

RCL fired. Own cas. One Sep Addul Mannan killed during action and 

has been buried with mil honor inside Bangladesh Gallantry award 

recommendation for the group follows. Request this action be given 

widest publicity in radio and newspapers. 

 
BRAVO.  Total of ten pylons blown. ONE. Eight on Kaptai-Chittagong rd. Two 

on Chandragona-Ctg rd. TWO. Total electricity to Ctg is cut off from 
Kaptai to Ctg. All industries closed. 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

MAJOR 

12/10/71 
 

MESSAGE FORM 
 

 
PRIORITY            DTG: 1208(H)      SECRET 

FROM :- IIQ I SECTOR 
TO :- HQ Delta Sector 

INFO :- FORCES HQ MUJIBNAGAR 

 

 

Sitep. Own tps one section with one LMG raided en post in area Bagan Bazar SQ 

9036 MS 79 N/9 at 110030 hrs. Some en in two tents killed in action. Civ confirm 6 

en killed incl one offr. Next day at 1200 hrs one helicopter landed in Chikarchara SQ 

8831 M/S 79 N/9. Civ Confirms one dead body taken away by the helicopter. This 

confirms that an offr had been killed. 

 

 

          Sd/-Illegible 

               Major 

101/1/GS(Ops)                    12/10/71 
 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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NR 1/12   -O-    DTO         GR-68 

                                                                                              122130 

 
Fm :- Sub Sector No 2 

To :- HQ Sector No 1 
 

No :- G-1077. Secret. Sitrep 24. From Mahfuz for Rafiq. A complete PL of MF 
and FF combined went to blow another BR on a culvert in Ctg-Feni Rly line at 0130 

hrs on ni 11/12 Oct. 71. En sentry on the BR challenged and opened up from a 
distance. Own DML Team and Protection Party failed to accomplish the given task 

and came back. No cas on our side. 

 

TOR    N. N. Chowdhury 

2153             12/10/71 

 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

SECRET 

HQ No. 1 Sector 

Bangladesh Forces 

No. 101/1/GS (Ops) 12 Oct 71 

To :- HQ Delta Sector 
Subject:- Situation Reports 

 
Your Itr no 2(X)l/A/D/GS(Ops) dated 11 Oct 71 refers. 

 
1. Refer Para 2. Effort is always made to cover all the info. 

 
2. Refer para 3. Sitrep can be sent in time only when it is received in time. At 

present comm with Sub Sectors is most primitive. Even when received from Sub 

Sectors, reports get delay because from own HQ to HQ Delta Sector the wrls comm is 

almost not existent. Comm sets are not reliable and goes off the air very frequently. 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

Major 

Comd 

(M. Rafiqul Islam) 

 

SECRET 
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Pri NR 2/13  DTG         RG-26 

     130730 
 

FROM :- Sub Sector 1 
TO :- HQ Sector 2 

 
No :- Sitrep 63. Secret. 3 Prisoners captured. Chairman Abdur Rauf caught 

by FF. 1 Razakar and 1 Peace Committee member caught by M.F. What is their 
disposal. 

 

TOR        N. N. Chy 

1100          13/10/71 

                         

                   *                         *   *   *   * 

 

NR 2/13                                -O-                                  DTO                     GR-73 

           130850 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector "B" 

To :- HQ Sector No 1 

 

No :- G 1080 Secret. Setrep 26. From Mahfuz for rafiq. A sec of MF and FF laid 
and ambush on Dacca Trunk Rd near Radhangar SQ 7140 Map 79 M/12 at 2130 hrs 

on ni 12/13 Oct 71. An En PTL of 5 men appeared in front of them at 0345 hrs. Own 
TPS opened up with LMG and other small arms. Probably 3 or 4 of them got hit. 

Confirmed info will be intimated. 
 

TOR               A. Ullah 
095              13/10/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FORM 

 

DTG 

13 

SECRET 

From :- Sector 1      G- 

To:- Control Room 

Info :-Ech HQ BDF 

 

One section str laid ambush on Dacca-Ctg rd near Radhanagar (Sq-7140 M/S 79 
M/12) on Oct 122130 hrs. An en patrol of 5 appeared before them at 0345 hrs. Own 

tps opened fire with LMG and small arms. 3 Pak tps killed.= 
 

         Sd/-II legible 
File No. 101/l/GS(Ops) dt 13-10-71         Capt 

                                                           13/10/71 
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MSG FORM 

 
          DTG 

Immediate               131100 
From:- Sector-1            SECRET 

TO:- Control Room              G-0545 
Info :- Ech HQ BDF 

 
Sitrep. One Section str own tps laid ambush at Parshuram area (GR 627643 M/S 

79 M/8) on Oct 121410 hrs. Own 2 LMG groups pressed triggers of their guns from 

200 yds distance on four en tps while they were on a bunker as sentry. Killed 3 and 

injured 1. At the same lime own tps observed one op on a nearly tree who was sniped 

down by one of our sniper. Dead bodies laid on bunker and rail line for half an hour. 

Own tps returned safely. 

 

          Sd/-lllegible 

File No. lOl/l/GS(Ops) dt 13-10-71         Major 

                                                            12/10/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

Pri      NR 1/13             DTG 
121900 

 GR-82 
 

Fm :- Sub Sector Alfe 
To :- HQ Sector No 1 

 
No :- Sitrep 62. Secret. One Section own TPS lay an ambush in Parsuram area GR 

627643 M/S 79 M/S. Two LMG GPS opened up from 2(X) yds at 1410 hrs while four 

en TPS were on a prominent bunker. Simultaneously another Sniper took on an op on 

a nearby tree. Op was killed including three more Pak TPS. One more was seriously 

wounded. Dead Bodies lay on bunker and rail line for half an hour while own TPS 

withdrew under fire safely. 

 

TOR                    Sd/-Illegible 

0655           13/11/71 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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NR 4/13   -O-   DTG          GR-54 

                                                           131400 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector No 2 

To :- HQ Sector No 1 

 

No G-1082. Secret. Your G-0544 of date refers. It is the same previous half 

broken one GR 700308 Map 79 N/9. Trains are coming from Ctg (.'MM Passengers 

getting down at Dhumghat CMM going on foot upto Muhuri CMM then getting up on 
to another train coming from Feni side. Trying for another one. 

 

TOR            Sd/-Illegible 

1455    13.10.71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MESSAGE FORM 

 

IMMEDIATE     DTG: 131020         RESTD 

From : HQ 1 Sector              G-0544 

To:- Sub Sector 2 
 

Your G-1077 Oct 12. Quote map ref of the br. 
 

Sd/-Illegible 
Capt 

I01/1/GS      13/10/71 
 

*   *   *   *   * 
 

MSG FORM 

 

 

 

 

DTG 

141015 

SECRET 

G-0546 

From:- Sector I 

To :- Sub Sector Alpha 
 

Your Sitrep 63 of 13 Oct. Send prisoners to this HQ= 
 

Sd/-Illegible 
Capt 

14/10/71 
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-O-        NR 3/15                        DTO          GR-58 

             152030 
Fm :- Ech HQ BDF 

To :- Secret No 1 
 

No :- 0-2040. Secret. Ref your G-0548 para foxtrot Oct 15. Make sure Party 
reaches here by 161200 without fail. 

 
101/1/GS (Ops)    N. N. Chowdhury 

TOR   15.10.71 

2125 

 

*   *   *  *   * 

 

MESSAGE FORM 

 

OPS IMMEDIATE                  DTG: 151145      SECRET 

    G-0548 

FROM :- HQ NO 1 SECTOR 

TO  :- CONTROL ROOM (one copy by hand) 

INFO  :-1. FORCES HQ MUJ1BNAGAR 

                   ECH HQ BDF 
               2. CO Sector 1 

 
Sitrep. ALPHA.  On Sep 23 a gp of ten Naval Commandos went for op deep into 

high sea about 30 miles. Could not reach to ship which was still 
out of reach. Party came back after lot of difficulties except 

Mohammad Hossain who drowned in the high sea. Others in 
small parties came out of sea to different bases. One party of 3 

commandos reached nearer to old naval base where strong en 

guard was deployed who caught S N Maula CMM Nurul Haq 

CMM Amir Hossain. Mr Abul Hashem caught by en tps from 

old shelter. 

BRAVO.  On Oct 01 commandos destroyed AVLOS CMM a Greek ship 

(anchored BOC Jetty) agent HE GGE AND CO. The ship 

loaded with oil. It was under arrest in Ctg port and supposed to 

be released by Pak govt. 

CHARLIE.   On Oct 02 UNO rep visited the Jetty and took sanps. 

DELTA.  On 8 same commando gp completely destroyed and sank one of 

the biggest Pak ship MV NAS1M anchored in jetty No 13 

which was loaded with AMMO CMM TWO TANKS CMM 

15(15) out of approx 50 (50) Pak tps reported killed. Due to 
blast jetty No 12 and 13 became completely out of sve. 

ECHO.  9 (9) commandos reached safely on Oct 13. One party of 4 
commandos still in Ctg for action. 5(5) commandos reaching 

very soon. 
FOXTROT.   Party reaching Agartala on Oct 16 first aval tpt 

Sd/- Illegible 
CAPT 

15/10/71 
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Pri    NR 1/15               GR-9 

15110 

 
Fm :- Sub Sector 'A' 

To :- HQ Sector 1 
 

No :- Sitrep 67. Secret. En reinforced Parshuram Belonia with more tps and 2 
tanks. BSF and friendly forces have been alarted. 

 
R/1142       N. N.Chy 

     15/10/71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

MESSAGE FORM 

 

IMMEDIATE                  DTG: 151830      SECRET 

From :- HQ 1 Sector      G-0549 

To :-CONTROL ROOM 

INFO :- ECH HQ BDF 

 

Sitrep. ALPHA.  Oct 140530 hrs 1 Section sir own tps laid ambush on rd 

Guthuma-Parsuram (SQ 6362 M/S 79 M/8). No contact made 
and own tps returned. 

 
BRAVO.  Own 1 pi fighting Patrol contacle en at Kolapara (SQ 6262 M/S 

79 M/8) on Oct 142300 hrs. Exchange of fire carried for half an 
hr. En cas not cfm. Own tps returned safe. 

 
CHARLIE  Oct 142000 hrs own mine laying Party of 3 MF laid M-16 

mines on en Patrol route behined Guthuma BOP (SQ 6460 M/S 

79 M/8) and returned safe. 

 

DELTA  En reinforced Parshuram Belonia with more tps and two tanks. 

BSF and friendly forces alert. 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

CAPT 
15/10/71 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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Pri     NR 3/15           GR-37 

 
Fm :- Sub Sector 'A' 

To :- HQ Sector 1 
 

No :- Sitrep 65. Secret. One PL fighting Patrol Contaced en at Kola Para SQ 6262 
M/S 79 M/8. Hy Exchange of fire was carried out for half an hour at 142300 hrs. En 

cas not known. Own tps returned safely. 
 

R/1155        N.N.Chy 

    15/10/71 

 

 

*   *   *  *  * 

 

Pri                      NR 4/15          15100 

       RG-30 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector A 

To :- HQ Sector 1 

 

No :- Sitrep No 66. Secret. Mine laying Party of 3 ors lay M-16 Mine on en Patrol 
route behind Guthuma BOP gr SQ 6460 M/S 79 M/8 at 142000 hrs. Own tps returned 

safely. 
 

R/1147            N. N. Chy 
                                                                                                                15/10/71 

 
SECRET 

 

Copy of HQ Delta Sector Itr No. 200I/A/D/GS(C)ps) of 11 Oct 71, addsd to all 

Sectors. 

 

  

 * * * * * 

 

Subject:- Situation Reports. 

 

 1. It has been observed that inspite of repeated instrs sitreps are neither being 

completed properly nor detailed info is being submitted. Incomplete info 

unnecessarily creates extra paper work and delay in submission of sitreps to 

higher HQ. 
  

 2. Following info will invariably be incl while reporting incidents in the sitrep:- 
 a. No of rounds fired by own arty as well as enemy. 

 b. Duration of fire. 
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c. Type of arty/ mor fire. 

 d. cas to both sides. 
 e. Source of info about enemy cas. 

       f. While reflecting mov of vehs, direction, approx no and type of veh, date and 
time will invariably be incl. 

 g. Correct grid refs. 
      h. Induction details such as, no inducted on a particular date, parmanently or 

temporarily and total no inducted so far. 
 

3. Sitreps are being received invariably late. It will be ensured that sitreps are handed 

over well in time to the sig centre/this HQ. 

 

Sd/- xxx 

(BS 

RATHEE) 

Capt 

GSO-3 

For Comdr 

 

C'ontd. 

 

*   *   *   *   * 
 

HQ No. 1 Sector 
Bangladesh Forces 

No. 101/1/171/GS (Ops) 
16 Oct 71 

 
To :- All Sub Sectors 

Subject:- As above. 

 

Copy of above is fwd for future guidance please. 

 

Sd/- **** 

Capt 

Adjt 

(MD. ENAMU HOQ CHOWDHURY) 

 

Majid 16/10/71 

 

 

SECRET 
 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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MESSAGE FORM 

 
IMMEDIATE    DTG: 171745       SECRET 

                                                                                                     G-0554 
 

FROM :- HQ 1 SECTOR 
TO HQ DELTA SECTOR 

 
ONE. En repaired rly br demolished between DHUM and MUHURIGANJ and 

one train plying at a very slow speed. TWO seven Razakars at SITAKUNDA 

surrendered to us in Sub Sector 2. THREE. Request arrange pack ration 500 rpted 

500. LMGs minimum 6 RPTD 6. Time pencils. 

 

         Sd/-Illegible 

101/1/GS (Ops)          CAPT 

                                                                                    17/10/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

NR 4/17   -O-   171600         GR-55 

 

Fm:- Rafiq 
To:- Enam 

 
No :- G-1090. Secret. Pass the fol Msg to Delta Sector. One En repaired Rly BR 

Demolished between Dhum and Mhurigonj and one Train plying at a very slow speed. 
Two Seven Razakars of Sitakunda surrendered to us in Sub Sector two. Three. 

Request arrange Pack Rat 500. LMG's minimum six. Time pencils. 
 

 

TOR                  Sd/-Illegible 

1640          17.10.71 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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MSG FORM 

          DTG 
From:- Sector             1171115 

To:- Control Room            SECRET 
Info:- Ech HQ BDF                G-055 

 
Sitrep. Alpha.  On 26 Sep at 0600 hrs FF stopped one EPRTC bus in front of CTG 

new market (Bepani Bitan). Req passengers to get down on Pistol 
point. When they debus own Guerilla lit the fire cmm the bus 

completely burned. 

 

Bravo.   On 06 Oct ni IT burned one PIA passenger bus in front of PIA office 

of CTG. 

 

 

Fole No 101/I/GS (Ops) dt 17-10.71              Sp/-Illegible 

                                                               Capt 

                                                           17/10/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FORM 
 

          DTG 
Pri                171115 

From:- Sector 1            SECRET 
To:- Control Room              G-0552 

Info :- Ech HQ BDF 
 

Sitrep.  After a raid on en posn in Chhaygharia (GR-740367 M/S 79 N/9) fol 

items recovered from en bunkers. One Steel Helment one, Rangers 

badge one. A/tk mines four. Anti pers mines 8. Offrs mess acct register 

one. One photo Album with indl photos. Kit inventory one. Issue 

vouchers. Large no. of private letters written in urdu. Name of 53 Bde 

offrs stationed in CTG cantt confirmed and found in the mess register. 

All these are being sent to you soon after proper scrutiny= 

 

 

    Sd/-Illegible 

Fill No. l()l/l/GS(Ops) dt 17-10-71         Capt 

                                                            17/10/71 
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NR 1/17                             -O-                          171800                          GR-63 

 
Fm :- Sub Sector "A" 

To :- HQ Sector No 1 
 

No :- Sitrep 68. Secret. One Section own TPS lay in ambush at Guthuma north 
GR 649607 M/S 71 M/8 on 15/10/71 at 0445 hrs. About 0530 hrs four Pak TPS came 

out from bunker. At that time our LMG man opened fire including two Rifle men. 
Distance was 250 yds from bunker. Four Pak TPS killed. Pak TPS opened fire from 

all bunkers. Our TPS withdrew safely. 

 

TOR      Bismiliah 

1900       17.10.71 

 

 * * * * * 

 

NR 1/17              -O-                       DTO          GR-27 

   171030 

 

Fm :- "D" Sector 

To :- HQ Sector No 1 

No nil. Secret. For sector Imam. Report of Sultan not received. Forward 
immediately. Info CO in Sub sec-2 

 
R/1120                  Sd/-Illegible 

N. N.Chy         17/10/71 
17/10/71 

 
*  *  *  *  * 

 

MESSAGE FORM 

 

          DTG 

      171745 

FROM HQ NO 1 SECTOR      SECRET 

TO :- SUB SECTOR BRAVO         G-0553 

 

For CO. D Sector no nil of date reproduced. QUOTE. For Sector Imam. Report of 

Sultan not received. Forward immediately. UNQUOTE. 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops)              Sd/Illegible 

CAPT 
17/10/71 

 
*   *   *   *   * 
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S/17                         172025         GR-16 

 
Fm :- Co Sector No 1 

To :- Sector No 1 
 

No:- G-1091. Secret. Your Sig no G 0553 of date ref. Find out from HQ. Report 
already submitted. 

 
TOR     A. Mannan 

2140      17/10/71 

 

                       *                     *                     *                       *                         * 

 

NR 5/18                                        -O-   DTO                GR-75 

          181510 

Fm:-Sub Sector "B" 

To :- HQ Sector No 1 

 

No :- G-1096, Secret. Sitrep 28. Own 3 inch nior sec fired on En Iocs at 1600 hrs 

on 15 Oct 71 at 3 different places named Ballavpur SQ 7435 CMM Darogahat SQ 

7335 and Chaygharia at 7436 map 79 N/9. En cas got confirmed. By Public. Pak Tp 

killed in Ballavpur. 1 Pak TP CMM 3 Pak TPS injured in Darogahat. 1 Pak and 2 
Razakars killed in Chaygharia. 

 
TOR            A Mannan 

1545             17.10.71 
 

*  *  *  *  * 
 

NR 6/18   -O-   DTO          GR-65 

                                                            181515 

 

Fm Sub Scctor "B" 

To HQ Sector No 1 

 

No G-1097. Secret. Sitrep 29. Two hundred more Pak regular TPS got 

concentrated around Chagalnaiya P.S. SQ 7042 Map 79 M/12 next day after 15 Oct 

attk on Chagalnaiya BOP. Public brought this info that ens were supposed to bring 

1200 regular TPS on the border but they have brought 200 only. This is better in one 

respect that some other places got releaved. 

 

TOR    A. Mannan 
1555     17.10.71 
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MESSAGE FORM 

 
IMMEDIATE     DTG : 18          SECRET 

FROM :- HQ NO 1 SECTOR         G- 
TO CONTROL ROOM 

INFO :- ECH HQ BDF 
 

Sitrep. ALPHA. Own 3 inch Mor Sec fired En Iocs on 151600 hrs at 3 different 
places named Ballavpur SQ 7435 CMM Darogahat SQ 7335 and Chagalnaiya SQ 

7436 M/S 79 N/9. En cas confirmed by public. 1 Pak tp killed in Ballavpur. 1 Pak tp 

killed and 3 Pak tps injured in Darogahat. 1 Pak tp and 2 Razakars killed in 

Chagalnaiya. 

 

BRAVO. Attack on Chagalnaiya BOP SQ 7341 M/S 79 N/9 with five SP Plant at 

1730 hrs on Oct 15. Own cas. Seven injured when own arty shells landed on MF 

attacking Coy. En cas not known. 

 

CHARLIE. En brought some reinforcement on 16 Oct from Feni to Chagalnaiya. 

lQl/l/GS(Ops) 

 

Sd/Illegible 

Capt 
18/10/71 

 
*  *  *  *  * 

 
NR 2/18    -O-          DTO 

                                                                                                 181430 
                                                                                                  C.R-45 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector "A" 

To Sector No 1 

 

No Sitrep 69. Secret. I Sec lay ambush at 170530 in cast Debpur GR 692501 

M/S 79 A/12. Contact was made at 0530 hrs. En cas not known. One 19351 Sep 

Amjad Ali was seriously wounded by en LMG brush. He had been evacuated to 

Agartala hospital. 

 

TOR/1920 

Bismiliah.             Sd/-Illegible 

18/10/71 
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MESSAGE FORM 

 
IMMEDIATE     DTG:181030        SECRET 

From :- HQ 1 Sector              G-0555 
To:- Control Room 

Info:- Ech HQ BDF 
CO No. 1 Sector 

 
Sitrep. On Oct 150445 hrs cmm own tps one section laid ambush at Guthuma 

north GR-649607 M/S 79 M/8. At 0530 hrs four Pak tps came out from bunker. Own 

tps opened fire with one LMG & rifles. Four Pak tps killed. Pak tps opened fire from 

other bunkers. Own tps returned sefe 

 

         Sd/-Illegible 

10l/l/GS(Ops)           Capt 

                                                                                              18/10/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

NR 3/18   -O-   181615     GR-64 

 

Fm:-Sub Sector No 'A' 
To :- HQ Sector No I 

 
No Sitrep 70. Secret. 2 PL own tps kept BOP Guthuma GR 650610 MS 79 M/8. 

Besieged from three sides 50 Rds of MF was carried out on BOP. Exchange of fire 
carried out for half an hour. Heavy en cas expected. 2 of own tps were wounded. One 

3941527 Sep A. Latif died in Belonia hospital. Buried in village Kalikapur. A brave 
tiger soldier details will follow. 

 

TOR/1910           Bismiliah 

                                                                                                   18/10/71 

 

 

 

                  *             *                          *                             *                         *
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NR 4/18                       -O-                                 181335                       GR-138 

 
Fm :- Sub Sector 

To :- HQ Sector No-1 
 

No :- G-I095, Secret. Sitrep 27. One coy of MF attacked Chagalnaiya BOP SQ 
7341 with very big fire sp plant at 1730 hrs on 15 Oct 71. En repulsed with last of his 

resort. Own tps could reach upto one corner of the BOP. En started shelling 
tremendously on own as well as their tps even. Both en as well as own tps left the 

BOP under en and own shillings. En reoccupied the stealthily at dead of ni. Here also 

we fail to occupy this BOP. This was first attk on this on post by own tps along with 

friendly fire sp. En cas. Not Known. Own cas. Seven wounded by shell splinters out 

of them four were seriously injured. All of them evac to 

 

Udaypur ads. The rest of all O. K. 

 

TOR           A. Mannan 

1400            19/10/71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

MSG FORM 
 

From :- Sector I             DTG 
To Sub Sector 'A'        191139 

SECRET 
   G-0557 

 
Your Sitrep 70 of 18 Oct. Furnish date and time of occurrence immediately. 

 

          Sd/-Illegible 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 19-10-71       Capt 

19/10/71 

 

 

*  *  *  *  * 
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MSG FORM 

From : - Sector 1                   DTG 
To :- Control Room              201310 

Info Ech HQ BDF            SECRET 
CO of Sector 1              G-0559 

 
Sitrep. Alpha.  On 16 Oct at 2300 hrs MF laid ambush with a sec str on track 

in the vill Jagannath Sonapur (Sq-7633 M/S 76 N/9). En ptl of 
a sec str appeared before own ambush party. Own tps opened 

up with small arms cmm automatics and 2 inch mor. En opened 

up with MMG and HMG from West Alinagar def (Sq-7632 

M/S 79 N/9). En cas cfm by civ next day. 2 reg tps and 2 

Razakars killed cmm 3 Razakars injured. 

 

Bravo.  On 18 Oct at 0430 hrs MF raided en def at vill Matua (Sq-7142 

M/S 79 M/12) and killed 2 Pak tps and 5 Razakars. 3 Razakars 

injured. En took dead bodies cmm injured pers and ran away 

leaving house and bunkers. 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 19-10-71              Sd/-Illegible 

                                                                Capt 

                                                            19/10/71 
 

*  *  *  *  *  
 

NR2/19   -O-   191320          GR-95 
 

Fm :- Sub Sector B' 
To :- HQ Sector 1 

 

No :- G-1099. Secret. Sitrep 30. MF laid ambush with a sec str on track in the vill 

Jagannath Sonapur SQ 7633 M/76 N/9 at 2300 hrs on ni Oct 71. En ptl of a section str 

appeared before own ambush Party at 0015 hrs on 17 Oct 71. Own tps opened up with 

small arms, automatics and 2 inch mor. En opened up with M.M.G. and H.M.G. also 

from Pachim Alinagar def SQ 7632. En cas confirmed by civ next day. Two reg tps 

and three Razakars killed, three Razakars wounded. 

 

R/1340          A. Mannan 

                                                                                                             19/10/71 
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OPS    NR 6/19               GR-63 

191525 

 
Fm :- Sub Sector B 

To HQ Sector 1 
 

No :- G-l 103. Secret. Sitrep 32. MF raided en def in vill Matua SQ 7142 M/79 
M/12 by two see's on en one sec at 0430 hrs on 18 Oct 71. Own tps killed 2 (two) Pak 

tps and 5 (five) Razakars and 3 (three) wounded. The en took the dead bodies and 
wounded and ran away leaving the house and bunkers. Own tps could not get 

anything. 

 

R/I555    A. Mannan 

  19/10/71 

                     

                       *                    *                     *                      *                   * 

 

MSG FORM 

 

Pri               DTG 

From :-Sector 1         191130 

To :- Control Room       SECRET 

Info :- Ech HQ BDF         G-0559 
 

Sitrep. Alpha.  Own 3 inch mor sec fired on en Iocs at 1600 hrs Oct 15 at 3 
different places named Ballavpur (Sq-7435 cmm Darogahat Sq-

7335 and Chagalnaiya Sq-7436 M/S 79 N/9). En cas got 
confirmed by public. 1 Pak tp killed in Ballavpur. 1 Pak tp 

killed and 3 Pak tps injured in Darogahat. 1 Pak tp and 3 
Razakars killed in Chagalnaiya. 

 

Bravo.  Attack Chagalnaiya BOP (Sq-7341 M/S 79 N/9) with fire SP 

plan at 1730 hrs on Oct 15 failed. Shelling on own as well as 

their tps. Own cas. Seven in jured when own Arty shells landed 

on MF attacking Coy En cas not known. 

 

Charlie.  En brought some re-enforcement on 16 Oct from Feni to 

Chagalnailya. 
 

Delta.  On Oct. 17 at 0530 hrs cmm own 1 Sec laid ambush in East 

Debpur (GR-692501 M/S 79 M/12). En was contacted 

immediately but their cas not yet cfm. Own cas. 1 seriously 

wounded. 

 

          Sd/Il legible 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops)dt 19-10-71        Capt 

                                                          19/10/71 

 

---------------
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                                                        NR1/20                           200600 

GR-17 
 

Fm :- Sub Sector 2 
To:- HQ Sector 1 

 
No :- Sitrep 71. Secret. Ref our sig setrep 70. 10 (ten) Pak tps and Razakars killed. 

7 (Seven) wounded. News Confirmed. 
 

R/0735    A. Mannan 

  20/10/71 

 

 * * * *  * 

 

Priority  NR 2/20 DTG        GR-50 

       200625 

 

Fm :- Suh Sector *A' 

To:- HQ Sector No 1 

 

No Sitrep 72. Secret. A section strength patrol of own tps chased out a Razakar gr 

of the while laying mines at GR-636623 M/S 79 M/8 at 191000 hrs. The Razakars left 
behind four a/p mines and two grenades which were recovered by own tps. The mines 

are of Indian origin. 
 

R/0745            N. N. Chy 
                                                                                                               20/10/71 

 
 *                             *                                    *                                         *                              * 

 

MSG FORM 

 

From : Sector 1            DTG 

To : Control Room        201300 

Info : Ech HQ BDF     SECRET 

CO of Sector 1       G-0558 

 

Sitrep. Sub para Bravo of our G-0556 of 19 Oct. Cfm from public that 10 rptd 10 

Pak tps incl Razakars killed and 7 rptd 7 wounded. 

 

          Sd/-Illegible 

File No. 101/I/GS (Ops) dt 20-10-71      Capt 
20/10/71 
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OPS    NR 2/20  DTG    GR-4 

201630 

 
Fm : Sub Sector 'C' 

To : HQ Sector 1 
 

No G-0516. Secret. N/Sub Hefiz for LT Farooq. Capt Maksing came here at 
1600 hrs. Told us not to operate in this area. They threatened us if Pak TPS opens fire 

on BSF post BSF will fire on us. They only want reccee report. Further instructions 
solicited. 

 

101/1/GS (Ops)             Sd/-Illegible 

TOR   20/11/71 

1845 

 

 * *   * * * 

 

NR 5/20                  -O-                         201700          GR-15 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector *A' 

To :- HQ Sector No 1 

 

No :- B-118. Secret. Ref your sig G-0557 of date. Date and time of occurrence 
180630 hrs. 

 
TOR 

1940           N. N. Chowdhury 
101/I/Gs (O)         20.10.71 

 
*  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FORM 

 

From :- Sector 1            DTG 

To :- Control Room       211300 

Info :- Ech HQ BDF     SECRET 

CO of Sector 1       G-0560 

 

Sitrep.  On 180630 hrs MFof 2 PI str kept BOP Guthuma (GR-650610 M/S 79 

M/8) besieged from three sides. 50 rds mor shells fired on BOP. 

Exchange of fire continued for half an hr. En cas. 10 Pak tps incl 

Razakars killed and 7 wounded. Own cas. 2 seriously injured 1 of them 

died in Belonia hasp. OurG-0558 of Oct 20 treated cancelled. 
 

         Sd/-Illegible 
File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 21-10-71      Capt 

21/10/71 
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OPS                              NR 4/21         211900 

GR-74 
Fm :- Sub Sector 'A' 

To:- HQ Sector 1 
 

No Sitrep 73. Secret. Own tps ambushed in a patrol at Amjad Nagar GR-633655 
M/S 79 M/8 at 1030 hrs this morning. One Pak tp 5 Razakars lay dead on the Rly 

track and one escaped wounded. En opened up with MMG and two inch mor. Own 
tps withdrew safely. OPS earned out by Hav Imam. A second ambush laid at will 

Ketranga GR-666595 M/S 79 M/8 own tps 1 Sec. No contact made. Own tps 

withdrawn. 

 

R/2300             N. N Chy 

                                                                                                               21/10/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

Pri               NR 5/21 

Fm :- Sub Sector 
‘
A’                GR-43 

To : HQ No 1 Sector 

 

No :- Sitrep 74. Secret. En blew off culvert at GR-664652 M/S 79 M/8 and laid up 
mines on Rd to Amjadnagar. Own tps breached 5 mines all of Indian origin. Int report 

received en has seventy men trained in Parashuram for such sabotage work. 
 

R/2325              N.N.Chy 
21/10/71 

 
*  *  *  *  * 

MSG FORM 

 

          DTG 

Fm:- Sector 1              221135 

To:- Control Room            SECRET 

Info :- Ech HQ BDP              G-0564 

 

Sitrep. Alpha. A sec str patrol of own tps chased out a Razakar gp of ten while 

laying mines at GR-636623 M/S 79 M/8 on 191000 hrs, 

Razakars left belling four a/p mines and two gren which were 

recovered by own tps. The mines are Indian origin. 

 

Bravo. En blew off culvert at GR-664652 M/S 79 M/8 and laid up 
mines on rd to Amjadnagar. Own tps breached 5 mines which 

are Indian origin. Int report received en has seventy men 
trained at Parshuram for such sabotage work. 

 
           Sd/Illegible 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 22-10-71         Capt 
                                                           22/10/71 
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Z            NR 93          GR-28 

5590 
20/10/71 

 
To:- HQ SECTOR No 1 

Fm:-SUB SECTOR No 5 
G/0001 

 
Fight with Mizo and Chakma at Ram Sarabari gr-075584 M/S 79 M/16 on 16 

Oct.. Str 20. 9 (9) Killed 5 (5) injured. 

 

TOR/WT/0836/20                  Sd/-Illegible 

0900/19         22/10/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

NR 1/22     -O-          221700 

GR-200 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector kB' 

To:- HQ Sector 1 

 
No :- G-1108. Secret. Sitrep 33. MF laid an ambush near En def loc at Mridhyar 

Bazar SQ 6945 Map 79 M/12 at 1000 hrs on 21 Oct 71 with a PL Str of reg tps and a 
PL Str of FFs. An offr in civ came by a rickshaw from Chandgazi to meet his tps there 

when own tps in ambush opened up with all small arms cmm autos and 2 inch mor. A 
sec of own tps and ffs took posn in the vill Dakshin Jashpur SQ 7045 as a cut off 

Party of main ambush team. When exch of fire was continuing between En and own 
ambush party cmm En sent a PL of reg tps from Chhagalnaiya through vill Dakshin 

Jashpur to cut own ambush team. God's merchy with us that En's Second PL was hit 

by own cut off party. En cas. Offr was killed on the spot along with 5 tps by own 

ambush team and 7 killed by cut off party at Dakshin Jashpur. The public Co-operated 

a lot and brought info that the en dead bodies were carried by bullock cart and offr 

dead body over head. The public were too glad after that op. 

 

 

R/1915             N.N. Chy 

22/10/71 
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Z                  NR 90          GR-20 

5591 
20/10/71 

 
To :- HQ Scctor No 1 

Fm Sub Sector No 5 
 

Our G-0001 Oct 19. They killed 1(1) civilian and 3(3) injured with sten and doa at 
home. Civilian under treatment at Sle hospital. 

 

TOR/0842/20                   Sd/-Illegible 

1000/19         22/10/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MESSAGE FORM 

 

IMMEDIATE     DTG: 221430        SECRET 

FROM HQ 1 SECTOR             G-0567 

TO :- CONTROL ROOM 

INFOECH HQ BDF 

 
Sitrep. On Oct 21 at 1100 hrs own tps str of eight ambushed Baro Fanua GR-

852323 M/S 79 N/9 in a hill pass. When en came in a body to clean passway own tps 
opened fire. En cas. One Pak army offr and 7 Pak tps killed. Four LMG magazines 

with 200 POF rounds captured. Own cas nil. 
 

Sd/-Illegible 
Capt 

22/10/71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

NR 1/22 -O-          GR-82 

22100 

 

Fm :- Sub sector No 3 

To :- HQ Sector No 1 

 

No :- G-0505. Sector. Your G-0562 of date. GR No 852323 M/S No 79 N/9 place 

Baro Panua. According to our Party report en cas 8 including one capt. En 

conversation heard by Cpl Bhy confirmed the cas to be 17 including one Rjkr. Items 
captured are LMG MMG 8 CMM Rif 303 rds-200 and a pair of civil shoes. The 

MMG and shoes already sent to your HQ through Cpl Bhy and party. CPL Bhy 
returned safely after the EP withdrawn from ambush. 

 
TOR           A. Mannan 

1155            22-10-71 
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NR 3/22   -O-              GR-33 

222000 

 
Fm :- Sub Sector *C (3) 

To : HQ Sector No 1 
 

No :- G-0506. Secret. Sitrep. One Section (15 men) ambushed on road between 
Andhermanik and Nalua garden (GR 8635 CMM M/S 79) from 220400 to 221200 hrs 

but finding on tgt returned at 221330 hrs. 
 

TOR/2045     N. N. Chowdhury 

22-10-71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

NR 2/22                 OPS         221130 

GR-45 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector ‘C' 

To :- Sector HQ 1 

 

No :- Sitrep No 75. Secret. Own on LMG gip ambushed two rickshaws carrying 

Pak tps from Amjad Hat to Chandgazi at GR-685-485 MS 79 M/12 on 211230. Three 
Pak tps were killed. Own tps returned safely. Alauddin GR FF also one Razakar at 

Amjad Hat on the same day. 
 

TOR/2210         A. Mannan 
                                                                                                  22/10/71 

 
MESSAGE FORM 

 

IMMEDIATE            DTG : 231800      SECRET 

G-0569 

From :- HQ 1 Sector 

To:- Control Room 

INFO :- Ech HQ BDF 

 

Sitrep. MF ambushed two rickshaws carrying Pak tps from Amjad Hat to 
Chandgazi at GR-685458 M/S 79 M/12 on 211230. Three Pak tps killed. Own cas 

nill. 

 

 

          Sd/-Illegible 

101/1/GS           CAPT 

                                                                                                 23/10/71 
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MSG FORM 

DTG 
From:- Sector I              261330 

To :- Control Room            SECRET 
Info :-Ech HQ BDF               G-0574 

 
 

Sitrep. Alpha. No. 17 Razakar Mohd Zahirul Islam infiltrated India at 2330 
hrs Oct 21 with a sec str with a view to blow up culvert on rd 

Samargonj Nalua (Sq-7344 M/S 79 M/12 and did partially 

damage to that. Next morning said Razakar came to check 

extent of damage caused to culvert and caught red handed. 

 

Bravo.   One Razakar Surrendered on Oct 23- 

 

 

          Sd/-Illegible 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 26-10-71         Capt 

                                                            26/10/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 
NR 3/26  -O-   DTG            GR-35 

263805 
 

Fm :- Sub Sector B 
To :- HQ Sector No 1 

 
No G-1112. Secret. Sitrep 35. No 416978 Razakar Mujibul Hoq of Feni 

surrendered to a gp of own FFs on 23 Oct 71 now under my custody. Trying to make 

a Razakar PL as you can not produce me trained tps. 

 

 

TOR              N.N. Chy 

945              26/10/71 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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NR 2/27  -O-     DTO            GR-72 
                                                  272000 

 
Fm :- Sub Sector 'A' 

ToHQ Sector No 1 
 

No:- Sitrep 76. Secret. Own tps laid ambush near Guthuma BOP GR 655607. M/S 
79 M/8 SQ 274431 hrs. 2 PL sentries on a bunker were fired upon with an LMG brush 

from about 254 yds. 1 was killed on the spot. Own tps returned safely. A recee patrol 

also killed on Razakar of Haripur GR-695575 M/S 79 M/12 at 270900 hrs when a gr 

of 5 Razakars came to harass the public on the border. 

 

 

TOR/2150             M. Bismiliah 

                                                                                             27-10-71 

 

P-1 

 

G. R. P. Habibur Rahman 

No :-813 

Rifle-1 No 7808 
Bullet-55 

Dress-1 Shirt 
Belt-1 (one) 

Bell plat 1 (one) 
Cap-1 (one) 

EPRP-one pair 
Cap Bas-one 

 

The above mentioned things were taken by 1. Mr. Abul Hussain (Pt commander 

G-2) and 2. Mr Zafar Ahamed from Habibur Rahman GRP no 813. 

 

 

Jafar Ahmed G.U. 2. 

28/10/71 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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MSG FORM 

 
From :- Sector 1            DTG 

To :- Control Room       280910 
Info :- Ech HQ BDF     SECRET 

CO of Sector 1        G-0576 
 

Sitrep. On 270900 hrs own tps laid ambush near Guthuma (GR-655607 M/S 79 
M/8). 2 en sentries on a bunker came under our LMG brush from 258 yds. I died on 

the spot. Own tps returned safely. A recce patrol also killed one Razakar of Haripur 

(GR-695575 M/S 79 M/12) when a Gp of 5 Razakars came to harass public on border. 

 

 

Sd/Illegible 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 28-10-71       Capt 

                                  28/10/71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

Z              NR 162          GR-40 

5624  

To :- HQ SECTOR 1       30/10/71 
INFO MIRZA MANSUR SB M.P.A. (Harina) 

FM. RAMGARH GROUP 
 

Guerill operation. (A) 29/10/71- captured one Pak spy and H/over to B.S.F. Camp 
JALAYA on 23/10/71 by our party. (B) We raided at Pak moveable camp near Gunti. 

Destroyed the position and defense, killed two Razakars and captured 20 cows. One 
cycle. E. 303 L.G. catrage. 

 

 

TOR/WI 

0835/30             Sd/-Illegible 

1700/29    30/10/71 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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NR 2/05     -O-            051430/NON 

GR-76 

Fm : Sub Sector 
‘
C” 

To :- HQ Sector No 1 

No. G-0509. Secret. Sitrep. 

 

 A. Andhermanik BOP GR 851359 M/S 78 N/9 

 B. 050300. 

 C. Eleven. 
 D. Our Party raided BOP and exchanged fire for about 30 minutes. 

 E. Not known. 

 F. Nil. 

 G. En was completely harassed and continued firing all around for rest of 

the night. Party had to withdraw. 

 H. The R/launcher and two inch mor misfired. 

 I. 7.62 ammo expended 233. 

J.  303 Balls exp 84. 

K.  2 inch Mor HE 3. 

L.  Rocket 73 MM 2. 

 

TOR 1555/05             Sd/-Illegible 
9/11/71 

 
MESSAGE FORM 

 
IMMEDIATE     DTG         SECRET 

                                                061220                                         G-0592 
 

From :- HQ 1 Sector 
To:- Control Room 

INFO :- Ech HQ BDF 

   Co I Sector 

 

Sitrep: ALPHA. On 5 Nov 0300 hrs own one sec raided Andhermanik BOP (GR 

851359 M/S 78 N/9). Fire continued for 30 mins. En cas not yet 

cfm Own tps returned safe. 

BRAVO: Own RL and 2 inch mor misfired. 

 

CHARLIE.  Ammo expended. ONE. 7.62  qty 233 (233) TWO. 303 qty 84 

(84). THREE. 2 inch Mor qty 3 (3). FOUR. Rocket 73 MM qty 

2 (2). 
 

Sd/-Illegible 
CAPT 

7/10/71 
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NR 1/07   -O-   071000         GR-84 

 
Fm :- 'D' Sector 

To : Sub sector two/three/four 
 

No :- 0-2067. Secret. Sitreps. Whenever weapons equipment captured by F.F. 
Cmm MF and sector tps. Request reporting sitrep weapons equipment inside BD or 

with sector. In case weapons with sector forward them this HQ with sitreps. 
 

R-1355     N. N. Chy 

07/11/71 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FORM 

DTG 

From:-Sector I         071140 

To :- HQ Delta Sector      SECRET 

Info :- Ech HQ BDF         G-0751 

 

Chhagalnaiya cmm Rezumia all under occupation of own forces. One PRC-10 

wrls set captured in Chhagalnaiya operation- 

 
Sd/-Illegible 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 7/12/71    Flg/Offr 
       7/12/71 

 
*  *  *  *  * 

 
Sub sector 1 

BDF/1001/SS1 

Dated 4th Nov. 71 

 

To:-HQ No. 1 Sector 

Sub:- Razakar 

 

1. Madu Miah S/O. late Salimuddin vill Baor Pathar P.O. & PS Parsuram Dist. 

Noakhali is sent herewith was arrested at 0600 hrs on 27th Oct. 1971 from his own 

house. The man is an enemy agent and his house was a Base for Razakars and he 

himself is a notorious Razakar. 

 

101/1 /GS (Ops) (In)        Sd/Illegible 

4/11/71           4/11/71 
                                                                                                    Comd Sub Sector 1 
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MSG FORM 

DTG 
From :-Sector 1         091210 

To:-Delta Sector      SECRET 
Info : Ech HQ BDF        G-0599 

 
Razakar Madu Miah S/O L. Salim Uddin captured by own tps at his own house on 

27 Oct and now udner custody. Request advise further action- 
Sd/-Illegible 

File No. 101/1/Gs (Ops) (Out) dt 9/11/71       Capt 

9/11/71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

OPS                 2/11                       111715                          GR-047 

 

Fm :- D/SECTOR 

To :- SECTOR No 1 

 

No :-1-1032. SECRET. Your G-0599 Nov. 09. Intimate Loc where Razakars now. 

If in your Loc interrogation to be arranged 

 
R/2145       N.N. Chy 

11/11/71 
 

*   *   *  *  * 
To 

Commanding  Officer 
H. Q. No 1 sector BDF 

 

/��, 
���9 ���� �5  �, �r����� R5 / ����S�� ��/���� "��� -���� ( ����� �-���� 

����� K�-.  #�-���� o��g�. ��- ��� ;��. �-�:��5  
l�9 �-���� (K� �-74) ���% 
�s�-�= ����%। �s�-�=L���� ����� ���% �%�, * 8� ��5�N� �-'72() ��� � 6'46 B 
)+ �8 ����8। ��5�N� G�� �� �-���� (n� �-74)-�� �-���� ���% ��%। ��5�N� ��X �� 
����� 9 ��5 �� �5। >J ��/������ ( �����  ;�� 4 ����� ��=< �-���� ��X �-�:��5 
;��9 �9�-�#��� ��/ ��� ���%। ����� ��/ ��<��/� �%�। ����� ���=����� -� �9 ���� 
��=�<���L ���������� /@ ��/ ��� ����। ������ ��� ��� -���9 ����� /@ f�9�/�9 �@�A� 
K�L ���9� ����� �����।  

 
'। ���� ����-, ���- /� �-9�   K�-: -�������� o��g� : ��������, �/�� : "tK�- 
*। �� �����, ���- ��� �����  �u��� : v 

 
SS/-��� ��- 
 -���� ��� ��- 

n� �-74  
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NR 2/11    -O-           111230 

GR-99 

Fm :- Sub Sector 'C” 

To :- Sector No 1 

 

No :- G-0515. Secret. Sitrep. A. GR8624 ambush on RGR Kararhat Rd M/S 79 

N/9. B. 081700 hrs. C. 3. D. Party waiting to kill or when unsuccessful on en patrol 

from 20 yds dist. E. 4 killed No injury. F. Nil. G. En tps from Kaila opened fire on the 

Party and due to limited arms and men they had to withdrew. H. As 3 of the four 
grenades did not burst ambush was partially unsuccessful and hence no sign of action 

could be brought. I. 9 MM expended 46. J. 7.62 expended 65. K. Grenade expended 

4. 

 

TOR 

1400            Bismiliah 

                                                                                                                          11-11-71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

NR 4/11     -O-          111300 

GR-120 
Fm :- Sub sector ‘C’’ 

To :- HQ sector 1 
 

No :- G-0513. Secret. A Counter from 150 yds attack on Andher manik BOP GR 
851359 M/79 N/9. B. 110540. C. 27. D. En BOP was raided from 3 sides when they 

were relaxing in the morning. E. 10 killed injury not known. F. Nil. G. In a winter 
morning some en sitting in the sun on bunkers and some were relaxing. N. Otherwise 

we opened fire. Two bunkers fitted with MG. Were directly hit where MG 1 & MG 2 
have been killed and those bunkers could not fire. Casualties were clearly seen in 

broad day light. Party had to withdrew as 2 inch mor and R/L did not fire at all. I. 303 

Expended 58. J. 7.62 expended 251. 

 

 

R/1715                  Mannan Chy 

11/1171 

 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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NR 3/11    -O-           111300 

GR-79 

Fm :- Sub Sector 
‘
B' 

To :- Sector No 1 

 

No G-0512. Secret. Sitrep. A. Raid on Bagan Bazar BOP SQ 8935 M/S 79/9 from 

154 yds distance. B. 102300 hrs. C. 9. D. Our Party opended fire on en bunkers and 

after few brushes of LMG withdrawan. E. Not known. F. Nil. G. En was totally afraid 

and continued firing for whole night. H. As en opened fire by MG and LMG from two 
sides Party had to cross upto border for escape. L 303 expended 146. J. 7.62 expended 

229. 

 

TOR/1500           N. N. Chy 

11-11-71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FORM 

 

From:- Sector 1                  DTG 

To    :- Delta Sector              111640 
Info  :- Ech HQ BDF           SECRET 

Co 1 Sector (Sub Sector 'A')           G-0603 
 

Sitrep. Alpha.  On 081700 hrs own party of 3 ambushed on Ramgarh Karerhat 
rd (Sq- 8624 M/S 79 N/9). Own tps opened fire on en patrol 

from 20 yds distance. En cas. 4 killed. Own tps returned safe. 
Ammo expenditure. 7.62 qty 65. 6 MM qty 46. Gren qty 4 (3 

not burst). 
 

Bravo.  On 10 Nov at 2300 hrs cmm own party consisting of 9 raided 

Baganbazar BOP (Sq-8935 M/S 79 N/9) and opened fire on en 

bunkers from 154 yds distance. Own party withdrew after few 

mins firing. En cas not cfm. En continued firing for rest of the 

ni. Ammo expendi ture. 303 qty 146 and 7.62 qty 229- 

 

 

    Sd/-Illegible 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) (Out) dt 11-11-71        Capt 

11/11/71 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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MESSAGE FORM 

 
IMMEDIATE             SECRET 

From :- HQ 1 Sector  DTG: 110745           G-0604 
To:- Control Room 

Info :- Ecli HQ BDF 
CO 1 Sector 

 
Sitrep. On 110540 own tps consisting 27 raided Andhermanik BOP (GP 851359 

M/S M/79 N/9) from three sides. En tps were relaxing in morning sun on bunkers 

when own tps opened fire. En cas. 12 killed including 2 MG men. Cas seen in broad 

day light. Own cas nil Own 2 inch mor and RL did not work at all. Ammo 

expenditure. 303 qty 58 7.62 qty 251 

 

101/1/GS (Ops)             Sd/-Illegible 

Capt 

11/11/71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

MSG FORM 

 
From :- Sector 1            DTG 

To :-Delta Sector       110920 
Info Ech HQ BDF     SECRET 

CO 1 Sector (Sub Sector 1)        G-060I 
 

Sitrep . On 03 Nov two Razakars Abul Kalam and Nur Ahmed surrendered to our 
FF inside BD and now under custody. Request advise further action- 

 

 

          Sd/-Illegible 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) (Out) dt 11-11-71         Capt 

                                                 11/11/71 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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MSG FORM 

 
          DTG 

From :- Sector            1121945 
To     :- Delta Sector           SECRET 

Info   :- Ech HQ BDF             G-0605 
 CO 1 Sector (Sub Sector 1) 

 
Sitrep. On 07 Nov 4 Razakars named Nuruzzaman cmm Abul Khair cmm 

Mafizur Rahman and Ear Ahmed captured at FDL and under custody this HQ- 

 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) (Out) dt 12-11-71        Capt 

                                                12/11/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MAG FORM 

 

From:- Sector 1                  DTG 

To:- Delta Sector              121945 
Info :- Ech HQ BDF           SECRET 

CO I Sector (Sub Sector 1)            G-0606 
 

Sitrep. Alpha.  At 120700 hrs own party of 16 MF laid ambush in Chamlashia 
area (Sq-7932 M/S 79 N/9). When at 121000 hrs en patrol 

consisting 16 tps approached own ambush party cmm they 
opened fire. Bn cas. 7 (Seven) killed and I injured. Own tps 

returned safe. 

 

Bravo.  Own tps captured the injured one who died on the way. Dead 

body brought this HQ and being disposed off. Also captured 

one rifle 303. Two 303 LMG MAGAZINES. 

 

Charlie.  Ammo expended. 303 balls qty 300 cmm 7.62 qty 1000 cmm 2 

inch mor qty 6 and gren qty 4. 

 

 

         Sd/-Illegible 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) (Out) dt 12-11-71         Capt 

                       12/11/71 
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SECRET 

 
Sub Sector 1 

BDF/1001 SS 1 
Dated 8th Nov. 71 

 
To :- HQ No. I Sector 

Sub :- Razakars 
1. The u/m Razakars captured at FDL on 7-11-71 

 

a.  Nuruzzaman 

S/O-Mantaz Mia 

Vill Char Sabiari 

P. O Kazir Hat 

P.S. Sonagazi 

Dist Noakhali 

 

 

b  Abul Kahir 

S/O Noor Mia 

Vill: Char Sabiari 

P. O Kazir Hal 
P. S Sonagazi 

Dist Noakhali 
 

 
c.  Mofizur Rahman 

S/0 Sheik Ahmed 
Vill Seder Khil 

P.O Kazir Hat 

P S Sonagazi 

Dist Noakhali 

 

2. They are sent to you for nec action 

 

 

S/d-Illegible 

Comd Sub Sector-1 

8/11/71 
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Sub Sector 1 

No BDF/I001/SS 1 

Dated 12 Nov 71 

 

To : HQ Sector 1 

Sub:- Razakar 

 

1.   The undermentioned Razakar is sent to you for nec action 

Ear Ahmd 

S/O. Late Zenu Mia Mazumder 
Vill. Anantapur 

P. O. Parshuram 

P. S. Parshuram 

Dist. Noakhali 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

12/11/71 

Comd Sub Sector-1 

 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 
Y            NR1/12             DTG 

Emergency        121400 
GR-20 

Fm: - Sub Sector "C" 
To:-Sector HQ No.l 

 
No. G-0515. TOP Secret, One dead body of en offr brought where. Send TPT 

within half an hour. Detail reports will follow. 
 

 

TOR                   Sd/-II legible 

1540          12-11-71 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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HQ Sub Secior C 

Bangladesh Forces 

101/1 /GS/OPS/4/CS S 

Dated 12/11/71 

 

To:- HQ No 1 Sector 

Sub:- SITUATION REPORT 

Our signal no G-0515 dt. 12.11.71 refers 

 

Our Harbatali platoon ambushed in Chamlashia (Bishwatilla) area GR. 7932 sqr 

M/S N/9 at 120700 hrs and when at about 121000 hrs an enemy patrol party 

comprising 16 soldiers approached towards them, they opened fire and killed all of 

them. Strength of our ambush party was 16. 

 
They captured on dead body of an enemy officer (Mjd.), a 303 rifle, 2 303 LMG 

magazines, a haversack, 77 POF 303 rds and waist belt. 
 

The enemy dead body alongwith the other captured Arms/Ammo/Eqpt are sent 
herewith for necessary disposal. 

 
The credit of this gallant action goes to 2285 const Rafiqul Islam, and 3941640 

sep Shaheb 3934819 sep Syedul Haq particularly 7038 779 ctn Habibur Rahman, 

3932079 L/NK Majibul Haq & 2242 const Shamsul Haq in general. Hence they are 

recommended for award and promotion 

 

Ammo expended by our party are, 303 bulls-300. 7.62-1000. Grenade 36. 4-2 inch 

mor HE-6 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

12/11/71 

Comd N. S 

(FAZLUR RAHMAN) 
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OPS     NR 1/21          211000 

GR-246 

 
Fm:- Sub Sector C 

To:- Sector HQ No. 1 
 

No. G-0517. Secret, N/Sub Hafiz for Lt Farooq. Surrendered enemy Mjds. Two 
Bangalee Mjds employed previously at Bangan Bazar En BOP have surrendered to 

BSF who have handed over them to us have been kept under escort here. Individual 
possesses no documents/arms. Instruction for their disposal solicited. 

 

R/1140            Sd/-ll legible 

Mizan    21/11/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FORM 

DTG 

OPS                202000 

Fm :- HQ No. 1 Sector          SECRET 

To:- Sub Sector "C             G-0711 

 

Ref your G-05816 Nov 20. Don't go for any ops now. Further inst will be passed 
after the discussion with tiger. 

 
Sd/-Illegible 

F/0 
File No 1()1/1/GS(0)         20/11/71 

 
*  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FROM 

 

OPS             DTG-21      SECRET 

From:- HQ I Sector    G- 

To :- Sub Sec C 

 

Your G-0517 Nov 21. Send surrendered mjds to this HQ ASP under escort. 

 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

F/O 

22/11/71 
 

 

 

-----------------
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OPS     NR 1/22          220845 

GR-85 

 

Fm: - Sub Sector B 

To:- HQ Sector 1 

 

No. G-l 145. Secret. Sitrep 36. En shelling our K/tilla def on 18 and 20 Nov. Own 

cas nil. Own TPS replied with 3 inch Mor and other small arms. Cfmd 2 Pak soldiers 

killed on 18 Nov. En hy concentrated in area Shubhapur between Joychandpur and 
Joypur with approx 200 Pak Soldiers/Razakars. One Capt with a PL Str engaged in 

Shubhapur Br. Fol Ammos expended. 3 inch Mor HE 53. 3 inch smoke 12 303 ball 

8(X). 7.62 MM 500 9 mm 30. 

 

R/9010             Sd/-Illegible 

Mannan    22/11/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FORM 

 

 
          DTG 

Pri                231730 
                                                                                                                           SECRET 

G-0710  
From:- Sector 1 

To:- Sub Sector "A" 
                                                                                                                            

 
Your Sitrep 78 of date. Map ref cmm date cmm time and place of Op and mine 

explosion NOT mentioned. Fwd details immediately. Incomplete msg increase 

unnecessary correspondence. Also intimate disposal of captured pers if not sent 

this HQ= 

 

         Sd/-Illegible 

            Flg//Offr 

File No 101/l/GS(Ops)dt 23-11-71    23/11/71 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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OPS     NR 2/23              DTG 

231540 

 

Fm:- Sub Sector "A"          GR-60 

To:- HQ Sector 1 

 

No Sitrep 78 Secret. Two Companies working will inside BD with 6
th

 that and 

14th Kumu. Ten West Pak Tps captured 22/23 injured. Few Razakars also captured. 

En full on back to fulghazi and Munshirhat. En shell land around Rishyamukh BSF 
camp but no cas. Own two MF received mine injuries incl N/Sub Ershadullah whose 

one leg blown off. 

 

TOR      N. N. Chy 

1600       23-11/71 

 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

SECRET 

 

Sub Sector 'E' 
BDF 

110/l/GS(Ops) 
21 Nov 71 

To:-— (Illegible) 
Info :- HQ Sector 1 

 
Subj:  Surrendered/Captured Razakars with Arms and Ammo. 

 
1. Thirteen Razakars with their arms and ammo Surrendered willingly to sec comd 

3930468 Hav Bodiul Alam and the fol pers under PI comd N. Sub Khairuzzaman at 

1500 hrs on 21-11-71 at Tabalchari. 

 

No Rank Name Appointment 

1. 393468 Hav Bodiul Alam Sec Comd 

2. " 45 Mjd Abdul Karim 

3. " 68 Mjd Anil Kanti 

4. " 48 Mjd MD. Mustafa 

5." 52 Mjd Kabir Ahmed 

6." 73 Mjd Tazul Islam 

 
       2.  The surrendered Razakars with their arms & ammo handed over to you for 

your further necessary action. Details of Razakars arms and ammo given as 
under:- 
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S/No Name and Father's Name Type of Arms But No Body No. qty 
     

ammo 
     

mag no 
1. Ali Akbar s/o Nana Miah Rifle No. 4 MK-II 197 C45692 Rds 40 

2. Mamiaj Miah s/o Jahir Ahmed do 93 C22221 Rds 40 
3. Abul Kashem s/o. Abdul Jalil do 105 C21695 Rds 40 

4. Abdul Rashid s/o Ashraf Ali do 273 5C1426 Rds 40 
5. Abdul Latif s/o Nazu Miah do 88 C27793 Rds 40 

6. Amir Hossain s/o Younus Sukani do 168 C58370 Rds 40 

7. Ahmed Safa s/o Nasim Ali Rifle No 4 Mk I 63 320738 Rds 20 

8. Mokter Ahmed s/o M D Hossain do 82 B30402 Rds 40 

9. Md Hossain s/o Ali Hossain Rifle No 4 MK II 92 C23045 Rds 40 

10. Abdul Kadir s/o Abdul Jabber Rifle No 4 MK I 493 92-1124 Rds 40 

11. Khalilur Rahman s/o Nawab Ali do 79 B20032 Rds 40 

12. Syed Ahmed s/o Haider Ali Rifle No 4 MK 11 38 CI 5664 Rds 40 

13. MD Hossin s/o Fazar Ali do 72 C27090 Rds 40 

500 

 

Sd/- Illegible 

21/11/71 

S/S Comd 
Sub Sirajul Hoque 

 
SECRET 

HQ No. 1 Sector 
Bangladesh Forces 

No. 101/1/10/GS (Ops) 
23 Nov. 71 

 

To :- Sgt Zahurul Hoque 

Youth Camp Srinagar 

 

Subject: Capture of Razakar. 

Your Itr dated 9 Nov 71 refers. 

 

The person who escorted Razakar Habibur Rahman to this HQ is urgently 

required by this office. He may be directed to report to this HQ immediately with 

proper pass. 

 

Sd/- Illegible 

F/O 
Adjt 

23/11/71 
Majid/- (SHAKHAWAT HK) 

 
 

 
SECRET 
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4/22      -O-         222233 

GR-60 

Fm: - SUB SECTOR "A" 
To :- SECTOR NO 1 

 
No:- B 211. SECRET. Your sig G-0715. NSA and NSQ left at 1430 hrs. 2 Coys 

are with 4. Kumu regt and 2 Zhat bn. Coy divided in PL gp. PL given to their coy and 
comd by friendly force offrs. Coy lannco at 1900 hrs. Today en rishahukh to BD and 

cutting Pak force in rear. En situation as before. 
 

 

TOR             Sd/Il legible 

0150    23/11/71 

Mannan 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FORM 

 

DTG 

231340 

SECRET 

From:-Sector 1        G-0719 
To:- Sub Sector "A" 

 
Your B-211 of 23 Nov is highly objectionable. It is a sure breach of security. Be 

careful for the future= 
 

 
 Sd/-llegible 

     Flg//Offr 

File No 101/l/GS(Qps) dt 23-11-71        23/11/71 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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NR 2/24     -O-              DTO 

241800 

FM:- SUB SECTOR "B"          GR-44 

TO :- HQ No 1 SECTOR 

 

 

No. A-1150. SECRET. SITREP 37. MF AMBUSHED PARTY OF SDC PAK 

SOLDIERS SOUTH EAST OF CHAMPAK NAGAR BOP OPEN GROUND 231030 

HRS. CFMD 2 PAK SOLDIERS KILLED AND 3 INJURED. OWN CAS NIL. FOL 
AMMO EXPENDED. 303 BALL 100 7.62 SLR 20 

 

 

TOR    F. KARIM 

2040     24/11/71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

P              NR 3/24                          DTO                          GR-33 

242130 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector "A" 
To:-HQ Sector No 1 

 
No :- B-215. Secret. Fnam for CO. En Vacated Fulgazi cmm Munsirhat cmm 

Chandgazi and full on back to feni. Many wpn cmm ammo and en captured. 181 Bde 
comdr wants to see you immediately. 

 
 

TOR                    Sd/-Illegible 
2238          24/11/71 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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OPS      NR 2/25         251630 

GR-99 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector A 

To HQ Sector 1 

 

No :- B-217. Secret. A. Pass the fol info to D/Sector. One. Own forces in a 

combined ops with friendly forces occupied Chandgazi SQ 6747 Munsir Hal SQ 6050 

in Belonia Pocket. MF cas nil so far. Two. info reed en thinning out from Feni. 
Destination not yet known. B. Send one truck to be attached with HQ K Force at 

Shanti Bazar by 26 morning. Loc known to own hav who had recently gone there to 

set my map. C. All info reed fm Ctg and other place to be passed to D/Sector and this 

HQ immediately. Ensure info passed regularly. 

 

R/1800 

Zahangir                  Sd/-Illegible 

25/11/71         25/11/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MESSAGE FORM 
 

FLASH     DTG : 250740      SECRET 
G-0721 

 
FROM :- HQ 1 SECTOR 

TO  :- CONTROL ROOM 
INFO   :-ECH HQ BDF 

   CO 1 SECTOR C/O ECH HQ BDF 
 

Sitrep. En vacated Fulgazi GR-606565 M/S 79 M/8 CMM Munsirhat GR-599509 

M/S 79 M/8 CMM Chandgazi GR-671476 M/S. 79 M/12 and full on back to Feni. 

Many wpn CMM ammo and en tps captured. For CO 1 Sec only. 181 bde comdr 

wants to see you immediately. 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

F/O 

File No l()l/l/GS(Ops)dt 25-11-71          25/11/71 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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MSG FORM 

DTG 
251125 

From :- Sector I           SECRET 
To     :- Control Room              G-0721 

Info   :-Ech HQ BDF 
    CO Sector 1. C/O Ech HQ BDF 

 
Sitrep. En shelled from their posn Darogahat (GR-731359 M/S 79 N/9) to own 

posn K/Tilla (GR-753352 M/s 79 (N/9) and Sreenagar (GR 736375 M/S 79 N/9). 

Own tps replied from K/Tilla to en posn Ballavpur Dighi (GR-745348) on 171700 hrs 

cmm Champaknagar (GR-754348) on 182200 hrs cmm Chaisharia (GR-746364) on 

20-1000 and Darogahat (GR-731359) on 201600 hrs. Map sheet all 79 N/9 En cas. 2 

Pak tps killed. Own cas Nill. Ammo expended 3 inch Mor HE 53, 3 inch Mor smoke 

12. 303 ball 800 7.62 MM 500 9 MM 30 

 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

Flg//Offr 

File No l()l/l/(Ops) dt 25-11-71             25/11/71 

 

 
NR1/25    -O-           250725 

GR-62 
 

Fm: Sub Sector B 
To:- HQ Sector 1 

 
No.- A 1153. Secret. Your G-0716 Nov 22. Required infor ae as under. Bomb 

fired from own Posn K/Tilla to en posn Ballavpur Dighi GR-745348 on 171700 hrs 

cmm Champaknagar GR-754348 on 182200 hrs cmm Chagaria GR-746364 on 

201000 hrs and Dagrogar Hat GR-701359 on 201600 hrs. Map sheet all 79 N/9. From 

en posn Darogar Hat GR-731359 M/S 79 N/9 Shelled 1 own posn K/Tilla and Sree 

Nagar. 

 

 

R/0740 

Mannan                 Sd/-Illegible 

25/10/71         25/10/71 
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OPS     NR 2/28              DTG 

281025 
GR-66 

 
Fm: - Sub Sector "B" 

To:- HQ-Sector, No. 1 
 

No.- G-l 157. Secret. 21 Razakars Surrendered to FF at Chagalnaiya on 27 Nov 71 
with Arms/Ammo and explosives. After surrender they were kept at your camp in 

Sree Nagar without informing us. Out of 21 Razakars 12 were shot on last night by 

the GP comd Kamal's initiative. The rest were not handed over to us and even they 

did not inform me. Take necessary action asp. 

 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

TOR      28/11/71 

1100 

Mizan 

28/11/71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 
MSG FORM 

 
 

DTG 
281325 

SECRET 
G-0730 

From:- Sector 1 

To: - Sub Sector "A" 

 

Sitrep. For CO. Sub Sector "B" Sector "B" G-! 157 Nov 28 reproduced. QUOTE. 

21 Razakars surrendered to FF at Chagalnaiya on 27 Nov 71 with Arms/Ammo and 

explosives. After surrender they were kept at youth camp in Sri Nagar without 

informing us. Out of 21 Razakars 12 were shot on last night by the gp Comd Kamal's 

initiative. The rest were not handed over to us and even they did not inform me. Take 

necessary action ASP. UNQUOTE. 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

Flg//Offr 

File No l()l/l/GS(Ops)dt 28-11-71           28/11/71 
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NR 4/29     -O-          290815 

GR-14 

 
Fm :- Sub Sector "A" 

To: - HQ No 1 Sector 
 

No:- B-230 Secret. Person shot Razakar should be arrested immediately. 
Investigate for CO's infor ASP 

 
         Sd/-Illegible 

R/0844    29/11/71 

Bismiliah 

29/11/71 

 

MSG FORM 

 

OPS IMMEDIATE                  DTG 

From: - Sector 1              291030 

To:- Sub- Sector "B"           SECRET 

                G-0731 

 

Your G-l 157 of Nov 28. Arrest person who killed Razakars immediately and cfm. 

Also investigate and fwd details for CO's info. 
 

Sd/-Illegible 
FIg//Offr 

File No 101/l/GS(Ops)dt 29-11-71         29/11/71 
 

 
From :- Sgt. Zohurul Hoq 

Youth Camp, 

Sri Nagar 

To      :-Adjt. H. Q. No I Sector 

             Bangladesh Forces 

 

Reference to your letter No 101/1/x/GS (Ops) dated 23
rd

 Nov. 71 

 

The person who escorted Razakar Habibur Rahman is not available here. He has 

gone to Bangladesh for field operations. As soon as he comes he will be directed to 

your honor without fail. 

 

Sd/- Kabir Ahmed 

Pol. Motivator 
A & F in-Charge 

29.11.71 
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MSG FORM 

 
          DTG 

IMMEDIATE               301500 
From :- HQ No 1 Sector          SECRET 

To :- Control Room             G-0732 
Info :- Ech HQ BDF 

Comd 1 Sector 
 

Sitrep.. Own tps consisting of 22 raided en posn N ALI J A TEA GARDEN GR 

910360 M/S 79 N/9 at 300510 hrs. Attack was so sudden that en was made puzzled 

and scattered completely. En cas. 15 killed. Injury NOT known. Own cas nill. One 

LMG (Chinese) and two MK 4 rifles captured. Ammo expended. Cart 303 qty-200 

cmm 7.62 qty 500 cmm 9mm qty 60 cmm gren qty 4 and 2 inch mor HE qty 2. Own 2 

inch mor did not fire= 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

Flg/Offr 

30 Nov 71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 
OPS     NR 1/30          300900 

GR-144 
 

Fm: - Sub Sector C 
To:- HQ Sector 1 

 
No:- G-0519. Secret. Sitrep. CR 910360 M/S 79 N/9 Nalua Tea Garden. B. Raid 

at 300510 hrs. C . Our party str 22. D. Tps comprising 12 MF and 10 FF opened fire 

on en posn cmm as en soldiers could not take posn likely due to sudden attack cmm 

Reply of firing from en side was less. E. 15 en killed injury not known. F. Own cas 

nill. G. En is reported to be totally puzzled and scattered. Some have beaten retreat by 

leaving arms/ ammo as result on LMG (China) with 60 rds and two mk 4 Rifles with 

19 rds captured. H. Our tps had to withdrew before time as 2 inch mor did not fire. L 

Expenditure of 303 cmm 7.52 cmm 9mm and grens are 200 cmm 500 cmm 60 and 4 

respectively. 2 inch mor HE expended 2. 

 

 

R/1345 

Bismiliah                 Sd/- Illegible 

30/11/71         30/11/71 
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-p-   3/01   011040          GR 20 

 
FM:-  SUB SECTOR "B" 

To  :-  SECTOR No 1 
 

No :- G-l 168 SECRET. Recovered 11 A/Tk mines and 68 A/P mines by group 
leader Farid whose group was posted at M SUB SECTOR "B" 

 
TOR 

1140 

Mannan                  Sd/- Illegible 

1/12/71         1/12/71 

 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

Interrogation report of three Rzks. captured by Gp Cmdr Abul Hossain of Gp no 

45. 

(i) Md Ali Akbar 

S/o. Late Ali Mollah 

Uttar Andermanik 

P. S. Chagalnaiya 

 
Report: He joined on 14 Nov after seven day's training he surrendered with arms 

and ammo to FF group comd willingly. He did not take part in any action. He may be 
excused. 

(2) Jakir Ahmed 
S/o. Late Sheikh Ahmed 

Uttar Andermanik 
P. S. Chagalnaiya 

 

He also joined on 14 Nov. After seven day's training he surrendered to student 

comd FF Abul Hossain willingly with arms and ammo. He did not take part in any 

action. He may be excused. 

(3) Abul Kashem 

S/o. Late Sherajul Hoque 

Vill East Chagalnaiys 

P. S. Chagalnaiya 

 

He surrendered to B. S. F willingly. He did not take part in any action. One month 

before he joined Razakars. 

 

 
I01/1/GS8/10/71                Sd/- Illegible 

                                                                                     2/12/71 
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SECRET 

Sub Sector "A' 
No. BDF/IOOl/SS-l 

02 Dec 71 
To :- HQ Sector No 1 

Subject :- Suspected 
The fol Razakars are sent herewith for nec action please:- 

  1. Balu Miah 
S/o. Amiruzzaman 

Vill N. Sallara 

Post: Chagalnaiya 

P. S. do 

Dist Noakhali 

 2. Siddique Miah 

S/o. Late Khalil Miah 

Vill Khazuria 

Post Amzad Bazar 

P. S. Chagalnaiya 

Dist. Noakhali 

 

101/1/GS (Ops)                Sd/- Illegible 

                                                                                     2/12/71 
 

SECRET 
 

*  *  *  *  * 
 

NR 1/03     -O-         030945 GR 67 
 

Fm:-Sub Sector No "B" 

To:- HQ Sector No 1 

 

No:- G-1175. Secret. Sitrep No 38. Upto 0600 hrs on 03 Dec. en tired on our posn 

and shelled left bank of Karim Tilla. We fired 10 bombs 3 inch mor in Sq 9236 cmm 

7336 and 7438 M/S No 79. We need 6 LMG cmm 303 and 7.62 ammo. Pcrs suffering 

from Malaria. Precautionary medicines and other medicines may kindly be supplied. 

 

 

Sd/- Illegible 

3/12/71 
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SECRET 

Sub Sector B 
Bangladesh Forces 

No 555/G 
02 Dec 71 

To :- SHQ No 1 
 

Subj :- Transfer of Razakars 
 

The fol Razakars captured by gp leader AKM Abul Hossain of No 45 gp on 27 

Nov. 71 are being transfered to you for nec action. 

 

1. Mohd Ali Akbor S/o. Late Ali Mollah 

2. Jakir Ahmed S/o. " Sk Ahmed 

3. Abul Kashem S/o. " Sirajul Hoque 

4. Nazir Ahmed S/o. Sona Miah 

5. Abdul Khaleque S/o. Atarurzzaman. 

6. Mohd Idris S/o. Siddiqur Rahman 

7. Rofique Miah S/o. Ibrahim Miah 

8. Abu Taher S/o. Musa Miah 

9. Robiul Hoque S/o. Abul Faiz. 

10. Mohd. Mostofa S/o. Sikander Miah 
 

Enchl 1 Cornd 
 

Sd/- Illegible 
2/12/71 

For Sub Sector Comd 
 

SECRET 

 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

 

NR 3/15                  -O-                                    DTO                             GR-15 

   151520 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector E 

To :- BASE HQ 

 

No:- Q-0015. Secret. Pse send one firing pins spring of bren gun mark 3. Most 
urgent. 

 
R/1535 

Sd/- Illegible 
5/12/71 
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EMMERGENCY    NR 5/06         062100 

GR-47 

Fm:- Sub Sector "A" 

To:- HQ Sector 1 

 

No:- G-1509. Secret. Enam for CO. Entire Feni area totally captured. Your 

presence very urgently felt by tps and bde comd. Lot of tpt aval in Feni. Without you 

no action can be taken in hand. Going Feni tomorrow to arrange something if possible 

and permitted By K/Force. 

 

 

R/2135             Sd/-Illegible 

N. N.Chy      6/12/71 
6/12/71 

 
*  *  *  *  * 

 
MSG FORM 

 
          DTG 

From:- Sector 1              061105 

To :- Sub Sector 'A           SECRET 
G-0746 

 
Your BDF/1001/SS-1 Dec 02. Furnish date cmm time cmm place 

 
File No. 101/I/GS (Ops) dt. 6/12/71              Sd/- Illegible 

6/12/71 
 

OPS               NR 3/06             DTG 

061515 

GR-20 

 

Fm :-Sub Sector "A" 

To :- HQ Sector No. 1 

 

No:- A 1507 . Secret. For suspect arrested by FF of Risyamukh on dates 

mentioned. Batu Mia 25 Nov. Siddique Mia 26 Nov. 

 

 

TOR                   Sd/- Illegible 

1535          6/12/71 
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OPS      NR 4/06         061730 

GR-32 

Fm :- Sub Sector "A" 

To:-HQ Sector No. 1 

 

No:- G-1508. Secret. Enam for CO. Feni captured confirmed. Prisoners in Feni 

jail were let off. Razakars and other criminals confined in jail by civ admn. Decision 

about our prisoner will follow soon. 

 

         Sd/- Illegible 

R/2110     6/12/71 

N. N. Chy 

6/12/71 
 

                          * *                            *                      *                       * 
 

 
-O-             NR 23/07                            071100 

GR-28 
 

From :- Sub Sector "A" 

To:- HQ Sector 1/ All Sub Sectors 
 

No:- O-1511. Secret. Indian Pilots will carry H. D. flag while going B. D. for ops. 
If any eventualities occurs, they will be treated and hand over to friendly forces. 

 
         Sd/- Illegible 

R/1145     7/12/71 
 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FORM 

 

From :- Seccor 1             DTG 

To :-Killo Forces         071145 

Infor :- Ech HQ BDF      SECRET 

G-0752 

 

Sitrep.  On 26 Nov FF arrested 2 Razakars named Batu miah and Siddique 

Miah at Risyamukh (Sq-7640 M/S 79 M/12). They are under our 

custody. 

 
         Sd/- Illegible 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 7-12-71       Flg/Offr 
                                                              7/12/71 
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MSG FORM 

DTG 081800 

 
   SECRET 

OPS      GR-0771 
 

From :- HQ No 1 Sector 
To :-Sub Sector'A' 

 
For Comd. En vacated Ramgarh and Bagan Bazar area. Friendly forces crossd 

over the river. 

 

Sd/- Illegible 

       F/O 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 8-12-71    8/12/71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

OPS                  NR 6/08             DTG 

080930 

GR-32 

 

From :- Sub Sector "A" 
To: - Sub Sector E 

 
No:- G-1516. Secret. From Rafiq for Ashoke. Reinforcement cmm arms and amm 

reaching you. Attack and capture Khagrachari. Secondly capture Guimaramukh. 
Pakistanis are on the run. Chase them everywhere and kill them ruthlessly. 

 
 

TOR             Sd/ Illegible 

1110      8/12/71 

Bismillah 
 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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NR 4/29     -O-          291445 

GR-22 

Fm:-Sub Sector "B" 

To :- HQ Sector 1 

 

No : G-1163, Secret, Ref your G-0731 of date. Have received nine rzks. I Shall 

inform you in detail. Shall come tomorrow if tpt available. 

 

Sd/-IIIegible 

29-12-71 

TOR 

1539 
N. N. Chy 

 
 

*   *   *   *   * 
 

-O-                      NR 3/10         101210 
GR-23 

 

Fm :- Sub Sector "E" 

To:- HQ Sector 1 

 

No:- G-0003. Secret. Sitrep upto 0800 hrs. Panchari and Bhaiban Chara mukta. 

We advanced for Khagra Chari. Send one regular PL. Our location panchari and 

Bhaiban Chara. 

 

 

R/1245                   Sd/-Illegible 

                                                                                                              10/12/71 
 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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-O-      N6R/10         101830 

GR-50 

 

Fm: - Sub Sector 'E' 

To:- HQ Sector No 1 (For CO or Adjt) 

 

No:- G-0005. Secret: En heavy concentration at Khagra Chari. After Khagra Chari 

moving towards Guimarh. Send one recioling spring of 3 inch mor and one regular pi 

immediately comm must reach Silachari tonight or very in the morning own vch 

moves upto Bhaiban Chara. One barrel petrol urgently required. Conf. 

 

 
         Sd/- Illegible 

101/1/GS (Ops) dt 10-12-71    10/12/71 
TOR 

1915 
Fazal Karim 

 
                        *  *   *  *  * 

 

Very Urgent 

 

To 

The Sector Commander, No. 1 

 

D/ Sir, 

 

This is to inform you that on reliable source information it came to learn that Pak 

fouz from Khagrachari and Mohalchari area were proceeding towards Rangamati via 

Mahalchari. On the way to Rangamati they might have obstructed so they come back 

at Sonduk chari area. There is an apprehension of proceed to Chittagong via Guimara 

& Manik Chari area. Further it is learned that Pak. Army sent some intelligent persons 
to collect the position of this area. But no defense from our side at Guimara & Path a 

Chara. 
 

This is for favour of your kind information & necessary action 
 

Yours, 
Sd/- Illegible 

Abdul Wahab 

M. P. A 

Bangladesh 

12/12/71 
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MESSAGE FORM 

 

OPS IMMEDIATE 
 

FROM :- HQ NO. I SECTOR                DTG : 121600      SECRET 
TO :- TAG HQ 1 SECTOR        G-1011 

 
Ltr from Abdul Wahab MPA Bangladesh Dec 12 reproduced. QUOTE. This is to 

inform you that on reliable source information it fame to learn that Pak fouz from 
Khagrachari and Mohalchari area were proceeding towards Rangamati via 

Mahalchari. On the way to Rangamati they might have obstructed so they came back 

at Sondukchari area. There is an apprehension of proceed to Chittagong via Guimara 

and Manikchari area. Further it is learned that Pak army send some intelligent person 

to collect the position of this area. But no defense from our side at Guimara and 

Pathachara. UNQUOTE. For info of Comd. 

 

101/1/GS (Ops) of 12 Dec 71            Sd/- Illegible 

F/O 

12-12-71 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

NR 3-4/14   -Y-   DTG         141524 
GR-62 

 
Fm :- Sub Sector "E" 

To :- HQ Sector No 1/Sub Sector "A" 
 

No: G-0012, Secret. En circled us near dighinala/Khagrachari rd junction. They 
used MG/LMG/3 inch mor. After 2 hrs firing retreted. Own locality 

Khagracheri/Dighinala/three junction. Mizu /Chakma/ Panjabi/ Razakars all from 

Bulabari/ Khagrachari upto Mahalchari. Send 3 inch mor 50 Bomb 7.62 MM 4000. 

Required fresh money/pocket money also sent one barrel petrol. I will have to 

advance. 

 

 

R/141637                 Sd/- Illegible 

                                                                                                 14-12-71 
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NR 2/14  -O- DTO         GR-23 

  141443 

 
Fm :- Sub Sector 'E' 

To: HQ Sector 1 
 

No : G-0011. Secret. En opened fire on our patrol party at 1130 hrs. From 2 miles 
distance from our position. Our party firing and advance. 

 
TOC           Sd/- Illegible 

1340   14/12/71 

 

                          *                        *                        * *             * 

 

MSG FROM 

 

          DTG 

Ops Immediate      14 

From :- Sector 1      SECRET 

To :-Sub Sector "E"        G-0760 

 

Your G-0011 of date. Don't advance beyond Khagrachari if you think difficult- 

 
File No. 101/1/GS (OPs)dt 14-12-71                Sd/-Illegible 

R/141520              Cap 
                                                                                                                         14/12/71 

 
MSG FORM 

 
OPS IMMEDIATE                   DTG 

From:-Base HQ1           5163014 

To:- Sub Sector "E"           SECRET 

     G-0758 

 

Your Q-0015 of date. Try to rectify L] with the help of friendly forces. 

 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 15-12-71               Sd/-Illegible 

                                                                Capt 

                                                             15/12/71 

 

 

                   *                *                            *    *       *
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NR2/15                -O-                             DTO                         GR-7 

        151430 

 
Fm: - Sub See tor E 

To:- BASE HQ 
 

No: G-0014. Secret. We are proceeding towards Khagrachari. 
 

 
R/1505 

File No. 101/1/GS (OPs) dt. 15/12771            Sd/- Illegible 

15-12-71 

 

*   *   *   *  * 

 

MSG FORM 

 

                                                                                                                      DTG 

Ops Immediate              151040 

From:- Base HQ           SECRET 

To:- Sub Sector "E"             G-0756 

 

Your G-0013 of date. Don't worry. En not capable of fighting. Handover trouble 
creator to civil authority for action. Don't take law in hand. Armed FF can work as 

regular. Others can settle house problem. Try to get ammo from friendly forces. 
 

 
File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 15-12-71              Sd/-Illegible 

                                                                Cap 
                                                            15/12/71 

 

R/161855 

                                                                   -O-             G-38 

 

Fm : Sub Sec E 

To: Base HQ 

 

G-0018. Secret. Ashok for CO. Own loc Khagrachari court building. En Mizos 

everywhere playing jaket with us. En concentration at Mohalchari. Info any 

MF/friendly force is at Alutilla or Guaimara. Instruct for advance. 

 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 16-12-71 
TOR             Sd/-AT Chy 

2116    16/12/71 
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NR 1/16     -Y-          152150 

GR-86 

Fm :- Sub Sector E 

To:-BASE HQ 

 

G-0016. Secret. Asoke for CO. Khagrachari occupied. My Sector will be shifted 

there. Mizo in everywhere group by group. Own defence Tanalchari/ Panchari/ 

Bhubanchari/Kugichara Para/ Khagrachari. If we withdraw tps from the mentioned 

places Mizo will torture. Friendly force would come at Tabalchari. Panchari is helpful 

for our advance. En Loc Khagrachari/ Mohalchari/ Rangamati. Inform friendly forces 

locality. Instruct them not to shell on us. Instruct further. Send vehicle immediately. 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 16-12-71              Sd/-AT Chy 
TOR     16/12/71 

0810 
 

                          *                           * *    *  
 

NR-1/17   -O-   DTO 
                                                            170745         GR-42 

 

Fm:- Sub Sector 'E' 
To: Base HQ 

 
No G-0019. Secret. Ashok for CO. Party towards Alu Tila. Chakmas and 

Razakars surrendering. Release cannot after getting news. Cannot leave this defence 
left behid. Then Mizo will torture on the civilians. Own defence mentioned. A. Tabal 

Chari B. Panchari. C. Bhuban Chara. D. Kuki Chara. E. Gagrachari. En tps moving 
towards Guimara. Instruct. 

 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (OPs) dt 17-12-71              Sd/-Il legible 

R/1010          17/12/71 
 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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MSG FORM 

Pri 

From:-Base HQ             DTG 
To :-Sub Sector'E'         141950 

Info: Sector 1      SECRET 
      G-1011 

 
Your G-0012 of date. Don't worry for 3 inches Mor. With proper Co-ordination 

you can do better with your holding wpn. Leave on earth must be practiced at this 
stage. Sending POL. 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (OPs) dt 14-12-71             Sd/-Illegible 

    Cap 

14/12/71 

 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

NR-2/17             -P-                     DTO                         GR-15 

171330 

 

Fm:- Sub Sector *E' 

To:- Base HQ. 
 

No:- G-0020. Secret. Mizos maximum concentration at Mahal Chari. One eminent 
Razakar leader killed and Rifle captured. 

 
 

 
File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 17-12-71             Sd/-Illegible 

R/1520    17/12/71 
 

 

--------------
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NR 4/18     -Y-              DTG 

188520 

 

Fm.:- Sub Sect. "E" 

To: Base HQ 

 

No:- G-0024. Top Sect. Ashok for CO. One Thousand Mizo in two groups at 

Mahalchari moving towards us via Maizchari may attack us. 

 

 

TOR             Sd/- Illegible 
1540                18/12/71 

 
                          *                      *                          *                     *                       * 

 
NR 3/18 -O-               DTG 

181340 
Fm :- Sub Sector 'E'             G-120 

To:- Base HQ 
 

No: G-0023. Secret. Ashok for CO. Near about eight hundred Mizos at 

Mohalchari. Two en killed. Few 303 Rifles recovered. Countless arms/ammo in all 

over hilltracts. After several msgs transmitted but no reply getting from your side. Pse 

inform civil authority. Md Afsar Uddin Magist l
st
 Class and Md. Hashem Ali court 

Sub-Inspector have been asked by me for Civil Administration as here is no Civil 

Administration. Hundreds of Razakars surrendered without Arms have been handed 

over to civil authority and released on bail as here is no Armed Police to look after. 

Request civil authority for P. S 

 

 

TOR                   Sd/- Illegible 
1540          18/12/71 

 

 

----------------
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NR-1/18   -O-     DTO         GR-51 

180805 
 

Fm: - S/Sector 'F 
To Base HQ 

 
No:- G-0021. Secret. One Magistrate 1" class and court CSI working for 

Bangladesh Civil Administration. No Police here. Hundreds of civil GUNS collected. 
What to do. Instruction solicited. Proceeding towards Guimara. Own tps Rangamati. 

Mizos stilling us everywhere. Near about 30 Barrel pol seized. What to do. 

 

 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops)dt 18-12-71                Sd/-Illegible 

R/0950           18/12/71 

 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

OPS      DTG : 201900       SECRET 

G-1010 

 

From :- Base HQ 1 Sector 
To :- Sub Sector "E" 

 
Your G-0025. Dec 20, Carry on as per your planning. Keep captured diesel with 

your HQ. Seized launch be used by you for unit's requirements. Use of the Launch by 
civ depends upon you. 

 
 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 20-12-71                                                          Sd/-Illegible 

Capt. 

20/12/71 
 

 

---------------
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NR 3/20     -Z-          202210 

GR-33 

Fm :- Sub : Sector "E" 

To:- Base HQ 

 

No:- G-0027. Secret. Ashok for CO. More than 500 Mizos destroyed totally. 

Concentrate thousands at Boalkhali market. Inform friendly forces immediately. Send 

me regular troops immediately. Veil road upto Khagrachari via Guimara perfect. 

 

TOR             Sd/ Shahidul A lam 

202225       20/12/71 

 
*   *   *   *   * 

 
NR 3/21              -P-                       211900 

GR-32 
 

Fm. Sub Sector "E" 
To : Base HQ 

 

No:- 0030. Secret. Four rifles 303 recovered without bolt/magazine. One guerrilla 

injured by en mine detronator. Should be sent for better treatment. What to send 

please info HQ loc friendly force. 

 

 

TOR          Sd/- Rahaman 

212110   21/12/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

MSG FORM 

 
          DTG 

Ops Immediate             210930  
From: - Base HQ           SECRET 

To:- Sub-Sector "E"             G-0759 
 

Your G-0027 Dec 20, Info friendly force nearer to you for action. 
 

 

         Sd/-1llegible 

File No. 101/1/GS (Ops) dt 21-12-71          Capt. 

                                                            21/12/71 
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NR 1/21                   -O-                              211335/Dec      GR-130 

Fm:- Sub Sector "E" 

To:- Base HQ 
 

No:- G-0028. Secret. Ashok for CO. Heavy fight held at Boalkhali-Mayanimuk 
Rd with Mizos. Lastly en left their position cmm we search the hills en cas held seems 

from blodshed not known. Bound to kill some hilly collaborates for own safety. Meet 
a pi friendly force who also fired 011 en cmm but they have left their position. Could 

not meet their offr as firing started and offr is far off from the place. For safety of 
civilians minimum one Coy own tps required here. Pse do arrange the same otherwise 

we are fighting always front to front with two Coy en by two strength pse send one 

Coy. Rd from Khagrachari to Ctg. clear. For deployment tps at Boalkhali and 

Dighinala no tps available at present. 

 

 

TOR        Sd/-L Rahman 

212030     21/12/71 

 

                  *                        *                            *                             *                     * 

 

NR-1/22                                        -O-                                221215                      GR-46 

 

Fm: - Sub Sector "E" 
To:- Base HQ 

 
No:- G0032. Secret. Ashoke for CO. 250 bags of wheat and rice recovered and 

deposited to civ govt. Mizos again al Dhighinala. Could I once come Ctg for a day. 
Please instruct. One patient must be shifted for treatment cmm I am going towards 

RgR with patient. 
 

 

TOR                    Sd/-IIIegible 

1920            22/12/71 
 

 

 

*  *  *  *  *
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NR 4/29   -O-   291515         GR-69 

Fm:- Sub Sector "E" 

To:- Base HQ 

 

No:- G-0037. Secret. One Braita gun with 3 magazines one is double another is 

single with 85 Rds. One Rifle 303 with 56 Rds cmm 4 grenades complete. This is 

recovered from a Chakma master by named Mokandu. I am telling you thousands of 

rifles still hiden by Razakars/Chakmas/Hill leaders, this person kept the arms part by 

part in different places. I am coming tomorrow for concerning policy. 

 

TOR               S. Alam 
1625             29/12/71 

 
*  *  *  *  * 

 
NR 2729           -P-   291000         GR-31 

 
Fm:- Sub Sector "E" 

To:- HQ No 1 Sector 
 

No:- G-0035. U/C. Asok for CO. Situation normal. Mizos at forest. Troops may 

be withdrawn. Of course fear of Razakars. Coming Ctg. Civil report says some case 

fwd confusion at Rangamati. 

 

TOR                S. Alam 

1015              29-12 71 

 

            *            *                *  *  * 

 

NR 1/05                    -P-                           041830                    GR-34 

 
Fm:- N/Sub K. Zaman/Sub Sec "E" 

To:- Ashok Camp at Ctg. 
 

No:- G-0021. U/C. N/Sub K. Zaman for Ashok. Pak Razakars. moving village to 
village and Pak Razakars looking and beating the public. Now it is impossible for us 

to stay here. Pse order us for close to HQ Ctg. 
 

 
TOR                   Sd/- Illegible 

0825            5/1/72 
 

 

---------
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OPS    NR-1/08   DTG         GR-50

              051745 
 

Fm: - Sub Sector "E" 
To: - Sector HQ No 1 

 
No:- G-0022. U/C. N/Sub K. Zaman for CO. Indian Gopal Chakma along with 

Orbinda Larma both call meetings Mahalla to Mahalla with Chakma now they want to 
make the Hill Tracts Chakma Hill and Mizo Hill. Tibat PL curefew the Hill Tracts. 

Tibat PI stop our move. Curfew imposed from 1800 hrs to 0600 hrs. Info pse. 

 

 

TOR            Sd/- Illegible 

0815    06/1/72 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

OPS     NR 12/07          061300 

 

Fm :-Sub Sector "E" 

To:- Base HQ 

 
No:- G-0042. Secret. Friendly force officer (Maj) ordered me cmm deposite 

arms/Ammo and move to the HQ. What I will do. Instruction. Solicited. 
 

 
R/0815             Sd/-Illegible 

   7/1/72 
 

 

 

_______________
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MESSAGE FORM 

OPS IMMEDIATE                DTG: 151145      SECRET 

G-0548 
 

FROM : HQ NO. 1 SECTOR 
TO  : CONTROL ROOM 

INFO  : FORCES IIQ Muj ibnagar 
  ECH HQ BDF 

FOR  : CO 
 

Sitrep.   ALFA.  On Sep 23 a gp of ten Naval Commandos went for op deep 

into high sea about 30 miles. Could not reach to ship which 

was still out of reach. Party came back after lot of difficulties 

except Mohammad Hossain who drowned in the high sea. 

Others in small parties came out of sea to different bases. 

One party of 3 commandos reached nearer to old naval base 

where strong en guard was deployed who caught S. N. 

Maula CMM Nurul Haq CMM Amir Hossain. Mr. Abul 

Hashem caught by en tps from old Jetty. 

 

BRAVO.  On Oct 01 commandos destroyed AVLOS CMM a Greek 

ship (anchored BOC Jetty) Agent-HAGY AND CO. The 

ship was loaded with oil. It was under arrest in Ctg. port and 
supposed to be released by Pak govt. 

 
CHARLIE. On Oct 02 UNO rep visited the Jetty and took snaps. 

 
DELTA.  On Oct 8 same commando gp completely destroyed and sank 

one of the biggest Pak ship MV NASIM anchored in Jetty 
No 13 which was loaded with AMMO CMM TWO TANKS 

CMM 15 (15) out of approx. 50 (fifty) Pak tps reported 

killed. Due to blast jetty No 12 and 13 became completely 

out of svc. 

 

        ECHO. 9 (nine) commandos reached safely on Oct 13. One party of 

4 commandos still in Ctg for action. 5 (five) commandos 

reaching very soon. 

 

FOXTROT.  Party reaching Agartala on Oci 16 first aval tpt. 

 

 

Sd/- Illegible 

CAPT. 
No dale 
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170900                    PRI               GR 

Fm:- Sector 1 

To:- HQ Delta Sector 
 

After a raid on en posn in Chaygharia (GR-740367 MS 79 N/9) for items 
recovered from en bunkers. One. Steel Helmet one. Rangers badge one. A/tk mines 

four. Anti pers mines 8. Offrs mess ace register one. One photo Album with nude 
photos. Kt inventory One. Issue vouchers. Large No of private letters written in urdu. 

Name of 53 Bde Offrs stationed in Ctg Cantt confirmed and found in the mess 
register. All these are being sent to you soon after proper scrutiny. 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

Maj 

Sept. 71 

 

-P- 301315              4/30 

 

   SECRET 

FM:- No. 1 SECTOR        G-0022 

TO: D/SECTOR 

INFO:-ECH HQ BDF 

 

Sitrep. On 28 Sep Own force Killed and raided EN POSN at Durgapur GR-
726150 map 79 N/9 and killed 4 Pak TPS and 36 Razakars at 0300 hrs and occupied 

en post. 5 (five) point 303 Rifles captured. Own guerilla leader named Farid Ahmed 
Chy died in action and one guerilla seriously injured. People of the area are very- 

happy. 
 

 
TOR                   Sd/- Illegible 

1455            No date 
 

 

 

---------------
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OPS     DTG : 181930       SECRET 

G-0763 

From:- Base HQ 1 Sector 

To:- Sub Sector E 

 

Your sig G-0021, 0022, 0023 and 0024 of 18 Dec. Keep all captured arms, POL 

etc with you. Hand over all captured/surrendered Razakars, Mizos etc to civ police. 

Ask friendly forces for help. 

 

 

101/1/GS (Ops)            Sd/- Illegible 

   Capt 
 

*   *   *   *   * 
 

NR 5/18   -O-    182019        GR-11 
 

Fm: - S/S 'E' 
To:- Base HQ 

 

 

No:- G-0026, Secret. Pse inform loc of friendly force. Most urgent. 

 

 

TOR                S/ Alam 

2040/18 
 

 

 

___________
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NR 1/20   -P-   201321/Dec       GR-160 

Fm :- Sub Sector "E" 

To  :- Base HQ 

 

No:- G-0025. Secret. Recovered 13 Rifles without bolt and magazine cmm 2 

LMG's spare barrels with cut gas regulator cmm 2 telephone sets cmm beyonet 3. 

Own deployment Tabalchari one Section Panchari one pi Bhubonchari one PI 

Kokichari one pi Mohalchari one PI Guimara one PI. Sub Sector HQ Khagrachari 

near about three pi. Troops sending towards Manikchari. Cannot withdraw troops 

from several sides for Mizos suspecting loots of arms/ammo in hill tracts of jungle. 

Searching hill and jungles for Mizos and arms/Ammo. Mizos loc Longudu/Sajak and 
small group by group. 

 
Sd/- Illegible 

No date 
 

*   *   *   *   * 
 

NR 1/19   -P-   191800/Dec         GR-65 
 

Fm :- Sub Sector "E" 

To  :- Base HQ 

 

No:- G-(X)24. Secret. Guerilla Mukbul Hossain deserted previously from 

Panchari after looting and amount was recovered and handed over to proper person. 

Guerilla Kala Meah deserted from Kokichari after looting ornaments. Maximum 

portion recovered from another guerilla and handed over to proper person. In 

connection two guerilla arrested. For your info. Own party towards Mahalchari and 

Guimara. Mizos left towards Sajak via Longudu. 

 

 
TOR 

1915/19              S. Alam 
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NR-1/11   -Y-   DTO           GR-29 

                                                                                    111135 

 
Fm :- Sub Sector 'E' 

To :- Sub Sector A' 
 

No : G-0006. Secret. Request air shelling. En loc map sheet 79 in/16 SQ 2152 
cmm SQ 2250 cmm SQ 2349. Cfm if any. Also send and one PL regular i ft. 

 
 

TOR/111235         A.Chy 

     No date 

 

MESSAGE FORM 

 

IMMEDIATE DTG: 011700      SECRET 

FROM :- HQ 1 SECTOR        G-0724 

TO SUB SECTOR C 

 

Your G-0519 Nov 30. Send one LMG (Chinese) and two MK 4 Rifles captured by 

your unit immediately to this HQ for further disposal. 

 

Sd/-Illegible 
For Comd 

1545             No date 
 

*  *  *  *  * 
 

MESSAGE FORM 
 

PRIORITY            DTG: 011700      SECRET 

G-0735 

 

FROM:- HQ 1 SECTOR 

TO:- SUB SECTOR B 

 

Your G-l 168 Dec 1, Send recovered mines to this HQ ASP. 

 
Sd/ Illegible 

For Comd 

No date 
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MSG FORM 

          DTG 

From:-Sector 1         040830 
To :- HQ D Sector      SECRET 

Info : - Ech HQ BDF        G-0588 
 

Two Razakars surrendered 3 Now. Interrogation in progress. Progress will be 
communicated. 

 
         Sd/- Illegible 

File No. 101//1/GS (Ops) (Out) dt 4-11-71        Capt. 

  4-11-71 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

MESSAGE FORM 

 

IMMEDIATE               DTG : 211100         G-0713 

FROM :-HQ 1 SECTOR 

TO :- HQ DELTA SECTOR 

 

Please convey the fol msg to Capt GAFFAR of Sector 2. QUOTE Personal from 

Maj Rafiq for Capt Gaffar. Congratulation on your brilliant action at Saldanadi 

against heavy en resistance. All ranks of this Sector convey their best wishes. May 
ALLAH grant you victory in the battle field. UNQUOTE. 

 
 

         Sd/- Illegible 
101/1/GS (OPs)            Maj 

                                                                                     No date 
 

MSG FORM 

 

          DTG 

Pri         221830 

From :- Sector 1      SECRET 

To :-Sub Sector A        G-0715 

 

 

From C. O. for Enam. Amir Hossain & Sobhan sent to you not yet returned. Sitrep 

& en orbat not reed from you so far. Take the action & intimate. 

 

 

Sd/Illegible 
Maj 

No date 
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MESSAGE FORM 

 

IMMEDIATE                DTG:011700      SECRET 
FROM :- HQ 1 SECTOR        G-0733 

TO SUB SECTOR B 
 

Our G-0731 Nov 29 and your G-l 163 Nov 29. Cfm by sig that individual 
concerned has been arrested. Matter urgent. 

 
Sd/-Illegible 

for Comd 

No date 

 

*   *   *   *   * 

 

MSG FORM 

 

          DTG 

Priority                 22145 

From: - Sector 1           SECRET 

To:- Sub Sector "B"              G-0716 

 

Sitrep. Your G-l 145 of 22 Nov. Fol observation made. A Ammo expended 
particularly 53 bombs 3 inch mor to kill only two en is too high. CO takes serious 

view of it. No ammo will be issued in near future to you. B. Intimate map ref of own / 
en pons and time of ops. 

 
File No. l()l//l/GS(Ops) dt 22/11/71            Sd/- Illegible 

Flg Offr 
22/11/71 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

                                                                           211430      SECRET 

G-0714 

21 NOV 71 

 

One Pak oil tanker carrying 1000 ton Kerosine cmm 30 ton gasolin sunk in Ctg 

port by Guerillas on 3
rd

 Nov. There were total three explosions and the engine room 

of the ship cought fire. Fire brigade groups fought for more than one hour to bring fire 

under control. Three firemen and fire crew of the ship were also killed. Thirty men in 

total were injured due to the fire and explosion. The ship is now completely damaged 

& under water. 

 
Bravo. Our Guerillas in Mirsharai killed 4 Pak regulars & six Razakars on 10 Nov 

in an us arnbh. 
 

101/1/GS (OPs)         Sd/- Rafiq 
      Maj 

   No date 
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-p-     302000               6/30 

G-0504 

Secret 

Fm :- No I Sector 

To :- Control Room 

INFO ECH HQ BDF (CO Sec-I) 

 

Sitrep. On 29 Sep at 0500 hrs MF shot three En vehi at East Madhub Ram SQ 

7337 M/S 19 N/9. T. F. C. movement completely stopped since then. Hy exch of fire 

still continuing and shells are pounded in between. Whole area is hot. Normal civ 

move has seiged in that area. B. On 29 Sep at 2330 hrs M. F went inside with a see str 

and fired for harassing at rear of En at Ballavpur and Chagalnaiya SQ 7335 M/S 79 

N/9. En cas will de intimated on cfm. C. On 30 Sep at 0400 hrs MF blew up culvert 

west of Champak Nagar SQ 7434 M/S 79. Hy fire still on. 
 

 
TOR 

2355                  Sd/- Illegible 
 

-O-      301330              4/30 
 

FROM :- No 1 SECTOR 

To :- CONT ROOM 

INFO :- ECH HQ BDF (CO NO 1 SECT) 

 

G-0503. Sect. Sitrep. A. On 29,h Sep at 0430 hrs own MF PL raided Chagalnaiya 

SQ 7341 M/S 79 M/12 and killed 5 Pak tps and 7 injured. Their 3 bunkers completely 

damaged by own MOR. En was killed by own shot and fell from the tree like a big 

bird. On 22 Sep own FF killed collaborator Abdul Hai of Dahbahpur and Mizanur 

Rahman of east Byik Pur both of Ps Chagalnaiya. 

 

 

TOR                   Sd/- Illegible 

2245            No date 
 

 

------------  
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Sl. 

No 

Originator 

And Date 

DTR of 

Info 

Events 

1. 

 

G-0511 

dt 31.10.71 

 

31.10.71 

 

Ptl at Dharmodaha SQ -6255 M/S 79 A/13 30 

Oct. Contacted with en ptl. Fire exchanged 3 

hrs. En cas 2 dead. Own cas nil 

2. G-0509 

dt. 31.10.71 

 

31.10.71 Gono Bahini. Blew up en veh in between 

road Kola SQ-5026 M/S 79A/10 and 

Dafarpur SQ-5127 M/S 79A/10 on 151100 

Oct by A/T mine. En cas 5 dead. 

3. G-0510 

dt. 31.10.71 

 

1.11.71 Ambushed on en ptl village Kola SQ 5026 

M/S 79A/10 on 162300 Oct by Gonobahini. 

En cas 3 dead. Own cas nil. 

4. G-0513 

dt. 31.10.71 

 

01.11.71 Gono Bahini captured one Razakar with Rifle 

on 311800 Oct at Jarpukuria SQ 6342 M/S 

79A/13. 

5. G-0513 

dt. 31.10.71 

 

01.11.71 Gono Bahini while infiltrating encountered 

with Razakars at Sholataka SQ-6640 M/S 79 

A/13 on 292200 Oct. Fire exchanged. En cas 

11 dead 3 wounded. 

6. G-05I4 

dt. 30.10.71 

 

01.11.71 Captured one Razakar with Rifle at Mirpur 

SQ-8949 M/S 79A/13. Rifle kept inside 

Bangladesh 

7. G-0515 

dtOl.11.71 

 

01.11.71 En raided own base Bahirmadi SQ-6768 

M/S 78D/I6 on 27 Oct. Heavy fire 

exchanged. En cas one Capt and one 

Razakar wounded. Own cas 2 urban Gono 

Bahini dead. 
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8. G-0128 

dt 15.11.71 

 

16.11.71 

 

On 15 Nov. Own tps fired on posn Bara 

Aclira SQ-7541 M/S 79A/16. En cas 2 dead. 

Own cas nil 

9. G-0130 

dt. 17/11/71 

17.11.71 

 

Niamita Bahini. Own def posn Sadipur fired 

upon en move on 16 Nov. En cas not known. 
Own cas one minor injured. 

10. G- 0135 
dt. 23/11/71 

24/11/71 
 

Own def Sadipur fired on en move. En cas 
not known on 23/11/71 

11. G-0138 

dt. 25/11/71 

 

25/11/71 

 

Captured 66A/P mines within the 

surrounding of Raghunathpur 7445 M/S 

79A/16 on 23/11/71 

12. G-0146 
dt. 09/12/71 

 

2/12/71 
 

On 01 Dec recovered one en A/TK mine at 

Narayanpur QT 7644. Mine handed over to 

support unit. 

13. G-00149 
 

 
G-0537 

dt. 6/11/71 
 

 

 

G-0542 

dt. 07/11/71 

 

5/12/71 
 

 
6/11/71 

 
 

 

 

07/11/71 

 

Recovered 1 A/P mine and 303 ammo 3 from 
Raghunathpur on 04 Dec.  

 
Gono Bahini. 022300 Nov disrupted en tele 

comm subalpur to Kaliganj SQ-5039 and 
5440 M/S 79A/9 under Mcherpur PS. 

Brought 1000 yds tele cable. 

 

Niamita Bahini ptl ambushed en ptl at 

Belgatua SQ -6250 M/S 78D/16 on 061100 

Nov. En cas 4 dead. Own cas nil. 

14. G-0551 

dt 9/11/71 

 

10/11/71 

 

Gono Bahini ambushed en ptl Katholi SQ-

5042 M/S 79A/9 on 081030 Nov. En cas 2 

dead. Own cas nil. 

15. G-0547 

dt 9/11/71 
 

9/11/71 

 

Gono Bahini exchanged fire with en tps 

Belgatua SQ-6263 M/S 78 D/16 on 081000 
Nov. En cas 2 dead. Own cas one wounded. 

16. G-0555 

 

10/11/71 

 

Gono Bahini ambushed en veh Jarpukur SQ- 

6342 M/S 79A/13 on 090300 Nov. Veh was 

hit and fell down in ditch. En cas 11 

wounded. Wounded pcrs removed towards 

Meherpur by carts on 090600 Nov. 

17. G-0571 

 

12/11/71 

 

Niarnita Bahini. 16 Razakars surrendered 

with 
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 dt. 11/11/71  Rifles at Taril br SQ542 M/S 79A/I3 on 

102100 Nov. Captured 16 Rifles 11 

Bayonets and 445 303 ammo 

18. G-0572 

dt. 12/11/71 

 

12/11/71 
 

En attacked own posn Dharmoda SQ 6255 

M/S 79A/13 on 120500 Nov. Heavy fire 

continuing Result not yet known. 

19. G-OS63 
dt. 10/11/71 

 

12/11/71 
 

Gono Bahini arrested 4 Razakars with Rifles 

at Rajpur SQ-6637 M/S 79A/13 on 091640 

Nov. During firing 2 of them dead Captured 

4 Rifles. 3 Rifles inside Bangladesh. One 

Rifle deposited to F coy HQ 

20. G-0562 

dt l(y 11/71 

 

12/11/71 
 

Gono Bahini ambushed en tps at Dariapui 

ferry SQ-4524 M/S 79A/10 Whilec rossing 

the Bhairab river 050500 Nov. En cas 3 Pak 

tps 2 Razakars dead. Own cas nil. 

21. G-0576 

dt 12/11/71 

 

12/11/71 
 

Niamita Bahini En attacked with arty 

support own defence Dharmoda SQ-6255 

M/S 79A/I3 on 120900 Nov. En cas 

reported 100 dead/wounded. Own cas I dead 

and 3 GB captured by en. Captured one H. 

M G.. 762 Chincss ammo 1350 and 303 ball 

15. One dead body and private letter handed 

over to support unit. Lost LMG 7.62 one, 

303 LMG Mag 3.7.62 ammo 1000 and 303 

hall ammo 800. 7.62 LMG mag 12. SLR. 4 

Mag. 24 SMC. (Ind) I and Mag 2. 

22. G-0578 

dt 12/11/71 

 

12/11/71 
 

Ambushed en retreating at Kazipur SQ-6152 

M/S 79A/13 on 121000 Nov Arrested one 

Razakar with Rifle 303. 

23. G0038 

dt. 15.11.71 

 

16.11.71 
 

Gono Bahini ambushed en tps Rajapui SQ-

4629 M/S 79A/9 on 130800 Nov. En cas 4 

dead. Own cas nil. Mine laid on road Kala 

5023 M/S 79A/10 between Meherpur and 

Natuda on 111530 Nov. One cart with en 

ration completelydamaged on 142200 Nov. 

Disrupted en tele comm Chaksanagar SQ-

4826 M/S 79A/10 in between road 

Meherpur and Monakhali 

24. G-0566 

dt 11/11/71 

 

15/11/71 
 

Gono Bahini En attacked own base Bhagjot 

SQ-5870 M/S 78D/12 on 090800 Nov. En 

cas 2 dead. Own 
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25. G-0567 
dt. 11/11/71 

 

15/11/71 
 

Gono Bahini ambushed en ptl Khadimpur 
SQ- 9155 M/S 79A/1 on 071200 Nov. En 

cas 2 Razakars deal and few wounded. Own 
cas nil. Captured 303 Rifles. 3 Kept inside 

Bangladesh. 
26. G-3597 

dt 15/11/71 
 

16/11/71 
 

Gono Bahini raided en posn at Alamdanga 

SQ-8229 M/S 79A/13 on 120830 Nov. En 
cas 5 Pak army 12 militia dead. Own cas 2 

Gono Bahini dead and 2 Gono Bahini 

wounded. 

27. G-0604 

dl. 17/11/71 

 

17/11/71 
 

Gono Bahini on 132200 Nov charged 

Chuadanga petrol pump and one power 

pylon SQ 7215 M/S 79 A/14 and completely 

damaged. The said party on night 13/14 Nov 

dislocated rly line SQ-7316 M/S 79A/14. On 

151300 Nov party arrested 2 Pak trained 

guerillas at Chatimat SQ-5412 M/S 79A/10. 

They have been handed over to support unit. 

28. G-OGOO 

di. 16/11/71 

 

17/11/71 
 

On 151700 Nov. 40 Razakars surrendered to 

Gono Bahini at Baragangdia SQ 7552 M/S 

79A/13 with arms/ammo. Arms/Ammo kept 
inside Bangladesh 

29. G-0599 
dt 16/11/71 

 

17/11/71 
 

Late report received 3 Gono Bahini pers 
captured by Pak army at Eliatnagar SQ-6924 

M/S 79A/14 on 071300 Nov while they 
returning on completion of task. 

30. G-0607 
dt 17/11/71 

 

17/11/71 
 

Niamita Bahini. En about 2 coys sir attacked 
own defence Tentulbaria 5745 M/S 79 A/9 

on 160900 Nov. Own tps earlier withdrawn. 

Support unit fired only. En cas not known. 

Own cas nil. 

31. G-0611 

dl. 18/11/71 

 

19/11/71 
 

GB on 122030 Nov disrupted rly line at 

Jagonnathpur 8532 M/S 79A/13. On 132230 

Nov disrupted rly line at Katdachar-8938 

MAS 79E/3. Raided en posn Ambaris 8634 

M/S 79A/13 on 140800 Nov. En cas 2 

militia, 4 Razakars dead. Own cas nil. 

Captured. 2 Rifles and 20 Rds. Arms/Ammo 

kept inside Base. 

32. G-0613 

dt IWII/71 
 

20/11/71 
 

4 Razakars Surrendered on 17 Nov from 

Phulbari 8249 M/S 79A/13 with 3 Rifles and 
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   One Bretta gun. 

33. G-0631 
dt. 23/11/71 

23/11/71 On 221630 Nov while laid ambush at 
Betharia SQ-7253 M/S 79A/I3 and 

Doirapara SQ-7352 M/S 79A/13 encircled 
by Pak tps. Fire Exchanged. En cas not 

known. Own cas 2 minor injured. 
34. G-3638 

dt. 24.11/71 

25.11371 
 

Ptl ambushed on en ptl Moheshkundi 6262 

M/S 78D/16 on 240400 Nov. Cas not 
known. 

35. G-0640 

dt. 25.11.71 

25. J 1.71 
 

Own ptl ambushed on en at Pepolbaria 

7645 M/S 79A/13 on 241200 Nov. Firing 

continued 241700 Nov. En cas 5 Pak tps 

and Razakars dead, wounded. Own cas one 

GB dead. 

36. 0-0649 

dt. 26.11.71 

26.11.71 
 

Ptl ambushed with arty support on en ptl at 

Darmudha 6255 M/S 79A/13 on 261 30 

Nov. En cas 7 dead/wounded. Own cas nil. 

37. G-0645 

dt. 26.11.71 

26.11.71 
 

Ptl ambushed en at Nasirpur 7451 M/S 

79A/13 011 231100 Nov. En cas Razakars 

4 dead 2 wounded. Own cas nil. Ptl 

ambushed en ptl baragangadia 7552 M/S 

79A/13 on 241800 Nov. En cas 35 dead 30 
wounded, own cas nil. 

38. G-9646 
dt. 26.11.71 

26.11.71 
 

Razakars attacked own Gono Bahini 
suddenly at Paharpur 8430 M/S 79A/13 on 

252100 Nov. 2 Razakars dead own cas 1 
wounded. Reported by own Gono Bahini 

boys besiezed Pak army and Razakars at 
Mirpur 8849 M/S 79A/B. 

39. G-0650 

dt. 26.11.71 

27.11.71 
 

GB raided Damurhuda PS 6310 M/S 

79A/14 on 231145 Nov. PS staff fired but 

subsequently surrendered. Arrest 2 s9. 2 A 

59,7 constales and 1 Razakar. Wife and 

daughter of OC were also brought and kept 

at Hatkhola 4907 M/S 79A/10(India). 

Captured 9 Rifles and 64 ammo. 

Arms/Ammo kept inside Bangladesh. 

40. G-0062. 

dt 22.11.71 

23.11.71 
 

GB boys raided Mamdanga National Bank 

on 12 Nov and the bank Manager 

surrendered to the boys and handed over Rs 

8300/- and 7 small cloths sealed bags 

Properties kept coy HQ. 
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41. G-0654 
dt. 28/11/71 

28/11/71 ambushed on en ptl Sherpur 8053 M/S 79A/I3 on 
260500 Nov. En cas 36 dead. Own cas nil. 

42. G-0657 
dt. 28.11.71 

29.11.71 Captured 7 Razakars. 1 LMG. Arms kept inside 
Bangladesh. 

43. G-3654 
dt. 28/11/71 

28/11/71 Own cas 1 Gono Bahini dead and 4 wounded. 

44. G-0655 
dt 28/11/71 

28/11/71 GB disrupted rly commn between Goalmuda- 
Kushtia by blowing off 2 Rly Culverts on 21 

Nov. 

45. G-0656 

dt. 28/11/71 

29/11/71 
 

Own tps laid ambush at Moheskundi on en ptl 

6364 M/S 789/16 on 271400 Nov. En cas 4 dead. 

Own cas nil. 

46. G-0659 

dt. 29.11.71 

29.11.71 Captured 1 303 Rifle, 1 HE 36 hand grenade, 

polian leather bell and I leather pouches. 

47. G-0662 

dt. 29/11/71 

30/11/71 Captured 4 Razakars with 4 Rifles. 2 telephone 

sets and one receiver at Munshigonj 7522 M/S 79 

A/14 on 270030 Nov. Arms kept inside 

Bangladesh but tele sets kept in F coy loc. 

48. G-0665 

dt. 30/11/71 
 

30/11/71 
 

Gono Bahini. En attacked own Gono Bahini base 

Aburi QO 7743 on 280800 Nov and firing 

cenfinued up to 1700 hrs. En cas 5 Pak tps 

andb32 Razakars dead. Own cas 1 Gono bahini 

dead, 1 Gono bahini wounded Captured 3 

Razakars.bCaptured 1 Ride (kept inside 

Bangladesh) 

49. G-0668 

dt. 30/11/71 

 

1/12/71 Exchange of fire with Razakars at Begunpur 

QOb07502 on 15 Nov. En cas 4 Razakars dead 

and 2 wounded. Own cas 1 Gono Bahini dead. 

Captured 3 Rifles and 150 ammo (7.62) arms 

kept inside Bangladesh and ammo deposited with 

'F coy loc. 

50. G-0038 

dt. 01/12/71 

 

03/12/71 
 

GB. Ambushed on en ptl Arpura QO 3183 on 

271100 Nov. En cas 15 Pak tps/Militia dead- 

Own cas 1 Gono Bahini wounded. 

51. G-0670 

dt. 1/12/71 

 

04/12/71 
 

Pak army blown up culvert 643467 M/S 79A/13 

and 592417 maps 79 A/9 and Bhatpara 555401 

M/S 79A/9 on 301930 Nov. Gono Bahini ptl 

fired upon Pak tps and en agent at Pakuria 8065 

M/S D/12 and Munshiganj 6066 M/S 78D/12 on 

300400 Nov while they capturing cows. En cas 6 

Pak tps and 1 agent dead, 2 wounded. Own 
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   cas nil. Own tps raided en posn Kapaslidanga 

5507 M/S 79 A/10 on 301400 Nov. Captured 6 

Razakars with 2 Rifles 3 boxes 2 inch Mor bomb 

and 3/4 small boxes 303 ammo. Own cas nil. 

Arms /Ammo kept inside Base. Destroyed one 

country boat containing en ration and ammo at 

Sobalpur ferry ghat 6007 M/S 79A/10 on 301600 

Nov. En cas 1 dead. Own cas nil. 

52. G-0678 
dt. 4.12./71 

6.12.71 
 

Ambushed en moving in between Harisankra and 

Mathurapur 6963 M/S 78D/16 on 032200 Dec. 

En cas 2 tps dead on jeep destroyed. Own cas nil. 

53. G-0677 
dt. 4.12.71 

 

5.12.71 
 

GB encountered with Pak tps at Bhabanipur 

under Harinakunda P. S. on 020530 Dec En cas 

39 incl 1 Capt and 1 Mo dead. Own cas 2 dead, 2 

wounded. 

54. G-0681 

dt. 5.12.71 

 

6.12.71 
 

GB boys encountered with Razakars /Miliatia at 

Magura near Kakiladah br SQ 7940 M/S 79A/13 

on 28 Nov. En cas 25 Razakars/Militia dead. 

Own cas 3 GB dead. Captured 11 (303) Rifles. 

Arms kept inside Bangladesh 

55. G-0697 

dt. 5.12.71 

 

8.12.71 
 

GB boys ambushed Pak army jeep on 041500 

Dec at pirpur SQ 6523 M/S 79A/14. En cas 3 Pak 

army dead and jeep fell down and burnt. 

56. G-0683 

dt. 5.12.71 
 

8.12.71 
 

2 Razakars surrendered on 051500 Dec at SQ 

6256 M/S 79A/13 at Dharmodaha. Captured 2 

Rifles and 303 ball ammo 71 and 1 HE grenade. 

Arms kept in coy loc. 

57. G-0687 dt. 

7.12.71 

 

9.12.71 
 

NB ambushed Pak en posn at Shaebnagar 6350 

M/S 79A/13 on 061900 Dec. Support unit arty 

fired. En cas 3 killed 5 injured. 

58. G-0693 dt. 

9.12.71 
 

9.12.71 
 

GB boys attacked Pak tps while withdrawing 

from Harisankra SQ-7662 M/S 78D/16 on 

082200 Dec. Firing continued for an hour. En 

cas dead incl. one Capt named Khodadat Khan. 

Own cas 1 GB dead. Captured 303 Rifles. 3 

Arms kept inside Bangladesh. 

 

----------
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Sl. 

No 

Originator 

And Date 

DTR of Info Events 

1. G-0109 

dt 1.11.71 

 

1.11.71 
 

Niamita Bahini ambushed on en ptl in 

between Shikri and Maliputa SQ-7739 

M/S 79716 on 31 Oct. En cas 2 dead. Own 

cas nil 

2. G-0117 
dt. 6.11.71 

 

7.11.71 
 

Niamita Bahini. On 06 Nov while en 

engaged digging bunkers own tps fired 

upon en from Sadipur. En cas 3 FF tps 

dead. 

3. G-0115 

dt. 6.11.71 
 

7.11.71 
 

Own ptl fired on en ptl at Barachara SQ 

7541 M/S 79A/16 En cas 1 dead 2 

wounded on 30.10.71 

4. G-0120 

dt. 08.11.71 

09.11.71 
 

Niamita Bahini. Own def posn at Sadipur 

fired upon en move and en replied fire. En 

cas not known. Own cas one wounded on 

08 Nov. 

5. G-0119 

dt. 08/11/71 

 

09.11.71 
 

Niamita Bahini. Own Sec. raided en posn 

Raghunathpur SQ-7445 M/S 79A/16 at 

080430 Nov. En cas 2 dead 1 wounded. 

Own cas nil 

6. G-0120 

dt. 10.11.71 

12.11.71 
 

Own def Sadipur fired upon en ptl night 

9/10 Nov. En cas not known. Own cas nil. 

7. G-0128 

dt. 15.11.71 

 

16.11.71 
 

Own tps Sadipur fired upon en. En while 

trying to raid own def at Sadipur 150830 

hrs. En used 3 inches MOR. En cas not 

known. Own cas 11 local civil wounded 

by 3 inches MOR shell. 

8. G-0509 

dt. 01.11.71 

 

01.11.71 
 

Fired on Razakars while they distributing 

looted properties at Barasholua SQ-7705 

M/S 79A/14 on 241200 Oct. En cas 11 

Razakars dead. Own cas nil 
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9. G-0518 
dt. 01.11.71 

01.11.71 
 

Gono Bahini ambushed en ptl-Setudul 

SQ- 7802 M/S 79A/14 on 210600 Oct. En 

cas 6 dead. Own cas nil. 

10. G-0531 

dt 5.11.71 

 

6. 11.71 
 

Gono Bahini. 02 Nove mine laid between 

Nilmaniganj SQ-7420 to Chuadanga SQ- 

7215 M/S 79 A/14 was detected by Pak 

army. Attempted on life Shadat Katal 

veteran dalal of Pak army on 03 Nov. He 

escaped, brother wounded. 03 Nov. 

Contacted en tps Anupnagar SQ-7328 

M/S 79/A13. Fire exchanged. En cas 3 

Pak tps and 3 Razakars dead. Own cas I 

wounded. 

11. G-0535 

dt 6.11-71 
 

6.11.71 
 

Niamita Bahini. 3 specially trained 

Razakars captured with 2 anti personal 

mine at Dharmodah SQ-6255 M/S 79 

A/13 on 051900 Nov. Mission to mine 

Mukti Fouj camp Shikarpur. 

 

 

 

 

 

---------------
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Sl. 

No 

Originators No. 

with Date 

DTR of 

Info 

Events 

19. G-0028 

dt 10.05000 

11.8.71 One Rifle No, 4 Mk I with 13 Ammo, 

brought from the house of Md Majumali 

Mollah of Goga. Ps. Sarsha on 09 Aug 71 

by our ptl party. 

20. G-0030 

dt 110800 

11. 8.71 On 110800 en posn Raghunalhpur SQ-7445 

M/S 79 A/16 were raided at 110200 hrs. by 

two pis. with aity support. Heavy exchange 

of fire from 0200-0300 hrs. was shelled 

from 0500-0530 hrs. One bunker destroyed 

en cas not yet known. Own cas nil. 

21. G-0029 
dt101700 

11.8.71 Posn at Raghunathpur Sq 7445 M/S 79A/16 
was shelled by 3 inches Mor on 091300 hrs. 

En patrol came at Sadipur. They were 
shelled with 3 inches Mor at 091400 hrs. En 

cas reported to be 17. Fire was directed by 
me. 

22. G-0031 
dt 120900 

12.8.71 Killed one muslim League dalal and 
informer of Pak army named Dawed Mallik 

s./o Kudratullah Mallik at Raghunathpur. 

Ps. Sarshaon 11.8.71. 

23. G-0032 

dt 120900 

12.8.71 2 Rifles No. 4 Mk I recovered from the 

house of Kalu Biswas S/o L. Monwar 

Biswas of sikri and satiul Hossain s/o 

Keramat ali Gaji of Panchbholat, Ps, Sarsha 

on 11 Aug 71. 

24. G-0033 

dt 13.1500 

14.8.71 The fol articles have been recovered from 

the house of following pers by our patrol on 

12.8.71 Cycle-2, Transistorl. LMG Mag-1. 

Some splinter of bomb. Md. Wahid 
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   Ali Sardar both S/o L. Md. Sobhan Sardar 

of Panchbholat Md. Badal Sardar S/o. Md. 

Pachu Sardar of Panchbholat and Md. 

Mijanur Rahman S/o. Abdul Bari Mandal 

of Panchbholat, all of Ps, Sarsha, Dist 

Jessore, Above mentioned pel's are 

reported to be dacoits. 

25. G-0036 

dt151900 

16.8.71 Killed the fol Muslim League Dalai and 

imformer of Pak army named Md. Mijanur 

Rahman S/o. Abdul Bari Mandal of Panch 

bholat and Mubarak Sardar S/o L. Md. 

Sobhan Sardar of Panchbholat both of Ps 
Sarsha. dt Jessore on. 14 Aug 71 by own 

tps. 
26. G-0035 

dt 151915 

17. 8.71 Own ptl paly ambushed in Narayanpur 

from 13200-151700. No en contact. Ptl 
area Sadipur Rahgunathpur from 

131900-151200 hrsw One party Daulatpur 
131900-151600. one party area. Putkhali, 

Sikri from 131900-151630 hrs. 

27. G-0037 

dt 161530 

17.8.71 Own party raid in the house of Nooruddin 

Ahmad of Balumda on 16 Aug at 0200 

hrs. Own party were encountered by 3 

Razakars. 1. Amir AJi s/o L Kalu Sk. 2. 

Abdur Rahman s/o. L Shital Mandal. 3. 

Dinu Molla s/o L. Hajra Molla of Balunda, 

Sarsha. While they (Razakars) about to 

fire our party apprehended them. Captured 

2 guns 12 bore. 7 cart. 2 khoka. allong 

with 3 Razakars. Nooruddin was not found 

at his house. 

28. G-0048 

dt 181430 

19. 8.71 Bagachara Bazar raided by one offr and 30 

ors on 180200 hrs. Apprehended 5 

Razakars (1) Ferajatullah s/o. L. Manik 

Sardar of Piprigachi. (2) Amir Chand Gazi 

s/o L. Ayez uddin Gazi of Bagachara. (3) 

Kafiluddin s/o Md. Gafur Biswas of 

Bagadanga. (4) Babor Ali s/o Abul 

Hussain Khalifa. (5) Afiluddin s/o. Bhudai 

Mondal both of Goga Kalini. P. S. Sarsha, 

dist 
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   Jessore along with on 12 bore gun. 7 
godown full up Jute were burnt. Captured 

one Singer sewing machine. Party returned 
safely on 181230 hrs. 

29. G-0052 

dt 211200 

22.8.71 A parly consisting of one offr & 20 ors 

raided en posn. Shikri on 210315. En 
opened fire from all def with LMG HMG 

and parachuite bomb fire. Own tps 
withdrawn En cas 5 and 10 injured cfm. 

30. G-0051 22.8.71 On 190200 hrs. Ptl,. area Sarsha own party 
opened harassing fire on Sarsha PS. at 

210030 hrs. En replied LMG/Hmg. Cas. not 
known. Own cas nil. 

31. G-0055 

dt 230200 

23.8.71 
 

Party conisting of 10 left at 221900. Ptl 

area 

Raghunathpur at 222330. En did not open 

up. En cas not known. Own cas nil. 

32. G-0056 

dt 260800 

28.8.71 A party conisting of 11 left at 250100 hrs. 

Ambushed area, Sadipur. Saw 5/6 Pak tps 

digging bunkers at Namaj gram sq. 7543 

m/s. 79 AJ16 at 251330 hrs. Own party 

opened fire upon en at 251340 hrs. En 

replied by rifle/LMG. En cas not known. 

Own cas nil. One Alauddin s/o, Dalil Uddin 

of Sadipur PS Sarsha got injury during fire. 
Evacuated him to Bongaon hosp. 

33. G-0057 

dt 270830 

28. 8.71 Party consisting of one offr one JCO and 

35 ors, raided en Posn sikri on 260430 hrs. 

En replied by LMG/HMG. Two bunkers 

destroyed. En cas 6 Pak army. Own cas nil. 

34. G-0059 
dt 311500 

31.8.71 Own ips sec str raided en psn at Sikri sq 
6639 M/s 79/A/16 on 300230 hrs. En cas 

not Known. Own cas nil. 

35. G-0060 

dt010930 

1.9.71 Own tps one sec str opened harassing fire 

upon en posn Raghunathpur Sq  m/s 

79 A/16 on 312100 hrs. No response from 

en psn. Cas not known. 

36. G-0062 

dt 032030 

5.9.71 Own fighting ptl consisting of 11 prs on 

030200. Ambushed en ptl one pi str in 
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   Sadipur Sq 7542 m/s 79A/16. Party engaged 
the en. Cas one section. Own cas one minor 

injury. 
37. G-63 

dt 051100 

5.9.71 Gono Bahini killed 5 en tps area 

GAR1BPUR Sq 9465 m/s 73 E/4 night 4/5 
Sep. Two dead bodies one hav one or 

brought with 2 pistols. Dead bodies burried. 
38. G-0064 

dt 052030 

6. 9.71 Own fighting ptl consisting of 10 pers left 

Sadipur sq 7542 m/s 79 A/16. And contact 

with en after exchange of fire en cas 2/3 

killed or injured. Own cas nil. 

39. G-0003 

dt 111800 

12. 9.71 GONO BAHINI ambushed en on 5 Sp at 

Dasatina-Jhikargacha Road Killed 27 Pak 

tps and 5 Razakars. 

40. G-0069 

dt 13. 9.71 

13. 9.71 Own tps ambushed en at Sikri sq 7738 m/s. 

79 A/16 130700 hrs. En cas 10-15 

dead/wounded. Own cas tow dead 

including one civ, two slightly wounded. 

Dead body could not be recovered due to en 

fire. Lost one LMG 12 LMG mag and one 

mag box. 
41. G-0007 

dt 171832 

18. 9.71 Gono Bahini attacked Sreepur PS. Tehsil 

office and post office on 12 sep 71. En cas 
6 police dead. 303 Ballammo 400 rds. 

42. G-0009 
dt 171835 

 

18.9.71 
 

Gono Bahini ambushed Aldahpur Ps. 
Sreepur on 5 sep 71. En cas 40 dead. Own 

cas nil. Captured 303 rifle 5 Chinese rifle 1 
(one). 

43. G-0010 

dt 171838 

18. 9.71 Gono Bahini Attacked en posn Alamkhali 

on 08 sep 71. En cas 11 Razakars killed 

own cas nil. 

44. G-0012 

dt 171842 
 

18. 9.71 Gono Bahini attacked en posn Bakra on 28 

Aug. 71. En cas 8 killed 6 injured. Own cas 

6 Gono bahini killed and 2 captured by en. 

Captured Arms/Ammo 303 rifle 4. Lost 303 

rifles 1 SLR 1. 

45. .G-0006 

dt 171830 

 

18. 9.71 Gono Bahini laid ambush at Nohata. 

PS. Mohammadpur on 210800 Aug to 
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   211600 Aug 71. En cas. One Coy 

including one Major and one Capt killed. 

Own cas nil. 

   Captured arms/ammo. 303 rifle 4. 

Chinese rifles 2, Wrls set 1. Chinese 

7.62 Ammo 200 rds. 303 Ball Ammo. 

400. 

46. G-0008 
dt 171834 

19. 9.71 Gono Bahini ambushed Pak army boat at 
Sreepur near Bartala on 03 Sep. En cas 

14 killed. Own cas nil. 
47. G-0011 

dt 171840 

19. 9.71 Gono Bahini destroyed Bridge SQ-1241 

M/S 79E/4 near Monirampur on 22 Aug. 

71 

48. G-0194 

dt 20.0800 

20.9.71 Gono Bahini Sec str raided Palaspol SQ- 

9502 M/S. 79 F/2. En cas I killed 

Razakar on 11 Sep. On 13 Sep destroyed 

one Bus by mine at Madhadkati SQ-

9210 M/S 79F/1. Cas 4 civ killed. 

Niamita Bahini ptl fired on posn 

Bharukhali br GR 859000 M/S 79B/14 

on 18 Sep. En cas 2 dead and 2 

wounded. 

49. G-0018 & 

211230 
G-0020 & 

211410 

22. 9.71 

 

GB engaged en on 11 Sep 71 at Dosatina 

SQ-9364 M/S. 79E/4 En cas 6 dead 2 
wounded, own cas nil. Some rds 7.62 

Chinese captured. Cut 30 sus tele wire 
from Chaugacha-Jhikargacha rd. Gono 

Bahini raided en posn at Hashempur 
School SQ 1463 M/S 79 E/4 on night 

18/19 Sep. En cas 7 Razakars dead and 2 
wounded. Own cas nil. GB. ambushed 

en veh near Churamankati SQ-0665 M/S 

79 E/4 on 182300 Sep. En cas 3 dead 

incl one offr and one veh damaged. 

50. G-0022 & 
240/15 

25. 9.71 Razakar ptl attacked GB base at 
Gharulia on Jessore-Chaugacha road on 

10 Sep. En cas 5 Razakars. Own cas nil. 
51. G-0025 

dt 25.9.71 

26. 9.71 GB ambushed en ptl Raghunathpur SQ- 

7545 M/S 79 A/16 at 231330. Fire 
exchanged with en tps. En cas 5 

wounded. Own cas nil. 
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52. G-0026 
dt. 22. 9.71 

26. 9.71 
 

GB recovered 2 inches mor bomb 18 from 
Kagaj Pukur SQ-1944 M/S 79 A/16 on 23 

Sep. 
53. G-0027 

dt 25. 9.71 

26. 9.71 

 

GB blown up power pylon on Chowgacha. 

Jhenidah road on 22 Sep. About 50 
Razakars attacked Gono Bahini Arpara 

SQ- 0071 M/S. 79 E/3 on 22 Sep. En cas 
not known. Own cas one wounded. 

54. G-0028 

26. 9. 71 

26. 9.71 Late report received that GB raided 

Goyespur UC near Jhenidah on 20 Aug 

2300 hrs. En cas 6 Razakars dead. Own 

cas nil. Captured 303 rifle 3 left inside 

Bangladesh. 

55. G-0084 

dt 9. 10.71 

9. 10. 71 

 

Niamita Bahini ambushed en at Bara 

Achra SQ 7541 M/S 79 A/16 on 071345 

Oct. En cas 5 dead. Own cas nil. 

56. G-0087 

dt 11. 10.71 

12. 10.71 

 

NB snapped en tele comm at Bara Achra 

SQ 7541 M/S 79 A/16 on 110315 Oct. 

Fire exchanged cas not con. Own cas nil. 

57. G-0088 

dt 12. 10. 71 

15. 10.71 

 

NB raided Raghunathpur SQ 7445 M/S 79 

A/16 on 120600 Oct. Cas not known. 

58. G-0090 
dt 14. 10. 71 

16. 10.71 
 

NB fishting ptl Sadipur SQ 7442 M/S 79 
A/16 fired en ptl 14 0400 Oct. En cas 3 

dead. Own cas nil. 
59. G-0092 

dt 19. 10.71 

20. 10. 71 

 

NB fire on en moving area Sadipur SQ- 

7542 M/S 79 A/6 on 181400 Oct. En cas 3 
dead. Own cas nil. 

60. G-0095 
dt 24. 10. 71 

25. 10. 71 
 

Niamita Bahini En 2 inches MOR shelled 
own def Sadipur SQ-7542 M/S 79 A/16 

241030 Oct. Own troops also opened fire 

to en. En cas 2 dead 50 wounded. Own cas 

1 dead. 

61. G-0096 

dt 25.10.71 

25. 10. 71 

 

Niamita Bahini. Posn Sadipur fired on en 

movement 260700 Oct. Cas not known. 

62. G-0099 

dt 26. 10. 71 

29. 10.71 

 

Niamita Bahini ptl fired on en posn Bara 

Achra SQ 7541 M/S 79 M16 on 26 0930 

Oct. En cas 2 dead. Own cas nil. 

 

 

----------------- 
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Sl. 

No 

Originators 

and Date 

DTR of 

Info 

Events 

1. G-OOOI 

dt 18.0500 

18.7.71 On 17 July. 2 Pak tps with four civ digging 

bunker north of Roghunathpur. SQ-7545 

M/S 79 A/16 Own ptl opened fire. Pak tps 

very restraint in reply. En cas not known. 
Own cas nil. 

2. G-0002 
dt 18. 7.71 

18.7.71 
 

On 17 July Pak tps with civ seen cutting date 
tree SQ-7445 M/S 79 A/16, Own ptl opened 

fire, en was restraint in reply. En cas not 
known. Own cas nil. 

3. G-0003 
dt 18. 7.71 

18. 7.71 
 

Own ptl sent area SQ-7439, 7540 M/S 79 
A/16. No en sighted. Cut and brought 60 yds 

tele wire from road Sutkhali to Benapole 
172301 hrs. 

4. G-0009 

dt 240500 

25. 7.71 Patrolled area Shakaripota, Dhanyakhola, 

Boalia, Narayanpur, Mainka SQ-7549. 7649, 

7648, 7647, 7646 and 7644 M/S 79 A/16. 

Tried for an ambush area Raghunathpur rd 

SQ-7544 M/S 79 A/16 were detected. En 

who wanted to encirele us. Party withdrawn. 

En fired sporadically. Sp forces fired 3 

inches Mor own party returned safely at 

230730 hrs. En has reinforced 

Raghunathpur. En str one coy now. 

5. G-0008 
dt 240500 

25. 7.71 Own ptl left 220400 hrs. Ptl area 
Bahadurpur, Raipur, Boalia SQ-7759. 7748, 

7747, 7746 & 7846 M/S 79 A/16 killed 
notorious en agent Kudrat Mallik and 

recovered documents. Documents handed 
over to 7 Punjab party. Returned safely at 

231730 hrs. 
6. G-00011 

dt 26.0500 

26. 7.71 On 250300 hrs. Own tps ptl in area 

Daulatpur and Baraachra. Cut tele wrie 100 
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   yds. between Putkhali-Benapole. Mined 
the area also (SQ 7540, 7439 M/S. 79 

A/16). Own tps waited in ambush for en 
repair party. En did not come. Own tps 

returned at 251200 hrs. 
7. G-0012 

 

26. 7.71 Own ptl raided at Balunda on 25 July 

night. Anti Bangladesh elements 
escaped earlier one young boy working 

as their acctt caught. En not coming out 

of their bunkers and built up area. Own 

tps returned at 260500 hrs. 

8. G-0013 

dt 27. 0500 

28. 7.71 
 

Own ptl party left at 221200 hrs. 

Patrolled general area 2 miles north of 

Navaran. Tried for opportunity to 

ambush. En not coming out of builtup 

area. Fired on en guard post and the 

protections party. On a bridge adjunct 

to Navaran threw hand grenade at 

252300 hrs. Cas one hav and 2 

Razakars/ Santibahinis killed 3 injured. 

One Tape recorder brought from the 
house of a Santibahini member. 

9. G-0014 
dt 28.1700 

30. 7.71 Ptl parthy left. 280200 hrs. 
Sarbandokhola GR-7546 M/S 79A/16. 

Tried for opportunity to ambush. En not 
contact. Ptl returned. No cas. 

10. G-0015 30.7.71 Ptl party left 290200 hrs. at Daulatpur 
SQ- 7540 M/S 79 A/16. En not contact 

Ptl returned on 29. 1530 hrs. 

11. G-0016 

dt. 011400 

1.8.71 En posn at Raghunathpur SQ-7445 M/S 

79A/16 was attacked with a Coy str on 

31.0400 hrs to destroy the en. Heavy 

exchange of fire continued for two hrs. 

We opened up LMG & Mor and arty. 

En replied with small arms. En cas not 

known. Own cas nil. 

12. G-0017 

dt. 010500 

1.8.71 Putkihali BOP destroyed at 010130 hrs. 

by own tps. En withdrawn from 

Putkhali. Party returned on 010500 hrs. 

13. G-0022 

dt. 050800 

6. 8.71 En posn. Raghunathpur SQ-7445 M/S 

79 A/16 were raided at 050315 hrs. by 
pl with 
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   arty support. Heavy exchange of fire 
continued from 0315 to 0505 hrs. Three en 

bunkers blown off by own shelling cas not 
yet known. Own cas nil. En tele wire 

between Putkhali and Sikri were cut and 
brought back 200 yds. 

14. G-0018 
dt. 020500 

5.8.71 020230 hrs. Own Ptl party raided the 
house of Nuruddin Secy of Santi bahini 

vill Balanda. Razakars opened fire upon 

us. Once we opened up in exchange they 

made their escaped through the back door. 

Own cas nil. Putkhali BOP is occupied by 

our force. 

15. G-0023 

dt. 061700 

7. 8.71 En posn at Kajirber bridge near Navaran 

SQ-8745 M/S 79A/16 were raided at 

05210 by 1x9 str. Heavy exchange of fire 

continued from 050210 to 050225 and en 

fired up to 050400 hrs by HMG. Cas not 

known. 

16. G-0024 

dt. 061700 

7. 8.71 Ref. H Coy. G-0022 dt 05 Aug. 34 En 

killed(24 pak army and 4 Rngers, 6 
Razakars) Razakars buried in 

Raghunathpur and rest were taken to 
Navaran by Carts. Five bunkers destroyed. 

17. G-0025 
dt. 080700 

8. 8.71 One Muslim League dalal and informer of 
Pak army killed named Hanif of 

Kharidanga, PS. Sarsha on 6. 8. 71. 
18. G-0026 

dt. 081100 

8. 8.71 On 080230 hrs. Own tps raided at 

Bagachara Bazar. Razakars opended fire 

upon our ptl by rifle. Own tps replied and 

2 Regulars killed and 5 injured. Captured 2 

Rifles 303 Ammo. 9 and also brought 10 

Pak flags.Won cas nil. 
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Sl. 

No 

Originators No 

and Date 

DTR of 

Info 

Events 

1. G-0060 

dt 222000 

23.6.71 On 21/22 night raid on Borni SQ 8068 M/S 

79 A/15. Cas not known. Our A/TK mines 

exploded on Jadabpur-Borni road causing 

civ casualty. En consciously using bullock 

carts. Our aim parlially achieved. Most 

notorious quisling of Borni and Pak army 

colaboration of loot arson repeated. Killing 

eliminated. 

2. G-0061 

dt 230900 

23.6.71 On 22/23 ni own tps occupied Samanta. SQ 

6468 M/S 79A/15 and Palianpur SQ 5869. 

M/S 79A/11. Own tps laid mines in route 

Maheshpur-Borni. About 2 pi. str of Pak tps 
came to Jadabpur SQ 7568 M/S 79 A/15 on 

230730 hrs. En mission not yet known. 
3. G-0065 

dt242015 

26.6.71 On 241200 hrs. two en jeep with 10/12 Pak 

army came to Khalisha Bazar from 
Chaugacha to see the Bridge which is 

demolished by own tps before and ordered 
to the civ of that area to repare the bridge 

within 2 days. Before reaching own ptl. they 

returned back towards Chaugacha. 

4. G-0066 

dt261100 

26.6.71 Detain occupation Samanta Palianpur 

withdrawn last night having Joy Bangla flag 

flying those area. En approach as planes and 

anticipated not forth coming due to heavy 

monsoon. Bridge 875653 M/S 79 A/16 

destroyed on 252200 hrs. Long range recc 

ptl and infiltration started. 

5. G-0071 

dt271900 

27.6.71 Heavy firing continuing. Send SP arms and 

ammo just now. Two dead bodies reached 

with arms and ammo. 
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6. G-0072 
dl 281000 

28.6.71 About 100 Pak army and elements Rangers 
reached Kashipur bridge on 271400 hrs. 

Own tps sent ahead for driving en away. 
Very heavy exchange of fire ensued. 

Enemy started running away in all 
directions. Own tps chased them out up to 

Ganganandapur SQ 9157 M/S 79 E/4. 
Minimunm en cas 12. Three dead bodies 

recovered-many injured. Cfm report later 

on. Till now captured one SMG one 2 

inches Mor one SBBL gun recovered. More 

recovery of arms dead body anticipated. 

One 3 tonner no. BA 030733 of 22 FF. One 

civ Bedford truck destroyed by us as 

recovery was not possible. Many done and 

sundry. Items recovered from there en 

detachment 22 FF regt. not cfm. One dead 

body recovered appeared to be a lieutenant 

from shoulder strap. Bangali guide is 

Aeinuddin of Jhikargacha captured alive. 

Now under own interrogation. 
7. G-0073 

dt 281000 

28. 6.71 Regret lost Sub. Moniruzzaman in action 

on 271700 hrs. While making a desperate 
attempt to capture alive two entrapped en 

hiding in a bush. Appeared to have been 
"Shahced" instantly. Body recovered on 

way back 2030 hrs. And Buried religiously 
in vill Kashipur, Bangladesh. 

8. G-0074 

dt-281030 

29. 6.71 On 26/27 night own tps went to Rajapur SQ 

7968 M/S 79 A/16 and opened fire upon cn 

def Barni Bil area up to 1200-270900 hrs. 

and had 3 inches Mor support. En replied 

with Mor and heavy weapons. 3 died and 2 

seriously injured. 

9. G-0079 

dt291100 

29.6.71 About 150 Pak tps and elements of Rangers 

reached up to Belta SQ 8859 M/S 79 E/A at 

280930 hrs. Own tps sent to raid for driving 

en away. Heavy exchange of fire en 

returned back to Ganganandapur SQ 9157 

M/S 79 
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   E/4. Minimum en cas 17. Many injured. 
Captured one L/NK of 22 FF and one 

Bengali guide of Jhikargacha alive. At 
about 281400 hrs. En about one pi at 

Kabilpur SQ 8962 M/S 79 E/4 and tried 
to cross the Kabadak river. Heavy 

exchange of fire en cas 4. En retreated to 
Maslia SQ 8556 M/S 79 A/16. 

10. G-0080 

dl 291700 

30. 6. 71 
 

Pak Brig flew in Navaran by copter on 

281700 hrs. were l\eld resolved to 

capture Kashipur by any means. Navaran 

being reinforced by a BN for this 

mission. Expect strong attack from 

Chutipur SQ 9158 M/S 79 E/4. 

Kabilpur/Dhuliar SQ 9162 M/S. 79 

E/4 and Tangrail SQ 8459 M/S 79A/16. 

Elements of en Chutipur area. Suggest 

request India to engage en with gun fire 

at Benapole side. Retention importance 

of this area explained to see comd and 

also requested to arrange India. 
11. G-0082 

dt 301030 

30. 6. 71 On 291230 hrs, En 2 veh came at 

Ganganandapur SQ 9157 M/S 79 E/4 
and ambushed. They returned to 

Jhikargacha. Bridge SQ 9153 M/S 79 
E/4 destroyed on 29/30 ni. 

12. G-0082 
dt041200 

05. 7.71 On 3/4 Ni Raiding party sent to Maslia 
SQ 8666 M/S 79A/16 in en def. after 

exchanging of fire en cas 4. Own cas nil. 

Own action in Kashipur and Bella on 

27/28 June 71. Cfm news from authentic 

sources one coy of 22 FF regt wiped off 

and Brig Comd 107 Bde publicly abused 

22 FF and Navaran for this disgrace. 

13. G-0096 

dt 070700 

7.7.71 On 5/6 Ni destroyed br SQ 9266 M/S. 

79E/4. Own PL withdrawn from 

Masumpur area. Another PL deployed. 

Two important missions still out. 

14. G-0101 

dt 081015 

8. 7. 71 Own tps ambushed at Dhenkipota on 7. 

7. 71 at 0200 hrs. Seen about 15/16 en 

tps with one offr. Came to Dhenkipota 
br. at 1000 
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   hrs. SQ 8765 M/S 79 A/16. Own tps 
ambushed them. En SP from Maslia & 

Chaugacha with RR 3 inches Mor. & 
HMG. Making this recovery of arms 

impossible. En cas cfm 8 incl one officer. 
Own cas nil. Fifth successive attack on 

liberated Bangladesh territory of 
Kashipur and vast adjoining vill 

successfully repulsed between 071200 

hrs. and 071730 hrs. En attack with 

two coys could not penitrate our 

impregnable def inspite making attack. 

Enemy finally broke engagement 1700 

hrs. Leaving 13 killed so far cfm much 

more cas anticipated by us. Latest report 

indicate en digging def posn in Chutipur 

area. 

15. G-0102 

dt 090600 

9. 7.71 Six successive attack on Kashipur again 

repulsed with success. Contact with 

enemy established at 080900 hrs. and 

contiued till 1630 hrs. Repeated attempt 
of en panetration failed en resolved to 

heavy and intensive 81 MiM Mor and 
HMG. En cas 3 cfm. 

16. G-0105 
dt 092000 

10. 7.71 One Pak soldier came the mine laid down 
by us in area SQ 8953 M/S 79 E/4 and 

killed. 
17. G-0107 11.7.71 Tele comn Chutipur-Jhikargacha has been 

disrupted. En heavy cone in area Chutipur 

SQ 9158 to SQ 9257 M/S 79 E/4. 

18. G-0104 

dt 090900 

9. 7. 71 OPS executed from 090550 hrs. to 

090700 hrs. Newly acquired guns of 

Bangladesh armed forces roared their first 

report on our hated en at Chutipur ghat,. 

SQ 9158 M/S 79 E/4. Created divastating 

fire on enemy posn. Exact extent of 

damage casualty 3. One hav 2 ors. 

19. G-0108 

dt 120730 

12. 7.71 En def in SQ 8666 M/S 79 A/16 was 

shelled at 111730 to 111800 hrs with 

Mor. En cas not yet cfm. En def SQ 9158, 

9157 and 9257 M/S 79 E/4 was shelled at 
0500 hrs. to 0515 hrs. En cas not known. 

Own nil. 
20. G-0109 

dt 120730 

12. 7. 71 En loc Chutipur to Ganganandapur. SQ 

9158/9157/9257 M/S 79 E/4. 
Identification. 
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   One coy 22 FF rgt and other coy is elements 

of ranger. 

21. G-Olll 

dt 140830 

 

14. 7.71 

 

On 12/13 ni destroyed br GR 944469 M/S 

79 E/4. The en posn in Chutipur area and 

Ganganadapur area was shelled at 130800 

hrs. July. Cas not yet known. 

22. G-0110 
dt 131015 

 

14. 7.71 
 

En area. Chutipur & Ganganandapur was 

shelled at 130700 hrs. Maslia was also 

shelled at 130600 hrs. Cas no yet known. 

23. G-0112 
dt 140830 

 

15.7.71 
 

On 13 July 0815 hrs. a freedom fighter party 

while coming back from the msn. they were 

ontacted by another freedom party in area 

Garpara. SQ 8453 M/S 79A/16 who came 

from other msn. They opened fire on them. 

Resulting. Lutfur Rahman and Abdul Kader 

killed another Lutfur Rahman, and Mahbubur 

Rahman injured two sten one Rifle 100 ball 

303 ammo and 72 (9MM) with 4 Mag. are 

taken by the encountered party. Detail report 

follows 

24. G-0114 

dt 150730 
 

16. 7.71 

 

14/15 ni own tps harassed Maslia SQ 3666 

M/S 79 A/16 and Chutipur to 

Ganganandapur SQ 9158 M/S 79 A/4. 

Heavy exchange of fire ensured. 

25. G-0115 

dl 160830 

 

16. 7.71 

 

En posn Chutipur, Maslia, Ganganandapur 

were shelled at 1730 hrs. to 1800 hrs. En cas 

not yet cfm. 

26. G-0116 

dt 170900 

 

17. 7.71 

 

Own tps laid ambush at Gadadharpur near 

Maslia on 160200 hrs. About 0630 hrs saw 

one sec en Ptl going back to Maslia. On 

exchange of fire en cas 3 cfm. Mine 

exploded Chutipur-Jhikargacha rd. En cas 7 

cfm along with one dodge. 

27. G-0118 
dt 180730 

 

18. 7.71 
 

17/18 Ni Jitter party with LMG and Mor at 

Chutipur. Cas not Known. 

28. G-0119 
dt 200930 

 

20. 7. 71 
 

On 191900 hrs. en 40/50 of Chutipur def to 

approach the vill Bishakhali and Goalhati 

own tps fired upon them. En also replied. 

Reported 3 injured. Captured one Santi 

Bahini volunteer of Navaran name Abdul 
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   Jalil. Valuable info of loc. obtained. En 
defence Bahini SQ 8068 M/S. 79 A/15 

shelled at 191630 hrs. by own. Excellent 
shooting and heavy cas anticipated. 

29. G 0121 
dt221800 

23. 7.71 Own G-0119 of 21 July en cas 2 dead 4 
injured 3 Bunkdrs destroyed. BOP 

Building destroyed and one Jeep 
destroyed. En Booby traps and mines 

recovered from vill Atlia SQ 9160 M/S 79 

E/4 on 21 July. Own arty shelled en def 

Chutipur SQ 9257 M/S 79 E/4 on 211800-

21900 hrs. Result till now 6 killed 6 

injured and building where they put up 

partially destroyed Own ambush party 

1/25012 ambushed Pak tps appx 60 men 

vill Kabilpur SQ 8963 M/S 79 E/4 at 

220830 hrs result till now eye witness 

report 14 killed 7 injured. En Recovered 

dead bodies under cover of firing. 

30. G-0122 

dt 260730 

26. 7.71 On 25 July 1200 hrs. about 40/50 Pak tps 

and elements of Rangers came from 
Chaugacha to Deullipota for looting. Own 

tps ambushed them heavy exchange of fire 
en cas not yet known. 

31. G-0123 
dt271010 

27. 7.71 On 25/26 night own tps laid ambush at 
Narayanpur SQ 8546 M/S 79 A/16. En ptl 

about one sec camc at Srichandrapur SQ 
8545 M/S 79 A/16, Own tps ambushed. En 

cas. one Punjabi 2 Razakars one Santi 

Bahini killed. 

32. G-0124 

dt291100 

30. 7.71 En Coy posn at Chutipur ghat raided by 

one offr 2 JCOs and 75 of other ranks 

divided into assault gp and covering Gp. 

both parties in posn 280345 hrs. Raid 

opened with few rapid salvoes of arty fire 

conducted by own MFC between 280415 

to 280445. Then both gps closed up and 

covering GP opened heavily with 2 inches 

Mor and LMG. En retaliated with 2 HMG 

6 LMG 4 SMG and auto rifles own rocket 

launcher and LIRAT fired at HMG. 
Bunkers. Rocket Launcher 
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   misfired. LIRAT achieved to direct hits at 
HMG Bunkers. HMG silenced. Other 

HMGs on top of double storied building 
received one direct hit from LIRAT but 

no damage achieved. Assault party closed 
up to 200 yds. En then opened up also 

with 3 inches/81 MM and fired approx 
7rds movement beyond this line became 

impossible without accepting heavy rate 

cas. Heavy fire exchanged between en 

and both Gp up to 0745. To avoid being 

pinned down decided to break contact and 

asked for covering arty fire to assist 

extrication. Arty fired accurately 

efficiently being narrow safety margine 

and both parties covered each others all 

parties withdrew to safe limit by 0815 

hrs. Latest eye witness cfm fol. One 

HMG silenced. 12 killed. Large number 

injured. Own cas one civ guide received 

bullet injury on hand. Evacuated to base 
hosp by friends. 

33. Q-0149 
dt312000 

1.8.71 On 28. 7. 71 during action one stengun 
No. FE 38923 was lost with one Mag. 

34. G-0125 
dt 31. 1600 

1.8.71 
 

On 30/31 ni own tps laid ambush at 
Kabilpur and Dhenkipota. En ptl about 

40/50 str came at Dhenkipota. Own tps 
ambushed them. En cas 10 killed 26 

injured till now cfm by eye witness. Due 

to heavy en mor recoverins not done. 

35. G-0123 

dt 060100 

6. 8. 71 Partially successful Attack on Barni en 

pson SQ-8068 M/S 79 A/15 on 05 Auig 

at 0400 hrs. Exchange of fire. Heavy en 

casualty. Own cas one. Detail report 

follows. 

36. G-0127 

dt 07.1100 

7. 8.71 On 060700 own tps consisting 7 OR laid 

ambush at Goalhati SQ 9159 M/S 79 E/4. 

En Ptl 25/30 pers came to Goalhati from 

Chutipur defence. Own tps ambushed 

them at 1000 hrs. En cas 3 killed 5 

injured cfm by eye witness. One village 
action committee injured. Ref. our No. G-

0126 of 06 Agu. En killed 42 and many 
injured, many bunkers destroyed. 
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37. G-0128 
dt 110930 

11.8.71 
 

On 091400 hrs. own tps laid ambush at 
Goalhati SQ-9158 M/S 79 E/4. At 1600 hrs. 

en ptl 11 incl civ tried to cross the river 
Kabadak from estern side to western side by 

boat. Own ambush party opened fire upon 
them & boat sank with all occupants. Later 

report cfm that civilian only swam ashore. 
En of Chutipur about 25/30 hrs came at 

northern side of Chutipur and opened fire 

with 3 inches Mor LMG. And HMG. Heavy 

fire exchanged between own tps and en. En 

cas total 9 killed 5 injured cfm by eye witness. 

One VAC member showed great courage by 

throwing and killing one Pak army by HE 36. 

38. G-0129 

dt 111205 

11. 8. 71 

 

On 101830 own VAC consisting 14 pers. 

laid ambush at Katagachi SQ 9045 M/S 79 

E/4. At 12100 Razakars came at Katagachi for 

road duty. Mines exploded and ambushed 

party opened fire upon them. En of Navaran 

br. opened fire with LMG/ SMG. Exchange of 

fire ensued en cas 2 Razakars killed & 2 
injured. The fol captured from Razakar bahini 

: one 12 Bore SBBL Gun cart 4. Delayed 
report by own Hav. Working deep inside 

claimed he along with vacs. Killed 5 Razakars 
somewhere near Jhikargacha on 082130 hrs. 

and captured 1 Rifle 303 with 7 Rds. 
39. G-0186 

dt 171700 

17. 8. 71 

 

Captured wireless set. Pse come tomorrow 

personally. 

40. G-0132 

dt 171045 

17. 8. 71 

 

On 14/15 ni important road bridge on Jessore-

Chaugacha road near Jagati SQ- 0065 M/S. 79 

E/4. 30x16 ft completely destroyed by 

explosives. Also 2 telephone steel poles blown 

off with wire. Disruption of both 

communication expected 3 days minimum. 4 

en in civ attempted to bring down our flag at 

Kabilpur one killed by fire. 
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   Light exchanges of fire with own fighting ptl 
and en Chutipur at 151600 hrs. No cas 

either side Our G-0130 of 15 Aug. 71. En 
cas by own ptls mor firing Pak army 2 

Razakars 8 adn injured Pak army another 
four by arty fire on 141915 hrs 12 killed 7 

injured and 4 Bunkers destro yed at 
Chutipur. 

41. G-0133 

dt 181010 

18. 8. 71 Own tps consisting 7 OR and 6 civilian 

armed parties of Sharatala raided at 

Nirchandrapur SQ-8747 M/S 79 A/16 at 

171930 hrs. En caught napping & fled away. 

En cas one Shanti bahini killed & away. En 

cas one Shanti bahini killed & recovered 

one SBBL Gun and one wireless set model 

44 GRC. 62 in good condition on 170800 

hrs. En def Chutipur shelled by arty fire by 

our MFC. En cas/damage not yet known. En 

living building damaged by shell. 

42. G-0134 

dt 19045 

20. 8.71 Own tps killed 6 Razakars Laujun's gate SQ 

4251 M/S. 79 E/4 on 17/18 ni on. 181130 
hrs. En tried circle made own fwd tps at vill 

Atlia SQ-9160 M/S 79 E/4. Pitched battle 
continued for 1 hr. Own tps too extricated 

making run towards Chutipur. NCO. I/C 
claimed 5 killed and 2 injured. 

43. G-0135 
dt-221025 

22. 8.71 Own tps one offr 3 JCOs. and 95 ORs. 
raided at Chutipur en def posn SQ-9257 

M/S 79 E/4 on 210500 hrs. En def posn was 

shelled by arty fire by our MFC from 

210430 hrs to 210510 hrs. Own tps raided 

with 2 inches Mor LMG and LIRAT. En 

also replied with HMG. 2/3 inchers Mor and 

SMG. Some Element of tps closed up to 

about 150 yrds of the en. Heavy exchange of 

fire en cas/damage not yet ascertained. On 

21 Agu. Pak agent. Mohd Yasin captured 

along with 'Security pass' card specimen 

att. Preliminacry introgation carried out. 
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   Indrl sent to you for more effective Khulna 
Sector. 

44. G-0I36 
dt231800 

24. 8.71 On 221710 hrs. own tps fired 30rds 3 inches 
Mor on Chutipur SQ-9257 M/S 79 E/4. En also 

replied 81 mm on 221800 hrs. Civ reported 3 
en bunkers destroyed. En casl not yet cfm. 

45. G-0137 
dt 26080 

26. 8.71 On 240445 hrs. own tps fired 24 rds 3 inches 
Mor on Chutipur en def SQ 9275 M/S 79 E/A 

En also replied late with 81 mm Mor at 240830 

hrs. En cas/ damage not yet cfm. 

46. G-0138 

dt 31.0900 

31. 8. 71 On 301700 hrs own tps fired with 3 inches Mor 

in en posn. at Chutipur SQ-9257 M/S 79 E/4. 

En also replied with 81 mm. En cas/ demage 

not cfm. 

47. G-0139 

dt 060600 

7. 9.71 En ptl mixed Pak army and Rangers 46 str. an 

effective ambush by own tps 18 str. rd. 

Dosatina/ Madhukhali SQ-9452 M/S E/4 on 

051130 hrs. En cas 26 killed 6 wounded own 

cas nil. Bravo. Approx, 150 Pak army and 

Ranegrs from Chutipur tried to adv through 

Goalhati/Satila rd. One boat loaded about 10/11 
Pak army crossing river to Mohdpur sunk with 

all tps by own LMG Pitched battle with adv tps 
till 1530 hrs En retreated at 1600 hrs. En cas till 

not cfm. Over 23 killed and many wounded. 
Own cas, 9459 U NK. Noor Mohd SHAHID by 

en Mor. Body recovered and buried in 
Kashipur. Also killed one civ injured 2 civ at 

Goalhati while helping en. Charlee. Another 

encounter with own Gono Bahini 26 str 

Garibpur SQ-9365 M/S 79 A/16 on 050230 hrs. 

till 050300 hrs. en killed 2. Own Gono Bahini 

still scattered, only 21 till now reported other 5 

still Not reported. 

48. G-0141 

dt 072030 

8. 9. 71 Three Gono Bahini parties carried out fol ops. 

Alfa (.) Raided Barinagar Camp Ps. Jassore 

Kotwali on 030200 Sep. Killed 31 Razakars 

injured 35 Razakars own cas nil (.) Raided 

Meherullah Nagar Rs. on 29 Aug. and captured 

fol. Telephone set 3 (.) Bty 2 
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   (.) Seal and ticket etc (.) Also recovered one MK 
Rifle two SBBL guns. One airgun and one 36 HE 

grenade from Arichapur Ps. Jessore Kotwali and 
Madsadanga Ps. Jhikargacha. 

49. G-0143 
dt-092100 

10.9.71 NIAMITO BAHINI ambushed Pak army ptl str 
one pi coming from Sanchadanga on 091530 Sep 

(.) En cas 2 killed. Own cas nil (.) Own mine M-
16 placed at Gonganandapur SQ 9156 MS 79 E/4 

tripped by Pak tps on 07 Sep (.) En cas 3 killed 5 

injured. Own nil. 

50. G-0146 

dt 161005 

17. 9.71 On 14/15 ni own tps raided in Defence Posn at 

Maslia (.) En also replied (.) En cas. 7 killed 

reported. 

51. G-0150 

dt 191230 

20. 9.71 On 161630 Sep Niamita Bahini ambushed en ptl 

near Jadabpur SQ-7668 M/S 79 A/15 en cas 6 

dead. Own cas 3 minor injured. Gono Bahini 

ambushed en ptl near Palla SQ-9252 M/S 79 E/4 

on 18 sep. En cas 4 killed own cas nil. Gono 

Bahini ambushed en ptl near Madhukhali SQ-

9452 M/S 79 E/4 and Bhodhkhana SQ-9451 M/S 

79 E/4 on 13 sep. En cas one Razakar 3 Pak army 
dead 2 injured. Own cas nil. Gono Bahini raided 

Safdahpur Rly stn on 12/13 Sep. Destroyed comm 
system and burnt building. Recovered 3 

Telephone sets and 5 dry cells. Recovered items 
deposited to SP unit. Hafizuddin CUC Baka Jiban 

Nagar Ps. Who helped en killed by Gono Bahini. 
52. G-0151 

dt 220800 

22. 9.71 Own tps ambushed en ptl 40/50 Str at Rajapur 

SQ-7863 M/S 79 A/15 on 21 Sep. En cas approx 

20 killed (.) Own cas tow dead 2 wounded. 

Covering tps own GB det also ambushed this en 

ptl en cas 5 killed. Own cas nil. GB based near 

Dosatina SQ 9353 M/S 79 E/ 4 fought intruding 

en tps from 18 Sep to 21 Sep 71. En cas 15 killed. 
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   Own cas nil. Road Dosatina-Jhikargacha also 
dominated by GB. En Supply carts held up 

near Jhikargacha for last 3 days. 
53. G-0153 

dt241800 

24. 9.71 NB ambushed en Ptl Goalhati SQ-9169 M/S 

79 E/4 on 221500 hrs. En cas 4 dead 2 
wounded. Own cas nil. Again ambushed en 

Ptl same area 231600 hrs. En cas 4 dead. Own 
cas nil. One civ wounded. 

54. G-0154 

dt011615 

2. 10. 71 Own tps ambushed en ptl at Barni SQ 8068 

M/S 79 A/15 on 28 Sep. En cas 9 dead 3 

wounded. Own cas one civ volunteer dead 

Own MFC direct arty fire at Chutipur SQ- 

9257 M/S. 79 E/4 on 29/30 Sep Cas and 

damage not known. GB Arrested one Razakar 

from Barni on 30 Sep. On 19/20 Sep while en 

tried to comb village Pal la SQ- 9252 M/S. 79 

E/4 fire exchanged. En cas 6 dead 4 wounded. 

Cut 2 miles tele wire on 24 Sep. 2 A/P mines 

exploded on Dosatina road 29 Sep. En cas2 

wounded. 

55. G-0155 
dt051135 

5. 10.71 Niamito Bahini ptl fired en def Barni SQ- 
8068 M/S 79 A/15. Arty fired Chutipur en def 

SQ-9157 M/S. 79 E/4 at 031500 Oct. 
Main def almost destroyed. Nearly occupied 

posn also destroyed. Villagers reported en cas 
12 dead 28 wounded. Gono Bahini attacked 

Moheshpur Thana School SQ-7980 M/S 79 
A/15 on 02 Oct. En cas 2 Pak army 4 

Razakars dead. Own cas nil. Br blown off at 

Barbakpur SQ-9750 M/S. 79 E/4 on 02 oct. 

On ni 2/3 Oct on way to Magura inducted 

party contacted Razakars at Dulalramdi SQ-

0483 M/S 79 E/3 Fire was exchanged. Own 

cas one wounded. On ni 18/19 Sep inducted 

party fought on their way at Hashimpur SQ-

1463 M/S. 79 E/4 En cas 5 Razakars dead. 

56. G-0158 

dt 07-1900 

8. 10. 71 Niamita Bahini ambushed en patrol Goalhati 

SQ-9159 M/S. 79 E/4 on 070700 Oct. En cas 

not cfm. Gono Bahini ambushed en ptl at 

Kagmari SQ-2056 M/S. 79 E/4 on 070630 

Oct. En cas 5 dead 3 wounded. Own cas nil. 
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57. G-0161 
dt-091005 

10. 10.71 Niamita Bahini NTR (.) Gono Bahini raided 
Jamalpur rly sta SQ-6710 M/S 79 E/10 on 12 Sep. 

En cas 5 Razakars dead and disrupted rly comn. 
Own cas nil. Raided en posn Baliakandi Ps SQ-

5013 M/S 79 E/10 on 21 Sep. En cas 39 West 
Pakistani police and one Razakar dead. 23 Bangali 

policemen and Razakars arrested and released when 
they promised to Cooperate. Captured 43 Rifles and 

303 Ball ammo. 800. Own cas nil. Disrupted rly 

comm between Paharpur SQ-5219 to Ramdia SQ-

5416 M/S. 79 E/10 on 24 Sep. On 22 Sep 2 

Razakars surrendered with 2 rifles and 303 ball 

ammo 73. Jessore. Niamito Bahini NTR. Bravo (.) 

Gono Bahini raided en position Nokal SQ- 4303 

M/S 79 E/6 on 23 Sep. Arrested 35 police and 

Razakars and released them after they agreed to co-

operate. Recovered 33 Rifles and 303 Ball ammo 

200. Raided Ichchhakhada Razakar trg camp SQ-

2996 M/S 79 E/7 on 26 Sep. 

   En cas 5 Razakars dead. Own cas nil. Raided en 

posn Magura town SQ-3596 M/S. 79 E/7 on 27 Sep. 
En cas 7 Pak tps 14 Razakars dead and many 

wounded. Own cas nil. Raided en posn Maheshpur 
Ps SQ-7980 M/S 79 A/15 on 01 Oct. En cas 2 Pak 

tps and 2 Razakars dead. Maheshpur Razakar Camp 
closed. Ambushed en ptl Pirgacha SQ-7180 M/S. 79 

A/15 on 5 Oct. En cas 2 Pak tps dead incl 1 sub and 
2 Razakars wounded. Own cas nil. 7 Oct arrested 3 

Razakars from Jibannagar and brought to coy HQ. 

Night 6/7 Oct blown off 2 telephones and disrupted 

rly comm. At Kalagachi SQ-9145. M/S 79 E/4. On 

same night cut about 3 miles tele wire from Selua 

SQ-9966 M/S. 79 E/ 4. to Bagdanga SQ 0564 M/S. 

79 E/4. Raided en posn Simla SQ-6249 M/S. 79 

E/4. on 08 Oct. En cas 1 Razakar dead 3 wounded. 

Recovered 303 ball ammo 150 cmm 2 Bayonet 

Cmm 1 Bicycle and 30 personal boxes. 
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58. G-0163 
dt 9. 10. 71 

11. 10.71 Pak tps tried to encircle GB at Kaemkhola 
SQ-9858 M/S. 79 E/4. on 081100 Oct. Fire 

exchanged. En cas 2 dead I wounded. Own 
cas nil (.) Other cas one Mujib Bahini dead 

one captured. Ni 7/8 Oct. cut tele wire 
about one mile between Chutipur and 

Dosatina. 
59. G-2164 

dt 10. 10. 71 

11. 10.71 

 

Pak tps about 2 pi str tried to encircle GB at 

Mathuranagar SQ-7082 M/S. 79 .VI5 on 

080900 Oct. Fire exchanged for 4 hrs. En 

cas 15 dead 4 wounded. Own cas 3 

wounded, on 091400 Oct. pak army about 

200 str again tried to encircl same area. Fire 

continued up to 1930 hrs. En/own cas not 

yet known. One Razakars surrendered with 

one Rifle and 303 ball ammo 10 from 

Kotchandpur. 

60. G-0168 

dt-11.10. 71 

13. 10.71 

 

GB 3 Tele poles blown off Churamankati 

SQ-0564 M/S 79 E/4 night 7/8 Oct. and 4 

Razakars arrested at Hamidpur SQ 1656 

M/S 79 E/8. 
61. G-0166 

dt 11.10.71 

13. 10.71 

 

GB. ni 9/10 Oct raided en pons Dosatina 

SQ-9353 M/S. 79 E/4. En cas 13 dead own 
cas nil. 101530 Oct ambushed en ptl in SQ- 

7181 M/S 79 A/15. En charged on 
ambushing party. En cas 4 dead 2 Razakars 

arrested from Andulbaria SQ-7595 M/S 
79A/15. Own cas one wounded. En comd 

Mja. Monsur wounded on knee. En cas 

reported very high. Bodies still 

floating in the area. 

62. G-0169 

dt 12.10.71 

13.10.71 

 

111700 Oct en vacated old Chutipur defence 

and taken new def about 500 yds south of 

old def. Ptl paty at Chutipur was heavily 

engaged by en fire. Withdrew under aity sp. 

No cas. 

63. G-0172 

dt 131630 

15.10.71 NB. Ambushed Kagmari SQ-9056 MAS 79 

E/4 on 121600 Oct. Fired on en 

approaching. 
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   En cas 2 dead. Own cas nil. Own MFC 
directed arty fire en posn Sanchadanga SQ- 

8468 M/S. 79 A/15 on 11 Oct. En cas 12 
dead cfm. Same day arty fired Chaugacha 

SQ-9069 M/S 79 E/3 and Maslia SQ-8666 
M/S 79 A/16. En cas 4 dead 4 wounded. 

63. G-0174 
dt 13.10.71 

14.10.71 En arty shelled Boyra from Chaugacha on 
131400 to 1500 hrs. Not effective. 

64. G-0170 

dt 12.10.71 

15.10.71 GB. Raided Razakar camp Sabdarpur rly sta 

SQ-8392 M/S 79 A/15 on 020300 Oct. 

Arrested 13 Razakars and released them after 

they agreed to Co-operate (.) Captured 13 

Rifles (.) 303 ball 75 (.) Disrupted rly comm 

at Sundarpur rly sta SQ-9685 M/S 79 E/3 on 

072400 Oct. Recovered one tele set kept 

inside Bangladesh. 

65. G-0177 

dt 16.10.71 

18.10.71 GB. attacked civ launch loaded Pak tps and 

Razakars at Sirgram SQ-6378 M/S 79 E/ll 

on 06 Sep. En cas not ascertained. Own cas 

nil. Captured our sten and 6 Rifles. Lohagara 

UC office SQ-6159 M/S. 79 E/12 burnt 16 
Sep. Burnt Lohagara post office SQ 6159 

M/S 79 E/12 on 28 Sep. En cas 2 Razakars 
dead. Own cas nil. Captured 2 rifles. 

Attacked Bhatiapara wireless station SQ- 
6662 M/S. 79 E/12 on Oct. Two F-86 ac 

straffed on Gono Bahini. En cas 17 Pak 
tps/Razakars dead and few wounded. 

Captured 6 Rifles. Own cas nil. About 5000 

out going evacuee surrounded by Razakars at 

Arpara SQ-3082 M/S 79 E/7 on Oct. Heavy 

fire exchanged. No cas, Arrested 1 Razakar 

at Gadhkhali SQ 9546 M/S 79 E/4 with one 

rifle and 303 Ball ammon 5 brought to Coy 

HQ 02 Oct. One Razakar surrendered 14 Oct 

(.) On ni 12/13 Oct Pak tps with Razakars 

encircled GB Hakimpur SQ-9279 M/S 79 

E/4. Heavy fire exchanged. En cas 1 dead 3 

wounded. Own cas 1 wounded evacuated to 

Bongaon Hosp. One GB captured by en with 

one SLR. Pak army fired upon refugees 
comig towards India at Hakimpur SQ-9279 
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   M/S. 79 E/4 (.) 5 Razakars dead. 

66. G-0179 
dt 17.10.71 

18.10.71 GB. Raided en posn Navaran br SQ-8844 
M/S 79 E/4 night 14/15 Oct. 

En cas 2 Pak tps 3 Razakars dead. Night 
15/16 Oct. disrupted tele Comm. between 

Barbakpur SQ-9650 Modhukhali SQ 9452. 
Ambushed en ration cart between Dosatina- 

Jhikargacha 151600 Oct. En cas 3 Razakars 
wounded. Captured one LMG Mag Night 

14/15 Oct. disrupted tele Comm. Barbakpur- 

Madhukhali 151600 Oct. SP unit Shelling 

Chaugacha. Chaugacha br. SQ 969 M/S 79 

E/3 hit and partially damaged. Civ cas 16 

dead 2 wounded. Civ cas created lot of 

resentment in area against Indian army and 

Muktifouj. 

67. G-0181 

dt 18.10.71 

19.10.71 Niomito Bahini Ptl was faced en ambush 

Dosatina SQ 9353 M/S 79 E/4 on 170600 

Oct. Heavy fire exchanged. En cas 3 dead 2 

Razakars wounded. Own cas nil. Troops 

withdrawn under cover of Arty support. 

68. G-0183 
dt 19.10.71 

20-10.71 N.B Ptl fired on en Ptl Bishahari SQ 8958 
M/S 79 E/4 on 170500 Oct. Fire exchaanged. 

En used 3 inches Mor. En cas 1 dead. Own 
cas nil. M-16 mines exploded Purapara SQ 

8270 M/S 79 A/15. En cas 4 dead and 4 
wounded. G.B. raided Naxal camp Pulum 

SQ 287 M/S 79E/7 on 12 Oct. Recovered 
303 rifle-17, SLR-3 LMG-1, SMG-1, DBBL 

gun 4, SBBL gun 5, Air gun-1 Revolber 2, 

303 ball ammo 1146, 7.62 ammo 1626 and 

9mm 115. Kept inside Bangladesh. On way 

inducted GB. exchanged fire with Razakars 

on ni 15/16 Oct. Arpara SQ 3082 M/S 79 

E/7. En cas 4 Razakars dead and 12 

Razakars arrested. Disposal Razakars not yet 

known. Captured Rifl-3, 300 ball ammo-50 

kept inside Bangladesh. En troops supported 

by Razakars advanced to Nizampur SQ 8449 

M/S 79 A/16 from Navaran with MOR 

support on 181000 Oct. GB put resistance. 

En succeeded advancing Gourpara SQ-8535 
M/S 79A 16. En partially burnt Nizampur 
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   Bazar SQ 8499 M/S 79 A/16. En cas being 
collected. Own cas 2 dead. Civ cas 7 dead. 

69. G-0185 
dt 20.10.71 

21.10.71 N.B. 3 en Ptl PI strenght each simultaneously 
advanced from Chutipur SQ-9158 M/S 79 E/4 to 

Bishahari SQ 8959 Goalhati SQ 9159 Balia SQ 
8957 M/S 79 E/4 on 191600 Oct. Own strong 

Ptl ambushed them effectively. En cas 7 dead 
initially. 10 more died in 3 inches mor shelling 

while tried to recover of dead bodies. Total en 

cas 17 dead. Gono Bahini 160700 Oct en tps 

supported by 150 Razakars encircled own Gono 

Bahini at Sajali SQ 0365 M/S 79 E/4. Heavy 

fire exchanged 3 hours. En cas 11 dead 

including 4 Pak troops 7 Razakars, 31 Pak 

tps/Razakars wounded. Own cas nil. Captured 

one bayonet. On 141000 Oct en again tried to 

def Maslia SQ-8666 M/S 79 A/16. Own ptl fired 

upon en. En cas 2 dead EPCAF. Dead bodies 

recovered by us and buried. Own cas nil 

Captured 2 rifles, 150 ids. 

70. G-0188 
dt 22.10.71 

24.10.71 Niomita Bahini. En strong ptl tried to reach 
Bishahari from Chutipur SQ-9258 M/S 79 E/4 

on 211230 Oct. Own standing Ptl fired, 3 inch 
MOR also used. Cas not known. Night 14/15 

Oct. Gono Bahini cut approx 300 yds rail line 
between Churman kati SQ 0663 M/S 79 E/4 

Barobazar, Disrupted tele Comm. Night 15/16 
Oct removed 3 pieces rails Haibatpur SQ 0766 

M/S 79 E/4. Night 16/17 Oct disrupted tele 

comm and cut rly line Mubarakganj SQ 0486 

M/S 79 E/3. Night 202030 Oct ambushed en veh 

carrying Jute near Raghunathpur SQ-0477 M/S 

79 E/3. En cas 3 dead truck damaged with jute. 

17 Oct en advanced towards Nohala SQ. 4576 

M/S 79 A/11. Heavy fire exchanged. En troops 

retreated. En cas 33 dead 16 wounded reported. 

Recovered few steel helmets and Chinese ammo 

100. 
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71. G-0191 
dt 24.10.71 

25.10.71 Ptl fired en posn. Def. Borni SQ. 8068 M/S 
79 A/15 on 240100 Oct. Cas not known. 1 

Razakar surrendered with Rifle and 303 ball 
ammo 11. 

72. SI 10 G-0566 
dt 27.10.71 

27.10.71 Special sitrep. Ops in Pirgacha SQ 7181 M/S 
79 A/15 on 101530 Oct. En cas reported by 

various sources around 100. Dead bodies 
still floating in Marshy area. Own cas one 

Gono Bahini arrested by en. 

73. G-0195 

dt 26.10.71 

27.10.71 Niomita Bahini Ptl ambushed en Ptl Goalhati 

SQ-9158 M/S 79 E/4 on 251600 Oct. Heavy 

fire exchanged. Both sidesused 3 inch MOR. 

No cas. Night 25/6 Oct Ptl fired on en def 

Maslia SQ 8665 M/S 79 A/16. En replied 

with small arms. No cas. 

74. G-0047 

dt282100 

29.10.71 One KG 250 Grams Gold and some cash of 

Boalmari Bank deposited by Gono Bahini 

Hafiz. Request arrange quickest collection. 

75. G-0197 

dt 27.10.71 

G-0199 
dt 28.10.71 

28. J 0.71 

29.10.71 

Niamita Bahini 26 Oct cut tele line 200 yds 

between Purapara and Sanchadanga. Own tps 

raided en posn Dosatina SQ 9353 M/S 79E/4 
on 27 Oct with arty support. En cas 5 dead 7 

wounded. Own cas 2 minor wounded. Tele 
wire cut between Dosatina Madhukhali. GB 

ambushed 2 boat loaded Razakars in river 
Nabaganga at Dariapur SQ-2400 79 E/6 while 

returning after looting on 101645 Oct 71. En 
cas 27 Razakars dead 13 wounded. Boat 

sunk, Ambushed on en ptl Pak tps/Razakars at 

Srirampur SQ 1801 M/S 79 E/6 on 121200 

Oct. En cas 3 Pak tps and 14 Razakars dead 7 

wounded. Captured 2 Chinese Rifle 82 ammo. 

Disrupted rly comm. between Gadhkhali-

Navaran about 336 ft rail on 260200 Oct. Tele 

poles 3 blown off on same axis. 15 Pak tps 

and 40 Razakars came village Bethuli SQ 

1180 M/6 79 E/3. GB ambused on their way. 

Fire exchanged En cas 4 dead. Captured 3 

Rifles 95 ammo. 18 Razakars surrendered 

with 14 Rifles ammo 77. 
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76. G-0202 
dt 29.10.71 

30.10.71 Niomita Bahini. Ambushed Fatehpur SQ 
9263 M/S 79 E/4 and Dhenkipota SQ 8764 

M/S 79 A/16 engaged en ptl coming from 
Garibpur SQ 9465 M/S 79 E/4 and Maslia 

SQ 8666 M/S 79 A/16 on 281130. Fire 
exchanged. En cas 3 dead. 

   Gono Bahini. 170200 Oct blew off two tele 
poles at Sundarpur SQ-9785 M/S 79 E/3. 

200200 Oct disrupted rly line about 200 yds. 

Rangairpota SQ 9385 M/S 79 E/3. 230230 

Oct distrupted rly line about 200 yds 

Barabamndia SQ-9286 M/S 79 E/3 212000 

Oct. Raided Razakar camp Hashimpur SQ- 

1463 M/S 79 E/4. Fire exchanged 4 hours. 

En cas reported 14 Razakars dead and 5 

Razakars wounded. Captured 303 Rifle 4 

and Chinese ammo-73. Arms left inside 

Bangladesh. 251600 Oct ambushed Razakars 

ptl at Lebutala SQ-1569 M/S 79 E/3. En cas 

3 Razakars dead 5 wounded. 261600 Oct laid 

ambush Osmanpur SQ-1367 M/S 79 E/4 on 
enptl from Khajuria SQ-1670 M/S 79 E/7. 

Fire exchanged. En returned back. No cas, 
280800 Oct attacked Razakars while looting 

Village Kefayelnagar SQ-1369 M/S 79 E/4 
near Osmanpur. At 1030 hours Pak army and 

Razakar rushed in that place. Heavy fire 
exchanged up to 1500 hrs. En cas 12 Pak 

army, 7 Rangers and 10 Razakars dead and 5 

wounded. Own cas 1 dead and 1 wounded. 

Lost one 303 Rifle. 
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Sl 

No 

Originator 

No & date 

DTR 

of info 

Remarks 

1. D/016/G 

dt 11.5.71 

12.5.71 

 

1. NARAIL not constant en def. En visit 

off & on during day time. Most of time en 

used 15/20 vehs and one Gunboat No 

P/140 also accompanied by river route. 

Period of stay they take all round def in 

town area. 2. No Civ adm. Only OC and 

two 2nd officers of NARAIL PS have 

joined and en supported by JAMMAT. 

3. Fol. important rd. br. arc unguarded, a. 

NILGANJ Br. b. TULARAMPUR Br. c. 

DAITOLA Br. d. SITARAMPUR Br. 

4. Local civ not Co-operated with en. 
Morale is high. 5.En supported by local 

org those who are.... the materials and 
killed men. A list of such kind of men & 

org are shown in SANTI BAHINI 
Register. Page No-3. 

2. G-0030 
dt 25 May 

25.5.71 En fighting patrol of two pis str arrived at 
KABELPUR SQ 8762-79 A/16 at 250830 

hrs. along with few civ armed pers. Own 

tps intercepted. 8 En in uniform and 4 in 

civil dress killed and 3 injured. Own cas 

nil. One en jeep No M 38AI destroyed. 

One jeep heavily damaged due to natural 

barrier. Left properties of en could not be 

recovered. One civ tried recovery of two 

Rifles and one box ammo and a map when 

en find Grading A-l. iMore 2 pi str en 

proceeding from Chaugacha. Grading B-3. 
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3. Sitrep-2 
dt 24.5.71 

29.7.71 
 

See Int Log. 
Latest verifiedc fm reports as fol. 

4. D-03 

dt 27.5.71 

28.5.71 

 

1.En dead 7 injured 5 including one off-Jco. 

2. One jeep partly damaged another jeep was 
abandoned by them but heavy reinforcement 

came quickly and pinned down. One sec by hy 
fire and recovered both the vehs. 

Captured doc:- 
1.One Map case with map. 

2.China LMG Mag. Two with Ammo. & 

Pouches. 

3. MT Tool boxes. 

The recovering civs in panic threw away 

Chinese rifle in the river while en opened fire 

to recover dead body. 

5. Sit No 3 

dt 27.5.71 

29.5.71 

 

1. One Small Ptl consisting of 2 jeeps. Came to 

vill near DHULANI GHAT SQ 9162-79 E/4 

from JHIKARGACHA. 

2. A cfm report reached that 4 Pak army pers 

died yesterday at Maslia by SNAKEBITE in 

Def posn. A Namaz-e-Zanaja and Milad Mahfil 

was held by en at Maslia last evening. 
6. N Nil 

dt 3.5.71 

2.6.71 

 

En ips no 12/14 tcks load left Maslia SQ-8566 

M/S 79 A/16 Purapara SQ 8170 M/S 79 A/15 
Chougacha SQ 9069 M/S 79 E/3. Towards 

Jessore. En def is now manned by lesser pers. 
Info grade c-4. On 30 May about 1300 hrs on 

an info reached that at Chutipurghat SQ 9258 
M/S 79 E/4 and at Atlia SQ 9160 M/S 79 E/4 

one SI of Police Jhikargacha Ps. and some en 

agents named Anjumane Mohajerin of 

Jhikargacha looting and extracting many from 

people. A short visit vill ATLIA where the SI 

Police carried out his verification regarding 

whereabouts of family of an army have & PAF 

airman. A party was 
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   immediately rushed who located them. L/NK 
Arab Ali physically caught the SI and ordererd 

otheres to surrender. All surrendered but one 
en agent tried to shot at him. However L/NK 

Arab Ali killed 3 of them and others. Own 
pers opened fire killed another 2 pers. One en 

agent tried to escape when villagers eaught 
and killed after interrogation. The driver of the 

jeep, was captured. Jeep No Jessore K-391 

willys. One Rifle 303 MKI No 4 three SBBL 

12 bore gun. one of which is taken away by 

local BSF Inspector. 

7. Nil 

dt 2.6.71 

2.6.71 

at 0830 hrs 

On 02 June 71 at 0630 hrs. Pak army shelling 

and firing by HMG. at Chutipur ghat SQ 9062 

M/S 79 E/4. Action in hand. In Str about 2 PI 

str. 

8. G-0038 

dt 140945 

15.6.71 En Def from Dhenkipota SQ 8764 M/S 79 

A/16 closed. TPS in large number. Occupied 

Maslia and Hijuli BOP on 131700 hrs. 

9. G-0040 

dt 142230 

15.6.71 PI of Rangers with 60 Armed Santi Bahini 

tried to come and destroy as repraisals near 
Paukhia SQ 8457 M/S 79 A/16 was 

intercepted by one Sepoy. Own coy and two 
local Rakhi Bahini. En cas 4 injured cfm. En 

ptl about 50/60 came to vill Goyra. SQ 8464 
M/S 79 A/16. Captured 8 civ and looted cattle 

heads. Own sec chased them out towards 
Hijuli. En cas not known yet. Indian army also 

gave Mor sp. Captured civs and catties were 

freed. 

10. G-0042 

dt 160815 

16.6.71 Pak army Def at Barni heavily shelled. 

Damage and casualty not ascertained. Telelink 

Chaugacha was snapped. Andulia BOP. 

destroyed by burning 160530 hrs. 

11. G-0043 

dt 161930 

17.6.71 One MF Ptl sent to Navaran Ps. Sarsha. They 

killed 4 Pak army and damaged one jeep by 

throwing hand granades. Heavy shelling heard 

from 1730 hrs to 1830 hrs. 

12. G-0046 

dt 18.0815 

18.6.71 On night 17/18 Jun 0130 his. Maslia and 

Hijuli BOP destroyed. 
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13. G-0050 
dt 181900 

19.6.71 Pak army ordered to all civilians to go 8 miles 
interior from road Jhikargacha-Chougaclia Via 

Chutipur Sunday. Seized Radio from civilian. 
14. G-0052 

dt 192100 

20.6.71 Pak army PL Bornia BOP area attempted to 

bring down Joy Bangla Flag at Pach Pirtalla SQ 
7766 M/S 79 AJ16. In exchange of fire between 

own tps and en from 1425 hrs to 1530 hrs. Had 3 
inches Mor sp. En cas not known yet. Reports 

being received from Jessore and other places 

incl Masiia SQ 8666 that Pak army purchasing 

huge number of local farmers hat (mathal). En 

intention obvious. Name of officer Bornia def 

capt Abbas. 

15. G-0054 

dl 20730 

20.6.71 40 ft Br at Khalisha SQ 9459 M/S 79 E/4 

demolished at 0200 hrs. Mining achieved. Sitrep 

of def of PI still awating. En unlishing miscreant 

Begali RAZAKAR BAHINI at Jessore. Report 

reached few truck load of en dead body despatch 

to Jessore from Benapole. 

 

 

 

------------------ 
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Sl 
No 
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with date 

DTR of 
Info 

Events 
 

1. G-Nil 

dt 231500 

23.6.71 A. On 18 June at Moheshkundi BOP area at 

1030 hrs. MF killed 4 Muslim league leaders. 

B. On night 18/19 June at Philipnagar killed 

CUCof Philipnagar. C. On night 19 June own 

tps killed 6 Pak army and 14 injured at 

Pragpur and also destroyed 9 Bunkers and 

BOP building partly damaged by 3 inches Mor 

shelling. Own tps observed about 800 yds left 

of Pragpur BOP en again digging new 

Bunkers. D. On 21 June 71 own raiding 

party killed 22 Pak army at Moheshkundi 
BOP at 1620 hrs- 1700 hrs and injured 11. 

BOP Building partly damaged now BOP 
vacated by Pak tps. 

2. G-xx 
dt 231515 

23.6.71 A. On 14 June 71 own tps killed 5 Pak army at 
GODAGARI by 3 inches Mor shelling. B. On 

15 June 71 one engine with 2 Boggies blown 
uff near SITLAI RLY sta by explosion of 

A/TK mines. Cas not known. C. On 15 

June 71 own tps raided at Rajshahi town one 
HOTEL and killed 4 Pak army agents cfm by 

own tps. 
3. Ltr. No. 

25/35/G  
dt 3.7.71 

4.7.71 Sitrep from 20 June to 01 July 71. A. Malek 

Sarnakar a Pak anny agent vill Premtali Ps. 
Gudagari Rajshahi killed on 20.6.71. B. Tele 

line between Rajshahi-Nawabgonj disrupted 
by cutting cable/wire on 21.6.71. C. Dr Nural 

Haque chairman Peace committe vill-

Panikowri Ps. Charghat Rajshahi killed on 

22.6.71 at his 
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   residence. D. Meser Biswas a Pak army agent 
vill & Ps. Godagari, Rajshahi captured and 

executed on 24.6.71. E. Lutfur Rahman Vice 
Chairman peace committee vill Basudebpur Ps 

Godagari Rajshahi killed on 24.6.71. F. 
Window pans of Rajshahi town tele exchange 

damaged and one Militia guard killed by 
grenade on 25.6.71 and 15 grenades thrown at 

the local Electric powerhouse of Rajshahi on 

25.5.71. One grardman killed another injured 

at Natore rd Rly crossing near Sardah sta on 

25.6.71.One Peace committee member of 

Charghat killed on 25.6.71. Katakhali rd br Ps. 

Paba Rajshahi blown up on 26.6.71 and two 

civil guards also killed. Electric Pylon near 

Sardah blown up on 26.6.71 and shelling en 

posn. University and Talaimari on 26.6.71. En 

replied with Mor & R R. Electric sta and 4 

transformers of Katakhali destroyed. 

6. G-0254 

dt 291800 

1.8.71 An area of 200 miles in Rajshahi Liberated by 

Mukti Bahini. These areas are being 
administered by Bangladesh Govt and taxes 

etc are being realized by the govt. Mukti 
Bahini occupying strategic points like 

Chilmari, Diar Manik Char, Shahebnagar, 
Kudalkati, Bakerali Pankha, Pirojpur, 

Jagannathpur, Faridpur and Hakimpur etc. 
7. G-0253 

dt 2902005 

1.8.71 Peace committee member Sudhir, Mukhtar 

and Subhan of Kishorepur Ps Charghat 

seriously injured by grenade on 17.7.71. En 

agent A. Mannaf of Bengari Ps Lalpur injured 

by grenade on 19.7.71. Grenade thrown at 

PTC pil of School Sardah and killed one 

sentry on 19.7.71. Pak army agent Azimuddin 

of Sultanpur Ps Charghat killed by stabbing on 

19.7.71. Peace committee member Khadcm of 

Binodpur killed by grenade thrown at Ptl party 

at Fudkipara Rajshahi town 20-7-71. 4 Militia 

killed on the spot. 7 grenades thrown at Lalpur 

Ps on 20.7.71 where 7 Non Bengali police 

killed. Raided Lalpur police sta 25.7.71. 5 
Razakars & Pak tps killed. 
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8. G-0054 
dt 180700 

19.7.71 Tele line at Baghail near Paksey cutt off on 
6.7.71 resulting disruption of tele line at Paksey- 

Ishurdi, Paksey-Khulna and Paksey-Kushtia. 
Killed one Maulana Abdul Latif of village 

Rostampur Ps. Atghoria 12 miles north of Pabna, 
chairman, peace committee. Also his house 

damaged by grenade charge. Killed Abdus Salam 
a peace committee member along with one other 

of Kalinagar Ps. Nawabgonj on 16.7.71. 5 peace 

committee members of Pirojpur Ps Charghat 

captured on night 17/18 July 71. 

9. G-0256 

dt 031605 

6.8.71 Nowabganj party in 31/01 Aug 71 2 telephone 

pillers between Rajshahi-Nowabganj road near 

Dubakador destroyed. One Razakar leader 

Syedur Rahman killed at Godagari on 31/01 Aug. 

The indl tried to surround the MF pers. Mission 

of Nawabgonj could not carried out as there is no 

open approach. All approaches are flooded. 

10. G-0263 

dt 081320 

8.8.71 Shelled with 3 inches Mor and raided at 

Godagari. 3 Razakar/ Militia killed and 4 injured. 

Own tps no cas. On 7 Aug 712 parties of 1 and 
10 of Mor and 1 and 40 of raiding dem. lead by 

coy comd went deep inside and carried out 
following ops on night 14/15 Aug. Raided 

Razakar post at Haripur br and captured 9 
Razakars with four rifles and 18 rds. Blown off 

Haripur br totally dislocating road comm. 
between Nawabgonj-Rajshahi highway. The 

abutment and Foof top of the bridge totally 

shattered the bridge impossible to be 

reconstructed by en during the monsoon. Own 

Mor fired 21 rds at en posn Nawabgonj as a mark 

of a point independece day effort will be comm. 

on cfm from the locals. 

14. G-0363 

dt 151800 

17.8.71 A Parly of 4 attacked the Guardi-Sardah road, 

Jns. by sten gun on 3-8-71. killed 8 Militia & 5 

injured. A party of 7 raided PTC Sardah by 3 

inches Mor on 5.8.71. Pak tps 6 killed and 

injured 9. A party of 4 raided on Razakar posn. 

At Sultanpur Ps. Lalpur by Rifle and Sten on 

7.8.71. One Razakar killed and one 303 Rifle 
captured. 
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15. G-0264 
dt 161000 

17.8.71 Own party consist 22 pers sent to Rajshahi 
town and fol ops done on 10 Agu at 0100 hrs. 

8 granades charged on the Mil van and killed 
5 Militia on 13 Aug at 0300 hrs. 3 Razakars 

killed and 1 injured through charging A/P 
mine at PTI school, Rajshahi. 

16. G-0268 
dt 202100 

21.8.71 On 14 Aug killed 8 Razakars Natore Sub-Div. 

17. G-0276 

dt 251700 

26.8.71 One party of MF Ptl 45 Pers mixed with MF 

and FF lead by Coy Comd went to raid and 

demolish Avoya Bridge a most important rd 

bridge on Rajshahi-Nowabgonj road about 30 

miles from Rajshahi at 230300 hrs. Own party 

was ambushed from 50 yds of the target by 

approx 2 pis. of regular tps by taking position 

from boat and bridge side. Own tps fought for 

2 hrs and managed to over power. 2 enemy 

boats were sunk with occupants and shouts of 

en tps were heard from around the boat. One 

own MF was killed during the en counter and 

his dead body was carried back to camp. 2 
Pers were injured by bullet and one SLR lost 

in the nearby ditch which was flooded heavily. 
18. G-0278 

dt 021000 

4.9.71 On 20 Aug 71 one Sec of own tps launched at 

Ps Durgapur, Rajshahi. On 22 Aug 71. own 
tps surrounded by 50/60 Razakars. After 

heavy fire 9 Razakars killed 12 injured and 2 
captured. Same party on 23 Aug 71 along with 

20 local students raided en posn at Kasipur 

School under Durgapur Ps. En cas 11 killed 

several injured, school building damaged. On 

28 Augs own party blown away about one 

mile Rly line by explosive near Khetur rd rly 

sta between Rajshahi-Nawabgonj. One 

Chinese rifle captured on 23 Aug. On 22 Aug 

one student killed and 2 were arrested by the 

en. 

19. G-0277 

dt 031400 

5.9.72 On 24/25 night Aug own tps blown up three 

66000 kv pylons of electricity connecting 

Rajshahi with Bheramara. Also disrupted main 

power supply line to Rajshani. Radio sta 
remained silent for 2 days. 
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20. G-0281 
dt061800 

G-0282 
071600 

G-0283 
dt 13.1600 

14.9.71 
 

Own tps killed 2 decoits on 23 Aug at Damkura 
Ps. Paba on 25 Aug. Own tps killed 6 Razakars 

one Pak tps and wounded one Pak tps at 
Afipara Ps Paba. 22 dead, captured 303 Rifle 

7.05 Oct raided Belbaria Razakar/ Mujahid 
camp. En cas 15 Razakars dead and 4 

wounded. Camp of Razakars has already been 
withdrawn. 10 Sep. en attacked own posn. 

Islampur SQ 0824 M/S 78 D/l. Heavy fire 

exchanged. En cas 20 dead/wounded. Own cas 

one injured. 10 Sep en fired with 3 inches Mor 

and 75 mm RR own posn at Joundipur SQ 

9830 M/S 78 D/2 Dorashia SQ-9833 M/S 79 

D/2 and Islampur SQ-0824 M/S 78 D/l. En 

advanced and crossed river Mohananda with 

coy str Dorashia and Joundipur. Heavy fire 

exchanged. En cas approx 30 wounded. One 

cas 2 wounded 11 Sep en advanced towards 

Faridpur SQ-3116 M/S 78 D/3 under heavy 

arty support. Heavy exchange of fire own MOR 

support stopped en advance. En cas approx 50 
dead 30 wounded. Own cas one dead 5 

wounded. 131800 Sep. 4 gp of Gono Bahini 
consisting 31, launched to Kazipara. 12 out of 

them were sent on a special mission. 
21. Nil 

dt 190800 

19.6.71 Captam Rashid with 2 (two) pi raided in area 

Nasirapara in between B Parrakpur & 
Moheshkundi. Killed 2 Muslim leaguers. 

House of the chairman destroyed completely. 
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1. 61 
dt 241130 

24.6.71 On 240300 hrs. En attack Kathuli BOP GR 
498422 M/S 79 A/9 and en suffered cas one 

Major and 10 others. Own tps intact. 
2. 66 

dt 261700 

27.6.71 On 212145 hrs Mafizuddin Master ML of 

CDG town was huit by Grenade on 212215 
hrs. One En jeep fitted with wrls set was 

damaged at CDG town by Grenade. All 5 pers 
of this veh either killed or injured. En opened 

fire up to 220200 his. 

3. 67 

dt 270730 

27.6.71 En fired on VL Pistol only Ichakhali BOP 

when own Ptl threw 2 Gren in Fwd Bunker. 

No cas. 

4. 68 

dt271700 

27.6.71 On 270515 hrs. at Kathuli BOP. 7 dead 13 

injured of Pak tps. No cas own side. 

5. 73 

dt 30.0500 

30.6.71 On 291830 hrs. at Kamdebpur GR. 454345 

M/S 79 A/9. On exchange of fire en cas. 2 

injured 5. on 300230 hrs. Own tps raided 

Ichakhali BOP. killed 3 and 5 injured by 

Grenade. 

6. 79 

dt 030630hrs 

3.7.71 Own tps fired at Ichakhali and Kalachandpur 

area on 030200 hrs. No cas. 
7. 80 

dt 031700hrs 

3.7.71 On 021645 hrs. own ptl fired from Gr 499419 

M/S 79 A/9 to Kathuli BOP and killed 3 Pak 
army. 

8. 84 
dt 151700 hrs 

6.7.71 On 050300 hrs Rajnagar GR 564268 M/S 79 
A/10. (Dindatta bridge) rd Mcherpur-

Chuadanga was off. Apply 12 yds damaged 
from Meherpur side. Enemy veh came from 

Chuadanga side near that bridge on 050700 

hrs. Returned back. 

9. 85 

dt 060500 hrs 

6.7.71 En on 051700 hrs. about 8 en were seen to 

work infront of Kathuli BOP. GR 499422 M/S 

79 A/9. Killed 3 en. Own tps no cas. 
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10. 88 
dt 071700 

hrs 

7.7.71 
 

On 041130 hrs one jeep was overrun by mine in 
Garabaria GR 504406 M/S 79 A/9 all six pers of 

jeep incl one officer dead on the spot. On 
070425 hrs. killed one sentry at Kathuli Post 

office GR-501424 M/S 79 A/9. On 071150 hrs. 
en fired on Own ptl in Kamdebpur field GR- 

456347 M/S 79 A/9. Two either died or injured. 
Own cas nil. 

11. 89 

dt 080500 

8.7.71 On 071845 hrs 3 en killed at Kutubpur GR- 

496425 M/S 79 A/9 when our ptl fired from 

temple at distance 125 yrds. On 080115 hrs En 

fired from Ichakhali BOP area GR-446337 M/S 

79 A/9. Our Ptl returned fire but no casualty. 

12. 92 

dt091700 

10.7.71 On 090030 hrs Aftabuddin Biswas ML of 

Kamarpur GR-518199 M/S 79 A/10 killed by 

gren. On 0915 hrs Khaled of ML of Ashrafpur 

GR 495234 M/S 79 A/10 killed by throwing 

gren. On 090045 hrs gren was thrown into 

Meherpur Ps. but none was present. One student 

got minor injury. 

13. 95 
dt 110730 

11.7.71 On 110030 hrs En fired from Kamdedpur and 
Kalachandpur to our ptl party, no cas. Our tps 

threw gren in a bunker near Gobipur GR- 
465329 M/S 79 A/9. No cas. 

14. 97 
dt 120815 

12.7.71 En two killed and several wounded in 
Meherpur. Tele exchange GR-475316 M/S 79 

A/9. One killed in Kalachandpur GR 463343 
M/S 79 A/9. En fired from Thanaghat Gr- 

473323 M/S 79 A/9 when own ptl were crossing 

the river. 

15. 98 

dt 121620 

12.7.71 En on 112300 his 5/6 killed/wounded at Natuda 

in a hut GR-518157 M/S 79 A/10. En use mor. 

On 120730 hrs. En fired at Kamdebpur GR- 

456344 M/S 79 A/9 on civilians. 

16. 101 

dt 140700 

14.7.71 On 130800 hrs. One 3 ton was hit by mine in 

area Kolla SQ 5125 M/S 79A/10 on Meherpur-' 

Noorpur rd. 20 killed/ injured. On 140100 hrs. 
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   fired/ Shelled at Kalachandpur ghat GR-
464344 M/S 79 A/9. No cas. 

17. 102 
dt 141745 

14.7.71 On 140945 hrs. own tps fired from Kamdebpur 
GR 454345 M/S 79 A/9. En killed 3/4. Own tps 

no cas. 
18. 99 

dt 130815 

14.7.71 On 122314 hrs. 4 killed by gren in tele 

exchange GR-476317 M/S 79 A/9 on 130130 
hrs. 2 killed and several wounded in Meherpur 

Model School GR-481315 M/S 79 A/9, on 

130030 hrs. 6 killed in Power house GR. 

488322 M/S 79 A/9. Power house light went 

off just after 3 gren exploded. Exact damage 

not known. 2 killed in Court GR 479301 M/S 

79 A/9. One jeep was blown off by 2 inches 

Mor in Meherpur court GR-478299 M/S 79 

A/9. Fired SA from Power house Model School 

and Court. 2 gren thrown in bunker near Court 

area on 132330 hrs. 3 killed at Garabaria vill 

SQ 5040 M/S 79 A/9 on 130300 hrs. En fired 

from Kalachandpur ghat GR-463343 M/S 79 

A/9. Own cas. Ansar Ayub Hossain minor 
injured. 

19. 103 
dt 150700 

15.7.71 On 130815 hrs. one 1 ton dodge blown off by 
mine at tr junction at vill Kolla GR-518232 

M/S 79 A/9. One jeep badly damaged in the 
same area 10 killed 4 wounded. Wounded pers 

evacuated by ambulance and damaged jeep 
towed by crane at 131400 hrs. Dead bodies 

taken by civ truck. It refers on No 101 dt 

140700 hrs. 

20. 105 

dt 160700 

16.7.71 On 151730 hrs fired Kamdebpur and Ichakhali 

fd GR-456347 M/S 79 A/9. Cas not known. 

21. 108 

dt 171700 

17.7.71 On 16/17 ni own pi I destroyed Bhatpara br. 

GR-556401 M/S 79 A/9. 

22. 110 

dt 181700 

hrs 

18.7.71 On 17/18 night 3 grenades thrown by own tps 

in the house of Mahtab Khan ML at Meherpur 

town. En suffered cas. Exact no. not known. 

23. 112 

dt 191700hrs 

19.7.71 

 

On 150130 hrs. own ptl party threw 2 Grenades 

in bunker at Natuda GR 524154 M/S 79 A/10 

killed 3 and wounded 2 on 180900 at 

Maniknagar GR 448181 M/S 79 A/10, killed 4 
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   and 8 injured where they were repairing bunkers 
on 18945 hrs. Own ptl party captured 2 Bengali 

Razakars near Bamonpara GR-473286 M/S 79 
AJ10. Own party threw gren. Court building Post 

office & HE School of Meherpur on 18/19 night. 
Cas not known Razakar handed over to Sikh regt 

Tehatta. 
24. 112-A 

dt 191920 

20.7.71 On 191030 hrs. en trying harvest paddy from 

Gandrabaria 505416 M/S 79 A/9 Own tps opened 

fire on en. En cas. 4 and 2 injured. 

25. 114 

dt 201700 

20.7.71 

 

On 19210 hrs. en destroyed Hinde Br GR- 

607419 M/S 79 A/13. 

26. Q-0260 

dt 191815 

20.7.71 2 Razakars willingly surrendered with 2 Rifles 

and 14 Rds 303 ball ammo. 

27. 116 

dt 211700 

21.7.71 On 200900 hrs. 31 killed at Bagwan and 

Maniknagar GR-477161 and 446159 M/S 79 

A/10. En fired LMG. HMG. 2 inches Mor. & 

Rifle. On 200830 hrs. at Sharbali GR-567383 

M/S 79 A/9. One jeep blown off by mines killed 

6 en. Own tps no cas. 

28. 121 

dt 240500 

24.7.71 

 

Own Ptl harassed 10 En on 24015 hrs. at 

Kamdebpur GR-456347 M/S 79A/9. No cas. 

29. 122 
dt 242020 

24.7.71 On 241600 hrs. at Kamdebpur fd GR 447347 
M/S 79 A/9. Killed 11 and several wounded. Fire 

exchanged from 1800-1815 hrs. 
30. G-0300 

dt 261830 

26.7.71 One Pak Helicopter seen flying at about 5000 ft 

over Meherpur border today at 0945 hrs. and 
1610 hrs. Own ptl party of Boriponta fired upon 

the Helicopter. 
31. G-012S 

dt 271700 

27.7.71 On 260230 hrs at Maniknagar GR 448182 M/S 

79 A/10 En killed 6 wounded 3/4. On 271330 

hrs. at Rajapur GR 451298 at Harirampur fd GR 

434315 M/S 79 A/9. En killed 3. Ptl party at 

Haridaypur threw grenade into bunker and small 

arms. Ptl party of Boriponta fired from small 

arms. No cas. Own cas nil. 

32. 130 

dt281725 

29.7.71 On 281230 hrs. Pak army and Razakars opened 

fire on our Ptl party by small arms from Gobipur 
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   fd GR-445315 M/S 79 A/9. One guide of enemy 
cought by own ptl party. Enemy fled away 

leaving this guide own ptl returned the fire, no 
cas. 

33. 0134 
dt 301700 

30.7.71 On 290900 hrs at Kutubpur GR 496424 M/S 79 
A/9 killed 8 incl one Hav of Pak army 2 

Razakars 2 Pak Sepoy-2 civ fird small arms and 
HMG. About 30 En tps reparing bunkers. On 

301230 hrs at Kamdebpur GR 447347 M/S 79 

A/9 killed one captured MK IV Rifle one 303 

ball ammo 6. Mine wire 10 yds. Horn one. Fire 

by en small arms, HMG and Blandicide. Own 

fired small arms. 

34. G-0138 

011700 

1.8.71 En on 010300 hrs. 7 killed in Maniknagar Vill 

SQ 4417 M/S 79 A/10 fired HMG and small 

arms. 

35. G-0141 

dt021800 

3.8.71 On 021330 hrs killed 2 Razakars at Gobipur 

SQ-454332 M/S 79 A/9 20 Razakars fired on 

own ptl party. Own tps no cas. 

36. G-0362 

dt 040730 

4.8.71 On 040400 hrs fired on MG patrol party at 

Kamdebpur fd. GR 454340 M/S 79 A/9 by 
small arms and 2 inch Mor. No cas. 

37. Ci-0379 
dt 060500 

6.8.71 
 

On 051330 hrs. two pers killed at Kamdebpur 
455344 M/S 79 A/9 by own ptl party. 

38. G-0306 

dt051700 

6.8.71 On 021600 hrs. Kathuli located Estb camp at 

Bhatpara SQ 5639 M/S 7 A/9. On 0312 hrs. 
Maniknagar vacated. Own tps taking def. posn 

at Kathuli. 3 A/TK mines and 9 A/P mines lifted 
from Kathuli. 27 A/P mines lifted from 

Maniknagar. One 82 mm mor bomb recovered 

at Maniknagar. Ptl to Maniknagar and 

Ballabpur. 

39. G-0390 

dt 070500 

hrs 

8.8.71 

 

On 062100 hrs. en tried to adv towards 

Ichakhali village GR 448349 M/S 79 A/9 fired 2 

Bombs of 82 mm Mor. En cas not known. Own 

cas nil. 

40. G-0402 

dt 090500 

9.8.71 

 

On 080100 hrs own party completey demolished 

bridge on road Meherpur to Chuadanga GR 

579258 M/S 79 A/10. Razakar 2 killed who 

were on duty rest of Razakar fled away. 

Captured 2 Rifles. Own tps no cas. 
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41. G-0417 
dt 101800hrs 

10.8.71 
 

En on 092200 hrs fired with LMG and 
Rifles on our ptl party from Jadabpur ghat 

GR 478298 M/S 79 A/9. En constructed 
Pakka bunker at Jadabpur GR 469294 M/S 

79 A/9. Patrol party exchanged firing with 
LMG and Rifle. No cas. 

42. G-0432 
dt 121700 

12.8.71 On 120500 his. MF Ptl raided enemy temp 
posn near Jadabpur vill-GR 469297 M/S 79 

A/9. Killed 7 and injured 5. Own tps no cas. 

43. G-0441 

dt 141700 

15.8.71 On 132300 hrs. en with coy str attacked MF 

from Baribanka and Bariponta. En occupied 

Baribanka vill in that encounter killed 2 en 

and wounded 4. En fired 2 inches Mor 303 

ball & 2 gren. Ptl who were at Boriponta 

GR 432298 M/S 79 A/9 repulsed the attack. 

En wanted to loot away of paddy on 

131000 hrs own Ptl attacked en in area 

Bagwan fd GR 472157 M/S 79 A/10 when 

they were coming Maniknagar from 

Natuda. En fired Rifle killed 5 and injured 

7 en. Own tps no cas. 
44. G-0447 

dt 15.8.71 

16.8.71 Loc Ujalpurghat GR 470355 M/S 79 A/9. 

Own Ptl raided en fired with Rifle & LMG. 
En cas 11 killed incl an offer wearing 

guinboot. Own cas nil. 
45. G-0450 

dt 161100 

17.8.71 

 

On 160430 his. Coy str attacked Boriponta 

village. SQ-4229 M/S 79 A/9 one of ptl 
party fired with LMG 3 inches Mor and 

small arms. Killed 3 & injured one offr. En 

staying at Baribanka board office GR 

435297 Baribanka fd GR 449298 and 

Baribanka mango garden GR-434292 M/S 

79 A/9 Captured three offer rain coats. Own 

ptl party repulsed the attack. No cas. 

46. G-0130 

dt 151000 

17.8.71 Own ambush/raid party raided Dattanagar 

farm SQ-6884 M/S 79 A/15 on 12/13 ni 

killed 22 Razakars damaged office by hand 

grenade and recovered 3 SBBL Guns. Own 

cas nil. On 140001 hrs en def at Chutipur 

SQ-9257 M/S 79 E/4 and Maslia SQ-

8766/8666 M/S 79 A/16 engaged by own 
party and raid party. Arty firing conducted 

both places by own MFC. At Maslia 
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   cvn cfm news indicated 7 killed many injured 
4/5 bunkers destroyed. Own flag hoisted near 

their def both plans Chutipur def cas damaged 
reported more extensive being ascertained. On 

141530 hrs. Own fighting ptl to Chutipur found 
en consisting of Army Razakar and 

collaborators infornt of Chutipur school for 
marching. Own ptl fired 2 inches Mor & SMG. 

Heavy cas expected at 1700 hrs. observed en 

dismantling fwd bunkers at cross rd GR-917579 

M/S 79 E/4 at 1945 hrs. Own arty fired approx 

49 rds on Chutipur. Result not yet known. On 

13/14 night own flag hoisted with booby tps in 

vast arms incl en held Nabharan. 

46- 

B. 

G-0452 

dt 161800 

17.8.71 

 

On 122330 hrs. Cdo party killed 2 Razakars 

near Amjhupi bridge GR-526286 M/S 79 A/9. 

Destroyed 4 tele comm pole on Chuadanga- 

Meherpur rd. SQ-5328 M/S 79 A/9 on 140100 

hrs. Destroyed Gourpur bridge GR-581229 M/S 

79 A/9. No cas. 

47. G-0460 
dt 180700 

18.8.71 
 

On 177600 hrs en vacated Buridanka vill SQ- 
4329 M/S 79 A/9. 

48. G-0508 

dt221700 

22.8.71 On 220530 hrs. at Boriponta fd. GR-439308 

M/S 79 A/9 ambush fired 3 inches Mor HMG 
and small arms. Killed 3 and wounded 5. One 

coy str in Buribanka SQ-3029 M/S 79 A/8. Own 
tps 25534 L/NK. Abul Khair injured in both 

hands and evacuated to Barrackpur Hosp. Lost 
one LMG, with 2 empty mag. One firing pin of 

LMG broken. 

49. G-0599 

dt 220800 

22.8.71 

 

Ferry destroyed at Monakhali GR. 458241 

(Biddadharpur) M/S 79 A/10. Expl. expended 8 

LBS. 

50. G-0513 

dt231700 

24.8.71 En on 221130 hrs approx 2 PI str digging 

trenches at Monakhali ghat GR 458242 M/S 79 

A/10 fired on own ptl party with HMG and 

small arms. 10 killed and 15 wounded-one 

woman killed. 
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51. G-0540 
dt961700 

27.8.71 On 241030 hrs. en attacked on own posn at 
Maniknagar GR-449176 M/S 79 A/9 with coy 

str from three sides. 9 killed 10 injured own 
cas nil. 

52. G-0535 
dt291800 

30.8.71 En on 280900 hrs. killed 25 near Natuda SQ- 
5215 M/S 79 A/9 at about 281600 hrs. En 

carried dead bodies to Meherpur. Own cas not 
known. 

53. G-0573 

dt 040500 

4.9.71 On 041700 hrs. own tps fired at Ichakhali BOP 

GR-456339 M/S 79 A/9. En cas. 3 killed Own 

tps no cas. 

54. G-0711 

dt180500 

18.9.71 En opened fire on Niamito Bahini patrol on 

160600 Sep 71 at Maniknagar GR 448181 M/S 

79 A/10. En taken 8 cows from Anandabas 

village. En cas nil. Own cas nil. 

55. G-0730 

dl 200500 

G-0740 

dt 20.2000 

G-0727 

dt 19800 

21.9.71 

 

Support unit 3 inches Mor shelling en posn 

Kamdebpur GR-447347 Kalachandpur ghat 

GR-463343 M/S 79 A/9 and Meherpur Ps. GR- 

472322 on 19 Sep. En cas 4 dead cmm thana 

building party damaged and house of Hayat 

Advocate ML damaged-destroyed 2 Bunkers at 
Kamdebpur and one bunker at Kalachandpur. 

No reply from en. Own cas nil. on 200500 Sep 
en about 300 sir attacked own def posn 

Majpara SQ-4115 M/S 79 A/10. Fire 
exchanged and own tps managed to escape 

from en encircle. En cas 4 killed and many 
injured. Own cas 2 Gono Bahini 3 local civ 

dead and one Niamita Bahini minor injured. 

Dead bodies recovered and buried. Lost 

arms/Ammo. 2 inches Mor one LIRAT one 

sten one SLR one loaded LMG Mag-25 loaded 

SLR Mag 3 loaded sten Mag 2 spare barrel one 

2 inches Mor HE bomb 12 and Rocket bomb 6. 

One MK III rifle damaged by en fire. 

56. G-0741 

dt213500 

22.9.71 En 2 pi str attacked own defence posn Ichakhali 

GR-448349 M/S 79 A/9 on 20 Sep. En cas not 

known. Own cas nil. 

57. G-0764 

dt 240800 

25.9.71 Sp unit shelled with 81 mm Mor on en posn 

Kamdebpur 447047 M/S 79A/9 night 23/24 
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   Sep. En cas 2 killed and some wounded. Own 
cas nil. 

58. G-7772 
dt 250700 

25.9.71 En tps on 231100 Sep 71. One coy. str tried to 
enter Badyanathtala 038163 M/S 79A/10. 

Heavy fire exchanged en cas 11 dead incl 4 
Razakars and 5 wounded. Pak army imposing 

curfew at Meherpur area on 27.9.71. 
59. G-0884 

dt 08.0700 

8.10.71 

 

Niamita ptl raided en Posn Gobipur SQ-4532 

M/S 79A/9 on 080230 Oct. En cas 15 dead/ 

wounded (.) Own cas one wounded 11090 Sep 

Molid Rejaul Hoque. 

60. G-0898 

dt081800 

9.10.71 

 

NB Raided with arty support at Kamdebpur on 

080300 Oct. En cas 30 Pak tps incl Razakars 

dead. 7 incl one Major dead/ wounded at 

Kalachandpur. 7 dead/ wounded at Gobipur. 

Own cas nil. 

61. G-0926 

dt 11.10.71 

12.10.71 

 

Own tps laid A/P mines rd Meherpur-Perojpur- 

Natuda on 1001000 Oct. 

62. G-0941 

dt 13.10.71 

14.10.71 

 

NB on 132200 Oct. destroyed 7 Electric poles. 

Meherpur-Chuadanga road. 

63. G-1006 
dt201071 

21.10.71 
 

NB 1 en Bedford veh carrying tips 
Natuda blown off by mine GR-513241 M/S 79 

A/10 on 19 Oct. En cas 23 dead 17 seriously 
wounded. 

64. G-1358 
dt 26.10.71 

27.10.71 
 

Niamito Bahini ambushed on en ptl Ramnagar 
GR-456113 M/S 79 A/10 on 231100 Oct. 

Heavy exchange of fire. En cas 2 dead 3 
wounded. Own cas nil. 
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SL 
No 

Originator No 
& date 

DTR of 
Sitrep 

 

Events 
 

1. 8.5.71 9.5.71 En fired our fighting ptl at 1830 hrs by 3 inches 

Mor. RR and heavy Gun, On reply en op 

destroyed and 3 died. No casualty from our 

side. 

2. 200/4/x/A 

dt 16.5.71 

17.5.71 En loc (a) Ichakhali BOP one pi. with one 75 

MM RR & one HMG. 

(b) Kalachandpur village. Coy HQ plus one pi 

with 2 RR. 

(c) Ujalpur ghat one pi str. 

(d) Jadabpur one Section 
(e) Court one Section. 

(f) Meherpur TB Hosp. Tac HQ & Coy HQ 
plus pi. 

Fol br unguarded. 
GR. 526286 M/S 79 A/10. 

" 563269 
" 613245 

" 554145 " Hamayetpur Ferry. 

" 571352 79A/9 
Fol Ferries guarded. 

GR 456243 M/S 79 A/10 Dariapur ferry 
" 631107 79 A/14 Damurhuda " 

" 602072 79 A/10 Subalpur 
" 457338 79 A/9 Ichakhali BOP. 

3. Sitrep No 1 
dt 24 May 

0500 hrs 

27.5.71 
 

En loc (.) PI str of en at Ichakhali SQ-4533 
M/S 79 A/9 with 75 mm RR one and HMG one 

(.) Coy HQ plus pi str at Kamdebpur SQ-4534 

M/S 79 A/9 with 3 RR 2 HMG and one 3 

inches Mor (.) Fatepur SQ- 4635 M/S 79 A/9 

about 2 sec str (.) Ujalpur SQ- 4736 M/S 79 

A/9 pi str with one RR one HMG (.) Meherpur 

Thanaghat GR-471321 M/S 79 A/9 one sec str 

(.) Mheherpur Court GR-478301 M/S 79 A/9 
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   one sec str (.) Destroyed fol ferries and 
culverts (.) On 24 May (.) Marakhali ferry 

GR-457242 M/S 79A/9 Nurpur ferry GR-
523221 M/S 79 A/10 and Hamayetpur ferry 

GR-554145 M/S 79 A/10 (.) Ratanpur culverts 
GR-486159 M/S 79 A/10 (.) and Kedarganj 

culverts GR-446180 M/S 79 A/10. 
4. Sitrep No 5 

upto 260500 

hrs. 

27.5.71 

 

On 260130 hrs. at Kamdebpur SQ-4534 M/S 

79 A/9 fire exchanged with en (.) En cas not 

known but during firing en hue and cry (.) 

Own cas nil (.) Sit normal (.) En fired 3 rds 82 

mm mor and small arms (.) Own fired 9 rds 2 

inches Mor and 700 Rds small arms. 

5. Sitrep No 6 

upto 261700 

hrs 

27.5.71 

 

En (.) One jeep intercepted by a section str 

about 15 men at Ballapur-Bagwan GR-472163 

M/S 79 A/10 (.) Fire exchanged at a distance 

of 50 yrds (.) All men were sitting in the jeep 

suffered cas (.) One offr died on the spot and 5 

OR either wounded or died (.) After 15 

minutes one Dodge and one 3 tonner rushed 

the spot (.) En dismounted from the veh and 
advanced towards the jeep by firing LMG & 

HMG (.) All the dead bodies and wounded 
pers leaving the jeep behind (.) Due to heavy 

fire of LMG and HMG own tps fall back (.) 
Only one woman suffered cas (.) 750 rds of 

303 ball and 36 rds of 9 mm. were fired (.) 
One LMG mag missing (.) Captured (.) One 

jeep (.) one SMG with 2 loaded mag (.) One 

Binocular (.) one MK IV Rifle. 

10. Sitrep 29 

dt 061700 

hrs 

6.6.71 

 

On 06115 hrs. enemy fired on own ptl party 

near Ichakhali GR-443343 M/S 79 A/9. Fired 

4 rds of 3 inches Mor. 4 rds of RR & HMG 

about 1000 rds. Own tps returned fire by small 

arms 168 rds. En cas. 5 killed/ wounded. Own 

cas. killed one civ by en. 

11. Sitrcp 35 

dt 10.1700 

hrs 

10.6.71 

2000 hrs 

 

En tps one coy plus arrived Mujibnagar on 

101400 hrs they took posn. Manik nagar. SQ-

4417 Kedargonj SQ-4418 Ballabpur. SQ-4517 

M/S. 79 A/10 & Nazirkona SQ-4218. Heard 

that the lost en jeep kept at Hridaypur. They 
might attack on Hridaypur to rocover the 

captured jeep. An en dead by snake bite on 8/9 
June night at Natuda SQ-4215 M/S 79A/10. 

On 8 Jun 71 at Jatrapur near Meherpur one en 
dodge accident and 3 en tps died 5 injured. 
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12. Sitrep 39 
dt 121700 hrs 

12.6.71 
 

En (.) On 121200 Fired on own party infront of 
Ichakhali village approx 100 rds from LMG and 

Rifle. No cas. 
13. Sitrep 40 

dt 130500 

13.6.71 

 

En (.) on 130200 hrs. fired on our Raid party. 

Raided at Ichakhali BOP. En killed 5 injured not 
known. Own tps cas 2 (two) minor injured (.) Sit 

normal. 
14. G-0133 

dt 131730 his 

13.6.71 Our Sitrep ser 40 of date. Last night firing en 

suffered 30 cas incl one officer and one jeep 

blown up. 

15. Sitrep 45 

dt 15700 hrs 

15.6.71 

 

In an exchange of fire at Nazirakona GR-

424185 M/S 79 A/10 on 141645 hrs killed 20 

and several wounded. 

16. Sources 

report 

15.6.71 On 16 Jun 71 at 1630 hrs. Harirampur SQ-4333 

M/S 79 A/9. Pak army set fire to many houses. 

Fire exchange continuing 15 hrs. between Pak 

army and M.F. 

17. Sources report 

and Sitrep 48 

dt 17.6.71 

at 0500 hrs 

17.6.71 

 

Pak army came to burn village Harirampur SQ-

4333 M/S 79 A/9. En Bayoneted 10 civ when 

MF reach there and started firing on the Pak 

army. Pak army ran away. Many vehs were seen 
at Kalachandpur ghat and Ichakhacli area. 

18. Sitrep 49 
dt71700 

18.6.71 
 

On 171030 hrs. fired on our ptl party at 
Ichakhali- Sabjipara GR-443352 M/S 79 A/9, 

killed 2 (.) No cas own side. 
19. Sitrep 51 

dt 181700 

18.6.71 

 

On 18.6.71 at 0515 hrs. One 3 tonner blown off 

at tr gun. GR-487380 M/S 79 A/9 
Rameshwartala about 20 killed or injured. 

20. Sitrep 56 

dt211700 

21.6.71 

 

12 en suffered cas when own ptl fired area 

Krishnapur Br 434158 M/S 79 A/10 fire 

continued about 20 hrs. On 210700 hrs. again 4 

cas in said area SQ-4315 M/S 79 A/10. Our tps 

no cas. 
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SL 
No 

Originator No 
& date 

DTR of 
info 

Events 
 

1. G-0032 

di221700 

23.6.71 9A/p mines Chinese laid by Pak tps in 

between route Tentul Baria-Hinde GR-5 

87443 has been detected by our tps and kept 

this HQ. 

2. G-0040 

dt231600 

24.6.71 A/TK mine was laid in Moheshkundi BOP 

area on 3 of Jun. En truck blown off today. 

En cas 15. 

3. G-0044 

dt241830 

24.6.71 Our tps raided on 240300 his at Shahibnagar 

GR- 637517. En cas not known. Our cas nil 

except lost one rifle magazine. 

4. G-0062 
dt291000 

30.6.71 A pi str raided Moheshkundi BOP on 290300 
hrs. GR-621644. En cas 7 died one injured. 

5. G-0075 
dt021835 

3.7.71 Pak tps attacked at Kazipur our posn on 
2.7.71 at 0900 hrs. heavy exchange of fire 6 

Pak tps killed. Our tps no cas. Holding 
defence posn. 

7. G-0087 4.7.71 Enemy tps raided village Vagjatin between 
Moheshkundi and Bagmara at 031100 hrs. 

Our troops chased en face to face charged 

shouting "Joy Bangla". 7 en killed and 3 
injured. Dead body and arms/ammo not 

recovered due to heavy counter attack by en 
firing continued for 3 hrs. Our cas nil. 

8. G-0092 
dt 070700 

7.7.71 A pi raided Shahebnagar on 070300 hrs. 
Heavily contact about 1 hr (0345-0430 hrs) 

captured about 5000 yds phone wire and 
destroyed 2 ferry boats of Tekelaghat. More 

cas of en tps may occur. Our cas nil. En tps 

cas being collected on July 06 at 0800 hrs. 

Tentul Baria ptl party captured 8 C & B 

workers 
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   including one engineer with a truck. Truck 
under our custody and handed over to Karimpur 

Indian army. 
9. G-0099 

dt 090730 

9.7.71 

 

Our tps raided Shampur CUC house who is also 

Chairman of Santi bahini of the area GR-724526 
on 090700 hrs. killed 4 Paks and captured one 

air gun, two old bicycles one leather hand bag 
and one Santi bahini identity card. Our cas nil. 

10. G-105 

dt 121900 

13.7.71 

 

En posn at Shahibnagar 628508 raided at 0400 

hrs on 12 July. 17 Pak troops killed and 2 civ 

reported to be killed. One tele set with wire 

captured. Our tps cas. 

11. G-0109 

di 141100 

14.7.71 

 

One ptl str raided Moheshkundi BOP GR-

62644. En cas not known yet. Our cas nil. One 

Rifle mag. Lost in OPS. 

12. G-011 

dt 150830 

15.7.71 

 

On 14 ni our tps harassed with heavy fire at 

Shahibnagar GR-628508 en posn. Cas not 

known. Our tpos no cas. 

13. G-0801 

di 172050 

17.7.71 

 

Our tps raided Moheshkundi BOP on J60400 hrs 

heavy fighting exchanged. En completely ran 

away from the posn. One en veh with Ration 
and 6 Pak tps killed and ration destroyed. En 

picked up from rear. Own tps withdrawn. 
14. G-0122 

dt 210800 

21.7.71 

 

Attacked Razakar HQ in the village Gacherdiar 

Ps. Daulatpur. 35 Razakars killed and captured 
303 Rifle-2. Own tps 2 injured by bullet and 

admitted Hosp. 
15. G-0133 

dt 240800 

25.7.71 

 

4 Bihari Razakars killed near Bheramara 

captured 2 Rifles on 24 July 71 at 1000 hrs. 

16. G-0147 

dt 280800 

28.7.71 

 

On 26 July at 1130 hrs. A/P mines were 

exploded on Sahibnagar and Kazipur road. 

Result one Pak army died 2 injured. Dead body 

taken away by helicopter of Pak army. Own tps 

fired LMG Brush on halicopter. Copter flown 

toward Bheramara. 

17. G-0151 

di 2811030 

29.7.71 

 

One Bangali Razakar of Daulatpur Ps has 

surrendered with a 303 rifle. Indian auth not info 

due to some underground ops purpose. Cfm 

ASP the disposed of Razakar by Sec Comd. 

18. G-0 

dt 29.1300 

30.7.71 

 

En Strong pi Pragpur was raided from 281800 

hrs. to 290001 hrs hit hartly SP by friends tps. 

En pi was charged at 2300 hrs. Shouting "JAY 
BANGLA" & 
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   “NARA-E-TAQBlR-AIJLAHU AKBAR." 
Heavy cas inflicted en tps 20 killed minimum 

and several injured. Own cas two civ 
volunteers and coy comd got light injury on left 

thai. 
19. C J-0728 

di 30.1000 

30.7.71 

 

En ips approx three coy against this Coy. on 

2722(H) to 272300 hrs. heavy fire exchanged at 
Hijalli. En cas 40 and 7 injured. Own cas nil. 

On 2918(H) hrs to 300300 hrs. heavy tiring 

exchanged at Bhabanipur and opposite Pak 

army advanced to wards Taluigacha area. En 

cas not yet known. Two cdo. parties not yet ltd. 

20. G-0170 

di 030730 

4.8.71 

 

A Sec sir raided ai Pragpur BOP at GR-635595 

M/S 78 D/12 on 030100 hrs. with 2 inches 

Mor/ LMG and SLR. En opened fire and 

continued about 2 hrs. Own tps replied 

accordingly. En cas not known our cas nil. 

21. G-0172 

di 040700 

7.8.71 

 

See str ambushed near Pragpur GR-633599 

M/S 79A/9. The party charged grenades on en 

tps while our ptl. 2 killed rest lied away, own 

cas nil. 
22. G-0188 

dt 091145 

9.8.71 

 

The new guerillas of Kushtia dist extremely 

interessted to give warm reception on 14 Aug 
in Kushtia town. Sector Imam's permission 

required for the disposal. 
23. G-0291 

dl091145 

9.8.71 A Sec went to cut the embankment 2000 yds 

away from Bheramara bridge. The party 
successfully operated their mission and due to 

heavy pressure of water the bridge completely 

dstroyed and the en posn at Bheramara is under 

water. En have stacked at the local Bheramara 

Hosp. Tps of the en completely dislocated. 

24. G-018 

dt 09.1145 

9.8.71 Pak ips have changed their tac at night living 

their def posn. They are fol tac of ambush and 

surprise to our possible approaches. By the 

grace of Allah one of our pi hardly escaped. 

Required ASP. 

25. G-0189 

dt 091145 

9.8.71 PI. str raided Pragpur GR-633599 at 082300 

hrs. with hand grenade in the en bunkers. Cas 

not known. En opened mmg. fire. Own cas nil. 

26. G-0190 
dt 091145 

9.8.71 A sec sir en posn at Dang GR-664615 at 
082200 hrs. with LMG and 2 inches Mor fire 

continued 45 mints. En replied with small 
arms. Cas not known. Own 
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   party returned safely. 

27. G-0003 
dt 131700 

14.8.71 3 Coy str residing at Bamundi to Nisipur. One 
Coy str reinforced at Moheshkundi One coy 

str reinforced at Pragpur. Local coy and army 
already informed. 

28. G-0205 
dt 140945 

14.8.71 A pi sir raided en strong posn at Dang at 0001 
hrs. to destroy en veh. Own tps used LMG & 2 

inches Mor. Firing continued up to 0130 hrs. 
Result not known. Cfm follows later on. 

29. G-0204 

dt 140930 

14.8.71 A pi sir raided en posn at Pragpur at 0001 hrs. 

Heavy fire continued up to 0430 hrs. Own tps 

used 3 inches Mor LMG SLR 303. En opened 

MMG Rifles and 2 inches Mor. En cas not 

known. Own cas nil. 

30. G-0203 

dt 140830 

14.8.71 MF of "F" Coy have penetrated in Bangladesh 

on account of 14th Aug. They have been 

occupied Pak BOP. Tentulbaria Kazipur, 

Shahibnagar and village Belgatua, Jamalpur. 

Philipnagar & Gauherdear of Kushtia dist. "F" 

Coy have compleged omination over at 

Peremeter distance of 15 miles and in breath 

approx 5 miles from border. To Protect 
Shahibnagar we are urgently needed of MMG 

and 3 inch Mor. Sec comd is personally 
requesting to arrange the arms ASP. Sec comd 

is cordially invited to visit the occupied area. 
31. G-0209 

dt 150800 

15.8.71 

 

One en jeep blown by A/TK mines on road 

Mathurapur Dang at 140800 his. Mine laid by 
MF. En cas 7. Own cas nil. 

32. G-0212 

dt 162000 

17.8.71 A sec str went out on ptl on 150800 hrs in 

Shahibnagar area at 1430 hrs they entered the 

vill GR-633508 where en suddenly fired upon 

them. Own cas 3 shahid. 1 captured 1 injured 

by en. 4 Paks hardly safe & back to CHQ. 

Shahid N/S Abul Qashem. Ha v. A. Salam. 

Sepoy Asaduzzaman. captured Ekram Hossain 

injured. Sep. Sanwar Hossain has been sent to 

Barrackpur Hosp. Loss of arms/ammo will be 

submitted later on. Dead bodies have been 

collected & buried today at Fulbaria BOP 

area (India). 
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33. G-02171 
dt 170800 

18.8.71 
 

Losi fol. Arms/Ammo. 
1. LMG. Indian - 1 

2. LMG. Mag - 8 
3. SLR. - 3 

4. SLR Mag - 12 
5.7.62 Ammo (Ind) - 410 

6.303 Rifle - 2 
7. 303 Ammo - 1100 

8. HE grenade - 2 

34. G-0222 

dt 18.8.71 

18.8.71 Own tps 2 sec sir were ambushed in Ramnagar 

hat GR-678502 on 162100 hrs. Found a Ptl parly 

of Pak tps about 1 PI str coming towards the 

ambush on bullock cart. Own tps opened fire on 

them about 30 minutes by LMG & SLR. En cas 1 

injured 6. Own tps intatct. 

35. G-0249 

dt 241200 

25.8.71 

 

A Sec str incl coy comd suddenly attacked on en 

633599 M/S 78 D/I2 Pragpur on 24.10.30 hrs. 

While en were repairing bunkers en str about 40. 

Own tps fired by 3 inches Mor LMG and SLR 

from top of a tree. En cas approx 15. Own cas nil. 

35B. G-0273 
dt 310800 

31.8.71 Own see laid ambush in area of Pragpur at GR- 
633599 M/S 780/12. Own tps found en top on a 

tree and fired LMG & SLR. Cas not known. 
36. G-0276 

di 010500 

1.9.71 One sec of MF raided Moheshkundi SQ-6264 

M/S 78D/16 on 311800 hrs. with 2 inches Mor & 
SLR. En replied with 3 inches Mor and MMG. En 

cas 5. Own cas nil. 
37. G-0280 

dt 040500 

In s 

4.9.71 

 

16 Razakars surrendered with arms/ammo on 01 

Sep at 0100 hrs to our guerilla party at Nawdapara 

by GR-858414 M/S. Our parly detailed for 

demolition the br. Our troop opened fire on 

Razakars on duty on the br but no reply from 

them. They reached by crawling before our tps. 

Razakars consisting of 19 Nos and of which 

3 fled away leaving their arms/ ammo as they 

were Behari. Our ips collected 19 Rifles and 

ammo. All Razakars reported lo this camp. 

Arms/ammo being 
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   collected & will inform on request. 

38. G-0296 
dt 071130 

7.9.71 
 

Our ambush parly faced a company Pak army. 
After heavy fighting our tps suffered 3 seriously 

and 5 missing. En cas 19 dead on the spot and 
several wounded on 7 Sep at 0300 hrs at 

Goalgram GR- 696512 M/S 79A/B. 
39. G-0297 

dt072100 

8.9.71 Further to our Sig No G-0296 of Sep out of 5 

missing pers 1 one died on the spot and buried at 
Goalgram and 2 injured and two returned safely. 

All injured sent to Krishnanagar hosp. Our ips 

captured one Bretta gun with one mag and 30 rds 

of 9 MM. Lost one 303 LMG with 6 mag SLR-J 

with 34 mag. 303 Rifle 3 Sten mag I and Ind 

LMG mag 11 ammo 303 ball 250. ammo 7.62-285 

rds. 

40. G-0305 

dt 101215 

10.9.71 

 

On 101100 .Sep. one Razakar surrendered with 

one 303 Rifle 13 rds. along with peace 

Coumnittee badge and identity card. 

41. G-0305 

dt 171900 

17.9.71 

 

Niamito Bahini sec Str raided Pragpur en posn on 

170600 Sep. En cas 6 killed. Own cas nil. 

42. G-03012 
dt 181830 

19.9.71 
 

Niamito Bahini sec str along with friendly tps 
fired en posn Pragpur GR-628594 and GR-655609 

M/S 78 D/J6 with arty support on 18 Sep 71. En 
cas not known. Own cas nil. 

43. G-0324 
dt 231000 

23.9.71 
 

Pak tps with Razakars 2 coy str attacked own NB 
def posn Tentulbaria GR-567474 M/S 79 A/9 on 

220545 Sep. En cas 3 dead and 5 wounded. Own 
cas nil. Captured 303 Rifle 2 and 303 ball ammo 

10 one sten with mag and 3 boot canvas. 
44. G-0323 

dt 231030 

23.9.71 

 

Gono Bahini 2 sec str with arty support raided 

Pragpur GR-633599 M/S 78 D/16 on 22 Sep. En 

cas 20 dead 13 wounded. Own cas nil. Destroyed 

bunkers, supplies and brought one Pak flag. 

45. G-0355 

dt 280700 

30.9.71 

 

Gono Bahini encountered a group of Razakars at 

Katlamari SQ-7846 M/S 79 A/13 on 260300 Sep. 

Own cas one wounded. 

46. G-0336 

dt 28.9.71 

1.10.71 

 

Own tps ambushed Sehala SQ-6854 M/S 79 A/13 

on 281200 hrs. Arrested one Razakar wihtout 

arms. Gono Bahini while on recee Ptl at Bujumara 

GR- 653716 M/S 78D/16 arrested 4 Razakars 

without arms. 
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47. G-0338 
dt300700 

l.10.71 
 

Gono Bahini ambushed Barogandia SQ-7552 M/S. 
78 A/13 on 291200 hrs. En cas one. Own cas nil. 

48. G-0370 

dt 9.10.71 

11.10.71 

 

GB ambushed en Ptl at Shahibnagar road 706248 

M/S 79 A/14 on 260300 Sep. En cas 2 pak tps 4 
Razakars dead and one pak tp wounded. Own cas 

nil. 
49. G-0373 

dt 91011 

11.10.71 3 Razakars surrendered ai Chandpur SQ 4839 M/S 

78 A/9 with 4 Rifles as reported to Shikarpur coy on 
092000 Oct. 

50. G-0377 

dt 

10.10.71 

12.10.71 One Razakar arrested on 10 Oct 1200 hrs. at 

Tentulbaria GR-559466 M/S. 78A/9. while returning 

to Pak after collecting of info. 

51. G-0385 

dt 

11.10.71 

13.10.71 

 

J1 Rifles captured by Gono Bahini snatched away 

from Gono Bahini at Kailmohar SQ 2428 M/S 79 

E/5 by one Matin and Mujib Bahini. 

52. G-03S3 

dt 

11.10.71 

13.10.71 

 

Gono Bahini during induction encountered en Piitala 

SQ-6451 Cmm Sehala SQ-6854 Cmm Goalgram 

SQ-6951 and Boal SQ-7153 M/S 79 A/13 ni 10/11 

Oct. Parties fall back to base. En trying to seal routes 

of induction. 

53. G-0384 

dt 
11.10.71 

13.10.71 

 

GB. 28 Sep. Party attacked by Razakar Oizlabad 

SQ-1735 M/S. 78 E/5. En cas 1 dead 2 wounded. 
Own cas 3 wounded stayed in Bangladesh. 

54. G-0393 
dt 

13.10.71 

14.10.71 
 

NB. Ptl Bamundi 57445 M/S 79 E/10 came under en 
fire Goraghat 615462 M/S. 79 A/13 at 121200 Oct. 

No cas. 
55. G-0402 

dt 
15.10.71 

16.10.71 

 

NB. Ambushed en Pil at Moheshkum SQ-6264 M/S. 

78 D/l6 at 150630 Oct. En cas 10 dead 1 wounded. 
Own cas nil. 

56. G-0401 

dt 

15.10.71 

16.10.71 

 

NB & GB ambushed en ptl Bhagjot. SQ-6165 M/S 

78 D/16 and Sakuria SQ-6064 M/S 78 D/12 at 

140800 Oct. En cas 20 dead/ wounded. Own cas nil. 

57. G-0389 

dt 

12.10.71 

18.10.71 

 

GB Ptl ambushed en Ptl Thakurpara SQ-6358 M/S 

79 A/13 on 121200 Oct. Heavy fire exhcanged. En 

cas not ascertained. Own cas nil. Lost one SLR with 

28 Rds. 

58. G-640 

dt251071 

25.10.71 

 

JO Razakars surrendered with 12 Rifles after short 

fight on 230030 Oct. 1 Razakar and all Rifles left in 
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   side Bangladesh base. 2 Razakars wounded and 
evacuated to Hosp. 

59. G-0457 
dt 24.10.71 

24.10.71 
 

JO Razakars surrendered with Rifle on 241930 
2 Razakars left in base in side Bangladesh. 

60. G-0458 

dt 24.10.71 

25.10.71 

 

On 211900 Oct Chnadanga tele exchange 

Charged with grenade. En cas 2 W/Pak Police 
dead. 

61. G-0450 
dt 23.10.71 

24.10.71 
 

Ambushed gun boat at Ambaria GR-855353 
M/S 79 A/13 on 192200 Oct. En cas approx 40 

dead. Own cas 8 wounded under treatment in 

side Bangladesh. 

62. G-0469 

dt 26.10.71 

26.10.71 

 

261030 Oci one Razakar surrendered with one 

Rifle and 303 ball ammo 50 from Monakhali 

SQ-4624 M/S 79 A/10 

63. G-0487 

dt 27.10.71 

28.10.71 

 

Niomita Bahini. Ptl party contacted with en Ptl 

at Chilmari SQ-6270 M/S 78 D/l6 on 270830 

Oct. Heavy fighting continued. Another ptl sent 

as renforcement. 

 

 

 

--------------- 
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SL 
No 

Originator No 
& date 

DTR of 
Info 

Remarks 
 

1. Sitrep No 1 

dt 061000 

6.6.71 Own recce Pel str one sec is sent to Pragpur- 

Bheramara rd on 052100 hrs. Another Ptl of 

sec str was sent to Pragpur-Bamundi rd no en 

contact. 

2. Sitrep-3 

dt 080300 

8.6.71 Own tps destroyed TEKALA Ferry GR-

646534 M/S 

79 A/13. 

3. G-0001 

dt 140800 

14.6.71 Own PlI was sent to Sation on 13671 They 

were encountered by Gangni Police patrol. 2 

constables died one S.I, one ASI, and 3 

constables were arrested. Own tps no cas. 
Captured arms :- Rifle MK IV-5 (KST 57A) 

90 cc. Moter Cycle-1 
4. G-  Arrested (1)   SI. Md Abdus Sattar 0/C Gangni 

               (2)  ASI. 355. Abu! Hashem 
               (3)   c/l04. Iman uddin 

               (4)   c/347 Md. Nural Islam 
               (5)   c/258 Abdul Khaleque 

               (6)   c/49 Faizuddin ] Dead 

               (7)   c/94 Shafiquzzaman | in action 
4. G-0002 

dt 141000 

15.6.71 A party of 7 men were sent to Pragpur to 

disrupt the enemy tele Commn. The tele line 
has been cut off. 

5. G-0002 
dt 141000 

16.6.71 
 

On 16 Jun 71 firing was exchanged at Kazipur 
SQ- 6053 M/S 79 A/9 and caused a serious 

damage to Pak army. Pak army used 81 mm 
Mor. Pak army retreated. 

6. G-0006 

dt 170700 

17.6.71 

1530 hrs 

On 16.6.71 at 0300 hrs. Own tps raided at 

Daulatpur Ps. 3 constables dead on the spot. 

Nos of injured not known. 
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7. G-0007 
dt 170900 

17.6.71 
1530 hrs 

 

On 16.6.71 On pi Pak army attacked on own 
def in area kazipur Ghat. We forced enemy 

retreat back. Own cas nil. Morale of own tps 
high. En cas.S. 

8. G-0008 
dt 171700 

18.6.71 Own ptl laid ambush at Gorura SQ-6160 M/S 
78 D/l6 on 15 Jun at 0300 hrs. En contact at 

1900 hrs. I exchange of fire en killed 17 and 
one 3 toner dodge party damaged. No cas in 

own side. 

9. G-0011 

dt 180700 

18.6.71 En attacked in our def at Kazipur on 1702(H) 

hrs. We replied the attack. En cas is 11, lighting 

going on. En reinforced with a coy and 

attacking our posn. 

10. G-xxxx 

dt 191800 

20.6.71 En attacked own position in area Kazipur GR- 

628535 with mor & arty. We took alternative 

posn. En suffered heavy cas. Own cas nil. 

11. G-0026 

dt 202000 

20.6.71 In contintuation of G-xxxx dt 19 Jun 71. En cas 

not known. But en found carrying 3 trucks o! 

dead body cfm by reliable source. 

12. G-0025 

dt201900 

20.6.71 4 Pers. were sent Pragpur area on 19.6.71 

Through grenade in Pragpur BOP/ Bunkers. En 
cas 5. Own cas nil. 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------- 
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SL 
No 

Originator No 
& date 

DTR of 
Info 

Events 
 

1. G-0024 

dt 22J000 

22.6.71 One agent of en troops injured by A/P mines 

laid in Gozadanga by own tps 011 21.6.71. 

2. G-0028 

dt 230630 

23.6.71 On 221700 hrs one en tps killed by own sniper 

in Baikari GR-79506S M/S 79 B/13. Own tps 

raided at Baikari on 230010 hrs. Continued 

about 3 hrs. En cas at least 4. Own cas nil. One 

sentry was knocked out by own filler party sent 

in Gen area Bhomra on 22 Jun night. Exchange 

of fire. En replied with MMG & LMG. Death 

due to shelling not yet ascertained. 

3. G-0029 
dt211900 

24.6.71 On 23 Jun. One Pak army killed by own OP in 
Iron of Baikari school GR-792087 M/S 79 

B/I3. On 230500 hrs. own tps killed 4 and 
many injured by Rocket firing at Baikari area. 

4. G-0030 
dt 240750 

25.6.71 Own tps launch an attack 011 Bhomra en posn. 
En opened fire with hvy weaps. Sp tps replied 

with 3 inch mor. En cas hvy anticipated. Own 
cas nil. Two filler parties raided Baikari school 

and BOP area. Causing hvy cas exact No. of 

cas not known. 4 A/TK mines have been laid in 
the interior. 

5. G -0033 
dt 250700 

25.6.71 Own ptl caught alive 3 Muslim League 
goondas and members of Santi Committee at 

BAICHANA GR- 845945 M/S 79 B/13 on 
240300. En coy at Baikari have again raided by 

own tps. Cas not known. 
6. G-0035 

dt 252000 

hrs. 

26.6.71 

 

On 2512(H) hrs. One Enemy tps killed by own 

tps at Baikari GR-793065 M/S 79 B/13. 7 Santi 

Committee members incl the president have 

been killed by our tps in Kalaroa. The tps have 

also cut off 800 yds tele line in the same area 

disrupting L. of. C. One Santi Committee 

member has been killed by own tps in Debhata 

GR-848339 M/S 79 B/14 on 23/24 night. 

7. G-0036 

dt 262000 

27.6.71 A/TK mines laid in Baikari area exploded by 

bullock cart on 24 Jun and killed one civilian. 

Pak 
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   tps have since abandoned the route. Filler party 
sent 25/26 night. Engaged en tps. En cas 

unknown. Two A/TK mines have been laid on 
25/26 night. No cas. 

8. G-0037 
dt 270730 

27.6.71 
 

2 filler parties were sent to Baikari and Sankhra 
BOP. En response in both places replied with 

LMG & Rifle on 270100 to 270300 hrs. Raiding 
party to Ghona could not reach the tgt area due to 

intervention of some unknown elements on the 

way on 26/27 night. 

9. C J-0038 

dt 280800 

28.6.71 

 

4 mines have been laid one filler party engaged. 

En tps 27130 hrs 280300 hrs with Rocket 

Launcher hit en Bunkers causing heavy cas. Cas 

will be obtained later on. Own tps attacked en 

posn Sankhra BOP for the retaliation with heavy 

fire. Own tps withdrawn. 2 members of ML and 

Santi Bahini have been killed and their house 

burnt at Sikri SQ-8008 M/S 79 B/13. 

10. G-0039 

dt281200 

29.6.71 One A/TK mine laid in Sanklira Parulia route hit 

one 3 toner destroyed the veil and killed about 

15/16 en tps. Exact no. of cas will be intimated 
later. The incident took place afternoon of 28 Jim 

71 
11. G-0040 

dt 291330 

29.6.71 

 

Our G-0039 dt 28 Jun. Pak tps incl one Capt 

killed when a mine exploded GR-835885 also 
killed Behari Sepoy. Total cas 4. The offr and 

men who killed were carried in a jeep with has 
been completely distroyed and threw in to Bill. 

12. G-0041 

dt 291330 

30.6.71 Own tps raided en gun posn ut Gangni in C3R- 

853972 killing three Pak troops and injuring 

many. Own tps laid ambush in Khalil Nagar SQ-

8106 and laid mines, Our troops laid mines in 

SQ-8208. 

13. G-0042 

dt 292100 

30.6.71 Eastern bank of Ichhamati near Bhomra GR-

805940 on 032050 hrs. A breach has been made 

embark ment. 

14. G-0050 

dt 041000 

5.7.71 

 

Tele line between Jessore-Satkhira has been cut 

off on 3 pt. One Pak 'dalal' has been shot dead by 

our tps on 3.7.71 at Baikari. One A/Tank mines 

burst killing 3 civ & destroyed one cow cart 

while was carrying brickes etc for construction of 
road behind Kathanda GR-825062 M/S 79. 

Another A/Tank mine blew other cow cart and 
some civ in Sankhra-Parulia road. 
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15. G-0051 
dt 050630 

5.7.71 
 

3 en tps badly injured by mortar shelling on 2nd & 
3rd July 71 at baikari area. 

16. G-0058 

dt 051000 

5.7.71 Own tps raided Ghona GR-842063 M/S 79 B/13 at 

Post office and U.C. office burnt down the office 
and destroyed all the docs. Cut off en tele wire 

between Mahamadpur Baikari and killed 2 Santi 
committee dalal caught one MUC Abdur Rahman of 

Ghona alive. 
17. Ci-0053 

dt 061000 

6.7.71 

 

One PI str attacked Sankhra BOP on 060130 hrs. 

Own Mor also held en posn at the time of attack. En 

hnnker and dwelling houses and MG posn have 

been raided. En cas not known. Own cas nil. The 

attack continued up to 060430 hrs. En replaid 2 

MGS and other small arms. En reaction was very 

sharp. Another ptl party fired en posn at Baikari 

BOP on 06200-060400 hrs. En fired back very 

heavily, cas not known. 

18. G-0054 

dt 061000 

7.7.71 

 

Own tps raided Sankhra Post office and U.C. office 

brought down set the P.O. on fire. They also set fire 

on the house of some veteran Pak agents of the 

same area. General public of the area helped own 

tps greatly, on 061000 hrs. one A/TK. mine laid 
behind Bhomra BOP on Satkhira road exploded on 

5 July 71 at 1500 hrs. Destroying one dodge 
containing arms-ammo and killed all the pers who 

were escorting the same. Exact No. of en cas being 
ascertained. 

19. G-0057 
dt 090900 

9.7.71 
 

Our tps 2 PI str attacked en defence at Bhomra BOP 
area & opened fire from a distance of 50 yds. The 

attack was three plank. Our 3 inch Mor also opened 

En suffered heavy cas & retaliated with 81 MM & 

25 str. Continued from 090200 hrs to 090530 hrs. 3 

B.S.F soldiers of Gojadanga OP suffered cas. One 

seriously wounded with head injuries. Suggest 

Bangladesh Govt, recognise the act of bravery on 

the part of the BSF soldier who stuck to their posn 

despite of heavy shelling with arty SP forces fired 

75 rds of 3 inches Mor and 100 rds of 81 MM arty 

& 6. Own troops no cas. 

20. G-0056 

dt 090500 

9.7.71 

 

Two en soldiers killed at Baikari by ours on 081000 

hrs. 2 en Jeeps containing at least 12 Pak tps blown 

off simultanously by A.P. mines exploded on 
Bhomra-Sat khira Rd on 071030 hrs. This has been 
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   cfm by civilian eye witness. 
Own troops fired on 070700 hrs 0705(H) hrs. En 

cas not known. Our cas nil. 
21. G-0059 

dt 107730 

10.7.71 

 

Our tps fired on en posn Bliomra on 101330 en 

replaced. Firing continuing. SP forces opened up 
arty. En wireless interception disclosed two cas 

on en tps due to firing on 7/8 due to attack on en 
posn by own tps. Two en tps have been killed 

one Indian BSF who got injured as reported in 

the earlier has expired the same day. 

22. G-0060 

dt 111705 

12.7.71 

 

On IJ July 71 exchange of fire contd. between 

own tps and en tps at Gozadanga. Throughout the 

day from 0600 hrs. to onward. SP force opened 

up with arty. En cas not known. Own R/launcher 

hit en trenches, bunkers and houses incl custom 

check post. Own 3 inches Mor fired on Baikari 

BOP since 0100 hrs to 0300 hrs. to day. En cas is 

heavy. Total en cas due to shelling by SP force 

and shooting by own tps yesterday at 1300 hrs. is 

approx 15. Own cas nil. 

23. G-0063 
dt I32300 

14.7.71 
 

On 130945 hrs firing started at Bhomra. Own tps 
crossed over Bhomra bund twice but en fired 

heavily on the occassion. New own tps facing en 
tps at a distance of 25 to 50 yds. En wrls 

interception revealed one killed and nine injured 
one LMG completely destroyed. Intercepted at 

1430 hrs. en cas throughout the day will be much 
more. Own cas one death. About 7 en bunkers 

destroyed brought heavy reinforcement. We have 

brought reinforcement from Hakimpur Coy. 

Firing still continuing SP force shelled en area 

with 3 inches Mor. Own tps morale high. 

24. G-00G2 

dt 121800 

14.7.71 

 

On 120630 hrs. 3 en tps killed at Bhomra area. 

One en bunker destroyed at 121330 hrs. Own tps 

on 121330 hrs. destroyed and set fire by rocket. 

Bhomra BOP area customs check post. Firing 

continued throughout the day. 

25. G-0065 

dt 141930 

15.7.71 

 

Heavy exchange of fire continuing between own 

tps & en tps over Bhomra bund. En cas unknown 

but expected to be heavy. Own cas nil. 

26. G-0067 
dt 150700 

16.7.71 
 

Own ptl sent to Satkhira on 6 July and returned 
14 July. They have killed the fol. (I) Swarap 

Sardar. (2) 
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   Mokbul Sardar. (3) Akkas Sardar. (4) Shafiqul 
Islam of Sarulia PS. Tala all of cmm. Satkhira 

MSC and leader. Safdal Gazi ML leader & 
Peace committee secy. Ezahar Sardar, 

Muzahar Sardar of Khalisha Khali Ps Tala. 
Satkhil ML leader and SSC/MSC. They all 

were responsible for I oting and arson and 
many other misdeed comitted in the area. 

27. G -0066 16.7.71 Own pll destroyed Murarikaii Post office of 

Kalaroa Ps. and brought docu. etc. 

28. G-0079 

dt 250915 

26.7.71 Own Rescue ptl have been sent to Satani & 

Bausdah area since arrival of F.F boys sent on 

23 July 71. Satkhira. Kulia, Tala. Mirzapur 9 

FF boys sent on 24.7.71. One Pty of 4 MF incl 

2 of Hakimpur coy have been sent out on 

24.7.71 still out. Own 1 sec sent in area 

Mohdpur-Bhomra. Ptl still out. One Ptl 

consisting a sec str out for Ghona & Baikari 

ptl still out. 

29. G-0080 

dt 26l 835 

27.7.71 

 

Own tps laid ambush on road Bhomra-Gangni 

and contacted one en Jeep killed one JCO and 
injuring others occupation 231000 hrs. cfm by 

civ source who attended funeral of the JCO, 
and killed one notorious Santi Committee 

members of Farashpur and Srirampur Ps. 
Sarsha. dist Jessore and 14 other members of 

Santi Committee Goondas and collaborators 
of Pak who tried to surround own tps on their 

way back on 240030 hrs. Own tps raided 

Kakdanga BOP and threw hand grenade 

destroying 2 two en Bunkers and killing or 

injuring at least 5 en tps on 252350 hrs. Own 

tps cut tele wire between Bhomra-Mohdpur 

and raided en posn at Mohdpur School. En 

retaliated with heavy fire and, continuously 

wasting approx 2000 rds against 20 rds fired 

by own tps. En cas not known. Own tps no 

cas. Own tps 2 PI str. Holding It flank of 

Bhomra bund dominating 6 SQ miles. 

Bhoinra-Baikari on 26/7/71. 

30. G-0081 
di 271500 

27.7.71 Own (ps raided en posn in Bhomra. Own tps 
fired 10 minuts. en retaliated with at least 3 

MGS and other small arms. En posn was 
raided from a distance of 50 yds. En cas not 

yet ascertained as expected to be heavy. Own 
cas nil. on 262150 hrs. Own tps 2 str raided 

two en bunkers on Bhomra bund posn. 2 
bunkers completely destroyed. En cas 
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   not known. Own tps sec str raided Baikari en 
posn with hand grenades. Rocket-Launcher and 

small arms. 3 Bomb misfired in the rocket 
launcher. It is vere discouraging in the face of 

an attack. En retaliated heavily from all 
directions. En cas not known. 

31. G-0082 
dt 271500 

27.7.71 
 

Own 3 inches Mor taken side liberated territory 
fired on en mor posn at Gangni behind Bhomra 

and also fired on Mohammadpur Madrasa while 

en tps were in parade. SP forces fired 25 Pdr 30 

rds and 3 inches Mor 45 rds. En cas expected to 

be high. Cas will be cfm as and when obtained. 

On 27.1230 hrs. Own tps opened fire on en posn 

few rds. on an en officer whose movement was 

seen. En others expected to be killed. En 

retaliated from all places, like Bhomra. 

Mohammadpur. 

32. G-0083 

dt 28.7.71 

28.7.71 

 

Total En cas by one 2 inches Mor shelling on 27 

July morning in Mohammadpur Madrasha and 

Gangni is 18 cas reported by civ. whose dead 

bodies being carried away in en veh from 
Mohammadpur to Satkhira. One bullock cart 

carrying two on soldiers. Cart driver and same 
ration have been blown up by A/T mines laid by 

own tps on road Bhomra- Mohammadpur. The 
incident took place on 25 July 71 A.N. 

33. G-0088 
dt 290430 

29.7.71 
 

Send at least 2. PI str with Indian LMG and 
SLRs ASP. There is an attack on MG def 

launched by en. Try to send one MG. Please 

send the armoures with Chindi rifle & please do 

not make any delay. Also send 303 ammo and 2 

inches Mor bombs. This is most urgent. 

34. G-0084 

dt 280900 

 

29.7.71 

 

Own fighting ptl contact En. Posn on Bhomra 

BOP last night on 272000 hrs. Cas inflicted on 

the en could not be ascertained. En retaliated 

with 81 MM Mor shelled MMCJ and other 

small arms. Heavy firing continued for the 

whole night. Own tps threw hand grenade on en 

bunkers on Bhomra BOP bund area. Result not 

known. Own tps one sec went out to deny line 

of comm. to en. Cut tele wire at Kathanda 
Ghona Sanka and Gazipur on Baikari and 

Satkhira road. 7947 Hav. Taibur Rahman 6381 
Nk A. Wahid. 1328277 L/Nk. Mokammal 

Hoque. 8609. Sep. A. Sattar were sent on 30 Jun 
71 to blow 
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   up rail comm. between Khulna & Jessore. They 
have not yet reported back. Last info about them 

was received on 15.7.71. 
35. G-0086 

dt 291100 

29.7.71 

 

On 290300 hrs Pak tps one coy str attacked own def 

at the left flank of Bhomra. En came with "war"; cry 
like "Nara-e-Taqbir." "Pakistan Zindabad". Own tps 

replied within 100/200 yds of own posn. En 
suffered heavy cas and finally thrown out by 0630 

hrs. Blood stains have been found strewn all over 

the places. Lot of empty cartidges of Chinese sten 

found lying at toner the area. Own tps collected a lot 

of Chinese empty cartidges and one 2 inch Mor 

bomb. En cas is expected to be heavy. En fired 

heavily with Chinese sten and LMG. En advanced 

after shelling with 3 inches Mor. One N/Sub. 

Shamsul I loque injured by 3 inches Mor shell of SP 

unit which fell short. Injury is not expected to be 

fated but serious. He has been evacuated to 

Barrakpur. Expect repcatation of the attack shortly. 

Need at least 2 PI str immediately with JCOs to give 

some relief to the boys of this coy. 
36. G-0087 

dt 291100 

29.7.71 On 281130 hrs. Own ips shelled en posn at 

Mohammadpur with 3 inches Mor. One truck 
containing en ration has been damaged. En cas not 

known. At 29030 hrs. own tps fired on en posn at 
Mohdpur. En as not known. Cut off tele wire 

between Stakhira Mohaudpur rd. Wire brought 
200yds. En replied with heavy fire at 2820(H) hrs. 

Own tps charged en posn with WAR CRY like 

"JOY BANGLA". En got panicked and fired 

thousands of rds through out the night. 

37. G-0089 

dt 311030 

31.7.71 

 

1. En cas on 28/29 night attack by en own def have 

been reported to be 2 truck load of dead bodies cfm 

by eye witness civ. (20 cas) 2.Own tps made a 

breach on Bund between Bhomra and Baikari GR-

815002 M/S 79 B/13 on 00800 hrs. While cutting 

the Bund en tps opened fire on them with MG. Own 

tps replied with 2 bombs of 3 inches Mor and 

silenced the en. En cas not known. Own cas nil. On 

29 July 2030 hrs. a Bn attack of the en was 

anticipcated on own def. This was based on the 
report of own sources and civ 
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   which said Chat all en regulars have been 
collected and assembled from Stakhira lown 

Sripur, Debhata and Kaligonj and a large number 
of en tps were seen assembling at Bhomra area. 

To fail the attack own 3 inches Mor and arty of 
Sp forces fired on en conc area causing heavy cas 

on en. It has been reported that dead bodies of 
Razakars and Bengali soldiers who are 

collaborating with the en are found lying on road 

in Mohdpur area. They are being allowed to rot 

on the road side. En did not collect these bodies 

for burial. Only dead bodies of Punjabies are 

collected and taken to the en rear HQ for burial. 

Dead bodies of Biharies are also left on the road 

side. On 301200 hrs. en sent a fighting ptl near 

our def. They were beaten back. En cas not 

known. Own cas nil. 

 

38. G-0090 

dt 31400 

 

31.7.71 

 

NK. 6578 Abdul Wahid of a coy has been badly 

injured by A/P mine being laid infront of our def 

area. It may lead to permeanent invalidation. 

Has has teen shifted to Barrakpur hosp. One civ 
source informed that by own arty shelling on 29 

July at 2030 hrs. about 20 en tps have been 
killed/injured. 

39. G-0091 
dt 011400 

 

1.8.71 
 

En fighting ptl tried to probe into own def. on 
010030 hrs 0530 hrs. En fired heavyly with MG 

LMG and small arms. They also fired 81 mm 
shells. Own tps replied with 3 inches Mor & 6 

Pdr. En cas not known. Own cas nil. 

40. G-00-59 

dt. 021200 

 

2.8.71 

 

En fired 3 inches Mor and LMG at 012J00 from 

Bhomra. Own tps replied by 2 inches Mor/LMG 

from Gozadanga. One pi of A coy and E coy 

raided on Kakdanga at 012100 hrs. SP by arty En 

open two pt replied by MG & LMG. En did not 

leave the posn. Cas not Known. 

41. G-0098 

dt. 051200 

 

6.8.71 

 

En digging trendies at Mohammadpur area 

reported. One sabotage party sec str brought the 

100 yds tele were from Gangni-Mohdpur road on 

050300 hrs. One sec fired on en posn at 

Nabalkari en replied by LMG. En cas not known. 

Own cas nil. 
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42. G-0099 
dt. 060700 

7.8.71 
 

10 Pak troops at Gangni Madrasa killed by 
supported arty shell on 012100 hrs. Bangladesh 

flag hoisted at Baikari school on 01 Jul En tried 
to pull the Bangladesh flag on 020800 hrs. Own 

tps fired on en. En cas 2 killed and one injured. 
Own cas nil. One pi own troops fired en posn at 

Baikari on 051815 En replied from Baikari. En 
cas not known. Own cas nil. Own tps fired en 

posn at Sankra by rifle. En did not reply. Genifo 

: En morale very low. Public morale high. 

Public help the MB. 

42-B G-00103 

dt. 081900 

9.8.71 

 

One pi attacked en posn at Baikari at 070345 

supported by arty. Own tps cut off en tele line 

Baikari Kathanda and brought 150 yds wire. En 

restricted their move. En cas 5 Pak army & 4 

Razakars killed, 5 Razakars wounded. Own cas 

nil. 

43. G-0108 

dt. 141400 

15.8.71 

 

Active guerillas 4 each sent to the fol places. 

Satkhira, Tala, Kalaroa, Monirampur & 

Kesabpur. Task given to them to establish secret 

base & kill Santibahini men disrupt tele line and 
electric line. Collection of info about en 

movement and activities Recee of the target like 
br which will be destroyed in the next phase. It 

is suggested that every coy should be provided 
with one set of mine detector. 

44. G-0107 
dt. 141330 

15.8.71 
 

En vacated Baikari area SQ-7906. They now 
reorg at Satani SQ-8709 reported. Baikari BOP 

en bunkers at Baikari one two storied building 

near Baikari BOP where en made strong hold. 

Baikari WAPDA building destroyed 70 A/P 

mines recovered from Baikari area. Own tps 

dominating Kathanda, Khali I Nagar area. Two 

civ killed by en A/P mine 4 civ seriously 

injured. Own cas one FF lost left leg expired on 

131530 at Barrackpur hosp. Abdus Sattar S/O 

Nizamuddin Moral vill. TV Hosp. rd Ps. Tala. 

Dead body buried in Bangladesh. 

45. G-0110 

dt 140850 

15.8.71 

 

En at Mohdpur Latkhola (old) GR-875985 

Hatkhola (new) 86009 Bakal br. GR-998927 C 

& B GR- 953007 Satani (Abadarhatkhola) SQ-
8709 vocational institute SQ-0396 M/S 79B/13. 

46. G-0113 
dt 151600 

hrs 

16.8.71 
 

Own fighting ptl str one sec at 151100 wen near 
to en def at Bhomra. Saw en str 2 on WAPDA 

embankment. Fire opened en retreated with 
heavy fire of MG, LMG. etc. Own cas nil. 
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47. G-0199 
dt. 171100 

18.8.71 
 

En fired occasionally 7.62 MM Chinese rifles 
from Bhomra. Own tps replied by SLR and 

303 Rifle. Own fighting ptl demolition party 
str one Jco & 11 ORs Went to Ghona at 

160100 destroyed Ghona BOP. SQ-8404. 
Abdur Razzaq Dafader of Ghona was killed. 

He used to supply of girls to Pak tps and 
supply our activities. His son Abdul Aziz 

joined MF as Mujahid and stayed in this coy 

about one month. Abdul Aziz deserted and 

joined Razakar Bahini. 

48. G-0125 

dt. 212330 

21.8.71 

 

Own MF. SQ-98 Dominating Madabnagar, 

Ghona Khanpur. Harassing en at Bhomra. 

Our 2 sec at SQ- 8196 harassing en at 

Bhomra. One sec SQ 8195 dominating 

Padma Sankra. One pi at Baikari dominating 

area Kathanda Khalilangar, Chaigharia. One 

LMG with Saumat Hussain vill Kushkhali 

captured. 

49. G 0126 

dt  212250 

hrs 

22.8.71 Guerilla batches of 4/5 sent to Tala Ps. 

Satkhira, Haripur, Kalaroa and Paikgacha. 
Task given to them to kill Razakars and 

collect arms. Disrupt tele comm. Lay A/TK 
mine on Stakhira Jessore rd. Damage Po/Ps. 

D.B. other en weak posn to know en 
activities. 

50. G-0132 24.8.71 
 

En making about 60 strong bunkers at Alipur 
SQ- 9199. En reinforced Abadarhatkhola 

(Satani) posn SQ-8709. About 70 Pak tps 

admitted in Satkhira hosp on 14 Aug 

reported. Abdul Jalil Razakar of Tikripara Ps. 

Fakirhat Dist Khulna surrendered to us 

without arms. Jute is coming to India from 

Bangladesh. It is suggested that authorised 

agents should purchase Jute. About 200/300 

mds of Jute coming to India from Bangladesh 

in our area. 

51. G-Nil 

dt. 240730 

24.8.71 

 

Own sec str fired 011 en posn Gangni bridge 

GR- 842994 on 20 Aug by 3 inches Mor. En 

cas about 7. Own cas nil. Own MG fired on 

moving en at Bhomra. Cas 2 killed. 
52. G-0133 

dt. 242000 

25.8.71 

 

One civ bus and one 3 ton dodge destroyed 

by our A/TK mine at Stakhira SQ-4603 M/S 
79F/2. 3 civ and one police constable killed 

in bus 9 En tps in the dodge seriously injured. 
Incident tool place on 230430 hrs. There had 

been clashes between Razakar and Pak tps at 
Satkhira town 
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   school on 222200 hrs. 8 Pak tps killed reported 
Comder of Razakar bahini Md Ayub Hussain 

escaped reported. 
53. No.Nil 

dt. 260030 

26.8.71 

 

One FF Boy Abdus Sattar who was separted from 

his party member due to unfortunate 
circumstances has returned from Satkhira. He was 

sent on 14-7-71. and has returned on 25-7-71./ He 
is safe. 7 FF boys of Takipur coy were caught by 

Pak army and shot dead near Binarpota br. The 

party fall en counter with Razakar killed 15 

Razakars. FF boys were compelled to surrender 

when ammo exhausted and they were shot. 

55. G-0137 

dt. 260030 

260030 

 

Guerilla parly who were sent to Satkhira on 25 

Aug returned. Killed Amir Ali Pak army 

collaborator vill Rasulpur Ps Satkhira. One civ 

bus and one Army dodge destroyed by A/TK mine 

at Stk SQ-9603 cfm by guerilla. 9 Razakars 4 

Police 14 Pak tps occupant of the bus killed and 

occupant of the dodge about 9 Pak tps seriously 

injured cfm by guerilla. 

56. G-039 
dt. 260030 

26.8.71 
 

One Md Haidar Ali Chairman of Amlala Santi 
committee lias been brought by the FF party of 5 

boys who were sent to Hajipur 9314 M/S 79B/3 
for sabotage works in Hajipur area. Local Mr 

Mamtazuddin Ahamed MPA Satkhira feels that 
Md Haidar Ali was made Chairman of Santi 

committee under pressure and no anti Bangladesh 
activity has so far been reported against him. 

Instruction as to whether he should be released is 

solicited. The above FF party was snet out 21 

Aug. All 5 of them have returned safe. One Mag 

filler lost by them. The party charged gren in 

Jhudanga Tohsil office and burnt down. 

57. G-0143 

dt. 271930 

28.8.71 

 

One Mati Chairman Santi committee and Comd 

Razakar Jhawdanga Ps. Satkhira has been killed 

by Guerilla boys on 25.8.71. Bharukhali Bridge 

GR- 867062 M/S 79B/A has been partly damaged 

and made unserviceable for veh on 262210 hrs. A 

group of 4 guerilla boys sent to Kalaroa SQ-0320 

on 27.8.71. They attacked 2 sentries at Jhaudanga 

br. 
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   GR-921145 on their way back. Both the sentries 
have been killed. 

58. G-0144 
dt 271930 

28.8.71 
 

Own tps fired on en jeep on Bhomra-Mahmudpur 
road OR. 840973 M/S 79B/3. En men 

dismounting from the veh and runing Ptl 
scattered. The jeep has been shelled by 3 inches 

Mor and MG and Supposed to have been 
damaged badly. En cas not known. 

59. G-0148 

dt 031000 

3.9.71 

 

Own tps on 012330 hrs. destroyed completely 

Bharukhali bridge GR-859999 M/S 79B/4 on 29 

Aug. at Bhomra BOP area. GR-800979 M/S. 79 

B/14 shelling by own tps. En cas 3 killed own 

cas nil. 

60. G-0149 

dt 031905 

5.9.71 

 

Disrupted tele poles near Bagachara on 021030 

hrs. 

61. G-0153 

dt 051500 

5.9.71 Own tps sec str attacked en posn on Gangni br 

Gr- 862981 M/S 79B/14. En retaliated with MG 

and LMG fire. Own cas nil. En cas not known, en 

tps pi str tried to attack own defence SQ 8238. 

Own tps retaliated and repulsed the en. SP tps 

fired on en at Bhomra SQ 8397. Own cas nil. En 

cas being ascertained on 050200 hrs. 
62. G-0155 

dt 062300 

7.9.71 

 

NIAMITA BAHIN1 Str 2 PI. attacked at en Posn 

Jhaudanga br. GR-921145 M/S 79F/I. Captured 6 
Rifle 303. Beyonet 4 Ammo. En cas. 6 Punjabi 

Police (i.e. 2 killed 4 injured). Own cas nil. Lost 
one sten Mag and 2 LSR Mag. Own tps 

destroyed Post office GR-000075 M/S 79F/6. 
63. G-0173 

dt 111500 

hrs 

12.9.71 

 

Own tps fired on en tps at Bhomra killed 2 en tps 

on 111400 hrs. 

64. G-0183 

dt 140500 

16.9.71 

 

Gono Bahini destroyed 2 tele poles one KM line 

between Patkelghata-Chuknagar on night 13/14 

Sep 71. 

65. G-0719 

dt 171030 

17.9.71 

 

In a fierce battle between Gono Bahini and en tps 

at Kotabari SQ-8426 M/S. 79 B/13 En cas 23 

killed on 16 Sep. Own cas nil. Sp tps shelling en 

posn Bhomra and Gangni on 16 Sep noon. En cas 

10 dead and carried by truck to Satkhira (.) Own 

cas 
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   nil. Own tps opened fire en posn Muhammadpur 
GR-885005 M/S 79B/13 and Gangni br. 862982 

M/S 79B/13 on 170200 Sep. En cas 6 dead. Own 
cas nil. 

66. G-0189 
dt 18.9.71 

18.8.71 
 

Own tps sec str went to sankra on 180200 Sep was 
attacked suddenly by group of Razakar and Santi 

Committee. Fire exchanged. En cas not Known. 
Own cas one wounded. 

67. G-0190 

dt 18.9.71 

19.9.71 

 

Gono bahini raided en Posn Muhammadpur on 

night 16/17 Sep 71. En cas 6 killed incld one 

Major. Own cas nil. 

68. G-0195 

dt 22.1700 

22.9.71 

 

Own tps raided Kota SQ-8628 M/S 79B/13 on 

200930 on 200930 hrs. En cas. 4 killed. Own cas 

nil. 

69. G-0203 

dt 24.1800 

25.9.71 

 

NB. Sec str fired on en posn Bhomra on 24 Sep (.) 

En cas 4 dead. Own cas nil. 

70. G-02I3 

dt 011700 

2.10.71 

 

Gono bahini Pll fired on en Ptl at Bharukhali GR 

879061 M/S. 79B/13 on 01 Oct. En cas 4 dead. 

Own cas nil. 

71. G-0216 

dt 041700 

5.10.71 

 

Gono bahini destroyed 8 tele poles between 

Madhabkati-Jhaudanga road on 24 Sep. 

72. G-0219 & 

0221 
dt 11.10.71 

12.1071 

12.10.71 NB. raided en Posn Madhabkati 921108 M/S 

79F/1 on 10.0130 Oct. En cas 20 dead 30 
wounded. Own cas one wounded (.) One En 3 

toner destroyed. Lost one 303 Rifle & LMG Mag-
9. 

73. G-Nil 
dt 13.10.71 

13.10.71 
 

En shelled by fd gun on 130930 Oct. at A Coy 
camp Itinda SQ-7898 M/S 79B/14. 

74. G-0339 

dt 25.10.71 

26.10.71 

 

Niamita Bahini. Ptl raided en position Mahmudpur 

SQ-8798 M/S 79B/4 with 3 inches Mor support 

232300 Oct. En cas 10 dead/wounded. 

75. ” ” Ptl raided en posn Sankra SQ 8391 M/S 79B/14 on 

250300 Oct. En cas 2 dead some wounded. Lost 1 

SLR. 

76. G-0342 

dt 26.10.71 

26.10.71 

 

250700 Oct En coy str with Razakars advanced 

towards own def Padma Sankra SQ-8195 M/S 

79B/14 from Sankra SQ-8391 M/S 79B/14 with 
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   arty support. Heavy fire exchanged for 3 hrs. No 

cas. En burnt village Chanbaria SQ-8394 M/S 

79B/14 and fled away. 

77. G-0348 29. 

dt 29.0.71 

29.10.71 
 

Niamita Bahini. Ptl str raided en posn Kadamtala 

SQ-9405 M/S 79F/2 on 2801(K) Oct. Heavy fire 

exchanged. En cas not known. Own cas nil. Ptl 

parly cut tele wire in between parulia SQ-8791 

M/S 79F/2 and Sankra SQ-8391 M/S 79F/2 route 

280200 Oct. Raided en posn Sankra SQ 8391 

M/S 79F/2 with 3 inches MOR support on 

280100 Oct. Heavy fire exchanged. En cas not 

known. Own cas nil. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

---------------- 
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Sl. 
No. 

Originator 
No. with date 

DTR of 
Sitrep 

                    Events          Remarks 

 

1. 13.5.71 13.5.71 A. Mission failed to blow off the br. which was 

given task by coy comd. B. Three houses of 

Muslim League members have been destroyed 

by burning One secy of SANTI BAHINI name 

Hemayet arrested and brought to camp. 

2. No. nil 

1130 hrs. 

16.5.71 Parulia br. has been completely damaged on 

150400 his. Party destroyed the houses of three 

ML/SANTJ COMMITTEE Leaders by Gren. 

They greaty helped the Pak army. The civ of 

locality of GOLGULLIA in great number 
requested me to curve the activities of the 

SANTI BAHINI Leaders. These leaders force 
the public to hoist the Pak flag confiscate the 

properties of the refugees and force the public to 
reopen the school. The public further agreed to 

org JOY BANGLA COMMITTEE. Give shelter 
to MUKTI BAHINI for GUERILLA OPS and 

enlist volunteers to fight Pak army. Very soon 
Joy Bangla Committee will be orgd in my sector 

about 300 people joined us in Joy Bangla 

sloguns in the end. Cas nil. Grenades and 30 KG 

of explosive. The morale of tps is very high. 

3. 21.5.71 

dt 1500 hrs. 

21.5.71 19 May en fighting ptl about 6 pers crossed 

Gangni br. GR-862981 in a jeep at 1030 hrs. 

They dismounted from jeep at culvert GR-

842974 and approached towards old Bhomra 

BOP on foot. Our screen three pets posn at GR-

835974 well ahead of new Bhomra BOP opened 

fire and killed one en. En were scouts. En fired 

fewrds in return and retreated night 20/21. A/TK 
mines laid with one sec near Parulia GR-878900 

Sankra-Kaligonj id. 
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4. 24.5.71 
at 1100 hrs. 

24.5.71 
 

GOZADANGA (.) Mines laid near Parulia GR- 
878900 M/S 79A/15 blew off one jeep on 21 

May at 0930 his (.) Cas (.) Officer one or three. 
One Bus came for rescue also blown off. Cas 10 

(ten) en tps. 
5. 24.5.71 25.5.71 GOJADANGA. On 21 May 71 one 3 toner with 

7 ORs reached PARULIA SQ-878900-79A/I5 
where A/TK mines laid mines exploded and the 

veh totally damaged. En cas seven grading of 

info A-2. On 24 May 1000 hrs. 2 sec of en with 

one officer came to Chaudhuryhat in Sankra SQ-

8294- 79B/14. One del consisting 6 ors sent to 

HARODIIA SQ 8192-79B/14 another det at 

CHAWBARIA SQ 8394-79B/14 for Ptl. Rest of 

en cooking food at Chaudhuryhat SQ 8294-

79B/14 on getting info 2 pis of own tps rushed at 

sankra Chanbaria, and Harodha and opened fire 

from 1300-1700 hrs. En suffered one cas. Then 

en fled away leaving behind cooked food. En 

brought civ clothing with them to bluff Mukti 

fouj. En took temporary posn at PARULIA GR-
879555 79F/2. En reserved at Mohammadpur. 

GR-784894-79F/2. Re-inforcement of enemy 
made from Mohammadpur. After above incident 

about one PI str en came to KULIA SQ-8694-
79B/14 and returned to Mohammadpur after one 

hrs. En sent daily 2 Ptls consisting one sec tps 
with auto weapons towards Sakhipur and 

Khanjia. GRADING-A- 

6. Nil 

281000 hrs 

dt 1130 hrs 

28.5.71 

 

As retaliation to breaching of BUND and 

breaching of SLUICE GATE on River Ichhamati 

reported earlier. Enemy sent one WAPDA 

Engineer to assess the site at 10(H) hrs on 26 

May. Howerver due to the fear of our Ptl en with 

the engineer could not approach the BUND at 

2700 hrs. on 26 May (.) Engineer came to 

KULIA about a PI str in 3 boats they did not 

make any attempt to come further because of our 

Ptl (.) We raided en res pi location at 

Mahmudpur school GR- 874985 at 0300 hrs. on 

27 May with 2 offrs. 1 NCO 3 OR 2 guides (.) 
The CDO groups went as 
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   close as 15 yds of the school when sentry 
challenged us. We opened up fire and 

destroyed a portion of the school by China 
LIRAT (.) En were in screams when fire 

opened (.) En suffered about 25 cas (.) No cas 
in our side except one sten Mag lost (.) On our 

withdrawal the en tele comm with coy HQ 
Satkhira was destroyed (.) En started firing 

automatics indiscriminately (.) Due to the 

breaching fo sluice gates about 25 en bunkers 

near Gangni br has been submerged under 

water (.) This news was cfm by the local (.) 

The adjoining area is also getting flooded very 

fast (.) The cas en suffered by mine explosive 

has been cfm by civ. New Coy Comd has 

replaced the died one very recently. 

7. No nil 

dt 29.5.71 

29.5.71 

al 0910 hrs 

On 290330 hrs. En attacked with two coys 

from all sides En advance stoped. Suffered 

heavy casualty. En is possibly consolidating 

position in New Bhomra BOP area. Own cas. 

One died Sep. Abu Taleb due to 3 inches Mor 
shelling. 3 others injured & evacuated to hosp. 

Required Ammo immediately (.) 303 ball 
10,000 (.) 762 Indian 5000 (.) 2 inches Mor 

HE Bomb 200 (.) 36 HE hand granade 200. 
Fire still going on (.) En using SMG (Chinese) 

and 3 inches Mor. 
8. No. nil 

dt 29.5.71 

at 1040 hrs. 

29.5.71 

at 1130 hrs. 

 

En forming up with a BN. in our immediate 

front. Possible en will launch another 

offensive by 1200 hrs. or later. En suffered 

heavy casualty and morale is very low. En PL 

Comd killed recovered his Chinese VL. Pistal 

with blood. Ownt ps morale is very high, they 

not prepared to withdraw. 

9. No. nil 

dt 26.5.71 

30.5.71 

at 0700 

On getting the info of our task en one PL str 

came to BAICHANA and CHAUBARIA 

about 0000 hrs. made about 10 brushes by 

LMG. 10 i ds of 2 inches Mor HE Bomb 

towards Sankara sluice gate when own tps 

reached at HARODA. After completing work 

of sluice gate the fire was opened by en. 
Seeing the long distance own tps not opened 

fire. 
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10. Sitrep No 4 
dt 29.5.71 

30.5.71 
 

1. On 27 May 71 at 1600 hrs. PI str of en came in 
area Chowdhuryhat GR-828923 M/S 79B/14. 

Own tps chased the en up to Kulia GR SQ-693. 
 

2. On 28 May, 71 at 1000 hrs. En about two PI 
str came in Sankra BOP area GR-831912 and 

made defence. Own tps about one sec went and 
in hasty ambush killed 4 injured 4 en soldiers. 

During the same time 2 sec of en tried to probe 

in to our defensive posn from Bhomra axis GR- 

840973. Own tps about 2 sec chased the cn. En 

fired very heavily. 

 

3. At 0315 hrs. on 29 May 71 en attacked our 

defensive posn with one Battalion (22FF) from 

all axis supported by arty and Mor. En attack 

was repulsed many time. En fired, shelled, 

rocketed, and grenade in our front very heavily. 

The fight continued for 14 hrs. (ie 1615 hrs). En 

suffered very heavy casualty. Local civ reported 

that 2 trucks load of dead bodies were taken back 
towards Satkhira. Own tps after repulsing the 

attack recovered the fol. (approx 350 dead 
bodies). 

 
Caput red : 

a. One capt. 
b. One L/NK Niaz Mohamed. (22FF. "C" Coy) 

c. One Sep. Munsaf Khan (Mor PI of 22 FF). 

Weapons : 

a. Blendacide (A/TK) -one 

b. Chinese Rifle -one. 

c. SMG. Chinese -two. 

d. Hand. Grenade -one 

e. Pistal 7.62 -one 

f. Blendacide 83 MM. rockets-one 

g. V.L. Pistal -one 

Documents : 

a. Civ arms licence form in R/O No 2673096. 

Sep. Munsaf Khan 

b. No 2675643 L/NK. Niaz Mohamed. 
c. Photographs-5 
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   d. Identity card Purse-one 
e. Money Purse with Rs. 4/76 Paisa. From the 

docu it showed one BN attacked because HQ 
COY & C Coy docu have been recovered and 

the BN is 22 FF Regt of Jessore Cantt. More 
than one Coy hast been wiped off. When our 

tps went to bring dead bodies they saw about 
50 dead bodies lying on our immediate front. 

Own tps Morale : Own tps fought very bravely 

for 14 hrs. The Indian army offr. admitted that 

our tps are brave Fighters. Not a single soldier 

withdrew inspite of continuous pressure & 

attack after attack and continuous shelling of 

Mor and arty morale is very high. Own 

Casualty : 

1. Dead :    8137   Sep.   Abdul Mannan 

                   17660  ,,       Abu Taeb 

 Injured:     6572    ,,       Abdur Rashid 

                   7708    ,,       Charu Gopal Barua 

                   6489    ,,       Lutfur Rahman 

                   12376  ,,       Jamaluddin 
                   8466    ,,       Sarwar Mirdah. 

                   15124  ,,       Nanu Miah 
                   18011  ,,       Jahangir Alam 

Two Shaheeds have been buried in Itinda. All 
injured pers. have been evacuated to Badartala 

hosp. Jamal & Charu Gopal sent to Culcutta. 
Due to long time firing many Rifles and LMGs 

out of action. 

11. Sitrep-9 

Dei 2/671 

A Coy 

Gojadanga 

1. One 01 Jun 71 en brought Press 

photographer to our previous def and took 

photographs of won bunkers etc. 2 Laid tow 

A/TK mine at Baikari BOP (GR-796066 M/S 

79B/14). 

12. No Nil 

det090940 

9.6.71 20 Pak army have been killed in Kaliganj area 

in exchange of fire between tow revolution Gp 

of Pak army on 7.6.71. 
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13. G-0010 of 
130600 hrs. 

13.6.71 
 

En str spl at Sankra SQ-9084 M/S. 79B/13 

supported by tps in Bhomra Str 2 coy in General 

area of Bhomra own tps raided Sankra at 

12.2340 hrs. Continued 10 minutes. En replied 

with HMG 3 inches Mor. LMG & SMG. 

Continuous firing till 130250 hrs. En cas not 

known. Own cas nil. 

14. G-0011 
dt. 13.6.71 

13.6.71 
 

In continuation of Sitrep No. 10 dt. 13.6.71 (.) 

En cas. 14 dead. 

15. Sitrep 
dt 131400 

14.6.71 
 

Wajed Ali Chdy Ex-CUC-II of Kalaroa Ps. who 

was working as President of local Peace 

committee has been killed by MF. of A coy on 

12 Jun of night. 

16. Sitrep G-12 

del 140855 
 

14.6.71 En str about 100 conc at Baikari BOP supported 

by one RR two MG. En had alround Pakka 

defence arround the BOP. Own tps raided en 

posn heavy exchange of fire took place from 

140015 to 140230. Cas not known. Own tps cas 

nil. 

17. Sitrep 17 

dt. 141745 

15.6.71 

 

In continuation of No. 12 dt 140955 hrs. About 

20 en killed and one MG destroyed. In 
retaliation en has set fire in the nearby village 

this morning. One of en henchmen a member of 
Jamat-e-Islam named Nur Hajee has been shot 

dead by en on grounds of suspicion. 
18. G-0018 

dt 16.0930 

hrs 

16.6.71 

 

Our MF of a coy cut off the tele comm between 

Satkhira-Khulna and Satkhira-Jessore on 

11.6.71 night. One Sadaruddin Gazi, Secy. Santi 

committee of Shatpara Ps Paikgacha, Khulna 

has been killed by own MFon 12.6.71. 

19. G 0019 

dt 190900 

hrs 

19.6.71 

 

Pak army conc at Baikari SQ-7501 M/S 79B/B 

about one comp. Own troops attacked on 

190100 hrs with mor support. Fire exchange 

nearly 3 hrs. Enemy fled away own troops 
destroyed the BOP & its surrounding area and 

hoisted Bangladesh flag Enemy left one veil, 

which cought fired due to mor shelling. En cas 

is not known. Own cas nil. 

20. G-0020 

dt. 200530 

hrs 

20.6.71 

 

On 191700 hrs killed 2 Pak army when they 

tried to down the Bangladesh flag of Baikari 

BOP. En retr retaliated. Own cas nil. 

21. G-0021 
 

20.6.71 Fol Santi committee members of Katiapara PS. 

Paikgacha, Khulna have been killed 1. Ashraf 

Moral 2. Mahtab Gagi 3. Abul Moral. 
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Sl. 
No. 

Originator 
No with 

date 

DTR of 
Info 

Events 

1. G-0083 

dt. 220600 

26.6.71 Own tps occupied Rajapur BOP at 260100 hrs. 

One fighting ptl sent to Madhabkhali. NO 
contact with en. 

2. G-0084 
dt. 230600 

26.6.71 Own ips occupying Kusumpur BOP. Own ptl 

fired to en with about 30 locals who came to 

clear fd of fire in Goyeshpur at 1315 hrs. on 22 

Jun. Killed one en op. 

3. G-0090 

dt 250600 

26.6.71 Own ptl sent Madhabkhali area for ambushing 

en. No contact with en. Another ptl Jaynagar 

area. No contact with en. 

4. G-0097 

dt. 270700 

28.6.71 One det ptl mined area Rly line Uthali Darsana 

halt sta at 250130 hrs. and Darsana Uthali road 
at 250100 hrs. One det ptl mined Dhopakhali- 

Daulatgonj road near Daulatgonj Ps. at 2230 hrs. 
One det ptl removed telephone wire 30 ft in area 

Dhopakhali-Daulatgonj at 262345 hrs. En 
opened up 262345 hrs. from Dhopakhali and 

Daulatgonj throughout night. One sec fighting 
ptl recovered web eqpt black in colour probably. 

FF. Regt at 261530 hrs. from Nutanpara area. 

Web eqpt contained 2 LMG Mag 5 clip 303 Ball 

ammo. 82 and one Bayonet. 

5. G-0098 

dt 280700 

29.6.71 Ptl sent to Daulatgonj area at 271130 hrs. to 

290600 hrs. One ptl went to Kotchandpur area to 

mine Rail/Road link and disturb law and order 

in that area. One sec fighting ptl had thrown 

grenade in Darsana en post, str 4 at 280300 hrs. 

One M.F. hand to hand fought with the en sentry 

but could not overcome him. En opened up with 

MG from 100 yds behind immediately of 

grenade burst. MF. withdrawn after fire. En cas 

expected 4. Own cas 
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   nil. One det engr sent to Kusumpur BOP at 
272100 hrs. to destroy BOP. Cfm report not yet 

received. 
6. G-00105 

dt. 300700 

30.6.71 

 

Own ptl thrown Grenade in En posn at Daulatgonj 

at 272200 hrs. En opened fire with LMG and one 
rd of vl pistal. Cas not known. One det went to rd. 

Kotchandpur-Kaligonj for mining at 272300 hrs. 
Mine action by civ truck at 281100 hrs. Vch 

damaged 5 civ cas/injured. One det mined rd 

Dau 1 atgonj-Dattanagar farm GR-674870 at 

290600 hrs. Destroyed Mednipur BOP at 300030 

hrs. One ptl fired in en posn Jibannagar Ps on 

300025 hrs. Cas not known. 

7. G-0709 

dt020700 

3.7.71 Our troops mine laid in Uthali to Jibannagar re gr. 

703967 at 012200. Another det. mine laid in re 

Darsana and Chuadanga on 011800 hrs. Other 

party sent Chuadanga to estb base and lay mines in 

between Chuadanga-Darsana Rly line. Other sent 

Jibannagar area and fired but en did not reply, 

other two det set on fire at Dattanagar post office 

and Kusumpur BOP area at 020100 and 9 seals 
were recovered from there and raid vill Kaya in the 

house of Nurul Islam and recovered one 303 Rifle 
No 68L 3640 at 30.0200 hrs. 

8. 0-115 
dt. 050600 

5.7.71 
 

9 A/P mines were recovered from Kusumpur BOP 
at 031130. Destroyed Kusumpur BOP at 041000. 

9. G-0110 

dt. 030600 

5.7.71 Our stl senl lo reaid Kuralgachi U.C. office arid 

post office. Party removed Pak Hag from U.C. 
office and hoisted Bangladesh flag on 021430 hrs. 

MF pit went Harinakunda PS. Jhinaidah and killed 

one Raisuddin and Gholam ML at 301400. Another 

MF pit went to Ghagatalsa village of Kotchandpur 

and raided the house of Abul Hussain an ex- 

serviceman co-operating with Pak Army and 

recovered the fol arms which were hidden under 

the ground at 022030 hrs. Chinese sten 1 (one) 

Chinese Rifle 1 (one) batt group broken, 303 Rifle-

1, Chinese 7.62 ammo 45 ids. 303 Ball Ammo. 58 

Nos. Hand grenade HE 36- 

1. All the captured items were handed over to 

local. 14 Punjab regt. 
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10. G-0118 
dt. 050600 

8.7.71 
 

Own tps destroyed Kusumpur BOP on 050030 hrs 
Another Pt raided Dattanagar farm SQ-8266 at 

050130. Own tps brought one Russian truck No 
085767/1968 and 8 catties. Own ptl fired en posn 

at Memnagar SQ-6301 at 050400 hrs. En replied. 
Cas not know. 

11. G-0122 
dt. 071800 

8.7.71 
 

En one coy str crossed Galadarighat at 061930 
hrs. moved towards Kuralgachi, Sarabari SQ-6000 

and Buchitala SQ-5700. One ptl which was to go 

towards Krishnapur GR-643008 was ambushed by 

en near Sarabari SQ-6000. They halted our ptl at 

070245 and got hold of one Sep Hafizur Rahman. 

They gave a blow to NK Tabibur Rahman in his 

face. He managed to free himself when his other 

members started firing. Sep. Hafizur Rahman also 

managed to free himself and joined his party in 

the morning. Own cas one minor injury in the leg. 

En cas 4 and injured 8 cfm. One dead body 

recovered near Kuralgachi. The fol items 

recovered from the pers of the dead and scene of 

occurence (.) Web belt 1 (2) Baret cap 2 (3) Water 
bottle 1 (4) Pay book 1 (5) Certificate of Pay book 

2 (6) Letter 2 (7) MO reciept 2 (8) 7.62 ammo 1 
(9) 7.62 empty case 6. (18 Punjab. O.C.B coy. 

M.S Hannan capt.) One ML Muzzammel shot 
dead and his house was destroyed by burning at 

Buchitala on 070530 hrs. En ptl which was 
reluming from Koralgachi fired on the civilian 

at 070500. 2 dead one injured civ all are of 

Nutanpara area. MF ptl destroyed union council 

office at Gurdaha SQ-5972 at 070100 hrs. Mines 

laid in Dattanagar-Daulatgonj rd. exploded by cart 

061200 hrs. One boy & one cow dead, carl 

damaged. Mine laid Chuadanga-Damurhuda 

exploded at 05200 hrs. En carrying 23 tps. while 

coming to Damurhuda from Chuadanga all pers 

killed/injured. En dead bodies buried in 

Bangladesh area. 

12. G-1023 

dt. 080600 

8.7.71 

 

Our P/C which destroyed Kusumpur BOP still 

occupying it. Our P/C mined rd Dattanagar 

Daulatgonj at 07300 hrs at the GR-691839, 
691840, 674844 and 674845. 

13. G-0125 
dt. 081500 

9.7.71 
 

En opended fire from Dhopakhali area on 027000 
hrs with LMG/HMG and 2 rds of vl pistol. En 

also 
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   opened up from Kala Field with LMG/HMG at 
080200-080230 left of Gayeshpur BOP: Our tps 

still dominating area Koralgachi. Madna area 
and Kusumpur. En'movement not seen in that 

area. Our another ptl raided Shamkur U.C. at 
080030 hrs. destroyed it by burning also brought 

4 Registers from U.C. Our ptl raided Shamkur 
post office fit 080100 hrs. brought 7 stamp seals 

from the office by burning. Our ptl fired at 

080130 hrs on the enemy agents who were 

guarding br. Near Dattanagar GR-690835 En 

cas not known. En fired two rds of rifle. 

14. No. Nil 

dt. 10.0700 

14.7.71 

 

Benipur Police out post completely destroyed on 

09 Jul at 1415 hrs. Rly br. gr. 686102 destroyed 

on 7 July. 

15. No. Nil 

dt. 120700 

14.7.71 Mine laid Utholi-Jibannagar GR-703967 

exploded. One 3/4 dodge destroyed. 7 Pak army 

killed on 071600 hrs. Big wooden boxes 

unloaded from Rly wagon at Darsana Rly sta. on 

120800 hrs. 

16. G-0143 
dt. 130900 

14.7.71 On 30 Jun 4 Police killed by own tps by grenade 
at 0230 hrs. Rly. Station Master killed by 

grenade at R.S. office. One ML. Leader ABUL 
QASIIEM of Kashimpur PS. Kotchandpur info 

to Pak army about MF. pak tps raided the 
hideout of MF and caught Rezaul Hoque (MF) 

and Ali Akbar (MF) Managed to cscape. 
Razakar forces are being trained in 

Kotchandpur, Barabazar and Jessore Cantt. 

Razakar forces are being trained in 

Kotchandpur, Barabazar and Jessore Cantt. Str 

of each camp about 350 civ tpl plying Jessore-

Chuadanaga. Police joined their duties. Pak tps 

using civ tpl. 

17. G-0134 

di. 120700 

14.7.71 On 11 July 6 Pers. Detailed Chuadanga and 

Jhenidah for bridge destruction. Party not yet 

back other party sent for mining. 

18. G-0137 

dt 130700 

14.7.71 On 120030 hrs. own tps killed 3 Pak army, 2 

Bihari at GR-739084 on Chittra br. near Jalsuk. 

One 303 MK IV Rifle with 10 rds captured. 

19. G-0145 
dt 141900 

15.7.71 Own fighting Ptl at Darsana killed 2 Pak tps. En 
Ptl adv from Goalpara towards Gayeshpur. Own 

ptl fired upon the en. Result. 3 Pak tps and 2 civ 
guides dead. Own cas nil. 
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20. G-0450 

Dt. 161000 

16.7.71 Own tps at Rajapur on 160900 hrs fired upon the en. 

En cas one injured. Ptl party with demolition party 

at Dattanagar on 15 July 1800 hrs. Br on G-685832 

completely destroyed. Ghajiur Rahman Pak army 

supporter vill Ghaga Talsha, PS Kotchandpur killed on 

14 July 2000 hrs.  

21. G-0455 

Dt 170800 

18.7.71 Jilters Party sent to Damurhuda Ps. On 171800 hrs. 

Chuadanga WAPDA Rest house, C & B Rest house 

and Dakbanglow at 171800 hrs. 

22. G-0454 

Dt 170700 

18.7.71 12 en Pak tps infront of civil godown, Darsana were 

killed by 3 inches Mor. Shell on 13 July 71 at 1000 

hrs.One tractor near Rly stn destroyed by Mor shell. 

23. G-0462 

Dt 180700 

18.7.71 Own ptl sent darsana on 16.7.71 ni killed one en tps. 

Ptl sent to Darsana on 17.7.71 ni no contact with en. 

Said ptl collected Booby wire approx 30 yds from 

Shampur. One Rece Ptl sent to Jibannagar on 16.7.71 

to cut off comm.. Said rece ptl cut off comm. And 

collected approx 300 yds tele wire. 

24. G-0465 

Dt 190600 

20.7.71 Md. Abul Hossain, Teacher of Vill Kasadanga PS 

Maheshpur has surrendered with one Indian mine on 16 

July at 1400 hrs. Abul Hossain and another six were 

given the task by Capt. Amanullah of Pak army to lay 

mine in Indian territory. Abul Hossain went back to his 

village on 16 July to bring the other mines. He has 

brought the other Indian mines on 18 July at 1000 hrs. 

Own tps on 9 July 4 mines laid on Dattanagar-

Jibannagar rd. recovered by Pak army. 

25. G-0464 

Dt 182000 

20.7.71 L.Nk. Khalilur Rahman, Golam Sarwar Siddique, 

Abdus Sukur Siddique were sent to establish scret base 

at Alamdaga on 4 July 71. Gulam Sarwar Siddique 

returned back. L.NK Khalilur Rahman formed a group 

of fifty most of Mjd and Ansars. He has managed one 

LMG and 12 Rifles. Khalilur Rahaman and party 

carried 2 Indian Stens at Alamdanga and he managed 

70 rds. Of 303 Ball. Base posn 2 miles east of 

Alamdanga rly stn. Task to be carried out by them to 

disrupt the rly comm. Chuadanaga-KST. CKG-DSN. 

To destroy rd br within the vicinity of CDG Sub-Div 

and to ambush the en. 

26. G-0466 

Dt 190630 hrs. 

20.7.71 2 Indian mines recovered by Pak army from 

Bangladesh laid on rly line at Banpur by Pak army 

agents. One exploded. No damage. Another 
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   recovered by Indian army. After this incident CO 
14 Punjab (Indian) has withdrawn all mines and 

explosives which were in our charge on 15 July 
71. He also suspected that above mines were laid 

by MF. He has checked our mines register. Two 
mines were surrendered by Abul Hossain and 

other have been given to the notice of CO 14 
Punjab. Abul Hossain will be interrogated by CO 

14 Punjab. Abul Hossain and another Rezaul 

Hoque will be sent to SHQ ASP We are trying to 

arrest the culprits who laid mines in Indian 

territory. Mines and explosives will be supplied 

by 14 Punjab as and when required. 

27. G.0469 

dt. 190800 

20.7.71 

 

Abdur Rahman and Ashraful MF. went 

Damurhuda on 17.7.71 & thrown grenade in 

Damurhuda Ps on 18.7.71 cas not known, while 

they were returning back they were chased by 

M.L. men. They threw grenade and managed to 

escape. Own ptl fired Gayeshpur D.B. road en 

posn. En did not reply. Police out post Barabaldia 

completely destroyed on 18.7.71. 
28. G-0473 

dt. 201400 

22.7.71 

 

On 19 at 2345 hrs. own raiding party raided at 

Dhopakhali. En cas 2 injured. Own cas nil. 

29. G-0475 
dt. 201800 

22.7.71 Mia Akbar Hossain, Chairman Ex-air force of 
Tupipara. PS Sripur Magura Dist Jessore has 

established a Secret Base at Sripur, Magura. 
He has collected 17 Rifles and 2 Chinese 7.62 

Rifles. This group consists 20 Army/EPR. He has 
killed all Bangladesh antielements of his village 

Sripur PS and Sailkupa PS. He has brought the 

area under his control. Task being carried out by 

him. Disruption and rd comm between Jhinaidah- 

Magura, Magura-Kamarkhali-Faridpur. Ambush 

raid and harassment of en in the vicinity of 

Magura Sub Div killing of quizling. 

30. G-0477 

dt. 210700 

22.7.71 On 14 July 1900 hrs own filler party killed 

Arman Ali of Lakipur PS Harinakunda. Jessore. 

Two grenades were thrown at house of Dalil 

Mandal of Chaigoria PS. Chuadanga on 17 Jul 

0050 hrs. not exploded. Two grenads thrown at 

house of kosal Mandal of Chaigoria on 19 July 

0100 hrs. Pak army recovered the above grenades 
from their houses. While Pak army going back 

with the 
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   grenade it exploded at Vandrodoa & all of five got 
killed. One Rail train derailed at Alamdanga on 20 

Jul. Cas. not known. 
31. 117 Betai 

dt 220500 

22.7.71 

 

Two Muslim league helpers Abdul Jalil and Abdus 

Saitar executed on 212(XX) hrs. 

32. G-0480 
dt. 24.7.71 

26.7.71 
 

One coy en reinforcement in Darsana college. En 
engaged in digging a canal between village 

Shampur and Shamnagar infront of Darsana rly sta 
with the help of locals. Size of the canal 12 ft deep 

X 40 ft wide. Own pi still dominating area Madna- 

Kuralgachi. Own pi dominating Dattanagar, 

Kusadanga, Kusumpur & Benipur. 2 Antisocial 

elements with one 303 Rifle 5 grenades without 

leaver and 25 rds one soard have been arrested 

from Bhabanagar SQ-6380 on 23 July at 0700 hrs. 

Investigation is being carried out. 

33. G-0490 

dt. 26.7.71 

27.7.71 

 

Enemy approx sixty in number came in the 

Gayeshpur area from Kala village at 251130 hrs. 

En was fired upon by cur sec patrol. En withdrew 

in the cover of MG fire. En cas one injured. Own 

cas nil. Own troops dominating areas Madna, 

Kuralgachi, Dattanagar & Gayeshpur, Rajapur. 
34. G-0492 

dt. 27.7.71 

28.7.71 

 

En approx one coy str moved to Kapasdanga area 

reported. Pak army reported to have asked each 
union council chairman to deposit I(XX) mds rice 

from each council. Own patrol dominating 
Kuralgachi, Madna, Dattanagar, Rajapur, 

Goyeshpur area. 
35. G.0506 

dt. 291100 

30.7.71 

 

2 pi str commanded by Capt Wahab attacked en 

posn at Daisana on 290500 hrs. Sp arms fired arty 

on en posn. Exact no of cas not yet known. Own 

cas nil. Considerable damage done to Crews sugar 

mill adjacent civ godown. Bazar Sweeper colony 

Darsana CUC house. En fired 2 MC»s. LMGs 10 

rds of Blendicide. 2 parties sent to mine area 

Darsana-Uthali road and Dudpatlia vill and 

Chuadanga rly track. 

36. G-0512 

dt.30.0600 

30.7.71 En approx one pi came lrom Daulatgonj at 

Goyeshpur area at 291300 hrs. and fired auto rifles. 

They have taken 6 cattle from the area. En has been 

supported from Daulatgonj with 2 No of 3 inches 
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   Mor shell which landed at gayeshpur village. Cas 
nil. One sec Ptls still dominating area Rajapur, 

Kusumpur & Barasaldia. Removed en tele wire 
approx 3(X) yds. from Shampur on 25.7.71. 

36-

B 

G-0419 
dt. 02700 hrs 

3.8.71 
 

En movement seen at 311 KK) hrs at Daulatgonj- 
Dattanagar rd. reported. En also intimated in the 

Daulatgonj hat at 011630 informing the locals not 
to move in area Mednipur-Banipur & Dhopakhali 

from 03 Aug to 13 Aug 71. One PI dominating 

Barabaldia & Kusadanga area. MF Ptl hoisted 

Bangladesh Hag at Rajapur BOP and guarding it. 

Pak army men intimated locals to remove the flag 

otherwise they will burn their village. One MF Ptl 

sent to mine Dattanagar-Daulatgonj rd at 020600 

hrs. One MF Ptl sent to demolish br over road 

Dattanagar-Daulatgonj rd at 020600 hrs. 

37. G-0424 

dt 030700 

hrs 

3.8.71 En approx 1 pi str fired at Dhopakhali area from 

Daulatgonj-Tungi rd at 021130 hrs. With the 

intention of not allowing the villagers to harvest in 

the Bording area. One PI at Kusumpur area 

engaged the villagers to harvest paddy from Govt. 
En likely to interefere. Own PI dominating area 

Barabaldia. Gayeshpur & Rajapur. MF patrol sent 
to destroy Railway track between Utholi & 

Ansarbaria at 030600 hrs. 
38. G-0426 

dt 040700 

8.8.71 Own PI dominating area Kasadanga, Kusumpur, 

Rajapur and Barabaldia. Own Ptl destroyed Rail 
track at 2 places between Utholi-Darsana at 

040200. They also killed one Razakar when a 

group of 10 Razakars, challenged them while 

returning. 2 MB patrol desrupted road comm. 

between Daulatgonj and Dattanagar farm by 

destroying 2 bridges at GR-690834 and GR- 

670854 over river KA1TEN at 031700 and at 

031705 hrs. One dacoit along with one 12-Bore 

gun arrested by MB on 02 Aug 71. The gun has 

been taken by 14 Punjab. 

39. G-0427 

dt 040700 

8.8.71 Own sec at Darsana planted 15 A/P mines in and 

around en bunkers at Is war Chandrapur village at 

010230 hrs 2 A/P mines exploded at 010700 

injuring 4 En pers. Own sec at Darsana lifted one 
booby trap from jaynagar village at 031130. Own 

sec at Darsana 
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   killed onen tps at 041345 from No. 2 railway 
ghumti and destroyed the ghumli by firing. Own 

sec at Darsana killed 20 En tps at 031730 hrs. at 
1 swar Chandrapur supported by Mor of Sp tps. 

40. G-0428 
dt 050700 

8.8.71 
 

Own tps sec str ambushed along Thakurpur- 
Kapasdanga road at 040700 hrs. to 1700 hrs. No 

en movement along the road. Another Ptl laid 
ambush along Kuralgachi-Kapasdanga road at 

040700- 1700. No en movements from 

Kapasdanga seen. One PI still dominating 

Barabaldia, Kuralgachi. Rajapur and Kasadanga 

area. 

41. G-0430 

dt. 0600 

8.8.71 En seen making hunkers on both sides of road 

Kotchandpur-Tungi near Daulatgonj bazar. En 

also making road block on the road Kotchandpur-

Tungi near Daulatgonj with help of locals. En 

also making bunkers from Darsana Halt station 

Chandpur village on both sides of rly track. Own 

sec at Gayeshpur opened fire on locals and en 

who were engaged in making bunkers at 

Daulatpur-Tungi road 051230 hrs. They 
dispersed. Own section at area Kusumpur, 

Rajapur, Barabaldia are dominating the area. 
Own MB & FF section arrested one Razakar 

Nurul Islam from en posn at Kapasdanga while 
he was crossing Shobalpur ghat at 060030. The 

Razakar being interrogated. 
42. G-0437 

dt. 070800 

8.8.71 Own MF Coy raided Dhopakhali BOP at 070030 

hrs. with arty support of supporting arms. Own 

coy suffered heavy casualty against en HMG. 

MG & Blendicide fire. Own cas dead 5 injured 4. 

Missing 1. 4 dead bodies recovered and buried in 

Bangladesh territory with honour. Fol arms lost 

in action. 2 Mk IV Rifles, one spare barel of 

LMG. one Indian sten mag, one rifle damaged by 

en action. 9 LMG Mag.  

 

En cas not known. 

Dead. (I) 2539 Ha v. Abdul Gafoor. 

          (2)1050 Nk. Rashid Ali 

          (3) 17881 Sep. Mohd Siddique. 
          (4)Ans/Sep. Abdul Aziz. 

          (5)Ans/Sep. Abu Baker. 
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   Injured: (I) 14584 Sep. Shafiqul Islam. 
              (2)Mjd/Sep. Nur Islam 

              (3)" Syed Ahmad. 
              (4)Guerrilla/Sep. Md. Shafiullah. 

43. G-0440 
dt. 080600 

8.8.71 
 

En approx 600 sir came from Jessore in .train at 
071700. Stayed in Darsana halt station and halted 

half an hour and proceeded from Chuadanga. En 
seen making road block in Daulatgonj-Tungr rd by 

felling trees on both sides of the road from road 

track Jn-Daulatgonj-Gayeshpur towards Daulatgonj. 

They also making tank obstacles in SQ-6488. Own 

det at Kusumpur, Barabaldia dominating the area. 

En cas in Dhopakhali ops. reported to be 15 killed 

by locals report. Own tps laid A/P mine in 

Daulatgonj-Dhopakhali road on 062800 hrs. 

Another ptl laid 2 A/Tk mines and 10 A/P mines 

road Monoharpur-Dhopakhali road at 062330 hrs. 

Guerilla Abul Qasem who was lost in Dhopakhali 

Ops. reported back with rifle at 071800 hrs. 

44. G-0444 

dt 100700 

11.8.71 

 

En seen moving from Daulatgonj via Uthali to 

Darsana about 300 str con prising of regular tps 
and Razakars. They surrounded Ut ali market and 

purchased banana and went away at 091600 hrs. En 
seen making bunkers along road from Uthali to 

Chandpur 091130 hrs. En also reported making 
bunkers at Baidyanathpur area near Khalishpur. 

Own section at Barabaldia, Rajapur, Gayeshpur. 
Kusumpur dominating the area. A bullock cart 

came across a mine A/TK at truck in Gayeshpur 

Daulatgonj-Tungi road at 091030 where en made 

A/TK obstacle earlier. Cart damaged and a bull 

killed. En also fired at MF patrol which was going 

towards Dhopakhali at 091030 from Dangapara 

area. 

45. G-0454 

dt 110600 

13.8.71 

 

En reported to be staying public houses in around 

Daulatgonj en Posn at night. On. 102100 hrs. En 

fired one round of blendicide from en posn at 

dhopakhali. En killed one civ at 101000 who came 

near the BOP Dhopakhali in the Shantoshpur- 
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   Dhopakhali rd. One A/P mine blasted at 
101130 hrs. killing one civ. Mines laid in the 

road Shantoshpur-Dhopakhali by MF. 
46. G-045.6 

dt 120700 

13.8.71 En reported to have taken def at Hijalgari near 

DOSTA village. Own pi at Kusumpur 
dominating areaKasadangaDattanagar farm. 

Own PI Barabaldia dominating area 
Kuralgachi-Madna. Own recee Ptl sent to area 

Uthali sta at 111900 hrs. 

47. G-0466 

dt 130600 

13.8.71 En occupying Uthali high school, vacated 

their posn on 11 Aug 71. Own fighting Ptl 

fired on the en infront of Dhopakhali with 

LMG. En opened up with LMGs and 2 inches 

Mor. Own cas nil. En cas not known. En who 

tried to prevent villages of Kuralgachi and 

Shadarbari area from harvesting paddy were 

fired upon by our tps at 121000. En ran 

away. Own Ptl asked Sp dominating 

Kusadanga and Dattanagar farm A fighting Ptl 

from Dattapulia FF camp came in the 

Dattanagar farm area on 10/11 night and gone 
back next day. A Ptl of this nature in our area 

might result clash among ourselves if sent 
without intimation. A ptl which was sent to 

Dhopakhali area at 111400. The ptl reported 
back it 1216(H) hrs. There were 18 bunkers 

arround BOP reported. Bunkers are reinforced 
with wire obstacles and mines all around. 

48. G-0473 

dt 140930 

15.8.71 En approx 100 taking del" posn in vill Titulia 

SQ 6886 M/S 79A/15 reported. Own 

successfully ambushed en Ptl which was 

coming towards Dattanagar farm along 

Daulatgonj-Dattanagar rd on 121230 hrs. 

Place of ambush near Gangadashpur SQ 6785 

M/S 79A/15. Own cas nil. En cas 15 reported. 

Own sec ambushed en approx. 30 in number 

who tried to prevent locals from harvesting 

from border areas at 131030 hrs in front 

of Dhopakhali. En fired 2 inches Mor against 

our 2 inches Mor. En withdrew in cover of 

HMG firing behind Own cas nil. En cas 7 
injured 5 by eye witness. Own dominating 

area. Barabaldia Kuralgachi Kusumpur and 
Dattanagar farm area. 

48-� G.-3476 
dt 15.1030 

16.8.71 En approx one coy came and took defence at 
Datanagar farm on 12/13 night. Army auth. 

Asked civil of Kushadanga farms to vacate 
their houses by 
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   151600 hrs. En approx one PI came Kusadanga 
farm Gokuldanga farm. They were joined by 

another PI which came via Jadabpur farm at 
131200 hrs. Both en Pis were moving in 

Kushadanga farm area were fired upon by our sec 
which was hiding at 131230 hrs with 2 LMGs 

Rifles and 6 rds. of 2 inches Mor. En fired 4 rds. of 
3 inches Mor, LMG and 2 inches Mor. En cas 17 

killed 2 injured cfm by own Ptl which laid a mine 

at Daulatgonj, Hashada road GR-713877 at 130100 

hrs. was blown off at 140800 hrs. Destroying one 

trk with 6 tps. En cas 4 dead 2 injured, driver also 

killed cfm by ptl. 5 fighting Ptl of MF and 

Guerrilla sent to area Rajapur, Madhabkhali. 

Mednipur Hariharnagar at 141800 to 1500700 hrs. 

49. G-0484 

dt 170830 

17.8.71 

 

Own PI Kusumpur dominating area Kushadanga. 

Dattanagar farm. Own ptl at Barabaldia dominating 

area Kuralgachi & Madna. Fighting Ptl Samanta. 

Dhopakhali area at 160130 to 1616(H) hrs. 

50. G-0480 

dt 160800 

17.8.71 

 

Approx 2 pi en from Dhopakhali area came in from 

of Dhopakhali village at 151130 hrs. Fired 4 rds of 
2 inches Mor and assaulted posn from where MF 

Ptl earlier 131030 hrs. inflicted casualty of en 2 
dead & 5 injured. En came under cover of MMG. 

& LMG. No MF Ptl was there. En firing of about 
10 rds Rifle heard from Dhopakhali vill. at 

1522100 hrs. Own Ptl set Barabaldia and 
Kusumpur still dominating areas. 5 fighting ptl om 

MF/Guerrilla pers sent to area Rajapur, 

Madhabkhali. Mednipur Hariharnagar and Tungi-

Jibannagar road at 151700 to 160770 hrs. 

51. G-0490 

dt 181030 

18.8.71 

 

A Sec Ptl laid ambush along road Kushumpur 

Dattanagar farm at 180240 night and fired 7 rds 

Rifle on en. En reacted and fixed para Bomb and 5 

rds LMG. En cas not known. Own cas nil. Fighting 

Ptl party sent to Dhopakhali at 170800 hrs. En fired 

on patrol party at 170130 hrs. Own party did fire 

and returned at 171445 hrs. Own cas nil. Own pi at 

Barabaldia dominating areas Kuralgachi and 

Mad n a. 

52. G-0494 
dt 19100 

19.8.71 A Sec Patrol laid ambush along road Kusumpur- 
Dattanagar farm 182100 to 190 400 hrs. En 

movement observed near Dattanagar at 190130 hrs. 
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   and own sec fired LMG. En fired with heavy gun. 
Own cas nil. En cas not known. Fighting Ptl sent 

to Dhopakhali at 180800 hrs. En not located. 
Patrol party returned at 181400 hrs. Own Ptl at 

Barabaldia dominating Kuralgachi and Madna 
area. 

53. G-0505 
dt 210700 

21.8.71 
 

En reported to have repaired road bridge between 
Daulatgonj and Dattanagar farm GR-690834 ref. 

Material used for reparing br. palm tree and other 

local woods. M.F. Ptl at Barabaldia dismantled 

Thakurpur BOP at 180700 to 481900. En in two 

groups approx 90 were reported approaching BOP 

while dismantling was going on. No contact. One 

sec MF/FF Ptl raided & ambushed at 193700. Cas 

not yet known. 

54. G-0513 

dt 210933 

21.8.71 En movement approx 2 PI str in two gps. from 

Kapasdanga to Thakurpur BOP on 190100. En 

carrying 5 WRLS set reported. One PI was 

ambushed by MF/FF search area Kapasdanga and 

Thakurpur road at 190900 hrs. En cas 7. Own cas 

nil. En kept on firing from Kapasdanga area. Own 
one Ptl sent to Rajapur area guarding Bangladesh 

flag hoisted earlier by us. Own pi at Kusumpur 
and Kusadanga. One PI at Barabaldia and Madna 

dominating area. 
55. G-0520 

dt 220800 

24.8.71 

 

On 212300 hrs. En fired from Dhopakhali. En 

tried to come to Kusadanga farm from Dattanagar 

farm in 2 grounds were looked by own Sec in 

front of Kusadanga farmat 201430 hrs. Own Sec 

opened with 2 LMG and 3X2 inches Mor shell. 

En fired LMG and withdrawn under cover of 

HMG to Dattanagar farm. En cas 3 dead and 4 

injured. Own cas nil. 3 Ptl sent to Madhabkhali, 

Rajapur and Manikpur areas. 

56. G-3524 230800 Own 2 Sec of Kusumpur PI which was blocking 

road Kusadanga-Dattanagar farm was attacked by 

Pak tps on 211230 hrs. 2 PI sir engaged them 

from Dattanagar farm area and 2 PI str came from 

behind via Kusumpur. Own tps fired 4 rds of 2 

inches Mor and 2 rds LMG. En opened up with 2 

inches Mor & LMG. Own cas nil. En cas 10 dead 

18 injured as reported by locals. Own fighting Ptl 

going to krishtapur ghat was reported by locals at 

Madna village at 220800 hrs that one en Ptl 

coming 
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   towards Madna from Kusadanga. Own lighting 
Ptl laid ambush and killed approx 13 en and 

they fired upon en LMG from Krishtapur ghat 
and the Coy str from Darsana by speed boat 

which came towards Madna kept on firing and 
engaged them. Own PI from Barabaldia came 

to Madna and fired 4 rds of 2 inches Mor and 
LMG which helped own Ptl party to withdraw. 

Own cas nil. En cas approx 15 as reported by 

locals. One SLR became U/S as a result of en 

brust. 

57. G-0528 

dt 240830 

25.8.71 

 

At 210830 hrs. one ton veh blown off by mine 

near Baka vill while going from Jibannagar to 

Hasadah. Veh damaged completely. Approx 15 

pers in the veh either dead or injured. Cas 

shelling at Dhopakhali at 220530 hrs. Dead 

bodies and injured pers carried by one 3 ton 

and one amb car from Manoharpur to 

Jibannagar seen by local. One Recce Ptl going 

towards Dhopakhali at 2317 hrs. was fired 

upon by en with rifle from Dhopakhali village. 
Own Ptl at Kusumpur and Barabaldia are 

dominating respective areas. 
58. G-0542 

dt 260800 

26.8.71 

 

One MF patrol sent to mine Dattanagar-

Jibannaga rd at 251730 hrs. One MF det sent to 
mine Daulatgonj-Kotchandpur rd at 251800 

hrs. MF PI located at Kusumpur fired at the en 
who tried to come to Kusadanga farm along 

with 300 locals to take paddy etc from 

Kusadanga farm to Dattanagar farm at 241330 

hrs. Enemy returned to Dattanagar 

farm. MF pi at Barabaldia dominating 

Barabaldia and Madna area. 

59. G-0532 

dt 250800 

26.8.71 

 

Enemy Coy ai Dattanagar farm relieved by 

another Coy on morning 22 Aug 71. MF Ptl 

lifted 8A/P mines from track rd Jun Gayeshpur-

Jibannagar- Tungi rd at 241100 hrs. One sec 

MF Ptl at Gayeshpur fired upon en near 

Gayeshpur vill. En withdrawn under cover of 

IIMG fire at 241400 hrs. En cas not known. 

Own cas nil. One MF Ptl at Rajapur ambushed 
en in front of Dhopakhali at 241230 hrs. En cas 

2 killed. Own cas one slightly wounded. Own 
PI at Kusumpur and Barabaldia are dominating 

there respective areas. 
60. G-0552 

dt 280700 

29.8.71 

 

En approx 50 to 60 reported to have occupied 

Uthali High School on 27
th

 Aug 71. Fol offr 
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   commanding tps at the station as follows. Darsana- 
Major Azam Malik Khan. Capt Mohd Zafar Khan. 

Capt. Hedayet UIIahT Capt Feroz Khan and Capt. 
Zulfiqar Ali. Dhopakhali-Capt. Mutalib Khan, 

Dattangar-Capt Manjur. One det ptl sent to 
Dattanagar farm to find out en disposition and 

suitable opposition on 26 Aug evening. One sec- 
fighting patrol sent to Dhopakhali in 2708(H) hrs. 

No en contact. 

61. G-0555 

dt 290800 

30.8.71 

 

From Kusumpur two sec fighting ptl sent to 

Kusadanga on 280600. En pi came from 

Dattanagar farm towards Kusadanga farm at 

281300. Own sec opened up with LMG. En opened 

up wounded. Own cas nil. One sec fighting ptl sent 

to dhopakhali. No en contact. 

62. G-0558 

dt 

30.0800 

31.8.71 

 

One sec fighting ptl sent to Dhopakhali at 290130 

Ins. Party returned at 291400 hrs. 

63. G-0562 

dt 010730 

1.9.71 

 

One sec fighting ptl sent to Dhopakhali and 

Madhabkhali SQ-6791 M/S 79A/15 on 310630 hrs. 

No contact. 
64. G-0578 

dt 060800 

7.9.71 

 

Own tps fired on en ptl in front of Dhopakhali at 

041130 hrs. En retreated (.) Own cas nil(.) En cas 3 
dead/wounded. 

65. G-0587 
dt 090800 

9.9.71 
 

40 Gono bahini and locals fought against Pak Coy 
at Alfapur vill. Sailkupa PS at 031400 Sep. The 

Gono bahini who came to collect ammo reported 
that en carried 34 dead bodies, left 19 dead bodies 

of Pak tps and 20 of Razakars. Own cas one 

wounded. Captured the fol. 303 rifle 16 Chinese 

amo 7 boxes, one oval identity dise of 1341460 

Mohd Younus. One MF ptl lifted one en mine from 

Gayeshpur-Jibannagar rd. on 081400 Sep. 

66. 0594 

dt 110700 

12.9.71 

 

On 08 Sep 71 Gono Bahini raided at Razakar Post 

Damilehat and captured one rifle with 65 ammo, 

the arms-ammo kept inside Bangladesh. 

67. G-0603 

dt 

I30700hrs 

14.9.71 

 

Own Gono bahini raided en posn Ulbaria police 

outpost 022330 Sep (.) En cas (.) 7 police reported 

been killed (.) Own tps no cas (.) Captured (.) 6 

rifles (.) out of 6 rifles 5 rifles brought and one (1) 

rifle left in the base= 
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68. G-0606 
dt 140700 

hrs 
G.0613 

150700 
hrs 

15.9.71 
 

Own Mukti bahini pil fired on en posn Dhopakhali 
131000 Sep 71(.) En also replied one hr(-) En cas 

being ascertained by loca!s(.) Gono bahini sec str 
fired on en ptl between Nilmanigonj-Munshigonj 

on 092200 hrs(.) En cas not known(.) Own cas one 
local civ dead cmm one wounded on 130130 hrs. 

Mukti bahini and Gono bahini pi sir raided 
Kuralgachi U.C office. En cas 6 Razakars dead 2 

wounded. Own cas nil (.) on 140230 Sep own 

Gono bahini ptl harassed en posn Dattanagar. En 

cas not known (.) On 1318(H) Sep 17 arrested one 

Razakar near Banpur rly stn. 

68-

B 

G-0620 

dt 161230 

17.9.71 

 

Niamilo Bahini ptl Burut Rajapur BOP GR-657945 

on 160500 hrs. (.) Niamito Bahini ptl ambushed en 

ptl pi sir at Gangadeshpur GR-672854. En cas 2 

dead 3 wounded. Own cas nil (.) Gono Bahini 

recovered 2 rifles from Razakars on 040100 hrs. 

from Danki Belgachi under Alamdanga PS. Arms 

kept in Bangladesh base. 

69. G-0627 

dt 181400 

19.9.71 

 

Niamito Bahini and Gono Bahini 2 PI sir raided en 

posn Dhopakhali 673925 M/S. 79A/15 on 180900 
Sep 71 with arty support. En cas not known. Own 

cas one wounded. 
70. G-0637 

dt 20.0800 

20.9.71 

 

Niamito Bahini PI str fighting Ptl fired en posn 

Dattanagar farm GR-690855 M/S 79A/15 on 
192030 Sep. En cas one dead and 3 wounded. Own 

cas nil. Niamito Bahini raided en posn. Dhopakhali 
673925 M/S 79A/15 on 180800 hrs. En cas 12 dead 

Own cas nil. 

71. G-064I 

dt 21.0800 

24.9.71 

 

Niamito Bahini PI ambushed en Ptl 2 PI sir 

Sarabaria GR-600005 M/S 79A/10 or. 200830 Sep. 

En cas 4 dead. Own cas nil. Lost one LMG Mag. 

one bayonet with scabbared (.) Captured one 303 

Rifle. Gono Bahini PI ambushed village Madna 

GR-618005 M/S. 79A/14 on 20.0930 hrs. En cas 8 

dead and one wounded. Civ 1 died 2 wounded. En 

arty bty move from Dudpatila 67(X)40 M/S. 79A/14 

to Khalispur GR-825845 M/S 79A/15. 

72. G-0644 

dt 22.0800 

24.9.71 

 

NB fired en posn Dhopakhali 673928 M/S 79A/15 

on 212200 hrs. Cas not known. Own del thrown 

grenade Dattanagar Bazar 692828 M/S. 79A/15 on 
20.1830 hrs. En cas 1 dead 2 Razakars wounded. 
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   GB burnt UC office of Madhupur-Jhenidah on 13 

Sep 2100 hrs. 

73. G-0662 

dt 

250700 

 

26.9.71 

 

NB PI fired on en posn Dattanagar farm GR- 

690855 M/S. 79A/15 at 230215. En cas 2 dead & 2 

wounded. Own cas nil. GB Ptl at village Kutubpur 

SQ-5(X)8 M/S 79A/10. En pi tried to ambush GB 

Ptl on 240830. Fired. Returned. Cas nil. 

74. G-0668 
dt 

270700 
 

27.9.71 
 

Niamito Bahini laid 4 A/P mines at GR-688920 

M/S. 79A/15 on 240300 Sep (.) Due toexplosion of 

mine one civ died on 240800 Sep and one Pak tps 

wounded on 250900 Sep. 

75. G-0674 

dt 

280700 

 

30.9.78 

 

Gono Bahini Sec Sir ambushed Pak Ptl at Kutubpur 

SQ-5008 M/S. 79A/10 on 241200 Sep. En cas 

reported 2 wounded. Own cas nil. 

76. G-0679 
dt 

290700 
 

30.9.78 Niamito Bahini Pt! Sec str fired en loc Shyampur 

654004 M/S. 79 A/14 on 281700 Sep. En cas not 

known. Own cas nill. Niamito Bahini Ptl fired on 

en ptl SQ-6782 M/S. 79 A/15 on 270500 hrs. En 

cas one wounded. Own cas nil. 

77. G-0682 

dt 

30.0700 

1.10.71 

 

En ptl fired and killed 2 refugees near border 

village at Madna, SQ-6495 M/S. 79 A/10 at 

291235 hrs. 

78. G-0690 
dt 

020700 

 

3.10.71 
 

Own sec Ptl fired on en ptl at Jadabpur GR-667849 

M/S 79/A15 on 020300 Oct. En cas 3 wounded. 

Own cas nil. 

79. G-0695 

dt 

030700 

 

4.10.71 

 

Niamito Bahini Ptl party captured 11 Rifles 

Damurhuda area on 2 Oct 71 from Razakars. GB- 

Ptl fired on en Ptl at Madna GR-618005 M/S 79 

A/14 on 021230 hrs. Cas not known. About 700 

Pak tps Cone. Hansadah SQ-7386 M/S 79A/15 

reported and reinforced Dhopakhali and Jibannagar 

reported. 

80. G-0697 

dt040800 

 

5.10.71 

 

Own tps ambushed en Ptl at Gayeshpur SQ-6490 

M/S 79A/15 at 031230 Oct. En cas 5 dead 4 

wounded. Own cas nil. Marking of dragging of 

bodies through the paddy fd seen, fd dressing and 

morphia amples used also collected from the place 

of en ambush. Own ptl fired at en Ptl at mednipur 

SQ 6281 M/S 79 A/15 at 031245 Oct. En cas 3 

dead reported. Own cas nil. 7 Razakars surrendered 
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   with Rifles from Chandipur SQ-5903 M/S 79 A/10 

on 03 Oct. Gono Bahini killed 6 Razakars at 

Motamaya SQ-0399 M/S 79E/2 and collected 7 

Rifles on 21 Sep while Gono Bahini going to 

Sailkupa base. Rifles kept inside Bangladesh. 

81. G-0716 

dt 070700 

 

8.10.71 Gono Bahini Pil fired on Razakar posn Kuralgachi 

SQ-5804 M/S 79A/10 on 052300 Oct. En cas not 

cfm. Captured 2 SBBL guns. Own cas nil. Pak 

army preparing def posn at Jalsuk SQ-7408 M/S 

79A/J4 and Phulhari SQ-7606 M/S 79 A/14 

reported. 

82. G-0708 

dt 06.0700 

9.10.71 

 

GB Pil fired on Razakars engaged in looting 

village Taranagar SQ-4713 M/S 79A/10 on 301230 

Sep. En cas 3 Razakars dead. Own cas nil. On 2 

Oct ptl raided house of Santi Committee member al 
Kanaidanga SQ-5111 M/S 79A/10. Recovered I 

(one) DBBL gun and diposited to Coy HQ. 
83. G-0726 

dt 11.10.71 

12.10.71 GB ambushed en ptl about 2 pi str Kapasdanga 

SQ- 5606 M/S 79A/10 on 080930 Oct. En cas 12 
dead reported. Own cas 1 dead. Lost one 303 

Rifles SLR Mag 5 (.) GB ambushed en ptl about 
Sec str at Keshabpur farm SQ-6882 M/S 79A/15 

on 081300 Oct. En cas 5 dead reported. Own cas 

nil I. GB ambushed en ptl about pi str at 

Kushadanga farm SQ-6882 M/S 79A/15 on 090800 

Oct. En cas II dead cfm. Own cas one wounded. 

On 092000 Oct. 2 Razakars surrendered with 2 

SBBL guns at Baripur SQ-6284 M/S. 79A/15. 

84. G-0760 

dt 14.10.71 

16.10.71 

 

En pll 2 pi sir fired on Gono Bahini pll at Madna 

SQ-6100 M/S. 79A/14 on 13 Oct. Cas not known. 

En burnt 12 houses at Madna village recovered one 

Bayonet. 

85. G-0359 

dt 15.10.71 

16.10.71 Gono Bahini ptl disrupted en tele comm between 

Masandah SQ-7586 M/S. 79A/15 Jibannagar SQ- 

6988 M/S. 79A/15 on 142330 Oct. Brought 300 

yds tele cable. 

86. G-0750 

dt 16.10.71 

17.10.71 

 

NB ptl in area Gayeshpur SQ-6487 M/S 79A/15 on 

150600 Oct. Lifted 5 Pak A/P mines. Fighting pll 

blown off Pak train by A/T mines in between 

Uthali and Ansarbaria GR-732968 M/S 79A/15 on 

151915 Oct. Cas not known. 
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87. G-0750 
dt 17.10.71 

18.10.71 
 

On 16 Oct one Razakur Surrendered with Rifles at 
B Coy HQ Banpur.' 

88. G-0759 

dt 23.10.71 

24.10.71 

 

Niamilo Bahini pll in area Darsana SQ-6599 M/S 

79AJ14 on 220900 Oct. En ptl str tried to encircle 
own ptl Darsana. After exchange of fire en 

retreated. Cas not known. Gono Bahini attacked 
Benodpur en position SQ-4490 M/S 79 E/10 on 

100500 Oct. En suffered cas. Own cas one civ 
volunteer dead. Captured 4 Rifles and ammo 450 

kept inside Bangladesh. En approx 2 Coys 

slrenglu and Razakars fired to encircle own 

Sreepur base SQ-3208 M/S 79E/6 on 150500 Oct. 

Fire exchange two hours. En cas 14 dead. Own 

cas nil. Captured one binocuier kept inside 

Bangladesh and one en veh damaged recovered by 

en. En approx 2 Coy sir raided own base 

Abhaypur SQ-25J0 M/S 79E/6 on 130400 Oct. En 

cas not known. Own cas 2 dead. En approx 2 

Coys str raided own base Joondha SQ- 9228 M/S 

79E/2 on 080800 Oct. En cas not known. Own cas 

2 captured by en. 

89. G-0744 
dt 25.10.71 

26.10.71 
 

Gono Bahini. 303 Rifle 3 and 2 Sten gun collected 
from local anli social elements of Ramnagar SQ- 

4518 M/S 79A/11. Kept inside Bangladesh. 
90. G-0701 

dt 26.10.71 

26.10.71 Ptl Fired on en ptl Ramnagar SQ-6401 M/S 

79A/14 on 251130 Oct. En cas 3 dead reported. 
Own cas nil. Gono Bahini 250645 spec train 

carrying en tps blown off by mine SQ-8194 M/S 
79A/15 between Safderpur and Anoarbari Rly sta. 

En opened fire after explosion, 3 Rly boggies 

damaged reported. En cas 50 dead/wounded. Own 

cas nil. 

91. G-0706 

dt 28.10.71 

29.10.71 

 

Eii ptl str attacked own base Titudha SQ-7802 

M/S 79A/14 on 241100 Oct. En cas 1 Pak tp and 4 

Razakars dead. Own cas nil. 
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Sl 
No. 

Originator No. 
with date 

DTR of 
Sitrep 

Events 
 

1. G-9.5.71 12.5.71 4 members (tps) were detailed to Sabotage 

JAYRAMPUR RAILWAY BRIDGE on 8.5.71. 
The party blown off the br at 0500 lirs. 2 pers 

returned safely other 2 pers were caught by anti 

social elements of village LOKNATHPUR and 

handed over to en (mil auth): (1) 4797150 Nk 

Abu Taher Choudhary (SSG), (2) Student Md. 

Kzai Iqbal. 

2. G-0001 

dt 151030 

15.5.71 

I300hrs 

One section sir raided at Jibannagar on 15.5.71 at 

0330 hrs. En sir one pi. En opened fire with 106 

MMRR. No cas. En cas not known. 

3. G-0004 

dt 161300 

16.5.71 On 160145 hrs. Rly br. over Kazlakhal GR- 

736969 M/S 79A/14 blown off. One girder 

completely destroyed. Likely to deny in the use 

of rly. 

4. G-0011 
dt 19073 

19.5.71 Enemy re-inforeement at Darshana and enemy 
movement towards UTHALY Rly station 

reported. Enemy fired ocasionally from 182100 
hrs to 182300 hrs in J IB ANN AGAR area with 

Automatic rifles. Own (.) Fighting patrol was 
sent to BARABALADIA SQ-5899 Ref map 

sheet No 79A/10 and another to GAYESPUR 
SQ-6590 of 79A/15. They fired at Jibannagar 

with morter & Automatic weapons. En did not 

reply. 

5. G-0014 

dt 21.5.71 

21.5.71 En (.) Estb OP in SHYAMPUR SQ-6400 at 1030 

hrs (.) Approx 70 pers with three vehicles move 

towards HARIHARNAGAR SQ-6286 at 1430 

hrs (.) En move towards GAYESHPUR BOP at 

about 1000 hrs (.)Own (.) I sec patrol located at 

Jaynagar SQ-6499 and moved to vill Shyampur 

and fired at OP & others. Enemy replied with 3 

inches mor and other small arms 1120 hrs. to 

1150 hrs. En cas 3 three. Own Nil (.) Own one 

loc at HABIBPUR 
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   SQ-6485 & one sec near MEDINIPUR BOP fired 
at army. En opened fire with R.R. CMM 3 Mor & 

MG. Own fired 2 inches & LMG & 3 three 
Rounds of Lirat (.) Fire continued 1500 hrs to 

1845 hrs. En cas approx 20 own Nil (.) one sec 
patrol loc at GAYESHPUR killed one OP at 1630 

hrs (.) En operating with about weapons. En cas I 
own Nil. 

6. No nil 

dt 221000 

25.5.71 

 

Banpur (.) En see of six pers came to Nutanpara 

SQ-6390 79A/15 at 221630 hrs. Own ptl 

ambushed. One jeep captured. Own cas nil. En cas 

not known. (2) Two dead bodies were lifted in the 

morning. Captured jeep one. Fol properties found 

in the jeep. Four letters written by persons of 2 

CDO and 3 COD BN. One officer standard barret 

cap. One phamplate on Energa blcndicide Rocket 

1953. Two other papers. All the items including 

jeep handed over to ‘C' Sector. 

7. G-0040 

dt 030700 

5.6.71 

 

En truck with 40 pers runover Mines laid near 

Ekhtarpur on Darsana-Jibannagar rd. br GR- 

702960 M/S 79A/15. Veh damaged with approx 
35 cas. 

8. G-0041 
dt 040700 

5.6.71 Eii recovery veh while returning after recovering 
the damaged veh from Ekhtarpur DARSANA- 

JIBANNAGAR rd. Damaged by another mine laid 
there. En cas 8. Damaged veh lying near 

Monoharpur SQ-6992 M/S 79A/15. En moved 60 
in No. in Dhopakhali BOP GR-674912 M/S 

79A/15 at 1800 hrs. in 7 Bullock carts. 

9. G-0042 

dt 051100 

5.6.71 

 

Own 1 sec str ambushed near Dangapara SQ-6690 

M/S 79A/15 on 050600 hrs. killed 5 en on 051000 

hrs. Own tps killed 12 en at Dhopakhali GR- 

674913 M/S 79A/15. Own cas nil. 

10. G-0051 

dt 8.6.71 

8.6.71 

 

1. En taken def in Dliopakhali area, reported. En 

movement restricted due to mine explosions and 

casualties. Santi committee members are detailed 

to guard road & railways. 

2. Own fighting ptl sent Jibannagar area on 

080030 hrs. not yet back. Another fighting ptl also 

sent Shyampui- area on 080330 hrs not yet 
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   reported hack. One del of engr laid mine in 
Jibannagar, Kotchandpur area GR-712876. 

Another det of engr sent to mine area Daulatganj- 
Patolia road. 

11. G-0059 
dt 140700 

14.6.71 
 

En loc:- Nutanpara, SQ-6370 M/S 79A/15 near 
Dhopakhali BOP about one Coy. Another posn 

Joyrampur SQ-6706 M/S 79A/14 seen by own ptl 
Own ptl mined in Rly line between Joyrampur- 

Dudgasdia GR-670052 with two A/TK mines. 

One A/Tk mine laid br 68293. Blown off by horse 

cart, horse killed Driver injured. Created panic 

among the local. One ptl sent to Rajapur area 

reported that En instructed locals to cut 

Sugarcanes and Jute etc around Dhopakhali BOP 

today. One ptl sent to Monoharpur-Nutanpara 

area. Ptl not returned. One ptl sent Daulatgonj not 

returned yet. 

12. G-0069 

dt 16.6.71 

16.6.71 

 

On 16 June at 300 hrs. Own tps raided Dhopakhali 

area SQ-6492 M/S 79A/15 (.) In exchange of fire 

own cas one dead and one injured at GR-648938 

M/S 79A/15. En cas not as certained (.) Fire 
continuing up to 0730 hrs. Hut they have seen to 

carry dead body in 3 bullock cart covered by 
blankets. Own tps one missing. Own cas:- (1) NK 

Abdul Matin, dead (2) Nk. Shirajuddin Chdy, 
injured 

13. G-0068 
dt 15.0800 

17.6.71 
at 1400 hrs 

Mine laid at GR-835847 on 130130 hrs. Blown 
off at 131630 hrs. One offr incl six in jeep 

reported killed or injured. Mines laid in between. 

Ansarbaria Safdarpur. One mine blown off 

damaged a Train reported. Train service held up 

Local guarding rly line reported by mine laying 

party. 

14. G-0069 

dt 160800 

17.6.71 

at 1400 hrs 

2 (two) Pak army ptl came to Rajapur BOP and 

village Santoshpur area at 1630 hrs. One MF ptl 

fired upon by at det of Indian 14 Punjab at 2330 

hrs. by mistake. Own cas one dead 2 injured & 

one 303 rifle bolt damaged. 

15. G-0070 

dt 170600 

17.6.71 

at 1400 hrs 

Reinforcement of Pak army in 3X3 toner at 

Dhopakhali area on 160800 hrs. One Jeep & one 

dodge came to Rajapur at 161130 hrs. Stayed up 
to 1300 hrs. 
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   Own Recce ptl cfm the damage of Dhopakhali 
area due to 15/16 ni OPS. En cas 13 dead & 16 

injured. BOP party damaged by shelling and 
LIRAT fire. En rep from Kotchandpur to have 

come to assess the damage. Own missing pers did 
not turn up. Report from locals 3X3 ton veh 

carrying trailer probably pack Gun alone came to 
Dhopakhali area in the morning. Mine laid in rd 

Dhopakhali-Daulatgonj by the cut off party on 

15/16 ni OPS. at Dhopakhali exploded at 1230 hrs. 

Pak army jeep with wrls set have been damaged. 5 

En tps killed or injured. En recovered veh. Mine 

laid in rly line near Safdarpur rly sta. area on 

13.330 hrs. exploded next day at 1033 hrs. En 

trains with Engine and 2 Boggies have sunk down 

in the area of explosion. En cordoned the area 

immediately. En morale is low. 

16. G-0076 

dt 190600 

19.6.71 En about one pi moved from Dhopakhali 10 

Rajapur at 113(J hrs. One section Ptl ambushed en 

at Dkopakhali area. En opened up with 2 (two) M. 

Gs. Own cas nil. En cas four dead one injured. 
17. G-0081 

dt 200600 

20.6.71 

 

Pak army one pi. Madhabkhali area at. 1430 hrs. 

One sec seen in area Shinganagar at 0400 hrs. 
Own tps destroyed the Rajapur BOP at 1030 hrs. 

Own tps ambushed at Madhabkhali. En opened 
fire. En tried to encircle. M.F. del with 2 pi En cas 

20 approx. Own cas nil. Civ injured 2. MF. Ptl at 
Shinganagar. En opened up fire. Cas not known. 

Own nil. 

 

 

 

 

------------- 
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Sl 

No. 

Originator 

No. 
with date 

DTR of 

info 

Events 

1. G-0711 
dt 31.10.71 

3.10.71 Ptl at Goal para SQ-6790 M/S 79A/15 fired on 
en ptl coming from Daulatgonj SQ-6888 M/S 

79A/15 on 291030 Oct. En troops retreated with 
2 inches MOR support. Cas not known. 

2. G-0716 
dt 1.11.71 

2.11.71 Gano Bahini. Ptl fired en posn Natuda SQ-5315 
M/S 79A/10 on 280530 Oct. Fire exchanged. En 

cas not known. Own cas one wounded. 

3. G-0722 

dt 04.11.71 

5.11.71 

 

Ptl disrupted en tele comm between Hanshadah 

and Kotchandpur on 271100 Oct. 

4. G-0724 

dt 6.11.71 

7.11.71 On ol Nov 18 Razakars surrendered with 16 

Rifles near Ghaldari SQ-8217 M/S 79A/14. 

Arms kept inside base. Ptl fired en listening post 

SQ-6692 M/S 79A/15 near Dhopakhali on 

060400 Nov. Cas not known. 

5. G-0728 

dt 07.11.71 

08.11.71 Niamito Bahini pti fired on en movement in 

front of Dhopakhali SQ-6692 M/S 79A/15 on 

070400 Nov. En cas not known. Ptl at Rajapur 

SQ-6694 M/S 79A/15 on 061400 Nov. seen one 

jeep, 4 dodges and one 3 inches Mor with 11 

pak tps moving Dhopakhali area Gono Bahini 
ptl disrupted Rail line between Joyrampur SQ- 

6706 M/S 79A/14 to Chuadanga SQ-7214 M/S 
79A/14 on 060430 Nov. 

6. G-731 
dt 6.11.71 

10.11.71 Niamito Bahini ptl disrupted En tele Comm 
between Chuadanga and Darsana on 0330 Nov. 

7. G-0730 
dt 10.11.71 

10.11.71 Niamito Bahini ptl fired upon En ptl 
Madhukhali SQ-6692 M/S 79A/15 on 090630 

Nov. En replied with LMG and 2 inches Mor. 

En cas not known. Own cas nil. Gono Bahini Ptl 

disrupted tele comm between Darsana SQ-6600 

M/S 79A/I4 and Kapasdanga SQ-6407 M/S 

79 A/10. 
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8. G-0739 
dt 13.11.71 

13.11.71 
 

Niamito Bahini Raided Dhopakhali BOP SQ- 
6692 M M/S 79A/15 on 130130 Nov with arty 

support. En also replied with HMG Blendicide 
and arty. En cas not known. Own cas 2 

wounded incl Capt Mustafizur Rahamna Coy 
comd and evacuated to hospital. 

9. G-0738 
dl 13.11.71 

13.11.71 
 

Fire exchanged with En troops at Sripur on 10 
Nov. En cas 1 Pak troop and 2 Razakars dead. 

Own cas nil. Raided en posn Hajipur on 10 

Nov. En cas 22 Razakars and Rangers dead. 

Own cas one wounded. One en veh carrying 

Pak tps blown off by mine. 

10. G-0116 

dt 14.11.71 

14.11.71 

 

NB/GB.Attacked Alamdanga National Bank on 

12 Nov. En cas 1 militia, 1 police and 19 

Razakars dead. Own cas 1 GB dead. Captured 

about eight thousand rupees and thirty gold 

bars. 

11. G-0742 

dt 14.11.71 

14.11.71 Gono Bahini Ptl fired en guarding br SQ-0304 

M/S 79E/2 on 1123CX) Nov. on road 

Chuadanga- 

Jhenidah. En cas reported 4 wounded. Own cas 
1 wounded. Ptl fired en posn Hansadah SQ- 

7386 M/S 79A/15 on 122200 Nov. Same ptl 
blew three rly crossing lines at Uthali 7197 M/S 

79A/15 on 132330 Nov. 
12. G-0117 

dt 15.1J.71 
and G-0744 

dt 15.11.71 

16.11.71 

 

Niamito Bahini two ferry boats completely 

destroyed at Kamarkhali ghat SQ-4801 M/S 
79E/10 on 120300 Nov. NB/GB raided en posn 

Sailkupa SQ-1521 M/S 79E/2 on 12 Nov. En 

cas 2 Razakars dead. Own cas nil. Gono Bahini 

raided Andulbaria en posn SQ-7595 M/S 

79A/15 on 140100 Nov. En cas 12 Razakars 

dead. Own cas 2 wounded. 

13. G-0784 

dt 16.11.71 

17.11.71 

 

On 121400 Nov laid ambush en posn at 

Krishnapur ghat SQ-6400 M/S 79A/14 and fired 

on them with small arms. En cas 4 Pak troops 

dead. Own cas nil. Another GB ptl ambushed en 

at Pratabpur ghat SQ-6203 M/S 79A/15 and 

opened fire. En cas 11 Pak troops dead and 4 

wounded. Laid A/P mines in en bunker at 

Raghunathpur ghat SQ-6007 M/S 79A/10. 
Mines exploded on 110800 Nov. while en took 

posn with LMG in the said bunker. En cas 4 Pak 
troops dead and 1 wounded. 
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14. G-0750 
dt 17.11.71 

18.11.71 Gono Bahini ptl fired while en digging bunker 

at Raghunathpur ghat 6007 M/S 79A/10 on 

161500 Nov. En cas 3 dead 8 wounded. Own 

cas nil. 

15. ’’ ’’ Ptl fired en posn Gokulkhali 6621 M/S 79A/14 

on 142300 Nov. En cas 2 Pak tps & 2 Razakars 

dead. Own cas nil. 

16. G-0756 
dt 18.11.71 

19.11.71 
 

NB ptl fired on en ptl Golaidari ghat 6203 M/S 

79A/14 on 150800 Nov. En cas 11 dead incl one 

Sub. 

17. G-0761 
dt 19.11.71 

20.11.71 
 

Pil fired on en posn Dingadah 7511 M/S 79A/14 
on 14 Nov. En cas 1 dead 1 wounded. Own 

cas nil. 

18. G-0768 

dt 21. 1 1.71 

21.11.71 

 

Raided Dattanagar Farm 6983 M/S 79A/I5 on 

191800 Nov. Exchange of firing going on. En 

cas not known. Own cas nil. One local volunteer 

wounded. Captured 3 tructors. 

19. G-0771 

dt 22.11.71 

22.11.71 

 

GB ptl fired on en posn Krishnapur ghat 6400 

M/S 79A/14 on 171130 Nov. En cas 5 dead. 

Own cas nil. Ptl fired on en ptl at Dhamghar 

5766 M/S 79A/10 on 191500 Nov. En cas 1 Pak 

army and 2 Razakars dead. Own cas nil. Ptl 

fired on 2 en countryboats at Krishnapur ghat 

6400 M/S 79A/14 on 211330 Nov. and 

destroyed them. GB ptl ambushed at Bahatai 
10912 on 172359 Nov. En cas 22 Pak army/ 

Mujahids dead. Own cas nil. Dattanagar farm 
6983 M/S 79A/15 occup by own tps. Own posn 

Tetulia 6886, Narayanpur 6787 M/S 79A/15 
and 'D' Coy Hasnabad 7386 M/S 79A/15. 

20. G-0789 
dt 25.11.71 

26.11.71 
 

Eale:- Niamitog Bahini/ Gono Bahini. On 21 
Nov 27 Police of Sreepur P.S. QP 3409 

surrendered with 27 Rifle, 303 ball ammo 2700. 

21 Nov about 90 Razakars advanced towards 

Sreepur QP 3409 from Magura QU 3596. 

Heavy fire exchanged. 17 Razakars dead. Own 
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   cas nil. Captured 17 Rifles with 500 
Kept inside Bangladesh. Own cas nil. 

21. G-0783 
dt 26.11.71 

26.11.71 
 

3 Razakars surrendered with arms and 100 rds 
to own ptl Krishnapur ghat 6400 M/S 79.4/14 

on 251400 Nov. 
22. G-0786 

dt 27.11.71 

28.11.71 

 

I en Hav. 'B' Coy of 38FF 7 Bde 10 Div of Pak 

army wounded and captured by Gono Bahini at 
Monoharpur 6992 M/S 79A/15 on 271000 

Nov. 

23. G-0189 

dt 28.1l.71 

28.11.71 

 

One Razakar surrendered without arms on 

280800 Nov. 

24. G-0786 

dt 27.11.71 

28.11.71 

 

9 Police surrendered with 6 Rifles/303 ammo 7 

at Santoshpur 6994 M/S 79A/I5 on 2702(H) 

Nov. Arms/ Ammo kept in ‘B' Coy loc. 

25. G-018S 

dl 28.1 1.71 

29.11.71 

 

Own tps ambushed at Pairadanga near 

Harinakunda PS. QU-9516 on 241200 Nov. En 

cas 4 Razakars dead. Own cas nil. 

26. G-0791 

dt 29.11.71 

29.11.71 

 

NB/GB. En reportedly planning to attack 

Sreepur PS. with 2 Coys. 

27. G-0799 

dt 30.11.71 

01.12.71 

 

GB/NB. Locally org Tayab Bahini disbanded 

by Eagle. Arrested Idr Tayab and recovered 2 
Rifles. Repulsed en attacked at Pairadanga QP 

9517 on 230900 Nov. En cas 5 Razakars dead. 
Own cas nil. Captured 1 Rifle kept inside 

Bangladesh base. Attacked en loc at 
Shankardia Q-09029 on 271100 Nov. En cas I 

officer and 1 JCO of West Pakistan Police 
dead. Own tps ambushed on en at Arpara Q-

09131 on 271600 Nov. En cas 15 Razakars 
dead. Own cas 2 GB dead and 2 GB wounded. 

Captured 7 Rifles kept inside Bangladesh. Own 

tps raided Razakars posn at br. Q-07213 on 

230100 Nov. En cas 4 Razakars killed. 4 

injured and 2 surrendered. Razakars engaged 

for work and arms kept inside Bangladesh. 

Own cas nil. Captured 6 Rifles. Own tps raided 

Munshiganj Q-07725 Razakar post on 282200 

Nov. En cas 2 Razakars killed 10 Razakars 

captured. Own cas nil. 4 Rifles captured. 

Razakars and arms with B' Coy loc. 

28. G-0701 
dt 1.12.71 

02.12.71 
 

2 Razakars surrendered with arms al 
Hasinakunda QO-9315 on 28 Nov. Pers and 

arms kepi inside Bangladesh. 
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29. G-0706 
dt 2.12.71 

3.12.71 
 

Disrupted en tele comm Jhenidah lo 
Harinakunda at QO-9611 on 01 Dec. 

30. G-0715 

dt 4.12.71 

06.12.71 

 

Own tps raided en at Chuilia bridge 0691 M/S 

79E/2 on 223(H) Dec. En cas 1 pak tp 2 
Razakars dead, own cas 1 GB wounded, 

captured 1 Rifle kept inside base. 
30-

B 

G-0723 

dt 6.12.71 

8.12.71 

 

On 05 Dec 1 NB Sep Abu! Kashem wounded 

ai Darsana by en bullet. 

31. G-0727 

dt 8.12.71 

9.12.71 

 

NB captured 4 Rifles posn Razakars of 

Joyrampur 6606 M/S 79A/14 on 080800 Dec. 

Arms kept inside Bangladesh. 

32. G-0728 

dt 10.12.71 

10.12.71 

 

Captured one Rifle at Darsana 6600 M/S 

79A/14 on 091800 Dec. 

33. G-0742 

dt 13.12.71 
 

14.12.71 

 

30 Razakars surrendered with arms on 13 Dec 

at Jhenidah and 4 Pak tps dead. Captured one 

2 inches Mor with 2 Bombs. 

34. G-0740 

dt 12.12.71 

13.12.71 

 

8 Rifles captured from Darsana and 

Chuadanga on 12 Dec. 

 

 

 

--------------- 
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1. G-0053 

dt 220500 

22.6.71 

 

En conc at Kakdanga, Mandra and Kalaroa 

sides. 4 truck pak army reinforcement at 

Kakdanga. Taluigacha and Garakhali. 

Guarding the Bangladesh flag. 

2. G-0042 

dt 221900 

22.6.71 On 211630 hrs en ptl about 40 Pers came to 

Taluigacha BOP to take the Bangladesh flag 

GR- 839103 M/S 79B/13 with heavy fire 

power. Own pi ambushed at 210600 and 

contact with en and opened fire within 200 

yds. Own tps captured one Chinese LMG with 

30 rds. 2 goats & one cow. En cas. 4 killed. En 

failed to take flag. Captured arms/ ammo 

handed over to Dogra BN at Tetulia. Animal 

handed over to locals. 6577390 Sep Abdul 

Wahed seriously injured left side 'of upper 

chest and sent to Hosp under arrangement of 

Dogra bn. 

3. G-0055 
dt 222300 

23.6.71 En 2 Coy str with hvy fire sp attack on 220800 

hrs at Taluigacha area upto 1700 hrs. En cas 

not known Own tps reinforced with more 2 

Sec. Captured one belt Chinese ammo. Own 

tps no cas. Own tps challenged with cry "JOY 

BANGLA". En retreated. Own tps in posn at 

Taluigacha. Tps morale very high. MF. 

arrested one Spy just before attack and he 

admitted that he is sent by en. 

4. G-0056 

dt 230500 

23.6.71 En 2 Coy sir with hvy fire power conc at the 

rear. Fire opened at 0015 hrs. Own tps also 

responded with fire. Own tps no cas. 

Reinforcement sent Taluigacha. Mukti force 

hoisted another flag of Bangladesh in village 

Badiali near Kakdanga. One Sec of str guarded 

two flags. 

5. G-0059 

dt 231700 

24.6.71 En one Coy str at Kakdanga and Kamendanga. 

One pi of own tps at Taluigacha area. 

Bangladesh flag still hoisted at Taluigacha. 

Keuragachi and Badiali villages. 
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6. G-006I 

dt 241700 

hrs 

25.6.71 

 

En Loc:- Hijaldi, Mandra, Kakdanga. En opened 

lire with 3 inches Mor to our Taluigacha posn at 

MOO hrs 24 Jun 71. No cas of both sides. Abdul 
Huq and Mohd Ishaq Molla MUC and peace 

committee secy of Keralgach PS Kalaroa killed by 
own tps 23/24 night. Laid one mine at Sonabaria 

"Jura br" west side 1 mile. Cutting of Telephone 
wire 300 yds in between Kakdanga-Mandra at 

0600 hrs. Own tps no cas. 
7. G-0063 

dt 250530 

25.6.71 

 

En 2 Coy loc at Kakdanga and Hatathgonj. Own 

tps guarding flag Taluigacha Own CDO party left 

for Kalaroa PS for ops. Not yet back. 

8. G-0062 

dt241700 

25.6.71 

 

En 2 Coy loc at Taluigacha area on 241400 hrs. 

opened fire with SP arms. Cas not known. Own 

tps no cas. 

9. G-0065 
dl 251700 

hrs 

26.0.71 
 

One 25 June raid party sent to Kalaroa area. They 
killed (1) Akbar Ali Sarkar and (2) Akhram Ali 

Sarkar S/o Md. Mahtab uddin Sarkar. Ptl party 
collected one Identity Card with photo and seal 

and one Badge of Peace Committee. One student-
Raquib uddin got injured in left hand fingers. Sent 

him to Barrackpur hosp. Coy Comd wants 

permission to dig pacca Def at Taluigacha if sec 

want. Press and TV pers may be sent for 

Publicity. 

10. G-0068 

dt 270500 

27.6.71 

 

4 students left for interior raiding about one Coy 

Pak tps at kakdanga. Own tps opened fire at 

Kakdanga at 2300 hrs. One 2 inches Mor one 

LMG disordered. Another party was sent to 

Hijaldi area for raiding there also started firing. 

Result not yet. Own tps intact. One pi patrolling 

and guarding in Taluigacha. 

11. G-0072 

dt 281700 

29.6.78 

 

En one Coy loc at Kakdanga. Own tps one Sec 

opened MMG at 1135 hrs. as a result en cas 5. 
Own tps no cas. 

12. G-0071 
dt 280500 

29.9.71 
 

En 2 Coy loc. at Kakdanga, Mandra and Hijaldi. 3 
Ptl parties are sent various places at 230040 hrs on 

29 Jun 71. One CDO party raided En posn at 
Hatathgonj. They threw Grenades but none 

exploded. One CDo party raided at Aruakhali 
under Kalaroa. They killed one miscreant. Own 

tps returned safely. 
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13. G-0073 
dt 290500 

30.6.71 
 

En Posn Kakdanga. Mandra and Hijaldi. Own ips 
sent to ambush en posn. One Ptl sent to Kakdanga 

one party sent to Kalaroa-Chanduria for mine 
laying. 3 A/TK mines laid at. Sonabaria Another 

party sent to Kalaroa for blowing a bron JSR/STK 
road. The party also laid A/TK mine in id Kalaroa-

Jhenidah. Party not yet back. 
14. G-0076 

dt 010700 

hrs 

2.7.71 

 

One Cdo parly sent to destroy the br near Kataroa. 

Brojabakh QT-9326 M/S 79F in Navaran-Saikhira 

rd. br completely destroyed. Another Cdo party 

was sent to destroy a bridge at Bansdaha QT9507 

M/S 79F. Br destoyed. Own raiding Party sen? to 

Bansdaha village to kill Pak army agents. Party 

killed 2 miscreants and burnt their house and also 

destroyed some shops one post office. One tpl sent 

to Kakdanga en posn. and opened fire at Kakdanga 

continued about hrs. 0030 0130 hrs. One rifle 

damaged due to firing. Cas not known. Own tps 

intact. 

15. G 0080 

dt 040600 

4.7.71 On 3/4 Night on Jamir of Kakdanga was caught by 

own ptl party from Taluigacha. He is killed. He 
sheltered en tps in his house. His dead body sent 

back to en tps through civ. 
16. G-0082 

dt 040700 

4.7.71 

 

En employed 400 coolies for repairing bridge 

which was blown up near Kalaroa. One Guerilla 
party sent to demolish bridge at Damdama GR-

90823 M/S 79B/13 and 79F/9. Another 
domolishng party left for Sonabaria GR-845223 

M/S 79B/13 and blown off the br. 

17. G-0083 

dt 041700 

6.7.71 

 

En loc at Kakdanga. En came and contacted with 

our ptl at 1030 hrs. There was exchange of fire. 

Cas not known. Own tps no cas. There was 

exchange of fire at Taluigacha at 2600 hrs. Cas not 

known. One of own Muktifouj was caught at 

Baladanga. They took his shirt and money Rs. 5 

and 2 Grenades. After some beating they released 

him and he is back at 11630 hrs. 

18. G-0089 

dt 060500 

6.7.71 

 

One pi opened fire at Hijaldi on 0200 hrs. 

Continued 15 munites. En cas not konw. Own cas 

nil. One patrolling at Taluigacha area. 

19. G-0090 
dt 080700 

hrs 

8.7.71 
 

En loc as before. Own ptl damaged Kashkhali P.O. 
and returned with all docu. One ptl sent Bansdaha 

to 
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   secure and arrest of Pak dalal. Another ptl 
ambushed at Kendragachi and Mokamtala hat 

Cdo party Kakdanga and mandra cut 50 yds tele 
wire. One pi I sent Chanduria not yet back. 

20. G-0092 
dt 090500 

9.7.71 
 

En one Coy located at Kakdanga. Own tps 

opened fire at 2300 hrs. Firing continued upto 

0500 hrs. Cas not known. 

21. G-0091 

dt081700 

 

9.7.71 

 

En loc as before. Chanduria BOP has been 

destroyed. Fire exchanged at Kakdanga Bop. En 

cas not known. Own tps no cas. 

22. G-0094 dt 

100500 

 

10.7.71 

 

En 2 Coy str loc at Kakdanga/ Hawalkhali. Fire 

exchange at Hijaldi 2 hrs. parties detail for 

different task, no action. 

23. G-0097 

dt 111700 

12.7.71 

 

En 2 Coy loc against this Coy fired open by 

ambushed party in between Kakdanga-Mandra. 

En cas 3 (.) Own nil. 

24. G-009S 

dt 20500 

12.7.71 About 5 Coy loc at Hijaldi, Mandra and 

Kakdanuga. Cdo party raided Hijaldi at 2300 

hrs. En cas not known Own tps retd safely. 

25. G-0101 

dt 130500 

14.7.71 

 

About 5 Coy en located against this Coy area. 2 

A/TK mines laid in rd. Satari and Hawalkhali- 

Agardari PO. and Bhadra. U/C office destroyed 

and recovered some latest important docu. All 

are handed over to 31 Dogra. 

26. G-Olll 

dt 140500 

14.7.7 

 

5 Coy on facing against this Coy. Own tps 

destroyed Murarikati Post Office under Kalaroa 

PS. And recovered important docs. Handed over 

to 13 Dogra Fol dalals killed. Sharuf Sarda, 

Akkas Sardar. Maqbul Sarda, Shafiqul Islam, 

Sabdul Gazi of Sharalia. PS Tala, Khulna. 

Ejahar Sardar, Mojahar Sardar of Khalishkhali. 

PS Tala, Khulna. ML leader 6 peace 

committee member and jamat. 

27. G-0099 

dt 121700 

14.7.7 On 12 night own tops destroyed Boaliu PO and 

Bansdaha UC office. Brought important docs 

and handed over to 13 Dogra. Killed peace 

committee Capt Kadam Ali S/o Baker Ali Gazi 

of Panchrali PS. Satkhira. 

28. G-0118 

dt 211700 

23.7.71 

 

More than 5 Coys loc at Hijaldi-Kakdanga, 

Saiani and Bansdaha area. Pak tps digging 

trence at 
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   Bansdah bazar. Own ptl party 1/7 str fired to en 

posn at 1230 hrs En op on a mango tree fell 

down by automatic fire. En cas 7. Own tps OK. 

29. G-0120 

dt 230700 

 

24.7.71 

 

On 21 July. Own Cdo party cut and took away 

600 yds tele wire in between Hijaldi, Mandra 

and Kakdanga. 

30. G-0122 
dt 250700 

25.7.71 Eii str facing this Coy about one BN. Own Cdo 
parly destroyed Akhrakhola and Debnagar Post 

office PS. Satkhira recovered documents and 
cash Rs. 59/59 Paisa. Killed one Shamsher 

Rahman Secy peace Committee of Debnagar 

PS. Satkhira and recovered one Ramdao. 

Another Cdo party still in Bangladesh. 

31. G-0726 
dt 280800 

29.7.71 Cdo parly raided the house of Pak Dalai Asir 
uddin and Wazed Ali. Vili. Akhrakhola PS. 

Satkhira but found them absent. They took one 
table clock, one 3 cell torch and 2 transistors 

and deposited to 13 Dogra BN. on proper 
voucher. 

32. G-0727 
dt 290800 

29.7.71 Own tps destroyed Babulia post office and 
Agardari Tollsil office PS. Satkhira. Recovered 

important docs and 23 civ Gun catrige. Another 

Cdo raided house of Edu Miah secy Peace 

Committee vill Baladanga Ps Satkhira and 

recovered one transistor but Edu Miah was 

absent. 

33. G-0730 

dt 311030 

31.7.71 Own Cdo Party killed Abdul Majid Secy Jamat-

e- Islam Chandanpur U/C & one Chaukidar who 

was guarding the Keralkata bridge on Pacca 

road near Bagachara. Also recovered 1 band 

Transistor from house of Abdul Majid. 

34. G-0731 

dt 010800 

1.8.7 1 

 

Eii Str approx 3 Coys against this Coy. 

Occupied entire area of Hijaldi BOP and hosted 

Banglades flag. 2 Cdo party are out. Result will 
be communicated on return. 

35. G-0732 
dt 02100 

2.8.7 1 
 

En Str against this Coy approx 3 Coy heavy 
firing exchanged at Kakdanga from 012000-

012300 hrs. Cas not known. Cdo party 
destroyed Agardari U/C & Hatkhola/ Hijaldi 

Post Office and brought important docs. 2 Cdo 
party are out. 

36. G-0733 

dt 021900 

hrs 

3.8.7 1 

 

Own parly left July 281800 hrs. retd Aug 

021330. Destroyed Sub registrar Office, Tohshil 

Office and Post Office of Islamkati PS. Tala and 

brought important docs. Another parly left Aug 

011500 hrs. 
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   reld Aug 02400 hrs. Destroyed Kaiba U/C 
office, Chaltabaria Post Office & Panchkaiba 

Post Office & brought important docs. 2 civ 
guns with 10 carls & 9 gramophone records 

from house of Ahainad Hossain Secy Peace 
Committee Kadpur & Hazrat Ali member 

Peace Committee of Goalpara PS. Kalaroa. 
Ptl party of Taluigacha def posn raided house 

of Abdus Sattar Chairman Bhadra U/C PS. 

Satkhira. Chairman absent & his brother 

Akhtaruzzaman who supported Pak army & 

Razakar murdered & house destroyed. 

37. G-0735 

dt 040900 

6.8.71 

 

Own Coy party destroyed Katandah Tohsil 

office. (STK) 300 yds. tele wire cut off from 

Baikari BHM and deposited to 13 Dogra on 4 

Aug. 

38. 0736 

dt 051700 

6.8.71 En str 3 Coys against this Coy. Cdo party 

destroyed Balli U/C and Balli Multipurpose 

society PS Satkhira, 7 members Peace 

Committee of Balli union killed. One fighting 

Ptl consist 1 officer 14 ORs from Hijaldi to 
Gayra and another Ptl str 12 from Hijaldi to 

Mandra and heavy firing exchanged. One pak 
dala Akbar Ali of Nathupur PS. Kalaroa 

killed. One tps raided Kakdanga at 04200 
heavy fil ing exchanged followed by own mor 

shelling on en posn. En compelled to retreat 
after leaving bedding, ammo and ration etc. 

Captured Kakdanga destroyed Kakdanga BOP 

and hoisted Bangladesh flag. One bridge near 

Hatathgonj high school destroyed. 

39. G-0737 

dt 060700 

6.8.71 En str 3 Coy. 2 own parties returned. 

Destroyed Kendragachi U.C and Post office 

brought some documents, destroyed tele 

comm. at Madhabkati PS. Stk. 

40. G-0740 

dt 071800 

hrs 

8.1.71 

 

En heavy cone at Kakdanga school and 

Hatathgotlj shcool str 2 Coy. En preparing 

bunkers and other shelters. They are taking 

posn in between Mandra and Kakdanga. Own 

tps guarding Hijaldi, Taluigacha defence, 

Kakdanga def facing en with in 500 yds. SP 
unit unwilling to withdraw our def. On Aug 06 

one civ helper USHA died by en fire, he was 
a head of us to collect info. Knowing gravity 

of sit he volunteer his service toward MB to 
collect info, and he was doing such for long. 

Recommended monetary help and Gallantry 
award under normal 
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   rules particularly of NOK follows. 2 Razakars 
arrested and handed over to S.P. unit. Nece 

interrogation. Exchanging intermittani firing it on 
from dawn to dark. One miscreant Raghu vill & 

PC). Payradanga of Satkhira killed on 05 Aug. 
He was committing dacoity in the name of MB. 

One civ gun captured from CUC Abul Hossian of 
Sultanpur PS. Khulna. 

41. G-0741 

dt 011700 

9.8.71 

 

En Mandra. I Coy Kakdanga Hataihgonj 2 Coy 

plus, with 3 inches Mor. Arty fixed arty at 

Kadamtala road run from Satkhira, Jessore. 

Panchkayty Br. Near Bagachara, blown up. Tele 

wire cut off in between Mandra Kakdanga. Own 

tps engaged en and exchanged fire from 

Taluigacha to Hataihgonj. En cas death 2 injured 

6 on 5.8.71 En preparing bunkers Kakdanga 

school area and Hataihgonj area intermittent fire 

continued for whole day. 

42. G-0744 

dt 1010700 

11.8.71 

 

En sir approx 3 Coy. Info received from eivl 

source fol en cas. on 072100. 3 killed and one 

injured when firing exchanged ai Kakdanga on 
081100 hrs. due to mor shelling 1 killed 1 injured 

at Kakdanga school and on the same day 4 killed 
6 injured at Bagadanga on 0802030 hrs. own 

squad ambushed at Balla and fired on en lele 
wire caused 2 killed 2 injured. Above info 

witnessed by Mosharfuddin. Gain. Own 
tps destroyed Keratkali Post Office and U.C. 

office. Own cas nil. 

43. G-0745 

dt ll000 

11.8.71 

 

En str against Coy approx 2 Coy to 3 fighting 

patrol from Taliugacha Kakdanga towards Mukti 

Bari and Hijaldi to Mandra exchanged firing en 

at Kakdanga compiled to retreat and tpl party 

lead by N/Sub. Elias Patwari captured 2 Boxes 

sealed 303 Ball ammo 768 each. En cas not 

known. Cdo party destroyed Rajnagar PO. Own 

cas nil. 

44. G-0742 

dt 090700 

I 1.8.71 

 

En str approx 3 Coy. Cdo party ltd. Destroyed 

Langaljara PO and brought some docs, cut off 

300 yds tele wire from Hatathgonj-Kalaroa. 5 

A/TK mines laid at road Hatathgonj-Kalaroa. 
Fighting patrol of Taluigacha at Rewai bazar and 

fighting patrol of Hijaldi at Barali after exchange 
of heavy fire. 

45. G-0746 12.8.71 Baikari BOP occupied two Sec stationed with 
one N/Sub. Wpns. one LMG and Rifle own tps 6 

injured 
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 dt 120530  due to en mines. 4 evacuated to Barrackpur liosp. 
Experienced from Kakdanga/Baikari that en 

profuse mines fds while retreating at least 100 
A/P mines collected and expected more mines 

there. Arrange to send mines detector. 
Reinforcement needed send immediately fol 

arms. LMG-2. 2 inches Mor 1 and auto Rifles. 
Own Coys be warned about en mine fd specially 

while en retreating. Request send one responsible 

man to Barrackpur liosp to look after own cas 

along with addl clothing and money for them. 

Drastic action be taken 4 MF those found absent 

on duty by Coy Comd at Baikari and the sec as 

occurred due to there negligency. Their names 

are aval from Coy Comd Gozadanga. Particularly 

of own tps cas will follow. Request send pick up 

given for repair. As Coy Comd busy in Baikari 

occupation he could not prepare excpt as desired 

by Sec Comd. Prayo time for it. Coy Comd 

requests that Bangladesh should rush money by 

help of Rs. 1000 each victim. This will boost up 
public morale in helping MF. 

46. G-0748 
dt 13900 

14.8.71 
 

Cdo party consisting 5 from Hakimpur youth 
camp was on operation at Jhaudanga bazar to kill 

Pak collaborator Sukur Ali raided as found 
absent. Burnt shop of Sukur Ali at Jhaudanga 

bazar while unloading sten one Hafizuddin S/o. 
Tasir Mollah of Kawria PS Kalaroa received sten 

bullet on the back west by our Cdo. partyman 

and expired on the way to Hakimpur youth camp 

in this operation lost two sten mag with 40 rds. 9 

mm. 

47. G-0747 

dt 130700 

14.8.71 Baikari BOP destroyed by explosive. Bunkers 

could not be destroyed due to A/P mines laying. 

More A/P mines collected at Kakdanga 

intermittant firing exchanging on. One Ramjan 

Ali PS. Kalaroa surrendered to us with Rifle from 

en flank at Kakdanga is well looked after. He 

identified himself as a new mujahid. En trying to 

push through Bansdaha from STK. More en conc 

going on at Mandra and Kakdanga. Srirampur 
wooden br destroyed. 

48. G-0749 14.8.71 On 12 Aug at 200 hrs. consisting 5 (2 Ansars & 3 
civs) a ptl party sent to Abederhatkhola Reccee 

and to cut tele wire. 3 of them with Rifles and 
100 rds 
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   303 Ball ammo, have been arrested by Pak tps. 
1. Haji Mohd Ali S/O L. Hazi Amir Ali 

2. Mistry Zahid Mollah S/O Hossain Ali Mollah 
of Bansdaha. PS. Satkhira. 3. Abdul Mazid of 

Narayengal Stk. arrested. 
49. G-0749 

dt 161400 

17.8.71 

 

Cdo party str 5 are in Bangladesh from 2.8.71 at 

1900 hrs. They have been supplied 2 Rifles one 
hundred rds 303 ball ammo 2 Stens. 6 Sten Mags. 

108 rds of MM Grenade 6 A/TK mines 3. 

50. G-0755 

dt 221345 

22.8.71 

 

On 21 Aug. 1000 hrs. 17917 Sep. Nazrul Islam 

received bullet injury of Pak army in between 

right arms and chest in course of exchanging fire 

at Kakdanga. After first aid injured sent to 

Barrackpur. The injury was of serious nature. 

Regret the info could not be given then and there. 

51. G-760 

dt 250700 

27.8.71 

 

En Str 2 Coy. Cdo party destroyed Dogachia br. 

40X15 feet on the road in between Madhabkati & 

Rewai bazar at 0030 hrs. 

52. G-0761 

dt 250800 

27.8.71 

 

At Kakdanga def. en opened fire on us at 0730 

hrs. on 24 Aug. Fire exchange going on for the 

whole day. En trying to penitrate through Rewai 
hat from Hatathgonj. En str one Coy own sir 45. 

Own cas nil. 
53. G-9764 

dt 282130 

29.8.71 

 

On 270830 to 281230. Aug at night en tried to 

put MF from Rewai Bazar area from right flank 
of Hatathgonj school. En str 2 pi and own str one 

Sec. En cas one died and 2 wounded own one 
Ansar named Abdul Wahid is missing with MK 

IV Rifle. En killed 2 civ and injured 2 civ injured 

sent to civ hosp Saroopnagar. En opened fired 

Kakdanga as a result one teen aged boy got 

injury. The boy removed to Bashir hat hosp. One 

Razakar Spy caught at Hijaldi. He is at own 

custody. Advice what to do with Razakar. Atiur 

Rahman Razakar S/O Md. Moksood Ali of 

Kotabari PS Kalaroa. 

54. R-0778 

dt 100915 

10.9.71 

 

Own tps 2 Sec str. En str Coy location at. Abader 

hat opened fire on 090800 hrs. En cas one Capt. 

Wounded 2 ORs dead and one public injured. 

Own cas nil. 
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55. G-0785 
dt 131900 

14.9.71 
 

On 12/13 night heavey fire exchanged with en. En 
posn Kakdanga and Mandra. En cas not known (.) 

Own cas nil. 
56. G-0793 

dt 141830 

15.9.71 

 

On ni 12/13 Sep 71 heavy fire exchanged at 

Kakdanga, Mandra and Abader hat. En cas not 
known (.) Own cas nil (.) En came at Satani, 

Narayengat, Abader hat and Kakdanga. about 3 
Coy str (.) On 140390 to 0600 hrs heavy fire 

exchanged. En cas reported 10 dead and several 

wounded (.) Onw cas 2 local civs wounded by 

sheling. 

57. G-0715 

dt 011100 

1.10.71 

 

En conc one Bn at Hataihgonj & Baliadanga on 

301600 hrs. GR-8716/8616. 

58. G-0718 

dt 50700 

5.10.71 

 

Own tps ambushed en ptl near Kakdanga GR 

851173 M/S 79B/13 on 032300 hrs to 040300 

Oct. Hy fire exchanged. En cas 6 dead 5 wounded 

own cas nil. On 040200 ambushed en ptl 

Sonabaria/ Mandra area by fire exchange. En cas 

7 dead Own cas nil. 

59. G-0722 

dt 072100 

8.10.71 

 

Gono Bahini Ptl arrested 4 Razakars at 894275 

M/S 79F/1 on 06 Oct 71. Captured 3 Rifles. 

Razakars handed over to SP unit. 
60. G-0730 

dt 
14.10.71 

16.10.71 

 

NB Ambushed en ptl at Baksha SQ-8719 M/S 

79B/13 on 131400 Oct. En cas 4 dead 2 wounded. 

61. G-0731 
dt 

15.10.71 

16.10.71 
 

SP unit shelled Ramkrishnapur SQ-8438 M/S 
7918/13 on 142000 hrs. En cas 5 dead while they 

engaged digging. 
62. E-5/88/R 

dt 

15.10.71 

17.10.71 

 

G.B 110115 Oct raided Satkhira PI pump and 

destroyed meter box. Same night another party 

laid mine at Chayghoria rd Satkhira-Kalaroa SQ-

9308 M/S 769/1 One en veh going to Kalaroa hit 

mine 110355 Oct. En cas 8 dead including one 

Major and 3 wounded. Own cas nil. En killed 3 

local civs and burnt 4 houses at Rasulpur SQ-9304 

M/S 796/2 and Kashempur SQ-7405 M/S 19/F/2. 

Raided house of Daud Ali Sardar village 

Bawkhola SQ-830 M/S 79B/130030 Oct. 

Recovered 6 rifles and one SLR. Wpns brought 

back. 

63. G-0735 19.10.71 Gono bahini ambushed en approach Chirabazar 

under Kashabpur PS. on 13 Oct. Heavy fire 
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 dt 
18.10.71 

 exchanged. En cas 40 Razakars dead. Own cas nil. 

64. G-0737 
dt 

20.10.71 

20.10.71 
 

One Razakar surrendered with one Rifle on 20 
Oct. 

65. G-0741 

dt 
21.10.71 

22.10.71 

 

NB ptl fired on en ptl Ramkrishnapur GR-843225 

M/S 79B/13 on-213300 Oct. En cas 2 dead 4 
wounded. En burnt 23 civ house at 

Ramkrishnapur. 

66. G-0753 

dt 

26.10.71 

27.10.71 

 

Special sitrep. On 261300 Oct en shelled own 

camp Halimpur by 25 Pounder. Own cas one 

slight wounded. Local civ 2 dead 5 wounded. 

Injured pers evacuated to hospital. 

67. G-0752 

dt 

26.10.71 

26.10.71 

 

3 Razakars surrendered with arms & ammo, on 

Oct. 

68. G-0775 

dt 

27.10.71 

27.10.71 

 

Gono bahini. One Gono Bahini captured by en 

260700 Oct. 

 

 

 

----------------- 
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Sl 
No 
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No with 

date 

DTR of 
Info 

Events 
 

1. G-0025 

dt 030500 

4.6.71 

at 1030 
hrs 

Own fighting ptl was sent Taluigacha BOP area 

between 022230 hrs and 030400 hrs. 
TALUIGACHA BOP completely burnt to ashes 

and destroyed the standing Marchas. One veteran 
ML worker and well- wisher of Punjabi Muslim 

Sardar of Taluigacha captured and taken to 
custody for interrogation and N/A. Ptl returned 

safely. No firing during OPS. Learnt that about 

50 str incl. some Punjabis are in Kakdanga BOP 

and free primary school area. They are 

constructing bunkers. They are reported to be 

looting the moveable properties of evacuees from 

the village. Bhadiali, Kenragachi, Gara Khali and 

Bagadanga. 

2. G-0027 

dt 050800 

6.6.71 

at 1800 

hrs 

A recee ptl was sent in area KENRAGACH1, 

REWAI and HAWALKHAL1 between 040430 

and 041645 hrs. Learnt that on 03 Jun between 

1100 hrs. and 1230 hrs. en ptl str 10/12 visited 

HAWALKHALI and forcibly taken away 13 

KHASHIS. They came on foot from Kalaroa 
side. Another ptl out towards KUSHKHALI area 

on 04040 hrs.-041930 hrs. No en found. En ptl 
visited Kushkhali BOP area twice during last 

week. 
3. G-0044 

dt 191000 

12.6.71 

 

Enemy about one coy at Kakdanga area with 3 

inches Mor and H.M.G. Own troops opened fire 
from 0130 hrs to 0315 hrs. Enemy cas is not 

known. Own cas nil. 

4. G-0045 

dt 191100 

20.6.71 

 

Own troops hoisted Bangladesh flag at Garakhali 

near Kakdanga BOP. Own tps guarding the flag. 

About a section of Pak army advanced near the 

flag and opened fire. On exchange of firing as a 

result three Pak army died on the spot. Own tps 

in position. En bullets came inside Indian 

territory. 
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5. G-0047 
dt 

20.6.71 

20.6.71 
 

En 2 pi at Aijani with supporting arms. Own ptl sent 
to Hijaldi from 192200 hrs. to 0500 hrs. En contacted 

192310 and opened fire at once. En also responded 
and opened fire. Cas not known. Own tps guarding 

Bangladesh flag at Garakhali. En opened fire at 2300 
hrs. near the flag but en could not touch the flag and 

had to retreat. 
6. G-0089 

dt 

201700 

21.6.71 

 

2 pi en at Hijaldi. Ambushed one sec at 0730 hrs. 

and heard 2 rd fire. Details not yet received. One sec 

left for Taluigacha at 0900 hrs. Reinforced another 

section at 1200 hrs. Own tps hoisted Bangladesh flag 

in Taluigacha BOP and guarded Garakhali flag also. 

7. G-0050 

dt 

21.0500 

21.6.71 

 

En about 100 at Hijaldi with heavy fire posn. Own 

tps left at 202130 and opened fire at 0145 hrs. Own 

tps withdrawn 0200 hrs. Own tps no cas. En cas not 

know. Tps guarded Bangladesh flag. 

 

 

 

 

----------------- 
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Sl 

No 
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No with 
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DTR of 

Info 
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1. G-0345 

dt 140940 

15.9.71 

 

Mukti Bahini chased by Pak gunboat at 

Harinagar on 13 Sep 71(.) Sank one gunboat & 

3 launches (.) En cas 7 Pak tps killed. Fight 

continued for 5 hrs. 

2. G-0356 

dt271600 

27.9.71 

 

Niamito Bahini (.) Pak tps tried to advance 

towards Uksha SQ-8868 M/S. 79F/3 on 262300 

Sep and 270530 Sep(.) Heavy fire exchanged (.) 

En cas 20 dead/ wounded (.) Own cas nil (.) 

Captured 3 Chinese rifles. 

3. G-0359 

dt012015 

2.10.71 En one Bn reinforced at Kaligonj SQ-9071 M/S. 

79F/3 and Basantapur SQ-8772 M/S. 79F/3. 

Exchange of fire started at 1600 hrs. and still 
continuing. One Bring Commanding Pak tps. 

4. G-0364 
dt 040800 

4.10.71 
 

Own tps faught with en on 28 Sep at Kaligonj 
SQ-9071 M/S. 79F/3 and Uksha SQ-8868 M/S. 

79. En cas 81 Pak tps and Razakars dead. Own 
cas nil. 

5. G-0370 
dt 10.10.71 

11.10.71 
 

NB ambushed en ptl at Dudli br 649932 M/S. 
79F/3 on 091030 Oct. En cas 12 dead. Own cas 

nil. En loc Shyamnagar 1 pi of Baluch regt Plus 
150 Razakars. 

6. G-0380 

dt 22.10.71 

22.10.71 

 

En tps pi str and four pi str Razakars tried to 

proceed in area Naikali in own base Nurnagar 

on 22 Oct. Own laid ambush on en. En cas 3 

dead and 15 Razakars wounded. En fall back. 

7. G-0383 

dt 25.10.71 

26.10.7 

 

ptl fired en tps Batshala SQ-8390 M/S. 79B/14 

on 250400 Oct. En cas not known. Own cas nil. 

8. G-0382 

dt 25.10.71 

26.10.71 

 

Spl mission. Own tps attacked PNS Lalsira adn 

two burges 180555 Oct at Kaira river 

Sunderban. Lalsira and 1 burge sunk. 1 burge 

badly damaged. 
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9. G-0390 
dt 26.10.71 

27.10.71 
 

Gono Bahini. Attacked Bhedarganj RQ 5762 
M/S 79/C Madaripur on 04 Oct. En cas 170 Pak 

ips dead incl Razakars. Own cas one dead, 
captured 200 Chinese rifles, 2 LMGs. 303 rifles 

11 kept inside Bangladesh. 
10. G-039I 

dt 26.10.71 

27.10.71 

 

Raiding party encountered en tps Sankhra SQ-

8391 M/S. 79B/14 on 261610 oct. Heavy fire 
exchanged 4 hrs. En cas 8 dead. Own cas one 

dead. 

11. G-0395 

dt 29.10.71 

28.10.71 

 

Niamito Bahini ambushed at Ratanpur. En cas 2 

dead One Razakar captured with rifle on 27 Oct. 

12. G-0396 

dt 29.10.71 

29.10.71 

 

Niamito Bahini raided Shyamnagar Police station 

SQ 9958 M/S. 79F/3 on 262300 Oct. En cas 4 

Pak tps and 13 Razakars dead. Captured 1 Rifle. 

Own cas nil. 

 

 

----------------- 
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1. 1 

dt 14.1030 

141039 

hrs. 

Ambush in area SQ-S444 M/S 79A/16 between 

DTG 13.2200 hrs. to 140300 hrs. No en 
contacted. 

2. 2 
dt 151100 

15.5.71 
 

Destroyed culvert GR-870740 and 855705 
79A/15 between 150200 hrs. and 150300 hrs. 

3. No. nil 

dt 22.5.71 

22.5.71 

 

Bridge at Gourpara GR-S49527 M/S 79A/16 

blown off at 220200 hrs. Br at Bahadurpur GR-

79250 M/S 79A/16 blown off at 220400 hrs. 

4. No. Nil 

dt 040700 
hrs. 

5.6.71 

 

En pi posn raided at Maslia SQ-8566 M/S 

79A/16. En cas 8 to 10 (.) Own cas one injured 

(Le.) Capt. Sharif received minor bullet injury in 

the middle finger of right hand during op. 

5. No. Nil 

dt051400 

5.6.71 On 4/5 night at 2130 hrs. destroyed Br at 

Poukhia GR-849583 M/S 79A/I6. 

6. No. nil 

dt 12.6.71 

12.6.71 

dt 1500 
 

MMG 3 inches Mor 4 inches Mor firing is 

continuing heavily on the broder from 1430 hrs. 

7. G-0368 

dt 15.11.71 

16.11.71 

 

On 151005 Nov en fired on own def Bhomra. 

Own cas 1 wounded. 

8. G-0371 

dt 17.11.71 

18.11.71 

 

Niamito Bahini. En fired 3 inches Mor on own 

posn Pairadanga 8683 M/S 79B/14 on 171130 

Nov. No cas. Blown off house of one veteran 

dalal on 142300 Nov. Blown one private bus 

containing 38 Razakars and 2 Pak tps. Reported 

38 dead 2 wounded. 

9. G-0373 

dt 19.11.71 

20.11.71 

 

Own 3 inches Mor fired en defence at Bhomra 

on 161130 Nov. En cas 5 dead. Own cas nil. 

10. G-0375 

dl 19.1 1.71 

20.11.71 

 

14 Nov Pak army butchered 2 local civs at Satani 

866082 M/S 79B/13. One 10 year old boy buried 

alive by Pak army on 8 Nov. at Satani. One 

doctor has been burnt at his house by Pak army 

at Baichana 
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   14930 M/S 79B/14 on 8 Nov. On 5 Nov Pak 
army butchercd 12 local civs and buried at 

baichana 845934 M/S 79B/4. A large number 
of houses also burnt to ashes in the same area. 

11. G-0379 
dt 21.11.71 

22.11.71 
 

Niamito Bahini. Own 3 inches Mor shelled en 
posn Bhomra 841974 M/S 79B/13 on 211600 

Nov. En cas 13 dead. Occupied Bhomra. 
Captured lot of ammo. Captured following 

ammo. 7.62 ammo (Chinese) 2666 ids. 7.62 

ammo Chinese (MMG) 530 rds. plastic A/P 

mines 24. TNT slab 14. RR shell 6. Chinese 

rocket bomb 5. Tele wire 5 KM. 

12. G-0383 

dt 23.11.71 

23.11.71 

 

231000 Nov en shelled on own posn Bhomra 

848975 M/S 79B/14. Own cas 1 wounded. 

13. G-0386 

dt 23.11.71 

24.11.71 

 

On night 22/23 Nov Gono Bahini blown off 2 

bridges in between Satkhira and 

Mohammadpur. On night 21/22 Nov Gono 

Bahini attacked one en jeep on road Satkhira-

Jessore. En cas 3 dead incl one Capt. 

14. G-393 

dt 25.11.71 

26.11.71 

 

Ptl fired on en posn Sreerampur 8694 M/S 

79B/4 on 251530 Nov. Own tps Kulia 8693 

M/S 79B/4 also pressured on en posn. En cas 
not known. 

15. G-0391 
dt 25.11.71 

26.11.71 
 

Blown up br 889992 M/S 79F/2 en 240005 
Nov. 

16. G-0394 

dt 26.11.71 

27.11.71 

 

Own 3 inches MOR fired on en posn Alipur 

9099 M/S 79F/2 on 2614103 Nov. Cas not 
known. Own tps fired on en posn 

Mohammadpur 8798 M/S 79B/14 and Gangni 
6136 M/S 79A/14 on 260030 Nov. En also 

replied by 25 pounder. En cas not known. 

Own cas nil. Own tps ptl fired on en posn 

Nabatkati 8597 M/S 79B/14 on 260030 Nov. 

Cas not known. Own cas nil. 

17. G-0396 

dt 30.11.71 

30.11.71 

 

Own tps attacked en posn Nabatkati 8597 M/S 

79A/14 on 300630 Nov. En cas not known. 

Own cas 3 NB died and 2 NB wounded. 

18. G-0414 

dt 10.12.71 

13.12.71 

 

93 Razakars were killed by Coy GB on 

091800 Dec. at Kapilniari Q-22393. They 

were besiezed 4 days but they requested to 

surrender. 
 

------------ 
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1. G-0028 

dt 060800 

hrs 

6.6.71 

 

Own tps raid carried out a Gobindakati and 

Jhaudanga on 052030 and 060500 hrs. 4 vatcran 

Pak army agents have been killed : Mukhtar Sk. 

Anisuddin, Barik Sk and Shiraj of Gobindakati. 

On their instigation Pak army brutally killed 

about 150 refugees on their way to India. They 

also looted. Own side on cas. 

2. No. Nil 

dt 071900 

8.6.71 

0730 

hrs. 

9 Peace committee members including one 

Hazrat Ali of Satkhira, one Karim Baksh of 

Shahpur & Dr. Wazed ali of Boalia have been 

killed in Village Boalia GR-865192 M/S 79B/I3 

and SQ- 8720 M/S 79B/13 by two students 011 
5/6 Jun 71. One en tps convoy killed one hundred 

one (inclu. children & women) in one Village 
SQ-8424 M/S 79B/13 on 6.6.71. 

3. G-0008 
dt 110730 

11.6.71 
1300 

hrs. 

About one Coy en tps deployed at Bankari BOP 
SQ-7907 M/S 79B/14. Own tps about a sec str 

raided the BOP on 110103 hrs. En casualty about 
60 killed & 20 injured. Own cas nil. Info cfm by 

civil sources. Further cfm by own source en 
killed 16 in place of 60. 

4. G-0033 

dt 110700 

hrs. 

11.6.71 

 

On 101900 hrs. own ptl at Baladanga area killed 

3 pers of ML leaders. Another ptl left Kakdanga 

area on 102100 hrs. The ptl disconnected en tele 

comm and collected 300 yds. tele wires. More 

one ptl sent to Kushkhali on 101900 hrs. The 

party destroyed the BOP and one school. On the 

same day another ptl sent to Chandunia. No en & 

cas. own ptl returned safely. 

5. G-0034 

dt 140700 

14.6.71 One en Coy at Hijaldi BOP with auto Arms & 

Ammo & supporting arms. Own fighting ptl 

contacted with en & destroyed bunkers. En cas 
12 killed of Hijaldi BOP at 110230 hrs. 
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6. G-0035 14.6.71 En loc :- One Coy Hijaldi, one Coy Mandra & one 
Coy Kakdanga. BOP reported with auto 

arms/ammo. 3 inches Mor, MMG. HMG. Three 
ptl sent to Hajaldi. Mandra and Kakdanga. After 

Contacted with en open fire at 122330 hrs. to 
reach BOP at a time. 8 en killed & 5 injured. 

Reinforcement arrived Kakdanga on 13.6.71 at 
1300 hrs. En placed A/P mines & explosives 

around Kakdanga area. 

7. G-0036 

dt 140945 

15.6.71 

 

2 pis at Hijaldi with sufficient wpns. One fighting 

ptl sent BOP area at 132130 hrs with auto wpns. 

Ptl contacted enemy and hit them for 2 hrs. 

Enemy replied with 3 inches Mor and other wpns. 

Enemy cas not known. Own cas nil. 

8. G-0037 

dt 150800 

hrs. 

16.6.71 

 

Enemy str one Coy at Kakdanga with auto 

woapons and 3 inches Mor/MMG. Own recee ptl 

sent Kakdanga area between 142003 hrs and 

150400 hrs. Ptl reached near fwd bunkers of en. 

Enemy fired but own tps no cas. 

9. G-0040 

dt 160600 

16.6.71 

 

2 Sec of Pak army with one arty gun loc. between 

Mandra and Hijaldi area. Own ptl sent to en area 
between 157100 hrs to 160300 hrs. No contact 

with en. 
10. G-0042 

dt 170600 

17.6.71 

 

One Coy str at Kakdanga with heavy arms. Recee 

ptl cont on 167900 hrs. in Kakdanga area at 
16.1900 hrs. Contacted with en ptl. En fired. No 

cas. No reply from own side. 
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SI. 

No 

Originator 

No 

and Date 

DTR of 

Sitrcp 

Events 

 

1. G-3027 

dt 31.10.71 

2.11.71 Niamito Bahini raided en posn Sundarpur SQ-

0225 M/S 78D/21 on night 28/29 Oct. En cas one 

Razakar dead. 30 Oct about 0730 hrs Jamat-e-

Islam Party attacked liberated village Char 

bagdanga SQ-0324 M/S 78 D/2. Own Mor 

shelled said area. Cas 2 Jamatee dead & one 

wounded. 

2. G-3035 

dt 5.11.71 

6.11.71 Niumito Bahini and Gono Bahini 2 en vehs 

damaged on night 29/30 Oct. En cas could not be 

ascertained. Own cas nil. 

3. G-3037 

dt 6.11.71 

08.11.71 Niamito Bahini. Fighting ptl raided Razakars 

posn Debinagar SQ-0821 M/S 78D/6 on night 

5/6 Nov. En cas 2 Razakars dead. Captured 303 

rifle-6. 

4. G-3039 

dt 07.11.71 

08.11.71 2 fighting ptl raided en posn Islampur SQ-0824 

M/S 78 D/l and Jayandipur SQ-9830 M/S 78D/2 

night 6/7 Nov. Result not yet ascertained. Night 

6/7 Nov own tps laid ambush area Kashba. One 

Willys jeep burnt into ashes and 5 five AL-

BADARS dead. Captured 303 Rifle 2 and 303 

ammo 96. 

5. G-3040 

dt 8.11.71 

14.11.71 On 07 Nov 15 West Pakistani Militia came to 

village Zahurpur SQ-9524 M/S 78D/3 for looting 

and arson. Own tps ambushed them on the spot. 

En cas 5 dead. One dead body brought to base 

and buried. Captured 303 Rifle one and 303 ball 

ammo 50. Raided En/Razakar posn Islampur SQ-

0824 M/S 78D/1 and Joyandipur SQ-9830 M/S 

78D/2 on night 06/07 Nov. En cas 8 West Pak 

Militia/Razakars dead. 

6. G-3048 

dt 10.11.71 

14.11.71 En burnt village Kalikata SQ-0823 M/S 78 D/2 

and tried to advance towards village Debinagar 

on 09 Nov. Own 3 inches Mor fired upon en. En 

returned back Islampur SQ-0824 M/S 78D/2. En 
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7. G-3052 
dt 11.11.71 

14.11.71 
 

Own 3 inches Mor fired on PTC Sardah night 
09/10 Nov. En cas 4 dead. Building partly 

damaged. Raided Ayub Cadet college, Sardah on 
10 Nov. En cas 1 Pak tp I Razakar and 1 Pak 

agent (civ) dead. Captured 303 Rifle 1. 
8. G-3051 

dt 1 1.11.71 
 

14.11.71 En fighting ptl opened fire on won def 

Narendrapur SQ-0220 M/S 78D/3 with 3 inches 
Mor on 11 Nov. Own tps also replied. En cas not 

known. Own cas nil. 

9. G-3054 

di 12.11.71 

14.11.71 Niamito Bahini raided en posn Joyandipur SQ-

9727 M/S 78D/2 on 11 Nov. Own cas one. 

Raided en posn Bara Rashina SQ-0324 M/S 

78D/2 on 11 Nov. Arrested 3 Razakars, killed 2 

Razakars and one peace committee chairman 

while they tried to weap. Captured 303 Rifles 5. 

Raided Islampur en posn on 10 Nov. En cas not 

known. Own cas 2 wounded. 

10. G-3044 

dt 9.11.71 

14.11.71 Late report received. 06 Oct one electric pylon 

blown off at Tabunia GR-114641 M/S 78H/4 on 

10 Oct. Raided razakar posn Dublia GR-290550 

M/S 79E/S. En cas 14 Razakars dead. Own cas 
nil. Captured 14 Rifles. 14 Oct raided Razakar 

posn at Dublia PS Sujanagar. En cas 6 Razakars 
dead. Captured 303 Rifle 6. Road br at Kolodi 

GR- 271556 M/S 79E/5 blown off on 17 0ct-03 
Nov. Rly br at Nandangachi GR-681963 M/S 

78D/11 Blown off. Night 06/07 Nov raided en 
posn Shahapur GR 554996 M/S 78D/11. 

Arrested 3 Razakars. Captured 4 Rifles. 

11. G-3058 

dt 13.ll.71 

14.11.71 18 Oct one Pak army agent killed at Shekardari, 

PS. Atghoria. On 29 Oct raided en posn Atghoria 

SQ- 160717 M/S 78H/4 En cas 9 Razakars dead. 

Captured 303 Rifles 4. On 30 Oct raided en posn 

Mazpur GR-118748 M/S 79H/4. En cas 3 

Razakars and 2 peace committee members dead. 

Own cas nil. 03 Nov. raided en posn phuljan GR-

216715 M/S 78H/8. En cas one Razakar dead. 

Ambushed en posn Khidarpur 103619 M/S 

78H/4 on 06 Nov. En cas 13 Pak army incl one 

capt. Own cas 3 GB and 4 local trained boys 

dead. Loss of Arms :- SLR-4, 303 Rifles-6, 
SMG-1 303 ball ammo 1000. 7.62 mm ball 800. 

9 mm bal 200. 
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12. G-3057 
dt 13.11.71 

15.11.71 
 

En burnt village Bara Rashia SQ-0524 M/S 
78D/2 and Bagdanga 0324 M/S 78 D/2 on 

121430 Nov. 
13. G-3063 

dt 15.11.71 

15.11.71 Gono Bahini raided Razakar posn Raypara 

mango garden 401044 M/S 78D/11 on 012200 
Nov. En cas 5 Razakars dead. Own cas nil. 

Captured 303 rifles 5. While Razakar guarding 
br opened fire from their posn and in the mean 

time one Pak army ptl reached there and 

opened fire on Razakar thinking they are 

Mukti Fouj. Result 41 Razakars dead and 

loss of Pak army not known. On 032030 Nov. 

raided one matrimonial function Godagari. En 

cas 2 militia, one Behari Police ASI and one 

constable dead. Captured 303 1, Pistol-1, 

041900 Nov raided Razakar posn Lalitnagar 

2628 M/S. En cas 3 Razakars dead. Captured 

303 Rifle-3. 061400 Nov captured 12 Bore 

gun 2 from peace committee member village 

Bilashi. 071300 Nov raided Razakar posn 

Babupur. En cas 6 Razakars dead. Captured 
303 Rifle-6. On 10 Nov raided en posn 

Shakna and Mohanpur 5023 M/S 78D/10. En 
cas 30 Razakars/non-Bengali dead. Captured 

303 Rifles 2, 12 bore guns 28 and MMG-1. 
14. G-3067 

dt 17.11.71 

19.11.71 

 

NB ni 16/17 Nov 3 notorious dalals of Alaipur 

634832 M/S 78D/16 arrested and executed. 

15. G-3083 
dt 20.11.71 

24.11.71 
 

Niamito Bahini/Gono Bahini. En Paragram 
097247 M/S 78D/1 fired towards Islampur 

0824 M/S 78D/1, Harma SQ-1018 M/S 78D/7 

on 200400 Nov. Own tps replied. En cas not 

known. Own cas 2 GB wounded while on ptl 

duty at Islampur 0824 M/S 78D/1. Attacked 

on en posn Rajarampur 0928 M/S 78D/6 with 

support by 3 inches MOR on 210430 Nov. En 

cas 9 pak tps with one offr and 60 

Razakars/CAF dead. 30 Razakars/CAF/Pak 

tps wounded. Own cas 4 NB and 3 GB dead. 2 

Gono Bahini missing. Captured 12 Razakars 

with 14 Rifles. Lost 303 Rifles-60 LMG-1, 2 

inches MOR 1. SLR Mag-8 LMG Mag-3. 

16. G-3088 
dt 25.11.71 

27.11.71 
 

Dubli br 4514 M/S 78D/11 blown up on 15 
Nov. 71 Ambushed on en ptl Bagherkhali 

4317 M/S 78D/12 on 15 Nov. En cas 6 dead. 
Own cas 2 GB dead. 
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17. G-3091 
dt 25.11.71 

27.11.71 
 

Own MOR fired on en posn Miserpur 628647 
M/S 78D/6 on night 16/17 Nov. En cas 12 

dead/wounded. Own tps ambushed on en ptl 
Mohesh kundi 611687 M/S 78D/16 on night 

16/17 Nov. En cas 4 dead. Own cas nil. One ptl 
was surrounded by Pak army at Charkatra 

068053 M/S 78D/4 on Nov. Heavy fire 
exchanged. En cas 3 dead. Own cas 2 GB dead & 

1 wounded. Lost I SLR with 3 mag killed 1 en 

agent at Bagherkhali 961688 M/S 78D/I4. On 10 

Nov. 4 Razakars dead 4 Rifles captured. 6 

Razakars surrendered with Rifles. 17 Nov. raided 

Ishurdi PS. 262746 M/S 78H/4. En cas 11 West 

Pakistani dead. 6 West Pakistan ploice 

surrendered. Captured 8 Rifles. Same night 

destroyed Ishurdi tele exchage 960375 M/S 

78H/4 and raided VIP house Ishurdi and killed 

3 en agents. Also attacked Behari coloney Ishurdi 

965745 M/S 78H/4 on same night. Pak army also 

shelled on the same tpl where 50 Beharies dead. 

Own cas nil. On 18 Nov approx 11 meters rly 
line blown off near Bagherkhali 962715 M/S 

78M/4. 
18. G-3096 

dt 28.11.71 

29.11.71 

 

Charghat 611926 M/S 78D/11 One house of 

notorious dala! burnt and arrested 2 Razakars. 
One en agent on night 25/26 Nov. Disrupted en 

tele comm between Charghat Sardah PTC at 
Charghat. 

19. G-3094 

dt 27.11.71 

1.12.71 

 

NB/GB attacked on en posn Mondumala SQ-

3232 M/S 78D/6 on 09 Nov. En cas 1 Razakar 

dead. Captured 1 Rifle. Burnt Razakar camp. 

Post office and Thana Tahsil office. On 12 ni 

attacked Razakar posn at Chokirghat (not N/A in 

map). En cas 4 Razakars dead. Captured 2 Rifles. 

On 14 Nov own tps attacked by Razakars in 

village Moin (not in map) PS. Godagari 7446. En 

cas 8 Razakars dead. Captured 4 Rifles. 

20. G-3099 

dt 30.11.71 

1.12.71 

 

On 28 Nov Razakars with 3 inches Mor support 

attempted to take cattle from Narendrapur QL- 

6149. Own tps fired on Razakars and they fled 

away leaving cattle. 6 Razakars dead. Own cas 
nil. 

21. G-4001 
dt 1.12.71 

3.12.71 
 

GB/NB repulsed en attack Horma 1018 M/S 
78D/7 on 30 Nov. En cas not known. Own cas 

nil. On 23 Nov arrested one en agent of Lulpur 
PS. SQ-3714. Arrested pers kept in base for 

interrogation. Also 
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   captured 2 Razakars and killed Attacked Pak army 
and Razakars posn at Ramagari 9494 M/S 78H/3 

on 28 Nov. En cas 8 Razakars dead and 5 pak tps 
wounded. Own cas 2 Gono Bahini dead. Singra PS. 

QR-0618 under control of Mukti Fouj. 
22. G-4008 

dt 4.12.71 

5.12.71 

 

NB/GB while crossing river Pad ma en opened fire 

554985 M/S 78D/11 on night 1/2 Dec. No cas. On 
25 Nov one ferry boat between Paksey and 

Bheramra was sunk by explosive charge 934662 

M/S 78M/4. 2 Pak army agents dead 998720 M/S 

78 M/4 GB ptl ambushed en ptl Jaynagar 992712 

M/S 78M/4 on 26 Nov. En cas 7 Pak tps dead, 4 

Razakars arrested and executed. Captured one 

Chines Rifle and 7 Rifles 303. Own cas nil. I dodge 

blown off by A/P mine near ferryghat 943665 M/S 

78H/4 on 26 Nov. En cas 8 dead incl 1 officer and 

3 wounded. On 27 Nov Valanpara br 990713 M/S 

78H/4. destroyed by explosive. En fired from 

Rajarampur 0728 M/S 78D/6 on 031230 Dec Just 

after announcement of Pak President. 

 

 

 

 

-------------- 
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Sl. 

No 

DTR Of 

Info 

From 

Received 

whom Events & Grading of Info 

Borni 

1. 6.10.71 D Coy Boyra 

G-0156 

dt 6.10.71 

Dead body indicate. 38 FF rps in Borni def,adn, 

comd Sub. Mohd Asgar. (Hav. Mohd yakub, Sep. 

Mohd Shafi of 38 FF and Sep. Mohd Asgar of 

EPCAP was dead.) Grading of Info A-1 

2. 1.10.71 Finn HQ. C 
Sec. No. 

1361/19/G/Inf 
dt 30 Sep. 71 

All Pak trained Mujahids inside Bangladesh are 
being given Khaki uniforms and formation sign of 

"Tiger head". Check and Comment on the above 
report. G. I : A-3 (Remark : Cfm info all Coys for 

cfm. Cfm and report submitted to C. Sec on 14 
Oct 71. No. Js/l-C/xx/G.) 

3. 8.10.71 B Coy Banpur 
G-0716 dt 07 

Oct 71 

Pak army preparing defence posn at Jalsuk SQ- 
7408 M/S. 79A/14. and Phulbari SQ-7606 M/S. 

79A/I4 reported. G. I : A-l (Remark : Sitrep 

submitted.) 

4. 10.10.71 F

 C

oy. 

Shikarpur 

En Cone. : Source report that one Coy pak army 

recently conc area Bhat para SQ M/S 79A/9 Fmn 

sign "flying bird" Veh moving in that area. Fmn 

sign posted in Veh. 'Tiger head". G. I: B-2 

5. 10.10.71 B Coy Banpur 

Inf report 

I. En Cone : (a) En heavily conc in area 

Daulatganj. Jibannagar, Islampur, Gopalnagar. 

Narayanpur villages. G. I: B-l 

(b) Some Muzahids Seeing using "Tiger head" 

fmn sign at Daulatgonj area and about 200 West 

Pakistani Police performing duties in that area. G. 

I: B-2 

(c) Some elements of 15 Div wering Div sign also 

seen. G. I: B-l 

Arty : (d) Some fd gun lying at Daulatgonj 

Jibannagar. G. I: B-l 
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   2. En Cone : (a) Approx 1 one BN. Pak tps 
Cone at Hasadah with arty. G. 1: B-l 

(b) Kapasdanga and Natodah. Regular Pak 
tps withdrawn about 100 Bihari Razakars in 

this posn performing the duties . G. I : B-2 
No. 4. SUB SEC. 

6. 13.10.71 Source  report 1. Lt. Gen Niazi visited Rajshahi by 
Helicopter on 7 Oct. He assured the locals 

that we shall reach "CALCUTTA 

GARERMAT" within a short time and 

perform ensuing Eid-ul-fitre Namaj there. G. 

I : B-l 

2. Pak Govt ordered all army units re-occupy 

the liberated areas under Mukti fouj control 

immediately. G. I: B-l 

3. Pak army trying to re-occupy liberated area 

under rajshahi Dist. with in the jurisdiction of 

No. 4 Sub Sec. They have crossed over 

Mohananda river with heavy arty sp. They 

are advancing as fol. 

a) Kept local civ with Lathi, Ballam etc 
forcibly as first layers. 

b) Razakars with rifle using as 2"
d
 Layers. 

c) Pak tps advancing rear as 3rd Layers. G. I : 

B-l 
7. 13.10.71 D Coy Boyra Activities : Pak tps vacated old Chutipur def. 

Posn and taken new defence about 500 yds 
south of old defence. G. I: A-l 

8. 13.10.71 F coy Shikarpur Activities : Gono Bahini during induction 

encountered en Pirtala SQ-6451 Cmm Sehaia 

SQ-6854 Cmm Goalgram SQ-695I and 

Boalia SQ-7153 M/S 79A/13 night 10/11 

Oct./ Gono Bahini Parties fall back to Base at 

Shikarpur. En trying to seal routes of 

induction. G. I: A-l 

9. 13.10.71 Source report Private army-a) Party of 130 Personel are 

operating against Pak army at Sreepur under 

the comd of one Akbar Hossain CUC Sreepur 

Union they a have got about 50 rifles. 2 

LMG. G. I: B-l 
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   b) Six parties of 40/50 Personnel in each party 
are operating against Pak army at Nagarkanda. 

They have got 150 Rifles 4 LMGs & 6 Sten. The 
parties are headed by Aziz Mollah. G. I : B-l 

c) Another party of 60/70 Personnel are 
operating at Sailkupa against pak army. The 

party is headed by w/officer Qamruzzaman (Ex-
PAF). They have got 34 Rifles & 2 Sten. G. I: B-

l PAK NAVAL ACTIVITIES 

10. 15.10.71 C" Sector 

From HQ 

1. Information received regarding Pakistan patrol 

craft and Gun boats are patrolling/ escorting 

ships and convoys in areas Barisal, 

Narayangonj, Harta. Chalna. Nilkamal. Hijla 

island and Bhagyakul. 

2. Important ships are being escorted from the 

sec to Mongla, Chalna and Khulna. 

3. fishing boats in area Chittagong have been 

ordered to stop fishing after sunset. Pak navy 

is checking small fishing boats. 

11. 15.10.71 Source 

report 

1. En deployed 81 mm Mor 2 at Dosatina SQ-

9354 M/S. 79E/4 on 12 Oct 71. G. I : A-l 
2. 7 pi of 38 FF located at Maslia SQ-8666 M/S 

79A/16. G.I: A-l 
3. One Bn HQ Loc at Hansadah SQ-7386 M/S 

79A/15 (Probably 27 Bal.) G. I: A-l 
4. Make pak def Jhikargacha SQ-9830 M/S 

79E/4 along Kabodakh rivers G.I: A-l 
5. 2 truck load Razakars brought to Chaugacha 

111230 Oct 71. for shifting of ammo from 

school building to a new loc nearby. G. I: B-l 

12. 18.10.71 C" Coy 

Betai 

En Loc: a) Kamdebpur GR-454345 M/S 79A/9. 

Pak tps-50 Razakar 100 Bengali. Muzahid 

Bahini-50. G. I: A-l 

b) Kalachandpur GR-463343 M/S 79A/9. Pak 

tps-50 with Coy HQ. Razakars 15.G.I: A-l 
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   c) Natuduh Gr-518157 M/S 79A/10. Pak 
tps-62 Razakars and Mujahids 100. G. I: 

A-l 
 

d) Heavey cn conc. reported at Meherpur 
college. G. I : A-2 

13. 18.10.71 Source report Boyra Boyra : a) Sp unit shelled in area 
Chaugacha SQ-9069 M/S 79E/3 due to 

shelling heavy civ casualty on 15 Oct. Civ 

cas created lot of resentment in area 

against Indian army and Mukti Bahini. 

G.I: A-l En. digging b) En digging 

reported in area Singha Jhuli SQ-9467 

M/S. 79E/4 and en reinforced Dosatina 

SQ-9353 M/S 79E/4 G.I : A-l 

14. 20.10.71 D Coy Boyra En vacated Chaugacha Took up new 

defence Phulsara SQ-9765 M/S 79E/4 and 

Gobindapur SQ-9959 M/S 79E/4. G. I: A-l 

15. 21.10.71 D Coy Boyra Chaugacha SQ-9069 M/S 79E/3 

Dhekipota rd SQ-6765 M/S 79A/I6 being 

improved by force through local civ. 
Progress being watched. Phoney mine fd 

laid in front of Maslia en defence with 
precautionery signs. G. I : A-l 

16. 21.10.71 E Coy Hakimpur 1. About 200 Razakars left Khulna for 
Chittagong by 4 trucks under escort of Pak 

army for onward. Despatch to West 
Pakistan. G. I: B-2 

 

2. En concentration in area Basatpur SQ-

8332 M/S 79B/13 on 23 Oct 71. En 

intention to seal our induction route. G. I: 

A-1 

 

3. Local Pak dalal of Kalaroa PS. a Secret 

meeting call and decided that in the name 

of surrender of Razakars they are trying to 

ambush Mukti fouj. Similar, tactic they 

may apply else where. G. I: A-l 

17. 25.10.71 Source report En Cone : a) Source report that about 2 

Coy en tps conc at Daulatgonj SQ-4788 
M/S 79A/I5 G. I: B-I 

 
b) At Present about 2 pi en str and 70 

Razakars at Hasadah 439871 M/S 79A/15 
and 70 Razakars at Andul Baria 774959 

M/S 79A/15 
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   also seen about 150 Razakars Uthali SQ-7197 
M/S. 79A/I5 

c) Heav movement of en veh seen at area. 
Bhomra on ni 24/25 Oct. G. I : B-l 

18. 27.10.71 Source 
report 

En Move : a) Source report that 18 Punjab 
relieved by 12 Punjab at Darsana on 25 Oct. G. 

I : B-l 
 

b) One Pak helicopter flown over Darsana on 

25 Oct 71. G. J: B-l 

19. 28.10.71 Source 

report 

Reported Lt General Niazi GOC Eastern Comd 

visited Hansadah SQ-7387 M/S 79A/15 on 24 

Oct 71 at 1000 hrs. G. I: A-l 

20. 29.10.71 D Coy 

Boyra 

Q-0047 

One KG 250 Grams Gold and some cash of 

Boalmari Bank deposited by Gono Bahini 

Hafiz today, request arrange collection. 

21. 29.10.71 Source 

report 

1. Source report that pak army have org the fol 

Bahinis in East Bengal. 

 

a. Badar Bahini :-This Bahini is mixed with 

Pubjabi, Bihari and Bengali. Almost all the 
persons are eductated and well trained. The 

Bahini most of the persons seleted from 
Razakars and Muzahids. Their dress is melitia. 

Their monthly salary is Rs. 150. This Bahini 
have been, deployed with local Razakars in the 

District Khulna. Faridpur. Kushtia and Jessore. 
(G.I: A-l) 

 

b. Alfatah Bahini : This Bahini is org by the 

student of Madrasa and Moulavies. Their dress 

is civ (white paijama-Punjabi). This Bahini is 

seen in the area of Gopalgonj Sub-Div and 

Khulna DistG. I: A-l 

 

2. Source report indicated that some persons 

from the Razakars have been sent to Chittagong 

for onward despatch to West Pakistan by ship. 

G I: A-2 

 

3. It is also learnt that 87 crors Rupees from 
Khulna State Bank and 11 crors Rupees from 

Kushtia National Bank taken away to West 
Pakistan. G. I: A-2 
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22. 30.10.71 ‘B' Coy-
Banpur 

G-071I 
di 30.10.71 

1. En Movemnet :-3 truck load pak tps moved 
from Chuadanga to Jessore on 26 Oct 71 

afternoon. Probably 18 Pubjab relieved by 12 
Pubjab. G. 1: A-l 

 
2. Report received that mil auth taken away all 

money from Jessore and Chuadanga Branches 
National Bank about 10 days back. G. I : A-2 

En activities :- 

23. 1.11.71 H Coy-

Bongaon 

Source 

report 

1. Source report that en constructed 10X10 ft. 

wide tank obstructed from GR-812438 M/S 

79A/16 near 55 mile stone to Sonamukhi beel 

SQ-8148 M/S 79A/16. G. I : A-l 

 

2. Track from Kakmari 795433 M/S 79A/16 to 

Balunda SQ-8036 M/S 79A/16 improved by 

Pak army through local civilian. Also improved 

route Bagachara GR-858333 M/S 79B/13 to 

Goga GR-765319 M/S 79B/I3. To Goga GR- 

765319 M/S 79B/13. G. I : A-l 

 
3. Source indicated that en Gun 1 arty loc as 

follows :-Two Arty Gun 808437 M/S 79A/I6 
and 833437 M/S 79A/16. one RR. SQ-8243 

M/S 79A/16 and 4 MGs. alongroute SQ-8243 
M/S 79A/16. G.l : C-2 

24. 2.11.71 B Coy 
Banpur 

En activities : I. En digging Anti-Tk ditch at 
Akhodabaria SQ-6898 M/S 79A/14 to uthali 

SQ-7097 M/S 79A/14. Pak army engaged about 

1000 local civ. The ditch 15-20 ft. wide 8-10 ft. 

depth. G. I : A-l 

25. 5.11.71 Source 

report 

1. Many ISUZU trucks arc seen in Jessore and 

Khulna town. G. I : B-l 

 

2. Khulna Jetty No 7 is Prohibited for Public. 

Because all Military supplies are made through 

that Jelty. G. I: B-l 

 

3. A Ocean going UN ship with many sacks 

and wooden packages is seen in Bhairab river. 

Khulna. G. I: B-l 
 

4. Pak Govt has opened a Composition office in 
every Sub-Div and Dist announced to sbumit 

the list and valuation of loss due to disturbance 
caused by infiltrators. G. I: C-2 
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26. 5.11.71 D Coy Boyra I. 3 dead bodies captured. No. 2886702 Sep. 
Nazur Hossain of 38 FF. 269117 Sep Sultan 

Aluined and Sep. Mahbub Hossain of 
EPCAF. Leticr/document captured from 

dead of Maslia cfm. C and D Coy of 38 FF 
regt. Elements 15 wing 2 pi EPCAF at 

Maslia. Sanchadanga and Bami. En posn. G. 
I: D-l 

27. ’’ B Coy Banpur 1. Report that 2 Pak army major Named 

Major Rana and Major Azam Khan 

stationed at Darsana. G. I: C-2 

28. ’’ Source report 1. Pak army imposed curfew area 

Chuadanga to Munshigonj SQ-7724 M/S 

79A/14. G. 1 : B-2 

29. ’’ F Coy 

Shikarpur 

1. 4 specially trained Razakars Captured 

with 2 A/P mines at Dharmodah SQ-6255 

M/S 79A/13 on 051900 Nov 71. Their 

mission to mine Mukti fouz Camp at 

Shikarpur. G. I: A-l 

30. ’’ Source report 1. En reinforce on defence Chutipur. 

Nov. 71. G. A-l 
31. 13.11.71 F Coy 

Shikarpur 

1. Ltr./docu captured from dead body at 

Dharmodah cfm. 21 Punjab C Coy 7 pi 
located in Pragpur area. G. I: D-l 

32. 14.11.71 Sub Sec-4 
Lalgola 

En Cone :-a. En Coy str at Joyandipur SQ-
9830 M/S 78D/2 elements of W. Pakistani 

Militia. G.I: A-l 
 

b. En Coy str at Islampur SQ-0824 M/S 

78D/1 with 3 inches Mor. elements of West 

Pakistani Militia. G. I: A-l 

 

c. ...Str Militia elements of Razakars....Baro 

Rasia SQ-0524 M/S...G.I: A-l 

d. One ...of Punjabi Regt loc Poragram 

...0825 M/S 78D/6 with 81...30 Browing. G. 

1 : A-l 

33. 16.11.71 D Coy Boyra En : Fmn and Loc. 

1. 40 Tanks reported to have moved in 

Jessore Cantt at night about 10 days back 

5/6 Nov. 71. G. I: C-2 
 

2. En Loc : a. A Coy of 22 FF Regt at 
Nabharan QT. 8844 G. I: A-l 

b. C Coy of 22 FF regt at Chutipur QT. 9358 
G. I: A-l 
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   c. Element of 38 FF Regt at Chaugacha SQ G.I: 
A-l 

 
d. "C" and "D" Coy of 38 FF Regt at Maslia SQ 

Barni SQ-Saneha danga SQ 
 

3. En orbat :-The fol units under 107 Bde. Jessore 
Cantt :-21 Punjab Regt. 22 FF Regt. 38 FF Regt 30 S 

& T BN. 55 FD Regt. 10 Engr BN. 71 Med BN. 7 Fd 

Amb. 18 MI 27 Sig BN. 58 EME BN. and 140 Inf 

wksp. G. I: C-2 

 

4. The fol unit under 57 Bdl Jhenida :-16 Pubjab 

Regt 8 Baluch Regt. 18 Pubjab Regt. 25 FF Regt. 49 

Fd Regt. 614 FIU and 409 GHQ FIU G. I: C-l 

 

5. 3X25 Pdr Gun seen to move towards Chaugacha 

2 trucks loaded with tps. G. I: B-l 

34. 16.11.71 Sub Sec 4 

Lalgola 

1. 2 Coy str Pak tps Cone Bajumara 6571 and 6671 

M/S 78D/12 and Chilmari 6170 and 6270 M/S 

78D/12 G.I: B-l 
35. 16.11.71 9 Sec Taki 1. Arrested J1 Pak Spc Cdo trained on 14 Nov. 71 

They were trained at Jessore cantt and Satkhira for 7 
months. They laid 3 A/Dk mines on rd Bashirhat 

Taki. Laid 3 charges on the rly line near Madhaim 
ghar. One Indian train slightly damaged. (G. I: D-l) 

 
2. 16 more en crossed the border with 4 LMG Cmn. 

2 inches Mor 3 and auto wpns. Party not yet traced 

D-1 

36. 16.11.71 Source 

report 

1. Kushtia Polic line about 1000 Pak army (Sub 

Safdar Baluch Regt) 

 

2. Magura. PTI about one Coy Pak army. Comd. 

Capt Niazi living in Dakbanglow. C-2 

 

3. Seen 100 Empty Mil Vehs. were loaded in a ship 

through jetty No. 7 at Khulna. MT vehs was seen 

with anchor sign with fmn no. 448 & 438 carrying 

tps of FF Regt (red round back ground of the cap 

badge, black web eqpt). Few tps of Punjab BN are 
also seen in Khulna. G. I: B-l 

 
4. HQ of Mujahids at Khulna Boyra near 

Commissioners office G. I: B-l 
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   5. HQ of Razakars at Khulna, Tootpara. 
(Bhoter Bari) ex Ansar HQ. G. I : B-l 

 
6. HQ of EPC AF at Khulna, Rupshaghat. (Ex 

EPR line) G. I: B-l 
37. 18.11.71 Source 

report 

1. During Nov 71 Ll Zia of 9 Sec Reportedly 

seized approx 5 Kg. Gold from inside 
Bangladesh. It was deposited to Major A. Jalil, 

comd. 9 Sector. G. I: A-l 

 

2. Pers of 9 Sec reportedly seized 800 mds rice, 

loaded in a country boat. Seized rice brought to 

Bakhundia MFcamp. (Nov 71) G. I: A-l 

38. 18.11.71 B Coy Ban 

pur 

G-0116 

d. 14.11.71 

From Egle ...NB and GB attacked Alamdanga 

National Bank on 12 Nov 71 captured 80 

thousand Pak Rupees and 30 Gold Bars. G. I : 

A-l 

39. 19.11.71 C Coy Betai 

D Coy 

Boyra 

Lalgola 

1. PL str Pak tps with 20 AL Badar Bahini stay 

in Ganrabaria 5040 M/S. 79A/9 in day time 

and moved to Bhat para 5638 M/S. 79A/9 G. I: 

A-t 
 

1. En Cone at Biswaspara and Mochipara 
SEO/Chaugacha Dakbanglow QT. 9269. G.I: 

A-l 
 

2. En prepared defence posn at Dighalsinga 
8966 M/S 79E/4. G.I: A-l 

1. En vacated Bajumara and Chilmari. G. I: A-

1 

40. 20.11.71 D Coy 

Boyra 

1. Pak army ordered to local Civ to leave the 

village Selua and Jagati within a short time and 

Pak army imposed carfew in area Selua and 

Jagati from 180500 Nov. G. I: A-l 

41. 21.11.71 D Coy 

Boyra 

1. About 200 Pak tps Cone Amjhupi 5328 M/S. 

79 A/10 Baradi 5825 M/S 79A/10 from 

Meherpur. G. I: A-1 

 

2. 30 Razakars with one N/Sub Seen Meherpur 

Power house 4932 M/S. 79A/9, about 80 Pak 

tps vocational Institute 4831 and graveyard 
4830 M/S. 79A/9 4 jeeps and 4X3 toner also 

seen in that area. G. I: A-l 
 

3. Pak tps with one N/Sub Seen at Jadabpur 
ghat 4730 M/S 79A/2 Cmn One RR at 

Kamdebpur 3533. G.I: A-l 
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   4. 16 Nov. 22 FF and 28 FF Posted to 
Chaugacha. 38 FF withdrawn from 

Chaugacha posted to Nabharan. G. I: A-l 
 

5. Movement all veh during night from 18 
Nov to 20 Nov on chaugacha Jessore road 

totally stopped. G. I: A-l 
42. 231915 Radio 

Bangladesh 

Pakistan Govt announced state emergency at 

231400 Nov 71. G. I: A-l 

43. 231915 Akashbani 

 

Pakistan Govt announced state emergency at 

231400 Nov 71. G. I: A-l 

44. 23.11.71 Source report 1. Bull-dodgers were seen in area Mirpur 

8750 M/S. 79E/1. No tanks are seen there. G. 

I: A-l 

 

2. All Pak tps withdrawn from Meherpur and 

concentrated at Chuadanga. G. I: A-l 

45. 25.11.71 D Coy Boyra 1. Bangladesh flag hoisted Bagachara on 24 

Nov. En vacated Chutipur, Dosatina and 

Raghunathpur. Own tps occupied said posn. 

G. I: A-2 

 
2. Reported en also vacated Sarsa and 

Nabharan. G. I : A-3 
46. 25.11.71 C Coy Betai 

B Coy Banpur 
A Coy 

Gojadanga 
 

1. 2 en Coy has come to Meherpur. One from 

12 Punjab another from 18 Punjab. 
 

a) I PI en tps. with 20 Razakars at Meherpur 
power house 488322 M/S. 79A/9 

 

b) 2 PI en tps. with 50 Razakars at Meherpur 

college and vocational institute 4831 M/S. 

7 9 A/9. 

c) 1 Sec en tps at Meherpur court 477303 

M/S 79A/9. 

d) 1 PI en tps with 20 Razakars at Jadabpur 

ghat 4630 M/S 79A/9. 

e) 1 PI en tps with RR at Kamdebpur Ghat 

4533 M/S 79A/9. 

f) 1 PI en tps Gobipur 4632 M/S 79A/9. G. I: 

 

1. En being constructed air Strip at Magura 
Sreepur 940355 M/S 79E/7 Near Primary 

teachers trg institute. G. 1 : B-2 
I. En loc. Satkhira 965020 M/S 79F/2. 

Muhammadpur 883986 M/S 79F/2 Alipur 
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   901988 M/S. 79F/2, Gangni 863992 M/S. 
79B/I4, Nabatkati 854974 M/S. 79B/14 

Srirampur 865945 M/S. 79B/14 G. 1: B-l 
2. Bn blowup Kulia br 863943 M/S 79B/...not 

Jeepable, but it can be used be foot. G. I: C-2 
47. 26.11.71 Source  report 1. The en has got Ammo and explosive store in 

Jhenidah Cadet college QP-0805 
 

2. An ammo depot at Puraton Bazar of Bade 

Nabharan 8844 M/S 79E/4 on Benapole Jessore 

rd (Eastern bank of river Betna) G. I: C-2 

 

3. 2 Bengali offr of EME Regt have been 

employed at Bde HQ Jhenidah cadet college. G. 

I: C-2 

48. 28.11.71 Source  report 1. Teh fol information about enemy received 

from relaiable source : G. I: A-l 

 

a. Gangni bridge 862981 M/S. 79B/14 en str 

about 50 

 
b. Alipur 9099 M/S. 79F/2 En str 75 incl 50 

Razakars. 
c. Puspakati 8896 M/S. 79F/2 en str 150 incl 75 

Razakars. 
d. Muhammadpur 8798 M/S. 79F/2 en str 175 

incl 100 Razakars 
 

e. Satkhira town 9501 M/S. 79F/2 en str 300 

incl 200 Razakars. 

 

f. Bakal Br. 927998 M/S. 79F/2 en str 150 incl 

50 Razakars. G. I: A-l 

 

2. It is also reported that all civ vehs have been 

seized in Satkhira. G. 1 : A-l 

 

3. Cerfew imposed in Satkhira off and on G. I: 

A-l 

4. Enemy moral is also very low. G. I : A-l 

 
5. En Identification at Satkhira Suspected to be 

52 FF being Checked G. I: A-2 
49. 23.11.71 F Coy 

Shikarpur 
G-0062 

dt 22.11.71 

GB Raided Alarndanga Nationl Bank on 12 

Nov. 71. The Bank manager surrendered and 
handed over to Rs. 8300/ and 7 small clothes 

sealed bags. Proparties kept Coy HQ. Remark : 
Amount and seaed bag deposited to HQ 8 Sec 
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   through Sub. Mazid molla handed over to 
N/sub Ayub Ali sig sco on 28-11-71. 

50. 28.11.71 
 

C Coy 
Betai 

 

1. On 26100 Nov 71. 2Xjeep. 4X3 tonners 
loaded with en tps left Meherpur towards 

Chuadanga. One civ track with 12 Razakars 
guided the en. G. I: B-2 

51. ’’ B Coy 
Banpur 

I. Jibannagar completly Libarated. G. I: A-1 

52. 6.12.61 

 

C Coy. 

 

1. Pak army supported by 43 Behari and 7 

Razakars deployed 4727 M/S. 79 A/10 G.I: A-2 

2. En withdrawn from Bhatia para QU-6664 by 

two launches on 28 Nov G. I: A-1 

 

 

 

----------------- 
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Sl 
No 

Originator 
No with 

Date 

DTR of 
Sitrep 

Events 

1. 7.5.71 7.5.71 Own ptl hitcd 5 tgt inclu. Kaliganj PS. Heavy 

casualties caused to them. Own tps intact. 

2. G-13 0900 

dt0007 

15.5.71 1. 70/75 Reached Kaligonj at 121030 hrs. with 

supporting arms. Def posn along with Kaksiali 

river up to Rural hosp Klj. One big one small 

launch carried them. Small one left about 1230 hrs. 

One jeep and two dodges also arrived via 

STK/Klj rd. 

 

2. Two HMG mounted lop on the launch, two RR 

also found. Two dodges also found Parulia br. str 

not known. Okalat Miah ML leader, O/C Kaligonj 

Ps. and A. Gaffer CUC Klj. help to en. En looted 

some Hindu shops at Kaligonj bazar restricted civ 
mov at bazar area. Cerfew imposed between sun 

set to sun rise. 
3. G-0008 

dt 140900 

15.5.71 

 

1. More en reached at Kaligonj 131130 hrs. by 6 

trucks 3 dodges and 3 jeeps. Total str about 300 as 
per local report. Civ Mov totally stopped in del" 

area. One gunboat found Kaligonj WAPDA office. 
All round Pakka def. along the river side. 

 

2. Wazirpur & Banstala bazar destroyed by fire and 

looted. Hindu houses at Nakipur village destroyed 

by fire. 

 

3. Parulia bazar looted and destroyed by fire. 

Strong guard on Parulia br. 

 

4. 6 (six) gunboats reported to be placed at 

Wazirpur Assasuni and Borigoalini. 

 

5. A peace meeting called by en at about 131330 

hrs. and ordered them to findout our supporters and 
push Hindus to India. 
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4. 14.5.71 15.5.71 Since the arrival of Pak army at Kaligonj fol ops 
plan being carried out as per direction of AC BSF 

Hingalgonj. 
 

a. Two fighting ptl sent out covering the area 
Kalindi river side from Hingalgonj to Bakra 

opposite Uksha area. 
 

b. 7 en def posn created of a pi str opposite 

Basantapur area. 

 

c. Supporting arms required with ammo. 

 

d. Ptl over Bangladesh are not possible without 

speedy water craft. There is no speed boat at our 

disposal. 

5. G-0009 

dt 

150900 

15.5.71 Source indicates that petty repairing of PARANPUR 

BOP taken up on 14.5.71. All the BOPs likely to take 

over by EPCAF (East Pakistan Civil Arm Force) 

shortly. Mobile ptl by gunboat being carried out to 

BORIGOALINI. Regular patrolling being carried out 
on pacca rd from Nazimgonj to Symnagar. 

6. G-40014 
dt 

190800 

19.5.71 
 

Enemy fired at service launch, three civilians died 
& three injured. En section arrived with LMG & other 

Auto weapons at UKSHA BOP between 1400 to 1600 
hrs on 18 May 71. They burnt a hut. Bayonated & 

tortured 1500 refugees concentrated there. As soon as 
Mukti Fouj came in contact the Enemy retreated. In 

Ukaha side Pak Army carried away three Indian boat 

men. Patrolling being carried out in close cooperation 

with BSF. 

7. G-0021 

dt 

29.0700 

hrs. 

30.5.71 

 

En occupied Basantapur BOP on 28 May 71 at 

0830 hrs. En str reported to be 20 inclu some 

BIIIARIS. Reconstructed all the BOP bunkers and 

also constructed new bunkers by the help of local civ. 

During working lime one en launch with hvy fire 

power stand by at Damdama ghat. On 20/27 May 71 

at 0800 hrs. and 1200 hrs. carried out rank 

classification of Rifle. SMG. and LMG. within the 

compound of Kaligonj rural hosp. in front of newly 

trained Biharis. 
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SECRET 
 

IMMEDIATE 
Headquarter B Sector 

Bangladesh Forces 

JS 1-C/105/C 

To : HQ Bangladesh Forces   03 Nov 71 

 Mujibnagar 

 HQ 'C' Sector 

 C/O II Corps 

 

Subject: Pak Special Guerilla 

 

1. Recently 6 Pak special guerillas surrendered to No. 4 Sbu Sector. They were 

launched through Charghat SQ 6192 M/S 78D/15. These personnel have specially 

been trained for two months sabotage missions across the international boundary 

and in Mukti Fouj camps. Persons selected for this purpose are mostly immigrants 
from India to Bangladesh, whose relations are still in India. This naturally help 

them to get shelter with their relations, this typs of training has been organized all 
along the border. 

 
2. Trg in Rajshahi District 

   a. One Coy of 138 persons had training at Horticultural Research Laboratory. 
Rajshahi for two months. All of them are Bengalis. 

   b. They were trained by following staff :- 

      (1)  CaptSSG ... 1 

      (2) N/Sub SSG ... 1 

      (3) Hav SSg ... 1 

      (4) NK SSG ... 2 

      (5) The camp is looked after by one capt Elias of the Punjab Regiment, whose unit 

       is located at Rajshahi. 

   c. There were three groups of guerillas of a PI each with some variation in sir :- 

       (1) Sardah group   ...  21 pers 

       (2)  Premtali and Godagari  ...  28   ,, 

       (3) Shibganj   ...  30   ,, 
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d. These pers have been trained in explosives, mines, all arms and in CQB    

weapons. 

3. Mission given to them are :- 

    (1)Raiding Mukti Fouj and BSF Camps. 

    (2)Blowing of bridges and Culverts. 

    (3)Cutting to telephone and telegraph lines. 

 

3.     Arms, explosives and articles found with the group : 

       a.A/tk mines plastic   ... 2 

       b.AP mines    ... 2 

       c.Grenades    ... 2 

      d.Wire cutter   ... 1 

  e.Money Indian and Pakistani Rs 20/- given by Pak army. 

 
4. Following trg caps are there in Rajshahi :- 

 a.Trg Centre for Razakars - Rajshahi Upushahar 
 b.Trg Centre for AI Badar - Rajshahi Stadium 

 c.Trg Centre for Mujahid - Rajshahi Baralquti 
 

5.   The individuals have been handed over to the Indian Army. The six surrendered      
Pak special guerillas have informed that the whole Coy is ready to surrender. 

 

Sd/-M.A Manzoor 

Comd 

B Sector 

Bangladesh Forces. 

 

 

SECRET 
 

 

 

---------------
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(� ���& $�� ���#Q ��7 $1, �M��7 ��#�7 H��� :���)। 
(�) &%�E� �� ��&]��� $:�� �M�g ��� ��� ���<l ���&��S�E�N�� ��& ��� &%�E� 

� &7 ���� .��। ���&��S�E ���&� ���S ��7�T-L��#� �:�����, ��E���#� V :��� 
'����� �C। 
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(�) ��&����, ��&��.� V HS�S ���� ���<l ����E �\� �.����%�� ���T ����� ���S   <�k 
����� .�� V ��&��� ��� �<�X�7 ��� .��। 
(%) �uUE, ��v V .�S���� �1 ��P WMES H�����&� ��&�� ��N�� ��h� ���� .��। 
(W) A���� �� HI��� LI��� �F����.E� %;। 
0। �M��7 ��#�7 ◌d �2NE#<��� &7��< � .V7� ��#6 �\� i�� ��� ���। 
(�) $���R, �X� ��� ����R �\� $��%����% ���hl ���। 
(�) ��� ���� $��%����% �S�!� ��g ��� V �\� �S�.���� H�����%� ���। 
(%) ��xS� �����. g ��� $�V7�। 
(W) �\� ������ H�K� L������ H���&� ��� $�V7�। 
(k) �\ t��� ��#�: H�Q��� ��K� ���। 
(:) ��� Y���� $���� p��� ��g ���। 
(T) ���>���� ���������� $� $�� ��>� ��h�। 
(&) LI��� D��� �S�!� DE7। � ���& ��� �� V ��#�S���7E $��X�-���y���� $��%S 

!� ���� ��� D�7�&����� �� $����� ��7�% ����। 
(j) ��" �O�� �2NE#<��� �C ���� .��। ������ p��� V �X �X �S���7���� (1z�.�� V 

L��&�) p���, $��� $R�� ��" ������ �O�� ��� .7 $�p��� �2NE#<��� i�� ���� 
.��। $�������� ��" � ��� �� $���� &S �����.� ���� .��। 

 
$%����$%����$%����$%����    ��������������������    ����������������    VVVV    $�^��$�^��$�^��$�^��    

    
�\�� :��� $�V7� V D���E� ���- $%����� &S ���:�7 �X HJ $�^��- �\�� .;�� 

:��� $�V7�।�\ H���M� �����7 
{ ���S� $����� V HJ�� ��7 ��& ���� .7, ������ �\�� 
L:��� LW�� � .��� �\ D|}�� ��7 ��~� LW�� $.� H���9� �����E F����� ���� ����। 
H���, � ���� :��� $�V7�� &S $%������ ������� ����7 ��& ����d- 

(�) �\ $���� $����� LW���� L��� ��� � $���� LW�� ����। 
(�) ��1 !�� ������ ��& ���� �, ��� �\ ����� .�7 L"W�" $�[�� LW�� D��.� 

����। 
(%) ����� HC���� ��& ����। 
(W) $����� ���&� $&� �7��� ���� .�� �, � ����u� ����। 
(k) ��; ������� H��_ ����। 
�। �������- $�[�: R��� $%����� &S H�S6 D�7�&�7। �� $�� ��& ���� � 

���� $����� H�P��� L��� $��� $�7। ��#FE &�A� �M�g ����� ���� �\ $������ 
L:��� LW�� � ���� ����। 

0। %�������- �7��� ���� b����� $��� ����.�� �����% R���, $%������� �� 
R��� �। �1 &S $%���� ������ �� �� !�� ���� .�� $���� �7��� 
b����� L���� ����. $� [̂T��� ��� 7। 
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$%����� %�������� D�7�&d- 
(�) ��[��� &S। 
(�) :��� $�V7�� &S। 
%�������� &S $%����d 
(%) �������<��� .��� .��। 
(W) ���.S� V ����� ��� $R�� �M� .��। 
(k) �:6���� V <�� ����{���� .��। 
3। L5�E- $%����1 ��#�� L5��E ���S%� .��। ��� $��R�V �5 L5�E ��� ��� �R���� 

���� ��� ��X�7 $��� .��। 
 $:��- $%����� $:�� V ��S� ���#��P��� .V7� :�1। ����� ���<�� �� .�� $�, ���� 

���1 ��1 �������� $���, L�u� �� ����E� &S ���� ��। ��R��� ����� $K�� $%���� 
���� ����7 �। 

 �7������#��- $%����� �M��� ���#��P��� .��। ��&� &�� ���l ���V $%���� ��� 
������ ���#� ���। 

    
���>���.����>���.����>���.����>���.�    ��������    ����������������    VVVV    ��������    ����������������    ����    

    
�� ���� ◌d 
(�) ��#�� �5� ������� �_�C V7��� .�� R���� .��। 
(�) �\� :� ��#� T�X�7 L�T, ����� �_�C �&�% R���� .��। 
(%) ����, ��#��FE $���, $���, ���V7�u' 1�S��� ���#���N�� �S�!� A.E ��� D�7�&���� 

W�[�"�� �F� ���� .��। 
(W) �\ $���� xu�� $���� ��� ��> ����� ��� LW�� .��� .��। �\ H��� ��>���� 

.�� ��� L��� .��। 
(k) $%������ ��#�� :��� R���� .��- $�� H����� $��U ��FE�� ��� L��� .��। 
(:) $%���� ������� &��� �.���� �\� $� $�� i������ L5�E $R�� A���� ��[:��� .��। 
(T) ������ D�� $%������ ��� D�u� ���� ��� ��f��� $�. ����। ����� �<7�� ��[:���। 
(&) ���>���.�� ����, S�7 ��:�� ��� ���Q��� ���.�E &%�E� ���� D�� ���� .��। 
�। �� ���� �d 
(�) ��T ��:�� T�X� $������� .�S����� ��O .�� �। 
(�) %M. ������ ��O .�� � V H����� %M. ������� D������ $V7�� &S HJ �S�.�� ���� �। 
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(%) ���>���.� ��"���&, .�S����, �uUE �� HuR ��A�.� 1�S��� HS�7 ����# ��1 ��O .�� 
�- �� ���P �M���। 
(W) $�� H������� ���"� ��� $T�[�� �। $�� ������ p��� 1�S��� ��� ��� .�� !��7 

$������ ���S p���&�� ��� ���� ����E .7 ��1 $����- ��&�� &�X�7 �X�� �। $�� 
�\� :� �.� .�� ��� �}���������� ��� �2�}� ������� ����। 

(k) H������� ����{� �_�� f�� ��� &�� D�7�& $� T�X� HS ����� ���% L���:� 
���� �। 

(:) ��1 &�7%�7 �!����� .�� �- ��#�� :��� � R���� $�"� L�W��� .��। 
 

���>���.�����>���.�����>���.�����>���.��    ��������������������    �.�����.�����.�����.����    ����������������������������    
���Sp������Sp������Sp������Sp���    H��S1H��S1H��S1H��S1    �2���2���2���2��    ����������������    .��.��.��.��    

+। ����� ��<�%�. ����!� ������� ��� D��� ���� ���� ���। 
�। ��� $�� ��&���� V ����� ���.�� H�S�:�� $R�� $������� &������E� ����}�� �S�!� 

���। 
0। x�<#F���� ��7 $������� &%E�� ���S �����.। 
3। �R����S L��#� �:����� �S�!�। 
4। ��f��� ���S���7 ��F�AE�. ��� P��� ���U�� ��� ��&� $���%� ����# �SP ����� 

.��-$�� ��#���, $T�" $T�" �S���7� V :�U� D��S��1 ��� ��&� ���& �SP R����। 
�। ���>���.� ���S��� ���S ����, �M��� V L����� �.� �����S� D�� H"�" ��c�� H��:� 

R��� ��� $�7�� ����। 
 

��R�����R�����R�����R���    
 

L�� ��t��� L��./<%���� ��F� ����7� D��`� ������T $�, ���������� 
������ &S 
L��� &�� ���u% ����� L�� D|}�। L�� L�V H(���� ������T $�d- 
 
(�) ��#�� ���������� &������E� D�� L1�d ������� D�� V ���>���.�� D�� L�%�S 

R����। 
(�) ��&� &�� ���l ���7� V ���<��� ���������� &������� ��S��E ��#��> ��7�% 

����। 
(%) L����� D�� �\ ��G� ����!�� $�����.�� i�� ���� ��O R����। 
(W) $�� ��"���&, H�������% �� HS $�� H�����&� ���& ��O .1� �। $�� ���"� ��� 

$T�[� �। 
(k) ��� V ��f��� D�� $�� H���< L:�E ���� �। 
(:) ���>���.�� ��Z�� HJ��� � ����� $�� ��(����� .�S� ���� � V .�S� ����� 

��.���V ��.��S ���� �। 
 
 

���>����� 
 

------------ 
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������� ��� ����� 
0*। ���>���.�� ��#����7� 
��E#� ��, �, �&, V����� 
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IN LIEU OF NSCTORM 

 

OPS: IMMEDIATE                DTG:151400 

FROM: EASTCOE GS (X)               SECRET 

 

TO: DELTA SECTOR             A-1015 

 

INFO: ALPHA BRAVO CHARLIE ECHO ECHO ONE FOXTROT JULLEET 

SECTORS OPS BRANCH (BY HAND) 

 

From C-in-C Bangladesh Forces for Capt GAFFAR Comd 4 E BENGAL to be 

repealed to Comd 'K' 'S' Z' Forces all Bns EBENGAL cmm Bangladesh Sector Comds 

COS Bangladesh (.) Quoto (.) One (.) My heartiest congratulation s on excellent 

performance by your Bn in capturing -area SALDAND1 NORTH and retaining 
liberated position repulsing enemy counter attack inflicting heavy cas on 30 PUNJAB 

at the cost of only 1(1) killed and 7(7) wounded to yourself (.) Well done keep - it 
up(.) Convey above to all ranks -and fwd recommendations for gallantry awards by 

special courier (.) Two (.) This is NOT your only gallant and skilful leadership 
attaining brilliant success against odds (.) In recognition your consistently 

distinguished leadership in battle beating enemy over time despite determined enemy 
bids with air support Govt of the Peoples Republic of Bangladesh approves immediate 

Gallantly Award High Order to you (.) three {.) Comd K' Force only (.) 

Congratulations (.) Fwd citation on printed forms as per our I015A of 30(30) July 71 

for this immediate award/also for other deserving recognition (.) Four (.) For all 

Bangladesh Comds and Bns E BENGAL (.) Looking fwd to similar good news of 

your victory over enemy (.) Gallantry award recommendations awaited from all 

except Z force cmm 3 and 4 sectors (.) .Expedite despatch by special courier (.) 

Unquote (.) Jackpot sectors only (.) Confirm delivery to all addressees. 

 

 

        Sd/-M. A.G. Osmany 
1015A of 15 Nov 71              Commander-in-Chief 

 

 

 

--------------- 
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CONFIDENTIAL 
 

BY AIR COURIER 
SERVICE 

NO. 1015/A 

HQ Bangladesh Forces 

Field. 

C/O Govt. of the Peoples' 

Republic of Bangladesh 

Mujibnagar 

30 July 71 

 

To :   Comds All Sectors/Bns E. Bengal 

          Copy for info to: COS 

 

Subject:-Gallantry Awards—Recommendations For 

 
1. Recommendations for the Gallantry Awards of various orders mentioned 

below. have NOT yet been received:— 
Degree of               Enunciation          Award 

Gallantry 
 

Highest            Gallantry of the highest order in the face of Rs. 10,000/00 
Order               enormous odds entailing the peril of certain death, in 

which, but for the individual's gallant deed the enemy would have 

succeeded in inflicting grave loss on own forces. Alternatively, the 

individual's gallant deed caused the destruction to the enemy of a 

magnitude, having vital influence on the course of operations. 

Essential-three witnesses. 

 

High Order           As above but of a lesser degree. Two witnesses. Rs, 5,000/00 

Commendable      As above but of a still lesser degree. One witness. Rs. 2,000/00 

Gallantry       Of a degree not coming up to any of the Certificate 

Certificate             above standard but of a positive nature warranting 

                              recognition. 

 

2. Recommendations on the form reproduced at Appendix 'A' attached, shall be 
initiated by the officer in immediate command, e.g. Coy Comd., through the Bn Comd 
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and the Sector Comd (if other than the :en Comd) who will ensure completion in all 

respects and submit it to HQ Bangladesh Forces (Personnel) for further action. Each 

of the officers in the channel mentioned shall enter in their own hand specific 

recommendation on the case-as to which degree of gallantry he recommends for the 

individual. 

Completed form and recommendations contained in it shall be treated as 

SECRET. Under No circumstances will it be disclosed to any one NOT required to 

know about it. in connection with his duties in dealing with the case. 

Recommendations for period up to 30 June 1971 will be IMMEDIATELY submitted 

and thereafter, once a month on the 1st day of the month following the one it relates 

to. 

 

3. Special Provision for Immediate Award. Recommendation for an Immediate 

Award, justified by extra-ordinary deed or velour, or by need for immediate 
recognition after a major operation, will be submitted immediately after the action but 

on the form and through channel prescribed, in this letter. 
 

4. On receipt at IIQ Bangladesh Forces, a Board composed as given in para 5 
below shall scrutinize each case to ensure uniformity in assessment and shall make 

final recommendations to the "C-in-C" After the C-in-C's approval, the finalized 
recommendations will be submitted to the Minister for Defense for final sanction of 

the award on behalf of the Government after which it will be communicated to all 

concerned. 

 

5. Board to Scrutinize Recommendations for Gallantry Awards. 

 

President: Chief of Staff (in case of immediate award or otherwise, when COS' 

presence is impossible, the Deputy Chief of Staff will be the Chairman). 

 

Members: One of the Sector Comds (by rotation). ACOS (Operations) ACOS 

(Personnel & logistics)-also act as Secretary of the Board. 

 

6. Publication of Citation. Details of the Citation for a Gallantry Award shall be 

carefully examined from the security point of view and necessary 
deletions/modifications 

effected before release for publication/radio broadcast. 
 

7. Ack 
 

Sd/-M. A. G. Osmany 
Commander-in -Chief 

 

 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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SECRET 
 

To be submitted         Appendix A to HQ Bangladesh 
in triplicate          Forces letter No. 1015 A of 

                                                                                        30 July 71 

 

RECOMMENDATION FOR GALLANTRY AWARD 

BANGLADESH FORCES 

('MUKTI BAB INI') 

 

1. Personal/Regimental/Service number: 300-382 

2. Rank with date: Subs Sub/Major. 26.4.71 Temp (for offr) 

                                                            Actg----- 

3. Trade and/or class: G.D/Class II 

4. Name in full (in case of posthumous Fakhruddin Ahmed Chowdhury award, name 

and full address of next Helena Akhter (wife) of kin to be given in addition): 

5. Branch-Army, Navy, Air Force, Guerilla'" Special Force: EPR 
6. In case of Army: Regiment/Corps: 14 Wing (EPR) 

7. Sub unit and unit with which serving with EPR when gallant act performed: 
Chittagong Sector 

8. Present sub unit, and unit if other than serial No.7: Sector I 
9. Citation (giving date, time, place and full but precise account of the gallant action. 

Refer to enunciation of degree given in para 1 of HQ Bangladesh Forces letter No. 
1015 A of 30 July 71). 

 

1. During the month of May 71 this JCO commanded two weak and disorganized 

platoons in defending Shubhapur Bridge. 

2. Fighting against heavy enemy pressure he hindered the use of this vital bridge 

to the enemy, for long 21 days. Enemy attacks of Battalion and Brigade 

strength supported by tanks and artillery were repulsed every time and the 

enemy suffered heavy casualties both in man and material. 

3. The battles that he fought against the enemy for long 21 days will be 

remembered more for the courage and bravery of this JCO than for the battle 

itself. 

(Separate sheet may be used in case this space is insufficient) 
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10. Signatures with number, rank and name of witnesses; 

a. Witness No. I            Sd/-Maj        Date 07 Dec 71 

(PA7210M Rafiqul Islam) 
b. Witness No.2             Sd/-Capt        Date 07 Dec 71 

(PSS-I0334 Mahfuz Ur Rahman) 
c. Witness No. 3 --------------                           Date-------  

 
 

SECRET 
11. Recommendation and signature of officer in immediate command— 

Sd/-Capt 

Comd Sub Sector 'B' 

Date-07 Dec 71   (Mahfuz Dr Rahman) 

 

12. Battalion or equivalent commander's recommendation and signature— 

Date— 

 

13. Sector or equivalent commander's recommendation and signature (when he is 

other than Battalion Commander) 

 

Recommended for 2nd highest Gallantry Award. 

Sd/- Maj 

Comd. No. I Sector 
Bangladesh Forces 

Date 07 Dee 71   (M Rafiqul Islam) 
 

14. Recommendation and signatures of the Board of Scrutiny 
                                                                                         President----- 

Date ----------       Members--- 1.------ 
            2.------ 

            3.------ 

 

15. C-in-C's endorsement and signature. 

 

Date -----------  

 

16. Approval and signature of the Minister of Defense. 

Date------  

17. Date and number of notification of award------------ 

18. Date and method of payment or award --------------- 

19. Original receipt (for record) ----- ----------------------- 

 

SECRET 
 

 

----------------- 
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SECRET 
 

To be submitted         Appendix A to HQ Bangladesh 
in triplicate          Forces letter No. 1015A of 

                                                                                        30 July 71 

 

RECOMMENDATION FOR GALLANTRY AWARD 

BANGLADESH FORCES 

('MUKTI BAHINI') 

 

 

1. Personal/Regimental/Service number. Pak-4295 

2. Rank with date.                Subs: Fit, Lt.                           Temp(for offr) 

Actg 

3. Trade and/or class ..........................  

4. Name hi full (in case of posthumous award, name and full address of next of kin 

to be given in addition) --------- Flt Lt Sultan Mahmud 
5. Branch-Army, Navy, Air Force. -- ------Air Force 

Guerilla Special Force. 
6. In case of Army: Regiment/Corps. ..........   

7. Sub unit and unit with which serving ......  
      when gallant act performed. .............  .......  

8. Present sub unit, and unit if other 
than serial No.7. 

9. Citation (giving date, time, place and full but precise account of the gallant action. 

Refer to enunciation of degree given in para I of HQ Bangladesh Forces letter No. 

1015 Aof 30 July 71). 

 

On 06 Oct at Madnaghat in Chittagong City area he led a daring group of 

Guerillas to destroy Electric Power Sub Station. Fighting through the heavily guarded 

Power Station he along with his group successfully completed this action which was 

vital in cripling the Port and Shipping thereby affecting the enemy's economy. 

 

This action was done by the officer risking his own life and he showed 

tremendous courage and phenomathical bravery. 

 

(Separate sheet may be used in case this space is insufficient) 
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10. Signatures with number, rank and name of witnesses: 

 a. Witness No. 1                           Date-------  

 b. Witness No. 2                           Date-------  
         c. Witness No. 3            Sd/-Illegible                           Date 28-1-72 

          Capt 
 

 
SECRET 

Page-2 
 

11. Recommendation and signature of officer in immediate command- 

Date 28-1-72   Sd/-Illegible Capt. 

 

12. Battalion or equivalent commander's recommendation and 

Date---------  

 

13. Sector or equivalent commander's recommendation Signature (when and he is 

other than the Battalion Commander)— 

 

Sd/ 

Major 

Comd 

Date 28 Jan 72        (M. R. ISLAM) 
 

14. Recommendation and signatures of the Board of Scrutiny 
Date ------------  

President 
Members 1.---- 

    2.---- 
    3.---- 

 

15. C-in-C's endorsement and signature 

Date ................  

 

16. Approval and signature of the Minister of Defense. 

Date-------  

 

17. Date and number of notification of award  

 

18. Date and method of payment or award  

 

19. Original receipt (for record) ------------  

 
SECRET 
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PERSONAL AND CONFP. 

 
Colonel M.A.G. OSMANY. p.s.c. M.N.A. 

Commander- in-Chief, 
Bangladesh, Forces 

Field 

C/O Govt. of I he People's 

Republic of Bangladesh 

Mujibnagar 

DO No. 2015 A 

26 Nov 71 

 

My dear Rafiq, 

 

Reference:-  HQ Bangladesh Forces No. 1015/A of 30 July 71 and gig No. A- 

1015 of 15 Nov. 71. 

 

Recommendations for Gallantry Award from your Sector, has NOT yet been 
received despite reminders. This is most unfair to the gallant personnel-both of the 

"NIYOM1TO BAHINI' and the 'GONO BAHINI- who fought under you or your 
predecessor (of whom many are, Shalieeds) and, I need hardly add, adversely reflects 

on the commander's interest in his command. 
 

You will please, therefore, submit recommendations covering the period 26 Mar 
onwards, on the prescribed form* immediately, ensuring utmost fairness. 

 

With best wishes, 

yours 

Sd/-M. A. G. Osmany 

 

* As given in Appendix 'A' to HQ Bangladesh Forces'No. 1015/A of 30 July 71. 

Printed forms: were also sent to you under our No. 1015/A of 22 Sep 71. 

Major MOHAMMAD RAFIQUL ISLAM, 

Comd 1 Sector, 

Bangladesh Forces 

Field 

 

CONFD 
 

 

-------------- 
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SECRET 
 

HQ 1 Sector 
Bangladesh Forces 

No. 2B//I/F/A 

04 Dec 71 

 

To: The Commander-in-Chief 

       Bangladesh Forces' 

 

Subject: Important Affairs—Seeking Govt. Decision 

 

1. As the liberation army continues liberating Bangladesh from the enemy hands 

numerous problems are arising in liberated areas which needs immediate attention of 

the Govt. Though,, all these aspects do not fall within the preview of my 

responsibility as a military commander for Sector I, I can not absolve myself of my 

responsibilities as a citizen of Bangladesh towards my country. All. the points 
mentioned below might have already received due attention of my Govt. I will be 

only doing my duty if 1 can be of some constructive use through these points and 
suggestions. 

 
2. Law and Order. 

a.  In the last eight months there was no semblance of any law and order 
in the whole of Bangladesh, people expected that after liberation there 

will be peace and the common people' will enjoy the fruit of freedom 

with complete sense of honor and security—which they were deprived 

of for hundreds of years. Unfortunately things are happening 

otherwise. In the liberated areas people have taken law in their own 

hands. Worst of all are allegations against Namely Bahini and Gono 

Bahini whose atrocities can be compared with those of the Pakistan 

army and in most cases these allegations are painfully true. 

 

b.  The reason behind this is 

 

 (1)the absence of any civil or military law wherein an offender can be 

detained or punished with proper trial so that people gain confidence in 

the Govt. machinery. 
   

  (2)Second reason is that every individual member of Gono Bahini and 
Niamito Bahini thinks himself to be the competent authority to punish 

anyone he feels like. In a recent case, some guerrillas killed 8 Razakars 
who had surrendered with the result that another 250 Razakars who 
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wanted to surrender have turned hostile. I am looking for this group. Similar 

reports have been received from deep inside Bangladesh. 

(3) Third reason is that some of own officers have started, declaring themselves to be 

commanders of liberated areas which is wrong. All Bangladesh officers are 

commanders of units or sectors only for military operations- and not for civil 

administration in the liberated areas; the task of which has already been given to 

the Zonal Council. There is. however, requirement of an army officer for each 

zone to remain in constant touch with own Zonal Councils who should be 

nominated by the Govt and friendly forces should be intimated as such. Numerous 

complaints are being received that members of Niamito and Gono Bahini are 

collecting taxes, lifting cattle, chicken etc for own consumption by intimidating 

the civil population. This cannot happen unless there is concurrence of respective 

commanders and we must find ways and means to stop this forthwith. Exemplary 
punishment in public is the only answer. 

 
c. About 95% of the Razakars are victims of circumstances. Same is the case of 

those people who had been in political parties other than Awami League. What is 
happening today is, that innocent people are being killed by the members of 

Niamito as well as Gono Bahini on the plea these people are Razakars, Muslim 
Leaguers and so on. Actually in most cases revenge or personal enmity is being 

taken. Even if a man has been helping Pak army-no one knows the tragic 

circumstances which forced him to work for them. I know one incident in which a 
young girl of 16 was raped and then sent to India to collect information keeping 

her younger sisters and parents as hostages. These are the hard realities of life in 
the occupied areas of Bangladesh and incidents of this nature are too many to be 

mentioned. Can we then afford to kill a Bengalee whatever he might have done—
without proper trial? Can we deny the fact that the whole nation stood united for 

independence! If not then, we—as a hew nation must be able to search out- heart 
and find out the causes and circumstances which compelled many of our people to 

work against us. It is a fact that there are some real culprits but then it is not too 

many. If we want to establish law and order, peace and if we want to honor our 

freedom, imperative we take the following actions. Otherwise Bangladesh will be 

an Independent nation only for geographical identity where primitive savagery 

will domain. 

 

d. Suggestions 

 

(1) Police department be established. This force should be strong enough. 

      Their dress, wpn and power to be immediately determined. 

  

(2) Govt. must announce that no Bengalee can be killed except for those 

      decided by the Sector Comdr and civil affairs adviser. This does not 
      include a person fighting with arms against Bangladesh Forces. But if 

      captured that person should be sent as POW for proper and legal trial. 
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Anyone violating these orders should be punished. This 

announcement will have tremendous far-reaching effect not only 

on the liberation war but also in subsequent nation building work. 

(3)All members' of Gono Bahini in liberated areas to be asked over      

radio to report to nearest police station/Magistrate/Army HQ. In 

these places he should deposit his wpn and ammo and start his 

normal activities of settling family affairs and development work 

of his area. 

 

3. Recovery of all wpns, ammo and eqpt. This aspect also needs immediate 

attention. From the activities of many members of Gono Bahini it has become 

absolutely clear that they will try to hide their wpns and form into bonds of criminals 

or into with cliff political motivation. This is bound to create turmoil and may lead to 

a civil war. The recovery of arms etc has to be planned with firmness. It is felt a 
special operation may have to be launched to recover all arms/ammo. In this respect 

all authorities who inducted guerillas inside Bangladesh should be asked to keep 
details of guerrillas, issued with arms/ammo etc ready in large number. Details should 

be Thana wise so that law enforcing autli can quickly be given the task of recovery 
based on information supplied. A large No of copies of such details have to be kept 

ready. 
 

4. Radio Bangladesh should issue instructions to the people of Bangladesh daily 

on the following: 

 a. To, guard all bridges, installation and communication lines in the liberated 

areas. 

  b. Not to enter Bunkers etc. without obtaining clearance from the army. 

  c. Instruction on civil def measures. 

  d. Not to pay any tax etc to any unauthorized pers or group of pers. All  

complaints to be made to civil administration close by. 

  e. Voluntary work on village def and development of rds and communication 

in respective areas. 

  f. To hand over all criminals and active collaborators to nearest police station. 

  g. Not to touch any strange object. They should put a red flag near that object       

and inform the police or the army about such object without delay. 
5. All one can see in the liberated areas 'nothing 'but destruction. Planning on the 

following essential: 
a. Edn Institutions 

   (1) Accn. 
   (2, Furniture. 

   (3)All equipments. 
   (4)Stationery. 

   (5)Books: To be rewritten specially on immediate history of Bangladesh. Books 

for all classes to be decided on. Special emphasis to be given on the fol: 
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(a) Superiority of Bangladesh as a race. 

(b) Hatred against West Pakistanis and our determination to eliminate that land from 
the surface of the world. 

(c) Hatred against all unfriendly countries. 
b. Health 

 (1) Estb of hospitals. 
 (2) All types of medicines and surgical eqpts. 

 (3) Prevention of epidemic. 
 (4) Tube wells etc. 

c. Relief and Rehabilitation 

 (1) Review of present crop sit and planning to avert a famine. 

 (2) Arrangement of supplying daily essential commodities. 

 (3) Arrangement to supply house building materials. 

 (4) Planning to give financial assistance to all victims of the war. 

 (5) Rehabilitation of orphans. 

 (6) Rehabilitation of disabled persons. 

 (7) Looking after families who have lost the earning members. Also those who    

are mentally deranged due to atrocities. 

 (8) Arrangement to get all Bengalees now in different lock ups in India. 

6. Communication etc. 

 a. Rd and rail comm system and its repairs. 

 b. Requirement of different type of vehicle for the Govt departments as well 
as civilian movement. This needs detail planning. 

 c. Airfield and ports. 
 d. Tel Comm: This may take time. To be covered up by planned we is corom 

down to thana level.. 
 e. Electricity: Likely to be destroyed be the en. Essential to plan and arrange 

for generators to supply all important cities and hospitals. 
         7. These are some of the important matters. I hope these will receive due 

 attention specially the point regarding law and order. 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

Major 

Commander Sector I 

(M. Rafiqul Islam) 

 

 

SECRET 
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PRIORITY 
FROM : IMAM HQ No 1 SECTOR   DTG      SECRET 

291400    A-0762 
 

TO:  SUB SECTOR 1,2,3 

SUB SECTOR 5 (BY HAND) 

 

Alpha (.)  any one capturing wpns from the en will be rewarded as under for cach 

wpn (.) ONE (.) rifle 303 Rs 30/- (.) Two (.) rifle CHINESE Rs 50- (.) 

THREE (.) LMG 303 Rs 100/- (.) LMG 7.62 CHINESE Rs 150/- (.) 

FOUR (.) MGs Rs200/- (.) suitable reward for other wpns will also be 

paid (.) 

 

Bravo (.)  for prisoner (.) ONE (.) en soldier Rs 200/- (.) TWO (.) en. JCO Rs 

300/- (.) THREE (.) en offr Rs 1000/- and above (.). 

 

Charlie (.)  for documents etc of valuable info (.) suitable monetary reward 
depending on the value of the document (.) 

 
Delta (.)  this be brought to the notice of all ranks. 

 
Sd/-ILLEGIBLE 

Major 
No. 30S/1/A dated 28 Aug 71      (M. Rafiqul Islam) 

 

 

 

--------------- 
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BY HAND . 
No. 1015/A 

HQ Bangladesh Forces 
C/O Govt. of the Peoples 

Republic of Bangladesh 

Mujibnagar. 

22 Sep, 71 

 

To :- No; 1, 2, 3 & 4 Bangladesh Sectors 

Info:- COS 

 

Subject: Supply of Forms 

  Our letter No. 1015/A dated 30 July 71 refers. 

 

1.   200 copies each of printed forms [RECOMMENDATION FOR 

GALLANTRY AWARD BANGLADESH FORCES (Mukti Bahini)] are enclosed 

herewith. 
 

2. Please ensure that strict economy of the form is used. 
 

Sd/-Illegible 
Enclosures (200 forms)            Assistant Chief of Staff (Personnel) 

 
 

 

SECRET 

 

 

------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
��। !"���� ��� ��#�$ ���% 

&���'�� 
( � !�)��� ������ (*+( 

    , , , , !"���� ��� !"���� ��� !"���� ��� !"���� ��� ,,,,        
-.����-.����-.����-.����----0�0�0�0�----����1�����1�����1�����1�----�2�2�2�2----��'3�����'3�����'3�����'3���    

 �& ����� ���� �4 5�6���� !7�� ���89 !��� ���89 ����� ��: ;��<� '��= (>?+ 
����� -�" !"���� ������� ���% �'@ ������� �'���� ������ ;�8��� 
��<� ':�। (>?+ ���� 
!�����:��� A���� B�C�� !D�� ��&����: 5E��� -#�E ���� !D�� 
F���C� ;�:��� 
B�C�� �& ��:��: ��� ���। !D�� 8�G�: ‘‘H�:����’’ ��I� ;7J '��� !K�% ��� �� �L ���। 
 !"���� ����� ���6�: �M B���2C '��� ��� �C����%��� ��� �'@ = ���8��� !=:�। ;C�C 
��������� !� ������ ������', !� ��@�O� = ����� !��M�@�M �� ��� �������& !&। �� !��� 
���� !�, -����� ;������ ;��������= �� ����� '��, 'P�� ���� !��"�� ���� ����� ��� 
;F���� ���C& ��@ 6������ �� ������C� ���� ��� �����। B��Q @���� �8��� 

�8����8��� ��� ���6���& '� -� �� ����2��। ��� ���, ���� !���: ��������: R��� 
�'���� �� ���P 6�G�  �'���� ��@ ��� ������ ��S�C��� -#�E ��� ����� ;T�T ��: �����: 
��=:�। ��� ': �U!�� �8�� �C��� �V�� ��W �& 5E��� X�� 6��� ���� ����� 57� = �Y��: 
Z!�। 
 ������4�C ������ ��0�� -�K 6�� 5����� ���-����[� ���, �����E ���, ������ ��� = 
B�\��� ���। 
 ����[� ��� '��� ���� �� �� ������ !���� ����� 5���1 ������� �]̂EJ = �_���G� 
`���� @C ��� ��J��a 5�:�" ���। "� �Y��: �'���� '��� �& ���� ����� @��। 
 �����E ����= ���% ����� �U��1� ����̂EJ `�� 6�: ��W �& `���� @C ��J��a 
5�:�" ': �। (*�> ���� !����:� ��� '��� ������ ����� ���% �<2�$। �& ���� ����� !��H�� 
�� !8b"��� ����� ���C ��%� ���J2 ��1� @C ��� ���। B�\��� ��� ���% !���� c&�% 
������� ���C ���। �& ���� !�� ���% ;d�:� B�\��� ����� ;C ���% ;���e� 5���f� 
������� `�� ��� ��@�� 5���f� ���� 6�:। �Y��: �'������ �� &�Q�6�, ���:, -��@��:�: 
�& ���� ��� '�:�K। �& 6�� ����� !��� !� !�� ���%�� !"���� ����� ���� -����8��� 
;���E '�� ���� ��W !���� 8�"& B�\��� ���� �C�g� '�: 7���। 
  �����E�_ ���% �h��� !��� ��: !"���� ���'�� �i��� ��K�- (() !���� �:��� 
��a���� B�C�� ����@� ��� !���� �:��� ��a���� B�C�� "�M !����� -� !�� ���: 7��� 
�। 
 (l) ;��� ��: �:��� ��a���� B�C�� "�M !����� -�"& 57� !7�� !"���� ���'� 
"�M !���� ':।  
 (m) !���� �:��� ��a���� -���� ;T�T ���O� B�C�� !�� ����E ��� ���� ���� 
�, !����= !"���� ���'� "�M !���� ': 
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��P������P������P������P����    

!"���� ����� �i� !� ���E& !'�� � !� �& �������� ��A��C� @C ��:��% ����G 
;�d�: 5�:�@ ':। !�� ������ �� 8�̂� 5�<��, !�����'�� "�������� ���C n�C, "E��7J ��� 
����o�, ��J ��8�" = B�%C। 

������ ���� X�� !8b"��� ;�d�& !��p�: �। �& ������ ���� @:��:�, ��iO, ��Z�q�%, 
d��: ;7JS��� ;�d�, [�� = �'��� ;�d� ��� !���� ;��������� �<�28r�= !��p�:। 

8�G� = ��s<�� � ����� ���% Htu�^EJ ���। �& c&�% ��G:& �������� ;$"J�। !"���� 
���'� !� ;v�� ��@ ���� !������ ;�������� ��� ����� 8�G� � !���p ��'�� ���w� ��@ 
8��8��� 6��� ���� �। ���E d��: @"�E� �'�:�� K�M� � ��� !�����& 6��� ���� �। 
8�G�"� �C��� � �C���� ;$��: '�: �P�� ����। 

d��: @"�E� ��s<�� = 8������ !"���� ����� ;���̂ '=:� 6�&x d��: @�����E ��� 
����s���y9 ��� ����� ���8�� ��� ;����R:� �� n��'C�R:� ':, ��'�� ���� !"���� ����� 
B�\��� ����%��� !�� �= ��� ����। ��� ���, � ��� !� '�y ��� ��� ��@S��� �1C �� !� 
��G�: @"E�� 8��8��� !��p��� '��। �� ����� '��, �= '�� ���� @"E ;��z8��� ��� '�y 
��� !�� ��� ����, ��W ��� ��� ��A�C �{�| ��62 � ':, ��'�� !���� � ��� ��& �A� 
'�� ���� �। �& ����� @C 5�:�@�: �������� -� ���% Htu�^EJ ��� '��� !8b"��� ;�d�। 
��'�M, @r�, �-�� �� �:��� B�C���� ����G8��� ���� �<�2 ���, !"���� ����� !�H�� 
����G8��� ������ ;���̂ ;�d�� �<�2 ���। 

��������������������    

!�� A�}�� @�:"�: ���% ��� [�� �� @��7 �� A�}�� ���%� ���p ���% ��� � �� @r� !�� 
q�}�%� ����a :। ���E !�& ���y9 [�� �� ��% !� !�� ��: �U  B�C�� !q��= ��� !A��� ���� 
। �� ��&�� ������� �� ��&�� !7�� !��� -��� !�� ���: 7��� �। 

���� -�� "������� n��C� �7�। ���% !���� ���C ���89 ;v�� !"���� ���'��� ��@ 
���� ����। ���89 ��� !7�� �U  -#�E ��� ����JZ ��� !A��� ����। ��W ���89 ;v��� 
!8�� ��f� !��"����" �C�d� 6�&। ���89 !"���� ���'�� "������ = ���J ������ ���C n�C = ��'�� 
7��� 6�&। !���4 �����E�_ ;�9� !"������� ���K !���� �� ���� !��"����" 7��� �। ����� 
���89 ���� ���J����= ����: @�� ���C ': �, �U�� �� �����" !:। !�� !1�� !��� !"�K c& 
�@
 ���� �8���= 8�� ��p����p� @~� ��q�J !��� !"�K । 

"E��7J"E��7J"E��7J"E��7J    

@"�E� ��a !� !�� B�C���� ���Z ���� ����। ������� = n��C� �� -�� "��7J = 
"E����o�� �7�। �C��� "E��7J K�M� !"���� ��� !���%& 6��� ���� �, �A� '=:� ��̂�� �7�। 
���C�T, -R:, ;T�T, ��� �%��� !�� 58<�� �@�GH�� d��: @"�E� �'����"�� K�M� !"������ 
!��� ���� �। ;��C �&�� ��=:�� @�:"� -�= -�K। ��&��� ������{� �� �� ����� ���K ��� 
�U��� ��K !7��। 

"E��7J ����o� ���M�: !����। @"E �� !��� ������ ��7J ���� �� !��� ����$ ���� 
!q����A�� ���� ����� �U��� !6��� ���� ���:। @"E �� ����� -R: !��� = ����o�� �C�d� 
����। 
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-��� !���� @"�E� ��K !7�� 
�_��̂J ��7J ��=:� ��: � !���� !"������� ��P�� '�� 
'��, !���� �C��� �V������� �<�2 ���� '�� ���� !��@��M । �& �V������� A�� ���89 ��� 
!7�� ;�� ;�� ��@ ��=:� ��:। 57��_ @"E � 6�&��= 8�: ��7J ��� !"�������। 
�Y��:�_ �U�� �TZ '�: ��M, ����� ����� !8�r ��:। �<��:�_ ���: ��"P�� �8�o= ���� ':। 
��� ���� !������= �� !��� ��� ;�"� ': ����� !��� ����। 8�: !�� �� !K�M ��: �, 
���E ���� @�� �� ���E�� '�� �<��C। !"������ ����� 1�� ��� � �� !�� ;�Q���� 1�� 
���। 

��� !��� !���� '�� �� �� �V�� �<�2 ��� d��: ��7J ��=:� ��:, �� 8��, ��� @C 
!���� ����� �7� 8��8��� @"E�� ���p�: ���� '��, !� ���� @"�E� ���a� @C& ���� 
!���K ��� ���� ���� 5�E ���"J ���� 5��। �%� �� @"E ��p�� ����, ��& ���� 
!"������� ��@��� �� !���� =� ����� ����o�� �C�d� ����। 

"E��7J ��� �C��� = 5�� 7��� !"������� ��K� ��'�� ����� ��@ ;�� �'@ ':, 
"E��7J�� A�� ����� ��@S��� = �Z���� ��� c�%� !@������ '�: =�P। �� �'� ��@S��� 
-��J = ��w��C ���:� '�: ���� ��� ���। ����� -.�C�" �'@ '�: =�P, 56�� ������E ���� 
-.��a ��}�@ ��:। ���� 8���, -��� ��� &। -����� !�K� -�K -�= ;"�E� ���G।  

���� ;T 6�& �P�, ��W ;T& �� �7� :, X�� ;T ���:& ��� !@�� ��: �। ��� ��� ���G। 
����� @C 6�& �C��� "E��7J। @"�E� �'��8�̂���� �। ������ �U��� @������ ;T-�T = 
B�C���C� !��� q���M !"�� 6��� �। !�� ����� !1�� ��� �� ������ = ;7JS��� ��a -�K 
�� X�� !���� 6��� � !���� '�� !�� ��1 �� !����� -�K -� !���� '�� !�& �� !����� 
����� �����। 

!"���� ��� '��� ���F ���। �Q���� ������J 56�� 6�&। ������ ������J 6�& ��`��� �#:�, 
;T ���F� ������J 6�& ��@S��� ��1� ��� !����� ������J ���G। 

!"���� X�� ����� ������& ��� ���� �, ��r ���� @"E�� ;�5��� ����, ��"�P� ���� 
��T ��� ����� ��� B�\��� ��@S��� ��a� 5��f� ���� !62� ����। 

�� �����, "������ ����: ��'��� ����। !� !�� 8��� ����� '��, ����� ��=:� 7���� 
����Q��Z ����। ����� c_� ��̂ ���� !62� ����, ����� 57� Z�� �� �� �h� ����� ���a 
����। 

B�%CB�%CB�%CB�%C    
!"���� ����� B�%C ���� !��p�: !8b�"���� = �Z���� B�%C �%� '� !"���� ���'� = 

�US��C� ���C B�%C। !"���� = d��� @"�E� B�%C। �& B�%C !"���� ����� "��5�<�� = ������ 
�:�V� ���। 

��J��8�"��J��8�"��J��8�"��J��8�"    

�& ���'�� ��J��8�" = ��"P ���% Htu�^EJ ��G:, ;�� �2 ��� !"���� ���'��� "�M 
����� ': ��� �� "P ���� �M& @�%�। �����E�_ c& ���� !��� �& ���'��� 7���_ ���� 
�����:� @C ��� ��� -� ���� ��K� ���:� @C �M�& ���। 

����� !"����-���� ���@@�� ������� �C�" ��� �� @r�� ��'��M !"���� ���'�� ��r q��� 
q��� '��� ���� ��� ����। ����� ��� = -���J ���1� '�� ':। 

-�� !"����- -���� !"������ !��� ���� ��� �����E @����� ��� ��� ����� '��& 
���� ���� !�� ��M। ��� !"���� ���'��� ��#:8��� ��'��C ���। 
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�& -�� �� -���� !"������� ;��� ��K���& �� :। ��� c& ��@ ���� ���� ;�� �'�@। 
(�) H�6��� ��@ (�) `��.� �#:�����। !��_ �US�C��� "����7 c�J8 ���� �<�2 ���, ��Z�: 
��� ��� !�:�, !������ ��}����, !��� 8�r� &�C���। 

��� !�� !"���� ����� ��: ����� = -�� !����� ���C� �� '�� �� �%� ���� ����� !����। 
�P� ���� ;�d� ���p। ����� ��̂��� ;����� !� �%� '��। 

 
��J5E�����J5E�����J5E�����J5E���    

�U� ��a ��J ���� @C !� !�� ������"� �� �C�'�� ���& '� !"������� ����। 
* �:��� ����� �����b���� ��r ��� �����: 6���। 

* ��a ;v� �� q�}�% B�:�� ����। 
* ���C�� ������� "�M �����। 

* !���:���� ��r ��P� �]�J !��� 6���। 
* !"���� ���� �1������� �� ��: ���� ���� '��। 

* ����� ��̂��� '�� ��@�� ��}�6�: 6�� -� �U�� `�� ���। 
* !"���� ����� -� ���% ��̂ ��� '� -#�E�.� ���। !"�������     -#�E�.� 
8�̂��� '�� �:��� B�C���� !7�� -�= ���। 
* !�� -#��E� ��: ;�7� B'S6 ���� � �� ;�7� H�� �� !���� K�M�� �। "�M� 
-#��E� ��: 57�� ��&8�� ������ �������, �%� �� ����� �� ��'�� ��:= ��& 
���। 

* �U�� �� !������� ;���J�� -#�E ��� �� ����� c�J� ;���% ��}�@ ��� ����। 
����� !�& ���� ������ �U��� !6��� ���� ���:। !��� !��{ �C�'�� ����। 

* �� !���� !�� �'� �� q�}�% ������ ���� ����� ���K �, �� ���� !K�M !���। 
* ���� !���� �U��� B�C���C� = ;T��T� �����E !��� X�� ����& !"���� �E��b�� 
6����: ����। 
* ����� 6�M�$ @: �� ������, ��& �:��� B�C�� "P ��� 5��--#��� �C�d� 
����। 

* �� �U�� !������� �q�� !A���, K�8r '�: �M��। �� !���� ����1��� 8-̂5�<�� 
���@� ;���̂ :-K�8r '�: �M��। �� �����' ��=:� ���y � ��= !��% �M��। 
�� �C��� ;v� @��M ��@ ��!� '�� �� ���89 ��� K�M�: �M��� @C K�8r '��। 
-#��E� !���:= � 5E���। 

* !"������ ��= 8�: ��� �। ���� 8�: ��K�� ': �, ��& � ������� -�� ��7। 
* ����� ������& ��� ���� � ��r ��r @"E�� ;�5��E� ����, ��"�P� ����, ��T 
��� ����� = B�\��� ��@S��� ��a� 5��f� ���� ��'��C ����। � �� K�M� ����� !�� 
;7J& ': �। 
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������� ��� ����� 

�+। ��@ !"����� ��� 
����d�� �]��J ���% �6�P 

!"���� 5��1 !��, ������ l� @���&, (*+( 

 

���: 
����L� ;�A���, R�"� !"���� !��, ������, 8���। 

@��,  
-�� (��-l��) = ;C ��@ !"���� (��-l�+) "� ���� R�"� !��� �C�] !7�� !"���� 

����� !��� ��: @���& ���� !��� �A��। -��� @���& ����� ��p����p ��: !7�� -����� ��� 
;��J� ���J��� �]9 ���� 7���। ��� ���J����� ���C -�K ������ '����� B��C� ��� ![�� 
-#�E, ��� ���'�� ����� ���, ̂� !"���� �<�2। 

 
������������������������    '�����'�����'�����'�����    ���'����'����'����'�    ������������    

 
-����� !"���� ;v� '� ���� �@��� ���'��� 7��� �̂�J�v� = �:����' !@��� 

��%:��� 7��� !���:��� ;v�। � ;v��� ��� ���: ���p ���p ��� '����� ���'�� ������ 
���� 6��6� ���। -��� !��� �A��� �� !7��& ���� ��� -#�E ���� ����F� ���� 
7���। ���� ���� (��-l�+)!�� ��M�� ���K �̂ ���% ��@�� -�K, @�����E ��� @: ����� 
��@�� ��� ����। @���& ����� l( ������ (?( @ ���� ����Z�� B�C = ��K� ������ ����� = 
�Q� &,��,-��' '����� ���'�� (�? @�� �� !��� �& ��@��� '�� !�:। '����� ���'� ���� 
+%�� ��: !�b}�K ������ ��K� ��%��% ���� �� ���� �|C�� ��: ����� ��9� ���� 7���। 6������ 
��'��� ����: ���� ���� �� !q����A�� = ;C�~� -�G�r� ��@���J �CZ 7���। -�� (��-l��) 
= ���� ���� (��-l�+) ������ !7��& ������� -#�E ���� @C q���� 7���। �|C� +%�� ��: 
;�� ��2 -��� '����� ���'�� �? "�@� ���C !�b}�K ��W ������� �������� ��=:� ��: �। 
-��� ��� *%�� ���� ���� ���� (��-l�+) = -�� (��-l��) ����� ���K !�b}�K। 57� ���� ���� 
����� ��� ![�� 6��J ���। ���7 ���7 -�� = ���� ���� !��% 6����� ����� =�� !"�� 6��J 
���। ![�� 6��J ���� �� -��� !��� !7�� ���8���& ����% ���। ����& ���C�� [��� -H ���� 
7���। ������ ���� ���� ���� (��-l�+) !�� ��M�, ����� -.�: 
@ = 6� ��Q���:� [���� 
;C�C !���@�� ��M�q�� -H ���"�: !�:। [���� !���@ ���& ;C���� ��� ��M, c&@ 
����� '��� �'� ':। ��� !���@�� ��K !7�� -��� @��� ���� !� '����� B��C� !��% l @ 
�'� = �����@ -'� ':। ���K ����� 7���: = ��@���� q� 7���: ��� B�C�� 57� -#��E� 
�� ���� ��@� ��: !A��: ����� 1�� �� ':। 

 
������������    ���'�����'�����'�����'��    ��������������������    ������������    

��� ������ ���'�� [�� !7�� ��=:�� �� -����� !"��:Q� ���'� ;��|� ��� @��� 
���� !� ���� ����� (��-l�+) [��� (6� ��Q���:�) ���C��� -�� �C����� ���'��� 7��� 
6���Q���:� &��:�� ����:���� [���� !�����A !'����� '�� -�K। !�����A !'��� ;� ;v�� 
������ ���"� ��@ !�� �K�। !� ��̂J ������ 5������� ���C ;C��। ���89 ���: ���89 �@��: 
��= ����%��� 
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��= &���)� ��= �����"� 58<�� ���@:� �4 !����� ��K !7�� �4 %��� �:�� 5���E� 
��� !@�"�M ����K। �& ;v�� "� &������ ��: !� 5"����� = 
�������J���� ��� ��T 
'���� 6���&:��K�। 6���Q���:� [�� !��M���� �� !� !���@�� ��� “������� P�L� ����K ���� 
!���� ������ ��" �@Q���� ����Z� �@Q����  ��, &�� !�����= ��� ���।” ��� !���� �� = 
��� ��̂J ���J������ �t -��� ���� ��� ���� ����$ �&। -�� = � [���� ;C�C ������ 
���� "� lm!� @���& X#��� ���� ���� ��� ��� !�&। !�����A ������� ��� ���� �� -����� 
;v� �]̂EJ��� ��� �������a '�:�K। 

 
��������    !"����!"����!"����!"����    �<�2�<�2�<�2�<�2    

-��� @"�E� ���C ��@S��� 56��E� 6����: [���� 5�: �? @�� �� !����� ����� 
��� !7�� !"���� ����� @C 5�� ����K। ���� ����� (��-l�+) ���7 ��K� !����� 8���� ��P��y। 
���� � ����& 8���� !�b}K�� = ���89 �C��] !"���� ����� !��� ���। 

 
-��� �� ;T ����% 8�"�K। -����� ![�� !�G '�: !"�K। ��� ���'� ���C�� ��� 

!7�� !��� '=:�: -��� ��� 1�� ��� ���� ��� ��K !7�� !�� ;T ���� ���� ���� �&। 
-��� �� ��T ;�d�: -�K। ���� ���� (��-l�+) -�= ;�T� @C 8���� -��K। -�� �:� 
��� -����� c&@�� c�% ;�%����%� '���:�� ���: !���। -��� -����� �]^EJ ��a ���: ��� 
���'�� = ��� �������� 5������ ���। 

 
!�������              -��� 
���'���          
�_/- !��'��� ��A��� -�� 
����               ��-l�� 
l�!� @���&, (*+(                                                 R�"� !"���� 5��1E !��। 

 
 
 

--------------------
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������� ��� ����� 
�>। ��� ����d�� �����%J * � !�)��� ������ l� !���{�, (*+( 

 

From  : 

To  : 9 Sector HQ 

  Taki 

 

Subj : Report 

 

1. Head quarter departure on 25th Sep 71 for Bangladesh. 

2. On 270100 Ambushed by Pak Army at Mandertala, under the PS. Maheshkhali, 

Jessore 

3. On 060400 Oct 71. we attacked Bahitapara wireless station. We successful to 

destroy the Bahitapara station. Our side there is no casualty. Their side 17 Pak 
troops killed and 9 seriously injured with 1 (one) Razakar. 4. On 101071 a group 

of HQ with other local party attacked the Bhedorganj PS. After 20 hours fight 
Bhedorganj PS. Fell down. Our side Hav. Mohiuddin Sardar was expired, their 

side 85 Police and Raza-kars killed. 
 

5. On 151205 HQ ambushed on Pak troops at Damodia under HQ PS Gosherhat 
(Madaripur) after 5-2'/2 hours face to face fight we successful to kill 72 Panjabi 

Pak troops including 1 Maj. 1 Capt and 35 Razakars (total killed 107) & 69 

seriously injured. Our side casualties 12 MTIFF lost their lives, out of that 8 from 

HQ other 4 from local party. 30 our HQ Groups injured, and kept under doctors 

treatment. Everything will be explained by another letter. 

 

 

Sd/- 

Comd 

(Sub Sector Faridpur HQ) 

(Noor Mohammad) 

 

 

------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
�*। ��� ����d�� �����%J * � !�)��� ������ l+ !���{�, (*+( 

 

SECRET 

HQ 9 Sector 

Tele No.—52 

No. 0571/GS 

27 Sep 1971 

 

To  : N/SubHemayet 

Info : BABUL 

              OMAR 

 

Subject: Jurisdiction of Duty 

 

1. With immediate effect Hav Hemayet now promoted N/Sub will be responsible to 
look after area Kotailpara PS with patgati, Gopalpur, Kajulia U.C. under 

Gopalganj PS. 
 

2. He however falls under BABUL for all Ops and Adm. Orders/Instrs. His 
replanishment will be made through BABUL in future. 

 

Sp/- Illegible 

Maj 

Comd 

(M A JALIL) 

 

 

 

SECRET 
 

 

----------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
�?। ��� ����d�� �����%J (( � !�)��� ������ (� ;�)���, (*+( 

 

 
 
 
���a���'� ��<J�--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
�E---------------------------------------------------------------�' ���� ;���� !�=:� '���। 
 
 
 
 
 


�_ ����� ���w�� 
(�/(? 

���a���'� ������:� 
%��"�&�, ����, �:����' !�)� 

 

 

--------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
�(। ��� ����d�� ��#�$  
@S� ���a������ �6�P 

(( � !�)��� ������ l? ;�)���, (*+( 

 

�5: �C��, 
 ���: ���� �& -��� (�/*/+( &� ����� 8�����: !�b}�K:��K । ��7 ��� !Ab�@� 
!q��=� ���C ��M:� �/� q�� A�&% ': । (? @ ���a����� �'�� '&:��K, (+ @ ��� !�� = 
��@���� �'� '&:��K । -�� ;�� �̂��J& ����� ����� !62� ���:��K, �=�� -���� 
��P�&:��K��� !� ��7���C ��@������� '��� ��� ��M�� ��'��� !�b��� ��a ��� '&:��K । -�� 
-AK�� ��w ���'��� ��r 7���:� ���a !Ab�@� ��a�� �'���� ��@ ������K । -����� ���� 
(>?/(*? ��&� ��J$ ��a ����� । -�� -��:� ;�� !K�� ��P�&��� ; -�� !��� �":� !���� 
7�� !��6�: ;�d� !���:��K । -��� n ��: !��� !�b}�K�� � ������ �4 !��� ��@����� 6��:� 
��&� । -���� 8������ ���a������ ;T K��M:� ;���& -.�"�� ���:��K� । -��� ���M-q� 
���� ��K�& �& । ��� !���� !��M�&:� !A��:��K । ���� &�� । 
 

-��� ���Z 

�_- ;D2 
��_---��w 
l(-(?-+( 

 
 
 
 

------------------ 
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������� ��� ����� 
�l। &����� (( � !�)��� ������ l� ;�)���, (*+( 

 

"E5@��V�"E5@��V�"E5@��V�"E5@��V�    ��������������������������������    ��������������������    
����������������    %�r�&�%�r�&�%�r�&�%�r�&�    �:����'�:����'�:����'�:����'    ====    ����������������    !@��!@��!@��!@��    !�������!�������!�������!�������    ������������    

, &�Z'�� , 
�5: !������ : 

-�������� -��:���� । -����� @���y ���� ���' ��@��� !��������� । ���� 
���@�"� !7�� �A�� -��� �� -��� ���� �� ���H��� ���C� ��� ��}�M�:�K । !�& ���C�� 
-����� -�� -����� ���K ���a���'�� ��A !7�� ���J� ���y । 

(। -��� ���� !���� 8��������, ��W @���� ���C ������ B�C��� -=��: -�K ���� 
!�8��� ���� ���������� 
��7J ��@ �t, 5�:�@ '�� -����� ���7 !��"����" �t । -��� 
-����� ���7 -�K । 

l। ���� ��qJ�� ��� ���������� 
����� ������ ��@ ���K ��W ����J� ��Z��� ��p�� 
!���, ������� ���� ���� ��@� ;���� ��p�� !����K ���� -����� ���7 !��"����" �t । �� 
;C�:& ��� 7��� -��� �'��8�̂�� ��r �� ����6� ����� । 

m। ���� ��= ������ 6����� ���K ���� �@ �@ d�� !7��& ���������� ��1 ��@ 
��� �� ��� ����a ���: ���a���'�� ���J�� -���� ������" ��@ !7�� ��� �M�� । 

�। ���������� �<G� R��� 6�����@��� 5��C��& !�8��� ���� -����� ��'��C !�b}�K �� 
। 

�। ���� ��@����� 8��J '�:�K ����� ���K ������G ;����� -���� -����� ��r 
!��"����" ��� ������" -����� ���7 
����� -�Q��� ���� ' । 

�। !
y�: !� !�� -.���JE����� ��r ���@� �C�'�� ��� '�� । 
+। ��&����' 5�� �E ���%� @C �� %��� ��@� ���: !� !�� ���� ��% �' ���� 

;���� ���� । 
>। @�� ��#�$ �C����� ���J� '��� l� !� ���6J� -�" !� @�� ��� ���� �K� ���& 7���� 

। 
*। (�) ��'��M:� ;v�� �� ��� ��@�8J 8��� 6��� � । 

(�) !� ��Z @�� 6�� ���� -�" ����� '�:�K !�H��� �� -������"C       ��� 
@���� "�K ����� "��K� ����= ��%� 6��� � । 
(") 6�� ���� -�" ���� ��@�8J !8���K ��� ������� �_�{� ����, q���M��' ��}6 
���q @�� ����� �'�� 7���� । 

-�� ��� �����a ���J����� -���� !�� 6��� । 
!���� '��A@ । @: ����� । 


�_ ����� ���w�� 
l�-(?-+(  
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������� ��� ����� 
�m। ��� ����d�� ��#�$  
@S� ���a������ �6�P 

(( � !�)��� ������ l> ;�)���, (*+( 

 
���� �� �A 
!'� !��:�%J�� 

 
@�� !�@� ���'�, 
 
 -��� K���� ��� । �� ���6�� �& !�, "� l+-(?-+( ������ m q�%��: ��: ��%� ��%J 
�&:� !����� ��& ।��� A��� ;�A��� ���� �M �}6� ��%� ��'��M ��P:� ;�� �� = ������ 
������ !����� ��&��� ।-�  !AA��� �����: ��%� ��'��M ��'���� = �� !��� B�:�� ������K 
��� !%���A��� ��� ��"�&:� ���%� ���7 !A��&:� B�:�� ���:��K । =�� �� �P� ���:� ��=:�� 
�� -��� �a !%���A��� ��� �|C� +%�: mm "@ ���%:� -� ��� =�� �� @���� ��&� -��� 
=��� !A� ��& ���%:� ��:��K �� -����� ���� =�� A�:�� !�: ��� -���= (�? ���� H�� 
A�:�� !�& । !�"�� �? ���� A�:�� ��:� �A��:� -�� । !����� A@�� -����� !�� 1�� ': 
�& । -��� ������& =��� !%���A� ��& 2 ���:� mm "@ ��� �:� -��:��K  ��� �a ��� 
-����� ���� ��P�&��� । 
 

&��- 

�_/!��'��� -�� 

���'�$� �� �A �C�] 
���-l>-(?-+( 
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��। @S� ���a������ 

������^EJ �6�P 

(( � !�)��� ������ ( �8{�, (*+( 

 
�5: !K�% 8�&, 
 
 -��� ! ' �= । !����� �6�P !��: !�� ��Y¡ '��� । !����� !� �� !���� �7� =��� �� 
��P�= । �����q����� ����� ���Z �<��C । ��a�� ��� ����@ �]��J -����� �& ;�8�� । ��� 
��� �h� ': =��� !�8��� ��� -����� ���K ��P���� �C�d� �� । � ����� ����$ !�����& !�� । 
 

-�" !� ���J���� ���:�K �� �P��� ��� ��K � । ��� ���J� 8�� ��� ���K ��� 
���� !62� ���� । 

 
!������� @C ��� ��� ���"� �u� ��P���� �C�d� !���� । ��: ��K� ��"�� । !� �� 

�C���� @��� !6�:�K �� �u� @���� । !����� �������� ���6� @C (?? (����) %��� ��P���� । 
-'���� ��d� ;��C& d�:8��� ���� '��  । ���� �M !�� c’@�� !��"����" ���� �� । =�� 
��� !�? 

 
-��� 8�� -�K । !������� ���� ���� ��� । 
 
 

&�� 
�M 8�& । 
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��। @S� ���a������ �6�P (( � !�)��� ������ (m �8{�, (*+( 
 

����/(/� (() 
(m-((-+( 

 
�5: ��O�� ���'�, 
 
 5��� = X�8y� ��� । -�� ��� �����& -�K । m?/(? ������ -�� 8�&-�� ���K 
���@� �����%J !�=:�� �� ����J� �����'� �����%J !�=:� �h� ':� । !�� ���K��w 8�GE 
��&��:�: -#�$ '�:�K� । 
 
 �� !�� ����� 6��� ���� ���� �& । ���@& !� �� �]^EJ ��d '=:�� �� ��� ���K 
�����%J !5� ����� । -��� ����J� ��: !7�� #��"� m ��� %�&A�:� -#�$ '& ��� ��d '�: 
��@ Xt ��� । ��W ���R��� �� �� 6��£7 ����� �� -#�$ '�:�K । !������ !K���% ��� 
'�%��M�� !K���% -@ 5�: l?/l� �� �̂��J ��@� �����: �"�:�K�, ���� ��= �A�� -�� �& । 
����"�E� ���C -���' m @ ;��d । ���� !������ ���C�� ��@ ���K । ����G -� �� ���� । 
 
 

&��- 
BK:� ��@��� �'�� 
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������^EJ �6�P 

(( � !�)��� ������ (+ �8{�, (*+( 

 
��/(/" (() 

��/(/" (l) � �l?l 
(+-((-+( &� 

 
!K�% 8�&, 
 

! '���G �= । 7�� !�� "P ��� �u� �� ��P��� '�� । ������� !=:�� �C����� !�� 
����$ !&� । �@���� ��P��� ����- ��W ��:�����1 । ����� �T !��� @C @5�� �� %��� 
��� ��P���� । @�����E�� ���p�: ;C�C ���6� �C�d� ���� '�� । �%���� !����� 8�� ���& 
��p�� ��� । -����_ �? %��� ��P�&��� । ���: �����q������ ���Z� �C�d� ����K ��� @���:� 
। 
 

'��� -��, ��'� -����� ���K -�K ।��� ���� । ��'��� �? %��� ����� । �C��� 
��#�$ �C����� !� ���J� !�=:� '�:�K ��� l� ���� ����J� + ���� ��@ -�h ���� ��� ��� 
@���� । �� ����� ����� । �H�� �C�'�� ���& �6�P ��= । 
 

&��- 
�M 8�& । 
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������� ��� ����� 

�+। ;�A��: ���J� A������ ��� !�)��� ������ (> �8{�, (*+( 
 

Chandhal HQ 

MF-3/71 

Dated-18/11/71 

To 

All Commds 

 

For information of all concerned. 

 

Captain Badul has been appointed as Sub-Sector Commander, Faridpur (HQ) 

Bangladesh Forces for the defence of Nagarkanda Ps. 

 
2. Abdul Aziz Molla has been appointed as Operational Commander of 

Nagarkanda PS. with effect from the 15°' Nov. 1971. 
 

1. Altaf Hossain Khan has been appointed as Administrative officer of 
Nagarkanda Ps. 

 
2. So you are requested to contact with them for your works. 

 

Sd/ Abdul Aziz Molla 

Commander 

Mukti Fouj 

Faridpur 

Bangladesh 

CC to: 

  1)  Thana Adman, Officer, Nagarkanda PS. 

 2)   HQ. Chandhal 

 3)   Abdul Hashan Mia, Purapara. 

 4)   Abdul Hamid 

 5)   Md. Badsha Mia, 

 6)   Golam Mostafa. 
 

 

 

-------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
�>। %�r�&��� !"���� �������� �6�P (( � !�)��� ������ (> �8{�, (*+( 

 

"E5@��V�"E5@��V�"E5@��V�"E5@��V�    ��������������������������������    ����������������������������    
����, %�r�&�, �:����' = ���� ������ 

������ 5��………… 

��1 – A@���A@���A@���A@���    �'���'���'���'��, , , , �C����C����C����C���    
 

�����- (>-((-+( 
 
'���� ���'�, 
 
 -�� ��� 8�� -�K । l%�� ��: ��, &, ��, ���'�* 6��� !"�K । ���, �� &�v ��%�� 
!���� ���� '�� @���� । !�� 5��� �6$� � ��� ���% 7��� । ���� !���� '��A@ । !��:���� 5�� 
;��G !��:� = ! '���G �&� । 
 

-��� ���� ��� 8�� � । ��"�� ��P��� । 
 
 


�1�/�C�� A@��� �'��** 
 
 

---------- 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*%�r�&��� !"���� !�� @�� -I�� ����� ���w�� 
**!��� ��� 5��� �8�:& %�r�&��� !"���� ������ । ‘�C���’ Z��: �8�o�� !"������� !q��G� ���� ।
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��। @S� ���a������ ������̂EJ �6�P (( � !�)��� ������ ( �8{�, (*+( 

 

 

����/(/"/(() 
 

�M 8�& ���'�, 
 
 ����� ��� ।;�� �� "� '�� 6�� -��� !�� ����� � !��: �6$���a -�K । ���� 
!����� ���� ��}� !�=:�� �C�d� ���K । �� ��� ((??? ��_) ��}� ��P��� '�� । ��� ��K� %��� 
�����K । 8�&@� !��� ��J��� l? �% ����� #: ���� 6�: । ��� @C ���% q�q� ��P��� । �M 
8�& ���'��� ���: �P� '�:�K । -"��� l� ������ �� -�� ���� । ���@& ;�� %��� �:��� 
5�:�@ । -¤�� ���K !�� %��� !& । -� ���� �@�� ���� ��̂C ;�� !��� । -�� ;�� 
�u� ((+�% ���"� ��P��� । �M ���"� (l�% ��� !��� ���� @C >?�% !K�% ���"�� �C�d� ���� । 
@���& ��: ��=:�� @C ��% (6��) �M !b�� = c&�% !K�% !b��� �C�d� ���� । �o� �M�� 8�& 
���'� -��� ���K !� %��� ���P�:�K �� ���: �??? ��� ��P���� @C ����K । ���E ��� 
����� �C�d� ��� । ��:�%� �M !'��%�� ��� ��� ��P� । (??? !��� ��P���� �7�= ����K । 
�&H�� � ��P��� ��� �C���� ����% 1�� '�� । -�� �& ��Z �@���� �C�d� ��� !�8���& !'�� 
���:�� ���d� '��, :��� c_��� '� । ����G �� ���� । ��M�� ���& 8�� -�K । �6$�� !�� 
���E !& । !RE��� ���� ���K ����� = ! ' ���� । 
 

&��- 
!K�% 8�& । 
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����/(/"/(() 
 

�M 8�& ���'�, 
 
 ����� ��� ।-�� ��� !����� �<��: 8��& -�K । -����� 7�� ¥���� ���� ����K । 
-��� ���K ��:� �� �̂��J �� �����K ��W !�� �o� ��& �& । -�� ��=:�� �� !�b�8� 
���'� ��'��� ��6����� -��� ���% 7��� । ��� ��6��� q�� -����� ������ !������� (lm�) 
!���- ���A �M��y । !�b�8� ���'� -��� �7� 5�:& �@0��� ��� । ��� ���K �� ����� । 
���� -����� ���� -�K । ���� "t� !��:�M !����K । ���� 8��& -�K । !��= 8�� । �6$� 
���� �। ��M�� ���& -¦�'� �<��: 8��& -�K । !�� 5��� �6$� ���� � । ���� ���K !RE� 
�� !��=:� = ����� ���� । 
 
 

&��- 
!K�% 8�& 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

 
Capt M. A. HAMID 

Rangra M-Khola 
Sub Sector 

22 Nov 71 

 

To :  CIVIL AFFAIRS ADVISER 

MYMENSINGH- TANG AIL SECTOR 

GO VT.OFB ANGALADESII 

 

Subject: Some very basic requirements of my Sub Sector. 

 

Sir, 

I.    On my posting to this Sub Sector I found the following few problems which need 

to be sorted out immediately in order to help me increase fighting efficiency of 

this sector. 

 
DISCIPLINE  a. There are lot of complaints from within the country that some FFs 

and some others in the name of FFs are subjecting the people to 
various types of threats and torture. 1 went to control this situation. 

During my visit to various FF ops inside the country, I would like to 
investigate into these cases and desire to give defaulters suitable field 

punishment. I talked about this to Brig Babaji who had already given 
me his blessings. I want that I would be given the authority to impart 

such summary punishment by the Bangladesh Govt. also. 

 

AMMO  b. The main problem here is that of shortage of ammunition. I had a 

detailed talk to the DQ, FJ Sector. But lie told me point blank that 50 

ids per FF per month will be the only scale of supply of ammunition. 

This obviously brings us to face a very acute problem, especially when 

our boys deep inside Bangladesh. It is not easy to supply thorn ammo 

whenever they need it. My requirement, therefore, is to build an adm 

base at Mahesh Khola and Baghmara wherefrom we can supply our, 

boys whenever necessary. 

ARMS  c. We need some 3 inches Mortars, 2 inches Mortars, LMGs (if not 

MMGs), RLs etc. Demand at this moment are: 

 
3 inches Mortars-4 

LMGs—16 
 

2 inches Mortars—6 
Rocket Launchers—5 
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I have already submitted these demands to FJ Sector who replied that 

these were not available with them. 

LOOTING d. It has come to light and I have got enough proof that some officers 

BY including BSF and Indian Army insisted upon our FF's to collect 

ORDER money and other valuables from within Bangladesh. Those who did 

not bring that, were not being given ammunition again. This compels 

our boys to go astray and torture the public. The items which these 

boys deposited, were never taken on vouchers or receipt. In my bid to 

stop this I will earn displeasure of the Officers concerned. But 1 want 

to know the Bangladesh Govt. policy about it and clear instruction on 

me for the same. 

 

TIT e. Rangra, Mahesh Khola area is so far off that a jeep is permanently 
required there for operational duties. One ambulance is also required 

to be permanently stationed at Mahesh Khola. There is also the 
requirement of a truck 1 ton for carrying loads. 

 
MEDICAL  f. We need a hospital at Mahesh Khola. At the moment a hospital with 

                        Med Officers and medicine and some surgical eqpt may be established 
                        to accommodate it number of 50 beds. 

 

2. Since I am quite busy and the nature of the problems complicated. I take advantage 
of the nearness with your office and so. submit this memoranda for further 

disposal. The Mil problems which I discussed here did not gel satisfactory 
response from FJ Sector for sorting it. I hope, these may as well reach my BDF 

HQ through you. 
 

Sd/-Hamid 
Capt 

22 Nov 71 

 

 

 

 

CONFIDENTIAL 
 

 

 

---------------
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����1� ◌_ (-l� 
 


�1�/ -��:��-��--�� 
l�/((/+( 
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[��_ ����@"�, ���q� n 
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�EC ���C� ��_���'�� 
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������� ��� ����� 
�m। ��� ����d�� �]J�� @S� 

���a������ �6�P 

(( � !�)��� ������ l* �8{�, (*+( 

 

��/(/"/(() 
��/(/"(l) 

 
�M 8�&, 
 

K���� �� ���6�� �& "� (*!� �8{� �<'D����� �� !8�� !���: +? @�� ���� ��� 
���'� -��� !� [�� c&�%�� �K��� !�& [�� !q��= ���:� ��M�q� ;�¡�����" ����� 7��� । &'��� 
-��� �t��: '&:� * @ ����� '&:� A�&% ���� ���C '& । A�&%-� �U ��1� ��@ Ht�� 
��� -'� ': । ��� ��'��� ��K� '�%�� ���C ': । �& ������" -��� [���$�� ������ -R: �&�� 
��7J '&। c_��� ��G: ���% [�� �]^EJ `�� '&:� �":��K । ��� �� ��& ;7J�� l?!� �8{� 
-����� ���:� -��� ��7 ������M� ��@��� �U� '��� ��� ��M । ���:� ;�� !�b��� ��'�� 
��"@�� H�� ����&:� !A�� । ��'�� ���K ��� �?? %��� ��: । ;�� ������� ���:�= !���� 
!"�� �7C � ��&:� (?? %��� ����:� K��M:� !�:। 
 

����@ ��� -����� !� !K���% ������� ���:��K !� -����� ������' ��Z !"�� �7C 
5��� ���:� !�: । ��� -����� ���&:� ����� !62�: �K� । ;����G !� ��� ���'� [�� !q��= ��� 
��� ��M�&:� !�: । [���% !��M���� A�� ;C�C [��� ����% -��ª� �<�2 '&:��K ��'�� A�� -��� 
��@ ����� ���M���K � । 7�� ����% "P ��� -���� �h� : । �������M� ��@��d �C��] 
;����� � '&�� -����� ���� 7���& �h� : । ��� [��������� ����� ��= ;%�% । ;T 
�C��� ��'������ ��p�&:� ���� !���%& �h� : । �@��H��� ;���u� �C��d� ����� । 
 

����� ���:��� -��� 57� ������ (� %���, �Y��: ����� m? %��� ��� �<��: m� %��� 
��:��K��� । ��W -���� �� ��:��K ��'� @�� �& । -��� -� �8��� ��::��� %��� ���� 
����� � । ��'� ���� ': -����� =�� '&�� ���� । -��� �� %��� ���:� ���� ��'� ����:� 
@��&�� । -� ����G ��K� ������� � । -"����� -����� ���� ���� ���:� ����& ����: 
���� । 
 

&��- 
-��� !K�% 8�& 

 
��_ �_- -����� 7�� �{�| -����� @��� ���� �& । 5�� [��� ������ 8�� । ��Z� 

K�M� ��@ ��� ���& ��P '&:� ��M:��K । ��Z� ;��C& ��P��� । 
 

--------------
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������� ��� ����� 
��। ;�A��: ���J� A������ ��� !�)��� ������ l? ;�)���, (*+( 

 

Sub Sector HQ. 

Faridpur 
27-10-1971 

 
Directives-2/71 

 

To 

All Party Commanders of F.F./M.F. in side Bangladesh. 

 

Gen : We have already issued Directive 1/71. This directive be followed strictly to run 

the organisation smoothly of MF and Civil Adm. 

 

1) No Party Commander is allowed to disturb or to interfere with the civil adm. But 

they may lodge complaint against the miscreants through proper channel. 

 

2) No Arms or ammunitions are to be issued to any M.F. while Proceeding on leave. 

 

3) No F.F or M.F. individually is allowed to move with arms and ammunition 

unnecessarily. 

 

4) No Party leader is allowed to accept any M.F. or. F.F. of another Party. 

 

5) All Party leaders are directed to seize all unlicensed arms in their areas, but not the 

licensed arms be seized or disturbed. 

 

6) All seized arms be deposited to HQ immediately. 

 
7) Individual Party leaders are responsible for any crime if committed in his area. 

 
8) No party leader is allowed to go or to work beyond his Elaka. 

 
Sd. x x x x 

BABUL 
Sub- Sector HQ 

Faridpur 
 

 

 

---------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
��। !���J ;A !���� A�� * � !�)��� ������ @���&, (*+( 

 

RECORD OF PAYMENT-BANGLADESH ARMY 

 
1. Personnel No— 7046904 

2. Rank—NK 
3. Name—Sk Moinuddin 

4. Father's Name— Sk Wazir Ali 

5. District—Khulna 

6. Date of Enrolment— 22.10.71 

7. Mark of Identification— Scar on left eye. 

8. Signature/left Thumb Impression— Sd/- 

9. Nest of Kin in India—Sector Commd 9 Sector 

 

S/No. Date Paid for 

which month 

Amount 

 

Signature of the 

Paying officer 

Remarks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

     

 

 

----------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
��। !���J ;A !���� A�� * � !�)��� ������ @���&, (*+( 

 

RECORD OF RAYMENT- BANGLADESH ARMY 

 
1. Personnel No— 1340191 

2. Rank— L/NK 
3. Name— Kazi Golam Mosiafa 

4. Father's Name— Mohd Lai Mia Kazi 

5. District— Khulna 

6. Date of Enrolment—01 -8-71 

7. Mark of Identification— A black .... (Illegible) 

8. Signature/Left Thumb Impression—Sd/-Kazi Golam Mostafa 

9. Next of Kin in India  
 

S/No. Date Paid for which 

month 

Amount 

 

Signature of the 

Paying officer 

Remarks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

--------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
�+।��0�� @������� �'���� -=:��� ��" + ��5�, (*+( 

 

 

@t��@t��@t��@t��    ��0����0����0����0�� 
��Y��� 
��� ����� �:����' !@��� ��J����:� !�@� ��@� ��A�¦�'� ��wJ�����:� 

@������� �'����� ;�C +-�-+( ��� ������ '&�� �« ����� -��� ���J��� '&�� । 
 
(() ��� ������, -�� ������ = !������� ;�A��� ��J��J�"E d��: -=:��� ��" 

��[�� ���G��� �'����"��: 5����� ���J ;�C�'� ������ ��� ;�A��� ��J��J�"E �@ �@ 
���:�u ��[�� ���G��� ��r !��"����" �1� ����� । 

 
(l) 5�a !�� ���'�, !b-���'�, -���, ����� = !��@��'�"�� ;����{ @������� 

��[�� ����� ;�A��� ����� -"��� *-�-+( ������� ���C '��@� '&�� '&�� । 
 
(m) ��E, !������, ��"���%, �C�6 58<�� ��C 5�:�@�: �@���� ��� !�� ���#�� 

��M�&�� ��� �������@��� ����� ������ � । ��� !�� ���#�� ��C5�:�@�: ��̂C �<�� ��� 
��'� '&�� @�����E�� ��[�� ���G��� ��% @��&�� ���J� !�=:� ��&���K ��� ��'�� ��t�� 
����a ���Z� �C�d� ��� '&�� । 

 
(�) 
����� ��[���� ���89 ��J��:� ���a !�� ���'� �:V ����� । 
 
(�) !���= ����d��� 56���� @�� ̂�� -�� ��� ;C�C !�<�<�Q� ���<�� �]̂J ��7C� 

��� �8�o'� । @�����E�� �& ��Z 56��E�: �� � ���� ;����� ��� ��&���K । 
 


�1�/ !��_ -_ '���� 
�8���� 

 

��� �������� ������� @������� �'���� -=:��� ��" ��[�� ���G� ��<J� 56���� । 
 
 

---------------
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������� ��� ����� 
�>। ������ ��@���� = ��� 
���'�� 5�� ���a�������� 

-'��। 

�� !�)��� ������ (*+( 

 

��������������������������������    ���a�����������a�����������a�����������a��������    ��A��A��A��A    !7��!7��!7��!7��    

��@������@������@������@����    ====    ������������    ���'����'����'����'�    ��r��������r��������r��������r������    5��_5��_5��_5��_----    

 

��[ ��r���@��� -@ ���a ��[��� p�}���: ��M�K। q<EC ���� ����Z�� ������ 
!�����'��� �]^EJ ����@� ���¬ ��� ��a ���� '�� !���� ��������। !������� !6���� ���� 
!������� 8�&, �|�, -.�:-
@�� '�C� ����K ��@���: ��������, ��r��� ��-!����� ���� 
���� ���C�� ����K ������ ��J� ;�C�6��, �'�� = [���� ��Z�: ��Z�: Z^���<� '�:�K ��r���� 
�<���'। 8�&��, ��r��� '�: !���� = @���� �& ���%�: �'̂̂��J !����� !��" ���:K ��r���� 
��t�� ������ !��G� ���� !"��f� ���7। �U� ����� !�� '�: ��@� @���� ��� ��@� 8�&-
!����� ��� ��J�� ��� ���@ !�� ��� ��� �& ;C�: ����J �U� �'�:�� ���� !������� �� 
�O� ��� �? 

�������� ����� ��@C���� ��� �@�: ����� @C !������� ���� ��}%� ����:�K। 
!����� @���� �����: ���� !����� -.�: 
� = 
������� ��% ���� �®��, ;��� = ��e�। 
!����� -����� 8�&, -����� @���� 
�7J ;�89। !
y�: !������� ;���& ':� ��@���� �� ��� 
'�: ��r���� ��t�� ;T���E ���। ;�d�� 6��� ��M& '�� ���� '�:�K। 

!������� ��% ���$ ;�����, !����� �U� 6#�$ ��6�� ��� ��=। !������� ;T�T ��r 
��: �8J�: ���a���'�� ��%d ������ 6�� ����। �’��J$ ��@���� = ��� ���'�� �4 ��r��� ���� 
���a���'�� ��% -.���JE ����K। ���� 5��C�� !��:�K 1�� ��� ����� ;��� -@ 
���a���'�� ��� B���। !�����= ���a���'��� !��" ���: !���� = @������E� !��� ��� 
!������� @�� �C ��। 5�� ����' c& ������ ��@���� = ��� ;7J� 5�E '����y ���a�Ab�@� 
'��� X�� �& ��E�r�। !������ p�� �������� -��� 1�� ��� �, ��W !� ��: ��r��� ���� 
;�d�� 6��� ��M �� 8�����_ �U� 6#��$ ��M ��@���� = ��� ��� !��" ���:�K ���� -����� 
���K 6�� ��� ���� 1��, �����, ����a ��� = ! '। 

@: -����� ;����JC। ���������� ��� @�����E, ��� !���5��� = ��� �6$���� 
�"��� -����� ��1। ����� ��� �� = C�:�� ���G -����� ��1, ���E -����� ��[�� 
C��:� ��[��, ���a ��[�� = ;C��:� ��t�� ��J������ ��[��। ��� �tE��: -¦�'��:��� 
C��:� ��[��, ���& -����� �'�:�। �1 �1 �'���� ��a -����� �'�:�। &��-¦�', ��r��� 
@��� ;�6��& !"b���� ;������ '��। @: �����।* 

*56�� ���% '��� !��� = ��&�¥���&��<�। 
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������� ��� ����� 

�*। 5���1� ���'�� 8��J A�� !�@� !@���� ��, � ������ 
�C�a"� �7 

(*+( 

 

8��J8��J8��J8��J    A��A��A��A��    

��������������������������������    5���1�5���1�5���1�5���1�    ���'����'����'����'�    

(8��J ���� ��̂�J ��#��%� ;�A��� 5�7J��� ��«�a 5°���� �@0��� �����।) 

�2�C_- ��#��%� ;�A��� 5�7J��� �& ���J ���J ���:� ���� !�, 8��J� ��� ��� 5��� ��: !� 5�7J� 
&y��<�8��� 57� *�% 5�°� !� !���%� �o� �� ���� ��7C� ���:��K, ��� ���±2 ���� ;���:� 
��'��� ���Z !�=:� '&��। 

5°- (। -��� ��? ................................................................................................... 

      l। -���                 d�:�                   �P���                                                    ��? 

          ............................................................. 

 [��...............................�'¦�..................................���q�............................... 

 7��...........................  ...................................�@��......................................... 

      m। (�) -��� ����� ��?..................................................................................... 

(�) ��'�� -�"� �P���?  [��..................................................... �'¦�... 
.................................................. 

���q�.......................7��................................�@��......................................... 

      �। -�� !��7�: @²[' ���:��K��? 

 [��/�'¦� ..................................................���q�............................................ 

      �। -��� (�) @���:�� ��?................................. (�) ��J ��? ................................. 

      �। -��� ��1�"� !��"C�� ................................................................................... 

 (s��/���@/������C��: &�C���� �� ������ '&��) 

      +। -�� �� �����'�..................... �����'� '&�� �����'� �����.................... ��� �³�� 

 ��..................................... ����� �� = �P���................................................ 

 ............................................................................................................. 

 

      >। -��� �� !�� ��@S��� ���� �� K�� �� �� ������ ���C �K��? ��� ���C '&:� 
7��� ���� �� ������ ��, -��� ���C ���� !�:�� �� ��@S��� �� K�� ���� ���7 ;C !� 
!�� 8��� -��� �����" &�C��� ��Z���� �EJ� �t ��� -���� �C�a"�8��� @�� �� 
��@ ���� ����2 �C�a� �� ��¦� �t_- 

      *। ���������� !� !�� ���: 56��� -&� -�� �� ���� �� ![���, ;�8��a, �L5�� �� 
������E ���:��K��? 
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     (?। -�� �� �������� 5���1� ���'��� ����'� �'���� �� ���� ��� 8��J '&�� ��� !��"C 
�����6� '&�� !� !�� ��� �� ��8��" ��:�" �� ��_��:�" 5����� &y��?................................ 

............................................................................................................................... 

     ((। -�� �� �������� 5���1� ���'�� -&��'̂ = ;C�C �:������ -�"�C ['E = 

���� ����� &y��?............................................................................. 
................................ 

     (l। -�� �� �%�� ['E = ��_ �%�� ['�E &y��?.......................................................... 

..........................................................। 

     (m। d�, ���� ��� !b ��7 !� !�� ���J��� d�� -�� �� ��&�� &y��?......................... 

...........................................................। 

 �����................................   ................................................. 

 d�...................................   5�7J�� �Z�� (���� ��) 

   
�1� (()......................................   (l)............................................ 

 

��a�����a�����a�����a���    ���1����1����1����1�    

�.................... 

��......................................................................................................................... 

�:�- (�) ���'C� �<�2��.......................... ����........................���..........................�� 

     (�) ���%J�A��% !�������.....................����.......................���........................�� 

       �´��..................................A�%................................&�v। 

       �1 
�8����....................................... 5�����............................................ 

       61�.......................................................................................................... 

���6�:� �6¬_-  (()   (l)   (m) 

 �, �, ", &�C��� ��a��� ��J�: ��¦��� ��a���� �$�C.............................................. 

 �����.......................  ........................................................................ 

 d�_    !������ ;�A��� (��#�%�)-�� �Z�� 

     ��................................................................... 

 ������8��� !q�GE� ������K !� ���� ��EJ� 5°���� 5�7J��� �@0��� ��� '&:��K ��� 
5��C� 5�° ��'�� 5�o �o� ����� '&:��K। 5�7J��� 8��J� ��J����= -�� �C��C� ���:��K ��� 
��� �'� �7��78��� ���p:� �������� 5���1� ���'��� 8��J '&�� �@ &y� 5��� ���:��K। 

 �����............................................................................................................. 

 d�................................................................................................................ 
��#��%� ;�A����� �Z�� 
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(�����a) 

 �............... ��............................................................................................. 

 �� ��'�.......................................................................... ����a �K�। 

 ��<J�1........................................................................................................... 

        ;�A����� �Z�� 

(�& d�� �����a �� ��9����� ����� '&��) 

l:l:l:l:    �L�L�L�L    

6������6������6������6������    ��J������J������J������J����    

(। �������� 5���1� ���'�� -& ��� �'�� ;��� 5E�� �:������ ���� �����1, ���� 
-��� ���@� 5�:�@ '&�� �P� !�& ���:� @C -���� 8��J ��� '&�। 

 

l। ��� ��� K��%�� -�� ;���d� 7��� ;7�� ���'� '&�� ����� 7���, ��� ;��� 
;���d�� ��� ��:��@� ���:� ���C ���"�E� '&�� �। � K�M� -& �� ���Z !�=:� '&��। 

m। !� ���:� @C -���� 8��J ��� '&�, �a ���:� ������� -�� ����� ��&�� ���� 
��� !�� ��� !�� ������� ��� � 7��� �� !��� ��� @t�� ;�d� ����@ � ��� ��'� '&�� �7� 
�h� ��M����M -���� ����� !�=:� '&��। �& ��J �:��� ���'��� ��}'��� 8��J '&�� ��}'���� 
!��� ���% �C��#��' 5���@C_ �C��#� �&  !� !���1�� @C ���� ��'���� 6������� 7��� 
5�:�@�: ����:� ��<J�1 �� �����, ���� 6����� ����� '&��। 

 

((((��:��:��:��:    ['�����['�����['�����['�����    ;�����;�����;�����;�����    ��������))))    

 ����8��� 0�� ������K !�, �������� 5���1� ���'��� 8��J� @C 5�7J� 
(��)........................................................................................................................ 

����� ��..............................................................[��............................................... 

7��...................................... !@��.................................. !� -�� �C�a"� 8��� @��। 

 A��� 5�7J� ��<J� 5�o �7C �� ��C ��� -�� 0��� �8�o�� �& 8��J� �]̂EJ ���:u �&:� 
����� ���� !� �������� 5���1� ���'��� 8��J '&��� ;���"C�� 0��� ��K� ��'�� ��t�� �&। 

 �����................................  (।  ................................................ 

       (�� = �����' �Z��) 

 d�...................................   �����............................. 

l।  ................................................ 

       (�� = �����' �Z��) 

 �����............................. 
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������� ��� ����� 

+?। ��7��� *� !�)��� ������ (*+( 
 

��7�����7�����7�����7���    

"E5@��V� �������� �����_- 

@: ����� 

-��, @��'� !'���& 

 ��� �tE��: -¦�'��:����*/������* �<�2��J�� ��� �0�� = ��d ����� ��7 
������K !�, -�� -��� 5��E� �����: '&��= -&"�8;�� "�P� 5�����u��� 
��� 
"5@��V� �������� ������� 5�� ;�"� 7����। -�� -��� ��7 ������K !�, ���a���'�� 
��@ B��� �'���� -�� -��� ���<8�̂�� 
����� = ���J�8bu �1��7J ��J��a ��:�" ����, ��� 
� �C����� -��� ��� ;��J� !� !�� ���:u = ���J� 5��E� �����: '&��= ��7��78��� ��� 
����, !���1�� 
��7J @�, d� �� -�����7 !� !�� d�� ��&� ��� ���a���'��� -��� � J̀� 
�:� �� ;C 8��5�� �C�a� !� !�� ���J� 5�E ���9 ���:�= ��� ����। 

 -�� -��� ��7 ������K !�, ���������� ������ 5��� = �������� �1E �C�d�� ��'� 
���±2 �� ;C !�� �|� ����� ��'� ���������� �|�u�^EJ �]��J� ��'� @�M� !� !�� �7C �� 
!�� �C�a��& @��&� � �� ��'�� �EJ�"�6� ���� � ��'�� ������ ���:u ���� �& �7C @����� 
5�:�@ �& ;7�� ��'��� !�� �7C @�� -��� !���� 
�7J����̂ :। 

 

 d�- !'����:�%J��, *� !�)� 


�1�- @��'� !'���& 

����� (�.(.+( 

 
�1�.................................. 

 �����................................. 

 

*!�%�& 5���@C ': �M�। 

 

 

* "E5@��V� �������� ������� ��� 
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������� ��� ����� 
+(। ���@�"� ������� �1 

!7�� ���% !q�GE� 
!�@� !@���� ��, � ������ 

�C�a"� �7 
(*+( 

 


���
���
���
���    ����������������������������������������    

��[�����[�����[�����[���    @"��@"��@"��@"��    5��5��5��5��    ���o���o���o���o    -µ�-µ�-µ�-µ�    

 �r�|�� !�<�u -��� �� '�:�K। �� -=:��@ �����K ��� !���% �¶_ ����� !��G�E� 
;��� 6�& !���� �����:। ��� ;"E���V� !�&�� &:��':� ���� ������ 6�#� GM�V -����� 
;����� !�:�, ���C ����K �M�&-�� �7 !��K ���। 

 �� ��� ���C�� ;���G �& !�� �����6�� ;�C�6�� 6����:�K ��$ � · [���� ����। 
-���� '�@��� '�@��� !����:�K ��7। 57� �� !7�� �'�� !��K !��K ���1� ���G��� ���¬ 
��� ���:�K ����। �'�� -@ @���G !��� 8��- ����K ������ ����������। B�C���'� ��� 
����� -=��: 
�7J��¸G� d��: ����� ;�C�6����� ���J���G ����� !����K। !6�:�K �� ��K� 2 ��� 
����। ���P q��% ��7� ���� ��:�K ������ ����� ;"E ���G। ��� �� -���--��� -.�:। 
��}�� !�}�6 ���� ���& -@ ��7 ��7। ��}�� t� q�� �����: ��}���= q�� q�� '�'����। 

 -��� !6�:�K �'Q� ������ !�b� �<2��� ����� �����। !��G�E� ��t�� �� '�: 
��}�M�:�K� ��� ���&। ����� @r���'�� 6�M�$ �����q����� ����= �r�|� -����� ����� 
����K�� “�U� 6���� -����� ���C ������:��� = 5��������� �@"�� �����।” 6�� 5���6�� 
����= ��� @���:�K�� ��������� ��������� ��� ������:� = 5������ ���C��q���� �5�E 
&O� �1� ���� ���:u -�����& ��� '��। 

 ���� �<�7��� ������� ����G� ���K &:��':� 6�#� ;�C�6�� ��� ��� ��8���� ��& 
5����� '�y ��& ������ 
����� ��[���� ��7J�� ����$ ���� 6�� '���:�� �'���� 
���C��q���� ��� ����G -#�E�� 5����6� ���K @r����। �& ���� �� �1C- (() 
����� 
��[���� ��8a ���, (l) 8����' ;C�C !���� �����E ���G�� ����$ ��� = (m) 8��� = 
�����r ������� �� !���%� ;��� ���C��q�� ���:u 6����: ���J�Z ���। � @qC 6#�$ -����� 
��p��& '��। ��� �� @��� 6�&। �� @���� B��� !���� �1���, !���� K���� !@�:��� ��"�: 
-��। ������, �'Q�, !�b�, �<2�- -����� 5�� ;�C�6�� '�:�K। -�� ���& ���� ��� @��� 
��&। “��� !���% ����G�� �����: ����� ����� �”- ����K�� �r�|� !�� ���@��� �'��। ��}� !�& 
;�� ���C ��C '��&। �� ��� ����� ����� ����� ;����6� �& !���� !����, ��� ���:��� 
'��� B��� !���� %����� !K����� !6�� �����? � ;�C�6�� 8�̂�� !�? -�� ���a�Ab�@ !��" ��&, 
���a�Ab@�� ��'��C ���, !�������� ��� �& ����O� ��W ��J� �U���� ��r। 

 ����� -��� �A�� ����� !�& '����� �������। �������� ����� -����� 5��¹�� ���y 
�_
 '�: ��}�� ��7 ��}�M�:�K, �& ;�d�: !��G !@��: !@��: @��@�:"�, �8�%���% -���� ��: 
�A�� 
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����। @�� !� '����:�K !� �A�� ���� �'�� @��। q� ��� !"�K ���� ��@ ���� "M�� ��'��C 
���� �� q�। ���p ��� ������ !b�� -��� ��� ���� ��a ��� ����। !@�� �A�� ���� ��� @��। 
��}�� �A�� ���� ���M। !� ��� ���@ �A�� ����। 

 �������� !����� º�� 7���� �। ��� ��� ��� �9�� '�� ;�C�'�। ���E -����� �� 
��% ��K HM �6�, -����� !������, -����� 6� ��"@ ����� �� !7�� -���& ��6 ���। 
-���& ����� ������ !����6� ��� -����� ��C5�:�@�: �@�G। ��� ��M����M ��& -��� �A�� 
���� -����� !���� ��������। -��� @��� ��J ���� �EJ ���J���G ��r��� �A�� ���� ��� ���। 
-� !� º�� ��������� ���K ����� !�& º��� ��}�M�: �� ���� -"��� �& !���� ������ 
K��। @r���'�� �����: 8���� �। �� ����� 6�� ���Z '�� ��� !� �& @r���'�� ��r '�� 
!�����। @: ������ -��J, !�� ���@����� -��J 8�̂� ��y��, �6��, ������:���� �@�"� ���� 
@r���'�� 6��� ��@ ���� !� !� ���� 6�� ���Z- 5�E�L। 

 

-"5@��V� �������� ����� 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

@: ����� !5�, ���@�"� 

������� ��� ����� 
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+l। �o� ;v��� ���a���'� 
5���� ���J����� 

�� !�)��� ������ (*+( 

 

�    ����������������������������������������    �o��o��o��o�    ;v���;v���;v���;v���    ���a���'����a���'����a���'����a���'�    5����5����5����5����    ���J��������J��������J��������J�����    �    

*  5��C� ��M��� = !����� ���� ��8��� �C�'�� ���� '�� ���� ���'� '�� -��� !��� � ��:। 

*  ������ ����'� !�� 5��� ���� �C�'�� ���� �। 

* ��a �����: 5���% ;v�� ���$ �1� ���'� "�M ����। 5���% ��M��� c"J "�M ����। ��a         
������ !����� '��� �����, K���, ���M = ;C�~� ;T�' �U� !�������� ���� @C 5�� 7���। 

*  ;����6� = ��Q'@� !����� ![A��� ��� ���±2 ��<J��1� ��% !����J �t। 

*  ��a ������ ���, ��Z�q�%, ���7 &�C����� ��'��� ����। 

*  K&�' "t� = ��'�G� "�M�� ������� 5�� ��1 �<�2 ����। 

*  !�� ���� ���a !���� ;0��� !�� 5��� !b��, !8�� &�C��� ����� ���� ���& !��G�: ��� 
�����6� '�� ��� ��P ���Z� �C�d� ��� '��। �� ��7 ��� ;7�� ���� 6���A�� �]^EJ ��G�। 

*  H@� KM��� � H@�� �� !��� �। 

*  !�� ��r��� ;7J����8 �U�1�� ��'��C �� !�� 5��� ����� �����' ���� ���� ���a���'� 
5���� -���#�� H�� ��� ���� '��। 

*  ���a�Ab�@� �{�� !���� ������6� ���� � ��� ���a�Ab�@� ���" !�� 5��� �7� ��� 
���& !��G�: ��� �����6� '��। 

*  5�� ��M��� ���6� � ��!� '��। ��� �'�� ��� ( (/l A�% '�� l (/l A�% ���% !A�� �@��� 
���� '��। &'� 5��C���& �@ �@ ���:�u ���� '��। 

*  ��a �����: ��J �����E�� ��J�� �@�" 7���� '��। ���a���'� ��<J��1� ���J����� ��J��& 
��� ��� !��� '��। 

*  ���a�Ab@�� !�� 5��� ;7J 5�� ���� �। ;7J �� ;C !�� 5��� !��8 !����� ���� 
!��G�: ��� ���Z !�:� '��। 

*  ���= !�� ;�8���" 7���� �� !�& ;v��� !�)� ���L��-�� ���K !�� ����। 

*  '��% ��@��� �� [��� !��7�= @��� �� �8� ��a ������ !������� ��<J��1� ;���� �C��� '�� 
����� �। 

*  ���a�Ab�@� ��� !���� 6�}�� -��: �]^EJ ��G�। 

-------------
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������� ��� ����� 
+m। ���a������ �� ((� !�)��� ������ (*+( 

 

"E5@��V�"E5@��V�"E5@��V�"E5@��V�    ��������������������������������    ��������������������    

��w�� "� 7�� �A�� 

 ��G:-         �����- 

R��: �C��, 

 ����� ���। -��� ���J�#�� -�� ��@ 6����: ���y। q�%�&��� �����v�� ����: 
�]�o� A�� ��['���� A�� ��[' ���� !"�� ���� !A�� !� q�%�&�� !� ���a���'� ��:�K 
����� �1 !7��। ���� ��w�� "� !������� �A���� ��"@ �� !���� !6�:�K। ��w�� "�� !� 
!������� �A�� -�K �� ���� 
���� ���� ���@। ��& ;�[' ��� -��� ����� �{��� ��%� 
����� ����। ��� -��� �����: 5�� 7��: 7��: !������� ��J��J� ��:�" ��� 5�:�@। 7�� 
!������� ��J��J� -��& ���a ��� !����, � -�� ��� ���� @��&��। 

 �C�� -����� �A���� ����:���� ��� ���@� ������� @C ���� "�M�� 5�:�@। -�� 
��� -��� �tE� '�� � �A��� ��v� '�� �। !���� '��A@। @: �����। 

 

-��� ! '�C 

-��� 

 

 

----------------
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������� ��� ����� 
+�। ����6�� �� l� !�)��� ������ (*+( 

#��� �-(+(l> 

 

����6������6������6������6��    ��������    

@��/@���/R�/R���a- -I�� �� ���� 

���- ��t��:�, !��_- ��t��:�, 7��- ����"� 

�@��- ����, "5@��V� ���������� ��@ �"��� 

 "E5@��V� �������� ������� �1 '&�� ��'��� ��J5��� ��'��C ���� @C ��� ��'�� 
��J5��� ����o�� ���� ���� @C ���±2 �'��� 5�� ;����� ��� ��&���K। 


�1�/;D2 


��� �������� ������ 

���J�#�� 

 

 

-----------
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������� ��� ����� 
+�। ���� -#�E���� ��J��� 

�]��J ��0�� 
(� !�)��� ������ (*+( 

    
����������������    -#�E����-#�E����-#�E����-#�E����    ��J��J��J��J�����'̂�����'̂�����'̂�����'̂    
��� -�� !���� @�:"�: 7��� ��'�� 

�&H�� ���� 
(। ���� !��= q����M �� -R:d� � 7����    
  6% ��� ���%� =�� ���M '�: X�: �M��। 
l। ��&-�� =�� 8� ���: ���%� ���% !7�� 
-���� ��� �����। 
m।  ���K ����� �� C��M� 7���� ��� H}�@ 
!���; � 7���� ���%�� ��& !��� -r�� ���: 
���� "�J �| ����। 
�।  t��� �� ����%� ���M ��� �����: ��}��� 
���C !��� !��� ��'�� !����� ‘���’ �@8 
��%�� �। 

�&H�� ���� � 

(।  ���� -#�E Xt '�: !"�� q����M� 
-R�: ����� @C K��%�K��% ���� �। 

l।  ��1 � ���� ���a� ����� !��� ���� 
��1 =���� ���� ������ �। 

������������    -������-������-������-������    q����Mq����Mq����Mq����M    7���7���7���7���    ��'����'����'����'��    

�। ��: 7���� ���6�: ���K� ���M�� �� 
������� -R: !��� !62� ����; :��� 
!���� ��:"�: 7���� ���� ����� ���J��� �� 
��� ��6� ��& ����। 
�।  ��Z� !7�� ��� ����। 

m।  !��= !�=:���� "��: !'�� ���: ��}M��� 
�। 

    ������������    ���M����M����M����M�    !8���!8���!8���!8���    7���7���7���7���    ��'����'����'����'��    

+। !8���� ����� !�=:���� ��K����K 7����, 
��&��� ����� !�=:���� ���� ���� �। 
>। ����� c�% !�=:���� !���E� ���� 7����। 
!8���� q�� !6b���P� ��6 ��}M���= �����। 

�। !��= @���� �� ��@�� �P� ���� ���� 
!��= ���& 7���� �। 
�। -R:d��� @���� ��@�� ���6� ����JH��� 
=�� !��= ��K� 6��� ���: ����� :��� 
-#��E� ��®�: ��}6 !8�� KM��� -�= ����o 
q%��। 

������������    ����������������    ��������    "��M��"��M��"��M��"��M��    7���7���7���7���    

*। "�M� !7�� !����: -��� ��� !���� 
@�:"�: 7���� �� ��� ��6� ��& ����। 

 

��������������������    '���'���'���'���    ���C���C���C���C    7���7���7���7���    

(?। ��@��� -��& ��� 7���� �। !�b�M !������� !62� ���� �। 

    

----------------------------------------
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������� ��� ����� 
+�। @"�E� 5�� ������� 

���J� 
!�@� !@���� ��, � ������ 

�C�a"� �7 
(*+( 

    

@������E�@������E�@������E�@������E�    5��5��5��5��    ��������������������������������    ����������������������������    ���J���J���J���J����    

�"�P� �������� ����� @"�E� 5�� �& ���J�H�� @��� ����K_ 

(। �6����� = !��� X¹G�� @�C -'� �C�a�� ��a�� �� ������@� ���K ��: ��। 

l। ���a ��[���� �����q������ ���Z ��। 

m। -=:��� ���"� d��: !����� ��K !7�� !@� � �� ��� ��6�। 

�। �tE�� ���� !���-�� @�C ��%�� ���a�Ab@ ���� 6�� -��_ !����& ���� ���J� 
����। 

�। 5��C� [��-5�� -������ [�� �� [��H��� 5����� ��r q�f !��"����" �1� ��� 6�� ��� 
��Z ������� �{�| =:����'�� ����। 

�। ��a;v� H��� ������ ��J6����� -=:��� ���"� d��: ��� ��� !7�� ���J� �। 

+। ��-����' �C�d�� ��Z ��J6��� �������� ������� ���J� !�� 6�� = !���= ����Z� ���� 
!�� !7�� 56���� ���J� ���1� �t। ����: ��-����' ��J��� ������ @r����'�� ���J� 
;��C ���: �������� ����� ����� �C��� @���y। 

>। ��@� ������ ���a�Ab@ ��C��L� ���J� ;���:� ;������ 5���1� �C�d� ��Z �:� !�� 
6��। 

*। -��� �����: ��Q'8�@ !��� !q����A�� ���K। ����� �{�| ����� 7��� ��� !�� 
!��= !����� !��}@ !���& ��%�� ���a�Ab@ !��� ��� ��। 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

++। ���o��� ���:�� ( � !�)� ������ !�@� ��A�-
��-&������ ���:�� 
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May 27, 1971 

 

Spent the morning hours within office in planning. Sent 15 trained boys inside 
Bangladesh for guerilla action. Discussion held with army officers. 

 
In the evening, interrogated two EFR soldiers who confessed they have been sent 

by Major Salman of Pakistan Army to kill Major Ziaur Rahanan and me, Salman is 
my course mate.But today? 

 
Met Mr. Amirul Islam, a Barrister whom I had met in J 969 in Kushtia. Had 

discussion with student leaders.  

 

May 31,1971 

 

The supply of arms/ammunition is painfully slow. Same is the case with other 

stores. It is more than two months and even now troops have not received any blanket, 

shoe or any important item of clothing. 

 

It is painful to see plight of my people. But at this stage we are helpless. Freedom 

may take up to two years time. 

 

Today C.O.S. Rob & Brig Sabek Sing came. . Had some discussion. 

August 31. 1971 
 

Naval operation at Chittagong completed. Lost group of boys returned after 
sinking tow ships at outer anchorage only one boy arrested by Razakars while 

crossing Mirsharai. Likely to be set anything of offensive nature. 
 

September 1, 1971 
 

Operation by Guerillas inside Bangladesh has not yet gained momentum: So far 

the only successful operation was by the Naval Commandos. There has been no solid 

operation of any serious nature. The reasons: 

 

a.  Absolute vacuum of leadership in the occupied areas. 

b.  Confusion amongst the people about the activities of the guerillas. 

c. Failure of Bangladesh Radio to issue regular instructions for the people, 

d. Three opposing forces trying to dominate the land. 

 1.Awami League. 

 2.Students group. 

 3.The Army. 
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September 2, 1971 

Went to 92 BSF Headquarter at 1800 hours. Stayed with Gen. Ganzalves & Brig. 

Annand Samp. Discussed plan of destroying electric transformer at Chittagong area & 
the fuel complex. Likely to receive two 57 MM RL for the purpose. The best would 

be Entac missile. The general agrees, but the govt. is still not very willing to give this 
new weapon to the liberation army. 

 
September 23, 1971 

 
At 0330 hours (H-Ltr) Hamid led a coy PL and attached Ballavpur and Mahfuz a 

coy PL at Champaknagar. Arty fired 3 feet intense & 7 feet normal on both they could 

not be taken over on e to the foil: 

a. Mahfuz could not reach the tgt. 

b. Hamid lost contact with PL. 

c. Arty could not neutralize any of the en post. 

d. CB started immediately. 

e. Troops have not been trained for conventional attacks as such did not know 

what is to be done at what stage of the attack. 

      f. En brought very quick reinforcements. We lost 1 killed 2 injured. 

 

October 01, 1971 

 

Conference held-new concept of ops decided. Met Col Zia, Major Ziauddin and 
other officers. Leaving tomorrow for recce (reconnaissance) of Belonia. Road 

movement between Shubhapur-Feni stopped. Artillery ineffective against strong 
Bunkers. These should be taken on by and then own troops should occupy these. 

 
October 16, 1971 

 
1. Rabiut Hoq S/O Abdul Jabbar (Late) Village Fazilpur, PS Feni. A young boy, 

hardly 10 years of age. Talking to me-1300 hours waiting for. He is working for us. 

Soft looking, tears in his eyes a lovable kid, a good freedom fighter. 

 

2. Motaher Hussain 12 years. S/O Siddique Ahmed. 

 

President & PM visited Sreenagar & then-after lunch came to main camp at 

Harina. 

 

MPA Musharraf and party moved in today for destroying fuel dump at 

Chittagong. 

 

September 5, 1971 

 
Serious situation due to Sheikh Moni's Awami League volunteer force being 

harassed by Col Khaled. Khaled also has a solid point: that it is a prototype of 
German Gestapo and cannot be allowed to gain strength. 

 
I talked to Moni & Khaled—both separately today & yesterday (Khaled). None is 

likely to agree to a compromise. 
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Best is, Moni should for the time not operate in Khaled's area. In Konaban—a 

defence wrongly taken in a village by Khaled. Pakistan shelled the village heavily. 

Many civilians died. Why did not Khaled evacuate the villagers earlier? 

October 27, 1971 

 

At Manughat (near Andermanik), talked to the boys of one company going inside 

for ops. Everyone in very high spirit. This company going in to operate between areas 

Mirsharai to Chitta gong. Lt Rakib is officer-in-charge. Dr. Mannan MPA and some 

others also going along with the group. An old man with whom I shook hands last, 

burst into tears, "Sir—they have burnt & destroyed everything, nothing is left". "Go 

and destroy them. Do not cry any more". 

 

"Yes sir", be replied. I saw that fire of barred & revenge in his eyes. I saw the 

spark of freedom—very close now. 
 

November 4, 1971 
 

Left for Belonia in the morning. Met Brig Sandhu enroute. Reached SS (Sub-
Sector) Alpha at 1500 hours. Mahfooz & capt Shams were present. Went to Bde HQ 

at 1800 hours and reached Belonia 1. B at 2100 hours after discussing tomorrow ops. 
On reaching, Maj Prodhan informed that capt Shams had committed suicide at 2030 

hours. Went to SS Alpha immediately with Maj Prodhan. Sent the dead body for post 

Mortem with Asoke. Informed Brig Shabeg over telephone of the incident & 

requested him to send message to C.O.S for C of I (court of inquiry) ahead with the 

planned operation. 

 

November 5, 1971 

 

Final Co-ordination at Rajnagar with Commander 83 Brigade. Sky is cloudy. At 

night as the troops started moving for the ops it started raining heavily. Self & Col 

Dev of 2 Rajput controlled the entire troop movement. The operation of "Blockade" 

got delayed by two hours. It is a dirty chill. Everyone is wet down to the bottom. 

Established HQ in a house in Uttar Guthuma. 

 
November 19, 1971 

 
Went to Shanti Bazar at HQ T Force. Met Commander Brig Annand Sarup and 

discussed various matters, mostly on Administration & Organisation. Returned to 
Belonia at dusk. At last army has built a Ponton! 

 
Staying in Belonia 1. B. At night walked in liberated areas with Capt Deb. 

It is a great joy. The land is quite so is the sky. Only the silent stars the soft fields 

of paddy-the quite river. None to speak. Oh my land! How sacred you are! How much 

I love you! 

November 26, 1971 
 

Chandgazi, Mirdhar Bazar areas liberated. Enemy put up a good fight. Visited 
Chandgazi position. Met Commander 181,Co 9 and 14 Kumayon Battalion and 

Mahfuz. All in high spirit. Pressure being built on Chagalnaya. 
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Reports received indicate enemy is thinning out from Feni, leaving only delaying 

positions. Certain enemy troops being airlifted from Dacca also reported. 

Innumerable report about Capt pouring in. Torture, extortion-all common with 

him. Prof Nurul Islam and Mr. Khawja Ahmed met me on the same affair. At some 

places Razakars are being tortured by villagers. That's wrong. 

 

Govt. has not yet announced a policy of administration & nation building. It is 

imperative that the new nation starts on a well planned national life right from the 

beginning. Talked to Brig Shabeg from this location. 

November 29, 1971 

 

went to Fu. lgazi. Gen Aurora, Gen Sarkar and other senior Indian officials visited 

today at 1330. Gen Aurora given an address of welcome by Mr. Khawja & Mr. Nurul 
Islam. Lunch at Fulgazi GOdown area with army Commander, Gen Sarkar, Gen Hira 

and other senior officials. Met Zonal Council members in the liberated area. Staying 
in Belonia with Mr. Pani Majumder. 

 
Pak and Indian built up all along the borders seems complete. Both sides awaiting. 

Both accusing each other of air attacks and shelling of population. War, it seems, is 
hardly a week away. And Pakistan will definitely try for a pre-emptive strike by air. 

December 3, 1971 

 
Mrs. Gandhi Addressed Indians at 1630 in Calcutta. Quite a determined lady. Just 

after that All India Radio suddenly announced attack of 7 Indian air bases by Pak 
Air force at 1730. Mrs. Gandhi again to address the nation at 12 on night 3-4 

December. Meanwhile Indian President declared emergency in the whale of India. 
December 4. 1971 

 
At 0030 instead of 12 (night 3-4). Prime Minister of India addressed India. Grave 

and sullen voice. She did not declare war but asked the nation to fight an aggressor 

Pakistan. Air action by both sides in the Eastern as well as Western front. Heavy 

fighting. 

 

India blocks all sea route in and out of Bangladesh. 

 

Heavy shelling in area of Sabroom. Had to rush to assess the situation. Found out 

details from Capt Mehek Singh of BSF and asked Commander 'K' Force for 

reinforcement. 

 

Security Council resolution by America for ceasefire, troop with drawing vetoed 

by Russia. 

 
America & China blame India & Russia blames Pakistan for the war. Shortage of 

arms and ammunition. Induction held up. December 10, 1971 
 

Left Zoralganj and came to Mirsharai in the morning. Established main HQ here. 
 

Enemy on the retreat. Thin screen at Sitakund and main defence at Kumira or 
Bhatiari. Surprising, he had left all defense positions from Shubhapur to Karerhai- 
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Zoralganj. He could have fought for months from these positions. I am amazed. "K" 

force elements moving very slow and cautious. Without approval deployed a 

company of Lt Raquib in contact with the enemy. 

Enemy trying to paint some ship etc to give the look of foreign ships and trying to 

escape. All information passed to HQ "K" force. In the evening conference with 

commander. Staying in Mirsharai with Mosharraf, Manju and others. 

 

December 16, 1971 

 

Correct decision by a good commander 

 

Visited Kumira hospital. The sea calm and quite to the west only about a mile 

away. To the south artillery shelling continued. Last night enemy attacked position of 

32 Mahar. 
 

Deadline given to Gen Niazi upto 0900 hours. Tension mounted at 1130 hours on 
news that Niazi wanted 6 hours extension up to 1500 hours. Gen Jackobes flew to 

Dacca to discuss terms and conditions of surrender. In the evening it was announced 
that Niazi has surrendered unconditionally. 

 
Mrs. Gandhi declared cease fire from 172000 hours on all fronts. Mr. Hannan, 

Mosharraf, Mansur all with me. Staying in Anwara Jute Mill, Chittagong. 

December 17, 1971 

 

Chittagong enemy surrenders today. In the morning came upto broken bridge near 

Bhatiari. From there walked up to PTC. Mr. Hannan with me. Took a car. Drove to 

Chittagong Circuit house. 

 

It is brilliant day. The city of Chittagong has fallen at last. The flag of Bangladesh 

flutters on top of Circuit house. Hundreds and thousands of people are dancing- 

embracing each other with joy. 

 

Met my old friends and relatives in Circuit house. Men, women all looked so 

pretty- -so charming. There smile in the faces of everyone. After many months people 
had came in the streets without fear. Staying night in Circuit house. 

 
 

 
-------------- 
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Anx "A" 

to HQ No. I Sector 
ltr No. 225/1/A 

of Feb. 72 
 

Sl. No. Name with full address of Shaheed Date of 
death 

1. PA-10561 Capt Aftab-Al- Quader 
Vill: Nagmud, 

PO. & PS. Ramgonj 

Dist. Noakhali 

27.4.71 
 

2. JCO-398 N/Sub Nazir Uddin 

S/O. Late Mhd Saydon Khan 

PO. Hat Pansudia 

PS. Lohagora 

Dist: Jessore 

27.3.71 

 

3. 2985 Hav Abu Taleb 

S/O Molid Dain Miah 

Vill: Bolakhal, 

PO : do. PS. Nazigonj 

Dist.: Comilla. 

27.3.71 

 

4. Hav Noor Amin 27.3.71 

5. 3893 Hav Abul Hashem 
Vill: Goakliala. 

PO : Dural Airian 
PS : Bedargonj 

Dist: Faridpur 

31.3.71 
 

6. 6768 NK. Kawsar Sharif 

Vill: Pachuria 
PO: Mallikpur 

Dist: Jessore 

28 Apr 71 
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7. 8282 NK/CLK Shabib Ali 31 Mar 71 

8. NK Nuru Mian Mar 71 

9. NK Malu Mian 27 Mar 71 

10. NK Maqsoodur Rahman 26 Mar 71 

11. L/NK Ghous Ali Mar 71 

12. 12067 L/NK Abdus Saltar 

Vill: Ratanpur 

PO : Bcroli Bazar 

PS : Feni 

Dist. Noakhali 

25.3.71 

13. 11748 L/NK Abul Khair 

Vill: Miahpur 
PO: Mirer Para 

PS: Begomgonj 
Dist: Noakhali 

27.3.71 

 

14. Sep Naib Ali Mar 1971 

15. 12680 Sep Lutfur Rahman Mar 7 1 

16. Sep Azizul Haque Mar 71 

17. 16484 Sigman Abu Taleb 

Vill: Bathergonj 

PO: Shahtali 

PS: Chandpur 

Dist: Comilla, 

27.3.71 

18. 16627 Sep Torab Ali, 

Vill: Maguramadaipur 

PO: Bakaia 

PS: Gournadi 

Dist.: Barisal 

Apr 71 

 

19. Sep Abul Kashem 

Dist.: Mymenshingh 

31 Mar 71 

20. 16444 Sep Mohd Hani! 
Vill: Sholek 

PO: -do- 
PS: Wazirpur 

Dist: Barisal 

28.3.71 
 

21. Sep Babul Sheikh 

Vill: Odia 
Dist: Jessore 

31 Mar. 71 
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22. 15449 Fazlur Rahman 

Dist: Sylhet 

29 Mar 71 
 

23. Sep Abdur Rouf Mar 71 

24. Sep Nurul Islam Mar 71 

25. Sep Mohd Khali 1 

Dist Sylhet 

Mar 71 

26. 14134 Sep Mosaraf Hossain 

Dist: Faridpur 

27 Mar 71 

27. 19047 Sep Nurul Alam 

Dist: Noakhali 

27 Mar 71 

28. Sep Ansarul Haque 

Dist: Noakhali 

27 Mar 71 

29. Sep Jahangir Hossain 

Dist. Barisal 

27 Mar 71 

30. Sep Hossain Ali 

Dist: Mymensingh 

Mar 71 

31. 3937182 Sep Fazlur Rahman 

S/O Abdul Majid 
Vill: Veracharkandi 

PO: Chaundi 
PS: Polong 

Dist: Faridpur 

10 Jul 71 

 

32. Sigman Abdul Motaleb 

Dist: Noakhali 

26 Mar 71 

33. Sep Abu Baker 

S/O Rahan Ali 

Mar 71 

34. Sep Rafiq Ahmed Mar 71 

35. NK Manu Miah 

Dist: Comill 

Mar 71 

36. L/NK Abdur Rahim Mar 71 

37. Tajul Islam 

Vill: Mauddarbaria 

PO: Mithachara 

PS: Mirarsari 
Dist: Chittagong. 

16 Oct. 71 

 

38. Moh Nurul Ghani 
Vill: Amantala 

PO: Mithachara 
PS: Mirarsari 

Dist: Chittagong 

07 Nov. 71 
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39. Mohd Mojibur Rahman 
Vill: Amantala 

PO: Mithachara 
PS: Mirarsari 

Dist. Chittagong 

07 Nov. 71 
 

40. Abdur Rahman 

Vill: Durgapur 
PO: Baiadar Hat 

PS: Mirarsari, Chittagong 

Apr. 71 

 

41. Zhafiq Ullah 

Vill: Durgapur 

PO: Baradar Hat 

PS: Mirarsarai, Chittagong 

Apr. 71 

42. Sheikh Ahmed Mar. 71 

43. Sahir Ahmed 

Vill: East Durgapur 

PO: Baradar Hat 

PS: Mirarasari, Chittagong 

21 Aug. 71 

 

44. Student AKM Mostafa 

S/O. Md Mujibul Haq 

Vill: Talbaria, 

PO: Mirarsari, 
PO: -do- 

Chittagong 

Aug 71 

 

45. 15003 Sep Mohd Salim 

Vill: Moka 
PO: do 

PS: Nabinagar 
Dist: Comilla 

May 71 

 

46. 12287 Sep Abdul Wadud 

Vill: Sotna 

PO: Chandina 

PS: do 

Dist: Comilla 

27.3.71 

 

47. 621 Sep Abdul Mannan 

Vill: Nowagran 

PO: Shamugran 

PS: Nabinagar 

Dist: Comilla 

06 Dec 71 
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48. 3941527 Sep Abdul Latif 18 Oct. 71 

49. FF Md Shamsul A lam 4 Sep 71 

50. FF Abdul Jalil 23 Sep. 71 

51. FF Abul Kalam Azad 13 Oct. 71 

52. FF Md. Lokman 16 Oct. 71 

53. FF Abul Basilar 

Vill: Kazi Taluk 

PO: Abu Torab 

PS: Mirarsarai, 

Dist: Chitagong 

11 Nov. 71 

54. FF Azizul Haque 

Vill: West Maliwas 

PO: Sufia Madrasah 
PS: Mirarsarai 

Dist: Chitagong 

7 Nov. 71 

 

55. 1205 Mjd Zakir Hussain 17 Nov. 71 

56. 1234 Mjd Monoranzan Nuih 

Vill: Mekhal, PO: -do- 
PS: Hathazari 

Dist: Chittagong 

7 Nov. 71 

57. 6532 Hav Abdus Shahid. 

Vill: Fulchand 

PS: Brahmanbaria 

Dist.: Comilla 

7 Nov. 71 

58. 1222 Mjd Shamsul Haque 

Vill: Moghadia 

PO. Abu Torab 

PS: Mirarsarai 

Dist: Chittagong 

7 Nov. 71 

59. 18905 Sep Alauddin 

Vill: Pitua 

PO: Sadurabad 

PS: Nadigonj 

Dist: Sylhet 

28 Nov. 71 

60. Mjd Abdul Haque 

Vill: Betaga 
PO: Nizjanua 

PS: Chagalnaiya, Noakhali 

21 Nov. 71 
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61. 3934546 NK Tofazzal Hossain 
Vill: Paddamanasha 

PO: Dewarihat 
PS: Barhanuddin 

Dist.: Barisal 

09 Dec. 71 
 

62. 3940730 Sep Ali Ahamcd 

Vill: Bulidanga 
1*0: Suzati 

PS: Fakirhat 

Dist: Khulna 

09 Dec. 71 

63. 3933464 Sep Nurul Huda 

Vill: Lakhinaryanpur 

PO: Shetu Banga 

PS: Begumgonj 

Dist. Noakhali 

9.12.71 

 

64. 3981018 SepManik Miali 

Vill: Harishpur 

PO: Sandwip 

Dist: Chittagong. 

-do- 

65. 1299767 Sep Md Islam 

Vill: Charmagdara 
PO: -do-, 

S: Sandwip 
Dist: Chittagong. 

-do- 

66. 186 Sep Md Shafi Uddin Bhuiyan 
Vill: Eshakhali 

PO: Madharhat 
PO: Mirarsari 

Disi: Chittagong. 

29.12.71 
 

67. JCO-152 Sub Azizur Rahman 

Vill: Akhalia 

PO: -do- PS.: Kotawali 

Dist.: Sylhet 

16.12.71 

68. Nurul Alam, FF 

Vill: Chot Kumudra 

PO: Kumia 

PS: Sitakund 

Dist: Chittagong. 

-do- 

69. Amal Kami Dey 

Vill: Quespara 

PO: -do-, PS: Raozan 
Dist: Chittagong. 

-do- 
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70. Afzalur Rahman, FF (Aku Miah) 
Vill: Satachar 

PO: Padua 
PS: Chouddagram 

Dist: Comilla 

-do- 

71. 4029 Sep Azim Uddin 

Vill : Jaliggram 
PO: Charsindur, 

PS.: Kaligonj 

Dist.: Dacca 

18.7.71 

 

72. 6404 L/NK Md Matiur 

S/O. Rowsan Ali 

Vill: Talipara. PO: -do- 

PS: NaraiP 

Dist: Jessore 

16.12.71 

 

73. 14923 Sigman Taijuddin Ahmed 

Vill: Krishnakati 

PO: Padrishibpur 

Disl: Barisal 

31.3.71 

 

74. 3931625 Hav Mohd Idris 

Vill: Makhal, PO: Garduara 
PS: Hathazari, Chittagong 

Apr. 71 

 

75. 39397113 Sep Malul Miah 
Vill: Nandil Pashimpara 

PO: Rakhalgonj 
PS: Gulapgonj 

Dist: Sylhet 

Apr. 71 

76. 3932761 Sep Abdus Sattar 

Vill: Makhel 

PO: Garduara 

PS: Hathazari 

Dist.: Chittagong 

Apr. 71 

 

77. Tazul Islam. FF 

Vill: Mardharia 

PO: Mishachara 

PS: Mirarsari 

Dist.: Chittagong 

04 Sep 71 
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78. Kama I IJddin. FF, 
Vill: Mayani 

PO: Abu Torab 
PS: Mirarsari 

Dist: Chittagong 

14 Dec. 71 
 

79. Md. Shah Alain, FF 

Vill: Saherkhali 
PO: Mirarsari, PS: -do- 

Dist.: Chittagong 

11 Nov. 71 

 

80. Si raj ul Mostafa, FF 

Vill: Middle Mogadia 

PO: Abu Torab, 

PS: Mirarsari 

Dist: Chittagong 

21 Aug. 71 

 

81. Abdul Wadood, FF 

Vill: Daulatpur 

PO: Moharigonj 

PS: Chagalnaiya 

Dist. Noakhali 

21 Aug. 71 

82. Pankaj Kumar Burua, 

Vill &PO: Hingola 
PS: Raozan 

Dist.: Chittagong 

10 Dec. 71 

 

83. Mohd Yousuf, FF 

Vill & PO: Kalapania 
PS: Sandwip 

Disl : Chittagong 

10 Dec. 71 

84. Omar Farooq, FF 

Vill: Tokba 

PO: Ramgonj 

PS: Ramgonj 

Dist. Noakhali 

Aug. 71 

 

85. Ruhul Ain, FF 

Will: West Modhugram 

PO: Daragar Hat, 

PS : Chagalnaiya 

Dist: Noakhali 

21 Aug. 71 

 

86. Abdul Wazed, FF 

Vill: Chandar Hat 

PO: Syed Nagar 

PS: Boalkhali 
Dist.: Chittagong 

28-8-71 
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87. Alauddin Mazumdar. FF 
Vill: Andarmanik 

PO: Karya Bazar 
PS: Chagalnaiya. 

Dist. Noakhali 

07 Sep. 71 
 

88. Mustafizur Rahman. FF 

Vill: Dhoom 
PO: Mohanjanhal 

PS: Mirarsari 

Dist: Chittagong 

Sep 71 

 

89. Farid Ahmed Chy, FF 

Vill: Hazisari 

PO: Norwargonj 

PS: Mirarsari 

Dist: Chittagong 

28-9-71 

 

90. 18276 Sep Abul Khair 11-11-71 

91. 3941368 Sep Amir Hamja 

Vill: Dhorala 

PO: Shroatali 

PS: Boalkhali 

Dist.: Chittagong 

10 Aug. 71 

 

92. N/Sub Golam Sattar 
Vill: Harbang 

PO: -do- 
PS: Chakwaria 

Dist.: Chittagong 

28 Mar. 71 
 

93. BJO-26149 Sub Shirujul Islam 

Vill: Ahallasadar Para 
PO: Showratali 

PS: Boalkhali 

Dist: Chittagong 

26 Mar. 71 

 

94. 3938897 Sep Shamsul Alam 

Vill: Chendhandi 

PO: Iqbal Park 

PS: Boalkhali 

Dist: Chittagong 

25 Mar. 71 
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95. Abdul Sukkur, FF 
Vill: Ahilaparakash 

PO: Showratali 
PS: Boalkhali 

Dist.: Chittagong 

28 Aug. 71 
 

96. Abul Basilar. FF 

Vill: Kazir Taluk. 
PO: Abu Torab 

PS: Mirarsari 

Dist: Chittagong 

Aug. 71 

 

97. 3932406 NK Wazi Ullah. 

Vill: Muradpur 

PO & OS: Silakunda 

Dist : Chittagong 

25 Mar. 71 

 

98. 3931625 HavMolid idris 25 Mar 71 

99. 3941368 Sep Amir Hamza 

Vill: Dliorhala 

PO: Shoabhati 

PS: Boalkhali 

Dist.: Chittagong 

10 Aug. 71 

 

100. M. A Jinnah. FF 

S/O Siddiqur Rahman 
60, Alkaran by lane Kotwali, Ctg. 

1 May 71 

 

101. Molid Abdul Jabbar. FF 
Vill: Marium Nagar 

PO. Rangunia 
PO: -dO- Dist : Chittagong 

1 May 71 

102. 3935741 Sep Scrajul Haque 
Vill: Wahidpur 

PO: Choia Kamal Dah 

PS: Mirarsari 

Dist.: Chittagong 

25 Mar 71 
 

103. 3922572 Hav Mohd Abdul Khalcquc 

Vill: 33 No. Pathan ali 

Road Mowar Pol. Ctg. 

25 Mar 71 

104. 13187 Sep Abdur Rouf 

Vill: Salamat pur 

PO: Kahan Khali 

PS : Boakhali. Ctg. 

25 Mar 71 
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105. Sub Maj T. M. Ali 15 Nov. 71 

106. 11800 Sig/NK K. M. Fazlul Haque 15 Nov. 71 

107. 7688 NK Mir Ahmed 

Vill: Charandip 

PO : -dft- 

PS: Boalkhali, Ctg. 

25 Mar 71 

 

108. Shamsul Alam, FF 

Vill: Musapur 

PO: Panditerhat 
PS.: Sandwip 

Dist: Chittagong 

14.12.71 

 

109. 11540 Sig/man Fakhar Uddin 

Vill: Badmoradan 

PO: Changer Char Bazar 

PS: Motlabgonj, Comilla 

31 Mar 71 

 

110. Sep Ghani Miah 

Vill: Kanijla 

PO: Khankhanapur 

PS: Fajbari, Faridpur 

31 Mar 71 

111. 8417 L/NK Mokhlesur Rahman 

Vill: Ghashir Khal 
PO: Kari Hati 

PS: Begamgongj 
Dist.: Noakhali 

31 Mar 71 

112. JCO-431 N/Sub Abdul Latif 
Vill: Charkana 

PO: Charkaia 
PS: Patiya, Ctg. 

05 May 71 
 

 

 

 

--------------- 
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LIST OF SHAHEEDS 

FF PERS 

 

 

Sl. No. 

1 

Name and full Address of Shaheeds 

2 

Date of 

Death 

3 

1. Tajul Islam 

Vill: Mandarbari 

PO: Mithachara 

PS: Mirarsari 

Dist: Chittagong 

16.10.71 

 

2. Mohammad Nurul Ghani 
Vill: Mandarbaria 

PO: Mithachara 
PS: Mirarsari 

Dist: Chittagong 

17.11.71 
 

3. Mohd Mojibur Rahman 

Vill: Amantola 
FO: Mithachara 

PS: Mirarsari 

Dist: Chittagong 

7.11.71 

 

4. Abdur Rahman 

Vill: Dargapur 

PO: Bardarhat 

PS: Mirarsari 

Dist: Chittagong 

Apr. 71 

 

5. Shafiq Ullah 

Vill: Dargapur 

PO: Bardarhat 

PS: Mirarsari 

Dist: Chittagong 

March 71 

 

6. Sheikh Ahmed March 71 
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7. Sahir Ahmed 
Vill: East Dargapur 

PO: Bardarhal 
PS: Mirarsari 

Dist: Chittagong 

21.8.71 
 

8. AKM Mostofa 

Vill: Talbaria 
PO: -do- 

PS: Mirarsari 

Dist.: Chittagong 

Aug. 71 

 

9. Md. Shamsul Alain 4.9.71 

10. Md. Abdul Jalil 

Vill: Mohalanga 

PO: Kamar Ali 

PS: Mirarsari 

Dist.: Chittagong 

23.9.71 

 

11. Abdul Kalam Azad 13.10.71 

12. Mohammad Lokman 16.10.71 

13. Azizul Haque 
Vill: West Maliyas 

PO: Sufi Madrasha 

PS: Mirarsari 

Dist.: Chittagong 

7.11.71 

14. Nurul A lam 

Vill: Choi Kumura 

PO: -do-, PS: Sitakunda 

Dist.: Chittagong 

16.12.71 

 

15. Amal Kami Dey 

Vill: Queapara 

PO: -do- 

PS: Rauzan 

Dist.: Chittagong 

16.12.71 

 

16. Afzalur Rahman, 
Vill : Sotachara 

PO: Padua 
PS: Chouddargam. Comilla. 

16.12.71 
 

17. Tazul Islam 

Vill: Mard Baria 

PO: Mithachara 

PS: Mirarsari 

Dist.: Chittagong 

04.9.71 
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18. Kamal Uddin 
Vill: Mayania 

PO: Abu Torab 
PS: Mirarsari 

Dist.: Chittagong 

14.12.71 
 

19. Md. Shah Alam 

Vill: Saherkhali 
PO: & PS: Mirarsari 

Dist.: Chittagong 

11.11.71 

 

20. Sirajul Mosiafa 

Vill: Middle Mogadia 

PO: Abu Torab 

PS: Mirarsari 

Dist.: Chittagong 

21.8.71 

 

21. Abdul Wadud 

Vill: Daulatpur 

PO: Moharigonj 

PS: Chagalnaiya 

Dist.: Noakhali 

21.8.71 

22. Pankaj Kr. Barua 

Vill: & PO: Hingola 
PS: Rauzao 

Dist. Chittagong. 

10.12.71 

 

23. Mohammad Yusuf 

Will & PO: Kalapania 
PS: Sandwip 

Dist.: Chittagong 

10.12.71 

24. Ruhul Amin 

Vill: W. Madigram 

PO: Darogar Hat 

PS: Chagalnaiya 

Dist.: Noakhali 

21.8.71 

 

25. Omar Faruq, 

Vill. :Tokba 

PO: Ramgonj 

PS: Begamgonj 

Dist.: Noakhali 

21.8.71 

26. Abdul Wazed 

Vill: Chaderhat 

28.S.71 
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 PO: Sayednagar, 
PS: Boalkhali 

Dist.: Chittagong 

 

27. Alauddin Majumder 

Vill: Andarmanik 
PO: Karaja Bazar 

PS: Chagalnaiya 
Dist: Chittagong 

07.9.71 

 

28. Mostafizur Rahman 

Vill: Khom 

PO: Mahazanhat 

PS: Mirarsari 

Dist.: Chittagong 

Sep. 71 

 

29. Farid Ahmed 

Vill: Hazisarai 

PO: Zoralgonj 

PS: Mirarsari 

Dist.: Chittagong 

28.9.71 

 

30. Abdus Sahkur 

Vill: Ahilapara 

PO: Sharwatali 
PS: Boalkhali 

Dist. Chittagong. 

28.8.71 

 

31. Abul Bashar 

Vill: Kazi Talub 
PO: Abu Torab 

PS: Mirarsari 
Dist.: Chittagong 

Aug. 71 

 

32. M. A. Jainal 

69 Alkaran by lane Kotwali, Chittagong. 

01.5.71 

 

33. Mohammad Abdul Jabbar 

Vill: Mariam Nagar 

PO: & PS: Rangunai 

Dist.: Chittagong 

01.5.71 

34. Shamsul Alam 

Vill. Musapur 

PO: Panditerhat 

PS. Sandwip 

Dist. Chittagong. 

14.12.71 
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35. Abdul Mannan 
Vill. Hatempur 

PO: Panditerhat. 
PS. Sandwip 

Dist. Chittagong. 

Jun. 71 
 

36. Md. Shahid Ullah, 

Vill: & PO: Mogadhara 
PS. Sandwip 

Dist. Chittagong. 

Jun. 71 

37. Lokman Hussain 

Vill & PO: Siri 

PS: Potiya 

Dist. Chittagong 

02.12.71 

 

38. Rabiui Alam 

Vill: & PO: Sonapur 

PS: Potiya 

Dist. Chittagong 

02.12.71 

39. Shah Alam 

Vill: Domkhali 

PO: Kangrali 

PS. Mirarsarai 
Dist. Chittagong 

Nov. 71 

 

 

 

 

----------------- 
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NOMINAL ROLL OF SHAHEEDS OF 11 SECTOR, 

KAMALPUR, MYMENSINGH 

 

SI. No. Rank Name and full address of Shahceds 

1. FF Aman Ullah Kabir 

S/o: Ahmed Ali Master 
Vill: Laodata 

PO: Islampur, 
Dist.: Mymensingh 

2. ,, Md. Shahjahan Miah 
S/o. Makbul Hussain 

Vill: Jenail 
PO: Balizura, 

Dist.: Mymensingh 
3. ,, Gazi Md. Ahaduz Zaman 

S/o. Gazi Md. Shamsul Haque 

Vill.: Alerpara, 

PO: Alerpara, 

Dist.: Mymensingh 

4. ,, Mr. Taibur Rahman 

S/o. Ismail Hussain 

Vill.: Matighata 

PO:Matighata 
Dist.: Mymensingh 

5. ,, Md. Abu Taher 

S/o. Md I mar Uddin Bepary 

Vill.: Perojpur 

PO: Durmut 

Dist.: Mymensingh 

6. ,, Joyna! Abedin 

S/o. Md. Usman Ali 

Vill.: Dakkhin Patralia 

PO:Chanil 

Dist.: Tangail 
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7. ,, Abdul Mazid 
S/o. Md. Asgar Ali Akanda 

Vill.: Balarpara 
PO:Hem Nagar 

Dist.: Tangail 
8. ,, Md. Abdus Samad 

S/o. Mvi. Gulzar Hussain 
Vill.: Chakbarul 

PO: Badiakhali 

Dist.: Rangpur 

9. ,, Md. Altaf Hussain 

S/o. Mvi. Garib Ullah Mandal 

Vill.: Ramanather Vita 

PO: -do-. Dist.: Rangpur 

10. ,, Md. Abu Bakar 

S/o. Md. Ibrahim 

Vill: Shankadaha 

PO: Manerpur 

Dist.: Rangpur 

11. ,, Muhdali Talukder 

S/o. Mufazzal Hussain T. K 
Vill: Monoharpur 

PO.Jahangirpur 
Dist.: Mymensingh 

12. ,, Md. Jamsher Ali 
S/o. Md. Nasir Uddin 

Vill : Md. Charjamira 
PO:Patadah 

Dist.: Mymensingh 

13. ,, Abdul Hai Sarder 

S/o. Md. Abdul Baki Sarder 

Vill : Shampur 

PO.Bharat Khali 

Dist.: Rangpur 

14. ,, Md. Habibur Rahman 

S/o. Azizur Rahman 

Vill.: Bharela 

PO:Bhawadapara 

Dist.: Pabna 
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15. ,, Md. Ansar Ali 
S/o. Azim Uddin 

Vill.: Kishmot Nehali 
PO:Bhatmari 

Dist.: Rangpur 
16. ,, Md. Shahid Ullah 

S/o. Shaheb Ali 
Vill.: Gay aria 

PO:Fulchari 

Dist.: Rangpur 

17. ,, Provat Chandra Roy 

S/o. Surendra Roy 

Vill.: Nawdabas 

PO:Nawdabas 

Dist.: Rangpur 

18. ,, Dhananjon Singh 

S/o. Basanta Kumar Singh 

Vill.: Himnawdabas 

PO: -do-, Dist.: Rangpur 

19. ,, Bharat Chandra Brahman 

S/o.: Sharat Chandra Brahman 
Vill: Kantapaiabari 

PO: Tosh Bander 
Dist. : Rangpur. 

20. ,, Bacharam Das 
S/O. Bharat Chandra Das 

Vill: Chulka 
PO: Daikhovva 

Dist: Rangpur 

21. ,, Aluned Ali 

S/o: Sabullah Munshi 

Vill: Labari 

PO : Bhelabari 

Dist: Rangpur. 

22. ,, Abdul Hai 

S/o: Shamsher Ali 

Vill : Malgara 

PO : Bhelabari 

Dist: Rangpur 
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23. ,, Hamidur Rahman 
S/o: Mazher Uddin 

Vill : Falia 
PO: Gaibandha 

Dist: Rangpur 
24. ,, Habibur Rahman 

S/o : Jain Uddin Bepary 
Vill : Gazaria 

PO: Fulchari 

Dist: Rangpur 

25. ,, Md Shahjahan Ali 

S/o : Jabed Ali 

Vill : Chargabinda 

PO: Chargabinda 

Dist: Rangpur 

26. ,, Mahfuzur Rahman 

S/o : Md Tosaddaque Hussain khan 

Vill: Jaguli, PO : Ramcshwarpur 

Dist: Bogra 

27. ,, Abdul Majid 

S/o : Abdus Subhan 
Vill: Jorbari 

PO : Poqal Digha 
Dist: Pabna 

28. ,, Md Belal Hussain 
S/o : Qurban Ali 

Vill : Gabindapathal 
PO : Poqal Digha 

Dist: Pabna 

29. ,, Ashfaqul Matin 

S/o : Alhaj Mahmudul Amin 

Vill : Shahbazpur 

PO: Sharail 

Dist: Comilla 

30. ,, AKM Nazmul Hussain 

S/o : Sekander Ali Master 

Vill: Nalitabari 

PO : Nalitabari 

Dist: Mymensingh 
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31. ,, Mofazzel Hussain 
S/o: Ansar Ali 

Vill : Nalitabari 
PO : Nalitabari 

Dist : Mymensingh 
32. ,, Ali Hussain 

S/o : Mutaleb Ali 
Vill: Nalitabari 

PO : Nalitabari 

Dist: Mymensingh 

33. ,, Anwar Ali 

S/o : Haider Ali 

Vill : Nalitabari 

PO : Nalitabari 

Dist: Mymensingh 

34. ,, Abdul Latif 

S/o: Gul Muhammad 

Vill: Nalitabari 

PO : Nalitabari 

Dist: Mymensingh 

35. ,, Lai Miah 
S/o: - 

Vill: Tantar 
PO : Noabil 

Dist: Mymensingh 
36. ,, Abdul Aziz 

S/o : Abdur Rashid Bhuiyan 
Vill: Malang 

PO : Refugee Camp 

Dist: Tura 

37. ,, Reaz Uddin 

S/o: Nawsher Ali 

Vill: Bahir Simul 

Dist: Mymensingh 

38. ,, Abul Hussain 

S/o: Jonab Ali 

Vill : Moheshloti 

Dist: Mymensingh 
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39. ,, Parimal Chandra Day 
S/o : Bindu Kumar Day 

Vill : Nasumulari 
PO : Nalitabari 

Dist: Mymensingh 
40. ,, Abdul Hakim Mollah 

S/o : Abdul Habil Mollah 
Kader & Co 

PO : Shajahanpur 

Dist: Dacca 

41. ,, Hatem Ali 

S/o: Yafarazi 

Vill: Maistara 

PO : Muktagacha 

Dist: Mymensingh 

42. ,, Maji bur Rahman 

S/o: Meser Ali 

Vill : Baitkamari 

PO : Sagannath Gonj 

Dist: Mymensingh 

43. BF No. 15391 Sep Hazrat Ali 
S/o: Mohammad Ali 

Vill : Sanichapara 
PO : Janka Bazar 

Dist: Mymensingh 
44. FF Hazrat Ali 

S/o : Mazid Ali Sarker 
Vill : Kursha Bazar 

PO: Nakla 

Dist: Mymensingh 

45. ,, Dulal Miah 

S/o: Habibur Rahman 

Vill : Dukuria, PO : Nakla 

Dist: Mymensingh 

46. MF No. 15412 Lnk. Wazi Ullah 

S/o : Abdus Salam 

Vill: Fatganjpur 

PO: Kabirhat 

Dist: Noakhali 
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47. FF Idrish Ali 
S/o:- 

Vill : Kalakuma 
PO : Nayabil 

Dist: Noakhali 
48. ,, Hazrat Ali 

S/o: Basir Uddin 
Vill : Hussainpur 

PO : Baitkandi 

Dist : Mymensingh 

49. ,, Ranjit Kumar Gupta 

S/o : Narendra Chandra Gupta 

Vill: Rupakhali 

PO: Bagunbari 

Dist: Mymensingh 

50. ,, Shajahan Ali 

S/o : Phaher Ali 

Vill : Kistapur 

PO : Mymensingh 

Dist: Mymensingh 

51. ,, Sk Shawkat Ali 
S/o: Hatem Ali 

Vill: Huralia Pathal 
PO : Ispinzerpur 

Dist: Mymensingh 
52. ,, Taslim Uddin 

S/o: Abdul Gafur 
Vill : Surja Nagar 

PO : Surja Nagar 

Dist: Mymensingh 

53. ,, Muksud Ali 

S/o: Nazim Uddin 

Vill : Nadirsharar 

PO : Fakirhat 

Dist: Rangpur 

54. ,, Md Akbar Hussain 

S/o : Md Mofiz Uddin 

Vill: Pathir Ram Pather Para 

PO : Nazim Khan, Dist: Rangpur 
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55. ,, Md Kasu Mahmud 
S/o : Mobarak Hussain 

Vill : Darnibari 
PO : Darn i bari 

Dist: Rangpur 
56. ,, Md Gulzar Hussain 

S/o : Kern Mali mud 
Vill : Pathir Ram Pather Para 

PO : Nazim Khan 

Dist : Rangpur 

57. MF No. 15491 Sep Md. Abdul Jalil 

S/o : Abdul Jabbar Khan 

Vill : Wesi Para 

PO: Parura 

Dist: Rangpur 

58. FF Md. Ahmed Ali 

S/o : Md. Shams Uddin 

Vill : Kuptala 

PO : Kuptala 

Dist : Rangpur 

59. ,, Abdul Majid 
S/o : Md. Zinnat Ullah 

Vill : Bancher 
PO : Tapur Char 

Disl: Rangpur 
60. ,, Md. Abdul Bari 

S/o : Md Anser Ali 
Vill :Tapur Char 

PO : -do-, Dist: Rangpur 

61. ,, Md. Jabed Ali 

S/o : Jamsher Ali 

Vill : Gabindapur 

PO: Lakshmipur 

Dist: Rangpur 

62. ,, Md. Nazim Uddin 

S/o : Md Yakub Ali 

Vill: Hashatkaudi 

PO: Shagata 

Dist: Rangpur 
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63. ,, Md. Abdus Sattar 
S/o : Fai m Uddin 

Vill : Shagata 
PO : -do- 

Dist: Rangpur 
64. ,, Md. Abdul Ghani 

S/o : Mir Baksha Sarkcr 
Vill: Namaj Khali 

PO : Hon Khali 

Dist: Bogra 

65. ,, Md. Abdul Latif 

S/o : Md Abed Ali 

Vill : Tapur Char 

PO : Tapur Char 

Dist: Rangpur 

66. ,, Md. Abdul Hamid 

S/o: Mafiz Uddin 

Vill: Tapur Char 

PO : -do-, Dist : Rangpur 

67. ,, Md Abu Ahsad 

S/o : Md Abdur Rashid 
Vill: Batkamari 

PO : Tapur Char 
Dist: Rangpur 

68. ,, Md Abul Hussain 
S/o : Md Ansar Uddin 

Vill : Pakhi Char 
PO : Tapur Char 

Dist: Rangpur 

69. ,, Md. Haidar Ali 

S/o : Md. Bashir Uddin 

Vill : Dekhiarani 

PO: Chandjan 

Dist: Rangpur 

70. ,, Md. Shahadat Ali 

S/o : Md. Salek Ahmed 

Vill: Santush gran 

PO : Jumahat 

Dist: Rangpur 
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71. ,, Habibur Rahman 
S/o : Mojibur Rahman 

Vill : Bash Mondi 
PO : Khila 

Dist: Rangpur 
72. MF No. 12948 Sep Abdul Hafiz 

S/o : Abdul Ali 
Vill: Maijkapon 

PO: Nilganj 

Dist: Rangpur 

73. FF Abdus Salam 

S/o : Abdur Razzak 

Vill : Ballarpur 

PO: Kalsindur 

Dist: Rangpur 

74. ,, Jamal Uddin 

Md. Nasir Uddin 

Vill : Alalia 

PO: Nurundi 

Dist: Rangpur 

75. ,, Nuruzzaman 
S/o: Afsar Uddin 

Vill : Bharara 
PO : Bharara 

Dist: Rangpur 
76. ,, Md. Azizul Haque 

S/o : Abdur Rashid Bhuiyan 
Vill : Helaghat 

PO : Halwaghat 

Dist: Rangpur 

77. ,, Mofizur Rahman 

S/o : Mohammad Ali 

Vill: Saduya 

PO : Bazrahat 

Dist: Rangpur 

78. ,, Abdur Rahman 

S/o: Bashir Uddin 

Vill : Rabirbita 

PO: Patwari 

Dist: Rangpur 
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79. ,, Abdul Jabbar 
S/o: Fasi Ullah 

Vill: Ratiram 
PO : Ulipur 

Dist: Rangpur 
80. ,, M Haider Ali 

S/o: Golam Hussain 
Vill: Hashervita 

PO: Ramna 

Dist : Rangpur 

81. ,, Md. Anwar Hussain 

S/o : Abdul Majid 

Vill : Premarchar 

PO : Masna 

Dist: Mymensingh 

82. ,, Md. Tajul Islam 

S/o : Abdul Aziz 

Vill : Masna 

PO : -do- 

Dist : Mymensingh 

83. ,, Md. Azizul Haq 
S/o : Mir Abdul Mannan 

Vill: Kandarpadi 
PO : Hussaindi 

Dist: Mymensingh 
84. ,, Md. Manzul Miah 

S/o : Vill : Nayapara 
PO : Maijhati 

Dist: Mymensingh 

85. ,, Md. Abdul Matin 

S/o: Sahid Bepary 

Vill : Shasram 

PO : Gaohata 

Dist: Mymensingh 

86. ,, Md Manzurul Haq 

S/o : Hafiz Sajuddin 

Vill: Kumarpur 

PO : Hussaindi 

Dist: Mymensingh 
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87. ,, Md Rustam Ali 
S/o : Shifat Ali 

Vill : Nayapara 
PO : Maijhati 

Dist: Mymensingh 
88. ,, Maqsum Ali Mondal 

S/o : Nazir Uddin Mondal 
Vill : Nandishaher 

PO : Fakirhat 

Dist: Mymensingh 

89. ,, Zahidur Rahman 

S/o: Mustafizur Rahman 

Vill : Unchurki 

PO : Goptali, Disl: Bogia 

90. ,, Fazlul Karim 

S/o : Delwar Hussain 

Vill: Penkair 

PO : Mohimagonj 

Dist: Rangpur 

91. ,, Mustafur Billa 

S/o: Musharaf Hussain 
Vill: Kakilakara 

PO : Sreebardi 
Dist: Mymensingh 

92. ,, Mohd Habibur Rahman 
S/o : Gamir Uddin Sk. 

Vill: Pakalia 
PO : Jamalan 

Dist: Mymensingh 

93. ,, Md Shahjahan 

S/o : Jasim Uddin Sarker 

Vill : Charbhatian 

PO : Gunerbari 

Dist: Mymensingh 

94. ,, Abul Kalam Azad 

S/o : Kasim Uddin Sarker 

Vill : Duloity 

PO : Chaprarkana 

Dist: Mymensingh 
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95. ,, Md Ramij Uddin 
S/o : Md Asim Uddin 

Vill: Qualikandi 
PO : Testaria 

Dist : Mymensingh 
96. ,, Shab Uddin 

S/o: Niamat Sarker 
Vill : Chargulabari 

PO : Patadah 

Dist: Mymensingh 

97. MF No. 553 N/Sub 

Abdus Sattar 

98. ,, No. 5393 Hav 

Abdul Hamid 

99. ,, No. 2954 Hav 

Mohd. Mumtaz Karim 

100. FF Mohd. Jala! Uddin 

S/o. Mohd Mehar Uddin 

Vill : Bahaitala, PO : Bahaitala 

Dist: Mymensingh 

101. ,, Afiz Uddin 
S/o : Mohd. Nabi Hussain 

Vill: Bahjary, PO : Sharistala 
Dist: Mymensingh 

102. ,, Nawab Ali Bakshi 
S/o : Shams Uddin Bakshi 

Vill: Jamuna, PO : Chandiyan 
Dist: Mymensingh 

103. ,, Abdul Hakim 

S/o: Mohir Uddin 

Vill : Char Phulkandi 

PO : Phulkandi 

Dist: Mymensingh 

104. ,, M Abu Hashem 

S/o : Md Lai Mahmud 

Vill: Pullah Kandi 

Dist: Mymensingh 

105. ,, Md Abu Taher 

Vill: Durmut, PO : Durxnut 

Dist: Mymensingh 
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106. ,, Md. Abdus Samad 
S/o : Md Hatem Dewan 

Vill : Monjata, PO : Molamgonj 
Dist: Mymensingh 

107. ,, Gulam Rabbani 
S/o : Farhad Ali Sarker 

Vill : Satarpara 
PO : Tulshighat 

Dist: Mymensingh 

108. ,, Abdul Latif 

S/o : Jalal Uddin Sarker 

Vill : Satarpara 

PO: Tulshighat 

Dist: Mymensingh 

109. ,, Omar Faruk 

S/o : Adbul Wadud 

Vill: Char Vaduria 

PO : Bhola, Dist: Barishal 

110. ,, Md Mozammel Haque 

S/o : Md. Muksed Ali 

Vill: Chechia Badha 
PO : Tarakandi 

Dist : Mymensingh 
111. ,, Md. Rafiquzzaman 

S/o : Md. Abdul Jabbar 
Vill: Daulatpur 

PO: Tarakandi 
Dist: Mymensingh 

112. ,, Adbul Hakim 

S/o : Md Jashim Uddin 

Vill : Malipara 

PO : Pogaldigha 

Dist: Mymensingh 

113. ,, Hitendra Nath Barma 

S/o : Nagendra Nath Roy Sarker 

Vill : Asharu, PO : Rajarhal 

Dist: rangpur 

 

* Note : The list has been prepared by Lt Col M A Mannan. BB CO of 32 E Bengal 

Regt in December 1979. 
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!K������� ��P��� '�y । ��� -@�� =����� � ��P� ��� =�� �& �����"%� '����� । 
 

-� ��� ;C ���@ ������� ���a ��� ��’'�� -��� !�� -��o �& । 
 

�r� ���� ���- 
 
 

&��- 
!��_ -��� '���� 

l?-*-+( 
 
(() -��:�� !'��� (��@��'� '�������) 
 ���-�1����, 7��-@�� "�, ���2:� 
 
(l) @:�� -���� (��@��'� '�������) 
 ��}�� ��P ��M�, @�� "�, ���2:� 
 
 
 

-------------
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SECRET 

 
PRIORITY 

HQ No, 2 Sector 
Bangladesh Forces 

Melaghar 

BDF/0201/Q 

29 Jun 71 

 

To : Subedar Ali Akbar Patwary 

 

Subj : Issue of Ammo 

 

Ammo .303 Ball qty-4000 are issued to you to meet your requirement. 

 

Sd/-IUegible 

Maj 

SO-I 
(Muhammad Abdul Matin) 

 
 

 
SECRET 

 

 

 

----------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
>m। ;T �����' ��#�$ �6�P l� !�)��� ������ * !���{�, (*+( 

 

STATEMENT OF WEAPONS 

(CHANDPUR COY IINCLUDINGH RAMGONJ/RAIPUR DET) 
 

 Chandpur Main 

 

Ramgonj/Raipur Det Total Remarks 

Str of 
tps 

MF Auth-87 
FF Sur-11 

 
 

98 

MF Auth-38 
MF Sur-7 

 
 

45 

Auth-
125 

Sur-18 
 

 
143 

Chandpur 
Main-3 Pis 

Ramgonj/ 
 

Raima -2 " 
-5 Pis 

 

Weapons 

LMG .303 

 

Sten 9 MM 

Rifle .303 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Mortar 2" 
Rifle SLR 7.62 

 

 

5 

 

2 

90 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

1 
1 

 

 

1+2 

 

1 

38 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

- 
2+4 

 

 

6 

 

3 

128 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

1 
3 

 

 

1 One will be 

issued from 

 

Excess 19 

rifles already 

returned to 

Madhumati on 

2 Sep 71 with 

29 Sur tps. 

Note : 1. Arms Issued from PADMA, BDF on 23 May 71 : - 

               a.LMG -4 

               b.Magazine LMG -24 

               c.Sten 9 MM -3 

               d.Magazine Sten 9 MM -15 

           2. Arms issued from Madhumati, BDF on 02 Aug 71 : - 

               a.SLA Rifle 7.62 -3 

               b.Magazine SLR -9 

 

Sd/-A .A. Patwary 

Sub 

OC Madhumati 

(Ali Akbar Patwary) 

09 Sep 71 
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������� ��� ����� 
>�। ��:� '��� -��� ���% �6�P >� !�)��� ������ ( ��5�, (*+( 

 

��:� '��� -�� 
�|��M� ����� �C�] 

(-�-+( 
 
A������ 7�� �M���� 
 
 ��� -��� ����� ��� ।�� ���6�� �& !� �M ���� -���A ��}�� !¥�@ ���� @C 
6�%���'� 7��� �M ���� -��� ��% !%���A� ���:��K । ��'�� ����& !¥�@ ���:� ��� 
6��'���K । -�� ���:��K !��� ��@ ��:� ��� ��� K��M� ���� K��M� � । ��� -��� !A� 
���:��K n ����&� ��� ���� -�K, !K�����: ��9����% ���, =�� K��M, ���� !���:� X�:� ��� 
। -@�� ����: ����� �& । !� @C ��'��� K��M��� ������ �A��:� -���� । ���@& �C�� -�� 
�:� ���:� 7�� ��@ ����& ��:� ��P�&�� । -� -����� ��% ��� �? ���� H�� -�K ��K� 
H�� ��:� ��P�&�� । -��� ��� �6$���a -�K । ����C H�� -� -��� ��@ !K�� -�K । 
-������� ��%� �1C ����� । -��� �� ��: ��������� ���" !��"����" ����:� 6�����K । ���� 
�� �P� -�K । 
 

��:�/�(( '��� -�� 
(-�-+( 

 
 
 

------------
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������� ��� ����� 
>�। ���@� "� 
��� �A�� !7�� �������� 

��w��C 56���� ���% ���J� ��� 
���@� "� 
��� �A��  ……., (*+( 

 

���@�"����@�"����@�"����@�"�    

��2 ��� 

�������� ����� 
���������� ��� ����� 8�&�:��, 
 
 ���M ��� !���% ��T ��r��� -@ ���:� '�: &:��':� ���� ��T ���'�� ��t�� ��[��� 
p�}���: ��M�K । -��� ���������� �$�, -��� ��r���, -��� ���������� �����, -��� 
���a����� । ���������� 
����� �1� ���� ���:u -����� । 
 
 ;��� ��� ��"� l� !� ��6J !7�� ����Ab@ ��������� !� ���0 = ��J��� 6����:�K 
��� @�� &��'��� !& । !���� ����� -@ �� !5����� । !���� �� ����� ���$ ����@ ���K । 
�& '�C���0� 57� ����� '�:�K� ������ ����� ���'� । ��@����", 6¾[��, ����, ��@��'�, ����¦� 
= ;C�C !@�� ���̂'� ����� ���'��� ��8��� !���"��� H���� = !����� -q��� '�C� ��� 
'�:�K ��� �tE �<�C -��� !���� 8���� ���� � । 
 
 -��� 
6�1 !����K ���'�C�, ����£G, ��X-K��-R���, ����@��� = ��F� '�C�� 
��8�� �<�C । '����:�K -��� �5:@, -.�: 
@, !����¥2 @���� �� �v: = �{� । `���� 
!�� �'� �Q� K��M�: �� !�b}�K�K [���-[���$�� । ��Z�q��% '��% ���P <���8��� '�C� ��� 
'�:�K ���' ��r��� ����� ���'���, 8����: !�:� '�:�K ����� �������� c_��� ;�� ��"�� । �& 
"E'�C� = `���� ���� &��'��� !���� । 
 
 ��& -@ ���������� 5���% ���G �¿��¶ -=:�@ ��x���K- 
��� ���������� ���%�� 
����Ab@�� ��}M��� !��� � । ���� ��� !Ab�@� ��J��G 5�E��% ���������� !7�� �����M� � 
'=:� ��J$ -��� ��[�� �6����: ��� । 
 
 '���� ;T ��: ���������� ����� ���'� !���"�, %C�ª = !����� ���� !� ���u !����:�K 
�� ��= 8��� ��: � । ���������� 
����� �1�� ��[��� ������� �C�" = ;��� &��'��� !���� 
;1�� !��� 7���� । 
  
 ���������� ������� ����� !8�r !�:�� @C ����� ��J������ !���"��� ���� !��� 
���C ��� '�:�K ��7� !q�G� ����- !� ���������� ����� ���'� &:��':�� @r� ������� ���@ 
!��"�� ��� । ���a�Ab�@� ���u�̂EJ ��[��� -q�� '��� @C& �& '� 5�62� । �& !q�G� �� 
���� ���������� ����� ���'� ��M� !��� � ।�� !�b��� ����� ���'��� ������� ���¬ ��� 
!A��& ����Ab�@� ��w�C- ��7� -����� 8���� 6��� � । ����� !8�� !���- !� �����b@ 
-����� �'��J� ����� 8�&����� ;����� <���8��� '�C� ���K- !� ���� ���������� ����� 
��& ���M�: À����: `�� ����K- !� '�@�� '�@�� ������� !��K�M� ����K । @r� ����� ;�T� 
��a�� 
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��a���� ��� !�& ��a� ����% &:��':� ����� -������� ���¬ ���� 5�62� 6����y । �& �U 
������� ���7 �'����"�� ��� ���������� 5�� �����q����� K�M� -� ��K� : । 
 

-��� ���������� �$�- ���������� 
����� �1�� ��[��� -��� �4 �C�" ����K । 
-��� -����� ��J
 �C�" ����K । ���a���� '������� 5�E ���:�K । ���������� �U��� ���" �M�& 
��� �4 ��J6��� �'�� '�:�K । ����� ���K -��� �6�ÁE� । ������� �6��� @��� R�� । ����� 
�������"J�� @��� �'��8�̂�- ���� �U���� '��� 1���1� '�: �<��C� ���" �M�& ���K । ����� 
@�� ��}6���� @C -��� �� ��K� ���� 5Âo� । ��J� ����Ab�@� ;����G� ;�C�6���� '�� !7�� 
!�'�& ����� @C ;�� ����� ��J6��� ���������� ;8C$�� -R: ��:�K । ������� -'�� 
@���y ���� !� ;����{ ���a�Ab�@ !��"�� ��� । 
 

-��� �����- -��� ;T 6��� @�� । ���������� �& ��'̂J�� -����� ;�� ��K� ����� 
-�K । -��� �U ������ �'����"��� ���8�� ��: ����- �U� ���K ��7�� ����� � । ����� 
���" �'����"�� ���� -'��� -��� ��M� !�� � । ���������� 
����� �1�� ��[��� 5�E !�� । 
-��� @�� ���� �U� ���" '�� �����: 6���K- ���������� ��[��� @�� ������� !�� �� 1�� 
���� � । ������� ���" ���� ;�A��� ��@ ���K ����� 5��= -����� �& ��& -��� । 
 

����� 8�&�:�� ���� �����$� =���� �"�: -R: ��:�K ���� *� ���J�� ��8��, 
�������: (�������� ���) ;7�� �������� ���@�"�� ����� ��� ����� ���" !��"����" d�� 
���� । 
 

-��� ��7�& �� ������ !�- -��� ���������� �$�- ���������� 
����� �1�� 
��[��- -����� ��}6�� ��[�� । -��� �M�K ���C� @C, C��:� @C ।�& ��[��� -��� @:� '�& 
। 
 


�_/-@: ����� 
-I�� ����� 

 
 
 
 

-----------
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������� ��� ����� 
>�। !�_ ����� �'���� ���% �6�P � � !�)��� ������ l ����{�, (*+( 

 

2.12.71 

 

Dear Rafiq Bhai, 

 

I am of course late to congratulate you for your promotion but I wanted to see you 

and congratulate. After the capture of Radhanagar 1 went to Dawki and while coming 

to Radhanagar I just drop for a minute to meet you at TBL but ill luck I had that I 

could not meet you. Now I know you are at Titkulhi- I got a boy of your Coy, and 

thus 1 send a letter with. 

 

I became very much worried and lost my interest when I heard that you are lost in 

a task- but a day later I heard that you have safely reached at TBL. then I got my heart 
as I felt. 

 
I wish you live long and when we meet together we shall have lot of talk. 

 
N/Sub Golam Hussain of my Coy has been promoted to Sub after Radhanagar 

captured. It was my Coy which captured Radhanagar infact. 
 

We are now heading for Goyinghat-pray for our success. 

No more today. 

 

Yours ever. 

S/d-LT Motiur Rahman. 

Vill. GORA 

 

 

 

--------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
>+।���% 56�� �� �� !�)��� ������ ……. (*+( 

 

������������������������    "Ec����"Ec����"Ec����"Ec����    
4}��:��4}��:��4}��:��4}��:��    

 

��� ������������ 8�&���� 5�� ◌_ 

 

-����� ���a���'� ��� ��#��  '����� &:��':� ������ ��J� !�����'�� ��'�  �M�& 
���:� 6�����K। ����� �����E ;T-�T, ����'� ;�C�6��-;��6��, ��Zx� �-��� ��X-�<��, ��� 
�GJE, ;��� ��z = q�� q�� ;�¡������"� ��L����� ��r��� @���� &D���<Ã ����� 1�9 ����� 
���� �&। ��Z !��� ����� ��� ����� -@ ��J$ ;�A� -����, ��Z�q�% 6��� ����� �1� ': 
�&, ��@�-X¨ -��: = !���� ��}6���� ��z� �]^EJ �C7J '=:�: ���� ;7JS��� ��� ��:� �]̂EJ 
!����:� �'&:� ��M:��K। 
 

���������� ;8C$�� ������ ���'� ��@��� ����� ��}�@:� ��&:��K "Ec�� ��", �� ��, 
��, @���� &�C��� @��7J'� ��@S��� ��H��� ���C। -���� �&�� �������� ��ª�: 
;��� &��'�� 8��8��� @��। -@ ���� '�������� !��'���C ���������� ���' @������E� 
��� !� ���� ����:� -�:��K, ����� &��'��� ��'�� ���� �&। 
 


��� ���������� @����� ���a�Ab�@� ���7 ��}�� ��}� ����&:� �M�& ������K । 
;������ ��� !Ab@�� ��'���� cÄ�J = ������ ���J����� ��, ��,��, ������ ��"  = @����� 
&����� &�C��� 5��f���  5����� = HL��� �'����"�� ������K।  �������� [��� [��� ��� 
!Ab@�� �7 !���&:� �&:� -��, ���' @������E� %���-�:��, "t-�����' �����: ���C�� 
��%��% ���, q���M� 8�r�:� -H ���&:� !�:, ��'����� ��� ������ ;�C�6�� 6���:, ����G� 
�� ����� �<�2 ���:� '�@�� '�@�� !����� !���C��" ���C ���। ���J6��� ���-��X-�<��-
������"�� '�C� ���:� ��-���: 8���&:� !�:। 
 

��&, '����� ���C���'� ����Ab�@� ���� �& ��Z ����� = HL��� ������������� @�� 
�U �& �����-HL�-!�����'� ��8�GE��� ��� ���� @C -��� �6�¬� ���:��K। ���� 5���% cÄ�J 
= "������ �{�| -��� �]^EJ ;�"� -�K। ���� ��J� ��� -����� 5�7��� = ;��C ��J��C� 
���C "EC । &�����C -��� �& ��Z !�����'���� ���C ;����& ��� ���:��K । ����H�� �<��C� 
;��1�: �� H����K । @��:� ����, ���� `���� �� -� ��̂� : । 
 
8�&��, 
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'���� ���'�� 5�� ���1� c�J�� "E5������ ;����� �<Ã �t । ��%d ���a���'�� ����� = 

��� �������� ������� ���J���:� ��r q�f !��"����" = ����̂EJ �'����"�� �@�: ����:� 6�� । 
c�J�� "���� ���a ��[���� 6�M�$ ��@�:� ��1 !�bK�&:� �� । 
 

-����� 
������ ��[�� -@ 5�: �� ��� ���� ;5��'� "���� 6��:��K । �������� 
��� @��� �'���� -��� ��� �}6� ���:� ��}�M:��K । ��a� �����: !���� 
����� ;@J ����� ': । 
-��� �4 �a ��:��K, 5�:�@� -�= ��� । -����� ��[�� C��:� ��[��, -@���� ��[��, 

������ ��[�� । @: -����� ������ । 
 

�� ������, !� @��� �_���G 5�E ����&:� ���� @��, !� @���� 1: �&, �: �& । 
 

-@: �����- 
 

�������� �����" = �7C �A�� �������, ����% '&�� 5����� = 56���� । 
 
 
 
 

---------------
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������� ��� ����� 

>>। ��@��:� �������� ��<J��1� 
���% �6�P 

>� !�)��� ������ (* !���{�, (*+( 

 

 
�5: &��K ��:�, 
 

-��� !5��� !��� ���A� ��%� �� !���� । !5��� �̂ '� &����̂�J �8��� -����� 
!����� ���7 ��@ ����K । ������ -��� �� ': =� Y��� -����� !�� 1�� '=:�� �h��� !& । 
��K�M� !K��%� ��'��= -�K । ���= -�� ��c� �h� ��@ ���1� ��� ��� । ;��� -� �� ? 
8�� -�K । �r� ���� ��� । 
 


�_/-�_ -_ '��� 
 
 

��_ �_-^t�� ��:� @�� "� 7�� = 6�:���r� 7��� �̂���J�� ��K� ;���� ��@ ����� !��� 
���� । 
 

&��- 
�_ -_ '���� 

 
 
 
 

---------------
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������� ��� ����� 
>*। ;T ��#�$ ���% �6�P l� !�)��� �����Å� � -"�, (*+( 

 

To : Northern Sec.        From : HQ Bangladesh Forces 

Noakhali, 
         IBDF/Ops/71, 

         5
th

 August, 71 
 

Sub: Ammunition. 

 

Issued 200 (Two hundred) 303 Rounds to Northern Sec. on 5'" August. 71. 

 

      Sd/-11 legible 

Received By Comd 

Sd/-IIlegible Inside Bangladesh Forces 

5.8.71 (A. R. Chowdhury) 

 

 

-------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
*?। A����M� 7�� ��[�� 

���G��� ���% �6�P 
� � !�)��� ������ (> !���{� , (*+( 

 

A����M� 7�� ��[�� ���G�A����M� 7�� ��[�� ���G�A����M� 7�� ��[�� ���G�A����M� 7�� ��[�� ���G�    
��������������������    

 
�̂�8J�" 
����� 

(>-*-+( 
 

 

To 

Mr. Tosaddaque Hossain. Shahebganj. 

 

You will be happy to know that the Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh 

is going to set up Civil Administration in the free area, you are requested to attend a 

meeting on Sunday 19.9.71 at 2. P.M. in Fulbari High School premises with local 

leading persons, social workers and all political parties to discuss the followings 
genda 

 

 


�/-��, � @¤�� 
(+-*-+( 
�8���� 

��[�� ���G� 
 

 

1. Liberation Movement and active participation of the civil people. 

2. Establishment of a ten-bed hospital at Fulbari for defense as well as civil 

purpose. 

3. Selection of Thana Head Quarters. 

4. Local Problems, if any. 

5. Misc. 

 

 

--------------- 
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������� ��� ����� 
*(। ;T ��#�$ @S� ���a����� 
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SECRET 

 

Copy of HQ Bangladesh Froces Field Itr No. 3013/Q dated 07 Sep 71 & received 

vide PADMA Itr No. BDF/0225/Q dated 27 sep 71 Addressed to all Sub Sec. 

 

Subject : Disposal of Captured Arms. Eqpt. and other Property. 

 
1. There have been a number of complaints/reports on malpractices (extending 

to misappropriation) in the disposal of items of captured property. To obviate these 

the following orders in regard to their disposal shall be strictly complied with 

enforce: 

 a. Arms and Connected Eqpt. All captured arms and their connected 

eqpts/parts will be collected by Bangladesh Sector HQ's and vouchered 

to respective supporting Sector HQs for requiring repair kept in the BD 

Sector till disposal received from this HQ will be obtained front this 

HQ. Body number of the arms will invariably be quoted while 

vouchering. Capture of Chinese weapons will immediately be 

intimated to this HQ and disposal obtained. 
  

 b. Ammo. Captured ammo can be retained by the Sub Sectors/coys if 
required urgently with info with to respective Sector HQ. If not. those 

will be vouchered to supporting Sectors. Capture of Chinese ammo 
will be intimated to this HQ and disposal obtained. 

 
 c. Signal Eqpt. All captured signal sets/eqpts will be listed accurately for 

record with a copy to Bangladesh Forces HQ. The eqpt. will be 

retained by the Sector. The eqpt. will however be used onlly with the 

express permission of this HQ. 

           d. Veh and Tractors. All captured vehs if required repair will be deposited 

with the supporting Sectors immediately after capture with an info to 

this HQ. Disposal of such serviceable vehs will be given by this 011 

receipt of info. 

 

           e. River Crafts including Gun boats will be kept with the Sector and used 

for operational purposes. The details will however be intimated to the 

forces HQ. 

 

            f. Food Supplies. Captured food supplies will be sent to the Laboratory 
for testing through the supporting Sector. A report of the quantity of 

captured 
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food supplies will be given to the Forces HQ. Same will be consumed only 

after obtaining OK report from the Laboratory. Disposal of the food will be 

given by this HQ. 

g. Cash Gold. Consumer Foods and Building Material etc. will be handed over 

to the Zonal Administration Council properly documented- The copies of the 

landing/taking over documents are (o be dispatched to Forces HQ. 

 

h. Fancy Items like Transistor Sets. Cameras. These items will be taken on 

charge by sector duly documented. These items may be given to the troops 

by the Sector Comds not as share of the booty but in appreciation of their 

courageous and successful operation. 

 

Sd/ - X X X X X 

So-1 
Maj 

MADHUMATI 
NP/7/72/Q 

08 oct 71 
 

Tor- 
    All Coys 

Subject:- As Above 

 

Above copy of HQ Bangladesh Forces Field Itr no. 3013/Q dated 07 Sep 71 & 

received vide PADMA Itr No. BDF/0225/Q dated 27 sep 71 is fwd herewith for 

information/ action. 

 

Sd/ Illegible 
 

SECRKT 

 

 

 

 

---------- 
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SECRET 

 
MADHUMATI 

N1V7/-Q 
13.Sep 71 

 

To MATHAMURI (Chandpur Mian-1) 

Subject: Issue of Arms/Ammo and Explosives 

The fol arms/ammo and explosives aie issued against your demand : 

Body No 

 

1. SLR 7,62 Rifles.. 303  … 4    nos i.A-143535 

2. „ „ „ Bayonet … 4         ,, ii.A-100152 

3. „ „ „ Silling … 4         ,, iii.A-121016 

4. „ „ „ Mag … 20       ,, iv.A-150137 

5. „ „ „ Oil Bottle … 4         ,,  

6. V/L Pistol 6 … 1         ,, i. 126543 

7. LMG 303 Mag … 7         ,,  

8. Sten 9 MM (British)Mag … 2         ,,  

9. Full Through weight … 20       ,,  

10. „ Cord … 20       ,,  

11. 303 ball ammo … 4700    rds  

12. tracer ammo … 348       ,,  

13. 7,62 SLR ammo … 1440     ,, 6999  rds 

14. Sten 9MM ammo … 595       ,,  

15. Can V/L Pistol … 20 cart  

16. 2" .. Mor HE bymb … 18 nos  
17. „ „ Smoke bomb … 6    ,,  

18. Mines A/P … 8    ,,  
 

 
 

Sd/ Illegible 
Capt 

Comd 

(Mehboobur Rahman) 
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Ramganj/Raipur Troops 

Inside Bangladesh Forces 
Noakhali 

Q/X/l 
15 Oct 71 

To: The OC 

 Chandpur Coy 

 

Subject: Supply of Arms/Ammo 

 

1. This is to inform you that 3 magazines of SLR taken on loan from Capt A. R. 

Chawdhury have been returned to him on 14 Oct 71. 

2. 9 magazines held with you of 2 SLR (4X2=8 +1=9) which were not taken at the 

time of issue of said 2 SLR to Ramganj/Raipur Troops. 

3. In view of above, please arrange to issue the following items to run the operation 

programme smoothly : 

(1) Mag SLR (4X2=+1=9) NOS 

(2) Explosive - 40 Lbs 

(3) Elect Detonator No 33 HILL- 5 Nos 

(4) Non Elect Detonator No 27 - 5 „ 

(5) Mine A. T. K. -2., 

(6) Time Fuse - 25 yds. 

(7) Prema Cord - 50 yds 

(8) Maps (military) NELL - 1+1=2 with cover 

4. Please also let me know whether pay for the month of Aug 71 for Ramganj/ 

Raipur Troops or otherwise. 

5. Any kinds of publication received from Bangladesh (OPAR) may kindly be 
provided to the bearer. 

 
Sd/ A. A. Patwary 

15/X/71 
AL1 AKBAR PATWARY 

BANGLADESH FORCES. 
 

 

------------ 
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SECRET 

FORECAST OF OPERATIONS- AX SECTOR    Appx ‘B’ 
SUB SECTOR AX 1- SAHEBGANJ BASE (MF 1) 

FROM 15 TO 31 JUL 71 
 

Ser 

No. 

Tasks/Tgts Exact Loc 

(Gen Area) 

Code name 

of 

force op 

Str 

 

Peried of ops 

and approx 

duration 

I Any additional 

sp being 

provided 

Remarks 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) 

1. Ambjush 

enemy patrol 

Area 

PAGLAHAT 

SQ 6319 

MF 1 

 

2 secs Night 15/16 Jul 

and day 16 Jul. 

 

Nil  

2. Harassing 

raid 

BHURUNGA

MARI 

 

MF 1 

 

1 PI Night 16/17 Jul 

 

81 mm Mor MF 

and 3 in Mor 

BSF 

 

3. Harassing 

raid 

RAIGANJ 

 

 2 secs Nighl 17/18 

 

Nil  

4. Harassing 

raid 

NAGESHW

AR1 enemy 

HQ and gun 

posn 

MF 1 2 secs Night 18/19 Nil  

5. Ambush 

enemy patrol 

Area between 

NAGHSHW
ARI and 

RAIGANJ 

MF 1 

 

1 secs Night 20/21 and 

day 21 Jul 
Nil  

6. (a) Jittering 

(b) Jittering 

RAIGANJ 

BHURUNGA

MARI 

MF 1 2 secs 

1 secs 

Night 21/22 

Night 21/22 

81mm Mor MF 

 

 

7. Ambush 

enemy patrol 

PAGLAHAT MF 1 2 secs 

 

Night 22/23 Nil  
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8. Ambush 
enemy 

patrol/convoy 

Area between 
KURIGRAM and 

NAGESHWAR1 

MF 1 2 Sees Night 25/26 

and 26/27 

Nil 

9. Harassing raid BHURUNGAMARI MF 1 

 

1 PI Night 27/28 81 mm Mor MF 

BSF Mors 

10. Ambush 
enemy 

patrol 

Area between RAIGANJ 
and JAIMAN1RHAT 

MF 1 2 Sees Night 28/29 

and Day 29 

Nil 

11. Harassing raid NAGESHWARI MF 1 2 Sees Night 29/30 

& 30/31 

Nil 

 

Note-1. Two bases inside BANGLADESH will be est by MF 1 as follows : 

            (a) Enclave area GARAUHORA SO 6120-T\vo sees (Str 20) 

 (b) Enclave DINHATA SQ 5593 EAST of PHULBARI SQ 5193-One pi (Str 

35) 

 

 

SECRET 
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SECRET 

 FORECAST OF OPERATIONS- AX SECTOR Annexure 1 to Appx B 
SIJB SECTOR AX I- SAHEBGANJ BASE -PANIC GROUP OPERATIONS 

FROM 15 JUL TO 31 JUL 71 
 

Ser 

No. 

 

Tasks/Tgts Exaci Loc 

(Gen Area) 

Code 

name of 

force op 

Str Period of ops and 

approx 

duration 

Any additional 

sp being 

provided 

Remarks 

 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) 

1. Jittering enemy Iocs 

tp harbors, Veh 

conc, sup dumps and 

houses of Pak Army 

supporters. 

BHURUNG 

AMARI ' 

 

(a) PG 5 

(b) PG 6 

 

4 pcrs 

4 pers 

 

(i) 16 to 17 Jul 

(ii) 19 to 20 Jul 

(iii) 22 to 23 Jul 

(iv) 25 to 26 Jul 

(v) 28 to 29 Jul 

(vi) 31 Jul to 1 Aug 71 
(i) 17 to 18 Jul 

(ii) 20 to 21 Jul 

(iii) 23 to 24 Jul 

(iv) 26 to 27 Jul 

(v) 29 to 30 Jul 

  

2. -do- JAIMANIR

HAT 

(b) PG 7 

 

4 pers (i) 16 to 17 Jul 

(ii) 19 to 20 Jul 

(iii) 22 to 23 Jul 
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3. Jittering enemy Iocs 
tp harbours, Veh 

conc, sup dumps and 
houses of Pak Army 

supporters. 

PATESHWARI 
Opposite 

KURIGRAM 
(NOM) 

(a) PG 8 4 Pers 
 

(iv) 25 to 26 Jul 
(v) 28 to 29 Jul 

(vi) 31 Jul to 1 Aug 71 
(i) 16 to 18 Jul 

(ii) 20 to 22 Jul 
(iii) 24 to 26 Jul 

(iv) 28 to 30 Jul 
   (b) PG 9 4 Pers (i) 18 to 20 Jul 

(ii) 22 to 24 Jul 

(iii) 26 to 28 Jul 

(iv) 30 Jul 
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SECRET 

Annexure 2 to Appx "B" 

SUMMARY OF PERSONNEL. BEING USED AX SECTOR 
SUB SECTOR AX 1 - SAHEBGANJ BASE (MF 1) 

15 JUL TO 31 JUL 71 
 

1. No of men inducted to est bases    -55 
2. No of men detailed for panic gps   -20 

3. No of men detailed for raids, ambushes and Jittering. -20 to 30 every day 
4. Total no of MF 1 used daily    -95 to 105 

5. Total no of MF 1 available at SAHEBGANJ  -415 (Original str 450-one       

pi str 35 mov to PATGRAM on 10 Jul 71) 
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TOP SECRET 

REQUIREMENT OF GUERRILLA FORCES SECTOR NO. 6 3 page 
Sl 

No 

 

Task 

 

Req 

of 

Froc

es 

Base 

 

Launchi

ng 

Area 

Contac

ts 

Courier Expense Remarks 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1. (a) Destruction of Rly 

trucks. Rly & Road 

bridges. Tele com & 

power supply system 

in area PHULCHAR1 & 

GAIBANDHA 

(b) Raid and destory 

enemy posts, ambush 
and annihilate enemy 

troops. 

(c) Deny use of river 

routes to the enemy 

(d) Disrupt civil 

administration. 

300 MAHISH 

BANDH1. 

TULSHl 

GHAT, 

KATLA 

MAR1, 

DHARA 

MPUR. 
GHAGUA 

 

CHILM

ARI 

 

To be 

given 

by 

civil 

adviser 

 

to be 

given by 

civil 

adviser 

 

Initial 

Rs. 

3000/- 

PM 

Recurrin

g 

Rs. 

3000/- 
PM 

 

 

2. (a) Disruption of road. 200 BAL.ARAMP

UR 

SONA

HAT 

 

,, ,, Initial 

Rs.  

2000/- 
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Telecom and power 

supply systems in area 

PHULBARI, 

BHURUNGAMARI & 

NAGESWARI 

 

(b) Denial of river 

traffic to the enemy 

DHANI 

DHAURIAKHUTI 

 

shakebganj 

 

pay Rs. 

10000/- 

PM 

recurring 

Rs. 2000/- 

PM. 

 

 

3. (a) Disruption of 

road, 

Rly river, Telecom & 

power supply 

systems 

in area KURIGRAM, 

TISTA. 

LALMONIRHAT, 

KALIGANJ & 
CHILMARI 

 

(b) Destroy TISTA 

BRIDGE 

 

(c) DISRUPT CIVIL 

ADMINISTRATION 

500 CHILMARI 

DURGAPUR 

PANCHAGRAM 

KHALIAGHAT 

BANAGRAM 

BHELA BARI 

KAKINA 

DALGRAM 

CHANDMARI 

 

GITALDAHA 

S1TA1 

RAHUMARI 

To be 

given 

by 

civil 

adviser 

To be 

given 

by 

civil 

adviser 

Initial 

Rs. 

5(XM)/- 

pay Rs. 

35000/- 

PM 

recurring 

Rs. 

4000/- 
PM. 

 

4. (a) Disrup road, 

railway, Tele com & 

power supply 

systems 

in area RANGPUR. 
KAUNIA. 

PIRGACHA. 

500 GABURA 

DEUTI 

JOYDEB 

IKARCHALl 

B.ARABIL 

MOGULHAT 

SITAL 
,, ,, initial Rs. 

5000/- pay 

Rs. 25000/- 

PM Recurring 

Rs. 4000/- 
PM. 
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BADI. JANAKI 
ITAKUMARI 

(b) Raid and destroy 
enemy posts, ambush 

and annihilate enemy 
troops. 

 
(c)Disrupt civil 

administration. 

 

(d)Disrupt functioning 

of industrial complex. 

 

5. (a) Disrupt road, 

railway, Tele 

com & 

power supply 

systems 
in area 

NILFAMARl, 

JALDHAKA. 

DOMAR 

(b) Raid and 

destory 

enemy posts, 

ambush 

and annihilate 

enemy 

troops. 
(c) Disrupt civil 

administration. 

400 SINGIMARI 

BIL 

SONAHAR 

SIMULBARI 

CHAPANI 
DU HAS AHA 

NITAI 

 

HEMKUMARI 

SITALKUCHI 

To be 

given by 

civil 

adviser 

To be 

given by 

civil 

adviser 

Initial Rs. 

4000/- 

pay Rs. 

20000/- 

PM 
Recurring 

Rs. 

3500/- 

PM. 

 

 

6. (a) Disrupt road, 

Rly. 

Tele com & 

power 

supply systems 

in area 

PHULTOLA, 

400 FARABARI • 

GAREYA 

BOCHAPUKUR 

BHAJANPUR 

MIRGARH 
,, ,, Initial Rs 

4000/- 

pay Rs. 

20000/- 
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THAKURGAON & 
PANCHAGARH 

 

 

 

 

(b) Raid and destroy 

enemy posts, ambush 

and annihilate enemy 

troops. 

(c) Disrupt civil 

administration. 

(d) Deny use of 

SHILGONJ AIR FIELD 

by frequent raids and 

destroying P. O. L. 

dumps. 

T1TALYA 

MAGURA 

BAKHSHIGANJ 

DRULLAVPUR 

 

PM 

Recurring 

Rs. 3500/- 

PM. 
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                                  SECRET Appx 'A' 

               FORECAST OF PLANS 1 -15 SEP 71 Copy No 
Sl 

No. 

 

Tasks/Tgts 

 

Exact Loc 

(Gen Area) 

Code Name 

of force 

Str 

 

Period of 

Ops 

Any additional sp 

being provided 

Remarks 

 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) 

 

1. Raid gun posn ANDHERI JHAR 

KHAMARSQ 6507 

MF 1 One pl 1-2 sep MF 

det 

81 mm 

mor 
- 

2. Jittering enemy 

Iocs 

BHURUNGAMAR1 

rd SQ 

6412 

MF 1 

 

One pl 1-2 sep  - - 

3. Ambush 

enemy 

patrol s/vehs 

and mine rd 

On id RAIGANJ- 

BHURUNGAMARI 

MF 1 One pl 1-15 

sep 
 - Standing 

ambush 

4. Panic Gp raid KURIGRAM MF 1 

(PG1) 

4 I -6 

sep 

 - - 

5. Panic Gp raid LALMANIRHAT MF 

1(PG2) 

4 I -6 

sep 

 - - 

6. Harassing raid RAIGANJ MF 1 

 

One pl 3-4 sep MF 

det 

81 mm 

mor 
- 

7. Jittering enemy 
Iocs 

NAGESHWARI 

 

MF 1 One pl 3-4 sep  - - 

8. Disruption 

ferry and 

exits 

KURIGRAM ferry MF 1 One 

Sec 

3-6 sep  - - 

9. Harassing raid BHURUNGAMARI MF 1 One pl 7-8 sep  MF IS 

mm mor 

to 

sp from 

JOY 

BRIDGE 

SQ 6310 

- 
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10. Panic Gp raid LALMANIRHAT MF 1 

(PG3) 
4 8-13 Sep    

11. Harassing raid RAIGANJ MF 1 

 

One 

Pl 

14-15 

Sep 

MF 

det 

81 

mm 

mor 

 

12. Harassing 

enemy Iocs 

PATESHWARI 

RS SQ 6911 

FF 1 

 

20 1-2 Sep BSF 

extricate 

mor 

to 

 

13. Harassing raid RAIGANJ br FF 1 20 1-2 Sep    

14. Harassing raid BHURUNGAMARI FF 1 20 3-5 Sep   From direction 

CHAR 

BHURUNGAM 

ARISQ 6715 

15. Jittering gun 

posn 

ANDHERI JHAR 

KHAMAR 

FF 1 20 5-6 Sep    

16. Panic Gp raid 

and mine 

laying 

NAGESHWARI FF 1 

(PG 4) 
4 5-7 Sep    

17. Harassing raid PATESHWARI RS FF 1 20 7-8 Sep    

18. Jittering gun 

posn 

ANDHERIJHAR 

KHAMAR 

FF 1 

 

20 10-11 

Sep 

   

19. Harassing raid BHURUNGAMAR

1 

FF 1 20 14-15 

Sep 
  From CHAR 

BHURUNGAM ARI 
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SECRET 

FORECAST PLAN- TASKS FOR FF BASE INSIDE BANGLADESH 1-15 OCT. 71 

Appx 'A' 

Copy No 

 

Sl 

No. 

BASE Str No 

Base 
Task Gen Area Remarks 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 

1. CHAR 

BHURUNGAMARI 

LZ6716 

20 1 A (a) Constant harassment 

Pak posn 

(b) Ambush Pak patrol 

Area 

BHURUNGAMARI  

2. BHARATERCHOR 

A LZ 7112 
40 1 B (a) Constant harassment 

Pak posn 

(b) Ambush Pak patrol 

Between 

NORTH of BHURUNGAMARI 

JAIMANIRHAT and ANDHERI 

JHAR KHAMAR JAIMANIRHAT 

and PATESIIWARI RS 

 

3. SUKULPARA LZ 

7304 
20 1 C (a) Constant harassment 

Pak posn 

(b) Ambush Pak patrol 

(c) Disruption tele comn 

Area RAIGANJ Br Area EAST OF 

RAIGANJ br Area Between 

NAGESHWARI and RAIGANJ br 

 

4. MADARGANJ 

7593 

30 1 D (a) Constant harassment 

Pak posn 

(b) Ambush Pak patrol 

NAGESHWARI 

Area EAST of NAGESHWARI 

 

5. Area QE 6584 10

0 

1 E (a) Disruption tele comn 
(b) Mine laying 

(c) Ambush Pak patrol 

Area between NAGESHWARI and 
KURIGRAM Rd between 

NAGESHWARI and 

KURIGRAM Area between 

NAGESHWARI and 

KURIGRAM 
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    (d) Disruption ferry 

and Speed boats 

KURIGRAM Ferry  

6. PHULBARI QE 

5194 
50 1 F (a) Ambush Pak patrol 

(b) Dominate cfrossing 

places on river DHARLA 

Tr NAGESHWARI-

GAG1-A 

Area NORTH of 

KURIGRAM 

 

7. EM A MG AN J 

HAUT 

QE 3295 

24 2 A (a) Disruption rail comn 

(b) Disruption tele comn 

(c) Disruption power supply 

(d) Disruption civil 

Administration, raids on 

Razakar trg school. 

Between 

LALMANIRHAT 

RATNAI br 

-do- 

Area LALMANIRHAT 

-do- 

by mine 

laying 

and 

blowing 

up secs 

rly line. 

8. KERNNER 

HAUT 

QE 2698 

30 2 B (a) Disruption rail comn 

(b) Raids on rly line gds 

(c) Disruption tele comn 

Between ADITMAR1 

QE 2991 and 

K AKIN A QE 1795 
Area KAKINA 

Between KAKINA and 

ADITMARI 

by mine 

laying 

and 
blowing 

up secs 

rly line. 

9. Tr June QE 2687 45 2 C (a) Disruption ferry service 

(h) Raids on rly line gd. 

KALIGANJ ferry QE 

0895 

ADITMAR I RS 
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    (c) Raid on Pak posn. KAKINA 

 

10. TEPAHAT QE 3283 45 2 D (a) Raids an Pak posn 

(b) Disruption rail comn 

(c) Disruption tele comn 

(d) Attempt destr rly br 

MAHENDRANAGAR QE 

4086 and 

TISTA June QE 3977 

Between TISTA June and 
MAHENDRANAGAR 

-do- 

S WARN AM ATI br QE-

3291 

11. JA1DEVHAT QE 

5674 
80 2 E (a) Disruption rail comn 

(b) Disruption tele comn 

(c) Disruption civil 

administration 

(d) Raids on Pak posn 

(e) Ambush rly line patrol 

Between TISTA June and 

KURIGRAM 

-do- 

KURIGRAM and TISTA 

June 

KURIGRAM 

Between KURIGRAM and 
TISTA June. 
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SECRET 
FORECAST OF PLANS 1-15 OCT 71 

APPX 13' 
 

 

Ser 

No. 

Tasks/Tgts Gen Area Code Name 

of Force 

Str Peried of 

Ops 

Any additional 

sp being 
provided 

Remarks 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) 

1. Hold def 

loc 

BAGHBANDA (WEST 

BHURUNGAMARI) 

MF 1 

 

One 

coy 

1-15 Oct Mtn Arty Bty in 

direct 

 

 

2. Constant 

harassment 

BHURUNGAMARI 

LALMANIRHAT and 

MF 1 

 

Sec 

Sir 

 

1-15 Oct   

3. Panic Gp 

Raid 

KURIGRAM 

 

PG 1 

 
4 1-15 Oct   

4. -do- LALMANIRHAT PG 2 4 1-9 Oct   

5. -do- KURIGRAM PG 3 4 8-15 Oct   

6. Harassing 

Raid 

RAIGANJ MF 1 PI (a) 1-3 Oct 

(b) 7-9 Oct 

(c) 11-15 

Oci 

 MF PI at 

KALAM 

ATI 
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SECRET 
FORECAST OF PLANS 16-30 SEP 71 

APPX "A" 
Copy NO 

 

Ser 

No. 

Tasks/Tgts Hxact Loc 

(Gen Area) 

Code 

Name 

of 

force 

Str 

 

Perieod of ops and 

approx 

duration 

Any additional 

sp being 

provided 

Remarks 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (f) (g) (h)  

1. Jittering enemy 

Iocs 

BHURUNGA

MARI 

 

MF 1 One pl 16-17 Sep 

 

MF 81 mm 

mor det 

 

- 

2. Ambush enemy 

patrols/vehs 

and 

mine rd 

On rd 

RAIGANJ- 

BHURUNGA

MARI 

 

MF 1 One pl 16-30 Sep 

 

- Standing 

ambush 

 

3. Panic Gp raid KURIGRAM 

 

MF 1 

(PG 1) 

4 16-21 Sep - - 

4. Panic Gp raid LALMANIR

HAT 

 

MF 1 

(PG 2) 

4 16-21 Sep - - 

5. Harassing raid RAIGANJ 

 

MF 1 One pl 18-19 Sep 

 

MF 81 mm 

mor det 

 

- 

6. Jittering enemy 
Iocs 

NAGESHW
ARI 

 

MF 1 One pl 18-20 Sep 

 

MF 18 mm 
mor to sp from 

JOY BRIDGE 

SQ 6310 

- 

7. Disruption 

ferry 

and mine exits 

KURIGRAM 

ferry 

 

MF 1 One Sec 18-21 Sep 

 

- - 

8. Harassing raid BHURUNGA

MARI 

 

MF 1 One pl 22-23 Sep 

 

- - 
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9. Panic Gp raid LALMANIRHAT MF I 

(PC. 3) 
4 23-28 Sep   

10. Harassing raid RAIGANJ MF 1 One pl 24-26 Sep MF 81 
mm 

mor det 

 

11. Harassing raid KURIGRAM 

Razakar 

tig camp 

MF 1 15 24-26 Sep  Ex base at 

PAIKPARA 

SQ 5278 

12. Harassing raid NAGESHWARI MF 1 One pl 27-29 Sep   

13. Harassing 

enemy 

Iocs 

PATESHWARI RS 

SQ 

6911 

FF 1 20 16-17 Sep BSF mor 

to 

extricate 

 

14. Harassing raid RAIGANJ br FF 1 20 16-18 Sep   

15. Panic Gp raid 
and mine 

laying 

NAGESHWARI FF 1 

(PG 4) 

4 16-20 Sep   

16. Jittering gun 

posn 

NAGESHWARII FF 1 20 19-21 Sep   

17. Harassing raid BHURUNGAMARI FF 1 20 18-20 Sep  From 

direction 

CHAR 

BHURUNGA 

MAR) SQ 

6715 

18. Harassing raid RAIGANJ FF 1 20 22-24 Sep   

19. Jittering 

posn 

NAGESHWARI FF 1 20 26-29 Sep   

20. Harassing raid BHURUNGAMARI FF 1 20 26-28 Sep  From CHAR 

BHURUNGA 

MAR1 SQ 

6715 

21. Standing 

Am hush 

Area between 

NAGESHWARI 

and rd 

June QE 6687 

FF 1 15 16-30 Sep   
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22. Destroy boats 

mine 

approaches 

KULAGIIAT ferry FF 2 

 

20 16-18 

Sep 
- FF 2 ex base 

at 

PHULBARl 

23. Demi nation 

ferry 

sites 

KULAGIIAT ferry FF 2 

 

40 16-30 

Sep 
- FF 2 cx base 

al 

PHULBARl 

24. Standing 

Ambush 

Area between 

KURIGRAM and rd 

June 

OR 6687 

FF 2 

 

20 16-30 

Sep 

 

- -do- 

25. Harassing raid MOGHALHAT BOP FF 2 

 

20 16-17 

Sep 

 

BSF 

mors 

LMGs 

to sp 

- 

26. Jittering gun 

posn 

DOORARKOOTEQE 

3895 

FF 2 

 

20 16-17 

Sep 
- - 

27. Remove sees 

rly line. 

Lay Alk A pers 

mines, Auempi 

derail train. 

Between ADITMAR1 

and KAKINA RS 

FF 2 

 

15 16-18 

Sep 
- FF 2 ex base 

in 

KERNNER 

HAUTSQ 

2698 

28. -do- Between ADITMARI 

and LALMANIRHAT 

FF 2 

 

15 19-22 

Sep 
- -do- 

29. Lay Atk/A pers 

mines 

On rly line 

LALMANIRHAT and 
RATNAI 

FF 2 

 

10 18-20 

Sep 

- - 

30. Attempt 

capture 

PAK Offr 

Area 

LALMANIRHAT 

Razakar trg camp 

FF 2 

 

10 16-30 

Sep 
- Standing 

ambush ex 

base 

EMAMGANJ 

HAUT 

31. HArassin LALMANIRHAT 

Razakar trg camp 

FF 2 

 

15 16-19 

Sep 

- Kx base 

EMAMGANJ 

HAUT 

 

SECRET 
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Blue Shirts (Borsora) 
No. 9/Casualty/71-72/80-81 

18-11-71 
To 

The Commander-in-Chief 

Bangladesh Forces 

 

Enclosed is a copy of the letter written by one of the fallen Muktifouz to his 

father. This letter has recently been recovered by us from the father of deceased. 

 

The Muktifouz died the death of a martyr. On 8th August, 1971, this 

particular liberation fighter led the attack against extended enemy at Sachna. 

Jamalgonj P. S. Sylhet which led to capturing the place from the enemy hands, He 

died of enemy force. 

 

This letter is often read over in the gathering of Muktifouz here. We have 

experienced that this letter has an electric effect in inspiring other fighters. Hence, it is 
requested that this letter may please be read occasionally over 'Swadhin Bangla Radio' 

during Agnibina Programme which we feel certainly will inspire other Muktifouz in 
dedicating their lives for the cause. 

 
Kindly acknowledge. 

 
Sd/-xxx 

(MAJOR M. M. DIN) 

Sub-Sector Commander 

No. 5 (Borsora) 

 

Copy with a copy of the above referred letter is forwarded to HQ NO. 5 Sector 

BDF for information. 
 

!'��� .�' ./�� 
����� ◌1 23----( /� 

 
�56 78�$� 
 

7��� 9���� ���। 7�� ��� !����� �:��6 *��/ 7�9। ��;�� ����� ���9/ 7��� 
!<=��� 9���� > !?. �/�। ��@��� ���� 7�9। 7�� ��$, �>�, ��A��, !��, /B�.��, C�� ��6� 
����/ 
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���� 7�9 । !���� $D 7��� ����/ $� !����� ���6��9 । 7����� $D > !�� 
��� .>6�� 
$D !��6� ����� । 7�� $���� ��E �� ��� । ���= !�� 
��� � //�� $���� !�� �F�D 
#����� � । ��/ ���/ $���� ���#6 �.���� ���� । 7��� G���H���� ���� �I ���� 7�� 
7���� J�� ���� � । ��K��� �� L��� �.D ����� //�� । M�M�, ������� > �; *�/��� ��' 
7��� 9���� । �; *�/�� M������� !��K ���� ��N� ����� । $���� !M�6 M����� �; 6 । ��O�� 
!��6� ����� ����� । �:��D� ���� 7�9,  !� !�� ��6 �:��D //�� ���� ��� �:��D� $D ��@�� 
5PQ��। !��6� ����� �:��D ./��> !� !�� 
��� .6। �� !����� ��� ��� !9�� ������ ���� 
���.����� ���� ���6� R�����। �/ R���� G��J�6 #���। 
 
7� 7��� $D �MS�� !�� ���= �/। 7��� O/ !��6�� ��T�N� �� ��J�6 ���J� ���6� 
������ । ���/ 7��� ��� ��� ���'6� ��/�� । 
 
!������ 
��� ����� ���6��� $D !��6� �� । ��$@�C�� ���> � । ���= ���&�CU$ !������� J�� 
����� � ��� �����6 !������� $�6K� !��� � । 
 
 

9����, !������ 9����। 
 

/��- 
!��1 ����$�� /���� 

 
 

-------------- 
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HQ Mukti Fouz 

Sub Sector Rungpur, 

200/6/Int/XX/30 

29 June. 71 

 

 

To : Sector Commander MF 

Rangpur/Dinajpur  Sector. 
 

Sub: Communication plan. 

 

1. Communication plan of this sub sector is forwarded for information. This will 
be establised as soon as the sets are made in working condition. 

 
2. This Head Quarter does not have any Radio Mechanics. Radio Mechanics are 

aval with Capt Nazrul's sector. It is requested that HPR SIG JCO who is at the 

moment with Capt Nazrul may be sent for few days. 

 

Sd/-X XXX 

Commander MF 

Sbu Sector Rangpur 

(NAWAZESHUDDIN) 

 

Communication plan 

Rangpur Sector. 

 

1. Aim : To provide a good comn system in Rangpur Sector for smooth functioning 

of adm and speedy ops. 
 

Execution. 
 

2. Phase I : Sig NCO will provide and make all arrangements for establishment of 

voice comn along the border with wireless set No. SBT 20 A. The following are 

the general area of establishment a set each place. 

      a.S B G HQ Either Distance 

      b.N. Khetaber Kuti 

         opposite A. pur BOP    8 
      c.Gital Daha 7 
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d. Chamta.        8 

 e. Opposite Jowrani       5 
 f. Bara Maricha Opp Dai Khavva.     4 

 g. Ful Ban        4 
 

3. Phase 2 : Comn will be established from HQ to Fulbari by means of Telegraphic 
    sets. Fd Tele comn Fulbari-Singimari and main comn from Singimari-Prtgram 

 
4.Adm & log : A Sig NCO will be responsible for maintaining sig procedure and 

   passing all information to main HQ and discipline of all sig operators. 

 

5.Remaining areas. Comn in Rowmari in the east and Chilahati in the west will be 

   established as and when more sets are aval and more means are feasible. 

 

6.Manpower : Each set will be manned by 2 operators and must function round the 

   clock. There will 4 sig operators incl Sig NCO in the main HQ. Sig NCO will 

   maintain a close contact with the HQ and keep sector Commander informed all 

   the time. Via Baura. 

 

7.Diagram and the Net. 

 

SBG 
*   *Comd 

 
 

Ketaber 
kuti 

Gitaldaha Champta Sitai 
 

Opp. 
Daikhawa 

 

Bara Maricha 
 

Fulbari 
 

 

 
*  *  *  *  * 

No-1 Coy. MB 
7.8.71 

 
To 

The Sub Sector Comd M B Rangpur 

Sub: Operation duty. 

 

1. The following pers were detailed at near Pateshwari & Nageshwari to catch 

    Razakar party making patrol duty in the Village with rifle. 
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P-544. 
A-3931788 

- 
P-501 

P-537 
- 

P-105 
P-862 

A-3941892 

A-3937082 

MB. 

,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 

,, 

Mojaffar Hossain 
Nurul Islam 

Liaqat. 
Mosarraf Hossain 

Azizur Rahman. 
Nasir Uddin 

Md. Saidul Islam 
Farid Miah 

Anayet Hossain 

Ahul Hossain 

Arms 
a) Rifle ....... 3 

b) Bayonet—4 
c) Grenade—4 

d) 303 Amo-90 ids. 
 

 

2. No. M/-50165 NK Azizul Hoque, (2) M/-53I72 MB Amir Box Chy (3) MB 

Yeakub Ali were detailed to Check the area and post at rly. bridge in between 

Rajarhat R/S & Takrihat R/S. On their return & report I like to raid the above 

noted post within 2/3 days. 

3. MB Abdur Rahman. MB Shamsur Rahman and MB Shahadat Hossain detailed at 

Pateswari ghat, Nageshwari to Pateswari road and at Bridge at Kumar Pur to 

watch the following points :- 

      a) Movement of TPT. in the Road. 

      b) " of Forces " " 

      c) How many pers detailed in the Bridge for duty. 

      d) How many pers—reg. Forces? 

      e) " " " Razakars? 

      f) Conditon of Ferry ghat & where the Boat kept in the night, is there any 

sentry duty in the ghat or not. 

      g) How the way to damage the Boats at Kurigram ghat. 

      h) All connected roads should be checked (2 grens supplied to them) 

4. No-M-MB Noor Mohd and 117822 Abdul Karim were detailed Shingerdabri 

Bridge with 3 grenades for dispose the senrty and to bring the rifle of senrty. 

Necessary instruction given for their works. 

5. 4 MB Jawans detailed from guerilla PL for cutting off the telephone wire in 
between Rajarhat R/S. to Shingerdabri R/S. on the night 8/9.7.71 with given 

instruction to deposite some wire in this H.Q. for witness. 

6. 4 MB Jawans have already been detailed to Kurigram for thrwon 4 grenades H.B. 

in the following places. This 4 Jawans belong to guerilla PL and left 
on 5.7.71. 
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1) One grenade lo S.D.P.O's Banglow. 

      2) " " " S.D.O's 

      3) " " " anywhere in the town's important places. 

 

7. One the completion of the above task report will be submitted to your honour on 

their return. 

This is for favor of your kind info & n.a. please. 
 

Sd/- XX XXX 
COMPANY COMMANDER 

MUKTI FAUZ 

 

 * * * *  * 

 

D.T.O 

1108.30 

 

F : A. Coy. MB. 

To : S.S. H.Q. MB. 

 

No-XY. Operation duty. On 9.9.71 3 parties detailed for operation duty. One 

party-str-40, party I/C Sub. Shamsul Hoque to Pateswari (Komod pur). This party 

reached in the area and opened fire upon Pak. Troops. Havey firing going on both 
parties wef. 10.02.00 to 10.02.30 hrs. This party ltd to this H.Q. at 16.30 hrs. Result of 

the firing learned that 2 Pak Troops & I Razakar died and 4 Razakars injured. 
 

On 9.9.71 2
nd

 party detailed at Kurigram Str-38 (including 81 mm mor) under 
comd of N/Sub. £bdul Wahab (.) Accordingly they reached Dhasher hat, distance 

from Kurigram 1¾ miles N/.W (.) On 1002.30 hrs this parly opened fire upon 
Kurigram old & new station by the 81 MM and they fired 6 rds Bombs (.) Result of 

the firing : details information not yet received (.) This party retd. to Fulbari PL. HQ 

at 13.00 hrs. 

 

I again ordered this party to Fire more 6 rds Bombs to Kurigram tonight 

(10/11.71) (.) No information received from N/Sub. Abdul Wahab. On recpt info will 

be given to S.S. HQ. 

 

On 9.9.71 at 18.00 hrs. 3
rd

 Party detailed at Bridge near Rajarhat to raid from 
Fulbari PL. Accordingly they opened fire at 23.00 hrs on the pak post. Pak Troops 

given some rds reply. Later on they fled away from the Post. Nothing happened in this 

firing (.) This Party retd. to Fulbari on 10.9.71 at 14.30 hrs. 

 

Note : M/-Sep Adbur Rahman was detailed to collect info reg the Kurigram ghat 

movement etc for last 7 days (.) On 10.9.71 he sent an info that on 1.9.71 at 16.00 hrs 

about 70/75 Pak troops crossed the Dharlla river by boat from Pateswari to Kurigram 

(.) 
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He also saw that 7 heavy Arms taken with them. 4 grenade guns kept in the boat 

under cover by the ground sheets (.) this man still waiting to collect more info 

regarding the Pak troops movement. 

Sd/-Illegible 

COY COMMANDER 

MUKTI FOUZ 

  

 * * * *  * 

 

TOP SECRET 

OP KICKOUT 

 

1. MSN : Wipe out and capture max enemy from Bhurungamari. 

2. Enemy disposn : Enemy approximately a coy plus str in Bhurungamari silent. 
Main positions are :- 

  a. Bhurungamari School copse     - 1 Section 
  b. Tree 400 yds north of Bus stand    - 1 Section 

  c. Bus stand       -Mg 1 Section 
  d. Thana Office-Haji bari area     - One pl 

  e. Gurden 200 yds south of College area   - 1 Section 
  f. Copse 200 yds s/west of College area   - 1 Section 

  g. Hut on road Raigon j 500 yds east of College area  - 1 Section 

   h. Road bend hut area      -Coy Cp and HQ 

  J. T.Jn        - 1 Section 

k. 200 yds north of TJN      - 1 Section 

3. Execution : Task will be carried out in two phases :- 

a. Phase-I 

  (1) Grouping         Force “A” 

                 No 1 Coy 

                          No 5 Coy

  

      (2) Commander of force "A'-Major Nawazesh 

(4) Task-Wipe out enemy Coy HQ and CP by 1st LT and then take up positions 

      along road facing college and T.jn. 
      (a) No. 1 Coy-Commander Lt. Rahman 

      (1) Task -Wipe out enemy CP and then take up positions facing college towards 
            west 

      (b) No 5 Coy-Commander Sub Mostofa 
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(1) Task-Wipe oul enemy HQ and lake up positions facing T.jn towards north. 

(5) Force B' 
(1) Grouping- 

(a)  No 2 Coy Minus 
(b) Sec Mor-1 Mor 

(2) Commander Sub Borhan 
(3) Task : Adv along id Bagbhandcr-Bangaon & close to en posn near Bus stand. Be 

in posn at 0300 hrs. Open fire at en posn on heavy arty fire. 
(6) -Force "C" 

(i)  Grouping-1 PL plus Ex 4 coy 

(ii) Task-Take Posn at level crossing Joymonirhat by 2000 hours D day & remain in 

position till my order. 

(iii) Commander of force "C" -Sub Aftab 

 

b. Phase-2 

1) General Plan- By seeing the enemy reaction/situation once phase I is 

completed fol action will be taken by force comds. 

  (a) If the enemy disorderly abandons rest of the posns then pursue. 

  (b) If they stick on at the posns then clear the enemy posns as follows. 

  (i) Force A- Enemy posns College area and T. Jn. 

  (ii)Force B- Enemy posns upto Bus stop 

  (iii)Force C-Remain in posn. 
7. Comd Instr: 

 a. Timings-Detail timings will be worked out by force comds keeping fol timings 
in mind : 

 (1) All force must be in forward Firm bases by 0100 hours D day. 
      (2)Level xing force to be in posn by 2000 hours D day 

 b. Routes : Routes for forces will be along rail tr & rd Joy-Bangaon. 
 c. Fire Sp : Arty Fire will be given as called by task force comd ,4A" 

 d. Firm bases : All firm bases will be secured by 2200 hrs. Fol are the firm bases 

: 

(1) Bagbhander -1 PL ex 2 Coy 

(2) Rail br near Joy -I sec ex 4 Coy 

(3) 1 B-Joy -1 PL ex 4 Coy 

e. Total force participating is 330. Distribution : 

 

No 1 Coy  -80 

      No 2 Coy  -90 

      No 4 Coy  -100 

      No 5 Coy  -60 
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f. RAP-Nearby Joy-Med offr will be present in RAP. 

g. Fire Control: Fire will be controled at all commd level. 
h. Wrls-Sub Borhan-1, Me-1. H/T 

i. Eventuality-Any fire comes from any direction, no one should open fire without 
comd's orders. 

j. 
 

EN POSN 
 

Place Area Str Remarks 

I.     Bhurungamari 

 
 

 

 

2. Joymonirhat 

 

 

3. Andharijhar 

 

 

4. Raigonj 

 

 

 

5. Nageswari 

 

(a)C.O. Office at day 
(b)College 

(c)lalab all round 

 

(a)Level xing 

(b)Ful Kumar br 

 

(a) School field two 

tents 

 

(a)Raigonj Br 

(b)Bridge of north at 

house 

 

(a) Thana 

 

15 
3 

- 

 

- 

3 

 

40-45 

 

 

- 

  

50 

 

1-10 
 

 

Razakars 
Sentry post only 

Razakar 

 

 

Sentry post only 

 

Regular/Razakar 

 

 

Regular/Razakar & 

M M G Post Mines 

 

 

Razakar/Officer 

 

 

OWN TPS POSN 
 

1. Gagla 
2. Taltola Board hat 

3. Kathal Bari 
4. Raigonj 
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IMMEDIATE 
JESSORE SECTOR 

BANGLADESH ARMED 
FORCES 

JB/6/ /Misc 

22 May 71 

 

To: All Coys 

 

Subject: Religious Function in Coys 

 

1. All Coys will arrange a Gaib-i-Janaza and Quran-Khawni on 28 May 1971 in their 

respective Coy HQ for the peace of the departed souls of those who laid down 

their lives in the war of liberation on Bangladesh. 

 

2. Coy Comds are also directed to organise a temporary Mosque in their respective 

Coys. Imam will be appointed and sent each coy very soon, who will take a 
spiritual class of off duty personnel as fixed by Coy Comds. Till such time local 

arrangement for the religious function is to be made by Coys. 
 

3. This arrangement is required to boost up the morale of service-men. 
 

Sd/Illegible 
Comd. 

Jessore Sector 

Bangladesh Armed Forces 

(M. A. Osman Chowdhury) 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  * 
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IMMEDIATE 

JESSORE SECTOR 

BANGLADESH ARMED FORCES 

JS/25/XX/A 

28 May 71 

To : Ail Coys/You ill Camps/SHQ 

 

Sbujecl: Commission in Bangladesh Armed Forccs 

 

1. Applications are invited from the prospective candidates for the grant of 

Emergency Commission in the Bangladesh Armed Forces Candidates must have the 

following qualifications : 

 

a. CIVILIANS 
   (1) Age 

   (2) Educational Qualification 
    

   (3) Nationlity 
   (4)Marital Status 

 
: 

: 
 

: 
: 

 
Below 25 years on 1st of June 71. 

Passed Intermediate/Higher 
Secondary Certificate or Equivalent 

Citizen of Bangladesh by Birth. 
Must be unmarried. 

b. SERVICE PERSONNEL 
    (1) Age 

    (2) Educational Qualification 

    (3) Nationality 

    (4) Marital Status 

 
: 

: 

: 

: 

 
Below 27 years on Is' of June 71. 

Matric or Equivalent. 

Citizen of Bangladesh by Birth. 

Married/Unmarried. 

 

2. All candidates must be of good Physique, free from any disease and fulfil the 

following standard : 

 a. Height 5'-2" (Minimum) 

 b. Weight-115 lbs (Minimum) 

 

3. Preliminary selection will be carried out by the respective Sector Comds. On 

recommendation by the Sector Comd candidates will be sent for final selection by a 

board of officers. After the final selection candidates will be medically examined by 

the medical board after which, if found fit, they will be sent for trg to Officers' trg 
school at Mujibnagar in Bangladesh. 

 
4. No TA/DA will be admissible to the candidates. 

 
5. Applications along with testimonials etc. must reach to this HQ on or before 07 

June 1971 
Sd/II legbile 

Comd 

Jcssore Sector 

Bangladesh Armed Forces 

(M. A. Osman Chowdhury) 

 

*  *  *  *  * 
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JESSORE SECTOR 

BANGLADESH ARMED FORCES 

JS/1/XY/0PS 

11 JUNE 71 

To: All Coys 

 

Subject: Adm/Ops Instructions 

 

The following broad framework of policy is to serve as the guideline for operation 

and the co-ordination to be maintained with supporting forces: 

  

a. Your forces like all other Bangladesh Forces are under the command of 

   Bangladesh Forces HQ and Bangladesh Sector HQ. 
 

b. The closest co-operation and co-ordination between us and the supporting 
    forces being essential lor our success the following arrangements will continue. 

 
(1) Op policy is formulated by C-in-C, Bangladesh Armed Forces (in consultation 

with the head of sp forces) and conveyed to all Bangladesh Sector Comds. 
(The present policy : No conventional ops, No frontal attacks. Instead well-

planned ambushes, raids, surprise attacks (on worthwhile small but valuable 

tgts) on a large scale (daily as many cases as you can) to destroy the enemy, his 

communications (to make him totally immobile) and deny him use of L-of-C, 

tpt, power, resources etc. Your tps must not get inextricably involved with the 

enemy but operate on ambush/raid type of ops.] 

 

(2) The SHQ may co-ordinate with Sp comd in planning the ops. Our allies will 

       provide fire Sp with aity (whenever deemed necessary). 

 

Sd/-Illegible 

Comd 

Jessore Sector 

Bangladesh Armed Forces 
 

 

*  *  *  *  * 
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Annexure 'A' to Jessore 

Sector Bangladesh Armed 

Forces Ltr No. JS/l-A/IX/ops 

Daied 11 June 71 

ACTIVITIES OF BANGLADESH MUKTI FOUZ 

DURING OPERATION OF VARIOUS PLACES 

 

1. At 301800 Mukti Fouz intercepted Pak Police and Armed Bihari Muslims 

plundering Villages around CHOTIPUR GHAT QT-9259 (.) Pak cas three Policemen 

and one civ. killed (.) Mukti Fouz received dead body of Sub Inspector, two shot 

guns, one pi 303 Rifle and one Jeep. 

 

2. Mukti Fouz ambushed one Jeep in area RM 5284 on rd MADIIABPUR RM 
46 SHAISTAGANJ RM 59 at 290500 (.) Jeep destroyed, two killed and two 

wounded. 
 

3. BSF info HARIPUR pet installations RH 27 reinforced by one Coy and area 
HAR1AR bridge RH 3492 reinforced by two Coy info being verified. 

 
4. N/Sub Altab Hussain with 150 former MF pers OP in area MANKACHAR 

QE 8444 believed in league with Pak army. Entire party missing since May 29 (FN) 

has taken sanctuary between MANKACHAR post and BRAHAMPUTRA. 

 

5. Mukti Fouz attacked one unit (call Sign 24) in area Sq 3605 destroying two 

gun boats, one Rly bridge and one vehicle May 30. 

 

6. Mukti Fouz captured Sub Nurul Huque in civ dress. 

 

7. For raiding Mukti Fouz hide outs Pak troops are using covered bullock carts as 

used by pardah women. 

 

8. Mukti Fouz destroyed one Pak Jeep at 280800 in area SONAIMURI RR 34 

Killing six Pak pers including one JCO. 
 

9. Mukti Fouz raided Pak BOP JAGANNATH RR 54 night 28/29 May killing 19 
Pak troops. 

 
10. Mukti Fouz ambushed three Pak 3 toner Vehs near LAKSHAM RR 26 night 

27/28 May. Vehs estroyed. Pak cas not known. One JCO Mukti Fouz seriously 
injured. 

 

11. Mukti Fouz fired MMG and SA on pak posn at SALDANADI RM 21 night 

29/30 May. 25 Pak cas reported. Mukti Fouz demolished road Rly bridge MANDHA 

in area RR 64. 

12. Mukti Fouz ambushed Pak patrol in area SRINAGAR RR 73 May 29. pak 

troops 11 killed and three wounded. 

13. Important industrial machinery from DACCA and CHITTAGONG being 

despatched to KARACHI. 
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14. Mukti Fouz raided Pak posn at JAINTIAPUR night 29/30 May. Pak troops 

vacated JAINT1APUR BOP May 31 due to engagement by Mukti Fouz. On Mukti 

Fouz closing in with the post later Pak troops opened fire with Mortar from SOUTH 

OF JAINTIAPUR. Mukti Fouz withdrawn. 

15. Mukti Fouz destroyed Pak BOP BALIGADA RB 3004 May 29. 

 

16. Mukti Fouz blew up RCC steel bridge at BALAIMARI RH 3299 at 30012. 

 

17. Our log 26 of May 27 para seventhly hotel. Fol additional items req from lines 

quarry opposite BARSORA RB 2305. Bulldozer one, loaders two, tractors three. 

 

* * * * * 

 
TOP SECRET 

 
Jessore Sector 

Bangladesh Forces 
JS/1-D/7/G 

11 July 71 
 

 

To    :Capt Shafique Ultah 

   Coy Comd 'E' Coy 

   Hakimpur 

Copy to : Brig NA Salick 

    Comd 
“
C” Sector 

    Barrackpur 

 

Subject : Task 

1. The following tasks will be carried out and completed by 10 July 71 : 

 a.   Mining 

 (1) Kalaroa-Sonabaria road 

 (2) Kalaroa-Baksha road 
 (3) Kakdanga-Mandra road 

 (4) Sonabari road junction 
 b. Raid (Any two as per tactical suitability) 

 (1) En position at Hijaldi BOP 
 (2) En position at Mandra BOP 

 (3) En position at Hatathganj 
 (4) Keshabpur PS 

 c. Ambush 

 (1) Sonabaria 

 (2) Baladanga 

 (3) Talaigacha 
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(4)B hadli 

            (5) Kendragachi 
 

d. Bridses to be blown : Braza Baksha bridge (on Kalaroa-Navaran road) 
 

 e. Ferry Boat : Ferry boat in Kabodak river in between road Keshabpur-Kalaroa 
     should be burnt. 

 
2. In additon to the above. jitter/Fighting patrol should operate daily in the areas 

selected by you. All line of communication should be cut off and active en agents be 

eliminated in your operational areas. 

 

3. One day complete rest fot all to be staggared into two days. Half the str on one 

day and the second half on next day. 

 

4. Please ack. 

 

S/d-Illegible 

Comd 

Jessore Sector 

Bangladesh Forces 

 
*  *  *  *  * 

 
JESSORE SECTOR 

BANGLADESH ARMED FORCES 
NO. JS/23/5/8 

19 June'71 
To : All Coys 

 

Subject: Maint of Arms/Animo 

 

1. It has been noticed that the arms/ammo issued to Coys are not being maint 

properly as a result of which most of the arms were found unserviceable during the 

last inspection by the Sector Armr. Comd takes a serious view of it and suggests the 

following procedure to be adopted immediately : 

 

 a. All arms held by the Coys are to be issued to the individuals by name who will 

      personally be held responsible for its maint. 

  

 b. A general maint of arms/ammo will be carried out properly under the active 

      supervision of Coy/Pi Comds once in a week. 
 

c. Arms will immediately be cleaned after firing/action. 
  

 d. Arms/Ammo not in use will be kept in a proper place in accordance with the 
      laid clown procedure. 

  
 e. Coy armr will inspect the arms/ammo once in a week. Major defects due to 

     negligence of individuals will be reported to this HQ for necessary action. 
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f. Arms/ammo declared unserviceable will be sent to this HQ alongwith names of 

individuals for further necessary action. It should be clear to all concerned that 

if any weapon is proved to have been declared unserviceable due to negligence 
of its owner, drastic action will be taken against him. 

 
2. Please ensure strict compliance. 

 
Sd/-Illegible 

Comd 
Jessore Sector 

Bangladesh Armed Forces 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

TOP SECRET 

Copy No.5 

of Ten Copies           Headquarter 8 Sector 

Bangladesh Forces 

JS/30-C/XX/G-SD 

07 Aug 71 

To: All Coys 

 

Subject: Location of Trained Guerillas Prior to Launching Inside 

 

Trained Guerillas, on arrival from training centres, will be located at launching 
areas, prescribed (separately with tasks and allocation of forces) in relation to their op 

areas inside, until sent inside. This period should be reduced to the absolute minimum 
(NOT exceeding a fortnight) to complete the following : 

 
 a. Equipping them with arms/equipment prescribed in paras 2 to 6 and appendix 

      'A' of Instructions contained in our letter under issue. 

 b. Giving them Practical experience in one of each of the following types of 

      operations : 

      (1) Ambush 

      (2) Demolition 

      (3) Raid/Attack 

 

2. Please ack. 
 

Sd/-Illegible 

Comd 

8 Sector 

Bangladesh Forces 

 

 

 

*  *  *  *  * 
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Headquarter 8 Sector 

Bangladesh Forces 

No. JS/30-C/XY/G 

17 Aug 71 

To : All Niomito Bahini Coys 

  All Gono Bahini Coys 

  All Political Advisers 

 

Subject: Posting of Political Advisers 

 

1. In consulation with the Civil Affairs Adviser of this Sector the following 

Political Advisers arc posted as shown against each : 

 a. G-7 Coy att F' Coy NB-Mr. Azizur Rahmah Akkas, MNA. (Shikarpur) 
 b. G-6 Coy att C' Coy NB-Mr. Sohiuddin, MNA. 

 c. G-5 Coy att 
4
B* Coy NB-Mr. Mohd Younus Ali, MPA. (Benpur) 

 d. G-4 Coy att 4D' Coy NB-Mr. Ekhlasuddin Ahmed. Organising Secy. Dist 

      Awami League, Jessore. 
 e. G-3 Coy att 4H' Coy NB-Mr. Tabibur Rahman Sarder, MPA. (Petrapole) 

 f. G-2 Coy att 'E' Coy NB-Dr. Abul Islam, MPA. (Hakimpur) 
 g. G-I Coy att4A' Coy NB-Mr. Momtaz Ahmed, MPA. (Gojadanga) 

 

2. Political Advisers will please assume to their duties in their respective Coys by 

25 Aug 71. 

 

3. Respective Coys will arrange one 180 Lbs tent for each Political Adviser. 

Provision of one charpoy will be made under Coy arrangement. 

 

4. Joining report will be submitted by Coys to this HQ. 

 

 

Sd/-Illegiblc 

Comd 

8 Sector 
Bangladesh Forces 

 

 

*  *  *  *  * 
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Y����Y����Y����Y����    ������������////!��;�!��;�!��;�!��;�////���8����8����8����8�    ������������    GD�DGD�DGD�DGD�D        
��������������������    5��5��5��5��    ���@��������@��������@��������@�����    ◌1◌1◌1◌1----    

 
(।
��� ���@�*U� K=���[� �������� ������� 7��� > ���@����� !�� M�� ��� 

Y������ ����� ���� G����� �T। 
\। $]� /6��.6� ������� 5����� �D�H� �F^= 5��_�� ��� 5�MI��� ��M�� �T। 
2। ���&�CU$�� ��5@��� ��.��D �T, ���= ���� 7��� 
������ $D �& ���6 ��Y�� 

��� ���E। ��� 7��� ��Y��� *�/ , �'� 7��� `��� ���@D । 
a। ��� ���.��� ��� 5��� ��.��D !#�� ��b� �T । 7���� �$ �$ ���� c��� ����� 

J�� �T। 
�। 
����� ��Y���� !�� 7���N �/, �I 7����� ���� .�� । “�& �� ���� .�� 

�����9 �� 7�> !��, !���� 
��� ��� /�� 7d�.।” 

V। ��� !�����.�� ��������� ef��6��- ������� ��� ��� ���&�CU$ ��F�� ���� ����। 
7��� ��K�6 7�� > ��g��h������ M�� ��J� ��। 

-। ��g��h������ !#�� ef��6�� #��� । ���� 7����� ���D 9�;�6 7�9 । ���&�CU�$� 
!K���6�� �J� �T । 7��� J�i ��'� *�� G�� ����@6 !R�� 7�� ����। 

)। 
��� ����� !���� !�j k�, �'�/ ��]���� �����। �l� ��#D� 5M��=�6 ��m�S .�� 
� । ��D, D6 > 
������ ��Y�� ��@�� $6��& .6। 
 

$6 ����� 
$6 ���&�CU$ 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

MAINTENANCE OF LAW AND ORDER 

SECTOR COMD'S ORDERS 

1. Peace will be maintained at all costs. Mukti Bahini will help the Civil 

Administration in maintaining law and order. 
 

2. No one is allowed to kill anyone on pretext of his being a Razakar or a non- 
Bangali. Razakars will be asked to surrender arms. Except the notorious Razakar 

leaders (and those against whom public do not have much allegations) rest will be 

PARDONED and freed. The notorious ones to be put in jail for later trial. Public or 

the Gono Bahini will not be allowed to take law in their hands. 

 

3. Get the Gono Bahini to report to the nearest Mukti Bahini Officer. Record 

their details with arms and assign them tasks of protecting public life and property. In 

town mixed Niomito Bahini/Gono Bahini patrols will be on duty. All treasuries. 

Banks. Jails. Communication Centres etc, will be provided guards. 
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4. Special attention to be paid to the protection of Government property i.e. 

power houses, tele exchanges, offices, colleges, and schools and food godowns. Post 

sentries wherever necessary. Food godowns will not be opened without permission 

from local Civil Administrator/Mukti Bahini Officer. 

5. Niomito Bahini Officers/JCOs will go round checking the activities of Mukti 

Bahini and try to restore peoples' confidence in the Bangladesh Government. 

 

6. Any Kukti Bahini person, wheathcr Niomito Bahini or Gono Bahini found 

indulging in undesirable activity will be disarmed and sent to lock up for trial. No 

mercy will be shown. 

 

7. Get hold of all vehicles in the area and collect them at Mukti Bahini Camp. 

These will not be used but handed over to the Civil Administrator of the area. No 
vehicle will play without permit from the local Civil Administrator or Mukti Bahini 

Officer. Private car/truck/bus owners will establish their bonafides before getting 
permits from the Civil Administrator. Govt. vehicles will be handed over to the 

respective departments through the Administrator. 
 

8. Civil/Police officials and College/School teachers will be asked to immediately 
join their duties. Their services will continue to be inforce, but the manner of 

utilization of their services will be decided by the appropriate Govt Agency. They will 

be required to submit joining reports to who-so-ever appointed Administrator of the 

area (district/sub-division or thana). Try to restore their confidence. 

 

9. All weapons and ammunition of the Razakars, left by the retreating Pak Army 

and previously taken from the Police will be collected and kept in safe custody at the 

nearest thana/sub-divisional Head quarters with Bahini Units, and then collected 

centrally at sub- sector level. Disposal will be given by me later on receipt of details 

from various sub- sectors. Meanwhile police may be armed with recovered weapons 

in consultation with District Administrators. Beware of various parties indulging in 

collecting arms/ammo and making chaos. 

 

10. Try to establish Mukti Bahini camps away from the centers of population and 
do not occupy private buildings. 

 
11. Identity cards to be issued to all Niomito Bahini/Gono Bahini on duty, after 

they report. Weapons issued to individuals to be shown on these cards. 
 

12. All bazars and business activities will be brought to normal at the earliest. See 
that people do not find difficulties in getting their daily necessities. 

 

13. Sub-sectors will ensure that these orders are passed to all. 

 

                Sd/-X XXX 

Date: 10.12.71                        Comd 

HQ No. 8 Sector 

Bangladesh Forces 
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������� ��� ����� 
�)। � � !�"�� !�"�� n�� 

Ko ��W�S �#D 
� � !�"��� ������ G�"��� (�-( 

 

1. The board for recruitment of sector troops appointed by the comd 9 Sector, 
vide his letter NO 0627/A of 10 Oct. 71, with the following officers and 

J.C.O's : 
  a. President: Capt. M.N. Huda 

  b. Members:  1. Lt. M. Shahjahan (S.M.O) 

  2. Lt. M.R. Chowdhury 

  3. Capt. Shahjahan (Mujahid) 

  4. S/M. Najmul Haque 

  5. Sub. Majidul Haque 

2. The board sat in a meeting at sector HQ on 10.10.71 at 10.00 hrs. All the 

members concerned were present in the meeting. The following resolutions 

were taken unanimously : 

a. Eligibility for the sector troops as follows : 

  1. Educational qualification : Class VIII pass or equivalent standard. 

  2. Age : 17 years to 22 years in case of new recruits . 

  3. Physical status: 

   a. Height 5'-2" 
   b. Chest 32"-34" 

   c. Weight 110 lbs 
The board further decided that some sorts of relaxation may be given to the 

Ansars and Mujahids those who are working in Liberation Forces (Active 
Service). 

4. a. Bases of recruitments : 
The MF. personnel there who are already attached with Bagundia Camp will be 

   posted to all the new Coys equally. 

b. Mujahids and Ansars who are working under the sector will be recruited for 

the sector troops. 

F.F. (Chakulia trained) will be recruited from the Bagundia camps as sector 

troops.) 

c. A good percentage of Chakulia trained F.F. will be recruited in the sector 

troops. 

d. Recruitment cannot be made from the defense and F.F. personnel, same will 

be recruited from different and youth camps under this sector. 
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5. Documentation Enrolment Forms and Oath Forms of Bangladesh Govt, will be 

filled up by all the respective recruiting units, and the sector Medical officer will 

complete M.E. and submit the papers to the board by 16"' Oct. 71. 

6. Location of Coys and responsibility of Coys will be as follows : 

 a. Hingalgonj :   2 Coys A & D : S/M A. Jalil 

 b. Taki, Joramondir:  2 Coys, C & B 

Lt.M.R.Chowdhury 

S/M.NajmulHuque 

N/Sub A. Hakim 

c. Taki Mujahid Camps: 1 Coy, E : 

Capt. Shahjahan, Sub. Mojidul Haque 

Adjt. Ali Akbar 

d. Bakundia Camp : I Coy-F/Lt: Sultan Ahmed. 

S/M S.M. Azam 
7. Members concerned will start-recruitment immediately from reception and youth 

camps. 
8. M.O. Jahid Hussain is requested to be availabele in the Sector from 10 Oct. to till 

the recruitment is complete. 
9. Sub/Maj Nazmul Hoque and Sub Mojidul Haque will collect the bio-data as of 

service personnel from different establishments and will submit the report by 12 
Oct. to the board. 

10. Number of J.C.O.s and N.C.Os required for the sector troops as per the 

organistation is as follows: 

 a. J.C.O. 39 

 b. N.C.O 

 (1)Hav's 50 

 (2)NX's 135 

          185 

11. Date of next meeting : 

12. Oct. 71 at 17.00 hrs 

signed/Capt. M. N. Huda. 

President 
 

--------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

��। �������� !�����.�� 5#� 

����5�p G�C������ G�'�Y�C 

��p��.� ‘!������’ 
s��� 

\2 ��M@, (�)3 

G�"���, 
(�-( 

G���/ $�� � �������� !�����.�� 5#� G�C������ �#�। ����� ���D ���6/ �/�� 
G�C����� $t। ��� G�C����� ��� !KU�� !�, ���:*F�� .�������& ���� $�D kT !#�� !�N 
��@S �;�/ ����9-G��� $�� ���6�9। � G�"��� -(-� �� G�C������ ������ *�N�6 ‘����� 
7�'’ .6। ������ K=5$��[� �������� ������� GH�6� ��u��� `�6� $T� /���� 
G�C������ ����� Y.= ��� ��� ����� ��v��D *�N= !�।  

� G�"��� ��� �T= G�C��� �������� 9�;�6 �;�� ��e��@ >6���� �� !9�' R��6���� 
����� ‘‘G�'�Y�C’’ ���6�9। ���# �����9 O’�� 9� �#� �����। >6��� �9�� 5#� ����5�p 
G�C������ ��$। !���� !�C�'D�w �.���� ���� )� !�]� !��$���x !���y� !�6� .6।  

R��6���� z:�� .�6 ��6�9 �T= V( $ G�C������ ‘‘G�'�Y�C’’। ����� ��J� R��6�� 
!#�� !��� �#� ���.�� ��9� ��9� �#� ���� ��� .���। 

  

‘‘7��� 7S��� k�*E� �/���।’’  
   �>�� 
‘‘��]��� ��� �����। O/��� 6।’’  
   C�T� 
   \ !�C�'D�w 
‘‘>��,  
   ��g ���� !���� �����  
   $T��� ��������,  
   $����{� |��� �����  
   |��� !� ��� !/��� !�N।  
 

�/ !���� ������� ���� }��� ���=� ����9 - ������� ����$� ��� ���� ���:*F���� 
��& ���/ !.�� !����� 7��� ���� $���� !�N B�। �������, �F�@���� !�U�@����@� ~���.D *�� 
������ 5���' �����=�-!�/ ~��.D ��:� !.�� 7����� �����। $�� ���6 .��> 7��� !���� 

��� �����।  

 

!�"�-( 

\a!� 7�g (2-- 

 $6�����!’’ 

5������ 

����� 

!�: !�: ���T� 7�� 
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“Dear Wali, 

 I wish you always to have convivial surrounding and at the height of 

your patriotism always go ahead as a Valiant Soldier. 

 Lastly I wish you best of success in every sphere of life.”  

 

Yours 

H. Mostafa Kamal 

C/O. Mr. Jamal Uddin 

2, P. C. Banarjee Road 

Dacca-1 

‘‘$�� ��Y��� ������E� ����� 7f���� !� ��# �� ���;�6�9�, !� ��# !���� !�� ��� 
!����� �.�6 !.� ��� � ����� G���� �F��@���6� ���# ���# !����6 !� 7��� 7����� ���� 
�C�� ��/।’’ 

����, 

M�'K�f 

(\/ G�"���-(�-( 

‘‘��� !����� 9��;� ��cK,  

����� ���� �MA,  

������ ���' O$@6 h�f�' 

���� �� O�:@A।  

�l ����� !����� ��$6 ���� ���।’  

����� 

(-(3--( 

“Dear,  

 I have enjoyed with you for 105 days. So many pleasant and unpleasant 

things must have happened during this time, but stretch my mind back on old 

things. I remember your jolly face which of course, I will never forget.  

 Dear, I wish you live jolly good time killing the West Pakistani bastards 

and live a long life. I have all my sympathies for you.  

 Keeping in mind all the sweet things we have in between us, I take 

leave, good luck.”  

2nd . Lt. 

Monzoor Ahmed 

3rd. Bengal 

DAWKI 
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“It was nice knowing well fight well.”  

With Regards 

A. Matin Chowdhury 

“With best wishes.” 

Didar 

10th EBR 

Agartala 

 “In the last fifteen weeks I found a good pal in you. I am sure this will 

remain the same till I stop a bullet or something. Be good and keep your head 

cool, cause I want you alive their in Dacca.  

  Wish you all the luck in the world and more.” 

Love 

Samad*  

9/XI/71 

[* !�1 ����� 
������ �F�@�� !��� !��� �����। ����� !�N ��@��6 V� !�"�� 
����P����� ��] �� *�6�. ���� ��h�N@ ��� ��.� .।]  

“Dearest Oli,  

 Wish you best of luck and hope that you can-Punjabis-“ 

Mizan 

10 EBR 

Agartala 

‘‘���������� 
�����6 !����� �� �M�z�=�6 .�6 #����।’’  

7�Od�. (!���) 

‘��� ������� !���� G��@�=। 

��.�� 7��� !.���/ 

�����K�, s���।  

‘‘�����, 

 $���� ��o ��Y��� �:����@ .> 

 �/ ���� ���।’’ 

!����� 

���.�, 

!�"�-(( 

“I wish you all success in life.”  

Aziz* 

9/10/71 

9B Agartala 
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[* !�1 7�$$ 7$ !/। ����� M�� ��@��6 ����P����� ��] ���� ��h�N@ �.�� . ���।] 
 ‘‘� !���� ����N� 
������ 7���6� $D �����, �����. 7�> �� �$�� G��� !� 
*��� ����� ����$� �& ���6 �K�6�9-7�� ��� ��� 7��� ��� �.���� ���� ��f��� ��&� �= 
G��D/ ������� ����।’’  

!�����/ 
$�.�  

���M� 
!�"� a (M��) 

‘‘5������N�,  
 �� �E !���-��� �� 7����� z:�� ��=���o�6 �M� *��� .�6 #��। 7K��� ���� 5���' 
��Y��� ���J�� ���� G$@ ���� M�� ��C�D। 
 7����� 7S��� �� !.�� ��g�।’’  

k�*E�� G�����6 
$���� 7.�� 

�-(3--( 
(( !�]�, 7K���� 

“Hope to meet you in Dacca as officer of fully established govt. of independent 

Bangladesh.” 

Shahriar Huda 

232/Lalmohan Shaha Road 

Dacca 

10/10/71 

 

“I hope you can ------ the Pakistanis like Romel ------- the British”. 

2nd/Lt. Salim Hassan 

[* !�1 !���� .��� 
��� ������ ���'�� (�-\-� 23!� $��6��� �������� ����P�� 
.�������� 7��z� 7W��= �.�� .।] 

‘‘��$6�� ��� ������ ���� M�> �/ ���&��Y���� K=����� |� ��>।’’  

7�� .��� 

�/ G�"���, (�-( 
‘‘��Y��� 7����� $�� kT, ��Y���/ !� !�N .6।’’  

`�6� 7�� �����  
 
‘‘5�������� ��& ���6 ����� ���� ��&, ���� ���� �� 7��� !��� .��।’’  

$T� 
((-(3--( 
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‘‘7d�.�� 9�;� ��.���> *6 ���> �।’’  
‘����’ 

“I wish your success in the battle field.” 

Yours loving friend 

Wakat Hassan 

1st Bengal 

Silchar. 

 
‘‘������� �/ m��:� ���� !������ ������� G���� !� 7����� 7��� �+� ����I 

� .6। !���� 
����� ��Y��� !����� !�:� /��.�� �:�I �T�। 7����� ���� �M� G��-GJ6 
G�D6 .��।’’ 

$6 �����! 
!�����$ .��� 

((-(3--( 
a#@ ��� 

7K���� 
‘‘7h�� ��� ��� ���� 
�C���6 !���� 7h��'�/ 
 

����� *�N� 
����� ����  
7��� !���� 
��:�� M�/।’’ 

��.����� �.�� 

((-(3--( 

“Keep your mouth shut and bowels open.” 

Sector-7         Dipu 

Raigonj         11/10/71 

W. Dnnajpur 

‘Best of luck’ 

Kaiser Huq 

2/Lt. 

Sector-7 

Raigonj 

W. Dinajpur 

 

“Best of luck.” 

Sheikh Kamaluddin 

9.10.71 

8. Theatre Road 

Calcutta 
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‘‘$���� ��@�J�� ��.� > ������ ���M6 ��>-�/ ���� ���।’’  
7���� /���� 

!�"�-- 
‘‘!����� 7S��� k�*E��.-’’       

  !��{��� FT �� 
�-(3--( 
!�"�-) 

 

“Wishing you all the wishes and luck”.  

Your’s sincerely 

Syeed Ahmed 

 
     ‘‘!����� ��C�D ���� ���।’’ 
     ���T� /���� �$����� 
     \6 !�]�, 7K���� 
 

‘‘9��� *��K�� ��#� C�'�� ��� !��� !9�; .'��� �।’’ 
���.� ��v 7��� 
!�"� �-�, R����, ����' 
 

 
‘‘����� G������ ��� �M�� �� 5*���� 5��p ��� ����6, !����� 7���6 ������ 

�F�@�� �9f�; �� ������ ���'�� ����� 7��� �v�p। ������ ���', ������ 7��� 7� ������ 
�K:.�� ����� ���N 7��� !.�� �o��-K�/�� �{�, K�/�� 7��.�।’’  

 
$6 ����� 

��, ��, ����� 
��'6�, M�Y��। 

 

“Wish you good luck and success.” 

Wakiuzzaman 

11/07/71 

 
 
‘‘����� ���6� �-O��@�K ��..��@ ��@� /6��.6�� ���D ���.�� ��T�� 7����� ��/�C� G�D#@ 

.��, 7�$��� �-����6 J�= G��$� !�� ��� �T=���6� ��' �/ 5�#@� ���।’’ 
 

/��- 
��� *��M��@ 

a� !�"�, ����' 
 
‘‘��Y��� k�*E� �/���। ������� 
��� ����, �/ ���� ���।’’  

\6 !�1 �K6�� 
7.��� 

((-(3--( 
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‘‘���� ��� ������� ��' ���� !� !��9 ��� ��� 
����� ��Y��� �.�� �������, �F�@�� 
> �� ������� �#। ���, ������N ��>6�� �/�।’’  

$6 ����� 
����� $��������� 

!�"� �-a, ���M�, (7���) 
 

“At the time of passing out from Bangladesh Military Academy as 2/Lt. 

I congratulate you for your be luck. 

 

With best love and regards.”  

Very truly yours, 

2/Lt Mohammad 

Mustafa 

No. 8 Sector, Jessore 

  

“The sun of the east may rise in the west but there is no doubt that we 

shall achieve our independence by the grace of Almighty Allah and through the 

blessing of prophet Muhammad Sallal la hu alai hi wa sallam.  

 

 Go and fight bravely. We expect to hear your bravery in the battlefield 

against the notorious enemy.  

2/Lt Md. Abdul Jalil 

Habigonj 

Sylhet 

Bangladesh. 
 ‘‘��Y��� k�*E� �/���।’’  

C$�� 
\6 !�]� !��$��x 

7K���� 
 

“The best of soldier lies in the battle field. Hope God be with you in 

achieving your aim.”  

Moinul Islam 

Sector-II 

Tora. 
 
‘‘7��� ��]���। ������ 
������ $D 7��� ��Y��� !���9। 7����� 7��@ 7����� 

���@���� 7����� GK�=� !���5��� *�/��� G��5�=� !$�K��E। ������ 7����� 7��@�:I�S
|� 
.>6� ��M�। 7��� 7��� ���/� �.����K��6/ �� ���। 7��� ����D ���� ���।’’  

 
/��/- 

!��1 7��O���� 
!�"�-(( 
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“Dear Wali,  

 

 Let the past sorrows do not worry you much because that will retard 

your activities toward success.  

  

 With best personal regards to you.”  

Cheers 

Mohd Mizanur Rahman 

Sector 11, S/Lt 

 
 ‘‘!����� �.� ��@��D ���� �C���� .>। �������� 7��� 7����� ����� �������� 
!.��’’।  
 

!��.��� 7�� 
�-(3--( 

�������� ��� ���.� 
 
‘‘G������ ��T�� 7����� �/ �����Q��.।’’  

�.�� 
�-(3--( 
!�"�-� 

 
‘‘7��� ���� ����$ > ��g���D���6 !� 
������ 7�{�� kT ����9��� �� 7$ 

7������K@� �.� /��.�� .�6 Y��-������ ��#-5�S�� 9�;�6 ��;�9। $���� ���� !�� ���$��� 
G����[ ���J� �.�� ������� > �F�@���� �A��F�� ����� 
��� > ���@�*U� ���������� �J �J 
�:��D�6� >�$�6� 7$ O$@6 7�W��� T�� ��f�;�6�9।  
 

7����� ��$6 7K��� ���� $�S �F��@� ��/ ��D, *�
� ��� G��D����। 
 

��� !����� 9��;� ��cK 
����J ���� �MA 
������ ���' O$@6 h��' 
���� �� O�:@A।’’ 

 
��C��� /���� 

((/(3/-( 
‘‘*�/ >����, 
‘‘!����� �#� 7�� �M��� z�= ���’’ 

���� 7��6 *���� �-’’ 
Sachin Karmaker 

Sector-9 

Hasnabad 

24 Pargona 
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‘‘7��� 7S��� k�*E� �/���।’’  
�CT *�/ 

(\-(3--( 
 

‘‘��� !����� $D �/��� 
����� G�*{।’’ 

��. !��.��� C$�� !.��� 
26 ����� ���.�, ���� 

 
  

‘‘7����� �c��.� �D��K 7��� �$�� .�6 �o�� ������ ���� ���'।’’ 
7�� 

 
‘‘!����� �����# !.�� 7���6 ������।’’ 

G��� �p 
�-(3--( 
)� !�"� 

 
‘‘7� K���# !#�� C��� �;� ���' ���� ���� �� 7��� G�H� �o� !�/ ��6 ���& 

�D��� !����� ���# 7��� ���M6। K� (��' �p�. !������� ��] ��'��� !��� 7�� K�@���� ���9। 
7$ 7��� ��@��D� G���h '��� GY�.D ���� � !��� ���/ ���/�� 9�;�� .�E। ��  �, � 
���E� 6, � .��� KS�DH��� ��v��D ���*� �# ��� ��K���� ���� k��। 7$ !.�� ��� !.�� 
7��� !������� ��] !��� .��।’’  

!��: 7�O� ��C 
�-(3--( 

 

-------------------- 
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����������������������������    ������������    ��������������������    

(33। ��-�����6 �=�] ����� ----------- $���/-�R��+�, (�-( 

 

��$ ����$ ����$ ����$ ��� !�� #��� ��@� !�� #��� ��@� !�� #��� ��@� !�� #��� ��@SSSS    

���&�CU�$� ��Y�� M������&�CU�$� ��Y�� M������&�CU�$� ��Y�� M������&�CU�$� ��Y�� M���    

���$�K�। ���&�CU�$� O/ �=�]�� ������c6 !�$� ����� ������C > !�$� �$6��� �.�� 
�� ��J����� 5��] ����9, ���������� ���� ���'  !#�� ���-������ ���.�� ������� M�� � 
��>6� ��@S !���� ����H�� ���� ��S .�� ���� � ��� ���� ��@S ���&�CU�$� ��Y�� G�D�.� 
#����।  

���� O$�/ /6��.6�� *�N=�� R�.� ��#D�� 9;�9�; ��� 7�D��6� ���।  

�=�]��=�]��=�]��=�]�    

��/ �� K�;�6 ���E 7����� ���&���.�� !K���� !������ .����� ���� ����P�� !����� 
>�� 7W�=��� ������ ��/ !$����� ��� ����9। K� �� ���� .����� !���� !�*��� M�� 
��� !��6�9 ��� ��'� !9�� 5��= !��� ��-��-��’� 5M���� ������� ���D��। K� \a!� $� ��D� 
!��6� 7''�� ����� 5���. ��-��-��’� ��������� s��� !#�� ���9, ‘��������� ��� kT .>6�� �� 
���&���.� !K������� .��� ��� ���.�� J6J��� !� �#D 7�� ��Y. ����9 ��� *����> ��D .�� 
�� .�� *6��.।’ GD���� �6'���� ��������� .�>6�R@ e/�' $���E, ‘5����� �3/V3 $ 7.� 
���� ����P�� `�D�� �M������ $D s���� .�������� ��6 7�� .�E। ������ �F'%������ 
��� ���������� �����:� s���6 .����� ���-!����� ��T�� ���&���.�� 7W�=��� ������ 
5���� !$����� .�E।’  

������������J�J�J�J���6 ��6 ��6 ��6 V33 V33 V33 V33 $ ���¡$ ���¡$ ���¡$ ���¡    

���J���6 ���&���.�� 7W��= V33 �l��� �.� .�6�9। �9�;� !��' \V�' 7W��= ���� 233 
$ �������� ��� ���। !*����, ��T��6�, ��.������, �������, <���� > ���R�]�6 7W�= 
M����� .�।  

!C��� 5M!C��� 5M!C��� 5M!C��� 5M����    ��h�N@ ��h�N@ ��h�N@ ��h�N@ � � � � ������ �l������ �l������ �l������ �l��� ������ ������ ������ ���    

�F�@�b� !�"��� !C� �.����6 K� �� �J ����� 5M� ��h�N@ 
��������� �T= !������� 
.��� 5�6 ��fM �� ����P�� �l��� ��� .6 ��� O’�� $ ������*��� 7.� .6।  


��� ����� !������ ���� 5���, �& ��h�N@ 7����� ���&������ �3 $ ������ 7.� 
.। K� ao� $� �� !����� K������ ���� ��v��D ��o� K��� ������� !����� ���&���.�� 
!��f�� ��/� ���¢���=� �� � ��h�N@� �F���� .6 ��� �� �J��� ��� �/ ��hN@ M��� #���।  

����d� �=�]� !K���� ���.�� .��� 5�6 �3 $ �� !�� �.� .6। ��� ���&�������� ��;� 
!��6 ���-!CU$ ��@� ��$��� 7<6 !6। K� \\!� $� ����d� ��{�*��K � $ `�D �.� .6।  
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s���6 !���� ���¢��= G�D�.�s���6 !���� ���¢��= G�D�.�s���6 !���� ���¢��= G�D�.�s���6 !���� ���¢��= G�D�.�    

�6'���� ��������� $���E, �£�� $�����h �c�P .�/������ �5¤ ��Tv� 7K� ���� 
s��� �C��� ��6 s���6 7'�' !���� ���¢���� .6। !.��'� /x����x�x���� ���� !K���� 
!������� !Y�R 7W��= ��$ 7.� .6। 7����' 7W��= 2 $ �� !�� �.� .6।  


��� ����� !������ ���� 5���, K� \2!� $� !*�� M��'�6 s��� ���� �{�� ���' !���� 
���¢���=� �� �{� ��.����� ������ ���D `�D��� ���D #�#�� *�� ����$ ���9। 7����� 
s��� 5����� $���E, s��� ���� �{�� ������ ����������� ��6 ���' ���� G���= ���� 
��] ��] !���� ���' 7>6�$ ��� ���' !���� ���¢���� .6। 
��� ���������� �����:� 
�����6 G�H� !� !���'> 
�*���� 6, s���� ���'�� �� ����/ ������ ��������K= �� 5�DJ 
����। .�������� �;� ��.��� ��¥> � ���� ���¢��= .>6�6 ��@� ���� ����P�� `�D�� 
��B� .�6 �;�9।  

K� �p��. ��$��.��� �� �� ���� ���� �.�� !���� ���¢���� .�� �� !���� *����.�� 
.�6 ��; ��� �� ����� �; ��'� 9��� !#�� !�� .�� !��� ���E �।  

��$��.� �.� 7W���$��.� �.� 7W���$��.� �.� 7W���$��.� �.� 7W�SSSS    

7����� 
��������� �T=�� ��$��.� �.�� s��� 5�� 7W�= M����6�9। ���&���.�� 
�������� K� !������ ���� �� ��� !#�� �.��'�� 5��� ���। ��� 7W��= ��� !�����.� 
�; !���6��6 ��;�9। ���&���.� ���K�, M��h�' > ���K�-�/ �� ��� !#�� ��$��.� �.��� 
���D s��� ��;। � 7W�=���� ���&���.� �'@��, .������� > .��� !���K� �D�.�� ���।  

�� ���� 5���, ���&���.� > ��� !����� ���D !�6�����, !������� > M�Y�� �=�]�> 5M� 
��hN@ .6। !K���� ���.� ���-!����� ���' $�� ��/ ���6 ��;�6 !�6। ���� V $ ������ 
�.� .�। M�Y��� > !�6������� ��� '.���� ���.�� V $ `�D !K������� .��� �.� .6।  

������� ��h�N@ ������� ��h�N@ ������� ��h�N@ ������� ��h�N@ V3 V3 V3 V3 $ `�D ���¡$ `�D ���¡$ `�D ���¡$ `�D ���¡    

���&���.� K� \V!� $� ���*� �=�]� �D��� 7W�= M���। �� ���D �� ���D �F�@�b� 
!�"�� ����J V3 $ �l%�D �.� .6 ��� 7����� ���&���.� ��9� G��� ��� ��� ��6�9।  

K� \\!� $� ���I6�� ���' Y��� ���&���.� !K������� 7W��= (V $ ��� .����� ��� 
.�6�9। !K������� ��] `��D��#�� > �:¦K��� ���9 O’�' 7���� $�6K�6 ���-.�������� V 
hw��D��� !K�������6 .6। �*6 �J/ �'@�� ��6 7W�= > ��§� 7W�= M���6। ���� !$��� 
K�������� ���-!�� *��@ n���� >�� !K���� ���.� 7W�= ��� ��� ����> ��9� ���-`�D 
�.� .6।  

������� ��� .�E������� ��� .�E������� ��� .�E������� ��� .�E    

���*� �.� Y�� !#�� ������ ��K > $����-/-/������ ��� > .����� `��D� ����.� 
�������� ��� ���� ��$ �D��� .��� kT .�6�9। �� ���D ���&�CU$ ��'���h�'�, '���, 
��/�K�9�, 7��k�, ������, ������6� 5*:�� H�� (V $ ������� ��� ��� .�D� ����9 । 

    

��������/ 7��� ��������������/ 7��� ��������������/ 7��� ��������������/ 7��� ������    

- !�$� ����� 
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���� 
��� '���*�� ‘>6�¨@ / ���’ ��� ��p��.� �� $�56 G�_�� �£�� 
��������� ���&����� �� ����= !�6� .�6�9। ���&�CU$ !�� !�$� ����� !'���*� �����'@����� 
��] �� ��J������ ����9-‘��������� ���' !���> $���� #��� ��@S �/ ��Y�� M��� �������� 
!#�� ������ ��� ��� ��� #���।’  

7������6 !n��5�p $�� ����� K� () �9� ��� ��� ������ ���.��� �9��। ��� 
����9, ‘��� ���.� !.���©�� ��� *��� G��� �D�.�� ��� 7����� !������ ����� !*�] 
���� M�/�9।‘  

!�$� ����� ����9, ‘��� ���.� ��]��� !��6��� ��� G�#D G�D�M�� M����E ��� ����� 
�����.�� ���9।’  

!�$� ����� 7��� ����9, ‘�.� ���:��� ���� 7���। !���6 ���D > ���.��D� $D 7��� 
K��@�। 7��� !�� ��/ �.������6= �9��� �। ��� ���.�� G�D�M���� ���� !>6�� $D/ 7��� 
�.���� 7<6 ��6�9।’  

��� ����9, ‘��g��h������ 7��� .�D� ���। ��������� 7��� W�;� ����� Ko ���� 
!�� �। 7��� D��6� $D ��Y�� ���9।  

��$� ������ ����@ 5ª ��� .�� ��� ��� !�, ‘GD�D �e �������� *��KD �� .�6�9 7�� 
��$� !M���/ �� !����9। ��$� �#� �MS� ���� G����� �� 7� 7��� !/। ��������/ 7��� 
������।‘ 

-$6 �����, \/ $���/ (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

����d�����d�����d�����d�    �.� G�����.� G�����.� G�����.� G����, , , , �e H�� !K���� �;�/�e H�� !K���� �;�/�e H�� !K���� �;�/�e H�� !K���� �;�/    

s���, \�� $���/ (�6'��)-������ �����S� ���9 ���������� ����d� �.�� ��C�@ $��� ��� .�6�9। 
���� !���� ���¢���=� �« !��� ��6। ���� 7K� ������� ���9 �/ ��� $�� !K�9।  

��OD� �����. !�j ��;�6 !���� C�� ����d� �.�� ��fM �� ��� ��OD� �����. �� ��6�9।  

���&�CU$ ~ ��OD� !�j�� ��;�6 ���6�9 ��� H��6 !����� ���=�।  

!������ !51 /6��.6� �� !���� *�N= ���E��, �� ����d�6 ��6���� ���¢��=�� �« !��� 
!K�9। a�' 5M� ���¢���=� ��« M�b��D� �:�I .6।  

���� �{� �����6 ~ ���¢��= .�6�9 ��� 5���। K� ����> ����� !���� ���¢���=� �« 
.�6�9।     

!K���� G�*�� !$�����!K���� G�*�� !$�����!K���� G�*�� !$�����!K���� G�*�� !$�����    

���$�K� !#�� ��, �', 7/-� ���� 5���, ���������� ��� �=�]� ���&�CU�$� !K���� 
G�*�� !$����� .>6�6 �e ���� ����P�� `�D �.� .�6�9।  

����� �����6 \)!� $� ���&�CU$ '.����� ���� `�D�� G���@�*��� 7W�= ���। 
��6��� 7�K ����� ������ ���' ����S h�f�' 7W�= ��� ���&�CU$ ��$ ��� `�D�� ��� 
��� ��6�$�� 7.� ���।  
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��� `�D��� ��] �.����K�� !K������ ������ ��K > $����-/-/����� ���� ��#@���� 
��;�-h� L����6 ���6�9। �'����� �A�-���� �����S �/ h'� h�'। �M����� ������ ���' 
Y�� !#�� ���&�CU$ ������ ���K� ��$ ���D�� ��� ��6 !K�9।  

���&�CU$ \V!� $� ������ ���' ���'� ����� 7� ���K�6 !�। `�D��� ��$ �.���K� 
�.� .6।  

o����K�f>� �A�-���� �����6 ��� !��h�f�'� >�� ���&�CU$ \)!� $� 7W�= M���।  

<�.�� !K���� ������<�.�� !K���� ������<�.�� !K���� ������<�.�� !K���� ������    

$��;� ���9 ���' M� ������ !K������� c��� 7W�S .6। `�D��� a $ �.���K� �.� .�6�9। 
<�.��� �A�-�F��@ !�� �� �����6 ���&�CU$ ���' �;� I ��� !�।  

����d�6 ��� `�D�� !����/�� ��9����9 Y�� !#�� !������ ��� !��� ���D ���9। 
!K������� G���@� 7W�= �;���� $D �/ �D�H� ��� .�6�9।  

��6��� �F��@ ����d� ���9 ���' ������ 5.��-h�f�' 7W�= ��� ���&�CU$ V $ ��� 
`�D�� ��� ���। 7���;�� ���9 G���@�*��� ��� !����� 7W�= ���6 ��6�$ ��� `�D 
.��.� .6।  

.��$K��� ����� ����@�� �������� ������-h�f�' 7W�= ���6 ��6�$ .��.� .6।  

-��K�S�, 2 $���/, (�-( 

*   *   *   * 

���&�CU�$� ���� �e ����� �C�� 7��9���&�CU�$� ���� �e ����� �C�� 7��9���&�CU�$� ���� �e ����� �C�� 7��9���&�CU�$� ���� �e ����� �C�� 7��9    

����, 2�� $���/-���&�CU�$� �e 5���J� �N@� ��� !K�9। ��] ��] ���������� ���*� �=�]� 
kT .�6�9 ������.�� >�� 5M� 7W�=। ���-`�D�� �� 7��J�� �# ��f$�� .�E। ���*� 
�=�]� �� ���&�CU�$�/ 7����D ����$ ���9। 5������ ���� �� ���&�CU$ ��C�D G$@ 
���9।  

*����6 ����S !#�� \� �������'�� ��@S ������ ���-`�D��� �����;� ���6 ���������� 
�A� 5��S� �e ����� �� ���&�CU�$� ���� ����9।  

7>6��� ���K� $%� ������ 7$ ��� !�, <�.� > �6����. �����6 ������ 7W��= 
�£�� 233 $ ���-`�D �.� .�6�9।  

5�6 M���� ��� `�D �T�� 7.� G�H�6 <�.� G������ .�������� *��@ .�6�9। ~ 
.��������'�� �� ������ .�������� |��S��� ��� .�6�9।  

�6����. !$��� '�]�/� ������ ��J�= ���&�CU$ s��� ��;�9। M���' #��� ����� �� 
����� ���� ��� !K�9। ��6� �C� 7W�= M����6> ��� `�D�� !��� !#�� ���&�CU$�� .'��� 
�����।  

���������� �A� �=�]� 5���� ���&�CU$ ��C�D G$@ ���9। 7���-!�h��6 �����S� 
������ ���� ��� ����S h�f�' �� ���&�CU�$� ���� ����9।  
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����@��� ������ 7W��= ��� `�D�� �� *�6 ��� ����। ����� ����� !/ �����> 
M��।  

���&�CU�$� 7W��= �e ��� `�D ������&�CU�$� 7W��= �e ��� `�D ������&�CU�$� 7W��= �e ��� `�D ������&�CU�$� 7W��= �e ��� `�D ���    

(�$
 5�����) 

��6K�, 2�� $���/-K���� ���� ���$����� ���9 ���&�CU$ ������ ��� ���.�� h�f�' 7W�= 
���� ��$ ��� `�D �.� .6। ���� 5M�� G����. ��6��' !���K� 7'� ���।  

K� �:.¬����� ���� ���&�CU$ ���$���� !�����N@= ���। ~�� ���� �'@�� > ����K� ��6 
���&�CU$ ��;� 7W�= ���।  

��6�� ��$��� ��6�� ��$��� ��6�� ��$��� ��6�� ��$��� ) ) ) ) $ ������ ���$ ������ ���$ ������ ���$ ������ ���    

7K���� !#�� /� � 7/-�� ���� ��� .�6�91 K� �p��. ��6�� ��$��� ���&�CU$ ��� 
���.�� >�� .���� M����6 7'$ �������� ��� ��� ��� ���¢��= h�'�6 ��/-$��� �;�� 
O�' �;� -!��� �� ���। �����S� >��� !#�� ��>6� ���� ��#� $�� !K�9।  

�#D��*® �.� !#�� ��� .�6�9, ���&������� K� \)!� $� �pH� !#�� O�' ���-���.�� 
>�� 7W�= M����6 �e ���-!���� ��� ���। ~ �.� !#�� 7��� ��� .�6�9 !�, ���-$]���.� 
/�����D ��� > ��¯ 5��_�� ������F�� ��$ �� ���� $D ��¯ ����A� ���.� Ko ���9।  

-��K�S�, ao� $���/, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  *  * 

���������� ���*� ����������� ���*� ����������� ���*� ����������� ���*� ���������    !K���� ������ �:��!K���� ������ �:��!K���� ������ �:��!K���� ������ �:��    

(����N 5����� !5���) 

6���d�, -/ $���/-�*@����KD �F�� 5�p ������ $�� �K�6�9 !�, K� �p��. �������� 
���&���.� ���������� ��P:� Gb�� ����� !K���� ������ �:�� ����9।  

!K���� 7W��=� ��'� �J=�6 `���ID �/ !�, ���&���.� ���� > �� /�b �'@�� �D�.�� 
���9।  

���&�CU�$� !K���� 7W��=� ��'� ��C� .�1 ����P�� `�D�� �[P > ��.�� .�6 �;�9, 
���� W��1 ����� ��P$ .�6 �;�9। G��D J6J��� ���'� ����� >�� ���6 �� ���E �।  

$�� �K�6�9 !�, �F�@ ���$����� �fM�K�;� ) ��/� �A�� G������� ����S !MU���' K� ao� 
$���/ !#�� ���&�CU�$� G������ 7�9।  

���& ���.� �����-�� �A�� `�6���� > �M��.��'� ���D !�� !��K����K �D�H� ����@P ��� 
���6�9।  

�6;� Gb�� ���&���.� ��� `�D��� ��� ���� > �'@�� ��6 7W�= ���।  

K� 2�� > ao� $���/ ���&�CU$ o����K�f>’� (a ��/� �A�-����� ��� ���.�� ���.; !MU���'� 
��� ���� > �'@�� ��6 ��f���6 ��;।  
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$�� �K�6�9 !�, ���-���.� ���$��� > ����� ��� ���&�CU$ G���:� 7�° �:�I���� ���*� 
`�D�� ��o��E। ���� ���' �� *FT]������ V ��/� ��J�= ��o��� .6।  

s���, M�Y��, ����d� > GD�D �T��F=@ Gb�� !K������ ����N*��� ���� .�6 ��o�9।  

������; !#�� 7����� �$
 ��������� $���E !�, K� ������ ���&�CU$ ���$��� !$��� 
!��6�Y��� ���-`�D��� >�� 7��z� 7W�= M����6 V $ �������� ��� ����9। ��� 
��$�� �T�� 7.� G�H�6 �{� ����9। ��C�� !������� Gb��� G��������� ����� �:�� 
!��6�9 ��� ��� ��>6� �K�6�9। 7� ���' ������ $�� �K�6�9 !�, �������� ���&�CU$ ������ 
���� ��;� !$��� !h�;�h��' ���-!�����.�� ���' G��K�� ��;�6 !�, C�� ��� ���.�� ����� 
����� !K���-��T� �� .�6 ��6।  

s���s���s���s���----����6����. �����K !��� ��6����. �����K !��� ��6����. �����K !��� ��6����. �����K !��� ��P P P P     

6���d�, -/ $���/-������’� ������ 5���, ���&�CU$ !K������ s���-�6����. �����K 
�J����� ���' !��� ��;�6 ���6�9।  

������’� 5����� ��� !�, ������.� 
���� ����9 !�, ��hN@ �� ���' H�� ��h�'� .�6�9, 
!���� ���i�.��� GSh@������ ����@ ��p 7�9।  

- ��K�S�, ) $���/, (�-( 

*   *   *   * 

���&�CU$ ��� !����.� !n�. !������ ��;�6 ���6�9���&�CU$ ��� !����.� !n�. !������ ��;�6 ���6�9���&�CU$ ��� !����.� !n�. !������ ��;�6 ���6�9���&�CU$ ��� !����.� !n�. !������ ��;�6 ���6�9    

(�$
 ���������) 

��.�'�, �/ $���/-�������� G�� ��� !#�� �*@����KD 5�p ���� 5���, K� ������ 
���&�CU$ ������.�' ��� ��� `�D��.� !n ���� ���' !������ ��;�6 ���6�9।  

����� ���&�CU�$� !K���� > ������ ���.�� !�������� ���� $D ���P�� `�D��> !K���� 
���5��� G��+ ����9। K� ��6���� ���� ���&&�CU�$� !K������� ��� ����� �D#@ 56��> 
����9। ��  �����> !��� s��� �.��/ ��� !�����.��� !Y�R ���6 7W�= ��� .�6�9।  

����� 5���, ���&�CU�$� !K������ ������.�' ��'Y�� !���� ������.�' !y� !#�� �� 
��/� �F�� !�����$��� ���' !�� !���� >�� �R���/' !����9�। ���' `�D��.� !n ����� >�� 
���6 ������.�' !#�� .�������� ���� GY�� .>6�� ��6 �R���/'��� !C�' ��6 ��� !����' > 
!n�' ��; ��6।  

���' ��K ��M�=@���' ��K ��M�=@���' ��K ��M�=@���' ��K ��M�=@    

�:¦K�, � $���/-K� -/ $���/ ���I6�6 $K�� !��>�6 !y��� ���' ���&�CU�$� .��� 
!��f�� ��/�� >�� ���6 ���' ����P�� !n M��� ��6 !n�� ���' ��K� MF=@-��MF=@ .�6 !K�9 ��� 
��6� �D�& 7.� .�6�9।  

���� 5�p ������ 5���, ���� !#�� !K�6��{ ��>6�� ��# � h'� h�'। !n� ����P�� `�D 
> G������ !��� �9�।  
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~�� ��������6 ���&�CU$ ����-���I6� !���� 7��R�]�� ���' ���' �T��F=@ !����� 
��;�6 ���6�9। 

����TTTT=��� !$�� ��� ��$����=��� !$�� ��� ��$����=��� !$�� ��� ��$����=��� !$�� ��� ��$����    

���.��� *��@ ��� .�6�9���.��� *��@ ��� .�6�9���.��� *��@ ��� .�6�9���.��� *��@ ��� .�6�9    

��������� ��� `�D�� ���' 7�� ������ ���.� Ko ���9। ��� �� ��$���� ���.�। ��� 
��]��� �T=��� !$�� ��� s��� .�E। ���I6� !$��� $%� 7>6��� ��K !�� $���E !�, 
��5�6��K ���� ���� h� !#�� �������� !'� ��� ��� 9����� ��6 ��>6� .�� ��� ����P���� 
�����E। �� C�� ����A�� 7��6 �e �T-�T=� *����6 �����S� ���� �����6 7��9।  

-��,�',7/ 

�e ��� `�D �.��e ��� `�D �.��e ��� `�D �.��e ��� `�D �.�    

7K���� !#�� �� �' 7/ $���E, ���&�CU�$� !K���� ���.�� ������ �£�� ���� 
��������� �:�� !��6�9। s��� �� ��$�� �����6 K� �/ $���/ '.����� ��� ���.�� ��� .�� 
!���� ��J� ���� �e ��� `�D .��.� .6। �����S� >�� !#�� ��>6� ������ $�� !K�9, �/ 
7W��= ��$ G�C����. ���$ ��� `�D �.� .�6�9।  

GD �� ������ $�� !K�9, K� -/ $���/ ���&�CU$ <�.��� !���6���;� M�-��K�� ��� 
`�D������ .�� ���6 (� $ ��� `�D�� ��� ���। �/ (� $ ���� ~ �=�]� !��' 2� $ 
������ ��� .�6�9। K���� ��� 7$ ����K� �����S> !��' � $ �������� ���&�CU$ 
!K������ .�D� ����9। K� V/ $���/ ������ > ����d�� ���D !'���C� ��/ !������� ���6 
!K���� ���.�� G���@� 7W��= ��fM$ ��� `�D �.� .6। ���&�CU$/ ~ !'���C� ��/ ���� 
��� !�6।  

K� ao� $���/ ����� ��$��� ���&�CU�$� �'@��� 7W��= �3 $ ��� `�D �.� .�6�9 ��� 
5�6 ����� `�D 7.� .�6�9।  

~ �� ����d� !$��� !���'g��� ���9 ���&�CU�$� 7W��= �e ��� `�D .��.� .�6�9। 
���&�CU�$� ��9 !#�� ��� `�D�� !���'g� ��� ���� !MI� ���9। ��  !���'g� ���� �*@�� 
���&������ ����/ 7�9।  

�:¦K��� �� ������ ��� .�6�9, ���&�CU$ 7��R�]� !y��� ���9 ���' �T��F=@ !������ 
�� ��� !�>6��� ±g���-��@� > ���I6�-��@� ����6 !n M��M� �D�H� ���E� .�6 !K�9।  

- ��K�S�, (3 $���/, (�-( 

 

*   *   *   * 

    

���*� �=�]� �����*� �=�]� �����*� �=�]� �����*� �=�]� ���&�&�&�&�CU�$� ����� ��C�D�CU�$� ����� ��C�D�CU�$� ����� ��C�D�CU�$� ����� ��C�D    

(�$
 ���@� �������) 

K� �� �J����� ���D ���������� ���J�CU$ ������� ��� ���.�� ��� 7W��=� ��B�� > 
�D����� �����*��� �:�� ���6��9 ��� ���*� �=�]� ��d����KD ��C�D G$@ ���6��9। 
��@��J�K= /.��� ‘�N@� G�*����’ �FM� ���6� �� ������9।  
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��� ����� !���� !��j� ���� 5���, M�Y���� �e Y���b�� �� ���&�CU�$� ���� ��� 
�/�� ������ K:.���N@ 
��� ������ ����� !��*� ��/���9।  

G�� �� �F�� 5�p ���� $�� ��6 !�, O/ ���D��� 5M� �;�/�6� �� )/ $���/ ���&�CU$ 
���$��� �$��� o����K�f> �.���� �.��' ��� ���। ��d����KD !�, o����K�f> �.���� ���' 
�����y 5*���� ����� ��� ������ �;�/�6 7>6��� ��K > D�� ��@���� ��.� �����y 
��@��:{> ��W6 G�� Y.= ���।  

7����� ��������� $��/���9, s��� �$��� ���6=K� �.����� ��P�=@ Y���b�� ���&�CU$ 
K� ��9���� �e���D� ��� .����� !�� ��� ��� ��� G�� �T��F=@ !�� > �;� !��� �� 
���। �/ ���&�CU$ /��'�' ������� ��$ ���D�� ������ ��K�²� !�/���� .�D� ���। �/ 
������ ��Y��� D���� 7>6��� ���'@ > �:N� ������ ��@��� !�:� !�।  

�� �� ��’� ���� 
���� ��� .�6�9 !�, ��£������� ���&�CU�$� ������ ���?����KD 
������= �:�� ��/6��9 ��� s��� G�F�� ���&�CU�$� ��.� ��� ���.�� �e ��hN@ h�'।  

!��� s��� �.�� ���&�CU$ ��:@� G�*$�� �� ����@' �����6 !���� ���¢��= h'� ./�� 
������ ��:@�J K� !������ ./�� ����6 ���D� 7/�� �;���; �:�� ��� ���6� �������� 
������ �F�� $�� �K6��9। ��d����KD !�, /���F��@> ���&�CU$ s���� !���� !�j, ��OD� �����. 
!��j > /x�� ��x�x�� !.��'�� ��� K*=@� *� > !��W'����6�'� ����� !���� ���¢��= ���।  

7������� �� ���� ��� .6, ���&���.� 5M� 7W�= M���/6� �6����. > '�]�/� �$��� 
���' #���� ��& ���।  

/.� 9�;�> ���*� �=�] ./�� 5�p ���� 5���, ����', ����d�, !C�, ���I6�, �6����. 5*:�� 
�=�]� ���&���.�� ������ ��d����KD |�� �:�� ��/6��9 ��� ��@� /6��.6� ���� ���D���.� 
�P����� ./���9। ��������D� ��� !�� ���&�CU�$� .��� �.� ./6��9। ������ > �'�6������ 
$���#> ����CU$�� G���@� 7W��=� ����� ./�� ./6��9।  

G������ ��� !CU$ �.� > Y���b��� ��� ����N� ��� .���� > G�������K G�D�.� 
����6��9 ��� GK�=� ����-��k�� .�D� ���6��9। s��� �C����� �:�'� ���@���x��� ���� !�� 
��� �C��6� �K6� �S�D ��� !�, ��������� K=.�D� ��> M�����9।  

���������&�CU�$� ��C�D�&�CU�$� ��C�D�&�CU�$� ��C�D�&�CU�$� ��C�D    

K� ���� �� ����� �;�/�6� C��C� ��@����M� ����� !��� ��6 ���������� ���&�CU�$� 
��C�D !���'/ ����D 6। ���$�-/6��.6� 7���M� M���� #������� /6��.6� !�/��� ���6� \� !� 
��M@ ����� G����� ���������� $K�=� ��� �� ��.�� ���D���.� !���/6� !�6 ��> $K�=� 
���C �/|� ���' ��� > ��@��� �;�/�6� ��P� 5³A�� �9� � �����/ M��। G¯ ���6� ���D 
!�]� !��$��x, /��7�, ����� 5*:�� G�-.��� 5�������� $D T��6� ��f;�6। ��� ����@ 
��´�$D������� 7���� G���� ������ /6��.6� O�D���.�� ��.� �������� ��$6 ��* �9� Oµ�। 
5#����� !�]� !��$��x > /��7��� ���*� G���� ��¬��� ���D !��K����K ��+� ��� ������� 
��¶6 ����� �D�H� �9� �। �O��� G���, !K���-��T�, ����. 5*:��� G*�� � �9�/। ��  
��.� ��¥> ���&�CU$ G����6 ������ ��.� �;�/ ���6� �e �l `�D .��.� ���। ���������� 
��@� /6��.6��  
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���D `�D�� ���&�CU$ > $K�=� ��' ./�� ����� ����� .6 ��� ���*� �$�� > ��P�=@ 
Y���b� ��h@�� ��@S ��& �9�।  

��P� G�*®��� 7����� ���&�CU$ ·� ��� !�U�� �����@ ���6� !K���� ����� ���� 
G��+ ���। /.�� C�� ��@� /6��.6�� !CU$ ��$.�� ./���9। ������� !�����.�� \3/\� 
.�$�� `�D > ��6��� G�C��� �.� ./6��9। 7.��� ���D� 7�> !���। `�D��� ����� *��]6� 
��;���9 ��� �.�� ��� G��J� ��'����$/ G��� ����.� ./6� ��o6��9। /6��.6�� `�D���.� 
���6 ���6 Y���b�� �K6� ���. Y��������� ��� G�D�M��-����; M���/��> �.��� �����=*��� 
�;�; �.� ��$���� h�f�'�����/ 7��। ��/ �� ��/���9, ���&�CU�$� ���D�, !n���6� 
�����K������ > �J��> ��/ �:�� ��/���9 ��� /6��.6� ���� *�;��'6� ���.� !���5��� 
���&�������� .��� �P����� ./���9।  

-���&���, (( $���/, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

�=�]= !#�� ����9 

��g��h��� /6��.6�� ���D !����� ���# ���&�CU�$� !� �� ��� .6 ���= ��� ���Jp ����= 
!�6� !K�-  

M��� 

��K� \\ !� !� �3 $ ��@� .����� !�� ����.��� #��� ��?� Y��� ���. $������=� 
h���;� ���;�6 !�6। !C��� ��# (3 $ ���&�CU$ !K���� �����6 ����� M��� Y��� 7W�= 
M���6। a3 ��1 H�6� ���� \� $ ��¸%�D �.� ��� �e���D� 7.� .6। ��¸���� ����� \ $ 
Y������ �.� .6। ����� J6J�� 
���� ��� ��@� !���� ����.���� ���� �����6 ��6।  

�/������ 

K� 2�� $� �/������� ��������� ����� ����� ��� ���&���.�� ���D �� �-��� .6। 
���&���.� ������ ���# ��� ��� - $ ����� ����� !YC��� ���।  

�d� 

(\/ $� ��?�Y��� ��@� ����� ���.�� ��� ���&���.� 5M- 7h�� .�� ��� ����J �) 
$ �l ��� ���। ����h@ � hw� ����� �� �������� ��9� .�'। ���&�CU$ a�' �l�����. �e 
G��� ��� !K�����T� ���� ���।  

�����'6� 

K� (V/ $� ���� (3'� (���1 ����/� #��� �����'6� Y��� ���&���.� ��� �#���#� 
����P�� !��� ���# ������� ��� ��h�'� .6। �/ ���� (� $ ������ �.� > V3 $ 7.� 
.6।  

��K� () $� ���&���.� ��� .����� `�D��� ���D ����6 ��� ����। �/ ���� (a $ .����� 
`�D �.� .6। ���&���.� \�' M��K�, ���' !���K� > (�' �� �� �$ �. �e G��� ���� 
���।  
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*�����*�����*�����*�����    

��K� \ !� $� �6����. !$��� *����� #�� *�>6�������$� h��' 7����� ���&���.�� V� 
�?D�'� ��� .�������� ���# ���� �'� !#�� a\ hw��D��� ����� �;�/ .6। �/ �;�/�6 (\� $ 
.����� !�� ��� .6 ��� -� $ 7.� .6।  

K� \ !� $� *����� �l h�f�'� ��� ���&���.� !Y�R M�$@ ���। C�� (- $ �l �.� > 
��6�$ �T�� 7.� .6।  

-�=�], (2 $���/, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  *  * 

���� !��� ��Q�&�CU$���� !��� ��Q�&�CU$���� !��� ��Q�&�CU$���� !��� ��Q�&�CU$    

>6��K� (��$��.�), (3 $���/ : - 

�£�� ��$��.� >6��K� �.����� ����.�� ��� H�� ��� !��� ��$ ���&�CU$ �:����� 
���M6 ���6�9। (V !#�� () �9��� �� ���� (�� 5���� G�E��) �F=@ !�U�� �� ������ !�� 
���= ��� ��#�6 �� ���; ���� ��� ��6 ����.���� ��P� ��� ���E�। �� ��6 $��K�;� ��6 
�/V $ ��� !CU$ !���� 7��। ��� !CU$ !��� !��6�' *6 !��6�9 ��� *�� !����6 !� ���o� 
���� 9�'�� #���। !��*� $]��� ����� !��* �+�= ���� � !��� K�;� #����6 !��6�'� !�9� 9�'�� 
#���। !��6�' ��9��F� �K�6 7��� ���� k�; ��; ��� ���� ���; !#�� .D�� !Y�R 9�;�� #���। 
G���@� 7W��= �& !��*� $]��� G¢�' 7�@��� 5�= .���6। 9¹���� ����� $]���� K�;� ��� 
G��� .PK� ����9।  

(�$
 ���������) 

!��.!��.!��.!��.���� ��&���� ��&���� ��&���� ��&    

!��.���� (���I6�), (( $���/: - 

G�D ���&���.� > ��� !��� ���D 5M� �;�/�6� �� ���&���.� !��.���� �.���� .�� ��� 
!����� h�f�' ��F=@ �� ��� ���6 �.��' ��� ��� ��6�9।  

7>6��� ��K �*���� �D�R�*���' $�� �6��d�. ��, �, � 7����� 5������� $���6�9 
!�, ���&���.� ���' n�¤��'�� > �� n�� M�� G��� .PK� ����9 ��� ����:� *��� G��� 
��.���D ���6�� `�D��� ���;�6 ��6 ���E। � ��@S ���� V3 $ ��� !���� �.� > 
�������� 7.� ����9।  

(��, ��, 7/) 

-
��� �����, (\ $���/, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

M�Y���. ��M�Y���. ��M�Y���. ��M�Y���. ��P�P�P�P�=@ ����� �� ���&���.�� �6[�==@ ����� �� ���&���.�� �6[�==@ ����� �� ���&���.�� �6[�==@ ����� �� ���&���.�� �6[�=    

[� ���� (���@� ����� ��$��.� !����) ��������] 

$���K� (��$��.�) (\ / $���/: -  

���������� ��P�=@ ����� �� ���&���.�� �6[�= ��6�9। !�����:��� !���6 ������5�= ��� 
���&�������� G��� ��.������F=@ ������� ���� �'��� � !��� ���*� �����6 ��� !CU$ ��9�  
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.'�� ���D .�6�9। M�Y���� ��;��� ��;��� K:.���N@ 
��� ���������� ����� !��*� ���E। 
��P M�Y�� > ���@�D M�Y�� !$��� 7��M ����M ��� !CU$ > ���&�������� ���D ����� ��hN@ 
.�E।  

��@� ��� �k�� ��� .�E। 
�1¢F�@*��� $�� ���&���.�� ��$6 G������ !$� ���������� 
����� K:�. K:�. ��A�� ����9। ����d� �.��� !�jH�� G��H� '�� .� ���N@> ���������� 
����� !��*� ���E ��� $�� !K�9। ����d� �� ���¢���=� �.�। 5�6 5�� ��e��@ !���� ���' 
���¢���=� �« !��� ���E।  

�� �� /6��.6� ���� !���� *�N�=� ��6 ����d� ���� �{��� ��� !#�� O�' ���¢���=� 
�« !*�� 7��। $�� !K�9 ����Y�*��� ����d� !$�� ��� !CU�$� �6[�=� ��/�� M�� !K�9। ��/�� 
!#�� 5M�� `�D ���S 7���� ���> ���� ���&���.�� ���K �f�' �o�� ����9 �। ����.�� !K���� 
������� ���� ��� !CU�$� �� 5������ �FD. !*�] ��;�9।  

K� �� �p��.� �� �� ���� ��� !CU$ ����.��� O/ ������ 5�= ��/�6�9। ����.��� ���*� 
����� !#�� ��� !CU$ .�' !K�9 ��� $�� !K�9। '��K�/� > �6����. ���� ���&���.�� 
�6[�= ��6�9। ��9�;� !C� �.����, ���$��� !$��� G�����, �����'� ����S��@� �����6 
���&���.�� G����� ��5���_� ��6�9।  

-
��� �����, (\ $���/, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

���&�CU�$� ���������&�CU�$� ���������&�CU�$� ���������&�CU�$� ������    

23!� $� !#�� ����� �A����/ ��� h�f�'���� >�� W��K� 7W��= > '.���� !������ 
>�� �p G�*�� M���6 GS () $ ����CU$ �.� .�6�9 ��� $�� !K�9।  

<�.� ��� ��C�D<�.� ��� ��C�D<�.� ��� ��C�D<�.� ��� ��C�D    

���&�CU$ ����J - $ ����P�� `�D�� ��� ����9 <�.� !$��� $���K� #�� �����6। 
~ !$���/ $6�S6���� Gb�� 7��z� 7W��= ��$ ��� !CU$ �.� .�6�9।  

������ ���&�CU�$� G�*�������� ���&�CU�$� G�*�������� ���&�CU�$� G�*�������� ���&�CU�$� G�*��    

����� !$��� ���&�CU$ �M��.��'� ���' ���' ������ h�f�'� >�� 7W�= M��� ��� GS�1 
O/$ ����CU$�� �.� > G���� 7.� ���। ��/ !$��� o����K�f>-� ���' !��� ��;�6 
!�>6� .�6�9।  

���$���, ������� > #��K� �����6 ��� !�����.�� >�� !K�� 7W�= M���� �D����� 
!K������ ����N ���� .�6 ��o�9।  

��$��.� > ���$���� ��������$��.� > ���$���� ��������$��.� > ���$���� ��������$��.� > ���$���� ������    

!K���� ���.� 23!� $� ���� ��$��.�� ���' ��OD� ����� !��j 7W�= M���। �/ 
7W��=� ��OD� !�j�' GM� .�6 ��;�9।  

>���� K���� ���$��� !$��6 ���&�CU$ ���' ��� '.���� ���.�� >�� !K�� 7W�= 
M����6 96$ �� !���� ��� ���। ���� ��� `��D�� ���� ��]� ��������� Y���� ������ 
���� O/�' Y�� ���;�6 !�6।  
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<��]��� ��' ����CU$ .��.�<��]��� ��' ����CU$ .��.�<��]��� ��' ����CU$ .��.�<��]��� ��' ����CU$ .��.�    

�F�@ �=�]� ���&�CU$ 23 !� $� <��]��� ��' ��� ������ h�f�'�� ����N@= ��� ��� !�� 
��$ ����CU$����CU$����CU$����CU$!� .��.� ���।  

M�Y�� !$��� ������- �������> ���&�CU$ ���S ��W6।  

����d� �����d� �����d� �����d� �=�]�=�]�=�]�=�]�    

(�� $���/ �����?� !$��� 7��$�K�� ���' �������� !K��{�$ ���.� 7W�S .6। 
5������ ��� !��6 ��� `�D�� (� $ !������� �K����� �.� ���।  

��J=��J=��J=��J=----�F�@ ��� �F�@ ��� �F�@ ��� �F�@ ��� -3 -3 -3 -3 $ ����� �.�$ ����� �.�$ ����� �.�$ ����� �.�    

7K����1 ��&�CU$ ������ ��C��D� ��] G�*�� M����6 2�� $���/ ��J=-�F�@ �=�]� -3 
$�� G��� ��� `�D�� �.� ����9।  

���.�K�� 5�p ������ $�� ��6 !�, �& ����� ���� Gb�� �� 5M- ��Y��� ���&�CU$ ���-
-◌�� .��� ��� .�6�9 5�6 �3 $ �� !��।  

~ �� ��� `�D�� �� ��]����� !��>�6 !����' !����� ���9�, !�/ ��e��@ ���&�CU$ 
������ *6��. 7W�= M��� ��� ) $ ��� !CU�$� 5�=�� ���। �����?� ���� !h�����;���> 
���&�CU�$� !K�� 7W��= GS�1 M��$ �� !�� ��� .�6�9।  

���J���6 ��&�CU�$� ���������J���6 ��&�CU�$� ���������J���6 ��&�CU�$� ���������J���6 ��&�CU�$� ������    

���J���6 ���&���.�� 7W��= V33 �l��� �.� .�6�9। �9�;� !��' \V�' 7W��= ���� 
233 $ ��� `�D�� ��� ���। !*����, ��T��6�, ��.������, ������� > ���R�]�6 7W�= 
M����� .6। �9�;� ���J���� ���*� Gb�� ������ ��K > $����� /������ ��� > .����� 
`�D��� ����.� �������� ��� ���� ��$ �D��.��� kT .�6�9। �� ���D ���&�CU$ 
��'���h�'�, ����, ��/�K�9�, 7��k�, ������, ������6� 5*:�� H�� (V $ ������� ��� ��� 
.�D� ����9।  

-
���, (a $���/, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  *  * 

���������� �� Gb�� ��� `��D� M�� ����@6���������� �� Gb�� ��� `��D� M�� ����@6���������� �� Gb�� ��� `��D� M�� ����@6���������� �� Gb�� ��� `��D� M�� ����@6    

�*��=�*��=�*��=�*��=, , , , ����K�9� > GD G�� $�6����K�9� > GD G�� $�6����K�9� > GD G�� $�6����K�9� > GD G�� $�6K� ���&�CU�$� ���� K� ���&�CU�$� ���� K� ���&�CU�$� ���� K� ���&�CU�$� ����     

(�$
 5�����) 

���$�K�, (a $���/-���� ��§� ����� ����। ���&�CU$ �� ���������� �� Gb�� 
�������� !$�� ��� ���E। � ����� !M��' ��� `�D�� ����� Gb�� �*�� > ����K�9� !9�; 
M�� !K�9। �/ ����� �� ���& !����� �º�6। >���� ����� ���' C�f�;> ���&�CU$ ��� ��� 
��6�9। ������ ��� `�D��� G��� �� ���& !������� ����। !��.���� Gb��> ��� `�D��� 
M�� ����@6। ���� �V $ ����� ���� .�6�9। ����d�6 ��� ����� !� ��f����� ���.� �:�I 
����9� ���� �� 
����� ��Y��� !��K ���6�9। �/ �������> ���&�CU�$� ��C�D G����D।  
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7$ �� 7��z� 7W��= *���-�������� ������� ���� !$��� ���� C�f�;�' ���&�CU$ 
������ ��� ��� !6।  

���� ���&�CU�$� ��� �p� !#�� $�� K�9, ���&�CU$ ���� ��� ���.��� C�f�; !#�� ��� 
!��� ���D ���। ���� ��� ���.�� ����D& 5M�� G��� ���&�CU�$� ���� 7��।  

�V �V �V �V $ ��� !�� ���$ ��� !�� ���$ ��� !�� ���$ ��� !�� ���    

�:¦K� !#�� ��,�',7/ $���E, ���������� ��J=-����� ���I6� !$��� !��.����� �����6 
���&�CU�$� �e���� 7W��= GS� �V $ ��� `�D �.� .�6�9।  

7$ ���� �����S�� >��� !#�� ��>6� ������ $�� !K�9, K���� ��D�6 !��.���� 
���&�CU�$� !K���� ���.�� �D���*��� �'@�� > !���K��� 7W��= ��� ���.�� `�D�� �.� 
.6। !��.���� �.��� \3 ��/��� ���D ��.N��--, 5�K���, ��o��, !K�������, `��K�, /9�����, 
���������, !���� �����, ��@�, �D������ ���&�CU�$� !K������ ��� ���.�� ��� 7W�= M���6।  

����������������������������    

7K���� !#�� ��, �', 7/ $���E, ������ 7/ 5��� ���&�CU$�� ��� ���� $D 
���������� ��$����, ��$��.� > 7���-�/ �� ���� 7�� ������ ���.� `��� ����9�। ��  
�� �/ ���.����� ��� ���.�� ��J ������� .�6 ��f�;�6�9।  

��� ��:@�J ���� !��� > �T��F=@ H� ��.��� !���� $D ���& ��� ��� ���&�������� 
GSh@���F�� ���$ ���� ���� � ����� ����� ��� ��� .��, ���A ���$6�p ��� .�� > ����� 
��;�� !��6��� >�� G�D�M�� ��� .�� ��� ���@ ��� !�>6� .6।  

�����S� >�� !#�� ��>6� ���� $�� !K�9, �/ 7�� ������ ���.� G�� G��� ��6 
���&�CU$ > 
����� ��Y������ ��] !��K ���6�9।  

<�.� .�������� H� !/<�.� .�������� H� !/<�.� .�������� H� !/<�.� .�������� H� !/    

7K���� !#�� ��, �', 7/ $���E, <�.� ���*� .�������� $�6K� !/ ��� ��/ !��R@ 
'��]�6 !�>6� .�6�9। ��&�CU�$� .��� 7.� ��� `�D�� ���� ��6�9।  

7$ �����S� >�� !#�� ��>6� ������ $�� !K�9, ���h����*��� 7.� .�6 ��fM���� !��� 
G�C��� > `�D �M������ $D ~ .�������� ��6�9।  

!K���� ������ �:��!K���� ������ �:��!K���� ������ �:��!K���� ������ �:��    

���$�K� !#�� /�, �, 7/ $���E, ���&�CU�$� !K���� ������ ����6 �:�� !��6�9। 
!�����.� !¬��� !n ���� M��� � ���� ��� $D ��f�� ������� �A�� ����� �����6 !�� 
��/ ���� !C���9।  

���&�CU�$� !��f�� ��/ ���¢���= a $ ��� `�D �.� .�6�9। ����� �����6 #�� 7W�= 
��� ���&�CU$ !K������ V $ ��I���� ��� ��� ��� ����� G��� ��6 !6। !K������ 
��6��' !'���C� ��/ !��' !�6।  
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<�.� �����6 ���&������� O�' #�� 7W�= ��� ��$ > ���� ��� ��� ��� 5M�� G��� 
��� ���।  

����d� �����6 ���&������� !�����.�� ��� 7��z� 7W�= M���6। ����� !��f�� ��/� �/ 
�����6 ��9� ��� `�D �.� .6।  

�*�� ���&�CU�$� �����*�� ���&�CU�$� �����*�� ���&�CU�$� �����*�� ���&�CU�$� ����    

�:¦K� !#�� �$
 5����� $���E, ����� ����� !#�� ��>6� ���� $�� !K�9, 
���&������� �*�� > �$��K�9� ��� ��� ��6�9। ������ G�������� 7<�6� $D *���� M�� 
����9। G��D ���� G������/ ��� !����� .��� �.� .�6�9।  

����� !���� G����� ��6 ������.� !���6��6 ��;�9। ����� ���I6� !$��� ��6��' Y�� 
���&�CU$ G����� ��� ��6�9। ����� !���� �� 5��S !$�� ��hN@ M��9। ���&�CU�$� ��� �/ 
Gb�� GS�1 �’O�6� ������ ��W6 ��6�9। ���� !K����N@�=� c��� ������.��� !�� ��B� ��� 
�����9। ���&�CU$ !*;������ $���OD� !�j�' I ��� ���6�9, C�� �� 7������� ����� 
G����� ��6�9। 

-��K�S�, (� $���/,(3-(. 

*  *  *  *  *  * 

Mukti Fouj Spearheading Attacks in 

Heart of Dacca 

New Delhi, July 15- Mukti Fouj volunteers have now started attacking West 

Pakistan troops in broad daylight even in cities like Dacca and Sylhet, say agencies.  

According to a delayed report from Bangladesh, freedom fighters firing from a 

running jeep recently killed a sentry and injured another at the gate of the residence of 

the Governor, Lt. Gen Tikka Khan in Dacca.  

Four Pakistani troops were killed in an exchange of fire with the Bangladesh 

Liberation Forces in kamdevpore on the eastern bank of Bhirab River last night. 

According to reports the encounter continued for three hours.  

According to another report the Pakistani Army also attacked the Mukti Fouj at 

Mahishkundi and Pragpur and at Shahinagar early this morning Unable to meet the 
heavy gun fire of the Liberation forces. They later retreated.  

Pakistani troops fired on groups of evacuees crossing in to India from Kushti 

district in the past two days killing some and injuring at least 18.  

Our Cooch Behar Correspondents adds: Mukti Fouj in Rangpur district raided the 

Pak Army camp at Kaunia where they were guarding the Teesta rail bridge. Six Pak 

Armymen were killed in this raid. At Hatibandha about 60 Muslim Leaguers armed 

with guns forcibly harvested aus paddy from the fields of local people when Mukti 

Fouj attacked them with light machine-guns. Here Mukti Fouj killed seven Muslim 

Leaguers, seized their guns and recovered the harvested paddy from the miscreants.  
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Agencies further add: An Indian national, Panchanan Mondal (50) was kidnapped 

by Pakistani troops after introducing in to the border village Teinupr in Karimpur 

police station area on Tuesday, according to a report.  

Meanwhile Indian border guards captured six suspected Pakistani spies near the 

border village Gede.  

Mr. Mohammad Salam Chowdhury, a prominent Awami League leader of 

Takhurgaon Sub-division in Bangladesh, was recently shot dead by the Pakistani 
Army.  

The reports said some Jamat-e-Islami and Muslim League leaders, who protested 

against the brutal murder, was also not spared, the Pakistani soldiers lined them up 

and machine-gunned them.  

Hindustan Standard, 16 July, 1971 

 

*   *  *  *  *  * 

����@' .��� ��I����@' .��� ��I����@' .��� ��I����@' .��� ��I    

(�$
 5�����) 

�£�� ���&�CU$ G���@�� 7W�= M����6 �����'� ����@' .���, !R���' �������� ������ > 
�$������� ���' K:. ��I ���। � ��P �����6 ��� !�����.�� !������ G�H� ���।  

G�� �� ������ $�� !K�9 !�, $��;� ��'��@� ���&�CU$ ��:@� ��I ��'� !��� ��1��@��=� 
$D ��� ���D���.� ��' .��� ���$ ��K�6। ���&�CU$ �/ ��' .��� ��� ��6 7�� ��� !���� 
O’$ ��.������� �.� ��� ��9� G��� ��� ���। 

�( �( �( �( $�� 5�=�$�� 5�=�$�� 5�=�$�� 5�=�----    

����d� !$��� M�f����� �������� ���&�CU$ K=-7���� � ��@S �( $�� 5�=���  ���� ��� 
.�6�9। ���� ���D /6��.6� `�D��� ����� \3 $, \� $ R���� ��� ��$ ��� �pM� ��6�9। 
�������� ������� ���@� � ���� G�����> � $�� �:��D�- .6।  

���&�CU�$� ���������&�CU�$� ���������&�CU�$� ���������&�CU�$� ������    

K� (2 / $���/ ���� ���; 96'�6 ��6����$�� #�� !.R !��6�'@���� !�; ��/� ��A� ����'-
���/Y��� �� �� �� �����6 G��H� �;� *�]�� ����' ���&�CU�$� G���@� 7W��= ��P .�6 
!K�9। ����� ���' ��.����� V $ ��$������ .�D� ��� V�' ��/��� > ��9� !K�����T� 
��&�CU�$� .PK� .�6�9।  

K� (a/ $���/ ��� ���.�� ���' $��� !Y�R ��J� ��� .�� ��6����$���� ���D�� ������ 
���K� ����� ���� ��6� 7.� .6। (�/ $���/ ��.��$��� �����6 �� !K���� G�*��� 
���&�CU�$� .��� (2 $ �� !�� �:��D��= ����9। ��d����KD !�, K� -/ $���/ ���� �� 
!K���� ������6 - $ ������ ��� .6। K� �/ $���/ �;Y�� �� > ���� �� G�*�� M����6 
���&�CU$ O$ O�D�� �.� ����9। K� ao� $���/ $���K� #��� G��P ��.����� ������ ���' 
���� !��� ���&�CU�$� !Y��R� h��6 ��; !K�9। !����' ��.����� O$ K��R@� O�' ��/�C�> 
���&�CU�$� .��� ����9।  
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!������ ��I .>6�6 !��K�����K� !J�� �� GM���H�� ����� .�6 �� ���.� ����I �������F�. 
��B ����'� ����� .�6 ��;�9।  

��.��$���� ���&�CU�$� .��� ��.��$���� ���&�CU�$� .��� ��.��$���� ���&�CU�$� .��� ��.��$���� ���&�CU�$� .��� � � � � $ �� !�� �.�$ �� !�� �.�$ �� !�� �.�$ �� !�� �.�    

(����N ���������) 

K���� !*�� ���; ��fM'�6 ���&���.�� 5M� 7W��= ��.��$��� !�� !y�� G�H��� � $ 
��� !�� �.� .�6�9। !y��� !K'h�� ��.������ !��»> �.� .�6�9। � ������ ���&�CU$ 2 
/�b �'@�� �D�.�� ���। GD ���' �� ��/ ��� �;Y�� �� > ��-!� (��������{) 7W�= M����6 
��9����D� ������ �.� ���। 5����6 ������� ���# ��.��$��� �;���� !'���C� ��/ ��I 
��� !'���C��� ��� /�D��� ���&�CU$ ��$��� ���� ��6 ����9।।  

-$6 �����, (- $���/, (�-( 

*  *  *           *                       *   * 

!K���� ������� �£�����!K���� ������� �£�����!K���� ������� �£�����!K���� ������� �£�����    

K� �� ����. ��� �=�]� !K���� ������ �£����� > ��B�� ./6��9 । ��� .����� 
���.�� �e `�D .��.� ./6��9 ���&�CU�$� 5�� 7h���। ���I6�� !��.���� �����6 ��� ���.� 
���&�CU�$� 5M� ��� ��/6��9। ����', �6����., �����?�, ���I6�, ��$��.�, ���$���, 5*:�� 
�=�]�= ���&�CU$ .����� ���D ���.��� �������� ������9। ������ �$��� ������� �����6 
���&�CU$ ������ ��h�N@ �e ��� !���� .�D ���6��9।  

-���&���, () $���/।  

*   *  *   *  *  *  * 

�����?� �=�]� �����?� �=�]� �����?� �=�]� �����?� �=�]� (� (� (� (� �� �� �� �� \�3 \�3 \�3 \�3 ������ ��������� ��������� ��������� ���    

��J=-�F�@ ���������� �����?� Gb�� K� (a ���� ���D ���&�CU�$� .��� \�3 $��> !��� 
�������� `�D �.� .�6�9। ���� ���D ��6�$ G�C���> 7�9।  

5����� !5������� $�� !K�9, K� (2/ $���/ �����K� Gb�� a�' !U�� !����/ ���-`�D 
���' �� ��� .�E�, �/ !U������� (32 $��> !��� ��� !�� �9�। �� ��6 ���&�CU$ 
������ ����� >�� !K����N@= ���। V3 $ ��] ��] $�� R��� ��� .6। ���� ��f�M ���� 5������ 
!6�� $D ���' Y���� >�� 7��= M���6 ���&�CU$ 5������ ���। ���� ��$ !�$��. () 
$ ��� !�� �.� .6।  

�6�;� ~ ��/ ���Mj��� !�6�h��' ���&�CU�$� 7W��= 2( $ ��� !�� �.� > G�� �3 
$ 7.� .6।  

��◌�� `�D�� ��9� .'�9��◌�� `�D�� ��9� .'�9��◌�� `�D�� ��9� .'�9��◌�� `�D�� ��9� .'�9    

���&�CU�$� /���.�����&�CU�$� /���.�����&�CU�$� /���.�����&�CU�$� /���.��    

���&�CU$ /P�.�� ���C� $K=�� $���6 ���6�9 !�, /6��.6�� `�D ��� !���' ��]����� 
����6 ����� ����� �।  
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������ M�W� c��� ��m�S � .>6�� $D ���&�CU$ 7��� $���6�9। �]��� ���$��� 
�.���� 7g����=� z�= ���%6 ���6 /P�.��� ��� .�6�9 !�, ������*��� ��Y�� �T। ��¼/ 

����� G�$@� .��।  

��� `��D� �� ������ !�U����� `��D� �� ������ !�U����� `��D� �� ������ !�U����� `��D� �� ������ !�U��    

��� ������ ��:@��J !����� ���@� ���6�9, ‘��9� .'� M��� �’। ���&�CU�$� 7W��=� ���� 
`�D�� ����� ������ G�C����� ��� ��� !��� !C�� ��� ��� ��9� .�' ��6।  

-��p��.� ��������, (� $��/, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

o����K�f� $K����� #�� ���&�CU�$� .���o����K�f� $K����� #�� ���&�CU�$� .���o����K�f� $K����� #�� ���&�CU�$� .���o����K�f� $K����� #�� ���&�CU�$� .���    

��� ��������� ����� *�½�9��� ��������� ����� *�½�9��� ��������� ����� *�½�9��� ��������� ����� *�½�9    

�$
 5�����  

������;, () $���/-K� ����� ��� 5M� �;�/�6� �� ���&�CU$ �:.¬����� ��� ������ 
���.�� ��� !#�� o����K�f� $K����� #���' �9��6 ��6�9। $K����� /������� ����S� 
��§�����। K� ��6���� ���&�CU$ \2 $ ��� !���� ��� ���। 7�> ���, ��������;� 
����S h�f�'� ��� 7W�= M����6 ���&�CU$ !�� ��9� ��� !���� ��� ���। ���� ��� !���� 
�����6 ��6। ����S !MU�� ��� !>6�� �� ���&�CU$ !���� !#�� 5M�� ��� ����N ��� �33 � 
M�� ��6।  

�A� �=�] !#�� !� �� ��� 7��9 ���� ��� ������ ���.�� ����� W��/ !*�] �;�9 
��� h�f�' !9�; � !#�� - ��/� !*��� !�U;��E। ��.�'�� ��§����� *�T]����� �� ���&�CU�$� 
����।  

� 9�;� K� ��6� �p��. ���&�CU$ > �������� ��K�� 7W�= M����6 ���$��� > ����� 
!$��� GS� a\�' ����S !MU�� ���;�6 ���6�9। ��v�D .�, ��� �������� !��W�� >/ �� ����S 
!MU�� ���� h�f�' �.���� �D�.�� � ���� ����।  

����� !�"�� !��K�.�', .�������, �;����, >���� ���$��� !�"�� ��fM ���;, ��fM ����, 
7���6��, ��� �.�� > !KU����� �����6 ���&�CU$ > ��������� 7W��= �������� ����@P।  

-7{��$��, (� $���/ (�-( 

��� !CU�$� $�$�� *6��� !CU�$� $�$�� *6��� !CU�$� $�$�� *6��� !CU�$� $�$�� *6    

(!KU.��' G�C� !#��) 

(�$���/ ��������� ������ ��� !CU$ <�.� !$��6 M�N���� ��f��� !'��� (9���) �D�.�� ��N� 
��� ���6�9। ���%�D��� 7����� ���= .��� !�, /���F��@ ���& !CU�$� !������ !'���� ���D 
G��� > !K�����T� �����6 ��6 ��9� ��� !���� ��� ����9। �� 7���YP !'��� �D�.�� 
��N� ��� s���> 7��� $��� ����9।  

-7{��$�� �����, \3 $���/, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 
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300 Pak Troops Killed in Dinajpur, Bogra 

 

Calcutta July 20- Our Raiganj Correspondent reports : Operations of Mukti Fouj 

are continuing intensively in Dinajpur and Bogra. During the last fortnight, more than 

300 Pak troops and 53 Pak spies were killed by the Mukti Fouj in Jagaddal, Gogor, 

Dhantal, Haripur, Patagora, Baragram, Chandipur and Panchagar of Dinajpur. 

Our Correspbdent at Dhupguri adds : The Mukti Fouj attacked a Pakistani Army 

unit on July 17 a Nilphamari and destroyed two vehicles. As a result 17 Pak soldiers 

were killed and two officers were removed to Marugani health centre in a serious 

condition. Ketkibari has already been captured by Mukti Fouj. The Mukti Fouj has 

started collecting hat (weekly market) collection in occupied areas and depositing the 

proceeds with the Bangladesh Government. 

Pakistani troops have already retreated from Thakurgaon as they failed to stand 

against the Mukti Fouj. The Mukti Fouj took away huge quantity of jute from the 

liberated area to the free zone. 

West Pakistani troops .infuriated by repeated Mukti Fouj attacks, turned three 

hamlets of Dinajpur district in north western Bangladesh into a blazing inferno and 

gunned down about 1,000 inhabitants, including women and children. 

UNI reports from Krishnanagar: The Mukti Fouj killed about 300 Razakars in 

some sectors of south west command in Bangladesh during the last 25 days, according 

to sources in Mujibnagar. 

At least 160 Razakers were killed in Khulna district alone. 

-Hindusthan Standard, 21 July, 71 

*        *       *        *       * 

<�.�<�.�<�.�<�.�, , , , ��$��.���$��.���$��.���$��.�, , , , ���I6� !$��� ���&�CU�$� ���������I6� !$��� ���&�CU�$� ���������I6� !$��� ���&�CU�$� ���������I6� !$��� ���&�CU�$� ������    

    ���$�K�, \\ $���/� ���������� ���& ��Y����� �F�@ ������ ���*� �=�]� ����� 
������ ���;�6�9। 7$ ���� ��>6� ���� $�� ��6, ���&�CU$ <�.�, ��$��.� ��� ���I6� 
!$��6 ��� !�����.�� h�f�'����� >�� W��K� M�� ���6 M���9। K� \a hw�6 ���&�CU�$� 
7W��= 5M�� ��� `�D .��.� .�6�9। �T��F=@ G�� !��� > !��K����K �D�H� �� .�6�9। 

 <�.� !�"�� ���&�CU�$� !K������ �;����6 ���' �T��F=@ !��� ��;�6 ���6�9। !�/ ��] 
) $ ������. \a $ ����P�� ��� .�6�9। 

K���� ���� ���&�CU$ ��$��.� �.��� >�� G���@�� 7W�= M��� ��� M��$ ��$���� 
> O$ ��g��h����� !YC��� ���। 

        �������� ����P�� `�D�� ����/ ��$��.� 9����� �K�6 7<6 !6। ���I6� !$��� 
!��.������ ���9 ���� M�f�����> K���� ���� ��� !����� ��] ���&�CU$ !K������� 5M� ��� 
����6 .6। ��h�N@ �e ��� `�D .��.� .�6�9। ���I6� !$��� ���&�CU$ �������� ���������, 
���� �M�� ��� 7��R�]� ��@S ��K�6 �K�6�9।  
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 �:��6 �� 7W��= 7���;�� ��9� �F�� �������6 7�> ���� �l����� ��� ��� .6। 
�/ Gb�� ���' !�� !����> ����N J�� ��� .6। 

 K� �]���� ����d� �.�� ���&���.�� !K���� �� ��6��' ��� !�� !��j� >�� 7W�= 
M���6 �/ 7W��=� C�� ��� !���� 5�= ��fM��� ��fM �������'�� �F�� �6���� !�� ������� 
���� M�' !�6। ����� ��>6� !K�9, ��� !����� ����� ��� !*�] ��;�9। G������ �/ �� 
!K���� 7W�= ���������� $K�=� �� �� ��& > ��.� $��K�6�9। 

 ����d� �.��� ��@Mb� ��f��� ��;� Gb�� !K������� �'@�� 7W��= ���� ������ 
7.� .6।  

���&���.� ��$�K� #��, ����@' .��$ ��� ����d� �D��x���x� >�� �'@�� 7W�= 
M���6। �/ �� ��h�N@ ��� !����� �e .��.� .�6�9। 

<�.�<�.�<�.�<�.�, , , , ���I6����I6����I6����I6�, , , , > ��$��.��� ������> ��$��.��� ������> ��$��.��� ������> ��$��.��� ������    

    ���$�K�, \\!� $���/� 7$ ���� 5�p ���� 5���, ���&���.� <�.�, ��$��.� > ���I6� 
!$��� ����P�� !CU�$� G�H��� >�� G����� M�� G�D�.� !����9 ��� K� \a hw�6 ~ �� 
Gb�� �T��F@ !��K����K �D�H� > �e ��� �� ����9। ���&�CU$ �¹�� ���H ��f��� h�f�' !#�� 
�� ��� .�6 K� ���� ��$��.� �.��� ��� 7��z� .�� !�6 ��� M��$ ����P�� 7�� ������ 
> O/$ ��/������ ���;�> ���। K� ���� ���I6� !$��6 ��� `�D��� ��] ���&�CU$ !K������ 
!$�� ��hN@ > ��� ����6 .6। 

������ ��hN@    

 K� ()�(� $���/ ������ ������ > !MU/���� �����6 ���&�������� ��] ��� `�D��� O/ 
O/ ��� *6�. ��hN@ .6। ��� `�D�� ��� !��� ���D .6। 

�� R$ ��� `�D ����� R$ ��� `�D ����� R$ ��� `�D ����� R$ ��� `�D ���    

 �6�����. ���&������� (-�()/ $���/ ���� `�D ���.�� !'���C� ��/ !��' !�6। 
����K��� ���' �� ��h�N@ ���� �����$ ��� `�D�� ��� ���।  

!��.���� ��>6�� .��� 7W�=!��.���� ��>6�� .��� 7W�=!��.���� ��>6�� .��� 7W�=!��.���� ��>6�� .��� 7W�=    

 �:¦K�, \\!� $���/ �����S� G�� ��� !#�� ���� 5�p ���� 5���, ���&�CU$ K� 
���� ���I6� !$��6 !��.���� ��>6�� .����� ��� 7��= M����6 �.�� n�¤ C��@��' ��F=@ �� 
��� !�6। !K������ ���I6�6 ��� ������ ��K G�C� 7W�= ��� ��� ��$ ��K !���� .�D� 
���।  

 K� ���� ��o��� K���� �;�� ���&�CU$ G�� ��$ ��K�²���> .�D� ����9। 

��K�S� \2 $���/ (�-( 

���������� ��_�� ���&������������� ��_�� ���&������������� ��_�� ���&������������� ��_�� ���&���    

( �$
 5�����) 

 !9��'� ���� ��� !'����� �'� >'� �;�M�;� ���9� !�� 7����� h��� !�� �9��� 
Mb� !9���� ���। �/ !�� `����� ��T�=D� �����S। ��� ��> �T= !.��� !$�6�����। 
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 ��� !�� G���:� ����� �����6 �9� ��;�। �;� M�6�R�]� �R�$ K*@��x .�/����। �� 
���� 9��। ����� !�'� �T= !.���। ��� #�� ��� ��'� �.D ���&�CU�$� !��। �T=> ��/। 
��=_��।  

 �T= �� *�/�6� !��। ���> !9�' 7�9। .�� !�> ���&���। �� 7�9। 

 �T= !n�� ��6�9 ��/' !��� K�, !yK�, ��/�C� M����� .������� 9�f;��; ��6�9 
!K���� 5��J=>; ����9 ����'�। 
��� �������� .����� !����& ����/ �/ ��� �=। ��� ����� 
���� �����6 � �#� ��g�� ���� /E� .6। ��� ���� !� ��� ��g���� ��p 7*�। 

 ��� �T= 6। >� ��] (V,(-,(),\3,\\ �9��� 7�> (33 �T= ��6�9 �=����� ��J�। 
���/ 9��। ����� 7�K .�$�� ������ �� 5��J !��6 !K�9। ��J���� !�; ���। 

 �$K�K� ����9���� !�, k�� 9�� !�? M�N� �� �$�� 6 !�? ��� ��;����; ����� .�� 
!�� ��/ ��'� !����;� $�� ����� 

����_ 7��, ��K�K� ��'� ��9� .��, �; ����� .��। ������ !��� !�N .�� ��9�/ ��� 
G���� 7�> �; ��9� !������ $D> ��6 ��>6� .�E। >� !M���� ���� !�/ �; ��'� *���9।  


��� ����� !���� > !���। G��� !���। ���������> । ��  !�� k�9 $��� �:��D��। 
.�6�9> ��6�$��। 

 9��' ��6 ������6 ����9 À����D !�'��� !��������/ ���। .�>;� �B$ !����, !���� 
��������� G�C�। !��� ���� �C�� ����। ��  !�� ����9, ���� ���� ��$� ���D .����6 ���E। 
>� !M��� Á�x� 
Â। ���� K�9 9�;� ��!*� ����। ���� 7�� ��!*� <l���। .���� �'� �o� 
7�9, ���� Áx । >� ����-!M��� �d��। > Á�x ����। 

-��K�S�, \a $���/, (�-( 

************ 

�d� �=�]� 5M� ����d� �=�]� 5M� ����d� �=�]� 5M� ����d� �=�]� 5M� ���    

�( �( �( �( $ .����� !�� ��� $ .����� !�� ��� $ .����� !�� ��� $ .����� !�� ��� : : : : �D��© �D��© �D��© �D��© �. �. �. �. V3 V3 V3 V3 $ !h��>$ !h��>$ !h��>$ !h��>    

 K� (� $���/ !#�� ��@� .����� ���.�� ��] ���&�CU�$� G����� ��� M��9। O�@��� 
��.� ��� G��� ����� ��6 ���D .�������� ��� ���� $D �d�6 �l h�f�'�� ���&���.� 
����� !#�� ��f;��� 7W�= G�D�.� !����9। !�N ��� ��>6� ��@S ���&���.�� O1��.��� ��� 
!������ �l������ ����� J6��� ��� ����� G����� ��� !����9। ���� �����6 ����� �D#@ !MI� 
��� ��$��� J6J��/ k�� �:�� ����9।   

 (V/ $���/ �d��� 7'� !����� ������ $D � !U�� *��@ ��� !�� ����� G��� ��6 
�d�� ���� ��K��� #���। ���&���.�� !K���� !������ M���� ��� !����� G���@�� 7W�= ���। 
�/ G���@� .����6 ���D !���� ����.��� .�6 ��;। ���&���.�� ����� .����� !�� *��@ ���' 
!U�� ��P .�6 ����� R��� ��6 ��� 5��D��' !��� ���� ����� .6। 5M� ����N@= ��� 
���&���.� (�/(V $ �l��� ��� ���। ��� !����� ���D ���� ��� ��� ���6 !.f�' 7��9� 
���� �d�� ���� *�K�� !MI� ���। �d�� ��� !���� �/ *��K�6�' ��������� ���&�CU$ �� ��� 
�:�I� ���� ����N@= ��� �'@���� !���� ���। 5M�� ��� �����6 �e���D� ��� !�� .��.� .6। 
���� -'� !#�� 
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kT ��� !��� (('� ��@S �/ ��� H�6� .6। ~ ��/ ��D� �'� a� ��1 ��������� 7� ���' �� 
!U��6 �d�� ���� ��K��� !MI� ��� ��� �:�I� ���� ����N@= ���� #���। !U������ �� 
������� 7�� ���&���.�� ���' ��&���� !��6�R �� ��' !U�� ����� R����6 !�। ~ ���� 
���� �( $ O�:A `�D �.� ��� �e���D� 7.� .6। 7����� 5����� �� n�� ��� ��D� -'�6 
�������� ���� ��6 !��� !����9। �B�K�R6�� ���v��� ���@�����6� s����#�� 2( ����M� `�D �� 
7�'@���� C�6�� ���> 7'� !����� ���� ���� �J� .6�। 

�=�] !#�� ����9�=�] !#�� ����9�=�] !#�� ����9�=�] !#�� ����9    

#���/��#���/��#���/��#���/��    

 \3!� $���/ ���&���.� ��� ��� !����� ���D #���/��6 ���� ���D��� �� ����� ��� 
��h�'� .6। �/ ���� ���� ��� ��@� ���.� ���M�6 !��� �'@�� !���� ���। ��� ���&������� ���� 
(- $ ��� !�� �.� ���। ������N ������ ���.� ��f�*�]� $��� !��6 !��� ��9� .'�� ���D 
.6। 

!�/���;�!�/���;�!�/���;�!�/���;�    

 ��K� (!� $���/ *����� #��� ���' !y�� ��$��� !���� ��& ���� �:Ã ���¯�� 
���&���.�� !$�6��� ���# ������ ���.�� ����� �;�/ .6 ��� 2 '� \3 ����'। �/ �;�/�6 \\ 
$ �l !�� �.� ��� (( $ 7.� .6। �'@���� 7h�� !.� 7����� !$�6��� �l h�f�' ��P 
��� !�। 

'�]�/� �.�� !�������$'�]�/� �.�� !�������$'�]�/� �.�� !�������$'�]�/� �.�� !�������$    

 .����� `�D��� G���:� '�]�/� �.��� ���' ����� .�� K� \a!� $���/ ��� )'� 23 
��1 ���&�CU�$� !K������ .������� C�'�। C�� �l��� �$  �.� ��� \3 $ 7.� .6। \3 
$�� .�������� *��@ ��� .�6�9। ��d����KD !�, K� (-/ $���/ '�]�/� >6���� ��� ��OD�  
!��j !K������ !Y�R M�$@ ��� C�� '�]�/� �.�� ��OD� �����. �� .�6 ��6। �� G.�. 
'�]�/� �.�� !���� C�'�9। 

!�N �����!�N �����!�N �����!�N �����    

 7����� 5����� $���6�9 !�, ����.��� #��� !�>��;�6 ���&���.� !K���� 7W�= 
M����E। 

-�=�] \� $���/ (�-( 

���&���.�� 5�� 7W��=� ���� ���&���.�� 5�� 7W��=� ���� ���&���.�� 5�� 7W��=� ���� ���&���.�� 5�� 7W��=� ����     

s��� G�����E� s��� G�����E� s��� G�����E� s��� G�����E� : : : : ���I6�� �� 7�����I6�� �� 7�����I6�� �� 7�����I6�� �� 7��    

(�$
 ���@� �������) 

    s��� �.��� ���' ��OD� �����. !��j� ��� ���&���.�� 7W��=� C�� (� !� $���/ 
���� �.��� ����� G����� ����� .6। ����@ ����� �����. 5��_� ���� ���� 5���, ~ 
����  
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���&���.�� ���D�� M�������K > ��.��K ��OD� �����. !��j 7h�� .��6� !�j O�'�� ���� 
���6� !�। �.�� C�� ��OD� !�j O/�'� ��6�$ 5.�� 7.� .6। ���� 7�> ��� .6 !�, ��OD� 
!�j O/�'� ��:@�J ���&�CU�$� 7W��=� C�� J6J��� �#� 
���� ���6��9। 

 K� �� �J����� ���D ���&���.� !K���� ������ ��d����KD ������= �:�� ���6��9। �/ 
���6� ���D ���&���.� ���������� �l��& ���������� !��� ���6�/ ���� �/, �.���� ���� 
7�> �£����� ���6��9। ���� 7�> 5��� ���&�CU$ ���I6� !$��� !��.���� ./�� ��� `�D��� 
.'�/6� ��6� !��.���� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���D��� h�f�' �� ���। 

M�6�R�]�� ��# ���&���.�M�6�R�]�� ��# ���&���.�M�6�R�]�� ��# ���&���.�M�6�R�]�� ��# ���&���.�    

 ����@� ������ $�� ��6, ���&���.� M�6�R�]� G�*���� 7K�/6�  M��6��9। ���I6� !$��� 
������� G���:� ������ ���> ���&�CU$ 5M� M�� �:�I ���6��9। ���I6� �.��'�� ���&���.� 
M����@� ./�� G����� ���6� ����6��9। ������� ����P�� ��:@�J 7��J���F�� �D�H� �.���� 
���I6� �.�� �£��� �D�H� M��� ���6��9। 

 ��6��� �F��@ ���&���.� ���I6��� ��� ���.� ���@� GH�6� ���� h�f�' ��� ���6� 
��6��9। 

 ���&�CU$ �F�� $�� ��6, ������, `*����$���� ��D��@� ���' �T��F=@ !�� !��� �� 
���6� ���&���.� !�� M��M� ����@P ���6��9। s���, �6����. > ����d� !$��� GD�D H��> 
!���, !'�����K����K, ��OD� �����. �D�H� 5*:�� ���� ���6� ��6��9। 

 K� �� �p��. ���&���.�� .��� ��6��� ��� `�D �.� ./6��9। 

���&���, \� $���/ (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

Mukti Fouj on the Offensive In Northern Sector 

From Our Staff Correspondent 

Siligiri, July 28 The hit and run tactics adopted by the Mukti fouj commandos 

have been intensified in northern sector of the Bangladesh particularly in the Rangpur 

cantonment area. 

The commando groups raided there places in the cantonment area in July 23 

and killed nearly a dozen Pak soldiers and destroyed a Pak Army vehicle. 

On the same day commandos also attacked Alamnagar colony at the outskirts 

of Rangpur town with powerful hand grenades and killed more than a dozen Pak 

Army supporters. 

The following day in the Nilfamari Sector commandos have stormed a 

meeting held by the Pak Army supporters a a place near Kishorganj Police station. At 

this place commandos killed several of them and injured many others.  

On July 21 the Mukti Fouj guerillas ambushed two Army patrols in the 

thakurgaon area killing 13 Pak troops. 

-Hindusthan Standard, 29 July 1971 

*  *  *  *  * 

 

���$����� ��fM�' Gb� ���&���.�� �������$����� ��fM�' Gb� ���&���.�� �������$����� ��fM�' Gb� ���&���.�� �������$����� ��fM�' Gb� ���&���.�� ����    
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((((�$
 ����������$
 ����������$
 ����������$
 ���������))))    

 ��6K�, \� $���/- ���$��� !$���  o����K�f>, ��fMK;, !����, !�f����6� ��� !���K� �� 
���������� ���&���.�� ��F=@ ����। �����:� �/ �� Gb�� ��� ������ > !������� 
*������ 
��� �������� ������� ����� �;�9 ��� ���&���.�� h�_ �.��� ���� $�� ��6। 

��K�S�, \� $���/, (�-( 

************ 

�l !���� ���. ���. R���9�l !���� ���. ���. R���9�l !���� ���. ���. R���9�l !���� ���. ���. R���9    

    ���������� ���*� �=�]� �]��O@� ���&������� �=e°��� �l���.�� ���D ���. ���. R�� 
��� �=�] !9�; ������� �.�;� kT .�6�9। �; �; !�$��� ��9� ��f�' �.���� ��;� ���> *�� 
��� !����� ����� �6��� !o���6 ���� ���E �। ���� !�$��� !��� GK�D� �# ������ ��� 
�@g��� ��9� .�' ���E। 5���� ���&�������� !��� ���� �� �� �l���� ����� !�.'� s�� 
�;�� �:�D !M��� !*�� �o�� ���� ����� o��� .�6 ��6, �� ����� ���� ��;�� M�6 �। ���;� �� 
���� 7��6 
$, !9����6 > �56$�� �#� �� ��; !K�� �����/ ���� G�� .�6 7��, .�� 
!#�� ���=�� ��; ��6। 

 ���������� ���*� �=�] !#�� 5���� ��� ���D��� ���6� ����:�A� � ���� G�� 
��� ���� ��>6� ����/। 

 �������� ���&���.� ��� �C���� �#D ��*��K� �����'� 5���, .����� ������.� 
���&�������� !�����6� 5M� 7W��=� ���� ��$.�� .�6 ��;�9। ������ �����:� �����6 
���&�������� 7W�= 7�> !$����� .�Ä��o�9। ����� �� �� ��� !��, ��$���� ��� ����� 
�.���K� !���6 ������ .��.� .�E। �l��� M��M� > �����. �D�H� GM� ���� $D !�� ��/, 
!�� !��� > �;� !��� ��;�6 !�6� .�E। 

 ���$���, �����,��$��.� !�"� !#�� 5�p ���� $�� ��6 !�, ���&������� *FT]����� 
�����6 ���' ��� !������ �h�� !C��। ���� ��� !����� ���' �$� �� ��� .6। G�� 
���' G���@� .����6 (( $ ��� !�� ��� ��� - $ 7.� .6। ���&������� �/� ��K �����6 
������.�' > ����� �������� H�� !�� ��/ ��;�6 !�। ��� ���.� ���' !n ����  
��/M�D� .�� !n�� \�' ��K ��; ��6। 

 K� (-/ $���/ ��$��.� !$��� ��.���; ���&�������� 5M� 7W��= \\ $ ��� !�� 
��� .6। 5���, �/ �� 23 $ ��� !�� ����� �.������� ����� !#�� n��� ��� ��.���; '.� 
���� 7��। ���� ���# ��$����> �9�। ��� !��6 ���@ ���&������� ����� ��� ��f���6 ��;। 
(�!� $���/ !��.��� �����6 23 $ ��� !��� ���' '.� ���'@� ��� .���� ��� ���&������� ( 
$ �D���'�. � $�� ��� ���। 

 ���$��� ��=�K�� ��� !����� ������ 7��z� .���� ��� (3 $ �� !���� ��� 
��� ������ ���� !��� K� ��� !K�����T� ��� ���। \3 $���/ ���&������� ��;� �.�� 
����@' 
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.���� ��� !����� �D��� .������� !C�� ��$ !��»�� .�D� ���। ���&������� �/ !$��� 
�T��F=@ !��� ��;�6 ���6�9। 

$6 �����, 23 $���/, (�-( 

***************** 

Comilla Cut off From Rest of Bangladesh 

Dacca Aug 1� Comilla, on the eastern border of India. Was virtually cut off 

from the rest of Bangladesh yesterday after Mukti fouj guerillas blasted power 

transmission pylons and a major bridge. 48 km west of the town on the main road 

from Dacca report agencies. 

Reliable sources said traffic was halted when he Meghna bridge was attacked. 

Power was stopped for the second time in a month early on Friday when an 

explosion toppled pylons. 

The Pakistan Army, meanwhile braced for a possible general strike and 

violence I this city. Widespread sabotage is feared in view of a planned visit on 

Tuesday by President Yahya Khan, Who has not been in East Bengala since the Army 

crackdown four months ago against Sheikh Mujibur Rahman’s Awami League. 

Army sources said extra precautions were being taken to protect city 

reservoirs, power substations and other installations. 

Mukti Bahini guerillas had killed at least 88 Pakistani troops and 

collaborators, snapped power supply, blasted coal depots and damaged a foreign oil 

tanker during the last six days from July 24 in the eastern part of Bagladesh covering 

Sylhet, Comilla, Noakhali and Chittagong. 

Giving the above information, a high officer of the Bangladesh Government 

said more than 250 square miles are of Rangpur district is now under the control of 

Mukti Jouj where civil administration has reorganized, police force and postal system 

will be introduced very soon. 

-Hindusthan Standard, 2 August 71 

 

���*� �=�]� ���&�CU���*� �=�]� ���&�CU���*� �=�]� ���&�CU���*� �=�]� ���&�CU�$� ��C�D G�D.��$� ��C�D G�D.��$� ��C�D G�D.��$� ��C�D G�D.�    

 7K���� 2�� 7KI (/� � 7/)- ���&���.� 7$ <�.� �=�]� ����M�� '� ��y�'� 
���9 �b��$ ��� `�D�� .�D� > O$�� !YC��� ����9। ���� ���D ��$ �����M> 7�9।  

�����S� >���� >���� ��������� ���&�CU�$� ��� �C�� !#�� ��>6� ���� $�� ��6 
!�,��Q�&�CU$ ��� ���.�� ��9 !#�� ���' !���K�, ���' �����$, 96�' ��/�C�, 7o���� 
.�$�� ����@$ ��� ����� �����= ���Di�D !��; ��6�9। 
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K���� ���&���.� !K���� /��' ����d� Gb�� ����6� ���� !��� !U��6 GY���� 
����' ��� ���.�� K������ ���। �� C�� �3 $ ��� `�D ���� R��� ���� ��6। \) !� $���/ 
!#�� kT ��� M�� ��� ����d�� ��{�*��K ���$��> !��� ��� `�D �.� .�6�9। 2( !� $���/ 
!K���� ���.� ����d� !$��6 ���;$ ��� `�D�� �#� ����9। 

\�!� $���/ !�6����� !$��6 ���&���.� > ��$������� ���D �� ��� ��h�N@ 7'$ 
��$���� �.� .�6�9। ���� ��9 !#�� O�' ��/�C� �9��6 !>6� .6। 

K���� ����d�� 7���;� �=�]�� ���9 ���]���� Gb�� �����$ ��� `�D �.� ��� 
���&���.� ������' ��/�C� > ��9� !K�����T� �9��6 !6। !K���� ���.� ����d� !$��6 �f�M��' 
��OD� �����. �[ ���� ��� !�>6�6 ��Y !$�� >  �6���� �D��x���x G�����E� .�6 #���। 

K���� ����� ���I6� !$��� !��.���� �.����� ���$�K� !#�� 5�6 V �������'�� �F�� 
���CK�� ���&�CU$ > ������.�� ���D �� ��h�N@ GS� ���$ `�D �.� .�6�9। 

��6K� !#�� 7����� �$
 ��������� $���E, K���� ���$����� ��� �.�� Gb�� 
7'���;�� ���9 ���&�CU$ !K������ ���' $�6K�6 !�� ��/ ��;�6 ���6�9। 

���&�CU�$� ����� ��� ���� *F��������&�CU�$� ����� ��� ���� *F��������&�CU�$� ����� ��� ���� *F��������&�CU�$� ����� ��� ���� *F�����    

(����� G�C�) 

2�� 7Ky� �����'K; (<�.�) ���� h�f�'� ���9 K� 2(!� $���/ ������ ���&�CU$ ����� 
�����.� ���� ��� ��� *F����� ���।  

7������� ��:@� 5�A ��-(23 �����' ����P� ���� h�f�' !#�� 7���� >;��� �� \33 
C��'� ���D ����� ��6 ���&�CU$ ���� 7W�= ���।  

��K�S�, a 7Ky (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

M�Y��M�Y��M�Y��M�Y��, , , , �Å��$��� ��$.�� �� !���� !���� > !K����N@=�Å��$��� ��$.�� �� !���� !���� > !K����N@=�Å��$��� ��$.�� �� !���� !���� > !K����N@=�Å��$��� ��$.�� �� !���� !���� > !K����N@=    

6���?� a 7Ky ���� ��� !���� ���&�CU�$� ���9 5�� ���� ��>6�6 M�Y�� > 
�Å���$�� ��6��� 7�K ��� ���� !#�� !���� ��� !U �.� !#�� !K������ ��� .6। !�.���� 
`��� ����� �6.� /x��D����-� 7>6��� ���K� ��$ ��W6 ����D� �&�D ��d� ��� >/ 
��� 9��� .�6�9। 

>/ ������ ��$%��� ��������� <� 7��� ���.�� !/ 7>6��� ��K ����D� �&�D ��d� 
��� �����9, ���������� �A���F�@�b��/ ��� �� 5M� 7����। 

>/ ���� G�> 5���, !�, !$, �'Æ� ��f <� ���.��� ��] �� ��J������ 
���� ����9 !�, 
�F�@ ������ 7/ > �:Ç��� G�H� !���'/ 
�*���� 6। ��� 7��� ���, ���� 7��9 M����� 
!#��/ ��� GSh@���F�� ��$> M��9। ���'� K��;� ��� 7W�= 5�6/ h'�9। C�� ��@��� 
!�����.�� ��.���6 M�Y��� ��' ��o��� .�E। 

!$1 �'Æ� s���6 !�����N@�=� �#�> 
���� ����9। � ��� /��7/���। 
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 ���� !#�� /��7/��� ���- �F�@ �=�]� ���&���.� K� ��fM ��� ��� !����� G�H� 
�]� ��� �����9। ���&�CU$ !K������� 7W��= �T��F=@ s��� �6����. !�� �# ����@P ��� 
<�.�� ���' �����.� ���� !*�] GM� .�6 �K�6�9। �����S� >��� !#�� ��� ��gP �F�� �/ ��� 
��>6� ��6। 

 >/ �F�� 7�> $�� ��6 !�,  !K������ <�.�� ������ �����{�� !���� $]�� �����6 
!#�� ���; ) !���' '��� ����� ���' ������ ��� ��� M���6। �����' !�/ ��� ��>�6 !#�� 
�;�$�� O/� K$ �fM��� ��o�9�।  

 !K���� ���.� �6����. !$��6 2( $���/ !#�� \ 7Ky �������� �;�/ M����6 �e  
��������� .��.� ���। 9����� ���v��� !�:�� !K���� ���.� ��Y '�]�/� !$�� ��$��� 
�º�� ���D ��6 ����9। 

!�� �����K ���E�!�� �����K ���E�!�� �����K ���E�!�� �����K ���E�    

 �6����. > ������K��� ���D> !�� !��K����K ���E� । ���� `�O��� ��/ I ��� 
!�>6�6 <�.�  �.��� G��@� G����� 7E� .�6 ��;।  

 !K���� ���.� 2( $���/ 5#� ��������� �������� �;�/ kT ���। ���� (3 $ ��� 
!���� 7h�� .�� ��� ��� !�� *��� ���' !n�� ��K 7W�= ��� �e ��� !���� �.� 
���। ����� 7W��= O�' !�� /��, !�� ��6��' >6�K ��� ������.� !��M J��YP .6। 

 >/ ��/ !K���� ���.� O/ �� ���� \ 7Ky !�>6�K� �.�� 7W�= ���। !���� ��� 
!���� �9� !�/ !�� !y��' M�����  ��� ���6 ��f�� �����6 ��। ��$������� O�' ��J���j ���� 
�� ��� !�।  >/ 7W�= M������ ��6 ���&���.�� O$ $>6�  7.� . ��� $�� ��6। 
!K���� ���.� 2) $ ��$������ ��� ��6 7�� ��  ������� !MI� ���6 2V $�� ��� ��� 
.�D� ��� .6। 

 !K������� 7W��= ����K�� ���������� ���D 7��� !��� ���6�9। >/ ������ ��� 
!����� *��5�p �D���' ������*��� 7.� .6। ���� �M������ $D !.���©�� ��� s���6 
��o��� .�6�9। 

-7{��$�� �����, � 7Ky (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 
 

����@�'��� �D�x���x ��o�������� ��hN@����@�'��� �D�x���x ��o�������� ��hN@����@�'��� �D�x���x ��o�������� ��hN@����@�'��� �D�x���x ��o�������� ��hN@    
G���� 7����@= 

7K����, -/ 7Ky (����7/)- ���� �����S� >��� !#�� 5�p ������ 5��� K� 2�� 
7Ky s���� ����@�'��� �D�x���x ����� ��� ��o� `�D��� ���D �� 5M� ��h�N@ ��� ���.�� 
O$ ��@� ��� 7�> ��6�$ ��� `�D �.� .�6�9। 

������ ��� .�6�9, ~ ��/ ���&���.� !C� !�"�� ���� .��' ��� `�D� >�� 7W�= 
M����6 ��$ !�$�, O$ �D��© ��� O$  ����R G�C����. a\ $ ����P�� `�D�� 
��� ����9। ��h�N@ �� $ ��$����> �.� .�6�9। ��fM hx� ��� �/ ��hN@ M��। 

 K� ao� ��� �/ 7Ky ���6=��� !��>�6 !y��� ��' ��6� �C� ��h�N@  a3 $ ��� 
`�D ���&�CU�$� .��� �.� .�6�9। ���&���.�� ��$ �.� .�6�9। 
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M�Y�� !�"�� ����6�, !�6�����, ��]��6� ��� �� Y��� H��6 !������ ��6�$ �.��� 
G�C����� ���;�6 !��� !C���9। 

 ������ 5���, À������� ������ !�� �� �� ��$
 � !�>6�� $�D �������� ����� 
!� 7.�� $���6�9�� ����  !�� ��;� ��>6� ���E।  

��o� > ����M `��D� 7����@=��o� > ����M `��D� 7����@=��o� > ����M `��D� 7����@=��o� > ����M `��D� 7����@=    

 ���$�K�, -/ 7Ky (���' 7/)- ���� ����P�� `�D ���.�� !�� ��9����D� G� I 
����M > ��o� `�D ���&���.�� ��' 7����@= ����9 ��� ���� !��� �C�� ����� /E� 5��� 
����9 ��� ��$%��� 7<6 !M�6�9। 

 �������� ���.�� ��� �C���� ��$ ������ ���'7/-� ���������� ��' ����9 !�, 
������ G�C����� ����M > ��o� `�D��� ��@�� �;� $�� ����। �������� .��� ����� G����N� 
G�D�M�� �.D ���� .�6�9 ���� ����� �6���*��� ���D> !�>6� .6 �। ������ `�D�� �� 
���6/  ��$����� ������ !��� ����M > ��o� `�D��� ���&���.�� 7W��=� ��F�� .>6��  
$D GY*��K !o�� !�6। ����� �����=� ���� ����P�� ����� 7��6
$��� ���9 �M�o�� 
����� !�>6� .6 � ��� ���� ���� !�>6� .�� �M�o�� ��o��*��� !�¤� ���। 

!�����N@�= G������ ����!�����N@�= G������ ����!�����N@�= G������ ����!�����N@�= G������ ����    

 7K����, -/ 7Ky (/��7/)-���� ��� ��>6� !K�9 !�, ��� `�D ���.�� 
���&���.�� h�f�'����� >�� !����N@�=� $D G������ ���� �D�.�� ����9। ��� `�D ���.�� 
�F��@ ���D� >�� ��$�=���� i�D 9�;���� ��v��D �D�È� � |� ���' ����, O�' !.���©��  ��6 
��6�9। !.���©�� O�' K������ �D��@ !������ $D ��= i�D �������.� ��v��D !�U�� 7�� 
!#�� ��>6� �K�6�9�। �� !������� ����., !��� K� �. ��� ���&�CU�$� ��#@���� 
�����6 !�����N@�=� ���$ �D�.�� ��� .�E। 

-7{��$��, ) 7Ky (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 
'�]�/��'�]�/��'�]�/��'�]�/��    !K���� ������ �:��!K���� ������ �:��!K���� ������ �:��!K���� ������ �:��    

���*� H�� !Y�R M�$@���*� H�� !Y�R M�$@���*� H�� !Y�R M�$@���*� H�� !Y�R M�$@    

�£�� � !���� �.��� W���@�� !K���� ������� ��] '�]�/� �.��> O1��.�� !K���� 
������� ����� ��� !�Uf�9। K� �� ��� ��� W���@�� !K���� ������� C�� .����� ���D 
!����� ��*g�� �o��� ��W� .�6�9। $���/ ����� �:��6 �p�. !#�� 7$ ��@S O1��.�� 
!K������ ��6� ��@��6 7W�= M����6 !�� ��9����D� ��$������ �{� ��� 5�6 \� $ .����� 
`�D ��� ����9। �£�� 7�����  G��� ��.��  !K������  '�]�/� D���� �D����� !K�' 
5.����� ��$ ��$������ ��� !Y�R M�$@ ���  V $�� .�D� ����9 ��� ���� M��$�� �T�� 
|�� 7.� ����9। l�'�F=@ 5.��� G�*����K .����� !�$� 7.���� ���'�6 !��� !C���9। 
!K������ .���� �D��� ��� ���' !��n�� ����> !Y�R M�$@ ��� । C�� !��n�� ����' ��T= 
J��YP .6। �������� ��$ O1��.�� !K���� ���' ����� ��� !Y�R M�$@ ��� (( $ 
��$������ .�D� ���। �9�;� s���-'�]�/� 
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��P�6 ��>/ !����6 !K������ ���' ��� > ���' n���� ��� !Y�R M�$@ ��� (2 $�� .�D� ���। 
���� ��$������� ��] �� ���� - $ ��$���� �.� .6। 

�3 �3 �3 �3 $ ��$���� !YC���$ ��$���� !YC���$ ��$���� !YC���$ ��$���� !YC���    

��� ��� 7����@= G�D�.���� ��� 7����@= G�D�.���� ��� 7����@= G�D�.���� ��� 7����@= G�D�.�    

��g��h��� ��� $�C��� �A��F�� 
���� �:I ����� ��$������� G�D�M��, 7�M�� 7� 
�D��*M��� �����= ���N G��_ .�6 ��o�9। .��' ��$��� �.�� G���� K���� ��$������� ��/�C� 
!����6 ���. > ��� $K=�� G�#� .6��� ��� �����9 ��� !$��$����P ��� '���, G�����, 
h�;, ��� ���� ���' !#�� O 7� �6�� ��@S �9��6 ��6 ���E। ����� !����� ����.���� 
�/ ��� ��$������ �pM��:�A ���� ��� ���&���.�� ��' � ��@S �3 $ !YC��� .�6�9। �� 
���D (� $�� .�D� ��� .�6�9। ���� 7����@= ����9। ����� 5�� �����= J�� 5��@ ��� .�E। 

�d�� �l h�f�'��  !K���� 7W�=�d�� �l h�f�'��  !K���� 7W�=�d�� �l h�f�'��  !K���� 7W�=�d�� �l h�f�'��  !K���� 7W�=    

K� \- !� $���/ ��D ���� ���&���.�� ��$ O1��.�� !K���� �d�� .����� 9����� 
s��� ��; G���@�� 7W�= M����6 V $ �l ��� ���।  

!�>��;�6 !�>��;�6 !�>��;�6 !�>��;�6 �V �V �V �V $ �l !���� ��� $ �l !���� ��� $ �l !���� ��� $ �l !���� ��� : : : : .����� h�f�'�� G�������K.����� h�f�'�� G�������K.����� h�f�'�� G�������K.����� h�f�'�� G�������K    

 ��K� \(!� $���/ !#�� !�N ����� ��>6� ��@S h�'�/� #��� !�>��;� �=�]� ��@� ��� 
.�������� ��] ���&���.�� !� 5M� ��� kT .�6�9 7$ ��@S �� G�D�.� ��6�9। ���&���.�� 
O1��.�� !K���� !������ G��� ��W�� $d�� ���.��� �����.� 7h�� !.� M���9। !K���� ���.� 
5�� 7W�=��� ������� ���� ��� ���.� �'��� � !��� ����� 9����� �E��� ���� ��'�6 
����9। K� \-!� $���/ ���&���.�� ���' ��&���� !K���� !��6�R ���� !��� G���@�� ����� 
!��� 9��� �h�; !C�� ��� ��D ������ G�������K ���। G����I� !#�� !����6 7��� ��6 
O1��.��� !K������ (( $ ��$�����. 2- $ �l��� ��� ��� ��� (� $�� ��T=*��� 
7.� ���। �/ G��������K� C�� �l 9��� ��F=@ *z�*F� .6। ���� !*��� ��� .����� ���.� 
!.���©���� ��.��D �:� ������ !����� ��o�6 !6 7� ��$������� ((�' ��� ����� *����6 
!�6। 

���&���.� (�� > \�� 7Ky G���@� 7W�= ��� ��@� /6��.6�� ���D������ (� $�� 
�.� ��� ��� !J� !#��/ 2 $ ��$������ G��. !YC��� ���। �/ �� ��$������ G����� 
5������ ��' $���6�9 !�, ������� ���F�@� ��$����� *��@ ��� .�6�9। ��5�6�K ��� 
��$������� ���� ���� !o�� !�>6� .6 ��  �� ���� ���&���.�� ��] �f�' �o�� � !��� ��9� 
.�', �� ��������/ ����� ��� ��� .�D� ���। ��$������� ���6 ������ `�D�� 7.� .��  
���@� ��$ ����� .6। ���� ��$������� ���� !#�� !$�� ��� �& !6� .6। ��9���v ��� 
��$���� �T= *��� 7����� 5������ ��' ����9 !�, ��� !M���� ���� �������� ��� ��, !�� 
> ��� *���� /�� I ��� ��� ���� ��� ��6 ��$���� ���.��� *��@ ��� ���&�CU�$� ��T�� 
��� ����E।  

*����� #��6 *����� #��6 *����� #��6 *����� #��6 \� \� \� \� $ ��� !�� �.�$ ��� !�� �.�$ ��� !�� �.�$ ��� !�� �.�    

K� ao� 7Ky ���� ������ �� 7]����;� !#�� *�����6 �C��9� �� ���&�CU$ 
M�f����� ����� 7W�= ���। � hx� H�6� ���� \� $ .����� `�D ��� > �e 7.� .6। 
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'�]�/� ���� �=�]� ����� ��hN@'�]�/� ���� �=�]� ����� ��hN@'�]�/� ���� �=�]� ����� ��hN@'�]�/� ���� �=�]� ����� ��hN@    

'�]�/� !$��� ���� �=�]�= 7����� G��� ��.�� ���&���.� 7W�=��� ������ 7��� 
!$����� ����9। !K���� ��6��6 7W�= ��� ��� ���.��� !��=o��� ��� !C���9।  

K� \V!� $���/ h�'�/� #��� ������� ��;�6 !*�� �'� !#�� O/ hw�D��� �� �� ��� 
.6। �/ ���� (� $ ��$���� �.� ��� - $ 7.� .6। ���� ���/ !�� ���� �����6 5�= ��fM�6।  

K� \) !� $���/ ���&���.�� ���' ��&���� !��6�R ��h��'6�6 ��@� !�� *��@ O/�' �$� 
��F=@ ��P ��� !�। ��� �$� *��@ 5���' �l �.� .6। 

K� 2( !� $���/ /9����� ���&���.� ������ *��@ ����' ������ ��� 7W�= ��� 
���$ �k��� �.� ��� (2 $�� ��T= 7.� ���। 

��]����'�� ����� �����]����'�� ����� �����]����'�� ����� �����]����'�� ����� ���    

��K� �/ 7Ky O��� (\'�6 C�����;6� #��� ��½����'�� ���D $���� !�� ��� ���&���.�� 
���D ���; �� hx��D��� ����� ��� .6। �/ ���� 2� $ ���D !�� �.� ��� (- $ �T��*��� 
7.� .6। ��� M������ G�H���/ ���&���.� ��� !����� ��.��D���� 2- $ ��� !�� *��@ 
���' K��; ��;�6 !�। 

����� ��$���>����� ��$���>����� ��$���>����� ��$���>    5M� ���5M� ���5M� ���5M� ���    

K� -/ 7Ky C�����;6� #��� ����� ��$���> ����� ��� .6। ��� !���� ���&���.�� ��f� 
*�½� $��� !��6 ��9� .�' ��6।  

((((!�N �����!�N �����!�N �����!�N �����))))    

!�N ������ 5��� ��½����'�� *�N= ��� G�D�.� ��6�9। �l  ��J V- $ �.� .�6�9 
��� $�� !K�9। 

-�=�], ) 7Ky (�-( 

���&���.� �l� ��� ��= !9��� .��9���&���.� �l� ��� ��= !9��� .��9���&���.� �l� ��� ��= !9��� .��9���&���.� �l� ��� ��= !9��� .��9    

���*� �=�]� ���&���.�� ��� !������ �C� 7W�= M����6 �e .����� �l�� ��� ��� 
M���9 5����। ���� ����P� `�D�� �� ���6� .�6 5�= ��fM���� !MI� ���9। *���[P 
����P�� `�D ���.� ����:� ������ �e $�6K� !#�� .�' !��� ���D .�E। 

���&���.�� O1��.�� !������ K� (( 7Ky s���� ����� �e� !.��'� /x����x�x��� 
'�/� !���� ���¢��= h�'�6 7������ '�/��-�� ����������. \3 $ `�D�� �T�� |�� 7.� 
���। �l `�D ������I� ����:� s���6 ���&�������� ��D%���A� ������ !��� ��½��� ��� 
!������� 5����6 ��C�d .�6 ��o�9 ���� ���g� 
�����������। GD���� K� (a/ 7Ky �����'� 
!R���' �������� �������� �� �� ��� ��;�9 7����� K=5$�[� ���������� �����। 

������������ ��� ����� ��;�6 ���6�9 ����K��� G������ ���*��� ���N@।  

���&������� ��$��.��� ����P�� !U���.�� ���' !9�' $�.�$ R����6 ���6�9। C�� 
G��� !K��� ��T��. �e ���D� ���D `�D �¹� ���� R��� !K�9। ����� M�Y���� ���K; �.���� 
.������ �C�� !K���� !������ �99 ��� ���6�9। 
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����' !�"�� ���&���.� K� (\> (2/ 7Ky (�� .����� `�D ��� ����9। �� 7�K 
���&������� $���, ����.���, ����� > ���$���� ������ M���। ���&���.� ����� ��9 !#�� 5M�� 
G��� ���� ����9। K� �/ 7Ky G� !$��� �A�-�F�@ �����6 ��.��$��� ���&���.�� 
��C�D$� 7W��= 5�6 �3 $ ��� `�D ��� .�6�9। !K���� !������ a $ ����P�� `�D�� 
$��S G�H�6 7'� ���� �J� .�6�9। 

K� )/ 7Ky ����K�9�� ���6�� Y��� .����� `�D�� ��'��' ���� !K�� ��$ 
���&����� ���' ��K� !#�� !Y�R ���6 7W�= M����6 ��$ .������� ��� ���। 

��������� !������ .���� !���K� > ��/�C� ���6 GD ���' 7W��= 2 $ �l `��� 
.��.� ���। .����� `�D�� �� 5������ !>6�� $D �& Y��� ��'��' > ��@�� M����� #���। 
!K���� !������ ����6 7W�= M����6 \ $�� ��� > \ $�� 7.� ���। 

K� �/ 7Ky (!������) ����.��� �*��= �����6 !K���� !������ ��$������� ��� �� 
G���@� .���� M���। ��� �2 $ �l �.� > �e 7.� .6। ���� �� !*�� ���� ���&������� 
���' !��� ��.����� ��$������� ��� 7W�= M����6 a $�� .�D� ���। GD�D�� !�� ���� 
�����6 ��6। 


��� ����� !������ ���� 5���, K� )/ 7Ky �����'� ���� Gb�� ���&���.�� ��� 
!������� ���# .����� ����P�� `�D��� 7' hx��D��� 5M� ��hN@ .�6�9। �/ ��h�N@ 
���&������� $�� �= ��� .����� �l��� ��� 5�� 7W�= M����6 �� ��� �� $ .������� 
��� > V� $�� �T�� |�� 7.� ���। ��h�N@ a $ ���&����� 7.� .6। 

�£�� �����'� !�����K;, ��.����, ��6����$�� > !�U�*���$��� ���*� ��h�N@ 
���&�������� .��� V $ ����P�� `�D > ( $ ��$���� ��� .�6�9। �����;� Gb�� �� ��h�N@ 
(( $ ����P�� `�D 5�= .���6 > (2 $ ������*��� 7.� .6। 

�M����� #��� ��� G���@� 7��= M����6 !K������ ��$ G�C����. � $ ���� 
����P�� ������� ��� ��� .�D� ���। 

�£�� ���6���$��� ��� ���9 ���' �b, O�' �¬R !��R > ()�' !U�� ��6 ����P�� 
`�D�� ��>6�� ��6 ���&���.� ����� ��� G���@� 7W�= M���। �/ 7W��= -) $ ����P�� 
`�D ��� .6। ���&������� `�D��.� ���' �¬R !��R > (-�' !U�� R����6 ���� �J� .। �/ 
�����6 GD ���' ��h�N@ \(3 $ �l `�D ���&�������� .��� 5�= .���6। GD ���' ��h�N@ 
��$ O1��.�� ���&����� !��� K� .��� ��6 �l ��°���� ��� ��f���6 ��; (� $ .������� 
��� ���। 

'�]�/�� !K���� !������ ��>6�� .����� ��� �£�� !Y�R 7W�= M���। GD �� 
��h�N@ !K������ '�]�/�� � $ �l `�D�� ��� ���। K� �p��. ��K�� !�>6�.��' �� ��h�N@ 
���&������� 2 $ .������� ��� ���। 

7������ ���&���.�� ���# ��� �����6 (2 $ ����P�� `�D �.� > - $ �T�� 
|�� 7.� .6। 

��$��.� !�"� !#�� 5�p ������ 5���, ���&���.�� �������� ao� 7Ky ��$��.� !#�� 
a3 ��/� �A�-�F�@ 7;�� !�� !y�� ���' ��$���� ���.�� ��� G���@� 7W�= M���6। �'@�� > 
!��� K��� ����� �l���� 2 $ �.� .6 ��� GD�D�� ����6 ��6। �'@���� !K����� !y��' 
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*�N=*��� J��YP .6। �������� !'���C� !��K����K ���E� ��� !�6। C�� ��$��.�-±g���� ���D 
!��K����K �D�H� ���E� ��6�9। �/ 7W��=� �� �� �� !����.� ���' !n �& �# ���6 
K����� O1��.�� �������� ��/�� ��.���D !n�' ��;�6 !�6। C�� �e �l��� .��.� .6। ��� 
�������� 7;�� ��$��� ���' �D���� G�H��� �l���� ����.� �������� ��� 7W�= M����6 
- $ .�D� ���। �� ���9 ��°��� G�H��� �� !���� *���[P .�6 �����6 !K�� ���&������� 
����� �����= G��� ��� ���। 

�£�� �#���#� ���S ����'�  (( $ ��� G��K��� $%� R�&���� .�D� ���� !K�� 
������ G�j 5.�� !K���� !������ �� G���@� .���� M����6 2 $�� .�D� ���। 

7����� ��������� $���E !�, K� -/ 7Ky ���&���.� �'@��, !���K� > .������� 
��6  !K���K�;� #��6 G����@� 7W�= M���6। �'@���� !K���� 7h��� #���' ��P .6 ��� 
������ ���.�� ��$ ��$���� �.� .6। 

K� �/ 7Ky ����d� !�"�� 6��� �l h�f�'�� ���&������� �� G���@� .���� ��� �e 
�� !�� .��.� ���।  

�£�� ����� ��.$������ �� !����� ����.� O/$ ����� $����� /������ �#���#� 
!�� ��>��� >��� K� > #�� C�R /¤��"��� !K���� !������ .�D� ����9। �>��� >��� 
K� ��@�M� *��R���� 5������ �.���� �£�� �l !����� �.����K��6 ��� ���� .�6 ��o�9�। 

-$6 �����, (3 7Ky, (�-( 

*      *  *  *  * 
 

��� $]� ������� $]� ������� $]� ������� $]� ����, , , , ���� ���& !������� ���& !������� ���& !������� ���& !���    
s���6 G����� !K���� 7W��= �� !����� 7���s���6 G����� !K���� 7W��= �� !����� 7���s���6 G����� !K���� 7W��= �� !����� 7���s���6 G����� !K���� 7W��= �� !����� 7���,,,,����� *]����� *]����� *]����� *]    

���$�K�, (3/ 7Ky (���'7/)-s��� �.��� ���&���.�� !K������� G��<�S 7W��=� 
C�� ������ �� !����� �� ��@��� $D 7����� �b�� .�6�9। ����� ����� �� !��� 
*��'� ���� ���E। �/ ��� !��� s��� �.� !#��/ ���o�6�9 ��$ ���������। 

�����& ������ 7�> 5���, s��� �.� ���� !���6 ���� ����P�� `�D��� G������ 
��  �F�@��P� ��] ��]/ ��F=@  �M��' ��6 ����। ���� ���K��� ��] ��] !��� ��6 �� C�'��� 
7>6�$, !���� > !Y��R� ���¢����=, ���& ��Y��� �� > �lH��6 ����P�� `�D��� ���D 
G����� !K������ ����6 .6। ���� ��cK�F=@ PÉ�� �� �� .�6 ��6 ����� *6��� ��«। 

�����& ���������� s��� �.��� ���*� G�� h��� !���� ��6 �JD ����9, ������.�� 
/���6��K= ���������� !K������� 7W��= ��P !���, ���*�'@, `�O��� #�� 5*:�� ����/ 
���9। ��6��� 7K ���&���.� �����K�, `�O��� !y� ��� �����K� !y��'> �� ��� 
���6�9। 

-��K�S�, (( 7Ky, (�-( 

!K������� ������6 s���6 ��x�x�� !.��'� ��P!K������� ������6 s���6 ��x�x�� !.��'� ��P!K������� ������6 s���6 ��x�x�� !.��'� ��P!K������� ������6 s���6 ��x�x�� !.��'� ��P    

s��� (\/ 7Ky (���)- ���&���.�� !K������� !�����N@�=� C�� K� �]���� s��� �.��� 
/x����x�x�� !.��'��� 5M� J�� .6 ��� ~ !.��'��� ���$ ����P�� > ��$ ����@  
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7����� 7.� .6। ���¢���=� C�� !.��'��� ���� G������N ��; ��6। �� �� !#�� ������ 
!���� �.��� $�FD ��# '.� ���� #���। 

$%� !CU$� G�C��� ���, ��TN��� !�UM�K��� ���� ���' '�/� !���� ���¢���=� C�� 
�/ ��� .6। 

���&�CU$ !� ��� !����� >�� 7W��=� �� �:�� ����9 �/ !���� ���¢��= ��� ���' 
���@। �]��� !�� ���$��� �.���� ��M�� kT .>6�� ��] �/ !���� ���¢���=� �����K 7�9। 

7K��� ����� ����P��� \a �� ���N@� 
����� G�_��� ���J�* > 5������ ���� ��� 
!����� $D s���� ��]��� G��������� ��v��D 5M���� ���� ��� .�6�9। ~ �� 5������ 7�> 
��B�� ��� !����� �#�> 5M����� ��� .�6�9। 

����S ��� ������ �:������S ��� ������ �:������S ��� ������ �:������S ��� ������ �:��    

���'7/ 6���d� !#�� $���E !�, ���&���.�� ������ �:��� ��] ��� $]� ��.�> 
*���-�������� ����S ����� !������ ������ ���;�6 �����9। ��v�D *����� ��T�� 
��=�t��� ���;�6 !����। 

��� $]����.� �� �����S� N�'�' !MU���� �6[= �D�H� !$����� ����9। ��  !�� 
������ ���@� ��¥> *��� �������� ��, $��#, ��.�;, M��=*F�� 5*:��� !*�� ���6 ��P:� \-3 
�' ����S C�f�;� >�� �C� �6[= �D�H� K�; ����� ���� �C� .6�। �/ ����S C�f�;���� 
*����� ���� �], 7���, !�h��6 ��� ������ �����। 

GD���� ���&��.� ��Y ����S ����� ���������� �b�� �������'�� �*�� ��@S �$ 
�6[�= ���9 ��� �� Gb�� G����� G*DS��> s��� ���;�9। 

-��K�S�.(2 7Ky, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

���&���.�� ���������&���.�� ���������&���.�� ���������&���.�� ������    

K� \�!� $���/ ���� s���� ����Ê R�6� ������ ���9 ���&�CU$ O/�' n�� *��@ ��� 
!���� .������� c��� 7W�= ���6� \�/23 $�� �.� > n�� O/�'�� J��YP ���। /.�� ���� 
�� ��6��� `�D 7��6� 5���.��� M�����#@ ���� ��v��D 5�6 ��fM�� ���. �K����� .�D� ��� 
��� O/ ���g� Y������� *z�*F� ������9। �/ |� G�D�M�� ��¥> $K= !K���� !������K�� 
7<6 > �.����K�� �� ������9। 

\� !� $���/ ���&���.� ��D� ���'� ./�� ��CF@ $���� !h�N=� �+��� 5M���� ���� ���। 
C�� 96'� ���$�� � ���$��/ ��P�h�' $�FD ./6� ��; > !������' �� ./6� ��6। ����� �e 
!MI� ���6�> !������' !����/�� ���� �/। 

����' ����� �l�����&����' ����� �l�����&����' ����� �l�����&����' ����� �l�����&    

���������� �A��b�� ���&���.� ���� �� �� �l h�f�' ��� ���6� O�@�� K���� 7K�/6� 
M��6��9। K� ��6���� ���&���.� �����, .�������, *FT]�����, �.Y��, ������, ��>��, ��'Y�� 
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5*:�� $�6K�� ��� h�f�'��� ��� ���6� !6 ��� 7�_��� ��M��>6��$� ���D�� ~ �� Gb�� 

��� ������ ���� ��A�� ���।  

 7����� ��$��.� 5����� $��/���9 !�, ���&�CU$ ��$���.� !$��� ��6��' �T��F=@ 
H��. 5�6 \333 �K@��/� ����� ��F=@ ��$��� ��:@�� 7�6��9। 

-���&���, (� 7Ky, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

���������� ���6�6 ���¢���=���������� ���6�6 ���¢���=���������� ���6�6 ���¢���=���������� ���6�6 ���¢���=    

������ $�.�$ J��YP������ $�.�$ J��YP������ $�.�$ J��YP������ $�.�$ J��YP    

 ���&�CU$ $��� ���6 ���¢��= h'���6 ���������� �{�� !������ ����� ���' ������ 
$�.�$ ��T= J��YP .6। $�.�$ !#�� ��o��� �� $T�� !���� ���@�6 (��> ��) �/ ��� ��>6� 
�K�6�9।�� ��� ���@��' ������6 ��� ��;। 

!�������D��Ë�� �/�' $�.�$ ���������� �{�� !�]� ��� �9�। !���� $��� ��� ���' 
���¢��= h�'। $�.�$ !#�� ��o��� ���@�6 ��� .6 , ��� ��T= J�� .�6�9, $�.��$� !���� $� 
s����9 ��� �� !�]� !9f;� G�H�6 �T�v��� ���� !*�� M���9। 

 ���$�K� !#�� ��>6� ���� $�� �K�6�9, ���&�CU$ ��$��.��� !Y�R ��6 ��� 
!U�.��� !U���� ��� 7W�= M���6। �/ 7W��= !U���� ������ > !U����� �.� .6। 
G��� $�� R��� ��6। 

-7{��$��, (- 7Ky, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 


����� ����� s���� �*�6 !���� 
����� ����� s���� �*�6 !���� 
����� ����� s���� �*�6 !���� 
����� ����� s���� �*�6 !���� ���¢��=���¢��=���¢��=���¢��=    

    ���$�K�, (V/ 7Ky- K� ����� s���� ��$@ .�� ����P��� ~�D ��N�6 �� �/ 
7���M� �*� .�E� �� !���� ������ !���� ���¢���� .>6�6 5M� ���:Ç��� �:�I .6। 

 �������� ������� ��$ ������ $�� !�, ����P��� 
����� ���� ����J �/ 
7���M� �*�� 7�6�$ ��� .�6�9�। 

 `�O��� #�� ���� !C��� �T ���������� !�$K�f>, ����K�f> > 7��� G�� $�6K�6 (2/ 
7Ky !#�� 5�6 a) hx� ��OD� �����. �� �9�। � ��� /��7/�6�। 

-��K�S�, (- 7Ky, (�-( 

��������� !K���� ��������������� !K���� ��������������� !K���� ��������������� !K���� ������    

s��� �.� ���� 7���� �Ì��s��� �.� ���� 7���� �Ì��s��� �.� ���� 7���� �Ì��s��� �.� ���� 7���� �Ì������    

���$�K�, ()/ 7Ky- !K���� ������6 s��� �.� > �.���� ����� ���� 7���� 
�Í��� G�H�6 ��6�9। 
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���&���.�� �C� 7W��= �.��� 5�� !$���'� G���$� .�6 �;�6 s��� > ��� ���� 
������� G����& ��OD� �F��� ��� �*@� ���� .�E। 

 7$ ���� ��>6� ������ $�� !K�9, ��.��D���� !$���'� ��F=@ *�� Y.�= GJ� .>6�6 
������ ��� �e��@e !���� ���¢��=� �« !��� ���E�। ������ ��� .�6�9, s��� �:� �.�� ����� 
.�6�9, k�� ��$������ '.� ���6 !�;��E,��� `�D�� ����� ����A�� $D �D������ ���D/ ��6�9। 

-��K�S�, (� 7Ky, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

Pakistan Rushing More Troops to Sherpur 

Mujibnagar, Aug, 19 Pakistan is rushing more troops to the sherpur area in 

Mymensingh district and in the Tangail area in view of intensified activities of the 

Bangladesh freedom fighters, reports UNI. 

In Mymensingh district, at least half a dozen Pakistani soldiers were killed on 

August 14 when the freedom fighters launched a surprise attack an Army position 

near Jamalpur. 

A large number of liberation forces carried out a raid in Morrelganj, 40 km 

southeast of Khulna on August 16 killing 15 razakars and ten other collaborators. 

In the Sylhet sector, freedom fighters fired upon  a running Army special train 

were badly damaged and several soldiers were killed. 

In a major encounter in the Chittagong sector on the night of August 13-14 

freedom fighters killed about 10 Pakistani soldiers, a dozen rezakars and some Mizos 

who were collaborating with the Pakistani Army. 

According to the English language weekly The People colse relaties of top 

Pakistani Army officers are among those killed by the guerillas in Bangladesh in 

recent weeks. 

Captain Sarwar, son of Lt. Gen. Azher was killed in the Comilla sector and 

Capt Hashem Khan, son-in-law of Ltd. Gen Riaz in the Sylhet sector. 

Capt. Qamar Abbas, Son-in-law of Mr. Rizvi Director of Central Intelligence, 

was killed a Mymensingh and Major Kazim Khan, brother of Naval Commodor 

Kamal in Tangail. 

-Hindusthan Standard, 20 August, 71 

���&�CU�$� ������ �:�����&�CU�$� ������ �:�����&�CU�$� ������ �:�����&�CU�$� ������ �:��    

M�Y�� �{�� !����� 7h��� $�.�M�Y�� �{�� !����� 7h��� $�.�M�Y�� �{�� !����� 7h��� $�.�M�Y�� �{�� !����� 7h��� $�.�$ h��6�$ h��6�$ h��6�$ h��6�    

    ���$�K�, \3!� 7Ky (/��7/)-7$ ���� 5�p �� ���� $�� !K�9 !�, K� (-/ 
7Ky ���������� ���&�CU$ ���.� M�Y�� �{�� !���� ��6 7W�= ���6 �{�� !�]� ��� ��� 
���=$D 
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$�.�$ 7� 7���� ��T=*��� J��YP .�6�9। 7W��=� ��� �{��� ��$��@ �� ���� .6 ��� 
����H�� 76�A ����� $D `�D 7���� ��� .6।  

 ������'@ 7�> ��� .�6�9 !�, ����, M��� > �������� ���F� *��K ���&��.�� W���@�� 
������� C�� `�D���.�� $%� ���6� G�C����. 5�6 �a $ ���%�D �.� .�6�9। 

 ���'7/-�� �� ���� ��� .�6�9 !�, K� ��fM ��� ���������� �F�@ ���� ���*� Gb�� 
��&�CU$ !K������� 7W��= ��� `�D���.�� $%� ���6� G�C����. 5�6 �a $ ��� `�D 
�.� .�6�9। 

M����� y���� ��M����� y���� ��M����� y���� ��M����� y���� ��    

    ���� ���&���.�� ��� h�f�' ���@���6 5�p ������ $�� !K�9 !�, K� (-/ 7Ky 
���&���.�� !������ ���6K� ���� ��', �6�� > ��� `�D��� $D !��� !����/ M����� y���� 
��F=@ �� ��� ���6�9। 

 !�6����� !$��6 !���K�$�� ���' `�D���.�� ���' $�� ��/ ���6 ��;�6 !�>6�6 
M��$ ��� `�D ��� .�6�9। G�� �3 $ ��� `�D �.� .�6�9 ����d� !$��� ��{�*�K > 
������ !K������� ������� C��।  

 7� ���' G�� ��gP �F�� 5�p ���� $�� !K�9 !�, K� �p��. ����d� !$��� ��{�*�K, 
>K�f>, �J����, �R>C, �������, ���6=��� 5*:�� Gb�� �������� ���&���.�� !K������� 
7M��� 7W��= �e���D� ��� `�D > ��9� ��$���� �.� .�6�9। !K������ ��{�*��K V�' ������ 
> ����@� ���' !���> �� ����9। 

s��� !#�� ���� 5�p �� ���� ��� .�6�9 !�, ���&������� !Y�R  ��6 7W�= M����� 
�F���� $�' ����� O�' ��' ���� 7� !��K ��F=@ *z�*F� .�6�9। �.��� ���*� Gb�� !K������ - 
$ ���$������� > `�D��� ������� ��� ����9। ���� 7�> ��� .�6�9 !�, s��� > /.�� M�� 
���� ��� `�D �������F�. ���&���.�� 7M��� .�� �� ��D%���A� �D���� .�6 ��f�;�6�9। 

a�a�a�a��' ��� �' ��� �' ��� �' ��� ����S h�f�' �� ����S h�f�' �� ����S h�f�' �� ����S h�f�' ��     

 ���� !#�� /��7/ $���6�9, ���&���.� �.� !#�� 7$ ��� .�6�9 !�, <�.� > 
�6����. ��� ���' ���� ��P ��� ����S C�f�; ���&���.�� !K������ �� ��� ���6�9। 

 \� !� ��M@ ��� `�D���.�� 7W�= 7���� �F��@ 7��� > !�h���6� ��] ���S��@� �/ 
O�' !$��6 !��' �\�' ��� ����S C�f�; �9�। �� !� ���' C�f�; ��� ���� 7�9 !����� <�.� 
!$��6 G��H�। 

!����� y���� R����6 !�6� .���!����� y���� R����6 !�6� .���!����� y���� R����6 !�6� .���!����� y���� R����6 !�6� .���    

 ���� !#�� /��7/�6� ���� 5���, � ����� 5#� ���� ���&�CU�$� !K������ <�.� 
Gb�� ����P�� `�D���.�� ���' !����� y���� R����6 ���6�9। y���� R����6 !�6�� 7�K 
���&�CU$ !��' !#�� !K������ ����6 !6। 

-��K�S�, \( 7Ky, (�-( 

����� !� !�� H�� ���&�CU$ 7h�� .���� ������ !� !�� H�� ���&�CU$ 7h�� .���� ������ !� !�� H�� ���&�CU$ 7h�� .���� ������ !� !�� H�� ���&�CU$ 7h�� .���� �J����    

 ����6 ���&�CU�$� ������ �����*��� �:�� ��/6��9। !�� $�6K�/ !� ���&�CU�$� 
O1��.�� !K������� GK�D 6 �.�� 5�:I 5��= ���� �.�� ��� R�� �������� �#���#� ���S 
����'�  
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`�o�� !���� ���¢��=। ���&������� /6��.6�� �������� ��� G���@� 7W�= M���/6� H��6 
$������=� �.�6��6 ������ ����/6� ��6। ��� ��� ���D������ 7��6� R�� ������� 7������ 
�D��� �d��� > ���@M��� ��� �N@= �����> !K������� �'���'�> �K�� ��6 �/। 

M��� �{� �:�M��� �{� �:�M��� �{� �:�M��� �{� �:�    

 G����� ���� 5����� $��/���9 !�, ��� !���� �.�� ��> 
�*���� G�H� 5��_� 
����� ���� �/। !��$ ����� �'�  ./�� (\'� ��@S �.�� !���$ 7��, �$���� W6��W6 .6। 
��� �.��� ��P�h�' $�FD ./6� ��;। G�C�� ��9� ��9� ��@M��� 7�� ��  ��$��@ .6 �।  

 ��$��� ��D5�6�$�6 �$������ ��� ���/ !���। ���;-!M��;, !������ `��, ÀN�5� 
OÌ��D। ��  ��M��� ��� �P�। ��'��' .6��� 5*:��� *�6 
�*���� �D���-���=�$D GM��H� 
M�����9।  

 M��� �{� ��> �:�। <����� G*��� �{��� ��$��@ ��। ��� !���� 5���1 ����, 
�6�� > �]�� h�f�'�� #���। ��/�� �; !��� !h��h��� ����। !��#�> ��/�� ./�� �; �; ��� ���� 
./�� n������K ��+� �]�� ./�� K� !���' ����6�� ���। 

���J������J������J������J���    

 ���J���6 ���&���.� ��6��� 7�K ����S ������ O/�' ��� hf�' ��� ���6� 
���������� ����� �;�/6� ��6��9। h�f�' O/�' ./� ���R�]� > `�����। /���F��@ ���&���.� 
���/K�M� M�{���6� �D�� > �.$��� �D�� ��� ���6� !6। M�{���6�./�� `����� �/ ��Y ����� 
�� ���&���.�� ����K�।  

 ���R�]� �D�� ./�� ���6�� ��6 ��� !���� ����� �����= G��� > ��� !C��6� 
��6। ���&���.� �.�> ��� ���6��9। 

 ���R�]� ./�� ���6�� ��  ���-���.� .o�� K�� 7P�� K���। ���&���.� ���/K�9� 
./�� ��9 ��� ��6� �K6� ���-���.��� 7W�= ��� ��� (V $ `�D > � $ ��$���� .�D� 
���। 

-���&���, \\ 7KI, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

�=�]�� ����=�]�� ����=�]�� ����=�]�� ���    

 !MUv Y�� 

 7����� ��� ���& !����K= K� (3 / 7KI ��� ���.�� H��6 !.R !��6�'@��� G�F�� 7�� 
K��Y��� G���@� .���� M����6 (2 $ .����� `�D�� ��� ��� (- $�� �����*��� 7.� 
���। 

 7� �� ���� 5���, !MUvY��-������ �;�� ��/ ����6 7����� ���&���.� ��$ 
��H G�C����. !��' 96$ �l%��D� ���' $�� ��;�6 ���6�9। ��/ ��� n�° !���R� ����$��� 
����� ��' ���� �l ���.�� ��� !K���� 7W�= M����6 ���&�CU$ � $ .������� ��h�� 
���o�6 ���� ���@ .�6�9। 
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\    !���c�� !���c�� !���c�� !���c�� \    

 ����d�� !���c�� > �����K� #��� �����K H�� ���&���.� ��� ��� ���.�� �� ��h�N@ 
(V $ `�D�. \a $ ��$���� �.� .�6�9। 5���, a $ �l `�D h'�H� !#�� 5�= ��6 
�����6�9।  

 7����� 5����� $���6�9 !�, !���c�� ���� �����6 Y��� ������ `�D > ��.���� 
��M�'� ��$���� ���.� - $ ���. Y�������� .�D� ����9। .������� G�1�� Y���' ��F=@*��� 
*z�*F� ��� > ����A ��'��' ���। 

\ !���K��$!���K��$!���K��$!���K��$ \    

    K� (�/ 7KI ���&�CU�$� ��x-'D�° ��/�� h��6 !�6������ !���K�$��� ��� ���.�� 
���' $�� ��; ��6। C�� ��� ���.�� M��$ G�C��� �.� .6। 

\    �������{ �������{ �������{ �������{ \    

 ‘����������’ �=�] 5����� �����9 !�, K� (�/ 7KI ���D���� ����d�6 �������{ 
!C��h�f'�' ���&���.�� !K������ ��F=@ �� ��� ���6�9। C�� ����d�-!�6�����-M�Y�� �;� 
!��K����K �D�H� ��F=@ ����@P .�6 !K�9। !K������ ���' !C�� !U�� (\�� C�' `�h@, �� ���# )�' 
K�;� �. ���) �R���/' ���6 L�� R����6 ���6�9। ��'H !C�� �����' �� .�6�9। !C��h��' 
'.������ V $ ��$���� > ( $ ��� �����> ��h�N@ �.� .�6�9। 

\    ����� ������� ������� ������� �� \    

 ����� �� Gb�� ��� .������� !*UK��� > ���U��K� G�H� �.���� �T��F=@ > 
������$� !*�� 5M�� `�D !�����6 ����9�। �/Q �=�]� ���&�CU$ 5�6 a �� a� �K@��/� 
����� ��& ��� 6� ��@��6 7W�= G�D�.� !����9। .������� � ����� ���� $�D �$�����, 
��o� !MU��.�,����� *�K;� ��� ������ !��R !#�� ��&�b��� ���& ���.�� G�H��� ��� ���� 
!#�� !K����N@= ���9। ����d�� ���# !�� !��K����K ���E� .>6�6 .�������� M��M� �# ����� 
���� ��। .������� ����# ���' ��� ���6 ��& Gb�� 5��� ���� !MI� ���9। ���&�CU$ 
���@�� > ��.������ ���# �� �D#@ ���9। 

-��������, \2 7KI, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

M�6�R�]�� GO�� M�6�R�]�� GO�� M�6�R�]�� GO�� M�6�R�]�� GO�� -3 -3 -3 -3 $ ��� `�D ���$ ��� `�D ���$ ��� `�D ���$ ��� `�D ���    

 �:¦K�, \2 !� 7KI-���&�CU$ K� kW��� ���I6� !$��� M�6�R�]�� \\ �������'�� �A�� 
7��R�]�6 ��� ���.�� �����. h�f�' 7W�= ��� -3 $ ��%�D�� ��� ���। 7.� ��� 
`��D� ���D� 23 $। ���&�CU�$� �F� !#�� � ��� ��>6� !K�9। 

���&�CU�$� 7W��= !������ .�6 ��� ���.� G��� !C�� h�f�' �D�K ���। ������.�� 
�/ �� G��� ���&�CU$ ��� ���। �����. h�f�'�' ��F=@*��� I .�6�9। 

-��K�S�, \a 7KI, (�-( 
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���& ���.�� 7W��= ��� `�D��� ����@6���& ���.�� 7W��= ��� `�D��� ����@6���& ���.�� 7W��= ��� `�D��� ����@6���& ���.�� 7W��= ��� `�D��� ����@6    

 ���$�K�, \V !� 7KI (/�,�, 7/)- 7$ �������� ���&���.�� ��� �p� !#�� 
5M���� �� �����'� ��� .�6�9 !�, ���&���.� \\ !� 7KI !#�� ���*� �=]� ������ M����6 �1 
����P�� `�D, ��$���� > ������ ��K ��#@��. (�3 $�� ��� ����9। 

 7.���� ���D ��� !�����.�� > 7�� ������ �e G�C������> 7�9। k�� <�.��� 
���*� .��������/ (�3 $ ��$������ �M����� ��� .�E। 

 � 9�;� ���&���.�� !K������ !����/ > !��� ��;�6 ���6�9। ��f�� K�;� > `�O��� 
��/� �� > !'���C� ���*@� ���E� ��� ���6�9। 

M�Y�� �{�� ������M�Y�� �{�� ������M�Y�� �{�� ������M�Y�� �{�� ������    

 M�Y�� �{�� (V/ 7KI .�$�� ' >$�� ‘7�-7����’ > (\�33 '�� 7� ���' 
$�.�$ R������ ����� ���#@� .�6�9। �����.� �; �$;���> R����6 !�>6� .�6�9। 

��� `��D� ±K� ���.���� `��D� ±K� ���.���� `��D� ±K� ���.���� `��D� ±K� ���.�    

    ����.� ��� `�D�� ±K� ���.� ��� ���' �� ���.� Ko ����9। �N@� !��N 
���&���.�� ��T�� �D��� 7���= M����� $D �/ ���.� Ko ��� .�6�9। 

 ������� ��6K� �����6 \\ 7Ky !K������ O�' !��� �� ����9। ���� �� *FT]����� 
> ��h��{� �����6 ��� `�D���� ��] ���&���.�� ��hN@ .6। 

 <�.�� (� !� 7Ky ���&���.� $�C�� ����� !#�� ��� `�D��� .�'�6 !�। ����K� 
����� !#�� ���� G��� �. O$ ��$������ 7'� ���। ��� `�D��� ����6���� ���Ï� ���� 
$D $��K� �����6 ����6��� ��� ��f��'��> ��;�6 !�>6� .�6�9। 

s���6 ��/ ���¢��=s���6 ��/ ���¢��=s���6 ��/ ���¢��=s���6 ��/ ���¢��=    

 s���� `���D� ��$��� 'D�������� ��/ ���¢���= O�' ������ $�� > ���' !��� 'D��Å 
�� .�6�9। 

 (( $ ��� `�D > ��$ ��$���� ��� .�6�9। 

 B�Ð=���;6�� ���/�� !������ ��$ ��$���� ��� .�6�9 ��� O�' ��/�C� ���� ��� 
!K�9। 

 ���/� ������ ���K� ���� > ��� `��D� ��K��� ���� ��6���> !K������ ��� ��� 
���6�9। 

 <�.� �.�� ������ �Ì��� G�H� ����$ ���9। ���= ���&���.� `�O��� ��/� �� 
��� ���6�9। 

���g����> $�.�$R������g����> $�.�$R������g����> $�.�$R������g����> $�.�$R���    

 '�]�/� !$��6 ����6�� ���9 ���g���� ���&���.� M���' $�.�$ R����6 ���6�9। 

 ���&���.� (� !� 7Ky s���� ��'���6� #�� 7W�= ��� M��$ ����� > ��fM$ 
������� ��� ����9।  

 ���� (a $�� !YC��� ����9 ��� ��9� G��� ���� ����9। 
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����d�6 G���@� 7W�=����d�6 G���@� 7W�=����d�6 G���@� 7W�=����d�6 G���@� 7W�=    

 7K���� !#�� �$
 5����� $���E, ���&���.� ����d�� ����� ���� ��� `�D���.� 
���' !��'� �b 7W�= ��� 7'$ �� !���� ��� ����9। 6���� > ����*��K� G�@��� 
�£�� ���& �����6 ���=� .�6�9। ����*��K ��$���� ��� `�D �����> 7WS .�6�9। 

 ��& �����6 ��� ���� $D ��� `�D�� \2 !� 7KI !#�� Y��� !K���N@= ����9। 
���&���.�> ��§� 7W�= ����9। ��� `�D��  �h�������, ����������, ������#�, M�T6�, 
M�f������, �{*�K, ��/����, !������, ������, ����, �K���, `$���� 5*:�� �����6 !K����N@= 
��� $������=� �D��� J�� ����9। �e !��� 7.� .�6�9। 

-7{��$��, \� 7KI, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

���&���.�� ��C�D���&���.�� ��C�D���&���.�� ��C�D���&���.�� ��C�D    

 ���-.����� ���.� 7$ ����@P। M�������। ��@� ����, �{��। �.�� K��। .��' h��' 
������ �� 5�S !#�� G�� 5�S ��@S। 

 ���-���D��� $�.�$ R����9। $�.��$� �k���� ����6 ���E ������ ����। G���। �;�� 
$�� ��; ���E �� ��O@� ���&�������� ��/�। �P� M�� ���E !���K��, �'@���। 9����� ��; 
���E 7h��� 9�/ ��'�� ��। M������� ��/ G�H�। .����� ���.�� ���$6 7��। ���$�C��� 
!K�_��� !�N ���� .�E �6���� ���#। ��F@� .�E G������� ��। ����� ��&�b� K�; ��o�9 
���� �� ��। 
��� �������� ������� ��$6 ����� �;�9 !����। 

 !������� 5��� !�� ��� �����। GD�D 
��� ���@�*U� !���� �� ��������� 
������� ���E 'D�Å ��$�। ��� �����6 K�; �o�9 �� ���_ ��&���� $�K��_। �����-
!�������। 

 ���� ���J��� �.���� 7$ ��F=@ ��&। K� (� !� 7KI ��&������� G�@ R$ !��� 
������ $�.�$ ����6 ���6�9 �]��� �{�� ��# $�� । .�D� ����9 ������ .����� ���.�। ��� 
��6 ����9 ����� ��� O�'� G� !����/ �b। !YC��� ����9 a $ ����� C��I G�C���। 
����� ���# 7��6������> ��� ��6�। � �9� �=�]�=� ��@�:.� ��C�D। 

 �����  �D��K�� 
��� ������ ����� �;�9। � Gb� �� ��F=@ ��&। � 9�;� � !$��� 
���J���, ��/�K�9�, 7������, ���K�.�'> ��&। 

 C�������� ��$��;�, 7�C�R�]�, !K������� .����� ���.� ���¡ .�6 !K�9। $K= 

��� ���@�*U� $����� ���9 ��� �����6। 

 �������� !KU���, ��$��� ��� ������ 5�6 a3 �K@��/� ��&। 

 �'�6������ !KU���, ��$��� ��� ������ 5�6 a3 �K@��/� ��&। 

 �'�6������ !$�� �;� 9�; ��@� ��&। !$�� ���� ���&������� .����� ���-���D��� ��� 
7h�� !.� ���E। �� 7��। 

 K� ()-(� !� 7KI ���� �D��K�� .����� ���.�� 22 $ ���D �.� .6। (- / 7KI 
����KÑ।$ ���6 ����� ��6 ���&���.�� ���# .����� ���.�� V hx��D��� �� ��hN@ ����। ���� 
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����� *�N= J�� .6। ����K��� ��h�N@� �� ��9����D� ���-���D �����6 ����� ��6 ����K� 
�D��K��� !���R ��/�� M��$@ $���. ��; ��6। �D��K�� ����� ��� !���K� ���6 7W�= 
M��� .6। ���� ���&�������� ��9� J�� .6। 

 (a/ 7KI ���J���6 ���&���.� ���-.����� > 2V $ ��$������ ��� ���। ���' �; 
h�� (33 $�� �� �9� ��$����। �������� �����6 ��6। ���� )�' ��/�C� ��� ��� .6। 

 ���� ���। (�/ 7KI। ��b ���E� .����� ���.�� ���' ��। ���&������� MD���� ��� 
���D������। ���*� !Ò�� �9� \� $�� ��। ��b� ����। ����� �� ����� R��� ���� ��6। ���� 
����� ���# ���&���.�� 2/a hx��D��� ��hN@ M��। ����� G�� J�� .6। G��D ���D ��.�� 
�:��D���D� $�� ��6�। 

 K� \�� 7KI !#�� ��/�K���� ���&���.� ����N ������� ���# ��$ ��� \�� 7KI ���S 
����'� ��� �:�I���� ���D .�D� ���। V������ .��� M����6 ���&���.� (2�' ��/�C� > \\\ 
���� ��� ���� ���। 2 $ ���D�� R������> .�D� ��� .6। ���� .�D� ��� .6 ����� ���� 
h�f�'��। ���R�� /��6�� ���S���.�� !M6���D� ����� 7.���। *��� �[��� 5���_�। 
���&���.� ����> ��� ����9। 

 ��/�K�9� #��6 .���� M����6 ��' ��/�C� > (-- ���� ��� ���� ��� .6। ��9�;� 
��������� ���� R������ ��@���� �.� ��� .6। ��'� ��/�C� > ��� !#�� ���� ��� 
.�6�9। 

-������ ���, \- 7KI, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

400 Pak troops killed in Mukti Fouj raids 

Mujibnagar, Aug-27- Over 400 Pakistani troops, including two Army Officers and 

about 40 Rajakars were killed in guerrilla raids by the Mukti Bahini in different 

sectors of Bangladesh between August 20 to 25 according to reports received at the 

liberation forces headquarters here, says PTI. 

The reports said the freedom fighters also killed 19 Pakistani Army collaborators 

and took five enemy troops into their custody. 

During this period, the Bangladesh guerillas also destroyed nine Army vehicles, 

four road bridges, two poor houses, two speed boats, two gunboats and two country 
boats used by the Pakistani soldiers. 

Arms and vehicles captured included seven rifles, a machinegun, eight guns and 

eight country boats. 

Eleven Pakistani army men, including an officer, were killed when the Mukti 
Bahini raided a Pakistani Army platoon at Metna near Darsana in Kusthia district of 

Bangladesh on August 22, according to reports available at Krishnagar from across 
the border. 

The Mukti Bahini did not suffer any casualty, the reports said. 

-Hindustan Standard, 28 August, 1971 
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���*� ��� M�� ������ ��� `�D �.����*� ��� M�� ������ ��� `�D �.����*� ��� M�� ������ ��� `�D �.����*� ��� M�� ������ ��� `�D �.�    

 ���$�K�, \- !� 7Ky-K� \3 !� 7KI !#�� \�!� 7K�I� ���D ���������� ���*� ��Ó 
���&���.�� !K���� 7W��= O$ ������ G�C����. M�� ������ ����P�� `�D ��� 5�6 
M�d�$ ��$���� �.� .�6�9 ��� ���� ���&���.�� ��� �p�� ��� ����9। 

 ���� ��� .�6�9 !�, ���&������� ��� ���.�� (� $ �.���K��� .�D� ����9 > � $ 
�l%�D�� 7'� ����9। 

 !K������ �/ ���6 `�D ���.�� ��' ��, a�' �;� !���, -�' ��/�C�, ���' !���K�, 
)�' !��',\�' K����' > ��� `�D��� �D�È� \�' !��� !U�� �� ��� ���6�9। 

 !K������ !��� G� > ����. ��� ����9 ��� ���D 7�9 -�' ��/�C�, ���' !���K�, 
)�' �{�� > )�' !��� !U��। �:¦K��� ���� 5��� �����S� G�� ��� !#�� !���� ��� ����9 
!�, \\ !� 7KI ���I6� !$��� ���� ���9 !�'� ��� �� $�6K�6 ���' ����P�� ��'��� ��� 
���&���.�� G���@� 7W��= ��$ G�C����. (( $ ����P�� `�D �.� .�6�9। 

 ���� ��� .�6�9 !�, ~ 7W��= ���&���.�� ���C !�� .��.� .6�। 

 K���� �����S� G�� ��� !#�� �:¦K�� 5�p 7� ���' 5��� \a !� 7KI *����� 
�������� ����� !#�� � �������'�� �F�� ���I6� !$��� !�U����� #��� GSK@� ���' $�6K�6 
����P�� `���� ���' h�f�'� ��� ���&���.�� 7W��= (- $ ��� `�D �.� .�6�9। 

 ���� 5���. ���&���.� h�f�'�' ��� ��� ��� !���� �l%�D��� !C�� ��>6� G��� 
G����� ���।  

-7{��$��, \) 7Ky, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

���&�CU�$� ���������&�CU�$� ���������&�CU�$� ���������&�CU�$� ������    

M�Y�� �{��� 5��� �# ��M�Y�� �{��� 5��� �# ��M�Y�� �{��� 5��� �# ��M�Y�� �{��� 5��� �# ��    

 ���$�K�, 23 !� 7KI (/��, 7/)-7$ ���� 5�p ������ $�� !K�9 !�, �������� 
���&��.�� !K������ �=@C��� ���� �����.� ���' �; �$;� R����6 !�>6�� C�� M�Y�� �{��� 
5��� �# �� .�6 !K�9। (2 � !$�'� �o� ��§� ���� �$���' R����� .�6�9। 

 K� (V/ 7KI > (-/ 7KI ���&���.�� G�*���� ��6 �$���' R��� ��6। ~ ��6 �{�� 
G��H� ��6���� $�.�$> R����6 !�>6� .6 � ��� $�.�$ R����6 !�>6�� C�� �{�� ��$��@ 
��F=@ �� .�6 ��6। 

V V V V ��� ��� ��� ��� (�3 (�3 (�3 (�3 $ ������� > ��$���� ���$ ������� > ��$���� ���$ ������� > ��$���� ���$ ������� > ��$���� ���    

 7K���� !#�� !5��� ��,�' 7/-� ���� 5���, K� \2!� 7KI !#�� \) !� 7K�I� 
���D ���&���.�� !K������ `�����. , ����d� ��� !�6������ ���*� Gb�� GS�1 (33 ��$���� 
��� (3 $ ������� �� ����9। ��$���� > �lh�f�'� ��� !K������� 7W��=� ���� 
����= ���� �K�6 ���&��.�� ���� ����9, K� \2 !� 7KI ������� !���K� ��� �'@�� ��6 
����d�6 ���� .��'� ���9 ���' ��$���� h�f�'� >�� 7W�= M����6 (� $ 7�� ������ 
!
E������. �3 $ ��$������ .�D� ���। 
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 \a !� 7KI !� Y��� �F��@�& �T=��� .�D� ���  .6 !�/ !.������ Y���/ !K������ 
7��z�*��� ���' ��$���� h�f�'� ��� ��B 7W�= M����6 \� $�� ��� ���। ���� �� 
`�����. !$��� ����6��M� Y��� 7�> V $ ��$������ .�D� ��� .6। 

 \V!� 7KI ���&���.�� !K������ ��$������� ���� !�6����� !$��� !MU���.� 
!���y�� 5M� 7W�= M���6। !���� ) ��$���� ��� .6 ���� ���&������� ���' �; 
KD����$� ��� 5M� 7W�= M���। ���� ��$������ ���' ����� H�� ����9�। �/ 7W��= (V 
$ ��$���� �.� .6। 

  ~ ��/ ��� ���&���.�� !������ !��6�� ��$��� \3 $ ��$������ ��� ���। 5�6 
��/ ��] �lh�f�'� ��� �� G���@� 7W�= M����6 ���&������� !�K�K�� �3 $ ��� !���� 
��� ���। 

 \) !� 7KI ����d� ��Ó ����� ���� ���&������� (� $ �� !���� .�D� ���। 

 K� kW��� ����� !$��� �M�K�; ���& ���.�� !K������ �lh�f�'� ��� �c���� 7W�= 
M��� ���;$ ����P�� > ��6�$ ��$������ .�D� ��� ���&���.� �l ������� �� ��� !�। 

 ���� �� ����.��' !K������ 9¹���� ��� `��D� ��$ ��K����� ��� ����9। 

-��K�S�, 2( 7KI, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

Mukti Bahini Harassing Pak Troops 

Mujibnagar, August 30
th

- The Mukti Bahini continues to harass the Pakistani 

army at a number of places in Bangladesh, according to reports reaching here from 

across the border. 

A large number of Pakistani troops have been killed in encounters in various 

sectors where guerillas are operating. A large number of Rajakars, Muslim League 

volunteers and collaborators have also been murdered. 

According to one report, the army authorities continue to pressurize Mr. Nurul 

Amin, one of the two non Awami League members of the stillborn National 

Assembly and some other quislings to join a delegation going abroad to present the 

Pakistani point of view. 

The authorities are reported to have promised protection to their families and their 

belongings against guerilla attacks. 

The reports speak of large scale destructions from the civil and armed services. 

The authorities have arrested some policemen on suspicion that they are aiding the 

guerillas. Police stations, among other places, are the chief targets of the Mukti 

Bahini. 

-Hindustan Standard, 31 August, 1971 
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�= > �=�]�= > �=�]�= > �=�]�= > �=�]    

 �������� 7$ �=�]। ��$��-��C��, ��D-�D���� ����� 7$ �&�&। ��&� ��� �� ���6 
��M� .�E ������ ��@�� /�..��। ������ ��P ���$� ���' ��� �� ‘�=’ । 7$ ��½����� ��-/ 
���9 ��F=@ ��=� $D। ��/ ���� ����� �=�] 7$ �=�½] G� ��P ��½���/ �=���। 

 ��������� �/ �= ���M��� ���9 ��' !�"��� ��������� �.����K��6 $K=���[� 
���������� 5���J�[� > 5�� !����� $�� >���� ���.� M�Y�� �����। 

 (- / 7KI M�f����� ��$ ��� !���� ��� ���। ()/ 7KI ����d� !$��� ������K, 
>K�f>, �J���� �$>C, �������, ���6=���, 5*:�� Gb�� ���&���.�� 5M� 7W��= �e���D� 
���%�D > ��$���� �.� .6। 

'�]�/� �����'�]�/� �����'�]�/� �����'�]�/� �����    

 (-/ 7KI, '�]�/��� !K�����K��_� .��� 2 $��> !��� ��� !�� �.� .6। !K���� 
���.��� ����� $D ��� �B�KR, ��� ������ !�� > !����T ����� ���$ ��K�6। '�]�/��� 
���&����� ���' ��� !�� $�.�$ R����6 !�6। C�� (�3 $ ��� !�� �.� .6, ����� ��9 !#�� 
\�’ ��Å ��� ��� ���। 

�6����. > <�.� ������6����. > <�.� ������6����. > <�.� ������6����. > <�.� �����    

 (-/ 7KI, �6���� > <�.� !$��� 5�6 7;�/ .�$�� �K@��/� ����� ���&���.�� ����। 
K� ��� ��� �/ H�� ��� ���.�� ��$ !�C�'D�x ��@��. 5�6 ()� $ ��� !�� 
���&���.�� .��� �.� .6। ���&���.� (33�' ��/�C� > M���' !yK��. 5M�� G��� ��� ���। 
���&���.� <�.� !$��� (-�' M� ��K� �� ���। �6����. Gb�� �������, ����K�, ��9�� 
��� ������� ���&���.� �/ ���6 7W�= M����6 �3 $ ��� !�� ��� ���। 

s��� �����s��� �����s��� �����s��� �����    

 (-/ 7KI, !K���� ���.�� ������6 s��� �.��� !$���'� G���$� .>6�6 s��� �.� > 
�.���� ����� 7���� �Ì��� #���। �����	
 ���� ��', �6�� !����/ M����� �b $�.�$ 
���&���.� �� ����9। ���&���.� !Y�R ���6 s��� �.��� �F���� $�' ����� O�' ���� �;��� 
!K�� 7� !��K �� *z�*F� .6। �.��� ���*� Gb�� - $ ������� ��� ����9। \a !� 7KI 
!������, !���D� ��$�� 5*:�� ����� ��F=@ ��& .6। 

���� ��������� ��������� ��������� �����    

    (-/ 7KI, ���� !�"� ������ ���&���.� (33 $ ��$������ ��� 7W�= M����6 -3 
$�� ��� ���, (a $�� $���� �{� ���� �J� . ��� ����� ��P !K�����T� ��� ���। 

 !��;�K�� ���&������� (� $ ��$���� ��� 7�> (3 ��� ����� ��� ���। 
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 (),(�,\3 !� 7KI, �/ ������ ���&���.� ��S���, ����K�, �D��K�, !�U���,±g���� 
> ��/�K�9� ��& ����9। ��/�K�9�6 ���' �b 7W�= ��� \V $ ��� !���� .�D� ���। 

 (V/ 7KI, �� 5M���� ��� ����@ È�6�� �¹�$�.�$�� ���&���.� M��� �{�� 
��F=@*��� ���¡ ��� !�6। ~ ��/ �� M�Y��, M���, s���, �]�� �{�- �¹�, !�h� ���� 
$�.�$, �I���, K����', ������ �b ��-�����6 !��' 2V $��� R����6 !�6। 

 \a !� 7KI, ���&������� ���� !$��� �]�� �{�� !K���� 7W�= M����6 V�' $�.�$ 
R����6�9 > \�' 7'� ����9। V�'� ���D \�' ����@ \�' M��, (�' $����> (�' ����P��। 

����� ���������� ���������� ���������� �����    

 (-/ 7KI, ������� h��' 2� ��� !�� �.� .�6�9। ����� !$��� !$�� #�� ���&���.�� 
����। 

���� ��������� ��������� ��������� �����    

 ���&��.�� ��/ ���¢��= `�D !����/ O�' ��� n�� �� .6। ���� ���' ��� K����' 
> ��6��' !��'� �b I ���। .�������� ��J=-����� ���&���.� ���' !��� �� ���। 

��$��.� �������$��.� �������$��.� �������$��.� �����    

    7KI, ���&���.� ����K��� ���' ��$���� ����� 7W�= ��� ��$�� ��� ���।  

����.�����.�����.�����.�    ��������������������    

 ()/ 7KI !#�� ������ ���D !$��� ���*� Gb�� a� $ ��$���� ��� .�6�9। 
����.�-M�6�R�]� > ����.�-!������ !���R ���*�'@ !��� ��� ������ ����� �� ����9। 

-��������, ( !��©+�, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

���¤K�� �.����� ����� ��&���¤K�� �.����� ����� ��&���¤K�� �.����� ����� ��&���¤K�� �.����� ����� ��&    

(�$
 ���������) 

 s��� !$��� ���¤K� ����R�*��� ���*� #���� K� $� ����� 5#� ���� /6��.6�� $d�� 
���.� 5��� ��� ��� ���K� > !��.�� #����/ GS�1��J 7;�/ �� !����� .�D� ��� ��� 
���@M��� ���;h�� G�������K ��� > ��� ��@�� M���6। 

 ����$����, !����K�, �$����, K$���6�, k*�RD� ����K�, !�U.$� 5*:��  #���� �D��� 
K=-.�D�, ��'���$, G�������K > ��@�� M���6। 

 $���/ ����� !��N� ���� �/ Gb�� ���&���.�� 5#� ������ kT .6। ���&���.�� ��� 
!������ !��.�� #��� D���� �D�°, #�� ��� O/�' >6D����� !y��� ��� 7W�= M���/6� 
�/��� �� ���6� !�6। 

 7KI ����� ���� ���&���.�� ��� !������ <�K� #��6 �D�°, #�� ��� !��I G�C��� 
��� 7W�= M���6। 
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>�� M��= ��� !K� ��=>�� M��= ��� !K� ��=>�� M��= ��� !K� ��=>�� M��= ��� !K� ��=----�°����°����°����°���    

(�$
 ���@� �������) 

 ����' �$��� GSK@� !�U�*���$�� �.����� ���*� H��� ���&���� ���'@� 7�> ��$ 
��#@� �.�� ./6��9। ����P�� .����� `�D��� ��T�� G����.��� �;�/�6 ��f.��� ����� 
�:��D��= ���। /.���� �.����� > !���5� �M��� ���&�������� G�5��� �����। 

(() �£�� ������ !�"�� �� !K���� G�*��� �.�� . ����' ��� #��� $��������� ��T$। 
��� ������� M�-��K�� !K���� G�*��� �K6��9��। 

(\) !Cb�K� ���������6 G�*�� M���/�� �K6� !>6�� 7�� !YC��� .। H��6 ������� 
��f.���  ���/6� ��6��9�। ��� ��� `�D�� ��f.��� ��@�*��� .�D� ���। �.�� !>6�� 
7��� ��;� ����' ��� #��� ������K ��$���। 

(2) ��6����$�� #�� D���� �.-�*���� 7�O� ����� �£�� ����P�� ������ ���.�� 
.��� !YC��� .। ��� ��� ��f.��� ��'�/6� ����6� !C�� .6। 

G�� ��$ 9�� /��6 ��@� �;���� #��� ������� M� ��K�� !K���� G�*��� ��/6� 
�T��|�� 7.� .। 

-���&���, a !��©+�, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

����.�����I6� ��� ����� ��P�=@ ����� ��&����.�����I6� ��� ����� ��P�=@ ����� ��&����.�����I6� ��� ����� ��P�=@ ����� ��&����.�����I6� ��� ����� ��P�=@ ����� ��&    

�����1 

\�� 7KI।  ���&���.� ������� !������, ��6��� > .������� !#�� ��� ���.��� ���;�6 ���� 
�J� .�6�9। 7����� �=�] 5����� ��&�b� h��� ��� ����9, ���� K� ��6����� ���� 
5M�� �� !�� ��� .�6�9। ���&���.�� �D��� 7W��= ��� ������ `�D�� �����6 ��6। �/ 
��P ����� �� ���&���.�� �6[�=। ���� 
��� ������ ����� ��;�6 
����� �J�� G�j 
5.���� h��� !�;��E। 7� ��  ���� $�� !K�9, K� \� !� 7KI ���� ���&����� K.�'�� ��� 
9��� 7W�= ��� (23 $ ��� !���� ��� ����9। 

!�N �����!�N �����!�N �����!�N �����----    

2�� 7KI ���� ��S���� ���&�CU$ ����� K����' �� ��� ���6�9। 

����������������----!K���!K���!K���!K���{���� 6 hx� ���1 !K���{��� ��&{���� 6 hx� ���1 !K���{��� ��&{���� 6 hx� ���1 !K���{��� ��&{���� 6 hx� ���1 !K���{��� ��&    

����1  

23 !� 7KI। ����-!K���{��� ���&���.�� ��&���� h�f�'� ��� 5�6 M���� ��� !�� 7W�= 
M����� ����� ��� kT .6। ���� 6'� !#�� ����� M��'� ��@S ��� M��। ���������� ��� ����� 
���&������� ��h@ 6 hx� ����� �� �l������ ���;�6 ���� �J� .6। 

-����� ��������, � !��©+�, (�-( 
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!K���� 7W��= ����' �e ����� .�D�!K���� 7W��= ����' �e ����� .�D�!K���� 7W��= ����' �e ����� .�D�!K���� 7W��= ����' �e ����� .�D�    

 ���$�K�, \�� !��©+��7����� ����N ��������� $���6�9 K� ��6��� ����' 
!$��� ���*� H�� ���&���.�� G���@� !K���� GW��=�  C�� 5�6 (�3 $ �� !�� �.� .�6�9 
��� $�� !K�9। ��6����$��, �;����, ����, $�C�� �����6। � 9�;� �e ��$������� !K������ 
��� ��� ���6�9। �����'� �/ �C� 7W��= ���&���.� �l !����� �e G���> ��� ����9। 

M�Y�� �{���M�Y�� �{���M�Y�� �{���M�Y�� �{���    5��� �# ��5��� �# ��5��� �# ��5��� �# ��    

 ���$�K�, 2(!� 7KI- ���&���.�� 7W��= �=@CF�� ���� ���' �; �$�� R����6 
!�>6�� C�� M�Y�� �{��� 5��� �# �� .�6 ��6। !$�'� ��§� ���� �$���' R����� .�6�9�। 
�{�� G��H� ������' $�.�$> R������ C�� M�Y�� �{��� 5��� �# �� .�6 ��>6�6 $�.�$ 
M��M� H�K� ���� .�6�9। 

����d�� 6���� $��� 7W�=����d�� 6���� $��� 7W�=����d�� 6���� $��� 7W�=����d�� 6���� $��� 7W�=    

 ���$�K�, \�� !��©+�- ���&���.� K� �p��. ����d�� 6���� G���@� 7W�= M����6 
��� !����� ���' $��� �. ��' !U�� �� ��� !�6। `�D > ��� ���Y� �.���� 2�' !U�� 
�� ��� � $ �� !���� ��� > 7��� O/�' !U�� 7W�= ��� ���&���.� 23 $ ������� 
.�D� ����9। 6���� G�� �� ��h�N@ a $ ������� ���&������� ��� ����9। 

���&�������� ��/ ���¢���= �l������ !n ����&�������� ��/ ���¢���= �l������ !n ����&�������� ��/ ���¢���= �l������ !n ����&�������� ��/ ���¢���= �l������ !n �    

($t*F�� �=�] 5�����) 

 ���$�K�, � !��©+�- ���&���.�� ��� �C�� !#�� $�� !K�9 !� K� !������ 
���&�������� 'D�° ����� ��/ ���¢���=� C�� M�Y�� > !C� !y��� ���DH�� �.���$�� 
!y�� �� !�����.�� ���' !n ��  .�6�9। �/ ���¢���=� C�� !n�' ��F=@ �� .�6 ��6 
��� �����. ����  $ h'�H�� �.� .�6�9। 

 � 9�;� ���&���.� �6�����.� !KU������ !�� G�C�, !��I G�C�, !'���C� �Å�M� �� 
��� ���6�9। ���&���.�� ���# �/ !$��6 ����N  ������ ���� � !��� 5�6 $�6K�/ $]� !���� 
��9� .'�� ���D .�E। !$��6 ��@� ���&���.�� 7W��= �l !���� *���[P। 

-$t*F��, V !��©+�, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

���&���� 7W��= ����.��� ��� !CU$ ���� �D�.�� ���9���&���� 7W��= ����.��� ��� !CU$ ���� �D�.�� ���9���&���� 7W��= ����.��� ��� !CU$ ���� �D�.�� ���9���&���� 7W��= ����.��� ��� !CU$ ���� �D�.�� ���9    

    ���$�K�, V/ !��©+�- K� �� �p�. ���� ���&���.� �� �:Ã��, 7���g�� ��� 
��C��D� ��] ������ ����CU$�� ��'�� ���E ��� C��  /6��.6�� G�M��� ����.���। .������� 
�T��6 .�6। 
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7��� ��h@�� ���� ���� ���.��� ���$ ��K��E। !���� !C��9 ����। ���&���.�� ��� !�� 
J�� .�E �, ���= �;�/�6� �/ �� ��@��6 ����� 5³A�� > �=��U�� ��f�� ���f� ����9। 

 K� ��� �� ��� ��� !CU$ ���&���.�� .��� ��T= ��� ���E। ��� !CU$ 7� ��$���� 
�����6 �.��� ���D� �/ �6��� 5�6 O’�। ��6$ ��� !�� �{�> .�6�9। ��� !CU$ �� ���� 
���.�� ��#@ 9�;� ���&���.� ��T�� ������6 ���� *6 ���E। 

�1 ��1 !�"�� ���&���.� ���� hx� ��� ��� !CU$�� ���& ����। >/ �;�/�6 ��$ ��� 
!�$��. 2\ $ ��� !�� >  �3 $ ��$���� �.� .6। ������ ����6�h��' �� ��h�N@ � $ 
��� !�� �.� .�6�9। <�.� > ����d� !$��6 �- $ ��� !�� > \a $ ��$����; ���I6� > 
��$��.� !$��6 (3 $ ��� !�� > \3 $ ��$���� �.� .�6�9। ���&���.� ������ ��� 
��������� ��� 7W�= M����6 ����� !K���� ��6��6 ��$��� �ph�f�'����� �C�� ���E। 
����CU$ ����� ��A� ���E �।  

��$��.� !���� !�j�' ���&���.� O��� PÉ ��� !�6। M�Y���> ���� ��W6। -�� �' 7/ 

-��K�S�, - !��©+�, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

������� #��������� #��������� #��������� #��, , , , ��fo���6� #����fo���6� #����fo���6� #����fo���6� #��, , , , *�����6� #�� ��1 *�����6� #�� ��1 *�����6� #�� ��1 *�����6� #�� ��1 )- )- )- )- $ ������$ ������$ ������$ ������    

��� ����� �.�1 5M�� G��� ������� ����� �.�1 5M�� G��� ������� ����� �.�1 5M�� G��� ������� ����� �.�1 5M�� G��� ����    

������1������1������1������1    

 ����+ 5�p �� ���� $�� !K�9, ���&���.� ������� #�� 7W�= ��� #���' �� ��� 
���6�9। #��� ��P ��/�C� ���&���.�� .PK� .�6�9। H��6 $������=� ��9 !#�� $�� ��6 
�������� !�� �� H�� ���&���.�� h�f�' �9�। �/ ����� H��6 #��� �����K� ��� ���S ����'� 
!M6���D� $��� !��� ��9� ����� ����� ��� ��$���� ��6 h�f�'� ��� .���� M���6। ���& 
��������� 5M� ����� ���� .������� �����6 ��6। ��  �����K� ��� !M6���D� ���&���.�� .��� 
��� ��;। ����� !��6 ���� �� ������� !#�� ��� ��@� `�D�� K� !��' ��6 �������� ��� 
�D��� .���� M���6। ��� 5�6 ��fM ������ ���. ���N �:��D��= ���। ���&���.� ��9�'� ��� ��� 
7��� 7h�� .��� 5³A�� M����E। 7� �� ���� $�� ��6, ���&���.� ��fo���6� ��� *�����6� 
#�� 7W� ��� )- $ ������ `�D ��� ����9। 

�'�6�����1�'�6�����1�'�6�����1�'�6�����1    

 $�� !K�9, 7����� G����.�� ���&���.� !��K� #��� ���D�� ����� ����� > !$����� 
.�D� ����9। �9�;� ���$������� ���$� $D ���S �����'� ���D C$��, ���Tv�, .���� > 7�� 
!����� ��P ���A H��6 K��� $K�=� ���D ����= ��� ���6�9। ���&���.� �o���;6� #��� 
���D�� ������ ��K ����� ����� ��I�� > ������ .�D� ����9। �9�;� ������� !����6���. � $ 
R������ .�D� ����9। 

����1����1����1����1    

    7����� �=�] 5����� ����� ���*� �.� h��� ��� $���6�9, ��& Gb�� 
��� 
���������� ����� �;�9। �/ �C����� ���6 7����� 5����� ��&�b�� ���&�������� ����6 
hf�'�� 5��� ���� �����K ��। � ��� H�� �D��© �T� e�� (.�T), �D��© ��.���, !�C�'D�x 
!��.��� 
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������ (!*�� !C��@) 5*:�� ������ G�C����� ���# ��J�� h�'। 5���' h�f�'��/ ��� ���&�����K= 
7����� �=�] 5������� .���-���� G*D#@� $��।  

!�6�����1!�6�����1!�6�����1!�6�����1    

    �/ !��©+� ���&���.�� !K������ !�6����� �.��� ���D�� ��]� �6� !K���� �����6���� 
.�D� ����9। .D�� !Y�R ���6 �������� �/ (�aV ����� �6��� .�D� ����9। ��� H��6 
$�����= 
��P� �g�� !C���9।  

-��¯�� ��������, (\ !��©+�, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

���&���.�� ��C�D ���&���.�� ��C�D ���&���.�� ��C�D ���&���.�� ��C�D     

OOOO’’’’$ ��@��. $ ��@��. $ ��@��. $ ��@��. - - - - $ ��� G�C��� �:�$ ��� G�C��� �:�$ ��� G�C��� �:�$ ��� G�C��� �:�    

 K� ��6� ���� ���������� ���&�CU$ ����P��� O$ ��@��. ���$ ��H ������ 
G�C����� 7'� ����9। 7'� ��� ������ G�C������ ���D 7�9 !�1 �1 ���$� .�6�� ��, 
!�$� ����� �>6�$, !�1 7���� .���। �/ G�C����� ����/ ��@��� ���&�CU�$� .��� �{� 
��6�9। 

-��p��.� �������� (2 !��©+�, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

s��� ���E� K��s��� ���E� K��s��� ���E� K��s��� ���E� K��    

 ���$�K� (\/ !��©+�- ���&���.� s���� ��] ���������� G���I G���� !�� > �;� 
��#� !��K����K ��F=@|�� ���E� ��� ���6�9। !�����.�� ��o�� �6[�=� C��> s���� ��] 
���*� !$��� !�� M��M� 5�6 ��। ���������� �*��� ��D�� �� !#�� �;� �� $� ��# �� ��� 
����. ��F=@|�� M��M�  �� .�6 !K�9। 

 $�� !K�9, ��� ���.� �.��� ��o�� ����A�� �D�H� G��+ ����9। �.��� ��/�� ����� 
�;� > $���# ‘C'� 5#�’ 5��@ ��� .�6�9 > ��� $]� 5.�� !�����6 ���� .�6�9। 

 'D�° > /����n���'� !y������� !�����.� �����@�� 5.�� ���E। �.�� G���D ��F� 
����� .�E। 

 s��� !'���*� !�x�� > !��R> ����P� 5�]�= ��o�� 5.��� �D�H� ��� .�6�9। 

C�������� #�� L����6�9C�������� #�� L����6�9C�������� #�� L����6�9C�������� #�� L����6�9    

 ���$�K�, �/ !��©+�- ���&���.�� !K���� ������� C�� C�������� ��� #���' 
L����6 ���6 ���� ���� ����P�� ��$ ����� G�C���, ��$ ��y�� > !N��$ 
��$������ .�D� ��� .�6�9 ��� G�� G���> ��� .�6�9। 

 ����' �=�]�� $6S���� #��� ��$ ����� G�C��� > O/$ ��I���� !K������ .�D� 
����9। 

 ����� �=�]� �/ �� .�������, ����h�' > �M������� !K���� ���.� G���@� 7W�= 
M���/6� �e �� !�� .�D� ����9। 
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 � 9�;� M�Y�� > s���6 ��@��� ���&���.�� ���&�������� ���# $]���.�� �������� 
�{�� �;�/ !$�� K���� ��K�6 M���9। 

7����� '�/� !��� ���¢��=7����� '�/� !��� ���¢��=7����� '�/� !��� ���¢��=7����� '�/� !��� ���¢��=    

 s���, (3/ !��©+� (�6'��)- K� ��6�� 7�K M�Y�� 7����� ���' '�/� !���� 
���¢��= h�'। ��� h'�H��/ O/ �D�& �.� ��� (- $ 7.� .�6�9। ���� ���D ��$�� 
G�H� �T�� #���6 M�Y�� .��������� *��@ ��� .�6�9। M�Y�� 7���� *��� �c��� ���¢��= 
h�'। 

 ���� 5��� *��� �� !���= ���' 9���� ��M '�/� !�����' ������ �9�। 

����.��� <���� #�� �������.��� <���� #�� �������.��� <���� #�� �������.��� <���� #�� ���    

 ���$�K�, �/ !��©+�- K� �p��. G���@� 7W�= M����6 ���&���.�� !K������ ����.� 
!$��� <���� #���' ��F=@|�� �l ��� ��& ����9। ���&���.� > $��� ����� .N@�� ���D 
!���� ���������� $���6 ����� ��A�� ��� .�6�9। <������ �/ G���@� 7W��= ��� ���.�� 
�� !���. 5�6 (\� $ ��$���� .�D� ��� .�6�9। �/ 7W��=� C�� 7����� ���&���.� (a�' 
��/�C�, ���' �:�'� ��*����, (3�' �����= ��� �e ����@$ ��� ����9। 

��@��@��@��@� ��C��$ �.�� ��C��$ �.�� ��C��$ �.�� ��C��$ �.�    

 ���$�K�, )/ !��©+�-  ���&���.�� !K������� !��� ���� ��/ ���¢��=� C�� �£�� 
����P��� 2( ����� ���.�� !���J > �����'� �F�@� ������ 7/ 5���� ��@� ��C��$ ��f 
�� $�� Oh@'�6 �.� .�6�9। ��½��� ���&�CU�$� ��/ ���¢���=/ $���' �� .6। $���'� 
GD O/$ 7���.� $�� !#�� ���C�6 ��; !�U;��� 7�� ���� !K������� �p 7W��=� C�� 
h'�H��/ 7���.� G�C��� O/$�� .�D� ��� .6। 

-$t*F��, (2 !��©+�, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

s���6 ���&�������� �D��� ������ s���6 ���&�������� �D��� ������ s���6 ���&�������� �D��� ������ s���6 ���&�������� �D��� ������     

.����� ���.����� ���.����� ���.����� ���/ ���.� *���[P/ ���.� *���[P/ ���.� *���[P/ ���.� *���[P    

\ �$
 5����� \ 

 s��� ��.�� ���*� H�� �� !����� ����� H�� ��� ./6��9। ��  ��.���K�� �/�� 
������ !5�= ��� ./���9 ��.��� ��.���� ��@��@���� ��� ���/ G� I ./6� ��o���9। ���= 
��.���� !C��6� �; ��@��� ���� �F�@��P� �F��@/ ���@��'���� ����J� 9����� s���6� ��;। 7� 
/.���K�� s���� ���*� 9����� �R��'�� ���& ���। ���@��'���� 9��� 9��;6� /.��� �.��� ������ 
!���'/ ����� !��� ��� �। ���= ��D�� �� ./��/ kT .6 ���&�������� ������। ��/ ��� 
!���� ���¢���=� ��« 5�� ���� s��� �.� 5���� ./6� ��o। 

 �£�� Y� !��R ��� !�����KM� �]�� ����$ �� !����� ������ ���&�������� 
7W��= ��6�$ �� !�� ��� .>6�� �� ./��/  �� !���� ���@��'���� ���.�� �.��� ������ 
#����� 7� ��.� ��/���9 �। �*@����KD �F� ./�� 5�p ���� $�� ��6, �£�� ���� .����� 
!�� �.��� ������ ��/�� G
���� ����� ������ ��:@�J /.���K�� ���P 5�� ���। 
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��������������������!!!!    

((((����N 5���������N 5���������N 5���������N 5�����) 

���������� h�� h�� 7$ ���&�����। ��# h��' !.��'��-!��P���f6 ��@� 9;�/6� 7�9 !�� 
���$��� ��¯�� !����। ��/ ����� ���� ���D `�D ��� ���� O�@* �����K 7��6� ���H� .6। 
��/ ��@� �6��� �� ���&������� ��f��/6� ��; O���� ���। 

���������� �����:� ������ ��$��� s��� ./�� 5�p �� ���� 5���, z5�� .����� 
���.�� O/$ ��@� > ��$ !�$� s���� !.��'� /x����x�x���� �(3 � ��J G����& 
��D�� ���6� !�e� ./�� ��;6� #���। !�/ ������K ���$��� G����� $%� !.��'� !�6��� �& 
��J s���6� !yK��� ��.���D ��� ���6� ��@� �� !����� �& ��$ G�C�����/ ��� ���6� 
��.���� ��D���� �:¦� �M���� ��'�/6� !�। 

-������ ��=�, (a/ !��©+�, (�-( 

*              *  *  *  * 

�6�����. ��� ���� !#�� ���� !�����N@=    

���� (a/ G�"��� (/��7/)- K� ����� ��� �6����. !$��� ������K� > '�]�/� 
�����6 ��� ���� ���.� ���. !������� $��� ��� ���� !�����N@= ���9। ���&�CU�$� 
!K���� ���.�� ������6 !������ .�6 ��� ���.� �/ ��� ���9। 

����K� !#�� ���'7/ $���E, �������� 
��� .�6 ��6 �/ *�6 ��� ������ ��:@�J 
����P��� G�P� ��W�S �#����@� �� ���� $D !CU�$ ����� )3 ���� 7��� �� ��� M��� 
����9। 

-��K�S� (� !��©+�, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

�=�]�=1 �����:� Gb��� ��@� !K���� 7W��=� 5M��� �:��    

K� )/ !��©+� M�Y�� 7���� *��� !������ >�� ���&���.�� !K���� !������� ���' 
'�/� !���� ���¢��= h'�� O/ �D�& �.� > (- $ �T�� |�� 7.� .6। ���� ���D 2 $�� 
G�H� ��=���। 

���' ������ ����� ��H� $���E !�, !K���� !������ �& '�/� !���� ���' 9���� !*�� 
�����6 ����। 

����� 5�p ���� 5���, ���������� !K���� ���.� K� O’�p��. ����� !$��� <���� #��� 
��P�=@ ����� �l ��� ��& ����9। 

C������ #�� 7W�=    
K� �/ !��©+� C������ !$��� ���6� #��� >�� 7W�= M����6 ���&������� ��$ 

����P�� ����� G�C����. 2 $ ����� ��� (V $ ��$������ .�D� ���। 
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!n!n!n!n    �������� 
!C�� ���9 ��e��K� !K���� !������ ���' !n ��;�6 !�6। C�� !n�� Ò�/*���. �e `�D 

��� .6। 

GD���� �6����. Gb�� !K���� ��6��6 ���&������� .����� `�D��� ������� ��$.�� 
��� 9�;�9। '�]�/�� !K������ O�' `�D !����/ y���� ���;�6 !�। ��� !����9� ������ ��� 
.�6�9। 

s���6 ����P��� ����A� ���.�� ��] !K���� !������� !$�� ��hN@ M��9 ��� ��� ��>6� 
�K�6�9। 

K� -/ !��©+��� ���� ����P� I�� ������ ���� 5���, !K���� !������ K� 2 �� !��©+� 
!�N ���� s��� > ����� ���D M��M����� ���' I���� 7W�= ��� � $�� �T�|�� 7.� 
���। 

�& ���� 5���, kW��� !�N ���� s���� V� ��/� �F�� ������ ����� ���6 ��>6�� ��6 �& 
y������ ��� !K���� !������ ��� �N@= ���। 

-$6�����, (- !��©+�, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

K� (� ��� ���J���� ���; V2 ��/� ��&    
(I�C �����'@��) 

������, (V/ !��©+�- K� (� ��� ���� !$��� ���J��� �.����� ���; V2 �K@��/� Gb� 
!#�� ���&���.� �� !����� .�'�6 ���6 ��& ����� H�� ����9। K���� '����� �/ �#D ��gP 
�F�� ��>6� !K�। ~ ��/ ��6����� ���D ���&���.� (�-�' � �� ��/ (!���� ��� ���.� ��f�� 
!����9�) ���� ��6 ����9, 2 ' >$�� M���' ��� ������ K��; �� ����9 ��� ���' ����S 
!MU�� ��� ����9। 

��9�;� 7�> $�� !K�9 ���&���.�� .��� (-�' ��/�C� ��� \,333�' 232 ����'�. 23 $ 
��$���� �{� .�6�9। �/ h'�� �� !#�� ~ Gb�� ��$������ ���&���.�� ��] !��'����' 
�.����K�� ���9। 

-����S�, (- !��©+�, (�-( 

*  *  *  *  * 

�=�]�� ���    
(�=-���@� �������) 

���������� ���*� �=�]� O�@N@ ���&�������� G5��.� GY���� G�D�.� ��.6��9। 
���&�������� !���K� 7� �'@��� !K���� G�D#@ 7h��� �� !����� 5�=.� !�. ���'�� ��'�/6� 
��;���9। H� > $���# 
����� �½Y������ !��������6 �D#@ ./6� .����� !���� �����:� 
������ ���*� H�� ���� 7W�= kT ���6��9 ���6� ��� ��>6� ��/���9। 

��� ���&������� ���*� �=�]� .����� !����� �D���DP ���� 9�;�> /.���� ��*��� .6��� 
���6� M��6��9। 
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G������ .�������� ��.��D���� ��$���� ���.�> ���&�������� GY����� ���� ����; ./6� 
��/���9। ���*� �=�] ./�� 5�p ���� $�� ��6, �� !����� ��$���� ���.� ��� ��� G����. 
���&�������� ��' 7����@= ������9। 

����-���������I6� �=�]� ���� !$��� .��K�� ���&������� K� (2/ !��©+� .����� !�� 
���.�� M���' �b ��� ������ !$��� ����� ��;�6 ���' �b R���/6� !�। �������;�6 
���&�������� G���@� 7W��= �b ����� .>6�� C�� 5�6 a3 $ O�D���� ���� ����� h�'। 
.��K� �����6 ��� !����� K�����'� M���> ���&�������� .��� ��� .6। 

K� ��6� ��� ���I6� !$��� 5�6 \\ $ ��$���� G����. ���&��Y������ ��' 7����@= 
���। /.���� ���D !�� ���' /��6 ���S ����'� !M6���D� ��.6��9। (\/ !��©+� ���&������� 
����d� !$��� �#��� ���� '.����� �� !����� ��� G���@� �'@�� 7W�= M���/6� a $�� 
.��.� ���। K� (2/ !��©+� ��� ���&������� !�6����� !$��� �Ô���� �����6 .����� 
!����� ��� �'@������K !K����N@= ���6� a $�� .�D� ���। ��f.��� �Ô����� �� !����� a�' 
��°��> �� ���6� !�। 

!C� �����6 ��f.��� �£�� �) $ �� !���� ��� ���। 

s��� ����d� M�Y�� �=�]� ���&�������� !K���� ������ !����� ����.��� ���6� ����6��9। 

(\/ !��©+� ��f.��� ����d� !$��� ��{���K �����6 .����� �������� ��� G���@� 
$�f��/6� ��;6� ����J (� $ ����� ��� ���। 5�p ���� $�� ��6 ������� ��{���K 
�����6 !U������K '.� ��6� !�;�/���9�। �������� !U�� O/�'> ����� ��� .6। ((/ 
!��©+� ���&������� 7���;�� ���' �������� !n 7W�= ���6� !n�' ��P ���। !n�� 
7���.� ��������� G�C���, /�� Ò�/*�� > �e���D� ��$���� ��� .6। 

((/ !��©+� ���� ���� �A�� ��&�������� ��f��6� ���� ��/ ���¢���= .����� !����� 
���' $�� MF=@��MF=@ ./6� ��6 ��� $���� a $ 7���.� �� !�� 7� �F�@����� !������ �����K ��6 
�/। ���&������� ������-����d�� ���D ���' �T��F=@ !�����> �� ���6� !�। 

�6����.-����' �=�]� .����� �� !����� ��.� ���&�������� ����� ��� M�����9। 
�6����. !$��� �����/� �����6 ���&������� K� (a/ !��©+� ��� .����� !����� G�H��� 
��� 7W�= ���6� \ $�� ��� ���। (�/ !��©+� ��������� �����6 ���&�������� ��f��6� 
���� ��/ ���¢���= ��6�$ ��� !�� 7.� .6। 

�£�� ���&��Y����� �6����. !$��� ����� !y� �����6 *6��. !K���� 7W�= M���। 
��f.��� $������� $K��#K� h��'� ���D !����/ �� ���6� !�� !��K����K ��F=@|�� ����@S 
���6� !�। 

�����-���$���-��$��.� �=�]�� ���$��� !$��� �M��K;, !���K�, o����K�f> �����6 
.����� ���.�� ��.� ���&�������� 5M� �;�/ M�����9। $�� ��6, K� ��6���� ��Q�&������� 
���$��� !$��� !'U����;� R����'�, !�f����6�-o����K�f> �����6 (3 $��> !��� �� !�� ��� 
���। 

o����K�f> Gb�� ���&������� .����� �� !�� ��C ���6� ��6� ��P�=@ ����� ��& ���। 
���� ��f.��� (� $ ��$���� !YC��� ���। 
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�e���D� �� !�� ��� /.���� ��.��D���� ��$���� ��� ���। ��.�� ���@����� ��S�.���� 
���D !�� !��K����K ��F=@ ���E� ���6� ��6��9। (�/ !��©+� ���&������� ����R�]�6 ��� 
!����� ��.� 5M� ��h�N@ ��p ./6� a $ ������ ��� ��� \ $ 7.� ���। ��/��� 
��f.��� h�h�R�]� �����6 ) $ �l��� .�D� ���। 

(a/ !��©+� ���&������� ��K�� !�>6�.�' �����6 V $ ����� ��� ���। ���;6� 
�����6 
����� ��Y������ �D��� ��f��6� ���� ��/ ���¢���= a $ �� !�� ��� ) $ 
��$���� ��� .6। 

/.� 9�;�, ���&������� o����K�f>-!����K��� ���D ��� !��K����K �D�H� ��F=@|�� �� ���6� 
��6��9। �/ Gb�� ���&�������� �D��� ������ �:�� ��>6�6 �� !���� ����#> M��M� ����� 
��.� ��6 �। 

K� (-/ !��©+� ���&������� ��$��.�-��'���� ���D O/�' �; ��/ M�$@ ���6� ���' 
�����.� !n�� (\�' >6�K ��/M�D� ���6� !�। �����.� !n >6�K� �������> �9�। /.���� 
���D 5�6 �3 $ ��� ��� 23 $ 7.� .6। 

���������� ���*� �=�]� �� !����� ��.� ���&�������� ����� �;�/ M�����9 ���6� 
��@��N 5�p ���� $�� �K6��9। 

����+ 5�p ���� 5���, ���&������� s��� �.� ��� �.�� 7������ !K���� ������ !$����� 
���6��9। K� ����� !�N �p��. .����� ����P�� !���� s���� /��' ������ ���' ��;��� 
7��z� .�� !�6 ��� K:.��@��� ���&�������� ��� ���� ���@� !�6। �� ��6 ��6�$ O�@N@ 
���&����� h'�H�� 7��6� ���H� .। ��f.��� ����� ���z� ���6� ��6� .����� �� !����� 
��� ��f��/6� ��;6� ��.���� ��' ./�� !yK� �9�/6� !। �/ h'�6 a $ .����� !�� 
��� .6। G�1�� ���&������� h'�H� �D�K ���। 5���, �£�� !.��'� /x����x�x�� 
7W��=� ��.� $�;� ���&�������� G����� �� !���� /��'�� �/ ��;��'�� .�� !�6। 

M��� ����� �c��6 �p��. ������� �����6 �� !����� ���' �D��� ��1��.��� ���&������� 
5���D ��������� 7W�= M���/6� �� !�� > ���� ����P�� ������. (a $ �l ��� ���। 
5���, h'�� �� �� !���� �� �c5�.��� !*��$ ��p, �� O�@N@ ���&������� �D���� $���� 
��6� !���K��� ��.���D !K����N@= ���। ��� �p��.� �D���� �������� ����J� ��� �C�� 
s��� K���� ���&�������� .��� () $ �l��� �.� .>6�6 /���������� s���H G��������� 
�.�7��°� �b�� ./6��9। z�= #����� ���� !�, 7KI ����� 5#� ���� !�����KM�H ����$� 
����$ �������� �D��� G���@� 7W�= M���/6� V $ .����� `�D ��� ���। 

M��� ����� 5#� �p��. ���&������� ������� ��' ��� !����/ ���' ���K@� ��$@ R���/6� 
!�। )/ !��©+� ���&������� �6����. !$��� !��.K� �����6 ����# ��������� ��� 
5M� 7W�= M���। 5M�� G��� !����/ ���' !U�� !C��6�/ ����TN ����P�� !���� ���6 
���। ���&������� �/ ��� G��� ��� !U�� ��� ���। �/ !��©+� ����'-�6����. �����S 
��@���� �����6 �������.� ��6��' !U��� ��� 7��z� 7W�= M���/6� 5�6 V\ $ ����� 
�.� .6। /.���� ���D ��$ !�$�> ��.6��9। 

��@��N ���� $�� ��6, K� ��fM��� ����d�, !�6����� > ���I6�6 5�6 M����� $ .����� ���D 
��� .�6�9। 
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!��©+� (a ������ ����� ���I6� �.��� ���&������� ��� ���6��9 (23 $ .����� 
O����। /.�� �� .�������� ��.��@D��#@ �� ����P�� `�D 7���� ���&������� ��.���� ��� 
5M�*��� 7W�= M���। 5M�� J6J�� 
���� ���6� �l%�D�� ��������= ����� ���D .6। 
G�1�� ����P�� ���� ���.� ��.���� ��.���D 7K�/6� 7��6� ���@M��� !���� �N@= ���। 

���&��.�� O�@N@ !K���� !������ K� 7KI ����� !�N �p�. ./�� s��� �.� > �.���� 
�����6 �D��� !K���� 7W�= M���/6� ��/���9। ������� ������ ���' ����P�� h�f�'� ��� 
!K������ G���@� 7W�= M��� �/ ����� �c��6 �p��.। /��' �����6 !K������ �/ ���6 
7����' 7W�= M���। �/ O/�' 7W��= 5�6 \3 $ �l `�D 5�= .���6। 

/.� 9�;� !K������ M�Y��� ���' ����P�� �����.� ��$@ R���/6� !� ��� ���$@� M����� �{� 
���। 

��&������� ����d�, !�6�����, �����, ����, �6����. > ����' Gb�� �D��� 7W�= 
M���/6� �l%�D��� ��$.�� ���। 

-������ ��=�, \( !� !��©+�, (�-( 

*              *  *  *  * 

�=�]�    
���&�������� 7W��= �����' \�' �l `�D��.� �b �����1    

a �� �� !�� �.�    

7����� !������ K� �p��. ���M�6 !��� ��C�D G$@ ��� ����K� Gb��। 9��� > 
����K��� ��D��@� ���' �����6 !K���� !������ �l `�D��.� a�' ��b� ���' �*�6� ��� 
5M� !M����K�p� .���� M����6 \�' �b R����6 ���6�9=। �/ 7W��= ����J a �� ����P�� `�D 
�.� .�6�9। �9�;� ��6��� 7�K ���� 9����� �A� ���� �l G�H��� ��� 5M� 7W�= 
M���। �/ 7W��= �l��J� .��.��� ���D� �=@6 � ��� !K��> !�RW��� K�;��� ��� �� 
!����� ��� ����� !��� ��6। ���� Y���� ��' ���&������ !��f�� ��/� G��� !����/ ���' 
��� ������ �� ��P .6। 

$������� ���&���.� > ��� !CU�$� ���# !K������ �����6� C�� V $ �� !�� �.� > 
7�> - $ 7.� .6। 

����6 O/$ ��� !�� ���    

K� (2/ !��©+� ���� !$��� .��K�� !K���� !������ ���' ����P�� K�����'� >�� 
.������� ��J� ��� \ $ ��� `�D�� .�D� ����9। K����'�' ����� R��� ��6। 

�������;�6 \) $ ��� `�D �.�    

����+ 5�p ���� 5���, ������ !$��� �������;� #��6 �� ��h�N@ ���&���.� K� �/ 
!��©+� \) $ ���%�D > ��$������ .�D� ����9। 

5��� ���������� !K���� !������ #�� ���� ���' ����� ��f��� !��' ��� .�6 !���� > 
7��6���. �l `�D��� 7W�= ��� ��� !nb > 5�M�� �� ��� ����� .�D� ���। 
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���$���� a\ $ �l `�D > ��$���� ���    
K� (�/ !��©+� ���� ���$����� ���;���� Y��� ���&������� ��$ �D��©�. (2 $ 

.����� !���� �� ����9। ~ ����/ ���&������� 7����' �C� 7W�= M����6 !.��������� � 
$ ��$������ .�D� ���। 

K� (-/ !��©+� $���/��; !$��� M���.��' �����S� ���', ���$����� �fM�K;, !���K� > 
o����K�f> ��Ó ���&���.�� ��] ��� !CU�$� 5M� ��hN@ .6। ��9��� 7�K G� �����6 ���&���.� 
����J \3 $ ���%�D�� ��� ���। 


����������� ���@����� > ��S�.���� ���D !'���C� !��K����K I ��� ���6�9। 

������ (\ $ ���    

K� (2/ !��©+� ������� �R��� �����6 !K���� !������ ��/ ���6 ���' n�� ��;�6 !�। 
C�� (\ $ .����� `�D ���¡ .6। !K���� !������ 7��K� �����6 ��6�$ ��f������� ��;� 
7W�= ��� �e G� ���� ����9। 

���&������� �M������� ���' ��� '.���� ���� ��� .���� ���� ��6�$ ���D `�D .��.� 
.6। 

!K���� !������ (2 > (a/ !��©+� ��=���°� > *FT]����� Gb�� ��6�$ ������ > 
������� !������� ��� !����� .��.� ���। 

��$��.��� )3 $ �� !�� .��.�    


����������� K� (-/ !��©+� !*��� ��$��.� > ��'���� ���D O�' �; ��/ M�$@ ��� ���' 
�����.� !n�� (\�' >6�K ��/M�D� ���। C�� 5�6 �3 $ ����P�� `�D �.� > 7�> 23 $ 
7.� .6। 

M�Y��� '�K���' J��YP    

M�Y��� !K���� !������ ((/ !��©+� �l���.�� ���' '�K���' 7W�= ���। ��f�� !���'� 
��/�'�� G�.�= ��� ��6 ��। !��'�' *�N=*��� J��YP .6। 

!�6������� )a $ �l `�D �.�    

K� (2/ !��©+� 7����� O1��.��� !������ !�6������ ���' �����6 �l G�P��� >�� 
�� G���@� G�*�� M����6 ����J (3� $�� ��� > (V $�� �T�� |�� 7.� ����9। 

�£�� !C��� V hw��D��� ��h�N@ ��$ !�$����� �) $ ��� !�� ���&�������� .��� 
��� .�6�9। 

����d� !�"�� -\ $ ��� !�� �.� 

K� (2/ > (a/ !��©+� ���*� �����6 ���&���.�� !K���� !������ �C� 7W�= M����6 V3 
$ ��� `�D �.� > \a $�� �T��|�� 7.� ���। ����d�� ������, ���6����, �Ô����, 
��$@�K�, �h������� > $K��#���h�� �l !��� �����& J6J�� .6। 

K� (\/ !��©+� 7���;�� �A�-�F�@ ����{���� ���&���.� �l !����.� ���' !n 7W�= 
��� ��P ��� ���6�9। ��� !n�� ����, ��$ ����P�� ������ G�C���, /�� Ò�/*�� > 
�� R$��> !��� ��$���� �.� .�6�9। 
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M��� ����� �c��6 �p��.� !K�;�� ���� ���&���.�� ���# .����� !������ ��6��' 
���E�Q ��h�N@ ��$�����. 5�6 O’� ����P�� `�D ��� .�6�9। 

���&������� ����d� Gb�� �l��J� ��' �T��F=@ ��°�� ��;�6 !� ��� 5M�� �����= 
G��� > !K������ ���� ���। ���&���.� Y���b�� `�D���.�� �����. ��/�' ��C��D� 
��] ��M�� ��� ���6�9। 

��$������� ��� ��� ��� ���E    
.����� �� !���� ���&���.�� �D��� �1���� 5��.� ���� $D ��'���'� !��* 

!����6 ��� O’�p��.� !n�� ���6 !� ��$���� �� Ko ����9� ���� �� 5���� 
����*��� 7����� ���&���.�� ���9 7����@= ���9। 

K� (V/ !��©+� ���I6�� �����M;� /��6 ���S ����'� !M6���D� ��� G��� \\ $ 
��$������ ��] ��6 ���&���.�� .��� 7����@= ����9। !�/ ��] �& ���' ����� ���9 
��J� ��P ����. ��/�C�, .��� !���K�, �'K�, !yK� 5*:�� ����� G���> 
���&���.�� .��� ���� !�6। 

� ���� !�� ��6��' ��$���� �� ���&���.�� .��� ��� ���6�9। ����� ���� 
!$����/ � ���� ���D�K�� ���D� V3। ���� ����� �� G������� ���&���.��� �K�6 
7����@= ����9। 

-$6�����, \a !��©+�, (�-( 

*      *        *         *        * 

�=�] !#��    
���&���.�� ��� �p� ./�� 5M���� �����'� 5���, K� O/ �p��. ���������� ���*� 

�=�]� ��6��� .����� `�D ��� ./6��9। ����N� ����', �6����., s��� !�6����� > 
M�Y��� !K������� G����� ������6 .�������� ��*g�� ��o6��9। 

K� �p��. ���&���.�� !K������ ��/�� ��.���D ���;M�-�� ���9 23 $ �l `�D�� �� 
���। 

M�Y��� ���&���.� K� \-!� !��©+� ��½����' #�� > $���OD� !�j 7W�= ��� > 
#��� G��� ��� ���। 

����' �=�]� K� �p��. ���&���.� ����� ���� �l ��J� O/�' ¬�R���' �� ���। 
���& ���.� ��/�� ��.���D ����' �.�� ���' ��>6�� ��� !y� �;�/6� !�6 > ��6��' 
������ K��; �� ���। ����K�, $6�S6����, $�C��, ���KÕ$ > ����� ����� ��6��' 
������6 !K������ ����J a3 $ ��� !�� > ��$������ .�D� ���। 

K� �p��. �6����. !$��� ��������, ��$6���, �{� ��'� > !����� �����6 � $ �l 
`�D ��� .6। 

���&���.� �/ !$��6 BÐ����� �F�@ ���; ��e���� > ���K� �����6 ��$��� �:Ã ��:@� 
H�� ���6��9। 

K� O/ �p��. ���*� G�*��� ���&���.� !�6������ 9�K��/6�6 � $, ���.���� 
7$���� > $�����;�� \3 $, !���'g�� 2 $ > 9��6� Y��� (\ $�. �e���D� �l 
`�D�� ��� > 7.� ���6��9। 
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K� \) !� !��©+� ����d�� � ���� ���9 ��/������ �l h�f�'� ��� �'@�� c��� 7W�= 
M���/6� ���&���.� 2� $ �l `�D�� �� > (� $�� 7.� ���। ��9� G����� ��� ���। �/ 
��h�N@ ��� ��$ !K���� 7.� .। 

�����!    

s��� �.��� ����� ��� 5���D ��������� �l . M�����9। K� �/ !��©+� s��� �.��� 
������� �����6 �l��� ���' !M�����y (( $ ������ ����� > ��6�$ ��$������ .�D� ���6� 
���&���.�� ���� �T= !���� M��5� !K���� !�U���� �$� H�� ���6��9। 

s��� �.�� ���&�������� G�5��� > !K����7W�= !o��/��� $D ����P�� .����� ���.� 
�.��� ���*� H�� G����� �D�� > !M����y ���/6��9। ������� �����6 �/|� ���' �D��� 
���� ������ ����� > ��$���� ��.���6 �9�। !K������� ��6�$ �����= !��� ‘*�� ����N� ��’ 
5���� /.���� ��] 7��� ����� ����� !�� *�� $��/6� !C��। 

h'�� �� ~|� ��fM$ 7���� !K���� !��� O/'�6 ����� > ��$������� ��.� �c5�.��� 
��<������ $��;6� !�6 ��� �����K ����6� .o�� �� ��6 �l��� G� ���;6� �/6� ��� M���/�� kT 
���। 7������ ����/6� ���� !K������> �/��� �l� ��� ��f��/6� ��;। �/ ��h�N@ (( $ ���� 
����P�=� ����� > ��6�$ ��$���� ��� .6 > ������ �D�� 9��;6� M�' !�6। 

-���&���, \V !��©+�, (�-( 

*         *         *          *         * 

s���6 !���� ���¢��= : /6��.6�� �T� e�� ���    

(�$
 ���������) 

s���, \�!� !��©+�� �������� ���&���.�� .��� $]���.�� ��#@� > ����� ������ ��K !�� 
�T� e�� ��� .�6�9। �T� e�� �������� 7/ �*�� 5�& ������ ��K ���D। ��� �$ Y��� 
���&�������� !���K��� ����� �/ ���S����'� �; ����� ‘��S��� C���/6��9।’ 

/6��.6�� ����& ����� H��6 
�6A��� �[� !�U��� �.�� /�.�� 7$ s���6 �$ �'�� 
���' '�/� !���� ���¢���= �T��*��� 7.� .�6�9। 

���' �*� !#�� !C���� ��# �/ ���¢��= h�' ��� $�� ��6। 7.� GÖH�6 !��'��� M��� 
��� /�.���� s��� .�������� *��@ ��� .6। 

-��p��.� �����, \V !��©+�, (�-( 

*          *        *          *         * 

���&���.�� ��C�D G�D�.�    

\�!� !��©+� ���&���.� K� �’��� ��� .�������� ��� !�� ������� ��d����KD 
7W�= ���M��� ���। 

�����, ���$��� > ��$��.� !�"�� ���&���.� ����� !K���� 7W�= 7��� ��B�� ����9। 
����� �D�x��x ��� !��>�6 !y�� 5�� 7W�= M����6 ���&������� ��� ���.��� �D���DP 
��� �����9। K� (V/ !��©+� ���&���.�� ���' �� ������� ���' !����� !Y�R 9��; ����। ~ 
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!������ ����� ��� ���.��� ����� ��@� .����� ����6/ ��� !��K����। ���&���.� ~ !������ 
5M�� J�� ��� ��� ��� �e ��$����� .�D� ���। 

K� (� !��©+� ��$��.� !$��� MW���� �����6 ��� .����� > ���&���.�� ���D 5M�� 
!K��� ����6 .6। ���� � $ ��� `�D �.� .6। 

~ ��/ ��� ��>d� �����6 ��� .�������� ��] GD �� ��h�N@ ���&������� 7�> 
96$ �l `�D ��� ���।  

()/ !��©+� �l ����� C������;� �����6 ��� �����6� ��6 7�> 9’’$ ��� `�D 
�.� .6। ~ ��/ ��� ���.�; �����6 �l !����� ��� ��f;��� 7W� M����� .6। ~ 7W��= 
7��� O’$ ��� `�D �.� .6। (�!� !��©+� ���&���.� ���� �����6 �l��� �h�� !C�� > 
��������D� ��� `�D�� ��� ���। ��{��/ �����6> ���&���.� ����CU�$� ��� 5�� 
7W�= M���। �/ 7W��= ��$ �l !�� 7.� .6 ��� $�� ��6। 

(�!� !��©+� ����� !$���  ��Kg�� > !*������� �����6� !�� ��6��' �C� 7W�= M����6 
���&������� !���#, !��� > ���*�'@ ��;�6 ���6 ~ ������ !�� !��K����K ��F=@T�� ���E� ��� 
���6�9। 

��9�;� ���& ���.� ����� !$��� *�T]�����, ��.jK�, ��Kg�� > ������.�' �����6 
�D��� !K���� ������ M����6�9। 

s��� ����d� > M�Y�� !�"� !#�� ����� !� ��� ��>6� !K�9 ���� $�� ��6, K� (2/ 
!��©+� ���&���.� ����d�� 7�;6� ���;�� O’$ ��� `�D�� .�D� ����9। ���� G#@�� (a/ 
!��©+� ���&���.� ����6 �l `��D� G�H��� ��� 5�� !K����N@= ��� 7��� \ $ �l `�D 
��� ���। (V/ !��©+� ���&������� ��M���6 �’$ .����� `�D�� .�D� ���। 

(-/ !��©+� ���&���.� !�� ������� 7W� ���M��� ���। !��./���� > ������ 
�����6 ����CU�$� ��h�N@ ���&���.� ��$ �l `�D ��� ����9। ��9�;� ~ ��/ ��� 
���&���.� ����d�� !���'g�, .���]� > M� �����6 ��� ���.�� G�H��� ��F@ �h�� !C�� 
5M�� !K����N@ ���। ��� V $ �l `�D �.� .6 ��� $�� ��6। 

�6����. !�"�� ���&���.� K� (�/ !��©+� �����'� <��]�� ���' ����P�� ������ 
$���� ��;�6 ���6�9। ��/ ���¢����  �T/ $���' ��F=@T�� �� .�6 ��6। K� (-/ 
!��©+� ���& ���.� >���M �����6 ��/ ��f�� ����� !��' ���¢���=� C�� ��$ ��� `�D 
�.� ��� G�� ��$ 7.� .6। \3 !��©+� �����'� 9�;��;� ��� !��6K�f> �����6 G����.�� 
7W�= M����6 ���&���.� \3 $ �l�� ��� ����9। 

 

�*@����KD �F� !#�� ��>6� �� ���� 5��� 5�6 a3 $ ����'� ��$������ �6����. 
.�������� *��@ ��� .�6�9। �l `�D�� ��.��D > ��.�����K�� ���� $�D Y�� ������ $K= 
��$������� �/ ���6�9। 

���I6� ����� ���� !�"� !#�� ��>6� �� ���� $�� ��6 !�, ���&���.� K� (� !� !��©+� 
������� ��������� �����6 ��$ ��� `�D�� ��� ����9। ��9�;� \3 !� !��©+� ����K� 
�����6 5�6 O/ !����� �l `��D� ���# !K��� �����6� ��6 ���&���.� 7��� O’$ �l 
`�D��> ��� ����9। 

-�����, \V !��©+�, (�-( 
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�=�]�� ����=�]�� ����=�]�� ����=�]�� ���    

(�=���@� �������) 

���������� G���S� ���&������� .����� /�������� $���6�� ���.�� ��T�� ���*� 
�=�]� 5M� 7h�� .��6 M��6��9। K� ����� ���������� ���&����� ��C�D$� V ��� 
G��W�S .6। 

����� ���*� �=�] ./�� 5�p ���� $�� ��6 !�, K� �� �p��. ���&������� � ������ 
.����� `�D ��� ���6��9। K� �p��. O1��.��� ���&������� !�����6� 7W�= M���/6� �]�� 
�{�� /����� ��/'�� ��� ���' ����@ $�.�$ ��F@ �� ���6� !�। ��f.��� �{��� G�� 
���' ������ $.��$�>  J�� ��� ���। 

/.� 9�;� ���&������� !K���� G�*�� M���/6� �� !����.� O/�' !U��> ��� ���। 

���� *�6 *�� ����TN �� !����� ����A�� 7��= ��$������ ���&�������� .��� 
�M���'� ./�� ./�� 7�°YP ./6� ��;6��9। ���*� �=�]� ��$������ ���&�������� ��' 
G����. 7����@ ������9। K� �p��. ����d� �����6/ ����� V2 $ ��$���� 
���&�������� ��' 7����@ ���। 

����d� !$��� !�.��� ��� H�� ���&�������� .��� V� $ .����� !�� ��� .6�। 

���������� �A� �=�] ./�� 5�p �� ���� $�� ��6 ���$��� !$��� o����K�f> ��� 
����� �D�x��x �����6 ���&�������� !K���� G�*���� �D��� ������ �:�� ��/6��9। 

\3 !� !��©+� o����K�f> �.��� �A�� ���&�������� G���@� 7W�� V $ ����� 
�.� .6। 

����d� !$��� ��K� ��� ���� �����6 $d�� �� !���� ��*��� K=.�D� ��� 
��'���$ kT ���6��9 ���6� ��� ��>6� �K6��9। $�� ��6, M��� ����� 5#� ��J �/ ��� 
�����6 �� !���� ��� h����; 7� ��6� *z�*F� ���6� !�6। �������� .��� �/�� �����6 
23 $ Y������ �.� .। 

��K� #��� ������ �����6 $d�� !���� ��'���$ M���6। ������ G�j 5.�� 
���&������� /.���K�� ����& $��� !�। ��f.��� �l���.�� ��� ��f��/6� ��;�� Y��������� 
�.�6��6 2( $ ����� ��� ���। /.�� �� ������K 7�> ���� ����� h'�H�� 7K� 
���6� Y��� 7W�= ���। /.�9�;�, ��C��6� ���D����' 5*:�� Y���> $d������� 7W� ���। 

���� #��� M�K�� ������ ������� 7;�/�� h����; 7� ��6� !��;�/6� !�6। /.��� 
�/ ����� ./�� KT��9�� �9�/6� �/6� ��6। /.� 9�;�, ��/>� Y��� 2� ���; !��;�/6� !�6। �� 
!���� ���� #��� �����/� Y���> .��� M���6। ��� ���&�������> /.�� 5������ Y.= ����� kT 
����� �� !���� �/ ����� 9��;�6 ��/�� ���D .6। 

��/ ��� ���&������ �/ �����6 5�6 ( �� ���� .�D� ���। /.�� !U������K �/ 
�����6 7��6��9�। ���&������� /.���� !U����� R���/6� !�। 
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���� !$��� M��� ./�� 5�p ���� $�� ��6, M��� �{�� ���&������� ���' �:�'� 
$�.��$� J�� ��� ���6��9। $�.�$�'�� ��' !����/ �9� ���6� $�� 6�6। 

/.� 9�;�, ��� �=�]�/ ���&������� ��f.���� !K���� ������ !$����� ���6��9। 

���������� ����S ������ !��' \\) �' !M�����y� ���D (-��' !M����y/ �� 
���&�������� ����। �� �� ���&�������� ��Ko > 7W� ����.� .>6�� ���� $d�� 
�������� ����� �T=*��� *��½6� ��;6��9। ��/ /.��� �£�� ���*� H�� ���� .���� 
M���/���9। ��� ���.� ��� $�����= .�D� > ��f.���� ��;�h� L���/6� �����9। 

�£�� ���M� ./�� �� $�.�$ !����/ ������� M�Y�� �/6� 7��� �� /.��� *�6 
$�.�$ ./�� ��M ��� �/। ��� ��.���K�� ������ ��:@�J ����6 ���M� ��o�/6� ���� ���D .6। 

��@� >������@� >������@� >������@� >����    

K� 96 ����� ��C�D ��@����M� ���6� 5�� !����� ��@ >���� ��� !�, K� V ���� 
���������� ��� ���&������� �� ���6� ./��> \� .�$�� /��������� �k !�� ��� ���6��9। 
��� ��� !�, ����@ ��&��u ��� K=M� 5�A ��@����� G��� ���� ��� ���D�� ��� ��6� G��� 
����P�� !�� > ���&���v���� ���D �.��� K;�;�� G������ .�� 5�� ��$ ���&������ 
�����6 a3 $ .����� !��। 

O�@N@ ���&������� $�� H�� G������ ��W��� ��.� .����� �������� !�������� ���6� 
M��6��9 ���6� ��d� ���6� ��� ��� !�, � ��@S ������ ���.���� ���&������� ���������� 
����:� ������ ���*� �{�� .������ ���.�� ��.���D� $D 7�� G��� ��� GD�D ���Y� 
!����/ (��' ������ $�.�$ ����� G#�� J�� ��� ���6��9। /.� 9�;� �l !����� M��M� 
�����. �D�H� �]� ���6� !�>6�� ��v��D ���&������� 5#� ������K/ �����:� ������ �T��F=@ 
�;� > !�� !��� �� ���6� ��6��9 

-������ ��=�, \) !��©+�, (�-( 

�=�]�� ����=�]�� ����=�]�� ����=�]�� ���    

(�=���@� �������) 

s��� ./�� 5�p ���� $�� ��6, ���������� ����:� �����6 /���������� G������.�� 
����J� ��� �C�� ���6� ��#� !��� s��� K���. �.�� M�� ���g@ ��� s��� !$��� ���*� H�� 
�D��� !K���� 7W�= M�����9। ���&������� s��� ./�� �l��� ���.� .>6�� �� �6�' �T��F=@ 
!��, �;� ��� $���# �D��� ������ �:�� ���6��9। s��� K��� ��.� H���# !�� > �;� 
>��K�>��K ��F=@ ���E� ���6� ��6� O1��.��� ���&������� �l������ G��� K������ ��� ��� 
�����. �D�.� ���6� M���6��9�। s��� K����> �� �� ��h�N@� ���D�� ��f.��� �������� �DP 
����6� �P����� ������9। 

s��� ./�� 7����� 5����� $��, !��� !��� s��� K����/ 5���D ��������� M�S 
!��'� ./�� !���K��� ��.���D ��� ���6� ���&������ � $ �� !�� ��� ���। ���&������� 
���'  
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5�/�*' 'D��Å����K �.��� !�� ���' �����6 h����C��� ��6 '.��� �� !���� ���&�CU$ 
��{�. ��f.���� G���= ���। �� !���� $�� ./�� K$@ ���6� !��'��'�� #����� ���@� !�>6�� 
���/ /.���� ����� 'D��Å� ��9�� ��M  *��½6� ���&�������� !���K� K�$@6� >�o। .�*+ �� 
!����� .���� !����K��� �nK��� 7]�� ¬�@ ���K��� �F��@/ ��.���� �&�& !�. ��'�/6� ��; 
s���� ��M s��� ����� ��P�6। ����� K��;�' ��J�= �T�v� ./6� ��6। 

�/��� !�/ ��, �� !����� ��o�� 5.����� ����� !n s��� ./�� �6����. 
��/���9�। ��  s��� K�� ./�� 5�6 23 ��/� �A�� s��� !$��� ����S ��>��/� G��W� ���� 
�F��@/ !n�� /���' ���' 5M� ���¢���=� ��] ��] �� ./6� ��6। !n�� �K� �6�' �§�/6� 
��;। �D���� ������� �F��@/ �� !����� ��� ��f��� ./6� ��6 !���K� 7� ��/�C��� �����। 

!��©+� ����� !�N �p��. �� !���� �b����K ��/���9� ���K� > !��.�� #�� ��� 
���� $D। s��� ./�� ���;K]� ��6� ���.� ./6� /9��������� ��{���6 �b�' !�U�9�� ���&������� 
/.���� ��� 5M� !K������ �N@= ��� C�� 2a $ �� !�� ���� ��6। GD�D��� 7.� G�H�6 
���� ��� .6। �b�' J��YH .6। 

�/ ��/ ���K��� ��' ���&������� �� !����� G�� ���' ��b� ��� 7W��= 
M���/6� 5�6 \� $ �l��� ��� ���। /.���� �b�'�> J�� ��� ��� .6। 

K� ����� !�N �p��. ���&������� ���� !$��� ���J��� �.����� GSK@� ���R�]�, ��i� 
��� !��6���6� �����6 5�6 �� �B�KR �l !����� ��'�� �� �� �D��� ���� ��p ����। 

�/ ��� ���&�������� .��� 5�6 a �� ����� ��� .6 ���6� 5�DJ��@� Y������� ��' 
./�� $�� ��6। ���&������� �/ ��] ./�� V $ �l��� !YC��� ���। /.� 9�;� 5M�� G��� 
> !K�����T� ��� ���। 5�6 a �� �� !�� �.� .>6�� �� GD�D �� !���� ���6 ���। 

����� > �������� > �������� > �������� > ���J���6 ���; ��6 ���; ��6 ���; ��6 ���; V V V V �� �l `�D ����� �l `�D ����� �l `�D ����� �l `�D ���    

$]� .����� ���.�� ��] ��B �;�/ M���/6� ���&������� ����� !$��� �Å�K� #�� 
���@�� ���6��9। ���6� $�� �K6��9। K� \2!� !��©+� ���&������� !����� ���'�� ��� 
$]���.�� ��B 7W�= 5������ ���6� GS�1 ���; �� �� ��� `�D ��� ���6��9। ���������� 
��� !K������ ����� !$��6 K� �p��. ��@� /6��.6� ��.�� 2�' $��� R���/6� ��6��9। 

���$�K�� 5�p ���� 5��� , ���� !$��� ���J��� �.����� !�� �� H�� �£�� 
���&�������� ��] ��h�N@ 233 $ ��� `�D �.� ./6��9। V $ �� !���� ���6� 7� ./6��9। 

�������� ���&�������� ��� �p� ./�� 5M���� �� �����'� ��� ./6��9 !�, �£�� 
s���, ����d� > M�Y�� Gb�� ���&������� �.���� G��H� ��� `�D��� ��� G���@� 7W�= 
M���। /.��� � $ �l `�D �.� > 2 $ 7.� ./6��9। 

���&������� K� ����� �6����. <�.� Gb��� !�6�� ��$��� �l !����� ��� ��B 
7W�= M���। C�� \3 $ ��� !�� .��.� ./6��9। ~�� $6������� ���&�������� �'@�� 
7W��=� 2 $ �l��� ��� ./6��9।  
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����������� ���-����� �� ��! ���"���# $%�!&� ��� '(�)� ���% (����� *�� 
�+�!&� ,�&। ���� . * ����(� �/� /!&��0। 1 �����& �2��� ���% $�3�% 45�# ���&� 6 
* �2�(��� ��� ���&��0। 

-������ ��#�, 6 8�9���, :;<: 

�� ,(� = �����>?�*� ���) ������ �+�!�� ,(� = �����>?�*� ���) ������ �+�!�� ,(� = �����>?�*� ���) ������ �+�!�� ,(� = �����>?�*� ���) ������ �+�!    

�@AB�, 6 ! 8�9��� B� :�� 8�9��� (C)�� ���� ���������� ���� ,(9��� (��D���� 
8���  ��(��� �� ,(� �����>?�*� ���) EF� ������ �+�! /&। $ $ ������ �G H����& 
(����I ����� ,J��= ,��� ��&। 

�����>?�*� (K�� E�L ���� �����# *�� ,B�0 ,� �� �M�BN �� ,(� ((��)�& E�& PQQ 
*) .S T��� ��� (��D��� ,J�� �� �/����� ����BU J��� 8IBV� ��(�& �����>?�*� $�3�% 
45�# ���� *) 8W(� /X।��� H��� ���� ,J�� ,B����YV# Z[ ���। ������/�= ����� �%V�� 
,J�� ,B����YV# ��� ��� ����� *��� ,�&। ��\�KV\ ������ ,B����YV�#� ��G H����& (���I 
�����= ,�3�� �]�� J���। 

�����>?�*� EF� E�������� ���� �%��� � ,��� �� ,(��� ��(�� ��0� �K�� ���0�& ��& 
��� ,(! ���! 8�^��� J���। �! �+�!�&� D&D��� ���� ����# ��= � ��=&� ,B��= 
��&�* �� ,(� �/� /�&�0 ��� ��* �����>?* 4/� /�&�0 ��� *�� ,B�0। 

8�� �� (����� *�� ,B�0 ,�, B� ._ ,(�`a� (��D���& �)��B��� ���0 ��^�� 
���% ����^� B����% �����>?�*� ���% $��%� =�� ,B����YV# ���� �H&��D EF� b�� 
�����&� �� ��� B����% �����(� ���। ��� '()��� D&D��� (���� *�� ��&�। 
�����>?�*� ��D ��* 8c��d� 4/� /&। 

���� ,(9�� ���� ,(9�� ���� ,(9�� ���� ,(9�� 6QQ 6QQ 6QQ 6QQ �� ,(� �/��� ,(� �/��� ,(� �/��� ,(� �/�    

�����>?�*� �/(��� ,��� ,B�0 ,�, B� e’���( �����>?�*� /��� ���� ,(9�� ���Hg ^�� 
��+�!�& 6QQ ���(� = .QQ ��*���� �/� /�&�0। ��0�+� PQQ �% ��� ��!�>� ��� ��� /�&�0 
��� PQ * ��*���� �������/�� ���0 4h(��V# ����0। 

�U��� ����� (��������� �� ��U��� ����� 4���� ��� /�&�0) = _ * �� ����� �/� 
/�&�0। ��0�+� PP�% �� ,(���� ��!�>� �����>?�*� /dB� /�&�0। �����>?* �� ,(���� .�% 
�  = ���% B����% i�( ����0 = ���% �  /dB� ����0। 

�������� ���Hg ^�� �+�! F��0�������� ���Hg ^�� �+�! F��0�������� ���Hg ^�� �+�! F��0�������� ���Hg ^�� �+�! F��0    

���*�B�� 4B� ���� ,(9��� ������� �+�!�� �����>?�*� *j� �������� ��0 ,J�� 
*�� ,B�0 ,�, �������� ���Hg ^�� ����Y ��� ,��&�����, �/�k���, ��*����, /������, 
�������+�, ������ EH@�� ^�� �� �� H��� ,B���� �+�! F��0। 

 

-4l��*�� �����, P 8�9���, :;<: 
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�������/�� e�V�� 8�H���������/�� e�V�� 8�H���������/�� e�V�� 8�H���������/�� e�V�� 8�H�� 8�)�/� 8�)�/� 8�)�/� 8�)�/�    

(�*
 (���������) 

�����& �2$�3�% ��id�����& �2$�3�% ��id�����& �2$�3�% ��id�����& �2$�3�% ��id    

B� ���( >������� ���% em(�/�(� 8�H��� ����������� ��n����B) (�>�)��H 
���&��0। ����������� ���� J��& ����^�� ����%��� ����� = ��*������� ���% �2 $�3�% 
������������ 45��# ��id /&। 

1 $��%�� <Q * ���� ����d�� ����� = ��0�(��)� ��*���� �0�। ��) ������ 
����������� �� ��� /!�� J���% 45�# ��� ��� 4% $o� ����� �+�!�&� �� �5�� E�& (pK#V 
���q /&। P_ * ���� ����d�� ����� = ��*���� ��� /&। ����������� J���% H��r&� ����& 
$��% ^���� 8���B) ���&� ,>��। ����������� ���� 6�%  F�� 8�%����%�(/ PQ �% ��!�>� = 
EF�� ,B�����[� ���� ���। �! ���s�K#V (�W��� e! * �[# ��������� �/�� /!&��0। 

4� ���% ���� E���, ,B����B�U� ,��%�����+�� ���0 e!�% ��% ,��t�! u)�% �������/� 
��� ���&��0। !/�� E������ W/�� *) ��V� /����� ���/� ;�% �� � �� �/� �!&� 
,��%�����+� ���� ��& ��� N/���+�, ����+, ������+, EH@�� W��� 4b ��B�&। �����+� W��� 
*n���� .. * W����(��� /�)� ���। 

���� ���/� (v�� �����/ W���� ����� 4(�� ��w�(�� ��� ���&��0। 

����B�U ����% (�>�)    

B� .S,� ,(�`a� ����B�U� ,�?����� J��& �� 8�H�� F���!&� ����������� <6 * 
����� = ��*������ �l� = ����� ����� 8x ��� ���&��0। ��0��� ���s��! J��� $��% /!�� 
����� = ��*������ ��wV��V� W��b��� ��� ��V�� F���!&� 4�(���0�। 

$%�� �� ��) ������ e! ��� /!�� J���%� ��� 45�# ����� �2�D ��0�D# 
,B���b�� ,0��+। ��y 8cD�#� ���) �������� 8��� Fp% ��&� 4h�D� ��� 4� ����D�� 
����� ��*������ E�& (���! ��� ��+। 

���� �������/� E�& �’���� ��!�>�, 6�% 8�%����%� F�� ��!�>� = :Q /�*�� ���� 
b�� ��� ���&��0। 

B� .:,� ,(�`a� /����� ����d�� '()�� /�������� J��� �n� W��� ��%��% ����� 
4�(�� �������/�� /��� e!* ��� /&। ��y /����� ��V���� �����Y� �� !/�� E������ ,& 
��x W����(���� ���। �n�, ��F�! = ��w��V� W��� !/��� :P * W����(��� /�)� ���। 

�������/� �! ������ ���)�� ����� ��(��� ���B� 4/�� ��3�� ��� ���&��0। 

���&BU���&BU���&BU���&BU    

����a E�L ���� *�� �B&��0, ����������� z���-���&BU (+��� ����� M�* ��! ��&� 
�+�!&� ��&��0।  

{�BU J��� ��+��+�& ��� ������ ���/�� �)��p ,W�N F�*V ���&� �������/� | * 
�2�(� ��� ���&��0। 
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�H& ^��! /����� ��/� ��x W����(���� ��� /���� ���&� �������/�� �k����� 
*��� ,�=&�� ,F}� ���। 

F~W��F~W��F~W��F~W��    

B� :.! ,(�`a� F~W�� ,*��� 4��&��� J��� �(��!�  W��� �������/� �� 8�H� 
,�?�� ���&� ��(��� ���B� ��* ���)�� ������� E���) ��������� /�)� ���। 4G�� /���� �� 
�� ������% !��& �������� ��� �J���J� ���I ����%� ��* (�() �0�। B� :.! ,(�`a� 
�� ������%� ,��&� �����/� ����� �^� ���� 8��� /=&�� �J� �0�। �������/� �� ��D� 
0����� ���}� /�3�+(/ ��/�� ��+��� /��*� /&। ������% �� ��D� 8H)JV� ����� $� /!�� ���/� 
/!&� 4�(�� ���� ,(�B# ��/��� b�� ���&� /�)� ���। 

B� :6! ,(�`a� �������/� (��� _%�& ���%&� J��� 8IBV� ����� ,��� ����� >�3�+ 
45� ���&� ��* ����� = ��* ��*������ /�)� ���। B� :Q! ,(�`a� �������/� ��%&� 
J��� ����&� ��+� W��� :: * ��(��� ��B ������� /�)� ����� (�JV /&। 

����n�    

:Q ! ,(�`a� /�*�B�U ���% ,B���� ���� (�� ��� ���/�� (�$YV /&। ,B���� ���/� 
��� /�������� /]�k e! ��� /!�� 45�# ���&� ����Vd ���&� ,�& =  4����� SQ * ��� 
'()�� /�)� ���। ,B���� ���/�� 45��#� ���� ���� �(�) ���/� �%���� � ����&� �/���� 
,>��&� ����!&� ��&। ,B������ /�������� ,>��&� ��=&� EF�� 8x�x ��� ,B�����[� ��� ���। 

<! ,(�`a� ��B� J��� ��!��� W���� ���0 �������/�� /��� | * ��� �(�) �/� /&। 
�(�)��� �! ���% ,?������B ��!��� ��&� ��!���0�। �� (�& �������/�� ,B������ �/���� 
45�# ���&� �/� ���। 

z���z���z���z���    

::! ,(�`a� ��&���� 8 �� ,B���� ,������ *&B�� ����( B)�( ��! �+�!&� ,�& ��� 
���% ��=&�� ��! i�( ���। 

-�������, :Q 8�9���, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

    ,�*� �U���� ,�*� �U���� ,�*� �U���� ,�*� �U���� ; ; ; ; � ,(9� (>� � ,(9� (>� � ,(9� (>� � ,(9� (>�     

(v�� _ � ,(9� ������ ,�*� �U�� ;� ,(9� (>� ��� �������/�� ��V�k���� ,��� 
��� /। ��� ������������ �����) ���, 4����� ����s 8�� ���! �������� ,J�� /����� 
��V��� �����+� /��। 

�������/�� (�V����&� =(���� =#�� (>��������/�� (�V����&� =(���� =#�� (>��������/�� (�V����&� =(���� =#�� (>��������/�� (�V����&� =(���� =#�� (>�    

.�� 8�9���, �������� �������/�� E�� ,(���� ��V� ����* =(��� �K�V �#���� 
8W��V� 8 �, ���Hg /�(����� = �����(���� ����� �����V ��� ����� E���K� 4�/�=&�� ���) 
6 ���)��� (>��� �� 4* ���*�B��� ���� ���/�� (�� �>��� �>�� 4�(। ��� �#���� 
������������ �����) ���Hg (�J�� H�Y# ,�। 
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�������/�� E�� ,(���� �����(���� ��]� �����, 8(�(�/(, e*V& 4h��w�( ��� 
4�h�k(�BV� ����� ,E�#� ,��� B�V���� ���। ��� ������� 4�= �k�� /�� ��� �)�B 
������ 
*) 4/�� *��। ��� H�Y�� ���� ������������ 8(�(�/�(��� = ,����h������ E�� BH�� 
��� ���� ���। (�W *��� ��3��� �! em(�/(� 8�H���� *) B��V� ��� ��� ��n� ���। 
��� 4�= ��� ,�, 4���� �! ����(�W���� ,H�� ���& ���% �� !��/�( (@�} ��� F����0। 
E�� ,(���� ��3����� ��J� ��# ����& ,�, ��r����� ��� ,���� *��� &, �! ��I ���#� 
4���� ���� ���� ���&�0। ��� ��3� H�Y�# 4�= ��� ,�, 0& ���(� ���� ����������� ,� 
(�/�(��� ,����&�0 ���� ��� 4����� *(�����#� 4h��w�( 4�= ,��+ ,B�0। 

�)��B��)��B��)��B��)��B�----����BU e*V& $�3�% ��y����BU e*V& $�3�% ��y����BU e*V& $�3�% ��y����BU e*V& $�3�% ��y........................    

                                                 -��o� �(� 

�����& 0��% 8��� /��� EF�� (�&। ,�� ���� ,�� 4� ���*�� �)��^� ,!। ��! 
,H���F�I �]� �����, �������/�� $�3�% �����V ���� ���। .<,� ,(�`a� '���� F��%�& 4��� 
F��* ,����& �+���। (p��� �[� 4�� >���, ��V��)D ,��/��� !�(�>, ��* ��������� 
�>���* ��r��� ��� 4��। ��0�e� �b��! ,����- �� �G Z�� ,����। W���� ,������� Z���, 
�������/� �(I����� ��� 0��� 45�# ����0। �� /� 1 ���%���� �Gb��� ,� 4������� 
(��� (��Y *����- �� ��B�& F����। ��� �� 4%%�। $�3�%� ��0����0 ��( ,�?0���। ���� 
4������� 8�� (I�V� �b�� /��। ,�� e’��D! ,B���b�� /�� 8��� ���� 4��� 5��� ��� 
�b�� ��B���। ��H��� ��0�e�� �b��� �� $��%�� �( ,�?0���। 

�� ��0�D# ����! ,B���b�� ,J�� ,B�। 4��� ��� �)��` \�� ��� �B��* ��������� 
(�d B��& ��3������ 8�^�& �)��p �>�� ���, ��� ����! Z��� �(I���� ��� ��� ��� �� 

��� ������ ����� ����� (D� /�&�0, em(�/(� �)��` ��� ��� ,(���� E�� ���& 
H���m! 
��J�%� ��& ��। �� �� ����� , �������� 4* 4� e�V�  &। ������ �! e*V& ��� 4��� 
*� *�HK���� ��� ����!। 

��&��� ������������ (�� ��!� ��( 4/�� ��V (���� ��� ��3��� ��F ����� �� 4�& 
����। 

,H���� $�� H�r� 4��� ,(! ��G। Z��� �)��B� = ����BU ��� ���� *) ��� 
'()�� 4����� ��� 45�# ����0। ���-/�� ���& 4(��! �)��` (��/��� F��&� ,%���� N�� 
�+� 4�����। (�� �B�& ��(�0 �]� ��! (���� �� ��� '()�� �����*����� ����� ��� ��� 
��&�0, ��! 6Q * ��������� ��� ,B�����[� ��]��� /��। ,����� ��/K�V ���) 6Q * ��������� 
��& �)��` (��/� ����� *) E��� /�&�0। 

/]�k 4��� �^� ����� � ���� 8��W/ ���। �)��` (��/���� ���& ��� (� �)�^� 
��� ����। 

,��� ��%�& �B�& ,�?30��� �)��B� J��� �����*����। 4����� ,���� �N�>� �0� ��� 
,J�� e’� B* e�� �2 '()। ��3�+�& ,����� e’� B* �K�� 4����� ������� ���) �� ,(���। 
e’��D! (��� ,B���b�� F��0। Z��� �� ���)! E�& 6Q/PQ * ��*����(/ �2 '() ��� 
/�&�0 4����� 8(�(�/(� ������������ ���0। 
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�)��`�� ���V�� 4��� ��3F�’B* ��0� (�� ���� �]� ,F?��J�� =���। ,(�� ,J��! 
�� !�  �%V�� ,J��� ,���� Z[ ���� �)��` (��/�। (�d ��%� ,(���! ,��% ,B�। 

(��F�& 4���V� ,�, e’��D (��� ,B���b�� F��0 4� ��� ���)= W���� *B# ����� 
�k(�/ ����� ��& ������/��� (/��) ��� F���0। ,�� ,B�����[� ��J�& ��& ��& ����, ,�� 
�������/�� ����� '��� ���0, 4��� ,�� �N�>� ,J�� (���� �� ����। E���% *B�� �@� 
��w�( �������/��� /�������� �����+� ���� (D� /��। 

/]�k ,����� *j� ��������� ����B�U� ��� ,J�� 0��% 4(�0। ���0 4(�� *��� 
������, ����B�U | * ��� ,(� ��� /�&�0। �)��` \�� �)��� *���� �! (�& (/(� 
�����������। 

�� �@� ��� ��&��% N�� ��&। �! �@��� ����� ,0�� �N�>�� ��� ���0। ,0���� � 
,��& N��b��� (� 4����� ���) ����# ��� ����। ,0��� *) ��%� ����� ���& ��� ����, 
‘4����= ,�� 4��� ,0��’। �@��� �@� �! ����� (��!�� ��� ���। 

��* �[ �����(� 4/� /�&�0 ��+����+ ,�?�0 ���� /�� ���� /�(������। H�� �+� 
4����� ��*�� ���। 8��� (��= 4/� '(���� ��& �>�� F���� e*V& $�3�% �)��B� 
����)�B ���- 

 ,/ e*V& $�3�% �)��B� ,����& 8�Hl- 8�Hl ������  �����, ���� �)��B� ��� 
����� *) *���# ��� ��� F���0- ������ 
������ ��� (K�V��- 

��&��� �� *j� ��������� em(���� �/ ��� ��& ���, �)��B� ����BU /������� 
��� ����0। ,���� (�� (�� ��J��� �� d� /�& �B�&�0���। 4��� ,(��� ����� �� ��� 
��������� ,J�� ��� /�� �? H���� 8�(� ���� ���������!, ‘H���0 ,�, � � (���&� 
���*&, ,���� ��&����� ���)! 4��� /�������� �����+� ���� (D� /�। ��0�+� ,B���� 
����� �&�! ,�� ���’। 

���� �)��B�, ����BU ,J�� �� ����# ����������� (�� ��� ,( (p��V *��� 
F�!���- ���� ����, ‘4����� (��F�& 8�x� 8H��, ��� *) �! (���&� ���*&। 4����� 
���0 8x ���� ��!�>�, �����* = e’��%� ��-!  �%V�� 4� =�� 4���� 8�x, (���, ���*! 
=��� �� ��� 4����� 4���� 8x J��� ,�� ���t�& ����� ����������� �� e�V��।’ 

-����� ��������, :Q 8�9���, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

�#���� ����#���� ����#���� ����#���� ���    

(����V� �������) 

���������� ���� ��� �� ��k��V�K#V ��V��& ���� /!&��0। ����@� ������ (�� ^�� 
(�� d�� ����������� ��/���� 8�^� �� �� (��@� ���&� F��&��0। 

 

 �����@� ������  E���% ,*�� (�� �L�(/ ,*��� (�V� ��3/��� �����(��)�& 0+�!&� 
��+&� ���� ���� �2���/�� ��[�� E������ B�+&� �2��� ��� , *�� ��� /&�� ���&� 
F��&��0। 
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(�V�! ��/��� 8(� (/�(���� �@}�I ^�� ���&� /����� '()��� ����� H��r&� ��&� 
��/���� F�� /��� ���&� F��&��0। 

�2���/�� F�� /���� ��� ��/���� ��)��� ,���F ��]� �(�C ��� �U������  ���) 
5���V�� ������� 8I��V����, ����������, 8��w�( ��� �/�(� E���/�(� �����Y� ���� 
������������ ��� �� ��! �@�� ��!&� F��&��0। ��V� /����� ���/�� E�& �� �N�H� '() 
��������� ����@� ����� 0��+&� ,F���� �� !(��������� ���&�� ���� B� ����� 
������������ (�) ,T�� (��L 8�>(����� EJ� ���% ���Hg �#��� 0+�!&� ��+। ����� 
,?���/�� !��%= �� �� ,*����� /!&� ��]���0। 

��������� ������������ �)��� E���� = EF� 4$���� ���� �2�� ����/��� /!&� ,�Y 
��V��& ������ ���&�� �J (���D� ���� ���� (�V��� �&�B ���&��0 ���&� ��� ��=&� 
��!���0। 

�������� /!�� (�%���� ����� *n�� ,(���� ���&�� (���� � ,���&� *��F5 z��� 
/!�� F~W�� = F��� ��VI ��d@� ,?��J� ��� ��� ,*����� ������0 ���&� *�� �B&��0। 

����� ���Hg ���# /!�� E�L ���� *�� ��& ,�, ^�, = ,?��J ������ e*V& 8��(I� 
������������ (��� ���}�� � ����&� ��V� �� ,(��� ������ (�/��) W/# ������0 ��� E�&! 
,��+� ���% ��� 8��a ���&� ,�(����� ��x *(������ /�)� ���&� F��&��0। 

�����@� �����& �/���� (�� �>�� ��& z��� �/� /!�� Z[ ���&� E���% ,*�� �/� 
������������ ,B���b�� ��� ��3/���� �@L ��H��� J� J� ���&� ��3�����0। ,*��� (�V� /����� 
���/� = �/���� �������� ��3/��� �k��� ���&� F��&��0। ����^��� H&��/�� = EF��� 4F 
����� ����&� !(��������� *����/� ����������� �����@� �����& �J���J� ����V�F� 
����c� 4�= ��0!&� ��&��0। 

�#�� /!�� E�L ���� *�� ��&, e�VYV ������������ 8W��H�� (�V� 8�)�/� ��/&��0। 
�����@� ������ ,�&����� ,*��� ,>�, ��Z���, 8I���, ,����&� ��� %���!�� /����� ���/� 
= ������������ ���) EF� (�$YV F�����0। 

z��� �&��(��/� ���) ^�� ^�� ,���J �]�!&� ,>��& ��� b[s�K#V ,���(��b�� 
����������� ��!�� (�/��& (pK#V i�( ���&� ,�=&�& z��� �&�((���/� ���) ,T F��F� �)�/� 
/!&� ��+&��0। 

%���!� �����& ��V��� EF� ��+�! F�����0। /����� '()�� �! ^�� *�� ������ 
(�/��) W/# ������0 ���&� ��� ��=&� �B&��0। 8��) !�����)! ����������� %���!� �/��� 
����� ��B������ 6 * ���(��� ��� ���&��0। 

 ,�&����� ,*��& = ,>� ,����&� �����& z��� F~W�� ,��N ����� ���� *) /����� 
���/� ���&� /!&� E�F}� F���!���0। ��y ��� ����������� 4$���� �� 4$�� /��&� �/���� 
(�� E�F}� ������k ���&� ��&� 8W(� /!&� F��&��0। 

,>� /!�� E�L ���� *�� ��& � ���(� EJ� ���� ����������� ��\�� �� 8��5� ���&� 
��Z��� ��� 8I���� ������� E������ (@�} ���। �� ,(��� ���&� E�F}� F���!���0। ��y ��� 
����������� 4$���� �� 4$�� /��&� !/���� (�� E�F}� ������k ���&� ��&� 8W(� /!&� 
F��&��0। 
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 ,>� /!�� E�L ���� *�� ��&, � ���(� EJ� ���� ����������� ��\�� �� 8��5� 
���&� ��Z��� ��� 8I���� ������� E������ (@�} ���। �� ,(��� ���&� /!&� ��� ���&� 
�/���� :; *�� ������������ /��� /���!&� ��0� /�%&� ��!�� ���) /&। ����������� �� 
,(���� ��0� ��=&� ���&� |Q *�� ��� ���। 

 8I���� 8}��� ��U�� ,��*���o� SQ * �� ,(� ������������ /��� ��� /&। 
,����&� �����& (�$�YV �� ,(���� ��* 8�>(��(/ .< * ������������ /��� B� (L��/ 
��� /&। 

����n� �#�� /!�� E�L ���� *�� ��&, �@��& ��U�� ,��*���o� '() ,��t�! ���% �  
B� |]� 8�9��� ����������� �(�� �����& ,?��J N���!&� ,�। !/��� . �� �� ,(� ��� /& 
��� �  ,��t�! 8x�x ����� /!&� ��&। !/�� 4�B� �� ����������� �� ������� �����& 
4�= ���% �  N���!&� ��&� :Q * /����� '() ��� ���। �! �������! ����������� �� 
,(���� ���% ��N���% ��� :Q �% ,?�� N���!&� ��&� ��* ,�>�%)�o ��V� = ��* 
�)��`(/ ,��% :| *�� /�)� ���। 

��� �#��� HK[�����, ,��$��/�%, =&��BU, �U��� �����& ����������� �� ,(���� 
��� ���Hg 4$�� /��&� E�& PQ *�� ��� ��� B� �� (L��/। 

z��� /!�� (�V��Y E�L ���� *�� ��&, z��� = 4������� ��e)k (����/ �)�^� ����Vd 
����&� ,>��&��0। 

���C� ,?�/� ��������C� ,?�/� ��������C� ,?�/� ��������C� ,?�/� �����    

(�#���V� �������) 

B� Z5��� ���������� ,�� �� ��� ������ ,?$�3�%�� �������� ������������ 
,?��H��B� ���% ,?�/��� 4�����H��� ����� ��� /&। 
��� (��V�H?� �#E*��¡� ���������� 
*� ���C� ,�� ���*�� �/���� ��� �! ,?�/��� ���� ��� /!&��0 ���C� ,?�/� ��। 
��n����B) ,�, ������������ ,? !���%� e�VYV ,B������ ���������� ��D#� �� �����@� *� 
�����  /!�� ,� 6�% �  /����� '()��� ��� /!�� ��� ��� ,(! 6�% � �� �!&� E�J��� 
��V��& 4�����H��� �! ,?�/��% B] ��� /&। 

������������ ��F��=&�* 8���� '(&� *[��� H�Y#������������ ��F��=&�* 8���� '(&� *[��� H�Y#������������ ��F��=&�* 8���� '(&� *[��� H�Y#������������ ��F��=&�* 8���� '(&� *[��� H�Y#    

(��*j��� (��������) 

B� ����� ���������� ���� ��� ,�� �� ^�� ������������ 8�>(�� ,T�� ,���(V� 
EJ� ���� 4����� 8�H�Y� (���(� 4�% �(����) �k(�� ��@������ B#W*��¡� ���������� 
8^�&� ��¢E�� '(&� *[� !(��� �! �I�) ��� ,�, ‘
��� ������ *� ���C� ,�� ���*��� 
�/�� 4* �2� ����B���। ,��� ��� �2��� z���� ,�(���(V �&��� ��������£����� 8�H��� 
W/# ����� ������ ,(! ��! 8�*V� /!�� ���� (�W���� FK+�I (�>�)’। ���  ��� E�� ,(���� 
��V� ����* =(��� �! 8�}�� ,T��E�L �[# 8�>(����� 8�H��� W/# ��� ��3/���� 
��F��=&�* �����V ���। 

8^�&� ��¢��� 8�>(����� ��F��=&�* �����V = ��3/���� �����) 8��YV� H�Y�& H�Y# 
�� ���। �! H�Y�# ��� /����� ���/�� ��� /!�� ,�����@��� ����� �)����� ��3/���� 
b[���&s = 
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��V��)� �J� ��# ���!&� ,�। �! E(�� ��� ���� ����d��� ¤������� �(��B��� ��@V� 
���������� ���Y�� ����d��� ��� ,��3�� ,�=&�� ��� 
������ ��� ���� ,��Y = ��V�� 
���+�� ��Vy� ���/� ����&� ���। ��� ��������� /����� '()��� $@#)�� B#/�)�� �#V� ���� 
�B&� /�)�������� ��[�� E������ ,=&�� *) 8�>(����� E�� 4/�� *��। 

8^�&� ��¢��� ��r���� ,�?�V���V = ����s� ���(� E��(� ������ �B&� ���, 
������������ ��� �������� (�� ,���% ����Y� 8%� 4^� = (�VJ ��/&��0। �K�V��q E�� 
,(���� ��V� ����* =(��� 8�>(����� �����) H�Y�� ���� ��/���B�� �@¥�� = )��&� 
E�� ������ J���� 4/�� *��। 

���������� E���¡� *�� ��*��� 4/���, *���& = E������ ���Y��� �\(��)� 
(�(), B#E*��¡� ���������� �¦��^ �\ (����� = ,�(����� ��VF��� ��� ����} �)���BV �! 
8���� ���^� �0��। 

�������� ������������ 8�>(�� ��� ,T�� E�L��� 4����� 8�H�Y� �k(� ��� 
BE*��¡� �������� (������ �D /!�� ��3/���B�� (� E�� 8��� !/�! EJ�। 

8�H�Y� 8��� ����D ���V� ����� ��  E�� ,(���� ��V� ����* =(��� ��� 
(����� ����N��� 8�)D 8^�&� ��¢E�� '(&� *[� !(����� 8H)JV� §�� ���। 

-������ ��#�, :. 8�9���, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

z���z���z���z���----F�%B�3 ,���N� b[s�K#V ,(�� i�(F�%B�3 ,���N� b[s�K#V ,(�� i�(F�%B�3 ,���N� b[s�K#V ,(�� i�(F�%B�3 ,���N� b[s�K#V ,(�� i�(    

B� �� �D���� 
��������� ��� ,������ �&��(�/ ,(9��� *Bg�JBU $��%� ��% 
���% W��� E�& ��� ��*������ ��� ����0। �! 45��# ��&�* H����/�� ��*���� 
8x�x(��� ���� ���/�� /��� 4h(��V# ���।  

,�&�����,�&�����,�&�����,�&�����    

 ,�&������� ,>� 8 �� � ���(� ,B�+�� ���� �������/�� ,B���� ,������ �� ,�?�� 
8��a ��� �2 '()� =�� ����h� /���� F���। B� S�� 8�9��� �������/�� em(�/(� ,������ 
,>�� ���0 ��\�� �� ,����& ��Z��� = 8I���� 0��� ,>��। ����d���� � 8�^�& ���&� /�& 
��% ,J�� �������/�� =�� 45��#� em(�/( ,���&। ,B���� ,������ 8�)I �DE��� (��J 
��*��� ���) 4��V (�¨& (�� ��� ��� ���� ,(���� �%V��(/ ,0�% H��� 8x ��& E�� 45�# 
/��। EF� �+�!�&� �� :; * �2 ,(� ��� /&। 

 ,�&������ 8I���� �������/�� S�% $�3�%�� /����� '()�� 45��#� em(�/( ,����� 
4����� 8(�(�/(� ��� ,������ �� E��/� ���� ��B�& ,B�� e’��D� ���) EF� (�$YV ���� ��� 
� 45��# �2��D� SQ * '() ��� /&। 

���}&�� �H& ��D� ���) ��������� �� (�$YV���}&�� �H& ��D� ���) ��������� �� (�$YV���}&�� �H& ��D� ���) ��������� �� (�$YV���}&�� �H& ��D� ���) ��������� �� (�$YV    

B� ..,� ,(�`a� e! ,��p�� ����>?* ,������+�&� W���� 4=&��� ��B ���&� 
,F&���)��� ���+�� 4b ����& ���� �������/� ����� �$�� ,>��। ��������� �� (�$�YV /����� 
���/�� S * 
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'() ��� /& ��� 6 * b[�{�� 4/� /&। H�� (¡d �� ,(��� �������/�� /��� ��� 
,��& ���&���� EF�� 8x�x = ��/���� ,�������� ,>��! ,��% ��+। 

�� �� �������/�� em(�/�( ,������ �(�) '()��� =�� 4��� ���% 45�# F���। >�� 
S * '() �/� = :S * 4/� /&। 

���}&� ,*��� %�%� ���0 ,��B��0&� W��� ����d�� '()�� /���� F���&। >�� :Q * 
���/ �B��� ��V�H��� �/� /। 

�������/� $%�^�� ���^� / ��� 6 * �� ,(��� ��� ���। 

�����-����: ���*$�%, ������, ����/�-���� ���� ������B = �)������� W���� 
����d�� $�3�%� =�� ����������� EF� 45�# F���। �! 45��# �������/�� ��� ,������ /�©� 
,���B� = H��� �%V�� �)�/�� ���। >�� ���� * �� ,(� �/� /&। �������/�� �%V��� S�% 
����� i�( /&। 

����� ��� EF� (�$YV����� ��� EF� (�$YV����� ��� EF� (�$YV����� ��� EF� (�$YV    

���� ���/�� 8(� (�/(� ,������ e�V�� B���� ����d�� (����� $�3�%b���� =�� 45�# 
F����& ����। B� SQ,� ,(�`a� �����-���*���-��*��/� 8 �� H�������� ,B���� ,����� 

&��5& 8x��x (�(��� /�& �� ,(���� =�� 45� F����& | *�� /�)� ����0। 

B� (L��/ ,B���� ,����� ������ �����& �)��� 45� F���� ������ :QQ '() = 
��*���� �/� /&। �0�+� . �� ��*���� b[��{�� 4/� /&। 

E�� ,(����� �K�V �#�� (>�E�� ,(����� �K�V �#�� (>�E�� ,(����� �K�V �#�� (>�E�� ,(����� �K�V �#�� (>�    

B� (L��/ �������� �������/�� E�� ,(���� ��V� ����* =(��� �K�V �#���� 
8W��V� 8 � ���Hg /�(����� = ���� ,(���� ����� �����V ���। ��� �#��� ������������ 
�����) ���Hg ^� H�Y# ,�। 

�������/�� E�� ,(���� ���� ,(���� ��]�� �����, 8��� (�/(, e*V& 4h��w�( 
��� 4�h�k(�BV� ����� ,E�� ,��� B�V���� ���। ��� ��3/������ 4�= �k�� /�� ��� �)�B 

������ *) 4/�� *��। ��� H�Y������ ������������ 8(� (�/�(��� = ,���s������ 
E�� BH�� ��� ���� ���। (�W *��� ����� �! em(�/(� 8�H���� *) B��V� ��� ��� ��n� 
���। ��� ��� H�Y�# 4�= ��� ,�, 0& ���(� ���� ����������� ,� (�/�(��� ,����&�0 ���� 
��� 4����� *(�����#� 4h��
�( 4�= ,��+ ,B�0। ������������ 8�K�V ,B���� �#��?���� 
E��(� ��� ��� � �J� ���, ‘4���� ���% *��� �/�(�� ,�3�F J���� E�ª! 4* � �+�!�& 
8���#V /�&�0।’ ��]�� 4hE�)& = (�/�(��� ��& EF� e��V��B� ���� ���+&�& 4��� �#�D� 
�� *�� ��/� (�>�) 8*V ����0। �! E(�� ��� 4�= ��� ,�, 4���� ��� �@¥��� (�� 
�H��� ��+ �� ��/�� (��� �@�J���� ���% 8)�� ,�� ‘'()���/�’ �/�(�� ��*����� �F�q� 
���� �����। ��V� =(��� 8W��V� /�(�����b��� �����V���� ,��B���� ��)����� �B�& E�# 
,���� �J����V� ���। ��� ��V�� �F��k(� = �(V����� /�(������� ��V�k���� = ,��B���� 
8�^� (p��V �*§�(���� ���। ��� ������� 
������ ���* ����� �m
�JV ,(�� = �)�B 

������ *) �@�§�� E��� ���। 

���� ��n� ��� ,��� ���� ,� 8W��V� /�(�����b���� �F��k(� = �(VB# (���! 
��w���)��& = ����*� 0��-0���। 

-*& �����, :6 8�9���, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 
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�#�� ,J�� ���0�#�� ,J�� ���0�#�� ,J�� ���0�#�� ,J�� ���0    

B� 0& ���( 
��������� �������/�� ,B������� �k���� ���� �� �� (�>��)� �(�/ 
���� �B�& ,�?0�� 4�� ����0। (�v�� ��� ���/� �/���� �\ $�3�% ,J�� �����& ,��� ���) /��। 

����n�: �������/�� ,B������ ����n� �/��� ���Hg 8 �� (�>�)*� �k���� F����& 
����। (v�� ����n� ,*�� «�� = ���l� ���+ ,W�N F�*V ��� = ������ ���/�� D�� (�� ���। 

8�� ���% (����� E��� �������/�� ,B������ *���&�� ��+�& ��* ��� ,�*� = ��� P 
(���� ��� ��� = ����� 8x��� ��& 4�(। 

����n�& ,�� ,��B����B �)�^� ����Vd /�& ��+�0। ����n� ��� ,>� = ,�����&�� ��)��V� 
>��B��* ,�� ,(���% �������/�� ,B������� /��� ��id /&। � (L��/� ,B�+���! � $%� $�%�0 
��� �������� ���/�� ,/N ,��&%V�� ,J�� E����� ��� �����% ��� /�&�0। 

 ,>� = ������&��� ��= ��VI ��� *n����� (�� �������/�� ,B������� EF� �+�! 
F��0। 

B� |]� 8�9��� ����n� ,*��� �(��� ���0 �@��& ��U�� ,��*���o� ���% �  ,B������ 
N����& ,�&। �� �\ ��� ,(� ��� /&। 

��¬�������� 4����% �  ,B������ N����& ,�&। ��� ��* ��� ,(� ���� ��&। 

=! ������%V 4�= ��� /�&�0 ,� =! ��! 8 �� ,B������ ���% ��B��� ���� N����& 
���&�0। �0�+� ��� ,(��� ���% ,?���= D�� ����0। 

B� (L��/ ����n� ,*��� �(��� ���0 �������/� 8���V� ���% ��� '()��/� �  45�# 
��� e!� * ��U��� '() ��� ���। ��¬��������= ��� ���/�� 4� ���% �  N����& ���& ��* 
= 1 �����& 8�� �� 45��# S�% B����% N����& = :Q �% ,?�� D�� (�� ��� ��* 
,�>�%�o ��V� = ��* �)��`(/ :| * �2j() ��� ���। 4�+������ &���� 
,������ ���0 S *� ��� /������� ��� ���। 

 ,�&�������: ,>� 8 �� �������/� ��� ,(���� ��� e�V� 45��� *) ��Z��� = 
8I���� $��% ���। ��*��� ���) (�¨& (�� ��� ���� ,(��� �%V��(/ ,0�% = H��� 8x ��& 
E�� 45��#� �� :; * *�� ,(� ��� ���। ���� ��� ,(��� ��0� /%�� J���� �������/�� 
������ ��B�& (��(�� 45��# ��L /�& 4�= |Q *�� ��� ���। ���� 8I���� �������/�� 
$��% 45� ���� ��� ����������� SQ * '()�� $��&� ���। ,B���� �#��?�� 8���&� 
����������� (���&�H��� ���0�& ��&। ��y ��&� $o�� ���)! �� ��)� ��& 4��� 8����� 
����� 45� ���� 8}��� ��U�� ,��*���o� SQ * '() ��� /&। 4��� ����& ��*��� 
$�3�% ��� ���। 

��V�� ��� 8�(��� ,>� ��� ������&�� ,B���� = ��� /�������� ���) E��  ��� 
F������ ��* ,*�(=(/ .< * �2 '() ��� /& ��� ,B������ ,>� = ������&�� (����B 
�D���� >��B�*� ,�� ,(���% ��+�& ,�&। 

��*��/�: � ���(� EJ� (L��/ ��*��/� = ���B�U� ��)��V� ,�� ��J ,B������ �� e�VYV 
45� F����& ���% '()��/� ,T ��id ���� >�� .S * ��� ,(� ��� /&। 
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�U���� = ���������� ,B������ ��� ,(���� ��� t�%�� 45� ��� 4�= .: * 
,(��� ��� ���। 

�����: �! ,*��� ���� H�[�������� ��� ,(��� �� ����� � ���0� �� �������/� 
����� ��� t�%�� 45� ���। ��� �! (�& ����� .�% B��+= ��id ���। 

���*���: � ���(� EJ� (L��/ ,��B�/��%�� �������/� = ��� ,(���� ���) b�� ����& 
/&; >�� < * ��� ,(� /��/� /&। �! (�$�YV ������������ < * (���) 4$�� ��&। 

F~W��: P! 8�9��� z���-F~W�� �� ��)��V� ��J �� ��� ���/�� '()�� ���% B��+�� 
��� ,��t�! ���0�, �� �������/�� ,B������ ����� ��� /)�� ,W�N ��D� ���। >�� S * 
��� ,(�� �@��) $�%। 

�(��%: B� <! 8�9��� ���� �������/�� ,B������ ���������� ��� ,(���� F������ /�� 
8����� ��� ,>�� ��� ����� : * ,�*�(/ .6 * ��� ,(��� ��� ���। 

Fp�B�� �������/� ��� ,(���� ��M� ��� ,���� ��� S *�� ��� ���। 

��! ��*�� ��� $�3�%� ��� �������/� 45� F����& 6 *�� ��� ���। 

%���!�: B� _! 8�9��� ��B���� 8 �� ������/� ��� ,(���� ��� (�*��� 45�# 
F����& 6 * ,(��� ��� ��� ��� %���!� �� �� ��d�#V �����& ��� /����� = ���� ���/�� 
,B������� (�� EF� �+�! F��0। 

-(�L��/� ��������, :6 8�9���, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

    ,B������� 8�)JV b���� ,���� ��3 ���,B������� 8�)JV b���� ,���� ��3 ���,B������� 8�)JV b���� ,���� ��3 ���,B������� 8�)JV b���� ,���� ��3 ���    

(�*
 (���� ���� �������) 

*n�� !&��/&�� �K�V(K�� 4!&���� ���)�� (/F� ,����&� ��3 ������������ 8�)JV b���� 
��� /!&��0। 

B� :S ! 8�9��� ,����&� ��3 z���& b����� /&। ��� ���� /�(������ ^��I��� ��� 
/!�� ,(���! ��/�� �@��) $�%। 

 ,����&� ��3 :;P| (�� /!�� :;P; (���� ��FV ��( ��VI ����I �K�V ����d��� BHV� 
�/(��� 4&K��� (�� e«��V� (�J� �0�। >�� ,( ��r������ ��M $@#�� ���� ���#� /&। BH#V��� 
�� /!�� 8�(���� /=&�� ��= ,����&� ��3� ��D E����) F���>�� ��a� *(���* ,������� 
��� (�� �0� �। !&��/&� ��3� 4��� ,( ����& ��J�F�+� ���& =]�� ,F}� ���। 

.6,� ���FV� �� ,( *n�� !&��/&� F�5� �������� 4h��&�B ���&��0�। ��y ���������� 
��� 
����� (�W����� ��/�� ���*�>��� ��F� (�*� ��&��0। 

-�������, :< 8�9���, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 
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��/�~ 0��� �/�� 
��� ���������� ����� �¯���/�~ 0��� �/�� 
��� ���������� ����� �¯���/�~ 0��� �/�� 
��� ���������� ����� �¯���/�~ 0��� �/�� 
��� ���������� ����� �¯�    

:P! 8�9���- �������/� 0��� �(��o �����  = �/��� =�� ���������� *���& ����� 
����� ����0। ��/~ ,*��� (���� ��� ��� ���� �! ��cB���%�� ����& 8����� ���� �� 
�! �����  ����� ��� /&। 

��D# ���� 0��� ��*���� *) ����� ��� F��0। (����I� =��� ,J�� �! ��� ��( 
,�?�0�0। 

�������/� 0��� = ,*�� (�� ���V��& �/� ��/~ %���� ���) ,�� = (+� ,��B����B 
����g ��� ���&�0। 0��� ��*�� ������/�! ��� ���� ��� �� /��। 

���*�B� ,J�� !��4! �� ���� E���, F��� ���(� EJ� (L��/ �������/�� ,B������ 
F~W���� 4W����, �������+�, ����$�%, F�3����� F���% ��=&�� (���� i�( ��� ���&�0, >�� 
%�� = ��wV��V� 8 � 8C���� ,z�� ���&�0। ���� �������� ���/�� (�� ���V���& �� ��� 
�����%� � ��� *�� ,B�0। 

<! 8�9��� F~W���� �����! ��!� ,B�������/� '�e��� ��! i�( ��� ���&�0। 

:. ! 8�9��� ��� ���/�� (�� �� (�$�YV �����>?* ��* ��� ,(��� ��� ���। 
bJ��� = �K�V ,������ ��� '()�� =�� e’�% �@J� 45�� e’*�� ��� ��� = 4%*�� *�� 
���। 

 ,�&����� ,*��� 0�B��!&� J��& /�� ���& �������/� F��* * ��� '()�� ��� 
����0। B� (L��/ z��� ,*��& /�������� = �����F� ��*��� ���� .6 * ��� '()�� /�)� ���। 

�������/� ��������������/� ��������������/� ��������������/� �������: : : : �*
 ,?�/� '����*
 ,?�/� '����*
 ,?�/� '����*
 ,?�/� '���, , , , '������� (�B�]�'������� (�B�]�'������� (�B�]�'������� (�B�]�    

�@AB�, :P 8�9���- �������� �������/� �� �������। 4� Z�� ,B���� �+�! &, 
8)����� �� ,F����B�L� b�� F����� &, ���� ����%�� �� (��� (���� *) '���। E��#? E��# 
���� ,(9�� e’*�&B�& ��3�� F���� Bo�& PP * ����d�� ,(��!�� �/� ����0। z����� �� 
*�&B�& .6 * ��� ,>?* ��3��� /��� E�# /����&�0। 

����n�-F~W�� ,(9��= �������/� ��[# (�5&। ����d���� ���0 ����� /���। �! 8 �� 
����� �@��)� /�� ��= ��F��� ����। ,��J�= e!, ,��J�= F��। *�� /�� 8��। 

 ,?�/�, '����� (����। ���*�B� ,J�� e’�% ��k��V�K#V ��� ��(�0। ���% /�: 
���������� ,�� �� *�&B�& �������/�� �*
 ,?�/� (�B�%� /�&�0। ���C�� ��� �! 
,?�/��� �� ,�=&� /�&�0। 4���� ��� 4�0 ��3F�% ,��%����% (� �&�% ��� ,>?�*� ��0 ,J�� 
�0��& ,=&�। 

����& (�����% /�: ���������� ������V� = '������� ����� /�& ���% (�^� B] 
����0। ��� ,��-8��N�%�� /�&�0 �� �(� ,/��(। �� 4�B ��� ���� �/� = ����d� 
!%��)���� �&��=�&�*� (�� ��� �0��। 

����� (� ��� ���%4! = !��4!-�� (��� ��=&�। 

-4l��*�� �����, :< 8�9���, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 
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��� ,J����� ,J����� ,J����� ,J��    

(�*
 E�����) 

B� .Q,� ,(�`a� ����� ,*��� �N��� J��� 8IBV� (��%��+� /�%� ����� ,*�+�*B� W��� 
�������/�� 8���V� 45��# ; * ��� ,(� �/� /& ��� ��&�*  �� 8 � /!�� 8x�x 
����&� ,�� ���� ���& ���। 

�� J��� �����+� W��� �������/� ��@V� ��D� ��! ���"���# P * ��� ,>?* �/� 
/!&��0। E���, �������/� ��d�& ��! ��3��&� ����&��0� ��� (���� ��/�Y� B��+�� F�+&� P * 
��� ,>?* ��=&�� (�& ��! ���"���� /& ��� B��+�&� (��� < * �/� /&। ����V����� ��V� 
������/� ������+� W���� (pK#VH��� °���!&� ,�&। 

B� .:,� ,(�`a� ��V� ����>?* �N��� J��� 8IBV� ��+��+� W���� %���/�% °���!&� 
,�&। >�� ^��& 8�� �)�(�&�� �\ (p�� ��} /&। �� �����& �������/�� �k���� �@�� 
��!&��0। 

B� ._ ����� ���� 0���! W��� <Q �k(��� �� �@���� /����� ��F���F�� ��V�H��� /�)� 
���&��0। *�� �B&��0 ,�, �� �@��� ��� ����� ,/��(�� ����� *) ,(�� ���� *���� ��&� 
����� ,/�(�� b�� ���, ��y ����� ,/��( ,(! $�� � J���& ��/�� �@�� ���� b����� /!& 
�@��)��# ���। 

���*���: B� .P,� ,(�`a� ������ ���*����� ,���� J��� 8IBV� ���+&� W��� ���� 
����>?* = ��*���� ���/� ^��& )�� = 4=&��� ���B� ��V���� ���% ��+� ,��+�!&� ,�&। ,(! 
(�& �������/�� *=&��� ��/���� ������ ��/����� ,�@�s �� ��� ���/��� ���� 45�# ��� 
��� ��* ��*����� *���� 8�^�& 8x(/ ,W>��� ����� (D� /&। 4��� E��� ,�, �� W��� 
]���B�3= �/���� )���� ��± (p��� (�>��� 4�� ,F?���� = ,���� J�� )���� (p��� 4�e� 
��>�� *���� 8�^�& ��/���� /�� /!�� ���� ���। 

:�� 8�9��� ,���� J��� 8IBV� ����>?* 8��@� &����$�� 8���V� 45�# F���!&� 
����>?�*� $�3�% = !��& ������ 8�>( (pK#V[�� ��id ���&� ,�&। &����$ = ,����� ���) 
(����B���� |Q >�% ��$V ���% ��� �������/� (pK#V{�� i�( ���&� ,>��। >�� H��(¡d ��� 
/�������� �� ����� ,J�� �����(�# ����� ���) /&। &����$ ��V��� �������/�� �K#V ����। 

����a E�L ���� *�� ��&, B� ���(� EJ� ���� �������/�� ��� ,B������ z��� ,*��� 
��&���� J��& ��&�% 8�H��� ������ �2�(� ��� ���&��0। 

B� S�� ,(�`a� ��&���� J��� �%�N ,(9�� 8��^� �2 $�3�%�% ,B������ BH�� ���� F������ 
/!�� �$��&� ,>��। �H&��D 0& $o� ����� (�$�YV 6Q * ����d�� ') = PQ/<Q * ��*���� 
�/� /&। E�& S| * ����� 8��r��� !��4� = ��*���� 4h(��V# ���। �! (�$�YV < * 
��������� �/�� /!&��0। 

B� .|,� ,(�`a� ��&����� 4���B�U ,������ ���0 ��!�� (�/���) �������/� e!�% 
,���(�� �+�!&� ��&��0। 
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F~W��: B� ���( F~W���� ��* ���)�� ����� ��� /!&��0। !/���� ���) >, �� 
,F?����� $�} (/F� ��*�� !(��� E���) ��������� 4����� (�D) ���� 4�(�� *j� ,B����� 
,����� 4$��� �/� /&। 8�� e!* /!���0 ���%&� J��� ��(������� ���I ����%� ,/��� ��(��� 
���B� ����� 4�e� /��>* = K[� /�। 

-�������, :< 8�9���, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

��� (������ 
����������� (������ 
����������� (������ 
����������� (������ 
��������    

���������� **�� 
�H���� = (�����H��� F��0 ��� ��� (������ �����I�� ���J) 
EF�� ���V) �������� �J� ��w��(��� ��H��� ��²� ���� ��³ E�� ��� (������ ��&��% ,B���& 
‘(�������’ �� >�3( ��� ���&�0m 

8�����m8�����m8�����m8�����m    

No. 842 (158)�Poll/5 (1) Govt. of East Padistan Home (Political) Deptt. 

Fortnightly Secret Report on the situation in East Padistan for the First half of 

Aug. 1971. 

:< � 

����n�, ��*��/�,  ����/� ,��NV ��@V� 8��}� «�� >�!)�� = �¦ ���)��� ���D� B� 6-
_-<: ����� ��� z��� ,���NV� ���D� :.-_-<: ������ 8���� /�&�0 ��y ���^� ���D�JV�� (��)� 
���! ��। 

:; �  

�K�V ����d��� ���Hg ��w���)��& = ���*b��� B� .-_-<: ����� /�� ,���� /�&�0 ��y 
0��-0���� ���^�� ,! ����! F��। ���#� ��� /�� 8������ 0�� = 4=&��� ���B� ��B� 
8(/���B 4�l��� 8��W/# ����0� ��� ��@V�D ��@V� ��3�� ����[� /�&�0। 

����� 

���Hg ,*��& �������� �� �D����� D&D��� ���&�m 

(ii) ����� ��[��&� 8 �� ‘/�!=�&-�M*’ ��/���� ��* �-�(-4! ��� e!* 
��}�� �������/�� 45��# �/� / 

(iv) B� P-_-<: ����� ��� �� $�%��& |Q * �������/� ����/��� '������ J�� 
45�# ��� �(-=, �( 4! ��� ��&�* ��}���� ��� ��& ��& ��� J��� EH@�� D�� (�� 
���। 

(xv) B� :Q-_-<: ����� 4����� :.-:6 ����%� (�& �������/�� �� 8���V� 
45��# ;: � '�e)��� %�=&�� (pK#V i�( ��� ,�&। !/� 0�+� z���� 8IBV� *&������ (+��� 
�����^� ��&��% '�e)��� ,��� ��} ��� ,�&। 
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�J�5�� .-_-<:, P-_-<: ��� ::-_-<: ������ z���� �*g� ��H��, �� ����V% ��( 
})�� ��� ,/��%� !o����o�o�� �������/�� /������� = ,W�N 45��# ����YH��� D��Wd 
/&। 

-����� ��������, :< 8�9���, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

���� ,(9�� ���� ,(9�� ���� ,(9�� ���� ,(9�� 6QQ 6QQ 6QQ 6QQ �� ,(� �/��� ,(� �/��� ,(� �/��� ,(� �/�    

�����>?�*� �/(��� ,��� ,B�0 ,�, B� e���( �����>?�*� /��� ���� ,(9�� ���Hg ^��� 
�+�!�& 6QQ �� ,(� = .QQ ��*���� �/� /�&�0। ��0�+� PQQ�% ��� ��!�>� ��� ��� /�&�0 
��� PQ * ��*���� �������/�� ���0 4h(��V# ����0। 

����n� ,*��� �(�� �����& �� $o��)��� �� ����� (�$�YV S6 * ��� '() �/� ��� 
E�& :6 * 4/� /�&�0। 

(����� E���, �%V�� = ,���B�� (��� �������� ,B������� 8���V� 45��# �\ ��� 
'() /��/� /�&�0। ������/� ��3F�% ,�&�% = .6Q ���� F�� ���� ��� ��� ��&�0। 
�������/�� ��* ������ 4/� /�&�0 ��� 1 (����� ��� /�&�0। 

8) �� (����� *�� ,B�0, B� ._ ,� ,(�`a� �����>?* �%V�� = /������� ��& 
43������� �����& ��� $�3�%�� 4$�� /��। �&��(�/ 8 �� �����>?* ��/�e������ ��� 
'()��� ���% �  i�( ���& .Q * '() /��/� /�&�0। 

�����>?�* ,��B�������>?�* ,��B�������>?�* ,��B�������>?�* ,��B��    

���� ,(9��� �����>?* (��� E�L (����� *�� ,B�0 ,�, ��������� ������ ,��� 
�������/��� ,��B�� ���� *) ��B�& 4(�0। ��0�+�� 8�� 8(������ �)�� �����>?*�� 
��H��� (�/��) ���0। �������� =&��*����� ���������� *j� �B��� �����>?*�� ���D 
%��� B� ���� F�!�� �����>?* �� W/# � ��� 1 %���� ������V ���) (��W� ,���� *) 8����� 
���। 

�����>?�* ,��B����� �)������ ���) 8������! 0�� = E�� '() ���H��B� ,���। 

____�% �����/� *�/�* ������% �����/� *�/�* ������% �����/� *�/�* ������% �����/� *�/�* �����    

F~W�� = ���� �l�� (v�� ,� 4%�% �����/� *�/�* N����& ,�=&� /�&�0 ,( (p��V 
4�= ��d���� (���� *�� ,B�0। ����� _�% *�/��*� ���) P�% ������ ��� .�% ����d�� *�/�* 
�0�। 

�������/�� *j� ������ ��� ,�, ���� �l�� �������/�� �k����& (��́ B��� .�% 
����V , .�% F�� , :�% ����d�� = ���% *���� *�/�* ����� /�&�0। 

:Q :Q :Q :Q ,���% %���� ��� *�/�* },���% %���� ��� *�/�* },���% %���� ��� *�/�* },���% %���� ��� *�/�* }    

F~W�� �l�� �������/�� �k����& :Q ,���% %��� �)�& ���V� :6 /�*�� % =*�� 
����d�� *�/�* 4� 4���( *�� N��� ,B�0। ����d��� ����I ,E�(�No �>µ ���V�� 4&K� ��3 
:;P_ (��� �! *�/�*�%� ����� ��¶�� ����0��। 
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�����/� ���% � (/ :6 /�*�� % =* ��/� *�/�* >����*� = :6/:P! 4B�}� ,B���� 
45��#� >�� *�� N��� ,B�0। 

���@HK�� ���������� �#������@HK�� ���������� �#������@HK�� ���������� �#������@HK�� ���������� �#���----    

���*�B�, P! 8�9���- ����d� (����� ���/�� .. * 8�>(�� = F�� /�*����= ,��� 
'(), ��*���� = ��� ���/�� ,��� �/� /�&�0। ��� ����������� ���Hg �#��� E�& 4+�! /�*�� 
������ 45�� �� �2��� ��� ����0। 8)���� �(� = 8�x� 8H��� 8W��V� $��%�� ��� 
'()��� ����� ��n����B)H��� ·�( ,��&�0। 4B����  ,J�� (����I� =����� ���� � �J� *�� 
��&। 

-(�W��� �����, :_ 8�9���, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

����/��� *����/�� ,*% ���� �)�/�� ����/��� *����/�� ,*% ���� �)�/�� ����/��� *����/�� ,*% ���� �)�/�� ����/��� *����/�� ,*% ���� �)�/��     

���*�B�, :_ 8�9���- B���� ��� ��Z�� ���*��� = �b+� ,*��& ��&��% 8�H�� 
F����& �����>?* ���/� S. * ��� ,(��� ��� ����0 ��� ��� ��=&� �B�&�0। �0�+� 
�������/� ���% ,�� ��!= ��+�& ���&�0। 

�������� ���/�� ,/N���&�%V��� ��=&� (����� *�� �B�&�0, B� ��Z �b+� ,*��� �/�� = 
��3F����� ��t��� ���% ,�� ��! ��+�& ���& ,>��� ��J ��� ,(�� (�� �� ��������� (�$�YV : 
* �)��`(/ 6 * ���  ,(��� ��� ���। �! �� ����! ���*����� ,H�&��B�U� ���0 �%V�� 
F����& �������/� 4�= :< * ��� ,(��� ��� ���। 

�@AB� ,J�� 4����� (�������� *���&�0, �����>?�*� /��� (����I� ��%��V� 8 �� 
4�= < * ��� ,(� ��� /�&�0। 

���*����� ���0 8x(/ ��*������� 4h(��V�#� ��� ��=&� �B�&�0। 

���� ,J�� ��=&� ���� *�� �B�&�0, 0����� 4������ �������/� = ��� ,(����/�� 
(�� ,*�� �+�! F��0। 

�������/� (K�� ��� /�&�0, � �+�!�& 4/� ��* ��� �M�B�N&���� ,/���`��� 8)� 
(���& ,=&� /�&�0। 4/���� ���) ��* ,�*� = (������= 4�0। e���� �+�!�& ,��% 
� ��* ��� ,(� ��� /�&�0। N��� ��=&� ��� ,��%� �� � (��)� ��। 

-�� �% 4!, !� � 4! 

��� ���/�� ()��� ,*% �)�/����� ���/�� ()��� ,*% �)�/����� ���/�� ()��� ,*% �)�/����� ���/�� ()��� ,*% �)�/��    

B���� ��/~ ,*��� �(��o ��c B�� 0����� ���0 �������/�� 8E��/� B�������� 
�����) ��� *����/� ()��� ,�% ���� �)�/�� ����0। 0��� �/��� ,�¸��� ��������� = ��� 
,(�� ���) EF� �+�! 0��0। 

-4l��*�� E����, :; 8�9���, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 
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��� (����m �F����� �#�� ��� (����m �F����� �#�� ��� (����m �F����� �#�� ��� (����m �F����� �#�� ((((��������������������))))    

 ,�?���� :_ 8�9���- 4����� ����Y E������ �������� (����� E��� ,B� :P! 8�9��� 
8�� E��)�Y ������ �@�� (I�, ���@HK��� �m(�JV ,(�� = 8)�� ��#��V� ,�*� 4�� ���/��� 
,�@�s ������� ���� ��B� (I���� ,0�~ ���% �� 8�� (���) ��0� 8x�x (/���� �F����� B� 
��� ��� ,(��� �B�& 4��� D�´ D�́  ��� ���H� /�& F������ ��*��, �(�, J���/�% = ������+� 
/��% 8��I� �(�) ��� ���/�� ��V� $�3�%b�� 45� ��� ��� <.* ��� ,(� (�(, �, �>) = :P 
* ��*������ �/� ���। ����� PS * ��*������ �l� ��� 6S �% ��!�>�, e!�% ,}B� = 
E�& 0&�� b�� /dB� ���। �! (� ���� �� 
��� ������ ����� ����� ���� (�� (�� /�*�� 
/�*�� ,��� �����>?�*� ��%  0��% 4�( ��� *& �����, *& ,�� ���*� i� ���� J���। 

�l� ��*����B#�� = ����� E�� ������ ���)�� ��� ����� = 8�)�F��� =&��� 
,��/����� �! 8�H��� E�L 8x�x(/ �����>?�*� 4 ��� (�� �>�� ,�?������ ,��� :: 
$�%��� (�& 4&  ��� /�� /�*�� /�*�� ,��� 0��% 4�( = ������ �! (� '��� (I������ 
,���� *) �$�� ,>��। =&��� ,��/����� 8�)�F�� = ������V� 4���F� ���� ��V�*�� ��0�D�#� 
���) �������� /�& =�]। 8�^� ,�B��� ��t�t ��@V�D ���� = 8)�) ��*������� *��� 8�B�F�� 
,E�# ���। 

��! ��� *[� !(����� ,�@�s 4� ���� �����>?* ��*�� �H%�& 45� F����& 
��* ��� ,(��� (�(, �, �>) = :6 �* ��*������ ��� ��� ��� ���)�� ��� ����� 
� ���&�(/ 0����� * ��*������ ,WL�� ���। �! 8�H��� S6 �% ��!�>� = �� (/¹���� 
b����[� �������/�� /dB� /&। 

(����� 4�= E��� 8´ e������� 8) ��* ��*���� �F������ 8) �� �2 $�3�% ,J�� 
0&�% ��!�>�(/ ���& ��� ��� (C)�� ��0� �K��V! �����>?* 8���&��� ��% 4h(��V# ���। 

�&��(�/ �#���&��(�/ �#���&��(�/ �#���&��(�/ �#��    

(/�[ /���� E��) 

4l��+�, :< ! 8�9���- �����>?* ,B����B# B� :.! 8�9��� ,������/� ,*��� 
!(������ *�% ,T�N� ���V���� b���� 8��(����B ��� <6 /�*�� �# ��% ���+�& ,�&। E��� J��� 
,�, ,��B����B �)�^� ����g ��� ,�&�� >�� �\�� ���� ��% b���*�� �0�। 

�! ������ *��������� �������� ���&�� ��� 8 ��� ���� ��� ,(��� ����� 8C����� 
8W(� /�� E/���� 
����� ,������� b���� .< * ��� �(�) �/� /& ��� ,�� ��0�(��)� 
8x�x �����>?�*� /��� 4�(। B� :|! 8�9��� ,B������ ��/�e����� $��%� ��� $�3�%�� 8���V� 
45�# F����& :Q * �(�) ,(� = :S * ��*������ /�)� ���। �! 45��# ��� ,(���� 
�\(��)� =B�����[� ���� ,(��� i�( ��� ,�&। 

8������ ,����� �/����� ������l�, ��, ���/��� ��� B>�B�3= ,��=�& ,�� 
8���V� 45� F����& ����D 6Q * ��� ,(� ��� ������� /�)� ���। 

((((*&�� 4���� E��*&�� 4���� E��*&�� 4���� E��*&�� 4���� E��))))    

,��n�� F�, :< ! 8�9���- ��� *n�� ���/�� :; �% ����% ,?�� 4����� �� �D ��� 
/�*�� %��� �K��)� �(��� ��& z���� (�H�� ,J�� �=&�� ���& >K�0�+ $��%� ��0����0 ,�?�0�� 
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4����� *���J� 8�¸ E/���� �������/�� ��� ,(�B# �)��` 4m /������ ,�@�s 
�� �(� ,��t�! ,?��b���� 8����� ��� ��� ��� 8 ��� E��(��� ��% 8�V ����0 ��� 
E���। 

-8W�K�, .Q 8�9���, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

�/(���/(���/(���/(��    

(����Y E�����) 

B� ���( ���-(����� ���/�� .. * 8�>(�� = F�� /�*���� ,��� '(), ��*���� = ��� 
���/�� ,��� �/� /�&�0। ���������� ��� ���������� ���Hg ���� E�& 4+�! /�*�� ������ 
45�� �� �2��� ��� ����0। 

E�J��� ���� *�� ��& ,�, ,B���� ,������ 1 (��&� ���) ;S�% b[s�K#V (+� = ,�� 
,(�� ��+�& ���&�0 ��� |; �% E�� = *�� i�( 8J�� 8���*� ��� ���&�0। ���Hg ^�� ;�% 
'()��/� ,T ��!F�)� ����0। 

F~W�� = F��� �l�� �������/� ,B����� S�% �+ *�/�* = :�% %)���� /& N����& ���&�0 
8J�� D�� ����0। '()��/� :�% �+ }����, ::�% �  = ��&��% B�����%� D�� ��� /�&�0 8J�� 
8���*� ��� ,�&� /�&�0। �! (� 8������� (�& �������/� ;:_�% ��!�>�(/ EF�� ������# 
,B�����[� /����� ���/�� ��0 ,J�� ��� ���� (D� /�&�0। 

��� 8 ��� ��� �J���� 8 ��� ��� �J���� 8 ��� ��� �J���� 8 ��� ��� �J�    

\��V%�\ 

��� /�������� ����� �/���� ,�� ��(�0- ����� ,*��� ,�� ���% ���� �� 
�������/�� �����o *��। ��� 4�= ���, =��� ����� ��! ,H�� ��+�0 4����� ����� 
��! ���L /��। ��� ��� ���������� ������ �������/��� ,��B�� ���0। E�&�*��(��� 
�)���H��� E��D# ����� ^�� ���� � ����& ��&� /�*�� ��D# W/�#�� ������ =�&�%� ���} 
8IH�� ��� ���� /�&�0। 

,B���� E��D#E�L �������/�� '(����� �k�� 45��#� >�� ����� ,(9�� ���Hg 
(�$�YV ���(� = �������/� (�()��� �����K�� 4/� = �/��� /�� �J�5�� :QQ-6 *। 
����� = ��%W���� ���� �� ��&��% �F��k(� ,�¸ ,���� /�&�0। �! (� �F��k(� ,��¸ (�V���D 
8H�� ��&�0 ����� ¤Y�����। �������/�� 4/� '(����� E�&�*���(��� ,� ���� E�&�* 
���= 8H�� ,�����। *j� ,�@^��& �)�� ��� �������� �J� ��� ����+� �B������ E�� 
(/��HK����� ��¢ �F��k(�& ���% �������/�� '(���� �@��) ��* �� ,(�� ������ ���H� 
���# /��। ��� ��* �� ,(�� ,�������� ��* �������/�� (�() 4* ��� ����। 
��� 
,���� ,(���(�� E���% '(���� ����� H�+��% �� ,(���� ����� ,J�� 8�� ,���। 

����� ,*��� ��&��� �BV��!� ��� �����& 8(����� E��(�B ����Y ,��B)��� (��J 
E��( �)�^��� ,*����� ��� �����0। J�� �/� ��%W�� = ,���l� ���+�� ,������% �J����� 
,���� ,�����। �K�V ���V}���� ��%W��, ���+� = ���+������ (L��/ e��� ��� /�% �(�0। 1 (/ /��% 
��*��� H����& ��́ � 8���� F��0। �� �\ ,������� ,����� ���� ��� ��́ � W/# ���� F�!�0 �। 
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���+����, ���(K��, ���+�& �������� (���� ��}� ,F����} ^�� ��� 4���� = �L�� 
´��)� ��� ��}� F�*V ���। ��&� ���(� �/(��� ,�����। �! (� ,F�����} ���( B�+ E�& P 
/�*�� %��� ��VI �������� (���� 4���� = �L�� �� �/(��� ����। ���(K�� �)�p !F�*V 
E�� ���-��(�!* 8�>(��- *j� �/l� ��V��a� ��m (���� *���� ,� 4� ��0� ,0�% ,0�% ,F� 
,��} ^�� ���� = 4�= �k�� /�� %)�» 4��& 8�� b# ,��+ ����। 

��V��� ������� ��� �# E�� %)�» �� %���, /�3(-���B� EH@��� ��� 1 (��� ��*�� 
���� e! ����� %)�» �/(���  W/# ��� /�& J���। ��V��� ,����� S. �% 4!�%��� ��� %)�» 
���V} ��� ,�=&� /�&�0। 

-
���, .: 8�9���, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

�&��(��/� ���� �� �����>?�*� ���s�K#V �+�!�&��(��/� ���� �� �����>?�*� ���s�K#V �+�!�&��(��/� ���� �� �����>?�*� ���s�K#V �+�!�&��(��/� ���� �� �����>?�*� ���s�K#V �+�!    

(����Y (��������) 

�&��(�/ �#��� 8��^� �������� )���� 4=&��� ���%V� ��&��*�3 8�>( /!�� 
�&��(��/� ���� ��� ������l�, /���&�$�%, ������+�, ��� EH@�� J��� ��� ������������ 
���s�K#V ��+�!�&� ��&��% ��� 4����� ��% 4�(&� ,��3�0&��0। �!(� J��& ����V��� 
�����>?�*� 45��# ��� ���/� ����Vd /!&� ��+&��0। E�& e!�� ��� '() = ��*���� ��� 
��� �\ 8x �0�!&� �=&� /!&��0। 

 ,����B�, ��!�>� = ,W�N (��� /!&� �����>?�*� <Q *�� ���% �� �� 8�H��� 
]��������� ���% ��� �+�!&� ��&��0। ��! ��� ,���!�� ���% ����� ��/�� ��� 45�# 
F���!&� J��� �����B�, 4(�� �N*��%o EH@���� ,BL�� = P�% ��!�>� /dB� ��� /&। '���� 
,���& 8���V� 45�# F���!&� :< * ��� ,(� ��� ��� /&। 

������l� J��������l� J��������l� J��������l� J��    

�����>?�*� ������ ���% ������l� J�� 45� ���&� |�% ��!�>� :Q /�*�� %���� 
¤Y� ��, B� :SP6 %��� ��� ���। (�$�YV 6 * ��*���� �/� = J��� ,0�% �����B� 
4h(��V# ���। J�� 45��#� �� ��*���� ��=&�� ��J ��� '()�� ��/���� 45�# ���। 
(�$�YV ��� ���/�� : * ,�*� (/ :< * '() = ��*����  ��� /&। 

��� ,(��� ������l� J�� ����& ��� ����� �����>?* (�3+��� 45�# F���&। ��&� 
$o� ^�&� (�$�YV : * ��V�(/ .< * ��� ,(� ��� /&। ��! �� �����>?* ��*����� ��� 
,(���� $�3�%�� 45�#  F���!&� :; * ��� ,(� = ��*���� ��� ��¼ ������������ /��� EF� 
��� ��!&� ��� '()�� 4�= ��� �@�� ���&� t�3��!&� ��+। ��M (�$�YV 4��� :| * ��� ,(��� 
*�� ���� /&। 8����D �������/�� ��� (:) �[����, (.) H�����(,  (S) ���*¸F¸ ��w�(, 
(|) *�������, (6) !&�� ��/���, (P) >*��� /� = (<) N�m 4�**�� /� �/�� /। 

4%��+� J��4%��+� J��4%��+� J��4%��+� J��    

����������� 4%��+� J�� 45� ����� ����� 4h(��V# ��� ��� ^��& *(�����#� 
(/����B��& ; * ��*���� �� = :< �% ��!�>� ��� ��� /&। 
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��� ,(��� �����>?*�� *G ���� *) ������ ��*��� =3k ����&� J���। ��y *(���� 
�����>?*�� �! ��� *��!&� ,�&। >��, �����>?* ��� ��� '()��� ��� 45�# ���&� < * 
,(� = :P * ��*���� ��� ���। 

��� ���/� ��/���� ,���� ��*�� $�3�% (���D� ����� �����) ������, ,B?�����, = 
��*B�� ������������ $�3�%b��� ��� 45�# F���!�� ��&� $o��)��� ����� ����� �� .P * 
��� ,(� = ��*���� ��� /&। !/�� �� �����>?* ��� ,(���� 1 $�3�%�%� ����! 45�# F���& 
��� S6 *�� ��� = S *�� 4/� ���। �! ���� �����>?�*� (:) 4G�� 4�**, (.) 
��&�*���, (S) 4��� ,/��(, (|) 4G�� /���� ,��n�, (6) ����� ,� = (P) 4G�( (���� �/�� / 
��� P * 4/� /। 

����������� ��(�! ,����� ����% �+�!&� ��&��0। ��*������ ���� ,�=&�� ,F}� ����� 
�����>?�*� ,]��& ��* 8x�x(/ 4h(��V# ���। ������ ��F� H�(� ���&� ����!&� ��&। 

������+�������+�������+�������+�----/��K&� $�%/��K&� $�%/��K&� $�%/��K&� $�%    

SQ * ���������� ���% �� ������+� = /���&�$��%� (����B �D����� ���% SQ >�% �a� 
M�* i�( ���&� ��&��0। ��*������ ���� ���� �����>?* ���% b��= ��F � ���&� :�% ��!�>�(/ 
S *�� ���+�= ���। 

 �����>?�*� 8�� ���% �� B���!����, ,F������ = �F�!H��(�� �M*b�� �+�!&� 
��&��0। 

�#��m /�*���� 4$���= z��� ��J� ,�&���� &�#��m /�*���� 4$���= z��� ��J� ,�&���� &�#��m /�*���� 4$���= z��� ��J� ,�&���� &�#��m /�*���� 4$���= z��� ��J� ,�&���� &    

(�#�� E�����) 

*n�� ���/�� �+� E/�� = �&¡#�� ���D� ���&� ,�� ,E��� 8����¡ ������ ��� 
����������� = ,���E��� *B# z���� (�V���� �J� z��� �/�, ���&#B�U = ,N��� ��c� � ��� 
��d�#V W�� �� (�/��(����K#V 8�H�� F���!&� ��!���0। /�*���� 4$��� D���D� z��� ��J� � 
��� �!। 

z���z���z���z���    �/��/��/��/�    

B� .S ,� ,(`a� �������/�� 8(�(�/(� ���% �� z��� �/��� ,�¸^�� ����� �)����� 
8��^� ��� ,(���� �)��p 4���� 45�# F���!&� .; * ��� ,(��� ��� ���। ���-���� 
,(��� E�H�& ����!&� ��&। �K�V ��#�� 8��^� �������� )���� ��&��*� 8�>( �! ��� 
(����/ ���&��0। 

,B���!�,B���!�,B���!�,B���!�    

(v�� ,B���!� ��c �����& �� 8(�(�/(� �[# ,W�N F�*V ���&� . * �2 ,(��� 
��� .�% ��!�>� = ,B�����[� ��� ���। ���� ������ ���/� ,B����!� ��*���% ��+�!&� 
0����� ���&� ��/���� ‘‘����s�’’ ���F& ,�&। 

������!������!������!������!����    

..,� ,(�`a� ������!�� �� 8�H��� �����>?* | * ��*���� ��� ���। !/� 0�+�, 
z���-���&B�U� ����� M�*�% �����>?* �+�!&� ��&��0। E������� ��� ���/� ��! �&�� 
��wV��V� W�� 4!����� = (d����� (pK#V{�� ��+�!&� ‘‘���s’’ E��V ���। ��/��� ������ 
W����(��� b�� ���&� ��� :6 /!�� .Q ������� ������ ��V�� F���!&� /�)� ��� = �!H��� 
‘‘!(���� ,*/��’’ ���F���� ���F& ,�&। 
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{�(�{�(�{�(�{�(�    
 :6 ,(�`a� �����>?* {�(� ��*���� ��� ��&� B����% ,���B 8W(��� :6 * ��� 
,(�� E�� 45�# F���!�� ��� ,(��� ��0� /�%&� ���& ��� । ��� 4�(&� ��/��� {�(� ��*��� 
��%���* F���&। ����! ,�Y &, ���� ��/��� ,�&���+� = {�(� W��� 8�� ��+�$� H��HK�, 
(p�� �K%, ��� �YV# F���&। 

���/������/������/������/���    

    (v�� ���/��� ��0��� /!�� F����F�� 4(�� ��J E�& : �� ��� '(�)� ���% ���� 
(�/� �����>?�*� ��M (�$YV /&। �����>?* ��/���� 4B��� ��� �K��V! *���� ����&� ‘��*�’ 
�!&� ��(&� J���। �! ����% 4��� ������� ��� ���/��� *��&। >��. ��� ���/� . H��B ��H� 
/!&� 8W(� /!�� J���। ��y �����>?* �! F�����= ���&� ,>��। ��/��� 4�= �K�� F����F��� 
���% �B&� ‘��*�’ ,&। >�� �����>?*�� ,$��= ���� *)�� ,� �K/) �F� ���, ��� '(�� ��� 
,(! >�3��! ��+। < * ��� ,(� $%�^��! �/� /&, | * 4/� /&। !/� 0�+�, :Q/:. * 
W����(�= �/�� /&।  

 �����>?* 1 ������ ���)�� ����� /��0 b����= ��� ���&��0। ��/��� /�)� ���& 
^��& *�� 
�d �>��&� 4�(&��0। 

-�� �����, .: 8�9���, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

EF� ����� �� ��� ,(���� 0��� �/� �)�BEF� ����� �� ��� ,(���� 0��� �/� �)�BEF� ����� �� ��� ,(���� 0��� �/� �)�BEF� ����� �� ��� ,(���� 0��� �/� �)�B    

    ���*�B�, .: ,� 8�9��� (���%4!)� ���������� ��/�~ = ����� 8 �� ����������� 
�k���� 4��� �@�� ,��&�0। (����I� =��� ,J�� � ��� ��=&� ,B�0। 

 ���� ���/�� EF� 45��#� ���� �%��� � ,��� ��� (����� ��@V�D �� 8���(��)� 
���� ���* ��B���। ��� *�� ����b�� �)���H��� �������/�� $�3�%b��� =�� ,���� �YV# ���0। 

 ����� ��� ����������� B� :< ! 8�9��� �F����� �����& ��� $�3�%b��� =�� E�� 
45�# F����� ��� '()�� �F����� ,J�� (�� ,��� ���) /&। ,B������ (�I�/�� = ���V������� 
���) ,�� ��! ��+�& ,�&। B� :P! = :_! 8�9��� �������/�� HK[������ �����& ��� $�3�%� 
=��= E�� 45�# F���&।  

 ��/�~½ ��� �������/�� (�� EF� ����� �� ��� '() = ��*������ 0��� �/� ,J�� (�� 
,��� ���) /&। �! ���� � ����= ,��� ��� '() = PQ * ��*���� �/� /�&�0  ��� (���� 
��=&� ,B�0। ���� ��&�*  �B��� = ���������= E�# /����&�0 ��� *�� ,B�0। 8�� ���% 
(����� E���, ������������ ���% �� (���B�U� PQ �������%�� ���� ��B�& ,B�0। 
,�?�H���*���� |Q �������%�� ���-���� ��� /�&�0 ���= ��� ��(�0। 

 F~W�� ��m ���� ����������� E�� F�� (@�} ��� ��� 8(����� ���/��� ��*/�� ��� 
�����0। B� :< ! 8�9��� ,B������ ��� 8(����� ���/�� ���% !���� �$�� ,>��। �! (�$�YV 
�\ ��� ,(� /��/� /&। 
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�(��& 4�= ����� �����(��& 4�= ����� �����(��& 4�= ����� �����(��& 4�= ����� ����    

  �������/�� ,�¸�& ���V��& ,J�� *�� ,B�0 ,�, �����>?* ����n� ,*�� �(�� 
��� 4�= ����� �� ,(���� ������ ����0। 

 �! ,*��� (���� �� ������ (�v��� ��� (p��V 4�= ���� *�� ��& ,�, �������/�� 
,�¸ 45��#� ���� ���-,(������ (�W SS � ����F ,��*��o ��� ,B��l�* ���/� = 
�������/� �)�/�� ����0�। ��y e�V�(�/(� �������� ,B���� ���/� (�>��)� (�� ���(���� 
45��#� ,�������� ��� ��� E�� 45�# F����& ���-���/�� <Q *�� ��� ���। 

 4$���� >�� ��� ���/� EF�� 8x�x = ,B�����[� ,>�� ���0�& ��&। �������/� 0’�% 
,���B�= ��� ���। 

 ��� ,�>�%)�o ����H* ��� e’* ,(� �������/��� ���0 4h(��V# ����0। 

,�Y (����� E���, ��� ���� �/� 0��� �/��� =�� ,���� �YV# ����0। 

,��/���� �/��� ���0 EF� �+�!,��/���� �/��� ���0 EF� �+�!,��/���� �/��� ���0 EF� �+�!,��/���� �/��� ���0 EF� �+�!    

 �@AB�, .: ,� 8�9��� (��, �%, 4!)- ���}&� ,*��� ,��/���� �/��� ��!�� ��J��� ,J�� 
��������� ��VI ����� *��+ 4* (C)� ,�?� (��%�& �������/�� (�� �� ,(���� EF� �+�! 
Z[ /�&�0। 

 �HV����B) (��� *�� ,B�0, ��� ,J�� E�& <6 �������%�� �K�� (����I� =���� EF� 
,B���b��, ,W�N �����B� F��� �G ��=&� ����। 

 �+�!�&� ��d���� ����# ��=&� � ,B��= *�� ,B�0 ,� �������/� ��B�& F���0। 

z���& ,B���� �k����z���& ,B���� �k����z���& ,B���� �k����z���& ,B���� �k����    

    z���, .: ,� 8�9���-���� (�x �)�� (���m �������/�� ,B���� ��- ������ ���� 
�K�V ���� �@/�� ,��+��� �������%�� 8��(����B ��� (pK#V HK��HK� ���। 

 ����� �! (���� ���& *��& ,�, E�� ����¢ �¡� /���e� /� ,F?����� ��������� �! 
������ 45�# ��� ���+�& ,�Y ��� ,�&। 

 /���e� /� ,F?���� ��V��� ,*�H�& (������� ��( ����0 ��� *�� ,B�0। 

-��B�I�, .. 8�9���, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

��*��/� �#���� ���% ���� 8�)�& ��*��/� �#���� ���% ���� 8�)�& ��*��/� �#���� ���% ���� 8�)�& ��*��/� �#���� ���% ���� 8�)�&     

    

 ����>?* �� (����I� ���E¾���� �)d, �� ���������� 8H)I� H��B E���m 
��*������! ������������ (�� �+�! ���0, 4b ��B���, ��% ���0 ��� ��� ,>?�*� (�� ,J�� 
*�&B�& *�&B�& 
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,����(�� ���� @��( 8�)�F�� ��� ����� ����� H�r�� ,F}� ����0। �����>?�*� 4�&������� 
(C�� ���� W��� W��� /�) ������� �� $��� ,�+��� ��� ,� (� W�� �����>?�*� $�3�% ,(b���� 
���� °����& ���+�& 0����� ��� ����। 

 (v�� ��*��/�� ���BU, 4��!���, F�$�%, ��$� EH@�� 8 �b���� ��*������ 
����>?�*� (�/�&��& 4b ���B�&�0। B� (L��/ 4+��, ��=(�, [d���� ��*��, ����/��%, ����� 
EH@�� 8 �b���� ���� 4b ���B�&�0, �� ����0 ��� ,��&��= =��� 8����Y� 8�)�F�� 
����0। ,(! 8�)�F����� ��� ������������ ���0 �B�& ,�?�0�0�, 4� ,(! (�� ��3�� 4�= 
,*��0�� ,�, N�m 4!���, ,��/� ,F&���)�, N�m !����, ��/&�, ��(�� ��&� ��� 4��� ,/��( 
�! ��&��% ���-������� (������ �H�� ���! ���� �! (� ����� ,��0 ��&�0। �����>?* �! (� 
8�)�F���� E������ ,=&�� *) (�����B� 8��D�& �0��। ��3�� $�3�% ,B�+�0�� 4+�� ����*� 
�� ��!��� ���)। ���� (���� ���� ,���� ,���, �����! 4�&������� ,�3�� ��& F���0। 
��� ������� /�)� ���� (���� ,��&= �����>?�*� ��)���� ��0� ����, ��3�� (�����B� 8��D�& 
�0��। 

 �����>?�*� bLF���� ��� ��& ���, ���� �� ��*���� ��� �� ,(��� ����� W��� 
��� �n�(� F�����। �����>?* ,(! ������! ����� W���� ��0����0 ���% W��� $�3�% B�+��। ���� 
�� ,��� ,B� e���� (��+ �����%�� (�& /]�k ����>?* ��� ��*������ ����� �K�V-����c� �� 
����� ��*� 45�# ���। �����>?*= E¾� �0�, ��3�� F�D� ����Y �2 ���/��� F����V� ,J�� 
�$�� ,>��। ,(���� ,(! ���� (�W�� /�&�0� ��� F�n�-� � B* �K� ,J��। ���� 4���&, 
���������� (���HK���� �2� (�� �����>?�*� �! (�W�� �F���#�& /�& J����। �����>?* �� 
��� ��5�� �2 �� ��� F���0 �� ��* ��� ��]��� ,�, (���� ,J�� ,T����B 4�= 
�3�F�* ��� ��U��� ,>?* 4+�� ,��M��*� ���0 ��( /��*� /�&�0। ��y ,(���� ,(! (�W���� 
8���� !��/�( ���0, �����>?�*� b�� �@�}� ���) �� ,(��� b�� 0�+�� 0�+�� (����� ���� ��0� 
/�% F�� ��&। (C)�� ��� 8C���� ,��� ,B� �#�D�� E�& 4� ��!� *�&B� �2 '(�)� �� 4� 
�����/ (����#V। ,� (� �@���/b�� (�� ��� (�� /�&�0�, ���� ���) ���* �0� ��*����, 
��* ������� ��/��� (������, ¿�o&�� ,>�(V = ��U�� ,��*���o� ��3F* ��� 4�= ��!� *�� 
�@���/ ���DLH��� 4��� *���� ��3���, 4���B�� ��+ �0�। ��� ��0��K�� ,� �@���/�% ��+ �0� 
,(�% �0� ��*��/�� (�V*����F� ��� ����� ,B�F� 4+��� ,F&���)� 4��� ,/��(�� ���। ���% 
*��= � ��!�& ��������� �� �+ (�W��� ��*&� �����>?* ,(�� ,�� �k(��/� /�&�0��, �2 
����� ,��� /����& ,>���0�। 

 �����>?�*� '(����� ���� ,�Y /=&�� 4�B! ��3��� ���� 8 �� F�� �B�&�0��, 4� 
��� ,>?* ���� �� ����� �! ���*�&� �(�� ����� ����� = ��n� ��+�& 4b ���B�&�0�। 

�����>?* �����>?* �����>?* �����>?* ....�% (����� ,T ��+�& ���&�0�% (����� ,T ��+�& ���&�0�% (����� ,T ��+�& ���&�0�% (����� ,T ��+�& ���&�0    

    ���*�B�, .S ,� 8�9��� (!�, �, 4!)- �������/� �K��V� (����� E���, B� ��3F ��� 
 �������/� ���}&� ,*��& �N���!% ��� ��!�� (�/���) e�% (����� ,���� ,T ��� ���% B�+� 
��+�& ���&�0 ��� 8I�m _S * ��� '() �/� ��� 8�� ��&�* 4/� /�&�0। 

 B� .:,� 8�9��� ,��/������ ��% �������� ��� ����F�3����� �������/�� (�� (�$�YV 
��* �)��`(/ 0’* ����^�� '() �/� /�&�0। 
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�������/� ,B������ ���}&� ,*��& *��B� ��� B*��� �����& ��� (���& ��� ��a� 
���� ,>�� ,%�����B����B ����Vd ��� ���&�0। .: ,� 4�9��� ���}&� ,%���>� �»�F�U ,���� 
���"���#� >�� ���}&� ��� z���� ���) ,%���>� (����B E�& 4��$o� ����g J��� ��� 
�»�F�U�= ����Y D�� /�&�0। 

���I ����%� (H�����I ����%� (H�����I ����%� (H�����I ����%� (H���� �/��� �/��� �/��� �/�    

 ����BU, .S,� 8�9���- 4* (����I� =��� ,J�� E�L (����� E���,�������/� .:,� 
8�9��� ���� ���������� (�������� �J���J� ���I ����%� (H���� 4G�� =&��/�B ,F?������ 
/�)� ����0। 

 E���, ��m ,F?���� ����BU (����I� ��� ������������ ���F���� ���0�� ��� 
bLF���� ��D�#� �)�^� ���0��।  

 B� .Q ,� 8�9��� ����d�� '()�� �� �NB��!� (��� �� ��� /���, �� �����>?* 
8���V� 45�# ��� B����%%� N����& ,�&। >�� ��3F* ��� '() ���� ��&। :_! 8�9��� ��D# 
0��� �����& �����>?* ���% �  ��� ���% ��N ,��% N����& ,�& ��� �\ ��� '() /��/� 
/&। 

 z���-����n�-F~W�� ,(9�� �����>?* ,B������ ������ �����& 8���V�� ���% (����� 
%/���� ���� 45�# ��� ��� e* '()��  /�)� ���। ����&� �����& /�� ���&= ���� e* 
��� '()�� ��� ��� । B� :P! 8�9��� ,�&����� ,*��� 0�B��!&�& (��* ��� ,(� �/� 
��� 8�� (�� * 4/� /&। 

 �����-���*���-��*��/� �����& �����>?* ,B������ 8����� �����& F��* ��� 
,(��� /�)� ���। ������� ����� �����& e* ��� '() �/� ��� e�% ��!�>� ���� ��� 
/�&�0। 

-��B�I�, .| 8�9���, :;<: 

 

* *   * * * 

,>� ����� �������/�� ����,>� ����� �������/�� ����,>� ����� �������/�� ����,>� ����� �������/�� ����, , , , ����n� ��&��% 8 � ��½�����n� ��&��% 8 � ��½�����n� ��&��% 8 � ��½�����n� ��&��% 8 � ��½�    

 ���*�B�, .|,� 8�9���- ���� E�L (����� *�� ��& ,�, �������/� ����d�� '()��� 
���) �������/� ���������� ���Hg 8 �� ��� $�3�%�� /�� ���& E�& _Q * ��� '()�� ��� 
����0। �0�+� �������/� ���}&�, ��V�, F�&�N��� ��� ,H+����� 8 �� ��&��% 45�# F����& 
��� ���/�� (����/ �)�^�� =�� b[�� 4$�� ,/��0। (����I� =��� ,J�� ��=&� (����� *�� 
��& ,�, �������/�� 45��� >�� �! (� 8 �� ,��B����B �)�^� ��� �� '() ��]���� �)�^� 
��F�� /�& ,B�0। ���  ��� ��J� H��� �� ���& (����/ �)�^� 4%�% ����� ,F}�& B� ��&� ��� 
��� ���/�� �\ '() /��/� /�&�0। �������/�� ,B���� '()�� �@AB� ,J�� :6Q �������%�� 
�K�� ,H+�����& (����� 8x�x = ,B�����[���/� e�% ��N ,��% 45�# ��� N����& ,�&। :Q * 
�� ,(� �/� /�&�0। �������/� F�&�N���& ���% ,�� ��! ��+�& ,�&, >�� ��� '()��� *�) 
���)��/� ���% ���B�+� ��!F�)� /&। ��� ,(��� ,�����&� b�� F���&, >�� ��0� (��)� ������ 
���� �/� /&। �������/#� ���}&� ��� ��V�� ���) ,%���>� ��! } ��� ���&�0। 
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����n� �#�������n� �#�������n� �#�������n� �#���    
 4B����, .|,� 8�9�������������� �������/� ����n� ,*��� ��l���B 8 ��� �)��� 
����� ��� ����0। �������/� �(�� ��À 4+�!��+� ��� ����0 ��� (����I� =���� �������/�� 
(��� E�L ���� *�� ,B�0। 

 �������/� ����n� = M�Á#���+&�� ���) (����B �D����� (+��% 8��5� ����0 ��� ��� 
����0। �! (�JV� 8�H�� ����n�� ��� = ��D# 8 ��� ����g ��� ���&�0। 

 ������������ 45��# ��� ���/�� �\ �&��� '() /��/� /�&�0। /������� (+� 
�)��B� �K��V :.�% �@���/ ,>�� ,B�0। 

�������/�� (�� ��� '(�)� EF� (�$YV�������/�� (�� ��� '(�)� EF� (�$YV�������/�� (�� ��� '(�)� EF� (�$YV�������/�� (�� ��� '(�)� EF� (�$YV    

    ���������� ,�&����� ,*��� ,>� �/����& B� �� ���( �������/�� (�� ��* ,�*�, 
��* �)��` = ��* ,�>�%)�o(/ 0’,��� ,��� ���-'() EF� (�$�YV� ��������� /�&�0। 

 �! �/����& ���% ����% 8 � �� �������/�� �&¡�# ��&�0। �������/� B� �� ��( 
��� ����>?*�� ��� ��� ��+��� ,����0 ��� (����I� =��� ,J�� ��=&� ��@V�D �/��� ��� 
,J�� *�� ,B�0।  

 �������/�� �/(�� 8���&� �! �/����� �Z���, �F�����&� = (������� ��* *��&� 
����N 8�>(��(/ 8I�m _| * ��� '() = ��*���� �/� /�&�0। 

-��B�I�, .6 ,� 8�9���, :;<: 

 

*  *  *  *  * 

�B���� J�� 45�#m ��*����(/ �B���� J�� 45�#m ��*����(/ �B���� J�� 45�#m ��*����(/ �B���� J�� 45�#m ��*����(/ .< .< .< .< * ��� ,(� �/�* ��� ,(� �/�* ��� ,(� �/�* ��� ,(� �/�    

B� :P! 8�9��� �������/� ,H�� |%�& �B���� J�� 45�# ���। �! 45��� >�� 
��*������ Z�� H��(¡d! /&�, ��� ��� 4h(��V# ��� Z[ ����0। 8����D *�� �� 
������� /�&�0 ,�, ��*������ �� 4� W��� E��� ��� �-(p� ��% ��� ,��� (�/( ��& �। 
�! (�>�)*� 45��# ��*���� (/ ����D .< * ��� ,(� �/� /&। 4/���� (�]� (��)� 
��= *�� ��&�। ��� F������ B����� J�� ������ ��� ����� ��d�#V ���D��� ��) ���& 
��*������� �����& ,��� ,��� ��&। ���&�� ��*������ ���� ���/�� ��% 4h(��V# ����0 
��� *�� ,B�0। 

/�������� Â��m /�������� Â��m /�������� Â��m /�������� Â��m |. |. |. |. * �/�* �/�* �/�* �/�    

    ��B� .S,� 8�9��� ����/��� J��� F���� ������&�(/ ��*���� ��� �������/�� ���) 
�� ����� ��� (�$�%� /&। E�� (L��/ ��*������� �� $�3�% ,J�� 8) $�3�%�� ���� ��� /&। �n� 
�2 $�3�% ,J�� ��*������� ��� ����� (�& �! ��� (�$�%� /&। ���� ���/� �! 4���k 
45��# ������&� ��� ��*������ ����/��� /�& ��+। �������/�� �! (�>�)*� 45�#�h� 
���� S; * ��*���� ��� ��* ������&� �/� /&। �������/�� ,�� /��/� /&�। 
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��J�$�%�& �%V�� 45�#��J�$�%�& �%V�� 45�#��J�$�%�& �%V�� 45�#��J�$�%�& �%V�� 45�#    

    8�9����� ����& (L��/ �������/#�� �%V�� �� ��*V���� J��� ��J���%�& S" �V%V�� ,J�� �� 
���� b�� �YV# ���। $�3�%� �2 ,(� �����& *�� ��3F�&। �������/� ��J���%� ,J�� P�% ��!�>� 
��� _QQ���� b�� ���� ���। 

����( $��% ����( $��% ����( $��% ����( $��% P P P P * /����� ,(�* /����� ,(�* /����� ,(�* /����� ,(�    �/��/��/��/�    

    (v�� �B���� J��� ����(� :: * ��U��� ,(�� (�� �������/�� �� (������ /&। 
*����� !(����� ��* ��]���n� ��U������  �J ,����& ��& 4�(। �������/� EJ�� �! 
��]���n��� ��� ��� b���YV# ���। �! ���� ��]���n�(/ P* ��U��� /����� �(�) �/� /&। 
��� ��0� /]�� ���) /&। �������/� ����� 8�� �K�� ��0� ��=&� ���। 

�(����&�& ��*���� �/�m �(����&�& ��*���� �/�m �(����&�& ��*���� �/�m �(����&�& ��*���� �/�m | | | | * b[�� 4/�* b[�� 4/�* b[�� 4/�* b[�� 4/�    

 (v�� ���(B� (HK&����) J��� �(����&�& ���� ���/�� ������� ,B���� ,«�&�N ���� 
��*������ 45�# ���। 4���� 45��#� >�� ��*������� ���) :: * �/� /& ��� | * 
b[��H��� 4/� /&। 

    ��BU ,$����+��� ,�&�%/� ��� ��BU ,$����+��� ,�&�%/� ��� ��BU ,$����+��� ,�&�%/� ��� ��BU ,$����+��� ,�&�%/� ���     

    B� ..,� 4�9��� ����/��� J��� ��BU ,$����+��� �������/� ��� ��V� ��� �(�) 
,(���� ���) �� ����� ��� (�$�%� /&। .:,� 8�9��� (������� ��/����� J���� �� ,H�� ���� 
�������/� ,$����+�� ���% ����)� ��+��� $����& ��+। E���, ,$����+�� ��* ,F�� 
��*����� H��V /�&�0�। ���! �� ��% 4h�& �! (���� �n�� �2 $�3�%�� ,�?�0 ,�&। ��*����(/ 
,�+��� ������&� ,$����+��� �������/�� SQ * ,*�&��� ,$��= ���। (��� ’%� ,J�� �! ��� 
Z[ /& ��� ����� F���% ��VI ^�&� /&। �! 4��V*� ��� ,�Y ��VI /���/��� ���� ���#� /&। 
�H& ��D� b�� >��+�& ,B��! �! /���/��� ����� Z[/&। (������ ��� ��� /���/��� ���� 
��*����(/ ����D |Q * ������&� �/� /&। ����s� (�� ��� ��� �������/�� .* 8(� 
(�/(� ,*�&� ��/���� ��# ���। /���/��� ���� 4����� �������/�� �( , 4! ��� ��* 
8(�(�/(� ,���� e!* ������&��� ��!�>��� ��3% ���& ���%�& /�)� ��� । ��n����B) ,�, 
�H&��D� ���= ��!�>��! ,�� ,�&�% �0� �। 

/����� ,(���� �(���/� ���% ,?�� ����B�/����� ,(���� �(���/� ���% ,?�� ����B�/����� ,(���� �(���/� ���% ,?�� ����B�/����� ,(���� �(���/� ���% ,?�� ����B�    

    B� :; ,� 4�9��� ,H�� 6%�& *n�� ,(���� �(���/� ���% ,?�� �������/�� �Ä�B� 
/&। �! ,?�� ���%�� �� /�*�� ���� �� �# B� �0�। z��� ,J�� ���w�� �� ���& %���!��� 
F�����+� �! B� 8�(���#� �J� �0�। 

�(��*BU ��� 0����� 45�#m �(��*BU ��� 0����� 45�#m �(��*BU ��� 0����� 45�#m �(��*BU ��� 0����� 45�#m | | | | * �/�* �/�* �/�* �/�    

 B� .|,� 4�9��� �������/�� ���% ,B���� ,«�&�N �(��*B�U� ��� /����� �(�) 
,(���� 0����� 4���k 45�# F����& | * /������� �/� ��� P *�� 4/� ���। ��� 
,«�&�N�% ������ $�3�%�� E�)���V ���। 

-�#��, .| 4�9���, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 
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��*& ���V�m ���}&���*& ���V�m ���}&���*& ���V�m ���}&���*& ���V�m ���}&�----����/� = ���� �#��m����/� = ���� �#��m����/� = ���� �#��m����/� = ���� �#��m    

 .|,� 4�9���, em(�/�(� ����������� ����� ‘‘F����/�(���‘‘ ����% 8> ����’’ � ��� 
,�� �� W�� ,J�� /�!*)�� ��� ���� ��� �������/�� $�3�%�� ��& 4(�� (D� /�&�0। �0�+� 
����� e’* ���)�� ��(��� ��B ������� �l� ��� ��X��(�0। �� ����� e’* �l� /=&�& 
^��& W���� *B# ������ ��V�� ,J�� ���� ,��। �*) *B# �������/�� 8�Hl 
*���&�0। 

 $%�� �����# E���, �� ����� e’* � ����B ���� ����� ��*���� ��� ��� ,(� 
��& 4�(�, �! (���� ,��& ���� �������/� 8���V� 45�# F����& �! (�>�) 8*V ���।  

 ;! 4�9��� �K�� ,*��� 8IBV� ���B�/�% �/����& ��� 45�#������ �������/�� ���� 
4����H��� 45�I /& ��� �! ���s�K#V 45��# ��* 8�>(��(/ :Q * ��� 45�#���� 
�2j() �/� = 8��� b[��{�� 4/� /&। ���� ���/� ��� ,J�� 8�� 8x�x ��� ���। 

���C� ,?�/�� 4���F� (H����C� ,?�/�� 4���F� (H����C� ,?�/�� 4���F� (H����C� ,?�/�� 4���F� (H�    

    .S,� 4�9��� , ���������� ;� ,(9��� ,�� �� ^�� ���C� ,?�/� � -: � ���% 
,?��� �� 4���F� (H�� 4�&�* ���। �! 4���F�& ���������� E�����B#, (������ 
�¦�� ���� ��VF���B# ��� �������/�� 8���&�B 8��W/ ���, 8��J�B# ���C� ,?�/� � 
: �����V ���। 

 E��� J��� ,� �! (�� ,?�� ;� ,(9��� ����������� ���Hg (��& ���Hg 8 � /�� 
��� /�������� ��0 ,J�� �0��& ��(�0। ���� ��n� E�&�* ,� F��� ���(� �@��& (L��/� 
,�Y���� ����������� ����� �@/k ,?�� /�������� ��0 ,J�� �0��& �� ���C� ,?�/��� (��J 
,��B ����0। 

,�� ,��B����B ����gm �&��(�/ = ��/~,�� ,��B����B ����gm �&��(�/ = ��/~,�� ,��B����B ����gm �&��(�/ = ��/~,�� ,��B����B ����gm �&��(�/ = ��/~ �#�� �#�� �#�� �#��    

    �&��(�/ ,*��� /�����B� 8 �� ��� '(�)� ��� �������/�� �� E�� 45��# .Q 
* �2�(� �/� /&। �������/� �! 8 �� ������BU = �&��(��/� ��)��� ,%�����B����B 
�)�^�= ����g ��� ,�। �������/�� ,�?��� ,B������ :S! 8�9��� ,B?����� J�� 45�# ��� 
,�� ��0� 4��&�x ��� ���। ����a E�L 8�� �� ���� *�� ��& %���!� ,*��� �������/�� 
�k���� ����YH��� �@�� ��&। ,B������� J��& �������/�� E�� 45��# .6 * /����� 
����(� �/� /&। z���& ����&�j�� 8 ��� ��*������� $�3�% �������/�� 45��# (pK#V i�( 
/�& ��&। �&��(��/� (��Y���+� /�� PQ * ��*���� �������/�� ���0 ��3��� 8x�x(/ 
4h(��V ���� ���) /&। z��� = %���!� (+� ��J� ��)��� 8��b��� ,(�� �������/�� 
,B������ i�( ��� ,� ��� �� >�� ������ (+��� ����&�� �)�^� �C /�& ��&। 

 ��d���� ���� E��� �������� ���Hg 8 �� (���� �������/� �/��� (�g��% ,�� �� 
�&��� (���� / ��� (C)�����& E�& �� (/¹ �������/�� (�x ,(�� ��� ������� ���Hg i� 
(/���� �/��� ��&��% E�� (+� E��D# ���। /����� ���/� H�� (¡d /�& � (��& 0����� 
4�& W/# ���। �/��� ,�� �� (+�� ��/����� < * /����� �2j() �������/�� /��� ��� 
/&। 

 ����a E�L �� ���� *�� ,B�0 ,� F��� ���(� EJ� (L��/ �������/� ������ ,*��� 
,��/��BU ��� ��� ,(���� e��� �  N����& ,�&। � (�$�YV :; * ��� ,(� ��� /&। ����  
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��n����B) ,� ,��/�� BU J��� E�& (�� ��*���� = ��� ����� �\ �K��V! ��� ��� /�&�0- 
,��/��BU J��� (���& 8 � �������/�� ����। 

��*���� �������� 4h��*���� �������� 4h��*���� �������� 4h��*���� �������� 4h(��V#m �����(��V#m �����(��V#m �����(��V#m �����----���*������*������*������*���----��*��/� �#����*��/� �#����*��/� �#����*��/� �#��    

 ;! 8�9��� �����B�3= 8 �� �������/�� 8���V� 45��# S * ����(� ��� /&। 
8�������� ���� �� HK������ ��� $�3�% �������/� ���� 45�I /& ��� �! 45��# ��* 
����(� �/� = ��3F* b[�� H��� 4/� /&। ;! 8�9��� B�!��C� 8 �� �������/�� ���0 
�����(��)� ��*���� 4h(��V ���। �0�+� ����� ,*��� /�������+ 8 ��� ��*���� ������ 
/������ �/�� �������/�� ���0 4�� 8x�x(/ 4h(��V# ���� ���) /&। :P! 4�9��� 
�������/�� �%V�� 45��# ���*��� ,*��� H�=&��BU 8 ��� ��� $�3�%� ����� D��(���� /&-
�! 45��# :< * �2j() �/� /&। 

----���Å�� �����������Å�� �����������Å�� �����������Å�� ��������, , , , .| .| .| .| 8�9���8�9���8�9���8�9���, , , , :;<::;<::;<::;<: 

********** 

�������/�� ,*�� E¾���������/�� ,*�� E¾���������/�� ,*�� E¾���������/�� ,*�� E¾��    

 z���, .:,� 4�9�������� ��*� ���(� E�Æ��� E�� �� ����� �������� (������ 
E���¡� *�� ��*��� 4/�� ����0 ,�, �������/� �� �2� =�� ��]���� 45�# 
8�H���� E���� F�����।  

 ��� ����0, ���@HK���� �2��� ���� ��D� ���� 4��� �� ��B���� ��B�& ����। 
�������/� 8�F��! /�������� ��KV� ���� ����� ��� ��� 4�� E��� ����0। 

�l�H�B 8 �� �����>?�*� ����% (�>�)�l�H�B 8 �� �����>?�*� ����% (�>�)�l�H�B 8 �� �����>?�*� ����% (�>�)�l�H�B 8 �� �����>?�*� ����% (�>�)    

 z���, :;,� 4�9���-B���� ���� S%�& �����>?* �� em(�/�(� 45�# F����& ����n� 
,(9��� �l�H�B 8 ��� /��������  ���% EF� ������� $�3�% ��� ��� ��&�0 ��� ��wd (K�� 
��� ��=&� �B�&�0। 

 E���,�� �KÇV�� �����>?�*� %/���� ���/� 6* ��*������ ,WL�� ���। ����� ��0 
,J�� ��� ,��& (�3�*�&� ���/�(/ 1 $�3�%� e! ��� ,J�� EF� ��5�� 45�# F���&। ��M (�$�YV� 
��  $�3�%�% �����>?* 8����� ���  ,&। ������� ���) ��# :P6 * /�������� �@���/, 4� 
6* 4/���^�& �������। ����� �����# 8x �x= �����>?* ,(��� ��&। 

 �@���/, 6* �@� /����� ��� 8x�x �����>?* ����� ,/N���&�%��� ��& 4�(। �! 
$�3�%�% ��� ���� >�� ����n� = M�Á#���+&�� ��)��V� ��d�#V HK�� /����� ��� /�&�0। 

 �! $�3�%� ���� (���� ,��& 4* ,��� S %�& ��� *�� ����b��� ������ �� 1 $�3�% 
�D ��� ��� ,���� �YV# ���। ��y ���� 45��#� 4H�( ,��& �����>?�*� *=&��� $�3�%� 
��wV^ ���% ����� 4��& (�� ��&। >�� (��(�� ,�����YV# (��= �����>?�*� 8��? ,�� D�� 
/&�। ��wV^ ���% W��� ,���� �+�& S * ��Z ��� . * ,�-(����� �)��� �/� /�&�0 ��� *�� 
�B�&�0। 
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����� /�)������ /�)������ /�)������ /�)�    

�HV����B) (K�� ��=&� (����� *�� ��& ����n� ,*��� F��l� J��� 8IBV� ,*�� ������&� 
W���� !&��/&� ����} ���)�� ����� 4G�� �/���� �����>?* ,B������ F�I ��( /�� ����& 
E����) /�)� ���� (�JV /&। 

��� 8x��/� e�% *�/�* �������� ,?���/� N����& ���&�0��� 8x��/� e�% *�/�* �������� ,?���/� N����& ���&�0��� 8x��/� e�% *�/�* �������� ,?���/� N����& ���&�0��� 8x��/� e�% *�/�* �������� ,?���/� N����& ���&�0    

    z���, .Q,� 4�9���- ���� ����a E�L �� (����� E���, B� _! 4�9��� �������� ,? 
���/� F~W���� ��% ��� ,(�� *�) 8x�x �/���� e�% �+ *�/�* N����& ���&�0। �! *�/��*� 
���) ���% ����d�� *�/�*, �� ‘‘��(�’’ । ��� e�% %)�� = 8)�) 8x�x �0�। 8�� *�/�*�% 
W��(� �� ‘‘���H�(’’। 

-(�L��/� ��������, .6 8�9���, :;<: 

�#�� ,J�� ����0�#�� ,J�� ����0�#�� ,J�� ����0�#�� ,J�� ����0    

 
����� �D�� 8�¸ E/�� em(�/(� �[# ���������B�#� (���/��� = �����(&� J���) 
F���V�� 45��# ���/����^� ��� ���� $�3�%�% B� .:,� 8�9��� (pK#V i�( ��� $%�^�� .: 
* /����� '() �/� /&। ���/��� = �����(&�� ���������B# $%�^� /!�� �J�5�� .* = S 
* �(�) ,(��� �l� ��� ��� �\ 8x = ,B�����[� /dB� ���। ���� ���&�� !&��/&� 
,(�B�#� ���) ��� ���������B# ���Hg �� ���� :: *�� /�)� ��� = P * *�(�����#� /��� 
�@� /&। �� ��/��� �������/�� /��� �l� ��/&��0। 

 �����(&� J��&m- ,B��(���^� �2 $�3�%�� ��� ���������B�#� 4F��� /����& < * ��� 
,(� �/� /&। :;,� 8�9����� �! $%�� ���! �2�� 0��� 0��+&� ���� ���) /&। 

��&��� J��m -:_! 8�9��� /�%�H����� �������/�� EF� 45��# S6 * ��� ,(� �/� 
= S_ * 4/� /&। 

 ����BU, *&������, ����� = �������� �[# ���������B# �2� ��� EF� F�� 8�)�/� 
����&��0। 

-��� �����, .6 8�9���, :;<: 

************* 

�#�� (�����#�� (�����#�� (�����#�� (����    

( ( ( ( �����>?* (K� �����>?* (K� �����>?* (K� �����>?* (K� ))))    

    �F����� �#��� B� �� (L��/� ���) ��V� ��� ,(��� �%V���� (�/���) 4����� 
�������/�� 4W��V� $�3�%b��� ��� b���YV# ���- ��y 4����� �������/�� ,*�&��� (�/�(� 
(�� 8�{�b��� ���� ����� ��� ����� �d� ��� ,�। 

 ������ ���� 8(�JV = ����Vd ��� ,(��� �� �F����� J��� 8���@� 8 �� ����� 
8�)�F�� = ,��+�= ����� ,*����� ����0। 
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4� �� (����� E���, B� .|,� 8�9��� 4����� �������/� ��HV� ,*�&�B# �&��(�/ 
,*��� �������� 8U�� 45�# ���F��� ��� P< * ��� ,(���� ��� ��� ��� �\(��)� ��� 
,(��� 4/� ��� ,�� ��0� 8x = ,B���-��[� /dB� ���। �����>?�*� (�>�)*� �! 8�H�� 
���F��� ��� �����>?�*� 8���&� ,�*� 4�� ���/�। 

 ����a ��=&� �� (����� E�� B� :< = :_! 8�9��� 4����� em(�/�(� ,B���� ���/� 
�@J� �@J� e!�% 8�H��� �&��(�/-z��� ,�� �J = ��� ,��B����B (pK#V ��id /�& ��&। 

-8W�K�, .< 8�9���, :;<: 

********* 

����>��� ���#������>��� ���#������>��� ���#������>��� ���#��    

    >�����+&�, .6,� 8�9���, �>�����+&� J��� ����BU ��*��� 4����� ��� ,*�&��� 
��*���� $�3�% 45�# ��� ���* ��*������ /�)� = �3�F�*�� 4/� ���। 

 $%�� �����# E���, ��*������ 4h(��V# ���� �! ���V �� ��� �������/�� $�3�%�� 
,E�# ���। 4����� �/� ����������� ����� �J�& ��w�( ��� $�3�%�� 4(�� 8���� ,�। (C)�� 
(�& ����������� �� $�3�%� �H��� !>��� ���� �)d �]� ,(! (�����B E�& � ��* ��*���� 
8���V�� 45�# ��� ��* ����������� ��� ��& ��&। �! (���� H����� ���� �������/�� 
8���&� *�� 4>(�� (��/� ��=&� ���! ����B�U �B�& ��*���� $�3�%�� 45�# F��� ��� 1 
��* ���� ,(��� ���� ��� ���* ��*������ ,WL�� ���। �������/�� ��� ,*�&��� �2 
$�3�%�% (pK#V i�( ��� ,� ��� $�3�%� �3�F��% ��!�>�(/ �\ ,B�����[� /dB� ���। � ���� 
^��& *(����# ����% (�/�(���� ���F& ,�, ��3�� ���&�� ��*������� ��� ��, �n�, ���]-
(+�� ��& 45�# ���। >�� e’* ��*���� $%�^��! ���� ��& ��� 4%* 4h(��V# ���। 

������� ,�@�sm ����/���������� ,�@�sm ����/���������� ,�@�sm ����/���������� ,�@�sm ����/���    

    %���!� ,*��� ����/��� J��� ��B�U B� |]� ����V� ��� ���/�� (��J �������/�� :P 
$È��)��� �� EF� (������ (�$�%� /&। ���� |Q * ��� ,(� ��� /& ��� 8��� 4/� /&। 
4����� �������/�� ��* �/������# ��� (!g���n��/.....���*�) 

:6 :6 :6 :6 ��� ,B�������� ,B�������� ,B�������� ,B�����    

 ��V�� ���(� B� :6 ��� 4����� em(�/(� ,B������ :QS| �% ^�� /���� ��� :Q;Q 
* �2 '() ��� ����0। ���� ��n����B) ,� � (��& ������ ���)�� ���*�>� ,����&� ��3(/ 
4�= &�� * ������� 4����� 4����� �������/��� /�)� ����0। 

�N���!% ���& ��� ��+�& ,�&�& z����N���!% ���& ��� ��+�& ,�&�& z����N���!% ���& ��� ��+�& ,�&�& z����N���!% ���& ��� ��+�& ,�&�& z���----�&��(�/ ,T F��F� �)�/��&��(�/ ,T F��F� �)�/��&��(�/ ,T F��F� �)�/��&��(�/ ,T F��F� �)�/�    

B>��B�3=,-B� ._,� 4�w, Z5��� ��� :.%�& em(�/(� ,B������ �������� ,}��� 
8W��V� .6 /�� �a� \�F��B�� ��� �N���!% ���& ��+�& ���&�0। 1 ����! ,B������ ��! 
��/����� �2 ��/� ���% ,T 8���V� 45�# ���। ��� ���* �2 ,(� �/� /& ��� EF� 
45��# �%��� � 
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,��� ._ * ��*���� 8x(/ ,B������� ���0 4h(��V ���। ,B������ ,T�� (�d 8x�x /dB� 
��� ,T�%��= ��id ��� ,>��। ����% ��id /=&�& z��� �&��(�/ ,T F��F� (pK#V ����Vd 
/�& ��+�0। 

,W�N ���"��#,W�N ���"��#,W�N ���"��#,W�N ���"��#    

    �&��(�/,-B� ;! ����V� �&��(�/ �@�Y ��w���)���&� �� 0�� ,W�N ��D� ��� 
��&�* ���� ����d�� /����� ��� ����0। 

4����� z���^ E����� *���&�0 B� .P,� 4�w z��� ��w���)��& 8�� ��* 
em(�/(� �����(� ,W�N ��D� ���। EF� ��G ,W�N�% ���"���� /=&�& É��( ,��B���� 
0����� �� ��[# H���� ( �� /�&�0। 

������B�U� ���Hg J��������B�U� ���Hg J��������B�U� ���Hg J��������B�U� ���Hg J��& ������������ (�>�)& ������������ (�>�)& ������������ (�>�)& ������������ (�>�)    

    ������B�U� ��d�#V ����� ���������B�U� ��d�#V ����� ���������B�U� ��d�#V ����� ���������B�U� ��d�#V ����� ���    

 B� .. ,� 4�w ����� ,J�� .<,� 4�w �@/������ ��VI ������B�U� F������� 
4����� ��� ��� ��� ����������� �� ��d�#V ����� ��� ����0। Z����� ������BU �/� �)��� 
�/����� 8)(� *�&B�! 
��� ���������� ����� �+�� ,��� ��&। ����������� �/��� ��%��V� 
,�?��� 4G�� /������ ��+��� �)�p ��� ,�������� F���>�� ���0। 

�� ���&�� ���&�� ���&�� ���& 

 ����&�j�� J��� >����+�&� ,J�� 8���&� 4>0�� = ��� ������� 4B� (���� Z� 
��� �(�)� ���% �� ���& ���। >����+�&� �� 4��� ��� /�। 

��� ��id��� ��id��� ��id��� ��id    

    .; ,� 8�9��� �������/�� e�VYV ��� ,B����B# ����&�j�� J��� >����+�&�� �K�V-��� 
,���� /�3%�H���� ,��/�� ���%� �N���!% ���& ��+�& ,�। E(�� ��n����B) ,�, 1 �� �(�) 
/����� ���/� ����� /�� 1 ��d� ��� >����+�&�& 4(�0�। 

-*�W� �����, SQ 4�9���, :;<: 

************* 

(���((���((���((���(!!!!    

 :.! 8�9���। ��>����� /!�� ���% ,T '(&������ ���� ��!���0। ,T�� ���% �����& 
��* �l� ,B����, /��� = ,����� �� ��+ ���& ��3��, E/��& e!* /����� ��� ,(�। 

 ����(�W��� ,B���� ��* ���� �K��V �N��� J��& �2� /��� ��� ��+&��0। E����� 
���+�� �� ��3/���B�� '(&���� �)�o���o �!&� ��=&� /!���0�। F�I ,T। ������ ��V��। 

 /]�k ������� ��) /!�� ��&�* E/���� ��� ,(���� ��� t�3��!&� ��+&� ��/���� 
8x ���+&� ,&। ,B������ /���� ��3� ����&� ,�&। 
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,B������� (>� 8�H�� 8�)�/�,B������� (>� 8�H�� 8�)�/�,B������� (>� 8�H�� 8�)�/�,B������� (>� 8�H�� 8�)�/�    

    ����BUm B� .;,� 8�9��� 4����� �������/�� 4%* e�VYV ,B���� ���BU J��& �� 
45�# F����& ��� /����� ��� ���/�� 6. *�� /�)� ��� ��� ._ * ��*������ 8x�x(/ 
�l� ���। � (�$�YV 4����� �������/�� ��* �������� �/�� ��� 8�� ��* (�() 4/�। 

 ,�?/*� : B� .P,� 8�9��� �2 '()��/� e’�% ��N ,��% ��B� ,J�� ���� ���� 4����� 
��� ,B������ ��J���) ,B�&���� ��¸� ��*���� ��% �� E�� 45��# SP * /����� '()�� 
�/� ��� _ *�� �l� ���। �/���� ���) (������ ,����� 4�� ��� �)�� ��&� ,���(� 
��= ��&�0। � (�$�YV e’�% /���� ,���B� = S| �% ��!�>�(/ ,�� ��0� ,B����[� �������/�� 
/dB� /&। 

 ��B�m B� .|,� 8�9��� ��B� J��� ���������� W��� 4����� �������/�� ,B������ 
��� ,(� = ��*������� ���% ���� ��� 8���V� /���� F����& | *�� /�)� ���। 

0����� ��*���� �@� = �/�0����� ��*���� �@� = �/�0����� ��*���� �@� = �/�0����� ��*���� �@� = �/�    

 B� .6,� 8�9��� 4����� ,B������ ,����B�� ���% ��N ,���% �n��� F����& F����� 
e’* ��/��� ��*���� ,W>��� ��� ��� �*§�(������ �� ����� /�)� ��� /&। (����� E��� 
��&��� 4�B ,B��&l��B�� ���� ��( 4���* ��*���� F���!�� *�W� *��� /��� ��� ��+ 
E�# ,�&। 

 ����� ��m B� :6! 8�9��� 4����� �������/�� /��� /����� ���/�� ������ ���)�� 
����� ��=��� 4/�� �n�/ = ��3� ,0�� ��/[� ��� �+�� ������� B#4����� ���^� ��� /&। 
,�����@��� E�� F�� ��w�($����� = ,�Ë���� E�&���
[� ������� �@��)�� ,�&� /&। 

��*������� 4h(��V#��*������� 4h(��V#��*������� 4h(��V#��*������� 4h(��V#    

 *&��+� ,J�� 4����� �*
 (�������� *����� B� .P,� 8�9��� ���! ,��n�� 
,0��(/ :. * ��*���� 8x�x(/ �������/�� /��� 4h(��V# ���। 

-��������, S: 8�9���, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

��*�����= ��� ���/� ,��#]�(���*�����= ��� ���/� ,��#]�(���*�����= ��� ���/� ,��#]�(���*�����= ��� ���/� ,��#]�(�    

    z���, S:,� 8�9���� �������/�� ,B������ z��� �/�� ���! (�5& /=&�& ��� '()���/� 
,��#]�(� /�& ��+�0 ��� ���� ‘(��N %�!�(’ � �� (���� E����� /�&�0। 

 (��N %�!��(� ��������^ (�������� *���&�0 ,�, E�& 4% ������ ,B���� (v�� 
z��� �/��� ��V�)d 8 �� ���� �� �� 45�# F����&�0। ,B������� 45��#� >�� ��� 
���/�� ����$�3�% ��=&�� ��J ��� �» '��� ����0 ��� ����d� !o��)���� �&��=�&�*� 
����b�� =]����� ����= ���� ,B�0। ���� ��VI ,���&� ����b�� (� 4��� ,°�� z��� 
����$�3�%�� 8���# �����। ��y �� ����b�� �J�(�� ��� 4���& *��� =�� ���& ��+ �B�& 
����$�3�%�� 8���# ���0। 
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�������/� 4��� *�/�* N����&�0m ��� '()�� ���0�������/� 4��� *�/�* N����&�0m ��� '()�� ���0�������/� 4��� *�/�* N����&�0m ��� '()�� ���0�������/� 4��� *�/�* N����&�0m ��� '()�� ���0    

    z���, ._,� 8�9���m ����d� (���� ���K���/� ���% �� *�/�* (�W/ ����0�। B� 
(L��/ �������/� � *�/�*�%�� N����& ���&�0। *�/�*�%� �� �(, �(, (L�N��। 8�)���)� 
(��W� ,��t�! ��� �! *�/�*�% ������-���� [�% �0�। 

(�L��/� ��������, : �Ha�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

��������� ������ ����& ������������ /��� /����� ���/� �d�������������� ������ ����& ������������ /��� /����� ���/� �d�������������� ������ ����& ������������ /��� /����� ���/� �d�������������� ������ ����& ������������ /��� /����� ���/� �d�����    

\\\\    ���)��# E����� ���)��# E����� ���)��# E����� ���)��# E����� \\\\    

 ������ 8��(I� ����������� ���������� ,*�� 8 � >������, ������ ��� ���� ,*��� 
���Hg �����& ��3/���� ,B���� �k���� ,*����� ���&��0। !�����)! ����������� ,B����B�U� 
��% ������ ���� ��� H��%&���+� �����& �(�)���/�� E/����� ��% ,��t�! ��&��% ��*V ��� 
/����� '()��/� ��&��% �  N���!& ��&� *����/�� Ìk�p�� ��� $%�!&��0। !���� 
*���(��� �! ��J �  ����� ��t��� 4�@��� �}��� ��&�= F��F� ����� (�/( ��!���0 �। �! 
8 ��� �� ��J ���(���� �  N���!&� ,�=&�, 45�# ��� ����� ���������B# ��@V� ��� 
���&� �=&�� �k���� �)���H��� �@�� ��!&��0। F��� ���(� ,B�+�� ���� ,B����BU �/����� 
8IBV� H��%&���+�� ��% 
����� (�W������ /��� EF� ��� ��!&�  /����� ���/� ,����[ 
������ (�/���) H��%&���+� �����& ���/ ��x W����(��� /�)� ��� ��&��% W�� ,��+�!&� ��&�= 
�! b[s�K#V *��J�% !/���� (pK#V 4&�s 4��� ���� �!। 

 B� :<! 8�9��� ����������� ���� ,*��� �&�� �����& ����(&� ��� ���% �+ *�/�* 
��� ����� ��*V N���!&� ��&� *�� ��(���� �� 4���� (@�} ���&��0। �! *�/�*�% ���� 
��*�Eo ������� *) (�l�� ����� /!�� (�����/� ���* �)�Ì� /!�। !���� !/��� �� 
,(���� F��F��� *)= �)�/�� ��� ��F� ���&� *�� ��&। 

 
����� (�W������ ,? !���%� em(�/(� �������� F��� ���(� ,B�+�� ���� ��������� 
�/����� 8IBV� ,%���/�% �����&= e!��� �  N���!&� ��&� ���(���� F��F� �)�/� ���&� 
,�। ��n����B) ,�, �! (��& ������ ,*��� ,B?��� �����&= ���(���� ���% �  ��+�!&� 
,� ��� ������ (�� ��� �/����� �J���� E��(�, �������V� ��� ��U��� ������� /�)� ���। 

 �!(� *�� ��� ^� ������ J�� �>��b���� /����� ���/�� ,� (� $�3�% ^���� 
/!&��0, 
����� ,B���� �k���� �� �!(� $�3�%� ��� �@�� ��!&� F��&��0। �@��) H&�� ���, 
����, ,�$� ���w�� 4� ������� ���� �������� ���) ����� ����� e*V& ���� ,(��� 4���� 
H��� 8x�x 0�+�! 4���� 8x(��� /����� '()��� ����� N���!&� ����&� �&�� 4�*V�� �� 
H�(�!&� �����0। 

 F��� ���(� EJ� (L��/ 
����� (�W����� ��������� �/����� ,H��B�U /����� '()��� 
$�3�%�� 8���V� 45�# F���!&� 8(�(�/�(���� �@}�I ^�� ���। ,H��B�U ����������� ����� 
(��)� ���(���� (�/� �� ��$V (�$�YV ��L /!&� ,�?� e!�� ���(� ��� ���। 8�^� 
,�B��� ,���&� *������� ���) ; * ���(� 
����� (�W������ ��% 8x�x(/ 4h(��V# ��� 
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��� 8���} ���(��� ����!&� E�# ��3F�&। ����������� ����[Y ���(���� ��% /!�� E�& 
e!�� F�� ��!�>�. ��&��% ��t��� ,���B� ��� EF�� �����# ,B�����[� ��� ���। 

 �! (�& ����������� ������ ,*��� ������� �����&= /����� ���/��� (���F  ��D� 
,�। ��&� $È��)��� ��$V (�$�YV S< * ���(� 
����� (�W������ /��� ��� /&। 

 8���} ���(��� 8x�x ����� ,>��&� E�# �!&� ���& ���। ����������� _�% 
��!�>�, ��&��% ��t��� ,���B� ��� EF�� �����# ,B����[� ��� ����� (D� /। 

 B� .S,� 8�9��� 
����� (�W����� ���� ,*��� 4��Z� �����& ���% ��*���� �)��p 
45�# F���!&� P| * ��*���� ��� ��� E�& |Q *�� ����h�H��� *�� ���। �! (�& 
��/��� 6�% ��!�>�= ��� ���।��! ��� ��/��� ���� ,*��� ��%���$�%�& /����� ���/�� 
��� 8���V� 45�# F���!&� :6 * ���(� /�)� ���। !/�0�+� ��3/��� ����� �)���B� ��� 
H�%���� �����& ���(���� ��� �@J� 45�# F���!&� :: * �(�)�(��� ��� ���। 

-������ ��#�, . �Ha�, :;<:  

Mukti Bahini claims heavy toll of Pak troops 

AGARTALA, NOV.3-The Bangladesh liberation forces claimed heavy tool of 

Pakistani troops 376 dead and about 100 injured in a series of engagements in Dacca, 

Comilla and Noakhali districts last week, reports PTI. 

According to reports reaching here today from across the border, the Mukti Bahini 

captured huge quantities of arms and ammunition and took prisoner three Pathan 

soldiers and 53 Razakars. 

In a guerilla attack on a Pakistani Army detachment at the Hasirampur police 

station in Dacca last week, the Mukti Bahini killed 86 Pakistani troops in a battle 

lasting several hours. Arms and ammunition captured in this egagement included a 

machine-gun, two LMG's and 38 light weapons, besides huge stock of ammunition. 

The Pakistani wireless centre attached to the station was destroyed. 

In another encounter in the same area, Bangladesh guerillas killed 27 Pak trops. 

Continuing their attacks on the Pakistanis forward positions around Comilla town 

the Mukti Bahini repeatedly pierced the Pakistani posts off Kotbari in a series of 

encounters on October 28. Altogether 147 Pakistani troops were killed and a 

considerable quantity of arms and ammunition were left behind by the retreating 

Pakistani Army. 

In the Feni area of Noakhali district, the Mukti Bahini consolidated their defence 

line up 16 Malibil captured Wilakhi on October 26 after several engagements with the 

Pakistani forces who left 125 dead on the battle-field. While another 400 were 

injured. 

The Mukti Bahini has virtually besieged Kishorgonj, a sub�divisional town in 

Mymensingh district and occupied Pakundia, Hosinpur, Kattadi, Itna, Austagram,  
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Karimganj and Nikli Police station in Kishorgonj sub-division, according to 

reports received at Liberation Army headquarters at Mujibnagar today, reports PTI. 

Twenty-four enemy troops were killed in commando attacks by the freedom 

fighters on Pakundia and Hosainpur police stations during the said period. 

The guerillas also disrupted the railway link between Kishorganj and Mymensingh 

by demolishing a number of Railway bridge and culverts in between Kishorganj and 

Gauripur. Railway services between Kishorganj and Bhairab Bazar were put out of 

commission. The liberation forces also destroyed a road bridge connecting Kishorganj 

with Mymensingh town. 

The reports said the sub-divisional headquarters of Kishoreganj was virtually 

besieged and the Pakistani Army was getting its supply only through helicopters. 

At least 100 Pak troops and Razakars were annihilated in fierce encounters with 

the Mukti Bahini at Kataldangi, Bhaturia and Jadurani in Ranisandoil police station of 

Dinajpur during the past three days, according to reports received from across the 

border. 

Seventeen Pakistani soldiers were killed on the spot and 30 others wounded in a 

fierce fighting with Mukti Fouj in Radhanagar area of Sylhet district during the last 24 

hours. 

-Hindusthan Standard, 5 Nov. 71 

************** 

��*& ���V���*& ���V���*& ���V���*& ���V� 

    z���-����n�-F~W�� �#��m .<,� 8�9��� ����n�� &���� �������/� �%V���� (�/���) 
��� ���/�� ��� 45�# F����& ��3F* �2 '()�� /�)� ���। 1�� �B����� �����& 
�������/�� ��� ,B������ 8���V� 45�# ��� ��* ��� '()�� �/� ���।*&B�� 8) 
���% 45�# F����& e!* ��� '()�� /�)� = �� *�� ��� ���� ��3�� (�JV /। 

 .P,� 8�9���, 0�B��!&� �������/� ��!�� (�/���) ���% ����d�� T�� i�( ���। 1 
45�# ��� ���/�� (��* �&��� '() = ��3F* 8�&��� '()�� /�)� ���� (�JV /&। 1 
��! �� 4�����o �����& �������/�� (�� ��� ���/�� ����h� (�$YV /&। ���� ���/�� EF� 
45��# ����/��� /�& ����d�� '()�� ��0� /�% ,��� ���) /&। ���� E���, �� �����& ,�� 
��&��� ��� �������/�� �k���� 8�)�/� J���। 

 �&��(�/-�(��% �#��m 8�9��� ���(� ,�Y (L��/ �������/�� ,B������ �&��(�/ 
,*��� ,����, ������+�, �K�V��� ��� eBV���� J��& ��&��% ����V��� 45�# F����& :Q * 
8�&��� �2 '() ��� ��� ��� ,�� ��0�(��)� 8x�x ���� ���। .;,� 8�9��� ]��������� 
���% ��� %/���� '()���� ��� 8���V� 45�# F����& �������/�� ��� ,������ .* �&���, 
|* 8�&��� �2 '() /�)� ���� (�JV /। =! �� �������/� *������� = ��/�e����� $�%-�� 
��)��V� �����& ,����! ��+�& ���� (�JV /। ��3�� 1 (�& ��/����� . * ��*������ *���� 
8�^�& 
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4h(��V# ���� ���) ���। ._,� 8�9��� �����(��� ���! F� ��B�� 8�^��� '()� ��� 
45�# ���F��� ���। ��$V ��&� $o�� ���� : * �)��`(/ .: * �2 '() �/� /& ��� 
�e��� 4��� �\ 8�&��� '() �/� /&। �! ���� 4����� S * ��� ,���� ��� ���� ���� 
�/�� /। ��0�+� �����(��� ������� ��� ��%������� ��)��V� ,�� ,��B����B �)�^� 8F� ��� 
���& ��� ,(���� ��[# 8(������ (@�} ���। 

 8�9����� ,�Y (L�/ �B�� 4���� �����& ������������� ��*���� = �&��� '(�)� 
(�
�& B�]� ��� ���/�� ��� 45�# F����& . * /����� �2�� �/� ���। ������/��� ��� 
'()��� (�� 4����% ����h� ���� 8���#V /�& ���� ,������ :. * ��� '()�� ��� ���। �! 
���� ���������� ��* �[# ,���� �/�� /। 

 �����-��*��/� �#��m .<,� 8�9��� *Bk��� �����& ����������� ����d�� '(��� 
���% ��� %/���� ���� ��� 8���V� 45�# ��� ; * �2 ,(� ��� = | *�� 4/� ���। 
�� 4�B .|,� 8�9��� ��! ������ �������/�� /��� 6 * 8�&��� �2�(� ��� /&। 

 ���}&�-����/�-���� �#��m �������/� ��� ,����B# ,B�&��/��%� (�g��% e’* ��� 
,��d�&�� ���% ��3F* ��� ,(��� /�)� ���। �0�+� ����/� ,*��� B����� = �H�� �� 
��t����t �� *�&B�& ,�� ��! ��+�& ���& ,��B����B �)�^� ����g ��� ,�&। ����������� 
F������]� ,�� �� *�&B�& :|�% ��!�>�(/ :_ * ��*������ 4%� ���� (�JV /&। ���� 
,*��� ��*���, /�������, ,������, =(����� EH@�� �����& /����� ��� ���/� 45�# F����� 
��� 45� F����& ���� ���/� | * �� ,(��� /�)� ���। 

������� ������� ������� ������� ,?,?,?,?----���/�� (�>�)���/�� (�>�)���/�� (�>�)���/�� (�>�)    

    �������� ,H�� ,>�(V ; � ,(9�� ,�� (�>��)� (��J ���� = F���& ��� ,(���� 
��&��% *�/�* N����& ���� (D� /&। ,?���/�� N������� � (�� 45�# F���&। �F�+� ,?-���/� 
��&��% �� �l�� ��� ,(���� ,�� ��&���� �  = �}��� N����& ���� (D� /&। 

 4����� �#�� E����� (v�� ���% ,?-�� �����V� ,B�� ,H�� ,�>�%)�o ,��/��� 
������ (�J���J� 4B���� ������ 4(���)-�� (��J �� (�D�k��� $�%। ��� 4����� 
E������� *�� ,� �! ,?-���/� ��� ,(���� ,� ,�� ���� (��J ,�������� ���� (D�। ��� 
4�= ��� ,� �! ,(9��� ,H�� ���/�� ��� �@�� ���� ��0� (�� 8�>(�� = ��������� �� 
8���(��।  

 ‘‘��/��� *����’’ �����m |]� �Ha�, ��� ��=&� ,B�0, F~W�� �l�� ‘��/��� *����’ 
���� ���% ����% '����/� *�/��*� ��� �������/�� ���% �� ���"��# $�%�& *�/�*�%�� 
N����& ���� (D� /�&�0। �� >�� >�&���)�(/ < * ���� /& N��� ���� ,B�0, &� E�# ��& 
�����&�0। ,�� ���� ,�� (���� ��=&� ���� � ��� *�/�* ��@V�D *���&�0। � 0�+� :Q * 
����(� b[�� 4/� /�&�0 ��� *�� ,B�0। 

������������������������BU /����� ���BU /����� ���BU /����� ���BU /����� ���    

 S�� �Ha�, 8(�(�/(� �����(��� �&��(��/� ������BU �/��%�� /�������� ���� 
(D� /�&�0। �0�+� �! �/���� �����l&�, ,/��(���, ��%&���, 8}W��, ����BU, !%� = ���� 
J��b�� �K��V! �������/�� ���� ��(�0। 
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,B�������/� ������BU-,B?������� ���) ����� ,(�� = ���H�%V i�( ��� ���& 
�&��(�/� ������B�U� ,�� ,��B����B ����g ��� ���&�0। ������BU 'H����*���� ���) ,T 
,��B����B ����g ��� ���&�0। 

 ��V��� ������BU �/��% �������/�� �K#V �&¡�# । ������B�U ��&� ����  (��� ���� 
E�& .Q * /����� ,(� �/� ��� �\ (��)� 4/� /�&�0 ��� *�� ,B�0। 

-����� ��������, < �Ha�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

z��� 4* �� ����g B��z��� 4* �� ����g B��z��� 4* �� ����g B��z��� 4* �� ����g B��    

    z��� /!�� ,N!�� ,%��W��>� (�������� *��!&��0, B� S�� �Ha� ��* ��������� 
���� ����d�� '()��� ,��Y�� ����� ���&� z���� E�� ��=&�� ,}��� �H��� z���&� ��+ 
��&� �� �K��V ��* !�U�&���� �/� /=&� (p��V ��I ����� 4�(&��0 ���&� ��/��� 
E/����� *��। 8�m�� ����������� �� ��=&�� ,}��� F���% ,*���%� �� ���) ���% �+�!&� 
,� ��� E/����� ,F��� �K�� ��&� ,(�� /!�� (��&� ��+। 

 ������������ ,*�� �k����� >�� z���� 4������ ��� ��!� ������)��� (�� ��c 
E���� �C ���&� ,�=&� /!&��0। z��� ��=&�� ,}��� !�U�&���� *�� 4B��� ��&��� z��� 
�)�o��o, !o���o�o�� ,/��%�, ��� '������ �K%������� 4��(^� 0�+� 8) ,��J�= 4��� 
°���� �। 

 8)�) (K� /!�� ��=&� ���� *�� ��&, z��� ���������� 8)�) 8 � /!�� E�& ����g 
/!&� ��+&��0। z��� /!�� ���Hg 8 ��� (�� ,��B����B �D����� (+�(�K/ ��� ��!��� �H�� } 
���&� ��&��0 ��� E�� (+�b��� ��� ��! (�^�� ���&� ����&��0। 

 4������ (���� (����/ (�^� �)��(��(�&�%N ,E( *��!&��0,����������� e!�% 
���#�*)� �)�� 8����� ���&� ,�� ��0� 8JV ���� ���। 

 z��� ����� (K� /!�� *�� �B&��0 ��* ���� ,}B� /��� �)��� z���&� ��+। $%�^� 
����)��B� �K��V ��/���� (/����B������ *) ����������� �)�� ��VF������ �)��� *��। 

 B� 8�9��� ���(� :_ ������ ������ �����& ������������ ��3��&� ������!�� 4$��� 
���� ����d�� '() ,��t�! ���% ��� ��id /&। ;! 8�9��� z��� �)�o���o� ���/�� 
������������ �%V�� 45��# ,�� ��0�(��)� /����� '() ��� /&। ��/��� ��(���� ���0 ����( 
B)�( ��!���!= �+�!&� ,�। 

 |]� �Ha� ����������� ,?��/�� *j� E�� 8�>(���� F���* ����� ��� ���। 
��/��� ��% ��� ������ /�)�& /����� ���/��� (/�&�� ������0��। 1�� ���� ��� ,B������ (��� 
��3� ��+��� ,���� ���"��# $%�। 

 ,�*B�3 �����& ����������� ,?��& ���&� %/����� ���� ��U��� ,(�� ��[�� 
45�# ���F��� ���। �� (�$�YV 6 * *���&�� �/� /&। 
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�Ha��� �� ������ ��BN��� �����& 
����� (�W����� ,%���>� (����B ����g ���&� 
,� ��� ���Hg ,%���>� d� �+�!&� ,�। 

-������ ��#�, ; �Ha�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

Battle for Sylhet stepped up 

Karimganj, Nov. 9- The fight for the liberation of Bangladesh has been stepped up 

in Sylhet district. 

According to one Mukti Fouj official whom I met on the Bangladesh border 

yesterday told me that the liberation of the whole of Sylhet district was now a matter 

of a month or so. 

So far three-fourth parts of Habiganj and Sunamganj subdivisions and half of 

North Sylhet are under the control of Mukti Fouj and now fight continues in 

Goainghat, Shari, Shalutikar, Kanaighat, Srimangal, Shamshernagar and other sectors 

within Sylhet district. 

Besides Mukti Fouj guerillas, 10,000 freedom fighters are now engage in the fight 

against the Pakistan troops within Sylhet. The Bengal Regiment is fighting within 

Sylhet with Chinese arms which they had captured earlier. 

-Hindusthan Standard, 10 Nov. 71 

************* 

�(��% �#��� �������/�� ��*& 8�H�� 8�)�/��(��% �#��� �������/�� ��*& 8�H�� 8�)�/��(��% �#��� �������/�� ��*& 8�H�� 8�)�/��(��% �#��� �������/�� ��*& 8�H�� 8�)�/� 

e�% J�� ���m e�% J�� ���m e�% J�� ���m e�% J�� ���m PPPP�% ,?�� i�(�% ,?�� i�(�% ,?�� i�(�% ,?�� i�(    

    �(��% = �&��(�/ �#���� ���Hg �����& �������/�� EF� 45��# ����d�� /����� 
���/� (pK#V ��id /�& ��+�0 ��� ����� 8�^� ��3�+�&�0 ��3F�& 4%�� �+� *���&���� ��। 

 �������/�� ,���E��� ��� ,������ ����B�,  (���$�% ��� (��!$��% ��� ���/��� �� 
�)���)d ��� ,����0 ,� ����� ��D 8)�) ,F?��� (�/��) ��=&� ��a� F���>�� (pK#V �C /�& 
�B�&�0। 8������ ����d�� ���� ���/�� (����%�+ ���� �l��� ��0����0 ,��p��B�U� ���% 
���� ,(��� ��� /�������� =�� EF� 45�# F�����। 

 ����/��� ��� ,(��� �������/�� 8WB�� ,��� ���� � ,��� ����d�� ����� ���/�� 
(�/��) W/# ����0 ��� ����d�� ���� ,J�� �� �����& 8(����� 8����(���� ���� ���VF��� 
b���YV# ��� /�&�0। 

 B� ������� �(���%� �����K��V 8��^� ����B�� �������/�� EF� 45��#  ��� 
,(��� 0�H� /�& ��+�0। �! ���� :< * ��� ,(� �/�� ��� SQ * 4/� /�&�0। ����B�� 
����Vd ��� ,(���� (�/���)� *�) (���$�% ,J�� ���� '() ��]��� /�&�0� ��y ���� ,������� 
EF� 4���#� ���� ���� ��*��� E�# ��& �����& ,��� ���) /&। �! �����%V ,��� ��VI ����B�� 
��� F��0 ��� ��� ��=&� �B&��0। 
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��&��� ����V �������/� �(���%� ���&�Fr ��� ��V���� J�� e�% ��� ����0�। �� 1 
e�% �����& 4����� ��� ����������� ����� ��� 4�= �@� ����0। 

 �������/�� EF� ,�� = ,���B��� b���YV�#� ���� ����d�� ,(��� ����� �K�V� 
8�^� ,J�� 5��B� ,�0� /�% ,��� ���) /��। 

 �������/�� E�� ,B���YV�# z���-4*����BU, ,����� ,?�J (pK#V ����g /�& ��&। 
�(���%� (����/ E���m �! ,? �J�% ����g /�& �����  >�� �(��% ,(9�� ��� ���/�� *[�� 
(����/ (pK#V 8���� /�& ��+�0। B� �� �D���� �������/�� 45��#� >�� �! �� ��J 
0’�% *��� N��� ��&। �! *���b��� z��� ,J�� �(���% *[�� (����/ ��& �����। 

��� ,(� �/���� ,(� �/���� ,(� �/���� ,(� �/�    

 *&�I��� = (���$�% �����& ������������ �k���� �@�� ,��&�0 ��� �� ,(����� 
�������/�� 45��# 4%* ��� ,(� �/� /�&�0। �������/�� ,B������ �����$�% ��id ����0 
��� �(��% �/��� e’�% ��e)k ��!� i�( ����0। 

z��� �)�o���o ����� ��> '��� /��z��� �)�o���o ����� ��> '��� /��z��� �)�o���o ����� ��> '��� /��z��� �)�o���o ����� ��> '��� /��    

 �������/�� ,B������ z���& ��V��� ���! (�5&। ,B������� �k����� >�� ��� ,(��� 
,��#]�(� /�& ��+�0। E���� B�+ :_; * ����d�� ,( �/� /��। 0������ �@� 8�>(����� 
��> '��� ���� *) �)�o���o ����� ��* ����0। ���^ ���� *) ��� '()��� ��� �! 
(� ��>� ���� ����d�� ��]��� /&। 

  (v�� ���� ‘(��N %�!�(’ E����& E����� ������%V ��J� ��� /�&�0।  

 �������� ,J�� ‘(��N %�!�(’-�� (�������� ��3� ������%V (v�� z���& ������ (����� 
H��� ��� 4%��= ,��� ,B����� �������/� 45��� �J� *���&�0। �� ���) ��&��% 
(����� ��+� �/��� E�� �)�(� ,��¸ 8��^�। 

. �� ������%V 4��� ��� /& ,�, ,B���� 45��#� >�� ��� ���/� ���� �l� (���D� 
����� *) ���� �l� ��VI E�� (+��� e’���� ‘��� �»’ ^�� ���� ���) /�&�0। 

-*& �����, :. �Ha�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

,F?B�0�& ����� �+�!,F?B�0�& ����� �+�!,F?B�0�& ����� �+�!,F?B�0�& ����� �+�!    

 �B�3 (���I, .<,� �Ha�- ����� ,J�� 8(����� ,������ 8�(���#� ���V� ,�=&� 
/�&�0। �� 8(��JV� (����� *�� ,B�0 ,�, ����� �/��� ��0� ,��� H����� .| ��B� (����I 
(���I�D� ���/�� ���0 4�& ,F�&�0। 

 ,��N= ����d� 4* 
���� ����0 ,�, ������� ,F?B�0�& ����� �+�! F���0। ,F?B�0� 
����� �)�o��o ,J�� E�& :. ��!� �����। ����� �)�o���o� �+�!�& ����d�� ,>?�*� 
*&���H� *) ,��N= ����d� �(�*�� �(�*�� E�JV� ���� 8����� *���&�0। ����� �D�� *) 
E���% '() = E���% ,����� (�VE��� �)�B 
���� ���� ��� /�&�0। 
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��� �K�V �#��� �������/� ,�&����� ,*��& ��n����B) (�>�) ��H ����0। B� ���� 
�������/� ������&� ��� ��� 1 ,*��� (�� ,>� 8�H���� 8�H�� ��� 4* 0�B��!&� ��� 
����0। 0�B��!&� ,>� �/� ,J�� ��� F�� ��!� ����। 

 ����� �/� ,J�� E�& 4]��  ��!� ����� �t�!�/ ��3F��J�� ,��+ ��� ��� �������/� 
,(��� ����� $�3�% ������� ����0। �t��B�0�& 4*= ��½� F��0। �������D� ������ b[��K#V 
�M*�% ��= ����d����� ���। ���� �#��� ���*��� ,*��� �3F�B+ ��[����� *) ����d�� 
,>?* 4* ,(��� 4�= ��� ��& 45�# F�����। 

-4l��*�� �����, :. �Ha�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

Guerillas Blast US ship 

According to a Dacca report US AID officials said on Saturday that the guerillas 

for the first time blasted an American ship carrying relief food grains with a limpet 

mine. The ship had UN markings. 

The officials said the possibility of further attacks by the guerillas had 

complicated a massive relief programme already beset with widespread spoilage of 

food costing at least US dollar 5 million and by delays at, overcrowded ports. 

-Hindustan Standard, 14 Nov. 71 

*  *  *  *  * 

�@�%� *�/�* ����@�%� *�/�* ����@�%� *�/�* ����@�%� *�/�* ���    

 ���������� ,B������ F�� �l�� ����� �@�%� *�/��*� ��� b���YV# ���� *�/�*�% 
F��� ,0�+ �����& ,�������& 4�& ��&�0 ��� *�� ,B�0। *�/�*�% EF�� D�� /�&�0। 

 *�/�*�%� �� ‘‘�(�% 8� ,(o 4���(’। *�/�*�% B� ������ �� ,������� ,��� ����� 
F��� �l�� ��(�0� ��% ��& ������ ���� ���। 

 ���� 4��� *�� ,B�0, *�/�*�% F�� �l� ,0�+ ,�������& 4�& ��� ,(����� 
8�^��� 8)�) ������ *�/�*b�� ��������� 4(�� 8
��@�� *���&�0। 

��U�� ������� ����! ����U�� ������� ����! ����U�� ������� ����! ����U�� ������� ����! ����! ���0��! ���0��! ���0��! ���0    

 :.! �Ha�, ��������� �����>?* ��� *�� !&��/&� ���� ����d� ,J�� P /�*�� 
��U��� ����� ���]�&�0�। ��y �����>?* �� ,�� �K��� �J� �� �!(� ��U��� �������! ����! 
����! ���0 ��� ,N!�� ,%��W��>� z���^ (�������� *���&�0। ��� 4��� *���&�0, �! (� 
��U��� �������� ,(�`a��� ���) 
���� �>���& ,=&� /�� �! E��Í�� ���& 4� /�&�0�। �! 
(� �������� ����� ,H�� ��+�0 ���= ��� *���&�0। ���� �� ���� �����0 ����� ,>��� 
�)�����  ��%� (�]� ������ ���� /��। 
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%���!�%���!�%���!�%���!�    

    4����� �#�� E����� *���&�0 ,� �������/� %���!� ,*�� ,J�� ��� ,(���� /�%�& 
���&�0। ���� ,*��� ��&BU J�� ��VI %���!��� ���� � (v(���� /�&�0 ��� ��D�# 
(v(���� /�&�0 z��� ,*��� ����BU J�� ��VI। z��� = %���!��� ���) ,�� (����B= (pK#V 
����g /�&�0। 

>������>������>������>������    

 >������ ,*��� H��%&���+� �����& �������/� �� 45�# F����& :< * ��U��� ����� 
/�)� ���। ,H��BU J��& �� 45�# F����& ��� ����������� ��U��� ����� = ��� �����(/ _6 
�)���� /�)� ���। N�����&� J��& �� 45�# F����& ��* ,�*� = ��* �)���%(/ <. * 
��U��� ����� ��� ���। ,����(���� J��& 8�� �� 45��# ��* �)��` (/ <. * ��� 
,(� �/� /& ��� �0�+� :< * ��*���� ��� /&। ,B����BU �/���� >����� ��� ^�� 
�������/� �� 45�# F����& _S * ��U��� ,(� ��� ��� ��� � 0�+� �\ ��U��� ,(� *�� 
/&। �! (�$�YV :6 * ��*����= �/� /&।  

 ������ : �Ha� ���(� EJ� (L��/ ��� ����������� �/*�� J�� 45�# ���, >�� < 
��U��� ����� = _ * ��*���� �/� /&। ����������� �/*�� J�� ,J�� SQ�% ��!�>� ���� ���। 
1 ��! ��� ������ J�� 45�# ��� /�� J��� ��VF����� �������/�� ���0 |Q �% ��!�>� ��� 
.: �� ���� b��(/ 4h(��V# ���। ������ J��� S * ��*������ W����(�B# ���%�& /�)� ���। 
4����� �#�� E����� *���&�0 ,� ������ ,*��� E���% ��� �����& 
��� ������ ����� 
�¯� 4�0। 

 8�9��� ���(� ��t����t �)��` �*&�� ,�@�s ��Y���� J��& 45�# F����& ,�� 
��&�* ����� = ��*������ �l� ��� /&। J�� ,J�� ,�� ��0�(��)� 8x�x ���� ��� /&। 
����������� ������ (����� b��� ,J�� ���)�() ���� ��� *(�����#� ���) ���� ��� ,�&। 

 ����� : ����� �#���� �N���, ��>����� ��� ,N���� �����& �������/�� �k���� �@�� 
,��&�0। �(��� ��� >��0�+ $��%� ���) �������/� ���% (����� ,T ��� ���� (�JV /&, >�� 6Q 
* ��� ,(� �/� /&। �N���& �� ,B���� 45��# :Q * ����(� ��� ��0� ��*���� �/� 
/�&�0। 

 ����� : �Ha��� EJ� (L��/ �������/� ������� (�F���� �����& 8���V� 45�# 
F���। �! 45�#�� ����d�� '()�� �%V�� 45��#� ���)�� E��/� ���� �)JV /&। ��� 
/����� ���/� ���& ���� ���) /&। �! ���� S * ����� '() �/� /& ��� ,�� ��&�* 
4/� /&। �������/� ���� ,B����[�(/ S �% F�� ��!�>� /dB� ���। �������/� ��BN��� 
�����& ,%���>� ��� = ��3�% ��} ��� ,��B����B ����g ���। 

 ���� : �)��B� J��� '����� ��� ^�� ������������ (��J ����(���� �� (�$YV 
$%�� . * ����(�(/ P * ��*���� �/� /& ��� ,�� ��0�(��)� ����(� *�� /&। 
,��n��/�% J��� F������&� W���� (�g��% �������/� 45�# F����� �)��` ,(���(/ :. * 
/����� �/� /&।  

 ����n� : �(������ ���0 ���! ���"��# $�%�& ����������� . * �2�(��� ��� ��� 
��� 4�= :| *�� *�� ���� (�JV /&। ,���=&��� ,���%w� �����& �2 0���� ��� �%V�� 
45�# F����& . * ����(��� ��� ��� /& ��� 4�= ��*�� 4/� ��� /&। 
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 �(��% : ����a E�L ���� *�� ,B�0 ,� �(��% ,*��� ,B�&�! �����& ����������� 
45�# F����& .S * ����(��� /�)� ��� ��� �\ ����(��� *�� ���। 

 F~W�� : /���&� ��� (Î�� J�� �������/�� ���� ��� � 0�+� F~W�� �/�� ,B���� 
�k���� 4�= ,*����� ��� /�&�0। ,B������ �/� = �/�����  ����� (��)� ��� ������� ��� 
���� (��JV /&। ��� ,(��� ������������ H�& 0����� 4�& W/# ����0। 

-����� ��������, :| �Ha�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

,>��� �����>?�*� ����% (�>�),>��� �����>?�*� ����% (�>�),>��� �����>?�*� ����% (�>�),>��� �����>?�*� ����% (�>�)    

    z���, :S �Ha� : EF� (�W���� �� �����>?�*� ��� *=&��� ,�&����� ,*��� ,>� 
8 ��� ����% ����� (pK#VH��� /����� ��� ����0 ��� ��� ��=&� �B�&�0। 1 �+�!�& S; * 
��� '() = :Q ��*���� �����>?�*� ���0 4h(��V# ����0। �\ 8x-�x = �K�)�� �¡���� 
�����>?* /dB� ����0। ��� ��� ��=&� �B�&�0। 

 �������� (������ *j� ������ *��- ������% (����� b[s 8�)���� ��� �%� 
�����>?�*� ��D ��%� ����% (�>�)। 

 ������&� ,���� �������/�� ���� : (���� ��� EF� �+�!�&� �� �������/�� 
8(�(�/(� ,������ 4* �K�V���� ������&� ,�� ,��% ��� ����0। ������ ,(��� �! 8 � 
�)��B� �� ,�� ,�� ���������� *���& ����� =+� /&। 

 �����>?* ��@V� �(��& �\ �� %���� 8x = ,B�����[� ��� : z���, :6! �Ha� : 
�����>?* �(��� ���� ��� ���� ����D ��&� �� %���� /����� �2��� ,B���-��[� ��� ��� 
��&�0। /����� ���/� �����& ����� 4�B (���0� i�( ��� ,��� �����। �� �����>?* ,(b�� 
��*��� ,/>�*�� ��& ���। �(�� �����& �����>?�*� /��� /�������� �@��)(��)� ��= 
(�]�H��� *�� ��&�। ���# �@� ,�/b�� ��= ����� ,J�� ,�� ��� /��। 

 �! 8 �� /����� ���/�� D�� ����h� /�&�0 ��� 4����� (�������� *��। 

-(�L��/� ��������, :6 �Ha�, :;<: 
*  *  *  *  * 

Daring Guerrilla Operation in Dacca 

The heavily fortified city of Dacca has been the scene of daring guerilla 

operations in the past weeks. Over a dozen public buildings in the Motijheel area 

alone have been damaged by recent bomb explosions. Motijheel is the most important 

commercial district in Dacca. 

A heavy explosion shock the heart of Dacca on November 11 when a bomb 

exploded near the main entrance to the General Post Office. Eyewitness saw three 

people killed, 21 injured and six cars destroyed. Another explosion ripped through 

Baitul Mukarram- one of the largest shopping centers in the city killing several 

persons and injuring 40 others, seven of them seriously, Dacca police reported on 

November 11. 
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The Mukti Bahini blew up the power station in Narayanganj- the most important 

industrial centre outside Dacca. Quating local police sources AFP reported last week 

that high-powered explosives placed inside the station by the guerillas demolished the 

entire building, dmaging the machinery. 

The angency report also said that the Bengalli guerilas made a daring attack on 

Gandaria railway station in the outskirts of Dacca on November 9, taking the station 

staff as prisoners and setting the building on fire. 

Occupation Army suffered in 2 Weeks 

During the first half of October, the Mukti Bahini launched 1,134 guerilla 

operations in Bangladesh and killed 1,090 West Pakistani soldiers. Bengali freedom 

fighters liquidated 900 West Paramilitary, police, armed collaborators and quislings. 

During this same period, 450 colloborators also surrendered to the Mukti Bahini. 

-Bangaldesh, 19 November, 197 

�#�� ,J�� ����0�#�� ,J�� ����0�#�� ,J�� ����0�#�� ,J�� ����0    

    ������ ��� (I� �[ ���������B# �����(&� J��& :|-::-<: ������ ���B�U :< * 
/����� �Z�� /�)� ���। :<-::-<: ������ ������ | *, :_-::-<: ������ ,B���(�B��� ,�� 
��0� (��)�, :;-::-<: ������ Ë� ������ !��& ��% ���&� ��(�, 0�B�, ���B� �&� �� ��� /!��� 
(�& ; * /����� b���� /�)� ���। ���/���, %����+�, 4+�!/�*��, ����BU J��(/ z��� 
,*��� ��dV�# ����� ��� ��� �������� 
��� �������� (������ E��(�� �)�^� F�����0। 
���������B# �- ������ ���� $�3�% i��( ��L ��/&��0। 

-��� �����, �Ha�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

�����+�& /�������� ����V& �����+�& /�������� ����V& �����+�& /�������� ����V& �����+�& /�������� ����V& : : : : ,�*�(/ ,�*�(/ ,�*�(/ ,�*�(/ ; ; ; ; * �/�* �/�* �/�* �/�    

 $�%�!�, B� <! �Ha� $�%�!� J��� 8IBV� �����+�& E�& ��3F�� ��� '()� (��J 
4����� ��� �������/�� ,H�� (��+ F���% ,J�� Z[ ��� P $o��)��� �� ��#D&� (�$YV /&। �! 
(�$�YV �������/�� ��* ,�*�(/ P * ����� ����� ��� S * ��*������ /�)� ����0। ���� 
E���, ,H�� ���� ��[# ��&���� 4+�� ��& ��V� ������� �������/��� 45�# ��� । 4����� 
,*�&��� �! 45�# (�/��(���� (�� �)�/� ��� ,�&। 

��*���� (������*���� (������*���� (������*���� (����    

    B� 6! �Ha� ,J�� :_! �Ha� ��VI %���!� ,*��� ���Hg ����� ��� z���-%���!� = 
%���!�-�&��(�/ ,��N ,J�� ,��% :|; * ��*���� �������/�� ���0 4h(��V# ����0। ���� 
8���! /���&�� ��& ��(�0 ��� ����� ��0 ,J�� ��3F /�*����= ,��� b�� ��=&� ,B�0। (��F�& 
F� �)�� ��� /��� ��*������ E����! 5���V�� /��� 4h(��V# ���� 4(�0। ���� ����� 
/����& ,B�0 ��� /�������� ����/ ���� ���� ��� ���� /�& ,B�0। 4h (��V# ���� 
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D�� ��� /�� �! ���V ���& �(-!-�( ��/���&� D�� ,$�Y#� ���� ��! ��� 4h(��V# ���� 
Z[ ����0। 

�%V�� ,���� �%V�� ,���� �%V�� ,���� �%V�� ,���� : : : : :| :| :| :| * �(�) �/�* �(�) �/�* �(�) �/�* �(�) �/�    

 >�����+&�, B� 6! �Ha�- >�����+&� J��� 4�0� ,��+���+��� /����� ����� ,(���� 
(�� ���� ���/�� ���% ������� ,«�&��N� P $o� ^�&� �� EF� (�$YV /&। 4����� 8W��V� 
���/�� (�>�)*� 45�# 8�)�/� J����  (�& ,�0 ,J�� ,B��l�* ���/� ���3�H��� �%V�� 
F���&। �! (�>�)*� 45��#� >�� :| * /����� ����� �/� /& ��� P * 4/� /&। 
�������/�� EF� 45��# �%��� � ,��� /������� ����� D&D�� 
���� ��� ��0� /�% ,��� 
���) /&। 

,�*�(/ ,�*�(/ ,�*�(/ ,�*�(/ P: P: P: P: * * * * /����� �/�/����� �/�/����� �/�/����� �/�    

 B� S: ,� 8�9��� ��*V���� J��� ��J�$�%�& ,���E��� �������/�� (�� !&��/&�� 
,����& ,�&� /����� '()��� (�� �� (������ (�$�%� /&। ���� E���, 0& ,J�� (�� $o� ^�&� 
�! ���� �������/�� ��&�* ,B���� ����À� 8���V�� �� 4h$��� 45�# F���&। (���(�� 
F������ ,B���� ������ �’* ,�0 ,J�� /�����  �(�)��� ,¢  = ������ E��� ���। ������ 
��3F B* �K� ,J�� ��* ����À� ��* ��U��� ,�*��� b���� t�3t�� ��� ,�&� 8)�)�� ������ 
8���V� 45�# F����& ,��% :_ * ��U����� /�)� ���। 4����� e* '() ���� �/�� /। 
�0�+� (������� ,��% .; * /����� ��V� '()(/ :| * ��*���� �/� /&। ��½� ,��Y 4����� 
��� ,*�&� �� ������ $3�%�� �>�� 4�(। 

;< ;< ;< ;< * ��*���� �l�* ��*���� �l�* ��*���� �l�* ��*���� �l�    

>�����+&� J��� ,��+����+�� �������/�� ,B���� ��� ,��& /������� �����& ,B�� 
�������/� ��*������� ,$��= ��� ;< �% ��!�>� ��� .6Q. �% b�� (/ �l� ���। 

,B������� �/+�,B������� �/+�,B������� �/+�,B������� �/+�    

    %���!� : B� 6! �Ha� %���!�� (�C) (��%� ,J�� �Ï��� �/+� F������ �������/�� 
,B���� ����À��� ����� ,W�N ,0�+�� �/+� F���&। ,B������ �/��� ���Hg b[s�K#V ^�� E�& 6Q�% 
,W�N ,0��+। >�� /�������� ��&�* /��/� /&। %���!��� E�� N��$��� ,�0� 8�^��� 
��*������� ��� ��&��% ,W�N ���"��# $�%�& �������� S *�� /�)� ��� ��� | *�� 
b[�� 4/� ���। 

�%����%����%����%���& ���& ���& ���& ���    

 B� ::! �Ha� ����B�0�� �%���& �������/� �� ���� S * ��U��� /���� ,(�(/ S 
* ��*������ /�)� ��� ��� < * ��*������ ,W>��� ���। 

-�#��, .: �Ha�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

��*& ���V���*& ���V���*& ���V���*& ���V�    

    �(��% : ����� ��*���� ���0 ��� ,(� = ,B������� ���) �� EF� �+�! /&। >�� _ * 

��� '() = ��*���� �/� /&। 
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z���z���z���z���----����n�����n�����n�����n�----F~W�� �#��F~W�� �#��F~W�� �#��F~W�� �#��    

    B� :6! �Ha� ,�&����� ,*��� 0�B��!&�& ��� ,(���� ��� �������/�� ,B������ 
8���V� 45�# F���& ��� 6 * ��� ,(� �/� /&।  

 z��� �/�� = ����Ð ,B������� EF� 45��#� >�� ��� (����� ��@V�D ,�(���� /�& 
��+ ��� :<! �Ha� (��� 6 %� ,J�� z��� �/�� 4���H��� ��>�V) *��� ��� ��� E�� ���+ ���+ 
�n�(� F���&। �������/�� ��� ,������ z���� ���Hg ^�� ��� ,(�� ��[�� (>� E������ B�+ 
,����। 

 �����-���*���-��*��/� �#��� : B� :P! �Ha� �������/�� ,B���� ,������ ��*��/� 
�*��� ,B���B��� �����& ��� ,(���� $�3�% 8����� ��� ��� EF�H��� 45�# F���&। >�� P* 
��� ,(� �/� = | * 4/� /&। ��D# ,��%�����+�� ,B������ S * �2 '() ��� ���। 
*������� = ������&�� ��)��V� ^�� ,B������ ,�� ��! i�( ��� = �2 '(�)� F��F� �)�^� 
��F�� ��� ,�&। 

 ����� ,*��� 4%�% J�� (pK#V ��� /��������। E�& :. /�*�� �BV��!��)��� �����& (�� 
��� *�� 
�H����H��� *����� ���0। �!(� �����& �������� (���� !��& ��V�& ,J�� 
J�� ��V�& ��VI E���(�� ���V ���F��� ���0। 

    ��d�#V ����� ��� : 4����� ����Y E����� ,E��� �� (����� *�� ,B�0, ��*��/� ,*��� 
��D#-����� ��� ��d�#V ����� �� (pK#V ���। �! ������ >�����½�. 4��B��, /�������, 
����4��, ������I��½�, ����� ,�����*���, ,����N���, �F�����, (��/�B� EH@�� (���I ,F?�� ,J�� 
���� ���/� ����d�� ,(���� (pK#V{�� /�%�& ���&�0। ,(b�� �� ������������ e�HV�) $�3�%�� 
���#� /�&�0। 

 �0�+�= ���BU �/��� ����Ð !(������, �������&�� ��� ��BN���, (�l����, 
,0�%������, !�������, ,��B� EH@�� W��b���� :S! �Ha� �������/�� (�� ��*���� = �� 
,(���� EF� (�$YV /&। �! (�$�YV 1 8 ��� W����(��� �������/��� (�5&H��� (�/��) ����। 
�������/� ���� 6�% SQS ��!�>� ��� ��� = ��3F* ��*������ �l� ���। 

,B������� �)��� 45�#,B������� �)��� 45�#,B������� �)��� 45�#,B������� �)��� 45�#    

    �&��(�/ : �&��(��/� ,$�YB�3= ����� ,J�� /�������� ������� ��� �������/� 
����� ��� ���&� ����0। 

 ����� = �K�V��� 8)�� (����B^� ,�=&�B�U� ��d�#V �������= �������/� �K#V 
8����� E����� ����0। �! �����b���� ���) 4�0 N��F�, F�������, B����=&�, /����^� !�)���। 
���� ,�(����� E��( �)�^�= F��� ��� /�&�0। 

 �&��(�/ ,*��� 4� = ���% b[s�K#V ����� ,J��= �������/� 45��#� ���� �%��� 
� ,��� /����� ���/� ������# ���� ���) /&। �! ,*��� ,��������� ��� ,(���� ���% �� 
$�3�%�� ,B������ E�� 45�# F���&। ���� P; * ��� ,(� �/� /& ��� : * ,B������� /��� 
�l� /&। B� :|! �Ha� �&��(��/� 8) 4� ���% 8 �� ,B���� ,(��� 8���V� 45��# 
*j� *��&� ���� (����� 8�>(��(/ ; * ��� ,(��� ��� ���। 

 B� ��&� (L��/� (����� *�� ��& �! ,*��& ,B������� �)���  45��# e! ������ 
��� ,(� = ��*���� /��/� /�&�0। 
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 ��� *�� ���� ��id : :_! �Ha�, F~W��। ��� ��=&� ,B�0 ����������� �»��*���� 
��% ����� ��� *�� ���� b�� ��� HK����� ����0। 

 $%�� �����# E��� ���������� 8(�(�/(� ����������� �/��% ����� ,F}� ���� 
/������� ���� ,�&। >�� (��� (��� ����� ��� Z[ /&। �������/� EF� ����� ���� ��� /����� 
�%��� � ,��� ��0� /%�0 �� �! *�� ������ (�/��) ,=&� /&। 

� �k(��! z���& 
��� ������ ����� �+�� � �k(��! z���& 
��� ������ ����� �+�� � �k(��! z���& 
��� ������ ����� �+�� � �k(��! z���& 
��� ������ ����� �+�� : : : : ��V� =(�����V� =(�����V� =(�����V� =(���    

 8�� (v�� ���% EH������ !���*� (�L��/� ������ �� (��������� (�� (�D�k���� 
�������� �������/�� E�� 8�)I ,*���� (�� ��� ,�, 4����� �������/� �� �� ����� 
(�� ,���� ��� ���� (�W��� 8W(� /�� ,�, 4�� ��� ��& � �k(� ,�Y /=&�� 4�B! z���� 
���� 
��� ���������� ,B?����Ñ� ����� �¯� /��। 

 ��� ���, �������/� �� ^�, ,? ��� ���� ��/� ���� (��� ��� !�����) ,? 
���/�� N����� ,B������ 8(����# (�>�) 8*V ����0। �� ���������� %���!�, �����, ����� 
(�l��, ,�&����� ,����n�, �(��%, ����� !�)��� 8 �� .6,QQ �BV��!� ����� �������/�� 
8(�(�/(� ,������ ��� ����0 ��� � (�d 8 �� ,�(����� ��(�)�^� ���&� /�&�0। 

-��c�� ��������, .: �Ha�, :;<: 

�������/� ,B������� ����% ��V�k�����������/� ,B������� ����% ��V�k�����������/� ,B������� ����% ��V�k�����������/� ,B������� ����% ��V�k����    

 ��B� : z���& E�L (����� *�� ��& ,�, ����������� �! J��� ���Hg ^�� ��� /����� 
���/�� (��J (�$�YV ����D PQ * /������� �/� ��� ��b#(��)� /������� 4/� = �l� 
����0। ����������� ��¬������� ,B�N�� ,J�� F�� /�*�� �# F��� ���� ��� �� W����(���� ���) 
�����& ,�। 

 ��5���� : ����a E�L ���� E���, z��� ,*��� ,�?/*� J���� ��5���� �����& 
�������/�� ��� ,B������ �� �� ��&��% (�$�YV �� ,(���� �)��� D&D�� = EF�� (���x 
/dB� ����0। .Q 8�9��� ������ ��� ��&�* ,B���� ���% �2��/� ,?�� 8���V�� 45�# ��� 
��* ��U��� ,(� = e!* ��*������ �/� = . *�� �l� ��� ��� �� ,��% ,0�+ ,�&। 

 ���� �� 8�� �� 45��# �������/�� ,B������ ��Ð = 8��(�����B �� ._ * 
����(� = ��*������ $%�^��! /�)� ���। �@��& ����( e’�% � ��/� |P * ����%��� W��� 
E��� ��� ��%���*, ����YV# = 8��(����B 4�� ��� । �! (�& =3k ,��� ��( J��� ,B������ 
(���(��� 8���#V /&। (���$V :_ $È� ��������� �+�! ��� ,B������ (���% �� ,(��� ��� ��� 
,�&। �! (�$�YV EF�� ,B�����[� = 8x�x ,B������� /dB� /&। �! ��! J��& ����D E�& 
���D %���� ��%��/� ���% ,?�� 4����� ��� ,B������ N����& ,�&। 

 ����l��� : (����� E��� 4����� ����������� 8(�(�/�(���� (�/� ���� /����� ��� 
�(�)��� ,�������� ���। (���(��� (�$�YV� �� �������/� ����l��� ��� ��� ��� (D� /। 
����� /����� ���/�� D&D�� ��= *�� ��&�। ��� 8��� ��� ���� ���� ����D |6 * 
/����� ��� '() �/� 4� _ * *��I ��� ��+। 
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 4����� ��=&� (����� 4�= E��� ����n� ,*��� M�Á���+&� �/� ��� (/(�! /����� 
������ /�� ��� 4�� ��� ����। ��� ��/� �� F����V� /�� ����n� ,*��� ���Hg ^�� 
45��#� (���� /�� F��0। 

 8�� �� (����� ,E�� ����n� ,*��� �D���� �������= /����� ���/� ������������ 
/��� EF� ��� ,��& ��0� /]�� ���) /�&�0। 

 

-(�L��/� ��������, .. �Ha�, :;<: 

�#�� (�����#�� (�����#�� (�����#�� (����    

 ���+W��, .: ,� �Ha� : 4����� ���+W�� E����� �������� (����� E�� ���� ,(���� 
E�� F���� ���� H�[�������� ��� ,(��� ����� 8�^� ��� ����� 8(�JV /& ��� ����� D&D��� 
�� ���� ��Bw���� /�% 4�(। 4����� �������/�� ��� ,*�&�B# ��Bw�� �2 8�^�b���� 
(�3+��� 8�H�� ���F��� ��� ��� �\(��)��� 4/� ���। 

 �! 8 ��� ��� ,(��� �� H�� /�& ��+�0 ,� ���� 
�H���� �&�� Ë��� ���* �+��= 
H��। ���*! ���+W��� 8�^��� ��� ,(��� *�(�����#� *������ �K��V! ��/��� ,�����& ��� 
��*��  Ë��� ���* (���� ���� ��� �(��I W/# ���। ����� �! �(��I ���+W�� �/����� ���I 
����%� ,F&���)� 4m /��>* ��!��� (�/���) EF�� ���। 

��� ,(�� %)��� �)�/�� ��� ,(�� %)��� �)�/�� ��� ,(�� %)��� �)�/�� ��� ,(�� %)��� �)�/��     

    B� .: ,� �Ha� ����/�, �F%�B�� = �(��% �#��� �����>?* = ��� ,(���� ���) 
H&��/ (������ (�$�%� /& ��� �! ���� ��� ,(��� %)�� �)�/�� ���। ��y �������/�� ,�����&� 
45��#� ���� ���� �%��% � ,��� �����(�# ���� ���) /&। �������/�� ���� 8�(��� �! (� 
�#�� ,J�� ��3�� ��3*�% %)�� ��� ��� ,&। �� ���) e!�% ���� 8���*� /�& ��& ��� ���%�� 
4d 8�^�& ��=&� ��&। ��� (�3�*�&� ���/�� �! ����V)�&� >�� ��� (����� *�I�� �� ,�Y 
��*�&� 4��� E����� �����%= ,� 4�d 4�d D�# ,J�� D�#�� /�& 4(�0। 

-8W�K�, .| �Ha�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

��������������������, , , , ������BU������BU������BU������BU, , , , ,��/����,��/����,��/����,��/����, , , , ��/~ 8�[�। ����BU ���। F~W��� ,�����YV#��/~ 8�[�। ����BU ���। F~W��� ,�����YV#��/~ 8�[�। ����BU ���। F~W��� ,�����YV#��/~ 8�[�। ����BU ���। F~W��� ,�����YV#    

    ���*�B�, .| �Ha�- �����, ����, ���}&� = >������- ���������� �! F�� ,*��� _Q 
H�B �����! 4* �������/�� ���� ��(�0। �������/� b[s�K#V ������BU, ��/~ = ����� �/�� 
‘�2 ,(����’ �$�� ,>���0। ����� �)�o���o� *) EF� �+�! /��। ���, ���� = ��D# ��� 
,J�� �������/� ����� �/��� �$�� ,>���0। ���}&� ,*��� b[s�K#V ,��/���� �/��%� F������� 
�� �������/�� ,B������। /�% ����� ���� ��� '()�� ,B����YV# ���0। z��� ,J�� (�V��Y �� ��� 
��(�0, �� /�, (����� ��� ,J�� b[s�K#V ����BU �/� = (�g�/� ����� �� ���। 
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 ����/� �/� = �)�o��o ,J�� B� %���, ,�% = ,(����� (���� Z[ /�& �B�&�0। 
����d� !o��)���� �&��=�&�*� ����� ���� z���& �(� �*�( ��& ��=&� /��। � ��VI 
:6QQ ����d�� '() �������/�� ���0 4h(��V ����0। 

 �� �� �(-� ���, 4* F~W�� �l��� ��� �������/�� ���� ,J�� ,�����YV# ��� /�&�0। 
���y ���% B����%, e�% '����/� *�/�*, |�% ���)��/� *��� �������� ,?�/� N����& ,��&�0। 

-4l��*�� �����, .6 �Ha�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

�t��B�0� ��t��B�0� ��t��B�0� ��t��B�0� ���। ���% ,*�� (�� ��� ��� ���� (��c��। ���% ,*�� (�� ��� ��� ���� (��c��। ���% ,*�� (�� ��� ��� ���� (��c��। ���% ,*�� (�� ��� ��� ���� (��c    

    .6 �Ha�- 4* (C)�& �������/� �t��B�0� ,J�� ���� ����d�� '(#)��� ���+�& ���& 
=��� $�3�%b�� ��� ����0। �� �t�B�0�� (� *�&B�& ���������� ����� �+�0। �2 �����& 
��=&�� (�& �\ 8x�x ,>�� �B�&�0। �������/�� ���% �+ �� �� ����� �/��� | ��!� ���-
����� �B�& F�� ���� Z[ ����0। 

 �������/� ���������� ����� ,J�� ����-�! ��d@� ������ 8I� ���% ,*�� 8JV�k �����, 
���*���, �b+�, ��*��/�, ���� , ���}&�, �����, ���� !�)��� (�� ���� ���) ��� ���� (��c 
��& e�V�� B���� ��B�& F���0। 

 �������� (������ (K� ,J�� �! �� ���� *�� ��&, !�����) B� �� (L�/ EF� ��� 
F��� �� ����� ��� ���*��� ,*��� E�& |6Q �BV�������%�� ����� �������/�� ��� ��� 
��&�0। 

 �������/�� ��* ������ ���, 4����� �! ����� ��� ��� �2�� ���q ���� �� 
��V(K�F ,=&� /�&�0। E���% ,(9�� 4����� ,������ �2 ���/��� ,��#]�(� ��� ���0। 

 �! ������ 4�= 4�� E��� ���, ����� eBV �2 ������ ���� 4� <. $o�� ,��� 
(�& ��B� ��Fk &। ��� 8��) ��d���� ��0� ���� 8
���� ���। 

 �������/�� (K�� ,$�Y#� ��� /& : (��D��� �/����� E���% J�� ��� /�&�0। �������/� 
�� ����� ���� 8W(� /��। 

 ,��/���� �/� ��� ��& ,*�� �+�! F��0। 

 ���*��� �/��� 4���B� ,0�+ ��� ���/� '(&������ ���� �����& ����।  

 �������%�� �+�!, W���� �� W�� �����>?�*� ���� : (��� ,>� 

 .6 �Ha�- ��#�# �+�! ��� �������/� �0��& ��&�0 >��B��*, 4l��� 4� F�3�B��* 
��*��। �� /�� ��+���! ,>�- ��� �� ��!� �K�। �0�+�, ��Z��� J�� �����& �������/�� �K#V 
��@Vs। B� :: �Ha� =! ������% ��� ��� /&। 

 �+�! F��0 ��r����%��=। �+�! F���0 ���������। ,(��� ,��* ��*���� ��!�>� 
,B����[� ��& 4h(��V# ����0। 
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 ����� ���(� ����n�� ����� �������l��= ���% �� 0��� ����� ���) /�। �}�! 
,��t� ���� ,�, =�� ��*/��। �� =��� ���0 �+ (�()� �! b�s�K#V 8 ��%�� �������/�� e�V�� 
B���J ,J�� e�� ����। ��! �� =�� Z�� ����n�� =�� H�(� ���� ����0 �। ��! �! �� 
0���। 

 !�����) F��l� J��= �������/�� ���� ��(�0। F��l� �������l� 4�= �����। 
J��� ������� �����&�0। ,�$�� ���� F��l� *���J z���� (�� ����n�� (����B �D� ��� J���। 

-4l��*�� �����, .P �Ha�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

���� �/��� ���� ���� ,(��� 8WB������ �/��� ���� ���� ,(��� 8WB������ �/��� ���� ���� ,(��� 8WB������ �/��� ���� ���� ,(��� 8WB��    

(��(��(��(��D��� �t��B�0� /�� ����� �����+��� �t��B�0� /�� ����� �����+��� �t��B�0� /�� ����� �����+��� �t��B�0� /�� ����� �����+�    

(}�> �����%V��) 

 �B�3 (���I, .6 ,� �Ha�-�������/� �t��B�0� ��*�� ,J�� ����d�� '()��� /�%�& 
����� ,(9�� 4* ���% �� ¿È �����0। �! �tB�B�0� B� _! ��E� �������/� 4* (��� 
(��D��� �/���� ,J�� ��� '()��� ������� ����0। (��D��� ,J�� �������/�� �½��% ���� ���� 
�/��� ���� 8�H�� ����0। 

����� �)�o���o� F������ �������/� 4* 45��#� ��M�� 4�= �@�� ����0। 

,F?B�0� ,J�� ������D �� 8��5� ��� ������/�� ���% �� ���� ����� �/��� | 
��!� ���-����� �B�& ,�?3�0�0। 

�@AB� ,J�� ‘��B�I�’ �� (�������� *���&�0 ,�, B� ���� �t��!�/ �/�� 8�H�� 
F����& �t�!��/ 8��^� ����d�� '()��� ���% �M�BN�� ����� �)�o��o ,J�� ����g ����0। 
���}&�� ��/���� = ��V� (pK#VH��� �������/�� ���� ��(�0। >�� ����-��V� ,T (��HV( ����� 
/�& ,B�0। 

���������*�������������*�������������*�������������*����    

    ����b�+ ,J�� E�L (����� *�� ,B�0 ,�, �������/� ����� = ���*����� E�& (��+ F��’� 
�BV��!� ����& ��� ����0। 

 ���}&� ,*��& ��/���� ��� ��� �������/� �F�� ��� ��D# ���� 8W��V� $�3�% ^�� 
����0। �@AB� ,J�� (�������� *���&�0 ,�, ������/� ����-���}&� ,�� ��!�� ��0����0 
��b�� 8 � ,J�� ����d�� '()��� �����+� ���� ���������� �! 8 ��� ���) ,T (����B 
����g /�& ,B�0। ���}&� ,*��� ���Hg 8��� �������/� (�>�) ��H ��� �F�� ��� ��D# ���� �B�& 
,�?3�0�0। >�� F�&�N���� ;�% W�� (pK#VH��� ��� '() ������ /�&�0। �� �������/� 
,��/������ ��� E�� F�� (@�} ���& ����d�� ,>?* F�3���� W���� ���� ���0�& ����� ,F}� ���0। 

 ���*�B� ,J�� !� � 4! *���� : �������� (������ *j� ������ ����0 ,�, 
�������/� :.QQQ �BV�������%�� �����& 8(����� E��( E���� ���� (D� /�&�0। 

-��B�I�, .P �Ha�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 
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����� e�BV� �� 4(g ����� e�BV� �� 4(g ����� e�BV� �� 4(g ����� e�BV� �� 4(g : : : : �(I��� = �3F�B+ 8���@� �(I��� = �3F�B+ 8���@� �(I��� = �3F�B+ 8���@� �(I��� = �3F�B+ 8���@� : : : : �t�!��/ ��V�& �+�!�t�!��/ ��V�& �+�!�t�!��/ ��V�& �+�!�t�!��/ ��V�& �+�!    

    %��� (��&�) (���I, .P,� �Ha�����}&�� ��V� ,�� ,}� �����& EF� �+�! ��= 
F��0। ���*��� ,*��� �F�+� ��� ���� ,*��� �(I����� �� $�%�0 �������/�� ���0। 
�t�!�/ ��3F ��J�� ,���+ (>�!H ��&o 5�(�) �������/� 4����) E���� ���& ����� 
�)�o���o� (�� ��� ,>?�*� ,��B����B �)�^� �� ����g ।����� �K�BV� ��= �� 4(g। 
z���& �����>?�*� 45�# EF� {� ��&�0, ,W�N 4� b��� ��G ��� ,(���� E�� ����� z��� 
�� �p��। ��������� �������/�� ���Hg �#��� �!(� e�V�� 8WB��� (���� 4* ��=&� 
,B�0। 

 ����� ����� �/� ,J�� :. ��!� ���� �t�!�/ ��3F��J�� ,���+ (>�!H ��&o 5�(�) 
�������/� 4����) E����) E���� ���& ��V�� ����d�� ,>?�*� (�� ����� �)�o���o 
,>?*��� (����B ����g /�&�0।   

 �t��!�/ ��3F ��J�� ,��+ (����� ��� ���& 8�)�I b[s�K#V। ���# �! ,��+ ,J�� ���}&�, 
F�&�N���, �����-����, ��b+� = z��� ����� ��d�। (����� ����d�� ,>?* �t�!�/ ��3F ��J�� ,��+ 
��[����� *) ��%� ��#�# �+�! ���� ��� �� /��। 

 �� �������/� �t�!�/ ��3F ��J�� ,���+ ���}&�-F�&�N���� ��d�& ����% �)�����N B�+ 
,����& �t�!�/ ,J�� ��� '()�� ������� ���� ,��� ����0 �। �t�!��/ ����d� ��� 8����� 
,>?* �)���(K�% ����� � ����, ��/�� �t�!�/ ,J�� ����� �����(�# 0�+� 4� ,�� �J ,!।  

 *�� ,B�0 ,�, �t��B�0� ,J�� ��= (pK#V �����(�# ����। �t��B�0� �/��% 
������D ��� ���� e H��B ��H�। �/��� ,� 8�� ������D ��� ��� 8��^� �M�*� �K�V ���� 
,(��� ��= ��� F��0 ��� ������D �� ������ �M*�% �� ��VI ��id /&�। 

-��B�I�, .< �Ha�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

���}&�& ��� '()�� ,��+����% ��� ��0� ��& ��0� /%�0���}&�& ��� '()�� ,��+����% ��� ��0� ��& ��0� /%�0���}&�& ��� '()�� ,��+����% ��� ��0� ��& ��0� /%�0���}&�& ��� '()�� ,��+����% ��� ��0� ��& ��0� /%�0    

    Z5��� ����� (���I $��� ��( }�> �����%V�� *����, ��� ������ ���/� ��������� 
,��+����% ��� 8��a ����0। �� ���% $�3�% ,0�+ ������� 4�B ���� W���� W�� °����& ���& 
����। ���}&� ,*��� ���!��%� ���) ����% (���I $�3�% ,J��! �����>?�*� ��+� ,��& ��� '()�� 
�����&�0। 

 �����\�� J��= �����>?* �@/������ ��� ��� ,। J��& �� �������� ����� �+�0। 
J��� =,�(, ��� x� �)�, ,(��� 8�>(��, e* �( 4! ��� < * ����� ,��% :S *�� 
�������/� �l�  ��� ���� �� ��& 4�(। 

F�&�N��� 0�+� �! �/����� e�% J��! (�����\�� = *��B�) �� �����>?�*� ����। 
F�&�N��� �H��= ,B���� �k���� ��+�0। ,��*���� ,�T� ��p ��3�� °����& ���&�0, ��*�� ��! 
i�( ����0। 

���}&� ,*��� F����� ,J�� ��� ���/� �� ��b��� ���� ,��� F�!�0। ��� ��*��+� 
,B�&��l $�% /�& F�3������ ���� ������। ,B�&���l ���� ,(*) ,Y���% }���� '��� ,����0। 
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���%� �� ���% ����� ,0�+ ��� ,(��� ������ 4� ��� W��b���� �������/� z���0 
����% 8H)JV� = 8�Hl�� ���)। $�����+ �() °�� ��� ��� ����� 4�l =3�� ��( 
�������/��� �$�� ���। =�! ���) [�%, ���( N�� �� ���� ��%� ����। ��! ��& ��*&���� 
8H)JV�� *) ��B�& 4�(। �����\��& �����>?�*� *) �������&� ,J�� ��V� (���I ��VI 
��d�= ��3�� ����& ���&�0। 

-4l��*�� �����, .<,� �Ha�, :;<: 

��*& ���V���*& ���V���*& ���V���*& ���V�    

�&��(�/ : ������B�U� <�% J�� ����������� ��� ��� ��� (�JV /�&�0। �0�+� ��� 
����������� 4��� P�% ����� $�3�% 8�[� ��� ,����0। ��*�( �����& �������/�� E�� 45��# 
�� ��%� ��� ,(� ��� /�&�0। �/���� ���) . * 8�>(�� 4�0। �������/� ���� ���% H��� 
,���B� :�% :P ������%�� = ��&��% 
&��5& ��!�>� ��� ��� ��&�0। 

��/~ : .P �Ha�। /����B�U �������/� e! ,��p�� ��� ,(��� 8�(���� ��� 
���&�0। ��* �)��`, ��* ,*-�(-=(/ .6 * ��� /������� �����>?* 4%� ����0। 
��� ��/�~� *&I����� �� ��M �+�!�& SQ * ������� /����� �/� /�&�0। ��&��% (����� 
T�� H��V ��� ��� ���/� /��/� /�������� ��& ��&। �� �NW�� �K#V �2 ������। 

����� : ����� ,*��& �������/�� e�V��� B���  (��� ��� /������� ,� (���� /�& 
��+�0। /�������� $�3�% ��[��&� i�( ��� �����>?* /��� ��3�� J���% (pK#VH��� ��� ��� 
��&�0। ��� ���/�� �(����� $�3�%�%= �����>?* i�( ��� ���&�0। ������� ,�?����, ��%W��, 
��Bw��, HK[������ = 4��� 8�� ��� ����& 
��� ������ ����� ���� ��� �+�0। 

����� :���*�B�, .P �Ha�। ����, ���}&�, �����, ���*���, ����n� EH@�� �#��� ��� 
���/� ,�{� �����>?�*� /��� ��*/�� /�& ��+�0 �]� ��! H��� ������� ����Ð= ���� 
,�(����। F���� ��� EF� �+�!�&� �� �����>?* �%�� ��� �����V� ,F?B�0� ��� ��� ��&�0। 
����� �)�o��o�K�� �������/�� e�V�� B�� 5��¨�& (�>��)� ���� ��B�& F���0। 4*��� ,H��� 
��� ����������� ����� �)��o���o� 8e���V� �(�/*��� ��� ��� ��&�0। 

 ���*��� : .P �Ha�। (>���� �� (>��� 8*V ��� �����(��� �K�V ���*��� ,*��� 
�B���� �/� �F�B�+� ��� e����� �� $�3�% FK#V-��FK#V ��� ��� ��� ��&�0। /������� ��� 
,��& ]����B�3=� ���� ������ Z[ ����0। �����>?* =��� ��0� ��=&� ��� ��B�& F���0। ]����B�3= 
(+�� �&�� ���$�� ��� /������� $�3�% ^�� ����0। �����>?* F����V� ���& E��H��� 45�# 
��� 4* ,H��� �F�B+ ��� ��� ��&�0। ��� '(�)� ��0 ,J�� �������/� EF�� 8x-�x ��� 
��� ��&�0। (����� = ,�(����� H�� �� 
��� ������ ����� �+�0। 

 ���� : Ëw���� ,%���>� �»�FU ����������� (pK#V i�( ��� ���&�0। J�� 45�# 
��� 8�� 8x�x ����������� ��� ��� ��&�0। ,�� ��! D��Wd ���& ,T F��F� �C /�& 
,B�0। 

 ��*��/� : ���BU ,J�� �� ��!� �K�� !(������ = F�%!N����� 8��^� ����>?�*� �2 
$�3�%� ��� �������/�� ��� ,(���� �%V�� = ,���B� ��& E��H��� 45�# ���F�� ���। 
���B�U� ����Ð �! $�3�%�%� �� /�� ��*��/�-���BU (+� ,��B����B (pK#VH��� ����g /�& 
����। �! 8 �� 45��#� EJ� ��V��& /����� ���/� ��*���� �������� EJ� ��B�& ,�& ��y 
�������/�� 45��# E�& (�b�� ����� ��� /&। ����� Z� /& ���-45�#������� (��J 
��������� (�W��। 
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/����� ���/� ���! (�$�YV H��� ‘,���B�’ ‘_: �� �� �%V���� ,B��� ��� .6 ���� =*�� 
������ ,B��� �)�/�� ���। ��y ,�� ���! �������/�� (��J �+�!�& ��3+��� ����0 �। �� 
��VI :.6 * ��� ,(� = .6Q * ��*���� �������/�� /��� ��� ��� :6�% ������ (pK#V 
��id /�&�0। �����>?�*� ��&�- ���(�, ,��/� 4�� �! ���� 8HK��K�V ������V��� ���F& 
���&�0। �������/� ���� :| * ��*���� = e* ��� ,(��� 4%� ����0 ��� .Q�% ��!�>� 
= 8�� ,B���b�� ��� ����0। ��*��/� :QQ �BV��!� �� �������/�� �K#V ���� ��� ,(��� 

��� ������ E��( �)�^� F��0। ����K�� �+�! ���� F��0। ���BU �/��% �� ��� ���& 
8�[�। �� E�& 4(g। 

 �/���� EF� ��½� : ��� %)��� i�( : �/�� �D�� ��#�# ���� ��L /�&= ��� ���/��� 
4�= %)�� /����� /�&�0 ��� 4* �� ��wd (K��� ���� *�� ,B�0। �/�� ��� ,(���� b[s�K#V 
$�3�%। �/��� �� /�� ����� �)�o��o ,J�� ��� �������� ����g /�& �+�� ��! ��� ,(��� 
���� ���&� /�& ��]�0। 

���� ,(��� �/���� �� ��� ,J�� 45�# ����0। ��� ,�(���� ��� ,(��� H����� 
�����$��%� ���� 8W(� /�� H����& ��� ,(��� ���� 45�# ���। ��&���� %)�� ��� _Q * 
����(� ��� /�&�0। 

*�� ,B�0 �/���� _ /�*�� '() %)�� = �K���n�� H��� ���� ��&= �������/�� 8W(��� 
E��/� ���� ����0 �। 

-��c�� ��������, ._ �Ha�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

�#�� ,J���#�� ,J���#�� ,J���#�� ,J��    ����0����0����0����0    

,�����@��� 8�¸ E/�� ��� ���������B# ���������� E�& ��-F��JV��� ^� �2��� ��� 
���������� ����� ��*�&� d� �/(��� !����@� ����� ��& �¯� ����0। �����, �����(&�, 
������, ��&���� = ���/��� J��(/ ������BU �/���� (pK#V �2��� ����0। 8� ������ �\ 
��*���� = ������ '() EF�� ,B�����[�(/ ������������ ��% 4h(��V# ����0। ����BU = 
*&������ J��� ��c �����(/ ��d�#V� �! ���। �� ������ �2 $�3�%�� 4* e�� ���k 
�������/�� (��J ����� (�$YV F��0। 

-��� �����, .; �Ha�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

��� ,(���� �/�� ,J�� ���&m �������/�� ���� *&���/�%��� ,(���� �/�� ,J�� ���&m �������/�� ���� *&���/�%��� ,(���� �/�� ,J�� ���&m �������/�� ���� *&���/�%��� ,(���� �/�� ,J�� ���&m �������/�� ���� *&���/�%    

�/�� (���I, ._ �Ha�- 4* H����& (���I ���/� ����d�� ,B��l�* ���/��� 
���������� �/�� ,J�� ��0� /�%�& ,�। =���� �������/� ����� �+�!-�� �� �/��� �� ��!� 
�H��� *&���/�% �/��%= ��� ��� ���&�0। �������/�� /��� ,(��� F���% ��� %)��� $��&� 
/�&�0। 

���� �! (����I 4�= (����m �! *&���/��% ������� (��F�& �B �F�� ���% �� 
�������/�� ����। *&���/�% ����� 4�B ��� ���/�� (�� �������/�� �+�!�& ����d��� E�&  
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|6Q * '() �/� /�&�0। 4/� /�&�0 EF��। ��&�* 8�>(��(/ ,�� ��0�(��)� ������� '() 
�������/�� /��� �l� /�&�0। ���% %)��� $��&� /�&�0। 

 *&���/�% �/��% /� ���*��� ,*��� ��� �b+� ,*��� ��t����t ^��। �/�� ,J�� 
*&���/��%� �K�s ��� :Q ��!�।  

*&���/��%� =! �F� ������� ��� ,J�� ������/� 5��B� H����� �/��� ��� 
,B���YV# ���0� । (C)�� 4�B! ����d� ���/� ����� ,��> %)�� ��& ������� ,F}� ���� 
�������/� �b+� (+��� e��� �$�� 85�# Z[ ���। (�$�YV� (�& ������/� %)���, H������� 
,J�� EF�� ,B����YV ���। ������ �������/� =! ,(9�� ,��% F���% %)��� $��&� ����0। 

-4l��*�� �����, .; �Ha�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

�����>?�*� �&¡�# ,>�m ��/�~� �����>?�*� �&¡�# ,>�m ��/�~� �����>?�*� �&¡�# ,>�m ��/�~� �����>?�*� �&¡�# ,>�m ��/�~� :6 :6 :6 :6 ��!� �K�� ����� �����!� �K�� ����� �����!� �K�� ����� �����!� �K�� ����� ���    

    ,>� (/� ,(����� �������/�� �&¡�# ��(�0। ��y �/��� 4���� ,J�� ����d�� 
'()��� ���q � ��� ��VI �������/� (�����H��� ,>� ����� (���� ,$�Y#� ���0 �। 4* 
(���� ,��N= ����d� ,>� �/��� ���� ����� �+�!� �J� 
���� ����0। 

 ,>� ����� >�� ���� ���(�� ,J�� ��D�# F~W�� ��VI ,�� (����B ����g /�� F���0। 
,>� ,J�� ���(���� ,�� �K�s .| ��!� = F~W���� ,�� �K�s |Q ��!�। ,>� �/��� ���0 
�(���&� ��� 4������ ����b�� B���� �������/� ��� ���। 

 �������/� �! ,(9�� 4* 4� ���% ��n����B) (�>�) ��H ����0 ��/�~। 4* (C)�& 
�������/� ��/~ �/� ,J�� ��� ��!� �K�� ��( ,�?3�0�0 ��� ,(��� ��/���B ����� ��� F��0। 

 ����� �)��o���o �������/�� 8����� 4�= ��M /�&�0। *�� ,B�0, ,�, ����� ,(9�� 
��&��% ���DL ����� ,J�� ����d�� ,>?*��� (���& �)�o���o 4� /�&�0। �t��B�0�& ��= 
���DL ��� F��0।  

%���!� (pK#V ��� /�&�0 ��� ������BU �/���� �/��� �������/� F�� ���� ,J�� 
8����� ����0। 

���}&� ,(9�� �������/� B���� ����d����� ��&��% ������ ��� ��� .Q * ����d�� 
'() = ��* ,�*��� �l� ����0। 

���}&�� *��B� ,J�� ������� ,F?B�0� ��VI E�& .. ��!� ����� ,J�� �������/� 
����d�� '()��� /�%�& ���&�0। 

�������/� �K��V ��/~ = �&��(�/ ,*�� ��� ����� ����� = ���� ,*��� ��d�#V ����� 
��� ����0। ���Hg �#��� �2 ,(�� =�� �������/� (�V�s� 45�# F��0। ��&� ^�� �� ��� 
�2� =�� 45�# ��� /�&�0। 

��/~ ,*��& B���� *&�h������ ��D�# ,0�% ,�� ����� ��� /�&�0। ���!$��% ��� 
45�# E��/� ��� /�&�0। 
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��� ��� ��� ��� �#���#���#���#��    

���������� ��� �#��� �������/� ��� �� �BV��!��)��� ������ =�� ����� �&¡# 
,*����� ����0। ���% �/���� �! �����& 8IHKV�।  

(���BU, /��BU = ,�?�H���*�� �/����� �)��&�F��, 4*���BU, ��BU = *Bg�J��� 
����� �� �������/�� �K#V �&¡�# ��&�0। 

��/�~� ���/���� J�� 8�[�। (�0� $�3�% ��������/� �$�� ,����0। ,��p��BU (������� 
�����& �������/�� EF� 45��# ��� ,(��� ��/~ �/�� 4�& ��� ���) /��। ��/~ = 
(���B�U� ���) (�� E��� ,��B����B ����g /�&�0। 

�&��(�/ ,*��� �������� $�3�%� F������ EF� �+�! F��0। %���!� �����& �������/�� 
8WB�� 8�)�/� 4�0।  

��/�e�����$�% �����& 8x�x��/� ���� >�% ��$V ���% ����d�� �*�� �������/� 
��&��� �K��V N����& ���&�0।  

z��� ,J�� ����a E�L ���� E���, ,������&��� �������/� ���% b[s�K#V ,(�� i�( ��� 
���&�0। z��� = %���!���  ���) (+� ,��B����B ����g। �������/� ���}&� = ,B�&���l� ���) e�% 
���H�%V ��+�& ���&�0। 

-��B�I�, SQ �Ha�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

�������/�� /��� ����(� ��*/���������/�� /��� ����(� ��*/���������/�� /��� ����(� ��*/���������/�� /��� ����(� ��*/��    

(����Y E�����) 

���������� /��� ��� ,(��� ��� ��� ��� ���� ��� ���Hg �#�� ,J�� ���� ��=&� 
����। ��� 4�B ��%���&�& ��������� ,B���� ���/� = ����(�� ���) �� ����� �+�!�& 
���������� ,���B� = ��!�>��� b���YV�#� ���� ��� ,(��� ��*/�� /�& ��0� /�% ��&। � 
(�$�YV ��3F* ����(� ��� /�&�0 ��� *�� ,B�0। ���}&�� ���% ����BU = 4��N��� 
,������ ���) �����(��� ��! ���"���# ���% ,��t�! ��� '()��/� ,T (pK#VH��� ��id 
��� ���&�0। �\ �2�(� /��/� /�&�0। 

�(���%� 0��� �/�� �������/� = ����(���� ���) EF� (�$�YV � ��� ,��� ���(� 
�/� /�&�0 ��� E���। ����(���� ��D �! ������� ��L P6 * ��*����= ��� /�&�0। 
����������� (���BU, ,�?�H���*�� ��� ��� 4��� (��� ��B�& F��0। 

F~W�� ,(9�� ����������� E�� F�� (@�} ���� �[ ������/�� ��Hw�( ,��� ���&�0। 
����(� /��/��� ��� E����! 4(�0। 

��� ����������� ����n� �*��� �(�� �#��� ����Y (�>�) 8*V ����0। �� ����� 
����� �� ������������ ���� ��&�0। ���� 4��� E���m (������ 8 ��� ���� �������/�� 
,B������� !�����] 45�# E��/� ���� (�V��� E�&�B ���= ������/� EF� ��� ,��&�0। 
�! ���� PQ *��= ,��� ��� ,(� E�# /����&�0। 
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����� ,*��� (���I ����� �F����� H�[�������� ������ ,B��� ���/� ����Y �k���� 
F����& ���j() $�3�%b�� ���q ��� ���&�0। �\ ���(� ��� /�&�0। 

,B������ ��I�/�� = ����������� ��)��V� ,���(���% �N���!% ���"���# ��+�& ���&�0। 

�#�� (�����#�� (�����#�� (�����#�� (����    

    ������ ���� (�W���� (K��$V 4% ���(� !��/��( B� �� (L��/� ���) E��)��% 
�#�� ,J�� 4����� ��� �������/�� 8HK��K�V 8WB�� = (�>��)� (���� ���Hg ,���� ,�¸ = 
�HV����B) (K�� ��=&� �B�&�0 �� ,��� �k(�/�)U� = ��/������ ,��� ������ 
����� (K��V)� 
��&�� ���� (����(KF�। 

B� �� (L��/ �����, ���*���, �b+�, ���}&�, �����, ����, �%�&�����, �F%�B��, �(��%, 
�&��(�/, ����n�, %���!� = ,�&����� EH@�� �*��� �#��b���� 4����� e�V�� (�/(� ����������� 
8HK��K�V ����s� (�� ��� ��� �(�) ��� ���/�� ����� D��(�� ��� ����� (���D� $�3�%b�� ,J�� 
/�%�& ���& E��)��% �*��� ��d�#V 8 � ��� ����0 ��� �� ��� 8 �� 
��� ����� (������� 
,�(����� ��( �)�^� F��� ��� /�&�0। ��V��� ���� ,(��� (�) ��� 8 �b���� ��*��� 
8�^�b�� (��@���� 4�= 8WB��� *) �2 ,(�� ��� E�� F���� (@�} ��� F���0। 

�! (L��/� ��� 8 �b��� ���) ������ ��Bw�� J��, ���*����� �F�B+ �/����, %���!� 
,*��� 8���}��� ,�(��% ,*��� ���(� B�, �/� ,�&������ ��Z��� J��, 0�B��!&� EH@�� 
^�� ��� 8�)I ��n����B)। �0�+�= �2��D� b[s�K#V 8�^� ����� eBV, ,>� �/�, 
(���B�U� ���� �, ��V� �� �����>?�*� ���� (pK#VH��� 8�[� ��� �(� 8 �� �2 ��D� 
(�� 4����� �������/�� ����� �+�! F��0। 

� (L��/ 4����� ��� �������/�� ,?���/�� ,B������� 8�)I �k�� ,��� ���&�0। 
����� �k����� >�� �2 ,(���� |�% *��� i�( (�� = .�% 4����� ����B� /�&�0। 

�2 ��D� ,��% ���% ���� = (����% %)���� i�( (�� � (L��/� ����Y ��n����B) 
$%�। 

����� ��*�� 8�H������� ��*�� 8�H������� ��*�� 8�H������� ��*�� 8�H��    

    ,�?����। .; ,� �Ha�। 4����� �*
 E����� �������� (����� E���, B� .; ,� 
�Ha� �������/�� e�V�� (�/(� ,*�&B# B�!��C� �/����� ����� ��*��� �� 8�H�� ���F�� 
��� P * ��� ����� = ��*������ ,W>��� ��� ��� &�% ��!�>�(/ E�& F���� b�� /dB� 
���।�! 8�H��� 4����� ��* �����(� ��/���k ��# ���।  

 8) 4� ���% 8�H��� ���+W���� ,��B���� 8 ��� 8�K�� ��*������� 8�^� ,J�� 
4����� em(�/(� ����������� ��3F�% ��!�>� = E�& e!�� b�� 8����� ��� ,&। 

��Bw�� 8�H��� �����>?�*� ����% (�>�)��Bw�� 8�H��� �����>?�*� ����% (�>�)��Bw�� 8�H��� �����>?�*� ����% (�>�)��Bw�� 8�H��� �����>?�*� ����% (�>�)    

    ���+W��। SQ �Ha�। 4����� ���+W�� E����� �������� (����� E��� ,�, B� e! (L�/ 
�K��V ���� ����� D&D��� �� �(�) ����(��� ���) /�& HK[������ ,0�+ ��Bw���� ����� 8�^� 
B�+ ,���� ��� 4����� �������/�� ��� ,*�&��� �� ��� ,J�� ����� �$�� ,>�� ��� E�& 
���� ���� 
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����� (�d ,��B����B ����g ��� ,�&। 8����Y B� .;,� �Ha� �����>?�*� E�� F���� ���� 
��� ,(��� 4� �%��� � ,�� ����� D�� 
���� ��� ��Bw�� ,J�� �@� E��V ���।  

 (����� 4�= E��� ,�,  ����I ��� ,(���� 8��� �������/�� E�� F���� ���� 0�H� 
/�& ��+ ��� ����� !��>�V �)�B ��� (��� ,������ ���+W���� ���� 0��% ����&। �! 8�H��� 
4����� �������/�� �\(��)� 8x = ,B�����[� /dB� ���। 

-8W�K�, : �N�(a�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

�#�� ,J�� ����0�#�� ,J�� ����0�#�� ,J�� ����0�#�� ,J�� ����0    

    
����� (�W��� ��� ���������B# ����BU J��&, ����BU = ,$�+����� /����� ���/��� 
F������ ���& ,$��= �K�V� ���#�$�� /��&� E�� ��/K��V! ��� ��U� �Z� �@���/b�� ,������ B��V� 
4��& ��W�� /!&� 4�0। � ��VI :< * �U��� �(�) �/� = �\(��)� 4/� /&। ����� = 
��(�����= /����� ���/��� ���������B# ,$��= ���&� EF� F�� (@�} ���&��0। 

-��������, . �N�(a�, :;<: 

*   *  *  *  * 

��! F�� 4$�� /��� /��� =(�����! F�� 4$�� /��� /��� =(�����! F�� 4$�� /��� /��� =(�����! F�� 4$�� /��� /��� =(���    

    ���*�B�, .;,� �Ha�- 4��� ,0���� �� (pK#V E¾�। ��� ��&� ���(! ���� �@�J��� 
,� ,�� (����D� ,(����/�� (��J ��n� ,���� ���� e�VYV /�& ��]�0। 4� ,��� &, ��! F�� 
4$�� /��� /��- �������� �������/� E�� ��V� =(��� (v�� ���*�B�� �! �J�b��� 
���। 

 ��������� ��V�� ����^�� ���ÒY# ���� �B�& ��� ���, �2�� �� ����� �����b����� 
�l� /�& 4�0। 4����� ,B������ ����� E�� ��� ��� ������ *�� ,��� ,����0। ��� ������ 
��0����0 4(�� ,B��! ����� ���� �� ��& �>��� /��। 

 *�� =(��� ���, ���(V��� '()���/� 4� *���& �������/��� �>�k 8��। ���� 
,B�%� ,�� �� /�& �+�0। 4��� ,0���� F����� ���� � ��& �������/��� ,��B ,�&�। ���� 
E������ ,��� ��J ��& (� ��0� ,�0� ,>�� �l�� ��3�� ��&�0। 

 �������/�� ��� (p��V �@� 4^� ��& ��V� =(��� �@L ��Ð ���, 4��� ��B�& 
F���0। �2�� �+ ,*�� 4B��� ��FV ��( ��VI �%�� J���� �����। 4��� ,0���� ����� ���q ��� 
,���!। 

����������� �(��% ,*�� ,�����+ ��� �����0����������� �(��% ,*�� ,�����+ ��� �����0����������� �(��% ,*�� ,�����+ ��� �����0����������� �(��% ,*�� ,�����+ ��� �����0    

    ���*�B�, ._ ,� �Ha�- ��/�~� �#��� �������/�� �)��� 45��# ��� ,(��� 
�0g�Hg = 0g0�+� /�& 0��% ������। �! ,�*� ����B� �/��% �������/�� ���� = �&¡�# 4�� 
4� ����Y ���� ,!। �! �/��% �������/�� /��� ��� ����BU (���I ,J�� �����%�� ��VI ��� 
�����& ���#� /��। 

 ����� (���BU, /��BU, ,�?�H���*�� �/���� ��$��, !%�, ����, 8}W��, ���&�F��, 
4*���BU, ��BU = *Bg�J��� ����� �������/�� �K#V �&¡� ��&�0। 
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�! ,*��� ���/� ��� J�� = (�0��$�3�% �������/� (pK#V �$�� ,����0। �������/�� EF� 
45��#� ���� ����(��� ��/�~ �/��� �H�� z��� ����� 4�& ��� ���) /��। ��/�~ = 
(���B�U� ���) ,��B����B ����g /�& ,B�0। �������/�� ,?��������� H�& ��� *�/�* ��������� 
�H+�� ����0 �। 

 ���*�B�, ._ �Ha�- ���������� ��� ,B������ ��V��� ,? �l�� = ����J ����� EF� 
E������ 8�)�/� ,����0। ���� e�V�� 45��# H��(¡d ��� ,?��b��� ������ 8�K� (�B�� 
����/��� /�& ��+�0। 

 ���� E���, B� .P,� �Ha� ��� ����������� ���������� ����J e�% *�/�* = 0�% 
,?�� N����& ���&�0। ����) ��� 4��� F��� ��%� ���#�*)� *�/�*= �0�। >�� 8�^� ,�B��� 
,��� ��� ��@V�D ����F �l��= ��������& *�/�* ,��� ��� ��Y� ��� ���&�0। �� �� ���F� 
�l��� :.Q �������%��� ���) ��*��� ���&s 0�+� ,�� *�/�*�� E��� ���� ��� ��� /�&�0। 
���#, ��� ,�� ��& �, �� 4��� �C� ���¢� *�/�*b���� 8�^�=  ,�B��� /�& ,B�0। 

 4����� �������/�� (�� �>�� *��� ,�, F~W�� �l� �����& �� /�*�� %�� ���% 
'����/� *�/�*, ,�$� ���� F��� ���% ����*)� *�/�*, F�3������ ���0 F���% �+ ���� = ��� 
,?�/��� ���% B����% ������������ ,? 45��# ����� /�& ,B�0। 

 ��n�), J��� ,�, N��� ��=&� =! (� *���� ���)(��W� = ���#�*)� �#) ,��t�! �0�। 
�������/�� ,?�/��� �![� e�V�� 45��# F�3������ *���J �� *�/�* F��F� (pK#V �C /�& 
,B�0। 

���� ��3F�=���� ��3F�=���� ��3F�=���� ��3F�= 

(�> �����%V��) 

 ���*�B�, .;,� �Ha�- ���������� ��� ����������� ���� ���� *����/�� �@��) ,H�� 
���*�& ��B�& ����। 4� /����� ��� �(�)�� 8�[� /�& (�
�� 4�V�� ���0, ���� ��3F�= 
,�����। 

 B� ._,� �Ha� (���� �������/� ��� (����� *�I���� �K)/ ,H� ��� ����� e�BV� ���� 
��B��� J���। /����� ���/� ���&� /�& ������������ 8WB�� ,����� ,F}� ���। ����������� �� 
'H�� ��� ���� ���% ����(���� !��% ���V�d ���। �\ ����(� E�# /���&। 

 (C)� /�� � /��! ������������ 45�# 4��� ��M /�& =�]। 8�)���& ��� ,(��� 
����� (�� �>���� ����� *[�� ,���� (���� �kD#�k (�/��) ��]���� *) 4�V 4��� 
*��&। ��y ������������ ������� ,���� ��¡ ��� *�I���� �� *[�� (��� ��� ��+ ��&। 
(��(��V ,��� ,��*���o� 8�>(��B# (����� 8JV ��t�� ����। 

 ������������ ��M 45��# ����d�� '()��� E���D� �)�^� ,H�� �+�0। ��! 4h�D�� 
*) ���� �� ����& ¿o ,����� E¾�� ���।�! (�� ¿o ,J�� ���� ,������ ���� ��# ���+ 
,���� ,F}� F����� ����। 

��� ,(��� �� ������� �J �D�� ,F}� ����    

(�*
 E�����) 

 �K�V �����& �� ��� (����� ��@V��D� ���&��V Z[ /�&�0। �������/�� EF� ���� 
45��#� (��� ��3+��� � ,��� �� ���� e�%� �Ó� ��&�0। (�W �K�V �����& F��-��3F%� 
�)�o��o �/� ,��0 
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��& ,(b���� (�V��� ���& $�3�% '��� ����0। ���� ��0� ��= 4h�D� ��� ��&। ��� �������� 
,J�� �J�(�� ����} �)����� = ���b�� (����� (�*(�U�� (���& ���� ����d�� ��& ����। 
����d� E�� $�3�%%� ����0 z���&। ��� z���� �����l��� �D� ���� *) (�d ��� ���& �)�^� 
����0। �����, �(��%, ���*��� �/� ,J�� (�>�)*�H��� ��0� /%�� �)�^� ��&�0। ,� F�� ��3F�% 
$�3�% ����d���� ��������� '��� ���� F�!�0, ��� E��)��%�� e’�� �M�BN ��� '() ����� 
����c� ����0। z���& 8��) E�& e’�N�H� '() ���� /�&�0। 

 �! F��-��3F�% $�3�% ,J�� ����� ��� �J�(�� ��*��� ,���* ������� *) ���� 
����d�� ��& ��=&�� �)�^� ��� /��। ����d� ���t�0 *���J ���� (����� ���� �����। F��� 
��� ���� �l��� ���� ��B���! ������, F~W�� �l��� ��� ��& E�& 8���*�। E��)�%� �l�� 
E����D� ���� =k ,��� 4�0। 

 ����d� !�����)! ����� ���� ���/�� �������� ,J�� ���� ����d�� ���]�&�0। 
��������� ����� ^� �! ,��� ���� ����b�� ���� ����d�� ��& ����। ���  �!H��� ���� 
����d�� ���� ���/�� ��� 4�= ��+���। z��� = ���� ����d��� ���) �� 4!� 
�H���� ���� 
�C ��� ����� ��*��� ����} �)�� = ����� �������BV�� (���& ��& ��=&�� �)�^� ����0। 
(�V�� �! ���� ����&�� ���0। ��� ��@V��D� ��0�%� (��&� ����� ���# ���� ���� �! ���& 
��V%� H����H��� (pK#V ���� ����। ���� ��t�� ,����0 ^� = *���J ��=&� ����� ����। ���& 
��J ���� ����� ,�� ���� � J��� ��� *) H�� ���� �l� �����। ����� 4��� �� $�3�% 
����� �����l� = �)�o��o। ��y ����� 8(����� /�&�0 ����� �)�o���o� ����� 
�����l��% EF� D��Wd। ������ 4$��� ,B���� 4$��� ��id =! ���� $�3�% ,J�� �+ ,*% 
���� =+��� �� E�& 8(��। ��! ����� ����� �)�o���o= 0�+�� /��। 

 ����d�� ��@V��D� ������� *) 8I� S-| (L�/ (��&� �����। =! (�&%���� *) ���� 
E�#�# ,F}� ����। ��b�� ,0�% ,0�% $�3�% ���0, ,(b�� /�� �K� $�3�%� F����V��= ������ ��n�� 
��/�� (8I� ��� ��!�), EJ� ��Æ�%� (������ =! ,0�% $�3�% (����# '()��� *�� ���� /��। 
���# ����} �)����� *��  �D� ���� *)। 

z���� ���Ðz���� ���Ðz���� ���Ðz���� ���Ð °��0 °��0 °��0 °��0    

    ���*�B�, :�� �N�(a�- �������/�� ��������� 4F��� 85��# H��(¡d ������/� 
B���� z��� �/��� F������ �\�K� ��VI ��� ����� *) �/�����Ð^ �\ W���� ��+�$� °����&-
���+�& ���q ��� ,>���0 ��� E�& ���� ,����� /�)� ����0 ��� ���� E���।  

 ���� *j� >�%�W�>�� B���� z���� E�& ; ��!� ���� W�� ,��� ��(�0। ��� *�� 
,�, ��+� F���$�, ��3��� ,�+�� $��� 8������! ��� '()��  ���+�& ���&�0। ��� ���, ��� 
'()�� ���� 8) W��b����� ,��� ���� ,�&। 1 (� W���� (�d ��+�$� ��� i�( ��� /�&�0। 

 4b� ,��+� ���% W��� (���) ,� �&* W����(� ��&�0, ���� ���, E�& ��3F�’ '() 
�@/������ ��� ,J�� ,��% ����� W��b����� z����0�। ���� 4��� *�� ,�, ��� '()�� ,(! 
(�� 8 ��� $���+�� ��� /)�� ,W�N ��D� ���। ���� ,���� ���"���#� ���= ,�3�F �0��, 
���� �l���� b���� 8J�� °�I B@�/� ���) 4%� ,J�� E�# /����&�0। �� >�%�W�>�� *�� ,�, 
��� $�(, ������� = �������% ���& z��� �\ �@���/ ,����0। 
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����� ,����� ���#��� (��m �(��%, .P,� �Ha�- �������� �������/�� /�! ���� 
���)��À� ��N�� ��*Bk�*)��� ��(�� ����s� *) ���#��� (�� ���� �(��I ��&�0। 
*Bk�*)����� ,B���� ,���� ���= �#V� ��� /&। ��� �2� �����% �/� /��� 4�B :< * ��� 
,(��� ��� ����0। ��� ��0� 8x ��� ����0। 

�! (�$YV ��/�~� ��D# ����� 4*��� B�U /�&�0। ��� (�� ,���E��� ,B������ �2� 
,F}� �)JV ��� �/� �����(� �@���/ ��& (����� ��V���& ,�Y�@�) (pg ���। 

�����$�% �/�� �����& ����d��� 4�= F����� %)�� i�(�����$�% �/�� �����& ����d��� 4�= F����� %)�� i�(�����$�% �/�� �����& ����d��� 4�= F����� %)�� i�(�����$�% �/�� �����& ����d��� 4�= F����� %)�� i�(    

���*�B�, .;,� �Ha�- (L�/���� ���k �����$�%-�/�� �����& ��[# ��L /�=&� ��& 
F���0। H����& '()�� E���D��K�� �)�^� ��� �B�& �! �����& B� (L��/ | ��� ����d�� 
%)��� i�( ��� ,�। ��n�) ,�, !���K��V= �! �����& 4� ����� ��� %)�� ��id ��� ,�&� 
/&। 

B� Z5���� �&�� ,(9�� :S ��� ����d�� ���> %)�� (pK#V i�( ��� ,�&� /�&�0�। 

�! ��& B� (L�& ����d� ,��% :_ ��� %)�� /������। �&�� �����& ����d�� ,���� 
4$��� H����& (���I �D����/�� ��* ,*�&� �/� / ��� 8�� e’* 4/� /। ���� 
����d��� ����� (����� B�+�= i�( /&। 

���� ���� ����� �)�o��om ������� ����(���� �� $�3�% ^���� ���)�B���� ���� ����� �)�o��om ������� ����(���� �� $�3�% ^���� ���)�B���� ���� ����� �)�o��om ������� ����(���� �� $�3�% ^���� ���)�B���� ���� ����� �)�o��om ������� ����(���� �� $�3�% ^���� ���)�B    

(�#�� E�����) 

���*�B�, SQ,� �Ha�-���������� ����� �� ����/� �)�o��o! /�� ��� ,(���� 
(�V�@/k = (�V���D� ������� $�3�%। ��y ���� B� ��&� (L�/ ��� ���(��� �������/�� /��� 
��� ����। ����� �\ '() /��/� /�&�0। ��&���� %)�� = (����� B�+� i�( /�& ,B�0। (��V���� 
�)�o��o(/ (�W ����� �/��%! ����������� 8����� ��� ,����0। 

������������ ���#�, ����� �)�o���o� �� 8�� 4(g। � ������ ��� ,(��� ���/ 
���/ ��� 4��� >�%���।  

8��� �(�)��/� �� ���&� /�& ��%� �� 4�&^� �� $�3�% ^���� 
Ô ,���0। ����� 
�!  
�Ô� $�3�% �/�(�� ���� ������ �/���! ,��0 ��&�0। !�����)! ���� ������ �/��� F����V�� 
EF�� B� ,��%, ��N ,��% = ,?�(���� ���& �+� ,�}� B] ��� ,>���0। ��0���� 4h�D�� 
*) ��� �������/�� 8E������) 45�# E�������� e����rD� ��&! ���� ������ �/�� ���% 
������� $�3�% ^���� E&�( ����। 

-(�L��/� �����, . �N�(a�, :;<: 

���Hg �#�� ������/�� ,��%� �a� b%��� Z[���Hg �#�� ������/�� ,��%� �a� b%��� Z[���Hg �#�� ������/�� ,��%� �a� b%��� Z[���Hg �#�� ������/�� ,��%� �a� b%��� Z[    

�������/�� ����� ,F��% ���Hg ����� ,J�� ������/�� ,��%� �a�� b%���� (���� ��=&� 
����। ���Hg �#��� ���� �� �� ������/�� $�3�%b�� �� $�% F���0। �� ,(��� 
������������ �\���� 45��#� (���� ���V�d /�& ���� �� �� ����� ,0�+ ���& ��0� /%�� ���) 
/��। ����� �#��� ������������ 8W��H�� 8�)�/� ��&�0। ���� ����� �/�� �2 ������� ��� 
8����� ,B����YV# ��� F���0। �������/�� e�V�� 8�H��� ���*����� �F�B+ �/��% ����� �K#V 
���� 4�(। �&��(�/ 
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�#���# ��&��� ����� Y�$�YV� �� 4����� ����������� �2�(���� ������� $�3�% �������� 
��� ��� ��&�0। /����� ���/� ����� /��/� = �&��� 
���� ��� ��0� /%�0 4� �������/� 
e�V�� B���� ��B�& ����। ����� = ���*���� �������/� .6QQ �BV��!� ����� ��� ��� ��&�0। 
����� ,*��� 4� ���% �/� �������/�� ���� ��(�0। �(��% ,*��� ���(� B� ���� $�3�%�% 
�������/� 8����� ��� ,����0। ,(��� ������������ E�� 45�# 8�)/� ��&�0। ����$��% ����� 
��� F��0। 8�� �� (�$�YV �������/� (���B�U�  ���/���� ����� ��½� ��� ��&�0। ,�&����� 
�#��� ������������ 8W��H�� 8�)�/� ��&�0। ���� �2�(������ ,��#]�(� ��� ,>� �/��% 
8����� ��� ,����0। ,>� �/� ��� ���� *) ����������� /����� ���/�� �E E�� 45�# 
F����& ����। ,(��� �� ����� (�$YV F��0। (����� 4��� E��� ,�, ���������� 8���@� 8 ��� 
���Hg J�� /�� ����(���  ��& 4��Wd /�& �����& ���� ��� �������� ,0�+ F�� ��=&�� *) 
�)���� /�& ��+�0। 

������������ N��&�������������� N��&�������������� N��&�������������� N��&��    ,J��,J��,J��,J��    

��,  

 ���� 4* ,��J�& *�� �। ,����� �� �� �� ���&� ,F���� *� ���0 ,>��� *) ������ 
���� *� ��&�0 �D �D ���������। 4�� ��� ��� ��! ���� em� ���� � ��। ,����� *) 4��� 
,����*���� N��&�� ,��� ,B��� 4� ,��� ,B��� �D �D ���������। ���� (��! ,����� ,0��। 
4* /�(������ Z�& ,����� ,Å/���� ������ ������ �� �+�0। 4��� N��&��%� ,����� /��� ,B�� 
,����� (�� em� �K� /�& ����। ,���� ,����� ,0�� �2�� ,�0� ,��� ,���� ����&�। ,��� 
���� 4���� ����& ���&�0�� 4� ����0�� �2 ,��� ,���� ,�0� 4�((� ����। ���� ��w�( �� 
�� �2 ,��� 4�� ,���� ����!�। �2� ����% ,��� 4��� ����� ��3���� ��3���� ,(��= ,����� 
�J� ���# ,����0���। ��, 4��� (��F�& 4l ,��J�& *�? 4* ,J�� F���� �K��V ���% W���� 
��� ���& ���� /]�k ,����É} ���% ����Ð ,H�( 4(���। ������a � ��� ,(���� ,�?�+ ,B���। 
��%� b�� 4��� ��J�� ��� ���& F�� ,B�- 4��� ��%�। 4��� ��t��� �2�� 4���� �D) ���! 
b�� 0�+�0 ��� 4�� ��B�& F���0। ��+�%�� ��0� ��%� ��3�t��+� 4+��� ��*� ����। ,����� 
���x� ���% �����/ ��& ��&�* �2 '����F� ,���& ,��� ��]�0। 4�� 4� �^� J���� ������ 
� ��। �� ��+ ,B� ������ �D �D ���&� �J�। �2�� �D) ��� b�� 0�+���। =��= 8��� 
b���YV Z[ �����। §� �>�� ,��� 4�� /�(������। *��� ������ 4��� b���� 6 * ����� 
�@�J�� ,J�� ����& ��&�0। ,��& ��� ��। H�� /�& 4��� ,� ,����� �� �� (I���� (��J ��3�� 
��3� �����& �2� ��� t�3���& ��+ ���&� 8����� E������ ��� ����। 

!��- 

,����� ,0�� 

-��������, S �N�(a�, :;<: 

,>�,>�,>�,>�, , , , %���!�%���!�%���!�%���!�, , , , *���BU ����m (��*���BU ����m (��*���BU ����m (��*���BU ����m (��D���,    ������BU �������/� �K#V �������BU �������/� �K#V �������BU �������/� �K#V �������BU �������/� �K#V �&¡�#&¡�#&¡�#&¡�#    

(*�HK��� ��� E�����) 

 ���������� ��� ����������� 5��B� ���� ����d�� /����� �2��� ��� 45�# F����& 
���������� ���� ���% ,J�� 4�d 4�d *����/�� H�+��%&� '()��� (���& ���& ���� �� �� 
*&B� ,B���� ,������ ��� ��� ��& ����। B� (L��/ �������/�� %���!� = ������BU �/���� 
��� 
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�(���%� *��BU (pK#VH��� ����d�� '()���� ����0। ���� ,*��� (��D��� = ,�&������ ,>� 
�/���� �������/�� �K#V �&¡�# ��&�0। 

 ,>� ����� >�� ���� ���(�� ,J�� ��D�# F~W�� ��VI ,�� (����B ����g /�& 
��+�0। �/���� �/��� F������ ,J�� 8����� ����0। *� ������ �������� (��D��� �/����� 
,��/�%�, ����BU EH@�� J�� = %���!� ,*�� ��� �(���%� *��BU J���� (pK#V �2��� ��� 
������BU = (��D��� �/��� 4������ ��� F����& ����। 8�F��! �! (�d �/���� ,J�� /����� 
�2��� /�%�& ���� (D� /�� ��� �������/�� (�� �>���� ���� *�� ,B�0। 

 ������,>������ = ����n� 8�����m (�W��� ������ ����������� *����/�� (����� ���/�� 
(pK#V ,��B����B ����g ��� ,�=&�& ����� ,*�� (�� 0�+� (��� >������ = ������ ,*�� ,J�� 
����d�� /����� ���/� H�+�%&� '()��� E�)�/�� ��� ��� ���) /�&�0। ����� ,*��� b[s�K#V 
���#*) ,�¸ ,F?B�0� ��� /=&�� �� ������ ,J�� ,(��� 
�H���� 8�^� �>�� 4(�0। 

 (���W�H��� ������ = >�������� ��-F��JV����� ,��� ����� *��J� ��� �HV����। 
��y �������/� ���� = � b��� ��� 45�# F������ >�� 1b��� F��F� �C /�&�0। ,B������ 
��� �#���� ����B�� ����( ��� ��� 1 ������% ��� ��� ��&�0। 

��&����*����&����*����&����*����&����*��, , , , 4��4��4��4��������������, , , , �����+������+������+������+�, , , , MÁ#���+&�MÁ#���+&�MÁ#���+&�MÁ#���+&�, , , , ��V� ����m��V� ����m��V� ����m��V� ����m    

�(��%�(��%�(��%�(��%, , , , ��������������������, , , , ����n�����n�����n�����n�, , , , ,�&������ �� 4(g,�&������ �� 4(g,�&������ �� 4(g,�&������ �� 4(g    

    ���������� ���Hg �#��� H����& '() = �������/� ��&��% ��n����B) (�>�) ��H 
����0। ���� ��&����*��, �����+�, ���(��, 4���+�, ��V�, ������/�%, ��&���*��, ,��%F�3���� 
��� ����0। H����& '() = �������/� �(� ����� ��� ��� ��V��� �(��%, �����, ����n�� 
�/� ����� *) ��� ����0। ���! ���% ,*�� ��� H�+��%&� '() ��� /�� ��� 4����� �#�� 
E������� *���&�0। 

 �(���% EF� ���m ������������ (�� �(���%� :Q ��!� �K�� ���/���B �2 ���/�� 
/�������� (�� EF� �+�! F��0। �(��% ,*��� (���BU, /��BU = ,�?�H���*�� �/����� 
��%��, !%�, ����, 8}W��, ���&�F�, 4*����BU, ��BU = *Bg�J��� ����� �� (�W��� 
,B������� �K#V �&¡�# ��&�0। 

 ���/���� J�� 8�[�। ,��p��BU = (����%�� ����& �������/�� (��J ��� �2 
,(���� ��� F��0। �(��% = (���B�U� ���) (pK#V ,��B����B ����g। ����� ������������ 
����। 

��������� ��� ���� �/� ������������ ��� ���� �/� ������������ ��� ���� �/� ������������ ��� ���� �/� ���    

 ���*�B�, P! �N�(a� �� ���� ���� H��� �����@� ��������� ��/&� ���/�� E�& (�d 
���� �/� ���q ��� ���&�0। ����� :<Q ��� = ������ .<Q ��� H����& ���� ���/� 
����d��� ���Hg *�&B�& 45�# ��� |< ��� *�� ������ i�( ����0। z���, ���/��, 
,����&��, F~W��, (���B���, ���F�(/ �\ ^�� ,�����YV# ����0। H����& (K�� *�� ,B�0 B���� 
������� = ,(������ ���������� 4���� 
���H��� H����& *�� �����b�� ��� ����& ��+ ��& = 
����V�%���(/ �����@� ��������� *����/�� ���Hg (����� ���� $�3�%�� 45�# ����0। ��������� 
*�� ��/&�� ��V��� ,�� ���� 4� ,!। H����& ���� ���/� (�b�� ���q ��� ���&�0। 
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F~W��� ��3F�% ��e)k ,�¸ ��idF~W��� ��3F�% ��e)k ,�¸ ��idF~W��� ��3F�% ��e)k ,�¸ ��idF~W��� ��3F�% ��e)k ,�¸ ��id    

    ���F� ,J�� ��(��(�&�%N ,E( 8� ����d� *���&�0, B� �@/������ �� (��� ,���� 
�� �� ��&��% ���"���#� ���) �������/� F~W��� ��3F�% ��e)k ,�¸ ��� ��&��% ,��T�� ��p 
��id = D��Wd ����0। 

���(�B� = ]����B�3= ����$�3�% �������(�B� = ]����B�3= ����$�3�% �������(�B� = ]����B�3= ����$�3�% �������(�B� = ]����B�3= ����$�3�% ����    

 ���C� ,�� ���*��� �/���� 4���V 8�E��#� *� ������ ��� ����������� ��� ��5�� 
���� ����d�� /����� H�+��%&� '()����� 4$���� �� 4$�� ,/� ���������� ���� ���% 
,J�� �F���� (�K�� ���� ���0। �������/� B� Z5��� �(���%� ���(�B� ���� $�3�% ������ 
F�� ��� ,J�� 5��B� 45�# F����& �2���/�� (��J EF� �+�! ��� ���(�B� ����$�3�% ��� 
��� ,& �������/� 1 ��! ]����B�3= �/� = ����$�3�% ��� ��� ��� ��*& ,B?��� b[s�K#V 
,���/� '(&������ ���� 8W(� /�& �2���/�� ��� 45�# 8�)�/� ,����0। 

F���% ���� ����F���% ���� ����F���% ���� ����F���% ���� ����    

    ����n�� B��(�B�� �������/� ����d�� /����� ,(���� ���d ��� ����� 8W��V� $�3�%�� 
,>�� ��=&� | �% �+ ���� ��� ����0। 

-*�HK��, P �N�(a�, :;<|: 

*  *  *  *  * 

����B�I ������������ *&*&�������B�I ������������ *&*&�������B�I ������������ *&*&�������B�I ������������ *&*&���    

\\\\    �#���V� ������� �#���V� ������� �#���V� ������� �#���V� ������� \\\\    

 ���������� (�� �#���# ������������ 8E��/� 8W���� 8�)�/� ��/&��0। �����@� 
������ 8H)I��= e�VYV ����������� *�� ^�� �� ,(���� ��� 8���V� /���� F���!&� ����� 
��� ��� 4/� ����&� F��&��0। 

 !�����)! ����������� �(���%� ���� ��� ,%�+��%��, B+�, �(������, ��V�, 4���B�3=, 
����*���, (������� ��� ���� ����� ,*��� ��Bw�� ��� ���&� 
��� ���������� ����� 
����� ���&��0। �&��(�/ ,*��� b[s�K#V �������� ������= ��d@� �K�V � /!�� /����� 
���/��� �����+� ��� /!&��0। 

 >������ ��� ������ �%�&����� ,*��� �\ ����� /!�� /����� ���/� (��&� ��+&��0। 
�! �����%V ,��� ��VI (�@/������) ,�&����� ,*��� ,>�, ����� �/�, �t��B�0�, (��D���, 
���}&�, ,��/����, ��V�, ������BU, �(��%, ���(�B� 4���+� EH@�� ^�� EF� �+�!�&� ��� 
��=&� ��&। (�� �#���! ������������ /��� EF� ��� ��!&� /����Wd ��� �����/��� /����� 
���/� ��0� /�%&� ��!���0। ��� 8 �(�K/ �� B#E*��¡� �������� (������ ,�(����� ��� 
(����� E��( �)�^� F��� ��� /!���0। (�� (�� �� ,���*�� ��#���V ���V�( ���V Z[ 
/!���0। 

 B� ���(� ����& (L��/ �&��(�/ ,*��� ,����� ��� ������ ���� (�W����� .�% 8�>( 
^�� ���। ���(� ��@V� B�]� ��*����, ��� ��� (��*������� �)���� �!(� 8�>�( 4�(&� 
,
��& 4h(��V# ������0। 
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�&��(��/� ,�=&�BU /!�� 4����� E����� ����&��0 ,�, ��� ����������� B� :|! 
�Ha� *������� �/����� ��������� /����� ���/�� (�/� SP $È� ^�&� �� (�$�YV ������ 
e���� /��/� ���। ��n����B) ,�, �������� ���(���� ���% ������� $�3�%। �! ���� 
����������� H��� ,���B�, �%V��(/ �\ F�� ��� ����V 8x /dB� ���। �! ��! �»�BU ��´� 
(+�� ���(���� ��� 8���V� /���� F���!&� ��/��� 8�V�� �� ,(� ��� ���। :;,� �Ha� 
,�=&�BU J��� �]� ��+�& 8���V� /���� F���!&� 
����� (�W����� 4�= :; * /����� 
'()�� /��/� ���। !/�� �� ��V� ���� ����d�� ,(����/� (K�VB�, �]���+� ��� ��(�� W�� 
°���!&� ,�&। 

B� .:,� �Ha� ����������� ��/�e����� $��% *�� ,(���� �(� = 8x�x��/� e!�% ���� 
��� ���% �  i�( ���&� ,�। ���� ��&�* ��U��� '(�)�= (��� (���� /&। 

:<! �Ha� �(��*B�U� ��% ���(���� ��� 8���V� /���� F���!&� 
����� (�W����� <�% 
e! !�  �%V��, ���% H��� ,���B� ��� 8)�) �\ 8x�x /dB� ���। �! 45��#� (�& e�VYV 
����������� ����d�� '()��� 4����H��� �$��&� ,>���� ,���F ,��*���o� �)��` ��/ ��/�� 
:. * (��(/ 4h(��V# ���। 

������ /!�� ����a E�L �� ���� *�� ��&, e�VYV ����������� �*�����, ������ J�� �L�, 
,H��� �/����� ������/ F�>)��, ,���/���� ��� �����*��� �/����� 
{����] ��� 
�������+� J��& /���� F���!&� ,��% .: * /����� '() ��� �/���� 8�&��� ���/�� ::6 
*�� ��� ���। �! (�� (�$�YV� (�& ����������� PQ�% ��!�>�(/ 8x�x, �2 ���/�� S�% 
� , ��&��% B����% ��� .�% ��*V ��� ���&� ,&। 

,��� /�*�� /�*�� �� ,(� 8�[�,��� /�*�� /�*�� �� ,(� 8�[�,��� /�*�� /�*�� �� ,(� 8�[�,��� /�*�� /�*�� �� ,(� 8�[�    

\\\\    �#���V� ������ �#���V� ������ �#���V� ������ �#���V� ������ \\\\    

��������� e�VYV ��������� ��� H����& ������/�� F���K�V� e�V�� 8W����� ���� /�*�� /�*�� 
/����� ����d�� ����[Y '()�� ���������� ���Hg �#��� 8�[� /!&� ��+&��0। Z�� ���������� 
���Hg �#���! ,�, ,B�%� ���������! !/��� �� 8�[�। ���&�� (�� �J !/���� [�। ��! 
�#���! !/��� ��������� = ������/�� ��% 8x�x(/ 4h(��V# ������0 ��� ���। 

��������� /����� '()��� �����@� (� �&�% �����l�� ������/�� ����b��� ,�����YV# 
���&� ,�=&�& (�� ����$�3�%! ��id /!&� �B&��0। ��������� �2� (�� ����$�3�% �� 8���*� 
/!&� ��/&��0। ��n� ��� ��!�� ���� ,�, ����������� !�����)! ���*����� ]����B�3= ��� 
�(���%� ���(� B� ����$�3�% ��� ���&� �!&��0। >�� ���������� /����� ����d�� '()��� 
4��� ��J F��F� ����� ���&�� (�� (����B = (���� �C /!&� �B&��0। F����V� /!��! 
/������� 4* 8�[�। 

^�H��B= ����������� b[s�K#V (+� ��� ,���(��b�� �+�!&� ,�=&�& ���(���� $�3�% /!�� 
���/� /!���= ,�� �J �!। ����������� ���� ,*��& (��D���-����� ���) (+� ,(�� �+�!&� 
,�=&�& ��� (��D���-����� = ����-(��D��� ��d�� b[s�K#V 8�� ��� ���&� ����& (��D��� 
8�^� /!�� ���(��� /�3�%&� ��!��= �������0 �। �����-���}&� ,(9�� ���(���� 8������� 
,/N ,��&�%V�� �t�!��/� ���) ��d�� b[s�K#V 8�� �����(��� ��� ���& �� ,(���� �����-
�t�!�/ ,��B����B ����g /!&� ��+&��0। >�� !/��� �� ����� /!�� z��� 8�H���� ���&�� �J 
��!���0 �। ���}&�� ,�� *���%= ������������ ���� 4(�& !/��� 4� ���}&� /!��= ��/�� 
/!�� ������ �। 
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����n�-,�&�����-F~W�� b[s�K#V 4���+� ,�� *�� ��� ���&� �=&�& �(��%-����n�-
F~W�� ��� z���� (�/� !/���� ,��B����B ����g /!&� �B&��0। ����n� /!�� (+���J z���& 
�>��&� ��=&�� ��J �������l ,>��$�% �J� ,B�%� �������l ����� �� ������������ ����। 

����n�-,>�-F~W���� ���) b[s�K#V ,�� ������������ ���� F��&� 4(�& ����n�� (�/� 
,>�� ��� ,>�� (�/� F~W���� ,��B����B ����g /!&� �B&��0। F~W�� /!�� ����� ����n� /!�� 
���(��� ,>��� 4� �(� ����� '() (����/ ����� ������ �। ����� �(���%= 4���, (+� 
��� ,���J ����g /!&� ��+&��0। *���J �(���%� b[s�K#V � $�% 4*����BU, 8}W�� 
F������ ������������ �&¡�# ��/&��0। *���J F~W��, ������, ���� /!�� z���& ��=&�� �J= 
�C /!�� F��&��0। ���(�� ����� �� ����������� = ������/� ����J� B[s�K#V *�� 
F�3������ ���� 8W(� /!&� F��&��0। F����� ���� �� *���J ������, >������, ����� ���) 
���(���� F��F��� (�� (���� �C /!&� ��!��। �&��(�/ ,(9�� *������� ,��=�& *��= 
e!-������ ���)! 
����� (�W������ /��� �� $�%�� ,����J ��� �����-�&��(�/ 
,��B����B (pK#V ����g /!&� ��+��। 

��n����B) ,�, z��� ���� �l��%= (pK#V 8F� /!&� �+�& �������� /!�� ���(���� 
4�����J ���&�� �J [� /!&� ��+�। (��́ ��J ���������� (���� ����� �����(�B�� 
������������ ��� H����& ,?�/� ��]�� �K)/ �F� ���& F~W�� ��&�= ���(��� (��́ ��J ���� 
����d�� ���&�� �J ��!�� �। 

(���(! 

�)��(��(�&�%N ,E�(� �� (����� E���, ����������� B� :�� �N�(a� z���� e!* ��(��� 
��B ���& ��V��� (���+ ���&��0। 

/�(����� (K�� *�� �B&��0 ,�, 4��� e!*�� ����%��� 8�^�& /�(������ H��V ��� /!&��0। 
��/���� 8�^�= b[��। 

����� *��!&��0 ,�, �/� ��/*�/� ��� 4��� ([n�/ �� ���I���B� �� ,�����o 
��(&� �0� �� ���� 

,������ ��/���� �����) ,B� /!�� b���YV# ���। ,B������� ��/���= ,W>��� ��� (�� 
/& �!। 

��>��� �� ���� E���, z���& ����( ���%V� 8�>( �� ,���� ���"���#� >�� 
����h�H��� D��Wd /&। �! 8�>(�% *���>��� 4�� H��~� B� e! ��( �K��V ����� ���। 

8�>�(� 4(������ (pK#VH��� ��} /&। ���"���#� (�& 8�>�( ,�� ��V��V� ���^� �0� 
�। 

,B���� ������������ 4� �� 8�H��� ��* �)�� E/�� ��� ��* �)�� ��VF��� 4/� /&। 

������������ ,B���� �k����& ����/��������������� ,B���� �k����& ����/��������������� ,B���� �k����& ����/��������������� ,B���� �k����& ����/���    

/����� ��V� ���/�� ,��+����% ��� 8��a/����� ��V� ���/�� ,��+����% ��� 8��a/����� ��V� ���/�� ,��+����% ��� 8��a/����� ��V� ���/�� ,��+����% ��� 8��a    

���������� 8H)I�� ,B���� �k���� �@�� ��=&�� >�� ���� ����d�� (����� *�I���� 
���V�� (����� ���/�� ,������ ����& W����(���� /�)� ��� ��+� $� °���!&� ,�=&�� �� ��V� 
8�H�� Z[ ���&��0। 

,B���� (�l�/ �*�U�� ��* ������ (�����H��� ��3+ ���!&� /�)� ��� /!&��0 ��/�� �� 
F� �)�� �����%V B� :�� �N�(a��� �� !&�V %�!�( �����& E����� /!&��0। 
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�! ������%V ��� /!&��0 ,� ���+B��� 8�� ���+� �! W���%�� 8I�m _< *�� (����� 
���/�� ,������ /�)� ���&��0। !/���� 8������! ����। ��� ��� ��Z��= ��/���� /�� /!�� �D� 
��& �!। 

z���& �! ���V ��� 0+�!&��0 ,� �! (�� �����& ����������� F�� 4$�� /��� *) E���� 
W/# ������0। B� (L��/ ��* (����� 8�>(�� 
���� ���&��0 ,�, ����������� ��/���� 
�k���� �@�� ���&��0। 

�! (����� 8�>(���% ��/���� �! 8�H���� ������������ ‘]���’ ���� 8�H�� ���&� �#V� 
��� ��� ��� �&�� 8��D� �[। 

�*�U�� /!�� F�FV ��� ����> ��V���� ���) ��@� ���&� �� ������%V ��� !Õ&��0 ,� z���� 
���� :Q ��!� ����� �)���&� /����� ���/� B#/�)� ��� B#��V�� F���!&� ��!���0। 

��r����% �)���%} ���� /����� ���/� ��@V� 45�I /!&� F��V( 4�, /��*�� ��� ��* 
��V��*� ��� �\ ��r��� ‘�’ �/� /। 

-������ ��#�, < �N�(a�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

���Hg $�3�% /!�� ������/�� �����(�#���Hg $�3�% /!�� ������/�� �����(�#���Hg $�3�% /!�� ������/�� �����(�#���Hg $�3�% /!�� ������/�� �����(�#    

(�*
 (��������) 

4����� e�VYV �������/� H����& ������/�� (��J ��3�� ��3� �����& ���������� ���Hg �#��� 
�2 ,(���� ��� FK+�I 4$�� ,/� F���0। �������/� 4� ������/�� (����� F�� 4$��� 
��*/�� /�& ������/� ����� �� �� ����� $�3�%b�� ,0�+ ���& ��0� /%�� ���) /��। �2�(��� 
�� ��&��% �)�o���o 8�[� /�& ��+�0। �������/� = ������/� ������� (�V��� ,J�� �$�� 
,>���0। ����� ������� 4� ,�� �J ,!। ����� �#��� �������/� ������/�� (�/���B��& 
e�HV�) ����� �)�o��o ��� ��� ��&�0। ����� ���� �l� (pK#V �2��� ��� 4� �� ����� 
(�$�YV� �� �t�!�/ �/��% �������/� = ������/� ��� ��� ,&। ����� �� (pK#V �2���। 
������� ������/�% �����l�� 4����� �������/� = ������/� ���� ��(�0। ���*��� �/� 
��� ���� *) �������/� = ������/� �20���� ��� E�� 45�# F����&�0। ,(��� �� ����� 
��� F��0। ����n� �#��� 4����� ���������� ������/�� (�/���B��& ����n� ���� �l� = ����n� 
�/� ��� ��� ��&�0। ����� �)�o��o �� (pK#V 8�[�। �������/� = ������/� 
����(���� (�d ,��B����B �����g ��� ������� F������ ,J�� �$�� ,>���0। ,������/� ,*��& 
������BU, ,����� = *������� �2��� ,J�� ��� ��� �������/� = ������/�� ��� ,(���� 
,������/� �/� = �)�o���o� ���� ��B�& ����। ���(�� = 4���+� 4����� ����(� = 
������/�� �K#V ����। 4���+� = ����n�� (�$�YV < ������ ���(� �/� /�&�0। 0��� = ��/~ 
�/� (pK#V �2��� /�&�0। z��� ,*��� ����BU = ����BU �/����� �2 ��� ,J�� ���। F������ 
,J�� �������/� = ������/� z���� ���� �� B���� ��B�& 4(�0। ���&BU ,J�� ��� :. ��!� 
�K�� ,�$�� ���� �������l ��VI 4����� ����(��� = ������/� ��( ,�?3�0�0। ����� (������ 
�@�} �� z���� ����। 

,����� ���� ,�,����� ���� ,�,����� ���� ,�,����� ���� ,�? ? ? ? 8x ,0�+ ��=8x ,0�+ ��=8x ,0�+ ��=8x ,0�+ ��=----    ,*m �)����,*m �)����,*m �)����,*m �)����    

H����& ,(����/�� E�� ,*��� �)���� ��������� /����� ����d�� '()��� E�� ���� 
��� ���, H����& ���/� ��������� E��� ����0, ,����� ��� ��3F�� F�= H����& ���/�� (��� 
8x  
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,0�+ ���& 4h(��V# ��। ,������� ���� ���/� (pK#V ���q /�& ,B�0। H����& ���/� = 
�������/� ,��������� (���� ,J�� �$�� ,>���0, ,������� ,��B����B �)�^� (pK#V ����g। 
,������� 4����J 8�[�। *���J= ,����� ,��B����B ���� ����� �। F~W��, ���� = F��� 
(�� ���l�b��� H����& ,?���/� = �������/�� /��� 8�[�। ��������� ,����� ,� ��V��� = 
@��(�� F����&0 �������/� ��� E������ ��� E¾�, 4� (�& ,!- ,����� ��� ��3F�� F�= 8x 
,0�+ ���& 4h(��V# �� ���� ,��������� ��V����� /�)� ��� /��। ,����� ���% (�(���� 
���/�� (���� /�&0। ,����� *� 8x ,0�+ ,�&� '(���� ��D Ö���� ��0� &। H����& ���/� 
,������� ������� ��&�� ,���। ,����� ���� ,�, H����& ���/�� (��� 8x ,0�+ ���& ,��� 
�>�� �B�& 4h�&
* = �������� (��J ����V��� /=। 

-��������, :Q �N�(a� :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

4>(���� ,�@�s4>(���� ,�@�s4>(���� ,�@�s4>(���� ,�@�s    

&���� &���� &���� &���� :| :| :| :| * �/�* �/�* �/�* �/�    

:.! �Ha�। /������� 4�e� /���� (��/� z��� ,*��� *&������ J��� &���� 
����(���� (��J �� (�$�YV ��L /। �� (�$�YV :| * /����� �(�)�(� �/� /&। 

8x(/ 4h(��V# : :;,� �Ha�। H����� $�3�% /�� ���& ��� 4�e� /���� ��� ��* 
��*���� ��!�>�(/ �������/�� ������ 4h(��V# ���। 

����&�j��� (�>�) : .Q,� �Ha�। z��� ,*��� ����&�j�� J��� 8���K�� z���-%���!� 
��d�� ���>�� M��* em(�/(� /������� 4�e� /���� (��/��� ,�@�s E�& e’$È� ��� F��। �� 
M��* ����� 0’* ,�U�� ����� �/� /&। ��%^ ���D�� ��!�>� ,>�� ���& ���� ,�U�� ����� 
= ��*���� �����& ��&। 

����! ����� 4����% ���H��%V 45�# ��� 0’* ��*������ ,W>��� ��� /& 4� ��* 
��*������ b�� ��� /&। ���� _�% ��!�>� ���� ��� /&, ��!>��� (��J SQQ ���� b��= �0�। 

�� ��%�� (�*� : S�� �N�(a�। Z5��� ,��� S%�� (�& �� ��*������� ���% ×� ���Z� 
W��� �� ��%�� *) 4�( �� ��(��/ ����� ,�@�s .� ��%� ������ ��*� ����� ,(���% 
45�# F���&। 45��#� EJ��! e’* ,�U�� = | * ��*���� �/� /& ���� ��0�(��)� ��*���� 
�� ��+��� 4�& ,&। �� �%V���� (�/���) ,B����YV# ���� ��+��% ������� i�( ��� ,�&� /&। 

��+��%� i�dK��� ��F S * ��*������ �@���/ ��=&� ��&, ���� (� ��*���� Z�� 8x ��& 
���b��� ,>��! �����& ��&। 

/����� ��� : .�� �N�(a�। ������ ,��(��/ ����� ,�@�s �@/������ ,��� e�%�� (�& 
H����� ,J�� ����� /�����(/ ���� ��*���� ��3]��� W��� ��+�$� ��% = 8��(����B ���� 4�(। 
4����� �������/�� ,(�� (�)���� �B&�( ��� ��� S� ,(�� ������ 4�e� =�&��/��� 
,�@�s ���F���� ���/�� 8���V� 45��# S * ��� /����� = < * ��*���� �/� ��� < * 
b[������ 4/� /&। ��� /�������� �@� ���b��� ��& �����& ��&। 

����B� i�( : P! �N�(a�। ����&���� J��� 8IBV� z���-%���!� ��d�� ��� ����&�j�� /�� 
0’�% 4+�! %� ����B� H��V ����� ,�U�� ����� z���� ���� �����। /������� /���� (��/��� 
,�@�s 
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���� (��D ��������� �� 8���V� 45�# F���&। � 45��#� >�� S�% 4+�! %� ����B� 
i�( /�& ��&। ���� .< * ,�U�� ����� �/� = :S * ,�U�� ����� 4/� /&। 

��3]����� (�$YV : .S,� �Ha�। ,(�� ������ ����e� /� (e��) = ��*� ��� ����� 
,(�� ��& (�����H��� ��3]��� W���� �K�*� ����� ��� ���� ����(���� ��� 45�# ��� 
; * ,�U�� ����� = S| * ��*���� ��� ���। ���� | * ��*���� 4/� /&। 

�K�*�� (�$YV : .P,� �Ha�। H����� J��� ��3]��� W��� z��� �&��(�/ �(���� ,���N� 
�K�*� ����� ���+ �������/�� ��� ,*�&��� �� EF� 45�# F����& S* ����(� = | * 
��*���� �/� ���। 

H�=��&���*��� EF� ��� : SQ,� �Ha�। ������ /������ ,�@�s �������/�� ��� ,*�&��� 
��=��&���*��� ��� ,�U�� = ��*������ ��� �� EF� 45�# F���&। � 45��# .< * 
��*���� �/� = �\(��)� 4/� /&। �! �� ��* 
����E��� ��*����, ��� �������� /�)� 
��� S�% ��!�>� ��& �������/�� �)��p F�� 4�(। 

���Z�� | * ����(� = :S * ��*���� �/� : ���Z� .�� �N�(a�। ��%� ������ ��*� 
���, e�� = (������ ,��(��/ ����� ,�@�s ��3]��� W���� �+ ��d�& ����(�) = ��*������ �� 
����% ���� (��J �� EF� (�$�YV ��L /&। � (�$�YV | * ����(� = :S * ��*���� �/� /&। 

��!�>� ���� : B� ._,� �Ha� ����� | $�%��� (�& /����+� !��&�� �D����/� ���)�� 
F���� 4��� /��(��� ��+��� �n�(� F����& ,����B� ,��&��+ ;Q ���� b��(/ :�% SQS ��!�>� 
���� ���। 

,B���$�% ,(�� i�( : (v�� ��=��!� = (��������� ���t 8��^� ,B���$�% ,�� ,(���% 
������������ �� e�VYV ,B���� ���%V �N���!% ���& ��+�& ,�। ��n� ��� ,��� ���� �! |Q 
/�� �a� ,(���% �\�� ���� ����(�)��� ���� (���D� 8�^�& �0�। ��V��� z��� �&��(�/ ,�� 
,��B����B �)�^� (pK#V ����VI। 

�� �� �� �D����� ��, ����(���� �� : :�� �N�(a�। ����&�j�� J��� �� ����)� ������ 
�N�>� ,=&�� *) 6* ���(� E��� ���। ������� ���) ��� 8��D) �� ��Y�� (�� 
������� $���� E�&�*� 4�& ��&�0�, ���(��� �� *�� �। ��y ��)� (���% (�� 
(����&�*�� ��� ��� ��*� ���^��� �Fq ��(�& ,�& ���� ��3F-��3F�% ������ ���। ��� 
������ �@� 8�^�& ��=&� ��& �������%��। ����g������ (���%�� 8��) ,(��� 4� ,���� 
��=&� ��&�। 

F��+��+��� ��* ��*���� �/� : |]� �N�(a�। H����� J��� F��+��+��� ���������� 
em(�/(� ����������� ����(���� (��J �� ���� ��L /। >�� S * ��*���� �/� /&। 

��c�c�(/ ��3&�*�� ����-���� : P�! �N�(a� Í� B��&�� ,������ �� ,$�Y#�& *�� ��& 
�������� ,J�� =&��µV� ,� ,(��*����� �&� 4& ,��� *�, 4(���� F�3, 43����� ����, 
,�&��� ����, ,�m ,*m � � ,� �&�*� ��$��& ����d� ,�?J ���/�� (�3+��� 45��#� (��� 
,���&�� ���t ��c�c�(/ ����� ���+ *���&�0। 

����� ���������� ,�3��& ��� ���0�&�b���� (��� F�� �� ����� ����0 ������/�� F�>-
8�-�>। ��� /�&�0, ���� ��� *���� ��&� ���� ��/�� ,� 8����a 4h(��V# ���। 
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H�=��&���*��� 6* ����( � = S* ��*���� �/� : ����a E�L (����� *�� ,B�0 ,� ��=&� 
W��� ����()���� (��J ������������ �� (�$YV /&; � (�$�YV 6* ���(� = S * ��*���� 
�/� /&। 

���� E��� B� ::! �Ha� ,(, �, �[� !(����� ,�@�s ���}��& ��&�* ��������� 
����(�)��� ���% ����% ���� (��J (�$�YV ��L /। (���$V (�& ��� ,(��� ,B���b�� ����& /&। 
,��Y, ����Y ,�?�� 8��a ��� ����������� (�� ��+। 

��n� ��� ,��� ���� � ���� 4����� P * ��������� �/�� /। 

�#�� (���� : :Q! �N�(a�, H�����। ���� E�L (����� E��� ,�*� 4>(���� ���/� <! 
�N�(a� /�� H����� J�� �� ��� ,��� ,$��= ��� �2 '()��� ��� EF� 45�# F����� J���। 
�2�� _ ����� ����B� ��� 4+�!%�� ���� =�� ,J�� (��� ���% ��� �J ,���� J���& ,(�% ��� 
�����& ��=&� Z[ ���। �������/�� �N�>� �� ,%� ,��& �2��� ��0� ��=&� ���। ��d�& b�� 
����& /=&�� >�� .6/SQ * ��*���� �/� /& ��� 66 * ��*���� 66�% ��!�>�, |QQQ 
���� b�� = ��0� B� 8JV(/ 4h(��V# ���। 

�� e���� �+�!�& ,��% PQ * ��*���� �/� = EF��(��)� 4/� /&। ������������ 
��* (���) 4/� /। � 8�H��� ���� (�5& 8��W=/# ��� ���� /�� ������ 4��� 
�����, ������ >�&* ���, ������ ������ �/��, ������ F���&�, (������ ,��(��/ ��� = 
4�= 8���। 

-*�W� �����, ::! ,N�(a�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

����� �)�o��o ��� ����� �)�o��o ��� ����� �)�o��o ��� ����� �)�o��o ��� : : : : ����n� = ����� 8�[�����n� = ����� 8�[�����n� = ����� 8�[�����n� = ����� 8�[�    

����� �)�o���o� �� /!&��0। ���������� �2� �! �� eBV 4� 8)�� �@/k ,(�0��� 
�� �����(� = H����& '(�)� ����� ���/�� ���&�। B� <! �N�(a� ������ '����� H����& 
,(����/� = �������/� ����� �)�o���o E��� ���। ��� ���/� �)�o���o� ��%��V� /=&�� 
�K��V! (�� ����(� eBV ���� ���&� ���& ���। 

����� �)�o���o� ���� (��J (��J ���� ����� ���������� E�& 8�V���� �2 �D)��)�^� 
(pK#V H���&� ��+�। 

������ ,H��� H����& ���/� ����� ���� �l��� ���0 ,�?30���� (��J! ������ ��� ���/� 
�)�o��o 0��+&� Fp% ,�&। 8(��) ���� $�3�% ���� ����� 4� ���5�%� E����� ,$�� �! e�HV�) 
eBV 0��+&� ��� ���/� ��+ �� ��� ����� ��J ���& ���। 

������/� = �������/� (��(�� ���� ��� /!�� ����� 45�# � ���&� ��K# �#��?���� 
4�& �!&� ���-����� ,F?B�0� /!�� 4��� = FK+��#���] /!&� ��� = �K�V��� /!�� �)�o��o 
�$��&� ,>���� ��� ���/� E������ � ���&� �!H��� eBV 0��+�& ,�&। 

���&�� (�& ��� ���/� �)�o���o� ����� 8x�x, ��*��� ��0����, ,�� ���� 
��T�� [��� ,�=&���*�+� (����� ���F��%= 8D� 8�^�& ,>��&� ����&� ��&। 
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�)�o��o ����� �� ������/� = �������/� ����� �/�� E��� ���। �/� �0� �� 
*����K), ����)�। ��� ���/� = �������/�� 4B��#� (��J (��J /�*�� /�*�� ���Y ��/��� 
��V� ��� ���/�� 8�)�F��� W�� W���I�� F��&� �B&��0� ��/��� �/�� �>��&� 4(�� J���। ��� 
������� ��J ��J *�� 4l �n��( ����&� ��� ���/� = ���� ���/��� E�#z��� (���V� *��&। 
����)� ��+�$�� 5��! (��� �>��&� 4�(���0 = /�% ��*�� F��� /!&��0। 

������ �2�� ���&�� ��J ,�(� (+� = ,���(�� i�( ���&� �B&��0� ,(b�� ,����� 
���&� ,��B����B �)�^� F���� ��* Z[ /!&��0। H����& ,(����/�� *=&� = �������/�� (��J 
*B# �!(� ���* /�� ��B�!&��0। 

�(��% = ����n� ����(��% = ����n� ����(��% = ����n� ����(��% = ����n� ���    

����� �)�o��o ���� ���! �K�V �#��� ��� ���/� = �������/� �(��% = ����n� �/� 
�2��� ���। ��� ���/� ,/���`��� �(��% 8���# ��� ��� ��� ���/��� �/� /!�� �����+� 
���&� �����%�� �����D� 8����� ���&� ����&��0। 

����n�� �&���� �)�o���o ��0�(��)� ��� ���/� 8�[� /!&� 4�0। �/���� ������� �J 
�!। ����� ��� ���/� �������l ��VI F��&� 4�(&��0। M�Á#���+&� �2��� ���&� 4ZBU /!�� 
,�$� ��� /!&� 'H��� ���� /!&��0 ��� ���/� = �������/�। 

���*������*������*������*���----��������������������    

���������� ���-����� ]����B�3=, ���BU(/ (�� �/� 0�+� ���*��� ,*��� (�%�! ��� 
/!&��0। (�� �/� ����� *) �! �����%V ,���� (�& ��VI �+�! F�����0। 

������� ��d�#V 8 � ��� /=&�� �� '(&������ (��-�)�o���o �2�� 8�[� /!&� 4�0। 

-�������, :. �N�(a�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

%���!�(/ ���Hg ,*�� (�� ��� : z���� �� 4(g    

:.! �N�(a�। %���!� ,*�� �/� ��� ���� *) ^��& �������/� �K�V /�� ���Hg ��� ,J�� 
�2� ��� 4$�� /��� J���, ����Y ��� ��3�� %���!�-z��� ��d�� �\ b[s�K#V ,(�� i�( ��� 
,� ��� ��(�!� ��� ���। :.! �N�(a� H����& ������/� = 4����� (����� 45�# 
���F��� ���। �� 4�B �\(��)� H����& 0���(� %���!� �/��� 4������ 8���# 
����0��। 8�^� (��%*� ,��� ������/� z���� ���� �����& ,��� Z[ ���। >�� ��� 
������ %���!� ��� /&। :.! �N�(a� (��� :Q%�� (�& ��������/� �/�� E��� ���। 

%���!� :|<. * ��*����, 6QQ ����(� = .;| * ������&��� �l� ��� /�&�0। �0�+� 
��0�(��)� ����= ��� ��+�0। 

!���K��V �&��(�/, �����, �(��% = ����n�(/ �\ b[s�K#V �/� ��� /�& ,B�0। z��� B�� 
F����� ,J�� ,$��= ��� /�&�0। �� �� �+�! F��0। ��� ���/�� ���� 45�# ,]����� ,�� 
D���! ���*�����/�� ,!। >�� z���� �� 4(g = 8������ /�& ��]�0। 
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��� ���/�� F�>-8�-�> ,*���� �)���� 8���@� ���������� ��� (����� E�� ,�m 
,*���� �&�*��� ��� ,���* = 8x�x(/ 4h(��V# ���� *) 4/�� *����। ��� /��, 
8����V �@��)� /�� /�� �D� ��=&�� *�) 4h(��V#! (��V��� �J। 

�+�! ��= F��0 : :| �N�(a�। �&��(�/ ,J�� ����� ����(���� ���% �� *������� 
/�& ������ B�+ E��� ��� ��� %���!� = �&��(�/ ,*��� ��)��V� � ����� ���& z���� ���� 
8W(� /�� ����। ����/��� J��� ����&� !��&�� �D����/� ��� ,��& ���%�� 8�(�# ���। 
�F�&�� ��D# �K��V ���% �� ���� B������ ���� E�F}� F����� /&। ,�*� 4>(���� ,>?�*�� 
�(B)�� ���>� (���� ,��& ����(���� �$�� ,>�� = ����� 4h(��V# ����� ,F}� ���। 
��y ��V���� ���% �� � ��� ��D# ���� ,��� J���। ,(���� 8�[� /�� ���� �K�V���� ,��+ ,&, 
��� (�����*� *�&B� ,���! b�� 0�+�� J���। :6 ����� � ��� ,��� ��VI ���� ��! �Ó� 
8��a ��� F��0। � ��VI �/��� (��)� |_ * = ��� ��+�0 S *- �l���� ���) ��&�* 
b[�{�� 4/�। ��� (���! ��U�� ,��*���o� '()। 

4�����= 6 * ��������� 4/� /�&�0। ���� ���) ��&�0 ,�*� 4>(���� �@��& ��� 
��*� ��� 4/���। 8)�)�� /�� ��*� ���, 4�e� �����, 4��� ���(� = ��(� ���। 
�0�+�= �D����/�� ��* 4/� = S * ���/ W����(� �/� /�&�0। E(�� ��n�) ,�, :6 
����� ,J�� ,�*� 4>(�� ��* � ��� ���F��� ����0। ����(���� E�� ������ 4h(��V�#� 
���V� ,�&� (��= ���� ��= 8x F����& ����। 

����&�j�� (�$YV : :|! �N�(a�, ����&�j��। %���!� ��� ���� �� �� ������/� = 
�������/� z��� 8�H���� ����� ������ 8�H�� Z[ ���, �]� ��! E�& PQQ * /����� 
����(� z���� ,(����( /�� ,����& ��( ����&�j�� � �����& z��� ��+। ,%� ,��& 4����� 
�������/�� /������� /������ ,�@�s ����������� ���� (��J �� EF� (�$�YV ��L /&। �2�� � 
(�$�YV� (��� �%��� � ,��� ���Hg ���� 0�+�& ��+।����������� (����B �� F�� 4$�� /��� 
*) /�������� 8�(��# ��� F���0। 

z���� ��J : :6! �N�(a�। ,�*� 4>(���� �� �� ��� ,B���� ,���� z��� 45�# 8�H��� 
8��W/# ���� *) B���� z���� ��J ���� Z[ ����0। 

�&�*�� 4�V�� : :6! �N�(a�। z��� �/��� ���, ���-�K�V = ���� ��� ,J�� ��� = 
�������/�� ���������� 8�9������ )�& 4�}�@�� ,�3�� ,>���0। *�� ,B�0 ,�, ��3�� H��� 8x��x 
8�� (�(���, ��� z��� �/��� (����� �D)^�(�K/ ��3��� ������ 4=��& ��( ,B�0। 

� ����E�D�� ����(����/�� �K�V� ��& ����� E�� ,�m ,*m � � ,� �&�*� ���/ N�� 
,0�+�0। ���VF��� B#/�)�� � ������/��% H����& ���/�� F�>-8�-�>�� 8����� *���&�0। 
��������� *�)। ,*���� �)����’ ��� 4��� �U�� ��� ��� (��� (��+ ’%� �B�� ��� ����� 
���&�0। � ,�&�� ,�Y /=&�� 4�B! �&�*��� *���� /�� ��� ��� ,���*(/ 4h(��V# ���� 
(�� ��-�। 8)J�& �� (�& 8��5� ���� (��J (��J! ... । 

-*�W� �����, :P �N�(a�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 
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������ ���Hg ������ (�/� ����n�= �2��������� ���Hg ������ (�/� ����n�= �2��������� ���Hg ������ (�/� ����n�= �2��������� ���Hg ������ (�/� ����n�= �2���    

B� _! �N�(a� ������ E��)�Y �/���(� ����n� �/��� ,� /����, 
� = ���� ���&� ,����� 
��&। ��� ��0�D�#� ���)! *���� ���� ����n� �/� �2��� ��� ���� = ������/� ����n� �/�� 
,�?3�0���0। �! 4�l *B# 4l �n��( ��� 8�)� (�/� 4��� = ‘*& �����’ i� ���� 
J���। 

�! (�� (�VEJ� ����n� ,��%V ,���N (/���� (���& ,��*Ø�� 8�>( = (�����*Ø�� 8�>( B@�/� 
���� 
��� ������ ����� ��+�� ,��� ��&। ��� ����! E���% B@�/ 
��� ������ ����� ,��H� 
��!�� J���। 

(��� 4%%� �B�� �/��� ���-�K�V (���I /!�� ������ e��� �������/��� �DE��� (�/� 
�/�� E��� ��� ��� ����eV� = ������/�� (�/� ��3�� ��3� ����!&� �&����� ���� ����� /!�� 
J���, ,�/ ,�/ 4��� �/� E��D# ���&� *B#�� 
������ ,��������� *��!�� J���। 

���� ��n���B) ,�, B� P! �N�(a� ����� F��%� /!�� ����>� ��� ���� (pK#V Ù)�� 4�% 
,$�Y#� ��� /&। =! �� ����� |%�& ��� ��=&� ��& ,�, �� ,(��� (���I /!�� �����(�# 
���&� �/� (��� ,B���� ��� ���� 8�^� ���� ����। (C)�& �/�� ��e)k (����/ (pK#V �C 
J���& ����n� !����T� ��=&�� /���( ,%���>�� 8�(C� ����� ,B�� *j� �)�� *�� ,�, 
!����T� (���! (���&�H��� �C ��/&��0। �! (�� ��� !/�= *�� ,�, ��=&�� /��( E/���� 
��U��� ����� ���/� �]� (C)�& ���= /!&� �B&��0। ��� ��D�#! ����n� ,%���>� �»�FU /!�� 
*j� ��r��� ����� *�� ,�, �»�F�U E/���� ��U��� ����� ��= ����!&��0 ��� ��=&�� (�& 
��/���� ���&sH�� (a�C ��r��� ����� �� ,%���>� �»�FU 8�>(���� ��/���= ��0� ���&� ��& 
�!। ��� ��! 4��� ����� ��!�� ��%��V� ����� /!�� 8�(C� ���&� *���� ���� ,�, ����� 
��! /!��= ��U���  ����� ���/� �! ����>� ��� Ù)�� 4��%� (�/��) �!&� ��/��� �&���� 
�)�o���o 4�& �!&��0। 

1 ��� ;%� /!�� ,�Y ��� 8��� �/���� ����� /!�� �� ,(���B�� �������/� = 
������/��� ��=&� ���&� �/��� ����� �� �)�o��o �����& ,��#]�(� ���&� ����। ��� �� 
/!�� ����� ����& ��V�& �)�o��o ����� 8�H�� F��। 

�)�o��o �l� ����� /!�� SQ�% �������� ������H    

����n� �/� ��*�&� �� �� ,(��� �)�o��o �l� ����� /!�� ��* ,�*�, ��* 
�)��` = *��&� ����� 8�>(���� ������(/ ����% �������� ,���*�� ���� ,�&। ����n� 
����� ���/� ���% T�� ,���B ��&� �>�& �� ����% �������� ,���*�� ����n� ,���=&��� 
J��& 4� /&। J�� /!�� ��/��� �* �* ��+�$� = 4h�&
*�� ��% �>��&� ��&। �! ��$V 4% 
��( ,�� �� �� ���� ��!&� ��� �����& ,�?3�0��= ��/��� (�]�H��� *���� ���� �! ��/���� 
�������� ��V �)���� ,��J�& 4�0 �� 4��? *���� 4�0 �� �। 

:;<< * �l�    

�������� (����� ���/�� ����n�^ (�� �>�� /!�� ! ,��� ,��*���o� �� �)�%���&�� 
������ 8�>(�� ,�*� 4!��� /!�� *�� ��& ,�, B� _! �N�(a� /!�� :|! �N�(a� �! (�� 
��� F�3���� /!�� < * 8�>(��(/ :,SQQ *, F��l� /!�� :: * 8�>(��(/ |Q: * = 
����n� /!��  
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,*,�(=(/ .<P * ,��% :;<< * ������/�� '(���� �l� ��� /&। �� ���) 8������! 
4h(��V#����। 

����eV� �������/� = ������/�� (����� 45��#    

�)�o��o ���� ����    

�������� (����� ���/�� ����n�� (�� �>�� /!�� ! ,��� ,��*���o� ;� �)�%���&�� 
������ 8�>(�� ,�*� 4���� /!�� *�� ��& ,� B� P! �N�(a� /!�� ! ,��� ,��*���o� 
�! �)�%���&, (����� �������/� = ������/�� t�% ,��*���o� :|� �)�%���& (��B �!&� 
����n�� �K�V� �� ����, (�&�B�*� = �F=+�� ��� ���/�� ���% e�VYV 8������� FK#V��FK#V ���&� <! 
�N�(a� ,��� ,��*���o� ;� �)�%���& EJ� ����n�& E��� ���। 

���� ��n����B) ,�, ,��� ,��*���o� �! �)�%���&�% EJ� ����n� E��� ���&� ��V��� 
�/��� ����� �� �&���� �)�o���o� ���� 4$�� /�����0। �! �)�%���& B� ������ 
8���q e! $�%��& eBV���� W�� /!�� ��� ���/��� ��0� /%�!&� 4�= 8W(� /!&��0। B� ������ 
eBV���� ���� �\(��)� ��� ���/�� '(�� /��/� /&। ���� 4�= ��n� ��� ��!�� ���� ,�, 
����n� �/�� E������� ��� ���/�� ���% e�VYV ,B���l�* ���/���= �! ����eV��� ���d 
���&��0��। 

��V��� ����eV� �������/� = ������/� ����d��� ,�� �)�o��o �&������ F����V� /!�� 
���H��� ,$��= ���&� 8W(� /!���0 ��� >�� �)�o��o /!�� �� ,(��� ����� 8WB���� 
���� ,�=&�� ������V ��� ��� 4h(��V# ������0। �0�+� E�)/ ������/�� ���� 8��� 
,�����YV# ���&� F��&��0। !/�� ����E�D�� ,� ,�� ��/K��V �! �)�o���o� �� $�%�� ���&� 
4�� ��� ��!���0। 

-4����, :P �N�(a�, :;<: 

*  *  *  *  * 

$����� ���/�� ���& = ��� ��� 4h(��V# :    

z��� ,$��= : ,�*B�3 eBV ������ ��D� ���)    

��������, :|! �N�(a�। �������/� = H����& ������/� ��! (�� ��*V���, ��(��� = 
�������l /!�� z���� ���� 4B�!&� F��&��0। z��� �� �� ��� /!�� ������}�। 

B���� %���!��� (pK#V{�� ��� ���&� ��*V���� ��VI ,�?30� /!&��0। ��(��� /!�� 
8W(����� /����� ���/� ���� ���� ��/���� ��� ,�����YV# ��� /&। ���� �/�� ��M �+�! 
F�����0। !�����) �������/� = ������/� �b+�� ����Ð ,�?3�0&� �B&��0। 

B���� ��n��� H����& ������/�� *j� ������ E��� ��� ,�, .| /!�� |_ $È�� ���) 
z���� F������ (��@� �K)/ �F� (�� /!��। ��! z��� �)�o��o ��� ���/�� 4�%V����� ��n�� 
���) 4�(&� �B&��0। 

!�)�(�� ���� ���� /��NVU M�* 4����� �&¡�# 4�(&��0। �! M��*� ���+ ����� ��� 
�����! Ëw���। B���� (������) ^����/�� (�/���) ������/� ,H+�����, ����, �����, 
�&���� = ��(����� �2��� 8�^��� ��� ,�����YV# ���। 
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=���� ������/� = �������/� ,>� /!�� F~W���� ��J (������Ð �B&� ,�?3�0&��0। ������ 
���= ��M �+�! F�����0 �J��� ,�?������� ���� �� /�������� 4� ,� ����� �!। 

(p����& : �»�� \��� = (L� ,?�/�    

�������� ����� ���E��I। z��� �/��� �2��� ��� ���� *) ����� ��� F�����0। ���������� 
���% /!�� /����� �2�� ���q ���� �! FK+�I (�W���� ��/K��V �» \��� ��&��0। 45�#���� 
!(��������� *��F5�� ��� �C ����� ���� ������V �» H����� ��[�� \��� �����0। *�� 
!&��/&�� ��% F�a���� ��= ,( ��r-�� F� ��� ,��(�। 

��������� (��(�� /d�D��� *) �» (���� �����(�B�� (L� ,?�/� ��]�!&� ��&��0। 
�!H��� Ú���� ���G�� B����% ����( 4* �» (���� W/# ���&��0। H����� H& ,���!&� = 
\��� ��&� ���������� �2� ��[�� ������� 8�H���� ��F�� ���! !/�� ���। !/� �» 
(��/���� ����� ,���। ����& �/������ �� :;|_ (��� !����& (����# ��V�F�� (�& 4%���o� 
(�B�� = HK��)(�B�� 4������ ,?�/� ��]�!&��0�। ,����� ,E�(�No ��V�F�� (�& :;6S 
(��� P� ,?�/� /!�� '�[�� '() ���!&��0�। ��D# 4������� ���Hg ,��� B#���¡� (������ 
�� $%���� *) ,(����� (���´ ��� ��� ,? �/� ��]�!&��0। 4* 
��� ���������� 4��+$�� 
B�� �%��&� ����� *) (L� ,?�/� ��]�!&��0 ���������� ���&� �����(�B��। ��y 
��� 
���������� B�� �%��&� ���� ��/�� 8(��)। ���= (L� ,?�/� ��]�!��� ��0� ��/�� 4�= ���% 
����) ��/&��0 ��/� /!� 
��� ���������� (������ ,�����। �*)! ���������� ����V 
�B������ ‘������ ���� = ������’ *) ,?�/� ��]��� /!&��0 ���&� (�>�! B��/���0। ,(��� 
����d��� ���F� EH@�� �/��� ����V �B������ ����� 8�(��# ��� /!&��0, ,���� ���������� 
,?�/� ��]��� ,�? ���������� z��� �/� /!�� 8)�) ������ ������� ,�H��� ����� 8�(��# 
��� /!&��0 ��/��� ,( ��J ,� ,B�� �? ��/���� ����) �����, /����� '()��� /�)����}��� 
�D� ���� ‘����’ ���&s = ��/��� �&��0। ��! ��= >��� 4��� 4h(��V�# !&��/&� EJ�� 
8���� ��&��0� ��y ��� �� ����!&��0। (L� ,?�/��� B������ ����d� (���� ��� �n��(� 
(�/� ��� ��� ,$�Y#�& ��n� ������0। 

EJ� �����)� �J� 4�B! ���&��0। 8������ ‘��B�*� ���$’� &� ,��d F� !&��/&�� �D 
�!&� *���(��$, ������ ���Y�� 4� �����-�� ,����� H���������� �J� ,(��H�&%������� ��k(� 
F���!���0। ���������� ���� (�W���� ��� ��� ��[��F�# ������0। 

,��J�&�B� ��/�� �+ �+ (�Û�*)���������� ����। (L� ,?�/��� �! B�������� F� ��� ,�? 
4��� F��� ��� ��*� F���& ,�� ���� ���। ,���� 8�����) 8�� ��!=&�� ����V $�3�% ��/�� 
,F��� ��+ �, ,F��� ��+ ��������� H����& '(�)� 8�H��। ����V (�Û�*)��� /�!=&� ��� 
���&� ����&��0 ��! �&� *���(Ü = ������ ���Y�� ��/�� B����*� Z� �। Z� H��� ��� 
‘����d��� ��%� 8��’ ��� ���&� ����0। �/� F��� ��/�� ��V�� ,���� ����V (�Û�*)����� 
B�������% ���#� ���&��0। 

��! ����V (L� ,?�/��� B������� (�/� ��� ����!&� F� H����� ��� (����I ��Ç�� '() 
,�����& ���� ���)�B �&��0। ��Ç�� F�� '() F��F��� ��0� H����� Ù����!� ���� 
e��H(�C ��/&��0। 

-�� �����, :P �N�(a�, :;<: 

*           *       *      *  * 
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!(���, ���>*�� ..: �    
!(���, ,��m �(��*�� (�/��) P:: ����, (,(m ,�m) PS6 
!(���, (,�*�) ��>�-�� 6|:, 6|P ����� ���%V P_S 
!(���, (,(m ,�m) ��>��� PS_ ‘�&/�� !o��)����’ (,�/���� '��� 
!(���, ,(��� ..: �����) PP| 
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�    �����, 4��� <P_, <<Q 
���, 4>*�� PQS ���(�, 4��� ..: 
���, ����� ..: �����, ����� ..Q 
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���, N�m 6:Q ��&�, 4��� :;: 
��, >�&* <PP ��, 4!�� <:., <:P 
���, ��(� <<Q ��, !&��/&� :<P, :_S, 6S|, 6_Q, 6_:,  
���, �Ë ..: 6_S, P.P, P|Q, P|_, P6Q, P6|, P<6,  
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���, ,��0��/ <PP ��, (,�m ��V�) ���*� /�&�� (����) P_< 
���, (�/�� ..Q ��, �%Æ� (,�m ,*m) PP| 
���, ��*� <PP, <<Q ��, �E� (�[�� 4B� P|: 
�n�/, ��=��� 4/�� <S. ��, (,�m ��&�) ,���(� <S. 
�    �����, 4�e� 6_. 
�, �>, �� <|., <P6 �����, 4�e� (�/��) P_| 
�� � ,(9� |_<, |__, |;Q, |;., |;|, �����, 4�e� <<Q 
|;6, |;_, |;;, 6QQ, 6Q:, 6S;, 6|:, �����, (,(m ,�m) �( �� PSP 
6|<, 66< ���&�, 4��� ..Q 
�B���� � ,(9� 6Q;-:6, 6:<-.Q, 6.|, ��3, 4(��> 6<; 
6S<, 6P., PSS, PS<, PS_ ��, 4/�� <Q. 
�. ��, �� PPQ, P<Q, <S<, <P6 ��3, ,����&� (�/�), <:., <S. 
�. ��, �� <P: ��3, (��� <S< 
�/(�, ,(m ,�m PS_ ��3, (��V�) (�>��* (���) P__ 
��/&� <.S ������, (,�m) ,��/��� P_P, <SP 
‘�H����(’ (W�� *�/�*) <._  
= B 
=(���, (��V�) ��, �, �*, :_|, |_<, B�#, (��=���) =(�� P<Q 
P_., P;;, <QS, <Q_, <Q;, <|6 B�C�, (,(m ,�m) 8��� PS; 
=&����n�/ :;: ,B���� E��D# ,�¸, ������ 6Q6 
=&���, ,�*� PS:, PS; ‘,B���� ���’ (���d��) 6Q:-Q| 
=&��/�, 4�e� <PP  
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F    ��(, H��� (�/��) <:; 
F�~���)�&, ���� ,��/ :;: e! � ,(9� 6S_,6<<,6<_,6_P,6__ 
,F?����, 4�e� =&��/� <.S 6;Q,6;: 
,F?����, >’��, <:| ,�, ����� (�/��) <:; 
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(L� ,?�/� <<S /��*��, F��(V, 4�, (�/�� ��V��*�) <P6 
(�>�����, ,��m ..Q /����, 4�e� <QS 
(�>�n�/ ..: /����, 4�e� <PP 
(�>�n�/ (,�*�), ��*� 6._  /����, (/�������) 4�e� <PP 
‘
���’ ((�L��/�) P6:, <:; /����, ,��m 4�e� P._ 

��¢ �>��, ���*�B� 6_Q /��>* 4�e� <:| 
(����, �� ,���¸ ���&# :;: /��>*, 4m <|< 
(����, ,��m ��0� ��� 6.S  /���� (������) 6:< 
(���&��, ,B���� P_P  
‘(�W��� �����’ ((�L��/�) <:P  
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/����, /�[ ((�������) <:< \��, (�)���%) K[� (/�[) P_P,<QS 
/���� P_P ,/�(�!, *��/� 6SS 
/����, (�)���%) 4�e� <:< ,/�(�!, (,(m ,�m ) ��/��� 4��� PSS 
/����, (�)���%) ��, �, 6.Q ,/��(, 4��� (�/��) <:; 
/����, (,�?���) 4�e� 6<P,6_P ,/��(, 4��� <.S 
/����, ,��m 4�e� 6P<, 6_P ,/��(, 4��&�� 6P< 
/�(�, ,�m 4���� P_< ,/��(, �(, �, <:. 
/�(�, ,(m ,�m 4�( PS| ,/��(, ���� ..Q 
/�(�, ,(m ,�m ,�����* PS6 ,/��(, ����� <:S 
/�(�, ,(m ,�m �(��� (�/��) PS| ,/��(, ,��m ,B����� 6.. 
/��(�, (�(��/�) 4�e� ..: ,/��(, ,��m �0��� 6.S 
/�(�, 4��� <P< ,/��(, ,�����> 6QP 
/�&���, ,������ ..Q ,/��(,  (,(m ,�m) ��/ ,��/��� >*�� PS; 
(�!�%, /�=&�NV (�&%�� (��������) P|Q  
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Abbas (Capt.), Qamar (Pak) 673 

Abdullah. Mr, 176 
Abedin. Joynal 562 

Aeinuddin (Capt.) 345 
Afiluddin 336 

Ahamad, Kabir 297 
Ahmad, Nooruddin 336 

Ahamad, (Sep) Sultan (Shaheed) 472 

Ahamad (Mjd.) Syed 423 

Ahamd. Tajuddin 178 

Ahmed. (Sep) Ali (Shaheed) 561 

Ahmed. Bar 283. 285 

Ahmed, Ekhlasuddin 626 

Ahmed. Farooq 44 

Ahmed. Fakhruddin 84 

Ahmed. Jafar 277 

Ahmed, Jakir 299, 301 

Ahmed. Kabir 290 

Ahmed, Kafiluddin 17 

Ahmed, Khawja 544 
Ahmed, Mamtazuddin, MPA 404 

Ahmed, Manzoor 21 
Ahmed, Mokter 291 

Ahmed, Momtaz, MPA 626 
Ahmed, (2nd  Lt.) Monzoor 632 

Ahmed. Nazir 301 
Ahmed, Nur 283 

Ahmed. (Sep.) Rafiq (Shaheed) 548 

Ahmed, Sheikh (Shahedd) 549-50 

Ahmed, (F/Lt) Sultan 630 

Ahmed. Syed 291 

Ahmed. (2"d Lt.) Syeed 636 

Ahmed. (Sig man) Faujuddin 

(Shaheed) 553 

Ahmed. Tufazzal 202 

Ahmed, /afar 277 

Ahmed. Zahir 549-50 

Ah sad. Md. Abu 570 

Akbar. Ali 291 

Akbar. Ali 417 
Akbar. (Adjt.) Ali 630 

Akbar. Md. Ali 299, 301 
Akbar, Mir Ali 20 

Akhmruzzaman 446 
Akhter. Helena 490 

Akkas, Azizur Rahman. MNA 626 
Akksa. Mohammad Ali (Shaheed) 17 

‘Al Abbas' (Pak Ship) 69. 78 
Alam. Capt. 176 

Alam. (Hav.) Badiul 290 
Alamgir 44 

Alam. (Sep.) Jahangir 324 
Alam, (FF.) Md, Shah (Shaheed) 553 

Alam. (Sep.) Nurul (Shaheed) 548 
Alam, (FF) Nurul (Shaheed) 552 

Alam, Shahidul 315, 317, 320, 321 

Alam, (FF) Shamsul 556 

Alam, (Sep) Shamsul (Shaheed) 555 

Alam, (FF) Md. Shamsul (Shaheed) 549-50 

Alauddin 274 

Alauddin, FF 337 

Alauddin. Sep. (Shahedd) 551 

Alpha (Sector) 202,208, 213.216. 221,224. 

228,230.232. 233. 237.238, 239, 242, 244. 

245, 249, 250, 255. 256, 257, 260. 264.267. 

268. 272, 275, 279, 282, 284, 318. 354.487. 

499. 543 

Ali, Abdul 41 
Ali. Ahmed 564 

Ali, Akbar 446 
All, Amir 336 

Ali, Amir 404 
Ali, (Sep). Amjad 265 

Ali, Anwar 566 
Ali, (L/NK) Arab 364, 365 

Ali, Arman 420 

Ali, (N/Sub) 477 

Ali, Babor 336 

Ali, Farman, Maj Gen, (Pak.) 80 

Ali. (L/NK) Ghous (Shaheed) 547 

Ali, Haidar 404 

Ali. Haji Mohd. M. 450 

Ali, Harun 36 

Ali. Hatcm 567 

Ali, Hazrat 46 

Ali. Hazrat 446 

Ali. Hazrat 459 

Ali, (Sep) Hazrat 567 
Ali, Hazrat 567 

Ali, Hazrat 568 
Ali, (Sep.) Hossin (Shaheed) 548 

Ali, Idris (Shaheed) 568 
Ali. Kadam 445 

Ali, Md. Ahmed (Shaheed) 569 
Ali. Md. Ansar (Shaheed) 564 
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All. Md. Haidar (Shaheed) 571 
Ali. M. Haider (Shaheed) 571 

Ali, Md. Hashed 313 

Ali. Md. Jabed (Shaheed) 570 
Ali. Md. Jamsher (Shaheed) 563 

Ali, Md. Rustam (Shahee$I)392 

Ali, Md. Shahjahan (Shaheed) 565 

Ali. Md. Mohd. Youniis. MNA 626 

Ali. Muksud (Shaheed) 569 

Ali. (Sep.) Naib (Shaheed) 547 

Ali, (Subeder) Nawab 144 
Ali. Rahmat 42 

Ali, Ramjan 449 

Ali. (Nk.) Rashid (Shaheed) 423 
Ali, (Nk./Clk.) Shabib 547 

Ali, Shajahan (Shaheed) 568 

Ali. Sk. Shawkat 568 
Ali, Sukur 449 

Ali, Syed 41 

Ali. (Sub. Maj) T. M. (Shaheed) 556 

Ali. (Sep.). Torab (Shaeed) 547 
Ali. Wazad 446 

Ali. (Dr.) Wazed 459 

Ali. Yeakub614 
Ali. (Capt.) Zulfiqar 427 

All India Radio 544 

Altaf, Maj 176 
Amanullah, Capt. 418 

Amin, (Hav.) Noor (Shaheed) 546 

Amin. (Mr.) Nuru682 
Amin (FF) Ruhul (Shaheed) 554 

Amin. (Mjd.) Ruhaul 205, 206 

Anisuddin 459 

Anjumane Mohajerin 364 
Asaduzzaman. Sep. (Shaheed) 388 

Asgar. (Sub.) Mohd. 466 

Asgar. (Sep.) Mohd. 466 
Ashok Camp at Ctg. 317 

Ashoke (Asoke) 246. 305, 311, 313, 315, 

316,317,543 
Ashraf, (Maj.) Kazi 176 

Ashraful 419 

Asiruddin 446 

Azad (FF) Abul Kalam (Shaheed) 551 
Azad. (L/NK) A.K. 221,225 

Azad. Abul Kalam (Shaheed) 573 

Azam. (Sub. Maj.) S. M. 630 
Azhar, Lt. Gen. (Pak) 673 

Azimuddin 368 

Aziz, Capt. 176 

Aziz, Abdul 403 
Aziz, (Ans/Sep.) Abdul (Shaheed) 423 

Aziz, Abdul (Shaheed) 566 

Aziz, 2nd Lt. (Shaheed) 633 
Zurora, Gen. (India) 544 

“Avos” (Greek Ship) 126, 256. 318 

Ayub Cadet College. Sardah 462 

B 

Babaji. Brig, (India) 520 

Babul 508,516. 525 

Baitul Mukarram 742 
Bakar, (Sep) Abu (Shaheed) 548 

Bakar, Md. Abu (Shaheed) 563 

Baker, (Ans/Sep.) Abu (Shaheed) 423 
Baks, Karim 459 

Bakshi, Nawab Ali (Shaheed) 574 

Bangladesh Forces H.Q. Mujibnagar 6. 8. 
10. 12, 15, 16, 19, 22, 28, 30, 35, 37, 39,42, 

50, 54, 59, 63,65, 67, 69, 70,71, 73, 76, 

80.81, 84, 85. 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91,92, 93, 

95, 96, 97, 98,99, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 
106, 108, 109, 110,112.113,114.115.116. 

117, 119, 120, 121, 123-24, 124-25, 126. 

127, 128, 129, 131,133,134,135,136,137. 
139, 140, 141, 143,145,146,147,148,149. 

151, 152, 154, 155, 157, 158, 159, 160, 162, 

163,165, 167, 168, 169,170, 172,173,318. 
480,500 

Bari, Md. Abdul (Shaheed) 570 

Barma, Hitendra Nath (Shaheed) 575 
Barun, (Sep.) Charu Gopal 412 

Barua. Pankaj Kumar (Shaheed) 554 

Bashar, (FF) Abul (Shaheed) 551, 555 

Baten. Abul 41 
Bepari, Gafur 28,55 

Bhuian, (Sep.) Md. Shafiuddin (Shahieed) 

552 
Bhuiyan, M. M 194 

Bhuiyan, Shiraj Mian. 7 

Bhuiyan, Younus 3 
Bhutto (Z.A) 185 

Billa, Mustafur (Shaheed) 573 

Bismillah, M 200, 209, 238. 239, 240,243, 

261, 265, 266, 276, 281, 297, 298, 305 
Biswas, Aftabuddin 373 

Biswas, Kalu 335 

Biswas. Meser 368 
Brahman. Bharat Chandra (Shaheed) 564 
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Bravo (sector) 202, 208, 213,216, 221,224, 
228,232,233,237,238,239,244,245,249, 

250,251, 256,257,260,262,264.267,268, 
272,275,279.282,284,318,325. 353,356, 

487,499 
Chakma. Anil Kumar 217 

Chakma, Bijoy Kumar 217 
Chakma, Bira Kumar 217 

Chakma. Chandra Kumar 217 

Chakma. Carma Rajan 217 

Chakma, Gopal (Indian) 318 

Chakma, Kandra 217 

Chakma. Ruhini Ranuan 217 

Chakma, Sukra Kumar 217 

Chakma, Tamhul Charan 217 

'Charlie' (Sector) 202, 208, 213, 216, 221, 

238, 239, 244, 250, 264,267, 268, 279, 284. 

353,487, 499 

Charter of Human Rights 69 

Chowdhury, (2
nd

 Lt.) A. Matin 633 

Chowdhruy, (NK.) Abu Taher 433 
Chowdhruy, Amir Box 614 

Chowdhruy, (Capt.) A. R. 586, 591 
Chowdhruy, A. T. 310, 311, 322 

Chowdhruy, Fakruddin Ahmed (Shaheed) 
490 

Chowdhruy. Farid Ahmed (Shaheed) 319 
Chowdhruy, (FF) Farid Ahamed (Shaheed) 

554 

Chowdhruy, Fazlul Qudir 42. 201, 202 

Chowdhruy, (Maj) M. A. Osman 619, 620 

Chowdhruy, (Capt.) Md. Enamul Haq 259 

Chowdhruy, Mohammad Salam 654 

Chowdhruy, (Lt.) M R. 629,630 

Chowdhruy, N. N., 203, 210 211, 222,226, 

227,228,229, 230,232,236,237,246,252, 

253,256, 257, 258,262,269,270, 271,273, 

274,276, 279 280, 281. 290, 302, 303, 306 

Chowdhruy, Salahuddin Quader 201 

Chowdhruy, (Lt.) Shamsher Mabin 176, 177 

Chowdhruy, (Nk.) Shiajuddin 435 
Chowdhruy. Wajed Ali 412 

'Columbia Trader' (American Ship) 167 
D 

Dahadar, Abdur Razzaq 403 
Das, Bacharam (Shaheed) 564 

Day, Parimal Chandra (Shaheed) 567 

'Delta' (Sector) 205, 206, 213,216, 230. 
244,250,25J, 252. 257.258, 

260,268,279, 
280,282,283, 318, 319,487. 499 

Dey, Amal Kanti (Shaheed) 552 
Dhali. Rashid 7 

Diara 77 
Didar, 2nd Lt. 633 

Din, (Maj.) M.M. 610 

Dipu. 2
nd

 Lt. 635 

E 

ECH HQ BDF 197, 198,201. 202,203 

205. 208 210212, 213, 214, 215, 221, 

226, 228. 232,233, 237, 239,241, 242, 

244. 245, 246. 250,254,256, 261, 264, 

265, 267,268. 269, 270.272, 273, 

275,277,279, 280,282, 283, 

284,295,298,304,318,319,323,325 

'Echo' (Sector) 213, 256, 318,487 

Elias, Capt. (Pak) 480 

Enam Capt. 230, 260, 302, 303, 324 
Ershadullah, N/Sub; 290 

F 
Faizuddin 392 

Fakir, Rashi 7 
Farid 389 

'Farmosa' (Chinese Ship) 69 
Farooq, Lt. 269, 287 

Faruk, Omar (Shaheed) 575 

Ferajatullah 336 

'Foxtrot' (Sector) 256. 318, 487 

G 

Gaffar. Maj. 324 

Gaffar, Capt. 487 

Gaffar, A. 478 

'Gafoof (Pak Barge) 158 

Gafoor, (Hav.) Abdul (Shaheed) 423 

Gandhi, Mrs. (Indira) 544,545 

Gardejee, Capt. (Pak) 47 

Gazi, AmirChand 336 

Gazi, Mahtab 413 
Gazi, Sabdul 445 

Gazi, Sadaruddin 413 
Gazi, Safdal 499 

Ghani. Md. Abdul (Shaheed) 570 
Ghani, Moh. Nurul (Shaheed) 548 

Granada Television Ltd. 10 
Gul, Banad 135 

Gul, Jan 135 
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Gupta. Ranjit Kumar (Shaheed) 568  
 

H 

Hafij 7 
Hafiz 445 

Hafiz 470 

Hafiz. N/Sub. 269, 287 

Hafizuddin 354 
Hafizuddin 449 

Hafizuddin Mohd. 41 

Hai, Abdul 325 
Hai. Abdul (Shaheed) 565 

Hakim, Abdul 41 

Hakim. Abdul (Shaheed) 574 
Hakim. Abdul (Shaheed) 575 

Hakim. (N/Sub.) A. 630 

Hamid, 204 
I-Iamid, 542 

Hamid. Lt.241 

Hamid, Abdul 516 
Haimd, (Hav.) Abdul (shaheed) 573 

Haimd, (Capt.) M. A. 520, 521 

Hamid, Md. Abdul (Shaheed) 570 

Hamja. (Sep) Amir (Shaheed) 554 
Hanif 343 

Hanif (Sep) Mohd. (Shaheed) 547 

Hannan, (Capt.) M. S. 417 
Hannan, Mr. 545 

Haq. (L/Nk) Majibul 286 

Haq, Md. Azizul (Shaheed) 572 
Haq. Md. Manzurual (Shaheed) 572 

Haq, Mozsmmel 59 

Haq, Nurul 256,318 

Haq, Shamsul 286 
Haq, (Sep) Syedul 286 

Haque, (Mjd.) Abdul (Shaheed) 551 

Haque. (Sep) Ansarul (Shaheed) 548 
Haque. (Sep.) Azizul (Shaheed) 547 

Haque, (Azizul (Shaheed) 551 

Haque, Fazlul 4 
Haque, (Sig/Nk.) K. M. Fazlul Shaheed) 

575 

Haque, (Sub.) Majidul 629,630 
Haque, Md. Azizul (Shaheed) 571 

Haque, Md. Mozammel (Shaheed) 575 

Haque, (Sub. Maj.) Najmul 629. 630 

Haque, (Sub) Nurul 622 
Haque, Dr. Nurul 367 

Haque, (Sep.) Serajul (Shaheed) 556 

Haque, (Mjd.) Shamsul (Shaheed) 551 

Harmuz 17 
Haroon J 99 

Hashem, Abul 256,318 

Hashem, (Hav.) Abul (Shahdced) 546 
Hashem, M. Abu (Shaheed) 574 

Hassan, (2nd Lt.) Salim (Shaheed) 634 

Hassan, (2nd Lt.) Wakat 635 

Hay at, Advocate 380 
Hemayet, N/Sub. 508 

'Hindusthan Standard' (Indian Daily) 654, 

657, 661, 663, 673, 680 682, 735, 738, 740 
Hira, Gen 544 

Hoq, M 249 

Hoq, Mujiloul 276 
Hoq, Rabiul 542 

Hoque, (NK) Azizul 614 

Hoque, (Sep.) Mohd. 380 
Hoque, (L/Nk) Mokammel 400 

Hoque, Muzammel 176 

Hoque, Rezaul 417 
Hoque, Rezaul 419 

Hoque, Robiul 301 

Hoque, (N/Sub) Shamsul 400 

Hoque (Sub) Shamsul 615 
Hoque (Sub) Sirajul 291 

Hoque, (Sgt.) Zahurul 291,297 

Horticultural Research Laboratorry, 
Rajs hah i 480 

Hossain. Abdul 299 

Hossain, Abul 418 
Hossain. Abul 419 

Hossain. Abul 447 

Hossain, Abul 614 

Hossain, Ahamd 446 
Hossain, Akbar 468 

Hossain, Amir 256, 318 

Hossain, Amir 291 
Hossain, Amir 324 

Hossain. Anayet 614 

Hossain. Ekram 388 
Hossain, (Sep.) Jahangir (Shaheed) 548 

Hossain, Lokamn 176 

Hossain, (Sep.) Mahbub (Shaheed) 472 
Hossain, Md.291 

Hossain, Mia Akbar 419 

Hossain, Mohammad 256, 318 

Hossain. Mojaffar 614 
Hossain, (Sep) Mosaraf (Shaheed) 548 

Hossain, Mosarraf 614 

Hossain, Mukbul 321 
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Hossain, (Sep) Nazar (Shaheed) 472 
Hossain, Safiul 335 

Hossain, (Sep) Sanwar 388 

Hossain, (MB) Shahadat 614 
Hossain, (NK) Tofazzal (Shaheed) 551 

Hossain, Tosaddaque 587 

Hossin, Md. 291 

Huda, Capt 176 

Huda, (Capt.) N. N. 629, 630 

Huda, (Sep.) Nural (Shaheed) 552 

Huda, (2 Lt.) Shahriar 634 
Huda, (Capt.) S.M. Shamsul 195 

Huq, Abdul 443 

Huq, Ehsanul 49 
Huq, (2nd Lt.) Kaiser 635 

Hussain, Abul (Pit. Com.) 277 

Hussain, Abul 416 
Hussain, Abul (Shaheed) 567 

Hussain, Ali (Shaheed) 567 

Hussain, A. K. M. Nazmul (Shaheed) 566 

Hussain, (Maj.) Aolad (EPR) 176 
Hussain. Ayub 404 

Hussain, (N/Sub.) Golam 582 

Hussain, Jahid 
Hussain, Md. Abul (Shaheed) 571 

Hussain, Md. Akbar (Shaheed) 569 

Hussain, Md. Altaf (Shaheed) 563 

Hussain, Md. Anwar (Shaheed) 571 

Hussain. Md. Belal (Shaheed) 565 

Hussain, Md. Gulzar (Shaheed) 569 

Hussain. Mofazzel (Shaheed) 566 

Hussain, Motahar 542 

Hussain. Noor 3 

Hussain, Saumat 403 

Hussain, (Mjd.) Zakir (Shaheed) 551 
Hyi, Abdul 222, 224 

I 

Idris, Mohammad 38 

Idris, Mohd. 301 
Idris, (Hav.) Mohd. (Shaheed) 553,555 

Imam, Hav. 271 

Indo-Soriet Trvaty 178 
Iqbal, Md. Kazi 434 

Islam, (Dr) Abul, MPA 626 

Islam (Bar.) Amirul 541 
Islam, Kazi Nazrul 189 

Islam, (Sep) Md. (Shaheed) 552 

Islam, Md. Nurul 392 

Islam. Md. Sadul614 

Islam, Md. Tajul (Shaheed) 571 
Islam. Md. Zahurul 275 

Islam, (2nd LI.) Moinul 5 

Islam. Nazrul (P.R.O. Bangladesh Forces 
HQ) 87,99,100, 104, 105, 106, 109, 110 

,112, 113, 115, 116, 117, 118, 120,121, 

123-24, 124-25,126, 127, 128, 129, 131, 

132, 133, 134, 136, 137, 138, 141, 143, 

144, 145, 147, 148, 149, 151, 152, 154, 

155, 157, 158, 159, 160, 162, 163, 165, 

166, 167, 169, 171,173, 175, 184 
Islam, (Mjd. Sep.) Nur 423 

Islam, Nurul 6 

Islam, Nurul 22 
Islam, Naurul 422 

Islam, (Sep.) Nurul (Shaheed) 548 

Islam, Md. Nurul 392 
Islam, (Prof.) Nurul 544 

Islam, (Const.) Rofique 286 

Islam, Shafiqul 399 

Islam, (Sep) Shafiqul 423 
Islam, Shafikul 445 

Islam, (Sub) Shirajul (Shaheed) 555 

Islam, Tajul (Shaheed) 548 
Islam, Tazul 290 

Islam, (FF) Tazul (Shaheed) 553 

Ismail 42 
Ismail, Md. 42 

Jabbar, Abdul (Shaheed) 571 

Jabbar, (FF) Mohd. Abdul (Shaheed) 555 
Jackobes, Gen, (Indian) 545 

Jalli, Lt. Col. 176 

Jalil, (Maj.) A. 473, 508 

Jalli, (Sub. Maj) 630 
Jalli, Abdul 349 

Jalli, Abdul 404 

Jalli, Abdul (Killed) 420 
Jalli, (FF) Abdul (Shaheed) 551 

Jalli, (Sep) Md. Abdul (Shaheed) 569 

Jalli, (2 Lt.) Abdul 637 
Jamaluddin, Sep. 412 

Jamt-e-Islam 38, 58, 60, 63, 64, 363,413, 

446,461,654 

Jamir 444 
Jhenaidah Cadet College 476 

Jinnah, (FF) M. A. (Shaheed) 555 

K 
Kabir, Aman Ullah (Shaheed) 562 

Kader, Abdul 348 
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Kadir. Abdul 291 
Kafiluddin 18 

Kafiluddin 336 

K-Force 302. 487, 545 
Kalam, Abdul 283 

Kama I 296. 297 

Kami, Maj (Pak) 67 

Kami, Maj 176 

Kami. Commodor (Pak) 673 

Kama I, (2,wl Lt.) H. Mostofa 632 

Kamaluddin, (2,|J Lt. (Sheik) 635 
Kanti. Anil 290 

Karim. Abdul 46 

Karm, Abdul 290 
Karim, (MB) Abdul 614 

Karim, F. 227, 293. 306 

Karim (Dr) Fasiud 55 
Karim, (Dr.) Fazlul 28 

Karim. Fazlul (Shaheed) 572 

Karim, (Hav.) Mohd Mumtaz (Shaheed) 

574 
Karmaker, (2nd Lt. Sochin) 639 

Kashem. Abul 291 

Kashem. Abul 299. 301 
Kashem. (Sep) Abul (Shaheed) 440 

Katal, Shadat 334 

Khadem 368 
Khir, (L/Nk.) Abul 379 

Khair, (Sep.) Abul (Shaheed) 554 

Khair, (Principal) Abul 23. 33, 51 
Khair, Abul 283, 285 

Khjruzzaman, N/Sub. 218,235, 290 

Khaled (Khalid), Maj 6, 542, 543 

Khaled 373 
Khaleque, Abdul 301 

Khaleque. Abdul 392 

Khaleque, (Hav.) Mohd Abdul (Shaheed) 
556 

Khalil. (Sep.) Mohd (Shaheed) 548 

Khan, Ahmed Ali Master 41 
Khan, Altaf Hossain 516 

Khan. (Capt.) Ataullah (Pak) 192. 193 

Khan, Ayub (Ex Pak. President) 69 

Khan, (Maj.) Azam Malik 427, 472 
Khan, (Capt) Feroz (Pak) 427 

Khan. (Capt.) Hashem (Pak) 673 

Khan, Kadir 7 
Khan, (Maj.) Kazim (Pak) 673 

Khan. (Capt.) Khodadat (Pak) 332 

Khan. Mahtab 375 
Khan, (Capt.) Mohd. Zafar (Pak) 427 

Khan. (Sep.) Munsaf (Pak) 412 
Khan. (Cap.) Muttalib (Pak) 427 

Khan, (Lt. Col.) Rahmal (Pak) 144 

Khan, Sadea 6. 8, 10, 12, 15, 16. 19. 22,28. 
30, 35, 37, 39, 42 

Khan, (Fig, Offr.) Sakhawat Hossain 212. 

292 

Khan, (Maj.) Sher (Pak.. Killed) 123-24 

Khan. Sultan. M. 6, 8, 10. 13 

Khan. (Lt. Gen.) Tikka 80, 177, 179, 654 

Khan. (Gen.) Yehya, 153, 176. 177, 179. 
185, 186. 663 

Khatoon, Amina 193 

Khatoon, Jamila 193 
L 

Lahore Resolution (1940) 185 

Larma, Orbinda 318 
Latif. (Sep.) A. (Shaheed) 266 

Latif, Abdul 193 

Latif, Abdul 291 

Latif, (Sep) Abdul (Shaheed 549-50 
Latif. (N/Sub) Abdul (Shaheed) 556 

Latif, Abdul (Shaheed) 566 

Latif, Abdul (Shaheed) 575 
Latif. Maulana Abdul 369 

Latif, Md. Abdul (Shaheed) 570 

League. Awami 185,496,541, 542, 654. 
663.682 

League, Jatiya Sramik 71 

League. Muslim 42, 57, 61, 77, 84,201, 
335. 336, 343, 367, 373, 375, 380. 394, 

395, 

408, 420, 496, 654,682 

Liaqat 614 
‘Lightenin' (Somalian Ship) 69 

'Lili' (Pak Ship) 158 

Lokman, (FF) Md. (Shaheed) 551 
'Loren’ (U.S. Freighter) 143 

M 

Mafiz, Chirman 198 
Mafizuddin. Master 372 

Mahfuz (Ur-Rahman), Capt. 211.246. 248. 

249. 252.253,491, 542. 543. 544 

Mahmood Sultan (Press & Liason Officer. 
Eastern, Sector-11) 3. 15,16. 19. 22, 28. 30. 

35, 37, 39. 42 

Mahmud, Md. Kasu (Shaheed) 569 
Mahmud. (Fit. Lt.) Sultan 250. 262, 492 

Majid 212 
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Majid. Abdul 446 
Maj id, Abdul (Shaheed) 565 

Majid. Abdul (Shaheed) 569 

Majumder, Fani 544 
Maksing, Capt. 269 

(BSF) 

Malek, Abdul 135 

Mallii. Dawed 335 
Mallik, Kudrat 341 

Mandal, Kosal 420 

Maniruzzamin, Sub. (Shaheed) 345 
Manjur, Capt. (Pak) 827 

Mannaf 368 

Mannan 207. 214,215, 217,218,219.220, 
235. 236. 263. 264. 266, 268, 269. 273, 

274. 

281,292. 296. 299 
Mannan, Maj 177 

Mannan. Abdul 41 

Mannan, (Sep) Abdul (Shaheed) 251 
Mannan, (Sep) Abdul (Shaheed) 412 

Mannan. (Sep) Abdul (Shaheed) 549-50 

Mannan, Dr. (MPA) 543 

Mannan. (Lt. Col.) M. A. B. B. 575 
Mansur 545 

Mansur, Mirza (MPA) 278 

Manzoor, (Maj) M. A. (Comd. Sect.) 481 
Manzur, (Squ. Ldr) 176 

Master, Akkas Ali 18 

Mati Chairman 404 
Matin. (Nk) Abdul (Shaheed) 435 

Matin. Ashfaque (Shaheed) 566 

Matin, Md. Abdul (Shaheed) 572 

Matin, (Maj.) Mohammad Abdul 577 
Matiur, (L/Nk) Md. (Shaheed) 553 

Maula.S. N. 256. 318 

Mazid, Abdul 450 
Mazid. Abdul (Shaheed) 563 

Mazumdar. (FF) Alauddin (Shaheed) 554 

Meah. Kala 321 
Mia. Abul Hashem 516 

Mia, Md. Badsha516 

Miah, Balu 300 
Miah, Batu 303, 304 

Miah, Dulal (Shaheed) 568 

Miah. Edu 446 

Miah. Farid 614 
Miah, Fazlu28 

Miah. (Sep) Ghani (Shaheed) 556 

Miah, Kala 36 
Miah, Lai (Shaheed) 566 

Miah. Madhu 279, 280 

Miah, Mamtaj 291 
Miah, (Sep) Manik (Shaheed) 552 

Miah. (Sep) Manu (Shaheed) 548 

Miah, Md. Manzil (Shahee) 572 

Miah, (Sep) Matul (Shaheed) 553 
Miah, Md. Shahjahan (Shaheed) 562 

Miah, (Sep) Nauu412 

Miah, Oka I at 478 
Miah, Rafique 301 

Miah. Siddique 300 

Miah, Siddique 303, 304 
Mian, Abu 9 

Mian, Abu 37 

Mian, Bachchu 8 
Mian, Chand41 

Mian, Kaptain 18 

Mian, Koli 37 
Mian, Lai 17 

Mian, (Nk) Malu (Shaheed) 547 

Mian, Mamtaj 9 

Mian, Mazed 18 
Mian. (Nk) Nuru (Shaheed) 547 

Mian, Shiur 18 

Mian, Siraj 17 
Mirdah, (Sep) Sarwar 412 

Mirza, Fit. Lt. 176 

Mizan, 245, 249,287. 296 
Mizan, 2nd Lt. 633 

Mogh, Aungla 217 

Mohamed. (L/Nk) Niaz (Pak) 412 

Mohammad. Noor 507 
Mohd. (L/Nk) Noor (Shaheed) 353 

Mohd, (MB) Noor 614 

Mohiuddin. MPA. 176 
Moinuddin, (Nk) Sk. 526 

Molla, Mohd. Ishacj 443 

Mollah, Abdul Aziz (Comd.. FF) 516 
Mollah, Abdul Hakim (Shaheed) 567 

Mollah, Aziz 468 

Mollah. Dinu 336 
Mollah, Mannan 3 

Mollah, (Sub) Mazid*477 

Mollah, Md. Majumali 335 

Mollah, Mistry Zahid M. 450 
Momen, Nurul (S.P. Faridpur) 177 

Mondal, Ebaruddin 193 

Mondal, Maqsum Ali (Shaheed) 572 
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Moni, Sheikh 542, 543 
Monsur, Maj (Pak) 132, 179 

Moral, Abul 413 

Moral, Ashraf 413 
Mosharafuddin 448 

Mostofa, (Sub) 617 

Mostofa, A.K.M. (Shaheed) 649-50 

Mostofa, (FF) Alauddin (Shaheed) 554 

Mostofa, Golam 516 

Mostofa. (L/Nk) Kazi Golam 527 

Mostofa, Mohd. 301 
Motaleb, (Sigman) Abdul (Shaheed) 548 

Mujahid, Nk., (Shaheed) 17 

Mukhtar 368 
Musharraf, MPA 542, 545 

Muslim-uddin, (Capt) Mohd. 194 

Mustafa, Ghulam 22 
Mustafa, (Capt) Ghulam (Pak) 144 

Mustafa, Md. 290 

Mustafa, (2nd Lt.) Mohammad 637 

Muzammel 417 
 

N 

'Nasim' (pak-ship) 126,256, 318 
Nasir, Nk 229 

Nasiruddin, Mohd. 41 

Nath, (Mjd) Monoranzan (Shaheed) 551 
Nawazeshuddin, Maj, 612, 616 

Nawaz, (2nd Lt.) Mohammada (Pak) 192 

Niazi, Capt, (Pak) 473 
Niazi, Lt. Gen. (Pak) 467.470, 545 

Nuruddin 343 

Nuruzzaman, Capt. 177 

Nuruzzaman 283, 284 
Nuruzzaman (Shaheed) 571 

 

O 
Osmany, Col. M. A. G. 184.487, 489, 494 

Omar 508 

 
P 

Parvaz, (2nd Lt. Pak) 130 

Patwari, (N/Sub.) Elias 448 

Patwary, (Sub) Ali Akbar 577, 578. 591 
(The) 'People' (English Daily) 673 

Prodhan, Maj 543 

PTI679 
 

Q 

Qamruzzaman 468 

Qasem, (Guerolla) Abul 423 
Qashem, (N/Sub) Abul (Shaheed) 388 

Qashem, Abul 417 

Quadr, (Capt.) 
Aftab-AI-Shaheed) 546 

Quashem, Abul 37 

R 

Rabbani, Gulam (Shaheed) 574 

Radio Bangladesh (Shwadhin Bangla 

Betar) 

502,541,610 
Radio Pakistan 39, 43, 176 

Rafiq (ul Islam), Maj. 206, 230, 246, 248, 

249, 252, 253, 260, 305,324,325,491,493, 
494,498, 499 

Rafiq 582 

Rafiquzzaman, Md. (Shaheed) 575 
Raghu 447 

Rahim, (L/Nk) Abdur (Shaheed) 548 

Rahman (Lt.)616 

Rahman. (Wing, Com.) A. 176 
Rahman, Abdur 336 

Rahman. Abdur 396 

Rahman, Abdur 419 
Rahman, Abdur (Shaheed) 549-50 

Rahman, Abdur (Shaheed) 571 

Rahman, (MB) Abdur 614 
Rahman, (Sep) Abdur 616 

Rahman, (FF) Afzalur (Abu Miah, 

Shaheed) 552 
Rahman, Atiur 451 

Rahman, (Sub) Azizur (Shaheed) 552 

Rahman, (MB) Azizur 614 

Rahman, (Sqn. Ldr. Badiur 176 
Rahman. (Fig. Offr) Fazlur 176 

Rahman, (N/Sub) Fazlur 287 

Rahman, Fazlur (Shaheed) 547 
Rahman, (Sep) Fazlur (Shaheed) 548 

Rahman, Gaziur 417 

Rahman, Habibur 3 
Rahman. Habibur 126 

Rahman, Habibur 277 

Rahman, Habibur 286 

Rahman, Habibur 291, 297 
Rahman, Habibur (Shaheed) 565 

Rahman, Habibur (Shaheed) 571 

Rahman, Md. Habibur (Shaheed) 564 
Rahman, Mohd. Habibur (Shaheed) 573 

Rahman, (Sep) Hafizur 416 

Rahman, Hamidur (Shaheed) 565 
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Rahman. (Fit. Lt.) Khalilur 176 
Rahman, Khalilur 291 

Rahman, (L/Nk) Khalilur 418 

Rahman. L. 315, 316 
Rahman, Lukmanur 41 

Rahman. Lutfur 348 

Rahman. Lutfur 368 

Rahman, (Sep.) Lutfur 412 

Rahman, (Sep) Lutfur (Shaheed) 547 

Rahman, Mafizur 283,285 

Rahman, Mafizur (Shaheed) 571 
Rahman, (Capt.) Mahboobur 590 

Rahman, Mahbubur 348 

Rahman, Mahfuzur (Shaheed) 565 
Rahman, (Squ. Ldr.) Mahibur 176 

Rahman, Majibur (Sheheed) 567 

Rahman, (Nk) Maqsoodur (Shaheed) 547 
Rahman, (Lt.) Matiur 583 

Rahman, Mizanur (Rangu) 222, 224 

Rahman, Mizanur 325 

Rahman, Mizanur 335, 336 
Rahman. (2nd Lt.) Mohd. Mzanur 638 

Rahman, Mohd. Mojibur (Shaheed) 548 

Rahman. (L/Nk) Mokhlesur (Shaheed) 556 
Rahman, (Capt.) Mustafizur 438 

Rahman, (FF) Mustafizur (Shaheed) 554 

Rahman, Nurur 170 
Rahman. Shaikh Mujibur 177, 179, 185, 

186,189,663 

Rahman, (Squ. Ldn.) Shamsur 176 
Rahman, Shamsur 446 

Rahman. (MB) Shamsur 614 

Rahman. Syedur 369 

Rahman, (Nk) Tabibur 416 
Rahman, (Hav.) Taibur 400 

Rahman. Md. Taibur (Shaheed) 562 

Rahman. Zahidur (Shaheed) 572 
Rahman. (Maj) Ziaur 541, 542 

Rana, Maj (Pak) 472 

Rashid 17 
Rashid, Abdul 291 

Rashid. (Sep) Abdur 412 

Rathee, Capt. B.S. (Ind) 259 

Rauf, (Chairman) Abdur 253 
Razzak, Abdur 41 

Riaz. Lt. Gen. (Pak) 673 

Rizvi, Mr. 673 
Rob (C. O. S.) 541 

Rouf, (Sep) Abdur (Shaheed) 547 

Rouf, (Sep). Abdur (Shaheed) 556 

Roy, Provat Chandra (Shaheed) 564 
 

S 

Sabedali, Sub 246 
Safa. Ahmed 291 

Sahiuddin MNA 626 

Sakiki 60 

Salam 46 

Salam, (Hav) A, (Shaheed) 388 

Salam, Abdus 369 

Salam, Abdus (Shaheed) 571 
Salick, (Brig) N.A. (Pak) 623 

Salim, (Sep) Mohd (Shaheed) 549-50 

Salam, Mai, (Pak) 541 
Samad, 2°* Lt. 633 

Samad, Md. Abdus (Shaheed) 563 

Samad. Md. Abdus (Shaheed) 574 
Samiuddin, Dr. 201 

Sandhu, Brig. (Ind) 543 

Sardar, Abdul Hai (Shaheed) 563 

Sardar, Akkas 399,445 
Sardar, Daud Ali 452 

Sardar, Ezshar (Ejahar) 399.445 

Sardar, Maqbul 445 
Sardar, Md. Badal 335 

Sardar, Md. Wahid Ali 335 

Sardar, (Hav) Mohiuddin (Shaheed) 507 
Sardar, Mokbul 399 

Sardar, Mubarak 336 

Sardar, Muslim 453 
Sardar, Muzahar (Mojahar) 399, 445 

Sardar, Saruf (Swarap) 399,445 

Sardar, Tabibur Rahaman, MPA 626 

Sarkar. Gen, (Ind) 544 
Sarkar, Akbar Ali 443 

Sarkar. Akhram Ali 443 

Sarkar. Main Uddin 46 
Sarnakar, Malek 367 

Sarup, (Brig.) Annand (Ind) 543 

Swar, Capt. (Pak) 673 
Sattar, (Sep) A. 400 

Sattar, Abdus 392 

Sattar, Abdus (Shaheed) 402 

Sattar, Abdus 404 
Sattar, Abdus 420 

Sattar, Abdus (Shaheed) 446 

Sattar, (L/Nk.) Abdus (Shaheed) 547 
Sattar, (Sep) Abdus (ShaheedO 553 

Sattar, (N/Sub) Abdus (Shaheed) 573 

Sattar, (N/Sub) Golam (Shaheed) 555 
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Sattar, Md. Abdur (Shaheed) 570 
Sattar. Maulana Absul 51 

Shaft, (Sep) Mohd. (Shaheed) 466 
Safique 36 

Shafiquzzaman 392 
Shafiullah, Md. 423 

Shaheb. Sep 286 
Shahip, (Hav.) Abdus (Shaheed) 551 

Shahjahan 36 

Shahjahan, (Mjd. Capt.) 629, 630 

Shahjahan, Md. (Shaheed) 573 

Shams, Capt. 543 

'Shamy' (Pak Ship) 158 

Sharif. Capt. 457 

Sharif, (Nk) Kawsar (Shaheed) 546 

Sheikh. (Sep.) Bubul (Shaheed) 547 

Sher Afgan' (Pak Ship) 154 

Shiraj 459 

'Shoban', (Pak Ship) 158 

Shuja. Capt. 176 

Siddique 46 
Siddique, Abdus Sukur 418 

Siddique, Golam Sarwar 418 
Siddique, (Sep) Mohd. (Shaheed) 423 

Singh. Dhananjon (Shaheed) 564 
Singh, (Capt.) Mehek) (In) 545 

Singh, (Brig.) Sabek (Ind) 541, 543, 544 
Sk. Barik 545 

Sk.. Mukhtar 545 

Sobhan 324 

Subban 368 

Sudhir 368 

Sukkur, (FF) Abdul (Shaheed) 556 

T 

Taher, Abu 301 

Taher, Md. Abu (Shaheed) 562 

Taher, Md. Abu (Shaheed) 574 

Taleb. (Sep) Abu (Shaheed) 410. 412 

Taleb. (Hav) Abu (Shaheed) 546 

Taleb, (Sigman) Abu (Shaheed) 547 

Talukder, Mannan 3 
Talukder. Muhdali (Shaheed) 563 

Tamai 49 
Tayab 440 

U 
Uddin, Afiz (Shaheed) 574 

Uddin, (Sep) Azim (Shahee) 552 
Uddin, (Sig. man) Fakhar (Shaheed) 556 

Uddin, Imam 392 
Uddin, Islam 38 

Uddin, Jamal (Shaheed) 571 
Uddin. (FF) Kamal (Shaheed) 553 

Uddin, (Magist.) Md. Afsar 313 
Uddin, Md. Nazim (Shaheed) 570 

Uddin, Md. Ramij (Shaheed) 573 
Uddin, Salah 39 

Uddin, Md. Shahid (Shaheed) 564 

Uddin, Mohd, Jaial (Shaheed) 574 

Uddin, Nasir 614 

Uddin, (N/Sub) Nazir (Shaheed) 546 

Uddin, Reaz (Shaheed) 567 

Uddin, Shab (Shaheed) 573 

Uddin, Taslim (Shaheed) 569 

Ullal, A. 253 

Ullah, (Capt.) Hadayet (Pak) 427 

Ullal. Shafiq (Shaheed) 549-50 

Ullal, (Capt.) Shafique 587 

Ullal. (Nk) wazi (Shaheed) 555. 56S 

UNI 657 
U. N.O. 178, 179,256,318. 740 

US AID 740 
Usha (Shaheed) 447 

w 
Wadood, (FF) Abdul (Shaheed) 553 

Wadud. (Sep.) Abdul (Shaheed) 549-50 
Wahab, Abdul, MPA 306, 307 

Wahab. (N/Sub) Abdul 614 

Wahed, (Sep) Abdul 442 

Wahid, (Nk) A. 400 

Wahid. Abdul 41 

Wahid, Abdul 401 

Wahid. (Ans.) Abdul 450 

Wakiuzzaman, 2nd Lt. 636 

Wali, 2
nd

 Lt. 632,633 

Wazed, (FF) Abdul (Shaheed) 554 

Y 

Yakub, (Hav.) Mohd. (Shaheed) 466 

Yasin, Lt. Col. 176 

Yeasin, Mohd 353 
Younus, Mohd. 428 

Yousuf, (FF) Mohd. (Shaheed) 554 
Yunus 7 

Z 
Zahangir 294 

Zahur, Hav. 49 
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Zainal Kazi 3 
Zaman. Gazi Md. Ahaduz (Shaheed) 562 

Zaman, (W/Sub.) K. 317, 318 
Ziauddin, 2nd. Lt. 176 

Ziauddm, Maj. 542 
GLOSSARY 

Ammo. Ammunition 
Ans. Ansar 

A/P. Anti Peresonnel (mine) 

Approx. Approximate 

Arty. Artllery 

A/Tk. Anti Taka (mine) 

BN. Battalion 

BOP. Border Out Post 

Br. Bridge 

Brig. Brigade/Brigadier 

Cas. Casualty 

Cdo. Commando 

Cfm. Confirmed 

Civ. Civilian 

Cmm. Comma 
CO. Officer Commanding 

Comd. Commander/Commandant 
Comm. Communication 

Con. Convoy 
Cone. Concentration 

Coy. Company 
DBBL. Double Barrel (Gun) 

Def. Defence 

En. Enemy 

Engr. Engineer. 

Ft. Foot/Feet 

Fd. Field 

GB. Gano Bahini 

GR. Grid Reference 

Gr. Ground 

Gren. Grenade 

HMG. Heavy Machine Gun 

Hy. Heavy 

Hrs. Hours 

Incl. Including 
Jco. Junior Commissioned Officer 

LMG. Light Machine Gun 
L/Nk. Lense Naik 

Loc. Localion/Located 
MB. Mukti Bahini 

MF. Mukti Fouj 
MG. Machine Gun 

Mid. Mujahid 
Mor. Mortar 

M/S. Map Sheet/Mile stone 
MSG. Massage 

NB. Niamito Bahini 

Nco. Non-Commssioned Officer 

Ni. Night 

Nk. Naik 

No. Number 

N/Sub. Naik Subedar 

Offr. Officer 

Ops. Operations 

Pers. Persons 

PI. Platoon 

Posn. Position 

Ps. Police Station 

Ptl. Patrol 
RC1/RR. Recoilless Rifle 

Rd. Road 
Rds. Rounds 

Recce. Reconnaissance 
Ref. Reference 

Regt. Regiment 
Rly. Railway 

SBBL. Single Barrel (Gun) 

Sec. Section/Sector 

Sep. Sepoy 

Sitrep. Situation Report 

SLR. Self Loaded Rifle 

SMG. Sub Machine Gun 

SP. Supporting Party 

SQ. Square 

Stn. Station 

Sir. Strength 

Sub. Subedar 

Tgt. Target 

Tps. Troops 
Tpt. Transport 

Veh. Vehicle 
Wpn. Weapon 

Yds. Yards 

 

------------------- 
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���������� 
����� ��� ����R � � %��_&�� +A Ec$��� -�"���d �!���� �)�e� !�� (�� । 
 
‘‘���������� 
����� ��� : ������’’ Ec$���� M��!�� fU���U� ��1�[। ����g $!� -(�  

�() $'&���� Ec$���� M��!���� I��� (� �� $'&��� “���������� 
����� ��� : ������’’ 
Ec$��� ���$� ���)�� ��$�0G�&� ����R E!&  ��। ����#�� I�V�� �� -��_ ��$�0G�&� ����Z 
D�0&  �� !� -���� ��)�� � ��� ���V� ‘!�/�� ��������0'- । ��$�0G�&� -,�� ��()� - � 
�)�)� �� �)���$ ���� � !�, -� �)����� ��0�i  �� 0�� D��C  �� !���[। %� jA ���  
� ��� ����k�� l�m��  �����0 ����� !���[। "�� ��$�0�G� ��������  DN��nV� I�O ��`� 
O �W�o` !���[। 

 
I$�� �Wp ��q��, ‘‘���������� 
����� ��� : ������’’ Ec$���� ��r�&�B ������� $�A 

��s  O %��_ ���  ��[ I�W� !��। 
 
    
    
    
    
7� �7� �7� �7� �    
�5��C� �5��C� �5��C� �5��C� 9999::::::::FFFF    

((((�#$�� I�$ ���u ��#$�� I�$ ���u ��#$�� I�$ ���u ��#$�� I�$ ���u �))))    
�����w ��M������w ��M������w ��M������w ��M�    
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����� ��� �������  ���� ������������ 
����� ��� �������  ���� �� 

 

 

%%%%&�#��'� �������� �� ��&�#��'� �������� �� ��&�#��'� �������� �� ��&�#��'� �������� �� ��    
�() $'&����() $'&����() $'&����() $'&���    
-��-��-��-��----8 8 8 8 ����������������    

�������� ��M������������ ��M������������ ��M������������ ��M����, , , , 7� �।7� �।7� �।7� �।    
    
    

�-�$/-��-8/9+"-9/<3/�����-8/<=<                                  ������ F: D�y��� 9::F 
 
-��  :  Dz�� ��� M���0� 
 ����� �! ��� ��M� (-��-8) 
 
���  :  #�� -%���$ -$�."� 


Z��� ��� 
-$���0 !�/�� ��������0 
$$��# m�#� (6(0 ���) 
��$��, 7� �। 

    
��_� :    ‘‘���������� 
����� ��� : ������ (8; ��)’’ ��$�0G�&� ��$�U �H� O DN�{�� $�� 

D��$��। 
 
�S� : ��|� :> D�y��� 9::F ������� I���। 
 
 
$�!���, 
 f���0k ��_�� �S���k I����� ���( ��w $�� D����� �H�, ��J��0 ��A O DN�{� 
-$�����  ��_���k Ec���� MS1�R $�G�&� D��$�� ���  �� !���। $'&���  �W0  
��0��M�/D��$���� �H� ���0���$ +}~��( -"�� ���  �� !���। 
 
 
�����k : �&0� -$����� । 
 
 I��� ��qI��� ��qI��� ��qI��� ��q....    

    
    
    

((((Dz�� ��� M���0�Dz�� ��� M���0�Dz�� ��� M���0�Dz�� ��� M���0�))))    
����� �! ��� ��M� ����� �! ��� ��M� ����� �! ��� ��M� ����� �! ��� ��M� ((((-��-��-��-��----8888)))) 

 

 



 

 

���������� 
����� ��� �������  ���� ������������ 
����� ��� �������  ���� ������������ 
����� ��� �������  ���� ������������ 
����� ��� �������  ���� �� 

 

 

� ��� �  (�� ��� �  (�� ��� �  (�� ��� �  (�    
����B -�� �� #���� #) ��� 
����� ��E��$� A��!�� + �B D$S�) ���। -� I����  

���������� 8<38 ��� 
����� ��� +�� �}�S��0� 
����� ��E��$� A��!�� I$����  ��[ +  
-%n��$� ���। ���������� 
������ A��!�� �&��� #) 8<33 �� �} ��� �� �� 
���������� 
����� ����� A��!�� ��� O $�G& � P E!&  ��। ����,�� O �(�(0�� �#�� 
����� #) 
����� ��E�$ O 
����� ����� ������� ��E! O ��M�A�S�0  �� �� �  �� !�। ���A 
"���� ‘���������� 
����� ��� ������’ Ec����। �������� �� ���� �() $'&��� 8<>9 �� 
8; ��^ +A Ec���� � ��  ��। + f�u��) %�s�  �$�B� ����� ���)%�&� Da�R ���b�$� "�� 
+A Ec����। 

+A Ec���� � �� !O��� DP ���� $��) ��� ����� �  "����� ���। +A Ec���� 
����� 
���-��_�  � � %��_&�  �$0� XYZ�S&0 -�"���d �!���� �)�e� !�H +�� !��। � � �  � 
(� �� ���������� ��0$� #�%�V�� + �B �W!} D�� I$���� 
����� ��E�$ O 
����� ����� 
� W� A��!�� #�� -(�  ���0�� ���} ���� ����[ +�� +� j���)�� D�  %��_&�  �$0 �)���� 
�B��H। 

+$������ %&�#��'� �������� �� ���� �() $'&���  �W0  ���������� 
����� ��� ���������� 
����� ��� ���������� 
����� ��� ���������� 
����� ��� 
������������������������ Ec���� ��$�0G�&� ����R�B D�)R �$�������%� ��� I$�� $�  ��। 

�������� �� ��  �W0  + � $ + �B #���� XYZ�S&0  $0 ���� ����Z I$�����  D�0&  ��� 
I$�� -%n������। +�A ���U�� Ec����� ��_��S�M ��S&0 D������0� -��� �� I�N�  ���0����� 
��$�0G�&� I��& -Mo�  ���[। I��  ��, ��$�0�G� Ec���� ��s -%��_ ��� M��!�� -$B��� �,$ 
!��। 

����� +A  $0 ��^ ��|�� Da�R ���b$  ���[, I$�� ��|��� IR��   W���� O �)��� 
#���H। 

 
 
 
:3 �5��C� 9::F (-%���$ -$�."�) 


Z��� ��� 
!�/�� ��������0 
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$�$�$�$������������� 
 

�������� 
����� ����� A��!�� � �P� � ���)����o ��$�&) �&  �$�B� ��" -(�  +A 
���� ��E�!� � ��� ��� 0 j�B  (� ����  ��[। + � �P� f}��U O %s, +� $S� f�u�) O 
 ��0���� ��� 0 ����_ �����w  $0 �0� #�� !��� !��"#�� �!$� ��.���� ����। 

�������� O ��%W!�� f��U -(�  � �����) �����$S! ��0�M�  �$�B� ���)�W` ����, 
�S�$ � ���� �(����) -Mo�  ���[। ��|�� �J�� �� �J� ��� �������� �� �̂���� l��0 ��� ���,� 
 ���[, ��.���� I���M�-�$����M�� $��)�$ �����# O �������� #) $S�)�� f���� ���� 
� P ��.���� �!����  ���[। I$���� - � $R�) [�1�A ����X��� ������ ��s  O 
%��_ ���  ��[ f���� !�H। ������ �(���� $S��S� -(�  f����� -Mo�  �� !���[। � ���� 
����X��� ��$�&) �&  �$�B D��$��  �� �����[। 

��� ���1 �� ��� �WV��)��� ���� -(�  ��(�$  ��0�M�� XY����Z ���  ���[ � �P 
�����#� ����g %��_ �W`। ��|�� #�� !��� !��"#�� �!$��� -�W�Z + ����Z �(��( �V� O 
IR�� ��� ���% ���  ��[। 

��$�&) �&  �$�B� � � ���)�  +�� � �P� %��_ �Ẁ �  ��|��� ������ �S�$ �� #) 
I�$ D��_ �)��� #��A। -�A ��N � �P� ��� ���������� ����o  �� O �������  #�� !��� 
!��"#�� �!$��  ���� O D ���  $0��Mo�� #) #��A ��&7��� D��`। 

����g �S�� ��%W!�� O ������M�� ���( ��0��M� ����X��� -(�  I$���� 
����� ����� + �B 
����0 , ��$�&) O ����, �M� -����� I���, I$�� + I�� -��_&  ��[। ��%W!�� �$��� ���� 
+ �B ���� I 0�A�� %s� �!����  ���। D�����B� O D���rW� ����X��� ���_)�� ��%W!�� 
!�� ������o� $��)�$ -�X��� $S� ������ ���% ������#� !�� ����। 

 

� ���� ����X��� ��s  �$�# O %��_ ���  ��[ �$��W� !�� I$���� b$ ��(0  ��� $� 
 ��। 
 
 
 
86 -���C�, 
8<>9। 

$�"#�$�"#�$�"#�$�"#���������!  ���!  ���!  ���!  ��� 
-M���$)�, 

��$�&) �&  �$�B, 
�������� 
����� ����� A��!�� � P। 
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�S�$ ��S�$ ��S�$ ��S�$ � 

���������� 
����� ����� �$���$� 8<38 ����� 9; $�M0 -(�  8= �5��C� ��0R। +A �$�� 
���������� 
����� ����� ���% ��� 0� ���� ���q �� � [� ��B�[ ��� �() O ������ ��E! +�� 
-����� O�� ���U  �� ���������� 
����� ����� A��!�� �M� O $�G�&� ����Z D��0� !� 
$��k��� A��!�� ��� O $�G& � �P� O��। %&�#��'� �������� �� ���� �() $'&����� 
D��� +A � P�B ����V� !� +�� +�  �# LY !� 8<3> ����� #������ -(�  (�����o Go�))। 

A��!�� �M�� ����Z��w !��O +A � P 
����� �������R ���� O �()�$S! � ���� 
����R E!&  ��। +�  ��&, �$ ��� - � �B�� ����_  �� ���������� 
����� ����� $��� 
+ �B ��%�R ��� �B�� A��!�� �M�� -,�� ����,�� O �.�V�� �,�  �� +�� �� W��� ����� 
+�1�� ��O�� �TU� D�)R j�!। + #)A I$�� A��!�� �M�� ������0 ���� O �() � ��� A 
D��  XYZ�S&0 $�  ���[। +� "�� ���� O �()���A  (� ����, �B�� �� �� O �������! �� 
�,�  ���, �B� ������ ��%�� �,�  ���। 

+A �,) ��$� -���A  �� �B ��^ ��%W!�� �����$S! � ���� ����R � P E!&  ��। +A 
������,�� � �P� ��$� + �B ����_ ����M) ��_� -��� -�� +A -�, ������ ��E�!� �$���$� 

����� ���� ��  !O�� ���O + ��)O �$� XYZ�S&0 -�, 
����� ����� ����� ����B �B�S�$ 
����[। 
����� ����  +A �B�S�$ -(�  ��Hg  �� -��� ��� �। +A �B�S�$� �B����- ���  
$��k��E�$ ��� D���!�  �� ���- ��� D����0 ���&��A 
����� ����  D��)����  �� -����। 
��A $��k��E��$� 
�� #�� [�1� 
����� ����  ���� ��� ���A �। +A ��������� 
����� 
����� ���� � ���� ���% +� �B�S�$ ����R j’�^ ������E! � ���� ����R � P E!&  ��। 
+� "�� � �P� ���� � ���� ��� P� ����� ��|1�� : 

 

�($ �� ◌� �B�S�$ (8<:;-8<;>) 
����� �� ◌� �B�S�$ (8<;>-8<38) 

�W��� �� ◌� $��#�%� : ���� 
M��(0 �� ◌� $��#�%� : ����� ��������� �}���� 

��$ �� ◌� $��#�%� : -����$��)$ 
_V �� ◌� $��#�%� : %&$��)$ 

�w$ �� ◌� ��� .�� ������ : �� ��� O -��� ��� 
Do$ �� ◌� %&!�)�, ��&�(0� ����� O �����%  �B� 

�$ �� ◌� ��� ��E�$ (8) 
��$ �� ◌� ��� ��E�$ (9) 

+ ��� �� ◌� ��� ��E�$ (F) 
���� �� ◌� ������ ������� : ���� 

������ �� ◌� ������ ������� : #������ O ����g ��� 
M��0�� �� ◌� ��q#$� 

���� �� ◌� ��,�} �� 

-_�1� �� ◌�  ���z�, Ec�z� O ��0J 

 

 



 

 

���������� 
����� ��� �������  ���� ������������ 
����� ��� �������  ���� ������������ 
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M�� 

$S� ��� P�� 39:: �WV� $�G�&� ��� P� (� ��O ��E�!� ���$�& ����� !�� ��O��� 
I$���� ����R �����0  ��� !�। �� ��� P� D����� ����B �^ ��� <:: �WV�, ��0�$�B 
8;::: �WV�� $��) ��E!X��� $�G& ��g  ��� ���#B ���u D��$���� !�। +A ���U�� I$���� 
 �# +�%�� ���। 

���� O �()��� ��E�!� �)����� ���$��� I$�� �)��  O -�����$�� -����[। ��� �B�S�$ 
�C�� ���� O �()��� E!�& � [�B� ���� �W�o�N� D��C  ��। I$�� L�� -�A�� �() O ����A 
�B�S�$ ��^ ��g�����  ��� ����R �A, �� ���������� ��0$� �S��^� l���o) O +��� ����� ��� 
#%�&� I�� I ���� ���% ��),���� #�1�। D(0�} -��� �B�, I�`�� O  ��0 ��&, +A 
�S��^� #%&�  $��k��E��$� ���  f��� O ���M����  ���[, ���� -��� ����R ���� O �()A 
+A ��^  ������$ ���� ��#��� !���[। +A �W�o� �& -(�  I$�� ���������� D��� ��|B�� �� 
�S�-D���� ��)���0  ���। 8<:; ����� ��%��% -(� A �B�S�$ ����R ����-�()��� ��g��� 
LY  ��। I$�� $�  ��, ���������� $��k��E��$� �)��)�� +A LY� ��$��B ����)��#0�, ��), O 
���kE�!)। 

8<:;-+� ��%��% +�� �� ��-+� �� 8<6: ��� ��0R $�)��0� + ���0 �$��� I� - � 
���� + ��^ ��g���  �� !��।  ��& 8<88 -(�  8<6: ��0R +A �S��^ D��V� � � ��#���  
I�`�� ��0������ �W�B�������� I�`���� DR�S0k �[�। 8<6: ���� %W!�� ���!�� �.��� 
�' 
����� �U���� ������ ���V�� ����� ��!� �[�। I� �� f���  ���[�� ����������A 
���)�XY #�%�V�� D��������� -�� +, - , "#��� ! । 8<6= ���� ���R D������� ���� 
 ���� ���!�� �.���� -� �������  �� !�, ���� ������ 
�' ��������� ���  ���!��  �� 
!�। 8<63 ���� ���� ����% ��� 0 $�fJ�)��B ��� P� -��_&�� �� 
��� O ���0��n$ ����� 
���V�� ��Mo� !�, � � -� ��Mo� �)(0 !� +�� -����� ��� .� ����V� !� ���� 
��U����� 
��_��B ��S&0��� f���,� !�। +�A ���&���� ����0� ��� ���������� #%�&� ����� 

��U��� �(� 
������ #) ��E�$  �� ���!���  ����# !�� -��� -��। +A ���!���  
����#�  $S�0  �� �����[ +$ �$. ����A + ��^ ��g����� !���[। 

�B�S�$ ����R ������ j�B ��^ ���k। �($ �^�B -�_ !���[ 8<;> ���� IA��� ���� 
,$�� ����� �$���$��। +���  �� ����#  �� !���[ + �RA �^ ��� P�� �WV����)�� 
������� ���  �,) -���- - � ����_ ���!���  �W�o� �& -(�  �। 

�B�S�$� -���� -� ���� ���� O �()��� I$�� E!&  ���[ -�X�� !��� -%�#B ����w, 
���0��$�J�  ��0����&�, - ��B0� $�$�� ��� 0� �����B0 O ���,  �$� �����B0, ��#���  ���� 
 $0�SM� O �.��, #���� �.��, I�`���� �����B0, [������ �.�� O I�`��, %&�������, 
��������� ������, ����o �)�k��%0� ��$�&) �$�,� O ���, ��#���  ��, �� ��� ���0� O 
���,� A�)���। 
����� ����� ���� O �()���� -���� ��E�!� �� ��.W��� !���[ 

����� ����A।  ��& +A ����� ���% ���� ��q #�1� !�� ��1�[�। "�� - �� ���������� 
D�)R�� �, ���� ���q� ��_���� -#�%�1  �� D���!��0 !�� -��� -�� +�� � P -�����A DE�� 
!�। + �)����� �)�k%� 5�����, �M�s��, ��,�} ��, �W�� (�, �� ��� �(��, �&� n�� O 
�������R ������ �()���, $�k +�� �� $��k���!� O �������� �� ���� �����  �}����, 
#������&� ���� D��E!&,  �$�B %s, ���W��, ��q#$�, ����g -���� ���0��$�J�  ��0����&� 
��W�� �� ���� �() O ���� +A ��E�!� DR�S0k  �� !�। + -,�� I$�� ����_���� #� 
-����[ ���� ��0������&� $����� ���"�� - � "�|  � (�� । +A �,) ��$� -��� 
%&�!����%��� ���.��� �() ��E�!� -Mo�  �� !���[। ����B ��^ ���S� ��� $S� ���� 
��g�����  ��� ���  ����_ �,) ���� !���[। ��� -��� ���� ���!���  XYZ D#0  ���[ +�� 
-�X�� ��� ���� �B�� �������! �� ��,� !� � -�X�� I$�� � ���� �S� -(�  E!&  ���[। 
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+  ��# + �BA I$���� ��� ����M) �[�, ��s  �B�� ��s  ���� -� ��s  ���$��& ��). 
!�। I$���� - � $R�) -A, DN��� ��� � -A, �#
 �)��)�-����_&O -A। I$�� ���V O 
����, $����� I%��%�1� �#�� ����� -Mo�  ���[। +A $S� �,) ��$� -���A ����-�()��� 
��[�A, ����� +�� ��)��  �� !���[। + -,�� I$�� L�� +AB� � �� 0�� DB�B -����[ ����  ���� 
������Z ,�  � !�। ������ �(�(0��A ��� �� �S�$ � O XYZ �� �(��(���� ���� ����। ��� 
#�����&A + ���� �B�� � W� $!��� । #������&� $��) D��� �����0�� AH� �� ���&� 
O D������� !�� O�s, - �� ��A #%�� $�) -(�  -��%)�$ -�W�Z� D��)�� ��B। ���������� 
-�����O ��A ��B�[। I� ��A +$ �� �� �� ��%s�� ���� DR��0k  �� !���[, -� �� �� 
��%s I$���� #���� ��#���� -,�� !���� $��) �S�$ � �� -�WZ E!&  ���। ��� + �U��� 
D�  I�%A ���������� 
����� �MR� + B� -���� + B� #���� ���0o �,)������� DR��¡��� A 
��$� ���� ���। I��� $!�Y�!� M������ -#�% Os� D#¡ %�[���� ���A ��� %s- �s��$�। 
��  #��� !�� +� ��B�A #�� �� ��। 

��� �)��  �������Z� ��� ��B� � !���� ���"��� �O !�� (� �� ����। +� j�B�  ��&, 
�($� E�c� ���$� ������ �� �¢����� ��, ������ D�  �() O ���� !��� � I�� �� 
���,�� -��%����%  ��O ��O�� ����, � [� -,�� -��%�����%�O �����% ��B�। ���A�  I$�� 
#��%� ���� -M���[ +�� �S�$ � D����� XYZ ������ ��� O �,) -����[- +A�BA $S�  (�। +A 
��� �B�S�$ O D)�) ��^ + A���� D��W� !���[। 

���1 �� ��� �WV�� $��� ���� O �()��� ��E!���)�� ��  -(�  ����� ���� !��। ��� 
I$���� ���&� +A -�, �� ���� O �() +��� ��E�!� ��A�� ����[। ���������� ��� ����B 
-�� A - � � - � ���� 
����� ����� ���% #�1� �[��। E��$ E��$ �)�k�� �)�k�� �� �B�� 
f£� !���[, �� ���Z%�(�, �� �)�%, ��q����� ��, D�)�M��, ���1��  ��!� .�� .�� %�1 
f�s�[। +� ���$�& D����  ��  �s। ��[�1� ���� ��q #��1O �[� + ��� 0 �$(0 O ������� 
+�� ����� ��������� �)��  �}����। ��A ��E�!�  �# ��S&0 !���[ �� ��� ��� �। -�� O 
������� �() ��E�!�  �# ��A - �� ��1�� ����, -�_ ��$�� -�n|[���� -��_&� -��� +�A ��� 
�। +� #) ���0 ����$� O ������� ����#। 

���$� �$��� #) I$���� � �P� I��; �j��� I$���� -�� ��O $�� M��#। +A D���� 
+A �����  ��#�  ���� ��.��� ��� �� ������ ��_�। ��� I$�� D���) ����� ��,) ¥�|���� 
��1�[��$ +�� ���S� �"� !���[ ���� 
����� �������R �() O ������ ���U�S�$ ��M� !���[, 
���0��� +  (� ��� ���। +� +� �� �� O fg��� D��,� ���� $��। �() O ���� ��E!  ��� 
�%�� I$���� -� D����� !���[ ���� +  (� ��� ���। 

������ ��E�!� -,�� I$���� ��Mo� �[� �)��  +�� -�����$��। �)�k%� -��%����% [�1�O 
+ f�u��) I$�� ����g �$�� ����� �� ����� � ��  ���[ +�� $��k����� ����, ��,� 
���V�, ����� �� �w�, Ec�%�� +�� Af�� ���_���  $0 �0��! ����g -b&�� #%�&�  ��[ 
-��&  ���[  ��  !�#�� ��$��� � � j��# ���� I����� ��1� -$���। ����B ��#��� , 
[��, b�$  +��  W_  ��%s�� ���(A -��%����%  �� !���[- � � ��%����� �, �)�k%����� 
- f - f ���� -%�[ �#
 ��E�!� ������। I����� #���� I����� ��1� � �����  ��& 
�!���� I$�� j�B ��_� �,)  ���[ : �($�, A��!���� XYZ ��� 0 D��M���, ��� "�� ��� 
 $���)  $��_A ������ ��E! �� ���,&  �� (��  +�� ������, ���U!� ����- ����_  �� 
 ����  ���� �������� I$���� $� !���[ -�, A��!�� �&��� ��Mo��B �� ��� !O��� +� ���� 
O �TU�V�� ��� 0 ��|��  
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��(o ��`!� +�� "�� ������ ����� $��)�$ ��� �P� A��!���  �$W�  ��� ������0 
D�S&0��%��� ������ A -� ��|�� -$� ����[। �)��  �)�k%� -��%�����%� $��)�$ +A �$�)� 
I$�� D� B�  ��B�� f�s�[। �� ��� f��)��%�  ���& A��!���� ����,�� ��� 0 -� I��¢�, �� 
I$���� ���� �^X�� ���  ��� ��� I$�� $�  ��। 

+[�1�O I$�� �,)  ���[, +$ D�� �  ��[A ���� O �()��� ����[ �� ��|�� !��[�1� 
 ��� ��#� । D�� A � [� -[�1�[, � [� !��� -��� �����[। I���  ����  ���� ��)���, 
������� ������ !�� -�X�� D�  -��� ����� f}� !�� fs�� ����। I$�� $S� ������ "�B� �� 
-��� D� � A ��|� $S�  �� -"�� �����[। + -,��O D�� A "�B� �� �����O �����% ���� ��#� 
!�- D(0�} ��|� !���� �����B ��� -��A  ��� ���_)��� I���। �� �� ���� ��E�!� �)����� 
- � D�50)�d ���  ���। "�� ���� ��O��� #) I$�� �)�k%� D����� O ���� M����� ����, 
IA%� M�� �W�o  ��� ���� �। D(M +  (�O ���) -�, 
���������R ���� $��A #���� 
A��!���� XYZ�S&0 f� �&, ���  �)�k%����� �� ���V�%�����  ��,%�  �� ���� f�M� �। 

+A ���% I$�� j���� ���% f���  �� -�, +A � P LY !��� I�%A 
����� ����� ����o 
-����� D� �  I$�� !������[। "�� ��|���  ��[ ��,� ������ ��O��� � ��� ��|��� 
��,�} �� E!�&� �����% -(�  I$�� ���� !���[। 

+A�� �������¦� $��)A I$���� +�%�� -��� !���[। "�� I$���� +������R -� ������ 
l��� !���[ �� D����� ��B ������� +�� ���_)��� ������ -,�� ���  ��� �!��  !�� 
����। -� �()%� "�|  -(�  ���H �� �S�& !O�� �� ��। ��� !�� D� ���� ������ -(�  � ��� 
���_)�� I��� ������ ��%W!�� !�� �� -(�  ��0�M  �� D����k �^ � ��  �� +A "�|  �S��&� 
-Mo�  �� ����। -���-������� j���) ���� ��E�!� -Mo� D�)�!� ���� + �R #Y�� ���A I$�� 
$�  ��। + ���� ,�  !�� +  �# j�!�� !��, +$�  +B� ��S&0  �� D��� !�� fs�� ���। + 
�)����� ����  $0�SM� ��"����  !�� ��`! -A। 

���� +�� �() ��$�&) ��&� #) �� �� �-���)����o + �B ��$�&) �&  �$�B %s  �� 
(�����o Go�))। 

7� � ��q���)����� ��k -��-��A� M)��d�� ��)�� A��!����� ��"�� $�"#���!  ��� +A 
��$�&) �&  �$�B� -M���$)�। 

 �$�B� ���)�� !��  �$�B� ���)�� !��  �$�B� ���)�� !��  �$�B� ���)�� !�� ::::    
5� ����!fu� I!$�, ��"��, A��!�� ����%, 7� � ��q���)���। 
5� I���{�$�, ��"��, ����� ����%, M§E�$ ��q���)���। 
5� �"� I�� I `, ���M�� , A���BfB D" �������� ���5#, ��#��!�। 
5� +�$�� ! , ���M�� , 7� � ��j��। 
5� - , +$,  ��$, ���M�� , #���� I 0�A�� O Ec�%��। 
5� - , +$, $!��, �!���%� ��"��, A��!�� ����%, 7� � ��q���)���। 
5� ��$��� ��� !�Y, �!���%� ��"��, ������� ����%, 7� � ��q���)���। 
#�� !��� !��"#�� �!$�, ���)-��M�। 

� �P�  $0��W` ���0o E�c� #) ������� ��[�A  �� ��$�&) �&  �$�B� ��$� -��  ��। 
��$�&) �&  �$�B -�X�� ���0� O E!&���%) �  � �� ����������� ��M�A  ��।  �$�B� ��0��� 
����R������ -� � � ���� O �() ��$�&) ��� %W!�� !�, - ��$�� -�X��A E�c DR��0k  �� 
!���[। E�c� #) -�� W� �������� � [� � [�  �$�B � M  ��; � [� �� ���� O �() �� E�c� 
f} �_0� #) -!�} #Y�� �� ��E�!� #) ���0� -�। � �P� �, -(�  ��|��� +A ���0� 
�(����) ���  ��  
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��� 
!���[। ��� +--,�� D�  �$� � P�  -�� j�! �$�)�� ����� !�� !���[। +� A -�� �� 
%&), ��� O�� 
�����   �# -��� ���R j���) ������ ���� � �P�  $0���� �!$��$ -��� 
!���[। ���O  $0��� -��% -(� �[ +�� D�� ��� -,��A �"�O !���[। ��� ��E! �(��$�� 
!���� !��, D�  �$� %�1�� -%�[। "�� �^�����_ �����# D�)�� -��%  ��� !���[। 
����_���� �B�S�$ �^ �� �� +A ������� � B !�� -��� �����[�। f��!�&
�� ��� ��� -�, 
8<:; ����� $S� -%�#B ����w�B ��O�� ���H� �। �B�S�$ ��^� #) I$�� ��$�&) Ec -(�  +A 
����w�B f�W�  ��। � � ��$�&) �&  �$�B ���S� ��� $S� ���� �� ��� �,����। ��A $S� 
���� ��E�!� -Mo� ������ -�� !�। 7� � -%�#�B +A ����w [��� !��। - �� ��� -%�#�BO �। 
A��$��) �B�S�$ �^�B -��� M�� ���। +A -%�#�B� "�A� -�� M,�� DR���� �[�, !s�} D) 
 �%�#� .S��� -��� �S���S���� D���� ��O�� ���। ��$#��u ���� ��B I����� $S� ���� 
��|#�� �%�� D�����$ ���b�$� ��O �� ��O�� ����। +� $S�  �� ���� !�A� ��B0 ����[। I� 
��� !��। ������ �� f�W��� I ���A �%���[। + -(�  ��$�&) �&  �$�B� �� ���  �# ���|� 
O ��V�  ��� #) DB� IE! O IR�� ��A �)k !�। � �P�  $0���O ��|��� +A D��S��� �(����) 
$�0��� �����[; ��|��� ���0����� ��.����  ���  ���, ��� -,��A �"� !���[। �B�S�$ ��^ 
�����$S!  �����$ D����� ��#��� !���[। D)�) ��^� ������ -�����O  $���� +A ��� 
D��W� !���[। ����B ��^A ��0J O  ���z� -��� !���[। -�_ ��^ E�(� !�H � � ��^� ��0J 
+��  ���z�; "�� ��s ��� ��, - � ��^  � I�[ �� + #�� #�� ��� !��। 

��$�&) �&  �$�B� ����R �[� �����$S! $S� -� ��_�� I�[ ����A [��� !��; � �  ��0�,�� 
+�� ����_ D������ -��� -��। ����� O A���#� ��_�� $S� ����X�� I$�� �� �� �� �����[। 
��[�1� fj0, �!`�, I��� O Y� ��_�� -�� � [� XYZ�S&0 ���� D�����! �� ��� DR��0k !���[। 
r��`����, "����, #�$0�, #���� O A�`����� ��W�� ��_�� -�� � [� ���� O �() (� � ���O 
��� D����  �� +�� E�c -����� �� -��� +�O ����� !��। +X�� ���_)��� #�) #$� 
�A�। ����N �� O �������  (� ����M�  �� - � - � ���� ���,w  �� !���[, ��� -� -,�� 
I$�� ����_���� �,) -����[ ���� $S��� �� W�� � ��B। 

��0$�� I$���� ��E�! ��� ���1 �� ��� �WV�� ���� O �()��� #$� !���[। +� -��� 8; 
!�#�� �WV� [��� !�H। ���  ���� O �()��� [���� ��A�� ��� ����। +[�1� ��E�!� ����� D�)�!� 
(� �� I�O ������ ��%W!�� !��। +X��� XYZO  $ �। D(0�} +X��� O�� %��_&�  �� +�� 
��� O�� ���U  �� � P-� ���� �^X��� ��A��O �� �() ������ $��k��E�$ O 
����� ��� 
����R Ec � ���� ����� D����� -(�  ����। + �����% �¨�����  �� -�� O #���� 
��(0A 
+ �R D���!��0।  ��& + ��� 0 �� -��� ���V �()��� #��� #��� ����� I$���� DE���� �� 
-��� ��S0� O �H� !��। ��[�1� + I$���� DR D����&�� f}�; ��A + ��� 0� ����B [� ��$ 
�©, ����Z O IE�! ����,�  �� -�� O �� ���� l��   �0��)� DR��0k। ��� ��� ����B 
Ii��M� -��A ����� D��)���� ��N #�1� �B���� ����R �()��� ��E�!� #) ���� 
I 0�A�� ���V�  �� (��  +�� + ��E�!�  �# O +� O�� %��_&��  $0�SM� D�)�!� ����। 
���������� $��k��E�$ O 
����� ����� �)����� + ������ ��.���  ��� �����% �W�o �$����� 
�� ��- ����_���� +  ���& -�, + ��E��$ + -���� ��0.��� #�����& D��E!&  ���[��, �� 
�� ���� ����� ���% -��%����% �� �W�� ����, �� �� �() I 0�A��-+� ��E! �$W���   ��� 
(� ��। + �����% ��o  �� j�0�%)#  [�1� I� � [�A ��� ���� �। 

� �P� ����� ���$�& ���� O �()��� ��E�!�  ��# 
��ªS�0���� ��1� ���� ��|�� I$���� 
�!����%��  ���[ ����� � ��  #��A IR��  �)���। + ��0��� � [� ���V�, ��%s, �)�k O 
 $0�� �$ ����_���� f������%)। 7� � ��j��, ����� + ��5$�, 7� � ��q���)��� Ec�%��, - ��� 
�����  ��A�«��, �������� D�#����� ��A�«��, l��  ����� ��A�«��, #���� ���� ��A�«�� +��  
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IB 

#���� I 0�A�� O Ec�%�� ����g���� I$�����  ��!��)  ���[। �������� -�� A���BfB, 
M§E�$ ��q���)��� ��j�� +�� ���#���  ��� B��B !��O I$�� � [� ���� O �()��� -����[। 
+[�1� �() $'&���, ����,� $'&���, ����� $'&���, �������� ��M���� Ec�%�� +�� ��$��  
-%���`� ����w� (�5, +$, IA)-+� -�n#�) �����)  ����-�.���# I$�� ��E!  ��� -����[। 
��|��� ���� �!����%��� #) I$�� ��|��� ���  W���� ���  ��[। 

�)�k%� f��)��% O �)�k%� ��E! -(�  D��  ������ ���� � P�  ��!��)  ���[। 
��|��� $��) � [� �$ +��� f���  �� ���A ��%� $�  ��[। ��k ������ ��M����� I�� ��¬� 
-Mn���� � [����)  $S�)�� ���� � P�  �����[। ������ ���������� 
����� I�`�� +�� 
$�� 0  ��E��� �����)  ���� +, +$, +, $��!��� -�n#�) I$�� -����[। ����� �������� 
I�`���� ���% #�1� D��  ��|��� ������ � P�  �����[। ��|��� $��) $��$� ������ 
�f", I�##�� !  �SA��, 5� +�$�� ! , I$�� I��, ����O��� -!��� O #�!� fu� I!$��� 
�$ f������%)। ����� !�� � [� $S�)�� ���� ���s���[ $�!$�j� !  +�� -��` �� A«��!$ 
-$�!���। $��#�%� �� �� +�� 
��� ����� -������ ������ ��E�!� -,�� ����� ��!��)-
�!����%���  (� I$�� ���W� !�  � ��|�� !�� !��� -�n�"  A$�$, $Oj� I!$�, $�¬j� 
!���, I�j� ��$��, -��«� �UXw, ��$��� ��� -Mn���� O I�$%��  ���। �B�S�$ ��0���� � [� 
XYZ�S&0 ���� ���� ��!��)  ���[ ��Yu� f$�,  �#� #�"� I!$�, D#� ���, A�$�A� 
-$�!���, ��� �� ��, -�� I�j� #���, 5� ��¬�-f�-�!$� +�� I�$�� ! । A�$�  ���� 
%�$�, ��$��{�$� �$�, f}��  ��R ��, 
� -Mn���� O -�#� -$�.�  
����� ����� ���� O 
�()��� �����[। f����� � ��  I$�� IR��  �)��� #���H। +[�1� I$���� ����� ��E�!� 
����B  $0 ��^� ���% #�1� ����[ I�O D�� । +A 
P ������ ��|��� ���)� � �$ f��� 
 �� ��� �। I$���� I 0�A��-+� ���� ���,& ����� ��|��� � ��� �$ �������� f}� 
�!���� ����� ����[। ��|���� O �)���। 

���� O �()��� ��)�� ��M�A��� -,�� ��$�&) �&  �$�B� D���  W����� ���( ��&  ��[। 
 �$�B� ���)%& ��$ l��0, �© O IE! �! ��� �������� ����N �� O $S�) ��M��  ���[। ��|�� 
L�� �������� ��)�� ��M�A  ���, � �P� fg� +�� ����_  �� �^�$S�!� �()�$W�� O -�n �0 
�W��� #) $S�)�� ���$�0 �����[। + -,�� I$�� ����_����  �$�B� -M���$)� ��"�� $�"#���! 
 �����  (� IR�� ��� ���% ��&  ��[। 

���� ��E! �^X��� � ���� �)����� �������� �� ���� �() $'&����  �)��� #��A। 
+A ���% �������� �� ���� $�G& ����% +�� �� ��J��0-+� ���O I$��  W���� 
� ��  ��[। 

�����_ I�O  �� #��  (� ���� !�- 
����� ����� ������E! �^X��� -�[� ����[ 
��|��� Da�R b$ O ���� ����, ��|�� +A � �P� M��# %��_ - l��� I� ¬$�$�� ����, 
I"�� -Mn����, ��! I!$� -�#� +�� O���!j� ! । L��$�� M� ��� �����Z �- %��_&�� W!� O 
� �P�  ��#� ���% + �i��� ��|�� ���� O �()��� ��E�!�  �# !�� LY  �� �����$S�!� 
��E!, ��[�A, ������ �!����, -�� �� l��� �&, $�G& ������-��0���  �# ���$� O �� �&0 
�$��� $��) ��g  ��। +[�1� �� �$�� ��q�� O ����� M���0�� b$ O �V��  (� f������%)। 
�����  ��  -(�  I�j� !��$��� %��� ����Z���� +�� ���� �}���� � �P� 
�����  
 �# $0 D�)�!� ����� ��!��)  ���[। 

���������� 
����� ���� ��|�� Ii��� �����[, ��|�� ��0���� !���[, ��|�� �)�% 
� �� 
 ���[, ��0�)��� ��� S� ������� ��|�� -�����$� ������� D$�� -����[, ��|�� I$����  �$0� 
��( ��� $�!S��0� -��&�
�� ��|��� � ��� f�u�� %��� b�� O IR��   W���� ���  �� 

����� ����� �������� +A ��E! I$�� -���� $���_� !��� ���� ���H। 
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���� ��N� ���� ��N� ���� ��N� ���� ��N�     ������ ������������� ������������� ������������� �������----����������������    
    

���������� 
����� ��� ��� ������ �� ��� O -��� ��� ������� +�� �S�$ � ��� 0� 
������ ��0$� ��^ ��g����� !���[। ‘�������� ��� ������ �� ��� �������’, ‘�������� ��� 
������ ����g ��#) �� �� O ���� ����$S!’, ‘�������� ��� ������ -��� ��� �������’, 
‘������ ��#)���� �������� ��N’ +�� ������ -�� ���� �������� ��®%’-+A ��|M�B �������$ 
�����$S!�  ��)��  �� !���[। 

 

��������� ��� .��� -�����!�� !�)��� LY !��� ���� 9= $��M0A ������ -�� ���� 
��N�B I����M� !�। F8 $��M0 ������ ��#) O -�� ���� -�n( D������ ���$'� f����� +  
�.�� E!�&� $�) ���� ��� .� �� ���� ��« �`� +�� ���������� 
����� ����� ��� �$(0 
���  �� !�। 9= $�M0 -(�  8= �5��C� ��� .�� -�����!�� Ii�$�0& ��0R � $���� ����g 
�$�� -��� O ������ ���$'�, �����$'� +�� ����,�$'� �! �� ��� -�W�W�`� f������%) 
�kW��, ���W�� O ��,�} ���$S! +A ��  ̂ ��g����� !���[। ��� M�� �� ����g �$�� ������ 
�����$'�� ����� �"� ��� +�� -������� Af���!  �� �B -���� �����$'���%0� ���� 
�"� ��� � ���� ��k A���!�� O ���W���$S! ��0$� ��^ �� ��� !���[। 8= -(�  9: D�y��� 
��0R ���%�������� -����5J $��0�� �B�B�� ���� �"� �[� D�)R XYZ�S&0 (�W: 8::-8:F)। 9F 
D�y��� -(�  ��C� ��0R $�� 0 ��k���, �W�B O ?�d�! ������)�  �� �B -��� ������ 
���$'�� �"� ��� � ���� ��k A���!��, ���W��, ��,�} �� O ����g �$����� ��|� ��_&�$S!O 
+��� f�W� !���[। �������� �)��)�  �� 8; ��C� ������ ���$'�  �W0  $�� 0 ��k����� 
-����5J�  ����� �B�s�B +A ��^ $��G� !���[। 

 

�� ������� 8<38-+� = �5��C� ���������  
� W�� -��� !��O 
� W��� ���� f����� O 
I����M� !�� I��[��� �($ ��  -(� A। ���$�N �������� 
� W��� ��0��� �.�� %W!�� !� > 
-$ (�W� 9F:-9>8)। ��#)���� �����B f����� !� 9; -$ (�W� ;FF-;F3)। + [�1� ��&�(0� �$�)�, 
��� .��  -��� $�� 0 D�, M��� �$(0, ��$�R ������� +�� $��k�������� ��!��)�! �������� 
����R � � ���A ��#)��� O -�� ����  ��0����&� +A ��^ ��g����� !���[। 

 

�� �� +�� ���0��$�J� ��A�� ���������� �$(0� %�1 Os� � � -b&�� #%�&� 
I�`�� O �}����� �M�O �$��� E�c� ����g ������ O ��������� ������ -(� । ‘��E�$� 

��� �������� �!��  ��$��’,‘- �� ��� ��q���)��� �������� �!��  ��$��’, ‘�������� 
�!��  ��P� ���!��)  ����#��� ��$��’, ‘A���( "� ��������’ �! ����g ����� �}����� 
��� 0� ������ +A ��^ $��G� !���[। +A �$��� I�� �B XYZ�S&0 �B� �[��� 8> -���C� 
-(�  ������ D��V� �� ���)��� �������� ��� IR#0���  ���� (�W� 6=;-63<)। +A 
����� ���������� �$(0�  ��� ��q ���!� %s�� �.�� %W!�� !���[� (�W� 6=<-3:)। +[�1� 
,$���� O ������� ����B ��#���  ��, b�$  O [�� ���s��A �������� ��� �.��, ���W��, O 
�}���� ����R �()�$S! + ��^ ��g����� !���[। ������ ��������$S�!� �S�$ ��O f��� ����[ 
+A E�c। 

 

+A ��^� �������$S�!� �S� �!���� ���� �� ���� ����� $'&��� � ���� ‘�������� 
5 ��$J�’ 8$ O 9� �^, ������ �() O -���� $'&��� � ���� ‘A���0 D" +�����’, -�� ��� O 
��#)����  ��0����&�, ���$�N ��������  ��0�����, ����g ��%s�� $S� ����, ���. � O 
�M���� +�� ����_�� ������ ����g ��������� �������$S! �)�e� !���[। ��#) O -�� ���� 
���)��� ��_�& A���#� [�1� �)�e� �!`��! D)�) ��_� D���� ������ $�G  �� !���[।  ���� 
���  ��0����&��  $ XYZ�S&0 O D����o D�� ��� -��� �� �����  �� !���[। 
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����w 
7� �, 9F-� I%� 8<33 

 

�-�()/6A-9;/33/686>8- 
����� ��E��$� A��!�� �M�� f�u��) l��  ������ ��k 
����  #�� !��� !��"#�� �!$��  �() O -���� $'&���� ����_ �����w D�"��� ��� 8<33 
��� 8�� #���A !A�� #
��(0 +  �}���� #) M��k ���U�� ����%  �� !A�। 

9। M��k� ��0������ ��� ��|!�� -�� O D)�) �������� ��A��। 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/231                                                                       Dated 18-7-1978 

 

RESOLUTION 

 

In connection with the Writing and Printing of the History of Bangladesh War 

of Liberation the Government have been pleased to constitute and Authentication 

Committee for the Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh War of 

Liberation” with the following members: 

 
1. Dr. Mafizullah Kabir Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 

2. Professor Salahuddin 

Ahmed 

Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar 

University 

3. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies,  Rajshahi. 

4. Dr. Enamul Huq Director, Dacca Museum. 

5. Dr. K. M. Mohsin Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

6. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca 

University 

7. Dr. Ahmed Sharif Professor and Chairman, Deptt. of Bengali, Dacca 

University 

8. Dr. Anisuzzaman Professor,  Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman O.S.D., History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project 

 

The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 

(a) To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 

included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

(b) To determine validity and price of documents are required for the purpose. 

 

 

 

 Syed Asgar Ali 
Section Officer 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESH 

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION & BROADCASTING 

DACCA 

No. 51/2/78-Dev/10493/(25)                                                             Dated : 13-2-1979 

RESOLUTION 

In partial modification of Resolution issued under No. 51/2/78-Dev/231, dated 

18.7.78 Govt. have been pleased to reconstitute and Authentication Committee for the 
Project “Writing and Printing of a History of Bangladesh war of  Liberation” with the 

following members: 

 

1. Dr. Mofizullah Kabir 
Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dacca University 

Chairman 

2. Prof. Salahuddin Ahmed 
Chairman, Department of History, Jahangirnagar University 

Member 

3 Dr. Anisuzzaman 

Professor, Deptt. of Bengali, Chittagong University 

Member 

4. Dr. Safar Ali Akanda 
Director, Institute of Bangladesh Studies, Rajshahi. 

Member 

5. Dr. Enamul Huq  

Director, Dacca Museum. 
Member 

6. Dr. K. M. Mohsin 

Associate Professor, Deptt. of History, Dacca University 

Member 

7. Dr. Shamsul Huda Harun 

Associate Professor, Deptt. of Political Science, Dacca 

University 

Member 

8. Dr. K. M. Karim 

Director, National Library and Archives, Dacca 

Member 

9. Mr. Hasan Hafizur Rahman 

O.S.D., History of Bangladesh War of Liberation Project 

Member-Secretary 

2.   The following shall be the terms of reference of the Committee: 

To verify, endorse and authenticate the collected data and documents to be 

included in the History of Bangladesh War of Liberation. 

To determine validity and price of documents are required for the committee. 

 

 
 M.A. Salam Khan 

Section Officer 
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#। ���������� %�� ����&� '��(� )���* +��, -��� ��� .����� /����.�� -&�� # 

0। ����&��� !������ -�1 ��2���3� ���4�5� �������� ��� /-��� .����� ���� 0 

6। 7 ��8 �� -�� ���� -���( ��94 .����� ��& ���� �� -���:�� /3��� 6 
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����� )������� �#��* 

�������� +��� ,�-.  �� 
(����0 �1�-�����) 

3.  �45, .78. 

 

TEXT OF THE RESOLUTION MOVED BY THE PRIME MINISTER OF 

INDIA IN THE PARLIAMENT ON MARCH 31, 1971 
 

"This House expresses its deep anguish and grave concern at the recent 
developments in East Bengal. A massive attack by armed forces, dispatched from 

West Pakistan has been unleashed against the entire people of East Bengal with a 
view to suppressing their urges and aspirations. 

 

Instead of respecting the will of the people so unmistakably expressed through 

the election in Pakistan in December 1970, the Government of Pakistan has chosen to 

flout the mandate of the people. 

 

The Government of Pakistan has not only refused to transfer power to legally 

elected representatives but has arbitrarily prevented the National Assembly from 

assuming its rightful and sovereign role. The people of East Bengal are being sought 

to be suppressed by the naked use of force, by bayonets, machine guns, tanks, artillery 

and aircraft. 

 

The Government and people of India have always desired and worked for 

peaceful, normal and fraternal relations with Pakistan. However, situated as India is 
and bound as the people of the sub-continent are by centuries old ties of history, 

culture and tradition, this House cannot remain indifferent to the macabre tragedy 
being enacted so close to our border. Throughout the length and breadth of our land, 

our people have condemned, in unmistakable terms, the atrocities now being 
perpetrated on an unprecedented scale upon an unarmed and innocent people. 

 
This House expresses its profound sympathy for and solidarity with the people 

of East Bengal in their struggle for a democratic way of life. 

 

Bearing in mind the permanent interests which India has in peace, and 

committed as we are to uphold and defend human rights, this House demands 

immediate cessation of the use of force and the massacre of defenseless people. This 

House calls upon all peoples and Governments of the world to take urgent and 

constructive steps to prevail upon the Government of Pakistan to put an end 

immediately to the systematic decimation of people which amounts to genocide. 

 

This House records its profound conviction that the historic upsurge of the 75 
million people of East Bengal will triumph. The House wishes to assure them that 

their struggle and sacrifices will receive the whole hearted sympathy and support of 
the people of India." 

 

 
* ���������� 9:����� �;��5 ����� �<  ������ =8  ��45� )������ " ��>%���� ���5���?�� @A�% । 
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�������  �!� ���� 
����#���� �C����� ��� 

��0���9� ����5�1� � ����4�� ��� 
)��� ����� ���� 

$���� ’��(�E�’ = F���, .78. 

 

��0��0��0��0���9���9���9���9    ����� ��������� ��������� ��������� ����    
����������������#�#�#�#���� �%����� ���GA� H �>5������ �%����� ���GA� H �>5������ �%����� ���GA� H �>5������ �%����� ���GA� H �>5���    

 
��0��9, .�� F��� (�� �: &I)- ��G  ����#��� $��%�� ���������  ����J� '�� )� K��� 

���5�� LM ����N, � �5 ��� F � F� #�� F�� )�OP�N�N )�, � ����#���� &�%E��? �%���� 
 �� ��� ���GA <���� &� � � )�I। &E>5���  ���(�Q� �C5� F��: '���R �%�S� H��T� 
��� H%���%� K�� '�U�N-��� (��� ��0��9�� FI �<��: V�? ����� �����N । 
 

��0���9� )���:��� )>����� ' <��,� ���N ����� FI H��  F��: ������� )�� ��� 
K�। ��0��9 ����� S��� �����
 W� � � )�� ���: )�� ���� F�� ���: �P� H������
 ��0��9 
���%��� ���: �4�� ��� K�। ��� ��0���9� F��: I#�K�� �K���� � ���� ��� K� । 
 

FI ��� W� )�� ����N�:  ��� Y(5� FI  �K!�5 FI ���Z�� " ������� Y(5 >���
��� 
��K��5�[� '������ ��� �����। 
 

W� )�� �5� ��� )�� )�, ����#���� ��\ ���K���� ��� �� ���� F�� &E>5��� 
H��  ���������� >���
���?� �� �K����!� " � <5��!4� �� K�� FI '�- K����� '�]>�� 
� ��I �C�� ���� ।  
 
 
 

---------------- 
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�������  �!� ���� 
‘I���K��� �� 4���� ����% � <5� ����� 

���\ ���� ��’ : �
�� _�� )9�J?� 
$���� H C��>�� .` F���, .78. 

 

CHINA’S OPEN SUPPORT TO YAHYA WON’T DETER US: PM 
(From our Lucknow Office) 

 

LUCKNOW, Apr. 13. Prime Minister Indira Gandhi today warned that India 

would not remain a silent spectator to the happenings in Bangladesh and declared that 

China's "open support" to West Pakistan's military regime against Bangladesh would 

not affect the country's stand on the issue. 
 

Addressing a press conference here, Mrs. Gandhi said, "We take decisions 
independently and our attitude does not depend on the actions of others". 

 

Asked whether the Government would accord recognition to the provisional 
Government of Bangladesh, Mrs. Gandhi said the matter would receive due 

consideration. Replying to another question whether the war in Bangladesh was "an 
imperial war" by West Pakistan, Mrs. Gandhi said use of strong words would not 

help. 
 

Mrs. Gandhi felt that developments in East Bengal might have their effects in 

other parts of the country. People residing in East Bengal and India had blood 

relations and it was but natural for Indians to have their sympathies with the people of 

East Bengal. 
 

Commenting over the election results in Pakistan, Mrs. Gandhi said Awami 
League leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's leadership would have paid rich dividends to 

both the countries and their relations would have improved. 
 

She said what had happened in Bangladesh had now actually changed 

everything and this could only be described as bad luck for both the countries. 
 

In an obvious reference to Ceylon and other neighbouring countries, Mrs. 

Gandhi said what was happening there might have their indirect repercussions in this 

country as well. 
 

She declined to reply any further questions on Bangladesh remarking that she 

would not like to add anything further than what she had said on earlier occasions. 
 

Later, addressing a Congress (R) legislators meeting here, Mrs. Gandhi said 

although we should not interfere in the internal matters of other countries, what was 
happening in East Bengal could not be described as purely internal affairs of Pakistan. 

 

Mrs. Gandhi was given a tumultuous reception by the people of her 

constituency on her first visit after the mid-term poll. 
 

The Prime Minister had busy day meeting local citizens, addressing a seminar 

on district economic problems, and also opening a State roadways bus terminal 

station. 
 

Accompanied by the U.P. Chief Minister, Mr. Kamlapati Tripathi and some of 

his Cabinet colleagues Mrs. Gandhi arrived here by helicopter from Lucknow. The 
Union Minister of State for Parliamentary Affairs, Mr. Om Mehta, and Mr. Uma 

Shanker Dikshit, also came with her. 

-----------------
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�������  �!� ���� 
�� ��E K� ��� �%����� ����#���� 

�� ����� aP������ 
‘$���� &�b��>��’ .c F���, .78. 

 

&� )�� )(���d�� �� ��e &� )�� )(���d�� �� ��e &� )�� )(���d�� �� ��e &� )�� )(���d�� �� ��e : : : : ���������f�f�f�f�� ���� ���� ���� ���g�g�g�g� aP������� aP������� aP������� aP������    
�� ��E� K� �����> �b ��। &� )�� )(���d�� �� ��e। ���g ���f�� �e� ��J�� >����� 

�����N। 
 

�� ��E� "���� ��� �� ���� ��� &d�, F����" �� �<�� &d� N�:�N। ����� ��h 
��h ���� F�:� �!:i��� �e�I��� �!4�� ��� )�� ����। & ���� j�� � "�� ��� ���K�� )(��� 
���k� ����N�, ��I ��M�� FI )��:, �l �����। "���� ���f" ����� F���� )<�� 
�� ���� 
��"�� ��>� ����K��� )h�m )���� ���� ������ ����> ��� �����N। 
 

�����g� )<�� & ���� ����J �������� >����n� ������ ���5�o �� ��E ����� F����� 
 �
% ��� ��\ ���K�� ���� ����4��� d�� �J5�?� ��M�� ��� H�% (�CKp����) ��� K�I�� ���� 
���N �e� ��������� ���U���N। 
 

���������� ��� K���N, ������ �� ��E� ���N ����#��� )������K��� � ���� 9�:�N F�� 
���q�� H�S�� �C�A ����N। 
 

��K5��J��  _� )<�� "I �����: ��U���� K�। ����� ��� K���N� FI 
���� &� ?�r� 
��>� 5 ��s� >�% H����T ��� ��\ ���K���� ��<����R ����5� )�"�� '�4। ��� ���K�� F ��  
��� )(�� )� )��� ��  ���?�  �� ������ >�% ��� ������� ���� ��� K��। 
 

&�( ���������� ��� K���N )�, ����>��� Ht�� ) ����� ��� ���K�� ����� 
F����� ����J ��� �� �>�� j��  K���� ) ��� (�� "  �u��� ) ��� (�� )<�� )(��� �J5? ����N। 
�N�e�, 8 F��� )<�� ������� ����� ���� ������>��� (��� g��) ��� )������� � ���� K�n 
F�� ���� ����4��� ��� ���K��� )(����J5�? ����� ��(����� &K K���N�। 
 

���:&I >����n�: ����#�� )���� ��� K���N )�, �’��� &�( H�v ����� �� �E 
�����]� ���K��� ��>� ����K��� )h� )���� >�% ����� �����: ����#�� Hj�K% ����N। 
 

.. F���� ����� )���: ��� K���N, ( 7 F��� "I�� ����I ��� =` ��(��-����K� 
�� ��E �5�%� �N���, ����� F�����  
% )<�� �P��� H�K�? ��� K�। ��� )���� ��� 
K���N, ����� ���� ���]K��। ����I��� �!�5��o� F����� &:� ��� K� । 
 

�!�!�!�!�5 �����5 �����5 �����5 ����#�#�#�#�� ��� ��� ��� ��    
(����J ��������) 

 

�����g�, .w F���-��� ������� ���N �!�5 ����#�� ��� &� )��� �<� )�I। F� S�� 
�����N ‘�!�5�o’। 
 

&> FI �<  ��K��5J��  _� ����#��� K�I�� ���� )�"�� �P��� ������ )���: ���5 
‘�!�5�o’ �<��: �%�K�� ����। ����� F�����  �
% ��\ ���K��� d���J5�?� ��M�� ������ "I 
)��: )�"�� K���N। 
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$���� ‘��(�E�’ .8 F���, .78. 

 

����� ������� ������� ������� ��MMMM�� H��4�� 4����� (?K%�� ��5�� x��� ���� �� �� H��4�� 4����� (?K%�� ��5�� x��� ���� �� �� H��4�� 4����� (?K%�� ��5�� x��� ���� �� �� H��4�� 4����� (?K%�� ��5�� x��� ���� ��     
����0 �1��� ���������0 �1��� ���������0 �1��� ���������0 �1��� �����    
(��g� H�h� )<��) 

 
.cI F���-����������  ��R ��j��  ��� )����� �� )��������� >�e &�N ��� 

����#��� >o���K� ����� ��M�� )� � <%� �4�� 4����� ���n ��� &> �� �l ����� 
>������N। ��� ������� FI ����� F��: ���C�� &���� &> ����0 �1��� >i��  ����� 
���[� ����������� ���N )�� ����। 
 

'R  ����� ��o ���� )�, ����� ��M�� � <%� H�����( " �4�� 4����� ��� >o���K� 
��������� )� ��5� " H ����J� (?K%� 4����� ���n � ��N��I x��� ����� ��। 
 

)�' )�' FI ������� �������� ������� 	��C� )�"��� �!�5 �!4�� ���  �� ���N�। 
F�>� ������ �������� F �T�s �� ���� ������  ������: F� ������ )����� ']� �� ���� 
����, ��� )� H�S� )��� )��� �� �� )�I���� ) ������� ��� K��, FI K��� ��� ������� 
���। 
 

����0 �1���  ������: &�" ���� )�, ��� >o���K� ��������� )�  
%��(�� $����4� 
K%����� 4����n � )<�� ��[����� �C�A 9����� )���� >�%I ����� ��M�� ��� � <%� �4��� 
)�� �N। ��y ���[� �����k ��5��k���� H����I ��� ��5�� 	4�k )����N�। ���>I ����#�� 
�I )4A� �M� �� ��k FI �� 5  ����M� �% 4��� )�"�� �z� K�� ��। ��� )>���� ���( ���� 
)�, ����� ��M�� )��-������ �I H��4�� " ���J�{�� ��� )K�� �� )�� I��� ����� >o� 
����4� ��N��I FI H��:% " �%k �% 4��� ��� ����� �� )�, ��G  ����#���� )��J? " 
��e��� ��(��� �N| ���� >�% ���������� ���e �� )���:  ���J ��P�
 ��P
 � ���� �e�N�। 
 

	��C� ����� ���	��C� ����� ���	��C� ����� ���	��C� ����� ���    
 

����0 �1���  ������� FI ���C�� )�' )�' ���������� ������� 	��C� ����� �!�5 
�!4�� ���  �� ����N�। >i�� ������ �������� F �T�s �� ���� ������  ������: �� ������ 
']� �� ���� )��� ����, ����� H�S� ���u �%�S� �����। �P� FI  E�% )<�� FI �<�I  �� K� 
)�, �������� ����� K� F�� ���������� 	��C�� >�% H�����
 >������। H<�� F �" K� ���� 
)�, ��� ����� F��" F �%����� )��� ����E )�� ��। 
 

�������� ������� Y’>� �! ������� �"�� K�� )(�N� ��� ��� ����� )��� ��� ����� 
��->i�� ���������� FI ���� ']��  ������: ����, "��(�> ��e�N’। 
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

������  ������� FI 
���� ��:� ��:� '�R )<��  �� K� ����� ���J%�� �<� )���I F�� 
��5� H��T� ��� 4���N�। 
 

�~� ����#��� ���K�� ��� �� �E F���� )<�� ����>� �� �E �k� " H�� ��� 
��(������ 
�� ���� )(�N। ����� F���� )<�� �� �E �k� " ��(������ )>�� ��� 
�� ���� 
��"��� )�N�� ����#���� F�:� (!� 4��E <���" ���4� ��। K� ����#�� ��� F:�I �4�� ��� 
4�I�� )�, ��� ����� F���  ��R�������� ���( ��� � K�� ��� ���K��� ��M�� ��� ���� >�% 
��������� ���U���N�। ��y ��� H����I ����#���� FI Y�����s h�P� ��� ��� 4�� F�� )�I 
>�%I �� FI �����। ����#���� H��4�� � � F � F�:� #�� )�OPN��n )�, F� ����� �� 
���� � )� H�� �% F �<�I  �� K��। �I �������� �;��5 ��� ������� ��C ��� �� � 
����� >������� >�%I ��� ��� H��4���� �l ����� >������N। 
 
 
 

--------------- 
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

 

�������  �!� ���� 
����#���� &� ? ����# ��� K�� ��: 

���k� _�� )9�J?� 
$���� ’��(�E�’ =w F���, .78. 

 

��� K� �� ������� K� �� ������� K� �� ������� K� �� ����####    ��� K�� ����� K�� ����� K�� ����� K�� ��    
-���k� _� 

 
������� ( 
%����), =`)� F��� (�� �: &I)-)���� ���k� _� W� >(>��� ��  &>�� 

FI ��5��?� '���? ����N� )�, ’����� F����� ����#���� )��� �� ��� H�����I ����# 
���� ��।’ 
 

��G ��o ��(�P� H���!�� ����� �� ��E ����#��� )(����J5�?� ����� )���I ����� 
���k� _� FI aP������ �����N�। ��� F���� F��: ��J? ���n���। 
 

��o W� >(>��� ����, ����� ��5k? �>�( ��5 F�� �����  ��:� )� )��� 
&� ? ��K ����� >�% ��] <��� K�� । 
 

���-��� �� �E ���K��� ��k�<5� ���%��� '����% ��J? ��� �(�� ���k� _� FI 
�<�d�� ����। 
 
 
 

------------------- 
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

 

�������  �!� ���� 
�����  ��:� )(��� ���k��� >�% 
����#���� �� ����� ��5��?� 

$���� ’&�b��>��’ =w F���, .78. 

 

�����  ��:� )(��� )h�� �s �� ���� �����  ��:� )(��� )h�� �s �� ���� �����  ��:� )(��� )h�� �s �� ���� �����  ��:� )(��� )h�� �s �� ����     
���?�� � >�% �����?�� � >�% �����?�� � >�% �����?�� � >�% ���� K���� K���� K���� K��: : : : ����������������#�#�#�#���� �� ��5��?���� �� ��5��?���� �� ��5��?���� �� ��5��?�    

 
����� �� �E ��(�P� ���N ������ ����� ����#��� )(��� F�� ��e�N। �N�e� F� 

)��;��� ����hO> ���J� �� �� ��P4 ������ :�� ���� F��, )�:������� )�� ��I��� ���N H�S�� 
����, ������ ������ 4���: )<�� F� 9,� 
�� ����� j� d��� '�� d�� 4���� । ��� ��� 
)�������� K�: ���। �����g� )<�� F� ��M� �l ����� >������ K���N। ���� ��� K���N )�, 
����#���� �<� ��� K�� )�, F 
���� �%���� &� 9:�� ��, &� �� K�� �z��% ���?�  �� 9:�� 
�� >�% ����#�� ���� K��। 
 

����� ����hO> ����� �� ��E� (��(�P) "����  ��R�hO�>� ����� �k% ���  �:�� 
4����। ��I �����: )(��� ����� F����� F�� ��e�N�। ���� 9:���: &�" dM�। 
 

��K��J5��  _� ��� K�I�� ���� "I 9:��d��� ������ )� )��: ���U���N� � ���  
�e� 
�P�4�। FN�e� H�% F��: )���: ����#���� >������ K���N )�, ����� �� �E �k����K��� 
)������ ���I ����#��� ���� ������। F ��J�� ����#���� .` F��� ������ H�����( 
F������I ���]K��। H<5�m &> ��� ����#���� YI�: )��: ���U���N। 
 

��� &�" ����N )�, H�v ��>� �� �E�k��� )h� ��� K�� F�� H�K�?������� 
���� ����hO�>� )���) '���R ���# ��� K��। 
 

��� &�" >������N )�, .= F��� �� F(����:�� ����hO> )���� ���� ���N ������� 
'� _� W�  ���� &��� ��e�� '�� d�� 4������N� F�� .`/.w F��� ���� "I Ht�� �5�%� 
����  �?�� ���� d�� 4����� K%� ����N�। .8 F��� "I Ht�� &�" ����>� ����� 
��(����� &����� '�� ����#����� d�� 4������N�। ��� FI�� 9:��� ����� >������N F�� 
����N )�, )� ����#���� ���N F >�% k����? ���� ��� ����। F 
���� �%���� �s �� K�� �� 
���?�  9:�� ����#�� )� >�% F������ " �;!?5���� ���� K��। 
 
 

-���:&I " I'F�&I 
 
 

----------------- 
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

 
�������  �!� ���� 

�� � N�e��� dM� ���?� K��: 
����#���� ����� aP������ 

$���� ’&�b��>��’ =7 F���, .78. 

 

����������������#�#�#�#���� ����� aP��������� ����� aP��������� ����� aP��������� ����� aP������----�� � N�e��� ���?�  d�� � N�e��� ���?�  d�� � N�e��� ���?�  d�� � N�e��� ���?�  dMMMM����::::    
��K��� >�% k��!�? �����K��� >�% k��!�? �����K��� >�% k��!�? �����K��� >�% k��!�? ���    

((((����J ������������J ������������J ������������J ��������))))    
 

�����g�, =� F���-( =c)� F����� �� )<�� ����� �� ��E�  �
% ��G ��o� ���� 
x��� ����#��� )����� )� &� ? 4������N, ��� &> �� ��M�� �e� ��J�� ����#���� ���N 
����� >������N। &� �?� 4���: 9:��� (��� F�� �� &�(� ��� )���>� ����� ��(��� 
����hO�>� K�� ��? K������N�। HHHHEEEE: &:>� &K K���N, Y’>� �����P> । 
 

& ����_� ��� H������ ��� ���: )���: ����#���� ���N &> k����? )4���N F�� 
aP����� ��� �����N )�, ���J%� .7c� ����� ���  ��� ����� FM� 9:�� 9:�� dM� ���?�� 
������ K� K�� FI �� )��: ����0 �h� &> ����#�� K�I�� �� H�h�� ���U�� �����N�। 
 

I� �
% >��� ��� )�, ��������� ����hO�>� I'��:d�� ��G �o, ������ " &��  �� ��E 
)�OP�N �� ��E� 9�P�:d��� N�e�� �e� )4A� ����N।  �� K�, )������K��� ����5� H������ K%�� 
���� ����hO> F >�%I �� ��E� F���� d�� 4����� ���n। 
 

.7c� ���� ��� " ����#�� '���� �� �E )<�� )������K���� HE: F� K�>�� (> �!�� 
����� >�% �!� ��� $�� ����। �!�5 ����#�� ��I�h�� F�� ����� �� �E�k� ���K��� >�% FI 
��� $�� K�। F�� �!�5 ����#�� ��I�h�� ��� ��N� )�I। ���>I ��� )� F��" ����#���� ��o 
&I��� �4��4� �%# F:� ���I  >�� �%����। 
 

������  K� ����, ����� )������K���� �� �E )<�� F��" HE: F� K�>�� (> Y�� 
���� K�n। �� �E �k� ���K��I �� ��E� ��� &�� �I� �����  �� ���I FI �%�S�। 
 

����� )���: )� � # 9:��� �� ����#���� �!�A &�J5? ��� K���N F�� ����� >������ 
K���N � K�: 

 

=c F���: ����#��� $��% >���Id�e� ���N ����� �� ��E� �?���e� ��5E 4�� &�� 
F�� ����� F�����  �
% d�� 4����� Y’>� ����� j� ������ ��K ���। 

 

=8 F���: ��e� F����� (��(�P� ']��) ����hO> ����� ���� ��� j�  ��5E 4�� &�� 
F�� d�� 4����� ��P4>��� ��K ���। ��K��� F�>� ��������। ��>� &K K�। 

 

=8 F���: ��(�P� ���N ����� F����� x��� ��� $��% �� �E�k� ���� '�� d�� 4����। 
 

=8 F���: ��� )��� 
��� ��� )����� ����� �N: K� ��P� ���4�� )��� Y�:� ��(�� ���� 
���। )������� d�� 4����� K�������� HE: �P�4�>��� K�K ���। 

 

=c F���: ��N�e �� ��E �K��� �� �E �k� ���K��� '�� ��� $��% K� �� ���। F�>� 
������ ��K K�, ��P4>� &K���  �
% F�>� I�����, Y’>� ������ �����P>। 

 

��� $��%�� Y�: "����� )�:, F��: ��I�h� F�� Y�: K���� ) ���(�� �N���� )��। 
 

---------------------
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

 

�������  �!� ���� 
����#���� 9:�����K )�J ��5E ����� 

'�� 4�� �C�A ����: �
�� _�� 
��5��?� 

$���� ’)�:� %��’ 8 ) , .78. 

 

RAK DEVELOPMENTS WILL ULTIMATELY AFFECT INDIA 

--Mrs. Gandhi 

 

(From Our Special Representative) 

 

NEW DELHI, May, 6-Mrs. Gandhi said today that India could not shut its 

eyes to whatever was happening in East Pakistan “for it is bound eventually to affect 

this country and its economy.” 

 

The Prime Minister made a reference to the stream of refugees pouring into 

India from East Pakistan while inaugurating a conference of the District Congress 

Committee Presidents and General Secretaries. 

 
She said a large number of evacuees-about two million-had crossed into this 

country. 
 

They would go back when fighting stopped in East Pakistan, Meanwhile, she 
hoped that people all over the country would help them. “We have not only to look 

after the evacuees at present but also see that they go back to their homes after the war 
is over there.” Mrs. Gandhi said that a central Assistance Committee headed by Mr. 

M. C. Setalvad, had already been established to help the evacuees. 

 

Mrs. Gandhi said that “a new burden had come on this country” as a result of 

what is happening across the border. Developments in East Pakistan were bound to 

have great impact not only on West Bengal but on the whole country. 

 

 

 
--------------------
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

 
������� ������� ������� �������     �!��!��!��!�    ����������������    

F��I ����� 	��C� ���������� 
	��<5� H���!� K�� ��-�����
� )�C�C�b� 
���< &���4������ �
�� _�� �R�% 

$���� ’&�b��>��’ � ) , .78. 

 

F��I ����F��I ����F��I ����F��I ����� 	��C� ���������� 	��<5�� 	��C� ���������� 	��<5�� 	��C� ���������� 	��<5�� 	��C� ���������� 	��<5�    H���!� K�� ��H���!� K�� ��H���!� K�� ��H���!� K�� ��----    
��  ��R &�b����� �!?5 � <5��  ��R &�b����� �!?5 � <5��  ��R &�b����� �!?5 � <5��  ��R &�b����� �!?5 � <5� )�"�� K��� )�"�� K��� )�"�� K��� )�"�� K��    

- W� � I�b�� (�s� 
 

(����J ��������) 
 

�����g�, 8) -&> ����� �����
� )����� ��o �������� ���� &���4��� >�% �
�� _� 
W� � I�b�� (�s� $�U�� ����N���। ��� ����I �������� ������� H����T 	��C� )�"��� ���� 
>����। (�%�� : ���������  K���>� +: ��? ��� F��  ����  ��( )��  K�� I� �I�। Y>��� 
�R��% H��% ��N� ��<5�% �N�।) ����� �<� )����� �� �
�� _� �� ���� ��   5 FI�� : 
����������  ��R &�b����� �� ��� �!?5 � <5� >����� ��y ���������� F��I ��:i��� 
	��C� )�"�� FI )����I 	��<5� ������ K��। ���� ���[ ���������� >�(��� �� �4�� �K������ 
<����" 	��C�� �%����� �����-�4E� 4��N । �� �>���� ������� 	��C� )�"�� K�� �� F � 
�<� ��� ������ �� ����� F �%����� �U� �� ����� �� )��� &��� )���� । L
� pA���� ��� 
���� )�, )��� H�S��I ��� �� ��। 
 
                                      ����� 	��C� ���� �
�� _������ 	��C� ���� �
�� _������ 	��C� ���� �
�� _������ 	��C� ���� �
�� _�    
 

I�b��>� ���� )�, ����#�� ����� ��M�� ���� '������ !�� ��> ���N। ����� 
�������� ���������� �%����� >e�� 4�I�N । ��I )K��, ��� �� �U�  �� ���� � ��� �� ��। 
 

YI �%�� । H����T ���������� 	��C� ����� ����� ������
� ���� ���������  K���>� 
+: ��? ���। ��� )������� �����: )N�: )(�Q� " ����>� ���5� ����%� )��। )�I )(�Q� " 
�%�R�� H��% &�(I ���������� 	��C� )���� ���� >������N�। 
 

+: ��? ���-F� �R�%: ����������  ��R &�b��� &��� ��������� ���@�K� ����� F 

���� �%���� 9:�� ����� �� ����? ������� �<�" ���� �����। 
 

I�b��>� �P�� ����� ������ ���� K�o� � ��
�� 4�� ��� >���
��? )<�� ���n|। 
�k�E�� ����������  ��R��j� ���� ��N�� ����� (��A � <5� ����N। ��������� (��A H��  
����#�� ������ ���� 4�I�N। 
 

 ����  ��( )��  K�� I� �I� �� ���� ��   5� F � ��N� ��� �U� K�� �� ��� ��� 
" ����#����  �
% '�]>�� ���e �� )��� ��: �C�A K�। ���������� 	��C� ���� "I 
���� ��: 
)��� ��� ����। �� ����� F �%����� )� )��� �%�S�I ��� �� )�� �� �� �PK���� ���� � <5� 
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

<����। I�b��>� ���� )�, ���������� �%������ )�� ��� ��N� )��� ��~����� '�]>�� �C�A 
��� 4�I�N । ����� F ��J�� ��5 <��� K��। 
 

	��C�� 	��k )>�� ����: H�
���� �����
� )�� ���������� 	��C� ����� >�% )>�� ���� 
>����। ����S�� �;��5 I�b��>�� ����J? �P�� ) �� )����। �P�� ���� )�, �������� F�� F��: 
��#� �%। 	��C� ���� ����� L
� )�I �%�:��I ) �� )���� &� �� )�I������ &�b��� 
)>����� K��। ��� F ��J�� )>�� ���� �����I k� K� ����। 
 

FI ���� >����-�� ��F , �� �� &I, �+ F  )�, &�� ���j�, �� F� ��, F  F� ��, h� 
�� &� F� ��। W� I��>m d1 (�� �� &I) �P� ���� ��G �o �� �:� �k )<�� �
�� _��� 
F��: V������� )��। W� F )� )(����� (�� �� F ) ���� )�, ����#���� �� �� ��� ���������� 
 ��R�������� �� ��� � ��K��% )�"�� )K�� । W� )�  ���K�? (�+ F  )�) W� H:� ��K��� ��>���� 
(>� ��) W� �4] ��� (h� ��), W� ����� )4O
��� (&� F� ��) W� F� �> )(��� (�� F� ��) " W� F� 
F� � W (&�� ��) F�I ���� )����। 
 

��?���5 �;��5 F��: &���� $�U� ����। �
�� _� ���� )� ����#��� )hO�>� H%�4�� 
)<�� ��P4���� >�% F ��5E ��� ������ �k )��� ���� F���N�। &�" &����। F >�% ��?���5 
�;��5 �� ��� ��� )� ��J�� &���4��� >�% ��� (�
�� _�) �����
� )����� ��o �C<� F��: 
$�U�� �����। (H<5 _� W� 4%�� ���� I�o �����N� )� F >�% ) �: J�: )���: :��� �����) । �� 
"I $�U�� ��� ���� &> � �U� K���। ��� 4�� )�, FI ��?���5 &E>5��� M� ���। 
 

I�b��>� &�" ���� )�, ��������� &�( YI �+���� ��� )hO> �N�। F�� &�N 4�� 
�+����। �K�d�� H�
���� ��� )hO�>� ���� &�N। j� �t��� �a F����I F��"  ��R�hO�>� 
���_�?। )(���� m��� 4����� �P�� ��� )hO�>� m��� ��h��%� ��o ) ������� ���N�। 
 
                                                  )����  �_���� $�U�)����  �_���� $�U�)����  �_���� $�U�)����  �_���� $�U�    
 

�����g�, 8 ) -���� �������� �;��5 &���4��� >�% )����  �_��� &> F� $�U�� 
� �� K�। FI $�U�� �!�5��
5��� �N� ��। 
 

�����
� �������� ��o &���4��� ���I �
�� _� W� � (�s� 	� � ��� )���:�� �� 
�K� 5���� � $�U�� &K��� ����। 
 

F� 9,��%��� $�U�� W� � (�s� �����
� )����� ��o �P� &���4��� ��J�� �K� 5���� 
H��K ����। 

                                                                                                         -�� �: &I 
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Statement by Ambassador S. Sen, Permanent Representative of India to the    

United Nations in the Social Committee of the Economic and Social Council on 
Agenda item 5(a) Report of the Commission onnnn Human Rights on May 12, 1971. 

 

MR. CHAIRMAN, 
 

My delegation considers it appropriate to participate in the discussion on this 
important subject. The current report of the Commission indicates in a most explicit 

manner that the problem of adequate protection of all human rights is still a serious 

one. Indeed, the report reflects the concern expressed in paragraph 8 of the 
Commemorative Declaration adopted at the 25th Session of the General Assembly. 

The relevant sentence reads: “Although some progress has been achieved, serious 
violations of human rights are still being committed against individuals and groups in 

several regions of the world. We pledge ourselves to a continued and determined 
struggle against all violations of the rights fundamental freedoms of human beings, by 

eliminating the basic causes of such violations, by promoting universal respect for the 
dignity of all people without regard to race, colour, sex, language or religion, and in 

particular through greater use of the facilities provided by the United Nations in 

accordance with the Charter”. 

 

The Charter itself in Articles 1(3), 55(c) and 56, speaks of international co-

operation for ensuring greater exercise of human rights. In 1968, which was declared 

as the International Year for “Human rights, the United Nations, published a booklet 

entitled ‘Human Rights-A Compilation of International Instruments of the United 

Nations”. In the last page of this booklet is given a list of 34 instruments dealing with 

Human Rights. Apart from this list, during the last three years various other 

documents, declarations and resolutions have also been adopted. For instance, I 

should mention the Declaration of Social Progress and Development adopted in 1969, 

the Declaration of the 25
th

 session to which I have already referred, the Declaration on 

Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation 
among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations-all these were 

adopted about only six month ago. Furthermore, the Proclamation of Teheran on 
Human Rights is also irrelevant. So also is the Geneva Convention of 1949 relative to 

the protection of civilian persons in times of war. In addition, the General Assembly 
adopted last year four resolutions 2674, 2675, 2676 and 2677, all of them dealing with 

the question of human rights in armed conflicts. India has been a member of the 
Human Rights Commission all throughout the Commission’s existence and has 

expressed concern to the Commission and to the other appropriate forums of the 

United Nations about all large-scale and organized violations of human rights. All the 

instruments, I have cited make provisions for discussing the violations of human 

rights wherever they may occur. The Proclamation of Teheran, adopted unanimously 

in May 1968, in paragraph 5 says: 
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“The primary aim of the United Nations in the sphere of human rights is the 

achievements by each individual of the maximum freedom and dignity. For 

the realisation of this objective, the laws of every country should grant each 

individual, irrespective of race, language, religion or political belief, freedom 

of expression, of information, of conscience and of religion, as well as the 

right to participate in the political, economic, cultural and social life of his 

country.” 
 

Unless, therefore, the international community is prepared to examine 
violations of such obligations undertaken by States and take whatever remedial 

measures may be necessary, all that we have said for the protection of human rights 
and fundamental freedoms becomes a mockery. This view has repeatedly been 

expressed in different forums of the United Nations on many occasions and I am 

particularly glad to see that Pakistan, through its distinguished representative 

Ambassador Agha Shahi, while speaking on violations of human rights in colonial 

Africa and Palestine, stated on this way very item of the agenda at the meeting of the 

Social Committee held on May 20, 1970; 
 

“There would be and have been other situations in which massive violations of 

human rights take place which call for examination, investigation and report, 

if the obligatory provisions of the Charter of the United Nations in regard to 
human rights and fundamental freedoms are not to become a subject of 

mockery and purely of academic debates.” 
 

It is in this context and with the greatest anguish the Government of India wish 

to bring to your attention a current example of violation of human rights on an 

unprecedented scale in our age of many millions of people. In bringing this to your 

notice, the foremost consideration which my country has in mind is the need for 
urgent humanitarian relief measures for these millions of people-many of whom have 

been coming into India in ever-growing number as refugees. The problem has 
assumed such proportions and the sufferings of these people have been so enormous 

that is cannot be a matter of international concern. 
 

In order to understand this tragic human problem it is necessary to explain its 

causes. This will make it possible for the world community to appreciate the 

consequences that have followed and to consider urgent measures in order to reduce, 

if not remove, the suffering of millions of people. 

 

I 
 

The Government of Pakistan have accepted or supported most of the 

Declarations, Resolutions and Conventions on Human Rights and it must be a matter 

of deep concern to the international community that in recent weeks these 

international obligations have been breached as a result of massive military actions 

take in East Bengal. I do not consider it necessary, at this stage at any rate, to analyse 

in depth and detail, the unfortunate events that have taken place in that region. The 

facts are well-known, and basically it is the accumulated frustration of the East 

Bengalis and the inequalities which they have suffered over the years that have 

brought about a most tragic situation. These frustrations and injustices, which by 

themselves could constitute major violations of the  
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many documents I have cited, have led to the present chain of gruesome events in 

East Bengal. Until late in March this year our hope was that these man-made 

difficulties would be removed by taking into account the freely expressed wishes of 

the East Bengalis. But this was not to be the entire democratic process was reversed 

and a military campaign was launched to wipe out the political consciousness and 

activities in East Bengal. In broadcast statement on March 26 the President of 

Pakistan said, among other things: 
 

“I have decided to ban all political activities throughout the country. As for the 
Awami League it is completely banned as a political party. I have also decided 

to impose a complete press censorship. Martial law regulations will very 
shortly be issued in pursuance of these decisions.” 

 
In this context I should like to draw the attention of the Committee to the main 

provisions of the Declaration of Human Rights, a document fully accepted by 

Pakistan. Article 3 of this Declaration reads: “ Everyone has a right to life, liberty and 

security of persons”. The repressive measures adopted in East Bengal have denied this 

right. Article 5 reads: “No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, in human or 

degrading treatment or punishment”. The reports which have appeared in the 

international press prove conclusively that this right has been flouted. Provisions of 

article, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21 have similarly been brushed aside. I 

could, Mr. Chairman, select any document relating to Human Rights to which 

Pakistan has given its support in different degrees and show without a shadow of 

doubt that almost all its principal provisions have been broken. 

 

The wild destruction of life and property of the people of East Bengal who 

belong to different ethnic, linguistic and cultural background, by the West Pakistani 
army has been in contravention of Article 2 of the Convention approved and proposed 

for signature and ratification by the General Assembly on 9th December, 1948 
[Resolution 260-A-(III)] Pakistan is a party to this Convention without reservations. 

Similarly the declaration of Martial Law, with its most stringent regulations which 
could inflict death penalty almost on any East Bengali who does not strictly adhere to 

their draconian severity, has extinguished freedom of opinion, freedom of association 
and other freedoms which have been considered fundamental by the United Nations. 

 

Article 3 of the Geneva Convention of August 12, 1949 deals with protection 

of civilian life in conflicts not of international character. It specifically prohibits 

violence to life of any person in particular, murder of all kinds, mutilation cruel 

treatment and torture. It also forbids outrage of personal dignity in particular inhuman 

and degrading treatment. It further bans “the passing of sentences and the carrying out 

executions without previous judgment pronounced by regularly constituted court, 

affording all the judicial guarantees which are recognized as indispensible by civilized 

peoples”. All these provisions of the Convention have been callously violated. It is 

strange that Government of Pakistan have not even paid the slightest heed to the 

appeal made in this regard by the International Commission of Jurists. I should like to 

read to the committee texts of their telegrams. The telegram of April 2, 1971 states: 
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“The International Commission of Jurists deeply anxious about the tragic 

events in East Pakistan. Request all possible steps to reduce death roll and urge 

moderation and the respect of lay in the treatment for political prisoners.” 

 

The telegram of April 15 states: 

 

“Further to (our) telegram of the 2
nd

 April, the International Commission of 
Jurists deplores the reported intention to establish special military tribunals to try the 

Awami League leaders. Respectfully urge that proceedings before the normal civilian 
courts will alone satisfy international opinion that the rule of law is observed. 

 
The International Commission of Jurists has always disapproved of the 

establishment of special tribunals to try political opponents for alleged political 
offences. There is nothing easier than to give a semblance of legality to the 

assassination of political opponents by having them condemned by special tribunals 

which lack the independence and respect for legal principles of a properly constituted 

court of legally trained judges. If Sheikh Mujibur Rahman or other Awami League 

leaders have committed any offence under the law of Pakistan, there is no reason why 

they should not be brought before the internationally respected civilian courts of the 

country”. 

 

In these circumstances we consider that international opinion, which has 

already been incensed and shocked, should be expressed in no uncertain manner 

through this Committee, as the Economic and Social Council is the properly 

constituted organ of the United Nations concerned with human rights and 

fundamental freedoms. The large-scale massacre, senseless killings of unarmed 

civilians, including women and children, brutalities, and atrocities committed on a 
massive scale, widespread burning and destruction of property and the multitude of 

indignities inflicted on the people of East Bengal constitute a problem of such 
magnitude that international conscience must be roused and international efforts must 

be made to restore some semblance of civilized existence in this part of the world. 
 

II 
 

But there are other consequences of this massive suppression of Human Rights 

which also should be brought to the attention of the Committee. As a result of the 

military action taken in East Bengal, the number of refugees into India has already 

exceeded 1.8 million people. The precise figure as reported to Delhi on May 3 by the 

Indian authorities near the frontier was 1.481, 101. This figure has since increased 

considerably. By May 3, 141,588 refugees have entered Assam and Meghalaya (an 

Eastern State in Indian); 102,205 of these are in camps while 39,383 are outside 

camps, 1,200,962 refugees have entered West Bengal; 532,675 of these are in camps, 
which 668,287 are outside camps; 136,532 refugees have entered Tripura; 101,532 of 

these are in camps with 35,000 are outside camps. 2,019 refugees have entered Bihar. 
Thus the total number of refugees in camps is 738,431 and outside camps 742,670 on 

May 3, We have set up 156 camps and have approached the Secretary-General and 
other U.N. agencies such as the UNHCR, UNICEF, World Food Programme, World 

health Organisation. Apart from these, the Catholic Relief Organisation, CARITAS, is 
initiating action. 
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I am glad to say that other efforts, both national and international, are begin 

made to help the refugees. Many of these refugees are women and children who have 

been forced to leave their homes and villages under severest pressure and in most 

difficult conditions. This large influx which continues to grow daily is as I have 

already pointed out, the result of Pakistan’s atrocities in East Bengal; such a large 

number would not leave their homes and come to India unless they have no other 

option but to undertake a perilous journey with little food and hardly any personal 
belongings. Until the return of normalcy to East Bengal, we have, purely on 

humanitarian grounds, given shelter to these hungry, helpless them are suffering from 
disease and starvation. It is the duty of the Pakistan Government to stop their 

repression and create normal conditions under which the safe return of the refugees 
could be ensured. Until then Pakistan should be held responsible for their safe return 

to East Bengal. Meanwhile, we shall to our best to look after them while they are 
fleeing from an oppressive regime and are in need of food, shelter and medical 

attention. But the amount of relief needed is of such a magnitude that no Government 

in the world can be expected to bear the strain alone. A most sustained international 

effort becomes, therefore, necessary to look after these unfortunate people. We are 

most anxious that these refugees should return home as soon as possible. In order to 

look after the, while they are still with us, we will gladly accept such aid as may be 

offered by other Governments and national as well as international organizations. This 

again is a matter of direct concern of the Economic and Social Council and we hope 

that the Council will appreciate this problem and endorse this appeal. 

 

III 

 

Yet another consequence of the action taken by the Pakistan Government in 

East Bengal relates to the disruption of economic life there. With the expulsion of all 
the foreign press correspondents since the end of March-now I believe 5 or 6 selected 

pressmen have been allowed to go to East Bengal for escorted tours-details of the 
economic conditions will not be known to the outside world for many months to 

come. The outbreak of violence has caused complete disruption of transport and 
distribution systems and other essential services. Since East Bengal depends on the 

import of a substantial quantity of food grains to sustain its large population even at a 
purely subsistence level the disruption in economic life evident during the present 

crisis has only compounded the havoc already caused a few months back by a 

disastrous cyclone. Since the military action also coincided with the planting season, 

the coming harvest would be adversely affected. Under these conditions famine is a 

possibility and this would usually be accompanied by a further increase of epidemics 

and diseases. Famine, conditions in East Bengal would lead to several more millions 

of refugees fleeing to India. Famine and epidemic n East Bengal can have their 

repercussions in India as these do not respect any international boundaries. A situation 

where millions of refugees continue to pour into India with all the attendant problems 

and sufferings can only lead to tension and instability in the region. It should, 

therefore, be a matter of urgent international concern to put an end to the further 

influx of refugees from East Bengal into India. This can be achieved only if the 

Council can ensure that Pakistan accepts international relief organizations to help the 

needy East Bengalis urgently and in a most effective manner. 
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Organized international relief operations alone would be able to remove the 

consequences of the large scale disruptions of economic life caused by the current 

crisis. 

 

It is extraordinary that in these circumstances the Government of Pakistan has 

not only disallowed the International Red Cross team which went to Karachi from 

proceeding to East Bengal but has not to the best of our knowledge responded to 
many offers of help. As early as April 1. U. That said that he was “very much 

concerned about the loss of life and human suffering resulting from the recent 
developments in East Pakistan” and added that “if the Government of Pakistan asked 

the Secretary-General to assist in humanitarian efforts, he would be happy to do 
everything in his power to help”. The response to this gesture by the Secretary-

General has just been released-briefly it says NOT YET. In this contest we agree-with 
comments made in the New York Times editorial this morning. It says inter alia 

“Contrary to bland assurances which continue to emanate from West Pakistan 

spokesmen, the situation is unquestionably desperate, and will require large believe 

that many other Governments and international organizations have offered to help but 

without any reaction from Pakistan Government which continues to say that there is 

enough food in the country”. Only a few months ago, a most violent cyclone 

devastated some parts of East Bengal. At that time, in many Committees and other 

forums of the United Nations, resolutions, were passed for working out a machinery 

for emergency relief in natural disasters. Then, Pakistan appealed widely for help: 

many countries, including my own, generously responded to this appeal. Yet it is 

ironical that when tragedies have accumulated Pakistan claims that it has enough 

food. 

 

In the face of this, the first essential step would be for the Economic and 
Social Council to ask Pakistan to immediately indicate its consent so that concrete 

plans for organized and well coordinated action programme for relief work can be 
finalized under U.N. auspices, Since the Secretary-General, U. That, has already 

offered to extend all possible humanitarian help, he should have a vital responsibility 
in the organisation of such an international relief effort. 

 
We hope and trust that there would be no temptation to deny the basic 

necessities of life and services to the East Bengalis in order to crush their desire to 

achieve their legitimate aspirations. They have suffered enough and in their hour of 

trial they will doubtless remember who cared, and who simply stood and stared. 

 

 

 

----------------
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��� &�b��� � <5� ��!�5��o� 	�
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�������, .3-) -&> F���� ��[���E ���j��� ����%��� H�
���� LM K���N। H�
����� 

���������� 	�
��� &�b����� � <5� >������� >�% ����� �R�% H�%��% )���� �����
�� 
 ������( ���� )�����। �������� ������� �k )<��" F�>� �����
 ������ )��( �����N�। 
 

���: )���� ��� 8�� �����
� �� �� ����% H�
����� �
�� _� W� � I�b�� (�s�� 
��5��: ��e )������� K�। �� W� � (�s� ����N�, ����� H�S�� �!�5��o� 9:������ '����� 
<��� ��U�। 
 

�
�� _� "I ��5�� ����N�, ��� =� �k '���] ���� 4�� F���N�-h�� & ���� '�� 
�4f 4�� ��e�N। FI '���]�� ��� �������  �5���� ��o )��� �h�� )�� �����-) � H�S� �C�A 
���� >�% ����#���� H��%I ��
% ��� K��। 
 
 

W� � (�s� ����N�, &�� ���, ���[� ���E���  ���� �>  ����� H�
��� �k�� >�% '�U 
��Pe����। �!�5��o� >���
���?� �%��% ����, �P��� ���5��4 �����
��I �P��� )�� ���� �����। 
���[�  ���J, &�� ���, FI ���� � <5� ����� F�� �P��� "I H�
��� ���M����� >�% ��4A 
K���। FI dM��� ����S� F�� �k �k ����5�J  ����J� H�?5��� Y�5��� & ��  � ������E। 
 

����� �����
 ���� ���% W� H C ��K� ��5��: ��e )�����। �P�� ��� KJ5��� 
>����� ���%�� H���b� >����। 
 

����� �����
 ���� )�� W��C� ) �� ����, �!�5��o (CK��� ��-d�� 4����� 
>�������� &�b��� � � ��� K�n। ��� �K:���� H%�4���� ��o �!�5��o� 9:��� ���� ����। 
 

W� ) �� &�" ����, �!�5�o ���[� HA  �CK]  >��� F���� F�� K��(���� )4�� �� 
>����%� .� d�?�" )���। 
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BANGLADESH STRUGGLE WILL NOT GO IN VAIN: PM 
 

            AGARTALA, May, 15: THE Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, today 

expressed the hope that the struggle of the people of Bangladesh would not go in vain. 

They would ultimately achieve independence and from and democratic government. 
 

Mrs. Gandhi, who was addressing a huge gathering at Mohanpur, about 25 

Km. from here, said India would welcome the formation of a democratic Government 

in East Bengal and would have friendly relations with it. 
 

As in India, elections had been held in East Bengal also, but unfortunately the 

people there were not allowed to from their own Government, which could remove 

poverty from their land. 
 

LIMITED RESOURCES 
 

The Prime Minister expressed the hope that people both in India and East 
Bengal would follow the democratic way and guard themselves against the poison of 

communalism in the interest of their respective nations. 
 

Mrs. Gandhi said; “We must do our best to help our brothers and sister who 

have crossed into India. But we have limited resources”. 
 

The Prime Minister said that what was supposed to be Pakistan’s internal 
affair, had now become a problem for India. 

 

Referring to the overwhelming task of looking after millions of evacuees, she 

said the heavy influx of refugees would no doubt be a terrible burden on the country’s 

economy, but it was not a concern of any particular State in India. The Centre would 

bear the full “responsibility of talking the problem she said.” 
 

She expressed the hope that these people would soon be able to go back to 

their homeland as peace was restored there and their own Government formed. 
 

In Tripura Mrs. Gandhi visited evacuee camps at Narsinghgarh, Mohanbari 

and Simna where she enquired about the food and living conditions of the displaced 

persons. 
 

Earlier speaking at Udharband, a refugee camp near Silchar in Assam, Mrs. 

Gandhi said that the entire country shared the grief and suffering of the people of 
Bangla Desh and India would do everything within its means to alleviate their 

suffering. 
 

Mrs. Gandhi was visibly moved by the tale of woe narrated by the evacuees. 
 

About 25,000 evacuees are housed in the Udharband refugee camp. 
 

Mrs. Gandhi regretted that Pakistan was attempting to foment communal 

trouble in India and cautioned the people to remain vigilant. 
 

-----------
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NO RECOGNITION AT WRONG TIME: PM STRESS ON REFUGEE 

RELIFE PROBLEMS 

(By Our Special Representative) 
 

The Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, made it clear at a brief meeting with 

reporters at Dum Dum airport on Sunday that the much-talked-about issue of giving 

recognition to the Bangladesh Government was not as much an immediate problem 

with the Union Government as one might think. 

 

She said the main consideration was whether such recognition by the Union 

government would help the Bangladesh people. “I think it will not help them much 

and recognition should not be given at the wrong time,” she added. 

 

The Prime Minister was apparently annoyed when a reporter asked her is shed 

was waiting for some other countries to recognize the Bangladesh Government. She 
said such questions had been put to her several times before. She had always 

maintained that India had an independent policy and did not depend on others in 
formulating her stand on various issues. 

 
“We happen to be an independent country with an independent policy, with 

very strong views on many subjects under the sun and we are not dependent on what 
others say or do” she added. 

 
Immediately on her arrival at that airport by an Air force helicopter after her 

visit to two refugee camps and a hospital at Bongaon the Prime Minister held a 

closed-door meeting with the Chief Minister and the Deputy Chief Minister of West 

Bengal, Mr. Ajoy Mukherji and Mr Bijay Singh Nahar, Mr Siddhartha Sankar Ray, 

the Union Education Minister who traveled with the Prime Minister, was also present 

at the meeting which lasted more than half an hour. 

 

Mrs, Gandhi flew from Assam to Haldibari in the morning and then to Dum 

Dum Airport where she touched down at about 2:15 p.m. Her party included Mr. Ray 

and Miss Padmaja Naidu, who is the head of the Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti. From 

Dum Dum the Prime Minister and her party west to Bongaon by a helicopter. Another 

helicopter carried the West Bengal Ministers. They came back to Dum Dum a little 
after 5:30 p.m. 

 
The Prime Minister wore a blue sari and a full-sleeve blouse and she looked 

tired. As she came on the first floor of the new airport lounge, she asked her 
attendants to arrange a ground floor room for an immediate conference with Mr. Ajoy 

Mukherji and Mr Nahar. 
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Press reporters were asked to wait on the first floor lounge. After some time, Miss 

Padmaja Naidu was called in at the conference when it discussed relief problems. 

 

At her meeting with Mr. Ajoy Mukherji and Mr Nahar where Mr. Siddhartha 

Ray was also present problems relating to West Bengal came up for discussion. 

Contacted later, Mr. Nahar said some serious problems were discussed but he refused 

to disclose what transpired at the meeting. 
 

HUGE PROBLEM 
 

About her impression regarding the refugee problem, she told reporters:. “It is 
a huge problem and we are finding it difficult to deal with it. We have a shortage of 

commodities and in the circumstances; the Government has done good work”. 
 

She was aware that may were still without shelter and “it takes time for 

articles to come”. When asked if any help was expected from abroad, she said that 

one might hope for it. “But nothing much has come so far from other countries”, she 

added, She felt that if outside assistance in relief material came India would know 

what was coming and from which agencies. 

 

In reply to question, the Prime Minister said evacuees would have to leave as 

soon as possible, but “how soon that will be possible, I do not know”. She thought 

that international bodies might create conditions for the evacuees to go back to their 

homeland. 

 

Commenting on Pakistan’s claim that normality had returned in Bangladesh as 

far as the Pakistan Government was concerned, Mrs. Gandhi said that it is a very 
convenient way of achieving normality by removing the people and this to my mind is 

not normality. 
 

The Union Government was considering proposals for dispersal of evacuees 
from the border areas. Such dispersal the Prime Minister said would pose a great 

problem for Tripura, which was a very small State. She said arrangements for giving 
shelter to the evacuees in other parts of the country were being considered. She was 

not, however, sure if that would be possible. 

 

Asked to comment on the demands by different actins of the people as well as 

by many political parties for arms aid to freedom fighters in Bangladesh, Mrs. Gandhi 

said that she had “no comment no reaction”. 

 

Regarding repatriation of the India diplomats from Dacca, she agreed with the 

suggestion that the issue was deadlocked because of the refusal by the Pakistan 

Government to accept any proposal. 

 

Mrs. Gandhi said newspapers required to be very cautious in publishing news 

and views. It was possible that enemy agents were around. Care should be taken so 

that the evacuee problem which should be treated a national concern, might not be 
turned into a communal issue. 
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She said there had been cases of the Pakistani Army resorting to firing across 

the border into India. In such cases some steps were taken. “It might not always be 

possible, however, to take action,” the Prime Minister added. 

 

AT BONGAON 

 

Our Staff Correspondent adds: Earlier, addressing the Bangladesh refugees 
at Bongaon this afternoon, the Prime Minister said it was a pity that certain elements 

in East Bengal were now trying to give a communal color to the liberation war in 
Bangladesh. Such attempts would only weaken the cause of that country, she added. 

 
In the afternoon Mrs. Gandhi visited two refugee relief centers at Petrapole 

and Itkhola. She also visited the sub-divisional hospital at Bongaon and talked to the 
evacuee patients from Bangladesh who had been shot at by Pakistani troops. 

 

She told the refugees that the liberation war in East Bengal was a “war against 

all kinds of repression and wrongs. Remember, your fight is our fight”. 

 

While fighting against injustice and repression the people of Bangladesh had 

been forced to take shelter in India. “We know that despite all our good wishes, you 

might have to face difficulties here because we are not a rich country”, she said. 

 

Mrs. Gandhi expressed the hope that the refugees would not have to suffer 

long and they would be able to return home soon. She said India was a democratic 

country. Here there was no ill-feeling among the Hindus, Muslims, Christians and 

other communities. She hoped that the people of East Bengal would also maintain 

communal harmony and jointly fight their war of liberation. 
 

At the Petrapole camp, where more than 8,000 refugees were living, Mrs. 
Gandhi gave food to a small girl. She was reported to have lost many of her relatives. 

A 10-year-old boy who had been carrying his small sister on his shoulder burst into 
tears while narrating his story. She also talked to a woman whose husband had been 

shot dead by Pakistani troops. 
 

According to a spokesman of the Bharat Sevasram, Muslims constituted about 

40% of the population at the Petrapole camp. Boys and girls below the age of eight 

numbered 2,200. 

 

Demanding immediate recognition of Bangladesh, a demonstration was 

organized by the supporters of the Democratic Students Organisation and the 

Democratic Youth Organisation when Mrs. Gandhi landed at Calcutta airport. The 

demonstrators protested against the Union Government’s attitude towards 

Bangladesh. 

 

Mr. J. C. De, Chairman of the West Bengal branch of the Indian Red Cross 

Society, explained to the Prime Minister, and the Chairman of the Indian Red Cross 

Society, Miss Padmaja Naidu, what the State unit of the society was doing in 
Petrapole and many other centers. 
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AT HALDIBARI 

 

Our Staff Correspondent at Haldibari adds; referring to repeated Pakistani 

intrusions into Indian territory, the Prime Minister said people living near the border 

“will have to face some risks.” She said those living close to the border literately 

reducing the population of East Bengal by expelling the people who had voted for Mr. 

Mujibur Rahman in the last election. 
 

The local units of the SUC and the Forward Bloc and another organisation 
submitted memoranda to Mrs. Gandhi demanding immediate recognition for 

Bangladesh. 
 

SUC supporters also staged demonstrations near the helipad and the PWD 
Bungalow where she met the party representatives. 

 

UNI adds: Mrs. Gandhi invited two West Bengal Ministers to New Delhi to 

discuss relief measures. She sounded the State health Minister, Mr. Jainal Abedin and 

the PWD Minister, Mr. Santosh Roy, about such a discussion. They are expected to 

leave for New Delhi on Thursday. 

 

 

 

--------------- 
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MRS. GANDHI WARNS PAKISTAN  

INDIA PREPARED FOR ANY EVENTUALITY 

 
Big Powers told Of Refugee Problem 

 

Ranikhet, May 18-The Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, today warned 

Pakistan that India was not deterred by any of its threats and said: “If a situation was 

forced on us, we are fully prepared to fight,” reports UNI. 

 

The Prime Minister who was addressing public meeting, here, challenged the 

Pakistani claim that everything was Norman in East Bengal and said if that was the 

case, Pakistan should immediately can back the refugees fleeing to India. 

 

The refugees pouring into Indian border States had created a major problem 

for India. This would severely affect the country’s economic, social and political life, 
she said. 

 
Mrs. Gandhi appealed to the democratic nations to persuade Pakistan to stop 

its military atrocities in East Bengal. She wanted the international community to 
realize that what began as Pakistan’s internal problem was gradually becoming an 

internal problem for India. “The burden is heavy on us, but how can we ignore the 
helpless refugees?” 

 
There was practically no room to accommodate the refugees. All the hospitals, 

schools and other public buildings in the border areas of West Bengal, Assam, Tripura 

and Meghalaya were flooded with refugees. Nevertheless, Indians would look after 

the refugees as best as they could. She wondered why help was not forthcoming from 

the rich nations for the victims of Pakistani Army. 

 

PTI adds: India is understood to have informed western Powers that the 

situation in East Bengal was worsening day by day with social and economic 

consequences for India. Refugees bogged down on the Indian side of the border, were 

creating enormous problems for the country. 

 

She told them that Pakistan had placed India in an extremely difficult position. 
No country had the right to behave in this way and unless the situation improved India 

would have to consider specific action. 

 

 

-----------------
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WORD WILL HAVE TO ENSURE REFUGEES’ RETURN: RAM 

(By A Staff Reporter) 

 

At the end of his tow-day visit to the Bangladesh refugee camps in Assam and 

west Bengal, the Union Defense Minister, Mr. Jagjivan Ram, told newsmen at 

Petrapol, near Bongaon, on Sunday afternoon that the nations of the world would 

have to consider what other steps could be taken to solve the problem created by the 

“unprecedented” influx of evacuees from Bangladesh to India. 

 

He characterized Pakistan Government’s treatment of the people of 
Bangladesh as “barbarous” and the manner of uprooting the millions of these people 

as “a stigma on the entire human history.” 
 

The Minister said: “We have already approached different nations to impress 
upon the Pakistan Government the need for immediately creating conditions in East 

Bengal for the return of the multitude of this suffering humanity to its homeland”, 
 

Even after this, he added, if Pakistan persisted in “carrying on its barbarous 
policy, which has been compelling millions and millions of men, women and children 

to make a stream towards India for safety and honor” it could be for the nations of the 

world to consider “what other steps they would like to make for the solution to this 

grave problem”, 

 

Before leaving for Delhi, the Defense Minister said at Dum Dum airport that 

the Government was alert to the problem of infiltration by “We have taken all steps to 

prevent their entry,” he said. He agreed with a reporter that the infiltrators would 

create a social problem for this country, besides being an economic burden. 

 

Asked about the possibility of dispersal of refugees to other States, as 

demanded by the Eastern States, Mr. Ram said he had discussed the issue with the 
Union Rehabilitation Minister, Mr. Khadikhar and also with the Chief Minister, Mr. 

Ajoy Mukherjee, earlier on the day. Steps were being taken towards dispersing the 
refugees, he said, but results might not be expected “very soon”. 

 
Addressing several thousand evacuees the Defense Minister said India had 

told Pakistan times without number to create feasible and tolerable conditions for the 
return of the uprooted humanity to their homeland. 

 
Anyway, Mr. Ram said, “I have come here to see for myself your unfortunate 

existence with my own eyes and to find out what else could be done to mitigate your 
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sufferings.” Returning to Dum Dum Airport by the helicopter at about 3 p.m. Mr. 

Ram left for Delhi in an IAF place about 15 minutes afterwards. 

 

Addressing a Press conference at Raj Bhavan, Calcutta, at noon, the Defense 

Minister, Described the huge influx of evacuees from Bangladesh as a “great burden 

on us”. He said that the number of evacuees had outstripped sheltering arrangements. 

Many were living in the open. 
 

Pakistani troops shelled Indian territory several hours before the arrival of Mr. 
Jagjivan Ram, Union Defence Minister, at Petrapole, on Sunday. 

 
An 81mm mortar shell landed close to the Indian Border Security Force 

outpost early in the morning. There were no casualties. The shell landed right on 
Jessore road. The BSF personnel took up positions, but did not return fire. 

 

The three BSF Personnel were injured on Thursday in Pakistani shelling are in 

hospital. 

 

On Saturday night, Pakistani troops set fire to Sadipur village, close to Indian 

border. Some residents who had not yet crossed over to India were killed. 

 

 

 

----------------
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�����g�, == )  (I'-F� &I)-�������� )<�� ��������%� ��?�<5� & ���� H�%E��? 

� �%� K�� ��P�e���N, ���? I� �
%I ����� �� �E ��>%d��� ��� 3� �k =� K�>�� ��?�<5� 
F���N� । FI � �%� ��:>�� K�� 'U� ���� । ��?�<5� � �%��� � # )��d���I ���>��� 
� �%� �K���� (?% ��� '�4 ��� ��� '�g� ����। 
 

I�s�� ���j� ������ ���� ��
��? ���� �
�� _� ��J? ���n���। 
 

W� � (�s� &��� ����, �� �N� ����#���� &�%E��? � �%� � &> & ���� &�%E��? 
� �%� K�� ��P�e���N, ���? I� �
%I ����� �� �E ��>%d��� ��� 3� �k =� K�>�� ��?�<5� 
F���N�। FI � �%� ���:>�� K�� 'U� ���� । ��?�<5� � �%��� � # )��d���I ���>��� 
� �%� �K���� (?% ��� '�4 ��� ��� '�g� ����। 
 

W� � (�s� ����, )� � # ��>% ��?�<5���� &W� �����N ���� F��� ��k FI ��� jK� 
��� �z� ��। )����  � #  ���J " ��[�� ��>i���, H<5i��� " �� ��>� �C�A��(� )<�� FI 
� �%�� ) ������� ��� K��। 
 

��� ����, ��?�<5��� ��� �P��� 9�� ������ �h�� )�� ����� ����#���� )�I H�S� 
�C�A� >�% �C�<��� H�%��% ���0� �>� )�"�� '�4। 
 

��?�<5� �����d�� �����5��� H���� ��5�� ��� ��� ���� )�, ���5 ������  ����� 
H�
����� H�� � ��� K�n। 
 
 

----------------
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PM URGES SADAT TO PERSUADE YAHYA 

 
CAIRO, MAY 23-The Prime Minister of India has sent a personal message to 

the UOAR President, Mr. Sadat, which was understood to be primarily concerned 

with the grave situation in East Bengal and its consequent repercussions on the Indian 

sub-continent, reports PTI. 

 

The contents of Mrs. Gandhi's message were not known but it was believed 

that the Prime Minister had appealed to Mr. Sadat to use his good offices with the 

Pakistan President, Gen Yahya Khan, to stop the bloodshed in East Bengal and assure 

security to its people. 

 

It is assumed that Mrs. Gandhi may have also taken the opportunity to extend 

India's renewed support to Mr. Sadat who last week steered through the worst political 
crisis in Egypt's recent history in his quest for a peaceful settlement of the West Asia 

problem. 
 

Mrs. Gandhi's letter was handed over to the UAR Deputy Premier and Foreign 
Minister, Mr. Riad, by the Indian Ambassador, Mr. I J Bahadur Singh, when the latter 

called on him yesterday afternoon. 
 

The Ambassador's 40-minute meeting was in pursuance of India's current 

diplomatic offensive to impress on friendly counties about the serious implications of 

developments in East Bengal, especially the mass influx of refugees into India from 

there. 

 

Mr. Riad did not reveal UAR's attitude to the East Bengal situation but was 

understood do have promised to study India's appeal carefully. 

 

 

 

----------------
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�� _�� aP������----�<�� �� �%�S� )�"�� K���<�� �� �%�S� )�"�� K���<�� �� �%�S� )�"�� K���<�� �� �%�S� )�"�� K��    

(��h �����:5��) 
 

�����, w >��-�
�� _� W� � I�b�� (�s� &> F���� ����, �!�5 ����� )<�� �k �k 
��?�<5�� &( ��� h�� H� dM� ����S�� '�� K���N F�� F� ���?� )���� ��k dM� 
K� ����। ‘‘��y & �� )�� �� ��� �� KI। & ���� ���S����� FI ����S�� ) ������� ��� 
K�� ��� �U� � �� �U� ����E ��� ����।’’ 
 

�
�� _� ����, ���������� ��?�<5��� ��� 	���� �h�� )�� �����, �� >�% ����>��� 
H�S�� �C�A K"�� ����>�। 
 

&> ��>����  ��% _� " '�- ��% _�� ��o &�������� F�� �� ��� �� ��� H�h����K 
����| H�h��� " ���>%�  �_���� ��o ���������� ��?�<5� � �%� ���� &���4��� �� 
����������� ���N ��� '����R  E�% ����। 
 

��� ����, ���������� �%����� ‘‘� �%�� ����:� H������ &E>5��� � <5� ) ����।’’ 
 

��� >����, ��G ��o� ��?�<5� � �%� ���� ��#��� &���4�� K���N। ���������� 
��?�<5���� ���>%� ��I�� )���� ������� )� >�  &�N, )�I�� >� � ����� ��� ���� ����� 
H�S� K�n ��y � # �%�S�I K�n HS��� ���]� ���? ��?�<5���� )��� �h�� )�� K�� F�� 
���� 	���� �h�� ����� H���!� H�S�� �C�A ��� K��। 
 

�!�5��� �
�� _�� �h )<�� )���� 	��0 �1��� �� _� W� )�, �� �� >����, ���>%� 
 �_���� ��o �
�� _�� $�U�����  ��% _� " '�- ��% _�  �_���� �k )<�� �k �k ��?�<5�� 
H�%�K &( ��� h�� ���>%� ������� '��� )� dM� 4�� ��e�N, � ��#������� >����� 
)��� �%�S� jK�?� ������� ���� ��  �
% �N�, (�) ��� ����� �C5� ��?�<5���� H�%� ����� 
���� ����� �%��S� ���; (�) ��?�<5���� �%��;�  �
% )��� ��� ���� �k�?���k? ��� ��� �� 
'���R �%�S� ��� । ���?, ��?�<5��� FI )���� H�
������� ��o � �� � �� )(�� H����
�� �C�A 
K��। 
 

��� FI ���� �C�A &�J5? ���� )�, ��N� ��N� )��� ��?�<5���� F���� >�  " )������ 
��e� ��� ��� �����4 ���N। F� h�� H����%� F�:� &I�-�C��� � �%�� '�� K�� F�� � 
��?�<5���� 	�<5���( K�� ��। 
 

FI $�U�� ��~����� '�]>�� �C�A )��
 ���� >�% ����>��� �� ��� � �%�S� )���� 
����>����" ����J���� &����4 K�। 
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�
�� _� ���5������� &I�-�C��� ����S�� ) ������� ���� '���" )>�� )��। 
 

��G ��o� � �%� �;��5 )�� )� ��5�� ��>% ������� ��o 9��A )��(����( �k� ��� 
4���N, � >����� W��� ���� )�, ��?�<5���� ��� � " �� ��� ��? FI ��>% )<�� H����? 
��� ��� )� ��J�� ����A5 ������� ���� >�% &(� � )�� ��� ��G ��o�   Y’>� H�h��� ��g� 
���n�। ��?�<5���� ������� ����� 4������ �%����� ��>% ������� ���:� �z� ����� �R ���� 
>�%" )�� )4A� ����। 
 

��� &��� >����, ����� ����|  _� ������ ��0d���� �������� )<�� '�! � �%� �%��%� 
��� F�� FI � �%� � �
��� ���:� ��� ��K��% ��� ���� � >������ >�% �h�� ���n�। 
����0 _� N�e�" ��k� _� ����<5 ��� ��� 4���: ��0 �h� �����। 
 

 �_���� ��o &�( �
�� _� )������K�� I���5 � ��-F� �>, ", ��, )�� )>� >(�>m ��� 
&�����, ��G �o ������� I����� )>����� W� ���� ��!, ������ ����� �� ���� W� ��� 
4%�:��>5� ��o &���4�� ����। 
 

Y��5�(�!?5 &�K�"��� �M� �
�� _�� ��g� �%��5� &>���  �� S�( ����N�। 
&(� ���� ��� �h�� �����। 
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BANGLADESH NEEDS POLITICAL SOLUTION 

Foreign Minister Sardar Swaran Singh’s address to the National Press Club, 

Washington, June 17, 1971. 

 

Following is the text of speech delivered by Foreign Minister Sardar Swaran 

Singh at the National Press Club of Washington, D.C., U.S.A., on June 17, 1971: 
 

I value and appreciate the invitation to address the National Press Club. There 

is a special reason for this. I have come here to seek, together with your leaders, a 

just, peaceful and enduring solution of a problem which has been reported upon so 

well and in such detail by your press. So, I am happy to have this opportunity to speak 

to this distinguished gathering of the representatives of the American Press who play 

such a vital role in shaping public opinion. 
 

The tragedy of East Bengal looms large on the horizon of India today. It looms 
large on the horizon of Asia. It poses a grave threat to peace and progress in our 

region. 
 

The facts of the situation in East Bengal are well known to you. But I wish to 

draw your attention to the dangerous potential of this problem for us and for our 
region. We should also consider the consequences that the world may have to face 

tomorrow, if today, due to a sense of indifference or helplessness, or out of some 
misplaced feeling of delicacy towards the perpetrators of the tragedy, we permit the 

situation to drift further. 
 

The concern and anxiety which this situation in East Bengal causes to us in 

India are not ours alone. They are yours too. The character and the magnitude of the 

happenings in East Bengal are such that they are bound to have repercussions beyond 

the frontiers of Pakistan and be a source of concern to the international community. 
 

Democracy Brutally Suppressed 
 

Besides, our two countries have a common commitment to democratic 
principles and values. These same values and principles are being brutally suppressed 

in East Bengal. 
 

The suppression of democratic principles by the army in East Bengal I would 

remind you, cannot be defended on the ground that it is an attempt to deal with a 
secessionist movement. The elections took place in Pakistan in December last year for 

a assembly to frame constitution for that country. The Awami League, led by Sheikh 
Mujibur Rahman, swept the polls on a programme demanding greater control over 

state affairs in East Bengal within the union of Pakistan. The league’s six-point 

programme was not a manifesto for secession or independence. The demand for 

independence of Bangladesh came, it should be remembered, in the wake of the 

bloodbath which began on March 25, The 
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 case is therefore, clearly one of a minority, equipped with gifts of money and arms 

from abroad, trying to undo, through the use of brute force, the verdict of popular 

vote. 

 

One of the results of this reign of terror unleashed by the army is that 6 million 

people have fled their homes in East Bengal and have sought refugees in India. There 

is no end yet in sight to this mass exodus. Each day some 100,000 East Bengalis are 
driven by the Pakistan Army across the border of East Bengal into our country. The 

dimensions of this exodus will, perhaps, be better understood if I say that we are 
receiving one refugee every second. 

 
We offer these refugees such seccour and relief as we can afford. In our states 

bordering on East Bengal, the schools of our children have had to be closed down to 
provide shelter for the refugees. Our health services are stretched thin, and there are 

shortages of transport and tent age, food and medicine and other resources needed to 

cope with this grim tragedy. In the Indian State of Tripura today, there is one refugee 

from East Bengal to every tow local inhabitants. West Bengal, already heavily 

populated, is groaning under the weight of this endless influx. 

 

Clearly, the humanitarian task of providing food, shelter and medicines must 

have high priority. The cost of relief will run into hundreds of millions of dollars. We 

and made a token provision of 80 million dollars in our budget for the current year, 

but even this token provision represents 30 per cent of the additional tax burden which 

our people will have to bear this year. 

 

While we are doing the best we can within our resources, the financial burden 

of looking after the refugees is beyond our resources. We have welcomed such 
assistance as has been forthcoming form foreign governments, from voluntary 

organizations and agencies and from private citizens. Even though these contributions 
may not be very large, our Government and people appreciate the sentiment behind 

them. 
 

Nevertheless, the task is a very large one and we in India have our own 

pressing problems of poverty and unemployment to attend to. We, therefore, hope that 

the United States, a prosperous county of generous humanitarian instincts and, indeed, 

other countries of the world, may, before long, address themselves more adequately to 

the problems and needs of relief. 
 

Military Action Must Stop at Once 
 

But necessary as relief is, it is a palliative and not a solution to the problem 

which lies at the root of the situation. It is immediately necessary to stop further influx 

of refugees from Pakistan, and that will come about only if the military action in East 

Bengal is ended forthwith. The international community must persuade and pressurize 

the Government of Pakistan to that end. 
 

Equally, conditions must be created for the return to East Bengal of those who 

were forced out of their homes and had to take shelter in India. The Government of 
Pakistan must be made to accept its proper responsibility for the rehabilitation of 

these refugees in 
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their homes. In the meantime their properties in East Bengal should be preserved and 

protected under international supervision pending their return. 

 

The return and resettlement of refugees in their homes will obviously take a 

while and relief measures will be necessary and camps will have to be set up for the 

purpose. It seem to us that temporary relief camps should be set up in East Bengal 

itself and the refugees now in India should be transferred to those camps. 
 

The Pakistan Government claims to have set up camps or reception centers in 
East Bengal, but refugees are not returning there, because they apparently do not trust 

the Pakistan Government’s declarations of amnesty. It is, therefore, necessary to 
restore their confidence that they will be well treated on return, that they will enjoy 

safety of person and property and that bonafide measures will be taken to rehabilitate 
them and protect their rights and interests. 

 

International Supervision 

 

As a measure in that direction, an area in Pakistan may have to be set aside for 

temporary camps, to be administered by the refugees themselves under international 

supervision. 
 

The basic problem is a political one and it calls for a political solution. 

Without such a solution, the atmosphere of confidence and security, which is 
necessary for the return of refugees, will not be generated. There are two essential 

pre-requisites: 
 

First, the necessary political solution must be found urgently, and  
 

Secondly, the solution to be effective and enduring must be in accord with the 

wishes of the people of East Bengal and their elected leaders. 
 

Any effort to set up a regime in East Bengal which is not truly representative 
will only prolong the agony, and harden attitudes and pose hazards to peace of the 

whole region. 
 

Concern For Mujib 
 

We feel great concern for the personal safety and well-being of Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman. He is a leader of very high stature and rare human qualities, who 

commands the affections of the entire people of East Bengal. We hope that the 

international community will spare no effort to persuade the rulers of Pakistan to 

release Sheikh Mujib, and to join symbolize the urges, aspirations and hopes of 75 

million people which were expressed as late as December last. These will not be 

extinguished by this incarceration. 
 

We would urge the International community as a whole, and countries friendly 

to Pakistan in particular, to bring their influence to bear on the Pakistan Government 
for a political solution on these lines. 
 

Our views with regard to the grant of military aid to Pakistan are well-known. 

A situation has now arisen in which even the grant of economic aid to that country, in 
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present circumstances, is bound to be used for the suppression of the majority of 

Pakistan’s people. It is, therefore, not out of any ill will for the people of Pakistan, but 

in the desire that the agony of strife in Pakistan should end as quickly as possible, that 

we urge that all countries should suspend all military and economic assistance to 

Pakistan till a political solution acceptable to the people of East Bengal is found. 

 

India Threatened 
 

I hope that the people of this country will understand and appreciate our grave 
anxiety over the situation in East Bengal. We in India have been at the receiving end 

of the results of the region of terror and killings that has gone on in East Bengal since 
March 25. The point has now been reached where the action s of Pakistan’s military 

Government threaten to disrupt the economic, social and political fabric of our society 
and our state. These action threaten to engulf our region in a conflict the end of which 

it is not easy to predict. 

 

We have acted with patience, forbearance and restraint. But, we cannot sit idly 

by if the edifice of our political stability and economic well-being is threatened. 

 

In the 23 years since our independence, we have struggled to give economic 

and social meaning to our political democracy. We have not succeeded in eliminating 

poverty and hunger and disease from our land, but the lives of our people are a little 

better than they were 2½ decades ago. We have doubled our food production, we have 

vastly expanded the availability of education, medical care and the opportunities of 

work to our people. The rate of annual increase in our exports touched a high of 7 per 

cent last year, and our growth rate has moved up to 5 per cent per annum. The United 

States has helped us in our endeavors, and I am sure you share our pride in these 
achievements. 

 

Crises of Pakistan’s Making 

 
After our General Elections in February, which gave our Prime Minister, 

Indira Gandhi, and our party, the Indian national Congress, a massive verdict of 
peoples’ support for our programmes, we were getting ready for a powerful assault on 

our economic and social problems. And, then came this crisis of Pakistan’s making , 

which threatens to wipe out our gains, and destroy the prospect of peace and progress 

for our children. 

 

To any responsible Government, this would be an intolerable situation. Hence 

our anxiety that a, political solution should be forged in East Bengal which is 

acceptable to the Bengali people and their elected representatives, so that peace may 

return to that troubled land, and refugees who have come to our country should go 

back to their homes. 

 

We face a grave situation, but we continue to have faith and hope that 

concerted and determined action of the world community will help a satisfactory 

solution and lift the threat to India’s stability and to the peace of the region. 
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It was in that spirit that I undertook this tour which has brought me to 

Washington, I have found here understanding of our apprehensions and sympathy 

without objectives. 

 

[The above speech has been included in the U.S. Congressional Record at 

the request of Representative Cornelius E. Gallagher.] 
 

FOLLOWING ARE THE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS AFTER THE SPEECH 
 

Question: You stated last night that you are going to take care of 6 million 

refugees for 6 months. What happens if Pakistan refuses to take back these refugees? 
 

Foreign Minister: The question is important. What happens if there are 
additions to 6 million? That is the precise reason that we are doubly anxious about 

this issue. Our first demand is that whatever else happens or does not happen, this 
further movement of refugees must stop. And, in this respect, even a change in the 

political situation is not absolutely necessary to put a stop to the movement of 
refugees. If those who happen to be now in charge of the administrative and military 

apparatus which can systematically push out people, if they start applying that 
machine and that apparatus in the reverse direction and produce conditions of 

confidence, at any rate cease to put pressure on these vario9us section of the East 

Bengali community, this will result in sto9pping of movement. The conditions which 

are already so grave, if this does not stop, and I hinted in a portion of my speech that 

if this thing continues, we will not be able to watch helplessly this addition to our 

troubles and this increasing threat to our security and stability of not only our 

territory, but of the entire region. 
 

Question: Why do you refer to East Pakistan as East Bengal? Does this 

indicate eventual unification of West and East Bengal? 
 

Foreign Minister: I call it East Bengal, because originally it was East Bengal. 

Bengal was divided into two parts, the East and the West. And this also to a certain 

extent we use in order to satisfy the ideas of the people in East Bengal who, 75 

million of the, are engaged in the mighty task of ending the military domination and 

suppression of the Pakistan army, which is predominantly West Pakistani in its 

content and constitution. 
 

The use of this expression does not mean that there is any risk of West Bengal, 
which is a state of the Indian Union, at any time thinking of joining East Bengal, even 

it becomes independent. They know the value of being equal partners in this grant 
great country of ours, India, where they have played a significant role in the political 

field, in the social and economic field and thus I do not realize that there is ever any 

risk of people of West Bengal, a constituent state of India, ever-thinking of opting out 

of India, whatever is the future of East Pakistan, whether is succeeds in attaining the 

type of autonomy which is contained in the 6-point Programme of the Awami league 
or whether it emerges in the course of time as a state mostly on account of the 

continued oppression by military means of the wishes and aspirations of the people of 
East Bengal. 
 

Question: President Nixon has not so far publicly condemned genocide in 

East Bengal. Did he condemn it in your private talks with him? 
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Foreign Minister: I am sure this sophisticated audience will not like me to 

speak on behalf of President Nixon. You have, perhaps, better means of knowing 

what is in the mind of President Nixon. And, it is farthest from me that I should 

comment upon that he should or should not do. It is my duty to put across my view 

point as precisely, but as forcefully, as possible to you, as I have to President Nixon 

and other important leaders of your Government. And, it is for them to take up 

attitudes, public or private. I would not like to have any quarrel with them on that 
score. 
 

Question: Your Excellency, what pressure, beside diplomatic protest, if any, 

could the United States bring to bear on the West Pakistan Government to force them 
toward humanitarian treatment of the Bengalis? 
 

Foreign Minister: I have no doubt in my mind that without even making a 

diplomatic protest in the expression used in the question-if the disapproval of the 

Government and people of the United States s expressed in a forthright manner, that 

will have a powerful impact upon the military rules, even upon the people in West 

Pakistan, who, on account of rigorous imposition of various types of controls on the 

Press, are unaware of what is happening in East Pakistan. And, a forthright and clear 

expression of disapproval will go a long way in not only applying the necessary 

solace, giving comfort to the sufferers, but will be a  strong deterrent against the 
continued military action by the perpetrators of these henio9us crimes against 

democracy and against liberal traditions. 
 

Question: By saying India “will not sit idly by” if the refugee flow continues, 

do you mean India will declare war on Pakistan? 
 

Foreign Minister: There are other ways of enforcing our wish than declaring 
war. And, I hope we will not be compelled to resort to those other means which 

perhaps you cannot expect me to spell out at this stage. 
 

At the present moment, we are engaged in the task of mobilizing public 

opinion, both governmental as well as private, to focus their attention of the basic 

issues, the moral issues, involved. I have no doubt that by paying a very small price at 

this stage, of expressing this assessment in a clear manner, and also applying such 

levels as there may b-some of it I have entered-the situation can be retrieved. It is our 

earnest hope and it is our fond hope, at any rate, that this situation can be corrected 
only if the international community, both at the official and non-official level, wake 

up to their responsibility and do not by their silence connive or acquiesce in the 

continued military action which will surely lead to much graver and much more 

disastrous results. 
 

Question: Mr. Minister, why do you think that the Foreign Offices in the 

Western nations have had so little to say about the massacre in East Pakistan? 

 

Foreign Minister: I with could speak on their behalf. But the hard reality is 

that they are reticent. The day has come when this conscience should he stirred, and 

they should speak out and should view the situation, in view of the gravity of the 

situation, in its proper perspective, and try to tackle the roots rather that touch the 
periphery. 
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  Question: Should Hindu refugees also be asked to return to East Bengal? 

And, what do you think about a united Bengal, independent of India and Pakistan? 

 

Foreign Minister: My reply to the first question is that no one will return 

merely because he is asked to return, be he a Hindu refugee, a Muslim refugee, and, I 

would like to add for your information, that there are, besides these two communities, 

Christian refugees and Buddhist refugees also. They have been quite impartial in their 
acts of oppression of various communities. 

 
The refugees will not return simply because they are being asked to return. 

They will return only if the crisis of confidence, which has overtaken the people there, 
is ended, and, in its place, an atmosphere and a situation of confidence and hope is 

regenerated. This can come about not by asking an individual to go or not to go, but 
by induction to East Pakistan of an administrative set up which represents the ideals 

and aspirations of the people, so unmistakably demonstrated at the time of the last 

election giving 167 seats out of 169 to the Awami League. I think it is a record of 

success, by any standard in the world, in any part of the world. 

 

So, it is really the establishment, the re-establishment, there of an 

administration which inspires the confidence of the people that the return of the 

refugees will be facilitated. 

 

With regard to the second question, I have already touched upon it. I do not 

realize that in West Bengal, one of our valiant members of the great Indian 

community, who with their rich historical and cultural heritage have played such a 

significant role in the reconstruction and develop0ment of the country, and who have 

taken such prominent part in the mainstream of public life in India, after seeing what 
has happened to people in East Bengal, would ever dream of or think of, opting out of 

the Indian territory, and would ever dream of taking a step which, to us, appears to be 
borne out of a complete misunderstanding and misjudgment of the situation. 
 

Question: Your Excellency, would you please comment on a Radio Network 
report that your Government is preventing or hindering press coverage of American 

airlifts of Pakistani refugees while allowing coverage of similar Soviet airlifts? 
 

Foreign Minister: We are completely non-aligned between these two super 

powers. And, I would like to dispel any such feeling in any quarter that we are 

discriminating in the matter of coverage of C-130 planes as compared to AM-12 or 

AM-14 planes. I have myself seen a full and complete report of the sorties undertaken 

by the American planes. I am sure that in India, which has traditions of a free press 

which most of the time is not too charitable to us-even they have never complained 

that there has been any discrimination on this score. 
 

Question: Do you feel confident that the Government of Pakistan would 
equitably distribute relief supplies given to it on a bilateral basis? 

 

Foreign Minister: I have my grave doubts about their capacity to dole out 

even the last in an impartial manner. And, I have grave doubts if it will reach the real 

needy 
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individuals. This concern of mine is broadly shared by the international community 

and by the U.N. circles. It is for this reason that they have been insisting on 

supervision, by the international community, the U.N. Organizations, of the 

distribution arrangements with regard to such relief that might be made available to 

the Government of Pakistan. 
 

There is no substitute for experience. By now it is well-known that even the 
relief that was given to the Pakistan Government for the relief of the sufferers of 

cyclone some months back-a good part of it has remained unutilized. And, I can say 
on good authority that the boats for relief work, which were given at that time to 

Pakistan authorities came in very handy for the Pakistan military authorities when 
they were dealing with the freedom fighters. 
 

Question: Mr. Minister, do you think it at all possible that the two sections of 

Pakistan can be continued under one Government? 
 

Foreign Minister: I would not like to comment upon the future course of 

events. I would like to clarify our stand with regard to this issue, that we consider, and 

have taken the stand, that this is a matter between whatever may be the central 

authority of Pakistan and the people of East Bengal. It is for the people of East Bengal 

to work out their future. And, so far as we are concerned, we will be perfectly 

satisfied if the elected representatives who represent the wish of the people-almost 

unanimously-if they work out any arrangement. It is for them to take a view of the 

future course of events. And, the quantum of autonomy or the nature of the 

relationship, whether it is independent or semi-independent, autonomous or whatever 

it is, it is their future and it’s for those people to decide. We have not taken any fixed 

stand with regard to this issue. 
 

Question: In response to an earlier question as to whether India might act to 

absorb East Bengal, you said that West Bengal would not want to quit India to form a 
new state of both Bengals. Can you answer the original question, please? 

 

Foreign Minister: Can you repeat, Mr. President? 
 

Question: Apparently someone was not content with the earlier question as to 
whether Indian might act to absorb East Bengal and would probably want you to 

comment further, if you will. 
 

Foreign Minister: The East Bengal freedom fighters, who are so keen to gain 

their own independence-I do not think that they will readily like again to become non-

independent by becoming a part of India. This does not appear to be consistent with 

the ideas of freedom which today are saying in such a powerful manner-almost 

unanimously-the people in East Bengal. 
 

Question: Your Excellency, how much, in a specific figure, Indian believes it 

needs in international humanitarian aid for the remainder of the year? 
 

Foreign Minister: In this connection, I would like to state one or two points. 

One, our view has always been, and continues to be that in the first place, the care of 

the East Pakistani citizens who happened now to be temporarily in India-the entire 
responsibility is clearly that of the Government of Pakistan. 
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In the second place, it is the responsibility, of the international community, 

and India will be prepared to contribute her share, even more than her prorate share in 

discharging this international obligation towards the victims of oppression. 

 

And, if that aid is given to look alter these refugees, we never regard it as aid 

to India. It might be aid to Pakistan, because, to that extent, partially it reduces the 

direct responsibility of the Government of Pakistan to look after these refugees. 
 

Now in the quantum thereof, we know that the amounts that have been 
indicated so far will meet only a small fraction of the entire expenditure that have to 

be incurred in looking after refugees. But the most important thing to be kept in mind 
is that the social, economic tensions that have been generated in our area, the element 

of instability and the long-range risk of this instability continuing are factors which 
cannot be determined in terms of money. It is this aspect which has to be kept in 

mind. 
 

And it is for this reason that we have always stressed and highlighted the 
importance of a necessary political corrective to be applied. Because, there is no use 

dealing with a symptom if you don’t deal with the root cause. 
 

We are conscious of the fact that even the most generous response of the 

international community is likely to reach only a small fraction of the total burden that 
we will have to carry, even in terms of money: but we still value it, because of the 

thought behind it, rather than the actual quantum thereof. 
 

Question: What is your assessment of the effect of Chinese support of the 

Government of Pakistan’s actions in East Pakistan on China’s credibility and 

influence in the world? 
 

Foreign Minister: Surely any support that Pakistan military rulers might get 
from any quarter, which gives a pat on their back, will encourage them in their 

intransigence, And to that extent, this support from the Government of the People’s 
Republic of China is something which encourages them to continue in their path of 

repression, and to that extent is definitely a negative factor in the entire situation. 
 

Question: Mr. Minister, what is the cholera situation among refugees and 

others? 
 

Foreign Minister: There were cases of cholera. And, I think that, by and 

large, action taken so far has resulted in halting the spread of cholera. In our vast 

country, where we deal with such vast numbers, the steps that our health 

organizations have taken in controlling cholera have, by and large, been successful. 

And, we would not like the international community to feel too much concerned about 
the spread of cholera. We have sometimes an uneasy suspicion that highlighting 

cholera may have been hit upon as one of the methods of diverting attention form the 
core of the problem, and we would like you to concentrate on the core of the problem, 

rather than be too much obsessed by this risk of an epidemic spreading. 
 

Question: Has Communist China issued any warning to India with regard to 

any future conflict between India and Pakistan? 
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  Foreign Minister: For once I want to reply with one word, and that is, no. 
 

Question: What if any, economic expenditure will India cut back to finance 

refugees relief? 
 

Foreign Minister: I think it is quite obvious that the entire expenditure on 
refugees will be non-productive. And, it will definitely cut into our expenditure which 

had been earmarked for development purposes, and it is from that point of view the 
impact of this upon our advance on the economic front which is the source of concern. 
 

Question: Mr. Minister, How can Indo-American relations be improved at this 

point? 
 

Foreign Minister: It is difficult to answer that. But one method is that if all of 
you support me in this, they will be very greatly improved. (laughter) 
 

Question: A questioner wants to know, candidly, what percentage of your 

people go to bed hungry every night? Is your country making maximum use of 
fishmeal to provide needed protein in the diet of your people? And, do you view the 

population explosion as the leading problem facing the world community of nations 

toady? And on the same subject what can you tell us about the progress of birth 

control in India? 
 

Foreign Minister: Several questions have been rolled into one. Perhaps a full-

dress debate on our economic planning and development will be initiated or triggered 
off if I deal with these matters in any great detail. 
 

But, I will try to answer as briefly as I can. The first question is as to how 

many people sleep without a meal. My reply is one, because our food production last 

year crossed a 100 million ton mark. And in cereal, our position is fairly comfortable. 

We have drastically reduced our food imports. We are importing some small 

quantities to build up a reserve than for current consumption. 
 

The second question is about utilization of fishmeal, or what is it? 
 

Question: Yes, sir. Is your country making maximum use of fishmeal to 

provide needed protein in the diet of your people? 
 

Foreign Minister: Well, we haven’t got enough of fish, and we want to catch 

more. And, we are prepared to go even to troubled waters for that. 
 

We have no inhibitions in consuming fish. If you have served it and have 

watched the Indians handling their fork in relation to fish you probably would have 
got the answer for this. What is next? 

 

Question: Do you view the population explosion as the leading problem 

facing the world community of nations today? 
 

Foreign Minister: I agree. And it is for this reason that we also urge in all 
international forums that just as peace in indivisible, it should be increasingly realized 

that poverty also is indivisible. And, therefore, a great burden lies in the affluent 

society to watch this situation very carefully and to willingly contribute their share in  
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ameliorating the lot of the people. Otherwise an increasing number of bodies in 

comparatively poorer countries surely will create a problem for those countries. But 

those countries, who are having all the good things of life and abundance, will not 

remain unaffected by this increasing difference between the levels of standard of 

living of peoples. 
 

And, we on our side are fully convinced of taking effective steps for 
controlling the population. I would like to share this thought with you that there is no 

resistance in India to this. It depends on the methods and the where with all that will 
enable us to push ahead in a more effective manner our population control 

programme. 
 

Question: Your Excellency, you have been taking of political problem. The 

U.S. Government has been talking of relief and money and aid. Is this a dialogue of 

the deaf? 
 

Foreign Minister: If it were a dialogue of the deal, then probably nothing 

would be heard. And it requires two deaf people to block a dialogue. I do not think 

that the two attitudes are inconsistent. The United States Government have been 

mentioning the relief measures that they have taken. We welcome them. 
 

We have also pointed out to them the necessity of dealing with the root 

problem and not touching only the symptom. I will not be reporting faithfully if I 
were to say that all this fell on deaf ears. 
 

Chair: Your Excellency, before asking the final question, I would like to 

present you with a certificate of appreciation to commemorate your visit with us 

today. 
 

Foreign Minister: Thank you very much. 
 

Chair: As well as the official necktie of the National Press Club, which I’m 

afraid you’ll have to wear with western dress. 
 

Foreign Minster: Thank you very much. 
 

Question: The final question, Sir, is it true that you once presented 

Ambassador Ken Keating with an alarm clock? 
 

Foreign Minister: An alarm Clock. 
 

Chair: I don’t know the significance. 
 

Foreign Minister: This is a very pleasant subject that has been raised. First of 

all, I would like to thank you, Mr. President, for your thoughtfulness in Screening the 

questions and trying to ‘club’ them in as presentable and palatable form as possible. 

And, I greatly appreciate your thoughtfulness and your consideration. 
 

In the second place, I greatly value these souvenirs which have been presented 

to me. They will be a constant reminder of a very pleasant function in which I had a 
dialogue and I could see the free Press in action. I was missing this for some time, 

because I have been away from my Parliament and my Press for now over ten days. 
And this perhaps was very hospitable to that is aviating me when I return to my own 

country. These will 
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be very valuable remainders of the very excellent opportunity that I had to put across 

my viewpoints and the viewpoints of my country. 

 

The last question is about presentation of an alarm clock to Ambassador 

Keating. I would like to say that Mr. Ambassador Senator Keating is one of the most 

loved and respected ambassadors in our diplomatic corps. And I would like to 

acknowledge that he has been doing excellent work for improving relations between 
our two countries, strengthening them, and trying to consolidate the areas in which 

there has been fruitful collaboration and cooperation. I would like to assure you that, 
as people, we are reasonably courteous, and we do not embarrass any person by 

presenting such ridiculous items as alarm clocks. 
 

And, Mr. Keating is so alert that he doesn’t require the chime of a clock to 
awaken him. He seldom sleeps on important issues, and, therefore, he need not be 

subjected to the agony of the ticking or the chime of the clock to wake him up. 

Because on all important issues he is wide awake all the time. 

 

And, may be, perhaps, I will purchase some sleeping pills for him here. But I 

would like to say that Mr. Keating is coming up to the highest traditions of America 

life. And, it’s my pleasure to say that he’s doing very excellent work. 

 

But, still there is room for frivolity in framing this question or putting out a 

news item of that type. 

 

Thank you very much. 

 

 
 
Ministry of External Affairs, New Delhi. 

 

 

 

--------------
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MRS. GANDHI SAYS--- 

I Am Determined to Send Them Back 

 
NEW DELHI. June 17-Mrs. Indira Gandhi today reiterated India’s 

determination to send back Bangladesh refugees as soon as normalcy returned there, 

says UNI “I am just going to send them back. I am determined to send them back”, 

she told a meeting of economic editors. 

 

In her hour-long meeting. Mrs. Gandhi was mainly asked questions relating to 

the problem arising out of the influx of refugees from East Bengal which she said had 

become the “tremendous burden” on India-a burden on other country in the world had 

to bear at such a short time and on such a massive scale. 

 

Mrs. Gandhi conceded that India would have to spend a great deal on these 

refugees. These problems were being sorted out by the Planning Commission and 
other departments. It would also depend upon the scale of assistance India received 

from international community. So far India had received only $36 million, she said. 
 

Mrs. Gandhi was asked whether she would think of issuing an appeal for 
austerity by the States and seek donations in view of the meager budgetary provision 

of Rs 60 crores and partly international response in terms of assistance for the 
refugees. 

 
Mrs. Gandhi said “I have begun it with the States privately. We are working 

out a programme also.” 

 

She emphasized the role of the India Press in this respect. 

 

The Prime Minister said there had been no difference in India’s attitude 

towards Bangladesh. Right from the beginning India had been demanding a political 

settlement. “I am sure if all the world powers had put the requisite pressure earlier, it 

(settlement) could have been possible. I think the possibility now is more remote”, she 

added. 

 

Mrs. Gandhi said so far India was concerned, a political settlement meant an 
agreement with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and his Awami League colleagues who had 

won the recent elections. “What they wanted was for them to decide”, she added. 
 

 
--------------
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Moinul Huq Chowdhury Tells P.M.: 

RESTRAINT SHOWN BY INDIA APPRECIATED ABROAD 

(From Our Special Representative) 
 

NEW DELHI June 17-Mr Moinul Huq Chowdhury, the Minister of Industrial 

Development, who returned here last night from a tour of some European Countries as 

the Prime Minister’s special envoy to explain the country’s position on Bangladesh, is 

understood to have reported to Mrs. Gandhi on the outcome of his visit which took 

him to Austria, Hungary, Sweden, Holland and Italy. 

 

Mr. Chowdhury met the Prime Minister this evening and is believed to have 

conveyed to her the general impression that opinion in these countries was greatly 

appreciative of the restraint shown by India in the face of the serious problems posed 

to her by the influx of six million refugees. 

 
He was also assured that in consultation with their allies, these countries 

would do everything possible to bring about a political solution of the Bangladesh 
issue. 

 
During his whirlwind tour of these countries, Mr. Chowdhury had talks with 

Heads of Government, Foreign Ministers and senior officials. He discussed with them 
the serious economic, social and political repercussions which India was confronted 

with as a result of the refugee influx. He tried to convince them that unless the 
international reminded them of the responsibility of the world community to look 

after the multitude, of people who had crossed into India. 

 

Is was brought to the notice of these countries by Mr. Chowdhury that 

Pakistan was trying to get rid of its population at the expense of India. This 

constituted a serious kind of aggression. The idea apparently was to cut down the size 

of the population of East Pakistan so that their majority was reduced crippling them, 

politically and economically and also to eliminate East Bengali intellectuals, 

politicians and the Hindu minority. 

 

He urged the concerned Government “to most emphatically” ask Pakistan to 

stop the military action in Bangladesh and seek solution at the political level. One of 
the points he made was that allegiance of a people could not be enforced at gunpoint. 

To that extent he reminded these countries, that genocide by itself was an 
international problem and therefore of concern to all. 
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  To compel Pakistan to seek a political solution and create conditions in which 

the six million refugees are enabled “to return home in honor and peace” he suggested 

that all military and economic aid to that country should be stopped immediately. The 

arms given to Pakistan for defense against external aggression were being used to 

murder innocent and unarmed citizens. All humanitarian aid given to Pakistan should 

also be supervised by the donor countries of an international agency to ensure that the 

relief reached the people. In this contest, he pointed out that the speedboats offered as 
aid after the tragic cyclone in East Bengal were now being used to kill the people 

there. 
 

 
 

-----------------
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INDIA’S STERMS FOR SUMMIT ON E. BENGAL: 

BUTCHERY MUST STOP FRIST, SAYS P.M. 
 

SRINAGAR, June 20-Mrs. Indira Gandhi today said that before any summit 
conference on East Bengal was convened, the “butchery there must be stopped 

immediately”, say UNI and PTI. 
 

This is the first pre-requisite if India is to attend such a summit called by 
another country, she told a 30-minute news conference before emplaning for New 

Delhi at the conclusion of her tow-day visit to the Kashmir valley. 

 

Referring to the huge refugee influx due to the terror created by the West 

Pakistani armed forces in Bangladesh, Mrs. Gandhi said the refugees could not live 

permanently in India. 

 

Following the Bangladesh happenings, she said the Government had told the 

international community that “the situation there was fraught with danger”. 

 

About the recognition of Bangladesh she said: “Not yet”. When pointed out 

that public opinion was in favor of such an action on the part of India she pointed out 
“It is for the Government to decide what is good for the country”. 

 
India, said Mrs. Gandhi, would continue to watch the situation as it developed 

in Bangladesh. Just now she had no specific solution to the problem. She went on: “I 
only know that we are not going to allow them (refugees) to stay on here-neither shall 

we allow them to be butchered there. 
 

Asked what India planned to do if Pakistan failed to respond to Indian pleas, 
she replied: “We will see what the situation is” and west on to add in a lighter vein “as 

much as I love the Press. I do not think I shall tell them first”. 

 

A reporter asked whether there was a possibility of a Pakistani attack on India 

in the immediate future in view of preparations being made by that country in Pak-

occupied Kashmir and recent border incidents. 

 

Mrs. Gandhi: “I doubt”. 

 

Mrs. Gandhi was also asked to comment on the Sarvodaya leader, Mr. 

Jayaprakash Narayan’s reported statement that the Indian Government was unduly 

inhibited by the “scarce of China” in her action on the Bangladesh Issue. 
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  The Prime Minister: “We are not scared of anyone-certainly not of China”. 

 

Plebiscite Front 

 

About the possibility of the Government reconsidering the question of a ban 

on the Plebiscite Front in view of the recent judgment of the one-man tribunal 

clearing the party of communal bias, Mrs. Gandhi said the question did not arise 
because the points about the front raised by the Government had been upheld and the 

ban confirmed. 
 

A reporter asked why a similar ban had not been imposed on other parties in 
the state which had also been preaching secession notably the pro-Pakistani Awamy 

Action Committee, headed by Mirwaiz Maulana Farooq. 
 

She said she did not quit know about that but it appeared in such cases it was 

not so much the question of someone saying something but what really mattered was 

what they were doing. 

 

The Prime Minister was pained to note the “false propaganda” being done in 

Kashmir on Bangladesh by a section of the local Press. She was particularly critical of 

an article appearing in a local journal purporting to draw comparison between the 

situation in Bangladesh and Kashmir and bracketing Gen. Yahya Khan with the Chief 

Minister Mr. G.M. Sadiq. 

 

She said: “It is so preposterous for anyone to compare things in this manner ---

-there must be either something very wrong with that person or it is deliberate 

mischief-or both”. 
 

Describing her visit to Gurez and Tanghdar as most useful, she said Kashmir 
had progressed much. But the pace of progress had yet to be accelerated to gain full 

advantage of planned economy. Many schemes were underway which would generate 
employment opportunities for educated youth, she said. 

 
Mrs. Gandhi said Kashmir could not be compared with Pakistan as it had 

achieved economic progress while the people in Pakistan were fed on false 

propaganda and denied liberties. 

 

Asked whether the Government had been able to control the “Naxalite 

menace” in the country, Mrs. Gandhi answered: “Not entirely. The problem still 

exists”. 

 

On the progress of her Government’s plans to fulfill the promise of “gharbi 

hatao” to the electorate, Mrs. Gandhi said several steps had been taken in that 

direction and many were still in hand. The process beginning with such measure as 

bank nationalization was continuing. 

 

 
---------------- 
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��� >o���K�  ��� 4����� )���� >o���K�  ��� 4����� )���� >o���K�  ��� 4����� )���� >o���K�  ��� 4����� )�"��� H�S� �C�A ��"��� H�S� �C�A ��"��� H�S� �C�A ��"��� H�S� �C�A ���N�N�N�N    
 

                                                       - ���k� _� 
 

>�s�, =� >��-���k� _� W� >(>��� ��  &> )������K��� H�h��� " >"������ ����N�, 
����#��� >o���K�� )������� ���>� h�� )� ����S�� '�� )K�� �� ) �������� >�% ��] 
<��� K��। 
 

W� >(>��� ��  F���� )������� ���N ���� )�, ����#�� �!�5�t�� ����� �� �E ��� 
���N। ‘& �� ���E�� �, ��� 4�I ��। ��y & ���� "�� ��� 4����� )�"���   ����S�I ����#�� 
�C�A ���N।’ 
 

��� ����, �������� )<�� �%��� K��� ��?�<5� ��� &��� �a � �%�� �C�A K�n। ��?�<5���� 
)��������� ����� N�e�" ��G ��o �� ��>� � �%�� �C�A K�n। ���������� )������ ��� &�� 
��
% ��� ����#�� ‘Y�����s !�� &j���’’ 9�:�� ���n। F� ���?�  ����K K� ��
%। 
 

���k� _� ����, ����� $��%�� )� )��� &j����� ) �������� �!�5���k�  ������� ��]। 
����" '|� 9�:�N। H\ �������d��� ����>��� ��� �� �>���I $�� K�n। 
 

��� ����, $��%�� )� ��U� ����S�� ��> ���N� F�� ����� ���N� ����� � >����। 
�P��� )�� ��e�� F�� �P��� >�% &�" ���e9� �� 5�? ��� ����� ��4A। �� ����>� 
H������ �;� )���� )�I, F�<�"  �� ���� K��। 
 

��� F������ �h�� F���� &���, F������ �� ��� K�������:" �����5� ����। 
                                                                    

- �� �: &I " I' F� &I 
 
 
 

--------------
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����������������#�#�#�#���� ��K��% �s �;��5 ��[ ��0d�� ����4�� ���N ��? ������ ��K��% �s �;��5 ��[ ��0d�� ����4�� ���N ��? ������ ��K��% �s �;��5 ��[ ��0d�� ����4�� ���N ��? ������ ��K��% �s �;��5 ��[ ��0d�� ����4�� ���N ��? ���    
 

�f�, ==)� >��-����� ����0 _� W� ��? ��� (��� �s%�� F���� ���� )�, ( F� 
�k��� 
�� )� �����: )�� ��� �h� ����N� )�I �����: )���� ����� ����#���� ��K��%��� 
�s ���� �<� ����4�� ����N�। 
 

W� ��� ���[� �
�� )� N��: ��0 �h� ��� F���N� )�I ���: ��0 �5 �� ����S�� 
����#���� ��K��%��� �s ��� �� K���N ����, �������� ������ FI ���� ']�� ��� ���� 
)�, 9��������� �P�� �� ��� K���N )� �� �<� ��� ���� ��� ����� ��, �� ��� F�<� ��� 
����� )�, Y�: ����? �����: ��0 ����#���� ��K��%��� ��s� �<� ����4�� ���N। 
 

�< : ����#�� ���>� )���J H<5i��� ���: ����N-FI H�S�� ��K��% ��� )����� 
H���5�� K�� ��e�N। ����� FI ��0d��  �� ��� )� �5 ��� ��K��% ���� ���%��9� ����� 
)�I ��K��% ���%�dM�� � ��� ���> ��(���। 
 

F� &�( �h���� '���% �%��%� ��� W� ��? ��� ���� )�, ���������� �5 �� ����S�� 
 !� ���? F�� � �%�d�� �� � ����A ����� ��0��9 ��S� F�� )������� )�C�Cb " ��������K 
FI�� ���0� >�(?�� H��K ���� '����%I ��� FI �h� ����N�। 
 

W� ��? ��� ���� )�, FI � �%��  !� ���? K�n )�, ��1��� � )��:��
����� ���]� 
H���Q (?��_� ���5�4��� :%���h ���� F�� H%�
���� H\��\� ���� � � ��� 4����� ���� 
��� ��� 4�"�� K���N। F� h�� �%��� (?K%� K���N F�� �k �k  ��� ��, �Kb� �CA�� " )�O� 
���>��� 9���e� )N�e ����� F����� 4�� F���N। W� ��� ���� )�, �P��� ���N ���G � �? 
&�N )�, )��� )��� F����� ���������� K%� 4����� )�I F����� H�
������� 'm�� ��� 
K���N। 
 

W� ��� ���� )�, �� K�n )�, FI ����S� �;��5 ��[��0d��� ��  ������ K"�� '�4? 
c� �k )��� L�� ��� )��� ��, ��y )����� FI c� �k )��� &�� )������� H�S� ���9��� 
K�� ��Pe��। )� )���� >����%� F ���I )��� F�� )����� ��>i��� H�S�� ����N )����� 
'���]��� FI ��  �%��� &( � K�� )� � �%�� '�� K�, H�<5� ���]� �� � �
�� �z" �� । 
W� ��� ���� )�, ����S� �� I &�" ���:>�� K�� '�U�N '�|�� )��� &��� )�I। ���[� 
��0d��� �
��  ������ FI K"�� '�4 ��� ����#��� �5 �� ����� H�S� �C�A K�, '���] 
&( � �s K� F�� )������� H�S�� F � ����5� K� ��� '���]��� >��� " �;�]� �����]� 
�;��5 &S� �h�� &��। ���[� ��0d��� ��� FI ��J�� �C�A &�CA K�, )�I '����%I ��� FI 
�h�� )������N�। 
 

W� ��� ���� )�, )�' ��� FI � �%�� �� (������� �C�A )�� �K�� ��� ��u� ������ 
)�, �5 �� ����S�� "�� )>����� I���K�� ����� )��� ���_? k � )�I। '���]��� ��������� 
�h��  
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��"��� &K��� >����� I���K�� ��� ==)� )  )� ���C� �����N��� ����" =� �k '���] ���� 
F���N। F )<�� )��u� ��� )�, )� ����S�� '���]�� ��e�9� )N�e ���� F���N, )�I ����S� 
F��" �5 ��-)����� F��" &S�� ��: ����N। 
 

����� �5 �� H�S�� ��������� ��P��� K�� &I� " �C���� ��� ����N �P�� ��� 
>�(�?� ��[�� " &S� H>5� ��� ����� �K��I '���]��� &��� 	���� ���U�� )�"��� �%�S� 
��� )�� ����। 
 

W� ��� ���� )�, )��  ��>��� �K �� F�� �P� &"�� � ��( ���� L
� �!�5��oI ��, � j 
����#���I ���%�(��Q� ����N। ����� �P��� ��oI F�:� ��>i���  � ����� &�� K��, ��� 
>�(�?� �����
�� ����� (U� ��� �����। ����#���� )���� �C5�k�� �������� H�
������� 
��o F�:�  � ����� )�OPN� K��। ���������� ��k F� �� ���5��4 �����
��I �<� ��� �����। 
�5 �� ����S�� ��[ ��0d��� �5�% K�n ����#���� "�� �z��% ��5���� 4�� �C�A ��� F�� 
����S�� ������� ��pA���� ��� )� ��������� H%�4�� 4������� H<5I >�(�?� H�
����� "�� 
H%�4�� F�� FI H%�4�� �s ��� K��। 
 

W� ��� ���� )�, ����#���� ��5���� ������ F�� )������� ��K��%��� �s ��� K��, 
)���� FI ��K��% )��� ����#�� H%�4�� 4����� )�� 'm���K K�� F�� FI   5y� H�S� ��95��� 
K��। ����#�� ��� ��>i���  � ����� ��
% K� )�>�% 4�� �C�A ��� K��। 
                                                                                      
 

- �� �: &I 
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Indo-G.D.R. Joint Statement at the conclusion of the visit of Dr. Karan Singh, 

special Envoy of the Government of India to the German Democratic Republic 

june-24,1971. 
 

From 22nd to 24th June, 1971 Dr. Karan Singh, Minister for Tourism and Civil 

Aviation, paid a visit to the German Democratic Republic as a Special Envoy of the 

Government of India to confer with the GDR Government on the grave threat to peace 
and stability arising from the tragic events in East Pakistan. 
 

During his stay in the GDR, Minister Dr. Karan Singh was received by that 

Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the GDR, Willi stoph, and the Minister of 

Foreign Affairs, Otto Winzer. 
 

In addition, he had a meeting with the Minister of Transport, Otto Arndt. 
 

On behalf of India’s Prime Minister, Mrs. India Gandhi, Minister Dr. Karan 

Singh informed the Chairman of the Council of ministers and the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs of the GDR on India’s attitude on the serious problems resulting from the 

recent developments in East Pakistan. 
 

The Indian Minister expressed sincere appreciation for the fortnight political 

stand as well as the humanitarian assistance rendered by the German democratic 

Republic, which clearly signify sympathy and solidarity with the refugees and 

staggering human problem that has arisen as the result of the military action in East 

Bengal. The Minister recalled, in particular, Prime Minister Willi stoph’s letter of 21
st
 

May, 1971, to the Indian Prime Minister, Mrs, Indira Gandhi, in which he reiterated 

that the GDR shared India’s concern that the situation could lead to the emergence of 

new focus of international tension, and that the problem can only be solved by 
peaceful political means. 
 

The Indian Minister explained the magnitude and urgency of the problem. 

There has been a continuing exodus of millions of refugees from East Bengal whose 

number had risen to about eight million. The problem had thus assumed a very grave 

dimension threatening the peace and stability of  the region as well as creating serious 

social and economic problems for India. 
 

The two sides, after a detailed discussion of the various aspects of the 

problem, expressed their firm belief that the only practical, just and enduring solution 
lay in urgent measures being taken in East Pakistan to stop the further influx of 

refugees into India and in creating conditions of ensure their safe and early return. 
This is possible only if a solution is found to the basic political problem in accordance 

with the will of the people of East Pakistan and in consultation with their elected 

representatives. 
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  The chairman of the Council of Ministers of the GDR supported the standpoint 

of the Indian Government that the influx of refugees from East Pakistan into India had 

become an international problem. He confirmed the solidarity of the German 

democratic republic with stand taken by India on this issue, and declared that the 

GDR was ready to make available further relief supplies to the value of about 6 

million Marks (about 1 crore rupees) to ease the suffering of the people who had fled 

from East Pakistan to India. 
 

Both sides agreed to remain in touch with each other on this issue in the 
common interest of international peace and progress. 

 
Both sides also discussed topical international problems of mutual interest and 

questions of the further development of the relations between the GDR and India in an 
atmosphere of cordiality and mutual understanding. 

 

The two sides hold the view that the visit of Minister Dr. Karan Singh serves 

the further development of friendly relations and of fruitful co-operation between the 

GDR and India. 

 

The Indian Minister welcomed the opportunity to learn at first hand of the 

achievements of the Government and people o0f the German democratic republic in 

the field of economic development and social welfare, and heard with interest the 

analysis of the political situation in Europe made by the GDR foreign Minster 

Minister. Minister Dr Karan Singh, who was received as the guest of the GDR 

Government, thanked the hosts for the warm reception and hospitality accorded to 

him. 

 

 

 

----------------
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WORLD POWERS FOR POLITICAL SOLUTION ACCEPTABLE TO 

BENGALIS: SINGH. 

(From Our special Correspondent) 
 

NEW DELHI, JUNE-25 The Minister for External Affairs, Mr. Swaran Singh, 

told Parliament today that the Governments of the countries he had visited recently 

had assured that a “political  solution acceptable to people of East Bengal was the 

only way of ensuring to normality” in Bangladesh. 

 

The other “areas of agreement” that emerged as result of his talks were: (1) 

that there could be no military solution and all military action in Bangladesh must 

stop immediately, (2) that the flow of refugees into India from Bangladesh must 

immediately stop, (3) that conditions must be created enabling the refugees to return 

to their homes in peace and security, and that this could happen only if the refugees 

could be assured of a secure future in their respective homes in Bangladesh and (4) 
that the present situation was grave, and fraught with serious dangers for the peace 

and security of the region. 
 

Mr. Singh, who made a statement in both Houses of Parliament on his tour 
abroad, said that it was generally agreed that the burden placed upon the resources of 

the Government of India by this massive influx of six million refugees into this 
country from East Bengal was intolerable and that the international community must 

give assistance in this effort, both in cash and in kind. 
 

He also found in all the capitals he had visited “great appreciation for the 

generosity displayed by the Government and people of India in looking after this large 

influx of refugees, which was recognized as an unprecedented one in human history a 

man-made calamity for the people of East Bengal, and also for this country. The 

gravity of the situation, the enormity of the burden place on us, for no fault of ours, 

and the serious repercussions on the peace and security of this entire region if the 

present situation was not brought under control speedily, was recognized 

everywhere”. 

 

The Minister had made it clear in each capital that any assistance to the 

refugees from East Bengal was essentially and assistance given to Pakistan for they 
were nationals of that country, uprooted through deliberate and wanton action on the 

part of their won Government. 
 

He had also clarified, and “it was by and large accepted”, that any military 
assistance to the military rulers of Pakistan at this juncture would have the effect of 

encouraging and sustaining them in their anti-people activity; and any economic 
assistance to them would 
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be tantamount to condoning their deplorable action in East Bengal, so fully and so 

irrefutably documented by eye-witness accounts which had been appearing in the 

world press all these weeks. 

 

“I pointed out also that, in fact, any economic assistance, excepting that given 

on humanitarian consideration to the victims of oppression in Bangladesh under 

international surveillance would have the effect of maintaining in power the military 
machine of the minority now engaged in oppressing the majority of the people of that 

country, and thus would constitute an unfortunate form of interference in their internal 
affairs” the Minister added. 

 
Between June 6, and 22, Mr. Singh had visited Moscow, Bonn, Paris Ottawa, 

New York, Washington and London, In each of these capitals be had detailed 
discussions with the Head of Government and the Foreign Minister. He had 

discussions with the U.N. Secretary-General and his colleagues. He also met in every 

capital a number of other Government leaders, legislators, editors, social workers and 

leaders of public opinion. 

 

In these discussions the focus of attention and emphasis was all along on the 

“grave and serious situation created for India by the influx of six million refugees 

from East Bengal and the continuing crisis caused in our region due to the massive 

killings by the West Pakistani military machine in East Bengal”, Mr. Singh said. 

 

 

--------------
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                                                                                 - W� � (�s� 

 
�����g�, =7 >�� (I' F� &I)-“���������� �%����� ����� )��� KU���� ��� )��� ��।’’ 

&> ���j� ���5�� ,��� ����:5� F� ���� ��J?������� �
�� _� W� � I�b�� (�s� FI �<� 
����। ��� &��� ����, FI ��  F��: �!¡ � �%�� )��� �����I Hj�G�m ����4�� �� ��� 
u�P���� �e� ���� �� । 
 

�������� ���o ����� �!:i��� m���� $����%>�� N�� '��S ���� W� � (�s� 
Y�� ���� ����। ��� ����, ��������� ���-���K��� ��K%� H<�� F� h�� ����� �����]� " 
H<5���� ��:� ���[� ��>
���d��� )��u�� K��� ���� ���%�� ��� �����। 
 

�
� _� W� � (�s� ��V� ���� ��� ����, ���%�� ���� ���5�4�� )��� �h�� )�� 
���������� � <5�� >�  ��(�U ���N ��। ���?� ���> >���
���?� �K����(� &���� ��� 
���  E�% ����। 
 

I��!��5 W� ��(� )�¢� ����, ����� ��M�� �CKm ��Rd�� 4��E ���N। ��?�<5���� ���%� 
F� )���:� )�OPN� ����। ����� '�4 ��U����� H��T� ���। 
 

��G  ����#��� $��%��� �!�5 ����� )<�� �� ������� K�:�� ��� K��, FI �<� ���� W� 
 K�>�। 
 

H�%���� W� ����
 4� ��������� H�����( ���� 4��-&��� >�% ��� ����� ��U� 
����E ��� ����N ��। 
 

��� ����, �����
 ���U�� ������ ��0�� ������T ��� ���� �� ���? ��� ���>��� 	�<5 
H������ ��� ��
5��? ��� <���। ���  E�% ����, & �� ��� �;��5 �<���5� ��" ���� ���� ��y 
& ���� ��� ��� <���� 4��� ��। 
 
 
 
 

--------------- 
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Extracts from the Statement by Ambassador N. Krishnan, leader of the Indian 

Observer Delegation to the 51st Session of the Economic and Social Council 

On July 9, 1971 
 

With these promising growth trends characterizing the Indian scene during the 

last few years the country was poised for a breakthrough in several new directions 

leading to sustained and substantial progress,. Indeed after the General Elections 

which took place in February this year, my Government was getting ready of a 

determined attack on our economic and social problems. Our plans for continuing an 

accelerated tempo of development in the economic and social fields have, however, 

received a severe jolt due to the tragic turn of events in East Bengal which have 

resulted in a massive influx of refugees from there into India. The influx still 

continues unabated and has already reached a phenomenal figure of 6.3 million by the 

end of June. It is clear that the task of providing food, shelter and medicines to them 

must receive high priority. Even the token provision of 80 million in our budget for 
the current year for this purpose has meant an additional tax burden of 30 percent on 

our people. We are therefore appreciative of the sympathetic response of the world 
community in sharing this burden with us and the efforts of the UN system to channel 

this assistance. However, much still remains to be done to cope with the gigantic 
relief needs of the ever increasing number of refugees. At the same time, relief efforts, 

ever on an expanded and accelerated scale, could at best be only an temporary 
palliative. The real and truly humanitarian solution, as the international community 

has come to recognize and accept, lies in stopping the flow of refugees and in 
expediting their return to their homeland, in conditions which would assure them full 

freedom and security and create in them confidence and faith for the future. 

 

My delegation is grateful for the initiative taken by Yugoslavia and New 

Zealand in asking for discussion on this item during the current session of the Council 

and the support expressed in their statements by the delegations of the Soviet Union, 

U.K. Hungary, Norway and others. We await with interest the statement which the 

U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees in expected to make before the Council next 

week. We are confident that discussion will highlight the need to mobilize further 

assistance on a substantial scale to meet the pressing relief needs of these unfortunate 

refugees and focus attention also on the urgency of their speedy and voluntary 

repatriation. We do hope the ECOSOC during its deliberations will consider the 
problem in its overall perspective and endorse a viable and lasting solution. 

 
 

 
-----------------
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“MISCHIEVOUS ATTACK” BY PINDI-says J. Ram 

“The Times of India” News Service 

 

BOMBAY, July 19.-The Defense Minister, Mr. Jagjivan Ram, said here 

yesterday that Pakistan was committing a “mischievous aggression” by driving out 

millions of people from Bangla Desh. 

 

He was addressing officers and sailors of the Western Naval Command on 

board the INS “vikrant”. 

 

PTI adds: The event in Bangla Desh had added urgency to the task of the 
country’s defence preparedness which, of course, did not brook any let-up in view of 

the continuing threat to our security from Pakistan and China. The Minister said the 
people had full confidence in the ability of the armed forces. The country’s long coast 

line was safe in the hands of the Navy. 
 

Mr. Jagjivan Ram pointed out that India was looking after the freedom fighters 
who had come from Bangla Desh. But they would go back only to free and 

democratic Bangla Desh of Mujibur Rahman. He was confident that the Mukti Fauj 
would ultimately succeed in establishing a free Bangla Desh. 

 

Mr. Ram said our Border Security Force was dealing with Pakistani intrusions 

on the eastern region. 

 

The Minister was welcomed by vice-Admiral S. N. Kohli FOC-in-C, Western 

Command. 

 

 

 

---------------- 
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India’s Reply to U.N. Secretary-General’s Aide memoire  

delivered on August 2, 1971 

 

Government of India share the view of the Secretary-General that the 

repatriation of the refugees from East Pakistan, now in India, is a matter of utmost 

concern and urgency. Of even greater concern and urgency is the need to stop military 

atrocities in East Pakistan and the consequent daily flow of refugees into India at the 

rate of 40,000 to 50,000 a day. The refugees already in India are unlikely to return as 

long as this further exodus continues. Government of India have noted with infinite 

dismay and grave concern that far from encouraging return of refugees or stopping or 
reducing the further flow of refugees from East Pakistan to India, their number has 

increased by nearly four million since President Yahya Khan made his statement on 
the 25th May that he would agree to allow these Pakistani citizens to return to their 

own country. 
 

2. The root cause of the inflow of over seven million refugees into India and 
the daily exodus that still continues can only be explained by the total absence of such 

conditions in East Pakistan as would encourage or enable the refugees to return to 
their homes. The chaos and the systematic military repression and the decimation of 

the Bengali-speaking people in East Pakistan continue unabated, as indeed is clear to 

any objective reader of the international Press. This has been further corroborated by 

the recent reports of the World Bank and the public statements made by independent 

foreign observers who have visited East Pakistan and heard the tables of woe from 

refugees themselves in their camps in India. 

 

3. The burden on the Government of India in looking after millions of 

refugees, whose number is still increasing every day, has been recognized by all. It 

has equally been recognized that in Pakistan efforts to cope with the results of two 

successive disasters, one of them natural and the other manmade, are increasingly 

hampered by the lack of substantial progress towards political reconciliation and 
consequent effect on law and order and public administration in East Pakistan. An 

improved political atmosphere in East Pakistan is an indispensable pre-requisite for 
the return of the refugees from India. The conflict between the principles of territorial 

integrity of States an self determination is particularly relevant in the situation 
prevailing in East Pakistan where the majority of the population is being suppressed 

by a minority military regime which has refused to recognize the results of the 
elections held by them only in December last year and had launched a campaign of 

massacre, genocide and cultural suppression of an ethnic group, comprising 75 
million people. Unless this basic cause for the influx of refugees into India is removed 

all attempts to solve this problem by unrealistic experiments are bound to fail. Not 

only will they fail but they will tend to divert attention from the main issue and so 

encourage the continuation of military repression undertaken in so wide and 

horrifying a manner as in East Bengal. 
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  4. Prince Sadruddin told the Prime Minister of India in New Delhi some time 

ago that the process and organization of repatriation would be hampered posting a 

number of personnel drawn from different parts of the world, speak various languages 

with diverse backgrounds and following an assortment of techniques. UNHCR made 

no suggestion in the ECOSOC meeting held in Geneva on 16th July that the 

establishment of a limited representation of High Commissioner for Refugees on both 

sides of the border would in any way encourage the return of refugees to their homes 
in East Pakistan. 

 
5. In these circumstance, the Government of India are unable to understand 

what purpose the posting of a few men on the Indian side of the border will fulfill. 
Our conviction is that they can in no way help or encourage the refugees to return 

home and face indiscriminate and deliberate massacre by the west Pakistan military 
authorities. By attempting to subdue., through brute force, 75 million people of East 

Pakistan and by refusing to recognize political, economic, social and administrative 

realities of the situation prevailing there, Pakistan Government has not only made it 

impossible for the refugees already in India to return, but is deliberately forcing 

further inflow of refugees into India. 

 

6. India has no desire to prevent the refugees from returning to their homeland 

indeed we are most anxious that they should go back as soon as possible and as a first 

step, conditions must be created in East Pakistan to prevent the further arrival of 

refugees into India. In this context, the Secretary-General must have seen the report 

and statement of 30
th

 June by the UNHCR refuting Pakistani allegation that India is 

obstructing the return of refugees, Prince Sadruddin is further reported to have said 

there was absolutely no evidence for the host Government having obstructed the 

refugees if they wanted to go. Again in Paris on 10
th

 July the Prince in reply to a 
question said that it would not be logical to say that India was in any way holding 

back their return. On July 19, at Kathmandu, two volunteers of the British 
organization “Worn Want” described as “rubbish” Pakistani allegation that India was 

holding refugees and preventing their return. At Calcutta on July 22, Mr. Manfred 
Cross, an Australian MP, described as “impossible” the Pakistani propaganda that 

refugees are being prevented in returning to Bangla Desh. Hon’ble Mr. Cornelius E. 
Gallagher member of the US House of representatives, made a statement on the 10th 

of July in the House stating that “the response of the Indian Government to the crisis 

created by the action of the Government of Pakistan has been magnificent. They have 

demonstrated almost unbelievable restraint in view of the provocative effect of the 

arm’s brutal sweep, and they have shown inspiring compassion to the refugees. If it 

can ever be said that any Government is truly moral and humanitarian, the 

Government of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi has earned that distinction in the weeks 

since the first refugee crossed her border. The sheer number of refugees is irrefutable 

evidence of the brutal policies pursued by the Government of Pakistan to crush the 

people who won the election. Based on interviews I conducted with a cross-section of 

the refugees, I now believe that a calculated attempt to crush the intellectual life of the 

Bengali community occurred because of mass killings of professors, students, and 

everyone of any distinction by the army. This, in my judgment, gives credence to the 

charge of genocide”. Apart from these and many other statements of this nature, not 
even a single responsible and reputable report has ever indicated that the 
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 return of refugees or their continued inflow is due to any other cause except the 

intolerable and tragic conditions prevailing in East Bengal. 

 

7. In this background, Government of India must express their total opposition 

to the suggestion for the induction of a “limited representation of the High 

Commissioner for Refugees on both sides” and must categorically state that they 

resent any insinuation that they are preventing the refugees from returning to East 
Bengal. They allowed them to enter India purely on humanitarian grounds in spite of 

the most serious impact on her social, political and economic structure. Government 
of India are anxious they return as soon as possible. The presence of the United 

Nations or UNHCR representatives cannot help in this. On the other hand, it would 
only provide a façade of action to divert world attention from the root cause of the 

problem which is the continuation of military atrocities, leading to further influx of 
refugees and absence of political settlement acceptable to the people of East Pakistan 

and their already elected leaders. 

 

8. The UNHCR has a fairly strong team of senior officers located in Delhi and 

they have been given every facility to visit refugee camps. In fact Mr. Thomas 

Jaimcson, Director of Operations of the UNHCR who is the Chief Representative of 

the UNHCR’s office in India has recently returned from a second tour of the refugee 

camps. He was allowed access to all the refugee camps and was given facilities to 

visit these camps including those in the border areas. Apart from this, 1,000 foreign 

observers have visited these refugee camps and most of them have publicly stated that 

the refugees have taken shelter in India from the military operation in Bangla Desh 

and are not willing to return unless suitable conditions are created ensuring their safe 

return through a political statement with the Sheik Mujibur Rahman, the 

acknowledged leader of East Pakistan and his already elected colleagues. In the light 
of the information available to Government of India and to the interested Government 

add organization they have painfully come to the conclusion that the same is past 
when international community can continue to stand by, watching the situation 

deteriorate and merely hoping that the relief programmes, humanitarian efforts, 
posting of a few people here and there, and good intentions would be enough to turn 

the tide of human misery and potential disaster. 
 

9. While therefore, the Government of India have no wish to lend their support 

to any proposal which will deflect attention from the basic problem or diffuse concern 

from the fate of the unfortunate refugees, they would welcome any action by the 

United Nations which would ensure and guarantee, under adequate international 

supervision, that the refugees lands, houses and property will be returned to them in 

East Pakistan and that conditions are created there to ensure the safe return under 

credible international guarantees without threat of reprisal or other measures of 

repression from the military authorities of West Pakistan. It is painful to not that even 

the handful of refugees who ventured to return to East Bengal have not only been not 

allowed to go back to their homes and village but have been subjected to endless 

indignities and inequities and even made to do forced labor and face many other 

difficulties. Government of India should like to draw the Secretary-General’s 

attention in this context to the New York Times report and photographs published on 
the 27th July, 1971. In these circumstances it is unrealistic to hope that the 

circumstances will begin to be hanged by the posting of any 
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 personnel on the Indian side of the border. The Government of India cannot support 

such a façade of action in the full knowledge that it is unrealistic, helpful and even 

dangerous. They find, therefore, the proposal totally unacceptable. 

 

10. The crux of the problem is the situation inside East Bengal where an army 

from a distant territory is exercising control by sheer force and brutality. If the 

international community is serious about the need for return of refugees to East 
Bengal the first step that has to be taken is to restore conditions of normalcy inside 

East Pakistan through a political settlement acceptable to the people of East Bengal 
and their already elected leaders, and take such internationally credible measures as 

would assure the refugees their safe return without reprisals, etc. 

 

 

 

--------------- 
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TREATY OF PEACE, FRIENDSHIP AND CO-OPERATOIN BETWEEN THE 

REPUBLIC OF INDIA AND THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST 

REPUBLICS SINGED ON AUGUST 9 
 

Desirous of expanding and consolidating the existing relations of sincere 
friendship between them. 
 

Believing that further development of friendship and co-operation meets the 

basic national interests of both States as well as the interests of lasting peace in Asia 

and the World. 
 

Determined to promote the consolidation of universal peace and security and 

to make steadfast efforts for the relaxation of international tensions and final 
elimination of the remnants of colonialism. 

 

Upholding their firm faith in the principles of peaceful coexistence and co-

operation between States with different political and social systems. 
 

Convinced that in the world today international problems can only be solved 

by co-operation and not by conflict. 
 

Reaffirming their determination to abide by the purposes and the principles of 

the United Nations Charter. 
 

The Republic of India on one side and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

on the other side, have decided to conclude the present Treaty, for which purpose the 

following plenipotentiaries have been appointed: 

 

On behalf of the Republic of India: 
 

Sardar Swaran Singh, Minister of External Affairs. 
 

On behalf of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics: 
 

Mr. A. Gromyko, Minister of Foreign Affairs, who having each presented 

their credentials, which are found to be in proper form and due order, have agreed as 
follows: 

 

Article 1: The High Contracting Parties solemnly declare that enduring peace 

and friendship shall prevail between the two countries and their peoples. Each Party 

shall respect the independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of the other Party 

and refrain from interfering in the other’s internal affairs. The High Contracting 

Parties shall continue to develop and consolidate relations of sincere friendship, good 

neighborliness and comprehensive co-operation existing between them on the basis of 

the aforesaid principles as well as those of equality and mutual benefit. 
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  Article 2: Guided by a desire to contribute in every possible way to ensure an 

enduring peace and security of their people, the High Contracting Parties declare their 

determination to continue their efforts to preserve and to strengthen peace in Asia and 

throughout the world, to halt the arms race and to achieve a general and complete 

disarmament, including both nuclear and conventional, under effective in 

international control. 
 

Article 3: Guided by their loyalty to the lofty ideal of equality of all peoples 

and nations, irrespective of race or creed, the High contracting Parties condemn 
colonialism and racialism in all forms and manifestations and reaffirm their 

determination to strive for their final and complete elimination. 
 

The High Contracting Parties shall co-operate with other States to achieve 

these aims and to support just aspirations of the peoples in their struggle against 

colonialism and racial domination. 
 

Article 4: The Republic of India respects the peace-loving policy of the Union 

of Soviet Socialist Republics aimed at strengthening friendship and cooperation with 
all nations. 

 

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics respect Indians policy on non-

alignment and reaffirms that this policy constitutes an important factor in the 

maintenance of universal peace and international security and in lessening of tensions 

in the world. 
 

Article 5: Deeply interested in ensuring universal peace and security, 

attaching great importance to their mutual co-operation in international field for 

achieving these aims, the High Contracting Parties will maintain regular contacts with 

each other on major international problems effecting the interests of both States by 

means of meetings and exchanges of views between their leading statesmen, visits by 

official delegations and special envoys of the two Governments and through 

diplomatic channels. 
 

Article 6: Attaching great importance to economic, scientific and 
technological co-operation between them, the High Contracting Parties will continue 

to consolidate and expand mutually advantageous and comprehensive co-operation in 

these fields as well as expand trade, transport and communications between them on 

the basis of the principles of equality, mutual benefit and most-favoured nation 

treatment subject to the existing agreements and special arrangements with contiguous 

countries as specified in the Indo-Soviet Trade Agreement of December-26, 1970. 
 

Article 7: The High contracting Parties shall promote further development of 
ties and contacts between them in the fields of science, art, literature, education, 

public health, press, radio television, cinema, tourism and sports. 
 

Article 8: In accordance with the traditional friendship established between 

the two countries, each of the High Contracting Parties solemnly declares that if shall 

not enter into participate in any military alliance directed against the other party. 
 

Each High Contracting Party undertakes to abstain from any aggression 

against other Party and to prevent the use of its territory for the commission of any act 

which might inflict military damage on the other High Contracting party. 
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Article 9: Each High Contracting Party undertakes to abstain from providing 

any assistance to any third party that engages in armed conflict with other Party. In 

the event of either Party being subjected to an attack or a threat thereof, the High 

Contracting Parties shall immediately enter into mutual consultations in order to 

remove such a threat and to take appropriate effective measures to ensure peace and 

security of their countries. 

 
Article 10: Each High Contracting Party solemnly declares that it shall not 

enter into any obligation secret or public with one or more States which is 
incompatible with this treaty. Each High Contracting Party further declares that no 

obligation exists nor shall any obligation be entered into between itself and any other 
State or States which might cause military damage to the other Party. 

 
Article 11: This Treaty is concluded for a duration of twenty years and will be 

automatically extended for each successive period of five years unless either High 

contracting Party declares its desire to terminate it by giving a notice to the other High 

Contracting Party twelve months prior to expiration of Treaty. The Treaty will be 

subject to ratification and will come into force on the date of exchange of Instruments 

of Ratification which will take place in Moscow within one month of the signing of 

this Treaty. 

 

Article 12: Any difference of interpretation of any Article or Articles of this 

Treaty, which may arise between the High Contracting Parties, will be settled 

bilaterally by peaceful means in a spirit of mutual respect and understanding. 

 

The said plenipotentiaries have signed the present Treaty in Hindi, Russian 

and English, all texts being equally authentic and have affixed thereto their seals. 
 

DONE in New Delhi on 9
th

 Day of August in the year 1971. 
 

On behalf of the Republic of India signed Swaran 
Singh, Minister of External Affairs 

 
On behalf of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

signed A. Gromyko, Minister of Foreign Affairs. 

 

 

 

----------------
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MEETING THE CRISIS 
 

Parliament began its session on March 19 and some events, which happened 

on March 25 and 26 beyond our frontiers in Bangladesh shocked the world. The 

people of Bangladesh are fighting for the same objective for which you and I carried 
on a long struggle in our country. 
 

The events in Bangladesh have created a crisis. Over 73 lakhs of people have 

taken shelter in India to escape massacre by the Pakistan army. We had not invited 
them. How could we do that? We have shortage of many things in o9ur own land. So, 

how could we invite them to come and increase the want and sufferings of our own 
people. It was no fault of ours that they came. They left their land to escape from the 

calamity that has befallen them. Even those who had nothing to do with politics were 

being massacred. Their houses were set on fire and all sorts of atrocities were 

committed on them. 
 

If anyone among you goes to the camps where they have been lodged and sees 

their plight, he would never say that the Government or the people of India do not 

want them to go back. No human being can stand in mud and water all day and night 

with a child in his lap, because there is no dry place to sit, if he can go back to his 

homeland and find a resting place there. The refugees are prepared to suffer all this 

here because on their own land they were victims of barbarous atrocities. We are 
trying our best to give succor to these suffering millions. We told them and we told 

the work as well that we can keep them only for a short period. No country can afford 
to absorb or keep such a large mass of people from another country. It is not possible 

for us also to do so and we shall never agree to it. We have clearly told the world 
community about it. 
 

You are well aware that we do what we say. But there are some who believe that 

to raise slogans is enough. Those who always ridiculed Satyagraha have come 

forward to offer Satyagraha on the Bangladesh issue. Their present Satyagraha has no 

meaning because those offering themselves for it know that they would be released in 

a couple of hours. The true Satyagraha was during the freedom struggle when the 

Satyagraha did not know if they would have to remain in prison for seven years or 

even ten years. That was the occasion for Satyagraha. But those now offering 
Satyagraha made a mockery of it then. The object of Satyagraha is to secure 

recognition for Bangladesh. We have never said that we shall not recognize 
Bangladesh. But Government would take steps only after carefully studying all 

aspects of the question. It has to be assessed if such a step would help solve the 
Bangladesh crisis and strengthen our own nation. This would be the test of our 

decision would be greeted by our people. But we have to think how it will affect the 
people living in want and misery not only in our land but in Bangladesh as well. I can 

 

 

* Free translation of speech in Hindi at a public meeting at India Gate, New Delhi, August 9. 1971 
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 Assure you that Government will carry out the promises made. Government will 

always take such steps as will benefit crores of our own people and those of 

Bangladesh. 
 

An objection may be made why I talk of the good of the people of another 

country. But you must be aware how greatly the events there have affected us and will 

affect us in future as well. 
 

Even the biggest and the richest country in the world today will not welcome 

such a huge influx of refugees and will not be prepared to give them succour. We, 

who are among the poorest nations of the world, have taken up this burden, fully 

realizing its implications. We have done this because the only way to stop the influx 

of refugees was to shoot them when they entered our borders or to tell them that this 

would be done. There was no other way of stopping the influx of people in such large 

numbers. There is another aspect to this problem. Shall we stop people from coming 

to us knowing fully well that they would be massacred in their homeland? This has 

not been our tradition. India has always kept its doors open for people in distress 

whatever the difficulties we might have to face. We gave them whatever help we 

could. Even today, our people are prepared to make sacrifices to save the lives of 

those who have sought shelter with us. But just now, we are not able to do much for 

them. 
 

We certainly want help from outside and we have been receiving some. But 

we must all understand an important issue which I have stressed wherever I have 

addressed people in this country. It is that we must stand on our own legs and not rely 

on others. Whatever the hardships, we must bear them ourselves even if no one comes 

to our help. The question is not if we have friends or whether anybody will help us. 
Of course, we shall be grateful to those who offer us help, but we cannot rely on 

others. 
 

I am conscious of the great burden on us. As I said earlier, even the biggest 

and the richest country would totter under such a heavy burden. We also tottered, but 

we are standing form and have held our head high because we are conscious that what 

we are doing is in accordance with our tradition, self-respect and the ideal of good 

neighborliness. 
 

The path ahead is hard and difficult. It has been so for years and our 

difficulties might increase further. But I know that the greater the difficulties the 
greater will be our courage and strength. We shall show the world that no power on 

earth can cow down his country despite its poverty, economic backwardness and 
illiteracy. Many have threatened us. Many have brandished their swords. But that is 

not our way. We do not want to glorify these people by talking about the. But we 

know that there is no real strength in those who give out such threats. They will try to 

find an excuse to save themselves. This has been our experience with some nations 

and some people even in our own land. While the people of Bangladesh are 
undergoing terrible sufferings, there are some in this country who are attempting to 

make political gains on the Bangladesh issue. This is something very painful. The 
leader of an opposition party said today that if I did not consider it proper, to give 

recognition to Bangladesh today, this did not mean that there was unity of opinion on 
the issue. I never said that there could not be two opinions. I only said that at this 

juncture all those who wanted Government to take, strong steps must do 
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their best to strengthen the Government. This is not the tome for the different political 

parties to weaken the Government because this results in the world getting a strange 

picture of this country. One of the objects of our meeting today is to show the world 

that India does not care for these small political groups, whatever noise they might 

make. India is united and strong and the Government has the solid backing of the 

people who are prepared for all sacrifices and hardships. They know that if they stand 

united, with courage, this would impress not only our neighbors but the world as well. 
By our strength alone we can inspire courage among the people of Bangladesh. The 

greatest help we can render them is to let them know that their neighboring country 
and its Government are strong and they cannot be forced to change their attitude 

under any pressure or threat. Our object is to help the people of Bangladesh. At the 
same time, we cannot ignore our own people who need help. We have to strengthen 

the whole country and are therefore going ahead with our programmes. 

 

 

--------------
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PRIME MINISTER MRS. INDIRA GANDHI’S MESSAGE TO HEADS OF 

GOVERNMENT ON AUGUST 10, 1971 

 
The Prime Minister, Mrs. India Gandhi, addressed the following message to 

Heads of Government on August 10, 1971: 

 

Government and people of India as well as our Press and Parliament are 

greatly perturbed by the reported statement of President Yahya Khan that he is going 

to start secret military trial of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman without affording him any 

foreign legal assistance. We apprehend that this so-called trial will be used only as a 

cover to execute Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. This will aggravate the situation in East 

Bengal and will create a serious situation in India because of the strong feelings of our 

people and all political parties. Hence our grave anxiety. We appeal to you to exercise 

your influence with President Yahya Khan to take a realistic view in the larger interest 

of the peace and stability of this region. 
 

 

 

--------------
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FOREIGN MINISTER SARDAR SWARAN SIGH’S MESSAGE TO U.N. 

SECRETARY-GENERAL, U. THAT, ON AUGUST 10, 1971. 

 
The Foreign Minister, Mr. Swaran Singh, sent the following message to the 

UN Secretary-General, U Thant, on August 10, 1971: 

 

We are distressed and shocked at the announcement made in Rawalpindi that 

they propose to commence Sheikh Mujibur Rahaman's trial from tomorrow. This 

announcement comes in the wake of the several categorical statements which have 

lately emanated from President Yahya Khan about Sheikh's culpability in waging war 

against Pakistan and in having indulged in treasonous activities. Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman is an outstanding leader of his people, much beloved and much respected. 

His victory at the polls in December 1970 was perhaps the most magnificent one, in 

any similar election anywhere in the world, in recent years. Our peop0le, Press 

Parliament and Government are all convinced that the problems which have been 
created for us by Pakistani action in East Bengal will be multiplied ten-fold if the 

Government of Pakistan do something precipitate and extreme in the context of 
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's life and welfare. WE would like to appeal to Your 

Excellency to take urgent steps to request Government of Pakistan not to take this 
action which is certain to make their difficulties and ours very much worse. Anything 

they do to Mujib now will have grave and perilous consequences. 

 

 

--------------
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India-Indonesia Joint communiqué at the conclusion of foreign Minister Sardar 

Swaran Singh’s visit to Indonesia August 15, 1971. 

 

At the invitation of His Excellency Adam Malik, Minister for Foreign Affairs 

of the Republic of Indonesia, His Excellency Sardar Swaran Singh, Minister of 

External Affairs of the Republic of India, paid a visit to Indonesia from the 12th to 15th 

August, 1971. He was accompanied by Mr. P.N. Menon, Secretary to the Government 

of India, Ministry of External Affairs, Mr. R.D. Sathe, Joint Secretary of the Ministry 

of External Affairs and Mr. E. Gonsalves, Joint Secretary of the South-East Asia 

Division of the Ministry of External Affairs. 
 

During his visit, the Minister of External Affairs of India was received by His 
Excellency President Soeharto. He had talks with His Excellency General A. H. 

Nasution, Chairman of the Provisional People’s Consultative Assembly, His 
Excellency Adam Malik, Minister for Foreign Affairs, and His Excellency Dr. Sjarif 

Thayeb, Deputy Speaker of Parliament. At these talks, the Minister of External 
Affairs of India was assisted by members of his delegation and by His Excellency 

N.B. Menon, Ambassador of India Indonesia. 
 

The Minister for Foreign Affairs of Indonesia was assisted by Mr. R.B.I.N. 

Djajadiningrat, Director-General for Political Affairs of the Department of foreign 

Affairs, Mr. Ismael Thajeb, Director-General for External Economic Affairs of the 

Department of Foreign Affairs, Mr. her Tashing, Director-General for Security and 

Communication of the Department of Foreign Affairs, Mr. A.B. Lubis, Director of the 

Foreign Minister’s Cabinet, and Mr. Nurmathias, Director for Asian and Pacific 

Affairs of the Department of Foreign Affairs. 

 

Discussions between the two Foreign Ministers were held in an atmosphere of 

cordiality and understanding, and covered a wide range of subjects of common 

interest and various recent developments in international affairs. Among the subjects, 
on which there was a mutual exchange of views, were the situation in South-East 

Asia, the Indian Ocean, co-operation among non-aligned nations, the recent Treaty of 
Peace, Friendship and Co-operation concluded between India and the Soviet Union, 

and regional economic co-operation. 
 

In discussing the problems of the region, both sides re-affirmed their belief in 
the policy of non-alignment as an important factor in the maintenance of universal 

peace and international security, and in the lessening of tensions in the world. This is 
particularly 
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appropriate  in the present conditions prevailing in Asia where the people of each 

country should be left to determine their destiny free from outside interference. They 

recognize the need for consolidating the sovereignty and independence of all non-

aligned nations in this region in the spirit of the Declaration of the Lusaka Summit. 

They re-affirmed their belief that recent developments in Asia had made it necessary 

for those countries of South and South Asia following a policy of non-alignment to 

strengthen their ties by mutual consultation and agreement directed towards creating a 
climate for peace, security and stability. It was also desirable for all non-aligned 

countries to continue to meet frequent to further the policies laid down at the Lusaka 
Summit. 

 
The two Foreign Ministers discussed the situation arising out of the flow of 

refugees into India from East Pakistan and expressed concern at the tragic event 
which had led to this situation. They agreed on the urgent need to work for the 

creation of such conditions as would be conductive to the return of the refugees to 

their homes. 

 

The Minister of External Affairs of India conveyed the appreciation of the 

Prime Minister of India for the message received from the President of Indonesia in 

this connection, expressing his abiding concern over the humanitarian problem 

involved, and conveying that the Government of Indonesia will spare no effort to 

assist whenever possible in the attainment of peaceful and stable condition in this part 

of the world. 

 

They affirmed the view already expressed at previous meetings that the 

problems of Indo-China could only be resolved through a peaceful political settlement 

through negotiations which will enable the people of those States to decide their 
future free from foreign interference. 

 
In reviewing the bilateral relations between the two countries, both Foreign 

Ministers emphasized the need to make continuous efforts to promote the existing 
good relations between the two countries in various fields. 

 
The two Ministers also reviewed bilateral co-operation within the framework 

of the Cultural and Educational Agreement of 1955. They noted with satisfaction the 

increased exchanges that have taken place during the past two years, and agreed to 

continue efforts to expand the scope of mutually beneficial co-operation in the fields 

of education, science, technology and culture. 

 

The two Foreign Ministers noted with pleasure the increasing bilateral 

exchanges between the leaders of the two countries in a great variety of fields, and felt 

that this development should continue to grow so that the relations between the two 

countries would grow ever deeper and stronger. In this connection, they reviewed the 

programmes for economic and cultural co-operation between the two countries. The 

two Foreign Ministers discussed arrangements to identify areas of economic and 

technical co-operation, for the promotion of trade and development of joint industrial 

ventures. 
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The Foreign Minister re-affirmed the need to intensify the concrete steps being 

taken towards achieving the goal of regional economic co-operation. In this 

connection, they paid tribute to the initiatives being taken by the Asian Council of 

Minister of ECAFE. 

 

The Foreign Ministers recognized the need to intensify co-operation in all 

fields of economic and social activity at international forums, on the basis of the 
principles and conclusions of the First and Second United Nations Conference on 

Trade and Development, the provisions of the Charter of Algiers, and the objectives 
of the Second United Nations Development Decade. 

 
The Foreign Minister of India expressed his sincere thanks and appreciation to 

the warm welcome and cordial hospitality accorded to him and his party during his 
visit to Indonesia. He extended an invitation to the Foreign Minister of Indonesia to 

visit India. 

 

 

 

----------------
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Prime Minister Indira Gandhi’s interview with the Secretary-General, World 

Peace Council, published on August 30, 1971 

 

Following is the next of World Peace Council Secretary-General Ramesh 

Chandra’s interview with Prime Minister Indira Gandhi: 

 

Q.- Madam, the Indo-Soviet Treaty has been acclaimed by the overwhelming 

majority of the people of India. What would you say could be the reason for this near 

unanimous welcome. 

 
A.- Friendship between India and the Soviet Union has grown in many 

directions over the years. In the international arena, we have both worked for peace 
and have opposed racialism and colonialism. The Soviet Union has helped our 

programmes for the achievement of self-reliance through developing heavy industry. 
 

International relations have entered an era of rapid change, range and direction 
of which is not predictable. Nations are seeking new ties and are cutting across old 

rigidities. This is a welcome trend. But some countries are taking advantage of these 
changes to embark upon opportunistic adventures. 

 

We are convinced that the present Treaty will discourage such adventurism on 

the part of countries which have shown a pathological hostility towards us. Our 

people look upon the Soviet Union as a friend. That is why the Treaty has received 

such widespread acclaim in our country. 

 

Q.- What would be its impact on the climate for peace in this part of the world, 

particularly with reference to the liberation struggle of the peop0le of the Bangla 

Desh? 
 

A.- To begin with the second part of your question, the struggle in Bangla 

Desh is between the 75 million people on the one side and the vindictive, cruel and 

autocratic military regime of Islamabad on the other. The people of Bangla Desh are 

united in the fight for their just demands. But we know that resentment against 

military rule is increasing among the people of West Pakistan also, whether they 

belong to Baluchistan, N.W.F.P.or even the favored provinces of Sind and Punjab. 
 

Our people, Parliament and Government and Government have extended full 
sympathy and support to the people of Bangla Desh. We have no quarrel with the 

people of West Pakistan. The problem is not an Indo-Pakistan one. 
 

The military regime in Islamabad is isolated from its people and is waging war 

against them. That is why it seeks to divert the attention of the people of Pakistan, as 

well 
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as of the rest of the world, from the agony of Bangla Desh by attempting to give an 

Indo-Pakistan complexion to the problem. The threat of war might be an act of 

desperation, but how can we fail to take note of it? However, we feel that the treaty 

will act as a determent against any rash adventurism on the part of Islamabad 

 

But peace does not mean merely the absence of hostilities nor can there be 

peace while oppression and injustice prevails. Peace must be based on the fulfillment 
of the just aspirations of the people. 

 
Q.- You have rightly said that the Treaty is not a departure from the concept of 

non-alignment, but that it actually strengthens the forces of non-alignment all over the 
world. Would you kindly elaborate this statement? 

 
Ans.- While staying out of power blocs, we have sought the friendship of 

government of different persuasions. Peaceful co-existence and conviction that war 

should be ruled out as a means of settling issues, have been basic guiding principles of 

our policy, Simultaneously, we have also opposed colonialism and racialism. Many 

other nations of Asia and Africa have pursued a similar policy. The Soviet Union has 

extended unreserved respect and support to our policy of non-alignment. This was 

been incorporated in the Treaty itself. 

 

The word ‘non-alignment, has been misinterpreted: that is why such doubts 

arise. The Treaty does not compromise our non-aligned position. 

 

The national interest of non-aligned countries has to be safeguarded from 

threats of military adventurism. Security must be achieved in a manner which 

eschews hegemony or confrontation and ensures lasting peace. This is precisely what 
the Indo-Soviet Treaty of Friendship, Peace and co-operation does. 

 
Q.- What is your estimate of the prospects for Peace in South-East Asia and 

West Asia? 
 

Ans.- Peace in South-East Asia depends on the solution of the problem of 
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. All these three are now inter-related. However, a 

settlement has to be reached in South Vietnam. There is increasing recognition of the 

fact that there is no military solution. Recently, the Provisional Revolutionary 

Government of South Vietnam made certain proposals. The crucial pointy there is that 

of the withdrawal of foreign forces, and more specially of American forces. I have no 

doubt that if this withdrawal is made within a certain fixed time-frame, then South 

Vietnam could be left to work out its future without military or political interference 

from outside. Sooner or later, the Vietnam problem will have to be settled along these 

lines. 

 

There is at present a settlement in West Asia. However, potentially the 

situation is dangerous. The greater the delay in finding a solution, the more difficult 

the problem will become. The directions in which in which a solution has to be sought 

are laid down in the U.N. 
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Security Council Resolution of 1967. President Anwar Sadat has made a series of 

proposal. In our view, they deserve careful consideration. 

 

Q.- The Treaty refers to colonialism, racialism and disarmament. In what way 

do you think it makes a contribution on the anti-colonialism and anti-racial movement 

and to progress towards disarmament?’ 

 
Ans.- The Treaty reiterates both Government’s desire to continue the struggle 

against all forms of colonialism and racialism. Similarly, we shall continue to work 
for disarmament. The reiteration of the solemn determination of the two countries 

should strengthen the movements for peace and justice. 
 

 
 

-----------------
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INDO-NEPAL JOINT COMMUNIQUE AT THE CONCLUSION OF 

FOREIGN MINISTER SARDAR SWARAN SINGH’S VISIT TO NEPAL 

SEPTEMBER 5, 1971 

 

The Foreign Minister of India, Sardar Swaran Singh, paid a goodwill visit to 

Nepal from 3rd September to 5th September, 1971, at the invitation of His Majesty’s 

Government of Nepal. He was accompanied by Shri P.N. Menon, Secretary, Ministry 

of External Affairs, Shri Thomas Abraham, Joint Secretary, Ministry of External 

Affairs and Shri S. Venkataraman, Under Secretary, Ministry of External Affairs. 

 
During his visit, the Minister of External Affairs of India had an audience with 

His Majesty the King of Nepal. He had talks with the Rt. Honourable Shri Kirti Nidhi 
Bista, Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs, His Majecty’s Government of 

Nepal, and also paid a courtesy call on the Honorable Shri Gyandendra Bahadur 
karki, Minister of Education, Land Reform, Food, Agriculture and forest. 

 
The Ambassador of India in Kathmandu, His Excellency Shri L.P. Singh, and 

the Royal Nepalese Ambassador in New Delhi, His Excellency Sardar Bhim Bahadur 
pande, Shri B.R. Bhandary, Foreign Secretary, His majesty’s Government of Nepal, 

and Shri P.N. Menon, Secretary, Ministry of External Affairs, Government of India, 

assisted the Minister during these talks. 

 

The Prime Minister and Foreign Minister discussed in depth and perspective 

the relations between India and Nepal in various fields. They reiterated their mutual 

respect for, and interest in, each other’s sovereignty, independence and territorial 

integrity, and the principle of non-interference in internal affairs. They emphasised 

the age-old close links between the two countries and peoples in various fields, and 

stressed the need to further strengthen them to their mutual benefit. 

 

The Minister of External Affairs of India appreciated the all-round progress 
made by Nepal under the wise guidance of His Majesty the King. 

 
His Excellency the Prime Minister of Nepal expressed appreciation of His 

Majesty’s Government for the assistance given by the Government of India to Nepal 
and expressed the hope that this co-operation  would continue. The Foreign Minister 

of India assured the Prime Minister of Nepal that the Government of India would 
continue their efforts to widen the areas of co-operation between the two countries. 

 
The two Minister expressed satisfaction over the recently concluded Treaty of 

Trade and Transit, and expressed the hope that this Treat would help Nepal to 

implement rapidly its policy of industrialization and diversification of her trade. 
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  The Prime Minister of Nepal and Minister of External Affairs of India 

discussed in international situation reiterated their continued adherence to the policy 

of non-alignment as an important factor in the maintenance of universal peace and 

international security and the lessening to tensions in the world. 

 

The Prime Minister of Nepal noted the social and economic implications to 

India as a result of facing the problem of millions of refugees from East Pakistan. The 
two Ministers agreed on the urgent need for the creation of conditions for their return 

of the refugees to their homes. 
 

The Foreign Minister of India thanked the Prime Minister of Nepal for the 
hospitality and courtesies extended to him and his party during their stay in 

Kathmandu, On behalf of the Prime Minister of India, Shrimati Indira Gandhi, he 
extended a cordial invitation to His Excellency the Prime Minister of Nepal to visit 

India as soon as convenient, which has been accepted. 

 

 

 

----------------
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)�"�� '�4 ���  ��¤�� �����
 �#�� ����। ����I W� �� �RC� ���o "I �<� ����। H��% 
 ��¤�� "I �����
 �������� )<�� &( ��?�<5���� )���L�� ���� �%����� ��� )� ����� ��� 
�����N �� >�% �K����!� >���।  
 

��I�>����  ��¤�� FI �R�% � <5� ���।  
 

&��>��� �����
 ����� �� �P� )���� )�OK��5 ���� ���� F�� ��?�<5� � �%�� �<� 
'�g� ����। F����� Y�: ����: )�� ���;��� ��9�J5 ��1 K�� )�>�% ��� Y�� ���� ���� F�� 
���� )�, F�  � ����� >�% �����k )��d���� F�(�� &�� K��।  
 

��0���� ����#���� S��� �����
 W� &(� ��K� F� &�( ��� N�e� H�%��% �� �����k 
)��d��� ���N F� ��� ����N� )�, ��e� I#�K��� �������� � �%�� ��>i��� � �
���� �<� 
)�� �� <���। )����, �P�  �, F:� ����#���� &�%E��? �%����।  
 

�����k )��d��� &���4��4�� ���������� ��J�� &���4��� )4A� K"��� ��0���� 
����#���� ��R� �K���� �����
 F�� �5 ��� ���������� �����
 W� F� F ���  	�( >����। 
W� ���  �P� ��� ����N�, ��G  ����#���� ¥�������� ������ ��M�� ���������� >�(? 
 ��R��j��  ��1 K���N। ���(���� ��M�� F�o��� " ) �>� ����� >�(�?� ��j�  )<�� F ��j�  
�C<� ��। ����#����   ���" &t��� ��K�� ���  ¥�������� ���� �>�� ����� )4A� ���N।  
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W� ���� )��>� ��J�� �RC�� �� ����� " >� ����� S��� �����
 W� ����� >��� 
)����o� ��R I#�K��� �������� ����E H���n�� �� % S���� �P� ���� ��#�� ����। 
 

�������� � �%� ����#���� &�%E��? �%���� W� �� F:�  ��� ����>। ��� ����, F:� 
&�%E��? � �%� ��, &E>5�� � �%�। ��� ����, )���:��� )>����� ' <��: ( .` )��£T� 
�� �������� $�U�� ����N��� )�, ���������� ) O� � �%�I K� ��>i���। 
 

W� �� ����, �����k )(�Q�� F�I ��� ��| ��| Ht��� >�% ��| ��|���� ����( ��� 
'�4 ��। ��� ����, ��� ��k? &�¦��� >���  ��R &�b��� F�� �%�����:����� ��?�<5���� 
���>��� )��� �%��5��� H�
��� � <5� ��� F���N। ���������� )k�� )�I F�I ��� ����>% 
K"�� '�4। H<4 FI ���������� 9:�� I�K��� H�!�!�5। 7  ��� 7� �k ��?�<5�� &( � 
I�K��� )��� � �� 9�:�N ���� ��bK। 
 

�RC��  '���K�� W� �� ����, .� �+���� ��� �� ��� ���K�� ���������� ���e �� 
)���: )����� ���I )4�� ���� ����� ��। 
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YAHYA WILL BE FORCED TO YIELD, SAYS J. RAM 

 

NEW DELHI, September 18: 
 

The Defense Minister, Mr. Jagjivan Ram, today explained India’s concept of a 
“political solution” of the Bangladesh problem as one that would have the approval of 

the elected representatives of the war-ravaged land. 
 

“These elected representatives have said in unmistakable term that nothing 
short of complete independence will satisfy them. “Mr. Jagjivan Ram observed while 

speaking at a discussion on “India’s defense preparedness” here today. 

 

The way the Mukti Bahini was making heavy dents into Pakistan army’s 

strategy and morale and the way international public opinio0n was turning against the 

military regime of Pakistan, it was possible that President yahya Khan might be 

forced to concede this demand. 

 

The Defense Minister said repeated threats of a “total war” against India if the 

freedom fighters liberated any part of Bangladesh only showed that the Pakistan 

President was becoming increasingly conscious of the growing strength of Bengali 

freedom fighters. 

 

These threats he said were utterances of a “much harassed General” who was 
facing rebellion from the people and even from the army tanks. 

 
He chided the “prophets of doom” who thought that in the event of a war, an 

unprepared Indian Army would be defeated. On the contrary, “my boys in the Army, 
the Navy and the Air force are ready for the orders”, he added. 

 
Amidst cheers, the Defense Minister declared that if attacked. “I will not only 

protect my borders but also thrust the enemy deep down into his territory”. 

 

Mr. Jagjivan Ram disagreed with a suggestion that in the event of a Indo-

Pakistani conflict, the United Nations forces would intervene. He also chided, those 

who questioned the Government’s wisdom in permitting the influx of refugees-UNI. 

 

 

 

-------------------- 
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Extracts from Prime Minister Indira Gandhi’s address at the Moscow University 

September 29, 1971. 

 

---The efforts of the Indian people are often thwarted by forces beyond our 

control. Earlier this year in our General elections, the people of India gave us a 

mandate for progress. We were about to embark upon a new programme of economic 

advance, when from across our frontiers we had a new kind of invasion; not of armed 

men, but of a vast influx of helpless terror-stricken men, women and children from 

East Bengal-some wounded, some ill and all hungry. More than 9 million people have 

come in the last six months and they continue to pour in. Has there been a greater 
migration in history? 

 
When millions of people are pushed into another’s territory, jeopardizing its 

normal life, its plants for the future, and it's very security, it is obvious that peace is in 
peril. We have shown the greatest forbearance, but it is essential that the basic cause 

of the crisis be immediately removed by a political solution acceptable to the people 
concerned. Unfortunately, there is no sign that this is being attempted. It is the 

world’s responsibility to create without further delay conditions to enable the refugees 
to return to their homes in safety and dignity----- 

 

 

 

----------------- 
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NO TALKS WITH PAKISTAN ON BANGLADESH, U.N. Told 

 

U.N.H.Q. Oct. 6-India has firmly rejected any bilateral negotiations on the 

problem of Bangladesh on the ground that it is entirely of Pakistan’s own making, 

says PTI. 

 

India’s permanent representative at the U.N. Mr. Samar Sen, made this clear 

yesterday in a rejoinder at the General Assembly to counter certain allegations made 

by the leader of the Pakistani delegation, Mr. Mahmud Ali, in his speech earlier. 

 

Mr. Sen said the problem of Bangladesh was one between East and West 

Pakistan. “We do not wish to come into it”, he declared. 

 
“We cannot come into it and we should not come into it. Those who believe 

that Indian cooperation in this field is necessary, should realize that while cooperation 
with a neighbor is always to be welcomed, no one can expect India to cooperate with 

Pakistan in a partnership to continue the massacre, to tolerate the extinction of human 
rights, to make a mockery of self-determination about which Pakistan never fires of 

speaking in relation of Kashmir and in perpetrating massive brutalities.” 
 

The India External Affairs Minister Mr. Swaran Singh was present, but Mr. 

Sen made the statement on behalf of India. 

 

Mr. sen denied as baseless the allegation made by Mr. Ali, first at a Press 

conference and later in the General Assembly, that India had fired 1,000 shells across 

the border at Agartala on September 29 and read a telegram received from New Delhi 

which said that, in fact, it was West Pakistan’s armed forces that has been shelling 

Indian territory and killing the people over the past several weeks. 

 

India had made 400 complaints, the telegram said. 

 

Mr. Sen said the allegation had been made by Mr. Ali in an attempt to justify 

Pakistan’s aggressive action. 

 

In his speech the Pakistani delegate had sought to equate the situation in 

Bangladesh with that in Kashmir. He alleged that a million refugees had fled Kashmir 

and charged that India had refused to establish conditions which would enable them to 

return. 
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Foreign Minister Sardar Swaran Singh’s speech at the All India Congress 

Committee Session at Simla October 8, 1971 

 

I am extremely grateful to the members of the, A.I.C.C. who have 

unanimously and whole-heartedly endorsed the Indo-U.S.S.R Treaty. As ours a 

political body, therefore, apart from the general approval and full endorsement, it is 

necessary for us on an occasion like this to understand clearly the contents of such a 

far-reaching document and also the various important ideas which have been 
concretized in this Treaty. I would like to consider this Treaty as comprising four 

important aspects and elements. First and foremost, it is agreed by the two countries 
that they will constantly, assiduously and energetically work for elimination of 

remnants of colonialism and for ending the racist regimes wherever they are. This is a 

very important joint declaration which is contained in the Treaty. The House is, no 

doubt, aware that still large portions of the world are under colonial domination and 

racist regimes. The Portuguese colonial rule still pervades under colonial domination 

and racist regimes. The Portuguese Guinea. Racist regimes are still flourishing 

notwithstanding the unanimous resolution adopted by the United Nations in its 
various organs-in South Africa, in Namibia and also in Rhodesia. It has always been 

the ideal of our great Organization-the Congress-to work for elimination of 
colonialism and for ending racist regimes. This posture of ours was however not 

adopted after Independence, but this has been our objective even before 
Independence, and the Congress organization always raised their voice in a very 

effective manner against colonialism and, in fact, the Father of the nation Mahatma Ji, 
started his early political activity in South Africa itself. It is a matter of regret and a 

matter of misfortune that South Africa still continues to practice apartheid under a 

racist regime. Determination of two countries like Soviet Union and India to end the 

remnants of colonialism and racism is an important article which is contained in the 

Treaty. 

 

Another important concept in the Treaty is the Soviet Union’s acceptance of 

the policy of non-alignment which is being pursued by India. It is surprising that some 

people, at any rate in the initial stages, did raise a voice of criticism saying that this 

Treaty compromises India’s policy of non-alignment. If a careful scrutiny of this 

criticism is made, both from inside the country or from certain quarters abroad, it will 

be clear that generally this criticism has come not from any non-aligned country, but 

from countries which themselves are aligned and are members of military pacts. It is 

interesting that on India’s signing this Treaty of Peace, Friendship and Co-operation 
with Soviet Union the love for non-alignment should suddenly spring in the hearts of 

those people who themselves and their countries are members of military pacts and 
defense pacts. This Treaty in actual terms specifically says that the Soviet Union 

respects India’s policy of 
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 non-alignment. Not only that, I think, it was for the first time that in a formal 

document the Soviet Union accepted the validity of the policy of nonalignment as a 

major factor for peace and for reducing tensions throughout the world. So, not only 

has India’s policy of non-alignment been fully safeguarded but the validity of the 

concept of non-alignment in the context of international affairs is incorporated in 

Article IV of the Treaty. 

 
I would also like to draw the attention of the House and the country to the 

relevant clause in the latest communiqué that was issued at the end of our Prime 
Minister’s visit to Moscow. This concept of non-alignment and India’s policy of non-

alignment have again been specifically mentioned in the joint communiqué that was 
issued at the end of our Prime Minister’s visit. 

 
The third important provision of the Treaty relates to the acceptance by the 

two countries of the desirability of co-operation between the two countries in the 

scientific field, in the technological field and in various fields for the mutual benefit 

of two countries. It will be an important provision according to which the advance in 

science and technology, the advance in latest sophisticated fields of technology, 

advances in the field of electronics, of other sophisticated fields in which Soviet 

Union undoubtedly has made tremendous progress, India on the basis of this 

agreement can fully get the maximum benefit by mutual co-operation which no longer 

depends upon the exigencies of any particular situation, but is solemnly agreed in the 

form of Treaty between the two countries, and under these provisions it will be of 

mutual benefit and, I feel, very much to India’s advantage that we can take full and 

complete advantage for advancing our economy, for advancing our industry, for 

advancing our scientific know-how and knowledge by drawing freely upon the 

U.S.S.R resources which are available to us in this Treaty as a result of the clauses in 
the Treaty. 

 
The fourth important provision about which quite naturally a great deal of 

popular upsurge has been expressed in the country, is that which could broadly be 
described as touching upon the security aspect. This provision is contained in three 

clauses in the Treaty and it is important for us to understand the implications of the 
security aspect of this Treaty neither of the two countries will get automatically 

involved if the other party is involved in a military conflict. This is the real difference 

between this Treaty and the conventional military pact or mutual defense pact. Under 

those pacts, there is automatic involvement of the other country if one of the countries 

might be involved in an armed conflict. There is no such provision in this Treaty. 

There is, however, clear provision about what could be described as non-aggression, 

that is neither of the two countries will take any of the two countries is engaged in any 

armed conflict then the other country will not give any help of any type to the country 

that might be engaged in such a conflict with either of the contracting parties, that is, 

India and Soviet Union. Now, this is an important provision because in our country 

from time to time, and quite rightly for reasons of security, doubts were always 

expressed that if we are engaged in an armed conflict with any other country where is 

the guarantee that such other county will not continue to get aid notwithstanding the 

past declarations to the contrary that might have 
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been made by ourselves. Again there has to be an assurance about our getting in a 

continuous manner whatever supplies we may require for strengthening our defence 

potential. I would say that both these negative and positive aspects are fully 

safeguarded in this Treaty. To put it in unambiguous terms; after conclusion of this 

Treaty, Soviet Union is not now entitled to make any military supplies of any type of 

Pakistan nor give any help to Pakistan which might strengthen the military potential 

of Pakistan. Again, as Chavan Jivery lucidly explained, there are very important 
provisions in this Treaty which are vital for our security. But the central key-note in 

the Treaty is not war and conflict, but to avoid war and to strengthen the forces of 
peace. In a nutshell, the essence of these security provisions is that when either of 

these to countries is either attacked or is faced with the threat of an attack, then the 
two countries will start negotiation with the object of avoiding that threat or to doing 

away with that aggression, and steps will be taken-“effective steps” are the words 
used in the treaty-to ensure that the threat of attack is avoided and attack if any, is 

prevented or is vacated or done away with. Therefore, these are very important 

security provisions, in the Treat, and if I may say the Treaty was concluded at a time 

when feeling in the country was fully receptive to a concrete step of this type, as it 

was often said that in moments of test, in moments of trial, who are our friends? It is 

very interesting that those voices which used to remind us: “where and who are your 

friends;” they themselves has started, picking holes in the Treaty. I would like the 

country and this great organisation to be reminded of the immediate reaction even 

from the leaders of parties who are traditionally opposed to the Congress. Even they, 

as the first reaction to the conclusion of this Treaty, did not have the courage to 

oppose this Treaty and their spokesmen on the floor of the House did support the 

Treaty and did not raise any voice of dissent. They did, however, try to raise doubts, 

but they knew that the feeling in the country in favor of the Treaty is so strong that 

they would be completely isolated if they attacked the Treaty and therefore they did 
not have the courage even though they may have different political motivations to 

oppose the Treaty. Later on, however, I do not know what may be the considerations, 
uncharitable interpretations can perhaps point out to some wire-pulling, but they did 

try later on to alter their original stand of support to the Treaty and started in some 
form or other to offer some voice of criticism. But the more we consider the terms of 

the Treaty the impact produced in the country and the effect produced in the 
international community, there is no doubt, and there should be no doubt in the mind 

of anyone, that the Treaty is sound in content, is practical, safeguards our 

independence and non-alignment, and at the same time it binds us to constructive 

course of mutual co-operation, safeguarding the sovereignty and independence of the 

contracting parties and at the same time providing enough of safeguards from the 

security angle, to preserve the sovereignty and security of the two countries, without 

the automatic involvement of either of the two countries. 
 

Voices-latest about Bangla Desh? 
 

As a matter of fact, I am coming to that. To be able to speak about this 
important matter, was the main object of my speaking after the resolution on Treaty 

was adopted. Having said this much about the Treaty, I would now with the 
President’s kind permission, like to say something about my recent visit to several 

capitals and the United Nation. I will give my assessment of the general feeling 
amongst the international 
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 community about one of the most important issues that confront us, namely the 

developments in Bangladesh. As you are no doubt aware, in the initi8al stages there 

was a tendency to find an easy escape in the various Chanceries and an attitude was 

generally taken that the question of Bangla Desh is essentially an internal question 

and an internal matter for Pakistan. But as the genocidal activities of the military 

authorities gathered in momentum, the forces of oppression were let loose and 

unleashed against the unarmed civilians and the democrative forces of Bangladesh, 
this resulted in suppression of human rights and fundamental freedoms and caused 

such conditions of insecurity that a large volume of forced exodus took place. The 
situation which initially was sought to be brushed aside as an internal development 

presented a facet which made it obviously a matter of international concern. Slowly 
but surely, the international community wakeup to the fundamental and basic issues 

involved and there was a great measure of response to the reality of the situation and a 
growing awareness of the risks involved. In various capitals as a result of visits of my 

colleagues and myself, when the situation was explained, the statements-some joint 

statements, sometimes official statements-from a large number of those capitals were 

issued which pin-pointed the essentials of a situation, namely, the humanitarian aspect 

of the problem and also the necessity, an inescapable necessity of working out a 

solution which creates conditions for the return of these refugees to their homes and 

hearths in conditions of safety and in conditions of honor. 

 

Now, if we carefully examine even the trend of the debate in the United 

Nations General Assembly, it is noteworthy that the Four Big Powers who are 

permanent members of the Security Council with the right of veto, their spokesmen, 

their Foreign Minister, with varying degrees of phraseology, which is not uncommon 

experience when the same concept is presented, have broadly accepted the essentials 

of the situation. And the essentials are a continuing forced exodus of helpless people 
and their being pushed on to the Indian territory, the resultant burden, not only 

economic but social and political tensions resulting from the presented of these large 
number of refugees in an area which has always been both economically and 

politically a sensitive area; and as a necessary corollary to these two, solution can 
only be found by creation of conditions, in Bangladesh which might facilitate the 

return of these refugees. We have made it abundantly clear, and I  have a feeling that 
this is now growingly understood and appreciated and in certain cases endorsed by the 

other countries that the political solution is the solution which will be acceptable to 

the elected, representatives of the people; a solution to be acceptable has to be 

acceptable to the people of Bangladesh and that people of Bangla Desh have in 

unmistakable terms expressed their confidence and expressed their reliance upon 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and the Awami League whom they returned with 

unprecedented electoral victory giving as many as 167 out of 169 seats in the National 

Assembly. These are the essentials of the situation and amongst the four permanent 

members of the Security Council-the Soviet Union, United States of America, France 

as well as Britain-these essentials are broadly accepted and statements to that effect 

have been made by their representatives in the Security Council. Foreign Ministers of 

several other countries, particularly those where democratic institutions are 

functioning, and also the socialist countries representatives, have also openly made 

statements endorsing the Indian appreciation of the essentials of the situation. 
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In the entire world, we should also, while noting these positive factors, be 

careful about what could broadly be described as negative factors. Let us not forget 

that a fairly large number of sovereign countries, who are members of the United 

Nations, have in their countries regimes which are in their content and in their 

operation not very much different from dictatorial regime of the type that now 

controls the destiny of Pakistan. This has been an unfortunate experience of the post-

colonial era. A large number of countries became independent and the colonial forces 
were on the run. As a result of this, a large number of countries became independent 

and free. With varying degrees, they started with democratic establishments, 
democratic set-ups, democratic ideologies, democratic constitutions. But is a cruel 

reality that democracy was unable to take root, whether democracy be of the 
Presidential type or the Parliamentary type, except in a comparatively smaller number 

of these countries and, therefore, there are whispers to this effect, that perhaps Yahya 
Khan committed a mistake in ordering elections. But even they are obliged to admit 

that having initiated the process of holding the election, he is now trying to run away 

from it, and this is a situation is a situation in which he cannot run away and the 

events are bound to overtake him. So, whereas these democratic ideals and our 

adherence to these, our love for these, and our natural abhorrence when they are 

violated, appear to be a very normal reaction to us, because we in our country have 

been fortunate in establishing the roots of democracy in a very solemn and in a very 

purposeful manner, there are other countries whose experience has not been of the 

same type as ours and this explains the reticence and reluctance of several other 

countries who should normally be on our side of the fence when a situation of this 

type arises. 
 

About the general trend of discussions in the United Nations, I would like to 
take a positive view and also a negative view. Positive view in this respect is that 

those countries whose representatives have in their statements supported broadly our 

assessment of the situation are now hereafter likely to use their influence in a more 

purposeful manner in bringing about a change in the attitude of the military rulers of 

the Pakistan, and also I would like to say that it is also understood even amongst some 

of the closest friends of Pakistan who would like to be the helpers of Pakistan that the 

manner in which President Yahya Khan and his military Generals have tried to tackle 

the situation, the military method has failed and, therefore, the military method has to 

be abandoned and political approach has to be brought about in the interest of the 

Pakistan regime itself. We have some reliable information to this effect that countries 

that are traditionally close to Pakistan also have started counseling them that they 

should abandon, and that the military Generals should abandon their military ways 

and should try to find a political solution of this problem. 
 

There are other critics here in our own country who have tried to pick holes in 

our policy. When we say that there should be a political settlement, they say in this 
respect have we in anyway compromised our stand in relation to Bangladesh? I would 

like to clarify this aspect because there is some uninformed criticism on that score. 
Our position is clear. We say that we will accept whatever is acceptable to those who 

have already been elected by the people of Bangla Desh and it is for those already 
elected representatives to arrive at any settlement with Pakistan Military bodies. It can 

be a settlement on the basis of independence or of greater autonomy-whatever is 
acceptable  
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 to the elected representatives, the already elected representatives of Bangladesh, is 

the only way by which the present deteriorating trend can be reversed and conditions 

can be created in Bangladesh which might facilitate the return of refugees. 

 

I would at this stage also like to say that this is universally accepted and it is 

also realised-that India is determined to ensure that the refugees will return to 

Bangladesh and that India will not keep them. In the initial stages, some parallels 
were drawn to earlier occasions when soon after independence we were faced with the 

problem of refugees and for a variety of reasons-historical and humane-we did take an 
attitude based on human considerations and considerations of compassion. For 

historical reasons, we were prepared to subject ourselves to the strain of looking after 
millions and millions of refugees. Whatever may have been the earlier history, now 

after 20 years of independence, any person who is in Pakistan is a Pakistani citizen, is 
a Bangladesh citizen; or a West Pakistan citizen and that foreign national when he 

comes to India, if we look after him, it is on human considerations because geography 

has placed us in a position where we are the first recipient of this task. But we treat 

them as first and foremost the responsibility of the international community and if we 

do anything, it is in discharge of our being responsible members of the international 

community. We discharge this trust on behalf of the international community and the 

international community has to reimburse us for all the troubles and with all the 

expenses and with all the strains that we are bearing. It is also of importance for us to 

remember that any country who might give us aid for looking after these refugees is 

to a very small percentage trying to discharge that obligation which is squarely that of 

the international community or may be that this is a help to Pakistan because these are 

Pakistan and Bangladesh citizens whom we are feeding and any help that is given to 

look after these refugees should be help either to Pakistan, to Bangladesh or to 

international community. Whereas we in India appreciate this help as at any rate the 
immediate clear burden on us is reduced, we have made it absolutely clear that this is 

a situation which cannot be brought out. Who can judge in terms of money the 
immense socio-political tension that is generated by the presence of 9 million people 

in an area of our country which is already over-populated? Can anybody in terms of 
dollars or pounds or deutschmarks or yen determine the amount of economic, social 

and political tensions to which our entire country is subjected? 
 

I will be quite frank in saying that after this sad development, the entire 

administration in whatever sphere it may be-whether it is the Central Government or 

the State Government-our primary and principal preoccupation has been to take steps 

to meet the situation, to look alter the refugees and also to look after our affairs so that 

we could continue with development and progress of our country. Is it possible by any 

calculation, by any statistics, to determine in terms of money, to determine in terms of 

pounds and dollars, the strain to which 55 crores of India people are being subjected? 

The number of school that we have closed to house these refugees, the number of 

hospitals where doctors are doing nothing else except to look after the refuges, the 

medical students who have disrupted their education to look after these refugees, 

those educationists and the volunteers who have abandoned their work and are 

looking after the refugees? Now these are the problems which we have to highlight 

because there may be a 
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tendency that this is a situation where if all the money is found, perhaps India can get 

reconciled. This is a very dangerous aspect and generally if you talk to the 

representatives of other countries, they can be very sympathetic to you saying it is 

quite a big burden, we realize it; we have, shared it, we will share it. But that is not 

the correct approach. We might appreciate this sharing of burden but our principal 

objective has to be to create political conditions in Bangladesh which reverses the 

present trend, which in the first instance stops the forced exodus of people from 
Bangladesh into India territory, and secondly that this flow turns backward and these 

people go back and we are convinced that this can happen only if there is a solution 
which is accepted by those who have already been elected by the people. This in 

essence is the entire situation in Bangladesh. I think, the essentials of the situation are 
dawning upon the people and Governments of other countries. We have also made it 

clear that there is a limit to our5 patience and our perseverance there is a limit to our 
restraint and it will be a very dangerous development if the time were permitted to run 

out. It is, we are afraid, already running out rather fat and the limits are being reached. 

These are the realities of the situation, and we have, I think, to a large measure 

succeeded in projecting this to the world. The unity, the basic unity demonstrated by 

our peoples and the determination of our people to meet the challenge, are sources of 

our real strength. 

 

About People’s Republic of China, you must have noticed that after the 

second visit of Dr. Kissinger to Peking the United States of America altered their 

policy which have been pursuing for all these years to keep the People’s Republic of 

China out of the United Nations, to deny to the Government of the people’s Republic 

of China their rightful place in the United Nations. When they suddenly reversed their 

policy, then a large number of countries, who, mainly under United States’ inspiration 

and persuasion, had pursued a policy of endorsing the American line, suddenly found 
that their original postulates and their original postures had become out-of-date and 

they started revising their briefs. It is not easy to revise briefs quickly, and even the 
latest effort that is being made is again a very interesting approach. On the one hand, 

the United States effort is to ensure that the rightful place to the People’s Republic of 
China is resorted to them not only in the General Assembly but also in the Security 

Council, with a permanent seat and with the right of veto. Whereas they are in support 
of this, at the same time, they do want to retain Taiwan as representative of Taiwan. 

Historically, it is not an easy exercise because all these years the supporters of the 

United States and the United State were saying that Taiwan Government is the 

government not only of Formosa and Taiwan but also of the whole of China. And 

now suddenly to take another line again has caused a certain measure of confusion. So 

far as India is concerned, notwithstanding our bilateral difficulties in relation to the 

People’s Republic of China, our brief has been straight, and this changing situation 

has not necessitated the alteration of even a single comma in our attitude in this 

respect. We have all along been strongly of the view that there is only one China, 

there is only one Chinese Government, and that is the People’s Republic of China and 

its rightful place in the United Nations should be restored to it. That has been our 

consistent line. I am not sure whether during this session the efforts to retain Formosa 

will succeed, but I have no doubt that the restoration of its rightful place to People’s 

Republic of China will receive overwhelming support. We have always been of the 
view that in the interest of universality and also in the interest of exposing China to  
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international pressures, the Government of People’s Republic of China should take 

their responsibilities and should play their part in the U.N., and that this is in the long 

range interests of the international community; we steadfastly adhere to this view. 

 

It has been our view that keeping out China for too long has created several 

complexities and tensions in the world and it will take quite some time before the 

world settles down to a Norman course even after the People’s republic of China is 
admitted into the United Nations. These are some of the important matters facing the 

international community. 
 

To give a little more complete picture, I will take a few minutes to give you 
the latest developments in Europe. As you are, no doubt, aware, the situation in 

Europe is definitely taking a turn towards lessening of tensions. This is due primarily 
to the great courage shown by Mr. Willy Brandt, the Chancellor of Federal Republic 

of Germany, in reversing a policy which had been pursued by the Federal Republic of 

Germany ever since the second World War, and his deliberate policy to alter that 

course received a very good response from the Soviet Union, and the conclusion of 

the Moscow Treaty between Federal Republic of Germany and the U.S.S.R. has 

opened a new are of relaxation of tensions in the European context. This also to a 

certain extent un-nerved the traditionalists on both sides, and they feel a new situation 

is developing and they are trying to adjust their minds. The latest four power 

agreement about such a difficult and complex question as that of Berlin, has generated 

a hope that Europe is definitely moving towards an era of freedom from tensions and 

relaxation of these tensions. These are good developments and this might guarantee 

and strengthen the forces of peace. We ourselves are happy that these developments 

have taken place and a process of détente and of relaxation of tensions has been 

generated and, I have no doubt, that pursued with patience and imagination, this will 
usher in an era where Europe, free from the scourges of armed conflicts, might open 

up some hope for the developing countries to develop their economy with aid from 
these highly developed countries. 

 
These are some of the aspects of the international situation. I have nothing 

more by way of new information to give about the situation in the Middle East or the 
situation in Viet Nam. These unfortunate areas in Asia-one in the West of Asia and 

the other in East of Asia-still continue to be gripped by war and the process of having 

a durable peace in these areas do not appear to be very much in sight although we 

have constantly been working for establishing stable peace in these areas. 
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PRIME MINISTER INDIRA GANDHI’S INTERVIEW TO SYDNEY H. 

SCHANBERG 

 

The New York Times of October 19, 1971, published an interview given by 

The Prime Minister to its correspondent, Sydney H. Schanberg. The following is the 

text of the dispatch: 

 

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi has declared that the military situation on the 

borders between India and Pakistan is “quite grave”. 

 

In an hour long interview, the Prime Minister added, “we certainly will do 

nothing to provoke an attack or to start any hostilities, but we have to be alive to our 

interests and safeguard our security”. 
 

“Unfortunately”, she added, “Pakistan’s record has been one of hatred and 
desperation. The military regime has let loose a war on its own people, and there is no 

knowing what it will do next”. 
 

The Prime Minister, who was interviewed in her office at the Government 
secretariat, seemed irritated when asked about military assistance India has been 

giving the Bengali insurgents in East Pakistan. 

 

But she did not categorically deny that India was helping them. She said 

instead, “Perhaps you know, they have many helpers, mostly their own people, all 

over the world. Also, many avenues are open to them”. She did not elaborate. 
 

Later in the interview, Mrs. Gandhi said, “whether they have arms or not 
nobody can suppress the struggle”. 
 

Mrs. Gandhi cited “threatening statements from Pakistan which, we feel 

cannot be entirely ignored”. She mentioned, in particular, the speech last week of 

President Agha Mohammad Yahya Khan in which he accused India of “feverish 

military preparations” and called on his people to meet the threat as a nation of one 

hundred and twenty million mujahids or preachers of Islam, “whose hearts are 

pulsating with love of the Holy Prophet”. 
 

The fifty-three-year-old Prime Minister firmly ruled out any peace talk at this 

time between India and Pakistan contending that Pakistan would first have to resolve 

the East Pakistan crisis by negotiating a settlement with the elected representatives. 
 

For nearly seven months, the Pakistani army, composed almost entirely of 
West Pakistanis, has been trying to crush a Bengali secession movement in East 

Pakistan which 
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is led by the Awami League. This party, which won a national majority in last 

December’s general elections, was outlawed by the military regime when the army 

struck on March 25. 

 

The military repression has sent millions of East Pakistani refugees fleeing 

India. 

 
Mrs. Gandhi was asked if she left there was a breaking point to the economic 

and social pressures placed on India by the refugees, a point beyond which India 
might feel compelled to take military action against Pakistan to halt the influx. 

 
“Well, actually, I would say, we have already reached it”, she replied. “But 

this does not mean that we are going to crack under it”. 
 

“We certainly want a quick solution, but we do not want to do anything which 

creates greater problems”, she went on. “As you know, we have been extremely 

restrained. I cannot, even by giving deep thought to the matter, think of a single 
country who would have shown such restraint and patience in the face of such grave 

provocation”. 
 

During the last few weeks, both countries have reinforced their troops on their 

long eastern and western borders, and the Press on both sides has carried reports 

raising the spectre of another was between India and Pakistan. They last fought in 

1965 over Kashmir. 
 

Still, though Mrs. Gandhi called the situation grave, she indicated no change 

as yet in her plans to leave on a three week foreign tour starting next Sunday, during 
which she is scheduled to visit six western capitals including London and 

Washington. 
 

The Prime Minister was critical of United States policy on the East Pakistan 

crisis, saying that the Americans “do not take a very long-range view”. 
 

“Propping up the Pakistani military regime in Bangladesh”, she said, “is not 
necessarily strengthening Pakistan in any way”. 
 

Mrs. Gandhi was referring to the Nixon Administration’s continuation of some 

arms shipments to Pakistan, and its unwillingness to criticise the Pakistani 

Government publicity. 
 

“We have the greatest friendship for America and the American people”, she 

said, “but one of the reasons (for deteriorating relations) so far as the Indian public is 
concerned, is this idea that the United States has of always balancing India and 

Pakistan”. 
 

On American arms for Pakistan, she said, “I do not know what the quantum is 
now, but in the past they have been supplied to Pakistan in large quantities. They have 

been used only against India, not at all against communism or any other of the things 
that had been said to us and which we had pointed out then were most unlikely”. 
 

“In this matter”, she continued, “we certainly have had a far more 

understanding approach from the Soviet Union than we have from the United States”. 
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Mrs. Gandhi talked at some length about differences between American and 

Russian relations with India. 

 

“You see”, she said, “The United States seems to have a thing about the Soviet 

Union which seems very strange to us. We do not support the Soviet Union any more 

than we support America-or we support both equally, whichever way you like to look 

at it, negatively or positively. 
 

“The point is that the Soviet Union supports us in basic things for which we 
have stood and for which we have fought earlier on. And it is on these issues that we 

have been with them at the United Nations. Now, earlier on, you said something about 
American help. We are very grateful to the United States and they have helped us 

enormously in a number of ways. But at a time when we wanted to develop the state 
sector, they did not help the state sector, but the Soviet Union did”. 

 

“We certainly get on far better with Americans as individuals”, she added later 

“then, say, we would with Russians or anybody else. Language is partly the cause. 

But I personally greatly admire the American quest for technological and scientific 

advance”. 

 

 

 

------------------- 
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BORDER SITUATION GRAVE, SAYS MRS. GANDHI 

-But India Wants To Avoid War with Pakistan 

Early Exchange of Ambassadors with China not Ruled out. 

(From Our Political Correspondent) 

 

New Delhi, Oct 19: -Describing the Indo-Pakistani border situation as a “grave 

one”, Mrs. Indira Gandhi declared here today that India would do everything to avoid 

an armed conflict. “But you cannot shake hands with a clenched fist”, she added. 

 

However, nobody could prophesy on matters of war. As Pakistani troops had 

been massing all along the border, India had also taken the necessary defensive 

measures. 
 

The Prime Minister told a Press Conference this morning that despite the 

menacing Pakistani postures, her forthcoming tour of Europe and the USA stood “as 

of now”. She would not say whether the Government proposed to declare an 

emergency because of the grave situation. 
 

Looking confident and relaxed and replying to a spate of questions in good 
humour, the Prime Minister rejected the Pakistani President’s suggestion for talks 

with India on the Bangladesh question while ruling out the personality of mutual 
withdrawal of troops, Mrs. Gandhi also turned down the Pakistani suggestion for the 

appointment of a mediator on what possible subject could mediation take place? India 
was involved in Bangladesh only to the extent that 13% of its population was on 

Indian territory following Pakistani atrocities. 
 

She made it clear that thought India desired to settle outstanding problems 

with Pakistan by negotiation. Bangladesh was Indo-Pakistan issue, Bangladesh was 

essentially a matter between Pakistan’s military regime and the people of Bangladesh. 

The sooner the Bangladesh refugees returned to their homeland, the better would be 
the chances of avoiding a possible conflagration between India and Pakistan. 
 

Mrs. Gandhi said there had been no specific suggestions from either the USA 

or the Soviet Union on how to case the present situation. Everybody admired India’s 

restraints and showered verbal praised on her. Others who were not restrained 

however got arms as well. 
 

Mrs. Gandhi was not inclined to comment on the conditions places by the 

Bangladesh Government for a political settlement beyond stating that the problem 

was basically between the Pakistani Government and the people of Bangladesh. An 

acceptable solution had to satisfy the elected representatives of the people-the people 

who had been elected not so long ago in a free and fair election conducted by the 

military 
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regime itself. These representatives were elected by the biggest majority in any free 

election. “That election cannot be ignored”. 
 

The first gesture the Pakistani military junta ought to make towards a political 

settlement was to stop the atrocities in Bangladesh and create conditions acceptable to 

the elected representatives. 
 

Mrs. Gandhi said she failed to understand, why were there should be any 

confusion over India’s position regarding the posting of U.N. observers, India had 
provided all facilities for not only the members of the U.N. High Commission for 

Refugees but also to visiting parliamentarians and journalists from all over the 
conditions in the refugee camps. It was up to the U. N. to see that conditions were 

created with Bangladesh which would guarantee the return of refugees. The U. N. 

could make an approach to India after this was done. At that stage, India could 

certainly look into the matter. The solution which India had in mind for Bangladesh 

could not be spelt out in very precise terms. However, a puppet Government set up by 

the Pakistani rulers in Bangladesh would be no solution. 
 

Mrs. Gandhi answered a number of questions on Sino-Indian relations but no 

new point emerged from the answers. The Chinese attitude towards India had 

undergone a gradual change. Mr. Chou En-lai's favorable reaction to the Indo-Soviet 

Treaty was not a sudden advance. No reply had been received from Mr. Chou to her 
letter. There was, however, no reason why India and China could not exchange 

ambassadors soon. Admitting that there were Chinese troops on the Tibetan border. 
Mrs. Gandhi said she did not think there was any great concentration. Her discussions 

with Marshal Tito indicated that the views of India and Yugoslavia on China were 
“broadly similar”. 
 

In a heated reply to a question on the Indo-Soviet treaty, Mrs. Gandhi 

maintained that no foreign country could curtail any of India’s options whether in 

regard to developing nuclear weapons or taking any other action in the country’s 

national interest. There were no misgivings in the public mind on this score. It was 

only interested newspapers and political parties that sought to spread rumors. 

Provocations by these political parties or newspapers would not make any difference 

to the Government stand. The treaty has strengthened India’s position and had 

contributed further to Indo-Soviet friendship. 
 

Mrs. Gandhi admitted that the refugee influx had imposed a severe strain on 

the country’s economy. Even so, the Government was trying to ensure that the Fourth 

Plan went through. The Finance Minister had already met the Chief Ministers to 

examine the possibility of raising additional resources. The question of prices was one 

of demand and supply, and the Government was adopting certain fiscal and other 

policies which she hoped will make an impact on price. 
 

The Prime Minister described as “one of those typical Press misstatements” 

that she had set a time limit of six months for the return of the Bangladesh refugees. 

What she had actually done was to give Parliament an assessment of the financial 

burden involved over a period of six months because of the refugee influx. India, she 
said, was facing the 
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consequences of what had happened inside Bangladesh. Apart from the tremendous 

economic burden, what caused more anxiety, was the likelihood of social and political 

tensions erupting in an area which was sensitive at the best of times. Besides, there 

was the problem of peace, security and stability of the eastern region. 

 

It was pointless to make a distinction between governmental priorities between 

seeking a political solution and international assistance for refugee relief. India had 
sought financial assistance because of the burden involved but there was no question 

of the refugees staying on in the country. They were here on a temporary basis and 
sooner they returned, the better. The freedom struggle in Bangladesh would, however, 

definitely succeed. History showed that such struggles might receive setbacks but 
ultimately they won. Additionally, the entire people of Bangladesh supported the 

Mukti Bahini and this was a noteworthy point a large number of Bangladesh citizens 
outside were also helping the Mukti Bahini with resources. 

 

UNI and PTI add: On West Asia and Indo-China, she said in Indo-China, the 

situation was changing but in the Middle East it remained the same. “While there are 

many steps being taken for a detente in Europe, the conflict in Asia continues and 

grows”. 

 

There were peels for laughter when Mrs. Gandhi remarked at her Press 

Conference that she did not want to deny the Press of us occupation by saying 

anything on what a Pressman and described as “speculation” on Cabinet reshuffle. 
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Indo-Yugoslav Joint Communiqué at the conclusion of the visit of President Tito 

to India. 

October 20, 1971 

 

At the invitation of the President of India, Shri V.V. Giri, the President of the 

Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, Marshal Josip Broz Tito accompanied by 

Madame Broz paid a friendly State visit to India from October 16 to 20, 1971. The 

visit provided an occasion for the manifestation of traditional Indian-Yugoslav 

friendship, and a powerful and fresh incentive for continued close relations and 

common dedication to the ideals of peace, freedom, independence and international 

co-operation based on equality of rights. 

 

The president of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, the President of 

India and the Prime Minister of India, held talks on important current international 

issues and on bilateral relations. 

 

Participating in the talks on the Yugoslav side were: 

 
Mr. Rato Dugonjic, Member of the Presidency of the Socialist Federal 

Republic of Yugoslavia; 
 

Mr. Ilija Rajacic, Chairman of the Assembly of the Autonomous Province of 
Vojvodina, and Member of the Presidency of the Socialist Federal Republic of 

Yugoslavia; 

 

Mr. Anton Vratusa, Member of the Federal Executive Council of the Socialist 

Federal Republic of Yugoslavia; 

 

Mr. Marko Vrhunec, Acting Chief of Cabinet of the President of the Republic; 

 

Mr. Milos Melovski, Counselor for Foreign Affairs in the Cabinet of the 

President of the Republic; 

 

Mr. Eduard Kljun, Head of the Department for Asia in the Federal Secretariat 

for Foreign Affairs; and 

 
Mr. Andjelko Blazevic, Charge d’ Affaires of the Embassy of the Socialist 

Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in New Delhi. 
 

On the Indian side were: 
Sardar Swaran Singh, Minister of External Affair; 

Dr. Karan Singh, Minister for Civil Aviation and Tourism; 
Shri Surendra Pal Singh, Deputy Minister of External Affairs; 
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Shri T. N. Kaul, Foreign Secretary; Shri S. K. Banerji, Secretary (East); Shri 

P. N. Me_on, Secretary (West); Shri H. Lal, Secretary, Minister of Foreign Trade; 

Shri R. Jaipal, Ambassador of India to Yugoslavia; Shri K. P. Menon, Joint Secretary, 

Ministry of External Affairs; Shri R.D. Sathe, Joint Secretary, Ministry of External 

Affairs; Shri A. P. Venkateswaran, Joint Secretary, Ministry of External Affairs. 

 

Both sides discussed the changing configuration of the international situation 
and agreed to intensify and co-ordinate their efforts further in the international area in 

the interest of world peace and the struggle for freedom, national liberation and 
independence. 
 

Identity or closeness of views on many important questions of interest to the 
two countries was manifested during the talks which were held in an atmosphere of 

sincere friendship and in a spirit of mutual confidence and understanding. 

 

Both sides noted with satisfaction that co-operation between the two countries 

had been further strengthened and consolidated over the years. It was acknowledged 

that there exist great possibilities for the further expansion and intensification of 

mutual co-operation in all spheres on a long-term basis. To that end they agreed to 

continue the practice of regular bilateral consultations. 

 

The two sides stressed the necessity for the appropriate economic authorities 

of the two countries to undertake, through the Joint Committee and other bodies all 

measures designed to promote the further successful development of economic co-

operation, including joint projects in either country or in third countries and the 

sharing of scientific and technological expertise on a mutually advantageous basis. 
 

The grave situation created as a result of the recent events in East Bengal was 

discussed. The Yugoslav side shared India’s deep concern over the serious social and 
political tensions engendered in India and the strains placed on India’s economy, by 

the presence in India of many millions of refugees, whose number is daily increasing 
by many thousands. Both sides agreed that the problem could only be solved by a 

political solution acceptable to the representatives who had been elected by the 

people. This would enable the normalization of the situation in East Bengal, put an 

end to the exodus, and enable the refugees to return to their homeland in safety and 

honor, irrespective of their race or religion. 
 

Both sides called for urgent measures to achieve this objective in accordance 

with the wishes, inalienable rights and lawful interests of the people of East Bengal. It 

was agreed that any attempt to by-pass the so clearly expressed wishes of the people 

would further aggravate the problem. 
 

Both sides agreed that any postponement of the solution of the problem, which 

is in itself a source of instability and tension, is likely to lead to a serious aggravation 

of the situation. 
 

The Yugoslav side expressed its concern over the fate of Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman and manifold adverse consequences that the present treatment of this 

prominent public 
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figure might have. President Tito expressed the conviction that a human approach to 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman would be in the interest of the peaceful political solution and 

in the interest of peace and stability in the sub-continent, as he had laid down in his 

appeal to the President of Pakistan, Mr. Yahya Khan, on August 14, 1971. The Prime 

Minister of India reiterated that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the selected leader of East 

Bengal, should be released unconditionally as an essential pre-requisite to a peaceful 

solution. 
 

The Prime Minister of India stated that the Government of India are 
determined that the refugees must go back to their homeland without delay and that 

urgent measures need to be taken to that end. The Yugoslav side agreed with this. 
Pending the speedy return of the refugees, both sides agreed that the care of these 

millions of refugees must be concern of the entire world community and effective and 
prompt international action needed to be undertaken to that end. 

 

The two sides noted that in Europe, although still divided and burdened by the 

vestings of the last war, conditions have improved, creating an atmosphere for 

strengthening security and peace and for constructive co-operation among the 

European countries on a basis of equality. 

 

It was felt during the talks that-in spite of certain positive trends and serious 

attempts to solve some major world problems by negotiation-the policy of force, 

aggression and interference in internal affairs continued in international relations, 

constituting a danger to the independence and security of countries and an obstacle to 

their independent development. 

 

Both sides were firmly of the view that their policy of non-alignment was an 
important bond between them. Yugoslavia and India dedicated to the principles and 

objectives of non-alignment and considering that the present international situation 
calls for international activities by the non-aligned countries, agreed to take resolute 

steps for the implementation of the programme adopted by the Conference in Lusaka. 
 

Both sides considered the disquieting international monetary crisis and 
economic situation. They noted that no progress had been achieved in reducing the 

gap between the developed and the developing countries and in removing the 

discriminatory measures negatively affecting the developing countries. 

 

They reaffirmed that the developing countries, which are most affected by the 

present world economic crisis, should take more energetic steps collectively to 

improve the situation. 

 

Both sides agreed that the concrete programmes for development, co-operation 

and integration amongst developing countries at inter-regional, regional and sub-

regional levels for accelerating economic growth agreed to at the Lusaka Conference 

of nonaligned States should be implemented for more rapid development of the 

developing countries. In this contest, they stressed the importance of the Conference 

of Asian Foreign Trade Ministers of Bangkok and the Ministerial Conference of the 
Group of 77 which will be held in Lima later this month. 
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They agreed that the developing countries should ensure a consensus of 

opinion at Lmasio that a common platform is formulated for U.N.C.T.A.D. III and the 

UN Development Strategy for the Second Development Decade is successfully 

implemented. 

 

Both sides stressed the need for urgent measures for the purpose of promoting 

agreement on general and complete disarmament, including-in particular-nuclear 
disarmament, under strict and effective international control. 

 
The two sides discussed the activities and the role of the United Nations, and 

underlined the need for scrupulous respect for and observance of the provisions of the 
Charter by all Member-States of the United Nations. They agreed to the necessity for 

ensuring universality of its membership. They welcomed the admission of Bhutan, 
Bahrain and Qatar to the U.N. They attached particular importance to the immediate 

restoration of the legitimate rights of the People’s Republic of China in the United 

Nations. They also considered that the divided and other countries outside the U.N. 

should be enabled to take part in the activities of the U.N. and its Agencies. 

 

Both sides declared their support for national liberation movements and the 

struggle against colonial domination and demanded the complete elimination of the 

vesting of colonialism in accordance with the U.N. Declaration on the Granting of 

Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. They condemned racist policies and 

practices as a gross violation of human rights and fundamental freedoms. 

 

The two sides expressed their concern over the continuation of the war and 

foreign intervention in Indo-China. Stress was laid on the indispensability of the rapid 

withdrawal of all foreign troops from Indo-China, in order to enable the peoples of 
that region to live in peace and security and to decide freely their future destiny 

without any interference from outside. In this connection, they noted that the seven-
point proposal of the Provisional Revolutionary Government of South Vietnam 

constituted an important basis for a peaceful political solution of the question of 
Vietnam. They expressed the hope that a peaceful solution of the Vietnam, Laos and 

Cambodia questions would be found within the broad framework of the Geneva 
Agreements. 

 

The two sides expressed their serious concern over the tense situation in West 

Asia and the absence of concrete results in solving the crisis. They agreed that any 

further postponement of a peaceful solution in conformity with the Security Council 

Resolution of 22nd November, 1967, would pose a grave danger to international peace 

and security. They reaffirmed the need for urgent measure to achieve a lasting, stable 

and just peace on the basis of implementation or the abovementioned Resolution, 

including the withdrawal of Israel from Arab territories and respect for the legitimate 

rights of the people of Palestine. 

 

The President of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia invited the 

President of the Republic of India, His Excellency Shri V.V. Giri, and the Prime 

Minister, Madame Indira Gandhi, to visit Yugoslavia. The invitations were accepted 
with great pleasure. 
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PRIME MINISTER INDIRA GANDHI’S BROADCAST TO THE 

NATION, OCTOBER 23, 1971 
 

Tomorrow morning, I leave on a tour of some foreign countries. I want to tell 

you that, however far I might be, my thoughts will be with you here in India. One 
cannot leave with a light heart at such a moment. Our country is facing danger. Yet, 

after much thought, I decided to undertake the journey. The invitations were of long 
standing, and it seemed important in the present situation to meet leaders of other 

countries for an exchange of views and to put to them the reality of our situation. 

 

The defence of our national interest, as indeed the solution of any problem, 

rests ultimately in our own hands. But the very gravity of the situation demands that 

we do not speak or act in anger or in haste. It is a time for alertness, not only of our 

defence forces, but of all our people. In the last few months, the world has witnessed 

the courage, dignity and self-restraint with which we have faced this challenge. I am 

sure that you will meet all future dangers in the same spirit. We need unity and 

discipline. I sincerely hope that political parties of all persuasions will stand with us. 

 

Every section of the population, every home, is bearing hardship. All efforts 

must be made to conserve the nation’s resources, and to raise more. Higher 

production is essential in agriculture and industry. Farmers and workers, managers 
and factory owners, should all bend their energy to this over-riding national duty. 

 
In any crisis, hoarding is an anti-national crime. A special responsibility rests 

upon businessmen not to increase prices even if there be opportunity of gain. We must 
work harder and save more. We must guard against all that weakens our will. 

Rumours which create doubt must be scotched, and incitement to communalism must 
be resisted. 

 

Despite the burden imposed by the influx of refugees from Bangladesh and the 

crisis on our borders, we are determined that our programmes to help the landless and 

the unemployed do not suffer. We are going ahead with the Plan. The Indian people 

are hardened to difficulties and will not be deterred from building a better and 

stronger country. 

  

My confidence in the solidarity and the sense of responsibility of the Indian 

people enables me to go on this journey. Let us sink all difference of party and 

religion. Let us stand united and work together, devoting all our strength to the cause, 

the freedom and integrity of our nation. 

 

Joi Hind! 

 

------------- 
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FOREIGN MINSTER SARDAR SWARAN SINGH’S SPEECH AT A U.N. 

DAY FUNCTION IN NEW DELHI, OCTOBER 24, 1971 
 

Following is a report on the speech: 
 

Mr. Swaran Singh said it was essential that a political solution acceptable to 

the already elected representatives of the people of East Bengal is brought about to 
enable the refugees to go back to their homes and hearths. 
 

"The international community must realise the urgency and gravity of the 

problem and the human suffering involved, and discharge a great responsibility 
devolved on it by acting in a concerted manner", he said. 
 

Mr. Swaran Singh said Pakistan had been unsuccessfully trying to divert the 

attention of the world by aggressive posturing and build-up of forces and tensions 

along Indian’s borders to cover up its own responsibility for the tragic happenings in 

East Bengal. 
 

"However the basic issue in East Bengal, as well all know, is a political one", 

the Minister pointed out. 
 

India, he said, was looking after the Bangladesh refugees as a trust, on behalf 

of the international community, till safety and peace were restored in East Bengal, so 
that they could go back to their own homeland with honour, in freedom and security. 
 

The External Affairs Minister regretted that while the conscience of mankind 

as a whole had revolted against the genocide and repression by the Pakistani military 
regime in East Bengal, "the wheels of Government" had moved but slowly. 
 

Mr. Swaran Singh observed that only a solution which was acceptable to the 

elected representatives of the people of East Bengal would create the conditions 

essential for the return of the refugees. 
 

He accused Pakistan of having massed its troops across the Indian border's and 

indulging in provocative acts in order to cover up its ignominious record in East Bengal. 
 

Mr. Swaran Singh, who covered a wide range of issues relating to foreign 

Policy also pleaded for universality of U.N. membership so that many countries, and 

outside its fold, could become part of the world fraternity. 
 

Mr. Swaran Singh said the achievements of the U.N. in the social and 

economic fields had indeed been remarkable. But he could not say the same about the 

political sphere. 
 

While not minimizing the contribution made by the U.N. in staving off major 

conflagrations, the External Affairs Minister pointed out that many major problems still 

awaited solution. He referred to the deliberate and persistent refusal of the minority 

governments in many African countries to allow the voice of the majority to prevail. 
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EXTRACTS FROM PRIME MINISTER INDIRA GANDHI’S SPEECH AT 

THE RO9YAL INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, 

BRUSSELS, OCTOBER 25, 1971. 

 

 

. . . . .  A new crisis which has arisen surpasses in its magnitude all the earlier crisis 

which have confronted us. Over nine million people of East Bengal-practically equal 
to the population of Belgium-have been terrorized and persecuted by the military 

rulers of Pakistan, and have been pushed inside our territory, jeopardizing our normal 
life and our plans for the future. Should the w2orld not take note of this new king of 

aggression? This is not a civil war in the conventional sense. It is a genocidal pogrom 
of civilians merely because they voted democratically. It is cynical use of helpless 

human beings as a weapon against a neighbor nation. We in India have shown the 
greatest self-restraint, but there is no doubt that our stability and security are gravely 

threatened. Indeed, we feel the threat is to the peace of the entire region. The basic 

cause of this crisis must be remedied. A political solution must be found to this 

problem, and, to be effective, it must be acceptable to the elected representatives of 

the peoples of Bangladesh. To hold elections for seats, which are not vacant, in the 

present conditions of repression and chaos, has no meaning or purpose. It is the 

responsibility of all those who are interested in peace to create conditions to stop the 

further influx of refugees and to enable those who are already in India to return to 

their homes in safety and dignity and without further delay………… 
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)����� ���-� ��* 	�>���1। �1W ������ 5OCs��1 , �����31 Z��%l *�� 1��� 1����� ��1 
���1�� ���C ������ ��������L1 ��&��1�1 >��� �����% ��� ��
L 1���@। 
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DEFENCE MINISTER JAGJIVAN RAM’S INTERVIEW OF THE WEST 

GERMAN TELEVISION-A.R.D. 

OCTOBER 26, 1971 

 

Following is a report on the interview: 

 
Q.-During the absence of the Prime Minister, how close is India to war? 

 
A.-Our intentions have been always peaceful. We do not want war. This is 

why the Prime Minister decided to keep up her engagements in foreign countries. If 

war comes, the responsibility will be entirely Pakistan's. 

 

Q.-Recently you said: "It war comes, it will be fought on Pakistani soil, and 

we will go straight to Lahore and stay there whatever the consequences," Don’t you 

think that, with this remark, you put in doubt the defensive posture of your Prime 

Minister? 

 

A.- Not at all. We are always defensive, but (being) defensive does not mean 

that it our country is attacked, we will fight only on the border or on my soil. Defense, 

means that I will push the aggressors and, certainly, when I push them I will push 

them in their country, and I will push them to the point where they surrender. It does 

not mean aggression. 
 

I have always said that we don't want war. In case we are attacked certainly we 
will defend our country, but defense does not mean fighting just on the border but 

pushing the aggressor inside (his territory). 
 

Q.-How do you view the present build-up of troops on the border? 
 

A.-You know the origin of the whole dispute. I don't know how we can be 

held responsible for anything that is happening or that may happen. . . . .  it (the crisis 

in East Bengal) would have been none of our business if he (Gen. Yahya Khan) had 

not pushed nearly 9.5 million of his citizens to India with a mischievous design to 

break the economy of India and to create social tensions here. 

 

Apart from that, he threatened us with a total war in case the freedom fighters 

of Bangladesh succeeded in liberating certain areas of East Bengal. 

 

Now, if the freedom-fighters liberate certain areas, why should we be 

punished? And, in order to follow up his declarations he sends his troops from 

cantonments to border areas. Now, any Defense Minister of any country, in order to 

safeguard the security of his country and borders, will certainly take measures to ward 
off the threat. 
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Q.-How do you rate the combat strength of the Pakistanis vis-à-vis the strength of the 

army under your command? 

 

A.-The combat strength of India is far, far superior to that of Pakistan. 

 

Q.-In the event of war, how long do you think will it take-what is you 

assessment? 
 

A.-It is very difficult to say (anything) about these matters. In the present age, 
any decisive war is very difficult: war continues and the powers of the world come 

and try for a cease-fire. 
 

Q.-How do you assess the border situation? 
 

A.-The troops of the two countries are concentrated on both sides of the 

border. Obviously, the border situation is grave, and I would not like to say much 

because the massive movement of Pakistani troops has created a situation in which we 

had no alternative but to move our troops also. When the troops are confronting each 

other across the border, the situation is serious and grave. 
 

 

 

----------------- 
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PRIME MINISTER INDIRA GANDHI’S INTERVIEW OF THE AUSTRIAN 

RADIO, OCTOBER 27, 1971. 
 

Q.-What expectations do you connect with your visit of Austria and your 

world tour generally? 
 

A.- Only the expectation of understanding and friendship. 
 

Q.-India and Pakistan are virtually on the threshold of war. What would 
happen If your visits in Austria and in the other foreign capitals are unsuccessful? 
 

A.-Well, as I said that I have just come to gain a greater understanding of the 

European situation and to try and give an understanding to the leaders and the people 

of the countries I visit about the situation in India and in Asia. So, there is no question 

of success or non-success on this. I will just say that I have not come with any goal of 
end in view. 
 

Q.-What must happen in your opinion to avoid an armed conflict on the soid 

of the Indian sub-continent? 
 

A.- Well, political settlement in East Bengal which is acceptable to the people 
and to the elected representatives of East Bengal. 
 

Q.- Pakistan has accepted proposal of the United Nations to station U.N. civil 

personnel on Indian and Pakistani soil to observe the repatriation of refugees. Why 

has not India done so? 
 

A.- Firstly, we have got 10 people from the United Nations High 

Commissioner for Refugees already there in India visiting the camps and the border. 

Secondly, what are they going to supervise if they come to India? They have first to 

stop the further influx which is taking place at the rate of anything from 30,000 a day 

to 42,000 a day. There is no point in telling people to go back when everyday they see 

that 30,000 more people are coming with tales of atrocities, repression and so on. 

Therefore, the first task of anybody who wants to interest himself in this matter is to 

prevent the further influx of refugees into India. Then only you can consider the next 

step. 
 

Q.- The British Sunday paper "Observer" has called you a dove with sharp 

claws. What will happen if the situation worsens in East Pakistan; there is a famine to 

expect? What will happen and what will the situation be, at what point of the situation 

will it be unbearable for India? 
 

A.- The situation is very grave today because we feel that our stability and 
security are threatened. We do not believe in war as a solution of problems. We have 

done and we 
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shall continue to do everything possible to prevent the conflict from escalating. But 

we have to guard our national interest and security. 

 

Q.-About three months ago there was a treaty signed between India and the 

Soviet Union and one article of this treaty calls for immediate measures to be taken in 

case of an attack or a threat of attack. Does that mean that the traditional policy of 

neutrality of India has been abolished now? 
 

A.-We never had a policy of neutrality in the sense that you have it here in 
Austria. We had and we continue to have a policy of non-alignment, i.e., we believe 

that we should have freedom of judgment and action with regard to international 
affairs which we shall continue to judge on the merits of each particular case and in 

the interest of our country and what we consider to be world peace. I do not think that 
the treaty with the Soviet Union in any way impinges on this freedom of ours. 
 

 

 

---------------- 
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PRIME MINISTER INDIRA GANDHI’S SPEECH AT THE STATE 

BANQUET IN VIENNA, OCTOBER 27, 1971. 

 

Following are extracts from the speech: 

 

 India’s journey has not been easy, but step by difficult step we have gone 

ahead, belying the prophets of doom. Today, our other and not inconsiderable 

problems are overshadowed by events on our borders. In Austria, you have the 

experience of dealing with refugees. So, you can perhaps imagine the burden of 

looking after an influx which is of the size of Austria’s own population. But the 

problem of refugees is an incidental one. It can be solved only by going into the 

reasons which have compelled these helpless millions to leave their homes, to seek 

inadequate shelter and live in the greatest discomfort in over-crowded camps on our 
territory. Many of them, even during the heavy rains of the monsoon, were forced to 

sit under trees for days. The Indian tradition has always been to offer shelter to the 
persecuted. However, we cannot accept this charge as a permanent one. 

 
 At this moment, our main concern is not merely looking after a large number 

of people but the very real threat to our security and stability which this holds, which 
these developments have imposed on us. The people of India value the sympathy and 

understanding which we have received from Austria and are grateful for the support 

which you have extended to us. It is our sincere wish that Austro-Indian friendship 

will grow steadily over the coming years. Whether in international affairs or in 

domestic affairs, there are bound to be problems. Our own experience has been that 

no sooner do we solve one problem that ten new ones come to take its place. But we 

think this is part of life and we think that solving each problem itself give us the 

strength to face the others. 
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PRIME MINISTER INDIRA GANDHI’S SPEECH AT THE AUSTRIAN 

SOCIETY FOR FOREIGN POLICY AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, 

VIENNA, OCTOBER 28, 1971. 

 

Following are extracts of the speech: 

 

 ..All of you here are aware of the serious situation which has developed in the 

last seven months of our borders. Perhaps you know that the two parts of Pakistan are 

divided by a thousand miles of Indian territory. But that is no reason for the two parts 

not to get on. Why the situation arose was because the legitimate grievances of the 

people of East Bengal were not attended to in time. When the election took place, 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman who was the leader of the Awami Party, had a six-point 

programme. It included greater autonomy for East Bengal but it did not ask for 
independence or session. They wanted to have better relations with India but not at 

the cost of Pakistan. All that they wanted was trade with India because the economy 
of East Pakistan has suffered greatly since this trade was stopped. 

 
 This programme was public and the election was fought on the basis of this 

programme and under the present regime. So one cannot say that anything 
underhanded or hidden was done. But when Sheikh Mujibur Rahman won the 

elections with the biggest majority that any election has given a national leader, there 

seems to have been some rethinking on the part of the government. 

 

 One more thing I would like to point out. This is not a question of a minority 

wanting something from a majority. When you take the hole of Pakistan together, the 

people of East Bengal are in the majority. So, instead of democracy following its 

normal course, the period of negotiations saw the bringing over of more troops and 

the unleashing of a reign of terror such as has seldom been seen in the world. This is 

what has led to about 13 percent of the entire population of East Bengal leaving their 

homes and trying to take shelter in India. The size of the refugee population is about 

the size of your own country here. Among the victims are Hindus, Muslims, 

Christians and Buddhists. In the beginning the special victims of the persecution were 

scholars, authors and university men. We are told by people who have come from the 

other side that on the night of March 25, which was a Thursday, a special attack was 

made on Dacca University and over 300 people-students, faculty members and others-

were killed. 

 

 Through the centuries India has offered refuge to the persecuted, but this time 

the problem is different in size and character. The tensions created in our country are 

political and social no less than economic, but you can imagine what the economic  
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burden is of looking after such a vast number of people. The threat to our security and 

stability is also very real. 

 

 Our progress has sharpened our people’s impatience. It is not true to say that 

the poor are poorer, because even the poor have advanced a bit. But it is true that they 

see their poverty with much sharper eyes. It is true that they are not prepared to wait 

any longer. We have taken the path of socialism because we feel there cannot be real 
democracy if there is a very great economic inequality. Even thought the Constitution 

gives equal rights, if a very large part of the population is not able to benefit from 
what the Constitution gives them, then democracy cannot be complete. So if India 

cannot maintain its stability, I think it does threaten Asia and it does threaten world 
peace as well. Governmental and parliamentary leaders from many countries have 

shown understanding of the issues involved, but many others are acting, may I say, 
with somewhat lack of insight. 

 

 I am thankful for the understanding and sympathy which I have found in 

Austria. Many ordinary people, a woman who sells vegetables, children, different 

groups like this, have come to me to express their sympathy, and even to give small 

donation. I am grateful for this sympathy and appreciate the fact that people should 

extend a hand of friendship at this difficult time. This is the basis of peace in the 

world: when we can regard the trouble of others as our own and try to help. 
 

 

 

 

-------------------- 
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H��;<�� �J�� ����� ��T ��T ��� 1�[�� )L� �� 1�� $�%�  ��H��;<�� �J�� ����� ��T ��T ��� 1�[�� )L� �� 1�� $�%�  ��H��;<�� �J�� ����� ��T ��T ��� 1�[�� )L� �� 1�� $�%�  ��H��;<�� �J�� ����� ��T ��T ��� 1�[�� )L� �� 1�� $�%�  ��    
                    ----    ?L��?L��?L��?L��    

((((��=� 5�J� $O�1) 
 
 4�$� 5�6���-$1��% 5OC�+� K� ,%�" �� ?L�� �3 A���� $)� N�� 5J "��%�% 
�������1��� ��T 1O� ���� ��% ���V>��� 3���� $�, ��� $� �� 1� 
��C 1��  �%�@ � �B�/C 
����%1, ���C ������ H��;<�� 	���� �J�� ����� ��T ��T" � )L� �� 1�� $�,%�  ��। ��� 
����, ��L 1O� ��� �1, A" ��� 1� 
���C� H�y��L $1�� 5���Y 5OC ��b  1��" �%, 
$�������1 ��1# �B�1C 5��  1��,। 
 
 K� ?L�� ����, ��1���� ���3�#� � ��� 5����%� H��;<��� ������ ����� ��
L" 	���� 
�J�� ����� 1O�। $�" ��% ��CF ���� >�/-$��.�/� 3�L $��# z_� $1��# #�1�� ��1��। ���, 
>�� A1#� �F3C��1 ��| � ���� H��;<��� >�/-$��.�/� ���%l ���%�@, ��"�� $O�1 $� �� 
�� ��L ���@ � 5LF 1�। A���1 )�� 84_ $1��# #�1�� ��
L ��� e� $1��# #�1�� ��� 
��1����  �� A���@। 
 
 K� ?L�� 	�1�� 1��� $�, ���C ����� $O�1 ����#���L1 H��;< �&���� J�� >���� 
5OC���� H�� )?� ?�� �c�@ A�� �� 5OCs��1 �?� �1@�#� ��1P  � ?���@। �PV�F	o� A" 
���L�� J�� �������� )�/� $��� ���%�@ A�� � ��L����L� H�� )�J��  �%�@। 
 
 H��;<�� ������ ����� ��
L �J�� ���� ��� $1� ��� ��� 1��@� K� ?L�� � �V 1�� 
�1@� ������। A�� ��� � ���%� ��
L H��;<�� �J�� $�� �� ���� � �� ��1�� �1 1���� �, 
��� ����>��� )1�� 1�� 5	�1�� 1���। �� ��, ����Z� E�� ���� ��f
�@। �� ��� ��1# 
������ >���� �c��c $1�� �L�Z� b �/� ������ ���� 1�� $��। 
 
 ��� ����, ���� ��� ?�" ��। ��� ��, ����, ��` ���.C Ac�� >�� $1�� $?V�" ��� 
����� ��। �� ������ H�� ��� ��� ?����% $�%�  % � ���� $�" 3\�� 5�Z�% $��1����� 1��� 
3�L );<। ��T ��T ��� A 1O�, ��/ 1���% $�� $�, ��� ��� ���
 � �� ������ 5OC���� 
H�� ��, ?�� �c��। 
 
 3��% 5OC���� �?��/ K� ?L�� ����, H��;< �&���� J�� ������ 5OC���� H�� )?� 
?�� �c� ��i, ��1�� �����31 , 0�.�%1 H>% )1�� Ht%����1 ���1~��% 5b��  � 
1P��1~। A" �� $*�� $1�� �1� @�f#�"  �� ��। ��~ $*�� 5?���Z� $��� $�,%�% 5OC�+� 
�1@�#� 5��F�. )1�� 1���। ���~�I���� �P�� $���#" ��F�.3�1 �%। ��1�� "���
L" A" 
���L� ��?�� 1�� $����@�। ��~ $*�� �C��� 5?���Z�� 1��/ ��/C�%� H�y�� ���1~�� 1���� 
�������� A1#� 5���p�� M\ 1���@�। 1��/ ���/C  ��� �� 5�Z�� Ht�� 3�L �����
�� �L�Z� 
b / 1��  ��। 
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 K� ?L�� ���], A" �L�Z� ��� �J� 1�� ��% � �� �C��� $� ���L $��� H�C&�  �%�@ 
��1�� ��1 ��� ���� ��OC  ���। 1��/ )�1P�1 ����C% ��i, 1P�. HI������ ����b1 �?� 
>����" ��%�@। �� )�1P�1 ����C�% ��1���� � ��� �1@� ����CG  �% ��c�@। �PV�F	o�, ��L� , 
��� ���/ ���3�# ��� _� $1��# #�1� ���y 1��  �%�@�। �1W $1��% ��1�� A ��CF ���>t ��3L�1 
$��# )�% 8_� $1��# #�1� ���%�@�। A� J��, ������ 5OC���� H�� �1@�#� ��c� ?�� ��c�@। 
 
 ��" $ �1, >����>��� 5OC ��b  1�� A�� �L% ��� 1�� ����. 1�� ���1~�� �� >�C 
��.�%-��1�� ����Z� ����� $���� ��� ��� 1��@�। A 1��3 ��3L ��1��[��� ��c�, 
HI�� �L�1। 
 
 ���� ��1�� ����L1 ��L[��� ���� ����� ��� �L�Z�[�� ��1 1�� ������ ��� 
)�%�3�  �� $1���� $1���� $*�� 1���� )�C� 1�� ��%। �� A" �� ��C ��1�� 1������ 1O� 
>���@� ��। 
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PRIME MINISTER INDIRA GANDHI’S ADDRESS TO THE INDIA 

LEAGUE, LONDON, OCTOBER 31, 1971 
 

Following are extracts from the speech: 
 

 ....... You all know that just before the elections, before the split in the Party 

even, India had gone through a very bad period of drought. It was a period when 

foreign newspapers started printing headlines such as “Will India Survive? Will 

Democracy Survive in India?” We in India are used to a great deal of 
misunderstanding and criticism. When we were fighting for freedom, the question 

raised was: “Can freedom be won with non-violence?” We stuck to our path and we 
proved it could be won by non-violence. Then the question was raised; “Can such a 

large country with so much illiteracy be democratic?” We proved in our five elections 

that democracy can work and that democracy has taken deep root in India. Democracy 

has been an educative process, because with every election we see a greater maturity 

amongst the Indian people. I can’t say that everybody votes wisely, but if there are 

people who are misled by propaganda or who consider irrelevant factors in their 

choice, their number is certainly not larger than similar people in countries where 
there is much more education and much more affluence. 
 

 So this was the situation in India when we gathered together for our new 
Parliament. We came with high hopes and having raised the hopes of the entire people 

of India, we had hardly begun thinking of all the programmes that had to be initiated 

when, after a week, a very big burden fell on us and a very big event took place across 

our borders. It has disrupted our lives, but it is something very much more than that. I 

find that there in England and in other countries which I had visited, this border 

situation tends to be considered as a very limited problem, as a problem of refugees. I 

do not want to say that the refugee problem is a small one-9,000,000 people can never 

be small, no matter where they are-and certainly to have 9,000,000 extra people at a 

time when you can ill afford to look after your own people is not an easy task. But the 
problem of Bangladesh is not merely the problem of the refugees in India. It is a far 

deeper problem and one which affects us in many ways. The refugees have 
highlighted the problem for us in India because they have posed not only a 

tremendous economic burden, they have created social problems, political problems 
and, above all, the question of the security, the stability and the integrity of India. We 

are equally concerned with the tragedy which is taking place outside of our country. 
Rarely has the world witnessed the sort of atrocities and barbarities which we hear 

described by the refugees who are daily pouring in. 
 

 At the time when I was working for the India League, our main concern was 
freedom for India, but we were no less concerned about what was happening in 

Europe, because that was the time when there was the Spanish Civil War, it was a 
time when Fascism and 
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Nazism were gaining strength in Europe and the India League was rightly concerned 

with all these movements and all these troubles because we believed that if man’s 

spirits is crushed anywhere that is a defeat for all of mankind. 

 

 Today, the problem of Bangladesh is the same. It should be of concertino 

every human being who believes in freedom, who believes in basic human rights, who 

believes in democracy. Of course, there can be no democracy unless there are basic 
human rights. I would not like any of you to think that either I myself, or the 

Government of India, or even the people of India, are in any way against Pakistan or 
the people of Pakistan, Far from it. We have always wishes them well because we 

believe it is in our interests that in our neighboring country also there should be peace, 
stability and progress. We know that just as our major problem is the problem of 

poverty and disparities, this is so the problem of Pakistan. We are deeply concerned 
about the welfare of the people there. But we know also that peace and stability, 

prosperity and progress, can only come when you pay attention to the wants of all 

your people. In India also, we have areas which are backward, areas which have been 

neglected, but we are trying our very best to see that the neglect of ages is wiped out 

now. We know that it cannot be done by magic and neither do the people expect us to 

do this, but we are taking steps in every area to see that the legitimate grievances of 

the people should be removed and that the people themselves should be involved in 

planning and in working out their development programmes. This is what democracy 

has meant for us-not merely that people have a vote but that they should participate in 

all the programmes to make democracy work-and bring a better life to the people. 

 

 Just before we had our elections, there were elections all over Pakistan. We 

had no contract with any political party there, but we had heard from many people 

that there was a like hood of the Awami League winning the elections. We had no 
idea that they would win with such a tremendous majority. I think it was perhaps the 

biggest majority that any free election has given. But, while in our country the result 
of the election was an automatic one, that a party won and the leader of the party 

became Prime Minister, across the border the event took a very different, a very tragic 
and grim turn. I am told that the leaders of Bangladesh were on March 24 given the 

impression that something was coming out of the talks being held. There was a 
possibility of understanding. Later on, of course, it seemed that this type of 

negotiation was used to bring more troops across the seas, and when they were ready 

with the troops of March 25, the great massacre began. As is perhaps usual in all such 

conflicts, the brunt of it was borne by the intellectuals. One of the very first attacks 

was on the University and a large number, I believe over 300 people, were killed on 

that very first day in the University area-students, professors, etc. 

 

 To India came an abalanche or a flood of people such as, I think, the world has 

not known, India is used to refugees. It is not a new phenomenon for us. We have had 

people from many different countries over the centuries and it has been our tradition 

to open our doors to help them to find a new life. But you just cannot keep on doing 

this all the time. To have millions of people in a few weeks is more than even such a 

big country like India can manage. We do not have the place, we do not have the 

money, we do not have 
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the materials. We welcome help from outside but, as I said, if giving help means that 

people are going to think only of the refugees and forget the main problem, then it 

will not help the refugees and it will not help India. Of course, it will not help 

Bangladesh either, because we want the refugees to return, and we are fully aware that 

they cannot possibly return unless more refugees stop coming. Today, they number 

more than 9,000,000 but every single day we have 30,000 or 40,000 new refugees 

coming in. The stream has not ended by any means, and each group comes with new 
stories of sorrow which are hair-raising. 

 
 So, the first step is that conditions should be created within East Bengal so that 

more people do not want to leave their homes and their homeland. Then comes the 
second step of asking these people to go back. The question is whether this is possible 

in the conditions which exist today and, obviously, it is not possible, because 
otherwise they would have stopped. We are told in India that we should accept 

observers from the United Nations. It does not really make very much difference. 

Perhaps some of you are not aware that we already have ten of them. We have ten 

observers from the United Nations High Commission for Relief and they have been 

there since the very beginning. We have nothing to hide and the border, as well as the 

camps, are open to all the foreign correspondents who visit us time and again. You 

who are living in England have seen the reports being published in the British 

newspapers and perhaps you know that similar reports are being published by the 

American newspapers, by many countries in Europe and other parts of the world. So 

the version that is coming out is not an Indian version. It is the version of eye-witness 

who have seen these things for themselves. As a matter of fact, most of our 

information comes from these people. We hardly have any way of having our own 

information except from the refugees and those people who come from there. 

 
 This is a very grave problem for us. It does not concern merely India-it 

concerns Asia and it concerns the world. Everybody today is busy telling us that we 
must show restraint. I do not think that any people or any Government could have 

shown greater restraint than we have in the face of such tremendous provocation and 
threat to our safety and to our stability. But where has the restraint taken us? With all 

our restraint we are not getting any nearer to a solution. On the contrary, the military 
confrontation, as the other confrontations which I mentioned, political, economic, 

social, administrative, are steadily getting worse. 

 

 People have asked me how long can India manage? Actually that date has long 

since been passed. I feel that I am sitting on the top of a volcano and I honestly do not 

know when it is going to erupt. So the question is not of how restrained we are today, 

but of what will happen across the border. We think this is the responsibility of the 

international community to see that a way out is found. Obviously, the best way, the 

most humane way, is to have a political settlement and that political settlement can 

only be with the elected leader of the people of Bangladesh, and with the elected and 

accepted representatives of that country. 
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 It seems very strange to us how the situation can be normalized by suddenly 

declaring that some elected people are no longer there when they are very much in the 

world. You suddenly say that you going to have new elections and that new elections 

are going to solve the problem. They cannot possibly solve the problem. The elections 

were not considered illegal when they were held, the programme put before the 

people was well known to the Government and the elections were presided over by 

the same governmental authority. They had a six-point programme on which they 
fought the elections and which was supported by the vast majority of the people of 

both sides of Pakistan. Nobody objected to it. The time to raise an objection was 
before the elections were fought. They could have said, “well, we don’t approve of 

this programme, we are not going to accept the six points and, therefore, if you want 
to fight the elections you will have to re-think”. I do not know if it would have been 

proper, but certainly if any objection had to be raised, that was the time to raise it, not 
when the programme was accepted. The people thought it was accepted any they 

voted accordingly. 

 

 Today, India is faced with a very grave situation. Honestly, I cannot prophesy 

what will happen or how we can deal with it. I can only see that from day to day the 

situation is worsening. The crisis is becoming more acute. India is a country which 

has always stood against war. We have always believed that problems and disputes 

can be solved by negotiation and by discussions. But there is such a thing as national 

interest and we cannot allow our national interest, the interest of the people, of their 

security and their stability, to suffer. This is the situation. But, as I have said to my 

people in India, which I would like to repeat to all Indians here, the grave the situation 

becomes, the greater the necessity to be calm and collected and think things out with a 

cool head. Whatever happens, we must look not only at the near future but at the 

distant future. We in India will naturally take all those steps which are necessary to 
secure the sort of future which we have hoped for and worked for before 

Independence and after Independence. 
 

 I want only to say that living at this distance, people see only our faults, our 
short comings, our weaknesses, our quarrels. All these things do exists. We do not 

want to hide them. We do not hide them. But if you think this is the whole of India, 
you will be very sadly mistaken. We may have sixteen languages or we may have 

more languages, that is not important. Each one of those languages serves a 

population as large as any country in Europe. We do not want regimentation, we do 

not want uniformity. But the fact remains that under all these fissiparous tendencies, 

demands, divisions, agitations which are constantly taking place, there is a very strong 

base of Indian unity. There is also a strong base of self-confidence. Time and again 

we were told that we could not do something and we have shown that we could do it 

and we did do it. I spoke to you about our freedom struggle. I spoke to you about 

democracy. I see ‘that’ here is a question in ‘India Weekly’ that India will never be 

able to feed its growing population. Well, this year, 1971, we are fully self-sufficient 

in food, even though we have paid attention only to wheat and rice. We still have to 

do a lot of research, we still have to increase production in all kinds of other fields. 

We were told that planning would not work, and planning certainly has its 
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ups and downs, but it has given is direction. In the last elections has confidence of the 

people has given a new coherence and a new strength to the country. Today, it is true 

that we are facing tremendous problems, tremendous burdens, but do not think that 

we are disheartened, do not think that we are discouraged. We are full of courage, full 

of self-confidence and we know that we have the endurance to bear the burden 

however heavy. We welcome help, we want your support and your sympathy, but we 

are not dependent on anybody’s help or sympathy. 
 

 There is another question asked about why we turn to Russians and not to 
Americans. Quite honestly, we have not turned to anybody. If help is offered, we are 

not going to say we do not want it. We shall take it from wherever it is offered 
provided that it is in our national interest. The over-riding consideration is what is in 

the national interest. Economic progress and growth, the lessening of poverty and 
disparity, are important. But, there is something which is more important, and that is 

our freedom. We are taking only what help does not cast any shadow on our freedom. 

We have always believed in being friends with countries and we shall continue to 

believe in that and work for it, but, as I said, the over-riding consideration must be 

what is in our national interest, and we shall always war for that………. 
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A SERIOUS SITUATION 

 

 Question: Prime Minister, it has always been India’s point of view in this 

present crisis over the refugees, that other countries should put pressure on Pakistan to 
ameliorate the situation in East Pakistan so that the refugees can go back. What sort of 

pressure do you envisage that other countries could put on Pakistan? 
 

 The Prime Minister: Well, Pakistan has been getting help, military and 
economic, from other countries and I think that had this been made clear at the 

beginning that they would not get support in this adventure or misadventure that they 

are indulging in Bangladesh, this matter would never have gone so far. 

 

 Question: But do you think there is anything now that other countries can do? 

 

 The Prime Minister: Quite frankly, I don’t really see anything very specific 

myself, but I am one of those people who are born optimists and therefore I feel that 

the most insoluble problem has some solution if people are only willing to find it. 
 

 Question: It is perhaps a little unfair to ask you this before you have been to 

the United States, but are you particularly worried about the attitude of the American 
Government in this matter? 
 

 The Prime Minister: I wouldn’t isolate the American Government because I 

think that many Governments are hesitating to take a positive stand on this issue and 
because of the large number of refugees and the very real economic and other burdens 

on us, people’s attention is divided to the refugees. We are fun of sympathy for them 
and we do want help from them, but it would be very unfortunate if all the attention is 

on looking after the refugees rather than solving, removing the cause of why this 
exodus is taking place. Because as long as you don’t deal with the cause you simply 

can’t do anything except provide a little bit more comfort to the refugees. 
 

Question: What is the remedy for this cause? 
 

The Prime Minister: Obviously to solve the problems of East Bengal. 
 

Question: But could you be more specific, how would you see them solved? 
 

 The Prime Minister: Well, first I think it is for the people themselves and their 

elected leaders to decide what they want or what settlement they want. But so far as I 

am able to gather, I doubt very much if they will now settle for anything except their 

full rights. 

 

 

 
Interview of B.B.C. by Mark Tully, November, 2, 1971. 
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 Question: By their full rights you mean autonomy within Pakistan or 

Independence. 
 

 The Prime Minister: At this moment there is lot of bitterness and hatred on 

both sides, but more on the side of the East Bengalis because they are the people who 

have been killed. They cannot forget what happened on the night of 25th March when 

there was this entirely unprovoked attack on the university where students and faculty 

members were killed in large numbers. And even now, although everybody is being 
killed, the concentration is on the intellectuals, on the young people and on the 

minorities. 
 

 Question: I think there has been universal admiration for the way that India 

has coped with the problem of looking after the refugees. But I think some people are 

confused as to why India will not accept a large United Nations presence in the 

refugee camps as Pakistan has suggested. Why won’t India accept this? 
 

 The Prime Minister: If I may deal with the admiration part first. It is a little 

bit of an irritant because, it is nice to be admired, but if people think you say a few 
flattering words and that is enough, well it is not because we are getting the verbal 

admiration and it seems to us the others are getting the more material help. So far as 

the U.N. observers are concerned we already have ten people. Ours is an open society, 

no censorship on newspapers, no limitation or restriction on  who will visit the camps 

and everybody does, not only from other countries, but even people from our own 

country, whom we would rather wish they did not go, but anyway they go there and to 

the border and so on. What would be the purpose of more U.N. observers? There are 

ten of them now. It is only a device, I think, of Pakistan to show that India and 

Pakistan are on the same level. This is what we resent. It does not matter if a hundred 
U.N. people come. But quite frankly they will be able to do nothing. Apart from that, 

what we resent is the two countries being put on par. 
 

 Question: The guerillas in East Pakistan are clearly one of the reasons why 

there is unrest there still and yet India is widely reported to shelter them and give 

them some assistance. Don’t you feel that if you were to withdraw this shelter and 

assistance then the situation might calm down a little bit in East Pakistan? 
 

 The Prime Minister: Certainly not. On the contrary I think it would be very 
much worse. So far as giving shelter and help is concerned, you know our border is 

such that we cannot stop people coming or going. Even British teams have gone back 
and forth without our knowing where they left India and where they came back. And 

so far as help is concerned, you know there are vast numbers of East Bengalis living 
in England, in the U.S. and various other countries, who are supporting this 

movement. Furthermore the guerillas are functioning all over East Bengal, not near 

the Indian border necessarily. And also the bases of them are the paramilitary forces 

which existed before-the East Pakistan Rifles, the East Bengal Rifles-and they already 

had quite a fair amount of weapons. 
 

 Question: You were elected Prime Minister, on a platform to, as you describe it, 

"Garibi Hatao" –to eradicate poverty. Now clearly the burden of the refugees must have 

set the Indian economy back. What exactly is the state of the Indian economy now? 
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The Prime Minister: The economy is not as healthy as it should be. All the 

problems are more acute, but if anybody thinks we are going under with this they are 

mistaken, because the Indian people have learnt, or just through sheer experience, 

they have the endurance of bearing enormous burdens. I think the capacity of man to 

suffer is limitless, and when there is a cause, such as the integrity and stability of the 

country, this quality, this endurance comes to the force. 
 

 Question: Could we just look briefly at India’s foreign policy? The Soviet-
India Peace Treaty, I this, worried some people in this country, because India, of 

course, has always been known as a non-aligned country and some people have felt 

that non-alignment and peace treaty with Russia are not compatible. 
 

 The Prime Minister: But only those people have felt so who anyhow were 

against non-alignment and who did not approve of it. This Treaty has not affected 

non-alignment in any possible way. We retain our freedom to make our own decision 

and take our own action. 
 

 Question: India has said that she wants to improve relationship with China. 
Now surely signing a peace Treaty with Russia is not going to help you to improve 

your relations with China. 
 

 The Prime Minister: Why not? Perhaps you have seen what Mr. Chou En-lai 
said. He said it would make no difference. 
 

 Question: And you are not worried about the Pakistani situation-your 

relationship with China either. 
 

 The Prime Minister: No. 
 

 Question: What about the United Nations? India has always supported 

China’s entry into the United Nations. Do you feel that now that China is there, the 

United Nations is going to function more efficiently or less efficiently? 
 

 The Prime Minister: I think that is hardly a fair question. I really do not 
know how it is going to function. Only the future can tell. There is no reason why it 

should be less efficient. You can say it may take another direction. 
  

Question: Now could we turn finally to aid and trade. President Nixon 
announced a package decision to protect the dollar, and only at the weekend we bear 

the Senate’s decision on the Aid Bill. Are you concerned about these general signs of 
American isolationism and the possible effect of it on trade and a trade war building 

up? 
 The Prime Minister: Naturally it will affect our economy, but these are 

matters for the Americans to decide and we just have to adjust to whatever they do. 
But there is one fact, which is, that in the last year the whole nature of these loans has 

been such that, whatever we get, almost seven-eighths of it is used in repayments, so 

that we don’t get very much anyhow. 
 

 Question: I know that India has taken a particularly strong line on the fact that 

the recent discussions on the international monetary system have appeared to ignore the 
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interests of the under-developed countries. Do you think there is any way of bringing 

the under-developed countries more into these discussions? 

 

 The Prime Minister: We would only like tour interests to be guarded by 

these countries because if the division between the rich and the poor countries 

becomes sharper then I think it can only add to general tension in the world, which, in 

the long run will not be good for the richer countries either. And I don’t think these 
floating currencies are very helpful. We would like to have a more stable situation. 

 
 Question: Prime Minister, lastly could I return just to the situation in India 

and Pakistan and ask you how seriously you view the tensions between your country 
and your neighbor, Pakistan? 

 
 The Prime Minister: I think that the more serious problem is not the 

confrontation on the border-I have come to this view only in the last few minutes I 

might and-but this constant effort of people in other countries to divert attention from 

what is the basic question, because that never solves anything. You can divert, you 

can find a temporary solution, but if there is an illness and you are not treating the 

cause of the illness, well, it recurs-and it can recur in a more violent form. 

 

 Question: But how long do you feel then that this illness can go on without 

the situation sliding into something far more serious, even a war? 

 
 The Prime Minister: Well, it is sliding into something more serious right now. 

 

  *  *  *  *  * 

 

 Question: Prime Minister, the mass migration of Pakistanis into India has 

received an enormous amount of world attention. What do you feel the choices facing 

India now are? 

 

 The Prime Minister: The choices are extremely limited. The situation keeps 

on deteriorating, which will have very serious consequences on the Indian economy, 

on the stability, the security and even integrity of the country. 
 

 Question: But as a result of your visit to Western Europe, do you feel that 
there is a possibility that the concern which nearly all countries have expressed for 

India, will be translated into action of some kind? 
 

 The Prime Minister: Although people here are concerned, but Europe has 
always looked at the world from European eyes, whereas all the other countries of 

Asia and Africa, because of their own compulsion, their own problems, have to deal 

with them from the point of view of their own interest. Many European countries-not 

only European, other countries as well-have been trying to maintain what they call a 

balance of power’ on the sub-continent. I think this is a question not for me to answer, 

but for them to answer whether they think that an India which is weak, or not so 

stable, can serve any useful purpose for peace in Asia. 
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 Question: Would you say then that you are disappointed with the result of 

your visits and your talks with the Prime Minister, that you don’t feel that they 

understand the problems sufficient? 
 

 The Prime Minister: No, I am not disappointed. Firstly, because I never 

expect anything and I think they do have an understanding. Now the question is to 

feel the question or the difficulty sharply enough or deeply enough to want to do 

something about it. 
 

 Question: Given the long history of intractable disputes, like Kashmir, on the 

sub-continent, do you get the feeling that people somehow believe that it might be 

easier to subsidies this calamity, to pay for it rather than to solve it? 
 

 The Prime Minister: Which people? As you see now, other things may have 
remained the same, but India has not. We are not dependent upon what other countries 

think, or want us to do. We know what we want for ourselves and we are going to do 
it, whatever it costs. We welcome help from any country, but if it does not come, 

well, it is all right by us. 
 

 Question: But can you tell us what is the military situation on the frontiers 

with Pakistan today-because it does appear confused. President Yahya Khan of 

Pakistan last week called for the withdrawal of armored forces and troops to peace-
time positions which suggests that you are in a state of war. 
 

 The Prime Minister: We are not in a state of war. So far as the troops 

themselves are concerned, they are on the borders on both sides. But President Yahya 

Khan should have thought of this before he moved his troops, because they did move 

long before our troops moved. Our troops moved only when we felt there was a very 

serious threat to our security. I have no doubt that had we not been prepared, he would 

have walked in, and I would like to remind you that we have been attached by 

Pakistan twice before. So for us it is not a theoretical problem at all. 
 

 Question: But last week there were reports of battalion-sized actions and 

aircraft being involved and casualties up in the region of something like five hundred. 

Is that what is happening on the border? 
 

 The Prime Minister: I doubt it very much. We have had the experience also 

of other statements made by leaders across the border, which they themselves have 
retracted afterwards in world forums. So this is not the first time that we hear all these 

things. 
 Question: But there have been artillery duels across this border for some time 

now, have not there-in the East? 
 

 The Prime Minister: Yes, there has been some shelling. 
 

 Question: Are they continuing? 
 

 The Prime Minister: I think so. 
 

 Question: Broadly then, how would you describe the tension on the borders? Is 

it..? 
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The Prime Minister: Well, it is very tense, as I said, it is extremely serious. 
 

 Question: And is the momentum towards war, do you feel, still gathering 

speed, or is it being slowed down? 
 

 The Prime Minister: Let us put this in perspective. War is an evil thing. India 
has always stood out against war, no matter where it took place. But there are things 

which are more important, and today we feel that not only for the sake of the Indian 
people but for the peace in Asia and world peace, stability, integrity and the security 

of India, is of first importance. I don’t think anything should divert the world’s 

attention from this point. This is the major point. 
 

 Question: Yes, I was really putting to you that there seems an inevitability 

about the way things are going-a slide towards war, which-as you say-you are deeply 

concerned to avoid-at all costs if you can, but is the situation-is it that-is there a 
momentum towards war, which you feel that you cannot yet arrest? 
 

 The Prime Minister: We have arrested it. If I had not been calm and 

restrained, the fighting would have been bad. What word have I uttered, or anybody 

from my Government for that matter, which could be constructed as a threat or as a 

push towards war? But if you look at some statements on the other side, there is no 

doubt whatsoever, absolutely Public. 
 

 Question: Is there a risk that you will be attacked by Pakistan, in your view 

now, at this moment? 
 

 The Prime Minister: One just can’t say, and it also depends on what you 
consider an aggression. In 1965, thousands of infiltrators were sent and they said they 

didn’t commit aggression but after all it was an aggression when they were obviously 
there to occupy the place and make way for the army. 
 

 Question: Do you believe that conditions are favorable to secure the return of 

the refugees by tougher action, either diplomatic or in the last resort, military? Are the 

conditions now favorable for that? 
 

 The Prime Minister: I don’t know where conditions are ever favorable to 

this. Sometimes things just have to be done. We in India are determined that we are 

not going to be saddled with Pakistan problems. They had a problem-very large 

number of persons who voted against the present regime, in a free election held under 

the supervision of the present Government of West Pakistan, who voted 

democratically, have been either killed or pushed across the border. Now, why should 

we receive another country’s problem like this? Would this make sense to anybody? 
 

 Question: But how great is your determination to do this and do you have 
some time in mind within which you must do it to make it credible? 
 

 The Prime Minister: I am not interested in making anything credible. I am 

interested in the future and the present for that matter, of my country and my people. 
Now they have faith in me, and I cannot betray that faith. 
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 Question: Now you have spoken of the first steps which are necessary to do 

something about this inundation of refugees and you have said that first of all 

continuing exodus must be stopped, but what first steps can be taken to stop that? 
 

 The Prime Minister: Well, surely that the massacre there stops, the rape 

stops, the burning of villages stops. 
 

 Question: You have spoken of first steps needed to improve the situation, the 

first step being to stop the exodus of refugees. Now can it not be fairly put to you that 

you are contributing in a way to be exodus of the refugees by you support for the 

Pakistan guerillas who are operating in East Pakistan-Pakistan army takes reprisals 

against them, against villages which harbor the guerilla fighters and that causes the 

exodus, or is at least in part responsible for it. Now must not you, in effect, face the 

question of having to reduce your support for the guerilla armies operating in East 

Pakistan? 
 

 The Prime Minister: Does that mean we allow a massacre to continue? What 

happened first? How many people were killed according to your correspondents of 
British newspapers, of American newspapers, of French newspaper, Canadian 

Newspapers, Arabian Newspapers? The massacre began long before there was a 

single guerilla. 
 

 Question: But as a contribution to quietening the situation as I say.. 
 

 The Prime Minister: Now, what does quietening mean? Does it mean that we 

allow… We support the genocide, and do you think it can be stopped? Do you think 

people are going to sit aside and watch their women raped in front of them? And say 

that ‘No, we are going to quieten the situation’. That is not quietness. That is the 

worst possible type of war, it is the worst possible type of violence. 
 

 Question: But how then, without something done to control the guerilla activity 
in return for greater discipline by the Pakistan army can you secure these first steps? 
 

 The Prime Minister: When Hitler was on the rampage, why didn’t you say 
‘Let’s keep quiet and let’s have peace in Germany and let the Jews die, or let Belgium 

die, let France die. Would you say that was quiet? 
 

 Question: But how do you propose to bring about these first steps to control 

the exodus…? 
 

 The Prime Minister: It is not for us to this would never have happened if the 

world community had woken up to the fact when we first drew their attention to it. 

They knew this was happening the newspaper people were sending reports. We got 

most of our news from the British, the American and other foreign papers. 
 

 Question: So what do you believe are the broad outlines for a settlement? 
 

 The Prime Minister: We cannot decide on a settlement for the people of 

Bangladesh. That is a decision which only they themselves can take. But I, can only 

say that to have a re-election of all seats which are already occupied to which people 

have been elected in a democratic and free election, is farcical to say the least. 
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Question: But you believe that in order to achieve a settlement and secure the return 

of the refugees, that the people of Bangladesh of what was East Pakistan, are going to 

have to settle for something rather less than full independence? Autonomy perhaps 

within a union but less than full independence? 
 

 The Prime Minister: Well, it depends entirely on them. This was not our 

show. It is their show; it is their lives we are talking about. We are not talking about 

some game where you make a particular move or another move. We are talking about 
the lives of millions of people. 
 

 Question: In one of your recent speeches you have said that you are sitting on 

a volcano, may I also suggest to you that you appear to be sitting on the fence, that 

you are standing all of from this problem. You say it is a question to be settled 

between the two wings of Pakistan, between east and west, but how are they to be 

brought together? 
 

 The Prime Minister: We do not know how they are coming together. It is our 

concern insofar as it affects us. While the matter is basically between the military 
regime of West Pakistan and the people and their elected representatives of East 

Bengal, Pakistan troops are massed on our eastern borders also. So, therefore, we are 

in no way sitting on the fence and saying we are not concerned. We are concerned. 

But we cannot decide what the people of East Bengal will do. Only they can take that 

decision. 
 

 Question: But when you stand aside like that, can you really afford to, when 

India is giving sanctuary and support to those who wish to liberate East Pakistan. You 
are involved and you have also refused an offer off talks with the President of 

Pakistan. Is there not a contradiction in your position? 
 

 The Prime Minister: None at all. Do you want us to murder the people who 
come to India. The only way we could have stopped them was to kill them off. There was 

no other way out at all and nobody has been able to suggest that there was a way out. 
 

 Question: No, of course, I don’t suggest that and I don’t really see that that 

follows, but…. 
 

 The Prime Minister: It does follow.; 
 

 Question: But I wonder why you do refuse the offer of talks. Isn’t it important 

to talk sooner rather than later? 
 

 The Prime Minister: Talk with whom-and about what? Up to now, President Yahya 

Khan is telling everybody and he may be telling it now for all I know, that the situation in 

Bangladesh is absolutely normal. Now, either he does not know what is happening or he is 

telling a deliberate untruth. Either way, where is the foundation for a talk? 
 

 Question: More broadly do you feel therefore in the light of what you have 
just said that the whole idea of two nations on the sub-continent of India set up as a 

result of partition has failed? 
 

 The Prime Minister: We said so very clearly before this took place and mode of 

the Indian people I would say were against the whole thing. But our leader and I think 
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perhaps rightly thought that this would bring peace. It would give the opportunity for 

India to go forward and build a better life for its poor people. They wholly accepted 

this and we are in no way against Pakistan or the people of Pakistan for whom I have 

the friendliest of feelings. But I do feel that the Governments of the world today are 

not helping either Pakistan as a country, or the people of Pakistan. They are bolstering 

up a military regime, which is not interested in the welfare of its people. 
 

 Question: Does not the whole reparative tendency as shown in East Bengal, 
pose great dangers to you in India? 
 

 The Prime Minister: None whatsoever. 
 

 Question: Won’t it excite separatist tendencies within India…..? 
 

 The Prime Minister: No No. Because we deal with our people and we see 

that their legitimate grievances are diminished and the problems solved. 
 

 Question: You don’t see an increasing tendency for power to be devolved 
from the Centre throughout the sub-continent and the lingual division of states and so 

on as something which will be harder for you to control? 
 

 The Prime Minister: Well it is difficult for you people to understand. We 

don’t have any divisive tendencies we have sixteen languages, we may have, twenty 

languages, but we are one people, India, with a strong basis of unity which is always 
there. But in times of crisis whether it is a crisis of this nature which is across our 

borders, or the kind of crisis which we had three years ago which was drought the 
people are one and nobody is going to be able to weaken them or disrupt that unity. 
 

 Question: Well, you can make a tremendous case for what you have just said. 

A week or so before the deluge of refugees descended on you, you I received a 

massive new mandate from the people of India which many saw as the revitalization 

of India democracy. You won on a programme promising radical change and reform 

in India. Now all that is in jeopardy because of the refugee problem. What are the 

consequences of your inability to fulfill your election pledges likely to be? 
 

 The Prime Minister: The Indian people, strange as it may sound to people of 

the West are quite mature in their judgment. They all have grievances they all have 

demands. But if it is a time of difficulty. I think we would stand together. We have 

tremendous capacity to suffer and to endure and if we have to do it we will do it. 
 

 Question: I was wondering whether the consequences might not be rather 

greater than that, I mean would you feel democracy itself is jeopardized unless you 
can fulfill your……? 
 

 The Prime Minister: Not in India. Democracy can go anywhere in the world 

but it will not be jeopardished in India. It is only foreign people who thought the 

democracy was in danger. I have never believed that for a single second. 
 

 Question: But you yourself, how do you personally feel having been elected 

on radical platform of change in India, to see it all jeopardized now rather than see it 
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sacrificed, rather than see it continue to be jeopardized what would you ask the Indian 

people to do as a last resort to solve this problem for you? 

 

 The Prime Minister: Well, it is very important that we lessen our poverty, 

that we right against the various social and economic injustices and inequalities but 

something is more important and that is the freedom of the country and I have no 

doubt not a shadow of doubt that every political party right left or centre, will be 
solidly with us in anything which they consider is threatening our freedom and our 

security. 
 

 Question: Very briefly, Prime Minister, finally, you’ve spoken of a need to 
reassess the relationship with this country. After all, our destinies have been 

intertwined for something like two or three hundred years now. How would you wish 
to see it reassessed? 

 

 The Prime Minister: Firstly to forget the past. I think that there is too much 

harping on what the relationship was. That relationship snapped with independence 

and I think it was because in the earlier years we tried to hang on to it that we had a 

period when there was not such friendship but I think we can now make a friendship 

on a new basis with a far more rational approach to the different problems of both the 

countries and what each of us gains by such a friend ship and I think that these is 

considerable ground for such mutual benefit. 

 

 

 

------------------ 
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PRIME MINISTER INDIRA GANDHI’S SPEECH AT BANQUET BY 

PRESIDENT NIXON IN A WASHINGTON, NOVEMBER 4, 1971 
 

 This room is indeed full of history, as indeed is this house in which we are 

today. This house has been the home of many great men whose ideas and actions have 

influenced events far beyond the boundaries of the United States. 
 

 I remember how thrilled I felt as a small girl, when my father first introduced 

me to the stirring wards of Jefferson and Lincoln. Much has happened in the world 

since those days. There have been many ups and many downs. But certain ideas and 

certain ideals have held people together. 
 

 I think, although there is so much difference between your country and mine 

although many miles of land and ocean separate us, there is also much in common 
between our two peoples, we are both large societies, composed of diverse ethnic 

elements, proud of our regional diversity, resentful of imposed uniformity. Our 
peoples are friendly and generous, wanting to be liked, quick to give expression to 

their feelings, and equally ready to forgive. 
 

 Naturally, there have been differences of assessment and emphasis. And since 

our people and our legislatures live by speaking out, there have been moments of 
awkward candor. But let also remember that in both our societies the most forthright 

critics are within ourselves. 
 

 I think that a functioning democracy converts this weakness into strength. 

During our Fifth General Election last March, to which you referred so generously, 

Mr. President, our people demonstrated the ability of the democratic process to fine 

answers to national problems. They gave the nation a clear and coherent sense of 

direction, of renewed self-confidence in and a fresh impetus to our long struggle 

against poverty. 
 

 The instability of the 1960’s which had enervated our growth was overcome. 

Our plans have benefited by the long-range capital assistance and food aid so 

generously given by your country. Foreign aid is important because of its direct 

economic contribution and also as a symbol of the involvement of advanced nations, 

and more specially of the United States, in the developing world. But the effort in the 

progress of our country is overwhelmingly and increasingly that of the labor and 

sacrifice of our own people. 
 

 Today, we are self-sufficient in food grains. Net foreign credits constitute a 
small but useful part of our resources. All this was achieved not easily. And though 

we have smiled through these years, you know, Mr. President, how very difficult they 
were for India. 
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 There was the drought during which many people thought we just would not 

survive. But it was that very time that we utilized to introduce our new agricultural 

strategy which today has made us self-sufficient. 

 

 You spoke of our elections. They were not easily won. I was telling Mrs 

Nixon just now that we had a very short time at our disposal because we decided to 

hold the elections a year and a quarter earlier than we need have, because we were 
just tried of people telling us: “You are the minority Government. You have no right 

to do this and you have no right to do that”. We said, “all right, let’s have elections”. 
In 43 days I traveled 36,000 miles. I had 375 meetings, all with over 100,000 people, 

some with 200,000 or 250,000. This was one person’s effort, but it also naturally 
needed the efforts of hundreds of thousands of other people. Why we won the election 

was not merely because of our effort, but because we were able to convince the 
people who are in a majority, the poor people, the smaller business men, the smaller 

farmers, those who had been under-privileged, the minorities, and, above all, the 

young people of all classes, that we had something to offer which others did not. 

 

 So, the campaign became not a campaign of a political party, but a campaign 

of the people. I don’t know what happens in the United States, but not all of our 

workers were equally enthusiastic about all our candidates. (President Nixon: It is the 

same.) In some places naturally we thought we had the best candidate. In some places 

we sometimes didn’t for various reasons. But there were many places where we 

thought we would not win because there was not co-operation between the candidate 

and those who were supposed to make him win. But this is where the people came to 

the fore and said, “if this is a candidate belonging to Mrs. Gandhi’s party, we will 

make him win, whether the party wants him or not, or anybody else wants him or 

not”. This is how we won these elections. 
 

 We had met in the new Parliament for only a week, and like all politicians we 
were still busy patting each other on the back and congratulating one another, when 

suddenly our entire world changed. What seemed to be a part of sunlight, just waiting 
for us to go ahead and solve the problems which remained, was covered with a very 

large dark shadow. And without warning, a major crisis erupted across our frontiers 
and well nigh engulfed us, seriously threatening our hard-earned stability. 

 

 What has happened is now part of contemporary history, I shall not dwell on 

it, but may I recall the sheer magnitude of the problem? Can you think of the entire 

population of Michigan State suddenly converging on the New York State? Imaging 

the strain on space on the administration, on services such as health and 

communications, on resources such as food and money, and this not in conditions of 

affluence, but in a country already battling with problems of poverty and population. 

 

 We are paying the price of our traditions of an open society. Of all people 

surely those of the Unites States should understand this. Has not your own society 

been built of people who have fled from social and economic injustices? Have not 

your doors always been open? 
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 Every nation must bear its own cross. Our people have faced this challenge 

with exemplary unity, self-reliance, and self-restraint. But from neighbors far and 

near, and from others who value and uphold democratic principles, we expect 

understanding and, may I add, a certain measure of support. 
 

 None of our friends, and especially not those who share common ideals, would 

expect us to abandon our long cherished democratic principles. If today we are best 

with economic uncertainty and faced with the grave threat to our stability and 
security, it is because our democratic code and geographic proximity have made us 

the inevitable refuge of millions of helpless victims of medieval tyranny. 
 

 The circumstance did not allow an analysis of the consequences to our own 

economy and our society. Our administration, already strained to meet the rising, 

demands of our vast population, is stretched to the limit in looking after nine million 
refugees, all citizens of another country. Food stocks built against drought are being used 

up. Limited resources scraped together for sorely needed development works are being 

depleted. 
 

 The occasion is too serious for the scoring of propaganda points. Our people 

cannot understand how it is that we who are the victims, we who are bearing the brunt 

and have restrained ourselves with such fortitude, should be equated with those whose 

actions have caused the tragedy. 
 

 There is no foretelling how far-reaching will be its consequences. It is for the 

international community to try to remove the root cause of the trouble. India will not 

be found wanting in generous responses. 
 

 In the meantime, I cannot avoid the responsibility or my duty to safeguard the 

future of my people. 
 

 Mr. President, we are with you in our faith in freedom and democracy. The size of 

my country, and the complex situations which confront us have led to many prophesies of 

despair. But India, like the United States, has the great resilience which is born of free 
society, and out of the very crisis emerge solutions and new resources of energy. 
 

 Mr. President, you have evoked admiration all over the world for the 

imaginative manner in which you have taken bold decisions. I am sure that having a 

First Lady of such grace and charm is a source of strength to you. 
 

 This morning, you spoke of sunshine, and indeed it was a very beautiful day. I 
don’t know whether you were responsible for it or whether I was, because, in India, I 

do have the reputation of bringing the weather the people want. Usually, of course, it 
is rain, it is not sunshine at all, because our crops need rain, and even in the driest of 

the drought days, when I went somewhere it always rained, not enough to make any 
difference to anybody, but just two or three drops to say, “well, I was there”. So, 

perhaps, I had something to do with the sunshine! 
 

 But while that sunshine naturally added to the beauty of your very lovely 

garden and house and the view we have from here, you referred to another sunshine, a 

deeper kind, which you hoped would light our friendship and give it a greater 
meaning and purpose. 
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 So, when you mentioned sunlight, something rang a bell in my mind, but I 

could not think of the worlds immediately. They did come back to me later on. In one 

of our Vedas which is the earliest existing literature in the world, found this little 

quotations: “As the lotus gets its radiance with the rise of the sun in the same way the 

thoughts of friends are auspicious and bring prosperity”. 

 

 So let us hope words of friends which have been spoken in this room will 
bring prosperity. Of course, your country is already very prosperous, but we hope that 

this prosperity will be shared with those who have not got it, and that you will also 
more to another king of prosperity, shall I say, receptivity which enables people to 

enjoy prosperity. You have the material prosperity. We find in many countries there is 
prosperity, but somehow people are not enjoying it. They are looking for something 

else, but they don’t know that they are looking for. 
 

 I sincerely share that wish, not only as a person, but on behalf of the 

Government and, indeed, the entire people of India, who have very great admiration 

and friendship for the people of the United States. 

 

 I have said how much our people inspired during our freedom struggle by the 

words of great Americans, and afterwards also by the many deeds of your scientists 

and others to add to the world’s knowledge and progress. 

 

 In India, although many of us think forward into the future, when we want 

something to say, we invariably look back into the past. There is always some word or 

sentence written thousands of years ago that could very well have been written today. 

There are some times less parts of our history (as I am sure you have in America) and 

some great ideals, which we would like to keep no matter what other progress there is, 
what other advances mankind make. 

 
 So, it is important to have things, but just as important to know how to enjoy 

them, and how, through them, to share the enjoyment with others. 
 

 I would like to thank you once again for your invitation which has made pay 
visit possible and given me the opportunity of having very useful and interesting talks 

with you, Mr. President, and tomorrow, I hope to have with some others, and of being 

present at this very gracious function in this lovely room with so many distinguished 

people. 

 

 May I ask you all to join in a toast to the health of the President and the 

various First Lady, the future of the great people of the United States, and on 

friendship between our two countries? 

 

 

----------------- 
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PRIME MINISTER INDIRA GANDHI’S SPEECH AT THE NATIONAL 

PRESS CLUB, WASHINGTON, NOVEMBER 5, 1971 
 

 I am delighted to be here once again with you all. I have met several of you in 

the meantime in India or in other parts of the globe. You have been given some 

description of my day. But perhaps all of you, who are acquainted with the life of 

anybody who is in politics, know that actually no two days are ever the same. And, as 

much as one would like to mediate and do various other such necessary and agreeable 
things, more often than not this remains in the realm of desire, rather than practice. 
 

 I find my relaxation and recreation when I am with people, and especially 
when I am with interesting people; such as in this hall today. 
 

 Our time is limited, so I am not going to make a long speech. I am just going 

to mention a few points which may help you to formulate your questions. And, of 

course, anything that you are interested in will crop up in the question. 
 

 I was here just five years ago and I spoke to you then of what we have been 

trying to do in India. Much has happened in that time, not only in India, but in all 

parts of the world. But naturally, just now I am more concerned with my own country. 
 

 Doubts were expressed then in 1966, in my own country and by the world 

Press, including the Press in the United States, about our unity, our democracy and 
even our ability to survive. Well all I can say is here I am again. But we have gone 

through a period of darkness and difficulty, which even for a people accustomed to 
hardship has been exceptionally severe. We are now self sufficient in wheat and rice 

and other cereals, which are the staple diet of our people. With increasing expansion 
in irrigation facilities and fertilizer output break through are expected in other farm 

products as well. Our family planning programmes have had some impact. The census 
held this last March showed that our population was fourteen million less had been 

estimated. 
 

 Political changes in our party have taken place peacefully, giving greater 
coherence and sense of direction to our national life. Our confidence in our people 

was justified in our general election. On an average, sixty per cent of the people 
voted, not only in the cities but in the remote areas of the interior and in the 

mountains. The people gave me and my party a good majority. But what was special 
about the elections was the enthusiasm with which the people, and especially the 

young people, made it their own campaign. 
 

 The elections aroused new hope in our people and generated new energy and 

purpose in us. But today, your thoughts and mine are preoccupied with the crisis of 

Bangladesh, that is, East Bengal. There too, elections were held. The fact that even 

under a military 
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regime the people of East Bengal so over-whelmingly voted for the Awami League 

showed their deep desire for democratic rights. The military rules used the period of 

negotiations to a mass troops. And on the very day, when the Awami League through 

that settlement was to be reached, a reign of terror-such as history has rarely 

witnessed-was unleashed. 

 

 I have not hesitated sometimes to criticize the Press, of course, in self defense. 
But on this occasion, I should like to express appreciation of the manner in which the 

Press correspondents of many countries have tried to arouse the conscience of the 
world. They have shown courage and perseverance in lifting the veil around East 

Bengal and revealing the truth of the grim tragedy being enacted there. Their words 
have been honest and direct, but the photographs have outdone them in conveying the 

very essence of sorrow and misery. 
 

 What is taking place there is not a civil war in the ordinary sense of the word; 

it is a genocidal punishment of civilians for having voted democratically. It is a 

strange and cynical way of getting rid of one’s opponents and of deliberately using 

helpless millions as a weapon against a neighbor nation. The number of the refugees 

is equal to the population of some of the countries of Europe, such as Austria and 

Belgium, where I was only recently. 

 

 We feel that this is a new kind of aggression. It certainly casts an 

unconscionable economic burden on us and has created political and social tensions 

endangering pure security. This is not a purely internal matter of one country, because 

the overflow of the political, economic and security consequences are affecting 

another country, that is, India. This is not an international dispute, certainly not an 

Indo-Pakistan dispute, for the traditional international instruments to be invoked. 
 

 We are told that the confrontation of troops is a threat to peace. Is there no 
threat to peace when a whole people are massacred? Will the world be concerned only 

if people die because of war between two countries and not if hundreds of thousands 
are butchered and expelled by a military regime waging war against the people? 

 
 We cannot draw upon precedents to deal with this unprecedented variety of 

aggression. We have to devise new patterns of response. It is in order to impress on 

world leaders the nature of the crisis and the means of resolving it that I wrote to 

heads of governments several months ago and sent some of my colleagues to meet 

them. We informed them that the only way out of the mess which the military rulers 

of Pakistan have made for themselves is to have a political settlement with the elected 

representatives of East Bengal, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, if he is alive, and his 

colleagues who embody the will of the people. 

 

 Had the world realized it then, much of this mounting misery and the 

migration of many more millions could have been avoided. The chances of such a 

settlement have grown more slender with each new day of neglect. But there might 

still be time if world leaders appreciated the reality of the situation. 
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 In the various capitals I have visited on this tour, I have been asked what 

solution India would like. The question is not what we would like or what one or 

other of the big powers would like, but what the people of East Bengal will accept and 

what solution would be a lasting one. 
 

 I should like to plead with the world not to press me for a solution which 
leaves out the people of East Bengal. It is an illusion to think that the fate of a country 

can be decided without reference to its people. Once again, we see the old habit of 
underestimating the power of nationalism in Asia and of the demand of the people of 

Asia to make their own choice. Those who subscribe to the belief that democratically 
reached decisions are the most viable should recognize that the process of democracy 

admits no geographical disqualification. If democracy is good for you, it is good for 
us in India, and it is good for the people of East Bengal. 
 

 The suppression of democracy is the original cause of all the trouble in 

Pakistan. The nations of the world should make up their minds who is more important 

to them, one man and his machine or a whole nation. 
 

 I am asked what initiatives India will take. We have taken the biggest possible 

initiative in remaining so self-restrained and in keeping in check the anger within our 

country. We have endeavor strenuously to see that this does not become an Indo-

Pakistan issue. Any direct talks between the two countries would immediately be 
converted into such a dispute and make the solution more difficult. Pakistan has been 

trying to create conditions in which the world would think that Pakistan in threatened 
by a more powerful neighbor. As I have said, the threat to Pakistan has come from its 

own rules, not from us. When the regime there found out that its calculations will not 
succeed, it moved its troops to our western frontier, knowing full well that we would 

be forced to follow suit. 
 

 Pakistan’s pleas for observers from the United Nations, for bilateral talks with 

India, and for mutual withdrawal of troops, seemed very plausible at first sight. But 

these are only methods to divert the attention of the world from the root of the 

problem to what are merely by products. We cannot be side tracked. We cannot have 

a dialogue with Pakistan on the future of East Bengal, because we have no right to 

speak for the people of East Bengal. Only Sheikh Mujib or the elected and accepted 

representatives of East Bengal have that right. 
 

 I have merely touched on certain points and on what I thought would interest 

you the most. I should like to leave the time now for questions. But I want to add only 

one thin g, because the President of your Club said that I had come here to ask for aid, 

I have not asked for any aid, neither in this country nor in any of the other countries 

which I have visited. I believe that it is not the task of anyone country to say to 

another what they should do even if it is a question of helping. It is my duty to put the 

situation in my country and its neighborhood, to give my assessment of the situation 

to the leaders of the countries I visit. It is for them, then, with their own assessment 

and what they hear from me, to make up their mind what they think about this and 

what they should do about it. 
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My intention in coming here was, of course, primarily in response to President 

Nixon’s invitation, which was extended to me about a year ago, long before these 

events took place, but also because I believe that in our fast changing world it is 

important for heads of governments to keep in touch with leaders of other nations to 

find out their thinking and to be better educated about this changing world: 
  

Following are some of the questions by the press, and answers given by the 

Prime Minister, during the function: 
 

 Question: Madame Gandhi, could you give us some description of the 

subjects covered in your talks with President Nixon? And what do you think the talks 

accomplished, if anything? 
 

 Prime Minister: This is the sort of question that I thought I would only make 
on the fifteenth of November when our Parliament meets and which one has to circle 

around a bit because you could not have useful talks with heads of nations if you were 
immediately to divulge exactly what was talked about. 
 

 I think the talks have been useful. They have been very wide ranging, practically 

all over the world: Europe, Asia; bilateral matters, international matters. And what they 
have achieved is what I said in any remarks: I think the President knows now what we are 

thinking in India, and I have a better appreciation of what the American Government 

thinks about all these matters. I don’t think I can go into greater details on this occasion. 
 

 Question: May be you won’t answer this, but let me ask Initial reports 

suggested there was firm disagreement between you and President Nixon over the 
ways of reaching a political solution with Pakistan. Are these reports correct and 

would you elaborate? 
 

 Prime Minister: No this report is not correct. As I said, that it is for the U.S. 
Government and the President to see what they can do in the matter. I was certainly 

impressed by the President’s sincere desire to try and help in this very difficult situation. I 

think this report was largely based on the fact that we met for longer than was expected or 
scheduled. But that is only because we had so much to talk about. And that is why the 

talks overflowed to this morning also. 
 

 However close any two countries are, each country must have its own point of 

view, because that point of view is influenced by the geopolitical situation of the country, 
by the historic background, and many other experiences which can never be duplicated in 

two countries. So, although I would say that we have a similarity of approach with the 

United States, we could never have an absolute identical approach either with the United 
States or, for that matter, with any other country. 
 

 And in this, of course, we could only put to the President and his colleagues 
our assessment of the situation on our borders, its likely impact on India. And we do 

think that peace in India, stability in India, is of utmost importance, not to us only, but 

to Asia and, I think, the world. 
 

 Question: Did you expect President Nixon to speak up, to stand up and be 

counted when democracy was suppressed in East Bengal? As a result of your talks 
here, do you expect a change in American policy? 
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 Prime Minister: Well, I don’t think it would be fair for me to tell President 

Nixon what he should do. This is for him to judge, keeping very many aspects in view. 
 

 Now, you see, to say whether there would be a change in American policy as I 

said, I think that the President is trying to find a way. But the whole thing has got so 

entangled that it isn’t easy for anybody to find a way. 
 

 Question: Madame Gandhi, why does India not agree to the proposal of 

Yahya Khan for the withdrawal of both India and Pakistani troops from the frontier? 
 

 Prime Minister: I have just touched on this point in my earlier remarks. 

When the refugees first started coming into India, we drew the attention of the United 

Nations to this fact. And at that time we were told that this was an internal problem 

and nothing could be done, even though we had said that the repercussions would be 

far-reaching. After that, it was Pakistan who brought its troops right up on our western 

border. It was not India who moved then. The attention of the United Nations 

observers there was drawn to it, and they, questioned this. And they were told by the 
Pakistanis that they were merely-what is the world? –training or doing exercises, 

military exercises. 
 

 Obviously, this was not a very convincing reply. But, presumably, it was 

accepted as the truth. But we couldn’t accept it as the truth. And we waited a week or 

so until we were convinced that our security might be in danger. You may all of you 

remember that we have had three aggressions on our soil, one from China and two 

from Pakistan. And also our lines of communication with all these border areas are 

not too good. It was my duty as head of the government to see that we should not be 

found once again unprepared. And that is why we moved our troops up also. 
 

 By speaking about withdrawal of troops, it is again a question of diverting the 

world focus from the problem of East Bengal, which is the main problem. Even if 

troops are withdrawn-we don’t really trust this-the question is of how far they are 

withdrawn. There is also the question of the irregular troops. In 1965 conflict, we had 

the experience of thousands of infiltrators being led into Kashmir in an effort to 

weaken the country from inside, hoping that this would give support to the later 

aggression by the Pakistani Army. That didn’t happen, because although the 

infiltrators came in, our people-we don’t have any army there-the ordinary people, the 

farmers, the nomadic tribes who look after their goats and their cattle, these people 

stood up to the infiltrators and helped us to control the situation. 
 

 So, there isn’t only one type of confrontation. And in this particular situation, 

the major question is what is happening in East Bengal. And I don’t think you can 

separate what is happening on the west from this basic question. 
 

 Question: A pair of questions, Madame Gandhi. Is India willing to accept the 

good offices of the U.N. Secretary-General for defusing the dangerous India-Pakistan 
tension? Also, even thought India is not to blame, why can’t you allow U.N. observers 

in your area if it would bring peace to South Asia? 
 

 Prime Minister: To take the second question first. I would say that we do have 

United Nations observers. There are some on the western front for many years, and there 
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are ten representatives of the United Nations High Commission for Refugees in the 

East. So, it’s not as if there are no observers or no foreigners. 
 

 Also, ours is a very free and open society. And Ambassadors and other 

members of the diplomatic corps, representatives of the Press, radio, television from 
many countries, parliamentary delegations from Canada, the United Kingdom, 

countries of Europe, Scandinavia, Latin American, Japan, New Zealand all these 
people have been and are going to the border, as well as to the camps. 
 

 So, there is no question of our hiding anything or preventing anybody from 

going. But the question is, as this person has said, if it would bring peace to South 

Asia. Now, we don’t see how can it bring peace to South Asia. Something is 

happening in East Bengal. People are still being killed. Refugees numbering 

thousands are still coming in every single day. Now, if you want the refugees who are 

already in these very uncomfortable, overcrowded camps to go back, the first question 

that they will ask is, is it safe? And if it is safe why are more people coming? So, this 

is a question that you have to be able to answer. 
 

 But if the Secretary-General, or whoever is taking an interest, is able to ensure 

that this stream, which is still pouring in, can be stopped, then as the next step, he 

could say, “now we will consolidate that position and create conditions in which the 

rest can go back”. 
 

 Question: In bringing the world’s attention to the present crisis, why did you 
not schedule a visit to the United Nations? 
 

 Prime Minister: Well, I didn’t think it would serve much useful purpose. 
 

 Question: Some observers say that the new Indian-Soviet treaty definitely 
takes India out of the camp of the neutrals. Would you comment? 
 

 Prime Minister: India has never been in the camp of the neutrals, because 

while in America you have used the word” neutralism”, in India we have never used 
that word. Non-alignment does not mean being neutral or unconcerned or ignoring 

what is happening in the world. It merely means that we do not belong to a military 

bloc, and that we reserve the right to judge each international issue on its own merits, 

not because the U.S. is supporting it or the U.S.S.R. or anybody else. We like to see 

these things from our own point of view and in the light of our own national interests 

and also, of course, of world peace. 
 

 So far as the Indo-Soviet treaty is concerned, it does not affect our position of 

being a non-aligned country. So, we are not allowing military bases to any country. 

And while, under the treaty, we shall consult with the Soviet Union should any 

dangerous situation arise, it is entirely a matter for India to decide by herself what 

decision we take, what steps we take. 
 

 Question: In assisting elements in East Pakistan to achieve independence, are 

not the Indians playing into the hands of the Soviet Union, which has sought to obtain 

an outlet on the Indian Ocean? 
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 Prime Minister: I don’t really see how the Soviet Union gets an outlet in the 

Indian Ocean by anything happening in East Bengal. I don’t think this makes any 

difference. 
 

 The question is now whether India is assisting elements or not. I think all that 
India is doing is to make a very realistic assessment of an existing situation. What can 

be a lasting solution? What solution or what agreement will the people of East Bengal 
settle for? That is the question. Our assessment is that the bittern as and the hatred 

have grown so much in the last months that it will be very difficult to have any 
solution which comes short of their aspirations. 
 

 Now, this is the reality of the situation. It is not whether we like it or we want 

it, as I said in my earlier remarks... 
 

 Question: Does the fact that you see no useful purpose in visiting the U.N. 

reflect an assessment of the significance and strength of the United Nations? 
 

 Prime Minister: Well, the United Nations has its weaknesses. But we have 

always supported it, because we feel it is essential to have such a forum. When there 

was a League of Nations, everybody felt that it was not doing what it should do, and 

so it was done away with. But you had then to have something else and it came up 

under the name of the United Nations. If we now get rid of the United Nations, I am 

sure we shall have another body which will be practically identical under a new name. 
 

 So, it is important to have some such body. But we all know that is does suffer 

from certain weaknesses. It is not always able to assert itself. And, quite, often, 
national policies play a part within the United Nations, instead of being able to lift it 

above to higher plane. 
 

 Question: When Australian Prime Minister Mc Mahon was in the Press Club 

the other day, he said there must be no war between Pakistan and India. He said he 
would tell you this. Did he talk to you, and what was said? 
 

 Prime Minister: I did meet the Australian Prime Minister, but I don’t 

remember his using these words. Naturally he is concerned, just as President Nixon is 

concerned and the Russian leaders and all of us are concerned, that war is not a good 

thing, and that war creates many new problems and entails a lot of suffering for all the 

people. As President Nixon has said, and others have said, in today’s world there is no 

such thing as complete victory. 
 

 So, we fully appreciate this. I myself am fully in agreement with this. But, it is 

a question of the freedom, the security and the stability of our country. Those must be 

saved at all costs. 
 

 We are trying everything possible for this problem to be solved in a way other 

than war. We will not stop trying to look for some solution. Had notice been taken of 

this developing situation earlier, I am sure it could have been solved. But now, many 

other elements have come in. First, I would like to take this opportunity to say that 

India has no 
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quarrel either with Pakistan or the people of Pakistan. But we feel that because of one 

person’s mistakes Pakistan is suffering. And, if we try just to bail that one person out, 

it will not be at the cost of India; it will be at the cost of Pakistan itself…. 
 

 Question: If Pakistan were to succeed in ousting its remaining Hindus, what 
would happen to the sixty million Moslems in India? 
 

 Prime Minister: I trust and hope that they will be perfectly safe. Although we 

do have people who have some very wrong ideas, and we have had riots, which we 

feel a cause for great shame, the Government has been very firm on this matter. And I 

think that today all Indians, even those parties who do not normally support us in this, 

are supporting us in ensuring that peace is maintained in India and our minorities feel 

that they enjoy the rights and privileges which are theirs under our Constitution. 
 

 I said something about our not being against Pakistan. The Foreign Secretary 

has very rightly drawn my attention that I should make it clear that India has no 

designs on any territory of Pakistan. And I will add: or on any part of East Bengal. 

We certainly don’t want to provoke a war with Pakistan. 
 

 Question: What is your reaction to the defeat of the U.S. foreign aid bill? 
 

 Prime Minister: I think this is an internal matter which affects many 
countries…. (Laughter). I can’t prophesy the future. So I don’t really know what is 

going to happen to this. So far as India is concerned, we have welcomed help, and the 
help which we have received from this country has enabled us to do many things 

which we could not otherwise have done. But little by little, we are becoming self-
reliant and able to stand on our own feet. 
 

 And the real burden of development has been increasingly and 
overwhelmingly our own, built on the endeavor and the sacrifice of the people of 

India. Also, today, the foreign aid we get largely goes to repay what we got before. 
So, it does not really help us to do very much more. 
 

 Question: What impact will the improvement of United States relations with 

China have on India and on other Asian countries? 
 

 Prime Minister: It should have a good impact. Any relationship, if it is not 

against anybody else, increases the area of peace. And that is why we have welcomed 
this move. And we sincerely hope that one by one the various areas of tension in the 

world will be reduced….. 
 

 Question: Is your recent treaty with the Soviet Union completely compatible 

with the policy of non-alignment, such as was promoted by your father, Prime 

Minister Nehru? 
 

 Prime Minister: We think it is. And a few people who have commented on it-
President Tito when he was in India, just before he came here-he also told us that he 

fully realized that it did not impinge on our non-alignment. And I believe that our 
friend Chou 
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En-lai has also said in an interview to some foreign correspondent that it did not 

prevent us-that he thought it was not a change in our position. 
 

 Question: Should East Pakistan be made an independent and sovereign 

nation? 
 

 Prime Minister: As I said, I think this question should be put to the people of 

East Bengal. 
 

 Question: A follow-up question on the Indian Ocean. Both America and the 
Soviet Union are sending increasing naval forces into the area. How do you feel about 

this? 
 

 Prime Minister: We can only hope that this will not increase the tensions 

there…….. 
 

 Question: If a solution cannot be imposed on the people of East Bengal by the 

big powers, what reason is there to believe that the big powers can impose a Mid-East 
solution on Egypt and Israel? 
 

 Prime Minister: At this moment, I think that the situation in Egypt and Israel 

and the Middle East is not very hopeful. But we know from experience that 

sometimes the tightest and most complicated of knots can be cut through. This is the 

only hope that some way can be found. 
 

 Earlier on, there was a question on the Soviet Treaty. Perhaps you know that 

one of the articles-I think it is Article IV-was especially put in which the Soviet Union 

has expressed its own application and respect for India’s policy of non-alignment. As 

regards the question of refugees going back and whether the presence of somebody 

from the U.N. would help this, perhaps the whole problem would come more alive for 

you if I give you a comparison. For instance, we had the problem of the Jews in 

Hitler’s Germany. Suppose you had said, “let us send some observers there”. How 

would it have helped the situation for the Jews there? Would it have enabled the Jews 

who were forced to come out because of the discrimination and the killing and the 

concentration camp-would it have caused the situation for them? It is a very similar 

situation today in East Bengal. 
 

 Question: Knowing East Bengal as you do, would you believe it to have the 

capability of nationhood, economically primarily, in the event they opted for 

independence and were granted it? 
 

 Prime Minister: This is a question which we had to face when we were 
fighting for our own independence. We were constantly told that the British would 

very happily give us independence but India was not ready for it. Until you try and do 
a thing yourself, nobody knows whether you are ready or not. And I think we have 

certainly shown-and so have many other countries-that although once free they make 

mistakes, but they have to make those mistakes and learn through them and stand on 

their feet. 
 

 Question: In keeping with the importance you attach to a candid exchange of 
views between heads of states, wouldn’t it be a good idea for you to meet with the 

President of Pakistan? 
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 Prime Minister: I have said that if the President of Pakistan would like to 

meet me to discuss the problems which exist between India and Pakistan, I would be 

very glad to do so. But not to discuss the problems which are not basically concerned 

with Indian problem; it’s a problem which concerns the people of East Bengal and 

their elected representatives. 

 

 But there is one more aspect. You can only meet a person if there is a two-way 
trust. I said in London that I may want to shake hands with everybody. But if there is 

a clenched fist, well, you just can’t shake hands with it. And this is the situation. If 
you have been noticing the sort of remarks which the President of Pakistan is making, 

either about me personally or in general it is not an attitude which shows that there 
could be a very friendly conversation. From my side I am always friendly. I have 

never said a rude word about anybody. (Laughter and applause).... 
 

 

 

---------------- 
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PRIME MINISTER INDIRA GANDHI’S ADDRESS AT THE COLUMBIA 

UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK, NOVEMBER 6, 1971 
 

Following are excerpts from the speech: 
 

 Had I come here just a few months ago and you had asked me what are the 

difficulties, I would have said; “There are no difficulties now. We are united. We are 
sure of our direction. And we are going ahead solving our problems one after 

another”. But just a week after our new Parliament met and we were still, in the way 
of all democratic societies, congratulating one another on our victory, a terrific new 

burden fell on us. All of you are aware, what it is. So I do not want to dwell on it. But 
I would like to point to some questions which arise and which we think are very basic 

questions. We are told today that because our forces and those of West Pakistan are 
facing each other on the border, there is a threat of war. And this is true. But the real 

problem is not because these forces are face to face. The real problem is because of 

what has happened in East Bengal. If today there is peace in East Bengal it would not 

matter if our forces are face to face in the West or in the East. There would be no war. 

But there is this a very serious problem there. And how did it arise? It did not arise 

because there was insurrection or because there was desire of one part of Pakistan of 

separate, to secede, to become independent. No such voice was raised. There was an 

election held, a free election under the present military leadership of Pakistan. The 

programme for the election was put frankly and openly before the people. If the 

Government of West Pakistan objected to that programme, that was the moment to 

say, “We will not allow the elections, we cannot allow your six-points, we do not 

approve of them”. Nothing was said. The elections were held and the people of both 
parts of Pakistan overwhelmingly voted for one party the-Awami League. 
 

 I am congratulated on my great majority. But it was nothing compared to the 

majority which Sheikh Mujibur Rahman gained in the election in Pakistan. It was a 
tremendous victory for him. And he is not an extremist. He was a moderate person. In 

fact, if I may use the term, he used to be called by some others an American stooge at 

one time. But once the elections were won, apparently this came as surprise to the 

Government of West Pakistan and they wanted to find out ways of getting around 

these results. 
 

 Negotiations were begun. We were not in touch with either Sheik Mujib or his 
party of East Bengal. We did not know what was happening. We read in the papers 

that there were negotiations. Later, much later, in fact only about a week before I 

stared on this trip, I happened to meet somebody who said he was present at the 

negotiations. And, on the 24
th

 of March, they thought that they were coming to a 

settlement, may be not a satisfactory settlement but still something that could be 

worked out. But this period was in fact used to bring troops from West Pakistan, and 

on the 25
th

 of March a reign of 
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terror was let loose. Perhaps you have heard that the biggest concentration, the biggest 

attack, was on the University of Dacca, where a large number of faculty and students 

were killed on the very first night. The entire East Bengali population-the civilians, 

the para-military forces, the East Bengal Regiment and the East Pakistani Rifles-

changed their allegiance, that is, they decided to fight that Pakistani Army. They are 

the base today of the fight of the people of East Bengal. They are the people who are 

training the guerrillas, the young people who are coming across. 
 

 Now, we are asked the question why is India hesitating to allow United 

Nations observers? We are not really hesitating, because we have some observers 

already. We have United Nations observers on the Western frontier who have been 

there since many years and we have about ten people from the United Nations High 

Commission for Relief of Refugees on the eastern border. Ours is a very open society-

anybody who comes, any of you, any of the diplomats who are there, the Press, 

parliamentary delegations from Europe, from Latin America, from Asia, from New 

Zealand, the Arab countries, the Scandinavian countries, all these people have been to 

our camps; they have been to the border an many of them have crossed over and been 
to East Bengal. Every one of them, without exception, has given one story, which is 

of the very great misery and the utterly chaotic conditions which exist there. Now, in 
these conditions we are told that there is an attempt to have a civilian government by 

declaring some seats vacant which are not vacant. The people who were legally, 
constitutionally, elected are still there, but their seats have been declared vacant and I 

am told that 55 people have been declared elected unopposed. Now in the present 
conditions they can have the whole Parliament declared unopposed, because it is 

surely not possible for anybody to vote. 
 

 If United Nations observers go, what do they hope to achieve? If they go with the 
intention of really bringing about peace in East Bengal, they are very welcome on our 

side; on any side they want to go, we will facilitate their going there. But this is not what 

they want to do. They want to say, “what is happening in East Bengal is an internal 
problem of Pakistan-we will only want to see what is happening at the border”. What is 

happening at the border cannot be divorced from what is happening inside East Bengal. 

You cannot say, “we will go and try and prevent the guerillas, but not prevent the army 
killing the people”. I cannot even mention to your what is happening to some of the 

women there. The U.N. observers are not going to interfere with those things, but they do 

want to interfere with what the freedom fighters are doing. 
 

 You may ask, “is India interfering in this by giving some support?” I can tell 

you that the people of East Bengal are not very happy with what we are doing for 

them. They think, and I agree with them, we are doing far too little. And what we are 

doing is something that we cannot help doing. We cannot stop people going across the 

border either from the other side to our side or from our side across back to East 

Pakistan. Had we been able to do this, we would certainly have taken measures to 

stop these millions of refugees from coming. Initially the reaction was, “they are in 

great trouble, let us allow them in”. But very soon the problems for us grew really 

beyond our control and this are creating an extremely difficult situation. 
 

 The people of America have shown generosity. As I came here, was given a 

cheque. I have been given cheques by children in different countries by poor people, all 
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kinds of people, and we are grateful for the help. But the major problem is not a 
financial one. We are poor, we cannot afford these millions of people. But because we 

are poor, because we have know how to live without food, without necessities, we can 
put up with any difficulty. We can look after any number of people, of course with 

great discomfort to them and to us, and may be some people with die also. 

Nevertheless, we can survive this problem. What is difficult to survive are the 

political consequence s, the social tensions, the difficulty of the administration, and 

last but most important the real threat to our independence, to our stability, to our 

integrity. Because with the refugees are coming people who are not genuine refugees. 

We are having sabotage. Our trains have been blown up, and all kinds of other things 

have happened. 

So, India today is facing a real threat. We had reached a point in economic 

growth, in social stability, this was not an easy task; it was achieved against very great 
adds. We had help from many countries, including the United States, but it has been a 

very small part of the major endeavor. The major brunt of the problems-whether it is 

of the refugees today or whether it is the problem of our own people, has been borne 

by the Indian people themselves. If there is progress, it is because the Indian people 

have put in the effort, put in the sacrifice that was needed to go ahead. 

So, just when we come to stage where we think we can go ahead much more 
easily, much faster, we suddenly have the problems of another country. They are not 

our problems. This other country has pushed across the border people who did not 
vote for their Government, but voted for the regime they wanted. There is no other 

crime which these people have committed because the cry for independence arose 
after Sheikh Mujib was arrested, and not before. He himself, so far as I know, has not 

asked for independence, even now. But after he was arrested, after there was this 

tremendous massacre, it was understandable that the rest of the people should say: 

“After this, how can we live together? We have to be separate”. 

This is the situation. We have no animosity towards Pakistan even though they 

have campaigns of “Crush India”, “Conquer India”. They observed a Day or a Week 
and they has these stricken on their cars. We never had anything like this, and we 

never shall. We have not had anything against even China. China has attacked us, 
Pakistan has attacked us. On our side, we have always side we want friendship. On 

our side, we have always taken unilateral steps which we thought would lead to a 
normalization of relations. But there has been no response forthcoming. 

We do not mind if there is no response. But we do think that the limit of our 

endurance has been reached when they think they can just put their troubles on to us. 

Here was a problem they were facing-that their people had voted against the 
Government. So what do you do? You send them across the frontier. At one stroke, 

you get rid of your enemies, you get rid of population, and you weaken India, which 
you want to weaken. This is something which India just cannot tolerate. May be, I 

could tolerate. But with all my majority in Parliament, it is not a dictatorship. I have 
to carry not only my party, I have to carry, in a serious situation, all the other parties 

of India. And we feel that it is not just the question of India, because we believe that if 
peace is threatened in India, if stability is threatened in India, there cannot be peace 

and stability in my part of Pakistan. They can have all the armies of the world, 

whether they have from China or the 
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U.S.A. or any other country. They cannot bring peace if there is instability in the 

major part of the subcontinent. 

 Today, by some countries wanting to support the prestige of one man, they are 

threatening peace in the entire sub-continent. I do not personally think that they can 

save Pakistan, or keep it united, or keep it strong by supporting a person who is not an 

elected person, who is a military dictator. This is what we are concerned about-not 

really today’s problems, but the basic values for which we have fought, for which so 
many of our people have given their lives. These are the values which are being 

attacked. 

 And if they are attacked next door to us, what guarantee have we that they can 

survive in our country and they cannot be attacked there? This is what bothers us. It is 

not important who is to blame, though I think Pakistan is to blame, but I do not want 

to score a debating point. What is important is: How can we now have peace? You 

cannot have peace just by saying that the troops should move. You can only have 

peace if the basic problem which has arisen is solved. and the basic problem is not in 

the West, were the troops are facing each other, but in the East. 

 Since I have mentioned troops, I would like to say one word more, and that is 

that Pakistan moved its troops about a week or ten days before we did anything. And 

the United Nations observer, who was there, took up this question with them. They 

said, “this is nothing serious, this is just ordinary training exercise”. It is very strange 

indeed that you have these exercise and you keep your troops posted, not for a day or 

two days, but over a week. And ten days passed without any action from the United 

Nations or anybody else. Then we said, “these people may attack and in order to 

defend ourselves we must move up our troops”. Already twice, or three times if you 

include Chine, we have been invaded and been found unprepared. No government can 

last in a country if the people feel that it is not going to defend the country or defend 

security. 

 We waited patiently hoping that something would be done, some way would 

be found. But nobody was bothered. Not a word was said while these troops were on 
our borders facing us. It was only when our troops went in, that suddenly the world’s 

concern came up: “Oh, the two troops are facing each other”. 

 It is true that war is a dreadful thing. I have lived through the last war in 

London during the worst part of the blitz. And I know that wars now are much worse. 

I know what happens to the civilian population. Never would anybody want war for 

their people. And certainly India will do nothing to provoke a war or conflict. But 

India is determined to safeguard her interests. India is determined to keep her freedom 
intact. India is united as never before, and India feels so strongly about these basic 

things whether it is freedom, whether it is democracy. It is a whole way of life with 
us. It is not a dogma, is not an ‘ism’ that we follow. It is a way of life which has kept 

our nation alive for thirty centuries. And we are not going to have it attacked because 
it suits somebody or other, or does not suit somebody or other. We want help, we 

want support, we welcome sympathy. But basically, in the world, every individual 
ultimately is alone and every nation is ultimately alone. And India is prepared to fight 

alone for what is thinks worth fighting for….. 

 

----------------- 
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PRIME MINISTER INDIRA GANDHI’S INTERVIEW TO N.B.C. 

TELEVISION (U.S.A.) PROGRAMME ‘MEET THE PRESS’ 

BROADCAST ON NOVEMBER 7, 1971 

 

MODERATOR  :  Lawrence E. Spivak 

PANEL    :  A. M. Rosenthal (The New York Times) 

        Selig Harison (The Washington Post) 
        Pauline Frederick (N.B.C. News) 
 

 Mr. Spivak: Our guest on Meet the Press is the Prime Minister of India, Mrs. 

Indira Gandhi, who is in this country on an official visit. 
 

 Miss Frederick: Madam Prime Minister, when you went to Washington you 

said you were searching for deeper understanding of the situation in your part of the 

world. Did you find that deeper understanding, particularly among American 

officials? 
 

 Prime Minister: I would way there is a greater understanding since I have 

come than there was perhaps before I came, of the situation which exists in India 

which, as you know, is a pretty serious one. 
 

 Miss Frederick: You speak of a greater understanding which doesn’t quite 

extend to ‘deeper’, I gather. What was it specifically you wanted from the Under 

States to demonstrate that deeper understanding that you sought? 
 

 Prime Minister: The situation is so complex that it is very difficult to say 

what any particular country or government or person can do. We can only say that we 
can give our assessment of what is happening and we see it as a real threat to Indian 

democracy and Indian stability. And we in India feel that if what we have gained over 
the years in order to make this ancient country a modern one and make it stronger in 

every way, if that is jeopardized even to a small extent the consequences to world 
peace will be great. 
 

 Miss Frederick: You speak of this threat to India democracy, consequences to 

world peace; the situation is very serious which emphasizes what we have been 

reading about in the press. Do you mean to say the United States offers you netling to 

try to avert such a catastrophe which could only rebound to this country, or that 

United States suggests some plan of action which you felt you could not accept? 
 

 Prime Minister: No plan of action has been suggested to us. I think that there 

is a sincere attempt to try and solve it, but I don’t know whether there is, you know, 

full understanding of the situation in the sense that in the Western countries-not only 

the U.S. 
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but the entire West-there is an effort always to equate India and Pakistan. Now, 
whether this will help Pakistan or not I can’t say. 

 Mr. Rosenthal: Madam Prime Minister, I think the biggest question on 

anybody’s mind is the danger of war between India and Pakistan. What is your 

assessment about how close the danger is, now? 

 Prime Minister: it is very difficult to say. We have been drawing the world’s 

attention to this question, because we knew that it might escalate to this when the 

refugees started pouring in and really chaotic conditions began in East Bengal. 

 Now of course, the threat is not merely in the East, but the armies are drawn 
up facing each other on our Western borders as well. 

 India has always been against war, and we feel deeply on the subject of world 

peace. We have stood for total disarmament in all world forums, but we just don’t 

know what to do in these circumstances. The Pakistan Army was brought up on the 

Western border a full week or ten days before we made any move. But we found that 

did not agitate the world conscience, and the reply the Pakistanis gave to the U.N. 

observer who drew their attention to this move was that they were merely doing 

exercises, or for training purposes. 

 Now, obviously this was not a very believable reply, and therefore we were 

forced to move up our troops also, and this is where the situation is today. 

 Mr. Rosenthal: Well, if you have troops on either side in such power, very 

often there is a danger of an accidental war, a war the people don’t really plan. There 
are some people who feel that it would be beneficial in avoiding accidental war to 

have more U.N. observers of some kind on either side. I know you haven’t been 
enthusiastic about this and I wonder if you would tell us why. 

 Prime Minister: Now, there are two parts of the question, because there are 

U.N. observes on the western border under the cease-fire agreement with Pakistan 

over Kashmir you know, so I don’t think the proposal, today, is to have more U.N. 
observers on that frontier. The proposal is to have them on the eastern border. Now 

there also we have about ten observers or representatives of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees, and Mr. Sadruddin, who is the Commissioner for this, 

has either arrived in India or is due to arrive in a day or two. We don’t object to more 
people because you know we have a very open society-some people think too open. 

Your press correspondents radio people, television people, have been on the border in 
the camps, across the border so have newspaper people, parliamentary delegations, 

diplomats from many different countries of Asia, Europe and Americas been to this 

area; so we are not hiding anything. But we do feel strongly that at this moment so 

useful purpose will be served by more people going. Ten are already there as I told 

you. 

 The first step is to have more peaceful conditions within East Bengal which 
would prevent a further influx of refugees, because more refugees are coming in every 

single day. So that is the first step. Now, to say they are going to which the situation 
from our 
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side of the border, we honestly don’t see what purpose can be served, and the harm 
that is done is that the peoples’ attention of the world is diverted from the real basic 

issues involved to merely requests-and they try to show it is an Indo-Pak dispute, 
which is isn’t. The dispute is between the military regime of West Pakistan and the 

people and elected representatives of East Bengal. India comes in because of the 

influx of the refugees, the acts of sabotage which are taking place on our side by 

people who have come in either disguised as refugees or in some other way, and as I 

said, we believe there is real danger to us. 
 

Mr. Harrison: Madam Prime Minister, last April, in our interview in New 

Delhi you made the statement that the demand for in dependence currently being 

made by the East Pakistan government would not have arisen if President Yahya 

Khan of Pakistan had made more concessions in the negotiations before the fighting 
started there, and you seem to have the idea that some sort of a loose connection 

between the two wings of Pakistan might still be possible and some political 
settlement based on autonomy for East Bengal might be possible. 

 

 Do you feel that now a political settlement is still possible or is full 

independence achieved through guerrilla war the only answer? 
 

 Prime Minister: Anything is possible which is accepted by the people of East 

Bengal. I don’t think we have a right to say that they should accept something or not. 
It is their country, it is their movement, and they must take the final decision. 
 

 Mr. Harrison: How long do you think it would take them to win their 

independence militarily if the United States were not to give further military or 

economic aid to West Pakistan? 
 

 Prime Minister: I don’t think it is possible to give a date, but from the news 

we get, the guerrilla activities are being stepped up, and not at all near our borders, 

but in the heart of the most fortified, the most strongly guarded of the cities of East 

Bengal, such as the capital city of Dacca, for instance. 
 

 Mr. Jhabvala: Madam Prime Minister, there is a lingering suspicion in this 

country and elsewhere that India is engaged in a diabolical scheme to weaken and 

ultimately decimate Pakistan. Now, apart from the assistance and the shelter that has 

been given to the refugees, can you cite some specific gestures or actions taken by 

your government to dispel that suspicion? 
 

 Prime Minister: Now, this is something which the Government of Pakistan 

has been saying from the very beginning, all these 24 years. But what has been the 
actual experience? It is that it was Pakistan who was training our tribal people 

whether the Mizos or the Nagas, arming them. It is Pakistan who sent thousands of 
infiltrators into Kashmir which provoked the conflict in that year. And you have only 

to see the speeches now made on radio and other means which are very threatening 

and provocative. India has made no such declaration, and I can assure you that the 

Government of India, and I would say the majority of the people of India, have no 

such desire. We are not against Pakistan and we have only the friendliest of feelings 

for the people of Pakistan. And we 
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think it is tragic that Pakistan should feel it necessary for their unity and survival to 

imagine a constant confrontation with India. 
 

 Mr. Jhabvala: Madam Prime Minister, you have just said that you think there 

is a greater understanding now within the Nixon Administration about the situation in 

the sub-continent. But what would be the reaction of India if this greater 

understanding is not translated into some concrete meaningful action, as has been 

suggested by you? 
 

 Prime Minister: We are a very balanced people, Mr. Jhabvala, You have 

noticed that we have had conflicts with people-for instance, China-but we have 

remained very restrained and balanced, and we have stuck to our basic policy. We 

shall be unhappy if the U.S. does anything which is what we consider against Indian 

interests, but we shall not lose our heads over it. 
 

 Mr. Spivak: Madam Prime Minister, obviously you think there is a solution to 
this very serious problem, and we seem unable to find the solution and the U.N. seems 

unable to find the solution. What is the solution that you propose? 
 

 Prime Minister: The solution which we had proposed earlier, and I think is 

the only valid one today, is that some talks should be held with the acknowledged 

leader of the people of East Bengal, who is Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, and we must 
remember that he was-you know while I have been here references have been made to 

tremendous victory, majority, that I won in the last election in India. But if I may say 
so, Sheikh Mujib’s majority was even greater than mine, and his elections were held 

in far more adverse conditions, that is, under the present military regime. His 
programme for the elections, his campaign, was put squarely and honestly before the 

Government and the people, and it is on the basis of that he won this tremendous 
victory. 
 

 Now, you suddenly say that, well you know, he is a traitor. He did not ask for 

independence, by the way. It was just limited autonomy, trade with India and some 

points like that. The Government of Pakistan in its wisdom, or unwisdom, whichever 

you would like to call it, arrested him, declared him a traitor. And they are trying to 
hold re-elections for the seats where the member still exist. They are there. And what 

has shocked us is that, I think, about 55 people have been declared elected, 
unopposed, to these very seats where a fair and free election was held; it seems a 

strange thing to have an election and then send out, force people who were elected 
against you out of the country. It is a diabolical-that is the word which one of your 

colleagues used-way of solving your problems, just sending those who are opposed to 
one out of the country. 
 

 Mr. Spivak: And, are we to understand from what you say that you consider 

that the only solution to the problem? 
 

 Prime Minister: Yes, because how else will you know what they will accept and 

if they don't accept a solution, whether I think it is right or you think it is right the conflict 

will continue, because the conflict is theirs the movement, the struggle, is theirs. 
 

 Mr. Spivak: But isn’t that an internal problem, though? 
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 Prime Minister: We have said it is an internal problem, but it is overflowing 

into India. It is affecting our economy. Not is, but has. It is creating political, social 

tension, and as I said, the most serious of all is we think our security is threatened. 

 Miss Frederick: Madam Prime Minister, many people wonder why, when the 

situation is so tense and there is a threat of a major war there, India has not been 

willing to accept the good offices of someone line U Thant or anybody else, or 

negotiate directly with President Yahya Khan? 

  Prime Minister: We are not negotiating directly for the very simple reason 

that the problem is not one between India and Pakistan; it is between the military 
regime of Pakistan and the people of East Bengal, the elected leaders, representatives 

of those people. So far as U Thant is concerned, he is always welcome, but we should 
be clear as to what can be achieved, what the U.N. wants to achieve. It was we who 

drew his attention to this question first, and we were not able to move anybody were. 
Now they want to come on what seems to us President Yahya Khan’s terms. 

 Miss Frederick: But if the situation continues, there is some fear, and perhaps 

you even share it, that the big powers could become involved. India has made its first 

defense pact with the Soviet Union. Pakistan, the political leader of Pakistan, Bhutto, 
has just gone to Peking, obviously to get some help because President Yahya has said 

that he can turn to Peking. Now, what is going to happen here? Are the big powers 
going to become involved, or is there some way to avoid a clash among the big 

powers? Did President Nixon say that he would take this up in Peking and Moscow 
when he visits those two capitals? 

 Prime Minister: I don’t think that such a definite statement was made, but he 

did say that he was very anxious that a conflict should be avoided and that other 

people shouldn’t be involved. We, as I said earlier, are against the whole concept of 

war, and we would not like to do anything which would provoke a war. But to any 

country, something is always more important. We have fought for many years for our 
freedom and we are not going to see that freedom threatened by no matter who. We 

have not signed a defense pact with the Soviet Union. It is merely a Treaty of 
Friendship, Co-operation and Peace. We can have discussions with the, but it is not a 

military treaty in any Sense of the word. 

 Miss Frederick: Madam Prime Minister, how do you then account for Article 

9, which says in the event of Threat to either country there would be consultation on 

the kind of measures to be taken? Isn’t that a defense treaty? 

 Prime Minister: It is not a defense treaty in the sense, well, that immediately 

it is decided that we will have military help from them or not, and whatever we are 

now-what we have got from them are all in the normal course, which we would have 

got-taken from any country and which have been agreed to earlier. We certainly hope 

that should we be in trouble not only the Soviet Union but other countries will also 

like to help us. 

 Mr. Rosenthal: You made a reference to China a moment ago, Madam Prime 
Minister, Although your country does not want war, the fact is that ten years ago you 

had 
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a war-about ten years ago-with China and suffered, I believe, a rather bad 
defeat. Are you still concerned about the Chinese military presence? Do you feel that 

this represents a continuing threat to India? 

 Prime Minister: I think the Chinese attitude towards the world has changed, 

and I personally feel that they may not now want to be involved in any such conflict. 

But of course it is very difficult to prophecy so far as they are concerned. 

 Mr. Rosenthal: Has that lessened your military problems do you feel you 

have to keep a lesser, or less powerful watch in the areas? 

 Prime Minister: I think we have to keep a very vigilant attitude on all out 
frontiers. 

 M. Harison: Madam Prime Minister, you have been accused of applying a 

divided standard toward the Pakistan problem and the problem of Kashmir. On the 

one hand that accusation has been made by the Kashmir political leader Sheikh 

Abdullah. On the one hadn he says you criticize Pakistan for keeping the Bengali 

leaders in prison, such as Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. On  the other hand you have 

restricted the movements of Sheikh Abdullah. He hasn’t been permitted to go the 

Kashmir for the past nine months, and he wasn’t permitted to take part in the elections 
in Kashmir. Why are you restricting his movements? 

 Prime Minister: Firstly I wonder whether you see no difference between the 

sort of massacre, the suppression of democratic rights, the rape of women, the killing 

of the students, university faculty, the driving out of millions of citizens of East 

Bengal onto our territory, do you see no difference between that and a very peaceful 

Kashmir, where today there is free education, there is progress in every field, and 

there is an elected government. 

 It is true that we have some restrictions of Sheikh Abdullah, but he is a free 

man. He can go anywhere he likes except to Kashmir, and that is because it is 

peaceful there and naturally at the moment-which is politically so sensitive now with 

the present security problems and so on, we can’t risk any kind of, you know, 

somebody trying to make trouble there. 

 Mr. Jhabvala: I would like to come back, Madam Prime Minister, to an answer 

you just gave to Miss Frederick’s question. If the U.S. does halt all military supplies and 

economic assistance to Pakistan, what would be the immediate consequences in the 
context of the political solution that you believe might be helpful? 

 Prime Minister: You mean if they don’t urge talks with Sheikh Mujib or 

some elected representative? 

 Mr. Jhabvala: Well, no. What I mean is if there is no military aid given to 

Pakistan, what would be the solution in terms of the solution? Do you think it would 

force President Yahya Khan to move into talks with Sheikh Mujib? 

 Prime Minister: Well, I certainly think that the U.S. and some of the other 

big powers are in a position to persuade the leaders of West Pakistan to talk to some 
of the people concerned with this problem in the East. 
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Mr. Spivak: Madam Prime Minister, the charge has been made in this country, by 

our press at least, that India gives sanctuary and arms and training to the liberation 

forces and has even provided artillery and mortar fire for the Bengali guerrillas. What 

is the charge and what is your answer to that charge? 

 

 Prime Minister: Well, quite frankly, we do support the people of East Bengal 

in their struggle. At I have said earlier, they did not ask for independence or secession. 
They function in a democratic way and they were asked to function, they were asked 

to vote honestly and openly and this is what they did, and now they are being 
punished for that. Even then we have not interfered, until this movement of guerrillas 

grew on its own. Perhaps you know that it is based on the para-military forces 
belonging to East Bengal, that is, the East Bengal Rifles and the East Pakistan 

Regiment. This is the basis of the movement. Today, it is they who are training the 
young people and so on. They may be coming into India territory. I think they do 

sometimes, but they are not entirely based in India. The guerrilla activities are all over 

East Bengal quite far from the Indian border. Obviously, they have the most 

tremendous and single-minded support of the entire people of East Bengal in spite of 

the retaliation on  these villages by the army. 

 

 Mr. Sprivak: Thank you, Madam Prime Minister for being with us today on 

MEET THE PRESS. 
 

---------------- 
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PRIME MINISTER INDIRA GANDHI’S SPEECH AT A STATE 

LUNCHEON, PARIS-NOVEMBER 8, 1971 
 

 I am touched by your kind words and I thank you-and through you, France-for 

the hospitality and friendliness. A year ago, I came in haste and in sorrow to attend 

the memorial service for General de Gaulle. He was a man great stature, who 

embodied the honor of France at a time of trial. We in India respect and salute him. 
 

 We all have deep feelings for France. France, like India, is more than a 

country-it is an idea. Throughout history, your nation and mine have known triumphs 
and tragedies, but have always tried to maintain certain values of civilization. In the 

last few centuries, the world owes much to the creative spirit of the French people-in 
art and science, philosophy and literature and politics. France has taught us that 

liberty is the goal and condition of man’s life, and law and logic the means to 
progress. Nowhere are the issues of man’s fate more poignantly and passionately 

discussed than in your country. France has not been content to seek its glory at the 

cost of the good of man. 
 

 The achievement of Indian civilization is its persistence over thirty centuries. 

This survival has been possible because of tolerance, the power of assimilation and 

the belief that the values of life are more important than power and position. 
 

 After many vicissitudes, we are once again in the mainstream of history. We 

are engaged in overcoming the stagnancy perpetuated by years of feudalism and 
colonial rule when we were deprived of industrial, technological and social change. 

The results achieved in a democratic society may appear less impressive than those of 
a controlled society because of voices of dissent and discontent, and the absence of 

organized propaganda. Yet we believe that democracy is the surer and more effective 
method, for it gives strength to the people. 
 

 Freedom arouses expectations, and democracy encourages competition. The 
first gains in development have produced new tensions. People sometimes take 

advantage of smaller loyalties to region and religion which abound in a vast and 
varied country such as ours. We are trying to lessen the disparities between different 

sections and to give greater opportunities to the small man. We have many minorities. 
They enjoy full rights as minorities and as citizens. 
 

 We would certainly like our society to benefit from technology, but we do not 

want to be imprisoned by technological structures. We have no wish to re-enact the 

experiences of the West our national personality must evolve in its own way. 

Increasing material affluence does not seem to have satisfied man’s deepest 

yearnings. Society must be imbued with the values which will enable man to find 

fulfillment and to enjoy his world. 
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 This is the principle which has been guiding our endeavors. It is not easy to 

transform the old order without revolution, or to mould a diverse people into a 

modern nation on a rational basis without recourse to compulsion. The task is too vast 

to attempt superficial unity which comes of fanatic appeal to religion or dogma. In 

this quarter of a century, a rational democratic process has been established. 

 

 We have always viewed Indian problems in the larger perspective of 
international peace. To us, the Cold War seemed to be distracting attention from the 

major problems of the world and encouraging confrontation rather than cooperation. It 
was inevitable that the assumption of the Cold War could not pass the test out line. 

We welcome the détente in Europe. We are glad that China has at long last been 
admitted into the U.N. and that the United States and China are beginning a dialogue. 

In this period, France has displayed foresight and statesmanship of the highest order. 
 

 Thus, there was every reason to expect evolution towards a peaceful world 

and, naturally, of India. Our last general elections created the conditions of political 

stability which would enable more rapid economic advance. 

 

 However, within a week of the formation of the new government, without 

warning and without volition on our part, a tremendous new burden fell upon us. Over 

9 million people of East Bengal-more or less equal to the population of Belgium or 

Austria-terrorized and persecuted by the military rulers of Pakistan, have been pushed 

inside our territory, jeopardizing our normal life and our plans for the future. Should 

the world not take note of this new kind of aggression? This is not a civil war in the 

normal sense of the word. It is genocidal punishment of civilians for having voted 

democratically. It is cynical use of helpless human beings as a weapon against a 

neighbor nation. Loyalty cannot be commanded by force. The spirit of man, his 
yearning for freedom and human dignity cannot be extinguished by repression. 

 
 We in India have shown the greatest self-restraint. But there is no doubt that 

our stability and security are threatened. Indeed we feel the threat is to the peace of 
the entire region. The basic cause of this crisis must be remedied. A political solution 

must be found, and to be effective, it must be acceptable to the elected representatives 
of the people of Bangladesh……. 

 

 

 

--------------------- 
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WORLD UNDERSTANDS BANGLADESH CRISIS BETTER NOW 

       - Mrs. Gandhi 

(From Our Political Correspondent) 

 

 New Delhi. Nov. 13-On return from her Three-week tour abroad, Mrs. Gandhi 

said here this Morning that while she was “On the whole” satisfied with her talks with 

world leaders, she could not say how effective any intervention by them would be in 

resolving the Bangladesh issue without a war. Shortly after touching down at Palam, 

the Prime Minister told Reporters that the world, including the USA had a better 

appreciation of the seriousness of the crisis in the sub-continent. 

 

 The question of a war between India and Pakistan, she said, was exercising the 
minds of the world leaders just as it was exercising her own. She had been kept 

informed of the border situation but a fresh assessment would have to depend on a 
discussion with her colleagues. 

 

 Mrs. Gandhi disagreed with foreign Press comments that there had been no 

meeting ground between her and President Nixon. This conclusion was not entirely 

correct. Significantly, however, the Prime Minister added that she was not very clear 

on whether the U.S. embargo on arms sales would apply also to third party sales of 

American arms. She was also uncertain of how to interpret Press reports of the U.S. 
Secretary of State Mr. William Roger’s statement that the USA would keep our of an 

Indo-Pakistani conflict. 
 

 About Chinese intention, she said both the Press and herself had to depend on 
published material. She felt that there was a shift in Chinese attitudes. This was being 

reflected in Press reports and some other recent “happenings”. She gave the 
impression that Mr. Bhutto’s mission had not achieved much. 

 

 A question by a foreign correspondent about the possibility of compromise on 

the refugee problem irked the Prime Minister. The questioner suggested that because 

most of the refugees were Hindus India could accept them. Raising her voice Mrs. 

Gandhi said there was no reason why any country ought to accept foreign nationals 

who had not left their country of their own accord but had been pushed out merely 

because they had voted it, a democratic and constitutional manner. Besides India was 

a secular country and “we make no distinction between people of different religions”. 

 

 While she could not gather any information about he fate of Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman, Mrs. Gandhi, asserted that it was unlikely that Awami League leaders would 

agree to talks with the military regime without him assuming the General Yahya Khan 
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had in fact suggested such talks. Only elected leaders could accept or reject a solution. 

Asked how long it would take the world community or India or Pakistan to bring 

about a political solution. Mrs. Gandhi said one cannot set precise dates on such 

issues. 

 

 She had agreed with Chancellor Brandt that he or other world leaders-either 

individually or collectively-could try to in Press on the Pakistan military rulers the 
likely consequences in the absence of a political solution. She had emphasized, that 

there could be a political solution only if it was acceptable by the people of 
Bangladesh. Nothing else would be lasting. 

 
 She had not discussed any procedural arrangements for the return of the 

refugees. It was true that she had referred in some of her utterances abroad to the 
seriousness of the situation in the eastern region; Basically what was happening on the 

western borders was not affecting the East Bengal situation. Unless the Bangladesh 

problem was solved, tension would persist. 

 

 President Giri and Mrs. Gandhi’s Cabinet colleagues were present at the 

airport to greet her. There was a large turn-out of members of the diplomatic corps 

and Parliament. Apart from the large crowd which cheered her at the airport she was 

received enthusiastically by crowds at the wayside during her drive to her residence. 
 

 

 

--------------- 
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PRIME MINISTER INDIRA GANDHI’S INTERVIEW TO NEWSWEEK 

MAGAZINE, NOVEMBER 15, 1971 
 

On war with Pakistan 

 

 For a long time, even thought there were very provocative and threatening 

actions and speeches by the President of Pakistan, India did not do anything. Now, 

when we feel that we are being threatened, we simply can’t leave our border 

undefended. I don’t know any country in the world that would say, “We will leave our 

border undefended” What should we do when this is happening on our border? Do we 

just sit quietly and say, “Do whatever you like, even if its consequences to us are so 

great?” …… This I would say: by and large, the Indian people don’t want war. We do 

have vocal elements who have been wanting war, certain extremist parties who have 

been wanting war. But we don’t have among the people an anti-Pakistan movement as 
(Pakistan has) a hate-India movement I sincerely hope that there will not be a war, 

and I am doing everything possible to keep it from happening. The threat of war is 
considerably less since we moved our troops to the border of West Pakistan. But, of 

course, as the situation heals up in the east, that is where that threat is. We feel every 
day the danger to eastern India is increasing. 

 

On supporting the Bengalis 

 

 Only when the refugees started coming can you say that India had a hand in 

the Pakistan crisis. Only after all (the Pakistani Army terror) can you say, “Well, 

maybe some of the guerrillas do come over from India” ….. Some of the training may 

be taking place on our side, but certainly not all of it. Even now the guerrillas are not 

dependent on India. As you know, the majority of the guerrillas are the paramilitary 

forces of East Bengal…… And they’re the ones who are training new people….. 

What the Bengalis consider to be the spirit of their people has been very deeply 

wounded. And while that spirit is there, the Pakistani Army will have to kill all the 75 

million people in East Bengal before they can have control over them…. India can 

only prevent such a massacre in small and indirect ways. And I have absolutely no 

hesitation in saying that if I were placed in a situation like the Bengalis’, I certainly 

would fight. After all, we did fight the British and we have encouraged independence 
struggles all over the world. 

 

On the Bengali refugees 

 
 Taking care of the refugees means cutting a lot of our programmes, it means a 

certain austerity in living, cutting government spending and re-orienting various 
schemes and programmes. It is indeed a very, very heavy (burden). I don’t think it 

will cripple our economy, we won’t go under with it….. But the major danger is not 

this burden, which is heavy enough. It is the social and political tensions which are 

growing out of this problem. And, we feel that there is even a very real threat to our 

security. 
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On the breakup of Pakistan 

 

 I don’t think any country in its right mind would want its neighbor to 

disintegrate. We have enough problems of our own without having a weak neighbor; 

its’ not a healthy situation… (But) it is our assessment that East Bengal cannot remain 

united with Pakistan ever again in the same way it has been. 
 

On Soviet aid to India 

 

 I’ve never asked for help at any age. Not even as a small child did I ask any 
person, “Will you do this for me or will you give me this”? I have not as ked the 

Soviet Union for help. I have explained to them as I have to other countries what the 
situation is. Now, it is up to the Soviet Union and other countries-to decide; is the 

stability of India important to our region or not?.. We certainly welcome help from 

whatever quarter it will come. We welcome support, we welcome sympathy. But I 

have-always stood on my own two feet and I want India always to stand on its feet. 

We don’t want to be dependent on any country in the world. 

 

On Yahya Khan 

 

 (He is) one man who could not get elected in his own country if there were a 

fair election. I would say he would not even get elected in province if there were a fair 

election….. (Asked to reply to a statement by President Yahya in last week’s 

Newsweek interview, Mrs. Gandhi noted that Yahya had referred to her as “that 

woman.”) That woman! I’m not concerned with the remark, but it shows the mentality 

of the person. I mean, how well has he judged his own capacity to deal with East 
Pakistan? If he can’t judge a very small section of what was his own country, what 

weight has his judgment on India? What does he know about it? It’s a world which is 
quite outside his ken. 
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PRIME MINISTER INDIRA GANDHI’S SPEECH IN BEETHOVEN HALL, 

BONN, NOVEMBER 21, 1971 

 

Following are excerpts from the speech: 
 

 …. When we thought that the path was cleared-and after the elections, as you 
all know, we were busy congratulating one another, patting each other on the back, 

suddenly a new burden, without any warning, without any fault of our own descended 

upon us, and that is the crisis which took place across our borders. Now, normally, I 

do not like speaking about other countries, but, in order that you may understand the 

situation, I would like to say something. When there was the independence struggle in 

the Indian sub-continent, the movement or the struggle was all over the sub-continent, 

even in that part which is now Pakistan. But when independence was achieved, the 

country was divided; we accepted that division, unhappily perhaps, but we accepted 

it, and we have not by any word or deed done anything to change that situation. In 

India, those who have fought for freedom stood for elections and have formed the 

government; but on the other side those who had fought for freedom remained in the 

prison, by and large, and the Government was formed by those who had collaborated 

with the foreign rulers, either in the military or in their civil service. This was a major 

difference between the Governments of the two countries, and this is what has made it 
so difficult for us to see alike. 
 

 India was twice attacked by Pakistan, and today there is a danger of war. We 

have done, and we will continue to do, nothing which will provoke a war, but the 

conditions are very war-like even today because our troops are facing each other on 
the border. I was asked this question a little while ago on TV : Why is it that India is 

not willing to withdraw her troops when this proposal has been made? It was India 
which approached the United Nations when the crisis firs began brewing. 
 

 You know, just as we had elections in India, there were elections in Pakistan 

after a very long time, because the people were getting tired of military rule and there 

was a general demand for elections. In Pakistan, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the leader 

of the Awami League Party, got a majority that was even much bigger than my 

majority in India. Almost to a man, the people in East Bengal-man or woman-voted 

for him. But whereas in India it was a logical conclusion-you win an election, you 

from the Government-on the other side this did not happen. The six-point programme 

was not a new programme, it was the programme which Sheikh Mujibur Rahman had 

put before the people before the elections. This was his election campaign, his 

election programme. And if anybody had any objection, whether the leaders or 

anybody else, the time to raise the objections was before the elections. They should 

have said we cannot have elections on the basis of this six-point programme. But 

nobody and anything. It was when the 
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elections were won by such a big majority that this was raised; “that this means far 

too much autonomy than we are prepared to give”. And negotiations began. We 

thought, and the people of East Bengal thought, that this was a genuine attempt to 

come to an understanding; but the time was used for bringing across more troops from 

West Pakistan by sea, and when they thought that there were sufficient troops to deal 

with the population, on the 24
th

 March, I am told by a leader of East Pakistan, who 

says he was, if not in the same room, at least in the same house where talks were 
being held-that they thought that things were going on well and that they were 

approaching a solution and an agreement. The very next day, a reign of terror, of 
massacre, and all that goes with it, was unleashed, and this resulted in millions of 

refugees-the number is now over 9 million-it is the population of Belgium or Austria-
who are now sitting on Indian soil in the greatest of discomfort, in the greatest of 

misery, in very inadequate camps. 
 

 Now, even it in a rich country 9 million people were to come suddenly, not a 

few at a time, but very suddenly in a few weeks, they would not be able to manage the 

situation. So you can imagine that India being one of the poorest countries, with very 

limited resources, and in this situation we have 9 million people. You can imagine the 

pressure on supplies, on the administration, on the resources, on money, on every 

possible thing. Most of the refugees have come into four States of India in the Eastern 

region, and in one of them, Tripura, there is hardly room to put a person now. They 

are occupying the schools and the colleges and parks, every possible public building. 
In the beginning, the people were very sympathetic. Now the parents say; `well, we 

are sympathetic but what about our children? When will the schools open? Are they 
going to miss years of their education? So, all administrative work in some of these 

States is at a standstill. Every official is busy looking after the camps. 
 

 The economic burden is tremendous, the administrative problems are there, 
but even more so are the social and political problems which have arisen. We have 

organized trade unions. There is a recognized rate. Now, the refugees can’t-we are 
trying to keep them in the camps, but because the number is so large and many of 

them don’t come to camps at all they offer their services at much lower rate. Now, 
immediately there is trouble, because the labor unions say `well, this is our rate and 

you cannot employ’. But we have people who was to take advantage of such a 
situation, and so we have great social tensions. I am just giving one example to show 

the type of problems that can arise but more serious than all of this is the threat to 

India’s stability; because amongst the refugees there are many who may not be 

genuine refugees. We have no way of booking them. And we are having acts of 

sabotage, trains are being blown up, lambs are found in places, and a lot of 

propaganda is being done in order to their tension between the different religions. 
 

 Pakistan has raised a question about the number of refugees; we say they are over 

9 million. They have given the figure of 2½ to 3 million. Now, there is some logic in their 

argument, because 2½ to 3 million is the figure of the Muslim refugees, but we have not 
only Muslim refugees, we have Hindus, we have Christians, we have Buddhists. In three 

of the States, Tripura, Meghalaya and Assam, everybody is fully accounted for, for there 

every individual has a ration card. It is true, in West Bengal things are not so well 
organized because the larger numbers are there. But after this question arose, we are 
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having a recounting at all the Camps and it may be over by now, because it started 
some time before I left the country. It may be a little less, it may be a little more, but I 

don’t think there will be a great difference in the figures which we have given. 

 Now the question is : (1) about the United Nations observers, and (2) about the 

withdrawal of the troops. When we had asked the United Nations to look into this 

matter, we were told that it is an internal matter the United Nations cannot do 

anything. This was right at the beginning of the crisis. We kept on reminding them 
that it may be an internal matter, but its consequences are overflowing into India 

creating great problems, and the United Nations should take an interest. Now the 
United Nations observers want to come, not to deal with the cause of the crisis which 

is in East Bengal, but to see who is crossing over the border. They want to tell the 
refugees to go back. We are telling the refugees, to go back and if some more people 

will tell them, well, they are welcome. But Indian society is an absolutely open one. 
All the journalists from your country, from Canada, from the U.S.A. from the United 

Kingdom, many other countries have gone there, both sides, to East Pakistan, to India, 

to West Pakistan; they are free to report; the Diplomatic Corps is free to go where it 

wants to go. We have had Parliamentary Delegations also from both the Americas-

Latin American countries, North America-Japan, New Zealand, the different counties 

of European the Scandinavian countries; all these people have been free to go, to 

report, to talk to the refugees. So it makes no great difference. And we have also 10 

people from the United Nations High Commission for Refugees. So it is no great 

problem if a few more people come from the United Nations or from anybody else. Of 

course, then there are the international organizations; there is CARITAS, there is 

UNICEF, there is CARE, “WAR-ON-WANT”, OXFAM, and some others. So it 

wouldn’t make much difference if some more were so come. But we do object, we 

object because these people are coming not to deal with the problem as a whole but to 

try to deal with a part of the problem. When we say to the refugees, as I have been 
consistently saying, that India cannot keep these refugees as a permanent burden, they 

must go back to East Bengal, they can stay for a few months, if there are a few 
children who are orphans or few women who have no home, we could keep them, but 

we are not going to keep millions and millions of foreign nationals in our country, no 
matter what we are absolutely determined about it. Their reply is : “we want to go 

back, but how can we go back when the massacre is continuing”, when every day-first 
there were 30 to 40 thousand, then the figure went up to 62 thousand everyday-now I 

am told that it has come down slightly, but it is still in the region of 16 to 20 thousand. 

But still so many people are coming with the same stories of barbarity, of horror, of 

murder, of rape. How can we ask the people to go back? And who will listen to us, 

even if we do ask? First, the condition should be created on the other side which 

should assure the refugees that they can go in safety and in dignity. This is what we 

have said to the United Nations. 

 Now, with regard to troops, it is Pakistan which first brought their troops to 
the borders; they came first on the Eastern border because they are para-forces. We 

have an agreement with them that they would not be troops, they would be only 
paramilitary forces-East Bengal Rifles, East Pakistan Regiment-on the side, and what 

we call the Border Security Force, on our side. Their people, i.e. this Regiment and 

the Rifles, have left the Pakistan service in March, as soon as this happening started, 

and they joined the 
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Movement of Liberation of East Bengal. So, their border was left in a way 
unprotected. Either they left it or they did not trust these people in the check-posts and 

they moved their army to the border. So, after some time, we were forced to move our 
troops also. Now there was no trouble whatsoever on the Western Front, i.e., 

Kashmir, Punjab, Rajasthan, but one day they moved their troops there also. Now, 

there we have got U.N. said, “Oh, this is merely a training exercise”. Obviously, it is 

not something we could believe. Even then, we did not do anything for more than a 

week, but at the end of that time we saw that their troops had no intention of 

withdrawing, we were compelled to bring our troops up to the border. 

 

 Now, what does withdrawal mean? People say, even though it was their fault, 

what harm is there in withdrawing the troops? Well, the question is that their 

cantonments are right near the border, but ours are not; ours are very far away and if 

we withdraw, there is no way we can really adequately defend our country if they 

change their mind. And, we have had no cause to trust them, I mean, we have been 

attacked twice and on each accession for many months they have, “we have nothing 

to do with It, we have sent no infiltrators”, and then they themselves have admitted 
this in public forums, such as, either the Security Council or somewhere else. This is 

the history and the background. As any head of Government-although India is deeply 
committed to peace, to total disarmament, India believes that war does not solve 

problems-but we cannot leave our borders undefended in the present circumstances, 
especially as all the news coming from Pakistan state that since they are bound to lose 

East Bengal, why should they not grab a piece of the West. This is the situation which 
we face. Seeing India from a long distance, it may seem to you: “well, it does not 

make any difference”. But the people who live on the borders, and ours and inhabited 

right up to the very edge-in fact, in East Pakistan we have houses where, the houses 

are in India and the kitchens are in East Bengal or vice-a-versa. We have no natural 

border; there is no river or road or anything like that. To the people who live in the 

border, it means a great deal whether they are properly defended or not, whether they 

can trust the Government to defend them. So, this is what the position is. 

 

 There was another question which was asked me a little while ago and which 

was what about Kashmir? Now, what about Kashmir! Pakistan has spread the 

propaganda that Kashmir is pro-Pakistan, and I am afraid some other people have 

helped them in this propaganda. In 1965, they sent a lot of infiltrators, trained people. 

They thought that these people would we welcomed by the locals. But they were not 

welcomed. The local population was the first to inform us, because, as it happened, at 
that time, we did not have very many forces there, we did not even have sufficient 

police in the city of Srinagar, which is the capital city. It was a very great weakness. 
This was so because, in the meantime, in 1962, we had been attacked on the other 

border and we had concentrated all our forces there. But when this attack took place 
in 1965, it was the unity of the local people, who not only kept us informed, but who 

formed the front lines almost- till the army came to defend their country. This is how 
we not only not allowed the Pakistani Army into Kashmir, but took a large portion of 

territory which has most of the vantage points which were under Pakistan’s 

occupation previously. Now, Kashmir has 
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lived in peace all these many years. There are voices of dissent there, I am not saying 

that there are not, but so are there in practically every country. There is hardly any 

country in the world, which has not some voices of dissent. The way to judge a 

situation is there peace or not, is the Government there going on normally, is 

education expanding, agricultural programme improving, industry expanding in 

Kashmir; all these things are happening. Everybody is free to go there. It is true that 

we have recently put some restrictions on one or two of their leaders. They are free to 
go anywhere, but not to enter Kashmir, because things are peaceful there and we 

thought that at this moment for some body to start trouble is not in the country’s 
interest. 

 
 So, we have nothing to hide and, as I said, we shall not, certainly not, be the 

people to provoke a greater confrontation. But to think that the present situation can 
last is unrealistic. To think that the bitterness and hatred in the hearts of the East 

Bengalis can go without any positive action, is to be unrealistic. And, as a politician, 

one has to face the reality of the situation; it is not a question of what I think or what I 

want, it is a question of what exists, and what exists is that the people of East Bengal 

want to decide their destiny themselves. They do not want advice from me, and they 

will not take it even if I want to give to them. They are imbued today with the spirit of 

nationalism. It may be good, it may be bad, that is beside the point. But this is a 

situation which nobody can ignore. And that is why we think that the world should 

take interest, to try see that a political settlement is reached which will be lasting, and 

nothing will be lasting unless it is accepted by the people of East Bengal and their 

elected representatives. 

 

 Now, the Pakistan Government has announced that they will have re-elections. 

We certainly cannot understand it. The people who won the elections are here, they 
are alive. You can’t suddenly say these seats are vacant. Not only do they say the 

seats are vacant, but 55 people have been declared elected unopposed to some of 
those vacancies. It is an extraordinary position, and I don’t think any body who is 

concerned with democracy, with liberty, can accept this situation. 
 

 Further, the burden on India, not the economic burden, is tremendous. As I 
said a little while ago to another audience, when you are poor, you know you can be 

poorer. If you have not enough to eat, you are always willing to share what you have. 

We found that in our country and our experience has been that whether there is 

drought or whether there has been war, it is the poor people who have helped the 

most. Today, although the burden is a tremendous one, it is going to cost us a great 

deal, not just in money, it will cost us in development it will cost the promises we 

made to our people, of the programme of employment, every single programme; we 

are trying not to cut it, but I don’t see how it can remain whole, everything will have 

to be pruned. We have very heavy taxation already, and about a few days before 

coming, we had to put extra tax burden on every possible thing we could think of. 

And we just sat and thought, now what can be possible taxed, and we taxed. So, we 

have this enormous burden but I have confidence in my people. They have shown 

their capacity to endure any burden, to bear any type of suffering or sacrifice, and, 

today, if we have to do it for our unity, for our stability, for our freedom, I know that 
the people of India, and even the political parties which are otherwise completely 

opposed to me, I know that on this question, we stand as 
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one. And we have the determination to bear this burden. We are not going to go 

under, however heavy the economic burden is, or any other burden. 
 

 But we may have to take steps which are necessary to safeguard our freedom 

and our stability, and, I think, that this is not only in the interest of India, it is in the 
interest of Pakistan itself. Pakistan cannot remain if India is unstable. If Pakistan 

becomes unstable for a while and India is stable, Pakistan will come back to stability. 
But if, in the larger part of the sub-continent, there is trouble, then certainly nobody 

can save Pakistan or any other smaller countries there. and, I think, if there is 
instability in India, it will have an effect on all of Asia, and perhaps in other parts of 

the world as well. 
 

 So, today, we feel that very much more is at stake than people are realizing; 

and I have come here not to ask for anything from the Government, from any of the 

countries where I have been, but merely to give my assessment of the situation as it 

exists. And it is then for these countries, these governments or the people, to decide 

what they should do in such a situation, whether they should help or they should not. 

Naturally, everybody welcomes sympathy, everybody welcomes friendship, 

everybody welcomes support, but we know that in life, in the ultimate analysis, 

everybody-even a parent, or a child, or a sister, or a brother, each individual is alone; 

each country is alone; and India must learn to stand on her feet; she is going to stand 
on her feet and deal with the problems herself. 
 

Following are some of the questions asked by the audience and the replies given 

by the Prime Minister: 
 

Question: You speak about humanity for the East Pakistanis. How will you 

explain the construction of Farraka Barrage which certainly is going to destroy the 
agriculture and economy there? 
 

 Prime Minister: I don’t know whether the young lady knows the geography 

of the place. East Bengal does not suffer from a shortage of water but of too much of 

water.. (applause). This matter has been under discussion for a long time. 

Unfortunately, Pakistan is now trying to make it into a political question, whereas it is 

not. It is not in any way harming East Pakistan or East Bengal. 
 

 Question: Excellency, Mrs. Gandhi, I want to tell you that I am Vice 

President of the Committee of Migration in the International Council of Women. We 

have made a resolution in our meeting in Amsterdam about the very great problem of 

refugees in you country, to urge all 60-member councils to take more care for your 

problems and urge the United Nations to look after the minorities in the world. 
 

 Prime Minister: Thank you very much. 
 

 Question: Madam, you said in the course of your speech that East Pakistani 

people are imbued with nationalism. Do you think this nationalist spirit is absent in 

West Bengali people, and because Bengalis are a nation, therefore, they should have 

one State? How would you preclude the people of West Bengal, who are as much 

Bengalis, from forming the same State? 
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 Prime Minister: It is a very good question; thank you for asking it. I should 

have actually dealt with it in my speech. Well, the first answer is that there is no 

feeling in West Bengal to separate from the rest of India. Secondly, it is not only a 

question whether what West Bengal would like to do, but whether the people who live 

in East Bengal would like West Bengal to join them. Obviously, nothing is impossible 

in the world and it is a remote possibility. I personally do not think that such a thing 

can happen, because West Bengal is far more developed, whether industrially, 
educationally or in any other way, than the East is. We know from own experience of 

what has happened in Vietnam, that they would not like to have a bigger brother 
attached to them who should dominate them. 

 
 Question: You mentioned something about the six-point programme of 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. But I think you should inform the audience that the division 
of the country was not in his six-points. And it would be the same thing as if 

Candidate Strauss would win the election for Chancellorship and he would like to 

separate Bavaria from Germany. I don’t think that the people of Germany would 

accept that. 

 

 Prime Minister: I think I made it very clear that the six-points were 

announced before the elections. They were accepted, presumably, because otherwise 

why should the elections have been held on that programme? That was the basic 

programme put to the people of East Bengal and it is not only the people of East 

Bengal but also some of West Pakistan who voted for Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's 

Party. 

 

 Question: The six-points did not give him the mandate to divide the country. 

 
 Prime Minister: We are talking about whatever the six-points did. Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman did not ask for any 7
th

 point at all. Whatever the programme was, as 
I said, if anybody disapproved of it, the time to raise that point of disapproval was 

before the elections and not afterwards….. 
 

 Question: Relating to Indo-Soviet Treaty and detente in Europe. 
 

 Prime Minister: Well, our Indo-Soviet Treaty is unconnected with this 

matter. We welcome the détente here and we wish that there would be détente in all 

such disputes anywhere. So far as the Indo-Soviet Treaty is concerned, well, it is just 

what it says, its name says, the “Treaty of Peace, Friendship and Co-operation”. 

 

 A lot of people who have never supported non-alignment are now trying to say 

that this Treaty is going against the interest of non-alignment, India is no more non-

aligned, and so on. We are naturally not at all impressed by this argument because we 

know what our policy has been and we are determined that it is going to remain the 

same. 

 

 Question: Hon'ble Prime Minister, Mrs. Gandhi, my question is almost 

identical with the former question, but I just want to elaborate one point. It is a fact 
that our Treaty with the Soviet Union is not intended to affect our policy of non-

alignment; but I think the influence of Russia is getting more and more in our part of 
the world. As far as I am 
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informed, the Soviet Navy has approached some of our ports, at least party. And 

Russia is too big a power, too strong a power, that in a long time, I mean, in a long 

period of our relationship, whether India can really remain sovereign and non-

aligned? 

 

 Prime Minister: This indeed is a very extraordinary question, if I may say so. 

Perhaps the gentleman has been out of India for a considerable time and he does not 
know how we feel. If the Soviet Union is on the Indian Ocean, well, so are many 

other Navies, there. He has not suggested that any other Navy, being there is also 
going to influence us. So, therefore, why should the Soviet influence be more than the 

others? Every country in the world, small or big, does try to influence others 
countries. The question is whether we are going to withstand that pressure or not. We 

have always withstood pressure. We have fought for our independence. We have not 
appealed or begged for it. We have fought for it with our lives (Prolonged applause). 
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 A" �������# ����, ��]��m��� $?�% ���]>���" ���C�m��� ����Z� ��, [\�। �� 
��]��m�� ���1G����� ������ ��� 1��@। 
 

 �������# ����, >���� P�% ���1G��� �L��� $3# ������� ��"�#�1 ��,%� ��%��। A" 
��"�# ���1G��� A��1��, O�1� ����। ����F 5�E� �� 1��� 3�L ����C 0��L ��� ���1 $� 
����C� $�,%�  �%�@� � ����C��� 1��/ ���U./ 1�� �&�% A" �������# ����, 5�� ��*� 
0��L�� ��� #L�� ���% 5b��  �d �� �>���" A" �� ����C��� �1@� ����C� 1��  �%�@। 
���� ������ $��1��� A�&�% �&�% A��� )����
 1�� ��� @�c� ��f�c�% ��f�c�% #L��[���1 
5b��  � $��� ��� ���� ��। 
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�����L ���। �� A1�# )��� H<�� ��� ����, 1��� ��� $�� ����� � ����CV 1�� �1@� ��� 
��� �%। �� ��� ��� 1��� �� $�, A"�1� ���Z� Hr�  �� ��� ���1C� 0��L�� 1�����%�� 
�#� $>�� ���1�@� >���% 0��L��� ���1G���� ��� $>�� )��� 1��  ��। �a�*�� 3�L 
����F 5�E� 1�� ��� )�%�3�, Z���% 1�����" � ��1 1����। 
 
 A" �������# ����, ��������� $1�� >���% 0��L $�"। A�� $� ���  �d � ���Y��� �� , 
��]� ���1G��� 0��L��� ��
L। 
 
 �������# ����, ���1G��� 0��L�� ���� , ��]���T >���% A��1�� ,�� $&����.C/ 1�� 
?���@। &1�� ���1G��� 0��L��। �1.�/&��� ����C A�� ��/����#� ��*/-����C >���% ��f�#� ,�� 
$&����.C/ 1��। 44$� ��>�� �
L ���� ������� H<�� ���� ���� ���1G��� 0��L , >���% 
����F �*� ��� ��� ��
L [�� �����%  %। & 44$� ��>�� ��1������� ����� ���1 5��Z 
���1G��� 0��L ��"# $���� &�� , *���` $O�1 [���.C/ 1��। ����F �*� ��� �� ���� 3��� $�%, 
���1G��� 0��L�� 5����/ 1��। >���% ��* $1H  �   %��। A1" ���� ��/����#� ��*/-����C 
���1G��� 0��L , ����F �*� ��� ��� ��
L [�� �����%  %। 44$� ��>�� ���1G��� 0��L 
&T�������� A�� 1�������#� ��1#�C� 5m��� ,��, $&����.C/ 1��। 
 
 44$� ��>�� ������ 1���&��� ��*/-��]�� >���% ��C��*1 ����� ��� >���% 
A��1�� ��
L ����@� �� ���1G��� 0��L�� ���� �*L 1�� [���.C/ 1��। >���% ������� $1�� 
*�  %��। A1" ���� ���1G��� 0��L�� 1���&��� H<�� A1�# A��1�% >���% # ����� 0��L��� 
,�� [���.C/ 1��। A13� ����F �*� �   �%�@। A1��� ��>�� ���1G��� 0��L�� 1���&��� 
��]�� >���% ��f�#� ,�� $&����.C/ 1��। ����F �*� ��� �� A" $&����.C�/� ���� 3��� $�%। 
$1"  �   %��। 
 
 89$� ��>�� ���1G��� ���1��� $��f� !�# $���� �������/� J�� �1.�/&��� )�% 
�#��� �1� ��#�� H<�-����C "�������� A1�# �����c� 0��L�� �����L *�bG  �%�@। 
 
 44$� ��>��, ���1G��� 0��L�� ������� ��������� ,��� $O�1 [��"�-A� H<�-����C 
>���% # ����� 0��L��� ,�� ��"# $����&�� , ��"�J��� [���.C/ 1��। A1" ���� � A��1�� 
,�� ���1G��� 0��L�� �����F� ,��� $O�1 ��"# $����&���� [���.C/ 1��। 
 
 ���3k�� , �,���� $�6�� ���1G��� 0��L�� & 44$� ��>�� H�c� ��*/-��]�� , 
�,����� H<�-��]�� ������� ��������� ,��� $O�1 [���.C/ 1��। �,���� A��1�% A13� 
����F �*� �   �%�@। 1������� H<�-����C A�� H�c� ��*/-����C ���1G����� ��� ���1�� 0�� 
1��@। ��-��� ��C��*1��� 1��@ A"�� ���-���� ����� 5�>���& 1��  �%�@। 
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 �%���=�, 4: ��>��-��������� ��3s��1 ���
��� ���� A�� 5����� $�� ���3��1 ���Y 
$�,%�� 3�L �L�Z� ���। ��1 $)����} "%�� %� ��f� H�y��L A" � ��� 3����%�@� )
���+� K��� 
&�p�। ��1 $)����}�1 ��� ����@�, ���������� 5�Z� >���� ,�� A1 5� ��% >��  �% 
��%�@। 
 
 )
���+� A" � ��� ��/� >���%  �"1������ K� 5#��� ���J ����" ?���� 1�� $�,%� 
 �%�@। ��� ��� ���������C� 3�L ���=� A���@���। K� 5#��� ���J ����" $)����} 
"%�� %� A1#�  ��� ��/� �����%�@���। K��� &�p�� A" ��/� ��" H<�। 
 
 3��� ��� �&�% K��� &�p� ��1 $)�����}�  ��� 	�& ��/�� )�L<�� ���� 5�>�2� 
3����%�@�। A13� ��1��� ������ ����, A1O� �L �% $� )
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�������# 3����, )
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�f��� ��
L ����?��� ��.%  � ���� ��। 
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WE WILL DO WHAT IS BEST IN OUR NATINAL INTEREST: 

MRS. GANDHI 
 

 NEW DELHI, Dec. 2.-The Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, declared here 
today that it did not worry India at all as to who called her aggressor when she had not 

committed any aggression, reports PTI. Making an obvious reference to the latest 

newspaper comments from London that Britain might describe India again as an 
aggressor, Mrs. Gandhi said: “Times have changed during the last five years. If any 

country thinks that by calling us aggressor it can pressurize us to forget our national 

interests then that country is living in its own fool’s paradise and it is welcome to that”. 
Mrs. Gandhi was addressing the Congress workers of Delhi who had assembled at her 

residence this morning to express their solidarity in this time of national emergency. 
 

 Mrs. Gandhi said: “The times have passed when any nation sitting three or four 

thousand miles away could give orders to Indians on the basis of their color superiority to 
do as they wished. India has changed and she was no more a country of natives. 
 

 “Today we will do what is best in our national interests and not what these so-

called big nations would like us to do. We value their friendship, help and aid but we 

cannot forsake the country’s territorial integrity and sovereignty”. 
 

 Referring to Britain Mrs. Gandhi said that during the 1965 Indo-Pak conflict, 

Britain had made the mistake of calling India an aggressor “But now they should see 

for themselves the facts, sequence of events, the happenings in Bangladesh and 
situation on the Indo-Pak borders”. 
 

 “My only expectation from Britain is that it would take an objective view of 

the situation,” she added. 
 

 Referring to Pakistan’s efforts to get U.N. observers in East Bengal, Mrs. 
Gandhi said she did not know what useful purpose these observers could serve in the 

present situation. 
 

 A large number of foreign dignitaries legislators of various countries, U.S. 

Senators, relief teams. Independent organizations, Ministers and others have visited 

the border of East Bengal with West Bengal and have witnessed the plight of the 

refugees. They have also seen the results of the reign of terror unleashed by the 

Pakistani Army on the people of Bangladesh but what had happened? “Has it solved 
the problem of Bangladesh? Has any of these big nations asked Pakistan to stop this 

genocide of the people of Bangladesh? No, they will not do it.” 
 

 The problem of Bangladesh, she said, could be solved only by asking the 

Pakistani Army to vacate Bangladesh so that these millions of people had left heir 

homes and hearths could go back and pursue their life peacefully. 
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“Peace can return to the subcontinent only if the Pakistani Army withdraws 

from the borders or India in the east as well as west” Mrs. Gandhi said. 
 

Mrs. Gandhi said when Pakistan moved its Army to the India borders there 

was not a whisper by any of these notions or the U.N. But, from the time India had 

brought forward her farces to protect her territories, there was a hue and cry that peace 

was in danger, “I do not understand these things”. 
 

In her hour-long speech, Mrs. Gandhi  asked whether the U.N. will be prepare 

to give an undertaking that Pakistan would not attack India, “In the event of any such 

attack, would the U.N. ensure tat any territories, occupied by Pakistan are vacated?” 
 

Thrice Attacked 
 

Before they talk of withdrawal of troops from the eastern or western border 

they should keep in mind that India was attacked thrice earlier by Pakistan but neither 

the U.N. nor the other powers condemned Pakistan once for that. How do they expect 

us to believe them now? 
 

She said India did not move the Army to the western borders for ten days after 
Pakistani Army had occupied forward positions “We went to the U.N. observers and 

protested to them that Pakistan should not be allowed to bring her forces in the 

forward areas. After inquiries the U.N. observers told us that the Pakistani s were 

carrying on military exercises and would withdraw after ten days. Are the ten days not 

yet over? With all these happenings I do not understand how we can have any faith in 

them. 

Mrs. Gandhi said that the idea of posting U.N. observers in East Bengal was to 

check the activities of the Mukti Bahini. But they were forgetting that all the checks 

and controls in Vietnam failed to stop the guerrilla activities. “I do think how 

observers can function when it is made pain by the Bangladesh Government that it 

cannot guarantee their safety” Mrs. Gandhi added.   
 

She said “there is a charge that India is allowing Mukti Bahini to operate from 

her soil. How can we check it? Our border with East Bengal is so long that even if 

India deployed her entire army. It would not be able to stop them”.  
 

The prime Minister said the U.N. or any nation was not prepared to look at the 

question in its entirety. 
 

Mrs. Gandhi described as totally baseless the accusations that India was 

interfering in the internal affairs of a neighbor. We are simply telling the world what 

the Pakistani Army is doing inside Bangladesh. Killing thousands and thousands of 

human beings might not be of any concern to the world but India is worried and that 

is the reason which has prompted India in allowing the refugees to come to our soil. 
 

"All these countries which are today shouting about India interfering in the 

internal affairs of Pakistan had interfered in the affairs of other countries whenever it 

suited them and here when we have not done any such thing. We are being accused of 

it. Well, it should not worry us much. Even a country like China, interfered in other 

nations affairs". 

 

------------- 
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WE SHALL SUCCEED 
 

YOU ARE ALL aware that we are facing a new crisis. The people of Bengal 

and the rest of the country had stood by us and returned us to power in the last general 
election. We had imagined that all obstacles in the way of our progress had been 

removed and we shall work hard to build up a strong country. But soon after, a tragic 
event happened which cast a big burden on our people, although we were in on way 

involved in it. In the beginning, it was purely an economic burden. The large influx of 
refugees from East Bengal seriously affected the lives of the people in West Bengal, 

Assam, Meghalaya and Tripura and increased their hardships. We imagined that we 
shall have to bear this burden for only a few days and we shall be able to do so easily 

with the help of other countries. But the help we received was meagre compared to 

what was necessary. If some people offered help, they were not in the least worried 

about the causes of the crises why a huge mass of people were quitting their homes 

and coming to us like a river in flood. No disease can be cured unless it is correctly 

diagnosed. What is to be done if, without caring to find out the cause of the influx, we 

try to stop it? We told the truth and others agreed with us , but nobody did anything in 

the matter. 
 

To understand the present crises, we have to go into its historical background 
and find out how Pakistan was formed. The battle for freedom was fought in the 

whole country-also in the region now called Pakistan. Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan, 
better known as Frontier-Gandhi, and Abdul Samad khan, who was called Baluch 

Gandhi, took part in the fight for freedom. But when Pakistan was formed, it was not 

these leaders of the people who came to power. In India, the freedom fighters won the 

elections and set up their Government. But in Pakistan. They remained behind prison 

walls and those who were cooperating with the British set up their Government. They 

held positions in the Army or other offices. There was a basic difference in our 

ideologies. We were anxious then and are so even now that we should have the best of 

friendly relations with our new neighbor-now that Pakistan had come into being. It is 

not good for any country to be always quarrelling with a neighbor. But whenever we 

extended our hand of friendship, we were faced with a closed fist on the other side 

and also an atmosphere of tension. We believe that the reason for this was that several 

countries were encouraging Pakistan to do so. If the big powers, which were friendly 

to Pakistan, had advised it in the very   beginning not to fight with India , Pakistan 

would not have taken up the posture of war. Pakistan had neither the strength nor the 
courage to go to war with us. But they did so because they were getting help and war 

materials from abroad. Even when they went to war with us, they got all 
encouragement from their friends. They were not branded as aggressors with the 

result that they did not change their ways. The result of all this was that despite its 
friendship with Big powers, Pakistan could not become a strong power. It grew 

weaker. 
 

  
From a public speech at Calcutta, December 3, 1971. 
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We are all Indians though we speak different languages and profess different 

faiths. To whatever state we belong, we are all citizens of this country engaged in the 

common endeavor of taking it forward towards progress. What binds men of different 

religions, habits, dress and languages are some high ideals. Religion and language 

cannot bind any people in the world of today. We have to get over these. Religion is 

good and everyone must adhere to his religion. But you cannot build up a nation and 

keep the people united, on the basis of religion. We said this at the time of the 
formation of Pakistan but neither the British nor others listened to us them and 

Pakistan came into being. But we saw from the very beginning that in Pakistan, the 
people of one religion committed atrocities on the minorities belonging to a different 

religion. 
 

Another thing that was happening in Pakistan and which the world overlooked 
was that even those who were in a religious majority in the country were being 

oppressed. We knew it but we could not interfere in the affairs of another country. But 

the situation could not last long and in the end this has weakened Pakistan. If Pakistan 

has become weak, it is not because we wanted it. It has become weak because other 

nations helped it in pursuing wrong policies, which were probably in their own 

interest and not in the interest of Pakistan. We had leaders who followed policies 

which were in the national interest and stuck to them firmly.  

 

Our development plans are in progress but, in the meanwhile, a big burden has 

been cast on us. The burden is economic because the number of refugees is very large. 

The influx has also created social, administrative and political problems. But the most 

important thing is the danger it poses to our security. It might develop into a big 

danger.  

 
You are aware that we have rehabilitated all the refugees who came to us so 

far. We did so although we are a poor country and received meagre help from outside. 
We become worried as the danger to our security slowly increased. Across the border 

between west Bengal and East Bengal, there was the Border security force on our side 
and East Bengal or the East Pakistan Rifles on the other side but they had changed 

their name and called themselves the Mukti Bahini. 
 

At this stage, Pakistan moved its forces towards our borders; in the west they 

moved further towards Kashmir, Punjab, Rajasthan and Gujarat. When their forces 

reached the Kashmir border, we drew the attention of U.N. observers towards this. 

They told us that the Pakistani forces were carrying out training exercises. Who could 

believe it? Could a country, which had been the victim of Pakistani aggression thrice, 

believe it? The danger to our security increased but we took no steps for ten days. 

After ten days, we also moved our forces forward. As long as we had not moved our 

forces towards our borders, no country in the world, big or small, took note of the 

presence of Pakistani forces on our borders. They were not worried about the danger 

posed to our security and that they should do something. No opinions were expressed 

about it. But when our forces moved forward, not on another’s territory but on our 

own, some world powers raised a furore that peace was in peril and they began saying 

that both the countries should withdraw their forces. Now could we agree to this? No 
Government with any sense of responsibility, no minister or any officer could 

endanger the security of the country and  
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its borders. We asked why the Pakistani forces had been moved to our borders and 

whether it did not involve a risk to our security. If we withdrew our forces, they had 

to be moved far from the borders where our cantonments and other arrangements 

exist. But the cities and cantonments of Pakistan are quite close to their borders. If 

they withdraw just a little, they will still be in a advantageous position. They can 

reach the borders quickly whenever they want to attack us. We cannot do so. Who are 
there to guarantee that if we are attacked, they would help us and get us back quickly 

the land occupied by the aggressor? Nobody is prepared to consider this aspect of the 
matter. They all say that the forces must be withdrawn. We do not say “No” to this 

demand. We have suggestions make. But how far is it proper that only the suggestions 
made by the other party should be accepted? Our suggestion is that the Pakistani 

forces should be withdrawn from East Bengal. It is their arrival and their stay which 
has resulted in a reign of terror there and the influx of refugees into this country. If 

they leave East Bengal, the fighting will stop immediately. But no one is prepared to 

think on these lines. 
 

We were also told to agree to have U.N. observers on our eastern border as 

well. As far as I am aware, a few of them were there. Possibly they are still there. But 
the question is why should they be posted there? Will their presence ensure the return 

of the refugees? The refugees say they will not go back unless there is complete peace 
in Bangladesh. Now can we ask them to go when we see there is a war in progress 

there, people  are being massacred, woman are being tortured and one village after 
another is being set on fire? How can we ask them to return under these conditions? 

The first duty of the world community as well as our own is to try to establish peace 
there. We waited for many days, waited to see if other countries could help in the 

matter and stop the reign of terror. 
 

I visited some countries in Europe and the United States. I was assured 
everywhere that they agreed with me on the need of a political solution to restore 

peace in Bangladesh and to ensure the return to the refugees. They said they were 
stressing this aspect of the problem. But nothing came out of it. We do not threaten, 

nor do we raise a hue and cry. Bt we know what is in our national interest and we are 
not going to give it up. The people of East Bengal are shedding their blood to achieve 

freedom. This has happened in the past in our country as well. A large number of 
farmers, intellectuals and members of the Bar sacrificed their lives for freedom. Now 

if some countries want that we should not defend our freedom and allow them to carry 

out their own evil designs. We cannot be the victims of their evil, designs. 
 

Every citizen of this country has to share this burden, be the young or old, man 

or woman. We have to share all hardships and meet the danger. Although the whole 
country has to bear the burden, you in Bengal have to heap a little more of it. We 

should be prepared for whatever happened. 
 

I assure you that I do not want war. I earnestly desire peace. I know what war 

is and how it affects the people, especially the weaker section of the community. I 

detest war. It is my sincere wish that I should not be instrumental in bringing about 

war. Nehru talked much about peace but even he said that if we have to meet any 

attack on our freedom we must do so with all our might.  
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some foreign papers have described me as stubborn. I am stubborn in matters 

affecting our security and, in my opinion, the massacre going on in Bangladesh must 

stop and peace restored. The annihilation of the 75 million people of Bangladesh is 

not in our national interest. Therefore, we have to ensure that the terrible atrocities 

going on there must stop. This is not being stubborn. There is no alternative to this if 

we consider our own national interests. You are aware that we have taken some steps 

only after calm consideration. We have done nothing is haste. We are doing only what 
is proper and in our interest. Whenever some foreign power talked to us, it was only 

after careful deliberation that we refused to accept any suggestion made and we 
accepted what we could. We are faced with a crises and there must be enthusiasm 

among the people. We have also to see how to utilize this enthusiasm to meet change 
before us. Any army must fight to be in victorious. This will not be possible if our 

industries and school are closed down and the working of our hospitals is affected. If 
we want to be truly victorious, the citizens of Calcutta must ensure that the work in 

towns and villages is carried on more efficiently and with greater vigour. 

 

It is testing time for our country but I am confident that we shall succeed. 

Whatever the nature of the fight, we shall deal with it firmly and with a cool head so 

that the promises we have made to the people are fulfilled and we continue our march 

towards progress. However great the danger, however great the pressure, we have to 

move forward even if we are alone. The people who live near our borders know that 

the Pakistanis have been firing on Agartala and other places. Our hospitals and full of 

injured people. Our hearts go to them and I express gratitude to them on my behalf 

and on behalf of the nation. We are proud of their courage and we hope that their 

morale will continue to be high. Although they are now no longer in uniform, they are 

our soldiers, We are proud of their bravery and enthusiasm.    
 

 
 

------------- 
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VICTORY WILL BE OURS 
 

YOU ARE FIGHTING with courage to defend our freedom and honor. The 

entire country admires you. Our people are with you. The people of all region, all 

languages, all religions, all political parties are united as never before. They are as 

determined as you to defeat the aggressor. They are imbued with boundless faith in 

their cause and in your capacity to meet any challenge.  

 

The enemy has raised the false and pernicious cry of a religious war. The 

people of Bangladesh, who are overwhelmingly Muslims, have given a fitting reply to 

the military rulers of Islamabad.   

 
You and we are fighting in defense of the great principle that the people of all 

religions are equally our brothers. We are defending the great ideals of equality and 
brotherhood, which are the life and blood of our democracy, Bharat means not only 

the fields, hills are rivers which make up our country, not only the 560,000 villages 

and towns, not only the 550 millions of people, but the ideals of tolerance and respect 

for higher morality which the very mention of India has evoked for 30 centuries.  

 

Fight well, my countrymen. Victory will be ours.  

 
 

 
Massage to the Armed Forces, broadcast over All India Radio, December 10, 1971. 
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WHY THIS FIGHT 
 

I AM HAPPY to be with you, to see your enthusiasm and to talk to you 

although I have nothing particularly new to tell you. What are we fighting for? We are 

fighting not only for our territory and honour but also for some high ideals which this 
country has upheld during the past several centuries. I am happy that in the present 

war not only our brave officers and soldiers but the people as a whole, including the 
students, are taking part in one way or the other. I am thankful to you for the purse of 

Rs. 1,01,000  which you have presented to me for the welfare of the Jawans. I am sure 
that you will be the pioneers in every work which the nation undertakes.  
 

Students have played an important part in the freedom movement of their 

country, whether in India or abroad. If the student community had not been in the 

forefront of our struggle for freedom, we would not have achieved the success that we 

got. For the past many years, we have been trying to strengthen that freedom. Eternal 

vigilance is the price of liberty. We must always act so as to strengthen our unity and 

do so with firmness and courage. Also, these actions of ours should be meaningful for 
the people as a whole.  
 

We have achieved a lot and yet you must be aware that we have not able to 

shape our destiny as we wanted to. Poverty and backwardness are obstacles in the 

way of the common man getting the fruits of freedom. Our people are not able to 

enjoy all the rights of a free citizen. While you have the opportunity to study in a 

university, there are lots of people in this country who do not yet have this privilege. 

Our freedom will remain incomplete so long as we are not able to give full 

opportunity for development to every village, be they in the plains, on the mountains 

or in the deserts.  
 

We are proud of continuously treading the path we have chosen for ourselves. 

Many have been our weaknesses and mistakes and many obstacles on our path. There 

were aggressions against us. There were natural calamities which weakened us, yet we 
went forward in spite of all this. We had not had a moment’s respite. Once again there is a 

big obstacle in the way of our progress and a big task before the people of this country. 

You have assured me of your loyalty and I am happy to know that the student community 

is prepared for the dangers facing this country. But we must know that mere enthusiasm is 

not enough. We have to understand the ideals and the fundamental principles for which 

we are fighting and which form the basis of this country’s unity.  
 

We do not want to go to war. In fact we tried hard to avoid it .The whole world 

knows that we have been trying for world peace for the past 25 years, and we certainly 

had a part to play in bringing about peace in certain areas of the world. But, what is 
peace? Peace does not mean that we keep quiet while the people of a neighbouring    
 

 

 
Free translation of speech in Hindi at the University of December 10, 1971 
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country are being annihilated. This is not peace. The war that is going on today began 

not in our territory but in Bangladesh and India had no hand in it. We did not even 

know that there was to be a war.  

We were happy that Pakistan had a general election after many years of 

military rule. The leader of a certain party won a majority in that election. We were 

not concerned either with election or with the selection of the leader, but we were 

certainly happy to know that the particular leader, who had won, wanted India’s 

friendship. We know that we cannot always be fighting with a neighbouring country. 

If, however, there is some disturbance there, It does affect us. We were, therefore, 

happy that an election had been held and there were hopes of the formation of a 

government which would be friendly to us, and we would join together to solve the 

main problem affecting us. This was the poverty of the people and the progress of the 

country.  

We too had a general election, and we formed a new government. The party 

which had secured a majority in the elections in our neighbouring country was not 

allowed to form its own government. It is at this stage that the war really began.   

I would like to give you the historical background of the present trouble 
because it is necessary to understand it. The Pakistan President had talks with the 

leaders of the Awami League and we expected that the talks would be fruitful and a 
popular government would be set up. We, however, learnt that the negotiations were a 

ruse to gain time to land a big army in Bangladesh from West Pakistan. These forces 
launched a big attack on the poor unarmed people on the night of March 25. The 

leaders of the Awami League, who had assembled there, have told us that on the 24
th

 
they were expecting that the negotiations would be fruitful. They were not at all 

prepared for the sudden attack on them the next day. They had same idea of launching 

a struggle, a non-violent struggle of the type which India waged against the British. 

But they did not get any opportunity for that. They were attacked with guns and 

mortar. Their great leader was arrested and they were accused of being traitors to the 

country. All this left on alternative for them except to declare that they wanted 

complete freedom.  

Despite the anger in our hearts against the atrocities in Bangladesh and our 
deep sympathy for the people there, we kept quiet. We did not want to utter a word or 

take a step which might come in the way of a settlement between the leaders of 
Bangladesh and West Pakistan. However, what was a matter of Pakistan ceased to be 

so when the people of Bangladesh, young and old, women and children, entered our 

country like a river in flood. It soon became at big question and a big burden for us. 

After all this the statement by any country that it was an internal matter of Pakistan 

ceased to have any meaning. 

Even at this stage we said that what was happening in Bangladesh concerned 
only the people there and we had no right to speak about the nature of a settlement. It 

was for the people of Bangladesh and their leaders alone to decide why they wanted 
and what sort of settlement they could make. We had said that India had to consider 

seriously what effect the conditions in that country will have on us, and this certainly 
was our internal matter. We could not close our eyes to this aspect of the question. We 

made it clear to the whole world that the situation was deteriorating and that the two 

countries were moving towards  
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a war. If the nations of the world wanted to stop a war, there was still time for them 

and they could have done so by securing justice for the people of Bangladesh. 

We know that this could not be done suddenly and we did not say that it 

should be done immediately. We only said that a step or two should be taken which 

might meet the aspirations of the people of Bangladesh and also ensure that their 

voice was heard. Among such steps could be the release of the Bangladesh leader, 
Sheikh Mujibur rahman, the annulment of the fake elections that were scheduled to be 

held, and lastly, some sort of negotiations by which the people of Bangladesh could 
have an assurance that something would really be done. They could not be told to 

forget and forgive or that it was not necessary that the refugees must go back.  

It was also necessary for some sort of popular government to be set up. We 

were told that civilian rule might be established. We made it clear that we could not 

accept a government formed by those who had lost in the recent elections. The people 

of Bangladesh also would never accept such a government. 

We never said what we thought about the whole question or what we wanted 

to be done. We only explained the real situation, because we were aware that certain 

forces had raised their heads in Bangladesh, which nothing in the world could 

suppress. When a whole people fight for freedom, and  

When every individual is determined to lay down his life for it, the struggle is 

bound to succeed. This has been the experience of people all over the world. We 
repeatedly told the people of the United States and also nations of Europe that they 

must look to the realities of the situation. If the struggle for freedom could not be 
suppressed, further steps had to be considered in future because Bangladesh is so 

close to our borders and we cannot ignore the effect on us of events taking place 

there. 

Every country has its own ideals and interests. Our ideals and the interests of 
the country are the same. We want peace, and we shall have peace, even though we 

have at times to fight to secure peace. This is the reason for the war going on today. 
Unless the situation in Bangladesh changes there can be no peace either there or in the 

eastern region of our country. 

Let us now examine the reasons for the present situation. Pakistan was built up 

on a wrong foundation, namely, that one religion could form the basis of a nation. 

There is no country in the world which has people only of one religion. In fact, every 

country today has people professing several religions and if all of them are not treated 

with equality and justice that country can have neither unity nor strength. The very 

basis of the formation of Pakistan was thus wrong.  

There are some people in this country who do say that Pakistan must be 

crushed and that this is the opportunity to end Pakistan. This, however, has never been 

the stand of the Government. I am convinced that this is not the opinion of the people 

of this country. We want Pakistan to continue to exist. But this is possible only if it 

follows the right path. If Pakistan was bent on destroying itself, no outsider could 

help.   
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Big powers have done all they could to add to the strength of the Pakistan 
army but they have done little to strengthen its people. The help they gave never 

reached the people. It swelled the coffers of only a handful of rulers. The result was 
that Pakistan got a false sense of strength, its foundations continued to be weak. 

Many countries ridiculed our unity, saying that we had people who spoke 

many languages and professed many religions. They asked how democracy could 

flourish in a country of illiteracy and poor people. Western commentators wondered 
how India could maintain unity in the face of so much diversity. However, we 

adhered to our path, because we were sure that it was the correct path, and those who 
criticized us had not know India. Many times in the past also what we said had proved 

to be correct. But it was unfortunate that they failed to understand India and her brave 
people. 

Ours is an ancient country with a civilization several centuries old, and we 

have been trying to follow the principles laid down ages ago. As human beings, we 

are liable to commit mistakes. but we have certainly been trying to follow the highest 

ideals. We also know that our social life does not always reflect them. However, we 

do try, and we shall continue to uphold those ideals. We have to go in trying to build 
up the country of our dreams and it is this endeavor which binds our people who 

belong to different religions, speak different languages and hold different views. So 
long as we pursue these ideals and adhere to our chosen path, nothing can break up 

our unity or weaken us. This is what the people outside our country have failed to 
understand. 

Even in small countries where people speak more than one language, we 

witness interminable fighting going on. The question of language agitates us also but 

people outside India are unable to understand how a country where people speak so 

many languages-sixteen of which have been recognized in our Constitution-can 

maintain its unity. For us, however, these differences are matter of little consequence. 

We are engaged in the great task of nation-building ever since we attained 

freedom. It was a great pity that we became slaves and that we continued to be so for 

many years. This great country of ours, with its great civilization was crushed under 

the heels of foreign domination. Our language, culture and traditions were destroyed 

to such a large extent that we ourselves began to feel that we had some weakness and 

that we could not compete with other nations. Unfortunately, this fear lurks 

somewhere in the minds of some people. They purchase goods manufacture of 

abroad, thinking that these are superior in quality. This is in spite of the fact that the 

people of foreign countries themselves are happy to purchase something made in 

India. This is just symbolic of the inferiority complex among the people who come 
under foreign domination. It is that we are fighting against. 

It is true that we are backward in many things. It is so because we did not get 

an opportunity to go forward. Because we were slaves at a time when countries in 

Europe and United states underwent the industrial revolution, we were left behind in 

the race. Our administrators did not like any progressive force in this country to 

flourish. They wanted us to lose faith in ourselves because they knew that this was the 

only way to keep us backward. But a time comes in the history of a nation when 

events take a sudden   
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turn. During the period of foreign rule, something of this type happened. It gave 

strength to the people and they raised their heads.  
 

The British rulers suppressed our culture and asked us to learn the English 

language. Today you should not oppose the study of English because this language 

has served as a vehicle for new ideas and inspired our struggle for freedom. We learnt 

English, and those who went abroad brought with them a concept of what freedom 

was and showed how we could achieve it. They learnt how we could unite and bring 

about a revolution in our own land. Earlier, our people did not think on these lines, 

but thoughts and ideas that came to us from Britain inspired us and strengthened us in 

our resolve to fight the British rule. 
 

I will narrate to you an incident which I now recall. When I was at school in 

England and was preparing for degree at the University of Oxford the principal of the 

school told a visitor that he had asked me at our first meeting why I had left my home 

and parents and come to country where the ways of having were entirely different. 

The principal told the visitor that my reply was that I had come to England to know 

the people more closely so that I could be better prepared to fight them. It is the 

English language which gave us the concept of freedom. This, however is an old 

story. 
 

Our freedom is again in peril. There has been an aggression not only on our 
territory but also on our thinking and high ideals- our ideal of secularism, our 

independent thinking about international affairs and our determination to stick to our 
opinions. All this has come under attack.  
 

There are nations which cannot tolerate that India should take independent 

decisions. They dictate to other nations to behave in a particular manner and they are 
obeyed. We welcome their friendship and say that we shall be grateful for all help 

received. If however, there are strings attached to this friendship, or the help that is 
offered, or if it affects our freedom and our ability to take independent decisions, we 

spurn their offers of help. We shall stand on our own legs. It seems they have not been 
able to understand that we shall stick to what we say and that we are determined to 

implement our independent decisions. 
 

There is a lot of criticism of India abroad. At the United Nations a large 

number of countries voted against us. They say that war is a very bad thing and that 

only when it is stopped some settlement would be reached. We waited for a settlement 

for over eight months. I met some people and told them all about this situation.  
 

Once we were asked in a foreign country how much time we could allow for a 

settlement. Our Ambassador said, "Just a few weeks". They then said that a settlement 

was possible if we could wait for a few month. Our Ambassador said that the situation 

would take a critical turn in just a week. Several weeks passed and event months but 

they did nothing. It was stated by some people abroad that I did not abide by my 

earlier statement, or that I did not warn them against the possibility of a war. I did not 

know at all that there would be a war. But I had very clearly stated that it was getting 

difficult to prevent a war although we shall try our best to do so. If however, the 

situation went beyond limit, it might not be possible to avert a war.  
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I told them that if they wanted to prevent a war they should put pressure on the 

Pakistan President and Government to change their ways. If this were done there 

would be no war. Otherwise, it would be difficult to avoid war. India cannot tolerate a 

whole nation being annihilated and that this should be treated as a purely internal 

matter of another country. The repression in Bangladesh was so great that we were 

forced to bear a big burden. A situation was thus brought about in which we had to 

face Event then, the initiative was not ours. 
 

If we had wanted to begin a war, some of our leaders would have been in the 

capital. I was away to Calcutta, where there was a very big meeting attended by about 

a million people. The Defense Minister was in Patna and on way to Bangalore. The 

Finance Minister was in Poona and did not even know if he was retiring or going 

elsewhere. At 5-45p.m. we were told about the Pakistani aggression, which had begun 

at 5 p.m. We all tried to return to the capital as soon as possible. We did not begin the 

war. Even then, some people abroad accused India of aggression.  
 

We were naturally deeply hurt that people who professed to be upholders of 

democracy remained quiet when the time came to defend it .They were not worried 

whether a country had a democratic form of government or was under military rule. 

They talked of big ideals, but when the time came they ignored them completely. I do 

not know whether they did so in their own interests or in the interest of somebody 

else. I told everybody that if they were not concerned with freedom of the people of 

Bangladesh, or our own difficulties they could do what they liked. 
 

I also said that if they could take a long range view of their self-interest, it was 

in their own interest that Bangladesh must not be crushed. The annihilation of 

Bangladesh could not strengthen Pakistan, but only weaken it. The armed forces of 
many countries might be brought there but they could not build up a strong nation 

when the people were victims of untold atrocities. 
 

Today we are fighting not against the people of Pakistan who, we know, are 

being suppressed. Their voice is not heard and they are not able to hear what others 

say. They do not know what has happened in Bangladesh. Even the people of Karachi 

do not know what happening in Baluchistan or in the North-West Frontier province or 

in their regions. The people there are as poor as our own people. The help their 

Government is getting does not reach them at all. In any case this help is not being 

used for development work. The nations of the world are helping a handful of army 
leaders to remain in power there. We want to ask the people of Pakistan and the 

armed forces there why they are fighting for a government which is not prepared to do 

anything for them. Why are the fighting, when it is not going to strengthen their 

nation, but weaken it? 
 

Now that we are at war, our first effort is to win it. Not for a moment have I 

lost the confidence that victory shall be ours, and must be ours. We shall win because 

our army is strong and brave, and also because it is a new type of army. When we 
were first attacked, our armed forces were similar to those of Pakistan. A wide gulf 

separated them from the people. But after the war of 1962, and particularly after the 
war of 1965, the people and  
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the armed forces have got very close to each other. Men in the army know what the 

people are doing, what are their social and financial problems and how they can be 

solved to ensure a better life. Our brave soldiers have their parents, brothers or sisters 

elsewhere in the country and whatever happens to one affects the other. 
 

The people who are not in uniform also from a king of army today. All have to 
join hands, in the fight. I am glad that you are donating blood. If need be, we shall ask for 

more. But the time has not yet come. Today we have to convince the army that behind 

them is a strong and united nation, which will go on growing stronger as time passes. 
 

We shall achieve full victory only when Bangladesh is completely free and has 

her own Government. They have a Government just now, but it has to go there, 
organize its machinery, and, as they have said, take back all the refugees, who should 

be provided work, so that Bangladesh again becomes the Sonar Bangla, as stated in 
their National Anthem.  
 

All this we have to do. We who are not on the borders, have to ensure that all 

weaknesses in our social fabric are removed so that when the war is over, the country 
takes a big leap forward. We should be victorious not only on the battle field but also 

in our civic life. We should adhere to a path which takes us forward to glory. There is 
a big task before you and me.  
 

We have also to ensure that we do not speak ill of others, however much we 

are opposed to them. we have to show to the world that we are resolute, and that we 

shall not change even if we are opposed by the whole world. We are on the correct 

path, and we shall prove that this is so. It is my belief that we have to take all this in 

our stride. This is proved by events in our country and in international affairs.  
 

We are among those who have given greater support to the United Nations and 

do so even today. While we respect that august body, we are also aware of its 

weaknesses. It has adopted many resolutions before but these have been ineffective. 

This nations of the world have to decide whether they want to be friendly with the 55 

crores of our people or not. 
 

There are only a few countries in the world today where the whole population 

is engaged in the common endeavor of nation-building. The war going on is a recent 

affair but our main task has been to take our country forward on the road to 

development. There are only a few countries treading a similar path with foresight. If 
we become strong, and pur people uphold our ideals, this would benefit not only India 

but the whole world. We have to convey this message to the world. But it is not being 

heard today. 
 

It has been a tiring business to receive all sorts of advice from outside, advice 

which has come from people whose own policies have been proved to be wrong. Even 

in our own country we sometimes get advice from our newspapers and our brethren. 

If they are here before us, they need not take this reference to heart, because it is their 
leaders who are responsible for the opinions they express. Even an ordinary person 

would reconsider his opinion if he is proved to be wrong. Instead, their leaders 
express yet another opinion which is proved to be equally wrong. 
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I do not want to criticize them today, because we are united at present in a 

common purpose. We are all determined to help our armed forces. This can be done 

only in two ways, by donating blood and by helping the families of the soldiers who 

have lost their lives. It is also important for the people to know that for the present we 

have done away with our differences and that we shall not talk about them. We shall 

only discuss how to strengthen the country and not to do anything which might be 

opposed to our interests. They sometimes utter something very insignificant but it is 
misinterpreted and misused in the international field. Although we never for a 

moment though of waging a war, there was some talk of war in this country. This 
gave an excuse to others to say that we had decided to go to war. This is the time 

when everyone must realize what is in his country's interest and adhere to it firmly.  
 

I am grateful to you for your assurances that you are with me. I want to assure 

you that the government and the people are one. The Government will do its best to 

strengthen the people because that is our goal. We know that democracy cannot be 

firm if there is a gulf separating the government form the people. A weak democracy 

means a weak people, and if the people are weak, the army, however strong, cannot 
by itself give strength to the nation. We must bear all this in mind. 
 

Today our good wishes and prayers are with those brave officers and soldiers 

who are sacrificing their lives on the front. It is a thing of glory if a citizen lays down 

his life to protect the country. It is a great opportunity to have this privilege. We all 

must decide what sacrifices we have to make in the various fields. I hope the students 

will seriously consider what help they can give at this time of crisis. 
 

The students should also consider what useful changes they can make in the 

city and the university at the present moment. I hope you all are aware that during the 
years of world war II there were shortages of everything in England. There were 

difficulties of all sorts. Yet the people there reformed their educational system, their 

health organization and other things. Now that we are all united, we have the 

opportunity to give a shape to the nation, to improve the health of the people and the 

sanitary conditions. 
 

Let us take the pledge that we shall walk shoulder to shoulder, that we shall 

not fear any threats, and that we reject all pressures. This does not mean that we are 

averse to receiving advice from others. We always certainly listen to what others way. 

We will seriously consider their suggestions. But when we find that they are not in 
our interest we shall refuse to accept them. We do not say that we shall not accept any 

suggestion if it is worthwhile. We shall consider it and take the opinion of the people 

as well. But if everyone felt that it was not in the nation's interest, then it is our right 

to follow the path which we consider to be the best for us. 
 

We are happy at the achievements of our brave soldiers on the front. They 

have been victorious at many places. A hard and difficult future lies ahead. But we 

should keep aloft the light of the ideal that shines in our hearts; it should be kept up. If 
we stick to our ideals, we shall be able to bring such prosperity and happiness to our 

land as neither our own people nor nations abroad have ever known. I am convinced 
that only the youth can 
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its the lamp and build up a new society and a new humanity. Wars will come and go 

but our biggest task is to build up the India of our dreams.  

 

*  *  *  *  * 
 

I LAST ADDRESSED you from this platform soon after the general Election 

which we had fought for certain principles and ideals, during the election campaign 

we put before our own people, and the world, a picture of the country's aims and 
objects. And we proved to the world that our people fully understood the part they had 

to follow and the shape of things to come. If the earlier struggle could at all be called 

a war, it was a war of words and we achieved victory by vote of the people.   
 

The war now in progress is of another kind. All those who differed with one 

another during the elections are today united. The people of this country, belonging to 

all states all religions, and speaking different languages, have put up a common front. 

We are fighting today for democracy and to show the world that a nation cannot be 

founded on the basis of religion alone. There is no country in the world today in 

which all the people profess only one religion. Every country has people of different 

religions as its citizens. The important question, therefore, is whether the minorities in 

the country have been given all the rights of citizenship. we are today fighting 

because we believe  that every nation has the right freedom and to make its voice 

heard provided its demand is just. We are convinced that when people fight for 

freedom, justice and fraternity, they are bound to be victorious. Many of our brave 

soldiers are today fighting on our borders, many have lost their lives, and many others 

have been wounded. All the people of India stand behind them. 
 

India had made good progress in recent years, we achieved a part of what we 
wanted to. But we know that dark days lie ahead because the danger to the country 

from all sides is increasing. Those who talked of democracy and raised a finger at us, 

saying that possibly our faith in democracy was not strong enough, have now 

forgotten what they used to say about us earlier. Those, who professed to be the 

champions of the poor and claimed that they supported all struggles for freedom, have 

today forgotten those principles and professions, and they are trying to coerce us. 
 

You have just heard a song-sarfaroshi ki tamanna...... (we are prepared to lay 

down our lives in the cause of freedom). When I was a little girl this song was very 

popular all through our struggle for freedom. It used to be sung at meetings and 
demonstrations. Another popular song was -sarjae to jae......... (India must regain 

freedom event at the cost of our lives). These old songs have acquired a new meaning 

in our national life today. We are facing a big danger now. This is not because we 

want to grab another nation's territory or to destroy another nation. We have no 

territorial ambitions, not even for an inch of another's territory. We do not want to 

harm any country, whether our neighbor or some other. We know that radical changes 

have come about in Bangladesh, and that the demand for freedom there could not be 

crushed by any power of the world. We are also aware that if we allow the fire that is 

burning within the hearts of the patriots to be put out, it might endanger our own 

freedom, our democracy and our basic principles. These are precisely the reasons why 

we are fighting today.  
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We are fighting not because we covet any inch of another's land or to harm 

any other country. I repeat it because a lot of vicious propaganda against us is being 

carried on in several foreign countries, and this in spite of our earnest efforts to find a 

peaceful solution. To the demand of the people of Bangladesh for freedom, were 

added the sufferings of the common people there and the atrocities committed on the 

young men, women and children. It had its repercussions on our own country for in a 

very short time the suffering people came to us like a river in flood. Although the 
Pakistan army was massacring lakhs of people many nations of the world shut their 

eyes to this.   
 

The said it was purely an internal matter. But where whole nation or 

community was facing annihilation, it ceased to be an internal affair of that country. 
 

How could India remain an idle spectator when people came to us in millions 

to save their lives? Their spirit and culture were being crushed. During my recent tour 

abroad, I told the people in several countries clearly and frankly that India could not 

be just a silent spectator to all this. But it was alleged that I did not abide by, what I 

had said earlier. They do not perhaps know us. 
 

We, in this country, young men and women, have inherited a great 

civilization, which has existed not for the last century or two, but for thousands of 

years. We have learnt to suffer. But out of our suffering has come the strength to fight 

against oppression, especially when it crosses the limits. India lost her own freedom 

and was oppressed in every way. People tried to raise their heads here and there but 

they were put down. A time came when the people of this country, whether they were 

illiterate, poor or weak, stood up. They all declarer that freedom was their birthright. 

All efforts were made to crush them. But we won.     
 

We believe that we are fighting today to strengthen our own freedom. Here is 

a lot of opposition to us abroad, not because anybody is really worried about what has 

happened in Pakistan. It might be so in some measure but they are really worried that 

an oppressed nation of dark-skinned people is not prepared to be their line. They are 

annoyed that we have dared to chalk out our own path and that we have dared to do 

what we know is just and right. We believe we are fighting not only for our own 

country, and our own principles, but for all those in the world who have been 

oppressed under foreign domination from centuries. These nations may not be away, 

and may not realize how the down-trodden under foreign domination feel. We 
however, know it, and we are also aware that if we do not fight today we shall in 

future meet the same fate as they do today. When India fought for freedom and 

regained it, our success insured others to throw out their foreign rulers one after the 

other. The reasons why we are at war today are therefore deep and far-reaching. We 

are prepared to undergo any sacrifice to face the dangers which threaten us and to 

pursue the high ideals which are the basis of our national life.  
 

A foreign power has threatened us. It has told us that it is bound by certain 
treaty alliances with Pakistan. We were aware of these alliances. There were many 

pacts and so far as I am aware they were intended to contain communism. The object 
of these  
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alliances was certainly not to fight democracy or to suppress justice or the voice of the 
oppressed. If this was the object of these alliances, them it was a deliberate effort to 

deceive the world. There were people who used to criticize our policies and were of 
the view that we were encouraging communism in this country. They told us that they 

wanted to save us from China. But we did not co-operate with them. 

Now, however, there has been a complete change in their attitude. They say 

today that China is the biggest country in the world and nobody should come in its 
way. This is how the Great powers completely shift their stand. If you look at the past 

history you will find that there is only one country and one people-India-who have 
never changed their stand. We have always remained steadfast to our principles and 

policies and would continue to do so. 

And, let me repeat that , howsoever weak we may be-our forces are not so 

strong as those of the other world powers, who can strike terror in Europe and we do 

not have the weapons they possess nor the resources or the industries to match them-

the Indian sprit is indomitable-indomitable because we follow the path of truth and 

justice. We shall show the world that despite the opposition of all those forces, there 

is no power on earth which can bend us. But we have to remember that such an 
attitude could be based only on firm courage and not on mere slogans. It is not an 

expression of courage to say that we shall destroy another nation or commit atrocities 
for no reason whatsoever. True courage implies firm adherence to principles, and we 

must all know what they are.  

Our first commitment is to democracy and to make it truly meaningful for the 

people. This is possible only when all the people living in the land of whatever 

religion or community and speaking whatever languages are given equal rights. It is 

our fundamental principle that people of all religions must be treated equally. 

Democracy cannot strike deep roots, unless disparities between the rich and the poor 

are reduced. If we pursue these twin ideals, we shall achieve true victory. 

How did we get involved in this crisis? 

As I told you earlier, efforts were made to crush a poor neighbouring country. 
This country is more backward than us, because it did not get any opportunity to go 

forward. It was an unequal battle, with the people on one side, and the army on the 
other. Even if this country were far away from our borders, it would have had our 

sympathies in its struggle for freedom because India has always raised her voice in 
defense of justice and the poor. In this particular case, the country concerned is our 

neighbor, a neighbors at our very doorstep. Even if we had tried to exercise restraints 

and kept our eyes and ears closed we might not have done so successfully, because all 

that was happening there affected not only our economy, our social system or politics 

but also our security.  

Countries far off from the scene closed their eyes to what was happening 
there. We also watched all these events with great patience, not for one day one week 

or one month, but for full nine months. And not a day passed when we did not try our 
utmost to find out a peaceful solution by which Bangladesh would achieve its 

freedom. We were all aware that the people there were not prepared to accept 
anything less than freedom, and as I told the countries of the world, the question was 

not what India wanted or did not want. The  
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basic question was what the people of Bangladesh wanted or could accept. We only 

expressed our opinion that, insofar as we could understand them, they would not 
accept anything less than complete independence. There was a period of full nine 

months when the world powers could mediate and find out if any solution was 

possible. But all through this period these nations had been only advising India what 

to do or not to do. 

And when we were attacked, some of these countries even accused us of being 

an "aggressor". We have experienced such incidents in the life of our nation, as well 
as in international affairs. The world knows about it and also the effects of these 

events. Many of these rich countries have sometimes complained that their youth 
followed a wrong path. They failed to see the effect on the youth of the gulf of 

difference between their precepts and practices. These are fundamental questions, 
which must be considered seriously. The time has now come when we should be far-

sighted and should be prepared to do what is necessary.   

There is unity in the nation today, but we have to ensure that the unity we have 

achieved should not only be on the war front. But also about our fundamental ideals 
and way of thinking. Only then, we shall have real unity, which will make the country 

strong and powerful. We are doing all that we can to fight the war that is going on. 
Our minds go to those who are fighting on the front. We pray for their victory and our 

good wishes are with all of them. We are proud of their courage, their bravery and the 
spirit with which they are trying to protect their brothers and sisters. We have to 

assure them that the people stand solidly behind them and are building the strength of 
the country to fight the war. This is the duty of every one of us to build a healthy 

nation, a clean and progressive nation striding rapidly on the road to socialism to 

eradicate poverty. We have to inspire this confidence in our japans and others.  

And while we praise our armed forces, let us not forget our brethren of the 
Mukti Bahini who had no training for war. Boys of the age of 12 have joined the 

Mukti Bahini, and they have gone to the front after a few days of training. They are 
fighting with great courage. It is not an ordinary courage, which inspires the men and 

women, the old and the young of Bangladesh. This courage could come only out of 
burning desire for freedom. The Bangladesh of their dreams has today become a 

reality. But her foundations are still not so strong as we wish them to be. We hope that 
their leaders and people who are fighting bravely will try to build up a strong nation. 

Let us remember that the shooting war that is going on will not last long. The real 

fight will begin after that. The tale of the suffering of the people of Bangladesh is very 

old. They have today got an opportunity to build a new, because they are free. India 

does not want to interfere in their internal affairs and will make all efforts to live in 

friendship with them and show the world how two neighbors can help each other 

without any interference in their domestic matters. We have to present to the world a 

new ideal.  

The Pakistani army now in Bangladesh is no longer a cohesive force. I wish 

they could see what the demands of the people of Bangladesh are, and with what 
enthusiasm the onward march of the Mukti Bahini and the Indian soldiers has been 

welcomed by the people. It is in the interest of the Pakistani army to see the reality 

and immediately withdraw from there. If this happens, the bitter feelings between 

them and the people of 
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Bangladesh might be assuaged. A small step taken today can ensure that they could be 

good friends in the future. This would come about only if they withdraw from 
Bangladesh and return to their homes. I do not know how far all this could go 

through. However, I understand that they really want do so, and have even sent 

messages in this connection. But it is the people in power in West Pakistan, sitting 

quietly in their homes who are not permitting them to return. On the contrary, India is 

being accused of all that is happening in Bangladesh. 

Some officials of the United Nations wanted to get out of Dacca safely. They 
requested us to stop bombing of the city so that they could easily get out. We told 

them that India agreed to their suggestion and would enable them to leave Dacca 
safely. We also told them that if they wanted our help they should come to Calcutta 

and leave in safety from there. We had agreed to bring them to Calcutta and assured 
them that they would not be in any danger. But when the aero planes flew to Dacca to 

bring the U.N Personnel the authorities at the airport did not allow the planes to land. 

And it was stated that India first permitted their evacuation and, later, refused to let 

the planes land. False propaganda is being carried n that India went back on her word 

and she did not allow the planes to land Event effort is being made to make foreigners 

in Dacca blame India for the discomforts caused to them. We, on our part, have done 

the best to ensure that they are not put to any trouble and are safely evacuated. 

I hope you all know what you have to do in the present circumstances. You 
have to ensure that prices do not rise and that there is not hoarding. People should 

purchase only what they need and not spend unnecessarily. All of us, men, women 
and children, are in a way soldiers and we have to see that the country remains united 

and strong and that there is no waste. We shall get over these dark days only if we 

exercise restraint and austerity.  

I am very sad that one of our old comrades of the freedom struggle, the 
Kashmir Chief Minister, Shri Ghulam Mohammad Sadiq, died today. He had been 

ailing for several months, and had been seriously ill for the past two weeks. His death 
is a great loss to us. I met him first in 1953, and he was among the handful who 

fought for freedom in Kashmir, first against the Maharaja and the Britishers and 
afterwards against the Pakistanis who attacked Kashmir. In the critical period, before 

the arrival of the Indian army, he was among these handful of Kashmiri who prepared 
their people to fight the Pakistani army and irregulars. They rallied the people, men, 

women, young and old and told them of what India stood for. Kashmir chose to be 

part of India when the time came them accept the leadership of the Muslim league and 

to become an Islamic State, a communal theocratic state. But they stuck firmly to their 

principles. Which are the same as our own. They are taking Kashmir forward towards 

these ideals. We are very sad that at the time when we most needed Shri Sadiq's 

advice and wisdom, he had left us. However, I am sure that the people of Kashmir 

who loved him and honored him, will adhere to the path shown by him and that the 

people of all religions will live in amity in Kashmir and eradicate the poverty and 

backwardness of their state.  

Tragedies like the present one have occurred in the lives of individuals and 

nations. The test at such moments is whether we go under, or we take them in our 

stride.   
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Difficulties and dangers do arise and we shall face them. Nothing will stop us in our 

march. If some obstacle comes in our way shall remove it. Such is the position today. 

I congratulate you all, because we stand united. We are devoting our energies to 

repelling the enemy and defeating his evil designs.  

 

Our enemy is not Pakistan, nor are its people. The people of Pakistan have 
been suppressed for long.  Because of the war fever they might abuse us but they are a 

poor people who never had a say in their country's administration and would have 
never opted for war had they been told the truth. I am sure that they also want to 

eradicate poverty and put their country on its feet. Their leaders have made them 
dependent on other countries and they have been following policies which are not in 

their interests. If a poor and weak country is supplied free a large quantity of arms by 
a big nation, It does not make that country strong, Instead, the burden breaks its back. 

This precisely is what has happened. Because the rulers of Pakistani knew that mighty 

nations, it does not make that country strong. Instead, the burden breaks its back. This 

precisely is what has happened. Because the rulers of Pakistani knew that mighty 

nations were at their beck and call, they ignored the will of their own people. They 

thought that, with surfeit of foreign money and arms, they could spurn democracy and 

ignore the will of the people. They ignored the demands of the Bengalis, the Baluchis 

and the people of the Frontier Province as well. I can say with all the emphasis at my 

command that the countries which have been supplying arms to Pakistan have made 

her weak. If Pakistan comes to harm today, it is they who will be responsible for it. 

These powers are unhappy with us. Because we have refused such help. We knew that 

if we curtailed our own freedom nothing could make us strong. If our freedom was 

genuine, we shall be strong, without any foreign aid, and we shall be able to what we 

want.   
 

Let us all join together and march on the right path and I am sure our 
difficulties will be removed. Whether or not we are in a soldier's uniform, whether or 

not we have a gun with us, we still continue to be soldiers, or as good as those who 
are fighting on the front. We must perform our duties in this spirit. Only then can we 

give our jawans and the country the help they need. We have to march forward 
together. Only then can we be sure of victory. 
 

 

---------------- 
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FOREIGN MINISTER SARDAR SWARAN SINGH'S INTERVIEW TO  

THE NEW YOUR TIMES 

 

December 12 1971 
 

The foreign minister of India said in an interview today (December 12) that 

his Government had no territorial designs in East Pakistan and did not want to destroy 

Pakistan.  
 

Swarna singh, a tall bearded man wearing a white turban and a Nehru jacket, 
also said that India would never in any way be subservient to the Soviet Union or any 

other foreign power. He added that India hoped to have normal relation with China.  
 

Mr. Swaran singh, answering questions in his suite at the Carlyle Hotel, was 

asked whether he thought that the breakaway of East Pakistan as the independent 

nation of Bangladesh could threaten the existence of Pakistan. He replied: 
 

"I would not call this a breakaway of East Pakistan. Geographically, the two 

units are more than 1,000 miles apart; ethnically and linguistically, they are different 

altogether. I do not see why West Pakistan should have any fear of apprehension, if, 

in the assertion of their right of self determination, the people of Bangladesh succeed 
in achieving independence for Bangladesh". 

 

Act of self-denial 
 

"We are not out to destroy Pakistan. The leadership that agreed to the partition 

of India in 1974 is still living". 
 

Mr. Swaran Sing added that when India decided to recognize the Government 
of Bangladesh "We made a clear announcement of India's intention not to have any 

territorial designs against the territory of Bangladesh ". 
 

"It was an act of self-denial", he said. "We did not want to get there as an army 
of occupation or having any territorial designs on Bangla Desh". 
 

Mr. Swaran Singh spoke a few moments before the White House, in issuing a 

call for a new security Council meeting, declared that the War on the subcontinent 

was taking on the character of an armed attack on "the very existence" of Pakistan. 
 

He was asked for his reaction to charges made by the Chinese representative 

in the security council that the Soviet Union was using India as a tool in a plan to 
encircle China, and whether he thought that there was a threat of Chinese intervention 

if East Pakistan became independent.  
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"I want to say categorically and very clearly that there is no question of India 

being exclusively dependent on the U.S.S.R. 
 

"India, ever since the independence, has established the India identity and the 

Indian personality has always refused, and will always refuse, to be a tool of any 

power whatsoever. We have our own ways of working and our own objectives".  
 

Differences between Neighbors 
 

"India and China are neighbors. In the recent past, and at the present moment, 
there have been differences. Differences between neighbors are not uncommon. We 

believe that the people of China and the people of India want to live as good 
neighbors and that the time is not far off when relations will be normalized.  
 

"The present situation has been brought about by the conduct of West 

Pakistan's military rulers in continuing atrocities and suppressing results of elections. 

It is this, unwise polity that has created a feeling of cohesion among the people of 

Bangladesh which has culminated in the emergence of a free Bangla Desh", he 

replied. 
 

I don't see why in such situation the people's Republic of China should 

intervene in a matter which is, in origin and by history, a matter between the people of 

East Pakistan and West Pakistan military rulers. We have been dragged into this on 

account of the pushing of about 10 million refugees into India territory. " 
 

"I don't see how and why the Government of the people's Republic of China 
should find it necessary to intervene in the situation." 
 

Asked to comment on United States policies during the crisis, Mr. Swaran 

Singh, said: 
 

"We believe that the United States with its tremendous influence on President 
(Agha Mohammad Yahya Khan) could have exercised their influence in bringing 

about reconciliation between the west Pakistan military leaders and the people of 
Bangladesh If the United States had exercised (this influence) it would have helped 

Pakistan to tide over this crisis." 
 

Charges of delay Rejected 
 

The foreign Minister strongly rejected the charge made by same delegates that 

India had sought to delay action in the Security Council and the General Assembly to 

give her forces time to achieve military victory in East Pakistan. He said: "There is no 

question of our gaining time. We never started the war, never declared the war, But in 

the present situation that was developing, It was futile to consider the possibility of 

restoration of normal and peaceful conditions without the people of Bangla Desh. It is 

in this respect that the international community failed to take note of what was 

happening in Bangla Desh. 
 

"The collision course of the Pakistani Military Generals has to be abandoned 

and atmosphere must be created for the smooth withdrawal of west Pakistan forces 

from Bangladesh, so that the people of Bangladesh can take their future in their own 

hands. That is the essential point." 

 

--------------- 
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FOREIGN MINISTER SARDAR SWARAN SINGH'S INTERVIEW TO  

N. B. C. TELEVISION (U. S. A.), DECEMEBER  13, 1971. 
   

 

Q.-As a condition for negotiation with Pakistan, the Pakistani recognition of 

East Pakistan in given and that it is now an independent nation? 
 

A.-I would not put it in that juridic sense, although we in India have 
recognized Bangladesh and it will take West Pakistan some time before they actually 

get reconciled to the reality. But it will be a good development if West Pakistani 

authorities-the military regime-and also the politicians-do recognize this reality. 

 

Q.-Would part of the negotiation on your side be the demand for the release of 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman? 

 

A.-We have made it absolutely clearly that the release of Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman is circumstance which will stabilize more quickly the situation in Bangladesh 

and this stabilization is very necessary. 

 

Q.-What is the condition now of U.S.-India relations after support of West 

Pakistan? 

 
A.-We have noted that the United States Government did give support to 

Pakistan, and we also have a feeling that the United States Administration's approach 
to the situation was not unbiased, and, therefore, we are not happy about that attitude. 

But we have to take this in our stride. 
 

Q.- What would happen if the United States Administration were to continue 
to send help to Pakistan, including military help under the CENTO and SEATO 

alliances?  

 

A.- Any help that the United states Government gives to Pakistani military or 

the rest, which might make Pakistan more intransigent is not likely to be in the 

interest of Pakistan and is not likely to be in the interest of peace in this region. 
 

 

------------------- 
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RIGHTS OF 75 MILLION PEOPLE OF BANGLADESH TO LIFE, LIBERTY 

AND PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS 
 

Letter from Shrimati Indira Gadhi, Prime Minister of India,  

to His Excellency Mr. Richard Nixon, President of the United States of America. 

December 15, 1971. 
 
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT, 

 

I am writing at a moment of deep anguish at the unhappy turn which the 

relations between our two countries have taken.  

 

I am setting aside, all pride prejudice and passion and trying, as calmly as I 

can, to analyze once again the origins of the tragedy which is being enacted.  
 

There are moments in history when brooding tragedy and its dark shadows can 

be lightened by recalling great moments of the past. One such great moment which 
has inspired millions of people to die for liberty was the Declaration stated that 

whenever any form of Government becomes destructive of man's inalienable rights to 
life, liberty and pursuit of happiness, it was the right of the people to alter or abolish it 

. 

All unprejudiced persons objectively surveying the grim events in Bangladesh 

since March 25 have recognized the revolt of 75 million people, an people who were 

forced to the conclusion that neither their life, nor their liberty, to say nothing of the 

possibility of have faithfully recorded the story. The most perceptive of American 

scholars who are knowledgeable about the affairs of this sub-continent revealed the 

anatomy of East Bengal's frustrations.  
 

The tragic war, which is continuing could have been averted if during the nine 

months prior to Pakistan attack on us on December 3 , the great leaders of the world 
had paid some attention to the fact of revolt, tried to see the realty of the situation and 

searched for a genuine basis for reconciliation. I wrote letters along these lines. I 

undertook a tour in quest of peace at a time when it was extremely difficult to leave 

the country in the hope of presenting to some of the leaders of the world the situation 

as I saw it. It was heart-breaking to find that while there was sympathy for the poor 

refugees, the disease itself was ignored. 
 

War could also have been avoided if the power, influence and authority of all 

the States, and above all of the United States, had got Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 
released. Instead, we were told that a civilian administration was being installed. 

Everyone knows that this civilian administration was a farce; today the farce has 
turned into a tragedy.  
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Lip service was paid to the need for a political solution, but not a single 

worthwhile step was taken to bring this about. Instead, the rulers of West Pakistan 

went ahead holding farcical elections to seats which had been arbitrarily declared 

vacant.  
 

There was not even a whisper that anyone from the outside world had tried to 

have contact with Mujibur rahman. Our earnest plea that sheikh Mujibour Rahman 

should be released, or that , even if he were to be kept under detention, contact with 
him might be established, was not considered practical on the ground that the U.S. 

could not urge policies which might lead to the overthrow of President Yahya Khan. 

While the United States recognized that Mujib was a core factor in the situation and 

that unquestionably in the long run Pakistan must acquiesce in the direction of greater 

autonomy for East Pakistan, arguments were advanced to demonstrate the fragility of 

the situation and of Yahya Khan's difficulty. 
 

Mr. President, may I ask you in all sincerity: Was the release or reven secret 

negotiations with a single human being, namely, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman more 

disastrous than the waging of a war?  
 

The fact of the matter is that the rulers of West Pakistan got away with the 

impression that they could do what they liked because no one, not even the United 

States, would choose to take a public position that while Pakistan's integrity was 

certainly sacrosanct, human rights, liberty were no less so and that there was a 

necessary interconnection between the inviolability of states and the con contentment 

of their people. 
 

Mr. President despite the continued defiance by the rulers of Pakistan of the 

most elementary facts of life, we would still have tried our hardest to restrain the 
mounting pressure as we had for none long nine month, and war could have been 

prevented had the rulers of Pakistan not launched a massive attack on us by bombing 

our airfields in Amirtsar, Pathankot, Srinagar, Avantitpur, Uttarlai,  Jodhpur, Ambala 

and Agra in the broad day light on December 3, 1971 at a time when I was away in 

Calcutta, my colleague, the Defense Minister, was in Patna and was due to leave 

further for Bangalore in the south and another senior colleague of mine, the Finance 

Minister, was in Bombay. The fact that this initiative was taken at this particular time 

of our absence from the Capital showed perfidious intentions. In the face of this, 

could we simply sit back trusting that the rulers of Pakistan or those who were 
advising them had peaceful, constructive and reasonable intent? 
 

We are asked what we want. We seek nothing for ourselves. We do not want 
any territory of what was East Pakistan and now constitutes Bangla desh. We do not 

want any territory of West Pakistan. We do want lasting peace with Pakistan. But will 

Pakistan give up its ceaseless and yet pointless agitation of the last 24 years over 

Kashmir? Are they willing to give up their hate campaign and posture of perpetual 

hostility towards India? How many times in the last 24 years have my father and I 
offered a Pact of Non-aggression  to Pakistan? It is matter of recorded history that 

each time such offer was made, Pakistan rejected it  out of hand. 
 

We are deeply hurt by the innuendos and insinuations that it was we who have 

precipitated the crisis and have in any way thwarted the emergence of Solutions. I do 
not  
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really know who is responsible for this calumny. During my visit  to the United 

States, United Kingdom, France, Germany, Austria and Belgium, the point I 

emphasized publicly as well as privately was the immediate need for a political 

settlement. We waited nine months for it. When Dr. Kissinger came in August 1971, I 

had emphasized to him the importance of seeking an early political settlement. But we 

have not received, even to this day, the barest framework of a settlement which would 

take into account the facts as they are and not as we imagine them to be. 
 

Be that as it may it is my earnest and sincere hope that with all the knowledge 
and deep understanding of human affairs you, as President of the United States and 

reflecting the will, the aspirations and idealism of the great American People, will at 
least let me  know where precisely we have gone wrong before your representatives or 

spokesmen deal with us with such harshness of language,  
 

With regards and best wishes,  

                                                                        

Yours sincerely, 

 

Indira Gandhi 
 

 

 

 

---------------- 
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Foreign Minister Sardar Swaran singh's interview on CBS Television (U.S.A) 

December  20 1971 
 

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM'S NEWS CORRESPONDENT 

JOHN HART: In this half hour, the Foreign Minister of India is coming in to talk 

about what is coming next from Pakistan and Bangla desh and India. What is new is 

that Pakistan has a new president today. He is Zulfakar Ali Bhutto, whom you saw 

walk out of the U.N. Security Council last week. He was foreign Minister then, and  
now that Pakistan lost the war, President Yahya Khan has quite and let Bhutto take 

over. Bhutto's party won a lot of seat in the election that Yahya cancelled last 
December, most of the seats in the Western section of Pakistan, which is all that's left 

of it now. Bhutto said last week he won't have another election now since he won last 
time. Actually Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's party won a majority in the election last 

year, but his party was in East Pakistan and that's Bangladesh now. Sheikh Mujib is a 
prisoner of Bhutto's, or else he's dead. Bhutto the one who has to  negotiate with India 

now , and he says he wants back the territories that India captured. 

 

We have India's Foreign Minister with us this morning, Sardar Swaran Singh. 

And, gentlemen, the first question I suppose is: when do you start negotiating?  
 

A.- We will start negotiations as noon as Pakistan's leaders are ready to do so. 
 

Q.- Do you have any indication of when that will be? 
 

A.- It's very difficult for me to say. I hope that they will start quickly.  
 

Q.- What will be negotiations be about, Mr. Singh? Will you be aiming for a 

stable peace? 
 

A.- That should be the objective, to have a durable peace, and , in that context, 
the reality that Bangladesh has come to stay will have to be taken into consideration. 

That is the basic issue involved.  
 

Q.- So, that really is the condition for successful negotiations for a peace with 

Pakistan? 
 

A.- You will call it a condition, but this has to be taken into consideration and 

any durable peace without taking into consideration the aspirations of 75 million 

people is not realistic.  
 

Q.- What about the person of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman ? He has not yet 

appeared. One doesn't know whether he's alive or dead. Will that figure in the 

negotiations and in the reality of peace thereafter?  
 

A.- It is our hope that he's alive, and, obviously, being the elected leader of the 
people of Bangla desh, he will have a decisive voice in giving a future shape to that 

Bangla desh which has come to stay-a Free people's Republic of Bangla Desh. 
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Q.- If he is not alive, Mr. Singh, or if he is not given up by the Pakistanis what 

will that do to the negotiations?  

A.- I presume that other leaders of the Awami League party would negotiate but 
we do hope that Pakistan's military regime has not taken the extreme step of liquidating 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. He is a great stabilizing factor. 

Q.- Will India return that 1,400 miles or so of territory along the border that you 

captured during the fighting- in Kashmir and in Punjab?  

A.- So far as the eastern sector is concerned, we recognize the people's Republic 

of Bangla desh, and we have no intention to stay there even for a day longer. It all 

depends on how things stabilize and the aftermath of his conflict is clear. In the west also, 
we have made our position clear-that we have no territorial claims on Pakistani territory, 

and the negotiations should yield the result of that this thing is straightened out in this 

matter. 

Q.- But what about Kashmir, Mr. Singh-which is not really Pakistan?  

A.- That is a matter which can be negotiated. There has been a war, there was a 

cease-fire, there can be another cease-fire, if it comes to that.  

Q.- But spokesmen of our Government in New Delhi said that India would keep 

the territory in Kashmir which was occupied during the fighting of the last few weeks. 

  A.- That I would say will be a matter of negotiations and there will be a cease-

fire line just as there are cease -fire, lines after every armed conflict. 

Q.- When will Indian forces be withdrawn from the east? 

A.- I already said that we do not want of stay there event for a day longer. There 

are several things to be attended to. The West Pakistan army, who have surrendered-they 
have to be repatriated. There are risks of reprisals, and the presence of the Indian army is 

a great stabilizing factor. All these factors will have to be taken into consideration. That 

will be a matter between the Government of India and the Government of Bangladesh. 

Q.- Mr. Minister, fighting between India and Pakistan, of course, had 

repercussions far beyond even these two big countries, because they involved politically 
and indirectly the soviet Union, China, the United states. Can a new balance be found 

there? Let's take American relations with India. There was this great outpouring of-at 

least in public sentiment -of anti-American feeling. Is this going to color future relations 
between India and United states?   

A.- We have always taken the view that talk of balance is unbounded and there is 
no basis for it. And any actions taken by other powers to keep up an artificial state of  

balance of power is something which, I think is at the root of many troubles here and 

elsewhere. You ask me about India-United states relations. There is no doubt that the 

United States Administration did not act in an unbiased manner. At the same time, the 

redeeming feature has been that newspapermen, leaders of public opinion, news media, 

senator, Congressmen they have appreciated the true facts of the situation. I will not 
venture to say that the state of relations has not been affected, but it all depends on how 

the Administration tackles this problem now that the shooting war is over. 

 

Q.- Well, what do you suggest the Administration do then, Mr. Singh? 
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A.- To bring about a more unbiased attitude-in relation to our problem. 
 

Q.- To bring about better relations with India, yes. Do you mean the 

recognition of Bangladesh? 
 

A.- The recognition of Bangla desh will take time. But even without that, there 

are several postures which they adopt which do not give the impression of having an 

unbiased attitude when relations between India and Pakistan are concerned, 
 

Q.- could you be specific; Mr. Singh?  What are those things? 
 

A.- For instance, they still continue to plug the unfounded story that India was 

responsible for this war. We had to defend ourselves, and the war started when 

President Yahya Khan ordered air raids on our territory on the evening of the 3
rd

. To 

continue to say that India is more responsible for this war is an attitude which, to say 
the least, is not fair, is not just, and is not based on fact. 
 

Q.- What about India’s future relations with China, the great neighbor just 

across the Himalayan Mountains? 
 

A.- We have always desired that relations between India and China should 
normalize, and this will continue to be our policy. A great deal depends on the 

response that we have from China, but our policy will continue to be to improve our  

relations with China. 
 

Q.- The Chinese appear terribly suspicious. At the United Nations,  they said 
that the presence of Tibetan refugees in India might be used to justify an Indian 

operation against Tibet the way, they said, that the presence of refugees from East 
Bengal was used to justify military operations into East Pakistan. How do you feel 

about these accusations? 
 

A.- In the first place, there is no parallel between the situation in Bangladesh 

and the situation in Tibet. In Bangla desh, the democratic wishes and aspirations of 75 

million people were ruthlessly suppressed by military atrocities. In the  case of Tibet, 

we have made the position clear that Tibet is part of China. And, as regards the 
refugees from Tibet who are with us, we have given refuge to them on humanitarian 

considerations, and we have never permitted them to indulge in any political activity. 
This suspicion, if it is genuine, is unfounded, and I don’t see why any parallel should 

be drawn between the two:  
 

Q.- There was great concern at the United Nations, Mr. Singh, quite apart 
from the moral side of the case-the treatment of the Bengalis by Pakistan-great 

concern that the use of arms to settle what is even an excruciating problem between 

nations might be repeated elsewhere, because there are other Bangla deshes in the 

world and other neighbors who are not-who are really at peace. 
 

A.- I do not see any basis for any such fear. For one thing, there are not many 

Bangla deshes in other parts of the world. I can’t imagine such a vast number of 
people-75 million people-having expressed unmistakably what they want; then that 

they should be suppressed in a military, and in a ruthless, manner. I can’t see any 
parallel anywhere. There may be problems relating to the-to certain parts of or certain 

regions in other countries, but the case of Bangla desh is a case by itself, and I don’t 

think that there need be any fear in any other country that this can be repeated.  
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Foreign Minister Swaran Singh’s press Conference at the U.N. 

December 22, 1971 
 

F.M.- I shall not detain you long. I extend you a very hearty welcome. I have 

no intention of making any opening statement. You can start straightway asking such 
questions as you may like.  

 
Q.- Do you think that the security Council resolution last night was a useful 

one?  

 

A.- I think it is useful because it highlights and stresses the importance of 

stabilizing the cease-fire, the principle of withdrawals also is accepted, and, therefore, 

it is a good resolution. It also indirectly acknowledges the reality of the situation, and 

there is no call for immediate withdrawal which, in the circumstances is 

impracticable.  

 

Q.- How does it indirectly recognize the reality?  
 

A.- It does this in this respect that taking the two theatres-eastern and western 

theatres-in the eastern theatre any call for immediate withdrawal of troops would 

create a situation which obviously cannot be countenanced with any satisfaction.  The 

situation there is such where a civil government has already been established. It is the 

latest information that we have got. The entire people are with the elected 

representatives, those who were elected in December, 1970, and they will take some 

time to establish. themselves, and it is therefore, necessary that some time should 

lapse before there can be a withdrawal of Indian troops from Bangla desh.  
 

Q.- Are you taking any steps in consultation with other government in an 
attempt to secure the return of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman to Bangla desh ? 
 

A.- I have seen a press report that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is being released 

from prison and is being moved to a house. Perhaps his physical comfort might 

improve, But unless he is released, it is immaterial whether he is in a jail or a house, 

and it is time that he is released and comes back to his people to give them the lead 

that they badly require at this stage. 
 

Q.- Would you like any of the West Pakistan troops in East Pakistan to return 

to West Pakistan before he is released? 
 

A.- I have already made a statement in the security Council that West Pakistan 

troops, as are left in East Pakistan, will in course of time be repatriated to west 

Pakistan as a result of negotiations that are bound to take place. After, that, the 

Government of Bangladesh, constituted by the elected representatives, will decide as 

to what are their requirements, and we do not want to be there in Bangladesh even for 

a day longer than may be necessary. 
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Q.- Are you saying, Mr. Foreign Minister, that if West Pakistan did not release 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, you will still return West Pakistan troops? 

 

A.- We attach importance to the release of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman,  because 

he is the one man who can stabilize and give the right lead to the 75 million  people of  

Bangladesh, and, therefore, it is necessary anyhow, and we would do our best along 

with other countries to ensure that he is released and goes back to his people.  
 

Q.- Mr. Foreign Minister, you mentioned last night two conditions that must 
take place before withdrawal. One was that all the refugees must return to their 

country. I did not quite get the second.  
 

A.- In fact, I mentioned in my yesterday’s intervention in the security Council, 
but it was not exhaustive in relation to the factors that might necessitate the stay of 

Indian troops in Bangladesh. I mentioned some of these considerations. One was the 

creation of conditions where the refugees could return to their homes and the other 

important consideration is that the West Pakistan troops in Bangladesh at the present 

moment face a danger of reprisals, and for their protection and for their repatriation 

also the presence of India troops in necessary. It is also necessary to ensure that the 

type of reprisals that are not unnatural in a situation where the entire people have 

suffered for over nine months in all manner of atrocities; it is to tide over these 

difficulties that the continued presence for some time of Indian troops in Bangladesh 

appears to be necessary. 
 

Q.- Can you make a guess about how long that will take? 
 

A.- A great deal depends on the international community. The more rapid the 
recognition of the reality in Bangladesh by the international community the easier will 

it be for us to pull out our troops from Bangladesh. But if there is no response to the 
continued assertion by West Pakistan that they have the right to send troops to 

Bangladesh, that will be a negative factor and this will obviously delay the Indian 
troops leaving Bangladesh. The sooner the international community recognizes the 

reality that reality that Bangladesh has come to stay, the sooner will Bangladesh move 

towards stability, and thus enable India to pull out her troops. 
 

Q.- What is your assessment of the delay in action by the United Nations, 

particularly recalling that the Secretary-General asked the U.N. to take some action 

last summer?  
 

A.- It is not for me to comment upon that. All of you are fully familiar with it. 

I think the main reason was that there was reluctance on the part of a number of 

countries to take some action for stopping the atrocities and stopping the movement of 

refugees from Bangladesh, treating this as an internal affairs of Pakistan. But in the 

context of what is any country’s internal affair, if it causes an external problem of the 

magnitude that India faced when India received ten million refugees, then obviously it 

ceases to be an internal matter and the reluctance of the international community to 

tackle this aspect is mainly responsible for inaction which ultimately resulted in 

encouraging the West Pakistan military regime to go on with the atrocities which 

were being committed, against the innocent and unarmed people of Bangla Desh.   
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  Q.- You must have seen comments in the Press-I have in mind the British 

Press-which says that that the sub-continent-in the political analysis of the situation-is 

now wide open to big power-three powers-struggle that may transcend the entire 

rivalry between Pakistan and India. 

 

A.- We in India have never accepted the concept of a balance of power-a 

subject about which many western commentators have aired their views. It is for the 
people living in that region to work out their destiny and their future, and I have no 

doubt in my mind that with her traditions of democratic institutions, with the tradition 
of working out a federal democratic system, India will definitely provide the stability 

that is necessary. We have demonstrated even in this Indo-Pakistan conflict that we 
had not territorial designs against Pakistan, even though we are in full occupation of 

Bangladesh still we have said from the very beginning that it is for the people of 
Bangladesh to work out their future, and if the people in the various parts of the sub-

continent are encouraged by the international community to decide their own future 

and to mould their own destiny, there will not be any scope for any outside 

interference. It is our earnest hope that any talk of external interference would not 

take any concrete shape.   

 

Q.- Would you give us your reaction to the change of presidency in Pakistan? 

 

A.-  Mr. Bhutto is no doubt the democratically elected leader of West 

Pakistan, because his party did have a clear majority in West Pakistan. It is significant 

to mention that he was content to be Deputy Prime Minister under. Mr.. Nurul Amin, 

who was designated as Prime Minister. But there is now recognition of the change in 

the situation and Nurul Amin now appears to be satisfied in accepting Vice-

Presidentship. This indicates that Mr. Bhutto himself realizes that he is the leader of 
West Pakistan , rather than of the whole of Pakistan, because his party did not get a 

single seat in Bangladesh. So, we will be prepared to deal with whoever may be the 
head of government in Pakistan and Mr. Bhutto is as good as anyone else. 

 
  Q.- When will these negotiations take place, Mr. Singh? 

 
A.- We are prepared to start them immediately and I am not sure whether 

Pakistan is yet ready to do so. May be, on account of the big changes, the overhaul of 

their defence forces and the rest, the may take some time before they are ready to start 

negotiations. On our side, we are prepared to start straightway.  
 

Q.- Do you consider the release of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman a condition which 

has to be fulfilled before you start negotiations? 
 

A.-  My own assessment is that, on the political level, things in Pakistan are 
likely to move quite swiftly. Whereas the military generals always had a military 

approach. president Bhutto is likely to make swift political moves and obviously the 
political move which is likely to be made is to try to persuade Sheikh Mujib, and in 

that connection, I think, the early release of sheikh Mujibur Rahman, cannot be ruled 
out. We would very much like him to be released.  
 

Q.- Does not the threat of Mr. Bhutto to fight on disturb you at all? 
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A.- It is not a very happy thought that after becoming President his first speech 

should be that he wants to continue the fight. I do not know-continue to fight for 

what? And the fact that the Pakistan Delegation has accepted the security Council 

resolution that was adopted yesterday, does indicate that their actual approach and 

response is not the same as the extremist statement by President Bhutto. 

 

Q.-  Where do you expect these negotiations would take place? 
 

A.- Any place. We have no strong views. We are prepared to go to any place 
for these negotiations. We are prepared to go to Islamabad and we will welcome them 

if they want to come to Delhi. 
 

Q.- Would you tell us whether you consider the assistance of a social 
representative of the secretary-General useful in such negotiations?  

 

A.- So far as the utility of the secretary-General’s representative for tackling 

the humanitarian aspect is concerned, it will be a welcome more. But these other 

political talks are a bilateral matter between India and Pakistan, and , in retrospect,  let 

us remember that whereas the international community here in the United Nations 

was still struggling with the problem, the two parties did bring about a cease-fire 

arrangements, although the initiative in this case came from Prime Minister Indira 

Gandhi who offered a unilateral cease-fire. 

 

Q.- To what extent do you think the soviets control India? I mean India’s 

reputation of neutrality.  

 

A.- India’s reputation for being a non-aligned country has increased as a result 
of the Indo-soviet treaty, because the Indo-soviet treaty definitely recognizes that 

India is a non-aligned country, and the U.S.S.R. first perhaps in any formal document 
has also admitted the validity of the concept of non-alignment as a factor for peace 

and stability in the world. So, the Indo-soviet treaty in fact highlights the importance 
of non-alignment in the concept of international peace. 

 
Q.- I need hardly tell you that this is not the king of thinking in Washington.  

 

A.- Washington have their own method of assessing situations, and I think as 

time passes, the Administration in Washington will also realize that India is a country 

mature enough and big enough to look after its own interests and is not dependent on 

the particular support of any country, nor is it terribly afraid of the irritations that 

might be in the minds of other countries. These are things which a country like India 

has to take in its stride, and things will definitely fall in proper perspective as time 

passes.  

 
Q.- You spoke about negotiations-bilateral negotiations. Will they be bilateral 

negotiations or will they be trilateral too?  
 

A.- There will be several points for which there will be trilateral negotiations 

also, particularly in relation to Bangladesh. But for the western theatre the talks used 

not be trilateral, they will essentially be bilateral.  
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Q.- We hear, Mr. Minister, it is being said that in this problem it is inheren  

that the Jammu and Kashmir case may be re-opened with the possibility that 

administrations may be re-awakened.   

 

A.- Jammu and Kashmir is an integral part of India. It is governed by the 

Constitution of India, and after the atrocities committed by the West Pakistani 

military regime in Bangladesh, when they suppressed democratic urges of the people 
of Bangladesh, any talk of self-determination, a concept about which Pakistan has 

always been stressing, becomes meaningless. At any rate, I do not see why the 
emergence of Bangladesh as an independent country should have any effect on 

Jammu and Kashmir. 
 

Q.- How do you assess the role of Britain and France in the Security-Council? 
 

A.- Britain and France have shown a greater understanding of the realities of 

the situation, and ultimately, in retrospect, their stand appears to be justified, because 

their main approach was that any resolution which has not got a chance of going 

through the Security Council is not likely to yield any useful result, and, in retrospect, 

this approach has turned out to be a realistic approach, and therefore we in India 

appreciate that they adopted an attitude where they did reality of the situation. The 

reality was the will of 75 million people of Bangladesh. 

 

Q.- Mr. Foreign Minister, to take you out of such a tense topic............ 

 

A.- It is not tense at all. 

 

Q.- How do you fell about the new Secretary-General as you will have to do a 
lot of business with him?  

 
A.- I have known Ambassador Waldheim for a long time, and I think that it is 

a very good choice, and he is likely to play a very useful role in serving the 
international community. 
 

 

 

------------------- 
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LET PAKISTAN SPEAK FOR HERSELF 
 

NOW 000 

       In ten days I might not the here in Rawalpindi, I will be off fighting a war. 

         (president Yahya Khan, reported by A.P. Nov. 25,1971) 

I will not meet Mrs. Gandhi, She doesn’t like my gust. But that doesn’t bother 

me because she is neither a woman nor a statesman by wanting to be both.  

She does not have qualities of her father. If I have to meet her, I will say-shut 
up woman. Leave me alone. 

(Interview with President Yahya Khan, Published in Le Figaro 

Paris, sept. 1,1971) 

The people did not bring me to power. I came myself.  

      (President Yahya Khan at a press conference, reported in time  magazine, aug,  

2,1971.)   

It is time for Jehad and not for party politics or transfer of power.  

Maulvi Faird Ahmed, vice-President, Pakistan Democratic 
party. Pakistan Times, Lahore, May ,12, 1971,) 

It is an exercise in futility to bring India to the right path through protests and 

warnings. She understands the language of force only and Pakistan should now follow 

only that course.  

(Kohistan, Lahore. Aug. 6. 1971.) 

Our army is fully prepared and now we do not need any notice for waging war.  

        (Big. Mohammad Yusuf, Deputy sub-Martial Law administrator, Jang, Karachi, 

sept. 10,1971.)    

War with India would be the final one between the two nations and shall be 

fought on the basis of religion.   

 (sardar Abdul Qayyum Khan, President, Government of 

Pakistan-occupied Kashmir, Dawn, Karachi, sept.19, 1971.) 

The Pakistan Government should get the nation ready for jehad against India  

(Chief of the Jamaat-e-Islami Party in Sindh Province, reported 

in jang, Karichi, sept. 29, 1971.) 
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It is in Pakistan’s own interest to have a direct armed confrontation to teach 
her neighbor  the lesson which she seems to have forgotten so soon after the 1965 

war.  

(Maulana Mufti Mahmood. Secretary-General of Jamaat-e-

Islam. party, reported in Pakistan Times, Lahore. Aug . 30. 

1971.) 

Crush India. we will be victorious.  

(A sticker on vehicles in Karachi, Jang, Karachi, Oct. 8, 1971.) 

The Muslim of the sub-continent have been at war with the hindus of India for 

over 1000 years and this confrontation will continue until our disputes with India are 

solved. 

(Mr. Z.A. Bhutto reported in Pakistan Times. Lahore, Dec .21. 

1971.) 

The people of Gilgit and Baltistan are on strike since March 1 to protest 

against what is described as the reign of terror let loose by the administration... It is 

said that the administration has ruthlessly suppressed political activity and denied the 

residents their civil liberties.  

                         (Pakistan Observer, March 7, 1971.)  

There is need to reactivate the Kashmir issue at the people’s level. 
Emancipation cannot be achieved on table. Determined people had always snatched it 

through sacrifices.  

(Sardar abdul Qayyum Khan, President, Government of 

Pakistan-occupied Kashmir, Dawn Karachi, May  12, 1971.) 

Without joining jammu and Kashmir with Pakistan it has become difficult or 

us to live peacefully. 

(Sardar Abdul Qayyum Khan, President, Government of 

Pakistan-occupied Kashmir, Pakistan Times Lahore, Aug, 31, 
1971.) 

Mr. K.H. Khurshid, President of J & K Liberation League (Proved up by 

Pakistan), declared that the responsibility for curbing and denuding the Azad Kashmir 

Government of all power play with the Government of Pakistan. As a first measure, it 

was essential to reorganise the Azad Kashmir government.  

             (Pakistan Times, Lahore, jan. 9, 1971.) 

The General secretary of the Pakistan Christian Democratic Council Mr. N. 

Patras, along with an 85-year old man, Baba Samuel ,went on hunger strike on 

Monday to protest against the alleged disrespect shown to churches in some districts 

of Punjab. 

Mr. Patras told newsmen that the violent demonstrations going on in the 

country for some time past, against the publication of the book ‘Turkish Art of Love 

in Pictures' has been diverted against the Christians in the country for some time past 

and their holy places were being attacked. 

(Pakistan Times, Lahore, jan 19, 1971.) 
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Mr. Abdul Hafiz Kardar,  Member-elect of the Punjab Assembly and a former 
Pakistan cricket captain, has urged the government to instruct the Pakistan Hockey 

Federation not to invite India to the World Cup Hockey Tournament being held here 
(Lahore) in February. 

 

He was speaking at a reception hosted by the sportsmen of Punjab at the 

Y.M.C.A. Hall. Mr. Kardar said that confrontation with India at all levels was a major 

foreign policy plank in  the manifesto of the Pakistan People’s Party, and the visit of 

the India team to Pakistan would militate against the people’s mandate to his party in 

the recent elections.  

 
(Morning News, Dacca. Dec, 30, 1970.) 

 

After having talks for a few minutes with the hijackers (who had hijacked the 

Indian Airlines plane to Lahore), Mr. Bhutto said, ‘We are with you’. 
 

(Pakistan Times, Lahore, Feb 1 1971.) 
 

Mohammad Ashraf, one of the two hijackers, told newsmen who went to 

Lahore airport that the Pakistan People’s  Chairman, Mr. Z.A. Bhutto, had advised 

them to leave everything to him.  
 

Mr. Bhutto had gone to see the hijackers immediately after his return from 

Dacca.  
(Pakistan Observer, Feb, 1 1971.) 
 

In an airport interview, Mr. Bhutto said he had instructed his party men in 

Lahore to establish contact with the Jammu and Kashmir national Liberation front 

(propped up by Pakistan ) in order to assist the two brave hijackers in every possible 

way. Mr. Bhutto praised the velour of the two youthful hijackers. 
  

(Dawn, Karachi, Feb, 4, 1971) 
 

The Awami League Chief, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, deplored the blowing up 

of the hijacked Indian plane at Lahore and urged the government to hold an enquiry 

into the matter and to take effective measures to prevent interested quarters from 

exploiting this situation for her nefarious ends.  
 

(Morning News, Dacca. Feb, 4, 1971.) 
 

I have prepared a list of all those journalists who have tried to malign  my 

party (during the elections) and all of them will be fixed up. 
 

(Mr. Z.A. Bhutto. reported in Pakistan Times, Lahore, 

dec. 21. 1970.) 
   

The Pakistan People’s Party had won majority in Provincial Assemblies of 

Punjab and Sindh. The real power of the Centre lay in these two Provinces, No 

government at the Centre, therefore, could be run without the PPP’s cooperation? 
 

(Mr. Z.A. Bhutto. reported in Pakistan Times, Lahore,  

dec. 21. 1970.)  
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Punjab and Sindh can no longer aspire to be the bastions of power. The 

democratic struggle of the people is aimed against such ‘bastions of power’. 
 

(Mr. Tajuddin Ahmad (now Prime. Minister of Bangladesh), Dawn, 

Karachi, Dec. 22, 1970). 
 

Attempts were even made to cruelly regiment the society so that the Bengali 
culture could no longer flourish. Even some of the music which indeed spoke the 

language of heart was totally banned. In the name of Islam, the most popular Tagore 

songs were not broadcasted by radio or television. It was a part of the planned 

machination to reduce the people of East Pakistan to the status of third class citizens.  
 

(Sheikh Mujibur Rahman reported in Pakistan Times, Lahore, Jan, 1, 

1971) 
 

Pakistan is a Muslim country and here on secular of communist constitution 

can work.  
(Maulana Syed Abdul Ali Maudoodi, Chief of the Jammat-i-Islami 
Party, Dawn, Karachi, Jan. 4, 1971.) 
 

Speaking to newsmen in Dacca, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman observed that the 

Awami League had the absolute majority not only in Bangladesh, but in the whole 
country. It was in a position to frame the Constitution. But his party would seek 

cooperation from Mr. Bhutto and others. 
  
                                   (Pakistan Observer, Jan. 30, 1971.)   
 

The Awami League Chief, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, has dismissed as utterly 

false, the allegation that his party was seeking to impose the six point scheme upon 
west Pakistan . 
 

He said that if the federating units of West Pakistan did not wish to have 

precisely the same degree of autonomy as Bangladesh or wished to cede certain 

additional powers to the Centre of to establish certain regional institutions, the six-

point formula does not at all stand in their way.  
 

The Awami League Chief said that his party had never taken the position that 
the six-points would be imposed on the federating units of West Pakistan. 
  

(Dawn, Karachi, Feb, 25, 1971.) 
 

Mr. Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto Chairman of the Pakistan People's Party, has 
demanded Postponement of the national Assembly session. He has said that the PPP 

would launch a great movement if the national Assembly session was held in the 
absence of 85 members of his party. Mr. Bhutto said the PPP expected the people of 

Pakistan to take full revenge on the people who might choose to attend the Assembly 
session, on their return from Dacca. If the people failed to take the revenge, the PPP 

itself would take action against them. He said if any member of his party attended the 
session, the party workers would liquidate him.  

                         
(Dawn, Karachi, March, 1, 1971.) 
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Mr. Nurul Amin, President of the Pakistan Democratic Party, said in a 

statement that he was stunned at the sudden announcement of the postponement of the 

sitting of the National Assembly indefinitely  

 
(Dawn, Karachi, March, 2, 1971.) 

 

Mr. Ali Ahad, General secretary, Bengal National League (Ahad Group), in a 

Statement said: 'The dramatic announcement of the postponement of the National 

Assembly session is a prelude to sabotaging the restoration of the sovereignty of the 

people and the transfer of power to the representatives of the people.  

 
(Dawn, Karachi, March, 1, 1871.) 

 

Air Marshal (Retd.) Nur Khan has accused certain advisers of the President 

and some bureaucrats of having asked certain political parties not to attend the 

National Assembly session. Bureaucracy has ruled the country. It is afraid of people's 

rule. So the word 'democratic government' sounds like death knell to the bureaucrats. 

They found Mr. Bhutto as a tool to serve them. Mr. Bhutto has a singular ambition of 

coming into power. The bureaucrats found in him a sycophant who was prepared to 

see the country disintegrated, so that he could hold his away over the west wing all 

alone.  
 

(Jasarat, Karachi, March 7, 1971.) 
 

Prominent intellectuals, journalists, political, social, cultural and trade union 

and student body workers have called for an immediate transfer of power to the 

elected representatives of the people.  
 

In a joint statement, they expressed grave concern over the political situation 

obtaining in Pakistan.  
 

They felt that by remaining peaceful the East Pakistan people had given 

practical proof of the fact that they stood for national solidarity and integrity like their 

compatriots from the west wing.  
 

(Dawn, Karachi, March 10, 1971.) 
 

Main Mumtaz Mohammad Khan Daultana, Chief of the Council Muslim League, has 

observed that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's demands are quite reasonable and should be 

accepted to end present political crisis in Pakistan. 
 

(Dawn, Karachi, March 14, 1971.) 
  

Malik Hamid Sarfraz, General Secretary of the Punjab Awami League has said 

that Mr. Z.A. Bhutto has created an unhealthy atmosphere in the country's politics as 

he apprehended his inability to fulfill his promises to the people. He has also said that 
the administration in the eastern wing is running under the orders of Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman and if at all he had any inclination towards separation he could have carried 
it out easily. But it has become crystal clear that it is Mr. Bhutto and not Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman who thought of secession.  
 

(Dawn, Karachi, March, 17, 1971.) 
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President Yahya Khan held talks with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman to resolve the 

constitutional crisis in the country. 

 

When correspondents congratulated Sheikh Mujibur Rahman on his birthday , 

the Awami League Chief said, ‘What is my birth day? What is my death day? I am 

with my people. There is no security of my people. They are dying. 

 
(Pakistan Times, Lahore, March 18, 1971.) 

 

The Baluchistan Branch of the Pakistan National Awami Party (Wali  group) 

has demanded at a meeting that power be transferred to Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and 

Martial Law lifted forthwith. The Meeting also strongly opposed Mr. Bhutto’s 
proposal to make the minority party share in the transfer of power by setting up two 

parallel Government in the country. 
 

(Dawn, Karachi, March , 19, 1971.) 
 

(Regarding U.N. Secretary-General, U. Thant’s expression of his grave concern over 
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman’s trail) : 
 

U Thant’s reactions to Sheikh Mujibur Rahman’s trial are tantamount to an 

interference in the internal affairs of Pakistan... It is an insult to humanity itself to 

plead the case of a traitor in the name of humanity.  
 

(Mashriq,  Karachi, Aug. 18, 1971.) 
 

The people of Pakistan can never excuse U. Thant for his uncalled for 

interference in the internal affairs of the country.  
 

Kohistan, Lahore, Aug. 18, 1971. 
 

The Pakistan Government is to be blamed for having delayed the execution of 

Sheik Mujibur Rahman and given time to the world powers to intervene... The 
Government should have followed the examples of Morocco, Sudan and Egypt where 

The traitors were executed without any delay.  
 

(Nawai  waqt, Lahore, Aug, 16, 1971.) 
 

The Pakistan Government should release immediately all political prisoners. 

Government should lift restrictions on the political leaders, withdraw warrants that 
many people have been put behind the bars without trial simply because of having a 

different view-point on various vital political and economic issues facing the country. 
   

(Mir Ghaus Bux Bizenjo, President, Bluchistan National 
Awami Party (Wali Gorup), reported in Dawn, Karachi,  

Sept. 30, 1971.) 
 

...AND EARLIER 
 

  ‘Two nations, Mr. Jinnah! Confronting each other in every province? Every 

town? Every village? 
 

 ‘Two nations, Confronting each other in every province, Every town. Every 

village. That is the only solution’.   
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‘That is a very terrible solution, Mr. Jinnah.’ 

 

“It is a terrible solution. But it is the only one.” 

         
(Mr. M.A Jinnah in an interview with Edward Thompson, quoted  

In Enlist Indian for Freedom, London, 1740, p.52.) 

 

Pakistan can only be achieved by shedding blood, and if the opportunity 
arises, the blood of non-Muslims must be shed, for Muslims are no believers in 

ahimsa (non-violence). 
 

(Sardar Abdur Rab Nishtar, July 30, 1946.) 
 

Pakistan in under an obligation, international or otherwise, that prevents her 

from sending her troops to Kashmir. 
 

(Sir Mahammed Zafarullah Khan. Pakistan’s Foreign Minister,  

in Karachi, Sept. 8. 1948.) 
 

Addressing a cheering crowd, lakhs  in number, from the window of the Press 
Room in the Prime Minister’s House, Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan, declared : ‘From today 

onwards our symbol in this, and he held his clenched fist out of the window. 
 

(Report in Dawn, Karachi, July. 28, 1951.) 
 

If the U.N. proves to be a band of thieves, we will have nothing to do with it . 

We will prove that we can liberate Kashmir with the strength of our arms.  
 

(Mian Mumtaz Daultana, Chief Minister of Punjab, reported  

in Zamindar, Lahore, Jan. 17. 1952.) 
 

If we have to get Kashmir, we will get it with the force of our arm.  
 

(Mian Mumtaz Daultana, Chief Minister of Punjab, reported  

in Ehsan, Lahore, Sept.  1. 1952) 
 

If we want to live according to the dictates of Islam and mould ourselves in 

the true Islamic pattern we will have to test our enemies with the might of our sword 
... I warn Nehru that if he does not change his attitude, Pakistanis will not hesitate to 

march to Delhi and teach a lesson to the Indians.  
 

(Mr. A.M. Quraishi, Member of the Legislative Assembly of  

West Pakistan, reported in Mussalman, Karachi, March 8, 1956.) 
 

They (India and Mr. Nehru) can only be answered by conquering Kashmir with the 

help of the U.S. , U.K. and the SEATO and  Bangladesh Pacts... 
 

(Nai Roshni Karachi, April 1, 1956.) 
 

   We should stop negotiations with India and prepare for the final settlement. 
The final settlement can only come through war. God is with us. 
  

(Pri Elahi Baksh, former Chief Minister of Sind, reported in  

Nai Poshni, Karachi, April 16, 1965) 
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We are prepared to sign defense pacts, both offensive and defensive, with any 

country which is prepared to help us against our one enemy-India. 
 

(Sardar Abdur Rab Nishtar, President, 

Muslim League, in Lahore, Nov. 26,1956) 
 

...We want them (Britain in the Baghdad Pact) for our defense purposes .... 

Our first duty is to strengthen our defense, Particularly against India no Matter what 

others might say. 
(Malik Firoz Khan Noor, Pakistan’s Foreign Minister, reported in 

Pakistan Times, Lahore, Dec. 8, 1956) 
 

We are very gravely apprehensive of communistic domination, infiltration and 

aggression. We desire to keep ourselves as far away as we can from coming under 

their influence… Peace in the world is really in the hands of the free democracies. 
 

(Mr. H.S. Suhrawardy, Prime Minister of Pakistan, at a press 

conference in Los Angeles, reported in civil and Military Gazette, 

Lahore, July 17, 1957) 
 

It is difficult to believe that a Prime Minister of Pakistan can stand up in 

Parliament and say, that for eleven years we have given nothing but threats of war to 

India to settle the Kashmir dispute. And yet Mr. Noon did it on Monday. 
  

(Leader, Karachi, Sept. 3, 1958) 
 

Man still continues to be the first and most effective weapon of war and 

Pakistan being the best fighting force can challenge thrown by India or western 

countries to preserve and protect their freedom. 
 

(Chaudhury Ghulam Abbas, President, jammu and Kashmir Muslim 

Conference, reported in Dawn, Karachi, Dec.22,1962) 
 

It has become a Practice with the unpopular government of Pakistan for 
always to dub the popular democratic forces of the country, as Indian agents.  

 

(Sangbad, Dacca, Dec. 8, 1964) 
 

For some time now, the rulers are not depending simply on police excesses to 

crush the democratic upsurge of the vast masses against autocratic rule, but following 
in the footsteps of Hitler and Mussolini have let loose a band of hired hooligans on the 

innocent unarmed countrymen.  
 

(The Daily Ittefaq, Dacca, Dec. 10, 1964) 
 

After capturing power in 1958, Ayub Khan proposed to India a joint defense 

pact against the danger from the North. Later that danger vanished, as if by magic, 

and overnight the North became friendly and side by side a relentless Jehad of anti-

India utterances was launched. As usual, a hue and cry was raised about Kashmir. It 

looks as though the rulers of Pakistan have made up their mind to stir up some trouble 

against India. 
 

(`Bhimrool’ in the Daily Ittefaq, Dacca, Dec. 13, 1964.) 
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To frustrate the Indian move to merge Kashmir with the Indian Union, More 

than one thousand freedom fighters will cross the cease-fire line after Id. 
 

(Mashriq, Lahore, Jan. 29,1965.) 
 

Jehad is the only answer to merger moves; Pakistan should quit U.N.  
 

(Jang, Karachi, Feb. 1, 1965.) 
 

We are not afraid of war and we will not hesitate to go to war when the time 
comes. 

(Dawn, Karachi, March 11, 1965) 
 

Let us prepare for war, a Jehad.  
 

(Dawn, Karachi, March 22, 1965.) 
 

I request our soldier President to hit now, as protests will not do.  
 

(Dawn, Karachi, March 23,1965.) 
 

The corrupt political system imposed on the country cannot be compared with 

democracy. 
 

(The Daily Ittefaq, Dacca, March 23, 1965.) 
 

The 1956 democratic constitution has been set aside. The people have been 

deprived of all fundamental and democratic rights. Even adult franchise, which had 

prevailed even under foreign rule and by which Pakistan had been established, has 

been taken away from the people. Economic emancipation of the masses is today a 

distant dream. Today’s Governments have given unrequited opportunity to a handful 

of millionaires and capitalists to pile up their profits in contrast to the extreme poverty 

and bankruptcy of 10 crores of people. A few vested interests are the sole 

beneficiaries of our industrial and economic development. Hunger and poverty of 

millions of people on the one side, and prosperity and riches of a handful of people on 

the other-this is the portrait of Pakistan today.  
 

(Sangbad Dacca, March 23, 1965.) 
 

We are bitterly against those whose vision is clouded by the instinct of self-
preservation and to them any means, moral or immoral, is good if it can serve their 

personal ends, the objective being self-interest rather than the interest of the country. 
 

(Miss Fatima Jinnah’s Idmessage, Published in Dawn, Karachi,  

April 13, 1965.) 
 

Jehad is the only way to solve the Kashmir problem. 
 

(Pakistan Times, Lahore, April 28, 1965.) 
 

When the fight in the Rann was on, India’s only aircraft Vikrant, and several 
tankers had to run away in the Arabian Ocean at the sight of the single submarine of 

Pakistan.  
(Jang, Karachi, May 3,1965.) 

 

Thousands of Razakars are ready to break the cease-fire line and march into 

Kashmir to the rescue of their brothers. 
 

(Sardar Rahmatullah, State councilor, reported in Pakistan  

Times, Lahore, May 17, 1965.)  
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The Pakistan Government should renounce her obligations in regard to the 

cease-fire line and give a free hand to Kashmir’s in reorganizing themselves for 

launching a full-fledged Jehad.  
 

(Sardar Abdul Qayyum Khan, reported in Dawn, Karachi,  

May 25, 1965.) 
 

The fact that during the last seven years or so we have not been able to give 
the people even a simple election to choose a representative Government of their own 

is hardly a good testimony of our work. Key positions excepting in two departments 
are entirely manned by non-Kashmiris . It is no use glossing over the unpalatable fact 

that during our stay in Azad Kashmir we have made ourselves thoroughly  unpopular.  
 

(Civil and military Gazzette, Lahore, june 5, 1965.) 
 

We will consider it a great fortune to receive Chinese support in meeting any 

Conspiracy of India. 
(Azad, Dacca, June 6, 1965.) 

 

Today there is disparity not only in the economic sphere, but also in the 

administrative services, in executive power and the legislative field, because any 
legislation is subject to the veto of the President. There is great disparity in the 

defence services... The East Pakistanis are not anybody’s chicken-feed, and do not 
intend to be. Policy in many spheres is being laid down without the opinion an 

interests of this province being consciously and strongly kept in view.. All these 
would not have meant much if we had a genuine parliamentary democratic system 

where the responsibility for ultimate policy-making would be of a cabinet, responsible 
to a sovereign Parliament. 
 

(Mr. Nurul Amin, in the East Pakistan Assembly, Pakistan  

Observer, Dacca, July 6, 1965.) 
 

In the event of war with India, Pakistan troops would march up to Delhi, 

would occupy the Red Fort and hoist the Pakistan flag on it. 
 

(Pakistan Times, Lahore, July 11, 1965, reporting the proceeding  

of the National Assembly.) 
 

The exploitation of East Pakistan by West Pakistan can be Judged from the 

fact that one can see West Pakistan Officials in every village of East Pakistan.  
 

(Mr. A.M. Kamaruzzaman speaking in the National Assembly 

Pakistan times, Lahore, july 20, 1965.) 
 

India is trying to convince the world that the weapons used by the freedom 

fighters could have come only from Pakistan. It is foolish to believe that any popular 
resistance against alien rule can remain long without arms in the world of today. 

 

(Pakistan Times, Lahore, Aug, 17, 1965.) 
 

Kashmiri’s are not a party to the cease-fire agreement and it is within their 
right to cross the cease-fire line.  

 

(Dawn. Karachi, Aug. 22, 1965.) 

 

--------------- 
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MINISTER PLEADS FOR EARLY RECOGNITION 
 

New Delhi, April 18 (PTI)- The West Bengal Minister for Food and Dairy 

Development, Mr. K.K. Moitra today demanded the immediate recognition of 
Bangladesh. 

 
At a press conference here, the Minister feared that if India delayed the 

recognition further and if the present massacer of innocent people in Bangladesh went 
on for long, “the situation in West Bangal might be aggravated” 

 

Pleading for the immediate recognition of Bangladesh, Mr. Moitra said the 

new-born state fulfilled all the four conditions-population, territory, Governmental 

organization and sovereignty-for being accorded recognition.  

 

What had happening in Bangladesh, he said, was nothing but a national 

democratic revolution. The West Bengal Minister wanted the Press and All India 

Radio “to expose thoroughly the role played by China” which was helping West 

Pakistan to crush “this mighty revolution” 

 

The west Bengal Government Mr. Moitra said, was anticipation a “huge 

influx” of refugees from East Bengal and was maintaining constant touch with the 

Central Government to tackle the problems effectively. 
 

Nearly a lakh of refugees had already arrived in West Bengal and 
arrangements had been made to provide 400 grammes of rice daily to each adult.  

Children being given 200 grammes of rice per day.  
 

The refugee problem, he warned, would worsen in the coming month and he 
wanted the Centre to come forward with Liberal funds to help the State Government.  

 

Mr. Moitra also emphasized the need for providing shelter to the refugees in 

interior areas as it was “hazardous” to keep them in temporary centers on the borders 

for long. He wanted the temporary centers to be run by charity organizations like the 

Rama Krishna Mission. 

 

Prof. Shibben Lal Saksena, MP and President of the Samavadi congress Party, 

also called for the immediate recognition of Bangladesh as “a sovereign independent 

republic.” 

 

He went a step further and said India should send her armies in to Bangladesh 

“on a mission of mercy” to stop the genocide that was going on there. 
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Mr. Shashi Bhushan, the Congress (N) MP said in a statement today after his 

three- day tour of the border areas in the eastern sector of West Bengal that he was 

convinced of the need to give immediate recognition to Bangla Desh. 

 
Though greatly handicapped by lack of modern arms, the Bangla Desh forces, he 

said, were giving a sustained fight to the heavily armed West Pakistani troops.  

 
He urged the Government of India to recognize the newly-formed Government of 

Bangla Desh without any further delay. 

 
Cochin: The working committee of the Kerala State Indian Union Muslim Legue 

today condemned the mass killings perpetrated by the Pakistanis in East Bengal and 

“pledged” its solidarity with the Government of India’s stand on the Bangla Desh 

developments. 
 

 
-------------- 
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	�V "�F%  �� N� ���* ��)��। 
 
 
 

---------------- 
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W. BENGAL WANTS ALL STATES TO COME TO THE AID OF 

REFUGEES 

Centre Promises to bear Entire Relief Expenditure 
 

By Our Special Representative 
 

After taking serious note of the alarming rise in the rte of influx of evacuees from 
Bangla Desh, the West Bengal Cabinet is understood to have decided on Wednesday 

to tell the Centre immediately that the State Government just cannot provide food, 
shelter and health facilities for them single handed and that the responsibility should 

be shared by all other States since they also have been supporting the cause of Bangla 
Desh. 

 

According to our Special Representative in Delhi, Mr. R.K. Khadilkar, Minister of 

Labor, Employment and Rehabilitation, said there that the Centre would bear the 

entire expenditure involved in providing relief to the refugees coming from East 

Bengal. 
 

The State Government’s point of concern was that in a little over 10 days over 

273,000 evacuees had crossed over to West Bengal seeking shelter, and that at this 

rate the total might go much beyond the one million mark soon. Neither the State’s 

economy nor the Government’s existing resources could cope with this problem. 
 

Even in a normal year, as in 1970, when the total influx of refugees was about 

226,000, the State Government had insisted on having the displaced persons dispersed 
to various centers throughout India within a fortnight of their reporting in the 

reception centers along the border. This was done mainly keeping in view the problem 

of accommodation, and the Centre had agreed to that position. 
 

The position according to the State Government, should be treated as much more 

complicated this time. Most of those who are coming over will not have to be treated 
as refugees requiring rehabilitation facilities but will have to b fed, sheltered and 

cared for till such time as conditions in Bangla Desh improve sufficiently to enable 
them to return. 

 

What the State Government feels now is that the problem of evacuees needs to be 

treated at the national level and should not be left to be dealt with directly by the West 

Bengal Government alone. And since all the State Governments are committed to 

supporting the Bangla Desh cause, they should now be persuaded by the Centre to 

come forward to share the burden of evacuees. 
 

Gesture Appreciated 
 

The State Government, of course, appreciated the Centre’s gesture in promising 

full financial compensation to the State Government for the maintenance of the 
evacuees. But this, West Bengal Government thinks, solves only a small part of the 

overall problem. 
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The Cabinet, meanwhile, has named a sub-committee, comprising the Minister of 

Finance, Mr. Tarun Kanti Ghosh, PWD Minister, Mr. Santosh Roy and the 

Rehabilitation Minister, Mr. Ananda Mohan Biswas to coordinate relief measures for 

the evacuees. Moreover some of the Ministers are going out to different border 

districts to make a fresh assessment of the situation.  
 

Our Special Representative in New Delhi adds: Mr. Khadilkar did not naturally 

want to specify the amount, but having “regard to humanitarian considerations”, the 

Centre was prepared to bear the “heavy burden” and would give “whatever money is 

required” to help the large number of people being forced out of East Bengal. 
 

Till today about 273,299 people have crossed the border, Mr. Khadilker added 

that up to the middle of April, the men who entered West Bengal, Assam, Meghalaya 
and Tripura “preferred to return to East Bengal, presumably to continue to freedom 

fight”. Those who stayed back in India comprised mostly women, children and older 

men. 

Sudden Rise 
 

But after April 15, however, there had been a sudden increase in the influx of 

people from East Bengal, possibly because of the extreme brutality of the Pakistani 
Army. 

 

That everyone who has crossed the border is not depending on the Indian 

Government’s assistance is obvious from the fact that the number of people in the 

camps totaled only 89,600. The balance of 169,100 refugees were living with friends 
and relatives. 

 

Mr. Khadilkar gave the following break-up f people in the camps: West Bengal 

61,800; Assam and Meghalaya-10,700; and Tripura- 17,100.  
 

A large chunk of the 169,100 refugees staying with friends and relatives are in 
West Bengal. The following is the break-up of this category of refugees: West 

Bengal-151,400; Assam and Meghalaya-7,700; and Tripura-10,000.  
 

Mr. Khadilkar did not agree with a questioner who asked whether the influx of 

refugees was not too big for the Government to cope with. To deal with relief work 
with “utmost expedition” a branch secretarial of the Ministry under the charge of an 

Additional Secretary has been set up in Calcutta. Liaison officers in Assam and 
Tripura, who will function under this branch were also being appointed. 

 

In reply to another question, Mr. Khadilkar said the Government was taking 

precautions to prevent undesirable organizations meddling in relief work. All 

voluntary organizations have been told to route their assistance through the Bangla 

Desh Assistance Committee set up at the national level. 
 

Asked what steps the government was taking to present spies and infiltrator from 

entering Indian territory in the garb of refugees, Mr. Khadilkar, said, “We have taken 

as much care as is humanly possible to check such people coming in”. 
 

Mr. Khadilkar said the border State Governments have so far made arrangements 

for opening nearly 55 reception centers and relief camps. Their number would be 
suitably increased if necessary. Adequate arrangements were also be made to provide 

shelter to the refugees during the monsoon. 
 

--------------- 
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�������� ��� ���� 
��%�#E� BN�*� =�> ��X� ��V ��
�� 

�"�* ��2;����� "�F% 
A���) ‘B�C��2��’ l  �, /01/ 

 

��%�#E���� ����� BN*  �<*�O ��)���� �����%�#E���� ����� BN*  �<*�O ��)���� �����%�#E���� ����� BN*  �<*�O ��)���� �����%�#E���� ����� BN*  �<*�O ��)���� ���    
- 
�<*�� 

 

(\�8 �����!E��) 
 

��������  #�) BV BN*=�#E���� ��
; ��Y�� "���� ���!� BN* D�O��� ���� �)��) 
BN*  �<*� ��X��I ��)��� ��� 9��। ��
��� ��2; ��
���"�� G�
����� ��2;��� N� ���Z	i� 

�%*�� �Y� "�F�% � )#�  ��F%� )���। 

 

N� 
�<*�� ��� )���, <O ������ ���)�^ V%9;�� 8��O GV�% ����F  ��;�V )�� 
����� D�� B��T�। 

 

B��� �������� ��)���) 	�)S�  ���� ���� 2����* ��� ��������� V%9;�� =���� )�� 
��
��� ��
���"�* �)�! ��E�4 =6�� B���। ��
��� ��
���"� "���� ��)�� ��� �����
� ��'� 
 ����� ��
; A�f�) �O ����Z 9*। 

 

��2;��� �Y� "�F�% B�< ���� /01/ ����� ��DE �����  �F )*��� 9� ��������  #�) 
G"����E K��m BV�� 9�n।�� 8�� ���; �����9 < �����P�� ���;� o�! B�< 2�!� 9�* K�f�T। 
G���� 9*  � /, ��'�< G�
) ������ ����Z ��� 9�* ���T� ��� K��pP BV����  q� 
G�;�9 B�T।  )b�* ����E�����$�) )�)�* �Y��� ���� G�8�� �)2� G�* ��D��) )�E� ����� 
)���T� ��� �����) BN*����� Vf� < ���D���� < 2�	��R;� �����V-����
� ��
���� �;* ���E��9� 
=6�� )���T�। G�;�9 BN*=�#E� BV���� 8�� B2 B����� ���2;� =���� �;�R�* ��
� �S�r� 
B�s�  ��� ����< BN* ��)�� ���  )b�* ��)���� ��� 9�� ��Y�� "���� ���!� BN* �O��� 
�Y��� �)��) BN*  �<*�। 

 

N�
�<*�� ����, �����Z� <���� ���������� 3!����� B����� K�� V"�� =��� ��6�� )���T 
��� ���E� �����) G�"����� �t% ��� K��9������ <O Gu��� ���)�^ V%9;� ��� ����� 
9* �� )��% GV�% �����F�  ��;��V� 8�� B����� K�� ��� ��c�T ��� K��m ���;�।  

 

�������� ��@�Z =6���������� ��@�Z =6���������� ��@�Z =6���������� ��@�Z =6��    
 

��
��� ��
���"� G�
����  ��F �����
� ����� N�  2;�� ��� ���� ���;�$� N� G2* �����2E� 
)����*। ��I ������  �� N� 9��)Sv  )�w��। ���;�$�� 3�� K�-���;�$� N� ��2*���9 ��9��, 
	�R;�$� -�� 2*��� B����� K��R। ��) ��) ����BO  �� N� ��x��# �����2E ����� ����U� 
y�z� B9��*) N� ��
�� )����, �� OK ��  �� N� �����
 �;����2E< ����। 

 

��3E B���D��� �� �������� �J�)E ��� �)! ��E�4 =6�� �D�� )����। A�f)  ��F 
 ������� ���� �����
 ���� ����� B��� �)� 9�*�T। �)�! �{ ���* ���< �)!� ��"� B�T। 
�� �f) 9�* ����। 

 
--------------- 
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State Assembly will Demand: 

ALL HELP TO BANGLADESH INCLUDING ARMS SUPPLY 

By Our Special Representative 

 

The Government and the Opposition Parties in the West Bengal Assembly 

reached unanimity on a resolution on Bangladesh on Thursday. It will be a 

Government resolution to be moved by the Chief Minister, Mr. Ajoy Mukherji 

and seconded by the Leader of the Opposition. Mr. Jyoti Basu, on Friday. 

 
Condemning “the hellish genocide committed by the Pakistan military cliqe on the 

75 million people of Bangladesh the resolution will demand that the Union 

Government immediately recognize the sovereign Democrat Republic of Bangladesh 
and give it all necessary help including supply of arms. 

 
The draft of the resolute on says that longer the delay in taking these measures the 

greater would be the suffering of the Bangladesh people. The assembly, it says, 

appeals to the people of West Bengal to put pressure on the Central Government to 

concede these demands. It also urges for all necessary measures to provide 

accommodation and relief to the Bangladesh evacuees. 

 

On Thursday the SUC leader, Mr. Subodh Banedrjee, took the initiative in 
securing an agreement between different political parties on the inclusion of the 

expression, “including supply of arms,” in the resolution. He met the Chief Minister, 
the Deputy Chief Minister, the Leader of the opposition, and the CPI leader. Mr. 

Biswanath Mukherjee, separately and then arranged a meeting of all these leaders. 
The unanimity on the resolution was reached at that meeting.  

 
It is learnt that the CPI put pressure on some major partners of the Democratic 

Coalition to agree to the inclusion of “supply of arms” in the resolution. The attitude 

of the Muslim League, another partner of the Coalition forwards, Bangladesh and its 

Government, has not yet been stated publicly. 

 

 

 

---------------
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Mr. Speaker: I now request Government Resolution the Chief Minister to move 
the Resolution and just after moving the Resolution I will request all honorable 

members to rise in their seats and remain standing in silence for two minutes in order 
to pay respects to the memory of martyrs of Bangladesh. 

 

N� G2*)���� �����2EN� G2*)���� �����2EN� G2*)���� �����2EN� G2*)���� �����2E: : : : 7�)�� �9��*, B���� G���� ���* B�� �O =6��!� B��T। 
 

��V �-��.� ���� G���� ���E�D�� ���2��� �9�����  �S�` ���D��� B<*��� ���V� G�����; 
< }�9���) ��8��;� ��
; =)��� 2�V�%� ��7r ��*�) ����� )��*� ���������� ���c �� 
 )��! 2�V�%� ��t�� ���)6���� �����) ���)D@  � ���)�* V%9;��"��� D���O��T ��X��I 
��
���"� ��) �_ �
��� 2���O��T ��� ���������� 2�V% ��%E 2��* 	�
���� 2�;  � ��%�% 
��| ��H�� D���O��T� �� =� G)�� ��#E� <  �O ��I ��H��� 2�V%�) BZ��) G�"�C� 
2���O��T। 

 

���)6���� �����) ���)D@ ��9�� G����. �O ��E� V%9;� �� )��� ��� �������� 9O� 
�9�� ��6 �����) ���9�� ���*� �O� ��
; 9* �9�� 2�; K���� )��E)�� �;�R� H9�%� 2�; �O 
��
���"� "�� ��)���9 G�;��;  ���� ��)���� ��)! B���� )����T। 

 

��X�I ��
���"� �O ��x�� ����  �, �9���� ��H�� �O )�f�� < =�)�� G�R�� �4���� 
9K) ��  )� ���������� ��H��� 2�V%  �F ��EZ 2*��" )�����O। �O �"� B�< B�� ����  �, 
 ��9� �O ��'*� ��H�� ��E=)�� B
���) ���%��| ����� ���)6���� �����) ���)D@ )SE) 
���������� ���| 2�V�%� K�� D���O*�  �<*� 9O*��T ��� O9� 2��* 	�
���� 2�; G;Z 
�;�*�I ��H��,  �O  9� O9� W
� "���* 2�V�%� ��)! 9O� ��9, �S�#��� G�;��;  ���� ��� 
�) ���)6���� ���"? ���2;� 2�V�%� ��)! 9O�< @��
E��� ��@* ��#E� ��" )����। 

 

���������� 2�V�%� 2��* 	�
���� 2�; ��%�% ��H���� =� "���� BW < 2t�� 
)E��;� )#� ����D�� )��*� �O ��
���"� "�� ��)���� ��)! ���� 2���O�T  �, G������. 
���������� ���E�"Q� V%��$) =2�$ < �9�� ��)���) 	�)S� ��� G|�|�9 ��E=)�� 
=�*�2��* )��E)��� ��9��; ��� 9O��। ���������� �' �' ������ ��� ���)� �� ����T� �� 
��X���I� 2�V% O9�� )�� �)T�O ��2� 9O� ����� ��। 

 

�O �;�R�g�� H9% )��� �O  ��� 9O��T O ���������� 2�V�%� o��, oVE� < ��u�� 
�S�� ��O��T। O9�� ��X���I� ��
���"� < 2�V% V"�� K��V  ��
 )����T। �O G�R�* 
��9�� G����. K� ����g�� 	�)S� 9* �9�� 2�; "�� ��)���� K�� =�*�2��* D�� �S�r )��� 
2�; ��
���"�, ��X���I� 2�V% ��)���� ��)! B9��� 2���O��T। 

 

�;��) ��9;�� ���� ���������� �' �' ����, ��tF, ��W, �S� ����Z ��� 9O*� ��X� �����* 
D��*� B��� ��
; 9O��T�।  �Q��S�`� < ������ G���9��E GI �9���� �9���� 2�;��E�)� 
=�*�2��* �;�R� )�� �)�Z ��)��। O9� ��X���I� < K9�� ��x�E� ����Z ��2;g��� B�#E) 
'��� ���9��। �O )�f� �; ����D�� )��*� ��X���I� ��
���"� "�� ��)���� ��)! �O 
��F�* ����* �;*"�� �9��� ���� 2���O��T। 
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��� 7�)��� ��� 7�)��� ��� 7�)��� ��� 7�)��� ���E ������ ���� ��H���� 2�; ��Y�� 2���  ��*�T�, �Y��� �4����#E ���O�) 
��Y�c�* o’����! ����� ���� )���� 2�; G�����
 2����n। 

 
[The Members then rose in their seats and remained silent for two minutes.] 

 
N� G2*)���� �������
;�* ◌�N� G2*)���� �������
;�* ◌�N� G2*)���� �������
;�* ◌�N� G2*)���� �������
;�* ◌� B��� =6��� G� ��6S"��� ��O ��� 9�*�T, B� ����  ��� 

�)T� ��O। B����� ���O 2����  �, ���)6��� o�! G��-���E ���)6�� ��� ��X� ���)6��- ��7� 
���n? �� ���� G��R। ���E ���)6���� B�
������� �����O �O G�"���V �T�  � ��X� ���)6���� 
G�
������ ���;��3� 9�*< ���E ���)6����  D�* ���;�* ��� )� 9�*< ���E ���)6���� K�� ="�̀  
)��T,  ��F% )��T। �O G�"���V ���� �T�। ��� �), ��S"�F� ��EZ ������ )���  Dr� )���T। 
 �2�; ���E-���)6���� �����"�F� ���* ��H�� 9*, G��) 2��� ��EZ ��� 9�*�T। ��� B�C < 
 VQ���� ��F*, ����� "�F�� ��S�� ���E-���)6��� ��� "�� 9�*�T। 

 

N� �����
 �;����2E ◌�N� �����
 �;����2E ◌�N� �����
 �;����2E ◌�N� �����
 �;����2E ◌� ���;�$� �9��* ���E ���)6�� �� ��� �������� ����। 
 

N� G2*)���� �������
;�* ◌� N� G2*)���� �������
;�* ◌� N� G2*)���� �������
;�* ◌� N� G2*)���� �������
;�* ◌� B�� �� B��T, �;6 9�n�  )�? ���� <��� G��) 
B�C����� ��  ����� A	� ���� �������h )��� 2�;  3�F%� )�� 9*  �, V%$ G����*� V%�"��! 
 ����� ��)�� =��� 9��। �#���*��  ����� A	��$�  �S�` V%�"�! VS9� 9� ��� �� �I���     
���2��� �9�����  �S�` B<*��� ��V W
� ���E-��I �* ��6 ���)6��� ���;�V���� ��" )����, 
 )b�* ��)���,  )b�* ��
���"�*, BO��"�*। ��
��% V%�$� ��*� G������ ��6 ���)6��� 
�Y�) =
���$� �9���� ���  �<*� K�D �T�। ��� BO��"�* )�2 )��� ��� �$����� Vf� 
)��� �����V  �<*� K�D �T�। �)� � �� ���*  ����� A	����)  �!�  2�� )��  "�I �����,  "�I 
���* ��� D�� G;�D�� Wt )����।  

 
2�V�%�  � ��7r ��* G#E�( �Y��  � �)�  "�!  ��* ���;�V���� G2E� )���T��� � �)� 

 "�! �S�#���  )  )�#�*  ��*�T B��� 2���  �O। �)� ��) GH�9; )�� ��� 2����6 A	����� 
D���� 9� �� GV;� ���E����� 	�
���  3�F%� )��। �Y�� =#�� ��%E 	�
��� D���� �Y�� 
 D�*�T��� ���E�����* ��%E 	�*P���� ���  �!� ���)6���� ��
;  #�)O। �)� �O G;�D���� 8�� 
�Y�� ��%E 	�
���  3�F%� )���� ��� ���� ����� �!� ���������� ��)��। ����O "�F% 
G;�D�� Wt 9�- G#E�( V%9;�, ���� ���E��, VS9��9 ="S� G�����F) G;�D�� ����� �� ��� 
�� 
D���T। �O G�R�* =����� ��2; �9���� B��� D�� #�)� ������ ����F )�� B����� ��I ��� 
�Y��� ��c�� �J)E ��*�T। B����� =6���  �)#� ��� 9�*�T B�� �� B� ���t��� )�� D�O 
��। B�� "�� ��)���) ���T � ��� ��� �O  � ��� ��)�� =��� 9�*�T ��) 	�)S� ��� 
��� �Y��� ��E=)�� ��9��; ���। �O ��E=)�� ��9���;� �
; ���* B��� G|��|� )#�< ����T। 
B�����  )b�* ��)�� �!� ����D�� )��  ����� G|�| �����9 )�� ���� ���  3�F�� )�� 9�� 
�)��। �)� B����� ���� G#E�( ��
���"�� ���� G����. �Y��� ��E=)�� ��9��; )��  9�)। B��� 
�Y��� ����`� 2�; =���� )���T। BX��E� ��F* �))  �S�`� G
���  #�) � �)�"��� 2�V�%� 
��H�� )�� �!� �S�#��� o�E"। �O2�;O B���� �Y��� K��� =���� )���T ��� �Y��� ���� 
��� ��Y�c�*�T। B���  ����T �9C�-������� ���� /+-/� �'  ��) ����� ���T ����� 3����c 
��� )�� 9�*�T, Ba�*	2��) 9;� )�� 9�*�T,  ����� ���� ����� G��� )��  ��� 9�*�T 
��� �����"��� ����F�) ��� )�� 9�n। B����� 2���� B����� ��X� ����� G;�Z 2����। 
"����FE� ��
;  � o�! =��� �E���� 2���� �� ��
; �)�! 9�n  )���� ��� B� �)�! 9�n 
B����� �O ��X� �����। �)� � ���< B����� �O ��X� �����* B��� �Y��� ����� B��* 
���n ��� �Y��� ��� )���,  
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#�)�-��<*�� ��D ���� ���  )b�* ��)�� ���n�। B���  � ��� "��"��� ����T � �*। 9f�( 
����� �� ��� ��� 9�2�� 9�2��  ��) B�� #��) �9�� ��I ��I ���� BN* ��� ��<*�-
��<*�� �;�R� )�� �!� ��� �*। )��2O ���� 9* )r 9�n। )��� �O ��� D��� ��� )  ��) 
B��� ��  )�� �f)  �O। B���  )b�* ��)���) ����T ��X� �����* �  ��) B��� ���� 
 ���� � R�� B�����  �O G#E�( ��� "���  �O  ����� ���� 2�; ����� A�� )�� ����। )��2O 
B��� �Y��� G�����
 )���T B����� ����� � �'  ���)� R��  ��� G#E�( ����2! );��J� � 
)�� ��� ��� G�;��;��� G�; =���� ���* ��� �9�� "�� 9*। �!� ��X� ������ )#� �*, �!� 
���� "����FE� )#� ��� ���� �S�#��  #�) ���� 2�; ��9��; ��� �9���"�� B��T। 

 
N��2;�� ���� N��2;�� ���� N��2;�� ���� N��2;�� ���� �����* G
;' �9��*, �������� �J�)E ���;�$�  � =6�� ����T� B�� ��) 

��#E� 2����n। ��#E� 2���� �V�* B�� ���  �, B��� �)�� ����  Dr )���T ��� )�� ��)�� 
�' ��� �����
� �' �) 9�* �O =6�� H9% )�� ����। )��% ���E ���)6���� ����F ���������� 
����F ��X* �!� 2����  �, B����� ����)�� �) ���#E); B�T। ���  �!� "*s� ���#E);। 
B��� ���� �����
� �� ����� B�T )��H� ���� ��I ��� �Y��� ��Y�� ��#E� )��T� �Y��� ��I 
 )�� ��F�* B��� �)� �O। #��� �O ��F�* �� ���* =6��  �<*� 9�*�T ���������� 	�
��� 
��H�� ���* � B��� �)��O ��#E� )��। �� ���� �� ��Yc���� 2�; B9��� 2����n। �!��) B�� 
��� )��  � ��� �)!� ��F* W
� �S�#��� ��' �*, B����� V%�$� ��', B����� B�V�* ����� 
��' }  � �)��I 9�* �O�)� �O�)� �)!� B�C���, ��H��, �c�O 9�n 	�
���� 2�; ��) 
���  2�� �� ���� �9�� B����� ���9 ����, ���2���  ���� V%�$� 9��- �O 2�;O B��� 
 Dr� )��T। �� ��� B����� ;�V 	�)�� )�� 9* � B����� )�� 9�� ��� } ���������� 
��H��� ����F ��� ��X* ���� ��D�� )���� W
� �O =6�� ��c �*,  ��� �*, "��F; �O =6�� 
)��E)�� )��� 2�; B��� �) �;�R� G��.� )���T। �O  ��� �Y�� ������  �, B����� �) 
BZ��)� B�T �� ��T��। �O =6�� ��� )�V�2� =6�� �� 9�* #��)  �O =�Dr� B����� )�� 
9�� �S��� ��I B�� �)#�  3�F%� )��T  �, �!� W
� )�V�2� =6�� 9�� �� �O =����O B��� 
�)��I �O =6�� H9% )��T। �O =6���) )��E)�� )��� 2�; B��� ��Dr 9� � �c���c ���। 
B�� �!� ��� )���* ��� D�O  �, G��) ��� 9�*  V� =* �)- �c ��� 9� �O ��H�� ��������� 
9�n। �O�)� �� B����-������ } V%��$) ����F ��6 ��)���� )��T )���T ��� B��� 
���� ��#E� 2���O ��� �Y��� ������ ��* ���� �� ��Yc�O।  ��Y�� �O =6�� ��#E� )��T� �Y�� 
��X* �O )#� ��� )���  �, ���������� ����F �)!� �;��*� �c�O )��T�, G�;�* �)T� )��T� ��- 
�Y���  ���) ��YD���� 2�;, ���������� ����F�) ��YD���� 2�; �Y��� 	�
���, �Y��� G�6` �'� 
)��� 2�; ��� �c�O )��T�। �!� ���O 2����  �, �)T� �)T� =D�� 9�n  �!� G�;�* =D��  �, 
<���)�� ����F ���� B<*��� ��V �� G�;��; ���������� ����F ��� 9* ���)6���) �) G�� 
 #�) B� �) G��� ���n? )���� 2�; �c�O )��T ���)6���) ��� )���  Dr� )��T। B�� �'; 
)���T G��) ������ "�O B�T� ��Y��� ��
; �O =D�� D���T  �, ���)6���) ��� )��� 2�; 
���)6���) !�)��� !�)��� )��� 2�; �O �c�O Wt 9�*�T। �!� ��)����O �f) �*, � B��� �O 
=6��� ������  Dr� )���T। �!� B��� 2��� �S�#���)< 2��� 9��  �, �O ���)6�� !�)��� !�)��� 
9�n �����*)"��� �� 2�; �J�%E"��� ��*� 9�n <���)�� ����!��� ���)�V��� } O*��9*�  V���। 
����� 
�� ��� �O�)� )��T। ��� ����!��� ���� D����n। ��� V%$�)  ��� ��� D�* �� ��� 
�O 2�;O ���)6�� !�)��� !�)��� 9�* ����। 

 
)��% �)!� G�� ��� ���O 9�n ���;�V���।  �O G���� �����F� �����;� G�
)��,  �Y�D 

#�)�� G�
)��; ���� "�F�� G�
)��, ���� G�;��;  ��� ��F�* G�
)�� B�T  �g�� ��� �� 
�����  
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 )�� ��)��- A	��D��� ��)��,  �O ���)�V���, ����  ����� ���r��*� =����
` )��T� �9�� 
�!� �) B�� )�� ��*  �, �) 9�*  �  �� �O"��� #�)� ����।  �O2�; B��� ��� )��  �, 
�S�#��� ��6 V%��$) ����F �O �Y�� �O 3!�� ������ O  ���������� �����F� ��H���) �Y�� 
��#E� )����, ��X� ���)6���� ����F�9। ��X� ���)6���< B2 ���"? "�F�"�F�� ����F B�T, 
���"? OK��!  ����� B�T ��� ���� ��
; V%��$) ����F< B�T�। B2 9* �Y��� o’D�� 2��� 
'�% )�	� �� �Y��� )#� B��� W���T, �Y��� ���; B��� ��������  ����T, �)� B�� ��x�� 
)�� ��X� ��)6���� V%��$) ����F ��Y�� B�T� �Y�� ���������� �����F� ��I �)��� 9�* ���E 
���)6���� �����F� ��I �)��� 9�* B�V� ����  ��� �� �c�O )����  Dr� )���T� �Y�� � 
)����  Dr� )����। )��% ��X� ���)6���� 2���
��%, �Y�� ���O "��j� ��, O*��9*� �� �� ���O 
����!���  V���� GZ"�E� ��, �Y�� ��
��% ����F- �2��, )SF), �
;��P,  �9�� ����F �Y�� ��X*O 
���������� �����F� �O 	�
���� �c�O�) ��#E� )����, �S�#��� V%��$) �����F� ��I �) 9�*। 
�  #�) B�����< �)T� ��'�� B�T। G��) ��* B���  ����T, �S�#��� �!� 9�*�T, �!� ���  
�*, o��2�) 9��< � 3!�� 3�!�T  �, ���E���z���  -����@�� �����* V%�$  "�! �� 2�� 
����� 9�*�T। �����* V%�$� ����F ��* ���* �� D�O��� �Y�� � �����। )��% ���)�V���, } 
���)�V���, ���� 2�������� =����
` )��, ��Y�2����� =����
` )�� �� ���r��*  ���)� 
=����
` )�� ��� � )��  �*��। O�9��� B���  ����T 2���) ��� ����� )���T। 
�����O  �O �)O 3!��� ������S�P B���  ���  ����, ����F )�� ���)6��� �� �� 3!�T �� 
��
; ���*।  ����� 2�� ��7r। �!� ���;�$� �9��* �f)O ����T�  �, � �)� ��*, � ���;�*, 
� �����* V%�$ ��� )�O  ��� ��* ���  � ��7r ��* ���*�T� ��  )�� ��C�9� G�)��  �O, 
#��� B���  ����T  �, ��6 �)T� ����� 9�*  V�। W
� ����� 9� ��,  ����� ����!���� 
G�)E B@�% 9�, B)����#, R���#, ������#, ���"? ��)   #�)  � B@�%  ����� Wt 9� 
�� B�  )�� K��* �T� ��, ���������� ����F, ���E ��)6���� �����F� B�  )�� �# �T�  �O2�;O 
 ����� ���� 	�
���� �c�O, G�6` �'�� �c�O �� �) 9�* ���� �V�*�T। � T�c� G�;  )�� �# 
�Y�� ��� ����� ��, G�;  )�� ���) <  �� ���� ��, �O"���  )�%f��� 9�*। �T�c� �Y�� 
=m< �T��� �� �!� ��7r, �Y���  �S�SC�� < ��� )�� ����� ��  � ��)� 3!�� 3!� ����। 
 �2�; �Y�� =m< �T��� ��। �)� O�9�� ��E����D�� )��� ������ � �2���  ���- B��� 
���E������ �)#� ������ ����T  �, �����* V%�$ 2�V%  #�) B@�% B�� ��, B@�% B�� 
���)�V���  #�), ��Y�� ���r��*� =����
` )���। ���������<  �O �)O �2��� 3!�T, �����< 
B��� ����!���� B@�%  �� ���n। 2��� ��, ) ���;) ����F- ������, ��W, �S�, ���)  ����� 
2��� ���*�T�, ��  )�� �9���-��)�� ��<*� ���n �� ��� �) �-E��  ����* ��Y�� ����� B�� 
 ����T� ��� ����� ��� ���S� ���* �� B���D�� )�� �� ����T� ��< �Y�� ��!�  � 2���� � 
�*। �)� �� "*��9� <Y�� ���2��  ��� ����T�। =;'��E�, ���������� ���"?  2��  #�) �Y�� 
����T�। B����� ��I �Y��� B���D��* �Y��  � ����% ���*�T�  �  #�) B��� ���� ����T  �, 
�) 
���� ���)�* 3!��  ����� 3�!�T ��� �O G�R�� ��
; ���)6����  � ���)�V���, ����!���� 
 �  V��� B�T� �Y�� ��� )���T�  �, �Y�� 2*� 9�*�T�। �� 9;�Y, �)T� R�� �����-<���� �Y�� 
����E�� )���T�। ��Y�� 	
���� 2�; �c�O )��T� �Y��� �'  #�) ���<  ����� B�T�।  �2�; 
�Y�� 2���  �, W
� ����!���  )�� ���K�� � �*।  � ���
�� W
� ����!��� ���* 9�� ��, �!�  �O 
����!���  V��� "���� )�� 2����। �)!� 2���) ����!��� ���* ���F ���� ��*, ����� ���% )�� 
��*। �)� B2 �� 9* )�� B��� ���  ����� �����F� KL�� 9�� ��  �O ����!����) �Y�� �� 
)���- �!�<  �O ����!���  V���, ����  ����� ���� D����n ��� 2���।  �2�; ��� �)  Dr� )��T? 
B���  ���T  �, ��� B���  ����� ��� )�� ����� A�� )����  Dr� )��T। �)� )�K�) ��Y�2 
���n ��। B2 �� 9* )�� )�K�) ���� 9��, W
� ����!��� ���* ��2` )�� ���� ��। B��� �) 
 ���T? B���  ���T  
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�)2��� ���, B��� ��� ����D G��; ��� ���2 �)T� )��T� �)�� B�� ��� ���� ��। ������� 
 #�) �� 2���  ����T, ��t� B��� ���9�। ��� B�����O ����� ����। 7�)�� �T��� /0�l 
����, ������ ���V� B��� ��� B��� �O �"�* �T���। B��� ���� ��� B�T �Y� ���!E 
�J�%E"��� ����2 9�*�T�। K��  ��
9* �)�O ���E��D 9�*�T���।  �O �;���) ��Y�2 ��� )�� 
��S�  �<*���� 9�n।  �O ���T  �,  2�� )��  �<*���� 9�n, B���  )K ���T On�)S"��� 
���*�T�।  � ��O  9�), �O�)� �����F� K�� ��"E� )�� 9�n, �O 9�n D�� oVE�। ����!��� 
���E��  ����� D��T ��� �� ��I ��I ������ ��V?  ���� ��)6�� A�� )���T�, ���� ���)6���� 
qr�,  )�#�*  V�  �O ������ ��V? �� 
��* ���T  V�T  ��  #�)। W
�  � �)!� ���!E �9����O � 
�*, �Y���  � BO�-<��2 �� "��
���, �� �Y�� =D�� )���T���- �9C� ������� "�V )�� 
=��@*���� 
��E� ��)  #�)  )�#�*  � �� "��
���? B2�) B�  � �� �)T�  �O। B2�) B� 
�)T� ��  9�), �O��  T���� ���� ����T, ���)�� ���� ����T, ��
��% ����F ����  ����  #�) 
����T, ���) G�8���< �)T� �)T� ����T�, B��� �Y���  ����T G��) ��� �Y��� ��I  ��� 9*��। 
�Y���  ��� B��� BX�E ��� 9�*�T �O 2�;  �, G��) ��� <���  ���� B��� ����� ��। 
�Y��� < ��2��� B2 ) K��E, ) 	n, ) =�����" )���T, ) V%��$) 9�*�T। �O�� 
��� ��� ���), T��, ��Y�� <���  #�) ���T� �Y��� ��
; ������*)�� �D� ���  �O। �O�� 
)^��< �Y��� ��
;  )����� B���� �O ��6 ��� ���) ����*, �)!� ��� 2��,  �� ��� 9�n 
�9C�, �������,  �Q�, ��6 ���* �)!� ��;)���� 2�� A�� 9�*�T। B��� ����� 
�E�����'�� 
)#� ���। ��*�! ��*�! ��6 "���FE "��  V�T। ���� ��I, o���� ��I,  '��"� ��I ��� 9�n 
V �-� �T� 
��- � G�;�R� ���<, �, =���D�� ���< B���  ��
 )��  �2�; } ���E ��)6���, 
��������  �O 
���� ��*! ����� 
��  �����  �����। �O ��6 ��� ��� ��2���) ����F  ����� 
A�� 9�*�T। B2�)  ����� } �� �� 
��* ���T  V�T। ����F  #�) ���� ���n?, 9�*�T ����c  �O 
��6 ������ ��V ���� B����� �� ���� 
����  Dr� 9�n। ���  )���)��  �Y�D #�)� ���� ��*। 
B2�) B���  �2�; �)#� ��� )��, �O =6���� ��
; B���  � )#� ����T, ��� B��� 
BZ��)"��� �O =6���) ��#E� )��, �9�� �)#� B����� ��� 9��। )�� �)�� 2��� ��,  � 
"��F;� B��� ��D�� )��। ����F ��D�� )��� "����FE, ���)6���, ��������� ��6 2�*V�*- 
�S�#��� ����F  �!� ��D�� )���। �)� B����� �!� ��� 9*  �, BZ��)� B�T �)��। B��� �)�� 
���� ��#E� 2���O।  

 
��)�� ��#E� 2����*�T�। �"? =����� ��
���"� < BO� �"�g���< B���  ����T  ���� 

 #�) ��#E� )�� =6�� VS9� 9�*�T; =
���$� ���2< ����� =6�� ����T��� ���  �!� VS9� 
9�*�T। �)� B����� ��� ����)!� ��� ��C9 9* �9�� B����� ����)�� �)T� ���;,��8 )���, 
K��* �)T�  �O, �)� B����� =#�� ��� 9�n �)�! =6���� ��T�� ��� BZ��)� �� #��) B��� 
��� �!� ��� �� )��  �, �O =6�� )�V�2 9�� ��, ��) B����� )��E)�� )�� 9�� �O B����� 
)��E)�� )�� 9��, �O B����� 2�����% ��H�� <��� ���, ��Y�� <���� ��H�� )��T�, ��Y�� 
<���� ���)� ��  ��� ���n� ��Y�� ;�V 	�)�� )��T�- ��� � 9*, �9�� B����� ������ )�� 
��� 9��  �, BZ��)�  )�#�*  �!� �f) )�� 9��। �)� �)!� ��C9 9*, �!� B����� ���O 
����D�� )��  �����- B����� 2��� O�n )��  �, ����)�� ��)���'  #�) �O =6�� �Y�� 
����T� �O =6�� ���;�$� ���2 �����  ����T�,  � ��)���� ��
; ������ ��V B�T, <�� �) 
BZ��)�� ��I ��#E� )��� ���������� �O ��H���), �O 	�
���� B�C����) B��� ���< 
�� =��% ��O��। )��2O B��� ��X*O 2��� D�O �Y��� ���S� W��। �)� B����� ��� 9* 
����� ��� B��� �����*)��) =N* ��O ��� G��) ��* O*� ���� ���� ��������  #�) ��� 
B����� ���T ����� B��� ������ ��V- <����  � ��  �F 9�*  V�T, <����) B���  �  �F 
)�� ���*�T, <���� ��� V%$ =��� ��" )�� ��  
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

�;�R� )��T, G#D ����� ���  �Y�D ��*�T, ��� )�� �S�r 9�n, �O )#� �Y�� B����� �����। 
B��� �����, B������ <���� �������� ��* �� ��� �����V �� #�)�* B����� G��) ��� 2���� 
��, B����� ���2�� 3��� 3��� ��6  ����, B������ G��) ��� G�" � 9��। �)� �!�  � 
��;)���� =>  �, ������ ��V ���� 
��E� ��D��� �����F� ��2��� )���, ����F�) "�V )����  Dr� 
)���,  �O ������� �2��� B2< D��T ��� ��� )�� �� ��"�O";�� �� ���t���� B���  ��� 
���n।  

 

N�N�N�N��9� ���� ��x����9� ���� ��x����9� ���� ��x����9� ���� ��x��� G� � ��*z G� G-E��, �;��, B���  )�*����� �����¡� G��H9% )���T 
2�)�;��%� 2�;। B2�) �����
� ���� �"���  � ���; ������, KO 9;�" �V�"� OK �  ���z 
�9*����, B;�� KO  9�� OK KO� G���� �V" B� �  ���z �9*����। 

 

��� 7�)��� ��� 7�)��� ��� 7�)��� ��� 7�)��� �� ��*z G� G-E�� 9*  ��। B��� ��E�4�@�� �)!� =6�� ��� )���� 2�; 
 �2��K�� ���*�T। B��� �=��O2�� B���) ����। 

 

N��9� ���� ��x���N��9� ���� ��x���N��9� ���� ��x���N��9� ���� ��x��� K�� -�O��¢�� B@�% )���T�। �)2� ��-���� ���  #�) �O�� "�F� 
B��� W�� D�O ��। �O �)� �D()�� )��  )����� 2�)�;�% )�� ��* ��। BO -� �! ��O) !� 
������� ��O��£। 

 

��� 7�)������ 7�)������ 7�)������ 7�)��� O! O2 �! � ��*z G� G-E�� । �¤2  !) O<� ��!। 
 

N��9� ���� ��x���N��9� ���� ��x���N��9� ���� ��x���N��9� ���� ��x��� B��� V%��$) 
�E�����'�� B���E ��x��� ���O B2�) V%��$) 
 )�*����� ��)��� G��H9% )���T। 

 

��� 7�)������ 7�)������ 7�)������ 7�)��� B��� ����।  B���� ���;  �!� B��� ����T�  �*�� O2  �� ��*z G� G-E��। 
)��2O ������� B��� )��z )���� �!� B�� D�O ��। BO KO� ���)��*\ OK !�  !) O<� ��!। 
�¤2  !) O<� ��!। 

 

N������
 �;����2E�N������
 �;����2E�N������
 �;����2E�N������
 �;����2E� 7�)�� �9��*, B2�)  � =6�� B��� B���D�� )��T  ����� B�� ��)�� 
�' ��� �����
� ��'� ���;��� G�����
 )��,  � ��F* ���* B��� B���D�� )��T  �!� G� 
gt`��%E ��F* ��� B����� )��T �!� G� �=*। )��2O �!� B����� V%B�C����� ����� �)!� 
G� �c K��9�% K�R��� )���T।  �O2�; �O�)� �)!� ��F* ���* �)��� ���  Dr�* 
OK�;������  �2��K�� )�� 9�*�T। �O B�� G�����
 )��  �O �8��� �r )��  ���� ��। 

 

��� 7�)������ 7�)������ 7�)������ 7�)��� ��� �;����2E, B�� B�� )�� =�;)�! ����;�  ��� ����"��O #�)��। B���  �� 
G;Z gt` ���* �O =6�� B���D�� )��।  )���)� K�P�2 �� 9�* B����� ����� �O 9�K��� 
�����  � =6�� ��*�T,  �O �J�)E B���D��� ��* =6���� K�� ��#��D gt` ���*O  �� 
�����* ���;�� B���D�� )��� ��� �Y��� �;�9��!�<  ��  �O"���O 9*। B�� 9�K��� )��T 
B��� )��T,  � =>O Kf�) ��  )� B��� 9�K���  �"��� =6�� ���n, �� gt`  ��  )���)��O 
��E �� 9*। 

 

N�  2;�� ����N�  2;�� ����N�  2;�� ����N�  2;�� ���� ��� 7�)��, �;��, B��  �!� ���T���- �� 2��� ��X*O ��� ��� ������ 
���V� =����
�� ����  ���� ��� BZ��)� #��)। ��� �)  -����@�!)  )�*����� ��)�� 
�.�� ��� ���� BZ��)� #��), ���������)< ��#E� )���� ��� BZ��)� #��)।  �!�< 
gt`��%E। )��H� �� �Y�� ��#E� )��T� �O =6���)। �Y�� W
� ��O =6���) ��#E� )��T� ��, 
����)�� )��H� ��)�� ��  -����@�!)  )�*����� ��)��, )��H��� ���� ���D��� ��)��-�Y�� 
��� ��)�� Vf� )���T���, �� =#��O �������� �J�)E �)!� =6�� H9% )�� ����� 
���f�*�T�। B���  ���T B������) ��)  #�) �O )��H� ��)���� ���������� ��H���� =� 
��#E� B�T-  � ��F�*  )��  
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

��C9 ��O। B�� =>!�< G;Z gt`��%E। �����
����  ��� ����T� ��� �), ���� B� �) �)� 
 �� �� 9*। =6�� ��� )�� ����� ��!, �)� )��E�'��  �� G�;�)� �� 9*।  �O2�; ���T��� 
B������ B������) ��#E� #�)��< B��� ))g�� =>  2�V�T ���। �!� �) ���  �, B����� 
 ��� B��� G�;  ���� V%$�) ��#E� )��T, ��%E ��#E� 2����n �Y��� 	�
���� 2�; G#D 
B�����  ���� V%$�) B��� ��#E� )�� ��, V%$�)  ����� B��� �� )����  Dr� )��T, 
V%�$� K�� B��� ���� ���� B@�% )��T, �� ��*�-)���� BO� �)T�O B��� ���� ��। B����� 
���2���  ���� V%�$� �;�����  ����� B��� ��� 9* �!� ��� �*। �� ��
;  )�� BZ��)� 
#�)� ���� ��। ���E ����T���, G�; ��F�* �S�!���� ����T���, B*���;���� K��  ���� 
B�
�; )�T- �  ��� �OD G�=��� G;������  ��� );���! �� �y। B��<  �O )#� ��� G�; ��) 
 #�)। ��� B�����  ��� V%$ B��� �� ����, �Y�� ������ G�; 2�*V�*? B��� ��� )�� �� �O 
�J�)E ����  )�� BZ��)� #�)� ����। 

 
N� ��_ �������
;�*�N� ��_ �������
;�*�N� ��_ �������
;�*�N� ��_ �������
;�*� G� � ��*z G� G-E��, B��� �) �E��� O��;  #�) ��� ���n ��?  
 
B�����  ���� ������D�� )����, �� B2�)�  �2��K��!� �� B�T �������� �J�)E �� 

������D�� )�� ��S� )����। 
 
��� 7�)������ 7�)������ 7�)������ 7�)��� ��*z G� G-E�� ���  V�� ����� �� ��� 9�*�T ��  )�� t� O��y2 )�� 

9�*�T �O�)� ��� 9*, �9�� ��X*O ��*z G8 G-E�� �����। 
 
N� ��_ �����2E�N� ��_ �����2E�N� ��_ �����2E�N� ��_ �����2E� B�� ���T B����� ��  �2��K�� B�T ��� B���  �  �2��K���� K�� 

��S� )���� G���� ���*�T�,  �O  �2��K���� K�� ��S� )�� 9�n ��, B�����  ���� V%$ 
)����, �� ���)��f� ������D�� )�� 9�n। 

 
��� 7�)������ 7�)������ 7�)������ 7�)���  � =6�� ����� ���T, �� ���� ���, ��� �Y� BgE��z  -�"�� )�� �V�* 

 �!� "�� ������  �O �)�"���  -�"�� )����,  �O"��� BgE��z  �� )����। B���� ���� 
��* B���< �O )����। 

 
N�  2;�� ����N�  2;�� ����N�  2;�� ����N�  2;�� ���� 
t�, �O ��X� �����*, )��% ����)�� ��
���"�� )�T  #�) B��� �O =6�� 

H9% )��T- ����� �) 9�n, ����� �!�)� V%$ �T� B2 �  �F 9� ����T। )���  �F )��T, 
)��H� ��, )��H� ��)��, ����� G���; ����� B�T, l, 9�2���� <�� ����� B�T। �� <�� 
�) �T��  ����T,  ����� N��� V���� ��2` �T�, G#E�( ������ ����- �O �) �T� 
��  ����T, 
���E�D� ��EZ  ����� �� B� �� ����T, G���; 9�2�� 9�2�� �� B� �� B�� 9�*�T।  W
� �O �*, 
���� B���  ����� �)!� G"����* �2���।  �O G"����* �2��� B���  �����  �, ���E�D� ��� 
 3�F%� )�� 9�, ���� B��� ����!��� ��, l, 9�2�� ������ 9�� ��, 9�2�� 9�2�� �� B� ��� 
9�� ��,���������� ����� ���* 9�� ��, �� <�� �� ����!���।  ����� �)!� ���E�D� 9��,  ����� 
�� ����!��� ��� �����)� 2���� G;�D�� ���� ���* )����� 9�।  )�#�* V%$? �  � V%�$� 
 �!�)� �T� ��)  �F )���� �;�R� 9�n। ��� W
� �O �*, ����� ��
��% �����F� K�� V%��$) 
B�C����� K��- V%��$) B�C��� ��Y�� ��V�f )��� �2��, )SF), T��-���), ���� K�� 
����"��� G)#; G;�D�� g�����9�� A�� )�� �)������ )��2 ���V�*, G�; ���2�����
����� 
)��2 ���V�* ������� �)!� =
�� G��, ��)�� ��6 �����*, �O B@�%, �O G;�D�� ��� 
D����*�T, �O �2��� B���  ����T। V �) �T��  ����T B����� ��#� +�, 2� =�% 9����*�T�। 
B2< W����  
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

�����,  � 3!��g��� ��� 9�, �)!� ����� ��
;, +� 3z�� ��
;- B��� GZ ����� l 2��� )#� 
W����, �Y�� 2��� ���*�T� ��� g���� B@�% )��T। W
� g���� B@�% )��� �)T� ���� ��, 
����  �T�� ����� B�T, ����  �T�� ��)��� �$ B�T, �O �2��� ����� D���T। ����� 
�O"��� �) )�� V%$ ��YD��। o�!� ���E�D� 9�*  V�, ��O ��
; ���E�D� 9�, �)� ���E�D��� B�V 
B���  ����T D��� 
��� /�� 
��� 2��� )�� ���� 9�*�T, �!� )��< W���� +� �T��� )��H�� 
��2�`<। 	�
��  ����  #�) 9�*�T,  ����  #�)  � ���E�D� 9�* ����� �� B��� K(�� B�C 
)�� ���� ��, ���E�D��) ���¥F% )�� ���� ��, ��E����D�� )�� ���������� 2���
���%� )��T 
���� ���� ��, /�� 
��� ���* B����� )����
 )�� 9�, ��� 9� B��� �O ��F�* G���� ��� 
���� ��। ��� �O ��)� �)!� G�R�� ��
; B��� ��� )��  �, ����� V%$�) B��� �O"��� 
9;� )��, V%��$) G�
)��  �!�)� B�T  �!��)  )�c  ��, �O"��� ���� ��D��� ����F�) B��� 
B!) )�� ����। B��� W��T �� �- G;�¢ 9��, �� 9�2�� 9�2�� 
�� ���� 9��, =��'�) �O"��� 
3��*� )����, ���� G;���.��� B��  ���� ��, ��� ��D��
�� 9��, �)!�  "�!  ���� 2�; �O 
��� D�� #��) ��� ���O ��� B��� ���) ���� 9*, �9�� ��� ��C�9� �)T� G�)��   ����� 
B����� #��)  � ��� �) ��;O BZ��)�� ��I �O =6��  ����T�, ��  ��)  ������� 2�; �!� 
�Y�� )��T�। B����� ��X� ������ �����F� � ��� 2���, ��� �) "����FE� ��¤�� V%��$) 
�����F� � �Y�� 2���, ���� � =�8�� 9�*�T �) ��� 
��,  �O2�; �Y�� �O =6���! 
���n�। �� ��
; BZ��)� ��� #��) �9��  �!� )��E)��  '�� B���  ��� ���। �)� �����* 
7�)�� �9��*, B�� <��'� �S�r B)FE% )�� ���T  �, <Y�� ��� �O ���� �����;�R� D����, 
�� ��� ����)!� ����E� �� )��� �9�� B��� ����  �, ��;)����  )�� ��#E� 9�� ��, � 
)�V�2� =6�� �Y��� )��T #�)��। ����)�� ����g�� �)- B��� ���O ���¦��"��� ����T  �,  � 
��)�� <���� 9�*�T ��)  ���  �<*�  9�)। �����* 7�)�� �9��* B���� ��� B�T, N��� 
O�C�� V��� ��
��%"��� G��) B�V ����T���, �� �������� ��)�� 9*��, B�� )��) 
 �)V��O2 )��, )��)  ���  ��। ���� ��)�� V�f 9�*�T, ��� B�  �)#� ���� D��� ��। 
�Y�� B2 <����  V���� )�*��* �c�O �� 2�; =pP 9�n�,  �S̀  ���n�, G��V�f ����F B2 
��V�f 9���  Dr� )��T�, ��7� �������� )�2 )����  Dr� 9�n, ����  �O �c�O�) H��� 
T�c�*  �<*�� =pP� D���T,  �2�; B���  D�*�T��� B� ���.  )�, �O =6��� /� ����� ��
; 
B��� �����) ���  �,  ���� ���������)  ��� ��<, �)� B���  ����� !�O� ����! �� )��O 
"��, <��� �)T� G����
� )�� ����,  �2�; B��� �O =6��� ��������  �, �'��� ��)V���� 
 �<*�  9�)। ���* )#� 9�n  �!� �� ��I <���=�"��� 2�c,  �!� 9�n <��� B�V D�O 
G|�|। ���;, �|, <F�
,  ���  � B����� ���O 9��, )��% G���; ��%�#E� B�T ���� ��� 
9��,  )b�* ��)��  �g�� )���T� ��� W���T, ���"? )���! B�T �� 2�;, �)� ���D�*  ��� 
B�V  �!� ��)��  �!� 9�n G|�|  V���g��। ���� 9* �)T� ��O�8� B�T  �g�� A��;��� )�T 
 #�) �T���* ���*�T, �)�  �g�� D������ � g��  �O। ���  2���  ��� 2�; =pP, �)� g�� 
 �O। B��� ��� ����  �!� �� ��� ����, �)!� 9�<*�O 2�9�2 ���D  ��� ��� g�� )��T, ��) 
=�9 )��� 2�; D�O G;��z�*��@;�8! V��, ��� ����  �O, ��� ��� ���� �� ��� ���� 
�9�� ��� �) )�� �c�O )���। W
�  �9���"�� 2����*,  ��-<� V�� )�� <��� ��;)���� ��9��; 
)�� ���� ��।  �2�; B��� �)� 9�* �O =6�� ���n। S�* ���� ���) <���  #�) ��
; 9�* 
D�� B��T, ����R� G�; �)� 9�� ���  ���� "�V �8�� ����, ���� �.�� ���;�$� ����T�। 
���� W
� !�)� ���� 9�� �� ���� ����E����� �;�R� )�� 9�� ��� �c���c �FE� �� ���n, B��� 
2���  �) oVE� 9��। l, �' ��pP9��� ��X� �����* ����T,  ���� "�V ��O��  V�T, ����� �)T� 
B�T।  �2�; �����)�� ����� ����T� B����� �)���  )��! !�)� ��D 9��, G�� OK��<, 
BZ2E��) ��R� ��  
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��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

"�� ��)।  ) )��� �� )��� ��� ���� ��, B����� )#� 9�n �!�  )b�* ��)���� ���E ���*` 
��� ���� �����  ��) ���f�* �;§R� )�� ��� ����  ��! ����� �;�R� 9*। ���� �'� ��� ��� 
����� )�2)�E )��  �� ����� W
� ��� ��  �� 9* �� �;�R� )�� 9��। ��Y�� B2 <���� �c�O 
)��T� �Y�� �S�#��� V%��$) ������ 2�; �c�O )��T�, �2�; B����� �O�� �;�R� )�� ��)��। 
����  �!� B�T  �!� G;Z gt`��%E।  �O���� B�� ��D�� 9��। B�� ����T =6���� ��
; �) 
9�* ����T  )b�* ��)�� ��� �O ����g��  ��� ��  �� �9�� B��� ���T �O =6���� ��
; 
��)�� ��� 2�V%�) G;���.��  #�) -�)  �<*� 9�n G#E�( ��X� ������ ��)�� ��� 2�V%�) 
-�)  �<*� 9�n B����� D�� �S�r )t�, �;�R� )t� ��� <�� �!�  ���  ��। �O!� B�� 2��� 
gt`��%E। B���  ���, �Y��� �) G����
� B�T। B2�) =
���$� ���!�  -�)�T� �����। B����� 
=����
��  ����� �V�*�T�। �) 9�� ��  �!� ��X* �����
� ����  ���)�� ��D�� )����। G�;  )�� 
�)� ��2��� )�� D�O ��। �!� )��T� ��  )� � ���� ����T ��। B���  )�� �c �)��� ��Y�) 
B�T ��� ��� )��T ��। B��� ��� )��, �!�  ���  �<*� K�D। B��� �!� =� � )���T �O 
=6�� H9% )��  � =� � )���T, �O )#� ��� D�O  �, B��� ���;�� ��Y��  "�!  ���� �O 
=6���� ��' �Y�� ����W��  ���� ���E�)��� B����� B�C��� )�� 9��  )b�* ��)���) ��
; 
)�� 9��, �O ����g��� �� B�T � ���  ���  �<*� 9*। 

 

B��� �O ��F�* �)!� ������� B�T। B���  �� W
� �)!� �D�f ���f�*O D�� )�� ��� �� #��), 
G#E�( =6���� �)!� )�� ���f�* ���*O W
� �� B��� ��r �� 9O। B��� ��Y�� �O =6�� H9% 
)��T �� ��
; )�*)2� =����
 ��� ����� �V�*  ����)�� ��)���� )��T K�R��� )�� ���� 
��� B����� �O =6�� ���* �Y��� ��I B���D�� )�� ����। ��� �Y���  )�� G����
� #��) 
�9�� B����� ����� ��� B����� ���; ��� �) ��I ���� ���� �� �;�R� )t�। 

 

B�� ����� B�V W
� �)!� )#� ��� D�O। �O =6�� G;�Z gt`��%E ��� B�� ��� )��। 
B��� ��� )�� �!� B����� 2������%� ��H��, V%��$) ��H�� �O )#�g��� ��� ��� B�� 
B�� )�� ����)�� ���;�� "�� ������ �� ��� B��� ���� �O �����
� ��� B�T, �O ��' B�T 
B����� ��)���� ��I  )�� �)�!  '��< ���  �O,  )��  �Q��) �;�����  )�� ��F�* ���  �O। 
B��� �O ��)���� � �c���c �� 9* �O D�O। �)� ���� �O ��)�� B�T, ���� B��� 
�����
� B�T ��� �� ��
; B����� K�� � B3�  9�), B����� �� ����*, B�����  2�� 
���f�*, g��� B@�%, ������� B@�%, )��H�� B@�%- � �)T�O  9�) ��� �O ���� G�R�*, 
�O �)� G� ���2E��� ��* ���������� �����F� �O ��H��� �O =��� ��� D�O �� �)T�O  9�) 
B��� B�T �Y��� ��I। �O )#� ��� �O =6���) ��%E ��#E� 2����* B��� ���;  �F )��T। 

 

(At this stage the House was adjourned for twenty minutes.) 

(After adjournment) 
 

N� B�o� ��P���N� B�o� ��P���N� B�o� ��P���N� B�o� ��P��� �����* 7�)�� �9��*, B����� ���;�$� �������� �J�)E  � =6�� �O 
9�K�-� ����T� � B�� ��#E� )��T ��� ��#E���  �T�� B���  � )��% � B���� ����� 
������  Dr� )��। B����� �����
� ����  ��� ����;� =#� G��!� B��� ��;O "��  ��V�T�। 
��� ������ ����T� �O  �2��K��-��  �T�� )��H��� ��;)���� G���\ B�T �)��  � �.�� 
��� ��C9 =)�� )���T� ��� � B�� ��)�� ��'� �8  #�) ���T B2  � =6�� B�*� )�� 
9�*�T  �O =6����  �T�� B����� �J�%E ��#E� B�T ��� BZ��)� B�T। B����� =#�  � 
);�����! ���!� 9*  �O );�����! ���!�-� B��� �O =6�� ���*�T��� ��� =
���$��) B����� 
��O ����Z 2����*�T���। �!� �f) B�� �Y� ��I �)�  � ��2����� �"�P� ���)6�� 9�*�T�। 
�)� B2  
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+� �T� �� �O �  � "��  �!� =���% 9�* V�T। B2 B��� ��� �9C�-������� B����"��� �DZ� 
)�� �9�� V%�$� ��x���  )��  ��) �  ��� ��� ���� ��। G��) ������� ��Y�� "���T�  �,  ��
 
9* ���)6�� �O )#�!� K�c ���� �O ��C9 ��� =)�� )���T�, �)� 2��� ��  )K �O ����"�� 
 ��F% )��� �)��। B��  ���� �) ����* �O ��2����� )#� ����T���। B����� =�8�!� 
2���� ���  B���D�� )�� �9��  ���  �, =�8! ��� ���   #�) �����* �V�*�T��� ��  ����� 
G��) O9��, �Sr�� ��� )�। G#E�(  ����� G��) ��-������ ��� )�। ��������� ����� B@�% 
)��� Fc�$ )�� ��� �� �����* ���"? 
�E���.�  ��) ��� )�। ��� ��  ����)�� 
G�
������� ����, B��� �) 2��-<*��  ���-��� B2 ���  )K ����� B@�% )�� �9�� 
B��� �������, O���, �Sr�� O;��� �)�� ����"��� ��
�  ����  Dr� )��। 

 
����� B�� ��� D�O,  � �#;� �"�P� �!� 9�*�T�  �!� "��। O�9�� B����� '�� )��� 

�� )��% B���< �� ���) �T���, B���< � 	�)�� )�� ���*�T���, B2�)  �!� "�� =���% 
9�*�T। �O  �O ��)  #�) ���T  �, B2�) �������� �.��-  � ���������� 	�
���, G#E�( �!� 
��� 9�*�T  �, �����* =#� V%��$) ����  � ���E�D� 9�*�T�  �O ���E�D��  � )�E��D�� �"�P ���2��� 
�9��� ���9� )���T���  �O ���E�D��� ��*�) B2�) O*��9*���9�, 2I���9�, �������, B2�) �� 
����� 8��O �O G�R� 9�*�¨ B2�) B�� ��� O�����) ����� ��� ���* O*��9*� ���9�  �"��� 
 ����)�� G�
�����), �9C�-������� ����E���F 9;� )���T� ���  �"��� ����� K�� �����) 
G;�D�� )��T, B2�)  �g�� B��� �� O���������
� )�2 T�c� B� �)T� ���  �� ���� ��। 
B2�) O������ ��� ���* ���� �O �2����) ��#E� )�� ��� B�� ��� ��� O������ ��� )#� 
2��� �� ��� � ��x��< )�� ��। ��� �)!�  V�Yc���� ���, ��� �)!�  ��z���z� ��� �).� �� 
���� �O �� �2��� )��T। �)� o���� ��F* B2�) �O ���������)  )b )�� ��I��� G��I��� 
)#�!� ��� ��c�T। ��I���-G��I��� �O )#�!� B���� 8�� B2�) )�)��* �)��� ���������� 
���) ���� G��I��� ������� �)��� G��I��� �9C� ��EZ ���� ��
; �)!� ��C9  ��� ���*�T 
��7� ��7��)  �� �)!� ��C9 )��T। �O �2���!� B��� ��� 9*  ���� ��' G�I�।  ���� 
��' G�I� �O2�; ���T B2�)  ����)�� �c�O ��I��-G��I��� ��� �*, B2�) 2I���9� 
O*��9*� ��� �)��� ��X� ���)6���� )�E)E� ���� ��� ����������  ��)�) ��6 �)� �2���  #�) 
��u )�� ����  )��  D�*�T�। B2�) �S�!� B���  V�!� "����FE  �"���  ��F% D���� 
9�*�T� B2�)  �O"���  ��F% )��� ���)^�� ��� ���*�T�। B2�) ��� �O  ���� G#E ���* 
��X� ���)6���) ��S����� )��  Dr� )���T� �O  ����� ��� ���� �)!� G�
)�� ���� 
)���T�, ���  � �2���  D�*�T� ��� �)!� 	�*`����  D�*�T�। B2�)  ����� �)�� 00 2��� 
=����
` ��<*� ���<  �O ���) O*��9*� ��� ���� �����V  ���� ���� G�|� ���। B�� �O 
B2�)  � ��9;� D��T  �!� ���O ����� )#�, �� ��I B�� ���, �S�#��� ���"?  ���� )#�, 
B2�) �9�2O  ��� ���n �O  � ��9;�, V%9;� D��T, ��H��� ����F�)  � �O"��� ���F 
����T, B2�) ���� ��T�� G���)� �9���"�� B���T, �)�  )KO ��V�* B��T ��। B�� ��� 
"���FE ��< ��V�* ����T, ��V�* ���  �O o�R  ��)��� ��9��; )��T। �)� B2�) "����FE� 
 � ��
�  �O ��
�� �)��� ��
� 9�n D��। B2�) �O ��H���), 2I���9� ���) O*��9*��) ���  )K 
��#E� )�� #��), B2�) B��� ��� 9* ������  ���� ��
; D��  ��O ��) ��#E� )��। �!� ���O 
o���� )#�, ���� ��H��� �����F� ��T��  �  �� ��� B��� B�T, ���� ��H��� �����F� 2�; 
)������,  8��, ���  �O D��  ���� ��� ���*�� 9�* B2�) O*��9*� ��� ��� �� 2I���9� 
���� ��� ��c� )�� B�� )���T �!� �cO o���� ��F*। BX��E� ��F* B2�) ���� B����� 
�����
�  ��,  �O )��K��\ ���!E�  ��, V%$ �.�� ��� G��) K���� B����� ���*�T�, )��) 
��� V%$, V%$ �)"��� 9;� )�� 9�n, �O�� ���� �)�  
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���������� 	�
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�Y�)O B�� ���T, B���� �O  �����) ��#E� )��T ��� B��� ��;O B���� )��T ©%�। �� 
B��� B���� GZ�� GZ6�  #�)  � B��� ��;)���� ��2��� )��T�, �� B��� ��;)���� 
�����'"��� ��� G��\�� �!��) ��#E� )���। 
 
      ����� B����� ��#r ��C9 B�T, )��% B��� 2���  �, O*��9*� ����)  ��!����!"��� )��� 
��#E� )���T� G| ���*। ��� �)  ���  V�T ��Y�� ����T� <����  #�) �Y��O ����T�  �,  ����� 
D��� A��;  ���। ��� V%�$� )#� ����T�- B�� ��� �O V%�$� 9;�)���  )? /0l1 ���  #�) 
/01, ����� ��DE ��EZ B���� ��2` )��  V�T�,  )�� ��2`O )�����, B���  9�� �-��!E���z� 
����) �T���। B���� �) ���  �O  �,  �O ��* ��
��%  ��) ��6� ���* D���8�� )�� ������। 
(�����
� ��'�  �u 9O� ���� 9j�V��)। B���  � ��O 2����। B2�) B��� ��B��� B��� 
)#� ����T�। B�� ��� �O ��B��� B�� 9�*�T B������O V�-E  �<*�� 2�;- B2�) B������ 
���c� D������, B������  ����� ���c� D������ ��B��� ����� =�*�2� 9�*�T ���O �O 
��B��� B�� 9�*�T। )��2O /� ��� ��2` )��� 8��O B������ �O ��B��� ����� =�*�2� 
9�*�T�। �O  =���-z t��� B��� ��B��� ��� B������ ��-V�-E  �<*� 9�*�T। B� �O /�� 

��� )���� 2�;? B2�) ���� ���2��� V%$ �'� )�� ���� ��, ����F�) ��� )�� �����  ��� 
���� 2�;O �O /�� 
���, ��
��% ����F ��� 	�
��"��� D���8�� )�� ����  �O2�;O �O /�� 

��� )�� 9�*�T।  
 

      ��� 7�)��� ��� ��P��, O<� !�O� O2 B�। ¤�2 �8���।  
 

      N� B�o� ��P��� Bn� �;��, �f) B�T। ��� �)!� )#� ����T�  � �c �)���  )�� ��Y�)  �O 
��9��; )���। B�� ���  )�� ��Y�)  �O ��9��; )��� �� �)!� "* B�T-  2;������ �) �*� )�� 
D���) �)!� ���F
 )��  ���� ��� )��  )�� ���) �� ��� 9* ��  )�� ���� �� B��। �O ���O 
B�� B��� ��S�  �F )����।  
 

                    N� �����
 �;����2E�N� �����
 �;����2E�N� �����
 �;����2E�N� �����
 �;����2E� 7�)�� �9��*, ���;�$� ��
���"�� ����� ���������� 	�
���� ��H���� 
K��  � =6��  ����T� B�� ��E�Z�)��% ��) ��#E� )��T। �����Z� <���� �'; �' �' ����F 
���2��� ���)� �� ���* ��� O�9�� �D�� )��T�। B��� �S�"��� ��x�� )��  �, ���������� 
	�
���)��� ����F  � ��H�� )��T�  �O ��H�� �8� 9��O। B�  �O ��H�� �8� 9�� ��  �K, 
�� ="��, ����Z ��� 9�* B�����  ��� B��� ��� �� 8�� B�����  ����  ���F ����F< �f) 
<��� �O ��| ��# V%����� 2�; �����; ��Y�2��� �� 9�� ��� ����)�� ����F  ��F%��� 9��। 
)��2O ���������� 	�
��� ��H�� W
� �Y��� �*; �� ="�� �����=����। �O ��H�� B�����< 
��H��, ���x�  ����� �  ���F ����F B�T� �Y���< ��H��।  �O �S�r�)�%  #�) B�� �O 
��H���) ��#E� 2���O �� ��8�; )���� )�� ��� ���������� 	�
��� ��H��� �����F� =� 
��H��� G�"�C� 2���O।  
 

       7�)�� �9��*, ���������� �O 	�
���� ��H�� �J�)E ))g�� => K�f�T �����। � 
�;����� �)T� �)T� G�=D�� B�����  ��� D���T, B����� ���2;< D���T।  )K  )K ����T� 
���������� �O ��H�� 	�
���� ��H�� �*, �O ��H�� ���)6�� ���  #�) ���T? 9��� 2�; �) 
���n?����� B�C���, ���) ��� �������\ ��"��z। �� B��� �O ��H��  �O"���  ��� ��। �!� 
���T?���� B�C���, �� �!� 2��* 	�
���� 2�; ��H�� � ��D�� 9��  )�� ��8)��f ���*?  )�� 
2����r  9�����2��*��  ��� G#E�( �)�"� 2�� �9���� V�c <f�� ��  �O 2��  #�) 2��* 
	�#E�����
� �s�%E 	��#E� 2�; ��� �)!� G�� ���T? 9��� K�ª�; B�C��� )�� ��  �!��) ��� 
9* �������\ ��"��z।  ��� 3�!�T� B_�9�� ��s��� ��* B����)�� ������r� ��'% Gu��। 
 V�!�  
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B����)� �������� 2���
��% �)�! 2�� �9���� V�c K�f�T�।  ����� ���=#� ����� G;Z �s�%E 
=��@*���� ����� ��'% Gu��� �)T�  ��) 2��* ��� 9� ���n? 9�  D�*�T�। �O  �!� �T� 
���n?����� �� �������\ ��"��z। ���������� ����F B� ��X� ���)6���� �����F� ��
; �) 
2��*����
O V�c <�f��। ���)6��� ���� �-- �!  -�"�� G;�2 �  ������2��*��  ���-�) 
2���
���� ��)  #�)O  ����, �) "�F�� ��)  #�)O  ����, �) 2�� �����)�  #�) ��� 9�* #��) 
<*��  ��� ��O�)���2);��  �)B� �OD )��\�!K!� ��  �� 8;�¢� O� �� 8����� G8 �  ���। 
��  )��!�O ���)6���� K"* ���� 2���
���%� ��
; �) < G�"? �*। �) �;����� 
��O�)���2);��  �)B� ��X� ���)6���� 2�V�%� ��� ���������� 2�V�%� ��
; V�c <�f��। 
�!� 9* )��@�� V�c Kf ��� K"* �� ��7� ���« 9। ��< ���;�V��r �;�������! )SE) 
���;���3r �;�������!� K�� 2��* ����c� #�) ��� �� 2�; ���'�"< #�)  ��� B����� 
 ��� B�T। �)� ���)6��� � �*;  ����� oO ���� ��
; 8���) /+,, ��O�। ��� ��X� 
���)6���� ���)�� �E��� ���������� �����F� K��  ��F% D����*�T �O ���  �!� ���������� 
�����F� )��T i� ���*�T �)!� )������*� ��¤*�!��, G#E�( ¬�������)  ��F% �9���� �) 2�� 
)SE) �"? 2���)  ��F% )�� �9����। �) 2��*����
 < �����) Vf� �� V�c <f�� �!� 8�। 
���������� ����F �O ��� ��� G��"�  )���T  �, ��� ��X� ���)6���� ���)D�@� ���� 
¬�������)  ��F% < ����� "�V�T।  �O  ��
  #�)O ��� ���������� 2��*�����
� 2 ��� 
 �O )���% 2��* 	�
���� 2�; ��� ��H�� )��T।  �O ��H�� �O )���%O ���n?����� 
B�C���;  �!� 9�n ¡�V� 8� )��¤! �;����� O������® G#E�( ��%E 2��* 	�
���� ��H��। 
KL��� =6���  � ���; ���� 9�*�T। �O �;  �� B��� "��� �� ��O। "���  V�� �� gt` < 
A���r; ���� ���� ��। B� � �f)"��� ���� �� ����� �O ��H���� =� B�����  � )E�; �< 
B��� )�� ���� ��।  
 
         �)#� �f)  �, "���FE ����F )�� ��X� ����� �� ����F �O �S�r"�I� ���������� 
��H���)  ���T ��। )��< )��< ��� Kf� ���� oO �����  9�) ���  �O )���% ��� ���������� 
��H���� ��#E)।  )K  )K ��� )�� ���� ���)6�� o�E�  9�) ���  �O �����)�� 2�; ��� 
���������� ��H���) ��#E� )�� ����। �� B�� ���  � �O"��� "���� ���������� �����F� 
	�
���� ��H���) B��� ������� )��� ���� o�E�O )��। ���������� ����F �������� < ��X� 
������) ��� )�� B��� �)!� G�� �������� Vc�� 2�; �c�T ��। ��� �) 2��� �����)� ���* 
�)�! 	�
�� ���E�"Q� 2��* ��� R��� )���� 2�;O ��H�� )�� D���T। �  ��
 < ���� "���* 
2��*�����
�  =�-�¢ �*। �)�! ��� 2�� �9���� =��� ���"� ��H��। B����� ��I ���� G�� 
����� Vc�� 2�; ��� �c�T ��।  
 
       B�� �)T� �)T� ��������� �J��)�* < �D�f���� 6�  ����T oO ����� �)  9�), �O  �̄V�� 
���  �<*� 9�n। �!�  �<*� K�D 9�� ��। B��� )#��) "�� ����  )K  �� �� "����  � B�� oO 
����� �)  9�) � D�O ��। ��X*O D�O। �� � ����� �# �), �� ��� �) 9��? �� ��� �) 9�� 
���������� 	�
��� ��H���) o�E� )��? ��X* ��।  )�� �����"��F;� oO ����� �) 9� ���� 
��� �*। "��F;� ��� B�����  ��� < ���������, K"*  ���O ����2��$) ��r�;�R� )��*� 
9�� �� K"*  ���� ����F  	n�* ��� oO ������) �) )�� D�*  )����� �� oO ����� �) 
9��। �� B�V oO ������ �) 9��� ������� )%����<  �O। B� K"*  ��� ���2$ =��� 9��O 
 � �!� 9�� �< ��। 2��* ����"�� < 2��* ���r� �����2) 6� G�@� )�� ���;���� 
����2�;�R� Vc�� ��#O � ��� 9��। �)#� ��� B��� B�����  ���� ����F�) ��  ����� ���� 
�9�� B�� ��� )��  �, K"* ����� �)  9�) �O  ¯�V��  ���� ���� ��) ��)���� 9�� 
���������� 	�
��� ��H����  
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��t�� G�=D�� D������ �)!� 9��*�� ���  �<*� 9��। �  �� B��� �� )��। ���������� 
	�
��� ��H��� B��� ��9��; )��� �) )���T � ���* ��E�)� G�)�� B�T, �� �Y��� ��H���� 
 )�� '�  �� �� )��। � B���� B�� �O ��
���"�� ��
;��  ������� )��T ���� D�O।  
 
       �����* 7�)�� �9��*, B��� 2����  �, B�< )g�� => ����� Kf�T। B��� ���������� 
��H��� ��9��; )�� D�O। B��� �) D�O B����� =6�� � B�T। ���������  � ���E�"Q� V%��$) 
=2�$ ��� �� ��)�� =��� 9�*�T ��) 	�)S�  �<*� K�D �)�� => K�f�T। B�� ��� )�� 
"�� ��)���� G����. �O 	�)S�  �<*� K�D।  )��  �� 	�)S� ���*�T,  )��  �� �O ��H���) 
�) ����T  �!� ���* B����� ��#� 3������ =�*�2�  �O। "�� ��)�� �) )��T�  �!�O B����� 
��D��E ��F* 9<*� ��)��। "�� ��)�� ��� 	�)S� ��� �� D�� �� V�c��� )��� �9�� �� )��f�� 
������D�� )�� K�D ��� "�� ��)�� 	�)S� ��� ��
; )�� K�D। B�� )��H� ��'� ������ 
°�% )���* ���n  �, �O =6��� 	�)�� )�� 9�*�T  �, "�� ��)�� �f)� D��T� �� ��� B��� 
=6��� �� ������D��< )���T। ���� 9�*  V� ��  )� "�� ��)�� ���E�"Q� V%��$) =2�$ 
< �� ��)���) 	�)S� ���n� ��? �����  )K  )K D���� �������D�� )���T�। B�� ��� )�� 
D���� ������D�� )��� ���� "�� ��)���� ������D�� )�� K�D। "�� ��)�� "������� )��T 
��*�, "�������) 	�)S� ��� ��
;। "�������� D�* ���������� ���E�"Q� V%��$) =2�$ < 
�� ��)���) G����. 	�)S�  �<*�  9�)। "�� ��)�� � ���n� ��  )�? �) GZ��* B�T? 
Oz���;����� �? BZ2E��) BO�? ��  � 	�)S� ��� ��
�  �O। "���, 2����;� < �)�! 
��)�� 9��O BZ2E��) BO� �)�! ����) 	�)S� ��� �����। �O�� ����������  '�� B�T। 
BZ2E��) BO��< ��� B!)�* �� �� "�� ��)�� 	�)S� ���n� ��?  )� G|�| ���* ��9��; 
���n� �� "�� ��)��? ��� 9�n  �, G|�| ���* ��9��; ���� ���� ��h 9�* �c� 9� ����। 
)#�!�< �f) �*। B������  D���� ����� �) K��9�%  �O?  7�� ��� VS9��� D��T� �� ���� 
���x� V%��$) ����F  7�  ���� V%��$) ����F�) 8;�������� ��t�� �c�� 2�; G|�|, 
 	n����) ���9��, Oz���;����� �_�V- �) ��f�*��? "�� ��)����< ��� ��;)���� On� #��) 
��9��; )��� �9�� ��� ����� �� �O )�2 )��? D��  )���*�* ���)E� B@�%  f)�� ��| 
 	n����) ���9�� ��f�*�� ? "�� ��)�� ��� ��; ��;O ��9��; )�� D�O�� �9�� ��� ���� 
��  ���� �����F� 9�� G|?  � B�E� G;�¢ ���*  V�!� 2���) �����E ��I )��  ����T� �S�!� 
��±�2;���� ���)��  �O G| BO� D���  ��� B2< 2���) �I� )�� ���� 9�n ��?  �O 3S%� BO� 
��� ���* �����F� 9�� G| ���* B<*�2 ����  ����  	n����) 9�* ���������� 	�
��� 
��H��� ��9��; )�� D�� ��<।  ����� 9�2��� 9�2���  	n����) ����। ��)O ��� ��@* ��9��; 
)��। B��� ��� 9�n "�� ��)���� � �;����� �)!� �)� B�T। �O �)� G����. ��� 9<*� 
��)�� ��� ��;)���� ��9��; B��� )�� D�O।  
 
         �)T� �)T� ������D�� ��� ��c। ��)�� ��'� ���;�� O�C�� ��)���� =V������ )#� 
���T�। "�� )#�। �)� B����� �� ��x�� )�� ��  �, O�C�� V���� )��H� �� ��)�� =V����। 
B����� �R� ����Z  � ��� �)!� =V������ �������� GZ����  #�) "����FE 8;������ )��*� 
)���  Dr�O )���T�। B��� ���2 �� ���� �"�P� �O ��f) �����Z ����T। �� 2�; "�� 
��)���� �;�9��� ���� K²���²� �2���  ��� ���n। ���������� ��H���� =�  �Q��) ��#E� �)� 
)��E�'�� K�²� �;�9��- �� �)!� =��%।  � ��)�� ���������� 2�; �  D���� 2�  8��< 
G|�| ���* ��9��; )��T� ��  �O ��)�� �)� ���9�� G| ��f�� ���. )�����। �)� ���������� 
	�
��� ��H���� A���)��� G| ��� ����� ��। �!� "���� �*? �"�*����� ����F  ����� 
	�
���� 2�;  
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G����* �c�O )��T  �O 2�*V�*  �O 	�
���)��� �����F� ��#E�� ��V�* �� ��� ��'% 
�"�*����  � ���)E� ����9� ��)�� B�T �� )��T  ��!�, ��) < B�< �����)� �����) K�)�% 
��@* )�� G����  �O ��)��O ���*�T�। ���!�  )� 9*? 9* �O )���%  �, 8��� ����� O2 
B8!�� G� �� =�2)�� G8 ��  9�� �����। ��� B";Z��% ��� =��@*���� 9* �9�� A�����) 
���� � =�8�� 9��O। ��Y�2����) �� )��O  ����� B";Z��% ���  ����� A�����) ��� 
=V���� 9* ��।   �O "�� ��)���� �O "��। "�� ��)��  � ��9���;� )#� ���� ���T� �� 
��
; �)!� ����F K�ª�; ��� �) ����F  N%�� �S�r < 	�#E ���9 B�T,  �  N%� ���) "���* 
��Y�2��  N%�। �!�  �� B��� "��� �� ��O। B� K�ª�; 9�,  �Q��) ���  ����*  �������) ����Z 
)��।  � ��O  9�), B���  ����T  �, ���������� B�C�����  V�c�* 	�
���� ��H�� �T� ��। 
=#�� ���2�  �S�`  D�*�T��� =�"�®*�� G!��� KO��� ���)6��-���)6���� ��
;O ��%E =�����) 
	�*P����। ���  � ���� 	�)S 9� ��, �� �O ���� ���)6���� ���) �����) D@ ���� �� ��
; 
9�*O ���������� ����F G�9���V B�C��� Wt )�� ���  �O ���Z��%E G�9���V B�C���< 
���x� O�9�� �) ��2� �S�r )���T। V���2��  �S�  ̀"����FE G�9���V B�C��� 9�*�T�। �)� 
 � B�C���< � ����! �;��) i�  �*��।  ��! 2����;�� ����* �����;  ��)O �� G��H9% 
)���T�; ��E6��� ����F< ��  ��V  �*��। B� ���������  ����� ��6 6��� ��
��% ����F W
� 
�*,  ����)�� �����,  ����)�� ����Z �'� ���9��,  ����)�� B���$ ��� �)  ����)�� 
9�O�)��!E� 22�� ��EZ �O G�9���V B�C����  ���  V�,  V�!� 2�� �O B�C����  ���  V�। 
 �O B�C���� ����* "����FE V���2��  �S�` ���D��� G�9���V B�C��� �����C9 ³��। 
��� G�9���V B�C��� �S�#��� B�  )�#�*< 9*��। ���� ��< ��� 9� �� �� ���������� 
	�
���)��� ����F ��
; 9��� ��| ��H���� ��# ���� ��� ���)6��� A��;���9�� ���� K�� 
B@�% Wt )��, ��� ���� K�� D����*  �<*� 9�। ��� ���O ����� �*। ��Y�� �;����8\ ���2E�O� 
O��K��-�  "��V� �Y�� ��� ����)O 3S%� )���। �)� ��� ���O ����� �*, � <*��  � �� B�2�\ 
<*�� G8 G;��H��, G� � 2�\ <*�� 8� �;����� O�������, � 2�\ <*�� 8� O�;�������� G8 
���� y� G� �!E� G8 ��¤*�!�� G8 �;�� ��O �;��।  
 
      3S%� )�� 9�� G�;�* ����), ������
� )�� 9�� G�;�* ����), ��#E� )�� 9�� �;�* ����)। 
���������� ����F  � ��H�� )��T, B����� �O =6��� B���  ����T � 2�\ <*�� 8� �;����� 
O������®। 2��* 	�
���� 2�; �;�* ���। ��) ��#E� )��O 9�� B����� ��X� ������ 
����F�), �S�#��� ��6 	�
���)��� ���Z B�� ���� �O �����2��� 9�� D@�Z�) ���6 )��।  
 
       ���)6��� �����) D@ ���������  � )�2  �!� ��� �*, V%9;�- �2�����O-। BZ2E��) 
BO��< �� G���
। �)� �  #�) � )#�!�  �� �� B��  �, ��k������ ��t�� ��I����� �c�T �� 
��I������ ��t�� ��k����� �c��T। �c�T 	�
���)���  ���=��) ����� 8;���\ �����) D�@� 
��t��। ����� 
�E, �%E K�2�� ="S�� => B��। �O �����* 7�)�� �9��*, B��� ���; 
������।  � =6�� B���  ����T  �!�  �� )�g�2 =6��� �� 9*। B� )�g�2 =6��� ��� B��� �� 
)��O D�O B�� B�� )�� )��H� ���� ���;��< B����� �����
� ��'� ���;��� ��I ���� 
"�� ��)���� K�� D��  ����। B�� ��� )�� "�� ��)�� B2 ��EZ  �Q��) �9���"�� T�c� 
����F �)T�O )��� ��। A��) ��#E� ��X* )�� 9��, �)� �� ��� ��3E��� V 9�*�T। B2�) 
���������� 	�
��� ��H���) G| ����  ��!��*��  9^ ��6� )��E)��� ��9��;  �<*� ��)��।  � 
�c�O �c���c   
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 �F 9�� ��। � ��H���) 2���� 9�O 9�� ��) �8� 9� 9��; ��� �)���) ��V�f ��| 
 ������9�� B� G�;���) 2���
��%। �O 2���� ��3ER�*� 9� ��
;। �O ��H�� ��� ��� 9�� 
B�����<  �O"��� ��9��;  ���� ��)�� B�T। "�� ��)���) ��� ��6� )��E)�� ��9��; ��� 
��
; )�� �� ���� �9�� B��� )E�;D�; 9�। �O =6��� ��X� ����� ��)�� ��� ����F�)  � 
)#� 2������ 9�*�T। � )#�  �� ����� )#� �� 9*, �!�  �� )��E)�� B�C����� i�  �*। 
��)����'� ���; < ��)�� ��� ��6 ����F�) �O G�����
 B�� )��T। B�C��� V�c ��� � 
���2;� ����F�) B�� B9´�� 2����n।  
 
      N� ������ª� B9����  �����* 7�)�� �9��*, B2�) ���������� K�� �����* ���;�$�  � 
=6�� ����T�  �O =6��� B�� ��E�Z�)��% ��#E) )�� o-�)�! )#� ��� D�O। �;��, B��� 
)��\�!K�*�® ��)���� �����Z G��R, �� ��� )���*� D)। �O )��\�!K�*�®�  "� B�� 
���2�  D���  ����T G��g�� �����  �����  ���� 9�*�T। �O ��6 ������ 3��� ��� �2 ������ )�� 
 � ����% B��  ��*�T � "�F�* =)�� )�� ��* ��। } 2I� ���)�V�r� �) �)� G�����F)"��� 
	�
���)��� #� V%�$� ��9) ��I��� 2���
���%� )µ���
 )�� �) G;�D�� D����n� �� 
����% ��Y��  ����T� �Y��� )�T  #�) W���T। ��� )#� ��� �V�* �Y�� G�����,  )Y���T�। 	���, 
|� 9�, ��W �� 9� ���n? 9�* ����� ����T�। 9* 	��� ��* �V�*�T� ���������, |�  )�� =)��� 
D�� ����T� B����� ��X���I। � �)� )t% ����%< B��  ��*�T।  
 
       B�� �O =��I �)#� ��� D�O  �, V%�$ ��x��� B��� ��� V%�$ ��x���  �O 2I� 
������ G
��� ����� #�)�� �� �����)� G��D�� , G;�D�� �9; )��� �� ��������� #� ���E 
������ 2���� K��� 9�* K�f�T�। �)� ��
�=�h 9�*�T�। �����V  ��*�T� ���E�D��� ��
;�� ��� 
�� 2��� 2���
��% ���*�T�। V%�$ ��x��� B��� ��� V%�$� ��
;�� B��� ��� D�O  ��� 
�S�#��� ����F V%�$ ��x��� 9�* ���Z� B2 ���2� )#� �DZ� )�� ����T। ���� ���  #�) W�� 
B2 � )#� ��� D�O, ���� G��) �� �� �,�� ��-� ��I B����� )#� 9�*�T ��� ���� )�T 
 #�)  � ����%  ��*�T ��� G���)  ��*�T�, B��� ��x�� ���  � �c�O )���T  � �c�O ��� 
)�� D�*�� ��|"���। ���  D�*�T� G�9���V B�C����� ��
;��, ���Z� ��
;�� V%�$� ��
;�� 
���� 	�*P����, ��� ��� ���2��� )#� ���2�� �DZ� )�� ����  �O �)� �����V ����
�  �<*�� 
)#� ��� �DZ� )���T�। �)� B��� 2��� ��� ����� )�V2  #�)  ����T ��� ���� )�T  #�) 
W���T  �  �� ���2��� �9���  � =6��g��  ����T���  � ��F�* B���D�� )��� G�"�* )��� 2�; 
 �O 2I���9� O*��9*� ���9� ����T��� ��� �� ��I �� ����� "��j� ���9�< ����T���। ���� 
B���D�� D�� D�� 9f�( "��j� ���9� BZ�9E 9��� ��� O*��9*� ���9�< BZ�9E 9��� ��� �� 
����  ���  V���-�)  ���  V���?  ���  V��� ��| } A���)��� ���� ��W, ���, 	���, ��� 
���O�) ��O�� ��Yc )���* g�� )�� ���। ���D�* o���� )#�  �,  ����� ���� ��'), ���' 
���2 ��� ���� T�� ���� ���), ���� BO����, ���� A� ���), ���� O�k��*��, ���O�) ��� g�� 
)��  ����T। ���� �) �)!� )�� 
�� W!  -- )���T।  )�� =>  �O,  )�� ��*��  �O, ���� 
g�� )�� 9�*�T। =;'��E�� ���  #�)  ���� )#�  �, ���) ��C9 )�� 9�*�T ��6�� K�� ��) g�� 
)�� 9�*�T। ���) ��C9 )�� 9�*�T T�� ��) g�� )�� 9�*�T। ���)  ���T  � "�* �����n �)� 
 � T�� �* ��< ��) g�� )�� ���� 9�*�T। ��� �) B<*��� ���V� ��#E) ��� ��C9 9�*�T 
���), ��) g�� )�� ���� 9�*�T। ��
��% ����F , ���O  � B� ���!E� ��#E) �*, =��! ����F  � 
���!E� �"; �*, ��� V%�$ ��x��� 9�* ���� ���2��� � �;� )���T�। �O �)�"��� ��� ��� 
9�*�T  �O  2I� ������ )��T। B��� �O ���; 9�n, B��� =�%�* K��� 9�* �O BO��"�* 
G��) )#� ��� D���T। G��) => K�f�T,  
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G��) ��C�9� )#� Kf�T। �)� B��� ��� �)!� =>  2�V�T  � =>!� ����� KL��� )�� D��n 
�����* 7�)�� �9��* B���� ��
;��। B��� BZ2E��)  '�� ��  ��� ���n � �)��O 2���� 
 �, O*��9*� ��� ���  )�#�  #�) ���n,  )��  )��  �� G| ��9��; ���n। B2�)  ��� ���n  �, 
H������  T�!  T�!  T���� ���2��� ���  ���� ���T, 2* ����� ���  ���� ���T। �)� B2�) 
�����
� ����  �� ���� ����� K��R B�T� �Y�) B��� 	-G�����
 2����n ��� �Y�) �*� )�� 
���� ���T  �, B2�) O*��9*� ��� �O ������
 2���
��%�) G�|� ���� g�� )�� 9;� )��T 
��) ���  ����  ) 2����n? 2����n D��। D�� B2�) ��� 2����n O*��9*� ����)। �O B�� 
�����
� ��'�  ���) G�����
 )��T  �, ��� �*� )�� D����  �S6���* �;����� G�����
 )t� 
��� O*��9*� ����) ���  �<*�!� �� )���। ��E���F B�� �O =6���) ��E�Z�)��% ��#E� )�� 
B��� ���;  �F )��T।  
 
         N� ��
�� )����� �����* G
;' �9��*,  � =6�� �����* ���; N� G2* �������
;�* B����� 
9�K��  �� )���T� ���  �!� B����� ���; N�  2;�� ��� ��#E� )���T�  �O =6�� �J�%E ��#E� 
)�� B�� )�*)�! )#� B������ �����  �� )�� D�O। B����� �O 9�K�� G���) ��� K(���9� 
��I ����T�  �, � �c V%��#E� O�����E ��� )�  ���O  ���  V�T  ����� B�C��� Wt 9��� 
��  #�) � �;��) ��� � });�� ��#E�  �O B�C����� ��T�� B�T। ����� B��� G��) 
�)E� )#� K�f�T। �)�  �O �)E� G���� 3!�� ��� B��� �O B�C����� O�9��!�)� �)!�  ���। 
�O B�C��� 9f�( Wt 9*��। ���E�D��� K(���9� )#� B����� =6���  ��� B�T। �)�  �O 
���E�D��� B�V ��3E +, �T��� ��H���� O�9�� ���E ���)6�� B�T। /0�� ����� =#� ���  #�) 
 ���� �2?� ���9� ��)�* �V�*  3�F%� )����  �, ���)6��� �)�! ��� "�F� 9��,  � "�F� KoE "�F� 
 ����  #�) ���E������ V%B�C��� �!��) 	�)�� )��  �*��। ��� �����T�  �, ���� ��2	 
	)�*� D����*  ���� =�Dr� ���)6���� ���)  N%� )��T� ���  ����  #�) B�C����� ���� ��) 
=)��� 9�*�T। /0�� ���� "�F�� �;����� B��� B�C����� O�9��  ����T। /0�, ����  � 
)SF) B�C��� 9�*�T�, B����� �O 9�K�� �� �)2� G�;�  �� K��R B�T� ��� ���� 
B9´��� ��2��9�  2��  � g�� D���T�  �O g�� ��<*� ����F ���< B����� �O 9�K�� K��R 
B�T�। V 9�K�� B� �)2� �T��� ���� } B�C�����  �� �T���। /0�+ ����  �O B�C���� 
/� 2� T�� ��� N��)��� ��
; �)�u( ��9 9�*�T���। ����� <�� =#� ���E�D� )�� ��
; 9*। 
 �O ������ '��� ��
; ������  "�!��
)���� ��
; ���E�D� 9*। �)� ���E�D� 9�� �) 9��-  � 
��)�� �� V�f 9�*�T�,  �O ��)�� �����  �, D��  �<*� 9�� �� ���  �O ���E�D��-  � 
������ ���V� )#� O�����E K��� )�� 9�*�T, V%B�C����� 8�� ���E������ O�9��  #�) ��� 
���T  V�T।  ����  ����� 2*��� 9�*�T� �)�! ���yz,  � ���y�z� ��
; �4���* 82��� 9) 
���9� �T��� ��� B��� G�;��;  ���� �T���। ��� )SF) N��) ��YD�� 2�;  � V"�E��z Vf� )��� 
��) D��  �<*� 9*��,  �O )��;�  �)��� 0+ �;�9�� )�� ��) ���� )��  �O V"�E��z�) 
 "�I ���* O��)C�� ��2E��) ���f�*  �����  	n�D��� ���� )��*� )���T�। �� ���E� O�9�� 
9�n /0�l ���� ��
��% ���E�D�- ���� ��6 ���)6��� �O =#� ��
��% ���E�D� 9�*�T ��� 
 ����� B<*��� ��V ���;�V���� ��" )���T। ������ ���V�  �  D9��� �T� �� ��� B�K� 
�9����  ����� D�8 ����\�� 9�*�T��� ��� 82��� 9) ���9� V"�E� 9�*�T���। ���E� O�9�� 
B������ °��% B�T  �  )�� )��  ����� V"�E��z  "�I ���* "����� ���9�, B�o� V88� 
���9� �Y���  2�� ��f���� 9* ���  )�� )��  ����� V"�E��z  "�I  �<*� 9*। ���� /0l+ 
����  ����� T���� B�C��� )���T��� )��;� ����)�� �����!E ���� )��� 2�; ��� ��  #�)O 
V%$ < 	��
)���� ����� ��)�� ��6�* G�C��� Wt )���T�। ��� ��O  �O =������  D9��� 
 ��� B*����9�  ����� ��� )��\�!K��-  
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�� =��� ���*�T��� ��� =��� ���* B��� V%$ =���� ���� ��  �O #�)�# V%$, 
 �!�  ���)  -����@�� �Y�� ����, �Y��  �O!� ���* D������  Dr� )���T���, ����� V%$  �� 
��O, ������ V%$ ���*�T��� �O D������  Dr� )���T���। �)� �� ��t�� ����F )�� ���E�����* 
V%B�C��� �_"���  ��� ���*�T�।  �O B�C����� O�9��  ��* /0l� ���� O�����E ���- 
��*z  =�H�� O�����*! )��� G^ ����� ��
;O  �O T*-��*z 
�� ���� // �8� ���� �Y�� ��� 

���T���। �O ��3E O�9���� ���%� �9���� B2 ���E �����* ����! V%B�C��� #� ���� 
B�C���  ����� Wt 9�*�T। ����� �!� 9f�( 3�!��। �)2� �;���  �S�` 9f�( ���E�D�� 2�*� 
 "� ���* �!� 3�!��। ��3E +, �T� 
�� �� ���* B����� ���������� �E�3E 	�
��� ��H���� 
}�9; �9� )���T, � ���� �9� )�� ��� V%��$) B�C��� "���FE �S�r )���T� <����< ��� 
 �O }�9; �9� )���T, 	�
���� 2�; �c�O )���T,  ��� B��� ��c�T���। �Y�� ���������� 
V%��$) G�
)�� < 	�
���� �c�O-�� 2�; GH�� 9�* ����T���।  �O2�; B���  ���T �!� 
����! B�C�����  D9���। ���*� �O B�C���� �)!� �2��� ����T-
�� ���� ����E���F �)�� 
});�� 9�* �c�O )��T। �O 
��-���� ����E���F �c�O-��  D9��� B� �)!�  !��  �<*� ��)��-
�;�����  )��X�  ����� ��� B��E"� 9�*�T। �O �;�����  )��X��� ��� )#� o�!- =#�� 
2��V"��� ���� K��  ��F% D������ 9�*�T।  ��F�%� O�9��  �O BD��%� ��
; ���* ���� 
����T। B��  �!� ����� �)!� ��� 
�� D��n। ���E������ G�
������� ��� 2��V"��� �)"��� 
G����� )��T, ��¤�*! )���T ��� �� �)�! ����% ���*�T�। ��2	 ��� �;�* ���������� 
 ����� �) 9�2�� ��YD  ��  )��! !�)�  ����� ��X� ���)6�� ��2	 ��� �;�* ��YD 9�2��  )��! 
!�)�। K?*� ��� �;�* ��������� �� 9�2��  )��! !�)�, B� ��X� ���)6��� 9�n l 9�2��  )��! 
!�)�। A�����) ���%;�2;� B* B�� �)�� +, "�V ���������, B� �)�� �, "�V ��� ��X� 
���)6��। A�����) B������ �)�� +� "�V  �QY�T ���������, B� �)�� 1� "�V ��* ��X� 
���)6��।  )b�* ��)����  D�)��� �)�� �� "�V ��X� ���)6���� G�
)���, B� �)�� ��� 
/� 2� ���������� G�
���� ��*। �����) ��"�V� �)�� 0, 2� ��X� ���)6���, B� ��� /, 
2� ����������  ��)। D���� ���  ����� �, !�)� ���������,  ����� ��X� ���)6��� ��� +� 
!�)�। B!�� ��� ��X� ���)6���  ����� //� !�)�, ���������  ����� +� !�)�। ���F��  � 
���������� 9�n � !�)�, B� Bc�O !�)� 9�n ��X� ���)6���।  ����� ��� ��������� /1,!�)�, 
B� ��X� ���)6���  �O  ����� ��� /�� !�)�। ��� �O  � A�F�;, �O A�F�; ��� ��� 
���T�, 
�O  � 2��V"��� ���� K�� A�F�;  ������ 9�n- �O  � �'���Sr ��)�� ��� �� 
G;�D����  � )��9��  �!� B�< G���) ����T� �� ������S�P B�� )�� D�O ��-  �O2�;  ����� 
�O 2��* => ���  V�T।  � 2��* => B�����  ���  �O"���  �O, ��� �O 2��* => #�)�� 
2�;  ����� �O ����! ��#E� ��3E ��H���� O�9�� ��� �O"��� 2��V  ��F% ��� ����-�� 
2�;O  ����� } }); ��� 2��* ��#E� V�c K�f�T। ��� �O G�R�* B��� B2 ���� ��#E% 
2���� �V�*  � ��6 )#� ����T, B��� B�� )��  �, ���< K"* �'  #�)O ���T, ��� ��  � 
K�ª�; ���*O ��� #�)�� B�� )�� ��* BV��� ���� �� ���'� ���  ����। BV��� ����, ���� B2 
����� =���� )���T�, ��� ��#E� 2����। ���< ��6� ��� �� ���D*  ����, �)� ��� ��EZ �� 
B2�) K�f�T ��� K��� )��� ��)�� ���  �!� B����� )E�;, ����� V"�E��z ��'� ��6 �� 
�!� ��#E� )��T�, �)� B�� ���� 2���  � V"�E��z ��'� GZ� ������ ���V�, ����� <���� 
 � "���)� B�T,  �O "���)�  #�) ��� ���2��� ��� �S#) )�� D��, ��X*  �O G�
)�� ���� 
B�T ��� ��� �!��) ��#E� )��T�, B�� B�� )�� ���� "���)�  )�#�*,  �!� 2������ 2�;, 
����������  � �)�!��� ���� B�����  ��� B�T,  �O ����� �V�* ���  
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 � ���� ��#E� 2����*�T� ��� W����। B���  � W���� ���� ��' �O B�C���� ���������� 
����� B�T, ���!�-��  '� B�T, ����! �*��� B�T-G���)O  � ��#E� 2����*�T� =)���;, �)� 
<��� �'  #�) )�K�)  �  �O ����! B�C����) G�"C� 2���� W����।  �!� ��� B2< �� W�� 
#��) )���) ��� �� ���D*  �� �9�� B��� ���� 9�। �)�  �O ���D* B��� ��O��।  �O 2�; 
�O 9�K��� ����� ��� B����� �)� )E�; °�% )��� ��I �!�<  ����� B��� ��� )��  �, 
B����� ��
; })�; 9<*� ���< �����  D9��� B�T, �9�� �) �O )#� ��� G�;�* 9��  �, 
��)�� �'  #�) ��� � G)�µ ��#E��� )#� ��� 9�n, ��  � ������  ����� V��c ���* ����T 
�����,  �O V��c  )� ���-< ���2*�h )���T �����;  ��� )�-E D�O��� 2�; ��� B����� �O 
9�K��� ���; V"�E��z  ����� )��T  V�T�, ���� ��� 9�*�T ����6 )t�, ����� D�<*� 9�*�T 
 � ��6 ���)  �����  #�) ��c ����T V��* ' B�T, ���� 9������� B�T ��� �)T� ��9��; 
 D�*�T, ���� ��� 9�*�T ����6 )t�। �)2� �)!� ��)��� 9������  #�) ��W ��� B��� 
)��T  !���8�� )���T���  �, �� �;�9��E �)!� �����< ��� �����। B�����  �!�)�  ��V�� ��� 
9��। ��)��� ���n�� =��% �� ��
; ���* ��<*� ��* ��, ��� � =��% )�� 9* �9�� �� 
�;�R��< )�� K�D। =6�� "�� �2���, �)� =6���� ��I �� �;�R�  ���� ���*` B�� )�� 
���;�$� ���� �O =6��  �� )���T�, ��� �'; ������।  �F ��EZ ���  )b�* ��)�� �� �����- 
����� �O 9�K�� B9���� )�� 9�*�T  �,  �� ���������  � V%B�C��� D��T  )b�* ��)���) 
���  �� D��  �� ��� ��
; )��� ��� B����� �O ����  ���  ��।  ����� B���  �O ��� 
���D* ��� �����  �, ��� 
�E3! )��� =�*�2� 9*, ��� ��������� ��
��% 
�E3! )��� =�*�2� 
9* ���������� ����F V%B�C��� ���
;��  �"��� ���� ��� =)�� )�� ��� ��* ��� G";6 
 �O �# ��� ��� 9*, B�� )����  �, ��)�� ��'� ��6 �� ���� B2�) �O =6���� ��', 
���<  �O ��
��% 
�E3�! ����< ��#E� 2����*, B2�)� �O =���� ���D*	i� ������। 
 
       N� ��)�  3�F� �����* 7�)�� �9��*, B2�)  � =6�� ���;�$� KL��� )���T B�� � 
��E�Z�)��% ��#E� )��T। ���������  � B�C��� 9�n,  �O B�C����� �2�� O�9���  �O ��� 
�O  � 2��*����� B�C���, �O B�C����� ��
;�� ���2��� �9��� ��������� �)!� V%��$) 
����2���� �;�R� )��  D�*�T���।  
 
      ���2��� �9��� =#�� ��| ��¤��� )#� "������। ���2��� ��� B�C��� B�� )���T��� �� 
��� G�9���V B�C��� )���T���। ���)6��� ��  )�� V%��$) �;�R� �T� ��। ���2��� �9����) 
�O V%B�C��� )�� 9�*�T�, �� B*�� ��Y '�� 9���*। ���� O*��9*� ��Y B��� ���  �O 
V%B�C����� 2�; O*��9*� ��Y�) ���E�D��� =���� ��� 9*।  �O ���E�D�� ���2�� �9����� �� 
��������� /l0�! B����  "� /l1 �! B�� ��*।  
 
       � �c ����! 2* ���E�D��� O�9���  )�� ��� 9*��। �� )��% B�T। ���2�����  � ��H��  �O 
��H�� ��E�a) ��H�� �T�।  �O ��H��  )����� G#E���), ��2���), t�!t�2� ��H�� �T� ��, 
 )����� ���
���� ��t�� ��H�� �T� ��,  � ��H�� ����S�) ��H�� �T�,  � ��H���� �"�P "�F� 
B�C��� �T� ���  �O ��H�� ����S�), G#E���) ��H���� ��¶*। ��O 2�; �������� �)!� 
G"����E �)�  ��� ��*। �O 2�; ���2����� ��H���) ��E6��� ����F �9�*� )��। B2�) B��� 
���2���� ��H��  #�)  � ��'� ��" )���T  �!� 9� �O  �,  �  ��� V%$  �O  ����� ��| 
G"�;L���� )#� B��।   
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B����� "����FE� �;�R� �.�� G��) ��� ����T�  �, ����� 8;���2� ��*�T, V%$ 
 �O। B�� ��� �Y�� ��6� G�R�� �"�P� )#� ����T� ��। ���2��� ��������� ���E�D�� G��H9% 
)���T���, ��� B�� )���T���  �, �����) ��)�� V%$ =��� )����। ���2��� ��������� =#�� 
	�
���  3�F%� )�����, ��| ��¤��� �#  ����। +� � ��DE ��� ���2����� ���)  �BO��  3�F%� 
)�� 9�, ���2����)  �����9� ��� 9� ���� ���2��� ��| ��H���� )#� �����। ����� ���2����� 
B�C���  #�) �)#� B��  �, ��| ��H�� T�c�  )�� �#  �O, ��| ��H�� T�c� V%$ =��� 
9� ���� ��। ���2��� =#�� G�9���V B�C��� )���T��� ��� B�� )���T���  �, �O G�9���V 
B�C����� ��
;�� V%$ R��� 9��।  
 

       B����� �O "����FE D�#E ��
��% ���ED��� �� �O ��������� )��H� ��)�� ����2 
9�*�T��� ��� ��� yz ��)�� Vf� )���T���। �� 2�;  )�� ��| G"�;L���� ��)�� 9*��,  �!� 
����
����  "� ���*O 9�*�T�।  �O ���yz ��)�� ��� ���� �� �Y��� ���;�V���� �T�, 
�Y��� ���;� �T� +/�। � �c ���;�V����  )�� ��)���� �T� ��। �O ���yz ��)�� ��� 
���� �� )��H� �� �Y���  )�� ��
�  �*��,  )�� ���� 9*��,  ����, ��6�  T�Yc� 9*��।  
 

        �����< ��X��I ��)�� ���� V%��$) ��#। ����� B2�) �O  �, V%$ 9;�� )#� 
K�f�T  �O 9;� )��� )��T  �!� �)!� GZ�SE�r ���* ����D�� )t�, ��6� G�R�� ���) ��)�* 
 ����।  
          

         G;Z  o���� )#� �O  �, �O =6�� ��#E��� �"�P� ��)���� ��t�� B@�% 9�*�T। 
B��� B�� )���T��� =6��!� ��E�����4"��� ����T, ��  "�  )�� ���"�, B@�%, 
������D�� #�)�� ��। �)� B���  ���  ���� ���������� )#�  T�c G��) )#� ����� 9�*  V�। 
����� �O  � ��������, �O ���������� )#�O B�� ��� D�O। �O ���������� V%9;� �� )��� 
2�; �O �"�  � =6�� ����T ��) ��#E� )�� B�� �)#� ��� D�O  �, �O V%9;��) �
��� 
 �<*� 9�*�T� ������3 0O �-��.� /0�� ����। �� ������3 �)!� =6�� B�� 9�*�T� 
V%9;��)  �BO��  3�F%� )�� ��� �� �)#�< ��� 9�*�T�  �,  ��� V%9;� D��� ������3� 
G�
)�� #�)��  �  ���� V%9;� �� )���� 2�; �;�R�  �<*�� ���  � =6�� ���  �� )�� 
9�*�T� �� ���)6����  � ���; �T��� ���  �O =6�� ����F"��� ��#E� )���T��� ��� 
������3�  ������ �"�* ��� G��) )����  ��*�T��� । ����� ���)6�� ���T  �, ���������  � 
 2�����O- D��T,  � V%9;� D��T �� ������3�  )�� �)�*��  �O 96�'� )���  �!� �� 
	�����
�। ������3� D;��!��- ��"�� B�T  �,  ����� ����� B��)� ��*�T, ���Z ���· 9��� 
B��)� ��*�T,  ����� �����3 �;�R� ��� �����। ����� B��� B�� )�� �����3  ���� 9��< 
� �;������ =�*�2��* �;�R�  ����। B��� B�< B�� )��  �, "�� ��)�� ���� 	�)S�  ����। 
o���� ��F*, ���D��  � ���� < ���������� )#� ��� ��� ���������� ������ ���������� 2�; 
���������� �����F� ����� 2�; �)���< ��V�* ���� ��।  
 

        N���� D;�!��2E� 7�)�� �9��*, B2 ��������� ���E �����*  � 	�
��� ��H��  �O ���� 
��H���) ��������� ��#E� )�� �V�*  V�!�)) )#� �����। ���E ����� B��� �� B��� ���, B��� 
=��%� �����।  ����� ��I��� �c�T , ��� ���T, ��� ��#� � )��T �� ����� 2�;। ��c��  ��V 
B�T, ����  ��V B�T ���� ���#। ���# ���# B�T ��c�� �.�। <O  � ���E ������ ����F )��D�� 
�)!� )������ ���% 9�*�T�, �;�#�* �;�#�* ����F  ����� ���¸�F 9�n�। �����,  9 ���E ������ 
����F, ���;#� �9���� ����)�� �O ��X� ������ ����F ����� )������ ���% 9�*�T। ��YD � 
 )��! !�)� ����  #�) ��6 ���* ���n, ��� �,  )��! !�)� ���* ���n। B� B��� D�) ����� 
���, ‘9�, 9, 9�’ )��  D�* #��)। B����� B)��� ����� �)  ���? B��� =����
 9�* ���T, ��� 
���E��D 9�*   
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��O, ���E�D =����
 �V�* �)  ���, ��  ��* ����F )�Y)�c ��c B�T, ���'�" B� ���'�"’। D�����) 
���'�"  ���T, W��T, B�<  ���T। �9���*  #�)  ��� ����T �)���) VI�, B� �)���) �¹�। 
�¹�*  � )���z ��*�T,  �O )���z D���T ���E������) ���
Q )��, B� B����� �O VI�* D�� 
��c �V�*�T।  �O �¹�� ��� -�)��,  �O��� ���� ���E�"��� B����� K�� G;�D�� )�� ���n ��� 
�!)�� ��, <O )����z  "�� ����, B����� ��)���� ��9� 9�� ��। D���� )#� ����� ��, ����*�� 
)#� ����� ��, B�� �  ���� ����F, "����FE� )#� �����। B��� ��)�� �) )��T? ���# ���� => 
2��V, =>!� 9�n �O,  )� G| ���n ��? )��% ���I ��� ����Fg���, D�F�-�2�� ��� �) ���# 
�c�T। ���� 9�� G| �c�� �) 2��� �) 9*। ���E ����� ��� )�� 9*  �O ����F ��V�* B��� 
 �O G| ���*। �!� ��C9 2�V�T ���। �!� �) �;? ���� 9�*  V�।  ��-< ���8 D�����) 
B<*�2, )�?�� B<*�2, V���� B<*�2। '�
��� ��W D�* �� �)� ���� o�!� "�, �)!� ���। �)� 
 ����)�� ����F D�* G|, ����!। )��% ��� D��n ��X� ���)6��� ���� ���� K�� G;�D�� )��T 
���� 9�  #�) ��YD� D�*। �)� B��� ����� ��% )��T- ���� B��� ��%)E� �O। ��� ���T, 
B����� ����� 2�; G| ��<। B����� G";�� B�T ����8  �<*�, �)� ����8  D�* ��, G| D�*, 
�)� �  �<*� 9�n ��।  ��� ���n ���������� 2���
��% ) ��C�। ��º�  T�� o��!�� A�� ���* 
���n  )�#�*, �� V�T��*,  )K B��� 2������  #�) o’���� )��c �)�� ���* ���n। �)� B2�) 
���E ������ G�
������� ���T, ���2�8��� �� ��*�T- } ������ ��V-  �  � KO� \;�� y� �;�)। 
B��� 2��� ��X� < ���E������ B)���-�����  �O��� T�c�* B�T- ����»� 9�K���  "�� �) 
��O�� D�����)  �O��� T�c�* B�T। �O ���T �Y��*�� 9�* ��V�*  �� 9��। B���  �) )#�* 
��X*O ��#E� )���� "�� ��)�� ���� ��-�)T� ��| ��9��; ��) ��� ���# ���# B����� 
G����2��  #�)  	n����) ��V�* ���� �� ��� )��� 2�;। B��� ���2� ������*�® 9�n, 
B��� ���2�� �V�*�T��� -�O��)!� G�  ��-�)� )���2� )�T, /,//� 9�2��  ��) ��  ���� 
2�;। �)� ��� ����� �, 2���  ��� ��� ���� ��, )��% B����� ��  V�� ���  ����� �)T� 
G����
� 9*। G#E�( B����� ��  V�� ���  �!� ��t�� ��*, )��% B����� ��� ���)  ��F 9�* 
 V�T। B2 B�����  � 9���T� � 9��� �����* ����। �)T���� B�V B�� ��c�V�Y�* �V�*�T��� 
 ����� �)2� ���c ����  �,  ������  ����  ��) �� ���� 9�* B�T। B�V �)!�  ��� �T� 
�� �)!� �)�)� ��)E� T�� �T�।  �!� �)!� ��N� "�����)� T�� �T� ��� D��T� ��,  �2�; ��� 
 �  ���� �)!� "�� T�� ��� ���  ���)<  �  ��* ���। �)� �� "����FE�  ���� "�V 
B�������  ���  )�!  V�। �O B2�) ���� ������ � O�C�� ��)E�  ���  ��*  ���)�  ��� 
�)���  )�! ���� ���  ���� ���� �����  )��!� �)? �!�O 9��  D���O ���� 2���। �O ��� B�� 
�O!��) ��#E� )��T। 
 
          N� ��x��# �����2E� �����*  -���! 7�)�� �9��*  � =6�� ����� KL��� )�� 9�*�T B�� 
��) ��#E� )��  ��2����2 �O =6����  �!� ��� )#�  �!� �.�� ��� D�O। B��� �O ��
�� 
�"�* "�� ��)���� )��T ���� )��T  �, “G������. ��������� ���E�"Q� V%��$) =2�$ < 
�9�� ��)���) 	�)S� ��� G|�|�9 ��E=)�� =�*�2��* )��E)�� ��9��; ��� 9O��। ���������� 
�' �' ������ ��� ���)� �� ����T�, �� ��X���I� 2�V% O9�� )�� �)T��O ��2� 9� 
����� ��।” � B2�) B��� �)��O �)�  �, ���������� �O �c�O�) �)T��O B���  9�� 
 �� ��� ���� ��, B��� ��X� ������  ��), B��� ��I���  �O2�;O �*, B��� �)��O ����  �, 
���������� �c�O ���� 2��* 	�
���, ��� ���� V%�$� �c�O, =V�� �c�O। �S�#���  �-
 )��  ��� V%$, =V� ��� 	�
���� �c�O, ��� ���� "����FE� 	�
��)���, =V���� 
2���
��% �D���� ��E�Z�)��% ��) 
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��#E� )���T B� �  � ��)���� B����� ����, W
� �* B����� ��I ���� �J�)E B�T, ����� 
B����� �)�� ���� ����� �O  Dr�O )�� ��)��  �, �) )�� �!� �8� 9* ��� ���� ��� 
�c���c �8� 9*। � �' �'  ��)  ����� ���T, =�% ���n, B��� 9* G��) ��� 9�� �)� 
�  ��� ��) ��9��; )�� ���, � �c���c ��� �2� ����  �!�O B����� �)��� )��;। 
B��� �)��O K��«  �, <����  )��!  )��! �����F� G"�;L�� ��) �����) ���)D@ G| ���* ��� 
)��T, ��  ����� ���| ����F  �!�)� G|  ��*�T � ���* ��� ����� � �c�T, B��� K��« �O 
2�;  �, B��� � �c ��� �� ���� ��*�T B��� �O 	�
�� ���E�"Q� ����) 	�)�� )��T ��  )�? 
B��� �O ���E�"Q� ����� 2�V% ��� 2*��� 9� ���� �� 2�; ��#r ��9��; ��� GH�� 9�n �� 
 )�? B�� ���T ��  � �)T�O ��9��;  �<*� 9�n �� । "�� ��)�� ����"��� ��9��; ��#E� 
2����*�T�, ��9��; 9* �)T� �)T� ���n� �)� ���������� ����F K��« �O 2�;  �, ��#r ��9��; 
 �<*� 9�n ��। ��� 9�� ��� �)#� �f)  �, W
� D�� -�� ��f����O �*, ¬F�
 �)T� ��)�� 9� 
����, �)� =
�� ��9��; ��� D��n G|। �  ��) ����T, �8�� �V�*�T �� ���< ����� B�T, 
�)��� )�T  #�) B��� W��T  � B����� G| ��<, ���������� ��)���) 	�)S� ��<। �O ���� 
B�� �)!� )#� ��� D�O, �O �)� �c�O ��� 9* ��  ��T ����F ��c ��, �� �;��)"��� ����F 
�c� D�* ��� �� ����* ��O  9�), �� ��2���) ���� ��O  9�),  � ��� 	�
���� 2�; 
��c �9�� ��) �c� ��9��; )��O 9��। ���E ���)6����, ��� ���������� )��;��\ ���!E ��� 
=)���; B9 �́� 2����*�T <���)�� 	�
���� ���� ��6 	�
���)��� ����  ��DE� Vf��� ��� 
 ����� B����� � )E�; �*  �, )�� �) ��2���) �  �O  ��T ��9��; )��।  ����)�� ����F ���� 
�c�T, �c� D�* ��� �c��� 2�; ��V�* ���n, ���� ��9��; ��� 9��। G��;  ����� V"�E��z 
B�T, V"�E��z�) B��� ��9��; )����, V"�E��z�) 	�)�� )����, �� ���8 ��9��;  ���� �� 
 )�� ���C9  �O �)� B����� V"�E���z� �8  #�)< ��� K�D  �, ���)6���� ��� ����E���F 
��6 	�
���)���  ����  �� });��"��� �c� ����, ��� �c���c 2*��� 9� ����। �)�! 
)#� K�f�T  �, B��� ��� 	�)S� ��O �9�� ��� 9�� �)��, �f) )#�। ���)6���� �����) ����D@ 
���  �  )�� =���D�� ��� ����। �)#�< �f)  �, �S�#��� �S9( ������ ��
; �)  ���"�*! OK��*� 
�� ����� ��V��E, ��� ���)6���� ������ )��T =���� )��  9�), ���� 2����*  9�), �)�! 
�D�f ���*�T�।  
 
       ���)6��-�� �����) D@ 9*  )��  )�� �S9( ����� ��#E� ��  �� ���� �)� �O  #�) "* 
 ������ 9�n  �, ���  ��
 ����। ���  ��
 ��<*� G �92 )#� �* B2)��)�� BZ2E��) 
����R�� �)� B�� ���  �,  �O B��)�� B��� 	�)S�  �� ��, G|  �� �� ��� ���| ����F�) 
�O"��� 9;� )�� D���, B�  ����� ���� ���  ���� ���� ����!  �O, ��� �c��, �O "��� 
)��� D�� ����? B�� ��� )���*  ��  �, ���)6���� �����) D@ ��� )�)��� K��  ���� 
 8�� ��� � )#� ��������O  8���  �, "���< '�� B�T )��D�, ���9���� K��  ����  8��� 
�)� B�� B������ �)!� )#� ���T, B�����  D�*  D9���* G��)  T�! �)!� ��� V%��$) 
�"�*��� =2�$ �"�*����� 	�
���� ����) ��9��; )���T G|�| �� �)T� ���*, �� 2�; 
�S�#��� G�;� �S9( ��� ���)6���  D�* � g�% ������� ��� ���)E� ������r� �½� G2E� )���T 
��� ��6 BZ2E��) ��*����
 ��3� )�� ���)E� �����r 9���*� K�� �"�*����� ��2
���� K�� 
����� �� ���  �����FE% )���T। �� 8��  ����)�� 2���
��% �) "*  ��*�T,  ����)�� 
2���
��% �) ���)E� �������� )��T ��#� � )���T,  ����)�� V"�E��z �) ��T� 9�! ����T- 
�)!� �*। �"�*��� B����� ����* G��)  T�! �)�  �O �"�*��� ��� ��'% �"�*����� 
	�
��� ���� ��9��� ��I ��9��; )�� #�)� ���� �9�� "���FE  )� ���� ��? B��� 2��� 
)��K��\���  �S�` ���D���  �O ���  ����)�� 
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2�V%�)  �"��� });�� ��� ��3�� )���T � "����FE� ��' ��� �*। �����
�  ��  2;������ 
��� ��S� )��� �� �� ���  #�) B�� � )#�!� W�� B�� )���T��� �)� B�� ��X* )�� 
��� ����, �O Bx�� B�� "�� ��)���) ��� ����-�)�� ��� ����, ��6 �'  #�) ��� 
����, ���������� ��6 =V���� V%��$) �� ��� ����, ��6 2���
��% ��� ����  �� 	�)S� 
��<, G| ��<, )��E)��� ��9��; ��<, ��� �c�), ���� �c��� ��#r  ��) B�T, ��� �c�), ��� 
�2�), �� 2�; ���  )�� ���� "���� K�� B��। B��� �)�� B���� G�;��; ��F�*  �- )�� 
���#E); #�), B�����  N%����"� B�T,  N%�� ��I  N%�� �c�O B�T, �����
� ���� ��
; 
��"� B�T, B����� ��
; ��3FE B�T �)� B����� ��
; ��O #�)�) ��  )�, B��� �)��  2�! 
 �Y�
 ��Yc�� ��� B��� ��  ��)����� )��। B�� ��� )�� ��� �����
� �' ��� ��)�� �' K"�* 
���� �O =6�� �)�2�! 9�* ����T �� ��X* �O ��F�* B��� �)� B�T ��� �O Bx�� 
B��� ��� ����, �O ��F�* B��)��  )�� )��%  �O।  ��� 2t�� ����R�� ��� �S�r 9* �� 
��X*  B��� �)�� });�� 9�* ��Yc�� �� �4���� 9<*�� 2�;।  �O ��F�* "* ����� ��� ��T� 
9!���  )�� )��%  �O। G��) )#� ���������� 	�
��� ��H�� �.�� ���� B�T- G���)O 
����T�, G��  �O ���� ������S�P )�� D�O ��, B2�)� ���� � )#� W���� B����� G�)�� 
 �O-B2�)� ���� ��� ��� �c�T, ���T, ��� <���) �' �'  ��) ���T, G��� �' �'  ��) 
��� �����* B�� ��
; 9�n B����� ����� ��  � )#�!� ���D�*  2��� ��I �O =6���� ��
; 
�����  Dr� )�� 9�*�T, B����� BO��"�� K��V, B����� ��X� ������ 2�V��� K��V ��� 
G�R�� 2t��` �.��  2�� ���*  � )#�!� ����� ��X* B��� �)�� ���* "�� ��)���� K�� 
=�*�2��* D��  �� �)� B�� D��  �*�� )#�!� ��� �V�* ���T, B��� �O Bx���<  ��  �, 9;�Y, 
	�)S� ��<, ��9��; )�, �� 2�;  �- )�� ������ B��), ��� B��), ���� B��) B��� ��6 �� 
�)�� ���� });��"��� �� �4���� 9�-�O Bx�� B��� ���n।  
 
         N� �����)���� 
�c�� �����* K��
�', B2�) �����* ���;�$� �9��*  � =6�� ����� 
K�R��� )���T� ��) �J�%E"��� ��� BZ��)�� ��I ��#E� 2����n। B�� �O =��I o‘D���! 
)#� ���� �����V ���n, ���  �O �����V �O )#� ��� D�O, <��� �����*  � ��H�� 9�n  �O 
��H��� �' �' ����F ���� 2��� ��� ���*�T, ��E	 9����*�T ��� 9����n। �O B����� =�% 
B����� �� ���� )��T D��  V�T। �O �' �' �����F� Ba���� 2�; ���� ������ �����F� 
�)!� ����F K��V ��� B��V  ��
 )��T  � ��F�* ��C9 ��O। ���� "����FE� �����F� ��
;  �!� 
9�*�T।  �!� �  ���O  9�) ��  )�, ���� ������ �����F� G��"��  �!� �)�� � ��� ���� ��। 
�!�  ��� �V�*�T G�
)��� ��
���"�* =6�� VS9� 9�*�T,  �O ��H���) ��#E� )�� ��� 
 ��)�"�*< =6�� VS9� 9�*�T ��E�4�@��। �� ���!  �Q��) )#� 9�n ����;��#, �����!E, 
���-����!। �O ����;��# �) 2�;, ��� ��� �O ��H��� 2*� 9� ����, �����!E ��� 9�� �O 2�; 
��� ��� ��H��� 2*� 9� ����। ��� ���� �� ��� Bx��  ��*�T ��� ��� ���� ���� �)#� 
���T  � ���� �� �)T� �� � 9�n O��*� ��� O��*�। �O ��� 9* O��*� ��� O�C���) B2 
 ��� 9��। �)#� ��� B�� �����-B2�)  � �' �' ����F B��T ���� =)S �¾  �<*� 9�n 
��। ��6 =�Dr� ���<। B�� ���"? ���* �9)��� )�ED������  !���8�� )���T, ��� "��  � ��c� 
 ��*�T � ��� )�� ��।  �O V���V�) 
���* 2��� ���*�T, B� �) )�� ���� ��*। ���� 	�V 
)���T, ���8K2� ��� ��� )�� �� ��� ���  �<*� 9�*�T  ���� ���8K2� �<, �)� ����  �"��� 
�;�9�� )�� K�D  �O"��� )��T ��। ���� ����� #�)��  � �;�R� � G=��, 	��R;� �;�R� 
G=��, ����;� �;�R�< G=��। ���<  ����T ���� ����T ����� ���� oO ���  �c ��� ��� 
�)!� ���  ��*�T। �!� K�D �*। �!� G����.  ��� K�D। ��� ��I ��I �)#�< ��� 
�����8Q�2�  ��� ����F ����T ����� ���� ���� 
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��� ���; ��� ������, �O ��� B��� )��T B�T। ��� B�< G��) 3!�� B�T। B�� B2�) �O 
=6�� ��#E� )�� �)#� ��� D�O  �,  )b�* ��)���� )��T  � D��  �<*�� )#� K�f�T, ��  �� 
�O ���� #��)  �, G����. G�#E� ��R�� )t� ���  )�� G�R�*O  )�� ��
� �� ��)�! �� �c�� 
9*। �O  �  q��� �  ��) B��T ���� 2�; ))g�� �;�R� ��� �� )�� ���� �9�� G�;�* 
9��, ��� )�� 9��,  � Bx��  �<*� 9�*�T, �  #�) ���� B�� 9��। �!� �)!� V%��$) B�C��� 
G�9�� ��# 9�n। B����� �����
���� �)!� )#� K��� )���T���।  ���� "����FE  � 	�
���� 
��H�� )���T��� �Y�� G�
)���O 9�n ��2���) )�E�।  
 
        B��� ��� 9* G��) ����� )#� ��� �����
���� 9* "���  V�T�।  ���� G���; )SF) �O 
�c�O�* ����� 9�*�T ��� )SF) ��%� ���I�� 9�2�� �S�;���� �� 9�*�T�। � �)� G��) 
K��9�% #�)��< B2�)  ����)�� �c�O�* ���  � ;�V,  �Q�E, ����E� K��9�%  ����*�T�  �!� 
��;O "�����FE ������ ��। B�� �)��� 	�
��� ��H���� '�� A���) �T��� ��� ���I�� 9�2�� 
B��� )��T =%�;। �)�  ��������  �V�  �Q��E, ����E ���I�� 9�2���)< T��c�*  V�T ��� B�� 
�Y�) N�� 2����n। 29�_�� )#� 9�*�T। �,�! T��� ��x���;���*�  9��\�  #�) ���8�* ��c 
 �"��� ����T � G����*। )��2O B�� ��� )��  ����� �Y�� 29�_��  D�* �c _ K����� 
)���T�। B�� ����  �S��VE� )��T W���T � �)� 9�2�� 9�2�� ��O��O�-*��  ��*�- A�� 9�* 
��*�T ���� 2��� ��� �����। )��2O B2�) ���� ��� ��� 9��। B2�) ���� ���T ��� G| 
�|  D�*�T, ���  )K  �� D�*��। B��� ��� ���; ��� D�O  �!� B���  �QY�T ��� ���� ��। 
B��� �;��V G�" � B�T, B�� ���� )�T  #�) ���2 W���T �)�! -��  ��* oO ��� �c�O 
)���T, ����� B�  ��* �� ��� �c�O )���T ��� �� 2�; ��� A��। ��� D�* G| �|, ����� 
��k��। �����8Q�2� 2�; �� =�*�2� � ��� B��� ���� ��� �� ����, ���� ��� ��)V���� �� 
��� ���� �9��  )�� 8� 9�n �� ��� }g��  �QYT�� ���n ��। B�� ��� )��, "�� ��)�� �O 
�;����� �)E� G��.� )���T� ��� ��  )�� 8� 9�� ��। B�� B�� )�� �� B�����  )b�* 
��)��, ��Y�� 2��* ��)�� ��� ����D, ��� B� �)�! 2��* ��H���� 2�; ��T�� 9���। ��Y�) 
B�T 2���। �)�  �!� �� ���* G�;  ���� G��)�% )�� K�D �*। B��  )b�* ��)���� )��T ���� 
)��T B����� �# G�;��;  �� G����% )t� ���  �!� )��� 9�� G����. ���� 	�)S�  �<*� 
��)�� ��� �� ��I ��I �� �)T� =�*�2� �  �QY�T  �<*� ��)��। �) =�%, �) 2�� ��� Vf� 
)��  ����T।  �!� B��� ������। ��� "�F� B�C��� )���T� ��� ���������� ���!�), 
���������� V���) 2��*�) ���  �"��� H9� )���T B��� � ������। B����� ��)��� �h�� 
B2�)< ����� "�F� �;��)"��� =D�� 9*��। B��� ��
���"�* ����Z )���T��� , �)� � ������। 
�)� <���� V��c� �.� O���2� �� KoE "�F�� �*, �����*  ���। )��2O  ��� 9�n <Y�� ��  ����T� 
B��� � ������। <���)�� ����F �9C�-�������,  �Q�, �Sr�� ="S� ������*)  "���"��� ¿��E 
D��  V�T। �)� �����  ���T ���< ������*)�� ��F�� ���x��  8�� 9�n।  ��  9�), 	�
�� 
���E�"Q� ���������) 	�)S�  ���� 2�; ��� ��E=)�� ��9��; )����  � �# B��� ��� D���T �O 
=6���� �
; ���* ��) G�"C� 2����* B�� B��� ���;  �F )��T।  
 
       N� �;���D�% ����E�  �����* G
;' �9��*, B2�) ���;�$� �9��* ���E����� �.��  � =6�� 
����T� B�� ��) ��E�Z�)��% ��#E� )��T। B2�) 9�K��  � ��6 B���D�� 9� � B�� ��O 
W����। B�� B2�) ��6 ����;� )��T B���� 2����n B��� B����� ���2��� ��6 ��2��� 
"��� �V�* ���E ���)6���� G#E�( ���������� ����F��  ��* ��� ��YD�� 2�; 2I���9�� ��I  � �c�O 
)��T �� ���� ��9��; )���� 2�; B����� =;'"��� ���� 9��। ��� ��� B���  )�� �)�  
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��2���) )��D��� ���*  ��� )�� �9�� "�� )�� 9��। �c �c ��S�� ��
;��  )�� )�2 9* ��। 
�)��� 9�* B����� )�2 )��  �� 9��। B2�)  �  ���� 9�2�� 9�2�� ����F ���T  � �.�� 
W
� ��S� ����O 9�� ��। �O B�� ��X� ����� ��)�� #� "�� ��)���) G�����
 2����n �O 
��6 �����F� �����F� �  �Y�D #�)�� 2�; �� �)T� ��2-��k�� =�*�2� � ���) 9��। ��X� ������ 
G�
������ ��� ���E ������ G�
������� �) ���* "����FE� ��
;O �T���। ��9�a� V��� ��� 
�2?�� "��  �������� 2�; �9C�6�� ��� ���)6���� �S�r 9*। 9* ���������  "���T��� ���)6���� 
��
;  V�� ) ��� ���Z K��"�V )��। �)� ++/+� �T� �� �Y��  ����� 2I���9��  ���)�� ���� 
 #�) ��6 �2��� ���* ���n। ����� �Y�� ���2�����  �S�` V%�$� 2*��" )���� �)� ��I ��I 
 ���  V� 2I����9��� )��*�� ��)�� ���� ������ ��
��� 2�;  Dr� )��T�।  �F ��EZ ���2��� 
��
; 9� ���  3�F%� )��। B�� 9*�� ���  ��� ��� ����T �� �O )#� ���O B�� �Y��� ��%E 
��#E� 2����n। B� �)!� )#� 9�n }  � ���E �����*  � ��6 ����F �c�O )��T �) �9C� �) 
������� �) B������ �) ��Y<��-��6  N%��  ��) B2 �) =�% �) 2�� 9�* �c�O )��T। 
)��2O B����� ����� )E�; ��6 �)� ����F "��� �V�* ��E�Z�)��% ��9��; )��- �O ��� B�� 
B��� ���;  �F )��T।  
 
        N�  V���CDb ���� �����* 7�)�� �9��*, B�� ������ ��V ���!� D�8 �O��� �8  #�) 
���T। B��  

( V�����) 
 

�;��, <’�� B���)  �"��� ��C9 )��T�  �!� �f) �*। � T�c� B����� ���) ������*) �� ��� 
�� ���T�  �!�< �f) �*, ��� �J�%E G�; )#�।  )��� B��  )���� G��)��% ������ ���V 
����T........... 
 

( V�����) 
 

       �;��, ��V�� ��  ��� B�g� !) 9�* ��*। ��� ��� ��������) ������*) ���T�। �)� �� 
B�V  V��E� ��V�) ������। �T�c� �E���� �c�Á ���)< ������*) �� ��� )��T� ��। �� 
B���� ��O ����, B�� B�� ���� BV��� ���� ���E�D���P�  )���� � B������ K�²�  =���� 
9��।........... 
 

( V�����) 
 

        N� ����b����*% ��*� G� � ��*z G� G-E�� �;��.............. 
 

        ���  -���! 7�)���   9�*�! O2 O<� ��*z G� G-E��? 
 

        N� ����b����*% ��*� �;��, B��� ��*z G� G-E�� 9�, B2�) ���������� ��#E�� �)!� 
���!E)����  �2���K����� K�� ��E) 9�n। �)� �����* ���; �� ����T� �� ��I ��  )�� �J�)E 
 �O। <� ��� �� K�� �)T� ���� �� #��) �9�� K�� ��� �c��।  
 

       ���  -���! 7�)��� O! O2  �� ��*z G� G-E��।  �! �9� �7) O� �92 <� <�*।  
 

      N�  V���CDb �Á�� �����* 7�)�� �9��*, B2�) �;����»��  )�*����� V"�E���z� 
���;�$� �9��* ��������� �J�)E  � =6�� ����T� � B�� ��E�Z�)��% ��#E� )��T। 
 

      N�  ��� =��� ���� �;��, ���� O*��9*��  �O ���c<*��� ��������) ��� ����। 
 

( V�����) 
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N� ��_ �����2E� �;��, B�� G��2)�� ���n। �����* ���;�) �!� KO#Â )�� 9��। 
B��� KO#Â )�� ����। 

( V�����) 
 

���  -���! 7�)���  ��  �.�� ��-  �) ���  \!��z �OD �;��8¢� ��  ��z��z G� 
B���E।  

 

 -�� 2*��� B������ �����* K��
;' �9��*, G� � ��*z G� G-E��। B��� 2���� 
���������� �)T� G��; )E�; B�T ��� B2�)  � K�� )���� ��� �����
� ���� �����*  ��, 
K���� ��� ��� B�T�, �)!� 
��E� K�� B3� )�� 9*  �!� B����� 
�E ��� ��� )��T ��� 
 �!� V�9E ��� ��� )��T। �����* K��
;' �9��*, B2�)  � gt� ��F* B���D��� G���%� 
)�� 9�*�T, �!�� �  ��� gt`  �, B2�) �O !�)�-�!Ã��� �������V  ���� G�)��  �O। �)� 
 � ���; K��  ����T�, �!� V�9E ���; ��� �!� ����� D�� ��। B�� B����) G�����
 )����  �, 
K�� ��� �O K�� =;�9�� �� )��� �9�� �!� =���-��  #�) ����k )��  ����। �O!�)�O B��� 
�������। 
 

 ���  -���! 7�)���  )��  ���!®-� ��� G�� ��'� )����  ��z���z  )�#�< B3� ���V 
��� ��)r 9* �9�� B��� ��� 9* �!� )�� K�D �*। ��� )�� 9�* #��) �9�� KO#Â )�� 
K�D। 
 

 N� ����� 9�����Ä�� �����* K��
;' �9��*, �O =��I ����� B���D�� 9�� �)? )�� �)�� 
B3� ���V,  ) ���!E� ��� ������ ����,  ) �9C��9��"� )���, �� ��  �!� ��� ���� K�D ��� 
�!� ���* ������D�� )�� D�� ��। 

( V�����) 
 

 �� ��) ���� 9��, �� ��� ���� K�D। )��2O ����� } =��I B���D�� 9�� �� 
 �2��K��-� B���D�� 9��, �!� B�V �f) )t�। ...... 
 

 N��� V�� �����2E� �����* K��
;' �9��*,  � ��F* ����� B���D�� 9�n �� gt` 
���
) �*, �9C�-��������� �S�� }�);� �"�P� �)��� ����� 2* ���।  �2�; B�� )���� 
�)� �'  #�)  �� �O B���D��� ��
; B� �O 
����  )�� )#� �� 9* ��� � =6���� K���� 
��E��� #��)। 
 

 N�  ���=��� ���� �;��, B�� ������ ��V �.�� V"�� N��  ��F% )�� #��)। �� )��%, 
B����� �"�� =D�� ������� ���; B�T�, )��H��� ��
; B�T�, G�; ���� ��
; B�T�। )���� 
����  )�� ��9��E B�� )!�'�� )����  )�� 
�E �.��, �!� �����* �$� 2*��� B����� �9��* 
2����। B��  ��! ���  D�*�T���  �!� 9�n  V���C �Á� �9��*�) ���* ������ ���V� ���; �� 
 ��� ������ ���V� �)2� ���*` ���J? ���; ��� �O ���; �����। �� ��� ��� ��  ��� 
�c���c� B�� �����  �, ��� ���� ��Y�c ��*�T ��� K�f ����। �� ���  )K B3�  ��* 
#��)� �9�� B�� �O )#� =;�9�� )�� ���n। 
 

 N� ��
��V���C ������ �����* G
;' �9��*, B2�) ��)�� �'  #�) ���������� ���� 
��H���� ��#E�� ��� 	�
���� ��#E�� �Y��� ��9��;  �<*�� ��#E�� ��)�� �'  #�)  � =6�� 
KL��� )�� 9�*�T ��) ��E�Z�)��% ��#E� )�� B�� o-�)�! )#� ��� D�O। B��� ���� �O 
=6�� ��#E� )�� K�f�T �Y��� ��S�� ��
;  )K �O BZ��)� �J�)E ��C9 =)�� )���T�, 
B��� G��) ������*)�� K��< 9�n, B��� ��X� �����*  )b�* ��)���� �f) G��i�"��� 
 29�� 
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)��� )#�  )K  )K ����T�। B�� �O���� ��
; �� �V�* �O )#� ��� D�O  �, �S9P� 	��#E� 
2�;, �9( B��E ������ 2�; �����Z� <���� B�����O "�O���� ���� Ba;�V )��T�, ���� 
��H�� D����* ���n�, ���� )�T  #�) B����� G��) �)T�  ����� B�T।  ���� B�����  ��2� 
��"�FDb ��� ���E"���* ������k B2��, �9C  8Q2 Vf� )���T���  ���� ����"��� �O 
���������� � ������*)�, �%E, 
�E, "�F� O;��� ��6 �)T� ���"� G�@� )�� �)�! �9��� 
}); V�c K�f�T�, B2�)< ���E�����* G#E�( ��������� � ��� 9�*�T। B��� B2�) ����'�� 
 #�) ������ ����` ��� G��) )E )�� ����, G��) K(��9 ��� ����, G��) �)� B���D�� 
)�� ����, �)� �O )#� ��� ���� 9��  �, =��! ��9��E  ����� 2��� ���n, =��! ��9��E  ����� 
2���  )������ 9�* ���n। ����� B����� B� �O�� )E, ���)E�  )�� G�)��  �O।  � ��6 
�����* ���; ��E=)�� ��9��;  ���� )#� ����T�, B�� �Y���  �O ���;�) G�"��C )��। 
B�����  	n����) ��H9 )��O  9�),  ��� )��O  9�) G#E, ���, G|-�| O;���  ���� ���� 
 ��� ��)���� )��T  ��  ���  ���)���"��� B����� �� �)T� )�%�* B�T �O B��� )����। 
B����� �' B2�) �!�  �Q"���;� ��F* ��� V��E� ��F*  �, 	�
��� ��H���, 	�
���)���, 
���Z�=* ����F��� ��#E��� ��F�* B����� ���; B��� ����T ��� �!� )�� ��)�� !� )��� 
 Dr� )��T। "�� ��)���� )��T B����� G�����
  �, �O =6�� ��X*O )��E)�� )�� 9�� ��� 
��� ��� BZ2E��) 	�)S� �`� ��" )�� ���� ��� ���������� �O ��� ��)�� BZ2E��) 
)�!���) ��E��� ��" )�� ���� ��X*O B�����  �O �;�R� )�� 9��। ��9��; ���*, ���%� �;�R� 
)��, BN�*� �;�R� )�� ��@*"���  � �;�R� B��� )�� ���n  �!� )��� �O �)� D����* 
 �� ���� �O B����� �'; 9<*� K�D ��� � ��� ��� ���������� ��)�� 	�)S� ��" )�� 
B��� �O ��6 3��� ����F 3�� �8��  �� ������ �� �;�R� 9� ����,  �O 2�;O B����� 
G����. ���� 	�)S�  �<*� K�D। 
 
  �O2�; B����� G����. 	�)S�  �<*� K�D ��� ���� ���� ��� Å ��� ��8�; ��" 
)�� ����, 2*��� 9� ���� �� 2�; =�*�2� 9’ � B����� ����� ��
;  �� 9��। B��� �O 
A�F�*) ���;�* 22E�� 9O ��  )�, �O ���;��) B��� �)T��O G��9�� )�� ���� �� ��  8�� 
��� ���� �� ���  ���< ��  ���� "�� )�� ���� ��। ��O��� G�;��; A�����) ��� �������� 
��)���) 	�)S� ���  ��� )�� ���� �)� B�����  ���!O  ��� )�� K�D 9�� �� ���������) 
	�)S� ���। B��� A�F�*) 	��#E� )#�, ��2���) 	��#E� )#� "��� ����। �)� B�����  ���� 
K�D �O ��� �)��� B�����O GI �T�। B��� ���� /0�l ����� =;' ��H���� ���g��  ����T 
� )����  "��� ��* ��।  �O ���g�� �T� �) "*�)�! �) �)� ���� G�R�� ��
; ���)6���� �S�r 
9�*�T�। B2�) )���� )��� =���9 ��2���  � ) G��� < G#E9�� � =���% 9�* �V�*�T। 
����F�) �����F� "�F�� }); �����2) });, ����S�) });O });�� ���� ����। �����Z� <���� 
B����� "�O������� ���| 9�*  � ���`��%E ��H�� )��T ��| �) �����) ���� ��t�� � 
������9��। B��� ����  �O ���� ��#E� 2����n, B�V< 2����*�T, B2�) �O �"�* ��)��  � 
=6�� ����T� � B�� ��#E� )��T। �O =6���) )��E)��� )���� 2�; �� �� )�� =�*�2�, �� 
�9�*� )�� #�)���। �O =6�� H9% )�� �V�* ������*)�� 
�*� 
��  � )#� )�!�)��! 9’� � 
��6��)O ��� o��2�)। �����* �����
����  � )#� ����T��� � G� ��E7�E�। ��� ������� �";, 
 ��2���D���� �;����� �Y� =D�� G�" � < �'� ��*�T। B��� ���� ��� ���E��D 9�* ����T, 
B�����< �O 9�K��� )�2)�E "��"���  ��� ��)��,  ��� ��)��। ��6 =6���! ��� 
��#��D"��� gt` ��*, �<  ��� ��)��। B��� ���� 2�V�%� ���� =����
 �9���� ���E��D 9�* 
����T, B����� K�� 2�V% gt� ���*` ���*�T।  �O ���*` �J�)E B���  �� ��D� #��)। 
2* �����। 
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 N� 9��)Sv  )����� �����* K��
�' �9��*, ���������� ����F �c�T। ��� ���� ���)� 
�� ����n। B����� )E�; 9� ��) W
� ��#E� )�� �*, ��) B��� �) )�� ������� )�� ����, 
���� 2�*� �#�) �)"��� ��V� )�� ��� ����, �� �;�R� )��।  

 
 �����* K��
;' �9��*, ������ ����� )�V2g�� �c��  ��� 9* ���������� �����F� 

2�; B����� ����� =�*  D���� 2��� �) =�����V� D���T। �Y� ��� B�T।  � ����F �c�T �� 
2�; �)T� )�� ��  ���< ��� )�Y�� ���� ��* ��< ���; B�T। �)� B����� �����Z� <���� 
B����� 3��� )��T ����F ��� �� ���n �� W
� )�?�� =�����V� )�� ���������� �����F� =� 
)E�; ���� )�� -��� ��।  �2�; B����� )�*)�! )E�; B�T।  �O )E�; o’�)�- �) �)� 
���������� �����F� �c�O�)  "�I D����� )��  ���� G2�9� �9���� ���)6���� ���)D@ W
� ��#;� 
=D�� )�� D���T। � )#� ���� "�� 9��, ���2� ���) "��  ����� 9��- ��� ��� )��  �, �S�#��� 
 )�#�<  )�� ����F�) ��� "��  ����� ����T ��- � )#� B�����  ���� ��)��। �)!�  ���� ����F 
�c�T, ���� �O �c�O-�� ���� ������V, �T�c� ���� �# �T� ��, �!� ��� o��*�� ����F�) 
 ����� ��*, ���� ��#E� ��� !��� ��*, �9�� G��) )�2 9��। W
� B����� �����F� ��#E� �*- 
��X� ���)6�� ���  � 2�*V� B�T,  �����  � ����F B�T, ���  ����)�� �����F� ��#E� B��* �� 
)�� ��*, �’9�� ���������� �����F� ��' �c�O )�� B� �)!� )r)� 9��। ��� ����� �� B��  � 
)#� ���T ��। �)� ��� ��X� ���)6���� ��
��% ����F���<  ������� ��* ��� ���� ��#E� ��<*� 
��* �9�� ���)6���� �����) ���)D@�) B�<  �)�*��*  8�� ��* ��� �� 8�� ���������� 
2�V�%� ��9��; 9*।  ��� )�� �"�*����� �c�O�) B����)��  G";Z��  ����)�� T���� ��� 
���)�� ����� ��t�� ���'�"  ���*, ��� �"�*����� ����F��� �O"��� ��9��; )��। �O ���� 
���� �"�*����� 2�V�%�  �� )���-  9��D��� B����)�� 2�V%�) G�"�C� 2����*�T�, ���� 
���� �"�*����� ��#E�� B����)�� ��)���� ��t�� D�� �S�r )���T�। ����"��� ���������� 
��'< =�*�2� B�T ��� ���)6���� �����) D@ ��
��% ����F�) "��  ����� �� ����। � T�c� 
�S�#��� G�;��;  ��< B�T,  ������ 2�V�%�< ��#E� =�*�2�।  �O 2�; B����� �)!� )E�; 
9�n �O  �, ���������� ��H���� �(��E ��
��% �����F� )��T ��� 
��। B��� "����FE� ����F 
 )� ��#E� )��T  � �.��< 7r 
��%� #�)� ��)��। )��% ���)6���� �����) ����D@ o��*��) 
"��  �������  Dr� )��T  �, B�����  � ��#E� �!� ���������� ����F ��� 2�; �c�T, G#E�( ���� 
	�
��� ��� V%$-B����� ��� �� 2�; �* ��� "����FE�  ��) ���)6�� �����
� ����"�� 
 #�) ��#E� )��T, ���)6��  "�I  V�� "���� ����
� 9� ����, �O �)� �)!� ����"��  #�) 
��#E� )��T। �!� �)�  �������  Dr� )�� 9�n। �!� ��� ��) �����) D@  ����� ���� �9�� 
	"��O �S�#��� ���"?  ����  ��) �)T�!� ����Z 9� ���� �O  "��  �, �)!�  �� !�)��� !�)��� 
9�* ����, B���� 9�* ����, ��� �� V"�E���z� ��' �  ���  �<*� ����)�। W
� �O �*, 
B����� "����FE� ��
;< �� 2��� ����F B�T, �� 
��E� ����F B�T ��� ���� �)��� }�);�< 
=�*�2� B�T। ��� ���)6���� �����) D@ �O )#� "��"��� =D�� )�� ����  �, �)!�  ���) 
!�)��� !�)��� )��  ���� 2�; ���������� �O �c�O �9�� �) B���  2�� )�� ��� ����  �, 
B����� "����FE�  )�� G���� �����F� ���  )�� �����Z� �S�r )�� ���� ��? ��� ���  ����� 
����  �, �O ��H�� ��X� ���)6���� �����F� ��t�� ��I������ B�
�; =���� ��H�� ,�O 
 ����� ���� ,"��  ����� ����, �9�� �) <��� ��H���) o�E� )�� ���� ��* ��? B�� �O 
)#�!�� K��  2�� ��� D�O  �, ���������� �����F�� ���)6���)  "�I  ���� 2�; �c�O Wt 
)����। ���  D�*�T� V%$ < 	�*�����। �O =��I ��� ����  �, ���  )��  ���� ������ 
O�9��� �) ����F ��'��) H9% �� )��� �9�� ��� ���2 "�� )����। ��S� ���* G�; �)T� )�� 
��* ��।  �O ��'� 9�  �, ���  )��  
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 �� ��2���"�P) 9*, �� 2��� ��¶�* V�f 9*,  �O  ����  )b�* ��)�� ��� ��6 '�� 
 )b�"� )�� ��6 ��2;g��� <�� ��)���� �)��
��;� <  ��F�%� �# D����* ���, �9��  �O 
 �� )��@�� "�I� ��
;।  �O��  ��� ���"? 2��� �"�P�  � �)-�)�! ��2;,  �O ��2;g��� 
�;��) 	�*�����-�� G�
)��  �<*� =�*�2�; � �� 9��  ���� });�) �'� )�� ��* ��। 
���������� ����F �O 	�*�����  D�*�T�। � �� 9��  ���� });�) �'� )�� ��* ��। ���������� 
����F �O 	�*�����  D�*�T�।  ����� /� �T� 
�� ����!��� ���!� ���! ��) ��)�� D����, 
V%��$) G�
)�� ���� 2�V�%�  )�c  �<*� 9�*�T�। ��< ��� �����। �, 9�2�� �) 1, 9�2�� 
����!��� 2�V�%� ���)� K�� ��� �T��� �� �T� 
�� D����*  �<*� ��* ��  )K ��� ��� )��� 
 �O  ���� =�%���  "�I  �<*� ��* �9�� ��� ����E� 	�VE ��� )��T�,  ���"��) ��) �����) 
D@ ����E	�VE ��� )���T��� /� �T� 
��। +�  � ���DE� B�V ����!���  ����V�� D����* V%9� Wt 
)����; /� �T� 
�� ���������� ���c ��  )��! �����F� ���)� K�� ���  D�� ����T; �O ��� 
)���T। 2�V%  D�*�T� ��  #�) ��YD�। ���� l-�8� ���� �T�; ��� )�V2 �c�� l-�8� ���� 
B� ����� ��, �� g���* ���n। ���� )#� �T� �O  �, ���)6����  )b�* V"�E���z� 9�� 
 ���'�� � ��
��% )�*)�! �2��� #�)��, ���) ��6 '�� ���������� ���2;� 9�� #�)�� ��� 
�O ���� W
� ���������� 2�; �T� ��, ���)6���� =�;)�! ���2;� G�
)���� )#� ��� ����T���। 
�� �' �'  )��!  )��! �����F� GZ�� ��c�  2�V�T�। <�� �c�O D�*��, <��  D�*�T�  "��!� 
��
;�� 	�*�����। ���)6���� �����) D@ �� 2��� ����� B@�% )��। ��� ����!����) G-E�� 
�����-  � ����!��� /� �T� 
�� ���������� ���c ��  )��! �����F� ���)� K��  D�� ����T�- 
���� G-E��  �<*� 9�, ���������� K��  ���� V%9;� G�"��� Wt  )�� ��<। W
� )�.� )��� 
D��� ��, ‘�����)E���’ )��� D��� ��, ��)���� ���X� )��� G�"��� D���<। <���� 9�n �O। 
 �c ����� ��
; ��� /-+ �'  ��) ��� 9�* #��) �9�� �!� V%9;� T�c� B� �)? ��� 
	�*�����, V%$  D�*�T� ���Z��%E"���  "��!�  "� ���*, �� 2��� �� ����!����, 
 ����V���� g���। �) )�� ��� ���������� ����F?- ��� ���� ���F;���
 #��) �9�� �� 
�)��� KP� �T� G�|� �Ç��� KP� G�|� �Ç%�*। �O 9�*�T �O  � 	�
���� ���� ��। �O 
��F* B����� ��� 
�� K�D। �O!�)� ��� ��� 
�� ���� �9�� �S�
��� V%��$) �����F� ��#E� 
��<*� ����। �)� �O ��#E� �)���� ��<*� ���� ��- �"�*����� ��' ��#E� �)���� ��<*� 
��*��, ��* ��V��।  �2�; �!� ��*�� =D�� )��� ��)�� B�T  �, ���������� ����F ���)6���) 
 "�I ��� D�*��, ���  D�*�T� �����F� � ��E��� ���*, V%��$) G�
)�� ���* ��YD�। ���� ��� 
)�� ��
; )�� 9� �c�। ���� ����� 	�
��� T�c� ��YD��  )�� �# #�)� ��। �!� o��*�� ����� 
��� 
��� =�*�2� B�T। ���)6���� �����) D@ =���* B� �)�! ��t� =D�� )��T ��� 
����������  "�� �)T� ����� ��H�9�  Dr� )��T। ���� o’�)�! ��� B������ )��T ����T। 
 ��� "�O�� ����� ����T,  ��� "�O�� ����� ����T� �Y��� )�T  #�) ��� ���n  �,  ����)�� 
�)T� �)T� ����F�) "��  �������  Dr� 9�n  �, "����FE� ���� ��#E) ��� ���)6���) o�E� )�� 
D�O�T; �������� ��� 	�
�� 9* �9�� �������� "����FE� �)!� G��V  �� 9��। B�� B������ 
���T, ���������� =� B����� ��#E��� )��E )�� ��) �����) D@ B��� ����� �����Z �S�r 
)��� �!�  �� �� 9*। ���)6���� �����) D@�) �O )#� ��� D�O  �, �)!�  ���� ���c 1  )��! 
����F ��� �)��� G| 9�� ���* ���)6���� B
���) G�| ���� �����) ���9���) ��Eo6 )�� 
���� �9�� B¾��E����J?  � 2�� G�;  )�� 2�� �� G�;  )�� V"�E���z� )��T, �  � � 
 Dr�O )t) ��  )�, ��� ��� �O B�� #�) ��  )�,  � 2��  )����� )���� )��T��#�  ��<*�� 
���� ��। �O"��� ��� ���)6���� ��#;� =D�� �;#E )�� ����, �9�� B���  V�!�  ���) });�� 
)�� ���������� ���� ��Yc�� ������। 
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�����* K��
;' �9��*, B��� �� S�* ���; � ���� B�� �����। �� �� B�V ��� 
)��H�  ��u� ���;�� 9* ��� )���� �!� B�� ��2���) K�ª��; �;�9�� )��T। �)� B�� �� 
2�; ���T ��। ����� ���)�V���� �Z���� ��t�� B��� ��H�� )�� 2���। "����FE� ��I D���� 
�c�O D�, B� B�����  2� ����  �<*� 9�। ���)6���� ��I "���� �c�O 9�, B�����  2�� 
����  �<*� 9�। B��� ��)E������ ���Z��%E �������  D�*�T��� ���। B��� B����� ���2��� ��H�� 
)�� 2���। �� 2�; ����������  )��!  )��! �����F� ��H���) �;�9�� )���  )�� =�*�2�  �O। 
B��� 2��� ��X� �����* �$���� ��t�� �)"��� �c�O )�� 9*। �� B� �� ����!��� ���*, ���"� 
�� ���- ���* B����� ����� ��* ��। �� 2�; B����� )���� K�� ��"E� )�� 9* ��। ��� B����� 
���2��� ��Vf��� '�� #��), ��� ��X� ������ ���c D��  )��! ����F�) });�� )�� ���� 
�9�� �O �$�����) B@��%� ��t�� �c�O )�� ����। B����� "�� ������ ��। B�� G�;  )�� 
K�ª��; ���T ��। 
t�, B����� �$�����) B@��%� ��8�O ���n� ���Z-�SÈ��� )#� ���। 
���)6���� ���) O*��9*� ��Y ����T�, "����FE� ���"? 2�*V�* ����!��� ���* G;�D�� D���� 
9�n। �!� �)� B����� 2�; ���T ��। <�� ���T ����������  � ����F �c�T ���� "��  ������� 
2�;।  ���� ��������� ����!���� ������
� )��T,  �9�� ��X� �����* ���Z� ��*  )� ����!��� 
B�T? �9�� �) �O ��X� ����� "���FE  #�) ���n? 9�* ���n? B";Z��% ���Z-�SÈ��� 2�; 
 � ����� B�T। �)�  )� D�� �-�"��, �� ���� =�* �, 9�2�� ����!��� B�T? ���������� ���c 
��  )��! �����F� ��t�� ��)  ����� �;�9�� )��T 1, 9�2��। ����!���, ��� 9* �) �' 9��। 
�)� ��X� �����* ���c D��  )��! �����F� ��t�� =�* �, 9�2��। ����� D�� �-�"�� ����!��� 
B�T, �O D�� �-�"�� ���� �, 9�2��। �O =D�� ��� <�� )��? �9�� ��X���I ��B��� �;�9�� 
���� �) O*��9*�� 9��) ������� )�� 9�n ��? B����� "�� ������ ��। �, 9�2��  ����!��� ���c 
D��  )��! �����F� ��t�� �;�9�� )�� ��) �����) D�@� B@��%� ��' ����  �<*� 9�n। 
���������) �)T� ��O�8��� ��9��;  �<*��  D�* ��#r gt`��%E 9�� ��� B���  ���� ����, 
O*��9*��  )�� )�(�� )��� �����V  �O। ����� ���O 2����, ����F )�� ��Y�� �$� 9�*�T� �Y�� 
2����, B��� ��)E������ ��)���� B@�% 9� �'�� 2�; <O���� K�� ��"E� )�� ��, ���2��� 
'��� K�� ��"E� )��। '�� #�)�� �c�O )���� �)#� 2��� �)� ���)6���� ���)D@ ��� 
 ��)�)  ����*  �, "����FE� ��#E� 9� �)!� D����), ���������) "���� �)!� G��V ���� 
���% )���  Dr�-�� �� �) 2���  ���� �!� �����)। ����!��� ��X���I #�)�� B�� 
B�s �O। �����F� G";�� 9<*� "��। /� �T� 
�� ���E������  ���)��� ����!���  ���  ��� 
G�";� 9�*  V�T, ��� �� 2�; ��� ����!���� ��t�� ��O�8� 
�� �����T।  �2�;  �����, 
 )��  ���� ���� ������� V"�E��z ��� ��
��% G�R�* ����!��� �;�9�� )�� ��। B����� 
"����FE� ���)��  )� � ����T� ��, � 2��� ��। B�� ���T ��X���I ����!���� �;�9�� 
���������� �c�O�) �) o�E� )�� ��? B��  � �S�r"I�  #�) ���T  �!�  ����� =�*�2� B�T। 
 2;������ �O ���T��� B����� ���  )�#�* B�T? )#�* ���  �, ‘B��� BD�� 
�E ����� 
 ���<’। ���E������ ����F 	�*�����  D�*�T� ��� O*��9*� �� 2�� �����! ���*�T�। "����FE� �� 
2���  ��। ����� “	�*�����” �{�! ���< <�f��। W
� �O!�)� ���� )�� 9�*�T�  �, ��2;g��� 
B�< G�
)�� ��<*� K�D। �)� �� 2���� =
���$� �����  �, ��2;g��� G�
)� '��� 
����� ���� 9�  )b�) o�E� )�� ���  )b o�E� 9<*� ����  �� o�E� 9<*�। �)� ��� O*��9*� ��Y� 
����  �, ��2;g��� 	�*����� D�<*�-����F )�� + 9�2�� ��O� ����� �)!� ���2;� 	�*����� 
D�<*� ���� ���)6���) o�E� )��, �� W�� ����� ���V। �����2� ���;�$�- B����� ����  ��) 
��, ���E�D�� )��H��� ��I �T���-��� ���2;� '��� )#� ���� �� �) ��� �9��  �����9�? 
B�� �9C� O;��� ���)�* �c �c  9- ��O�-�  ����T, ��� ����T�  �, ���  
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��2;g���) G�
)� G�
)�� ��  �<*� 9* �9�� O8 �! O� ���  2������ ���E�  2������-� 
��6  �� �T?�"? 9�* ����। B��� ���� B���� ����  �����9�, �)�  ��9� ��� )��H��) 
/,�! ��! ���E���z-� ���*�T�, G�� ��� � ��। ���� } O*��9*� ��Y�, B*�� ���9� 	�*����� 
���� W��  9���T���, �)�  �!� #��) ��। �Y��  "���T��� ����� 	�*������� ��)��  �O, W
� 
��2;g�� ���� =�*�2�� O���������� )��T 9��2�c )�� ��Y�c�* #�)���। �!�O �T� <��� ����, 
 � ���� B����� �����<  ���� 9*। B����� ���R���* 2��) ����;� ���!E� �)�! ���)�*  ��� 
9�*�T  �, ���)6����  )b�*  ��@!����*! ��X� ���)6���� l0+ 2� G�8��� B� ���E������ ��� 
�+ 2�।  �O �������) �9��� ��� ����* �9���� ��O!��E ���É�� G�8�����  ���* 
�� 9* �9�� 
�� ���� ����� 8� 9��। KO KO�  ¤ <��� Oz� �� 9;��� G8 B���E। �O � �)� ���� �f) �*। 
�)� B�� ��� ���  �, ��) ���)D�@� ���� ���������� ����F�) ��! )�� 9�n �� B��  )� 
"��� ���  �, ��X� ������ �� �)!� ���;���)�� ���2; D�#E ���)^��� � �T�� "���  )b�* 
��)�� 9� B��� ��� ��� ++/  )��! !�)�, G#D =� �T� B����� ���� 9�  �z��� !;�� 
 )�b ���� �,,  )��! !�)��  ���। �g�� �) ���)6�� V"�E��z  ���T ��? ���)6����  '�� �) 
����, B� "����  '�� K²� ���� 9� ���� ��।  2;������ } G�#E ����T��� O8 OK B� 
�����*��, ��� ��;O ���������� �����F� ��H���) B��� ��#E� )��, ���  ��!� ��)�����
� 
����"��  #�) �*, �O ����"��  #�) 9*  �, ��� ��� �)!� ���� 2�; �c�T ��� 2�; �����F� 
=�%  �*� K�D, �9��  �O ����) "���< =�*�V )�� K�D। ��� ��� �� 9* �9�� ���)6���� 
�����) ���)D�@� 9� ������� )��। ���� ���� ��� ��;O gt`��%E 9* �9�� ��X� �����*< 
 �  �O �����) ���;  �*� K�D B�����। <���� V%�$� 2�; �����F� �c�O�) ��� N�� 2���O 
�9�� ��X� �����< V%�$� 2�; ��H���� B��� ������
� )�� ���� ��, ��)< N�� 2���� 
9��। <���� �����F� ��� B¾��*$�%� G�
)�� B���  ���� 2���O �9�� B����� ����� GZ� 
��2;g��� �)!� G�
)� G�
)�� #�)� K�D। �g�� 9<*� K�D। � ��� �� 9* �9�� "�� )�� 
9��। ���*  �!� ��� D��n  �!� �)!�  "��  ����। B����� ����� ��X� �����* �, 9�2�� 
����!��� ��� ����� �� ��� #��), ��� ����� �� ��� ��B��� �����  #�) B����� K�� K(��c� 
D���* �9�� �) �)#� ��� D��  �, B��� ��;)���� ���������� ����F�) BZ��)�� ��I ��#E� 
)��T? B�� � )#� ��� D�O � 2�;, )��% ��X� ������ �9C�, ������� ��I���, G��I��� ��6 
�����F� }); ��"E� )��T B����� ����)�� V%��$) G�
)�� �'�� K��। 
 

 �����* K��
;' �9��*, B�� B� �)!� )#� ���। ���������� ����F  �c ��� 
�� �c�T। 
�!� B���< 2����, B���< 2���  �, �O �c�O-�  ���� ���9��� ��T�� �) �T�। ��  �T�� �T� 
2�V�%� G���E ��#E� �)� =
��� ���� 9��*�� 
��  ��c�T ��� 9� ���E������ �����, B���� 
���9��,  �I��  ��2��z O;���। ��� �)T� G|  ��*�T�, �)� ���  ��2����2 �c� 2��, 
	"���O ���  V���� ����� �� )�*�� 2��� ��। ���)6��� ����!���� ��t�� ��� ��������c g�� 
��D )��, 8�� G�|� G"�� �c�, G�|�  �����)� G"�� �c�। �� ���� 2t�� �) =�*�2� 
�T�? =�*�2� �T�  D���� 2� �*, } �����Z �)T� �DY�c, gc  �*� �* �� ���� B;��z�2� 
O��2)��  �*� �*।  )K  )K ����T� "���z*�� ��� ��2� B�T। <�� "���z*�� D�*��-���c 1 
 )��! ����F =�%  ���� 2�; =mO, ��� "����FE� )��T "���z*�� D��n ��; ���  D�*�T ��O�8�, 
�!E��, B;��z- �*��@�8! V��, �� ���* ��� �c� ����। �)�  �c ���  ��� 9�*  V�, B� ) 
 ��� 9��?  ����� �)  V�T ��  V�T , ��� �)  ��*�T �� ��  ��*�T � B��� 2��� ��; �)� V  �c 
��� 
�� B
���) G|��| ��� �)!� B��E� ��t�� ��� ��c�T, ����T,  ����� G��) 2�*V� 
B��E ��� )�� ���*�T। <��  ����� #�)� ������। 
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<��� G����
� H��g�� ���< ��H���� 3�Y�! �9���� A�� 9*��। G��; ���������� �����F� �c�O 
�)"��� D��� �� D���  �O ��F�* K����  ���� 7
E� B���  �O; )��% <�� �c�T ���T- )��2O 
���� K����  �*� K�D �*। �� B�� � )#� ���  �, ���� �c�O ��3ER�*� 9� ����, G#E�( 
)SF) <��� ���9��� �"�P 9�* ��Yc���। �!� ��� ����� ���� G�" �  #�)। �!�  ������ )#� 
 �,���Z� ��*  � G�" � G2E� )�� �) �T� ��* ���V �)!� ��H���� �������  �O G�" � 
��YD ���� ��� ��*। <�� ���2��� =�*�2��O �����। B���  \!��;�� ��� G�;��; )�V�2  ����T 
��� �) �����T। ��� �����T �O �c�O ��� ��3ER�*�, �O �c�O ��� H��� T�c�* ��c �9�� 
“�)����\� B� <�*�!� ��9�O� �� Ê��” G#E�( KH������ ��E�� Bc��� G��'� )��T;  �S̀  D�� 
B���। �� B����� ��D�� 9��� �) B�T? <���  �S�`  ) #�)�� � B���  )� ��D�� )��? � 
�;����� B��� ��\��� ��-O )����। B��� ���O 2���  �, B2�)� ��
���"�* �O =6��  )�� )�� 
��D 9�*�T। =6��� �O )#�!�  �*� 9�*�T  �, =�)�� G�R� ��-O  9�) ��  )� ���������� ����F 
 �F ��EZ 2*��" )����O। ���� �c�T ��� �c��, ����, 2*��" )��� �)� B����� => 9�n 
B��� <��� )��E)�� �)T�O ���n ��।  �c ���  ��� 9�*  V�, ���< ���  ��� )�� �9�� ��E��� 
9�* ����। 	�)S�  � ��� �)T�O �*  �, W
� � 
��* 
��* ��� 2� ���� ��� �� ����  �! "�� 
����। 	�)S�� �O 2�; =�*�2�  �, �9�� ���� G| ��� �����, G| ���@ )�� �����, B
���) 
G|�| ���� ��� �����। )��2O �O �{!� �O =6��� B��� 2�; B��� ���O B��C ��� ��O 
2�; B��� �)� 9�  ����T। �����* K��
;' �9��*, �)T� �)T� ��� )�!' )���� 2�; 
 2;�������) ����T� �� “������” D���  �����। B�� ���!E� �)2� ���*`��� )�E� �9���� �O 
)#� ��� ����  � B����� ���* ��� )�2 9 �9�� ���������� �c�O�) ��YD���� 2�; < ��) 
��#E� )���� 2�; �� �)T� )���� =�*�2� � )��� 2�; B��� =m �T���। �)#� ���O 2���� 
��� ���� ����T� ���< 2����, 2*��� B����� ���9�< 2����  �,  ���"�*! �� D���� =>  ��� 
�f) �*। B��� )���� g- ���) �O। K"�*O B����� ������D�� )���- �)�� ���� B��� 
���"�)���, B� �)�� ���� B��� �*� �����
�����। �)� B�� ��� B��� ���2��� ���* ��Yc�� 
�����T ��� B���� ��#�!��) )���� )��T ��) ��O��। B��� ��  ���) N�� )��। B� �)2� 
���; ����� D���) ���� ��। <�� �) 2���� ��  �, D�� B����� �)  D���  ����? B��� �O 
������V �)!� D�������
� ��2��� )��T� <��- �!� ��� ��� �9�� �) G�;�*  D��� ��� 9��? )O 
�)���<  � ����� �� B����)�� !;��s� )#�-N��� V��� ��)�� ���9��) �)!� )�  ���� 
)t�। B�V ���2��  �)V���� ���, ����  � G�; )#� �����। )O, ����� ��  � ��'% 
�"�*���� ��9��; ��f�� �� )�� ���। )��2O B�� ��� B����� D�������
� ��2��� )��T�; 
���������) B����� )��E� ��#E� )��T� ��। � ��� )��� �9�� B����� B����)�� !;��s� 
)#� ����, �� ����  � ��� ��� 9�* �"�*����  � ����!��� ���n �� )#� ����, ���� 
"���FE  #�)  )� ��) ����, �2����� ���� 9;�)������ ��9���; 2�;? ���E 2��E���� 	�)S�� )#� 
����। B��  �2�; ���T �O  �, ���������� �c�O �;O �)!� gt`��%E �c�O। �� ��#E��� 
2�;  � =6�� �� "���� B";Z��% �;���� B�� 2��� D�O �� ��� B��� =#��  � Â�8! A�� 
)���T��� ��< B";Z��% �;������ )#� �T� ��। B�� W
� ��� D�O  �, ���������� �c�O�) 
��YD��  V�� W
� O*��9*�  D�@� )#� ��� ��"  �O, )��2 ��9��; )�� 9��। B����� ���!E� �8 
 �) B�� �)#� ��� D�O  �, B����� ��#E� W
� �9���"��� 2�; �*, ���� 2�; W
� B����� 
=�% )�Y��� 2�; �*। B2�) ���������� ����F ��� ��V�* ��* �9�� "����FE� ����F< ��V�* 
����, ��� ��� ��#� ��� ��Yc�� ���� �9�� B����� V%�$� ���  ��c ���� ���  
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 �2�; B��� B�T, ��6 ��� ���* B���< ��V�* ��� ��� ��9��; )��। �O ��� B�� B��� 
���;  �F )��T। 
 

 -� 2*��� B������ �����* K��
;' ��9��*, 9f�( ����� Du� 9�* Kf���  )� ���� ��। 
B�� W
� G;Z ����*� ��I ���� °�% )���* ��� D�O B2�) �O ��)E G;Z gt`��%E ���* 
9�n। �O ��)E, B���D��� ��I B����� 2���-��% ���;� 2�c; W
� <��� ������ �����F� �*, 
B�����<। �O B�� G;Z ����*� ��I ��� D�O  �,  B2�) V"�E��� �;��Â��� K�� B���D�� 
9�n ��। 

 
 �����* K��
;' ��9��*, B2�)� �O ���.��� �)!� W"���। GZ� �)!� ��F�* �O 

o��E��, �O o��E� W
� �����Z� <����O ������ �*,  � 
���* �O ��H�� ���D��� 9�n, ��  � 
����; ���%� �� B���< ������� � )#� ��� ���� ��। �O 2�; W"��� ���T, �����
� ��'� 
����� �)����� 2�; �O V���� ���*O B���D��� ����� )�� D�O। ���������� ��H�� =�#��) 
��E��* G�9�� ��� G�9���V B�C���O �T�।  2;������ ��� �V�*�T� ��2��� 
��* ���T  V�T। 
G;Z ����*� ��I ��� D�O �O "�� �#<�� ����  � �)!� ��)! �S�r )�� 9�*�T� ��  � �' 
�T�  � �' 	�#E��¶F� �' �T�। ��X*O ��� ���T  V�T। B���< V��E। �O B�C����� ���� 
������
� )���T�  �O )��H� �O ��2��� ��x�� )���� ���O, �9C� ������ �O  "�� ��x�� 
)���� ���O B2�) )��H� ��g% ��� ���*�� 9�* ����T ��E�; � )#�!� ��� ���  V��� ��। 
)��H� B2�) �O �� ��x�� )���� ���O �) ���) ��T�� ������ B� �) ���) ����� ���� 
��D��। �!�� 	�)S� ���� ���� 9��। 

 
 ���  �-)#� ���T���, �O ��| ��H�� ���������� �����F� K�� D����*  �<*� 9�*�T। 

=�#��) ��E��* �O ��H�� G�9���V ��� }�9���) ��E�*O  ����T�। 9�O�)��!E� 22, ��=��  )��!E� 
22 V"�E��� ��# H9% )��*��।  �2�;O �)��� V���2� �$ ���*�T��� B�C��� G�9����V� ����, 
�9���� ���� �*। �)� B����� �����
� ���� ����� �9��� T�c�  )�� ���;�� ���
�� ��Y�2 ��� ��। 
��9�a� V���  � ��%� ���*  V�T� � 9� G�9�� G�9���V-�� �#O �)��� �#, �O ��# �S�#��� 
���;�� ���
�� �����। �����* K��
;' ��9��*,  2�� )��O  9�)  � �)� K���*O  9�) �O 
��H�� ��| ��E��* D�� �V�*�T। �� ����; ���%� �) 9� ����? �O ��H�� ��3ER�*� 9� ����, 
�����8Q�2� ��H�� ��3ER�*� 9� ����। O*��9*� ��Y� ���9�� �)��� ��� )�� ����, B��� 
�����8Q2 ��²� ��� )�� ����। �O  � ��3�� G�� ��H�� ��
��% ��V��) )SF)�2�� ��3�� 
9�* B
���) G|-��| ���  ������9���) ����2 )��  ��� ��V� ����, �O ��H�� T�c�* 
���n, �� ��H�� ��3ER�*� 9��� ��#O ���n। �� B� �)!� ����� 9� ����। ���������� 
�����F� ��t�� ����� ���V�*, ������ ���V�  ��)��� 9� )�� �� ��t� B����U� ���� B�T 
���� 9� )�� �� <O 2��* ��2z ���� B�T ���� 9� )��  ���� B�C����) �r )�� ��� 
���� ���  �*��! ���*, =���"� ���*, O*��9*� ���9�� ��6  �� ��� )�� ���� ��� �� 8�� 
B�C��� 6Ë 9�*  �� ����। B���  ���T B2�)� �O ���� �� ���  ��*��< ����� 9�*�T�। 
�O"��� ��� �Y��< ����� 9� G#E�( 	�
��� ����� ����� 9� �9�� �!� ��6� �;  �, �!� �)!� 
�����%E i�  ���। B2�) �)!� �2���  ���T BZ2E��) �S9( ���g�� ���E�) ��E) 9�* ��*�T- )K 
 )�� )#� ���T� �� ��� ��� ��  )K �)T� ���� �9�� ��� �)E�� ��I ���T�। B� �)!� �2��� 
 ���T <���� ���� ���2��� �9���� ��� ���T�  �O �9�D�� �� ��� ���n� ��� �Y�� D��n� 
�!��)  -��- \� 8� O��*� )��। B2�) �9�D���� )#� ���� 9��)Sv ���� B��P )���T�। �)� 
�� ����; ���%� G	�)�� )���� �) )��? 
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B2�) O*��9*� ��Y���  � ����'"��� D����O ���  � )#� �) )�� G	�)�� )����? �����*  -���! 
7�)�� �9��*, B�� B����)�� =��6 V�O�T ��। B����)���� �_�!� O�J��*���2�-�� ��t�� 
	�
��� B�C��� )�� 	�
��  9�� G#D B2�) ��� <���)�� ����F��  �O �)O"��� ��H�� )��T 
�� ���� ���� !�Y �{�!  �O। ��� ��� �O"��� G|-�| ���* ��� )��T ��  ������ �) ����)! 
�����*  -���! 7�)�� �9��*, B��  � ����; ���%�� )#� ���T���  �O =��I B� �)!� )#� 
9�n BZ2E��) ���g��  Dr� )��� �O ���� ��3ER�*�  9�) ��� )�� ����  #�) 	�#E ��! )�� 
��*। �)� =����� ��� �9����, "���* �9���� B����� =#�� )E�; 9�� ����������  ��) 
������� 9�* O*��9*� ���9��� ��t�� ��V�* ��) ��� �O ����� �������h 3!�)। B2�) �O 
2��;O =�*�2� B�����  �- )�� =)�� �����V-����
�  �<*�। ��� =�*�2� 9*, G|-�| ���* �*- 
G|�| �;����) W
� 	�)S� ���* �*,  �  � )��E)�� �U� ���� �������� 2*��� 9*, � )�� K�D। 
B2�) ���� ���X )t� ��� �!� "�� ��)���� )E�;। � )#�< �!), � ��F�* "�� ��)���� 
���*` ��9*��T। �����
� ����  �� N�  2;�� ��� ����T�  �, )�V�2� =6�� �� 9�* ��Yc�*। ��X*O 
B��� 	�)�� )���T ��� =� ���  ���� 	�)S�  ���� ���� �O ��
���"�* ��E�4�@��  ��� 
9�*�T B����� ���;�$�  � =6�� ����T�, �� B��� �)�� �)� 9�*�T। W
� ���;�$�O �*, W
� 
��X� ����� �*, ���������� B������ ���� ��*�T� �Y���< � ��F�*  ��� ��)�� ��� "����FE� 
��
; B�  � ���g�� ��*�T  ����)�� ���;�$��� �)�2�! 9�*  )b�* ��)���� )��T ����  ��� 
K�D  �, ���������� ��H���) �O"��� ������� ��� )�� K�D ��� ������������ 2*� 9*।�)� 
�����* K��
;' �9��*, B��� 2����  �, B��� G�9��� ���� ��x�� )��।  �O2��; B����� 
=�*�2� )�!���) (��� �S�� )�� BZ2E��) ���g��� W" K��V )��। B��� �O =>�)  �� 
��2���) ��)  �) ��D�� �� )��, �!� �����) =>। �����, � �c �)!� ��Y�)  ���� B�V 
��X*O "�� ��)���� )E�; ��*�T BZ2E��)  '�� )�!���) (��� D����* �S9( ��� ��� 
'�� ���� W" �����) 2�H )��। �O )�2 )���O ���������) ��9��; )�� 9�� ��� )�� ��� } 
��E��� ��t�� t�� ��Yc�� ���� ���  �O (��� "�� ��)�� D����* ���n ���� =�Dr�* ��� 
B��� ��� )�� "�� ��)�� �� ���*` ���� )�� D���T। �����* K��
;' �9��*, B��� 2���� 
 �, B2�) ������������ �) o�E��*, oVE� < ������ �4���� 9�*�T। �O G�R�* �����
� ���� 
�����  ����� �)T� ��2���) 	�#E B��* )���  Dr� )�� D���T ।B2�) 9��)Sv���� ���O  V��� 
"���� �O ��9��; )�� =#� ���*` ��� )E�;। �)� B�� )#�� )�T�)��T  �� D�O��� ��। 
�����* K��
;' �9��*, �O ���� B2�)� ���� �*। �O ���� ��V ���E�D��� B�V� ���� �� W
� 
)��H��� ���*` B�T ��� B��� ��� )�� ��। ���  )b�* ��)���� K�� D�� ���*  � )#� 
����T� ��  ��� �Y� B� �)T� ����  �O, )��%  ���� 2�V%  )b�* ��)���� �������  �2���! 
���* ���*�T�- oO-S�*���  �2���! ���* �Y�� ����� ���E���z )�� ���*�T। �����* K��
;' 
�9��*, <�� ���f 3��! �O )#� ����T���  �, O�C�� 9f�<। �)� B2�) <��� ��V�� ���9�� D�� 
 V�T- "����FE� ����F O�C��2��)  � ���;�* ����* ���, � ��� <��� ��V���� ���9��। �)T��O 
�c�� ��* ��। <��� �)T� KÌ� 9�*�T। �� B� ��, ����!���  )� ����� B�T-�J�%E ������2�) 
G�R�। �)� � )#� �) �f)? ��X� ����� ����Z�E� ��2;।  

( V�����) 

 

�����* K��
;' �9��*, ��X� �����  � ����Z�E� ��2; �)#� G	�)�� )��� D��� ��। �� 
G�� =��Z ��*�T D��। �O �)T���� B�V D����  ���*��2�� ��� �) ´�) H�� )�� ���। 
B2�) ���������� 2�;  � �����  D���� 2�  8��T� , B�� ���� ��
���� 2����n। �)� �O 
�´�) D��  
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��� H�� )�� ��  � �)�! =����< <�f��। �����' ���� ��#E� 2����*�T���। �����* 
K��
;' �9��*, ����Z�E� ��2; �9���� "���� )#� ��X� ������ �����P�� 2�; ��� B� �)!� 
���� )�T  #�) 2���
��%�) �'� )��� 2�; ����� ����!���� =�*�2� B�T। �)#� �) <’�� 
G	�)�� )�� �����? !�  �) �� )��\�!K�� y� KO��� �)#� <�� �)��
) ��� ����� V%�$� 
)#� �)� B2�)  �O2�;O ����!��� < �� B� ��-� =�*�2� B�T। 
 

( V�����) 
 

 B2�)  ����T <��� �'� )��� 2�; �� B� �� ����� ���9��� =�*�2� 9�*�T�। �����
� 
����  ���) �'� )��� 2�; o’9�2�� !�)� �;* 9* ��� 2���  V�T।  �F )#�, �O =6��� ��)���� 
BZ��)� B�T �)��, �����
� ����  �� � ��� ��� ����T�। B��� ���� �), B� ��� B� �) 
)#� ��� ��- B��� V%�$ ��x�� )��। B��� ����
�����, �����V����� �O। B�����  V���C "�O 
(�� �� �) ��� ���  � )#� ����  Dr� ��� B���)�� )���  Dr� )���T�। �����* ��.������ 
���9� ������ ���V� ��T�� T��! ��V�� ���n ��, � )#� B��� ����� ��� D�O ��। B�� ��� 
D��n �����*  2;������� �� } 9�t� G� ������  �T��  3���3��� )�� 9*��� 9�*  V���। �O 
BI�� )�� !) 9�? ����� B�� <�) �2k��� )�� V%�$� =� G��D� BR� #��) �9��  )�� 
��9��  )�� 
S��*,  )��  )Q��� �� �) ��� )�� +11 2��� 9�K�� /+� 2��) ���* ��)�� 
Vf��� ���� )���? B� �� �� �- �� ��%;� �  )��  �D�� ��)^ )���-������ ���V� �� �� 
�- ) ��� !����  Dr� )���O �� �) )��? )��2O �;��, B�� �O )#�O ��� D�O  �, � ������D�� 
 2;������� ���2 ��। �����* �"���� �9��*, )��E)�� �;�R�� )#� �����
���� ����T�।  �O �)O 
���� B�� ��� D�O  � ��X� ������ �O G�R�  )� )���� B�����? B2�) ����  ����  �<*� 
���n ��। )��% ���������� ������������  �����  ����  �<*� 9��  �����  2;������� ���� 
 ��)�� ���� ��� g��!� D����� 2*����� ���), �O��  V���C� ���) �).�  ���� ����9 �����F� 
���)। �;��, � �2�� B��� �) �����? B�� �O B2�)  2;�������) �2k��� )��  )� �O G�R�� 
�S�r B����� )����? �����Z  �)��� B����� "�O������� ��c ��*�T  ����� ���%� 2�; T��! 
��<*� ���n ��। )��% ����� ��* "��� 9�n } ���� ���*  �� 9��  �!�  2;����t� ���)�, 
 ����� ���* ��<*� ���� ��। �����  V��O ��O� V���� g�� �� G�; �)T� ��V� ����। )��2O �O 
 � B";Z��% G��2)�� �S�r B����� )���T� �� D�� ���; B����� �O ��)�!� ��* ��� 
9�n। ��< ��� �;��, W" ����� K��)  9�)। �;��, �O =��I <��� ���, �O  � 9���9���� ��'� �� 
=D�� ��� B����� ��� )��T� ��"��� 9���, B2�) ��� ����T  2;������ ���*  ���� 
 ��)����� �9���!� �)? � �� 9' � B����� ����) �T��� B��� <���) �T���, B2�) V%$  �!� 
=��% )���T ���O B����� <���) �V�*�T�, B��� ����) ����T। �O �Y��*��� �� �)E� ���* 
B������ °�% )���* ���* ���T, V%�$� ������� V��* ���* "���� D�� �� �� ��D�� )���T 
2���
��%। �)!� 2�� B2�)  ����� ����� �� ��)�! ��c�T  ����� ��6 )�!� "��� �V�* 
��6 "����� ¿��E K�f B��� ���2��� �����
� )�� ���* B��� ��V�* ��O। O�9���� ��'� 
B����� °�% )t�। B2�) ��9���;� 9� ���c�* ��� ��� } ��6 "�O������ ��H�� 2*��� 9*। 
B���� ��V�* B���, B����� ��8  )�� )�!�  �O, B�����< B������ )�!� �2E� )t�। 
B� � )�� ���������� ��H���) 2*��� )t�, G�����
  2;������, �  #�) B����� G���� 
����8�  ��!���  Dr� )���� ��। �����* K��
;' �9��*, B���  �F )#� 9’�, 
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B2�) W
� ��9��; �� 	�)S� �*, B2�) �O B�C��� ��� 2*��� 9* "��  ��  �O )��E@� 
H9% )��� ���  �!� )���� 2�; B��� �O ��)�� ��' �2� B�T, B��� });��, �S��� � 
 ��F% )��  �, B��� �!� ��#E� )��। �!� 2*��� 9�� ���O B��� ��x�� )�� ��� �O W
� 
<��� 2����% �*, B�����< 2����% )�� B��� �)��O ��) ��#E� 2����n। 2* �9C�। 
 
 N� �_ �������
;�*: �����* �-���! 7�)�� �9��*, B�� =#�� ���;�$� )SE) B��  � 
=6��  �O =6���) ��E�Z�)��% ��#E� 2����n। ��#E� 2����n B�< ��Y�� ����� �Y��� ���; 
 ����T� ���� ��
; �����
� ���� G�; �)��) ��� ����< �����
 ����� �)T� �)T� B;���������)। 
���< �� ��6 ����;� ��I �)� 9� ������ ��< �� ���; G�;��; �����
� ���� =��% 
G�"   ���  D�* G��) �S� ��� =6���� 	��' G��) )��E)�� �9�*� 9�� ��� G��)!� 
�9����V� )���T। B�� G��) 9�*  ����T  �, �O }�9���) ��9��E ��� B����� ���;��� �)!� 
=D� ���*` ��*�T G;Z V"��"��� �!� �DZ� )���,  �O ��9��E B��� G��) 2�*V�*  �!��) ��O! 
)�� ���*�T। G��) 2�*V�* =��% G�"  ���; 9<*� ���< ���  �!��) ���* 	��#E �;�9�� )��� 
G��Dr� )���T�,  �!� G	�)�� )�� ��"  �O। G��) ���; =6���� �7��!�) ������� )���  D�* 
���� ���� 	��#E �;�9�� )��� G��Dr� )���T�,  �!� G	�)�� )�� ��"  �O। G��) ���; 
=6���� �7��!�) ������� )���  D�* ���� ���� 	��#E �;�9�� )���  Dr� )���T�, �� 2*��� 
B����� �9��* �� ��S�* ����T�।  �!� G;Z o���� �;����। B����� G���) =6���) 
G�"�C� 2����*�T�। ��V ����E���F �O =6���) H9% )��� 2�; B�� �����
� ��� G�;��; �)� 
���;�) G�"�C� 2���O B� G�"�C� 2���O N��� O�C�� V���� �������� �J�)E � ��� 
��6 )��E�����) ��� �������� �J�)E ��6 �;�R� H9�% ���  � ������E�� ���D* ���*�T��� 
�� 2�;। �!� B��� ����� )#� �*। 9* B����� ���� B�T G��), G��) B����� ���; B�T। 
B����� ���� B���*� 2�; 9*  )��  )�� 2�*V�* �)!� D�� �S�r )�� 9��  � ��F�*  )�� ��C9 
 �O। �)� �!�< ��; )#�, �����Z �V�*  ��� B���  �, ���E ������ �)!� ����F �)!� G�� �)��� 
 ����  #�) ����c 9�* B�� ���< B2�) ��� N��� O�C�� V���� ���� 2*��� )��T ��� 
O�C�� V���� ��9��; <��� �����* ���n। B�� �����Z �V�*�T। ����  ����� �V�*�T� ���< ��X*O 
 ����T�। G��; �)�� �V�*�T� �)�� B�� 2��� ��। ��  V��  �����  �, ������ �� ������ 
N��� O�C�� V����  ��  #�)  � ��9��; ���n ��) o’9�  ��c ���� G�"�C� 2����n। ���D�* 
BX��E� )#� 9�n  �, =6���� ��6 G��!��) ��� ���* ‘G|’ ��� ‘O�C�� V���’ �O o�!� �{�) 
=�
��; ���*�T� �����
���। �)��� 2�; ���������� �O =6���� �7��!�) B����� ��� ������ 
��? ����� W
���� ���* 	�#E�) �c )��  ����� 2�;। B2�) ‘O�C�� V���’ ��� ‘G|’ �O o�!� 
)#� ���������� ���) ����� )�V�2 �c )��  ������ =�Dr� )����। B���  D�*�T���  �D�� G8 
�� ��"��z ��) B;�������� )�� 9��।B�� �����
� ���� ���;��� )��T  D�*�T��� ��� 
��E�4�@�� =6��!�  �<*� 9�*�T, B����� B;�������� )t�, B����� =��% ���; B������ 
B;��������  #�) B��� �)T� H9% )��। B���  �2���  �u-�� ���; ��� G���
 )����। 
GZ��' }�9���)  ��2��K��-� �)!� �����V  D�*�T���  �!� B��� ��O��। B�� G;Z 
 '��"� ��I �'; )���T  �,���"? 2�*V�*  2�� )�� )��H��� ��� O�C�� V���� ������D���  Dr� 
9�*�T B�� �� o-�)!� )#� ����� ��� D�O।  �"��� <���� O*��9*�� ���� ����F G;�D��� 
9�*�T  �)#� )���� G2��� )#� �*।  �O ���� ��H�����  )�� ���3��)"��� �c�O )��T  �!� 
B����� B;�������� )��  ��� 9��। W
� ���2�� �2C����O �*। W
���� ����! ����! =6�� O;��� 
���������� �����F� ����� ���  �<*� �*, ��I ��I �!�< �� �� �� ��#E)�� �DZ� )t�- 
2��*����� �{�! �;I )���T�-���2E�*����  ��F% )��� �{ ��� G;�������� )�� ������ ��S�* 
����T�, �*���� B���c� �S�r )���T�।  �O ��{�  � )  2�� G;�������� )��  ����। ���;�$�, 
B����� ����Z� ���;�$� ��)�� V%��$) G�
)�� ���* �O  
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)�2E� ���)E 2��*����� ��$ K��� 9�* V%��$) G�
)��� G��� )���T���। �� B�� 2��� �� 
�� ��-�� ���; =q�� V��*  ����  Dr� )���T���। � )#� G	�)�� )�� �����? ��� B��� 
V%�$� )#� ���T�? B��� ��C ���� ��� ��� �O G����
 ����  �� ���� ��, B����� 
���*�  )��  #�) �T���* ���* ��� =)��; ��������) 9;� )�� 9��, B����� ���c ��YO ������� 
���% 9��। �� ��< �) �����* �� �� �� ���;��� )�T  #�) V%�$� � �c �c )#� W�� 
9��? �����* K��
;' �9��*, ���� G"�L���� qr� �9���� �S�#��� O�9���  � )’!� ��� 	%E�'�� 
���� B�T �� ��
; �)�! 9�n �9�a� V��� ��� �9�a�2�� ��� B� �)�! ���  ��V )t�, ��� 
9�n� 2��*����� �9��  �� ���2��� �9���। o�!��) �) ��I  ����* B��� ����T V%-G"�;L���� 
�;����� �9�a� V���  �QYT� �������,  ����� ���2��� �9���  )��  )�� 2�*V�*  �QY�T ���*�T�। 
B��� ���2��� �9����� ��H���) N�� )��, �)� ��  D�* �c N�� )�� �O ��H���� );���¢���) 
���  �D���)। B���  ����T��� �"�*���� �c�O 9�n। B2�) B�����  DYD��n� �"�*���� 
�c�O 9�n ���। �)� B����� ���) 9� ���* ����  � �"�*����� ���� ��H���� =�O ��� 
B������ ��#E� 9* ���  �O ��#E��  ����  � ��� B������ )�T  #�) W���T���-B����� "��� 
9�Y�c� )�T ��EZ, ��º�  T��� )���� )��T �"�*���, �"�*��� V��  �QY�T ���*�T��� ��� 
B������ ��6  @�-!  ���� �T�, B�� B2�) � G	�)�� )��T ��।  ���� ���� ��H������ 
��#E�� 9�2�� 9�2�� ���T�  ����*�T� �_�V- �*���� ��� ) �' !�)� ��D )��  ��%  V! ���E�% 
)�� 9�*�T� ��� ����� �_�V- �*���� ���!� 9�*�T�। B2�) ��������� W
� �)�! �"�*�������� 
� �*, � � ���� ��H��� ��V�* B��T  ���T, ��  � B������ �)!�<  V!  �����, 
���������� 	��#E �)�!  ¥�V��<  �  �����,  �, ���T� �"�*����� ������������ ��#E�� 
 ����T���, �����
� ����  ����  � ����� ��� B�T�, B����� ���� �"�*����� 2�; �_�V�-  � 
)’!� ���!� )���T���  �O �9��� B2�) �����* ��� D�O। ���� ��H��O �c )#�, �� O�-<��2 
G;�� O2� �c )#�  �!� B����� ���¦�� )�� ����। ��� O�-<��2 G;�� O2� �c )#� 9* �9�� 
B� B�����  ��)��� "�Y<�  ���� ��। B� ��� ������������ )#� �c )#� 9* �9�� B����� 
���� ��� �����* ����  �, �"�*���  ���  ��V; �4�� ����, ���������� ���2���� ��������� < 
���<  ���  ��V; ����। G��) BZ��)�� G"��  �����,  � BZ��)� ��� G��) 2�*V�* 
 ����*�T�। ��� D�� �S�r )���� )#� ����T�। ��� ����T� O�C�� V���� )��T D�� �S�r )�� 
9��।  -�8��!�� �S�r )�� 9��। �)� D�� �S�r )��� ���� �O �*  �, BV��� ���� ���, ��� ���c�* 
B������ ���� �8���*  ���� 2�;-�O�)� D�� �S�r  �� �� 9*  ����) �)!� �'; ������। ��� 
����) �';  ���  �O"��� D�� �S�r )����। B�� 2��� ����� ����!���� )#� B�V K�f�T�। �����* 
 2;������ �� ������$�। �����
� �' �)��� ����!���, �� B� ��-� )#� ����T���। �� ��� 
����T���  � ����!��� �� B� �� B����� �*��*  ��F� 9�n ��� =�*�2�� ��� B����� ���"E� 
 ���। B�� �� �����* �����
� ����  ��, �����* ���;��� 2���- �� ���c 2���-  ����� W
���� 
���� |�-������ �� B� �� ��9���  �*��, ���� |�-����� �����) ��EZ �� B� �� ��9���  �*। 
)�)�� �9��V��� ���)� K�� ��� �� �����
� ����  �� B�T�, ����� ���c �� B� ��-  
��9��� ���n B����� ���2O �V�*  ��� B����। B������  ���� ����T�, “�� B� �� 9f�<, 
�)!� �c 2���” �)�!  �<*���  ��� B�T। ��I ��I B� �)�!  �<*���  �����  ����� 
B����� ����  ��� B�T “�� B� ��-�  )���  2;������  ����” ���  ����� o�!  ���� ���� 
��;)��� �����*  ����। �O B�� �����* ���;��� )��T G�����
 )��T  �, B����� O*��9*�� 
���# B����� =
���$��) �) )��  ����� �� ��� ����� G���) �) )��  �����  Dr� )���T�।  

( V�����) 
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D�()�� )�� B���) ���� ������ ��। B����� ��� B���) ��� ��  �� �9��  2;�������) 
B��  )�����< ���  �� ��। �O B�� G�����
 )��T  �, O*��9*�� ���# B����� =
���$��) �) 
)��  ����� ��। B�� B������ )��T K��9�% ���* ���T  �, O*��9*� ���2�� �9����� ��6 
V%��$) G�
)�� ��� �;��-	�
��� �T���* ���*�T। ���2��� �9��� �����F� ���� ���E��D O���¢- 
=����
 9<*� G;���.�� ����* ���� ���; ������  � G�
)��  ���� O*��9*�  �*��। �)� 
B������ =
���$�, B������ ��)��  � G�
)�� �T���*  �*��। �9�� B����� �) )�� ����� 
 �, B������ =
���$� B� O*��9*� �)? B2�) ���2�  �"��� ��u 9�n�, B����� �)  �O"��� 
��u 9�n�? ����� B�� B� G�
) )#� ��� ��। B�� W
� �)�! )
� ���T  �, O�9���� ���'�% 
��6 �;��	��#E� ���* 	��#E� ��6 �)� ��2���) 	��#E� ¿��E K�f B��� ��� ��� �#E����� 
� ��;)���� ��@* �9����V� ���*, �)�! �{ �� o�! �{ �c )�� ��  ��� ‘G#E’, ‘O�C�� V���’ 
G�; 2�*V�*  ���, =�*�2�� ������D�� )��। B2�) GZ B��� �)�! ¤;�!8��E �)�� �) 9�* 
��) ��#E� 2���O।  

 
 N� �9� O��*�� ��2�� �����* K��
;' �9��*, �����* �$� �9��*  � =6�� ���* B2�) 
����T�, B��  �O =6�� ��#E� )��T। B2 B���  � =6�� ���* B���D�� )��T, � G;Z 
g�`��%E �;����। B��� ���O 2��� ���������� ���c ��  )��! ����F  � ��'*� ��H�� )��T�, 
�O ��H�� ��3E����� ���k"� G�;�* G;�D�� ���  ��F�%� ��t�� �O ��H��। �O ��H�� ���� 
B2�) ���E ������ �����F� K�� D����* ���*�T O*��9*� ��� �� �����) ���)�V���, ��� ��X� 
���)6���� ��
��% ����F�)  �������  Dr� )��T ���  �����n  �, ���E ������ ����F �O ��H���� 
�
; ���* ���)6��  #�) ���n? 9�* ��� �)!� 	�
�� ���E�"Q� ��� Vf� )�� D��n। �!� G;Z 
"�� )#�, ��#;� )#�। B��� 2��� ���E ������ ����F ���)�V���� G�;�* G;�D�� <  ��F�%� ��t�� 
��� B<*�2 ����T��� ��  � ��� �)#�  )����� ������  �, ��� ���)6��  #�) ���n? 9�* 
 �� D�*। B2  � T*-�8� ����� �"�P� B<*��� ��V ��H�� D����* ���n,  �O T*-�8� ����� 
�"�P� 	�*P������ ���� O*��9*� ��Y ����� )���T, K��'� )���T, �� 8�� ���  � ��H�� 
D���T �O ��'*� ��H���) ���E ���)6���� ��| �����) ���9�� ���E ������ GV�% ����F�) 9;� 
)��T-O���
;  �' �' ����F�) 9;� )���T ��� BV��� ����< B�< G��) �9��) ��� )���T, 
G��) ��'��)b, ���c< gt`��%E  )b ��� ��� )�� ���*�T। �O�� �������, G;�D�� < 
���¸F%  )�? �!� W
� �O 2�;  �, ���������� ���c ��  )��! ����F ����  � G�
)��, ��YD���  � 
G�
)��,  �O G�
)���) ��� =��� )��  D�*�T�, ��� 2�; O*��9*� ���)�V��� } �)� G�;�* 
G;�D�� )�� ���n। B����� )��T G#E�( "�� ��)���� )��T ���E ������ ��H��� ����F ��9��; < 
�9���"�� D��n। ���< ��9��; < �9���"�� B��� ���� �)T� �)T� ���n। �)� ���� ����� 	�)S� 
 �<*��  � �;����-"�� ��)�� ���  �O 	�)S� ���  ��� )���, �9��  ����)�� �����F� o��)r 
oVE� �� 9�*�T < 9�n,  �O o��- oVE� B�< ��c��,  ��� 9��।  �O2�;  B2�) ���� 	�)S� 
 �<*�!� �c =>। ���������) 	�
�� ���E�"Q� ��� �9���� G����. 	�)S�  �<*�!�O 9�n 2t�� 
�;���� B����� "�� ��)���� )��T। �!�O ���
) g�`��%E )�2। ��� �O B�� ��� "��� B��� 
)��T  �, ���E ����� 2*� 9��  ����� ��� �)!� ��)�� )��*� )���  ����� )SF), N��),  �9�� 
����F ��YD��� � �����V ����, �O B�� ��� "��� ���* B2�)� �O =6���) ��#E� 2����* B��� 
���;  �F )��T। 
 
 N� )���)�Z A��: �����* K��
;' �9��*, B2�)� �O }�9���) ��� 	���*  � =6���! 
����T,  �O =6���! B�� ��#E� 2����n। ��� �����
� ����  ���  ���� �O 9�K�-� �)!�  
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��E�4 =6�� )���  � =�Dr� )���T� ���� B�� BZ��) G�"�C� ��� W�"n� 2����n। 
B����� o’��'� �;�
�� �O  9�) ��  )�, B2�)� ���� ��� �)� 9�* �)!� =6�� ��O,  �O 
=6���� gt` BZ2E��) ���  �O =6�� ��� 9<*�� �)�Z =�*�2��*� �T�। B2�) ��E��H B�� 
��� )��  �, ���D�* �c =�*�2� 9�n 	�
�� ������) 	�)S�  �<*�� =�*�2��*� =>। BZ2E��) 
��2��� B����� 2����।  � )*�! �E 	�)S 9�� BZ2E��) BO�� �)!� ����) 	�)S�  �<*� 
D��, B� =�;)�!  !\ �� ���'��O �O 	�
�� ����� KP�%E 9�*�T। BO�� B�T B�����  2����, 
 !��!�� �������, GVE���O�2�� �"���z  ��# ��!��E�� G;�� Oz���;�����, �O D���! �E ��� 
KP�%E 9� ���� ��  �- )�� ��� ���  �- )�� 2�� B¾���*$��� �"�P� 	�)S�  �� ����। 
��V ��x����� ��* B��� 2��� �O ���E ���*��  ��2� �����Db ����  �S�` B2�� �9C� ��)�� 
V�f 9�*�T�,  �O B2�� �9C ��)����< 	�)S� �����T� BZ2E��) ����� )�T  #�)। �S�#���  
�’�! ����� )�2  #�)। ���  �����< �O �������, GVE���O�2��, �"���z,  !��!��, �O D���! 
���'�� �� ��)�� KP�%E 9�*�T�। V ����� ��*  ���T��� y��®�  2����� �; V� �� ���2� 
 ��  #�) �����* ������ V"�E��z )�� V"�E��z O� ���O�- 8����  #�) O��;�� ��� 
����T��� ���  ����� ��  �T�� �O ��6  !�\ KP�%E 9��� ��  )�� )��%O �T� �� ���  ���� 
��� 9���। � ���< �S�#��� ���"?  �� �; V��� V"�E��z O� ���O��) 	�)S� ���*�T���। 
B2�)  )� ���������� ��)�� 	�)S� ���� ��। 	�)S� ��X*O ��� ���� ��� �� 2�; ��6 
�)��� D�� ��X� �I ��)���� �'  #�) ��X���I� 2�V�%� �'  #�) B���  �� �O ��F�* 
�����
� ��'� ��I �)�। �)� B�� �)!� => )��T, �����* �����
���� )�*)�! ���) => 
����T�। ���) => ���* ��"� #�)��O। �)� B�� ���T  �, <��� �����*  � ����! }�9���) 
B�C��� D���T, �� �.�� ��O ����  �� N� ������  3�F �9���*� ��S� B�� W���� �)� 
)�V�2 ��c�T, ��< 	�)�� )��  )�� ��
� #�)� K�D �*  �, <��� �����* �O  � ����! 
B�C��� ���c ��  )��! �����F� 9�n, ��� ��)E� ��c  �S�` ���n� ��, ��)E�,  Dg�*"���, 
\;����,  ����, �!��, ��<- �-��- ���� ��� K�� ��"S� )�� �c�O )��T ��, G� ��
��% ����F 
��2���) ��)  T�c ���* 	�
���� 2�; ��E	 ;�V )�� �c�O�*  ����T। 2��� ���  D�* 
G��) �c। �< ���* B��� ��c #��), �9�� B���  ��� 2��� ��) T��c�* D�� ���n। 2����� 
2�; �, ��� 2�; 2��� �*। �����* �����
���� ���  7��� ���"� <*;���� )#� ����T�। 
 7��� ���"� <*���� O�9�� ��È�����È"��� ��c�T, B2�) ����� °�% )���� ���� )��% B�T, 
B�� ��) 
�;��� ��O  �, ���  7��� VS9����� )#� ����T�। �����* K��
;' �9��*  7��� 
VS9���� G�;� �c ��'� 9*  �,  ���� �S�#��� ���"? ����� =2���$)  7��� ��T�� B����। ��� 
 ���� y��s�  � ��#E� 8;���\ �����*� )�T  #�)  ��*�T��� ��� 9��� 2��E��� < O!��� ��� 
��O 8�� y��s� �2��T��� ��� =2���$)  7��� ��H��� "�O��  ���� ���X� 9�* �V�*�T�। 
�)� B� �)��)  #�) ��� ���2) 9��< 	�)�� )�� 9*  �,  7��� VS9����� Oz���;����� 
<*���)� Î��  ���� ��V�* B����। �VE���� � �)2� )����\  �� ���� )��K��\ Oz���;����� 
 ��@!����*! �T��� �Y� ���;� ��6) )��K��\ Oz���;������ ��� 	�)�� )��  V�T�  �,  7��� 
VS9���� o���� ��I 	�)�� )�� 9�n  � �S�#���  )�� ���2��$) �) ���2E�*�  ���� N��)  N%� 
 ���� ��V�* B���� �� ���� B�� K�D �T�। G#D �)!� 8;���\ ��� �� ��6 ��� ���* 
=2���$)  7��� ��t�� ��#E� 2����*�T�। �����< �O 3!� D���T। B2�) B��� ��� 
V%��$) ����) ��#E� �� )��, B��� ��� ����������  � ����! ������� D���T ��) ��E��"��� 
��#E� �� 2���O �9�� 8;��������  ����� Ke� 9�� ��� B��� O�9���� )�fVc�* Kf�। ����� 
	�)S� B���) ���O 9��। ��� )#� ����T�- ���  �O Oz���;����� <*��)E� Î�� ���-����! 
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 )�#�*? �  � ���9���� )#� �)2� ���; ����T�, B�� �Y�) °�% )���* ���n  �, ���9�� 
���yz 9�*�T� N��� �C��*�)�  �S�`।  ����)�� �!���U� ��� ��¤�� ��6 �� ���yz A�� 
)�� ��)�� )����।  ���� ���yz ��)�� A�� 9�  ���� �*���� =#� ��2* K(���� ������� 
-��  )�!�� ���"�,  ����� �!�� ����  ��, BZ2E��) ��x ��¤���  �� ��� ��S� ���* 
����T��� ���� Ke� "��������  ���� ���� D�� ��<, B�����  ���� ���9��� �����F� 
������� �;�R� )�� 9��। <*��)E� Î�� G8 �� <*�ÉE OK��O!  )�#�*? �"�*(���� �)!� ��O��O 
9�*�T�, �� �' ����F ����T B����)�� ��±�2;������� �����। �)�  )�#�* B����)�� 
N��)�N%� �� ��t�� ��Yc��? ��K  �8! ������� ���� K���%�U� t% ����)� ��, ��'�, 
G
;��), ��
��% ����F ���  � B����)�� �����2��� ��t�� ��Yc�*��? )O B����)�� 
)�)������* N��)��  =�-�)�� �� )��  �*��  �, ��, �"�*����� N��) )SF) T�� ���) ����� 
K��  ����ED��� B����)��  ������9�� g�� D����n,  �����FE� )��T,  ����  ����  8���T, B��� � 
���%�| A�� )�� ��। <*��)E� Î�� ���-����! � )#�  �  ���� ����T���, �)� O�9����  � 
2����� B��  �  )�� ���  ���T ��।  D��� ��Y�� ���2�$� )#� ���T� �Y�� B2�) O*��9*� 
����) �J�%E ��#E� ���n�। �����* ���; 9��)Sv  )�w�� �9��*�) B�� ��� ����*� ��I ���T, 
�Y�)  )�� B3� )�� ��, ��2���� B��� ��I �� ��� ���� ��#E); B�T < #�)��। ��� 
)�*)!� => ����T�, ��� �)!� �������) ��S� "�� ��)���� ��I )��T� ��� �� ��* 
B�s� =)�� )���T�  �, ���������� B�C��� �.�� ��� 7r"��� =D�� �f) �� 9�* #��) �9�� 
������ ����� �� �����V ���* �O B�C����� ��t�� ����। �)� B�� ��) o���� ��I ���T  �, 
���  � ��S� )����  �O ��S� ��� �����* ���� )�� ��* �9�� ���)6�� ���;��� �� ���D�* 
 ��� �����V  ����। ��� B��� )#� �O  �, B����� ��
���"�� =���-��  T�� ���  �t�� �� 
+-�!� ��)�� G����� 9�* ����, +-�!� ��
��"� ���� ���  �!�  ���� ��, �!� B��� )#�। 
B�< ��� ����T�  )� ����!��� #�)��। B2�)  � ��9��E 	�)S�  �*� 9��  � ��9��E =m #�)� 
9�� ����� 2�;,  � )#� �����* ���; ��x��# �����2E ��� 
���T�। B�� �2 ��� )��T �� �) 
�����* ���; 9��)Sv  )�w�� ��� G�;��; ����� �����  �, �� D�� ���2��$)  ��? ��� ������ 
/0l� ���� "��-���)6���� ���� �) ���) ���*�T�। ����� )���% �S�#��� ��� 9�*�T,  9��� 
G)�* ���*< ��� 9�*�T। ���� ���* ��� 9�*  V�T �) )���। �)�  "c� D���� G�"����V �)!� 
���2��$) ��� ��x����� �s�� ��� ����  � �) D�� ��±�2;  ����*�T�  �, "�� D���� 0,, 
 "c� D��� )�� ���* �V�* �T�। �� 2�; ��� 0, 3z�� B�²��!�� �����। B����� ()���� 
=
���$� �����9�o� ��|� "*  ��* �V�*�T��� )��% �Y� ��� �T� ��। �)� B2�) 	�)S�  �<*�� 
���# ���# D�� �%�s�� ���� =m #�)� 9��, �� �) �����  ���;���\ )��Ï );�� �! )��! 
G;��H��। ���2�$)  �� 2�� B@�% )�� ���� ��। �� �) B��� "���FE B@�%R�� 
B@�%)��� ��� ��� B@�Z ����� ����E\  N%� D��� ���* ��D��� �����? �2 ��� )��T ��� 
9�� B����)। "���FE 	�)S� ��) B��� D�O, �)� 	�)S� ���� �� ���%� 	i� ��� ��x��� 
B��, ��� D�� ��  �  )�� ��� "����FE� K�� 9���� )�� �9�� B��� ���O �) �� 9� �����* 
��)���� ��T�� ��Y�c�* �c�O�*� 2���  ��, ���)6���� ��t�� �c� ���? ���� ��? �� 
 ����� �� B���  N%���� B���D�� ��� ����। B2�) ��� �c�O B��� �� A��; B���O। 
B��,  2;������, 9�� )Sv���� 
��-��k��� ��� �c� ��।  
 
 (N� 9��)Sv  )�w��� �*� )�� B���� ���# B��� ��� 2c���� ��। �� BO �-� ��2z।) 
 ) )�� ��2z? �)!� )#� ��� �c�T N��* )#���^� ��(Db D�j���
;�* �Y� }�9���) K��;�� 
 ����� ������ �� ���������� �)2� �;����� ���9; ������D), ��� B2 ������)। ��� } 
�O�*� G;Z =���� W�� �9; )�� ��  ��� ������ “9;�Y ��(���� V�%)���*�  � T�� �Y�)�T� 
�cO ����Y  
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��� �cO ��6�H�9; ��� D�()��।” ��� ��(Db D�j���
;��*� )��T �O ������D��!� ��c  ������� 
9� ��� �� �����, “G�"  �;��� )��TO 
�� ��c�T- �O!�O B��� �����।” � �� BO � 
�.�� � ��� ���� ����� �Y�� �� BO �  7����\। <Y�� �� BO � ��� o��*��)  ����n�। �O 
 � �)�����U��� �� BO � ���T�। ���O �� BO �; �� B����� )���? �����! � ��� 
����T� �) )��? ������� ��� �������O ����। ‘������; �����’ ���� ��� ����।  
 

(��)�� ��'� ���;V�%� ����  !��� D��c��� < K���) 
 

 ����� �����* K��
;' �9��*, B2�)  � }�9���) =6�� ����T ��) B��� 
��E�Z�)��% ��#E� 2����n। B�� ............................................................... 
 

(�����
� ��'� ��
����) 
 

 B��� ��S�� ��* �O <�� ��3� ��� < ‘�����’ ��� V���V��� ��� B�� )��O ��Yc�O�� 
�� "��F;�< )�� �� � Bx�� =�;)�) ���n। �)� ��� ������ )��D� 3�� ��� )�� ��6�� 
 ��)�) O! ����� �c ���� 9*। Don't pelt stones at passers-by while you are living in a 

glass house. ��6�� 
��� )��D� 3�� ��� )��  ��)�) O! T�c�� �� ���%� 9* �� 2�; B����� 
=m #�)���। ��)��� BN* ������ )��  ��� ��। �; )#� ��� ���। �� B������ )��T ����� 
9� ����। �D���� "����FE� B���� 2���
���%� ����� 9�। D���� ����� 9� ��, B����)�� 
����� 9� �� ��� ��c��� ����� 9� ��। �����* K��
;' �9��*  ��*<  �! "��T ��। B����)�� 
)�T  #�), D���� )�T  #�), ����*�� )�T  #�)  ��*<  �! "����,  �F)��� !�!�-��c��� )��T 
�V�* 9� ���T। ����� <�� )#� ��� ��"  �O।  
 

(��)�� ��'� ���� 9FE���) 
 

 <�� ��!) )�� ��"  �O। B��� 2��� � O2 � G;��  9�*�! O  9�*�!। ���< D;���k )��T 
9��)Sv���� < �� ���� )��T- ����-"���FE G| ��), B��� ��Y�c�* ���T ���)6�� �) D�� 9���� 
)��� B��� �) ���# ���c�* �c�। 3��� �c�O B��� ��D�� )��। �)�  � KP� B��� ��। ����� 
����  #�) O ������ B�� �';!� �)। 
 

 B�� B��� ���;  �F )���� B�V B��� ���T  �, ��������� ------------------------  
 

( V�����) 
 

 �����* K��
;' �9��*, B����)  � 9�K��� ���6 �'� )�� 9��। � �� 9�� �!�  � 
�)�8� ���� ��। B����)  � B���)  =��!¢ )�� 9��। � �� 9�� �=�"��2 B���< 
"��*����!- 9��।  
 

 B2�) �O ���T,  � =6�� ����T ��) ��#E� )��T ��� <���  �����*  � }�9���) 
�c�O D��T ��)  )K �;#E )�� ��� ���� ��। ��Y�� ���T� <��� �����  #�) B�����  =�%� �����  
�)T�  �O �Y�� "��। ��� �"�*(���  #�)  =�%� ��<*�  �� ����, ��� t� ��¤�  #�)  =�%� ��<*� 
 �� ���� �9�� B�� ��� "����FE� ��  )��! ����F B2�) ���D�*  ���  =�%� ���� <��� 
������ �I��� ���2���  �S�`  � �c�O 9�n। ��� ��E���F ��x)�� ���b���#� )#�* ����-  
 

(�����
� ��'� 9��;����) 
 

��x)��� ��� 9�O � �;I  )� ���� ����T�। )��% ���b%�# <��� )��T ���2E�*� )��। 
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“�S�;� GZ�� ��� G�S �� ��O ��� ��Y�2 
�; ��� ���9  ���, o�� ���# ����  

��� ��� ���9 ��� B���� =)�� ���*,  
G9s�� ���9 ��� B���� G�9; ���*।” 

 

�����*  -���! 7�)�� �9��*, �O�)�"��� �)!� G����� BD�% ��� �)!� �� )�� 
�9�� G�;�* 9*। ------- (� "�*��  =� ����T।)  =� B�����  ��) �*।  =� B������ "* 
)��, B����� "* )�� ��। B����� B�C��2�� -------- ��V�Z��� �������)���  ����T�, ";�� 
Ð����* ���*�T�। } B�C��2����  ���)��� ��I B������ ����  ��  2;������ H;��  9��!�� 
 "�2� )���T�। } B�C��2��, �9C�R�� \;���-E, ��V�Z� O;����� 8��< )�� B������ ���  �� 
)��। ---------- ( V�����) “����� ���q�, ���� G�
���; �� � ���;  � �) )��� 
���* 9�� 
9���” � ���q� )��< �;�#E 9�� ��। ���2����  �S�`  � B�C��� D��T  �O B�C��� 2*��� 
9��O । <Y�� )�t�  =�%� ���, �� ��� �� �)T� B�� ��* ��। B���  =�%�  ��*�T,  V�!� ��x 
 =�%�  ��*�T। 2* �9C। 
 

 N� G���)���� ��?�� �����*  -���! 7�)�� �9��*, B�� V%��$)  )�*����� ��)���� 
���;�$� ���������) 	�)S������  � =6�� ����T�  �O =6�� GZ��� ��I ��#E� )��T।  �O ��I 
��#E� 2���O B2 �����
� �' < ��)�� �' �)�� 9�* �O ����! �����F� G�
)�� G2E���  � 
G�
)��  �O G�
)���) B2 K"* �'  ��� ���*�T� ��� �O �Y��� 2���O B����� GZ��� 
BZ��)�। B�� �)!� )#� °�% )���* ��� D�O  �, �����
�  �� �Y� ����; �)!� )#� ��� 
 V�T�  �, B2 �O =6�� W
� =6��  #�) ���� ��। ��  "�� BZ��)� B�T- B�� � ��F�* �Y� 
��I �)�। B�� ��� D�O  �, B2 �) ��� G�@�Z 9�*  V� ��X� ���)6���� 2I���9� 
������ ��E� G;�D��� <��� ������ 9�2�� 9�2�� ��W, �S� ������ ���� 2����� ��6 ���* ���� 
9�n, ���¸�F 9�n।  B2< ��� } �)� 2I���9� !;�s, �����!� )��T ���¸�F 9�n, �)� } 
2I���9� ������ G���� )�� ������। �)� B2< ��� ���E ������ <���� �����F� K�� ���E�� 
��� ��X� ��9� 2��� ������ G���� )�� ������। �)� B2< ��� ���E ������ <���� �����F� 
K�� ���E�� ��� ��X���9� 2I�� ������ G���� )�� ������, ����  �O =6�� =6���O  #�) 
 V�T, ���� ����� )#� ����� )#�O  #�)  V�T। �� ����9� )�� ��  �O 2��� ������ 
G����)�^  )���)� �)!� =6�� "�� ��)�� �� �S�#��� G�;  )�� ��� )����। ���� B2�) 
�S�#��� �c �c ���, ����� )#�* �S�#��� =��! ����F K�f ��� B2 ���  )�#�*, B2�) ��� ���� 
 )�? B�� ���� => )�� ��I��� 2��� =� ���� �)  )�� )E�;  �O? B2�) ���E ������ �O 
��� �) O�9���� ����� �O  #�) ����? �)!�  �� B� �)!�  ���)  2�� )�� ��� )��T, 
���� "��� 9�% )�� ���*�T-�O ��6 ����Fg��� ��YD�� G�
)���) ��X����9� 2��� ���� �T��� 
�� �T� 
�� 9�% )��  ����T,  �O G�
)���) G2E� )��� 2�; B2�)� �O ��H��। B2�) B��� 
 ��� ���n  �, "�� ��)�� ���� 	�)S� ���n ��। B2�) B�� O�C�� ��)���) => )��  )� 
 ���� <����� ��I���� ��YD�� G�
)��  ) B2< 	�)S� ��n ��। B2�) BZ2E��) 	�)S��  )�� 
��
�  �O, )��� ���E ����� ���� ��2	 "��� ���  ����� 00.l ����) V%��$)  "��! 2�V% 
���� ��* ���*�T,  ����� 2��* �"�� �";��� ���E��D )���T G#D  )� �9�� B2�) "�� 
��)�� ���� 	�)S� ���n ��- �O => B2�) =��! "�������, �O => B2�) ��I��� 2���, 
�O => B2�) =��!  ���F �����F�। ��� B���  ��� ���n ��X� ������ 9�2�� 9�2�� ����F 
o����  �� ���n ��, ��� ��� ���� 2����) �S�;� ����  f�� ���n �� B���  ��� ���n  �, 
���E �����  #�) 9�2�� 9�2�� ����F ��� "���� ����F )�� ��X� ������ �O ���;��) B�< 
���;��s�� )�� ���T। B2�) O�C�� ��)��  ��
9* ��� )��T ��� B��� ���E ������) 	�)S� 
 �O �9�� B��� G�;  )�� ��� D��, ����*� �� B����)� B����� B@�% )��� �� 
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G�;  )�� ��� B����� B@�% )���- �O "*O O�C�� ��)���� =
�� ��
�। �)� �Y��  ����T� 
 �, /0l+ ���� ��� D���� ���� B�����  �� B@�Z 9*, ��� /0l� ���� ���)6�� B�����  
B�����  �� B@��% )�� �� �!� =��% 9�*  V�T  �, "����FE� ����F �� ��t�� t�� 
��Y�c�*�T, ���  ����*�T  �, }�)�"��� ���2��� B¾=���� 2�;  �  )�� ��H����  �T�� ��� 
��*�T, �� 2�; ���2��� ���, ���2��� ��, ���2��� ��6 G�
)���) ��� �����* ���*�T।  � 
 )�� BZ2E��) ���,  �  )�� ��� ��� B����� "���) B@�% )�� -B��� �)��� 9�* ��6 
2�� ��� t�� ��Yc�O �9��  )�� �½ B����� K�� ��Y���* �c� ����� �� �O ��F�*  B��� 
�����X। �O B�� ��� D�O , ���E ������  �����F� G�
)�� �'��  2�; "�� ��)���) G����. 
	�)S� ��� 9��, W
� } =6����  "� ������ ��  ��� B����� 2�� ��H9 )�� 9��, B����� 
����� "�� ��)���� ��t�� B�C��� V�c ��� 9��, � B�C����� 8�� ��
; 9�* "�� 
��)��  ��� G�;��; BZ2E��) ���g�� ���� 	�)S�  ��� ��� ��I��� 2��� Ba��*$�%� 
G�
)���) ���  ���  ��� �O ���O  B��  �F )��T। 2* �9C।  
 

N�N�N�N� =*�V ��� ◌�  =*�V ��� ◌�  =*�V ��� ◌�  =*�V ��� ◌�  �����* K��
;' �9��*, �����* ���;�$�  � =6�� �������� �.�� 
 ����T�  �O =6�� B�� ��#E� )��T ��� ��E#� )��� ��I ��I ���T  �, �O =6�� �.��  )�� 
BZ��)� B�T �)��  �O => ���"? ��)  #�) K�f�T ��� �!� <f�O 	�"���)। )��% B��� 2��� 
G��) ��* G��) =6��  �<*� 9�* #��) �)�  �O =6��g�� �f)"��� )��E)�� 9* �� =6�� �� 
D���g��  �<*� �) )#� ��� �g���) )���E  ���% )�� B� �) )#�। ����� B�� �)�  � 
�!�� ��
; BZ��)� B�T �)�� ।  ��9t ��*�)(  � D��� �T�  �O D��� ���� 9* ��। �T�c�  
 2��"� ��H��z  �!� B�T �!�< 9* ���� 9*�� ��� B����� ���E �����  #�) O*��9*�� 2I���9� 
B@�%  �!� B����� ��X� ������ �-� �)�����!���� ��
; 9* ��� ��c�T ��� G��)  ��) 
 ����� '�H6 9�*�T। B�� B�< ��� D�O  �, B����� �O ��6  '�H6  ��)��� ���E ������ 
'�H6  ��)���  � V%; )�� 9��। B�� ��� D�O ��)�� �'�)  �, �O =6�� W
� )�V�2 �� 
���� ���;�$�  � ���� ���n�, ��� ����  )b�* ��)���)  � ���� 	�)S� ��� 9��। B�� 
B��C  �, �O =6���� ��
; G|�| )#��! B�T ��� �� ��I B�T =�*�2��* ��;��� ।  ����� 
B�� �)!� ��� D�O, G|�| )#�!��)  VQ% )�� ���; �9���� ���  D��, ���c, ���c �g���) 
�� 9* 
�9�� ����� 9�� ��� �O =6����  )�� G#E #�)�� ��। �O B�� ���T �) ��� ����� ��� ���  )� 
�O =6�� ��� 9��, �!� B�����  � On� )���O )�� �����। B���� ����� �V�* ���� �� 
��6 2�*V�  #�) ����� �V�* B���� )t�  �,  �O ��)���) 	�)S�  �<*�  9�) �� G|�| 
 �<*�  9�)। ��O  9�) �T�c� �O =6���� ��
; G�;��;  � ��6 )#� ��*�T  �, O*��9*� ��� ����� 
 ��) �� �� V%9;� G�"����) �
��� 2������  9�)- �g�� 2����* ��"  �O )��% �) �)!�  N%�� 
�) �)!� D��� #��) ���  �O D��� �  � )�2 )�� ���n। =��@*������� ���*� ��  #�) 
��� ���! ��� ��* �� ��� �$6  9�* K�f ���  �F )��c ���* ��<*��  Dr� )�� ���  �!�O ���E 
�����* 9�n ��� ��  �K ����� ����T। �f) O��)���� B�V  =���-z t��� ��* B��� 
 ����T  �, ���"? 2�*V�� H��� �� B� �� ����!��� ���f�*   �<*� 9�*�T, �)� B����� �����Z 
D�� B�T,  �  )�� ��* ��� B@�% )�� ����। �g�� =��@*������� ��*z, �)  f)�  �<*�� 
2�; �Y�� G��) )#� �����। �g�� ��Y�� )���  �O ��)�� �) )�� ���E ������ G�C����) ��#E� 
2������? ��  9�) ��)��  �'  #�) W����  �, �Y��� ���) BZ��)� B�T। "�� )#� B��C� 
)#� । B����� �O ��X� ������ ����F ��� 2�V��, ���� G;�D���, ��� �̧F ��� �)��� �� 
�)��� 2�V�� �!� ��� ���¦�� । �� �Y�� ��$�"�* #�)�� B� ��O #�)��, ��X� ������ ��V��) 
�9���� ����  � B�C��� 9�� ��) GZ�  GZ�  #�) ��#E� 2���� �O ��� B��  �F )��T।  
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 N� G�2 )���� V�I��� N� G�2 )���� V�I��� N� G�2 )���� V�I��� N� G�2 )���� V�I��� :::: �����* K��
;' ��9��*, ���;�$� �9��*  � =6�� ����T�  � 
=6�� B�� ��E�Z�)��% ��#E� )��T। W
� ���;�$� �9��* �O =6�� ����T� ���O �*, �I��� 
���2��� �9���  ��� ���������� ����F�)  ����� ��6 ����) });�� )���T�, B2�) �O 9�K�� 
�O  � =6�� ����T  �!� D��  )��! ��X��I����� =�"� �O ��
���"� ���;��� �'  #�) 
����T।  �2�; �� �)!�  �Q��) gt� B�T। ��
��%"��� G��) ��* G��) =6�� ����� ���#E 
9*,  �!� �)!� ��), B2�) K��
;' �9��*, ��� =6��!�  ����,  ����� �!� W
� ��#E���D) �*। 
�O =6���� �)!� V"�� �(��E ��*�T। =��! �;����  ����� �)!� )��E)�� ���¶ 
���  ��*�T। 
B��  ���) �.�� B���� ��
;�� �O �"�* K��R )�� D�O।  �!� 9�n- B��� �'; )���T�, 
���������  � �c�O!� 9�n  �O �c�O G;�D���� ��t�� �c�O �*, �!� �)!� ¬�������) ���` 
 #�) ����� �c�O। �������� ¡�V� y� )�����*��  G�=��। �!� B����� ���� 9��। B���< 
���c ���E��I। B����� =�*O ��V�Y� ��� W�� #��)�,  �O ��V�Y  #�) ��)�V�T� /0 ��O� ����  V�� 
 ��� �����  ����� ��� ���c // �����  ��� 9*�� �O G;�D��� ������ G
���। <���� 
 ��������� ��2��, ��"��% ��2��, ��)�V�T� ��2�� �o�� �����  ��� ����� ) G�;�* 9�*�T। 
�)!� ¬�������)  ���)  �O G�R�*O  ���  ���*�T। B��� �!� ����  )��� B��� �O 
¬�������) ����`� ��
; �T���, B��� 2��� �S�!��� G;�D�� �),  �O G;�D���� )��9�� ���  ��� 
B��� �O �2��� K���Ë )�� ����। )��% ¬�������) ������ ��t�� �_ �c�O ��X��I���� 
)���T�। B2�) <����  � �c�O D��T,  �O �c�O�*� =�  ���) ���* B����� �9���"�� B�< 
V"��। ��� �) G;�D��O �� )���T�। B��� K��
;' �9��*, 2���� O*��9*� 2�-2����*���)< 
T��c�*  V�T। ������  ����� 9�! ��� �)!� 2�*V� B�T।  ����� ���c� D�� 2� ��� ��c B�T। 
�)!� )�)��,  ��F� )�)��O 9��,  �O �c�g����) W)���� 9�  #�) �'� )����� 2�;O 9* ��9��� 
���n। �)!� )�)����  �  ��
 B�T O*��9*��  �  ��
<  �O। ��W ���� �S� ����ED��� 9;� )�� D���T। 
���c ��  )��! ����F  )�#�* ��� ��Y�c�*�T। B��� ��X*O ��� �����, �����* ���;�� G���) 
2����, ����� )�V�2  ��� #)���,  ��)����< W�� #�)��� �O �c�O�*� )��9��। ���� G���) 
��-��� ��� ��EZ Ä�� )�� ������, �� �
;  #�)O ��c�T, ����  �9 �� 9�* B��T �)� �� 
��
;  #�)O  ����� �c�O�*�  ��)����� )�� 9�n। �O G�R�� ��
; ��� ���� ��*�T। �) 
�����  ��� 9�*  V� B2 ��EZ ���� 	�)S� ��� ������ ��। =#� ���) )#� K�f�T� �)"��� 
��#E�  ��? V"�E��z  )�#�* ? ����  ����� =��� 9�, ���  � => Kf� ���� ��। => 9� 
����, B���  � ��� ��� �)� �S�#���  � G��)  �� B�T )O �)T� �Y��  � )���� ��?  )b�* 
��)�� ��� �O  "�� ��� #��)�  � B�< G�;��;  �� ��#E� )t� �� B���< ��#E� )��, 
�9�� ���� 9��, ����)!� �2�  ���� ����"�� ���* �� #�)�T�।����� �O =6�� �))"��� 
9�*�T ���  2;������ ����T� B��� ����  �� D�O। B�� ��� ���� ����� �� B����� ��#E� 
B�T, �)� ��� ������ ���� �� �*। B��� ��� �)��I ��� =6�� �D�� )���T ��  )� ��) 
)��E)�� )��� �;�R� )�� ���� ��?  )� �� 2�;  )�� ���)^�� H9% )�� ���� ��? )��2O 
B�� ��� )�� ��� �))"��� ��E�����4 =6�� ����T �� ��) )��E)�� )��� 2�; �)!� 
�����)^�� B����� �)��I ��� )�� 9�� ��� G���"��F;� �� 2�; B��� �;�R� )�� ����। 
B����� ��X*O 2���� ����  ��� ������ yz �c�O )�� �f)  ��� ��*����< �)!� )�2 #��)। 
����� ���� ����T, �O ��)�� ���� ��m9��� ��� ��� )���। �Y�� ��� )��� ��  �, �' �' 
A���) ����T <O ��*����। ���� W
� ��<*�- ��<*�� �;�R�O �*, ���;�$� ��� ������ �O ��6 
A���) ���� ����T ���� G| ���*,  ���� ���* ��)� �;�R� )�� 9�� ��� ��� B��� <���� 
 �� ����। B�� �����
����� ��I ��� �����* ���T B�����  ���< "���z*��  �O2 )��  9�� 
��� ���� 9�� G| ��� 9��।  �!� ��� B��� ���) �����, �� )�� ���) �����  �O  
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Bs )��  )�� ��"  �O। ��)�� 9�� ���� K������ )�� D�* ���� ��t�� �c�O )�� 9�� 
�)#� ��� B��� ���;  �F )��T। 
 
 N� �94� ����*�� ��x�� : �����*  -���! 7�)�� �9��*, ���;�$� �9��* ���������� 
���E�� ���c ��  )��! 2���
���%� ��#E� ��� ���� ��E=)�� ��9��; )��� 2�;  � =6�� 
����T� ������ ���V� �8  #�) B��  �O =6���) BZ��)"��� ��#E� 2����n। ��� ����; 
O��*�� OK��*� G� ������ ���V� �"��� 2��� )��*������ O���O� ���9� ��� ��X� ����� 
��2; ������ ���V� �"���  ��)C�� B��  ���� ��������� �����c  ���)� ��#E�� �) ��� 
���S� ���*�T�। ���O ������� ��F* �������g�� �O ������ ���V� =� A���S���" BD�% 
)��� ���  �O2�;O �����
��' G��) )#�  ��º��� ����T�। B� �)!� )#� ���T, ��� B��� 
�O V"�E���z� G������ �� ���;�$� �9��*  � =6�� ����T� ��) ��#E� �� )��� => �) Kf� 
����? )��2O B��� �O =6�� ��#E� )��T। �O =��I B��  2;�������) �)!� )#� �2 ��� )�� 
D�O। ���  � �)T���� B�V )��K��\  ��g�� 3��� ����  ����� ��� �O ���������� �����c 
 ��)��� 2�;  )�� ���;  ����T� �)? G#�� ���������� 2�V%�) ��#E� )���� 2�;   )�� ��@* 
"���)� ��� ����T� �)��� ������ ���  )�� ���;  ����T� �)? �O ��EZ ������� ��c �� 
 ����T ��  ���  �O�)�  )�� ���; �������। )��2O ����� �) �)� )#� ����� ��� 
G�;"��� ���-�����E )����  �!� ��°*)�। ���* )#� ������ ��V �.�� �)!� D�2E ����T�। 
������� ��F*  �, B��� ������ ����T  �, ������ ��V ������*) �� �*, B��� ������ ���V� 
2 9�*�T ���� =� A���S���" BD��%  ������ 8��। ��� �����' �S�r #�) �9�� 9* �O 
������ ���V� 2 9 ��। B��� �� )��V��) ��#E� 2����*�T �;। ��� 2��* )��H� ��� �T� 
�� ���� =� B����� BR� �T� ��। ���� ��
; A���S���" BD�% �T� �!� G;Z  ����� 
)#�। �O ���� ���� B��� ��Yc�� �����। B2�) B��� �� )��H��) ��#E� 2����*�T - )��% 
���� =� B����� ��%E ��#E� B�T। ��'�� K������V;  �, ��� ���yz ��)�� ��� ��� ��)�� 
Vf� )���T� �� ��� �O ��6 ��������� =� �S�r  �*��। �� ��� T�� ���  )Q��� G�; )#� 
����T�। ��� ������*) D�2E ��� G��) )#�  ����T���। �� ���  )Q��� G�; )#� ����T�। 
B�����  �"��� �;I )�� �� )�(�� )�� D���T� �� 2�)�;�% 9<*� ��। B������ �O �) 
=�����V�� ���D*?  )��� ��� ������ ���V� ��I )��K��\ ��  2�!  �Y�
�T� �� �) ������ 
��V ������*) �� �T�� ��? �� ��� �� 9�* #��) �9�� �� )��H��� ��I ���� 9� ��� ��� 
������*) 9� �) )��। B2�) ���������� 2�V� �9C� ������� �) ��� �) =��� B����� )��T 
��9��; D��n ���  �O ��9���;� �"�P� B���  � =6�� )��E)�� )���� 2�; B��� �) �� �) =�% 
9�*�T। 
 

( V�����) 
 

 B2 ��� D�� ���)  �* �9��  2;������ �) B�V�* ����� ��, �� ���T�* �����? B� �)!� 
=> ����T  �, =������ B����� ���;� B�T, B���� �)���O ���;� B�T ��� �O ���;� #�)� 
��`< B�� �O 	�)S� 2����* B�� ����* ���n। 
 
 N� �94� B��� : �����*  -���! 7�)�� ��9��*, ���������� ��F�*  � =6�� ���;�$� 
����T� � B�� ��#E� )��T ��� ��#E� )�� �V�* �)�! �Z��;� =� B�� �'; ����T। �)!� 
B�V W���� )��H�  �u  #�)  )K �����  �, )��K��r ��-���� ���c� ���) �� B� �� ��9��� 
 ���� 2�;। ���  )�#�  #�) 2������ 2��� ��। �� W�� ��� 9�  �, )��H� 9��O �) ��#;� )#� �� 
���� 9* ��? �O �)� �)!� )#� �Y�� ����� �) )��? B�� ��� ����  �  )�� �� �� �� 
��-���� ���c�  )�� �� B� �� ��O। �)#� �J�%E G�;। ���*� ����� G��) �����* ����;� 
)#�  
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W����। �)!� B�V ������ ���V� �)2� ���� ���* �����  �, ����� ������ ��V )�� 9�*�T �� 
)��% ��������� =� A�F�;���) BD�% )�� 9। ��� �O!�)�O  )� ����� B�� 2��� ��। �Y�  
�!� ��� K�D �T� ��� B����� ���!E �O )#�O ����T  �, )��H�� ��2�` ����������  =� W
� 
A�F�;���) BD�%O �*, ���� ���*  N��� ��V��) �����* ���� 9�*�T। �)#� ���� �(��9� 
�Y���  �O �)� B����� ���!E ����T ��� B��� ��H��< )���T। ���;��3����  � ���;�  �!� 
B��� 2��� �)� ���� ��#E��� 2�; ������ ���V� Vf� )��� ��)�� 9*��। �O ��Y�� ������ 
���V� ���; B�T� ����  "��  ��� G�����
 )���  � B2�) ���)6��� �� 9�n  �O ���)6��O 
�) )�� 9�। G���  �O �� G�" � �) B��� "��� ���। B�� ���� 9��� ��P�� ���9� ��� 
�����  �, ���� ��� =��� 9� ��2��� "��, �!� W��। �!� =��� 9��O, �)� G��) '*'�� 
���। � ���; ��� 9�� 	�
���� �)#�  )K 2��� ��। B��� ��� ��c ��  �, �O"���  )��  �� 
	�
�� 9�*�T ��� �' �' ����F ���� 3����c ���c �V�*�T, ���� 9;� )�� 9�*�T। � ���E�� 
�S�#��� O�9��  ��Y�2 ��<*� ���� ��। B2�) ��Y�� ������ ��V )��T� �Y��� ��� ��;O 2��� �� 
���������� "�� )��� On� B�T �)��, � ���  #�)< #��) �9�� �!� �) ���� ����T� ��  �, 
������ ��V )�� ����O �9C� ������*)� ��#� D�c� ���* Kf��। �Y�� �) ���� ����T�  �, ������ 
��V ��c��O 2��Ñ< ��c� ��
;। �� ���������� B�9�<*� ��F�� 9�� ��� �� ���D�*  ��� 
'� 9�� ���;��3� �����*�, ����� )#� ���* �Y�� ���T�। ����� <Y�� ����T�  -����@�!) 
 )�*�����  ���*��, /�� �O 9�n  -����@�!)  )�*����।  ���� �;��, �O V"�E���z� 2 9� 
 �O���  #�) /�� 
��� । B� �;��, B��� ��x��,  ����  �� �S�; 3!��  ���� ��EZ /�� 
����) 
 !�� ���* ��<*� 9��, �� O�����E 9�*�T। ���������� �����F�  � G�" � B�T, /�� 
��� 
����!���, �� B� ��, ���  ��� �V�*�T। ��H���� ���f �Y� 8*���� 9�� �)#� ����T� B����� 
)���- 9��)Sv  )�w��। ��� ����T�, ��Vf���  2�� ��� B����� #��), ����F�) ��� B��� 
});�� )�� ���� �9��  ���  ��। B� �)�! )#� ���O B��  �F )��। �;��, ���������  � 
G�R�� �S�r 9�*�T � 9f�( 9�* ��*��। ����� G��) �����* ���; ����T�, B��  �)#�� ������S�P 
)�� D�O ��, W
� �O!�)�O ���, ���)6�� 9��� ��  #�)O �O B�C��� D��T।  )�����O 
���)6���� 2�V� �O  	n�D�� �����)  ���  �*��। ���)6�� 9��� ��  #�)O �Y�� ���� )�� 
B��T� V%�$�,  � ���� ��� �)T�O �T� ��। +� � ���DE� B�V ��EZ �Y��� �O!�)�O ���� �T�। 
 ����� � O*��9*� ��� ���� � G;�D�� )���� ��� �!��) ����!��� ���* �����* ���  D�*�T�। 
���)6���� 2�V%�) B�� �O )#�O ��� D�O  �, B����� ���������� �O B�C��� �J�)E  � 
����"��  �!� W
� �O 2�; �*  �, ���)6�� B����� =�����, ��  #�)<  �!�  ���  �!� 9� +� 
�T� B�V B��� �)�O �T���। B����� �)O "�F�, �)O }�9;, �)O O�9��, �)O ��6 �2���- 
B�����  )�� �2����  )�� ��#E); )�� ��* ��। B�����  ��� ��� 2��* ���� B�C���  ��c 
 V�, ������ �±�2;������ ���   ����  �, ������ �O  ��� B� ���� )�� ��* �� �� ��� �O 
Fc�$ )���T�। ���  �����  � 
��E� ���� �� ��
; �)!� ����
 B�� ��*, ��� �)#� ���� 
�J��E 9�� ��। ���� ������ ��V ���)6���� ���� ��� ��� ����  �� ��"� 9�। W
� �O!�)� 
����O �J�%E ��� 9�� ��।  )� ��, ������ ��V �� )S)��E 9 �� ��� �O Fc��$�  ��F� ���) 
)��H�  ���� ��h 9�*  ���।  �2�; ���T, ��c G�;�* �� 9� �� 2�;  �O )��H� ���  �O 
������ ��V ��*�। �����  )�� ��� O�9�� '�� )��� ��। B2�)  ���T O�9���� ���9�� ।  �O 
o�! �� B��� ����"��� �����  -����@�!)  )�*����� )��T ��� B����� )��T ��'�  ���� 
 Dr� )��T  �, ��� ���)  ���� "�� )��T । �����* 7�)�� �9��*, B�� B���� ��
;�� B��� 
 �F )#� ��� B��� ���;  �F )��T। B����  ��  2;������  � )#� ����T�  � B��� ��XO �O 
=6���! ��� )���।  �)� �� ��
; }  �2���  ��u�  ��)��� )!� BZ��)� 
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B�T  �!� B�����  "��  ��� 9��  �"��� �!��) ��D�� )�� 9��। B��� B�� )�� �O =6���) 
)��E)�� )��� 2�; B��� ��6 ��� ���* ��V�* ���। �O )#� ��� B��� ���;  �F )��T। 
 
 N� =8�� )���� ��)��: �����* 7�)�� �9��*, B2 ���;�$�  � =6�� ��������� �J�)E 
�O �"�* K�R���� )���T�, B�� "���* 2��Ñ ���� �'  #�)  �O =6���) ��E�Z)��% ��#E� 
)��T। ��#E� =��I B�� �)T� B���D�� �O �"�� ����� KL��� )�� D�O। �����* 7�)�� �9��* 
��X*O 2����  � ��2����� �� �"�P )�� ���)6�� �S�r 9�*�T�। ()���� ������ �����*� 
 �� ������ ��V  �� �2?� ���9� "����FE� ������� ���2�) �����*�T��� �)#�  �, "����FE� 
������� ��� 2�� �9���� "���* �* "����FE� ������� 2�� �9���� ������� ��� �� 2�; 
�)!� B���� ��� D�O। �S�!� ��)�� ������ ���V� �O ����� �"�P� ()���� "����FE� )��H� 
����  �S�SC �O �����) 	�)�� )�� ���* "���FE�) ��
� ��"� )���T�। �)���) ���)6�� B� 
�)���) "���FE A�� )�� 9�*�T�। �������� ��"� 9�*�T� ��� ���������� �)!� G�� ���E 
���)6��  ���� �;� 9�*�T�। �)� ������ ���V� �O ������*) =���D��� 2�; "���FE ��"� 
9�*�T� ��� ()���� )��H�  �S�SC ������ ���V� �O ���� 	�)�� )�� ���*  � "�� )���T� 
B2�) �� �)�"��� "����FE� 2���) ��� ���E��I� 2���) ��  ���� ��� 9�n। 7�)�� 
�9��* 
��E� �"�P� ��� Vf� )�� ��* ��। 
�E �) 9��< �)!� 2�� 9* ��। B2�) ��������)� 
� �!� ���¦�� 9�*  V�T  �, ������� �9���� ���  � 2�� Vf� )��  D�*�T� - ���)6���� �) 
G���� ������� B� �) G���� ���������� K�� B@�% D����n। ��k���,  ���D� ��������� 
��I��� ���������� K�� B2�) G;�D�� D����n। 2�� �9���� 
�E ���*  � 2�� Vc� ��* �� �!� 
�� ���¦�� ����E�। ��� ��2��� �J�%Ei�� ��Z ���� =��� 9�*�T� � B2�)  =���% 
9�*�T। 7�)�� �9��*, B2�) ���2��� �9�����)  �����9� ���  9�n। ���2��� �9���  �����9� �* 
��� B<*���  ��V =)S��' ���������� ���c ��  )��! �����F� =����
`���) ��)��। �O )#� 
B�� �O2�; ���T  � ���E��I  B2�)  � 3!�� ��3�! 9�n  �O 3!��� �!"���)� 9�n ��3E��� 
�� 
"���FE ��"� 9��� ��  #�) ���)6�� �S�r 9��� ��  #�) ��X� ���)6�� )SE) ���E ���)6���� 
2�V��� K��  � ���E� ���� ���  ��F% D����* B�� 9�n�, W
� ���� ���  ��F% �* ���� 
)��D���� K�� ���� )S�r� K�� ��I��� �";�� K�� ����� "�F�� K��  � "��� G;�D�� D������ 
9�n�, ��I��� 2���)  �"��� x�����
 )�� ����� K�@� )�� 9�*�T� B2�)� 3!����� ��O 
���Ò��% ���। ���2�� ���)6���) ���n? )�� ��� D����। ���2��  D�*�T���  � ���)6���� 
����
�� ��� "�� A�� )��  9�)  �, ����
���� ��
; ��X� ���)6�� ���E ���)6���)  ��F%, 
����, G;�D�� )�� �� ���� �� 2�; �;�R� #�)��। �)�  )�b �)!� ��)�� #�)�) �!� ���2�� 
�9��� �� B<*��� ��V  D�*�T��� ��� =�����) 	�*P������ ����< B<*��� ���V� �'  #�) 
���� 9�*�T�। �)� O*��9*� B� "���� Fc�$ )��। �)� B<*��� ��V �����  "�!��
); 2*��" 
)���T��� ��� ���E ��I� ����F��� �)�� )�� ��V�! )�� �) 2�*V�* ����T���। �� 8�� 
��X� ���)6��� �����) ���)�� "� ��� �$6 9�*�T���। �O �)"��� �O 2���) ��;�( )�� ��* 
 �O D@�Z �Y�� )���T��� ��� ���� // ��� 
��  ����� B���-B���D��� ��� )�� �"�� 
�"�� �����) ��6 =m� D����* �Y�� V%�$� =� ��x��3�)� )���T��� ��� V%�$� 
��x��3�)� )�� 9f�( +� ����� B���D��  "�I ���* B��� ��� )�� �����) ���� =�E� 
)���T���। �� ��I ��I ���  3�F�� 9�*  V�, ��� ���2�� 	�
���  3�F�� )����। �O B2�) 
��I��� 2��  ����� ��%�% )�� 	�
���� 2�; �c�T�। B��� ��I��� �9���� ��� )�� <�� 
B����� 	2��, ��� ��I��� 2��, ���)6��� �*, ������� �*, ��I��� 2��।  ����� �9C���< 
	�
���� 2�; �c�T�, ���������< 	�
���� 2�; �c�T�।)��2O  ����)�� 	�
��� ��H���) 
��I��� 2�� �9���� - �!� B�����  ���� �)!� G�� �T�, "����FE� �)!� G�� �T� ,  �O G�� 
} 
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�����) �)��*)�$� )��  #�) �T���* B���� 2�; B����� ��E=)�� ��9��; ��� )�� =�*�2�। 
��� G|��9���;� =�*�2� 9*  �O ��9��; B����� )�� 9��। B�� ��I ��I K��� )�� D�O  �, 
B2�) �����
� ���� �����*  �� �Y� ����;� ��* �����V ��V �J�)E )!�' )���T�, ��� �O 
)!��'� ��* �*। B� �)�! )#� B�� ����� K��� )�� D�O  �, �����Z� <���  #�) �� ��'� 
 ���  ��) ����� ��� K��R 9�*�T ��� ��� �J�%E ����N* ��� B�< �����;)  ��) B����� 
����� ��� K��R 9��। B�� ����E������� ����Z  #�) ����T। B����� ���)�  #�) ����� 
 ��*�T  �, =���� /, 9�2�� )��  ��) �)��� 2�I� ����Z G�@� )�� K��R 9�n। 9�2�� 
9�2�� ����F ��6�� K�� G�R�� )��T� ��� 9�2�� 9�2�� �����F�  )���)� BN�*� �;�R� )�� 
9*��। �����* 7�)�� �9��*, B��� ��)���� )��T G�����
 ������  �� �O ��6  ��)��� 2�; 
K���� BN�*� �;�R� G��.� )�� 9*। �O )#� ��� B�� B��� ���;  �F )��T। 
 
 N�  V���� ����N�  V���� ����N�  V���� ����N�  V���� ���� ��� 7�)��, �;�� ���� ���"? 2�*V�*  3����8�� G�
)�� B��� ��E )�� 
D��? B���  ) �� ��-�  ��)��� ����� #�)� G���� ���*�T�, � �� 9�� ��� ����� �) )�� 
B��?  ����< �O ���*  V����� 9�*�T, B2�) B��� ��� ����� ���  3����8�� )��T। B�� 
2��� B��� �������  ����, G#D ��� �����  3����8�� )��T। B�����  �.����� G����
� �S�r 
)��T। �!� ��� �O"��� D���� �9�� B��� B����� ��� ���  �, ������� ���*�T - �9�� B��� 
���� ����T B���� G���� B�T, B� ��� �� 9*  �!� ���� ����। B� ��� �� 9* - �!� B��� 
�������  ���� ��- B����� G�
)�� '�? )���� 2�; �*, G�
)�� �'� )���� 2�;। )��2O <!� 
��� �� 9*- �� 2�; �¡¢�� B���� G�8�� ����। 
 
 ������������    7�)�7�)�7�)�7�)��������� �� B�V< B������ G�"���V B�� �'; )���T���। B2< B��� G�"���V 
)����। B��  ��� ���  )�� �����* ����;� G�
)�� '�Ó �� 9*। 
 
 N� ����� )���� ��*N� ����� )���� ��*N� ����� )���� ��*N� ����� )���� ��*:::: �����* 7�)�� �9��*, �����* ���;�$� �9��* �����  � =6�� 
 ����T�, �Y� =� B��� ��%E ��#E� 2����*  B��� ���; ���� D�O। �� ���# ���# <��� ����� 
����  ��F%  #�) ����� 2�; ��H�� )��T, ���� 2���O B��� G�"�C�। 
 
 �����* 7�)�� �9��*, B��� 2���� /0�1 ���� �9C�-������� �� oO 2�� - �O �"�P� 
"���) "�V )�� 9�*�T�।  ���� B��� 8�<*�- »�)� �8  #�) �_                                                
)���T���। B2�) G��) �����* ���; ����� K��R B�T�, �Y��  ���� ���� ��2����) 
 ��� ���* �O  �� ��"�V�) 	�)�� )�� ���*�T���। B2 <��� �����* �� 3!�T � �����C�9 =��% 
)��  �, ��2��� ��Z ��� �Y��� ���;< ��Z। 
 
 �����* 7�)��, �;��, B�� �O =��I ��� D�O  �, <��� �����* O*��9*� ��)��  � ��E� 
B@�% D����n,  �O 3!��� �����  �<*�� "�F� B�� ��Y�2 ���n ��। �� B�� ��� D�O- <����� 
 � B�C���,  � B�C��� 2��*������ B�C���  ���=��� ��H�� V%$ �'�� ��H��। �)� 
B��� �)  ���T!  "��! ���E��D =����
��� 9��,B2�) G��) =V���� ��� ���� ��±�2;��� < 
��Y�2����� ��t��  ��º��, ��� ���� 9�* B�T। ��'% B�y)�,  ���-��*�, B�� ���� =�> ���� 
 ��º��, �"�*(����� ���� ���� �����, B2�) ���� ����� �) )��% ��Y�2 ���n ��। B�� ��� 
)��, �O 9�K��� �'  #�) �O ����� ��t�� �
��� 2������  9�)। 
 
 B�� ����Z  )�D��9��  2��� =����
। B��  ����� ���"? 2�*V�* �V�*�T, �����8Q�2� 
G���)� ��I )#���E� ���T। B�� �Y��� G!�! ������ �'; )��T।�Y�� B��* �O )#� ����T�, 
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B�����  ��� o�"E' B����, B�����  �� ��;����c �*, B�����  ��� �9�����  ���  �* ��O। 
)��2O W
� G?��|� �O ��9��; ���� D��� ��, B����� G| ��� ��� O*��9*� ��)���� B@�%�) 
=�9 )�� ����। �O o���� ���� B��� B@�Z 9��< "�� ��)�� ����। B2�)  � =6�� 
 �<*� 9�*�T G|�|  �<*�� 2�; �� K��� )�� B�� ��� D�O- W
� G|�| �* B����� ��� 
V%B�C��� < 2�� �S�r )�� 9�� ��� ���x� G�;��; ��� 	�
�� ����� ��)���) 	�)S�  �* 
��� ��E��"��� ��9��; )�� ���� ��H���) ��8�;��Á )�� ��Dr 9*। �O =��I B�� ��� 
D�O <��� �����  #�) �' �' K��m �O �����* ����T। B��  ����T B����� 9������c #���* =�* 
o,�'  ��) ����T। �����* �$� ��Z�F ��* �9��*  ����� �V�*�T���, �)� B2�) /�-/l ��� 9� 
�' �'  ��) ���� V�T��* ��c ��*�T,  )�� BN* ���n ��,  )�� ���; ���n ��,  ����  )�� 
�;�R� 9�n ��,B�� ��$�9��*�) �� )#� 2����*�T G#D ��� ��EZ  )�� �;�R�  �<*� 9*��। 
)��2O ��)��� ����� )#� K��� )�� ��� D�O  �, ���)���� �;�R�  ��)�"���  �<*� 9*, 
 �O�)�"���  �� B� �`� �O �;�R� )�� 9*। �O ����  ��� B��� ���;  �F )��T। 
 
 N� �����%  "�o�c�N� �����%  "�o�c�N� �����%  "�o�c�N� �����%  "�o�c� �����* 7�)�� �9��*, B2�)� �O �"�* B����� ���;�$� N� G2*  
)���� �������
;*  � =6��  ����T�,  �O =6���� ����F �����E  ���T ����� ����� V%�$� 
�2�
�� )��H� ��)��  �O ����� ��=���।  � )��H� ��)�� V��$� )#� �� ���, 
=V������ )#� �� ���, �)��  ��� 2� H9� )��� ��,  �O ��)���� )��T B2�) B����� 
���������� 	�
�� ��)���� ���� ��� O*��9*� ��)���� B
���) G|�| ���������� 2�V�%� K�� 
 � �;�9�� 9�n �� ��t�� B
���) G|��|� =�*�2��� ���� 2������ 9�*�T। ��� 9�n �O ���� 
 �� �)!� )�V�2  ��� T�c� B� �)T� �*।  )���, B2�) ��3E��� ���  ���T-=�*  �c ��� 9�* 
 V� ��T) �)!� "�Y<�  ���* O�b�� ��)�� �����; �)!� O�I ���*�T�  �,  3�F%�  ��O, G|�| 
 ��O। �O  3�F�� ����O B����� G|�| ���  ���  ��� ��V�� ��। �)�  ���T B2�) =�*  �c 
��� 9�*  V� ���<  �O  3�F%� �� ��, G|��|� )#�  � B����।  �O ��I ��I  ��� ���n ���E 
������ 2�V% O*��9*� ��)���� G;�D��� B����� ��  ������  �"��� B2�) �¹�  ����* ��� 
���"? �-E��  ����* B����� �O Gu��  �������� #� "����FE BN* ���*�T,�� =� )%���� 
��9��;  � o��� )#�, ������� ��EZ  ���� ����T ��, ��! o���� ��F*।  � )��H� ��)�� 
���������� ������ ���V� ��I  )�*����� )���T�,  �O ������ ���V�  )�� ���;�) B2�) 
 ��� ���n ��।  ���-�I�* =�* �) ��� B�V �6 �c 2��"� )��, ������ ���V� ��$V% )#� 
����T� ��� =D��  ��) �Y��� )��T => )���T���  �, B����� ���E �����*  � 2���� �� V%����� 
��� D��T,  �O ����� �;����� B������ "���)� �)? �c o��, ���,  '��"� ��I B2�) B���) 
�"�* ��� 9�n  �, �Y��� ��� ���* �)!� )%� )#�<  ����*��। �Y� )��T G��) �������  T��, 
B��� ���� �������  ��) �D�)�! ���* ����T���  �  ���� ���9� ���� ���E ���)6���  � �c�O 
D��T  �O �c�O �J�)E B������ "���)� �)?  �O "���)� B��� V%�$� �2�
��� )��H����  � 
 )�*����� ��)�� =��� )���T ���� )��T )���� B�� )��। <�� B��� V��$� )#� ����। 
"�Y<� ���* ���;�V���� �2�*  ����T�। B��� �O  ��� ���n G����. )#�!� �Y�� �;�9�� 
)���T�। B��� ����EO  ����T �O ��6 )#� �;�9�� )�� 9* ��
��% ����F�)  
�Y)� �� "�Y<�  ����� 
2�;। B��� �O ��� D�O G����. )#�!� ��� ���* �)!� ��*  �Y�
  �<*�  9�) �� ��� �) �� 
��� �) ���� ���  �O ���*�  "� ��� O��*� ��)�� B����� ����  ��� ��  ��, �9�� 
B�C����� ��
;�� � B����� B��* )�� ��� 9�� �O )#� �O �"�* ��6 ����;� ����) ����� 
=> ���* ��� K�D। 2*��� B����� �9��* G��) �c �c ��C� ��C� )#� �����। �)� �Y��� 
)��T B��� => �Y��  � ����T��� B)��� O�I�  � B��� 	�
���  3�F�� )�� ���n, G|�| 
���n। �)�  )�#�* ���n� ? )O �Y��� O�b�� ��)��  � ���<  
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����� ��। �	 
�� �� ������ �������� ����� ��������, ��� ��������� ���� ���  ��� ���n। 
�����; V��� 2��� ����) �� B� ��-� G;�D���  2������ �9����V�* 2��  #�) K(�� 9�n। 
�O ��6  ��� B����� ���  '�" ���V। B��� ��)���� D���  ��� ���n। �O ��)���� )��T 
 �Q��) �)!� =6�� ����O B����� ��6 ���� B��* 9�� ��। B����� ���� B��* )�� 9�� 
B�C����� ��
;��। V%- B�C��� T�c� =��@*���� D�@� )�T  #�)  )�� ���� B��* )�� ���� 
��। ��� 7�)��, �;��, )��� ���� �)!� )��� B��� ���  2�V Kf�T -  
 

����� ��������- 
� �S�#�� G��) ��)�* �*, 
Ð�� ���c ��� T����� �� 

��#�  ��*���� �*। 
 

 ��� 7�)��, �;��, ����������  � ��6 GV�� ���), T��, GV�% "�O,  ���,  � ��¤�� 
 D��,  � ��¤�� K�F ��� 
���T� ��) G�"�C� 2����* B�� B��� ���;  �F )��T। 
 

 N� ��
��Db  ����N� ��
��Db  ����N� ��
��Db  ����N� ��
��Db  ���� �����* 7�)�� ��9��*, B�� ���;�$� )SE)  � =6�� �O �"�* B�� 
9�*�T � ��E�Z�)��� ��� ��%E"��� ��#E� )��। B�� ����  ����� B���D��� ��
;�� �O =6�� 
��#E% )�� �V�*  )��  )�� ��2���) �� ���2��� ��2���) ���
� ��c����  Dr� )���T�। �!� 
B�� �_"��� ��C� )��T। ���E ������ �O 	�
��� ��H�� ����F gt`��%E। )��� 	�
���� 2�; 
�����F� ��H�� 2V। ���%�* G
;' �9��*,B��� ��� O�9���� ���) ��)�*  ���� �9�� 
 ����� ����F �� Ba��*$%��
)�� G2E��� 2�; G��) ��, G��) 2��� ���*�T। B����)�� 
	�
���� ���  #�) B�� )�� 8���� ��¤� ="S�� �
; ���* � )#�O 	�)S 9�* ����T  � =��! 
2��� �� 	��
)�� �'�� G�
)�� #�)��, �� Ba��*$�%��
)�� #�)��। ���E ������  ��) ��� 
����  �O 	��
)�� =�*�V )��  V� �� ��±�2;���� ��V�E� O*��9*�� B3� ��V�; ��� ��²� 
B3� ��V����। �����* 7�)�� �9��*, B��� 2���� ���E ������  � ��H��, �9C�, �������,  �Q�, 
�Sr����  � ���� ��H�� �� ��2� "����FE� O�9��� ��<*� ���O o�E" ��� �O ��H���� ��2� 
�S�#��� B�T �)�� ��C9। �O 	�
��� ��H�� ���! ��E��* ��"�  ��� ��O। =#� 9�n -G�9�� 
G�9���V B�C���, ���* 9�n- ��| ��H�� ��� S�* 9�n- 	�
���  3�F%�। "����FE�  ��
; 
G��) G�"���V )���T�- )��H� ��)��  �c ��� ��EZ 3����*�T���। �Y�� ��� �)!�  "��  ���� 
�9��  ����� �������� 	�
���  3�F�� )��� BV ��EZ �!� ���)6���� B";Z��% �;���� �T� 
��� BZ2E��) BO�� B���  ����� 96�'� )�� ����� ��। �)�  � ����E �Y�� ��)�� A�� 
)���T� ��� 	�
���  3�F�� )���T�  �O ���E  #�) ��H��� i� ���� �V�*�T ��� B2�) ���� 
	�)S� ���� ���E�"Q� ��)�� 9�� ��� �� K�� 96�'� )��� BZ2E��) BO� �Ñ��� B<�* 
��c। o���� ��F*, B2 �c ���, ��V ��<*��E ����� ��V _����E 9<*� K�D �T�, ��� 	�)S�  �* 
�� ��� B��� 	�)S� ���� )��T )��% B��� ��� )�� �������� ��)��। 
 

 Government of the people' by the people and for the people shall never perish 

from this earth.  
 

�O ��� ���������� ��)�� ��� 2�V%�) G�"C� 2����* B��� ���;  �F )��T। 
 

 Shri A. H. Bester witch: Mr. Speaker, Sir, before we finish I rise on a point of 

order. Yesterday we had a talk regarding transport arrangement but it is unfortunate 

that from the Government side we have received on information, or even an indication 
that 
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arrangements would he made regarding transport to carry the members as they used to 

have that privilege previously. I heard yesterday that certain parties have made 

arrangement for themselves but that does not suit the purpose of all members. There 

were arrangement for the transport since 1692 but suddenly today when I came here I 

find all arrangement upset. That is why I raised this matter and the Government side 

promised to make some arrangements but nothing has been done up till now. 
 

 Mr. Speaker: Mr. Bestwitch, I enquired of this from other members. You 
made the suggestion to me that there must be some conveyance arrangements for the 

members to go back to their residences. I consulted some of the members of the 

Opposition Party. They told me that they have their own arrangements. On this side 

also I have got no proposal from the Chief Whip of the Government Party, nor is there 

such a proposal from the Chief whip of the Opposition Party. So I find that Mr. 

Besterwitch alone is pressing me hard for his conveyance but no other honorable 

member just like him has pressed me that arrangement for transport should be made. 

If a sufficient number of honorable member want conveyance from this House to be 

arrangement by me of by the Government and if the leader of different parties or the 
Whips of different parties approach me, I can take up the member with the 

Government.But up till now, excepts Mr. Besterwitch, no one else has approached 
me. So, I have thought it not justified move the Government in the matter. At any rate, 

if you have got serious grievance, I will request you to consult also the Whips and 
Leaders of the different political parties and to meet me in my Chamber. Then, I will 

request the Government to make necessary arrangement. 
 

 Shri A. H.Besterwitch: Sir, in 1962 and 1967 also it with Besterwitch who 

brought up this subject of conveyance for the member and, again this time also it is 

Besterwitsh on behalf of other members, who has brought up this matter. If 

arrangements are made by some member for themselves that does not be help water 

for other members. We are poor people. We cannot make such arrangement. We have 
to talk all way because taxis or buses are not available at late hoarse in the night. 
 

 Mr. Speaker: unfortunate Mr. Besterwitch, no one is supporting your 

proposal.  
 

 Shri Sudhin Kumer: There are quite a few who would avail of the 

opportunity if it is proved by you or the Government. 
 

 Mr. Speaker: I will request the hon'ble members to meet me on 12th or 13th 
in my Chamber. 
 

 Shri South Banerjee: Sir, it is no good consulting all the members of the 

House. The Government had been doing all these things for the last few years. Let 

Government make the same arrangement this time also. What is the harm? 
 

 Mr. Speaker: I was told by Mr. Gopal Basu and some other members that 

they had made their own arrangement.  
 

 N�  2;�� ���� } �;�R�!� )��H� V"�E���z�< �T�। ��!� t�! ��!� ��� �T�।  � t! 
���*  �  � ���  �  �.����  �O ���� D��  ���। ��� B��� ���2��O �;�R� )��T। )��� 2��� 
���* !���!���। ���  #�)  !�� ���* ����T। <�' �)!� �;�R� )���T�। �)� G��;�� �O�� ��� 
G;��"� )�� ����T� ��।  �2�; ���T  �  ������  #�) �)!� �)T� �;�R� ��� )��� �9�� "��O 
9*। 
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��� 7�)��� B���  )�� B��P  �O। 
 

 N� ��� D;�!��2E : B�����  �!� B�T  �!� ���� 9��। )�t� ��)!  #�) ��� ���T ��। 
V"�E���z� ���D ��� B�� ��*। �� �) �' ��" )��� B� �) �' ��" )��� ��,  �!� 9�� ��। 
B�����  �.���� 9�Y!� 9�Y!� �8��T,B� �) �' ���� )�� D���T  �!� 9�� ��। 
 

 Shri Ajit Kumar Panja: So far as Government is concerned, until now neither 

has there been request nor any direction from any of the members for making 

transport arrangement. However, if such request is made we will certainly look 

into the matter.  

 
N�  V���� ���� B���  � �)!� G;���k��z )�� ����O �����। 
 

 ��� 7�)��� B����� ���2��O ����T���  �, B������ ���2��� �;�R� )�� ���*�T�, 
B��<  ����� G����\ G� ��  �.��E �Y�� ���2��� �;�R� )�� ���*�T�। 9* o-D�� 2��� �)T� 
G����
� 9� ����  �2�;O  ��
 9* �Y�� �)T� ������। 
   

N� �����
 �;����2E� V"�E��z W���T�, G;���k��z )����। �� � B���D��� ��)�� �) 
B�T? <Y��  � W���T�। B�V  ��)�"��� D�  �O �)� �)!� G;���k��z )����। B!!�  ��2 
 V�T। B����� W
� 2��� �*,  =� V;�����< B�T। <���< B�����  ��� 9��। )��2O B��� 
�)!� �c���c �8��� )��।   

 

Mr. Speaker: Now I request the Chief Minister to give a reply. 
 

 Shri Ajoy Kumar Mukhopadghyay: I have nothing more to add to what I have 

already stated. 
 

 Shri Subodh Banerjee: It's a very good reply. 
 

 Mr. Speaker: The discussion is over.  
 

 The motion of Shri Ajoy Kumar Muherjee that,- 
 

 ‘‘��V �-��.� ���� G���� ���E�D�� ���2��� �9������   �S�` ���D��� B<*��� ���V� 
G�����; < }�9���) ��8��;� ��
; =)��� 2�V�%� ��7r ��*�) ����� )��*� ���������� 
���c ��  )��! 2�V��� ��t�� ���)6���� �����) ���)D�@�  � ���)�* V�9;��"��� 
D���O��T� ��X��I ��
���"� ��) �_ �
��� 2���O��T ��� ���������� 2�V% ��%E 2��* 
	�
���� 2�;  � ��%�� ��| ��H�� D���O��T� �� =� G)�µ ��#E� <  �O ��I ��H��� 
2�V%�) BZ��) G�"C� 2���O��T। 
 

 ���)6���� �����) ���)D@ ��9�� G����. �O ��E� V%9;� �� )��� ��� �������� 
9O� �9�� ��6 �����) ���9�� ���*� �O� ��
; 9* �9�� 2�; K���� )��E)�� �;�R� H9�%� 
2�; �O ��
���"� "�� ��)���9 G�;��;  ���� ��)���� ��)! B���� )����T। 
 

 ��X��I ��
���"� �O ��x�� ����  �, �9���� ��H�� �E���� �O )�f�� < =�)�� 
G�R�� �4���� 9K) ��  )� ���������� ��H��� 2�V%  �F ��EZ 2*��" )�����O। �O �"� B�< 
B�� ����  �,  ��9� �O ��'*� ��H�� ��E=)�� B
���) ���%��| ����� ���)6���� �����) 
���)D@ )SE) ���������� ���| 2�V�%� K�� D���O*�  �<*� 9O*��T ��� O9� 2��* 	�
���� 
2�; G;Z �;�*�I ��H��  �O  9� O9� W
� 2��* 2�V�%� ��)!  9O� ��9, �S�#��� G�;��; 
 ���� ��� �) ���)6���� ���"? ���2;� 2�V�%� ��)! 9O�< @��
E��� ��#E� ��" )����। 
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 ���������� 2�V�%� 2��* 	�
���� ��%�% ��H���� =� "���� BW < 2t�� 
)E��;� )#� ����D�� )��*� �O ��
���"� "�� ��)���� ��)! ���� 2���O��T  � G������. 
���������� ���E�"Q� V%��$) =2�$ < �Y9�� ��)���) 	�)S� ��� G|�|�9 ��E=)�� 
=�*�2��* )��E)�� ��9��; ��� 9O��। ���������� �' �' ������ ��� ���)� �� ����T�, �� 
��X���I� 2�V% B9�� )�� �)T��O ��2� 9O� ����� ��। 
 
 �O �;�R�g�� H9% )��� �O  ��� 9O��T O ��������� 2�V�%� o��, oVE� < 
��u��  �S�� ��O��T। O9�� ��X���I� ��
���"� < 2�V� V"�� K��V  ��
 )����T। �O 
G�R�* ��9�� G����. K� ����g�� 	�)S 9* �9�� 2�; "�� ��)���� K�� =�*�2��* D�� �S�r 
)��� 2�; ��
���"�, ��X���I� 2�V% < ��)���� ��)! B9��� 2���O��T। 
 
 �;��) ��9;�� ���� ���������� �' �' ����, ��tF, ��W, �S�� ����Z ��� 9O*� ��X� 
�����* D��*� B��� ��
; 9O��T�।  �Q����;� < ������ G���9��E GI �9���� �9���� 2�; 
��E�)� =�*�2�� �;�R� )�� �)�Z ��)��। �O ��X���I� < K9�� ��xE�E� ����Z ��2;g��� 
B�#E) '��� ���9�� । �O )�f� �; ����D�� )��*� ��X���I� ��
���"� "�� ��)���� ��)! 
�O ��F* ����* �;*"�� �9��� ���� 2���O��T।’’ 
 
 was then put and agreed to unanimously. 

 

 Mr. Speaker: Today’s business is over, 
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�������� ��� ���� 
����2������ K��;��V ‘��H��� 	�
�� 

�������� �9�*) ����’ V�f 
A���) B�C��2�� �O ��=�, /01/ 

 

����2��� ���9�;) ��'������� ��R� 
��H��� 	�
�� ‘��������’ �9�*) ���� 

 

 V �f� ��=� ��X� ������ ����r ����2���, =�;� ��'����, BO�2���, ���2)�E�, 
�������) ="S� "���* ���S� "��� ���� 9�* “��H��� 	�
�� ��������� �9�*) ����” ���� 
�)�! ��R� Vf� )���। ���������� ������������ ����; �)� K���* ��9��; )�� �O ����� 
K�ª�;।  
 

 O�����E ���;�$� N� G2* )���� �������
;��*�  �S�` ��������� �9�*) )���! ()���! 8� 
G;����!;�® !� �; �y-� ��V� O� ��������) ����  � ��R� V�f 9�*�T, �O ���� �Y� ���V  ��V 
 ��� )�2 ��� ����� G#E ��H9 ��� G�;��; ��9��; <O )���!� ��
;�� �#�R��� ��f���� 9��। 
  

 ��� �O ����� �"��� ���E��D 9�*�T� N� ��� ��)� ��C���
;�*। N� ��Z�F )���� 
 3�F ��� N� ���* ��)�� �#�@��  )�F�
;' ��� ��Ô-�J��)। ����� )��E��*� O��*�� 
G;�������*�� 9�, l+, ������9��� V�I��� ��!, )�)��।  
 
 ��E�4�@�� VS9� �)�! =6��� ���� ������� ��X� ���)6��� 2�V���9�� V%9;�, 
�������, ����
FE� ��� ������ �_ ��C� )���। =6��� ��� 9*, "�� ��)��  �� )�����. �� 
)��  �� ���2��� �9�����  �S�` V�f ���������) 	�)S�  �� ��� ������������ ¬F
��� ��� 
G�;��; �)� �)� ��9��; ��f����� �;�R� )���। 
 

  ������ �"�* ���������� ����2������ 9;�� 2�; ��� <����  �-- @��� =��� ���F� 
)��� 2�; ���)6��� 2�V���9�� =� �
��� =)�� )�� 9*। ���������� G�R� ��t�% )��� 2�; 
�����k�) �)2� �����E) ��f����� �;�R� )��< G�����
 )�� 9*। 
 
������������ ���� �)� ��9���;� ��)��। �)��) �Y��� ��
;� ��� ����� �8�� N� ��Z�F 
)����  3��F� ��)! ��f�� G�����
 )�� 9�*�T।  
 

 A���C� )�2 D������� �)�! �r*���� )���! V�f 9�*�T। �� �"��� N� �� �� ���।  
 

 =#� ����� �"�* K��R �T��� : ��E�;� �F�� )��Z  3�F, ����2 ���, �� �� ���, ���E� 
"j�D��E, ����)��C �������
;�*, A���� gh, =���
 )���� ���;��, �� �P �2�����, �� ��� ���), 
��  ) �P, �3����  D@�E�, �� �;���2E�, < �� ��9�। �T�c� ����� B�T� N� ����� )���� 
D�j���
;�*, N� �� ��  ��, N��� ���  DQ
���, N� ��  ) ��� ="S�। 
 

 l ��=� ����� G�� �) �"�* �)�!  )�-G��-���� )���! V�f 9*। �O )���!� 
B�T�� ��EN� ����2 ���, =���
 )���� ���;��, G�2 ��* �����2E, 9���  �2�����, ���E� "j�D��E, 
����� ��*, A���� gh, ��Z�F )����  3�F ( ��F�� oO2� ��Ô-B9��*)) G�;��;  ��� ��R� 
���������� ��9��;)�^ )�2 )��T�,  )�-G��-���� )���! ���� ��I  ��V �'� )���� ��� 
 ����� ��� �)��� )�2 ��� 9�* ���������� ��H���) �� ��';� ��# ���*  �� ��9��; )��। 
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�������� ��� ���� 
���E�u��� ��YD2� ���;�$�� B9���� 
��%�#E� =>�) 2��* ���;� �9���� 

V�; )��  9�) 

A���) B�C��2�� 0  �, /01/ 
 

 

��%�#E���� =>�) 2��* ���;� �9���� V%; )��  9�) 
)�)��* ���;�$���� B���� 

(\�8 �����!E��) 
 

 ������ �9�)��% ���E�u��� ��YD�! ���2;� ���;�$���� 2t�� A�f�) �R� 9*  �,  )b�) 
�Y�� �O G�����
 2������  �, ��������  #�) BV ����#E���� W
� ����r ��2;g��� ���;� ��� 
V%; �� )�� 2��* ���;� ��� V%; )��  9�)। 
 

 ��� ��� BV �O BN*=�#E���� BN*, ���;, 	�R;�'� O;��� gt���*` �9�� 
G��H9�%� 2�; ���;�$��� BZ2E��) ��R�g�� ��� �� 	�
�� ����) G�����
 2���� ��R )���। 
 

 2��� �V�*�T  � ��X� ���V ��
�� �"�* ���������) 	�)S� ����� ���� 2����* VS9� 
��E�4 =6���!  )b�* ��)���) ��f���� 9�n।  
 

 ���� ���� ����� =
���$� N��� V���� ���V <O ���;� ���* B���D�� )�� ��<*�� 
=����� ��YD�! ���2;� ���;�$� �)�� ���� 9�* �)�! ��E�4 ���; =%*� )���। �O A�f�) 
B����� ���;�$� N� ��9b���9�  DQ
���, ��9���� ���;�$� N� )��E�� f�)��, ������� ���;�$� N� 
�D�b��� ���9,  �3���*� ���;�$� N� O��*��� ���� ��� ��X� ���V� K�-���;�$� N� ��2* G2* 
)���� �������
;�* =�* o 3z� 
�� B���D�� )���। �T�c� A�f�) ��X� ���V� K�-���;�$� N� 
��2* ���9 ��9�� ��2; ��$�"�* �������� ���-)���!� ���; �9���� N� ��Z�F ��* ��� -�� 2*��� 
B�����< K��R �T���।  
 

 A�f�)  )�b� )��T �Oi� B���� )�� 9��  ��� �R� 9*  �, ��� G�R�� �S�r )�� 9�� 
��� �O ����#E��� B��� ��������� �8��  �� ���� ���  �O 2�;  )b�) G����. K��;�V� 9� 
9��। B�< ��� 9*  �, ����#E���� "��� G�;��; ���2;< ��f���� �;�R� )�� 9�� ��� ���¥r 
G#E��� ����E6 �� 9�* ��c। 
 

B�< �����P� < ����� �;�R�� ���� 
 

  �f�)� �� ��X� ���V� ���;�$� N� �����2E �������)��� =�>� KP�� ����, �O ����� 
���;) ��%�#E���� 2�; BN* < ����;� �;�R�� 2�; �� G#E ���V ��O  ���� ����T�। �)� �T�c� 
BO� �S���� �'� O;��� B�< ���� => < ���;� B�T। ������ A�f�)  ��!����! �f) 9�*�T �Y�� 
�����Z� B�< �����P� < ������ �;�R�� 2�;  � G#E ���V �<  )b�) ��� �����। 
 

 ���;�$� B�< ����, �����Z� GR�*� �����g��� �c  2�� ��YD �' ��%�#E���� �����) 
BN�*� �;�R� B�T। �� K�S�P� ���V ���V G�;��; ���2; ���f�*  �<*�� �;�R�� "��  )b�) ��� 
9��। 
 

 KP� =����� ���;�$�� =����
i�� N� ��� ����*% �����f< ���� G2* ����� ��I ��'�( 
)�� ���������� ��%�#E���� �;����� �Y�� )�"��� ��9��; )�� ����� � 2��� D��। OK�� 
���!�2�� )�K������ ��
��% �J��) N� �����f ��� <  ������ )�*)�! ��%�#E� ����� �����E� 
)����। 
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A�f�) B���D�� < B���� 
 

 ��������  #�) ��%�#E���� G"����E �"�c� D��  � G�R�* �S�r 9�*�T ��YD�! ���2;� 
���;�$��� � B���D�� )���। O���
; ���¥r ��2;g��� BN*=�#E�� ���;� Bf���� �' T��c�* 
�V�*�T। �Y�� �"��� B�� #�)�� G����. �O ���;� ��� ��'� K��� K�f ����। 
 
 A�f�) �O � =)�� )��  �, W
� ���¥r ���2;g��� �9� )��� ��' � ���;� G;Z 
gt"��। �� 2�*V�* �O ��%�#E���� ��#�� K��  )�� Bn��� ��O।  )b�* ��)�� ��*�$ ����* 
 � ���;��; �k�� )��T� �� �����9< G��*��। ��%, �D��,  )������, ������ ��� 
)��c�D���c� �����9< ��E��O =�*�2��� ����* �V%;। �����9��� 3�!�� 8�� ��f���� �;�R�< 
�;�9 9�n। 	�R; ��� 	�R;���
 �'� �J�)E ���;�  ��� ���*�T। )����  ��� ���n ��� ��� 
B��T। 
 

���;�$��� B�� )��� �Y��� B����� "���� �� ��2; �O gt ���*` �9� )�� ��V�* 
B����। ��������� ������������ 2�; ���) ���) 	�Ò�E �9���"��� =)�� 9�*�T। ��������� 
2�V� ���E���� )��  #�) ��Y�� ��� ��� T�� B��T� G����. �Y��� ���;, BN* < 	�R;�'�� 
�;����� �O �9���"���) ��@* )��  ��� =�*�2�। 
 
 �����)�� =�> "���� �O ���*` �9�� G��H9�%� 2�; ���;�$��� BZ2E��) ��R�g�� 
��� �� 	�
�� ����)< G�����
 2���� ��R )���। 
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�������� ��� ���� 
��%�#E� ���;� ���* =
���$�� ���# 

��X� ���V� ���;�$�� B���D�� 
A���) ‘��V�Z�’ /,  �,/01/ 

 
 

��%�#E� ���;� =
���$��) 2����*�T 
- ���;�$� 

 
(\�8 �����!E��) 

 
 ������ �)��� ����  #�) �8�� ���;�$� N� G2* )���� �������
;�* ����� �������)��� 
����, ��������  #�) ����� ���;�* D�� B�� ����#E���� ���*  ��� ���;�� Ke� 9�*�T  � 
�J�)E B��� =
���$� N��� O�b�� V����)  ���� �'� 9�*�T।  
 
 ���;�$� ����, �O �� ���;� ���
���� 2�; � Å ��� )��E)� H9� )�� < B��� 
�Y�) G�����
 )���T। 
 
 K�-���;�$� N� ��2* ���9 ��9�� ���;�$�� ��I ���� �V�*�T���। ��� ���� B����� ���� 
��<*�� K�ª�; �8� 9�*�T।  
 
 B���, ������, ��9��,  �3��*, ��X� ��V ���* ��YD�! ���2;� ���;�$� ������ )�)��* 
�) A�f�) ���� 9<*�� �� ���� ��� ���  ����� ����#E� ����E����� => ���* =
���$�� ���V 
B���D�� )���। 
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�������� ��� ���� 
��%�#E���� ��X� ���V� ��O�� ��f����� 

2�;  )�b� =� ��$�"�� ����। 
‘��V�Z�’ � 2��, /01/ 

 

=
���$�� )��T ��2; ��$�"� ���� )����- 
��%�#E���� ��X���I� ��O�� ��f�� 9�� 

 

(\�8 �����!E��) 
 

 )�)��, �f� 2��- =
���$� N��� O�b�� V���� )��T �� �I ��$�"�� ���;�� BV���)�� 
 �Q#"��� ���� 2������: ��������  #�) BV =�* G
E  )��! ��%�#E�� �'����'�%� ��%E ���*` 
 )b�* ��)���) ��� 9��। ��2; ��)�� �� ����H) ���#E; ���*�V )��< ��%�#E� BV��2�� 
���;��  ��)����� )�� ����T ��। "���� G�;��; ���2; ���� 2�; ����� R��� )�� ���� 
R���Z�� )�� 9��।  
  

 	�R;�$� -�� 2*��� B����� ����T�,  )b�* ��)�� ��� ��%�#E���� �J�%E ���*` ��  �* 
�� ��2; ��)���) ��)^ �;�R� H9��� )#� "��� 9��। ��% �h�� ����$� N� B�C���9� 
��x��< ����T�, ��%�#E���� ��F�*  � gt`  )b�* ��)����  �<*� K�D �T� � �Y��  ����।  
 

 ���;�$� < K�-���;�$� o2��O B2 �������)��� ����T�� ����#E��� ��� < ���%� 2�; 
@���O �9��� ���) ��V�* B��T। ����Z  2��g��� R���* G�
������� ��I ��%�#E���� 
�J�)E� G��� 9�n, ��� 8�� BO� �S����� =>  ��� ��� ����।  
 

 ���;�$� ����T��  )��  )�� 2�*V�* ������*) K�P2��  ��� ���*�T। 	�R;�$� ����T�� 
��%�#E���� ��
; )���� ��� �9����� �;��) B)�� 
��% )���T। ���;�$� N� G2* ����2E� =
���$�� 
��I ��2"��� �Y� A�f�) ������ �����: ��%�#E���� ���"? ���2; ���* ����� �;�R� )t�। ���"? 
���2; ���* ����� �;�R� )t�। ���"? ��2; ��)���� K�� D�� ���। ��D( �� ��I� G#E���  "�I 
�c��।  
 

 K�-���;�$� N� ��2* ��� ��9�� �������)��� ����T�� ��� �� ��I� ��6 K?*� )�2 �� 
9��� K�@� 9�*�T। “<��� BN* ��� ����T ��,  �� ��� ����T ��।” <��� �J�%E B����"��� 
���� ��)�� ।  
 

	�R;�$�� ����% 
 

��2; 	�R;�$� -�� 2*��� B����� B2 �������)��� 2����  � )���� < G�;��;  ���V 
���c  �c �' ����#E��) � ��EZ ��)��� �;�R�* �D�)(�� )�� 9�*�T। 9������ < BN* ������ 
�0� 2� ����#E� ������ ����  V�T�। ��O�� B�< G���) ����  V�T�, �!� 
��  �<*� ��*। 
   

��2; 	�R; �h� ���c ���� �' ��%�#E��) �!)� ��� ���c �V�� �' ����#E��) ���Z� 
�!)� ���*�T�।  

 

-�� B����� ����, � ��EZ ��
;� �� �)T�O )�� 9�*�T। �)�  �"��� B2 ��EZ 
BN*=�#E��� B��T� �� ��� 9�n �������� K2�c )�� ���O ����� D�� B����। ��2; =���� 
< 	�R; �h��� 
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�O  G�R��   ��)������ ��
; ��O ��� ��� ��� )���। ����R� ��� �� ��Y�c�*�T �� �Y� ��� 
9*, G�R� ��*$�%� ��O��  �� ����T।  
 
  )b�* ��)�� ��6 ��� ���* ��� ��2;g�� ���� ���#E; ���* BN*=�#E���� ��9���; �O 
����E ��V�* �� ��� ����R� B*�P� ��O�� D�� ���� ��� ��� B�s� =)�� )���। 
 
  )b ��� ��2;g�� �O ��F�* )��E)�� K���� (��� ��  ����� ��2; ��)���) G�; �U� 
 ���� )#� "��� 9�� ��� ��� ��� )���।  
 

��%�$�� G�"���V 
 

��2; ��% �h��� ����$� N� B�C���9� ��x�� G�"���V )��� �O ��)! ��9��E  )�b� 
�!� (�� 9<*� �T� �  ��� ���n ��। G�;���) ��2; ��)��� )�ED������ �)���< �)O ����"�� 
 ����n� । 8�� V%��$)  )�*����� ��$�"� � Å < ����"��� BN*=�#E���� ��9��; )�� 
D�O�T�, � ��� 9�n ��। 
 

�²  ��) BN* 
 
 )�)�� G�"���� ��%�#E���� �²  �) ���)�* GR�*�"��� BN*  ���� �;�R� 9�*�T। K� 
���;�$� ����T�, <��� <���  #�) ����*  �<*� ��)��। 
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�������� ��� ���� 
����Z ����R� ��� G�����) =��'� 
�;�R�� =�> ��X��I ��)���� Kº 

��E��*� A�f�)� <�� =����� 

A���) ‘B�C��2��’ ++ G�¢���, /01/ 

 

G�����) =��'� �;�R� =m ����� ����E�।  
����Z ����R� ���* ��3E A�f) 

 

(\�8 �����!E��) 
 

"��-�������� �����Z ��)  8Q�2� �;��) ������ 3!�* ��X��I #� ���E "���� =��'� < 
B";Z��% �����P� �;�R� B�<  2����� )�� �J�)E �S97���� ���� ��2"��� �) Kº ��E��*� 
A�f�) ���। B@�Z 9�� ��²� B3� 9���� �;�����< <O A�f�) ))g�� gt`��%E ����Z  �<*� 
9*। �� 3z�)�� R�*� �O A�f�) ��2;��� N� �, ��, -�*��, ���;��D� N� �� ��,  ��gh,  )b�* 
	��� �8��� G���� ��D� N� �� B� gh T�c� ����  #�) BV )�*)2� ��R �;��  ��V  ��। 
 )b�* �$� N� ����#E ��)� ��*< �O A�f�) ����� ��F* ���* B���D�� )���। 
 
  �  )�� ��9��E -�)��O ��� ��<�� ��*  �O2�; G�����) =��'�*  ��)��� =m #�)�� 
2�;  )b�* ��)�� ����E� ���*�T�।  
 
 �S97���� �9�)��%  )b�* G�����) =��'� �8��� �-��¢�  2�����  ��  2����� 
����V� ���2;� ���¥r �8��� )�*)2� ��R G�8����� ��I �) A�f�) ���� 9�* <O 
����E��� )#� 2����। 
 
 ����  ��  2����� ����V� ��2"��� ��2;��� N� � �� -�*���� ��I< ���� 9�। 
 �Q��"�, ����� < ��)��� G�8������ ��I ��� G�� �)�! A�f) )���। ��2"���� A�f�) ���; 
��D� < G�;��; ��R G�8����� K��R �T���।  
 
 B2 W@��� �)��� �9�)��%  ��  2����� ����V� ���"?  2���  2�� ���)��� ��I 
�) A�f�) ���� 9�n�। <O A�f�) ��2;��� N� -�*��  �Q����9; )����।  
 
 �T�c� �O ��� ��2; ������� N� ��k g�h� G�����) =��'� �8��� ����)� ���*` 
�;6 9�*�T। B2 W@���  #�)O ������� �O �8��� )�2 )��� 2�; �S97���� ��2;��� N� � 
�� -�*�� N� gh�) ����E�  ��। 	��� ��D��� G
���  #�) N� gh <O ����)� )�2)�E )����।  
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��%�#E�� ���# ���)6��� o¦S�)����� 
"��� G��=��� )��T ��� B����� 

G#E�$�� K�� 

A���) ‘�9C�6�� \;���-E’ /l  �, /01/ 

 

PINDI SENDING SABOTEURS ALONG WITH EVACUEES 

- Assam Minister 

 

 SHILLONG, MAY 15. -The Assam Finance Minister, Mr. K. P. 

Tripathy, said today that Pakistan's "deliberate Government action" to push 

millions of citizens to India was equivalent to waging a war on this country, 

says UNI.  

 

 In a statement here the Finance Minister said Pakistan was doing this not 

merely deliberately but intentionally by calling its own citizens as Indian 

infiltrators and suggested the "only effective solution of this problem is that 

India should create such conditions so that the evacuees may go back home 

safely." 

 

 Mr. Tripathy also charged Pakistan Government with sending spies, 

saboteurs and agent provocateurs along with the evacuees. 

 

 "The agent provocateurs might try to create riots along the lines of 

existing social tensions, might take the shape of Hindu-Muslim riots in West 

Bengal, Tripura and Cachar and anti-Bengalee riots in Assam valley and Bihar, 

or any variations of the same." 

 

 The Finance Minister cautioned that the saboteurs might try to disrupt 

our transport and major industrial projects and even through actuating 

destructive trade union action. 
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ANTI BANGLA FORCES ACTIVE AMONG EVACUEES, TRIPATHI 

From Our Shillong Office  
 

June 18. –"Some interests are pulling strings from a distance to produce 

evacuee batting with a view to creating anti-Bangladesh fixation in some areas of 

heavy evacuee influx. But processions they organized inadvertently betrayed their 

source when slogans of Yahya Khan Zindabad were shouted," said Mr. K. P. Tripathi, 

Assam Finance Minister,  in a statement to the press yesterday.    

 

 "The Government has not taken any action, but was keeping watch as a 
national emergency has not been declared", he added. 

 
 "Neighboring State have asked for evacuee dispersal which the Government of 

India has accepted. This was not to ill-treat evacuees, but to ameliorate their condition 
on humanitarian grounds. But the ultimate solution of the problem does not lie in 

dispersal. It lies in enabling evacuees to go back home," Mr. Tripathi continued. 
 

 "For this India has sent emissaries abroad to convince great Powers that 

conditions must be created in East Bengal so that evacuees may go back. Otherwise 

confrontation cannot be avoided. The problem is not a question of digesting 10 

million refugees. The problem is the restoration of a democratic Government in 

Bangladesh. 

 

"In the last war England and America fought for democracy. Now they are 

keeping mum when democracy is being crucified in East Bengal. 

 

 "Ninety-nine per cent of the people of Bangladesh and Pakistan voted for 

autonomy of Bangladesh which the Pakistan military regime wants to crush with 

Hitlerite methods and inhuman cruelty. Should England and America which fought 

the last war to save democracy, watch on? Does it mean that democracy and human 

rights are a consideration in the civilized world only when the conflict is between 

Germany and England and such considerations are not there when it becomes a 

conflict between two wings of the same country?" 
 

 "The question arises whether democracy and human rights will form points of 

consideration for an intervention in an internal conflict." 
 

 "India is getting involved in a conflict as a result of continuous pushing in of 

millions of refugees by the Pakistan army action. The matter is no longer a mere 
occurrence in-side Pakistan. The consequence of what is happening inside Pakistan is 

inevitably drawing India into conflict. 
 

 "This question needs an immediate answer. Will India's emissaries abroad get 

satisfactory reply?" 
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CM INVITES LEADERS TO DISCUSS EVACUEE ISSUE 

From Our Bhubaneswar Officer 

 

JULY 16. -The deadlock over accommodation of the Bangladesh refugees in 

Mayrubhanj district of Orissa seems to be nearing its end as the Chief Minister Mr. 

Biswanath Das, as understood to have invited leaders of all political parties to a 

meeting on Monday to discuss the issue.  

 

 The Chief Minister is understood to have invited the party leaders after he 

received a letter from the Prime Minister, requesting him to reconsider the issue and 

allow Bangladesh refugees temporary rehabilitation in Mayrubhanj district. 

 

 It will be recalled that the state Government had rejected the Centre's desire to 

settle about 50,000 refugees in the Gorumahisani area Mayrubhanj district because of 
some "special problems" of that area and had suggested some alternative sites. 

 
 One of the reasons given out by the Rehabilitation Minister, Mr. Brundaban 

Nayak, in the state Assembly was that none of the Union Minister had contacted the 
State Government leaders in this regard and no such decision should have been 

imposed without prior consultation. 
 

 According to some responsible source, the reason for the State's rejection was 

that its vanity was pricked as the Government leaders were ignored by the Centre in 

this regard and everything had been done at the "officer's level".  

 

 A request from the Prime Minister herself having come now, it is likely that 

the State may reconsider the issue and allow Bangladesh refugees temporary 

settlement in Mayurbhanj district. 
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ORRISSA FIRM ON CAMP SITES ISSUE 

From Our Staff Correspondent 

 

BHUBANESWAR, JULY 22.-As the Orissa Government virtually rejects the Prime 

Minister's request to reconsider the State's decision not to give temporary 

accommodation to Bangladesh evacuees in Mayurbhanj district, Centre is likely to 

yield to the State's stand for accommodation of evacuees elsewhere in Orissa. 

 

Leaders of all the political parties in the Orissa Assembly, including Mr. 
Binasyak Acharya Ruling Congress Opposition Leader said at a meeting. Mayurbhanj 

district was "not at all suitable area" for sheltering Bangladesh evacuees. 
 

Disclosing this at a news conference here yesterday in the evening, the Chief 
Minister. M. Biswanath Das, said that the meeting agreed with and approved three 

alternative sites-two in Koraput and one in Boudh-Phulbani district-suggested by the 
State Government for sheltering the evacuees. 

 

The Chief Minister said that he had summoned the meeting to discuss a letter 

he had received from Mrs. Gandhi requesting the State Government to reconsider its 

decision not to shelter Bangladesh evacuees in Mayurbhanj district and north 

Balasore. 

 

Mrs. Gandhi letter was in reply to one he had written expressing the 

'Difficulties the State Government in those areas.' 

 

The difficulties were economic, administrative, law and security reasons, Mr. 

Das said. 

 

The tenements of at Gorumahisani, selected by the Central Government, were 

now occupied by retrenched workers, as such no evacuees could be rehabilitated 

there, it is reported. 

 

Meanwhile, a Union Rehabilitation official in a letter to the Orissa Chief 

Secretary has intimated Centre's desire to open camps for 350,000 evacuees. A team 

would also visit Orissa soon to inspect alternative sites suggested by the State 

Government. 

 

The suggested sites are Gunakhol, near Thiruvail. Simlibencu, near Motu in 
Koraput district, Durgaprasad in Phulbani and Chilka in Puri. 
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C.M. TELLS MRS. GANDHI 

Pak Saboteurs Inciting Violence In Assam  
 

(From our special Representative) NEW DELHI, Sept. 2,-The Centre is said 

to be extremely concerned at reports that "thousands of Pakistan spies and saboteurs" 

who had been earlier deported by the Assam Government have returned to the State in 

the garb of Bangladesh refugees. 
 

Assam's Chief Minister, Mr. Mahendra Mohan Choudhury, came to Delhi to 
acquaint the Prime Minister with the serious problem of insecurity Assam is facing at 

present. At the meeting with the Prime Minister, he reportedly informed Mrs. Gandhi 
that the saboteurs were inciting violent activities in Assam. Besides, they were trying 

to damage the communication system and other important installations. 
 

Mr. Choudhury has reportedly asked the Prime Minister to strengthen 

immediately security measures along the State's 1,300-km border with East Bengal. It 
may be recalled that during one of his earlier visits, the Chief Minister had suggested 

reinforcement of the Central Reserve agents in several parts of Assam. 
 

Answering a question from reporters Mr. Choudhury said today that the 

Assam Government had arrested as many as 50 such suspected Pakistani agents "in 

the last few weeks". Last month there was an attempt to blow up a train in Cachar 

district.  
 

Yesterday, Mr. Choudhury met the Defence Minister and reportedly told him 

that the resource of the State were not adequate for the situation. The Centre must take 
steps to prevent situation from deteriorating. He will meet the Prime Minister again 

tomorrow. The Chief Minister also discussed with the Mrs. Gandhi the draft Bill for 
formation of three new States in the eastern region-Meghalaya, Manipur and Tripura. 

 

At another meeting with Mrs. Nandini Satpathy, Minister of State for 

information and Broadcasting, Mr. Choudhury and his colleague, Mr. Biswadev 
Sharma, pleaded that border publicity in Assam should be intensified and as a first 

step a radio station should be opened in Cachar, adjacent to Bangladesh. Rumours 

were being constantly set afloat by Pakistani agents and spies in that district spreading 

panic among people. 
 

Mrs. Satpathy is reported to have said that a radio station would be opened in 

Cachar soon. The land for this purpose had been acquired and the equipment was 
being a awaited. But Mr. Choudhury said that construction of a building would take a 

long time. He, therefore, suggested that a radio centre be opened in a rented house 
without delay. Mrs. Satpathy is reported to have agreed to consider the proposal 

favorably. 
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The Assam Chief Minister also met the Minister for petroleum and Chemicals, 

Mr. P. C. Sethi, to press for a quick decision on the proposed petrochemical complex. 

Mr. Sethi has assured him that the final choice of the site for the complex would be 

made before the end of this month. Mr. Sethi added that he would visit Assam next 

month to inaugurate formally the petro-Chemical complex. 

 

The Chief Minister had discussions also with the Union Minister of Home 
Affairs. Mr. K. C. Pant, on the draft Bill to create three new States in the eastern 

region. He will meet Mr. Pant again tomorrow.   
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���E��I 2I� ����� =����� �� �I KP�� 
 

(\�8 �����!E��) 
 

)�)��, +1 � ��DE-����2� ��E6��� ����F B2 ���E ������ ���� ��H���� ��#E�� �"�-���� B� 
���'�" ���T�� “��� Ba�* ���2��” ) G)�� ��#E� 2���*। ���2���� 2*���� �9��V�� B2 
����� �T�। ���-)��2-��x���;���* T���� 
�E3! )��। ��# /�� 
��� G���; )�� ��� ���)6�� 
 -���! 9�O )���� G�8��� ����� �V�* ���'�" 2���*।  
 
 ���)6����  =���-z N� O*��9*� ����� )����P��)� ��9 )��। 
 
 )�)�� ��x���;���*� �����!� �"� ���� =6�� ���*�T-���������� V%9;� �� ��� 
�I��� ���2���� �����P���
���� 2�; "�� ��)�� G����. 2�����k� 96�'� =�#E�� )t�।  
 

��� ����E���F ���"? ��2���) ��,  �- OK��*�, T��-��')-���) ��� ��'����V% 
2��*�����-��*) ���2����  �S�` ���E ������ ���� ��H���) ��#E� ���  ����� 2I���9�� 
V%9;� ���� ���� 2����* =6�� H9% )���T�, ���S� ���*�T�। �Y�� ���� )���T�-	�
�� 
���������) ��%E ����* ��E���* 	�)S� ��� 9��।  

 
���� �����* T�� 
�E3! 

 
B2 ���� �����* T�� 
�E3! ���� 9�*�T। ���"? �"�* T���� =6�� ���*�T “��X� ������ 

V%��$) T�� ����2� �O ������  �� ���2�� �9�����  �S�` “����������” 	�*P������ 
G�
)���� ��H���) ��%E ��#E� )��T। ��� O*��9*� ��� �Y�  �S�`  � V%9;� G�"��� Wt 9�*�T 
�� �_ ��C� )��T।  

 
�O �"� "�� ��)���� )��T ���E�"Q� 	�
�� ��
��%$� ���������) 	�)S�  �<*� ��� 

A��) < A�F�*) ��9��;��� )��� ���� 2����n।”  
 
)�)�� ��x���;���*� T���"�* �"��� �T��� N� ����� ��K। r��-�� 9��� T���"�* 

N� �%�2( g9 �"��� �T���। B���� B����"��� B2�)� T�� 
�E3�!� -�)  �� oO T�� 
 8-�����, T�� ���F�, �--��-<, ��-��-OK, �8-B�-�� O;���  )b�* T�� ��Vf�g�� ��� 
)�*)�! ��� ��Vf�। =�;)�! ��R�O B2 )�)���9 ���2;� ��E� ���Z��%E"��� ��'�*�� 
�E3! 
�8� 9<*�* T��-T������ G�"�C� 2����* ���S� ���*�T। 
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B��� =���� 2���O, B��� �_ ��C� )�� 
 

“	�
�� ��������”-�� K?�-��� ��V��)V% ��� �Y��� �=*  ��  �� ���2�� �9��� 
O���
; B����� Ö�* 2* )���T�। G�� ��9�, G8��Z =�%��� ��� G�-���� G|�� ���* 
�Y��  ��)����� )��T� ��� G|��| ����� ��X� ���)6���� )�*) �-�"��  ������9��� ��I। 
���x� ��
��� ��;� 2*, W�"� 2* ��E��O 9* � ��� 9* � ��� ���� ��; �)�  �F ��EZ  � 
9* � B��� ��x�� )��। �O B��� ��x�� )��  �, ‘	�
�� ��������’-�� 2* 9��O। �)� �O ��9��E 
�������� B@�Z 9�*�T ����� ��X� ���)6���� �P� 9�2�� ����!� A����)� ����� ���� 
'�����P  ������ B���� ��� !;�s < ��Y�2�*� V��c ���*, )����- ����V��- \� V�� ���* 
9�2�� 9�2�� ���Z�=* 	�
���)��� ���) ��� B����S���%�� ��� ���E ������ �V�-H��, 
�#��f3�! ��� )�� ���n। �O  �����*� V%9;�� 8�� 9�9�� ���;� �)T� ����� ��
; )�*) �'; 
 �QYT�� ��� B��� B�s� )��।  

 
�"� < ���S����  ���� K�� �����, �����2, ��E���� B@�% O�9��� ����� 3�!�T, 

�)��
)��� �W���� �����) B�
�;  ��� ���*�T; ��E� ���2��� �"; �����F� �T?�6) 6���)S 
)�� �� D������) ��Y�c�* Gj9��� )���T। B2 /01/ ���� < �) B��� ��O ������S�P  ���? 

 
�S�#��� B2 ��  �� B�T, �� 2�� B�T ���� ���2��� ���"; ��� ���� )��।  � ���� 

G��)���� 	�)��E। ���� ����) �) B2 ��c�  ��� ��? B��� ��X���I� ���S� )�E��� ����F )�� 
B���� 2���O �S�#��� ��  ���� ��^qr� <  ���	���� )��T। B����� =����� ���� �O 
��"(� ����! ��9;�� ����� �Y��  ��*�T� ��X*O। �Y��� �)��� �_ =����  3��F  9�), 
�Y��� ��)���) �Y�� K��� )t� �O G#E9�� �S����� ��C� )��, =����
 )��, � ��F�* 
�Y��� ��#��D )E�; ���� )��। B����� ��)�� )�� 	�
�� ��������-�� ����) ��E��� 	�)�� 
)����, }  ���� ��H��� �����c ����F�) ��E =)�� G�����) ��9��; ���� K��;�V� 9���?  

 
B����� ��X���I� ��^-���9;-��'��������  ���� ����F i�� V"��। ����� ���9; < 

���S�� ��� �c G�� �V�* ��c�T ��H ������  �O G��� ���) +l � ���DE �� G=���× 
��E2��=*  �� ���2�� �9��� ���9� 	�
�� �������� ���  3�F%� )���T�। V oO �) 
�� �  
 ���� ��2�V�%, �� Kª����, �� )�E��� )�E�����' ��� ��F�* ��  D�� ��� )���; K��;��� 
=��� � ���� ���� =)��  ��� B��� G;Z B��C 9�*�T, G��) B�� ���)  �Y�
�T। ����� ���* 
 �O B�C < B�� ���� K��� 2����� ��
�� < �����) ���!� ��* ���c�* ��� ����T �) ����! 
��E�  ������9��। �� �) B�����  ���� �)��� G��'� �_ 9�� ��, )� �)��� G��'�  ��º�� 
9�� ��? 

 
��� �s� ��C���
;�*, �;��2( ��*, A���*�  ���, B�� ��*�� BO*��, ������ ���, ��v� 

 �, ��� ���, �����"� ��)��,  �Q��� D�j���
;, S�h ���, =���
Db  ��, ����� �������
;�*, 
G³�� �P,  VQ��)����  3�F, ��Z�F )����  3�F, ����b ��# D@�E�।  
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)�)��* ��) �������� ����� ���'�", ���T� 
 

������ �)��� ��X��I T�� ���F��� ( DQ�I�) K��;��V ���E��I ����!��� ����!� =����� 
���  ����)�� 2�V�%� B�C����� ��#E�� �)�! ���'�" ���T� ��)  -���! 9�O )���� "���� 
����� ���� 9*।  

 

"����  V�!� K��� �������� ��� )��H� ��)� !��I�*  �<*� 9*।  
 

T�� ���F� )�E���� G��� 
�E3! 
 

���������� ��H��� 2��� ��#E�� T�� ���F��� (�9�2�� �����) �";V% ������ -�� 
��C��  ��9� ��"��K < 9����V��  ���-�  ���c ���� ����;��� G��� 
�E3! ���� )���। T���� 
V���2�� ���;"��F ���E �����  ���  ���a���
) �I� < )�2� �2t� ��� )��gt ���b���#� 
)��� ��f )���।  

 

 �� ���2��� =� T�� ����2� G)�� ��#E� 2����* ���"? T��)�E� <  �� <���� ������� 
�Y��� ���; �����।  

 
���)��� G��� 

 

“����������”  ��F% ����� ��H��� ��#E� ��� ���)6�� ��)���� 2I���9� ��� ��c��� 
=����� ��� )��H��� -��) �� < B� );�J, )��)�� �,-�� ���f ������ /,  #�) /� �(�� 
�*� ���)�� ������ G����� ��
;�� ���'�" =)�� )����- ����� )���� ���, ���2  3�F, ��v� 
���,  VQ� ��*, G�
@� ���, ��� ��@� ���, ����@� ���, 8�!)  �, �k�  V�	���, ���E� )Sv  �, 
����@� ��� < ����� ��)��। �T�c� N��� ���� ��� (�0) < N��� !�)����� ��� (�+) G��� 
)���।  

	�
�� ��)���) 	�)S� ��� 2����3� ���� 
 

������ ��)��� OK��"���E�! O®�!�!K! 9�� 2����3� B9���� �) 2��"�* �I��� ���2�� 
�9����� =� ��%E ��#E� 2���� 9*। �"���` )��� G
;��) 9���� "���।  

 

G
;��) "��� ����� ���������) �I��� ���2�� �9��� 	�
�� < ���E�"Q� ��� i�� 
 3�F%�� ���# ���# ��X� ���)6����  8Q2� ��*) �����2 ���� O*��9*� ��Y < �Y� G��V����� �;��) 
V%9;� Wt )�� ���< ���������� t% �����������  �"��� �� ���* ��6 B@��%�  ��)����� 
)���T� �� 2�; ���� ������ ����Fi�� B��� V��E। B��� ��� )��T ���������� 	�
���� ��� 
BV��� ���� G�Á "�� =���� ��)��%E* )���।  

 

G
;��) "��� �� "�F�% ���������� 	�
�� ��)���) 	�)S� ��� ��� ���x� 2���) 
2�H )�� ��� ���3� ��
;�� ��9��; ����� �;�R� )��� ���� )���।  

 

�"�* N� ������� ��� ���������� t%��� )�T  #�)  ���=��� ���  ���� 2�; ;�V 
	�)���� ��'�  ���� B9��� 2����* ��S� )���।  
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��EN� �;��=��� �������
;�*, oVE�=��� ��#���,  �� �;���2E� =���  �S�SC "�F%  ��।  
 

2����3� ���� ���T� 
 

��;�* "���* 2����3� )�)�� ����� �'  #�) OK��"�����! O®�!�!K! 9�  #�) 
������ 	�
��� ��H���� ��#E�� �) ���� ���T�  �� 9*। �O ���T� ��2"���� ����� �V�* 	�
�� 
������ 	�)S� ���� )�� ���'�"  ���* ��� O*��9*� ����� )����P��)� ��9 )�� 9*।  

 
����� 2��* ���� ���� 

 
����� 2��* ���� K��;��V B9� ��� N� �%���  DQ
���� �"����` ������ �9�����
 

 ����O�! 9�� ����r ��V��)�S�C� �) �"�* 	�
�� ���������) 	�)�� )��  �<*�� 2�; ���� 
2������ 9*। �"��  ��F �)�! ���T� ��2"��� ��* ��� =
���$�� K�ª��; K����� ���� �.�� 
�) °��)����  �� )�� 9*।  

 
���� ��) 9�O)������ ����� ���'�" 

 
�*�����, +1 ��DE-���������� 2�V�%� 	�
��� ��H���) ��� )���� 2�; ���)6��� 2I� 

=����  �  ������9�� ���*�V )���T �� =����� � �  ��) ���'�" =��E� )��। ��� ���)6�� 
�����
� ���  �* ��� )���� ��)� K�P��� )��।  

 

N� )��E�� f�)���� ���S� 
 

��!��, +� ��DE-�� �� ��-�  D*���;�� < ��9���� ���;�$� N� )��E�� f�)�� "���� 
2�V%�) ���������� 	�
���  =��) "�O��� ���� ��Yc�� ����। 

  
��� "�� 8�<*��- ») 

 

�*�����, +� ��DE-����� "�� 8�<*��- »�)�  )b�* )���! ���������� V%��$) 
G�
)�� 9��%� 2�; ��)  =���-z O*��9*� ��Y�  � G�����F) G;�D�� Wt )���T� �� �_ ��C� 
)��� ��� ���������) ��#E��� 2�; "�� ��)���� ��)! B���� )���।  

 

 ��), ��') < T����� �9���"�� 
 

��O���, +� ��DE-R���*  ��), �������), ��') < T��V% ���������� 	�
��� ��H���) 
��#E� 2����।  

 

"���* ��E�2��� ��3 
 

��X� ���)6��� =���� ��������� ������ �������)��� )E�; �J����  �"��� ��
� 
���n� "���* ��E�2��� ��3 B2 �_ "�F�* �� ��C� )���। 

  
V%��$) G�
)�� �'�* ���������� �������)��  �"��� Ba���*�V )���T� ���3� 

�"��� N� �" �� ��< BZ��)"��� �� ��#E� 2����।     
 

- �� �! BO < OK �� BO  
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

 �����O� �������� ��9� )���! V�f 
 

 �����O, +1 ��DE-���������� 2���
���%� V%��$) G"�;L���) ��#E� )���� 2�; �O 
�9�� �������� ��9� )���! Vf� )�� 9�*�T।  

 
R���* ����U� ��2���) ��g���  �- OK��*� ��R�g��� =����
��� �)�! �"�* �O 

)���! V�f 9*।  
 

��) �9-9�O )�������� G�8��� ����� ���'�" 
 

�9�� ���)6��� �9)��� 9�O )�������� G�8�� ����� ��������� ��) A��;���9�� �;��) 
V%9;�� =����� � �  ��) ���'�" =��E� )���।  

 
����*  ��)�����  �����O ����� �,,,  ���)� �)  ���D� G����. V%9;� �� )��� ���� 

2����* �) °��)����  �� )��। 
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

 

�������� ��� ���� 
��������� ��������  ����� !������" 

��#��� ������ 
$���� ‘��#�&�’ () ��*+, -./- 

 

������ �"��� ������� ���� 
0��� ���� �#�" �1�, 2���0 �3 !�� 

 

(5�6 �����7+��) 
 

��9��� ���������� :�� ;< ������ �����=� !� �� #>�� ?��# 0 ?@�A� ������ ������ 
��#��� �>�" �  ��� !��। C� ��:" ���� ����� �����, ���������� ���3����� ��D+�� �� ��E 
!	F����� ������ #�1 ����। >�� ������� ���, ‘2����� G���� ���, 2��� 0��� ���� �#�" 
�1� *�<।’ C� G:" �����:+ !H�=I� �����-2��� ���� ��+� ��" D��� ���� ��।  

 
;� 2�# �"���� �K �>�-�������� �����7+ ����L। ��M ;����� :���"�� *��� �L� 

�N�I+ 2����। ��O �� ��E� �����=� �� 2: ���������� ���3�������� ��D+�� !� 2���# ?��� 
;< �>�" �<  �6��। ;����� ��O �����=� ������� !� G��� 29� ���" P���:5���� ����� 
��� 2�L� 	�
�� ������ !��� !H�=I� !����� :��, !� ?Q����" ;����� ��R ��R ���� L��7 
*���L� �����&� ���� !�< ?�S:��" ��O �>� ����TI D�D� ��� !�U���L। 

 
���< !��� �3� ����L�, 0���� ��� ������ !6V�:� �����7 2� ��" � � >�< 

;���� 2C" ���F�, �U��� �������� :�� �3 ��� ���। ��E ��E �>�" ��R ��A� 2��� 
�:W���-!��D�" !��D�" �3 ��� ���। ���< !�:�� $"��। (G�N�I+)। 
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

 
��������  ���  ���� 

!������" ���+����� ���?��5 ���7+� :�������� 
���������� 	��X�  ����� ����  

$���� 
2�Y��:��  

(. ��*+, -./- 

 
��������� GZ�"� ������� 	��X� ����� ���� 

(5�6 �����7+��) 
 

�����, (. !� ��*+, -[< ������ !�1� !>�E ���" 	�
�� ���������� GZ�"� ������� 
G����\ 	��X� !���� :�� ���+����� ���?��5 ���7+� !�� C� !:��� ��� 2: ���� ����� �"���� 
;� ����� :��>�" !�]�" ������� ���L ���� :����"�L�।  

 
C� ��� ���������� ��9��� �����=� �1�<�"� :�� ��������0 ���� :����"�L�। ��� 

!�]�" ���9�� ������� ‘‘���^ ���^’’ �D�� ��D+��� ���� ���������� ��+ ��� �������� ���� 
:����। C� ��� G��� ����, ; ������ !��]� ���9�� ����� !���� ��। !�]�" ������� 2*�I�� 
��� ‘>����’ ��� �I+�� ����।  

 
 �>�" 2� ;� �3� C� ����X_ !��`�� D� 0 a ?��Z ��� ����, ���+�*�� �����>��� 
:"� ��"0 ���:�� ������� ����� #1� !�0"� �"��। �< ��b���E� ������ �’�7 !��� 2�� 
!��� ����3 ����c� de��0 ����� ��� !�0"� ��� �� �� ��Y�। ��� ����, <"���"� ��U 2� 
<�Y�� #�f� ;<  ��E ;� ;�� G�>g। ���Fg �� G�>���# <�Y�� #�f�0 �� !�:�1 h�� 
���?��5�� ����L 2��� ���7+� ��i�� ;�� ;�< G�>���# ����L <"���"� ��U ���:�� ������� 
��i��।  
 

����3 ����c� d�e� h��� 2:��� ;< :��>� G���j �"। �>�" �>���k ���� C� 
!:��� ���। ����� ���>g Gl� !D�� ���L� ��� �K ������ :��>�" !��# !��।  
 
 C� !:��� ��� ����, ���+ ������ ����= !� ��9�� ���L, � !D�� 2����� ��T� 9�I ��� 
���। 2: ��� GZ�"� ����� #m� ����L ��9���� �
� ���"। ���+�*�� 0�� G>����+ ��6�� ��> 
����L। ��H+ ;#���� �L� ������ ������ G
��� !D���L ���+ ������ ����=। �� ��O ��n���"�� 
>��� o���� ;< G�>��� ��p"��। ��� G�>�Y� :����" ����, 2��� 0U��� ���� 2�L। ���+ 
������ �1�< 2�����0 �1�<, 0U��� ���:" 2�����0 ���:"।  
 

C� ��� ����, 2��� ��q�� 2��� 0U��� ������ ��� ����। ��O ��
� G�r� ��� 
���9� ������� ?�� *�� �X�^ ��� ���। 0U��� G�s�  �"�:�। Gs 0U�� !��1 ���F� ;7�< 
���3����� ��"�। ;���� !��"��0 �1�< ���L�। 0=�
-h�3�� �����। ����T 0"�7�� �7�0 
2��� ��m�� ����।  
 

��� ;  ��E 7���� ������� �D� ����। �< ;������ ��<�� �� [-;� He� !��� ��: 
��� �:��� ����� �D� ����।  
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

 O�� 
�>�" #X��  O��� ��� ��"�L !� o������ ��9��� ���+ ������ �����=� ���� ��U�
 ��U
 

���#�" ��b� ������ �����=�� ��U1���। t
� $��� �+������
< �" #I��u� ��9���� ��O� 
 �"�:�� >���� :���
��I ���������� :E� 2r�I��  �� ���� :�� o !���� ����=�� 
������ ����।  

 
 O��� 2��� ��� ��"�L t
� !�V��� ��D+�< ���������� �����=� ��L� ?���� ���� ��। 

 O��� �<  �X ������ !���� :�� ;�� G����\ ���������� ���+�>V� 	�
��  :�u�� >�� 
����� ��� 	��X� !�� �� :�� ���� !��� ��"�L।  
   

����3 ����c� d�e� 2���"� C� ��
�� ����� �>�"  O���7 !�� ����।  
 

C� ����X_ !��`�� ����, :�#�I� ���" ���+ ������ �����=�� ���:��� G�
���  �j� ���� 
:�� ;�#�" �#�"�L���। ��M � ��
� !�� ���"�� 	�D+�#�j�� ���L। �< �U��� ���L !���� �L� 
!#������ �D GD�� ���3� �D। #��+� ��=" !�, �U�� ���3� �D< !��L ���"�L�। ��9���� �
� ���"< 
�U�� !��L ���"�L� ���3� �D। �< �U��� ��E 2��� 2�L।  ���+ ������ ����=�� 2: Gs, ���, 
0=�
��  >X� ���" ������ ��� ?�*। ��� ��
��I ����=�� ��+ ��� ���" 2��� ����, ���+ 
������ ��9���� ���" 	�D+����� ���: ��#���� :��  ��r"������ ��v��&��  *�� *����F। �� 
!�� !�? ��" �� !�"।  
 

��+C� !:��� >w�*��+, ������� ��", ��� *��7��:+, !���� >w�*��+  ���0 �3X� ����।  
 

��01�� ��#������ �>� 
 

��#�&��� ��01� G�6� !D�� :���� ��"�L !�, !������ ��01� 7�?� ��� ��#������ ;� 
�>�" 	�
�� ���������� ��9��� ����=��� G�>�Y� :����" �U���  � ��I+ ��D+� W��� ��� 
��"�L। !��� ��� ��-��-;� ���  �" �� ��< ;< �>�� ?����3� �L�। C� ����q� ��S� 
!�V������� �Ng ;< �>�" <"���"�� ��+� G��*����  ���� ��� ���������� 	�
��� 2�Y���� 
!��#����� :�� ��b��E D� >���� �����3�  � 2���� :������ �"।  
 

��+C� G���Y !H�=��-6� ��, ����Y� !�m-���9� ��#m�, ��+�� 2�:�� 2��-��� ��, 
 6�x ��"-��, G�� �:�����-��, ��, 2< ���� ��Y���
��"-���9� ��, ��� ��� ��+�-��-;�-��, 
�X_�� ��"-��-��, ����� ��� 0 �����
 ��  >X� ;< �>�" �3X� ����।  

 
��01� L�� ���L� 

 
2: ��01� ����� �� y�� ����:� L��L����� ����� ���: ����। G�
���� ��T�  �j�� 

�f ��" ��"। ����7 ;� L�� ���L� ��01� ��� ���r� ��� 	�
�� ���������� ���3�6V:�� 
G�>�Y� :���"। ������ �S ���:, ���U7�� �
����� ��� !*V
��� ������", ���U7�� ��T�"�, ����X_ 
<��^�7?7 ���L��� 2�"�:� ���।  
 

L���� ���U7�� D���� ����� ��� ! ���he <"���"� ��U�"� ;��7 �����S���� ��� ����।  
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�������� ��� ���� 
���� ���q�  � ����O���� ��i��  ���� :������� 
2���� :����" #X�� ���� ���9� ���+��� ���=��� 

 O�� 

‘�����#� ��� 
7�<��’ 

z- ��*+, -./- 

 
INDIA PARTY ASKS VOCAL SYMPATHY FOR E. PAKISTAN  

 

NEW DELHI (AP).-Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's ruling Congress Party urged the 

people of India Sunday to lend their whole-hearted support to the East Pakistan 

independence movement. 

 

But a resolution adopted unanimously by the Party's 700 national committee 

members avoided any commitment of direct aid to the East Pakistanis. 

 

"What we are doing is to raise our voice in the capital of the world and in the 

United Nations over the brutal massacre across our borders,"Mrs. Gandhi said in 

rejecting demands from some delegates that India give arms to the East Pakistanis. 

 

 The prime Minister also rejected criticism from President Agha Mohammad 
Yahya Khan's Government that India had no business commenting on the 

developments in East Pakistan. 
 

"India has no desire to interfere in the internal affairs of another country," Mrs. 
Gandhi said. "But it cannot remain silent over the oppression and wanton killing 

across the border". 
 

Calls for calm consideration 
 

"What is happing there makes one angry, but one must get over this and 

consider things calmly. We should be careful that we do not say or do anything that 

will only add to the suffering in East Bengal."   

 

 United News of India said in a despatch from the border town of Krisnagar 

that Pakistani jet fighters violated India air space while bombing East Pakistani 
independence forces shortly before dawn Sunday. There was no confirmation from 

the Indian air force. 
 

 Radio Pakistan said India was flying additional border security forces from 
New Delhi to reinforce troops already along the border with East Pakistan. Indian 

Foreign Ministry sources denied any build-up, and added that the only function of the 
security forces was to insure that the border did not become vulnerable. 

 
 Foreign Minister Swaran Singh of India said the Pakistani Government claim 

that developments in its Eastern province were an internal matter could not be 

accepted by the world community. He proposed the party resolution. 
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‘Our brethren and neighbors’ 

 

 “For India, in particular, this is a matter of special concern,” he said, “because 

the people against whom tanks and sophisticated weapons have been deployed are our 

own brethren and our neighbors. We cannot remain unaffected by what happens 

there.” 

 
 The Foreign Minister turned down demands from some delegates that India 

should grant immediate diplomatic recognition to an independent government of East 
Pakistan.  

 
 “There is an appropriate time for all such actions”, he commented. “If we 

hasten such actions, the very objective itself will get defeated. I do not want it to 
become a matter of public debate or controversy”.  

 

 The Congress Party resolution appealed to all nations to take “urgent and 

constructive steps to put an end to these inhuman atrocities”.  

 

 

 

 

 

__________ 
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

 

��������������������������������    ������������    ����������������    
��������� #I����  ����� !������" 

h�3����� ���L� 
$���� ‘��#�&�’ z- ��*+, -./- 

 
��������� #I����  ����� h�3����� ���L���������� #I����  ����� h�3����� ���L���������� #I����  ����� h�3����� ���L���������� #I����  ����� h�3����� ���L�    

 
�����, z{!� ��*+,-���������� ����=��� �X���>��� ��� ������  ����� 2: ��U* ���
� 

h�3�� 0 !��h��� L�� !�V� ���L� ��� �����Z ����O�� ��<����� G�6�� ���।  
 
!�V��>�� 5����� !��D ����7� !*"������ h�� ���� �����:+�� !�X�k ;���  ����
 ����O�� 

!h���7 ��<��������� ��� ;� p������� !��।  
 
p�������� ��b� ����O��� $��� ���s ����=��� ���+�����*>��� ��� ���" �
|�� :������ 

��"�L। ��� ��"�L !�, ����O��� $����� �������, ��T�  �j���� G��� �N�S �^ ����L। ;� 
��9 ���q� �����=� ��� HXI� !:�# ?�m�L। G����\ ����� ����=��� ?�� 2r�I �f ��� ���।  

 
h�3�� 0 L���� ���������� �����1 ����=��� !��� 0 ������ ��� ��+ ���"  } 2�L ��� 

p�������� ?�x� 2�L।  
 

 

___________ 
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��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

 

�������� ��� ���� 
���������� ��D+�� ���� ��b� ���# 

���� ���� 
$���� ‘��#�&�’ - ;� �, -./- 

 

0���� �1�< ;����� ��D+�0���� �1�< ;����� ��D+�0���� �1�< ;����� ��D+�0���� �1�< ;����� ��D+�    
���� ��b��E ����� ��������� ��b��E ����� ��������� ��b��E ����� ��������� ��b��E ����� �����    

    

(5�6 �����7+��) 
 

����� z- ��*+-���������� �����=� ���k���~� 2�Y�����  � ��D+�, �����>�� ;�� 
;���� :����" ��b� ��E��� ����= 2: 	���+>��� ��
��I 
�+H7 0 ���� ���� ����L�। 
:���-��I ���� ��� 0 ��E��� 27 !���7 �����=� ���� ;�� ��U�1�"�L� ; ��E��� ��U* !���7 
��E���। �U��� ��D�" ���D, ?��# 0 ?@���� >�#����।  

 
��E�� ��>3 ���� �� ;<  D� ;-��E���� ��E����  �  ����� ;�� !������ �����>�� 0 

��D+� :������।  
 
!�����-��7, ��:��-��7, ��-������� �f !���, ������� ��� !���, ��O 2�Y���j�� ���� 

��� ���" ; ��E��� ��E��� �U� ;��& 2��:� 0 ��E���� ��E��� ��� ������  � G&��� C��� 
����+���� 2: ‘!�������’ ���� ��� ��+��� ��i�� �� �
|�� 0 HXI�  ��� ����L�।  

 
��� 2���"� ���"�# ��D�" ����#��� ��+� 2: ����� ����। ��D� !���1 !���1 ���� !���। 

!qtv ���� !������ 
��
��� 2� 6��� 6��� ��:��।  
 
���� !���� ���� G
+��� :��" ����। 2� ����� ����। ��#������ ���� ����� ���:। ;< 

‘������’ ;��
���  ���� G������ �
|��। 	��
��� 2�Y���� ��� $������� :�� !����� L�"� 
��+� ������।  

 
��E���� ��U*�� ����� ��D+�� ;< ���� ����� ;�� ������ G������  ���� ���L�0 !�� �"। 

���L��� 20"�: ��E���� :"���। ?����3� ���>g ��:���� ��। �����  �j���� �T !D�� 
����� ����� ;����" GD+ ��9� G�>���0 ti ��"�L। GD+ ��9� G�>���� �������0 ;�#�" 2���।  

 
���� ��E���" ;�� ��+��� 
�+H7 ����� <�����+ ��� ��<  �T ����L। !�����-��7 ��f� 

:�� ;��� ��?�� ����� �"��। ��\� ���L� ���" �#�" !����0 ���T� ��� �"��। !�� ��<� 
G����
 ���� 2�#< !P� �f। !������ !P� ’ *��<��, ��� ��x�� !P���� ��+& 2: ; ���:� 
!������। ��01�-��"���� ��U ��U ���L। 5���� ����� 2�L-��M *��� !�<।  

 
�Y��0 ;�< �X��। !���� GD+���� ��m���� !� ��+�K� �Y� ��U�*�" ����L !�< !���������� 

����� �Y��0 2: !��� ��1��� !�<। ���� ���� :���: ��U�1�" 2�L, !��� ��: �"��। C����� 
��: �����।  
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

����� �Y������� �Y������� �Y������� �Y��    
    

[’��� 2�# ����� 
�+H7 ���7�L। ��M ��������� ���s �����=� ?�� :E������ ��+��� 
 ����� $�������� 2: ����� *���"��। 2�Y���j��-������, �D�"7�����0 2: ��������� �f �L�।  

 

���������� ���+�>V� 	�
�� ����� G����\ ��7���� 	��X� !���� ����� ;�� ���������� 
���3�������� ?�� :E������ ��+� 2r��I�  ����� 2: ��b� �����" ;< 
�+H�7� h�� 
���"�L��� ���:�� ��:���� �����, ���>g !Ph <?��"� ;�� L�� ��#m����।  

 

;��� ���� !D��< �6�" �6�" ������-L���� !�� ���:���� :"��� ��� ��� ����O�� 
!h���7 ��<����� G�6�� ;�� :E������ ��i�� ���T�> :����। ;��� ���� ;�� L�� ��� H��� 
:�� G��� 
�+H7 ti ����L� ;< G�6��� �����।  

 

?S� !D�� ��T�I, ���+ !D�� ��b�� ��+� H����L 2:��� 
�+H7 ���" !��D�0 !��� ������ ��� 
��<��। !���H�7�, !��>���:��, ����, !:�1���#��, ����#� <���� G��& ;�������0 ���������� 
	��
���  �j� 2�Y����� ��D+�� ;��� ��& �L�। ��D� !���1 ������� :7�� ; �X�� ����#��� 
��+�।  

 

��:�D��� ���� !��" 6�7�� ��� ;���� h�E��� !����"��1�� � ��� ��� !�"।  
 

��T�I� ��"��7 Z��� !����� ���� !���� ����� �E�f��  ��X�। �� ���" ��� ����+� 
���F�-�� ���* !��� ‘; �:�  �I ��� ��F, �� [#+� ������D !��� ��
� ���� ��।’ !��D�0 
!��D�0 ��1�� ���=+0 G
+��� :��" ������ ��E ����� ���� ?1� !��� ��"। ������, 2
�-
������ !������� G�6��, ��-�������" ��+� ����f।  

 

��� ���9��� G������ ���9��� G������ ���9��� G������ ���9��� G���    
 

	�
�� ���������� �����=� 0�� ��� !���������� G��*����  ����� ;e��� ��� ���9��� 
?�����# ��h� !��h 0 �� 2< �7 !���1 ;�� ;�7��� ����+�7� ���L -( H��� :�� G��� ���� ��� 
�"।  

 

��0��0��0��01�1�1�1�" ����" ����" ����" ����    
 

��01� ��� 0 9���l�� 2: 	���+ ���� ���� �"। P��, ���, !P� 0 G�� ������� �f 
�L�। ���� �����7�-; ������ ��� ��01�" ��-������� �f �0"�� H7�� ;<  D�।  

 

����O�� $��� ������� G��*����  ����� ���� (z�7 �1 �1 ���L� ;�� ?S� ��01� 0 
������� ���� ���9��� ?�����# [�7 �1 :��>� ���������� ���3�6V:�� G�>�Y� :���"।  
 

���� ��b� ��E �������� ��b� ��E �������� ��b� ��E �������� ��b� ��E ����    
 

2��# ��D ���" 0 ��E��� �����=� ��E ;-��E��� ����= ��� ����L� ‘������ �3 ��� 
�XD� !�� !��� ��’।  
 

?S�� ���:+��� !D�� ��T�I ��E����#� ��+& !#�7� ��b� ��E��" 2: �6� 
�+H7 0 ���� 
���� �0"�" ���:�� ��:���� ��, !Ph <?��"� ��Z�, L��-��T�-��� ;�� ����� ��#m����0 
����:��� ��Z����� �T !D�� 2���� ���X�� ; ��E��� ��9��� ����=�� G�>�Y� :����"�L�।  
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��U�� ���X� ���m�"�L�� ��-��-;�, ��-��-2<, L" ���7+� 2���"�, ������� ��-;�-��, >���" 
�����>� ���7+, ���� �����  �D��� ��T� ����, ��b��E ��T� ����, [< L�� !6h�����, ��-
;�-<?, �h-;�-0, ;�-<?-��, 2�-;�-��, ��, ������7� ! � 0"��+� <?��"�, �����-�E ����� 
��H, ��b� �E ����+� ���h��+ ;������"��, <?-�7-<?-��, ���� ����� ��
���� ��T� ����, 
����� ��� ��Z�, <?��<�7h ��=�I �>�, ��<����7+� ��� ;������"��-<����।  

 
�������� �>��������� �>��������� �>��������� �>�    

 
���������� ���3 ��9���� ��D+�� -�� ;� � ����� �7�" <��"�� ;��������"�� ��� >���" 

����� !6h������� ?�����# �������� ;� �>� ���।  
 
2��� ��U�� ���X� ���"�L�-6���"�h+ ��, ;�-;�-��, L�� ���=�, ������� #>� ��?��� 

;�57, !7���� ;������"��, !���, ����-��T��� 0 ���:��+� ��H ��� ���9�।  
 
 
 

----------- 
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��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

 

�������� ��� ���� 
	��X������ 2���� :����"  ���� 

�N����"� G����\ 	��X� ���  
‘‘$���� 2�Y��:��’’ 

(�N����") 
z ;� �, -./- 

 

G����\ 	��X� ���G����\ 	��X� ���G����\ 	��X� ���G����\ 	��X� ��� 
 

;< *����~ �����  �? ���+ ��# �� ‘‘���������� !���7 !���7 ��
��I �����=�? !� !� ��b"<। 
��I�I ;� ��9��� �U���� :1�<"� ��1"��L�। �>��� <����� *�� ;� ����7�, >"��� ;� 
[��+��#� ��-��7� ��� ��� �<"� !#�, �U����� G�� ���T�� ;��0 !�= ��<। !�< 2��� � 
:��D ���1"� L�< �<�, 0< ������ ���-:���� �X  �&� L������� !#�, ����� �3�R�, G� 

���� ���# ����"� ��I�3 !������ �� !������ ���� ���"� !#�, ��M �� 2b�+ ����� ���q� 
������� !�� ]� 2:0 L��7� ��।  

 
GD* 2����� ����� <����� ;�� �X�� !��D�0 !��� �#"��L ���� ��Y�। ;�7� !:�1���� 

����� ��<����7 !�:��7�� ���"� �� !D’��<"� ��� *�" t
� �< �", ����� �<�� !#�7� ;�7� 
�����#�j��� ����� ?@��
� �����, ;< ������ 2����। ���� ��b� ���, !6V: ����� 2��" 
0���� *1�0 �<"��L, ���� G�� !���0 ������ �" ��। ;�7� :���� ������ !6V@ ���"� ��� �S�� 
Z��� �� ����� !� ���� ��� ����� �" ��। ������ �� ������ �� !�7� 	u  �। �� <�� �m�, 
��1 ����"� �� m��� ����-!�x�6� ����-�1�< <�� �"।  

 
���*�" ���� �D� ;<-������� !#�7� [��"�" !�� m��� �3, G ����� ���S *�� ���"� �� 

!�����L। ����, ��� ���7��� �D� �� ���< >��-D���D ��� 0�"��D� ;��7 !���� [< 
>��# ���। ���7� ;;� ��1"��L ?>" ����7। 2� ;� ��i�� 2������ ;��0 �����# �f��� 
!�1�� ?�� ���"�; ���������� ��U�� ��:�<��L। ����� <��� !*�" �1 G���
 ���� ��<। i� 
2*��I� ���# 0< !���� o����� ��� 2�L। �� ���"��L��� 5���+�, ����� ���� !����  :�u� 
������ ��� :���O K����� ���# �1�< ���? ������"� �D� �� !���< >��। ����*�r� ���# �� 
!���O ������। 2� ������~� ��"�  #����� C���3 ?D��? �O�T� ���� D��, ��� ������ 
��#�� 2&:+��� !�hr��� ���: ;S �� ��� *�� ��-��� ���"�L� >���� �� #I�u�, �� 
���:�u� �:�����-�� �������< ���+��।  

 
2� *�� � !L�7���7�  ����� �� ��L����L !������ >�����। >���� ?�� ��"� �f 

2����D�7 H����D !���� ����� �� ��� ����Y��O ���"� ��"��L ����c� ��� �����। !������� 
G�
���� C��� �Y����"��� ‘‘��’’ ���"� ����, $��� 0 ��7���� *��, ��L��< ������� �� 7�� 
��<। ���
� ����� ;���@ ���+ ��# �<� ��b�� !6��� ��D ������ ����"��L। ��M ��b� �<� 
!��: � !:7 �#"��L ����+ ���� ���� !��� ������ ����� ��<। 2� ��+�� !� ?<�-����� ��� 
:���:�� !� ����L�। !� !�0"�7� 2T��� 0 ��� ?>" G�D+। ;�� C� !� ?<�0 ���� 
���:u�। ‘‘��������’’ ����� �iI 2���� :���<"��L� ��q�� ‘‘��b� ����O���� 2� ���I�s 
!:�#�<��� ��। 2������ ���7 �<� ��0"� 2"��
 ?���� 2�����< ������L।’’  

 
�XD� ; rY�। �� �I+ ��
� !�� t���� ��। �� *�� �� :���, i�7� !��� ���7�" ����-

�������। G;� ����= ��" 2��"� ��1��L >����< ?��। ; ��" $��� ; ��" ������। ;����  
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

��"����#� ��� h���"��L �m�< ��M 0���� !� ��� h���"��L ��3�। G�� ;< >��< 2�d�-
;��"�� �<"� ������� >����� G��� �<"��L, ��M ������" ��<"��L #��
�|�-G�&� !����"। 
2����� �<"� #�� 6�7�<"� <:��<��� 2���� ����<"��L, GD* ������� ������� ; L7�� 2�� 
!�� �:�0 ��1�<� ���� ��<। ;��� ���� H�7��L, ��� ��M >����< ��� ��&। ���7� �7�� �� 
;< !���� #��"< ���#��। ���-���� �D� �����L-‘����������  ���  �I��� ����-���� �" �� 
��� ��� ��Y� ������� ����+���= ���g ����1 �����=� !:�"�� ; !���� �7 2L1�<"� ��1 
!m��<�� !�?  �7� �< >���� ��T t
� ������ �"-2��T��। 0������ ��9�� 2�����0 
��9��।  
 

0< !���� G#�I ����= 2: �1 2��" ; !���� ���� *���"� 2�L। 2��� �� ��� ������ �� 
��� ����? t
� ������ ����6 �"। !�7� ;< ����Z�� ������ i�7 *�" ������ ��D� ����"� 
�6��<"� !�0"�� ��। ;���� t
� ����� ���"��� ����<�� ��। �I��#��� !��=� ���7�� ������7+ 
r��� �^ �<"�  ?�m��L !�, ‘����������’ ���3�6V�:� �� 2�L-���k ���� <���� ����L�-��M 
t
� ����, ;�� �� t
� �-��R-�T ��� h��� ��"�0 ; ���#� ���� !�= ��+& �"�� !:� ��" ��। 
>��� Gs ;�� ��D�� ?�� ‘�����L�’ *�<। 0< ;��7 ��=" ������ ���3�6V: 2:0 G���" �<"� 
2�L, ���T ���� ��I+ �����# �<��L। ‘:����� ����� ��� !��� ����� !� :���, ���� 2�# 
������� ��U*���� *�<-��U*����� ?���I ������ ;��& :i��। �7� ������ 	��D+ 7� 2�����0 
��� ��7���� ������ >"7�< ��
� �<"� D��� �� !�7���0 [� ���� !��:� ��O� 2�L-!� ��O� 
�0"�� ��O� o������ ��:�0 �+��� 0 �������-GZ�"� ‘��������’ ������� G����\ 	��X�।  

 
 
 

----------- 
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�������� ��� ���� 
��b� ��E� �����u�� !�X�k ���������� ������� 

‘���3 ��9�� ���"� ����’ #�m 
$���� ��#�&� � ;� �, -./- 

 

���3 ��9�� ���"� �������3 ��9�� ���"� �������3 ��9�� ���"� �������3 ��9�� ���"� ����    
�����+��+��+��+���
 �������� �����
 �������� �����
 �������� �����
 �������� ����� ���Z��� ���Z��� ���Z��� ���Z�    

(5�6 �����7+��) 
 

�����, �< ;� �-�������� ���3 ��9�� ���"� ���� 2#��� ������, --< ;� �, �f�� 
���1 ��U*7�" !� :��>� !h���L�, ���������� ���3 !6V�:� ��"�:� !�� �� �3X� ��� 
!*�"�L�। ����� �>��� C� G:" �������
��" o :��>�" �>���k �����।  

 
o��� ����� ����� *�U�� ��9��� :�� ��TI 0 ?S� ����� !D�� [’�7 ���L� ��� �"। 

�����u� 0 ?�-�����u� ;< [’�7 ���L� ���*���� �����। ����^ ����, r�1����, �������, 
�������� 0 ����:��� ;< ���L�� D������। ;��7 ���L� ������:�� ��U* ��D� !D�� �����
 ��x� 
!y�"�� ;�� G���7 #��"���7 !D�� !*V��#�� ���� ����।  

 
2: ����� ;� :i�� $�m��� �� �>��� C� G:" �������
��" ����������� :���� �U�� 

!�V�7� ��� *�U�� ��9� �LY ��� ��। ;>��� ��#X�� G�D+� G���" �� ����। �U�� *�� ����� 
���Gh+�� GD�� !*�� GD+ ��m��। z��� <��"�� ����� � �7 (!6�� (�-({({) �U��� G�6� !���� 
��"�L। !����� ���� ���" ��� 9�I ��� ���।  

 
��
+��� !��� ��� !�V�7� ��� *�U�� ��9� ��� ��� 2�# � ��������� ��
��� :���� ���। 

������ ;<>��� *�U�� ��#X�� ���।  
 
C� �������
��" :����, �U�� ���:�� :���
���I� ��L !D�� GD+ 0 G����� ��� ���9� ��9� 

�����। ���3 ��9������ :��  �"�:��" ¡=
, �*��@��� �u���, �D+  >X�� ���Z� ����� ;�� 
�*��@����� ���� ������ !����। 2� ���3 ��9������ :�� �3 (��:��) ��9� �����। ����& 
;����" �*��@��� :�� !��h���� <?��7 Z��� �����। ���3 ��9������ :��  �"�:��" ���� �s 
 >X� ! �I �����। �������� !D�� ��U�� �����&� ;���� *�� 2�� ��
� ���� �U��� ��+��>��� 
������ �����। !	F����� ��9� ����� ;�� ����������  �X H7�� ;�� ����O��� ������ *�r� 
$����*� ���+���� ������ ��9� ��� �  *���� ���Z� �����।  

 
(। ���"� ���� 2:��� �>�" #X�� ;�  O��� ���������� :���
��I�� �U��� ���k��I+ 

��9���� :�� G�>�Y� :���� �" ;�� ����O��� ������ *�r� ���� ��#�m #I��� 0 ���+���� 
�� ��Y� ��� �"।  

 
 O��� G����\ 	�
�� ���+�>V�  :�u ���������� 	��X� !���� :�� >���� !�]�" 

������� ���7 ���� :������ ��"�L ;�� ��������� ����O��� $���������� #I��� 0 ���+� G��*�� 
�f ���� :�� ?���3 ���Z� 9��I� ?�¢��� �����H�� G�����
 ���� :�� ;�� ;< �������  
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���q� ��� ��� ����= ��� 2�d�-;��" ������ ��� ?����#� �" �� :�� !�]�" ������� 
��*^ �� G�����
 ��� �"।  

 
���3�������� ��D+����3�������� ��D+����3�������� ��D+����3�������� ��D+�    

 
���������� ���3�������� ��D+�� �U��� ��+��>��� �������� 2���� :����" ;�� ���������� 

������� 	��X� ����� ���� :����" ;< ���:�� ���>g ��Z� 0  �j���� �T !D�� ���X� !�0"� 
��"�L।  

 
<��"�� !��h���� ;������"�� ��:� ���� �3 ����� h�� ���"�L�।  
 
<��5�7?7 G6 ;��"�� G��� 2�d��� �������-;� �>�" ��������� ����O�� ������ ������ 

!� #I��� *����F 2: �� ��Y� ��� ��"�L।  
 
����� �Y��� C���, :����:� �����, ���"�#�+�, G�6��� ;�� ��+���� ;� �>�" 2: 

���������� ���3�������� ��+��>��� ������ �����  O�� #X�� �"। !��7+ ��������+� !*"������ C� 
!� !� ��" �>���k ����।  

 
����� ��+��� ;������ !�� ���" ���3�������� ������ ����� ��� ��#�"  ������ ����� ��+� 

;������"�� ;� ���X�� ����L�।  
 
���������� ���3�������� ��D+�� ����� !��7+ C��� <?��"� ����� ��"�L।  
 
������ ;��� !��h���� L�� *�"�h��#�-��+��" !��h���� ����� �#�"�L�। �U��� ���6@ 

*�1�h��#� ������ 20"��� ���#� �N��� !����£� ���� ?�¢� ;��7 ���� ��� ; ������ ��9��� 
���-L����� ���L ���  ��� �������� 2���� :����"�L�। ���������� ���3 ��9���� �6� ���� 
?�¢��� *�< ������#�।  

 
 

----------- 
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

 

�������� ��� ���� 
�������� 2���� :����" ����-�������- 

����:��� ����� ���X� 
$���� ��#�&� ) ;� �, -./- 

 

���������� ������� �������������� ������� �������������� ������� �������������� ������� ����----����������������������������----����:��� ����� 2��������:��� ����� 2��������:��� ����� 2��������:��� ����� 2���� 
 

��������-���"� ����-�������-����:��� ���� ���� ;��7 ��Z� �n� #�m ��"�L। o 
����� �>��� ���+��* ��"�L� C� ������� ��Y���
��", ;�� �N��� ������ 2�L�, C� ��I] 
��", C� ����]��D *r�+� 0 C� ����]��D ��Y���
��"। ����� !��=�
�T ���+��* ��"�L� h�� 
�I�]��� ��q�� ;�� ��-�>�������� 2�L�-��+C� G�: �S, Gg�� ���� ��", G�������, 
?�"����, W�� ��� !H�=, !#���� ������, !:��� �����, ��TI��~� ���, h�� ����� ����� ��¤�, 
! ��] ���, ��_� !�, �������Y �������
��", ����: ���, �QD ��", �¥� ���, ��&�= ����� !H�=, 
�������� !���, ���*�� ���, ��>�= �������
��", �����>� ����� ;�� ����]��D �������
��"।  

 

����� �T !D�� ���������� �+��� ���-����Z� �N��+ ��¦���� 2����  *�� ��� ��"�L�  
 

<"���"� 0 �� ��+� ������ *r ���������� #I��u� !*��, 	��
������
 0 ������ ��+���� 
���� G��>��� 7������ *���" ���= !6�� *�<�L।  �X�� 2���+��, ���� 	§ ���-!�H��-!���>� 
;< ����� >��� 0 �� ���1 �� !���7 ���� �&���� 2
����� ���I��s� ������� ;��� 
������* ���� ���� *�"।  

 
����� !����� 2��� ��� �>�� 0 ��yX��  �*�� ����+����, �K pX� !H�� :���� Gl�, 

;���� #��"� ���: ���7�� ��+& ���1�" ���F। !#�7� :��� 	§, C� 2� �N�� ����+ !��, ��U
 0 
 ������� ��� !��L !��L ��� ���L। ��q-��
��� ��mZ�� ���� ��q������"�� ;< :�#� *r 
����� !��# ���7� �����" ���"�L। ��:���� ��q������", ������� ����� �����<��� ���: ;�� 
���>g Gl��� ������� 9c�#�� 0 #��=I�#�� H���� ���� ����L। ��������� ���+��"�� ���b¨ 
��� ��"�L। !���� !6�� �7+�� L��1 ������� >��� !����L ����� >"��� 2��। ��Y�-���:�-
*��*+� �����7���0 o �����Q�� ��T���� �� ;�� ��U�� ���1 !D�� �T� ��"��।  

 

��� 0 ��3� !���" :E� <"���"� *r ?Q�� ��" !#�L। ��� ;���L ��"� �T !��� ���� 
�#�"�L-���:��� !��� �����=� G�
���� ���"� >�=�", �D� ��� ���� ���&� ��U*� !*�"�L�। 
G��+ 2r��I� �����, �������� !�����, ��"� �T G�X�� �&�� �*� #�� ����� ��" ���� 
�Y�� 9��� t����� ���� ��F। ���� ��� !����, ��� ����� !��� ���Z� �"��। <"���"�� ?�� 
��#�� ��"� �T �������� ��" ������ ���F, !������ ��� �������  �� ��+���7��� ��� �� 
����।  

 

��-���� ��t-�X� !� �����? C��� �X=� ����:��� *����� �����"�-!� �����? ����, ������� 
������� G
����, !� �����?  

 
������ ���"� [< O� �+� ��� ��3� ?©�� !6�"���� ��
� G���
 ��t� ��� !*�� 
���L। 

21�< �@���� ������ ������� ����� ��U1 ����" !#��� L��1�L। <� ��7 ��� ���� ���������� 
�� 0 !������ ��#�� ���" ��U�*�" !����L। ���: ;�� ��q�������"� ���� 2*��+��� ������Y ��U1 
����" ��� L��1�L। ���������  ����7 !��#��� ��� ��� ��� ����L।  
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

��M ��� ��+�������
 ?��� �� 0 ��Y��� ?���� ���������� ���1 �� !���7 ����= �X��~" 
 �����
 i�� ��U�1�"�L। ��� !�������� !�#� ���� ��<� !�U�
 :x���� 7������ 0�� ��U���" ��1 
���:� ������� !���� ���# ;�7� 2O ���7� 7�����< �Lg�>g ��� ���"�L। ���3������� !6V:���� 
�� !D�� ;��� �� ;� H�U�7 !��1 ���F। !#�7� �������� 2: ;��7< G�Ok ��" ���3��� ���L। 
�������� �:�L।  

 
��b� ���#� ����-�������-����:��� 2���, ���]���D� ?S� ��i= 2���, ;< o������ 

�����+ ���� �� ���ª" D��� ���� ��। 2��� >����� !���� #X����� ���]��D ;�� >����=+� 
>�����। 2��� 2����� ���� o����� ��L��< >��� ���� ��।  

 
�< 2��� ‘��������-���"� ����-�������-����:��� ����’ #m� ���L।  
 
2����� ��: ��: !T� 0 ��: ��: �X�^� �
� ���" 2��� ;� >��# 2�Y��� #�1 ��� 

*�<। 2��� *�< t
� ��b� ��# �", t
� >���=+ �", !#�7� �X�D��� #I��u� !*�� 0 ������ 
t>���� ���������� ��:� ������� G����\ 	��X� !�0"�� ;�� ��+��
 ������ ���" �� ���� 
;�� ��U1����� :�� ;� o���� ��9�� ti �i�।  

 
!�< ��E 2��� ���g ������ ��T ��O� 0  �T ������0 ��9� ��� *�<। ����&� 0���� 

;< �����+ ����� ¡=
, �*��@��� :��  �"�:��" �u���, �U�1� [
 0 ��y�7 :��" t���� ����। 
2� � !���� :�� ����� 7��� �"��।  

 
��b� ���#� ����=। ��:�D, ��O, ���7� GD�� Gw�����-!�����< 2��� ��� �i�, G����\ 

2���� ����� ���D+� �� !D��0 !��� ������ ���" ;�#�" 2���। -�� !���� ���I, �����--z 
(!7���6�� : (�-z.z{)-;< �m����" ����� ���+���"  ���� �f�� �7� !D�� �� )7� ��+& 
?���3 ������ ������" 2���� ������ 
������� ���# #X�� ���।  

 
�����&� 0���� ;< �����+ ����� �3। ��b���E� ����= ��:�D, �X�, ���7� GD�� Gw�����-

!�����< 2��� ��� �i� G����\ <��"�� !��h���� ;������"���� ���+���" (�� !���� ���I, 
�����--z। ��" : !��� (7� !D�� �7�) �#�" �3 ��� �i�। 2���� ;< >������ �XW�� ��E 
#X�� ���।  

 
��b���E� ����=-���������� 2����� ��1� ���। !�< ��t�7�� p�I �i�-���"� ����� ��3� 

!6�"���" ��� ��� �U�: 
�� ��"�L�। 0� ���� �����। !�< :����� p�I �i�-�t�� ��� G�#�F� 
H�7�"�L। ��’� �*��@��� �����। !�< �������7� �D� p�I �i�-d�e 2� !� ��� ����N t�1 
2�L, [< !*��� G
��  ���� ���" !� ����" 2�L 2���� ����, ��b���E� ����। 0� �3 
�����। ��b���E� ����= 2��� !�< !���, !�����< D����, ;���� ���g ���������� �D� >����। 
�� ����� 7���। ���I ¡=�
 2� ���� ���� ���।  

 
2����� ���=�k :�9 !���। 2����� ����� t>����� 2����� ��1� ���। !�� >��� �� ��< 

<������ G�� ���T�" 2�����0 ?S�I+ �� ���।  
 
 

---------- 
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

 

�������� ��� ���� 
��������� #I����  ����� !������" 

G
������� ���T�> ���L� 
$���� ��#�&� . ;� �, -./- 

 

��������� #I����  ����� ��������� #I����  ����� ��������� #I����  ����� ��������� #I����  �����     
G
������� ���T�> ���L�G
������� ���T�> ���L�G
������� ���T�> ���L�G
������� ���T�> ���L� 

(5�6 �����7+��) 
 

�����, )< ;� �-���O !������ <"���"�� $����� ��������� !� !�����"� #I��� *����F 
��  ����� 2: ��b� ������ G
������ ����#��� ;��7 ���T�> ���L� !�� ����। �� 2�# 
��:� �����
 ��x� !y�"��� ;��7  ���� �>�0 �"।  

 
�>�� �� ���:�� G
������� ���T�> ���L� ���>g �D  ��r�� ��� ����O�� !h���7 

��<����� ;�� ��� ��+�� �������� ����� ��"। G
���� ����� �T !D�� [< �������� 
 ����
��� ?�¢��� [’�7 p�������  ��� ��� �"।  

 
p�������� ���������� 	��
���  �j� 2�Y�����  � ��I+ ��D+� :���� �"।  
 

��T� ������T� ������T� ������T� ����    
 
�E�"  �D��� ��T� ����, ��b��E ��T� ���� ���������� ������� !�������� ;�#�" 

2�� 2���� :����"�L�।  
 
 
 

--------- 
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

 

�������� ��� ���� 
!������" L�� ������� ���T�> ���L� $���� ��#�&� -- ;� �, -./- 

 

�����" ���L�� ��� :E������ �������" ���L�� ��� :E������ �������" ���L�� ��� :E������ �������" ���L�� ��� :E������ ��iiii�� �
|�� �� �
|�� �� �
|�� �� �
|��  
(5�6 �����7+��) 

 
�����, -{< ;� �-��������� 	��
���  �j� 2�Y��� G��� ���:� !������ :"���� 2� 

���"� :E������ !�����"� ������� 0 ��+����* G��*���� ��i�� HXI�" �
|��� ;< ����� ��:�D 
2: ����� �L�।  

 
�E�"  ������ L�� !6h����� ;�� #I��u� ��� !6h������� h��� ;��� L�� ������ 

����#��" ��D ��D ���T�> ���L� ���।  
 
�� 2�# ����� ��q�������"� ��� ;� ����7 ������� ;��7  O�� !�0"� ��"�L।  
 
 O��� ���� :���� ��"�L ���������� 	�
�� ������� 	��X� ��� ���। Gs�� ���3�������� 

��O ��� ������ ��m�� !��� �����&� !�1� ��� ���" ���3 ��9���� ������ ��� !���।  
 
 O��� 2�0 ��� ��"�L !�, <"���"� ��U� !�X�k ����O���� :E� ����*r ;����� !��� 

����+�, Gs��� ������ ���L ���������� :���
���I� ��i��। G������ ���:��u� i� 0 *���� 
Gs0 ���� ��F।  

 
�>�" �>���k ���� C� ����: �:�����, ;�;�;।  O�� !�� ���� C� ������ >w�*��+। �3� 

�L��� ��+C� ����� ���, ��>�= *r�+�, ����� *r�+�  ���।  
 
��q������" ��� Z���>�� �0"�" L��-L����� �I+0"����  ��7 P�� ��<�� ;��0 :���" �"।  
 
�>�" �3��� [< ������ �����& �#�" G���� �>1 �� ���� :�� ���� ���L G�����
 

:����"�L�।  
 
�>�� �� ��� L����� ���L� ���>g �D ���r�� ��� ;�����h <�5 ��"। !���� !D�� 

��:������ ?�¢��� ;��7 p������� ��m�� �"।  
    

��� !h� ��<������� ����� ���T�>��� !h� ��<������� ����� ���T�>��� !h� ��<������� ����� ���T�>��� !h� ��<������� ����� ���T�>    
 
����� ¬��� �������� ;�� G���������� 2: ;���� ��� !h���7 ��<������� G�6��� �£��� 

���T�>  ��+� ��� ��������� G����\ #I��� �f ���� ���� :���� D����।  
 
G�X��:�� �����, ��#�&� ;�� G�X�� ��+��� !� p������� ���" 2���, �� C� ���� 

��Y���
��" (G�X��:�� �����) ;�� C� ����: !H�=���� G����\ ���3 ���� ��� ��"�L।  
 
 

---------- 
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

 

�������� ��� ���� 
���������� 	��X��  �� >�� ������� 

; ��
�, ; >" !��? �������Y  
�������
��" ���� ���f 

$���� ��#�&� (z ;� �, -./- 

 

>�� ������� ; ��
�>�� ������� ; ��
�>�� ������� ; ��
�>�� ������� ; ��
�, , , , ; >" !��; >" !��; >" !��; >" !��???? 
-�������Y �������
��"  

 
   

2����� !*���� ����� >���" ?������� ;�� ��TI ;��"�" ;� 2b��+ ���7 G�>�� 
�<��L। ��b� ����O���� 
����:�, �m� ;�� #Iu ���� ��+��� G���� �<� *��"��L। 
:��-����= 0 �n��"-�����= Gf ��0"������ !� �"��� *r ;����� >���=+ ;�� G������ 
��`���� :��" �a� 0 	�
����� ��� ������ :�� # (� �@�� 
��"� ���&� �®� ���"� 
2����L�, 2: ��  �����
� ���� ti �<"��L। 2: <������ *��� ����� ���� H���� 2�¥ 
���"��L। ��:����, �����:� 0 GD+���� H�  �H� �N��+ ���� GW, ?����� ;���� ��� 
L�1� 2� ����< ?���� �����L� !�, ��TI ;���" !� $����� ����+��� �E ti �<"��L, 
2�g ������� !�< �E ?S�� �<"� ��9 ������� ��� ���� h���"� 2����। # -/< ;� � 
���^"� !:��� ���:��#��� 2¯���~ ;� G��1\� ?@���� ��
� 	�
�� #I��u�  :�u� ����� 
����� !� ?���
� G���j �<"��L, ���"������ ��� ��F�� ���� �����, G� ���������� ��� 
?���� ���� �����। ��M G��#>+ ��TI 0 ��TI-���+ ;��"�� ���� ���<"� 2��� ���� ���� !�, 
��� 	�
���� !� ��: ���:��#�� ?� �<"��L, 2: !D�� ��� !D��-��U* !D�� �� �L��� ��
� ��\� 
�� 2�#< !� ����7 ���i�� ���I �<��। �����, �Y��, 7��°, !����i� ���� ���������� 
	�
���� :"������ !�= ��+& ����O��� ���������� !m��<"� ����� ������ ��। ���I !� 	�
�� ��� 
:Q��> �����L �� !���7 ��`��� ��� ����� �3 ��"� �T� �����। :���� ��� ;�� :���� 
��3 ��"� ;< ��:��� :����� ��D G9�� ���"� !�0"� �<��। ;< ��=�" �����0 ��Y� 0 ���" 
D��� ?�* �"। ;< ������� �X�D�� >��E"� ��1��L ;< !�< ���, ������ 0 �3 �<� ��� �X�D�� 
:Q��> �����L। >��w�-<"���"� ��� ;�� 
���-��I�-������ *r G���< !T�� ������� ��� 
��� ���1 ���<��, ��M <���� ;< �T� :����"�� 2#�<"� ��<��।  

 
���������� 	�
�� ��� �x�� ;� ��>X >���� :Q��> ���"��L। 9���" ���������� ��T 
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NATIONAL AID BODY FOR BANGLADESH 
(From Our Spl. Representative) 

 

NEW DELHI, April 13-A national committee with representatives from all 

sections of people has been formed with a view to giving assistance to Bangla Desh in 

cooperation as also in coordination with other bodies formed for the purpose and to 

create national and international compulsion for early recognition of the Government 

of the Independent Republic of Bangla Desh, it was announced, by Prof. Samar Guha, 

M.P., today. 
 

His committee will soon arrange a national convention in Calcutta in support of 

Bangla Desh and make every possible effort for giving about assistance to that 

liberation battle of Bangla Desh. The committee consists of the following; Honorary 

Chairman-Mr. M.C. Chagla; Working chairman-Mr. Karpuri Thakur, Chief Minister, 

Bihar; Secretary-Prof. Samar Guha. Others are Smt. Bina Bhowmick, Pannalal Das 

Gupta, Jenangir Kabir, Krisna Kumar Shukla, Sushil Dhara, Prof. Dillip Chakravarty 

and Sardar Amjad Ali. 
 

All the Chief Ministers of the Eastern States, like, West Bengal, Orissa, Assam, 

Meghalaya, Tripura and Nagaland have been requested to become members/advisers 

of the committee. 
 

Addressing a Press conference here today, Prof. Samar Guha, M.P. convener-

secretary, National Coordination Committee for Bangla Desh said, “the Governments 
of India and Russia should give immediate recognition to the Government of Bangla 

Desh and start intensive diplomatic campaign for giving early recognition to this 

Government by other world powers. China has shown its ugly teeth in supporting the 

military imperialists of Rawalpindi in their effort to brutally suppress the liberation 

struggle of Bangla Desh and showing Indian move to help Bangla Desh by mobilising 

10 Division of its army along the Indian border. The Pakistan army has started its 

second phase of savage offensive to annihilate civilian population of Bangla Desh 

........channels to India before monsoon sets in. 
 

He also said that the UNO had turned to be a moribund organisation and the 

sovereign States of the world had lost their ‘conscience’. 
 

Rajasthan to donate 10 lakhs 
 

JAIPUR, April 13.-The Rajasthan Cabinet today decided to contribute Rs. 10 
lakhs towards Bangla Desh relief fund. 
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This was announced by the Chief Minister, Mr. Mohanlal Sukhadia, in the 

Rajasthan Legislative Assembly today. The decision was loudly cheered by both sides 

of the House. 

 

Mr. Sukhadia aded that the State Government would also donate a well-equipped 

mobile surgical unit. The cost of this unit would also borne by the Government, he 

added. 
 

Mr. Sukhadia said, there was also a proposal that Ministers and members of the 
House should contribute one days salary every month for the relief of Bangla Desh 

Patriots as long as the fighting continued-(PTI) 
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INTELLIGENTSIA OF BENGAL SET UP SAHAYAK SAMITI 

 

A meeting of the Steering Committee of Sangrami Swadhin Bangla Desh Sahayak 

Samiti (sponsored by the intelligentsia of Bengal) was held on Wednesday at the 

presidency of Dr. S. N. Sen, Vice-Chancellor, Calcutta University. It was presided 

over by Prof. Nirmal Bhattacharjee, the Working President of the Samiti. 
 

The drafted appeal and the programme of works placed before the committee by 

the General Secretary of the Samiti was discussed and was unanimously accepted. 
The committee empowered Mr. Subrata Mukhedrjee, MLA, to act as a liaison 

between the “Sangrami Swadin Bangla Desh Sahayak Samiti” and the “Committee 
for assistance to the freedom struggle in Bangla Desh” headed by Mr. Ajoy Kumar 

Mukherjee, Chief Minister. 
 

Dr. Sunil Kumar Chatterjee, Mr. Tadra Shankar Bandhyopadya, Mr. Tushar Kanti 

Ghosh, Justice Sandar Prasad Mitra, Justice S. A. Masud, Dr. Salyendra Nath Sen, Dr. 

Roma Chowdhury, Mr. Asoke Kumar Sarkar, Mr. Sudhansu Kumar Basu, Sri 

Vivekananda Mukherjee, Mr. Sookamal, Kanti Ghosh, Mr. Manoj Bose, Mr. Prabodh 

Kumar Sanyal, Principal P.K. Bose, Dr. Prabir Vasu Mallick, Mr. Saibai Gupta, Prof. 

Nirmal Chandra Bhattacharjee and others in an appeal say: 
 

The indiscriminate massacre of unarmed civilian population including men, 
women and children brutalities perpetrated on women and other forms of cruelties 

directed against the freedom-loving people of “Bangla Desh” by the West Pakistani 
military junta have been fitting the pages of the daily Press and need no further 

elaboration. The people on this side of the border cannot be silent on lookers, when 

millions of Bengalees are being subjected to incredible oppression by the most 

despotic and inhuman tyranny in history. This crusade of the people of “Bangla Desh” 

is destined to continue long. It is, therefore, essential that the people of India should 

organise relief and other assistance for the benefit of the people of Bangla Desh in 

order that they might make a sustained effort to achieve the ideal they are fighting for.  
 

This effort will require a hand of selfless young volunteers who might be prepared 

to render any kind of service that may be called for. 
 

We would also appeal to the public in general and the manufacturers in particular4 

to come forward with their contribution, either in cash or kind. The following articles 

are urgently needed at this moment for relief work etc: Petrol and Mobil oil in tins, 

Cycle  
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tyres and tubes, torch and batteries, water bottles, rubber shoes, matches, milk 

powder, salt, mustard oil, kerosene etc. Amongst medicines following items are 

urgently necessary: T.A.B.C injection Vaccines all types of medicines necessary for 

First Aid. 

 

We would appeal to all to send their contribution in cash or in kind to Mr. Santosh 

Kumar Ghosh, Treasurer (107/C, Ashutosh Mukherjee Road, Calcutta, 25 Phone: 47-
402031 between 8-30 a.m. and 10-30 a.m.) Sangrami Swadin Bangla Desh Sahayak 

Samiti. 
 

For volunteer enrolment please contact Mr. Benoy Sircar, General Secretary 
“Sangrami Swandhin Bangla Desh Sahayak Samiti” (IA College Row, Calcutta-8 

Phone: 34-7311) between 8 p.m. and 9 p.m. 
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CALCUTTA SIKHS CONDEMN PAK ATROCITIES 

 

The Sikhs of Calcutta on Wednesday sympathized with the people of Bangla Desh 

in the struggle for the attainment of their democratic rights, reports PTI. 

 

In a resolution adopted at a large congregation at Gurudwara Jagat Sudhar to mark 

the 273rd anniversary of the Khalsa Panth, the Sikhs condemned in no uncertain terms 

the atrocities of Pakistani army on unarmed and innocent men, women and children, 

destruction of their education and religious institutions and industrial undertakings 
and the killing of the intellectuals of the Bangla Desh in its bid to suppress their 

rightful aspirations. 
 

The congregation appealed to all the Sikhs to extend whatever help they could 
through authorized bodies for the suffering humanity in Bangla Desh. 

 
Sardar Meher Singh Garib, President, Sri Guru Singh Sabha, presented, on behalf 

of the Calcutta Sikhs, a cheque of Rs. 5,100 to Mr. Ajoy Kumar Mukherjee, West 

Bengal Chief Minister in aid of the Bangla Desh people. 

 

Signature Campaign 

 

The Explorers’ Club of India has organized a mass signature campaign in support 

of its demand for immediate recognition of Bangla Desh, reports UNI. 

 

The campaign was inaugurated on Wednesday by noted artist Jamini Roy who 

signed the petition to be presented to the Prime Minister of India and the UN 

Secretary General. 

 

The club members fanned out to different parts of the city with copies of the 

petition. The campaign will be carried out throughout the State. 
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Appeal to small industrialists for Bangladesh fund 

(By A Staff reporter) 

 

The Federation of Associations of Small Industries of India has called upon all 

small industrialists of West Bengal to contribute to the fund which has been floated by 

the association to help the fighting people of Bangla Desh whose sufferings knew no 

bounds. 

 

The Regional Secretary in an appeal has requested the industrialists to contribute 
for this purpose liberally and send in their donations to the Eastern Regional Office at 

P-31, C.I.T. Road, Calcutta-14. 
 

The Ramakrishna Birthday Celebrations Committee of Bhadreswar Saradapalli in 
Hooghly District has contributed Rs. 100 to Ramakrishna Mission funds for the 

purpose of rendering help and assistance to the suffering people of Bangla Desh. 
 

The Ananda Marga Relief Secretary announced on Wednesday that several relief 

camps for distribution of cooked meals to the suffering people of Bangla Desh. These 

camps are operating the West Bengal border at Haridaspur Taki, Gede in West Bengal 

and Belonia, Khowai, Agartala in Tripura State and at Dinhata in Coochbehar. Two 

more centers are being opened at Hilly and Manik Chak at Goalpara in Assam. 

 

The Calcutta Motor Dealers Association has raised a sum of Rs. 10,000 which 

was handed over to Chief Minister and the Deputy Chief Minister by delegation of the 

association which met them at Writers Building on April 8. 

 

The sum has been handed over for the purpose of rendering relief to the suffering 

people of Bangla Desh. 
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PAK BOMBING ON MOSQUES UN-ISLAMIC 

 
Muslim leaders of West Bengal on Friday condemned the bombing by Pakistani 

Air force planes on religious places and mosques and on the innocent people of 
Bangla Desh as barbarous and un-Islamic. 

 
Speaking at the West Bengal Mutwallis conference organized by the All-India 

Maulana Azad Social Welfare Mission in Calcutta, the leaders congratulated the new 

Bangla Desh Government and extended their full support and sympathy to the 

struggling Mukti Fouz. 

 

They demanded of the military rulers of Pakistan to stop genocide and recognize 

the Bangla Desh Government and appealed to the democratic countries of the world 

for the same.  

 

The leaders strongly condemned China’s open support to Pakistan which they said 

would jeopardize world peace. They also described as ‘baseless, malicious and 

provocative propaganda’ the Pakistani allegation that Indians were infiltrating into 
Bangla Desh. 
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INTELLECTUALS URGE RELIEF FOR BANGLA PEOPLE 

(BY Staff Reporter) 

 

Thirteen prominent intellectuals of West Bengal in an appeal urged the people of 

India to organize relief and other assistance for the benefit of the people of Bangla 

Desh to help them achieve the ideal they are fighting for. 

 

The signatories to this appeal were Messrs. Tara Sandar Bandhyopadhayay, 

Tushar Kanti Ghosh, Vivekanada Mukhjerjee, Monoj Bose, Prabodh Kumar Sanyal, 
Saibal Gupta, Nirmal Chandra Bhattecharjee, Principal P.K. Bose, Dr. Prabir Vasu 

Mallick, Dr. Satyendra Nath Sen, Mr. Justice Sandar Prasad Mitra, Mr. Justice S.A. 
Masud and Dr. Roma Chowdhury. 

 
In the appeal they stated that brutalities perpetrated by the West Pakistan Military 

Junta against the freedom loving people of Bangla Desh needed no further 
elaboration. The people on this side of the border could not be silent on lookers, when 

million of Bengalees were being subjected to incredible oppression by the most 
despotic and inhuman tyranny in history. The crusade of the people of Bangla Desh is 

destined to continue long.  

 

An appeal was made to the public in general and the manufacturers in particular to 

come forward with their contribution, either in cash or in kind. The following articles 

were urgently needed at this moment for relief work-Petrol and Mobil oil in tins, 

cycle, tyres and tubes, torch and batteries, water bottles, rubber shoes, matches, milk 

powder, salt, mustard oil and kerosene, T.A.B.C, injections, vaccines and all types of 

medicine, necessary for first aid. 

 

The donations in cash or kind could be sent to Mr. Santosh Ghosh, Treasurer 

(107/C, A.M. Road, Calcutta-25, Phone: 47-4020), Sangrami Swadin Bangla Desh 
Sahayak Samiti. For volunteer enrolment Mr. B Sircar, Secretary, Sangrami Swadin 

Bangla Desh Sahayak Samiti (1A, College Row, Calcutta, Phone 34- 7211) between 6 
p.m. and 9 p.m. 
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MUSLIM INTELLESCTUALS CALL FOR RECOGNITION 

(From Our Delhi Office) 

 

APRIL 18-Muslim intellectuals here today called on the Government of India to 

give recognition to Bangladesh and to persuade other Governments in the world to do 

the same. 

 

The meeting held at the Jamia Rural Institute in Okhla, was also attended by the 

Soviet Second Secretary, Mr. Boris Romanov who occupied a front seat and sat right 
through the symposium on the liberation movement in Bangladesh. Dr. S. Abid 

Husain presided. 
 

Speaking on the occasion Dr. K. G. Saiyadain, former Education Secretary, said 
that what was happening in East Bengal was not a fight between two sections of 

Muslims or between Punjabis and Bangalis, but plain and simple genocide. It was the 
duty of every decent human being to protest against this, he asserted. 

 

Mrs. Saleha Abid Hussain, a well-known Urdu writer, said that she was a most 

tongue-tied by the barbaric events in East Bengal. She often heard Muslims say that a 

separate Muslim State was essential to fight against Hindu domination, but the 

creation of Pakistan had not solved the problem, she added. 

 

According to Our Special Representative, West Bengal's Minister for Food, Mr. 

Kashi Danta Moitra, declared here today that the "time had now come" for 

recognition of the Bangladesh Government and that, if there was delay "the situation 

(of security) in West Bengal might be aggravated". 

 

The Government of the "Democratic Republic of Bangla Desh" he said now met 

the "legal tests" required for recognition. These tests he listed as population, territory, 

Government or organization and sovereignty, both external and internal. 

 

Mr. Moitra said that Bangla Desh refugees in West Bengal were being given a 

grain ration of 400 grammes per adult and 200 grammes per child per week (in rice, 

since cooking anything else in camps would be difficult) against 928 grammes per 

week received by others in the statutorily rationed areas in the State. He urged the 

Centre to help West Bengal sink tube-wells, operate mobile hospitals and build 

shelters for refugees in border areas. 
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Mr. N. C. Chatterjee, president of the All-India Civil Liberaties' Council and a 

former M. P. in a statement, thanked the U.S. Ambassador in India Mr. Kenneth 

Keating, for his bold and forthright" statement that what was happening in East 

Bengal was the concern of the international community and could not be treated an 

strictly as "internal affair" of Pakistan. He added that it showed that the world "is not 

bankrupt of decency and morality." 

 
UNI adds:- The CPI (M) leader, Mr. Jyoti Basu, warned the Centre today that if it 

did not recognize Bangla Desh immediately and provide all material assistance to 
Sheikh Mujilbur Rahman, including arms, West Bengal might face serious 

consequences. 
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CALCUTTA MUSLIMS CONDEMN PAK ARMY ACTION 
(By a Staff Reporter) 

 

At a meeting of Muslim citizens in Calcutta on Friday a resolution was adopted 

condemning the brutal on the people of Bangladesh by the West Pakistani Army and 

urged the Government of India to recognize the Bangladesh Government. It was also 

stated that India should take up the question of genocide in Bangladesh at the U. N. 

Mr. Ghulam Mohiuddin. M.L.A. presided and among the speakers were Mr. A. K. M. 
Ishaque, M. P. and Mr. Amzad Ali. 

 

Anjumane Moha Sinia of Hooghly took out a procession of Bengali Muslims to 

the Bangladesh Mission at Circus Avenue, where they met Mr. Hossain Ali and 

pledged their support. The Explorers Club, which runs a camp near the Mission, gave 

a warm reception to the delegation. 
 

Mr. Mihir Sen, chairman of the club who addressed the gathering, called upon 

Bangali Muslims, to come out unequivocally in support of the people of Bangladesh. 

He also appealed to wealthy Muslims to open and operate a few camps to field and 

shelter some of the refugees who have come to West Bengal. 
 

The Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh has urged the international labor organization to 

condemn the brutal attack by the Pakistani "colonialists" on the people of Bangladesh. 

The National Coordination Committee for Bangladesh in a statement said that short 

term training courses in First Aid are being held at Netaji Bhavan in Elgin Road, 

Calcutta, from 6 p. m. to 8 p.m. 
 

U N I and P T I add: C P I leaders Mr. N. K. Krishnan and Mr. Romesh Chandra 
will go to Moscow early next month to mobilize public opinion there in favor of 

Bangladesh. This was stated by Mr. Rajeshwara Rao, the party's general secretary, at 
a Press conference in New Delhi on Friday. 

 

Meanwhile the National Council of the party at its meeting demanded recognition 

of the provisional Government of Bangladesh by Government of India and extended 

"full support" to the people's liberation struggle against the military regime of Yahya 

Khan." 
 

The president of the West Bengal Jana Sangha Mr. Haripads Bharati demanded 

that India should not only recognize Bangladesh as an independent sovereign republic 

but should also ask Pakistan for a "chunk of land" along the eastern border for lodging 

the refugees who were pouring into India from Bangladesh every day in large 

numbers. 
 

The Assam Legislative Assembly unanimously adopted a resolution appealing to 

the people of the State to maintain peace and harmony among all-sections of people 

"in this critical hour of grave importance". 
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Vinoba Says 
 

DEMOCRACY AND MILITARISM ARE INCOMPATIBLE 
 

A group of Sarvodaya workers led by Shri Devendra Kumar Gupta met vinobaji 

on April 4 at his ashram in Paunar and discussed Bangla Desh situation. A free-

rendering of the discussion by Prabhash Joshi is given below: 
 

Vinoba: The All-India Radio has broadcast this morning a message of sympathy 

by the Soviet President. I am happy at this. What are Sheikh |Abdullah and Khan 
Abdul Ghaffar Khan doing? Have they said anything? 

 

DKG: No. 
 

Vinoba: Why are they silent? They should oppose the genocide in Bangladesh on 

humanitarian grounds alone. Where is gaffar Khan? 
 

DKG. Perhaps he does not like, the disintegration of Pakistan. 
 

Vinoba: Mujib was the leader of Bangla Desh. They (the military had indulged in 

a show of talks with him and then launched an all-ory rulers). They are also using 
bombs. And when bombs are dropped, they kill. A bomb does not discriminate 

between Hindus and Muslims, men at attack old and young. What is going in Bangla 
Desh is total destruction. If they were determined to impose their will on the people of 

Bangla Desh by terrorizing them, why did stage that drama of democracy? 
 

DKG: People say India has also deployed army in West Bengal. 
 

Vinoba: So what? Is the Indian army indulging in genocide? In West Bengal the 

need is to protect the borders. I have called it a 'bottleneck,' If India maintains an 

army, then it is necessary to deploy it on the borders. 
 

Pakistan too had posted army in East Bengal. But they wanted to terroise the 

people. That is why they brought tanks, bombers and other weapons for an all-out 

war. 
 

DKG: But then this sort of genocide went on for more than a year in Biafra and 

no one could stop it. 
 

Vinoba: England did raise her voice against it. Even here Soviet 'President has 
come out with a statement on purely humanitarian grounds. But America has termed it 

an internal affair of Pakistan. This is the measure of US wisdom. 
 

There had been systematic repression land exploitation of the people of East 
Bengal by West Pakistan. The majority of the people lived in East Bengal but they 

were not fairly represented in the army and administrative services of Pakistan. The 

army and the 
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administrative services had an overwhelming majority from West Pakistan. The 

benefits of development have by and large gone to West Pakistan. East Bengal 

remained poor and even today they are the poorest people in the entire subcontinent. 

In the elections, Mujib's Awami League got 98 per cent of votes and won a majority 

in the National Assembly of Pakistan. But they were deceived and denied a 

democratic rule. 
 

When Ghaffar Khan came here, I asked him: Pakhtoonistan is being suppressed 
by the military regime. Do you want India to raise this issue at the UN? He replied, "It 

will be untimely. Democracy is coming to Pakistan and we will see what we can do 
ourselves". He had absolute faith in the restoration of democracy. Now that 

democracy has been buried in East Bengal, why is he keeping mum? 
 

DKG: But how can we force the aggressor to sit across the table to seek a 

peaceful solution? 
 

Vinoba: Moral pressure will work. You must mobilize would opinion to bring 

pressure on the military regime of West Pakistan. 
 

DKG: Can the two wings of Pakistan remain together now? 
 

Vinoba: This would happen only when the ABC Triangle comes into being (ABC 

Triangle is Vinoba's idea of a confederation constituting the triangle of Afghanistan, 

Burma and Ceylon with the Sub-continent of India and Pakistan). But today even an 

Indo-Pak confederation is not possible. The wars of 48 and 65 have blinded the 

people to think along these lines. 
 

If there is any wisdom left in Bangla Desh, they will never remain with West 
Pakistan after what they have suffered at the hands of the military regime. Moreover, 

there are no common factors between the two wings. Islam has failed to weld them 
together. Entire Europe is Christian, but Christianity has not united them into a nation. 

Religion is outdated now. Hunger is the main issue. Who is hungry? Of course, 
Bangla Desh, and hungry people have no religion. 

 

DKG: Should we call an Asian conference to mobilize world opinion?  
 

Vinoba: Yes, this can be done. And it will be easier to organise it. 
 

During my walking tours all over the country, I was in East Bengal for 18 days. I 

saw that people of Bangla Desh are very proud of their language. They used to say 

that the Bengal spoken in Calcutta is not pure Bangali. Their Bengali is pure 'gold'. 

And their Bengali has more Sanskrit words than any Indian language. Malayalam, 

among Indian languages, has the highest number of Sanskrit words but the Bengali of 
East Bengal has a still higher number of Sanskrit words. 

 

I used to ask them: "Who are responsible for making the Bangla mind?" and they 

always gave four names: Buddha, Mohammed, Chaitanya and Tagore. These are the 

four great personalities who have shaped the Bangla mind. They have adopted 

Tagore's song Amar Sonar Bangla Desh as their national anthem. They love Tagore's 

poetry so much. But the rulers of Pakistan had banned Tagore's poetry on their radio. 
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DKG: There is fear in people's mind that East Bengal may secede and become 

independent. 

  

Vinoba: We must not worry about it. Mujib never wanted an independent 

Bangladesh. All that he wanted was autonomy. But the military denied him this by 

merely staging the drama of democracy and then burying it under the military boots. 

So Mujib was v forced to declare independence.  
 

DKG: Should we appeal to the Government of India to recognize Bangladesh.  
 

Vinoba: We are experts in giving impractical suggestions (laughter). I too 
have a suggestion. It is that India should disband her army. The democracy which 

relies on its army is not a true democracy. This has been proved in Bangladesh. 
Setting this example before the word, India should declare that to protect our 

democracy we are disbanding our army. This will bring a tremendous moral pressure 

not only on Pakistan but on all the nations of the world. If you disband your army 

nobody will dare attack you. And even if someone attacks you, the world powers 

won't let it happen. 
 

 DKG: But then how would we protect our people? 
 

 Vinoba: The people are already very well protected because no one is really 
depending on the army (laughter). The suggestion to disband the army is not as 

impractical as it sounds. What is impossible in normal times but it can be done in 
times of crisis. Your Government has a two thirds majority now and they are in a 

position to do it. If you do it, it will have a tremendous impact on the world. 
 

 DKG: What can we do immediately? 
 

 Vinoba: You should mobilize public opinion not only in India but also in 
other countries. You can tell the people of America that the arms given by their 

Government are being used in East Bengal for perpetrating genocide. They can bring 
pressure on their Government and their Government in turn can persuade other 

countries, especially our neighbors, not to co-operate with Pakistan in the massacre of 
Bangla Desh People. You can ask your own Government to take up this issue at the 

UN. 
 

In India, you can organise all-Party meetings all over the country to mobilize 

public opinion. You can collect funds for relief work. You can send medical teams to 

the borders. 
 

DKG: How can the people of Bangla Desh resist the army nonviolently? 
 

Vinoba: Under Mujib's leadership the people of Bangla Desh have given an 

excellent example of complete non-cooperation. But they have not shown the powers 

of nonviolence. Indeed, no country has done it. There are many examples of non-

cooperation in the world. And even in India the power of nonviolence has not been 

used. I was hoping that Mujib might generate it. But he was deceived and the military 

has crushed any hopes by its all-out attack. 
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BHARAT-BANGLADESH FRIENTDHIP SOCITY 

 

The birth of a new nation should be congratulated by all countries. 
 

Formerly the name of our Organization was Indo-pak-Friendship Society. 
After the birth of "Bangla Desh,"as free and sovereign country under the table 

leadership of Shieikh Mujibur Rahman, we have changed the name of our 
Organization. Main aim of our organization was at that time to promote cultural 

affinity between the two countries. 
 

 Since the dark night of March 25 Blood lust of the West Pakistani Military is 

continuing, Bangla Desh has been oppressed and Exploited for last 24 years by the 
handful of Punjabi and sindhi industrial families. Now the country is being bled on a 

scale unknown in history.  
  

 Sheikh Mujibur Rahman is a historical leader. He has proved his 

unprecedented popularity in last election. His party Awami league has got absolute 

majority both in State Assembly and in Central Parliament. But instead of transfer of 

power to Awami league blund soldier Yahya Khan has ordered mass massacres in 

East Bengal. The West Pakistani have mobilized in "Bangla Desh." All modern 

weapons of destruction whichg they collected from foreign countries, Fascist dictator 

Yahya Khan has Zulfikar Ali Bhutto as Chief Adviser for butchery. 10 lakhs 

Bengalees have been butchered including women, children, old people, villagers, day 

laborers, and kisans. Hindu community is main aim of butchery. Professors, Lawyers, 
Medical, practitioners, Writers and other intelligentsia are also to be finished. But 

Mukti Fouz is determined to win within monsoon period. The entire country is in 
revolt. Though armed with primitive weapons like lathis, spears and small quantities 

of arms collected from over powered. West Pakistani forces they have strong moral as 
they are fighting for Democracy and Freedom. 
 

 On behalf of our organization we place the following demands: 
 

(i) Immediate recognition of Bangla Desh by all civilized countries. Countries 
believing in civilization; freedom and democracy should come forward. 

 

(ii) International Red Cross must be sent to Bangla Desh. Refusal  of the same 

by Islamabad shows gravity of the situation . U.N.O. should not remain 

silent. 
 

(iii) GENOCIDE in Bangla Desh must end immediately and West Pakistan 

forces must be withdrawn without any delay. 
 

(iv) The association congratulates Soviet Union and Yugoslav Govt. for the 

bold statement and requests to adopt further step. The association 

condemns the. 
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attitude of Peking the self proclaimed champion of the oppressed and 

exploited nations which is now backing Islamabad. 

 

(v) Western countries, who are also champion of democracy should come 

forward to recognize Bangla Desh and to stop planned butchery of civilian 

population U.S.A., U.K. Japan, Germany and France have got special 

responsibilities to stop GENOCIDE. 
 

(vi) Afro-Asian countries, specially non-aligned should also play their definite 
role. India. Yugoslav and United Arab Republic always stand by the 

oppressed people-Afro-Asian countries should meet in a conference 
immediately. 

 
(vii) This New Nation also needs medical relief and other help for its 

reorganization. The question remains if butchery continues on unarmed 

people what is the need of U.N.O? 

 

(viii) Pakhtoon leader Badsa Khan should also come forward. One crore Frontier 

people and beluchistan pathans cannot witness these horrible catastrophe.

  

 

(ix)  Mukti Fouz has proved the futility of two Nation theories. It is evident from 

the fact that Muslim countries of Middle East have got separate identity. 

On humanitarian aspect, civilized countries of the world are bound to be 

get involved. They must recognize "Bangla Desh" as free and sovereign 

country  

 
(x) Uncivilized Pakistan should be expelled from U.N.O 

 
 

 
DHIREN BHOWMICK 

Secretary 

Bharat-Bangla Desh Friendship 

Society. 
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APPEAL 

To the Conscience of the World on the Agony of Bangladesh 

From 

Indian Thinkers and Writers 

 

DEEPLY moved and shocked by the 

harrowing accounts coming from across 

the border, we raise our voice in anguish 

to express our sense of outrage at the 

crimes committed by a military junta 

against the defenseless people of West 

Bengal. 
 

In the name of safeguarding the integrity 

of the state. The democratically elected 

majority has been outlawed by the fiat of 

a military dictatorship. But behind this 

cloak of legal and political casuistry lie 

the dead and the maimed in their 

thousands: not only the heroic freedom 

fighters of West Bengal but entire 

civilian population innocent women and 

children, University teachers and 

students, whose only crime was their 

desire to be equal partners in a free, 

democratic nation. It is our profound 
belief that the sacrifices they are making 

and the suffering that they endure will 
not be in vain. 

 

Even in this age when conscience of 

mankind has been muted by the collapse 

of moral values, there are still countless 

men and women throughout the world 

cherish values that have ennobled man. 

We urge them to hear the strangled cry 

of the people of East Bengal. In the3 

name of humanity, we appeal to them to 

join us in mobilising world opinion to 

compel the military rulers of West 
Pakistan to end this insensate carnage 

and respect the democratic rights of the 
people. 

S. NURUL HASAN 

Member of Parliament; director Centre 

of advance Studies in History, Aligarh 

Muslim University and some time 

Visiting Fellow, All soul's College 

Oxford. 

 
 

ABDUL ALLEM 
Vice-Chancellor,  

Aligarh Muslim University 

 

 

S.MAQBOOL AHMAD 

Director Centre of West Asia studies 

Aligarh Muslim University  
 

 
RAIS AHMED  

Head of the department of Ohysics 
Aligarh Muslim University  

 
 

 

 

S.A.H ABIDI  

Professor of Persian,  

University of Delhi 

 

 

 

Dr.S. HUSAIN ZAHEER 

Former director General. Council of 

Scientific and Industrial Research in 

India, and Member of the Executive 

Committee, World Federation of 
Scientific Workers. 
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E. ALKAZI  

Director, national School of Drama, and 

Asian Theatre Institute. 

 

DR.WAHEEDUDDIN KHAN  
Professor of Philosophy. 

University of Delhi. 
 

DR.K .G. SAIYADAIN 
Former Education Secretary. 

 
FRANK MORAES  

Editor in Chief, Indian Express. 

 

K.P.S MENON 
Former Foreign Secretary, and Chairman, 

Indo Soviet Cultural Society, 

 

DR.D.S.KOTHARI 

Chairman, University Grants 

Commission, and honorary Professor of 

Physics, University of Delhi, 

 

DR, SARUP SINGH 

Vice Chancellor, Delhi University. 
 
MR. MAHOMED ALI CURRIM CHAGLA. 

Former union Minister of Education, 
and  former Minister for External Affairs, 

 

MR.MOHAMED HIDAYATULLAH  
Former Chief Justice of India. 

 

PROF.M.MUJIB 

Vice Chancellor. Jamia Millia Islamia, 

New Delhi. 

 

MR.BADR-UD-DIN TYABJIT 

Former Vice-Chancellor,Aligarh 

Muslim University and former 

Secretary, Ministry of External Affairs, 

V.K.R.V.RAO 

Former Union Minister of Education and 

former Vice-Chancellor.University of 

Delhi 
 

SAFIQUE CHOWDHURY 

Professor, School of Social Sciences. 
Jawaharlal Nehru University.  

New Delhi. 
 

DR. ROMILA THAPAR 

Professor , Jawaharlal Nehru University 

New Delhi, 
 

A.M KHUSRO 
Director, Institute of Economic Growth, 

Delhi, 
 

SUKHMAI CHAKRVARTY  

Professor of Economics, University of 

Delhi 
 

DR.P.B.GAJENDRAGADKAR 
Vice Chancellor, Bombay University 

and former Chief Justice of India  
 

DR.SUNITI KUMAR CHATTERJI 
National Professor of Humanities. 
 

DR.S. GOPAL  

Head of the Centre of historical Studies 

Jawaharlal Nehru University .New 

Delhi, and Reader in South Asian 

Studies, Oxford University, 
 

DR. RANJINI KOTHARI  

Director, centre for developing Societies, 

Delhi, 
 

MR. G. PARTHASARATHI  
Vice-Chancellor, Jawaharlal Nehru 

University, New Delhi, and former 
Permanent Representative of India at the 

United Nations. 
 

MR. RAJKAPOOR 

Film Director, Bombay. 
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PROF. RASHIUDDIN KHAN  

Member of Parliament, Head of the 

Centre of Political development, 

Jawaharlal Nehru University, New 

Delhi. 
 

MR.M.F HUSSAIN  

Artist New Delhi. 
 

DR. ANDREBATELLE 
Reader in Sociology, University of 

Delhi. 
 

DR.S.N BOSE  

National Professor of Physics; 
 

DR. DEBI PRASAD CHATTOPA 

DHYAYA 

Member of Parliament. 
 

PROF TAPAN RAY CHAUDHURY  
Professor of Economics and History 

University of Delhi. 

 

PROFS. C. DUBEY  

Head of the Department of Social 

Anthropology, University of Sagar. 
 

DR. V.P DUTT 

Pro-Vice Chancellor and Professor 

Chinese Studies , Delhi University 

PROF NIHAR RANJAN RAY 

Fromer Director, India Institute of 

Advance Studies, Simla Retired 

Professor of History of Art, Calcutta 

University. 
 

PROF.G. TALWAR 

Professro of Vio-Chemistry, All India 
Institute of Medical Science New Delhi. 
 

DR.TARA CHAND  

Former Education Secretary. former  

Vice-Chancellor, Allahabad University, 

and former ambassador of India to Iran. 
  

DR. MULK RAJ ANAND  
Writer. 
 

MR.V.V JOHN  

Vice Chancellor, Joodpur University  
 

PROF. M.S VENKATRAMANI  

Dean School of international Studies 

Jawaharlal University, New Delhi,  
 

MR. DEBI PRASAD CATTOPADHYA  
Author and Philosopher  
 

MR. SUBHAS MUKHOPADHYA  

Author. 
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Political Forum  

  

BANGLADESH: PROBLEMS OF RECOGNITION 
BY B.L. SHARMA 

 
 Than more than a month the armed forces of Pakistan have been literally 

running amok in Bangla Desh. They shot men, bayoneted women and children, set 
fire to homes and hamlets. 

 
 Inhabited areas have been staffed by military planes and shelled by artillery 

and gunboats; No one knows the number of casualties which according to some 

estimates run into several hundred thousand.  

 

 Shocking as the massacre has been-and continues to be-not a single 

Government, except India, has thought it fit to condemn it. Some of the countries like 

Britain have dismissed it as a domestic concern of  Pakistan. Peking has gone still 

further and offered its full support to Islamabad. True, Podgorny sent a rather strong 

letter to Yahya Khan but the results were negative. And yet world public opinion, far 

ahead of Governments, has not hesitated to charge Pakistan with committing a 

planned genocide, intended to destroy the leadership and economy of Bangla Desh 

and break the spirit of its people.  
 

 In the circumstances, is there nothing that the Government of India can do to 

close the chapter of horror and bloodshed across our border? It has been suggested 

that India should intervene in Bangla Desh in some form or another.  
 

 Thus one proposal is that India should recognize the Government of Bangla 

Desh. Unfortunately International law on the subject of recognition is in a state of 

chaos. Not only has a distinction been made between recognizing a government-for 
example in Bangla Desh both forms of recognition are involved-a State need not be 

recognized de jure and yet bilateral agreements could be signed with it as trade 
agreement have been signed between East Genmany and India. Much less recognition 

is necessary for participation in multi-State conferences. 
 

Conditions 
   

Many conditions have been suggested by international jurists for recognizing a State. 

These include possession of territory and an independent government in control of 

economic, technical and military resources, exercising authority over people living in 

its territory. In contrast, a Government before it is recognized must not only be in 

effective control of the territory and its population but must also be, stable enough to 

last, so that it can enter into international obligations and be held responsible for their 

fulfillment.  
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In practice, some of the major powers have ignored these considerations. thus 

the United States recognized Israel as a State as soon as Israel proclaimed her 

independence, Similarly when President Kasavubu handed over government to 

General Mobutu, France and Belgium promptly recognized the General's. 

 

The writer, a former Principal Information Officer of the Government of India, 

and later-Officer on Special Duty in the Ministry of External Affairs, discusses the 
problems that might arise if India were to recognize Bangla Desh as an independent 

nation.  
 

government. In both cases the reasons were political, not legal. The US representative 
described the recognition of Israel as a "highly political act of recognition". In the 

Congo, France and Belgium were protecting their economic interests which generally 
under line political policy.  

 

 Indian recognition of Bangla Desh will thus have to be a political decision.  

 

 Assuming such a step is taken, certain consequences may follow immediately. 
 

 India and Pakistan may find themselves at war with unforeseeable 

consequences, including economic ruination which might prove to be catastrophic. 

Even if, for some reason, hostilities do not break out between the two countries, India 

may find it difficult to refuse supply of arms to Bangla Desh, as the USA finds it 

necessary to arm Israel. Sooner or later this is likely to lead to an armed conflict. 
  
 Also this would give Pakistan exactly what she is looking for, namely an 

opportunity to bring up the matter in the Security Council where not only Bangla 
Desh, but also the Kashmir issue will be ripped open. India has had enough 

experience of the Security Council and it would be vain to expect any support from 
majority members of the Council. Thus once again India will be left high and dry, 

without rendering any substantial assistance to Bangla Desh.  
 

 It has also been suggested that India should take the lead in raising the matter 

in the Security Council or in the General Assembly. With the exception of the Soviet 

Union how many member countries of the United Nations have raised their voice in 

support of the helpless people of Bangla Desh? The plain fact is that Governments are 

not moved so much by humanitarian considerations as by national interests. 
 

 Muslim States are presumably loathe to see a Muslim country Pakistan 

weaken forgetting that an additional Muslim State would come into being. Some of 

the super-powers are worried about military balance of power being upset in this area 

and would not be happy to see Pakistan weakened vis-a-vis India. A number of States 

suffer from nightmares of secessionist movement elsewhere. They forget that in 

Bangla Desh it is not a minority which is seeking independence but majority of the 

population which has already expressed its will in a free general election. 
 

 Obviously none of these proposals is sound. And yet as the Prime Minister has 

put it we cannot be silent spectators of the atrocities that Pakistan troops are 

committing daily 
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in Bangla Desh. There is only one way in which India can render service to Bangla 

Desh and bring the matter to a head without getting involved in recognition or a war 

with Pakistan.  

 

A New Threat 

 

Already nearly a million refugees have poured into India. This is posing a new threat 
to our economy and administration. The party at the Centre has been returned to 

power by the electorate on the basis of programme the objective of which is to 
eradicate poverty. The mounting relief operations along the Indo-Pakistan border in 

the East are eating away our resources which are badly needed for economic 
development. We should not forget that our own people need mobile hospitals kitchen 

for the poor clothes for the naked houses for the homeless hope for the hopeless.  
 

 The time has come for India to take up in a big way the matter of relief in all 

the major capitals of the world as well as with all the international relief 

organizations-FAO WHO International Red Cross UNESCO CARE and so many 

others. What prevents super-powers and major powers as well as so-called Afro-Asian 

countries from making liberal specially for the purpose? 

 

 Relief operations do not involve teasing legal and political issues. If hundreds 

of thousands of damaged lives are to be repaired surely the world cannot cast the 

entire burden on India and wash its hands of the whole business. Why do we not rear 

up our whole information and diplomatic machinery to meet the challenge.-INFA  
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P.M MEETS OPPOSITIONS LEADERS 

NO EARLY RECOGNITION OF BANGLADESH: 

 
 NEW DELHI, May 7-At an unscheduled meeting this evening the Union 

Cabinet considered the situation arising out of the near-unanimous Opposition 
demand for immediate recognition of Bangladesh. The discussion was detailed and 

frank, and at least some members are believed to have favored recognition. But no 
new decision was taken. 

 
 By implication the Government's stand-against immediate recognitions-stays. 

 

 The Government has noted the new Pakistani propaganda line that the 15 

million refugees who from East Bengal are Indian infiltrator who have been driven 

back to their country.  

 

 Earlier, despite Opposition pressure, the Government stock to the cautious line 

on Bangladesh-it will not recognize the freedom-fighters Government immediately 

but will prefer to "wait and watch the developments". 

  

 This was clear from Mrs. Gandhi's remarks at a three-hour conference with 

Opposition leaders today called to acquaint them with the latest developments and the 

Centers thinking on the subject: the Prime Minister denied the charge that the 

Governments stand was "born out weakness" or that it was influenced by Pakistan's 
war threats or by fears of a confrontation with China. "There are more weighty 

reasons for it", she said, but did not elaborate. 
  

 India, Mr. Gandhi told the conference, had sounded friendly Governments on 
the recognition issue but none favored immediate action. This she implied had 

influenced the Governments thinking. 
  

 The Soviet Union, it is learnt, is one of the several "friendly" powers with 

whom New Delhi has been in much Aid although Moscow seemed to accept India's 

assessment of the East Bangal situation, It reportedly disfavored the idea of  granting 

immediate recognition the Bangladesh Governments. 

 

 Like the Prime Minister's stand, Opposition pressure was on the expected 

lines. Most Opposition leaders except Dr. Karni Singh of Bikaner and Mr. 

Mohammed Ismail, the Muslim league president wanted immediate recognition and 

took the Government to task for delaying it. Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee, the Jana 

Sangh President, was most forthright while the DMK's Mr. Monoharan was cautious. 

The critics wanted India to give a lead to the other Governments instead of being 

influenced by them. 
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Because of historical and geographical factors, as also the genocide being 

committed by Pakistan in East Bangal. India had special responsibility, they felt, 

Typifying their impatience was Mr. Vajpayees's complaint that India had let down the 

people of Bangladesh.  

 

Dr. Karni Singh and Mr. Ismail on the other hand, spoke of complications that 

could follow the recognition of Bangladesh. Mr. Manoharan wanted a thorough study 
of the move's implications.  
  

International Norms 
 

 Mrs. Gandhi sought to project the Bangladesh issue in a broader perspective 
leaving aside the issue of recognition, India, she said, had tried to help the people of 

East Bengal in their struggle for freedom in all possible  ways subject to international 
norms and behavior. Pakistan, she regretted, had resorted to lies to malign India and 

to mislead world opinion about the reality in East Bengal. She cautioned them against 

Pakistan's attempts to create communal tension in the country and sought the 

Opposition leaders help in forestalling such trouble.  
 

 Rehabilitation of refugees and the urgency of seeking help from international 

organizations also figured in the discussions. Mrs. Gandhi disclosed that over 

1500000 evacuees had evacuees had crossed into India. Of these 50% had been settled 

in camps and the rest were lining in the open. This figure did not include those who 

had gone to Bihar and other States. The Government was aware of the socio-

economic implications of such huge influx of evacuees and was doing its best in 

looking after them, she said. 

Evacuees Not Refugees 
 

However she made it clear that those who had come over to India will have to 
return to their country as soon as the war ended there. For that reason, she preferred to 

describe them as evacuees and not refugees. 
 

Mt Swaran Singh, too, defended the Government's decision not recognize the 

Bangladesh Government immediately. There was no alternative to a "Wait and see" 

policy under the present circumstances, he said. As regards suggestions that India 

should take up the issue at the U. N., she explained that the Government had sought to 
rouse the conscience of other nations and that efforts were being made to involve 

international agencies in the rehabilitation of the evacuees.  
 

Besides Mrs. Gandhi and Mr. Swaran Singh, Mr. Jagjivan ram, Mr. Chavan, 

Mr. Fakhruddin Ali Ahmed, Mr. Raj Bahadur, Mr. R.K. Khadilkar and Mr. Om 

Mehta was represented by the Government. 
  

All the Opposition leaders, except the Swatantra representative attended the 
meeting. The leaders of the Swatantra Party had written to the Prime Minister 

expressing their inability to attend the meeting as they had other engagements. 
Among those who attended were Mr. Indrajit Gupta and S. M. Banerjee of the CPI, 

Mr. A. K. Gopalan (CPI-M), Mr. N. G. Goray and Mr. Samar Guha of the PSP, Mr. 
Manoharan (DMK), Mr. Farnk Anthony (Ind). Mr. Vajpayee (J. S.), Dr Karni Singh 

and Mr. Ismail. 
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 This small brochure has been written to narrate the story of Bangladesh 

movement. When Pakistan was formed on the demand of Mr. Jinnah and the Muslim 
League, there was no other bond of union between its two parts except that the people 

of the two wings had the same religion. Religion has seldom been the generator of the 
spirit of nationalism. Otherwise, all the Muslims of Christians would have agreed to 

live under the same state. The people living in the two wings of Pakistan had no other 
common bond between them. Their languages were different and their cultures were 

different. Though the population of the Eastern wing was much large than that of the 
West, the latter got preponderance in everything a fact that cannot be denied by even 

the most ardent admirer of the West. What the most unfortunate people of the Eastern 

wing of Pakistan did unknowingly was to substitute British bosses by Punjabi bosses. 

The only consolation was that the people of both the wings had the same religion. But 

that soor proved to be a very poor consolation. The Bengali-speaking population was 

no doubt given some prizes her and there. But the main banquet was reserved for the 

West Pakistanis, the east getting only a few occasional crumbs. The resulting sense of 

injustice has given birth to the inevitable demand for greater autonomy for the Eastern 

wing and for greater share in the total resources of that country.  

 

 This demand, which is absolutely, just should have been handled with great 

tact and sympathy. But unfortunately the poor people of the Eastern wing who 

demanded autonomy to secure equality of treatment got only bullets in return, and 

extremely brutal treatment from the Government of Pakistan. The natural reactions to 
this Chengis Khan-Nadir Shah-Hitler treatment has been the declaration of 

independence by the people of Bangladesh. 
 

 This story of Bangladesh is not new in history. A large number of other 
countries which are now independent were formerly pats of another country. They 

had risen up in revolt against the rule of that country and had to make large-scale 
sacrifices before they achieved their freedom. Freedom's battle once begun may 

appear to be repressed on occasions. But "Though baffled off, it has ever won." There 

is no doubt that Bangladesh will attain its freedom sooner rather than later. Its story 

will be the same as that of any other freedom-seeking country. The only distinction 

between this story and all the previous stories of freedom is the unparalleled savagery, 

murder and destruction that are now being carried on in Bangladesh by the occupation 

forces. And the second most unfortunate fact is the attitude of the government of mot 

of the countries of the world and their response to this battle for freedom. There are 

no doubt honorable exceptions and we in India are proud that we be owe belong to 

this group. Our people have always supported the cause of freedom in every part of 

the world, irrespective of religion, color, community, or politics. Our support for the 

freedom of Bangladesh is on the same basis that of the French people for the 

American War of Independence. When the majority of   
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the people of country rise up in revolt against the military government of that country, 

it is an affair which concerns not only the anti-democratic government of that country 

but also all the democratic, freedom loving people of the world. 

 

 This story of Bangladesh has been written by Dr. Bangendu Ganguli and Dr. 

Mira Ganguli. They have taken a lot of trouble to write this within a short time, and 

we are really grateful to them. 
 

 
University of Calcutta     

Calcutta Vaisakh 25, 1378   
Rabindra Nath's Birth day .May 9,1971. 

S. N. SEN 

Vice Chancellor 

 
 The conscience of the world has been profoundly shocked at the latest 

manifestation of the arrogant unrighteousness of the present rulers of Pakistan. This is 

but the culmination of a long series of acts of intimidation and economic exploitation, 

from suppressions of the Bengalese people to deliberate mass murder. 

 

 Separated geographically by over one thousand miles of Indian territory but 

bound together by the Islamic faith, two distant regions were united as the nation 

State of Pakistan just over twenty-three years ago. But these years did not bring the 

two wings any nearer. On the contrary, their differences were accentuated. There can 

be no doubt about the fact that the West wing prospered dramatically over the as two 

decades while the economically backward but more populous East wing remained one 

of the most backward areas of the world. And it is at the expense to the East win that 

the West prospered.  
 

Economic Disparity 
  

 Per capita income in West Pakistan was much higher than in the East. While 

the disparity in real incomes per capita was somewhere between 40 and 50 per cent, 

the amount of resources made a valuable to West Pakistan per capita had exceeded 

that to East Pakistan by an even wide margin. The latter was mad possible partly by a 

net transfer of visible resources from the East to the West and partly by a higher 

allocation of foreign aid to the West.  
  

 One can obtain good approximations for regional incomes originating in 

banking and insurance by a breakdown of national totals based on the provincial 
distribution of deposits and advances of scheduled banks. This showed it ratio of 

about 3 to 1 in favor of Wes Pakistan. Some idea of the regional incomes originating 
in the central government and defense might be obtained by using the data on 

provincial distribution of the labor force in public administration .For 1955 this tattoo 

was also about 3 to 1 in favor of West Pakistan. 
 

 But calculations of regional disparity in per capita money incomes would not 

quite reveal the disparity in real incomes since the purchasing power of money in the 

two regions was not the same. The Second Five- Year Plan of Pakistan stated that the 
prices of similar goods had generally been higher in East Pakistan than in West 

Pakistan, the  
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difference sometime, far exceeding the cost of transport and distribution. Price 

differences widened during the period of the second plan. Over the period from 1959-

60 to 1962-63 the regional price index increased from 100 to 112 in East Pakistan as 

against the increase from 100 to only 102 in the West. In the Mid-Plan Review of the 

Third five-Year Plan it was officially recognized that the upward trend in disparity 

had continued till the middle of the Third Plan period91965-70). 
 

 Structural differences between the economies of the two regions support the 
picture of per capita income disparity. In the early years of independence, the 

industrial bases of the two regions were of about the same size, and banking activity 

might have been greater in the East. However, evidence on the relative contributions 

of different sectors pointed toward a relatively backward structure of East Pakistan's 

economy even then. The relative share of agriculture was higher in the East (70) per 

cent of so as compared with 50-55 per cent in the West, that of the manufacturing 

sector was somewhat lower, and that of the tertiary sector as a whole was distinctly 

lower. 
 

 Over time, the structural differences increased further, with a higher rate of 

"structural development" in West Pakistan associated with a higher rate of growth in 

total (and per capita) domestic income. By the mid 1960's the relative share of 

agriculture in East Pakistan declined to only 60 per cent while in West Pakistan it 

reached 46 per cent; the manufacturing sector contributed about 7-8 per cent of the 

total value added in East Pakistan, and about 14-15 per cent in West Pakistan; the 

relative contribution of the tertiary sectors also increased at a faster rate in West than 

in East Pakistan. From 1951 to 1961 the proportion of the civilian a labor force in 

agriculture increased from 83.2 to 85.3 per cent in East Pakistan, and declined from 

65.1 per cent to 59.3 per cent in West Pakistan.  
 

 These structural differences were associated with a higher rate of 

unemployment in East than in West Pakistan. The available evidence suggests that 

more than 20 per cent of the total labor force in East Pakistan was unemployed 

whereas in West Pakistan it was less than 8 per cent. In addition West Pakistan had a 

higher proportion of the more complex, capital intensive, in a sense more advanced, 

and industries.  
 

 West Pakistan had a more developed infrastructure. The transport system was 

more developed: in 1960 the mileage of the high type of roads was over six times that 
in East Pakistan; railway mileage was about three times that in East Pakistan; the 

number of trucks and buses exceeded that in East Pakistan by five-fold. West Pakistan 

also enjoyed better facilities in communication, with more post and telegraph offices 

and nearly five times the number of telephones as in East Pakistan in 1960. The 

power-generating capacity in West Pakistan was from 5 to 6 times that in east 

Pakistan. West Pakistan also had a greater supply of engineering, industrial, and 

technical personnel. Finally she had greater access to the administrative machinery of 

the central government.  
  

 The seat of the federal government was in West Pakistan. The over-whelming 
majority of the central government offers were from West Pakistan. The to positions 

(Secretaries and Joint Secretaries) including those of the Finance Ministry which are 
of obvious importance for the allocation of resources, were occupied almost 

exclusively by  
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West Pakistani civil servants (52 out of 53 in 1960). In all, out of a total of 1779 firs 

class officers the various central services in 1960, 80 percent were West Pakistanis. 

That a region with more than half of the total population occupied only 13 per cent of 

the more important central government positions might be a unique situation. The 

Central Finance Minister and the Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission, both 

with considerable influence on the allocation of resources, never derived from East 

Pakistan.  
 

 The seat of the federal government has a natural tendency to attract business 
and commerce, banking and industry. West Pakistan not only hosted the central 

government, but also held nearly 90 per cent of its positions. Thus the region was in 
the enviable position of controlling-through its hold over the central government with 

all its economic controls-the allocation of strategic development resources available to 
the entire country.  

  

 While there was substantial disparity in per capita regional incomes, and while 

the economy of East Pakistan was structurally more backward than that of West 

Pakistan, the disparity in average living standards was greater than these comparisons 

suggest. This was because of a much greater net flow of foreign resources into West 

than into East Pakistan; this resulted in a wider regional disparity in the " absorption" 

of goods and services, caused partly by (a) a transfer of (visible) resources from East 

to west Pakistan, at least in the early years of independence, and (b) a much larger 

flow of foreign aid into the western region. 
 

 The transfer of visible resources from East to West Pakistan over the first 
decade of so since independence was evidence by East Pakistan's surplus overall 

balance of external trade for most of these years, taking both international and 

interregional trade together. In some of the remaining years also a transfer in the same 

direction in real terms would have been indicated if foreign exchange were valued at 

its real scarcity price instead of at the official price. Apart from the East to West 

transfer of visible resources, West Pakistan was fortunate in getting the bulk of 

foreign aid that flowed into the country. 
 

 As against the disparities in the economic and other spheres in favour of West 

Pakistan, East Pakistan had her population, about 54 per cent off the country's total. 
This population has been vocal. 

 

Demand for Autonomy 
 

  In supporting the demand for Pakistan the people of East Bengal had expected 

that the new State would bring them material well-being and opportunities for 
advancement. But these hopes were not fulfilled. And the people of East Bengal 

naturally resented this fact. As early as February,1948 one member, who did not 
particularly sympathies with the Bengalees, said in the Constituent Assembly: "A 

felling is growing among the Eastern Pakistanis that eastern Pakistan is being 
neglected and treated merely as a 'colony' of Western Pakistan," It was out of this 

feeling of resentment that the demand for provincial autonomy grew. People referred 
to the historic Lahore Resolution of the Muslim League adopted in 1940, which had 

declared that in Pakistan the constituent units  
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would be "autonomous and sovereign". They pointed out that actually Pakistan 

upholding an ideal of centralization of power rater than that of provincial autonomy. 

 

 The sense of betrayal in East Bengal reached a climax over the question of 

language. In March, 1948, Jinnah, who had come to address the convocation of the 

Dacca University, was annoyed by the students' demand that Bengali be recognized as 

a State Language at par with Urdu. He categorically told his audience: "Let me make 
it very clear to you that the state language of Pakistan is going to Urdu, and no other 

language," 
 

 Bangalees saw his not only as a mortal blow to their culture by also as a threat 
to perpetuate their under representation and inferior status in the administrative 

services, especially in relation to Punjabis by putting them at a disadvantage in all 
competitive examinations. Resentment over the question exploded in February, 1952 

when blood flowed freely-blood of Jabbar, Salam Rafiuddin, Barkat and twenty-two 

other young people who had dared come out in support of their beloved mother 

tongue. The blood of the martyrs forces the League Government of East Bengal to 

demand Bngali as one of the State languages. This demand was turned down at that 

time. But the Constitution adopted in 1956 declared: "The State languages of Pakistan 

shall be Urdu and Bengali." 

 

 The urge for provincial autonomy was perhaps the main cause of the virtual 

annihilation of the Muslim League in East Pakistan in the 1954 election. The United 

Front which came to power had reiterated the demand for provincial autonomy in its 

election programme and the new ministry concentrated on a seven-point programme 

which dealt largely with the same demand: "Complete autonomy for east Pakistan in 

all matters except defense, foreign affairs and currency, which would be reserved for 
the central legislature." The minister however, could achieve little because within a 

forthright it was dismissed by the Central Government in a grossly arbitrary fashion. 
  

 With the passage of time the economic disparity between the two wings of 
Pakistan grew and so did the urge for provincial autonomy. The military rule of Ayub 

Khan commenced in 1958 a lasted for ten years and a half. The military rule and the ' 
Basic Democracy' of Ayub Khan could not, for obvious reasons, create any 

opportunity for the realization of provincial autonomy. Quite naturally, new 

dimensions were added to the problem of provincial autonomy and in 1966 Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman Announced the sis-point programme for full provincial autonomy.  

 

 Establishment of a federal form of government, with Parliament directly 

elected by adult suffrage; the federal government would control only defense and 

foreign policy, leaving all other subjects to the federating States of East Pakistan; to 

stop movement of capital from East West Pakistan, either separate currencies or 

separate fiscal policies would be established; the federal government would share in 

State taxes for meeting its expenses, but would itself have no powers of taxation; each 

of the federating States would be empowered to enter into trade agreements with 

foreign countries and would have full control over its earned foreign exchange; the 

States would have their own militia or paramilitary forces.  
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Mujibur was arrested just two months after the announcement of the six-point 

programme. The false Agaratala Conspiracy Case was started in January 1968 

purporting to show that a number of east Pakistani officers of high rank in civil and 

military establishments had entered into a conspiracy with the India diplomatic staff 

to bring was also implicated in this trial .  
 

 Anti-Ayub mass agitations broke out at the end of 1968 and its real leadership 

in East Pakistan was provided by the students' Joint Action committee in which the 

student wings of all political parties were represented. The eleven point demand of the 
students incorporated the salient features of the six-point programme. The ant-Ayub 

agitations forced the government to withdraw the Agartal Conspiracy Case and in the 
beginning of 1969 Mujibur was released. Eventually he was invite by ayub Khan to 

join the Round Table Conference in Rawalpindi. At the conference Mujibur Rahman 
Pointe out that the national question was the key question in Pakistan but it had been 

sought to be by-passed by those in power ever since the inception of the new State. 
He said that East Pakistan has a separate entity given by unalterable facts of 

geography, economics, language, and culture. These facts had to be recognized in the 
organization of State and government. He pressed for the recognition of the six-

points.  
  

 The 'Basic Democracy' of Ayub Khan collapsed within a few days. There was 

a second military take-over. Ayub Khan was replaced by Yahya Khan on March 25, 
1969.  
 

 The aims of the new regime were enunciated in the three declaration issued by 

Yahya Khan in 1969 and 1970 and through the Legal Framework Order passed on 

March 30, 190. Yahya avoided any direct commitment on the question of autonomy 

for East Pakistan. All he would say was that he wanted to grant the maximum 

autonomy to the provinces, subject to the limits set by the needs of an efficient 

working of the central government. 
 

 Under the Legal Framework Order elections would be held and the National 
Assembly of Pakistan would have to draw up a Constitution within 120 days from the 

day of its first sitting. Elections to the National Assembly and the Provincial 
Legislatures were indeed held in December, 1970. The Awami League led by Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman won 167 out of 169 seats allotted to East Pakistan in the National 

Assembly and thus secured an absolute majority in a House of 131. In the elections to 

the Provincial Legislature the electorate recorded its preference for the same party in 

almost equally emphatic terms. In January, 1971 Yahya Khan came to Dhaka for talks 

with Mujibur Rahman And other Awami League leaders. At the end of his visit, on 

January 14, Yahya referred to Mujibur Rahman as the future Prime Minister of 

Pakistan and said that power was going to be transferred to him soon. But he refused 

at that time to fix a date for the session of the National Assembly. After considerable 

delay, the Assembly was convened to meet at Dacca on March 3. Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, 

who’s People's Party, had won 85 seats in the National assembly, threatened to 

boycott the Assembly unless the Awami League modified its six-point programme. 

He wanted a strong centre with wide powers especially in the field of taxation and 

foreign trade. Mujibur Rahman declared that the people of East Bengal had given a 
clear verdict in favor of the six-point programme. 
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envisaging full provincial autonomy and this verdict had to be respected. The 
country's constitution had to be based on the six-points. 

 Preparations for the National Assembly session went on in spite of Bhutto's 

threat, and the Awami League's thirty-member committee sat to review the draft 

constitution prepared by the party on the basis of the sox-point programme. Bhutto 

continued to press for the postponement of the session and threatened that there would 

be mass agitation all over the west wing if the National Assembly met without his 
party's participation. And suddenly, on March 1, Yahya Khan postponed the session 

indefinitely, Announcing this decision with what he described as a " heavy heart", he 
said that the attitude of the leaders of the two wings of Pakistan as also of India was 

regrettable. There was no elaboration of the cryptic reference to India. Yahya Khan 
further said that Pakistan faced the gravest crisis and postponement of the session was 

necessary to find some solution to this crisis. The governors of the West Pakistan 
provinces were immediately appointed as Martial Law Administrators for their 

respective areas and the Governor of East Pakistan was replaced by a new Martial 
Law Administrator.  

 

 At a news conference Mujibur Rahman condemned this postponement as a 
conspiracy and called for a hartal in Dacca on the next day and a general strike 

throughout the country the day following. He regretted that the President had 

postponed the National Assembly session without even caring to consult the majority 

party. Spontaneous protest demonstrations against Yahya's decision broke out in 

Dhaka and several thousand people held a rally outside the venue of the news 

conference.  

 

 As the demonstrators cried for retaliation Mujibur counseled patience and 

said: "We will launch a peaceful constitutional movement." But violence erupted in 

Dacca the next day as the Pakistani security forces fired on the people. Curfew was 

imposed in Dacca and two other towns and the Martial Law Administration issued a 

decree clamping Press censorship in East Pakistan. On March 3, Mujibur announced 

the start of a non-violent non-cooperation movement which would continue "until the 

fundamental democratic rights of the people of East Pakistan are secured." On the 
same day Yahya Khan invited the leaders of the two wings to a conference in Dacca 

on March 10 to thrash out their differences over the formulation of the constitution. 
As hundreds of people were being killed and injured in street fighting between the 

troops and angry demonstrators, Mojibur request was not heeded, and many more 
demonstrators were killed in the next few days. While the military government 

reinforced troops in East Pakistan by planes and ships carrying more soldiers and 
equipment, Yahya Khan called the National Assembly session to meet on March 25. 

He however warned that the army would maintain the "complete and absolute" 

integrity of Pakistan. 

 

 Muibur Rahman declared that his party would consider the question of 

attending the session only if Yahya Khan immediately lifted the martial law, 

withdraw troops, restored civilian rule and ordered an inquiry into the recent killing in 

East Pakistan.  
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The non-cooperation movement continued. The whole of East Bengal was behind 

Mujibur and his Awami League. Even the Chief Justice and all the Judges of the 

Dacca High Court responded to the call for non-cooperation. It was a stupendous and 

truly incomparable movement. On March 15, Mujibur Rahman declared that he was 

taking over the administration of Bangladesh on the basis of his party's absolute 

majority in National Assembly and the Provincial Assembly. He issued a set of 35 

declaration Yahya Khan flew to Dacca and on March 16 talks between the two 
started. At a later stage Bhutto and other West Pakistani leaders joined the talks.  

 
 At no stage was there any breakdown of talks or any indication by Yahya 

Khan or his team that they had taken a final stand that could not be abandoned. On the 
contrary, an agreement had been reached on four points. These were: lifting of martial 

law and transfer of power to a civilian government by Presidential Proclamation; 
transfer of power in the provinces to the majority parties; Yahya Khan to remain as 

President and in control of the central government; and separate sittings of the 

National Assembly members from East and West. Pakistan preparatory to a joint 

session of the House to finalize the constitution. Once this agreement in principle had 

been reached between Mujibur and Yahya, there was only the question of defining the 

powers Bangladesh vis-a-vis the Centre during the interim phase.   

 

 But suddenly, on the night of March 25-26 , Yahya dashed out of Dacca under 

cover of darkness. Simultaneously the Pakistani army went into action to re-assert its 

authority throughout the eastern wing. Back in west Pakistan, Yahya broadcast a 

message to the nation banning the Awami League and charging Mujibur with treason. 

And on March 26, Mujibur Rahman proclaimed the independence of Bangladesh as a 

Sovereign People's Republic. Formation of a provincial government of Bangladesh 

was announced two days later and on April 17 the Democratic Republic was formally 
proclaimed.  

 
 It is now clear that Yahya Khan and his team never had the slightest intention 

of solving Pakistan's political crisis peacefully. They were only interested in biding 
time to permit the reinforcement of troops with modern arms. The remarkable success 

of the civil disobedience movement left the Pakistan government in no doubt that the 
days of colonial exploitation of the East wing were gone forever. Hence the Pakistani 

government ordered the commencement of genocidal military action on March 25. 

 

 As the gallant people of Bangladesh rose to fight for their freedom, acre on 

acre of their golden-green motherland turned red with martyrs' blood.  
 

War in Bangladesh 
 

 A massive attack by the Pakistani armed forces was unleashed against the 

entire people of Bangladesh on the night of March 25 and it is still continuing. The 

government of Pakistan has chosen to flout not only the mandate of the people but all 

known canons of civilization. No total picture of the atrocities perpetrated by the 

Pakistani armed forces is available as yet. But the reports published in newspapers in 

India and abroad and the accounts given by the lakhs of refugees who have come to 

India reveal that the Pakistani.  
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government has been carrying on cold-blooded genocide in Bangladesh. By all 

accounts and evidence the Pakistani troops have unleashed a de facto total war against 

the entire population of Bangladesh. They are engaged in extensive aerial bombing 

and strafing on towns and villages. They are using sophisticated mass-killing weapons 

like tanks, cannon, mortars and machine-guns. They have also used incendiary bombs 

and reportedly even Napalm. The government of Pakistan has systematically killed a 

large section of the Bengalee intellectuals and leaders of public opinion. They have 
deliberately killed teachers and students in large numbers, and they are killing all 

able- bodied Bangalees in a systematic way. An orgy of mass killing is on.  
 

The government of Pakistan has blatantly violated the most precious principles 

of international law. It has violated, inter alia, the Preamble and articles 1,55 and 56 

the U N. Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Right, the International 

Covenant on civil and Political rights, 1966, the International Covenant on Economic, 

Social and Cultural Rights, 1966 Article 23(g) of the Hague Regulations, 1907, 

Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions, 1949, the Doctrine of Immunity of Non-

Combatants from Belligerent attacks and the Genocide Convention, 1948. 
 

A systematic pattern of physical and psychological destruction became 

apparent even during the first night of fighting on March 25, 1971. It was soon cleat 

that certain groups had been selected to be the victims of completely unrestrained 

brutality. These included students and teachers. At least nine of the top academicians 

of the Dacca University were shot dead by the Pakistani troops in course of the mid-

night massacre of March 25. Many others were murdered in the next few days. 

Twenty academicians of the University were lined up against the wall inside the 

university campus on March 28 and shot dead. Many distinguished teachers, poet’s 

novelists, physicians and lawyers were killed by the army firing squads at Dacca, 

Khulna, Jessore, Rajshahi, Pabna, Chittagong and Rangpur. Even young school 

children were not spared. Students of St. Francis Xavir's School in Jessore were 
machine-gunned by the troops. 

 

Many University buildings at Dacca were completely destroyed. Every room 

in the three-storied Iqbal Hall was ransacked after the people inside had been done to 

death, Similar attacks took place at Jagannath Hall, Salimullah Hall and the residence 

halls of the Dacca Medical College. Every individual was killed in these places.  
 

About fifty girl students residing in the Rokeya Hall of the Dacca University 
jumped to their death when Pakistan troops attacked the building. Most of the other 

girl students were brutally treated and forcibly taken away by the troops to the 

cantonment. Shaheed Minar, erected in memory of the martyrs of the language 

movement, was totally destroyed. In the apartments of the faculty staff children were 

shot dead in their beds.  
 

John Rhode, an American Aid worker was in Dacca until recently and 

witnessed the distinction caused by the Pakistani troops there. In a letter released by 
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee of the U.S.A., Rhode described how student 

dormitories of the Dacca University had been shelled by army tanks and all the 
residents slaughtered. He spoke of "the planned killing of much of the intellectual 

community including a majority of the professors at Dacca University." In his opinion 
m "the law of the jungle  
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prevails in East Pakistan, where the mass killing of unarmed civilians, the systematic 

elimination of the intelligentsia" was in progress.  

 

 Simon drink, a correspondent of the Daily Telegraph was an eye-witness of 

the Dacca carnage. He said that on the morning of March 26 the army went about for 

eleven hours systematically destroying the entire old city of Dacca. People were burnt 

inside their homes. As people fled put of the city troops followed them. Drik narrated 
how people asleep in a bazar had been shot dead and in the morning were still lying 

there with the rugs on them as if they were still sleeping. 
 

 In two of the old city's largest bazars the stench of dead and burning bodies 
was so overpowering that the survivors had to walk about with cloths over their nose. 

The stench of decomposed bodies pervaded the air in almost every locality of Dacca. 
The Pakistani troops carried truck loads of bodies to the banks of the rivers and 

dumped them there. An open field between the Jagannath Hall and the Rokeya Hall in 

the University area had been turned into a mass burial ground. People were forced by 

the troops to dig graves and, when they had finished, they themselves were machine-

gunned by the troops. Dacca was stinking with decomposed bodies still littered on 

streets even a fortnight after the military operations had begun. 

 

 At Rajshahi, the Medical and the Engineering Colleges were repeatedly 

bombed. So were the T. B. Hospital and the Muslim School. Pakistani troops 

advancing on Rajshahi destroyed everything in their way. Shouting 'jai Bangla' 

slogans and without uniforms they stormed Rajshahi and the adjoining villages on 

'April 13 and went berserk as they gunned down civilians and set the town on fire. 

Terrorized civilians trying to cross the Padma river were ruthlessly machine-gunned 

by troops waiting for them at the riverside. Women and children floundered and were 
drowned as machine-gun bullets sprayed the river and heavy motor shells fell mid-

stream.  
 

 Fleeing refugees were brutally murdered in other places as well. For days 
Pakistan Air Force fighters, flaying low, machine-gunned stress of refuges on the 

Sylhet-Churkhai-Sutarkandi road. The planes flew over wide areas in search of the 
fleeing persons and as soon as they caught sight of them, the aircrafts swooped down 

to shower bullets. And the way every now and then to take spot shoots at fleeing 

villagers or to burn roadside villages". 

 

 A Danish Student who was in Chittagong till April 4 narrated stories of 

atrocities committed by the Pakistani troops on the civil population there. Children 

were killed in a village on the outskirts of Chittagong as the troops fired from 

machine-guns at some of the mud houses there. In the city they shot many people. At 

one shop about fifteen people were buying food. The soldiers ordered them to come 

out and as they obeyed the troops lined them up and fired. Only one escaped with two 

bullet bullet wounds. All the others were killed. The Danish student said that on 

March 31, the army started burning the cantonment area and along Dacca Road, 

during the next three days. The New Market in Chittagong was  
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destroyed with mortar shells. The student was told by an officer of a ship that about 

four hundred bodies had been floating in river Karnaphuli. 

 

 A jute mill manager from Chittagong related that all his employees had 

been battered to death. An engineer from Peterborough who was in Chittagong said 

that the army men were rounding up people and shooting them down. There was no 

attempt at questioning. If the people ran away they were shot down from behind like 
dogs. The engineer said that the Bengalees were being killed in their thousands. " If 

the men with men with guns couldn't find anyone on the streets they threw mortar 
bombs through the windows of houses. There were hundreds of dead children." 

Corpses, piled high, were left to rot in the streets,  
 

 In Chittagong, Comilla and Dacca Pakistani troops even used the bodies of 
murdered Bangalees to erect road barricades.  

 

 The Pakistani armed forces have been laying waste villages and towns in a 

manner reminiscent of the Nazi atrocities. Even Tagore'S house at Silaidah-where the 

poet spent one of the most creative periods of his life-has been completely destroyed 

by the troops. In addition to looting food godowns and granaries they have been 

spraying inflammable chemicals on agricultural land to destroy standing crop and to 

make the land uncultivable in future.  

 

 Pakistani troops have been indulging in an angry of molestation of women. 

In addition to the girl students of Dacca University many young girls from different 

areas of the city were forcibly taken by the troops to the cantonment. Even the wives 

and daughters of Bangalee Army officers were abducted. An eye-witness related how 

in one village on Comilla-Chandpur Road all the women folk were stripped and asked 
to march in front of advancing trucks. All of them were either shot dead or crushed 

under the wheels of the trucks.  
 

 The troops have been playing devilish tricks on innocent, credulous people. 
On several occasions, people were asked to come and collect their monthly pay 

packets. As the people lined up in good faith, they were mowed down with bullets. In 
another place people were invited to come and collect their rations from the ration 

shop and they were assured that no harm would be done to them. When the people 

came to the shop, the troops opened fire killing one hundred persons.  

 

 The contents of the diary of a British businessman as published in a Calutta 

daily show that even foreigners have not been spared. Three Britons were arrested on 

March 29 by an army unit and taken to the cantonment in Dacca for having taken 

photos of the bombed-out St. Thomas Church in the old city of Dacca. One of them 

was an official employed by British Council in Dacca while the other two were 

members of the British Volunteer Service Organization. Some people who witnessed 

the arrest informed the American Consulate and an U.S. official was sent to the 

cantonment. He found the Britons literally lined up against the wall and the firing 

squad taking the aim. It was only this timely intervention that saved the lives of these 

three Britons. 
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The Pakistan Government did not even grant permission to a Red Cross mercy plane 

to fly to Dacca. After Waiting for two days in Karachi with relief supplies it had to go 

back.  

 

 It is next to impossible for any human being to describe in words the 

ghastly acts of brutality committed by the Pakistani armed forces. But the picture that 
emerges from scattered reports is terrible enough to shock even the most insensitive 

mind. The appalling slaughter is still continuing-yet the resistance of the people goes 
on heroically values will go on, how many more lives will have o be sacrificed in 

Bangladesh for saving civilization from barbarism.  
 

 In this hour of the supreme trial and suffering of the people of Bangladesh, 
we appeal o the conscience of humanity. Help the people's struggle in Bangladesh, 

help the government of the people, cry in a million voices halt to reaction, come in 

your millions to the aid of democracy, to the success of civilization and culture.  

 

 (This brochure is based mainly on: 

 

1. Md. Anisur Rahman. East and West Pakistan, A problem in the 

Political Economy of Regional Planning. Harvard University Center for 

International Affairs, July,1968; 

 

2. Gunnar Myrdal, Asian Drama, Volume1, Allen Lane The Penguin 

Press, London,1968 

 

3. Keesing's Contempory archive; 

 

4. The Statesman, Calcutta.) 
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CALUTTA UNIVERSITY BANGLADESH SAHAYAK SAMITI 

SECRETARY'S REPORT 

 

 The Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti was formed on April 3, 

1971, at a meeting of student, employees, officers and teachers of the University, 

teachers of affiliated colleges and members of different University bodies. The 

committee has Prof. Satyendranath Sen Vice-Chancellor, as its president, Prof. P K. 
Basu. Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs, as working president and Shri 

Hirendramohan Majumdar, Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Business Affairs and Finance, as 
treasurer. 

 
 An initial donation of Rs. 5000 by the Calcutta University formed the nucleus 

of the committee's fund and the committee started functioning immediately. 
 

 Since its inception the committee has been rendering considerable assistance 

to the war evacuees. Apart from food packets, medicine and first-aid equipment have 

been sent. Because of the heavy influx of war evacuees-whose number has already 

crossed fifteen lakhs-we have had to spend several thousands of rupees and 

considerable-energy in this sphere. Sm. Bina howmik (an alumnus of the University) 

along with a small team of considerable assistance in this matter. Teachers and 

students of schools and colleges also have lent a ready hand.  

 

 Our president sent telegrams to the Prime Minister of India and the Director -

general, UNESCO, amongst others on April 5 1971. In his telegram to the Prime 

Minister our president drew her attention to the need for giving recognition to 

Bangladesh. Our president drew the attention of the Director-General, UNESCO, to 

the dastardly attack on Bangladesh and substantial destruction of the Universities of 
Dacca, Rajshahi and Chittagong, including mass murder of teachers and students. He 

also drew the Director-General's attention to the unabated genocide committed by the 
Pakistan army in Bangladesh. The Director-General has sent a telegraphic 

acknowledgement expressing his sympathies for the victims of genocide. The Prime 
Minister also has acknowledged the telegram.  

 
 One of our aims is to help those teachers of universities and other educational 

institutions in Bangladesh who have crossed over to India. We have offered and shall 

continue to offer temporary financial assistance to these teachers and we have opend a 

Register for them. Dr. Aniruddha Roy of Post-Graduate Islamic History and Culture 

department, in co-opperation with Sri Anil Sarkar of Post-Graduate Commerce and 

Shri Pijush Das, Shri Angsuman Malik and Shri Anil Basu, has taken charge of this 

department The Syndicate of the Calcutta University has drawn up a scheme for 

offering visiting professorships/lectureships to the  scholars from Bangladesh. With 

the concurrence of University Grants Commission and the Ministry of Education, 

Government of India, the scheme can be spread over the whole of India. The Scheme 

can have already written to the different State Governments and contacted some of 

them. We hope that something will come out of these efforts. 
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In addition to the publication of the present brochure, we have patronized a 

publication in Bengali dealing with Sheikh Mujib's Six-point programme. The task 

was under taken by Shri ajit Mohan Gupta (an alumnus of the University), proprietor 

of the Bharat Prototype Studio. Shri Swaraj Bhattacharyya, staff photographer of 

Chitrangada, has helped us with many valuable photographs.  

 

 Our president has issued an appeal (both in English and Bengali) to the 
people, especially to the alumni of the University, for liberal donations to the fund of 

the Samiti. The response has been encouraging. The first to donate was our national 
Professor, Shri Satyendranath Bose. Others to donate in quick succession were 

Krishnagar Women's College, Sarojini Naido College, Women's College, Calcutta 
Lady Brabourne College, Bethune School, Teachers and staff of Dr, B.C Roy Institute 

of  Basic Medicine, Calcutta University, 61 teachers f the Post-Graduate Departments 
of the University, students of Economics, Political Science, Islamic History , Moerrn 

History and English Departments of the University , Bharat Charity Trust through Mr. 

N. L. Todi, Messrs. Press Agents Pvt. Ltd. Messrs. Allied Agency, Staff of Pasteur 

Laboratories, Siddheswar Hisiery Factory, Gokhale Memorial Girls' College Umesh 

Chandra College, Bangladesh Aid Committee, Bombay, Shri H. P . Lohia,, The 

Anglo-India Jute Mill (officers and workers), Shri Ajit Kumar Data, former 

Advocate-General, Government of West Bengal, Principal Mamata Ashikary and 

many others from all walks of life. Free gifts of medicine were collected by shri Utpal 

Chowdhury and Sm. Soma Chitterjee. University students of all departments are 

raising funds on behalf of the Samiti. We hope the numbers of donors will sweel daily 

to help us tackle the gagantic task.  

 

 Professors Janes Patranabis, Jatin Chaterji, Dipak Hazra and P. Sen Sarma 

have taken overall charge of the office. The office of the samiti is functioning on the 
first floor of the darbhanga Building between 11 a.m and 5-30p.m and at 14, Bidhan 

Sarani first floor, between 6 p.m and 8 p.m  
 

 We need funds to carry on the tasks we have undertaken. Students, 
employees and teachers of educational institutions may kindly decide to make 

monthly contributions for quite some time to the Vice-Chancellor's fund. We also 
appeal to all others for generous contributions. Cheques may be sent in favor of the 

Treasurer, Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti. 

 

May 9, 1971 

 

D.K DHAKRAVARTY. 

Secretary. 

Calcutta University Bangladesh 

Sahayak Samiti. 
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This struggle of ours is for the complete liberation of seventy million people 
of Bangladesh. Our struggle will go on until our rights are secured. The people of 

Bangladesh will no longer be cowed down by bullets, guns and bayonets, for today 

the people are united. 

  

 We must be ready for any sacrifice in order to achieve our goal. Every home 

must be turned into a fortress of resistance. Ours is a just demand. So we are sure to 

win.  

  

Jai Bangla. 

 

SHEIKH MUJIBUR RAHMAN 

19-3-71. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(English version of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's message-facsiile on page35.) 

  
Published by Prof. Dilip Chakravarty, Secretary, Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samity, 

Senate House, Darbhanga Building. Calcutta-12 and printed by Mr. Ajit Mohan Gupta, Bharat 

Prototype Studio, 71/1, College Street, Calcutta-12, Price: Rupee one only. 
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	��X�� �D� ?�m �� G���। ��M -.�. ���  <"���"� !�>��� T�� 9��, ���� >��`"� !�� 
��
���>�, ����O ���� �u����, ���� ���� ����
�� -���� ����O�� ���� ����7� !�V� *��� 
;������ ����<"� ��"। ����� ���#� ��� ;<>���< #�� ��� ����, �<"� ?�m� ���+��+� �h�Ã7�, 
�� ��M ���7� �U���� ��� ���"� 	��X� ��"��L�। !�< 	��X� �L� ’’�h6��Ã�’’। GD+�@ ���� ����� 
*��� ;������ ����<"� 2<��� !*��� 2��� ����<"� �#"��L� ���"�< ��� 	��X��  �"�:� !��� 
��"��L�। !�< ��� �<� <"���"����� 2:0 G	��X ���"�< �#"��L। GD* ����O�� ��� !�>��� 
�"�� �<"��L�, ; ����O�� �m� !�< ����O�� ���। [��"� *�� ���"� ���"��L t
� �� !�����3�  � 
�Ä�����
? ;��7 G��
 �&�� ����� ���L ���� :�:� �<"� !#�, ��M $�
�� ��*�� ?�m� !�< 
����� �N��+, �������� ����  
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���� ����� #I��u� G�
���। ;< ������� ��L�� :�� 2�L, 2�L ����� :���D+�, t
� 
!>V�#���� >�#7� ���� ���"�< !� G��� �<"� ��"? ;<>��� !��
 �" 	"� Àq�0 G��� �<"� ��� 
 ��I�>�@। 
 

<��� �� !�� !�� #I�u� ���� �D�" �D�" ��D���� ?���I �� ����। �3< ;���� �+ 
- #I�u� ;< !� GD+ ��U1�<��L। ���� �����0 !� ����O���� 2: ;� :�� ���"� ��� ��� �� 
���� 	��X� ����-!6���� 2*��I< 2�L। ����= ���"� ��b� ����O��� ����� ��`��� :��� 
��
�-?@����� ��� ���"��L �� 
��"� �<� �<�� 0< !��� :�� 2��� [<7�, [<7� :���� 
;� ����� G&���� ��U�
"� ����� �<�� <�� !��� !��� :����O? 

 
��7���� ���
��
�� L�1�0 ;<  ���# G& >���� 2�0 ��"��7 ��� >������ 2�L। 

���� ��:� 2� ���� �� ��	�� !� ����  ���"��L, !� 2���� :���<"��L ����� ?1�<"� !�0"� 
������� ��T  �W:����* �<�� ��, ���"��#0 ��। !���� ��T �� ����T>��� #�u ���� 
��� ��। <�� L�1� 2: ���������� �����  ���� >����  � !�  t�>F� :�#�<"� G������ 
���\ H�7�� ��� 
��� 
��� �" ��0"��0 ���T� >"। !�< ���� 2� �3��� �7�>���� *���� 
L�"��7 ��H+ �<� 
�H+� �<"� ��<� �TI? 2� 2#���� ��m� >�� �"�� t
� ;<7���< ���<"� 
!���"��L? ��M ;��0 !�"�� ���� ���� ��< !� ��L���� G�¥�। ��" 2� !R� �����0 :�� 
G��T� ��� �� �D�" ���। G��T�" G��T�" ¾�& ���������� 2r�& :�#�I� 2� ���F�� 
�"�� ;���� ���� ��y��� >���� ���"� ����-�*��� G��T� ���"�  ��� ���  ���� ;��7 
:��� >������ ;��7 t�>F�0।  
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D.P REHABILITATION A SERIOUS PROBLEM: J.P 
(By A Staff Reporter) 

 

NEW DHLHI, MAY 14-The Sarbodaya leader. Mr. Jayaparakash Narayan, today said 

about 10 million refugees from Bangladesh were expected to cross into India Already 
25 million had sought shelter in this country. 

 
Speaking at the Gandhi Peace Foundation. Mr. Narayan said these refugees 

fleeing from West Pakistani atrocities in West Bengal Would pose a serious problem 
of rehabilitation. The rains would set in soon and make the relief operations 

considerably difficult. 
 

He said it was a pity that whiles the rehabilitation of 1. 5 million Palestinian 
refugees engaged the attention of the whole world, nobody seemed to care about the 

unfortunate people of East Bengal. Most of these refugees were Muslims. But even 

Muslim leaders in Arab countries had kept quiet about their plight. 

 

 The Sarvodaya leader said he would leave on Sunday on a tour of the U.S.A, 

the U.S.S.R., Japan and South-East Asian countries to mobilize public opinion for the 

homeless people of Bangladesh. He was going as a citizen of the world with the hope 

that there were people who could be roused to act for the victims of ruthle3ss 

barbarism. 

 

 The Prime Minister, Mrs.Indira Gandhi, had told him that it would be a "good 

thing if you went". Mr Narayan said. His visit had been sponsored by leaders of the 
Gandhi Seva Sangh, Gandhi Memorial Fund and a pacifist from America. He had also 

met in this connection leaders of the Bangladesh Government. 
 

Mao's Game 
 

Tracing events in Bangladesh sivce March 25, Mr. Narayan said Mao Tse Tung had 
supported General Yahya khan on the Bangladesh issue, largely to contain India 's 

influence in South East Asia Paking felt that if as a result of the Bangladesh freedom 
movement Pakistan disintegrated, India would emerge as a dominant nation in the 

region. 
 

 But Peking would withdraw support to Pakistan as soon as pro-Chinese 

leadership came to power in Bangladesh. In that event the Chinese would support the 

Bangladesh movement by supplying arms and ammunition to the freedom fighters. 

The whole region would become another South Viet Nam. 

 

 Not only China but other nation also did not want India to play its rightful role 

in South-West Asia, Mr. Naayan said. Both the ?Super Powers had offered arms aid 

to Pakistan in the past only to help it engage India in big and small wars. 
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The Sarvodaya leader said that the scale and magnitude of the barbarities 

committed by West Pakistani troops defied belief. A news agency reporter, after a 

visit to East Bengal, had Estimated the number of dead at half million. It wat quite 

possible that if people in West Pakistan fully relished what the troops had done in 

East Benglal. There would be a revolt in the western wing. 

 

 The happenings in Pakistan had fully shattered the unity of Pakistan .And for 
all this, the main culprits were General Yahya khan and Bhutto "I personally would 

not like to see Pakistan disintegration, but what had happened seemed beyond repair" 
 

 Pleading for the recognition of the Bangladesh Government, Mr. Narayan 
said: "I differ with the Prime Minister on this Question." A sarvodaya Sammelan in 

Nasik had decided to collect 10 million signatures for an appeal to the Government to 
recognize Bangladesh. 

 

 Mr. C.D Deshmukh, who presided, said it was clear from the case of 

Bangladesh that modern States were not influenced by ethical consideration. They 

were guided more by national interests. But a swing in public opinion could make 

them change their policies. As such the proposed visit of Mr. Narayan to European 

and other countries was very important. 
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���������� G����\ 	��X� !�0"� ?�* 
����^ 2<�W 0 ��T������� � 

 
(����= ��������) 

 
�"�����, -. !�-��"�:� ����^ 2<�W 0 ��T���� ���������� G����\ 	��X� ����� 

:�� !:������ ���3 ��1� ����L�। 
 
;< 2<�W 0 ��T������� ��
� 2�L� C� ;� �� *�#��, C� ;� �� !� ��>��, C� !> !� 

�X_ !��� 0 h� ;� ; ���>�। 2� ;�:� ����^ 2<���� C� ;� �� ������� G��� ; ������� 
��+�� ��E G9��  �� ����L�। ���������� ?��  ����
�� 0 ���� ��="� �m� ��Z� ;��7 
�< ��� ����L�। ��  ���� ���f�����< ;< ���3 !�0"� ��"�L।  

 
C� *�#�� 	��X�� ��T ���3 ���" ����L� $���, 2<�#, ��:���� ;�� G����� ��� 

!D��0 >���� ?�* �1���1 ;�1�" �#�" ���������� 	��X� !�0"�। ��� 2�� ����� ���� 
������ ��� !D�� ��� t�� 2����� ��+ �X�^ ���� ���, G��T� ��� ��� ;�� !��� ��� 
G������� �� ���L�, �� 2��� �3 7#�# ��� 6��7 0�m। ;< ;��7 ���� ����I >����< 
?�* ;�#�" �#�" �� ��L� ���।  

 
 �3� �����+="� �u� ����L�, 2����� ���" ;< ���*�" �1 ����7� ����, 2��� ��� 

��m� ��: ��� �� ���� �� <���� 2�����  T�� ���� ��।  
 
 �3�  ��T� �u� C��X_ !��� ����, 	��X������  ��7 ;7� 2<��£ �� �� � ���" 

���3�+ ���� ������ �"। ���� :���
���I� 	�
����� ��� ��� ���� !T�� 2<�  �"�# ���� 
��� *�� !#�L। ;�7� ������ ��" 2<� �� ���
�  � ?m� ���� ��। ���� 6���� ���� !D�� 
2��:��"� ��3 �� ��� ��। �X�7���� �1���� ���"0 2��� 2<��� �*��* ��D� 
��<��। 

 
>���� ;�:� G��7��� !:����� C� ������ G��� ����L� ����O���� ��E ��� ��
� 

����, ;�� ;�7� G�Z�" 2����� !7�� !�0"� !�� ���� ����, � ��+�� ��E ����*�� ��� 
!��� ���। 

 
 2� ;�:�  �3� G��7�� !:����� C� �� !� �6�� �U� ��E ;�� ����। 
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!��� ��� ���+�E �>�"��� ��� 
:" ��� 

 
��"��� -. !� -���+��E �3�� �f ��� !����� ����7� ��:���� ���
���� :�� ����3 

2�� 0 ��� ������ !����� <"���"�� ?�� *�� !��� ��� >�� 2�� ����L�। 2�� [��"�� �f� 
������< >�� ;< 2�� ����L�। ���+��" !�� C� :" ��� ����"I 2: ��� ������  ;��� 
�������� 0 ����:���� ���L ;�D� ����। ��� ���� Å ���+�E ����7� ��&�=:�� ���
�� �� 
��� *���� :�1�" �1�� ���� ��"�L। G���b"� *��< D����। �X�@ ��3 ��� #����। !����� 
G�Z� >����� ���� �� !#�� ���+�E ���" �>�"���� ���I ���।  

 
 >���" ����� C� ������ ��� C� ����"�I� :�� ;� �\
+�� �>�� 2�"�:� ����। !�< 
�>�" C� ����"� ;< �D���� ����। ���+��E� :i�� G�Z�� �D� p�I ����" ���" ��� ����, 
!������� ����Z� G��#>+। !��� !��� ���+��E� H7����� �N��+ :�� #�1 !���� :�� ��� ��q 
�6�� !����"�L�। ;���� ��� [ ����� �6�� ;���L�। 
 
 C� ����"I �����5�<��� !#���� !�� ���� 0 2�� ���#� !��r7��� !:����� h� ������� 
��E !��� ����L�। ��:���� ����� ����3 2���� !�X�XY ��O D���" �U��� ��E C� ����"��� 
!��� �"��। 2#������ ��� >���7���� !����� ��E !��� �����। �� �7 2< 
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ARCHBISHOP OF CALCUTTA SAYS: 

CONDITIONS MUST BE CREATED FOR SAFE   

RETURN OF EVACUEES 
 

The Most Rev. L. T. Picachy, Archbishop of Calcutta, Feels that repatriation of 

evacuees from West Bengal is the real answer to the problem of the increasing influx. 
In a statement, he says that it is the duty of the nations of the world to persuade the 

authorities to guarantee freedom and safety to everyone in East Bengal on 

humanitarian grounds. 

 

 The statement says that while relief for the sufferers is an immediate need, it is 

not the ultimate solution to an agonizing problem. The U.N team found that evacuees 

desired to return home as soon as peaceful conditions there were re-established. But 

repatriation is impossible unless stable and peaceful condition are speedily established 

in West Bengal. 

 

 The Archbishop says that the nations of the world have persistently refused to 

get involved in the tremendous sufferings of the people of West Bengal and have 

brushed aside all responsibility with the callous remark: "that a purely internal affair." 

This rigid attitude "has caused surprise and sorrow in our part of the world. When we 
watch three million battered and homeless people forced to abandon their country to 

seek shelter in the austerity of a refugee camp we claim that their welfare demands 
international interest. Democratic rights are championed and safeguarded all over the 

world. Yet here are over 70 million who have been crushed under the military heel of 
their own nation and all this only because they scored a resounding poll victory at a 

free and fair election." The statement says. 
 

 It has been officially confirmed that three Catholic priests have been killed in 

West Bengal. 

 

 The Church in the dioceses of Shillong, Silchar, Calcutta, Darjeeling, Dumka, 

Jalpaiguri, and Krishnagar is conscious of the heavy political overtones of the conflict 

in the neighboring country. But neutrality may never stifle the claims of charity. 

Priests religious and laity of all the dioceses have set out resolutely to help. 

 

 Prayer meetings and penitential services were services were organized. April 4 

was a day of prayer in the Calcutta Archdiocese. On April 18 the parishioners of St 

Teresa and Fatima. Calcutta went in procession to Our Lady of Fatima Shrine to pray 

for the safety of Archbishop T. A. Ganguly of Dacca and the other prelates, Clergy, 

religious and laity of the dioceses of East Bengal. The Prayers took on a personal note 
as thousands of Catholics in East India still have close relations in East Bengal. There 

is little or no news of them, the statement says. 
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 The Bengal Christian Council at its recent meeting held at the Baptist mission 

Student's Hall, Calcutta expressed its deep concern for the people of Bangladesh. The 

Council also requested the World Council of Churches to create a situation among the 

nations of the world through diplomatic channels to stop the genocide in Bangladesh 

and to prevent the supply of arms and ammunitions by the big Power. The Council 

appealed to all their member Churches and institutions to come forward with generous 

help for the humanitarian cause. All Donations in cash or kind may be sent to the 
treasurer of the Bengal Christian Council. 
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-। ���������� :��" G>��¶�� >���� :���� !� ��  ��>��� ?��� ����L �� :��" 

 �6� H�7�L >���" ���� �X+� #X�� ��+�£ o������  O���। ��9 >���" :�� ;< 2�� 
����L� !� ;<  O���� �D�D+>��� ���+��� ��� ��� ���������� 	�
��  :�u� ������� 2t 
	��X� ���"। ��M /< !� �����
� ���� !�m�� >����  
���u� ;�� 	��X� ���� GT�� ��3 
����L�। ��M ��9 �����
� �T o����>��� ;< �  ��� ����L� �� ���� #X��  O�� GI���"� 
;�� ���������� 	�
��� ��9���� ���+�� ������ !�0"�� :�� G����\ ;< !���� 	��X���� 
>�� ������� ��T ;� G������+ :��" �+��। 

 
(। ����� �T ��� ���� !�, ���������� 	��X� !�0"�� ��T ;��0 �D����#� ��" 2���� 

;�� ;�� 	��X���� �+��� ���������� 	�
��� ��9���� ��T ���"�0 ��� ��। �T�&�� �����
� 
��  
���u�� $�m��  �" o����>��� ;<  G�>� ��3 ����L !�, ���������� 2t 	��X���� 
;��& 2���� ;�� ;�� 	��X�-����� �c�"< ���������� ��9������ ���+�� ���"� ���" 
	�� ���"� ��
� ;< ��9���� �N�I+ ��� �¥�।  

 
z। t
� �����
� �T< �"-�K ���:�� ��
���>�, >���� G#�I #I- �j�� ;�� ���� 

���9��� �K  ��j !�� ���������� 2t 	��X������ ���� :����"�L�। ;��< ���������� 
	��X� �� !�0"�� ������ ��� t
� G�^, G�E���I+ ;�� G��V�3��< �"-#I��u� ��� ���"0 
����� 2: >���� :�� !D�� ���Fg। !�� ���������� 	��X� !�0"� ;�� !� !���� ��T 
���"� �", ���I ���3�E ���½=I  ����� �� !�X��#+� $�m�� >�� ����� ?��Z ��� �T� 
�� ��। GD*, ����������  ��7 !��-! ��� ��E���  ��7 ��:���� �� ;�� ����  ���#�m 
:��" ����� ��+�£>���  t
�  >��  ������� ���L< �", ���q�  ��7  ������� ���L ����  
:����"�L� �U���  ������� 2t  	��X������  :���।  

 
..........���� !��? 

 
�। �� ���q�  !L�7-�1 ��� 2: ����������   ��  ;�� ���� 0 ���Æ" !��? ;�D�  �K��� 

��>���  ���I  ��"�L !�,  ���q� !��� �����< 2: 2&:��+� 	�
��� �� #Iu  �T��  ���� 
�X�^ !�<- �1 ������ !� ��7<, !L�7 ������0  2&:+���  ���  ��
+���  ��� �N�I+��� :��"  
	��D+�  ������ �X�^>E��। �L�1�  ���q�  !��� ���<  *�" �� !� ���->�� �����"  ���
�� !��� 
;��  �� 6�� >�� ;��7 ��3����  0  
��  ������  ��TI ;��"�"  ��j !���  ;�� ��� -
>���� �������  ��Ç� �����# ���" �� �"�7  �X�@ �����<  >���"  ?�-������� ���:���  
 >�� ��O��  ���� :�� ���- ��*^ �� !��� �#�"�L।  
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�। ;�D�  2: ���^ !� i�, ����+�, �X�7� �� d�¤ ����O����  ����� *�" ��, ����O���� 
���� �T�" ;< ������ ?�9�� �< ;< ������ ���������� :��" G>��¶���� ����O���� 
2>�&��I ������ G���3 ��k ��� ��:� �"। !� :��� ��� ��+��� ��i�� ������ G�
����� 
 ��7 �����H ���=�� ?¶��� ��� ����O���� ��� ��� ��+& ;< ������ ��:� �"। ����O����  
���� �T�� ?�¢���< ����"� 0 �X�7�  ���������� 	��
����� ;��7  ��:���� ���
����  O�� 
����L। ;<  O���� ?�¢�� ��b� ����O���� ��E ���������� ;��7 ���D� ���6h����� #m� 
��� ����O����  ���� �T� ���। !���� ���F !� ��������0 ;<  O��� ��:� ;�� ;��  �*^�" i� 
?��� 9��I0 G�£ �"। 
  

:��� ��" 
 

�।  i� ����+�-�X�7�- ;< ����" ;< H7���� 	���� ��� ��:� �"। !� ���������� 
	��
�����   �� ��:���� ���
�� ���������� ���+�>V� �S�" G�
���� :� ��
��I< ��� ���"�L। 
...� ���� #I�>��7 ���+��* :�  ����
��< ����O���� ����" �f� !D�� ���:��� ��3 ��� 
���:���  ���+�>V� 	�
��� !H�=�� ��� ;��7 ��:	  :�u�  ����� #m�  ����L। ���������� 
��9 :�� ;< �������   � ���� ��r"  2��#� W��� ����L ��`���� �+��� ����9� #I- 
G>��¶�� �� ���^ 0 ��D�� 	�T�। ��M :��" 	�D+�f 2&:+��" ����#�j�" ���L ;<  ��I 0 
��O�  H7��� !��� ���� !�<।  
 

/। ��������  ���+�>V����� !� �+ ��� ���I  ����L  �� !*�"  G��� �� �+  ��I+  
���0 ���q�  �K  �������  :�� �K ��q����� ��L !D�� 	�
�� ������  	��X� ��> ����L।  
����������  ��:	 ���, ��:	 ����, ��:	 :��" ��#� ;�� 	����� :��"  >�=��   �+�  
L�1�0  #I�>��7  ���+��*   �" ��9   ����
�  ��D+�, !�-������ 0 ��`���  ������ 0 �����  
�������  2��#���>  ;�� ;< !���� ��3 Gl� 	�
�� ���������� ������� $��� �X+k  �j�- 
;< �+���  ����������  ���+�>V� �S��  	��X��  ��T  t
�  �D+�D<  �"-��+��0 ��7। �< 
���+�>V����� �+ ���+�   �  >��  ������� ��T  ����������  	��X������ ��T ����= !��� 
���3��3 ��
� !�<।  ����"�  �� ����+� ��3��� ������ �+ ����I� !T��0 G��� 	�
�������  
����� !� 	��X� ���"�L  �� G��� �:�� ��"�L  2&:+��� <�����।  
 

:��" 	�D+ 
 

)।  ���������� 	��X� ����  ���->�� ��s ��H=+  H7�� ���� ;��  ���+� G
���" ;< 
��H=+ >�� 0 ���� -����� *�r�   �T  ������ ��Ç ���I  ��� ���� - !�<  ��� ��O� 
����=�I�  2�# ; �D��7 ��*�� ���  !���  �"�:�  !� ����������  	�
���  ��9���� ��E 
>���� :��" 	�D+  �����  :�1।  
 

.।  ; �D�  2: ���y��  !� ����������   � >���� ���"k t
�  ;È !����   	�
��� 0 
#I�u�   � 2������  ��D+��� !T��< ������ �"। ���������� >��#�� ��E ���+�l� >����  
�����:�, ���yX��  2�D+�  ��:����  ;��  !���T��  >��=�@ �����0 0� �>���  :�1।  t
�  
���+�l�  >����  	��D+< �"- ��9  >����  >��=�@  #��  :��0  ����������  	�
��� ��9��  
;� ��� ��#& ?�Q�*� ��� ���"�L।  

 

-{। ; �D� ���½=�I� 2: 2�  �"�:� !�< !�, ��b� ����O���� 2�D+� 0 ������ 
��#m� ;��  ���� :�#�  ������  Z��"kÈ ���������� ���� 0 !��=���  ?��� ;��&>��� ��>+����। 
��������  ��b�   
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

����O�� !D�� 	u 0 ���+�>V� ������ ���Fg ��� ��b� ����O���� 2�D+� ������ 0 ��:���� 
�>�S� ?��� !�  *� 2H� �1�� ;�� �� ���I��� ����O��� !� G�����+ �r"�- ��r"� !��� 
!��� �� #�0 ��� �����  ����।  
 
      --। ��:���a� ��= >�� >��#� ���0 ���Fg >�-���� :�:����� ��+��&�>��� ��=�3 ��� 
!����L। �T �T ��-���� 0 ��t� GÉ:��0 ;< ��� 	�T� ���b¨ �"��। ��
��� ;� ���� 
2�+������ ��������� !� ��� :��"������ 2���� ���"�L -!�< o������ h�� �6� ��� 
>���" ?�-������ ;<  �IT"� ���=�  ���� !D��  ��3 ���। 
 

��I+�D� 
 
      -(। ���������� 	��� ����1 #X�*���� G�
����< ��Y�- ��9�� ��H+��" ��� ;��� �����  
;� !���7� ���� L��1�" ����। ;��0 ;��� ���*" ��`������ ;�� ;�� 	#X��  ���+�� <F��।  
��M ��H+��� ����D+� ������ D���� -;< #X�*���� �� ��+��# ?��}� ��� ���I ���। ;< ��I�D+��  
G����� 2#�� ���+�l� >���� �����:�, 2�D+� 0 ������u� ��m���� !>�E !6��� ;�� ���+�l� 
>���� !���T� ���Z� ������>��� ���g ��� ����। >���� 2�D+� ��m����� ?���< !� ;<  
��I�D+���  *� 2H� ����� �< �"- >��=�� ��I+�D�� ����� ���� ���7 �X�^ ��� ����������  
	�
��� ��9���� ��D+��� �+���� !#VI ��� ����।  
 
       -z। ���������� 	���-! ��� ����= 2: >���� ?��� #>��>��� ��>+����। ��H+��"  
��9���� ����Z� ;�� ��������� ��+� G�>���� ���������� ����= >���� ?��� ��q�� �����" 
�"�� *������ ��" ����। >���� �f��k ��q��� !�V���� >������� >����  �H��< !�  ������c� 
��� ����L- !�< H7��0 G:��� �"। ;�� ����+� H7�� �������� �\�f *��� -���� 2���  
����+��0 !�  ���� H7�� ��, � ��� ��" ��।  
 

!#���� ��� 
 

     -�। ���������� ��H+��" !#���� ��9���� >��=�@ �� �� ����?  !#���� ����� ��6����  
�� 
?@� ��:���� !�Xk। ;< !�Xk����� ������  O� 20"��� ���#� !�<। 20"��� ���#� 
������ #m� 0 ��9����  }� �L� ���-	�
��� ���#� ���9��� ���"। �< 20"��� ��#  
������� ����L� #�f���c G�����# 2<� G������। ;< ��#m��� $�§��� �������� ���&��  
���� :�� !��:� ��>��*�]� ���" !�Xk ;��� ��
� !�<। ?��& ���������� G>�&� !D��  
20"��� ���#�  ��+� 0 !����� !#���� ��9�� ���*����� �¥���� �������� *��>��� ���� ��� 
����L। �< G�
���� 20"��� ���#� !�� 0 ��+� 2: !�� ��#� �� ��
� ��"�L। ;��  
����Z�� !#���� � ��9�� ��H+��" ��� ���������� 	�
��� ��9���� !�Xk ��� ;�� >��- 
�����
� !�X�k� 2��>+���� ����= 2���� ��"�L। ;�� !�X�k� ��>+�� G�����+>��� ��� >��-
$��� *���� ?��� ��>+����। �< ���������� ��H+��" !#���� ��9�� !#�7� ���+�l� >��� ��TI-���+  
;��"�� 9������ ���7 !� �X�^ ��� ����, � ��L� G� �����+� ���� �"।  
 

���->�� ��H=+ 
 

-�। ���������� ;��>��� 	��X� ���� >���� G�����+>��� ����O�� �� ��� *���� ��E ������ 
��H�=+� �£���� �� ���, ;��  2���� 0 ��� ���3� ?���   ��j �"।  
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

-�। ��:����, 2�D+� ;�� ������- !������ !D��< ����O���� ��T >���� ��E 
�+����  �T ��H�=+ ��� �0"� �¥� �"। ���+�l�� ;��7 !#�7� :�� ������ ����L ���-!6V�:� 
�����। ���-!6V: �I����  ��7�:�  ��� !D�� t
� !� ;��7 ����9� $���  :��� !H��0�" 2�� 
��"�L �< �"- ;< !6V: #I ��9���- ����� ?�¢��� ������>��� L�1�" ��1�L। ���+�l�  
������ 0 !��#�����#� ���Z�0 ���-!6V�:� G����� �"। ��b��l� !D�� [< �h���� $��� 
���+�����" ��m����  ��E ��b� �����&0  ; !6V�:� 2r��  T�� ���� ��"�L।  ;��  ����Z�  
��a0 ��� ��� !6V: !��� 2r�I��� [����� !���" ���� [< �����&< ;< !6V�:� 2t  
����+"  �����b । ���+�l���  ���- !6V�:� ��T ; ����  �7�� D���0  �¥�� �"।  ���+�l�� ���� 
���  >���"  !6V:�� ��b��l�� ���m�"  ��b�   �&��  ��3����  ��� >���� ��T �^��
� 
��� ��। ��� !6V�:� ��T  ;�� �¥��� ���I�� �D� G9���  ��� �¥� �" ���< ;< ����&  ��� 
��" !� 2� ���� �D !��L !�0"�� G��h�>l�� ��� ?�� �� ���, ����O���� ��T  �+��� 
G�Z�"  �T  ��H�=+�  ���� !�0"� �¥� �"।  
 

*�� 2���� 
 

-/। ����"�� �£� 0 ���*��+ *��� !6V: ���"�"  ��� ����L�। ��& �>�"���, ��0� �� 
����\��h"��  ����� ���� *���� :��" 	�D+ #>��>���  :�1 D��� ��a0  �T>��� *�� ;< 
��9��� G��9�I �����। Gs ������ *�� ;��������0 ����L-����O����0 ����L। *�� ��� ���  
K��� !�0"� ��a0 ���q� !��� Gl���  ������ ��H��   �T>��� G������ �"��।  � L�1�  *�� 
:��� !�, 2�g �=+�� ���" ���+ �����" �� ���+�l� >���� !���  ��& �1 ����� $��� *��*� ��� 
;� [���
�  �*^�" ���I �� ��
�। *��  ;�D�0 :��� !� >�� ���������� 	��X� �����  �� 
i�-����+� ��D+� 0 ������#� !D�� ���Fg ���0 *�� ��� -����O���� ����� >���� ��E  �T  
��H�=+ G�+�� �" � ��� i� �� ����+� ���  ���� ��+��� >����� 9�I ��� [�� ���  D��� ����� 
��। *��- ����+� ������� �¥������ !m�� !6�� ���" *�� ����O�� �T�" ���:� :��" 	�D+��  
���g ����, ;�� 2&:+��� ¡���+ 2��+����  �F�� !� 2&:+��� !T��  ��>��� ���° ���, 
!� �D�0 *���� ����*�� ��� ���।  
 

-)। �< ��9>��� ����Z� ����=I ��� ;< �����& !�VUL���� G��V�3� �" !�, ����O�� 
�� ���-*���� ��T >��-�����
� 2r�I��� >����� 9��I� !T� �+���� G�����  �"।  

 
-.। �����
� ��T� ��E $�m�� ;�:� �u� ���� !�, 	��X� �� ���"0 ���������� ������ 

!�0"� ��"। ���U ������ !�0"� ��" G ����� !#����। ��M >���� ���" #I��&� !��� ;��  
������ !#��� ���� �¥� �" ;�� ���������� 	�
��� ��9���� ���" ����7 ���: ;��  �*^�  
��������� 0  9��� ���0 ��T< �D�D+  ���+�� ��� ��" ��।  
 

({। >�� ������� �T !D��  � ��� ��"�L !�, >�� ���������� 	��X� ���"< ;<  
!���� ��T ����� 2&:+��"  ��+���"  �j� ���> �T� ��� ��। ; �D� �� ��� !�< ��E G�� 
�D�0 �� ��� !� ;�7� ����� 	��X� ��> ���� 6�� ���������� ����� !� ��+��� ��> ���� �� 
�>�S� 2&:+��"  *�� *����" >��� ��� Z��� ��� G����� ����� 	��X� G:+��� �D0 ��#� 
��� �T� ���।  
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

(-। >�� ������� 	��X� ��> ���� ���������� ������� ��T  ����� ;< !�� !D��  
����" ÊI 9�I ���, >���� ������ ������ ���" ���������� 	�
��� ��9���� Å �N�I+ ��� 
��:� ���।  
 

((। ���������� �����=� ��" :" ���� ;�� >��� �f�k 0 ������#��  } ���� :��0  
>����< ���������� ��+ D�  	��X� !�0"� �+��। >�� ���, ;��>��� ���0, ;< ��:���� 
����X�^ 0 ��>+��� !���� ���� ����  >��=�� ��TI ;��"�� ��:���� !T�� >����  �j� 0 
�X+k ��� G���" ;�� G��� >��=��< >��  ��q  ����:   D� !CI��  ������  2& �j� ��>  
��� �T� ���। ���������� 	��X� ���� >�� G�� !� !��� ����� GI��+� �0"�� G��T�" 
D���� >�� 2&:+��" !T�� ����>+�� 0 ���������T�� �+��� G�Z� !D�� >��=��0 ?S+�I 
�� ����� ��।  
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

 

�������� ��� ���� 
���������� G��*�� �f ���� :�� ��q 

��T� ���� !6h������� ���� 
����&� (z!�,-./- 

 

���+��E G��*��  ��f�  :��   
��q ��T� ���� !6h������� ���� 

 

(^�6 �����7+��) 
 

�����, (- !�- ��q ��T� ���� !6h������� ��
��� �N��� ��� ���"�� !h���� 
‘‘����O���� ������ ���� :�#��� 0 C������ ����� ���� 0 #I��u� �����:� ���Z�� :��  
��9���� ��� ���� :�� !� G��*�� *����F � G����\ �f ���� ���� ������ ������  �u���� 
��  ��Y�’’ ���  ;� ���X� ���"�L�। 

  
��b��E ���: 0 ��q������" ��T� ����� �N��� C� �XQ" >w�*��+  :���� !�, �����  

���L ���� �*�m� ��� !h���� ;< �D� :����"�L�।  
 

# -{!� �����  *��� ;< ���X�� ����L�, ‘‘����O���� �i� ����Z�� ��q  
��T� ���� !6h����� #>�� ?��#  ��� ���L। !����� ��n�� ��m��� ������ 2<���  
20�" C��� 0 :�#��� #I��&� G�
��� 0 	�
���� ?��� ���+�>��� 2r�I *������  ��"�L।  
 

‘‘#I��u� G�
��� 0 ��#��� 	�
���� ?��� ������ ������ ;<�� 2r��I�  
!�������� ����O���� C��� 0 :���
��I ����= ���+ ����O���� C��� 0 :���
��� ��
��I 
�+H7 
0 G�����  �������� ���+r��� �
� ���" ����L�। ;< ������� 6�� ���+ ����O��� ��:�� 
��:�� �����=+   �I  ��� ��"�L  ��� !���� ���F।  
 

‘‘��q ��T� ���� !6h����� ������ ���� �X+� ;< �u���� ��:k 0 ?@��1��� ��  
��Y� ���L ;�� :�� " ���� ������ :��0 #I��u� ���: ���Z�� :�� C��� 0 :�#�I� ��9����  
�����  ���-��1����� ���Z�� G����\ G���� H7����� :�� ���� :����F।’’ 
 

;<  !6h������� ��E ��3 :��" ��T� �������� �>� ����� /{ !���7�0 !���।  
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�������� ��� ���� 
���������� ���"�� ?�¢��� ���� >�� 

!Ph  <?��"� ��Z� #�m। 
��Y�O�� 5����h+ (�!�,-./- 

 
ALL-INDIA TRADE UNION BODY TO HELP BANGLADESH 

From Our Special Correspondent 

 

New Delhi, May, 24,-A 3A- member  Committee  with  representatives  of all 

important  all India  trade  union bodies  has  been set with Dr Maitryee Bose as 

President to mobiles publish opinion in favor of the  liberation movement in 

Bangladesh.  

 

This is probably one of rare issues on which all the major trade union bodies 
have agreed to work closer. The Committee, to be known as National Trade Union 

Committee of India for solidarity with Bangladesh, will contact international trade 
union bodies and trade union organizations in others Countries to acquaint them with 

the struggle in Bangladesh.  
  

The  Committee includes Mr. S.S Mirajkar and Mr. S.A Dange og AITU, 
Mr.P. Ramamunthy and  Mr. Monoranjan Roy of CITU,Mr.Santi patel and  Mr. 

Mahesh Desai of HMS, Mr  Jatin Chakravarty and  Mr Sreekant Nair of UTUC, Mr. 

George Fernendes of  Hind Majdoor  Panchayet, Mr Subodh Banerjee of UTUC 

(Lenin Sarani) and  Mr. A.P Sharma and  Dr. Maitryee Bose of INTUC.Dr, Bose has 

been elected  the president of the Committee.  

 

Dr. Maitrayee Bose told newsmen here  today that the Committee had decided  

to  hold an All India Bangladesh Day on June 19 when peaceful demonstrations 

would be organized demanding recognition of the "democratic republic of 

Bangladesh" Demand  would also be made  for  the release of Sheike  Mujibur 

Rahman, now  in custody of the west Pakistani military rulers.  

 

The Committee would also appeal to the workers in India to donate one-day’s 

wage to help the workers of Bangladesh. The workers would be asked to send their 

donationa to the Bangladesh mission in Calcutta.  

 

Dr. Bose  said  that there  was tremendous  response  to the " solidarity with 

Bangladesh call" from  all major trade  Union organization  in the  country. She hoped 

to rais the Bangladesh issue at the international workers' meet in Geneva in June.  

 

The Jana Sangh Parliamentary Party Decided this morning   that each member 

of the party would contribute one day's allowance of Rs. 51 for schemes for the 

rehabiliation of refugees from Bangladesh.  
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�������� ��� ���� 
!#7 0"�¹+ <�>��h <� �������� ->����  ����� 

������u� ����� ��� -;� ���f। 
‘G�X ��:��’ (:��, -./- 

 
GET WORLD INVOLVED IN BANGLADESH 

Dinesh singh M.P 

 

(Former minister of External Affairs) 

 

The heroic struggle of the people of Bangladesh has to be seen in the context 

of the developments in the Indian sub-contiment. The electionals in India, Pakistan 

and also Ceylon have estabilshed beyind doubt the people's choice in favour of 

democracy, chang and stability. In selecting their leaders and parities people have, 
unmis-takably, expressed their desire for rule by the people even in the face of 

military domination. The have equally opted tor rapid transformation of their societies 
peacfully and have given their over-whelming support to those who they thought 

would be able to realise their aspirations.  
 

It was against this background that India lent full support to the Government 
of Ceylon, when it felt that an attempt was being made to thwart the express will of 

the people. Therefore, it was only natural that when a similar situation was creted in 

Pakistan. India should have taken the same stand. Our Parliament pledge to extend 

sympathy and Support to Bangladesh was based on the same considerations. The will 

of the people had to be respected. A society governed by democracy has no other 

option. Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's bold statement in the Lok Sabha on may 24, 

1971 was a continuation of the sympathy and support resolved by parliament and it 

should be welcomed. 

  

Bangladesh is, therefore, not an exerise in isolation but a manifestation of the 

aspirations of the people living in this part of the world. It is a reflction of the struggle 

of the people of Pakistan to throw off the Yoke of military domination. It is a 

movement for the establishment of democracy and fundamental human rights. This is 

clear from the results of the elections held in Pakistan not long ago under the martial 

Law Administration. Out of 313 seats in the National Assembly 169 in Esat and 144 

in West Pakistan, Sheikh Mujiber Rahman's Awami league and its supporters were 

expected to commend the allegiance of 207 members. A clear majority is in the 

Assembly.  

 

Their six-point plan was Cretainly not a certainly not a recipe for secession 

either. Why should a majority want to break away from the minority? And President 

Yahya khan had acknowledged Sheikh Mujiber Rahman as the future prime minsiter 

of Pakistan. Besides  in the Six-point  programme presnted  by  Sheikh  Mujibur 
Rahman a Federation os  Pakistan  was  the  frist point. It was the first point. It was 

the sudden, Unwarrnated and ruthless attack by the West Pakistani Armed forces in 
Bangladesh against de fenceless civilians that split Pakistan.  
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Upsurge 

 

Therefore, it is a case of the upsurge of the people of Pakistan aganist  military 

dictatorship estabilshed by colonialist intrigue.It is a question of our lending support 

not to a secessionist move  as Pakistan is trying  to make  out but to the upsurge of the 

people  of Pakistan  to establish a democratic society.  
 

This has been our traditional approach in foreign affairs. Should we not extend 
help to those across our borders when they are fighting for the same values we have 

supported in international forums? When  we  raise  our voice  against apartheid in 
South  Africa, When we  suport armed  intervention against  the minority regime  in  

Southern  Rhodesia, When  we  press for the  liberation of peoples under Portuguese 
domination, can  we  be mute spectators to the  unpression, the wanton killings in 

Bangladesh? Are they not entitled to fundamental human rights?  Will not help them? 

Never since independence have our national interests and our ideals converged so 

closely as they have done in Bangladesh.  

 

We have the refugees now. Four million today; seven million tomorrow and 

ten million the day after. No body knows how many will come; how much we shall 

have to spend on them; and for how long.  

 

How can this be Pakistan's internal affair?  When large mumbers of people are 

forced out of country'sa borders into another country, it is no longer an internal affair. 

It is a form of aggression, occupation of the terrtory of another country. If people  can 

be forced out of a country into another without firing a short to ease  economic 

Pressures to balance the problem of numbers between Esat and West Pakistan this 
way? Bangladesh is an intronational issue today. A case of genocide trampling of 

fundamental human rights and the violation of the trontiers of a neighbiuring Country.  
 

But we are losing time. We have already missed the critical frist three weeks 
in the euphoria that got built up. It should have been assessed that Pakistani 

repressio0n would send a flood of refugees to India. If we could have assisted the  
Mukit Fauz  to  Consolidate its position  un the  liberated  areas, the  refusees may not  

have been  forced  to come to India. And even if they had come to India, they could 

have been sent to the liberated areas. The Government of Bangladesh could have 

sought international support and the pressure would have been on Pakistan to settle 

the matter. The pressure today is on us. There are on fefugees in Pakistan.  

Recognition 

 
The question of formal recognition of Bangladesh and the timing if it must be 

left to the government to decide. Of course, recognition will give strength to the 
freedom fighters and there are no legal or constitutional barriers. The question now is 

of future action. 
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If the Mukti Fauz could give protection to the people over a substantial area 

against attaks of Pakistani army the refugges from India could still be moved to 

Bangladesh. Alternatively a determined effort will have to made to involve the 

international community in sending the refugees back. They will not want vto go back 

unless their security can be guaranteed - unless they can be protected from artocities 

of the Pakistani army.  

 
The approach to the world community has to be a positive one. We can 

certainly ask for more funds. But the response to the appeal of the U.N. Secretary-
General has been disappoiniting. May be we shall get some more money. But that will 

not solve the problem. Pakistan must be made responsible by United Nationas to 
reimburse us in full the expenditure we incur on the refugees. The international 

community must assume the responsibility of ensuring the safety of the refugees. 
Refugees now in India and others that may come later, Till a Settlement is reched to 

establish Bangladesh on any basis freely acceptable to the people of east Bengal.  

 

The military junta of Pakistan is desperately trying to cover up its ignominious 

acton by creating an impression of Indo-Pakistan issue or even conflict. We must not 

allow this to happen. The matter has to be settled between the military Government of 

Pakistan and the Government of Bangladesh with international good offices as 

necessary. We must, therefore, give every support to the Government of Bangladesh. 

There is equally a danger of Pakistan fanning communal feeling. This must be firmly 

resisted. That is why the refugees must be sent quickly to camps to be established by 

U.N. in East Bengal.  

 

Pakistan's diplomacy has succeeded so far in preventing intervention by India; 

they have successfully kept up China as a counterpoise and they have manoeuvered to 
keep the United Nations and the big poers out. We need to take a vigorous 

international initiative to demolish the house of lies built by Pakistan and 
simultaneously present specific proposals for international action. We must get the 

world involed in Bangladesh quickly.  
 

No matter how long it takes -whether a couple of weeks, a couple of months or 
a couple of years, the people of Pakistan are bound to wrest their freedom from 

military domination and the people of Bangladesh are bound to win their  

independence or make any other arrangement they choose. We must wish them every 

success-(INFA).  
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���, �m� :��- ���+��" !�� C� :"  ��� ����"I #��� ������ ;���� ;��< ��k��I+  
��"�:� �X�7� ��:���� !��� ��E $�m�� ���� ��।  D�< ��� !��� ���� ���0�"�D 
������� G�6��� ��� ;c�� !����� ��E। ��� !���� >��-��� ����� �\�f ����=>���  
0"�������।  

 

C�  ����"I ����L�, ���  ������ ������� #I���� 6�� �������� !D�� �T �T  ��I�D+� 
>��� *�� 2��" !� ������ �X�^ ��"�L !�< ������� �X�7�  ������� ��D^ �����>+� ��"�L। ��� 
!���� >���� ;< �����" �X�7� ������� G��A �����>��  ��� ����L�।  
 

C� ����"�I� ��, ��b� ����O���� 2�D+� ������ �f ���� ������� ��b�� ��3���� 
G��F�� ���I 2�L [�7। ;��7 !��� ��b�� ��3��� ��� ���L ������ �f ���� ����O���� ���L  
2�#��� ��0�� 7��� �"�� !6�@ ��0"� ���� ��। ���"�  �"�:��" 2�D+� ������ �� !���  
����O�� ������ ���>�  :�� �"�� *���� ���Z ���।  

 

C� ����"I ; 2�# ��"���, !��� !���9h, ��y�, !�����°, �� ;�� ������ H��� ;���L�।  
������ C� ����"I ��� ��# ����L�। ��� ;��� 0"����7� ;�� G�7�"� �6�� �����। �U� �6��� 
?�¢�� ���������� ����� ��=�" 2&:+��� �����>��  �j� ;�� !������� :�#�I� :�� 
#I��u� G�
��� G:+� ���।  

 

���:u� !����� ����>�� 
 

# ����� C� ����"I !�����° �6�� �#�"�L���। !����� �� 2&:+��� ���:u  
��£�� ��F�। ;< ������# C� ����"I �K !���� ���:u� !����� ��E 2���- 2���*�� ��� 
!����L�। ��U��� ��E ;���� �U� �D���+� ��"�L �U��� ��
� �L��� ��b� :��+���� *���¤��� ?<�� 
��e, �X�7��� �����
� ���� !�� ����¹ ?<��� ��0�" 0 ��<�h���  
���u��" ;�� d�¤, 
!���:"�� 0 !���������� ���:u�  ����  !�X�#+।  

 

;< !�X��#+� ��E C� ����"�I� 2���-2���*�� !�� ��&�=:�� ��"�L। ��� ��e  
���������� ����� �N��+ ��D^ �����>����� �0"� ��a0 ��� :����"�L� ��b� :��+���  
����O���� ?�� ��:����  >�� ��O�� ��� GT�। 

  
C� ���"I ;< !�X��#+� ��E ��£���� ��<�� !��� ����L� ;�� �D���+� ����L�। ;��� 

��� ��� ��� ;�� !����� ���+���e ���� ;�� �rb�� !h������7 ���7+� ������� ��E ��� 
�D���+�  
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����। ;�� !�� �����>����� ���< C� ����"�I� ��� ��"�L। >���� 2# ��I�D+����  �������� 
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C� ����"I !���� ������� �#�"�L��� !���� !����� L��7� ���। �< ��� ��k��I+ ������  
!�X��#+� ��E !��� ��� �������। �� �U� 
��I� 6���� !�X�#+ �������� ����� �N��+ 
0"������� 2�L�। �U�� 6���� ������ ��� !D�� :������ ��"�L !�, ����O���� !���0 Gs  
������ !�0"� ��F ��। �� 6���� Gs �����"���� ����O��� Gs ��r�"� ?�� ���=
�W� :���  
��� �"��।   
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���, �< :�� (���72<)- ���+��" !�� :" ��� ����"I ���q� !� ��O ��:������ ;��  
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�U��� ; ?���� ��"�L !�, ����O�� G���" ���L ;�� ���:���< T� ���L।  
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YOUTH FOR BANGLADESH: AN APPEAL 

  
A tragedy too deep for tears, titanic in proportions stalks West Bengal. The 

rest of India may have read or heard about it, but the people at large in the sub-
continent have yet to show a burning concern or involve themselves personally and 

individually with the unprecedented crisis that deepens each day like a gathering 

storm before it overwhelms this state and engulfs the country.  
 

The ghastly upheaval in East Bengal which we emphatically declared not to 

treat as Pakistanis internal affairs and yet treated it as such has now become very 

much our own affair! In course of the past 6 weeks, FIFTY LAKHS of refugees from 
Pakistani terror exceeding 10% of crowded West Bengal's population-have poured 

into West Benga. They are still coming in at the rate of 60,000 a day and there is no 
abatement in sight. Experts Estimate the total figure to go up to the region ofONE 

CRORE.  
 

The long term esffects of this eolossal influx will doubtless be left acutely 
through the rest of this Century.  
 

But the harrowing distress of this vast multitude who left everything  and have  

trekked  without  proper food for weeks and the serious  problems arising there  from 

have to be tackled NOW and constitute supreme challenge to the nation as a whole 

and specifically to the Youth of India.  
 

Of the 50,00,000 nearly 20 lakhs are living under trees or in open  unprotected 

grounds, Rains arrived  early  this year. The fate of these 2 million, exposed to heavy 

showers and cold nights can be imagined. Especially the condition of little children, 

some of whom have lost one or both parents by pakisani bullets or in epidemics, 

beggars description.  
 

Conditions in the camps due to shortages of food, medicines, space and 

personnel is frightening. Where death is a frequent and daily visitor.  
 

As if this was not enough. Cholera has broken out in an epidemic from and is 
spreading fast. The 50-mile route from Krishnamagar to Shikkarpur on the border is 

dotted with the dead and the dying. The stench of rotting fresh fouls the air. 
Harrowing scenes of babies sucking at dead mother's breasts, lone widow till fanning 

the cold forehead of dead husband, of dogs tearing up the bodies of these two weak to 
resist, line the roads-in our border districts. The heart-ending sight of little bewildered 

children suddenly orphaned by cholera guarding their parent's bodies on lonely 

roadsides are not uncommon.  
 

Cholera, according to conservative estimates, has killed over 3000 refugees. 

But this is only beginning! The epidemic is spreading fast. Emergency has just been 

declared 
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in clacutta, which  had been free of cholera for years! And as the rainy season 

advances typhoid and late on small pox will join the train of mass killers.  

 

So far the refugee problem has been tackled by the State Government with 

active assistance of the Union Government. But the problem is now too vast even for 

our Goverment to tackle. Foreign help has been sought and has begum to arrive.  

 
But there is tremendous scope and opportunity for us personally and 

collectively to do something. This appeal is an invitation to the Youth of every state 
of our Republic to come forward and make their commitment. 

  
There is urgent need for:  

 
1. Voluntary personal Service in refugee camps.  

2. Organizational Work in one's own area.  

3. Contributions.  

 

Service  

 

1. Immediately needed are hundreds of Doctors (Must be at least final year 

students but interness and qualified doctors preferred), trained Nurses, 

Compounders or pharmacists.  

2. There is also need for dedicated general volunteers, both male and female, 

perferably with some exprence or training for care of the refugees and 

especially of the children, in camps and elsewhere.  

 

Minimum period of service to be contributed will be 3 months. Food and 
lodging will be available free at the place of posting.  

 

Organisational:  

 
For purposes of maximum mobilization of young people, we will encourge 

formation of organized groups in state, District, Thana & even at Block levels. 
Through these bodies we propose to build up public opinion; 

 

1. Against the carnage committed by Pakistan by holding photographic 

exhibitions of the atrocities of the refugees, and public meetings etc.  

 

2. In Favour of recognition of Bangladesh and collect signatures  in support of  a  

petition (for which we have already  collected  in Calcutta nearly 300,000 

signatures) to  be submitted to the prime Minister  and also to the Secretary 

General of the U.N.O. and  

 

3. To Collect the following articles  which are urgently here; 

 

a. Food: Baby Foods, Tinned Foods, Rich, Dal, Salt, Sugar, Tea etc.  

b. Tarpaulins or Waterproof Covers for making tents.  
c. Clothing's (New or Old); Dhotis, Lungis, Saris, Vests and children and baby 

wear.  
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d. Bed Sheets (chaddars), blankets ete.  

 

e. Umbrellas, Waterproofs or anything for protection against rain.  

 

f. Canvas shoes and chappals (all sizes).  

 

g. Medicines; all types of Vitamins, Tonics Medicines for Flu, Fever, Gastro-
Enteritis, and Children's Diseases Vaccines, Antiseptics, Phenyl, Bleaching 

powder, Detergents and Soaps, Surgical Dressings.  
 

h. Money 
 

Contributions  
 

Those who wish to make direct contributions in any from also be welcome to 

do so.  

 

Already such international voluntary organizations like OXFAM and WAR 

AGAINST WANT are here and working. Young British doctors are rendering 

admirable service. But I say this with deep regret that as yet no volunteers of any 

Youth Organizations from India are to be seen. The Youth in India needs a great 

cause to make their commitment. Here is a noble  cause, a magnificent  challenge; I 

am making this appeal in full confidence  that Indian Youth will rise  to the  occasion 

and not only  make stay  of the  Five Million guests from Bangladesh a pleasant  one, 

but will see, is necessary, with equal courage and determination that they return 

without hindrance and live in safety.  

 
Any offers of assistance and enquiries may please be addressed to: 

 
 

CHAIRMAN  
YOUTH FOR BANGLADESH 

14 Ezra Mansion  

Calcutta-1 

 

Dated June10, 1971     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MIHIR 

Chairman 
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MEMORANDUM SUBMITTED TO THE PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA 

BY THE CHNTRAL RE3LIEF COMMITTEE OF GARO HILLS. 
 

SRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI,  
PRIME Minister of India. 
 

RESPECTED PRIME MINISTER,  
 

We, on behalf of the people of the Garo Hills, welcome you on your visit to 

the district. Perhaps never before have we looked forward and eagerly awaited your 

visit to the district as today when your presence among us on this strategic border is 
so keenly needed and a waited.  
 

Together with our brothers and sisters all over the country we share in the 
legitimate pride and proud hope in your brave and progressive leadership of the 

country and wholeheartedly pledge our co-operation in your efforts to give our 
country a new image of strength and social justice to our people. You  have again and 

again  demonstrated your genuine concern, friendship and solicitude for  the  people  

of this region, We pray that your special care for the  people of this  area  will ever 

grow.  
 

Todat however owing to the aggressive acts of the Army of West Pakistan of 
oppression and wanton outrage on the unarmed civil population of East Bengal and of 

naked aggression on our own borders, more recently, a difficult situation has arisen in 
our district. All along the one  hundred  and forty-four miles  of international border, 

people  have been  crossing into our district  since  the start of the  pak army 

depredations on the 25th March, 1971. The influx is still continuing and to date about 

two lakhs of evacuees have entered into this district, there by swelling its population 

of about four lakhs to six.  
 

Coming in the wake of the wake of the mass influx of evacuees in 1964 some 

of whom are still in camps within the district this has imposed a severe strain on the 
people and the administration owing to the long and tenuous lines of communication. 

 

As it is, the district is almost entirely covered by hills with only small patches 

of flat land in the border areas, most of which under Cultivation. This committee has 

been grappling with the problem of finding enough suitable land tents or putting up 

temporary shelters for the evacuees. 
 

We believe our Chife Minister, Captain Williamson Sangma, has already 

apprised your Government of the critical situation now prevailing in the district the 

lack of flat land, the difficult communications posed by a poor road system, the fact 

that our district is deficit in food requiring a very large part of its normal requirements 

to be brought from outside, and the occurrence of floods and landslides in the 

monsoon cutting off  
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communications makes the presence of an evacuee population equal to half the 

population of the district an immensely difficult problem. We cannot therefore but 

stress the need to move the bulk of evacuees from the district as the continued 

temporary stay of such a large number of evacuees from the district as the continued 

temporary stay of such a large number of evacuees has created many social, economic 

and other problems.  
 

Besides, the influx of so many evacuees into the border areas has brought 

about great dislocation in the lives of the people living there. To this was added the 
repeated aggression by the Pak army into our territory forcing our border villagers to 

flee abandoning their cultivation and other means of livelihood and making them 
evacuees in their own land. For our unfortunate brothers and sisters who have 

uprooted from the border villages we would request the special consideration of your 
Government for relief and other assistance.  
 

We humbly reiterate our support to your stand on the problem as stated in your 

speeches on the floor of the parliament and from public platforms. The evil motives of  

the rulers  of Pakistan has  thrown this  unwanted burden on every part of India's body 

politic to thwart our development by imposing on our limited resources the mass 

influx of evacuees and  the aggressive intrusions on our borders. We reiterate our 

support to your efforts to find out a political remedy, Yore repeated messages to the 

major powers and your addresses to the conscience of the world.  
 

This is no time to emphasise local issues however important they may be. 

Nevertheless taking advantage of your visit, we would like to draw your kind  

attention to the vital need for strengthening security arrangements along the border as  

well as ensuring facilities for building up a sound infrastructure for agro-industry in 

order to accelerate development of this  economically backward area  which  has  had 

to bear the brunt of the consequences of partition in 1947, including  stoppage of 

border trade, repeated influx of evacuees and a dislocation of social and culture life.  
 

We pray to the Almighty that you may be vouchsafed with long stewardship 
of our country and that under your leadership it will grow from strength to strength 

and in peace and prosperity.  
                                     JA 

Jai hind 

Yours in service 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TRUA, GARO HILLS 

the 12th, june, 1971.  

 

GROHONSING A.MARAK 
Deputy Speaker, Meghalaya Legislative 
Assembly &Chairman, Central Relife 

Committee, Tura 
MODY K. MARAK,  

Chife Executive Member, Garo Hills 
District Council, Tura.  

SINGJAN D. SANGMA M.L.A 

President Garo Hills, District Congress 
Committee (R)&Vice- Chairman 

Central Relife Committee, Tura.  
 ALBINSTONE M. SANGMA, 

Member of the executive Committee 
Garo Hills District Council & Vice-  
Chairman, Central Relief Committee,  

Tura. 
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CHAGLA WANTS INDIA TO RECOGNISE BANGLADESH 

"The Times of India" News service 

 
BOMBAY, June 12- While expressing gratitude to India  for giving  five  

million refugees from East Pakistan, four leaders of Bangladesh appealed to the 
Indian Government  yesterday to recognize their  country.  

 
They made the appeal at a public meeting here and were strongly supported by 

Mr. M.C Chagla, who said: "India has committed the greatest error is not recognising 
Bangladesh. History will not forgive us. " 

 

Mr. Chagla, Who presided over the meeting, said that if India had had 

recognized Bangladesh, it would have given a deadly blow to the two -nation theory, 

the vicious basis on which Pakistan was formed.  

 

Mr, Phani Bhushan Mazumder, Leader of the Bangladesh delegation now 

touring India said that if granted recognition to Bangladesh the Mukti Fauj Would get 

a psychological boost.  

 

He said the other members of the delegation, Mr Shah Moazzem Hossain, Mr. 

K.M obaidur Rahman and Mrs Noorjhan Murshed felt India should not hesitate to 

recongnise Bangladesh as both believed in democracy, socialism and secularisem. 

 
Mr. Mazumder said that since the inception of Pakistan, East Pakistan had 

been exploited by West Pakistan, both economically and politically. Even 56 per cent 
of the people spoke Bengali, Urdu was imposed as the state language and Bengali 

students had to sacrifice their lives to resist Urdu.  
 

The uprising in East Pakistan, he said, was spontaneous. The Awami League 

had fought and won the elections on the six-point programme of Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman. When the negotiations between Gen. Yahya Khan and the Sheikh were 

under progress, the people had no idea that Yahya khan was planning the greatest 

genocide in world history.  
 

Mr. Shah Moazzem Hossain said that the formation of Pakistan was a blunder. 

The only link between East and West Pakistan was religion, Culturally, they had 

nothing in common. Many had felt that there was a conspiracy to wipe out the 

Bengalis. Economically East Pakistan was exploited and, while huge amounts were 

spent in building new capitals, nothing was spent on East Pakistan.  
 

He said that it was Gen. Yahya Khan, Mr Bhutto, the army and the capitalists 

of Pakistan who were disintegrating Pakistan, not Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, who had 

once been described by the present regime as a great patriot.  
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The younger generation in Pakistan knew that the formation of Pakistan bad 

been a mistake and that its functioning was an impossibility.  

 

The crimes committed by the arm, he said, were much greater, than those of 

nadir shah, Chengis khan and Hitler. In one day in March, 10,000 people were killed. 

"The whole army was let loose on the sleeping innocent people of Bangladesh." 

 
He said he had been shot at thrice and had seen women being raped. He 

demended trial of Gen. Yahya Khan for his crimes.  
 

Mr. K.M Obaidur Rahman said India had a responsibility, as the biggest 
democracy, to democracy in Bangladesh.  

 
Mrs. Murshed Demand the release of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the release of 

all prisoners and the withdrawal of the Pakistan army from Bangladesh.  

 

Two National Theory DEAD 

 

Mr. M.C Chagla Said that Bangladesh had killed and buried once and all time 

the two-nation theory. I had demonstrated that it was no religion but culture and race 

which constituted a nation.  

 

Pakistan, which wanted to propagate Islam, Had Massacred thousands of 

Muslims.  

 

Mr Chagla said that if India had recognized Bangladesh, it could have 

supplied arms to Bangladesh. According to international law India had every right to 
recognize Bangladesh. 

 
He appealed to the Government, in the name of national interest, freedom and 

democracy, not to hesitate in recognizing Bangladesh.  
 

Bangladesh, he said, would not agree to anything short of freedom and 
Pakistan would have to concede it. He felt that if a plebiscite was taken in India, 95 

per cent of the people would vote for grating recognition to Bangladesh. He warned 

that fi recognition was denied, a new leadership might emerge in Bangladesh which 

might turn to China.  
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ALL STATES MUSTSHARE BURDEN: 

Rajeswar Rao 

 

GAUHATI, JUNE 12-Mr. C Rajeswar Rao general secretary of the CPI 

said ther today that the influx of evacuees from Bangladesh had created a 

national crisis for India and no state had any right to refuse to temporary 

accommodate the refugees, says PTI.  

 

Addressing a Press conference here this morning, the CPI leader asked 

the Union Government to press upon the States to accommodate the evacuees.  

 

Mr. Rao said the centre appeared to have not yet felt the seriousness of 

the evacuee problem and had burdened the Border States beyond their 

capacities, It was not the responsibility of border States alone but all the States 

of the Indian Union to share the responsibility.  

 

The CPI leader also advised the States to open hospitals with capacity of 

200to 250 beds in the border States for evacuees in expression of their 

solidarity with the Bangladesh movement and the people who were fleeing to 

this country for shelter and security.  

 

He said an explosive situation had developed in the border States with 

millions of evacuees entering them and more and more coming daily. Only five 

per cent were getting shelter in Government camps and 25 per cent getting 

rations. The rest seeking shelter and food where ever possible. Such thing 

created tensions. There was also the cholera epidemic which had aggravated 

the situation. 

 

The CPI leader said the party had instructed all the State units to press 

the respecitve States to take share in the national burden and not to make the 

evacuee problem a partisan issue. So far as pur party is concerned we are not 

making it a partisan issue and hope that other parties also do not do it, he said. 

 

Mr. Rao hoped the liberation movement would soon come to a 

successful end in Bangladesh and said, "We are grateful to the people of 

Bangladesh because they have raised the banner of democracy and secularism. 

By the movement in Bangladesh our secularism has been strengthened." 
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KUNZRU ASSALIS U.N.'S 

Lukewarm stand on E. Bengal DP problem 
 

"The Time of India" News Service" 
 

POONA, June 13- Dr, K. M KUNZRU, President of the Servants of India 
Society Yesterday called for "serious thought" on "our course of action" if conditions 

were not created by Pakistan for security and safe return of the others of refugees to 

their homes in East Bengal. 
 

No one would like a crisis to arise, but if it did in spite of the restrain returned 

by India "we should be fully prepared to meet it" he added. He was delivering the 
annual public address on the funder's day of the ........... 
 

Dr. Kunzru made a scathing criticism of the United Nations. Particularly the 

United States, for their "incredulouness" in the beginning and the lukewarm, attitude 

now towards the refugee problem. 
 

He pointed out how in spite of the belated appeal by the U. N Secretary 

General, "no substantial" international aid for the relief of the refugees had been 

received so far. 
 

He contrasted this with the Hungarian crisis of 1956 and said that when. he 

"Hungarian freedom fighters" had to leave their country both the U.N and America 

were anxious to relieve their distress. But provision for relief by them for East 

Pakistani refugees was "extremely inadequate' a slow in coming. 
 

East Bengal had been a victim of one of the most ruthless massacres known to 
history" The west Pakistani troops had committed "brutal atrocities to destroy the 

political and intellectual leadership, exterminate the minority community or drive it 
out of East Bengal and terrorize the whole population, "he said. 

ARMS SUPPLY 

 

He said the tragedy had been treated as an internal affair of Pakistan by 

England and America as if the gross violation of human right was not their concern 

and that of the U.N. 
 

America, which was the "main source" of arms supply to Pakistan, had not 

expressed its strong disapproval of the brutalities committed by the west Pakistani 

troops in Bangladesh. Nor had it stopped the supply of spare parts to Pakistani armed 

forces of its economic aid to that country. 
 

Dr. Kunzru pointed out that the conflict in East Bengal had long ceased to be 

an internal affair of Pakistan. 
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 The Western world, he thought, was not prepared "in their own interest" 

to take any which would weaken Pakistan vis-a-vis India. 

 

GDR RELIEF CONSIGNMENT 

 

 CALCUTTA, June 13: The first consignment of aid from the GDR 

Government consisting of six tons of cholera vaccines, antibiotics, vitamins 

and five tons of beds, tents, blankets, etc, was handed over to Col. R.N. Luthra, 

Additional Secretary of the Union Ministry of Rehabilitation, at the Dum Dum 

airport. Mr. Werner Horney, representative of the Presidium of the Red cross 

Society of the GDR was present, PTI. 
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   JP APPEALS TO WEST TO INTERVENE  
 

UNITED NATIONS, JUNE 13: World leaders  has still time, though not such 

time, to solve the Bangladesh problem and restore peace, the Sarvoday a leader Mr. 

Jayaprakash Narayan, said yesterday addressing a rally the United Nations. 

 

 If they did not intervene, the whole sub-continent would, he seething with 

trouble with unknown consequences for the whole, he warned.  

 

 Nearly 1,000 persons had marched from New York’s Central Park to the 

United Nations in a demonstration organized by the Save Bangladesh Committee. 

 
 On the way they demonstrated before the Pakistani Mission in New York. 

 
 (Earlier about 30 West Pakistanis had marched from the United Nations to the 

Indian Mission and demonstration there accusing India of intervention.) 
 

 About 250 persons participated in the rally. The rain, however, thinned the  

numbers but some stayed behind to hear, among others, Mr. Jayaprakash Narayan and 
Mr. Iqbal Ahmed, a West Pakistani teaching in the U.S.A and one of the accused in 

the Berrigan Brothers Conspiracy Case. 
 

 Mr. Narayan, new on a world tour, said that Pakistani propaganda was saying 
that the trouble in East Bengal was the India-Pakistan problem or the Hindu-Muslim 

problem.  
 

 But thanks to foreign correspondents, the world had slowly become aware of 

the real issue and the Pakistani propagandist attempts to fool world and bide their 

crimes had failed. 
 

 Analysing the history of the problem and the current situation in which over 

half a million people have killed and over six million forced to seek refuge in India, 

Mr. Narayan said, "All these events have left the Western world indifferent and 

except for a few journals in the West and in America and Western Europe, there seem 

to be very little reaction. It seems the conscience of the world is dead." 
 

 Mr. Narayan referred to the talk of “free world” and asked why the "free 

world" and its leaders had remained silent in the face of this attack on freedom. 
 

 Mr. Narayan sareastically added, "It was left to President Podgorny of the 
Soviet Union, whom the free world" calls leader of a captive world to raise his voice 

and appeal publicly for an end to the carnage. But neither, President Nixon nor the 
Prime Minister, Mr. Edward Heath, nor president Pompidou has so far said anything 

openly.  
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Mr. Narayan paid tributes to the young fighters in Bangladesh who had braved 

the artillery and planes of the West Pakistani army. 

 

"My feeling and conviction after talking to various people, including refugees,    

and leaders of Bangladesh Government, is that the guerillas war will go on. I have no 

doubt in my mind that Bangladesh will certainly win its freedom." 

 
AID TO PAKISTAN 

 
 Mr. Narayan said any aid given to Pakistan could only feed the West Pakistani 

military machine and those giving the aid would bear the responsibility for the 
genocide in East Bengal. 

 
 Appealing to world leader to act, now when there was still time, Mr. Narayan 

said that the leaders of the "free world" must openly come out to condemn these 

crimes. They must stop all aid to Islamabad. They should press the Yahya regime to 

end fighting, send the army back to the barracks release all political prisoners 

including Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and ask them to seek political settlement. 

 

  Mr. Narayan said that the world should not be surprised if Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman and others. Even refuse to shake hands with President Yahya Khan on the 

ground that his hands are dripping with Bengal people’s blood. 

 

 But it was for the West Pakistan leaders to negotiate peaceful settlement with 

the Bangladesh leaders, he said – PTI. 
 
 
 

 
     ----------- 
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CENTRE’S NIGGLING OVER RECOGNITION RESENTED 

(Form our own Correspondent) 

 

 MADRAS, JUNE 15,-- Though Tamil Nadu is far away from West Bengal 

which is bearing the full but of maintaining the unprecedented influx of refugees from 

Bangladesh, people here are as much aroused against the genocide by the Yahya khan 

regime.  

 

 Innumerable representations are daily pouring into the local daily press by 

irate leaders who accuse the Government of India with tardiness in recognizing 

Bangladesh.  

 

 This is but one of the many dozens of published letters addressed daily to the 
local press by angry regards on what they feel "inaction of the Government of India in 

not recognizing Bangladesh. 
 

 The three–member Bangladesh Parliamentary delegation headed by Mr. Phani 
Majumdar in the course of its three day stay in the city did its best to educate the 

public on the actual conditions prevailing in the unhappy land. Mr. Mujumder hoped 
that the influx of refugees would be raised by India in the Secretary Council. Mr. 

Shah Mozzam, another member of the delegation stated that Bangladesh had its own 

representative in the UN and the matter if refugees would be raised by him along with 

the question of recognizing the Bangladesh Government and to the refugees. 

 

 Mrs. noorjehan Murshid, the third member of the delegation, pointed out that 

it was too much for India to maintain the refugees, the victim of Yahya khan’s blood 

thirsty military regime. 

  

 She described the establishment of camps by the Yahya regime in Bangladesh 

as "fraud and trap to round up people and drive them further into India". 

 

 There could be no wage stability unless the Government is compelled to 

abandon its policy of Inflation, Mr. P. Ramamurthy, General Secretary of the General 
Council of the Centre of Indian Trade Unions, said inaugurating the four – day 

meeting of the centre in Combatore this week. 
 

 He wanted in the alternative a statutory guarantee of full neutralization of the 
rise in the cost of living for all sections of the people. 

 

 He described the "inflationary policy of the Government as an open robbery of 

the people." 
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 Mr. Ramamurthy called for the widest possible unit of trade unions in the 

country for action and a united front of all central labor organizations. He welcomed 

the eight–point declaration by representatives of major trade unions and that would be 

sufficient basis for rallying the workers for united action against the Government. 

 

 The eight–point declaration wanted abolition of property rights, 

nationalization of monopoly capital without compensation, genuine land reforms, a 
wage policy providing for real wages provision of full employment and 

unemployment relief, public control of all necessities of daily life, moratorium on all 
public debts and change in industrial and financial policy to free the economy from 

foreign influence.  
 

 Those who attended this meeting included Mr. P. Sundarayya, Mr. Jyoti 
Bassu, Mr. Umanath, Mr. K. ramani, Mr. A Balasubarmaniam and Mr. Basava 

Punniah, About 120 labour leader's attended this conference. This is the first annual 

meeting of the General Council after formation of the center of Indian trade Unions. 

 

 As usual Mr. Ramamurty was a big report which he read from a written 

pamphlet. He analyzed the Central Budget and said that thought the deficit was stated 

to be 320 crores, it could as well be Rs.500 crores. 

 

 After analyzing the index of wholesale prices Mr. Ramamurthy doubted 

whether the Indian economy was posed for a big advance as claimed by the 

authorities. The first sign of a developing economy he pointed out was rising 

employment, but the results of last year and the year before showed deterioration in 

employment. 

 
 Citing the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry report 

Mr. Ramamurthy said the number of unemployed in the first half of 1970-71 in the 
country was 13 million the number of man days last rose from 17 million in 1967-68 

to 19 million in 1969 when the economy was said to turn the corner, he said. 
 

 Mr. Ramamurthy’s criticism against the "green revolution" was also frank. 
Compared with the production of 89.34million tons in 1964-65. He pointed out the 

achievement of 95.05 million tons in 1967-68 appeared to be barely three per cent 

increase per annum. 

 
 
 
 
 

--------------- 
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CPI (M) Resolution 

 
CENTER CRITICIZED FOR ‘RESILING’ ON RECOGNITION ISSUE 

 
 COMBATORE, June 17.- The politburo of the CPI(M) has criticized the 

Government of India  for "resiling" on the question of recognizing the Government of 

the Bangladesh, and "harping" on the question of finding a political solution says PTI. 

 

 The Politburo, the top – policy making body of the party which has been in 

session here since yesterday, said the Government had evidently done so under 

pressure from the USA and certain other quarters." 

 

 Eight out of the members participated in the day–long closed door discussions 

on policy matters. Mr. B.T. Ranadive who is not well, was the only absentee. The 

party’s resolution was released to the Press last night. 

 

 The resolution said; ‘the failure to recognize the provisional Government and 

render all material assistance had tremendously hampered the struggle of the people 
of Bangladesh and led to migration of over 5 million people of Bangladesh into India 

has refugees. this huge refugee influx has created huge problems for India and 
particularly to the border States of West Bengal, Tripura, Assam and Meghalaya, thus 

it is the Government of India that is responsible for the situation by its failure to 
recognize the Provisional Government and render all; material assistance to it. 

 
 

 

---------------- 
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PROTEST AGAINST US SHIPMENT OF ARMS TO PAKISTAN 

 
A mass demonstration was held by members of Youth for Bangladesh outside 

the USIS in Calcutta in Wednesday evening. Slogans the arms shipments made to 
Pakistan by the USA in a deceptive and surreptitious manner, despite the embargo 

proclaimed to have been placed by the American Government on arms supplies to 

Pakistan were raised. 

 

Mr. Bhajan nag, Secretary of Youth For Bangladesh addressed the gathering. 

A copy of the protest note was left with the USIS for transmission to the US 

Government.  

 

Mr. Mihir Sen, Chairman of the Youth for Bangladesh, in a statement 

condemned the two–faced diplomacy and heartless cynicism of the Nixon 

administration.  

 

"We are being treated to the incomprehensible spectacle of American C–130 

planes flying life–saving relief materials for the victims of Pakistan’s outrage on one 
hand and death–dealing military planes being surreptitiously shipped posthaste to 

Pakistan to kill and main more Bengalis and to turn further millions into, refugees, on 
the other, "Mr. Sen said. 

 
"Surely this perfidious act on the part of the US Government will remain for a 

long time as the worst instance of two-faced diplomacy and of morbid cynicism in 
international politics. 

 

"We demand that the US government freeze the entire cargo abroad these two 

ships on arrival at Karachi and undertake not to make further shipments of arms or 

even of spares till Bangladesh becomes independent. 

 

"We demand that the Government of India should make the above the 

condition precedent for acceptance or use of materials sent by the USA for relief 

work" Mr. Sen concluded. 

 
 
 

---------------- 
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S.-E. ASIA’S SECURITY INVOLVED IN BANGLADESH ISSUE; JP 

  
 SINGAPORE, JUNE 24- India’s leaders, Mr. Jayapraksh Narayan, today 

warned that unless the political problem of East Bengal was settled soon, the security 
of South and South – East Asia would be in danger, report agencies. 

 

 Mr. Narayan told a press conference that Big Powers of the world should put 

pressure on Pakistani President Yahya khan to make a political settlement in East 

Bengal to avoid a catastrophe. 

 

  He said the civil war in East Bengal brought a "colossal burden upon India 

economically, politically and socially. 

 

 "It is essential to end material rule in East Bengal, The people in jail, including 

sheikh Mujibur Rahman," should be freed. 

 

 Then he added the Pakistan Government should begin negotiations with Mr. 

Rahman, "the representative of the people of Bangladesh." 
 

 "I doubt if the people of Bangladesh will be contented anything less than an 
independent Bangladesh, as the provisional Premier of Bangladesh the other day said 

Pakistan is dead and buried in the heaps of Bengali corpses’ 
 

 Asked about world opinion. towards the Bangladesh independence movement 
and brutal treatment by Pakistani troops towards the Bengalis he said  “ They are now 

conscious about it, but some are still undermining the nationalistic spirits of Bengalis, 

thinking that Pakistani troops will gradually subdue them. 

 

 "But don’t forget that 90 percent of the revolutions in the former British India 

came from East Bengal, It is not possible for freedom’  

 

 "Bangladesh will be free" he said. "The sooner Pakistan realizes it the for all 

of us in South and South East Asia" 

 

 He said; "Bangladesh is in a strategic position as far as South – East Asia is 

concerned, and if the Bangladesh movement does not succeed a Maoist movement 

will fill the vacuum there."  

 
 Asked whether Bangladesh soldiers were getting any arms help from outside, 

Mr. Narayan said: "Yes, in London, I met people who are collecting funds to buy 
arms and ammunition." 
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 On reports of U.S arms shipments to Pakistan, he said he requested American 

officials to halt all economic and military aid to Pakistan until martial rule is ended 

and power is handed over to elected representatives. 

 

 In Beirut Indian’s Minister for Agriculture, Mr. Fakharuddin Ali Ahmed, 

arrived early yesterday on the first stage of his four of West Asia to acquaint its 

leaders with the gravity of developments in Bangladesh and the massive problem 
faced by India on account of influx of over six million refugees. 

 
 Mr. Ahmed is expected to meet the Lebanese Foreign Ministry on Friday.  

  
In East Berlin. Dr. Karan Singh, India’s Minister for Tourism and civil 

Aviation, has said that country could not take responsibility for the refugees who fled 
to India from Bangladesh after the recent fighting there. 

 

"India cannot take over the responsibility for all these millions of refugees 

who have flowed into over-populated parts, of India like a tidal wave, the East 

German news agency, ADN quoted him as saying yesterday.  

 

"Conditions must be created in East Bengal to enable the refugees to return 

safely," he added.  

 

Dr. Karan Singh, who came here as special envoy of the Indian Prime 

Minister, said he was very satisfied with the talks he had on Monday with the East 

German Prime Minister, Mr. Willi Stophn and the Foreign Minister, Mr. Otto Winzer. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

--------------- 
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PRESS STATEMENT 

  
A. Left Delhi 16th May and returned 27th June – In all 47 days. 

 
B. Places visited: Cairo, Rome, Belgrade, Moscow, Helsinki, Stockholm, Boon, 

Paris, London, Washington, New York, ottawa, Vancouver, 

Tokyo, Bangkok (for rest–no interviews), Djakarta, Singapor, 

Kuala Lumpur, Bangkok ( to catch Air India flight to Dehli). 

 

1. I had under taken this mission as a servant of peace on behalf of the Sarva 

Seva, Sang and the Gandhi Peace Foundation, I am very thankfull indeed, for all the 

help, financial and otherswise, that I received from them. 

 

2. Equally, I must express my warm appreciation of all the help and hospitality 

that we received from our country’s representatives in all the capitals we visited. we 

are most thankfull to them in practicular and to the Government of India in general for 

all that they did to make my mission as useful as possible.  

 
3. It ws not to beg for aid for refugee relief or only talk about human suffering 

and to arouse the moral conscience of the world that I under took the arduous trip. 
Succour for millions of refugees who have fled to India, as well as succour for many 

millions more subjected to terror in Bangladesh and faced with famine and epidemic 
there, is of course urgent and I naturally spoke about it. As for the moral conscience 

of the world or what is left of it , the press everywhere except for Cairo, have done, 
and I think are still doing, a wonderful job. 

 

4. My greater concern was with the political issue involved and need for their 

urgent resolution, because as I tried to point out, to those whom I met, the refugee 

problem and the humanitarian problem were only by products of the underlying 

political probem. 

 

5. Thanks to the world press as well as to other sources of information 

including their own diplomatic channels, I found that governments were fairly well 

posted in regard to the political aspects of the question. I think it was generally felt 

that the Government of Pakistan by using its brutal might to suppress the democratic 

verdict of the people of Bangladesh had put into jeopardy the very survival of 

Pakistan as a united nation. Yet, I found the spokesmen of some governments 

clutching at the straw of hope that some links between the two wings might still be 
preserved. Therefore, they all seemed to be pressing Pakistan to stop military 

operations and seek a political accommodation-this was the popular term in 
Washington-with the leaders of Bangladesh. When questioned if they  
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had  accommodation with stooges in their mind, they were emphatic in declaiming 

any such thought. Again, when confronted with the view that after what the Pakistan 

army had done in Bangladesh no self-respecting Bengali would accept even a "tenous 

link" with West Pakistan, wishful thinking took the place of hard reason. 

  

 6. The fact of the matter is, and left this be understood clearly in this country, 

that the great powers are all anxious to preserve the status quo in terms of the balance 
of power already established in the world. Some of them are particularly keen to 

preserve the balance on South Asia which has been created by them through a 
deliberate policy of neutralising India by lostering up Pakistan. 

 
 7. The adverse consequences of a prolonged guerilla warfare in Bangladesh 

for the stability and progress of the sub-continent are also realised, but the hope is 
nourished that somehow the evil might be warded off. 

 

 8. Some of the policy-makers in world capitals still remain to be convinced of 

the inevitability of the emergence of a strong resistance movement in Bangladesh. It is 

not until the freedom fighters in Bangladesh convincingly disprove the Pakistani 

claims of  "normalcy" that they can be expected to face the realities of the situation. 

 

 9. For the rest they will continue to "friendly" advice to president Yahya to put 

his house in order and may even refuse to provide all the aid he wants from them. 

 

 10. In any event, it is India that is immediately concerned and will have to face 

the consequence of Pakistan's action and I found no evidence anywhere that anyone 

was prepared to pull the chestnuts out of the fire for us. 

 
 11. Some of the economic burden of caring after the refugees they may be 

prepared to share - though our estimate of numbers perhaps appeared exaggerated to 
them - but it is obvious that the social and political burdens will have to be borne by 

India alone. And heaven knows these burdens are far heavier then the economic ones. 
 

 12. The decision of the Aid Pakistan Consortium is a welcome decision. But, 

first of all, it dose not rule out bilateral aid members of the consortium, and, secondly, 

it remains to be seen if a quisling set-up in Bangladesh, such as the President of 

Pakistan seems to be evisaging, will be accepted by the consortium as a fulfillment of 

its conditions. 
  

 13. To sum up the impressions of my tour, we in India mist understand that we 

cannot expect others to solve our difficulties for us. We have to do that ourselves. 

Secondly, we have to decide if continued suppression of the people of Bangladesh, 

with all its attendant economic, political and social consequences, will be in our 

national interest. This is not the same as asking whether a break-up of Pakistan will be 

in India's national interest. President Yahya khan and his advisers have already 

succeeded in breaking up their nation. The question to be answered is whether the 

attempt by West Pakistan to occupy Bangladesh by force, with all its present and 

future consequences for us, is a spectacle which we can continue to behold with little 

more than brave words. For myself, I am quite clear in my mind that it would be a 

grave betrayal of India's national interests to delay action much longer. 
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 14. It is quite obvious from the shocking statement made by President Yahya 

Khan yesterday that Islamabad has neither the willingness nor the ability to devise a 

satisfactory political solution of the problem it has created in Bangladesh. It is not 

contemplating any agreement with the elected leaders of Bangladesh and is in fact 

planning to hold farcical new elections in a large number of constituencies to 

legitimise its colonial stranglehold over Bangladesh. It should now be clear to us and 

to the whole world that it is chimerical to expect the present rulers of Pakistan to 
revise their basic attitudes to Bangladesh. This has, in fact, made the hope, of a 

political settlement in Pakistan more unrealisable than before. 
 

 15. Everyone, I met abroad was full of praise for the Prime Minister's restraint 
and statesmanship in dealing with a difficult crisis. I too admire her for that. But she 

must decide now if the time for action has not arrived. Action, not from any altruistic 
motives of rescuing East Bengalis from Pakistan terror and restoring to them their lost 

democracy, but to prevent Yahya Khan from exporting his internal chaos into this 

country and achieving a demographic re-distribution of his population at our cost, 

and, above all, to defend our national security and our political, economic and social 

institutions. I concede that the Prime Minister must choose her time because she alone 

is in a position to know and weigh all the pros and cons involved. But even to a 

private citizen like me the basic consideration are clear and it is on that ground that 

my plea for action is being advanced. 

 

 

 

NEW DELHI 

June 29, 1971          JAYAPRAKASH NARAYAN 
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��P �� s��" 0��T��V� �� ��������  �� 3�� ���v। 
 
 0"8 0"8 ?">�H ���� '!��%!� ��� 0�� ��� ��� ����x� �%�������� ��P ������� �� 
"�� ������ ��। ���� ���";���� �����" 0@�j��" ��U3���� ? C�V� $� �> 0�'। 0��� %�� ��y��� 
0�/z ����x� �� 3���x���� %�� 3�� ����। �� 0"�� �������H %�� �� $� ? 0@�j��"H ��U�3�! 
���� 3��� ��। ���M�)r� � 0@���� $b��#� 0 �� ?�� $�@� ����! (��" 0���, 0)r� � ��MH 
0��V�C, (��" ��� 0��" (< ��A�  0��!�C। ? ��;' �{" �"| 8�l�� %��� '!��%!� 0@�j�� 8�� 
3�� �/��। 0@���� $b��#� ��A �Q7�"�� ���' 8����@�। ?"' ��" }����� ������ b��' ~�� 
���v। �� 8�� 0@������� p��� 3��C 0��V। )�� ��" 0������%�� 0B�P �V� ��
�। ? %��� 
$H!��� ���@� 0����� ��3��। 'v� ���# C�V� ?�" $� �" ��� ��!। 
 
 ���M�)r� � 0� ��; 0���� %�� %��!�� ���! �V�' "��C� �U�� �"| ?��&�  $������ 
��। (� �"C���� $�@  ��! $H!��� ���&7� 0�r���� B����� ?" �������" ��Z��� ���� 0� (�� 
����x� ��h�� S��� S��� ��7���! "�7���Q� @�V�C । 8�l�� %��� ���";���� ��=�� ��`7^�!� 
�����  �� @#���। 
 
 �U�" � n��� "�� %! 0� ��S�� ��`7^��� %�� �" ��� 0�/�z� 8�� %�� ��। 8J�� ��� 
?"�& h=z��#7 �O�� "���, ��` "���� �����Q� ��M� 	�� B��� ���� ��। ��������� ���A 
0�"���� ����� *� �A। %�� %��!�� 0��� �����Q� 3��-3��, 
���-
���� H $3�� ���%�� ��' 
���� ��!। (
���" 0�� ��)� $%�����  ��! $H!��� ���&7, ���7 ������ "��8��9 ���&7 
(��k��x�) H (�� "��8��9 0@�j� (���� ?""��� ��H ��� 0`UQ� �C�) ? ��; ���� 0����� 
��#� 
��y� "X��
� H ��`7��! %��। ?�  �� ��!� � ��< 0��"������ 8���M �#�"r�� H ���������� 
(B�O��  �@�#� �� s��" ������
� "��7b�। }�y��" ��h��� ��
� ���7 ����� "��8��9 ���&7 
��� 0�� ��� $��8l�� H "��8��9 �� ��� 0�� $���  �)� H ����� ��� 0���। /�!�& 
%��� ���7 ����� "��8��9 ���&7 (����7������9)- ?� 0�� �%Z� 0�%�। ? ���& ���"��x�� �C 
0`U�Q' 3��। "�� '  
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�7��� ��y� �W�"7 ?� ��� ��
�S^ H (�X। �"| ��H ���";���  P� ���%��� %�� ?" ��� 
0�� %�!�C।  
 
 ���M�)r� � 0����� ��
� "�= "�= (�B� 0�  �� H ��� ��!Y#  ��! \��" 
"/Q"��� �� 	 ���� 0��� ���� B��� ��#�>7���� ����� �"C� "� %��। �"/ 3�Q���� ��
�  �� 
0��& 0�H!�� ">� �������� ��"���� ��A ?���� 0`�Q#� "�� �d�। ��� H (����� \��" ?�� 
(���"' 	��� 0C�V ?���� $���� H ��
�� 0\#� 	�>7 0��Q# "��7b� S%� "�� ���  ��। �U��� 
���M ? "�  "��� ���M 0)r� � ��
� (O��7���
 0��� 0���। ?� (>7 %��� 0 ����, �����!�, 
0��"��� H �W�J���� ���M�� ��U�� ?�� $H!��� ���@� ��>7" �U�� ��@ @V� 0C�V ��� �����। 
$H!��� ���@� 0���� ����x���� $�H ?"�& ���� ���� �� � ��। ����x��� 03�!�C��� ��; 
�����
"��� ��M��� ���!  ��! ���M�� 0%�"। ���� ��������� ���M  �@�#� ��>7� g
� 
$H!��� ���@�' $�C। 
 
 ��������  ��! \��" ���@� (^�!� �B��� �%Z� �� �%�� ����, �������� ��`�� 
��� \��"� ����� ��! +G �A। ?��� ��
� 0���� B�@' '8��!��� ����। �����" ���� ��
� 
��� ������। ?" ����� 8�� \��" ���";���  P� ���%��� ��P ���� ��# ���!�C। �U� �M�� 
*-.6 ���� $H!��� ��@ ���� ��@�� ���  �� ��। *-.G ���� ��"�� 0� ���� ������� 0�� 
��� � 0� ��#� ��{�� �� ?">� ��� �C�, 0���� $� ���� �! 0���� \��"��' %�� 8p���� ��M� 
����" ?� 8�� ����� " "/7z ^����� �
�� 
�� �%���� ��� ����", '���H��� 0"�W���, ��& 
�)��� �����!�, ��� ������% H  �	�>7 �W/M 0��� ��j�� �B/�� ����!"�# ��>7� "���। 
$H!��� ���@� ������)�9� ���!�B�J" �������� ���  @{�� ��n��� H ��� ��Y" (>7���� 
$^����। �>� ���A� �%���� 0"�� 0"�� ��� ���M@ ����"��� 0��� "�� %�� ��H �)���; 
$�C ������)�9��।   
 
 8��| ��� � ���" .' ��37 ����� ����7� 0�� 0� $H!��� ���@� 0���� %{�p 0S)�� �� 
��% %��  �@# 0� ���Be ����2� 0��"��� ���! ���Be ;�� "�7���Q� @�V 0)��। ��7��B��� 
��" }������ ��P (�%���@ "�� 0�� H �V" ����%� ���^� ���3�� "�� ���! ?�� ���" S���" 
������
� [�@7 ���# "��।  
 
 �����%�  �@� ? ����7� (A�� (A�� ���� "���C। �"|  ��������  ��"���� ���Be 
0`�Q#�� ��y��� ?  ��! B��Q�p ���#�� 0"���� $B�� �� '�P 0�'। ���������� ��y�� 
����x���� ? ��U, ? b��& [� "�� %��। 
 
 ? ���P ��� ��! 0�, ��" }������ �/���� �a "�� %�� 3�'  �@�#� %�� $<। 
$f�A��  ��  �@��� %�� ��� ��� %�� %��!��। ��; @#��y��' ?�� ?"&� ��! $�� ��� 
 �@��� %�� %��!�� ��� 0�H!� C�V� $� 0"�� 8��!' ��y��" ��U3�� ��! ��। �7��� H 
���";��� 0������%#�� �Y����  ��� 0���� ?��  �@��� ������ �/� "���  �� 3�'  ���" ��< 
"��। $  ���M�)r�  $�C �G,GGG }���"। $�H �G,GGG- ?� 3��C ��A� ��7।  
 
 ���M�)r� � 0����� $  "�  %��� 0@���� $b��#� ��P ^���!  �@�#� ������
� 
���! `&��।  �@��� ��b! �%���@ C�V� g
� 0@���� $b�# ���) ��y��� ��;/� `&�� �d� 
�!।  �@#�" ?�� �"C� ��� %�� ���  �� ��� �V� H ��� �� � %!। g
� 	�
���� ���� ? 
"�  %!  
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��, %� ���� ��। (�� ">�! ��� 0@�� �7��� ��� 7�!� @#��Y" ��y��" ��� ��Y" ��y�� i� 
0����  �� ��3X %� %��। 
 
 

��, %� ���� ��। (�� ">�! ��� 0@�� �7��� ��� 7�!� @#��Y" ��y��" ��� ��Y" ��y�� i� 
0����  �� ��3X %� %��। 
 

B��� .G �A ��#�>7�� ���� (����
� H ���� ���!' 0��� ���!�C। �� ?���"�� 
��� 7�!� ��"���� ����
� H %�!�C ? ������ 8�� ��; h=z����� "�� ?�� ��� 7�!� �� ���" 
$�C� ���� ���� -'!��%!� ��"�� ��� ��������� @#%���  �� ���� * 0"��& &�"� ��3 "�� $��� 
}���" ��3 "��C * 0"��& &�"� KG �A ����>7��" ���# ��U3��।  
 
 ? (>7 �������� ?�� $� g
� ���";���� `���!� ������ �!। ?&� ?�� B���� `���!� 
����� %�! ��U�V�!�C। ����>7���� B��-0��Q� H $\�! ���^� "�� $  B���� ��� 7�!� ���"�� 
���! 
�7 ��!� B���� ���7���� ��7�Z�b�� �;�� ��� "���C� ����������  �@�#� ���M 
$�D����� ��>7��H �� ��P ��%�  ����!। 
 

 �!���u� (��� �������� ��"���" 	�"/� 0�!��। ���]� ����� ����>7����  �� ��%��� 
�BA� "��' ?� �
�� "� । ���� ����� ��M�� ����Q "�� $����"� �/�&� ����� ���";���� [' 
(���' �3�� ���
��� �����!�@ $�C ���� ����"�" ��O "���  �� ��#�>7����  �� �"C� HQ�
�� 
��{��v।  
 

 ?���" 3���� ��H $���Y '!��%!� ��"���" �"���� ��� 0��@��v $� 0���B�!& 
$���Y �� ��! 0����C ����������  �@��" 0�r��" �%���B��  ����!। ���7 ������ "��8��9 
���&7� 0� �����
�� 0���B�!& "��8��9 ���&7� 3�7������ ��Z����  �� ��k� ��! 0� �� @B�� 
$��BP ���! �)�� ?���C। 0���B�!& 0����� �������� �W�"7 0"�� �p��"� ? �� 0�����। 
0���B�!& 0���� ��#�>7� ����7�����  �� $����"�� �P �%����@� C�V� $� �"C� "�� �� �� 
��� ? �����
���� 
��#�। 
 

 ��y��� ���Be �p��7 ���' ������ %�v B���� �� ���"��� ��� ' ��>7"� 0��� 
���v। ?�� $� ����������  �@�#� ��S���� ��>7�� ����7� t"��� 0�'। ���������� ��S���� 
�B� ?�� (��" ���v� H ���B��� B� 0���C�। ���� g
� ?">� ��� "���! ����' 3��� 0� 
���v� H ���B� 'v� "���' `&�� ��! �� $� � `&��� %�� �"C��' 0{�"�� ��! ��। '!��%!� 
����� %�� "���A *G �A 0���"� ��# 0@�C। �"| �� �������� ��S�� "��� %!��। $��� 
����?� � 03X� "���H ���������! ���������� @#�����% �/�X "�� ����� ��।  
  

 ?���� ?">� (����P" �! 0� �������� �W�"7 ? 0��� 0� �>� 0� 	�;���
 0��� 
���!�C� � ��&�' ����� H ���M��M �!। 
�7�! ��X ���";���� (������! (��" B������' �U� 
8S  ��!������ ��B 0����C�। �"C� 0��" �%D� ��R���!" ����B�� ���! ���������� �����%�" 
0����C�। $� ��U� ����  ���� 8p�e �����  �� �� ���� ���� %�� ? 	�� ��h�। 
���������� ��y��� �"/ (>7 �' ������ %�� ' ���b!���� ��h�� ? ������" ��R���!" 
0��3V 0���। ��������� �)� ��� ��Y" ��y��" ��U� ����� B�Q# B!। ? ��y��� )� ���� 
���A %�� ����f"। 
 

? ">� (���' 	�"��7 0� ��'��� 0���"� ��A ���������� ��y��� i� H �p��7 ����7X 
"�� 0�H!� �d� �!।  
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B���� ��y�� ����x��� ��� �������� ��y��� 	=� ��T� �����। ��y� 0� ����� " 
��Mh���" �/����M "���C ���� @��"/� ��� �U�� ���� 
�� ����� ��' �������� 
��y��� %�� ��7�/%p ��%���। ?C�V� (��� 0Br�" H }��" ��>7� H ��%��� "��' %��  ��>�� B! 
H (��3��� ����x���� 0"���� ��B 0�'।  

 
? ��y� ?" (B����7 @#��Y" ��y�। 3�� ��y��� �� ?&�' ?��!�� ���3�! h=z��#7 

`&��। ��� ? ��y��" �)� "�� %! �� ?�" ��� ��Y" ��y�� ���# "�� %�� $� 0� "��  
0�� %�� ����������' \��" 0\#�।  

 
��������� ��� ��Y" ��y��� ��)�� 3�'। B��, ���� ���";�� H ���������� \��" 

0\��� ��y�� ��%� 3�'। 
 
 
 

0������9 H!�"7��7 ���&7 
(3�>7 "��8��9 $O 7��" B���� �����) 
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\� ��] 0@�	��� "/7" �"��� 
�>�  �"��  ���', *-.* 

���������� ��S���" �%�!�  "=� 
��7 $��� �������� �%�!" ����� $%��� 

 
 �����" ����"� (��3�� ?�� ��������" 0��Q�#� ��=�� ����������  �@# �����% 
"���C। ���� ���]� �@����  �@# ����������  �@��� �%�!��  �� �%���B��� ���> ?�@�! 
?���C। B�� ��"�� �"� �� s��" �� ?�� B����  �@# ���M�������� �� ��>7�  ����!�C 
�"| ?' �%�!� H �%���B�� ��>X %!��। 
 
 ���������� ����^� ��� ��� 8����" 0����@ "�� $���, 0�`��!, ������, ���� �P�% 
����" ���7 ���";���� ����O�7� �� �����% $\! ��� ��
� "���C। 8���� 0�� $����� �� � 
$����"H ��V� ���!�C। ��R���!" ����B����e �%D� ?�� ������� 8B!' �7��� ����;�� 
��� ��� 8�l�� ����� ��; %�! 8�{�C। $����� 0����  �@#�" ? ������� � �@ H ��3� %��। 
[��� $��� �"C� ����Q ��!�C ���� ���������� ���M����� �p��7 ?�� �� �� �!� ���������� 
h=z 8���� "�� ����C ��। 
 
 ?' $����"' $��� ?' ���;"�� ���� $����� 0����  �@�#� ��
� ���������� ���M 
$�D��� ?�� �� �� �!� ���> 8����% $����� 0���� ����� �" B���  �V � ������� 03X� 
"���C। 
 
 $��� $�� "���� 0� ?' ���;"� ���������� ���M $�D����� ��A $����� 0���� 
 �@#�" t"��� "��� ���B� �/�X"��� ��R���!" $� ������ ���" 8p�� "�� ��%��� "���। 
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���������� H�� ���� ���";��� 0������%��� $b�# 
 

 8���� ?"�J� ���� FK 0� ��37 ����������  �@�#� ���> 3�� ��]��`�"� "�� 
���";���� �����" ���"�@�j� (�����Q" @#%�� (�B��� g= "��। ?' ���"�! %����n� ��"�� 
%�!�C ���������� �"�  ����, k��, "�� , C������, (
���", ��A", 8�"� ?�� E�M��@��% 
���� �����। �A �A ����Q %�!�C @/%%���, (��3���� ���� ?" �����  ���� ���� "���C $���, 
0�`��!, ������ ?�� ���� ��P।  
 

 �B��� '�%��� ?' (��3���� ���� 0�'। 03��@���� $� �%3����� ��Bp� %��"�q H 
'!��%!�� "��C ��� %�! 0@�C। ?' ��7��� 8�l�� %��� ���7 ������  ��!����� H �@���� 
��M���%�" �3�"����  �� 8p�� "��। �%D� ������� �"� �R���!� C�� ���" ���� ������ %�� 
"�� ���7 ���";���" ���� ���";���� ��#7�P 8������� ���# "��' '!��%!�� 8�l��। ���� 
���";���  ����� �����" 0@�j�� ��=�� ���7 ������ ���O�����
�  ��!����� ��S���" 
��� 
"�� ����� ���";���� �����3 ���a $� ��������  ��!����� $�D����" ��� "��H �%  
%��। �"| '!��%!� 3b (��
� ��
��� 03X� "��C, '�%���� 3�"��" 0�C�� 0`������ ��! ��। 
���";��� ��Q" 0@�j�� 3���� �C��� (���/ ���� t�%���" ���#�' ���������� �7��� ���M 
��S��। ���";���� 
����� �7��� ��7��!�  �� ��!� '!��%!� 3b ?�� �� ���� ����� H 
���O���� �����। ������" 	�!J���� ?�� ���&  ���@�j�� ����� (�
"�� 	�"�� �� "�� 
���";�� �A� "�� �d� �!। 
 

���M��� �"��� ��S�� 
 

 ���";��� ���" 0@�j�� ?' (">� (��3���� ���� ����������  �@# �����
 @�V 
����C। �>� (�^� '9 0�P� ��'�)�, 0�P� 0�� ��� $� ����� ���%�� ���";��� 0������%��� 
0��"����� "��। �7���� %� �� ���" ���M���%��� 0��@��� "�� '���
�' ��� 0��� 0@�C। ���� 
0�C�� $�C ����"  �@�#� ��>7�। ���";��� ���%��  �@# 0>�" �W�#7 ���ve। �B�!���� ���"7�� 
?�� ��A# �B�!����� ��"��� }������ ��� ���� (�^� ���M���%�� '���
�' 0@���� 0"r�� 
(��2� "�� �� 
��� ��"�� H�� $`� %��� g= "���C। ��� ?���� 3�V�O $`� %��� ������ 
?'  �� 0� ���M���%��� 0����� ��� ?�� (��Bn, (�����" ���";��� ���%�� $����"� H 3���� 
��%�����X ?�� $
���" ���#��< ���। �"|  �@�#� ��b! ��>7�� ���M���%�� 0� 3�V�OB��� 
�� !� %�� �� 0"�� ��D% 0�'। 
 

���������� ���M ��S���� ��)� 
 

 ����������  �@� $  $
���" ���#��< ����� ?" �����" ��M� ��=�� t"���। ?' 
t"� �d� %�!�C ?  �� 0� $H!��� ��@ ������� $H!��� ���&7 ?�� (����� �� s��" �����% 
���";��� ���" 0@�j�� %�� ��3X� ��>7 "�� ���! �%D� ������ (��R���!" t"� @�V ��� 
0����C। ?' ��S��� t"� )�&� 
�������  �� '!��%!� 3b ������ ��@ H  ���-'-'������% 
��R���!" �����%�" ���! �3X� ��>7 %�!�C 0�  �� '!��%!� ��� ��� "�� ����� �/�X� ��3X� 
3����v। B���" 8k��� ���! �/�>���  ���" ��_�O "��� 8�l��� ���";�� �����O� ��`Q7 �/�X 
"��C।  
 

 ?' ����;�� $����� H�� h=���!z ?�� ��V�C। ���������� ����Q @#Y, �����" 
(�
"�� H 0��Q�#� "�� 0>�" ���M�  �� ��S��� ��� %�!�C। $����� 0����  �@#H @#Y, 
�����" (�
"�� H 0��Q�#� "�� 0>�" ���M�  �� ��S��� ��� %�!�C। $����� 0����  �@#H 
@#Y �A� ?�� 0��Q�%�� ���� �  ��� ��S�� "�� $��C। �' ���������� ��S�� �)� %�� � 
$�����H �%�!� "���। ���M ��S��  !��M %�� ��������� ��R���!" $� ���b!�� ��M 
����  %��, @�Y  
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���j %�� ?�� )�� $����� 0���H ��R���!" H ���b!�� ��M [�7� %��। (�����" 
���������� ��S�� ����  %�� 8B! 0���' ��R���!" $� ���b!���� ��M ��>� ��� ��UV��� 
?�� )�� $����� 0��� @#Y H 
�7�����A� ���e %��। 	�
�� ����������  w %�� ��R���!" 
�B�J� ��� @{��� (��" "��� �3�"����  �� ����� %��। 
 

 @#��Y" H 
�7�����A ����������  w %�� B���� ���> 8e ?�� �a�z��#7 �W"7 
^��� %��। [' 0���� ���T ���#� �" ���� `&��। 0�� ��B��@� ��� ���";��� ���" 0@�j�� 
B�������
� ����B���� )�� [' 0���� ��
� ���# � �a %�! ��!। $�@ ���7 �P 0>�" $������ 
)�� ��C H (����� ������� $���� (��" ��>X A�S; %!। �������� 	�
�� %�� 0� ���# � �a 
%�! ��H!�! $��� H 0�`��! �� ��! ����QB��� ��B��� %��। 8�����H �"�� �)�� ����। 
 

 ���������� ���M��S��  !��M %�� $����"�� ���� �& $� 3���� 3b�O ��>7 %�� 
$����� ����O�7� �������� %�� �a���� ?�� )�� ���� ���������
� ��M $��� �)� %��। 
 

8��� ����� 
 

 ���";��� ���� ���%��� (">� (��3���� ���� �A �A ����Q �������� 0>�" �����! B��� 
���� "���C। $��� $� 0�`���!' ?���C "�!" �A। ?��� ��
� ��g, ���� $� �/��� �����' 
0���। ?' �Ce��� ��7	�O ����Q��� $\! H �"� �"�� �%����@� "�� $����� �����" "7��।  
 

 ?' �A �A 8��� ^�!�B��� >�"�� �����Q� (�;z ���e %�� $��� H 0�`���!�  �@�#� 
���T ?���� 
��#� ����� %� 3���C। �"| B�� ��"�� '���
�' 0`�Q#� "���C 0� 8������ 
����!"B��� ���� %��। �������� %��' ���� 0)� ��{���� %��। 8��� ����� ?"  ��! �����। 
? ">� ��T� %�� 0� ���������� ���M ��S��  !��M %��' 0"�� ���� 0)� ��{����� ��� 
������ �/�X %��। 
 

 ����;� $����� H�� [�& ���!z ?�� ���!�C। ?"���" 8��;��� �A#���A# H ��%��� 
g�Q� "�� ?�� (�����" ���M�������� (<�< H ��>7� 0��@����, ��� ��� ��S���  !��B "�� 
����। '���
�' ��� 0�� �"C� ��)�� ( 7� "���C। $����� ��b! ��>7� 0��� ��� ����B���' 
�� !� %��। ?  ��' $����� �"��" ?' ��S���� ��)����  �� ?�@�! $�� %��। ?�  �� 
��!� � $����� ��
� t"� H ���O � �! ����। $����� ��
� ���B� �/�X %�� '!��%!� 3b' 
��B��� %��। �' ��R���!" H ���B�"��� ��M� ��=�� �"7 >�"� %��।  
 

 $����� ��>7� H �%���@�! ���������� ��S���� (S�� ���> $O 7��" ��>7�H 
?�@�! $���। '���
�' �@���� �m ��� ����������  �@�#� ��>7�# ?�@�! ?���C। ���"7���� 
'!��%!� 3b�" �����" ��%��� H ��>7� ���! ���";��� ���" 0@�j��" 'a� 0��@��v। 3�� ��"��H 
'!��%!� 3b�" ��>7� ���! ���M ��S���� �� 3�� ��]��`�"� "���C। �"| $����"� H 3���� 
?' 3b�O ��cH ���M��S���� �� ! ������। ?' ��S�� ���";���� '�%���� ?" (�
��� 
���#�। $� ?�  �� �W�#7i�� ��!� ���";���� ��Q"�@�j�। 
 

 ���������� ���M ��S�� ��S ?��!��  �� ?" t�%���" �p��7��#7 `&��। ?' ��S�� 
	�
���, @#Y $� 0��Q� ���M� ��S��। ?� �� ! ������। ?' �� ! � ��� %�� ' $����� 
8B! 0����  ��' �P�। $���, $��� �"�� ?' ��S���" �)� "���  �� ��{"B��� ��� ��� 
���!z ���� "��। 
 
 

((���! B�Q�! �"��� ��� Sx 0>�" ���A�� (����) 
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TIME FOR PM TO DECIDE NOW AGAINST YAHYA: JP 

(By a Staff Reporter) 

 

 Looking remarkable fit for his 68 years even in the hot and humid atmosphere 

of the Press Club on Thursday evening and in spite of conjunctivitis which made him 

wear dark glasses. Mr. Jayprakash Narayan, back from his crusading tour of the world 

for the cause of Bangladesh, said he had little to add to what he had said in Delhi 

previously. 

 

 The great powers, Mr. Narayan said, were still interested in South East Asia. 

some of them were perhaps willing to share with India the burden of the evacuees but 

none would pull the chestnuts out of the fire for Bangladesh or India. 

 
 The time had come, he said, for Mrs. Gandhi to decide whether action should 

be taken against the Yahya regime which was exporting internal chaos to India. 
 

 Since his Delhi statement, Mr. Narayan added, two things had happend. The 
U.S.A had shipped arms to Pakistan under whatever pretext it might have been. And 

despite the stoppage of aid by the Aid-Pakistan Consortium, she was considering 
resumption of aid,  

 

 This went plump against the assurances Mr. Swaran Singh and he had 

received in Washington. U. S. policy makers had made it clear to Mr. Narayan that 

they wanted to see political accommodation made with the real 'representatives of 

Bangladesh not with stooges. 

 

 What was behind this? Mr. Narayan gave two explanations. The powerful 

Pentagon had close personal relations with the military rules of Pakistan. Secondly, 

Mr. Nixon while he was Vice-President during the Eisen-hower administration had 

visited the sub-continent and submitted a report advocating large - scale arms supply 

to Pakistan, which unlike- non- aligned India, was thought to be a stable and constant 

ally. History Mr. Narayan caustically pointed out, had flasified this assessment of 

stability. But, there was no indication of Mr. Nixon having departed from it a wee hit. 
 

  The Soviet attitude, according to Mr. Narayan, was some-what more 
helpful. The Russian President Mr. Podgorny, was the only head of a State who had 

expressed disapproval, -albeit mild-of Pakistani action in his letter to Yahya Khan. 
 

 Mr. Narayan had only been to Cairo in the Arab countries and at that time it 

was in the throes of political disorder. He was however disappointed by the lukewarm 

interest of the people and the inadequate coverage by the Press in Cairo which 

contrasted sharply with what he found in Indonesia or Malaysia. 
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 Did Mujib commit a blunder by switching over from non-violent resistance to 

fighting? "I cannot sit in judgment on Mujib", said Mr. Narayan. In any event he saw 

signs of non-violent resistance in the offensive of the ill-equipped Bangladesh forces. 

Yahya who obviously took his lessons from Hitler was clearly determined to stamp 

out the freedom movement. As a true Gandhite Mr. Narayan said that a situation 

which would have led to the degrading of human dignity called for the taking up 

arms. 
 

 Then came up the crucial question. What should India do? Mr. Narayan made 
his point in no uncertain terms, "I had said even before the formation of the 

Bangladesh Government and repeat now, India must recognize the concept of 
Bangladesh and give it all possible assistance."This might conceivable to lead to 

Pakistani military action against India but that was an unavoidable risk. He hastened 
to add that he was no warmonger and was against India taking a warlike initiative. 

And following India recognition of Bangladesh, he hoped material help would flow to 

the afflicted area from other countries.  

 

 Mr. Narayan could not say how long it would take for the evacuees to return 

safely to their homes. Six monthes, may be a year. But the right conditions for their 

return must be-and, he hoped, would be-created. And that of course meant 

Bangladesh throwing off Yahya's military Yoke. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

----------------- 
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PM FLOUTING PLEDGE ON BANGLADESH: Vajpayee 

(From Our Own Correspondent) 

 

 BHOPAL, JULY  11,- The Jana Sangh President Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee 

today alleged that the Prime Minister was flouting the pledge given in parliament  for 

an effective action with regard to the Bangladesh problem. 
  

 Speaking to newsmen, he ruled out the possibility of war with Pakistan merely 

on the ground of recognition to Bangladesh by India. 
 

 "Under pressure of super powers Mrs. Gandhi is not recognizing Bangladesh 

as an independent nation," he said.  
 

 The long-drawn guerilla struggle between the Mukti Fouj and the West 
Pakistan Army would deteriorate the situation in the eastern part of the country 

comprising West Bengal, Assam, Nagaland and Bihar. Arms and ammunition were 
being smuggled to neighboring India States by Naxalites and others. 
 

 He urged the prime Minister to immediate convene a meeting of the National 

Integration Committee and wanted her "not to sidetrack the burning issue of 

Bangladesh under the bogey of Communalism." 
 

 Agencies add: Recognition of Bangladesh should no longer be delayed 
otherswise the history to Tibet might be repeated here. After recognition all sort of aid 

including military aid could be made available to them, Mr. Vajpayee added.  
 

 Mr. Vajpayee alleged that a sum of Rs. 42 lakhs had been withdrawn through 

fraudulent means from the branch of Nationalised bank in Ahmedabad sometimes 

before the recent mid term poll. 
 

 Talking to newsmen, Mr. Vajpyaee said that according ti his original in 

formation, Rs. 80 lakhs had been withdrawn but the Union Finance Minister Mr. Y. 

B. Chavan in a letter to him yesterday, had said that the amount involved was Rs. 42 

lakhs. 
 

 Mr. Chavan had also stated in his letter that some persons, including some 

employees, had been taken into custody and a part of the amount had been recovered 

since, Mr. Vajpayee said. 
 

 Mr. Vajpayee, however, declined to name the bank and said the case was 
similar to the one that occurred at the State Bank of India in Delhi. 
 

 He wanted a high power commission to inquire into the two cases. 
 

------------------ 
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���������� 	�"/�� ��� ���' ?"�, �� ��"�� ���� 0"�? 
 
 ���������" (����2 	�"/� 0�H!�� ��� B����  ��!  �� ��! ��7�ZB��� ?"। 
B���� (�
"��� ��
���B�, ���& �����
� ��, 8¡ ����� $'� ��� ?�� (@�#  ��B� 
���������� $g 	�"/� ���� "��C। ?"��� ������ ��@ ?�� � ���- ' �����H!� C�V� ���& 
������ ��@{� ?�� �� � ��
�� �B� H ���7������ ������ ������H ?' ���� ��>7� "���C�। 
���������" $g 	�"/������ �;�� ���! �R� ���7����� 0� ��"7 %�!�C �� ������A� 
"��S� ���7������� ��� ���� ����� 0� $���3�� %�!�C, �� �� �M�' g
� 0� 	�"/� ���� 
"���C� �' �!, ���";���� ��=�� $�H "�{�� ���^� S%# "���  �� H ��"���� "��C �¢B��� 
(��" ����  ����!�C�। ���7����� [����� ���"7 ��! ���& ���� $g 	�"/� ����� �;�� ��>7� 
"���C�। �� 0B�& %�� �;���& 0B�&��
�"� @/%� %। (>7�p ������� ?�� �� ����"�� ��! ���' 
?"�। g
� ��"�� $��7 �"B��� ���� । ?"�& @#��Y" 0��� ��"�� H  ��!  ���� ?�� 
��>7"� (�O (��@। 
 

�������� H ��] �� 
 
 ���������� 8��� '!��%!���%�� @#%��� ��7� (�B����� ��=�� ?�� ��P���� 	��
"���� 
��>7�� $  ���]� ������� ?��  �� 0��¡��-?�� $O 7��! `&��, �����J� ���]� '�%��� 
��� 0��� `�&��। 
 
 B���� ����X�Y� ����C� 0�, B�� C�V� ���]� 0"�� ���' ���������" 	�"/� ��� �� � 
�!। �"| \�  !�"�� ����!# +: ��� *: �& ������ ��� �)� "�� ����C� 0�, B�� 	�"/� ���� 
(����2 (O ���]� 3��-��U3�& ���H ���������" 	�"/� 0���। B���� ��k� ���� �!���u��" 
 ����!�C, ‘����!� ���������� (�;z ��;� `&�� ��� 0��� ���!�C।’ ���������� 	�"/�� ��� 
B���! "����9 ���&7� 0��¡�� 
��� g��H �����O ?' ����O "�� ��! 0�, ����!� ?i� �� s��" 
�����O� �����
� �!। ������� �m ������ ����C� 0�, ���������" 0� ���������" 	�"/������ 
��� �> 0���� %�� B���"। 
 

��"��� $��J 0"�? 
 
 ���@B��� ���������" 	�"/������ �����
� �� B�� ��"��। �� B�� ��"�� ��� 
"��� 0�, ?�� 	�"/� ���� ���������� ��A �%�!" %�� ��, A� "�� %��। (>7�p ��"��� B�Q�� 
‘0%��)�� %��, �� %��7)�� %��।’’ ?���" ����������  ��! ��"�� ?�� ��S  ��! �� ��� ��� 
���]� "��C ���������" 	�"/� ����� $����  ����v�। ���������� ��A 0"��&� 	�>7�Z ?�� 
0"�� "�  A�"� 0�' ��3���� �
�� 0��@�� ?�� (�
"�� 0� ���������� ��"����, - ?' ��� 
">��& 	�"�� "�� ���! B�� ��"���� ��� �X "�� ��� 8�3 0� B���� 	��>7 B�� ��"���� 
��A ?�� ���������" 	�"/� 0�H!� �d� �!- ���H, B�� ��� "�� 0� ���������" $g 	�"/� 
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0�H!�' B���� ��A 	�>7�Z। B���� �
���Y� �������� �2�a ����C� ‘��'& &�'�� ��'& 
�E����’ 0�H!� %��। ?' ��{" �����O� �{" ��!�& "�� $���? �{" ��! H �{" �����O� ��!��" 
�� ��#7�!" (>�� �������]7"�� ��3"' �� �"? 
 

��"��� 
���� ��B�7� �! 
 
 ���������� @#(B��£���� ��� B�� ��"�� ��� "���C��� 0� , ���� ��"�� ���� ��" 
����O 0>�" ���7 �����! 0)r  ��{�� ��%�� %�� �� । �
���Y�� ���@ �����
� ���� 0����� }�{�" 
���A� �Y� \�  @ ��� ��� ���� 0�, �G ��A� 0��� ��#�>7� B��� $�����। B�� ��"���� 
$�H 
��#� %�!�C� 0� �����" ��3 ?�� ���7 ������ ����7�!� "���# ���";���� (>7s��" "�{���� 
0B�P �V��। B�� ��"���� ?' ���& 
��#�� ?"�& 
��#�H ��{" ����# %!��। 
 

���";���� ��P ����� ��"� 
 
 ���";���� ��P ��� ���%���� ?"��� �� s��" ��"� �x� %��� ���������� $g 	�"/� 
���। ���������� ��"�� 	�"/� ��B "��� 0� �� s��" H �����" 8����� 	�
��� ��B "��� 
�� ������@ g
� B���� "�C 0>�"' �! ���]� $�H "�!"�& ��� 0>�" �������� 0� �����" H 
�� s��" ?�� $�>7" �%����@� ��B "��� �� ����� B�� ��"����H ( ��� �!। 
 
 	�"/� ��B "��� �������� ��"���� ��A B��� $@ 8������ �B� 0>�" ?" �A 
��M� 0@���� ���%�� @�V 0���H (�d� %�� ��। 	�"/� ��B "�� 0� �"��� H ��A ��%��� ���B� 
�����@ �������� ��"�� ����, 0�' �����@ S%# "�� ���M�)r� � ��A' ��" 0)r� � "�� 0>�" 
���������" ��M "�� ���������� 	�
��� �W�#7 "�� �d� %��। 
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���������� 	�"/� �W�"7  !�"�� ����!# 
 
 �R� 6'  ���' ��&��! ��%�� ��� � �������� ��Z�� ���� "/7" $�!��  ?" 
 ��B�! 0���� �� �� s��" ��, \��" ��^� ?�� 0	v����� ��j������%� 8�l��� ���7��! 
0�� \�  !�"�� ����!# ?' ���7 $���� "��� 0� ��������� $H!��� ��@ ��"���� H�� ����Q 
3�� 0���� ���^� "���। ������� 	�"/� 0���' t 0���� ���M�������� ��A 8���M �����# 
(<�< 0��! '!��%!� ����� %������� ���%��� ��=�� 0��"����� "�� �%  %�! 8{��। 
 
 \� ����!# ?' (�B� �"�� "��� 0� ��������� '!��%!� ����� 0����� 0� ��� g= "�� 
���!�C �� )�� B���" ?" B�Q� ��"�&� �Z���� %� %�!�C। ?' ��"�&� ��
� ���!' B���" 
�"/ ���A� ��� %�� �� s��" 0A��। ?' ��"�&� ���T' B�� ���/�B��� t"��� %�� (>�� 
��" B�P��� ���� ��UV�� %��। $  ��������� 0� ��� 3��C �� 0��T� B���" �%� "��' %��। 
�������� ����  %��, ���#��� B���"H ��� !��# "�� %��। ?&� ��� ���� ��!� � 0�, 
���������� ��M"���  �@�#� ���@ B�� ����� %�! 0@�C। 
 
 \� ����!# ���� 0�, ���";���� H�� (����� ������ �� s��" 3�� �/�X�  �� B�� 
(��A� "�� ���� ��। ����������  �@# 0� ��! ���!�C� �� ��7��� B���" ��� %��। ���";�� 
��������� 0� ����V� H (��3�� 3����! ���v � 0>�" ��� ��UV��� ��। $� �� ����H ����7� 
`&��� ��। ?���^�! ?A���' ���������" 	�"/� ��� %�� $� (<��<� 0��@�� ��� %��। 
B���� 	��>7' ? "� &� "��  %��। "��# �������� 0>�" ���� ��#�>7� �%���� B��� $\! ���v, 
���� $@���� )�� ?����� ����� ", �� s��" H (>7s��" 0A�� ���� �"���  �&� ������ 
8�� %�!�C। �7���� (�^� ?�� ��U�V�!�C 0� ��������� �����" (�B��� 3���� �@�! ���";���� 
�����" 3b 0� &�"� ��3 "��C�, �� 3�'� �� 3��h# 0��� &�"� ��3 "�� %�v B���" ���� 
����'। ��� 0"8 ��� "��� 0� ��� 3�� >�"�� ���";���� "�{���� 0B�P �V��, �%�� ��� B�� 
"����। ���";����  (>7��� ���3�� %�! ��H!��  �� $�H [�E�B�� }��� ��S% "��C।  
 
 ��� $�H ���� 0�, ��������� 0� ��� 3��C, ��" ��'�� 0>�" ��� %�� @/%��� । �"| 
��;�� ? ��� @/%��� �!। ? ����" ��� ����� ?"&�  ��� ���@ ?"�& ���M"��� ��������" ���X� 
 �@�#� ��� �%���� @#� "�� 8�3 %��। ���]� ���Be 0��� ���������� 	�
��� ����� ��7� �%� 
"�� ��� ?&� 8���� "���C� 0�, ���������� ������� ������ ���";��� �����" 3�b� 
B�������
� �3��"��7� ��>7 %�!�C। ���";�� ������ ?�"� ?"&� �/�X "�� 03�!�C� 0� ���";��� 
���������" ���! 0� �� s��" ��"& 0��� ���!�C, �� ���� $�C B��। (��� ���";���� ?�"� 

��#� �/�X� 03X�  
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�W�#7i�� ��>7 %�!�C। �� ���������� �������� ���! ���]� [�& ��� (>7�p $����"� H ��� 
(�� �/�XBP� S%# "���C। ���"7� ��M��� ��"�� B���� ������Y� ?�� �U�" ?' ���7 ��¤� 
���!�C��� 0� ���";���" $�H (<�< �����% "�� %�� ��। �"| ���7� "��� 0��� 0@�, ��M��� 
��"�� ���";��� $�H C’��  �%�  0��T�' (<�< ���{�!�C। ��� ������ ���";���" (<�< �� 
��{���H, 0����� 0������ ��� ���";����  �@��� "��C (<�< ���b "�� %�v। $O 7��" (Aid 
- Pakistan) "���& ��%��� 0�H!� �a �����H, �����A" 3��M ��� ���";�� ��%��� 0�� >�"��'। 
 

 ?�� B���� ��! .G �A ��#�>7� ?���C ������� 0>�"। (���B��Q�� ?' ����� ?" 
0"��&� ��UV���। ���";�� ?�� ?"&� 0"r�� (��2� "�� 3�'�C ��� )�� ?���� �%D� H 
��������� ��
� ��R���!" ��P� ���
। ? ������� B���" �"7 >�"� %��। ��� B��� 
��R���!" ��P� 0��
 ��!, �%�� ���";���� %� ��������� $�H �M %�� ?�� ���#��� 
��������� ���M������� ��S�� ����7; %�! �V��। �"C�"�� $�@ �
���Y� \��� '�D�� @�a� ��" 
����C��� ��! ?��' ���������" 	�"/� 0�H!� %��। ?�� �� %���, 0� ��! $��� "��? 
���������" 	�"/� 0�H!�� ������� @�V��� "�� %��, B���� �������� $�H  �&� %�! �V��। 
(>3, ?&� �{" 0� ?"��� ���������" 	�"/� ���' %��। ���������" ?A��� 	�"/� �� ���� 
$�����  ��! 	��>7� �� ��]��`�"� "�� %��। $� ���� ��A#-���7 ?��!�! ���O ���¥ H 
���e %��। ?  �� ��� ��� $����� H�� 3����! 0�H!� %!, $����� (���' ��� "�� %��। 
 
 ��%�� �� � �������� ��Z�� ����� t �B�! �B���z "��� �� ���� \� 0��"�O �V�!�। 
  
 \� �V�!� ���� 0�, B�� ���";���� ?"��!"�Y� �����
�। $  ��������� 0� "�!��! 
���� ������ %�� "�� %�v, �{" 0� "�!��! ?"��� �%&��� ���� ������ %�� "���C���। �"| 
'�%�� ?' ��A� �%� "���C 0�, �����" "��7���� "��' ���#��� �&�" >��" ��। ?� (��>� %��, 
�%&��� (���' 3�V�O ��7��! �)�"�� %��।  
 
 ��� $�H ���� 0�, ���������� ���M��S������ H [@7 ��#�>7���� ��%��� 0�H!��  �� 
? ��7O ��%����  �@# F. �A &�"� ��S% "���C। ? 0���' ��T� ��! ��%���� $����  ���
��# 
���������� ?' ���M ��S�� �W�"7 "� �%���B����� ����B�� S%# "���C�। ��%���� (�
����@# 
���������� ��#�>7����  �� KG �A &�"� ��S% "��� ?" "�7��3� ���!�C�।  
 
 ���� B�� ?�, ?�, ��, ���� �B��� \� "��7�� {�"��H ���������� ���M������� ��>7�� 
B�Q# 0��।  
 
 ���������� 3oS�� ��]�������!� ��M� 8��3��7 E� ?, 0", ��u" ����, ���������� ���M 
$�D���� ��%����  �@# 0� B���"� S%� "���C� � 0"�����' ���������� ����Q B���� ��। ��� 
$�H ���� 0� ���������� ����Q 	�!J������ (�
"�� 03�!�C� ���";�� 0>�" ���ve ���";�� %�! 
0�� 3�!��। 	�!J������ 0� ���� ���������� ����Q�� "���C���, 0�' (����
 FK0� ���37� �
� 
��� 0>�" ���";��� �����" 3b ���< H ����%  ���
���#� H�� %��� (�B��� g= "�� 0�! ?�� 
?' %��"�q' 0�Q ��7O �������� ���� ?" ��� �����  w 0�!। �������� ��P��� �%D���� ��
� 
�Y�� �/�X "�� ���";��� "/7�A 0� 0"r�� (��2� "���C�, �� ��� �A� %� B��� ��R���!" 
��P� ���
�! ���! ���������� ���M����" ���3�� "�� 0�H!�। ? �W�"7 B����  �@#�" � �@ H 
��3� >�"� %��। 
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E� ��u" $�H ���� 0�, ��������� ��P��� �%D� H ��P��� ��������� ��
� 0"�� ��M' )�&� 
���� ����� ��। 0�Q ��7O ������ ���M"��� ����Q  !� %��'। ?&� ��� ���� ��!� � 0� ��������� 
?�� 0� ��� 3��C � %� @#�Y� ��=�� ��R���!"�� ���। ?���^�! @#��Y" B����  �@# 
��� ���������" (����2 	�"/� 0�H!�� ���^� S%# "��� �%�� ���������� ���M $�H z���� 
%��। 
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CENTRL 

ACTION COMMITTEE ON BANGLADESH 

STATEMENT 
 

 25th of March 1971 was the Black day in the history of the people of 
Bangladesh (erstwhile East Pakistan). On this day, the army Junta of West Pakistan 

backed by monopoly business interests, who have been exploiting East Bengal as a 
colony ever since the creation of Pakistan, launched their massive plan of genocide 

against the unarmed people. The crime of which the Bangladesh people are guilty is, 
that in the national general elections held in December 1970, the people gave their 

verdict in favour of the Awami league headed by sheikh Mujibur Rahman assuring it 
a comfortable majority in the National Constituent Assembly and a virtual monopoly 

in the State Legislature. The Awami League's victory was based on a six - point 

programme which claimed effective autonomy for the people of Bangladesh. 
 

 2. During the intervening months, Countless men, women and children have 

lost their lives and atrocities have been prepetrated by the Pakistan Army which 

surpass that of the notorious Chengez khan. In fact there could be no grater violation 

of the United Nations charter, the Human Rights Declaration and the Geneva 

Convention regarding protection of civilian persons. The oppressed who have sought 

refuge in India already number sevsn million.The influx of Bangalees fleeing for life 
continues unabated, inflicting on this country an unprecedented burden, political, 

economic and social. 
  

3. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's party reacting to the compulsion of events, 

has declared Independence of Bangladesh and has established a provisional 

Government, Although the World press, by and large, has awakened to the tragic 

happening in Bangladesh. The Governments of many countries in the world have faild 
to condemn this unprecedented crime. What is worse, arms still continue to flow from 

some countries to aid the Army Junta in West Pakistan in its sinister design, with the 
result that the security of the Indian subcontinent has been put in Jeopardy. The latest 

statement of the president of the Pakistan has further dashed any hope of a political 
solution coming from the Army Junta. 
 

4. The ruling party in our Parliament, the Opposition and the people in 

the country in general, are aware that our democracy in India is threatened if we fail 

to render help in this emergency to the people of Bangladesh. In this grave crisis our 

Government, in pursuance of the unanimous resolution passed by the Parliament, 

should recognize the provisional Government of Bangladesh, based on the will of the 

people constitutionally expressed. Only then could all possible moral and material aid 

be extended to the Government and the people of Bangladesh. Other foreign 

Government will not take a lead in this matter unless India first recognizes 

Bangladesh. There can be no hope for the millions of refugees ever returning to 

Bangladesh unless favorable condition are created at earliest for this purpose and this 
cannot be done so long as Bangladesh continues to groan under the heels of  the Army 

Junta of West Pakistan. 
  

5. Perhaps, What is standing in the way of the part of our Government is the 

absence of a visible demonstrator of the people's will in this matter supported by a 

clear  
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understanding by one all, of the implications that must follow as a logical corollary to 

recognition. This matter has been discussed by many an organization concerned over 

the matter during recent days. It has been decided that a purely non-party and non 

official Action Committee on Bangladesh be constituted under the Chairmanship of 

Shri Jayaprakash Narayan who has just come back after a long trek cross the wide 

world explaning the issues at take in Bangladesh. This committee will act on behalf of 

Sarva Seva Sangh, Servants of the people Society, Loktantra Raksha Parishad, All 
India Panchayat Parishad, Association of Voluntary for Rural Development, Dehli 

Sarvodaya Mandal, Gandhi Smarak. Nidhi, Gandhi Peace Foundation, and all others 
who join the programme. They will launch a campaing throught the country and take 

action in all States to mobilise non- official institutions and organizations who are 
wedded to democrecy and human rights.The programme envisaged in the first 

instance will cover the following: 
 

(a) Resolutions (on the lines indicated in the attached draft) to be 

passed by public organizations and institutions and by people in 

meetings specially called over the subject of action on 

Bangladesh in villages, towns and cities and in the capitals of the 

States and Union Territories including the national capital. The 

resolution passed in these meetings will be conveyed to the 

Prime Minister. 
 

(b) A signature camping urging on the Government of India to 
accord recognition to the provisional Government of 

Bangladesh. 
 

(c) Peaceful demonstrations and selective basis at the appropriate 

time. 
 

6. It is expected that public debates on politically non-partisan lines will be 
conducted over the country as a whole to lend moral and material support to the 

Government of India when it takes firm action on the Bangladesh issue. These will 
prepare the people of India for the eventualities that may follow in the wake of the 

recognition of Bangladesh as an independent entity. If the Government proves 

reluctant to take this step, the campaign will be intensified to generate sufficient 

pressure in the country to make the Government act. It will also help to rouse world 

opinion to the gravity of the situation in this sensitive region in South Asia.  
 

7. The Chairman Shri Jayaprakash Narayan in a meeting held at the Gandhi 

peace foundation on Sunday the 4th of July has formed an action committee for this 

purpose with Shri S. K. Dey, president of the all India Parishad as the Convenor and 

Shri S. D. Sharama, Secretary of the Loktantra Raksha Parishad of Servants of the 

People Society as the Joint Convenor. It has been decided that the head quarters of the 

Action Commttee on Bangladesh shall be located at Lajpat Bhawan, Lajpat Nagar, 

New Del 24 where all letters, telegrams and contributions to the cause of Bangladesh 

may kindly be sent. 

 

Lajpat Bhawn, 

Lajpat Nagar, New Delhi-24, 

July 12, 1971 
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RESULUTION 

 This meeting of the ...................................................................................hereby 

 

 Please on record its deep sympathy and support for the people of Bangladesh 

in their hour of trial and agony; 

 

 Condemns unequivocally the inhuman atrocities and genocide by the military 
regime on the unarmed men, women and children of Bangladesh resulting in the 

exodus of mollions of Bangalees to India inflicting an undrecedented burden- 
political, economic and social- on this  country; 

 
 Deplore the supperssion of democrateic urges of the people of Bangladesh and 

their duly elected representatives by the Army Junta of West Pakistan in utter 
violation of the U. N. Charter and Human Rights Declaration; 

 

 Appeals to the Government of India to recognize the provisional Government 

of Bangladesh formed in the accordance with the verdict of the people, and extend to 

it all possible moral and material aid so that favorable conditions are created for the 

return of the refugees to Bangladesh; 

 

 Appeals to all fellow citizens in the country to promote national awareness and 

solidarity in the present crisis and sustain communal peace and harmony in the spirit 

of our secular traditions despite any provocation; 

 

 Appeals to the people of the World to extend their sympathy and support to 

the people of Bangladesh and calls upon the people of such countries, as may still be 

supplying arms to west Pakistan, to prevent their Government from adding fuel to the 
fire of Pakistani aggression; and 

 
 Pledges all support and co-operation to the Government of India in pursuance 

of the objective outlined above. 
 

Excepts From A Press Statement 
By Shri Jayaprakash Narayan 

 

 The present crisis is o serious that either this emerge from it is a steeled, united 

strong and respected or as a demoralized confused and spineless weakling no longer 

to be taken seriously by the world. Therefore, let no one try to confuse the issues. 

 

 What I have been advocating is not war against Pakistan but formal political 

recognition of the People's Government of the Bangladesh. It is true that when 

questioned if recognition of the Government and open assistance to the Mukti Bahini 

may not provoke Pakistan to start a war with India I have admitted that the risk was 

certainly there, but it had to be accepted. 

 

 If this is tantamount to saying that India should declared war on Pakistan, then 

I am surely a war-monger. The only difference as far as I have been able to 
understand, 
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between people of my may way of thinking and the Government of India is that while 

the latter is waiting for the right moment to arrive when recognition may be given, we 

are saying that right moment is now. 

 

 The unanimous resolution passed by the lock Sabha was an excellent beginning 

of this approach. But unfortunately symptoms have appeared recently of a divisive, 

even partisan, approach. It is understandable that differences between parties even on 
such a non-parties issue as Bangladesh, might arise in course of time, particularly in 

view of Government' continued hesitation to take effective action. 
 

 There are main blocks of opinion, One is represented by the ruling Congress 
which is not opposed to recognition in principle but wants in Parctice to leave it to the 

Prime Minister to chose the appropriation moment for it, though without making it 
clear what factors would determine the choice of the moment. The other block is 

constituted of almost the entire Opposition plus many non-party organizations and 

individuals like myself who feel that the time for recognition is here and now. 

 

 

July 28, 1971 
 
 
 
 

--------------- 
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‘��@�O�’ + $@X, *-.* 
 

 

���������" 	�"/�� ����� �)� C�� 
�7̀ & 
 

(9�) �����&7��) 
 
 "�"��, ��� $@X-	�
�� �������� ��"���� 	�"/�� ����� �P���� 0@�&� ������P 
	�§�7 C�� 
�7̀ & %�!�C। 
 
 $ �"� ?' C�� 
�7̀ �&� 8����@ ��A#-��� �� "�& 0"1�! C�� ��@{���। ?��� ��� �� 
��7� C�� 
�7̀ & %��H ���A� �>���� %�!�C। 
�7̀ �&� $H� 0>�" ���A� ��� 0�H!� %�!�C�। 
 
 C�� 
�7̀ �&� �� C!�& 0"1�! C�� ��@{� �� � �����
 ��u" 0k�!��� ?"�& C��  ���! 
E��"�। 0����� �B� %!। ��)8� $�� �B��� �C���। �B�� �� C���� ���C� "�� �� B���� 
����� ��!। C�� �����
�� �� ������ 8�l��� ?"�& 	��"���� ���! 3�� $��। 
 
 	��"����� ��� %�!�C 0�, ������P� C��-C������ ����-	�
�� �������� ��"���" 
(����2 B�� ��"���� 	�"/� ��� %��। ?�� 0"�� 	�"/�' �!, ���������� 	�
���� 
���M�������� %��" �M "���  �� ���M�)r �" (<�< ���! ��%��� "�� %��। 
 
 �� � �����
 ��u" 0k�!���� C���B�! �M/� 0��-��� C�� 0)E�����#� ��
��# �W��" \� 
��B�Q 3b�7�, ��-?�-'8’� �A� 0@�	���, �E-?�’H� ��¨ ��]��, C�� ©�"� 0B��� "��� ����। 
?' �B�^� 0>�" ?�y���E '9 ��7O �������� 	�"/�� ����� C����� ���A�B ª��� ��@�� 
�C�। 
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We Blundered By Not Intervening In Bangladesh, Say Gen, Kaul 
 

 July 30-Gen, Kaul former chief of General Staff and author of the controversial, 

"The United Story" has criticized the Government for its failure to take timely action 

in Bangladesh, says YNI. 
 

 In his new book "Confrontation with Pakistan' Gen. Kaul says: "We missed a 

great opportunity, the like of which may not come our way in the foreseeable future, 

We could have liquidated a substantial chunk of the Pakistani Army in Bangladesh 

and this would have weakened Pakistan considerably reducing major threat to our 

security, But we have missed the bus." 
 

 India should lose no time in discussing with the Soviet Union and Japan the 

measures to be taken against China in the context of the present threat of a joint Sino-
Pakistan military offensive against this country, Gen. Kaul suggests. 
 

 Criticizing the political leadership, Gen, Kaul writes: When suggestion were 

made in certain quarters soon after March, 25, that India should strike on aid of the 

liberation forces certain personages hummed and hawed and said that if we took 

armed action we would bring China in against us." 
 

 And here, as thought troubled by haunting recollections of the NEFA campaign 

Gen. Kaul asks sarcastically: "But why should that have deterred us, remembering the 

boast that India was so well prepared militarily that it could take on China as also 

Pakistan"? 
 

 Gen. Kaul, as whose meteric career in the Indian Army was cut short by his 

voluntary retirement in the wake of the NEFA debacle in 1962, had, in his earlier 

book, sought to lay the main responsibility for the Indian military reserve on the 
political leadership particularly of the Prime Minister Mr. Nehru and his Defence 

Minister, Mr. V. K. Krishna Menon- and its alleged errors of judgment in forcing its 
decisions on the army commanders. 
 

 The present book which has been update to include reference to President 

Nixon's dramatic July 16 announcement of his acceptance of Premier Chou En. Lai's 

invitation top visit Peking . 
 

  "In view of the fact Pakistan may attack us in collusion with China, Gen. Kaul 
says, "We must strach and test our diplomacy and make advance arrangements with 

some friendly countries to cope with such a situation.  
 

 "Whatever we do, we must not allow China or Pakistan to take the initiative 

against us on the next occasion. Indeed we should take the first step the first step 

Ourselves with suitable allies once China or Pakistan creates provoking 

circumstances". 
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 Gen, Kaul says, If our Army had gone into East Pakistan in aid of the liberation 

force soon after March 25, we would have had overwhelming advantages. We would 

have found under two divisions of Pakistani troops engaged in putting down the civil 

war. It would have been the correct campaigning season. 

 

 "We would have caught the Pakistanis disembarking from ships along the coast 
line, without unloading facilities. The Civil population, hostile to Pakistan would have 

been emotionally with us and would have welcomed us for coming to its aid. 
 

 "But this action would have been possible only if there had advance plans of 
action. Actually, we did little except indulge in academic discussions and make empty 

gestures of sympathy. 

 

 Gen kaul goes to say, "As Pakistan has now inducted in East Bengal troops 

whose total strength stood at more than four divisions on May, 1, 1971, we are at a 

disadvantage with them operationally. If we had hit Pakistan and in march or April, 

1971 we would have fought a war in the most favorable conditions. 

 

 "Now the initiative has passed to the enemy, who will choose the time and place 

which suits him most to hit us. Those who fear that recognition of Bangladesh might 

lead to war should ask whether not recognizing it will prevent one". 

 

 After referring to the current political development in Pakistan, particularly Mr. 

Bhutto's bid to gain power with the aid of younger army officers. Gen. Kaul "If Yahya 
wins in this struggle  for power, there is likely to be a result in both wings of Pakistan. 

 
 In the present circumstances, Gen Kaul says, "The only course available to 

Yahya khan may be to wages war India, but, whether Pakistan has a war with India or 
not, one things seems certain: Once leadership in East Bengal passes into the arising 

hands, as is already happening. East and West Bengal inspired by China, may become 
an enlarged Bangladesh. 

 

 "China would told great influences in these two regions under one banner and 

would thus gain ultimately at the expense of both Indian and Pakistan" 

 

 Without outlining any definite plan or military action, the battle-scarred of the 

NEFA campaign proffers the following advice. 

 

 "Our Government should not take a month of Sunday to make an assessment  

   speedy action as time is of great consequence, we should soon come to 

a concrete agreement with the USSR to meet this new threat." 

 
 

---------------- 
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CPI URGES NATIONAL TO SAVE MUJIB 

 
 

 NEW DELHI, AUG, 21- The CPI National council yesterday appealed to the 

Indian and world governments to secure the release of the Bangladesh leader Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman - says UNI. 

 

 The appeal was made in a resolution adopted at the end of a week - long 

meeting of the National Council here yesterday. 

 

 It said the combine of the United State, China and Pakistan had threatened the 

peace of the subcontinent and the Indo-Soviet friendship treaty at this juncture came 
as powerful deterrent to Gen. Yahya khan's aggressive designs against India. 

 
 The National Council reiterated its demand for the recognition of the 

Government of Bangladesh and reading of all necessary help to the freedom fighters. 
It also appealed to the people of West Pakistan to stand by the people of Bangladesh 

who were fighting the common enemy. 
 

 It also called for immediate allocation of adequate funds by the Government to 

implement the master plan in West Bengal and to complete the DVC flood control 

plan.  

 

 The National Council has demanded setting up of a permanent commission on 

the lines of the Brahmaputra Commission for other major river systems - like the 

Ganga - for devising adequate flood control and drought control measure. 

 

 It also urged that a national plan of irrigation and flood control should be 

formulated and implemented on priority basis. 

  

 In a resolution the council demanded an allocation of Rs. 2000 crores from the 

nationalized banks to execute major flood protection and irrigation schemes. 
 

 The Central Secretariat of the party today welcomed the Centre's proposal for 
the diffusion of the newspaper, the All India Newspapers Employees' Federation and 

others "whose movements and struggles have led to the government move to 
introduce a bill to that effect in the next session of Parliament." 

 
 It said certain loopholes in the legislation should be plugged and the  

monopolists should not be allowed to retain disproportion influence on the board of 

directors. 
 

--------------- 
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MALAD NAGARIK BANGLADESH SAHAYAK SAMITI 

GENERAL SECRETARY’S REPORT 

 

 First of all, on behalf of the Malad Nagarik Bangladesh Sahayak Samity, I 

salute to those Freedom - Fighters of Bangladesh, those Known and unknown patriots 

-who laid down their valuable lives to achieve freedom of their Motherland. I also 

salute to Bangabandhu sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the greatest revolutionary of our 

times and earnestly pray to the Almighty God for his sound health and well - being. 

 

 Brothers and Sisters: on behalf of our Samiti, I welcome you all, I m putting 

before you the work which has been done by us and I consider you as the best Judge. 

 

 You know that in the annals of the World's history, people had never 
witnessed such genocide, atrocities and brutalities as committed by Yahia in East 

Bengal since 25th March, 1971. You are aware that when the conscience-keeper of 
Islam are murdering muslims in Bangla-Desh, can we remain silent? The only reply is 

NO. 
 

 We being the citizens of a democratic country felt it our moral duty and an 
obligation to humanity, to support the struggle of others to achieve their country's 

Democretic Independence. Therefore, to uphold the flag of democracy Malad 

Nagarik Bangla-Desh Sahayak Samiti was formed on 9th April, 1971. It is an 

organisation where workers of various political parties were combined, together 

including workers of trade unions, cultural, social and educational institutions. 

 

 After formation of our Samiti, we had arrange a silent procession on 18-4-71 

in the memory of those Martyrs who had laid down their lives for the creation of A 

SWADHIN BANGLA-DESH. More than five hundred determined men and women 

marched with the procession-carrying banners and placards in their hands and it 

converged into a public-rally where Samitie's programme was declared. We appealed 

to the citizen to co-operate with the Samiti, in all respects, to strengthen the hands of 

freedom fighters of Bangladesh. 

 
 I would like to mention here that the samiti had decided to arrange lectures, 

study classes etc; to Accordingly, on 6-6-71, we arranged a talk on 'May Visit to 
Bangladesh' of Shri Hamid Dalwai, a noted Journalist and the Chairman of the 

Muslim Reforms Committee-which was attended by a large number of people. So on 
so, a group of about twenty workers of the Samiti was moving throughout Malad, 

continuously for few days with banners, placards and megaphones for the cause. 

During this time, we arranged more than hundred street corner meetings in different 

parts of this town wherein more than ten thousand people attended and listened to 

with keen interest. 
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As per the decision of the Committee, we had printed one rupee coupons and blank 

receipt books to collects funds from the people of all walks of the Society. I feel glad 

to declare here that this money has mainly swelled from the down trodden, room the 

members of the middle class and lower middle class families, from gangman to the 

Divisional Superintendent of the Railway, from students, from petty shopkeepers and 

businessmen, from Police and RPF personal, from Intellectuals, from clerks both in 

public and private sectors from taxiwallas, from vegetable sellers and so on. We have 
collected this amount from the people living in different parts of this great 

cosmopolitan city. It gives me pleasure to declare that wherever we had visited for 

the Founds we have received spontaneous response from the people. The public 

were very generous and they donated generously for the Cause; we are heartily 

thankful to them.  
 

 To organize the movement more vigorously, women section was also formed 

under the banner of the Samiti and they an important role in collecting of funds and 

propagating for Bangladesh. I, therefore, also feel it my moral duty to convey my 

hearty greeting to those sincere collectors (Ladies and Gentle-men)- who came 

forward and rendered their valuable support and services from time to time, for 

collecting funds and supplying matterials free of charge to our Samiti, It is needless to 

say that it would have been next to impossible on our part to collect even such amount 

Such amount (whichever is collected) if they would have not rendered their valuable 

support and help to us. 
 

 We know that collected amount is nothing for this big dimensional affairs, and 

I can rather say, it is not even a drop of water compared to a big ocean. Even thought 
with an honest and sincere intention "Only to help the freedom fighters of 

Bangladesh", to create an atmosphere in favour of the struggle and to educate the 
masses-till to-day, we have collected Rs. 8152 out of which we are paying Rs. 8101 to 

the Prime Minister's National Relief Fund, later to be transferred to Bangladesh 

Assistance Committee, New Delhi. 
 

 I shall agree here that due to our limited strength, it was not possible on our 
part to approach you all for funds, But I am sure that in near future, we will get all out 

support from all you, when we will knock at your doors for help,  
 

 I will be failing to discharge my responsibilities if I do not enlighten you about 

the procedure we adopted for correct disposal of the money collected for the cause. In 

this regard, we wrote to Hon. Shri Ajoy Mukherjee, the then Chief Minister of West 

Bengal but unfortunately when our collection was in progress - the Ministry was 

dissolved. Then we wrote a letter on 24-06-71 under Registered A/D to Hon, Shri M. 

Hossain Ali, Mission of the Peoples Republic of Bangladesh, Calcutta-17, But when 

we found that the Head of the Mission was not in a position to send us the reply up to 

18-7-71, we again reminded him by a letter dated 19-7-71 and in that letter we have 

clearly stated that our Samiti has decided to handover the collected amount on 15th 
August 1971. But it seems that the Mission was much busy with their responsibilities. 
 

 Hence after waiting for the reply from the head of Mission up to 4-7-71 (as the 

Secretaries were authorized to take a final decision in the respect) we ultimately on 5-

8-71 wrote a letter under Reg. A/D to Honourable Smt Indira Gandhi, Prime Minister 

of  
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India, New Dlhi and we are advised that this amount will be transferred to Bangladesh 

Assistance Committee, New Delhi. 
 

 We have received two letters from the Head of the Mission, Calcutta on 19th 
instant. We have now decided that henceforth onward collection of funds to be sent to 

the Head of the Mission, Calcutta-17. 
 

 The report of accounts will be submitted in due course as the same is under 

Audit. 
 

 Before, I conclude, I earnestly request you all to carry this message of Unity 
and United Action-to safeguard the very sovereignty and national integrity of our 

beloved Motherland. I am afraid if we do not realize till now the seriousness of the 
Bangladesh issue-in near future we may have to pay more dividends for our short- 

comings. History will never forgive us for our mistakes. Our Samiti firmly believes 
that the issue of Bangladesh is not confined only amongst the people of that countries 

-who are undauntedly fighting since 25th Much 71, against the Ministry Regime, but 

it even endangers the World Peace. India has consistently upheld the cause of the 

weak and the oppressed. She has been an advocate of Justice and fair play and 

whenever there has been tyranny and oppression, India has raised her voice 

against it, no matter how powerful the tyrant might be. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

__________ 
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SENATE HOUSE 

CALCUTTA-12. 
The 18th August, 1971 

 

S. N. SEN, M.A., Ph. D. (Lond) 

 

 This is an attempt to tell the story of repression in Bangladesh in pictures. 

Each of these photos provides a true and authentic accounts of the trails left by the 

hand of the Pak Army as it was let loose among the unfortunate unarmed civilians of 

Bangladesh. As the pages reveal, they are mostly very simply, folk, whose only fault 

was that they loved their own country. No body has escaped this made army hunt 

upon destroying the will of a people to be free - children, women, old people - all of 

them were made to suffer materially, their humble homes and all ordinary possession 

were either looted or burden. These picture are eloquent and the brutalities they reveal 

raise serious doubts as to whether we have made any progress at all from our wild 

savage state. And all this happened in the seventies of the twentieth century when, on 

one men have started to walk on the moon, while  on the other side, other  men have 

been repeating the same cruel acts that their forefathers performed more than 2000 
years ago. 

 
 These pictures, moreover, reveal only a small part of the actual facts regarding 

repression in Bangladesh. It has not been possible to take pictures of all that did 
happen and are even now happening in that unfortunate country, nor have been able to 

collect and print all pictures taken and smuggled out of that country. But even this 
small number of photographs is enough to give a glimpse of the large - scale and 

indiscriminate repression carried out by the Pak Army. They tell their own tale of how 

deeply downwards a Director and his army can sink in their frenzied attempt to fight 

the forces of freedom. 

 

Vice - chancellor, 

Calcutta University. 

 

 

 

 

___________ 
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AN APPLEAL TO JAYCEES TO MOVE THE PEOPLE OF THEIR WORLD 

UN Resolution on Genocide 

  

 In its resolution 96 (1) of 11 December 1946 the General Assembly affirmed 

that "Genocide is a crime under international law which the civilized world 

condemns."  

 

 By resolution 260 III A, of 9 December 1948 the General Assembly approved, 

proposed and ratified, 

 

 That Genocide whether committed in time of peace or in time of war is a 

crime under International law which they undertake to prevent and to punish. 

 

A Glimpse of Genocide and Destruction 
 

 In the name of God and a united Pakistan, Dacca is today a crushed and 

frightened city..... 
 

 After 24 hours of ruthless, cold blooded shelling by the Pakistan Army, 

thousands of people are dead, large areas have been leveled and East Pakistan's fight 
has been brutally put to an end. 
 

 Only the horror of the military action can be properly gauged the students 

dead in their beds, the butchers in the market killed behind their stalls, the women and 

children roasted alive in their houses, the Pakistanis of Hindu religion taken out and 

shot en masse, the bazaar and shopping areas razed by fire. 
 

 The first target as tanks rolled into Dacca on the 25 March was the students. 
 

Simon During 

Daily Telegraph, London 

30 March, 1971 
  

The cost to all concerned has been agony, Newsmen have seen tens of 

thousands of leveled gutted building. In the towns, concrete walls are pocked by 
hundreds of bullets where firing squads did their work. Bodies were dumped in 

community wells and general desolation testifies the ferocity of events. 
 

          Malcolm W. Browne 

          The New York Times, New York. 
 

U. Thant: U. N. Secretary General: While the civil strife in itself is an internal affair                      
of Pakistan, some of the Problems generated by it are necessarily the 

concern of the international community.  
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Aga Hilaly: Pakistan's the Ambassador to the U.S: People have lost thousands of their 

friends and relations in East Pakistan.  
 

Charter of the United Nations:  

Preamble 
 

WE THE PEOPLES OF UNITED NATIONS DETERMINED to save 

succeeding generations from the secourage of war, which twice in our lifetime has 
brought untold sorrow to mankind ; and to reaffirm faith in  fundamental human rights 

in the dignity and worth of the  human person, in the equal right  of men and women  
and of nations large and small, and establish conditions under which justice and 

respect for the obligations arising  from treaties and other sources of international law 

can be maintained, and to promote social progress and better standards of life in a 

larger freedom." 
 

And for these ends to practice tolerance and live together in peace with 

another as good neighbors, and to unite our strength to maintain international peace 
and security; and to employ international machinery for the promotion of the 

economic and social advancement of all peoples.  
 

Why this conflict? 

Socio-Economic Background 
 

The distance between West and East Pakistan (Bangladesh) is over 1,200 

miles of Indian Territory. West Pakistan is economically highly advanced and East 
Pakistan which Consist 56% of the total population of Pakistan, is extremely 

backward and under developed. Because of Enormous disparity, there is a terrific 
unrest among the population of East Pakistan. Except Religion there is no similarity 

between the two sectors. Even the language is different; West Pakistan-Urdu, East 
Pakistan, culturally, they are poles apart.  

 

Economic disparity:                               E. Pakistan                      W. Pakistan 

                                                              (Bangladesh) 

I. Area Sq miles            

Population (million)  
Population per sq. mile 

.... 

.... 

.... 

55,116 

7.5 
922 

3,10,403 

4.3 
138 

II. Govt. Dev Expenditure 
Private Investment 

Annual growth rate 
Export Earnings 

Imports 
Total Foreign aid used 

Burden of Repayment of Foreign Aid 

 
.... 

.... 

.... 

.... 

.... 

.... 

.... 

 
36% 

25% 
4% 

50.70% 
25.30% 

30% 
56% 

 
64% 

75% 
6% 

50.30% 
75.70% 

70% 
44% 

III. Man power Employed :  

Armed forces and Police 

Presidents Secretariat 

Central Public Service Com 

 

.... 

.... 

.... 

 

 

8.1% 

19% 

14.5%  

 

 

91.9% 

81% 

85.5% 
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Industries Dept 

Agriculture 

Education 

.... 

.... 

.... 

26% 

21% 

27%  

74% 

79% 

73% 
 

All senior military members of the administration have been West 

Pakistan. The Deputy Chairman of the planning Commission and the Central 

Finance Minister, Key individuals in resource allocation have always been 

West Pakistanis. 
 

Jaycees - Bangladesh 
 

"From within the walls of Soul of this organization wherein the 

foundation of character and good citizenship are laid I hope a massage will 

come in the sometime of tomorrow that will stir the people toward  the 

establishment of a permanent and everlasting world peace." 
 

These are the worlds of the founder of the junior Chamber movement. 

Henry Glessenbier. Obviously the Ultimate objective of all our effort, 

according to the founder of our movement, is permanent and everlasting world 

peace. "This objective is an understandable one. It was in the midst of the First 

World War that the Junior Movement was bron in 1951. It was in the midst of 

the Second World War that the junior Chamber International was founded in 

1944. After twenty Seven years of its existence, It is Certainly time we 

permanent and everlasting peace. What have we done so far to fulfill the dream 

of our founder? Obviously" founding of character and good citizenship" cannot 

be effective if kept passive in a world torn apart in war and violence.  
 

The world has been in the present century two major wars involving the 

whole of humanity. Darning the same time the world has witnessed the 

continued enslavement of certain Countries by others. This too is a form war. It 

certainly is against the Jaycee creed, which believes "that the brotherhood of 

man transcends the sovereignty of nations that economic justice can  best  be 

won by free men through free enterprise". 
 

Interpreting this Creed, it has  been  maintained  that 'Free Enterprise' 

expresses faith in the sanctity of freedom, proclaims belief in the  basic nobility 

of human life, protects the right of an individual to live with dignity and in 

peace, provides each individual an opportunity to develop his maximum 

potential within his own society, with limited  regulating influence.  
 

The Jaycee is a movement of the youth. The largest such movement in the world. It 

aims at developing the individual abilities and stimulating the joint efforts of young men for 

the purpose of improving the economic, social and spiritual well being of mankind. One of 

the ways of achieving this objective this through economic development. 
 

 All these objective are frustrated because of war and warlike actions in 
different parts of the world. Twenty- five years after the last world war, we still find 

savage wars raging in different parts of the world. Instead of the area of peace 
expanding, it seems as if the areas of war are expanding.  
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First, it Was Korea, then came Viet Nam, the Middle East-Pakistan, India-

China and now we have a war on the borders of India in Bangladesh. It seems as if we 

are going to have another Viet Nam on our borders, Apart from these are Still 

Continuing as in Ireland.  

 

What does this state of Affairs mean? Is this the way to ensure Economic  

Justice, Sanctity of Freedom, defend the nobility of human  life, protect the right of an 
individual to live in dignity and peace, and provide each individual an opportunity to 

develop his maximum potential within his society.  
 

We, as Indians in this Context cannot but look at a Situation that has 
development on our own borders. Many fact can be given  to show every objective 

and principal that the JAYCEE stand by has been violated in just as they have been  
violated and continue to be Violated in other part of the world. The Bangladesh issue 

is not an isolated issue. It is a part of the malaise that has gripped the world. The only 

difference is that its impact on India is unprecedented. No Country in the world at no 

time in history has had to bear the burden of so many million refugees. Although it is 

questions bristling with political overtones, it has a much wider humanitarian aspect.  

 

This is what demands consideration by JAACEES from all over the world. 

Youth displaced from normal life by war, Youth inured to violence, youth degraded. 

It is no use involving the youth in activates that develop leadership. If the only 

prospect open to them is the denial of every principal that proclaim as inviolable. A 

Youth denied freedom. A youth denied education, a youth denied food, a youth 

denied a land of his own, a youth denied prospects os development in own land, is 

really denied his very existence.  

 
 We can go on providing succour and relief to suffering humanity. We can 

help our youth gain the experience of leadership in these sort of activities. Can such 
an attitude take us any where near the cherished goal of our founder? Can such an 

attitude take us anywhere near the cherished goal if our founder? Can such an 
atmosphere in the world, which instead of changing for the better seems to be 

changing for the worse, help us move steadily towards our objectives? Do not all our 
efforts seem futile and puny gestures?  

 

It is this situation that demands of the JAYCEES the world over to take a 

stand. It is true our creed forbids us from taking part in any partisan political activity 

and from promoting of one national interest over another. The question that has been 

brought home to us by the developments in Bangladesh cannot be evaded as a 

political question. It is a humanitarian issue. It is question that may soon be faced by 

many other developing countries, because Bangladesh has brought to the forde the 

relations between sub- nationalities in a multinational developing country. If a part 

from war between different nations, wars develop within the developing countries as 

well, we shall soon be heading for chaos and savagery beyond limit. We have already 

witnessed this in many parts of the world. We are now witnessing it in Bangladesh. It 

is no longer a Strictly political has become a human issue.  
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It is in this humanitarian context that we JAYCEES must look at the problem 

of Bangladesh and give the question of working out a programme of action on a world 

scale to move towards objective of peace. In the meantime we must mobiles all our 

resources to provide succour to the victims os war.  

 

As the largest world wide organization of the youth we certainly have the 

responsibility to ensure that our future is not negated by such acts of human 
destruction acts that deny the nobility old man, acts that degrade the human 

personality. It is a programme of action against war and the causes of war justified by 
our creed, by our objectives, by the dream which inspired our founder, Henry 

Glessenbier.  
 

That "some time of tomorrow" has now come for a message to come "from 
within the walls of soul of this origination. That will stir the people towards the 

establishment of a permanent and everlasting world peace."  
 

HOW BANGLADESH WAS BORN 
 

  1969 
 

March 25 : Gen Yahya khan assumes power, imposes martial law throughout 

  the country and dissolves the National and Provincial Assemblies. 
  
March 27 : The Military Government crack's down on Marital law violators.  
  Awami League leader Sheikh Mujibur Rahman announces plans 

for a federal set up.  
 

March 31 : Government bans all political activity.  

November 28 : Yahya khan fixes October 5, 1970 for elections to the National 

Assembly. 
 

  1970 
 

December 7 : Elections to the National Assembly are held. Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahamn's party, the Awami League, secures 167 seats out of the 

169 reserved for East Pakistan. Z. A. Bhutto's people's party 

second. 
  
Decomber17 : In provincial Assembly elections the Awami League wins by an 

over whelming majority in East Pakistan.  
 

  1971 
 

January 14 : Yahya Khan refers to the Sheikh as the Country's Future prime 

Minister.  
 

February 13 : Yahya khan fixes March 3 foe National Assemblysession. 
  
February 16 : Rahman is elected leader of the Awami League Legislature Party, 

Bhutto Reportedly puts forward proposal for separate Ministers for 

the two wings.  
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March 1 : Yahya Khan, postpones Assembly session and sacks East Pakistan 

Governor, Vice-Admiral S. M. Ahsan. Rahman calls for general 

strike in Dacca to protest against postponement of Assembly 

session.  
 

March 2 : Popular resentment erupts into violence in Dacca and some other 

places; troops move into action curfew is imposed. 
 

March 3 : Awami League launches peaceful non-cooperation movement 

Rahman rejects Yahya khan's invitation to a conference of political 

leaders on March 10.  
 

March 5 : Reports speak of 300 persons killed in army action.  
 

March 8 : Civil disobedience movement is launched.  
 

March 19 : Yahya khan and Rahman begin a round of constitutional talks.  
 

March 22 : Yahya khan again postpones inauguration of National Assembly.  

 

March 26 : Genocide commences. Mujib's whereabouts not know since then. 
  
Apirl 10 : Proclamation of independence: The elected representatives of B. D. 

Constitute themselves into a Constituent assembly. B. D. declared 

a sovereign peoples Republic.  
 

April 17 : The birth of the Sovereign Democratic Republic of Bangladesh at 

Mujibnagar (150 Km. from Calcutta) by the acting President 
Nazrul Islam. 

 

April 27 : The Bangladesh prime Minister. Tajuddin Ahmed, appeals to 

neighboring countries to grant immediate recognition to 

Bangladesh to provide arms and to help a new born country to set 

itself   free from the clutches of a murderous army.  
 

May/june/  Since then about I million people including women and children  
July/August/ : have been killed by the Pakistani Army. Another 9 million people  

Sept/oct.71  have come to India to escape genocide.  
 

Refugees  
 

Thousands of terrified and impoverished Bengalis who have attempted to free to 

India have collapsed and died of exhaustion on he roadside. Penniless, exhausted and 

in a stupor many of the refugees described the Tragic flight.: 
 

1) "We started to walk north towards the Indian border. We saw people dying all 
along the way. Others were lying on the ground exhausted. The first to die 

were the babies, then further along the road the old and Children collapsed and 
then the women". 
 

2) Two sisters, Rohina Begum, aged 16, and jinat Begum aged 5, have bullet 

wounds in their legs and arms. Rohina said her entire family was wiped out 

when  
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Pakistan troops fired on their small boat as they attempted to cross the river 

into India.  

 

3) Ahmed Ali, a cultivator, aged 25, his right leg and left plaster cases, said that 

troops entered his village and rounded up all the able bodied young men they 

could find. "They asked us whether we were Bengali's or non-Bengal and told 

us to lie down on the ground. They surrounded us and stared shooting bullet 
hit me in the arm and I lay still. And they left, they, bayoneted me in the groin 

and crushed and stamped and stamped on my legs".  
 

         Peter Hazelhurst 
         The Times' London 

 

Conscience and Bangladesh 

 

In just a few months since early April the civil war in east Bengal gas driven 

nearly 8 million men, Women and children into India to escape Conditions in their 

homeland. Unnumbered thousands of others have been slaughtered in the strife or 

displaced within their country. Millions mare in East Bengal faces continued terror, 

disease and starvation, unless they receive immediate relief.  

 

This stark tragedy is not yet understood by the world. I can tell you that not 

until you see it first hand can you begin to understand its immensity. Listened to 

scores of refugees, their faces and their stories etc. a sage of shame which should 

overwhelm the moral sensitivities of people throughout the world.  

 

Conditions in refuge camps defy description. You see infants with their tiny 
bones- lacking the strength even to their heads. You See children with legs and feet 

swollen with edema and malnutrition. You see in the eyes of their parents the despair 
of ever having their children well again. And most difficult of all, you see the corpse 

of the child who died just the the night before.  
 

The Indian Government has made Herculean efforts to assist accommodate the 
refugees- efforts which history will record and remember.  

 

The tragedy of East Bengal is not only a tragedy for Pakistan. It is not only a 

tragedy for India. It is a tragedy for the entire world community and it is the 

responsibility of that community to act together to ease the crisis.  

 

-Edward Kennedy  

 

 

         (Speech before the National press club, Washington, on August 26 1971.) 
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"BANGLADESH" 

Time and Logic Running Out 

 

Whenever Pakistan is in trouble, the first reaction of the world almost  

invariably is  of  India being  the villain of the piece. This disability derived  from her 

massive population and her open society, India has to live with when therefore the 

world press was slow to react over the reality of Bangladesh since the evening of 

March 25, this year, despite the alarms raised universally through the Indian press, 

there was nothing  to be wondered at. Barring the Middle East, indeed virtually the 

Entire Muslim world, the world is veering round almost universally to the "genocide" 

that has taken place in Bangladesh through the Army Junta of Yahya Khan and what 

continues still unabated. The U. N. delegation, despite the delicate position of the 

World body, has tacitly recognized that there is something terribly wrong that has 
taken place in Bangladesh and the situation continues to be critical. This view is 

reflected in even more outspoken terms by Parliamentary Delegations which have  
come from U. K., Canada and elsewhere and still more so by the world Band Team.  

 
The situation today is that India has on her hands nearly seven million 

refugees from Bangladesh who belong there by right, Who cannot be rehabilitated  in 
India and Who Cannot go back in the foreseeable future. The refugee influx continues 

despite the monsoon and the blatant claims of normalcy having been restored in 

Bangladesh, by the Army junta which is in iron grip of the state. Guerilla activities by 

the Mukti Fouj Continue and are bound to grow. Bangladesh  provisional Government  

based on the Awami League which secured a majority in the National Assembly and a 

virtual monopoly in the state legislature, Continues sending  its emissaries to the  

wide world pressing their claims far 'Power to the people' and the reality of the 

atrocities unleashed by the Army of Yahya khan. Mainland China, Continues 

supplying major assistance, both Military and economic, to the Army Junta. The 

reasons are not far, to seek, Mao-se- Tung regime, for logic of its own, has nothing 

but contempt for the middle class bourgeoisie. In the continuance of the Bangladesh 

imbroglio they see the eventual elimination of the middle class leadership which they 

consider reactionary from the point of view of the people's revolution which most 

overtake the world as a whole. They  recognize that Bangladesh is already "gone" so 
far as Pakistan is concerned; the extremists will sooner  or late take over and their is 

no question in Chinese mind as to their eventual linking with Mao's thoughts and Mao 
hegemony in the world.  

 
What is strange however is that the lessons the American Government had 

learnt till now in Mainland China, in Korea, Vietnam and in the Latin American 

continent have been totally lost on them. Elementary prudence would have dictated 

same sense of wisdom on the part of the American Government. They should have 

realised that it is 
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they who were responsible for the birth of Mao-se-Tung as the Chinese leader 

and the take over of that Sub-continent by his extremist Party. They should have  

learnt that the pillage and Concubinage by Chiang-Ki-Shek and his gang supported  

by American arms and money provided that nucleus seeds for the harvest that 

followed and the same feature repeated in every other Country where American  

surplus arms and produce found and easy engineered outlet aggravating the gulf 

between the few and the many. Despite initial denials it has now come to light, and  
the American Government is brazen enough to declare in the open, that American 

supply of arms has continued and will continue despite the dismay of India and the 
ridicule of the wide world to the pranks of this runway administration. USSR is on the 

fence. But one cannot quite predict how she will act. The Middle Eastern countries, 
whether Iran, Turkey or others continue supplying massive arms to the Army Junta of 

West Pakistan. They are utterly indifferent to the fact that West Pakistan is using all 
these to suppress the natural urges of a predominant Muslim population in Bangladesh 

which holds the major populations of the erstwhile country known as Pakistan. The 

conclusion seems irrefutable that all these actions are being dictated by arbitrary 

powers to foster and perpetuate arbitrary authority based on the Army and the 

monopoly capitalists in Pakistan.  
 

It will be appropriate here to analyze how and why all this should have 

happened in a part of the erstwhile United India when the other part-the India Union 

with nearly four times the population of Pakistan -can forge ahead with the struggles 

for a democratic way of life for her future. The British colonial power took over the 
reigns of India in the late 18th century from a decayed, fragmented Mughal Empire. 

The British Bolstered up the Hindus at the virtue of the Muslima. A new spurt of life 
and a renaissance followed amongst the Hindus by virtue of the preferential treatment 

meted out by the ruling power. The Hindu revolt began towards the end of the 19th 
century. The Imperial policy changed to convert Hindus and Muslims who had begum 

to live as common citizens of a common land during Akbar's regime, as rivals to each 
other. Gandhiji managed to weld all the communities of India under one banner for 

national crusade against colonial domination. After  a series of engineered communal 
flare  ups  in the  country Jinnah was put  up as the  ideal instrument for dividing the 

Hindus and Muslims in the  infamous theory of Hindus and Muslims being two 

nations. Left to themselves the political differences would have been resolved in time. 

But The leaders at the helm of the movement had already been tired out. They also 

had some taste of power. The Colonial British power had been weakened beyond any 

hope of recovery after World war II. The opportunity was  seized by the leaders to 

secure Independence from the British power which was  only  too eager  to get  out 

from what they fore saw  would  soon  follow  if they did not. To the consternation of 

Jinnah India was divided into Pakistan and India. Union despite the helpless cries 

against it by the Mahatma. The Mahatma paid the price for his acquiescence over this 

monstrosity. The country saw the giant two-way exodus-an up rooted humanity 

Muslims towards Pakistan and non-Muslims towards India.  
 

The twenty four years of the existence of Pakistan have had many a lesson to 

offer to which we could turn a blind eye only to our peril as a nation. The departing 

British power who partitioned India with the covert objectives of action the umpire 

between who warring brothers as they did during the late part of British rule, has 

already Suffered a rude jolt.  
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The Vacuum created by the British was filled up readily by the American 

Pakistan and the USSR in India. It must be admitted that Pakistan came into  

existence because the elite and the neo-elite amongst the Muslims succeeded in 

marshalling the Muslim masses behind the demand for an Independent Pakistan  

based on their Poverty and and underdevelopment, by passed as they were, by the 

modernizing influence which the British injected into this sub-continent Inspite of 

themselves. No wonder, the elite and  the neo-elite having had little share in the 
national struggle for independence of India, got busy appropriating the major share of 

the fruit of independence for themselves and their kin. At the critical moment, after 
the death of jinnah and liaqat Ali the Army came in as the new custodian of power in 

Pakistan supported by the capitalist business putting the so-called representatives of 
people in cold-storage. The deprived political representatives dominantly from West 

Pakistan found new avenues for self-expression in the exploitation of the major share 
of the loaves and fishes of office whether to the Army or the administration and the 

butter and cream which flowed from the produce of the agriculturally rich territory to 

the business interests. Even a blind person could see that religion can not be a binding 

mortar for a nation today or how else can we explain the continuing wars between 

Christian nations in Europe and Muslim nations in the Middle East?  

 

Bangladesh is a case apart  because  it has  a people who are totally different 

whether in ethnology, language, tradition, culture or ecology from  those that  inhabit 

West Pakistan separated by a thousand miles from East Pakistan. The music and 

literature loving people of Bangladesh raised their banner of revolt for power to 

mould their own destiny according to their will. Meanwhile demands for self rule 

rather than Army rule also began to find expression in a chorus in West Pakistan it 

self.  Yahya khan agreed to constitution making in favor of  'power to the people'. His 

advisers were  obviously out of touch totally with what  was going on in the mind  of 
the people whether in West Pakistan or in erstwhile East Pakistan. Totally contrary  to 

the calculation of the ruling group, the elections threw up the Awami League headed 
by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman as  the unquestioned major party in Pakistan as a  whole 

and with a virtual monopoly in the State legislature. The Sheikh acted the true 
Ganhian and made co-existence with India the neighbor as the background of his six-

point programme on which he won the Army or in Industries and Commerce which 
ruled over the people of Pakistan from West Punjab. Yahya Khan acted the tool of 

destiny in the inevitable dismemberment of the unnatural state of Pakistan.  

 

The world as it stands today has three major powers- the U. S., USSR and 

Mainland China. These three powers do not want a fourth power to raise its head in 

the world. The smaller powers, whether in Europe or elsewhere would dread the 

prospect of a fourth power equally. The only way India could be prevented from  

occupying the position which belongs to her by right based on her massive  

population, her wealth above and below the earth she occupies; is  to have  a powerful 

Pakistan checkmating  this  potential colossus. The  shock of the world, whether of 

the big brothers or the middle or miner ones over the impending disintegration of 

Pakistan heralded by Yahya Khan and his associates should be seen on this  

perspective as also  the continuance of support through Military 
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and economic  aid  by big powers and middle powers and the mute Character of their  

reaction to happenings in Bangladesh.  
 

The world had been waiting for Yahya Khan's expected broadcast on political 

settlement with the people he had lately been talking of. India was waiting with bated 
breath, for apart from the unbearable burden thrust on her by nearly seven million 

refugees and What further still threatens round the corner, Pakistan with which we 
agreed to part under compulsion of history, going  up in flames  is sure to involve the 

sub-continent as a whole in the conflagration. The world is replee with example, of 
political upheavals being phenomena which are indivisible. The long awaited 

declaration of Yahya Khan is now out of the bag. The Army junta bolstered up by the 
big powers seems determined like Duryodhan of the Mahabharaata days of old, not 

giving an inch of ground even if it means annihilation of West Pakistan herself. The 

flam therefore must spread, Nature is working its inexorable logic out. By now our 

emissaries, both official and non- official, have completed a survey of the world.  We 

Must  now be convinced that  the world is a sleep and even  those  who are awake are 

unwilling to be disturbed unduly and would acquiesce in the statuesque or fair 

accompli, Whatever  the  case may be, India cannot wait  any longer  for others to pull 

the chestnut out of the  fire  for  us. Being direct neighbors we are directly involved. 

We cannot afford out get ourselves swallowed by the flame which is spreading if we 

wish to survive as a nation. Even our honest wishes to the people of Pakistan to co-

exist in peace with us demand some action from us as the direct neighbors today and 

common citizens of same country Yesterday.  
 

The British power avowedly divided India to let the people of the 
Subcontinent co-exist at peace. Our acquiescence even though under duress was based 

on the assumption that the people of Pakistan would mould their life according to the 
will of their people. The past  twenty four years of Pakistan history culminated  in the 

anti-climax since 25th of March this  year, has  confirmed beyond  dispute that it is  

not Bangladesh with  a population of 75 million which is seceding from West 

Pakistan with a people of 65 million. The majority does not and can not secede. It is 

the majority which is seceding. What is worse, an Army Junta backed by monopoly 

capital with an engineered backing of a minority is suppressing the win of a majority. 

Communist powers are ready to come to the rescue of their brothers in difficulty in 

whatever part of the globe they mat the, Cuba for example. Democracy has on chance 

for survival unless people in a Democracy can assert themselves collectively and on 
free volition to come to the rescue of their brothers where freedom has been 

threatened. America could provide on justification for going into the First or the 

Second World War, to cite by way of an example, but for this basic consideration 

which prompted their action. Even if we have on other nation in the World coming to 

our side we are massive enough as a people and have a oral obligation to come to the 

aid of the major population in Pakistan Who have declared their independence by 

having a provisional Government, no matter where that Government is located and 

what the extent of the territory under its present control may be. The first pre-requisite 

therefore is the recognition of the rights of power to the people in Bangladesh and as 

logical corollary the recognition of the provisional Bangladesh and as logical 

corollary the recognition of the provisional Bangladesh Government and facilitate this 

Government securing such assistance from India or from elsewhere as can enable the 

75 million people of Bangladesh to overpower the tyranny that has been unleashed on  
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them.  

If India can act on this moral plan there is no reason to suspect that the world 

as a whale will be dead to what basically right for survival of the human race in 

decency and freedom. Others are bound to join us. Even if no one joins and if for 

instance Pakistan declares war on India it is an obligation of this massive population 

of 550 million to face it with all that it may involve. The world by now will know, the 

war was not of our seeking. Therefore the patience we have shown till now and will 
know, the pains we have from to awaken the world will not have gone in vain. 

Looking at it purely from the Indian angle the opportunity is a rare one in history to 
vindicate the will of the people, grid up the lions, cut across the fissiparous pulls 

within us, which dissipate our major energies today and prevent us from growing to 
be a nations that belongs to us by right and is we are to earn the wherewithal for 

Survival in history. It is blood, sweat and tears alone, since the very dawn of history 
that that has provided the mortal for the build up of a nation. The games in which we 

have dissipated ourselves over recent years has been a journey in the reverse direction 

with investment of national energies almost all of which has ended in smoke. When 

shall we learn to be a manly people to reflect manliness in our Government and our 

community. The Nation has to be awakened to the reality of the jungle world we live 

in and the implications of our nationhood. This is not a task which will be undertaken 

by Government or by political parties structured and arrayed as they are today. The 

people must assert in every nook and corner of the Country. Those  who have had  

satiety with  the  play of partisan  politics or who have seen enough of its pranks must 

wake up and assert till the echoes  of their  voice grow  into  a thunder to convince the 

powers that be, of the will of the people and their impatience with our present 

sugarcoated patience with ourselves.  

 

SUPPORT 

ACTION COMMITTEE 'BANGLADESH' 

 
Please pass the Resolution in the facing page and send a copy to the prime 

Minister of India and another to the Action Committee 'Bangladesh' Lajpat Bhavan, 
New  Delhi-24 

 
RESOLUTION 

 

This meeting of the................................................................................ hereby  

 

Places on record its deep sympathy and support for the people of Bangladesh 

in their hour of trial and agony;  

 

Condemns unequivocally the inhuman atrocities and genocide perpetrated by 

the military regime on the unarmed men, women and children of Bangladesh resulting 

in the exodus of millions Bangalees to India indicting an unprecedented burden - 

political, economic and social- on this conutry;  
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Deplores the suppression of democratic urges of the people of Bangladesh and 

their duly elected representatives by the Army Junta of West Pakistan in utter 

violation of the U. N. Charter and the Human Rights Declaration;  

 

Appeals to the Government of India to recognize the provisional Government 

of Bangladesh formed in accordance with the verdict of the people, and extend to it all 

possible more and material aid so that favorable conditions are created for the return 
of the refugees to Bangladesh; 

 
Appeals to all fellow citizen in the country to promote national awareness and 

solidarity in the present crisis and sustain communal peace and harmony in the spirit 
of our secular traditions despite any provocation;  

 
Appeals to he people of the world to extend their sympathy and support to the 

people of Bangladesh and call upon the people of such countries, as may still be 

supplying arms to West Pakistan, to prevent their Government from adding fuel to the 

fire of Pakistani aggression; and  

 

Pledges all Support and cooperation to the Government of India in pursuance 

of the objectives outlined above.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Printed and published by Shri S. D. Sharma, Joint Convener, Action Committee Bangladesh Lajpat 

Bhavan, New Delhi and printed at Naya Hindustan Press, Chandi Chowk, Delhi. 
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IF MUJIB IS KILLED. INDIA IS TO BLAME; RAJ NARAIN 

(From our Special Correspondent) 

 

NEW DELHI, SEPT.  1 - Mr Raj Narain M.P., yesterday called upon the 

Government of India to tell the people what information if had about the fate of the 

Bangladesh leader, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman.  

 

In a talk with mews men, he said, many people feared that Sheikh Mujib had 

already been executed. 

  

He felt that the Government of India is to blame if Sheikh Mujib has already 

been done to death by the Pakistanis. For he added, Sheikh Mujib's trial would 

become an international issue if the Government of India had accorded recognition to 
the Bangladesh Government.  

 
While Welcoming reports that there was a possibility of a dialogue between 

India and china. Mr Raj Narain spelt out three pre-conditions for it.  
 

He said China should accept the Macmahon Line as the boundary between 
India and Tibet, Should agree of Tibet's Independence and also should recognize 

independent Bangladesh.  

 

He also felt that Mr. Swarar Singh should have resigned as External Affairs 

minister after the induction of Mr. D. P. Dhar for the purpose of drawing up foreign 

policy plans.  

 

Mr. Raj Narain said that the decision of Mr. S. N. Dwivedy,s decision for it 

was" the first time in his political career that his profession and action  are in mutual 

harmony'. 

 

Mr. Dwivedy, it may be recalled, has resigned from the national as Hoc 

Committee of the newly formed Socialist Party  and the Orissa PSP, which decided  to 

retain its separate identity, has  entered into an agreement with the Congress (R) 
 

He said, he would like all socialist Party Committees, formed or yet to be 
formed, to draw most members from backward communities.  

 
In case any committee has been formed with on backward community 

members, some members should resign to make room for them, he added.  
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YAHYA'S MONEY UNTOUCHABLE: NAZRUL'S DON 

(From our Special Correspondent) 

 

NEW DELHI SEPT. 3 - Kazi Sabyashachi, son of kazi Nazrul Islam, out right 

rejected today Pakistan's offer to renew payment of monthly allowance to the poet.  

 

He said, they would not touch the blood-stained money of Pakistan.  

 

Kazi Sabyashachi, now here on a personal visit, said in a statement: I am 

surprised at the audacity of Pakistan proposing to renew payment of monthly 

allowance to my father, who has been in sick bed for the last so many years.  

 

 "It is known to all that in poems, songs and others writings, Nazrul Islam has 
been the embodiment of Bengal's Cultural and revolutionary spirit, sought to be 

crushed today by the barbarous Army of Pakistan in Bangladesh. Whatever 
difficulties we may have to face, we shall not touch any of Pakistan's money stained 

with the blood of innocent Millions."  
 

Radio Pakistan reported yesterday, quoting an official spokesman in 
Islamabad, payment of monthly allowance to the poet "had been resumed through 

Pakistan High Commission in New Delhi." 

 

When Pakistan stopped the allowance, the Government of Bangladesh 

announced an allowance to the ailing poet. The Government of West Bengal has for a 

long time been giving a pension to the poet.  
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'FREEDOM MARCH ' TO BANGLADESH 

(Express News Service) 

 

CALCUTTA , Sept.,-7-A" freedom  march" East  Bengal sometime in October 

is  being  organized by the Gandhi  peace Foundation.  

 

At least a lakh of Bangladesh evacuees, living in different camps, will return 

to their homes in batches of a thousand and live there as citizens of independence 

Bangladesh.  

 

They will not co- operate with the Pakistan Government and organize their 

own administration in their areas.  

 
The peach corpse, as they are called will move into Bangladesh by main roads 

openly.  
 

Peace workers of different countries are expected to join the march. Two 
Americans, Mr. Charle Walker and Mr. Alexander paul, who resisted the loading of 

the Pakistani ship "Padma" with war materials, have already arrived in India. Workers 
of the "Operation Omega" are also likely to join the march. 

 

The foundation has already selected 50 young men each of whom will lead a 

group of 1,000 evacuees.  

 

At a convention here today various aspects of the "march" including what the 

marchers will do in the event of the Pak Army blocking their way, were discussed. 

  

Besides an "Omega" representative, Mr. Walker, an American pacifist will 

join them.  
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E.B TRDGEDY 

NATIONS SHOCKED, ANGRY 

Call to set Mujib free at once 

 

NEW DELHI, Sept. 18. - The world’s sorrow and anger over the events in 

Bangladesh were voiced by delegates from 24 countries at an international conference 

today with a powerful demand for "immediate and unconditional release" of 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman.  

 

The three- day conference voiced the demand in a resolution sponsored by 

Sarvodaya leader Jayaprakash Narayan, who presided over the inaugural session and 

adopted by the  conference with all the delegates standing up  in support.  

 
It was  also condemned  the  secret  trial  of the  Sheikh and appealed  to world  

Governments  to bring  pressure  on the  military  regime  of  Pakistan to  desist from 
this grave violation  off all  canons and law  governing  civil  liberties  and human  

freedom  recognized  in all civilized communities. 
  

Messages from president V.V. Giri, fromer  French Prime Minister  Mendes- 
France and intellectual Andre Malraux, musician Yehudi, Meuhin, Senator Edward 

Kennedy of  the United states and from a large  number  of Indian leaders  were 

received  wishing success  to the  conference and the people of Bangladesh.  

 

The first to address the conference after the Chairman Bangladesh 

representative and former Chittagong University Vice-Chancellor A. R.  Mallick who 

narrated  the  harrowing chain of events before  the nightmare of March  25-26, 

leading to the  annihilation  of a million of Bengalis  and rendering homeless  of more  

than eight million who had  to cross  into India to save their lives.  

 

He was  followed  by Ceylon's Senarat  Gunwardane who, in  an impassioned 

speech said, " The people of Bangladesh had exercised  their right to self 

determination as no  nation had ever  done  in the past, and it was  the duty of the 

international community to ensure  that they got their legitimate right”.  
 

Nepal's  former Prime Minister B.P Koirala  warned, if the lights go  out in 
Bangladesh, the  lights in many more parts of the  world would go out .'  

 

Nazi Way 

 

French League of Human Rights President Monsieur Daniel Mayer sawier the 

happenings of Bangladesh a ghastly tragedy akin to the Nazi purge of the Jews.  
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Former Indonesian Foreign Minister Mohammad Roem asked; Are we to 

concern ourselves only with the result- refugees - and not the cause?" 
 

Dr. Roem, in direct opposition to his country’s stand, said the Bangladesh 

issue could not be considered an internal issue as it was a threat to world peace.  
 

He also emphasized that the first issue was the release of Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman. He said, "One Sheikh Mujibur Rahman dead is more dangerous than a 

thousand Sheikhs alive."  
 

 Professor Stanley Plastrick of New York said that as far as the Americans 

were concerned "one Vietnam was more than enough for a century. They do not want 
a second Vietnam." 
 

He regretted  that despite  protest  and pressure from all sections of U.S  

opinion, the administration had placed  the United  states in a position where  " apart 

from the military rulers of Pakistan, the U.S  bears  the responsibility of all that has 

happened  in Bangladesh.  
 

Polls will tell 
 

Prof. Plastrick said in the next year's Presidential election, the administration 

was sure to get a surprise at the hands of the shocked people of the United states.  
 

British House of Commons Socialist member Fred Evans finished his pungent 

hard- hitting speech with " joy Bangla: Joy Freedom Fighter." 
 

 MR. Gani Fawehinmi of the Nigerian Lawyers Association said, "We will not 
allow the millions of people of Bengal to be crushed. 
 

He called  upon the world  community to ensure  that  bombs, guns and death 

did not  succeed in crushing the  aspirations of the people of Bangladesh who, he  

said, were  the victims  of continued exploitation and were  now demanding what was 

just.  
 

Vice President  of the  War on Want Sir George Catlin of the United Kingdom 

said the conference  should press  the United  Nations to  take effective measures  that 
the democratic  wishes  of the people of Bangladesh were  fulfilled  and an end put to 

their unparalleled  misery.  
 

Prof. Tsuyoshi Nara of Japan, who had come to the conference despite a 

protest by the Pakistani ambassador in Japan called for ways and measures for ensure 
that the Bangladesh problem did not erupt into a major Asian war decided by world 

powers.  
 

Mr. Clovis Maksoud of Egypt also speaking for Libya and Sudan, said the 

problem of Bangladesh must not be made a part of the Indo Pakistan dispute.  
 

 

In an impassioned speech he said the release of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was 

the concern of all humanity; Mr. Maksoud said denying justice to the people of East 

Bengal was perpetrating a racialist policy.  
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Mr. Maksoud said the Arabs thought that election would mean an end to the 

denial of equality and dignity to the Bengalis.  

 

He said he had come to see to himself along with other representatives of the 

Arab world the real state of affairs. The Arabs were not "as totally informed as they 

should be silence they were deeply involved the crises in their homelands.  

 
 The World Federalists through their two representatives Mr. Nelison of 

Denmark and Mrs Sigrid Hannisdahl of Norway joined in Expressing concern over 
denial of the right to self -determination to the people of East Bengal.  

 

Afghan Support 

 
Mr. Q. Herdad of the afghan Millet of Kabul assured the Bengalis of the 

solidarity of the Afghan people. He said the Afghans fully supported the desire of the 

East Bengalis to shed the shackles of exploitation.  

 

Dr.  Honer A. Jack, General Secretary of the world conference of Religions for 

Peace narrated horrowing incidents of unparalleled cruelty which he came to know of 

during his Stay in Bangladesh. 

  

Prof. John Dunham of Australia repeated the demand made by more than 400 

leading intellectuals, politicians and socialites of his country that Mujibur Rahman 

should be immediately released and all arms and material aid to Pakistan stopped.  

 

Regretting the Australian Government's "Unfortunate ostrich- like attitude," he 

said that non-Government organizations in his country had begun a systemtic 
campaign to enlighten public opinion to the political problem  of Bangladesh so that 

pressure of public  opinion to the  political  problem of Bangladesh so that pressure of 
public  opinion may force  the Government to change its attitude.  

 
Mr. Pavie jevermovic of the Yugoslavian league for peace also said that the 

people of Bangladesh must be granted the right to fulfill for self determinations, 
which they had already exercised.  

 

The Sapru Hall, Where the inaugural Session was held, was packed to capacity 

with a distinguished gathering of foreign and Indian delegates, special invites 

diplomats, Party leaders, journalists and other eminent people. 

 

About 140 delegates of whom about nearly 70 came from 23 foreign countries 

spread over five continents-the largest contingents coming from UK and USA 

attended the morning session.  

 

Among prominent persons present at the conference were Mrs, Vijaylakshmi 

pandit, Acharya J.B Kriplani and Mrs Sucheta Kripalani, Mrs Kamala Devi 

chattopadhyaya, Messers M.C Chagla, R.R Diwakar, J.J Singh Bhimsen Sachar, N.G 

Ranga, M.L Sondhi, Sadio Ali, S.N Mishra, L.M Singhvi, Samar Guha, Sibbanlal 
Saxena, Shah Nawaz Khan, Sheikh Muhammad Abdullha and others.  
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Among the political parties in India, the congress (R) and the CPI did not 

formally participate in the Conference.  

 

The historical conference stared with a welcome speech by the Secretary of 

the conference, Mr. Radhakrishna.  

 

The proceedings commenced with the observance of silence for two minutes 
as mark of homage to the people of Bangladesh who laid down their lives for 

liberation of their country.  
 

Main Agenda 

 
The main agenda and themes for consideration of the conference relate to (1) 

Case for Bangladesh, (2) support to the freedom struggle and the Government of 
Bangaldesh, and (3) Obligations of the international Community governmental and 

non-governmental.  
 

These issues will be discussed threadbare in three separate commissions of the 
conference. On the concluding day of the of the conference the reports of the three 

commissions and resolutions will be discussed.  
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WORLD ACTION TO END SUFFERING URGED 

(Hindustan Times Correspondent) 

 

NEW  Delhi, Sept. 19- International  campaign in the United Nations through 

the Commission  on Human Rights to alleviate the situation in Bangladesh was 

advocated by delegates  at the  international Conference on Bangladesh at its second 

day of deliberation here today.  

 

On Sept. 20, the foreign delegates to this non-official conference, convened by 

Gandhian organization, are expected to fly to Calcutta for a "field trip" to see for 

themselves conditions in the refugee camps on the eastern border.  

 

A suggestion was made that they cross the border into East Bengal to 
demonstrate "the people's recognition of independent Bangladesh". Considering the 

obligations of the international community, one of the three commissions appointed 
by the conference, urged a peace march from Kabul to Rawalpindi.  

 
There was general agreement in all the three commissions that time had come 

for universal action to alleviate human suffering caused by Pakistan military junta.  
 

It was pointed out by many delegates that the formation of a peace brigade 

would only amount to a symbolic support for the cause. The full implications of 

forming an armed international brigade to fight alongside the liberation forces in East 

Bengal (as had been organized at the time the Spanish Civil War) were discussed.  

 

Other commissions established the case for Bangladesh and urged material 

support of the Government of Bangladesh in its freedom struggle,  

 

The conference appointed a drafting committee to formulate the various 

recommendations and present them before the plenary session tomorrow.  
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CONFLICTING VIEWS ON RECOGNITION OF BANGLADESH EXPRESSED 

(By a Staff Reporter) 
 

New Delhi, September 19-Conflicting viewpoints were put forward  on the 

desirability of the  Government of India  according recognition to Bangladesh at the 

three-day international  conference  on Bangladesh here  today.  
 

The Session which was devoted  to "the Obligations of the  International  
Community" towards  Bangladesh was marked  by exchanges  which  forced  the 

Chairman, Sir Senarat Gunawardana, to call the participants  repeatedly to maintain 
decorum.  
 

Heat was generated when a suggestion to visit a number of foreign missions in 

Delhi to prevail upon them to recognize Bangladesh was under consideration. Some 

participants objected to the inclusion of the India Government in the list.  
 

Another section opposed this view on the ground that the conference "should 

not embarrass the Government of India." One of the participants even suggested that 

they should on the contrary, call on the Prime Minister and commend her for the steps 

taken so far by this country to rehabilitate the refugee from Bangladesh.  
 

Mujib's Release 
 

As the debate become more heated, an agitated L'Abbe Pierre stood up and 

sought the permission of the chair to say a few words. He said that there was no 

Government which had moral courage to recognize Bangladesh. Would it not be 

better in this context to urge the Yahya Khan Government to release Sheikh Mujibur 

Rhaman and respect the massive electoral mandate given to him and his party in 

December last? he asked.  
 

Mr. Pierre defended the India Government a second time when the session 
was considering a suggestion for leading a freedom march to Bangladesh with foreign 

delegate's participating in it. He said that this march could put the India Government 

in an "untenable Position as it would start from its territory. 
 

Some other participants had also expressed their doubts about this suggestion. 

One felt that move should have the blessings of the Government of Bangladesh 
otherwise it would fail to achieve its purpose.  
 

The suggestion for forming an international brigade on the lines of the one 
which fought in the Spanish civil war did not find favour as it could lead to 

complications.  
 

The session agreed that a copy of the resolution asking for the release of 

Sheikh Mujiber Rahman should be presented to the Pakistan High Commissioner in 

New Delhi. They decided to do so on Tuesday.  
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March To Islamabad 
 

The Session also considered a suggestion that an International march to 

Islamabed from New Delhi or Kabul should be organized to acquaint the West 

Pakistanis with the facts about what was happening in the eastern wing of their 

country. At a participants suggestion, Teheran was included as a possible starting 

point for the march.  
 

A suggestion that participants visiting refugee camps should cross in to 
Bangladesh as a "symbolic cat" of defying the Yahya regime met with stiff 

opposition.  
 

The Commission on "support to Bangladesh" debated a number of steps to 

help the people of East Bengal. Mr. K. Subrahamanyam, Director, Insatiate  for 

Defence Studies  and Analyses, said that India  should  seriously consider creating  
some  sort of a situation  preferably  short or war, on her  western border with 

Pakistan  to deflect attention  of  General Yahya khan and his hatcher men from 
Bangladesh to the Western wing of their Country.  
 

More Troops 
 

He said after the rains Pakistani Generals would favour movement of more 

troops and lethal weapons from the western wing to Bangladesh to deal a hard blow to 

Bangladesh freedom fighters.  
 

Notwithstanding noteworthy gains made by the freedom fighters, the presence 

of more enemy troops in Bangladesh was likely to make a difference to the ultimate 

outcome of their struggle. As such, India should do something before the balance was 

tilted against the Mukti Bahini. 
 

Explaining American motives for pumping military aid into Pakistan despite 

wanton killing by its troops in Bangladesh, Mr. subrahmanyam said in the beginning 
Pakistan was used as a countervailing power to India and also used as a member of 

U.S sponsored military pacts. Pakistan was also used as a channel of Communication 

to other Muslim Countries. And now, the Americans had used it as channel of 

communication with China.  
 

Other speakers at the session, which was presided over by Mr. William Molloy, 
British M.P., underlined the need for propagating the Bangladesh cause in Australia, 

Africa and South- East Asian Countries. They said because of the failure of 

communication colossal ignorance prevailed about the issue in many areas of the world.  

Plea for Recognition 
 

Speaker from Bangladesh and several other countries made a fervent plea for 

recognition of their Government. They Said Bangladesh was a vibrant reality whose 

frontiers were advancing day by day. It had territory, sovereignty and all other 

concomitants of a modern State, "By recognizing our Government foreign powers 
will be greatly extending areas of their influence."  
 

Mrs. Sally Ray from Australia said although wanton destruction of life and 

property in East Bengal was beyond belief, Bangladesh had not come in Australia an 

issue of such 
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topical interest as Viet Nam and Biafra were. It was because people had not been told 

about the problem. Delegations should be sent there.  

 

Another Australian delegate said:  There are many skeletons in our cup-board. 

For instance, we have been accused for being indifferent to plans for the uplift of our 

aborigines. We have been accused of denying independence to New-Guinea. But I can 

assure you all we shall not be found lacking in sympathy and support for the 
Bangladesh cause. All those who know the issues involved in Bangladesh feel very 

upset".  
 

The U.S.A., Saudi Arabia, Iran, Turkey and other Arab countries had 
reportedly offered substantial economic and military aid to Pakistan. The U.S.A 

attitude was most untenable. That country which held aloft the beacon of liberty and 
gave the world such slogans as "Give me liberty or give me death" I should now be a 

party to the complete denial of human  rights to people in East Pakistan is most 

shocking."  
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NATIONS URGED RECOGNISE BANGLADESH 

(From Our Special Correspondent) 
 

New Delhi Sept 20.- The International conference on Bangladesh today called 
upon Governments of the world to recognize the Bangladesh Government and to stop 

all military assistance to the West Pakistani regime.  
 

It declared in a resolution that the political struggle of the people of 

Bangladesh should be viewed by the international community as a national struggle 

for freedom.  

 
It appealed to Government and people across the world to offer immediate and 

effective assistance to the Bangladesh Government.  
 

Such assistance the resolution said might mean military aid to some nations 
and individuals to others this might imply economic and non-violent aid.  

 

Bangladesh had all the characteristics of a sovereign nation and the people's 

Provisional Government of Bangladesh based on the will of the people could alone 

speak for them, the resolution said.  

 

It requested members of the United Nations to place the Bangladesh problem 

before all organs of the international body as a violation of human rights and as a 

threat to world peace.  
 

More than 150 delegates  from  24 countries  spread over  all the  continents 

assembled for the conference which  was the first  international  gathering  in support 
of the Bangladesh liberation movement.  
 

Among the delegates about 65 were from 23 foreign countries. They included 

former prime Ministers and Foreign Ministers, members of parliament from several 

countries, leading intellectuals and distinguished publicists besides men and women 

dedicated to the cause of peace.  
 

It was obvious at the end of the conference that in spite of minor difference on 

the nature of assistance that could be extended to the liberation movement all the 
delegates now have a better appreciation of the problem.  
 

On their return home many of the delegates would plunge themselves into 

action to organize help for the Bangladesh people and the movement for the liberation 

of the country from Pakistani repression.  
 

Differences among the delegates about the nature of assistance came to the 

open at the concluding session.  
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In the draft resolution Government were asked to offer "immediate an 

effective military and economic assistance to the Government of Bangladesh.”  

 

Several delegates were of the view that it ran countries to the appeal issued by 

the conferences to different Governments to "stop forthwith the supply of arms, 

ammunition, spare parts and military facilities to the Government of Pakistan."  

 
Eventually, a compromise between those who were in favour on military aid 

to Bangladesh and those who wanted such a suggestion to be left ambiguous was 
arrived at. The amended text it open to the Government and people to decide for 

themselves whether such aid should be military or should be economic and non-
violent.  

 
The resolution also appealed to the UN and other international organizations 

to channelize aid meant to relieve the sufferings in Bangladesh through the 

Government of Bangladesh under international supervision in order to ensure that 

such aid reaches those for whom it is meant.  

 

It  recommended  the establishment  of an  international committee of  friends  

of Bangladesh to diseminate information based on authoritative sources to the 

people's  government  and non-government agencies  with a view  to fostering  public 

support for the liberation movement.  

 

The conference expressed its appreciation of the "commendable work done by 

the Government of India in giving relief to refugees from Bangladesh". It urged the 

International Red Cross Society to assume direct responsibility for the organization 

and distribution of relief supplies in Bangladesh.  
 

"In no circumstances", said the resolution "should this be entrusted to the 
Pakistani martial Law authorities. The participation of the Government of Bangladesh 

is essential and constant with the terms of Article III of the Fourth Geneva 
Convention of 1919".  

 
Spelling out the actions that individuals and non-Government bodies could 

take the conference said a freedom march should be inaugurated with participants 

from different countries crossing non-violently from India into Bangladesh.  
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FRIENDS OF BANGLADESH: TO SET UP WORLD BODY 

 

(From our Special Correspondent) 

 

New Delhi, Sept. 21.- Some of the participants in the international conference 

on Bangladesh today decided to set up an international committee of friends of 

Bangladesh with its headquarters in London.  

 

Mr. Jayprakash Narayan, who presided over the conference which ended 

yesterday, was authorized to finalize the composition of the committee.  

 

Mr. Donald Chessworth, one of the British delegates to the conference, was 

appointed convener to take initial steps to bring the committee into being.  
 

The committee will keep itself in touch with Bangladesh assistance bodies, 
collect and disseminate  information on Bangladesh and coordinate the activities  of 

national committees  and others national bodies.  
 

Today's meeting also discussed possibilities of action at the UN and support to 
the Bangladesh Government's request to the International Red-Cross to take direct 

responsibility for the Organization and distribution of relief supplies.  
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DELEGATES DROP PLAN TO CROSS BORDER 

(By A staff Report) 
  

Delegates  to the recently -concluded International Conference  on Bangladesh 
in Delhi who arrived  at Dum Dum  airport at 11-35 a.m. on Wednesday  dropped 

their  proposed  plan to cross into Bangladesh.  
 

It was earlier declared in Delhi that the delegates would cross into Bangladesh 

to demonstrate that the international community did not recognize the Pakistan 
occupation of the country.  
 

Thirty-five delegates including three women representing 24 countries has a 

close door conference immediately after arrival to decide whether they should cross 

the border.  
   

After  the conference  Mr. Les Johnson, an  Australian MP, declared that the 
proposal to cross into Bangladesh from Petrapole  was cancelled  to "avoid  giving  

the impression that any Country other  than Bangladesh and Pakistan are  involved  in 

the problem." 
 

Explaining  the reason  for the cancellation, Mr. Johnson said  the delegates  

had  come to Calcutta on chartered  plane  as guests  of the  India  Government. So the 

proposed crossing into Bangladesh territory might cause misunderstanding. "While 

expressing our sincere and grave concern over the denial of the sovereign right of the 

Bangladesh people we think it would be inappropriate to cross the border", he added.  
 

It is learnt the delegates has a hot discussion over the issue of crossing the 

border when they were on the plane. Some were reported by in favour of crossing the 
border.  
 

It was decided that some individual members could cross the border on their 
own. Some members of the Omega peace mission openly declared that they would 

prevail on some delegates to cross the border within a few days in their individual 
capacity.  
 

Afterwards the delegates visited the salt Lake Camp where about 232,000 

evacuees were sheltered. They were taken to the area in two station-wagons at about 1 

p.m.  They saw the suffering of people and had talks with them. When the delehates 

were going round the camp, slogans were raised by evacuees demanding rlease of 

Mujibur, recognition of the Bangladesh Government by different nations, punishment 

of president Yahya for the genocide, etc.  
 

Among the delegates were Mr. and Mrs. Hannisdahb of Norway. Mrs. 

Hannisdahl said she was deeply moved by the sufferings of the evacuees. She herself 

was a refugee during the last World War.  So She had first-hand knowledge of the 
misery if being a refugee. 
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She said it was the duty of different nations to drive out the Pakistanis from 

Bangladesh to ensure the safe return of evacuees.  

 

Mrs.Viviane Gunawardana said when she went back Ceylon she would put 

pressure on the Prime Minister Mrs. Bandarnaike, to stop the refuelling facilites being 

given to Pak planes.  

 
Praising India she said considering the immensity of the problem India's 

performance was really creditable. The only solution to the Bangladesh problem was 
independence of the country.  

 
Mr. Mohammed Ali Saliah from Sudan said that he favored autonomy and not 

independence for Bangladesh.  
 

Asked why he did not favour the demand for complete independence he said: 

"we do not the want disintegration of Pakistan or any country.  

 

Dr. A Soorian Malasian, MP of Malayasia, said that "Bangladesh should be 

recognized by the nations and India should take the lead in giving recognition to it".  

 

After visiting the Salt Lake camp the delegates came to Hotel Hindustan 

International for lunch. They called on Mr. Hussain Ali, chife of the Bangladesh 

Mission in Calcutta, at 5 p.m. and discussed the political situation in Bangladesh with 

him.  
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GOVT. IS PREPARING FOR SELL-OUT OF BANGLADESH, 

ALLEGES SANGH 
 

[“The Times of India” News Service] 

 

Madras, October 10-The central working committee of the Jana Sangh today 

accused the Union Government of “betraying the cause of Bangladesh” and said that 

Mr. Swaran Singh’s statement in Simla calling far “a political settlement within the 

framework of Pakistan” was “a shameful let-down.” 

 

A resolution adapted by the committee on Bangladesh said that lodged by the 

touchstone of efficacy in helping to solve the Bangladesh problem, the India-Soviet 

treaty had proved unhelpful.  
 

Briefing newsmen on today’s discussion, Mr. L. K. Advani, a member of the 

working committee and secretary of the Jana Sangh Parliamentary Party, said for the 
first time a senior government official-Mr. Swaran Singh-had spoken about a 

Bangladesh solution within the framework of Pakistan.  
 

Almost all the parties had demanded the recognition of Bangladesh and the 

Government of India, too, was in agreement though it seemed to have reserved the 

right to choose the timing, Mr. Advani said.  
 

Mr. Swaran Singh’s statement, however, had come as a big surprise to the 

working committee, he said, “It leaves no doubt in our mind that it has been done to 
prepare the country for a sell-out of Bangladesh,” Mr. Advani said.  

Indo-Soviet Treaty 

 

Asked when, according to him the Government’s attitude on Bangladesh had 

started changing, Mr. Advani said that even after the signing of the Indo-Soviet treaty 

some Government leaders were hopeful of being able to bring round the Soviet Union 

to the Indian way of thinking. But at Moscow, Mr. Advani said, Mrs. Gandhi realised 

that Russia was not prepared to budge from its stand.  
 

The Prime Minister, he alleged, had “surrendered” to Soviet pressure when she 

signed a joint statement which contained phrases like “the entire people of Pakistan” 

and “within the framework of Pakistan.” Mr. Advani said these phrases indicated the 

mind of bath the Soviet Union and the United States which were committed to the 

integrity of Pakistan.  
 

The resolution said the Prime Minster had promised the nation the refugees from 

Bangladesh would return to their health's and homes within six months. But instead of 
the  
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refugees returning, more were streaming into India in large numbers. “With the end of 

the monsoon, Yahya’s tanks will begin fresh atrocities and there will be a heavier 

influx into this country,” the resolution said.  

 

Recognition Plea 

 

Mr. Advani said the Mukti Bahini was in no position to destroy or dislodge the 

army. If Bangladesh were to be liberated, India should first recognize the new 

republic and give all aid, including guns, tanks, planes and ships, on a government to 

government basis.  

 

The resolution noted then a joint statement issued by the Soviet Union with 

Algeria on October 9 affirmed “respect for the national unity and integrity of 

Pakistan” and appeal to India and Pakistan to “find a peaceful settlement for the 

problem confronting them ..... in the spirit of the Tashkent meeting.” 

 

“The Tashkent in the offering would be a betrayal not only of the brave freedom 
fighters of Bangladesh and the millions who have laid down their lives for the cause 

but also of India’s own national interests” the resolution said. 
 

Mr. Advani said the working committee was drawing up details of a national 
agitation on the Bangladesh issue and the general rise in prices and would be 

announced by the Sang President, Mr. A.B. Bajpayee, on Tuesday.  
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APCC(R) TAKES SERIOUS NOTE OF PAKISTAN’S  

WAR PREPARATIONS 

(From our Gauhati Office) 

 
October 22.-The Assam Pradesh Congress (R) Committee in a lengthy resolution 

yesterday took a serious note of the “warlike preparations of the Pakistani forces” and 

called upon the Government and the people “to become alert and take necessary steps 

in face the situation with courage and determination.” 

 

In the critical situation, it said, the north-eastern region, particularly Assam, “will 

have to play a major role being in the position of sentinel.” The committee presided 

over by Mr. B.C. Bhagawati, appealed to the people of the region to rise to the 

occasion as one man, maintain a unity of purpose irrespective of party and other 

considerations and, in the interest of national security, take all necessary steps in 

consert with the Government.”  
 

 

The discussion on the resolution proceeded even when secret nothing was going 

on in an antechamber for elections of the committee’s Vice-President and three AICC 

members.  
 

The resolution moved by the Finance Minister, Mr. K.P. Tripathy, also note the 

massive anti-India war hysteria whipped up in Pakistan by the military junta headed 
by Gen. Yahya Khan. The committee viewed, “Only point to the seriousness, and 

gravity of the situation ....... which every citizen of India needs take serious note of”.  
 

The committee still hoped that the international community would succeed to 

create pressure on Pakistan to bring about a political settlement with Bangladesh 
leaders and ensure the return of about 10 million evacuees with safety and honour.  

 

The committee also feared that the intervention by the world community might 

not happen “Due to intransigence of the Pakistani military dictator.” The committee 

called upon the Government and the people to organize civil defense including air 

raid precautions and to be vigilant against “Fifth Column activities of enemy agents 

and spies-particularly, their attempt at sabotage”. 
 

The committee felt that strengthening of the security arrangements, home guards 

and fire-fighting organizations and building up Shanti Senas and emergency relief 

committees were immediately necessary.  
 

The Government should see that the supply of essential commodities to this part 

of the country is maintained, a sufficient reserve built up and controls on the 

distribution is introduced where necessary.  
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The people should be prepared to face any situation of depreciations and work for 

the production aiming at self-sufficiency.” 

 

The APCC today also recorded its consensus of no objection to the revised NEC 

scheme, though no formal resolution was adopted.  

 

Mr. Dharanidhar Basumatari, MP out of three contestants, was elected Vice-
President of the APCC. Out of the eight candidates for three vacancies. Mr. Robin 

Kakoti, MP. Dr. Bhumidhar Barman and Mr. Pradeshkumar Choudhury, were elected 
to the AICC.  

 
 

___________ 
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3 OPPOSITION PARTIES BANK GOVT. IN MEETING PAK CHALLENGE 

 
New Delhi October 24.-The Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, is understood to 

have told some of the Opposition leaders late last night that the Indo-Pakistan border 
situation continued to be grave and the country should be prepared for all 

eventualities.  

 

Mrs. Gandhi, who met separately Mr. Bhupesh Gupta (CPI), Mr. S. N. Mishra, 

(Cong. O) and Mr. Dahyabhai Patel (Swatantra), warned against any complacency 

that the danger of war had receded. 
 

The Prime Minister assured that the defence forces were in a state of alert and any 

provocation by Pakistan would be adequately answered. She said she had discussed 

the whole situation with her senior colleagues who would handle any developments in 

her absence. If necessary, she would cut short her trip.  
 

Firm Support 
 

Mrs. Gandhi also said that Pakistan had brought about this confrontation of troops 
of both the countries on the border with a view to Sabotaging her foreign trip.  

 

She had an apprehension that the Yahya regime was particularly concerned about 

her visit to U.S. and was apprehensive that she might carry conviction with President 
Nixon and other American leaders on the Bangladesh problem. It was in this context 

that she had decided to stick to her trip.  
 

All the three leaders declared their firm support to the Government in meeting any 

challenge from Pakistan.  
 

Mr. Gupta is understood to have and that efforts should be made to avoid a war, 

though Pakistan seemed to be bent on declaring it. India should not slacken in its 

support to the liberation forces in Bangladesh.  
 

Referring to the new levies, Mr. Gupta said the Government should have raised 

the extra money from the richer classes, including the monopolists, India and foreign. 

There was no need to subject the common man to additional tax burdens.  
 

Mr. S.N. Mishra also said that his party would stand by the Government in the 

event of any emergency.  
 

Mr. Patel was reported to have criticized the policy of indecision of the 
Government in regard to the present situation. He pledged his party’s support to any 

firm action by India against Pakistan. He warned against the possibility of Pakistani 
saboteurs provoking communal riots in India.  
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The Swatantra leader presented to Mrs. Gandhi a copy of the report prepared by 

an all India convention on the plight of East Pakistan minorities in 1964. Mr. Patel 

said the Government had been faced intermittently with the problem of influx of 

refugees from East Bengal since partition. He pleaded for a lasting solution to the 

travails of the monitories in East Bengal.  

 

Mrs. Gandhi told the opposition leaders that she was meeting them separately 
since no joint meeting could be arranged owing to the illness of the Jana Sangh 

President, Mr. A. B. Vajpayee. Mrs. Gandhi had met Mr. Vajpayee on Friday --------- 
UNI.  

 

 

__________ 
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Jayprakash Narayan  

ON BANGLADESH 

 

Few causes have stirred Jayprakash Narayan so deeply and involved him so 

intensely as the Bangladesh issue. Freedom fighter, founder-secretary of 

Congress Socialist Party, Sarvodaya leader, founder-member of the Indian 

Committee for Cultural Freedom, J. P., an ardent Gandhian has been most 

forthright in his condemnation of the genocide being perpetrated by the hordes 

of Yahya Khan in Bangladesh. He has been also advocating formal recognition of 

the people’s Government of Bangladesh. More than anyone else, J. P. has 

succeeded, in rousing public opinion both here and abroad in favour of 

Bangladesh.  

 

We give below extracts from J. P.’s press statements on Bangladesh 

(Emphasis added).  

New Delhi, March 16, 1971 
 

For fear of being misunderstood I had been hesitant to comment upon the 

developments in East Pakistan, but after reading Sheikh Mujibur Rahman's appeal to 

day to freedom fighters the ‘world over’ I feel impelled to say a few words in 

response.  
 

First of all, I must express my deep admiration for the extraordinary leadership 

that the Sheikh has given to the people of Bangladesh.  
 

It would be hard to find another example in all history of a leader who had 

succeeded in uniting his people behind him in the total manner that Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman has done.  
 

It would be harder still to find another example of such over-whelming support 

being used with so much forbearance and wisdom in the face of so much forbearance 
and wisdom in the face of so much provocation.  

 

Since Gandhiji it has been given to Sheikh Mujibur Rahman to demonstrate 

the power of non-violence on such a vast scale.... 
 

Let me make it clear that just as I believe in the territorial integrity of my country, 

I do not wish to see the breakup of Pakistan. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman himself has 

been asking for nothing more than full autonomy for is state and in spite of acts of 

genocide on the part of the West Pakistan military rule, he has desisted from taking 

the last irrevocable step of secession. That is a measure of his statesmanship. The 
responsibility of pushing him beyond his self-imposed limit would be entirely upon 

the civil and military powers in West Pakistan. Let us hope that they would be wise 

enough not to push him that far..................  
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Sitabdiara, March 27, 1971 
 

In a recent statement I had hoped that the military and bureaucratic leaders of 
Pakistan world have wisdom enough not to push Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and the 

people of East Pakistan beyond the point of no-return. Events have belied the hope 
and President Yahya Khan has ordered what is euphemistically called stringent 

martial law but what in reality is a military subjugation of a whole people..... 
 

Some aspects of the situation should particularly weigh with democratic 

peoples and governments of the world, namely that Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

having won a majority of the seats in the Pakistan National Assembly and 98.8 

percent of the seats in the Easter wing, is by all canons of democracy the rightful 

ruler of Pakistan and further that since Bangladesh contains 58 per cent of the 

people of Pakistan it is really a minority in the united Pakistan that is trying to 

suppress the majority.  
 

The minority must in reality be very small because except for the paranoiac West 

Punjabi Muslims, the peoples of Sind, North-West Frontier and Baluchistan do not 

appear to be so united behind the military dictatorship and have themselves, been 

demanding various degrees o autonomy ...... 
 

April 2, 1971 
 

The time has, however, come when it must be realised that not much useful 
purpose will be served by mere expressions of resolve and promises of sympathy. 

What the occasion cries for is the immediate implementation of the promises made. 
Material support in the shape of relief of every kind and the opening of the borders to 

all those who might cross over has, of course, to be arranged ............... But it is as 
much required to ensure that the struggle for liberation for Bangladesh is not crushed 

by the Army of West Pakistan. All help required for this purpose should be made 

available without further delay. What that help could be, what concrete form our 

active support should take, may best be left to the Government to decide. I have only 

to say that my sense of history and knowledge of international affairs tell me that 

it will not be any violation of international law to accord immediate recognition 

to Bangladesh. Eminent international jurists like Mr. Chagla and Mr. Krishna Menon 

have also taken the same view.  
 

Another factor to be taken into account is the proven fact of legitimacy of 

Government of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. There is no parallel outside of the 

communist states in which any political party at a free and fair election was able 

to achieve the kind of near-total victory as the Sheikh’s Awami League was able 

to register. From the democratic standpoint Shiekh Mujibur Rahmna's 

Government is unquestionably much more legitimate than the military rules of 

President Yahya Khan, whose only sanction is force. Therefore, those who are 

supporting West Pakistan in the name of unity and constitutionality are indeed 

strengthening the causes of social reaction colonialism and militarism. The 

countries of the third world, especially of Africa and Asia, who talk so much of 

revolution and the people are, therefore, on trial today. Will it not be major tragedy of 

history if this great example of  
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People’s upsurge is crushed by the military, anti-people and anti-democratic junta 

with the "revolutionaries" champions of the people standing by in obedience to the 

wishes of that junta? "  

 

J. P. went on an extensive tour of several countries during May-June, 1971 to 

rouse public opinion abroad on the Bangladesh issue. He visited Cairo, Rome, 

Belgrade, Moscow, Helsinki, Stockholm, Bonn, Paris, London, Washington, New 

York, Ottawa, Vancouver, Tokyo, Djakarta, Singapore and Kuala Lumpur. On 

his return, he issued of peace." We give below extracts from the statement. 

(Emphasis added) 

 
I had undertaken this mission as a servant of peace on behalf of the sarva Seva 

Sangh and the Gandhi Peace Foundation. I am very thankful indeed, for all the help, 
financial and other wise that I received from them.  

 

Equally, I must express my warm appreciation of all the help and hospitality that 

we received from our country’s representatives in all the capital we visited. We are 

most thankful to them particular and to the Government of India in general for all that 

they did to make my mission as useful as possible.  

 

It was not to beg for aid for refugee relief or only to talk about human suffering 

and to arouse the moral conscience of the world that I undertook the arduous trip. 

Succour for millions of refugees who have fled to India, as well as succour for many 

millions more subjected to terror in Bangladesh and faced with famine and epidemic 

there, is of course urgent and I naturally spoke about it. As for the moral conscience 

of the world or what is left of it, the press everywhere, except for Cairo, has done, and 

I think is still doing, a wonderful job.  
 

My greater concern was with the political issues involved and the need for their 
urgent resolution, because as I tried to point out to those whom I met, the refugee 

problem and the humanitarian problem were only by-products of the underlying 
political problem. 

 
Thanks to the world press as well as to other sources of information including 

their own diplomatic channels. I found that governments were fairly well posted in 

regard to the political aspects of the question. I think it was generally felt that the 

Government of Pakistan by using its brutal might to suppress the democratic verdict 

of the people of Bangladesh had put in to jeopardy the very survival of Pakistan as a 

united nation. Yet, I found the spokesmen of some governments clutching at the straw 

of hope that some links between the two wings might still be preserved. Therefore, 

they all seemed to be pressing Pakistan to stop military operations and seek a political 

accommodation-this was the popular term in Washington-with the leads of 

Bangladesh. When questioned if they had accommodation with stooges in their mind, 

they were emphatic in disclaiming any such thought. Again, when confronted with the 

view that after what the Pakistan army had done in Bangladesh no self-respecting 

Bengali would accept even a tenuos link" with West Pakistan wishful thinking took 

the place of hard reason.  
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The fact of the matter is, and let this be understood clearly in this country, 

that the great powers are all anxious to preserve the status quo in terms of the 

balance of power already established in the world. Some of them are particularly 

keen to preserve the balance in South Asia which has been created by them 

through a deliberate policy of neutralizing India by bolstering up Pakistan. 

 

In any event, it is India that is immediately concerned and will have to face the 
consequences of Pakistan’s action, and I found no evidence anywhere that anyone 

was prepared to pull the chestnuts out of the fire for us.  
 

Some of the economic burden of caring after the refugees they may be prepared to 
share-though our estimate of numbers perhaps appeared exaggerated to them-but it is 

obvious that the social and political burdens will have to be borne by India alone. And 
heaven knows these burdens are far heavier than the economic ones. 

  
To sum up the impressions of my tour, we in India must understand that we 

cannot expect others to solve our difficulties for us. We have to do that ourselves. 

Secondly we have to decide if continued suppression of the people of Bangladesh, 

with all its attendant economic, political and social consequences, will be in our 

national interest. This is not the same as asking whether a breakup of Pakistan 

will be in India’s national interest. President Yahya Khan and his advisers have 

already succeeded in breaking up their nation. The question to be answered is 

whether the attempt by West Pakistan to occupy Bangladesh by force, with all its 

present and future consequences for us, is a spectacle which we can continue to 

behold with little more than brave words. For myself I am quite clear in my 

mind that it would be a grave betrayal of India’s national interests to delay 

action much longer ....... 
 

Everyone I met abroad was full of praise for the Prime Minister’s restrain and 

states-manship in dealing with a difficult crisis. I too admire her for that. But she must 

decide now if the time for action has not arrived. Action, not from any altruistic 

motives of rescuing East Bengalis from Pakistan terror and restoring to them 

their lost democracy, but to prevent Yahya Khan exporting his internal chaos 

into this country and achieving a demographic redistribution of his population at 

our cost, and, above all, to defend our political, economic and social institutions. 
In concede that the Prime Minister must choose her time because she alone is in 
position to know and weigh all the pros and cons involved. But even to private citizen 

like me the basic considerations are clear and it is on that ground that my plea for 

action is being advanced.  
 

We give below J. P.’s press statement released on July 27, 1971 from New 

Delhi. This statement does not seem to have received the wide coverage it 

deserves. (Emphasis added). 
 

"A dove turned hawk", "a war-monger" -this is how I have been described in a  

section of the press. Others have pictured me as trying to embarrass or discredit the 
Prime Minister; and at least one imaginative weekly of Bombay has suggested that by 

my present Bangladesh stance I am hoping to pressurize Indiraji to make me the next 
President of India. The Muslim press, barring few exceptions, is particularly on the  
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offensive against me, As soon as I have a little breathing time, I hope to write more 

fully about the question of Bangladesh. Here, I only wish to clarify my position and 

make an earnest appeal.  

 

I deny categorically that I have ever advocated a war with Pakistan. Indeed over 

since the lie first appeared in the press I have been contradicting it, but as it happens, 

the mud splashed in headline continues to stick. This is not only grossly unfair to me 
but also creates confusion in the public mind and thereby weakens the national effort 

so essential at this critical and fateful moment. The present crisis is so serious that 
either this nation shall emerge from it as a steeled, united, strong and respected power 

or as a demoralized, confused and spineless weakling no longer to be taken seriously 
by the world. Therefore, let no one try to confuse the issues.  

 

What I have been advocating is not war against Pakistan but formal political, 

recognition of the People’s Government of Bangladesh. It is true that when 

questioned if recognition of the Government and open assistance to the Mukti 

Bahini may not provoke Pakistan to start a war with India, I have admitted that 

the rid was certainly there, but it had to be accepted.  
 

If this is tantamount to saying that India should declare war on Pakistan than 

I am surely a warmonger. But then heaven knows who in this country is not a 

warmonger. The only difference, as far as I have been able to understand, 

between people of my way of thinking and the Government of India is that while 

the latter is waiting for the right moment to arrive when recognition may be 

given, we are saying that the right moment is now. 

  

As for my wanting to embarrass or discredit the Prime Minister or to force her to 
give me a job, these are no vile suggestions to be taken notice of. But as they have 

appeared in print and are likely to confuse the odd reader let me make it clear that 
have no political axe to grind, nor am I a candidate for any office, and that I have 

personal affection and regard for the Prime Minister. In fact, "on this question of 
Bangladesh, my impression is that there is complete understanding between us, and 

that the public pressure that I am helping to build up in favour of immediate or early 
recognition can in no way embarrass her.  

 

The appeal that I wish to make is to keep party politics out of the Bangladesh 

issue. In her very first statement on the subject in the current session of the Lok 

Sabha, the Prime Minister had emphasised that "this situation cannot be tackled in 

partisan spirit or in terms of party politics". The unanimous resolution passed by the 

Lok Sabha was an excellent beginning of this approach. But unfortunately symptoms 

have appeared recently of a divisive, even partisan, approach. It is understandable that 

differences between parties, even on such a non-partisan issue as Bangladesh, might 

arise in course of time, particularly in view of Government’s continued hesitation to 

take effective action. There are two main blocks of opinion. One is represented by the 

ruling Congress which is not opposed to recognition in principle but wants in practice 

to leave it to the Prime Minister to those the appropriate though without making it 

clear what factors would determine the choice of the moment. The other block is 
constituted of almost the entire opposition  
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Plus many non-party organizations and individuals like myself who feel that the time 

for recognition is here and now. Though this unfortunate division of the national mind 

has been allowed to occur, the difference of opinion is not so great, nor is the issue 

itself of such a nature, as to permit its partisan exploitation.  

 

While the Congress (R) might wish to mobilise public opinion in favour of its own 

stand, it must concede the right to others to do the same. The later, however, must 
present a united front if they mean to be taken seriously. Happily Shri Atal Bihari 

Vajpayee. President of the Bharatiya Jana Sangh, has agreed to convert his party’s 
programme scheduled for the 12th August into an all-party or even a non-party affair.      

I appeal to all the parties and personalities concerned to take advantage of this 
constructive offer.  

 
At first pan-Arabism’s political goal was freedom within the Ottoman empire, and   

this seemed possible of attainment with the growing revolutionary movement within 

Turkey itself, the centre of the empire. Arab nationalists and Turkish reformers co-

operated in the Committee of Union and Progress the secret association through 

which the Young Turks took power in 1908-9 on a liberal programme that promised 

equality to the various racial, religions, and national groups. But the chauvinism of the 

Young Turks disillusioned the Arabs, who then adopted autonomy as their political 

goal. Christian leadership in the nationalist's movement be gain to should with 

Muslims who were also feeling the influence of new ideologies. Moreover, the 

illiberal turn of the Young Turks alienated the Moslem Arabs as much as it did the 

Christians. The Ottomization policy mean the discouragement of Arabic language and 

literature and the imposition of Turkish in administration and education. These 

development set the stage for the failure, of the Ottoman effort to defend itself against 

the allied powers by cooling for a holy war 1914.  
 

Morrore Berger, The Arab World Today, Doubleday & Company 
   

New York 1962, p. 338      

 

 

_______ 
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�������� ��� ���� 
‘? b�' )� 0%�-�%���� �������� ?'E 

"���& $�!��  ��#�>7���� ��%���� 
���k/�" (��j�� 8���A �"��� ±��#"� 

(����� H �
���Y�� ��#�) 

‘? b�' )� 0%�’-���;"�� F+ ��B2�, *-.* 

PRIME MINISTER 

 
In Bangladesh, it is not a small minority which is being terrorized and annihilated, 

but the vast majority of the people-the people who voted democratically and 
constitutionally. The sheer number of the refugees calls for a relief operation of 

unprecedented magnitude.  

 

The world must reinstate the refugees in their homes in the not distant future. In 

the meantime, the Government and people of India must be united in giving them 

whatever help we can. Our country has always been a heaven for those escaping 

persecution in their own countries.  

 

My good wishes to the Bangladesh Aid Committee of Maharashtra. 

Bonn (West Germany), 

November 11, 1971.       Sd/- 

        (INDIRA GANDHI) 

________ 

 

 

RASHTRAPATI BHAVAN 

NEW DELHI-4 

October 30, 1971 

 

I am glad to know that the Bangladesh Aid Committee, Maharashtra, is holding a 

function on the 24th November, 1971. My best wishes for the success of its 

endeavours.  

 

Sd/- V.V. Giri  

Dear Friends:  

It was indeed a privilege for me to organize and present "STRINGS & STARS" 

on behalf of the Bangladesh Aid Committee, Maharashtra in aid of the refugees from 

Bangladesh. The Bangladesh Aid Committee (Maharashtra) has been playing a 

significant role in making the people of this State to feel their responsibility towards 

millions of Bangladesh refugees and in trying to improve their plight. The success of 

collecting funds depended solely on the help and co-operation of persons like you, 

and had it not been for your sympathy and interest in this noble cause, I would not 

definitely have been able to achieve my objective.  
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I take this opportunity to convey my gratitude to those of my colleagues 

especially, Waheeda Rahman, R. C. Chowdhury, and Ram Kamlani, who have been 

in no small measure responsible for the successful presentation of “STRINGS & 

STARTS.” 

 

May I also take this opportunity to express my sincere thanks to His Excellency, 

Nawab Ali Yaver Jung, Governor of Maharashtra, who in spite of heavy 
responsibilities of the State, took keen interest in this work from the very beginning 

and helped us in various ways.  
 

All this and more has been made possible by the dedicated, hard working 
members of various committees by their selfless and untiring service for this noble 

cause.  
 

I am grateful to you all for gracing this occasion by your mass participation here 

today.  

 

Sd/- ............................... 

 

____________ 
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�������� �������� �������� ��������     

�������� H B���� B��Q�p�������� H B���� B��Q�p�������� H B���� B��Q�p�������� H B���� B��Q�p    

 !�"�� ����!# 

 
�Q7�� (���� %�' A����� 0�/�@7 0��¡�� %�! 8�{�C� ?�� ���� "��� g= "���C�। 

���3�! �����" ��-?� "��� "���C� $����� �����@� ���A��Y�। �"| ?� ���� ��� ?����� 
 ���
���#� ����� (������ "���C� $� ��� �"H �/�>��� 0���"� "��C %����� "�� ����C�। 
 �a�� ��� ���" ����C�- ‘���";���� ��! (�
7" 0� �� %�! 0@�C। B���� $� �V�' "���� 
��"�� ��H %� ����। 0 ����� '!��%!� ��� 8���� "�� g= "���C� ��������� ���M���%�� 
���� ��
��� ^��� "�� 3���C $� ���]� ���H b�� ���";���� ��=�� ���v। ���A��Y�� 
���3�! ���3� 8�M %�-‘���M ���%�� $� ?"�& ��j�`� "���' �������� ���M %�! ����’।  

 
���A��Y� �%���� \�  @ ��� ��� ���!' (���� 3�'� B��  ����। ���  ���� ��������� 

0@������ " ������ %��!�� ���! �V�C-���� ��!�� ��S�� "��� ���%�� " 0C�&, $�°!��< 
���� "� 0��3��! 	�� ��!�C, $
���" (<�< ?�� B��� �����" ��¨�� ���� ��! �"C�' 0�'। 
? ������ (<��M ?�� (
7��A� ���! ��� ��������� ���";���� ��U3 �E�B�� }����" `��!� 
"�� ����� ? �"� $�� "�� ���� (��V ����7� 	�@7 ��� "��। $�H ����� ">� %�- ? 0���� 
 ���
��# ����� B��@�� ��P ���������� B�@� (���v��i�� ��U
� %�! 0@�C, ? 
���� 8�M ���� 
0��3��!i�� ��_�O "���। $  ���  �@�#� ��
� ?i� �����"� �/�X "��  =�� ��!� � ��� 
��S��� 03��! ��� �����UV� 0�� � "�� ��UV�� ����, ��� ��� ��
�"�� ���"� 0B���B� B��� 
0�� ����, "��7� ���A�� ��7���" 8��� ���! $f���!�@ "�� %��,  ��! 	�>7�" ?" B!��" 
���� 0>�" �A� "����  �� 0� 0"�� �"�� ��@ 	�"��� �� %� %��, �� 0"8 �! 	!� 
���A��Y� ?' ����f" $f-�|�X� ��
�  @p�" `�� ���V�! ���� 3�'�C�, 0� ���� ��%���� 
���������� }�����' "�  �� "�� ��� �����।  

 
?">� (���' �� ���������� ���M�  �� ���������� 0��"���' �V�' "�� %��। �"| 

0��%� ��¯��� ���M������� ��%��, ��"��� ?�� (�����j, 0�'�%� ��� ��� ��' ���";��� 
���%���" ����  "�� ����� ? 
���� ">� ��� $����� ��� ����" ?�� ��]�����" ���#� 
"�� ���>7"। ���� ��%���� "�8�" $�� %��। B�� C�V� 0� A�� ?�� 8��@ $� "�� $�C? 
?&� ��� 0"�� $7 �������" ��%��� "��� �� % �%�� ? ���@�  ��-����� (s��" 
}�����"� H Ã�!%�� ��� (����# "�� ��� � 0����@�V�� ��'��' ��&�� , ����
Q7# H ��ª��� 
"��7"��� �W�"7 03�� ���  >�"��H %! B���� ��A � ���M��M %। $����� ����"�" ��U3���� 
 �� $��� "��� ���� ���!H >�"� ����� ��� ��������� ���";��� }������ ������! �D� 
%B��@�� ��¯��� =#���� Ã�!�B�� }�� $7��� $����� g�� �� %!। ���������� 0���"�� 
‘�%D���#’ ��k/� 
��� "��, �" "�� ��U�& ������� %� %! � ���� ��A� ���! ��������� ?"�& 
 ��   �� �/�X "��� ��
7 ���";��� 8�M  
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�W�"7H $��� ��
� >�"� �����। ���� ���7����� 8�������&�" (������� ����Q "�� �%D� 
���� "��, ��>X �����! ��¯��� ��������" ��� "�� �� ����V "�� ����  �!@�! ��>X ‘(��@’ 
���";��� $����� "�� ��¯��� ������`�� ��7��� "�� ?�� �� ���� ��¯���  ��!�����" 
���Ä! "�� 0���, ������  @�� ���7�J� ���k/�" 8�����" ��>7 "�� 0���, ��¯��� 
0������"��� "��� ��7 �����A��" 3��� 0�H!� ?�� ��7��Q �� ��c�" �������j "��� 
}����3" QV�Y �W�"7 $��� $����� ���� �� �! ��� ���! ����H �����। �"| [B7��@�� ">� 
%� �������� B���� ��A' ?"  ���-���#� ��। ��#�>7�� ����� ��! ?" 0"��&� 0�rU�C�C ?�� 
0�' 0� (���! �" 0�r������" 8�M- ‘��������� ?�� �������� �/�X "�� %�� ��� ��#�>7��� 
������� �)�� 0�� ����’ � �� "�� �����  �� ���]� [' B�@���
�� ����!� ?�� $����"� ��� 
���";���" �Z "��� ��>7 %!, �%�� "��b�� ��#�>7� ����� $��� ?" 0"��& �"2� 0��� %� 
����। �"| ? g
� ��#�>7� �%��� �� �!। 0��"�§ H ���������V $����� 0���� H�� b��@ 
? 0��� ��#�>7�� 3��� ����� ", �� s��", (>7s��" H �����J� ��b�O �" ���#�� (���d��� 
%�! 8{�� � (��V ����7�
H 8���� "�� ����।  
 

0�� ����  ������&� ��������� %�! ��T� %�� �/�>��� (O ��� �A�� � �Z�� H ��7��� ���! 
B�� �&�" >�"�� �"��, �������� ���& �� 3�'� �"C� "� �!। ���� ?�� ��@��7 ��� ��-H 
 ���� �!���u�� ?��  ��� 8�3 �������� 	�
�� ���7�Br�  ��� ���# �� %�� ?" � 
���#�>7�H, (�O ?" � (������� �"2� �� ��� ��3� �������H �)�� ���� ��। >�"�> ��] 
���  �' ��T�� �� 3�� ��� ���������� 	�
���� �B�J� 0"�� ‘�� s��" ���
��’ '!��%!� ��� 
0��� 0���� "��H �� 0"�� �d���� 0�'। ?' 
���� ��T���� �V���� H ��V����V� )� �" %�!�C 
� '!��%!� ��� ��� ' �U� �m ���A *F' (�Â����� ���/�� ��]�����" g���! ���!�C�। 
(����� ����!� ?�� $����"� 8B�!' �� s��" ���
��#� �>� 
�� �%���� 0�� ��� ��� �%����" 
���M 0����  �� ��" 0����E��� H�� 3�� ���v�। �� 8J�H '!��%!� ��� ���!�C�। ��� ����C� 
�����" o�'�������� 0� �%���& ��� ��V� "���C� � ��� 0�� ��� ��" ����7�Q �� "�� �%�� ��� 
?" � 0�����%�� ��P ">� ���H �� ��। 0� ����Q�& (� �R� ���";���� ���7�3�� ?" 
��±!"�  �!� 0@r�� ( 7� "���C� ?�� ��S ���";��  ��! ���Q�� �U� ���" ����� 
�����@��j� ?�� ���!�C�,  �� ��3�' "�� �� B�@� ��#7! "�� %��- ? ">� ���H '!��%!� 
����� ���� $&"�!��। �� s��" ���
����  �� �/%p ��M��@7� ?�� $����� �
���Y��H 03X� 
3����� ?' %�v ��& )�। ?' ‘�� s��" ���
��’ ���&�"H 'v� "��' (�X ���� %�!�C- (��� 
�� ?"�& �M�� ���' �X, 0��& %� (�� ���";���� "�{����� ��
� 0>�" ���
��।  

 
��������" ���� 0>�" ���M���B�  �� $����"�H ��S�� "���C, �"| 0� (��" ����� ">�-

��8'!"7 �D�� ‘9��3� (� �����&7’ (	�
���� ��7����7) C�V� 0�' 8��������� �����
� $���7� $  
$� �"C�' (���X 0�'। �"/��A $  $����"� ��� ' ?"�& �/%p 8�������" ��M। (�����" 
����!� ����� ��������"� �����
� ��; ���M ��S��� 8¡"�« �� �����#7 ��>7�  ����! $��C 
��& �"| �� �U����� ���h���� H�� �� ��� ���>� "���� 0"�� 'v�' 0����v �� : ���O B� 
B�Q��' ?h��� �U�����, $��� ?' ���h��� 0�' ����� ���������' ��। ?' [' �%���M 
��� ��� ��
� B�@�B��@ "�� ���]� B������ ���{ 
�� ��!�C। ?�� � 0"�� }��" A��! �!, 
��%���� B�Q#� %��!�� %�� >�"�� 0 ���। ���������� ��A ����=# 0����� 0�, ���";���� 
‘$B�O��# �����’ �W�"7 ?' [' ��M� �/�XBP�� ��
�-=�-B�� 3��M ��cH 0"�� 0�r��" )�p 
0�'। ��  ��   ��! 	�>7 (������ ?' [' 0���' ���";���� t"� H ��%� �A��  �� 8��°-  
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���";���� [' (���� ��
� �a� �' ���� 0%�" �� 0"�। �"| ���������� ����7�!� ��
� "� "� 
�� ���% ��!�C (O B���� 0� ��Q�! 0"�� _�O 
��#� >�"� 8�3 �C� ��। B���� 0� 0"�� 
��������" 8¡��� 0�', $� B�� ��"���� $ H �"C� ���� $�C� ���� ��� �� ?" ���! 
	�
����  �� ��S�� "���C�। 0@�V� 0>�"' ?&� ������ 0�, ‘���";�� ��M����’ �� `�&�C � 0"�� 
 ��� ���ve� �!। � %�v 	�
����  �� ������������
� ��S��। (�O 0����� ">�, (��" 
0��� (<��M �We ?"&� ���%��� ��=�� �� ����� �����ve ��S���� ��H, ���7�Br� 	�
���� 
"� 0"�� �"C� ���� ?�� ����  �@�#� "��C "��3 S%#�! %�� ��। ���������� ����� ��"�� 	!� 
������� ?' 0`�Q#�� ��H, B���� 0�/�/D $���3��� �B�J� ���������� ���7��3 �����
��� 
S%#���@� �� s��" ���
���� ">� ��� 3���C�। ?� 03�! (O�������� $� �"C� "��� "�� "�{�। 
@ �� ����� (�Bn�� ��H ��� �" "�� $�� "�� ����� 0�, ���";��� �����" ���"�@�j��" 
���� ���7����� "����� %�C�V� %H!�� A� 	�"��� 3�� ���! �� � "����� 0�� ����- ����Q "�� 
��� �� �"C� ��M���� �a�  ��&�C? ���" $����� ���"�� ��� ��' ���";���" (�� ����� �ve 
'v� 0��Q# "���, �-' ��� %!, Å]� ?' 0���" �A� "=�।  
 

������& ��� g
� ���������� B�@� ���!' % �%�� $���H ��;���� 7 (����P" (��" 
���� $HV�� �����। �"| $����� 0�r��"  ��! 	�>7 0� "���� ���e � $�� $��� "� ���! 
%! $����� ��"��� 0��T�� ������ ��, �' �
���Y�� �"C� 8�M' 8�/ "��C (8�Mh��� F+0� 
0� *-.* 0��" �B�! ��J ?�� ��"���B��� ���� �
���Y�� B�Q# 0>�"): ��#�>7� 0���� ">� 
��� �@�! �
���Y� ����C���, ‘‘? (� ���!� ��
� ? ����� 0����@ �����Q� ���� 
'�%��� (B����7। @ $& ����%� ��
� ��¯����� %� ��! �K �A 0��" B��� ?���C। 
0��B��@� �� 0>�" 8��� ��� $��� �� ���T ?���C ?�� � ��। ?�� ����� "��� ��V�C�, 
�����O� H���� �����" �Y�� %� $\!��>7� %�! ?���� ?���C।’’ ?��� �
���Y� �� "���, 
‘‘� �! �%� �! �A �����" �Y�� %� $\!��>7� %�! ?���� ?���C।’’ ?��� �
���Y� �� 
"���, ‘‘� �! �%� �! �A �A ��@��"�" 0�!���&� ���� ���� `���V� 0C�V �����! 0�� ��
� 
"��� (�
"�� �" ���";���� $�C। $����� "��C ? ?" (�%� (�^�।’’  

 
� �C� 0� ����� 3�>7 ���%, ?�� %�v (�Â����� 3�>7 ���%। �� ��#�>7�� ����� �C� �K 

�A, ?�� -K �A। 	!� �
���Y�� �� ��' ��� (�^� ‘(�%��!’ %�! >��" ���� @ ��U3 ���� 
0� b��@ ��#�>7���� 0�� 0��V' 3���C � $��� �" "�� �%� "�� ������? �d�� $����� 
��! $O 7��" 8�"������ �a����B 3��' $����� ��%�� ;� 8e� "�� ��%��� "���C।  ��� �� 
0"�����' $����� ��%�� ����! $��� 0�rU�C� �"��।  

?"' ���/�� �
���Y� $�H ����C�, ‘‘B���� `��V �D�" 0��� ?�� B����' ���&� 
��U�V�! ���";���" �� �� s��" �� (����� ������ ���
�� "�� 0�!� ��! ��।’’ ���";�� �"| 
�{" �' "�� 3���C, >��� � >������  �� �
���Y� ?' ���' ��� "���C� �� ����� (����� 
���� ���{�! ���� (�����
 8����
 "���C� 0� "�  ���";���" "�� 0�!� ��! �� ��� ��� 
@d��B��� 0`�Q#� "���C� � 0>�" �U�� 0�� ���";���" ��� �����। ���";�� (����� ����� A� 
"�� ?�� ���� ���&� 8�� ��U�V�! 0� �� ����� ���
�� "�� 3�!��; �%�� B�� �� ��� � 
 ��! 	��>7 "�� �ÆJ �! � ���� 0"8 "���- ��� "� "�� ����H ? $f�Á�� �! �"? (�� 
0"�� ��� 0� $����� "����# B���" $� ‘(�%�’ ��V2�� 0>�" 8��� "���  �� ��� ��P��� 
B���"� 0�!�� �� (O $�� 0� ���� 0��Q ��� ���� ��। ���7�J�� ��@ ��� "��H 0>�"H >��", 
�m"�� � (�b�O %�!�C। �
���Y� $�H ����C� : ‘g
� B���' �! ���" 0���"'’ �� ��� � 
	�>7 0��� %!। H�� ((>7�p ���";�����) ��] ������ ?"�& ����& B��� ?' 0� B�� �� ���O H 
^��!z ���e "��C।’’ ����  
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T/ ��� �U� �M/�� 8���%�� 0&�� �
���Y� �����- ��] ��� ? (�^�! ��� >��" �%�� $��� 
$����� �����J��  �� ?�� $����� ����� " H (>7s��"  ��� "�{�����" ��U3���� ?�� �����X 
"���  �� ��
� %�!' ��!� �� ��; ���^� (��2� "��। �������� ��� 0���� 0�r��" 	�>7 
�"B���  �V�! $�C ?� 03�! �X�� B�Q� ?�� 0� 0"�� (�^�! 0�� �A� H 0���� 	�>7 �A�� 
��@�� ��7��
" ���^� (��2� �W�"7 �/�>���" ?� 03�! ������ H �M mU��!��� $� �"C� %� ���� 
��।  
 

$  ��U3 ��� ��� ?' ">�h��� " (��� ��� %!। ?' ��U3 ���� $����� (�^� 0� 0"��' 
0`������ %�!�C। "�  "��� ��� 0"�� 'v�' �C� �� �� ? 
���� ���z��¨" 8�M "��� �" 
��!� � �C�। ">� ?�� "�� � ?' ���
��' �/�>��� ?' 0���� ��7��� ����f"i�� A�e "���C, 
0���� 0����� �W�"7 0���" $^�%�� %�! ��V�C। ">�-">�-">� �"| 0"�� "�  �!, ?� ?"�& 
����f" ���#�� %� 0���� ��
� ���¿ ����O�� B�� C�V�! ��V�C, �d��� ���";��� [���7� 
0��"����� "��� � 0"�� �����" �;�� 0�'। 	�
�� B���� ?' ���`��" ��"�&  ��! 0�/�z� 
?� 03�! 3�V�O ��>7� "��� "�� "�{�। 

  
�U� ���� H ‘����" ��3A#��’  �� $����� �
���Y� (��� ���� ���� ��������� ���v�, 

�"| �� ?' 0�� 0� (>7s��", ����� " H �� s��" 0��T�� 3��� $7��� "��C � ��D���� 
%�Ç� %!�� ?��  ��� (�;z 0�B��� ���e %�!�C ��"H 0{"���� ��!��। ����� �� ��� $O 7��" 
;�� �� s��" ���
���� 0��U  3��C, �"| �� ?' ��� )� %�!�C '!��%!� ��� �a�-��a� ���'�" 
�/��P�j 0����! 0�V��v� ?�� �U� �> %� ��� ��UV�� (	�"�� "���C�। � ��� "��' �����, 
�U� ?"��
" ��M���� �a� $�C।  

 
$��� �������� ������ �� s��" ���
���� 3���"��{ 0"�� B���� %��' $�C। $�� ?� 

$�@H ����C 	�
��� C�V� 0"�� �� s��" ���
�� �d� �!। ����� ���  ���-���#� �� 
���������� ���� ��P  �V 0�' B���"' �� s��" ���
���� ?' ��È� �a�� �a "�� %�� 
?�� ��%� "�� �������� H �� ���!�P ��"���" 	�"�� "�� �M %�� ���&�" �3������ ��� 
0��"����� "�� %��। �
���Y� �U� ��' 8���M ">�' ������ ��� 3���C�। '�%�� ���# "��� 
��� '���
�' ? �"� "�!"�& 8���M ��%�7 %����!�C�।  

 
���3�! 8���M ��! �C� ?����� �>� ��A, ��� ���������� 0�/�@7 H ���M�����@# 

��%�����  �� 3�p"�� "���C���, ��� �U�� �U��� ��"��H ���j "�� 0)���C��� ?�� �U��� 
�M�� 0�� "���  �� ��%����� $��! ��u� C��& ���v���। �� ��� $��� ��V� ���� �%�� 
�/�>��� �� �"C� 0��B�, ����Z H �����" � $����� ���" $�। �� $��� 0��� �a���� 
?�� ���M�������� ��%���"���� B���"� ���!, $b�#"���� B���"� ���! �!- $� ?' ��%�����  �� 
������ (�����
 $��C� ���������� �P H ����
���" ��"���� "�C 0>�", 0� ��"���"  � 
"�!" ��� �)� ���� �"��' ��#7 ��>7� "���। (>3 0�' �����@ $��� �/>�! 0�� ���!�C 0� 
�����@ 0"��  ���  ���� ?"� �C�� ?"��� $��। ��"�� ?' ���·!��  �� B���! 
}������%��� ����� 0�H!� %�v। $����� ��� 0 �!�� H  ���� �����@� (�)������ �W�"7 ?� 
03�! (�
" (���B� $� �"C� %� ���� ��। }������%��� (��� �!। �� s��" 0�/�z� ��>7�' 
?'  �� ��!�-$��"����  �� ��"� ���"��� �U�� ��� �������।  

 
0@��� %��H ?�� ?">� ��! �"��'  ��� ��"��^ $����� 0E���& %�'"���� ������ 

��"���" ���
�� "���C��� 0� ��� �-'!��%!� $���3�� $��!� C�V� �"C� �!, ���";�� ���7 �����O 
}��������  
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

��V��v ?�� $  %8" "�� %8" 0� T�U���! �V��। (�����" ?">�H  ��� '�������^ $����� 
%�'"��� ����� (��" $��� ">� ����C�। [’ ��' ���� 0��@� �����
, �U��� H�� 0��Q����� 
"�� ��B 0�'। �"| ��� [’�& �d����' �C�, �� s��" 0�/�z� "7�� �C�, 0�  0"�� ?�"& 
�d�����  ��' �� >�"�। $����� ���A �
�� 0������" ��� (�O ����� �d�����  �� �� 
>�"� �����7 0�H!� %, �%�� $�� ����  ���� $����� }������%���" 0��Q 0���� 0"�� 
"��#' >�" ��।  
 

0"�� 0"�� �%�� (��" "�� ��� %�!�C 0�, 0�� �"C� "�� 0@�� �������� ������&� ��"-
B�� ���� �@�! ��UV�। $  %8" "�� %8" 0� T�U�" ���' %��, 0"��� $� 0"�� ��"� 0�'। �"| 
?����� 0�' 0@�V�� ���" (�^� ���' (��"�� �C� ?�� ���]� 0��" 0 �@ 8{��� H 3�� 
��� 
0����@�� ����� $�@' ���&� ������ %� ���। ?' (s��" 0��Q��7� H Ã�!%�� �/�>��� "�  
"�� 0)��� �� 0���" � �%����� ��
� $��। $�� ?">� ���C �� B���� 8�3 �C� �������� 
��� "�� 0�H!�- �"| �U��� ��%���� $����� C��& ��H!� 8�3 �C�, ���M�������� ���> ���� ��-
���� ����� ��
� "�  0�Q "�� 0)�� 8�3 �C�। ���� $��� ���������� ���7��3 �����
��� 
%�� A�� %;�O�H "�� ?�� �������� 0>�" ��� $�� ����� ��� �� �������� ��"�� 
3�'�� 0"�� �� 0"�� 
��� $����� �����" ��%��� �������� $�H �"C���� >�"�", $����� 
$
���" ����< ?�� (�)���@# ���������� �� 	 ���%�� @{�� �"C���� ��%��� "="।  

 
��� ?' ?"�& �����@' %�C�V� %!��। �"| 0��� ">� ��� 0@�� � ½��O"� %��। "�� � ">� 

%�� ��>X ���2 `�& 0@��H ?�� ��������� ��%� "�� 0�� ��� ��� �%����� 0�/z�
�� �������� 
��"���" $��j���"B��� 	�"/� 0�!� 8�3 ?�� �U��� 	�
��� ( 7��� ��S��� ��7��B��� ��%��� 
"�� 8�3। �� %! ���";���� ��P ��� 0��@ 0�� ����, �"| 0�� ����^��  �� 0� 0"�� 
(�^��' $����� �� >�"� %��। \��� @�a� ������ 0 �� ���! ���C� �������� ��"���" 
$��j���" 	�"/� �� ���!H 	�
��� ��S��� �d�� ��; ��%��� 0�H!� 0�� ����। ? ">� g
� ? 
0���� 0���"� 03��� 
���� 0�H!� %�v। 0"�� ��D% 0�' $��� 	�
��� ��S������ �veB��� �"C� 
��%��� ���v। � $��� �' (	�"�� "��, @ "�!" ��� 
��' �/�>��� ������� � ���! ����C 
?�� �/�>��� 0"�� }�����" �������� "��C' � 0@��� �!।  

 
$����� ��]�����@�� $�H A�É "�� C�V� ? 
���� ���>7" 0������� "��  "� )� %�v? 0"�� 

0"�� 0�� ��� (�B���@ "�� 0� $��� 0@��� ��%����� ���� ��������� ��`� � '�! ����C �%�� 
���' �" $��� ���� 0��Q ��� ����? (?� ?�� $� ���z��¨" 8�M �! ���z��#7 "�� � 
��!� �। $�� $�@' ����C �������� ���� �� s��" ���
�� g
� B���� %��' $�C। B�� 
��� ?�@�! ��!, ����i�� (����H � (����# "���। ��� ? �a�%�� �!। (����� ��%��� ��� 
B���� ��!� �, B���� ��%���H (����� "� ��!� � �!।  

 
g=� B���! ���� ������ B�Q�! H ?"� %�! �������� ���P 0� �;�� ���!�C��� �� 

�
���Y�� 0�/�z ��S  �� ?' ��� t"��� %�!�C�। �"| ���� 0>�" �U� ��
�S^�, ����O 
S%�# (A��, ?"' ���! @�� H ��� 8�M  ��� �����"� ��BM H %���� "�� ���!�C। 
[B7��@�� ">�, ? �V ��"�&- ���  ��! t"� (�O  =�� ��!� �- ��H ��� �U� B�@ "��� 
�� ��� 3����! ���v�, "�!"�& ���&7� ��=�� ?' (���B� (�B���@ "���C� 0�, ��� g
� ���� 
	��>7 �!  
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���������� 	�
��� ��� ������� ���� �� 

��R���!" 	��>7H �7��� (�^��" "��  ��@��v। �"| 0"�� ���&7 ��R���!" ����Q  �@���� 
8�l��� �7��� ����^��" "��  ��@��v ?">� (��।  

 
�
���Y�� ?" � gB�"�Ê�i�� $����� '�%���� ?' ��"& ��%��7 �U�" $��� ���� 

�����7� ��� ���! �� ���� Ë�ª7 8{��, �U� 0�/�z ������� H �� s��"  ��h����" t"��� 
"=�,  �@#�" ������B��� �> 0����। ?�� ���� 0�������� ����  ���" �&�"�! ���� %�� ��@ 
H [����# "��' %��। � ��� ��� "��� ?�� ?'  =�� ��%��7 8���7M "��7 ��/J %� �%�� �U� 
0� ���M@ $"Q7# $�C, 0��@�� $�C, � ���!  �@�#� �%J� ��M�" �U� ���� [�B7�� ����%� 
� �� "�� ��>7 %���।  

 
�
���Y�� �� @B�� �����' $�� ���C ��� $��� ?' ">�h��� h=z ���! g���। $�� 0� 

������3�� "���C � �U�" ��%��� "���  ��, 0%! "���  �� �!। 0� �� s��" $�%�H!�� �/�X 
%�!�C �� "�=� ��' ���� �!। �"| $��� 0"�� �� ��� 0�', �� �"C� $�� ����C (O��� 
(O�^�� 0>�" ������ ����C, $��� ��
�� �� H 0����� (O�� 0���' $�� ">�h��� 
����C।  

 

(��� '��� �। (�����-��"���� 0��) 

 

 

__________ 
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Calcutta University 

Senate House, Calcutta 

West Bengal, India 

The 19th December, 1971 

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY BANGLADESH SAHAYAK SAMITI 

AN APPEAL 
 

We hope you are aware that the Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti 

of the teachers, students and others of the University and the Affiliated Colleges, 

founded in early April, 1971, has already served the cause of the patriots of 

Bangladesh by publishing a number of booklets and brochures revealing the truth 

about Bangladesh and circulated them all over the world. The Samiti has collected the 

biodata of thousands of teachers of Bangladesh to help institutions willing to help 

them in any way. Moreover the evacuee teachers need immediate financial help for 

their mere subsistence.  
 

We have already distributed more than a lakh of rupees amongst the displaced 
teachers and intellectuals from Bangladesh apart from another lakh worth of 

subsidiary assistance to the Mukti Bahini youths. We have also distributed medicines 
worth nearly 80,000 rupees amongst the evacuees from Bangladesh sheltered on 

Indian soil apart from various other types of assistance which we received in kind that 

have been distributed amongst the people of Bangladesh. 
 

We acknowledge with gratitude the massive contribution received through Dr. 

P.B. Gajendragadkar, the then Vice-Chancellor of the University of Bombay and 
Professor Atin Majumdar of the Australian National University amongst others. 

  
Should you suppose that with the recognition of the Bangladesh by the Indian 

Government, such help is no longer needed? May I stress that it is expected to be a 

long time before the refugees, in particular the displaced teachers amongst them, are 

again resettled and found regular employments in their own country. Many have lost 

their homes and their families in the fighting; and many of their school or college 

buildings have been damaged or destroyed.  
 

As President of the Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti I address this 

appeal to all (3
rd

 in the series) to send their contributions in cash or kind. The alumni 

of this century old University must be distributed all over India and the world. I am 

sure, the people will extend their generous help to us to help suffering humanity.  
 

The Government of India has kindly accorded exemption to our donors from the 

payment of Income Tax to the extent of their donations.  
 

The central office of the Samiti is located at the Darbhanga Building, Calcutta 

University, Calcutta-12, India.  
S. N. SEN 

Vice-Chancellor, 

Calcutta University, 

and 

President 

Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti 
 

 

Contributions may kindly he sent by cheques issued in favour of "Calcutta University Bangladesh 

Sahayak Samiti". 
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April, 1971 

 

The Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti was formed on April 3, 1971, 

at a meeting of students, employees, officers and teachers of the University, teachers 

of affiliated colleges and members of different University bodies. The committee has 

Prof. Satyendranath Sen, Vice-Chancellor, as its President, Prof. P.K. Basu, Pro-Vice-

Chancellor for academic Affairs, as Working President and Shri Hirendramohan 
Majumdar, Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Business Affairs and Finance, as Treasurer.  

 
An initial donation of Rs 5,000 by the Calcutta University formed the nucleus of 

the committee’s fund and the committee started functioning immediately.  
 

Since its inception the committee has been rendering considerable assistance to 

the war evacuees. Apart from food packets, medicine and first-aid equipment have 

been sent. Because of the heavy influx of war evacuees-whose number has already 

crossed fifteen lakhs-we have had to spend several thousands of rupees and 

considerable energy in this sphere. Sm. Bina Bhowmik (an alumnus of the University) 

along with a small team of Sm. Kamala Bose, Sm. Mrinmayee Bose, Sm. Meera Sen 

and others has rendered us considerable assistance in this matter. Teachers and 

students of schools and college have also lent a ready hand.  
 

Our President sent telegrams to the Prime Minister of India and the Director 

General, UNESCO, amongst others, on April 5, 1971. In his telegram to the Prime 
Minister our President drew the attention to the need for giving recognition to 

Bangladesh. Our President drew the attention of the Director-General, UNESCO to 
the dastardly attack on Bangladesh and substantial destruction of the Universalities of 

Dhaka, Rajshahi and Chittagong, including mass murder of teachers and students. He 
also drew the Director-General’s attention to the unabated genocide committed by the 

Pakistani Army in Bangladesh. The Director-General has sent a telegraphic 

acknowledgement expressing his sympathies for the victims of genocide. The Prime 

Minister also has acknowledged the telegram.  
 

One of our aims is to help those teachers of universities and other educational 

institutions in Bangladesh who have crossed over to India. We have offered and shall 
continue to offer temporary financial assistance to these teachers and we have opened 

a register for them. Dr. Aniruddha Roy of Post-Graduate Islamic History and Culture 

Department, in cooperation with Shri Anil Sarkar of Post-Graduate Commerce and 

Shri Pijush Das, Shri Angsuman Mallik and Shri Anil Basu, has taken charge of this 

department. The Syndicate of the Calcutta University has drawn up a scheme for 

offering visiting Professorships/ lectureships to the scholars from Bangladesh with the 

concurrence of the University Grants Commission and the Ministry of Education, 

Government of India, the scheme can be spread over the whole of India. The Scheme 

can also be extended to cover the schools with the concurrence of the State 

Government. We have already written to the different State Governments and 

contacted some of them. We hope that something will come out of these efforts.  
 

In addition to the publication of the present brochure, we have patronized a 

publication in Bengali dealing with Sheikh Mujib’s six-point programme. The task 
was  
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undertaken by Shri Ajit Mohan Gupta (an alumnus of the University), proprietor of 

the Bharat Phototype Studio. Shri Swaraj Bhattacharyya, staff photographer of 

Chitrangada has helped us with many valuable photographs. 
  

Our President has issued an appeal (both in English an Bengali) to the people 
especially to the alumni of the University, for liberal donations to the fund of the 

Samiti. The response has been encouraging. The first to donate was our National 
Professor, Shri Stayendranath Bose. Others to donate in quick succession were 

Krishnagar Women’s College, Sarojini Naidu College, Women’s College, Calcutta 
Lady Brahourne College, Bethune School, Teachers and staff of Dr. B.C. Roy 

Institute of Basic Medicine, Calcutta University, 61 teachers of the Post-Graduate 
Departments of the University, students of Economics, Political Science, Islamic 

History, Modern History and English Department of the University, Bharat Charity 

Trust through Mr. N.L. Todi, Messrs. Press Agents Pvt. Ltd., Messrs. Allied Agency, 

Staff of Pasteur, Laboratories. Siddheswar Hisiery Factory, Gokhale Memorial Girl’s 

College, Umesh Chandra College, Bangladesh Aid Committee, Bombay, Shri H.P. 

Lohia, The Anglo-India Jute Mill (officers and workers), Shri Ajitkumar Datta, 

former Advocate-General,  Government of West Bengal, Father P. Fallon, S.J., Shri 

Amitesh Banerji, Principal Nirodkumar Bhattacharyya, Principal Mamata Adhikary 

and many others from all walks of life. Free gifts of medicine were collected by Shri 

Utpal Chowdhury and Sm. Soma Chatterjee. University students of all departments 

are raising funds on behalf of the Samiti. We hope the number of donors will swell 

daily to help us tackle the gigantic task.  
 

Professors Juanes Patranabis, Jatin chatterji, Dipak Hazra and P. Sensarma have 
taken overall charge of the office. The office of the Samitti is functioning on the first 

floor of the Darbhanga Building between 11 a.m. and 5-30 p.m. and at 14, Bidhan 
Sarani, first floor, between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. 

 

We need funds to carry on the tasks we have undertaken. Students employees and 
teachers of educational institutions many kindly decide to make monthly contributions 

for quite some time to the vice-Chancellor’s fund. We also appeal to all others for 
generous contributions. Cheques may be sent in favour of the Treasurer, Calcutta 

University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti.  
 

May, 1971 
 

The Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti continued its work in support 
of the cause of Bangladesh. During the period under review the Samiti continued to 

offer (i) aid to Mukti Fauj by supplementing Civil Supplies, sometimes in cooperation 
with other Committee with similar objectives, (ii) assistance to teachers and non-

teaching staff of educational institutions in Bangladesh, (iii) assistance to Bangladesh 
Government agencies to coordinate their activities as and when desired by them and 

in the form and manner outlined by them. The first major publication of the Samiti 
“Bangladesh-The Truth’, with a foreword from our president, the Vice-Chancellor of 

the Calcutta University, Prof. S.N. Sen, appeared on May 9, 1971, the birthday of poet 
Tagore.  This publication has been sent out to all the world universities, notable elites, 

Parliamentarians, Newspapers. As far as we are aware this publication has evoked 

very wide interest amongst the world elites regarding the happenings in Bangladesh. 
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Two other publications have made its appearance during the period; ‘Mukti 

Yuddhe Bangladesh’ by Prof. Asaf-uz-Zaman has been published by the C.U. 

Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti with the help and assistance of Shri Sudhir Chandra 

Mukhopadhyay of the Radiant Process. The Radiant Process did the work free of cost. 

The other publication, also in Bengali, containing the historic call of Sheikh Mujibur 

Rahman at Dhaka to his countrymen was printed by Shri Ajit Mohan Gupta with a 

little subvention from the Committee. 
 

Presently two more publications are being processed-(i) two volumes of picture 
album-one to be proceed by the Bharat Phototype Studio and the other is being 

processed by the Radiant Process. Both these publications will appear with foreword 
from Mr. M. Hossain Ali, Head of the Bangladesh Mission in India, Calcutta, (ii) one 

reproduction in print of the document prepared by Mr. Dorfmam and two others 
American scholars presenting the case of Bangladesh. This booklet is also being 

printed at the Radiant Process on our behalf free of charge. 

 

The Samiti has presented several copies of a Bengali text Book on Military 

training, named “Prathamik Juddhavidya” to several training camps of Bangladesh. 

This book has helped them to remove a longfelt demand. We received the books as 

complementary copies from the publisher, Messrs. Naya Prokash and the author. 
  
Our student workers organised several picture exhibitions at the following places 

on the date mentioned against each:  
 

May 9    - Circus Avenue-visitors, nearly 2,000 
 

May 21, 22 and 23 - Nabin Chand Boral Lane 

    - visited by nearly 4,000 persons 
 

May 25, 26 and 27  - Gobardanga-visitors, nearly 5,000.  
 

During the month teams were sent out to different Mukti Fauj camps. Shrimaati 

Ipsita Gupta with the help of a team of workers is doing very good work at 

Berhampore (Murshidabad Dist). We also visited different areas in Tripura State. 

Prof. P.K. Basu, our working President headed the team in all such visits. We also met 

the Education Minister, Tripura State and informed him of our experience. A press 

statement was also issued from Agartala which was carried by some newspapers.  
 

During the period our President, the Vice-Chancellor of the Calcutta University 

had been to New Delhi to finalize a scheme with the assistance of University Grants 

Commission, and the Government of India to absorb some teachers from Bangladesh 

as Visiting Fellows. It was at his initiative that all Vice-chancellors’ Committee of all 

the Vice-Chancellors of West Bengal has been formed with Shri Arun Ray, Registrar, 

Calcutta University as the Secretary. The Committee is functioning with the objective 

of absorbing the teachers from Bangladesh on an extra-temporary basis.  
 

A scheme for having Camp Colleges with School section attached to each such is 
also being finalized. Prof. sourindranath Bhattacharyya, one of our Joint Secretaries 

had been to Delhi and had some discussions in the matter with responsible persons at 
Delhi.   
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Our President is going to Delhi again to take up all these schemes with the U.G.C. 

and the Government of India.  
 

It was at our initiative that meeting of Bangladesh teachers was convened on May 

21 where the Bangladesh Sikshak Samiti has been formed with Dr. A. R. Mullick, 
Janab Quamaruzzaman and Dr. Anisuzzaman as President, Executive President and 

General Secretary of the Samiti.  
 

On May 21 we receive a combined Irish-British team who visited this area. Mr. 

William Barnes, M.P. (.K.) and Mr. Donald Chesworth, Member London county 

Council and Chairman, War on Want met our President on May 31 at the University 

premises after a whirlwind tour around Bangladesh. The team held a Press 

Conference at the Press Club, Calcutta on the same day. Srimati Mrinmoyee Bose 

arranged part of their programme on behalf of the Calcutta University Bangladesh 

Sahayak Samiti.  
 

We received contributions during the month from many friends and well wishers. 

The month started with the laudable promise of contributing full one month’s salary, 

which has since been materialized by Prof. (Dr.) Asima Chatterjee our Dean of the 

Faculty of Science. We have also received donations from Bangladesh Mukti 

Sangram Sahayak Samiti, Bangladesh Aid Committee, Bombay, Agra University, 

Supervisory staff Association, C.D., Egra Sarada Sashibhusan College, Presidency 

College, Sett Soorajmal Jalan Girl’s College; Vidyasagar College for Women, 

Vivekananda Satabarshiki Mahavidyalaya, Bagnan College, Jogmaya Devi College, 

R.K.N. College of Commerce, Berhampore, Jangipur College, Karmachari Samiti, 

Indian Institute of Management Students of P.G. Political Science Department, P.G. 

Teachers of Zoology, Sewnarian Rameswar Fatepuria College, Prof. Tarun Ray, Shri 

H.P. Lohia, P.G. Students of the Department of English and many others. Sri 
Nirodekumar Sen donated water bottles for Mukti Fauj personnel and these were sent 

to appropriate quarters. Messrs. Dey’s Medical Stores and Ciba donated medicines for 
the same purpose.  

 

We need funds for carrying on the work we have undertaken. We hope funds will 

flow in to reach our goal.  

June, 1971 
 

The month of June witnessed hectic activities on all the four aspects of our 
programme: (i) Assistance of Mukti Fouz, (ii) Assistance to teachers, (iii) 

Publications and (iv) Picture Exhibitions.  
 

During the period we continued to offer assistance of a subsidiary nature to Mukti 

Fouz personnel in the form of medicines, equipping their Red Cross Centre at 

Krishnagar and also in various other ways.  
 

A joint teachers’ team, headed by Dr.A. R. Mullick, Vice-Chancellor, Chittagong 
University and President, Bangladesh Sikshak Samiti, went round some of our 

Universities in Uttar Proadesh and Delhi. The team included, apart from Dr. A.R.  
Mullick, Dr. Anisuzzaman, Janab Subid Ali, Dr. Aniruddha Ray, Profs. Sourindranath 

Bhattacharyya, Vishnu Kant Shastri and Anilkumar Sarkar. The joint team of teachers 
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from Bangladesh and the Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti visited 

Allahabad, Aligarh, Delhi, Agra and Luck now. The entire expenditure was borne by 

the Samiti. The team created an excellent impression wherever they went, and could 

create a climate of appreciation of special problems of teachers and intellectual from 

Bangladesh. 
  

Our Vice-Chancellor, Prof. S. N. Sen and the President of the C.U. Bangladesh 
Sahayak Samiti had been to Delhi to negotiate with the U.G.C. and the Government 

of India the question of temporary absorption of teachers from Bangladesh in the 
Indian Universities. As the Education Minister was away from the country the 

pending problems could not be straightened and no progress could be achieved on this 
score. President held a Press Conference at Delhi on June 17 at Banga Bhawan where 

he laid a special stress on the immediate need for temporary absorption of teachers 

from Bangladesh, implementation of our Camp-School scheme and other Research 

Projects which would offer some gainful and useful occupation to the teachers and 

intellectuals from Bangladesh apart from keeping the teen-agers in the Camps 

occupied. Dr. S.N. Sen, the President of the Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak 

Samiti declared in the Press Conference at Delhi which was attended among others by 

Al-haj Lutful Hup, Sri Chitta Basu and Sri D.L. Sengupta, all M.Ps. that one of our 

academicians Father P.Fallon S.J., Head of the Department of European Languages 

could be sent out to meet His Holiness the Pope at the Vatican with our accreditation. 

The traveling expenses of Father P.Fallon are being borne by the Lord Bishop of 

Calcutta. Shri N.B. Mukherji of the Radiant Process gave a quiet reception in honour 
of Father P.Fallon before his departure. It has come out through the All India Radio 

and also the International Press that Father Fallon met His Holiness the Pope already 
and apprised him of the situation in Bangladesh and the genocide perpetrated by the 

Yahya regime. 
  
Mr. V.N. Thiagarajan, Executive Secretary, World University Service, Indian 

National Committee, called at our office and was highly impressed by our 

publications already made and also the pending programme of future publications. He 

also took interest in our Camp School Scheme and assured us his cooperation in these 

ventures. 
  
A team from International Rescue Committee consisting of Ambassador Angier 

Biddle Duke, Mr. Morton Hamburg (General Counsel-I.R.C), Mrs. Lee Thaw 

(Director, IRC), Dr. Daniel L. Wadner (Professor of Surgery, Albert Sinst College of 

Medicine, N.Y.) and Mr. Thomas W. Phipps (an author) visited our office and 

discussed our various programmes of which the Camp School scheme attracted their 

attention. After several discussions they verbally assured financial help of dollars 

10,000 per month and have actually handed over dollars 1,000 to the Bangladesh 

Sikshak Samiti as per our suggestion. With this Bangladesh Sikshak Samiti has 

actually started seven camp school, Prof. Sourindranath Bhattacharyya, Jt. Secretary 

and Prof. P. Sensarma represented the Samiti in discussions with the IRC and are still 

in constant tough with the working of the programme.  
 

Various organizations of different countries have been cooperating with us. Mention 

must be made of three Universities of Victoria, Australia; the Institute of Ceylonese 

Studies, Colombo; Friends of Dhaka University, London-a society of eminent scholars 
and teachers of U.K., the Bangladesh Students Action Council, London.  
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The students, teachers and staff of Melbourne University, Victoria, Australia have 

already donated Rs. 13,265.52 as the first installment. Thankful mention in this 

connection must be made of the efforts of Prof. Atindra Majumdar of that University. 

The Vice-Chancellor of that University and the Vice-President of the Students 

Association of the same University have also taken keen interest in Bangladesh 

affairs.  
 

Shrimati Nimal Perera of the Institute of Ceylonese Studies, Colombo, has 

informed us that they have taken up a programme, ‘OUT TO THE PEOPLE’ and 
could persuade the Venerable Mahanayake (the High Priest) to address a gathering of 

Buddhist monks with feelings for the cause of Bangladesh.  
 

Prof. Esra Bennathan, Director, Friends of Dacca University, Bristol, has been 

impressed by the data supplied by us and has assured us cooperation for academic 

rehabilitation of these teachers.  
 

Besides these organizations, some individuals, as for example, Mr. A.H. 

Saaduddin of the University of California, Prof. Priyatosh Maitra of Otago University, 

New Zealand, and Prof. Naresh Nanda of London, have also been cooperating with us 

actively.  
 

A number of Universities and institutions of India have come forward with extra 

temporary employment of Bangladesh teachers on the basis of the relevant biodata 

supplied by us. In this connection thankful mention must be made of the West Bengal 
College and University Teachers Association (WBCUTA), for their valued 

cooperation. The University of Kerala have decided to invite some Bangladesh 
teachers to deliver their Rabindra Lecture this year.  

 

The WBCUTA has also given one type-writer to us on loan for which we record 

our sincere thanks.  
 

Messrs. Radiant Process should be thanked for printing the ‘Conflict in East 

Pakistan-Background and Prospects’ free for cost and also for free engraving of the 
connected blocks and figures.  

 

Shri Sudhir Mukherji, a Rotarian, deserves our thanks for his active cooperation 

with us.  
 

Shri Nirode Mukherjee, President, Bangladesh Sangram Sahayak Samiti, Lake 

Gardens, has contributed Blankets and Waterproofs for Mukti Fouz. We are also 

thankful to him for this cooperation.  
 

The Samiti has sent three emissaries to various parts of Europe with the complete 

financial assistance made available by other organizations for apprising the elites of 

Europe with the latest information about Bangladesh and supporting documents and 

photographs provided by us. First to leave the country was Father P. Fallon, S.J. about 

whom mention has been made earlier.  
 

Mr. Justice Arun K. Das, a retired Judge of Calcutta High Court, has gone to 

London and he will visit other important cities of Europe. Though he himself is 

bearing all his expenditure yet he will act as our emissary.  
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Mrs. Ila Mitra, one of our Jt. Secretaries, has flown to Moscow. She may visit 

other centres in USSR.  

During the month of June the Samiti has brought out the following:  

1. Conflict in East Pakistan-Background and Prospects: written by Profs. 

Edward S. Mason, Robert Dorffman, Stephen A. Marglin. In fact we have 

reprinted this paper in the form of booklet in collaboration with the 

publicity and Information Department of the Government of Bangladesh, 
and we have circulated this booklet mainly to the countries in the Middle 

East and Africa.  

2. Bangladesh-Through Lens: the first picture album. 

The following books are in Press and will come out shortly:  

1. Bangladesh-Throes of new life: edited by Dr. B. Ganguly and Mrs. Meera 

Ganguly, with a foreword from Shri Chapalkanta Bhattacharyya.  

2. Bangaldesher Mukti Yuddha: edited by Prof. Jatindranath Chattopadhyay 

and with a foreword from Shri Annada Shankar Roy.  

3. The second picture album. 

4.  

The undersigned along with Shrimati Mrinmoyee Bose of Shantiniketan Ashramik 

Sangha joined the roving team of Bangaldesh teachers at Delhi, where along with the 

whole team they met the Prime Minster and apprised her of the problems as also the 

programme pursued by the Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti.We are 

thankful to Prof. Samar Guha, M.P., convener, National Coordination Committee for 

Bangladesh, for arranging this meeting Shrimati Padmaja Naidu, ex-Chancellor of the 

Calcutta University was contacted. She has kindly promised some assistance in the 

form of baby food and medicines. A Press conference had been held at Delhi on June 

17 of which mention has been made earlier. Contacts were also made with the UGC 

and many other Government officials during the short stay at Delhi.  
 

A team of two, including Shrimati Mrinmoyee Bose of Jodhpur Park Girls’ 
School along with the undesigned, visited Bombay. People from all walks of life 

could be contacted fruitfully.  
 

Nawab Ali Yaver Jung, Governor of Maharastra and patron, Bangladesh Aid 
Committee, Bombay, was contacted on 29 and he assured assistance for implementing 

the Camp School scheme. Mr. Harish Mahindra, Chairman of the Bangladesh Aid 

Committee, arranged the meeting at Bombay Raj Bhawan.  

 

Shri Salil Chowdhruy, Sm. Sabita Chowdhruy and Shri Manna Dey have donated 

the Royalty proceeds of one of their records entitled Bangla, Amar Bangla.  

 

Fertilizer Corporation of Bombay-officers and workers have promised a 

handsome donation.  

 

Shri Hrishikesh Mukherjee and Shri Hiten Chowdhury have promised us regular 

contributions.  
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Shri C.L. Gheewalla, Secretary, Indian Merchants’ Chamber, Bombay, had helped 

us in contacting people and promised help to our Committee.  
 

It was originally through Shrimati Monobina Roy, wife of Late Bimal Roy, and 

Dr. Ashoke Majumdar of Bharatiya Vidya Bhawan and Shri Girish Munshi, 

Advocate, Bombay High Court that we could fruitfully contact so many people at 

Bomay. Mr. Banshibhai Mehra and his wife Shrimati Sushila Mehta offered us all 

assistance during our stay at Bombay. Mr. R.C. Javeri also rendered useful assistance 

to the team.  
 

At the Bombay University, Justice Gajendragadkar, Vice-Chancellor of the 

Bombay University, has kindly agreed to form a Committee, raise funds and funnel 

the resources through the Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti to pursue 

the programme we have undertaken. Our heart-felt thanks are due to Prof. Dantwalla, 

Prof. (Miss) Aloo Dastur, Dr. Usha Mehta and many others of the Bombay University 

for arranging various programmes for the team while they were at Bombay.  
 

We offer our gratitude to the Films Division, Bombay, for giving us a few 

excellent photographs for publication in our picture album. It was through Shri Arun 
Chowdhury of the Films Division that we could get these photographs and through 

the good offices of Shri P.Pati. Shri W.M. Bhandare of Shantiniketan Ashramik 
Sangha have promised us the entire sales proceeds of their four day charity function at 

Bombay in October next. For this we are also grateful to Shri Ksh men Sen of 

Calcutta for putting the roving team in touch with Shri Bhandare. Mention must also 

be made of Prof. K.M. Deodhar, Vice-President of AIFUCTO for what he did and 

promised to do in future, as also to Shri Prabir Sandell, Shri Basanta Banerjee, Mrs. 

Beena Banerjee, Shrimati Chitra Barua, Mr. Minoo Masani, Mr. S.V. Raju and many 

others.  
 

Shri S. Ramkrishnan, Secretary, Bharatiya Vidya Bhawan, undertook to arrange 
variety performances in Bombay in aid of our Samiti.  

 

Contributions were made during the period by Shree Sangha, the organisation of 

the teachers, ex-students and present students of Shri Shikshayatan, Sewnarain 

Rameswar Fatephuria College, the Radiant Process, teachers of Raja Peary Mohan 

College, Amta Balika Vidyalaya, Udbodhan Trust, Secretary T.C. Mugheria 

Gangadhar Mahavidyalaya, etc.  
 

We need funds and a regular flow of the same. We appeal to all here and 

elsewhere, in India and abroad, to undertake to funnel enough resources at our 

disposal so that the Samiti can carry on the laudable tasks for a period of time.  
 

We beg to record our appreciation of the services rendered by Sri Debabrata 

Mukhopadhyay and Sm. Sipra Aditya for preparing the posters which formed part of 

the photographic exhibition organised by our Students’ unit.  
 

We shall be failing in our duties if we do not place on record the devotion with 

which Sri Manas Halder, Sri Anil Basu, Sri, Angsuman Mallik and many of our 

friends from Bangladesh are working for the Samiti.  
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Mentions should also be made of the voluntary services by the supervisor and 

other staff of the Calcutta University.  

Our Publications:  

 

(1) 3-�4� ���� 

(2) ���5���� 6� ���� 7�89 

*(3) ���:���� �������� Re. 1.00 

*(4) BANGLADESH: THE TRUTH Re. 100 

(5) CONFLICT IN EAST PAKISTAN  

(6) BANGLADESH: THROUGH THE LENS 

(7) BANGALDESH: THROES OF A NEW LIFE 

(8) ���������� ���:��� 

(9) Pakistanism and Bengali culture by Osman Jamal Rs. 3.00 

*(10) Bleeding Bangladesh (a picture album) Rs. 10.00  

AVAILABLE AT  

(a) C.U. Sales Counters, College Street. 

(b) Forward Publications, College Market.  

 

July, 1971 

 

The month of July was a continuation of our efforts on the four aspects of our 
programme: (1) Assistance to Mukti Fouz, (2) Assistance to teachers, (3) Publications 

and (4) Picture exhibitions. Under programme 2 we could extend facilities by 

supplying teaching equipments to the different Camp Schools which have already 

been started with financial support from the international Rescue Committee and 

under the direct supervision of Bangladesh Sikshak Samiti.  

 

During the period we continue to offer assistance of a subsidiary nature to Youth 

Camps around the border of Bangladesh in the form of medicines, subsidiary food 

supplies to some camps and also in various other ways. The gradual fading out of the 

former Chief Minster’s Committee which was dong the major work is creating a 

vacuum which it is difficult for us to fill up due to paucity of funds. Inspite of the 

hurdles we have to carry on.  

 

Our Vice-Chancellor, Prof. S.N. Sen, the President of the C.U. Bangladesh 

Sahayak Samiti had been to Delhi but unfortunately the schemes for temporary 

absorption of Bangladesh teachers in our Universities could not be finalized. The 

undersigned, the Secretary of the Committee, had been to Delhi to take up with the 

Government and the UGC the early implementation of the various schemes sent to 

Delhi for approval. With the help of Shri D.L. Sengupta, M.P. the undersigned met 

the Prime Minister on July 22 and subsequently met Shri Chavan and Shri Siddhartha 

Sankar Ray-the Union Ministers. The Prime Minister was informed of the latest 

situation regarding the Bangladesh evacuees as far as it could be assessed by us with 

special reference to the teachers. The  
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Prime Minister was very happy to note our activates and particularly she had a word 

of praise for our Publications. The Prime Minister advised us to meet Shri Ray-the 

Union Minister for West Bengal Affairs. The Union Minister for West Bengal Affairs 

advised the undersigned at Delhi to meet him at Calcutta for a discussion in detail of 

the problems posed by us. Inspite of our best attempts he could give us no time and 

only a written note could be handed over to him at the Writers’ Building, Calcutta on 

July 29 last. We sent a copy of the note to the Prime Minster.  

Publications 

The following books have been published during the period and mailed to various  
world centre's:    

 (1) Bangladesh–Throes of a New Life–edited byDr.Bangendu Ganguly and Dr.  

(Mrs) Meera Ganguly     

(2) Bangladesher Muktiyuddh-edited by Prof. Jatindra Chattopadhyay. 

The second one is an anthology of the reports of personal experience of 

Bangladesh teachers who were the first target of Yahya.  

Further, we have received 500 copies of a book ‘Bangladesh and International 

Law’ written by Dr. S.K. Mukherjee, Head of the Department of Political Science, 

Calcutta University and published by West Bengal Political Science Association. We 

have mailed the book the different world addresses as per our mailing list. 

Our second picture album is expected to come out shortly. Our Board of Editors 

are screening some more manuscripts. 

Camp School Programme 

 
This programme is receiving effective support. By now 31 schools have been 

started at different evacuee camps (in West Bengal alone there are 604 such camps) 

with the financial assistance received by the Bangladesh Sikshak Samiti from the 

International Rescue Committee and with the cooperation  of the local people and 

Camp Commandants. From the contributions received from the Melbourne 

University, Australia, we have distributed slates, exercise books and other materials to 

the students of these schools. In this connection a thankful mention must be made of 

Messrs Bharat Stationers of Shyama charan De Street who have kindly supplied the 

articles on ‘no profit’ basis.  

 

The Publishers and Book Sellers Association of Bengal, Caclcutta has agreed to 

supply books either free or at ‘not profit’ basis to the students of these schools. They 

are presently deciding the mechanism of distribution of the books by directly 

negotiating with the Camp School Directorate of Bangladesh Sikshak Samiti.  
 

We are also thankful to the Publishers and Book Sellers Association for kindly 
making their Hall available to the Camp School Directorate for one day free of cost, 

Messrs Naya Praksh has very kindly allowed Camp School Directorate to function in 
one of their offices which is furnished and equipped with telephone.  
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A team of this Samiti consisting of D.k. Chakravarty, S.N. Bhattacharyya, 

Jnanes Patranabis and Priyadasan Sen Sarma met His Excellency Nawab ali Yavar 

Jung, Governor of Maharastra at Raj Bhawan, Calcutta to discuss the Camp School 

programme in which His Excellency showed a keen interest. According to the desire 

of His Excellency a scheme for residential school has been prepared by Prof. P. Sen 

Sarma and sent to him. Shri A.K Roy. Assistant Engineer, P.W.D (West Bengal) has 

very kindly made the blue print for school and Hostel buildings. He has also made the 
engineering estimates. This samiti is thankful to him for his cooperation. 

 
      We have also approached CASA with the Camp School programme which has 

caught their imagination. Being invited by CASA we sent Prof. Amiya Chaudhuri to 
attend a seminar on Bangladesh at Delhi. 

 

Bangladesh Fact Finding Committee 

 

          Our Samiti is cooperating with the Bangladesh Fact Finding Committee and has 

already printed some of their Questionnaires. 

 

           We have sent two student representatives- Shri Manash Halder and Gautam 

Ghosh with the picture exhibition materials to Poona on invitation of Bangladesh 

Mukti Sangram Sahayak Samiti of Poona. Our exhibition has been appreciated by the 

Samiti of Poona and they are requesting to send the exhibition to Bombay and other 

places of Maharastra. These proposals are under consideration. 

 

            The samiti proposes to send a team of Bangladesh teachers accompanied some 

of our representatives to Bombay University very soon on an invitation from Dr. P. B. 

Gajendragadkar, Vice-Chancellor, Bombay University. The Samiti proposes to send a 
similar team to Ceylon along with a team of renowned musicians headed by Shrimati 

Kanika Bandyopadhyay who has kind agreed to go to Ceylon. 
 

            The Samiti participated in the protest rally organized by Bangladesh Sikshak 
Samiti and others against the sham trial of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. 

                                                                           

Relief Work 
 

We received clothes and other garments from Andhra University and Mahila 

Samiti of Sadharan Brahmo Samaj which we have distributed amongst the evacuees 

generally, teachers and others .The Sadharan Brahmo Samaj has promised further and 

continuous assistance. We are thankful to Rector Arun Kumar Sen of the Sadharan 

Brahmo Samaj for this. 
 

          Dr. P.K Chatterji-member of the Academic Council and the Senate is 

contributing free medicine to us regularly. Dr. Bibek Sengupta-member of the 

Syndicate, C.U., Dr. P. K. Chatterji and Dr. Probodh Roy have kindly suggested that 

their help will be available for treatment of serious patient from Bangladesh. 
 

          Mr. Kalayan Mukherji and his wife Mrs. Mukherji has undertaken the 

responsibility of getting some sick or injured Mukti Fouz personnel treated a their 
cost. We are grateful to them.  
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Father P. Fallon, S.J. has returned from his European tour and submitted a 

detailed report to the Committee. He also held a Press Conference on July 19 at the 

University premises. His report was handed over to the Prime Minister at Delhi on 

July 22. Copies of the Report was submitted to Shri Swaran Singh and Shri 

Siddhartha Sankar Ray. 

 

        Justice A.K. Das, a retired judge of Calcutta High Court has also returned after 
touring different centres in Europe as our emissary. 

 

Institute of Ceylonese Studies 

 
        The Institute of Ceylonese Studies, Colombo has invited a joint team of teachers 

from Bangladesh and from us. Prof P.K. Bose, Prof-Vice Chancellor (Academic) will 
lead the team from our side.  

         

Visitors 

 

Mr. Kan-ichi Nishimura, an M. P. in Japanese Parliament and General- 

Secretary, Japanese Parliamentary Group for World Government and Honorary 

Chairman, Council of World Association of World Federalists (WAWF) came to 

Calcutta on his way to Honefoss, Oslo. Prof. P. Sen Sarma received him at the Dum 

Dum Airport and presented him a set of English publications of the Samiti. Our books 

helped Mr. Nishimura to collect facts about Bangladesh. 

  

Profs. Amiya Chaudhuri and P. Sen Sarma also saw him off on July 26 on our 

behalf. Prof. Setsure Tsurushima, Secretary General, Bangladesh Solidarity Front, 

Japan, Mr. T. Susuki, an Executive Committee member of Japan-Bangla Friendship 
Association and Mr. Temisuka, a TV cameraman from Japan called at our office. 

They were presented with our publications which they would translate into Japanese 
and publish for campaigning in favor of Bangladesh. They have further agreed to 

work in close cooperation with our Samiti. 
 

The Samiti has equipped Shri Shayamkant D. More, Secretary, Bangladesh 

Mukti-sangram Sahayak Samiti, Poona and also an M.L.A of the Maharashtra 

Assembly with facts and figures regarding Bangladesh, before he left for 

KUALALAM PUR to attend the International Parliamentary Conference. 
 

World University Service  
  

Mr. Thaiagarajan of the world University Service is in communication with us 

and we hope to receive his cooperation in implementing our various schemes. Prof. 

A.L. Basham, the noted historian, presently at Australian National University kindly 

visited our office and took interest in our activities. He was so impressed that he 

promised to raise funds and funnel them to our fund.  
  

Mukti Bahini  
 

We have supplied during the month to different Mukti Fouz camps around 

Bangladesh following:  
 

1. Transistor Radios, 
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2. Blankets. 

3. Water-proofs. 

4. Medicines,  
5. Chaffed rice. 

Financial Contributions 
 

During the period under review we have received donation from the teachers 
and students of Melbourne University through Prof. Atindra Majundar, Dr. A. Majid 

Khan of Victoria University, Wellington (NZ) and Prof. Priyatosh Moitra, 
Department of Economics, Otago University, Dunedin (NZ).  
 

Contributions have also been received from teachers and students of Andhra 

University, Jawaharlal Nehru University Support Bangladesh Committee, Sri Swapan 

Bhadra of Fertilizer Corporation of India, Chembur Trombay, Inter State Association 

for Cultural Integration, Bombay (through Sri Prabir Sandell) Mr. Rooj Ansari, 

Bombay, Indian Plastic Federation, Sri Barin Mitra of M/S Good Company and Prof. 

Arun Dasgupta of Uluberia College, Students of Department of Education, C.U and 

Of Palpara Y. S. College and the Teachers, Council Srikrishna College, Bogula 

(Nadia) have also come forward with their financial help. 
 

Assistance to creative Artists 
 

Through the ceaseless efforts of Miss Mrinmoyee Bose, a representative of our 

Samiti, some of the Bangladesh singers have been introduced to AIR Calcutta Station. 
We thank Shri Biman Ghose of the Air for this.  
 

Income Tax Exemption for Our Donors 
 

We are thankful that it has been possible for the Government of India to 
exempt the donors to the Samiti to the extent of their donation. 

 

Our Emissary 
 

            A team of two, Shri Banshibhai Mehta and Shrimati Sushila Mehta are 

presently touring Europe as our accredited representatives.  
 

            We appeal once again to all concerned to maintain the flow of donations to the 

Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti so that we may carry on the tasks we 
have undertaken to help the victim of genocide in Bangladesh and also to help the 

Freedom Fighters.  

 

August, 1971 
 

           The Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti carried on its activities on 

the basis of the four-fold programme: (1) Assistance to Mukti Fouz, (2) Publications, 

(3) Assistance to teachers and intellectuals and (4) Picture Exhibitions, Added to these 

we have undertaken the setting up of a News Bank in collaboration with the 

Advertising Council consisting of the magnates in the Advertising world, Calcutta. 

The project is being manned by some young boys and girls from Bangladesh. 
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     As usual we are maintaining contact with the different ‘Y’ camps and continuing 

assistance according to our limited capacity to Mukti Fouz personnel. During the 

month we could supply a very limited quantity of mosquito nets, boots, etc. for 

fighters for Liberation. We have requisition for more and attempts are being made to 

secure resources from other committees. The West Bengal College and University 

Teachers Association and other public committees with similar objectives have 

been/are being approached for the purpose. Mr. Kalyan Mukherjee and Mrs. Banee 
Mukherjee were kind enough to supply a consignment of chaffed rice and sugar 

which we distributed in three camps in presence of Mr. and Mrs. Mukherjee. 
 

      We regret to report that we could not bring out any publication this month but 
mailling of our already published literature continues as usual. We are, however glad 

to report that our second picture album, designed on a chrono logical basis is now in 
the Press and another publication written- by Dr. Ashok Mazumdar of Bharatiya 

Vidya Bhawan, Bombay will shortly go to the press.  

 

Camp School Scheme  
 

Till now 31 camp schools have been started-21 in West Bengal-and 10 in 

Agartala. More than 400 teachers from Bangladesh could be provided hereby. It had 

been reported in the last meeting that His Excellency Nawab Ali Yavar Jung, 

Governor of Maharashtra evinced a keen interest in the Camp School Scheme. On his 

return to Bombay he telegraphically suggested some modifications in the scheme 

submitted by us which has been done and sent back to him for his consideration. We 

hope some tangible results in the near future.  

 

Assistance to Teacher 

 

Since the beginning our Vice-Chancellor Prof S.N Sen, the president of the 
Samiti tried his best to absorb some teachers from Bangladesh on an extra temporary 

basis. He had fruitful talks with the UGC and also with the Union Education Minister 
on the issue as early as in May last. Subsequently the undersigned along with others 

apprised the Prime Minister of the situation in June and July last. The Union 
Education Minister also kept informed of the gradually deteriorating situation. Several 

schemes prepared by the Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti with the 

concurrence of the Bangladesh Sikshak Samiti were submitted to the Government for 

temporary absorption as Visiting Fellows etc. of Bangladesh intellectuals. 

Unfortunately nothing tangible could be done in the matter till now. It would have 

been excellent if the idea mooted by the Samiti to absorb temporarily some 

intellectuals in the top bracket from Bangladesh in our Indian Universities was 

accepted by the policy framers in our country.  

 

We are, however, glad to note that the Universities of Patiala, Jodhpur, 

Muzaffarpur, the Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay, the Indian Association for 

Cultivation of Science, Calcutta, Indian Statistical Institute Calcutta, Jadavpur 

University have absorbed some scholars from Bangladesh. Delhi University and 

Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi also kindly offered their cooperation.  
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We in the circumstance started above, continue to offer financial assistance to the 

teachers etc. from our own resources. We need continuing flow of funds for the purpose.  
 

Information Bank 
 

We have ventured organizing an Information (News) Bank with cooperation 

and guidance from Advertising Council started above. Sri Ram Ray of Hindustan 

Thompson Associates Limited is guiding the project on behalf of publicity magnets of 

this region; The work centre for the purpose is situated at Netaji Bhawan, Calcutta. 

The leadership of the Bangladesh Volunteer Service Corps is co-operating with the 

scheme. They are also manning the Project.  
 

Photographic Exhibition 
 

Shri Manash Halder with our Photographic Exhibition is still touring different 

parts of Maharashtra as guests of Bangladesh Mukti sangram Sahanayak Samiti, 

Poona. This has been highly appreciated. Letters of appreciation from S.P College, 

Poona and from other places are reaching us.  
 

Contacts with Foreign Organizations 
 

We have established contacts with nearly 200 foreign organizations working 

in support of Bangladesh cause.  
 

Medical Equipments and Medicines  
 

We have received a message from ‘Bangladesh Green Cross-London’ requesting 

us to be ready to receive a large consignment of medicine and medical equipments:  
 

Appeal for Woolen Garments 

  
The winter is approaching. Already in many open camps the chill is felt. we 

have sent out an Appeal to all educational intuitions for woolen garments for(1) 
children (2) olds and (3)  Mukti Fouz personnel. Special efforts have to be made to 

enthuse the Girls and Intuitions.  
 

Miss Marie saton 

  

A complete set of rolls of registered teachers from Bangladesh (from Primary 

to University) has been sent to Miss Marie Saton on her request. She is organizing the 

Prime Minister of India’s Relief Fund for Bangladesh.  
 

Kerala Visit  
 

Dr. Mazharul Islam, Head of the department of Bengali, Rajshahi, University 

Bangladesh is presently touring Kerala on an invitation from the University. He will 

deliver a course of lectures on Rabindranath in the University and receive an 

honorarium. This has been sponsored by us.  
         

Registration of the Samiti and exemption of donors from income tax.  
 

During the period we have registered our Samiti under the Registration of 

Societies Act. We have also secured exemption from the payment of Income tax for 
our Donors to the extent of the donated amount.  
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Charity Performance at Rabindra Sadan  

 

Two Cultural shows were held at Rabindra Sadan on August 23 and 24 last. 

ON August 23 the show was inaugurated by Prof. S.N. Sen- Vice Chancellor Calcutta 

University and Dr. Azizur Rahman Mullick Vice- Chancellor, Chittagong University 

and President Bangladesh Sishak Samiti was the Chief Guest. On August 24, Prof. 

P.K Basu our Working President and the Pro-Vice Chancellor Calcutta University 
Inaugurated the show and Janab Amirul Islam, M.N.A (Bangladesh) was the Chief 

Guest. We offer our heartfelt thanks to Nava Nalanda Group and Santiniketan 
Ashramik Sangh for staging the shows free of any charge on us. We also offer our 

thanks to the Rabindra Sadan authorities, the generous advertisers Shi Sukumar Das, 
Shiman B. Chakrabarti, Dr. Shurba Lahiri, Prof. Somen Bose and many others for 

their kind cooperation.  
 

Tour Projects  
 

We are sponsoring two tour projects—one to Bombay on an invitation from 

the Bombay University and the other to Coylon on an invitation from the Institute of 

Ceylonese Studies.  
 

Delhi Seminar  
 

Prof. Amiya Chaudhuri represented the Samiti in a Seminar at New Delhi on 

Bangladesh.  
 

Financial Contributions  
 

During the period we received contributions from Prof. A. Mazumdar and 
students of University of Melbourne, Australia, Miss Colletto Dutilla, france Probashi 

(through Shri K.L. Mukherjee). London, employees of the Calcutta University, Vice-

Chancellor, Andhra University, Prof. Hari. Kintar Nandi and other teachers of the 

Department of Statistics, Calcutta University, Bengali Social and Cultural 

Association, Prof. Pradip Mittra, Western-Australian Institute of Technology. Mr. K. 

L. Jaura, President, Punjab University Teachers Association, T. C., Bhawanipore 

Education Society College, Calcutta. 
 

September and October, 1971 
 

During the months of September and October the Calcutta University 

Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti continued its efforts on the four aspects of our 

programme: (1) Assistance to Mukti Fouz, (2) Assistance to teachers and intellectuals, 

(3) Publications and (4) Picture Exhibitions. 
 

During the period we continued to offer assistance of a subsidiary nature to 

youth camps around the Bangladesh border. Practically all other public committees 

are fading out and the pressure on us is increasing without our capacity to fulfill the 

obligations. We are maintaining liaison with shri S. C. Roy, ex-Sheriff of Calcutta 

who is bearing the major brunt on behalf of the Bangladesh Aid Committee of 

Shrimati Padmaja Naidu and the National Co-ordination committee for Bangladesh 

headed by Shri M. C. Chagla with Head quarters at Netaji Bhavan. 
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We met Shri Siddhartha Sankar Ray, Union Minister for West Bengal Affairs 

at Calcutta on September 2 and submitted a note which was presented to the Prime 

Minister. The note contained a reiteration of our earlier submissions regarding 

assisting the teachers from Bangladesh originally initiated by the President of the 

Samiti. Until now no official intimation has been received at this end regarding the 

Government decision. 

 

Camp Schools 
 

The number of Camp Schools have now come to 15 including 10 Tripura. So 

far 714 teachers have been provided. The Camp Schools are being run in co-operation 
with Bangladesh Sikshak Samiti and with major financial support from the 

International Rescue Committee. If more funds are available it is possible to extend 

the scheme. 

  

General Assistance to Teacher and Intellectuals 
 

Dr. P .B. Gajendragadkar before retiring from Vice-Chancellorship of the 

Bombay University has handed over to us a donation of Rs.67,000 collected from 

teachers and students of Bombay. This is the highest contribution made through any 

University and also from any single source. The second is from the Australian 
National University with its up-to-date contribution in several installment of 

Rs.41,000. We are in correspondence with Prof. Top, the present Vice-Chancellor, 
Bombay University and expect him to take some initiative in offering us continued 

assistance for aiding the teachers from Bangladesh. 
 

Shir Jayprakash Narayan has handed over a sum of Rs.2 lac to Mr. M. Hussain 
Ali, High Commissioner for the people' Republic of Bangladesh for rendering 

financial assistance to the evacuee teachers in consolation with us. A programme has 

been draw up in consultation with Bangladesh Sikshak Samiti and is awaiting 

execution. 

 

Information Bank 
 

Work of the Information Bank is progressing steadily and satisfactorily. 

British Information Services, Calcutta has very kindly contributed copies of three 

newspapers covering three months each. Other foreign journal and clipping are also 

trickling in. Now scholars and historians can use the bank for purpose of research. In 

this connection we must record our gratitude for the service rendered by Mr. Jamil 

Chowdhury of Dacca University, under whose able guidance and supervision 14 

students of Bangladesh are working there very efficiently. Thankful mention must be 

made of the Press Information Department of the Government of Bangladesh for their 

co-operation. We are financing the project as usual. Bangladesh Sikshak Samiti is 

giving us all co-operation in the matter. 

 

Photographic Exhibition 
 

 During the Puja Vacation the exhibition was show in Howrah, Murshidabad 
and other parts of West Bengal. 
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Contacts with foreign Organizations 
 

Our contacts with various fraternal foreign organizations are only increasing 
and it is becoming difficult to maintain the contacts effectively as the expenditure on 

postage has increased. 
 

Foreign tours 
 

Shri Sibnath Banerjee, a former teacher of Maktab-e-Habibia, Kabul in 1922 

was sent as our emissary to Afghanistan in October,1971. During his stay there, he 

met Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan and other Afghan leaders. Shri Banerjee apprised them 

of the latest position with special reference to the plight of evacuee teachers and 

intellectuals. 

 

Shri Purnendu Narayan Ray another emissary of ours is presently touring U. S. 

A. after visiting U. K. and other countries of Europe. Shri Roy has given us many new 

contacts. A Norwegian team headed by Dr. Ali is presently in Calcutta with Shri Ray's 

reference. They have expressed a desire to set up a high protein food factory in India 

for producing protein food at a cheap cost. The team met the Health Ministry, 

Government of India. We are also taking it up with the Government.  

 

Visitors from foreign Lands 
 

Prof. Knud Nielson, Chairman World Council of World Federalist Association 

was received by Prof. P. Sen Sarma on our behalf on his arrival at Calcutta. He was 

taken to some evacuee camps. Prof. Nielson visited our office and had discussion with 

the Bangladesh intellectuals on their problems. Mr. Jack Laksirch of WSCF-Geneva 

visited our office and discussed the problem of Bangladesh teachers. He was 
presented with a set of our publications and appreciated the same.  

 
The under mentioned journalists visited our office and sought our help in 

ascertaining facts about Bangladesh:  
 

(1) S. A. Nilsson (Stockholm) 
(2) A. M. Skipper (Denmark) 

(3) V.S.B. Balkert (Denmark) 

(4) M. I. Ojha (Sweden). 

 

Medical Unit 
 

Shrimati Mrinmoyee Bose has been put in charge of our Medical Unit. It has 

been possible to secure a steady supply of medicines under Instructions from Shrimati 

Padmaja Naidu. The local Red Cross functionaries are giving us all co-operation. 

 

Appeal for woollen garments 
 

Our appeal for woollen garments sent out in September has met with some 

response. But the resources at our disposal are still very insufficient to cope with the 

huge problem during the winter. Fresh efforts are being made on this line. 
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Publications 

We have brought out during the period the following priced publication: 

Pakistanism and Bengali Culture by Osman Jamal of Chittagong University. Shri 

Barin Mitra of Good Company has printed the Publication free of cost.  
 

National Seminar on Bangladesh 
  

We are organizing a National Seminar on Bangladesh with financial assistance 

from the University Grants Commission. Teachers and intellectuals from various 

Indian University will participate in the Seminar. Some noted intellectuals from 

Bangladesh are also expected to participate. Prof. Jatindra Nath Chattopadhayay is 

working as the Convener of the Seminar Sub-Committee. 
 

Formation of Bombay Unit of the Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti 
 

To continue efforts to raise funds and funnel the resources through us some 

friends in Bombay have formed the Bombay Unit. Shri Navin T. Khandwalla is the 
Convenor Treasurer and His Excellency Nawab Ali Yavar Jung, Governor of 

Maharastra has kindly agreed to be the Chief Patron. The Bombay unit is presently 
organizing some cultural shows to raise funds. The Governor of Maharashtra will 

inaugurate the shows. 
 

Financial Contributions 
 

During the period under review donations have been received from Prof. K. L. 

Jaura, president, Punjab University Teachers Association, Prof. S. K. Bishnu, Jt. 

Secretary and Treasurer, North Bengal University, West Bengal Government College 

Teachers Association, Krishanagar Unit, Staff, Messrs. Good Company, Sri R. N. 

Bhattacharyya of London, Prof. Attin Mazumdar, University of Melbourne, Australia, 

apart from University of Bombay mentioned earlier. We regret to have omitted in our 

previous report the contribution made by the Calcutta University Supervisory Staff 

Association. 
 

We need funds to carry forward with the tasks we have voluntarily undertaken 
and we need the co-operation of all concerned to contribute their mite regularly to our 

funds. 

November and December, 1971 
 

The Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti continued its work as 

before on the following lines during the months of November and December 1971: 
 

(a) assistance to Mukti  Bahini;  

(b) assistance to Teachers and Intellectuals;  
(c) publications:  

(d) information bank; and  

(e) Camp schools. 

Assistance to Mukti Bahini 
 

As is known to all, the liberation struggle was intensified by the death defying 
youths of the Mukti Bahini and necessarily demands for help for various items form 

us from the 
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Various centers also increased. With our very limited financial resources we tried to 

supply with and have been able to distribute blankets, woollen garments, transistors, 

books and medicines to the Mukti Bahini camps at various centre's in the districts of 

Murshidabad, Nadia and 24-Parganas around the districts of  Rajshahi, Khulna, 

Jessore and Kushtia of Bangladesh. We have also sent books, injured in one operation 

received medical care and treatment through us in different hospitals of Calcutta. Dr. 

Probodh Ray, a teacher in the Institute of Basic Medicine and the Secretary, Board of 
Health including his staff gave all necessary help in our tasks. 

 

Assistance to Teachers and Intellectuals 

  
The programme of rendering financial assistance to the evacuee teachers and 

intellectuals continued during the period. We have received a sum of Rs.1,99,900 
through Mr. M. Hossain Ali the High Commissioner for Bangladesh in India form Sri 

Jaiprakash Narayan. A plan has been chalked out for the distribution of the amount in 

cooperation with Dr. A. R. Mallick, Vice-Chancellor, Chittagong University and 

President of the Bangladesh Sikshak Samiti and also of the Bangladesh Planning Cell 

operating at Mujibnagar. The money is being distributed to the evacuee teachers with 

the untiring cooperation of Bangladesh Sikshak Samiti. In this connection thankful 

mintion must be made of Dr. Ajoykumar Ray, Secretary, Bangladesh Sishak Samiti, 

Janab Anwarujjaman, Asstt. Secretary, Bangladesh Sikshak Samiti and Sri Nityagopal 

Saha of the said Samiti. 

 

Publications 

 

During this period we have brought out a photographic document on different 

phases of liberation struggle of Bangladesh with a brief chronology of events from 
1947 to 1971 which led to the emergence of Bangladesh. Dr S. H. Sen, our Vice-

Chancellor, and President of the Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti has 
written a fore-word of the book, while Janab M. Hossain Ali has given the Preface. 

The title of the books is "Bleeding Bangladesh". Sri N. B. Mukherjee of Radiant 
Process has very kindly borne all the financial burden in producing the book. Sm. 

Sipra Aditya has edited the same and the renowned artist, Sri Debabrata 
Mukhopadhyay has drawn the sketch appearing in the front page of the book. 

 

We have also published during the period a small booklet in Bengali "Muki 

Yoddahader Prati''. This is actually a collection of messages from leaders of all walks 

of life of Bangladesh to the valiant fighters. This book has been jointly edited by Prof. 

Jatidranath Chatterjee of the Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti and 

Prof. Sukumar Biswas of Bangladesh Sikshak Samiti. 

 

Though we could not hold any photographic exhibition during these two months 

collections of photos of different aspects of liberation struggle of Bangladesh and also 

the liberated areas continued. 
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Information Bank 
  

During this period work of the bank has progressed satisfactorily under the 
guidance of Dr. A .Majumdar, Reader in Physics, Dacca University. Some leading 

newspapers in Calcutta have covered the achievement of the Bank. Sri Durgadas 
Tarafdar has taken a keen interest in it and given some valuable suggestion for 

extending its area of activities. Mr. Ram Ray has taken up the responsibility of 
making photocopies of some important news items. We have already advanced him 

an amount of Rs.2000 for doing so. As the voluntary workers of the Bank have 
expressed their desire to take the bank to Dacca for continuing the job there, it has 

been decided by a meeting attended by Dr. A .K.  Ray, Secretary, Bangladesh Sikshak 
Samiti, Janab Amirul Islam, M.N.A, Chairman, Bangladesh Volunteer Service Corps, 

Mr. Ram Ray and our representatives that the bank will ultimately be shifted to Dacca 

under the custody of the Bangladesh Volunteer Service Corps of the Dacca 

University.  
 

Camp Schools 

Camp schools mentioned in the earlier report functioned smoothly during his 

period. Only during the last part of December when the evacuees started moving 

inside Bangladesh some of the camp schools also vanished in the process. The 

International Rescue Committee has spent some sizeable amount of money for 
purchasing books for the students of these schools. The lists of such books were 

prepared jointly by the Camp the Schools Directorate and our representative.  
 

In this connection a reference may be made of Senator Edward Kennedy, who, 

in a letter to us has appreciated the efforts on these lines.  
 

Mr. V.  N. Thiagarajan, Executive Secretary, Indian National Committee, 
World University Service visited some of the camp schools and was very much 

satisfied with their functioning. He has promised a sizeable financial help for 
educational programme for Bangladesh pupils. 

 

International Contact 
 

At long last our continuous efforts in course of the last 9 months to awaken the 

people of Middle East have achieved some initial success. Letters from Kuwait and 
Afghanistan enquiring about the details regarding Bangladesh have started coming in. 

Probably in the near future a greater response will be forthcoming, if we continue our 
efforts of informing them about the reality of Bangladesh and its struggle for 

liberation. 
 

Our Ceylonese friend, Sun. Nimal Perera, has played a significant role in 

exposing the despicable role of Sri Tridip Ray, M. N. A. from Chittagong Hill Tract, 
Bangladesh, while he was on tour as Yahya's representative to Ceylon. Sm. Perera has 

sent a Buddist hymn of Fourteenth Century wishing the prosperity of Bangladesh to 
the President and Prime Minister of Bangladesh through us. We have already 

forwarded the same to prime Minister of Bangladesh. 
 

Mrs. Alvin F. Arnold, and Mr. Trevon J. Walton, Secretary and Vice-

Chairman respectively of youth International Committee, New Zealand, visited our 

office on November 30. 
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Mr. Evelyn Chaitkin of the Friends of the Bangladesh Movement, Chicago, 

Ilinois, U. S. A.was taken round some of camp schools. She promised assistance to 

our Samiti for carrying on our projects. 
 

During the period we met in Calcutta along with Mr. Amirul Islam, MNA and 
Chairman, Bangladesh Volunteer Service Corps, Mr. John Storehouse, a British M.P. 

of the War on Want. We discussed with him our future plans for helping Bangladesh. 
He took a keen interest in our plans. 

 

Omissions in our previous report 
 

In our previous report we omitted inadvertently to mention that a joint tour of 

Bangladesh teachers and the teachers of the Calcutta University was undertaken in the 

month of September to Bombay and neighboring areas Dr. A. R. Mullick, Vice- 

Chancellor, Chittagong University and President Bangladesh Sikshak Samiti, Prof. 

Ali Ahsan and Prof. Subimal Mukherjee and Dr. Buddhadeb Bhattachayya constituted 

the team.  
 

We also failed to mention that Dr. Buddhadeb Bhattacharya attended the 

International Seminar on Bangladesh, organized by Sri Jaiprakash Narayan  at Delhi, 

as a representative of the Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti. All 

expenses of these tours were born by the Samiti.  
 

Mujibnagar Tour 
 

On recognition of Bangladesh Government by our own Government we sent 
felicitations to the leaders of Bangladesh through Janab M.Hossain Ali. 
 

On complete liberation of Bangladesh we also sent similar felicitations to 
Mujibnagar. Probably as a response to this we were hurriedly invited to Mujibnagar 

and met the leaders of Bangladesh Government. A team formed in haste and 
composed of Sir N. Bose, Deputy Registrar, Sir G. C. Banerjee, Deputy Controller of 

Examinations, Sm. M. Bose, Prof. P. Sensarma, Sri Manas Haldar, Sri S. Mukherjee 
and the undersigned went to felicitate the Bangladesh Government. Syed Nazrul 

Islam, the Acting President and Janab Tajuddin Ahmed, the Prime Minister, received 
the team and expressed their sincere thanks to the Samiti for what all we have been 

doing so long. Syed Nazrul Islam requested the team to convey his feelings of 

gratitude to the Vice-Chancellor, Calcutta University and to the members of the 

Samiti. He also said that due to his pressure of work he could not visit the University 

inspite of his earnest desire to do so. He would surely find some time to do so in the 

near future when he might be to Calcutta. He felt that as was basically a teacher he 

had some special relationship with the academicians. 
 

Financial and other contributions 
 

During the period we received contribution from lstari Sat Sangh Sabha of 

Maharashtra, Mr. Azizur Rahman, Mr. S .R. Paras Raman, Mr. S, Ullah, Mr, S. 

Prakash Khanna, Mr. Iswarlal Patel, Mr. N. C. De, Mr. Aluddin, Mr. M .A. 

Chaudhury, Mr. Munir Ali, Mr. Nareschandra Nanda, Mr. Mozaddar Ali of London, 

Mrs. Neepa Banerjee, 
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Catholic University Faculty (Mons) of Belgium, Dr. Nihar Sarkar of Bangkok, Mr.  

Rick Rodgers, Prof. Edgar Lederer of France and Sri Jaiprakash Narayan .  
 

We need even now a continuous flow of funds from national and international 

sources in order to help the Bangladesh Government to tackle the tremendous task of 
reconstructing the new socialist democracy.  
 

Foreign Tour 
 

One of our emissaries, Sri P. N. Ray, has just returned after his long tour of 
Europe and U.S. A. His detailed report is still awaited.  
 

Bombay Unit of the Samiti 
 

The Bombay Unit of Calcutta University Bangladesh Sahayak Samiti is 

organizing three cultural shows at Bombay from February 12. The Santiniketan 

Ashramik Sangha, Calcutta Center is going to Bombay to stage the shows. A small 

team of the Samiti will also proceed to Bombay to help the organizers in Maharashtra. 
 

Surrender of Pak Armed Forces to the Combined Forces of  

Indian Army and Mukti Bahini 
 

With the complete liberation of Bangladesh some revealing facts about the 

killing of intellectuals of Bangladesh have been unearthed. This has put heavier 

responsibility on this Samiti. Incidentally, it can humbly be submitted that our Samiti 
has earned the confidence of people and leaders of Bangladesh. For this reason 

requests for additional help for the helpless people of the liberated areas started 
pouring in. Teams of the Samiti composed of Dr. D.Lahiri, Sm. Mrinmoyee Bose, 

Prof. A. Chaudhuri, Sri J. Chattopadhyay, Sri Manas Haldar, Sri Anit Bose and the 
undersigned along with some friends of the Bngladesh Sikshak Samiti composed of 

Dr.A .K. Ray, Janab A nwaruzzaman, Sri Nitya Gopal Saha, Dr. Anisuzzaman and 
many others visited the districts of Jessore, Kushtia and Khulna. In these districts we 

have distributed medicines, blankets, baby food and even occasional financial 
assistance. We have supplied the up-hostelries for the hurriedly rebuilt circuit house 

of Kustia. Mr. N. B. Mukherjee has borne the entire expenditure on our behalf. We 

have contributed financial donations to the Sahid Fund opened in several districts 

inside Bangladesh. Our representatives collected the first list of the intellectuals 

through Janab Safiuddin (Babu) Sarwar of Bangladesh killed by the Pak Army just 

before surrender and we could release the same to the Press here. One of our 

representatives Prof. V. K. Shastri was sent to Dacca and on his return he has 

submitted a valuable report to the Samiti about his experience. 
 

Seminar on Bangladesh 
 

The National Seminar on Bangladesh which was to be held in Calcutta from 

December 21 had to be postponed due to emergency. We now propose to hold the 

Seminar from April 14, 1972. It is expected that Professor D. S. Kothari, Chairman, 

University Grants Commission will inaugurate the seminar and some reputed teachers 

and intellectuals from Bangladesh will participate along with Indian scholars. Dr. A. 

R. Mallick, Vice-Chancellor, Chittagong University has already accepted our 
invitation formally. 
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Programmes for cooperation in rebuilding Bangladesh 

 

According to the Suggestion of Sri A. L. Dias, Governor of West Bengal, we 

have outlined various programmes where we can contribute effectively to the task of 

rebuilding Bangladesh. We feel strongly that at least for one academic session we 

should help Bangladesh to rebuild the academic institutions as also to sustain the 

families problems of Bangladesh to the under mentioned people and organizations: 
 

(1) Janab Amirul Islam, M. N. A. Chairman, Bangladesh Volunteer Service 
Corps: On the Problems of armed young boys and relief and 

rehabilitation. 
 

(2) Planning Cell of the Bangladesh Government: 
 

(i) On cooperative farming. 

(ii) On education. 

 

Sd/......................... 

Secretary 
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TEXT OF THE PRIME MINISTER'S INTERVENTION DURING THE 

 

DEBATE IN RAJYA SABHA ON MARCH 27, 1971 

 

The prime Minister, Minister of Atomic Energy, Minister of Home Affairs, 

Minister of Planning and Minister for Information & Broadcasting (Shrimati 

Indira  Gandhi): 

 

Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, we have watched the happenings in Pakistan 
earlier, that is the election in East Bengal, with great admiration and hope that 

beginning of a new future for the whole country, a future which would make them 
more united and strong. But as my colleagues Sardar Saheb, has said, far from leading 

into this brightness they have turned along a dark path, a tragic path, bringing 
suffering- in fact, perhaps, suffering is too small a word-to an entire people. I am sure 

hon. Members will appreciate that however heavy our hearts may be, however deeply 
we may be sharing the agony of the people there, it is not possible for the Government 

to speak in the same words as hon. members can do. In fact, it is because we are so 
deeply conscious of the historic importance of this moment that we are, at the same 

time, aware of seriousness of the situation when a wrong step, a wrong word, can 

have an effect entirely different from the one which we all just intend. 

 

The House is aware that we have to act within international norms. It is good 

to see that the parties here have expressed certain views. For instance, the Swatantra 

Party has expressed admiration for the socialist programme of Shri Mujibur Rahman. 

The Jan Sangh has supported his secular policy and has also said that the people of 

East Bengal are their brothers. I hope they will extend the same sympathy to all the 

people of our own country too. As I said earlier, we are not unaware of what is taking 

place in East Pakistan and of what it means not only to the people there but the danger 

that it holds for  us, not for anyone part of our country but for the entire country. So  
we are interested in this matter for  many reasons, firstly as one Member has said, that 

Shri Mujibur Rahman has stood for the values which we ourselves cherish the values 
of democracy, the values of secularism and the values of socialism. We are also 

concerned with the truly wonderful and unique way in which the people there had 
stood behind him and these values. We are no less full of sorrow and grave concern 

and even agony at what is happening there but I can only appeal to the hon. Members 
that this is not a moment when the Government can say anything more and whatever 

the Government may or not be able to do, it would not be wise if this becomes a 
matter for public debate. I do not think that hon. Members expect us to give replies to 

various questions that were asked. I 
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Think the purpose of this discussion was more that we should know their mind and 

hear their suggestions. As hon. Members known, I held a meeting this morning with 

the Leaders of the Opposition which I hope to continue. We are as closely in touch 

with the happenings in East Bengal as is possible  in this situation and I hope to keep 

closely  touch with the leaders of the Opposition as well as other Members who would 

like to come and meet us so that we can know their minds. We cannot always, I must 

admit, give our mind but we will certainly tell them as is possible in this situation.  
 

SHRI MAHAVIR TYAGI: Can she assure the House that the air spaces of 
India would not be allowed? 

 
                                                                                            

              (Interruption) 

 

 

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: I can assure the hon. Member and this House 

that there is no intention to resume the permission. 
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No. 8         MARCH 31, 1971 

 

RESOLUTION RE: RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN EAST BENGAL 
 

THE PRIME MINISTER ATOMIC ENERGY, MINISTER OF HOME 
AFFAIRS, MINITSER OF PLANNING AND MINISTER OF INFORMATION 

AND BROADCASTING (SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI): Mr. Chairman Sir, the 
tragedy which has overtaken our valiant neighbors in East Bengal so soon after their 

rejoicing over their electoral victory has united us in grief for their suffering, concern 

for the wanton destruction of their beautiful land and anxiety for their future. I wish to 

move a Resolution which has been discussed with the leaders of the Opposition and, I 

am glad to say, approved unanimously.  

 

Sir, I beg to move the following Resolution: 

 

"This House expresses its deep anguish and grave concern at the recent 

developments in East Bengal. A massive attack by armed forces, dispatched from 

West Pakistan has been unleashed against the entire people of East Bengal with a 

view to suppressing their urges and aspirations. 

 

Instead of respecting the will of the people so unmistakably expressed through 
the election in Pakistan in December 1970, the Government of Pakistan has chosen to 

flout the mandate of the people. 
 

The Government of Pakistan has not only refused to transfer power to legally 
elected representatives but has arbitrarily prevented the National Assembly from 

assuming its rightful and sovereign role. The people of East Bengal are being sought 
to be suppressed by the naked use of force, by bayonets, machine-guns, tanks, 

artillery and aircraft.  

  

The Government and people of India have always desired and worked for 

peaceful, normal and fraternal relations with Pakistan. However situated as India is 

and bound as the peoples of the subcontinent are by centuries old ties of history, 

culture and tradition, this House cannot remain indifferent to the macabre tragedy 

being enacted so close to our border. Throughout the length and breadth of our land 

one people have condemned in unmistakable terms, the atrocities now being 

perpetrated on an unprecedented scale upon an unarmed and innocent people. 

 

This House expresses its profound sympathy for and solidarity with the people 

of East Bengal in their struggle for a democratic way of life Bearing in mind the 

permanent interest which India has in peace, and committed as we are to uphold and 
defend human right, this House demands immediate cessation of the use of force and 

the massacre of 
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defenseless people. This House calls upon all peoples and Government of the world to 

take urgent and constructive steps to prevail upon the Government of Pakistan to put 

an end immediately to the systematic decimation of people which amounts to 

genocide. 

 

 This House records its profound conviction that the historic upsurge of the 75 
million people of East Bengal will triumph. The House wishes to assure them that 

their struggle and sacrifices will receive the wholehearted sympathy and support of 
the people of India. 

 
 The questions was put and the motion was adopted. 

 

 MR. CHAIRMAN: The Resolution is passed unanimously.  

 

 SHRI MAHAVIR TYAGI (Uttar Pradesh): Hearty congratulations. 
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STATEMENT MADE BY THE SHRAM AUR PUNARVAS MANTRI 

(LABOUR AND REHABILITATION MINISTER) ON MAY 24, 1971, IN THE 
RAJYA SABHA IN RESPONSE TO THE CALLING ATTENTION NOTICE, BY 

SRI D. D. PURI AND OTHERS REGARDING THE GRAVE SITUATION 
ARISING OUT OF THE HEAVY INFLUX OF REFUGEES FROM EAST 

BENGAL TO INDIA. 

 

Following the internal strife in East Bengal and the subsequent unspeakable 

atrocities let loose by the Pakistan Army there from the last week of March, 1971, 

large numbers of refugees have been entering the border States of West Bengal, 

Assam, Meghalaya and Tripura. The influx was only nominal up to the middle of 

April, when it started gathering momentum. The pace at which the influx has built 

itself up will be evident from the following figures:- 

 

(i) Week ending .... .... .... 17-4-1971 1,19,566 Persons 

(ii) Week ending .... .... .... 24-4-1971 5,36,308 Persons 

(iii) Week ending .... .... .... 1-5-1971 12,51,544 Persons 

(iv) Week ending .... .... .... 7-5-1971 15,72,220 Persons 

(v) Week ending .... .... .... 14-5-1971 26,69,226 Persons 

(vi) Week ending .... .... .... 21-5-1971 34,35,243 Persons 

 

Up to 21-5-1971, 34, 35 lakh persons have entered India as refugees from East 

Bengal. Approximately 50 percent of them are staying in relief camps, and the rest 

outside the camps with their friends and relations. 

 

The Government of India have decided on humanitarian considerations to 

extend necessary relief assistance to these refugees in the shape of improvised shelter 

and food. In addition, arrangements have been made to provide medical assistance 

and steps have been taken to control epidemics. Supply of milk powder has also been 

arranged for children, pregnant and nursing mothers and the sick. Other essential 

articles of daily use, e.g. clothes, utensils etc., are also being supplied in deserving 

cases. The extremely heavy expenditure involved in providing relief assistance to 

these refugees, whose number is mounting every day, is causing a severe financial 
strain on India's economy. The Government of India have, therefore, urged the United 

Nations and Foreign Governments, through Indian Missions abroad, to share the 
responsibility in tackling this vast refugee problem which should be the concern of the 

International Community. 
 

The Government of India hope that these refugees will be able to return to 
their home-land within a period of 6 months or earlier, as soon as favorable conditions 

are 
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available in East Bengal. Keeping this in view, the Government of India have 

prepared an estimate of about Rs. 132 crores which will have to be spent on necessary 

relief assistance to these refugees for a period of 6 months. These estimates have been 

conveyed to the UNHRC Delegation, which recently visited India and made an on-

the-spot study of the situation by going round the refugee camps in the border States 

of West Bengal, Assam and Tripura. On the basis of their study and these estimates, 

the United Nations have already issued an appeal to all Member countries for 
contributing liberally for relief operations among the refugees from East Bengal. It is 

hoped that the response will be favorable and other foreign countries will come to 
India's assistance in tacking this terribly tragic human problem which has assume 

colossal proportions. 
 

In order to cope with the immense problem of refugee relief, a Branch 
Secretariat of the Department of Rehabilitation has been set up at Calcutta with an 

Additional Secretary in charge. The Branch Secretariat is co-ordination the efforts of 

the border State Governments and stepping up all work in providing relief. The 

Government of our border States of West Bengal, Tripura, Assam and Meghalaya are 

all doing their bit and have the assurance of the Government of India of full support in 

their extremely difficult and taxing relief effort. 
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FOREIGN MINISTER'S REPLY TO THE SHORT DURATION DISCUSSION 

REGARDING DEMAND FOR RECOGNITION OF BANGLADESH IN RAJYA 
SABHA ON MAY 25, 1971. 

 
Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, the speeches that have been delivered by the hone. 

Members representing different political parties reflect the general sentiment that 
prevails in the country. This sentiment is the natural and spontaneous expression of 

sympathy for those in Bangladesh who have suffered so grievously and have faced the 

barbarous atrocities and ruthlessness of the military regime. Historically the whole 

situation has been analyzed in bits by the hone. Member who have participated in this 

debate.  
 

Here is a situation which has arisen because the Awami League Leadership 
got such a solid majority. It appears that the fault of the Awami League was their 

support by the people of Bangladesh and the result of the elections was so solid it 
confounded the military regime. Although President Yahya Khan initiated some talks.  

 

I agree with the analysis put forward by my esteemed friend, Shri Jain, that it 

appears, in retrospect, that when these talks were going on, military reinforcements 

were being moved from West Pakistan to East Pakistan and suddenly the talks were 

broken off and the military machine with its modern ruthlessness was unleashed 

against the unarmed people of Bangladesh. The atrocities that have been committed 

have been testified to not only by the hundreds and thousands of unfortunate people 

who have sought shelter in India but by independent observers from various countries 

of the world. Groups of people who happened to be stationed in Bangladesh at the 

time when the military action against the defenseless peoples started, they have given 

out their testimony their evidence of the ruthlessness with, which the military machine 

was swung into action against the people of Bangladesh. Although the foreign 

correspondents some of whom happened to be stationed in Dacca, were swiftly asked, 
to leave Bangladesh and Dacca and therefore a veil of secrecy was sought to be 

maintained by the military regime even then those groups of foreign correspondents 
who visited Bangladesh several days after the start of the operation that have come 

out with stories which have rocked the entire world and if I say so, the general public 
opinion in the world has been more alive and more responsive to the situation then the 

caution Governments of various countries. I would like to pay a tribute to the 
independent journalists and several other foreigners who have given faithful accounts 

of the happenings in Bangladesh. It is because of the manner in which these accounts 

appeared in the British press, the American press, and the European press and even in 

several countries of Asia that slowly the reality is coming out and it also would like 

here to share one piece of information with this hon. House. It is true that many 

Government leaders have not come out openly in criticism of the action taken by 

President Yahya Khan's military regime in Bangladesh but it is a fact that a fairly 
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substantial number of world leader in Government have assured us that they are aware 

of the happenings in Bangladesh and they have further laid that they are using 

whatever influence they have with the Pakistan Government to impress upon them the 

futility of the polity pursued in Bangladesh. 
 

As a matter to fact some of them have gone to the length of remarking that the 

policy pursued by the military regime of Yahya Khan, if it has achieved anything, has 
created a situation where Pakistan after his military oppression against of the 

Bangladesh will never be the same. Pakistan and all these steps are bound to embitter 
further the feelings of the people of Bangladesh and so amount of suppression and 

oppression can subdue the will of the people and if the military regime and the 
Government of President Yahya Khan things that they can for all time suppress the 

voice of freedom raised by the valiant fighters in Bangladesh them they are sadly 

mistake. These fires of freedom, these flames, once they are it their intensity might be 

lowered but they never go off. That is the history of the world and the oppression and 

suppression undertaken by the military regime is not likely to subdue the forces of 

freedom and the forces that stand for democracy in Bangladesh. In this situation we 

are faced with this sad spectacle where, as the Prime Minister pointed out in her 

statement in this House yesterday, the problem, which was described all the time by 

Pakistan as an internal affairs of Pakistan has now become our internal problem and it 

will be naive for anyone to suggest that this problem that is faced by Bangladesh and 

by India is an internal affair of Pakistan. In the situation in which millions of people 

have found it necessary to flee from East Bengal for their safety and seek refuge in 
India for anybody to argue that it still continues to be an internal affair of Pakistan is 

something which cannot be accepted and we have categorically said so. The Prime 
Minister has very clearly said in her statement that this is a situation which cannot be 

tolerated on the ground that it is an internal affair of Pakistan. In this situation where 
such vast number of evacuees or refugees are in India we cannot accept the Pakistan 

position acquiesced in and supported by certain other countries and somewhat in a 
subdued tone that this is an internal affair of Pakistan. This is something which is 

totally unacceptable to us. 
 

It is in this background that we have clearly taken this matter up with other 

countries that this is a matter in which they must act in such a manner that Pakistan 

has the requisite pressure put on her to create conditions in which in the first place this 

situation of pushing out people comes to an end straightway. Secondly, conditions 
must be created under which all these people who have left Pakistan should feel 

secure that they can go back and they can live in that part of the world because they 

are citizens. Thirdly, we have made it absolutely clear that we cannot and we will not 

accept this as our permanent responsibility. This is as much the responsibility of the 

international community, and whole it is true that India on account of its traditions of 

toleration would be prepared to give temporary succor and relief to these people, the 

burden must be shared by, the international community because it is an international 

problem, not a national problem of India. It is in this perspective that we have to view 

the entire situation. 
 

In the first place it is not customary when we are dealing with such vital 

problems to disclose or to enunciate all the steps that should be taken if X does not 
come about or   Y 
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does not come about. It is neither wisdom nor is it practical. If you first say, well, this 

thing should be done by the international community and if it is not done, then what 

do I intend to do, even that has been said very clearly but with a great sense of 

responsibility by the Prime Minister in her statement where she has said that we 

appeal to the international community to see the reality of the situation that this is a 

matter which should be the concern of the entire international community, this burden 

of refugees; that this evacuation must come to an end and conditions must be created 
where these people can go back in safety but if they do not succeed, then we reserve 

the right to take whatever action we might consider appropriate, and that is the 
important part of the Prime Minister's statement. It is very easy and perhaps I would 

say very catching to ask me as to what I will do or the country do if we do not succeed 
in that. These matters are not discussed in this open manner and we cannot proceed on 

this basis that Pakistan will be so intransigent or, if I may use the expression, so 
unwise that they would ignore easily the will of the international community, 

provided the international community can be mobilized to realize the seriousness of 

this problem, and it is in this direction that we have to concentrate our attention. 

 

Mr.Varman with his experience of the functioning of Government and also 

experience of Parliaments knows full well that no one can say anything about what 

has happened in the Cabinet, and it is idle for him to expect of me to say what are the 

opinions expressed in the Cabinet. The parliament should not have any interest in 

what goes on inside the Cabinet because it is the Government that matters, and 

whatever may be the individual opinion of any individual member, so long as I say 

something I speak on behalf of the Government not on my behalf or on behalf of 

anybody else. But I would at the same time like to take this opportunity to say that 

any suggestion of the type made by Shri Rajnarain and obliquely referred to by Mr. 

Varma is totally unfounded. 
 

In this respect all the members of the Government are of one mind and there is 
no difference of opinion. This is a favorite pastime of some friends who might be 

friendly to us but obliquely critical of us and also of some others to do some kite 
flying in the hope that, well; somebody might contradict or confirm it. We do not fall 

into that trap. Because somebody says something, the responsibility should be cast 
upon me to either contradict it or confirm it, is a position, which is totally 

unacceptable to any member of the Government. So long as Government decisions 

are there, Parliament should not at all be concerned about the discussions, which 

precede the ultimate evolution of the decisions or the formulation of the final 

decisions. That should be accepted as Government policy. 

  

I have given a great deal of thought to the problem that has been posed by hon. 

Members. It is a fact that will of the nation was reflected in the Resolution which was 

unanimously adopted in both Houses of Parliament in the March Session and 

thereafter describing the situation, we had pledged our full sympathy and support to 

the people (Interruptions from Shri Chitta Basu) Mr. Chitta Basu, we should treat this 

matter a little more seriously. 

 

Do not interrupt please. Have patience. 
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 Now, what is that Resolution? I would like to recall the Resolution because 

memories are generally short and sometimes we are prone to forget our own resolve. 

After describing the other things, we say- 

  

 "Bearing in mind the permanent interest which India has in peace and 

committed as we are to uphold and defend human rights, this house demands 

immediate cessation of the use of force and of the massacre of defenseless people." 
 

 This was the unanimous demand of the House- 
 

 "This House calls upon all peoples and Governments of the World to take 
urgent and constructive steps to prevail upon the Government of Pakistan to put an 

end immediately to the systematic decimation of people with which amounts to 
genocide." 

 

 That is, we have called for the cessation of the use of force and have also 

appealed to all the Governments of the world and to the people of the world. This we 

have faithfully carried out because we have taken it up with most of the Governments. 

We have taken it up in the United Nations and in the ECOSOC Social Committee; 

this matter of violation of the human rights has been taken up with them. 
 

 "This House records its profound conviction that the historic upsurge of the 75 

million people of East Bengal will triumph." 
 

 We still continue to stick to this view that it will triumph. 
 

 "The House wishes to assure them that their struggle and sacrifices will 

receive the wholehearted sympathy and support of the people of India." 
 

 They have undoubtedly received the sympathy and support of the people of 
India. So, there is no doubt, there should not be any doubt in the mind of anybody, 

that there has been any slipping on the part either of the Government or the people of 
India in the resolve unanimously expressed in this Resolution. 
 

 On this question of recognition of Bangladesh so much has been argued and 

argued with a great deal of emotion and some honorable members have marshaled 

facts. This is a question about which we have not the intention to adopt a purely 
argumentative style. It is not the intention of the Government to try to reply to the 

various arguments. That does not mean that there are no counter arguments to some of 

the points that have been urged by honorable members. But we have to approach this 

problem from a rather bigger angle and we have already enunciated our position in 

reply to a question which was tabled in the Lok Sabha and a similar question is 

coming up for reply in this House tomorrow. We are clarifying our position. Our 

position in a nutshell is that the situation does continue to be fluid. We continue to 

give out thought to this aspect from time to time. We are constantly in touch with the 

situation and there is no fixed position in this regard. And if at any time we feel that it 

is in the interests of peace, it is in our national interest and it also helps the people 

who are fighting for their freedom, we will not hesitate to take the step even in regard 

to recognition. But this is a matter in which we have to take all aspects into 

consideration and as soon as the Government feels that a 
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Situation has been reached and a stage has been reached when we should formally 

recognize the Government, we will not hesitate to do that. There are certain norms 

that have to be carefully weighed although there are on hard and fast rules even 

according to international standards. But things like the extent of territory that might 

be under its control, the extent of support, the quantum of writ that runs, what it 

actually means, these are all factors which have to be carefully weighed the 

repercussions of it on our relations with even West Pakistan because we have a long 
border with them, and if we recognize a part of another country which by the United 

Nations is accepted as one country. It is quite obvious that that country, whose part is 
recognized as a sovereign, independent country, will react. It should be quite obvious 

to us and it need not be spelt out by me. All these are considerations which cannot be 
lightly brushed aside, however strongly one might feel at an emotional level on an 

issue of this nature. I would not go into this matter about which we give a great deal 
of thought from time and if at any stage we feel that a step in the form of formal 

recognition is necessary, we will not hesitate to take that step. With these words, Mr. 

Deputy Chairman, I conclude. I do not want to detain this House any longer. 
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REFERENCE TO REPORTED SECRET PRESENCE AND 

STATEMENTS IN CALCUTTA OF MR. TARIQ ALI, A REVOLUTIONARY 

FROM PAKISTAN 
 

MR. A.G. KULKARNI (Maharashtra): Sir, I was mentioning earlier that a 
very serious news appeared in the press on 10-5-1971. A similar news was coming 

from border areas and Bangladesh that the struggle in East Bengal may move close to 

the Assam border. This is the statement made by the Chief Minister of Assam. I 

wanted particularly to draw the attention of the Home Minister to a statement of Mr. 

Tariq Ali who was staying in India, in Calcutta, secretly. He is a revolutionary leader 

from Pakistan. He stayed in India secretly and he had negotiations with Naxalites. I 

want to quote what he said. He suggested the creation of a revolutionary front of both 

East and West Bengal to pave the way for a united socialist Bengal. This news is very 

damaging to the policies of this Government. Now I want to know from the 

Government what it is doing in this matter. 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA (West Bengal):Mr. Deputy Chairman, this is a 
matte on which you should direct the Government. An article has appeared the day 

before yesterday in the Hindustan Standard by Tariq Ali and in that article all these 
things are said apart from the alleged interview which has been managed by some 

people. Now Tariq Ali is not an Indian citizen. How did he come to India? Who gave 
him the visa? How did he seek entry here? Nothing is known although the 

Government should know it. This is one point. Secondly, I should like to know 

whether the Government has found out from the British Government as to how Tariq 

Ali left-he must have left either by sea or by air. That can also be found out from the 

British Government. It is clear that he has come here with a very disruptive slogan 

which will harm Bangladesh struggle, which will harm everybody. He stated that 

Bengal should be a united entity, a socialist republic, and independent. He wants to 

separate West Bengal from India. This is an utterly disruptive slogan and one should 

take it extremely seriously. This kind of a slogan today is harmful from the point of 

view of the struggle for Bangladesh. The Government, in fairness, suo motu, should 

move in this matter. I am very glad that my friend has raised it here. Tariq Ali claims 

to have been sent here by what is called the Trotskyites International which is well 

known for disrupting any great struggle. Now he has said, "I have come here with this 

mission and assignment." Everybody knows that this young chap is a very able man in 
some respects. He can do quite a lot of mischief. I have read his book on Pakistan and 

also other material. I do not know what the Central Government is watching. They 
should take serious note of this because there is something behind it. Just at this 

moment the raising of the slogan of uniting the two Bengal into a socialist Bengal 

outside India, as a separate entity altogether is lightly disruptive. I think this should be 

fought politically and ideologically. The Government should take note of it and keep 

track of it because Tariq Ali has come here from England. Facilities he must have got. 

Somebody must have given 
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him the facilities to come here; otherwise, this man has been watched in England. He 

has not been allowed to enter France or Germany. How is it that the British 

Government allowed him to leave from an airport or by ship just at this moment? I am 

not making any question as to his other bona fides. His politics is bad enough. The 

Government should deal with this question. 

 

 SHRI KRISHAN KANT(Haryana):Sir, this question has been rattling the 
minds of many people in this country. I am sorry until now there is no statement from 

the Government whether Tariq Ali even came to India or not. My feeling is that it is a 
deeply laid Chinese game involving both Mohammad Toha and Tariq Ali in order to 

weaken both Bangladesh and West Bengal so that the Chinese can fish in the troubled 
waters in these areas. That is why I said in my speech on the last occasion that 

Government should take immediate steps for the solution of the Bangladesh problem. 
In the desire to prolong, the movement in Bangladesh Mohammad Toha and Tariq Ali 

will weaken the whole of India. I would like to know how Tariq Ali came here and 

after he came how he went back to write articles.  

 

 SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Going back is not important, 

 
 SARI KRISHAN KANT: The whole operation of coming here, visiting people 

and going back is important. I would request the home Minister to investigate into this. 

 

 SHRI A.G. KULKARNI: The Home Minister is here. He should make a 

statement. He must say something. 

 

 SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Trotskyites have sent him. When the Spanish civil 

war was being fought, Trotskyites disrupted it. The Trotskyites disrupted the United 

Front in France when they were fighting Fascism and Hitler. The record of 

Trotskyites is disruption of great mass struggles. This, I fear, is something going to be 

attempted here in this country. 
 

 SHRI KRISHAN KANT: The Minister must come out with a statement. 
 

 THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS 

SHRI K.C.PANT: We have no information that this matter will be raised. Therefore, I 
cannot make any statement.  
 

 SHRI A.G.KULKARNI: Will you promise any inquiry? I can understand that 

he has no information. But when Members of Parliament bring this to his notice, he 
should inquire into this. It is a national demand. 
 

 MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: What would be the attitude of the Government 
to the points made here? Do you want to make any statement? 
 

 SHRI K.C.PANT: There are so many avenues open to Members to put 

questions, calling attention notices, etc. We do not have any previous intimation that 

the matter is going to be realized here. We have to be very careful and see that 

whatever we say here is properly processed and for that purpose we have to come 

prepared for these things. I would not like to make any impromptu statement. I agree 

with the sentiments expressed. 
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by some honorable friends that anything that is said or done which militates against 

the success of the movement in Bangladesh or which directly or indirectly 

 

seeks to impair the unity of our country is something which is serious and 

which we have to take serious note of and we shall take serious note of it and 

whatever steps will be necessary will be taken. 

 
REFERENCE TO WITHHOLDING OF CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESSED 

TO MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT. 

 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA (West Bengal): This is a point for you to consider 

as Members of Parliament we do get correspondence from very many people all over 
the country. Today in the 'Patriot' there is a news that some political workers 

belonging to tribal community from an Andhra jail had sent me a copy of the 
memorandum they have submitted to the Prime Minister. A copy had also been sent 

to General Secretary of our party, Shri Rajesware Rao. I checked up with him. Neither 
Shri Rajeswara Rao nor I received the said copy of the letter which the prisoners have 

sent from the jail. It seems that they have stated in this communication that they are 
supposed to be Naxalites, that they have changed their political views and they have 

disowned such kind of wrong techniques. This is very important. Now, who has 

withheld this communication? Surely, it has been withheld by somebody either in the 

Central Government or the State Government. I would, therefore, request the Home 

Ministry, through you, that they should intervene in this matter to find out who is 

responsible for withholding this communication sent by some political prisoners from 

a jail to the General Secretary of our party and to me as a Member of Parliament. I 

hope some inquiry will be made.  

 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It is lunchtime now. 

 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Shall I get the letter? It had been sent to me. 

 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE DEPARTMENT OF PARLIAMENT 
AFFAIRS AND IN THE MINISTRY OF SHIPPING AND TEANSPORT SHRI OM 

MEHTA: I will try. 
 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: We will continue after lunch. The House stands 
adjourned till 2:15 P.M. 

 
The House then adjourned for lunch at twenty minutes past one of the clock. 
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CALLING ATTENTION TO MATTER OF URGENT PUBLIC 

IMPORTANCE 
 

Refusal by the Government of U.K. to suspend aid to Pakistan. 
 

SHIR N.R.MUNISWAMY (Tamil Nadu): Sir, I beg to call the attention of the 
Minister of External Affairs to the refusal be the Government of U.K to suspend aid to 

Pakistan on a suggestion reported to have been made by the Government of India in a 
view of the Present situation in Bangladesh. 
 

THE MINISTER OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS (SARDAR SWARAN SINGH): 
 

Mr. Chairman, Sir the Government of India has been in constant touch with 
foreign governments, including the British Government, on the events in East Bengal. 

One of the points which we have emphasized is that those countries which are in a 
position to do so should use their influence with the Government of Pakistan to 

persuade the rulers of Pakistan to stop military action against the unarmed people of 
East Bengal and to solve the problem politically and not by the use of force. We have 

also been pointing out that economic help to the rulers of Pakistan to rehabilitate the 

shattered economy of Pakistan as a result of their military action in East Bengal 

would, in the circumstances prevailing in Bangladesh, amount to condoning their 

oppression and will make them more intransigent and enable them to divert economic 

help for military purposes, thus prolonging the conflict.  

 

It has been stated in the British Parliament that it is the British Government's 

objective to do 'everything possible to bring about a political solution and that it has 

been British policy to deal with aid regardless of the political aspects of a country's 

national life. It also believes that the reconstruction of the Pakistan economy cannot 

be undertaken till stability has been restored.  
 

SHRI N.R. MUNISWAMY: From the statement I gather this impression that 
the proposal was sent not only to U.K. but to other world powers also. 

 
[MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair] 

 

Practically this is a refusal by them to accept our proposal. Whether you call it 

refusal or not, have not conceded to our proposal. Because of this refusal, in one sense 

the relationship between India and U.K. now recognizes that either side of the Bengal 

frontier would become one of the world's trouble sports and it might lead to several 

years for its settlement. If that is so, I would like to bow from the hon. Minister 

whether instead of going in for a political settlement, any settlement could be arrived 

at though negotiation 
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With the permanent members of the Security Council so that some quiet amicable 

settlement is reached either through the UNO or through other agencies. Lastly I 

would- like to know whether our government will see that this flow of refugees is 

arrested by negotiating ourselves with other countries.  

 

 SARAR SWARAN SINGH: There is nothing by way of information that the 

hon. Member has asked. He has given several suggestions. We will give careful 
consideration to those suggestions and will try to benefit by them.  

 
 SHRI N.R. MUNISWAMY: What is the reaction of the Government of India 

to all the suggestions that I have given? 
 

 SARDAR SWARAN SINGEH: Our reaction is that we will give due 
consideration to his suggestions. 
  

 SHRI A.G. KULKARNI (Maharashtra): Sir, the statement that was made by 

the Minister is most sad. It is an attempt just to evade the main issue and to digest an 

insult by not trying to find fault with U.K. 
 

 Sir, may I know from the Government particularly this fact, whether they are 

aware that the attempt by the Government of India to rouse the international 
community to come to the assistance of the Indian Government in solving the 

Bangladesh problem is coming to such a grief that no world power is coming to our 
assistance to the required level? Sir, in Rhodesia or South Africa such killing and such 

injustices are going on but no world power, for its own national interest, has taken 
courage to help them. So Sir, I want to know...... 
 

 SHRI A.D.MANI (Madhya Pradesh): Sir,'.." 
 SHRI A.G. KULKARNI: What do you want Mr. Mani? 

 SHRI A.D. MANI: I was rising only to support you. 
 SHRI A.G. KULKARNI: I do not require you support.  

 MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order, order, please. 
 

 SHRI A.G.KULKARNI: I can support myself very well. Sir, I want to 
particularly ask whether the Government will agree that the attempt to rouse the world 

community on this matter is having lukewarm sympathy and particularly the U.K. is 

at fault and whether the Government is agreeing to my proposal. Sir, very recently I 

had gone abroad...... 
 

 SARI BRUPESH GUPTA (West Bengal): Where did you go? 
 

 SHRI A.G.KULKARNI: I will tell you afterwards. There I found, Sir, that the 

U.K. Government is losing interest in the Commonwealth and it is the 

Commonwealth through which our Indian sub-continent has been linked with the 

U.K's sphere of influence and that is why they are influencing the Americans and the 

Americans are going on their line. This is very important Sir, and I would like to 

know whether 'the Government will make a reappraisal of their attitude to the U.K. 
 

 Then, Sir, I want to know whether the Government of India will react strongly 
towards the U.K. Government because Mr. Wilson has prevented Shri Jay Prakash 
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Narayan from addressing the World Peace Conference. This is very much insulting 

and this is something which we cannot digest. They are the culprit and it is because of 

the imperialistic attitude of the U.K Government, whether they are the Labor Group 

or the Conservative Group. Sir, my point is that the Government of India has to take 

certain decisions in this connection to keep up our prestige and also help the 

Bangladesh people to form a Government of their own. 

  
Then, my third point, Sir....... 

 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I think these are enough. 
 

SHRI A.G.KULKARNI: Sir, the last point that I wanted to mention is that the 

Government will be well aware that up to now it is reported that Rs. 12 crores has 

been received. I can understand that it is a staggering problem and the amount that is 

required is a staggering amount. So, will the Government of India take any political 

decision or will they take any other action to solve this Bangladesh problem? They 

should do something instead of knocking at the door's of the other countries of the 

world where there is lukewarm sympathy, where they are trying to pull the chestnuts 

out of the fire and they are not helping India, in this...... (Interruptions)  

 

SHRI BABUBHAI M.CHINAI (Gujarat): Sir, I am on a point of order. While 
a Calling Attention Motion is discussed, a Member is allowed to seek clarifications 

only. Is he allowed to make such long speeches? He says that he is against all 
monopoly and monopolists. But he is monopolizing the time of the House. 

 
(Interruptions) 

 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: It is perfectly in order, Sir. 
MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order, order, please. 

 
SHRI BABUBHAI M. CHINAI: Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, I do not want Mr. 

Bhupesh Gupta's ruling; I want your ruling only. 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: It is the ruling only that I am objecting to. I say 
that it is perfectly in order. If he has said less, it would have been an injustice to the 

national cause. 

 

(Interruptions) 
 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order, order, please. It will be desirable if the 

hon. Members do not make long observations and confine themselves to questions 

only so that we can accommodate a large number of members. 

 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Yes, Sir. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Sir, I agree with the hon. Member when he 
made the observation that the response from the international community has been 

lukewarm. But I am not quite sure whether his observation that the U.K. is losing 
interest in the Commonwealth is correct. 
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SHRI A.G. KULKARNI: Why not? 
  

SARDAR SW ARAN SINGH: I not accept that. Please try to understand. The 
real point is that the hon. Member is not authorized by the U.K. to say that they have 

lost interest. We know from informed sources that they continue to have interest.  
 

Then, the second question that is asked is whether the Government is prepared 
to take some strong action in relation to our attitude to U.K........ 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Sir, on a point of order. The hon. Minister should 
not say this thing... (Interruption). He says that the U.K has not authorized him to say 

that the U.K. has lost interest in it. Is anybody authorized to say that Islamabad has no 
faith in democracy....... 
 

(Interruption) 
 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order, order, please 

SHRI CHITA BASU (West Bengal): Listen to the reply.... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please sit down, Mr. Chitta Basu. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Then, I am constrained to remark that his 

expression that I should not be guided by South block is unfair to the members of the 

Foreign Service. And to imagine that the Minister or the Government should not be 

serviced by their own civil servants or members of the Foreign Service is, I think, an 

unkind cut. We can take any attitude in Government as we like. But there is no use of 

having these digs at the members of the Foreign Service. They carry out Government 

policy and they are responsible for the implementation of these policies..... 
 

DR. BHAI MAHAVIR (Delhi): It is too flattering for the Ministers also. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I don't know: it may be, perhaps, castigating, 

for the Opposition. Should I take it that way? 
 

Then, he said that we should take some strong action. I don't know what 
precisely is meant by that.... 
 

SHRI A.G. KULKARNI: Take the Bangladesh..... 
 

SARDAR AWARAN SINGH: That has got nothing to do with Bangladesh. 
You are talking of our attitude towards U.K. We have received some amount. The 

question is what other steps we should take to solve the problem. Obviously, we have 

to continue to create consciousness amongst the international community about their 

responsibility in this respect. It is important that we should try to mobilize 

international opinion against Pakistan to make them refrain from carrying on their 

military oppression against the unarmed people and also to take such steps by which a 

situation is crested so that the refugees who have now come to India should go back. 

The political situation should be such that should go back and we should not hesitate 

to mobilize the entire international community in support of this because we are on 

firm and just ground. Apart from whatever money might be contributed by the 

international community to look after these refugees, this is the most important part in 

which we should enlist their support. 
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Lastly, his question is something which is beyond me. He says that unless this 

matter is sorted out with the U.K. our problem in Bangladesh cannot be resolved. I do 

not think that he should feel so helpless that our attitude in relation to Bangladesh and 

this problem should be totally dependent on the attitude of one country. If the attitude 

of one country is not favorable, we should try to correct that. But we have got other 

means of carrying out our policies, and it will be an over-simplification to say that 

everything is linked with whatever attitude the U.K. may take. I would appeal to the 
hon. Member that this is not a correct approach..... 
 

(Interruptions) 
 

SHRI A.G. KULKARNI: I would ask the Minister about the attitude of the 

Government of Mr. Wilson, barring Mr. Jai Pakash Narain from addressing an 

international gathering. What has the Government to say on that..... 
 

(Interruptions) 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Sir, we take strong objection to that attitude. 
 

SHRI LOKANATH MISRA (Orissa): The facts as they stand and the 

statement given by the hon. Minister of External Affairs go to prove that Pakistan has 

been able to successfully sell falsehood abroad, while India has been unable to sell 
even the truth.  
 

We have not been able to sell the truth abroad while Pakistan has been very 

successfully in selling untruth and falsehood.  
 

SHRI A.D. MANI: Truth is difficult to sell. 
 

SHRI LOKANATH MISRA: Truth is not difficult to sell. (Interruptions) It 

may be difficult for Mr. Mani to sell truth, but it is not difficult for a Government to 

sell the truth. 
 

The point I wanted to stress was that in spite of all efforts, in spite of all our 
good relationships with the U.K. Government, we have not been able to impress upon 

the U.K. Government that genocide is being perpetrated in Bangladesh and, therefore, 
any help that is given to Pakistan now is going further to perpetrate in that area. We 

have not been able to impress upon them this truth. It may be the deficiency of our 

High Commission there. It may be the deficiency of the Government's entire publicity 

media all over the world, and more so I have been convinced of the deficiency of our 

publicity media because almost all the countries of the world have started disbelieving 

what we say even if it is the truth. Therefore, all the time, whatever the Swatantra 

Party has been saying is now going to be proved, namely, that we have no friend in 

the world that we have lost one by one all the friends that we had. 
 

SHRI A.D. MANI: Except the Swatantra Party. 
 

SHRI LOKANATH MISRA: The Swatantra Party is a friend of the 

Government, not Mr. Mani, who only tries to speak pleasant words on the floor of the 

House. 
 

DR.Z.A. AHMAD (Uttar Pradesh): The Swatantra Party has lost all friends. 
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 SHRI LOKANTH MISRA: The Swatantra Party might have lost all friends but 

Swatantra Party talks as a friend to anybody and everybody. We are not hypocrites. 
 

 SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: The Swatantra Party is losing in both money and 

friends. 
 

SHRI LOKANTH MISRA: Ultimately you have lost much and you are still 

losing. Mr. Bhupesh Gupta has very lately realized that he is going to lose both Mrs. 

Indira Gandhi and her party in the country. He was trying to be very friendly with 

Mrs. Indira Gandhi's party. Now he has come to realize he is losing both his friend 

and the money. 
 

Now, as I was asking the question I was saying that the Government has lost 
all friends in the world so that we have not been able to impress upon the countries of 

the world even about the truth of the matter as far as Bangladesh is concerned. What 
is being done particularly to activise the publicity media of the Government? 
 

 SHRI SHEEL BHADRA YAJEE (Bihar): Please see the world opinion 
appearing in the newspapers. Then you will come to know that we have friends also.  
 

SHRI LOKANATH MISRA: Do you understand anything about international 

affairs or our external affairs? Kindly don't try to get into an arena where you do not 
understand anything, nor are you understood.  
 

Sir, I was asking the question what specifically is being done by the External 

Affairs Minister to activise the publicity media? Now he is going round the world and 

is visiting the capital cities of the important counties. I am happy about it and I hope 

he would impress upon the Governments and the peoples that he is visiting about the 

truth of the matter. But his persuasion may not be lasting persuasion. So, our 

Embassies must be activised so that something concrete is being done and something 

concrete is being pursued all the time. His visit and his persuasion may be 

momentary, may have momentary effect. Certainly he would go and try to impress on 

all those Governments. But what is being done to activise our publicity media so that 

a lasting impression can be created in those areas where we have some interest?  
 

 SHRI AKBAR ALI KHAN (Andhra Pradesh): What is your proposal? 
 

SHRI LOKANATH MISRA: The Governments publicity media in those 

countries should be activised. We have not been able to do it yet. What is wrong in 
that? Would the hon. Minister kindly try to find out now? After our repeated failures 

in international relations, would he at least now try to find out as to where the lacuna 
lies? If our publicity media were weak, what could be done to activise them? Would 

he kindly do something in the matter? 
 

 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Sir, what is described by the hon. Member as 

failure is not a correct description. Failures or setbacks are not always due to lack of 
publicity: for example, the Swatantra Party has been doing excellent publicity but 

they failed in the elections. So, publicity does not always produce results. The hon. 
Member says that we have not been able to sell. The trouble is that for sale both a 

customer and a seller are required and sometimes if the customer happens to be like 
my friend opposite it becomes very difficult to sell. For instance, I have been trying to 

sell this idea that we should have 
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a national policy in this respect but I have never been able to sell it to my friend there. 

It is not for any fault of mine; the country supports my policy. So, the question of sale 

depends not only on the seller but in a very large number of cases, on the customers 

also, and other Governments have their own policies. I would like to say that we have 

not failed on the publicity front and the hon. Member who I presume, keeps himself 

well informed of the general opinion of the world press will agree with me that on the 

whole, by and large, the press has been reporting Farley well the events in 
Bangladesh-the actual happening, the atrocities at the hands of the military regime 

and also the political situation. These have been analyzed in a very fine manner. The 
main praise is due to our press and also the Press of Western European and the East 

European countries, notably the Soviet Union; France and Germany. In all these 
countries generally the press reaction has been quite adequate and has depicted the 

situation more correctly. There is no need to tell you that the response from 
Governments has been very tardy. The Governments have been tardy, of course with 

a few honorable exceptions. In this respect, I would like to acknowledge the very 

forthright and clear statement made by President Podgorny which he has sent to 

President Yahya Khan asking him to desist from the pursuit of a policy due to which 

innocent people were being tortured. The world leaders in the government have been 

more cautious by saying that their capacity to influence Pakistan is diminished if they 

make open statements. We have told them that this is incorrect. If anything, if what is 

being done by the present rules of Pakistan is openly condemned, that itself will have 

the greater effect of restraining them rather than these hush-hush talks-the policy that 

they are now accepting in relation to Pakistan. Therefore, there is greater realization 

about this and we have to perseveres and there is on use of talking of failure in this 

respect. These ale long-drawn our struggles in which we have to relentlessly pursue 

our policy to realize the objectives which we have set before us. 
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 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I do not agree with the observations made by 
the Member that subsequent statements by the Russian leaders have in any way been 

different from the first statement that was publicly made by President Podgorny. I do 
not accept the Correctness of that observation. The second question was about the 

letters that 
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have been written by our Prime Minister. These are letters which have been written by 

the Prime Minister to the Heads of Governments and some of them have replied. 

Other replies are awaited and it has never been the practice to publicize such letters to 

depart from the practice, which is well established, and no copies are proposed to be 

laid on the Table with regard to this correspondence.  

 

 SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: It has not been the convention. In some cases you 
had published also. That does not satisfy us.  

 
           SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: In this particular case we have no intention to 

publicize the letters. About the third question. It is true that Shri Jayaprakash Narayan 
could not get an appointment with President Sadat of UAR. I am sorry for that but we 

have to view this in the context of the great internal struggle that was going on at that 
time and the UAR leaders were in the midst of a complete overhaul of their 

government set-up in which they took action against several high-ranking dignitaries 

in their government...  

 

 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: That is very much after that. If you look up 

your files, you will agree that timing was such in which Shri Jayaprakas Narayan was 

in Cairo at the time when they were in the midst of these changes and they expected 

difficulties and could not see him. 
 

 SHRI AKBAR ALI KHAN: They could have expressed their sympathy and 
their agony. 

 
 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I agree with you and will add this voice of 

yours to my voice which has always been projected to them that they should do 
something of that type. The last question was if Pakistan, after they started the 

military action against Bangladesh, got any arms from any country. According to our 
information, the only source from which they got arms after they started the military 

action against Bangladesh in from China. We are not aware of their having got arms 
from any other country. I cannot say anything about economic aid because I cannot 

really give you any information. 
 

 SHRI AKBAR ALI KHAN: What about Turkey and Iran? 
 

 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I cannot say if they have got any arms aid from 

Iran and Turkey after they started the military action. 

 

 SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Nobody here has even remotely suggested that our 

attitude towards the struggle in Bangladesh should be dependent on the wishes of the 

government of the U.K. but then, Sir, the attitude which the U.K. has taken towards 

this great struggle in history is certainly relevant to the relations between India and 

that U.K. and it is in that context we are asking him questions. What the British 

Government has done is nothing new. At the time of India-China conflict you will 

remember Mr. Duncan Sandy's suddenly came to Delhi and Karachi in order to trap 

Government of India to join with the Government of Pakistan to sign that infamous 

statement in which we even compromised some of our national positions in regard to 
Kashmir and various other 
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things. You will remember that statement. They exploited the situation against India. 

At the time of the indo-Pakistan war in 1965 again we found the British Government 

openly coming out against India and takings the initiative in mobilizing world public 

opinion or at least the Government of the West against our country and this is a well-

known fact. In fact we were accused of committing aggression by the so-called 

Commonwealth friend of India. Now again we find that the British Government of the 

day is openly backing up Yahya Khan and is giving an anti-India edge to the 
campaign. What the British papers have written is immaterial: here we are discussing 

the role of the Government. Even in the Labor Party many people have raised their 
voice against the slaughter and genocide perpetrated by Yahya Khan. British public 

opinion is not to be judged only by what the British Government does, but we are 
concerned with the Government. Our diplomacy with the British Government has 

completely failed. We may be good sellers but they are the most hopeless, most 
vicious customers with whom we have to deal. Accordingly, this is what I would 

suggest. Even in the United States senator Edward Kennedy has said something very 

strong but not one-man of the ruling party in England not one Minister, has said 

anything which goes against Yahya Khan or his crime. On the contrary, they are 

talking of a political solution in order to pressurize other people to surrender to Yahya 

Khan and to this tactics. That is their idea; they are whipping up certain elements, 

followers of Yahya Khan, in England against others from the erstwhile East Pakistan. 

That is also happening. They have decided to give money, when others have stopped 

Britain has decided to give additional funds in the name, of relief of Yahya Khan so 

that these funds could be used as a morale booster and also for other purposes by the 

West Pakistani troops on Bangladesh where they are now in occupation. These are 

serious matters and the Government has no policy towards them. Where do we stand 

in regard to our relations with the United Kingdom? That is what we ask. Why should 

you still continue in the Commonwealth kicks India. Every time we find we have 
been let down, kicked, attacked and betrayed but yet we continue in the 

Commonwealth. We are continuing in receive attention: Now I should like to know 
why the Government is not developing a line of action against the U.K. especially in 

the context or the relations between the two countries. I think, Sir, in the light of what 
they are doing we should stop all kinds of visas and other things to the British people 

coming here except those who are friendly to Indians and proved as such. We should 
withdraw some of the concessions which Britain is now enjoying. 

 

 We should not allow any of their capital to be remitted from here or profits or 

other things till we have taken up the problem of refugees with West Pakistan which 

is imposing on us as a part of their diabolic plot against the Bangladesh. We should 

really ask all such imperialists who are remaining in this country especially from 

Britain to leave this country when we know that they are sending men like Tariq Ali 

in order to create difficulties here. These are steps we should take immediately. We 

should also at the same time take away the resources from the British investors here 

and utilize them for relief and succor of the refugees who are coming. Every year 

crores and crores are being remitted by the British coalmines and other British 

concerns including the oil concerns. 
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Why should we not take some of these in order in utilize them for the relief and 

succour of the refugees who have come from Bangladesh? Such steps we can take. 

We should certainly withdraw from the Secretariat, we should certainly withdraw 

from the Commonwealth, we should reconsider our entire relations with the United 

Kingdom. This habit of continuing in the Commonwealth is something which is 

becoming intolerable from the national point of view. 

 
 MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please conclude. 

 
 SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Therefore, I say that the Government should come 

out not only by saying that we strongly object to it but we should also express national 
sentiments, national feelings against the British Government's abetment of Yahya 

Khan in terms of concrete diplomatic, political and economic action. That is what we 
demand of you. That would be the best way of championing the cause which we are 

championing. These are some of my suggestions or some of the points made for 

clarification. The Government should state its position. 

 

 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I think we should concentrate at the moment on 

trying to build our energies for resolving the situation that faces us in relation to 

Bangladesh and should not open other fronts. These are matters which he has 

suggested but we should not convert our problems in relation to Bangladesh into this 

type of attitude against one country. That is a separate issue. We should not link it 

with that. 

 

 SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: They are abetting this murder. The British 

Government is pursuing this policy ever since the Heath Government was formed. 

You know they are adopting an anti-Indian attitude, an attitude against Asians, and 
now they are using this policy with a vengeance in regard to the developments in 

Bangladesh. They want the people of Bangladesh to be suppressed as a part and 
parcel of their attack against the Asian people, against the people of India. That is 

why I think the action is called for. 
 

 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: There is nothing more to add. 
 

 MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Goray. 

 

 SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: No answer? This is the trouble in this Parliament. 

Whenever the British thing is raised, our Ministers become silent. That is the trouble. 

I have been seeing this thing in all these ten years. They are heroic when other 

peoples are mentioned. Whenever Britain is mentioned they are absolutely silent. 

They evade the thing. 

 

 SARDAR SWARANSINGH: I would say that this observation of the hon. 

Member is very unkind. We have in very unmistakable and clear terms stated our 

position in relation to important matters where we did not agree with the British 

attitude in Rhodesia, in supply of arms to South, Africa, on general question of 

colonialism and it is unkind on particular situation we should concentrate on this 
problem and I would repeat that we should be careful not to open too many fronts. 
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 DR. BHAI MANAVIR: But what strong action is taken?  
 

 SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: You say a second front is being opened. What is 
the second front? Are we in World War II to talk of second front? 
 

 SHRI N.G.GORAY (Maharashtra): Unless this front is quiet I cannot put my 

questions. 
 

 Sir, this question gas become very important is the light of the news that we 

have got only today that the Foreign Minister is going to the various capitals, starting 
from Moscow, when he will go to London, Paris and Washington. I would like to 

know what is the mission that he has in his mind, because since the 25
th

  March when 
Yahya Khan marched his army and started liquidating the Bangladesh freedom 

fighters, two things have happened. One is that no country in the world has shown 
active sympathy for Bangladesh. So far as words are concerned, they have flown 

freely, but so far as giving aid to Bangladesh is concerned no country has come 

forward. That is number one. 
 

 The other thing is, when this influx of the refugees started and now they are 

well above the four million mark-no country has given any massive support no 

country has come forward with any massive aid Sir, we have been sending our 

emissaries outside. One of our Ministers is already abroad, and now the Foreign 

Minister himself is going out. I do not know what is the purpose of these visits. Is it to 

get more aid for the refugees or is it to step the carnage that Yahya Khan's army is 
perpetrating in Bangladesh? I would like to know what is the purpose for which the 

Foreign Minister is undertaking this tour during the Budget Session, which is a very 
important session, when we have known that repeated attempts have failed to 

convince people. Somebody pointed out that our publicity media are not working 
properly. I do not think so. Publicity has done its work. Foreign correspondents have 

been inside Bangladesh. They have made detailed reports. The whole thing is, 
whether it is China or Russia or England or An America or France, they have their 

own national interests to guard, and because it is their policy to safeguard their 
national interest, to put their national interest above everything else, thought they 

know that such a crime is being perpetrated on Bangladesh, nobody is ready to get 

involved in it. Bangladesh is just like Droupadi in the Kaurava Sabha. Everybody 

knows and is saying that what is happening is bad but nobody is prepared to stop it. I 

would like to know from the hon. Minister is it not now conclusively proved that in 

spite of your efforts, nations which want to safeguard their own national interests are 

not going to fall in line with your plea? They are not going to come forward with any 

help and if you think that even for the refugees are going to get any massive aid from 

them, they are not going to do so, and the refugees are going to be our headache for a 

very long time, and it is only the Indians who will have to deal with the problem. 
 

 Sir, reference was made to the letters written by the Prime Minister to the   

heads of other countries and the Foreign Minister said that it is not customary to 

publish these letters. I agree with him. But is it not a fact that when the relations 

between China and India got strained, all the letters between the Prime Minister of 

China and the Prime Minister of India were published in the form of a White Paper? I 

would suggest that the time has come.. (Interruptions) No, no, long before the 

conflict, it took plate in 1962 
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and the letters were published in 1958. One White Paper after another, three White 

Papers were published.  
 

 Sir, I would suggest: In order to let the people of the world understand what 

efforts India made to save Bangladesh and what was the attitude of other nations, will 
the Foreign Minister consider issuing a White Paper on this and bring out all the 

literature that is being there on our behalf, the correspondence, the case that was 
pleased by our emissaries abroad including Mr. Jaya Prakash Narain and the reply, the 

response from them, etc? These are the two or three questions on which I would like 
the Foreign Minister to throw light. 
 

 SADAR SWARAN SINGH: Sir, it is correct that there is a proposal that I 

should visit some of the capitals, and I know I do not find it easy to be away from 

Parliament.  
 

 But in the overall interest, we thought that it is better that this effort should I 

be made. But no details have yet been settled and I cannot give at the present stage 

more concrete information with regard to this. The effort will be to explain the 

happenings in Pakistan, the political implications and all the facts of the problem. So 

it wills not the correct to say that it is to achieve one particular thing or another 

particular thing. It is only to reinforce the efforts that our missions have been making 

to make the world leaders important leaders of countries, appreciate the true state of 

affairs there and how the efforts of the international community should be mobilized 

to rectify the situation, both, as put by the hon. Member, to stop these military actions 

and to make a move towards normally. 
 

 SHRI N.G.GORAY: Will you plead for a political solution.  
 

 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Do not ask me to say everything that I am 

going to say. It is not just done. 
 

 Then, Sir, he has made a very pertinent remark that other countries will take 

action in accordance with what they consider to be their best self-interest that is a hard 
reality of international life. But here is considerable scope even in that because even 

in assessing their own interests, they may have missed something important which 
may be vital not only from our point of view or from the point of view of Bangladesh, 

but also from the point of view of their own self-interest, and it is important that 

efforts should be made to highlight such aspects. I lastly, I am sorry that I am unable 

to change the position that I have already mentioned. that we have no intention to 

publish the letters that our Prime Minister has written or the replies that our Prime 

Minister has received. 
 

 DR. K MATHEW KURIAN (Kerala): Sir, the hon. Minister has said that one 

of the purposes of his visit is to impress upon the foreign governments the various 

aspects of the Bangladesh, problem. But he refused to give a straight answer to the 
concert question whether the Government of India will impress upon the foreign 

governments to recognize Bangladesh. How can they, because they have themselves 
not recognize Bangladesh? Will India impress upon the foreign countries to give all 

material, economic and military aid to Bangladesh revolutionaries? How can they, 
because they are not themselves doing it? Sir, I would like to know from the Minister 

how India can suggest to the United 
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Kingdom Government to suspend aid to Pakistan in view of the fact that the Government 

of India is increasingly indebted to be the United Kingdom for external aid, for private 

monopoly capital, and they continue to be an insipid member of the insipid 
Commonwealth. Secondly I would to know from the Hon. Minister what moral right the 

Government of India has to ask the United Kingdom Government to suspend aid to 

Pakistan when the Government of India itself has been giving military aid to the tottering 

Mrs. Bandaranaike’s Government, against the people there who are fighting against that 
Government. I should make it clear that I am not here taking any particular position 

regarding the insurgency in Ceylon. Whatever be the character of the insurgency in 

Ceylon, it is a shame on the part of the Government of India to send military aid to 
foreign government when they are fighting their own peoples. I would like to know what 

moral, right his Government has to tell the United Kingdom Government suspend aid to 

Pakistan when it is going the same with reference to other countries. 
 

 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I would appeal to the Hon. Member to apply 

this moral standard to judge the implications of the question that he is raising. There 

are very unfortunate insinuations that the Hon. Member is making and I would appeal 

to him and to others of this way of thinking... 

 

 DR. K. MATHEW KURIAN: Unfortunate for you. 
 

 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH:.... that this approach is very dangerous and it is 

against national interest. I will request him to desist from this. 
 

 DR. K.MATHEW KURIAN: National interest? Whose national interest? The 

people's national interest? 
 

 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I would like to make it clear that our attitude 
both to Bangladesh and Ceylon is identical. In Bangladesh we are supporting the 

Awami League because they represent the majority. We are supporting Mrs. 
Bandaranaike’s Government because she represents the majority. Our position is 

absolutely identical. The trouble with gentlemen of his way of thinking is 
that..(Interruptions) Do not get excited. SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Mr. Swaran 

Singh, this is not a very intelligent argument.  
 

 SARDAR SARAN SINGH: Then, let us not enter into an argument. I would 

like to say that these is no moral right for honorable Members to ask these questions. 
We are perfectly within our right, both moral and constitutional, to pursue the line that 

we are pursuing and we will continue to pursue this line. 
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 N� ��5�����9 : 5�� ��� )�� +?�। K�� C�= 7�� ����� K/���7��� )�� �,�� 5��� 
+����। 
 

 MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAB: Mr. Swaran Singh, will you reply to the points 

made?  

 

 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Please wait. There was some criticism. But I 

think it was not well informed. Our attitude, when we use an expression of that nature, 

is that the military action upon which the West Pakistan Army has embarked and the 

forces of operation and the forces of repression unleashed by the military rulers of 

Pakistan are not likely to and will not solve the basic problem of Bangla Desh and that 

they should bend their energies to find a solution of this problem, not by resort to 

military means. This is the expression used in relation to several other situations in the 

world also. This is to highlight the futility of continued military action that the 

expression to that effect has been used and it will not be fair for the hon. Members to 

read anything more than that, that we are in favor of any particular type pf solution 

one way or the other. But we have also to keep this in mind that it is essentially a 

matter between the people of Bangla Desh and the military ruler's with whom they are 

at present fighting. 
 

 N� ��5�����9: +� +�H ��� ����। 
 

 MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Rajnarain, please let him finish. 

 
 SADAR SWARAN SINGH: I would appeal to the hon. Member, to leave this 

matter to be settled by them and it is not for us to suggest any particular line of action. 
They have already clarified their position quite well. The Awami League Leaders, 

Maulana Bhashani and several other leaders of Bangla Desh have clarified their 
attitude with regard to this and we should add our voice also to this that the military 

operation should cease and efforts should be made to meet their viewpoint by means 
of which are non-military and this is perfectly a legitimate stance, legitimate stand, 

and we should not be apologetic. 
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 SHRI DWIJENDRALAL SEN GUPTA (West Bengal): It is our problem also 

and that must be realized.  
 

 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: So far as our problems are concerned we 

should be able to settle them. We have not said that we are not going to settle them. In 
fact, the Prime Minister had, in her statement made on the 24th May, clearly said- I 

would like to quote:  
 

 "If the world does not take heed, we shall be constrained to take all measures 

as may be necessary to ensure our own security..." 
 

 SHRI DWIJENDRALAL SEN GUPTA: How? 
 

 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: "...and the preservation and the development o 

the structure of our social and economic life." 
 

 SHRI DWIJENDRALAL SEN GUPTA: How and when?... 

 

(Interruption) 
 

 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: You ask, how and when?... 
   

 SHRI DWIJENDRALAL SEN GUPTA: Yes.  
 

 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: How and when? It should be left to us. You are 
not in any capacity to do that.  
 

 SHRI DWIJENDRALAL SEN GUPTA: It is your 

monopoly?....(Interruptions) The Government has absolutely failed. I say it has failed. 
 

 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I am sorry, I don't agree with your analysis. 

There is only one other question that the hon. Member has asked, and he has repeated 
it a number of times as to what the Government is going to say, either here or abroad, 

on the question of Bangla Desh. Our attitude in this respect... 
 

 SHRI MAHAVIR TYAGI (Uttar Pradesh): Are the Government trying to 

persuade other Government to agree to the justification of the demand that in view of 

the infiltration of refugees on such a massive scale, we want living space from the 

Bangla Desh? 
 

 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I am not going to discuss this in details. On the 

question that is asked by Shri Rajnarainji about our attitude in relation to Bangla 

Desh, I think... 
 

 SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: There cannot be a solution except on the basis of 

the freedom of the people of Bangla Desh to shape their destiny. Let us not try to 

indulge in.. 
 

 SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Government have clarified their position in 

relation to Bangla Desh. But, unfortunately, my friend, Shri Rajnarainji, walked out 

on that day. I would request him to read the proceedings of that day. 
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REFUGEES ARE INTERNATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 

 

Statement of 

Prime Minister Shrimati Indira Gandhi 

In Rajya Sabha on June 15, 1971. 

 

 Intervening in the discussion on the situation arising out of the influx of 
millions of refugees from Bangladesh Prime Minister Shrimati Indira Gandhi said in 

Rajya Sabha on June 15, 1971: 
 

 Sir, I had not expected to intervene in this discussion, because we have made 
our policy very clear. I was rater astonished to hear from one of the members that our 

policy is not clear. I think our policy is quite clear. I am astonished at the lack of 
confidence in our people, in our country, which our Members are constantly 

displaying. Are we citizens of a great country? Are we citizens who have confidence 

in ourselves or not? Listening to this debate, it seems to me that this is a far more 

important question than the question of what is happening to the refugees from 

Bangla Desh. Because, if we have no confidence in ourselves, it doesn't matter what 

we say, we will not be able to implement it. 

 

 I speak here with tremendous confidence in my people and in my 

Government. I have no doubt at all, that we can face the problem which has come 

upon us. What does this mean? Does it mean that no refugee will suffer? It cannot 

possibly mean that. When any country has to face a large influx not an influx over a 

long period, but a sudden influx within a few weeks, of nearly six million people-it is 

not a joke; it is not a small thing. I would like to know from hon. Members: Do they 

know of any country in the world which has faced even one-tenth of this situation 
before? It is very easy to sit in this House and just criticize and criticize instead of 

trying to assess the realities of the situation. If even ten thousand refugees arrive in 
any European country, the whole Continent of Europe will be afire with all the 

newspapers, the Government and everybody aroused. We are trying to deal with 
nearly 6 million human beings who have fled from a reign of terror, who have come 

wounded, with diseases, with illness, hunger and exhaustion. And they have come to 
our country, which is one of the poorest in the world. We certainly have the fullest 

sympathy with these war evacuees of refugees, or whatever you would like to call 

them. 

 

 We are going to do our very best to look after them. Even it we have to 

sacrifice, even we have to go hungry hope the hon. Members will be the first to 

initiate a movement of missing a meal. But at the same time we have to see that our 

own poor people do not suffer, do not die. We have a double responsibility to our 

people and a responsibility to our friends from across the border. 
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 One hon. Member spoke of our taking a begging bowl to other countries. Sir, I 

am not in the habit of begging. I have never begged. I am not begging now. And I 

have no intention of begging. If our emissaries go from this country to other countries, 

they are not speaking with a voice of weakness; they are not begging. We are sending 

them because this is an international responsibility. And we are not going to let the 

international community get away with it. They cannot avoid their responsibility. 

They may give help, or they may not give help. But they will certainly suffer from the 
consequences of whatever happens in this part of the world. We must put this problem 

to them in its proper perspective. We certainly want help, and the more help we get, 
the better we shall be able to look after the refugees. But so far, this help has been 

pitiable in proportion to what is needed; it is about one-tenth of what is actually 
needed, so far as we have been able to assess. I hope that this help will increase. This 

is very important from the point of view of saving lives, of giving better nourishment 
to children and of giving better treatment to those who are suffering from cholera and 

other diseases. But the point is not the quantity of help. Our appeal is even more 

important from the point of view of putting this problem in perspective. What are we 

concerned about? We are concerned about the lives and the comforts of the refugees, 

but we are even more concerned about the problem of democracy, the problem of 

human rights, the problem of human dignity, which have now been brought into focus 

before us and the whole world in such a poignant and heart ending manner. And, if 

our representatives have gone, whether they are Members of the Council of Ministers, 

whether they are non- official people or other people, it is with this end in view, 

namely that all the countries should be told about the reality of the situation, and I 

think that our efforts have succeeded in this in some measure. Today, the world press 

is reacting more sharply and is devoting greater space to this question; I think that we 

have had something to do with this change of attitude. So we should not sneeze at all 

the efforts that are being made. As I said on a previous occasion here, I can 
understand the emotionalism and the sense of sorrow and of helplessness which hon. 

members and many people outside feel. It is understandable and I sympathies with it. 
But it should lead us to something more. It should not lead us to a dead end, to a 

feeling that nothing is being done, that nothing can be done, and that we are going to 
be engulfed. We are bearing a tremendous burden, and as I said- I do not know 

whether the world is parliamentary or not; if it is not please strike it out, Sir- as I said 
in my meetings with the people even in the camps where I had gone, we will have to 

go through hell to meet this situation. But I have no doubt that we can emerge, and we 

will. It will hurt us un many ways, economically and in other ways, but we will get 

thorough if we have the courage, the determination, and the endurance. I personally 

believe that our people have these qualities, and, therefore, we will be able to handle 

this situation. But it cannot be done cheaply either as regards financial effort or 

physical effort. The effort may hurt all sections of the people, all along the line. It 

may even affect some of our essential programmers. But this is something which we 

cannot avoid, because, as I have said on an earlier occasion, what happens in 

Bangladesh will have an impact on India. We are concerned with the general principle 

of democracy, but we are more concerned here because Bangladesh is so close to our 

border that its impact will be very much greater than if such a thing had happened in a 

distant place. 
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 My Colleague just now mentioned the much publicized reception centers 

opened by the West Pakistan Government in Bangladesh. I do not know what these 

reception centers are going to do. So far, nobody has returned from any of our refugee 

camps except a small number-about two thousand-who are reported to have gone back 

from a part of northern India for various reasons which had nothing to do with the 

opening of the reception centers in East Bengal. 
 

 So far as I remember, it was Shri Goray, or may be one of the other hon. 

Members-who asked something about what we meant by political settlement. 
 

 I think he will excuse me; he has put rather an extraordinary interpretation on 

that word. Does he for a moment believe that we would accept a political settlement 

which means the death of Bangladesh, which means the ending of democracy or of 

those who are fighting for their rights? India could never accept such a state of affairs. 

When we talked of a political settlement, we meant that a political settlement must be 

arrived at with those people who are today being suppressed. I am not expressing a 

view whether such a settlement is possible or not, but clarifying what we have said at 

an earlier stage. If international pressure through whatever means available to the big 

powers and to other countries were exerted, I think that a political settlement would 

have been possible at an earlier stage. Now, of course, with each passing day this 

possibility becomes more remote.  
 

 We are looking after the refugees on a temporary basis. We have no intention 

of allowing them to settle here, nor can we allow them to go back merely to be 

butchered.  
 

 One hon. Member said something about China having become free after us. I 

have not quite understood what this means. So far as I know, China has not been 
under foreign rule in the way that we have been. It has always been a free country. It 

is true that earlier it did not have a communist government, and now it has one. But it 
was a free country all along.  
 

 There is some confusion in the minds of hon. Members whether refugees are 

being removed or whether they are to be kept where they are. It is not easy to be clear 

on this matter because of the magnitude of the problem. Even if we want to remove 

the refugees, it is physically not possible to do so. Each train carries about 1200 or it 

may be little more. But, with the best will in the world, we can only move a small 
portion of them. We are trying to move them especially to land which belongs to the 

Central Government in different States, but it is not an easy matter to do and however 

we may try to move them there still will be a tremendous burden on the States where 

they are today. 
 

 We have used trucks; we are using planes; we are using railway trains; we are 

using goods trains. But with all that-they are six million people-you cannot remove 

them easily or quickly. 
 

 In this country, we have a shortage of practically everything which they need. 
We have a shortage of tarpaulins; we have a shortage of corrugated iron sheet; we 

have shortage of every possible thing you can think of. We have tried to round up 
these items from every part of the country; we are rushing them to the camps. But no 

matter what we 
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do-I am sorry so say-we cannot keep the refugees on anything remotely resembling 

comfort, because of the nature of the problem. And I am glad to say that wherever I 

have been, the spirit in these camps has really been magnificent. They are living under 

extremely difficult conditions, but they understand and appreciate our difficulties. So 

should continue to try and do our best, but we should always keep in view the long- 

term aspect of the problem, and specially the aspect that it will mean tremendous 

hardship for all of us and for our people. We must all, as leaders or members of 
political parties, as citizens of this country, prepare our people for this period of 

hardship, because without it we can neither help the refugees nor deal with the larger 
problem. 

 
 This House has always a great deal of understanding. I know that it is 

necessary from time to time to have opportunity to blow off steam and to work off 
emotions. This is natural and understandable, but when all is said, I am grateful to the 

House for the understanding it has showed and for the cooperation which it gives. 
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CALLING ATTENTION TO A MATTER OF URGENT 

PUBLIC IMPORTANCE 
 

Report of Recent shipments of Arms by the U. S. A to Pakistan 

 

SHRI CHITTA BASU (West Bengal): Mr. Chairman. Sir I beg to call the 

attention of the Minister of External Affairs to the reports of recent shipments of arms 

by the USA to Pakistan. 

  

THE MINISTER OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS (SATDAR SWARAN SINGH): 

Mr. Chairman Sir Government appreciate and share the concern of all sections of this 

House about the reported shipment of certain items of military equipment from the 

United States to Pakistan recently. The New York times report of June 22 about two 

ships, 'sunderbans and padma' flying the flag of Pakistan having sailed from new 

York  on the 8th of may and 21st of June respectively,  with cargo of the United states 

military equipments seems to be substantially correct. Out Ambassador in 
Washington took up the matter immediately on receipt of this report with the Under 

secretary o state on the evening of 22nd June.  The matter was also taken up with the 
U.S embassy in New Delhi on 23rd June. According to the U. S Government no 

foreign military sales to Pakistan have been authorized or approved since March 25, 
and no export licenses have been issued for commercial purchases in U.S. since 

March 25, nor have export licenses been renewed since that date. The U. S 
Government has further stated that the New York Times article is incorrect in stating 

that such shipment included 8 aircraft. According to them no air craft are on board 

these vessels. The U. S Government have however admitted that it is possible that 

fore3ign  military sales items authorized or approved prior to  March 25, have been 

delivered  to the dock side since that date and may be  aboard  the two ships  referred  

to in the New York times. They have further stated that it was also possible that 

commercially purchased items where export licenses were required and were issued 

before March 25 may aboard these ships. Further there are some items for which 

export licenses are not required. So it is possible that some such items are also on the 

ships. They have stated that it is thus probable that these ships do carry items of 

military equipment resulting from actions taken prior to March 25.  

 

The Under Secretary of state has appreciated our concern and expressed regret 

that this loophole regarding past authorizations had not been brought to our notice. He 
has further explained that full facts regarding what had been covered by export 

licenses issued in the past the shipments of which have not been effected, were still 
not known and he could not, therefore say that there would be no further shipments 

yet to be made. He has however added that up to the moment they had not come to 
any conclusion on the subject and they were examining the matter.  
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We have pointed out to the U. S. Government that any accretion of military 

strength to Pakistan particularly in the present circumstances when military 

oppression and atrocities are being let loose on the UN armed and defenseless people 

of Bangladesh would not only pose a threat to the peace and security of this 

subcontinent but the whole region.  What is more it would not only amount to a condo 

nation of these atrocities but could be construed as and encouragement to their 

continuation. We have stressed that this in not merely a technical matter but a matter 
of grave concern involving social economic political and security considerations. We 

have therefore urged the U. S Government that they should try to stop the two ships 
which have already sailed. From delivering military stores will be allowed even under 

Past authorizations. The United States Government have promised to give urgent 
consideration to this matter and we are awaiting their response.  

 
We hope that the U. S Government which cherishes the principles of 

democracy and freedom will not encourage the wanton violation of these principles 

which is taking place in Bangladesh today by the shipment of any kind of military 

weapon spare parts etc. As long as the military authorities o Pakistan do not stop their 

military atrocities and come to a peaceful political settlement with the duly elected 

representatives of Bangladesh and thus bring about a stoppage of the further influx of 

refugees and the safe and early return under credible guarantees of the large numbers 

of refugees who have already crossed over in to India.  

 

SHRI CHITA BASU: First of all may I know this from the hon. Minister? He 

is on record to say only on 22nd of June that supply of arms to military regime of 

Pakistan would be against a number of assurances given by the USA to India. May I 

know, what are the specific assurances he has got in his mind and how far they have 

been violated by the supply of arms? 
 

My second point which is very important is this. Think the hon. Minister has 
been satisfied with the statement or the information which has been given by the US 

authorities. But, it appears to me nothing but hoodwinking our Government with 
regard to the intention of the US authorities in connection with the arms supply to 

Pakistan. Sir he has agreed in his statement that the supply of arms to Pakistan at this 
critical stage would naturally intensify the drive for genocide on the defenseless 

people of Bangladesh today. It would also squeeze out large number of refugees from 

Bangladesh to come to India. It would also increase the belligerence of Pakistan and 

there by pose a serious threat to our Security and the integrity of our country. IN view 

of this, does not the Government consider that this action of the USA in continuing to 

supply arms to Pakistan continues and unfriendly act on the part to the USA  a hostile 

act on their part which is very harm full to the interests on India herself? In this 

background has the Government the courage to say to the Government of the USA 

that these unfriendly and hostile activities of the USA would not be tolerated by the 

people of India and the Government of India and we are free to take action in the way 

we like?  May I know whether he is going to assure the House in that regard?  
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In his statement it is also said that the exposure which has made is 

substantially correct, but would be kind enough to say how much arms have so far 

been supplied to Pakistan even after the 25th of March when it was said by the USA 

that there has been an embargo placed on the supply of arms to Pakistan, because I 

have got in my possession information..........  
 

MR. CHAIRMAN:  You have put a number of questions.  
 

SHRI CHITTA BASU:  ... that Pakistan has been buying arms and spares in 

the USA since March which night have already been shipped to Pakistan not only on 

their ships as has been pointed out here but it has already been reported that the US 

Air Force alone had sold to Pakistan nearly 48 million worth of goods and the Navy 

has also supplied arms to Pakistan. Will he be kind enough to let the House know and 

the countries know what has been the total amount of arms supplied by the USA to 

Pakistan after the 25th of March when the army cracked down on Bangladesh with its 

military action?  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Sir, I would like to say that the House in on 

doubt aware of the history of the US supply of arms to Pakistan the embargo after the 

1965 conflict and the one time exception. I will not repeat that because statement had 

been made at length on the floor of the House about those aspects. But after the 

military action in Bangladesh, the US spokesmen had said that further supply of arms 

to Pakistan was being stopped in view of the situation that had developed in East 

Pakistan Bangladesh. When I say that this is against the assurance we got the clear 

assurance from those statements and clear understanding that no further supplies 

would be made to Pakistan. Therefore when these supplies have now materialized, 

they are against those assurances.  
 

About we second question, I would like to say that I am not satisfied win what 

they have said. I have only given for the information of the house and for the information 

of the country the statements that have been made to us by the US representatives.  
 

And we would not like to leave any impression that the Government is 

satisfied with the statements. We do continue to hold the view strongly that having 

made a statement it was their responsibility to ensure that there were no further 

supplies made by the united states authorities, whether they are the local people or 

whoever else and we feel that apart from being a negation of the assurance this is also 

something which certainly we cannot accept as any satisfactory explanation.  
 

Now when I have said that the statement is substantially correct, I have used 

the world substantially to cover the point that the report that appeared in the American 
press the New York Times, had mentioned whereas the planes the US authorities have 

said now that these slips did not carry the places. So whereas the statement is correct 
that military equipment has gone, I have used the expression substantially correct in 

order to show that the fact of the military equipment having been shipped from the 
United States to Pakistan is correct although there is some discrepancy between the 

press report and what the official spokesmen of US have said.  
 

SHRI CHITTA BASU: Sir, the main point was not answered whether the 

Government considered it a hostile or unfriendly act of the US Government towards 
the India  
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Government and whether they would tell the American Government that we are not 

agreeable to this kind of action being taken by them and that we are free to take action 

in any way we like. That is the moot question which he has not agreed to reply.  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: So far as our right to take any action that we 

like is concerned we are not subject to any Government either the US Government or 
any other Government and I do not see why we suffer under this complex. Why 

should we suffer under this complex that we are to tell another country that we will 
take whatever action we like? Of course it is for us to decide as to what action we may 

like to tape or we may not like to take. About describing it as a hostile or an 

unfriendly act these expressions have certain connotations in international life and we 

have left and we have left the US authorities in no doubt about our disappointment on 

this attitude of theirs.  
 

SHRI N. G GORAY (Maharashtra):" Sir, in this connection two things stand out. 

One is that we must be really grateful to the newspaper people in the United States of 

America who have on a series of occasion been exposing the activities of their own 

Government. Sir this was the latest when they told us for the first time that that such ships 
were proceeding towards Karachi. I would like to know whether the Government has any 

independent source of authority or information to tell us how many ships like these are 

likely to sail and what sort of ammunition is being sent to Pakistan. Sir, just now the 
Foreign Minister said that the government of the United States of America as stated that 

there are no claims on these ships. But the New York correspondent has very specifically 

stated that there are some claims.  Now I would like to know whether there is any 

independent source w2hich could verify whether the statement made by the US 

authorities is correct or whether what the correspondent of the New York Times stated is 

correct. The planes might be dismantled and they can be shown as spare parts and they 

can again be resembled on arriving at Karachi. That is quite possible.  
 

The other thing is that they have expressed their dissatisfaction etc. etc. Sir, 

after the Foreign Minister undertook this strenuous tour as whole balloon of hopes 

and satisfaction was created.  The Government of the US has timed the whole thing in 

such a way that the balloon was simply pricked and the whole thing has gone off.  
 

And we now find that while the U. S. A is giving us all sorts of assurances in 

practice it is betraying us. Therefore, sir, I would like to know whether this not which 

they have sent saying dissatisfied etc. is enough.   
 

SHRI ARJUN ARORA (Uttar Pradesh): American is giving   assurances to 
India and arm to Pakistan.... 
 

SHRI CHAIRMAN: No, please, I shall call you.  
 

SHRI N. G GORAY: ....... Whether the Government will have the courage to 

tell them that these arms........ 
 

Mr. CHAIRMAN: Please, let us not waste the time of the House. 
 

SHRI ARJUN ARORA: It is the time of the House.   
 

SHRI N. G GORAY: ........ Which are dispatched to Pakistan, it will be 

perfectly within our right to stop these arms from reaching Bangladesh? Will you 

intercept them on the 
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high seas in the Bay of Bengal and see to it that do not reach the shores of 

Bangladesh? Will you make it explicit to the Government of the U. S. A. that we shall 

see to it that these arms do not reach the Yahya Government?  
 

SHRI S. D. MISTRA (Uttar Pradesh): If they had that courage they would 

have recognized the Bangladesh Government much earlier. Not guts.  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH:  About the question we have any independent 

source to come to the conclusion as to whether the U. S. A  Government statement is 

correct or the New York Times report is correct I must say that we have no other 

independent source which could either confirm the one or the other because this is a 

matter.... 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA (West Bengal): You have an Embassy there. They 
do not seem to know anything. Then why are you spending money over these 

Embassies?  
 

SHRI A. P CHATTERJEE (West Bengal):  They simply know how to dance.   
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: That is a separate matter. When there is no 
independent source, I cannot say that there is an independent source. For any country 

to say that any country can find out what is contained in a ship which is sailing or 

what is contained in the various crates is asking for too much. That is not possible.  
 

Now, Sir, about the other question, I agree with the suggestion made by him....  
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: what is your Ambassador doing there?  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH:  What independent source can he think of in 

order to see what is contained in the crate?  This is not the function of the 
Ambassador.  
 

SHRI A P CHATTERJEE:  They spend their time only in cocktails and dances.  
 

SHRI ARJUN ARORA:  He is advising the Government of India to devalue 

the Rupee.   
 

SARDAR SWARAN SHING: Their object is not to indulge in any espionage 

activity.  
 

N� ��5�����9 (Hp� *���): �� ���, )�"� ���M�� *Q (  ) K�[। �� ���, K�� ��/7��� 
��� K�[। 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH:  The only other point..... 
 

N� ��5�����9 �� ���, K�� v�
�� *Q HI��� ����[, ���M�� *Q ( ) K�[। 
 

�7���� �� ���M�� *Q? 
 

N� ��5�����9� *,�� ��� ����। �F9 �<� ����� �� F9 K�� ��� ��। 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH:  May I ask him to sit down. ...... 
 

N� ��5�����9� �� ���, +���� �<� �� ��� 5��� ��� T�
#� �����, +�H d���� �� 
d���� ��, ��� �����, T���@�� ��� ��� +��� K����� ������ �������� ��5 ��। 
 

�� ��, ��� �����, )"� K����� ������ �������� ��5 ��। � �� ������ �������� ��5 ��? 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: This is no point of order.   
 

N� ��5�����9� )� +C�� �| v�
�� *Q K� ��[� +�=। �<� )s� ��� ����� ��। �� 
������ ������ �� 5��? K��� ��� ��� �<��� ���� ��� )= �q���  *�� �� �n�। K��� 5��� 
������ �������� �� �� ��5 ���  �। d
� ���<9 ���, ��O�� O �G� ��� ���� ��5 ��। 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: It is very important because our Embassy there is 

very expensive and we are receiving letters from the Embassy official's saying what 
kind of things go on there. 
 

N� ��5�����9� K����� �� )= d��  �� +� )�" ������ �������� ��5 ��। K�� 5��� 
+��� �<� �� ��5 ����। ����f। 
 

SHRI A. G. KULKARIN (Maharashtra): On a point of order. We have a 
legitimate point of order. We must be heard. How can you dispose of like this? The 

demand made by the Opposition is legitimate. The Minister says that the foreign 
Embassies are not spying.  He said we have not got independent source. Is it not the 

legitimate duty of an Embassy to have an independent wing to find out what is 
happening in the interest of our country?   
 

How are you, sir, allowing the Minister to get away with the statement that he 

has no other independent source? This is a rightful demand by the Opposition and I 
also think that the Government must come out with a statement as to what information 

they possess what their intelligence source is and so on. How even you say that the 
Minister can run away with such a reply?  
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: please sit down Mr. Minister.   
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I think there is some confusion and I would like 

to clarify.  

 

SHRI AKBAR ALI KHAN (Andhra pradesh): Sir, I would submit that even if 
any embassy has got espionage it is not their duty to expose it and tail t in the House.   
 

SOME HON, MEMBERS: NO, no.  
 

(Interruptions) 
 

SHRI A G KULKARNI:   It is the duty of the Government to satisfy us. How 

can you say like that? A shipload of arms is going and you are pleading that he should 

not give information.  
 

(Interruption)  
 

SHRI SYED AHMED:  (Madhya Pradesh):  Sir, may I say a word?  
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: We are not getting any report because Mr. L. K. 
Jha, the Ambassador, is one of the greatest pro-Americans..... 
 

(Interruptions) 
 

SHRI SYED AHMED: Sir, if the New York Times had not revealed this 

information about shipment of arms, had the Minister any other means of knowing 
about it?  
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MR. CHAIRMAN: Please sit down. Mr. Minister.  
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Sir, what is your ruling?  
 

Mr. CHAIRMAN: please allow the Minister to speak. 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Sir, why are you getting angry? It is a very 
relevant question as to what our Embassy is doing. (Interruptions). If we are not 

getting information is it because you have got an American stooge as our 
Ambassador? He had made a mess of things here.   
 

(Interruptions) 
 

SHRI A G KULKARNI: Sir, it is your duty to ask the Minister.  
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Have I not asked him to speak?  
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: The Ambassador should be recalled.  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Sir. I am unable to understand this excitement. 

The question is simple. If you look up the record, sir and if the House in patient this 

limited question was asked of me namely whether I have independent  method of 

checking as to which of the two reports - New York Times  report that there are 

planes on the ships, as against the official spokesman's statement that there are on 

planes- is correct. And I have made a factual statement saying that when the ship has 

been loaded and it is on the high seas, I have no independent means of checking as to 

whether the New York Times report is correct.... 
 

SHRI C. D.  PANDE (Uttar Pradesh): On a point of order.  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: .... or the other report is correct. 
 

SHRI ARJUN ARORA: On a point of order.  
            SARDAR SWARAN SHING: Will you not permit me to finish? This is 

unfair. I do not give in. 

            MR.CHAIRMAN: Mr. Arora, let the Minister finish. Then if there is anything, 

I will hear you. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SHING: Then, on this general question as to what type 
of work our Ambassador or embassy should  do and what type of work they should 

not do on that  also there are certain international conventions and strongly reject as 

absolutely unfounded the remark made by the communist leader calling our 

Ambassador a stooge of America.  
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Absolutely.  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SHING: Absolutely incorrect and unjustified.  
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: We know it for a fact.  
 

(Interruption)  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SHING: It is my duty to defend our Ambassador. The 

remark is absolutely unjustified and I will not accept it.  
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SHRI C D PANDE:  On a point of order, Sir.  
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let him conclude. I have asked Mr. Arjun Arora also to sit down.  
 

SHRI C. D. PANDE:  No, no.  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SHING: I have not finished. I do not give in.  
 

(Interruption) 
 

SHRI C. D. PANDE: Point of order, Sir. 
  

MR. CHAIRMAN: A point of order must relate to the procedure.  
 

SHRI. C. D. PANDE:  yes.  
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What is the procedure involved?  
 

SHRI C. D. PANDE: Sir, the Minister made a statement which undermines the 

entire foundation of the intelligence department. He said that there is no independent 
source of knowing.  
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: He has explained it.  
 

(Interruption) 
 

SHRI C. D. PANDE: we are spending crores of money on the Embassy and 

the minister4 says that the Government   has no the means of knowing... 
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: This is no point of order.  I overrule this point of order.  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: About the Embassy's functioning, Let us 

consider this question calmly..... 
 

SHRI C. D. PANDE: We have secret sources of information. We are speeding so 

much of money on these sources, and the Minister says he has no sources of information.  
 

MR, CAHIRMAN: There is no point of order in this.  
 

SHRI M. K. MOHTA (Rajasthan): Sir, on a point of order............ 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: According to the well- established conventions... 
 

SHRI C. D. PANDE: Sir, the minister has no right to say he has no source of 
information.   
 

SHRI M. K. MOHTA:  On a point of order.  
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I overruled the point of order.   
 

SHRI M. K. MOHTA:  Sir, I have not even submitted my point of order to you.  
 

MR. CHAIRMAN:  But I have not called you also. (Interruptions) If you all 
want to prolong these unnecessary points of order the business cannot go on. Please 

sit down, Mr. Mohta.   
 

SHRI M. K. MOHTA: I have not even made by submission. How can you say No?  
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Then I will have to call everybody. These are not points of 

order one of them.  
 

SHRI M. K. MOHTA: My point of order is this.   
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MR CHAIRMAN: No, Mr. Mohta, please sit down.  
 

SHRI M. K. MOHTA: Sir, am I not entitled to my point of order?  What is 

this?  
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please sit down.  
 

SHRI M. K. MOHTA: My point of order is this. The honorable Minister is 

stating something which he does.  
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No. no Mr. Mohta this is no point of order.  Please sit 
down.  
 

SHRI M. K. MOHTA: Let me make my submission. The House is interested 

is getting the information. We want to know what the information of the Government 

of India on its own is.  
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: This is no point of order.  
 

SHRI M. K. MOHTA: What is the use of stating what is printed in the New 

York Times?  The House is not interested in second-hand information.  
 

SHRI ARJUN ARORA: At least in the House Mr. Mohta and I are equal. 

Outside I and Mr. Mohta are unequal in the eyes of the income tax authorities. Sir, my 

point of order is this the Minster is misleading the House when he says that the ships 
are on the high seas because senator Church of the United States has pointed out that 

the ships are going to call at another. u. S port and has suggested that the arms could 
be of loaded when the ships call at another U S port or even whe3n the ships call at 

Montreal in  Canada. And the Minister says they are on the high seas so nothing can 
be done. Is he entitled to mislead the House?  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Even if they have to touch another port they 

will pass through the high seas. All that I am saying is they are join the high seas and  
I do not think electronic  and other things can be arranged in such a way that you can 

look at what is contained in the cases.  
 

SHRI NIREN GHOSH (West Bengal): The ships pulled away from the pier 

after the publication of this report. How can you say they are on the high seas? They 

are in the harbor.  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: If they are pulled from the pier, they go into the 

high seas after three days or so.  I think by just questioning on matters of procedure, 

on matters of machines. We are missing the essential points. I am one with the House 

and we are registering our protest against this violation for which the United States 

Government responsible. 
 

SHRIJ A G KULKARNI:  What about this?  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: And about action this is one way of action if 

we can present our disapproval in a united form. This is one form of action. But if we 

fritter away our energies and quibble for words. I am sorry that we are missing the 

essential points. The essential point is in a united manner to register our strong 

disapproval of their action. This is the main point...  
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Under your timid leadership. 
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SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Then on the last question that has been asked I 

would not like to say at the present stage as to whether India would take any action by 

way of interception of these ships. I would not like to make any statement at this stage 

with regard to this.  

 

SHRI N G GORAY: I would like to ask only one thing...  

 
Mr. CHIRMAN: Is there anything unanswered?  

 
SHRI N G GORAY: My main point is missed. Supposing you think that the 

stage is not reached when you can tell the USA that you will intercept the ship, will 
you at least reserve your right to do that before the arms reach Bangladesh?  

 
SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I have already mentioned in this statement that 

we have aske3d the United States Government itself even at this stage to ensure that 

they themselves intercept these ships  and recall them and do not permit these supplies 

to Pakistan.  
 

SHRI N G GORAY: If they do not do it will you do it? Sir, you must protest us...  
 

Mr. CHIRMAN:  Shri Krishan Kant.  
 

SHRI KRISHAN KANT: (Haryana): Sir it is a very interesting situation. The 
Special Assistant to the  Secretary of State  was here yesterday and the press report 

says  that he told our Ministry and officials that the reports about  two ships coming 
are wrong and the State Department says that there is something in it. This is how the 

American Government functions. Not only that can we rely on Government of the 

United States of American when Senator Church says that the Government says 

something and later on something else happens. Senator Kennedy says that the 

Government in indulging in doubts talked duplicity and they are behaving ... 

(Interruptions). Sir, the New York Times says that it is a Government which has 

committed breach of faith to the people of American, the press in American and the 

journalists of American are not with Pentagon. Can you rely on this military junta of 

Pentagon in the United States of American which is indulging in duplicity, double talk 

and betrayal on India? Have you told them clearly? The arms you are giving to 

Pakistan are to be used against us. They are Friends of China. They are meant to be 

used against India."  Have you told American clearly that any arms aid, direct or 
indirect-direct by themselves and indirect through CENTO and SEATO- will be used 

for abetting and aiding not only in their activities in Bangladesh but against India as a 
whole and therefore such arms aid will be considered as a war- like act done by 

American and we are free to take any action in this matter? I would like to know this. 
 

What the American government has done is deliberate because they do not 

want the balance of power in Asia to be tilted and they do not want India to grow. 

They want bases in Asia. That is why they are doing it. I would like to know whether 

the Government of India is convinced that the United States of American is giving 

arms aid to Pakistan deliberately knowing that it is in the interests of Pentagon and 

not in any way in the interest of democracy, freedom and other things. Shri Sadruddin 

is speaking in the same  
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language. United Nationals is speaking the same language. The Unites States is 

speaking the same language. Therefore, it is a conspiracy of Pakistan, United Nations, 

United States, Britain and all the western powers. In the present situation, I would 

like to know one thing. When this arms aid is going to Bangladesh, why is the 

Government hesitating to impose a blockade-naval and air blockade round 

Bangladesh-so that no military aid reaches Bangladesh? I want to know from the 

government why they have not done it up till now. The Minister said that they would 
consider it. May I know from the government another thing in this connection? On 

the 25th March there were only two divisions in Bangladesh. Now there are five 
divisions. How were there three divisions transported from West Pakistan to 

Bangladesh? 
 

Were any big powers helping Pakistan in the movement of these troops and arms? 

Have they any information? If that information is not there, let us know how they were 

shipped. What steps are being taken to see that more shipments do not take place? 
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: All right. Yes Mrs. Minister. (Interruptions) Please wait. I 

am allowing everybody. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Sir, the question that was asked is whether our 

attitude with regard to the US supply of arms to Pakistan has been expressly and 

clearly conveyed to the US Government. My reply is in the affirmative. We have been 

telling the US Government in unmistakable terms that any supply of arms by the 

United States to Pakistan will increase the military strength of Pakistan and even 

according to Pakistan, India is their only enemy as they describe India and therefore, 

any help to Pakistan is something to which we are totally opposed, because this help 

is directly to be used against us. So, we have not left the United States Government in 

any doubt and more so, Sir, when any supply of arms at the present stage after the 

military regime's atrocities in Bangladesh, is a clear condition of the atrocious acts 

perpetrated by the military regime and also this amounts to creating conditions in 

which the agony of the people fighting for their rights is prolonged. Therefore, Sir, we 
have clearly expressed our viewpoint to the Government of the United States. 
 

SHRI JOACHIM ALVA (Maharashtra): Sir, in 1965, the US did not send any 

shipments to Pakistan. Sir, it is an important point. The Unites States, in 1965, 

stopped shipments to Pakistan. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Then, Sir, the last two questions that the hon. 

Member is putting as to whether we should undertake naval blockade and try to stop 
the movement of either troops or movement of equipment from West Pakistan to East 

Pakistan are certainly not questions which arise out of the US supply of arms to 
Pakistan. That is a general question. 
 

(Interruptions) 
 

SHRI KRISHAN KANT: Sir, on a point of order. 
 

(Interruptions) 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Sir, that is a general question… 

(Interruptions)…. Sir, that is a general question which do not want to answer while 

answering these questions. 
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SHRI KRISHAN KANT: Sir, on a point of order. According to the "New 

York times" report, one ship started on the 8th May and reached Karachi yesterday 

and that ship, loaded with arms, is going to Bangladesh. That a very relevant question. 
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: He was referring to the questions which you put, 

namely…. 
 

(Interruptions) 
 

SHRI KRISHAN KANT: Yes, Sir, 
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: …….. that transport of these army personnel from………… 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: From West Pakistan to East Pakistan. 
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: .From West Pakistan to East Pakistan did or did not take place. 

 
(Interruptions) 

 

SHRI KRISHAN KANT: Sir, before that I asked another question. The 

shipment that has reached Pakistan yesterday is going to be sent to Bangladesh. So, 
Sir, the hon. Minister is not replying to the question. Earlier troops and equipment 

went to Bangladesh from West Pakistan. How did they reach there? Have they any 
information on whether any word powers are helping them? 
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No, that does not arise. 
 

SHRI KRISHAN KANT: Sir, that is a very relevant question. 
 

(Interruptions) 
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No. 
 

SHRI KRISHAN KANT: Sir, the Minister for Foreign Affairs should know. 
 

(Interruptions) 
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Yes, Mr. Minister. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: So far as the question of any help being given by 

the Big Powers to enable Pakistan to move either their army or other equipment to East 

Pakistan, according to our information, no such help had been given by any of the Big 

powers in the matter of enabling Pakistan to move either their Army or their Air-Force. 
 

(Interruptions) 
 

SHRI C.D. PANDE: Not even China? 
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: He cannot answer like this. Mr. Pande, you go to your seat. 
 

SHRI A.D. MANI: Sir, he is sitting here. 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Sir, if the American action is not instigation to 

Pakistan to start a war against India. I do not know what it is. American arms are going. 
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please sit down. 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Still he says that no world power is helping. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: That is a separate issue. The question that was 
asked (Interruptions)…. The question that was asked. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: Please sit down. Mr. Bhupesh Gupta. 

 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: The question that was asked is whether any of 

these Big Powers have any help to Pakistan in the matter of transportation of their 

equipment or men from West to East. 

 

I cannot say about China. The Chinese have been giving all manner of help 
and equipment, but not is this matter, transport, so much. But there is no doubt that 

the Chinese have been giving all types of equipment……. 
 

(Interruptions) 

 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Pande, you are not the Minister. Let the Minister 
answer……… 

 

(Interruptions) 

 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: This is the answer to the last question. 
 

N� ��5�����9� K���� K��� v�
�� *Q ���  �_। K��� )���� n��� �����[� K� 
K��� *�Q� ����*�F� ����� ) �,� +��� �����[� +� )�� +,�� =L ����1�� �q�" ��� �� ��� 
 �� �� d
� �������� �q�" ����  �� ��] �<� � ��� ��� ��� =L ����1�� =L ����1�� ���[�। 
)���� ��� ����� K�� 7����� T��#���� ��� +4���[� ��] K��� ���  �_ ����� *,�� 
+� T�M�� j 9 ����[��� � +,�� +�[�� ��� ���_�।K��� ��� ��� ) ������� `L 
��9� ���। 
)= ����� ) �,� T�������  �� +?�[ +� ‘=L ����1��’ O =L ����� �q m�" K� ��� ��  �� ��, 
�M�� ‘��������’ ���  ��। )� ��O �<� ‘=L ����1��’ �q�" +�� ��� �� ����[�। 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I have nothing more to answer. This is the 

expression used by the international community. 

 

(Interruptions) 
 

N� ��5�����9� �� ���, K�� )��" *Q ����[���। �<� �� �� 5��� �����[� K�� d����। 
K�� 5��� C�= ������� ��h� ����7�� ��? ��� ��������� ������ �� =L ����1���। ����� 
+��5� Hp� +����। )"� +�y�� ����। K�� �5��� ���� �g� �����# 4�g�  ��� +����। 

 

�7���� )= +L"��\ ��� +� ���������= �����[�। 
 

N� ��5�����9� +L"��\ �� ���� K�[ �= ����, �� ����� �= ������, �� ������ �= 
�����। 

 

�7���� K��� ��� �|��। 
 

N� ��5�����9� � �� K�� ��z� +� K��� �<��� K��� ���[� �� ����  ���[ �= 
���। +����, K�� )�� ��q� 5�"��� T��� ��|�[���। 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Sir I have a submission. Kindly give your ruling 

that wherever the expression 'East Pakistan' is used it should be expunged from the 

proceedings or that the proceedings shall never be disgraced by the words 'East 

Pakistan'. A standing ruling should be there. Wherever the words 'East Pakistan', are 

used, they shall be expunged and substituted by the expression 'Bangladesh.' 
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N� ��5�����9� ������� ���#�� +����, )"� ���� =\��������� )��*��� �������� �� 
T/�#��  ��। 
 

�7���� K_�,  �� +?�[। 
 

N� ��5�����9� K�� K����� T�����
 ���[ K��� �g�� ����। K��� �� ����[� +� 
+L"���\ �������� ���� ����[। K�� ��� ����[��� �<� T����� �� T7������ � ���[� 
��] ��� 	���� ����� +� )�" =\��������� )��*��। K��� 5��� +�=। ������, K������, �G�"� 
)= ����:� 8|��< 7��-����1���� �G�L। K����� �?�5 )�,� ���w�� K�� ��#�� ��9 ��� -)� 
� ������ ��O�� +��� +�|�= �� K�� K��� ��� ����� ���� ��। ��� ������ �?�� �� �� 
����� ��� *��� ���। K��� K���� )= +�, +��� 7���� l{ � ��� ����[�, K��� K��� 
�n�, +����� +����� ‘=L ����1��’ ��� �� ���  ���[ � ���#����9�  � ��� ���� )�� �M�� 
‘��������’ �q�" K��� �� ���G�� ���� K�[। 
 

SHRI KRISHAN KANT: My point of order was this. The hon. Minister in his 

reply had said that they had asked the American Government to see that these 

shiploads do not reach Pakistan. Supposing the Government of America does not do 

that, I had asked the question, how the Government will see that those shiploads do 

not reach East Pakistan or Bangladesh. That is my simple question. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I would not like to answer as to what will be 

done under those circumstances. I would not like to say anything at this stage. I have 

already replied to that question. 
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Have you anything to say about using the words 

"Bangladesh"? 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I do not know, Sir, if in my absence any other 
decision was taken. But when I attended the session on the last occasion about a 

fortnight ago, I did not know of any particular direction in this respect. And I would 
like to study the record to find out as to how binding is that and I must be quite frank 

and say that, while talking to other countries, I cannot see how I should be prevented 
from talking in a language which alone is understood by others. So I would like to 

study that. I have not taken a final view and I would like to understand what has been 

the direction of the Chair in this regard. 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: You can easily say that before 25
th

 March it was 

East Pakistan and from 25th March it is Bangladesh. 
 

SHRI A. G. KULKARNI: He should express it is the language of Parliament. 

He should refer to it as Bangladesh only. 
 

SHRI LOKANATH MISRA (Orissa): You can kindly repeat your direction 

for the information of the hon. Minister 
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Deputy Chairman probably gave the direction. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I have already said that I will study what has 

been the direction. 
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SARI RAJNARAIN: What is there to study. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I am accustomed to studying. 
 

SHRI RAJNARAIN: The words "Bangladesh" have been used in your 

Statement itself. 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Nothing is there to be studied. The Prime Minister 

has been using the words "Bangladesh" frequently now. The Defense Minister has 

been using the words "Bangladesh". This is our language. It has a political 

connotation; it has a moral connotation. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: The same words have been used in several 

other replies, as you pointed out, but I would like to study what transpired when I was 

away and I will certainly abide by whatever convention was adopted. 
 

Mr. CHAIRMAN: I hope, Mr. Minister, you will take note of the wishes of the 

house Now Mr. Mohta. 
 

SHRI M. K. MOHTA: Sir, the hon. Minister has said that the Government of 
the USA is hiding behind technicalities when the US Government says that no new 

authorization has been permitted after the 25th of March. Sir, I accuse the 
Government of India also of hiding behind technicalities and playing with the lives of 

the millions of refugees coming from Bangladesh into West Bengal, Assam and other 
Border States of India. This House is entitled to know what are the reasons why the 

Government of India would not take steps to intercept the arms supplies to Pakistan 
which are going to be used against the unarmed people of Bangladesh and also against 

the people of India. This House is entitled to know the reasons that the Government 

has in mind. Secondly, Sir, I would like to ask the hon. Minister whether it is not a 

fact that among the shipments from the USA are included the components required by 

Pakistan to convert their civil planes also into military planes to be used against 

Bangladesh, whether it is a fact or not, and if it is a fact, whether the Government of 

India has protested to the US Government against this. Lastly, I would like to know 

which are the countries that have given arms aid to Pakistan since the conflict in 

Bangladesh and what is the quantum of such arms. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: With regard to the first question, this really 

depends on the manner in which you deal with this problem Let us be quite clear 

when we are suggesting these actions like intercepting the movement of supplies of 

ships. Then these are obvious steps that are taken when the conflict between the two 
countries is on the point of escalation. That would be a deliberate step rather than in 

this manner casually saying `you do this or that'. One should carefully weigh as to 
what will such an action lead to and whether you want to propose to take that action. 

It will not be wise to make such suggestions in isolation. One has to take a 
coordinated view and a view of what it leads to and it is only after a deliberate 

decision is taken that you can take these isolated individual steps. On the second 
question he said that if the spare parts for civilian planes are there, then they can also 

be used for military purposes. Yes, they can be. Therefore, any accrual of any 

economic aid to Pakistan when they are engaged in this bloody action and these 

atrocities against a people, is something to which we are totally opposed and we have 

made our position quite clear to the US and to all other countries, whether it is 
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spare parts for civilian aircraft or in fact any economic aid of any type at the present 

moment given to Pakistan has the effect of condoning the military atrocities that are 

being committed by the military regime. 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: It is abetment is 'condoning' the proper word? 

Somebody is killing, I am giving arms. It is condoning or helping the murder of 

abetting the murder? 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I agree his English is more forceful and more 

expressive, there is no doubt. This was only one expression. I have also said that it 

increases the potential of the military regime and enables them to carry on their 

ruthlessness with even greater ferocity-that is another word for abetment. 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Use that. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I have used that. 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: I can supply better language sitting here. 
 

SHRI ARJUN ARORA: Mr. Gupta was in Britain. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Therefore, we always accept his amendment on 
words. About the arms aid given by other countries to Pakistan after their Bangladesh 

situation developed, according to our information, besides these pieces equipment that 
have been shipped from the US, China appears to be the only other country that has 

given military aid to Pakistan. 
 

SHRI A. D. MANI (Madhya Pradesh): May I ask the Minister whether in view 
of the fact that the State Department has been completely exposed by the New York 

Times in regard to its disclosures about the US involvement in Vietnam, there is no 
ground whatever in our having any credibility in the statements of the US 

Government? May I ask whether in view of the widespread dissatisfactory in the 
country over the Government's policy, the Government would at least raise this matter 

formally in the Security Council to prevent other countries from extending military 

supplies to Pakistan? We have done it in the case of Rhodesia but not in the case of 

our own brethren across the border. Why should the Government drag a lame foot in 

raising this before the Security Council? A question was raised about our Embassy in 

New York. The Minister knows that we have a delegation at 3, E-64 which is in the 

Consul General's office. May I know whether after the Bangladesh trouble broke out 

he has strengthened the staff of the Consul General of whether there is any Military 

Attaché attached to the Consul General to keep a watch on what is going on? The 

Consul General is in 3, E-64 and you know about it Sir. 
 

12 Noon 
 

May I know whether this office has been strengthened to find out what is 

happening in the United States regarding the efforts made by Pakistan to get arms 

supplies from the country? Thirdly, may I draw the attention of the Minister to a 

broadcast last night of 'Spotlight' over the All Indio Radio where it is alleged-Some 
Members told me-that some-body was putting forward the point of view of the State 

Department, which is certainly involved in this matter, that the administrative 
machinery of the United States is 
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of such a character that these thing happen? Why should our government become the 

apologists of the US State Department? May I ask him whether these broadcasts are 

cleared by the External Affairs Ministry or put up by the I and B Ministry themselves 

on their own initiative?  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I Know, Sir that the New York Times has also 

exposed certain volumes which have come into their possession relating to their 

activities in Vietnam and that is a matter of great interest and debate at the present 

moment in the United States. In fact, the matter is before the United States courts. The 

New York Times, I think is doing excellent work throwing open to the public some of 

things which have remained hidden so far. Now, Sir, regarding his second question on 
the supply of arms, whether his matter could be raised in the Security Council, this is 

a matter which requires very careful consideration. I will be quite frank with you. Our 
experience of the Security Council has not been very happy. There is a great deal of 

preliminary thinking and preliminary sounding and in the Security Council there 

might be strong speeches and counter- speeches equally strong. The effectiveness of 

the Security Council to do anything substantial unfortunately does not at the present 

moment enjoy any high reputation. His third question is a suggestion that there should 

be a Military attaché in the Consul General's Office in New York. I cannot say off- 

hand whether this is feasible or practical or whether there will be any use of it. About 

the All India Radio's broadcast, I have not heard it and cannot make any comment on 

it, but, as you know, there is no arrangement for clearing any statements by the 

External Affairs Ministry. There are some press- people, some non-officials also and 

there are some important speakers who want to retain their right even not to get their 

statement cleared. I cannot any comment because I do not know the content of that 

AIR broadcast. It could not be an official broadcast. It might be the comment of some 

press person or some political thinker or somebody else. He must have been a non-
official.  
 

Now Sir, as the House is no doubt aware, I have to answer a Call Attention 

Motion in the other House.  
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: On a point of order...... 
  

MON. MEMBERRS: No. no. 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: The past when Lok Sabha discussed such motions 

we waited till two o'clock. I think Lok Sabha wait till we have finished this. In the 

middle of it he should not go away. This is very wrong and improper, putting this 

House absolutely in a second category in this matter. Therefore, as we have followed, 
I hope my hon. friends in the Lok Sabha may not mind it. When the Minister had been 

there we had waited till he came hare, although the motion was a given 
simultaneously. Under your instructions, he will go there only after we finish this 

business here.  
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: All right. Mr. Muniswamy. 
 

SHRI N. R. MUNISWAMY (Tamil Nadu): Sir, we all thought that our 

External Affairs Minister has landed in India in a victorious way. But unfortunately as 

he landed in India the unwelcome news disclosed by the New York Times has upset 

our equilibrium in giving encomiums and congratulations to him. I would like to 

know whether during his  
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Stay in America this fact of two freighters going to Karachi with military items has 

been brought to his notice. If that was not brought to his notice whether directly or 

indirectly what explanation he is going to offer as regards their word and deed so far 

in dealing with him? 
 

 The second question is Pakistan is a member of SEATO and CENTO with 

other countries and probably is a member of NATO. They are getting all sorts of aid, 

both economic and military, but we seem to suffer from a lot of disabilities. I think it 

is better in this context to revise our nonalignment policy, in the context of present 

changing situation.  
 

 The third question is, he has created a very good impression in all those 

countries where he had gone in explaining our stand and attitude in respect of 

Bangladesh. Now Mr. Bhutto has started going to all those countries to counterblast 

all the good impressions created by the External Affairs Minister. I want to know 

whether he would see to it that whatever impression he had created is not spoiled by 

this. 
 

 So far as America is concerned the administration of the State Department is 

full of technicalities, and Defense Department carries in its own things merrily in 

supplying military arms, and the White House seems to support it. These three wings 

are not working in a coordinated way. I wish to know whether there is any difference 

of opinion among these there wings of the administration, whether the Pentagon is in 

favor of Pakistan and the White House also is supporting it. I would like to know in 

this connection whether he would see that the impression created in the U. S. A is 
maintained and also that these military items which are sent in two freighters, not only 

aircraft but several other lethal weapons, are intercepted and  recalled to America. 
 

 The last and final question is whether we would take adequate steps to meet 

any contingency in case of war. Are we prepared to meet this contingency? 
 

 SARDAR SWARAM SINGH: Sir, about the first question I have nothing 

more to add except to say that  the action has to be  in line with whatever are the 

assurances, and our strongest objection is that  this action is not  in accordance with 

the statements and assurances.  
 

 In the second question he makes a suggestion that we should revise our of 

non-alignment. I do not think that while dealing with only a calling attention notice 
you can go substantively into a long discussion or really discuss in depth about the 

efficiency of the present policy and if it requires any revision, if so, to what extent and 

for what reason; that is a bigger issue which cannot be dealt with obviously in this 

short calling attention notice. 
 

 Then the third question he has asked is that Mr. Bhutto is planning visits. He is 
most welcome to go. It is for us to put across our viewpoint, and if they have anything 

to tell, they are also entitled to put across their viewpoint. It is just in the international 
life one has to take the hard facts of life and to try to do one's best. I have no means of 

ensuring that the effect of anything that is created by my visit is not spoiled. It is 
beyond me. I will be making a very tall claim if I were to give any impression the 

contrary. But I have no  
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doubt that there is at the present moment, Whatever may be our own doubts, a great 

deal of understanding of the vital issues involved in Bangladesh, and I think that there 

is much greater support for our viewpoint than what meets the eye. Then the fourth 

question that he has asked is as to whether the different wings of the US 

Administration function differently. That is a matter of their functioning. We are 

concerned with the end-result. We are at the wrong end and therefore it is not our 

concern to be satisfied that one wing is working or is not working in cooperation with 
the other wings. And if anything that is prejudicial to our interest takes place, we 

cannot take any satisfaction from this thought   that all their wings are not working in 
a coordinated manner. It is their concern and it is their responsibility that it they make 

any statement and not permitted to be whittled away.  
 

Then the last is a general question as to what steps if any, are taken to meet 
any situation of a war- like nature. My colleague, the Defense Minister, is here, and 

he has assured the House on Several occasions that if our integrity and sovereignty are 
in any way threatened, we will give a befitting reply. 

 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Sir, the hon. Minister said that he would take 

language from me. But he does not suffer on account of language. He has enough in 
this respect. But he and his Government in this matter, when it comes to the 

Americans suffer from lack of resolution and lack of decision. 
 

Sir, when the hon. Minister arrived at the Palam Airport from his recent tour, 

he was confronted by the newspaper-men and they invited his attention to what 

appeared in the New York Times. He said, according to the Times of India     
 

''I cannot accept the correctness of the report. I got a clear assurance that no 

US arms will be given to Pakistan.''  
 

I do not know whether the Times of India has quoted him correctly. But he 

seems to have some illusion, even after going through all this process, whether the 

American would observe their assurance. I am surprised that so easily he makes such 

a statement. Is it not a fact that even at the time of India? .......... 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: You read out the remaining part of statement.  
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: I will read out -only two   sentences are there: 
 

''I got a clear assurance that no US arms will be given to Pakistan. 
 

You used the words 'clear assurance.' The other sentence is: 
 

''I cannot accept the correctness of the report.'' 
 

What makes you thing that the New York Times has not reported correctly in 

such a matter when the experience shows that on several such occasions the New 

York Times' report has been found to be correct? I would like to know. You will say 

what you wish to say. 
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Now, is he aware that even at the times of the Indo-Pak war in 1965 the US 

declared an embargo on arms sale and supply to Pakistan and yet the supplies 

continued?  Now we find, according to the International Herald Tribune, that the US 

State Department spokesman Robert McCloskey has said that since 1966-67 the sale 

of military items to Pakistan had been running just under ten million dollars annually. 

Now the New York Times has disclosed that between 1967 and April 30, 1970, the 

flow of military equipment to Pakistan amounted to nearly 42 million dollars. All 
these facts were known to you, Should have been known to your Ambassador also. 

What is he doing? I should like to   know. In this connection what policy decision is 
the Government taking? Does he not consider that this is a clear criminal abetment by 

the US of the genocide perpetrated in Bangladesh by Yahya Khan to suppress the 75 
million people, to drown their aspirations in a sea of blood?  If this is an abetment we 

think it is an abetment-he should tell the world, talk to the other countries, that 
America is guilty of violation of the UN Charter, the UN Human Rights Charter and 

other international conventions and commitments in so directly and openly abetting a 

crime like the genocide that is being perpetrated there. This is number one. Does he 

recognize, in addition, that this arm supply today is a provocation against India and 

indeed an instigation to Pakistan to prepare for war against India, that with the arms 

supply coming to Pakistan from the U.S.A tension on the border is mounting, that the 

West Pakistan troops are mounting up military provocation which indicates that they 

may even do something worse. Since our national interests are involved, this arms 

supply to West Pakistan by the U.S.A should be taken as not only an attack on the 

freedom loving people of Bangladesh but a hostile military action and military action 

and military preparation against the peace of our own country. If that is so, we are 

certainly entitled to call the attention of the world and take such action, including not 

only political but other actions also, to prevent this thing from materializing. Sir, there 

is no indication at all. He will say the Defense Minister is sitting by his side.  
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please put your question.  
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: His answer would be that the Defense Minister is 

sitting by his side to answer the question. When the Americans are arming the Yahya 

regime, the West Pakistan troops against our country apart from the people of 

Bangladesh, what steps are you going to take to forestall a situation of this kind? I 

think our answer should be recognition of Bangladesh, open assistance to Bangladesh 

including military assistance, supply of all types of weapons that are required in order 

to meet the situation and to intercept the ships on the high seas. Bangladesh certainly 

to do so. Where are they going to get the weapons from? Where are they going to get 

aircraft from? That should be though over seriously. In this connection nothing of the 
kind is being done. And we should take certain other actions also. We should declare 

on the floor of the House that we should consider the American action as being aimed 
against India, against our security, our independence, our people, and therefore, we 

consider this whole action to be hostile to our country. Take action against American 
business interests. Nationalize the American oil concerns. Seize some of their 

properties here and then they will understand your language, not the present language 
of Sardar Swaran Singh. Recall your Ambassador Mr. L. K. Jha.......... 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: That is enough. 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTO: The Indian Embassy in the United States of 

America has failed in its duty. We are spending lots of money this Embassy. The 

wives of the officials there indulge in black-marketing and all kinds of things. Mr. 

L.K. Jha is well known for his sympathy for the Americans. I known from some of 

the Cabinet Ministers in the past Government how Mr. L.K. Jha functioned the Prime 

Minister's Secretariat or in the Reserve Bank of India. Such a man is eminently misfit 

for the job. Replies made by a person, by a political figure who really shares the 

sentiments of the nation, who has got a different background. I should therefore, like 

to know what decision is the Government of India going to take. I fell a Parliamentary 

Commission of good type of people is needed to go into the functioning of the 

External Affairs Ministry. It has not yet come out of the cobwebs of American 
influence there. Whenever the question of America comes they use such a language. 

They should speak a proper language. Therefore, I demand a change in policy towards 
the Americans in conformity with the reality of the situation and with the situation 

which the Americans are carting.  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Sir, it is very difficult to answer because no 
questions as such have been posed. He has expressed in a very strong manner his own 

views as to how we should deal with the situation and perhaps a counter-speech will 
not be welcome to the House. So, I will, at any rate refrain from doing so. I would, 

however, like to make very brief comments on some of the points that he raised. 
 

The first point that he raised was that he had noted my statement as reported in 
the press on my arrival at Palam. Now, I was shown this on arrival that a news items 

has come and this is what is reported in the New York Times. And I said quite clearly 
that I would have to check the correctness of this report is correct, then it is contrary 

to all assurance   given to us. So I made the position absolutely clear even at that 
stage. I was hoping that Mr. Bhupesh Gupta refer to that operative part. Now 

something is shown to me just on the spot. I cannot proceed on the basis that all that is 
reported is correct. But even than I said that if this turns out to be correct, it is 

contrary to all assurances, I do not see what objection can be there to this attitude of 
mine.  

 

The next point that he has mentioned is the effect of the U.S. supply of arms 

on the situation in Pakistan, the effect that it has on Bangladesh. Now, I agree with 
him that any accrual of military strength to Pakistan, from whatever source it may be, 

is to-day directly opposed to the interests of the people of Bangladesh, and as such, 
this is the main reason why we have been pressing all the countries......... 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: No, no, it is an international crime.  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Please I have not finished.  
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: You use the words, ''abetment of an international 

crime-genocide.'' 
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please sit down. You cannot prescribe the language to him.  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: As to what are the appropriate expressions for 
what is happening there, I myself have used this word '' genocide'' in places more than 

one, and  
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There are even stronger words that can be used for this. But it is not the words; I think 

everybody in the country now knows and everybody abroad knows that the situation 

there Bangladesh is such in which the military repression that has been unleashed has 

created untold miseries to innocent people and, therefore, there is a great deal of 

sympathy for the sufferings of these people. 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Sir, You should have noted that even now he 

would not use the word ''Genocide." 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Even now I will prefer my own language. I am 

not prepared to accept that I should repeat the sentences which Mr. Bhupesh Gupta 

enunciates for me. I will not accept it. I will use my own language. It may be 

defective, or you may not like it. But I refuse to be dictated about the use of language. 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: I am stating a fact. I want to know whether you 

consider it as abetment or not.... (Interruptions)....why not? American dollars are 

sticking in your throats. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Obviously any accrual of strength further 
strengthens the military regime and enables them to carry on their ruthlessness with 

even greater ferocity. These expressions are stronger than abetment. I do not know 

why he is asking me to confine myself.... (Interruptions).... He cannot say that his 

choice of words is always the most appropriate. I will use my own words. 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: You are the Foreign Minister. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I know my responsibility as Foreign Minister 
and, therefore, I refuse to be dictated. 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: What about the effect on India? 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: About the effect on India, we have consistently 
taken the view that it is not linked with this Bangladesh situation, but it is a 

substantive issue, a separate issue. And we have never left any Government in doubt, 
whether it is the United States or any other Government who have supplied arms to 

Pakistan. That it is directly helping them against India because Pakistan does not say 

that they have got any other country with whom their relations are inimical; I am 

using the words used by Pakistan itself. 
 

So obviously this is a consistent stand that we have taken with regard to all 

arms supply to Pakistan from whatever source it may be. Then he has given his own 

prescription as to what should be the Government's attitude in a situation like this and 

he has suggested recognition of Bangladesh. These are bigger issues about which the 

Prime Minister has been keeping the house fully informed and I have no new 

information to give to the house. Then about the other suggestion that he has made 
about nationalization of U.S. oil interests or other U.S. interests, those are economic 

matters which depend upon what attitude we take about nationalization. Depending 
upon that we will take proper action. But we should not try to mix these issues in this 

from. I am sorry I very strongly differ from his description of the capacity of our 
ambassador Jha. I have myself 
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Visited the United Stated twice when he has been the Ambassador and on all accounts 

he is doing good work and he is putting across Government of India's view point in 

proper manner, in an effective manner. And I would appeal to the honorable Member 

not to indulge in this type of criticism and in the process weaken our instruments 

through whom we want to put across our viewpoints. It is quite easy for anybody to 

criticize an Ambassador............... 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Can you not find another person to replace him? 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH:...and in this particular case even the facts on 

which he is relying are not quite correct. He talks of many years whereas Mr. Jha 

went there only about a year ago and he was before that Governor of the Reserve 

Bank. During this period both on the economic side and on the political side he has 

done good work and I would strongly reject as completely unfounded the insinuations 

that have been lunched against one of our distinguished Ambassadors...... 
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: He is a stooge, a notorious imperialist stooge.  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: If he wants me to use that type of language, I 
will hesitate to use that. I would say that if we come to stooges, we do not know 

where we end.  
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Sir, let him tell me who the stooge is. Let him 
have the courage to say that. I say that. I say Mr. L. k. Jha has been a stooge of Britain 

and America and you have put him as our Ambassador in America.  
 

SHRI PITAMBER DAS (Uttar Pradesh): This is the unkindest cut f all.  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: About the last question in which he has said 

that there should be a parliamentary commission to go into this aspect of externals 

affairs, I do not think that parliamentary commissions should be unnecessarily 
bothered with something which is essentially an administrative matter and they should 

depend upon those Minister who are responsible to Parliament to carry out the wishes 
of Parliament.  
 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI (Delhi): So far as United States Government is 

concerned, not all the facile explanations which have been offered now can conceal 

this fact- Mr. Bhupesh Gupta may call it abetment and may insist on that word; there 

can be so many words for it-this hard fact that  by giving or selling these shiploads of  

arms to Pakistan at this time the Nixon Government has been guilty of collaborating 

with the Yahya Khan regime in perpetrating genocide in Bangladesh and which stands 

condemned before the bar of world opinion on this account. There is no doubt about 

it. But what I am really surprised at is the abysmal failure of our own mission in 

Washington to know about this episode. After all there is no justification for this 

situation that a ship leaves the U.S. shores on the 8th May and we are absolutely 

ignorant about it till the 23th June and that too only when the New York Times 

reports about it that we come to know of it. I have nothing to say about Ambassador 

L.K. Jha. I do not know about him, and what the Minister has said about him and his 
abilities may be perfectly correct. But I presume and suppose that one of the primary 

functions of a mission abroad  to be posted about all matters and all information that  
is vital to our interests. 
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In this particular case, this was a vital bit of information which the New York 

Times could secure on the basis of dock register and not from any intelligence source. 

On the basis of dock registers, it was able to find out that on the 8th May a shipload of 

ammunition and arms was sent to Bangladesh. We were ignorant about this. We did 

not know about this Even when the hon. Foreign Minister visited Washington or New 

York, this fact should have been known to him If this fact had been known to him, I 

am sure that the entire conversation and the entire dialogue with Washington would 
have centered round this shipload of arms and this could possibly have enabled him to 

assert our position and perhaps then the second ship might not have left New York. 
This is the first abysmal and dismal failure for which I would seek an explanation 

from the Minister as to how it happened. Have we asked for any explanation from our 
Ambassador? There is no use issuing certificates and chits to our Ambassador there 

when this is a serious failure, the enormity should be and appreciated by our Missions 
abroad.  

 

My second question is this: The hon. Minister has said that the U.S. authorities 

have been asked to intercept both the ships and to call those ships back. I would like 

to remind him on this occasion that during the war with Pakistan in 1965 some six 

ships carrying arms for India were halted on the way. They were actually on their way 

to India. But they were halted just 15 miles from our shore. I have before me the 

Hindustan Times clipping which quotes Shri. L.N. Mishra as having given this 

information. I would like to know from the hon. Minister whether this information is 

correct and whether these six ships carrying arms to India were intercepted by the U.S 

authorities during the Indo-Pakistani war. The U.S Government at that time gave the 
explanation that time gave they did not want to add to the tension of the subcontinent 

and therefore stopped aid both to India and Pakistan. This was the plea they gave at 
that time on the basis of which these six ships bound for India were halted just 15 

miles from our shore and called back. I would like to know whether this fact has been 
recalled on this occasion and brought to the notice of the U.S authorities. 

 
Lastly, the entire House has pointed out that in the present context these two 

ships should be intercepted. When Shri Mohta suggested this, the hon. Minister was 
pleased to say that decisions like this cannot be taken off-hand and they should be 

taken with due consideration. I think ever since this genocide in Bangladesh has 
started, we have been listening to this kind of replies on every issue, namely, 'we have 

to take decisions after due consideration'. I agree that every decision has 
consequences. When we called upon the Government to recognize Bangladesh, we 

were conscious of the consequences of that action. When we call for interception of 
these ships, we are conscious of the consequences. But we think that this present 

Government on the plea of 'due consideration' is only providing apologies for inaction 

and doing nothing. What is the Government's stand on this particular issue? Are we 

going to do nothing about this shipment of arms? If the Government of U.S. agrees to 

call them back, well and well. Otherwise, are we helpless? Can we do nothing? Are 

we just to keep quiet and sit back? Is this the Government's stand? 
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SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: The first question was about our inability to 

know from the beginning that ship had loaded and sent to Pakistan. I have already 

replied and I have nothing more to add t it ......... 
 

SHRILAL K. ADVANI: You have not replied....... 
   

(Interruptions) 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH:  I have already replied. You know what I have 

replied......... 
 

(Interruptions) 
 

SHRILAL K. ADVANI:  This is no reply. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I have nothing to add to what I have said. You 

have repeated what others have said ............ 
 

(Interruptions) 
 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: I said that this is the primary function of our 

Missions abroad.  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I DO NOT KNOW. About primary functions, 
secondary functions and more important function we can have a separate discussion. 
 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: My point is.... 
  

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: If you want a very forthright statement on duty 

of the Ambassadors and missions, by international conventions they are not expected 

to do what in normal term is called spying....... 
 

(Interruption) 
 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: This is not spying. 
 

DR. BHAI MAHAVIR (Delhi): The Minister is again receipting the 

statement...(Interruptions).....He is making a statement which will make our 

Ambassadors function most ineffectively. 
 

(Interruption) 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Vigilance and intelligence are different. The 

question of mechanism of vigilance and mechanism of intelligence are never 

discussed. I do not know why you are repeating it, why you are pressing it again and 

again.  
 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: Sir, it is a relevant question. 
 

DR. BHAI MAHAVIR: Sir, it is a relevant question....... 

(Interruption).......What is this, Sir, He should reply. 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: About the second question, Sir, all that the hon. 

Member has said is that on an earlier occasion the U.S. Government had stopped the 

delivery of equipment to Pakistan. 
 

(Interruptions) 
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SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Never, Never, It is India. 
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is right. It is only a ship. 

 

SHRDAR SWARAN SINGH: These were stopped when they were on the 
high seas. Therefore, even if they decide now, they can stop and there is no doubt 

about it and there is no question of citing any earlier precedent or not citing any 
precedent. It is a question of a conscious decision by the Government. I f they now 

decide which we are pressing them to decide..... (Interruptions)..... it is a substantial 
thing and that need not be linked with any earlier supplies or stoppage of supplies. We 

should deal with them as they come rather than try to build up precedents. 
  
 
 

N� ��� +�, K-O���� : K�� *Q ����[���, ���� ���? K����� �,�  �� ,���� �� 
+�4���f (H�� �9) +���  ���[ ����।  � ���� ��� � +����, � �� ��� ��� K��� +�=�� ��� 
���� +��। 

 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Yes, please? Anything left unanswered, I will look into. 

 
SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Sir, he has again repeated the same question of 

interception of ships. I would like to say that this is not a matter in which the usual 

tactics of pressuring the Government can be adopted. We refused to submit to those 

tactics of pressurization. These are decisions which we have to after careful 

consideration of the implications of anything and everything we do and about the 

question why is the Government trying not to accept their suggestions on the ground 

that we want to weigh all aspects, we continue to adopt that attitude, because the 

responsibility is on us and we want you to appreciate it. 
 

SHRI PITAMBER DAS: Sir......... 
 

MR.  CHAIRMAN: Yes what do you want? ....... 
 

SHRI PITAMBER DAS: Sir, the question is not of equating it with the 

stoppage of ships. It is equating it with the reason of it when that was stopped; it was 
stopped on the plea that it would add to the tension. And now, on the same plea can't 

you say that it is adding to the tension, therefore, it should be stopped that was the 
point. We were not equating it with stoppage. We were quoting it with the reason for 

it.  
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Pitamber Das, that is quite clear.  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I have already said, Sir, we have definitely 
pointed out that this adds to the military might of  the military regime against the 

innocent people and enables the military regime to carry on atrocities and also adds to 
the tension between our two countries and strengthens Pakistan against India. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: Yes, Mr. Rajnarain. 
 

 N� ��5�����9� �� ���, K�� K���� ���[ *,��= T�����
 5����_ �<� � ����� ) �,� 
��� ��� ��� +�� �� ���� +�, K�� 5��� ���� �����[। 

 

�7����  K��� *����?� �,� ���� )�� Tx ����। 
 

N� ��5������� 5� �5 7�� +� ������ ����� K��[ +� ������� ����� �� K������� 
������� ����[ +����� )�" ,����� ��O, ���= ��h��� ��।  K�O `L7��� ����� ) �,� 
����[� ���� +� )= ����� ��h����  �� ��������� ����  �� )5�� ��� ����� ��h��� ��, 
,����� ��O। *,� *Q। 

 

N� � ���� ��?� (HO� *���): ����1�� ����5  �� ���� 7�=। 
 

N� ��5�����9� ���� �,�। �<� �� ��� ��� ������ ���9 �?���[��� �� ��� �� 
"Civil aggression" �q�" ��� �� ����[���? ������ �<� �� "Civil aggression'' �q ��� �� 
����[��� K� +�� � )"� ����"��� )�j�� ��, ���7��� )�j��, �= K������ ������� 
+�y� �  � +�, ��� ����"��� )�j�� )�" �� ��� ���7����� )�j�� �� K��� ��[� ������ 
����� ���h�� +�=।) ����#� ��O �<� �� ��� �� )��O ) �,� ����� ����� +� K����� 
������ �������� �#��  �_ 	����� 	�,# �F� ��� )�� +���� ����9��,#, +���� 	��,# KE� K�� 
)�� E"����� �c��# ��h� ,� *���  ���। ������ �<�  ����[�, ��
��9 T�,# �� ��z�� � K��� 
���  ��। ) �,� +� ��� +� ��� `�=-)� ��5  ���� )"� +�H ����� `�=-)� ��5  ��� K� 
��h� ,� O �/  ��� ������� T��  ��� ) m=��� ��
� T��� ��,#��। 

 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH:  Sir, the reply it the first question is 'yes' 
 

About the second, I have not used this expression ''civilian aggression'' in 

relation to the position in Bangladesh. But I have used some expression to this effect 
that large influx of refugees into Indian Territory means a sort of aggression action 

against us in India because this amounts to shaking our socio-economic fabric by the 
induction of these large numbers. I have used this expression. But I would like to 

assure the hon. Member that it has got nothing to do with the supply of arms by the 
U.S.A to Pakistan. 

 

All this took place, the first one, the main ship, that took place long before I 

went there. In this respect there should not be any confusion in the mind of anybody, 

and I think the hon. Member is stretching the language too much when he tries to 

import that aspect here. Now, for once I agree with him that our Embassies, should do 

everything possible to safeguard and protect our interests being vigilant always, and 

they are constantly reminded to do so, and vigilance to protect our interests. We 

should not also try to bring in extraneous considerations like methane from Banaras or 

things of that nature. These are in the nature of trying to ridicule our institutions 

which, I think, does not redound to our credit. 
 

N� ��5�����9� �� ���, K��� *�Q� 5��� ��=��। K�� ����[���, +� ���� +��� T� 
+���� +,�� )���[� +� �c��# 7�� ����� ������ �5�;� ����[��� ���� +� )�� TU �� 5�� 
��h����  ���? +� ���� TU ��h����, )�� 5�� ��� C���[, K�� �<� � ����� ���"  � )�"� 
��`L HO� C�= +� +� ���� TU ��h����  ���[� ����। 
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�7���� )�� K��� ����। 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: I have said that we have come to know of it 

after this 'New York Times' report. I have said that and thereafter; we have taken that 
the subject vigorously with them.  

 

N� ��5�����9� �� ���, K��� *�Q� Hp� )���� K����।  
 

 �7���� �g� ��� �[� ��। 
 

N� ��5�����9� +� ���� TU )��� )"�O 5��� �[� ��। )�� K����� H���� �n� )= 
����� ��7��� K����� +�� �F� ��� �F�  ��।...... 
 

SHRI GODEY MURAHARI (Uttar Pradesh): There is some confusion. Mr. 

Rajnarain has been asking about the shipments made in May, much before the 

Minister went to New York.  
 

��5�����9� �� ���, K�� K�O 5��� C�= , ���������� 	��G� ��� ���. +�� ��� 
 �_? )= ����� ) ��� ���������� 	��G� +����। +� ���� +���� +,�� TU  )���, �� �� 
+,�� 5��� ����, ����� ���������� �u� 	��G� *��� �n�। )= ����� ���������� 	��G� 
���� +4��� K������, �G�"� O ������ ����1���� TU ��� �� ��   ��। 
 

�7���� )�� K���� � 5���  �� +?�[। )� 5��� ��� *,��= ���� �����[�। 
 

N� ��5�����9� 	��G�� *�Q।  
  

�7���� �<� ����[�, *
���<� ) ������� ����[� K��� K� ���� ��[�= ��=। ������� 
...... ����� 5���।  
 

N� ��5�����9� *
���<� +� ��gC ��� ����# ����[���। 
 

SHRI NIREN GHOSH: Sir, I would like to know what exactly is the 

assurance that Mr. Swaran Singh got from the U.S.A government because he got an 

assurance that there would be no arms shipments from U.S.A to Pakistan. But U.S. 

officials say that they never told anybody that an embargo on all U.S. military sales to 

Pakistan has been placed or that the licenser have been abrogated. So what is exactly 

the position, I would like to know.  
 

Did not L. k. Jha apprise him that there were licenses pending with the U.S. 

Government, that regular shipments have been taking place and that unless an 

embargo was declared or a ban was imposed the arms shipments would continue to be 

made? So I would like to know what is the correct position. If L. K. Jha did not care 

to inform the hon. Minister in this particular respect, I think L.K Jha did not safeguard 

the interests of India. And so he ought to make this point clear.  
 

Another thing is what according to the Government of India, is the purpose of 
the U.S. Government in making these arms shipments to Pakistan? Is it to keep both 

India and West Pakistan in such a state that this Bangladesh affair is prolonged, that 
both these countries are ruined and they can thoroughly establish their grip over both 

these countries? What exactly is the purpose? It serves no purpose, saying that it 
would add to  
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the agony of Bangladesh that everybody knows. What is the political purpose behind? 

What is the assessment of Government in this respect? That is also what I would like 

to know.  
 

Thirdly, the Prime Minister says that India would not participate in any 

conference on Bangladesh unless the atrocities there are stopped. May I take it that 

during his visit to the U.S. the U.S Government gave an assurance or whatever it is 

that they, including other powers, propose to have a conference on Bangladesh and 

with that assurance he came back very pleased-with the vague assurance that no 

shipments would be made-whereas no embargo  had been declared; that is going on- ? 

And the Prime Minister thought that the cards were now on her table when she 
declared that she would not participate in any conference unless the atrocities were 

stopped there whereas India had been made a game of and has fallen a prey to the 
designs of the U.S. Government; and we have been brought to this pass with our 

economy as well as the economy of West Pakistan-I say West Pakistan because I 

recognize Bangladesh, whether the Government does it or not. I recognize the 

Government of Bangladesh headed by Tajuddin Ahmed, the Awami League leader-

whether the Government recognizes it or not is another thing, That being the position 

I would like to know whether he  would clarify the position-what matters about this 

conference whether he has got the assurance and what exactly they have said. 
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Ghosh, it is quite clear....... (Interruptions)..... Your 

question is very clear.  
 

SHRI NIREN GHOSH : And lastly, I would like to know whether in view of 

the unfriendly and hostile act of the U.S.A. he would take any measure apart from 

expressing their  disappointment or their strong attitude; whether  the Government has 

in view any action so that they could reply to the unfriendly act of the U.S. 

Government apart from voicing protests and all that;  whether you have any action in 
view, even to call it an unfriendly act, If you call it an unfriendly act , in international 

affairs it is an action. So I would like to know whether the Government at all has view 
or is contemplating any such thing  or other things like declaring it an....... 
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is all right, Mr. Ghosh. Now are repeating it. Please 

sit down.  
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: The U.S. spokesmen have tried to make a 

distinction in regard to the actual shipment of that equipment for which licenses for 

export had been issued prior to their making a statement but we had all along been 

assured that no further actual physical supplies would be made. So this is the main 
reason why we have been stressing the importance of implementing the assurances 

and not tried to take shelter behind this distinction between the issue of an export 
license because what we are interested in is, these supplies should stop for with. I do 

not think that in this respect there has been any failure on the part of our Ambassador. 
The second questions is not easy for me to answer when he asks what is the political 

purpose of the U.S. Government in the matter of supplying arms to Pakistan. Whether 
political purpose they have, we have always said that to us any strengthening of 

Pakistan by military supplies from the U.S. 
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Also from China, is something to which we are totally opposed and therefore we have 

been urging on all these Governments to stop such supplies. In fact in this particular 

case the U.S. Government themselves had said that they are proposing to stop the 

supply of arms to Pakistan and I cannot therefore spell out the so-called political 

purpose. Perhaps that type of thesis may have to be extended to the attitudes of certain 

other countries as well. Thirdly, he has suggested as if there were any proposal for a 

conference between President Yahaya Khan and our Prime Minister. No such 
suggestion at any matter having been raised.  

 

SHRI NIREN GHOSH: The Prime Minister said some press conference that 
India would not participate in any conference on Bangladesh. Who are to be the 

participants she did not elaborate. That is why I asked whether in the course of the 

talks with the U.S. Government such a proposal was broached either from your said or 

their said about the Big powers calling a conference Bangladesh? 
 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: The answer is in the negative. About the fourth 

question, our present attitude in this respect is to ensure that these supplies should 

stop and no further supplies should  be made and it will not be proper or wise for us to 

widen this thing and try to envelop other things because it must  have some objective 

and our objective at present is to take every possible  step to ensure the stoppage of 

supplies of arms and if the hon. Member has  any influence with China, I will request 

him to ask the Chinese Government also to stop supplies.  

 
SHRI NIREN GHOSH: You have men there and they have their men here. We 

have no contact with China. Now due to the subservient attitude of Minister to the US 

Government it tantamount to the betrayal of Bangladesh....... 
 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I am not permitting any other question. 
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STATEMENT IN THE LOKRAJYA SABHA ON JUNE 25,1971, BY  

THE FOREIGN MINISTER ON HIS RETURN FROM VISITS TO MOSCOW, 

BONN, PARIES, OTTAWA, NEW YORK, WASHINGTON D. C. AND 

LONDON FROM 6TH JUNE TO 22ND JUNE 1971 
  

Between 6th 22nd June, 1971, I visited Moscow, Bonn, Paris, Ottawa, New 

York, Washington and London, in that order; In each of these capitals I had detailed 

discussions, with the head of Government and the Foreign Minister. At the UN 

Headquarters I had discussions with the U N Secretary-General U-Thant and his 

colleagues. I also met in every capital a number of other Government Leaders, 

Legislators, Editors, Social workers and Leaders of opinion. 
 

In these discussions the focus of attention and emphasis was all along on the 

grave and serious situation created for India by the influx of 6 million refugees from 
East Bengal and the continuing crisis caused in our region due to the massive killings 

by the West Pakistani military machine in East Bengal. 
 

In Moscow, Bonn, Paris, Washington and London statements were issued at 
the end of my visits on behalf of the respective Governments, in consolation with us 

and these indicate the general line of the reaction of host Government. In Ottawa 

Foreign Minister Mitchell Sherp made a statement in the Canadian House of 

Commons which indicates their general line. 
 

Copies of all these Statements are being laid on the Table of the House. 
 

As a result of my talks with the Government of countries visited by me, the 

following areas of agreement emerged: 
 

(i) That there could be no military solution and all military action in East 

Bengal must stop immediately. 

 

(ii) That the flow of refugees into India from East Bengal must 

immediately stop. 

 

(iii) That conditions must be created enabling the refugees to return to their 

homes in peace and security, and that this could happen only if the 

refugees could be assured of a secure future in their respective homes 

in East Bengal. 

 

(iv) That a political solution acceptable to the people of East Bengal was 
the only way of ensuring a return to normalcy. 

 

(v) That the present situation was grave and fraught with serious dangers 

for the peace and security of region.  
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It was generally agreed that the burden placed upon the resources of the 

Government of India by  this massive influx of 6 million refugees into country from 

East Bengal, a process crowded into just a few weeks, was intolerable, and that the 

international community must give assistance in this effort, both in cash and in kind.  

  

I made it clear in each capital that any assistance to the refugees from East 
Bengal was essentially an assistance given to Pakistan, for they are nationals of that 

country, uprooted through deliberate and wanton action on the part of their own 
Government. I also clarified, and it was by and large accepted, that any military 

assistance to the Military rulers of Pakistan at the juncture would have the effect of 
encouraging and sustaining them in their anti-people activity; and any economic 

assistance to them would be tantamount to condoning their deplorable actions in East 

Bengal, so fully and so irrefutably documented by eye-witness accounts which have 

been appearing in the world press all these weeks. I pointed out also that, in fact, any 

economic assistance, excepting that given on humanitarian considerations to the 

victims of oppression in East Bengal under international surveillance would have the 

effect of maintaining in power the military machine of the minority now engaged in 

oppressing the majority of the people of that country, and thus would constitute an 

unfortunate farm of interference in their internal affairs. 
 

I found in all these capitals great appreciation for the generosity displayed by 

the Government and people of India in looking after this large influx of refugees, 

which was recognized as an unprecedented one in human history, man-made calamity 
for the people of East Bengal, and also for this country. The gravity of the situation, 

the enormity of the burden-placed on us, for no fault of ours, and the serious 
repercussions for the people and security of this entire region if the present situation 

was not brought under control speedily, was recognized everywhere.  
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DEFENCE MINISTER SHRI JAGJIVAN RAM'S 

STATEMENT ON JULY 12, 1971 
 

Following are excerpts from Defense Minister Shri Jagjivan Ram's reply to the 

debate on Budget Demands of the Ministry of Defense, on July 12, 1971. 
 

I was talking about the tragic developments in Bangladesh. The resurgence of 

sentiment for Bangladesh after the brutal intervention by West Pakistan's military 

forces has exposed in all its nakedness the colonialist designs of the present regime in 

West Pakistan. It has further proved that the foot of democracy is too deep and too 

strong to be snapped by a military rule of nearly a quarter of a century. The people of 

Bangladesh are manfully resisting the efforts of Pakistan Junta to suppress freedom 

and democracy. The terror widely has been unleashed on Bangladesh has stirred the 
conscience of the world. The bravery and heroism of those engaged in this struggle is 

widely admired and applauded. The House has expressed the support and sympathy 
for our friends in distress.  
 

A significant percentage of the population of Bangladesh had been forced out 

and has sought shelter in India. It is clear that the Pakistan Army is engaged in a 
ruthless genocide of the people of Bangladesh and is, in the process, mounting a threat 

to our economy, our society, and on the basic principles which our Constitution 

enshrines. The values we cherish and the commitments we have made for our own 

social and economic development are in jeopardy. Government is alive to their 

responsibility to meet this threat.  
 

The House is aware of the intrusions that have been attempted by the Pakistan 

Army our eastern borders. The House is also aware of the report which have appeared 

in the Press in regard to the preparations which are being made by Pakistan on our 

western borders, more particularly across the cease-fire line.  
 

The House is aware of the frantic attempts which are being made by the 

Pakistani military junta to raise new regiments, to conscript their youth, and to 

procure military hardware, arms and ammunition stealthily or through the agency of 
their friends in some countries. All these preparations are being made with a view to 

extinguish the flame of freedom and democracy on this sub-continent. We hope that 
those who are helping them in this effort are conscious of their responsibilities, are 

aware of the purposes for which these death-dealing weapons are being procured.  
 

We have had occasion to discuss these threats to our security in this House. I 
can only say that we keep reviewing these matters from day to day, and I can assure 

the House that vigilance has been strengthened all along the eastern and western 
borders and every precaution has been taken to defeat all possible maneuvers on the 

part of our  
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adversaries. Our security forces have instructions to deal firmly with infiltrators and 

other hostile elements which may attempt to intrude into our territory.  
 

Our people on the borders, whether it is in Kashmir, Jammu, Nagaland, 
Meghalaya or anywhere else, are conscious of the stakes. The brutal methods 

employed by the Pakistan Army in Bangladesh have strengthened their determination 
to resist and defeat Pakistan man oeuvres.  

 

Mukti Fauj 
 

The demand for the early recognition of Bangladesh by Government has been 

reiterated by various sides of the House. We are aware of the feeling in the country on 

the question of recognition of Bangladesh. Our Prime Minister has explained 

Government’s stand on the matter on more than one occasion in the House and 

outside. There is nothing to add to what the Prime Minister has said on the subject. 

One thing, however, is clear. The indomitable courage of the freedom fighters of 

Mukti Fauj will ultimately succeed in establishing Bangladesh. The reports trickling 

from across the border indicate how manfully freedom fighters are harassing the 
Pakistan Army. One guerilla, one commando, of the Mukti Fauj is worth many 

marauders of the imperialist army of Pakistan. With the ever increasing activities of 
the freedom fighters, it is clear that the military junta will not be permitted to continue 

their exploitation of the people of Bangladesh and perpetuate their colonial rule there. 
In their determination to establish a democratic order in Bangladesh, freedom fighters 

have all our sympathy and support. 
 

Army 
 

There has been insistent demand for improving our defense preparedness. For 
obvious reasons, caution has to be exercised in disclosing details of our strength and 

our preparedness. I can, however, safely say that in every arms and in every role, we 
are more than a match for our adversary. The House has naturally not been apprised 

of the enormous exertions our armed forces have made to improve their skill in the 
use of the equipment given to them. Every effort has been made to enhance the 

mobility of our land forces, to increase the fire power of the infantry and artillery and 

of our armored units. Our anti-tank capability has been enhanced by the introduction 

of missile units. New methods of weapon training and battle inoculation have been 

introduced. Altogether, the defensive capability and striking force of the Indian Army 

cannot but cause serious concern to our adversaries.  
 

It is true that Pakistan has acquired Mirage-IIIE aircraft. Our Air Force has 

fully taken into account the increase in Pakistani air power the strength and capability 

of our holdings are superior to Pakistani acquisitions. Our fighter bomber squadrons 

have been progressively modernized. We have recently carried our reorganization of 

Commands in conducted to ensure a state of operational readiness. Heavy repair and 

depot maintenance facilities have been modernized and augmented. I have every 

reason to hope that, as a result, the rate of serviceability of our aircraft will improve. 
The measures which have been taken do not merely increase the striking power of our 

Air Force they also ensure  
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the most effective co-ordination of air operations in support of actions on land and on 

high seas.  
 

Navy 
 

Some concern has been expressed in regard to the strength of our Navy. It is 

true that Pakistan has acquired new capabilities in the field of submarine warfare. We 

also have improved our capabilities. Our Navy has now a submarine arm. Its anti-

submarine role has been strengthened by acquisition of modern anti-submarine 

aircraft. The navy also holds and operates missile carrying crafts. The dockyard at 

Bombay is being modernized. A new dock yard is under construction at 

Vishakhapatnam. The Navy too has streamlined their provisioning procedures and 

maintenance facilities. I am sure, our Navy is in a state of readiness to give a good 
account of itself.  

 

Civil Defense 
 

Our anti-aircraft defenses have been modernized and strengthened. We now 

have surface-to-air guided weapon complexes installed in vital areas. Steps are also 

being taken to activate our civil defense measures. The Central Government is 

meeting the greater part of the expenditure on these measures. A large number of 
persons has volunteered for manning civil defense services.  

 

Defense Procurements 
 

The possibilities of procurements from abroad are somewhat limited for us. 

But I would like to assure the House that we are not neglecting these possibilities. Our 
main reliance, of course, is on ourselves. Our ordnance factories and defense 

undertaking are working to capacity to meet the requirements of the Services. Several 
new types of weapons and equipments have been developed and are being 

manufactured. The Defense Research and Development Organization has made a 
commendable contribution. Our scientists and their associates in the Defense 

Research and Development Organizations are making commendable efforts to make 

us self-reliant in our requirements.  
 

While no country is completely self-sufficient, most advanced countries 
endeavor to develop a technological viability so that they are able to establish 

mutually beneficial relationships with other countries. These nations thus acquire a 
certain freedom of action because of their ability to develop equations and engage in a 

give and take exercise with other nations. This viability, or to put in other words, this 
scientific, industrial and technological maturity reinforces self-reliance. We are 

expecting that such viability or maturity will be achieved by our scientists and 
technologists, particularly those working on our Defense laboratories and 

establishments, at not too distant a date. I can only assure the House that we will not 

allow their work to be hampered for lack of funds.  
 

I would like to remind the House that National security goes beyond 
development of Armed Forces or preparedness to meet threats to our borders; it is 

interwoven with our national objectives, our national interests, and our national 
capacity. In the quest of account. I am sure, our people led by this august House will 

participate in these efforts and lend their full support to them.  
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Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy 
 

In this connection, I have noted carefully the wish of many Hon’ble Members 

for our Defense Forces to acquire nuclear capabilities. We have discussed this matter 

in this House on a number of occasions. Our present policy is to use nuclear energy 
for peaceful purposes. In our view the possession of nuclear weapons is no substitute 

for our capability in the use of conventional weapons. I would like to remind the 
House that our military capabilities must be based on the advances we are able to 

make in the field of science, technology and industry. The House is aware of the 
position. India occupies in the field of nuclear science. The House is also aware of the 

plans and programmes for making further advances in this field. The House I am sure 
will not wish me to say more on this subject or to lose my sense of perspective in 

dealing with it.  
 

International Peace-Keeping 
 

Apart from the defense of our borders, our Defense Forces have certain other 

responsibilities also. The House is aware of the responsibilities discharged by our 

defense forces in the past in a peacekeeping role assigned to them by the United 

Nations on a  number of occasions.  
 

On April 6, 1971, while we were engrossed in our own problems, we received 

an urgent request from our friendly neighbor, the Government of Ceylon. Similar 

request had been made by that Government to other countries. Our response was 

prompt. We agreed to provide all assistance that was possible within our resources. 

We made our helicopters available. Our naval ships assisted the Ceylonese Navy in 

patrolling Ceylon’s coasts. Our personnel did not deal with insurgence they provided 
relief for the Ceylonese personnel and assisted them in surveillance and patrol duties 

only. With the completion of their task, the small forces made available to the 
Government of Ceylon were withdrawn.  

 

We have also supplied some items of equipment and stores needed by the 

Ceylonese Defense Forces. At the request of the Ceylonese Government, we have 

agreed to provide training facilities to their officers. Our co-operation in this field, the 

House will be pleased to know, has been mutually satisfactory.  
 
 
 

_________ 
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CALLING ATTENTION TO A MATTER OF URGENT 

PUBLIC IMPORTANCE 
 

Continued U.S. Arms Supply to Pakistan and Implications thereof 

Shri Bhupesh Gupta (West Bengal): Sir, before I take up this thing I should 

like to have your direction. This question was discussed in the other House during the 

period when we were not in session as a regular debate. Now, Sir, just a discussion on 

Calling Attention is not adequate. May I suggest therefore that this Calling attention 

be transformed into a motion for discussion rather than a mere calling attention? As 

you know, Sardar Swaran Singh made a statement in this House but we could not 

discuss it because the same day we adjourned. The other House discussed it and a lot 

of time was given to it and I do not see why we should not also get an opportunity for 

a thorough discussion on his statement and subsequent developments. Therefore, my 
request to you is that this Calling Attention should, as we have done in the past, be 

transformed into a motion for discussion.  
 

Shri Godey Murahari (Uttar Pradesh): Sir, I also support the contention of Mr. 

Bhupesh Gupta. Several things have taken place in the last few days; major events 

have taken place as far as the world is concerned and we should have a full-dress 
debate on all the issues. As far as the United States and Pakistan are concerned there 

have been new developments with regard to China also and therefore it would be in 
the fitness of things that we have a full discussion and not just this Calling Attention.  

 

Mr. Chairman: I follow.  
 

Shri Krishan Kant (Haryana): We should have the Calling Attention plus a 

debate also. This Calling Attention should be gone through and we should also have a 

debate.  
 

The minister of state in the Department of Parliamentary affairs and in the 
minstry of shipping and transport (Shri om mehta): Let his be gone through and then 

we will try to find some time for a short duration discussion.  
 

Shri Niren Ghosh (West Bengal): ‘What is some time?’ We must have it 
today. 

 

Shri Bhupesh Gupta: It is not a question of finding some time; it should be 

done as soon as possible, today or tomorrow. 
 

Some honourable members: No, no. 
 

Shri Bhupesh Gupta: You see it can be easily done today. The subject of the 

Calling Attention is the same; it can be converted into a motion for discussion as had 

been done in the past. Why again go through all this?  
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Mr. Chairman: I want to take one suggestion. I suggest that after the Bills are 

disposed of, this may be taken up as a Short Duration Discussion today.  
 

The Minister of External Affairs (Sarar Awaran Singh): I would crave the 

indulgence of this House because the Demand relating to the Ministry of External 

Affairs is coming up for discussion in the other House today. These dates are already 

fixed and both today as well as tomorrow I will be busy in the other House. I do not 

want to come in the way of your decision for arranging a Short Duration Discussion. 

But I will not be available today and tomorrow.  
 

Shri Bhupesh Gupta: If he is not here, there is no point. I understand the hon. 

Minister will not be replying to the debate in the other House today. He will be only 

listening to the debate. It is important for him to listen to the speeches, I agree............ 
 

Shri Niren Ghosh: The Bills that are there are regarding Gujarat and Punjab.  
 

Shri Bhupesh Gupta: I suggest that this be discussed today as the hon. Minister 
will not be replying in the other House today.  

 

Shri OM Mehta: It is entirely for the House to decide.  
 

Shri Bhupesh Gupta: The calling attention should come. I beg to call the 

attention of the Minister of External Affairs to the continued arms supply by the 

Government of U.S.A. to Pakistan and the implications thereof.  
 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Gurupadaswamy wants to say something.  
 

The leader of the opposition (Shri M.S. Gurupadaswamy): I just want to say 
that today may not be utilized for a general debate on this issue. I would like that a 

separate day may be fixed for this. This motion, as he has started it, may be gone 
through, but the general question may no be taken up today.  

 

Mr. Chairman: That will be considered. In the meantime this will go on.  
 

Shri Bhupesh Gupta: I have already called his attention.  
 

[MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair] 
 

Sardar Swaran Singh: Sir, I regret to inform the House that since the issue of 

shipment of American arms to Pakistan was discussed last in this House, there has 
been no change in U.S. policy. On the contrary, it has come to our notice that U.S. 

Military equipment still in the pipeline for delivery to Pakistan may be even more 

than has been publicly admitted by the U.S. Government. While the U.S. State 

Department spokesman mentioned on July 8th, 1971 that the average approximate 

annual figure for the last five years of supply of arms to Pakistan has been in the order 

of $ 10 to 15 million, Senator Church quoted an estimated figure of $ 35 million, in 

respect of military equipment still in the pipeline. We have reason to believe that his 

figure is nearer to the correct one. In any case amounts in Dollar alone do not give a 

correct picture. As we know, Pakistan has been in the past obtaining equipment from 

certain governmental sources at throw-away prices. Spare parts which may cost very 

little can reactivate deadly weapons.  
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I would like to assure the House that our views on the supply of arms to 

Pakistan have been conveyed in unequivocal terms to the United States Government. 

We have explained to them the adverse impact it could have on the peace and stability 

of the sub-continent. It could have an impact on Indo-US bilateral relations as well. It 

is surprising that the US Government which has been counseling restraint to us should 

have itself taken a measure which will aggravate the situation. 
  

The supply of arms by any country to Pakistan in the present context amounts 

to condonation of genocide in Bangladesh and encouragement to the continuation of 

atrocities by the military rulers of Pakistan. It also amounts to intervention on the side 

of the military rulers of West Pakistan against the people of Bangladesh.  
 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: We have been very carefully following the 

statement made by the hon. Minister apart from what has appeared in the newspaper 

from the side of the United States of America. I must say that we remain disappointed 

by the manner in which the hon. Minister has reacted to these things. Sir, first of all, 

even now he has said that the supply of arms to Pakistan in the present situation is a 

condonation. He would never use the world abetment. Yet, Sir arms are being 

supplied for the act of committing the crime of genocide there and the USA is acting 
as the principal in the second degree in aiding that genocide and still, he says, it is 

‘condonation’. I am surprised that the Government does not have the courage to say 
that it is a direct help and abetment to the criminal act of genocide. It is a violation of 

the International Convention on Genocide, the UN Charter and the Human Rights 
Charter, thereby making the US guilty of violation of these International laws. Sir, 

now what is the assessment of the Government, political, military and otherwise, of 
the present step by the United States of America of the supply of arms in the present 

situation to Pakistan? That assessment has not been made. Sir, is it not a fact that 

since the US-Pak military pact was signed in 1954, just with a view to facilitating the 

ouster of the Fazlul Haq Government after the East Bengal Elections-a Government of 

which Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was also a Minister-US military  hardware worth 

about 2500 million dollars nearly Rs. 2000 crores- have been sent to Pakistan? 
 

Is it not a fact that even though there was a so-called embargo at the time of 
Indo-Pakistan War in 1965 the US were still supplying arms through Iran, Turkey, 

West Germany and other countries of the CENTO and the NATO in order to replenish 

the armaments of the Pakistani forces? Sir, in the present situation we find that it has 

been continuing ever since 1966; now it has been stepped up.  
 

In today’s newspaper we read that the Padma is carrying cannons also, not 
merely spares and other things. In this connection, I should like to know the policy of 

the Government. He has said, 35 million dollars in the pipeline, as one of the Senators 

has stated. It is much more but the significant part of it he has not mentioned. Now, it 

is known that these things are not part of ‘slippage’ an American expression, or 

‘bureaucratic bungling’ another American expression. The supplies are being made on 

orders from President Nixon himself. This is what has been disclosed in the American 

Senate by the Senator from Idaho, and it has not been since denied. In fact, the State 

Department has more or less admitted that President Nixon’s orders are responsible 

for   
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the supply of these arms. Arms are being given to Pakistan at throw-away prices. It is 

no price at all. It is a nominal price. It is like a director getting a salary of Re. 1 per 

month. It is like that. Arms have been gifted to Pakistan by the Americans. In such a 

situation, I should like to know what the policy of the Government is. Is it not a fact 

that it is an abetment of the genocide there and, apart from that, provocation of war 

against India? And with the supplies of arms arriving at the Bangladesh borders, we 

find bellicosity on the part of the West Pakistan troops rising every day. I come from 
Calcutta, everybody is saying that as Pakistan is getting arms from the US the troops 

on the other side are being more and more bellicose and developing provocative 
action including shell-fire into our territory. This is happening, Sir, I am a little 

surprised. Here, the hon. home Minister made a statement in which he has made an 
assessment of the United States thing. What he has said here is rather interesting-  
 

As a result of my talks with the Government of countries visited by me the 

following areas of agreement emerged:  
 

“(1) That there could be no Military solution and all Military action in East 

Bengal must stop immediately”.  
 

On your arrival here you told Parliament, we were told, that American is 
giving more arms for the continuance of the military action.  

 

“(2)That the flow of refugees into India from East Bengal must stop 

immediately.” 
 

The next day the Americans made it known that arms will go and that they 
were justified in supplying the arms.  

 

That does not stop the flow of refugees. It increases the flow of refugees. 

Yesterday I found out in Calcutta that the refugees in West Bengal are coming at the 

rate of 30,000 per day even now.  
 

The third item, according to his statement, is that conditions must be created 

for the return of refugees. Are the Americans creating conditions for the return of the 

refugees by giving arms to butcher Yahya Khan’s Military junta?  
 

The fourth item in his statement is political solution. The other day a statement 

was made here in this House and on the 29th June Mr. Yahya Khan made his 

broadcast and he told the world the kind of solution he wants. I do not wish to go into 

this thing. Even after that, the Americans made a special point to make it known to the 
world what kind of things they were supplying to Pakistan. Is that the way a political 

solution would be found?  
 

The fifth item is that the situation is fraught with grave danger to the peace 
and security. Now American arms are coming to maintain peace and security here. 

Now what is the remedy for us? Here is the statement of the Minister made in this 
House. We will have our full say when a full-dress debate takes place. But the hon’ble 

Minister was misleading the House. He has no business to tell us that America has 
come to this kind of agreement. If he has the courage he should declare that he has 

been bluffed and swindled by the Americans.  
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Sir, what is more shocking is that along with the statement he made on the 

25th of June, the spokesman of the State Department, immediately following their 

meeting, issued a statement which did not warrant what the Minister said in 

Parliament here. Therefore, I charge the Government with some kind of connivance, 

with having no courage to speak to the Americans that they are endangering the peace 

and security of this region. I should like to know why even now he is not saying that 

this is an act not only for the suppression of the struggle of the people of Bangladesh, 
but the arms supplies are meant against India also. It causes war provocation. It is 

provoking the West Pakistani troops to start military actions. Provocations are coming 
from the other side of our borders. Therefore, whereas his assessment is neither a 

political assessment nor an economic assessment, the Americans are giving so much 
aid. (Time bell rings.) I am finishing.  

 
The Government should rectify its position. I would urge upon the 

Government to develop a little courage and not just be led by the brief given by Mr. 

L.K. Jha who is a through unfit as our Ambassador in the United States of America. 

His performance makes it clear that he has totally failed to serve the national interest 

there. On the contrary, I believe, Sir, he has been instrumental in misleading the 

Hon’ble Minister. The Hon’ble Minister is making a statement which he made on his 

return from the United States of America. What is our Ambassador talking there I 

should like to know why you are spending so much money in the United States of 

America. It is to get arms for Pakistan by the Americans and then to be told in this 

manner that they are helping the cause of peace? Therefore, I take a serious view of 

this matter. This thing should be discussed. Mr. L.K. Jha, should be recalled 
straightway for having failed to carry out the limited responsibility expected of him. 

This is number one.  
 

Number two, the American action should be declared as a hostile act towards 

India. Our diplomacy and policy have failed. For its warlike actions against India, its 

hostile action against India, American should be charged in the United Nations and 
outside of helping the genocide, of violating the Conventions, of violating the U. N. 

Charter, of violating the Human Rights Charter and creating tension in the Indo-Pak 
subcontinent. These things should be done-net this kind of wishy-washy, hanky-

panky, ridiculous statement that the hon. Minister has made. These are the demands I 
am making. Besides, I do not know why the American Ambassador was sent to 

Calcutta to meet the refugees. Sir, I was ashamed when I saw a picture of Mr. Keating 
meeting the refugees. Who allowed the American Ambassador to go there? They are 

allowing Americans to take photographs of the Tripura Airport, the Agartala airport 
and so on. Do I understand that when that country is responsible for helping genocide, 

the envoy of that country should be sent to the Indian border to meet the refugees? I 

am surprised. The Ambassador should be kicked out of West Bengal. I would ask the 

people to kick him out. I would ask the people of West Bengal to kick him out, to kick 

him in the street, when they have been behaving in this manner.  
 

It is an insult to our people. By supplying arms to Pakistan, they are sending 

refugees to West Bengal, and they are sending, with the permission of the Central 

Government the American envoy here, Mr. Keating, to go and put on airs as if he 
sympathetic to them. This is absolutely double-facedness unworthy of a responsible 

Government. Ask  
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Mr. Keating not to go out of Delhi. You can ask him to go back home, but certainly 

you should not send him to West Bengal to talk to the refugees as if they are being of 

service to us. Never have I seen such a weak-kneed policy. American is preparing 

West Pakistani troops for war against India. We are being told that anything may 

develop. And the people who are supplying arms to West Pakistan are being sent 

there to our border in order to pretend as if they are our friends. I say, Sir, this policy 

has got to change. I lodge my strong protest against the manner in which the 
Government is handling matters with regard to the United States of America. I 

demand that a Cabinet meeting should be held on this subject. The national sentiment 
should be taken into account and proper preparation should be made politically and 

diplomatically to meet the challenge the United States has flung against us. We are 
being driven to the position of 1965. Pakistan is being egged on to start war against 

our country. We do not want war. We do not want armed actions by India or military 
action of this type. But certainly we want all help to be given to the Bangladesh 

freedom fighters. And recognition must be given to Bangladesh. These two things 

should be done. 
  

Mr. Deputy Chairman: That will be enough.  
 

Shri Bhupesh Gupta: I am finishing. I shall say more later. There is no 

suggestion of any concrete action. What prevents them from recognizing Bangladesh 
and giving massive assistance to the freedom fighters. I should to know. These points 

should be clarified by the hon. Minister. 
 

Shri niren ghosh: Sir, the Government takes their services, but never listens to 
their advice.  

 

Sardar Swaran Singh: We also know the contribution of the party to which the 

hon. Member belongs, the Marxist Communist Party.  
 

Sir, in his characteristic and eloquent manner, Mr. Bhupesh Gupta has 

unburdened himself of everything that was on his chest during this period when the 

Rajya Sabha was in recess. In one speech, he has compressed all his ideas, whether 

they relate to the present Calling Attention Notice or otherwise. And perhaps he has 

drawn very heavily upon the brief which he has prepared for participating in the 

general discussion and has made a full-fledged speech.  
 

Shri Bhupesh Gupta: On a point of personal explanation, Sir, I left Calcutta 

last midnight and this morning I saw the Calling Attention Notice. This is an 

extempore speech.  
 

Sardar Swaran Singh: You do not require a written speech. It is in your mind 
all the time.  

 

Shri Niren Ghosh: I can testify to what he said just now because I came in the 

same plane.  
 

Sardar Swaran Singh: But you did not come from the same place in Calcutta. 
 

Sir, on way of dealing with his speech would be to make a counter-speech I 

have to resist that temptation. I will, therefore, try to answer specifically some of the 

suggestions  
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that he has made because he has not asked anything from me. He has made several 

suggestions and in a very forceful manner.  
 

Shri A. G. Kulkarni (Maharashtra): Why don’t you send him to America in the 
place of Mr. L.K. Jha?  

 
Shri Lokanath Misra (Orissa): He has asked for a Cabinet meeting.  

 
Sardar Swaran Singh: I would like to answer his suggestions. First, he says 

that our Ambassador Jha should be recalled. I am sorry I cannot oblige Mr. Bhupesh 

Gupta. I must say, and I repeat what I had said on an earlier occasion, that Mr. Jha has 
done good work there .......... 

 

Shri Bhupesh Gupta: I protest against it. What good work has he done 

producing a statement of this kind? 
 

The only quality of Mr. Jha is that he has accredited himself to the United 

States.  
 

Sardar Swaran Singh: Whatever may be the country to which an Ambassador 

is accredited, we cannot always judge his work from the attitude of the host country. 

If we go into this, then perhaps it will not be the proper way of approach to a matter of 

this nature. Secondly, he said that we should use a more strong language while 

describing the action of the U.S. in supplying arms to Pakistan. I think that the 

language used is pretty strong although it is not as strong as Mr. Bhupesh Gupta’s 

language.  
 

Shri Bhupesh Gupta: The question is: Does he consider it a violation of the 

UN Charter? Use any language it is helping genocide and creating of tension in this 

part of the world in violation of the UN Charter. 
 

Sardar Swaran Singh: In the last paragraph of the statement that I read I have 

said quite clearly that arms supply to Pakistan in the present context amounts to condo 

nation of genocide in Bangladesh and encouragement to the continuation of atrocities 

by the military rulers of Pakistan. If Mr. Bhupesh Gupta has patience and he looks up 

the dictionary, he will find that abetment means the same thing as encouragement to 

the continuation of the atrocities in that part of the world. So, he cannot compel me to 

use a word which he used. He should give me the latitude to select my word.   
 

Shri Bhupesh Gupta: No, it is very important, it is not the same thing. 
Abetment does mean more than encouragement. I may encourage many things, yet I 

may not come under the law, the law of mischief. Here the moment you say abetment, 
he is liable for action under the provisions of the UN Charter.  

 

Sardar Swaran Singh: Then the third question that the asked was why Mr. 

Keating went to Calcutta or to West Bengal .............. 
 

Shri Chitta Basu (West Bengal): And why he should not be kicked.  
 

Sardar Swaran singh: We should be a little more decent than just kicking 

people. The question that he asked was why he went there to have a look at the 

refugee  
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camps. It has been our policy that the representatives of other countries, the 

Ambassadors of other countries, Members of Parliament from other countries and 

pressmen should freely go and see the refugees. And I can tell you that any person 

who has gone, any foreigner who has gone, and has had a look at the refugee camps 

and seen the misery writ large on the faces of people, has returned a different person 

altogether, and there is nothing for us to hide there and I do not see why there should 

be any objection to any Ambassador of any country going to the refugee camps and 
seeing for himself the plight of refugees and also the tale of woe which they recite and 

which can also be read from their condition. I strongly reject the suggestion that while 
dealing with the United States we are adopting another attitude than the one warranted 

by the circumstances. We have told the United States Government, their 
representatives at all levels, of the strength of our feeling and we have also pointed 

out in unmistakable terms that the continued US supply of arms to Pakistan in the 
present conditions is not only encouraging and helping the military rulers to carry on 

their atrocities against the unarmed people of Bangladesh, but it also makes Pakistan 

more intransigent, more bellicose, and as such it affects our security also. We have all 

along taken this stand that any supply of arms to Pakistan by any country amounts to 

encouraging Pakistan to carryon Pakistan’s policy of confrontation against India and 

thus this is a matter which affects our security. This is a perhaps what the honorable 

Member was suggesting. We have already done that. Then he has made a suggestion 

that there should be a special Cabinet meeting. I would like to assure Mr. Bhupesh 

Gupta that Cabinet meetings do take place from time to time and it is hardly a matter 

in which Parliament as such should make any suggestion. We can always meet at the 

shortest notice. We have met on several occasions. We have discussed in the Cabinet 

and in the various sub-committees of the Cabinet this issue almost on a continuous 

basis I would like to assure Mr. Bhupesh Gupta and the House that this is a matter of 

the highest importance which is constantly under discussion and under review the 
Government at all levels. 
 

I would like to assure him that we attach the highest importance to this 

question.  
 

Lastly he raised the question of recognition. This has got nothing to do with 

the present Calling Attention.  
 

Shri Lokanath Misra: I am surprised at the suggestion of Shri Bhupesh Gupta. 

He suggested the recall of our Ambassador in USA. If anybody has failed in his task, 

it is not the Ambassador, but it is his friend Sardar Swaran Singh.  
 

Sardar Swaran Singh: I am your friend also.  
 

Shri Lokanath Misra: Now this shows where the shoe pinches. I thought that 
from the public posture shows by Shri Bhupesh Gupta they were not in collusion yet. 

But by his suggestion to recall the Ambassador, I got the impression that Shri 
Bhupesh Gupta is still hand in glove with the congress because he does not want any 

of the Ministers to resign for their failures. He does not want the Prime Minister to 

resign on this issue. He only wants to recall the Ambassador from Washington.  
 

Sardar Swaran Singh: That is your privilege. You can very irresponsibly ask 

others to resign. That is the privilege of your Party.  
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Shri Lokanath Misra: My Party may or may not be able to do anything. 
 

Shri Bhupesh Gupta: My friend is an intelligent man. If I refuse to be stupid, is 
it a crime?  

 

Shri Lokanath Misra: My party may or may not come to power, when it comes 

to power, it will shoulder its responsibility. But the fact is that today Sardar Swaran 

Singh has to shoulder his responsibility. He cannot shir kit. Therefore, if I accused 

anybody of failure, it will not be Shri L.K. Jha whom shri Bhupesh Gupta wants to 

recall. I accuse Sardar Swaran Singh. Is it not a fact that Sardar Swaran Singh on his 

return from his highly talked of tour of eight or nine capitals of the world made a 
statement in the aerodrome of Delhi that he was assured that the USA would do 

nothing against the interests of India? He said that he had been assured by the 
President of the United States that nothing would be done against the interests of 

India. Now how has failed in his duty. If he had been briefed by Shri L.K. Jha, that I 
would have taken him to task and asked for his recall from Washington. But the 

Foreign Minister himself went to the capital and he had personal knowledge of 
everything. He talked to the President of the USA and carried the impression that 

nothing would be done by the USA against the interests of India. My first question is 

whether Sardar Swaran Singh did not mislead the entire country by his wrong 

statement which he made when be came back from the USA saying that nothing 

should be done by the USA against the interests of India. Let him answer the 

question. If he could say that he was cheated, let him frankly say so. I would be happy 

......... (Interruptions). Shri Bhupesh Gupta took his own time. Now by his 

interruptions, he is talking part of my time also. Again he will take his own time when 

we have a debate. Sir, let me put my second question. In the context of the changed 

circumstances in the international field. we have absolutely no friend, either near 

about or even far away.  
 

We have none. Is it not a fact that the new association between the United 

States of American and China, the People’s Republic of China, where Pakistan acted 

as the priest, as reported in some newspapers.  
 

Shri A.P. Chatterjee (West Bengal): Pakistan acted as what? 
 

Shri Lokanath Misra: Pakistan acted as the priest in the marriage of 

convenience or in this grand alliance.  
 

An honourable member: In this unholy marriage?  
 

Shri Lokanath Misra: Yes, that is a better phrase. In this unholy marriage in 

which Pakistan acted as the priest, is it the price that the United States of America is 

going to pay through supplies of arms and Ammunitions?  
 

Then, Sir, has the External Affairs Minister tried to know something about it, 
Even during his visit to the USA he did not have any sent of it. His ambassadors in 

the different countries could not post him with information, up-to date information, so 
that he could tell us that this is going to happen and that there may be a changed 

situation in the international field and therefore, India may have to face a new 
situation. He did not tell us about it any time. Therefore, Sir, he was always back-

dated so far as the international 
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information was concerned and the information supplied to him by our ambassadors 

was concerned. Now that it has happened, now that it is a matter of fact, I want to ask 

whether he would try to know whether Pakistan would be getting additional arms and 

ammunitions as a price for the task that it undertook in bringing both these countries 

together.  
 

Then, No. 3, Sir, has our Foreign Minister ever attempted to find out what the 

total quantum of supply of that blessed agreement through which the United States of 

America was supposed to supply arms and ammunitions to Pakistan? What is the total 

quantum? Nobody seems to know anything about it.  
 

Shri Bhupesh Gupta: I think it is about 2 billion dollars or something like that.  
 

Shri lokanath misra: I cannot believe that.  
 

Mr. Deputy Chairman: Mr. Misra, you continue.  
 

Shri Lokanath Misra: I can believe what Mr. Swaran Singh says. I do not 

believe either what the “Pravada” says or the “New York Times” says. 
 

Shri A.P. Chatterjee: You said that he is misleading the entire people. 
 

Shri Lokanath Misra: Till he continues as the External Affairs Minister he is 

responsible to this House. He has misled the country. Let him mislead the House. 

Then he can face the consequences.  
 

Shri A.P. Chatterjee: Does 